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KEY TO THEE V^Xf^J 1

, d, {, k, 1, m, n, p, t, vJ z have rteiVTjSQjjt vMsj. »

NCIATION.

g as in ^o (gou). J>
as in Min (>in), ba/A (ba}>).

h ... ho ! (hou). S ... then (Sen), ba//;e (be'o").

r ... run (ron), terrier (teTiaj). J"
... *Aop (Jpp),

db/4 (dij).

i ... her (har), farther (fauSaj). tj ... eJop (tjop), ditch (dit/).

s ... jee (sf), e&M (ses). 3 ... virion (vi'jan), dejeuner (depone).

w ... soen (wen). d^ ... yui^B (djcdj).

hw ... when (hwen). n ... siii^iw,,? (sinirj), thiak (]>ink).

y ... yes (yes). nf
c<nger (firjgaj).

*

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. a la mode (a la mod').

ai ... aye =yes (ai), Isaiah (aizai'a).

re ... man (maen).

a ... pass (pas), chant (tjant).

an... loud (laud), now (nau).

v ... cat (k»t), son (son).

e ... y«t (yet), ten (ten).

e ... survey sb. (sv-xve), Fr. attache (atafe)

e ... Fr. chef (Jgf).

... ever (evai), nation (ne''Jan).

... /, eye, (ai), bind (baind).

... Fr. eau de vie (o d? vf-

).

... sit (sit), mystic (mistik).

. . . Psyche (sai'ki), react (ri|3e
-kt).

achor (e^koi), morality (morarliti).

... oil (oil), boy (boi).

... hero (hi»-ro), zoology (zoiplodji).

... what (hwgt), watch (wgtj).

' . . got (got), soft (s^ft).

... Ger; Kola (koln).

... Fr. pea (po).

... fall (ful), book (buk).

... duration (diure^Jan).

... unto (»-nta), fragality (fra-1.

... Matthew (mar)>ia), virtae (va-itia).

... Ger. Mailer (mii'ler).

a ... Fr. dane (dan).

. (see U, e», 5», u.) )
see Vol. , xx mk

', u (see fi, o")
j

' as in able (eib'I), eaten (it'n>- oice-gli^.

a

ai

i

i

o

oi

o

9

t,i

Ho

II S

II
ii

II. VOWELS.

LONG.

as in alms (amz), bar (bcu).

v ... carl (k»jl), far iivi).

e (e^)... there (SeVi), pear, pare (pe»i).

e(e')... rim, rain (re'n), the_y (Se 1

).

( ... Fr. faire (ffc
Tr').

a ... f/r (far), fern (fain), earth (a\ib).

i (!')••• bier (bi«j), clear (kll»i).

thief (bff), s*' (s0-

boar, bore (bo-'i), glory (gloa'ri).o (o»),

so, sow (sou), so«l (so«l).

walk (wgk), wart (wgit).

short (Jfiit), thorn (bp-in).

Fr. coear (kor).

Ger. Gothe (gote), Fr. jeane (^on).

poor (pu"j), moorish (miio-rij).

pare (piu»j), lare (l'u»i).

two moons (ta manz).

few (fia), late (1'at).

Ger. gran (gran), Fr. jas (3a).

(FOREIGN.)

n as in French nasal, environ (anvi'ron).

1? ... It. seraglio (se.-al'o).

n* ... It. si^viore (k'dVb).

X ... Ger. &ch (ax), Sc. \och (lox, loX*)-

Xy ... Ger. ie/i (ixy
)> Sc. nieAt (nexT t).

7 ... Ger. sa^en (za'^en).

•f ... Ger. lejen, re^nen (le"y'en, ri
y-

7ynen)

OBSCURE.

as in amceba (amrba).

.•

... accept (sekse'pt), maniac (me'-niak).

datum (de'-t^m).

moment (moVment), several (se-veral).

separate (ad/.) ^sc'paret).

added (x'ded), estate (este 1 '!).

vanity (vse'mti).

remain (rimP'n\ believe (bili'-v).

theory ()>r6ri).

violet (v>i -Jlct) parody (pre'r<?di).

authority (j^oriti).

connect (kjme'kt), amazon (a?"maz^n).

id, 'ii verdare (vaudivu), measure (me'^'ur).

ti ... altogether (gltiige'tSoj).

ia ... circalar (saukialar).

* $ th '. in soft, 1

1

doubtful length. Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the Etymology,

OE. e, 0, representing an earlier a, of c distinguished as e, c (having the phonetic value of e and 0, or 9, above) ;
as in eniie from anoi' ^OHG. anti,

Go|h. andci-s), t/ifim from mann, pn from an.

I /



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c k
a. [in Etymol.] ... = adoption of, adopted from.
a (as a 1300) = ante, before.

a., adj., adj = adjective.

absol., absol = absolutely.

abst = abstract.

ace = accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb = adverbial, -ly.

AF., AFr = Anglo-French.
Anal ... = in Anatomy.
Antiq = in Antiquities.

aphet = aphetic, aphetized.

app m apparently.

Arab ~ Arabic.
Arch m in Architecture.

arch = archaic.

Archxol. = in Archeology.
assoc = association.

Astr. = in Astronomy.
Astro/. = in Astrology.
altrib = attributive, -ly.

bef. = before.

Biol. = in Biology.
Boh = Bohemian.
Bot. = in Botany.
Build. = in Building.

c (as c 1 300) = circa, about.

c. (as 13th c.) = century.

Cat = Catalan.

catachr. = catachrestically.

Cf., cf. — confer, compare.
Chem — in Chemistry.

- cl. L = classical Latin.

cogn. vv = cognate with.

collect = collective, -ly.

colloq = colloquially.

comb = combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.
Comm = in commercial usage.
comp = compound, composition.
compl = complement.
Conch = in Conchology.
concr = concretely.

conj. = conjunction.

cons = consonant.
Const., Const. ... = Construction, construed

with.

Cryst = in Crystallography.

(D.) = in Davies (Supp. Brrg

Glossary). v

Da = Danish.
dat =• dative.

def. = definite.

deriv = derivative, -ation.

dial., dial. = dialect, -al.

Diet Dictionary.

dim = diminutive.

Du - Dutch.
Eccl. — in ecclesiastical usage.

ellipt = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl = east midland (dialect).

Eng = English.

Ent = in Entomology.
erron = erroneous, -ly.

esp., esp •" especially.

etym = etymology.
euphem m euphemistically.

exc = except.

f. [in Etymol.] ... = formed on.

f. (in subordinate

entries) = form of.

fern, (rarely f.) ... = feminine.

fig. = figurative, -ly.

F., Fr = French.

freq = frequently.

Fris. = Frisian.

G., Ger = German.
Gael = Gaelic.

Before a word or sense.

+ = obsolete.

|| = not naturalized.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

gen. = genitive.

gtn = general, -ly.

gen, sign = general signification.

Geol. = in Geology.
Geom = in Geometry.
Goth = Gothic (= Moeso-Gothic).

Gr = Greek.
Gram ... - in Grammar.
Heb = Hebrew.
Her. m in Heraldry.
Herb = with herbalists.

Hort = in Horticulture.

imp = Imperative.
impers = impersonal.

impf. = imperfect.

ind. = Indicative.

indef. = indefinite.

inf. = Infinitive.

intl = influenced.

int. = interjection.

intr = intransitive.

It = Italian.

J., (J.) = Johnson (quotation fron ).

(Jam.) = in Tamieaon, Scottish D ct.

(Jod.) = Jodrell (quoted from).
L = Latin.

(L.) (in quotations) = Latham's edn. of Todd's
lang = language. [Johnson.

LG = Low German.
lit = literal, -ly.

Lith = Lithuanian.

LXX = Septuagint.

Mai = Malay.
masc {rarely m.) = masculine.

Math = in Mathematics.
ME = Middle English.

Med. = in Medicine.

med.L = mediaeval Latin.

Mech. = in Mechanics.
Melaph = in Metaphysics.

MHG = Middle High German.
midl = midland (dialect).

Mil. - in military usage.

Mitt = in Mineralogy.

mod . = modern.

Mus = in Music.

(N.) = Nares (quoted from).

n. of action = noun of action.

n. of agent = noun of agent.

Nat. Hist = in Natural History.

Naut = in nautical language.

neut. {rarely n.) = neuter.

NE., NFr = Northern French.

N. O = Natural Order.

nom — nominative.

north = northern (dialect).

N. T = New Testament.

Numism = in Numismatics.

obj »= object.

Obs., obs., obs. ... = obsolete.

occas = occasional, -ly.

OE = Old English (-An;]
Saxon).

OF., OFr. = Old French.

OFris - Old Frisian.

OHG - Old High German.
Olr = Old Irish.

ON =« Old Norse (Old Icelandic).

ONF = Old Northern French.

Opt. = in Optics.

Ornilh = in Ornithology.

OS = Old Saxon.

OS1 ^ Old Slavonic.

O. T = Old Testament.

OTeut = Original Teutonic.

orig = original, -ly.

Palseont = in Paleontology.

pa. pple — passive or past participle.

pass = passive, -ly.

pa. t = past tense.

Path = in Pathology.

perh = perhaps.

Pers = Persian.

pers. = person, -al.

pf. = perfect.

Pg = Portuguese.

PhUol. = in Philology.

phonet = phonetic, -ally.

phr. = phrase.

Phnn = in Phrenology.

Phys = in Physiology.

p\.,pl. = plural.

poet. poetic.

pop popular, -ly.

ppl. a., ppl. adj.... = participial adjective.

pple = participle.

Pr = Provencal.

prec = preceding (word or article)

pref. = prefix.

prep — preposition.

pres = present.

Prim sign. = Primary signification.

priv = privative.

prob = probably.

pron pronoun.

pronuic = pronunciation.

prop properly.

Pros = in Prosody.

pr. pple = present participle.

Psych ,
— in Psychology.

q.v = quod vide, which see.

(R.) = in Richardson's Diet.

R.C.Ch = Koman Catholic Church.

refash = refashioned, -ing.

re/l.,re(\ = reflexive.

reg. = regular.

repr. = representative, representing.

Rhe. - in Rhetoric.

Rom — Romanic, Romance.
sb.,ji. = substantive.

Sc. .1 = Scotch.

,^sc ./ = scilicet, understand or supply.

sing. = singular.

Skr - Sanskrit.

Slav. = Slavonic

S'p Spanish.

sp _.. = spelling.

sf c, — specifically.

subj. - subject, subjunctive.

s.ibord. cl. = subordinate clause.

fubseq — subsequently.

iu'i' = substantively.

= suffix.

= superlative.

S trg. = in Surgery.

= Swedish.

s.w. = south western (dialect).

T. (T.) - in Todd's Johnson.

lechn = technical, -ly.

Theol..,\ = in Theology.

tr. = translation of.

trans. „1 = transitive.

trans/. = transferred sense.

Trig. = in Trigonometry.

Typog. = in Typography.

ult = ultimate, -ly.

unkn = unknown.

US m United States.

b = verb.

v. str., or verb strong, or weak.

vbl. \h. = verbal substantive.

va*J = variant of.

wdl = word.

WGW l = West Germanic.

w.midl I - west midland (dialect).

WS - West Saxon.

(Y.) = in Col. Yule's Glossary.

Zool. = in Zoology.

In the list of Forms.
1 m before 1 1 00.

2 = 1 2th c. (1100 to 1200).

3 - 13th c. (1200 to 1300).

£-7 = 15th to 17th century. (See General Explan-

ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.
* indicalies a won' or form not actually found, but

of >fhich the existence is inferred.

it repr sentative, or regular phonetic

descei'jdant of.

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that further informatioi will be found under NR word so referred to.



PREFATORY NOTE TO F.

The half-volume of the Dictionary containing the words beginning with F includes 9,339 Main words,

1,419 Subordinate entries, and 3,849 Special combinations explained under the Main words, making a total

of 13,607 words, besides 3,459 Obvious combinations recorded and for the most part illustrated by quotations,

without separate explanation. Of the Main words, 2,364, or 25}%, are marked (f) as obsolete, and 315,

or %\ °/
, are marked (||) as alien or imperfectly naturalized.

Except for the total absence of words directly taken from Greek, the portion of the English vocabulary

treated in this half-volume is representative qf all the various sources which have contributed to the

formation of the language. The words that have come down from Old English are very numerous, and

many of them have necessarily occupied an unusually large proportion of space, on. account of the great

variety of senses and applications which they have acquired in the course of their long history. The
verb fall and its related substantive, with their derivatives and combinations, occupy nearly ten pages.

Among other long articles may be mentioned: those on fast, father, fear, feel, fetch, field, fill, find, fire,

fish, flesh, floiv, fly, food, foot, foul, friend, nil. Under all these words will be found recorded, and

authenticated by quotations, many senses hitherto overlooked by lexicographers. The articles on the

words for, forth, and from, have cost much thought and research, and it is hoped that they will form

a substantial contribution to English grammar, and will be found serviceable in elucidating many hitherto

obscure passages in our older writers. The Scandinavian element in the language is represented by
several important words, including felloiv (thj: academic use of which has never before been correctly

explained in an English dictionary), flat, and fling. The words of Romanic and Latin derivation are

perhaps even more numerous than those of Old-English descent, and are unusually interesting. It so

happens that while the Romanic and Latin derivatives occurring under the first five letters of the alphabet

are for the most part merely literary, or belong to the technical or the scientific vocabulary, those under

F include a large number of the familiar words of everyday speech, such as fable, face, fact, fade, fail,

faint, fairy, faith, false, fame, family, famiie, fancy, fantastic, farce, farm, fashion, fate, fatigue, fault,

favour, feast, feat, fcat7ire, feign, felon, finale, fence, fender, ferment, ferret, festive, fiction, fierce, fig,

figure, file, finance, fine, finish, firm, fix, flame, flavour, flounce, flour, flourish, flower, focus, foil, foil-'

foment, fool, force, foreign, forfeit, forge, fori, form, formal, fort, fortify, fortress, fortuite, fossil, found

fountain, fraction, frail, franchise, frank, jrantic, fray, frenzy, frequent, friction, fringe, fritter, frh~
'

frock, front, frontier, frown, frugal, fruit, fry, fugitive, fume, function, fund, funeral, fungus, funnel, Jar.

furnace, furnish, furniture, fury, fuse, fuskm, fusty, futile, future, etc. As these .vords, though £>f foreif.

origin, have long been completely established in popular currency, they have in Lnost instances developed

many new senses in addition to those whfch they had already acquired in the Jang, ages frora wiiich

are taken, and the articles devoted to them are therefore usually of considerable length. A r" .;^i<v<tDie

characteristic of the portion of the vocabulary here treated is the abundance of onomatopoeic formations,

and of words which, though having a definite etymology, have been felt to have an inherent expressiveness

in their sound which has influenced theii development of meaning : such, for example, as fizz, flab, flap,

flash, fleer, flick, flip, flop, flounce, flounfcr, flump, flurry flush, flutter, fumble, fuzz.

The almost total absence of terms of purely scientific application beginning with F is partly due to

the fact that the great mass of English scientific terms are either formed from Greek elements, or contain

Latin prefixes. As has been already stated, no word of immediate Greek derivation begins in modern English

orthography with F. If a phonetic system of spelling had been adopted in English, the proportion of

scientific terms under the letter would have been very large, as it would have included the many Greek

derivatives which are now spelt with initial Ph-. The letter F is also remarkable in containing no words

beginning with Latin prefixes, which in all the earlier letters occur in considerable numbers. Most of the

scientific terms which are found in this portion of the Dictionary are special applications of words which

are popularly current in non-technical senses.* In the explanation of these the assistance of eminent

specialists has been obtained. Although mui^h of the ' encyclopaedic ' matter which it has been the

custom to insert in English dictionaries is of stt purpose excluded from this work as being alien to its

scope, the current senses of scientific . terms are often given with greater precision than in previous

dictionaries, and many interesting facts with regard to their origin and history have for the first time

been brought to light.

Among the articles which contain material of value to students of legal history may be mentioned

those on farm, fee, felony, feoffee, feu, feud, fine,\ franchise, frankpledge, frithborh. In most of the Law

I



Vlll PREFATORY NO THE LETTER F.

Dictionaries, and hence in some dictionaries of the Ilnglish language, there appear many alleged terms

of early English law which have no real existence,! having been evolved from misreadings or mis-

understandings of the texts. It has not always been thought worth while to occupy space in recording

these figments ; but in a few cases (as under fierding-court), where the error has obtained some general

currency, its origin has been briefly pointed out.

In the etymologies, the conclusions reached by earlier investigators have been carefully considered

in the light of the new evidence afforded by the quotations, and of the general results of recent philological

research. Among the articles containing etymological facts or suggestions not found in earlier dictionaries

may be mentioned those on the words factotum, fade, failure, fake, fall, fallow, faller, far, farther,

farce, farm, fathom, favel, favella, fee, feeze, felon, feud, flamfeiv, flamingo, flannel, flask, flavour, flee,

fleech, flippant, flounder, focile, fog, and foggy, fogger (witl which compare the later articles fooker, fowker,

fulker), foist vb., follow, frantic, free, fresh, fret, frill, ft' !i sb. 2
, frizzle, frock, froe, frog, frough, fudge,

full v.
1 (to baptize), funnel, fur, further, fuss, fylfot. ... this department I have received continued

help from Prof. Sievers, now of Leipzig, Prof. Napier, 0...'ad, and Monsieur Paul Meyer, and on particular

questions from other. scholars, among whom are the PrY pal of Jesus College, Oxford, the Rev. Canon

D. Silvan Evans, Dr. H. Sweet, Oxford, Prof. J. H. Gallee, Utrecht, and Monsieur A. Hatzfeld.

The material for the letter F, so far as it exist:d in 1875, was sub-edited, according to the

original plan of the Dictionary, by the Rev. G. Wheelvright, who printed a specimen (8 pages 4to)

containing Fa—Face. The earlier portion was afterwards aken in hand by the Rev. G. B. R. Bousfield,

B.A., and Mr. J. Peto, the former of whom sub-edited F—Fi, and the latter Fl- to Flouu. I have

to record with great regret, the removal by death of b>th these valued helpers in the work of the

Dictionary. Owing to this and to other circumstances, it vas not found possible to obtain outside help

in the preliminary arrangement of the material from Flu- onwards.

I have to acknowledge with gratitude the continued and unremitting labour of Mr. Fitzedward

Hall, D.C.T.., who has enriched every page with new an! valuable quotations. Lord Aldenham, the

Rev. Dr. J. T. Fowler, of Durham, and Mr. W. H. Stevenon, M.A., Exeter College, Oxford, have also

read all the first proofs, and have often suggested important im>rovements.

Occasional assistance in special departments has been recived from most of those whose names are

mentioned in the Prefatory Note to the letter E, especially rom Mr. A. Bcazeley, C.E. ; Sir F. Pollock,

Bart. ; Mr. R. B. Prosscr ; Mr. W. Sykcs, M.R.C.S. (now of losport). The constant (almost daily) help

rendered by Dr. Furnivall it would be impossible adequately o acknowledge. Thanks for information or

advice on the treatment of particular words are also due Mr. A. Caland, Wageningen, Holland

;

Mr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, Royal Gardens, Kew; Mr. H. T. Gerrans, M.A., Oxford; Mr. James

Hammond, M.A. ; Mr. George Heppel, M.A. ; Mr. A. F. Leah, MA. ; Prof. Maitland, Cambridge; the

Rev. H. Rashdall, M.A. ; Mr. J. M. Rigg ; and Mr. R. J. Whitwtl.
.

Mv assistants in the preparation of this half-volume (to \hom I owe most cordial thanks for their

>ainstaking and zealous co-operation) are Mr. G. F. H. Sykes, i.A. ; Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A. ; Mr. W. J.

Lewis; Mr. H. J. Bayliss, and (latterly) Miss E. S. Bradley. In the proof-reading I have, as before,

been ably assisted by Mr. A/Erlebach, B.A. My removal to Oxford, which took place in the middle

of 1896, has, by enabling me to confer with my assistants prsonally instead of by correspondence,

materially facilitated my work, and the results are already \sible in the greatly increased rapidity

with which the copy has been produced.

HENRY BRADLEY.
Oxford, October 1R97.

EMENDATIONS.
Falcon-gentle. ' The falcon-gentle is the female of the peregrine,

not of the goshawk . . and her male is the tercel-gentle.' (D. H. Madden,

Diary of Master William Silence, 1897, p. 376.)

Faldstool. The explanation given of the OE. form fyldest6l is

incorrect; cf. the gloss 'volumina, fyldas ' in Zcitschrift f. deutsches

Alterthum, IX. 494.

Fastgong, Fastlngrong-. The ON. forms foslu-gangr, fpstn-

i/uigaugr, should have been referred to. From the latter it appears

that the correct analysis oifastingong is/ast sb. + ingang.

Feindlll. The article should be deleted, the word in the quot. being

a mistake for seindill ( = seldom).

For, prep. 7 c. The expression 'to name (a child) for ( = after) a

person ' is erroneously marked ' now only U.S.' It is still current

in Sc.

Forayex.

Furrier 1
.

A reference should be given to the articles Fourrier,

Fox sb. 16. hx-whelp b was app. a kind of cider. Cf. the following

quot.

:

1664 Evely Pomona iv. 14 For the kinds then of Cider-Apples

in being . .jome commend the Fox-Whelp.

Toy, v. Mr. GU. Haswell informs us that on the north-east coast

(esp. at Shields), .foy-boat was a small boat used (before the intro-

duction of steam-tiii) to tow vessels in and out of harbour. The boat

carried a small anaor or ' kedge ', and was rowed a certain distance

aheac' of the vessel eing towed ; the kedge was then dropped, and the

men on the ship ' love upon ' the kedge with a windlass until the

vessd came over it when the kedge was taken up and the process

repeated. The. opeuic-n was called foying, and the men employed

foy-men. (See The .laister: a Century of Tyneside Life, p. 39.)

Pru», v. Delete t e reference to Furze v., and insert the following

as the first example:

1703 Mrs. Ceni.ivre Beau's Duel iv. 1 Mercy on me, what a

bush of hair is here fruz'd out.

W



PREFATORY NOTE TO G.

THE second half of Vol. IV, which is occupied with the words beginning with G, contains 7.5,51 Main

words, 2,513 Special Combinations explained and illustrated under these, 2,791 Subordinate entries, and

2,687 Obvious Combinations; in all 15,54a words. Of the 7,551 Main words, 1,601, or 21J per cent., arc-

marked (f) as obsolete, and 238, or 3} per cent., are marked (||) as alien or not completely naturalized*.

The G section of the English vocabulary has one curious difference from all the preceding sections.

Under each of the letters from A to F a very large proportion of the words recorded in the Dictionary are

compounds of prepositional or adverbial prefixes, English, Greek, Latin, or French, such as a-, ab-, ad-, an-,

ana-,antc-,anti-,apo-,at-; be-, hi-;, cata-, circuni- com- ; Je-, di-, dia-, dis-, dys- ; en-,epi-,eu-,ex- ; for-,

fore-, forth-. Under G compounds of this kind are entirely wanting ; and, as the words containing prefixes,

with few exceptions, have little variety of sense and form, and no great length of history, their absence

is one of the circumstances which explain why the space occupied by G in this work is proportionately

larger than in ordinary English dictionaries, in which illustration by examples is a less important feature.

Another cause which has contributed to the same result is that G is unusually rich in those words of the

primitive Teutonic vocabulary, which express conceptions of the widest possible generality, and have developed

an enormous number of specific applications. Such verbs as get, give, go, grow, such adjs. as good, great,

and such substantives as ground, have necessarily required articles of abnormal length to exhibit their

diversities of usage. Long as these articles are, it is probable that they are far from being exhaustive : in

such words the multitude of special meanings and of idiomatic collocations seems to be endless.

The various linguistic elements of which the English vocabulary is composed are all fairly well repre-

sented among the words with initial G. The Teutonic (i.e. native English and Scandinavian) element is the

most considerable, not indeed numerically, but with regard to the importance and interest of the words, and

to the space which they occupy in the Dictionary. Among the words from this source which are interesting

on account of sense-development may be mentioned (in addition to those referred to in the foregoing

paragraph), gall, game, gear, ghost, glass, gloom, glow, God, gold, green, grey, grim. The words of earl)'

adoption from French are very numerous, and include many that are in everyday use, as gain, gallant, garment,

garnish, gay, gender, gentle, ginger, glory, glutton, gorge, govern, gown, grace, grain, grammar, grand, grant,

grape, grave adj., gravel, grief grieve, gross, grudge, guard, guardian, guide, guile, guise. The Latin derivatives,

either taken directly from that language or through learned adoptions in French, include such important words

as gem, general, generation, genial, genius, gesture, globe, gravitation, gravity. The Greek element is copiously

represented by words beginning with gen-, geo-, gloss-, glott-, gly-,gon-, gonio-, gram-, graph-, gymn-, gyn-,

gyro-. The Celtic words are not numerous, but probably not less so than in a/iy other letter of the alphabet

:

they include gabbock, Gaelic, galloglass, galnes, galore, garran, gelt sb. 1

,
gillie, glack, glannen, glen, glib sb. 1

,

glossan, gneeve, goryd, graddan, gralloch. Words from Oriental and African languages are more than usually

abundant, though most of these are marked (||) as not fully naturalized ; of those which are in familiar use the

most noteworthy are garble vb., gingham, and gong 2
. From South American and West Indian languages we

have a large group of words beginning with gua-, introduced through Spanish and Portuguese. There is also

a considerable number of onomatopoeic formations, such as gabble, gibber, gobble, goggle, gurl, gurr, and several

with the initial combinations^/-,^-, and^r-.

Among the articles containing etymological facts or suggestions not found in former English Dictionaries

are those on gaberdine, gain (vb. 1 and vb.-, and the related sbs.), gallipot, gander, garble, gas, gavelkind, gear,

gherkin, ghost, giddy, gimcraek, gingerbread, gingerly, girl, glade, glance, glean, gloaming, gloom, gnome, go, goal,

God, goodyear, gospel, gossamer, gouge, gozvu, gradient, grampus, gravy, grist, groats, groom, grosier, guarantee,

guess, guest, guild, guinea-pig, gun, gyve.

The material for the letter G was twice sub-edited by Mr. J. Bartlett, M.A. ; first in 1888 and the fol-

lowing years, and again in 1897-9, an enormous mass of additional quotations having accumulated in the

interval. The portion from Gem to Groundsel had previously been sub-edited by the late Rev. G. B. R.

Bousfield, and that from Group to the end of the letter by the Rev. T. D. Morris. The articles Get, Ground.

* The following figures illustrate the scale of this work as compared with that of Johnson's and some more recent Dictionaries

:

Johnson.

Total words recorded in G 1312

Words illustrated by quotations '035

Number of illustrative quotations 3783

The number of quotations in the corresponding part of Richardson's Dictionary is 4471.

Cassell's

Encyclopaedic'
' Cen tuiy ' Diet. Funk's 'Standard.' Here.

59.-3 7595 7366 '5.54*

2187 2872 89I 12,825

3691 7429 1214 63,061



IV PREFATORY NOTE TO THE LETTER G.

and Gun, before being taken in hand by my assistants, were prepared by Mr. E. L. Brandreth. In the

treatment of the difficult word Great, valuable help was rendered by Dr. H. Sweet.

In the treatment of etymology frequent help has been received from Prof. Sievers, of Leipzig, Prof.

Napier, of Oxford, and M. Paul Meyer, of Paris. On the meaning and history of terms belonging to various

departments of science, art, and industry, much valuable aid has been generously contributed by specialists

of eminence. To the lists of occasional helpers given in the Prefatory Notes to E and F, the following names
are now to be added: Mr. W. G. Boswell-Stone ; Mr. H. L. Bowman, M.A., University Museum, Oxford

;

the Rev. T. S. Cooper ; Mr. W. J. Craig, M.A. ; the Rev. T. L. O. Davies, M.A. ; Sir Howard W. Elphin-

stone, Bart. ; Mr. W. W. Fisher, M.A., Oxford ; Mr. A. G. Vernon Harcourt, M.A., Oxford ; Mr. A. Harston,

architect, London ; Mr. Barclay V. Head, British Museum ; Mr. W. H. Hills, Ambleside ; Mr. W. J.

Hocking, Royal Mint ; Mr. E. W. Hulme, H.M. Patent Office ; Prof. Axel Kock, Lund ; the late Prof. E.

Kolbing, Breslau ; Prof. J. K. Laughton ; Prof. A. E. II. Love, Oxford; Mr. H. F. Lowe, M.A., H.M.
Patent Office

; Mr. R. W. Macan, M.A., Oxford ; Mr. E. J. Muybridge ; Mr. J. Piatt, jun. ; Mr. P. Z.

Round, MA. ; Sir John Stainer, late Professor of Music, Oxford ; Mr. J. Stephenson, Whitby. I have

again to render especial thanks to Dr. Furnivall for constant help of various kinds, often involving much
laborious research.

The proofs have been regularly read by Dr. Fitzedward Hall (who, as in former parts of the Dictionary,

has enriched every page with valuable additional quotations), by Lord Aldenham, the Rev. Canon J. T.

Fowler, of Durham, the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, M.A., Mr. W. H. Stevenson, M.A., Mr. A. Caland, Wageningen,

Holland, Dr. W. Sykes, F. S. A., Torquay, and the Rev. Prof. Skeat. All these gentlemen have supplied

valuable additions and corrections. For the early pages the same service was rendered by the late Mr. Russell

Martineau, M.A., who continued to work for the Dictionary until a few days before his lamented death.

The editorial assistants who have worked with me in the preparation of this half-volume are Mr. G. F. H.

Sykes, B.A. ; Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A. ; Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A. ; Mr. W. J. Lewis ; Mr. H. J. Bayliss ;

Miss E. S. Bradley ; and (in the earlier pages) Miss A. M. Turner. Mr. W. A. Craigie, M.A., has also

co-operated in the preparation of many of the articles.

October, 1900. HENRY BRADLEY.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.
Gabion 2. The source of Scott's peculiar use of the word is found

in the following quotations, but it does not appear what suggested the
' cat achrestic' application:—T63S Adamson Muses Threnodie [no
paging or signature] note. The ornaments of his Cabin, which by a Cata-
chrestic name, he usually calleth Gabions. Ibid, (title ofpiece), Inven-

tarie of the Gabions, in M. George his Cabinet.

Gable-end. Earlier example of the (3 form:—01380 St. Bernard
299 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1878) 46 In ];e gable end of }>e churche
Ben preo wyndouwus.

Gadling'. The following passage is the original of the example
quoted from Stow:—01360 Chronicon Galfridi le Baker (1889) 113
Thomas quibusdam stimulis curtis et acutis quos manum dextram com-
primendo digitorum nodi radicales e cirotecis laminatis expresserunt, et

eos moderni vocant gadelinges, nudam Joannis faciem vulneravit.

Gage, v. Earlier example:—1475 Caxton Chesse lit. v. (14S1)
G vij, They began . . to axe and demande of her the besaunt that they

had geuen to her. And she answerd That hit was holden and gaged
vpon an ymage.

Gaid, gade. The word occurs also in the sense of 'goad':— 1682
Peiien in Biogr. Presbyt. (1838) I. 51 Their Theats will burn, and their

Swinglrtrees will fall to the Ground . . and the Gade-men will throw-

away their Gades.

Game, sb. 7 ('prize contended for'). Earlier example:—^1380
WTCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 258 Two men . . rennen a space for a priis, and
he t>at come}) first to his ende shal have pe gamen |iat is sett, whejer it

be spere . . or o)>ir bing fat is putt.

Gangrel 1. Eailier example :

—

c 1340 Hampoi.f. Perfect Living viii.

in Wks. 1895 I. 33 Gangrels, and Iangelers, & kepers of comers and
gangars arely & late.

Gargoyle. Earlier example:— 13 . . S. Erkenwolde 4S in Horstm.
Allengl. Leg. (1881) 267 Hit was a throghe of thykke stone . . With
gargeles garnysht aboute, all of gray marbre.

Garter, sb. 6a. Eailier example:— '1504 in Trevelyan Papers
(Camden Soc.) III. 7 The armys off Carminow, Garter seth . . came of

the iij brotherys. When ye ware made knytt ther wher but iiij cottes

off recorde yn Garterys booke.

Gas, sb. In the Etymology, reference should have been made to the

use of chaos by Paracelsus : see Gnome ^.

Gender, sb. 2. Earlier example :

—

a 1380 St. Theodora 109 in Horstm.
Allengl. Leg. (1878) 36 Hire name, fat was fem)ii)n Of gendre, heo
turned in to masculyn.

Genitras (see Genitor 1 ). Add the following quotation:—13..
Minor Poems of Vernon MS. xxxvii. 276 Men mijte, ;if his brech weore
to-tore, seon his genitras [rime has].

Gentlemanly, a. Earlier example:— 1433 Lydg. .?. Edmund II.

1 2S This said Lothbrok was . . Riht gentilmanly in al his demenyng.

Gibbet, sb. 1 5. The comb, gibbet-tree occurs many centuries earlier :

—

13 . . St. Cristofer 668 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1881) 462 Myne eldirs

. . sloughe hym on a gebete-tree.

Giesetrye. The OF. gicziterie is f. the med.L. giezita (St. Bernard',

which was anglicized as Gyesite, q.v.

Gist, si. See also Jet sb.i The AF. law phrase (cest) action gist.

'(this) action lies ', which is the source of the Eng. sb., occurs 1502-3

in Kelvey's Rep. (1688) If. 50 a, and is common in law-books. An
earlier example of the sb. is:— 171 1 5 Modern Reports (1794) 305
(Gatehouse v. Row) Because it is the very gist of the action.

Gite 1, gide. Earlier example :— 13.. Minor Poems of Vernon MS.
xxxvii. 281 J>is wymmen )>at muchel haunteji pride . . Heore reucrsede

gydes on hem are streyt drawe.

Glavering, vol. sb. Earlier examples:—c 1425 St. Mary of Oignies

II. v. in Anglia VIII. 165/26 Made proude wi[> glauerynge of pros-

perite. Ibid. 168/36 Pryde gaf me comforte . . wij> brighte beemes of

glauerynge.

Glooming, vbl. sb. 1. Earlier example :— 13. . Peter <b Paul 74 in

Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1881) 77 Hetheli glowminge & wordes grete.

Glossary 1
. Earlier example:—a 1380 S. Paula 36 in Horstm.

Allengl. Leg. (1S78) 8 As sei)> J)e bok, iclept Glosarie.

God-speed. Earlier instances :—c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. It.

(Town <i C. Mouse) xv, This burges brocht thame sone quhair thay

suld be ; Without god speid thair herberie was tane. Ibid, xxiv, Quhen

in come giS hunter . . And bad god speid.

Golden, a. 4. Earlier example :— c 1400 Rom. Rose 5650 Pictagoras

himsilf reherses In a book that the Golden Verses Is clepid.

Golden, a. 10, Gold, a. 10. Earlier examples ofgolden rain, gold rain

(Fireworks) occur in 1672 Venn Compleat Gunner III. x. 19 ; the author

also uses golden ox gold hair in the same sense.

Go-summer. Earlier example :— 1649 Cupar Presb. Rec. in Camp-

bell Balmerino (1899) 3s

:

^n tne 'ast goesommer save one.

Goul man. Delete the article. (See gull maw, Gull sb?)

Gourd 1. Add to the Forms '6 gord', and insert the following

eailier example in sense 4:— 1596 Raleigh Disc. Guiana 16 He..
called for his Calabaza or gords of the gold beades.

Gunpowder. Earlier example:— 1411 Indenture in Excheq. Accls.

Q. K. Bdle. 44, no. 17 (Pub. Rec. Off.
1

!, Un petit barell' de gonpouder.

[Misdated 1338 by Nicolas Royal Navy H. 476 App.]



F.
F(ef ), the sixth letter of the Roman alphabet,

represents historically the 6th letter (iva7v)

of the Semitic alphabet, which expressed the sounds
of w (approximately) and the related vowel u. In

early Greek writing the letter had at first the same
twofold power ; but subsequently its accidental

varieties of form came to be differentiated in func-

tion, the form F (retaining the 6th place in the

alphabet) being appropriated to the consonantal

use, while V or Y served for the vowel, and is the

source of the Roman U, V, V, as explained under
those letters. As the sound ~u was lost in the chief

literary Greek dialects of the classical period, its

sign f (called by the grammarians from its form
the Digamma, is not included in the later Gr.

alphabet. In the Roman adoption of the Gr.

alphabet the sound given to the 6th letter was
the voiceless labiodental spirant if). In OE. the

letter retained the sound (f) unless it stood be-

tween two vowels, when it was pronounced as the

corresponding voiced spirant (v). In the S.W., ac-

cording to some scholars, the voiced sound was
used also initially. In mod. Eng. F is always
sounded (f ), exc. in the word of, where it is voiced

to (v) througli absence of stress.

In MSS. a capital F was often written as it". A mis-

understanding of this practice has caused the writing of Ff
or fT at the beginning of certain family names, e.g. Ffiennes,

Ffoulkes.
c iooo /Elfric Grant, iii. (Z.) 6 Semivocales syndon seofan :

f, 1, m, n, r, s, x. 1580 BaretW/t'. F., If ye drawe in length
and therewithall put your under lippe to your ouer teeth, ye
shall heare the verie sound of EF.

b. attrib.
s
see quots.).

1836 Dl'BOL'RG Violin (1878) 274 The parallel holes on each
side . . were . . straighter than what are called the / holes.

1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 500 The holes in the belly of the
violin are called the_/holes from their shape.

II. Used as a symbol, with reference to its place

(6th) in the alphabet.

1. F, f, /is used to denote anything occupying

the sixth place in a series. (Cf. A, B, C, etc.)

2. In Music F is the name of the 4th note of the

diatonic scale of C major ; called F in Germany,

fa in France and Italy. Also the scale or key
which has that note for its tonic. F clef : the

bass clef (see Clef >), placed on the line in the

stave appropriated to the note F ; its form §•—
or .'• ~ is said to be a corruption of that of the

letter!

1848 Rimbault First Bk. Piano 53 Place the first finger

on every black key except F-sharp. 1856 Mrs. Browning
A nr. Leigh v. 214 Boldinacci when her F in alt Had touched
the silver tops of Heaven itself. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I.

184 The Sonata in Ccontained when completed a long
Andante in F,

III. Abbreviations.

1. F. = various proper names, as
v
Frederick,

Fanny; = Fellow in F.G.S., F.R.S., etc. Also a.

= Father as a title of Roman Catholic priests.

b. Physii's. F. = Fahrenheit 'thermometer), c.

Comm. F. A. A. or f. a. 3..=free of all average
;

f. o. b. =free on board, d. In a ship's log F stands

for fog; FF for thick fog. e. In Music /stands
for forte (loud), ff for fortissimo (very loud), but

sometimes ff stands for pin forte (louder), and
fortissimo is indicated byfff. f. F formerly used

in criminal procedure (see quots. ), g. F (orig.

standing for ' fine ') is the distinctive mark of a

particular description of black-lead pencil ; also

attrib. h. As a chemical symbol, F = Fluorine.

1551 Act 5-6 Ethv. VI, c. 4 To be. .burned in the cheeke
with an hot yron, hauing the letter F. whereby, -they may
be knowne-.for fraymakers and fighters. 1809 Tomlins
Law Diet., F. is a letter wherewith felons &c. are branded
and marked with a hot iron, on their being admitted to the
benefit of clergy.

2. The three F's (see quot.).

1881 Daily AVwsioJan.5/4 Fair rents, fixity oftenure, and
free sale, popularly known as the three F's. 1891 Ibid. 8 Sept.

3/3 Why not go in at once for the three F's—fair rent, fixity

of tenure, and free sale.

Pa (fa), si. [Originally the first syllable of the

L. famuli : see Gamut.] The name given by
Guido to the fourth note in his hexachords, and
since retained in solmisation as the 4th note of the

octave.
1 1325 in Ret. Ant. I. 292 Sol and ut and la, And that

froward file that men clepis fa. 1597 Mori.ky Introd. Mus.
(1771)4 There be in Musicke but vi. Notes, which are called
vt, re, mi, fa, sol, la. 1660 Howell Lexicon, Fa, one of the
highest Notes in Musique. 1890 \V. H. Cvmmings Ruditn.

Vol. IV.

Music F 202 In France it is customary to call the sounds by
fixed syllables instead of letters, as follows:

Do or Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do or Ut.
C. D. E. F. G. A. B. C.

Hence as vb. (see quot.)
1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. iv. v. 120, I will carie no Crotchets:

lie Re you, lie Fa you ; do you note me?
Fa, obs. f. of Few.
Fa, faa, obs. ff. of Foe.
Fa', faa., Sc. ff. of Fall.
Fa'ard, Sc. pronunc. of favoured ; only in

compounds, as ill-, well-faard.

Fab, obs. and Sc. var. of Fob.

FabaceoUS (fabi^-Jss), a. [f. late L. fabace us

({.faint bean) + -OU8 : see -aceol'S.] Having the

nature of a bean, like a bean.
1727-36 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash ; and in later Diets.

t Fa*bal, a. Obsr~° [ad. L. fabdl-is, f. faba
bean.] ( Of or belonging to a bean ' ( Blount
Glossogr. 1656-81

\

1692-1732 in Coles.

Fabel(l, var. of Favel.

II Fabella (fabe*la). PI. -ae. [mod. L. fabella,

dim. offaba bean.] (See quot. 18S4/:

1854 Owen SkeL <y Teeth (18551 89 A fabella is preserved

behind the outer condyle- 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fabclliv,

a name for the sesamoid bones in the tendon of the gastro-

cnemius muscle of the dog and other animals.

t Fabellator. Obs.- [as if a. L. *flbelldtor,

f. fabella, dim. offibula story.]

1656-81 in Bloint Glossogr. 1775 in Ash,

Fabes : see Fkabehky dial., gooseberry.

Fabian fr 1 bian\<z. and sb. [ad. L. Fabidnus
of or belonging to aFabius or to the Fabian gens.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the Roman gens Fabia.

1842 Macaulay Battle Lake Regillu$-x.x\\,'\:v\\ Caeso was
the bravest man Of the brave Fabian race.

2. Pertaining to, or after the manner of, Q. Fabius

Maximus, surnamed Cunctator ('Delayer') from

the tactics which he employed against Hannibal

in the Second Punic War, and which consisted in

avoiding a battle, and weakening the enemy by
cutting off supplies and by continual skirmishing.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. v. 826 In vain sage Washington
. .Plays round his foes with more than Fabian skill. 1843
Tart's Mag. Oct. 615/2 The Fabian policy to which Sir

Robert Peel has tied himself up. 1849 Ld. Houghton in

Life 11891) I. x. 433 The Fabian Duke succeeded in check-
ing his 7eal.

b. Fabian Society, a society founded in 1884,
consisting of Socialists who advocate a ( Fabian '

policy as opposed to immediate attempts at revo-

lutionary action. Hence Fabian principles, etc.

B. sb.

f 1. Flaunting Fabian : see quot. 1598.
[Perh. originally a transl. of L. licens Fabius, used by

Propertius with reference to the Fabian priests of Pan, and
the licence permitted them at the Lupercalia.]

1598 Flokio, Brauazzo, a swashbuckler, a swaggrer, a
cutter, a quareller, a roister, a flaunting fabian. Ibid.,

Sfoggiatore, a riotous, lauish, flauting fabian, a carelesse
fellow, an vnthrift. 159.9 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 46 Of all

fishes the flaming Fabian or Palmeriu of England . . is

Cadwallader Herring.

2. A member of the * Fabian Society \ or one

who sympathises with its opinions.

1891 Athetutmm 21 Feb. 242/3 The first essay. .on 'The
Impracticability of Socialism,' will hardly win souls away
from the Fabians.

Fabiform ^'•bif/.im), a. [f. L, faba bean

+ -(i)form : see -form.] Bean-shaped.
185a Dana Crust. 11. 1287 Short ; in a side view, very

broad fabiform. 1855 Ramsootham Obstetr. Med. 44 Corpus
Luteum is somewhat fabiform, of a dull yellow tint.

Fable (.f^'bT), sb. Forms : 4, 6 fabel 1, 4-5
fabil(l, fabul(le, 4- fable, [a. F. fable (OF.
vC^oflabe^faublc, Vr.faula) ad. L.fibula discourse,

narrative, story, dramatic composition, the plot of

a play, a fable, f.fdri to speak : see Fate.]

1. A fictitious narrative or statement ; a story not

founded on fact.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23857 (Cott.), Bot war a ribaude us tald,

of a fantime or of a fabei. <? 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxiii.

11, I sail lere 50W noght be fabils of poetis, na the storis of
tyraunts. 1483 Caxton Cato G vj b, The poetes. .sayen and
rehercen many fables and thynges meruayllous. 1577
Rhodes Bk. Nurture in Babccs Bk. 64 Keepe them [chil-

dren] from reading of fayned fables.. and wanton stories.

1642 Mu.ton Apol. Smect. Wks. (Bohn) III. 118 Those
lofty fables and romances, which recount in solemn cantos
the deeds of knighthood. 1700 Dryden tr. Ovids Met. xn.
in Fables 441 It seems a Fable, tho' the Fact I saw. 1726
De Foe Hist. Dez-il 1. x. (1840) 142 If we may take the story
of Job for a history, not a fable. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Fudge xxi, Some say he kissed her, but that's a fable, i860
Hawthorne Transform. II. 1. 3 It is a most enchanting
fable . . that is, if it be not a fact.

b. esp. A fictitious story relating to supernatural

or extraordinary persons or incidents, and more or

less current in popular belief; a myth or legend.

;No\vra«.) Also, legendary or mythical stories in

general ; mythological fiction.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6995 (Cott.), In his [Saleph's] time war
be fabuls written . . Saturnus and sir iubiter. 1494 Fabyan
Citron, v. cvi. 81 Of this last ende and buriyng of Arthur.

.

are tolde many fables. 1520 Skei.ton Bk. F. Sparow, I re-

member the fable Of Penelope. 159a Davies humort. Soul
iv. '1714* 40 Minerva is in Fables said, From Jove, without
a Mother, to proceed. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 197 [Satan] in

bulk as huge As whom the Fables name of monstrous size.

1756-7 tr, Kcysler's Trav. (1760111. 288 The old fable of
Seth's pillars. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. /Hit. (1776.1 II. 251 The
existence, .of a pigmy race of mankind, being founded in

error, or in fable. 1837 L.ANDOR Pentameron Wks. 1846 II.

215 Scythia was a land of fable.. to the Romans 1855
Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. iv. i. 170 Mohammedan fable

had none of the inventive originality of fiction,

e. A foolish or ridiculous story; idle talk, non-

sense; esp. in phr. old'wives'{women "s fables {arch.).

Also f To take (something) for fable, to hold at

fable 'transl. OF. tenirafable).
1382 Wyclif t Tim. iv. 7 Schonye thou vncouenaole fablis

and veyn [1388 vncouenable fablis and elde wymmenus
fablis]. c 1430 Pitgr. LyfManhode 11. xxi. (1869 83 Wolt
bou holde be gospel at fable? 1508 Fisher Wks. (1876) 85

In the whiche confessyou we may not tell fables and other

mennes fautes. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cclxxxviii. 430
Syluester toke it for no fable. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1,

iv. § 9 After a. .time, .they [narrations of miracles] grew to

be esteemed but as old wives' fables. 1721 Strype Feci.

A/em. III. App. x.\. 56 [We] distorted them into old wives

fables.

d. A fiction invented to deceive ; a fabrication,

falsehood, f Phrase, "without {but, sans) fable.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2349 Cott.) Bot for bis hight moght be no
fabul. 1:1300 A'. Alis. 134 Of gold he made a table Al fulof

steorren, saun fable, c 1330 R. Brunne Chro/t. ti8io 146 Men
. .pat neuer lufed fable bot mayntend pes & right. C1350 // 'ill,

Palerne 4608 pis ;e witeb wel alle with-oute any fabul.

a 1500 Childe of Bristtnve 227 in Hazl. F. P. P. (1864] 119

j
Al thynges.. he gaf aboute, withouten fable, to pore men.

I 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 534 Rycht fair he wes and
feccfull als but fabill. 1548 Hall Chron. 87 b, The writers

of Frenche fables to deface the glorye of the Englishmen,
write [etc.]. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 76 Sans Fable,

she her selfe reuil'd you there. 1635 Swan Spec. M.
i. § 1 11643)2 The fables of the Egyptians. 1700 Drvden
tr. Ovids Met. xiil. in Fables 457 This is not a Fable forg'd

by me, Like one of his, an Ulyssean lie. 1786 T. Jefferson
Writ. (18591 II. 52 What is said.. on this subject in the

Courier d'Europe is entirely fable. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Fng. II. 8 The extraordinary success of the fables of Oates.

e. A creation of fable ; something falsely affirmed

to exist ; a ' myth '.

c 1590 Marlowe -FaK.^. v. 125 Come I think hell's a fable.

1611 Tol-rneur Ath. Trag. iv. iii, Their walking Spirits are

mere imaginary fables. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues p. xxiii,

Ifa Man cannot believe, .that the Immortality of the Soul

is a Fable ; then [etc.]. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. v.

(1852) 126 Some substitute there plainly must be. .or moral

administration is a fable.

2. A short story devised to convey some useful

lesson ; esp. one in which animals or inanimate

things are the speakers or actors ; an apologue.

Now the most prominent sense.

1340 Ayenb. 155 Herof }et ysopes be fable of be little

hounde and of f>e asse. 1483 Caxton Esope 3 She gaf to

hym the yefte of speche for to speke dyuerse fables and In-

uencions. 1576 Fuiming Panopl. Epist. 227 A fable of the

grasshopper and the Ant. 1605 Bacon Adz: Learn. 1. iv.

§ 11 The husbandman whereof /Esop makes the fable. 171

1

Addison Sped. No. 183 T 1 Jotham's fable of the Trees is

the oldest that is extant. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's

Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 496 His Fable of the Belly and the

Members. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Hid. Wks. (liohn> I. 6 A
poet makes twenty fables with one moral. 1865 Wright
Hist. Caricature v. (1875) 75 We find no traces of fables

among the original literature of the German race.

3. [After Latinfabula.] The plot or story of a

play or poem, f Also (rarely , a dramatic com-

position, play.

1678 Rvmer 'Trap: of Last Age Ded. 4, I have chiefly

consider'd the Fable or Plot, which all conclude to be the

Soul of a Tragedy. Ibid. 87 This Fable [of Othello] is

drawn from a Novel.. by Giraldi Cinthio. i7« Addison
Sped. No. 39 r3'l'he modern Tragedy excels that of Greece

and Rome, in the Intricacy and Disposition of the Fable.

1767 B. Thornton tr. Plautus II. 112 note, The part which

Lysimachus afterwards takes in the fable. 1779-81 John-

son L. P., Cowley Wks. II. 60 The fable [of the Davideis]

is plainly implex. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Shaks. Wks.

(Bohn) I. 355 Shakespeare knew that tradition supplies a

better fable than any invention can.

•j- 4. Talk, in phrase to hold (a person) in fable ;

discourse, narration. Obs. rare.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1439, 1 wole nat longe holde you in fable

Of alle this gardyn delectable. 1530 Blckmaster Let. in

Corpus Christi Documents < 1838) 24 Here shalbe an ende

for this tyme of this fable. 1508 B. Jonson Ev. Man in

Hum. 11. i, Whilst they, Sir, to relieve him in the fable,

Make their loose comments, upon every word, Gesture, or

look, I use.

b. The subject of common talk ; a person or



FABLE.

thing who has become proverbial; a 'byword'.
arch. [After L.fabula ; see Ilor. Ep. I. xiii. 9.]
'535 Coverdale i Kings ix. 7 Israel shall be come a by-

worde and fabell [1382 WVCUP, schal be into a proverbe and
into a fable] amonge all nacions. 1591 Spenser Unities of
Rome vii, Ve sacred mines. .Alas ! by little ye to nothing
file, The people's fable, and the spoyle of all. 1605 B. Jon-
son Volftotte 1. v, Knew you not that Sir? "Pis the common
fable. 1670 Cotton Espernon II. vn. 316 He. .became.

.

the Fable of the Court. 1766 C. Anstey Bath Guide XV. 14
I'm a Fable !..and serve to dispense An Example to all

Men of Spirit and Sense. 1842 Tennyson Card. Dan.
6 We grew The fable of the city where we dwelt. 1849
Thackeray Peudetiuis lxxv, He.. broke the bank several
nights, and was the fable of the place.

f 5. ? A trifle, toy. Obs. rare- 1
.

1552 Huloet, Seller of fables, haberdash wares, or trifles.

6. Ottrib. and Comb. a. attributive, as fable- book,

~fo?'ge t f -lesynge, -tale ; b. objective, as fable-

forger, -maker, -monger, -teller, -weaver
; fable-

framing, -mongering adjs.

1387 Trevisa Higden Rolls' II. 421 Varro telleb nou^t a
fable lesynge. 1552 Huloet, Fabler, or fable teller, or full

\

of fables, fabttlostts. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartits 1. iv. 114 1

And therefore smile I at those Fable- Forges. 1610 Healey
St. Aug. Citie 0/ God 679 How mischievous the presump-
tion of those fable-forgers was. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal
173 Rhodope. .'fellow bondwoman to /Esope the fable-
maker*. 1652 C. B. Stapylton Herodian vn. 55 Niger.,
who tells us a fabile tale, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal Pref.,
The famous Italian fable-weaver, Ariosto. 1677 Gale Crt.
Gentiles II. in. 72 The Pythagorising Jewish humor of
Fable-framing Philosophic 1678 Cudworth Intett. Syst.

j

I. iv. Contents 190 The licentious figments of Poets and I

Fable-mongers, a 1700 Dryden Ef>ist. vii. 32 All the-e
fable-makers. 1734 Waterland Scripture Vindicated Pref. ,

xxii, The attentive Readers may perceive how to dis- I

tinguish the true and proper Allegorists from the Fable- I

mongers or Mythics. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. I. II.

xv. 208 Fable books used for the initiation of children in
j

reading. 1833 H. A. in Philol. Mus. II. 442 Men who 1

were not fable-makers or compilers of marvellous stories.

1851 H.Melville Whale xxxiv. 168 His credulous, fable- 1

mongering ears.

Fable [f^-bl), v. Also 7 fabule. [a. OF.
,

fabler :— L. fabularl to talk, discourse, f. fibula : \

see Fable. The Eng. senses are directly derived
'

from those of the sb.]

f 1. intr. To speak, talk, converse. Obs. rare~ l

.
:

[A Latinism.]
X38a Wyclif £v£ixxiv. 1 5 While they talkiden(orfableden) <

[Vxilg./abulareutur]. .Ihesu him self nei^ynge went with
hero. 1570 Levins Manip. 2 To fable, talke, confahulari.

+ 2. a. To tell fictitious tales, speak fiction,
j

romance, b. To talk idly. Obs.
a. (-1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 133 Wbanne men ,

speken fables bei fablen in ber speche. 1401 Pol. Poems
\

118591 II. 41 Daw, thou fablest of foxes. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. xviii. 16 David, .doth not fable like a Poet.
J 5?3 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. v. 25 Let yEsop fable in a Winters

;

Night, a 1721 Prior 1st Hymn Callimackus 69 Saturn's
sons.. Old poets mention, fabling. 1814 Southey Roderick '

VI. 115, I do not dream nor fable.

k- 1579 J- Jones Preserv. Bodie <$• Soule 1. xviii. 31 Let
Paracelsus, .neuer so foolishly fable to the contrarie. 1653
Fisher Baby Baptism 7 Fabling about moods and figures. 1

1870 DailyNews xsOct., Superstition is at last resolvable
j

into the claim of ignorance, .to fable of the ineffable.

3. To speak falsely, talk falsehoods, lie. Const.
with. Obs. exc. arch.

1530 Calisto $ Melib. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 68, I wonder
i

where she gets The things that she hath with folks for to
'

fable. 1535 Boorde Let. in Introd. Knoiul. Introd. (1870)
57 In wytness bat I do not fable with yow. x6ia Two
Noble Kinsmen in. v, To say verity, and not to fable We

j

are a merry rout, or else a rabble. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 158 {Those who have made a pilgrimage to Mecca]

,

are euer after accounted Syets or Holy men, and cannot
|

fable from that time forward. 1801 SouthBY Thalaba x. '

xiii, Thou hast fabled with me ! 1814 Mrs. J. West Alicia
de Lacy III. 268 Mother, I do not fable.

4. trans. To say or talk about fictitiously; to re-

late as in a fable, fiction, or myth ; to fabricate,

invent (an incident, a personage, story, etc.). With
simple and complementary object, to with inf t

with sentence as obj. ; also absol. f 7o fable up :

to work up by fiction into.

1553 Eden Treat. Nave Ind. (Arb.) 42 What foles do
fable, take thou no hede at all. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 96
It is fabled with the Poets, that Ixion, Junoes Secretary,
prouoked hir to Venery. 1583 SrANYHURST^^wm 11. (Arb.)
46 Hee fabled sundrye reportes. 1598 Stow Surv. vii. (1603)
34 Aldersgate. .called not of. .Eldarne trees, .as some haue
fabuled. 1611 Si'EEU Hist. Gt. Brit. 1. xi. 21/2 The Hur-
lers. .fabuled to bee men metamorphosed into stones. 1638
Ford Fanciesui. iii,That isatruth much fabled, never found.
1667 Milton P, L. vi. 292 Turn this Heav'n itself into the '

Hell Thou fablest. 17*6 De Foe Hist. Devil 1. x. (1840' 139 '

Men soon fabled up their histories, .into miracle and wonder. !

1741 Watts Itnprov. Mind (1801) 4 The most learned of
|

mortals will never, .act over again what is fabled of Alex-
ander. 1750 Wakburton Julian v, Of these [cannon]
the Chinese were at liberty to fable what they pleased.
1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in ^TT2- 354 This castle is

fabled to have been founded by Ewin. 1794 Coleridge
Relig. Musings viii, Armed Deities Such as the blind
Ionian fabled erst. 1814 Wordsw. Wh. Doe iv. no More
clear Than ghosts are fabled to appear. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. 111. 120, I fabled nothing fair But, your example
pilot, told her all. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. viii. 207 The in-
habitants fabled that the birds which attempted to fly over
it fell down into the water. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades
in. 242 And so men fabled me, a huntress.

Fabled (tfi-b'lrT, ///. a. [f. prec. + -edL] In

senses of the verb.

1. Described or mentioned in fable, celebrated in

fable ; mythical, legendary.
a 1740 T. Tickell To a lady, with descr. Phoenix, Each

fabled charm in matchless Ca;lia meets. 1780 Cowper Progr.
Err. 231 Like fabled Tantalus. 1813 Shelley Q. Mat> iv.

89 A garden shall arise, in loveliness Surpassing fabled
Eden, a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. in. v. Introd. (1872)
61 Like the fabled monsters of old.

2. Having no real existence, fictitious, invented.
1606 Warner Alb. Pug. xiv. Ixxxiv. (1612) 350 This for no

fabled Caution was obserued, but too trew. 1725 Pope
Odyss. xvi. 100 Do. .priests in fabled oracles advise 'i 1870
Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 1S8 Men by fabled woes were
stirred.

Fabledom 'fci-Vkbm). rare. [f. Fable sb. +
-DOM.] The * realm' or * world ' of fable.

185a 1 title), Freaks and Follies of Fabledom, a little

'Comic' Lempriere. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brcndon II. 334
The literature of fabledom.

Fabler (fii'blaj . Also 4, 7 fabuler. [f. prec.

+ -ER 1
: perh. after OK. fablcor:—L. fdbuldtor-

em : see Fauilator.] One who fables, t &• A
writer of fables or apologues {obs. rare—'1 : a
literalism of translation . b. One who invents

fictitious stories; chiefly in contemptuous use, a
fiction-monger, fabulous historian. f c. One
who speaks falsely, a liar (pbs.^.

a. 1382 Wyclif Baruch iii. 23 The fablers, or janglers.
1609 P>ible (Douay) ibid. iii. 23 Marchants of Merrhe, and of
Theman, and fablers, .searchers of prudence and under-
standing.

b- 1614 Raleigh Hist. World iv. ii. § 21. 485 Our great
traveller Mandivile. .we account the greatest fabler of the
world. 1644 Ui*. Hall Rem. Wks. 11660) 130 The bold
legends of lying fablers. 1728 W. Smith Ann. Univ. College
153 Little Credit is to be given to these Fablers. 1821 T.
Campbell in New Monthly Mag. II. 228 The romantic
fablers have generally aggravated the horrors of Circe. 1869

J. I). Baldwin Preh. Nations ii. (1S771 24 That ready fabler,

the Carian physician Ctesias. 1878 T. Sinclair Mount
28 Rather was he [Swedenborg] a mechanical fabler of
facts.

C. 1362 Lancu P. PI. A. ii. 157 Alle bis obure Fabulers
and Faytuurs, bat on Kote rennet). 1548 Hall Chron. 8Sb,
The inhabitantes of Vernoyle gevyng to light credit to the
Frenche fablers, received the duke. 1579 E. K. Gloss.
Sf>enser's Sheph. Cat. Apr. 120 Certain fine fablers, and
loude lyers. 1607 Tourneuk Rer\ frag. 11. i. in Hazl.
Dodsley X. 46 Y are villains, fablers !. .you He, 1624 F.

White Repi. Fisher 86 Some . . censure the reporters of
Miracles, as. .Fabulers and Lyars.

1 1 Fabliau fabh',^. PI. fabliaux. [F. fabliau,
assumed sing, to OF. fabliaux, pi. of fablei, dim.
affable : see Fable.] A metrical tale, belonging
to the early period of French poetry.
1804 Scott Introd. Sir Tristr. 48 The interesting_/tt£//aw.r

of the Anglo-Norman trouveurs. 1823 Roscoe tr. Sis-
vwndis Lit. Eur. {1846) I. viii. 221 Some of the Fabliaux
very nearly approach the romances of chivalry. 1874
Green Short Hist. v. 11876) 215 The broad humour of the
fabliau.

Fabling T^-blin), vbl. sb. ff. Fable v. +
-ing L] The action of the vb. Fable ; the telling

of fictitious stories, fabulous narration, romancing,

t lying : a» instance of the same.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii [cxix.]. 85 Wicked fablinges

talde to me. 1530 Calisto <y Melib. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 78
With thy fabling and thy reasoning, i-wis I am beguiled.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 24 In the same veine
.. of fabling they called this Hand Albion. 1671 Mil-
ton P. R. iv. 295 The next to fabling fell and smooth con-
ceits. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1775) I. 22, I have
considered the Saracens . . the first authors of romantic
fabling among the Europeans, 1821 Lamb Elia, Old
Benchers, Extinct be the fairies and fairy trumpery of
legendary fabling.

b. attrib.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 45 They wolde thinke you
made it but a trifiyng and fabling matter. 1565 Goldinc;
Ovid's Met. Ep. 1 1593) 11 The Poet, .in fabling-wise dooth
make It happen in Deucalions time.

Fabling (fr'-bliij),///. a. [f. Fable2/.+-ing-.]
That fables, in senses of the vb. ; that invents or

relates fables ; addicted to fable, romancing ; in

bad sense, mendacious.
1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 51 Crafty imaginers of you

fablyng French menne. 1570-^ Lamuarde Peramb. Kent
(1826)9 '1 ne f°nde dreames of doting monkes and fabling
friars. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage \. x. (1614) 52 As for

Noah, the fabling heathen, .deified him. 1704 Pope Wind,
sor For. 227 The fabling Poets' lays. 1822 B. Cornwall
Ludovico S/orza i. 4 She stood Like one of those bright
shapes of fabling Greece. 1861 Sat, Rev. 21 Dec. 643
Fabling hatred was busy with the name of the fallen

usurper.

b. occas. said of utterances, etc.

1620 T. Peyton Paradise in Farr S. P. Jas. /(1848) 178
The fabling prayses of Elizium fields. 17^5 Gentt. Mag.
XXV. 420 Confus'd mythology, and fabhng song. 1814
Southey Roderick xx. 208 False records, fabling creeds,
and juggling priests.

t Fa'bbr, fa'bour. Obs. [a. OF.fauxbourg :

see Fauboukg.] A suburb.
c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 527 On to the ?ettis and faboris

off the toun Braithly thai brynt. 1489 K. Hen. VII. in
Paston Lett. (1874) III. 357 Thei drewe down the fabours
of Gyngham, and made theyme mete to defende a siege.

t Fabrefa'Ction. Obs. rare, [as if ad. L.

*fabrefaction-em; n. of action i.fabrtfacere, i.fabre

FABRIC.

skilfully + facerc to make.] The action or pro-
cess of fashioning or making a work of art%
1652 Gaui.e Magastrom. 29 toylsome labour, in presti-

gious fabrefaction ! 1678 Cudworth Jntell. Syst. 429 The
Platonists, whose Inferiour Generated Gods . . were supposed
to have had a stroke in the Fabrefaction of Mankind.
Fabric 'farbrik, f^-brik), sb. Forms: 5-6

fabrike, -yke, 6-7 fabrique, (7 fabriq 1

,
7-8

fabrick(e, 7- fabric. [a. Fr. fabrique (--Pr.
fabriga, It. fabbrica, Sp.fabriea , ad. L.fabrica, f.

fader worker in metal, stone, wood, etc. See
Forge sb.]

I. A product of skilled workmanship.
1. An edifice, a building.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 275/1 He had neuer studye in
newe fabrykes ne buyldynges. 1538 Leland Jtin. II. 68
Gibbes the last Prior . . spent a great summc of Mony on
that Fabrike. 1666 Evelyn Diary 7 Sept., The august
fabriq of Christ Church. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt.
Brit. 11. 1. ii. (.17431 326 Fabricks. .said to have been built
by the Picts. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour. IV. 84 A vaulted
fabric without wood or iron-work, three stories high. 1813
Scott Trierm. in. xvi, Never mortal builder's hand This
enduring fabric plann'd. 1865 Dickens Mnt. Fr. ill. vi,

The ruinous fabric was very rich in the interior.

fig. i6ix Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 429 You may as well
Forbid the Sea for to obey The Moone, As. .shake The Fab-
rick of his Folly. 1664 H. MokE Myst. Iniq. 91 Men..
inspired., to erect the Fabrick of the Church. 1788 Reid
Aristotle's Log. ii. §2. 30 Force of genius sufficient to shake
the Aristotelian fabric. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. Uviu.
126 The whole fabric of his ambition was tottering.

+ 2. A contrivance ; an engine or appliance. Obs.

1596 Drayton Leg. iv. 721 When here that fabrique
utterly did faile. 1600 Holland Levy xxv. xi. 553 When.

.

|the city of Tarentum] began to be assailed with fabricks.

1603 — Plutarch's Mor. 1243 What need had he to use any
such tragique engine, or fabricke to work such feats. 1657
Reeve Gotfs Plea 40 Tiberius . . there invented his detestable
Fabricks of lust.

3. ' Any body formed by the conjunction of dis-

similar parts '
(].); a frame, structure.

1633 G.Herbert Temple, Search vii, Lord, dost thou some
new fabrick mold Which favour winnes. .leaving th* old
Unto their Sinnes? 1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 25 This
Goodly Fabrick of Heaven and Earth. 1718 Prior Solomon
111. 268 All the parts of this great fabrick change. Quit their

old station, and primeval frame. 1728 Thomson Spring 648
Dry sprigs of trees, in artful fabric laid. 1853 Kane Grin-
ticll Exp. (1856) 476 In this egg-shell fabric the Esquimaux
navigator, .encounters risks which, etc. 1863 P. Harry
Dockyard Econ. 241 The armour-plates and other necessary
portions of the ponderous fabric.

b. esp. with reference to the animal body.
1695 Lo. Preston Boeth. 11. 84 The whole Fabrick of Man,

Body and Soul, is dissolv'd. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. i. 1

To . . examine this outward fabrick the body ! a 1848 R.
W. Hamilton Reiv. $ Pnuishm. i. (1853) 49 The wonderful
fabric of the human body. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 228 The
solid animal fabric returns to swell the sum of the fluids and
gases.

if 1637 P. Jonson I'-ng. Gramm. 1. ii, The less [letters]

make the Fabrick of Speech. 1669 Penn No Cross xii. § 10

Death ends the Proud Man's Fabrick. 1785 Reid Int.

Power* Ded., To pick holes in the fabric of knowledge
wherever it is weak and faulty. 1817 J. Scott Paris Re-
visit, (ed. 4) 380 A substantial fabric of public strength,

freedom, and opulence. 1856 Sir B. Brooie Psychol. Inq.

I. iii. 77 (Questions arising out of it appertaining, .to the

whole fabric of society.

4. A manufactured material ; now only a textile

fabric ', a woven stuff.

1753 Hanway Trav. 1 1762^ I. v. Ixx. 318 We are every day
making new fabrics. 1701 Robertson India ii. 88 Working
up its [silkworm's] productions into.. a variety of elegant

fabrics. 1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain % 67. 10 The fabrics

produced, .were wanting in most of the qualities essential to

good porcelain. 1837 Ht. Maktineau Sot: Atner. II. 227
The woollen fabric manufactured in these establishments.

1874 Green Short Hist. v. 218 Up to Edward's time few

woollen fabrics seem to have been woven in England. 1883

Stubbs' Mercantile Circular 8 Nov. 982/2 The people in

Nagasaki are fast going back to their old practice of spinning

this class of fabric for themselves.

trans/, and^- "831 Bkewster Nat. Magic \\. (1833! 18

The fine nervous fabric which constitutes the retina. 1859

Kincsley Misc. (i860) II. 110 The villain of the piece ..

being a rough fabric, is easily manufactured with rough
tools.

II. 5. The action or process of framing or con-

structing; erection (of a building); formation (of

an animal body or its parts). Now only spec. The
construction and maintenance (ofa church); =Eccl.

iM.fabrica ecclesix.

1611 Cotgrave, Fabrique d'vu'Esglise, The fabricke,

raparation, or maintenance of a Church. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. v. 72 The. .providence of God manifested in

the fabrique of the eye-lids. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 17

The. .prodigious skilfulness of Nature in the fabrick of so

Minute an Animal. 1730 A. Gordon Maffets Amphith. 43
He attributed the Fabrick of the Colosseum to him. 1757
Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. 1. ii, Britain* . . so expert in

the fabrick of those chariots. 1840 Milman Lat.Chr. III.

iv. i. 382 The other [third] to the fabric and the poor.

b. attrib. in fabric-fund, -lands, -roll.

1673 Cowel tnterpr., Fabrick-Lamis are Lands given to

the rebuilding, repair, or maintenance of Cathedrals, or

other Churches. 17*6 Did. Rusticum s. v. 1848 Wharton
Law Lex., Fabric Lands, property given towards there-

building or repairing of -cathedrals and churches. 1859

RAiNE(rV//«', The Fabric Rolls of York Minster (Surtees.i.

1875 J. T. Fowler Ripon Ch. Accts. <Surtees\ Index.

Fabric fund of Ripon.



FABRIC. 8 FABULIZE.

6. Kind or method of construction or formation,

f a. of things in general, buildings, instruments,

etc. Also style (of architecture). Obs.
1644 Evelyn Alcm. (1857) I. 82 The fabric of the Church

is Gothic. i66z Stillincifl. Orig. Sacr. Ill, i. § 16 The
peculiar and admirable fabrick of the eyes. 1665 Phil.
Trans. I. 313 If any person, .do not know the fabrick or
use of any of the Instruments, a 1682 SirT. Browne Tracts
(1684) 6 Architectonical Artists look narrowly upon .. the
fabrick of the Temple. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. IV. iii. §24
The particular Fabricks of the great masses of matter,
which make up the . . frame of corporeal Beings. 1703
Maundrf.ll Journ. perils. (1721) Add. 4 The Boats are of
a miserable Fabrick. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vi. 190 To be
well informed of the fabrick and strength of this fort. 1774
J. Brvant Alythol. II. 228 They were exposed upon the
waters in a machine of this fabrick.

b. of manufactured materials. Chiefly of textile

articles : Texture. f Also concr. a particular
' make* or class of goods\
1758 J. Blake Plan Afar. Syst, 8 Let a particular fabric

of paper be made. 1764 Hakmek Observ. xvii. it 77 We.

.

conjecture, that the tents of the Patriarchs, .were of the
same fabric. 1879 Caldbrwood Mindty Br. 55 One who
is constantly at work amongst cloths of different fabric.

°- fig.
1752 Hume Ess. <y Treat. O777I I. 181 The fabric and

constitution of our mind no more depends on our choice
than that of our body. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784)

57/1 Fools of each fabrick, sharpers of all sorts. 1779-81
Johnson L. P., Pof>c Wks. IV. 106 He used almost always
the same fabric of verse. 1871 Earle PhiloL Eug. Tongue
§ 597 Compounds vary extremely as regards laxity or com-
pactness of fabric.

7. concr. a. Of a textile article : The woven sub-

stance ; tissue, fibre. Also _/%'.

1823 J. Badcock Dam. Amusem. 152 In following that ex-

ample our bleachers destroyed the fabric of their goods.
1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atoncm. ix. (1852 263 There are

minds in whose fabric the ratiocinative faculty preponderates.

1842 Bischofe Woollen Mann/. II. 228 German wool is of
that inferior description which enters into the fabric of low
middling cloths. 1877 E. R. Condf.r Bas. Faith i. 3 Faith
in the Unseen and reverence for the Divine—are inwoven
in the very fabric of our nature.

b. Occas. used for : Structural material.

1849 Murchison Siluria iii. 42 Lime wherewith to supply
the fabric of the thicker shell of other mollusca. 1850 DAU-
beny Atom, Th. vjii. (ed. 2) 245 The chief constituent of the
vegetable fabric. 1866 Rogers Agric. <$• Prices I. xx. 503
The fabric of the mill appears to have been invariably

timber.

III. 8. A building erected for purposes of

manufacture ; a place where work is carried on
;

a factory, manufactory, rare.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fabric, a shop or work-house
wherein any thing is framed. 1753 Hanway Trav. 11762) I.

ir. xiv. 61 His fabric appeared as a little town, having about
four hundred looms. 1777 W. Dalyrymfle Trav. Sp. $
Port, xxxi, The Marquis . . has established a fabrick ofwoollen
cloth. 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett. 118081 I. 33 There
is a great fabric of carpets at Axminster. 1844 Eraser's Mag.
XXX. 431/1 The first fabric of liqueurs which had any
extensive renown was that of Montpellier.

t Fa'bric, v. Obs. In 7-8 fabrick(e. [f. prec.

sb.] trans. To construct, fashion, frame, make (a

material or immaterial object. Also, Tofabric up
-^Fabkicate 1 and 1 c.

1623 Favine Theat. Hon. x. ii, That [Target] of Achilles,

fabrickt by the Armourer Vulcane. 1625 Br. Mountacu
App. Cxsar n. xv. 215 Such as the Papists fabricke up unto
themselves in their works of Supererogation. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 74 Matters fram'd and fabric't already to

our hands. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder \. 349 The polish'd Glass,

whose small Convex .. shews .. how [Cheese-Inhabitants]

Fabrick their Mansions in the harden'd milk. 1738 Com-
mon Sense (1739 1 II. 5 You fabrick Generals as Statuaries

do Figures of Wood and Clay.

Hence f Fabricker, Pa bricking1

vbl. sb.

1698 R. Fergusson View Eccles. 107 The Original Authors
and Fabrickers of the Word [trimmer] designed to Describe

those.. who were neither Loyal Subjects, .nor Vigorous
Patrons. Ibid. 116 A key of his own Fabricking.

Fabricant Jarbrikant). Now rare. [a. F,

fabricant, ad. L.fabricant -cm, pr. pple. offabricdre

to Fabkicate.] One who fabricates, constructs, or

fashions (anything) ; a maker or manufacturer.

1757 Herald (1758.) I. No. 10. 161 The fabricant is taxed

in the materials he uses, 1777 W. Dalhymple Trav. Sp. <y

Port, cxlv, The minister, in the name of the king, first

fabricant. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory 1 1. 40 Every fabricant

or manufacturer at Lyons, in the flowered way. 1834 Ia'tton

Pompeii 162 Woe to us fabricants of bronze. 1884 G.

Baden-Powell in Fortn. Rev. 1 Nov. 641 Fabricants and

refiners manage to create a large margin of ' sugar'.

+ Fabricate, A*, pple. Sc. Obs. [ad. L. fa-

bricates pa. pple. of fabricdre.'] (See quot.)

1755 Johnson s. v., When they [Scottish lawyers] suspect a

paper to be forged, they say it isfabricate.

Fabricate {farbrik^t), v. [f. h.fabricdt- ppl.

stem of fabricd-re, f.fabrica Fabric sb.]

1. trans. To make anything that requires skill
;

to construct, manufacture. Now rare.

1598 Yong 7?m«rt 171 Wals fabricated by artificiall hand.

1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 59 A guilty conscience .

.

is the devil's anvil on which he fabricates all those swords

and spears. 1678 Cl-dworth Intcll. Syst. 235 God Fabri-

cated the Earth. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772. 10

Hinges.. and other branches of hardware are fabricated

here. 1821 Craiu Led. Drawings. 134 Colourless Glass.,

has never yet been fabricated. 1857 Whewell Hist.

Induct. Sc. I. 198 He is reported to have fabricated clocks.

1871 YEATsCro-.oth Comtn. 247 And silk was first fabricated

in that city [Tours].

+ b. To fabricate about with : to surround as

with a framework of. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 64 This citie, the metropolis
of Persia, is fabricated about with spacious gardens.

C. with immaterial object. Also absol.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. in. 328 Our later Mathe-
matitians baue . . fabricated new systemes of the World, out
of their own Dedalian heads. 1783 C. J. Fox Sp. E. India
Bill 26 Nov., He was not vain enough to think, tiiat any
bill he could fabricate would be perfect. '1864 BowEN
Logic ii. 43 The secret workshop in which nature fabricates

cognitions and thoughts. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. ii. 19
The tens of thousands [of words] which might be fabricated.

+ d. Used for : To produce factitiously. Obs.

1776 'I'h. Percival Philos., Med. A- Exp. Essays III. 274
The miliary eruption is frequently fabricated by . . heating
remedies and forced sweats.

2. In bad sense : To ' make up '
; to frame or

invent (a legend, lie, etc.) ; to forge (a documents.
1779 J Moore /'/'ere Sac. Fr. 11789^ I. xl. 349 The whole

story was fabricated. 1790 Pai.ey Hone Paul. i. 5 An
impostor who was fabricating a letter in the name of St.

Paul. 1818 HallAM Mid. Ages ix. (1819) 346 Every saint

[had] his legend, fabricated in order to enrich the churches
under bis protection. 1855 Macalxay Hist. Ens. IV. 391
Numerous lies, fabricated by the priests, .were already in

circulation. 1873 Act 36-7 Vict. c. 71 §33 If any person.

.

wilfully fabricate in whole or in part, . . any voting paper.

Hence Fabricated ///. a.. Fabricating vbl. sb.

1630 Wadswobth Pilgr. vii. 67 His Art in contriuing and
fabricating of Ships, and Gallyes. 1796 A. M. Johnson
Monmouth 11. 6=, While the secret schemes of diabolical

revenge were fabricating. 1796 Morse Amer.Geog, II. 542
Among the fabricated articles, are great numbers of stoves.

1796 Blrke Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 67 New fabricated

republicks. 1805 T. Jefferson Writ. (18301 IV. 43 This
fabricated flight from Richmond was not among the charges.

1853 Kane Griituctl Exp. xxwj.856) 205 There is nut a man
..who would have given.. the countenance of his silence to

a fabricated claim.

Fabrication (febrik^Jan). [ad. I., fabrica-

tion-cm, n. of action f.fabricdre to FABKICATE.]

1. The action or process of fabricating (sense 1

of the vb.) ; construction, fashioning, manufacture
;

also, a particular branch of manufacture. Now rare.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. i. 290 Plato- .falls into

conjectures, attributing, .the Fabrication of the Body to the

Dii ex Deo or A ugels. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Knoivl.

1. §62 The Fabrication of all those Parts and Organs be

not absolutely necessary to the producing any effect. 1790

Burke Fr. Rev. 44 The fabrication of a new government
is enough to fill us with disgust. 1845 R. W. Hamil-
ton Pop. Ednc. iii. ied. 2) 37 Our woollen, cotton, and silk

fabrications havedrawnout an immense amount of artizans.

1863 I.yell Antiq. Man 10 Materials which have each in

their turn served for the fabrication of implements.

concr. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. 11612) 356 Seuerus
his forced vallie, with other strong. . fabrications.

2. In bad sense : The action of fabricating or
' making up ' ; the invention 'of a statement) ; the

forging of a document). Also concr. An inven-

tion ; a false statement ; a forgery.

1790 T. Brick Source of AHe II. 151 Fabrications of

people that never have been in Abyssinia. 1819 Sir W.
O. Russell Crimes <y AlisdcJiicanours iv. xxvu. § 1 The
fabrication and false making of the whole of a written in-

strument, .will amount to forgery. 1839 Thirlwall Greece I.

vii. 257 What is said to have happened might have been in-

vented, and the occasion and motives for the fabrication

may be conceived. 1846 Wright Ess. Mid. Ages II, xiii.

8i The common account of his death is a mere fabrication.

i83o T. A. Spalding Eliz. Dcmonol. 46 Stories, .that bad
too inconvenient a basis of evidence to be dismissed as

fabrications.

Fabricative farbrikriiv"), a. [f. L. stem fi-

bricdt- : see Fabricate and -ivk.] Having the

power or quality of fabricating ; tending to fabri-

cation.

1793 T. Taylor Oral. Julian 142 Forms subsist in Nature
fabricative, but not intellective. 1844 Marg. Fuller Wont.
\ytk C. (1862) 118 The first triad is demiurgic or fabrica-

tive, that is Jupiter, Neptune, Vulcan.

Fabricator (fse'brilWtM). [a. L. fabricator,

f.fabricd/e : see Fabricate.]

1. One who or that which frames or fashions.

e 1645 Howell Lett. 111. ix, The Almighty fabricator of

the Universe doth nothing in vain. 1765 ELLIS in Phil.

Trans. LV. 283 These worms appeared evidently, instead

of being the fabricators of it, to have pierced their way
into the soft substance. 1844 Disraeli Coni/igsby vii. iii.

262 'the grotesque genius of its fabricator. 1846 J. Bax-
ter Libr. Tract. Agrie, 'ed. 4) II. 413 Domestic fabricators

are too apt to fail in this particular, thinking that when
they have mixed together a portion of sugar and fruit their

labouris done, i860 Farrar Orig. Lang. i. 26 The Deity
as the fabricator of Adam's language. 1863 Lyell Antiq.
Man ix. (ed. v 166 They teach us that the fabricators of

the antique tools, .were all post-glacial.

2. In bad sense : One who frames a false state-

ment or forges a document ; a forger.

1795 Mason Ch. Mus. iii. 191 The Translator or Fabricator
of the Works of Ossian. 1796 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 231

Had they been fabricators of these genealogies, they would
have been exposed at the time to instant detection. 1863
Mtss Bhaddon Eleanor's Vict. III. vi. 82 The fabricator of

a forged will.

Fa'bricato ry, ci. rare-1 , [ad. late L.fabri-

cdtdri-us, f.fabricdre : see Fabricate and -ory.]

Tending to fabricate.

1855 Chamb. Jml.XX. 66 Neither Youth melodramatic
. .nor Antiquary fabricatory,

Fabricatress. [t- Fabricatob-i -ess.] 'A
female who fabricates.'

1846 Worcester cites Lee.

+ Fa'bricature. Obs. Also 7 fabrycature.

[f. L. stem fabricdt- : see Fabricate and -ure.]

The action of fabricating ; construction, b. Me-
thod or style of construction. c. Structure;
' make '.

1600 Dymmok Ireland (1843) 37 The scite and fabrycature

of which [forte) declare S r John Norris..an ingener. 1607
Topsell Serpents 11653! ^43 ' n l ' ie fabricature of their

Honey-combes, they [Bees] make the fashion according to

the magnitude and figure of the place. 1641 Disc. Pr.
Henry in Hart. Misc. (Main.) III. 523 The fashion and
fabricature of the ships, 1657 ToMLtNSON Reuoit's Ih'sp.

^09 A Dragon, .of such artificial] yet natural) fabricature.

' Fa'brile, ci. Obs. [a. OF. fabrile, ad. I..

fabrll-is, f.faber artificer.] Of or belonging to a

craftsman or his craft. FabriU glue : carpenter's

glue ( L. fabrile gluten).
1611 Cotgr., Fabrile, of, or belonging to the craft of a

Smith, Mason, or Carpenter. 1661 l.ovi.i r. Hist. Auhn. \
A/in. 22 The fabrile glue decoct in Water and applied,

helpeth the teeth. 1664 Evelyn Svlv.r 11776' 649 Trees,

fitted.. for Timber and all other Fabrile employments. 1678
Littleton Lat. Diet., Fabrile, or of Smiths work, fabrilis.

Pabular farbi/?lu.i,, a. [ad. I,. fdbu/dr-is, f.

fdbu/a [see Fable sb.).
-

] Pertaining to or of the

nature of a fable, fabulous.

1684 W. Ha.xikk tr. Plutarch's A/or. 1 16941 IV. 87 These
then are most of the Heads of this Fabular Narration.

1811 Lamb Guy Faux, The way which we take to per-

petuate the memory of this deliverance is well adapted to

keep up this fabular notion. 1850 Eraser's Mtrg. XLI.
535 Simplicity, .is better adapted to fabular composition,

t Fa'bular, sb. Obs. [ad. late L. fdbuldrius,

f. fibula Fable.] A narrator or recorder of tales

or fictions.

1 565 Jewel Def. Apol. <i6it) 279 That Great fond Fa-
bular Simeon Metaphrastes,

Fabulate fae'bi^l^'t , v, [f. L. fdbuldt- ppl.

stem of fdbuldrl to speak, f. fibula 1' able sb.
J

1 1. a. trans. To relate as a fable or myth. b.

intr. To talk or narrate in fables, Obs.
1616 T. Adams Serm. Jas. iii. 8 Wks. C16291 143 Guarded

. .as. .it were with Gyants in an Inchanted towre, as they
fabulate. 1624 Hkvwood Gnnaik. 1. 17 This historic . . is

with much nimble, .witte fabulated by Ovid.

2. trans. To invent, concoct, fabricate.

1856 Bushnell Serm. Living Sub/., Fabulating visit and
vision to express his grief.

'I Fabula'tioil. Obs~" [ad. L. fdbttldtion -em

.

n. of action f. fdbuldrl : see prec] The action of

fabulatincr.

1727-36 Baii.lv, Fabulatiou, the moralizing of fables.

1775 m Ash.

Tabulator (farbitfU-'t^. [a. L. fdbuldtor,

agent-n. f. fibular! (see Fabi'Late).] One who
fabulates or relates fables ; a story-teller.

1604 Aberdeen Reg. 24 Oct. (Spalding Club) II. 264 He
that happinnis to be fabulatour, to bring his candill with

him. 1678 CvDWORTH Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 17. 298 Looking
upon this Orpheus, not as a meer Fanciful Poet and Fabu-

lator. 1701 Grew Cosh?. Sacra i\\ iii. 170 An historical

Point, which no Fabulator would have thought of. 1801

Strutt Sports A> Past. ill. iii. 163 He desired the fabu-

lator to tell him longer stories. 1841 D'IsRAELl Amen.
Lit. {1867) 72 The great then had fabulators or tale-tellers,

as royalty has now. .its readers.

Fabule, obs. var. Fable sb. an,d v.

Fabulist (farbi//list). [ad. F. fabuliste, f. L.

fibula : see Fable sb. and -1ST.]

1. One who relates fables or legends ; a composer

of apologues.

1593 Mindy Def Contraries 12 The fabulists feigned

Acteon to be turned into a Hart. 1682 DUDLEY Light to

Paradise 93 Fortune, who.. by the fabulist, is represented

with a great Complaint in her mouth upon that occasion.

1757 Foote Author Prol., The Grecian fabulist, in moral

lay, Has thus address'd the writers of this day. 1835 John-
souiana 256 The fabulists frequently make the wolves con-

verse with the lambs. 1874 Farkar Christ 45
'

lne fa,JU "

lists of Christendom, .surround Christ's boyhood with a blaze

of miracle.

t b. A professional story-teller. Obs.

1605 11. Jonson Volpoue Ii. i, Stale Tabarine, the fabu-

list. 1698 R. Fergusson View Eccles. 84 The Sallaries of

IiufToons, Fabulists or Revelers.

2. One who invents falsehoods.

1625 Bp. Hall Public Thanksgiving Wks. 1837 V. 22c.

Those bold Fabulists, .take a course to cast themselves into

that pit, whence [etc.]. 1794 Paley Fvid. 11. iii. '1817) ^7

The mind of a forger or a fabulist. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamil-
ton Metaph. (1877) I. iii. 47 The former [Herachdes] is

confessed to have been an egregious fabulist. 1841 DTs-
raeli Amen. Lit. 1 1S67H51 The most ingenuous of vo^gers
bas been condemned as an idle fabulist.

t Pabulistic, a. Ois.rar*-*. [f. prec. +
-lc] Given to be a fabulist ; devoted to the com-

position of fables or apologues.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sr G. Nonscncc Wks. II. 2/1

Esop, that old fabulisticke Phrygian.

t Fa'tralize, v. Obs. [£ L. fUbtd-a Fable +
-ize.] a. intr. To invent fables, b. trans. To
concoct, invent. o. To relate as legend : with

sentence as obj. d. To dress up as a fable.
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FABULOSE.
1612 tr. Benvennto's Passenger 1. i. § 19. 71 Endlesly

among themselves they fabulize, nourish the mistery. 1633
T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 16 They did but fabulize an
apish imitation of God's truth. 1738 G. Smith Cur. Relat.
II. 530 The Persians fabulize in their Alcoran, that [etc.]

1818 G. S. Faber Horae Mosaics I. 251 It is utterly im-
possible that it [the Pentateuch] could thus grossly have
fabulized.

Hence Fabulized///.^. Fa'buHzingz^/j^. and
ppl.a.

1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations (1823) I. 241 Their
fabulized history. 1816 — Grig. Pagan Idol. I. 315 The
very wildest style of oriental fabulizing. Ibid. II. 502
The fabulizing monks of the holy sepulchre. Ibid. III. 334A fabulizing martyrology.

t Fabulose, a. Obs. [ad. I,, fdbulds-us, f.

fibula: see Fable sb.] Fond of fables, myths, or
enigmas; = Fabulous i.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles lu. 76 They [the Cabalists] grew
so vain and fabulose that [etc.]. Ibid. 152 These fabulose
Monkes mixe many of their own fantastic allegoric Fables
therewith. 1727-36 Bailey, Fabulose, feigned, full of fables.

Fabulosity [faebiwV'sfti). [ad. F. fabulosity
ad. L. fabulositat-em, f.fdbuldsus : see prec]
1. The quality of being fabulous; fabulousness.

a. Of persons : Fondness for narrating or inventing
fables.

1599 Abp. Abbot Descr. World, Chatdea (1634^ 112 In
their [Chaldeans'] fabulositie they would report that they
had . . Observations for five and twentie thousand years.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vi. 23 The fabulositie of
those times.

b. Of a composition, narrative, etc : Fabulous
or mythical character; fictitiousness.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 489 Some.. more civilly
avoiding the fabulosity of this tale say [etc.]. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. 236 Plato . . doth but . . slily jear it,

plainly insinuating the fabulosity thereof. 174: Warburton
Div. Legal. II. VI. ii. 490 He supposed the fabulosity of
(hat [Book of Job] concluded against the real existence of
the Patriarch. 1777 Johnson In Mad. D'Arbtays Early
Diary if Mar., There is not.. much of the spirit of fabu-
losity in this Fable.

f 2. quasi-*w«r. Something fabulous ; a fabu-
lous statement, fable. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 605 That, .posterity ensuing may

yet be acquainted with their fabulosities, 1681 H. More
Exp. Dan. Pref. 48 The ridiculous fabulosity of Enoch and
Elias their coming again in the Flesh. 1807 G. Chalmers
Caledonia I. Pref. 8 These form historical matters of
singular interest if they be investigated from facts in con-
tempt of fabulosity.

Fabulous fzebi/flas), a. [ad. J., fdbulds-
us, f,fibula: see Fable sb. and -ous. Cf. Y.fa-
buleux.]

1. Of a person (or anything personified) : Fond
of relating fables or legends, given to fabling.
Now only with sbs. like historian, chronicler', cf. sense 3.

1546 Kale Eng. / War/V,n 1.(155 1) 10 Wherof. -the fabulouse
poetes reporteth [Venus] to be engendered. 1591 Shaks.
1 lien. I I, il lii. 18, I see Report is fabulous and false. 1637
R. Humphrey tr. St. Ambrose i. 26 Aristotle, .holdeth God
to bee. -no otherwise then the fabulous Poets have feigned,
c 1650 Cowley Death Crashaw 28 Wanton as Girls, as old
Wives, Fabulous ! 1805 N. Nicholls in Corr. with Gray
(1843) 43 An author . . never fabulous except when he gave
the relations of others. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. i. 2
Boece and our other fabulous chroniclers.

t b. Fond of listening to fables or stories. Obs.
1589 Puttenham Eng. I'ocsie r. vii. (Arb.l 30 The Clergy

of that fabulous age. 1669 Gale Crt* Gentiles 1. 1. ii. 12
It was Plato's Custome to hide his choicest opinions, under
the figure of some Fable . . lest he should . . displease the
fabulous people.

2. Spoken of or celebrated in fable or myth

;

fabled, mythical. [So L.fabulosus.']
1601 Holland Pliny I. 91 Atlas, the most fabulous moun-

taine of all Africke. 1887 Swinburne Locrinc Ded. viii,

Milton's, .lips have made august the fabulous air.

3. Of a narrative : Of the nature of a fable or
myth, full of fables, unhistorical, legendary.
Fabulous age, period, etc. : one of which the ac-
counts are chiefly or entirely mythical.
I55S Bom Decades 215 Such thynges as haue byn wrytten

. .of the places where they growe are all fabulous and false.

1656 M. Ben Israel I'ind. Judxornm in Phenix (1708)
1 1. 401, 1 have seen a fabulous Narrative of the Proceedings
of a great Council of the Jews. 171a Philips Distrest
Mother Pref, A Matter of Fact, .far removed into the dark
and fabulous Ages. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. 1. xi. I. 214
The story, .is in a great measure fabulous. 1855 H. Reki>
Led. Eng. Hist. ni. 78 The fabulous chronicles of those
ages. Mi Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 60 The Chinese
possess, .their fabulous and semi-historical periods.

4. Of alleged existences or facts: Belonging to

fable, mythical, legendary.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 121/1 Which because in
the iudgement of the most it may seeme meere fabulous,
we will omit and passe ouer. 1644 Milton Areop. 4
Thos*fabulous Dragon's teeth. 1737C11ESTEKF. Whs. (1777)
I. 70 The fabulous birth of Minerva. 1833 Lyell Prim:
Geol. III. 330 The former existence of the Atlantis of
Plato.. may be true in geology, although fabulous as an
historical event. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) III. 69 Winged
dragons and other fabulous monsters.

t b. Of a doctrine, error, or notion: Based on
or originating in fable or fiction. Obs.
160a Warner Alb. Eng. Kpit. (1612) 351 Our Historic

auoideth not the suspition of some fabulous errours. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. iv. xliv. 334 Their fabulous Doctrine i

concerning Daemons. 1794 Paine (title), The Age of Reason, I

being an investigation of true and of fabulous Theology.

5. a. Resembling a lable, absurd, ridiculous.

rare. b. Such as is met with only in fable
;

beyond the usual range of fact ; astonishing, in-

credible.

a. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. iv. 50 How vayne
and fabulous is it, to iudge the Cbirch alredy in euery
part holy and spottlesse, wherof all the members are spotty
and very vnclean e. 1611 Touknelr Ath. Frag. 11. vi, Tush!
these idle dreames Are fabulous. 1853 Bki.mlky Ess. 278 The
pretence is fabulous.

b. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 228 With a fabulous
and incredible multitude [L. cunt multitudine fabutosa].
1822-56 Ds Quincey Con/ess. Wks. I. 234 foot-n., Accord-
ing to the modern slang phrase, I had. .used 'fabulous'
quantities [of opium], 1852 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange
Life III. xui.237 His [Daniel Webster's] passion for fish, .is

something fabulous. 1857 LiD- Houghton in Life 11891)
II. xii. 18 Houses, .let at fabulous rents. 1859 >Iacaulay
W. Pitt, Misc. Writings (1889) 431 He found that the waste
of the servants' hall was almost fabulous.

Fabulously 'frebitfbsli
) , adv. [f. prec. + -ly-\]

In a fabulous manner or degree.
1. After the manner of a fable or fiction ; as in a

fable.

1598 Grenfwey Tacitus' Ann. vi. vii. (1604) 131 These
things are vncertaine and fabulously augmented. 1613
Seloen Notes on Drayton's Polyolb. viii. (16221 122 Giants
. .fabulously supposed begotten by spirits upon Dioclesian's
or Danaus' daughters. 1646 Sir 1. Browne Pseud. Ep.
vi. vi. 295 This they terme mytbicon or fabulous, because
the account thereof, .is fabulously or imperfectly delivered.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 467 The voyages, indeed,
are fabulously narrated. 1856 Levkb Martins 0/ C to' M.
527 It would read fabulously enough.
2. In deviation from the fact ; fictitiously, falsely.

*593 Noroen Spec. Brit., M'scx. 1. 36 As is (though as
I take it) fabulouslie reported. 1608 Ii. Jonson Masque
at Ld. Hadington's Marriage Induct. Wks. (1616' 934 The
place from whence, as I haue been, not fabulously, informed,
the.

. RadclifTes. .tooke their name. 17*6 Lkoni Albertis
Archil. I. 39b, A certain Spaniard .. was fabulously said
to. -see the lowest Veins of Water that run under ground.
3. To a fabulous degree

;
greatly, immensely.

1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Kef. II. 247 His cruelties
have been fabulously exaggerated. Mod. He is reported to
be fabulously wealthy.

Fabulousness, [f. as prec +-ness.] The
quality or state of being fabulous, a. Of a person :

Fondness for fables; proneness to fiction or inven-
tion, b. Of a narrative, etc. : Resemblance to a
fable ; fabulous, fictitious or mythical character.
a. 1611 Cotgr., Fabulosilt', fabulousnesse, th' inuention

of lyes, tales, fables, or fained reports. 1680 Dodwell 'Fwo
J.ett. Adz'ice 11691) 169'I'heir [the Rabbins'] notorious fabu-
lousness. 1711 Frit. Apollo III. 2/1 The Fabulousness of
the Poets. 1775 Johnson IV. Isl. Scot. Wks. X. 329 His
[Boethius's] fabulousness, if he was the author of the fictions,

is a fault for which no apology can be made.
b. 1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay xxx. 488 The fondness and

fabulousness thereof appeereth in this. 1662 Stillingfl.
prig. Sacr. 1. \\. heading. The fabulousness of the Hero-
ical age of Greece. 170a Echard Feci. Hist. in. iv. 386 He
afterwards wrote two letters .. to show the fabulousness of
the history of Susanna. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I.

Pref. 5 The ancient history of North-Britain, whatever
might be its fabulousness. 1837 Arnold in Stanley Life <y

Corr. (1844) II. viii. ior To notice with a grave remark
as to their fabulousness, the peculiar marvels of the
stories.

Faburden. Music. Obs. cxc. Hist. Forms :

5 faburdon. -thon, -thyn, 6 fabourdoun, 6-7
faburthen, 6- faburden. [a. Fr. faux-bourdon
(Ch. D'Orleans a 14C6';, i.e. faux false + bourdon
Bourdon z

.]

1. ' One of the early systems of harmonizing a
given portion of plain song or a canto fermo,

afterwards used as a term for a sort of harmony
consisting of thirds and sixths, added to a canto
fermo* (Stainer and Barrett).

14.. Chilston in Hawkins Hist. Mas. (1776) II. 228
Faburdun hath but two sightis, a tbyrd aboue the plain-
song in sight, the which is a syxt fro the treble in uoice;
and euen wyth the plain-song in sight, the wheche is an
eyghth from the treble in uoise. [146a W. Wev /tin. 11.

(Roxb.) 96 Cantabamus in honore Dei et beate Marie
Magnificat, in faburihon. 1484 I'isitations of Southwell I

Minster (Camden) 46 In cantando faburdon non servat
rituin chori.] 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xlii, In modula- 1

tion hard I play and sing Fabourdoun, pricksang, discant.

1539 Will J. Kobynson (Somerset Ho.), Preestes. .whiche !

shall singe playn songe and faburden. 1590 J. Burei,
Queen's Entry Fd/'u. xx. in Collect. Scot. Poems 11. (1709)
5 Falxmrdon fell with decadence, With pricksang, and the

;

singing plane. 1597 Morlkv Introd. Mus. Annot., Here
is an example, first the plainsong, and then the Faburden. !

a 1789 Hurney Hist. Mus. led. 21 II. ii. U9 What has since
been called Counterpoint or in old English, Faburden.
2. a. The undersong; - Burden 9.

_ 1587 Gascoigne Flotvers Wks. 94 When the descani sings
in treble tunes above .. let fa burthen say below I liv'd

and dide for love. 1587 — Ferdinando V ij b, His mistresse
liked .. to sing faburden under him. 1609 Pautntelia 70
The fourth must sing the Faburthen [Borne, home on the
first line of the stave]. 1622 R. Tisdale Lawyer's Fhitos.,
Sighing a sad faburthen from my quill To thy more nimble
warblings.
" b. The refrain; = Burden 10.

1580 Lyly Fnphues (Arb.> 308 Least thou come in againe
with thy fa-burthen. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden K iv b,
Hee was accustomed to make it the Fa burden to annie
thing hee spake, a 1636 Fitz-Geefray Bless. Birthd. 11881)

137 He sure no better straine then this can be The sweet
Faburthen, to their mclodie.

FACE.

3. A legend, motto.
1594 Nashe Un/ort. Trav. 52 On his target he had a

number of crawling wormes kept vnder by a blocke, the
faburthen speramus lucem.

4. attrib. qunsiadf. ? High-sounding.
1596 Lodge Hits Misert'e 9 Mirabile, miracnloso, stu-

Peudo, and such faburthen words.

t Fac (faek; . Printing. Obs. [Short for Fac-
totum.] = Factotum 2.

1841 Say-ace Diet. Art Printing 221 The next descent
was for the letter-founders to cast the ornament in type
metal, and pierce it for general use, and these cast orna-
ments for letters were called Facs.

Fac : see Fegs.
Faca*dal, a. rare. [f. next + -al.] Of or per-

taining to a facade or facades.
1879 [Lingham] Science of Taste v. 144 If a bye-law were

made enforcing facadal uniformity in other blocks.

Facade (fasa-d). [a. F. facade, (.face, after It.

faeciata, i.faccia Face sb!\

1. The face or front ol a building towards a
street or other open place, esp. the principal front.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1717 Berkeley Tour in

Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 534 We observed the facades of many
noble buildings. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 397
The inner facade was repaired by Bernini. 1839 J. L.
Stephens Trav. Greece, etc. 88/1 The facade of the palace
is unequalled. 187a Browning Fi/ine ex, Shadow sucked
the whole Fa9ade into itself.

b. transf. and_/f^.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xviii. (1852' 407 Beneath a facade
of columnar lava, we ate our dinner. 1875 E. White Li/e
in Christ in. xviii. (1878) 230 The whole facade of the Evan-
gelical theology.

II
2. ^See quot.

1

!

1796 Morse .-J ///*>*. Geog. I. 754 Their estates [in Demerara]
are regularly laid out in lots along the sea shore, called
facades.

Faccion, Faccious.obs.ff. Faction, Factious.

Face h\7i s
, sb. Also 4 faas, 4-5 fas(e, 5 faz.

[a. Fr. face, corresp. to Pr. fassa, It. faccia:—
popular Lat. facia, altered form of fanes form,
figure, appearance, hence face, visage, represented
directly by Pr. fatz, Sp. faz, haz, Pg. face. The
etymology of L.fades is uncertain : some scholars
refer it tofacere to make ; others to the root fa- to
appear, shine (cf.fac-cm torch).

Trie general sense * form, appearance ', which in Latin
was app. the source of the more specific use * visage, coun-
tenance', is in many of its Eng. applications apprehended
as a transferred use of the latter, and has received a special
colouring from this association. On this account the more
restricted sense is here placed nrst.J

I. 1. The front part of the head, from the fore-

head to the chin ; the visage, countenance : a. in

man. (In Anal, sometimes with narrowed sense,

as excluding the forehead : see quot. 1831.)
< 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 169/2178 More blod bar nas in at is

face. 1340 Hamtole Pr. Cousc. 772 Als a man waxes aide
.

. his face rouncles ay mare and mare, c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
2460 Vp hey sterte euerecbou ; & be-held him on Le fas.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 141 The secunde chapitle of
woundes of be face. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 15511 3My face thou may not se. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. 1. 75
Their Hats are pluckt about their Eares, And halfe their
Faces buried in their Cloakes. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 600
His face Deep scars of Thunder had intrencbt. 1707
Floy 1 h Physic. Pulse • Watch 374 Uneasiness from dry-
ness and redness of the Face. 1759 Stekne Tr. Shandy
1. xxi, The least hint of it was enough to make the blood
fly into his face. 176a Walpole Vertue's Anetd. Paint.
(1765) I. ii. 24 Such pyramids on their heads, that the face
became the center of the body. 1831 R. Knox Ctoouet's
Anat. 95 The Face, properly speaking, .extends vertically

from the upper edge pf the nasal bones to the chin.

b. in lower animals.

1535 CovERDAi.E Job xli. 14 Who openeth the dore of his
face? for he hath horrible tethe rounde aboute. 161 1 Bible
Ezek. x. 14 The face of a lion, and. .the face of an eagle.

1697 Dryden lirg.Georg. iv. 532 His grim Face a Bull's

Resemblance bears. 1741 Chambers Cycl., Face, .. some-
times called bill, or beak ; sometimes snout, etc. 1784 Cow-
n-.r Task v. 785 Brutes graze the mountain-top, with faces

prone. 1845 S. Palmer Pentaglot Dict.a.v., The face of
birds comprehends the ophthalmic regions, cheeks, temples,
forehead, and vertex ;—of insects, all the parts situated be-
tween the labrum and prothorax.

c. transf A representation of a human visage.

1488 Ld. Treas. Acct. Scot. (1877) I. 85 Item, a ring with a
face. 1588 Shaks, /,. L. L. v. ii. 649 He's a. .Painter, for he
makes faces. 1613 Webster Duchess ofMalji m. iii, That
cardinal hath made more bad faces with his oppression than
ever Michael Angelo made good ones. 1716 Pope's It'X's.,

Basset- Table 33 Upon the bottom (of an Equipage] shines
the Queen's bright Face. 1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 100
No face but his own ; a saying of one who has no money in

his pocket, nor no court cards in his hand. 183a W. Irving
Alhatnbra I. in Carved with fruits and rlowers, inter-

mingled with grotesque masks or faces. 1855 Macaui.av
Hist. Eng. III. 503 Walker had arrived in London .. His
face was 111 every print shop.

d. in popular names of plants, as Face and
hood, Three (ftwo) faces in, under a (one)

hood, the hcart's-ease, pansy {Viola tricolor)
\

Face-in-hood, the aconite {Aconitum Napellus).

1548 Turner Names of Herbes lE. V. S.l 87 Trinitatis

herba . . is called in english two faces in a hoode or panses.

1562 Blli.eyn Ilk. Simples 39a, Paunsis, or three faces in

one hodde. a 1700 B. h. Diet. Cant. Crrzv, Hearts-ease.

.

an Herb called. .Three Faces in a Hood, .or Pansies. 1771
R. Warner Plautx Woodford. 185 HeartVease. Throe
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Faces under a Hood. 1878-86 Britten & Holland Eng.
Plant-n., Face and Hood {Viola tricolor). Ibid., Face-in-
hood (Aeouitum Napellus\

2. Phrases, a. f Fromface tofoot ^< from head
to foot*, f To know 110faces : to have no respect
of persons. To have two faces : to be guilty of
duplicity; (of speech) to be ambiguous. In same
sense, f To bear or carry twofaces under one hood.
C1475 PoL Poems in Archmol, XXIX. 341 Two fases in

a hode is neuer to tryst. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr.
(1867) 138 Thou berest two faces in one whood. 1580
North Plutarch (16761 224 Icetes had carried two faces 111

one hood, and.. was become a Traytor. 1607 Shaks. Cor.
11. ii. 112 From face to foot He was a thing of Mood. 1633
EARL Manch. At Mondo (1636) 24 Disease and Death know
no faces. 1889 Barrir Window in Thrums 196 Persons
whose speech had two faces.

b. To look {a person, etc/: in theface : to con-
front, meet with a steady gaze that implies courage,
confidence, or (sometimes) defiance ; also /fo To
shew one'sface : to put in an appearance, to appear

:

lit. and fig.

1537 'Phersites in Hazl. Dodsley I. 408 Appear, sir, I

pray you, dare ye not show your face? 1561 Norton &
Sackv. Gorboduc 1. i, Aurore. .for love or shame Doth long
delay to show her blushing face. 1566 Gascoigne, etc.
Joeasta 11. ii, Boldly to looke our foemen in the face, a 1662
Heylin Land ii. v. (1719) 20, I dare look Death in the Face,
and I hope the People too. 1706? Swift /r£j. (18S31 X. 389
Where exiled wit ne'er shews its face. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa Wks. 1883 V. 56, I should be ashamed to show my
face in public. 1780 Cowper Tabled. 321 When Tumult.

.

dared to look his master in the face. 1841 Longf, / 'Wage
Blacksmith ii, He.. looks the whole world in the face, For
he owes not any man. 1863 Kingsley Water-bob. vi. (1869)
250 The fairy looked him full in the face. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. 11876)1. iii. 118 Too clear to be misunderstood
by anyone who looks the evidence in the face. 1882 Steven-
son New Arab. Nts. (1884) 194 He never so much as
showed face at a window.

C. In advb. phr. : Face downwards {foremost,
uppermost), etc. : with the face in the direction
indicated. ( Tofall, face on : « ' face downwards \
1856 Leisure Ho. V. 332/1 He fell face on into the water.

d. Face to (earlier \ and, ^for face: looking
one another in the face ; also attrib. Face toface
with : looking in the face of, confronting ; lit. and
jig. To seeface to (f with) face :

' without the in-

terposition of other bodies '

(].), clearly.
a 1300 CHrsor M. 23607 (Cott.) pair ioi, bair gladdscip,

qua can tell.. face wit face pat godd to se. 1340 Ayenb.
88 We him ssolle yzy face to face clyerlyche. a 1400-50
Alexander 357 Make be to se be same gode & bi-selfe
wakand Face to face all his fourme. 1535 Stewart Croti.
Scot. II. 255 The proud Pechtis .. face for face stude in
thair fais sicht. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 2 Of these
matters, .we shall talke shortly face to face. 1632 LlTHGOW
Prat', x. 490 Sir Walter Aston . .spoke seriously face to face
with him there-anent. 1767 Gray in Corr. N. Xt'cholls (1843)
69, I am come, .to congratulate you face to face on your
good luck. 1848 Macailay Hist. Eng. I. 600 The two
armies were now face to face. 1861 T. A. Trolloi-e La
Beata I. vii. 155 The painter and the customer might never
come face to face after all. 1864 Knight Passages Wrkg,
Life I. i. 105, I was.. to be face to face with great public
things. 1875 Manning Mission If. Ghost ix. 260 We shall
see God face to face. 1879 Froude Cvsar i. 5 When we
are face to face with real men.
attrib. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 172 We are liable

to lose the solemn face-to-face reality of the strife within us.

1864 J. H. Newman Apol. 379 The face-to-face antagonist.
1865 Masson Rec. Brit. Philos. iv. 319 We possess an
intuitive, or face-to-face knowledge of certain properties of
matter.

e. Mil. In words of command
; + Faces to the

right, lefty faces about = right, left, about face

(cf. Face v, 9 b); also fig. Hence, To turnface
about, f again.
1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. m, i, Good Captayne,

faces about, to some other discourse. 1625 Makkiiam Soul*
diers Accid. 20 Faces to the right hand. Faces to the left.

Faces about, or Faces to Reare. 163a J. Hayward tr.

Biondis Eromena 77 He turned face againe with sword
in hand. 1642 Lane. Tracts (Chetham SoC.) 65 They.,
turned faces about, and began to make heid against us.

i88t G. W. Cable Mad. Delphine viii. 45 It had.. turned
him face about from the way of destruction.

f. To throw, thrust, etc. (something) in ;a per-

son's)y^. lit. andjig.
1602 Shaks. Ham. n. ii. 599 Who calles me Villaine?

breakes my pate a-crosse? Pluckcs off my Beard, and
blowes it in my face ? c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655* iv. xxi. 58
Who taints his soul may be said to throw dirt in Gods face.

1760 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 III. 53 You see him [Sterne].

.

ready to throw his periwig in the face of his audience . 1852
Thackeray Esmond \. xiv, ' I fling the words in your face,

my lord.' 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 11. Wks. VI. 76
God.. thrusts the thing we have prayed for in our face.

1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael xxxi, His success was cast
in his face as a reproach.

g. In various Biblical Hebraisms. Before the

face of\ before, in advance of, in front of. 'To set

one'sface : to give a settled bearing or expression

to the countenance. 71? put, set one sface against :

to take up an attitude of determined hostility to-

wards. To set (one's) face ffor, to, towards : to

take, etc. the direction of a place)
; fig. to pur-

pose, take the first steps to, towards.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22757 (Cott.) Be-for be face o bat kaiser

angels sal his baner bere. ^1325 Metr. Horn. 9, I send.. my
messager Iii for lh» face thi word to her. a 1340 Hampole

Psalter xvii. 46, 1 sail less bairn as dust biforc be face ofwynd.
1388 Wyclik Let: xx. 3 Y schal sette faste [1382 puttej my
face a5ens hym. 1535 Coverdale Mark i. 2, I sende my mes-
saunger before thy face. [So in 1611 and 1881.] 1611 Bible
Gen. xxxi. 21 He . . set his face toward the mount Gilead.— 2 Kings xii. 17 Hazael set his face togoe vp to Icrusalem.— Isa. 1. 7 'therefore haue I set my face like a flint. 1624
P.p. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660I n Set your faces, .against a
whole faction of vice. 1632 Lithcow Trav. x. 493, I set
face from Court for Scotland. 1664 Etheredge Com. Re-
venue iv. vii, Set thy face then ; let me not see the remains
of one poor smile. 1781 Cowper E.\post. 457 The poorest
of the flock Are proud, and set their faces as a rock. 1827
Scott Jml. (1890) II. 21, I can set my face to it boldly.
a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) HI. v. 469 The first duty of
every one is to set his face in direct opposition to what
he believes to be false. 1862 Lowell Biglmo P. Poems
1890 II. 326 It's high time., to be seitin' our faces To-
wardsreconstructin'thc national basis. 1884 Times 1 weekly
ed.)3 Oct. 14/2 We set our faces to the South.

3. Viewed with reference to beauty, f To be in

face : to be looking one's best (cf. to be in voice,.
\ Full offace ; ? beautiful (but perh. the meaning
is = ' full faced, florid ').

In the A. V. only in the Apocrypha; the translators of
the canonical books always use ' countenance ' in this con-
nexion.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. m. i. 103 Say they haue Angells
faces. 1608 —- Per. 1. Induct., A female heir, So buxom
blithe, and full of face. 1611 Bible Judith xi. 21 There
is not such a woman from one er.d of the earth to the other
. .for beautie of face. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock 1. 79 Some
nymphs there are, ton conscious of their face. 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Conq. 1. i, Is it one of my well-looking days child?
am I in face to day? 1842 Tlnnyson Sisters 2 She was the
fairest in the face. 1851 Procter (Barry Cornwall' Songs
Ixxxiii. 3 No wealth had she of mind or face To win our
love, or raise our pride.

4. With reference to its position in the front of
the body, or as the port presented to encounter.
In many phrases, some of which merely express
the notion of confronting or opposition, without
any reference to the lit. sense. Cf. 2d. a. To
meet (a person) in the face : to confront directly.

To have the wind in one's face \ lit. and fig. To
shut the door in, + upon a person's face; lit. and fig.

t 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1, x. (1544' 15 b, She made her ordi-
naunee. .With Zisara to melen in the face. 1632 I,n ik;ow
Trav. vii. 303 The Venetian Factor, .shutting his gate vpon
my face. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. 3/1 When th' Wind's in
your Face, Your Wit grows apace, a 173a T. Boston
Crook in Lot (1805) 17 People ply their business with skill

and industry, but the wind turns in their face. 1768 Sterne
Sent. Journ. Wks. 1S85 II. 640 'Tis shutting the door of
conversation absolutely in his face. 1818 Byron yuan 1.

clxiv, The door was fasten'd in his legal face. 1888 Bryce
A/ner. Commw. I. xiv. 193 Seldom meeting them in the
face or reaching a decision which marks an advance. Mod.
A horse runs well with the \vind in his face.

b. Tofly in theface of (a person, etc/, tit. of a
d°g; fig- ^ &ct in direct opposition to.

>553 T. Wilson Rhet. 11580' 203 Lette hym have his
will, and he will flie in thy face. 1610 lip. Hall Apol.
Brcnvnists § 13 Let him shew them a Cudgell, they flie in his
face. 1689 Tryal Bps. 133 Shall he come and fly in the
Face of the Prince? shall he say it is illegal? 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones in. viii, Thackum held, that this was flying in
Mr. Allworthy's face. 1752 in Scots Mag. (1753) Oct. 494/1
It was flying in the face of the legislature itself. 1876
E. Fitzgerald Lett. (1889) I. 379 He has. .been, .apt to fly
in the face of some who courted him. 1891 Nation 10 Dec.
440/2 He had to fly in the face of adverse decisions.

C. In {the) face of: (a) in front of, directly op-
posite to

; {b) face to face with, when confronted
with

; (c) in defiance of, in direct opposition to,

notwithstanding.
(a) 1766 T. Page Art Shooting 36 When a bird comes

directly in your face. Contain your fire awhile. 1879 Dowden
Southcy 14 He was for the first time in face of the sea.

(b) 1871 Smiles Charac. ii. (1876) 36 In the face of bad
example, the best of precepts are of but little avail. 1883
Daily News 31 Oct. 5/2 Not a man. .would seriously advise
withdrawal in the face of a Chinese invasion. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 3 June 5/3 The difficulty of keeping up wages in
the face of a drooping market.
(c) 1837 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life I. x. 461 They now

assert here, in the face of facts, that the cholera has ceased.
1848 Macaclay Hist. Eng. II. 276 They were convicted
in the face of the letter and of the spirit of the law. 1885
Manch. Exam. 29 Oct. 5/3 Plans, perseveringly carried out
in the face of many discouragements.

d. To makeface to : to offer resistance to. rare,
after Yx.faireface a.

1829 W. Irving Conq. Granada x. (1850I 74 The king and
his commanders .. made face to the Moors ..repelling all
assaults.

5. Contextually equivalent to : Sight, presence.
In various phrases : a. Tofear, fleefrom, etc. the
face of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 953 (Cott.t ^ee sal be flemed fra mi face
e 1325 Atetr. Horn. 86, I salle be flemid awaye Fra Goddes
faz, tit pin of helle. 1611 Bible Gen. xxxv. 1 Thou fleddest
from the face of Ksau. 1781 Cowper Retirement 768
Judah's promised king. . Driven out an exile from the face of
Saul.

b. Before or in theface of: before the eyes of,

in the sight of. f Beforefaces : in the public view,
in company.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10460 i'Gflu.) Bot i him saw bifore mi

face? c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 192 t>e man y trist an most for-
sakeb me at my nede, & dra?b ys swerd bi-fore my fas.
c 1450 St, Cut/d'ert (Surteesi 846 pal had grace, And loue
before be bischopc face? 1532 More Con/ut. Tindale Wks.
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532 1 Ye shoulde see the whole summe and effecte of this
tale, .before your face layed together. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
VHl. 370 The Prince.. causing euery one of them to recite
the praise of Mahomet before his face. ^1656 Up. Hall
Rem. Wks. u66o> 248 Even the most carelesse boyes will
be aflraid to offend in the face of the monitor. 1659 IS.

Harris ParivaCs Iron Age 292 Arras, .was taken . . before
the face of thirty thousand men. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. W.
xviii. 3 A new-married couple more than ordinarily fond
before faces.

c. To 'a person's) /<ir6' : openly in his sight or
hearing (implying frankness, effrontery or inde-
corum).
»553 't'- Wilson Rhet. (1580) 188 You. .gave him a frumpe

even to his face. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. 91 Wilt thou
flout me thus vnto my face? 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett.
1. 231, I will not tell you to yuur face, that you are the
Chrysostome of our Church. 1667 Denham Direct. Paint.
n. vi. 19 Men that there pick his pocket to his face. 1781
CowrkR Expost. 283 Thy very children, .curse thee to thy
face. 1848 Macailay Hist. Eng. II. 638 Sharp., read to
their faces the whole service as it stood in the book. Mod.
He does not like to be praised to his face.

d. In the face of: in the sight or hearing of,

in the presence of. AUofg. In the face of the
sun, of day, etc. : openly.
1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. n. v. (1495' 31 Angels, .ben

stable in the face of god. 1540 Act 32 Hen. I'llI, c. 38 § 2
Manages .. contracte and solemnised in the face of the
church, a 1618 W. Bradshaw in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
Ps. xc. S Sins, .committed in deepest darkness are all one
to him as if they were done in the face of the sun. 171

1

Addison Sped. No. 112 » 7 Pray for him in the Face of
the whole Congregation. 1769 Blackstonk Comm. IV'. 283
If the contempt be committed in the face of the court, the
offender may lie instantly apprehended and imprisoned.
1773 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary July, She does this in
the fair face of day. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 19
\ 011 will forfeit, in the face of all men, the character of
faithful ministers of God. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) II.
viii. 509 They broke open private houses, .in the face of day.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 164 You proclaim in the face
of Hellas that you are a Sophist.

6. The countenance as expressive of feeling or
character; a countenance having a specified ex-
pression.

<"i33° Arth. $ Merl. nj8 So gretliche sche awondred
was That hir chaunged blod and fas. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 357 They.. with a smiling face promise us
their benevolence. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. i. 13 They weare
their faces to the bent of the kings lookes. 1611 Bible
Ezra ix. 7 For our iniquities have we. .bin deliuered to con-
fusion of face. 1612 Webster White Dcz-il m. i, It would
do well, instead of looking-glasses, To set one's face each
morning by a saucer Of a witch's congealed blood. 1614
Br. Hall Recoil. Treat. 616 And all this with a face of
sad pietie and stem mortification. 1676 Ethlredck Man oj
Mode iv. i, I . . hate the set face that always looks as it

would say, Come, love me. 1843 Macaulay Lake Regillus
xii, With, .haggard face to his last field he came.

b. To make, pull a crooked, pitiful, wtj>, etc.;

face : to distort the features. Hence the sb. is

used colloq. for : A grimace.
1570 North Donfs Mar. Philos. (tS88) III. 1S4 The

poore Birde when he saw hir make that face to him was
halfe afraide. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 263 Leaue thy
damnable Faces, and begin. 1604 Middleton Father
Hubburds T. Wks. . Bullen) VIII. 72 The fantastical face>
he coined in the receiving of the smoke. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
in. iv. 67 Why do you make such faces? 1713 Steele
Englishman No. 7. 47 He will . . make Faces at the Burgun-
dian drape. 1856 Reade Never too late xiv, I shall pull a
long face. 1873 Dixon Two Queens III. xiv. viii. 113 The
almoner made no faces at a dance. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward
A*. Elsmere II. 11. xviii, 'The adjective is excellent', she
said with a little face. 1890 (J. M. Ff.nn Double Knot I. i.

71 Making what children call 'a face', by screwing up her
mouth and nose.

7. Command of countenance, esp. with reference
to freedom from indications of shame ; a ' bold
front

' ; impudence, effrontery, * cheek \ + To put
out offace : to put out of countenance. To t bear,

have the face : to be sufficiently impudent.
x 537 Thersites in Hazl. Dodsley I. 401 He beareth not

the face With me to try a blow. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer
Communion, With what face then, or with what coun-
tenaunce shal ye heare these wordes? 1601 Shaks. Jul. C.
v. i. n Thinking by this face, To fasten in our thoughts
that they haue courage. 1607

—

Cor. Iv. vi, 116, I haue
not the face To say, beseech you cease. 1654 Warren Un-
believers 85 He a man of that face and fore- head. 1719
De Foe Crusoe ii%4o\ II. vi. 148 With what face can I say
anything? 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 36 To be grave, exceeds
all Pow'r of face. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. 11840) 140 None
are more blest with the advantages of face than Doctor
Franks. 1821 Sir J. D. Paul Rouge et Noir 45 Vice itself

affects propriety That puts your vulgar virtue out of face.

1851 \jmQV.Gold^Ltg., Village Church, I wonder that any
man has the face To call such a hole the House of the Lord.
1865 Carlyle Eredk. Gt. V. xiv. v. 218 The new Kur-
Mauiz. .conscious of face sufficient. 1890 Spectator r Nov.,
What an amount of ' face ' it argues in him.

b. To f push or sho7U a face : to exhibit a bold
front. To run one'sface : ((/. S. slang) to obtain

credit by impudence.
1758-65 Goldsm. Ess. viii, There are three ways of getting

into debt : first, by pushing a face. 1827 Scott Jrnt. (1890)
II. 6 They might have shown a face even to Canning. 1862
Lowell Bigloiv^ P. Poems 1890 II. 286 Men that can run
their face for drinks, an' keep a Sunday coat.

II. Outward form, appearance.

8. External appearance, look ; also semblance

of (.anything). Formerly used both of material
and immaterial objects ; now rare except of imma-
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terial objects in such phrases as To adopt, carry,

put on a [the) face of. f {To cany) a great face :

an appearance of importance. + To have a face*.

to have an appearance, give promise of success.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 317 As Aleyn, in the Pleynt
of Kynde, Devyseth Nature of aray and face, c 1394 /'.

PI. Crecte 670 pei schulden nou5t after be face neuer be folke

demen. 1513 More in Grafton Chron. II. 762 His part

should have the face and name of a rebellion. 1565 JEWEL
Def Afiol. (1611) 137 This tale hath some face of truth.

1631 Weever Attc. Fun. Mon. 771 Monuments .. which
beare any face of comelinesse or antiquity. 1674 R. God-
frey Inj. <y Ab. Physic Pref., That is a thing carries a
great face with it. 1692 R. L Estrange Josephus' Atttiq.

iv. vi. (1733) 88 There was hardly any Face left of the

Order, Ptety and Devotion of former Times. 1754 Hume
Hist. Eng. I. xvi. 395 France began gradually to assume
the face of a regular civil government. 1760 Foote Minor
1. Wks. 1799 I. 247 Pillory me, but it has a face. 1765
Croker, etc. Diet. Arts <y Sc, Face of Plants, among

1

botanists, signifies their general appearance. 178a Wesley
Wks. (1872) XIII. 419 It carries no face of probability.

1817 Scott Jrnl. (1890) II. 35 Cadell explained to me a
\

plan for securing the copyright of the novels, which
!

has a very good face, i860 H. Gouger 2 Years' Im- '

prisonm, Rurmah 41, 1 professed my ignorance of the touch
;

of gold and the face of silver. 1865BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr.
j

i. (1866) s Vicarious, .is a word that carries always a face of
substitution. 1888 Bryce Avter. Connmv. III. xcv. 356 The
problems of the world, .are always putting on new faces.

b. + At prime face-h. prima facie ; at, in, on

the fast face, at the first appearance or look, at

first sight.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. S70 This accident . . was . . so

lyke a soth, at prime face. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11.

xiii, At pryme face, whan he came to towne. 1563 T. Gale
AntiJot. Pref. 2 Although it seeme harde. .at the first face,

yet folow thou styll the counsell. 1596 Dai.rymple tr.

Leslie s Hist. .Scot. (1885) 7 Naitur schawes furth Britannie

all that it has at the first face. 1641 Shirley Cardinal in.

it, Though at the first Face of the object your cool bloods
were frighted. 1810 Svd. Smith Wks. (18591 I. 192/1 A
narrative, which, on the first face of it, looked . . much like

truth. 18*6 E. Irving Babylon I. 11. 120 In the very first

face and showing of the thing.

Ho, Phase (perh. confused with that word'.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. vi. i. 278 In what face or

position of the Moone, whether at the prime or full, or

soone after. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. 11. v. (1737) II. 322
This was not a Face of Religion I was like to be enamour'd
with.

9. Visible slate or condition; aspect. To put
a new face upon : to alter the aspect of.

1587 Harrison England 11. v. (18771 1. no To stirre up
such an exquisite face of the church as we imagine. 159*
DAVIES Imntort. Soul Introd. xxxv, The Face of outward
Things we find, Pleasing and fair. 1614 Hi'. Ham. Recoil.

Treat. 694 Wee may reade Gods displeasure on the face of

heaven. 1638 Raker tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 8 Lyvie. .stayed

not a little to consider the new face he would have put upon
the Commonwealth. 172a De Foe Plague ^754) 19 the
Face of London was now indeed strangely alter'd. 178:

Hist. Europe in Ann. Keg. 24/2 The arrival of so many
ships, .caused a new face of affairs. i8ao W. Irving Sketch
Bk. I. 215 A pensive quiet reigns over the face of nature.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 284 The traces left by ages of

slaughter and pillage were still distinctly perceptible, -in the

face of the country.

b. Of a country : The configuration ; assem-

blage of physical features. Also, f a description

of the same.
1673 Temple Observ. United Pro?', Wks. 1731 I. 43

Changes, .made in the Face and Rounds of Maritime Coun-
tries.. by furious Inundations. 1681 Cotton Wand, Peak
(ed. 6> 309, I almost believ'd it, by the Face Our masters
give us of that unknown place. 1779-81 Johnson L. P.,

Addison Wks. III. 47 Comparisons of the present face of
the country with the descriptions left us by the Roman
poets. 179a Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life fy Writ, (1832)

II. 236 The military face of that country is understood with

perfect exactness. 1859 Jephson Brittany vi 78 The
sun shone out, and I could observe the face of the country.

10. Outward show ; assumed or factitious ap-

pearance ; disguise, pretence ; an instance of this
;

a pretext. Also, + To make a {good, great) face \

to set a face on. f To interpret {words) to wicked

face, to put a bad construction upon. Now only

in To put (formerly bear out, set) a goodface on [a

matter) : to make (a matterj look well ; to assume
or maintain a bold bearing (with regard to).

138a Wyci.if 2 Cor. v. 12 Hem that glorien in the face [so

Tindale; 1611 and 1881 appearance], and not in the berte.

< 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ix. 227 Lete vs ..here
oute a good face as lom*e as we ben alyve. 1533 BellkM-
den L ivy iv. (1822I 377 He interpret thir wourdis ofPos-
thumius to sa wikkit face, that the said Posthumius suld

..be odius..to the hale ordoure. 1533 Moke Apot. xlvii.

Wks. 920/2 In some place of the same dyoces . . they haue
made a great face. 15425 Brinklow Lament. 9 b, The
pore forgotten, except it be with a few scrappes and bones,

sent to Newgate for a face ! 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 265
They, .made good face and shewe to fight with the Englishe
men. 1577 tr. Bulliuger's Decades (1592) 95 Many, .haue
the skill . . to make a face as though they loued them
[friends]. 1590 H. Smith Wks. (18671 H. 309 If thou.,

have no cunning, but set a face on things, then take heed
how you adjure these spirits. 1647 N. Racon Disc. Govt.

F,ng, 1. Ix. (1739^ 118 [He] never invaded the liberties of the

Commons by any face of Prerogative, a 1680 Butler Kem.
(1759) I. 278 They.. set a Face of civil Authority upon
Tyranny. ijraa De Foe Plague (1754) 35 The very Court
. .put on a Face of just Concern for the publick Danger.
1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883 VIII. no That she

may set the better face upon her gestation. 1867 Freeman

Norm. Conq. 11876; I. iv. 231 Richer puts as good a face as

he can on Hugh's discomfiture.

III. The part of a thing presented to the eye.

11. The surface or one of the surfaces of any-

thing.

a. gen. Chiefly in phrases orig. Hebraistic, The

face cf the earth, the deep, the waters.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4892 pe face of be erth sal brin

with out. J382 Wvclif Gen. vii. 3 That the seed be sauyd
vpon the face of al erthe. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 176

All menne, dispersed throughout the face of the yearth.

1611 Bible Gen. \. 2 Darkenesse was vpon the face of the

deepe : and the Spirit of God mooued vpon the face of the

waters- 163a Lithgow Trav. mi. 102 The Women of the

Citty Sio, are the most beautifull Dames, .upon the face of

the earth. 1665 Hookf. Microgr. 88 When there has been

a great hoar-frost, .the. .Crystalline beard . . usually covers

the face of. .bodies. 1698 Keill Exam. 'Ph. Earth (1734)

1 40 That great Deluge of waters which, .overflowed the Face
of the whole Earth. 1791 Ess. Shooting (ed. 2)230 If he

is clad in a glaring colour, when the face of the country

retains its verdure. 1887 Frith Antobiog. I. i. 3 Such
schools, .being improved off the face of the earth.

t b. Of a leaf in a book : = Side. Obs.

r 1575 Fulke Confut. Doctr. Purgatory (1577) 5, I will

come to the third leafe and second face. 1579 — Refut.
Rastel 730 From the first face of the 64 leafe to the seconde

face of the 47 leafe.

f c. Astro!. The third part of a sign of the

zodiac, extending over 10 degrees in longitude.

See also quot. 1819. Obs.

1426 Pol. Poems (JB59MI. 139 His dwellyng place Ameddis
the hevene in the thrid face. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xxxiv. 543 The Moone. .was in the first face of Virgo. 163a

Massinger City Madam 11. ii, She in her exaltation, and
he in his triplic'ue trine and face. 1819 J. Wilson Diet.

Astral. 96 A planet is in its face when it is at the same
distance from the or ) as it-- house is from their houses,

and in the same succession of signs.

12. The principal side often vertical or steeply

inclined) presented by an object; the 'front' as

opposed to the ' flanks '. a. Of a cliff, etc. ; also

tieol. of a fault : The front or slope.

1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 290 A goodly Village, .situate on

the face of a fruitfull hill. Ibid. ix. 423 Wee Coasted the

scurrile and Rockey face of Norway. 1751 R. Pai.tock
/\ Wilkins 11884! II. xviii. 203 Along the whole face of

the rock, .there were archways. 1828 Scott /''. M. Perth
xiv, The tree . . had sent its roots along the face of the

rock in all directions. 1839 Mirchtson SUur. Syst. 1.

xxxvi. 503 As the face of this fault sinks to the west, i860

Tyndall Glac. 1. xi. 75 Our way now lay along the face of

a steep incline of snow. 1865 Gosse Landff Sea (1874I 388

A noble precipice, rising with a rough face almost perpen-

dicularly from the water's edge.

b. Arch, 'a) The front or broadside of a build-

ing ; the ' facade '. (b The surface of a stone ex-

posed in a wall, (c The front of an arch showing

the vertical surfaces of the outside row of voussoirs.

1611 Biule Ezek. xli. 14 The bredth of the face of the

house, and of the separate place toward the East, an hun-

dreth cubites. 1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. Wotton.

1 1672) 17 The Face of the Building is narrow, and the Flank

deep. 1664 Evelyn tr. Frcart's Archit. 132 [The Archi-

trave] is also frequently broken into two or three divisions,

call'd by Artists Fascias or rather plain Faces. 1765 Cro-

ker, etc. Diet. Arts <$ Sc, Face, in archit., the front of a
building, or the side which contains the chief entrance.

Face of a stone, in masonry, that superficies of it which

lies in the front of the work. 1848 Rickman Goth. Archit.

20 The cornice of this order, in Greece, consisted of a plain

face, under the mutule. 186a Trollop* Orley P\ 1. (ed.4) 6

The face of the house from one end to the other was covered

with vines and passion flowers. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,

Face (Carpentry), the front of a jamb presented towards

the room. 1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss, Face of a stone,

the face intended for the front or outward side of the

work.

13. a. Of anything having two sides : The side

usually presented outwards or upwards ; the

* front ' as opposed to the ( back ' ; the ' right

'

side of cloth.

1611 MibleAa. xxv. 7 He wil destroy in thismountame the

face of the couering cast ouer all people. i8ao Keats Cap
<y Bells xxxix. 1 They kiss'd. .the carpet's velvet face. 1831

G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. 237 Diagonal lines, .across^ the

face of the cloth. 1874 Houtell Arms <y Arm. vi. 89 The
hollow under the face of the boss was open towards the re-

verse of the shield. 1876 Encyd. Brit. IV. 137 That part of

the anther to which the filament is attached and which is

generally towards the petals, is the back, the opposite being

the face. 1883 Sir E. Beckett Clocks, etc. 146 The face of

a wheel which turns in a gear. 1888 C. P. Brooks Cotton

Manuf. 127 The face of the card or the side which is in

contact with the needles.

b. Of a coin or medal : Theobver.-c; that which

bears the effigy ; sometimes used for either side.

Hence in slang use : A coin (fobs.}.

c i$i$ Cocke Loretles B. (Percy SocJ 13 Some wente in

fured gownes . . That had no mo faces than had the mone.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 617 The face of an old Roman
coine. a 1700 13. E. Diet. Cant.Creiv, Nare-aface-but-his
own, not a Penny in his Pocket. IMS Nciv Cant. Diet.

Ne'er-a-fao# 176a Gentl. Ma?. 22 The . . face of this dye
is truly antick. Ibid. 23 The face [of a coin] should have a

resembling bust of his majesty. 1856 Smyth Roman Family
Coins 233 The portrait on the other face of the medal.

C. Of a document : The inscribed side. Hence
On, upon the face of {ix document, etc., : in the

words of, in the plain sense of. A\so fig.
163a I.ithgow Trav. vi. 288 Their Great Seale. .locked in

vpon the lower face of the Parchment. 1641 Bk Hall
Rem. Wks. (1660* 80 Every novelty carries suspicion in
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the face of it. 1719 F. Hare Ch. Authority Vind. Pref. 8

The power and authority of the Ministers .. as it appears
upon the face of Scripture. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
Wks. 1883 VIII. 186 An unprejudiced eye, upon the face

of the letter, would condemn the writer of it. 1817 W.
Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 41 II. 1248 It ought to appear
on the face of the plea, that [etc.].* a 183a Bentham Ess.

Lang. Wks. 1843 VIII. 327 Of the history of language, no
inconsiderable part remains to this day written upon the

face of it.

d. Of a playing card : The marked or picture

side.

' 1645 Howell Lett. (1891) 1. ml xxxii, The King never
shews his game, but throws his cards with their faces down
on the table.

e. Of a dial : The surface which bears the hour
marks, etc. Of a clock or watch : The dial plate

tperh. with allusion to the human face).

[1751 R. Paltock /*. Wilkins (1884* Il.xix. 218 If I ask it

[a watch] what time of day it is, I look but in its face, and
it tells me presently.] 1787 Columbittii Mag. I. 329/1 The
face of the dial will be parallel with the plane of the equator.

1837 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 87 Not watches so much as

lockets with watch faces. 1840 Barham Ingot. L.eg., Look
at the Clock, 'Grandmother's Clock !

'. .nothing was altered

at all—but the Face ! 1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Break/. -t.

ix. (1891 211 He looked at. .the face of the watch,—said it

was getting into the afternoon. 1877 Mrs. Molesworth
Cuckoo Clock (1891) 41 Some brilliant moonbeams, .lighted

up brightly the face of the clock. 189a A'. V. Nation 23
June 474/3 A volume without an index resembles a clock-

face without any hands.

f. Of a book : The front or fore-edge.

1876 P.ncycl. Brit. IV. 43/1 After the face [of a book] has

been ploughed the back springs back into its rounded form.

14. Each of the surfaces of a solid. In a regular

solid, a crystal, diamond, etc. : Each of the bound-

ing planes.

1625 in Rymer Fardera XVIII. 236 One Aggett cutt with

twoe Faces garnished with Dyamonds. 1750 D. Jeffries
Treat. Diamonds tf Pearls, Expl. Tech. Terms, Collet . .the

small horizontal plane, or face, at the bottom of the Brilliant.

1855 Pain Senses <y Int. 11. ii. § 11 A crystal with cut

faces. 1863 Huxley Man's Place Nat. n. 80 The oc-

cipital foramen of Mycetes . . is situated completely in the

posterior face of the skull. 1873 Dawson Dawn of Life
vii. (1875* 188 Crystalline faces occur abundantly in many
undoubted fossil woods and corals. 1878 A. H. Green
Coal i. 17 The faces of the block of coal on these sides are

smooth and shining. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's

Phaucr. ty Ferns 177 The lateral faces, .are covered thickly

with sieve-plates.

15. In implements, tools, etc. : The acting,

striking, or working surface. In a molar tooth :

The grinding surface. In a knife : The edge.

1703 Moxon Mech. Ejccrc. 4 In Fig. 5. A the Face [of a

hammer]. 1791 Ess. Shooting (ed. -2) 345 The face of the

hammer [of the gun] . . may te too hard or too soft.

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Face, the edge of a
sharp instrument. 187a Huxley Phys. vi. 143 The face

of the grinding teeth and the edges of the cutting teeth.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Face 4 b, the sole of a plane.

Ibid., Face iGearing', that part of the acting surface of a

cog which projects beyond the pitch line. Ibid,, Face
(Grinding 1

, that portion of a lap or wheel which is employed

in grinding, be it the edge or the disk. 1888 Lock-wood's

Diet. Perms Mech. Eng. 133 The face of an anvil is its

upper surface.

16. An even or polished surface.

1881 Mechanic § 449 Where one piece [of glass] is ground

against another to bring them to a face. 1888 I.ockwood's

Diet. Terms Mech. Eng. 133 The face of a casting is that

surface which is turned or polished.

IV. Technical uses.

17. Fortification, a. (see quot. 1727); b. (see

quot. 1859, and cf. Bastion .

a. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. n. xiv. 118 A proper place

muste be ordeyned atte euery face of the walles for to sctie

gonnes. 167a Lacey tr. Tacquet's Milit. Archit. in. 4 The
face which is the weakest part of the fortification, is defended

by [etc.] 1787 Bailey, Face of a Place is the Front, that is

comprehended between the flanked Angles of the two

neighbouring Bastions. 1800 Wellington in Gurw. Disp.

I. 190, I attacked it [Dummul] in three places, at the gate-

way and on two faces. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe V I ! I

.

xlix. § 24. 27 The efforts . . had been directed against the

northern face of the fortress of Seringapatam. 1879 Cos-

selVs Techn. Educ. IV. 138/1 The Raponiers. .are situated

in the middle of each long face.

b. 1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1119/3 About Noon, a Mine in

a Face of the same Hornwork. .took Fire. x8i8 Jas. Mill
Brit. India II. v. v. 478 Having made a breach in one of

the bastions [we] destroyed the faces of the two that were

adjacent. 1859 F. A. Gkifeiths Artil. Man. (ed. 9' 261

The faces of a work are those parts which form a salient

angle projecting towards the country.

18. MU. (See quot. 1853.)

1853 Stocouelek Mil. Encycl. 101 The faces of a square

are the different sides of a battalion, &c, which, when

formed into a square, are all denominated faces; viz., the

front face, the right face, the left face, and the rear face.

1885 Times (weekly ed.' 23 Jan. 3/1 This face had not

quite closed up before it was attacked.

19. Ordnance. l The surface of metal at the

muzzle of a gun *
( Knights

17a7F.AH v.\-,Face of a Gun is the Superficies of the Metal

at the Kxtremity of the Muzzle. 1867 in Smyth Sailors

Word-bk.

20. Mining, a. ' In any adit, tunnel, or slope,

the end at which work is progressing or was last

done' (Raymond Mining Gloss.).

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845* 46 They frequently hole,

or cut through from one Board to another, to carry their

Air . . to the end or Face of their Boards. 1867 W. W.
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Smyth Coal fy Coal Mining 131 Supporting the roof at the

immediate 'face' by temporary props. 1888 F. Hume Mad.
Midas 1. v, They . . visited several other faces of wash .

.

Each face had a man working at it, sometimes two.

b. 'The principal cleaving-plane at right angles

to the stratification. [Driving) on the face :

against or at right angles with the face' 1 Raymond
Mining Gloss.). Face on: (see qnot. 1883).
1867 W. W. Smyth Coal ty Coal-mining 25 Faces, running

most regularly parallel. 1878 Huxley Pltysiogr. 238 The
direction along which these joints run is often known as

the face of the coal. 1883 W. S. Gresley Gloss. Terms
Coal-mining' 99 Face on .. working a mine parallel to the

cleat or face.

21. Steam-engine. The flat part of a slide-valve;

also, the corresponding flat part on a cylinder, on
which the slide-valve travels.

1838 Wood Railr, 346 The slide would be moved to the

extremity of the face of the cylinder. 1874 in Knight Diet.

Mec/t.

22. Typog. That part of a type (or punch) which
has the form of the letter. Also, The printing

surface of type. Face of the page : (sec quot.)*

Full face {type): as large as the body of the

type will admit of. Heavyface {numerals or type :

having a broader outline, and printing thicker than

the ordinary. Oldface type) : a form of Roman
letter (characterized by oblique ceriphs and various

other features) revived by Whittingham in 1844, and
since very extensively used.

1683 Moxon Meek. Exercises II. 201 So placed the Face
of the Letter runs less hazzard of receiving dammage.
1699 A. Boyer Eng. «y Fr. Diet, s.v., A letter that has a
good face (among printers^, uu caraetere qui a itn bet aril.

1787 Printer s Gram. 41 Kerned Letters are such as have

fart of their Face hang over. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr.

I. 21 Short letters are all such as have their face cast on
the middle of their square metal. 1853 Caxton <y Art 0/
Printing vii. 155 One of the heap which lies in the right

position, both as regards the face being upwards, and the

nick being outwards. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing 167/2

Face 0/ the page, the upper side of the page, from which
the impression is taken. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 1049

In this metal the face of the letter intended to be cast is

sunk. 1891 J. Winsor C. Columbus xxi. 524 The heavy
face numerals show the successive holders of the honors of

Columbus. 1892 N. 1". Nation 25 Feb. 155/3 The page is

divided into triple columns, and the leading word of each
column is in full-face.

t 23. Card-playing'=face-card: (see 27). Ohs.

1674 Cotton Coinpl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards

347 If you have neither ace nor face, you may tnrow up
your gameX
24. Teatraik. (See quot.) Cf. Face v. 15.

1886 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 323 Prussian blue. .native

indigo and gypsum are the real materials employed for

giving the * face ' as it is called.

1 25. Aface offur : % a set of furs. Cf. Face v. i 2.

1562 Heywood Epigrams 1. lv, Cheepening of a face of

furre. Into a skinners shop, -in hast ran a gentilman there

to espie A fayre face of fur, which he woulde haue bought.

V. attrib. and Comb.

28. General relations: a. attributive (sense i\

as face-cosmetic, -sponge; (sense 12 b), asface-mor-

tar, -work', (sense 13a), asface-side; (sense 20),

as face-line. b. objective (sense 1), as face-

levelling^ -tearing vbl. sbs., face-mending, -wring-

ing, ppl. a., face-mender; -moulder; (sense 6 bl,

as face- maker ;
(sense 3), as face-affecting ppl. a.

j

c. locative (sense 1), as face-hot adj., face-joy,
\

-spot
;
(sense 5), asface-flatterer.

1675 Cocker Morals 24 ^Face-affecting Lasses, Neglect

their Graces, to attend their Glasses. 1887 Corelli Thelma
\

II. 207 Beauties, .deprived of elegant attire and *face-cos-

metics. 1859 Tennyson Idylls, Vivien 822 * Face-flatterers

and backbiters. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. iv. 49 Who,
(but one that will carry no coales) would have rewarded a

friend thus for his opinion, only in *Face-hot presses. 1850

Mrs. Browning Poems II. 336 In your bitter world. .*Face-

ioy's a costly mask to wear. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomct.

^ref., Crosse to that *Face-Ievelling designe, Thy high-

rais'd Nose appeareth Aquiline. 1883 W. S.GrBsley Gloss.

Terms Coal-mining 99 Keep the face line of the stall

neither fully face on nor end on. 1756 Cowper in Con-

noisseur No. 138 Those buffoons in society, the Attitudina-

rians and *Face-makers. 1808 Woixott (P. Pindar) One
7uore Peep at R. A. Wks. 1812 V. 367 Forced to beg her

humble bread While every face-maker can feast. 1745

E. Heywood Female Spectator ( 1 748) III. 156 Have they

not their, .barbers, aye, and their *facemenders too? Hud.

234 Those . . *facemending stratagems. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 222 The best "face mortar. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. Pref., Face-moulders who affect the grace

Of a square, plain, or a smooth platter-face, c 1790 Imison

Sch. Art II. 7 Prepare some .. size, with which you
must brush over the *face side [of a print]. 1885 Lady
Brassey The Trades 311 The black bodies ..made them

look anything but suitable for use as *face-sponges. 1685

Cooke Marrow Chirurg. (ed. 4* vii. i. 270 Pimpernel

cleanseth *Face-Spots. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 213

The *face work of the subordinate parts, a 1613 Overbury
Charac, Hypocrite, A *face-wringing ballet-singer.

27. Special comb. : face-ache, pain in the nerves

of the face ; face-ague, an acute form of face-ache,

tic douloureux; face-airing vbl. sb. {Mining
,

see quot. ; face-bedded ///. a., (a stone) placed

so that the grain runs along the face; + face-bone
- Cheek-bone; f face-bread, Heb. D'JBtfBrt^

le-hem happantm — Show-bread; + face-breadth,

extent of the face (sense 1) from side to side;

face-card, a playing-card bearing a face (of a

king, queen, or knave) =Coat card ; face-chuck
{Mech.) — face-plate ; face-cloth, a cloth laid

over the face of a corpse; face-cog 'Mech. , one

of the cogs or teeth on the ' face ' of a wheel
;

face-guard, a contrivance for protecting the lace,

esp. in some industrial processes, fencing, etc.
;

face-hammer (see quots.
)
; face-joint (see quot. )

;

face-knocker, one in which the fixed portion has

the form of a human face ; face-lathe (see

quots.) ; j face-making vbl. sb,, portrait-painting ;

face-mould (see quots.' ; face-painter^ (a) a

painter of portraits, \fi) one who applies paint to

the face ; face-painting vbl. sb., portrait-painting ;

face-pbysic, collect, appliances for the face; face-

piece (A
r
aut.), see quot. ; face-plan (see quot.

1

'

;

face-plate {Mech.':, an enlargement of the end of

the mandrel (of a lathe) to which work may be

attached for the purpose of being ( faced ' or made
flat; also attrib., as in face-plate coupling

; f face-

playing vbl. sb., the exhibition of feeling or senti-

ment by the play of the countenance; fac 3-pre-

sentation \ Midwifery), presentation face foremost

in birth; face-shaft {Arch.), see quot.; face-

stone (Arch.) the slab of stone forming the face

or front, esp. in a cornice, an entablature, etc.
;

face-turning-lathe = face-lathe \ face-value, the

amount stated on the face ;of a note, postage-stamp,

etc.;, the apparent or nominal value; also fig.

;

face-wall {Building), front wall ; face-wheel
'Mech.) =3 contrate-wheel (see Contbatk 2) ; also

'a wheel whose disk-face is adapted for grinding

and polishing* (Knight
; + face-wind, a wind

blowing against one's face.

1865 Dick en's Mitt. Fr. 1. v, It gave you the -face-ache to

look at his apples. 1869 Eng. Mech. 12 Nov. 211/1 Faceache
I believe to be. .inflammation of the nerves. 1883 W. S.

GRESLEY Gloss. Terms Coal-mining 99 Face airing, that

system of ventilating the workings which excludes the airing

of the goaves. 1863 Archceol. Cantiana V. 14 Jambs two
feet eight inches apart, *face-bedded. 1883 Stonemason
Jan., It is rare now for a face-bedded stone to be fixed in a

building. 1801 SouthEY Thalaba Vllt. ii, His cheeks were

fallen in, His "face-bones prominent, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem.
Wks. 11660I 238 The matter and form of the. .Tables of the

"Face-bread. 1651 J. F[BKAKE] Agrippa's Occ. Philos. 271

Nine *face-bredths make a square well set man. 1826 J.

Wilson Noct. Amor. Wks. (1855) 303 Desperate had hauns
. . a haun without a *face-caird. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Face-card, a court card. 1888 Lockwood's Diet.

Terms Mech. Eng. 133 'Face clinch, a face plate. 1748
Richardson Clarissa xliv. VIII. 166 She. .seeing the coffin,

withdrew her hand from mine and. .removed the face-cloth.

1859 Tennyson Idylls, Guinevere 7 The white mist, like a
face-cloth to the face, Clung to the dead earth. 1833

Holland Mann/. Metal 11. 61 An axil which carries likewise

another [wheel] with face-cogs. 1874 KniCHT Diet. Mech.,
*Face-guard, a mask with windows for the eyes. 1883

J. W. Mollett Diet. Art j- Archgo I. 134 Pace guard on a
helmet, a bar or bars of iron protecting the face. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech., *

F
'ace-hammer, one with a flat face.

1884 Ibid, IV. 324/1 Face Hammer (Masonry), one with one

blunt and one cutting end. 1874 Ibid., *Face-joint, that

joint of a voussoir which appears on the face of the arch.

1769 Public Advertiser 18 May 3/4 Iron 'Face Knockers.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech., *Face-lathe, (a I a pattern-maker's

lathe for turning bosses, core prints, and other face-work

;

{fi) a lathe with a large face-plate and a slide rest adjustable

in front on its own shears. Transverse usually but not

necessarily. 1888 Lockzvood's Diet. Terms Mech. Eng.,

Face lathe, a lathe chiefly or exclusively used for surfacing.

1623 Webster Duchess of Malfi III. ii, "I"would disgrace

His *face-making, and undo him. 1823 P. Nicholson Tract.

Build. 222 Face mould, a mould for drawing the proper

figure of a hand-rail on both sides of the plank. 1876 in

Gwilt Archil. Gloss. 1697 Drydens Virgil Life (1709I 16

(Jod.) Ill *facepainters, not being able to hit the true fea-

tures, .make amends by a great deal of impertinent land-

scape and drapery. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, fy B. I.

xiv. 276 The highest face-painters are not the loveliest

women. 1832 S. R, Maitland Ess. 107 note, ' He took me
for a face-painter!' said a late eminent artist. vpA Art
0/ Painting (1744) 355 He was. .a landskip-painter. .till he

. .fell to face-painting. 1862 W. M. Rossetti in Eraser's
Mag. July 73 Whose picture, .shows a higher character of

face-patnting 1611 Donne Ignatius" Conclave 11652) 129

Women tempting by Paintings and *Face-Physick. a 1613
Overbury Charac, Faire Milkmayd, One looke of hers is

able to put all face-physicke out of countenance. 1 1850

Rudim. Navig. (Wealej 117 "Face-piece, a piece of elm,

generally tabled on to the fore-part of the knee of the

head, to assist the conversion of the main piece, and
likewise to shorten the upper bolts, and prevent the

cables from rubbing against them as the knee gets

worn. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *P\ice-plan, the prin-

cipal or front elevation. 1841 Tredgold Mill-work 428 The
^face-plate has four adjusting screws for securing the work.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Terms
Mech. Eng., The term face plate is more commonly applied

in the shops to the ordinary face chucks. Ibid., Face-plate

coupling — Flanged coupling. 1789 Bvrkey Hist. Mas. IV.

319 She perfectly possessed that flexibility of muscles and
features, which constitutes *face-playing. 1841 Rigby Mid-
wifery 111. iii. 130 The opinion that -face-presentations were
preternatural. 1849 Ecclesiologist IX. 345 The double
semi-cylindrical *face-shafts, formerly running up the

face of the piers. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. III. App. x.

238 The Tace-stone and often the soffit, are sculptured.

Ibid. III. 238 Arches decorated only with coloured marble,

the facestone being coloured, the soffit white. 1841 Tred-
gold Mill-work 428 * Face-turning lathe. 1878 F. A.

Walker .'lA?«o' xx. 461 Some English Merchant who is bound
to pay money in the United States for more than the 'face-

value of his claim. 1883 J. L. Whitney in Lit. /Kor/(^8Sept.

293/1 He must take the advertisements of publishers
at their face value, and regard them as what they claim to

be. 1888 Daily News 13 July 33 If postcards were sold at

the face value of the stamps upon them. 1891 Law Times
XCI. 224/1 The note is still worth its face value. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech., * Face-wall. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal
II. 191 The axle is turned round by a *face or crown wheel
fixed upon the extremity of it. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ.
I. 349/2 Face-wheels have their cogs or pins placed perpen-

dicularly to the face of the wheel, a 1722 Lisle Husb.
(1757* 113 A *face or hack-wind signifies little.

Face (ft's), V. [f. prcc. sb.]

I. To show a bold or opposing front.

f 1. intr. To show a bold face, look big ; to

brag, boast, swagger. Phrase, Toface and brace ;

(see Bbace v.-;. Obs.

e 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 145 Faeyn, or shewyn boolde face.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 22 Afals extorcyoner Fasynge
and hostynge to scratche and to kepe. 1601 Yaringion
Ttvo Lament. Traj. ill. Si. in Pullen O. PL IV, Wilt ihou
. . Face and iu:ike semblance. .Of that thou never meamst to

execute V

f b. In primero. vCf. Bluff, Ukag.) Obs.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits viii. 112 To play well

at Primero, and to face and vie, and to hold and giue ouer

when time serueth. .are all workes of the imagination.

t c. To show a false face, maintain a false ap-

pearance. Obs.

1570 Ascham Scholem, 1, lArb.) 54 To laughe, to He, to

flatter, to face: Foure waits in Court to win men grace.

1589 Kay any Work 39 Thou canst cog, face and lye, as

fast as a dog can trot. 1591 ShaKS. i Hen. IT, v. iii. 142

Sutfolke doth not hatter, lace, or faine.

f d. To have a specified"; appearance. Obs.

1669 N, Morton New Eng. Mem. 106 The evil conse-

quences thereof faced very sadly.

T 2. trans, a. To confront with assurance or

impudence ; to brave, to bully, b. Toface a lie

{upoiP\, to tell a manifest untruth to\ Obs.

1465 Paston Lett. No. 512 II. 205 My Lord of Suffolks

men come, .and face us and fray uppon us, this dayly. 1530
1'ai.sgk. 542/2 Vet he wolde face me with a lye. 1533 Mokk
Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1131/2 He..facetli himself the

lie upon me. e 1540 Heywood Four P.P. in Hazl. Dodsley
I. 382 But his boldness hath faced a lie. 1548 Hall Chron.
59b,Thestraunger so faced theEnglisheman, that hefaynted
in hys sute. 1625 Bacon Ess., Truth lArb.) 501 For a Lie

faces God, and shrinkes from Man. 1632 Massincer Em-
peror of the East v. i, I have built no palaces to face the

court.

3. With advbs. a. To face down, out: to put

down (a person) with effrontery, to browbeat ; to

controvert (an objection, the truth) with coolness

or impudence; to maintain a statement^ impu-

dently. Also with sentence as obj. : to maintain

or insist to a person's face that [etc.]. b. Toface
out a matter, etc.) : to carry through by effronten ,

brazen out. + 'I c face it out with a card of ten :

see 1 b and Card sb.- 2 a. c. f Toface out of:

to exclude shamelessly from ; also, to bully out of.

a. 1530 Palsgr. 542/2, I face one downe in a mater.

1533 More Ahsw. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1131/2 Hc.scoi-
feth that I face out the trouth with lyes. 1580 Llimon
Sh-qila in Polimanteia (1861 > p. xvii, And so faced out thy

poore Father before our face. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in.

1. 6 Here's a villaine that would face me downe He met me
on the Mart. 1667 Dkviien A/> Martin iv. i, I'll not be

faced down with a lie. 1787 Wesley in Wks. 1872 IV. 401

The clerk faced me down I had taken the coach for Sunday.
i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 100 With Paget's help she

faced down these objections.

b- I543 Bale Yet a Course 59 Now, face out your
matter with a carde of tenne. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580)

202 The Koscians kinsfolke have boldly adventured, and
will face out their doynges. 1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk.

(Camden) 73 To.. face it oute lustelye as sum other good
fellowes doe. a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 1. xii. §2 (1622*

125 Obluctation, and facing out of the matter. 1630 B.

Jonson New Inn 1. iii, Cards of ten, to face it Out in the

game. 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay 118761 I. i. 15 Unless

they could make up their minds, .to face it out.

C. c 1530 More Auszv, Frith IV. Wks. 1132/2 Your false

heresy, wherwith you would face our Sauiour out of the

blessed sacrament. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. iv. ii. 101 They
. .doe all they can to face me out of my wits. Ibid. v. i. 91

His false cunning. .Taught him to face me out of his ac-

quaintance.

4. trans. To meet (danger, an enemy, or any-

thing unpleasant) face to face ; to meet in front,

oppose with confidence or defiance.

1659 '*• Harris ParivaVs Iron Age 79 A great body of

Nobility march . . briskly on, to face that potent Emperour
Osman. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) VIII. 7 These silly rant-

ing Privolvans. .face their Neighbours Hand to Hand. 1708

Addison State of War 25 We.. cast about for a sufficient

number of Troops to face them [the enemy] in the Field of

Battle, a 1745 Swift (J.).
They are as loth to see the fires

kindled in Smithfield as his lordship; and, at least, as ready

to face them. 1798 Fekriar Illustr. Sterne v. 150 He faced

the storm gallantly. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. iv. 143 To
face alone The jealous vengeance of the papal throne. 1842

Macaulay Horatius xxv'ii, How can man die better Than
facing fearful odds? 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet

n. xviii. (1883) 250 A man will face almost anything rather

than possible ridicule.

t b. To appear before (a city) as an enemy.

c 1645 T. Tully Siege Carlisle (1840) 1 They, .p'ceeded.

.

to face Carlisle with a Rascall rout in 1643. 1677 Sir T.

Herbert Trav. 284 A small party, .with which he faced the

City Walls.



PACE. 8 FACET.

5. In weaker sense : To look in the face of ; to

meet face to face ; to stand fronting, lit. andfig.
163a Lithgow Trav. vn. 303 Facing the Iudge and plead-

ing both our best. 1779 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Nov., If

I faced him he must see my merriment was not merely at

his humour. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. 275 He
performed the journey . .with such celerity that. .he. .faced

his enemy . . on the ninth day. 1853 Kincsley HyPatia
ix. no Might he but face the terrible enchantress. 1883
Manch. Exam. 24 Nov. 5/2 The great problem which
faces every inquirer into the causes of colliery explosions.

6. To look seriously and steadily at, not to shrink

from.

1795 T. Jefferson Writ. 11859) Iv*. "6 My own quiet
required that I should face it [the idea] and examine it.

1828 D'Israei.i Chas, I, II. v. 104 A lawyer in the habit

of facing a question but on one side, can rarely be a philo-

sopher, who looks on both. 1883 S. S. Lloyd in North Star
25 Oct. 3/7 The need for external supplies of food.. must
be faced.

II. With reference to the direction of the face.

7. intr. a. Of persons and animals : To pre-

sent the face in a certain direction ; to look. lit.

an&fig.
1594 VV. S. in Shaks. C. Praise 9, I know thy griefe, And

face from whence these flames aryse. 167a Dryden Couo.
Granada 1. i, He [the courser] sidelong bore his Kider on,

Still facing, till he out of sight was gone. 1844 H. H. Wil-
son Brit. India II. 266 The 1st of the 20th, with one com-
pany of the 24th, were posted on the larger eminence, facing
east and south. 1863 Kinglake Crimea 11877) '!• v 'i- ^4
He steadfastly faced towards peace. 188a Hinsdale Gar-
field <y F.duc. 1. 117 He faced to law and politics, to science
and to literature.

b. Of things : To be, or be situated, with the

face or front in some specified direction ; to front.

Const, on, to.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 71 Saucers rust,

coloured, large, facing downwards, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
iWealei 113 Dagger, a piece of timber that faces on to

the poppets of the bilgeways. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1.

Hi, The little chapel that faced eastwards. 1884 Times
iweekly ed.) 29 Aug. 14/2 The village faces full to the
south. 1887 Pall Mall G. 22 Aug. 11/2 The really pic-

turesque side of the hall, facing on a lovely lake.

8. trans, a. Of persons and animals : To pre-

sent the face or front towards ; to look towards.

b. Of a building, a country, and objects in

general : To be situated opposite to, front towards.
a. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vin. 364 Facing the indand

wee marched for three dayss. 1750 Johnson Rambler No.
12 f 15 Stand facing the light, that we may see you. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 216 He continues to combat
..still facing the enemy till he dies. 1886 Sheldon tr.

Flaubert's Salammbd 22 Neighing shrilly as they faced the
rising sun.

b. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. Wks. (1847) 494/2 He
gained, .that part of Britain which faces Ireland. 1705 Ad-
dison Italy (1767I 201 The side of the Palatine mountain
that faces it. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (181B) 150 Yonder tree,

which faces the south, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. vii. 55 A
series of vertical walls.. face the observer. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 10 June 8/7 The statue .. faces the principal en-
trance to the museum.

C. Of letterpress, an engraving, etc. : To stand

on the opposite page to.

1766 Gent. Mag. XXXVI, Directions for placing the
plates, The Emblematical Design . . to face p. 8. 1887
Pall Mall G. 19 Feb. 59 An increased price is paid for

advertisements 'facing matter'. 1890 Ibid. 20 Nov. a/a A
letter from Mr. Gladstone is good, and an article from him
worth several columns ' facing matter ', Mod. [On a plate

inserted in a book] To face page 56.

d. To face (a person) with : to put before the

face of; to confront with. %
1583 Golding Cah'ht on Dent. xviH. 109 It was Gods

wil to humble his.. people by facing them with the temple
of a cursed idoll.

9. intr. t &. in sense of face about (see b\
Also reft. Obs.

1644 Slingsby Diary (1836) 112 Upon y top of y" Hill

they [the Scots] face and front towards y J prince. 1666
Pepys Diary 4 June, The Duke did fly ; but all this day
they have been fighting; therefore they did face again,
to be sure. 1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2662/3 Upon their ap-
proach our men faced, and about 20 fired. 1824 Miss Fer-
rier Inker, vi, Having got to the top. .he faced him.

b. Chiefly Mil. To turn the face in a stated

direction (left, right, etc.). To face about, to the

right about, round : to turn the face in the opposite
direction. As word ofcommand, Right or left about

face I

1634 Massinger Very Woman 111. 1, Let fall your cloak,
on one shoulder—face to your left hand. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. lxiv. (1739) 135 He faces about therefore
and .. for Scotland he goes, a 1671 Ln. Fairfax Mem.
(1699) 51 He. .made them face about, and march again into

the Town. 1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4675/1 He commanded
them to face to the Left, in order to flank the Enemy. 1711
Steele Spect. No. 109 P i The Knight faced towards one of
the Pictures. 1713— Englishman No. 55. 353 This elevated
Machine, .moved through.. Cornhil : whence itfacedabout.

1753 Hanway Trav. U762) II. iv. iv. 115 They immediately
conjectured that the place had changed masters, and faced
about. 1787 Columbian Mag. I. 47 To the right about face !

Forward march ! Halt, and face to the Front ! 1820 Keats
Cap ^ Bells xxxvi. 1 Then facing right about, he saw the
Page. 1823 Byron yuan vm. xxviii, The rest had faced unto
the right About, 1826 Scott IVoodst. i, The minister, .faced
round upon the party who had seized him. 1841 Lever C.
O'Malley lxxxviii, Left face—wheel—quick march ! 1844
Regul. #f Ord. A rmy 261 On which the Captain is to face
inwards, and the Lieutenant and Ensign face to the right.

1859 F. A. Gru-fiths Artil. Man. ed. 81 19 Right or left

about three-quarters face. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (18771
III. i. 215 These men had faced about to the front.

Jig. 1645 Liberty o/Consc. 28 In this Sir you have faced
about, sure you are not As you were. 1684 Bunyan Pilg*.
11. Introd. 217 His Spirit was so stout No Man could ever
make him face about.

10. trans, fa. To attract or direct the face or

looks of. b. Mil. To cause (soldiers) to face, or

present the front.

1630 Lord Banians $ Perses j2 Certainemimicall gestures,

so as may most face the people to gaze upon them. 1667
Waterhocse Eire Lond. 181 The Judgments of God face

us to humilitie. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (ed. 8)

30 The company, .will be faced, and countermarched. Ibid.

31 The remaining companies first being faced to the right

about.

11. a. To turn face upwards, expo=e the face of

(a playing card).

1674 Cotton Complete Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards
344 He clasps these cards faced at the bottom. 1721 Mrs.
Centlivre Basset-Table rv, Fac't again ;—what's the mean-
ing of this ill luck to-night ? 174a Hoyle Whist 10 If a Card
is faced in the Pack, they must deal again, except it is the

last Card. 1878 H. H. Gibbs Ombre 10 He places the cards
before him, taking care not to face or show any of them.

b. Post-office. To turn (letters) with their faces

in one direction.

1850 Q. Rev. June 75 The object, is merely to ' face ' the

stamped and paid letters all the same way. 1889 Pall Mall
G. 15 Oct. 7/1 All the letters have been faced, sorted, and
stamped.

III. To put a face upon.

12. To cover a certain breadth of (a garment)

with another material ; to trim, turn up. In pass.

said of the wearer. Also, To face about, down.
1561 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. vi. 189 My gowne of

browne blue lyned and faced with black budge. 1592 Greene
Art Conny-catch. 11. 2 The Priest was facst afore with
Veluet. 1607 Topsell Eour-f. Beasts (1673) 446 They, .face

about the collars of men and womens garments. 1679 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1378/4 A black hair Camlet Gown.. faced down
before, and on the Cape with Velvet. 1759 Compl. Lett.-

writer (ed. 6> 229 Blue cloth, trimmed and faced with white.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxi, The five Lords of Justiciary, in

their long robes of scarlet faced with white. 1855 W. Sar-
gent Braddock's Expedition 291 The uniform of the 44th
was red faced with yellow.
absol. c\$"jo Pride fy Loud. (18411 20 Silke and lase. .To

welt, to edge, to garde, to stitche and face.

f b. transf. Scfg. To trim, adorn, deck, furnish.

1565 Jewel Def. Apol. (161 1) 241 Would ye rather, for the

better facing and colouring of your Doctrin, we should strike

out this Forged Quodammodo. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v.

i. 74 To face the Garment of Rebellion With some fine

colour. 1630 B. Jonson New Inn 1. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 410/1
An host, .wno is. .at the best some round-grown thing, a jug
Faced with a beard, that fills out to the guests. 1645 Milton
Colast. Wks. (1847)221, I saw the stuff, -garnished and trimly

faced with the commendations of a licenser. 1685 Dryden
Albion fy Alb. in. i, Rebellion, .fae'd with publick Good !

13. To cover the surface either wholly or partially

with some specified material.

1670 Cotton Espernon 11. vm. 349 TheTerrass was not yet

fae'd with stone. 1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 279 With
whose heads.. the savage Turk faced a great Bulkwark.
1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg. 1. 259 Delve of convenient
Depth your thrashing Floor; With temper'd Clay then

fill and face it o'er. 1715 Desaguliers Fires hnpr. 112

If you face the sides of the Chimney with thin Copper. 1803
Phil. Trans. XCIII. 85 The same bar was melted again,

and was cast in sand, faced . . by charcoal dust. 1856 Jml.
R. Agric. Soc. XVII. 11. 363 The more modern fence.. is

faced with stones.

14. To dress or smooth the face or surface of.

Also, Toface down.
1848 Mi1* /V. Econ. I. 152 One lathe, .is kept for facing

surfaces. 1873 Tristram Moab vi. in Blocks of basalt..

some of them finely faced. 1879 Cussell's Techn. Educ. IV.
221/2 The body is carefully faced down till a fine even surface

is produced.

15. To coat (tea) with some colouring substance.

Also, Toface up.

1850 Household Words II. 277 The tea-leaf., is 'faced

by the French chalk, to give it the pearly appearance so

much liked. 1869 E. A Parkes Tract. Hygiene <ed. 3) 277
The green tea is either natural or coloured (faced) with

indigo [etc.]. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 101/1 Exhausted
leaves were, .faced up to do duty as fresh tea.

f IV. 16. To deface, disfigure, spoil in ap-

pearance. [? Short for Deface.] Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 9129 Polexena. .All facid hir face with
hir fell teris.

Facea, Faceal, obs. ft", of Fascia, Facial.

Facecies, anglicized form of Faceti*;.

Faced (fr'st), ppl. a* [f. Face v. + -ed 1.] In

senses of the verb. a. Of a card : That has been

turned face upwards.
1674 Cotton Complete Gamester xv. <i68o) 96 Then the

bottom fae'd Cards are upwards. 1868 Pardon Card Player
21 Faced cards necessitate a new deal.

b. Of a body of soldiers : That has faced or

turned about.
1796 tnstr. (S- Reg. Cavalry (1813^ 185 When the whole was

halted, the proper front would be taken by the faced wing.

C. Of clothing : Turned up with another ma-
terial.

1661 Pepys Diary 13 June, My gray cloth suit and faced
white coate. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Faced, turned
up with facings on the cuffs and collars of uniforms.

d,. Of a block or piece of stone : Having the
surface dressed or smoothed.

1865 Lubbock Preh. Times xiii. (1878) 491 These [sling-

stones] were called afai ara—faced or edged stones.

e. Of tea: That has been artificially altered in

appearance, coloured.
1875 Sat. Rev. XL. 553/1 Consumers of 'faced' tea have

taken to it for the benefit of manufacturers and importers.

Faced (fc'"st), ///. a.- [f. Face sb. + -ed ^.]

Furnished with or having a face.

L Of persons, fa. Having a face like (a dog,

etc.). Obs. b. In combination with some defining

prefix, as bare-, dog-, full-, etc., faced, for which
see those words.
c 1500 Bk. Maid Rmlyn in Anc. Poet. Tracts (Percy Soc.)

20 Faced lyke an aungell. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex.
(1633) 1 10 Sowre countenanced, faced like death. 1509
Minsheu Dial. Sp. fy Eng. (1623) 67 The Devill. .brought
the blush-faced young man to the Court. 1624 Ford, etc.

Sun's Darting 11. i, Rural fellows, fae'd Like lovers of your
Laws. 163a Lithgow Trav. vi. 293 We marched through a
fiery faced plaine. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 213 The
Bats.. are faced like Monkeyes. 1710 Swift Jml. to Stella

23 Sept., He is a rawboned faced fellow. 1863 Sat. Rev. 124
1'heir leafy height, that winter soon Left leafless to the
cold-faced moon.
2. Faced cloth : a fabric manufactured with a

'natural lustre'.

1889 Daily Neios 5 Oct. 7/7 Advt., Faced Cloths, warranted
not to spot with rain, in all the new shades.

3. Faced card—face-card, court-card.

'794 Sporting Mag. 1 1 1. 41 ' We are all faced cards '.
' I

hope, .you are not all Kings'. 1847-78 in Halliwell. 1869
in Peacock Gloss. Lonsdale 29. 1879 in Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk. 138.

4. Printing, (see quot.)
1888 Jacobi Printer's Vocab. 43 Faced Rule, Brass Rule

with the ordinary thin face somewhat thickened.

5. Arch. ''Faced work, thin stone, otherwise called

bastard ashlar, used to imitate squared stone woik.

In painting, the rubbing down each coat with
pumice before the next is laid on. Used also of

superior plastering.' {Arch. Diet. 1892).

Faced-lined, ci. Her. [f. Faced ppl. a. +

Lined///. a.] Of a garment : Having the lining

visible.

1825 in Berry Encycl. Herald, s. v. 1889 in Elvin Diet.
Herald. 57.

Facel, var. of Fasel, Obs., kidney bean.

Faceless (fci-sles), a. [f. Face sb. + -less.]

Without a face, t a. Of persons: Lacking face

or courage; cowardly, b. Of a coin: Having the

device and legend obliterated.

a. 1567 SemPill Lordis Just Quarrel in Ballates (1872)

30 Quhen faceles fuillis sail not be settin by. 1596 Edward
III, 1. ii. 9 Faceless fear that ever turns his back. 1717-36
in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.
b. 1855 Eraser's Mag. LI. 272 Specimens of the bronze

coinage of the later empire, .mostly trite and faceless, as a
farthing of the reign of George III.

tFa'cely, ct. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ly*).]

Giving a face to face view ; open ; transl. med.L.

facialis. Cf. Facial a. \.

1605 Bell Romish Faith 44 The cleare and facely vision

of ( Jod [clara etfacialis visio Dei].

Facely, var. of Facilely.

Facer (f^'saa). [f. Face v. and sb. + -er.]

i 1. One who puts on a bold face ; one who boasts

or swaggers ; a braggart, bully. Obs.

c 1515 Cocke Lorelles B. (Percy Soc.) n Crakers, facers, and
chylderne quellers. 1550 Latimer Last Serin, be/. Edw. VI,

Wks. I. 252 Nay : there be no greater tattlers, nor boasters

nor facers than they be. x6n Beaim & Fl. Maid's Trag.

iv. ii, A race of idle people. . Facers and talkers.

2. Post-office. One who ' faces ' letters (see Face
v. 11b).
1850 Q. Rev. June 75 The act is by ' facers ' called ' pigging '.

3. A blow in the face. lit. and jig.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 243 Each of the pugilists

exchanged, .half a dozen facers. 1819 Moore Tom Crib's

Mem. 24 Not to dwell on each facer and fall. 1859 J. Brown
Rab fy E\ 2 The. . shepherd, .delivered a terrific facer upon
our. .middle-aged friend.

Jig. x8a8 Blackiv. Mag. XXIII. 109/2 With the right

lending the Catholics such a facer, that they are unable to

come to time. 187a Besant & Rice Ready Money M. xviii,
1 I've had a good many facers in my life '.

f 4. a. A large cup or tankard, b. Such a cup

filled to the brim; a bumper. Obs.

a. x$»7 Will T.Sparkc{Chet\\am Sec.' 17 Item.to my cosyn

yong Thomas Smith my bowndon facer and my gilde spone.

b. 1688 Shadwell Sor. Alsatia 11, There's a facer for

you. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Facer, a Bumper
without Lip-room. 1785 in Grose Diet. Vutg. Tongue.

T Fa*cet, sb} Obs. Also 5 faceet, facett,

faucet, [ad. (through F. facet) L. facet-us (see

Fackte a.) used as a proper name.] The book

Facetus de Moribus (by some attributed to John
Garland\ which was used in schools as a book of

instruction in behaviour.

c 1440 Promp. Pan: 145 Faceet, booke. .Facetus. c 1475

Babees Bk. u868) 1 Facett seythe the Book of curtesye.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 45 The Dean of the

Chappell to drawe these chyldren..as well in the schoole

of facett, as in songe. [i6ix Cotgr., Facet, a Primmer, or

Grammer for a yong scholler.]

Facet (faeset), sb.* Forms : 7fascet, faucett,

8 fasset, fosset, 8-9 facette, 8- facet, [a. F.

facette, dim. offace : see Face sb.] A little face.



FACET.

1. One of the sides of a body that has numerous
faces ; orig. one of the small cut and polished faces

of a diamond or other gem, but subsequently ex-
tended to a similar face in any natural or artificial

body. Cf. Brilliant. Also preceded by certain

defining words, as diagonal-, skill-, skew-, star-

facet ; for which see those words.
1625 Bacon Ess. Honour (Arb.) 6g Diamonds cut with

Fascets. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 6g Sea-greene berill

into fascets cut. 1750 Jeffries Treat. Diamonds a> Pearls
(17s*) 35 A Brilliant whose lustre is derived from the angles,
or facets, of the sides only. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Cheat. II.

157 United with antimony, it gives a brittle metal with
facets. 1808 Scott Alarm, iv. xi, Above its cornice, row
and row Of fair hewn facets. 1835 Marryat Otla Podr.
xxiii, They polish rubies; that is, without cutting them in
facettes. 1853 Herschkl Pop. Led.Sc.viii. § 165 (1873) The
appearance of certain small obliquely posited facets on the
crystal previous to polishing. 1854 Hooker Hinial. Jrnls.
I. xv. 344 Light reflected from .. myriads of facets [of hoar-
frost]. 1875 Urf. Diet. Arts s. v. Facetting, Facets on
gold and silver are cut and polished on revolving wheels.

Jig. 1820 Mar. Edgewortii Life R. Edgeworik <i82i>
II. 260 That facet of the mind which it was the interest or
the humour of the moment to turn outward.

2. Anat. a. A small flat and smooth articular

surface of a bone.
1836 Tonafycl. Altai. I. 272/1 The atlas.. is articulated

with the occipital tubercle by a single concave facet. 1870
Rolleston Amm. Life Introd. 57 The ribs of the Sauna
have only a single articular facet. 1881 Mivart CW228O11
each side of this is an oval, convex, articular facet.

b. One of the individual parts or segments ocelli)

of a compound eye.

1834 M cM("RTie Cut-ier's Anittt. Kingd. 289 Compound
eyes, where the surface is divided into an infinitude of dif-

ferent lenses called facets. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. vi.

(1873I 144 The numerous facets on the cornea of their great
compound eyes form true lenses.

3. attrib., as facet-wise. Also facet-diamond,
a diamond whose surface is formed into facets

;

facet-doublet, a counterfeit jewel (see Doublet)
similarly treated ; facet-flash, a flash of light from
one of the facets of a gem ; in quot.Jig.
1664 Butler Hud. it. i. 601 Grind her lips upon a mill,

Until the facet doublet doth Fit their rhymes rather than
her mouth. 1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1207/4 Two Diamond
Rings with one Faucett Diamond .. in each Ring. 1690
Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 186 A saphire bodkin for the
hair, Or sparkling facet diamond there. 1751 Chambers
Cycl. 8.V. Facet, Multiplying glasses are cut in facets or
facet-wise. 1868 Browning Ringfy Bk, I. 1361 Rather learn
and love Each facet-flash of the revolving year !

Facet (fce*set\ v. Pa. t. and pple. faceted (often

erron. facetted), [f. prec. sb. Cf. F. facetler.]

traits. To cut a facet or facets upon ; to cover with
facets, lit. andy%\
1870 Echo 17 Jan., The almond form [of the Sancy diamond]

completely facetted over, .indisputably proves that it was
an Indian-cut stone. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nl.-cap

544 The liquid name * Miranda '—faceted as lovelily As his

own gift, the gem. 1874 Westropp Precious Stones 140
Heart-shaped Amethyst. Facetted on face and back. 1881

J. Payne Villon's Poems Introd, 84 He alone divined the
hidden diamonds and rubies of picturesque expression, to
be . . facetted into glory and beauty by the regenerating
friction of poetic employment.

Facete (fasrt , a. ; rare in mod. use. Also 7
faceit. [ad. L. facet-us graceful, pleasing, witty.

Cf. OF. facet.]

1. = Facetious, arch.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 662 Pleasant demaunds
and facete jests. 1621-51 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. IV. iv,

Lodovicus Suessanus a facete companion, disswaded him to

the contrary. 1651-3 Jer. Taylor Serin, for Year (1850)

292 A facete discourse, .can refresh the spirit. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. I. 259 He was a man of. .a facete and affable

countenance. 1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy vi. v, I will have
him. .cheerful, facete, jovial. 1830 tr. Aristophanes* A char-
niafts 34 By Jove ! these two hogs are facete ones ! 1863
Sala Capt. Dang. II. ix. 310 Such a Ruffian, .could main-
tain an appearance of a facete disposition to the last.

b. absol.

1807-8 Syd. Smith Plvmley's Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 162/1

If he would, consider the facete and the playful to be the

basis of his character. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 257 One
or two attempts at raillery and the facete are indeed de-
plorable.

f 2. After Latin usage: Elegant, graceful, po-

lished. Obs.
1x1635 Natnton Fragm. Keg . (Arb.) 29 Leicester .. was

much the more facete Courtier. Ibid. 56 He was so facete

and choice in his phrase and stile. 166a BaOSHAW in Ace.
Baxter's Suspension 45 A man . .of so Elegant and Facete
a Style.

Hence t Pacetely adv. Obs., in a witty or

humorous manner, pleasantly. f Pace'teness.
the quality of being witty or humorous ;

* wit,

pleasant representation* (J.).
1619 Brent tr. Sarpi's Comic. Trent (1676) 72 That which

facetely was spoken by Erasmus. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
III. ii. 11. ii. 558 As lames I^ernutius hath facetely expressed
in an elegant Ode. 1636 Featly Ctaz-is Myst. x.wiii. 361
Poole facetely excused the matter, a 1656 Hales Cold.
Rem. (1688) 170 Parables., breed delight of hearing, by
reason of that faceteness and wittiness which is many times
found in them.

Faceted (farseted), ppl. a. Also 9 (erron.)

facetted, [f. Facet sb. and v. + -ei\]

1. Of gems, etc. : Having, furnished with, or cut

Vol. IV.

into facets. Also preceded by some qualifying
word, as many-, keenly-faceted'
1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. vii. (1873) 203 The falling of a

facetted spheroid from one facet to another. 1874 Westroh'
Precious Stones 140 Amethyst . .cushion-cut face; facetted
back. 1890 Harper's Mag, Oct. 799/2 It is a many-faceted
diamond of the purest lustre. 1890 Daily News 27 Jan. 3/1
It's [the electric light's] power is enormously multiplied by
the facetted lens.

Jig. 1864 Caklyle7vt(/a\ Gt. (1865^ IV. xi. iii. 44 Friedrich
.

.
loves the sharp facetted cut of the man.
2. Anat. Provided with facets ; see Facet sb. 2 2.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 770/2 The most remarkable-
modification of facetted eyes. 1870 Rolleston Anini. Life
22 An irregularly-shaped bony process . . forms with this
smooth facetted process a cup-shaped cavity.

Facetiae (fasrJiiO, sb.pl. Also6in anglicized
form facecies. [a. L. facetiae, \\. offacetia a jest,

i.facctus Facete.] Humorous sayings or writings,

pleasantries, witticisms.

1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 118/2 With folish facecies and
blasphemous mockery. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Rltet. 78 The
merry and pleasant savings incident hereunto are called
Facetiae. 1883s. C. Hall Retrospect I. 324 Gilbert a Beckett
*. contributed jokes and facetiae weekly.

Faceting [fse
-

setin), vbl. sb. Also 9 (erron.)

facetting, [f. Facet v. +-ikg*.] Thcactiou or
process of cutting facets on gems or metals.
1875 Ure Diet. Arts, Facetting. 1877 Strheter Precious

Stones 1. iv. 32 The Brilliant depends greatly upon the
facetting for its exceeding beauty. 1877 Gee Goldworker
xi. 180 The . . workman turning the links of gold chains be-
tween his thumb and linger, .and while, .it seems as if they
are being presented in a haphazard fashion to the hip, the
mu>t perfect-shaped diamonds are being produced. This is

called faceting.

Facetiosity fas/~J"i,frsiti'. rare. [f. next;

see -ity.] The quality of being facetious ; in quot.

(\x\asi-concr.

1822 Liberal!. 209 The bookseller, .evidently, .laughs at

the customer . . when he has the luck to get rid of some
heavy facetiosity by a chance sale.

Facetious (fasrfasj
p
a. [ad. Yx.faceticux 'cited

from l6thc), i.facetic, ad. X.. facetia (see Faceti.e)

+ -OUS.]

f 1. [After L.faceius.'] Of style, manners, etc.

:

Polished and agreeable, urbane. Obs.

1592 II. Chettle in Shaks. C. Praise 4 His facetious grace
in writting which approoues his art.

2. Characterized by, or addicted to, pleasantry
;

jocose, jocular, waggish. Formerly often with
laudatory sense: Witty, humorous, amusing ; also,

gay, sprightly. a. of utterances, compositions,

actions, etc.

1605 Camden Rem. 203 It was then thought facetious.

a 1677 Barrow Serm.xiv. Wks. 1741 I. 147 Facetious speech
there serves onely to obstruct and entangle business. 1722
Sf.wel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. Pref. 11 Intermixed the
serious part sometimes with a facetious accident. 1850
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. iv. 19 Aunty gave George a
nudge with her finger designed to be immensely facetious.

1855 Macallav Hist. Eng. III. 346 Facetious messages . .

passed between the besieged and the besiegers.

b. of persons, their qualities, etc.

x599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Ret: 1. iii, My sweet facetious
rascall. 1643 Sin T. Browne Relig. Med. 179. I am no way
facetious nor disposed for the mirth.. of Company. 1710
Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 333 He was of a plea-
sant, facetious Temper. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 33 F 2

Transmitted, .by a facetious correspondent. 1844 Dickens
Mar. Chuz. xxiv.(C. D.ed. 1251 'Oh you terrible old man !

'

cried the facetious Merry to herself. 1874 Micklethwaite
Mod. Par. Churches 283 The mediaeval carvers were many of
them facetious fellows.

Facetiously (fasrjasli), adv. [f. prec. t-ly?.]
In a facetious manner.
1727-36 in Bailey. 1731 Waterland Scripture Find. 11.

9 B. answers, very facetiously. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
1. iii, Pages which certain droll authors have been facetiously
pleased to call The History of England. 1838 Dickens
Nick. Nick, xix, Sir Mulberry Hawk leered upon his friends
most facetiously. 1885 Manch. Exam 6 May 6/1 The pri-

vate view, facetiously so-called.

FacetlOUSnesS (fas/"-j3snt'sV [f. as prec. +
-nhss.] The quality or fact of being facetious,

f a. Polish and pleasantness of manner, urbanity

{obs.). f b. Cheerful good-humour ; also, witti-

ness, wit (obs.). c. Jocularity, jocosity.

1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. <y Coiitruw. 267 The Italians

in facetiousnessedoe jest ; That [etc.]. 1644 Bi'Lwer Chirol.

135 The facetiousnesse ofmanners and elegancies of learning.

1657 Hoiibes Stigmai of IVallis Wks. 1845 VII. 386, I ob-
serve, first, the facetiousness of your title-page. 1757 Burke
Abridgm. Eng. Hist. 111. ii, Relaxing with a wise facetious-
ness, he [William I] knew how to relieveh is mind and
preserve his dignity. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876*

362 This is a random facetiousness. a 1853 Robertson
Led. \. (1858) 139 With dull facetiousness.

Fach, Fachen, obs. ff. of Fetch, Falchion.
Fachine, obs. f. Fascine.
Fachon, -oun, obs. ff. of Falchion.
Facia (farpa). [van of Fascia q.v.] The tablet

or plate over a shop front on which is written the

name and often also the trade of the occupier.

Also attrib. in facia writer, sign and facia
writer.

Facial fr'Jial, -Jal;, a. [a. F. facial, ad.

med.L. facial-is of the face, i. facies Fack.]

FACILE.

1 1. TlicoL In Facial sight, vision = L. visio fa-
cialis : Face to face, immediate, open. Obs.
1609 Bell Theoph. <$• Remig. 16 The cleare and faciall

vision of God. 1633 Karl Manch. At Mondo (1636) 194
Saint Steven . . had a faciall sight of his Saviour, a 1711
Kkn Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 17 You in that
Beatifick Height, Had of Triunal God a facial Sight.

2. Of or pertaining to the face or visage; frequent

in Anat., as in facial artery, nci-ve, etc.

1818 Hooper Med. Diet., Facial nerz'c 1841 Catlin N.
A mer. Ind. dS44> II. Iviii. 226 Facial outline of the North
American Indians. 1842 E. Wilson Anat. Fade M. 27-5

The Facial artery arises a little above the great cornu of the
os hyoides. 1855 Thackeray Neivcomes I. 213 A man of.

.

great facial advantages. 1865 Tyloh Early Hist. Man. iv.

68 Biting her lips with an upward contraction of the facial

muscles. 1874 Wood Nat. /list. 281 The Virginian Eared
Owl.—The facial disc is brown, edged with black.

b. Palseont. Facial sjtture (sec quot. 1^84).
1872 Nicholson Palccont. 167 The facial suture is wanting.

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Facial suture, the line of division
between the glabella and the free cheek on each" side in a

1

Trilobite.

c. Facial angle : the angle formed by two lines,

j

one horizontal from the nostrils to the ear, the other

,
(called the facial line] more or less vertical from

, the nostrils to the forehead.
The facial angle above described is that of Camper;

1 various other ' facial angles' have been subsequently pro-
I posed, and to some extent adopted in craniometry.

1822 W. Lawrence Led. Pins. 146 The ancients, .were
I aware that an elevated facial line, .indicated a noble and

generous nature. Hence they have extended the facial

angle to 90 3
. 1845 Darwin \'oy. Nat. xvii. (1852) 388

From their low facial angle they [some Lizards] have a

j

singularly stupid appearance. '1866 Livingstone Jrtti.
< (1873I I. vi. 140 Many have quite the Grecian facial .angle.

3. Of or belonging to the visible pan or sur-

face of anything. Facial value —face-value.
1842 E. Wilson Anat. Fade M. ^ The external or facial

j

surface, forms the anterior part of the bone. 1862 R auxin-
son Anc. Man. I, vi. 371 To compensate for this monotony
in its [the facade's] facial line. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora
328 Seeds, .with 2 facial furrows. 1884 Pall Malt G. 28 June

I 5 The coupons can be purchased under their facial value.

f 4. quasi-j/', -facial angle. Obs.
c. 1817 Fuseli Led. Art x. 11848) 5; 6 Camper, .appears to

have ascertained, not only the difference of the faceal [sit
|

in animals, but that which discriminates nations.

Hence Faxially adv. f a. lace to face. b.

With reference to the face.

a 1641 [D. Baker] Holy Ptact. Dcviuc Lover (1657) 6 In
this life only enigmaticallie . . in the future facially and
really. 1864 Daily Tel. 1 Aug., His Excellency is not
facially remote from the portraits of Talleyrand.

t Paxiale, sb. Obs. [ad. late L.facialem face-

cloth, f. fades face.] A lace-cloth for a corpse.
((1300 Cursor M. 17693 (Gott.) His faciale, his winding

clath, par war bai left.

t Ta-ciata, Faciate. Obs. rare, [a, and
ad. It.facciata Facade.] A fae-ade, front.

1644 EVELYN Diary 25 Oct., The faciata of the Court
and Chapel. 1654 Ibid. 27 June, The faciate of this Cathe-
drall is remarkable for its historical carving.

Facient JJ'jV-nt , sb. rare. [ad. \,.facient-

-em, pr. pple. of faecre to do, make.] One who
does anything ; an actor or doer.
a 1670 Hacket Alp. Williams 1. § 77 (1693) 66 Is Sin in

the Fact or in the Mind of the Facient? 1821 Colekidgf.
in Blackw. Mag. X. 250 The shape beheld he would grant to

be a making in the beholder's own brain ; but the facient,

he would contend, was a several and other subject.

-facient, formative element repr. L. -facient cm
' making', pr. pple. of facere to make, occurring

in compounds as calcfacere, liqitefaccrc, rubefacere,

iepefacere, etc., from pr. pple. of which are adapted

the Eng. calefacient, rubefacient, etc. ; on the strict

analogy ofthese are absorbefacient. and similar words
not formed in L. ; and in loose imitation aborti-

facient, calorifacient, etc., for which L. vbs. would
have been in -ficare, and adjs. in -feus, calori-

fic-us. Some pronounce (ff'Jent), but (fJ^J'ent)

or f^'Jyentl is more usual.

Facies (f^jVY. [I,, fades: see Fack.]

+ 1. Humorouslv for : Face, countenance. Obs.

1611 Cotgr. s. v. Abbe", Face d'abbc, a jollie, fat, and red

face ; a fierie fades.

2. Xat. Hist. General aspect or appearance.
1727-36 in Bailey, P'acies un Botanick Writers) a face.

1849 Mukchison Siluria vi. 105 They present the uniform
'facies' of a thick, yet finely laminated, dark, dull grey
>hale. 187a Nicholson Palxont. 475 The general facies of

the Carboniferous vegetation. 1881 j. S. Gardner in Nature
So. 623. 531 Not only is the facies of the flora identical,

but identical species appear in both continents.

Facile (fae-sil), a. Forms: 5-6 facyl,l)e, 6 -8

facil(l, 5- facile, [a. Fr. facile, ad. L. facil-is

easy to do ; also of persons, easy of access, cour-

teous, easy to deal with, pliant, i. facere to do.]

1. That can be accomplished with little effort
;

- Easy ii. Now with somewhat disparaging

sense, f Formerly used as predicate with inf.

phrase as subject, and in phrase facile and easy.

i483Caxton^V<v*97 It is facyle to scape out of thehandes
of the blynd. 1538 Starkey England 1. iv. 133 As the one
ys ful of hardnes and dyfTyculty. .so the other ys facyle

and esy. 1577 Holinsiied Scot. Chron. I. 449/1 They..
thought it easie and facile to be concluded. 1641 Prynne
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FACILELY.

Antip. Epist. 4, I gathered with no facil labour, the most of

those Materials. 1676 WorlidceC>7W-(i69i)236 The more

facile making of the linnen manufacture, a 1708 Bevekidgk

Serm. xei. Wks. 1729 II. 126 All other acts of piety will he

facile and easy to him. 1856 Froude Hist. Ene; I. 357

Having won, as he supposed, his facile victory. 1876 C. M.
Davies Unorth. Lend. 250 The work appears facile.

2. Of a course of action, a method : Presenting

few difficulties.

1559 \V. Cuningham Cosmogr. Glasse 109 The waye is very-

facile, and without great laboure. 1607 Topsell Four-/.

Beasts (1673) 152 Yet have they found out this facile and

ready course. 1639 Filler Holy Warm. ii. 11647)112 His

Holinesse hath a facile and cheap way both to gratifie and

engage ambitious spirits, a 1718 Penn Tracts Wks. 1716

I. 703 It will render the Magistrates Province more facil.

1807 VANCOUVER Agra. Devon 1 18131 463 Baiting . . in the

manner performed on the continent, is an infinitely more

economical and facile mode of administering refreshment to

a jaded animal, i860 Tvndali. Glac. II. ix. 271 The facile

modes of measurement which we now employ.

f b. Easy to understand or to make use of. Obs.

1531 Elvot Gov. i. v, As touchynge grammere there is at

this day better introductions and more facile, than euer

before were made. 1579 Digc.es Stratiot. 11. vii. 47 We have

by the former Rules produced this playne and facile Actua-

tion. 1633 Sc. Acts Chas. I, c. 34 The short and facile

grammer. 1644 Milton Etluc. too Those poets which are

now counted most hard, will be both facil and pleasant.

1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 103 To make this curious

Machine more useful and facile. 1786 T. Woolston Let. in

Fenning Yng. Algebraists' Com*. (1787) P- v, It having been

long considered as a most facile Introduction to Algebra.

1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (18131 II. 24 The
harp and the piano-forte were equally facile to Rosa.

3. Moving without effort, unconstrained ; flow-

ing, running, or working freely ; fluent, ready.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone in. ii. This author, .has so modern

and facile a vein Fitting the time and catching the court-

ear. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees n. 204 One man excells. in

a facile and ready expression. 1796 Ld. Sheffield in Lit.

Auckland's Corr. 11862) 1 1 1. 371 Your., happy facile expres-

sion in writing. 1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 31 (18221 1. 246

On the facile wingsof our sympathy. 1865 Swinburne Ala-

lanta 1641 Deaths, .with facile feet avenged. 1873 Syhonds
Grk. Poets v. 144 Stesichorus was one of those facile and

abundant natures who excel in many branches of art. 1886

Stubbs Med. /y Mod. Hist. hi. 57 To the facile pen of an

Oxford man we owe the production of the most popular

manual of our history.

4. Of persons, dispositions, speech, etc. : f a.

Easy of access or converse, affable, courteous '.obs.}.

b. Characterized by ease of behaviour.

C1590 Greene Fr. Bacon 1. iii, Facile and debonair in all

his deeds. 1638 Fkatly Transmit. 219 A young Gentleman

of a facile and affable disposition. 1782 Mad. D'Arulay
Diary 12 Aug., My father is all himself—gay, facile, and
sweet. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby in. v, Manners, though

facile, sufficiently finished. 1876 HOLLAND Scv, Oaks X. 134

He was positive, facile, amiable.

c. Not harsh or severe, gentle, lenient, mild.

Const, to ; also to with inf.

1541 Elvot Image Gov. 88 Your proper nature is mylde,

facile, gentyll, and wytty. 1631 Weever Anc.Fun.Mou.
116 She was of a more facile and better inclined disposi-

tion. 1655 Filler Ch. Hist. v. v. § 7 Q. Elizabeth . . A
Princesse most facil to forgive injuries. 1670 Milton Hist.

Eug. Wks. 1738 II. 80 However he were facil to his Son,

and seditious Nobles, .yet his Queen he treated not the less

honourably. 1851 Sir F. I'algkave Norm, ff Eug. I. 207

The guilty sons were too happy to avail themselves of his

facile tenderness.

5. "Easily led or wrought upon ; flexible, pliant

;

compliant, yielding.

1511 Colbt Serm. Con/, f) Re/.'m Phenix (1708) II.

8

Those canons, .that do learn you . . not to be too facile in

admitting into holy orders. 1556 Lauder Tractate 251 Be
nocht ouir facill for to trow Quhill that 3e try the mater

throw. fl6loSlRj. Melvil Mem. (1683I 103 FacilPrinces

..promote them [Flatterers] above faithful Friends. 1648

J. Beaumont Psyche xvn. exevii, Alas, That facil Hearts

should to themselves be foes. 1671 Milton/'. /?. 1.51 Adam
and his facil consort Eve Lost Paradise. 1805 Foster Ess.

It. vi. 192 The tame security of facile friendly coincidence.

b. in Scots /.aw. ' Possessing that softness of dis-

position that he is liable to be easily wrought upon

by others' (Jam.).
1887 Grierson Dickson's Tract. Evidence § 35 Proof that

the granter of a deed was naturally weak and facile, .has

been held to reflect the burden of proving that [etc.).

C. transf. Of things : Easily moved, yielding,

' easily surmountable ; easily conquerable ' (J.).

1667 Milton /'. L. tv. 967 Henceforth not to scorne The
facil gates of hell too slightly barrd.

•H6. quasi-(7<fo. Easily; without difficulty. Obs.

c 1523 Wolsey in Fiddes Li/e n. (1726) 114 His countries,

whose parts non of the Lords or Commons would soe facile

inclyne unto. 1548 Hall Citron. (1809I 316 Whatsoever

were purposed to hym they . . might easely se and facile

heare the same. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 80 The
Muses . . mair facill 30111- mater will consaif, Fra time that

thay heir 3our enarratiue. •

Facilely (fc'alili), adv. ; rare in mod. use.

Eorms: 5 facely, 6-7 faeilie, -lly, -ly(e, 6-

faeilely. [f. prec. + -ly -.] In a facile manner.

1. With little exertion, labour, or difficulty; with-

out effort or restraint ; easily.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxi. 77 That thenne shalle permytte

hym facely & lightly for to do his vyage safly. c 1565

Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 60 Now let us see

how facilly this matter . . may be brought to pass. 1611

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. §32 Cloyster-men. .might

more facilly be swayed to bend. 1677 Lady Chaworth,

in 12//1 Pep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 39 He might

10

faciliej- do itt the second time in the way the House had

ordered it. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XII. 267 The. . principle,

Upon which the whole formerly so facilely moved, is de-

stroyed.

1 2. Affably, courteously, graciously. Obs.

1528 Fox in Pocock Pec. Re/. I. liii. 142 His holiness very

promptly and facily had condescended unto the_ granting

thereof. 1550 Die Northumberland Let. 23 July in Cousid.

Peace <y Good-.v. /'rot. 5 That your Grace may facilely con-

descend thereunto.

3. With (a too) ready acquiescence; without

sufficient consideration, thoughtlessly.

1864 Spectator 25 June 740 He facilely concludes that

some male animals have teats, others not. 1872 Daily

.\~e:os 28 Feb., The cheers . . were no empty breath of a

populace facilely beguiled by the lust of the eye.

Facileness. ? Obs. Also facilnesls. [f. as

prec. + -HESS.] The quality of being facile
;

easiness to be persuaded ; easy good nature

;

pliancy.

1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 94 The cite of gabine, throcht there

facilnes, gef hasty credit to sextus tarquinus. Ibid. 97 That

jour facilnes be nocht sedusit he ther astuce and subtil

persuasions. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xvu. exevii, Others

they with facileness befriend! a 1665 J. Goodwin FilIM
10. the Spirit (1S67) 292 Some have a kind of goodness and

facileness of disposition. 1727-36 in Bailey. 177S in Ash.

Faeilie, obs. f. Facilely.

Facilitate (fasi-lit^t , v. [f. V.facilit-er to

render easy ( = li.facilitare, i.facilis 1 agile, after

L. vbs. like dibiliiare, etc. + -ATK-S.]

1. traits. To render easier the performance of

'an action), the attainment of (a result) ; to afford

facilities for, promote, help forward (an action or

process).

1611 Cotgr., Eacililer,lo facilitate or make easie. 1621

Sir G. Calvert in Eortesc. Papers 155 It will, .facilitate the

present negotiation. 1670 Cotton Espcrnon 1. n. 64 It.,

much facilitated the Duke of Guise his Victories, to have

an Enemy redue'd to such strcights before he came to

engage them. 1714 Lady M. W. Montague Lett, lxxxvi.

141 It., may facilitate your election. 1732 Arbuthnot
Rules 0/ Diet 278 All such things as increase and facilitate

the animal or natural Motions. 1838 T. Thomson Cheiu.

Org. Bodies 102 All the alkaline bodies, .facilitate the solu-

tion of picrotoxin in water. iSSiStubbs'Mercan/iteCircti/ar

27 Sept. 861/2 The reformed procedure . .has not appre-

ciably facilitated the progress of public business.

f b. To make easier or less abstruse ; to sim-

plify. Obs. rare.

(11656 Hales Trmts{i6yT 89, I thank you for. .facilitat-

ing to my understanding the scope and purpose of the xi

of S'. Mai.

*I 2. To lessen the labour of, assist (a person).

1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angellt 77 Which may more

easily leade and facilitate us, to the consenting to such a lust.

1650 Filler Pisgah 11. 64 Here lived the Emims shrowdly

smote by Chederlaomer, which probably did facilitate the

Moabites in their victory over them. 1890 Sat. Rev. 6

Sept. 303/2 The author seems to aim solely at facilitating

the pupil in his dealings with everyday French.

Hence Facilitated///, a., Facilitating vbl. sb.,

and Facilitating ///. a.

1613 Sherley Trov. Persia 3 Which would haue heene.

.

a facfllitating of any enterprise, which, .that Earle was ever

..vndertaking against him. 1674 Boyle Exccll. Theol. n.

iv. 171 Rectifying .. errours .. by the assistance of such

facilitating helps. 1776 Bentham Wks. (1843! I. 288 These

facilitating circumstances. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. vii.

151 Undoubtedly habit is a great facilitating principle.

1884 Pall Mall G. 2 Apr. 1/2 The lake district ..is in no

need of facilitated means of access.

Facilitation (fasiait^-Jan). [f. as prec. +

-ATIOH.]

1. The action or process of facilitating or render-

ing easy ; an instance of this.

1619 Brent tr. Sarpi's Connc. Trent (1629) 769 For facili-

tation heereof, it [the Synod) doth renew some things decreed

by the holy Canons. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 103 r 5

The use of their discoveries to the facilitation of commerce.

1791 Newte Tour Eng.% Scot. 102 This facilitation of con-

veyance would contribute much to the improvements in the

northern parts of the island. l86a T. A. TROLLOP* Lent.

Journey ix. 134 Impediment to free locomotion was a very

much more important consideration than facilitation of it.

2. A means of facilitating or helping forwards

;

help. Const, to, towards. Now rare.

1648 W. Montagu Devout Ess. 1. x. § 6. 118 A general]

habit of sincerity, which when it is referred to religious uses,

proves a facilitation towards fidelity and perseverance in

them. 1823 Lamb Corr. (1870) 218 The impediments and

facilitations to a sound belief are various.

Facilitative (fasilit^tiv), a. [f. Facilitate

v. + -ive ] Tending to facilitate.

1864 Glasgow Citizen 19 Nov., Tolls are restrictive, and

not facilitative.

Facilitator (fasi-lite'taO. [f. Facilitate v.

+ -oil] One who or that which facilitates.

1824 Ann. Res. 266* An apparatus for shaving which he

denominates the useful and elegant facilitator. 1834 Htm
Monthly Mag. Xl.II. 260 Steam and gas . . are the grand

facilitators and illuminators of the intercourse of the most

distant provinces. 1871 Pall Mall G. 29 Mar. 11 I he

Washington correspondent . . says the Senate is becoming

the great facilitator of jobs and schemes.

t Facilite, v. Obs. rare~K [ad. fr./aeilittr

:

see Facilitate.] = Facilitate.
1604 I. Wright Passions v. § 4. 193 By this mealies pro-

found conceit shall bee facilited. and therewith the auditors

instructed, .and raoued. 1608 D. Tuvll. Ess. Polit. f, Mor.
86 b, The faciliting of treacherous . . practises.

FACILIZE.

Facility (fasHiti). Forms : 6 facilitye, (tar

crilitie, faeylytye, fecility , 6-7 facilitie, 6^

facility, [a. F. facilite, ad. L. facilitat-em', i.

facilis easy : see Facile and -itv.]

1. The quality, fact, or condition of being easy

or easily performed ; freedom from difficulty or

impediment, ease ; an instance of the same. Often

in phr. with (great, much, more) facility.

1531 Elvot Gov. i. xxii, An induction, .howe children.,

maybe trayned. .with a pleasant facilitie. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 383, I cannot see what you may do wyth
more facilitie and easinesse. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

v. iii. (1611) 191 The great facilitie of their language. 1649

Roberts Clavis Bibl. ii. 20 That difficulties deterre not

from the study of Scripture, there are intermingled some
facilities. 1791 Burke App. Whigs led. 3) 121 The facility

with which government has been overturned in France.

1805 Foster Ess. 1. ii. 17 The facility or difficulty of under-

standing. 1881 Westcott & Hokt Grk. H. T. Introd. § 29

The relative facilitiesofthe several experimental deductions.

2. a. in sing. Unimpeded opportunity for doing

something. Const, of, for, to with inf. In early

use also : + Means, resources (cf. Faculty).

1519 Four Elements in Hazl. Dodsley I. 27 Ye. .have had
great facility Strange causes to seek. 1656 Duchess of New-
castle Life Dk. Neivcastle (1886) 317 To impoverish my
friends,or go beyond the limits or facility of our estate. 1659

B. Harris Parivafs Iron Age 172 He found great facility

everywhere and very little aversion anywhere. 1730 A.

Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 347 The Facility of covering

the Spectators with an Awning, .was. .not one of the least

wonderful Things about the Building. 1859 M 11.1. Liberty v.

(1865) 60/1 The limitation in number . . of beer .
.
houses .

.

exposes all to an inconvenience because there are some by

whom the facility would be abused. 1879 Casselfs Techn.

Ednc. I. 147 The utmost facility is allowed to the upper

millstone of adjusting itself.

b. in //. (also every facility) : Opportunities,

favourable conditions, for the easier performance

of any action. [So Fr. facilitcs from 17th c]
1809WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. IV. 357 He wishes to be

permitted and to have the facilities given to him to return to

France as soon as possible. 1825 M'Culloch Pol. Econ. 1. 35

The facilities given to the exportation ofgoods manufactured

at home. 1865 Huxley Lay Serm. ii. 1 1870) 28 Throw every

facility in their way. 1876 Patterson in C. M. Davies

Unorth. Loud. (ed. 2) 250 The facilities for ordinary traffic

are apt to break down.

3. In action, speech, etc. : Ease, freedom, readi-

ness ; aptitude, dexterity.

153a Hervet Xenoplwn's Honseh. To Rdr., His swete

eloquence, and incredyble facilitie. 1596. Lodge // its

Miserie 57 Lilly, the famous for facility in discourse. 160a

Warner Alb. Eug. Epit. I1612) 382 An ordinary care and

skilfull Facilitie in collecting, .their descents. 1736 Butler

Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1874 I. 86 We are capable, .of getting a

new facility in any kind of action. 1762-71 H. Walpole
fertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 103 The stranger . . per-

formed it with such facility and expedition, that [etc.].

1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 475 Spenser composed

with great facility. 1875J0WF.TT Plato{f&.t)\. 16 Facility

in learning is learning quickly.

b. Of style : Easy-flowing manner, fluency.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 126 The elegancy, facility, &
golden cadence of poesie. 1700 Drvden Fables Pref. *B 1

Both writ with wonderful Facility and Clearness. 1879 O.

W. Holmes Motley xv. 96 He proceeds with an increased

facility of style.

t4. Easiness of access or converse, affability,

condescension, courtesy, kindly feeling. Obs.

1550 Veron Godly Saiyngs (1846) 22 Beseching . .
that ye

of your wont goodness & facilitie vouchsafe to accept this

my rude labour. 1677 Marvell Let. to Mayor 0/ Hull

Wks. 1. 287 This shd over, out of their facility to an old

servant. 1791 Boswf.ll Johnson 25 Mar. an. 1776, I won-

dered at this want of. .facility of manners. 1793 Smeaton

Edystone L. § 112 note. Our men were much struck.. with

the facility of the Portland ladies.

5. Easiness to be led or persuaded to good or

bad, readiness of compliance, pliancy. Also rarely

const, to with inf. Liability, readiness.

1533 More Apol. xxxvi. Wks. 900/2 Of some faeylytye of

hys owne good nature, .easi to beleue som such as haue told

him lies. 1607-ia Bacon Ess., Goodness (Arb.) 202 1 bat is

but Facilitie, or Softnesse ; which laketh an honest Minde

facility of Charles was such as has perhaps never been found

in any man of equal sense. 1875 Manning Mission H.

Ghost viii. 216 Those who have in time past been guilty

of any sin. .have a facility to fall again.

b. in Scots Law.
c 1565 Lindesay i Pitscottie! Chron. Scot. (1778) 279 '" re-

gard of the Facility of the Earl of Arran. j86i W. Bell

Diet. Law Scot. s. v., As a ground of reduction, facility is

quite distinct from incapacity.

C. transf. Of things : Flexibility, rare.

1856 Kane Grinnell Exp. xliii. 401 The swell of the ice

. . transmitting with pliant facility the advancing wave.

6. Indolent ease, indifference.

1615 T. Adams Two Sounes 68 They imagine that facilitie,

a soft and gentle life is hence waranted. 1791 Boswell

Johnson Advt., Those who read them with careless facility.

Faxilize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Facile + -I7.E.

Cf F faciliser.'] trans. To render easy or plain.

16.0 W. Folkingham Art 0/ Survey I. viii. 15 It shall

not bee amisse to particularize the Natures and qualities

both of good and badde soyles, to the end their distinctions

may be facilized.

Faeilles: see Fasel.



FACINEROSE.

FacinerXous: »ee Faunok-.
I Facinerose, a. Obs. rare~°. [ad. ],.faci-

neros-us, var. of facinorosus (see FacINOROUs).]
- Facinorous. 17*7 in Bailey, vol. II.

Facing (fc'-sirj), vbl. sb. [f. Face v. + -ing 1.]

The action of the verb Face.

f 1. The action of boasting, swaggering, or brow-
beating; an instance of this, a defiance. Obs.
i$*3 St Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 190 Protestations and

cxclamacions, with facyng crakyng and mynatorie wordes
agaynst the Cardynalles. 1571 Goldisg Calvin on Ps. xii. 5
Their importunate facing and bracing in woordes. a 1625
Fletcher Lovers Progress III. vi, Leave facing, 'twill

not serve you. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Mng. 1. Ixvi.

0739) 140 This wrought . . complainings in England, and
facings between the Emperor and the Pope.

fb. Ottrib. in Facing-card (see FACE v. and
Card sb.- 2 a): fig. an imposing allegation or
argument. Obs.
a 1624 Br. M.Smith Serm. (1632)33 If yee [goe away,] for

these facing-cardes of multitudes or chaure, viihappy are ye.

2. Mil. The action of facing or turning in another
direction. Facing-about : the action of turning in

the opposite direction, an instance of this. Hence
To put (one) through (his) facings, to go through
{one s) facings: lit. tmdfig. Also transf.
1635 BarkipfE Mil. Dlscip. ix. (1643) 3Z Facing is a par-

ticular turning of the Aspect from one part to another. 1662
Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. lit. ii. § 11 After many encounters
and facings about, they fell into their severall troops. 1724
De Foe Mem. Cavalier {1840I 232 Their facing about, .put
them into a great disorder. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1.

13 Ingoing through the facings, the left heel never quits the
ground. 1867 Trollope Chrou. Barset I. xti. 356 Grace,
not at all unwillingly, was put through her facings. 1888
C. Blatherwick Uncle Pierce i, Look in as you pass, .and
I'll put you through your facings.

3. The action of turning (a card) face upwards.
1674 Cotton Complete Gamester in Singer Hist. Curds

344 Lest there should be a discovery made of the facing, he
palms them as much as he can.

4. concr. (chiefly in //.) : Something with which
a garment is faced cf. Face vb. 12) ; esp. the

cuffs and collar of a military jacket, when of a
different colour from the rest of the coat.

1566 in Peacock Fug. Ch. Furniture 89 Two Copes the
ffacyng taken of. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 87
Their skins are ofgreat use through the world, .for garments,
facings, and linings. 1612 Barry Merry Tricks in. i, Tawny
coats, with greasy facings. 1688 Lond.Gaz. No. 2368/4 The
stuff havingyellow Spots, .with a little Silver Edging across

the Facing. 1741 Richardson Pamela I. xx. 49, I made
robings and facings of a pretty bit of printed calico. 1816
' Quiz * Grand Master in. 56 His facings bore The designa-
tion of his corps. 1853 Stocqueler Mil. F.ncycl. s. v., The
facings of the artillery are scarlet. 1866 Rogers Agric <y

Prices I. xxii. 580 The silk lining or facing is used for the

summer robe only.

b. transf and fig.
1642 Wotton Life Dk. Buckingham 5 'these Offices and

Dignities, .were but the facings and fringes ofhis greatnesse.

1642 Fi'LLer Holy «$ Prof. St. V. viii. 388 Well may the

Hypocrite afford gaudy facing. 1808 Syd. Smith Plymleys
Lett, x, Dulness turned up with temerity, is a livery all the

worse for the facings. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter < 18631 46
Each shelf uniform, with its facings or rather backings, like

well-dressed lines at a review.

5. The action of putting a new face on (any-

thing"! ; of overlaying (a building, etc.; with other

material; of colouring (tea); the action of cover-

ing or protecting the face of. Cf. Face v. 13-15.

1549 Chnrchiv. Ace. St. Duustau's, Canterbury, For
fasynge of the Images in the Churche ix d. Item fasynge
of the tabyll that stoode at the Awlter iiij d.

_ 1703 T. N.
City .5- C. Purchaser 52 Of Facing Timber-buildings with
Bricks. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1480 They [houses]

are undergoing reparation by new facing. 1874 KNIGHT
Diet. Mem., Facing 4 the covering of brick or rough stone-

work with fine masonry, such as sawed freestone or marble.

1875 Sat. Rev. XL. 552 2 We are told that the ' facing ' of

tea . . does not affect its quality.

6. concr. a. A superficial coating or layer ; also

the material of which this is made.
1586 A. Day Fug. Secretary I. (1625) no The inner facing

of his chimney Casket. 1783 T. Warton Hist. Kidding'on
(ed. 9} 67 If we suppose some assistance from an artificial

facing, they must have been visible at a vast distance. 183a

W. Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 32 I'll get My
anvil a new facing. 1856 J. H. Walsh Dom. Ecou. U857)
--85 Exhausted tea leaves made up with, .facing. 1875 Sat.

Per. XL. 553/1 Green teas with a slight facing of colour.

1882 Wore. Exhib. Catal. iii. 52 Nickel, brass, and steel

facing for printing from.

b. esp. The external layer of stone or other

material which forms the face of a wall, bank, etc.

Also the corners, door-jambs, etc. of stone em-

ployed to set off a brick building.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 585 Facings, in joinery,

those fixed parts of wood-work which cover the rough work
of the interior sides of walls &c. 1841 W. Spalding Italy

-V It. 1st. I. 303 Rubble work .. the facing of which with

stone has chiefly disappeared. 1866 V.o<,v.R*Agric. <$- Prices

I. xx. 485 The older portions of. . Merton College, many of

which have perhaps been disfigured by modern facings.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., /Vzt/V/^fHydraulic Engineering).

a. Protection for the exposed faces ofsea-walls and embank-
ments, .b. A layer of soil over the puddle, upon the sloping

sides of a canal. 1876 Gwilt Archil. 562 Walks are most
commonly built with an ashlar facing. 1884 J. T. Bent in

Macm. Mag. Oct. 432/1 The facings and window cases of all

the houses are of marble.

11

C. An external cover or protection.
1849 Grote Greece 11. lxix. (i86->) VI. 220 The horses alao

were defended by facings both over the breast and head.
1856 Kane Arct. E.ipl. II. xviii. 185 A small pane of glass,

formerly the facing of a daguerreotype.

d. Founding. See quot.)
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Facing '.-Founding!, powder

applied to the face of a mold which receives the metal. The
object is to give a fine smooth surface to the casting. 1883
T. D. West Amer. Foundry Practice 364 Sea-coal or bitu-
minous facing is mixed in with sands for heavy casting..
There is a limit to the percentage of facings to be mixed with
the sand, which, if exceeded on the heavy castings, causes
the iron to eat into the facing sand.

7. Mining. =-- Cleat sb. 5.

1851 Greenweix Coal-trade Terms Northumb. <y Dnrh.,
Facing, a cleat. 1883 in Gresley Coal-mining Gloss.

8. Brick-making. (See quot.)
1884 C. T. Davis Bricks, Tiles, etc. (18S9 1 137 The opening

through which the bricks are wheeled into the kiln, and
hauled out after burning, .is a 'facing'. . or ' abutment '.

f 9. The action of defacing or disfiguring ; also

the result of this ; defacement, disfigurement. Obs.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 9215 Refresshing his face for facyng of

-brick,

-sand
10. attrib. and Comb., as facing-block,

-implement, -machine, -tool', facing loam,
(see quot.).

1876 Gwilt Archil. 555 An exterior *facing block of a
better manufactured brick. 1850 Dobson Bricks ty tiles 1.

ii. S3 I' or *facing-bricks additional processes are employed.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Facing-brick (Building*, front or
pressed brick. 1876 VoYLE Mil. Diet. (ed. 3

1

, ^Facing
Implements, used for facing or renewing the vent and
breech pieces of an Armstrong gun. 1881 Wvi.n: Iron
Founding 13 Fine or facing loam, used to form the face of
the mould. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 324 *Faciug
Machine, .a machine for dressing the faces, .of mill-stone>.
1881 Wyi.ik Iron Founding 73 This coal-dust sand is termed
*'facing sand' as it.. forms the face of the mould. 1884
F. J. Britten Watch <$- Clockm. 204 Facing tool.

Pacing £"i*sirj\///. a. That faces.

f 1. Bold, audacious. Obs.
1566 T. Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewel i. 33 So outragious

Untruthes, so facing falshoods. 1592 Babington Comfort.
Notes Genesis iii. § 2 Thirdly, by a bold lye of a facing
Diuell shee is pulled on to her destruction. 1624 Br. Moes-
TAGU Gagg Pref. 9 Who opineth. .that hee may . . build his

salvation upon the facing impudency of every light-skirt

mountebanck.

2. That is opposite to. Facing points {Railway.'.

a pair of points which open towards the approach-
ing train. Also attrib. (see quot. 1889).
1849 Builder 3 Feb. 56/3 For the protection of the boxes

for facing points from dust, rain, snow, &c. 1886 Fucycl.
Brit. (ed. 0) XX. 238 Many accidents have been caused to
trains by facing-points, .turning the train unexpectedly into

a siding. 1889 G. Findlay Fug. Railway 75 The ' Facing*
Point-Lock', which is a bar of iron working in connexion
with facing points.

t Facincrrious, a. Obs. Also 7 facinerious.
[f. L. facinor-, alsofaciner- see next) + -(l)ous.]
1601 Shaks. All's Wellw. iii. 35 He's of a most facinerious

spirit. 1636 Ht.vwooi) Challenge Pro!., Dukes and Kings
Presented for some hie facinorious things.

FacinorouS (fasrnoros), a. Obs. exc. arch.

Forms: 6 facynerous, 6-7 fascinorous. 7 faci-

ner'Dous, 6- facinorous. [ad. L. facinoros-us,

I. facinor-, also faciner-, facinus a deed, esp. a bad
deed, f. faccre to do; see -ous. Cf. OV. faciucrcux,

facinoreux.] Extremely wicked, grossly criminal,

atrocious, infamous, vile. Said both of persons
and their actions. Very common in 17th c.

154.8 Hall Chron. (1809) 381 The people havyng in their
freshe memorie the facinorous acte of there kynge. 1592
in Strype Ann.Ref. IV. App. Ixii. 95 Others they have cast
into . . Newgate . . among the most facinorous and vile

persons. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. lxxvi. 323 The
world . . is not so . . facinorous, as it was in times of Pagan-
ism. 1656 A rtif. Haudsom. 131 Things highly charged with
sin. .to a more facinorous and notorious degree. 1679 Bed-
LOE Popish Plot Ep. Ah, Notwithstanding all their facino-
rous Performances. 1721 Cibbek Pcrolla Wks. 1727 IV.

314 The horrid Scroll Of Deeds facinorous. 1871 R. En. is

Catullus lxiii. 24 Tis said, that father.. with act impure
stain'd the facinorous house.

Hence t Faci norously adv., Facinorousness.
1692 tr. Sallust 154 Thus, by how much every one acted

most facinorously, so much the more secure he thought
himself. 1727-36 Bailey, Facinorousness, Villainy, Wicked-
ness. 182a Mrs. E. Nathan Langreath II. 267 The faci-

norousness of your lover. 1841 Borrow Zincali (1846) I. x.

103 Constantine the Great . . condemned to death those who
should practise such facinorousness.

Facioun, -um, -tin, obs. ff. Fashiox.
Fack, var. of Fake sb.'1

Facon, obs. f. of Falcon.
Faconde, -ound, var. of Facuxd.
+ Facrere. Obs. [?F.faire croire to make-

believe.] The art of make-believe ', deception.
J393 Oower Conf\. 230 First ben enformed for to lere A

craft, which cleped is facrere. For if facrere come about,
Than afterward hem slant no doubt.

Facsimile (fa;ksi-mih*), sb. PI. facsimiles.

[Orig. two words, and before this cent, usually

written as such, \..fac, imper. offaccre to make +
simile, neut. of simil-is like.

The formfactuju simile, occurring in quot. 1782, is often
stated to be the original ; but of tliis we nod no evidence.]

FACT.

+ 1. The making a copy of anything, esp. writing;

imitation. Obs.
it 1661 Fuller Worthies (16621 III. 206 He, though a

quick Scrilie, is but a dull one, who is good onlyat_/ir< simile,
to transcribe out of an original.

2. An exact copy or likeness ; an exact counter-

part or representation. Also in phr. infacsimile.
1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent, p. I.vxxvi, A fac simile

might easily be taken, a 1734 North Lives 11742 59 He.

.

made what they call a fac simile of the Marks and Distances
ofthose small Specks. [1782 Pownall Antiq., Let. toAstle
178 Drawings copied per factum simile.} 1795 Skward
Anecd. (1796) III. 10 The annexed Engraving, a complete
facsimile. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. xii. 434 One of the
most .. ancient ofthose manuscripts has been printed in

fac-simile. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ami. (1863 II. tv. iv. 281

The inscription is produced in facsimile. 1868 G. Sti:i'Hens

Runic Man. I. p. vi, Masterly facsimiles.

b. transf. trndfig.
1801 Med. jfrnl. V. 191 This is a fac simile to his declar-

ing.. that leave was given. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 11.

xvi. 42 Representing before them fac-similies [sic] of their
own mean selves. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV. viii. 371
Mirabeau's Gospel of Free-Trade, .some seventy or eighty
years the senior of an English (unconscious) Facsimile.

3. attrib.

1767 S. Paterson Another Traveller! I. 415 The first

fac simile man in Europe. 1791 Genii. Mag. 27/2 A fi.cMmile

copy of the curious little miscellany. 1823 J. Badcock Dom.
Amusem. 142 Much better adapted, .for fac simile writings.
1861 Berese. Hope Eng. Catkedr. igtk C. 227 Wyatt sub-
stituted facsimile plaster for stone groining in Lichfield nave.

1875 Scrivener Led. Greek Test. 13 Those elaborate fac-

simile editions of the chief codices.

Hence Tacsi'milist, one who makes facsimiles.

Facsi'milize, -ise v. trans., to make a facsimile

of. reproduce exactly.
iSfiz Sat. Rev. XIV. 453/^ Netberclift. .is well known as

a facsimilist, 1885 Laic 'Times 2 May 11/2 Inglis, an
expert in handwriting and facsimilist. .said [etc.].

Facsimile Txksimil/;, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

a. To serve as a facsimile of; to resemble exactly.

rare. b. To make a facsimile of; to reproduce.
1839 Lady Lytton Cheveley (ed. 2 1 II. v. 163 Two . . sofas

facsimiled each other at either end uf the fireplaee. 1862 Sat.
Rev. XIV. 454/1 The signature .. of Louis XIV of France,
as here facsimiled. 1877 A. 15. Edwards Up Nile Pref. 14
Kven romances and tales are. .photographed, facsimiled in

chromo-lithography.
absol. 1882 Pail Mall G. 1 5 June 5

'1 They are the work
of the artist who adapts, and not of the photographer who
facsimiles.

Hence Facsimiled///, a.

1887 Athcnre/tm 3 Sept. 313/2 With facsimiled, but un-
coloured illustrations.

Fact (fsekt). Also 6 fackte, factt. 6-7 facte.

; fack. [ad. I., fact-um thing done, neut. pa.

pplc. oifacere to do. First in 16th c. ; the earlier

adoption of the OF. form survives with narrowed
sense as Feat.]

1. A thing done or performed, fa. in neutral

sense : An action, deed, course ol conduct. Occas.
— effect. Also, action in general ; deeds, as op-

posed to words. Obs.

1545 JoYE Exp. Dan. xi. '/. vij b, Let emprours and kinges
folow this godly kynges fact. 1592 Wist rs£ Pt. Symbol.
§ 2E, Right.. is the chiefest cause of obligations, the fact

of man the remote cause. 1605 P. Woodholse Flea (1877'

13 The minde doth make the fact, or good or ill. a 1626

Bacon Sylva x. 243 As tfaey are not to mistake the Causes
of these Operations ; So much lesse are they to mistake
the Fact, or effect. 1643 PkynA; Sov. Poiver Pari. App.
103 The fact of him who acts the Gardian, is imputed to

the Co-gardians. 1708 Swift Sent. Ch. Eug. Man, A
history of facts done a thousand years ago. 1745 P. Thomas
Jrnl. I'oy. 206 At length he committed a Fact that com-
pleted the Destruction of himself and all his Family. 1815

Jane Acsticn Emma 11. xii. Gracious in fact if not in word.

t b. A noble or brave deed, an exploit ; a feat

(of valour or skill). Obs.

1543 Grafton Contn. Harding^603 For the whiche noble

facte, the kynge created hym afterwarde duke of Norfolkc.

1586 Marlowk 1st Pt. Tamburl. in. ii, His facts of war
and blood. 1605 Stow Ann. 481 Henry Hotespurre. .taketh

prayes, exercising laudable factes. 1667 Milton /'. /-. 11.

124 He who most excels in fact of Arms. 1730 A. Gordon
Maffeis Amphith. 321 Whether this wonderful Fact was
performed in the Theatre or Amphitheatre, Xiphiline..
leaves ns in doubt.

c. An evil deed, a crime. In the 16th and 17th

c. the commonest sense ; now Obs. exc. in to con-

fess thefact and after, before the fact, in which the

I sense approaches that of 2.

153$ Ad 31 Hen. VIII, c. 8Euery such .. person .. shall

be adiudged a traytour, and his facte high treason. 155:

T. Wilson L,ogikc (1580) 47 To marke thynges that goe
1 before the facte, as whether he hated the man or no. 1577

Hakrison England 11. xt. (1877) 1. 223 He is.. hanged.,
neere the place where the fact was committed. 1603 Phi-

lotus Ix.vxiii, For to commit sa foull ane fack. a 1626

Bacon Max. «y Uses Com. Law viii. \ 1635* 34 Any accessary

before the fact is subject to all the contingencies pregnant

of the fact. 1689 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 252 In a Provincial!

Court held in y County of Kent, where y flact was Com-
mitted, a 1715 Kcrnkt Own Time (17661 I. 21 All who were
concerned in that vile fact were pardoned. 1769 Blackstonk
Comin. iv. 39 Accessories after the fact being still allowed

the benefit of clergy in all cases. 177a Ann. Reg. 95 He
was carried before Justice Ru:-sell, where he confessed the

fact. 1869 Fkkhman Norm. Conq. 11876) III. xii. 92 An
absolution after the fact might be one.

fd. Actual guilt ^as opposed to suspicion). Obs.
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FACT. 12 FACTIONARY.
163a Massingek Emperor of East v. ii, Great Julius

would not Rest satisfied that his wife was free from fact,

But, only for suspicion of a crime, Sued a divorce.

+ e. An action cognizable, or having an effect

in law. Obs.
a 1626 Bacon Max. <$- Uses Com. Law xxi. 11635189 If

tenant intaile discontinue, or suffer a descent, or doe any
other fact whatsoever.

f 2. The making, doing, 01 performing. In the

{very)fact = 'm the (very act. Obs.
1548 Hall Chron. 157 b, These three articles he denied

either for fact or thought. 1593 ShaKS. 2 Hen. VI, II. i. 173
Naughtie persons. .Dealing with Witches and with Con-
jurers, Whom we haue apprehended in the Fact. 1616 B.

Jonson Devil an Ass in. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 360/1 A project,

for the fact, and venting Of a new kind of fucus. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 795 Those effects which are wrought . . by
things in fact, are produced likewise in some degree by the
imagination. 1650-3 Dissert, de Pace in Pheui.x (1708) II.

382 Causes, .not of our fact and our avoiding. 1712 Addison
Sped. No. 311 Pi, I- have myself caught a young Jack-
anapes.. in the very Fact. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. A/an 1.

i, I caught him in the fact. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag.
(1824)20 She was detected.. in the very fact of laughing.,
at the description.

f3. Math. = Factum 3. Obs.

1673 Kersey Algebra \. iv. (1725) 15 A third Quantity
which is called the Product, the Fact, or the Rectangle.
1721-1800 in Bailey.

4. Something that has really occurred or is ac-

tually the case ; something certainly known to be

of this character ; hence, a particular truth known
by actual observation or authentic testimony, as

opposed to what is merely inferred, or to a con-

jecture or fiction ; a datum of experience, as dis-

tinguished from the conclusions that may be based
upon it.

[hi class. Lat. factum had occasionally the extended sense
of 'event, occurrence'; hence in scholastic Lat. was de-
veloped the sense above explained, which belongs to all the
Romanic equivalents : Fr.fait, li.frtto, Sp. hecho.]

1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 21 They resolved
that the Admirall should goe disguised . . to assure him-
selfe of the fact. 1691 T. H[ai.f] Ace. New Invent. 52 The
said Commissioners are to report to this Board the Truth
of the Fact. 1745 in Col. Rec. Penusylv.V. 13 These Facts
plainly shew that the French [etc.]. 1749 Smollett GilBl.
x. i, Facts are stubborn things. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

11776J VI. 154 The reader, instead of observations or facts,

is presented with a long list of names. 1782 Paine Let.
Abbe" Payual (ijqi* 26 Facts are more powerful than argu-
ments. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (18651 62 It is an un-
doubted fact of human nature, that the sen<e of impossi-

bility quenches all will. 1836 ThIBLWALL Greece II. xv.

283 One fact destroys this fiction. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 611 The very great advantage of being a fact and
not a fiction.

b. in apposition with a following clause, or

with const, of. Now often used where the earlier

lang. would have employed a clause or gerundial

phrase as subject or as the regimen of a preposi-

tion ; cf. mod. use of * the circumstance that ',

1722 De Foe Plague (1756) 72 Persons alive.. who can
justify the fact of this. 1846 Mill Logic 1. iii. $ n The
fact of resemblance between relations is sometimes called

analogy. 1851 Carpenter Man. Pkys. ed. 2 1 244 The
physiological fact of the peculiar connection between the
mind and the brain.

"I C. Oocas. applied concr. to a person, an insti-

tution, etc. (A strained use.)

1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Jru &. (1873) I. 14 The first

Napoleon, .one of the eternal facts of the past. 1877 Owen
in Welleslcy's Desp. p. xxi, The British Kmpire in India
was already a great fact.

5. Often loosely used for : Something that is

alleged to be, or conceivably might be, a ' fact '.

a 1729 S. Clarke Serin, lxix. Wks. 1738 I. 428 It would
have been absurd to alleage in preaching to vnbelievers, a
Fact which itself presupposed the Truth of Christ's mission.

I793~7 SP'fit Pub. Jrnls. (1797) I. 356 If another soldier

should call you a jail bird, and the truth of the fact be noto-
rious. 1824 Westminster Rev. II. 209 This is, as usual, a
false fact, supported by a supposed motive. 1831 Blackw.
Mag. June 900 1 The poison of false notions, and, if we may
use an expression which, we believe, is in Junius, false facts.

1831 Bp.TntRi.wALL Remains (1878) III. 785 But I do not
mean to deny the fact. 187- Ibid. 489, I am not concerned
to deny the fact. Mod. The writer s facts are far from
trustworthy.

6. (Without a and plS\ That which is of the

nature of a fact ; what has actually happened or

is the case; truth attested by direct observation

or authentic testimony; reality. Matter offact:
a subject of discussion belonging to the domain
of fact, as distinguished from matter of inference,

of opinion, of law, etc. (See also Matteb.)
1581 E. Campion in Confer. 11. (1584I M b, He speaketh of

a matter of fact. 1641 E\elyn Mem. (18571 I. 31 A .. de-
scription of the matter-of-fact. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. Wks.
1 874 1. 50 An instance . . collected: from experience and present

matter of fact. 1745-9 Rep. Coud. Sir J. Cope T15 ' It is

Fact' that something uncommon was expected. 1794 Pally
Evid. 1 1825I II. 271 The evangelists wrote from fact, not
from imagination. 1832 Lewis Use $ Ab. Pol. Terms iii. 3^
To deny the power ofthe legislature to dispose of it [property

]

at pleasure, is to confound expediency and justice with
fact. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atottem. iv. (1852) 120 This
case of deliverance, .from the pangs of guilt, .is fact. 1875
Jowett Plato ied. *> I. 941 Imagination is often at war
with reason and fact. 1878 Huxley Physiosr. 68 As a
matter of fact we rarely, if ever, experience either.

b. In fact : in reality (cf. sense 1 and indeed .

Now often used parenthetically in an epexegetical

statement, or when a more comprehensive asser-

tion is substituted for that which has just been

made. In point offact : with regard to matters

of fact ; also (and now usually) =in fact.

1707 Addison Pres. State War 36 If this were true in

Fact, I don't see any tolerable colour for such a conclusion.

1711 Swift Jml. to Stella 10 Nov., Three or four great

people are to see there are no mistakes in point of fact.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 24 In whatever light you
may consider it, this is in fact a solid benefit. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 38 In fact, a thousand questions might
be asked, .which he would not find it easy to answer. 18:8

Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 712 In point of fact, the in-

fluence exerted, .has never been great. 1871 Smiles Ckara t .

ii. (1876' 49 Gray was, in fact, a feminine man. 1888 A. W,
Streane leremiah 102 In point of fact Jeremiah was
absent from Jerusalem. Mod. He is very independent

—

extravagantly so, in fact.

C. The fact {of the matter) : the truth with re-

gard to the subject under discussion.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 23 Whereas the fact is

that I enquire with you into the truth.

7. Law. In sing, and pi. The circumstances and
incidents of a case, looked at apart from their

legal bearing. Attorney in fact', see Attorney.
a 1718 Penn Tracts Wks. 1726 1. 501 The Jury is judge

of Law and Fact. 1892J. M. Lely Wharton's Law Lex.
616/1 When a jury is sworn it decides all the issues of fact.

t Fact, pa. pple. Obs. [ad. L. fact-us : see

Fact sb.] Made.
1600 Tourneur 'Transf. Metamorph. xxvi, The flesh, .of

excretnentale earth is wholly fact.

Factful (fae-ktful), a. [f. Fact sb. 4- -FL'L.]

a. Of a person: Well acquainted with facts, b.

Of a literary work : Full or consisting of facts.

1875 Helps Anim. fyMast. i. 19 Our fact-full friend whips
out some unpleasant fact. 1887 Sat. Rev. 3 Sept. 337 The
cheap little collection . . seldom admits numbers which are

not 'matterful and factful ', an some singular people say.

fFactible a.

c 1630 W. Oughtred in Vernon Life Ileytin < i6S^ > 46 The
difficulty of the place of [the moon's node] I saw factible at

Sea.

Faction fa."kj3n),^. Also 6 faceion, fac.c -

yon, S factione. [a. F. fiction, ad. L.faction-cw,

n. of action f.faccre to do, make.
The L, senses are: 1. action or manner of making or

doing; 2. a class (of persons) either professional or social

;

3. a political party, chiefly in bad sense, an oligarchical

clique. The popular F. representative of the word, which
had only the first sense, appears in Kng. as Fashion.]

f 1. A doing or making : cf. Fashion, a. Man-
ner of acting or behaving ; an action, proceeding,

course of conduct, b. The action of doing or

making something ; an instance of this. Obs.

a. 1559 in Strype Ann. Ref I. App. viii. 22 The Pope's
Factions in refusinge to. .confirme those which were duely
electyd to Ecclesiasticall Dignities. 1607 Toi'Sell Four-).

Beasts (1673) 1 10 The factions of dogs for their own ease :—
When they lie down, they turn round in a circle two or

three times together, a 1625 Boys Wks. (1629' 62S The
prisoner of Jesus Christ, in bonds not for any faction of

yours or fauft of his owne.
b. 1612 R. Sheldon Serm. St. Martins 34 Their daily new-

makings, productions, factions, creations, .of Christ. 1676
R. Dixon Two Test. 29 Faction, when a Testator declares

this to be his last Will and Testament. 1689 Faxes «y

Firebrands in. 216 Either by Creation or Faction from some
pre-existing matter. s

2. A class, sort, or set of persons. + a. gen.

1530 Proper Dyaloge (1863) 13 Dyuers facciones Of cpl-

legianes monkes and chanones Haue spred this region

ouer all. 1591 Shaks. Tu " Gent, iv. i. 37 This fellow were

a King, foroure wilde faction. 1606 — Tr, <$• Cr, n. i. 130,

I will . . leaue the faction of fooles. 1606 Holland Sueton.

187 He chose. .5000. .young men out of the commons, who
beeing sorted into factions should learne certaine kinde of

shouts and applauses.

b. spec, in Norn. Antiq. One of the companies

or organizations of contractors for the chariot races

in the circus.

1606 Holland Sutton. 188 A chariot driver one of the

greene-coate faction. 1788 Gibbon Dccl. fifF\ xl. IV. 6<.j

The blue and green factions continued to afflict the reign of

Justinian. 1869 Lecky Europ. Mar. I. iii. 231 An en-

thusiastic partisan of one of the factions in the chariot

races. 1882 C. Elton Orig. Eng. Hist. xi. 308 The factions

of the Blues and Greens were promised as many chariot-

races as could be run between morning and night.

C. Sc. A division of a class in school ; a section.

1700 Extractsfr. Aberdeen Reg. 23 Oct. < Burgh Record
Soc. 1872' 331 Item, in tyme of prayer that each decur/o

goe to the factione under his inspectione. 1870 J. Burns
Mem.W. C, Burns'x. 20 He fought his way -steadily, .through

the class tili he reached.. the highest f faction . 1872 D.
Bkown Life J. Duncan ii. 14 Maintaining his position in

the first faction or bench,—each faction containing only
four boys.

3. A party in the state or in any community or

association. Always with opprobrious sense, con-

veying the imputation of selfish or mischievous ends

or turbulent or unscrupulous methods.
1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. C'tess. Richmond Wks. (1876)

296 If any faccyons or bendes were made. .she. .dyde boulte

it oute. 1535 Joye Apol. Tindale 33 Tindals faceion and
his disciples . . beleue lyke their master. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. I. viii. (1634) 25 Core, Dathan, and Abiram,
and all that wicked faction. 1581 W. Stafford Exam.
Compt. iii. (18761 97 What continuall warres hath the
Faction of the Arrians bene the occasion of? 1640 YoWEI

Union Hon. 331 Hec.was Chiefe of the faction of the

white Rose. 1667 Pepys Diary (1877) V. 4 He hath joined
himself with my Lady Castlemaine's faction. 1776 Gibbon
Decl.fi,- F. I. xviii. 493 The public tranquillity wasdisturbed
by a discontented faction. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. I, I. vi.

157 Religion was running into factions. 1849 Lewis Injl.

Author. .\. note 385, When a party abandons public and
general ends, and devotes itself only to the personal inter-

ests of its members and leaders, it is called a faction, and its

policy is said to be factious. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh
I. vii. 108 The Marian faction and the Spanish faction had
played into each other's hands.

b. transf ixwAfig.

1614 Bi\ Hall Recoil. Treat. 1063 The faction of evill is

so much stronger in our nature, then that of Good. 1627
P. Fletcher Locusts n. ii. The spirit and flesh man in two
factions rend. 1697DRVDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 94 If intestine

Broils allarm the Hive. .The Vulgar in divided Factions jar.

C. In Ireland applied to certain mutually hostile

associations amongthe peasantry, consisting usually

of the members of one particular family (which gives

its name to the faction, and of their relatives and
friends.

1830 W. Carleton Irish Peasantry II. 29 His family was
not attached to any faction—and when I use the word
faction, it is in contradistinction to the word party— for

faction, you know, is applied to a feud or grudge between
Roman Catholics exclusively. 1838 S. C. Hall Lights .y

Sliad. Irish Life I. 287 There's as many as twenty of my
faction at the Greybeard's stone.

4. * Party* in the abstract; self-interested or

turbulent party strife or intrigue ;
factious spirit

or action ; dissension, f To be in faction with :

to be in league with.

1538 Starkly England 1. iv. 106 Ther should be facyon

and partys, wyth grete ambyeyon and enuy. a 1652

Bkome Mad Couple 11. Wks. 1873 I. 33 The Rogue's in

faction with 'em. 1682 Burnet Rights Princes Pref.

13 An Equality among Pastors, cannot hold long without

Faction. 1735 8 Boi.ingbroke On Parties Ded. 16 But
Faction hath no Regard to national Interests. 1795 Bukke
Th. Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 247 Idle tales, spread about by
the industry of faction. 1841 Emerson Led., Conservative
Wks. (Bohn) II. 276 The man of principle, .even in the fury

of taction is respected, i860 Hook Lives Abps. I. vi. 348
The popularity, which faction was obliged, .to concede.

fb. A faciious quarrel or intrigue. Obs.

1593 R. Harvey Philad. 18 Hurdibras allayed the fac-

tions and quarrels that he found among his people. 1623

Laud in Ellis Grig. Lett. 11. 263 III. 241 A faction about
the choice of a newe Governour. 1661 2 Pepys Diary 22

June, There are factions (private ones at Court) about
Madam Palmer.

5. attrib. and Comb., asfactionfight, + -governor

;

faction-mad, -ridden, adjs.

1841 in S. C. Hall Ireland I. 427 'The *faction-fights'.

.

said an intelligent countryman, .'are a'most. .gone off the

face of the country'. 1890 W. Smith's Diet. Gr. fy Rom.
Antiq. (ed. 3) I. 438 Even in Rome faction fights frequently

took place towards the declining period of the empire.

1639 Drlmm. of Hawth. I'ind. Hamilton'; Wks. (1711' 238

Hamilton was not named by a private faction-governour.

1784 Cowpek Task in. 673 An overbearing race That, like

the multitude made -faction-mad, Disturb good order. 1888

Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 1/2 The distracted and "faction ridden

Republic of France.

t Faction, V. Obs. [f. prec. sb.]

L intr. To act in a factious or rebellious spirit
;

to intrigue ; to mutiny. Also tofaction it.

1609 Br. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cafh.45 Preaching

to them, not factioning against them. 1656 S. H. Gold.

Laiv 81 They need not faction it for their places, beingal-

ready plac't. 168a Southerns Loyal Brother 111, Phis

rebel nature factions in my breast.

2. trans. To form into factions.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 35 They . . divided and factioned

the people to the Hazard and Ruine of al.

Hence f Factioned />/>/. a., f Fa'ctioning

vbl. sb.

1653 Holckoet Procop'uts Pref., How are theyjcommonly
sofaction'd and sided, that their Relations are but their

Interests. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law 61 Which else by such

factionings and rebellions might have been endangered.

-faction, repr. L. -factionem, forming nouns of

action related to vbs. in -FY
;
properly used only

where -fy represents L. -facere, Fr. faire, as in

satisfaction ; but through confusion occasionally

used ^instead of -fication) where -fy represents L.

-ficare, Fr. -fcr, as in petrifaction.

Factional fe-kjanall, a. [f. Faction^. +

-al.] Of or belonging to a faction or factions
;

characterized by faction.

1650 P.. Discoltimininm 16 It must be a National Neces-

sity, and not a Partial! or Factionall. x83« Eraser's Mag.
IV. 647 Aiding., the independent part of society .. and

balancing the interested and factional parts. 1876 Contemp.

Rev. XXVII. 973 Jews factional, fanatical, full of hopes.

1881 Fifcshire Jnil. 24 Mar. 4/3 There have been two

factional victories in Scotland within a brief period.

Factionary (Ja^Kf "^)* « ancl **• U- ^
prec. +-akv.] A. adj.

f 1. Taking part in a quarrel or dissension ; active

as a partisan.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. ii. 30 Remember my name U Mene-

nius ; alwayes factionary on the party of your C.enerale.

2. Of or pertaining to a faction.

1877 Mrs. Olii-hant Makers Flor. iv. 94 Whenever he

[the monk] ascended to the higher eminences of the Church,

he too became, .a factionary and political leader.

33. sb. A member of a faction ; a partisan.

I55S Eden Decades 62 Many occasions were sought
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agcnst Ancisus by Vaacus and his factionaries. a 1834
CoLLKiDGii Notes on Waterland in Lit, Remains IV. 245
The unmistakable passions of a factionary and a schismatic
1854 tr. Lamartine's Celebr. Char., Cromwell II. 201 This
religious enthusiasm, .transformed a body of factionaries

into an army of saints.

t Fa'ctionate, v. Obs. [f. as prec. + -atk 3.]

1. trans. To join together in a faction, band to-

gether.
1611 Speed Hist. Ct. Brit, ix. xvi. § 68 Whose bodies

though thus diuided, their mindes continued most firmely
factionated.

2. intr. To form factions.

1642 Hales Tract cone. Schisme n Factionating and
tumultuating of great and potent Bishops.

Faxtionee'r, sb. [f. as prec + -eeb.] A
member of a faction, a party-man.
c 1710 Light to Blind fo. 626 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS.

Comm. App. v. 142 The factioneers must have their will,

1732 Sir C. Wogan Let. to Swift 27 Feb., He [Charles II)

found himself obliged to . . turn cabalist and factioneer.

1806 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. II. 139 Appoint a fac-

tioneer by any other voice than the people's, and he is

ruined.

Factioneer [fee:kjani»*i), v, rare. [f. prec. sb.]

intr. To busy oneself in factions. Hence Fac-
tionee'ring///. a.

1881 Glasgow JYews 22 Mar., The dupe of factioneer in g
dogmatism.

t Faxtioner. Obs. [f. Faction v. + -er '.]

One who makes or joins a faction ; a partisan.

1587 Holinshed Scot. Chroti. II. 440/1 The assemblie..
did. .appoint generall fastings. . especiallie, when some fac-

tioner in the countrie was to moue anie great enterprise.

c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (17351 3 ir I* e was advertised

by some Factioners that the Earls of Angus, Mar, etc. .

.

had an Enterprise m Hand. 1644 in Carte Ormottae III.

360 Ormonde's factioners meet every night.

Factionist (fickjsnist). [f. as prec. + -ist.]

a. One who promotes or leads a faction, b. A
member of a faction, partisan. Also attrib.

1609 Bp. \V. Barlow Answ. Nameless Catft, 67 A
Libeller by custom, a Factionist in Societie. 1625 Bp.

Mountagu App. Csesar u. xxiv. 271 Wee live with Puritans
and opposite factionists. 1718 Strype Life Whitgtft 1. xiii.

76 He [Dr. Still] . . kept a strict Hand over the growing
Factionists. 1830 DTsraeli Chas. I, III. i. 5 Leaders..

may degenerate into factionists. 1891 Daily News 31 Oct.

6/5 The Parnelhtes were simultaneously holding a meeting,

which was addressed by the factionist leaders.

t Factio*se, a. Obs. rare— *, [ad. L. factios-

us : see next.] ' Given or inclinable to faction,

seditious ' (1727 Bailey, vol. II.).

Factious (fee'kfds), a. Also 6 faccious, fac-

tiouse. [ad. F. factieux or L. factios-us, f. fac-

tion-em: see Faction and -ous,]

1. Of persons and their dispositions : Given to

faction ; inclined to form parties, or to act for

party purposes ; seditious.

1535 Jove Apel. Tindale 44 Calling me vayngloriouse.

.

sedyciouse, factiouse, a sower of heresyes. a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 76 A discoursing long, and a factious

harte. 1593 Sha.ES, 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 135 Chop away^that

factious pate of his, 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia in. in. 52

We should incurre the censure of factious and seditious

persons. 1750 Berkeley Patriotism % 43 Wks. 1871 III.

457 The factious man is apt to mistake himself for a

patriot, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) II. 62 A factious

opposition sickens at the sight of prosperity. 1874 Green
Short Hist. x. (18761 742 The factious spirit, which springs

from a long hold of power.

2. Of actions, utterances, etc. : Pertaining to or

proceeding from faction ; characterized by party

spirit.

1532 Moke Confitt. Tindale Wks. 666/1 For the settyng

foorth and auauncing of hys [Tindal's] false faccious here-

sies. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$• Cr. 1. iii. 191 Ajax . .
makes fac-

tious Feasts. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. IV. xi. (1675* 239

His Factious indignation at ^he Princes faults. 1782

Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. I. too In this factious manner
was the great doctrine .. established. 1803 Syd. Smith

Wks. (18671 *• 25 Wn >* can factious eloquence produce such

limited effects in this country? 1862 Li>. Brougham Brit.

Const, ix. § 2. 120 The party chiefs used the mob more

effectually for their own factious and selfish purposes.

Factiously (firkjadi% adv. [f. as prec. +

-ly ^.] In a factious manner or spirit ; with a

factious purpose ; in the interest of a faction.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet.., Vanderizamentc, factiously.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. 111. viii. 123 Why did

they carry%iatters so factiously and violently ?
1
1693 A60L

Clergy Scot. 47 They have stubbornly and factiously Con-

spired against the Apostolical Hierarchy. 1796 Burke
Regie. Peace iii. Wks. 1802 IV. 509 The opposition, whether

patriotically or factiously, contending that [etc.].

Factiousness r«-kjbsne»), [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The quality or state of being factious ; a

disposition to make factions, or act in the invert st

of a faction ; seditiousness.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 16 A gentleman, .friendly,

without factiousnes. 1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/ Notes 67 Some
..did with their factiousnesse trouble the Church. 1679 Km
in G. Hickes Spirit 0/ Popery (1680' 14, I have been ..

branded with Factiousness, a 1710 Bp. Bull Scrm. Priestly

Office Wks. 1827 1 . 166 Not to add to our load . . by your way-

ward factiousness. 1812 G. Chalmers Pom. Econ. Gt. Bnt-

428 Whatever might be the factiousness, or imbecility of

statesmen, on either side the Irish Channel. 1884 Manch.

Exam. 28 Oct. 5/7 The Opposition at question time dis-

played more than its usual factiousness.

t Faxtist. Ot>s—° [ad. ¥. facliste (Cotgr.)i in

OF.fa/t/sie, f. A -.fact- ppl. stem offacere to make
+ -ist.] ' A poet or play-maker ' (Coles 1696).
Whence 1775 in Ash.

f Fa*ctitate, v. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. ppl. stem of

L. fact/tare, freq. of facetv to do, make.] intr.

? To work busily.

1617 Lane Syr.'s Tale 116 In her selfe to factitate, and
proiectes to begetl of greatest great.

Factitious (fsektrfas), a. H.facttci-us made
by art {i.facere to make) + -ous.]

T 1. Made by or resulting; from art ; artificial.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. it, i. 51 It becomes the
cbiefest ground for artificiall and factitious gemtnes. 1685
Boyle Saluhr. Air 39 Beer, Ale, or other factitious drinks.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I, 293 The Stones of which
it [Stone-henge] was composed, are not factitious. 1774 J.
Bryant Mythol. I. 236 The one was a natural eminence.

.

The other was a factitious mound. 1801 J. Jones tr.

Bygge's Trav. Er. Rep. xv. 382 His factitious black lead

pencils . . are not prepared from the native ore, but a com-
position . . of iron and sulphur.

+ 2. Of soil, etc. : Produced by special causes,

not forming part of the original crust of the

earth. Obs.

1684 T. Burnet 'Ph. Earth 1. 137 Those [islands^ I call

factitious, that are not of the same date and antiquity with

the sea, but have been made, .by accidental causes. 1739
LABELYE Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 7 This Bed of
Sand, Mud and Dirt, is a factitious lied. 1794 S. Wil-
liams Vermottt 80 Factitious soil, formed of decayed or

rotten leaves. 1808 Wilford Sacr. Isles in Asiat. Res.
VIII. 298 The factitious soil of the Gangetic provinces, .has
been brought down by the alluvions of rivers.

3. Got up, made up for a particular occasion or

purpose ; arising from custom, habit, or design
;

not natural or spontaneous ; artificial, conven-

tional.

1678 Cudworth Iniell. Syst.Yrzf., The Atheists Artificiall

and Factitious Justice, is Nothing but Will and Words.
1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iv. 420 The factitious..

Nature of these Pleasures. 1776 Gibbon Decl. <y /'. I. ix.

174 The use of gold and silver is in a great measure fac-

titious. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. It. 51 Factitious wants
created by luxury. 1810 Bentham Packing 1 1821 1 67 The
mass of factitious expence and delay . . with which the ap-

proaches to justice are clogged. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ, 1.

xi. § 4 Its acquisition was invested with a factitious value.

1863 Tylor EarlyH'ist. AIan.jmm.i$ Factitious grammatical
signs. 1871 Freeman Norm. Wong. 11876) IV. xviii. 106

The momentary and factitious joy which had greeted the

day of William's crowning died utterly away.

Hence Factitiously adv., in a factitious man-
ner. Facti tiousness, the quality of being fac-

titious.

1795 Encycl, Brit. XIV. 478 There is no such Fear, as is

factitiously pretended, of Popery and arbitrary Power.
1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxiv. (18591 ^- 279 ^ Lir

factitiously complex, .notions, are all merely so many pro-

ducts of Comparison. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <r It. Jrnls.
II. 59 Festivity, kept alive factitiously. 1668 Wilkins
Real Char. 11. i. § 3. 28 Factitiousness, artificial, technical,

made. 1883 T. Hardy in Lonsnt. Mag. July 257 As the

day passes on. .and he is still unhired, there does appear a
factitiousness in the smile.

Factitive (fse'ktitiv), a. Gram. [ad. mod. I,.

factitiv-us, irregularly f. fact- ppl. stem oifacere

to make.] a. Of a verb r Expressing the notion

of making a thing to be (either objectively or in

thought or representation) of a certain character

{e. g. ' To make a man king', l to call one a fool ',

* to paint the door green '
; taking a complemen-

tary object; = FACTIVE 2. Also in factitive object,

predicate, or accusative, the complementary accus.

governed by a factitive verb. b. Hy some gram-
marians used for : Causative.
1846 J. W. Gibbs Philol. Stud. (1S57) 95 The simple in-

finitive was also used to denote the second object after a
factitive verb. Ibid. 69 The factitive relation . . a favorite

technical term of the New or Beckerian Philology, .is [etc.].

Ibid. 70 This second object is called the factitive object.

1871 Public School Lat. Gram. § no. 251 Verbs called

Factitive . . because they contain the idea of making by
deed, thought, or word. 1877 Whitney Eng. Gram. 166.

Hence Fa -ctitively adv.

1877 Whitney Eng. Gram. 166 Even intransitive verbs
are thus used factitively.

Pactive (farktiv), a. [f. L. type *factiv-us, f.

facerc to make.]

f 1. Tending or having the power to make ; con-

cerned with making. Obs.
16x2 R. Sheldon Serm. St. Martin's 35 What new exis-

tences are made of one Christ, by your productiue, creatiue,

and factiue consecrations, a 1625 Boys Wks. (1629' 206
The factiue sciences have their excellencies, specially

painting and nauigation. *^i|ftj*"l T*T Paihomyot. 1. iii.

11 Factive motion is. .restriction to animall actions per-

forated by the abilitie of the Muscles.

2. Gram. (J5ee quot. ; — Factitive. )

1880 Public School Lat. Primer 134 Factive Verbs are
such as may be said to make, .a thing to be of a certain
character, by deed, word or thought. . Factive Construction
in the Passive becomes Copulative.

Hence t Facti'vity, capacity, range of activity.

a 1643 J. Shute Judgent. $ Mercy (1645 1 82 He perswades
himsetfe it is in his factivity, because another hath done it.

Tactlessness (farktlesnes). nonce-wd. [f.

Fact sb. + -less + -nkss.] The quality of being
devoid of or wanting in facts.

1887 Sat. Re-,'. 19 Nov. 708 An instance of the *factles;s-

ness of the book.

Factor (farktai). Also 6-7 factour. [ad. Fr.

facleur, ad. L. factor, agent-n. i.facere to do, make.
Some of the obs. senses are immediately from L.]

I. A doer, agent,

i* 1. One who makes or does (anything) ; a doer,

maker, performer, perpetrator ; an author of a

literary work. Obs. or arch.

1563 Mirr, Mag,, Hastings xxxi. Foes of vertue, factour^

of all evylls. 1598 J. Dickenson Greene in Cone. (18781

u6 Where vertue hath one affecter, vice hath many factor^.

.21635 Corbet Poems (1807) 18 Their plays bad sundry
grave wise factors, A perfect diocess of actors. 1647 Claren-
don Hist. Reb. in. 11702) I. 141 An avow'd Factor and
Procurer of that odious Judgement. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke
Shaks. Char. xiii. 321 To fasten upon the factor of his

monster-crime its responsibility.

+ 2. A partisan, adherent, approver. Obs. [So

in meet.Lat. ; Du Cange regards it as a corruption

of the synonymous Fautok ; but cf. h.facere cum
aliquo to take a person's side.] In the latest

examples with mixture of sense 1 or 3.

1502 Arnolde Chrott. fiSii) 177 Alle the. .whiche done.

.

byleuenin whichcrafteand sorsery . .and their factum. 1542 7

Bookdk Introd. Knonvt. .wi. (187a) 165 Martyn Leuter &
other of hys factours, in certayne thynges dyd take synis-

trall opinions. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. v. 400 Modern
Factours for the Independent congregations. 1685 Stil-

lingfl. Orig, Brit., Two very busie Factours in the Arian
Cause, 1715 Bentley Serm. x. 365 What is he but a vile

Factor to Libertinism and Sacrilege?

3. One who acts for another ; an agent, deputy,

or representative. Now rare.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. iii. (18S1) 16 The kyng .. sente

anone Aurelyen his factour. 1551 Kmv. VI Let. in UdalFs
Royster D. (1847) p. xxx. note, Lycense to. .Nicholas Udall
and to his factors and assignes to pryiit . .the worke of Peter

Marter. 1563-87 Foxe A. % M. 11684) HI- 643 They..
Authorised, .the Vicechancellor, to be the common Factor

for the University. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows iv. xv. 397
Parker was a kind of factor for English Seminaries and
Nunnes beyond sea. a 1704 T. Brown Sat. Quack Wks.
1730 I.63 Death's busy factor, son of desolation- 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. v. i. 118691 II. 29S These judges wtre a sort

of itinerant factors, sent round the country for the purpose

of levying certain branches of the king's revenue. 186c

Merivale Rom. Jimp. (1865) IV. xxxiii. 104 The jealousy

of the emperor was peculiarly sensitive in regard to every

act and word of his factor at Alexandria.

Jig. 1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven 72 All other vices are

but Factors to Couetousness, 1673 S. C. Art Cru/fiiaisanee

70 Reason and honesty are too oft made factours to their

avarice.

4. Comm. One who buys and sells for another

person ; a mercantile agent ; a commission mer-

chant. Also in comb., as corn-, cotton- produce-,

zcoo/-, etc. factor.
At the present time, a factor is distinguished from an

ordinary agent or broker, in having actual possession of the

goods he deals in, and trading in his own name.

1491 in Arnolde Chroti. (? 1503) 40/1 Shall ressayue the said

v. C. frank of y ' said J. de castro and alonso or of any of

them or of theyr factors. 1523 Act 14-15 Hen. VIII, c. 1

No person, .shall sell, .to any marchaunt. .or to any of his.

.

factours. .any maner of brode white wollen clothes, c 1592

Marlowe Jew ofMalta \. i, P>id my factor bring his loading

in. 1683 Bond. Gaz. No. 1852/8 A Factor .. for Norwich
Hose or Stockings. 1727 A. Hamilton Neiv Ace. E. hid. I.

x. 113 Send Factors all over India to carry on trade. 1745
De Foe's Eng. Tradesman II. xlviii. 212 The buyers of

cheese, butter, corn and malt, are called factors. 1850
W. Irving Maliomet v. (1853) 26 Mahomet., was employed
by different persons as. .factor in caravan journeys to Syria.

1891 /'. 0. London Directory 1689/3 Corn and flour factors.

See also. .Malt factors. . Hop factors. . Seed factors.

b. One of the third class of the East India

Company's servants. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1600 Min. Crt. Adventurers 23 Oct. in Cat. State Papers,

E. Indies (18621 109 Thos. Wasse to be employed as factor.

Ibid. 18 Nov. ibid, in Three principal factors to have each

100/. for equipment, .four of the second sort to be allowed

50/. . .four of the third sort 50/. . . and four of the fourth and
last sort 20/. each.] 1675-6 in J. Bruce Ann. East-India

O.(i8io) II. 375 We do order, that., when the Writers have
served their times they be stiled Factors. 1781 Ld. Corn-
wallis Corr. (1859} I. 378 We . . have a council and senior

and junior merchants, factors and writers, to load one ship

in the year. 1800 Wellington in Owen Desp. 719 Writers

or factors filling the stations of registers.

C. At Birmingham and Sheffield : A trader who
buys hardware goods from the workman or * little

master' by whom they are made, usually causing

his own trade-mark to be stamped upon them.

1833 J. Holland MannJ. Metal II. 13 The operatives

pressed between reduced prices and want of work, betook

themselves to the factors. The factor, .advanced to the

workman a small sum to purchase the requisite tools.

d. attrib.

1858 H. Vaughan Address River Usk Pref. 18 The factour-

wind from far shall br^ng The odours of the scattered

spring. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. 11737) I. 3°4 Certain mer-

chant adventurers in the letter-trade, who in correspondence

with their factor-bookseller, are enter'd into a notable com-

merce with the world. 1880 Browning Dram. Idylls 2nd

Ser. dive 91 This fell in my factor-days.

5. One who has the charge and manages the

affairs of an estate ; a bailiff, land-steward. Obs.

exc. Sc.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. viii. (1634") 187 If any
idle Factor or Bayliffe doe devoure his masters substance.

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. C1855) 17 That he
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retein in his own hand his fuctjr's fie. 1683 /'eunsylv.
Archives I. 54 W™ Pickering of y

r Province factor, .to one
Growden. 17M Wodrozu Corr. (1841) II. 672 Call for as
many copies as you want., from Mr. M'Ewens factor. 1804
J. Bristed Pedestrian. Tour I. 230 Lord Kinnaird's factor,
or bailiff-steward. 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 326 The
Steward, Factor as the Scotch call him, used to send letters
and threatenings. 1885 Act 48 Vict c. 16 § n It shall not
be lawful for any assessor, .to be employed as a factor for
heritable property or land agent.

b. A person legally appointed to manage for-

feited or sequestered property. Sc.

1690 Acts ofSederunt 31 July, The factor shall be lyable
for annualrentofwhat rents he shall recover. 1753 Stavart's
Trial 153 The sole offence taken atGlenure, was his acting
in the quality of factor on the forfeited estate of Ardshiel.
1885 R. Bkll Hand~bk. Law Scot. § 1480 To take measures
for the preservation of the estate . . by the appointment of a
judicial factor.

c. U. S. Law. (See quot.)
1878 Drake Attaclim. ied. 5' § 451 In Vermont and Con-

necticut, he [the garnishee] is sometimes called is. factor,
and the process [of garnishing], factorizingprocess.

II. 6. Math, One of two or more numbers,
expressions, etc., which when multiplied together
produce a given number, expression, etc. Also,
common, primary', prime fat tor, for which see the

adjs.

1673 Kkrsey Algebra 1. iv. (1725) 15 The Quantities given
to be multiplied one by the other are called Factors. 1780
Hutton in Phil. Trans. LXX. 408 For that zy may be
positive, the signs of the two factors z t\\\&y must be alike.

1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) II. vn. i. 305 Error
in either factor must involve error in the product. 1881
Maxwell Elcctr. <y Magn. I. 1 Every expression of a
Quantity consists of two factors or components.
7. trans/. An element which enters into the com-

position of anything ; a circumstance, fact, or in-

fluence which tends to produce a result.

1816 Coleridge Lay Serm. 339 The reason, .is the science
of the universal, having the ideas of oneness and allness as
its two elements or primary factors. 1845-6 Trench Huh.
Lecl. 1st Ser. i. 14 This Hook, .is so essential a factor in the
spiritual life of men. 1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer 77
The first factor in the making of a nation is its religion.

Factor (fa.''kta.i), v. rare. [f. prec sb.J

a. intr. To act as a factor or agent. In quot.

Jig. b. trans. To deal with .goods, money, etc.)

as a factor ; in Birmingham and Sheffield use, to

procure goods as a factor does (see prec. 4 c .

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. § 70. 527 The Pope, .had
his pipes and conducts to cunuay this stench into this land,
and the wealth of it backe in lieu thereof. Which was now
so factoured by bis Chaplaine Martin, that, etc. 1621 S.
Ward Happiness ofPractice 44 Send your Prayers and good
Workes to factor there for you. 1692 [see below]. Mod.
{Sheffield^, He manufactures a few articles, and factors the
rest.

Hence Fa'ctored ppl. a.. Factoring vbl. sb. and
.///. a.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vm. xlvi, A carrion crow he
i> . . the devil's factoring knave. 1692 .Settle Triumphs
Loud. Ded., Chaffering or Factoring have been thought so
unnecessary Preliminaries in dealing with Sir John Fleet,
that [etc.]. 1883 Birtn. Daily Post 11 Oct., The Hardware
Factoring Business. 1886 19/A Cent. Aug. 244 Articles
sold under other local designations in Loudon and all

over the world are the ' factored ' work of Birmingham
craftsmen.

Factorage (fa-ktored^. Also 7 -idge. [f.

Factor sb. + -age. Cf. 1\ factorage.]

1. The action or professional service of a factor
;

the action of buying or selling (goods^ on commis-
sion. Also attrib.

1670 Sir T. Culpepper Secess. Abating Usury 8 Trading
with our own stocks, honest Partnership, and discreet Fac-
torage. 11734 North Lives II. 367 A celebrated house
of factorage in Constantinople. 11834 Lamb Mr. Liston
Misc. Wks. (1871) 406 Satisfied with the returns of his
factorage. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VI. xx. vi. 143 Him-
self once a Preacher, but at present concerned witli Factor-
age of Wool on the great scale.

2. Commission or per-centage paid to a factor on
goods purchased or sold by him.
1613 F. Robarts Revenue ofGospel 100 Carriage, factor-

age, impost and custome. 1622 Malynes.4«c\ Law-Merch.
in Hee that exceedeth his Commission shall lose his Fac-
toridge. 1721 C. King Brit. Merch. III. 214 To engross
the whole Profit of Commission and Factorage to them-
selves. 1809 R. I.angford Jntrod. Trade 70 Factorage is.

per Quarter. 1852 M CULLOCH Diet. Comm., Factorage.

.

is at ^o frequently charged at a certain rate per cask, or other
package.

f 3. The place of business of a factor ; an agency.
1679 Plot Staffordsh. (16S6) 108 The Cheesmongers of

London have thought it worth their while to set up a Fac-
torage here, for these commodities [butter and cheese].

4. collect, a. The whole body or assemblage of

factors: see Factor j^. 5. b. The sum total of

constituent elements : see Factor sb. 6.

1849 Tait's Mag.X.\l. 12/1 The importance of the factor-

age was raised enormously in their own esteem. 1887 V.

Robinson Netv Kelig. Med. 127 These, were the factorage
analyzed, might crop up as constituents seldom absent.

Factordom (farktoidsm). rare- 1
, [f. Factor

sb.z, 4- -dom. 3 The system of management by factors.

1888 Scot, Leader -zo Jan. 4 He lets some light into factor-

dom that will not lie relished.

+ Factoress. Obs. Also 7 fact'ress. [f. as

prec. + -ess.] A female factor or agent.
1608-11 Br. rYu.L Epist. v. 1. (1627) 363 Still the Deuill
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begins with Eue. .Marcion had his factoresse at Rome.
1638 Ford Fancies 111. iii, Your fact'ress hath been tamp'ring
for my misery. 1668 R. L' Estrange Vis, Qtttv. (1702' 190
"I'hese are our best Fact'resses, we have for doing Bus'nesses.
17ZZ Lond. Gaz. Xo. 6094,3 Mrs. Ann Harland . . Coal-
Factoress.

Factorial fa?kt<>'rial), ay and si. [f. as prec.

+ -(l)AL-l A. adj.

1. Math. (See quots. and B a.)

1817 Penny Cycl. IX. 155 The term factorial expression
has been in some instances applied to an expression ofwhich
the factors are in arithmetical progression, i860 Boole
Calc. Fin. Diff. 6 The term in which they [' factorials' in
Boole's sense] are involved is called a factorial term. 1867
Oalbraith Algebra {ed. 3) 396 Factorial functions. . If the
function consist of equi-difierent factors.

2. Of or pertaining to a factor (sense 4).
1881 BLACKIE Lay Serm. v. 177 Large farms and factorial

management have formed together an unholy alliance.

B. sb. Math. [In V.factorielle,]

a. gen. The product of a series of factors in

arithmetical progression. In later usage some-
times with wider sense : The product of a series

of factors which are similar functions of a variable

that changes by a constant difference in passing
from any factor to the next. Cf. Faculty 2 c.

(Boole Calc, Fin. Diff. 6 defines the word as meaning each
of the factors composing such a product, and usesfactorial
term for what other writers call a factorial.)
1816 Herschel in Lacroix's Dtff. <y Int. Calc. App. § 370

Any quantity of the form ax*+bx*—l+etc. maybe resolved
into factorials, 1845 Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 559 Arbogast.

.

proposed to call the different cases of _r« «* by the name of
factorials. 1867 Galbraith Algebra (ed. 3) 397 To find the
difference of a factorial.

b. spec. The product of an integer multiplied

into all the lower integers.

For example, the factorial of 6 (written symbolically
[6_ or 6 !) isOX 5X4X3X2 = 720. Factorial.-, are of frequent
use in the investigation of Permutations and Probabilities.

1869 J. J. Raven Ch. Hells Camh. 11881) 77 The number
of changes that can he rung on a peal of bells is the factorial

of the number of the bells.

Factorial, a.* rare. [f. Factoky + -al.]
' Pertaining to a factory ; consisting in a factory \

1864 Webster refers to Buchanan. 1885 Science VI. 100
The advisability of. .securing a limited district for a.,
'factorial establishment' for American citizens in that
region [the Kongo country!

Factorize (farktoreiz), v. [f. as prec. + -izk.]

1. trans. {U.S. Law. In Vermont and Con-
necticut, mGabnish,
1864 in Webster, 1878 [see Factor sb. 5 c.].

2. Math. To break up (a quantity) into factors.

Factorship (fse-ktojjip . [f. as prec. + shjf.]

The office or position of factor (senses 3, 4).

1599 Hakluvt I'oy. II. 162 What you shall doe in Turkic
besides the businesse of your Factorship. 1611 Coti;k.,

A factorship; or, the dutie and charge of a factor, foe-
tureric, factorerie. a 1657 K. Loveday Lett. (1663) 188
My friend, .had happily pleased my Lady L. in his Factor-
ship. 1730-6 in Bailey 'folio*. 1834 H. Miller Scenes
•v Leg. xxiv. (1857)342 In a few years after he had appointed
him to the factor^iip he disposed of all his lands. 1885
Mauch. Exam. 7 Jan. 4/6 ,£2,294 8s\ yi. had accumulated
during his factorship.

fig. 1888 Pall MallG. 2 Oct. 7/2 A class which contributes
pretty largely to the factorship of immorality and sin.

Factory (farklori). Also 6 7 factorie. [repr.

med.L.factor ta,f. factor: see FACTOR. Theproxi-
mate source is uncertain : the word is found in

several of the Romanic langs. : It. fattoria, Sp.

factor/a, Vg.fcitoria ( 1 5 5 1 in the original of our
first quot.) ; Fr. has factorerie (Cotgr. 161 1\ f. as

Factor + -erie -ery ; also, factorie app. adopted
from some foreign lang. In senses 4-5 referred to

the type offaclorium place or instrument of making
^recorded in sense 'oil-press*), i.face're to make.]

1. An establishment for traders carrying on busi-

ness in a foreign country ; a merchant company's
trading station.

158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedas Com/. E. Ind. .\\i.

54b, To the intent hee might remaine in the Factorye with
the Factour. 1613 PvKCHASPi/gritnage vu.vii. §3.573 Here
[Sofala] the Portugals haue. .a Fort and Factorie of very rich

Trade. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1692/1 The total subversion of
their Factory at Amoy. 1701 Charter Soc. Prop. Gospel,
The maintenance of clergymen in the Plantations, Colonies
and Factories of Great Britain, 1772 .Mad. D'Akblay Early
Diary 3 Feb., He is chaplain to the British factory at St.

Petersburg. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 84 Van-
couver.. the main factory of the Hudson's Day Company.
1861 Pattison Ess. (18801 1. 39 Long before .. the Hanse..
fixed their factories in Lisbon.

fig. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt, 11. 34 All those that seek to
bear themselves uprightly in this their spiritual factory.

attrib. 1804 Valentia Voy. <y Trav. (18091 '• v". 372 The
factory-house is a chaste piece of architecture.

f2. The body of factors in any one place. Obs.
1702 \V. J. Bruytts Vov. Levant vi. 18 The three Statues

were. .sent, .by the French Factory to Paris. 1777 W.
Dalrympi.ic Trav. Sp. <$• Port, exxv, I feasted, .with the
consul and factory.

3. The employment, office, or position of a factor

;

factorship. (Chiefly 6V. : cf. Factor sb. 5.) Also,

letter offactory — 3 b.

1560 in Tytler Hist. Scot. 1. xx. (1864) III. 328 No disposi-

tion of factorie shall be made by [— contrary to] his advice.

1594 Sc. Acts yas. VI (1816)64 I'iueis personis. .hes maid

FACTOTUM.
1 dyuer>s bandis, oblig;itionis, leltres of factorie. 1631 T.
Powell Tom All Trades 35 The Merchant Royall. .corner
to his Profession by travaile and Factory- X7S2 G. Drown
in Scots Mag. (1753) Nov. 555/2 He. .accepted the factory
of the estate. 1869 Act 32-3 Vict. c. 116 § 3 A conveyance
. .for the purposes of such estate or trust, or factory.

b. A document investing another with the au-

thority of a factor or agent.
1640-1 Kirkcudbr. IVar-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 134 The

factorie granted be Gilbert Drowne of Bagbie to Johne
Browne, merchand. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair s A utobiog.
xii. (1S48) 380 He. .gaue a factorie to his son-in-law, to go
over with Forther and agent that business.

T 4. The action or process of making anything.
1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 864 These reasons, .are far from

satisfactory, T' establish, and keep up your Factory. 1678
Ibid. in. ii. 1446 Gain has wonderful Effects, T'improve the
Factory of Sects.

5. A building or range of buildings with plant
for the manufacture of goods ; a manufactory,
workshop; 'works'.
1618 UssniiR Let. to Camden 8 June, The Company of

Stationers in London are now erecting a Factory for Books
and a Press among us here. 1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain
«y Gl. 307 The spacious factory of the manufacturer. 1878
Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ. 63 Somebody must settle whether
the factory is to work for. .ten. .or eight hours a day.

b. Iransf. and_/^.
1618 Middlktom Peacemaker Wks. 1886 VIII. 326 Come

then to the factory of Peace, thou that desirest to have life.

1682 Sir T. Browmb Car. Mor. (17161 21 Our corrupted
hearts are the Factories of the Devil, which may he at work
without his presence. 1847 Emerson Poems, Monadnoc
Wks. (Bohn) I. 433 Factory of river and of rain; Link in the
alps' globe-girding chain. 1856 — Eug. 'Traits, Univ. ibid.

II. 91 Oxford is a Greek factory, i860 0. W. Holmes P?vf
Breakf-t, x. 216 This was no common miss, such as are
turned out in scores from the young-lady-factories.

6. attrib. ^sense 5), as factory-girl, 'hand, -in-

spector, -man, -people, -spinner, -village. Also
factory acts earlier factories acts), the statutes 42
Geo. III. c. '73 (1802 , 3 Sc 4 Will. IV. c. 103

(1833), and various lattr acts, passed for the regu-

lation of factories in the interest of the health and
morals of the persuns employed in them ; factory-

cotton ',U. S.), unbleached cotton cloth of home
manufacture, as opposed to imported fabrics ; also

called factory and domestic.

1845 Geo. Mcrkay Islaford 143
''

Factory-girl, who. con-
trives to sport a cotton parasol, 1850 Lylll 2nd Visit U. S.
II. 300 There had recently been a strike of the factory girls.

1858 Simmonus Diet. Trade, *Factory-hand, .a person em-
ployed about a mill. 1846 M'Cui.j.och Ace. Brit. Empire
1 1854) I. 699 The appointment of ^Factory Inspectors has
been productive of the greatest advantage. 1845 BuDD
Dis. Liver 349 The patient, a "factory-man, forty-seven

years of age, 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, H'calth\v'V.s.

1 Bohni II. 71 Roberts destroyed the ^factory spinner.

1841-4 — Ess., Poet ibid. I. 161 Readers of poetry see the

factory-village and the railway.

Hence Pactoryship - P actokship.
1836 Eraser's Mag, XIV. 511 He who shot Sir Alexander

Boswell is. .duly fitted with a factoryship.

Factotum i,fcekt<7n-tiJm
N

. [ad. med.L. factotum

A.fac, imper. oi faxere to do + totum the whole) in

phrases Johannes Factotum, Dominus Factotum,

Magisterfactotum, whicli appear to be renderings in

etymological equivalents of Romanic expressions

= 'John Do-evcrything', 'Mr. Do-Everything* ; cf.

It.fa il tutto,fattutto of similar formation. These
phrases are found in 16th c. in Eng., and Frere Jean
Factotum ;Pare ^1590% Dominus Factotum also

in Fr. ; their source has not yet been discovered.

The word factotum without the prefixed words is

used in German (as ncutersb.) from 16th c. (Grimm
cites 1* ischart 1 579% and in Fr. and It. from 1 7th c]
1. fa. In L. phrases: Dominus factotum, used

for ' one who controls everything , a ruler with

uncontrolled power
;
Johannesfactotum, a Jack of

all trades, a would-be universal genius, f b. One
who meddles with eveiy thing, a busybody. C. In

mod. sense: A man of all-work ; also, a servant

who has the entire management of his master's

affairs.

1566 Gascoigne Supposes in. iv. (1572) 31 He had the dis-

bursing . . of al my masters affaires . . he was Magister Jae
totum. [Ariosto 1525: erafa il tutto. \ 1584 R. Parsons
Leicester's Commw. 65 Throughout all Kngland my L. of

Leycester is taken for Dominus fae totum. 1592 Greenk
Groats 7V. IVitKiv, Being an absolute Johannesfae totum
[he] is in his owne conceit the onely Shake-scene in a Coun-
trey. 1618 S. Ward Serm. Exod. xviii. 21-22, 65 Is

there no mean between busibodies and tell-clockes, between

factotum Riidfay't ueant t 1630 B. Jonson NtW lun II. ii,

Tip. Art thou the dominus? Host. Fac-totum here, sir.

i66a Koulis Plots of Saints (16741 278 Robert Passellew.

.

was dominusfac totum in the middle—amifat nihil towards

the end—of the reign of Henry III. 178a Cowper Lett. 18

Mar., The garden where I am my own fac-totum. 1834

Miss MirroKD Village 1st Ser, (1863' 9 The pensioner and
factotum of the village, amongst whom he divides jus ser-

vices. 1863 Miss Bkaddon Eleanor's Vict. III. ii, 25 A
buttar, or factotum,- for there was only one male servant in

the house.
attrib. 1859 G. MeMDTTH R. Fevercl xi, The small fac-

totum footman.

f 2. Printing', see quots. Obs.

1681 Blolnt Glossogr. 255 Factotum signifies among
Printers, a Border in the middle of which any Letter of the



FACTRIX.

Alphabet may be put in for use, and then taken out. 17*1-

1800 in Bailey. 1813 in Crabb Techno I. Diet.

Hence ractotumship, the office of a factotum.
1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 345 During the

long time of their Dominus fac-totum-ship, in whole Chris-
tendom.

Factrix (firktriks). rare- 1
, [f. Factor, after

Lat. analogy : see -trix.] = Factoress.
1870 H. Scott Fasti Scot. Eccles. V. 204 Lady Forbes

factrix for her son.

Factual (fie*ktbtf£l), a. [f. Fact sb., after the

analogy of Actual.] Pertaining to or concerned
with facts ; of the nature of fact, actual, real.

a 1834 Coleridce Note* Southefs Life Wesley (1858) n.

8 That I should quench the ray and paralyse the factual
nerve, by which I have hitherto been able to discriminate
veracity from falsehood. 1846 Whewkll Syst. Morality
iii. 58 We can never present the Factual part ot a Fact,
separate from the Ideal part. 1846 De Quincey Antigone
of Sophocles Wks. XIV. 211 Any direct factual imitation,

restingupon painted figures, .would have been no art what-
soever. 1884 R. F. Burton Book ofSword 201 Our factual

knowledge of Mesopotamian civilisation.

absol. 1876 W. Alexander Bampton Leet. v. (1877) 144
The facts and the history are Jewish ; but there is a typical

in the factual.

Hence Factually adv., in a factual manner ; as

matter of fact.

1852 PvLSPORD tr. Mutter's Chr. Doctr. Sin I. 28 The
universal moral condition of the human race, as it factually

exists. 1884 R. F. Burton Book of Sword 149 Nilotic al-

legories and mysteries which the vulgar understood factually

and literally.

Factum (fae'ktiJm\ [a. L. factum : see Fact.
Cf. K. factum.']

1. CivilLaw. ' A person's act or deed ; anything
stated or made certain' (Wharton 1848 .

2. A statement of facts, or of the points in a case

or controversy ; a memorial. [After Fr. legal

use.]

vmGe&tl. Mag.YJiAW. 587 An action was brought against

M. de Voltaire, and an odiousfactum was drawn up in the
printer's name. 187Z W. H. Jervis Gallican Church I. xiii.

440 The cures of Paris and Rouen put forth a series of fac-

tums or memorials. 1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 349/1 Not..

a

novel nor an historical monograph, but an elaborate factum.

t 3. Math. The product of two or more factors

multiplied together. Obs.

X748 Hartley Ofaerv. Man 1. iii. 351 When the Factum
of the proper Powers of all the Quantities is so. 1817 II.

T. Colf.brooke Algebra xvii, A factum of two unknown
quantities.

Facture (farktiiii). Now rare. [a. F. fac-
ture, ad. L. factf/ra, f. faccre to make. The po-

pular Fr. form isfailure: see FEATURE.]
1. The action or process of making (a thing).

Cf. manufacture.
1580 Barf.t Alv. M 50 The facture, or making ot a thing.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. n. 41 The facture or framing of the
inward parts. 1661 Cowley Prop. Adv. Exp. J'hilos. ii,

Professors Resident shall be bound to study and teach, .the

Facture of all Merchandizes. 1671 Maynwarisg A>ie. <y

Mod. Pract. Physick 15 There is no other way of progress

. .but this ofpreparation and manual facture. 1888 Whistu-u
in Sat. Rev. 26 May 821 A new class who discovered the

cheap, and foresaw fortune in the facture of the sham.

b. The result of the action or process ; the thing

made ; creation.

1647 J. Mayer Comm. Eph. ii. 10 We are his facture,

created in Christ Jesus unto good works.

2. The manner or style of making (a thing) ; con-

struction, make ; workmanship.
1423 Jas. I KiiigisQ. 1, Bountee, richesse, and wommanly

facture. 1616 Chapman Homers Hymns, To I 'ulean (1858)

109 Vulcan, .whom fame gives the prize For depth and fac-

ture of all forge-devise, i860 Reade Cloister $ H. I. 73,

I thought not all the goldsmiths on earth had so much gold,

silver, jewels, and craft of design and facture. 1883 Sat.
Rev. 24 Nov. 667 The facture [of a literary work] of Mr.
Lewis Morris, .has been generally creditable.

||
3. Comm. = Invoice. A Fr. sense: perh. never

used in Kng.
1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1864 in Webster.

t FaxtuS. Math. Obs. rare. [a. Au.factus ? sc.

Humerus)i
pa. pple. masc. otfaccre to make.] The

product of two or more numbers or expressions
;

= Factum 3.

1669 Newton in Rigaud Cor. Sci. Men II. 282 The factus

of their denominators will be b5 +iob'-t-35 b:(+5obb + 24b.

Facty (fe-kti), a. [f. Fact sb. + -y *.] Full

of facts.

1883 Pali Mall G. 2 Nov. 5 1 A 'facty' article on 'The
Political Condition of Spain'. 1884 Ibid. 4 Dec. 5/1. 1890
Ibid. 3 Feb. 2/2.

I! Facula (faekitfla). Astron. Chiefly pi.

faculae (fae-kii?li"J. [L. facula, dim. of fac~cm,

fax torch.] One of the bright or luminous

spots or streaks on the surface of the sun, as dis-

tinguished from the dark spots or maculx.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey), Facula, a little Torch:

Among Modern Astronomers, Facalx, are certain Bright
or Shining Parts, which they have sometimes observed
upon or about the Surface of the Sun. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. II. 415 When they disappear, they are generally con-

verted into facula? or luminous spots. 1858 Herschel Out-
lines Astron. led. 5) § 388 Strongly marked . . streaks, more
luminous than the rest, called facula:. 1881 Stokes in

Nature No. 625. 595 Sometimes facula? will break out at

the surface of the sun where there is no spot.

[f. prec. + -ar.] Of
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Facular ,farki7/lai;

or pertaining to facula?.

1882 Proctor in Knowledge II. 419 Facular streaks of
great splendour can be seen. 1884 — in Longm. Mag. Apr.
592 Large portions of the facular regions.

t Fa'CUlence. Obs.-° [f. next: see -ence.]

Brightness, clearness.

1727-36 in Bailey. 1775 in Asn.

t Fa'Culent, <?. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. med.L.

faculent-us, f. fax torch : cf. luculcntus, f. lux.~\

Giving forth light like a torch ; bright, clear.

1560 Rolland Crt. Venusia. 589 Vergill. .In Latin toung
was most faculent, Xane mair pregnant, facund nor emi-
nent. 1656-81 Blount Glossogr. 1721 in Bailey.

Faculous (fa:ki//bs), a. [f. L. facula (see

Facula) + -ous.] Consisting of facula? ; of the

nature of facula.1 .

1868 B. Stewart in Macm. Mag. July 251 The facu-

lous mass seemed to be giving out its end. 1869 Spectator

3 July 786 The intense brilliancy of the faculous ridges.

Facilitate (fse'k&te't), v. rare. [f. L. facul-
iat-cm : see Faculty and -ate 3 7.] trans, a. To
invest with authority, empower, b. To authorize.

1648 J. Goodwin Right fy Might- 21 Whatsoever, .por-

tendeth mine and destruction to the lives of men. .is facili-

tated by him [God] .. to transgresse a Law without guilt

of sinne. 1878 Baking-Gould Myst. Suffering iii. 41 The
gift of life facilitates the enjoyment of life.

Facultative (faekwlt^tiv), a. [a. F. faeuU
tatif, ~ives

f. L. facultatem : see Faculty and
-AT I YE.]

1. a. Of enactments, etc.: Conveying a ' faculty*

or permission
;
permissive as opposed to compul-

sory ; hence of actions, conditions, etc. : Optional.
1820 Ann. Reg. 11. 718 In forming these quotas, neither

the facultative departmental centimes, nor the communal
centimes shall be taken into account. 1839 W. O. Manning
Law of Nations v. vii. (18751 3S7 Creating what is called

'occasional', 'accidental' or 'facultative 'contraband. 1861
M. Arnold Pop. Ednc. France 50 What was., to use a
French expression, facultative to the communes, what .

.

they did or not as they liked. 1881 Times 1 July 0/6 'J he
great schools, .treat classics as obligatory, and science as
merely facultative. 1884 Q. Rev. Apr. 403 Permit even for

the Latin clergy a facultative celibacy.

b. tram/. Used by scientific and philosophical

writers for : That may or may not take place, or

have a specified character.

1874 Llwf.s Probl. Life «y Mind I. 139 The Facultative
Actions are those which .. are .. neither inevitably nor
uniformly produced when the organs are stimulated, but .

.

take sometimes one issue and sometimes another. 1875 II.

Walton Dis. Aiv62iThe facultative [hypermetropia] is pre-

sent when object scan be accurately seen at any distance. 1884
Sy.t. Soc. Lex., Facultative hypermetropia . . those cases
of hypermetropia in which objects at an infinite distance

can be distinctly seen both with and without convex glasse>.

2. Of or proceeding from a faculty.

1866 J. Maktin'kau Ess. I. T54 Every facultative activity

that goes out from me. 1888 — Study Relig. I. 1. i. 55 A
purely inward process, viz. the play of an a priori faculta-

tive activity with the matter of our sensitive passivity.

Hence Facultatively adv. rare, in a faculta-

tive manner or degree, contingently.

1877 Garnsf.y tr. De Bary's Fungi 360 Certain faculta-

tively parasitic, .species of Moulds.

Facultied ^fae-k,eltid\ a. [f. Faculty-*- -ed^.]

a. That is accredited by a faculty, b. Furnished

with a faculty or special capacity.

1837 WhiTTOCK Bk. Trades (1842) 379 The facultied stu-

dents from Edina. 1862 Thorsbcry Turner II. v. 163
Turner was a great single facultied man.

f Fa'cultive, a. Obs. [f. as prec. +- -iyk.]

Ot or belonging to the faculties.

1643 R. O. Man's Mort. iii. 15 This Facultive Guift, or
Natures endowment. Ibid., Could there be a Facultive
subsistence, .without its body.

Facultize (fark#lt3iz\ v. [f. as prec. +-IZE.]

trans. To endow with faculty (see Faculty i c).

Hence Fa*cultized///. a., endowed with faculty
;

practical, shrewd.
1872 Littlf.dale in Contemp. Rev. XX. 13 We.. need

what the Americans call 'facultized' women. Not merely
capable women, educated women.. but such as have ca-
pacity trained into practical efficiency.

Faculty (fre'k#lti\ Forms: 4-6 faculte, (5
facultee\ 5-7 facultie, 6- faculty. [ME.faculte,
a. F. faculte, ad. L. facultat-cm power, ability, op-
portunity, also resources, wealth, f. facilis easy
(cf. early L. facuI adv. =facile easily).

Facultas and facilitds (see Facility) were originally
different forms of the same word; the latter, owing to its

more obvious relation to the adj., retained the primary
sense of 'easiness', which the former had ceased to have
before the classical period.]

I. * The power of doing anything ' (J.).
1. Of persons : An ability or aptitude, whether

natural or acquired, for any special kind of action
;

formerly also, ability, ' parts', capacity in general.

Sometimes (influenced by sense 4) used to denote
a native as opposed to an acquired aptitude.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xv. 59 To her youen the facultee
and power for to reherce and saye alle thinges that sholde
come in her mouthe. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk.

I
Camden) 7

M. Lewins extemporal faculti is better than M. Becons
is. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 128 The facultie

and use of well writing. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. viii. 68

FACULTY.
There is no kind of faculty or power in man or any other
creature, which can [etc.]. 1605 Camden Rem. 11 Many
excelling in Poeticall facultie. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil.
Treat. Hj Behaviour, .which if a man of but common faculty

doe imitate, he makes himselfe ridiculous. 1636 Massingkr
Bashf. Lover iv. i, The heavenly object, .would, .force him
Ovid] to forget his faculty In verse. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 95 F 3 This Faculty of Weeping, is peculiar only to
some Constitutions. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 141 T 6,

I devoted all my faculties to the ambition of pleasing them.

1795 Mason Ch. Mus. iii. 204 Music, though in one sense

an Art, yet is in another a natural faculty. 1829 CaRLVLE
Misc. (1857) II. 1 Were will in human undertakings synony-
mous with faculty. 1836 Joliusoniana 238 The faculty of
teaching inferior minds the art of thinking. 1853 Lynch
Svlf-Improv. iii. 68 Every self-improving man lias faculty

enough to become a good reader.

fb. A personal quality ; disposition. Obs.

c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 89 They
knew the king's faculties, c 1610 Sir J. MELVIL Mem.
(1683) 30 The Queen Mother knowing his [the King of
Navarr'sJ faculty. 1613 ShaKS. lien. ITU, 1. ii. 7 :, I am
Traduc'd by ignorant Tongues, which neither know My
faculties nor person.

c. General executive ability, esp. in domestic

matters. (Chiefly U. S., but current colloq. in some
circles in England.)
1859 Mrs. Stowe Minister's Wooing I. i. 2 Faculty is

Yankee for sazreirfht're, and the opposite virtue to shift-

lessness, 1884 J. 1). Whiting in Harper's Mag. Oct. 741, 1

Lizzie had 'faculty', and proved a notable housekeeper.

f 2. Of things : A power or capacity ; an active

quality, efficient property or virtue. Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos i. 14 The sterres had no faculte ne
power.. to enlumync the sayd place. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 143 It passeth the faculty of our barbarous
tonge to expresse ony of them. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. cvi.

296 Lovage, in facultie and vertues doth not differ much
from I.igusticum. 1601 Shaks, Jut. C. 1. iii. 67. 1620

Venner I'ia Recta v. 87 It is.. of a penetrating, cooling

and detersiue faculty. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 49 The Elec-

trical faculty of Amber. 1707 Curios, in Hush, fy Card. 167

I Nitre is of great Use. .in Regard to its Faculty of contribut-

ing, .to the Propagation of Plants.

i* b. One of the ' mechanical powers \

1641 Wilkins Math. Magiek 1. iii. 11648' 13 Of the first

Mechanical faculty, the Ballance. Ibid. vii. 43 That which
is reckoned for the fourth faculty, is the Pulley. 1663
Charleton Chor. Gigaut. 60 Leaver, Roller, Wheel, Pulley,

Wedge, and Screw, .fundamental Faculties ofMechaniques,

C. Math. A function of the form #!?«!#, i.e.

x{x + a) (x+2a) \x+$a).. to m factors. See

Factorial 1J a.

(Introduced c 1798 by Kramp, who afterwards withdrew
it in favour of Arbogast's term factorial. The word has

since been revived, but is less frequent in English than in

Continental use.]

1889 Chkysiai. Algebra II. 374 Any faculty can always
be reduced to another whose difference is unity.

3. An inherent power or property of the body or of

one of its organs ; a physical capability or function.

a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 637 And taking teith famvlit hir

faculte That few folk mycht consaue her mvmling mowth.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. Interpr. strange Words,
There ben thre faculties, .whych gouerne man, and are dis-

tributed to the hole bodye . . namely animal, vital, and
natural. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 324 The bodie, and
theabilitiesot'the same, whiche are called corporall faculties.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass viii. (1664) 100 The Spirits.

.

impart a faculty to the nerves of sense, and real motion.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 406 If the arteries bee dilated

by a faculty, then are they contracted by their grauity.

Ibid. 612 The Visiue Facultie. . the Faculty of Hearing.

1656 Bramhall Replie. i. 5 Sensibility and a locomotive
faculty are essential! to every living creature. 1684 tr.

Boners Merc. Compit. 1. 9 If the Faculty of the Guts
be slow .. and dull, they must he involuntarily excited

to motion. 17*9 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 42 A man
may use the faculty of speech as an instrument of false

witness. 1741 Chambers Cycl. s.v., To account for the act

of digestion, they [die antient philosophers] suppose a di-

gestive Faculty in the stomach. 1875 Jowett Plata ied. 2*

III. 362 Sight and hearing, for example, I should call

faculties.

4. One of the several * powers' of the mind,

variously enumerated by psychologists: e.g. the

will, the reason, memory, etc.

(By phrenologists applied to the congenital aptitudes sup-

posed to be indicated by the cranial ' organs ' or ' bumps :

e.g. 'language', 'imitation', 'constructiveness'. This use

has greatly influenced popular language.)

1588 Fracmce Laiviers Log. 1. i. 2 That ingraven gift and
facultie of wit and reason. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat.

66 When we are born, who knowes whether, .we shall have

the faculties of reason and understanding? 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 11. xxi. (1695) 126 The Understanding and Will,

are two Faculties of the mind. 1726 Butler Serm. Wks.

1874 II. 27 You cannot form a nction of this faculty, con-

science, without [etc.]. 1785 Reid Int. Penvers 369 The
faculties of consciousness, of memory, of external sense, and
of reason, are all equally the gifts of nature. 1830 Mac-
kintosh Fth. Philos.Wks. 1846 I. 159 The Moral Faculty

. . is intelligibly and properly spoken of as One. 1839 Ld.

Brocgham Statesm. Geo. Ill, Loughborough (ed. 2> 44
Changes . . effected while the monarch's faculties were asleep.

1859 Mill Liberty (18651 34/2 No need of any other faculty

than the ape-like one of imitation. 1885 F. Temple Retat.

Relig. $ Sc. ii. 46 Our personality, .is centred in one faculty

which we call the will.

f 5. Pecuniary ability, means, resources; posses-

sions, property, sing. and//. Also atlrik, as in

faculty tax. Obs.
1382WYCHF Gen. xxxi. 14 Han we eny thing of residewe

in faculteis and erytage of the hows of oure fader? —
Tobit i. ?s Tobie is turned aseen to his hous, and al his
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faculte restorid to hym. 1490 Caxton How to Die 11

Wylt thou the thynges that thou hast taken be by the
restored after the value of thy faculte. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. 1. 620 The faculties This house is seised of. 1649
Alcoran 47 Restore to them [Orphans] their faculties, and
devour them not unjustly before they be of age. 1781
Gibbon Decl. fy F. II. 28 If so heavy an expence surpassed
the faculties or the inclination of the magistrates, .the sum
was supplied from the Imperial treasury. 1792 A. Young
Trav. France 104 The prices.. are beyond their faculties

and occasion great misery. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace iii.

Wks. VIII. 356 We raise no faculty tax. We preserve

[tread presume] the faculty from the expence.

II. Kind of ability ; branch of art or science.

t 6. A branch or department of knowledge. Obs.

In this sense the word is used to render the Med. L.

facultas-dr. h\!v<xp.\.<; used by Aristotle for an art or branch
of learning.

1384 Chaucer H. Fame \. 248 To speke of love? hyt
wol not be ; I kannot of that faculte. i 1400 Test. Lore II.

(1560) 282 b/2 All the remnaunt beene no genders but of
grace, in facultie of Grammar. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vi.

ccxiv. 232 Y" whiche I remytte to theym that haue ex-

perience in suche facultie. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet, (1580I 30
The greate learned clerkes in aT faculties. 1598 F. Meres
in Shaks. C. /'raise 22 In this faculty the best among our
Poets are Spencer. .Daniel, etc. a 1661 Fuller Worthies
11840! III. 335 Books written in all faculties:—Grammar.

.

Poetry. . History [etc.]. 1757 Burke Ahridgm. Eng. Hist.

11. ii, He brought with him a number of valuable books in

many faculties.

7. spec. One of the departments of learning at a

University. Hence /Jean of a Faculty.
When four faculties are mentioned, those intended are

Theology, Canon and Civil Law, Medicine, Arts, of which
the first three were called the Superior Faculties. Logic,

Rhetoric, Astrology, Surgery, Grammar, and (in the English
Universities) Music are occasionally spoken of as Faculties,

and degrees could be taken in them ; but the Masters teach-

ing these branches did not form distinct bodies as those
mentioned in sense 0.

[c X184 Gikaldus Cambreksis De Gestis 11. i. iRollstl. 48
LTbinam in jure sluduerit. . Preceptor auteni ejusdem in ea
facultate. Ibid. 11. xvi. Rolls I. 73 In crastino vero doc-

tores [hospitio susctpit] diversarum facultatum omnes
)

1387 Trevisa liigdeu 'Rolls) VI. 259 Whan eny man is

i-congyed bere to commence in eny faculte. 1482 Monk of
Evesham (Arb.) 97 In connyng of dyuynyte as in other

lyberals facultees. 1581 M LLCASTER Positions xxxvii. (18871

162 This man, whom I now prefer to this degree, in this

facultie, 1641 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 29 The. . Professor.

.

in Latin demanded, .to what Faculty I addicted myself.

1649 J. H. Motion to Pari, Adv. Learn. 27 We have
hardly Professours for the three principall faculties. 1835
Malden Orig, Univ. 5 This faculty [of arts] originally

constituted the whole university [of Paris]; and the faculties

of theology, law, and medicine, were not added till a later

period. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 114 In col-

leges, properly so called, the head will be the dean of his

faculty. 1875 Edin. Univ. Calendar 37 The Chairs of the

University are comprehended in the four Faculties. The
affairs of each Faculty are presided over by a Dean. 1879
M. Arnold Irish Cathol. Mixed Ess. 101 At Bonn there is

a Protestant faculty of theology. 1892 Durham Univ.
Calendar cxii, Degrees in the Faculty of Music.

8. In a more extended sense : That in which any

one is skilled ; an art, trade, occupation, profes-

sion. Obs. exc. arch, or Hist.
£-1386 Chaucer Prol. 244 For unto swiche a worthy man

as he Accordeth nought, as by his faculte. To haven with
sike lazars acquaintance, 1494 Fabyan Chron. 11. xlvi. 29
A cunnynge musician ; the whiche, for his excellence in

that facultie, was called of the Brytons God of Glemen.

1503 Act 19 lien. VIIy c. 11 The facultie of Bowyers (is]

almoste distroyed. 1529 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App.
xiv. 253 No persone . . shall take . . any . . Straunger, to

occupy the facultie of Barbery or Surgery. 1576 Fleming
Panopl.Epist. 163 They leiide listening eare, to. .slaunderers

. . have them in high . . favour, who professe that facultie.

1605 Rowlands Hell's Broke Loose 14 By facultie at first,

I was a Taylour. 1675 Art Conientm. vii. § 6. 214WC .rely

upon men in their own faculty. We put our estates in the
lawyer's hand, our bodies into the physician's. 1687 Con-
UBEVB Old Bach. 1. i, Wit, be my faculty and pleasure my
occupation, 1703 T. N. City <$ C. Purchaser 208 A. .Soap-
boyler, dwelling without Aldgate. .and. .another Gentleman
of the same Faculty . . in Southwark. 1839 Alison Hist.

Europe I. ii. §66. 184 They . .proposed to abolish all. .crafts,

faculties, apprenticeships, and restrictions of every kind.

1841 Stephen Laws Eng. I. 7 To gentlemen of the faculty

of physic the study of the law is attended with some im-

portance. 1853 Marsden Party Pun't. 388 Doctors in the

University and the three learned faculties.

9. The whole body of Masters and Doctors,

sometimes including also the students, in any one

of the studies, Theology, Law, Medicine, Arts.

The use of the Latin word in this sense originated at some
period in the 13th cent. ;

quot. 1255 indicates a use inter-

mediate between this and sense 7.

[1255 in Chartularium Univ. Part's (1889) I. 278 Nos..
magistri artium. .propter novum et inestimabile periculum,

quod in facultate nostra imminebat. 1325 Title 0/ Decree
in Munimenta Acad. (Rolls) I. 117 Quod facultas artium

plene deliberet de tractandis in congregatione generali.]

c 1425 Wyxtoum Chron. vm. iv. 241 pai studyusly De matere
in bare faculteis Sowcht. 1673 Ray Joum^ Ltnu C. 17 The
several Faculties are distinguished by their Habits. 1687
Land. Gaz. No. 2275/3, 24 Doctors of the several Faculties,

the two Proctors, and 19 Masters of Arts. 1774 Warton
Hist. Eng. Poetry I. Diss. ii. 11 Louis the eleventh, .bor-

rowed the works of the Arabian physician Rhasis, from the

faculty of medicine at Paris. 183a tr. Sismoudi's Hal. Rep.
vii. 152 The faculty of the Sorbonne. .was acknowledged to

be the first theological school in Europe.

10. trans/. The members of a particular pro-

fession regarded as one body : a. of the medical

profession Jn popular language ' The Faculty*).

i

1511-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, C. 11 Calling to them such expert
persons in the said Faculties [of Physicians and Surgeons].

1529 More Com/, agst. Trio. n. Wks. 1185/2 One of the

i

most cunning men in y ' faculty. 1638 T. Whitaker Blood
i ofCrape Pref. 2 The faculty deserveth the patronage of a

\
Prince. 1699 Garth Dispeus. iv. 11730) 101 A zealous Mem-
ber of the Faculty. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762)

p. xiii, We must do something to oblige the Faculty. 1840
1 Hood Up the Rhine 14 Fat bacon.. was once in vogue
I amongst the Faculty for weak digestions, 1884 Gilmock
' Mongols 186 Their own faculty have no remedy for this

I

disease.

b. Sc. The Faculty (also the Dean and Faculty')

I of Advocates.
17x1 Act Faculty Edin. 18 July in Lond. Gaz. No. 4887/3

I

The Dean and Faculty of Advocates understanding, that

several malicious Reports have been rais'd. 1848 Wharton
j

Law Lex., Faculty ofAdvo-atcs, the college or society of
!

advocates in Scotland, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. (1869) ill.

iii. 145 A great part of the Faculty of Advocates was ex-

pelled from Edinburgh.

III. Conferred power, authority, privilege.

11. Power, liberty, or right of doing something,

conferred by law or permission of a superior.

Faculty to burden : Sc. Law ''see quot. 1809' 1
.

1534 in W. H. Turner Select Ree. Oxford 128 They would
clere take away from the Chaunceller all faculty to banish.

.

!

eny townesmen. 1605 Shaks. Mac/'. 1. vii. 17 Duncane Hath
borne his Faculties so meeke. 1681 inPicton L'poolMunic.
Rec. (1883^ I. 271 Usinge the facultie of a freeman. 1752

\ Carte Hist. Eng. III. 345 Pole, .laid aside the marks of his

legatine authority and abstained from the exercise of his

faculties. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames viii. 259 Care
has been manifested in. .divesting Power of the Faculty of

Abuse. 1809 Tomlins Law Did. s. v., In the Scotch law .

.

a faculty to burden is the power or right of charging an
estate with a sum of money. 1824 J. Marshall Const.

Opin. (183QI 320 The charter of incorporation . . gives it [a

bank] every faculty which it possesses. 1865 M. Arnold Ess.

Crit. x. {1875)422 Something anti-civil and anti-social which
the State had the faculty to judge and the duty to suppress.

b. A dispensation, license : csp. Feci, an au-

thorization or license granted by an ecclesiastical

superior to some one to perform some action or

occupy some position which otherwise he could not

legally do or hold. Court of Faculties : a court

having power to grant faculties in certain cases.

Master of Faculties : the chief officer of that court.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen. V/ll, c. 21 § 3 The Archbishop of

Canterburie. .shall haue power and authoritie. .to giue..

dispensations, compositions, faculties, grants, rescripts [etc.].

1591 Lambarde Archcion ' 1635 it The Court of Faculties,

for Dispensations. 1607 Cowel Interpr. s. v., An especiall

officer, .called- the Master of the faculties. 1662 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Ord. Deacons Pref., None shall be admitted a
Deacon, except he l>e Twenty three years of age, unless he
have a Faculty. 171a Prideaux Direct. Cti.-wardens (ed. 4*

75 The Bishop can grant Faculties for the building, .ofthem.

1843 Act 6-7 Vict. c. 90 § 8 The .Master of the Faculties.

.

is hereby, .empowered to issue Commissions [etc.]. 1857
FroL'de Short Stud., Monast. (1867) 282 An abbot able

to purchase, .a faculty to confer holy orders. 1869 Times

I

16 Mar. 12/4 This was an application . . for a faculty or

license to make some alterations in the interior of the

church. 187a Phillimore Blunt'S Church Law iv, i. 263
1 Private rights to particular seats, conferred by a faculty, i.e.

1 alicense from the ordinary. 1885 Mozley Remin. II. Ixxv.

70 The faculties, .did not assign pews to persons.. hut to

persons and families residing in certain houses.

IV. 12. attrib. a. sense 11) asfaculty-court,
'

-office, b. (sense 7) asfaculty -place. C. (sense 10)

j
as faculty-composition, -habits, -influence; also,

faculty-pew, -seat, a pew or seat in a parish

church appropriated to particular persons by a

faculty: cf. sense 11
; f faculty-tax, a property

or income tax.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 97 An wholly professinn.il

and 'faculty composition. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 11. xi. 568

The *Faculty Court, belonging to the Archbishop^ of Can-
terbury. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 97 Professional and
"faculty habits. 1791 Mackintosh Vina. Gall. Wks. 1846

III. 64 This *' faculty influence ', as Mr. Burke chooses to

phrase it, was not injuriously predominant. 1715 Kersey,
* Faculty-office. 1881 Diet. Eng. Churchm. 354 AIL. pews
other than *faculty pews in an ancient church are the com-
mon property of the parish. 1682 Pkideaux Lett. (Camdent

123, I hope by this you are secured of a "'faculty place, .and
advise you to thinke of takeing your T)n degree in laws as

soon as you can. 187a Phillimore Blunt's Church Law \\.

1. 263 matg., No jurisdiction in "'faculty seats. 1766 Hist.

Europe in Ann. Reg. 45/2 Besides a "faculty-tax upon all

personal estates. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII.

356 Land and offices only excepted we raise no faculty tax.

t Fa'CUXld, sb. Obs. Forms : 4-5 facoundve,

facund(e, 5 faciund, faconde. [ad. Y.faconde.

semi-popular ad. L. flcundia, f. fdcundus (see

next).] Eloquence.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xi. 4 paire facunde & baire skilles

ere of bairn self. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 85 Rhetorique,

whose facounde Above all other is eloquent, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 3748 He was. .of faciund full faire, fre of his speche.

t 1440!Secrees (E.'E.T.S.) 127 t>echastite of daniel.be ffaconde

of ysae. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 346/4 The. .moste plenty-

nous wysedome of facunde and spekyng.

FaCUnd (farktmd, fak/nul), a. arch. Forms:

4-5 facond(e, 4-6 facouud e, 6 facunde, 6-

facuud. [ME. faconde,facounde, ad. OF. facond,

ad. h. fdcundus eloquent, f.fdriio speak.]

1. Eloquent ; also _/(£., said of beauty, etc.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Pontes 521 With facound voys
seyde, * Holde your tonges there'. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

230/1 Martha was ryght facounde of speche. 1303 Hawks

Examp. Virt. iv. 43 [They] were endued with facounde
pulcrytude. 1530 Lyndesay Test. PaPyngo 710 3our facunde
wordis fair. 1586 Ferse Blaz. Gentrie 27 Poets and excel-

lent musicions whose braines being not moy.ited with the

iuyce of Bacchus.. be nothinge plenty nor facund. 1610
Clusters Tri. Joy's Speech £9 The powerfull tongue of
facund Mercury. 1721-1800 in Bailey. -

1859 I. Taylor
Logic in Thtol. 179 The learned and the facund Jerome, .is

our authority.

t 2. Inspiring or promoting eloquence. Obs.

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. n. xl, The facund well and hill

of Helicon.

1 Facundate, z>. Obs.~° [f. Facunde. +
-ate 3,] trans. To make eloquent.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 169* 1732 in Coles.

iFaCundie," Obs. rare~ l
. \&c\.\J.fdcnndia.']

-- Kactnd sb.

1447 Bokenham Scyn/ys (Roxh.) 167 For the facundye
wych she oysyd there.

t Facirndious, a. Obs. [f. h.fdcundia (see

Facund sb.) + -ous. Cf. OF. faeondieux.] Of
persons : Gifted with fluent speech ; eloquent, glib.

Of speech : Copious, fluent.

1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 11. xv, Of speche ryght facundious.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. Prol. 4 O prudent Gower in lan-

gage. .moost facundyous. 1534 \Vhitinton Tuilyes Offices

1
n. 1 1540) 102 The crafte of eloquence, .[isjmore facundyous.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. 408 Our facundious Fooles. 1656-

1

81 in Blount Glossogr. 1721-66 in Bailey.

Hence + Pacundiously adv., eloquently. Obs.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. 37 Vet Elocusion. .The mater
exorneth right well facundyously. 1624 Heywood Gunaik.
n. 75 Eloquentlie to speake, and facundiouslie to delate of

that thing.

1 Factrndity. Obs. Also 6 facundite. [a.

OF. facondite, ad. L. fdcunditdl-em, f. fdcundus :

see Facund a. and -itv.] Eloquence.
1530 Palsgr. Epist. 8 The naturall inclination . . unto

eloquence and facundite. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. 11. 76
Mercury, .begets eloquence, facunditie, and elegancie or

speech. (71652 Brome Queen in. vii, Upon my facundity,

1 an elegant construction. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide (MS.)
ii. 739 Eve. .reproaches him. .With suitable facundity.

Facy (.h/isi). Obs. exc. dial. [f. Face sb. +-Y.]

Characterized by * face' ; insolent, impudent
1605 B. Jonson Volpone 11. ii, These, .facy, nasty, .rogues.

1887 Darlington Folk-sp. S. Chesh. 182, ' I should ha' tnowt
nowt at doin' summat for him if he hadnur ha' bin so facy.'

Fad(faxl), sb> dial.

1825 Brockett Gloss. A' C. Words 66 Fad,faud, abundle
of straw, twelve of which make a thrave. 1863 Robson
Bards of Tyne 135 Aw' thowt aboot the fad o' straw.

Fad (fed 1, sb.* [Etym. unknown; widely current

in dialects (chiefly midland', and thence recently

adopted in general use. Cf. next vb ]

1. A crotchety rule of action ; a peculiar notion

as to the right way of doing something ; a pet

'project, esp. of social or political reform, to which
exaggerated importance is attributed ; in wider

sense, a crotchet, hobby, 'craze*.

1834 Br. Fraser in Hughes Li/eiiB8y) 14 Uncle need not

fuss himself about the Doctor becoming a Bishojp, as it is

all a fad. 1867 TkolloI'E Chron. Barset II. Ixxxii. 363 She
may take up some other fad now. 1881 Miss Bkaddon
Asp/t.xxx. 339 The Engadine is the last fad of the moneyed
1 lasses. 1884 Itinft. Loud. Ne^vs 22 Nov. 491/z Sloijd. .the

last new 'fad '.

2. A fussy, over-particular person. Only dial.

1877 in A\ IV. Line. Gloss. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.

Word-bk. 138 'Everybody toud me as I should never stop

ooth sich a noud fad.'

3. Comb, fad-monger, one who deals in fads
;

fad-mongering ppl. a. ; fad-mongery.
1883 Sat. Rev. No. 1452. 238 Measures of the kind dear to

the fadmonger. 1885 Ibid. 24 Jan. 104/2 The. .asceticism

dear to his fad-mongering friends. 1890 Guardian 1 Oct.

I
1527/3 ' Fadmongery ' or 'faddism' is. .becoming, .a ram-

I pant and ridiculous craze.

Fad (f«d\ v. Chiefly dial. [Belongs to prec.

I sb. ; it is not certain which is the source of the

I other. Cf. FlDJAD v.] intr. a. dial, i^seequots.'.

b. nonee-use. To advocate * fads '.

1847 Halliwell, Fad, to be busy about trifles. 1879

Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 138 'The poor owd
Maister canna do much now—ony fad-about a bit.' 1890

I
Sat. Rco. 27 Sept. 383/2 We have . . a warning against

listening to faddists, fad they never so charmingly.

Hence Fadding///. a.

1864 Field'28 May 383 To condemn us old hands as finical,

priggish, fadding.

Fad : see Langfad, Obs. Sc., long boat.

Faddish (fe'dij^, a. [f. Fad sb* + -ish.] a.

Of persons : Addicted or given to fads, whimsical.

b. Of things : Of the nature of a fad.

1855 Rouinson Whitby Gloss., Fondish or Faddish, adj.,

shallow in point of intellect, whimsical. 1881 M rs. C. Praed
Policy <5- P. II. 194 Never was there such a faddish creature.

1891 Athensum 31 Jan. 148/1 The faddish extremes of some
composers.

Hence Paddishness.
1884 Pall MallG. 5 Dec. 1/2 If only they give up faddish-

ness. 1889 Sat. Rev. 16 Feb. 184/2 Political faddishness.

Faddism (fcediz'm). [f. Fad sb* + -ism.]

Fondness for fads ; a disposition to pursue fads.

1885 Spectator 19 Sept. 1221 It will, .annihilate faddism.

1890 Guardian 1 Oct. 1527/3 ' Fadmongery ' or 'faddism '.

Faddist (fedist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.] One
who has a fad ; one who indulges in fads.
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1883 St, James's Gaz. 21 Apr. 4 The faddists will not be

deterred by such a trifle as that. 1886 Sat. Rev. 3 Apr. 455
He is a very fair specimen of the modem faddist Radical.

Fa*ddity. [f. as prec + -ity.] =Fad sb:- 1.

1892 Sat. Rev, 23 Jan. 92/1 It is one of the many pet little

faddities of this overweening sect.

Faddle (fte'dl), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Cf. Fad
v. and Fondle, Dandle, etc.]

1. trans. To make much of (a child"), pet, caress.

1688 Miege Fr. Diet. 11 To faddle a Child, caresser un
Enfant. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1881 Evans Leicester
Words 144 ' His mother had use to faddle him a deal.'

2. intr. ' To trifle ; to toy ; to play' (J.).
X7SS iu Johnson. 1761 Mrs. F.Sheridan Sidney Bidulph

I. 204,1 thought, .to have faddled away a good while longer.

1879 Miss Jackson Shro/>sh. Word-bk., Faddlc-a/ter, to
pay minute attention to a person, to be solicitous about—
and complying with—fads. .' Pessy's a rar' place up at the

owd 'all ; nuthin 'ardly to do but faddle-after the Missis'.

Hence Paddler, one who faddles ; Paddling-

fpl. a., trifling, pettifogging.

1883 J. \V. Sherkk At Home $ in Ind. 8 It [the garden]
was divided into faddling beds. 1884 Pall MallG. 30 Oct.

5/1 The critic who gratified Mr. Stevenson by calling him
a 'faddling hedonist '. 1888 Sat, Rev. 7 Jan. 19 It is to be
hoped that it contains a much smaller percentage of faddlers.

Faddle (f^'d'l),^. dial.vx colloq. [f. prec. vb.]

1. Nonsense, trilling; usually Fiddle-faddle.
1850 in Bamford Gloss. S. Lane, 1892 Mrs. H. Ward

D. Grieve I. 26 Oh, is they? Then I spose books is faddle.

2. (See quot.)

1881 Evans Leicester Words, Faddle ah., a fanciful per-

son ; either fastidious in trifles or devoted to some particular
hobby.

Faddom, obs. f. of Fathom.
Faddy (fardi), a. (and sl>.) Chiefly dial, and

colloq. [f. FAD sb. + -v.]

1. Of persons and personal attributes : Occupied
with fads, particular about trifles, crotchety. Of
things : Of the nature of a fad, taken up as a fad.

1824 Mrs. Sherwood Waste Not 1. 11 She is so faddy.
1885 Sat. Rev. 21 Feb. 238 The local sanitary official may
be crotchety and 'faddy'. 1885 Kendal Mercury 30 Jan.
6/4 Such a faddy thing as the planting of trees at this place.

1888 McCarthy & Praed Ladies' Gallery II. vil. 112

A faddy old book -col lector.

2. sb. = Fadja .- 2.

1887 G. R. Sims Mary Jane's Man. 239 It's bad enough
to be under a real missus who is a faddy.

Hence Faddiness.
1865 Cornlt. Mag. May 621 The extreme faddiness of the

old falconers.

t Fade, sb.1 Obs. [f. the vb.] The action of

the vb. Fade.
(11300 Cursor M. 23513 iCott.) Frenscip par es, wit-vten

fade [sc. in heuin]. 1775 Harris Pkilos. Arrangem. Wks.
(18411301 [A slain hero and a flower just gathered have] the

same drooping head, the same lifeless fade, the same relicts

of a form that was once fair and flourishing.

Fade (£*d), sb.'* dial. [? f. Fade »J] Mould
(on cheese); oftener blue-y green-fade.
1884 Holland Chester Gloss. , Green-Fade, blue mould in

cheese. 1887 Darlington F'olk-speechS.Chesh., BlueJade.

t Fade, sb. :i Obs. Also 6 faid. a. A company
of hunters, b. ? The leader of the hunt.

1513 Douglas /Ettcis iv. iii. 56 Quhen .. the rangis and
the faid on breid Dynnis throw the gravis. 1536 Bellkn-
deN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 205 Quhen the faid bad brocht

in the wolf afore the houndis, the skry arais, and ilk man
went to his gam. 1567 Sempill Inclination of King in

Ballates (1872* 2 The faid also rycht feitlie could he set.

1606 Uirnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 25 The formest [ship].,

doth fuir before with lantern and flag, as fade whom the

rest should follow.

t Fade, a. 1 Oh. Also 4 fede, 5 fadde.

[Etymology unknown ; the senses assigned are

somewhat uncertain, and perh. the examples do
not all contain the same word.]

1. Strong, doughty, brave, powerful. Also, of a

thing : Great, large.

1-1320 Sir Tristr. 153 pe kni^tes pat wer fade, pai dede
as rohand bade. Ibid. 2474 In pat forest fede I'ristrem

hodain gan chast. C1340 Gaiv. <$ Gr. Knt. 149 He ferde

as freke were fade, a 1400 Sir Fere. 616 Ther was no
mane that durste hym lett, Thofe that he ware fadde. Ibid,

1 165 The childe sawe that he was fade, c 1400 Rowland
<y O, 1420 Full fele Sarazenes felle bay fade.

2. ? Cruel, ? hostile.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24025 (Cott.) J>e folk pat was sa fade

[v. r. fad] O clai bai kest at him be dote, And laiked wit

him sitisote. a 1400 Sir Perc. 1440 If I sle hym, or he me,
That never }it was fade?

Fade (&'<*), «.a Also 3 vad, 5 faed. [a. F.

fade vapid, insipid, dull, faded ; according to M.
Gaston Paris {Mem. de la Soc. de Ling. I. 90)

repr. L. vapidum (see Vapid) ; cf. OF. rade :—L.

rapidum, mattssacie :—L. male sapidum.
The great difficulty is the anomalous representation of L.

v by J\ the apparent parallel in OF. feiz i;mod. fois) :

—

vicem is questionable, the/ in that case being prob. due to

sentence-combination. The ordinary view that fade de-

scends from X^./atuum foolish, also insipid (whence Pr.fatz
fern. Jade, in same senses^ is inadmissible on phonological

grounds; but it is possible that early confusion with this

word may have given rise to the change of v into/._ No
OF. *vadc has been found : if it existed it would explain the

Eng. vade, var. of Fade z 1., which is otherwise difficult to

account for, as the Eng. dialects that have v for /usually
retain /in Romanic words. Cf. Fr. dial. (Lyons) vadou
(fern. vadoussi\ repr. L. type *vapidosn»i^

Vol. IV.

+ 1. Of colour, etc. : Dull, pale, wan, sombre.

Obs. exc. arch.
c 1290 .V, Eng. Leg. I. 318/672 Of fade [MS. Ilarl. No.

2277 vad] color of hard huyde. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 891
pi faire hewe is al fade. 1393 GoWER Con/. I. 173 The
nettle, .maketh hem [roses] fade and pale of hewe. < 1399
Pol. Poems (1859) II. 7 The day is gone, the nygth is clerk

and fade, c 1430 Syr Gener. 1288 With angry hert and
colour fade. C1460 Totvneley Myst. 225 Thyn een .. lost

thay have thare light And wax alle faed in fere, c 1500 Blow-
hot$ Test. 23 in Hazl. F. P. P. I. 93 His evy countenaunces
and his colour fade. 1854 Syd. Dobell Balder xxiii. 127
Tears Grow in the fade eyes of the relict world.

t 2. Faded, feeble, languishing, withered. Obs.

1303 R. Brunme 11andI. Synne 3220 I'roude wymmen..
bat are so foule and fade, That make hem feyrere than God
hem made Wyp oblaunchere. 13.. Leg. Rood ( 1871 ' 66
pare groued neuer gres, ne neuer sail, Bot euermore be.,
falow, and fade. 1388 Wyclif Ecclits. xL 12 Ther is a
man fade. 1540-54 Choke Ps. (.Percy Soc.) 30 All ben
cleane put out of place That my sowle trobled, and ben
fade. 1613-31 Primer Our Lady 18 Our sence here fraile

and fade. 175a Berkeley Thoughts on Tarwater Wks.
1871 III. 493 Tar-water . . may extract . . from the clay a

fade sweet ishness.

|| 3. [mod.F. fade (fad).] That has lost taste;

insipid, commonplace, uninteresting.

'Some of the early instances may be the Eng. word in fig.

use of 2.

1715 M. Davies Allien. Brit. I. 195 Fade and unsavoury
Anglo-saxon turns of thinking and speaking, 1775 Mad.
D'Arblav Early Diary 3 Apr., Mr. Nesbit . . is a younjj
man infinitely fade. 1813 Mar. Edgf.worth Patron. (1832)
I. xvi. 261 Simplicity had something too fade in it to suit

his taste. 1824 Westm. Rev. I. 556 A picture at once
crude, coarse, and fade [sic]. 1834 I-'raser's Mag, X. 102

A fade and vapid style of set-speech compliment. 1862

Athenaeum 25 Oct. 527 Mrs. Opie['sj fade and feeble senti-

mentality.

Hence Fadeness, Obs. rare" 1
. The quality or

state of being ' fade' ; want of vivacity, dullness.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 550 Emily, .was a blonde, .yet

had she none of the fadeness so common to such a com-
plexion.

Fade (b\7id), v. 1 Forms: a. 4-5 fade(n, (4
fate), 5-6 faid(e, 6 feid, 4- fade ; 0. 5 6 vade.
[a. OY.fade-r, {.fade Fade a.2]

1. intr. Of a flower, plant, etc. : To lose fresh-

ness and vigour ; to droop, wither.
a. 1340 Hamtoi.e Pr. Consc. 697 For a flour pat semes fayre
and bright Thurgh stormes fades, c 1465 12 Lett. 45 in Pol.

Ret. fy L. Pocmsii866) 2 An R for the Rose bat is fresche

and wol nat fade. 1578 Gude % G. Ball. (18681 83 Lyke the
widderit hay sone sail they faid. 1610 Niccoi.s Winter
Night (cont. Mirr. Mag.) 556 The barren fields, which
whdoine flower'd as they would neuer fade. 1667 Milton
P. L. in. 360 Elisian Flours.. that never fade. 1704 Pope
Autumn 29 Ye trees that fade when autumn-heats remove.
Ibid. 69 The garlands fade, the vows are worn away. 1859
Tennyson Lotus-eaters 82 The flower. .Ripens and fades,

and falls.

&. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn Hv. 212 Life began to

vade. 1578 Lytic Dodoens v. lxxix. 648 The leaves, .do not
vade and perish. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim. 613 1

Tne state of this worlde. .is flitting, and euer vading. 1597
Geraru Herbal \. xxxii. § 2 (1598) 43 When the flowers be
vaded, then followe the seedes.

Jig. c 1400 Rom, Rose 354 Faded was al hir beaute.
1500-20 Dunbar Contempiatioun'w, Thy youth, Sail feid

as dois the somer flouris. 1655 Nicliolas Papers (Camden)
II. 261 Our expectation of the breach betweene the crowne
of France and Cromwell . .is fadinge. 1696 Tate & Bkady
Ps. xvi. 11 And Joys that never fade. 1828 Mrs. Hemans
Graves Household 23 She faded 'midst Italian flowers. 1878
B. Taylor Deukalion 11. iii, Honors fade unworn.

f 2. To grow small or weak ; to decline, decay,

fail, or faint ; to shrink, lit. tmdfg. Obs.

1388 Wyclif Josh, xviii. 3 How longe faden ge hi cowar-
dise. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. iii. (1495) 443 A
manere ryuer that . . fadyth in drye weder. c 1450 in Pol.

Rel. <5- L. Poems (1866) 114 pou art b° lufe bat neuere sal

fade. 1526 PUgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 6 b, The heuenly
rychesse, that neuer shall fadene fayle. 1529 More Com/,
agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1212 The faith shalbe at that tyme so
far faded, that [etc.]. 1585 I. B. tr. P. Viret's Sch. Beastes
Cb, With the touch thereof [poyson] her heare, her eares,

and nose, did fade.

f3. trans. To weaken ; to deprive of freshness

or vigour ; to corrupt, taint. Oh.
1 1400 Test. Love 1. (1560)272/2 Ne death, ne no manner

travayle hath no power myne heart so much to fade, c 1400
Destr. Troy 9188 A ffrele woman me fades, c 1425 Wyn-
toun Cron. vn. i, 60 Set pow hawe fadyt pi Lawte. c 1440
York Myst. i. 132 Sum ar fallen into fylthe bat evermore
sail fade bam. 1775 [see Faded///. a.\

4. intr. Of colour, light, or any object possessing

these qualities : To lose brightness or brilliance

;

to grow dim, faint, or pale. Also with away.
n ' [1303 R- Brunne Handl. Synne 9295 Hys wrytyng was

alle to-fade.] 13. . /Yrtr/(Gollancz) ixxxvii. 6 A parfyt perle

bat neuer fatez. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 109 The mone is

somedele faded, a 1400-50 A lexander 5309 ' Qui fadis so pi

faire hew?' said be faire lady. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1.

vi, When the day gan faide. 1483 Act 1 Rich. I//, c. 8
Preamb., The Colours made with the which Orchell. .faden
away, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xviii, Thy eternal summer
shall not fade. 1718 Freethinker No. 63. 53 The strongest
Colouring will fade. 1783-94 Blake Songs Innoc.^ Nurse's
Song 13 Go and play till the light fades away. 1801
Southey Thalaba xii. xv, Dimmer now it [the flame] fades,

and now is quench'd. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xi. 74 Light
. . deepening at one extremity into red, and fading at the
other into a pure ethereal hue.

1471 Riplev Comp.Alch. Pref. in Ashm.fi652) 127 Colour
whyen wyll not vade.

Jig. 1792 Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1. 88 When nature fades
and life forgets to charm. 1836 Emerson Nat., Prospects
Wks. (Bonn) II. 172 When the fact is seen under the light

of an idea, the gaudy fable fades. 1876 E. Mellor Priesih.
v. 208 The old Dispensation faded away in the dawning
light of the New.
5. trans, fa. To lose brilliancy of {colour\

Obs. b. To cause to lose colour ; to dim, dull,

wither. Now rare.

1559 Cavill in Baldwins Mirrour/or Magistrateship})
B iv a, The fresshest colours soonest fade the hue. 1598
Marston Pygmal. iv. 154 So haue I seen the march wind
striue to fade The fairest hewe that Art, or Nature made.
1658 Dryden ('. Cromwell xv, No winter could his laurels

fade. 1744 E. Heywood Female Spectator \ 17481 I. 272 Ill-

nature, .swells the lip, fades the complexion, contracts the
brow. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852 II. 587T0 brighten or
fade their colours. 1839 Longfellow Hyperion Prose Wits.
(r886) II. n. iii. Si The early autumn gives to the summer
leaves a warmer glow, yet fades them not. 1864 X. Haw-
thorne Crimshawe's Secret xi. (1883) 133 Tapestry, or
carpet.. still retaining much of the ancient colors, where
there was no visible sunshine to fade them.

6. intr. To pass away or disappear gradually;

vanish, die out. Also with away.
a. 1590 Si'enskk /'. Q. 1. v. 15 He stands amazed how he

thence should fade. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 155 Like
this insubstantiall Pageant faded. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe
Italian vii, And fades, as if into air, at my approach,^ i8zo

W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 11, I saw the last blue line of my
native land fade away. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 134
Religious animosity, .would of itself fadeaway. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I. vii. 68 Headland after headland, .until they
faded into the mysterious North. 1876 E.Mellor/V/«M.vi.
279 Other persons and things might fade from their memory.
ft. 1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 35 Thys bodyly welc wyl
sone vade and vanysch away. 1548 Hall Chron. 117 The
glory of thenglishemen. .began. -to decay, and vade awaie
in Fraunce. a 1555 J. Phii.pot in Pagitt Ileresiogr. (164S.)

43 To my great griefe it [a vision] vaded away.

b. humorously iransf To vnni>h mysteriously.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair\x. 540 Florence Scape, Fanny
Scape and their mother faded away to Boulogne.

t c. trans, (causativcly . Obs.

1787 Mirror 295 Those lineaments which time . . had al-

most faded away from her remembrance.

T Fade, v.'1 Obs. rare. [OE. fadian :-AVGen
type *faddjan, f. *fada (OHG. vata) st*te, condi-

tion ; cf. OHG. keunvaion to discompose, con-

found.] trans. To dispose, suit, arrange.

c 1020 Laivs 0/ Cnut, Eccl. xix, And word and weorc
freonda ^ehwylc fadi^e mid rihte. c 1400 Sowdom Bab. 678
He and his sone Sir Ferumbras Here goddis of golde dide

fade, c 1475 Partenay Prol. 164, I . . my witte slial put to

fade In-to other fourme.

Fade, v.^ dial. ' To dance from town to coun-

try '

( W. Cornw. Gloss.).

1846 Spec. Cornish Dial. 19 A passel of maidens, .begin'd

for. .to fade so friskis.

Fade, obs. Sc. form of Feid sb:-

t" Fa'deable, a. Obs. [f. Fade z'.
1 + -able.]

Liable to fade.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 1 1865 SS4 Neither Christ's

i honour nor our thankfulness are fadeable things.

Faded (f?**de<l), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ED*.]

That has lost its freshness and vigour; withered,

decayed, worn out.

1580 Baret Ah>. F 16 Withered, faded, Jlaccidus. 1595
Spenser Colin Clout 27 The fields with faded flowers did

seem to mourne. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 602 Care Sat on his

faded cheek. 1725 Pope Odyss. xx. 64 Her [Nature's]

faded powers with balmy rest renew. 1775 T. Percival
Philos., Med. fy Exp. Ess. (1776) III. 223 Like faded cheese.

1797 Mrs. Radcuvfe Italian xxx'i, (1824) 705 The condition

of Vivaldi, his faded appearance . . were [etc.]. 1820 Keats
Hyperion 1. 90 Old Saturn lifted up His faded eyes, i860

Farrar Ori'g- Lang. vi. 116 Every language is a dictionary

of faded metaphors. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. 177 The
faded glories of Arthur's Court. 1892 Daily News 8 Sept.

6/4 That unenviable cognomen of faded flowers.

Hence Fa'dedly adv.
18. . Dickens (Webster), A dull room fadedly furnished.

Fadeless (f^-dles^, a. [f. Fade v. + -less.]

That is exempt from fading or decay ; unfading.

165a BltNLOWES Theoph. vi. xx, Flow'rs. .Which into fade-

less colours flow, c 1722 Watts Reliq. Juv., Ode DeathSir
T. Abney, Come dress the bed with fadeless flowers. 1796

Colerid<;e To J. Cottle, May your fame fadeless live ! 1852

D. M. Moir Leg. St. Rosalie Poet. Wks. II. 79 Paradise,

Where all is fadeless. 1854 H. Miller Sch. % Schm. xvi.

(i860) 177 A deathless, fadeless ray.

Hence Pa'delessly adv.

1861 H. Macmillan Fooin. Page Nat. 189 The robe of

nature is yet fadelessly green. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur
121 Judah gave each . . a last look . . as if to possess himself

of the scene fadelessly.

Fader, obs. and dial. f. of Father.

Fadge (fssds), ^-x *&*/. and techn. [Etymo-

logy uncertain : it is not clear whether the word is

connected with Fadge v. Cf. OF. fais bundle

(mod.F. faix burden).] A bundle of leather,

sticks, wool, etc. ; a bale of goods.

1588 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees; 1 1. 180 Three hundrethe

and threttene fadges of lynte. 1596 Ibid. 263 One hun-

dredthe nynty and one fadgs, or bundels, of lynt. 1808

Jamieson, Fadge, a bundle of sticks. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade, Fadge, a name amongst leather sellers for a covering

of undressed leather inclosing a bundle of patent or other

valuable leather. 1882 Lane. Gloss., Fadge, a burden, part

of a horse's load. 1883 Ahnondbury Gloss., Fadge, a bundle

of cloth, wool, &c. fitted into a pack-sheet and fastened with

skewers.
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Also ? 6 fage. A largelWU»(fedg),i£.a Sc.

flat loaf or bannock.
a 1609 tr. Iter Camerarii \x. in Skene y?<f. jW«/. (i6oq~)

150 b, All kindes of bread, .that is, ane fage [L.quachetum]
symmeli, wastell. .and bread of tray t. [The older text of the
translation I Recorded.) omits the equivalent of quachetum.\
1719 Ramsay Ep. Hamilton 11. iii, A Glasgow capon and
a fadge Ye thought a feast. 11774 Fkrgusson Farmers
Ingle Poems (1845) 38 A crum O kebbuck whang'd and
dainty fadge. 1808 in Jamieson. 1845 Neiu Statist. Ace.
Scot., Berwickshire 77 Cakes, .of barley meal, baked to a
great thickness and called fadges.

Fadge, sb.'-'> dial. A short fat individual.

a 1765 ' I.il, Thomas $ Fair Anne t' viii. in Child Eng..fy
Sc. Pop. Ball. (1885) ill. lxxiii. 182/2, I sail hae nothing to

mysell Hot a fat fadge by the fyre. 1876 in C. C. Robinson
Mid.Yorksh. Gloss.

Fadge, sbA slang. A farthing,

1789 G. Parker Life's Painter xv. 161. 1812 in J. H.
Vaux Flask Diet. 1873 in Slang Diet. 157.

Fadge (faxl^), v. Also 6-7 fadg, fagge.

[Etymology unknown : first found late in 16th c.

The various uses of the word are substantially identical

with those of the older Fay v. f:—OE. feyin , of which,
however, it can neither be a variant nor a derivative by any
known process. Possibly it may have been a new type
formed unconsciously on the suggestion ofJay and some
word ending in -dge, Cf. Fadge sb. x The close corre-

spondence of the senses with those of Cotton v. 1 is remark-
able.!

fl. inlr. Of tilings: To fit, suit, be suitable.

Const, dat. or to. Also, to agree, fit in with a

thing) ; to agree, go down with ta person). Obs.

1578 Whetstone Promos fy Cass. Pt. 1. v. v, In good
soothe, Sir, tin-, match fadged frim. 1599 Marston See.

Villanie 1. i. 172 How ill his shape with inward forme doth
fadge. a 1618 Sylvester Epist. i. 40 111, mee seems, that

Cognizance doth fadge To such a Coate. c 1622 Fletcher
Lore's Cure 11. ii, These clothes will never fadge with me.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies iv. (1662) 12 'the Study of the Law
did not fadge well with him. 1670 W. Simpson Ilydrol. Ess.

43 You do not.. make it fadge to your purpose. 1681 W.
Roukrtson Phraseol. Gen. {1693) 708 Let men avoid what
fadgeth not with their stomachs. 1711 Brit. Apollo. IV. 2/1

Your Rhimes ne'er will Fadge With us.

f 2. Of persons : To do with, put up with (a

thing) ; to agree, ' hit it ', rub on (with a person).

1592 N.\sffc: Strange Newcs F ij, A new kind of quicke
fight, which your, .siuw-moving capacitie cannot fadge with.

1601 Deacon & Walkek Spirits <y Divels 163 The Exorcist

..faggeth with me now. 1604 Fr. Bacon's Proph. 123 in

Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 272 The merry Crew, That with no
drinke coulde fadge, Hut where the fat they knew. 1639
Sir J. Lenke in Mem. Vern,y Earn. (1S921 I. 209 Mistress

ffaulkner and my lady do fadge. 1643 Milton Divorce
Pref., They shalK.be made, spight of antipathy to facile

together. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. ii. 25 When they thiiv'd,

they never fadg'd, Hut only by the ears engag'd.

fb. To be content or willing, agree, 'make up
one's mind ' to do something. Obs.

1592 Warner Alb. Eng. \ in. xl.i 1612'' 195 For it did many
fadge to fight. 1644 Quahles Sheph. Orac. vii, My rambling
flocks would never fadge to stay Within my pastures. 1655
(iuRNALL Chr. in Arm. v. (1669) 20 1 If you cannot love

naked truth, you will not fadge to go naked for truth.

3. traits, t To fit (the parts of) together (obs.).

Also, Tofadge up : to fit up, piece together, rare.

Cf. Fudge v.

1674 X. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 75 The Watch thus fadg'd

together. 1863 Mrs. Whitney Faith Gartney iv. 28 Frocks
'fadged up' out of old faded breadths of her mistress's

dresses.

f 4. intr. To fit in with or suit the surround-

ings ; hence to get on, succeed, thrive. Of an

event : To come off. Often with indef. subject,

/t, that, this, matters, things^ etc. // woiitfadge

:

it won't act. Obs.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 142 Nothing fadgith,

that with them is at variaunce. 1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi.

xxix. (1612) 145 If gold but lacke in graines, the wedding
fadgeth not. 1608 Merry Devil Edmonton in Hazl. Dods-
ley X. 230 You see how matters fadge. 1615 G. Sandys
fray. 173 The ^Ethiopian Priest first enters (without

whom, they say, the miracle will not fadge*. 1639 Fuller
Holy War v. xv. (1647)255 Why do our English merchants
bodies fadge well enough in Southern aire? 1650 R. Genti-
1.1s Considerations 179 Either the seed doth not fadge and
take root there, or it turnes to poyson. 1675 Wycherley
Country Wife iv. iii. 45 Well, sir, how fadges the new de-

sign? 1694 R. L'Estrange Fables 44 The Fox. .saw it

would not fadge. 1809 Scott in Lockhart A//W1839} III.

195, I shall be impatient to hear how your matters fadge.

1880 //'. Cornwall Gloss. s.v., ' That 'ull never fadge.'

7 5. Of persons : To make things fit ; hence, to

get on, succeed. Obs.

161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Mouldre, Let him that cannot fadge in

one course, fall to another. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Unnat. FathcrViks* IL 136/2 He. .saw that he could not

fadge there [in Holland] according to his desire. 1789
Cow if.r Let. 6 June, We.. have none but ourselves to de-

pend on. .Well, we can fadge,

6. To make one's way ; to jog along ; to trudge.

rare exc. dial. [Perh. a different word.]

1658 R. Fhanck North. Mem. (18211 266 From hence we
fadg to Ferry-Brigs. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v., ' He
goes fadging along '. 1861 Eraser's Mag. Dec- 764 A man
came fadging nimbly after me on a fresh ass. 1870 Barber
Fomess Folk 3 (Lane. Gloss.\ I.. fadged away up Gams-
well. 1876 C. C. Robinson Mid-Yorksh. Gloss, s.v., ' Thou
fadges like an old horse.'

Hence Fadge sb. dial., a slow regular motion,

n jog-trot. Also attrib.

1873 Harland Swatedalc Gloss., Fadge-trot, a jog-trot.

1877 Ross, etc. Holderness Gloss., Fadge
%
a jog-trot. 1878

in Dickinson Cnmberld. Gloss, s.v.

t Pa'dging, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That fits, suits, etc. ; well-matched.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad xxu. 194 He. .much was joy'd that

single strokes should try This fadging conflict.

Fadgy (fos-d^i), a. dial. [f. Fadge sb.- + -v.]

Corpulent, fat, unwieldy.

1847 78 in Halliwf.ll. 1877 in Robinson Whitby Gloss.

t Pa-ding, fadding, si. Obs. [Ktymology
unknown ; the Ir. feaddn (fa'dgn) pipe, whistle,

has been suggested ; but cf. Fade v.^\ The name
of a dance, app. Irish. * With a fading' was the

refrain of a popular song of an indecent character.
1611 Beaum. & Fl. K?it. Burning Pestle in. v, I will have

him dance Fading; Fading is a line jig. 1611 Siiaks. Wiut.
T. iv. iv. 195 He has the prettiest Loue-songs. .with such
delicate burthens of Dildo's and Fadings. 1616 B. Jonson
Epigr. xcvii, See you yond' Motion? not the old fa-ding.

.

Put one more rare. 1633 Shirley Bird in a Cage iv. i,

Under her coats the Ball will be found, With a fading.

167a Jordan Bond. Tri. 13 To the tune of—With a Fadding.

Fading (fri-dirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fade v. ] +-ing'.]

The action of the vb. Fade; also, the period of

decay, fading out', a gradual dying out.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 178 The fading of our dayes.

1617 Hihron Wks. II. 233 Persons .. discontinuing their

attendance herein, .presently manifest a kind of slaking and
fading in good duties. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 95 r 1

That fading in her Countenance. 1875 Whitney Life Lang.
v. 90 We may call it an attenuation, a fading-out.

Pading (f?*din),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2,]

That fades, in various senses of the vb.

1535 Coverdai.k Isa. xxviii. 1 The faydinge floure. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 364 Vadeing shadowes. 1655

Fuller Ch. Hist, 1. iv. § 5 Wonder not that he.. should
wish for fading Water. 1658 T.Goodwin Fair Prospect 37
Like a cupboard of glasses, fair to the eye, but very brittle

and fading. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. x. (1695) 71 'the

Pictures drawn in our Minds are laid in fading Colours.

1804 J. Ghahame Sabbath 5 The fading flowers, That
yester-morn bloom'd waving in the breeze, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. vii. 57 The fading light warned me that it was time
to return.

b. Hot. Of the petals: Withering before fertiliza-

tion is completed.
1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) I. 318 Petals.. per-

manent, but fading.

Hence Fadingly adv., Fadingness, tendency

to fade.

1838 Tail's Mag. V. 36 The cold moonshine fadingly
struggled. 18. . V Keats To—— Poems (1889) 346 Do not

look so sad. .and fadingly. 1654 W. Montagu Deznutt Ess.

xi. § 3 Beautie, the fadingness whereof is the great detector

of our frailtie. 1735 Diet. Potygraphieum, Fadingness is

represented in painting, by a lady clad in green [etc.].

Fadme, -om, etc., obs. ff. Fathom.

t PadoO'dle. Obs. rare~ v

. Something foolish

or ridiculous ; nonsense.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1692) 131 When all the

stuff in the letters are scann'd, what fadoodles are brought
to light.

Fady (fc" ! *di), a. [f. FADE v. + -y \] Tending
to fade, shading off by degrees into a paler hue.

1730 6 in Bailey (folio). C1750 Shenstone Ruin dAbbey
180 The vivid vermeil left his fady cheek. 1763 — Ess.

105 Planted, .with yew-trees, then firs, then with trees more
and more fady. 1775 in Ash ; and in later Diets.

Fae, Sc. var. of Foe.

Faecal f/"kal), a. Also 7-9 fecal, [f. I,.

fac-em,fax, dregs + -AL. Cf. F. fetal.] Belonging

to or of the nature of fceecs, characterized by the

presence of faxes, as infinal abscess,fistula, tumour.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., Lytell celles,

wherin the fecall mater taketh forme. 1613 Hart Arraignm.
Ur. !. ii. 6 Easilier to expell the fecall excrements. 1730-6

Bailey (folio), Ececal Matter. 1775 Nourse in Phil. 'I rans.

LXVL 438 The faecal discharge lessened daily. 187*

Huxley Phys. vi. 155 The characteristic faecal odour and
colour. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 2 An abdominal
tumour may be. .fxcal. iSfySyd. Soc. Lex., Fistula, fiscal,

an abdominal fistula opening into an intestine.

t Pseca'lity. In 7 fecality. [f. prec. + -ity.]

cotter. Frecal matter.

1653 Uro^'hart Rabelais i. iv. 23 O the fair fecality where-

with she swelled.

Faecaloid (frkaloid;, a. [f. as prec. + -old.]

Resembling faeces.

1881 Ql'ain Diet. Med. (Intestinal Obstruction 739', The
vomit is. .faicaloid in appearance and odour.

t Fseca'tion. Obs. [f. next + -ATI0N.1

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex. , Fiecation . . a term in the older chemis-

try for the separation of a deposit from a fluid.

Faeces (frsiz), sb. pi. Forms : 5-8 feoes, -is,

6 fecies, fesses, (8 feeces), 7- faeces, [a. L.

faces pi. offax dregs.]

1. Sediment ; dregs, lees, subsidence, refuse.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 1. 4 Rotun fecis of wiyn. 1527
Andrkw Bruns7vyke's Distyll. Waters B vij, Euery water

shold be cast upon his owne feces. 1594 Plat Je^vell-ho.

11. 40 The Lee or faeces of y ! best sallet oyle. 1655 Cul-
pepper Riverius i.ii. 13 The fecies or residents of the Powder
in the bottom. 174a Lond. <y Country Bmv, 1. (ed.4) 73
The Faeces or Sediment which causes the Fermeutation to

be fierce or mild. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818)

524 Set apart the liquor, that the fasces, .may subside.

2. Waste matter that is discharged from the

bowels; excrement.
1639 Beaumont & Fletcher .1/. Thomas 11. iii Do you

mark the faeces? 'Tis a most pestilent contagious fever.

1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 293 If there be any Acri-

mony in the Fasces. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. i. 06
'the Impressions which the Aliment, Bile, and Fseces, make
upon the villous Coat. 1802 Med. jrnl. VIII. 369 The ex-

pulsion of the fasces. 1872 Huxley Phys. vi. 139 The residue

. .leaves the body as the fasces.

t Fse'Cical, a. Obs. [f. L. fac-es + -IC + -al.]

= F.ECAL.

1504 Plat Jewell-ho. n. 35 Hee-.did .. also make good
vineger the fa:cicall parte of thereof. Ibid. HI. 10 Fecicall.

Fsecula, fecula (fe-ki;71a). PI. -83. [a. I..

facula crust of wine, dim. cAfax*. see F.eces.

Cf. Y.fccule.
The spellingfecula is now the more common, but is not

in accordance with analogy, as L. words not anglicized in

termination ordinarily retain their original spelling.]

1. * The sediment or lees which subsides from the

infusion of many vegetable substances, esp. applied

to starch* {Syd. Soe. Lex. 1884). Amylaceous

facula : starch. Green facula (Fr. fecute verte) :

see quot. 1800.
1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. v. 146 It is better to use

the powder of the root [of Pasony] than the fascula. 1791
Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing II. 11. 11. ii. 76 The fecula

remaining on the filter he compared to . . Carolina indigo.

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 258 Green Fecula, is extracted
from the juice of vegetables : this green colour is exceedingly
fugitive . . The other kind, called Amylaceous Fecula, is in a
great measure extracted from corn. 1810 Henry Elem.
Chem, (18401 II. 257 The fecula. .is not dissolved, but merely
suspended mechanically. 1858 Carpestkr I'eg. Phys. §691
The bulbs generally contain a large quantity of fecula.

2. Sediment in general, dregs, sing, and //. rare.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art II. 3S5 Astringent
vegetables, .precipitate a fine black fecula from sulphate of

iron. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 411 Linseed oil.,

is. .filtered to free it from fecula;.

Faeculence, -ency, -ent : see Fec-.

Ffflcundity, obs. f. of Fkcundity.
Faein, obs. f. of Fain.

Faerie, faery (fc
T,eri\ sb. {a.) arch. [A

variant of Faiky ; it prob. existed in ME. (cf. OF.
faerie), but its first known appearance is as em-
ployed arch, by Spenser (usually as trisyllable).

In present usage, it is practically a distinct word,

adopted either to express Spenser's peculiar modi-

fication of the sense, or to exclude various tin-

poetical or undignified associations connected with

the current formfairy.]
I. The realm or world of the fays or fairies;

fairyland, fairydom (cf. Faihy^. l). Usually, the

imaginary world depicted in Spenser's Fa&ry
Queene, the personages of which have little or no

resemblance to the * fairies ' of popular belief.

1590 Si'KNStR F.Q.u. Introd. i. None that breatheth living

aire does know Where is that happy land of Faery. 18x8

Siiellky A*tT'. Islam Ded. i, Some victor Knight of Faery.

183s Willis Pencillings II. xlix. 80 A grass so verdant.,

that it seems the very floor of faery. 1870 Mokkis Earthly

Par. 1, 11. 554 Men dreaded there to see The uncouth things

of faerie.

f 2. = Faiky sb. 2. Obs.

161a Drayton Poly-olb. iv. 307 The feasts that vnder-

ground the Faerie did him make,

t 3. =Faihy sb. 4. Obs.

1500 Si'ensrr E. Q. 1. iv. 15 The stout Faerie. .Thought all

their glorie vaine. 1591 — Tears of Muses 31 Thc.light-

foote Faeries. 1634 Milton Comtes 436 No goblinor swart

faery of the mine, Hath hurtful power o'er true virginity.

4. attrib. passing into adj. (never in predicative

use), with sense : Of or belonging to ' faerie \ re-

sembling fairyland, beautiful and unsubstantial,

visionary, unreal. Also Comb., asfaery-land, -tale;

faery-fair, -frail adjs.

1590 Spenser {title), The Faerie Queene. Ibid, 1. Introd.

ii, Lay forth. .The antiuue rolles. .Of Faerie knights. Ibid.

11. Introd. iv, Of faery lond yet if he more inquyre By cer-

tein signes. . He may it find. 1598 Siiaks. Merry W. iv. vi.

20 To night at Hernes-Oke . . Must my sweet Nan present

the Faene-Queene, 1651 Hrome fot'iall Creiv \\. Wks.

1873 III. 417 A House.. built upon Faery-Ground. 1667

Milton /'. L. I. 781 Faerie Elves Whose Midnight Revels

. .some belated Peasant sees. 1804 Wordsw. To the Cuckoo

viii, The Earth . . Again appears to be An unsubstantial

faery place. i8ao Kkats St. Agues viti, Hoodwink'd with

faery fancy. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. v. 11. § 89 The le-

gends of Faeryland. 1868 Lo. Houghton Select, fr. Wks.

174 So faery-frail, so faery-fair. 1890 K. Bridges Shorter

Poems in. v, To taste the faery cheer Of spirits in a dream.

Fafell, var. of Favel, Obs.

t Pa'ffle, "v. Obs. or dial. [Of echoic origin :

cf. maffle ; also dial, faff a puff of wind, faff io

blow in sudden gusts.] a. To stutter or stammer

;

to utter incoherent sounds, b. To saunter; to

fumble. C. Of a sail : To flap idly in the wind.

1570 Levins Manip. 9 To Fame, balbutire. Ibid. 127

Faffil. 1580 in Baret^/t'. F. 19. 1781 in Hutton Tour

to Caves Gloss. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss, s. v.

Fag (teg), *M [f. thevb.]

1. That which causes weariness ; hard work, toil,

drudgery, fatigue, colloq.

1780 Mad. D'Ardlay Diary t, Lett. 13 Apr., This was my
fag till after tea. 1798 Nku>on Lett. (1814) II. 233 As no

fleet has more fag than this, nothing but the . . greatest

attention can keep them healthy. 1847 Mm. Cahlyle Lett.

II. 8 Not worth the fag of going and coming, i860 Dixon

Hist. Bacon x. § 19 The fag and contest of the world.



FAG. 19 FAGGOT.

2. In English public schools, a junior who per-

forms certain duties for a senior. Also traits/, a
drudge.
1785 R. Cumberland Ohserverxcv. § 3, I had the character

at school of being the very best fag that ever came into it.

i8n L. M. Hawkins Ctess fy Gertr. I. 50 She . . finds her-
self in the situation of * a fag ' at our public schools. 1841
Macaulay IV. Hastings Ess. (1851*597 He [Hastings] hired
Impey with a tart or a ball to act as fag. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown I. viii, The. .night-fags had left duty.
trans/, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 115 William Tag,

Thalia's most industrious fag. 1855 Thackeray Neivcomcs
I. 171 The diminutive fag of the studio.

3. attrib. &&fag-day, -partner {cf. faggingpartner
under Fagging ppt. a. \

1828 Aibd in Blackw. Mag, Dec. 7x3/1 A fag partner
at whist when a better fourth hand is wanting. 1885 I'alt

Mali G. 27 May 6/1 Far more exhausting than a fag day
of five hours at Rugby.

t Fag (fseg)j so. 1 Obs. exc, in Comb, and dial.

[.See Fag v.]

1. Something that hangs loose ; a flap. In rjuot.

attrib. See also Fag-END.
i486 Bk. St. Albans II j a, The federis at the wynge next

the body be calde the flagg or the fagg federis.

2. = Fag-end in various senses.

c 1580 J. Chappell Will in Noake Worcestershire Relics

(1877) 34 To his sister-in-law he [a clothier] leaves a ' fagg
'

to make her a petticoat, .to Roger Massye. .a white fagg to

make him a coat, a 1626 Middleton Changeling nr. iii,

To finish (as it were' and make the fagg Of all the Revels.

1659 Fuller App. l»j. Innoc. 1. vi. 5, I have, .presented the

whole Cloath of his Book. .Length and Breadth, and List

and Fag and all. 1775 Ash, Fag. .the fringe at the end of

a rope.

3. dial. a. An odd strip of land. b. Odds and
ends of pasture-grass.
1880 Times 17 Sept. 8/5 The fags along the sides of the

river are being irretrievably damaged. 1884 Lawson Upton
Gloss., Fag, generally Ola Fag, tufts of last year's grass

not eaten down.

Fag (feg)j $b$ [Etymology unknown
;
pcrh.

senses 1 and 2 do not belong to the same word.]

1. A 'knot' in cloth.

1464 Act. 4 Edw. IV, c. 1, En cas que ascune autiel di-

versite ou Rawe, Skawe, cokell ou fagge, aveigne destre en
ascun part des ditz draps. 1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade,
Fag. .a knot in cloth.

2. A parasitic insect which infects sheep ; a

sheep-tick ; hence a disease of sheep. Also, sheep-

fag, dial, attrib. fag-water (see quot.).

1789 Projects in Ann. Reg. 71 Hippobosca ovina, called

ID Lincolnshire sheep faggs. 1877 A7". W. Line. Gloss., Sheep-

fag, a parasitic insect that infests the wool of sheep. 1886

S. W. Line. Gloss., Fag-water, water mixed with arsenic

and soft-soap in which sheep are dipped to kill the ticks.

Pag (fog)j v. [Of obscure etymology; the

common view that it is a corruption of Flag v.

would satisfactorily account for the sense ; see

quot. i486 in Fag sb.- 1. Cf. also Faik v.3]

-j* 1. intr. To flag, droop, decline Jit. and /g.) ;

to fall off, swerve/rom, into. Obs. exc. dial.

1530 pALSGR.543/1, 1 fagge from the trouthe (Lydgatei : this

terme is nat in our comen use. 1563-87 Foxk A.$ M. (1596)
1017/2 His handes fagged downward. 1624 Bp. Hall True
Peace-maker 24W0H be to those partiall Iudges..the girdle

of whose equitie faggs downe on that side where the purse

hangs. 1639 Fuller Holy War 202 Elective States, .often

fagge aside into schismes and factions. 1708-11 G. Mac-
kenzie Lives (1722) III. 292 The Italian attacked him with

such.. Eagerness, that he began to fag, having overacted

himself. 1786 Harvest Rig in R. Chambers Po/>. Poems
Scot. 1 1862 1 44 They never fag. 1878 Cumhrld. Gloss., Fag
. .to hang back.

2. To do something that wearies one ; to work

hard ; to labour, strain, toil.

177a Mad. D'Arblav Early Diary Apr., All day I am
fagging at business. 1794 Ld. Si'ksckr in Ld. Auckland's
Corr. III. 299 Arthur Paget, on whose account I am now
fagging to Berlin. 1829 Scott Jrnl. 19 Mar., I fagged at

my review on Ancient Scottish History. 1859 Dickens '/'.

'Two Cities 11. viii, The Marquis in his travelling carriage

. .fagged up a steep hill. 1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 144 Like

giving up a problem instead of fagging on till it is solved.

1884'L.AWSON Upton Gloss., Fag .. to pull hard as at a
rope.

3. trans. To make (one) fatigued; to tire, weary.

Said of both persons and things.

1826 Scott Jrnl. 9 Apr., I worked at. .correcting manu-
script, which fags me excessively. 1836 E. Howard
R. Reefer xxii, He would fag me desperately at cricket.

1858 IVness Bun-sen in Hare Life II. iv. 235 Correcting

the vast number of sheets that have come, .has fagged him
too much. 1879 Dixon Brit. Cyprus xxvii. 269 No one

cares to fag himself with talk.

4. In Public School phraseology, a. intr. To
be a fag, to act as a fag ; to perform certain ser-

vices for another. To fag out : to go as fag, esp.

in cricket, to field.

1806 J. Bereseoro Miseries Hum. Life fed. 3) ill. xy. 48

Fagging for a niggardly glutton. 1857 T. Hughes Tom
Brown 1. viii, I won't fag except for the sixth, i860 Thack-
eray Round. Papers, On a Joke 89 The ground where
you had to fag out on holidays. 1881 Macm.Mag.XlAll.
288/2 They must, .fag out at cricket,

b. trans. To make a fag of; to compel to do

certain offices.

1824 Southey in C. Southey Life * Corr. I. 138 He was

not liigh enough in the school to fag me. 184s Alb. Smith

Fort. Scatterg. Fain. xvi. (1887) 53 He was fagged in the

schoolroom during the hours that he was at the mercy of

his superior fellows. 1857 T. Hi'ches Tom Brown 1. viii,

What right have the fifth-form boys to fag us? 1889 A. R.
Hoi'E in Boy's Own Paper 699/2 He [the prefect] used to

fag me to blow the chapel organ for him.

5. A T
aut. (See quots.) Cf. Fag sb.'1

1841 Dana Seaman's Manual 104 A rope is fagged when
the end is untwisted. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-hk. 285
Fag out. .to wear out the end of a rope or end of canvas.

6. slang. To beat. Obs. [? A distinct word ; cf.

KBAG UK.]
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fog, to Beat. 1730-6

in Bailey (folio). 1847 78 in Hai.liwell.

Fag (fseg), V$ dial. Also vag.
1. trans. To cut corn with a sickle and a hooked

stick ; «*Bag v. 2

1841 Jrnl. R. Aerie. See. II. 1. 120 Six ridges, .being
fagged or cut at the ground. 1854 Ibid. XV. 1. 213 Some
farmers fag a large quantity of barley. 1875 in Parish
Sussex Gloss, s. v. 1888 Berksh. Gloss, s. v. Vag, ' When the

straa be long, vaggin' wuts be better' n mawin' on urn.'

2. Comb., as Jag-hook ^fagging-hook.
1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., Fag-hook.

Hence Fa'gging vbl. sb. Also attrib., asfagging-
hook, -stick.

1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. I. 28 Little fagging or bag-
ging, .is performed except in the vicinity of the metropolis.

1854 Ibid. XV. 1. 213 The straw is cut close to the ground
with a fagging hook. 1881 Oxford Gloss. Supp. s. v., A
hooked stick, called a faggin' stick.

f Fagald, faggald. Sc. Obs. [Corrupt

form of Faggot.] A faggot.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 615 Gret fagalds fed. Skeat
flaggatis] tharoff thai maid Gyrdyt with irne bands braid.

£1470 Henry Wallace xi. 897 Full feill fagald ys in to the

dyk thai cast. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 146 Congall.

.

Rtcht mony fagald all that nycht gart mak. 1829 Hogg
Sheph. Cat II. 18 I'm sure ony o' them's worth a faggald

of thee.

Fagarie, -ary, obs. ff. Vagary.

t Fage, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 faage, 5
fagg. i) dial, fadge. [Of unknown origin ; not

identical with Fadge v\
1. trans. To coax, flatter ; to beguile, soothe.
("1340 Cursor M. 7622 (Fairf.) Dauid come him to fage,

a 1400-50 Alexander 4669 For ;e hot fage ay he flesehe it

felsen it wele. c 1470 Harding Chrou lxyi. ii, Such subtyll

meane to fage the kyng he fande.

2. absol. or intr. To coax, flatter, toady; to speak

coaxingly to.

( 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 44 It is manere of
ypocritis. .to fage and to speke pleasantli to men, but for

yvel entent. 1382 — Jndg. xiv. 15 Faage to thi man. c 1430

Lydo. Bochas 1. xiii. (15541 25 b, Women can flatter and
fage. c 1460 - - Order ofFools 66 He that falshiy wul fage.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch.w in Ashm. (1652) 159 The Fox
can fagg and fayne. 1881 Evans Leicestersh. Gloss., Fadge,
to ' toady ', to play the parasite.

Hence f Fager, a flatterer ; also Paging vbl. sb.

and///, a. Obs. exc. dial,

1435 Misyn Fire ofLove (E.E.T.S.^ 20 Fagiars & bakbitars.

1483 Cath. Angl. 120 A Fager, adulator. £-1380 Wvci.n-
Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 56 Dei spaken fagynge words as ypocritis

doen. Ibid. III. 175 pis was a fagynge ofbefendus childur.
<• 1440 York Myst. xxx. 513 With-outen fagyng. c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun 354 Sho broght him inne with faging

wordes white. 1483 Cath. Angl. 120 A Fagynge, blandicia.
Ihid., Fagynge, hlandus. 1883 Aluiondbury Gloss., /''age-

ing or Fagey, deceiving, flattering, soft-sawde ring.

t Pa'ge, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb.] The action of

coaxing or deceiving; a deceit, fiction.

14x0 J. Page Siege Rotten in Archazot. XXII. 370. I wille

haue it withoute fage. c 1450 Lydg Hist. Thebes, Hold it

for no fage. 1692 1732 in Coles. 1721 in Bailey.

Fag-end (far:g,e*nd;. [f. Fag sb* + End.]

1. 'I he last part of a piece of cloth ; the part that

hangs loose, often of coarser texture than the rest.

1721-1800 in BAILEY. 1778 Love Least 21 Like base Fag-
Ends will surely be cut off. 1809 Tomlin Law Diet. s. v.

Fag, The fag-end. .where the weaver, .works up the worst

part of his materials. 1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

b. Of a rope : An untwisted end.

1775 in Asm. 1808 Whithread Sp. in Ho. Commons 11

Jan., Sooner than have surrendered the fag end of a cotton

rope to England. . 1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast. xxii. 66 There
was no rust, no dirt, .no fag ends of lopes.

2. trans/. The last part or remnant of anything,

after the best has been used ; the extreme end,

e.g. of a portion of space or time, a collection of

persons, a written composition, volume, etc.

1613 R. Tailor Hog lost Pearl in Dodsley (17&0) VI. 329
There's the fag-end of a leg of mutton, a 1656 Br. Hall
Revelation. Unrev. § 1 The fag-end of this last century.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 5 This wind was the fag-end of a
Hurricane. 01687 Cotton Martial 1. ii. 11695) 3 Where
now a goodly terrace does extend. .Was but the court's fag

and expiring end. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 174 The turn-

ing out of the Fag-end of that Parliament. 1729 Berkeley
Skel. Serm. vi.Wks. IV. 640 The first fruits, .to the devil, the

fag-end, when faculty for good and evil is gone, to God.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. N j, The Fagg ends of a certain

Lordship. 176s Sterne Tr. Shattdy (1802) VIII. xxxv. ioq

To be wove into the fag^ end of the eighth volume. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. xhi, To . .hum the fag-end of a song.

1853 C. Bede Verdant Green iv, The old Kidderminster
carpet . . burnt into holes with the fag-ends of cigars. 1882

Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I. viii. 241 Vegetating at the

fag-end of England.

Fagged (fogd), ppi, a. [f. Fag v. + -sd 1
.]

1 1. Flaccid, drooping. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man vi. 88 They incontinent become
slacke, narrow together, fagde, and shorter.

2. Wearied out, excessively fatigued.

1780 Mad. D'Arhlay Diary % Lett. May, I felt horribly
fagged. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. '18441 II. xlvii. 97
I-^ave him fagged out by the way-side. 1862 Mhs. H. Wood
Mrs. Hallih. 1. v. 25 Vou look thin and fagged. 1883 E.
Pennei.l-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 300, I have seldom
seen as many fagged faces as on Saturday.

Fagger (fce'gai). [f. Fag v. + -eu 1
.] One

who lags. a. One who has a junior boy as his fag

at school, b. One who works hard.

a. 1836 E. Howard A1

. Reefr liv, I was the fagged, and
not the fagger. 1885 Academy 6 June 393/3 It would
be of some interest to ascertain his fagger's name.

b. 1833 W. Jowett Mem. C. Ncalc (1835
1 38 He had .

.

never been a hard fagger. 1843 Frasers Mag. XXVII, 45
The hardest faggers and the hardest idlers.

Faggery (ice'gari). [f. Fag sb. 1 + -eby.] The
system of figging at public schools.

1853 De Quincey A1it0hi0g.Sk. Wks. I. 207 Faggery was
an abuse too venerable, .to be touched by profane hands.

Fagging largin.), vbl. sb. [f. Y.w, v. + -ing '.]

The fiction of the vb. Fag.
1. The action of working hard or wearying one-

self at something ; an instance of this, hard work.

Alsofagging about.

rjTj Mad. DArblaV Early Diary dS8g) 11. 163 After all

this figging, Mr. Lowndes sent me word, that he. .could not

think of printing it [the book). 1837 I.ockhakt Scott

(1839^ I. 194 The ordinary indoor fagging of the chamber in

George's Square. 1849 fe. V.. Napier Excttrs. S. Africa
II. 122 Hard knocks, hard fare, and hard fagging of every

description. 1850 M us. Caklyle Lett. II. no, 1 had such

a fagging about last year.

2. slang. See quot.)

1775 Ash, Fagging, a beating or thumping.

3. The system under which a junior boy acts as

fag to a senior. Also attrib.

1824 T. Medwin Convers. Byron (1832) I. 77 Drury's kind-

ness, .enabled me to bear, .fagging. 1825 C. M. Westma-
COTT I'.ng. Spy I. 42 In no fear of fagging. 1825 S. R. in

Hone Evcry-day Bk. I. 1291 Thefagging system was only

to be tolerated. 1876 Grant Burgh Sc'h. Scot u. v.

202 For elevating the tone of the School he made use of

the sixth form ;\m\ of fagging.

Fagging J:c-gir)\ ppl. a. [f. Fag z/. + -ing2.]

That fags, in senses of the vb.

1806 Suur Winter in Loud. led. 3) I. 20 An idle fagging

partner. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood M^rs. Hallih. 1. v. 25 Mine is

a fagging profession !

Faggot, fagot (fre'gj't), sb. Forms: 4
faget;t, 4-6 faggott, 5 fa-gatt, -ot;t, 6 fagget,

Sc. faggat, 4 - fagot, 5- faggot. See also Fagald.

[a. Fr. fagot, of unknown origin ; cf. It.fajigotto.']

1. A bundle of sticks, twigs, or small branches of

trees bound together : a. for use as fuel.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3164 (Cott.) Song ysaac a fagett broght.

1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxlix. U495 , 7°3 Thornes
..ben bounde in faggottes. .and brent in ouen-;. 1478 Bury
Wills (Camden! 77'J'he price of the c fagots iijs vjd. 1578

Gnde ty G. Ball. 1186S' 92 As the flame burning quhair it

can find The faggat. 1649 Blithe F.ng. Dnprov. /mp>: 1653'

36 Thou must take good green Faggots. 1770 Goldsm. Des.

Vill. 133 To pick her wintry fagot from the thorn. 1821

Clark Vill. Minstr. I. 128 Goody begg'd a helping hand
To heave her rotten faggot up. 1866 Koci-.us Agric. .y Prices

I. xviii. 424 In all probability the fagot was of very various

sizes.

j b. Mil. for use in fascines. Obs.

C1400 Smvdone Bab. 2S5 Fagotis to hewc.And fdle the

dikes faste anoon. 1548 Hail Chrou. 112 Castyng faggottes

into the diches. 1603 Knoi.les Hist. Turks (i62tj 1064

[He] would oftentimes, .carrie a fagot, .before him. .for the

raising of the mount. 1711 Addison Sf>cct. No. 165 F3
The ISlack Prince, .tilled a Pitch with Faggots as success-

fully as the Generals of our Times do it with Fascines.

2. With special reference to the practice of burn-

ing heretics alive, esp. in phrase fire ami faggot \

•\to/ry a faggot, to be burnt alive; also, to bear,

carry afaggot, as those did who renounced heresy.

Hence fig. the punishment itself.

1*555 Latimer Serm. # Rem. (1845) 277 Running out of

Germany for fear of the fagot. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Dia-
trihae 44 You deserued to fry a fagot. 1649 Bp. Hall
Cases Consc. m. v. 274 Fagots were never ordained by
the Apostle for arguments to confute hereticks. 1667

Poole Dial. lutw. Protest. <y Papist 11735) 101 You answer

our Arguments with Fire and Fuggot. 1721 Strype Feci.

Mem. I. viii. 86 He should go before the cross bare-headed

. .carrying a faggot on his shoulder. 1741-8 Watts hnprero.

Mind 1. xiv. 195 Mitres or Faggots have been the Rewards

of different Persons according as they pronounced these

consecrated Syllables, or not pronounced them. 1808 J.

Barlow Columh. iv. 206 Racks, wheels and crosses, faggots,

stakes and strings. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref Ch. Fug. I. 85

Wolsey caused them to carry a faggot to the fire. .Henry

placed them in the midst of actual faggots. 1888 J. Gaikd-

ner in Diet. Nat. Biog. XIII. 30/2 It is not easy to answer

arguments in prison, with fire and faggots in the background.

b. The embroidered figure of a faggot, which

heretics who had recanted were obliged to wear

on their sleeve, as an emblem of what they had

merited.
1706 in Phillips (ed. KerseyX 1823 in Cbabu Techttot.

Dh t.

3. In wider sense, f a. A bundle or bunch in

general, e.g. of rushes, herbs, etc. b. fig. A
' bundle \ collection (of things not forming any

genuine unity).

1489 Caxton Fayies ofA. 1. xiv. 38 Fagotis and bondellis

of rede. 1545 Brinki.ow Comp/. 25 b, Yet must hc.pryuyly



FAGGOT.
bcare a fagot of russhes in his chamber. 1555 Eden Decades
5 They founde faggottes of the bones of mennes armes and
legges. 1650 \V. Cradock in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.

Ixxxiii. 1 That he may. .gather the wicked into one fagot.

.

that they may be destroyed together. 1741 Comfit. Favi.
Piece r. ii. 99 A little Faggot of Thyme, Savory, and
Parsley. 1742 H. Walpole Corr. (ed. 3) I. xxxviii. 154 My
faggot of compliments. 178a in Baker Biogr. Dram. iii.

(1812) 260 A faggot of utter improbabilities. 1854 Emerson
Lett. Sf Soc. Aims, Quot. % Orig. Wks. (Hohn) III. 214 The
psalms and liturgies of churches are . .a fagot of selections.

4. A bundle of iron or steel rods bound together.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Item for euery last of fag-

gottesofyroniiii. s. 1640 in Entick London II. 181 For a fag-

got of steel o id. 1706 PniLLirs(ed. Kersey). Faggot of Steel

(in TrafTick) the Quantity of 120 Pound-Weight. 1721-1800

in Bailey. 1825 J. Nicholson Ofierat. Mechanic 338 This
is termed a faggot [of iron], being about 12 or 14 inches

long, and six inches square. 1881 Greener Gun 321 The
bars were then . . fastened into a faggot.

5. (See quot. 1851.)
1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour II. 227 He. .made his supper

. . on ' fagots '. This preparation . . is a sort of cake, roll or
ball . . made of chopped liver and lights, mixed with gravy,

and wrapped in pieces of pig's caul. 1858 Sai.a Joum. due
North 308 The curious viands known in cheap pork-butchery
. .as Faggots. 1881 in Oxford Gtoss. Supp.

6. A term of abuse or contempt applied to a
woman, dial.

1591 Lodge Catharos 4 b,A filbert is better than a faggot,

except it be an Athenian she handfull. 1840 Barham
Ingot. Leg., Grey Dolphin, ' What's that you say, old fag-

got?' 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Haliib. u. xxi, She.,
struck at me, she did, the good-for-nothing faggot !

f7. A person temporarily hired to supply a de-

ficiency at the muster, or on the roll of a company
or regiment ; a dummy. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Faggots, Men Muster'd

for Souldiers, not yet Listed. 1708 Brit. Afiotlo No. 105.

4/1 You may be some Faggot to pass at a Muster. 1755
Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. iii. 75 The Adjutants .. came to

treat and settle with me about the Fagots (Men deficient of
the Number of Workmen, ordered from each Regiment).

1756 Ld. Chesterfield Connoisseur cil. William, a Faggot
in the First Regiment of Guards, 1802 in James Mil. Diet.

8. = Faggot vote.
1817 Sir F. Burdett in Pari. Deb. 1368 These faggots.

.

returned the two members to the House of Commons. 1879
Daily News 16 Apr. 6/6 He. .had not the slightest doubt
he would win, unless he were to be swamped by faggots.

1884 Truth 13 Mar. 374/1 The art of manufacturing fagots.

9. In various occasional uses : (see quots.).

1727 Bradley Fam. Diet, s.v., Faggots of Oranges,
Orange-Peels turn'd or par'd very thin, in order to be pre-

serv'd. 1867 Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. 287 Fagot, a billet

for stowing casks. 1880 E, Cormv. Gloss., Faggot, .a secret

and unworthy compromise.

10. attrib. and Comb., as faggot-bearer; -boat,

-flame, -maker* -making, -pile, -steel, -stick, -wood.

Also, faggot-brief, a dummy brief cf. 7) ; faggot-

drain, a drain made by placing faggots at the

bottom of a trench and then covering them with

eartli
; f faggot-spray, the refuse twigs, etc., left in

making faggots; t faggot-waisted a., arranged

in pleats like a bundle of sticks. Also Faggot-
V0TE.
c 1515 Cocke Sureties B. (Percy Soc.) 11 With lollers, lor-

daynes, and 'fagot berers. 1616 Beauh. & Fi.. Scornful
Lady It. iii, If you 'scape with life, and take a *faggot-boat.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock I 1861) 97 The briefless ones.,

pretend to pore over ''faggot' briefs. 1819 Communic.
Board Agric. 245 Many of these *faggot-drains have failed.

1842 Sir A. de Vekk Song of Faith 243 Turkish cimeters

Not fiercelier bite than Christian *faggot-flame. 1584 K.
Scott Discov. Witehcr, v. i. 73 Three witches of great wealth

..assailed a *faggot-maker. 1822 T. Mitchell Aristoph.
I. p. 1, Originally a faggot-maker, his mode of tying up
bundles excited the attention of Democritus. 1826 Miss
Mitford Village 2nd Ser. (1863) 408 Its long open sheds

for broom and *faggot-making. Ibid. 257 The cart-shed

. .and the *faggot-pile. 1664 Evelyn h'at. Hort. (1729) 204
Put some Rubbish of Lime-stones. .* Faggot-spray, or the

like, at the bottom of the Cases. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf
Metal I. 234 The article known among dealers by the

appellation of *faggot steel. 1523 'felt-Troth's N. V. Gift
13 Began to beelabour her . . with a *faggotstick. 11774
Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) II. 7 The
maid followed puss, with a faggot-stick in her hand. 1581

Rich Farewel Mil. Prof. (1846) 218 Their dublettes some-
tyme #faggot wasted above the navill ; sometymes cowe-
beallied belowe the flanckes. 1704 Collect. Voy, (Church. 1

III. 727/2 lioats came, .to fetch *Faggot-wood.

Faggot (fe'g^t), v. [f. prec. Cf. Yr. fagoter.]

1. trans. To make into a faggot or faggots ; to

bind up in or as in a faggot. Also, Tofaggot tip.

1598 Fi.oHio, Affascinarc . .to fagot. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. '/'.

1. 33 Hermes, .with his Wife, Children,

and whole family, .were all faggotted together to make one
great bone-fire. 1649 BUTHI Eug. Improv. /w/r.11653) ^2
All their brush being faggoted into the Faggot. 1669 Flavkl
Husbandry Spiritualised (1832) 210 Growing amongst
them that shall shortly be cut down and faggoted up for hell.

1721 R. Keith tr. T. a A'empis' Sold. Soul ii. 132 Then
shall they be faggotted together in Bundles for the Fire,

who were here Companions in Drunkenness. 1786 Cowpek
Let. 8 May, The dunce.. cut down and faggoted up the

whole grove. 1857 Landor {title) Dry Sticks Fagoted.

b. transf. and Jig.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. viii. § 5 Titles packed and
fagotted vp together. 1685 Roxb. Ball. V. 542 He .

.

faggotted his Notions as they fell, And if they rhim'd and
rattled all was well. 111722 Lislk Husb.(vf$») 173 The..
seeds are not. .faggotted together with so strong an union.

1784 Hare Vict. Faith 38 Things essentially and substan-

20

tially different, bundled and fagoted together for the occa.

sion. 1882 Mozley Remin. I. lv. 352 [Newman] fagoted

Hampden's pamphlet, .with several other scandals.. in the
* Foundations of the Faith Assailed '.

T c. To bind (persons) in couples ; also, to bind

hand and foot. Obs.

1607 G. Wilkins Miseries Inforced Marriage v, Then
[they] fagotted you and the fool, your man, back to back.

1725 New Cant. Diet., Faggot, to bind Hand and Foot.
1721-1800 in Bailey.

2. Metall. To fasten together bars or rods of iron

preparatoiy to reheating and welding.
1861 W. Fairbairn Iron vi. 102 These [puddle bars] are

cut up and piled regularly together or faggotted. 1879
Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 175/1 The axles should be made
of the best scrap iron fagoted.

3. To set (a person) on the faggots preparatory

to burning; lit. VLm\fg. rare,

1543 Joyk Coufut. Winchester 24 Fagetting, bumingeand
slaying the true professours . . of gods holy word. 18.

.

Lanuor IVks. (1868) II. 156 The poet is staked and faggoted
by his surrounding brethren.

4. intr. To make or bind faggots.

1874 T. Hardy Madding Crmvd II. x. 108 Heaps of white

chips . . showed that woodmen had been faggoting. 1879
Jkkfer.es Wild Life in S. C. 76 After they have finished

faggoting, the women rake up the fragments for their cot-

tage fires.

+ b. To carry or wear a faggot in token of re-

cantation ; to recant. Obs.
J53S Shaxton in Strype Feci. Mem. I. App. 1x1, 149

Making onely his reformation in words ; and neither faggot-

ing nor. .any open revocation.

5. (See quot.)

1880 E. CoruTc. Gloss., Faggot, a man who in the wrest-

ling ring, sells his back, is said to faggot.

Faggoteer fseg^fr'J . In y fagoteer. [f.

Faggot sb. + -eer.] One who makes faggots.

1878 Scribuers Mae.. XVI. 117/1 If some one would only

organize a phalanx of fagoteers.

tFaggoter {fe'gjfm). In 5 fagoter. [f.

Faggot sb. or v. +--er '.] —prec
1481-90 Howard IIcusch. Bks. i Roxb.) 366 To William,

fagoter, for makenge of wode vj. dayes ix. d.

Fa'ggoting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec + -ING 7
.]

1. The action of the vb. Faggot.
2. In Embroidery. The process by which a num-

ber of threads in the material are drawn out and a

few of the cross threads tied together in the middle.

Hence, the work done in this manner.
1885 Chicago Advance 19 Feb., Bits of dainty ' fagoting '.

Faggotless [fae'g^tles), a. [f. Faggot sb. +
-less.

J
Devoid of faggots.

1873 OuiDA Pascarcll. 78 Lifting his hands, as he peered

into the faggotless cupboard.

Faggot-vote (fogftiv^t).
App. a transferred use of Faggot sb. 7, * dummy ' soldier

;

as many faggot-votes were often created at one time by the

practice (forbidden in 7 & 8 Will. III. c 25) of subdividing

a single tenement among a number of nominal owners, the

word was naturally interpreted as alluding to the primary
sense ' bundle of sticks '.

A vote manufactured for party purposes, by the

transfer to persons, not otherwise legally qualified,

of sufficient property to qualify them as electors.

1817 Sir F. Burdstt in Part. Deb. 1368 Lord Lonsdale

had conveyed to him a certain property, on which he was
to vote in that borough, as, what was familiarly called

a faggot vote. 1836 Disraeli Lett. Runnymede 60 Not-

withstanding, .your father's fagot votes. 1879 Daily News
16 Apr. 2/2 Attempts to tamper with the register by the

introduction of what are termed faggot votes.

Hence Pagfg'ot-voter, -voting.
1880 Ci-AitsTONK in Pall Mall G. 14 July 2/1 The subject

of the fagot voter. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 38 Oct. 7/2

The question of faggot-voting.

Faggoty ,fte gpti), a. In 9 (erron.) fagotty.

[f. as prec. + -Y,] Of or pertaining to faggots.

IIcnccFagffoty-minded, disposed to use faggots,

inclined to burn opponents.

1856 Vaughan Mystics (18601 II. 5 The virulent fagotty-

minded pervert Schefner.

t Pagnet. Obs. rare~K Some kind of net for

fishing.

%SS& Act 1 Eliz. c. 17 § 1 No Person . . with any .
.
Crele,

Raw, Fagnet, Trolnet. .shall take. .Spawn or Fry of Eels.

t Fagong. Obs. rare. [corruption of Pg.

fogiio stove.] A fire-place used on shipboard.

1772 Newland in Phil. Trans. LXII. 90 £ K [is] the

flrgong or fire-place. Ibid., I had well secured the pot in

the fagong E E.

Fagot, var. of Faggot.

I Fagottist (fagftist). [Ger. fagottist, ad. It.

fagottista, f. fagotto : see next.] A performer on

the bassoon, bassoonist.

1886 Sat. Rev. 25 Dec. 836 Brandt, the celebrated fagottist

at Munich.

II Fagotto .fagotto). Mus. [It. fagotto. Cf.

Ger. fagott.'] = Bassoon i, 3 a.

1724 in Explication Foreign Words in Music 30. 1Z76

in Stainer & Barrett Diet. Musical 'Terms 52.

Fah, var. of Faw, Obs.

II Fahlband (fa'lband). Geol. [Ger. ; f. fa/il

ash-coloured (
m Fallow a.) + band Band, stripe.]

A zone or stratum in crystalline rocks.

1880 Sat. Rev. 1 May 577 A succession of partly decom-
po.sed rocks known as fahlbands or rotten belts.

PAIL.

II Fahlerz (f.rl<Tts> Min. Also fahlertz. [a.

Ger. fahlerz, i.fahl ash-coloured, yellowish + erz

ore.] Grey copper or copper-ore, tetrahedrite.

1796 Kirwan Mill. II. 148 The grey Ore from the Hartz
is the real Fahlerz. 1808 Smithson in Phil. Traits.

XCVIII. 57 A combination of galena and fahlertz. 1880

tr. IVitrtz Atom. Th. 141 The varieties of fahlerz.

Fahlore lfMt5«j). Min. [Partially translated

form of prec] = prec.

1805 R.Jameson Char. Min. II. 201 Grey Copper-Ore,
or Fahl-Ore. 1872 Raymond Statist. Alines $ Mining 189
Twenty men have been at work slowly developing some of

the lodes of ' fahl-ore.'

Fahlnnite I
fa-hmsif. Min. [f. (by Hisinger,

1808} Fahlun, in Sweden + -ite.] A hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium and iron, resulting from the

alteration of iolite.

1814 T. Allan Min. Nomen. 18 Fahlunite Kars. 112 b.

1879 Rutlky Stud, Roeks xiv. 298 The rock contains as
accessories, .hydrargillite, fahlunite, gahnite, etc.

Fahrenheit (fa-ranhait, farsnait). The name
of a Prussian physicist (1686-1 736), inventor of the

mercurial thermometer. Used attrib. and cllipt. to

denote the thermometric scale introduced by him
and still in common use in England and the

U. S., according to which the freezing point of

water is 3 2° and the boiling point 212°. Often

abbreviated F ; e.g. 20°F = ' twenty degrees (of)

Fahrenheit '.

1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 109 The mercury stood at 240
degrees in De L'Isle ; which is 72 l>elow o in Fahrenheit.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Anuisent. 65 Fire-heat at 212 of

Fahrenheit produced detonation.

Faicte, obs. f. of Feat.
Faie : see Fay v.

II Faience (faiyans). Also 8 fayance, 8-9

fayence. [a. Fr.faience, prob. an appellative use

of the proper name +Fayence, Faenza in Italy, one

of the chief seats of ceramic industry in 16th c]
' A general term comprising all the various kinds

of glazed earthenware and porcelain ' (Falrholtl.

1714 Fr. Bh. 0/ Rates 152 Fayances or Earthen-Ware.

1762 71 H. Walpole Vertwt Anecd. Paint. (1786' IV. 28

Roman fayence, called Raphael's earthen-ware. 1835 Man-
kvat Olla Podr. xiii, Every article offayeme. 1879 J.J.
Young Ceram. Art 41 The Chinese, .seek to equal the

wonderful coloring of the faience of Persia.

attiih. 1883 W. H. Bishop in Harper's Mag. Mar. 504/2

A Henri II. faience candlestick.

Faierie, obs. form of Fairy.

Faik, sb. [Of obscure origin
;
prob. identical

with Fake sbA]

1. ' A fold of anything ; as a ply of a garment

'

(Jam.). Sc.

2. =Manyplies.
1890 J. H. Steel Diseases Sheep 119 Impaction of the

faik or manyplies.

Faik (f<"k\ w.l Se. [Belongs to Faik sb.]

1. trans. ' To fold, to tuck up ' (Jam.).

+ 2. To enfold, clasp. Obs. rare- 1
.

1513 Douglas /Eneis x. vii. 88 Half lyfles thy fyngyrrs

war sterand, Within thy neif doys gryp and faik the brand.

Faik (f.Tk), v.'i Sc. Also s faik, 9 faick.

[? Shortened form of defaik, Defalk.] trans.

1. a. To abate, diminish, lessen, b. To deduct.

1445 Ihirgh Records Aberdeen 18 Feb. (Jam.), Thar sal lie

chosin four discrete persounes to faik the tax of men that

has tholit skath oft. 1494 Ace. Ld. High Treasurer (18771

I. 245, Xxviii wolkis ; of the quhilkis thar is to be falkyte

twa wolkis of the tyme of }owle. 1822 Galt Entail I. 169

I'll no faik a farthing o' my right.

2. ' To excuse, let go with impunity ' (Jam.).

1789 Bukns ind Ef>. to Davie iii, Gif it's sae, ye sud be

licket. .Sic hauns as you sud ne'er be faiket, Be hain't wha
like.

Faik, v.* Sc. 1 Obs. [Possibly the same word

as Faik v. 1
; cf. ME. use offold^ falter, fail (said

of the limbs). But cf. OS. faktm, MDu. vaeken

to slumber.] a. intr. Of the limbs : To fail from

weariness ; to cease moving, b. trans. To faik

never a foot : not to cease from movement.

1768 Ross He/cnore (1866) 152 Her limbs they (kicked

under her and fell. /hid. 210 The lasses, .faiked ne'er a

foot for height nor how. 1808 79 Jamieson s. v., My fret

have neverfaikit, I have still been in motion.

Faikes (Wks). Geol. Also fakes. (See quotsA

1 1808 79 Jamieson, l-'aik, a stratum or layer of stone in

the quarry.] 1865 Page llandbk. Geol. Terms, Eaikes or

Fakes, a Scotch mineV's term for fissile sandy shales, or shaly

sandstones. 1876 — Adv. Te.vl-bk. Geo!, v. 92 Faikes,

a thin-bedded shaly sandstone of irregular composition.

188a Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 11. 11. 8 6. 158 Micaceous sand-

stone—a rock so full of mica-flakes that it readily splits

into thin laminae. .This rock is called ' fakes ' in Scotland.

Faikyn, Sc. var. Faken a. Obs., deceitful.

t Fail, sb* Sc. Obs. Also 6 fale, 6-8 faill,

8 feal. [? a. Gael./;/ a sod.]

1. ' Any grassy part of the surface of the ground,

as united to the rest' (Jam.).

1513 Douglas rEiu-is xn. Prol. 88 The variant vestur of

the venust vaill Schrowdis the scherald fur, and euery falll.

2. ' A turf, a flat clod covered with grass cut off

from the rest of the sward' (Jam.). Also turf,

as a material.



FAIL.

*535 Stewart don. Scot. II. 146 Eueric mail ane flaik

sould mak of tre, And faillis delf into greit quantitie. 1536
Uellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 172 He beildit ane huge
wall of fail and devait. 1639 Spalding Troub, Chas. I

(1792) I. 173 Close it [the port] up strongly with faill and
thatch. 1708 J. Chamberlavnr AY. Gt. Brit. 11. III. i.

< T 743) 4°° E^'ery minister has fewel, foggage, faill, and
diviots allowed them.

3. Comb, fail-dyke, a wall built of sods.

1536 hi Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scot, I. 174* The overthrow-
ing of a 'faill-dyke' built on the said lands. 17. . in Scott
Minstr. Scot. Bard. (1803) III. 241 ' Behint yon auld fail

dyke, I wot there lies a new slain knight.' 1816 Scott
Autiq. xx, * Auld Edie will hirple out himself if he can get
a feal-dike to lay his gun ower.

Fail (fi?H)i sb* Also Failyie. [a. OF. faile,

faille deficiency, failure, fault, Lfaillir to Fail.]

1. = Failure i. Obs. exc. in phrase Without

fail', now used only to strengthen an injunction or

a promise; formerly also with statements of fact,

= unquestionably, certainly. + Also, in same sense,

(It is) nofail {but}, sans fail: without any doubt,

for certain.

1297 R. Glouc {1724I 245 per wyboute fayle, At Eccestie
strong enou hii smyte an batayle. c 1330 R. BsUNNE Citron.

(1725) 245 In luf & pes sanz faile went Edward, c 1385
Chauckr L. G. W. 1092 Dido. Comaunded hire massan-
gerys for to go The same day with outyn any fayle. c 1430
Lydg. Bochasvm. xvii. (1544) iSSb, In Europe stant Thrace
. .it is no fayle. 1546 Langley Pol. I 'erg. De Invent. 1. xvi.

29 a, It is no fayle but it [the knowledge of medeeines] was
perceyued, by what thinges were wholsome, & what un-

wholsome. XSSS Abp. Parker Ps. 1, I wil no fayle deliuer

thee. 1611 Biule /<«//. iii. 10 The liuing God. .will without

faile driue out from before you the Canaanites. 1611 ShAKS.
IVint. T. v. i. 27 Dangers, by his Highnesse faile of Issue,

May drop vpon his Kingdome. 1656 Burton's Diary (1828)

I. 176 There is no fail of justice, .yet. 1678 Cudworth
Jntt'll. Syst. 128 There might be never any Fail of Gene-
rations. 1713 Swift Jrnl, to Stella 26 Feb., The meeting
of parliament . .will be next Tuesday . .without fail. 1847

Marryat Childr. N. Forest xviii, The tailor has promised

the clothes on Saturday without fail.

1 2. = Failure 3. For fail: in the event of

failure ; as a precaution against failure. Obs.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. ii. in Ashm. (1652) 29 Of all paines

the most grevious paine, Is for one faile to begmn all againe.

1627-77
*bltham Resolves 1. xci. 141 The Prince suffers in

the fails of his Ambassador. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 98
Be sure you plow up . . annoying weeds, and for fail let some-
body, with a spade, follow the plough, to root up such as are

left, a 1734 North Exam. 11. iv. ? 84 (1740) 272 They con-

tinually watched for Colours, and for Fail, made them, to

affirm this.

T 3. = Failure 2. Obs.

1647 Sanderson Serin, II. 207 Overmuch sorrow., upon
the fail of any earthly helps or hopes. 1654 Gatakeh Disc.

Apol. 47 Chalkie Pillars, .threatning a fail, if not a fall.

t b. Death. Obs. rare.

1613 Shaks. Henry VIII, 1. ii. 145 How grounded heehis

Title to the Crowne Vpon our faile.

Fail (fr"l l), v. Forms: 3-4 faile-n, (4-5

faylen\ 3-5 fail(Fi. 3-6 faille(n, faylle, 3-7
faile, (3 vaile), fayle, -y. 4-6 faly(e, (4 failly,

fal(l)e, feile,6 feyle, faeille, 7 faill, fall, 3-

fail. So. 4-6 faihe (6-7 printed failze), (6 fal3e,

1 failyie\ faillie. [a. OF. faillir to be wanting,

miss (mod.F. faillir to miss, falloir impers. to be

wanting, to be necessary — Pr. faillir,falhir, OSp.

fallir (in mod.Sp. replaced by the derivative form

fallecer, f. L, type *fal!csccre\ Cat., OPg. falir

{mod.Vg.falecer), It. fa/tire :—vulgar L. *fallfre

(for class. L. failure to deceive), used absol. in sense

' to disappoint expectation, be wanting or defective.'

The OF. verb was adopted in MHG. velen (mod.G.

fehlen\ Du.feilen, O'S.feila.
In i5~i7th c. in intrans. senses often conjugated with be]

I. To be or become deficient.

1. intr. To be absent or wanting. Now only of

something necessary or desirable (coinciding with

sense 5) ; often in pr. pple. with sb. or pron., as

failing this = ' in default of this ' (see FAILING

prep.). In early use, t To be wanting to complete

a specified quantity ; also impers.

aiyyo Cursor M. 1486 (Cott.) Matusale Liued-.til pat

nine hundret yeir war gan And seuenti, falid it hot an.

^1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 741 What if fyue fayleu of fyfty

pe noumbre? c 1400 Maundkv. (1839^ xvii. 182 There fay-

lethe but s Degrees & an half, of the fourthe partie. c 1400

Lanfrancs Cirurg. 63 Make hat be splentis & byndynge
faile above be wounde. a 1400-50 A lexander 4279 Forbi failis

vs all infirmit[e]s of ffeiiyre & of ells. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 284/3 The preues of the lignages were fayled. I543"4

Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 1 §6 If suche heyres shulde fayle.

i6xx Bible 2 Sam. iii. 29 Let there not faile from the house

of Ioab one that hath an issue. 1703 Maundrell fount.

ferns. (1732) 128 Shaded over head with Trees, and with

Matts when the boughs fail. 1878 Browning La Saisias

58 Failing proof then of invented trouble.

fb. with dat. of the person. Obs.

aiyxt Cursor M. 11426 iGotL) paini fayled neuer drinc

ne fade. ^1300 Leg. Rood <i8;i) 30 po be work was al-

mest ido ; hem vailed a vair tre. c 1300 St. Bramian 510

Him faillede grace, .his lyf to amende. 1424 Pashm Lett.

4 I. 12 Hem fayled ropes convenient to here . . purpos.

1611 Bible i Kings ii. 4 There shall not faile thee, .a man
on the throne of. Israel. ,. a •

C To be inadequate or insufficient. Chiefly m
phrase time wonldfail. Const, dat. of person.

21

c 1315 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 54S Tyl any water in be worlde
to wasche be fayly. 1548 Hall Chron. 244 Kyng James
would make no aunswere. .knowing that his power now
fayled.. to performe the request demaunded. 1611 BlBLK
Heb. xi. 32 The time would faile mee to tell of Gedeon.
1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 612 The day would faile mee
if I should [etc.].

2. To become exhausted, come to an end, run

short. Const, dat. of the person; also, f of. front

(a place, receptacle).
c 1250 Old Kentish Serin, in 0. E. Misc. 29 Wyn failede

at (use bredale. C1330 R. Brunnk Chron. 11725) 326 Alle
(•er store failed. 1382 Wyclif i Mace. iii. 29 He saw;, that

monee failide of his tresours. C1400 Catos Morals 87 in

Cursor M. App. iv, Loke bou spende mesureli, be godo bat

bou liuis bi, or ellis wille hit faile. 1596 Spenser E. Q. iv.

i. 43 The breath gan him to fayle. 161 1 Bible i Kings
xvii. 14 Neither shall the cruse of oile faile. — Job xiv. 11

The waters faile from the sea. 1653 Holcroft Procoptus
11. xvi. 58 Their Provisions being failed, they fed upon
Hides. 1695 Locke Further Consider. Money (ed. 2) 68

Where the credit and money fail, barter alone must do.

1729 Butler Semi. Wks. 1874 II. 146 All other enjoyments
fail in these circumstances. 1801 Southey Thalaba iv. xviii,

Soon would our food and water fail us here. 1871 1!. Taylor
Eaust (1875) II. 11. iii. 124 Health is none where water fails !

b. To become extinct; to die out, lose vitality,

pass away. Of an odour or sound : To die away.
< 1400 Maundev. fRoxb.)xv. 68 Machometes lawe sail faile.

1463 Bury Wills 1Camden) 18 If the office of Seynt Marie
preest fayle. 1535 Stewart Ow/. Scot. III. 393 Of him the

airis mail! did fal}e. 1611 Bible Estherxx. 28 These dayes

of Purim should not faile from among the Jewes. 1647-8
Cotterell Davila's Hist. Er. (1678) 5 The eldest line

failing. 1764 GolDSM. Trav. 91 Where wealth and freedom
reign, contentment fails. 1767 BlackstoME Coinm. II. 239
The blood of the Ketnpes shall not inherit till the blood of

the Stiles's fail. 1819 Shelley hid. Serenade, The Cham-
pak's odours fail Like sweet thoughts in a dream. 1837
Newman Par. Scrm. (ed. 21 III. viii. 120 Religion seems to

he failing when it is merely changing its form. 1842 TenNY-
SON Vision ofSin 24 The music. .Rose again from where it

seem'd to fail.

+ c. Of a period of time or anything that has a

finite duration : To come to an end, expire. Obs.

1399 Lahgl. Rich. Redeles 11. 14 Somere hem ffaylid.

("1477 Caxton Jason 14 b, As sone as the triews shall faylle

ye shal be guerdoned. 1563 Goi.oing Cxsar (1565.1 96 b,

The season of the yeare mete for warrefare fayled. 1611

Bible Heb. i. 12 Thou art the same and thy yeeres shall

not fayle.

f d. To cease to speak of. Obs. rare..

c 1650 Merline 1208 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 460 Now
let us of his mother fayle, And tame us to another tale.

3. ' To fall off in respect of vigour or activity'

(\V.) ; to lose power or strength ; to flag, wane ; to

break down ; fig. of the heart. Of the eyes, light,

etc. : To grow dim.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 228 Nonedeofles puffe neburue }e dreden,

hut ?if bet lim ualse \v.r. faille], c 1275 Lav. 29 18 \>o holdede

be king [Leir] and failede his mihte. 1340 Hampole Pr.

Consc. I. 727 At even late he. .fayles. .and dwyncs tonoght.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xiii. 7 Eche herte of a man shal wane, or

faylen. 1398 Trevisa Bart/t. De P. R. in. viii. (1495) 54
The soule vegetable faylyth and at the laste whan the body
deyth, it deyeth. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3549 His sight failet.

1548 Hall Citron. 88 His heart fayled. 1667 Milton /'. L.

xii. 9, I perceave Thy mortal sight to faile. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner s Mag. iv. 136 Let slip thine Anchor, the Wind
fails. 1743 Wesley frill. 20 Oct., My voice suddenly fail'd.

1820 Shelley Julian 597 The poor sufferer's health began
to fail. 1833 Hr. Martineau Tale o/Tync iv. 67 The wind
. .failed. 1842 Tennyson Lady Clare 78 Her heart within

her did not fail, i860 Ramsay Remin. 1st Ser. (ed. 7) 107

In Scotland it used to be quite common to say of a person

whose health and strength had declined, that he had failed.

1881 S. Colvin Landor 136 That kind, .old lady had been
failing since the spring of 1829 and had died in October.

b. with dat. of the person (approaching sense 5).

a 1300 Cursor M. 24001 (Cott.) Gang, and steyuen, and
tung, and sight, All failled me bat tide, a 1300 Leg. Rnod
(1871)20 pc strengbe him failede of is lymes. a 1400-50
Alexander 1443 All failis bam be force. 1586 A. Day Eug.
Secretary 11. (1625) 47 My senses did faile me. 1611 Bihi.k

Luke xx\. 26 Mens hearts failing them for feare. 1678

Trans. Crt. Spain 11. 61 If my memory fail me not. 1842

Miss MiTFORDin L'Estrange Life III. ix. 136 His eyesight

fails him now. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii.

116 The heart of Eustace failed him.

C. dial. To fall ill {of).

1875 Sussex Gloss, s.v., As though he was going to fail

with the measles. 1876 Surrey Proz-inc., Fail of, to fall ill

of, to sicken with.

fd. To die. Obs. [So Sp.fatletcr.']

1613 Shaks. Hen. V/II, 1. ii. 184 Had the King in his

last Sicknesse faild. 1878 Cnmhcrld. Gloss., Fail, to die.

4. To prove deficient upon trial. + Of fighting

men : To give way (before an enemy). Of a

material thing : To break down under strain or

pressure {are/t.). Of a rule, anticipation, sign : To
prove misleading.

1375 Harbour Bruce it. 393 For thar small folk begouth
to fail;e, And fled all skalyt her and thar. c 1398 Chaucer
Fortune 56 In general this rewle may not fayle. a 1400-50
Alexander 1372 With bat scho [a tower] flisch noper fayle

fyue score aunkirs. e 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 133 Or
ellis bou schalt knowe bi pis signe bat nevere failib. c 1430
Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.i 47 Thyng counterfeet wol

faylen {printed fayler] at assay. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy.

S. Sea xxxii. 76 Creatures .. bred in .. fresh Rivers die

presently, if they come into Salt water. .This faylethinsome
Fishes. 1776 G. Semple Building in Water 18 The second
Pier of the Foot-way, failed ana carried off by the Floods.

1782 Cowi'EK Gilpin 95 Loop and button failing both At last

it [the cloak] flew away. 1815 T. Forster Atmos. P/ienom.

PAIL.

155 The abundance of berries in the hedges Is said to pre-

sage a hard winter, but this often fails. 1855 Tennyson
Maud 1. xi. 2 O let the solid ground Not fail beneatli my
feet. •

5. Xot to render the due or expected service or

aid ; to be wanting at need. Chiefly with dat. of

the person, rarely with to. qwasi-lrans. : To dis-

appoint, give no help to; to withhold help from.

^1300 Florin A> BI. 42$ Ihc schal be failli neure mo.
a 1300 A*. Horn 6^8 Mi svverd me nolde faille, c 1305 Ed-
mund Con/. 592 in E. E. P. (1862) 86 Foreward he huld bis

monekes: & ne faillede hem no^t. C1330 R. 1JkunneC'//;v?«.

11S10) 99 Sir Lowys failed nouht, his help was him redie.

C 1420 Aniurs of Arth. xlvi, Frettut with fyue gold, that

failis in the fi^le. c 1489 Caxton Sonncs of Aymon i. 37
Serue the kynge. .nor faylle hym not for noo thyng. 1549
Contpl, Scot. viii. 74 The inglis men dreymis that ;e haue
failset to them. 1590 Sir j. Smyth Disc. Weapons 3 b, Al
their other weapons in fight have failed them. 1771 Mrs.
E. Griffith tr. Viand''s Shipwreck 44 If it [the shattered

boat] should fail me .. said I to myself 1836 Keuli; Serin.

viii. Postscript 1 1848) 373 The language, -fails him. .in his

endeavour to find words to express the greatness of the

gift, a 1845 Lyte Hymn, 'Al'ide with me,' When other

helpers fail and comforts flee. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.

118761 IV. xviii. 222 Here again chronology fails us. 1881

Dally Tel. 28 Jan., In the afternoon the wind failed us.

•j* b. trans, with double obj. or const, of: To
disappoint of (something due or expected). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Shipman s T. 188, I wil nought faile yow
my thankes. 1647 Evelyn Mem, 11857) III. 7 Two posts

having failed me of intelligence.

II. To have a deficiency or want ; to lack.

6. intr. To be wanting or deficient in an essential

quality or part).

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880! 22 Men pat fallen in charite.

1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 111. 8 Though somme vers fayle in

,
A sillable. c 1400 Macndev. tRoxb.p xiii. 5S Mot ?it bai faile

in sum articles of oure beleue. 1556 Aurelio $ /sab. (16081

1 K. v, Beter to faille a litell in the justice, than to be superfine

! in crualte. 1655 Earl Okkeky Parthenissa (1676) 80 You
I
might have fail'd in the knowledge of those particulars.

1875 JowKTT/'/«/0(ed. 2) I. 114 The Dialogue fails in unity.

b. Tofn'l of: =;.
1307 Elegy Ediv. /, x. iin Warton C1S40) I. 94I Of gode

knyhtes darh him nout fiiii. c 1386 Chaucer Shipman s T.

248 Of siluer in thy purs shaltuw nat fiiille. 1495 Act 1

1

Hen. VI [, c. 9 § 1 The King., not willing his. .subgctti*

to faill of remedy. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 42
If 1 faile not of memory therein, we [etc.]. 1651 Makius
Adv. Cone. Bills of Exchange 24 The drawer of the Bill

was failed of his credit. 1671 R. Bohun Disc. Wind 20

When the Atmosphere begins to thicken, .wee seldom fail

of a Wind. 1713 Gay Guardian No. 149 fi7 A dancing-

master of the lowest rank seldom fails of the scarlet stocking

and the red heel. 1796 'SXovxv.Amer. Geog. I. 150 Whenever
the continent shall come to fail of timber. 1867 Longk.
Giotto s Tower 6 How many lives. .Fail of the nimbus which
the artists paint Around the shining forehead of the saint.

1884 Manch, Exam. 22 May 5/4 Failing of any other

remedy, they grumble.

7. trans. To be or become deficient in ; to lack,

want, be without. Now rare.

c 1325 E. E. Atlit. P. B. 1535 A fust faylaynde pe wryst.

1375 Iiakholr Bruce xvm, 269 Thai of the host that falit

met. c 1400 Sowdotie Bab, 2290 He saugh the ladies so

whi^te of ler, Fade brede on here table. 1466 Mahg. Paston
in Boston Lett. 560 II. 291 Send me word . .whether ye

have your last dedes that ye fayled. 1483 Fesiivall (W. de

W. 1515' 22 Whan Jacob faylud corne he must ncdes sende

for more. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (ed.2> III. xi. 44
The Primate prayed that their chosen King might never fail

the throne. 1883 Jekkekies Stor. Heart \ ii. 115, 1 fail

words to express my utter contempt.

t 8. Tofail little, not much : to have a narrow

escape (of some misadventure). Const, to with

inf. and ofwith gerund. Also, Tofail of: to keep

clear of, escape, miss. Obs.

1624 Capt. Smith / 'irgima 1. (1629I 13 We fayled not much
to have been cast away. 1653 Holckoi-t Procopius iv. 130

The Romans Rams, .failed little to be all set on tire. 1684

Contempt. State ofMan \. ii. 1,1699) 16 Croesus . . failed but

little of being burnt alive. 17*4 Swift Drapier's Lett.

iv, That pernicious Counsel of sending base money hither

very narrowly failed of losing the Kingdom. 1771 Ooldsm.
Hist. Eng. II. 216 A weak prince, .seldom fails of having

his authority despised.

III. To fall short in performance or attainment.

9. intr. To make default ; to be a defaulter ; to

come short of performing one's duty or functions.

1340 Ayenb. 173 Yef he faileb at his rekeninge: god nelc

nut faly at his. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (18701 30 And qwofalye,

schal payen thre pound of wax. 1471 Earl Warwick in

12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. I. 4, I pray you

ffayle not now. 1335 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1 1. 394 l>esyrand

. .To mak redres als far as tha had faillit. 1551 Act Mary
(1814) 488 Gif ony Lord .. faibjeis and brekis the said act.

1611 Bible Job xx'l. 10 Their bull gendereth, and fadeth

not. 1667 Milton P. L. viii. 534 Nature fail'd in mee.

1875 Jowett I'lata (ed. a) III. 324 No one will be less likely

. .to fail in his religious duties.

fb. trans. To make default in; to break. Obs.

c 1500 Melusine 12 Fals kinge, thou hast faylled thy coue-

naunt. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. iii. 5 It is a great crime

to fail trust. 1784 Cowper Tirocin. 293 These menageries

all fail their trust.

tc. To disappoint (expectation'. Obs. Cf. 5.

1634 Heywood Lane. Witches 1. Wks. 1874 IV. 178 Your

Vncle. .Hath failed your expectation. 1651 Gataker 111

Fnller's Abel Rediv.. Whitaker 403 Neither did he therein

either faile their estimation, or [etc.]. 1699 W. Dampifh

Voy. II. 1. 105 Not altogether to fail the Readers expecta-

tion, I shall give a brief account.

10. trans. To leave undone, omit to perform,
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miss (some customary or expected action^. Obs.

exc. with inf. as object.
x393 Cower Con/. I. 352 To morelre wh# that woll assente

He may nought faile to repente. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 29
He faylied not to doo gretely hys deuoyr in sacrifyses &
oblacions. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxliii. 362 We
commaunde you. .that this be nat fayled, in as hasty wyseas
ye can. 1529 Wolsev in Ellis Grig. Lett. 1. 102 II. 2 Fayle
not therfor to be here thys nygth. 1611 Bible i Sam. ii. 16
Let them not faile to burne the fat presently. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. v. (1840)87 My morning Walk with my Gun, which
I seldom failed. 1810 Scott Lady of L. in. xi, Burst be the
ear that fails to heed. 1885 C. J. Mathew in Law Times'
Rep. LI 1 1, 779/1 He failed to keep his word.

fb. with gerund as object. Also, Tofail of.

1723 Pres. State Russia I. 105 Such corrupt Habits as
could not fail producing an Aversion to him. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones 11. ii, Thomas . . whom he had hitherto seldom
failed of visiting at least once a Day.

+ 11. ifUr, To be at fault; to miss the mark, go
astray, err. Const, of,from. Obs.
c 1290 S. Rug. Leg. I. 95/103 pou faillest of bin art. a 1340
Ham polk Psalter xi. 1 Vnnethes ere any funden bat fades
noght fra halynes.

_ 1393 Langl, /'. Pi. C. xxm. 31 And
spiritus prudencie in nienye poynt shal fayle Of bat he
weneb wolde faile. C1440 York Myst. xxiii. 210 In 3oure
faith fayland. 1538 Starkey England 1. iv. 119 The ordur
of our law also in the punnyschment of theft, .faylyth much
from gud cyvylyte. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 17 b,

If. .Mosquettiers in taking their sights, doo faile but the
lengthe of a wheate come in the height of their point.

+ b. trans. To miss (a mark, one's footing, etc.).

Also, To fail of. Obs.
X37S Barboub Bruce lit. 123 He lansyt furth delyuerly,

3wa that the tothir failjeit fete, c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1220
He faylyd of hym, hys hors he hytt. 1470-85 .Malory
Arthur ix. xxxv, The hors fayled footynge, and felle in the
Ryuer. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss I. clxiii. 201 He fayled
nat the Englysshe Knyght, for he strake hym. 1568
Grafton Chron, II. 338 He had thought to have lept
agayne to liis horse, but he fayled of the Styrop.

+ C. trans. To come short of; to miss, not to

obtain. Also absol. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 25 pe freke bat folwed my
wille failled neucre blisse. 1393 Ibid. C. in. 159 Gyue gold
al a-boute. .to notaries bat non of hem faille.

12. intr. To be unsuccessful in an attempt or
enterprise. Const, to with inf. ; also in. Said of
persons

; occas. of the means.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1463 Now we fande our force,

now we fail, c 1385 Chaucer /.. G. W. 1646 Hipsiph. <y

J/., He shal nat fayle The ties to wynne. 15*3 Ld. Ber-
ners Froiss. I. clxiii. 201 And thenglyshe knight thought to
haue striken hym with his speare in the targe, but he fayled.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 116 Albeit he faillie in probation
of the remanent exceptions. 1667 Milton P. L. vir. 130
Our envious Foe hath fail'd. 1732 Law Serious C. viu.

(ed. 2)112 Poor Tradesmen that had fail'd in their business.

1775 BuRKK Sp. Cone. Amcr. Wks. III. 47 Conciliation fail-

ing, no further hope of reconciliation is left. 1796 H.
Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799' II. 254 They
scarcely ever fail to bring out fish. 1842 Tennyson
Gardeners Dau. 31 You scarce can fail to match his master-
piece. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Leon. 60 Some occupations
. .can be taken up by men who fail in other work.

b. Of an action, design, etc. : To miscarry, not

to succeed.
c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 98 My purpos is I- failed, c 1450 Why

I can't he a nun 151 in E. E. P. (1862) 142 My techyng
may not fayle. 1610 Shaks. Temp. Kpil. 12 My project
failes. 1874 Green Short /fist. iii. 148 A revolt which failed
..through the desertion of their head. 1883 Sir N. LlNDLEY
in Law Rep. 25 Ch. Div. 355 His action . . would fail, and
he would have to pay the costs.

C. Of crops, seeds, etc. : To be abortive or un-
productive.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 414 Frute faylede all bulke ?er, &
heruest late also, c 1325 F. F. Atlt't.P. A. 34 So semly
a sede tnoijt fayly not. 1611 BtBLE 2 Esdras, 'Their seedes
shall faile,, through the blasting, and haile. 1657 Austen
Fruit Trees 1. 48 Chuse not those [Grafts! that are very
small, they commonly fayle. 1712 Mortimer flush. 11. ii.

9 He thinks that very few [Grains] failed. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. 124 The year in which our olives fail'd.

d. To fail of\ to come short of obtaining or
meeting with (an object desired', or of accom-
plishing or attaining (a purpose, etc.). Now rare
exc. with gerund or vbl. sb.

_
a 1225 Ancr. R. 404 Ase bauh a mon bet heuede longe

i-swunken and failede.-a last, of his hure. c 1315 SitOltK-

ham 3 Yf thou nelt nairjt climme thos, Of hevene thou
hest y-fayled. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xn. iii.

114951 4" 2 Yf sne faylyth. .of the pray that she resyth to.

1470-85 Malory Arthur n. x, He fayled of his stroke, and
smote the hors neck. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Feci, Hist. < 1619I

145 Some failed of the purposed end. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. F.p. 1. x. 39 Fayling of his first attempt tol>e but like

the highest in heaven. 1713 Stkei.k Guardian No. 17 P 7
His man never failed of bringing in his prey. 1737 Johnson
Let. 12 July in Bosivell, Could not fail of a favourable re-

ception. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scrihhlcomania 165 She
never can fail of bewitching the reader. 1844 H. Rogers
Fss. I. ii. 83 To fail of part of the admiration due to other
endowments, 1875 JoWBTT Plato led. 2! IV. 249 Mere per-
ception does not reach being, and therefore fails of truth.

13. To become insolvent or bankrupt. Said of

individuals and of mercantile houses, banks, etc.

1683 Scarlett Exchanges 127 If that Endorser fail and
be insolvent, a 1734 North Lives (1826) III. 291 Mills,

with his auctioneering, atlasses, and projects, failed. 1796
Hull Advertiser 25 June 2/3 Twelve capital houses have
failed in different parts of Italy. 1868 Bentley Wealth #
Polities 11. 81 Thirty-one banks failed in little more than
three months.
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14. a. intr. To be unsuccessful in an examina-
tion, to be 'plucked', b. trans, (colloq.) Of an
examiner: To report (a candidate) as having
failed ; to ' pluck '.

1884 Pall Mall G. 6 Mar. 11 He « fails' them all, turns
to mistress, 'Your children are perfect idiots .

IV. f 15. trans, nonce-use. To deceive, cheat
(L. failure).

1590 Si-enser F. Q. in. xi. 46 So lively and so like that
living sence it fayld.

+ Fai"lable, a. Obs. [f. Fail v. + -able.]
Liable to fail or give way ; unreliable.
1561 Eden Arte A'avig. Pref. C iij b, Such signes are

fayleable. 1576 Tyde Tarryeth no Man in J. P. Collier
filustr. Eng. Pop. Lit. xvi. 70 It is a thing but fayleable
and vayne. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improz>. f/upr. (1653) I29
This [plan] was yet never failable to me since I found it.

t Parlance. Obs. [f. as prec. + -anck. Cf.

OF. faillance.] The quality or fact of failing

;

failure, neglect, falling off ; an instance of the same.
In failance of: for lack of.

1612 Hayward Ann. Fliz. .Camden') 9 The fayleance
wherof would eyther change or abate theyr loves. 1622
Peacham Compi. Gent. xx. 11634) 240 Such pawsc.as
may afforde you meanes to discerne any failancc. 1667
Decay Chr. Piety Pref. 195 Disquisitions about our fail-

ancesand aberrations. 1674 tr. Scheffcrs Lapland xxvii.

125 They use the root of a kind of moss, .or in the failance
of that, the stalke of Angelica. 1686 Goad Celcst. Bodies
1. xii. 60 What else.. should make the Success equiponde-
rate with the Failance?

Tailed (fr'ld, ///. a. Also 5 Sc. fai^eit, 6
Sir. faillit. [f. Fail v. + -ej> '.]

1. Decayed, worn out. Chiefly, of a person :

Impaired in health or vigour ; infirm.

1490 Caxton Fneydos iv. 19 A persone- .nyghe alle faylled
and deed. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treasurer (18771 L 324
Ane aid fail^eit preist. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II, 683
Malcome. .The kirk of Durhame foundit of stone and lyme,
That faillit wes. 1816 Scott Anttq. xxv, After striking a
few strokes, he. .said to his companion, ' I'm auld and failed
now, and canna keep at it '. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss.,
Failed, .in impaired health.

2. Unsuccessful. Also, bankrupt, insolvent.

1655 Nicholas Papers fCamden) II. 344 The late failed
designe. 1869 Daily News 4 Jan., Similar proceedings
were stopped in another failed company. 1871 Ruskin
Fors Ctav. vii. 17 If we ever, .chance to catch hold of any
failed bankers. 1889 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov. 6/2 Failed
books, .were sent off to the colonies.

Failer EtWm). [f. as prec. + -er 1
.] One who

fails, in senses of the vb.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 99 Fals is a faytur, a faylere of
werkes. c1690R0.fl>. Ball. VII. 181 Cabbidgc.of which
you are no failer. 1728 in Memorabilia Domestica (1889)
12 To be paid by the party faillcr to the party performer.

1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 159 'Tis easy! and . . Wou'd
give the honest failer halcyon days. 1884 Browning J\-
rishtah fed. 3) 143 On his sole head, failer or succeeder,
Lay the blame or lit the praise.

Failer, obs. f. of Failure.

Faille, obs. Sc. form of Fail.

Failing f<?'*lin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -inc. 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fail, in various senses

;

an instance of this, a failure. f For, without
(any) failing = for, without fail (see Fail sb. 1

).

1383 Wvcup fsa. v. 27 Ther is not failing ne trauailyng
in "nym. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. VII. xxv. '1495!
241 Rotyd moysture comyth vp of the stomak. .and therof

comyth . . fayllynge of teeth, c 1410 Sir Cleges 375 He
thowght with hym to speke Wythout any faylynge. 1526
PUg-r. Per/, iw. de W. 1531' 150 This., meltyng of the

soule the prophet Dauid calleth a faylynge of the spiryte.

1577 Ii. Googk ffereshach's ffush. iv. (1586) 185 b, [Of
bees] There are sundry kinges bredde for failing. 1611

BiBLC Deut. xxviii. 65 The Lord shall giue thee .. failing

of eyes, & sorrow of minde. 1622 K. Hawkins I'oy. S,

Sea [1847) 127 The waight in the head and sterne by fayling

of the water, began to open her plankes in the middest.

1671 J. Cosin Corr. 23 May, Your apprehension of my fail-

ing before the Great Chapter-day. 1727 Chambers Cycl.

s.v. Bankruptcy, A failing, breaking or stopping of pay-
ment, diminishes the merchant's credit. .When a merchant,
etc., fails to appear at the exchange, etc., without apparent
reason, it is called a failing of presence.

2. A defect, fault, shortcoming, weakness.
1590 Sir J. SmYTH Disc. Weapons 21 b, All which un-

readynesses, and failings. 1612 Rrinslky Lud. Lit. 179
My selfe to supplie their wants and fay lings. 1651 Haxtkr
fnf. Bapt. 94 Not aggravating failings, but hoping all

things, X770G01.DSM. Des. Vill. 164 E'en his failings lean'd

to Virtue's side. 1843 PftBSCOTT Mexico vn. v. ut'64* 459
His bigotry, the failing of the age.

llist.Sh. I. 11. iv. 257 Want of firmness
mentioned as his [Cicero's] principal failing.

Failing (f^lin), ///. a. Also 4 failand,

faylande, Sc\ fal3eand. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

1. That fails, in the senses of the vb.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28844 'Cott.t Failand frute comis o bat

tan, ("137S Sc* Leg. Saints, Amtreas 961 Fore bis joy
fal^eand pu Ay-lestand joy has chosine nov. 1435 Misyn
Fire of Lone (E.E.T.S.) 9 pingis transitory & faylynge.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 404 O. .much failing, hapless Eve.
HwDb Fok Crusoe (184c Il.xiv. 293 My never-failing old
pilot . . had a pistol. 1879 Froldf, desar xiv. 204 Axes.

.

of soft iron, fair to the eye and failing to the stroke. 1885
Laiv Times' Rep. LI I. 648/2 IMownght was . . in failing

health.

f 2. Astron. Of a planet: Rtmotefrom some fixed

point. Obs.

1391 Chaucku Astrol. 11. § 4 If [a planet] passe the

1876 J. H. Newman
s has been repeatedly

FAILURE.
bondes of thise forseide spaces, a-boue or by-nethe. .they
sein bat the planete is failling fro the assendent.
Hence Fai'lingrly adv., Failingness.
1631 Celesiina iv. 49 That failingnesse of force and of

strength. 1847 Craig, Failingly, by faffing. 1880 M. Cro.m--
melin Black Abbey I. xii. 163 The poor Tom-boy. .struggled,
failingly, to join in Hector's ever-manlier pursuits.

Failing (fc'Win. ,prep. [The pr. pple. of Fail
v., used either with intrans. sense in concord with
the following sb. or pron. (failing tkts** l

if this
fail *), or in trans, sense with the sb. etc. as object
(failing this = ' if one fail this').] In default of.
1810 H. T. Colkbrooke 2 Treat. Hindu Law Inker, 225

In default cf these, the heritage goes to the son of the.,
aunt. Or, failing him, it passes, etc. 1818 Wordsworth in
Wks. 1876 I. 241 Many must have opportunities of knowing
him ; or failing that intimate knowledge, we require, etc.
1843 Cari.yle Past (5- Present 92 Failing all else, what
fossip about one another. 1859 Basest Pop. Tales Norse
ntrod. p. xlv, By clinging, .to some king or hero, .or, fail-

ing that, to some squire's family.

Faille (fay, &V . Also 6 faile or fayle. [a.

K. faille in same senses.]

f 1. A kind of head-dress. Obs.
1530 Palsgr. 218/2 Fayle, an upparmost garment of a

woman. 1694 Earl Perth Lett. i.Camden t 30 A faille . . is

a great scarf of tafita for the best, and of worsted for others.

2. A light kind of ribbed silk fabric.
Failleft anfalse has a larger rib than faille proper, being

thus intermediate between this and 'ottoman*. Recently
the term woolfaille has been applied to a kind of 'terry *.

1869 Le Follet, Feb., Faille is very fashionable for long
dress. 1878 9 A. Barlow Weaving 396 The most important
of these manufactures comprise. .'Failles', black. 1887 Vug.
Ladies friil. XXX. 122 The bonnet is of cream faille.

1888 Bom Bells Weekly 13 Jan., The train is in full folds of
yellow tulle over yellow faille. 1889 Daily News 24 July
5/5 The finest and softest corded silk, of the sort known
technically as faille francaise.

Faille(n, failly, faillie, obs. ff. of Fail.

Failure (fr'-liui). Also 7 failer, fayler, fai-

lour, faileur, failler, fail^our, faylor. [First

in 17th c. in form failer, a. AF. failer , for Y.faillir

to Fail; see quot. 1641, and cf. law terms like

cesser, trover. Subsequently the ending was vari-

ously confused with the suffixes -or, -OUR, -t'RE,

but the original form did not become obso-
lete until the end of the century.] The fact of

failing.

1. A failing to occur, be performed, or be pro-

duced ; an omitting to perform something due or

required ; default.

[1641 Tcrmes de la Ley 154 Failer de Record est quant
un Action est port tnvers un, & le defendant plede [etc.]

. . Donques il est dit pur failer de son Record.] 1643
Prvnnk Sot. Power Pari. 1. (ed. 21 33 There would ne-

cessarily follow .. a fayler of Justice in the highest Court
of Justice. 1645 Pagitt fferesiogr. (1661) 307 Consecrated
here in London by the Reverend Fathers of this Church,
through failer of a Bishop surviving in that. 1648 Fair-
fax Remonstrance 31 How easie it is to finde, or pretend
a failer of full performance. 165a Hf.yi.in Cosmogr. . . On
the failer [ed. 1682 faileur] of his Line. 1673 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 65 Haveinge all Titular Arch Bp* . . comd " by
Procla'"1 to depart this Kingdom, & on their Faylor to be
proceeded against. 1767 Blackstone Covim. If. 237 On
failure of the descendants of John Stiles himself, the issue

of Geoffrey and Lucy Stiles, his parents, is called in. 1832
Southby ftist. Renins. War III. 80 To preserve to..
Ferdinand VII, all his dominions, and, in his failure, to his

legitimate successors. 1841 Elphinstonk Hist. lud. I. 67
On the failure of issue.. an adopted son succeeds. 1885
Act 48-9 Viet. C. 72 § 5 A failure ofjustice will take place

if the leave [to appeal] is not granted.

t b. A lapse, a slight fault ; a failing, infir-

mity. Obs.
a 1656 Usshkr Ann. v. {1658) 73 Thorough failler of

memory, or false copying. 1660 R. Coke Poiver <y Subj.

270 In regard of the ordinary failures of the Press .. the
Reader is desired to correct these faults before hee begin.

1689 Col. Rec. Fcnnsylv. I. 262 An unwilling faylor and
error in their proceedings. 170a Eng. Theophrast. 323 This
[envy] is the basest and most ungenerous of all our natural

failures, a 1716 South Serm. (1737) I. viii. 209 He owed
his death to. .a little inadvertency and failure of memory.
2. The fact of becoming exhausted or running

short, giving way under trial, breaking down in

health, declining in strength or activity, etc.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. iii. § 1. 152 There then must
needs have been an universal failure and want of Springs

and Rivers all the Summer-Season. 1793SMKATON Edystonc
L. % 259 We concluded the failure had been in the Forelock

of the bolt. 1841 Miss MiTFORoin L' Estrange Life III.

viii. 126 The mind gone, .utter failure of intellect. 1885
Weekly Notes 28 Mar. 67/2 The house had become unin-

habitable through the failure of the water-supply.

3. The fact of failing to effect ones purpose;

want of success ; an instance of this.

1643 Nethersoi.e Proj.for Peace (1648) 19 The failer of

the timely discovery. . happened . . through your . . default.

1667 Ld. DiciiY Elvira v. 82, I. .th'other day, could scarce

o'ercome The sense of a slight failour. 1686 Goad Celest.

Bodies III. iv. 509 All the Exceptions and Failers will lye,

upon the account of % . 1800 M alone Drydeu L 11. 505 By his

failure in that work he might lose the reputation which he

had gained. 1874 GtRBSM Short Hist. v. 219 The failure of

his foreign hopes threw Edward on the resources of England.

1878 SKEi.KY.VrV/« II. 327 We see efforts ending in feebleness

and failure.

b. eoncr. A thing or person that proves unsuc-

cessful.



FAILYIE. 23 FAINT.

1837 Dickens Pickw, ii, This attack was a failure also.

1865 Mill in Morn. Star 6 July, If you elect me and
I should turn out a failure. 1883 Ch. Times g Nov. 813/2
Lutheranism has been from the very first a conspicuous re-

ligious failure. 1889 Academy 1 June 369/1 The general
result of efforts directed to this end is the production of.,
educated failures.

4. The fact of failing in business ; bankruptcy,

insolvency.

1702 Loud. Gaz. No. 3791/4 Divers Failures have .. hap-
pened among the Traders in this City. 1709 Steele Taller
No. 5 F 5 The Bankers of Geneva were utterly ruined by
the Failure of Mr. Bernard. 1796 Ifnil Advertiser 15 June
2/3 Two of these failures have occurred at Milan. 1861
Pattison Ess. (1889) 1. 41 A few years later .. came the
failure of the great Italian bankers.

tFarlyie. St. Obs. Also6failje, (7 printed
failzie). [a. OF. faille : see FAIL sb.] a. Failure,

non-performance ; also, an instance of this. b.

Consequent liability to a penalty.

*55* Sc. Acts Mary (1814)488 He sail content and pay for

euerie failzie [of ane act]ane hundreth markis. 1532 Lynde-
sav fyfonarche 5760 The fraudfull faihjeis Off Schireffis,

Brouestis, and of Bail^eis. 1640-1 Kirkcndbr. IVar-Comm.
Min. Bk. (1855) 4° Ane thousand merks, to be peyit to the

Ommittie . . in case of failzie. a 1670 Spalding Trottb.

Chas, /(1792) II. 225 It was a snare devised to draw gentle-

men under failzies.

Fain (fe*n\ a. and adv. Forms: a. I fes5en,

fee3n, 3 fsein, fein, vein, vayn, 3-6 fayn^e, (5

faymie), 4 (fyne), 4-5 feyn.e, 4-7 faine, 5
fyene, 5-6 fane, 6 faint, fayen, feene), (7-9
feign), 3- fain. Also compar. 3 fenre. /?. 3-4
fa3e(n, 3 vawe, 4-5 fawe n, (5 faue;. [OE.

fipren, fsr&n = OS. fagan, fagin, ON. feginn ;

allied to OE. teflon (pa. t. feah), OHG. (gi-)

fehan (pa. t.fali) to rejoice.]

A. adj.

1. Glad, rejoiced, well-pleased. Often in phrases,

full fain, glad and fain. Const, of; also fol-

lowed by inf. or subord. cL Now chiefly dial, or

poet.

a. . . Be&utulfx&ys Ferdon foro" bonon febelastum ferhbum
faegne. c 888 Alfred Boeth. xl. § 5 Ic bio swipe faegn ?;if

811 me laedest bider ic 3e bidde. c 1205 Lav. 4891 pe due ber

fore fain wes. a 1300 Cursor M, 20452 (Cott.), I am ful

fain yee ar me mid. 1340 Hampole J'r. Consc. 4552 Of
bair dtdc bai sal be fayn. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 974 Bot
pen was bis wrechede mon full fayne. c 1460 Tcnvneley

Myst. 84 Now in hart fulle fane. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II. 589 He. .of thair cuming wes so glaid and fane, a 1569

KiNGESMYLX. Man's Est. i. (,1580* 7 He is very faine of the

findyng of suche a fielde. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, in. ii. 114

Are glad and faine by flight to sane themselues. 1640

J. DYKE Worthy Commun. 56 Then full faine wilt thou he

to have Christ Jesus receive thy soule. 1664 Eloddan F.

vit. 65 And of his welfare all were fain. 1787 Burns Twa
Dogs 137 My heart has been sae fain to see them. 1801

Wordsw. Cuckoo <$• Night, xxvi, I should be wondrous fain

That shamefully they one and all were slain. 1863 Mrs.
Gaskkll Sylvia's L. I. 195 My master is quite fain of his

company. 1876 Morris Sigurd 111. 176 And fain and full

was my heart.

0. 1297 R. Gloic. (1724) 21S So bat hii mette hem ber,

bobe hii were wel vawe. C 1380 Sir Ferianb. 3800 War-for

y am wel fawe.

b. Proverb.

1471 Riplev Com}. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 157 Payre
promys makyth folys fayne. 1579 Lvi.v Euphues iArb.) 69

There may you see . . the faire wordes that make fooles

faine. 1829 Scott Ante of G. iv, Fine words to make
foolish maidens fain.

2. Const, to with inf. Glad under the circum-

stances
;
glad or content to take a certain course

in default of opportunity for anything better, or as

the lesser of two evils.

a. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 28 pei were fayn to

ask pes. 1393 GoWER Con/. III. 230 He was faine him self

to save. 1559 in Strype Ann. Kef. I. App. ix. 26 They
were faine to patche uppe the matter with a little piece of

paper clapped over the foresaid wordes. 1593 SHARS. 2 Hen.

VI, 11. i. 153, I must be faine to pawncmy Plate. 1631

Gouge God's Arrows ii. §26. 170 Men were faine to eate

horse-flesh. 1693 Locke Education § 89. 105 Castalio was

fain to make Trenchers at Basle to keep himself from starv-

ing. 1812 Combe (Dr. Syntax) Picturesque xvi. (Chandos)

60 Pleas'd with the prospect he was feign To yawn, and go

to sleep again. 1839 Tiiirlwai.l Greece VII. hv. 52 He was

fain to take shelter in a canal. 1882 Miss Braddon ML
Royal II. vi. 115 Christabel was fain to make the best of

her life at Mount Royal.
/3. c ly&Arth. <$• Merl. 208 To fle sone he was wel fawe.

b. This passes gradually into the sense : Neces-

sitated, obliged.

1513 More Rich. IIT in Grafton Chron. II. 785 Pinkye ..

so loste his voyce, that he was fayne to leave off. 1579

Fenton Guicciard. 11. (1599) 75 Lodowyke. .was feene with

teares to acknowledge his cowardize. 1676 Hale Contempt.

1. 103 In this condition, he is fain to bear his burdensom

Cross towards the place of his Execution, a 1682 Sir T.

Browne Tracts 7 Many plants are mentioned in Scripture

under such names as they are fain to be rendred by analogy.

1685 H. More Paralip. Pro/h. 315 A Cannon of so vast a

bigness, that it was fain to be drawn by seventy yoke of

Oxen. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers 1 1795> t Pref. 23, I have

been fain to trust the oversight . . of my work to others.

1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867I 360 Ascham, indeed,

was fain to apologise for having written in English. 1884

F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I. 93 He was fain to ac-

knowledge that she was right,

3. Disposed, inclined or willing, eager. Const.

t of ffor, to with inf. arch, or dial.

c 1205 Lav. 6994 For elchen vuele he wes fein. 1340 70
Alex. <y Dind. 237 So it farus Li folk bat fain is to teche.

a 1605 MoNTGOMERIE Natur passis Xurriiure 34 To fang
his friendship they war fane. 1802 R. Anderson Cnmberla.
Ball. 3a The .. sleet and snaw are nought at aw, If yen
were fain to gang 1 1851 GalLENGA Mariotti's Italy 75 The
gentle and respectful behaviour of the soldiery in what they
were fain to look upon as a land of conquest. 1884 W. C.
Smith Kildrostan 83 Vain for a man to think that he Can
hide what a woman is fain to know !

t b. Apt, wont. Obs.

1596 Spenser /*'. Q. iv.viii. 37 Whose steadie hand was
faine his steed to guyde. 1650 Jer. Taylor ffety Living
i. § i. 7 To a busie man temptation is fain to climbe up
together with his businesses.

+ 4. Well-disposed, favourable. Const, of i>r

dot. Also in phr.fair andfain. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 127 i 9 Lauer king Aldroein Ofte be wuroegodd
faein \c 1275 fain], c 1305 11,000 Virgins 134 in E. E. P.
11862) 69 Ourse of britaigne po hi fonde such a creatoure,

so fair fit so fayne. c 1440 SirGowther 679 Fader, and Sone,
and Holy Gost, Of owre sowles be fayne. [a 1850 Rossetti
Dante ty Circ. \. 11874) 77, I ..saw Love coming towards
me, fair and fain.]

B. adv. Gladly, willingly, with pleasure. Fre-

quent in /, he, etc. would (*j* had) fain j otherwise

Cbs. or arch.
0. c 1x75 Lamb.Horn. 35 Ic waldefein pinian and sitten on

forste and on snawe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 192 Vor uein wolde
be hexte cwemen ou. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 2jn 53, 1 chulle be
telle fayn. c 1440 York Myst. xx. 121 And if boil wolde
neuere so fayne. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 4^0/3 The soppes
of which he fayne ete. 1513 Douglas *-Eneis ix. iv. f»4

To bring agane Eneas full fane thai wald. 1523 Ld.

Berners Eroiss. I. exxv. 151 The kyng . . demaunded of

them whyther they wolde faynest go. 1590 Spenser /'". Q.
I, iv. 10 A mirrhour . . Wherein her face she often vewed
fayne. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 72, I would faine dye a
dry death. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 86, I would fain

know wherein consists that sharpness. 1801 SoUTHEY
Thataba x. iv, He full fain would sleep. 1858 Neale
Bernard de M. 32 My spirit seeks thee fain. 1874 Morley
Compromise 11886s 85 Those who would fain divide the

community into two great castes. 1876 Morris Sigurd in.

173 She. .kisseth her sweet and fain. 1880 Miss Broughton
Sec. Th. 11. vii, She had fainer not.

fi. c 1330 King of Tars 1058 Ageyn the soudan he gan
hyghe, And wolde hym sle ful fawe. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
308 panne wolde bay wel fa5e, 3if bei mi^t helpe to pat

sir Olyuer hadde be slage.

t Fain, sb. Obs. [f. prec.] Gladness, joy.

c 1340 Cursor M. 3S52 (Laud MS.) Laban then he did to

calle for fayne of hym his frendis alle. c 1400 Vwaine #
Gaw. 2086 Alsone als he saw him stand For fayn he liked

fote and hand, c 1440 Bone Flor. 844 Syr Garcy went
crowlande for fayne.

t Fain, v. Obs. Forms: 1 feejenian, feesnian,

fahnian, 2 fajenien, 3 fa^nien, fainen, fawe),

3-6 fayne, (4 feyn), 3-7 faine. See also FAWNS'.

[OE. f&vtianj fiegenian (f. fa-gen, Fain) =* ON.
fagna, OS. fagandn,fagin6nt OHG.faginSnt fegi-

non, Goth.fag'inon.]

1. intr. To be delighted or glad, rejoice. Const.

of (earlier genitive), on, in ; with to and inf. also,

to desire, wish.
c 888 ,-Klfred Boeth. xxx. § 1 Ne sceal he. .tonn^emetlice

fae&nian Sa:s folces worda. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. i. 66 Fa;^-

nodonealle. cioooAgs. Gosp.MarU.xiv. 11 J?a hi bis ^ehyrdon
hi fahnodon [<rxi6o Hatton G. fageneden]. <. 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 135 Fele shule fajenien on his burde. 1" 1205

Lav. 21843 Pa fainede swifte folc an hirede Of Arourcs
cume. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 199 >if bu wult hit

iSauien iwis he wule 5urchut fawe. a 1300 E. E. Psalter

v. 12 And fayne sal alle bat hope in be. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter xxxi. 14 Ffaynes in lord & glades rightwis. c 1380
Wvclif Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 246 Clerkis shulde . . feyn to be

discharged of erl>eli goodis. a 1400-50 Alexander 1745
Feyne all with fairnes & fayne at bou may. c 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 417 And thogh some tyme he glide the werld

make man to fayne. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xii. 36 [She]

faynes to weave false tales.

b. To pretend kindness. Cf. Fawn v.

aizz$ Ancr. R. 194 Hwonne ou ne wonteS nowiht,

beonne ueine5 he mid ou.

2. trans. To make glad. Hence to welcome (a

person) ; also, to congratulate (const, of).
c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 1441 Eliezer . . bro3t him a wif . . He

fainede hire wi5 milde mod. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlii[i]. 4
God bat faines mi youthede al. (11375 Joseph A rim. 243

J>ei . . faynede me wib wordes, Bote bei hateden me. a 1400 -

50 Alexander 2 Fayn wold j>ai here Sum farand bing efter

fode to fayn bere her[t]. 1480 Robt. Devyll 10 Of hyscom-
panye no- man us fayne.

3. To rejoice in, enjoy ; also, to take to gladly,

show preference for. rare.

1483 Caxton Cato E viij, I wyl not that ye.. suppose that

. .synnars faynen [L. Incrari] theyr synnes wythout to haue

. .punycyon. .in thys world or in the other. 1606 Warnkk
Alb. Eng. xvi. ci. (1612) 399 The sprewsest Citie-Lads for

her would faine the Countne-aire.

Hence fFarning///. a., gladsome, affectionate

;

also, longing, wistful.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12732 Clunestra. .Resaynit hym. .With
a faynond fare. 1596 Si-enser Hymns, Hon. Love 216 His
heavens queene. .in his fayning eye Whose sole aspect he
counts felicitye.

Fain^e, obs. ff. of Feign.

Faineance (f'
T'*n^ians). rare~ l

. [f. Faineant:
see -ance ; F. fainiance occurs in Montaigne.]

= next.

1853 Kingslev HyPatia xxvii. 342 The mask of sneering

faineance was gone.

Faineancy (£?*"iW|ansi). [f. as prec. : see

-ancy.] The quality or condition of being a*

faineant.

1854 THOREAU in Salt Life (1800) 156 They may be single,

or have families in their faineancy. 1884 Goldw. Smith in

Contemp. Rev. Sept. 316 The reduction of the House of

Lords to faineancy.

II Faineant (f^n^aiV. sb. and a. Also 7 fai-

niant, faitneant,faytneant. [K'. faineant (i6thc.

ciisofail-neantj ( do-nothing', {.fait, 3rd pers. sing,

pres. offaire to do + neant nothing; really an ety-

mologizing perversion of OF. faignant sluggard

(still current as a vulgarism), pr. pple. of faindre

to skulk : see Faint.]

A. sb. One who does nothing ; an idler. Often

with allusion to the rots faineants, ' sluggard

kings', a designation of the later Merovingians.
1619 Sir 1). Carleton in Eng. $ Germ. (Camden* 93 The

two last Emperors, .were both faineants. 1621 [see Fac-

totum 1 J. 1672 Petty Pol. Anat. (16911 13 There are yet

to spare. .Casherers and Fait-neants, 220,000. 1855 II. G.

Liddell Hist. Rome v. xlvi, The faine*ans who had dis-

appointed them could hardly appear in public.

!B. adj. That does nothing ; indolent, idle.

1855 M 11.man Lai. Chr. 11864' IX- x,v - i- M ^ ne faineant

Merovingians. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 163

The faineant aristocrat and apathetic dullard.

II Faineantise (f^n^^ht/z). Also 7 faitnean-

tise. [Fr. faineantise, f. faineant-, see prec.]
4 Do-nothing-ness ' ; indisposition to do anything;

indifference, inactivity.

a 1684 Li-.h.mton Let. in Leisure Hour Dec, (1874)805 Nor
would any fatigue, .have degusted me so much as our ten

years fai(n)tneamise has *lo\\^. a 1734 North Exam. (ty^ot

90 If the King had, by any Faineantise or Remissness, let

their Line run into Opportunities. 1822 T. L. Peacock
Maid Marian ix, He had.. sent all King Henry's saints

about their business, or rather about their no-business, their

faineantise.

Fainer, obs. f. Feigner.

t Fai'nhead. Obs. In 4-5 faynhed. [f. Fain
a. + -HEAD,] Gladness, joy.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3851 (Gott.i Laban for faynhed he did

to call, .his freindes all. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2446 Hit shall

. .fille you with faynhed.

f Fai'nlessly, adv. [? (.fain, Feign v. + -less

+ -ly 2, Cf. FaINTLESS.] Without attempted eva-

sion.

1652 Gal'LE Magastrom. 261 Women . . have fainelesly and
willingly left their bodies and imbraced their deaths.

Fainly (fr'-nli), adv. rare. [f. Fain a. + -LY.]

Gladly, eagerly.

>535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 28 Lord Eolus richt fanelie

did tname gyde. 1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629)

221 Grace . . Easily, Willingly, fainely beteemes another,

any other, all others share with it in the common Saluation.

la 1800 Jolty Goshawk ix. in Child Eng. % Sc. Pop. Ball.

IV. 360 She's gone unto her west window And fainly aye

it drew. 1850 bLACKlE sEschylus II. 268 Xerxes, stript of

all his glory . . Fainly comes .. to the bridge that links the

lands.

Fainness (i^*n|Ues). Chiefly Sc. and north.

dial. [f. Fain a. + -ness.] The quality or state

of being fain ; eagerness, gladness.

^1300 Cursor M. 3851 (Cott.) Laban for fainnes did him
call, .his frendesall. C1340 Hampole Psalter iv. 7 pouhas
gifen faynes in my hert. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 80

Tha. .left all waist for fancnes for toflie. 1571 G. BUCHANAN
Admon. Trew Lordis Wks. (1893) soCausit ye. .hainiltonis

to fon for faynnes. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. v. viii. 228 The
. .bailie rubbed his hands with fidgety fainness. 1837 Car-

lyle Fr, Rev. i. v. ix, Foulon (in his fainness). .also claps.

Faint f^nt), sb. [f. Faint a. and vi]

1 1. Faintness. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13477 'GotO If bai turn ham hair wai,

For be faint sone faite sal bai. c 1320 Sir Beues 4195 Beues
for ffeynt bere hym lowe. C1430 Syr Getter. tRoxb. 1 8S14

For pure feint right now she sank. #1533 Ld. Berners
Huon cxx. 430 Huon..was sore wery for faynt, for the

blude that he had loste. a 1541 WvATT Poet. Wks. 1.1861)

149 My hope, .stumbleth straight, for feeble faint. 1600

Holland Livy iv. xli. 165 Wearied with travaile, and faint of

his woundes.

2. A swoon.
1808 Scott Marm. iv. xvi, The Saint, Who propped the

Virgin in her faint. 1865 L. Olii'Hant Piccadilly (1870)280

In a dead faint. 1885 R. L. & V. Stevenson Dynamiter

45 The night, .found me still where he had laid me during

my faint. <
3. Comb, as \faint -fit = fainting-fit.

1795 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. 190

Without a scream, a faint-fit or a kick.

Faint (Cnt), a. Forms : 4 [and 9 in sense 1 b)

feint, 4-6 fainte, faynt(e, feynt^e, 6 Sc. fant>,

4- faint, [a. OF. faint, feint feigned, sluggish,

cowardly, pa. pple. of faindre, feindre (mod.F.

feindre) to Feign, in early use also refl. to avoid

one's duty by false pretences, to shirk, skulk.]

f 1. Feigned, pretended, simulated. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19535 (Cott.) J>ar-for tok he [Symon
Magus] haptim faint, a 1340 Hampole Psalter xl. 6 Vayn
thynge & faynt spak his hert. C1400 Destr. Troy 12591

po lyghers.. forget a faint tale vnder fals colour, c 1440

York Myst. xxix. 229 A faynte frend myght he ber fynde.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 144 He that loueth the

with feynt loue. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 93 And finished

the sayde peace with an assured othe. .but it semed a faynt

peace, for [etc.].



FAINT.

b. Law. Faint action,pleadings etc.: = ' feigned
action ', etc. : see Feigned.
1543-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII c. 24 The saide Manour . . £0

be recovered by fainte pleader, reddicion or other fraude or
covyne. 155a Huloet, Faynte accion, actio exennata.
1607 Cowel Interpr., Fayjtt pleader. 164 1 Termes dc la
Ley 154 Faint pleading is a covenous, false, and collusory
manner of pleading to the deceit of a third party. 1672 in

Cowel Interpr., Faynt alias Feynt Actum. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) V. 517 A feint title.

II. Sluggish, timid, feeble.

f 2. Avoiding exertion, shirking, lazy, sluggish.
c 1325 Coerde L.2519 ' Roues on faste ! who that is feynt,

In evel water may he be dreynt
!

' 1393 Gower Conf II. 5
He.. had his thoughtes feint Towardes loves and full of
slouthe. c 1440 Promp, Parv. 153 Feynt, scgnis. 1513
Douglas sEneisx. vii. 33 The beis. .fra thair hife. .Expellis
..the faynt drone be. 1680 Temple Orig. $ Nat. Gov.
MLsc. 53 The spirits, .are rendered faint and sluggish.

3. Wanting in courage, spiritless, cowardly. Obs.

or arch. exc. in faint heart (now associated with
sense 4 b).

a 1300 Cursor M. 18081 (Cott.) A faint fighter me thine er
bou. c 1300 A". A lis. 7597 Haveth now non heorte feynte !

c 1320 Sir Bcues 1575 Ase he was mad & feint To Iesu Crist
he made is pleint. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. cxvi (Percy
Soc.) 44 Myn herte is falsje], feynt, and drye. c 1489 Cax-
ton Sofines of Aymon viii. 184 Thoughe ye shold abyde
behynde as weke men and feynte. 11533 Ld. Berners
JIuon lii. 177 Thou arte of a faynte corage. 11593 H-
Smith Wks. (1867) II. 219 The faint spies that went to the
land of Canaan. 1627 May Lucan in. 11635) 103 To send
thee civill wars Having so faint a chiefe. 1702 Rowe
Tatnerl. 1. i, His Party.. soon grew faint. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 689 Faint heart never yot raised atrophy.
absol. 1814 Byron Lara 11. x, The fierce that vanquish,

and the faint that yield. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. iv. 120 He
made the faint of spirit take their place.

b. Proverb. 1569 W. Elderton Ballad, Brittains Ida
v. i, Faint heart ne'er won fair lady. 1624 Massinger
Pari. Loz-e n. iii, All hell's plagues light on the proverb
That says ' Faint heart'— ! But it is stale.

4. Wanting in strength or vigour, f a. Of per-
sons or animals, their faculties or condition ; also

rarely of material agents : Weak, feeble ; sickly,

out of condition. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Paleme 785 Febul wax he & faynt. 1399

Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 88 With many ffair fTowle, bou^
bey ffeynte were, c 1420 Patlad. on Hush. in. 288 In bigger
bowes fele, and fainter fewe Brannches doo traile. 1513
Douglas *Eneis vn. viii. 74 Thi vile unveildy age, Ourset
with hasart hair and faynt dotage. 1535 Coverdale Ps.
cxlii[i], 7 My sprete waxeth faynte. 1641 Bust Farm. Bks.
(Surtees)i43 Barley strawe. .is fownde. .not altogeather soe
faint as haver strawe. 1653 Walton Angler 130 If I catch
a Trout in one Meadow, he shall be white and faint. 1697
Dkyden Virg. Georg, in. 204 If the Sire be faint, or out of
Case. 1699 Dampier / 'oy. 1 1, in. 36 Where the scantiest or
faintest Land-winds are found. 1764 Harmer Ob&erv, iv.

iv. 142 A very slow faint fire.

b. Of actions, wishes, purposes : Half-hearted,
languid, feeble.

1596 Spenser -/•". Q. iv. vi. 24 Turning feare to faint deuo-
tion. 1630 in Picton ISfoocMunk Rec. (18831 I- J 58 Many
disorders growen. .through, .faint execucon of those lawes.
1640 Hauincton Edw. IV. 183 The King, .dismist the Em-
bassadors with some faint comfort. 1728 Veneer Sin-
cere Penitent Pref. 4 A faint, .progress in. .religion. 1735
Pope Prol. Sat. 201 Damn with faint praise, assent with
civil leer.

_ 1848 MacAULAY Hist. Ling. I. 581 A faint show
of opposition from one or two peers. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble
Resid. Georgia 37 And found there had been some faint
attempt at sweeping.

5. Producing a feeble impression on the senses or
the mind ; dim, indistinct, hardly perceptible: a.
of light, sound, odour.
1660 Boyle New E.xp. Phys. Mech. 270 The sound grew

fainter and fainter. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 84 By. .Turpen-
tine, &.c. all those reflections are made more faint. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Vision, Faint Vision is when
a few Rays make up one Pencil, and tho' this may be dis-
tinct, yet it is ohscure and dark. 1784 Cowper Task v. 59
Diligent to catch the first faint gleam Of smiling day. 1818
Shelley Rosalind 1015 The summer wind faint odours
brought From mountain flowers, a 1839 Praed Poems
(1864) I. 96 Echo shrinks, as if afraid Of the faint murmur
she has made. 1868 I.ockyer Elem. Astron. i. (1879) 10
A star of the sixth magnitude is. .the faintest visible to the
naked eye.

b. of a colour.
155a Huloet, Faynte and vnperfite coloure, dilutus color.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 74 All manner of Blues, from the
faintest to the deepest. 17x6 Lond. 6jg?. No. 5468/4 Stolen
. .a Faint Bay Horse. 1730 Thomson Summer 1317 '1746)
From her naked limbs of glowing white, In folds loose-
floating fell the fainter lawn. 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. # Art II. 724 The faintest part of the picture. 1872
Bryant Little People of Snow 111 She saw a little crea-
ture. .With, .faint blue eyes.

c. Of markings, etc. Applied spec, to the lines of

a pale blue or neutral tint ruled on paper as a guide
for handwriting. Hence qnasw&&. in ruledfaint.

d. of objects of mental perception, e. g. resem-
blance, probability, etc. Also of conceptions or
representations: 'Pale* or feeble compared with
the reality.

17*7 Swift Gulliver n. viii. 166 Some faint hopes of relief.

1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) II. xvii. 333 The faint remem-
brance of the word of God. 177a Priestley Inst. Relig.
(1782) II. 113 We form a faint idea of [it]. 1834 Pringle
Afr. Sk. x. 338 Such is a faint picture of the state of things.
1884 Manck. Exam. 11 June 5/3 There is not the faintest
chance that [etc.].

24

absol. 1840 Browning Sordetlo v. 417 Some first fact I" the
faint of time.

6. Feeble through inanition, fear, or exhaus-
tion; inclined to * faint' or swoon. Const. \of
with.
c 1320 R. Bhunne Mcdit. 509 J>ey bro^t hym to pylate, he

stode ful feynt. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 332 He ys boJ>e paal &
feynt. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. ix, Which of laboure were
ful mate and feynt. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix.

249 Guycharde. .was feynte and felle doun, to the erthe.

1704 F. Filler Med. Gymn. (1711) 30 When a Man. .rises

first from his sick Bed. .he quickly grows faint. 1837 Major
Richardson Brit. Legion 11. (ed. 21 291 Hewas exceedingly
.. faint with the bruises he had received. 1867 Dickens
Lett. (1880 II. 272, I was taken so faint afterwards.
transf. 1548 Hall Chron. 230 b, Knowyng his treasorie

. .to bee so voyde and faint.

III. 7- Producing faintness ; sickly
; + having

a sickly smell. Of the atmosphere : Oppressive.
1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II, clxxvii. [clxxiii ] 530 The

wether was so faynt. 1622 Fletcher Beggars Bush in. i,

The white Cony skin Though it be faint lis faire to the eye.

1673 Temple Obserz'. United Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 46 Warm
faint Air turns in a Night to a sharp Frost. 1712 W. Rogers
Voy. 182 The Weather was very wet, hot and faint. 1864
Sala in Daily Tel. 16 Aug., I wish La Villa Ricca de Vera
Cruz had not quite so faint a smell. 1870 Hawthorne Bng.
Notc-bks. (1879) II. 345 The atmosphere was a little faint
and sickish.

IV. Comb. 8. a. with adjs. of colour, as

faint-bine, -green, etc. b. parasynthetic, ns faint-
breathed, -hued, -lipped, -voiced, etc.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 11. Babylon 301 The
faint-breath'd children Cry often Bek. 1682 Sir T. Browne
Chr. Mor. 9 Persons, -but pale in goodness, and faint hued
in integrity. 1820 Keats Hyperion m. 19 Faint-lipped
shells. 1832 Tennyson Mariana in S. 5 A faint-blue ridge
upon the right. 1844 Ld. Houghton Palm L^eaves 138
Purple and faint-green relics of the day. 1871 E. F. Burr
Ad Fidem xiv. 284 Difficulties become faint-voiced.

9. quasi-<7</z\ with ppl. adjs., as faint-gleaming,
-glimmering, -heard, -lit, -warbled, etc.

1727-46 Thomson Summer 48 The meek-ey'd mom ap-
pears .. faint-gleaming in the dappled east. 1728-46 —
Spring 585 The long-forgotten Strain, At first faint-warbled.
1729 Savage Watufcrer \\\. 12 The Stars .. faintglimm'ring
with remains of day. 1866 Howells Venet. Life xvii. 260
Faint-heard refrains. 1867 R. Lytton Chron. <y Char., The
faint-lit cold-wall'd corridors.

Faint (fiFtat , v. Forms : 4-5 feinte, 4-6"

faynt(e, ^6 fayncte), feynt e, 5- faint, [f.

Faint a. ; cf. the rare OF. feintir= sense I.]

1. intr. To lose heart or courage, be afraid, be-

come depressed, give way, flag. Now only arch.

after Biblical uses.

C 1350 // 'ill. Paleme 3638 For here fon gun feynte & felde
were manye. a 1400 Adam Davy s Dreams 118 A voice me
bede I ne shulde nou^th feinte. 1526 Tindale 2 Cor. iv. 1 As
mercy is come on us we fayncte not. 1548 Hall Citron.

£9 b, The straunger so faced the Englishman, that hefaynted
in hys sute. 1653 Holcroi-t Procopius XL 41 The soldiers
blamed each other for fainting. 1701 Steele Chr. Hero
111. 62 His great heart, instead of fainting and subsid-
ing, rose and biggen'd.

_
1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795)

I. in. 187 He was despised by many; yet he fainted not.
1827 Kehle Chr. V. 24th Sund. after Tnn., Why should we
faint and fear to live alone. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II.

478 Answer and faint not.

2. To become faint, grow weak or feeble, decline.

Const, in, of Obs. exc. poet.
C1400 Destr. Troy 13918 All feblit be freike, fainted of

strenght. c 1450 Crt. ofLove 460 All her ymage paynte In
the remembraunce till thow begynne to faynte. 1530 Ras-
tell Bk. Purgat. 11. xviii, The understandynge begynnyth
to faynt. 1568 Jacob fy Esau 1. i, 31 in Hazl. Dodsley
(1874) II. 190 Sometimes Esau's self will faint for drink and
meat. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 45 If they perceiue, that
you faint in courage. 1697 Dkyden Virg. sEneid ix. 473
The Fires were fainting there. 1820 Shelley (Edrpus n. i.

56 Loading the morning winds until they faint With living
fragrance. 1866 B. Taylor Poems, Odalisque, The day,
through shadowy arches fainting,

f b. To fall short. Obs. rare.
1623 Bingham LfptitW Comparison 3 It fainteth or straieth

from the marke, if you aime further off.

3. To fall into a swoon. Also with away.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3550 He . . fainted for febull, and

felle to be ground In a swyme. c 1440 York Myst. xlv. 95
Caste some watirvppon me, I faynte ! i6ooShaks. A. V.L.
iv. iii. 149 And now he fainted, And cride in fainting vpon
Rosalinde. 1668 Etheredge She Would if She Could iv.

i, Oh, I shall faint ! 1703 Maundrell Jonrn. ferns. (1732)
107 Where Christ fainted thrice, under the weight of his
Cross. 174a Wesley fml. 18 Jan., As soon as she rose
from prayer, she fainted away. 1847 Grote Greece 11. Hi.

(1862) IV. 421 He fainted away and fell back. 1880 Ouida
Moths I. 16 She could have fainted.

b. To droop, sink into. lit. and fig. rare.

_
1712-4 Pope Rape L.ock iv. 34 There Affectation . . Faints

into airs, and languishes with pride. 1821 Keats Lamia
139 A flower That faints into itself at evening hour,
4. To lose colour or brightness ; to fade, die

away. Const, into. Now rare,
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xvii, Coloures that may neuer

faynte. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. in. 66 The Wines doe ..be-
ginne to fade or faint 1675 A. Browne Ars Pictoria 90
The next [grounds].. as they loose in their distance must.,
faint.. in their colours. 1708 H. Philu'S Cyder n. 67 Un-
skill'd to tell Or where one colour rises or one faints. 1711
Pope Zr/. H. Cromwell 12 Nov., Those .. figures in
the gilded clouds which while we gaze long upon . . the
whole faints before the eye, and decays into confusion.
1873 Miss Thackeray OldKensington xv. 124 The draperies
hang fainting and turning grey and brown. 1890 W. C.

FAINTING.
Russell Ocean Tragedy III. xxxii. 193 The sky had
fainted into a sickly hectic.

b. nonce-use. To grow dull or insensible to.

1669 Penn No Cross Wks. 1782 II. 93 We fainted to that
pleasure and delight we once loved.

5. trans. To make faint or weak, depress, en-
feeble, weaken. Rare in mod. use. Also impers.
Itfaints me.
c 1386 Chaucer Man of Laiv's T. 828 O luxurie . . thou

feyntest mannes mynde. CJ400 Destr. Troy 11 162 purgh
faityng of fode. .fainttes be pepull. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb.
in. 1090 Ffele I have seyn thair d^mmes feynt or quelle. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas, xix. xiii, Doth he not knowe how your
hert is faynted V 1581 Mulcaster Positions iv. (18871 22
Neither faint it [the body] with heat, nor freese it with cold.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, n. iii. 103 It faints me To thinke
what followes. 1614 T. Adams in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
Ps. xxxv. 3 Deferred hope faints the heart, a 1657 Loveday
Lett. (1662) 195 It . . faints my industry. 1755 Outhkie
Christians Gt. Interest (1667) 113 This seriousness breaketh
the man's heart, and fainteth the stoutness of it. 1858 Mrs.
Olii'Hant Laird ofNorlaxv III. 175 Too much joy almost
fainted the heart of the Mistress. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus
lxiv. 216 Son, whom needs it faints me to launch full-tided
on hazards.

f b. To make less, diminish. Obs. rare.

1599 Marston .SY<?. Villanie in. viii. 212 With incensing
touch To faint his force.

Faint-draw (.fr'ntidr^, v. [f. Faint a. +
Duaw v.] trans. To draw or delineate lightly.

1728 Savage Bastard 33 You had faint-drawn me with a
form alone.

Fainted ,f^-nted),///. a. [f. Faint v. + -ed 1.]

f a. Rendered cowardly or timid. + b. Become
weak or exhausted, c. Fallen into a swoon {rare).
c 1500 Melusine 140 By one only Cowarde& feynted herte

is sometyme lefte & loste al a boole werke. a 1533 Ld. Ber-
neks Huou liii. 180 A ! false faynted hert. 1614 Bp. Hall
Recoil. Treat. 124 Why doth none of his gallant nobles re-
vive the faynted courage, of their I.orde with a new cuppe?
1642 Milton Apol. Stncct. '1851) 296 So reviving to the
fainted Common-wealth. 1847 Eraser's Mag. XXXVI. 32
There she lies, not fainted, .but like a somnambule.

tFai'nten, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Faints. +

-en S.] trans. To make faint, depress, dispirit.

1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt., A'. T. 11. i, Thou wilt not be
. . absent . . so long as to fainten the heart.

Fainter Jc
7'*nt3j\ [f. Faint 7>. + -er1.] One

who faints or gives way.
1826 Scott ll'oodst. xxxiii, The soldiers chosen for this

service should be. .no fainters in spirit.

t Fai'ntfol, a. Obs. [f. Faint sb. or v. + -ful.]

Ready to faint ; causing or indicating faintness.

1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. in. 18 Faintfull and like to die.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1861 1 98 Let them stream along my
faintfull looks. 1594 Loimje Wounds Civ. War v. in Ha/L
Dodsley VII. 195, I feel the faint ful dews of death.

Faint-heart (ft
T'-nthfut), sb. and a. [f. Faint

a. + Heart.] A. sb.

+ 1. The fact or condition of having a faint heart;

want of spirit. Obs.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 760 They [men] .. through

faint-heart, and lack of courage, do change their first mind.

2. One who has a faint heart ; a coward.
1870 Daily Neivs 16 Nov., 'You are all fainthearts, not

Frenchmen.'

B. adj. Faint-hearted, timid, spiritless, cowardly.
1590 Marlowe •znd Pt. Tambnrl. m. ii, That coward

faint-heart runaway. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 17 Cowards
.. And faint-heart fooles. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II.

in. 501 O faint-heart thief of love.

Faint-hearted (fi^ntha-itt'd), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ED-.] Having a faint heart ; wanting energy,

courage, or will to carry a thing through; timid,

cowardly. Also absol.

£•1440 Promp. Parv. 153 Feynt hertyd, vecors. X535
Coverdale 1 Sam. xiii. 7 All the people were fayntharted
after him. 1631 GotJOS God's A rroivs v. xi. 421 A few white-
liverd, faint-hearted souldiers. 1723 De Foe Col. Jack
(1840) 17, I find you are faint-hearted, and unfit for our
trade. 1843 Bethune.S'c. Fireside Stor. 54 Young fellows

like you, aresometimes faint-hearted. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Com/. (1876) IV. xviii. 145 A fainthearted.. faction soon
began to show itself among those of higher degree.
absol. <r 1600 Hooker Eccl. /V/.H6171 746 The punish-

ment threatened, .to the fearful and faint-hearted. 1847
Emerson Repr. Men, Goethe Wks. t,Bohn) I. 305 The dis-

advantages of any epoch exist only to the faint-hearted.

Hence Paint-heartedly adv., in a fainthearted

manner. Fai nt-hearteclness, the quality or state

of being fainthearted ; timidity, cowardice.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, L,aschement. .faint

hartedly. Ibtd.,Couardise. .fainthartednesse. 1605 Bp. Hall
Medit. <V Vows 11. § 76 To finde such fainthartednes in my-
selfe at the first conceit ofdeath. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasmus
Colloo. 110 But how many Christians dye very faint-

heartedly? 1753 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 60
A Faint-heartedness. .always accompanies Putrefaction and
Insensibility. 1874 Motley Barneveld (1879) II. xL 26

Baffled.. by the faintheartedness of his nominal friends.

1876 Mrs. Whitney Lights fy Ins. xi. 120 *It is such a
responsibility to take '. .1 said, faint-heartedly.

Fainting (fr'-ntin/, vbl sb. [f. Faint v. +
-inc. !.] The action of the vb. Faint.

1. A growing feeble or faint-hearted; depression,

discouragement.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13936 With fainttyng & feblenes he fell

to be ground. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. 46 Almost at

fainting vnder The pleasing punishment that women beare.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Love Unknown 2 In my faintings

I presume your love Will more complie, then help.
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2. Swooning.
1601 Holland Pliny xix. v. 18 This root . . [e.ecampane]

thus confected is singular good for faintings. 1684 Bunyas
Pilgr. 11.(1879) T 7^ Fetch something, and give it Mercy.,
to stay her fainting. 1748 Hartley Observ. Alan. 1. i. 40
Hence Faintings and Stupors. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. xxxix. 344, I meant to stop your fainting.

b. atlrib, infaintingfit, a swoon.
170a J. Purcell Cholick {iji^ 97 Fainting Fits, or a Syn-

cope, .will ensue. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, Catharine.

.

was. .recovered from her fainting fit. 185s Stanley frfetn.

Canierb. iii. (1857) 128 Often lie fell into long fainting fits,

which his attendants mistook for death.

Fainting (f^iitu)), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ixg 2
.]

That faints, in senses of the verb.

1558 Phaer JEncid vi. 361 The feble inone doth giue
sometime a faynting light. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. F.pisi.

76 The Senate, whom I perceived in manner fainting and
wearie. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, it. v. 40 That I may kindly
giue one fainting kisse. 1708 Edm. Smith To Mem. of J.
Philips in Anderson B. P. VI. 618 The fainting Dutch re-

motely fire. 1771 Mhs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipwreck
201 Yes, O Yes ! she replied in an almost fainting tone.

1771 Hull Sir W. Harrington (1797) IV. 162 We had
such trembling and almost fainting doing*. 1818 Shelley
Lett. 10 July, Translating into my fainting and inefficient

periods, the divine eloquence of Plato's Symposium. 1855
Macaulay Hist, Eng. III. 239 His eloquence roused the
fainting courage of his brethren.

Faintingly (fif'ntinii), adv. [f. prec. + -i.v-.]

In a fainting manner ; f feebly, + faint-heartedly
;

like one who is fainting.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 41 This letter is not onely
lamentably indited, but also faintingly invented. 1586 A.
Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) m8 And albeit he was. .like-

liest of all other to attame the victory, yet., he faint-

ingly withdrew. 1635 Swan Spec. M. ix. § 1 (1643) 470
His many knocks cause him faintingly to fall. 1839
Lady Lytton Cheveley (ed. 21 I. vii. 135 Mademoiselle
began to. .incline her head faintingly towards his shoulder.

1844 Ld, Houghton Mem, Many Scenes, Dream in
Gondola 96 A deft canoe . . Faintingly rocked within a lone-

some cove.

f Parntingness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

— Faintness.
1634-5 Krereton Trav. (1844) 126 Save only a faintingness

when I came on shore.

t Farntise. Obs. Forms: 3-5 feint-, feynt-,

-ise, -yce, -yse, (4 fentesye, 5 feyntyse
, 4-5

faint-, fant-, faynt-, -es(e, -is(e. -ys e, (4 Sc.

fayntice, 5 fentyse). [a. OK. faintise, feiniise

(mod.F. feiniise) — Pr. feintesa, f. faint, feint

feigned, sluggish, cowardly: see Faint «.]

1. Deceit, dissimulation, hypocrisy, pretence.

1340 Aycnb. 26 Hit wes al fayntise and ypocrisie. c 1400
Destr. Troy 594 Ere he fayne any faintes. 1485 Caxton
C/tas. Gt. 217 The kyng. .dysposed hym to receyue baptym
. .without fayntyse.

2. Feebleness, weakness (of body or mind)

;

want of energy, cowardice. Cf. Faintness. With-
out faintise : without flagging or flinching.

1297 R. Gl.ouc. (1724) 39 Muche bing, bat ys eldore loren

borw feyntyse . . he warm sebbe a ,eyn. c 1330 R. Brunnk
Citron. 11810) 176 Philip withouten fayntise did alle his

trauaile. a 1400 Pol. Ret. <$• L. Poems 246 For feyntyce fel

bat fayrefode, Nakyd he bar bat hard rode To-wardcaluery.
1 1470 Harding Chron. lxxxi. viii, Thei faught without
feyntise.

Faintish (fJ i# ntiJ;, a. [f. Faint a. + -ish.]

1. t a. Kather weak or feeble. Obs. b. Affected

with a feeling somewhat like that of fainting.

Also of the feeling itself.

1667 H. Stubbe in Phil. Trans. II. 501 Neither does all

that sweat make us faintish. 1683 Trvon Way to Health
82 Those Cattel that feed on Grass are weak and faintish in

comparison of those, .fed with Hayand Corn. 1767 Gooch
Treat. Wounds I. 224 He continued faintish for some days.

1834 Landor Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1846 II. 267, I wax faintish

at the big squat man. 1848 J. H. Newman Loss<$- Gain in. ii.

(18531 288 Charles had rf faintish feeling come over him.

1856 Lever Martins ofCro'M. 128 A qualm of faintish sick-

ness.

2. Rather indistinct, hardly perceptible.

171a Xereides 35 The Water-Lillies are a faintish sweet.

1713 Rowi-: Jane Shores: i, Upon her Cheek a faintish Flush
was spread. 1748 Richardson Clarissa <i8n' V. i. 4 Then
in a faintish, but angry voice, ' begone from my door '. 1767
Ehket in Phil. Trans. LVII. 114 The young leaves, .are of

a faintish green. 1866 Carlyle E. hving in Remin. <i88i)

268 To the Louvre, .got rather faintish good of the pictures

there.

Faintishness 'f<7i 'ntijhes). [f. prec. + -ness.]

The state or condition of being or feeling faintish
;

a slight tendency to faint.

1733 Arbuthnot On Air nt. § vii. 48 The sensation of
faintishness and debility. 1789 W. BucHAN Horn. Med.
(ed. 11) 221 When, .faintishness. .render[s] cordials neces-

sary, we would recommend good wine. 1816 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 575, I felt myself assailed by a kind of faintish-

ness. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle ( 1859) 2°6 While faintish-

nc.s encreased so that I could hardly speak.

Faintive, a. rare- 1
, [f. Faint v. + -IV*.]

Ready to faint ; languid.
a 1813 A. Wilson Disconsolate Wren Poet. Wks. (1846)

96 She poured out her mane, Sae faintive, sae plaintive.

Faintless, a. [f. Faint sb. f -less.] Exempt
from fainting ; unflagging.

1593-4 Sylvester Profit ofImprisonment 323 By faintless

exercise faire Vertue tomaintaine. 1664 Pei-ys Diary (1879)
III. 96 Cramp be thou faintless.

Vol.. IV.

t Fai*ntling, sb. and a. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-LiNO.] A. sb. One who is faint or faint-hearted.

B. adj. Faint-hearted.
1614 C. B. Ghost of Rich. Ill, Such fayntlings never yet

were prest with coyne. 1712 Arbuthnot John Biill(ijs 2 >

82 Thou art such a faintling, silly creature.

f Fai'ntly, a. Obs. [f. Faint a. + -ly !.] -.

Faint in various senses.

171a W. Rogers Voy. (1718) 267 It being but a faintly

food. 1771 J. Foot Penseroso 11. 69 Hence the spring
Emits a faintly blush.

Faintly (f^-ntli), adv. [f. as prec + -ly -.]

+ 1. Feignedly, by way of feint or pretence, de-

ceitfully. Obs.
c 1330 R. Urlnne Chron. 117251 152 Code acord to make,

forso^e fulle fayntlie. c 1400 Cato's Morals 16 in Cursor M.
App. iv, Faintelifor tospeke. .is falsid and blame. 1523 Lo.
Berners Proiss. I. cexxi. 287 Some men of amies passed
after fayntly. 1548 Hall Chron. 241 Countryes . . by hym
stollen and faintly conquered. 1741 MiddletonCVwo I.v.

^Gabinius. .was forced to. .fight for Pompey at first faint ly

[L. simulate] and unwillingly, but at last heartily.

t 2. In a spiritless manner, like a coward ; timidly.

1297 R. Glouc. (RolhO 10596 Hii fon^te feinteliehe, 1387
Trevisa lligden< Rolls) VII. 491 What he bygynneb fresehe-

liche, he forsake';) hit feyntliche as a womman. c 1400
Metayne 1419, I fro this grete Iournee Fayntly fledde a way.
1580 Baret Ah. W 341 Womanishlie, faintlie, fearefullie,

mutiebritcr. 1643 Df.nham Cooper's II. 285 He faintly now
declines the fatal strife.

3. In a weak, feeble, or languid manner ; feebly.

c 1320 R. BrUNNE Medit. 572 Cryst gob krokedly bys heuy
cros vndyr, And feyntly hyt bereb. c 1380 WycLIF Sertu.

Sel. Wks. I. 180 pus moun we se how feyntli we serve to

Crist, c 1430 Syr Gener. Roxb. 1 1617 Wei feyntlie she felt

hir stere. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de \V. 1531) 155 b, Perfec-

cyon, whiche they slowly & weykly or fayntly desyre. 1632

J. Hayward tr. Bioudi's Eromena 29 Faintly kissing him,
she breathed out her life. 1699 DamPIER Voy. II. 1. 16 The
tide pressing against the stream, tho faintly. 1781 Gibbon
Dect. fy E. II. xli. 504 Their valiant promise was faintly

supported in the hour of battle. 1861 Athcn,rum 29 June
854 Cavour faintly smiled.

t b. With hesitation, not actively or energeti-

cally, coldly, half-heartedly. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Par~~. 153 Feyntly, segniter. 1488 Caxton
Chast. Goddes Chyld. 13 Though I wyll but fayntly. .my
wylle is to wylle perfyghtly. 1548 Hall Chron. 177 They
set forward the king, and. .brought him to London, .where
he was fayntly receyved, and febly welcomed. 1627 May
Lucan 111. 11635^ 356 Brothers faintly would 'gainst brothers
fight. 171a Steele Sped. No. 468 ?3 To praise faintly the

good Qualities of those below them. 1756 C Lucas Ess,
Waters III. 180 Having but Mayow. .faintly on my side.

4. In a faint or almost imperceptible degree
;

very slightly ; in faint tones ; without vividness or

distinctness.

1590 Stenser E. Q. iii. v. 24 An arrow, .fayntly fluttering.

1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 227, I faintly broke with thee of
Arthurs death. 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. in. 706 Some.

.

faintly Blue. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11, The cowslip posies,

faintly sweet. 1781 Gibbon Dect. <y E. III. 149 The wide
and stony beds, whose centre was faintly marked by the

course of a shallow stream. z8oo tr. Lagrange's Chcm. I.

420 This salt detonates faintly. 1849 Mrs. Somerville
Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxvii. 436 Faintly visible to the naked
eye. 1892 Law yVwesXCIII. 459/1 The notice of objection

is not signed by any elector, but is stamped faintly with a
stamp signifying that ' Richard Mason 'is the objector,

fb. Hardly, scarcely. Obs.

1529 SuppHc. to Ring 3D Doo not these thinges fayntely

agree with thesayenge of. .Paule the Apostle. 1634 Massin-
ger Voy Woman 11. ii, We have but faintly yet begun our
journey. 1636— Bashful Lover 111. ni, My enemy— I can
faintly call him so.

Paintness (f?'"ntnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The state or condition of being faint.

1. The state or condition of being without strength

or exhausted ; exhaustion, feebleness.

a 1440 Sir Eglam. 901 For feyntnes sche myght not speke
a worde. 1494 FABVAN Chron. vi. exevi. 201 He bled so sore

that for fayntnes he fyll from his horse. 1548 Hall Chron.
60 b, This miserable famyne. .encreasyng so. .that the stout
souldiour for faintnes could skase welde his weapon. 1625
Hart Anat. Ur. 11. iv. 72 There followeth a. faintnesse of
their ioynts. 1672 Sanderson in Walton Life M ij a, A great
bodily weakness and faintness of spirits, a 17x7 Blackall
Wks. (1723)1. 63 'Tis this faintness of their Desire which
is the Cause of it's being successless, a 1871 Grote Eth.
Eragm. i. > 1876) 14 The faintness or potency of the feeling.

fb. transf.
J543"4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 10 For fayntnes of the

springes, .the accustomed course of the waters, .diminished.

1548 Hall Chron. 226T0 them he explaned. .thefayntnesse
& lenenesse of hys treasure.

f C. Of Mesh : Want of firmness or solidity.

1599 Minshf.u Dial. Sp. % Eng. (1623I 56 Of this fertilitie

proceeds the faintnesse of the flesh there.

2. The state of being faint in spirit; dejection,

timorousness ; inertness, slackness, sluggishness.

Obs. exc. in faintness cf heart, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. xxvii. (1495) 430 For
his feyntnes and cowardnes the kite is ouercome of a birde
that is lesse than he. C1485 Digby Myst. iii. 280 In feyntnes
I falter, for bis fray fell. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 107
The palenesse of this Flower, Bewray'd the faintnesse of
my Masters heart. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Introd., They
. . have neglected through faintnesse the onely remedy
of their sufferings. 1851 Gallenga Italy 301 Faintness of
heart and infirmity of purpose must naturally, .be found in

so vast a mass.

3. The feeling of being faint or ready to swoon.
1526 Pilgr. Perf W. de W, *53i> 253 b, He fell downe for

feyntness and weyknes. 1791 Mrs. Radci.iffe Rom. Fore.it

xx, The faintness is already gone oft". 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xxxiv. The faintness which seemed to overpower him.
1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gwynne I. i. 29 Sudden faintnesses
at the last moment.
4. The quality or fact of being faint or of feebly

affecting the senses ; dimness or feebleness ;of light,

colour, outline, etc.)^

1651 Davenant Gondibert in. iv. 50 It [the emerald].,
will, when worn by the neglected wife, Shew when her
absent Lord disloyal proves, By faintness. 1732 Bf-:rkeli-:v

Alciphr. iv. § 8 Littleness or Faintness. .seem to have no
necessary connexion with greater Length of Distance. 1824
L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 40 The faintness of the

sound of this letter. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius
ix. 169 The faintness of the gathering twilight.

Faints J^'nts , sb.pl. Also 9 feints, [pi. of

Faint a. (quasi-^/'.'t.] The impure spirit which
comes over first and last in the process of distilla-

tion. Also atlrib.

1743 Maxwell Set. Trans. 295 Is it not a great
Fault among Distillers, to allow any, of the Faints to run
among their pure Goods? 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc, <y

Art II. 580 The latter part of this running being weak, is

called feints. 1883 J. Gardner Brewer, Distiller etc. v.

146 The remaining weak spirit that distils o\ er, called faints,

is caught separately.

attrib. 1880 Act 43-4 Vict. c. 24 Sched. 1, A low wine;
and feints charger.must be connected with the still. Ibid.

24 § 3 Spirits conveyed into a feints receiver.

Painty (f^'nti), a. Obs. exc. poet, and dial.

[f. Faint a. + -v.]

1. Faint, sickly, languid. In later use chiefly :

Inclined to swoon.
1530 Tisdai.f. Pract. Prelates Wks. II. 257 Faith waxed

feeble and fainty. 1586 Cogan Haven Health lxix. ii6j6'

78 If a man use much Saffron, it will make him very fainty.

1648 Gage West Ind. xvi. 1 1655) 109, I presently found my
stomach fainty. 1697 Drvdicn Virg. Georg. II. 431 The
fainty Root can take no steady hold. 1700 — Fables,
Flower A> Leaf 381 The fainty knights . . knew not where
To run for shelter. 1796 Coleridgf in Mrs. Sandford T.

Poole <$- Friends 11888) I. 177 It.. left me pale and fainty.

1855 SiN(ii.FTON / 'irgil I. 295 All hands, .their fainty frame-.

have flung Upon the earth. 1884 Holland Chester Gloss.

s.v. Aitch, Fainty aitches are fainting fits.

2. Causing or productive of faintness ; sickly.

1590 T. Watson Eglogvt Death Sir F Walsingham 107
Who shall recure their faintie maladies? 1600 Abp. Abbot
Exp. Jonah 602 A faintie sultrie blowing. 1683 Trvon
Way to Health 86 They are apt to sweat much, whence
proceeds a fainty Indisposition.

Hence -\ Farntiness.
1683 Trvon Way to Health 31 Green Corn or Grass.,

makes such Cattle . . apt to faintyness and Diseases. Ibid.

593 Causing a general Faintiness to attend the whole Bod)'.

Faiple, Sc. van of Fipplk, underlip.

Fair feu;, sbJ Forms: 4-5 feire, feyre, 4 7

faire, fayre, 5-6 fayer (6 faier-;, 5-7 fare. 7-

fair. [a. OF. feire (mod.K. foi;-e — Pr. fin/.
fiera, fieyra, Sp. fen'a, Pg. fcira, It. fiera :— I. at.

feria holiday.]

1. A periodical gathering of buyers and sellers,

in a place and at a time ordained Ly charter or

statute or by ancient custom. (In many ca^es fairs

are resorted lo for pleasure-seeking as well as for

business ; and in England they sometimes survive

merely as gatherings for pleasure.) Often modified

by prefixing other words, indicating the things sold,

the time of year, or some special object for which the

fair is held ; as cattle-, cheese-, horse-, ram-, sheep-.

etc., fair', Easter-, Michaelmas-, summer-fair.
[1292 Britton 1. xiv. § 3 Qe il facent crier la pes de eux en

citez. .et en feyres et en niarchez.] c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 328 In feire and markette bei salle seke him oute.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vii. 211 Ich wente to be faire With
many [maner] marchandises. 1489 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot.

(1877) I. 119 A blak horss boycht . . in the fayre. 1548
WkL^Chron. 122 b, The faier,on the day of Sainct Michael!
the Archangell, kepte in . . the toune of Caen. 161 1 BlBLR
Transl. Pre/. 12 To neglect a great faire, and to seeke to

make markets aftewards. 1686 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 181

Y" freemen, .of New Castle. .Requesting a Fare to be kept

in yt Towne twice a year. 1764 Footk Mayor 0/ G. u. i,

Has he not. .made himself the fool of the fair. 18x8 Cruisf
Digest (ed. 1) III. 272 Where the King grants a fair or

market, the grantee shall have . . a court of record. 1841

Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 327 Each has its market day,

and its annual fairs and festivals. 1857 Mrs. Carlvli:

Lett. II. 315 A mere cattle-fair; no booths with toys and
sweeties. 1870 E. Pkacock RalfSkirl. II. 145 The summer
fair had long gone by.

b. phr. A day after thefair : too late.

1548 Hall Chron. 218 b, A daie after the faire, as the corn-

men proverbe saieth. 1676 ETHKRKDGE7I/a« ofMode in. i,

You came a day after the fair. 1882 P. Fitzgerald Recreat.

Lit. Mag. (1883) 55 It., would be the day after the fair.

c. transf Applied to a 'bazaar 'or collection

of goods to be sold to raise money for a charitable

purpose. Chiefly infancy-fair (see Fancy a. 1 d),

church-fair (U.SA
1876 W. A. Butler Mrs. Limber's Raffle i. 18 A church

fair, or any fair, in fact, always seems to me like a contrivance

to get a great deal of money for very little value.

2. attrib. and Comb., asfair-booth, -day, -ground,

place, -stead, -time, -town ; fair-like adj. ; fair-

going a., going to a fair ; fair-keeper, (a) one

who has a stall, etc., at a fair; f b) an officer

charged with the maintenance of orxler at a fair.



PAIR. 26 FAIR.

186a H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 385 On the village-

green stand moss-grown *fair-booths. 1568 Grafton C/<t*v>//.

II. 431 He. .tooke the towne of Perjles on their *fayre day.

1678 Bi nyan Pilgr. 122 The Prince of Princes ..went
through this Town, .upon a Fair-day. 1771 Wesley Jrnl.

18 June, It being the fair-day. 1801 Bloomfield Rural T.

(1802) 6 Many a kind * Fair-going face. 1851 MRi. Brown-
ing CasaGuidi Windozvs 123 The world, .has grown A Fair-

going world. i88x Echo 9 July 3 1 1*he Munster pig buyers

have peremptorily refused to buy on the *fair-ground of Sir

Henry Becher. 1708 Land. Gas. No. 4398/3 The * Fair-

keepers resorting to the Two Fairs held in . . Bristol. 1864

A. M'Kav Hist. Kilmarnock 106 The guard, or ' fair-

keepers*. .were supplied with ale, etc., at the expense of the

town. 1577-87 H0UN8HKD Chron, II. 21/2 The. .*fairhke

markets, .kept in Dublin. 1795 Sporting Mag. V. 39 A
battle was fought in the *fair-place. 1657 Reeve Gods Pica
166 Merchandize . . is the Nations Head-servant . . sent out

to all the earth, as to a generall Market, and *fairstead to

buy her provisions. 1467 in Eng. Gilds 11870.1 384 In the
*feyre tyme ij d. x6oa Carew Cornwall 122 a, Camelford,

a market and " Fayre (but not faire) towne.

Fair (fiw*)i #• and $b$ Forms: a. 1 feeder,

(fee^ir), 2 tVw.fa33e.rr, (3 faeier, -i^er, -ir,

fa^er, faijer, fei3er , 2-6 feir, -yr, feier, -yer,

5-7 faire, -yr(e, 5 feire, -yre, 3-6 faier, -yer, 15

fayir), 4-7 far e, 2- fair. 0. 2-3 voir, (3vse3er,

ve^er, veie3er), 3-4 vair, -yr. [Com. Teutonic :

Oh. fseger = OS. fagar, OUG. /agar, ON. fagr
(Sw., T)9L.fagcr\ Qo\h,fagrst—OTeut *fagro-z.]

A. adj. (In all the older senses formerly used

antithetically with/0///. This is now obs. or arch.

exc. with the sbs. weather
y
means.)

I. Beautiful.

1. Beautiful to the eye; of pleasing form or ap-

pearance
;

good-rooking. Phrases, Fair lo see

1 arch.)
; fair andfree (obs. or arch.).

No longer in colloquial use; in literature very common,
but slightly arch, or rhetorical.

a. of persons ; chiefly with reference to the

face ; in mod. use, almost exclusively of women.
Also of the body or Us parts.

r888 K. j-Flfreh Boeth. xxxii. § 2 Swa faefterswa swa Alci-

biades. .waes. a 1000 C&dmou's Gen. 457 Ob-daef he Adam
^earone funde. .and his wif somed, freo fayroste. < 1200

( )rmin 6392 J>att an wass swibe fa^err wif, c 1*05 Lay. 3886

He wes wis be wes fa;ir. Ibid. 25305 pa ueie^ereste wifmen.
1 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2659 So fai}er he was on to sen. 1297 R.
CjLOUC. (17241 66 Fairor womman nas bo non. Ibid. 556
Vairore fcle ne mi}t be, ban wib him was bere. a 1300 Cur-
sor AT. 4223 (Cott.) Ioseph..\vas fre and feir. c 1320 .V/V

Junes 53S Ne non, so faire limes hade ! c 138$ Chaucer L,
G. IV. 613 Cleof>atras, Sche was fayr as is the Ro^e in May.
1398 Trevisa Barth Qe P. R. v, xviii. (1495^ 123 Yf the

chynne be proporcyonate to the foreheed, it makyth it fare.

a 1400-50 Alexander 601 pe fax on his faire hede was ferly

to schawe. f 1435 Ton: Portugal 782 My dowghttyrgente
That ys so feyer and fre. 1548 Hall Chron. 166 b, In this

trobleous season . . was y* queue delivered at Westmynster
of a fayre sonne. 1553 T. Wilson Rhct. 1580140 A Gentle-

woman . . faire of bodie. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 47 That
Faire and Warlike forme. 1667 Milton* P. L. iv. 324 The
fairest of her Daughters Eve. 1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg.

iv. 760 His Head, from his fair Shoulders torn. 1810 Scott
Lady ofL. 11. xxv, Of stature fair. 1832 Tennyson Sisters,

The earl was fair to see. 1864 — Aylmer's F. 681 Fair as

the Angel that said ' Hail !

*

fig. 1871 R. B. Vaucham Life T. Aquinas II. 639 The
noblest and fairest spirits of beautiful, wicked Athens.

b. Applied to women, as expressing the quality

characteristic of their sex. So, Thefair sex ( = Fr.

le beau se.xe), a fair one.

C 1440 York ATyst. xlvi. 259 Ifwebynde ou}te bat faire one
in fere nowe. 1599 Minsheu Dial. Sp. % Eng. (16231 5 What
from our faire neighbour 1 Yea Sir. Well, .they are from a

cleanly woman. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 92, I. .can
by no meanes approve the ambition of your fayre neighbour.

[1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl. v. ix. (1675)329 Persons of the

fairer sex.] 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I. 331 The con-

fessing lover, .ascribes all to the bounty of the fair-one.

1726 A dv. Capt. R. Boyle 48 A Note, .which my fair Corre-
spondent had taken Opportunity of leaving. 173* Berkeley
Alcit>hr. 11. § 24 The fair sex have now nothing to do but
dress and paint. X798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne v. 155 My
fair readers must excuse me. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 442
These melancholy cases, .spread a general alarm over a
considerable district among the fair sex. 1825 A. Cunningham
• Wet Sheet fy Flowing Sea ' 10 O for a soft and geutle wind !

I heard a fair one cry.

absol. with plural sense.

1700 Dryden Tables, Cock <$- Fox 624 What will oot Beaux
attempt to please the Fair? 1777 W. Dalrymi-le 'Trav. Sp.

<y T'ort. xviii, At church.. the fair carry the appearance of

saints.

c. of abstractions personified,

1742 Pope Dune. iv. 34 There, stript, fair Rhet'ric lan-

guished on the ground. 1750 Gray Elegy, Epitaph], Fair

science frown'd not on his humble firth. 1764 Goldsm.
Tram, 365 Fair Freedom, taught . . to feel The rabble's

rage.

f d. used in courteous or respectful address.

(-1350 Will. Paleruc 4596 Faire fader, bi mi feib folili }e

wrou^ten. c 1450 Merlin 9 Ffeire suster ye ought not to come
in this place. Ibid. 15 Feyre sone, for youre sake shall I suffir

the deth. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 92/3 Ha faire sires he was
but late byheded. 1530 Palsgr. 218/2 Fayresyr, beau sire.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 205 Ye be welcome fayre sister,

with my fayre Nephew your sonne. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v, ii. 310 Faire sir, God saue you.

te. of animals. Hence in Hunting use applied

distinctively to a roebuck of the fifth year. Obs.

12Z0 Bestiary 734 Panter-is an wilde der. Is non fairere

on werlde her. 138a Wyclif Jer. xlvi. 20 The she calf fair

c 1175
\e bi3

and shapli Egipt. 1486 Bk. St. A Ban's A vj b, This is a fayr
hawke. 153S Coverdale Judges v. 10 Ye that ride upon
fayre Asses. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 401 A sea Gull
among a sort of faire swannes. 1664 Power Exp. Philos.
I. 1 In it [the flea]are two fair eyes. 1728 Pope Dune. 11. 41

A partridge plump, full-fed and fair. 1820 Scott Abbot
i, The fairest herd in the Halidome.

f. of inanimate things.
Beowulf 773 On hrusan ne feol faijer foldbold.

Lamb. Horn. 25 He. .biS al swa is an eppel iheoweS, h
wi3-uten feire and frakel wi5-innen. c 1200 Trm. Coll. Horn.
185 A faier bode inne to wunien. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

48/42 A fayr wode in deorsete. a 1300 Cursor M. 22511
(Cott. 1 pe sun . . es be fairest on to loke at middai-time.
(" 1340 Ibid. 2468 (Trin.) A . . fair cuntre pe flom ran bourse
feire to se. a 1400-50 Alexander 1541 On hys heued a
hoge fair myter. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 16 Preamb.,
Divers tenementes and feier places bilded ther. 1526 Pilgr,
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 46 He brynge forth euery yere fayre
floures. 1548 Hall Chron. 87 The fayre toune of Com-
paigne. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, i. 46 Carrie him.

.

to my fairest Chamber. 1658 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 324 He
hath already a fayre and large pew in the church. 1710
Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 88 He presented his

Majesty with a fair guilt Cup. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11858)

422 The same wicker work, but much fairer. 1799 Wordsw.
1 She dwelt' Wks. (1888) 115/1 A violet. . Fairasa star, when
only one Is shining in the sky. 1808 Scott Mann. 1. i,

Tweed's fair river, broad, and deep. 1819 Shelley Cenci
v. iv. 104 Awakening earthquake, o'er whose couch Even
now a city stands, strong, fair and free. 184a Karham
lugol. Leg., Ingot. Penance, The Ingoldsby lands are broad
and fair. 1849 Rusk in Sev. Lamps vi. § 20. 182 A fair

building is. .worth the ground it stands on.

g. of appearance, visible qualities, arrangement,

etc.

c 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Hi alle wurSon awende of ban feare

hiwe. c 1340 Cursor AT. 4225 (Trin.) W godenes & bi feire

hew, c 1400 Rom. Rose 3613 As faire semblaunt thanne
shewed he me. . As aforndiddehe. 1535 Coverdale Judith
xvi. 7 Iudith. .with hir fayre bewtye hath discomfited him.

1563 Shutk Archit. D iij b, Ye may finde a faire diminishing
as fhave said before. 1867 Miss Braddon Rupert Godwin
I.i. 1 The Captain and his wife were both in the fairest prime
of middle age.

h. In various plant names, as Tair Bays,
Grass, the (loose-grass Potentilla anserina"

;

Fair in sight, the Blue-hell. See also Fair maid.

1578 LvTE Dodoens II. xxitf. 175 These floures [Blue helUl

be now called Fayre in sight. 1884 Miller Plnnt-n. 42/2

Fair Grass, or Fair Days, Potentilla anserina.

T 2. Of sounds, odours, etc. : Agreeable, delight-

ful. Obs.
a 1000 Cxdntoris Exod. 566 Gr. > Sennas stodon on f;egerne

sweg. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 46 A fayr reflayr ^et fro hit

flot.

f 3. Desirable, reputable. Obs.

t 1380 Wyclif .Ve/. Wks. III. 144 Ffeyre hit is to haue a
son. c 1386 Chaucer Prot. 212 (Harl. MS.) He hadde
i made many a faire manage. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xxn.
28-9 To be cald a knyght is fair . . To bo cald a kyng is

fairour. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vii. 134 His two sons who
slewhim.got exile. .too fairareward forsofoula Patricide.

1676 Etherkdge Man ofMode It ii, E'ne let him go, a fair

riddance.

b. Of an amount, an estate, fortune, etc. : Con-
siderable, ' handsome ', liberal.

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 199 J>u schalt me a ueir dol

of heoueriche blisse. 1643 R. Cari-enter Experience iv.

xii. 172 The imagination, .performeth a faire deale more in

the Table, than the painter. 1654 Sir E. Nicholas in

N. Papers (Camden) II. 88 A faire fortune is come to our
countryman Sir Chi. Wrey. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.ll.
112 Scotland, since her sovereigns had succeeded to a fairer

inheritance, had been independent only in name. 1859

Jephson Brittany xviii. 289 Giles, to whom a fair heritage

was no less agreeable than a fair wife.

f4. Of language, diction : Elegant. Hence
fair speaker. Obs.

i 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 141 If hue
[antichrist's] clerkiscunne speke fayre latyne. IMBTrkvisa
Barth. De P. R. xv. lxviii. (1495) 514 Men of (Jrecia were
fayr and moost grete spekers. c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. ix.

Prol. 10 To tret a matere in fare Dyte. c 1440 /Vow/. Pan:
146 Fayre spekar, orator, 1477 Karl Rivers (Caxton)

Dictes 145 It was .. translated into right good and fayr

engHssh.
5." Of external manifestations, words, promises :

Attractive or pleasing at the first sight or hearing
;

specious, plausible, flattering.

a 1000 C.rdmon's Gen. 899 (Gr.i Me nsedre beswac . . purh
fxjir word, a iaoo Vices <$• Virtues (1888) 11 Ic habbe
beswiken min emcristen mid faire wordes. a 1300 Cursor
M. 24824 (Cott.) Wit hightes fair he wan bair will. 136a

Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 23 Fauuel with feir speche hab brou3t

hem to-gedere. < 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 173 He mote
be war bat faire biheste ne veyn glorie ne coveiiise ne

bigile him not. 1473 Wakkw. Chron. 7 By fayre speche . . the

Kynge scaped oute of the Bisshoppys handes. 1538 Star key
England 11. ii. 191 By hys dyssymulatyon and fare wordys
[he] was interteynyd in a long sute. 1568 Grafton ( '/iron.

II. 17 A fayre speaker, and a deepe dissembler.^ 161 1 Bible
Gal. vi. 12 Many, .desire to makea faire shew in the flesh.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 111. ix. 11712) 115 A fair Tale
was made to the Pastor of the Parish. 1695 COMGWVI
Lorefor Love iv. xiii, After all your fair speeches .. and
kissing, and hugginq. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. V. lvi. 125

He has fallen away from all his fair promises. 1875 Jowett
Plato led. 2) III. 604 The Sophists have plenty of brave
words and fair devices.

b. Proverbs.
1471 [see Fain a. 1 bj. c 157a Gascoigne Fruites Warre

Wks. 154 Fayre wordes make *boles fayne. 1593 Drayton
Idea Hx, ' Fair words make fools', replieth he again. 1676

Wychbrley PI. Dealer v. iii, Fair words butter no cabbage.

II. 6. Of complexion and hair : Light as op-
posed to dark.
App. not of very early origin. In the context of our first

quot. ' brown ' and ' foul ' are treated as equivalent.

1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 34 b, I shall marrie a faire

woman.. a browne woman. 1554 J- Wallis in Songs fy

Ball. (Roxb. i860) 146 [Women are] Fcarare than the flower
delyce, Ruddye as the rose. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 291
Your Son-in-law is farre more Faire then Blacke. a 1661
Fuller Worthies (18401 III. 392 Negroes have their beau-
ties as well as fair folk. 1697 Dhyden' Virg. Past, x. 58
Are Violets not sweet, because not fair ? 1774 Goi.nsM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) II. 232 In all regions, the children are born
fair, or at least red. 1803 Alcd. Jrul. X. 547 Persons who
have the fairest skin. 2864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 193 His
[face]. .Sear'd by the close ecliptic, was not fair.

III. Free from blemish or disfigurement.

f7. Of fruit, flesh, etc. : Sound, free from disease

or specks. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 93 J>e fleisch is maad fairer ban

it was tofore. c 1450 'Two Coo&ery-bks. 83 Take faire rawe
parcelly. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (i53i) 165 The
fairest may be kept for Seed, as before of Carrots 1671
Eng. Rogue IV. xi. 204 [Street cry] Fair Oranges,— Fair
Lemons, c 1770 Mrs. Glasse Cotnpl. Confectioner 6 Take
the fairest and firmest pippins.

8. fa. Of things in general: Clean, unsoiled,

unstained. Of paper : Not written upon, un-

used. Obs.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 39 Put hit in cofyns bat bene

fayre. < 1450 'Two Cookery-bks. 82 Put be pork on a faire

spitte. 155a Bk. Com. Prayer Communion, A fayre white
lynnen clothe. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. xxxvi.
(1682) 142, I took a fair glass siphon. 1703 M. Martin IV.

Islands Scot. 278 They [the bones] were fair and dry. 1737
Wesley Wks. (1872) I. 46 A paper book; all the leaves

thereof were fair, except one. 1800 Herschel in Phil.

Trans. XC. 529 The vanes are covered with a piece of fair

white paper.

b. Of water : Clean, pure. Now rare, f Of
colour : Clear, not cloudy.
£.'1340 Cursor AT. 20212 (Fairf. .1 Ho . . wasshed hir bodi "in

faire water, c 1440 Douce AIS. 55 fol. 10 Bray hem in a
morter small with feyre water. 1577 II. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. in. (1586) 121 Most Bullockes . . desire a faire cleere

water. 1655 Culpepper Riverius 1. xi. 42 Fair water may
suffice to wash'the Feet. 1663 GerbierCi?«wJ("/ 108 As red

as the fairest Vermilion. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v.

65 Gun-powder of a faire Azure, .colour is very good. 1727
A. Hamilton Nczu Acc. E. hid. II xxxvi. 43 ADish of Rice
boiled in fair Water. 1756 Burke Sub/. <y B. 111. xvii, The
colours of beautiful bodies must not be dusky or muddy, but

clean and fair. 1816 Scott Antic, xxxvi, A glass of fair

water. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.d. (1883) 3 The
rinsings . . spoil a draught of fair water.

e. Of handwriting: Neat, clear, legible. Fair

copy : a transcript free from corrections. Cf,

Clean a. 3 c. See Faih-copy.

1697 Damher Voy. (1698) I. 355 This Letter was written

in a very fair hand. 1709 Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.)

II.228 A fair copy of the Statutes. i8»8Colebrooke Mite.
Ess. (1873) I. 518 Let him appoint, as scribe, one . . whose
hand-wruing is fair, etc. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. I, A
fair copy of his draft of the catalogue.

d. Phrase. Cf. CLEAN 3 d.

156a J. Heywood Pro7> fy Epigr. (1867I 64 Except hir

maide shewe a fayre paire of heeles. 1630 Wadsworth
Sp. Pilgr. viii. 83, I shewed them a faire paire of heeles.

e. Of a line, curve, or surface : Free from rough-

nesses or irregularities ; smooth, even. Now chiefly

A T
aul.

i486 Bk. St. Alban'sl>\) b, Take a tame Malarde and set

hym in a fayr playn. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1.

(1586) 42 b, The floore must be fayre and smoothe made.
< 1850 Rudim. Nar-ig. (Weale) 117 Fair, a term to denote

the evenness or regularity of a curve or line. 1888 Longf.
in Scribn. Mag. III. 424 Fair surfaces have fallen into

neglect nowadays, our present fancy being for. .wrinkled or

blotchy surfaces.

0. Of character, conduct, reputation : Free from

moral stain, spotless, unblemished. Also in phrase

to standfair.
etXJg Lamb, TTotrr. 137 .^Furic mon be ledeft feir Hf and

clene. .1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 85 Manie swo ledden here

lif bat te biginninge was fair, and te middel fairere, and te

ende aire fairest, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. d8ioi 14 Ailrik

was. .a duke of faire"Tame. 1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 47 A
quiet, sereng, and fair Conscience, a 1704 T. Brown Two
Oxford Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 6 The poor painful priest

standing fair in the Opinion of the neighbourhood. 1734
Earl Oxford in Swifts Lett. (1768) IV 64 This person .

.

had the fairest and most unexceptionable character. 1819

Shelley Cenci mi. i. 293 My fair fame. 189a F. Hall in

Nation (N.Y.) LV. 411/2 To the detriment of his fair fame.

10. Of conduct, actions, arguments, methods

:

Free from bias, fraud, or injustice ; equitable, legi-

timate. Hence of persons : Equitable; not taking

undue advantage ; disposed to concede every reason-

able claim. Of objects : That may be legitimately

aimed at; often in fair game , fig. Sec Fair and
square, Fair trade.
c 1340 Cursor AT. 13837 <Trin.> J>o dedes to vs be not faire

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 786 Were that feyer, To make an

erlles sone myn Eyer? 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 11.

95 The fat Calfe. Whereby, in a faire parabolica-H inter-

pretation, is meant. .Christ himselfe. 1647 Sir Iv Nicholas

in .V. Papers tCamdenl I. 77 L. C. doubts not of Lo. Bruces

faire dealing. 1680 Otway Orphan in. i. 811 The fair

Hunter's cheated of his Prey. 1690 Locke Hum Vnd. 111.

x. (169s 1 287 As fair a Man, as he. .who sells several Things

under the same Name. 1748 Hartley Obserz: Man 1. iii

278 Words which have the fairest Right to each Class 1790



FAIR.

Palev Horm Pan*. Kum. ii. i3[hj n rendered a fair subject
of presumption. 18x6 Bentham Chrestom. 296 In that cha-
racter it becomes fair game for' ridicule. 1839 T. Attwood
Sp. in Ho. Com. 14 June, They only ask for a fair day's
wages for a fair day's work. 1848 Macaulay Hist. £ng.
I. 567 The king .. would fall by fair fighting and not by
murder. 1854 H. Rogers Ess. II. i. 10 The fairest of all
controversial antagonists. 1870 Max Mullek Sc. Relig.
(1873I 150 note, It is but fair . . to state. 1885 Law Times
28 Mar. 388/2 A fair account should be given. 1886 Pall
MallG. 27 Oct. 3/2 ' Fair houses ', i.e. firms where the rules
of the Union are followed.

b. Of conditions, position, etc. : Affording an
equal chance of success ; not unduly favourable
or adverse to either side. Phrase, A fairfield and
nofavour.
171X PUCKLB Club 22 note, Supposing botli box and dice

fair, gamesters have the peep, eclipse, thumbing. 1771
Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 60, I was now on a fair
footing with them. 184s James A. Neil I. vii. 143 That
would not matter if the ground were fair. 1883 E. Pennell-
Flmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 202 He. .asked only for a fair
field and a clear course.

f

C. Fairplay: upright conduct in a game; equity
in the conditions or opportunities afforded to a
player; transf. upright conduct, equitable condi-
tions of action generally.

IS95 Shaks. John v. i. 67 Shall we vpon the footing of
our land, Send fayre-play-orders, and make comprimise.
Ibid. v. ii. 118 According to the faire-play of the world, Let
me haue audience. 1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commiv.
A ij b, Some . . name him when they quote him ; and thats
faire play. 1669 Marvell Corf, exxvi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 287
To give the fairest play to him. 1744 Berkeley Let. Tar-
water § 21 Give this medicine fair play. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet xx, Fair play's a jewel. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby
iv. v, To prevent his fine manners having their fair play.
1882 C. M. Yonge Unknown to Hist, xxxvi, Fear of the
future shut his eyes to all sense of justice and fair play.

11. Expressing moderate commendation: Free
from grave objection; of tolerable though net
highly excellent quality; ' pretty good \ Of
amount or degree : Adequate though not ample

;

'respectable'.

[1795 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 317 The course taken by the
enemy often becomes a fair rule of action. 1 i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xviii. 133 Fair glacier work was now before us. 1870
Lubbock: Orig. Civiliz. ii. (1875) 37 Very fair drawings of
animals. 1873 Black Pr. j''Artie xxiii. 385 A pretty fair

notion of what bad happened. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi.

304 Edward the Sixth, was a fair scholar in both the classical

languages. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life x. v. 388 A person
in fair health. 18.. R. J^irLiNU Railway Folk 56 A fair

number of old soldiers.

b. In school reports, marking a passable degree
of excellence.
1861 V. LUSHINGTON in Working Mens Coll. Mag. 140

Power to refuse the required certificate of school-attendance,
unless the school is ' fair ' for the purpose intended.

IV. Favourable ; benign ; unobstructed.

12. Of the weather : Favourable, not wet or

stormy. Also with some notion of sense 1 : Fine,

bright, sunny. Now sometimes contrasted with

fine, as ' the weather was fair, but not fine '.

C 1205 Lav. 7594 Heo hajfden swioe fair weder. c 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 1077 His seruands on a day fayre Bare
him with oute to take be ayre. 1535 Covekdalk Ecclus. iii.

15 Thy synnes also shall melt awaye. like as the yse in y"
fayre warme wether. 1611 Bible Matt. xvi. 9 It wilt be
faire weather: for the side is red. 'ai&ji K. Bohun Disc.
Wind \-2-2 At Surat, Malabar ... and that coast of India, is

the fair season till March. • 1713 Berkeley Ess. Guardian
v. Wks. III. 161 Fair weather is the joy of my soul. 1781

Cowi'ER Anti-TAelypthora 71 October .. mild and fair as

May. 1867 Ouida C. Castlemaine (1879) 6 The morning
was fair and cloudless.

fb. Fair day, daylight = BBOAD DAT, DAY-
LIGHT.
c 1450 Merlin 610 It was than feireday. 1523 L». BftRNERS

Froiss. I. cctxv. 392 It was' faire day or he coude get into

the right waye. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 1 1621) 308 It

was yet scarce fair day, when . . the armies . . began again
the battell. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vii. 52 Where am I ? Faire

daylight?

C. fig. ; esp. in phrases, f To makefair weather

to, with : to curry favour with. + To make it fair

with : to deal complaisantly with.

e 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 365 Crist . . wolde not make
it fair wib pes oidris. 1598 Mahston Jur. Villanic 1. 139

Ixion makes faire weather vnto love. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Frt'etidsAfp(Arb.) 173 Frendship maketh indeed a faire Day
in the Affections, from Storme and Tempests. 1687 R.

L'Estrange Ansio. Diss. 5 The Roman Catholiques are

making Fair Weather with the Dissenters. 1866 Crump
Banking' ix. 217 For fair weather the Act of 1844 works.

13. Of the wind : Favourable to a ship's course,

f To comefair : to become favourable.

e 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1967 Of faire wyndes and eke of

tempestes. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, II. ii. 123 The wind sits

fair for news to go to Ireland. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Traz\

(1677) 386 So soon as the wind came fair aboard away we
went. 1700 Beatson Nav. 4 Mil. Mem. 374 To proceed.,

with the first fair wind. 1879 Beerbohm Patagonia 1 A fair

wind . . soon brought us close to our destination.

14. Giving promise of success ;
' likely to suc-

ceed '

(J.) ; likely, promising, advantageous, suit-

able. Of a star, omen : Propitious. Phrases,

T To be, seenty stand fair for, or to with inf. ; To
be in a fair way \of, to: to have a good chance

of (doing, obtaining, or reaching something).

1375 Barbour Bruce s.\u. 837 To se quhelhir fayr war him

' 27

till To lyabwil the toun all still. *.- 1400 Destr. Trov 1119
Now fraist we before how fairest wille he. 1550 Lloyd
I reas. Ii'call'A (1585) 8 Ther is no better . . nor no fayrer
cure. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 10 A stand where you
may make the fairest shoote. 1596 — Merck. V. 11. i. 20
\ our selfe . . stood as faire As any commer . . For my affec-
tion. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 11621* 113 They. . let slip
that so faire an opportunitie. «i6i8 Raleigh Ess. (1650)
E v,The Caliphes. .obieined. .amighty Empire, which was
in faire way to have enlarged. 1642 Rogers Naaman 11

Many more., who might seeme faire for it [the grace of
Cod]. 1655 Sik K. Nicholas in A7". Papers (Camden) II.

197 Cardinal Francisco Barbarini is belietied to stand fair
to be elected pope. 1669 Baxter Call to Unconverted iv,

How fair you are for everlasting salvation. 1676 Wiseman
Surg. v. ix. 386, I presently looked for the jugular veins..
opened the fairest,;and took away, .a do/en ounces of blood.
1678 Bun-van Pttgr. 1. 29, I once was, as I thought, fair for
the Celestial City. 1683 Dryden I'ind. Dk. of Guise, The
first play I undertook was the Duke of Guise, as the fairest
way.. of setting forth the rise of the late rebellion. 1757
Burke Abridgm. Fug. Hist. Wks. 1842 II. 563 The crown,
to which he bad such (air pretensions. 18x4 I). H. O'Brien
Laptlv. <y Fscape 101 Being at last in a fair way of suc-
ceeding, c 1820 Shelley Homer's Hymn to Castor 20 Fair
omen of the voyage. 1822 — Triton, of Life 256 The star
that ruled his doom was far too fair. 1848 MacAULAY Hist.
ling. II. 551 A fair prospect of reaching their destination.

fb. Afair day : success in battle. Obs.
1548 Hall Citron. 76 b, A famous victory and a faire daie.

155° Orowley Way to Wealth 602 The Egiptians thought
to haue had a faire day at them. 1600 Holland Livy vi.

xxxii. 239 They [die Romans] . . were but only in some
good hope of having a fair day of their enemies.

+ c. To have the fairer {of) : to get the better
or upper hand of. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce \. 77 Thair ennymyes Had all the
fayrer off the fycht. c 1400 Destr. Troy'6882 pe troiens
.

. be fairer of be fyght in pe feld had. Ibid. 7090 If it falle

me by fortune the feirer to haue.

15. Of a means or procedure, and of language :

Gentle, peaceable, not violent. + Of the coun-
tenance : Benignant, kindly, f Of death : Easy,
' natural

' ; without violence.
In fair means the adj. can also have the sense 10, and

sometimes has a mixed sense. t

1340-70 Alex, .y Diiid. 45 He wolde fare wib bis folk in

a faire wise To bi-holden here bom & non harm wirke. 1548
HMA.C/irou. 176 Determining either by force or fayre meanes,
to bring their purpose to a conclusion. 1603 Knolles Hist.
'Turks (1621) 1167 With a faire countenance, and a majestie
full of mildnesse . . hee . . sought to appease them. Ibid.
1332 To seduce men either by force or faire persuasion.
1659 B. Harris Parivafs Iron Age 101 Ferdinand, .thought
it his duty to draw, either by fair meanes or foul, all his

Subjects to the Roman Catholick Religion. 1671 Milton
Samson 688 Not only dost . . remit To life obscur'd, which
were a fair dismission, c 1680 Hickeringill///^. IVAr'ggism
Wks. '1716) I. 74 The Lord Treasurer Weston dyed of his
fair death, flying beyond Sea. 1703 Malndrell Journ.
Jems. (1732) g Try first by fair means. 1704 J. Logan in

Pa. Hist. Sac. Man. IX. 292, 1 have used both fair ami foul
words. 183a Lander Adv. Niger I. iii. 160 They .. en-
deavoured to obtain her by fair means.

16. Free from obstacles; unobstructed, open.
1523 Fitzheru. Husb. g 19 The waye is lyke to be fayre

and drye. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks (1621) 69 A faire

breach for the Christians to enter. 1622 Bacon Hen. I'll
. 12 Left faire to interpretation eyther way. 1665 Bovi.r:

Occas. Rejl. Table of Contents, His horse stumbling in

a very fair way. 1670 Narboroigh Jml. in Ace. Set'. Late
/'(y.117111 I. 79 Keep the South-shore in fair view. 1682
Bunyan Holy War v, They made a fair retreat. 1712 W.
Rogers Coy. 49" Go out on the other side . . which I think
is the fairest Outlet. 1768 J. Byron Narrative 10 The sea
making a fair breach over her. 18x6 J. Wilson City of
Plague 111. iv, Keep back . . so that each man may have A
fair view of the pit. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 12 The
fairest though farthest way about is the nearest way home.

17. Open to view, plainly to be seen, clear, dis-

tinct. Now chiefly dial.

1577 E. GOQGE HcnsbacA's Husb. iv. (1586) 157 b, The
white .. are alwaies the fairest marke in a Hawke, or a
Bussardes eie. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. v, Fair on
the face [Cod] wrote the index of the mind. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Rtfl. IV. xix. (1675) 282 The fairer and wider Marks
that may be hit in many places. 1671 Crew Anat. Plants
1. ii. § 8 Although in all places of the Root they are visible,

yet most fair and open about the filamentous Extremities of
some Roots. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 305 All her thoughts
..fair within her eyes. 1877 A". W. Line. Gloss, s.v.,

Lincoln Minster's fair to see fra Barton field.

18. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as, fair-ankted,
-born, -cheeked, -coloured, -complexioned, 'Comii-

tioned, -eyed, -featured, -fortuned, -fronted, -homed,
•maned, -minded (hence fair-miiideduess)^ -na~

lured, -oulsided, -reputed, -sized, -skinned, -spaced,

-specched, -tongued, -tressed, -visaged, -weathered,
-zoned.

1875 LONOP, Pandora vi, Zeus, .like a swan flies to ^fair-
ankled Leda ! 1830 Brewster Fdin. Cycl. VII. 1. 49/2
The fair bom children of Negroes. 1870 Bryant Iliad I.

1. 9 Let the *fair-cheeked maid Embark, Chryseis. 1757
Dyer Fleece \\\. 154 * Fair- colour'd threads. « 1773 Ld.
Lyttleton Wks. 1776. I. 189 A very pretty, *fair-com-
plexioned girl. 1866 Carlyle Remin. 1. 139 She was of the
fair-complexioned. .and comely type. 1634 Laud Wks. (i860)
VII. 02 A very honest, "fair-conditioned man. i59i.(1reene
Maidens Dreame xi, *Fair-ey'd pity in his heart did dwell.
1630 Drayton Muses Flysium, Noah's Flood 270 The bull.

.

to the ark brings on the fair-ey'd cow, a 1845 Hood Lamia
v. 30, 1 thought This fair-eyed day would never see you from
ncl 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 30 O ' fair-featured
maids. 1847 James Convict iv, I was once as prosperous
and as *fair-fortuncd as himself. 1830 Tennyson Clear-

PAIR.

headedFriend 12 Fair.fronted Truth hhall droop not now.
1777 R. Potter /EscAylns' Supplicants 324 Docs Jove,
approach her in this *fair-horn'd state? 1632 M.\ssiNGKk

r

& Field Fatal Doivry \\\ i, I.. pick my choice Of all

,
their *fair-maned mares. 1874 Mori.ey Compromise <i886'
187 An honest and *fair-minded man's own instincts. 1853
Lynch Selfhuprov. iv. 96 Discipline for temper and fair-

1

mindedness. 1634 Ford /\ Warbeck v. ii, Young Bucking-
!
ham is a *fair-natured prince. 1637 Rutherford Lett.
IxxxviiL (1862) I. 227 A blasted and sunburnt flower, even
this plastered, "fair-outsided world. 1795 J. Fawcett Art
of War 4 In the number rank'd Of *fair-reputed callings.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf iv. (1889J 30 They were
fair-sized rooms .. furnished plainly but well. 1827 ( \.

Hhjgins Celtic Druids 98 The "fair-skinned tribe of martial
Germans. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 273 Now no azure vein
Waiider'd on "fair-spaced temples. 1567 Dkant Horace*
Fpist. ii. 1. Civ, This fayre-speachde queare. 1805 T.

1
Hoi.CRoKl Mem. B. Perdue I. 16 Fair-speeched gentlemen
as they are. 1843 Faber Styrian Lake 345 He is a fair-

tongued knight. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. ix. 288 Angry with
,

mefor the sake Of a fair-tressed wanton. 1607 Walkinc-
;

ion Optic Glass xv. (1664) 157 He was comely and fair-

j

visag'd. 1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 642 T1i<j

Country [Brazil], .is. .*faire weathered. 1768 Life .y Adv.
Sir BartA. Sapskutl I. 50 Suppose they have fair-weather'd
countenances. 1725 Pope Odyss. XXHI. 142 *Fair-zon'd
damsels form tho sprightly dance.

b. Special comb. + fair-chance, some kind of

gameorlottery ; fair-curve ,scu tiuut.) : fair-fash-
ioned a., Sc. 'having great appearance of discre-

tion without the reality; having threat complaisance
of manner' Jam.) ; fair-hair, 6V. = Pax(y-Wax(v ;

fair-handed a., 'a) fofahorse Jsee quot. 1614)

;

{b) having well-formed hands ; fair-walling (s^e

quot. 1SS6); fair-world, 'a good time, state of
prosperity' (W.).

, I75S Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. xi. 235 A Pharaoh Table

I

Cards, and a "Fair Chance being ready. 1775 Ash, *p\iir-
' curve [printed fair-carve}. 1823 Crabb Teclinol. Did.

s.v., A Fair-Curve, in delineating ships, is a winding line
who>-e shape is varied according to the part of the ship
it is intended to describe. 1816SC01 1 Old Mori, v, ' Hegh,
sirs, sae 'fair-fashioned as we are !

' 1823 Emza Logan St.
Johnstoun II. 195 ' Ye are aye sae fair- fashioned . .there \s

;
scarce ony saying again' ye.' 1614 Makkham Cheap

I Husb. 6 Observe in any wise to have them [mares] 'fayre-
handed, that is, good head, necke, breast, and shoulders.
1728-46 Thomson Spring 528 Fair-handed Spring unbosoms

;
every grace. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Pair-walling, the
level, smoothly-built masonry or brickwork above the
roughly-built foundations. a 1674 MlLTON (W.), They
think it was never "fair-world with them since,

B. sb.'1 [The adj. used absol. or e/l/ftically.]

1. That which is fair (in senses of the adj.) ; the

i

fair side or face; also in phrases, By 'soft and)
fair: by fair means. For 'foul nor fair : for fair

words or treatment.
In the expressions Fair befall and the like the word

admits of being taken either as sb. or adv. The advb. sense
is prob. original fsee Fair adv. 6 b), but cf. quot. 1423 below.

1393 Langu /'. PI C. x. 85 To turne pc fayre outwarde.

14*3 J AS- ! A'ingisO. exc, Fair and lufe befall The nycht-
ingale. 1456 How Wise Man taught Son 151 in Hazl. F.
P. P. (1864I 175 [Be] soft and fayre men make tame Hert
and buk. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour (18681 6 A lorde
wolde haue a gentille woman, bi faire or be force. 1592
Shaks Koiu. <v Jul. 1. iii. 00 "I'is much pride For faire

without, the faire within to hide. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. 37
Can we not Partition make. .Twixt faire, and foule'.' 1627-47
FeLTHAM Resolves 429 Their blacke tongue can never spot
the faire of virtue. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. x, No-
thing short of the fair and honourable, will satisfy the
delicacy of their minds. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 529
After, .frequent interchange of foul and fair.

b. colloq. 'To sec fair= ' to see fair play '.

_ 1837 Dickens Fick?v.xxv. (C. D. ed.t 218 If you will step
in there. .Mr. Weller will see fair. 1891 Daily News 11 Mar
5/2 The police, .came up to see fair between both sides.

2. One of the fair sex, a woman ; esp. a beloved
woman. Now arch, or poet.

1423 J.\s. I Kingis Q. lxvi, That faire vpward Mr eye
Wold cast. : 1489 Caxton BlaucAardyn xxiv. 84 The
fayer b" proude pucell. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. I. i. 182 ()

happie faire ! Your eyes are loadstarres. 1638 Ford Lady's
Trial in. i, The best, though call em . . Fanes, fines, and
bonies, are but flesh.and blood. 1647 Crashaw Poems 146
Say, ling'ring fair ! why comes the birth Of your brave sold
so slowly forth? 1747 Gentl. Mag. Apr. \Ld. Lo7-at's

Execution), No fair forgets the ruin he has done. 1847
L. Hunt Men, Women, <y B. I. x. 177 Pursuing his fair in

a solitary street. 1876 Blackie Songs Pelig. fy Life i6y
Some prouder fair hath humbled Thy proud passion.

transf. 1697 DrYDEN Cirg. Georg. 111, 302 Produce him
to the Fair ; And join in Wedlock to the longing Mare.

t 3. A person with a fair complexion.
1771 T. HULL Hist. W Harrington (1797) III. 1 One is

a fair, the other a brunet.

T 4. Beauty, fairness, good looks. Also //.

:

Points or traits of beauty. Obs.
c 888 K. Mlfxko Boetk, xxxii. § 2 pa;s Hchoman farmer and

his streon . . nia^on beon afeorred. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
19 pe nione and be sune wundrieS of faire. (( 1225 Juliana
6 He sumchere iseh hire utnume feir. a 1240 Greisun in

Cott. Horn. 193 Heo neuer ne beod sead bi ueir to iseonne.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. u. i. 98 My decayed faire, A sunnie

looke of his, would soone repaire. 1599 Marston Sco.

V'illaniS \\. vii. ^07 The greene meades, whose natiue out-

ward faire Breathes sweet perfumes. 1633 P FLElCHtR
Elisa ii, His weeping spouse Eliza, .all her beauteous fairs

with grief infecting,

fb. Comb.
1622 Dravton *Poly-olb, Song x.wiii, 3S8 The fayre-

enamoured Flood.
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FAIR.

Fair . fe*a] , adv. 1* orms : i feejre ; 3-4 as those

of the adj. with the addition of -c ;
5- coincident

with those of the adj. [OK. fsegre, tffger, Fair

a.] In a fair manner or degree.

1. In a beautiful or comely manner ; agreeably,

beautifully, brightly, handsomely, nobly.

a 1000 Oeedmons Gen. 210 (Gr.) Fxsere leohte baet HSe land

tagoyrnende. c xooo JElfric Gram. xxxviii.(Z. 1228 Fsejere

he syngb. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 J>a wes bes tyendes hapes

alder swibe feir isceapen. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xxi. 71

Somme seiden he was godes sone pat so faire deyede.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 108 Bowes blosmed feyre. c 1440 Gesta

Rom. i. 3 (Harl. MS.) The goode man., faire endid his

Hffe. ax$68 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 150 The Latin

tong did faire Home. 1577 B. Googe Hcresbaeh's Husb. 1.

(1586) 5 So faire he bare his age, as I tooke him to be scarse

fiftie. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. i. 142 The Moone shines

faire. 1600 — A. V. L. m. ii. 97 All the pictures fairest

Linde are but blacke to Rosalinde. 163* Sir K. Le GrYS
tr. Patercnlus 377 The excellent General!, .preferred things

profitable before such as shewed faire. 1738 Wesley Psalms
i. 3 Spread out his boughs and flourish fair.

2. Civilly, courteously, kindly. Now only in

phr. to speak {a person) fair.
a 1000 C\edmon's Gen. 2351 (Gr.) Him. .fa^ere. ecedrihten

andswarode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 J>is fa^e folc. . speket.

.

feire biforen heore euencristene. 11205 Lay. 4842 Wha
swa ooerne imette per feire bine igratte. 1297 R. Gi.ot'c.

(1724) 90 Morice bider com, and faire was vnderfonge.

' 1350 Will. Palerne 347 pemperour. .comande be couherde

curteysli and fayre, to neue vp bat hende child, c 1450

St. Cntkbcrt (Surtees) 5346 par come a monke and prayde

him faire. r 1460 How Goode Wif taught Daughter 65 in

Hazl. E. P.P. 11864' 184 Alle ben nought trewe that faire

spekyn. c 1530 Ln. oekhzrs AtiA, Lyt. Bryt. 118141 87 They
that speak fair, fair shall hear again. 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. ill. ii. 186 So faire an offer'd (Jhaine. 1695 Cokgreve
Lorefor L. HI. iii, I spoke you fair, d'ye see, and civil. 1818

Scott Hrt. Midi, xlv. The work-people., spoke him soft and
fair, a 1866 Neai.f Hymn. 'Christian, dost thou see them',

Christian, dost thou hear them, How they speak thee fair?

t b. (To keep, part)fair : i.e. on good teims

•with. Obs. or arch.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2750 Hc.twynnys with paim faire.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 207 Tap for tap, and so part

faire. 1641 Sir E. Nicholas in -V*. Papers (Camden) I. 25

His Majestie . . will certainly part fayre with this people.

1671-a Sir C. Lyttelton in Hatton Corr. (18781 80 The
Spaniard and wee shall still continue faire together. 1700

Dryden Palamon <$• Arc. 11. 164 Fair they parted till the

Morrow's Dawn. 1715 Loud. Gaz. No. 5332/1 To keep
fair with the Persian Court. 1823 Scon Quentin D. xxiii,

We must keep fair with him.

3. In neat and legible handwriting; clearly,

legibly, plainly.

1513 More Rich. Ill in Grafton Chron. II. 782 This
Procfamacion . . was . . fayre written in Parchement. 1666

PkI'YS Diary 118791 IV. 15 Up betimes to the office, to write

fair a laborious letter. 1705 J. Blair in W. S. Perry Hist.

Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 151 A copy, .which he promised as

soon as it could be fair drawn out. 1774 CheSTERF. Lett.

I. xvi. 50, I desire that you would translate and copy it

fair into a book. 183* Fr. A. Kemble Jrnl. in Rec. Girlh.

(1878) III. 187 After tea I. .copied fair a speech I had been
writing. 1838 Card. Newman Lett. (1891) II. 250, I then

write it out fair for the printer.

4. Equitably, honestly, impartially, justly ; ac-

cording to rule. Also in phr. FAIR and SQUARE.
c 1300 llavclok 224 Al was youen, faire and wel. 1603

Shaks. Mcas./or M. hi. i. 141 Heauen shield my Mother
plaid my Father faire. 1680 Otway Orphan 11. vii, I can
never think you meant me faif. a 1704 Lloyd Dial. betio.

Author $ Friend Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 14 Read their works,

examine fair. 1885 North Star 1 July 3/2 Lord Randolph
. .has ever hit fair.

f 5. In a proper or suitable manner; becomingly,

befittingly. Also,fair and sweetly, fair and well.

1297 R. Gloug (1724) 446 Kyng Henry, .yburede ys bere

[at Reading] vayre ynou. c 1340 Cursor At. 10448 iTrin.)

Leue pi bere, Clobe pe feire. c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Yeom.
Prol. .5- T. 560 He hem Ieyde faire and wel adoun. < 1430
freemasonry 608 Knele down fayre on hot he thy knen.

1483 Caxton G. dc la Tour A j, Whiche fayre and swetely

chastysedherdoughters. 15*3 Ln. Berne rs Erot'ss. I. cccix.

467 Fayre fared, quoth the constable, we are nat in tnynde
to do to our enemys so moche auantage. 1516 TiNDALB
2 Cor. v. 11 We fare fayre [Luther/Ji/irfw wir schon\ with

men. 1544 Bale Chron. Sir J. Oldcastell in Hart. Misc.

(Malh.i I. 271 Bury them [images] fayre in the ground.

a 1568 AlCHAM Scholem. \. (Arb.) 44 To ride faire, is most
cumelie fur him selfe. 1607 Shaks. Cor. IV. vi- 118 You
have crafted faire. 1665 DmrOKJC lud. Emperor v. ii,

Stand fair, and let my Heart-blood on thee flow.

6. With good promise; promisingly, auspiciously;

favourably, prosperously. Obs. exc. in To bid,

promisefair : see the vbs.

1154 0, E. Chron. an. 1154 Nu is abbot & fair bailed be*

guunon. 1590 Stenser F. Q. It. xi. 17 Faire mote he thee.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. ii. 123 The winde sits faire. 1596 —
1 Hen. IVy v. v. 43 Since this Husinesse so faire is done.

f b. With impers. vbs. used optatively. Fair be

to you : prosperity attend you. fair befall, chevet

fall : see the verbs. Obs. exc. arch.

1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. in. i. 46 Faire be to you my Lord.

1867 Jean Ingelow Gladys 306 O rare, The island ! fair

befall the island ; let Me reach the island !

t 7. Gently, quietly, without haste or violence.

Chiefly in phrases, Fair and easily, evenly, softly.

a 1000 Menol. (Fob) 314 He fajgere mid waetere oferwearp

wuldres cynebearn. c 1374 Chaucer Troylits v. 347 pei take

it wisely faire & snfte. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. exxxv.

(1869) 71 If thei [the armour] ben heuy, go faire. 15*3 Li>.

Berwxm Eroiss. I. xviii. 99 The oste. .rode fayre and ea3ely

28

all the daye. 1551 Huloet, Fayre and . . soft lye, suspense

gradu. 1607 Topsfi-I, Pottr.f. Beasts 1 1673' 210 The pro-

verb is old and true, 'Fair and softly goeth far'. 162a

S. Ward Life of halth in Death (1627) 63 Sometimes he
followes faire and a farre off, lingers aloofe and out of sight,

etc. 1653 Urquhart Ralutais 1. xxiii, He returned fair and
softly. 178a Cowper Gilpin 85 So fair and softly, John he

cried. 1804 Mar. Edgeworth Pop. 7 ales, Will ix, Fair and
softly goes far in a day.

tb. Moderately, not excessively. Obs.

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 71 Leche it faire, but not to thyn.

Ibid. 82 Roste hem faire.

8. Evenly, on a level. Chiefly dial.

1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4422/7 THte nine Sail stood in fair

with us. 1877 A". W. Hue. Gloss, s.v., 'Th' table doesn't

stand fair.' 1882 Daily Tel. 4 May, The plate does not lie

fair on the frames.

f 9. Directly, straight, 'due (north, etc.)'. Obs.

C 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xx. 449 Reynawd. .wente

fayre vpon the folke of Charlemagne. 1719 De Foe Crusoe

(1840) II. ii. 35, I came fair on the south side of my island.

1720 — Capt. Singleton xi. 11840) 185 They stood .. fair

after us. Ibid. xv. (18401 255 We stood away fair west.

b. With reference to a blow, etc.: 'Clean*,
' full ',

plump, straight.

c 1340 Gaiv. (f Gr. Knt. 2229 Fayre on his fote he foundez

011 be erbe. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xiv, Striking his antag-

onist fair upon the breast. 1891 Blackw. Mag. CL. 651/2 A
living catapult, that if he took you fair, would knock the

life out of you.

c. Completely, fully, quite. Cf. Clean adv. 5.

Obs. exc. dial.

£1330 Amis.Sf A mil. 238S To-morn thei schull beryed

ben, As thei faire ded were, a 1400 50 Alexander 2230

Som.. faire fe.-t on a fyre att pe foure ^ates. 1457 A(.nks

Paston in Pas!. Lett, f 17S7 f I. xxxv. 144, I had leuer he

wer fayr beryed than lost for defaute. 1494 Househ. Ord.

130 When he cometh to the church, .take the image and
chest downe, and beare him faire into the church. 1868

Atkinson Cleveland Gloss, s.v., ' It [a cat]'s fair wild.'

fd. Clearly, distinctly, plainly. Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PL C. 11.2 pe fe!d ful of foike ich shal ^ow
fayre shewe. ( 1400 Destr. Troy Prol. 82 Here fynde shall

ye faire of be felle peopull, What Kynges bere come of

costes aboute. 1638 Dh;hy I'oy. Medit. u868j 2 The pointe

of the Lizard faire in sight. 1697 IMmpier Voy. (1729) I.

256 We were fair in sight of Cape Corrientes.

10. Covtb. a. With agent-nouns^and vbl.sbs. form-

ing sbs., as fair-dealer, -dealing
i
-doing, -seeming,

-speaking.

1746 LocKMAN To Eirst Promoter Ca'mbrick fy Tea Pills

25 A Craft, indeed, gives some Fair-dealers pain. 1711

Shaftesb. Charae. (1737* I. 63 There is as much difference

between one sort and another, as between *fair-dealing and
hypocrisy. 1879 Fakrar St. Paul 1 1883) 443 Let them not

be weary in
v
fair-doing. 1724 Savage Sir T. Overbury 1. i. 6

The Statesman's Promise, or false Patriot's Zeal. Full (if

*fair Seeming, but Delusion all. 1483 I'ulgaria abs

Terentio 25 b, If it wyll be wyth giffynge and *faire

spekynge I shall nott be behynde.

b. \Yith adjs., as fair-fierce, -seemly, -sweet, and

with pres. pples. forming adjs., as fair-applattdi ng,

-blazing, -blooming, -boding, -dealing, -flowing,

-glaring, -growing, -revolving, -seeming, -shining,

-sounding, -speaking, -spreading, -winding.

1777 R. Pottek .'Esehylns' SuppUeants 1005 The
voice Of *fair-applauding fame. 17*0-46 Thomson Winter

312 The officious wife prepares The fire *fair-blazing.

1740 Shenstone Judgm. Hercules 339 *Fair-hloominK

Health surveys her altars there. 1594 Shaks. Rich.

Ill, v. iii. 227 The . . *fairest boading Dreames, That euer

entred in a drowsie head. 1718 Freethinker No. 14.

96 A "fair-dealing, honourable Merchant. 1580 Sidney
Arcadia (1613) 224-5 ^ ne i

"faire-fierce, to such a state me
calls. 1848 CLOUCH Amours dc i'oy. in. 85 The cypress-

spires by the * fair-flowing stream. 1649 G. Daniel Priuanh.
To Rdr. 51 The *faire-C-lareing Tulip. 1870 Uryant Iliad

II. xxi. 291 A tall *fair-growing elm. 1708 J. PHILIPS

Cyder 11. 523 * Fair-revolving years. 1625 K. Long tr.

Barclay's Argenis w. xviii. 303 Adulterate vertue, and
*faire-seemtng vice. 1776 ' C. Mklmoth ' PupilofPleasure

I. vii. Plausible exterior, fair-seeming sentiments, etc. 1590

Si'I.nsek /•'. Q. 1. ii. 30 *Faire-seemely pleasaunce each to

other makes. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, II. i. 40 Hence-
forward will I beare Vpon my Targuet three *taire shining

Sunnes. 1798 Invasion I. 227 Unsuspicious of the treachery

concealed beneath words so *fair-sounding. 1871 E. F. IJurr

Ad Fidem iii. 39 Fair-sounding terms.' 1398 Trevisa

Earth. De P. R. vi. xiii. ( 14951 198 In a good wyfe byhoueth

that she be 'fayre spekynge. 1647 Clarendon Contempt,

on Ps. Tracts I1727) 517 To grapple with our fair-speaking

adversaries. 1746 Thomson Autumn 246 His.. once *fair-

spreading Family dissolved. 1581 Sidney Astr. <y Stella

lxxxii, Sweet-gard'n-nymph .. most *faire-sweet, do not..

banish mee. 1746 Thomson Summer 1426 The matchless

vale ofThames ; Fair-winding up to where the muses haunt.

C. With pa. pples. forming adjs., as fair-be-

trothed, -bound", -built, -compacted, -contrived^

-divided, -exslructed, -feathered, -folded, -forged,

-plastered, -sculptural, -set, -sunned, -told, -written.

1608 Shaks. Per. v. iii. 71 This prince, the 'fair-betrothed

of your daughter. 1614 Hi'. Hai.i. Recoil. Treat. 129 Some
goodly *faire bound Senecaes Tragedies. 1598 Sylvi-siek

Du Bartas 11. i. 1. Kden 372 'The *fair-bmlt Bridge .
.
More

like a tradefull City. 1655 H. Vacghan SilexScint. 1. (1858*

49 A *faire-compacted trame. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant.

55 Thy faire-contriv'd designes. 1746 Thomson Autumn
832 The *fair divided earth. 1647 H. More Song of Soul
II. iii. 111. xxiii. Those "fair extructed loads Of carved

stone. 1607 A. Prewer lingua 1. i, A speech *faire fetherd

could not flie. 1844 Li>. HootiBTOM Mem. Many Scenes, 'To

Lattdorm He., fed his heart —as thou—On storied Fiesole's

'fair-folded brow. 1590 Si'knse-h F. Q. i. ii. 2 That 'faire-

forged spright. 1535 Coverdai.e Ecclus. xxii. 17 Lykeasa
"feyre playstred wau ill a winter house. 1870 Bryant Iliad

FAIR-PUL.

I. iv. 117 Ships with. ,*fair-sculptured prows. 1648 Herrick
Hesper. I. 121 A full spread, *faire-set Vine. 1850 Mrs.
Browning Poemsll. 300 Prayers—that upward mount Like
to a *fair-sunned fount. 1548 Hall Chron. 153 Whiche
faire told tale, allured to hym muche people. 1700 Prior
Carmen Secnlare 27 Her *fair-written page.

Fair l/eei), v. Forms : a. 1 fsesrian, 2 feiren,

4 fairen, 5 fayre, 7- fair ; /3. 4 vayren. Also,

see Y-fair. \js\E. feiren, OE. frgriant f.feger,

Fair. In later use directly f. Faik a.]

T 1. /«//'. To appear or become fair or clean.

a 1000 Seafarer 48 Gr.) Bearwas blostmum niniaS, byri^
fae£riao\ 1300 A'. Alls. 2903 Mury hit is in sonne-risyng !.

.

Weyes fairith. 1340 Ayeub. 95 pis trau grene}* and uayreb
be his uirtue.

b. Of the weather : To clear, rare exc. dial.

184a Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 182 We are to go, if it fairs, to

take tea at a show place. 1868 Times 16 Sept. 9 The weather
faired by mid-day. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in Kaip. 148

When it rained he turned the furry side out. .when it faired,

he. .reversed it.

t 2. trans. To make fair ; to make clean or good-
looking ; to beautify. Obs.

t.1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 {>us heo do5 for to feiren heom
seluen. c 1320 Cast. Love 876 pe rihtwys sone. fairedehir

more a bousend folde. 1340 Ayenb. 233 pise zix leues..

uayreb moche be lylye of maydenhod. a 1450 Knt. de la

Tour(iS6&) 69 Faire doughtres. .holde it in youre herte that

ye putte no thinge to.. fayre youie uisages. 1x600 Shaks.
Sonn. exxvii, Fairing the foul wiih art's false borrow'd face.

3. Ship-building. To make fair or level ; to ascer-

tain the correctness of curvature in the vaiious

parts of a ship. Also, to lit the beams, plates,

etc, according to the curvature.

1867 in Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1869 .Sir E. J. Reed
Shipbuild. vid. 154 The ship is faired by means of riband*

and cross-spalls. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 2o8
;
1 The

frames, .then can be faired with ease.

Fair and square, a. and adv.

A. adj. Honest, just, straightforward. B. adv.

In a just or straightforward manner, honestly ;

with set purpose, determinedly. Also with ellipsis

of ' acting ' or the like = fair dealing.

1604 Fr. Bacon's Proph. 443 in Hazl. K. P. P. IV. 284
Faire, and square. .The gamester calls fooles holy-day. 1649
Cromwell Lett, cxlvi. iCarlyle) There will clearly be no
living for the Portugal unless he. .do that which is fair and
square. 1673 Wycherley Genii, Dancing-Master Kpil.,

You are fair and square in all your dealings. 171a Arscth-
not John Bull iv. ii. 7 We'll settle it between Ourselves :

Fair and Square. 1887 G. K. Sims Mary Jane's Mem. 252

We'ie lovers all fair and square and above board. 1890

F. R. Stockton in Century Mag. 543/1 When a man sits

down, fair and square, to tell a story.

Hence Fairly and squarely adv.

1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister 338, I think I can

fight my own battles fairly and squarely.

Faira*tion. dial. [f. Fair a. + -ation.] Fair

play.

1861 K. Waugh Birtle Carter's T. 14 Give o'er ! Let's ha'

fai ration.

Fair-copy, sb. Law. [See Faik a. 8 c]
The condition of a document copied after final

correction.

1873 Tristram Moab viii. 158 Our depositions were now
produced in fair copy.

Hence Fair-copy v., to write out in fair-copy.

1840 Dickens Old C. iihop xxxiii, She could ingross fair-

copy [etc.]. 1885 Law Times Rep. LIU. 46o/2_Notice of

dissolution, .was left at the offices, .to be fair copied.

Faird, Sc. var. of Fard v., to paint the face.

Faird, var. of Fakd Sc. motion, impetus.

t Fai'ress. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. Faik-y + -ess.]

? A iemale fairy.

1674 Hrevint Saul at Endor 163 A Fairess, or a white

witch.

Fair-faced, a.

1. a. Having a fair or light-coloured complexion.

b. Of beautiful countenance.

The two senses are in many early examples not easy to

distinguish.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 68 (Qo.> Here is the babe as

loathsome as a toade, Amongst the fairefasi [ed. 1633 fairest]

breeders uf our clime. 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist. 56

'The beauteous fair-fae'd ttride. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No.

2512/4 He is a low well set Man, fair faced. 1795 late of

Sedley I. 130 A fair-faced son of an Eastern Sultan. 1864

J. Forstek Life Sir y. Eliot I. 28 'The fair-faced fiend..

had received her sentence on the previous day.

2. Having a fair appearance (see Face sb. 8),

pretty ; fair to the eye only, specious.

1595'SiiAKs. John ii. i. 417, 1 shall shew you peace, and faire-

facd league. 1616 Havward Sauct. I'roub. Soul 1. (16201

9 The faire-faced shewes of the world. 1693 Congreve

Double-Dealer 11. viii, Tis such a pleasure to angle for fair-

faced fools !

Fair-farrand : s-.-e Fakrand.

Fairfieldite fe-'uf/ldait). Min. [Named in

1S79 by Urush and Dana after Fairfield, the county

(in Connecticut) where it was found : see -ite.]

A hydrous phosphate of calcium, manganese, and

iron.

1879 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. 3rd Ser. XVII. 359 Fairfieldite

occurs generally in massive crystalline aggregates.

Fair-ful (feVifuF. [f. Fair M.*+-TO&.] A
quantity sufficient to make or fill up a fair.

1871 Browning Eifme 164 Fix into one Klvire a Fair-ful of

Fifines.
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Fair-haired, a.

Having fair or light-coloured hair.

1626 Massinger Rom, Actor n, i, Fair-haired Calliope.

1725 Pope Odyss. vi. 145 The fair-hair'd Dryads of the

shady wood. 1814 Scott Wav. xx. The flash of the gun
cost me a fair-haired son. 1892 Gardiner Student's Hist.
Eng. 6 The Celts were fair-haired.

i*b. In the name of a plant (see quot).

1597 Gerard Herbal (i$gS) 102 The faire haired Iacint.

t Fai'rhead. Ohs. Forms : a. 3 fai3ered,

3-4 faired (e, fairehecVe, (3 -hid), 3-5 fair-,

fayrhedfe, 4 fairheed, fayrhed., feir(e)-, 4-6
fayrehed, (5 farhed), 6 Sc. fairheid ; £. 3-4
vair-, vayrhede. [f. Fair a. + -head.] Beauty.

C 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 2666 He was 311S, Wi'5 fai^ered and
strengthe ku<5. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) J>e king . . bi-

huld hire vairhede. ^1340 Hampole Psalter Prol., In bairn

is so mykill fayrhed of vnderstandynge, 1340 Aycnb. 16

Lijtbere, be angel, vor his greate uayrhede an his greate
wyt, wolde by aboue be obre angeles. c 1440 HyltoN Scala
Per/. (W. de W. 1494) II. xlvt, The fairhede [1533 fairnesse]

of angels. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xxxvi, Her bewtie
schane castand sa greit ane glance, All fairheid it opprest.

1560 Rollasd Crt. Venus n. 105 Thau: was the flour of
fairheid.

t Fairhood. Obs. - prec.

a 1587 Foxe A. A> M. (cited in Worcester 1846).

Fairing fe>rirj), {vbl. sb. [f. Fair sb. +
-ING 1.]

1. A present given at or brought from a fair.

1574 HelLOWES Gucnara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 86 The Gentle-
women that did seme her [the Empresse] . . would vse their

libertie in asking fayrings. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair
Prol., The Maker .. hopes, to night To giue you for a
Fayring, true delight. 1661 PepyS Diary 31 Aug., To Bar-
tholomew Faire. .Mr. Pickering bought them some fairings.

1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 8 Nov., Presenting her one of
my fairings. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cal. 149 With kerchief

full of fairings in her hand. 1883 Longm. Mag. Apr. 655
The lasses get their ' fairing' from the lads in gingerbread
and nuts from the stalls.

b. transf. A complimentary gift of any kind.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 2 We shall be rich ere we de-

part, If fairings come thus plentifully in. 1668 PeI'YS Diary
17 Sept., I. .did give her five guineas as a fairing. 1727 Mrs.
Dei.any Life A> Corr. I, 135 A jewel box which Mrs.
Tillier desires you to accept as her fairing. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. IV. xvii, Colin . . gives her a fairing to put in her hair.

1826 Miss Mitford Village 2nd Ser. (1863) 439 To our little

pet, Lizzy . . she predicted a fairing.

C. fig. To get, give [any one) his fairing: to

get, give (himi his deserts.

1785 Pi crns Death fy Dr. Hornbook xxx, Neist time we
meet, I'll wad a groat, He's got his fairin'. 1818 Scott Old
Mart, xxxvii ' Mackay will pit him [Claverhouse] down .

.

he'll gie him his fairing.' 1823 Lockhart Reg. Dalton 1. 11.

iv. 262 ' Ane o' them got his fairin.' •

2. Cakes or sweets sold at fairs ; esp. gingerbread

nuts. Chiefly colloq.

a 1774 Fercusson Hallowfair Poems (1845) 13 He'll ..

creish her loof Wi what will buy her fairin To chow that

day. 1888 IV. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., Do you like fairings

or comforts best?

3. ? nonce-use. Buying, etc., at a fair.

1887 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 251 The fairing was done with

shivers.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1593 Pass. Morrice I b, Honestie knowes what the fairing-

monger will saye. 1790 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Aug., I

placed one of my fairing work-baskets . . on a table.

Fairish. (fe**nj), a. and adv. [f. Fair a. and

adv. + -ish.] A. adj. Somewhat fair.

1. Moderately good, passable.
1611 CoTCR., Bellastre, fairish, reasonably faire, passable.

1660 in Howell Lexicon. 1847 Illust. Lond. News 28 Aug.

142/1, I rowed in a fairish 'eight'. 1863 W. C. Baldwin
Afr. Hunting 331 So ended a fairish day's sport. 1882 B.

M. Croker Proper Pride I. xi. 226 Sometimes ..he is in

fairish spirits.

b. dial. Tolerably well (in health) ; f also,

merry with drink.

1756 W. Toldervv Hist. Two Orphans IV. 3 Humphry
..was now quite fairish, as he called it, and attended to

nothing but spouting speeches from Shakespear's Pistol.

1876 Oxfordsh. Gloss, s.v., '1 be fairish.* 188& Ber&sh.

Gloss, s.v. Vaairish, ' I be a veelin' varish now zur*.

2. Considerable in amount ; fairly large, colloq.

1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., ' Theer's pritty feerish on 'em this

turn.' 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts II. 136 Cost a fairish

penny, didn't it? 1884 GV. Words 339Two fairish sized tubs.

B. adv. In a fair manner; to a fair degree.

colloq. or dial.

1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Knights u iii, I . . got

laiuhed at pretty fairish. 1877 fioldemess Gloss, s.v., ' Ah's

gettin' on fairish wi job.' 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. s.v.,

' Surs! it's feerish waarm.'

Fair-lead (fe»\ilfd). a. (see quot. i860 . b.

— Fair-leader,
a. ci86o H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 21 What do you

mean by a fair lead? In reeving a rope, to be very careful

to have it so led through the block or sheave aloft, that it

does not cut or chafe any of the rigging, or cross any other

ropes. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Fair-lead.

b. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shipbuild. xv. 290 Of late, .fair-

leads or dead-eyes of malleable cast-iron have been em-
ployed.

Similarly Pair-leader (see quot. 1841). Fair-

leading 'vbl sb., attrib. in fair-leading block, ft

block that acts as a fair-leader.

1841 R. H. D\x\ Seaman's Man. 104 Fair-leader a strip

of board or plank, with holes in it, for running rigging, to

lead through. Also, a block or thimble used for the same
purpose. 1882 Nares Seamanship ed. 6 59 The falls being
led .. through fairdeaders in ship's side. Ibid. 55 A fair-

leading block stropped to it.

tFairlec. Obs. [f. F.iIB a. : see -lock.]

Fairness, beauty.
anz$St. Marher. 19 Feirlecant strencSe beoo5 his schrudes.

c 1230 Hall Meid. 39 He jrueo' feirlec to al hat is feir in

heuene & in earSe, c 1320 Cast. Love 145 He 3af him ..

Feirlek and freodam.

t Pair-like, a. Obs. rare~K [f. Faik a. +
Like a.] In good condition ; well-looking.
1662 Hickeringill Apot. Distressed Lunocettce Vfks. 11716)

I. 273 Naboth .was too Fat and Fair-like to avoid the
Shambles of these bloody Butchers.

Fairly :fe-> ili\ adv. [f. Fair a. + -ly -.]

tl. So as to make a fair appearance; beauti-

fully, handsomely. Also in bad sense : Spe-

ciously. Obs.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxii. 242 Alle the hoost cometh
fayrely aftre him. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5142 pai . . ferdon on
fote fairly to-gedur. 1483 Calk. Aug I. 120 Fayrly, ornate.

1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jut. in. ii. 84 Was euer booke . . So
fairely bound ? 1630 A*. Johnson''s Kingd, $ Comnnv. 131

Saint Germaines . . was very fairely budded. 1819 Byron
Juan iti.lxxvi, To make The skin. .appear more fairly fair.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1, 47 Raiment . . Most fairly

woven.

b. Of writing : Neatly, elegantly, arch.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. vi. 2 The Indictment . . in a set

Hand fairely is engross'd. 1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy

Wks. IV. 514 The book is fairly writ on vellum.

f 2. Courteously, respectfully. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 233 Fairely I bespoke the

Officer To go in person with me. 1608 — Per. v. 1 10, I

pray ye, greet them fairly.

3. With due regard to equity; candidly, impar-

tially; without undue advantage on cither side.

1676 Dryden Anreng-zebe ill. i, I interpret fairly your
design. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 272 P 1 Circumstances
fairly represented in the Spectator. 1776 Trial ofNun-
docomar 25 1 The Durbar charges were not just and fairly

charged. 1783 Haii.es Antiq. Chr. Ch. iv. 72 The in-

ferences that are fairly deducible from it. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. ^75 The counsel were by no means fairly

matched. 1851 Dixon IV. Penn v. ^1872' 47 In no corner

of these islands were the Quakers treated fairly. 1862

Stanley Jew. Ch. (18771 I- xiii. 260 Only in the light o(

that time can they be fairly considered.

4. Becomingly, fitly, properly, suitably
;
propor-

tionably.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1 i. 12S Mycheefe care Is to come
fairely off from the great debts. 1691 T. H[ale] Act. New
Invent, p. xx, The Bolt-heads, &c, being fairly parcelled.

1731 Arbuthnot Aliments iv. ii. § 24. 98 The Serum of the

Blood is fairly substituted in its place. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV.

462 His time will be fairly, and I doubt not successfully em-
ployed. 1832 Ht, MartiKeau Homes Abroad v. 74 You
may fairly marry as soon as you like. 189a Sir A. Kkkk-
WICH in Law Times Rep. LXVTI. 139/r The facts, .may be

fairly described in that manner.

b. By proper or lawful means, legitimately
;

opposed to foully.

1632 J. Hayward tr. Biond£s Eromena 145, I will kill

thee fairly, as becomes a good Knight. 1709 Steele Toiler
No. 38 P 3 [They] in decent Manner fought full fairly with

their wrathful Hands. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. xi.

236 We came honestly and fairly by the ship. 1797 Mrs.
RADCUFFE Italian iii. 23 She came fairly by her death.

+ 5. Gently, peaceably, quietly, softly. Obs.

(.1400 Macndev. (Roxb.) xiv. 61 It standes still and ryn-

nez no^t, or elles bot fairely. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vi. 40
Guyon..with strong reason master 'd passion fraile, And
passed fayrely forth. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. v, 14 They
parted very fairely in lest. 1634 Milton Comus 168, 1

fairly step aside, And hearken.

6. Clearly, distinctly, plainly.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies (18401 III. 490 The door fairly

set open for him by Divine Providence. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants 1. iii. § 11 The Pores, .by the help of good Glasses,

are very fairly visible. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, [I] saw
the bonny city lie stretched fairly before me. 184.1 MlAlX
Nonconf. I. 2 It becomes dissenters fairly to avow it.

7. Completely, fully, quite, 'clean'; actually,

positively, really.

In written examples it is often difficult to know whether
this or the very different sense 8 is intended ; but in speech
this confusion is prevented by the marked difference in

intonation.

1396 Spenser State /ret ('1633)9 All which they neverthe-

lesse fairely overcame. 1604 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 249 III.

216 He would wish him fairly buried before his eyes. 1653 H.
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xx. 73 They fairly tore out one an-

other! throats with their teeth. 1713 Guardian No. 42, I

fairly nodded in the elbow-chair. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xx, I

had some thoughts of fairly shipping back to England again.
1804-8 Foster in Life t, Corr. (18461 I. 268, I never think

of fairly sitting down for a conversation. 1823 Lamb Elia,
Poor Relation, When he goeth away, you dismiss hts chair

into a corner . . and feel fairly rid of two nuisances. 1867
Freeman Norm. Conq. (18761 1, vi. 500 The star of Harold
was fairly in the ascendant. 1868 M. Pattison Academ.
Org. v. 306 Our system, .has fairly run away with us. 1873
Tristram Moab iv. 64 We were fairly in the trap.

8. Moderately, passably, tolerably.

1805 Woritsw. Waggoner t. 110, I am fairly safe to-night.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. lx. 63 The structure of the ice was
fairly developed. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) I. xiv. 215
He .. rode fairly to hounds. 1871 ftfOBLBY Voltaire 1880)

9 People with whom the world goes fairly well materially.

9. Comb., asfairly'-balanced, -fitted.

1848 Dickens Dombey fC. D. ed.) 8 They were. a. .fairly-

balanced, give-and-take couple. 1870 P>ryant Iliad I. IV,

715 He drew The arrow from the fairly-fitted belt.

FaiT-maicl.
1. ^Fumade.
1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 54 The. Italians call

them [salted pilchards] fumades, -from a corruption of this

word they are universally called, in Cornwall, ' fair-maids '.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. fatal, (ed. 4) 128 Quarter Hogsheads
ot Fairmaids.

2. In various names of plants. Pair mald(s of

February, the Snowdrop, Calanthus nivalis;

Pair maids of Prance, of Kent [ = lr. belle-

Pucelle\, a double-flowered variety of Crowfoot,

Ranunculus aconitiflorus.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 331 Common
Snowdrop. Fair Maids of February. 1823 Crarb Technol.

Diet. s. v. Fair, Fair Maid of France, the Ranunculus
aconitifotitis of Linnaeus, a perennial, 1863 Prior Plant-n.,
Fair Maids ofFebruary, white flowers that blossom about
the 2nd of that month. Ibid., Fair Maids of France.
1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n., Fair Maids of Kent.

Fairness (fe*unes). [f. Fair a. + -ness.]

1. The quality or condition of being fair ; beauty :

a. in the abstract ; also concr. something that is

fair, a beautiful feature, an ornament.
c 1200ORMIN 12253 (Jff hade, off fa^errnesse, Offstrenncbe.

( 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (18661 39 Thare es souerayne
fairenes, lyghtenes, strenghe [etc.]. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. vin. xvii. (1495) 325 The mone is the fayrnes of the

nyght. 1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 177 Iieholdynge in

hym all fayreness, all power, and all verteu. 1649 J ER -

Taylor Gt. Exemp. \\. vii. 35 Persons of the greatest fancy,

and such who are most pleased with outward fairnesses are

most religious. 1856 Kuskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. wi. § 14

For all fairness we have to seek to the flowers.

b. of women.
axooo Liber Scint. 168 Leas gyfu & ydel ys fejernyss,

a 1225 St. Marher. (1S62) 35 For ir feirnesse, ban ho bee
comen of breMe. 1377 Lasgl. /'. PI. H. xn. 47 Felyce hir

fayrnesse fel hir al to sklaundre. f 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-
hode 1. vii. f 1 86g> 4, I seygh a lady in my wey ; of hire fair.

nesse she dide me ioye. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531

63 In the whiche synne they fall communly by the reason of

theyr fayrnes. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. iv. 164 The higher

powers have bestowed upon you fairenesse above man
1762-71 H. Walpdle Vertue's Aitccd. Paint. (1786) I. iv.

The print gives . . some of her Flemish fairness. 1877
Mrs. FoRKtSTER Mignon I. 54 And right royally she uses the

prerogative of her fairness.

C. of men and children ; rarely of animals.

Obs. or arch.

a 1000 Lambeth Ps. xYiv. 5 ; Bosw.'i Mid ftinum hiwe ofide

wlite and faejernysse din re. c 117s Lamb. Horn. 77 Sunne
and mone bostreb for his fairnesse. c xz$o Gen. A Ex. 1233
Wantede ftit child faiernesse and mi^t. 1387 Trevisa Higden
1 Rolls) I. 285 A woman, .wedded a bocher for his fairenesse.

1401 Pol. Poems (iBsy) 11,68 If Sathanas were transfigurid into

his former fairnesse. 1535 Covekdale Isa. Yin. 2 When we
. loke vpon him, there shalbe no fayrnesse. 1608 D. T. Ess.

Pol. cy Mor. 48 The beautie and fairenesse of his eyes.

1820 Keats Hyperion in. 125 The immortal fairness of his

limbs.

t d, of inanimate things. Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7025 Mygteno. . tunge telle

J>e feyrnesse. c 1325 Prose Psalter xlix. 12 pe fairnes of be

feldeis wyb me. c 1400 Catirs Morals log in Cursor M. App.
iv, No5t for |>e fairnes, bot for \j\ nedines, loue bou be peny.

c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. A/uer. (Arb.l Introd. 27 All with feders

bounden for there bewtynes and fayrenes. 1583 Hoixyband
Campo di Fior 305, I am not of opinion that any place can
be found like to this in fairenesse. 1662 Merrett tr. Neris
Art ofGlass Ixxxvi, A Violet colour of notable fairness. 1726

.
Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 9, I shew'd him the Money, and he soon

]
knew the Piece, .from the particular Fairness of it.

f e. of speech. Obs.

c 1490 Promp. Pan: 146 (MS. K.) Fayirnesse of speche,
' facundia.

2. Of the complexion or skin: Lightness ofcolour.

1599 Hakliyt Voy. II. 331 The whitenesse thereoffjvory]

was .. thought to represent the natural fairenesse of man's
: skinne. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 550 Ambitious of in-

: termarrying with Persians . . on account of the fairness of

i
their complexion. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xv, The fair-

ness of his skin, where it had not. .been exposed.

3. Equitableness, fair dealing, honesty, imp-r-

j

tiality, uprightness,
c 1460 7'cnvnley Myst. 195 It is best that we trete hym with

I
farenes. jjzx Wodro7uCorr.li$4$) II. 628, 1 hope fairness and
truth were in mine eye. 1771 Junius Lett.xWi. 245 No man.

.

will dispute the fairness of this construction. 1802 Med.
Jrnl.WW. 184 We do not doubt of the fairness of the state-

ment. 1859 Macaulay Biog. (1867) 91 A show of fairness

was. .necessary to the prosperity of the Magazine. 1888

Bryce A mer. Commw. Ill.xcix. 387 The criiicisms of an
outspoken press rarely assail. . theirlEnglish judges' Jfairness.

f4. Of the weather : The state of being free from
storms or rain ; fineness. Obs.
< 1440 Promp. Pari'. 146 Fayrnesse of wedur, amentias.

1580 Haret Alv. F 37 Fairenesse of weather : quietnesse,

serenitas. 1743 Bllkelev & Cemmins Voy. S. Seas 23
The Moon, Tides, and Fairness of Weather were more
favourable to us by Night than Day.

f 5. Courtesy. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 3272 Me vnder-feng bene king : mid mochele
feimusse. a 1400-50 A lexauder 1745 Feyne all with fairnes

& fayne at bou may.
+ *3. Gentleness; only in By\ with fairness: by

fair or gentle means. Obs.

( 1386 Chaucer Prol. 519 To drawen folk to heven, with
fairnesse, By good ensample. c 1400 Beryn 1396 Let assay

efft ageyn, with ffeirnes hym to chast. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur ix. Ixxvii, Outher with fayrenes or foulnesse I

shalle brynge hym to this courte. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 331 The king, .will provyde some remedy for us, eyther
by fayrenesse or otherwise.



FAIRNEY CLOOTS.

Fairney-cloots. St.
The small horny substances above the hoofs,

where the pastern of a horse lies, but said to be
found only in sheep or goats, Ettr. For.' (Jam.)
1822 Hoaa Perils ofMan III. 33 'Here's a tyke wi' cloven

cloots like a gait, fairney cloots and a' thegither.'

Fair-pleader, -ing. Law. = Iskal-plkader.
1670 Blount Law Diet, s.v., Neither in the Circuit of

Justices, nor in Counties . . any Fines shall be taken of any
Man for Fair pleading, that is, for not pleading, fairly or
aptly to the purpose. 1700 [see Beaupleader). 1721-1800
in Bailey. 1848 in Wharton Lam Lex.
Fair-sex, v. nonce-wd. In To fair-sex it : to

discourse upon the fair sex.
1712 SWOT Jrnl. to Stella 8 Feb., I drill not meddle with

the Spectator, let him fair-sex it to the world's end. 1810
W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXX. 346 He may fair-se.\ it

(as Swift says) to the end.

tFai'rsliip. Ois. [f. Pair a. + -ship.] a.
Fairness, beauty, b. The personality of a ' fair

lady '. Cf. BeautysHIP, ladyship.
c 138O Cast. Love 688 Ther may no man here feyrship wyte.

a 1400 Vernon Poems 444 The swete face of his Lorde
there. .In his feyreship he may hiin showen . . Of hevyn he
may i-se the wydnes, The feyreshepe and the heynes. 1646
T. Hall Poems 11 How every wit Capers . . to tit Words to
her faireships grief.

t Fail-some, a. Olis. rare-', [f.. Fair a. +
•some.] Beautiful ; in quot. absol.
a 1641 Sib J. Suckling in .V. ,y Q. I. ?2 Still I'll love the

fairsome.

Fair-Spoken, a. Also 7 fairspoke. a. Of
persons : Gifted with fair speech ; courteous, plea-
sant ; smooth-tongued.
1460 Capcrave Cluon. (Rolls) 81 He was . . fayre-spokyn,

but he spak but seldam. 1530 Palsgr. 312/1 Fayre spoken
..hen en taugaige, 1597 Hooker Ecci. Pol. v. (1617) 266
Anus. .a subtlewitted and a marvellous fair-spoken man.
1647 Hammond Serin., Christian's Oblig. Peace (1649) 7
Fair-spoken sword-men

.
.whose words are softer than butter.

1665 DrydeN hul. Emperor 11. i, Kalib, ascend, my fair-
s|>oke servant rise. x8z8 LandoR Iittag. Com: 1 1 1. 473 He
was. .fairspoken both to high and low.

b. Of words: Bland, civil.

1649 Milton Eikon. Pref., These Ins faire spok'n words
shall be hecr fairely confronted, .to his. .deeds.

Fai-r-tra'de.
1. a. Trade carried on legally as opposed to

dealing in contraband goods, b. In the iSth c.

also applied (in popular language) in the precisely
opposite sense ; a euphemistic synonym for smug-
gling-

1774 lii rkk Amer. Tax. 117751 49 The contraband will
always keep pace in some measure with the fair trade.

2. Ill recent use : The fiscal system advocated
by those who consider that ' one-sided free trade

'

is injurious to the nation adopting such a policy,
and that the principle of free trade should be ap-
plied only in dealing with nations that admit our
products free.

1881 Gladstone in Times 8 Oct. 6/5 This he says he
wants, not as protection, but in the name of fair trade.
1891 Spectator 21 Feb. 263/2 An excellent speech against
' Fair-trade '.

altrib. 1881 Spectator 10 Dec. 1558 The Fair trade ques-
tion. 1882 T. H. Farrer Free Trade v. Fair Trade ii. 6
The programme of the Fair Trade League is not definite
in its particulars. Ibid. ii. 8 That application is not contained
in the Fair Trade programme.
Hence Fair-trader, [a) one who trades fairly or

legally
; if) one who supports the Fair-trade pro-

gramme. Fair-tradism, the doctrines of a Fair-
trader (sense b).

1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 56 Others who have found
y encouragem' from y farm" of Ireland to y ruin 'of y>
fair Trader here. 1746 Lock man To First Promoter Cam.
/rick A> Tea Bills 27 Bid the Fair-trader .. bemoan His
credit lost. 1881 W. F. Ecrovd Sp. at Oldham 21 Fair
Traders . . wanted . . an extension of real free exchange.
1887 Spectator 21 May 674 1 The Fair-traders are at their
wits' end for a compromise with F'ree-trade. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 26 Nov. 12/1 Fair-tradism is apparently to be i

brought down from national to local application.

Fai'rway. Also 9 fare-way. [See F'air a.

16} the interpretation suggested by the spelling
farcway (cf. Fare v.) appears to be 'erroneous.] A
navigable channel in a river or between rocks, sand-
banks, etc. ; the usual course or passage of a vessel
on the sea or in entering and leaving a harbour.
1584 in Binnell Deter. Thames (1758) 62 That the fair

Way be kept as deep and large as heretofore. 1675 Land.
Gas. No. 1006/4 The fair way going into Plymouth Sound.
1769 Falconer />iW. Marine (1789s DSacleur, an officer
w'hose duty it is. .to keep the passage, or fair-way, open,
1858 A dm. Fee;, in Merc. Marine Mag-. V. 103 Sea-going
vessels, .at anchor in roadsteads or fairways. 1883 Champ.
Jrnl. 523 Clear water fareways, by which the fishermen
wend a speedy course from point to point. 1893 Daily
Citron. 4 Jan. 5/7 She was in the fairway of all steamers
crossing to and from New York.
atirib. 1875 Bedeord Sailor's Pocket-hie. v. (ed. e) 137

'

Fairway buoys are plainly marked.

Fair-weather, a.

1. Kit or suitable only for calm or fair weather.
1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 69 These fair-weather birds

would never put to sea. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III.
S50 The first gale would send the whole of this fairweather
armament to the bottom of the Channel. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 26 Nov. 5/3 They arc all fair-weather craft.

80

2. A'-
1736 Popes Lett. 1 Oct. 1730 My Fair-weather friends of

the summer are going away for London. 1748 Smollett
Rod. Rand, iii, That there fair weather Jack (pointing

1 to the young squire). 1828 E. Irving Last Days
I

287 What a fair-weather service there is of God ! 1873
Miss Brolghton Nancy II. jo Am I to be only a fair-
weather wife to you :

Fairy (fe->ri , si. and a. F'orms : 4 feir-,

feyr-i(e, -ye, (5 fery, 6 feirie), 4-5 fai-, fayerie
-ye, 4 fayryje), 4-6 fair-, fayr-6, -ey, -ie, -y(e,
(6 fayere, 6-7 pharie, 7 farie, phair-, pherie\
4-- fairy ; also Faerie, -v. [a. OF. faerie, faierie
(mod.Y. fecrie), f. OY./ae {moi.Y . fee) Fat si.2]

A. si.

1 1. The land or home of the fays ; fairy-land.

j

Ois. : see Faerie.
c 1310 Or/co 273 The kyng of Fayre', with his route, Com

to hunte all aboute. c 1386 Ciiai'ckr Sor.'s 'P. 88 Though
he were comen ayeyn out of ffairye. c 1400 Maundev.

I

(Roxb.) xvi. 73 A sperhawke . . and a faire lady of Fairye

I

sittand berby. 1593 Drayton Eclogues-m. 15 [Collin] is to
fayric gone a Pilgrimage. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 1. ii,

The Doctor Sweares that you are . . Allied to the Queene
of Faerie.

t2. A collective term for the fays or inhabitants
of fairyland; fairy-folk. Ois.
C1320 Orfeo 189 Awey with the fayre sche was ynome.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 230 pemperour wend witerly for wonder
of bat child, bat feijbely it were of feyrye. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymoll xiv. 337 The horse .. that cam of the fery.
1525 Lu. Berners Froiss. II. cexxiv. [cexx.] 700 Suche as
knowe. .affyrmeth that the fayry and the nympes be moche
conuersaunt there, c 1540 Pilgrim's Tale 88 Where this
man walked, there was no farey . . for his blessynges . . did
vanquyche them. 1603 Philotus exxviii, Gang hence . . to
the Farie, With me thow may na langer tarie.

t 3. Enchantment, magic ; a magic contrivance
;

an illusion, a dream. Ois.
c 1300 A". Alls. 6924 That thou herdest is fairye. c 1310

F. E. P. (1862) 134 Hit nis but fantum and feiri. 1362
Langl. P. PL A. Prol. 6 Me bi-fel a ferly A Feyrie me
bouhte. 1:1430 Pilgr. Lyf Multitude II. xxxvi. (1869' 89,
I wot not what this tokeneth, but if it be a fairye. a 1533
Ld. Berners Iliion clvi. 595 To y entente that the monke
shuld not begyle hym", thus by the fayrey and enchaunte-
ment.

4. One of a class of supernatural beings of dimi-
nutive size, in popular belief supposed to possess
magical powers and to have great influence for
good or evil over the affairs of man. See Elf and
Fay si."-

1393 Gower Coitf. II. 371 And as he were a fairie. < 1450
/ ('t-.inWr.-Wiilcker57iC"«7'«/, fayryes. 1563 Fulke Meteors
(1640) 68 b, Those round circles . . that ignorant people af-
firme to be the rings of the Fairies dances. 1583 Semi-ill
Foliates xxxv. 210 Ane carlingof the Queue of Phareis. 1650
Baxter Saint's K. 11. (16541 270 Hags (or Fairies) that is,

such as exercise familiarity with men. 1743 Collins Ep. to
Sir T. Haunter 98 Twilight fairies tread the circled Green.
1813 Shelley P. .Mob 167, I am the Fairy Mab. 1833 W.
Irving Alltambra I. 128 She is small enough to be a fairy,
and a fairy she may be for aught I can find out. 1891 Daily
News 30 Oct. 5/1 The first appearance of the conventional
Fairy, .is made in Perrault's ' Contes '

(16971.

b. Fairy of the mine : a goblin supposed to in-

habit mines.
v
The designation is used by Milton

;

later writers use it as the equivalent of the German
koiold or gnome.) + Fairy of the sea : a Nereid.
'555 Eden Decades 12 The fayre nimphes or fayeres of

the sea (cauled Nerejades). 1607 TopseLL Fonr-f. Beasts
(1673) 261 'The Virgin lived among the Pharies of the Sea.
1634 (see Faerie 3). 18. . Scot. Fncycl. s.v., The Germans
believed in two species of Fairies of the Mines.

5. transf. f a. One possessing more than human
power ; an enchantress. Ois.
1606 Shaks. Ant. ff Cl. iv. viii. 12 'To this great faiery

[Cleopatra], lie commend thy acts.

b. A small graceful woman or child.
1838 Lytton Alice 21 Miss Merton was. .surprised by the

beauty, .of the young fairy before her.

B. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to fairies ; of the nature of
fairies ; enchanted, illusory, fictitious.

c 1640 Waller To one tvho libelled C'tess Carlisle iii,

Hast thou not heard of fairy Arthur's shield. 1699 BeHI LEY
Pltal. 286 His two Fairy Poets wrote 'Tragedies against
him. 1713 Guardian No. 141 .The fairy images of glory
and honour. 1821 Shelley Epipsyeh. 193 The fairy isles

of sunny lawn.

2. Resembling a fairy, fairy-like; delicate, finely

formed or woven.
1788 W. Gilpin Mottjil. * Lakes 11. 223 Little fairy scenes,

where the parts, tho trifling, are happily disposed. 1838
I .v 1 ion Alice 11. ii, Delicate and fairy cast of beauty, a 1839
Praeo Poems (1864) I. 229 Many a fairy form I've met.
1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 91 [He] Show'd her .. The
little dells of cowslip, fairy palms, .fairy pines. 1883 Al.-
drich Ponkapog to 1'esth 243 Fairy textures from looms of
Samarcand.

C. allrii. and Comb.-
1. General relations : a. simple attrib., asfairy-

arrow, -book, etc. ; also in various local names for

the Foxglove (Digitalis purpurea), fairy-iell,-eap,

•fingers, -glove, -thimble, -weed; b. appositive, as
fairy-folk, -godmother ; c. instrumental and origi-

native, asfairy-bom, -haunted, -pencilled adjs. ; d.
parasynthetic and similative, as fairy-featured,
formed, -like adjs.

FAIRY.

1864 Tennyson Aylmers F. 94 What look'd a flight of
fairy arrows. 1870 Science Gossip 1 June 135 In Anglo

Irish we call it [the Foxglove] . . 'fairy bell. 1850 Mrs.
Browning Poems II. 213 A child . . sleeping with dropt
head Upon the fairy-book he lately read. 1871 Palgrave
Lyr. Poems 1 1 All these things .. So wrought on her, though
"fairy born and wild, c 1620 Convert Sonle in Farr S. P.
7as. /(1848) 89 And for thy food eat *fairy bread. 1828
Miss Miteord Village 3rd Ser. 118631 83 The prettier Irish
name of that superb plant [the fox-glove], the *fairy-cap.
1681 Dr'yden^/. Friar 11. 21 These 'Fayery favours are lost
when not concealed. 1778 Lasghorne Owen of Carron
lxvn, The 'fairy-featured vale. 1878-86 Britten & Holland
Plant-n., "Fairy fingers, Digitalis purpurea L. IS13D0LG-
i.as/£»«Vvui.vL 7Nymphisand Favnis. .Quhilk*fairfolkis
• clepyng we. 1827 Pollok Course T. m, Tales Of fairy-
folk and sleepless ghosts. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 90
The "fairy footings on the grass. 1816 Byron Clt. Har. 111.

cii, Bees and birds, And *fairy-form'd and many-colour'd
things. 1870 Science Gossip 1 June 135 Its [foxglove's] other
name ' *fairy glove '. 1883 Oltda Wanda I. 43 A very
'fairy godmother. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 11. 3 To
view the 'fairy-haunts of long-lost hours. 1603 Harsnet
Pop. Impost. 21 The poore Wench was so 'Fayrie haunted,
as she durst not goe . . to Ma. Dibdale hir chamber alone.
1891 Salt Catal. Glass IVks. Stourbridge, Five "fairy lamps.
1598 Shaks. Merry IV. iv. iv. 57 Let them all encircle him

. about And 'fairy-like to pinch the vncleane knight. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop i, So slight and fairy-like a creature.
1867 Dkctsch Rent. (1874) 5 Hieroglyphical 'fairy-lore.
1813 Shelley Q. Mai 1. 91 Those who had looked upon
the sight.. Saw but the "fairy pageant. 1810 Associate
Minstrels 103 The "fairy-penciled spray. 1884 Hollanii
Chester Gloss., ^Fairies' Petticoats, the foxglove. 1794
Mrs. Radclifee Myst. Udolpho i, Tell the Goddess of
this fairy scene. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. ii. 1 Come,
now a Roundell, and a "Fairy song. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmers F. 89 He had . . told her 'fairy-tales. 1878-86
Britten & Holland Plant-n., 'Fairy Thimbles, Digitalis
purpureah. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. vn. 1 15 They have
exposed their 'fairy ware not to cheat but divert us. J870
Science Gossip 1 June 135 In Anglo-Irish we call it [the
Foxglove], .'fairy weed.

2. Special Comb. : fairies-arrow, = 1£lf-shot

2 ; fairies' bath, Peziza coccinea ; fairy-beads
(see quot.) ; fairy-bell (see quot. 1861); fairy-
bird (,see quot.) ; fairy (fairies') butter, (a) (see
quot. 1777), (i) Tremella albida; fairy-cheeses,
Malva rotundiflora, from the shape of the seeds;
fairy-circle, [a) -Fairy-ring, (i; a fairy-dance,

(e) a circle of fairies dancing ; . hence fairy-
circled a. ; fairy-court, the court of some fairy

king or queen ; fairy-cucumber (see quot.) ; fairy-

cups, (a) Primula veris, i) ^fairies bath ; hence
fairy-cupped a. ; fairy-dance, a. — Faiby-rinu,
(/') dance of the fairies, in quot. fg. ; fairy-

dart, = Elf-shot
; fairy-eggs (see quot.) ; fairy-

fingermarks (see quot); fairy-flax, Linttm
calharticum ; fairy-grass Briza media ; fairy-

green, = Fairy-ring ; fairy-groat (see quot.;

;

fairies'-hair, Cuscuta epithymu/n ; fairy-hammer
(see quot.; ; fairy-hillock see quot.) ; fairies-

horse, SenecioJacob* a ; fairy-lint, = fairy-fax

;

fairy-loaf (see quot. ; fairy-martin, Austra
lian name for Hirundo ariel

', fairy-money,
money given by faiiies, said to crumble away
rapidly ; fairy-mushroom, a toadstool

; + fairy-

nips (see quot.) ; fairy-pavements, cubes used
in Roman pavements ; fairy-pipe, an old kind of

tobacco-pipe, frequently dug up in Great Britain
;

fairy-purse (see quot.); fairy-queen, the queen
of the fairies ; fairy-rade, Sc., the expedition of

the fairies to the place where they are to hold
their annual banquet ; fairy-shrimp, = Chiroce-

phaltts diaphanus, a British fresh-water crustacean

;

fairy-sparks (see quot. 1875) ; fairy-stone, («)

a fossil sea-urchin orechinite, (i) a flint arrow-head,
= Elf-shot 2; fairies'-table, various fungi

;

fairy (fairies')-treasure, -wealth, -fairy-money

;

f fairy-walk, = Fairy-ring.
1794 Sutherland in Statist. Ace. Scot. X. 15 The common

people confidently assert that they [celts) are 'fairies'

arrows, which they shoot at cattle. 1878-86 Britten &
Holland Plant-n., *E'airies' Bath. 1831 J. Hodgson in

Raiiie Mem. (1858) II. 222 The crinoidea or enchrinal fossil,

which in Cumberland is called fairy beads. 1861 Mrs.
Lankester Wild Filters 47 The tiny white flowers [of

Wood Sorrel], .are called by the Welsh ' *fairy bells '. 1885
SwAlNSOM Pror. Names Birds 204 Little Tern . Fairy
bird (Galway). 1777 Brand Pop. Autiq. (1813) II. 339
'There is a substance found . . in crevices of lime-stone rocks
. . near Holywell . . which is called Menyn Tylna Teg or
' Fairies Butter. So also in Northumberland the common
people call a certain fungous excrescence, sometimes found
about the roots of old trees, 'Fairy Butter. 1878-86 Britten
,S: Holland Plant-n., Pairy-Bittter. Ibid.,*Fairy cheeses.

1653 H* More Antid. Ath. 111. xi. § 1 Those dark Rings ill

the grass which they call "Fairy-Circles. 1711 Ace. Dis-

temper Tout Whigg 11. 44 Tom . . trod out Fairy Circles at

the Head of each 'lribe. 1854 in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club

(1873) VII. 32 In the churchyard there is a larj>e ..fairy

circle. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 255 The flickering fairy-

circle wheel'd and broke Flying. 1777 Warton Monody
Poems 7 Fancy's 'fairy-circled shrine, a 1649 Drc.mm. ok
Hawth. Wks. (171 1) 44 To .. know the sports Of foreign

shepherds, fawns, and "fairy-courts. 1708 Phil. Trans.

XXVI. 78 The Ecknite Spoke, or 'Fairy Cucumber. 1878-86

Brut en & Holland Plant-n./Fairy Cups. 1863 Browning
Poems, By Fire-side 59 The 'fairy-cupped Llf-needled mat
pf moss. 1675 Evelyn Terra '1776) 62 A florid green circle



FAIRYBABE.
or "Fairy-dance at the bottom. 1798 Sotheby tr. llfielaud's
Oberon (1826) I. 51 The twinkling fairy-dance of light and
shade. 1877 Brewer Diet, Phrase $ Fable 284 ~*Fairy-
darts, flint arrowheads now called celts, i860 J. F. Camp-
bell Tales \V, Highl. I. In trod. 1 Fishermen . . often find cer-
tain hard, light floating objects, .which they call sea-nuts.

.

and *fairy-eggs. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss. ,*'Fairy'finger-marks,
hollow marks in limestone as if fingers had been pressed upon
the stones when soft. 1841 Longf. Wreck Hesp. it, blue
were her eyes as the *fairy-flax. 1878-86 Bkittkn& Holland
Plant-n., *Fairy grass. 1819 Edin. Mag. July 19 He
wha tills the *fairy green, Nae luck again sail hae. 1577-87
Harbison England 11. n. xxiv. 218 Some peeces [of coine].

.

are dailie taken vp, which they call . . *Feirie groats. 1627
Drayton Nymphidia 71 In their courses make that round,
In meadows, found, By them so call'd the *Fairy-ground.
1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n . *Fairies' hair.
1815 Clan-Albiu II. 240 note, Fairy-hammers are pieces
of green porphyry, shaped like the head of a hatchet. 1808-

79JAMESON, 'Fairy-hillocks . . verdant knolls., from the
vulgar idea that these were anciently inhabited by the
fairies, or that they used to dance there. 1877 Brewer
Diet, Phrase % Fable 284 Fairy-hillocks. 1878-86 Britten
& Holland Plant-n., * Fairies' Horse. Ibid., -Fairy lint.

1877 Brewer Diet. Phrase $ Fable 284 'Fairy loaves..
fossil sea-urchins (echini), said to be made by the fairies.

1865 Gould Handbk. Birds Australia I. 113 The *Fairy
Martin is dispersed over all the southern portions of Aus-
tralia. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.i. iv. (16)5) 38 Such bor-
rowed Wealth, like * Fairy-money, .will be but Leaves and
Dust when it comes to use. 1849 Lytton Ca.vtons xvil. vi,

Half-suspecting they must already have turned into withered
leaves like fairy-money. 1884 Miller Plant-n. 137 Toad-
stool .. * Fairy-Mushroom. Any of the poisonous Fungi.
1656 Adey Candle in Dark 129 There be also found in.

Women with Childe . . certain spots black and blew, as if

they were pinched or beaten, which some common ignorant
people call 'Fairy-nips. 1787 Archxol. VIII. 364 Some
small stone cubes . . which the country people called "fairy
pavements. 1867 Chambers' Fncycl. s.v. Tobacco-pipes,
From their smallness, some ancient tobacco-pipes are called
"fairy pipes. 1877 E. Peacock Mauley <$ Corringham
Gloss., * Fairy-purses, a kind of fungus . . something like
a cup, or old-fashioned purse. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N,
11. i. 9, I serue the Fairy Queene. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab
59 The chariot of the Fairy Queen ! 1859 Tennyson Elaine
1248 Look how she sleeps—the Fairy Queen so fair ! 1810
Cromek Remains Nithsdale Song 298 At the first ap-
proach of summer is held the * Fairy Rade. c 1820 Hogg
IVootgatherer in Tales fy Sfc. (1837) L 196 There have
been fairy raids i' the Hope. 1857 A. White Brit.
Crustacea 263 The -Fairy Shrimp seems to live on dead
animal or vegetable matter. 1674 Ray S. $ E. C. Words
65 *Fairy-sparks or Shel-fire : Kent : often seen on
clothes in the night. 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., Fairy-
sharks, phosphoric light seen on various substances in the
night-time. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. \\ \. 53 That we
call a *Fayrie stone, and is often found in gravell pits
amongst us. 1791 Ford in Statist. Ace. Scot. I. 73 Arrow
points of flint, commonly called elf«or fairy stones are to be
seen here [Lauder]. 1881 Isle of Wight Gloss., Fairy stones,
fossil echini. 1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n.^Fairies
Table or Tables, (1) Agaricus campestris . .(2) Hydrocotyle
z'ulgaris. [t6vt Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry iv. i,

'Tis "Fairies' Treasure.] 1698 Norms Pract. Disc. (1707) .

IV. 15 Every man keeps it [Religion] as a Fairy-Treasure.
;

1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 207 The circles in Grasse called
commonly -Fairy Walkes. 1652 BriefChar. Low Countries

\

a6( Brand) She falls off like -Fairy Wealth disclosed.

Fairybabe, corrupt form of ^ear-babk, -baby.
!

Fairydom (fe>ridam). [f. Fairy + -dom.]
:

= Fairyland.
1844 R. P. Ward Ckaiswortk I. 34 The cleverest fingers

in fairydom. 1884 Child Eng. $ Sc. Pop. Ball. 11. xxxix. i

336/1 An attempt to rescue a woman from fairydom.

Fairyhood \fe»'rihud). [f, as prec. + -hood.]

a. The condition of being under the influence of
,

fairies ; enchanted state, b. Fairy nature or cha-
racteristics, c. concr. Fairies collectively.
(832 Eraser's Mag. V. 475 Sipping his coffee in the blessed ,

unconsciousness of the fairyhood of his situation. 1842
Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 179 The ' Midsummer
Night's Dream' displays more of the fairyhood of fairies,

than the ' Paradise Lost ' does of the angelhood of angels.

1844 Blackw. Mag. LVI. 85 The down-trodden fairyhood.

Fairyism (feo-riiiz'm). [f. as prec. + -ism.]
\

a. The personal qualities of a fairy ; fairy power.
Hence transf the power ;of a poet) to cast a spell

over a hearer or reader, b. The conditions of 1

fairy existence ; a resemblance to those conditions ;

fairyland, c. Belief in fairies, fairy-lore.

1715 tr. D'Anois' Wks. 373 The Gift of Faryisin, which I

receiv'd from my Birth. 1763 H. Walpole Let. G. Mon-
tagu 17 May, The air of enchantment and fairyism, which !

is the tone of the place. 1796 W. Taylor in Monthly
jXm XXI. 491 The miracles of fairyism. 1803 — in Ann.

Rev. I. 265, I would have shown you the great power ofmy
[

fairyism. 1835S1R E. Brydgks Milton's Comus 182 Thomson
, . has not the distinctness and fairyism of Milton. 1843
Blackw. Mag. LIV. 26 What Rousseau, .terms * a false air

'

of magnificence, fairyism, and enchantment '. 1877 OuiDA
Puckxxm. 273 In all her. .winged fairyism.

Fairyland (fe>rikend;. [f. as prec. + Land.]
The country or home of the fairies; an enchanted
land existing only in fancy.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. n. 1. 60 When thou wast stolne

away from Fairy Land. 1665 Drydhn Ind. Emperor 1. i,

Methinks we walk in Dreams on Fairy Land. 17.. Gray
in Corr. N. Nicholls (1843) 294 King Arthur was not dead,
but translated to Fairy-Land. 1833 Tennyson Poems 20
Looming like baseless fairyland. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets
vii. 231 Euripides, .entered the fairyland of dazzling fancy.

Fairy-ring (fe»*ri,rin\ [f. as prec. + Ring.]
A circular band of grass differing in colour from
the grass around it, a phenomenon supposed

31

in popular belief to be produced by fairies when
dancing; really caused by the growth of certain

fungi.

J599 !*• Jonson Ev. Man out of"Hum. Epil., Let. .turtle-

footed peace dance fayrie rings About her court. 1698 Nor-
ms Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 222 We tread the same Fairy-
ring. 1791 K. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 36 So from dark clouds
the playful lightning springs, Rives the firm oak, or prints
the Fairy-rings. 1832 / 'eg. Subst. Food 328 The ' fairy rings

'

. .are found, .upon dry downs. 1875 in Sussex Gloss.

b. altrib. in fairy-ring-chavipignon, etc.

1884 Miller Plant-n., Fairy-ring c hampignon, see Cham-
pignon. Ibid., Mushroom, fairy-ring. Marasiuius oreades
and .)/. nreiis.

Fairyship (fe>nfip). [f. as prec. f -ship; cf.

his lordship^ The personality of a fairy.

1854 Blackw. Mag. LXXV. 413 Her fairyship may fairly
be considered to be already sufficiently rewarded.

Faisable, -ible, obs. ff. of Feasiiji.k.

t Fait, sb, Law. Oh. [a. l*'r. fait deed, act

:

see the variant Feat.] a. A deed. b. In the
translation of Perkins: Act of parties, as distin-

guished from operation of law.
1562 Act 5 Fliz. c. 14 §12 Convicted .. in an Action of

forger of false Faytes. 1642 tr. Perkins' Prof Bk. iii. vj 191.
S5 The difference betweene a license in fait and a license in

Law. 1651 W. <i. tr. drivels Inst. 182 Amongst those
Obligations in writing, which wee call Faits or Deeds.
Fait, obs. form of Feat.

tFait, v. x Obs. Also 4 fayte n. [? Back-
formation from Faitour.]
1. intr. To act or speak falsely, use false pre-

tences ; to beg on false pretences.
t'1320 Sir Tristr. 3054 Falsi y canestow fayt. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. B. xv. 208 Alle suche bei faiten. 1393 Ibid. C. r, 43
Faytynge for hure fode.

2. trans. To deceive, lead astray.

c 1430 Hymns I'irg. (1S67) 76 My fleissche in ouerhope
wolde me faite.

Hence Farting vbl. sb., deceit, pretence.

1377 Lancjl. P. PL B. x. 38 But bo bat feynen hem folis,

and with faityng lihbeth,

t Fait, v.- Oh. [ad. OF. fattier, f. fait, pa.

pple. of jaire to do.] trans. To arrange, con-

struct, fit.

1635-6 Burgh Rec. Glasgoiv I. 482 Hinging of the said
bell and failing all wark thairto.

+ Faite, v. Ohs. [aphet. f. of Afaite.] =
Afaite 4, 5.

1362 Langl P. PI. A. v. 49 Heo wolde vn-souwen hire
smok, and setten her an here Forte fayten hire Flesch, 1393
Ibid. C. ix. 30 Faite by faucones to culle wylde foules.

t Fai'terOUS, a. Oh. rare, [i.failer, Fajtocb
+ -oi;s.] Characterized by deceit ; treacherous.
1600 Holland [.ivy ill. xviii. 100 Faiterous and secret

mischeefe was underhand practised by the Tribunes. Ibid.

959 Peevish folly first and faiterous falshood afterwards.

t Fai'tery. Obs. Forms : 4-7 fai-, fayterie,

-y(e, (4 faytrye, 6 faitry). [f. as prec. + -v.]

Fraud, deception, hypocrisy.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B, xi. 90 And wher-of serueth lawe
. .if nolyf vndertoke it, Falsenesse ne fa>trye. cx^ya Pilgr.
LyJ Mauhode II. liii. (1869)96 Not that j sey thee thus fur

to putte thee in to faitourye [mistransl. Vr.festardye ' in-

dolence ']. c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 147 Vayterye,fictio. 1539
More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 40/1, I let passe ouer the faitry and
falshed that is therin vsed. 1600 Holland I. ivy xxxiv.
xxiii. 867 He [Philip of Macedon] charged the Romanes
with fraud and faiterie.

Faith. (kTI J>), sb. Forms : 3 feio", 3-4 feip, (4
fei;p), 3-6 feitli.(e, 4-5 feythje, 4 faip(e, 4-6
fayth(e, (5 fath, feth), 5-6 faithe, 4- faith.

See also Fay sb. 1 [a. OY.feid, feit ^'pronounced

feid, ?feij>: see Suchier in Grober's Grundriss Ronr.
Phil. X. 586), = Vx.fe (nom.fes), Sp., Vg.f^lt.fede:-
L.fidem, f. root oifui-ere to trust. The later OF.
formfei (whence mod.F. foi) was also adopted in

ME., and survived in certain phrases down to 16th
c. : see Fay sb. 1

The L. fides, like its etymological cognate Or. -nitm*;,

which it renders in the N. T., had the following principal
senses: 1. Belief, trust. 2. That which produces belief,

evidence, token, pledge, engagement. 3. Trust in its ob-
jective aspect, troth ; observance of trust, fidelity.]

I. Belief, trust, confidence.

1. Confidence, reliance, trust (in the ability, good-
ness, etc., of a person ; in the efficacy or worth of
a thing ; or in the truth of a statement or doctrine).

Const, in, f of. In early use, only with reference
to religious objects; this is still the prevalent ap-
plication, and often cojours the wider use.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3405 iCott.) In drightin was his fayth ai

fest. c 1340 Ibid. 2286 (Trin.) In maumetrie furst feib he
[nembrot] fond, c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. §4 Observ-
auncez. .& rytes of paiens, in which my spirit ne hath no
feith. 1398 Tbf.visa Barih De P. R. xv. Ixxxvii (1495) 522
The Germans tornyd the Liuones . . to the worshyp and
fayth of one god. 1550 Crowley Last Trump. 151 Se that
thy fayth be pitched On thy Lord God. 1680 Otway Orphan
11. vii, Attempt no farther to delude my Faith. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. {1852) II. 235 Such an one has great faith
in Ward's pills. 1821 Chalmers Serm. I. i. 18 Faith in the
constancy of this law. 1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm.
led. 2) III. vi. 87 To have faith in God is to surrender oneself
to God. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 1. 168 Without faith in
human virtue or in human attachment. 1855 Kingsley

FAITH.

Lett. (1878) I. 442 There was the most intense faith in him
..that Right was right.

b. Belief proceeding from reliance on testimony
or authority.

1551 T. Wilson Logike (i^So) 60 b, An historical! faithe. As
I doe beleve that Willyam Conquerour was kyng of Eng-
lande. a 1628 Pkeston Breastpl. Faith (1630) 15 Faith is.

.

assenting to Truthes for the Authority of the Speaker. 1735
Watts Logic II. ii. §o When we derive the Evidence of any
Proposition from the Testimony of others, it is called the
Evidence of Faith. (11873 Huxley in Hamerton InUll.
Life viii. ii. 11S73) 209 The absolute rejection of amhority
. .the annihilation of the spirit of blind faith.

2. Phrases. To giveJaith \ to yield belief to. To
pin one sfaith to or upon : to believe implicitly.

1430 Fasten Lett. No. i*j I. 30, I prey yow to «yve feith

and credence touchant this matier. 1552 Aur. Hamilton
Catech. (1884)1.7 Fayth to he geven to the Word of God. 1556
Aurelio f^ /sab. (1608) I vij, One oughte to geve more feithe
unto the secrete consentment of the soule, than [etc.]. 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxv, 140 Opinions, .unto which
they give so much faith, that nothing can be able to remove
them from it. 1702 Pope Dtyope 69 If to the wretched any
faith be giv'n. 1710 Hearne Collect. 4 Mar., Some pin. .their
Faithon. . Hoadly. 1797 Mrs. Radci.iffe Italian vi, You
believe, .that I am willing to give faith to wonderful stories.

'

1812 Shelley Propos. Association Prose Wks. I. 270 Well-
meaning people, who pin their faith upon their grand-
mother's apronstring. 1883 London Society Apr. 357 The

. . practitioner of the old school .. pins his faith to time-
honoured methods.

3. TJieol. in various specific applications, a.

Belief in the truths of religion ; belief in the au-
thenticity of divine revelation (whether viewed as

contained in Holy Scripture or in the teaching of
the Church , and acceptance of the revealed doc-
trines, b. That kind of faith (distinctively called

saving ()Xjustifyingfaith) by which, in the teach-

ing of the N.T., a sinner is justified in the sight of
God. This is very variously defined by theologians
see quots.), but there is general agreement in re-

garding it as a conviction practically operative on
the character and will, and thus opposed to the

mere intellectual assent to religious truth (some-
times called speculative faith), c. The spiritual

apprehension of divine truths, or of realities beyond
the reach of sensible experience or logical proof.

By Christian writers often identified with the pre-

ceding ; but not exclusively confined to Christian

use. Often viewed as the exercise of a special

faculty in the soul of man, or as the result of super-

natural illumination.

1382 Wyclif 7<is. ii. 17 Feith, if it haue not werkes, is

deed in it silf. 1526 TlNDALR Prol. Moses Wks. 7 Fayth, is

the beleuyng of Gods promises, and a sure trust in the
goodnes and truth of God, which fayth instilled Abrah. 1555
Eden Decades Pref. to Rdr. (Arb.) 51 Abraham the father
of fayth. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of Notes 375 Faith, .maketh
God & man friends. 1651 Hohuks Leviaih. 111. xlu. 271
Faith is a gift of God, which Man can neither give, nor take
away. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. xviii, Faith.. is the
Assent to any Proposition . . upon the Credit of the Proposer,
as coming from God, in some extraordinary way of Com-
munication. 1700 BtKKiTT On N. T. John i. 12 Faith is

. .such an affiance in Christ . . as is the parent and principle
of obedience to him. 1744 Swift Serm. Trinity 52
Faith is an entire Dependence upon the Truth, the
Power, the Justice, and the mercy of God. 1781 CoWPER
E.xpost. in Faith, the root whence only can arise The
graces of a life that wins the skies. 1830 Worosw. Russian
Fugitive 11. xi, That monumental grace Of Faith, i860
Pusey Min. f'roph. 415 The faith of which he speaks, is a
real true, confiding faith. 1869 Gollboirn Purs. Holiness
iii. 21 Faith, -the faculty by which we realize unseen things.

4. That which is or should be believed, a. A
system of religious belief, e.g. The Christian,

Jewish, Mohammedan, etc., faith. Also, Con-
fession, Rule of Faith, for which see those words.
c 1325 Coerde L. 4062 He is at the Sarezynes faith. ^1330
R. Bklnne Citron. (1810) 24 At haly kirkes fayth alle on
were bobe. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C. xviii. 258 In a faith

lyuep bat folke, and in a false mene. c 1400 Malndev.(i839*
iii. 18 Thei v^rien from oure Feithe. 1485 Caxton Chas.
Gt. 1 The cristen feythe is affermed. 1529 More Dyaloge
ir. Wks. 179 1 The churche. .muste. .haue all one fayth. 1553
F.oen Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 24 They haue no law written
and are of no faith. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 75 He
weares his faith but as the fashion of his hat. 1611 Bible
Jude 3 Earnestly contend for the faith which was once
deHuered vnto the Saints, 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.
viii. 21, I swear to thee by the faith of Pagan, that [etc. J.

1832 W. Irving Alhambra I. 302 Are you willing to re-

nounce the faith of your father ? 1858 Ld. St. Leonards
Handy Bk. Prop. Lawyi\\\.'&i The child should be brought
up in the religious faith of the father.

transf. 1878 Morley Byron Crit. Misc. 1st Ser. 224 It was
perhaps the secret of the black transformation of the social

faith of '89 into the worship of the Conqueror of '99.

b. Thefaith : the true religion ; usually = the

Christian faith. Also, without article in certain

phrases, as contrary to faith, etc. Offaith : part

and parcel of the faith.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21013 iCott.^ Iacob be mar . . be land o
spaigne in fait he fest. c 1340 Ibid. 8990 1

Fairf.) pat caytef
kinde- .made him [salamonjin befaibful fals. a 1375 Joseph
Arim. 11 Joseph .. hedde I-turned to be feyb, fifti with
him-seluen. c 1485 Digby Myst. 11. 240 A very pynacle of
thefayth. 1555 Eden Decades Pref. to Rdr.(Arb.)5ow/«^f.,
The Indians subdued to the fayth. x6n Bible Transl. Pref.
3 A manifest falling away from the Faith. 1635 Pagitt
Christ'iauogr. 1. iii. (1636) 108 The Gospel conteinerh intirely
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the faith. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1845) II. App. 401
Matters contrary to faith. 1867 Up. Forbes Explan. 39 A rt.

i.11881) 5 The unconipounded nature of God is of faith.

c. What is believed, or required to be believed,

on a particular subject, f Also //. points of faith,

tenets.

c 1380 Wyclif-SW. Wks. III. 378 Freris perverten bo right
feithe of bo sacrament of bo auter. 1513 Bradshaw St.
Werburge 1. 1638 Prechynge. .The faythes of holy chyrche.

1845 Maurice Mot, <y Met. Pkihs.'xn Encyc'l. Metrop. II,

632 1 We assumed the common faith of our countrymen
respecting the .. discipline of the Jew to be true, 1883
H. Drcmmond Nat. Law in Splr. W. 276 A repetition of
the Hebrew poets' faith.

t5. Act of {the)faith \ =Autodafk. Obs.
1656 Ben Israel I'ind. Jud&ortnn in Phenix (1708) II.

400 The Act of the Faith, which is ordinarily done at To-
ledo, was done at Madrid, Anno 1632. 1709 Land. Gaz.
No. 4565 'i On the thirtieth of the last Month an Act of
Faith was held in this City [Lisbon] by the Inquisition.

II. Inducement to belief or trust.

t 6. Tower to produce belief, credit, convincing

authority. Obs.

a 1638 Mede Ep. to Eshvick Wks. iv. 836 S. Jerom is a
man of no faith with me. 1808 W. Mitfokd Hist. Greece
IV. xxxi. (app.) 124 It may not be unnecessary, .towards
establishing the faith of the foregoing, .narrative.

f7. Attestation, confirmation, assurance. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 326 To yive a more feith .. In
blacke clothes they hem cloth. 1556 Aurelio <y Isab. (1608)

Fvj, The manney folde paines . . makethe cleare faithe

inoughe, that the greter follie is yowres. 1654 Jer. Taylor
Real Pres. xii. 27 An excellent MS. that makes faith in this

particular. 1730 A. Gordon Staffers Amphith. 375 Rely-
ing on the Faith of Books.

t 8. Assurance given, formal declaration,.pledge,

promise. In phiases, To do, make faith ( = L.

fidem faeere) : to affirm, promise, give surety, lo
give [one's) faith (= L. fidem dare) : to give as-

surance, pledge one's word. On his faith', on
parole. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xi. 15 He shal be tormentid with euel
that doth feith [Vu\g. JUient faeit] for a stranger, c 1400
Destr. Troy 548 pat 3e me faith make, In dede for to do as
I desyre wille. C1430 Syr Gener. iRoxb.) 9969 He toke
feith^of free and bond. 1483 Caxton Gotii. Leg. 223/1 Alle
madefayih to other that [etc.], 1523 Ld. Berkers Froiss.

I. ccxi. 254 The kyng of England . . trusted them on theyr
faithes. 1548 Hai.l Chron. 184 b, Emongest men of wane,
f.iith or othe, syldome is perfourmed. 1558 Bk Watson
Sev. Sacram. xxviii. 178 Jane, here I geue to thee my
fay the and iruthe..! wyll marrye thee. 1581 Marbeck Bk.
of Notes 807 Faith was made to them, that . . they should
come safe. 1641 Baker Chron. (1679' 32/2 King William.

.

upon faith given returns to London 1685 H. Consett Prac.
Sp/r. Courts 265 If the Plaintiff doth personally make Faith,

that [etc.].

b. On thefaith of: in reliance on the security of.

1734 tr. Rottin's Anc. L/ist. {18271 I. 344 [They] traded
there on the faith of treaties. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VII.
lvii. 204 On the faith of his oath they had placed themselves

in his power. 1866 Crump Banking i. 28 The bank-note Is

circulated entirely upon the faith of the issuing bank. 1890
Sir R. Romer in Law Times'' Rep. EX I II. 685/2 The
plaintiff applied for shares . . on the faith of the prospectus.

III. The obligation imposed by a trust.

9.. The duty of fulfilling one's trust ; allegiance

owed to a superior, fealty; the obligation of a pro-

mise or engagement.
c 1*50 Gen. cy- Ex. 2187 Ei Se fei3 ic 03 to king pharaon.

c 1330 R. BrUMHE Chron. (1810' 333 pe best were ban in his

feith. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1S70 39 The feyth pat pet owen
to God. 14.. Customs of A/alton in Surtees Misc. 11890)

63 He schall never clame no thyng. .bott alonly hys faythe

for hys . . lande. c 1489 Caxton Sonne* ofAymon xxv. 538
Vpon the feyth that ye owe to me. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 78 Untill he were returned unto his fayth. 1598 W.
Phillips Liuschoteu in Arb. Gamer III. 15 The Lords.,
took their oaths of faith and allegiance unto Don Philip.

1671 Milton Samson 987 Who to save Her countrey from
a fierce destroyer, chose Above the faith of wedlock-bands.

1863 Mary Howcit tr. F. Bremer's Greece I. vii. 245 To
give their faith and obedience to the French monarch.

b. In many phrases, in which the sense ap-

proaches that of 8 : to engage, pledge, plight

(one's) faith ; f to swear, perjure onts faith ; to

keep (t hold'), break, violate one's faith ; sob/each

offaith. %•%-»*•
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3274 For glotonye he brake his

fayth. c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 48 Everych of hem his

feith to oother kepte. c 1400 Maundev. 11839) *"• l 3% Non
of hem holdethe Feythe to another. 1483 Caxton Cafo Bj,

A man ought, .to kepe feyth unto his frendes. 1588 Shaks,

L. I*. L. v. ii. 283 Berowne hath plighted faith to me.

c 159a Marlow* Jetv ofMalta 11. ii. Faith is not to be held

with heretics. 1665 Manley Grotius Low C. Warres 339
No Faith i-; to be held with such as differ from them. 1697
Drvdln Virg. Past. viii. 25, I my Nisa's perjur'd Faith

deplore. 1700 — Palamon <$• Arcite 78 Fur you alone, I

broke my Faith with injur'd Palamon. 1781 Gibbon Dec/.

<$ F. II. 129 The two princes mutually engaged their faith

never to [etc.]. 1874 Stubbs Const, //is!. (18751 II. xv.

296 He led the way and kept faith.

10. The quality of fulfilling one's trust; faith-

fulness, fidelity, loyalty, f To bear faith', to be

loyal to.

c x»So Gen. <$• Ex. 2678 Dat him sal feiS wur&ful ben boren.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 6980 (Cott.) J>air faith lasted littel space,

J»i..lefte be lagh of hei drightin. aw Chaucer Astro/.

Prol. 2 Alle that him feyth bereth & oheieth. 1393 Cower
Conf. III. 70 Thus he .. feigneth under guile feith. 1590

Shaks. Afr'ds. N. in. ii. 127 Bearing the badge of faith to

prwue them true. 1593 2 //en. V/, v. i. 166 Oh where is

Faith? Oh, where is Loyalty? 1649 Evelyn A/em. 1.1857)

III. 40 Persons of great faith to his Majesty's cause. 1741
Middi.eton C7<rn> I. vi. 492 Illustrious for victory and faith.

x8io T. Jefferson Writ. 11830) IV. 137 Confidence, .in our
faith and probity. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 166

Indignant at his want of faith.

11. Goodfaith, badfaith : ~L. bona, mala fides,

in which the primary notion seems to have been the

objective aspect of confidence well or ill bestowed.

The Eng. uses closely follow those of L.

a. Good faith', fidelity, loyalty (= sense 10);
esp. honesty of intention in entering into engage-

ments, sincerity in professions, Bona fides.
c 1340 Cursor Af. 6778 (Fairf.)To vsegodefaipgod vsbede.

1480CAXTON Chron. Eng. cexxv. 230 By good feyth and trust.

1824 Mackintosh Sp. //o. Com. 15 June Wks. 1S46 III. 464
They have been able to observe good faith with their

creditors. 1871 Blackie Four Phases i. 37 Among what .

.

men . . are fellowship and good faith possible ? 1885 Sir J.
Hannen in Law Reports 15 Q. Bench Div. 139 It is ad-

mitted that the magistrates . . acted in good faith.

b. Bad faith : faithlessness, treachery; intent

to deceive. Punic rarely Carthaginian) faith '. =
L. fides Puttied) : faithlessness.

1631 Massinger Belier-e as you List n. ii, The Punicque
faith is branded by Our enemies. 1653 H. Cogah tr. Pinto s

Trav. xlvi. 179 The bad faith of the Chineses. 1711

Steele Sped. No. 174 f 2 Carthaginian Faith was a pro-

verbial Phrase to intimate Breach of Leagues. 1768 74
Tucker Lt. Nat. 11852) II. 318 French faith became the

same among us, as Punic faith had been among the Romans.

12. In asseverative phrases, a. In {good) faith:

in truth, really, 'sooih to say'.

C 1350 Will. Pa/erne 858 And fayn sche wold pan in feib

haue fold him in hire armes. 1- 1386 Chalcer Chan. Yeom.
Prol. § T. 91 He is to wys in feith, as I bilecue. 1393
Gower Conf. III. 25 In good feith to telle soth I tiowe .

.

She wolcle nought her eye swerve, c 1400 Destr. Troy 735
j>ou failes not in faith of a fowle end. 1513 More Rich. Ill

in Grafton Chron. II. 769 In good fayth. .1 would not be he
that [etc.]. 1599M1NSHEU Dial.Sp. fy Eng. (1623)28 In faith

this mule hath taken degree in Zalamanca. 1755 Smollett
Quix. 1 1803) 107 In good faith,we have no poor kindred now.

b. Infaith, 1 faith, faith, goodfaith: used in-

terjectionally.

(.1420 Sir Amadace (Camd.) x'u, Nedelonges most I sitte

him by. Hi-fath, ther wille him non mon butte I. 1513
More Rich. /II in Grafton Chron. I. 781 In faith man .

.

I was never so sory. ^1530 Redforde Play Wit fy Sc.

(1848) 11 Do ye fie, ifayth .' 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary
11. 11625' 48 Faith sir . . tis but as the wiser sort doe hold

opinion. 1594 Shaks. Rich. ///, 11. iv. 16 Good faith, good
faith, the saying did not hold. 1607 Tournel-r Rev, Trag.

v. iii, Y'faith, we're well. 1709 Tatter No. 110F4 Faith

Isaac., thou art a very unaccountable old Fellow.
_ 1777

Sheridan Sch. Scand. in. i, Speak to me thus, and i'faith

there's nothing I could refuse you. 1795 Burns For a' That
iv, Gude faith, he mauna fa that. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Fudge v, I'd rather be in old John's chimney-corner, faith.

1849 James Woodmanv, Good faith, he has no choice. 1855

Irowning Bp. Blougram's A/>oL, Cool i'faith! We ought
to have our Abbey back you see.

C. Inquasi-oaths. By or on my, thy, etc., faith,

By thefaith of {my body, love, etc.). Myfaith (
=

Fr. mafoil).
C 1350 Will. Paleme 275 Now telle me, felawe, be pi fei^p

.. sei bou euer pemperour? c 1420 Sir A madace 1 Camd.

>

Ixi, But, be my faythe, with-outun stryue. c 1477 Caxton
Jason 36 b, By your faith seme ye good that I ought to go
after him. c 1489 Caxton Blanchnrdyn xxiii. 75 On my
feyth ye be well the man. 1588 A/arpreL Epist. iArb. 1 5

By my faith, by my faith . . this geare goeth hard with vs.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. m. n. 450 By the faith of my loue,

I will. i6ox — All's Well n. i 84 Now by my faith and
honour. 1798 Coleridge Anc. A/ar. vn. iv, Strange, by my
faith ! the Hermit said. 1871 Browning Pr. //ohenst. 1421

Weapons outflourished in the wind, my faith !

\ 13. An alleged designation for a company of

merchants.
i486 Bk. St. A/ban's F vij a, A faith of Marchandis.

IV. 14. Comb. Chiefly objective, as faith-

breach, -breaker, -s/retcher; faith -definition, -re-

formation, -tradition, faith-breaking, -keeping sb.

and adj. ;
faith-confirming, -infringing, \-workfu

I

adj. ; faith-wise adv.; faith-cure, a cure wrought

by means of 'the prayer of faith* (fas. v. 15)

;

whence faith-curer, -curist, one who believes in

or practises faith-cure ; faith-flre, fig. the flame

of faith; faith-healer =faith-eurer\ faith-heal-

ing, healing by faith-cure ; faith-mark, one of

the leading tenets of religion ; faith-press, the In-

quisition.

1605 Shaks. ATacb. v. ii. 18 Now minutely Keuolts

vpbraid his *Faith-breach. .1440 Promp. Parv. 153
*Feythe brekefr), fidifragus. 1561 T. Norton Calvin s

Inst. iv. xx. (1634 1736 They are fabe Faith-breakers in their

office, a 1649 Drl-.mm. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. //Wks.
(1711) 30 They declare the king, and those that abode with

him, faith-breakers. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos II. xxi. 236
He was . . no faith-breaker. 16*5 K. Long tr. Barclay's

Argent's in. vii 174 The very instant of her *faith-breaking.

1654 Gavton /leas. Notes m. viii. 123 The .. covetous

Faith-breaking Senate. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant. 56

*Faith-confirming Charity. 1885 Century Mag. XXXI.
274 A *faith-cure is a cure wrought by God in answer to

prayer. 1888 Pop. Sc. A/onthty XXXII. 507 The miracles

claimed by the
v
faith-curers. 1888 A'. )". //erald 29 July

16/6 Great preparations are being made by the *Faith-

Curists .. for their annual conference. 1665 J. Sergeant
Sure-footing in Chr. 209 But he will finde no such fopperies

in *Faith-definitions made by the Caiholick Church. 1890

McCavf. & Breen Alcester Led. 40 Neighbouring bishop*
were expected to keep the ^faith-fire ablaze along their

frontiers. 1885 Century Afag. XXXI. 276 We claim that

all *faith-healers should report as do our hospitals. 1885
G. Allen in Longm. A/ag. VII. 85 Persons who believe

in *faith-healing. 16*1 Brathwait Natures F.mbassic

(1877) 24 A 'faith-infringing Polymnestor. 1605 Verstegan
Dec, /ntelt. viii. 253 This was. .giuen. .in recomendation of
loyaltie or *faith-keeping. 1648 Fairfax, etc. Remonstrance
30 For point of Faith-keeping, .witnesse his Accords with
the Scottish Nation, a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems (18591

383 The faith-keeping Prince of the Scotts. 1822 Syd.
Smith Wks. 1,1859) H- 8/'2 When once the ancient *faith-

marks of the Church are lost sight of. 1624 T. Scott
Lawfutn, Netherlandish War 14 That most intolerable

. . thraldome of the Inquisition, or *Faith-presse. 1665

J. Sergeant Sure-footing in Chr. 233 The .. most refin'd

quintessence of all "Faith-Reformation. 1676 Marvell
,

Gen. Councils Wks. 1875 IV. 126 Those 'faith-stretchers .

.

' that put mens consciences upon the torture. 1665 J. Seh-
i geant Sure-footing in Ch?: 43 A compleat and proper notion

of * Faith-Tradition. 1869 W. P. Mackay Grace fy Truth
1 1875) 72 Salvation came intellect-wise, and not *faith-wise.

1604 ISroi ghton Corrupt, //audi. Relig. (16051 93 Troup-

j

full Gad was grauen in this *faithwork full stone.

+ Faith, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr. To
' place or rest one's faith on. b. trans. To provide

with a creed or standard of faith, c. To utter

upon one's word of honour, d. To give credit

to, believe, trust.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, By whose example women
may well lere How they shuld faith or trusten on any man.
1547 Hooper Declar. Christ v, These decrees that papistry
of late days faithed the church withal. 1553 Gri.malde
Cicero's Office* 1. (1558) 10 It is called faithfulnes because it

is fulfilled which was faithed [quia fiat quod dictum est\

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 221 He shall [not]

have cause . . to faith the other [opinion] unadvisedly. 1605
Shaks. Lear it, i. 72 Would the reposal of my trust .. in

thee Make thy words faith'd?

t Paithed, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Faith sb. and v.

+ -ED.]

1. Having faith: with defining words as feeble-

fiithedj strong-faithed, etc.

e 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 1007 They are the folk that .

.

strengist feithid be. 153a More Coufut. Tindale Wks. 507/2
Therewer no weake conscience of feble-faithed folk offended.

1545 Jove Exp. Dan. v. 90 He is- weake faithed which
loueth and enbraceth the trwe doctrine . . albeit he dare not

defende it openly.

2. Of a promise : Given on one's faith or word
of honour,
1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices in. (1558.) 159 Hast thou

thy faithed promise broke.

Faithful (ftTi-bfCd\ a. [f. Faith sb. + -ful.]

+ 1. Of persons, their actions, etc.: Full of or

characterized by Fajth (sense 3) ; believing. Obs.

exc. absol. : see 7.

<i 1300 Cursor Al. 5348 iCott.i Faithful abraham. 1541

Becom Patkw. Prayer Wks. 141 Inflame .. mens hearts

with the love of faithful prayer, a 1555 Latimer Serin.

<V Rem. (1845) 155 The poor faithful man is more sure of his

hving, than if he had the same in his chest. 1610 B. Jonson
Alch. 11. i. You are not faithfull, sir. This night, I'll

change All, that is mettall, in thy house, to gold. 1611

Kibi.e Gal. iii. 9 Faithful Abraham. 1759 Dilworth PoPt
66 He saw no . . difficulty for a faithful mind to believe the

trinity.

2. Firm in fidelity or allegiance to a person to

whom one is bound by any tie ; constant, loyal.

true. Const, to.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 19799 (Cott.) pair he fand a faithful frend.

c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. u8io) 307 So faithfulle pei bisemed

lio^e erles and barons. 1393 Langl. /'. PL C. n. 15 To be

faith-ful to hym he jaue 30W fyue wijtes. c 1440 York
Atyst. xxxii. 221 Full faithfull schall ?e fynde me. 1576

Fleming Panopl. Epist. 162 The chiefest and faythfuUesi

of your favourers. 1639 Dk. Hamilton in H. Papers

iCamden) 104 My cariage . . such as became your faithfulbt

servant. 1711 Sewel Hist. Quakers {1795) I- Let. to King 4

No small part of his faithful subjects. 17*7 De Foe Syst.

Magic 1. hi. 1 1840) 80 [They] vowed themselves to be his

faithful allies. 173a Pope Ess. Afan 1. 112 His faithful dog
shall bear him company. 183a Ht. Martineau Demerara
iii. 35 Be faithful to your master. 1856 Grindon Life ii.

(1875) 13 We must . . be faithful to His revealed law.

b. transf. of things.

1651 tr. Bacon's Life <$ Death 51 The Remedies faithfull

to the Intentions. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. n. 762 His

faithful Bed is crown'd with chaste Delight. 1784 Cowper
Task in. 8 A greensward smooth And faithful to the foot.

i8j8 Scott F. Af. Perth xxxii, Whose hand was faithful to

his sword.

3. True to one's word or professed belief; abid-

ing by a covenant or promise, steadfast. Const, to.

C1400 Malndev. (1839) xii. 139 Ffor the sarazines ben

gode and feybfulle, ffor thei kepen entierly the commaunde-

ment of the holy book Alkoran. 1594 T. B. La Primaud.

Fr. Acad. XL 187 God is so often, .called faithfull. -because

Hee neuer falsifieth His faith. i6ix Bible Deut. vii. 9 The
faithfull God, which keepeth Couenant and Mercy with

them that loue him. 1690 Dryden Don Sebast. v. 114 Na-

turally good, And faithfull to his word. 1841 Lane Aral.

Nts. I. 100 Are ye remaining faithful to your covenant ?

fb. Of a covenant, promise, etc. : Containing a

pledge of fidelity, binding. Obs.

c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. viii xii. 59 Bwndyn . . wyth fayth-

ful Band To succoure be Fredwme of Scotland, a 1533

Ld BERNERs/ZwoMxlvih. 162, I haue made a faythfull vow.

1601 Shaks. Twe/. N. v. i. 117 The faithfull'st offnngs .

.

That ere deuotion tender'd.

4. Of persons and their conduct : Conscientious,

thorough in the fulfilment of duty.
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C1350 Will. Palernc 337 Be fei^tful & fre & euer of faire

specne. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. vi. 253 pe freke bat fedeth
hym-self With his feythful laboure. 1529 More Dyalogt
ill. Wks. 238/2 So faythfull a prince. 1851 Caklylk Sterling
in. ii. (1872) 180 Faithful assiduous studies. 1892 Laiu
Times XCll. 144/2 The faithful and conscientious discharge
of his duties. qp

b. Often used (? after Prov. xxvi. 6) with refer-

ence to the duty of telling unwelcome truths or

giving unwelcome counsel. Chiefly colloq.

1655 Stanley Hist. Pkilos, I. it. v. 17 Think not those
faithful who praise all thy . . actions, but those who re-

prove thy faults.

5. Of persons and their actions: That may be
believed or relied upon ; trustworthy, veracious.

f Also, of things : Reliable.

1340-70 Alex. <$• Dind. 65, I haue founde 3011 folk faibful

of speche. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xix. 141 Suche a surgeyn
setthen yseye was ber neuere, Ne non so faithfol fysician.

1611 BlBUE Ps. cxix. 138 Thy testimonies, .are. .very faith-

full. 1678 Pkiijeaux Lett. (Camden) 65 The faithfullest

relators .. are the Grecians. 1742 Fielding J. Andrews
it. xvii, Unless I had much faithfuller interest, [he] advised
me to give over my pretensions. 1814 Scott Wav. iii,

Memoirs scarcely more faithful than romances. 1891

M. E. Wilkins Humble Romance 280 Her husband
. . did the cooking, and he was as faithful at it as a
woman !

6. True to the fact or original, accurate.

1529 More Djyaloge 111. Wks. 241/1 Any good verteous
man hath hadde the mynde in faithful wise to translate it.

1660 H. Moke Myst. Godl. v. xvii. 211 This is the faith-

fullest Account that I can give. 1709 Port-: Ess, Crit. 484
When the faithful pencil has design'd Some bright Idea
of the master's mind. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1, vi, Mrs.
Deborah .. made a faithful report. 1781 Cow per Truth
161 In faithful memory she records the crimes. 1809-10

Coleridge Friends 18651 59 A faithful catalogue of its many
miseries! 1841 Myers Cath. Tli. in. § 42. 159 The Latin,

though .. more faithful than the Septuagint, is far from
being perfect. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks ill. 153 We pro-

nounce the map. .a faithful copy.

7. absol. Chiefly //. a. In sense 1 (but with

some notion of 2, 3) :
' True believers ' ; the be-

lieving members of the church ; the orthodox of

any religious community. Often as transl, Arab.

al-mnminfm (genit. -*»), the designation given

by Mohammedans to those of their own faith.

Father of the faithful (after Rom. iv. n): Abraham.
Commander or Father of the Faithful; titles applied by
Mohammedans to the Caliph.

1558 lip. Watson Sev. Sacram. xv. 95 Hee was one of
the number of the faithfull and familiars with Christ.

1563 Man tr. AIusculus' Commonpl. 275 The Sacraments .

.

be giuen unto the faithful only. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol.

v. xliv. (1611) 275 The faithfull which departed this life

before the comming of Christ. 1609 Bible (Douayi Hist.

Table II. 1073 Seths children and other faythful were called

the sonnes of God. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636)

102 We beleeve the faithfull to eate Christs body, aiyix
Ken Hymnotheo Wks. 1721 III. 77 The Faithful, who re-

trieve baptismal Flame. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Faith'

ful, a designation the mahometans assume to themselves.

178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr, II. vi. 14 The faithful re-

ceived the eucharist every Lord's day. 1840 Comic Al-
manac (Hotten) I. 248 The Sultan of Turkey . . the Father
of the Faithful. 1841 Lauk Arab. Xts. I. 71 Another custom
required of the faithful on this festival is the giving of alms.

1846 Edin. Rev. LXXXIV. 68 The Commander of the

Faithful repaired . . to the tomb of the Prophet. 1848 M A-

caulav Hist. Fng. I. 159 A communion service at which
the faithful might sit. Ibid. 555 Sufficient evidence that he
was not one of the faithful [the covenanters].

\ b. transf. as a slang term for drunkards.
1609 W. M. Man in Moon B 3/2 One of the faithfull, as

they prophanely terme him . . he will drtnke many degrees
beyond a Dutchman.

f B. adv. — Faithfully. Obs. in educated

use.

1556 Aurclio fy Isab. (1608) A vj, I love her . . faythfuller

then you. 1645 Milton 'Petrarch. Wks. 1738 I. 233 To see

Covenants of greatest moment faithfullest perform d. 1651

Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers \Czmden) 216, I doe faithfull

promise and ingage myselfe that [etc.].

C. as sb. A faithful person, a. A true believer,

one of ( the faithful \ b. A trusty adherent.

a. 1571 Hanmer Chro/i. IreI. (1633* 54 What faithfull

soever being penitent, shall bee buried there, 1588 A. King
Xx.Canislus' Catech. 15 No work of godlines suld be a:stemit

of ane trew faithful hard. 1849 Card. Wiseman Miracles
N. T. Essays 1853 I. 188 Nor is there reason to suppose,

that every simple faithful was a Thaumaturgus.
b. 1648 British Bell-man 2 Whilest the King and his

Faithfuls retained their Places of Dominion. Ibid. 4 Your
out-cries against those his [the king's] old faithfulls. 1890

H. If. Stanley Darkest Africa II. p. xiii, The Faithfuls

at Zanzibar.

t Farthfullist. nonce-wd. [f." prec. adj. +
-lst.] A believer.

1653 Vrquhart Rabelais 11. Pro]., You have. .seen, .and

like upright Faithfullists, have firmly beleeved all to be true

that is contained in them.

Faithfully (fci-]>fuli), adv. [f. Faithful a.

+ -LY 1*.] In a faithful manner.

+ 1. With full faith, trust, or confidence; confid-

ingly, confidently. Obs.

1401 Pol. Poems 11859) II- io7- I afferme faithfully that

that is Cristis body. ^1450 Lonelich Grail xxxvii. 395
Feythfully now trosteth to me. 1552 Bury Wills (1850)

141 Most faythfully beleving . . y* my sowle .. shall rest

wt*> Abraham. 1607 Shaks, Timou in. ii. 46, If his occa-

sion were not vertuous, I should not vrge it halfe so

faithfully.

Vol. IV.

fh. Assuredly, in truth. Obs.

< 1400 Destr. Troy 1800 And pou faithfully a fole, & a
freike mad, May be countid in this case.

2. a. With fidelity or firm allegiance ; loyally,

truly. Yours faithfully : one of the customary
modes of subscribing a letter, b. "With strict ad-

herence to duty, conscientiously, c. Sincerely,

truthfully.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A.vn. 64, Ischalfynden hem hcorefode
bat feipfullichelyuen. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xxv. 120 He
beleuethnot feithfullyinGod. 14. .Pot. Ret. fyL.Foems(iS66<

49 Kuery wygth bat louyth feythefuily. 1550 Crowley Fast
Trump. 154 Daniel, .serued his prince fayethfully. 1588 J.
Udall Demonstr. Discip. (Arb.,) 16 The Discipline which
they receiued of Christe, they deliuered faythfully to the
people. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks (1621} 1082 Beleeve us.

.

who love you not fainedly, but faithfully, and in deed. 1632
High Commission Cases (Camden) 317 He. .did. .faithfullie

exercise his ministery. 1705 StanHOPE Paraphr. II. 254
They who do their own Endeavours faithfully shall be..
strengthened to do more. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 335
Those laws.. he has sworn to administer faithfully. 1781
Gibbon Decl. <y- F. III. 119 The fatal secret, .was faithfully

preserved. 1787 \V. Pitt in G. Rose Diaries (i86oi I. 68
Most sincerely and faithfully yours, \V. Pitt. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone L. §222 Faithfully remembering not to terminate
the beating, till [etc.], 1873 Ouida Pascarcl I. 61 We all

went to him faithfully.

3. In strict accordance with the facts or original

;

accurately, correctly, exactly, truthfully.

'la 1400 Morte A 7-th. 191 3, 1 wille. .faythfully tellene. r 1400
Destr, Troy 654, I will you faithfully enforme how ye fare

shall. 1556 LaUDER Tractate 524, I haue said ye veritie.

.

faithfullie. 1690 Def. Rights Univ. Oxford Pref., Thus
.. do [we] faithfully keep an exact register of their con-
tentions. 1712 Sped. No. 527 P2 What I have faith-

fully related. 1792 Genii. Mag. 13/1 The church is faith-

fully represented in the annexed drawing. 1877 Mrs.
Oliphant Makers Flor. iii. 73 So came I. .tojudge faithfully

with my proper eyes.

4. f a. In a convincing or assuring manner 'obs ).

b. With binding assurances (still common colloq.).

Cf. Faithful 3 b and Faith 7, 8.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 455 So feythfully to me spake
he. 1525 Abp. Warm am in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. I. 370 To
whome I have feighfully promised not to vtter the same.

1548 Hall Chron. 241 b, Promisyng faithfully shortly to
sende for her. 1600 Shaks. A. I '. L. it. vit. 192 If that you
were the good Sir Rowlands son, As you haue whisper'd
faithfully you were. Mod. He promised faithfully to send
the book the next day.

Faithfulness (f<? ]*hiulnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being faithful, a. Fidelity,

loyalty (to a superior or friend ; trustworthiness,

conscientiousness, b. Strict adherence to one's

pledged word ; honesty, sincerity. C. Exact cor-

respondence to an original or to fact.

1388 Wyclif Esther vi, 3 What..meede gat Mardochee
for this feithfulnesse? i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. A v a,

Chereftill to faythfulnes. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huou IxxxH.

253 Gretepetye it shalbe yf ye sholde dye for your trouth
and faythfulnes. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 19 The
beast of most, .faithfulnes. i66z Stillingi'L. Orig. Sacr.
11. vi. § 12 The truth and faithfulness of God. 1688 South
Serm. (1704^ I. xii. 517 The Band, that, .supports all Com-
pacts, is Truth and Faithfulness. 1700 BoKKrTT On X. 'P.

Matt. x. 40-2 Our.. Saviour encourages his Apostles to

Faithfulness in their Office. 1783 Hailes Aniiq. Chr. Ch.
ii. 31 The faithfulness and loyalty of the Jews to the Roman
government. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xii.

191 The valour and faithfulness of the house of Geroy.
1885 Manch. Exam. 15 May 5/2 Persons . . dependent upon
each other's stability and faithfulness. Mod. I was exceed-
ingly pleased with the faithfulness of the likeness.

Faithless (f^'Jrtes), a. [f. Faith sb. + -less.]

Without faith.

1. Without belief, confidence, or- trust; unbeliev-

ing. Const, t of, in.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6517 (Cott.) To bis fait-les lede Manna
fel. 1611 Bible John xx. 27 And bee not faithlesse, but
beleeuing. x68r LvTTHSU, Brief Rcl. (1857) I. 123 The'
more sober sort .. are not altogether faithlesse as to his
innocency. 1826 E. Irving Babylon II. vi. 74 Men are not
nowmorefaithless of Armageddon, than [etc.]. 1842 Lowell
Sonnets xvi, An old man faithless in Humanity. 1830
TENNYSON In Mem. cvi, The faithless coldness of the
times.

b. Without religions faith; unbelieving. Of a
heathen or a Jew : Without Christian faith. Also
absol. Thefaithless : unbelievers. Now rare.

iS34 More On the Passion Wks. 1320/1 That dede doone
by y" faythlesse is not meritorius at al. 1548 Udall, etc.

Frasm. Par, Rent, Prol. sig. ft i, Else shalt thou remaine
euermore faithlesse. 1590 Spenser/'''. Q.m. iii. 34 He. .shall

. .holy Church with faithlesse handes deface. 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. vi. 252 As faithlesse as the Jewes, are we.
absol. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. hi. (1586) 138 b,

A great number of others imagined by the faithlesse,

2. Destitute of good faith, unfaithful, insin-

cere ; false to vows, etc., perfidious, disloyal.

Const, to.

136a Langl. P. PL A. x. 135 Fals folk and Feibles, beoues
and ly3ers. 1399 Pol. Poems (1859) * 377 The ffortune

that ffallyn is to ffeitheles peple. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII.
11. i. 123 A most vnnatural and faithlesse Sermce. 1678
Wanlev H'oud. Lit. World v. ii. § 81. 478/2 A man. .of a.

.

faithless disposition. 1725 Pope Odyss. xiv. 322 Domestic
bl his faithless roof I staid. 1786 Blrke W. Hastings Wks.
1842 II. 214 The dangerous, faithless, and ill-concerted

projects of the. .council of Bombay. 1807 Craube Par. Reg.
11. 142 The faithless flatterer. 1839 Keightlev Hist. Fng.
II. 65 She had never been faithless to the royal bed.

3. That cannot he trusted or relied on ; unstable,
treacherous, shifting, delusive.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iii. i. 137 Oh faithlesse Coward,
oh dishonest wretch. 1738 Johnson London 239 The mid-
night murd'rer bursts the faithless bar. 1766 Goldsm.
Hermit 10 Yonder faithless phantom flies To lure thee
to thy doom. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlix. (1856) 466
Striving to tear us from this faithless anchorage.

Hence Faithlessly adv., in a faithless manner.
1643 pRYNNB Treachery $ Disloyalty App. 21S Had we.

.

not faithlessely betrayed, but sincerely discharged the

severall trusts reposed in us.

Faithlessness (f£i*}>lesnes). [f. prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or fact of being faithless, a. Want of

fidelity, disloyalty, perfidy, b. Want of good
faith, insincerity, c. Want of religious belief;

infidelity.

1605 Bl*. Hail A/edit, fy Vows 1. § 10 So great distrust is

there iu man. .from his impotence or faithtesnes. 1726 l'oi-i

:

Let. to Bethel 9 Aug. Lett. (1737) 320, 1 . .wish he had lived

long enough to see so much of the faithlessness of the world,
as to have been [etc.]. 1758 T. Edwards Canons Crit.

(1765) 344 Sharp are the pangs that follow faithlessness. 1790
i'l.MRSerm. III. xiii. 275 When the heart is sorely wounded
by the ingratitude or faithlessness of those on whom it had
leaned. << 1849 J. H. Evans in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. I's.

l.v\i. 17 The faithlessness of Aliiathar, and the faithlessness

of even his faithful Joab. 1849 Grote Greece 11. xlvii. VI.
06 Perdikkas whose character for faithlessness we shall

nave, .to notice, i860 Rusk in Mod. J'aiut. V. ix. xii. 347
Faithlessness . . characteristic of this present century.

t Fai'thly, adv. Obs. [f. Faith sb. + -i.v-.]

1. With fidelity, faithfully, loyally, steadfastly,

truthfully.

C 1325 Metr. Horn. 162 FeitheH scho hir candcl held aye.

t 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810J 316 Of be treus to speke.
And feybly bmo bondon. 1393 Langl. /'. PL C. xxil. 70
Faithly for to speke hus furst name was ihesus. c 1440 Sir
Degrev. 541 V shalle faythly fyeght Both in wrong and in

ryght.

2. As an asseveration : In deed or truth, certainly,

surely, verily.

c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 3636 pis gomen is your awen..
faythely ?e knowe. la 1400 Morte Arth. 4032 We are
faithely to fewe to feghte with them, a 1400 50 Alex-
audcr 2279 Now faithly . . fall be so thrise, pou sal! be
crouned.

Fai'thward, adv. rare. [See -ward.] Towards
(the Christian faith.

1886 J. M. Ludlow in Ilomilct. Rev. Aug. 165 Almost
resistless tendencies faithward. .were born of his early Chris-

tian culture.

Pai'thworthy, a. [f. Faith + Worthy a.]

Worthy of beliet or trust, trustworthy. Hence
rai'thworthiness, the quality of being faith-

worthy (Worcester, 1S46, citing Quart. A'cz>.\

a 1535 Fisher Wks. 433 Luther, .neither is faith worthy.

.

nor he doth no miracles. 1671 J. Webster Meiallogr. iii.

56 Certain and faith-worthy Authors in the nearer Germany.
1772 NrtiKNT Hist. Friar Gerund I. 217 It is affirmed by a
. .faith-worthy author. 1861 Daily Tel. 26 Oct., The lady
is faithworthy in her evidence as to identity. 1865 Reader
28 Jan. 98/2 So far as profound knowledge, .can ensure

faithworthy evidence.

Faitneant, -ise, obs. ff. of Faineant, -isb.

Faitour vf<
Ti 't3-0. Obs. exc. arch. Forms : 4 7

faytor, -tour'e, -towre, 6 fayter, feytour, 4-
faitour. [a. AV. faitour, OF. faitor doer, maker
:—L. factor-em : see Factor. The special sense

of 'impostor* seems to be peculiarly AF. and
Eng. ; cf. OF. failure sorcery, spell]

1. An impostor, cheat ; esp. a vagrant who shams
illness or pretends to tell fortunes.

App. already obsolescent in 1568, as Grafton Chron. II.

598 glosses it ' as much to say as loyterer, vagabond, or

begger '. Sir W. Scott often uses it arch.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxx. 16 [>ai ere all faitors &
ypocrites & iogulors bat desayues men. [1383 Act 7 Rich.

II, c. 5 Governours des villes & lieux ou tielx faitours &
vagerantz vendront.] c 1430 Life ofSt. Kath. 118S4) 23 Put
me in duresse as bou3 1 were a faytour. 1496 Dives <$-

Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xxx, 69 These faytours that ben called

sothe sayers. 1529 Mork Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1209/2

Nor to beleue euery faytor. .that will saye hymselfe that he
is verye sycke. 1579 Si'Ensek Sheph. Cat. May 39 Those
faytours [gloss, vagabonds] little regarden their charge.

1624 Br. Mountagu Gagg 104 As faitors use, you play fast

and loose. 1813 Scott Trierm. 11. xi, Tyrant proud, or

faitour strong. i8»8 — F. M. Perth viii, Yonder stands

the faitour, rejoicing at the mischief he has done.

b. nonce-ttse. The disease of being a * faitour*.

c 1500 Blrnvbofs Test. 25 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 93 He was
infectc.With the faitour, or the fever lordeyn.

f 2. Comb. Faitour s grass: Spurge, the acrid

juice of which was used in malingering.
< 1440 Promp. Pan: 146 Faytowrys gresse, or tytymal.

1534 Fitzhf.rbert Husbandry (E.D.S. » lix, A Grasse that

is called feitergrasse [ed. 1598 fettergrass].

Faix, var. of Fegs int.

Take (fr'k), sbA Naut. Also ; ; 9 fack. [Of
obscure origin ; cf. Fake v. 1

The M HG. vach had the sense ' fold ' in addition to those

of ' appointed place, portion of space or time, compartment
'

;

if a similar sense belonged to the etymological equivalents

OY^.fxc (recorded in sense ' space oftime \ M Du. vak (enclo-

sure, partition), the word might come from either source. If

it be identical with the Sc. Faik sb. fold, a native origin

seems probable.]

(See quot. 1S67.)



FAKE.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 Lay it [Cable]

up in a round Ring, or fake, one aboue another. 1688 R.
KaiMv. Armoury m. 163/2 How many Facks is in the Rope?
1730 Capt. W. Wkiglesworth MS. Log-bk. ofthe ' Lyelf
14 Oct., Hauled up the Small Bower and Sheet Cables and
Coiled them down again in shorter fakes. 1810 J. H. Moore
Pract. Navig. (ed. 181 274 Fact or Fake. 1867 S.mvth
Sailor's ITord-bk., Fake, one of the circles or windings of
a cable or hawser, as it lies disposed in a coil.

Fake (Ck), si.z slang. [Belongs to Faki 9.>1

X. An act of ' faking '
; a contrivance, ' dodge ',

trick, invention ; a ' faked ' or ' cooked ' report.
1827 Maginn in Blackw. Mag. (Farmer), The fogle-

hunter's doing. Their morning fake in the prigging lay.
1851 MayhKW Loud. Labour (1861) I. 223 After that we had
a fine ' fake '—that was the fire of the Tower of London—it

sold rattling. 1885 Punch 31 Jan. 60 If I worked the theatrical
fake—which I don't. 1887 Fiuanc. Xeios 24 Mar. 1 4 I).

.

is generally regarded as the father of the testimonial fake.
1891 Pall Mall G. 28 July 6/2 The abominable fakes, .tele,
graphed to the papers by the agencies.
attrib. 1892 Boston I Mass. 1 Jrnl. 9 June 10/2 heading,

Another Fake Interview Denounced.
2. A composition used for ' faking' (see quots.).
1866 Islington Guardian 3 Apr. 3 '3 [Condensed milk sold

to dealers to be watered down and retailed as new milk] is

known in the trade under the name of ' Fake '. 1880 Gee
Goldsmith's J/andbk. x. (ed. 2) 140 Soft-soldering Fluid
bears various names in the different workshops, such as
' monkey ', ' fake ',

Fake (f?k , vA A'aut. [app. f. Fake si.\
which, however, appears much later. Cf. Sc.
Fair z>.l to fold.] trans. To lay (a rope) in fakes
or coils ; to coil.

? a 1400 Mori,- A rlh. 742 Ffrekes one be forestayne, fakene
beire coblez. c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 62 The
chain cables and messengers are faked in the chain lockers.
1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bit. viii. ted. 21 281 But for
subsequent shots the line may be faked on the beach.

Fake i,l"<
Tik), v.2 slang. [Of obscure origin.

There appears to be some ground for regarding it

as a variant of the older Feak, Feaoue, which are
prob. ad. Or. fogen (or the equivalent Du. or
LG.) to furbish up, clean, sweep.
In Rowland's Martin Mark-all 1610, afeagcro/loges is

explained as meaning ' one who begs with false documents

'

(cf. tofake a screeve) ; and the modem fake away appears
to correspond to the earlierfeague it away. The colloquial
and jocular uses of the Ger. fegen closely resemble the
senses mentioned in quot. 1812: amongst those given by
Grimm are 'to clear out, plunder' (a chest, purse: cf. to
fake a cly\ ' to torment, ill treat '.]

1. trans. In thieves' or vagrants' language : To
perform any operation upon; to 'do', 'do for';
to plunder, wound, kill ; to do up, put into shape

;

to tamper with, for the purpose of deception. In
the last-mentioned application it has latterly come
into wider colloquial use, esp. with reference to the
' cooking ' or dressing-up of news, reports, etc., for

the press. Also, Tofake up.
1812 J. H. Vaix Flash Diet, s.v., To fake any person or

place, to rob them ; to fake a person may also imply to
shoot, wound, or cut ; tofake a man out and out, is to kill
him ; a man who inflicts wounds upon, or otherwise dis-
figures, himself, for any sinister purpose, is said to have
faked himself; if a man's shoe happens to pinch or gall his
foot, he will complain that his shoefakes his foot sadly.. to
fake your slangs, is to cut your irons in order to escape from
custody ; to fake your pin, is to create a sore leg, or to cut
it, as if accidentally.. in hopes.. to get into the doctor's
list, &c. ; to fake a screci'e is to write any letter or other
paper; to fake a scrciu, is to shape out a skeleton or false
key, for the purpose of screwing a particular place ; tofake
a cly is to pick a pocket. 1851 Mavhew Loud. Labour
352 The ring is made out of brass gilt buttons . . it's

faked up to rights. 1874 Punch 7 Mar. 98/r Pr'aps he'd a
come to you with him [a horse] faked up for sale. 1885
Sporting Times 23 May 1/3 The chorister fair. . Faked her-
self up. 1885 H. P. Grattan in The Stage 10 July, A pair
of shoes to fake the patchey yAnglice play the harlequin.
1885 Spectator 24 Jan. 119/2 Nine pictures out of ten in
modern galleries are simply studies—'faked up'. 1887
Times 30 July 5/5 He now knew that . . these diamonds were
' faked . 1888 Phonetic Jml. 7 Jan. 4/2 ' Faking ' in news-
paper fraze meanz..the supplying, .ov unimportant detailz
which may serv an exsellent purpos in the embellishment ov
a despatch. 1888 ' Roi.drewood' Robbery 7tntler Arms
I. xvii, The horse-brand .. had been 'faked' or cleverly
altered.

2. aisol. or intr. To steal (?only a literary

misapprehension^ ; also in fake away (see
quots. \
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Fake away, there's no

dmvn. .go on with your operations, there is no sign of any
alarm or detection. 1834 H. Aissworth Rookwood ill. y,
' Nix my dolly pals fake away.' i860 Reade Cloister A> //.
III. iv. 82 They molest not beggars, unless they fake to boot,
and then they drown us out of hand.
Hence raked ///. a. ; Faking- vbl. si. ; Faker,

one who ' fakes ' (cf. Cly-pakeii) ; Pakery, the
practice of ' faking '.

11845 I'arham Ingol. Leg., Lay St. Aloys., Nought is

waking Save mischief and 'faking'. 1851 Borrow Lavengro
II. iii. 29 We never calls them thieves here, but prigs and
fakers. 1872 Morning Post 7 Nov. 3/1 Since the ' faking

'

of the scales in Catch-'em-Alive's year. 1885 Daily Tel.
1 Aug. 2 ' I've turned faker of dolls and doll's furniture.'
1886 Bicycling Neius 11 June 536/2 What has been termed
a ' faked ' machine. 1887 Sat. Rev. 9 Jan. 70 The gold
and vellum binding with the orange-tinted edges form a
pretty piece of 'lakery'. 1892 A. C. Doyle Advent.
S. Holmes xiii, in Strand Mag. IV. No. 24. 657/2, I found
him [the horse] in the hands of a faker.

34

Fakement (f^'kment>. slang. Alsofakeman-
charley. [f. as prec. + -ment ; the origin of the
longer form is unknown.] A piece of manipu-
lation, contrivance, 'dodge'; vaguely, a thing,
* concern '

; a trimming, decoration (on an article
of clothing").

1812 J. H. Vaix Flash Diet. s.v. Fakeman-charley,
Speaking of any stolen property which has a private mark,
one will say, there is a fafeeman-charley on it; a forgery
which is well executed is said to be a prime fakement ;

in a word, anything is liable to be termed a. fakement, or
a, fakeman-charley, provided the person you address knows
to what you allude. 18*3 Ecan in Groses Diet. Vnlg.
Tongue((t&. 3) s.v. Tellthemacert tomind theirfakement s,
desire the swindlers to be careful not to forge another per-
son's signature. 1838 Glascock Land Sharks II. 4, I see
you're fly to every fakement. 1851 Mayhew Land. Labour
I. 52 Pair of long sleeve Moleskin . . with a double fake-
ment down theside. Ibid. I. 246 Ah ! once I could screeve
a fakement iwrite a petition*. 1877 Five 1'ears Penal
Servitude iy. 254 You worked that little fakement in a
blooming quiet way.

tFa'ken, sb. Obs. Forms: 1 facen, fden, 2

facne, 3 Orm. fakenn. [OE. facen = OS.fckn,
fecan, OHG. feichan fraud, ON. feikn portent:—
OTent. *faikno-m.~\ Fraud, guile ; wickedness,
crime.
C924 Lavs ofJEthelstan i. § 17 He ladi^e pa hand mid

be man tyh<5 \wX he bajt facen mid worhte. < 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt. xxii. 18 Da se Hadendhyra facn [e tx6o Hattou,
facne] £ehyrde, ba cwa;5 he. c 1200 Ormin 12797 An sop
Issraelisshe mann patt niss na fakenn inne.

t Fa*ken (
a. Obs. Forms : 1 facne, fsccne, 3

facen, faken, (4 foken,, 5 Sc. faikyn. [OE.fdctu
(oftener with umlaut /teem) - OS. fikni wicked,
ON.feikn awful, monstrous :—OTeut. *faiknfo , f.

*faikno-m : see prec] Deceitful, fraudulent.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. cvfij. 10 Swa hi alysde Hfes ealdor of heora

feonda fa:cnum handum. a 1200 De Animo fy Corpore (ed.
Phillips 1838' 8 [\>]i tunge is ascorted beo' be facen was.
c 1200 Ormin 12655 Fe frosst off fakenn trowwbe. e 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. (18101 194 Saladyn was fulle foken [printed
foen, rime-word token], on him may non affie. ('1450
Henryson Fables, Padiiok fy Mous 58 Fair thingis oftymis
ar fund in faikyn.

Hence f Pakenliche adv. Obs., craftily.

< 1000 JYa.yv.ic Gen. xxvii. 35 pin broSor com facenlice and
nam bine bletsun^a. a 1200 De Animo fy Corpore (ed. Phil-
lips 1S38) 8 Heo 5eo3Sde fakenliche & ben feonde icwemde.

Faki. [Arab. s-Jii faqih one learned in the

law.] A title given in Africa to schoolmasters.
1872 Baker Nile Tribut. viii. 112 He chanced to combine

in his own person the titles of both sheik and faky. 1884
A. Kokhks Chinese Gordon vi. 151 ['The Mahdi '] became
the disciple of a faki (head dervish) who lived near Khar-
toum. 1892 Blackiv. Mag. Sept. 629 Tipping the faki or
schoolmaster.

Fakir (fakio-j, f^-ki-\i). Forms: 7 fakier,
(fuckeire, foker, -quere), 7-9 faquir, (8 fackire,
fa(c)quier, foughar), 9 fakeer, faqueer, 8-

fakir. [a. Arab, -iii faqir lit. * poor, poor

man *
; some of the early forms may be due to the

pi. Ijflj fuqara.]

1. ' Properly an indigent person, but specially

applied to a Mahommedan religious mendicant,
and then loosely, and inaccurately, to Hindu de-
votees and naked ascetics ' (Yule).
1609 Ro. C. Hist. Disc. Mitley Hornet vii. Ciij/2 Fokers,

are men of good life, which are onely given to peace. 1638
W. Uruton Neioes from J£, Indies 27 They are called
Fuckeires. 1704 Collect. Voy. (Church.) III. 568/1 You
shall take care to embark all the Facquiers. X763SCRAFTON
indostan (1770)27 Bestowing a part of their plunder on ..

Faquirs. 1813 Byron Giaour xi, Nor there the Fakir's self
will wait. 1861 Dickens Tom Tiddler's Gr.\, A Hindoo
fakeer's ground. 1874 Mohlky Compromise (1886) 178 A
fakir would hardly be an estimable figure in our society.

2. attrib. and Comb., as fakir-race; fakir-like
adj. and adv.
1849 South ey Comm.fl. lik. Ser. n. 390 Pilgrims, .carry-

ing bars of iron, .fakir-hke. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol.
146 The genuine successors, .of a fakir race. 1884 Pall
Mall Budget 22 Aug. 6/2 The fakir-like devotion with which
he has fixed his eyes upon, .the House of Lords.

Hence Takirism, the system, faith, and practice

of the Fakirs.

1856 Kmgsley Hours w. Mystics Misc. I. 349 Hindoo mys-
ticism, .has died down into brutal fakeerism. 1883 (Ioldw.
Smith in Contemp. Rev. Dec. 806 Fakirism is devil-worship.

Fa la. rare" 1
, [ad. Du. falie.] A sort of

kerchief worn in Holland.
1721 Ramsay Tartana 340 May she be curst to starve in

Frogland Fens, To wear a Fala ragg'd at both the Ends.

Fa-la (fala). a. Used as a refrain, b. Music.
A sort of madrigal or ' ballet ' in vogue in the 16th
and 17 th c.

a- "59? Mori.ey 1st Bk. Balletts 1, Sit we heere our loues
recounting Fa la la la. 1665 Karl Dorset Poems (1721) 58
To all you Ladies now at Land . . With a Fa, la, la, la, la.

a 1800 Cowper Poems, To Celia i, No serenade to break
her rest. .With my fa, la, la.

attrib. 1838 J. Struthers Poet. Tales 78 Fifths or thirds
And other Crankums set and shown Many Fa la words.
b. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 180 Another kind of

Ballets, commonlie called fa las. 1674 pLAYFORD.S'/fr/<7./l/7/£.

1. 59 Your Madrigals or Fala's of five and six Parts. 1867
Macfarrkn Harmony B. 55 Ballets, or Fal-las, of the end
of the sixteenth century.

FALCHION.

Falaterie, obs. f. of Phylactery.
Falau, obs. f. of Fallow.
Falaver, -ing, obs. or dial. ff. of Palaver,

etc.

iFalbala (fredbala). Also 8 falbeloe, fall-

biillow. [Falbala, a word found in several Rom-
ance languages from the 17th c downwards; origin

unknown. Cf. Furbelow.] A trimming fur

women's petticoats, scarves, etc. ; a flounce, fur-

below. Also attrib.

1704 Cibber Careless Husband 1, As many blue and green
Ribbons, .as would have made me a Falbala Apron. 1713
Steele Guardian No. 171 Freeing their fall-bullows.

.

from the annoyance both of hilt and point. 1859 Thackeray
I- irgin. xxxii, The girls went off. . to get their best . . falbalas.
1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xx. v, I have got my face wrinkled
like the falbalas of a petticoat.

f Falc. App. some plant.
c 1310 Old Age in E. E. P. (1862) 149 As falc i falow an

felde.

Falcade (fselkad\ Horsemanship, [a. Fr.
fakade, ad. li.falcata, \,.falcdta, fern, offalcdl-ns :

see Falcate.] (See quot.)
1730-6 Bailey, A falcade is the action of the haunches, and

of the legs, which bend very low, as in corvets when a stop
or half-stop is made. 1775 in Ash.

Falcate fa.-lk^'t;, a. Anat., Bot.
}
and Zool.

[ad. L. falcal-us, f. falc-em falx sickle.] Kent
or curved like a sickle ; hooked.
1826 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. (18281 III. xxix. 166 The man-

dibulae of Lampyris. .are falcate. 1835 Lindley Introd.
Bot. 1 1848* II. 349 Falcate. 1845 — Sch. Bot. v. (1858) 56
Pod . . always falcate or spirally twisted. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 273 Capsule compressed, ovate, oblique or fal-

cate. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 39/2 The four
wings . . are falcate at the tip. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lear.,

Falcate cartilages, the semi-lunar cartilages of the knee-
joint.

Falcated Lrj-lkv'tt'd), a. [f. as prec. + -ED.]

a. Astron. Having a sickle-shaped appearance;
said of the moon or a planet when less than one
half of its surface is illuminated.

1704 in Harris Lex. Techn. 1783 W. F. Martyn Geog.
Mag. I. Introd. 18 Mercury, on his approach to [the Sun]
is falcated like the new-moon. 1867-77 G. F. Chambers
Astron. Vocab. 916 The Moon., is said to lie 'falcated'
when its illuminated portion is crescent-shaped,

t b. Bot. and Zool. = Falcate. Obs.
1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 224 These are tipped with

large falcated Apices. 1815 Kirby & Si'. Entomol. III.
xxxv. 642 In Attacus Atlas the primary wings are fatcated
or hooked at their apex.

t Falca*tion. Obs. [f. L. falc-em sickle :

see -ATION.]

1. The condition of being falcate; concr. a falcate

outgrowth or appendage, hook.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. iii. 236 The Locusts

have.. a long falcation or forcipated tayle behinde. 1714
Derham Astro-Theol. v. i. (17151 107 In whose [the Moon
and Venus'] Falcations the dark part of their Globes may be
perceived.

2. (See quot.).

1656 Blolnt Glossogr., Falcation, a mowing or cutting
with Bill or Hook. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

Falchion (f9'lJVn\ sb. Forms: 4-7 fach-.

fauch-, fawch-, -on(e, -oun, (5 fauschune,
fawchun, fouchon, fwalchon), 6-9 fauch-,
faulch-, fawch-, -eon, -ion, (6 fachen, falcheon.
6-7 fau-, fav7chin(e, 7 falchou, 8 faulchin), 7-
falchion ; also 5 fawken, 7 falcen, perh. by con-

fusion with Falcon. \}A\L.fauchoun, a. OF. fan-
e/ton = It. falcione :—vulg. Lat. *falcion-em, i. L.

faki-, falx sickle.]

1. A broad sword more or less curved with the

edge on the convex side. In later use and in

poetry: A sword of any kind.

1303 R. Brinne llandl. Synne 8645 Hys [the priest's] tung
shuld l>e hys fauchoun. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2244 Lucafer.

.

drow out a schort fachoun. c 1440 York Mys.'. xxxi. 246 Y
trowe youre fauchone hym flaies. a 1533 Li>. Beknkrs
lluon xlii. 141 He .. toke a grete fawchon in his handes.
a 1628 Sir J. Beaumont Bosvvorth F. 501 He lifts his Fau-
chion with a threatening Grace. 1710 Gay Poems (1745) I.

37 In the bright air the dreadful fauchion shone. 1808
Scott Alarm, vi. xxvi. Spears shook, and faulchions flashed

amain. 1852 Kingsi.ky Poems, Andromeda 237 Curved on
his thigh lay a falchion.

fb. Single, double falchion, case of falchions:

various species of sword-play. Obs.

1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 111. vii. (1743) 189
The nobilityand gentry have . . quarter-staff, single faulchion,

double faulchion, etc. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 436 P2 The
several Weapons following, viz.. .Single Falchion, Case of

Falchions, Quarter Staff. 1712 Arbuthnot John Ihtllx. v,

He dreaded not old Lewis either at back-sword, single

falchion, or cudgel-play.
attrib. 1489 Caxton Faytes cf A. 11. xxvi. 138 Axes of

werre facioned asswel after fawken wise as other, 1601 R.
Johnson Kingd. fy Commw. (1603) 159 A falcen sword after

the Turkish fashion. 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 330 His
Knife, .was with a falchion blade.

f2. =1Jill sb. 1 4 or Kill-hook. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 343/3 Other plowemen. .folowed

the wulf and with their staues and fauchons delyuerd the

child hoole. 1596 Drayton Legends iii. 8 Let thy bright

Fauchion lend Me Cypresse Boughes. 1664 H. More
Myst. Iniq. 333 The Huntsman . . with a wood-knife or

faucheon at his side.



FALCHION.

t Pa'lchion, v. Obs. rare - ', [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To cut with a falchion, use a falchion upon.
1526 Skei.ton Magnyf. 2216 Hold thy hande Or I shall

fawchyn thy flesshe, and scrape the on the skyn.

Falcidian (fixlsi'dian), a. ff. Falcidius + -ax.]
In Falcidian law {Lex Falcidia), a law carried by
1\ Falcidius, which ordained that no Roman citi-

zen should bequeatfr more than three-fourths of his

estate away from his legal heirs. Hence Falcidian
portion, the fourth part thus reserved.
1656-81 in }}LovsjGlossogr. 1756 G. Harris tr. Justinian s

Inst. 11. xxii. 105 The Falcidian law was at length enacted.
1788 Gibbon Deci. # /*'. IV. xliv. 391 His successor . . was
empowered to retain the Falcidian portion.

Falciferous, a. Obs.~° ff. L. falc(J,-, falx
sickle •*• -ferous.] Carrying a sickle, scythe-bearing.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1692-1732 in Coles.

Falciform (farlsif^jm), a. [f. L. falc-em
sickle + -(i)furm.] Sickle-shaped, curved, hooked.
Frequent in Anat., as in falciform cartilage, liga-

ment, process, etc.

1766 Pennant Zool. ("17761 III. 236 Immediately behind
this fin was another, tall and falciform. 1787 Hunter in
Phil. Trans. LXXVTI 410 The right lobe is the largest .

.

its falciform ligament broad. 1798 Hooper Med. Diet., Fal-
ciform process, the falx, a process of the dura mater, that
arises from the crista galli, separates the hemispheres of the
brain and terminates in the tentorium. 1836 Todd Cycl.
Anat. I. 13 The fold which passes upwards towards the liver

is falciform. 1838 Btackw. Mag. XLIII. 650 What a falci-

form .. and warlike organ, leads the van of Wellington's
warlike countenance !

Falcon (fg'lk^n, fgk'n), sb. Forms : 3-4
faukun, 4 faucoun, -kon, -koun, 4 facoun, 4 7
faucon^e, 5-6 facon, 5-7 faw(l)con, -kon, (5
fawken), 6-8 faulcon, (7 -kon), 5- falcon. [M E.

fancon {faukun),^.. OF'.faitcon,falcun, ad. late L.

falcon-cm, falco, commonly believed to be f.falc-,

falx sickle, the name being due to the resem-
blance of the hooked talons to a reaping-hook.
Cf. It. falcone, Sp. halcon. In the 15th cent, the

spelling was refashioned after Lat.]

1. Ornit/i. One of a family of the smaller diur-

nal birds of prey, characterized by a short hooked
beak, powerful claws, and great destructive power

;

esp. one trained to the pursuit of other birds or

game, usually the Peregrine Falcon {Falco pere-

grinus). In Falconry, applied only to the female,

the male, being smaller and less adapted for the

chase, is called the tercel or tiercel.

a 1250 Owl ty Night. 101 That other aer a faukun bredde.
1362 Lancl. P. PL A. vii. 34 Fecche pe hem Faucons be
r-oules to quelle. 1432 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 335 Sparre-
howke, ffawken, and gentille gossehawke. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. n. iv. 12 A Faulcon towring in her pride of place.

1653 Walton Angler i. (1655* 11 It [Air] stops not the high
soaring of my noble generous Falcon. 1735 Somerville
Chase in. 94 As stoops the Falcon bold To pounce his Prey.
<i 1839 Praed Poems {1864) I. 213 He laid a bet upon his
falcon's flight. 1868 Wood Homes without H. xxix. 561 The
Great Grey Shrike was formerly used as a falcon.

b. with epithet defining the species.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xlvi, By comparyson as
fawcons pelegrines. 1678 Ray Willughby s Qrnith. 79 It

is said to be lesser than a Peregrine Falcon. 1781 Latham
Hist. Birds I. 54 White-rumped Bay Falcon. 1785 Pennant
Arct. Zool. II. 208 Plain Falcon. 1802 G. Montagu Ornith.
Diet. 537 White Falcon, a name for the Jer Falcon. 1821
Sfxby Brit. Ornith. 1. 39 Spotted Falcon : a name for the
Peregrine Falcon. 1875 W. M cIlwkaith Guide Wigtcnun-
shire, These cliffs are frequented by the Peregrine falcon.

2. A representation of a falcon.

1525 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's B/>. Stort/ord (1882)

39 For the scoryng . . the facon and the branche before
seynt mighill xiiijd. 1389 Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 736
A . . Gentleman, from whom our Generall tooke a Fawlcon
of golde with a great Emeraud in the Breast thereof.

3. An ancient kind of light cannon.
[For the practice of naming species of fire-arms from birds

of prey, cf. musket.

\

1496 Ld. Bothwell in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 13. I. 31 Y*
provision of Ordinance . . is bot litill . . ij. great curtaldis .

.

x. falconis or litill serpentinis. 1577-87 Harrison England,
11. xvi. (1877) 281 Falcon hath eight hundred pounds, and
two inches and a half within the mouth. 1663 Flagellum

;

or O. Cromwell {it j 2) 107, Two demy Culverings. .two Fal-

cons. 1805 Scott Last Minstr, iv. xx, Falcon and culver on
each tower. 1840 J. Grant Kirkaldy of Gr. xv. 163 The
royal stores furnished .. falcons, or light six-pound field-

pieces.

4. Comb, chiefly attrib., as (sense 1) falcon face,

-fisher, -flight, -guise, -nest
;
falcon-eyed adj.

; fal-
con-like adj. and adv.

;
(sense 3) falcon- shot.

1847 Tennyson Priuc. n. 26 A quick brunette, well-

moulded, *falcon-eyed. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in Karp. xiii.

171 He had the genuine ' *falcon-face ' of the Huculs. 1759
tr. Adansou's Voy, Senegal'in Pinkerton Key. (18 14)XVI. 649
The "faIcon -fisher . . is a bird about the bigness of a goose.
a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Poems, Indian with dead Child, The
arrows of my father's bow Their ^falcon-flight have sped.
1889 R. B. Anderson tr. Rydberg's 'Pent. Mythol. 60 In the
Norse mythology . . Freyja had a *falcon-guise. a 1649
Drumm. ok Hawih. Elegy G. Adoiphus'W'ks.ifjii) 54 With
full plum'd wing thou faulkon-like could fly. 1852 Reade
Peg Woff. (1853) 88 To see her falcon-like stoop upon the
stage. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles iv. viii, Canna's tower
. . Like *falcon-nest o'erhung the bay. 1598 Barret Thcor.
Warres Y. iii. 134, 2 thousand *Falcon shot. 1600 Hakluyt
Voy. III. 714 It is within falcon-shot of the ships.
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t Falcon, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.] To
hunt with falcons ; to hawk.
1807 Sir R. Wilson Jml, 27 Aug., After dinner we went

falconing.

Falconer 1 (fg'Vnaj, fyk'n^. Forms: 4 6

fauconer, (4 faucounner, 4-=, faukener, -oner
,

5 falconar e, fawconer, -kener(e, 6 faconer,
6-8 faulk(e)ner, 7 faulconer, (fal-, faukner ),

5- falconer, [a. OF.fan \l)connicr (mod.F._/a«-

connicr), i. fau{l)con Falcon sb. : see -EB -.]

1. One who hunts with falcons, one who follows

hawking as a sport.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 468 Thise ffauconers . . with
hir haukes han the heron slayn. 1593 Bacchus Bountie in

Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 273 This youth was . . a fine faulk-

ner. a 1641 Suckling Lett. (1696) 93 Faulkners that can but
seldom spring right Game, should [etc.]. 1 1720 Prior Henry
<$• Emma 109 A Falk'ner Henry is, when Emma hawks.
1810 Scott Lady ofL. Ml. xiv, The falconer tossed his hawk.
away. 1834 M'Murtrie Cuviers Anim. Kingd. 12J 'the
Common Sparrowhawk . . is employed . . by falconers.

fig. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's A?isw. Osor. 68 A malitious
and hungry fawconer of titles Bt sillables.

2. A keeper and trainer of hawks. Also, as an
official designation, Grand or t Great Falconer.
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 152 Fawkenere [Pvnson fawconer],

falconarius. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 563 in Babees Blc. 317 The
chaunceler answeres . . For ^omen, faukeners, and hor hor-
syng. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Some of his graces
fauconers. 1619 Sir R. Boyle Diary (1886) I. 226, I sent

. . a caste of marlyns. .by his own ffawlconer. 1710 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4711/2 The great Faulkner prepared a curious
Artificial Firework for their Entertainment. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds (1847) I. 32 The Emperor of China in his sport-
ing excursions . . is usually attended by his grand falconer.

1848 Lvtton Harold mi. v, Behind him came his falconer
and bard.

t Fa*lconer -. Obs. rare. In 6 fawconere,
faulkner. [a. K. fauconniire, f.fancon : see Fal-
con sb.~\ A game-bag carried by falconers.

c 1570 Pride <y Lowl. (1841) 47 It was a great bagge like

a fawconere And hong upon his gvrdle by a ring. 1592
Greene Upst. Courtier in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II, 231 By
his side, a great side pouch like a faulkner.

Falconet (fgkoaet). Also 7 fau;i)conet.
[In sense 1 ad. It. fatconetto in same sense ( = Sp.

falconete ; cf. Yx.fauconneau), dim. offalcone Fal-
con ; in sense 2 f. Falcon * -et.]

1. A light piece of ordnance of various calibres,

used in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
I559 Naval Report in Froude Hist. Fug. (18S1) VI. 168

(Culverins) minions (and) falconets, a 1642 Sir W. Monson
Naval Tracts in. (1704) 343/2 A Faulconet. The Bore 2
inches. 1647 Nye Gunnery78 Fauconels. The mouth of the
peece is 2 inches and a quarter .high . . the weight of the
shot one pound 5 ounces. 1645 N, Stone Enchir. Fortifi-
cation 54 A Falconet . . carries a 6 pound ball. 1727 A.
Hamilton.VVwWot. E. Ind. I.x. 108 Plan ting little Falconets
on the top of our Walls in Swivels. 1864 Burton ScotAbr.
II. ii. 142 With only a couple of falconets or two-pounders,
as their whole artillery.

2. A species of Shrike (order Passerimv).
1851 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 180 The Crested Falconet

{Laniusfrontatus) .. inhabits New Holland. Ibid., The
falconets have a compressed beak almost as high as
long.

Fa'lcon-ge'ntle. Also 5 falcon gent. [After

Y.faticon gmtit.'] A name applied to the female
and young of the Goshawk {Astur palumbarius).

J393 Gower Couf. III. 147 As a gentit faucon soreth.
c 1400 Malndev. (1839) xxii. 238 Gerfacouns, sparehaukes,
faukons gentyls. c 1435 Torr, Portugal 479 Torent . . Get

*her a facon jent. i486 Bk. St. Albans D iij b, Ther is a
Fawken gentill and a Tercell gentill. 1613 Chapman Odyss.
xiii. 136 Nor her winged speed The falcon-gentle could for
pace exceed. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 11. iii. 314
The falcon gentle, with which, when properly trained, they
go forth on horseback.

Falconine Jcelkonsin), a. Zool. ff. I., fal-
con-em falcon + -ink.] Like a falcon or hawk, be-

longing to the Falconidx. In mod. Diets.

t Falconish, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Falcon

sb. + -ish.] Like a falcon
;
proper to or charac-

teristic of a falcon.

1587 HolinshedC/wj«. III. 193/1 The legat Guallo. .vpon
a falkonish or wooluish appetite fleeced the church.

Falconry (f§'kanri). [a. F. fauconnerie : see
Falcon and -by.] a. The branch of knowledge
concerned with the sport of hawking, and the
breeding and training of hawks, b. Occasionally,
the practice of hawking.

t
a- 1575 Turberville (title) The Booke of Falconrie. 1626
T. H. tr. Caussins Holy Crl. 62 You haue a certayne
bird in the mistery of Faulconry, called the Hobby, a 1682
Sir T. Browne Tracts 117 The Greeks understood little or
nothing of our falconry. 1828 Sir J. S. Sehright Observ.
Hawking 1 The Art of Falconry is in danger of being
entirely lost.

b. 18x8 Hali.am Mid. Ages ix. §1 (ed. 2) III. 361 Fal-
conry, .became from the fourth century an equally delightful
occupation. 1869 Gii.lmore Reptiles <y Birds 206 Falconry
afforded a. .picturesque sport to the great.

Falculate vfe'lki^U-U), a. [(. \..falcula, dim.
of fate-, falx sickle + -ate.] Resembling a little

sickle in form, small and curved.
1847 ToddC>v7. Anat. III. 329/1 Others .'of the Marsu-

pials] are digitigrade with falculate claws.

Fald, obs. f. of Fold.

FALDSTOOL.

Faldage (farlded.3). Law. [ad. law-L. fal-
dagi-um, f. OE. fald, Fold sb. 1 In 16th c.

anglicized as Foldage.] An old privilege by
which a lord of the manor could set up folds in

any fields within the manor, in which his tenants
were obliged to put their sheep, the object being
to manure the land.

1692-1732 Coi.i;s, Faldage, the T.ords liberty of folding
his tenants' sheep.

_ 1708 Tewies de la Ley 330 This Fald-
age in some places is termed Fold-course or Free-fold. 1865
Nichols Brition II. 373 His right of faldage, i.e. to have
the tenant's sheep to manure his land.

Ii Falde'lla. Obs. [med.L., a. It. faldclla in

same sense, dim. of falda fold of cloth, skirt.]

(Sec quot. 1753.)
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cintrg. 317 Leie berupon faldellas wib

white of an ey. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Fatdella, a
word used by some of the writers in surgery for a sort of
compress made of list contorted together in several doubles.

Falderal, folderol (feddaned, f^kbr^L.
Also fal de rol.

1. As a meaningless refrain in songs.
1701 Farqi hak Sir H. IVildair iv. ii. Wks. (Rtldg.i 554/2

Wildair [sings] Fal, al, deral ! [1864 Browning Mr. Sludge
Fol-de-rol-de-rido liddle iddle-ol].

2. A gewgaw, trifle
; a flimsy thing.

c 1820 Hogg Basil Lee in TaiesfySk. (1837) III. 56 ' He'll
flee frae ae falderall til anither a' the days o' his life.' 1879
E. Garrett House by Works II. 154 That his darling might
never want for fal-de-rals. 1881 Mrs. C. Praed Policy <y /'.

I. 118 The little piebald is far too 'cute to trust her legs on
that English fal-deral [a rickety fancy bridge].

attrib. 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. vi. 67 None of your fal-de-

ral lavender boots, but rigid, unmistakeable shoes.

Hence Falderal v., in phr. To falderal it : to

sing falderal, to sing unmeaning sounds.
1825 I,. Hunt Poems, Redi Bacchus 426 Falderallalling it

With quips and triple rhymes,

II Faldetta ;falde-ta). Also in quasi-Fr. form
faldette. [It. faldetta, dim. of falda : see Fal-
della.] A combined hood and cape, worn by
women in Malta.
1834 Sir F. B. Head Bubbles fr. Brunnen 191 Women,

semi-shrouded in their black silk faldettes. 1866 Black-
more Cr. N&zvellxW (1881)48 A maiden with the love dream
nestling beneath the bridal faldetta. 1883 C. I). Warner
Roundabout Journ. xiii. 119 All the Maltese ladies . . wear
thefaldetta. to church.

fFa-ldfee. Obs. rare- 1
. In 3 ?} faldfey. [app.

f. OE.fald, Fold sb. 1 +feoh (see Fee).] Some kind
of manorial dues.
The record quoted by Blount has not been identified ; it is

not the Liber Niger Scaccarii. Possibly there is some error.

? a 1300 Liber Niger Heref. fob 158 (Blount) W. M. tenet
novem acras terra: Custumaria: in Bosbury. .et debet quas-
dam consuetudines, viz. Tak & Toll St Faldfey. 1679
Blount Anc. Ten. 155 This Faldfey might signify a fee or
rent paid by the Tenant to his Lord for leave to fold his

Sheep on his own ground. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey).

1809 in Tomi.ins Law Diet. 1848 in Wharton Law Lex.

f Fa'lding. Obs. A kind of coarse woollen
cloth ; frieze.

£"1386 Chaucer Prol. 391 In a gowne of faldyng to the
kne. 1436 Pol. Poems 11859) II. 186 Irish wollen, lynyn
cloth, faldynge. .bene here marchaundyse. 1523 Fitziiekh.

Husb. §44 A pece. .of faldynge, or suche a softe cloth.

attrib. 1392 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 1. 174 Item lego patri

meo. .meam armilausam, videlicet faldyng-clok.

b. A covering or garment of the same.
(1386 Chaucer Jlliller's T. 26 His presse i-covered with

a faldyng reed. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 353 Blak
faldynges instede of mantels arid of clokes. C1440 J 'romp.

Parv, 147 Faldynge, clothe, .ampliibalus. 1526 Lane.
Wills (Chetham Soc.) 13, I gvff to Alice Legh..my best
typett my faldyng and my bok in the church.

t Faldi'Story. Obs. Also 8 faldisdory. [ad.

med.L. fatdistori-um, var. of faldistolinm : see

Faldstool.] The seat or throne of a bishop

within the chancel.

1675 Plume Life Bp. Hacket (1865I 82 The Reverend
Bishop came to the faldistory in the middle of the choir.

1722 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer 273 A Faldistory is the
Fpiscopal Seat or Throne within the Chancel. 1768 E.
Buys Diet. Terms Art, Faldisdory, the Bishop's Seat, or
Throne within the Chancel. 1848 in Wharton Law Lex.
Faldore, var. of Fall-dook.

Faldstool if9'klst/7l). See also Faldistoky.
[ad. med L. faldistoli-ttm, ad. OHG. faldstuol lit.

' a folding seat or campstool ', f. fahtan to fold +
sluol seat, chair : see Fold and Stool. Cf. Fau-
Teuil. The OE.fyldestol appears to be from Lat.

or Rom., as the vowel of the first syll. has umlaut
due to the euphonic i prefixed in Romanic to a
syllable beginning with j/-.]

1. Feci. An armless chair used by bishops and
other prelates when they do not occupy the throne

or when officiating in any but their own church.

c 1050 Abbo Glosses in Ztsch.f.dtschesAlt. XXXI. 10 For-
buhou twyhweolne si^eonfoh bu fyldestol U noofeldestol].

[1340 Ayenb. 239 j>er he yze} ane gratne dyeuel bet zet ope
ane uyealdinde stole and al his mayne aboute mm.] 1849
Rock Ch. ofFatliers II. vi. 256 In later times . . the fald-

stool was ' a chair of woode covered with crymsen velvet '.

2. A movable folding-stool or desk at which
worshippers kneel during certain acts of devotion

;

esp. one used by the sovereign at the ceremony of

coronation.
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1603 Ceremon. at Coron. "/as. I (1685) 3 A Fald-stool, with
Cushions for the King to pray at. 1685 St. George's Day 6
The King kneeled at a fald-stool. a 1693 Ashmole Antio.
Berks. (1719) I. 10 A Judge in his Robes, kneeling at a
Faldstool. 1838 Form Coronation in Maskell A/on. Kit.

(1847) HI' 86 The Queen, .kneeling at the Faldstool set for

Her. 1851 Kingsley Yeast ii, She turned and prayed at

her velvet faldstool. 1862 Golxburn Pers. Relig. (1864) 66
When we fail to derive from Prayer comfort and satisfaction,

we become cowards, and run away from the faldstool.

3. A small desk at which the Litany is appointed

to be said or sung ; a Litany-stool.
a 1626 Br. ANDREWEsin W. Nichols Comm. Bk. Com. Prayer

Notes(i7io) 23 The Priest, .(at a low Desk before the Chan-
eel-door, called the Fald-stool) kneels and says or sings the

Litany. 1838 Form Consecration in Maskell Mon. Rit.

(1847) III. 90 Then followeth the Litany to l>e read by two
Bishops, .kneeling at a Faldstool. 1869 Daily Nevus 22

Dec, The Litany was chanted by two of the minor canons
at a faldstool. 1874 MlCKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Ch. 45 The
small desk for the Litany to be said from, generally miscalled

the Faldstool.

t Fale, sb. Obs. [Of obscure origin ; it has been

conjectured to be a subst. use of OE. fale dear :

see Fele a.2] App. -' comrade, fellow '.

e 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 1845 Let anober ys message telle, &
stond bou ber by by fale.

t Fale, a. Obs.

c 1325 E. F. Allit. P. C. 92 pa3 be fader bat hym formed
were fale of his hele.

Pale, obs. f. of Fallow.
Fale, var. of Fele a ' . Obs. many.

Falern e (iala-rn), a. and sb. Chiefly poet.

[ad. L. (I'Ttiuni Falern-ittn.'] — next.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 420 He likewise' gaue away a lar-

gesse of wine as well Chian as Falern. [1671 Milton /'. K.
iv. 117 Their wines of Setia, Cales, and Falerne.] 1703 J.

Philips Splendid Shilling 34 Wines, that well may vie

With Massic, Setin, or renown'd Falern.

Falernian , faloanian), a. [f. as prec. + -ian.]

Of or pertaining to the agtr Falcmus in Campania,
which produced a celebrated wine. Also absol.

Falernian wine.

1726 Amherst Terrx I-'il. i. 2 Whose lady kiss'd Damon
the butler behind a hogshead of falernian. a 1764 Lloyd
Dial. Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 6 (len'rous liquor. . Broach'd from
the rich Falernian tun. 1842 Lytton Zanoni 29 Vineyards
famous for the old Falernian 1884 Mrs. Ross in Longm.
Mag. Feb. 404 White Falernian [wine] is excellent.

Falewe. obs. f. of Fallow.

Falk 'JyK: s&- Also 9 faik, fauk. A name
applied dial, to one of the three species of the

Auk ; the Razorbill.
1698 M. Martin Voy. St. Kilda 61 The Bird, by the

inhabitants called the Falk, the Rasor-Bill in the West of

England. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 148 Razor-bill.

The Falk. 1806 P. Neii.l 'Pour Orkney <y Shetland 197
Bawkie, Razor-bill, Alca Torda. In the Hebrides this bird

is called Falk or faik.

Falk, obs. form of Faik v.- Sc.

t Fa'lked, a. 06s. rare. = Falcate.
1597 Gerard Herbal it. xxxiv. (1633) 299 Crooked or

falked hawkeweed hath leaves, .slightly indented.

Fall ^fgl), sb. 1 Forms: 3 fael, 3 south, veel,

val, 3-7 fal, 4-7 falle, 6 faule, fawle, foil, 8-9

Sc. fa', faw, 3- fall. [f. Fall v. : cf. OFris. fal,

fel masc, OS., OHG. fal, ON. fall neut. The
synonymous OE.fie/l,fyll(:—*falli-z), f. same root,

did not survive into ME., unless it be represented

by the forms fal, vsel in Layamon.] An act or

instance of falling.

I. A falling from a height.

1. A dropping down from a high or relatively

high position, by the force of gravity.

c 1200 Ormin 1 1862 Full hefi? fall to fallenn. a 1215 Leg.
Katk. -zyii Nis nawt grislich sihoe to seon fallen ba;t ping

pact schal arisen, burh J?a;t fal, a busentfalt te fehere. 1393
Gower Con/. I. 15 Betwene two stooles is the fall. 1553 'I.

Wilson Rhet. (1580) 154 An other pitiynghis fall, asked him
. .how got you into that pitte ? 1563 Fulke Meteors S By
the fall of them [the starres], both thunder and lightning are

caused. 1599 Shaks. Pass. Pilgr. 136 A green plum that.

.

falls .. before the fall should lie. 1667 MILTON /'• /-• L 76
The companions of his fall . . He soon discerns. 1748 F.

Smith Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pass. I. 151 One of them, by a
Fall from the Parapet at the Top of the Factory, was killed.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. xi. 14 These leaves that redden to

the fall. 1851 Greenwei.l Coal-trade Terms Northnmb. ff

Durh. 25 Fall, a dropping down of the roof stone. ^ i860

Tyndali. Clac. I. xi. 84 Fixing my feet suddenly in the

snow, [I] endeavoured to check his fall. 1863 Kingsley
IVater-bali. 297 That was all in his day's work like a fair

fall with the hounds.

b. fig. ; esp. a descent from high estate or from

moral elevation.

.1230 llali Meid. 15 Se herre degre sebe fal is wurse.

£-1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.l 53 Min hert so high set haue I, A
fall I drede to haue therby I 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1 531) 6 b, Whom they nioost auaunce. .they, .gyue them the

freater fall. 1679 Burnet Hist. Re/, an. 1543 I. m. 326

loctor London . . did now, upon Cromwell's fall, apply him-

self to Gardiner. 1780 Harris Philol. Euo. Wks. ( 1841) 454
The fall of these two empires. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist.

(1876) III. xvii. 333 The fall of the Stuarts. 1874 Green
Short Hist. viii. 582 Puritanism.. drew, .a nobler life from

its very fall.

C. concr. That which falls ; also //.

174a Young Nt. 'Ph. ix. 63 Nor shall the present year .

.

spread of feeble life a thinner fall. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric.

Soc. V. I. 268 The short and broken [straw], .goes away in

what is technically termed ' falls ' or pulls. 1890 Pall Mall
G. n Mar. 4/2 To clear away a ' fall ', some of the blocks of

coal in which were as large as trucks.

d. A descent of rain, hail, snow, meteors, etc.

;

the quantity that falls at one time or in a certain

period. Cf. Rainfall.
1593 Shaks. Liter. 551 Some gentle gust. .Hindering their

[vapours'] present fall by this dividing. 1634 Sir T. Her-
bert Trav. (1638) 128 Raine in ..violent irruptions:
dangerous .. in the fall. 1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. N.-W.
Pass. II. 20 A very great Fall of Hail, Snow, and Sleet.

1814 D. H. O'Brien Captiv. <(• Escape 178 The flood was
very rapid from the late falls of rain. 1833 Penny Cycl. I.

151/1 Aerolites, when taken up soon after their fall, are ex-

tremely hot. 1858 Longf. Children iii, The wind of
Autumn, And the first fall of the snow. 1871 Lockyer
Astron. iii. § 316. 139 Among the largest aerolitic falls of
modern times we may mention the following.

concr. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 63 A fall of snow thus acts

like a mantle of fur thrown over the earth.

e. The coming down, approach, first part (of

night, twilight, winter), rare. Cf. Nightfall.
1655 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676 1 674 Fifteen thousand

Horse and Foot were sent . . about fall of the Night. 1661

Lovell Hist. Anim. A> Min. 229 They are best, .at the fall

and dead of Winter. 1816 Keats Poems, To my Brotlwrs,
The love so voluble and deep, That aye at fall of night our
care condoles. 1823 Byron Jnan vn. lvi, Towards the twi-

light's fall.

t f. Shedding, effusion (of blood"). Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 25 Neuer two such Kingdomes
did contend, Without much fall of blood.

t g. The dropping out (of teeth). Obs.

1520 Calisto <y Melib. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 78 Hollowness
of mouth, fall of teeth, faint of going.

f h. The downward stroke (of a sword, etc.).

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. in Put in theif hands thy
bruising irons of wrath, That they may crush down with a
heavy fall The usurping helmets of our adversaries. 1604
— Oth, 11. iii. 324, I heard the clink and fall of swords.

2. (In early use also more fully \fall of the

leaf.) That part of the year when leaves fall

from the trees ; autumn. In U. S. the ordinary

name for autumn ; in England now rare in literary

use, though found in some dialects ; spring and
fall, the fall of the year, are, however, in fairly

common use.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 48 Spring tyme. Somer,

faule of the leafe, and winter. 1599 Raleigh Reply to

Marlowe Poems (Aldine ed.) n A honey tongue, a heart of

gall Is fancies spring, but sorrows fall, a 1631 Capt. Smith
Eng. Improvement Revived III. (1673) SO The best time to

. . remove younger trees is at . . the fall of the leaf. 1664

Evelyn Sylva (1679) 1 5 His. .leaves . . becoming yellow at

the fall, do commonly clothe it all the winter. 1714 Lut-

trell BriefR el. 11857) VI- 726 In the spring and fall he was
alwaies disturbed. 1752 J. Edwards Wis. (1834) I. p.

cxcv/i, I thank you for your letter . . which I received this

fall. 1826 Scott Mai. Malagr. i. 10 She has been bled and
purged, spring and fall. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Tract.

Aerie, (ed. 4) II. 379 The winter pruning should be per-

formed., at the fall of the leaf. 1851 Caklyle Sterling I.

xi. (18721 67 His first child, .was born there . . in the fall of

that year 1831. i86» Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) VI.

xlvii. 38 It was in the fall of the year, .that Agrippa sailed

for the East. 1864 Lowell Biglmv P. Poet. Wks. 11879) 255

F'rosts have been unusually backward this fall.

fig. 1727 Philip Quarlt (1816) 82 In the fall of life how
sweet's repose.

3. The manner in which anything falls, b. Cards.

The manner in which the cards are dealt.

'535 Coverdai.e Prov. xvi. 33 The lottes are cast in to

the lappe, but their fall stondeth in the Lorde. 1885 Proctor

Whist iv. 60 The fall of the cards in the first suit may. .lead

him to do so.

4. Birth or production by dropping from the

parent ; the quantity bom or produced.

1796 Hull Advertiser 14 May 1/4 The largest fall of

lambs this year almost ever known. 1831 Howitt Seasons

72 The principal fall of lambs takes place now. 1865 J. G.

Bertram Harvest c/Sca (1873)236 The greatest fall ofspawn
ever known in England occurred forty-six years ago.

II. A sinking to a lower level.

6. A sinking down, subsidence (esp. of waves and

the like) ; the ebb (of the tide\ Also, the setting

(of the sun, stars, etc.), arch. ; t the alighting (of

a bird), f To be at fall: to be in a low con-

dition

1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 128 The sunne. .holdeth

his course to his fall. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625)

24 What rising, and deepest falls of waves . . doth he there

relate. 1598 Chapman Iliad 11. 396 In their falls [fowl] lay

out such throats, that [etc.]. 1607 Shaks. Timon 11. 11. 214

Now they are at fall, want Treature. 1830 Lyell Priuc.

Geol. I. 264 The perpendicular rise and fall of the spring-

tides. 1868-70 Morris Earthly Par. (1890) 168/2 The wide

sun reddened towards his fall.

fig. 1672 Temple Ess. Govt. Wks. 1731 I. 104 Modes of

Government have all their Heights and their Falls.

b. Astrol. (See quot.)

1676 Lilly .-1 nima Astrologix 10 When a Planet is joyned

to another in his Declension or Fall ; that is, in Opposition

to its own House or Exaltation. 1819 in J. Wilson Diet.

Astrol 99. 183s in ' Zadkiel ' Lilly's Inlrod. Astrol. 337.

C. fig.
Decline, decay.

c 1645 Howell Lett. I. 11. xv. 23 Amsterdam . . rose upon

the fall of this Town [Antwerp]. 168a Otway Venice Pre-

served iv. i, Remember him that prop'd the fall of Venice.

1864 Glasgoru Herald 12 Nov., A country that was in the

utmost state of fall and degradation.

d. The decline or closing part (of a day, year,

life). Also rarely, Fall of day = the west.

1628 Venner Baths 0/ Bathe 7 The declining or Fall of

the year. 171a Blackmore Creation 98 Th' adventurous
merchant thus pursues his way Or to the rise or to the fall

of day. 1800-24 Campbell Poems, Caroline 11. To Evening
Star v. Sacred to the fall of day, Queen of propitious stars.

1882 Besant Rer'olt ofMan i. (1883) 8 The older pictures
were mostly the heads of men, taken in the fall of life.

6. The discharge or disemboguement of a river

;

tthe place where this occurs,<he mouth.
1577-87 Harrison Descr. Brit. xii. in Holinshed 53 The

greatest rivers, into whose mouthes or falles shippes might
find safe entrance. X705 Addison Italy 113 The Po. .before

its Fall into the Gulf . . receives . . the most considerable
Rivers of Piemont'.

7. The falling of a stream of water down a de-

clivity ; hence, a cascade, cataract, waterfall.

Frequent in//., as in Falls of the Clyde, Niagara,

etc.

1579 Spenser Shcph. Cal. Apr. 36 His laye . . he made .

.

And tuned it vnto the Waters fall. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
vn. 318 The fall and roaring of Nyle. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk «$ Selv. 185 The shallow waters that drill between the

pebbles in the Falls of Guiny or Africa. 1726 Shelvocke
Voy. rounti World (1757) 265 The fall of waters, which one
hears all around. 1756-7 tr. A'eysler's Trav. (1760) I. 9 Of
the falls in the Rhine, near Schafiriausen. 1787 BestAngling
ied. 2) 30 It is good angling . . at the falls of mills. 1806

Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 92 The falls of Clyde principally

interest the stranger. 183a Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds
ix. 116 On that fall of the stream will be our mill. 1872

Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining 198 The roar of the falls

is heard in the distance.

•(•b. That over which water falls. Obs.

1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pass. II. 26 Some Pieces

[of ice] stopped upon a Fall or Ridge of Stone,

t C. J-all of a bridge : cf. quot. 1880.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 115 Waters, when they, .are strained

(as in the falls of Bridges). [1880 Walmisley Bridges over

Thames 6 The resistance caused to the free ebb and flow of

a large body of water by the contraction of its channel

produced a fall or rapid under the bridge.]

8. Downward direction or trend of a surface or

outline ; a deviation, sudden or gradual, in a down-

ward direction from the general level ; a slope or

declivity.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Abruption .. that hath such

a fal or stipenesse downe, that a man cannot go but fall

downe. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 615 Neither doth this

circle shine in the concauitie or in the fall of the gem. 1712

J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 194 A small insensible

Fall should be given these Channels. 1755 Gray Lett. Wks.

1884 II. 265 A natural terrass three mile long.. with a

gradual fall on both sides. 1832 Scott Jrnl. (1890) II. 465

Stocked with wild animals towards the fall of the hills. 1847

Marryat Childr. N. Forest xxvii, The symmetrical fall of

the shoulders. 1858 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.XIX. I. 188 Most

of the Weald lands have a good fall for draining. 1865

Baring-Gould Werewolves vii. 87 The girls .. saw a little

fall in the ground.

b. The distance through which anything de-

scends, whether suddenly or gradually ; the differ-

ence in the levels (of ground, water, etc.).

1686 Burnet Trav. iv. 238 The Tarpeian Rock is now
of so small a fall, that a Man would think it no great

matter . . to leap over it. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blonds

Gardening 191 You. .know exactly what Fall there is from

the Top of the Hill, .to the Bottom. 1739 Labelye Short

Ace. Piers Weslm. Bridge 11 The perpendicular Height of

the Fall that might be expected under a Bridge. 1774

Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776* '• "3 I's waters are.. poured

down, by a fall of an hundred and fifty feet perpendicular.

1881 Salter Guide Thames 9 Hart's Weir, .has a fall of 3 ft.

c. Naut. (See quots.)

1644 Manwaring Seaman's Diet. 38 When we mention

the Falls of a ship . . it is meant by the raising or laying

some part of the Deck higher, or lower then the other.

1680 Lend. C.az. No. 1526/4 The Adventure Pink, Dogger

built, two Decks, with a Fall where the Windles stand,

c 1850 Rudim. Avi7'/f.(Weale) 117 fall, the descent of a deck

from a fair curve lengthwise, .to give height to the com-

mander's cabin, and sometimes forward at the hawse-

holes. .

9. The sinking down of the fluid in a meteoro-

logical instrument. Said also of temperature, and

loosely of the instrument itself.

1806 Gregory Diet. Artsf,Sc. I. 204 The principal cause

of the rise and fall of the mercury is from the variable winds.

1815 T. Forster Atmos. Phenom. 228 The rise of the

thermometer . . accompanies the fall of the barometer. 1823

Scokesby Jrnl. 30 The most remarkable fall of temperature

I ever witnessed. 1864 Nat. Hist. Trans. Northnmb. *>

Durh. I. 119 The violent falls in the barometer were not

attended by corresponding disturbance of the air.

10. Mus. A sinking down or lowering of the note

or voice ; cadence.

1601 Shaks. Twel. H, 1. i. 4 That straine agen it had a

dying fall. 1634 Milton Comus 251 At every fall smooth-

ing the raven down Of darkness. 1706 A. Bedford I emfile

Mus. ix. 186 A fall in Musick, and then a rising again to

the same sound. 1760 Beattie Hermit 11, Why . Philo-

mela, that languishing fall? 1855 Bain Senses tf Int. 1.1.

ii s 14 The echo of one of thelalls of an old utterance.

1879 Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/. P. 682 Mortal sorrows. .Are

dying falls to melody divine.

11. A sinking down or reduction in price, value,

etc. ; depreciation.

c 1555 Edw. VI Jrnl. (1884) 39 There was a Proclamation

fighed [signed] for shortening of the fall of the Mony. 1614

Bp. Hali Recoil. Treat. 127 Another, .hanging himselfe;for

the fall of the market, a 1687 Petty Pol.Anth. (1690) 99

The natural fall of Interest, is the effect of the increase of

Mony 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. u. xm.

(1743) 126 By the great fall of Monies now, the Sheriffs
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authority, .is much diminished. 1814 Stock ExchangeLaid
Open 5 The speculator .. anxiously looks for a fall. 1845
M cCulloch 7 axation 11. xi. (1852) 380 The remarkable fill

. . in the prices oT corn. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 189
A sudden fall of rents took place.

III. A falling from the erect posture.

12. A falling to the ground : a. of persons.
a 1300 Cursor ft/. 537 (Cott.) Hijs fete him bers up fra

fall, i" 1440 /'romp. Parv. 147 Fal, casus, lapsus. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Episi. 285 They cannot avoyd the fall

whereof they be in danger. 163a Lithgow Trav. lit. 82
Onely apprehended by a fall in his flight. 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb. (1861) 224 Risingh . . hastened to take advantage
of the hero's fall. 1853 Lytton My NotcI hi. ii, He felt the

shock of his fall the more, after the few paces he had
walked.

b. of a building, etc.
; fig. of an institution, etc.

a 1300 Cursor ft/. 28853 (Cott.l A wall bateild fast wit-vten

fall. 153s Covehdale Matt. vii. 27 That housse. .fell, and
§reat was the fall of it. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Eptst. 282
ome are slaine with the soudaine mine and fall of a bancke.

1661 J. Childrey Brit. Bacon. 131 And the Elegies they
commonly sing at their [stately Piles

1

] fall. 1756 7 tr. Keys-
ler's Tra7/.(ij6o' II. 447 He relates the fall of one of these
wooden structures at Fidena. 1841 h\SEArab. Nts. I. 109
The other by a fall of a house.

13. Wrestling. The fact of being thrown on one's

back by an opponent ; hence, a bout at wrestling.

Phrases, To give, shake {Sc.)
t
t?y> wrestle a fall,

lit. andyfjf. Cf. Foil.
1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.1 6 Not for one foyle

or fal to be dismayd. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. ii. 216 You
shall trie but one fall. 1602 Carkw Cornwall 76 a, Who-
soever ouerthroweth his mate in such sort . . is accounted
to giue the fall. 1645 R. Baillie Lett. (1775) If. eii
We must wrestle a fall with some kind of creatures. 1676
Cotton Walton's Angler n. vi. (1836) II. 371 Let him
[a fish] come, I'll trya fall with him. 1686 Dryden Duchess
0/ ] 'ork's Paper Defended 125 As three Foils will go towards
a Fall in WrastHng. 1768 Ross Heleuorc 1. 141 Fu' o' good
nature.. And kibble grown at shaking of a fa'. 1803 An-
derson Cumbld. Ball. 62 At rustlin, whilk o' them dare try

hima faw? 1855 Kingsley Heroes 11. iii. (1868) 216, I must
wrestle a fall with him. 1868 Times 14 Apr. 6/5 France
. . was not then ready to try a fall with Prussia. 1883
Standard 24 Mar. 3/7 The final falls were wrestled be-
tween Moffatt and Kennedy.
14. A felling of trees ; concr. the timber cut down

at one season.
157a Nottingham Rec. iv. (1889) 141/29 In wyne iij. quartes

. . fetched . . when the falle was appoynted xij d. a 1613
Overbury Newes, Newesfr. verie Conntrt'e Wks. (1856) 176
Justices of peace have the selling of underwoods, but the
lords have the great fals. 1649HLITHE Eug./mprov, Imfr.
(1652) 160 At every fall . . take a good . . Sampler growing
of Ash or Willow, 1707 Lotui. Gaz. No. 4373/4 The Fall of
above 130 Acres of Wood Land, .are to be sold. 1864 Jml.
R. Agric. Soc. XXV. n. 314 Beech woods, .are periodically
thinned, and the fall used by wheelers and . . chair-makers,

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. s. v., The young
Squire, .'e'll fall a sight of timber ; an' a grand fall theer'll be.

t b. The roots and stumps of felled trees. Otis.

1785 Phillips Treat. Inland Nav, 40 Grubbing up
the fall at fifty years, then planting again in the same place.

C. Marl-digging-, (see quot. ; cf. 19 d).

1847 7f''d. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 11. 313 They, .proceed to
make what are termed (

falls '..this is done by. .undermin-
ing at the bottom, .clay wedges shod with iron, .driven in at

top. .and. .the clay splits down perpendicularly.

15. Of a city or fortress : The fact of coming
into the power of an enemy by capture or sur-

render.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary I. (1625) 35 Achilles and
Hector, that made the fall of Troy sft famous. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. <y E. (1887) IV. 499 The fall and sack of great cities.

1816 E. Baines Hist. Wars Er. Rev. 1. xxiv, Immediately
on the fall of Mantua, Bonaparte published a proclamation
to his army. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 183 It was
universally supposed that the fall of Londonderry could not
be long delayed.

16. fig. A succumbing to temptation ; a lapse

into sin or folly. In stronger sense : Moral ruin.

a i2»5 Ancr. R. 326 pet fifte bing ismuche scheome bet hit

is, efter val, to liggen so longe. a 1300 Cursor ft/. 97^0
(Cott.) Adam . . moght wit na chance Of his fall get gam
couerance. < 1450 tr. T. <i Kemfiis' Imit. 1. xxv. 37 The
religiose man .. is open to a greuous falle. 1503-4 Act 19
/leu. V//, c. 28 Preamb., The Kinges Highnes . . beyng
sory for eny suche untrougth and fall of eny of his sub-

jects. 1587 ftlirr. ftfag., Huwberx\\, Let my. .fall, .bee
A glasse wherein to see if thou do swerue. a 1656 Bp. Hall
Rent. Wks. (1660) 415 He who before fel in over pleasing

himself, begins to displease himself at his fall. 1758 S.

Hayward Serm. xvii. 516 They see the falls of those that
profess a real love for him. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey. v.

xiii, The moral fall of a fellow creature !

b. Theol. The fall, the fall of man : the sud-

den lapse into a sinful state produced by Adam's
transgression.

a 1300 [see prec.]. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 42 The
other Sacramentes , . were applied to mans nature after the
fall, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 359 Mans will since

the fall hath of it self no ability to any Spiritual Act. 1698
Keill Exam. Tit. Earth (1734) 189 The Theorist, .ridicul'd

the Scriptural relation of the Fall. 1699 Burnet 39 Art.
ix. in To return to the main point of the Fall of Adam.
1875 Manning ftfission H. Ghost vi. 157 We are all con-
scious of the effect of the fall.

tl7. ellipt. for: The cause of a fall. Cf. to be

the death of etc. Obs.

1535 Coverdale yudg. it. 3, I wil not dryue them out
before you, that they maye be a fall vnto you. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. 1. iv. 56 The fall of Angels, therefore, was pride.

1611 Bible Ecclus. v, 13 The tongue of man is his fall.

18. The fact of being struck down by calamity or

disease, in battle, etc. ; death, destruction, over-

throw.
c 1105 Lay. 635 paet ne mihte bes kinges folc of heom fael

makien. c. 1400 Destr. Troy 7933 pi falle I dessyre. 1595

j

Shaks. John in. iv. 141 Hut what shall I gaine by yong
Arthurs fall? 1611 Bible 'Judith viii. 19 Our fathers, .had
a great fall before our enemies. 1659 B. Harris Parival's

I

/ran Age 322 Now happened the fall of one of the greatest

I

men in Kurope. .Oliver Cromwell. 1842 MacauLAY Lays,
1 Lake Regillnsxx'xx, And women rent their tresses For their
1 great prince's fall.

IV. 19. As a measure.

f a. The distance over which a measuring-rod

1
'[alls'; esp. in fall of the perch ( = b\ Obs.

_
The general sense in the first quot. may have been merely

inferred by Folkingham from the specific use.

1610 W. Folkingham Art o/Sun>ey 11. iv. 52 Lineal Pals.
' Lineall dimensions are diuersified. .as Inches, Palmes [etc.].

,
Ibid. n. vii. 59 Acres .. differ in Content according to the
..lineall Fall of the J'earch.

b. A lineal measure (orig. = perch, pole, rod),

the 40th part of a furlong, varying in actual extent

according to the value locally assigned to this.

App. peculiar to northern and north midland districts, where
the furlong was larger than the present statute furlong.

1597 Skene De I 'erb. Sign. s. v. Particata, Sa meikle
lande as in measuring falles vnder the rod or raip, in length
is called ane fall of measure, or ane lineall fall. 1662 Dug-
dale Hist, /mbanking <y Draining 165 Another [dote] to

be set fourscore falls beneath the old Sea Oote. 1869 Pea-

cock Lonsdale Gloss., Eau', a rood of lineall land-measure
of seven yards.

C. The square measure corresponding to the

above; the 160th part of a customary acre. Now
only in Scotland, where it = 36 square ells.

[1319 Charter Conishead Priory\ Lanes, in Dugdale Mon.
(1661) II. 425 Concessionem .. de duabus acris, & tribus

rodis terra;, & triginta fallis.] 1597 Skene De Verb. Sign.
s.v. /'arlicata, Ane superficial! fall of Lande. .conteinisane
lineall fall of brudth and ane lineall fall of length. 1629
ftlanclt. Court Lect Rec. (1886) III. 152 Adam Smith hath
purchased, .ffoure ffalles of land. 1760 in Scotsman 20 Aug.
(18851 5/3 Fourteen acres, thirty-three falls, and six ells of
ground. 1827 Steu art Planters G. (1828) 343 At the rate

of 9d. or iod. per Scotch Fall (which is about one fifth part

larger than the English Pole or Rod 1
. 1864 A. M-'Kay

Hist. Kilmarnock 303 The Green then measured eighty-
seven falls.

d. MarI-digging. A measure of 64 cubic yards.

(Perh. not in any way connected with the pre-

ceding : see 14 c.)

1849 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. X. 1. 27 The marl is calculated
[in Lancashire] by the fall, which is 64. cubic yards.

V. A falling to one's share ; a happening, oc-

currence.

f 20. What befalls or happens to a person
;

one's fortune, 'case' or condition, lot, appointed
duty, etc. Obs.
("1400 Destr. Troy S117 Thy fall and bi faith is fouleloste.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xii. 304 Fowle fall have I

now yf I feyne me now. C1489— Blanchardyn xx . 68 Held
her hert. .so ouer pressid wytli loue that she had to blanch-
ardyn that she myght noo lenger hyde her falle. a 1533
Ld. Kerners Gold. Bk. ft/. Aurel (1546) P, A sodayne falle

of mischaunce. 1631 Heywood Pair ft/aid of West IV.

Wks. 1874 II. 393 What must my next fall be? 1721 Won-
row Corr. (18431 II. 557 It is my fall to go to the next
Assembly. 1785-6 Burns Address to Deil xvi, Mack be
your fa ! 1832-53 // 'histle-biukie (Sc. Songs) Ser. in, 121

Fair be thy fa \ my Phtebe Graeme.

t 21. The date of occurrence (of days). Obs.
1583 Stubbes Anat. Abas. 11. 66 [The almanac may be

useful] to distinguish winter from sommer, spring from har-
uest, the change of the moone, the fall of euerie day.

t22. The descent (of an estate, etc.). Obs. rare.

lS79 J' Stubbes Gaping GulfD iij, Noble men . . in their
vsuall conveighances do marshal] the fal of theyr inherit-

ances by limitation vpon limitation.

VI. Ill various concrete applications.

23. An article of dress, a. A band or collar

worn falling flat round the neck, in fashion during
the seventeenth century.

1599 Marston Sco. VUlauie in. Wks. 1S56 III. 223 Under
that fayre ruffe so sprucely set, Appeares a fall, a falling-

band forsooth ! 1608 Machin, etc. Dumb Knt. 1. in Hazl.
Dodsley X. 122 The French fall, the loose-bodied gown, the
pin in the hair. 1640 G. H. Wits Recreations No. 250
A question lis why women weare a fall. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond m. viii, His lordship was represented in his scarlet

uniform, .with, .a fall of Bruxelles lace. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Fall, a border of lace to the neck-part or body
of a lady's evening dress.

b. A kind of veil worn by women ; esp. one
hanging from the front of the bonnet.
i6it Tourneur Ath. Trag. iv. i, There are those Falles

and Tyres I tolde you of. 1818 Miss Ferkier ft/arriage
xxiv, The Chantilly fall which embellished the front of her
bonnet. 1865 Ann. Reg. 48 Miss Kent wore a thick fall,

which almost screened her face from view.

C In various applications : ; see quots.)
1634 T. Carew Ccclum Britanniaun 2 Mercury descends

. .upon his head a wreath with smal fals of white Feathers.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 258/1 Some. .have. .Falls or
long Cufts to hang over the Hands. 1726 Shelvocke Voy.
round World (1757) 112 The Montera or Spanish cap, made
with a fall to cover their neck and shoulders. 1869 Mrs.
Palliser Lace iv. 49 The. -ladies wore their sleeves covered
up to the shoulders with falls of the finest Brussels lace.

24. Bot. in //. Those parts or petals of a flower

I

which bend downward.

1794 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xiv. 155 The three outer-
most of these parts . . are bent downwards, and are thence
called falls. 1882 Garden 22 Apr. 284/2 The 'falls '..are

pure ivory-white.

25. The moveable front of a piano, which comes
down over the key-board.

26. Meek. The loose end of the tackle, to which
the power is applied in hoisting.

1644 Manwaring Seaman's /)ict. 38 The small roapes
which we hale-by in all tackles, is called the fall of the

tackle. 1752 Smeaton in Phil. Trans. XLYII. 495 The .

.

line, by which the draught is made, .commonly called, the

fall of the tackle. 1828 J . M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed.

2) 1S4, 7 ..assists .. in passing the fall round the windlass.

1848 Layard Nineveh II. xiii. So The ends, or falls of the

tackle, .being, .held by the Arabs.

b. An apparatus for lowering bales, etc. ; also

Xaut. in pi.

1832 Marryat N. Forster x, Overhaul the boat's falls.

i860 [see 29 fall-way). 1881 W. C. RfSSELL Sailor's

Sweetheart I. viii. 289 The port boat's falls were, .provided

with patent hooks, which sprang open and released the boat
the moment she touched the water.

t 27. An alleged name for a covey or flight (of

woodcocks). Obs.
c 1430 Lydc. Hors, Shcpe. § G. 30. Hence i486 Bk. St.

Alban's Fvj b.

VII. attrib. and Comb,
28. a. attributive fsense 2), as fall-feed, -plowing,

etc. b. objective (sense 13), as fall-giver\ -taker.

1602 Carew Cornwall 1. 76 The fall-giuer to be exempted
from playing againe with the taker. 1677 W. Hubbard
Narrative \\. 14 Offering, .to pay forty Leaver Skins at the

next Kail-Voyage. 1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1887 I.

2S6 The orders .. for insurance .. for fall goods. 1821 in

Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885' I. 3 Whole families were fre-

quently swept off by the 'fall-fever'. 1848 Chandler in

jml, R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 524 All the manure from the

fall-feed is left where made. 1856 Olmsted Slave States
66 > The [mprovement had been effected entirely by draining
and fall-plowing.

29. Special comb. : fall-board, a shutter hinged

at the bottom
; f fall-bridge, a boarding-bridge at-

tached to the side of a ship ; fall-cloud (see quot.")

;

fall-iron) door (see quot.); fall-fish (see quot.)

;

fall-gate, dial. ;see quot.' ; fall-pippin U. S.,

a certain variety of apple; fall-trap = Fall sb.'~
;

fall-way sec quot. ; fall-wind, a sudden gust

;

f fall-window —fall-board; + fall-wood, wood
that has fallen or been blown down.
1820 Btackw. ftfag. June 281 A pair of "fall-boards belong-

ing to a window. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 419 Thai the

schip on na maner Micht ger cum till the vail so neir That
thair fall-brig mycht reik thar-till. 1823 T. Forsthr
AttltOS. Phenom. i. § 4 fed. 3) 12 heading, Of the Stratus or

•Fallcloud. 1837 C. V. Incledon Taunus 207 A *fall iron

door, which answered the double purpose of door, and draw-
bridge. 1812 J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 32 A delicious

chub which we call a fall fish. 14. . Brome Commpt. Bk.

(1S86) 165 Ony man that hath no3te hangyd his *fal-£ates at

resonable tymes. 1795 Marshall E. Norf. Gloss. (E.D S.\

/•'all-gate, a gate across a public road. 1886 Chester Gloss.,

Fall-gate, a gate across the high road. 1817-8 COBBETT
Resid. U. S. (1822") 16 The wind is knocking down the ^ fall-

pipins for us. 1885 Roe Driven back to Eden 262 Fall

pippins and greenings, c 1450 Henryson Vplandis ftfous

<•(- Surges Mous 90 Poems 118651 in Of cat, nor *fall-trap,

I haif na dreid. 1837 Carlyle Ft. Rev. (1872) III. vn. i.

213 Deadly gins and falltraps. i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer.,
*Fall-way, the opening or well through which goods are

raised and lowered by a fall. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,

Fall-wind. 1422 Searchers Verdicts in Surtecs ft/t'sc.

(1890) 16 The *fal!e wyndow to y streteward. t 1524
Churchw. Ace. St. ftTary Hilt, London (Nichols 1797) 126

Two lode of fawle wode. 1528 Papers Earls of Cumber-
land in Whitaker's Hist. Craven (1812) 308 Item, 3 load of

falwood and bavings, y, i,d.

30. With adverbs forming combs, (rarely occur-

ring in literary use) expressing the action of the

corresponding verbal combinations (Fall v. XI)
;

as fall-off, fall-out, etc.

186a Sala Accepted Addr. 145 A ferocious fall-out about
an abominable little Skye terrier. 1889 Pall ft/all G. 23
Aug. 2/1 A steady income from advertisements makes a

slight fall off in the sale of less consequence.

Tall (f§I), sb.'1 Forms : 1 fealle, 5 falle, felle,

9 St. fa, 8- fall. TOE. (nuts-) fealle wk. fern. (

-

OlIG. falla), f. feallan to Fall.] Something

that falls; a trap-door, trap. Cf. Pitfall, Sprung-

fall.
[a taaafoc. in Wr.-Wfllcker 477 Pelx, musfealle.] t 1440

Promp. Parv. 147 Falle, or mowstrappe, viustiputa, deei-

Pula. 177a T. Simpson Vermin-Killer 6 By a Fall is meant
a wire door, hung at the top instead of the sides. 1802

Sibbald Gloss., Fa, trap for mice or rats. 1823 J. D. Hunter
Captivity N.Amcr. 114, I had constructed several falls.

.

in the vicinity of the beaver houses.

Fall (f§l), s&$ [Perh. a local Sc. pronunciation

of whale ; in Aberdeenshire wh is pronounced (f\]

Whale-fishing, a. The cry given when a whale is

sighted, or seen to blow, or harpooned, b. The
chase of a whale or school of whales. Loose fall

(see quots. 1820 and 1867).
a. 1694 Ace. Ser'. Late Voy. n. (17") 156 When they see

Whales.. they call into the Ship, Fall, fall. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Fall! a Fall! the crypto denote that

the harpoon has been effectively delivered into the body of

a whale.
b. i8ao W, Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 237 When Uic

. out, the ship is said to have awhole of the boats are sent



FALL.
loose fall '. Ibid. II. 534 Sometimes 10 or 12 fish are killed
1
at a fall '. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Loose/all, the

losing of a whale after an apparently good opportunity for
striking it.

Pall (f?l), v. Pa. t. fell (fer
; pa. pple. fallen

(foln). Forms: Infin. 1 feallan, 3-5 falle^n,
south, valle n, 3-6 fal, ($ fale, fulle, 6 faul e,

Se. faa, fawe, 8-9 Se. fa', 3- fall. Pa. t. 1-3
fSoll, 2, 3 feol, fol 1, 2-3 south, veol 1, 2-4
ful I, 3 south, vul, 2-6 fel, 2 south, vel, 4-5
felle, (4 fele), 4 wk///. velle, 4-5 fil

x
l(e, fylle,

4 av/M. vil(l, 3- fell; weak forms'. 4 felde,
6 failed. Pa. pple. 1 feallen, 4-5 fallin, -yn, 4
faleyn),5-8faln(e, 6faulen), .SV.6fawin,Sfawn,

9 fa (e>, 3- fallen ; also 4 falle, 4-5 fal, (7 fell),

5-7 fall ; also 6 "weakform failed. [A Com. Teut.
redupl. str. vb. (wanting in Gothic) : OIL. feallan =
OVris.falla, OS.fallan (Du.valten^,OHG.fa/lan
(MHG. valten, mod.G. fallen), ON. /alia (Sw.
falla, Da. falde) :-OTeut. *fallan (pa. t. *fefall-) t

perh.:—pre-Teut. *phal-n- cognate with h.fallere to
deceive; more certainly cognate is Lith. /&//»'to fall;

the Gr. a<f>a\\uv (if f. root sqhel
}

is unconnected.
In the intransitive senses often conjugated with be.]

I. To descend freely
,
primarily by 'weight * or

gravity : opposed to ' rise \

1. intr. To drop from a higli or relatively high
position. Const, f in, into, to, on, upon ; also, to

the earth, ground.
(890 K. Alfred Meira v. 15 (Gr.) Him on innan fel3

muntes maegenstan. a 1000 Crist 1526 < Or.) Hi sceolon raSe
feallan on grimne grand. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 61 J>e angles
of heouene uolle for heore prude in to helle. c xzoo Trin.
Coll. Horn. 155 Sum of be sed ful uppe be ston. a izz$
Aner. R. 58 5" eni unwne put were, & best feolle ber inne.
a 1300 Cursor ftl. 24538 iCott.) J>e tere fell o min ei. 1382
Wyclif Matt. xxi. 44 Vpon whom it [this stoon] shal falle
it shal togidre poune hym. ^1400-50 Alexander 509 pis
egg, or be kyng wyst, to be erth fall is. c 1430 Syr Gener.
iRoxb.i 2866 Malachias was fal of the toure. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 166 [The ball] mysseth the hande&
falleth to the grounde. 1596 Shaks. Tain. Shr. ill. ii. 163
All amaz'd the Priest let fall the booke. 1601 — All's Well
iv. iii. 217 His braines are forfeite to the next tile that falls.

1632 Lithcow Trav. v. 190 Two of our Asses fell ouer a
banke. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 1 1776) I. 222 The water falls

three hundred feet perpendicular. 1818 Shelley Lett. Italy
10 Nov., A plant more excellent than that from which they
[seeds] fell. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 84 A stone . . fell

on the deck at his feet.

b. Proverb. Fall back, fall edge : come what
may; through thick and thin. Cf. Back sbA 4.
1622 Mabhe tr. A lemon's Guzman dAlf. I. 9 Fall backe,

fall Edge, goe which way you will to worke. 1781 Cowper
Let. 13 May. 1830 ScOTT Jrnl. 21 Dec, Fall back, fall

edge, nothing shall induce me to publish what [etc.].

c. fig. esp. with reference to descent from higli

estate, or from moral elevation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8992 (Cott. iHe fell fraliueand saul hele.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 215/2 To exclude hem from the
felicite that they hi fro. 1621 51 Burton Anal. Mel. 1. i.

11. xi. 29 Falne from his first perfection. 1707 Norris Treat.
Humility \, 199 Pride, .made them, .fall from goodness and
happiness. 1813 Byron Giaour 139 No foreign foe could
quell Thy soul, till from itself it fell. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) II. 469 A fruit fallen from what is the creditor's. 1890
T. F. Tout Hist. Eng./rom 1689, 45 In 1719 Alberoni fell

through a Court intrigue.

d. of what comes or seems to come from the
atmosphere {e.g. hail, rain, lightning, etc.), and by
extension of heaven, the stars, etc.

c iooo /Eli-ric Exod. ix. 19 Se ha^ol him on utan fealS.
c 1000 Aft, Ps. IxxiJVj. 6 Se stranga ren fealleo" on flys her.
c 1320 Sir Tristr, 1936 Of snowe was fallen aschour. 1393
Langl. /'. PI. C. iv. 102 penne falleb ber fur on false menne
houses. C1400 Maundbv. (1839) xiv. 152 The dew of heuene
. .falle5 vpon the herbes. 1523 Li>. Berners Froiss. I. cvi.
128 Y" stones, .semed lyke thondre failed fro heuyn. 1614
Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 499 What if heaven fall, say you?
1630 Lord Persees 44 Fire . . occasioned by lightning falling
on some tree. 1671 R. Bohun Disc. Wind 236 Rain, falling
..by Bucket-fuls. 184a Tennyson Morit d'Arthur
262 Where falls not hail or rain or any snow. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Anr. Leigh m. 97 The thunder fell . . and killed
a wife.

e. fig. of calamity, disease, fear, sleep, ven-
geance, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10270 (Cott.) For bis restin Es fallen on
be bis malicoun. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2951 Maugre on me
falle ^ify be wold slo ! c 1346 Prose PsalterWv. [Iv.] 4 Drede of
deb fel vp me. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 266 J>e frenesie fil

on bir, (XX533 Ln. Berners//«o«H 171 A grete mysfortune
fell apon vs. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 16 Great moreyne
fell upon brute beastes. 1611 Bible Gen. ii. 21 God caused
a deepe sleepe to fall vpon Adam. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
iv. i. § 20 Most fiercely fell their fury on the Dutch. 1751
JoRXittSerm, (1771) II. x. 200 Calamities, .fall upon the good
and the bad. i860 Sir T. Martin Horace 112 Wonder fell

on all. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 48 A fiery
persecution fell on the Txillards. 1886 A. Sergeant No Saint
II. vi. 132 A great stillness fell upon the place.

f. of darkness, night, etc.

a 1613 OvBJtBURV Characters, Fair fy ha/>/>y milk-mayd,
When winter euenings fall early. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr.

Viand's Shifnvreck 86 Night began to fall. 1805 Scott
Last Minstr, 111. 24 The evening fell, "IVas near the time
of curfew bell. 1841 LoMGP. Excelsior 1 The shades of
night were falling fast. 1862 Tyndall Mountaineer, ii. 11
Soft shadows fell from shrub and rock. 1885 Stevenson
Dynamiter 104 The night fell, mild and airless.

38

2. To become detached and drop off. a. Of
feathers, the hair, leaves, etc. : To drop off or out.

b. Of clothes : To slip off.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 313 He let hym myd hors to drawe.

.

pat be peces ffelleof ys fless aboute. a 1300 Cursor M. 3569
(Cott.) pe freli fax [biginnes] to fal of him. 1530 Palsgr.
544/1 Se howe his heares fall. 1577 B. GoOGK Heresbach's
Husb. iv. (1586) 165b, His [peacock's] taile falling everie
yeere. 1611 Bible Lev, xiii. 40 The man whose haire is

fallen off his head. 185a Thackeray Esmond 1. ix, Her
hair fell, and her face looked older. 1854 Jrnl. K. Agric.
Soc. XV. 11. 353 The foetal incisors and tushes . . rarely fall

before this period, notwithstanding they be worn to the gums.
fig. a 1400 in Retr. Rev. Aug. 1853. 419 Clerkyn lowefal
from me So doth ;e lef on grofystre. 1850 Dickens Child's
Dream of Star in Hansen. Words I. 26 My age is falling
from me like a garment. 1889 Mrs. Lynn Linton Thro
LongNight II. 11. xiii. iq6 Some of the quainter forms of his
adopted speech were falling from him. 1890 Univ. Rev.
May 84 My fevered mood fell from me.

3. Of objects moving vertically as on a hinge : To
drop to a lower position. + The orloge falles :

^the hammer of; the clock strikes.
a 1400 Reiig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (18661 57 Before bat

be orloge falles, or any belles rynges. 1621 Fletcher
Thierry /j- Theodoretm. ii, The vault is ready, and the door
conveys to 't Falls just behind his chair. 1808 Scott Marm.
I. iv, Let the drawbridge fall. 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Sci.fy Art I. 15 Such a hammer will, as it is technically
termed, fall well. 1881 Greener Gun (1888) 139 The block
is.. held in position by a spring stud until the hammer
falls.

4. To drop, come or go down, in a given direc-
tion or to a required position ; chiefly in to letfall
an anchor, curtain, sail, etc.). Also, To let fall
(a perpendicular): to draw so as to meet a base
line. Of a lash : To he brought down.
*593 Shaks. Rom. A/ Jul. iv. i. 100 Thy eyes windowes

fall. 1594 — Rich. ///, v. iii. n6, I let fall the windowes of
mine eyes. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 27 Let
fall your fore sayte. 1667 Primatt City <y C. Build. 161 Let
a Perpendicular line fall upon the Base. 1696 tr. Du Mont's
Voy. Levant 98 Let fall a Ladder of Ropes. 1698 T. Froger
Voy. 69 We . . let fall Anchor. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil.
(1819) II. 18 The perpendicular is to be let fall ..from the
star on the meridian. 1881 Besant & Rice Cha/l. Fleet
I. 187 The cruel cat falling at every step upon their naked
and bleeding shoulders. 1889 Repent. P. Wentiuorth II. ix.

179 The curtain fell on the fourth act.

b. To hang down, extend downwards.
J577 !' Oooge Heresbach's Husb. in. (15861 115 His mane

..falling on the right side. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
1 1677) 365 A party-coloured Mantle which falls no deeper
than the knees. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 337
From the Ridge of his [Zebra's] Back down to his Belly,
fall several streaks of various Colours. 1890 Phu.ii*.s &
Wills Sybil Ross's Marriage i. 5 Golden hair fell in great
masses upon her shoulders. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept, 289/2
Wild rose .. falling in close exquisite veils of pink and
green.

5. Of the young of animals: To be 'dropped'
or born.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2081 Mare fersere in feld fell neuire

of modire. 153a 3 Act 34 Hen. VI II, c. 7 Any maner yonge
suckinge calfe . . which shall happen to fall or to be calued.
1595 Shaks. John m. i. 90 Let wiues with chllde Pray that
their burthens may not fall this day. 1617 Markham Cava/.
1. 32 If a foale fall early in the yeare. 1711 Adimson S/ect.
No. 121 fi A Lamb no sooner falls from its Mother, but
immediately [etc.]. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 175
Calves that fall early enough to be fattened before grass time.
1864 Ibid. XXV. 11. 296 The lambs should fall in May.
fig. 189a Standard 12 Feb. 2,3 A plan which fell still-

born.

6. Of speech, etc. : To fall from (a person, his
month : to issue or proceed from.
1605 Br. Hall Medit. <y- Vmvs 11. § 88 It was an excellent

rule that fell from Epicure. 1770 W. Hodson Bed. Tc>uf<lc
0/Solomon 1 Wisdom falling from his Tongue. 1813 Hogg
Queen's Wake 182 The wordis that fell fra her muthe War
wordis of wonder. 1890 Harper's Mag. June 45/1 Every
word that fell from her lips.

II. To sink to a lower level : opposed to
' rise \

7. To descend, sink into, to. Now only of inani-

mate things.
r 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 287 Whanne be spiritis fallib ban
a mannes vertues failen. Ibid. 350 And ban do hem to seb-
ing on be fier til be herbis falle to be botme. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 172 Flies . . steady in one place of the air, without
rising or falling. 1682 OrWAY Venice Preserved 1. i, Thfc
obsequious billows fall And rise again. 182a G. W. Manby
Jrnl. (1823)31 Those immense bodies of ice the undulating
swell .. caused to rise and fall, a 1843 Southey luchcape
Rock 7 So little they [waves] rose, so little they fell. 1891

J.
Winsor Chr. Columbus 238 'There were signs of clearing

in the west, and the waves began to fall.

b. To get into a low state, physically or mor-
ally; to decline, f 7b fall in age: to become
advanced in years.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3563 (Cott.) Quen bat he bicomis aide, Til
vnweild bigines to falle. < 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 212 If
he be fehle. .& his pons falle. 1530 Palsgr. 54V2 ^'ou fa^
in age apace. 1614 Br. Hall Recoil. Treat. 213 Fall'n to
bee levell with their fellowes ; and from thence beneath them,
to a mediocrity. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 84 How fall'n ! how
chang'd From him who., didst outshine Myriads. 1738
Vkneer Sincere Penitent Pref. 6 How easy it may be . . to
fall from one wickedness to another. 1820 Keats Isabel
xxxii, Sweet Isabel By gradual decay from beauty fell.

1845-6 Trench Huts. Lect. Ser. n. viii. 280 We fall Ijelow
our position. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 49 He was
ever falling and falling, and no hand was held out to
help him.

FALL.

fc. Of a bird or rider s To alight. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13563 His broder. TFell vnto fote, & hii

foleesyt. 1535 Covekdale Judg. \. 14 She fell from the
Asse. c 1575 Bk. Sparhaivkes (ed. Harding 1886) 16 That
wdl make her fal! at marke. 1619 Bert Treat. Haivkes 6
You may perhaps finde her folly giue her leaue to fall again
vpon the ground within, .twenty yards of you.

t d. To go down hill. Obs. rare.
1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Neiu Invent. 123 For the Ships ease

1

of falling into the Sea.

f e. Of the sun, etc. : To go down ; to sink,
set. Obs.

1633 A'. Johnson's Kingd.
fy Commw. 19 To places parellel,

,

the Sunne neither riseth, nor falleth. 1658 T. WlLLSTORD
Nature's Secrets 37 Those Asterismes. . That in the night do
either rise or fall. 1669 Sti:rmy Mariner's Mag. 11. 85 The
Sun. .is descending, or as we commonly say he is fallen.

8. Of land: To slope.

1573 Tusser Ilnsb. (1878) 100 Land falling. .South or
southwest, for profit by tillage is lightly the best. 1634 Sin
T. Herbert 7>vn'.(i638) 31 Parts [of the earth] falling into
fruitfull dales. 1694 Smith ft Waliohd Acc.Sev. Late Voy.

:
1.(1711)62 Rounds up. .in white Cliffs, and falls into shores.
1862 Temple Par Mag. IV. 428 The high ground of the
plateau falls towards this narrow strait.

9. Of a river or stream : To discharge itself,

,
i^sue into.

c 1205 Lav. 14m per Ladre falle5 i ba sse. 1398 Trevisa
Barth.De P. R. xiu. iii. (1495) 442 The ryuer Downow.

.

I

fallith in to the See that hyghte Ponticum. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xxxui. 122 The ryuer of tonyre. .falleth there
in to the see. 1613 Purchas Pilgr. v. i. 381 The Riuer
Ganges., falleth into the Gulfe of Bengala. 1705 Arbi:th not
Coins (1727) 251 The Loir, and the Rivers that fall into it.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XV. 397 Rivers that fall into
Lake Huron. 1865 F. Hall in II. II. Wilson's Vishnu
Pttrdna 11. 150 A river Veni. .falls into the Krishna.

T b. transf of a road. Obs.

1693 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 389 Lay ott the king's road,
where it may fall into the king s old road. 1706 Ibid. II. 276
A Road, falling into the Road leading to Philadelphia.

10. Of water, flames, etc. : To subside. Of the
tide : To ebb.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1876 (Cott.) How sal we o bis waters

weit (Juedir bai be fulli fallen yeit? 1340 Hamtole Pr.
Cause. 1216 pe sc.Ebbes and flowes, and falles agayn.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 451 (Juhen that the flude war
fawin. 1670 Narkorocgh Jrnl. in Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1.

(1711) 66 The Water riseth and falls perpendicular ten Feet.
1726 Swift Gulliver 1. v, The tide was a little fallen. 1849
Rcskin Sev. Lamps vii. § 3. 185 The ocean falls and flows.
1886 Shoktholse Sir Percival iii. 99 Flames that leaped up
suddenly and fell again. 1887 Earth and its Story \. 331
The water suddenly rose an inch and fell again.

fig. 163s Lithgow Trav. m. 117 Not. .till it[Greece] fell to
the lowest ebbe. 1705 Addison Italy Ded. A 2 Their Hopes
. . rose or fell with Your Lordship's Interest. 1819 ShbLLST
Peter Bell the Third iv. xxii, What though .. wit, like
ocean, rose and fell? 1886 Lcsterre Durant I. v. 66 The
grand music rose and fell with a flood of sound.

b. Of the wind, weather, etc : To decrease in

violence ; to abate, calm down. Also in phrases,

as itfell calm, a dead, flat calm.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24942 (Cott.) pe storm it fell. 1670 Nar-

borough Jrnl. in Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. 17 It fell calm this

Afternoon. 1752 Washington Barbadoes Jrnl. (1892) 73
V' Wind was fallen. 1840 R. Dana Be/ Mast x. 24 In a
few minutes it fell dead calm. 187a Howells Wcdd.
Joitm. 5 The storm fell before seven o'clock.

11. fig. Of the countenance : To lose animation ;

to assume an expression of dismay or disappoint-

ment. [Orig. a Hebraism.]
1382 Wyci.ii-' Gen. iv. 5 Caym was greetli wroth, and ther-

with felle his chere. ^1430 Syr Getter: (Roxb.) 1882 Down-
ward his chere lete he falle. z6n Bible GV«. iv. 5 Cain was
very wroth, and his countenance fell. 1718 Hickes & Nel-
son J. Kcttleivell\. ii. 13 As soon M he heard the Sound of
Drum or Trumpet, his Countenance did always fall. 1816
Scott Antio. vii, The countenance of the old man fell.

1888 Q. Troy TiKvn viii. 81 Caleb's face fella full inch.

12. To be lowered in direction, droop. Of the

eyes : To be cast down.
1586 A. Day Eug. Secretary it. (1625) 48 The Peacocke.

.

stooping doune to his feet, his feathers fall with the selfe*

si^ht immediatly. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 118 The tender
Sprouts of it, after the leaves are shut, fall and hang down.
1889 F. M. Crawford Grei/enstein II. xviii. 234 His eyes
fell before her gaze.

1 13. Of anything heated or swollen : To settle

down. Obs.
1580 Baret Alv. F 92 The swelling falleth or asswageth.

1632 Massingeh & Field Fatal Dinvry m. i, Fall and cool,

my blood ! Boil not in zeal. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 39 You
shall find the parts of the upper Surface to subside and fall

inwards. 1823 J, Badcock Dam. Amusem. 186 If blisters

do not fall, lay cloths over them steeped in vinegar,

fb. To be worn down. Obs. rare~ l
.

1708 Loud. Gas. No. 4499/4 One. .rough Stone weighing
about 21 Carrats, a Point something fallen.

f 14. To shrink ; esp. of an animal or a limb,

to become lean. Also Tofall in or out offlesh.
1530 Palsgr. 544/2, 1 fall out of (lessche by reason ofsyck-

nesse. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 167 A good leg will fall.

1615 Crooke Body a/Man 92 His body fell to the wonted
scantling. <i 1661 Fuller Worthies (1662) in. 38 The
cattle. . will fall in their flesh, if removed to any other Pas-
ture. l686 J. Smith Natural Time 33 A Pendulum . . not

being so subject to rise and fall, as others are. 1688 R. Holme
Armory 11. vii. 155/1 The tenth year the Temples [ofa horse J

fall. 17. . Swm Direct, to Servants, The cattle are weak,
and fallen in their flesh with hard riding.

+ b. Of the complexion : To grow pale. Obs.

c 1369 Chaccer Dethe Blaunche 564 That niaketh my hewe
to fal and fade.
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1 15. Of a horse : To fall at or on the crest : to

have the flesh or skin of the neck drooping or over-
hanging. Cf. Crest-fallen. Oh,
1697 Lond. Gas. No. 3303/4 Lost, .one white Nag. .fallen

at the Crest with the Harness. 1701 Ibid. 3715/4 Stolen, .a
Sorrel Gelding. . falls on the Crest.

16. Of (the fluid in) a meteorological instrument:
To sink to a lower point.

1658 Willseord Natures Secrets 154 If the water [in a
weather glass] falls a degree in 6 hours. 1660 Boyle New
Exp. Phys. Meek, xxtii, They found the suspended mercury
fall a little as they ascended the hill. 1798 tr. J. /•'. G, de la
Perouse's Voy. round World II. x. 188 The barometer fell

considerably. 1825 A. Caldcleugh Trav. S. A mer. I. xi. 342
The thermometer in the winter seldom falls to freezing, i860
Adm. Fitz-Rov in Merc. Marine Mag.Vll. 338 The quick-
silver ranges, or rises and falls, nearly three inches. 1887
C. C. Abbott Waste-Land 11 'and. ii. 22 As I left the house
the old mercury barometer was falling.

b. Of temperature : To be reduced.
1871 B. Stewart Heat § 11 When the amount of sensible

heat in a body diminishes its temperature is said to fall.

1890 Gd. Words Aug. 553/2 The sun's temperature, .may be
rising instead of falling.

17. Music. To sound a lower note.

1597 Mokley Introd. Mus. 71 If the base rise or fall, you
must not rise and fall iust as manie notes as your base did.

1674 Playfohd Skill Mus. in. 4 If your Bass should fall a
seventh, it is but the same as if it did rise a second. 1706
A. Bedford Temple Mus. ix. 177 leaching them first to
rise, or fall Six or Eight Notes.

18. Of a price, rate, rent, weight, etc. : To de-

crease, diminish, or become reduced.
1580 Baret Alv. F 91 The price of victuall was not much

fallen. 1602 Carew Cornwall 1. 20 b, When the price of
corne falleth, men generally, .breake no more ground, then
will serue to suppHe their owne turne. 1647 Cowley Mis-
tress, Bargain i, Let no man know The Price of Beauty fain
so low! ^1687 Petty Pol. Arith. Pref., The Rents of
Land are generally fall'n. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. v.

(1869) I. 45 The price of bullion has fallen below the mint
price. 1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 10 May 303/1 The number, .has
fallen from four thousand to one thousand.

b. Of articles for sale, investments, etc. : To be
lowered or diminished in price or value.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 62 Wools are as yet

at high rate, but I thinke shortly they will fall. 1608 Br.
Hall Vert, fy Vices u. 131 The Covetous, .would despach
himselfe when corne falles. 1707 Cibiser Double Gallantw
ii, May all the bank-stocks fall when I have bought 'em.
1713 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 6 Feb., My livings are fallen
much this year._ 1801 H. C. Robinson Diary I. 106
Wheat has fallen in our market from 92s to 30^ the coomb.
1812 G. Chalmers Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit, 466 The exchange
fell below par.

III. To lose the erect position ^primarily with
suddenness) : opposed to

( stand '.

*To become suddenly prostrate.

19. intr. To be brought or come suddenly to the
ground; also, Tofallprostrate, to the ground, etc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11760 (Cott.) Al bair idels . . fel vnto be

grund. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 15 J>e iwes wend bat
he sould haf fallen in till dust of ded. £-1340 Cursor M.
23695 (Trin.) Mony floures..bat neuermore shal falle ne
dwyne. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 113 He ful for sorwe Fro
hus chaire. a 1400-50 Alexander 849 He stumbils. .&fallis.
i486 Bk. St. Albans E vij b, Downe in to the steppis ther
fallyn of his fete. 1556 Aurelio $ /sab. (1608) L, The
extreme sorrowe. .made her fall as almoste dede to the
earthe. 1392 Siiaks. Rom. # Jul. iv. ii. 20, 1, .amenioyn'd
. . to fall prostrate here, And beg your pardon. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. 111. 92 Where they fell, there they lay till the morne.
1671 R. Bohus Disc. Wihd 153 Trees, and sturdy Oaks, .fell

in this Tempest. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 170
One may easily fall, as upon slippery Ice. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) II. xiii. 279 My horse fell. 1840 Dickens
Bam. Rudge vi, Starting aside I slipped and fell.

b. jig. ; esp. in To fall to the ground: to come
to nothing ; to be discredited or futile.

1611 Bible Prov.xX. 28 He that trusteth in his riches, shall
fall. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 237 Suffering that
name to fall to ground. 1690 Locke Govt. 1. xi. (Rtldg.) 140
The natural power of kings falls to the ground. 1795/7/5/.
in Ann. Reg. 126 The injurious epithets .. being proofless,
fell to the ground. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XV. 51 False-
hood is sure to fall to the ground ultimately. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 516 The proposition fell to the ground. Ibid.
II. 161 Who . . could hope to stand where the Hydes had
fallen ? 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxxiv. 346 His
great hopes fell to the ground.

e. To come down on (the point of) a sword,
etc. In the Bible translations, after Heb. use :

To throw oneself upon.
1382 Wyclif i Sam. xxxi. 4 So Saul cau^te his swerd and

felle vpon it [1388 felde theronne]. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 67 He [a child] fel on bat knyf in pe former partie
of be brote. 1611 Bible i Sam. xxxi. 4 Therfore Saul tooke
a sword, and fell upon it. 1884 [So in R.V.J.

d. Cricket. Of the wicket: To be knocked
down by the ball in bowling. (By extension, the
wicket is now said tofall when the batsman is dis-

missed in any way.) Const, to.

1859 All V. Round No. 13. 306 It was painful to see the
Colonel's expression as the sergeant's wicket fell. 1882
Daily Tel. 17 May, Robinson's wicket falling to Palmer's
bowling. 1890 Sat. Rev. 5 July 5/2 The sixth wicket, .fell
for 91.

20. Used (after Heb. idiom preserved in the Vul-
gate) with reference to voluntary prostration : To
prostrate oneself in reverence or supplication. Const.
before, to (a person), in early use with dat., al, f to
(his feet,t hand). Also, Tofall on one'sface, knees.

39

971 Blickl. Iloin. 27 pas calle ic be sylle, jif bu feallest to
me & me weorbast. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii. 16 pa
cyrde he . . & feoll to hys fotum. C1205 Lay. 12716 pe
aerehebiscop feol [V 1275 tulle] to bes kinges fot. rt 1300
Cursor M. 16632 (Cott.) pai. .on knes be-for him fell. Ibid.

25646 (Gi'Ht.) Thre kinges com of thrin land to fal bi suete
sun til hand and gaf him gift, c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/
Law's T. 1006 Whan sche saugh hir fader . . Sche . . falleth
him to feete. a 1400-50 Alexander 815 Lordis & otliire

Come to bat contmerour & on knese fall is. 1611 Bible
Rev. xix. 10, I fell at his feete to worship him. 1614 Br.
Hall Recoil. Treat. 1069 Their Governours fall on their
faces to God. 1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. iii. 6 We
fell on our knees before her. 1850 Mus. Stowk Uncle
Tom's C. xxvii, ' I'm sure of it', said Tom, falling on his
knees.

21.
{fig. of 19). To succumb to attack or oppos-

ing force, a. Of a fortified place, rarely, ofa ship :

To be taken.
1606 Siiaks. Tr. $ Cr. v. \ iii. n So IlHon fall thou. 1632

J. Haywahd tr. Bioudi's Eromena 81 The forts left alone
unsuccour'd, would afterwards fall of themselves. 1797
Nelson in Nicolas Disp. II. 343 On the quarter-deck of a
Spanish First-rate, .did I receive the Swords of vanquished
Spaniards.. thus fell these Ships. 1818 Byron Juan 1. hi,
When proud Granada fell. 1869 W. Longman Hist. Edw.
Ill, x, Stirling fell before he could advance to its relief.

b. Of an empire, government, institution, etc. :

To be overthrown, come to ruin, perish.
1780 Harris P/u'lol. En,/. Wks. (1841) 514 After a succes-

sion of centuries, the Roman empire fell. 1803 Mackintosh
Def. Peltier Wks. 1846 III. 248 If it [the press] be to fall, it

will fall only under the ruins of the British empire. 1818
Byron Ch. Har. iv. cxlv, When falls the Coliseum, Rome
shall fall ; And when Rome fails—the World. 1874 Green
Short Hist. i. 20 'The faith of Woden.. was not to fall

without a struggle. 1886 Mus, C. Prakd Miss Jacobseu
I. i. 14 The Ministry was certain to fall in a short time.

22. In moral sense : To yield to temptation, to
sin ; esp. of a woman : To surrender her chastity.
«i200 Moral Ode 158 in E. E. P. (1862) 32 It is strong to

stonde longe & liht it is to falle. c 1340 Cursor M. 25812
(Fairf.) Wib how litel speche he mo^t haue couered mercy
quen he felle. 1526 Tindale Rom. xi. 9 An occasion to
fauh 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. iii. 88 It is their Husbands faults
If wiues do fall. 1667 Milton /'. L. 111. 129 The first sort
by their own suggestion fell, Self-tempted. 1758 S. Hay-
ward Serm, xvii. 505 When he [David] fell so criminally
and publickly with Bathsheba. 18^9 Daily News 21 May,
No girls . . of any age who are suspected of having fallen.

1875 Manning Mission It. Ghost i. 12 The first Adam, .by
sinning fell and died.

23. To drop down wounded or dead ; to die
by violence; rarely, by disease. Also f to fall dead.
a 1300 St. Andrew 104 in E. E. P. (1862) 101 As he horn-

ward wende He ful ded. £-1374 Chaucer Ancl.fy Arc. 170
Sheo fallethe dede as any stoone. c 1570 Marr. Wit <y

Scicnce v. i. in Dodsley O. PI. 1874 II. 382 He.. fought
and fell in open field. 1592 Siiaks. Rom.

<f- Jul. v. i.^62
The life-wearie-taker may fall dead. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1638) 115 A brave Prince .. fell by the axe of
treachery. 1703 J. Savage Lett. Antieuts xYiv. 106 If I had
fallen in my Distemper. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy.
S. Seas 75, I had no desire of falling by the Hand of Cap-
tain C. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii.8o The greater part of
the higher nobility had fallen in battle.

fb. To be taken ill of (a disease'. Obs.
1538 Hen. VIII in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793) 146 Yrion

of Brearton, John Cocke the pothecary, be fallen of the
swett in this house. 1653 Evelyn Mem. 17 May, ftfy
servant, .fell of a fit of apoplexy.

C. of animals. Also in Sporting phraseol, To
fall to {one's rife) : to be brought down by.

1697 Pryjjen Vug. Georg. m. 737 By the holy Butcher, if
he [Ox] Iffi. 1823 Scorlsby jrnl. 289 Another whale ..
fell under our lances. 1892 H. Chichester in Diet. Nat.
Biog. XXIX. 116/1 Seven lions fell to his rifle in one day.
fd- fig. To lapse, die out, expire. Obs.

1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. Ixiv. 86 heatling, The duke
dyed without heyre, wherby the dyscencion [descent] fell.

a 1715 Burnet Own Time II. 109 An additional excise, that
had been formerly given, was now falling. 1754 Erskink
Prtnc. Sc. Law (1809) 187 A tack . . granted to a single
woman, falls by her marriage.

e. Cards. To be captured by (a higher card).
1712 Pope Rape 0/the Lock iii. 64 Ev'n mighty Pam. .now

destitute of aid. Rails undistinguish'd by the victor spade.
1889 ' B. W. TV & ' Cavendish * Whist 2 A . . leads knave
of spades, to which nine, eight, and seven fall. Ibid. 58
The knave of diamonds must fall to the king.

24. Phrases (with sense varying betw. 21 and 23).
7ofall a prey, sacrifice, victim 10. lit. W&fig.
1648 Boyle Seraph. Love xtv. (1700) 85 Thousands fall

sacrifices to the severer Attribute, a 1774 Fergusson Drink
Eclogue Poems (1845) 52 The ox. .fa's a victim to the bluidy
axe. 1825 Neva Monthly Ma?. XV. 523 He.. fell a victim
to his error. 1839 T. Bkale Sperm Whale 298 Brave men
have at various times fallen a sacrifice to this kind of daring.
1885 Mauch. Exam. 6 July 4/6 The . . books fell a prey to
the flames.

25. To stumble f on, into; to be drawn or
forced into (danger, fire, a pit, etc.)

; f to be caught
in (a snare).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 15 Oft he fylb on fyr, &

Selomhce on water, c 1400 Rom. Rose 6650 If ye fillen in
her laas. 1456 How Wise Man taught Son 64 in Hazl.
*'%'• P' (l864) I 7 I Comon women. .Maks 3ongmen..fulie
yn danger. 1548 Hall Chron. 152 A man emending to avoide
the smoke, falleth into the fyre. 1564 Complaint Sinner
in Sternhold, etc. Psalms, The righteous man falleth now.,
or than In daunger of thy wrath. 1585 J. B. tr. P. Viret's
Sch. Beastes C tj, To make them to fall into their nettes.
1611 Bible Amos iii. 5 Can a bird fall in a snare vpon the
earth, where no ginne is for him? —Acts xxvii. 17 They
. .fearing lest they should fall into the quickesands, strake

FALL.
sajle. 1694 F. Bragge Disc. Parables xiv. 477 He per-
ceives not the dangers under his feet till he falls into them.
1823 Scoresisy Jrnl. 390 In readh.ess for bringing up, if
we seemed to be falling into danger. 1877 Miss Yongi:
Cameos Ser. in. vii. 62 They fell into the ambush and were
all cut off.

b. tig. Tofall into (error, sin, etc.).
c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 63 God. -sife us swahis will to donne.

.

bat we ne fallen naut ine sunne. a 1300 CursorM. 254001 CottJ
Lat us in na fanding fall. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3438
In swa many veniel syns we falle. c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 11.

ix. 19^ So mi^ti men. .rillen into ydolatrie. c 1500 Lancelot
1322 Vow art faliyng in the storng vengans Of goddis wreth.
1553 Eden Treat. Netve Ind. (Arb.) 10 Sayncte Augustyne
- -fell into a chyldishe errour. 1611 Bible i Tim. iii. 6 Lest
..hee fall into the condemnation of the deuill. 1649 Bp.
Hall Cases Consc. 1. vii. 64 The necessity into which you
are fallen. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 53 P 4 Many new Vani-
ties which the Women will fall into. 1751 Jortin Serm,
(1771) III. i. 21 Many persons fall into mistakes in their
notions of happiness. 1875 ] owy.it Plato (ed. 2) III. 202 An
error into which we have fallen.

** With the additional notion of breaking up.

26. Of a building, etc. : To come down in frag-

ments.
c 1275 Lay. 15949 J>ine walles fulle. 1382 Wyclif Isa. xxi.

9 He answerde, and seide, Is falle, is falle Babilon. c 1450
Merlin 37 The toure fallith. 1563 Fulke Meteors (16401
20 b, The people were faine to dwell abroad in the fields.

.

for fcare their houses would fall on their heads. 1608 I >. T.
Ess. Pol. fy Mor. 64 Though the wide world, being broke,
should chance to fall, Her may the ruines hurt, but not
appall. 1755 Let. in Genii. Mag. Dec. 561 At the time the
city [of Lisbon] fell, .on the opposite side of the river, .many
houses also fell. 1829 Milman Hist. Jews \\i. 118781391
One of them [towers] had fallen with its own weight.

b. Of a substance : To crumble.
1770-4A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) 1. 30 Clay, well limed,

will fall in winter.

f c. Of a vessel In the body) : To break down.
Of a stitch : To give way. Obs.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 83 How shal it passe that way

after those passages and pores are falne. 1654 Whitlock
Zooioiuia 91 Let the Taylor, .undertake to mend a stitch
fallen in their Bodies.

27. Tofall in or to t mould, pieces, powder : to

break up into fragments, and drop. Similarly,
to fall in two, asunder. In mod. use to fall to

pieces is often trans/, and fig. ; cf. go, come to pieces

vsee Piece).
c 1340 Cursor M. 22798 (Fairf.) Quen godd will sua . . bat

mans rlexs to mold se fall. 1398 Trevlsa BartA. De P. R.
xui. 1.(1495)438 Bystrengthe ofgrete driness therth shulde
falle to powder. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 133 The casual
slipping out of a Pin had made several parts of his Clock fall

to pieces. 1697 Dam pier Voy. (1698) I. 215 His Ship, .being
old and rotten fell in pieces. 1799 E. King Munimenta
Antiqna I. 309 They fell to pieces on being touched. 1820
Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 254 The whole mass falls

asunder. 1832 Fr. A. Kemble Let. in Rec. Girlhood
(1878) III. 214 The whole concern must collapse and fall

to pieces. 1878 Mokley Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 200
Would it have been better, .for the old belief gradually, .to
fall to pieces. 1882 Standard 9 Dec. 2 8 The crew rapidly
fell to pieces.

t b. Tofall in two, to pieces : (Sc.) to give birth

to a child ; cf. 40 c. Obs.
1781 Bkntham Wks. (1843) X. in Mrs. Dunning, .is just

ready to fall to pieces. 1788 Picken Poems, Ediua 43 She
fell in twa wi' little din.

IV. 28. To move precipitately or with violence
;

to rush. Obs. exc. combined with preps., as in To
fall upon, to assault (see branch X;. f 7 fall
about {a persons) cars : to assail suddenly with
blows.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2867 Other folke vpon fer fell thedur

thicke. Ibid. 13171 pai fell to me fuersly, & my folkeslogh.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1133 With bat be flammand Mode fell

in his e^en. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Bioudi's Eromena 163
Many Galleyes fall towards them so suddenly. 1660-1
Yv.vvs Diary 23 Mar., His master fell about his ears and
beat him.

V. To be determined to a specified position or
object ; to have a certain incidence.

29. Of a missile or moving body, a movement;
also, of light, the sight, etc. : To have or take its

direction ; to be determined or directed ; to settle

or impinge. Const, on, upon. So also of sound,
Tofall upon the ear.

1658 Willsford Nature's Secrets 61 A Rain-bow. .formed
by the light rays of the Sun falling upon vapours, .opposite
unto him. 1663 Hooke Microgr. 74 The ting'd Rays, .past
through them, and fell on a sheet of white Paper. 1709
Berkeley Th. Vision § 35 The rays falling on the pupil.

1793 Smeaton Edystoue L. § 229 She. .fell upon the south
reel near the highest part. 1834 MtuwiN Angler in Wales
I. 290 A random spear. .fell wide ofhim. 1865J. G. Bert-
ram Har7'cst 0/ Sea (1873) 236 The spawn falls at a con-
siderable distance from the place where it has been emitted.
1878 G. Macdonald Phantasies II. xvi. 53 The sound of a
closing door, fell on my ear. 1886 A. Sergeant No Saint
II. vi. 131 His eye fell..upon Cissy. 1800 Spectator 10
May, The dreary forest, where full light never falls. 1892
Temple Bar Mag. Apr. 474 The words fell solemnly on the
stillness.

b. To have its eventual situation in a certain

place, or on a certain object.

1570 Billingsley Euclid 1. vii. 17 The poynt D shall fall

either within the triangle ABC or without. 1589 Putten-
ham Eng. Poesie n. (Arb.) 86 The Cesure fals iust in the
middle. Ibid. 11. (Arb.) 92 Your sharpe accent falles vpon the
last sillable. 1705 Cheyne Phil. Princ. §42. 245 Birds, .lay
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their Heads under their Winn, that so the Center of the
gravity.. may fall upon the Foot they stand on. 1816
Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819) II. 17 When the perpendicular
. . falls within the triangle. 1875 Ouseley Harmony iv.

61 Causes the Semitones to fall between the 3rd and 4th.

30. Of a lot, a choice, or anything that is de-
termined by fortune or choice : To ' light upon '

a particular object. See also Lot.
c 1330 R. Prunne Chron. (1810) 124 pe lote felle on Reynere,
and on his wif also. C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1942 Ariadne,
The lotte is fallen hym upon. 1535 Covehdale Ps. xv[i]. 6
The lott is fallen vnto me in a fayre grounde. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 417 After a long fight the victorie fell on the
Englishe part. 1605 Shaks. Mack 11. iv. 30 The Soueraignty
will fall vpon Macbeth. 1611 Pible Acts i. 26 They gaue
foorth their lots, and the lot fell vpon Matthias. 1721 Land.
Caz. No. 6008/1 The Election by Balloting fell upon M.
d'Erlac. 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV. 47 The suspicion of
disaffection, .fell on a man of eminent talents. 1855 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng, III, 248 The choice .. fell on Whig candi-
dates. 1855 Kingsley Heroes ii- (1868)241 The people stood
. . weeping, as the lot fell on this one and on that.

31. To come as a lot, portion, or possession ; to

be allotted or apportioned. Const. + with dat. or

to, f unto ; rarely impers. Also in phrases, tofall
to ones lot or share (see Lot, Shake;.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4072 (Cott.) pat bits sal be neuer fall.

c 1330 R. Prunne Chron. \ 1S10) 142 Him ft- lie to be be tober
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7343 Sich armour as to hem feTIe. 1475
Bk. Noblesse 23 Youre next enberitaunce that fille to youre
seide progenitoures. 1576 Fleming PanoPl. Kpist. 35 Al-
though it [victorie] fall to the lut of the better, yet [etc].
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625' 28 One onely poore
Farme fell to my share, a 1668 Demmam Progr. Learning 12
After the Flood, Arts to Chaldaea fell. 1696 tr. Dn Mont's
Voy, Levant 137 The Commanderies. .fall to 'em by right
of Seniority. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 180 Pi He had an
Estate fallen to him. 174a Fielding J. Andrews 11. xiv,
The hogs fell chiefly to.his care. 1838 Thirlwall Greece
II. 320 Many [prisoners] fell to the share of Agrigentum.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) I. in. xvi, 234 The whole
fighting fell to Sir Horace. 1873 Black Pr, Thulelx. 131
A greater treasure than falls to the lot of most men.
32. To come as a burden or duty. Const, to, on,

upon ; also to with inf.

1599 MiNsiiF.u Dial. Sp. # Eng, (1623"* 59 Doe you know
when we watch? This night it fals to the companie. 1694
Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 174 The Loss or Gain falls

upon the Merchants. 1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. II. 1. 25 It

falls rather to the Zoologist than to the Potanist to notice
them. 1852 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. 1. 2 A charge of
two cents an acre.. fell to be paid by the allottees. 1885
Law Times LXXIX. 188/2 The expense ..must fall upon
the purchaser.

b. Followed by inf. To be under the necessity,

to 'have to* (be, do, etc.). rare in literary use
;

common in north, dial.

1848 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 536 These countries would fall

to be excluded.

t 33. To appertain or belong ; to be applicable,

fitting, or proper. Const, dat. of indirect obj.,

oxfor, to, till. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 6 pe bischoprichc of Ely, bat be yle
of Ely ys, And of al Camhrugge scbire, bat berto falleb y
wys. c 1325 Coer de L,. 1392 An engyne. .And al the takyl
that therto fel, a 1340 Hampole Psalter xii. 6 Wondirful
criynge bat falles till contemplatif lyt*. 1362 Langl. P. PL
A. 1. 50 'penne Reddite ' quab Cod 'bat to Cesar falleb.'

c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaio's P. 51 Sojourned have these
marchauntz in the toun A certeyn tyme, as fel to here ples-

aunce, 11x400 Relig. Pieces Jr. Thornton MS. 118671 15
' Seese 5<nvre callynge.' This worde falles till vs folke uf
religioune. c X400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 298 Plood-letynge.

.

fallib for oure craft bou; we for pride take it to barbouris &
to wommen. c 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 338 White clothis
we saie fallis for a fonned ladde. < 1450 Bk. Cn rtasye 640
in Padees Bk. (1868) 321 Speke I wylle of ober mystere pat
falles to court. 15. . J/enu Plowman lerned Pater Noster
20 in Hazl. E. P. P. (1864) 210 He coude. .daube a wall

;

With all thynge that to husbondry dyde fall.

T b. impers. ; also quzsi-impers. with inf. phr.

or subord. cl. as subject. Obs.

1297 R. Gi-ouc. (1724) 446 pe bones, .yburedeysbere vayre
ynou, as vel to an kyng. c 1300 Seyn Julian 9 (Ashm. MS.

)

It ne ualleS no}t to me. .to be ispoused to be. c 1325 Metr.
Horn. 11 It falles to a mihty king, That messager word of
him bring, c 1375 Cato Major 11. ix. in Anglia VII, Hit
falleb mon to spende his good. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix.
186 'Hit failed nat me to lye.' 1401 Jack Upland, Pol.
Poems (1861) II. 20 Dede men should have but graves, as
falleth it to dede men. 1428 Snrtees Misc. 10 AIs fallez

a trew merchaunt to doo. 1563 P. Googe Eglogs (Arb.)

103 She. .supped well as falleth for her state.

VI. To come casually, or without design or

effort, into a certain position.

34. Of things : To come by chance ; esp. f To
fall in or into a person s heart , mind, etc. : to occur
to (him) ; also, Tofall in one's f road, way, etc.

;

rarely of a person.
1 1340 Cursor M. 15483 (Fairf.\ How mu^t hit falle in bi

hert to be-gyn suche a dede. 1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Soivle v. i. 71
It myghte not fall in no mans mynde fully to descryuen it.

1530 Palsgr. 544 1, I wyll nat do but as it falleth in my
brayne. 1583 Hoi.lyband Campo di Pior 3 There is some
thing fallen I know not what into mine eyes. 1590 Sir J.
Smyth Disc. Weapons 23b, I will, .answere as many of them
[objections] as shall fall into my memorie. i6o£ lip. Hall
Medit. <V Vow* 11. § 44 As for riches, if they fall in my way,
I refuse them not. 1624 Massinger Renegado 11. iv, Nor
can it fall in my imagination, What wrong you e'er have
done me. 1656 Burtons Diary (1828) I. 43 A matter of the
like nature cannot possibly fall before you. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 62 A. .deliberate connexing of Con-
sequents, which falls not in the common road of ordinary
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men. 1751 T. Hollis in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 379
Acquainting you with any thing that fell in my way abroad.
1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1880) I. 35 The earliest notice on
the subject which has fallen in his way.
35. Of persons, a. To come by chance into a

certain position. Now chiefly in phrase (of biblical
origin, tofall among (thieves, etc.).

.
<r

.

1I7S Lamb. Horn. 79 A iron lihte from Jerusalem in to
ierico and fol imong boues. I38a Wycuf Luke x. 30 Sum
man cam doun fro Jerusalem in to Jerico, and felde among
theuues. [So 1535 in Coverdale; 1611 in A. V.j 1586 A.
T>.\v Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 39, I sithence fell into com-
pany. 16x1 Shaks. Cymb. m. vi. 76 lie sprightly, for you
fall 'mongst Friends. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638) 84
[He] falls among five hundred light horse of Curroons and
perishes. 1879 Miss Braddon Clov. Foot xxvi, I fell among
thieves, and got cleaned emt. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist,
Eng xxx. 296 The mixed company he falls into.

D. To happen, or be thrown
}
into, on, or upon

(a period of specified character).
1633 Pi1

. Hall Hard Texts 370 Ye are now fallen into a
time wherein there is much opposition to Christ. 1803 Pic
Nic No. 2 (1806) I. 56 You are fallen on such incorrigible
times. 1844 Disraeli Couhigsby vi. ii. 226 The degenerate
days on which he had fallen. 1888 M. Arnold Ess. Crit.
Ser. 11. iii. 91 Gray, a born poet, fell upon an age of
prose.

36. To come naturally, without forcing or effort.

lit. and fig. + To fall to oneself-, to regain self-

control. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 316 In his maner he boon schal

falle into his joinct. 1517 Torkington Pilgr. < 1*884) 22 We
..fell to an Ankyr in the Rode. X613 Shaks. Hen. VI11,
II. i. 35 He . . something spoke in choller, ill, and hasty ; Put
he fell to himselfeagaine. 1760-72 tr. Juan <$ Ulloas Voy.
ied.3) II. 287 The ship will fall into her station without any
difficulty. Mod. When the main features of your plan are
settled, the details will fall into their places easily.

37. To be naturally divisible into.

1641 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660)66 The Text falls into
these parts so naturally. 1862 Temple Bar Mag. VI. 388
The subject, .falls into four divisions. 1876 F. G. Fi.eay
Shaks. Manual n. i. 128 The plays fall distinctly into four
periods.

VII. To pass suddenly, accidentally, or in the
course of events, into a certain condition.

38. Of persons: To pass (usually, with sudden-
ness) f *'«, into, \ to some specified condition, bodily
or mental, or some external condition or relation.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 224 He .. feol so into unhope. 11300

Cursor M. 19084 iCott.) For wonder sum bat fell in suim.
Ibid. 20496 iCott.) All bar fell to slepe onan. c 1385
Chaucer /,. G. IV. 590 Cleop., He was fallyn in prospente.
c 1430 Lvnc. Bochas 1. x. (1544) 21 a, The wretchednes that
I am in fall, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon xxii. 489 YT
thus he wylle doo I shall falle to peas, a 1533 Lu. Perneus
Hiton li. 172, I am fallen in to pouerte and mysery. 1548
Hall Chron. 14 The Abbot of Westminster .. fell in a
sodaine palsey. Ibid. 32 [He] fell in suche favour with the
kyng. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 136 He fell to agreement
with the French king. 1570-6 La.mbarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 211 Shee fell into the travaile of childe birthe. 1655
Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) 1 1. 298, 1 am fallen
into an acquaintance with a most eminent Leueller. 1659
IJ. Harris ParivaCs Iron Age 139 These two, being both
Officers of the same Master, fell to difference. 1709 Steele
& Swift Tatler No. 68 P 3 Some., fall into Laughter out of
a certain Benevolence in their Temper. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 7 F2, I fell into a profound Contemplation.
1751 Jortin Serm, (1771) 1Y. i. 54 He fell into an agony
at the thoughts of it. 11862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) III.

iv. 192 The religious servitude into which the Scotch fell.

1879 Geo. Eliot Coll. Breakf. P. 377 Fall to sleep In the
deep bosom of the Unchangeable. 1879 M. J. Guest Led.
Hist. Eng. xix. 186 Henry fell into one of his fearful

rages,

b. To fall in love : to become enamoured.
Const, with. Also transf to become very fond of,

or devoted to. ( Cf. 40 c.)

1530 Palsgr. 544/2, I shall fall in love with her. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. 1. ii. 2 Would'st thou then counsaile me
to fall in loue? 1659 J.

Moxon Tutor to Astron. 18 To
make Men fall in love with Astronomy. 1768 Mad. D'Arblav
Early Diary (1889) I. 25 A young lady of fashion . . has fallen

in love with my cousin. 1837 Lytton E. Maltrav. 14 We
must not fall in love with each other. 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. L (1878) 6, I would go and fall in love..
with the country round about.

39. Of things, whether material or immaterial

:

To pass, lapse (usually, unperceived or by neglect'

f in, into, t to some specified condition, esp. ar-

rears, confusion, decay, ruin, etc. Cf. 26, 27.
< 1340 Cursor M. 9204 iTrin.) pat kyngdome fel in to

wrake. 1530 Palsgr. 545/1 This castell falleth to ruynes
euery day. 1577 IJ. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 11586) 35 It

flowreth in June and July, and then falleth to seede. 1579
Fenton Gnicciard. 1. (1599) 8 If in this desire he had beene
satisfied, the peace of Italy had not perhaps falne into so
sodaine alteration and trouble. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iii. 23
My way of life Is falne into the Seare, the yellow Leafe.
1720 Ozell tr. Vertot's Rom. Rep. I. vu. 424 The Lex
Licinafell at length into Contempt. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng.
III. Hv. 167 He found everything fallen into such con-
fusion. 18x7 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1227
The form of declaring with a continuando has fallen into

disuse. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxxi. 306
The tribute.. had fallen into arrears. 1889 Mrs. C. Cakr
Marg. Maliphant II. xx. 103 The wane of the day had
fallen into dusk.

40. With compl. (adj., sb., or prepositional

phrase) : To become (whatever the complement
signifies).

The compl. usually denotes either an unfavourable con-
dition, or one that comes in the ordinary course of events.

FALL.

a. with adj. as complement (e.g. ill, lame,
sick, vacant, etc.). 'Tofall due: see Due.
1382 Wyclif Gen. xxvi. 13 The man fel ryche. 0x400-50

Alexander 856 Philip falne [was] sare seke. 1530 Palsgr.
545/1 My lorde entendeth to gyve him the nexte benyfyce
that falleth voyde. a 1533 Lo. Bernkrs Huon clxii. 629
heading, To fal aquaynted with the fayre damoysel. 1607
Toi-sell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 241 The King fell exceeding
angry. 1658 A. Fox tr. IVurtz' Surg. 11. xi. 89 When a
party is wounded in the Pack .. he fals lame. 1667 Sir
C. I.yttleton in Hatton Corr. (1878) 51 Falling very ill
again

.
.of feavor. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. vii. She fell sick

of sorrow and mortification. 1820 Southey Life Wesley
II. 414 His horse fell lame. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.
(1865) I. in. iii. 147 The Teutsch Hitters were fallen money-
less. X879 Froude Caesar xviii. 303 All the offices fell
vacant together. 1889 A. Sergeant Luck of House I, ix.

129 Her tongue would fall silent.

b. with sb. as compl. Now only in tofall heir.
X59i-a Lu. Pacon Let. in Spedding Life <y Lett. (1861) L

1 16 H is eldest son is fallen ward. x6o6 G. W[oodcock e] tr.

Justin s Hist. 29 b, At last they fal friends out of a volun-
tarie consent. 1627-77 Fei.tuam Resolves 1. xix. 35 'Tis
gain, .that makes man fall a Traitor. 1891 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 100/2 The elder, .eventually fell heir to a certain
estate.

t e. with prep.phr. as complement. Obs.exc.dial.
1508 Parclay Shyp of Folys 14 They fall out of theyr

mynde. 1530 Palsgr. 544/1 He is fallen all on a sweate.
1577 ** Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. '1586)450, Hey..yf it

be carryed into the Loft, rotteth, and the vapour being over-
heated, falleth on fyre and burnetii, 1578 Lyte Dodoens in.

xxvi. 352 Them that waxe mad or fall beside themselves.
1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 691 Leyland. .fell besides his
w-its. 1813 Picken Poems, Auld Joanna 43 Plear-e'ed
Kate had fa'n wi* bairn. 1877 E. Peacock A*. IV. Line.
Gloss., Fall 7ui" bairn, to become pregnant.

d. Tofall to be : to come to be.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 42 Our mynde ought
not so to be delited in the contemplacion of hye thynges
that we fall to be careles of our common stocke. 1663 t i i k-

c]er Counsel 44 The peeres of Prick or Stone between them
[window-casesj, will fall to be of a fit width, a 1715 Puknkt
Own Time (1766) I. 443 William fell to be in ill terms with
his mother. 1887 Stevenson Misadv. J. Nicholson iv. 6
The memory of his faults had already fallen to be one of
those old aches.

41. a. Of a benefice or its revenues : To lapse,

revert to the feudal superior, t b. Of an office,

living, holding: To become vacant. Obs.
1530 Pals<;r. 544

!
\ So sone as thou cannest se any offyce

fall, come aske it of the kynge. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 948
Reuersions of fermes are bought long ere they fall. 1583
Willi <$- Inv. N. C. (Surtees) II. 76 To remaync.in the
manor house of Thirlwall, untill Newbiggen fall. 1665 J.
Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 119 He .. returned into England
when His Place fell. 1686 R. Parr Life Uss/ur, He..
obtained a grant of a patent.. of such impropriations
belonging to the Crown, as were then Leased out, as soon
as they should fall, a 1715 Rirnet Own Time II. 286 The
Mastership of the temple was like to fall. 1796 Jane Austen
Pride % Prej. (1885) I. xvi. 68 When the living fell, it was
given elsewhere, 1839 Keigiitley Hist. Eng. II. 48 The
revenues should fall to the crown. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Com/. 1 1876) IV. xvii. 58 The new Minster was held to
fall by the treason of its Abbot.

f 42. To change, turn to, into (something
worse). Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 108 }oure fraunchise bat freo

vas fallen is to braldom. X393 Gower Conf I. 7 Love is

falle into discorde. Ibid. III. 275 Which . . From aungels
into fendes felle. 1426 A.V&KLAYPotmi 12 Ale the wyt of this

word fal I us to foly. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary it. 18

Your writing, .falleth otherwise toa manner of reproaching.

f 43. Of the weather : To turn out, prove to be.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Complaining ii, A silly (lie, That
live or die According as the weather falls.

VIII. To occur, come to pass, befall, result.

f 44. To arrive in course of time. Cf. Comet;. 19.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2616 In erthe sal duelle be lx>dis

alle, Until bat dredful day sal falle. X340-70 Alex. <y Dind.
323 We mowe tellen our time whan l'e time fallus. 1697
Dryoen Virg. Georg. iv. 337 Two Honey Harvests fall m
ev'ry Year.

45. ( )fa special day or season : To come or occur

at a stated time, or within stated limits. -

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 277 A Seyn Austynes day yt was,

as yt valb in May. <z 1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 77 iCott.) pat
friday was our leuedyday. .Put nowful selden fallez it soo.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 12 The xiij day of March fil

vp-on a Saterday. 1662 Stillingel. Orig. Sacr. 1. i. § 20

The 11 Generation after Moses, which will fall about the

time of Samuel. 1694 Holder Time viii. 101 The Vernal

Equinox, which at the time of the Nicene Council fell upon
the 21st of March, falls now above 10 days sooner. 1853

Maurice Proph. $ A'ittgsxx. 352 The date, .falling between
the years 610 and 600 before Christ. 1889 Repent. P.

Wentworth III. iv. 44 Easter fell early that year.

46. Of an event, etc. : To come to pass ; to

happen, to occur. Obs. cxc. poet. a. simply;

rarely with adj. as complement.
c 1390 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 16/512 Mani miracle bar feol a-day.

c 1340 Cursor M. 12284 (Trin.) Wherfore naue ve leten Hs

falle. 138a Wyclie Ecclns. xlviii. 29 He shewide thingus

to come, .er that thei fellen. c 1450 Lonelich Grail lvi. 64

A famyne that schold fallen in gret Pretaygne. 1523 I.n.

Perners Froiss. I. cxlvl 174 Lykewise they woll deale with

vs if the case fell lyke. a 1547 Surrey Aeueid u. 897 A
sodein monstrous marvel fell. 1633 Pp. Hall Hard 'Texts

521 The death of this cruel Tyran.. shall fall about two
moneths after this later period. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 57 Oft

a sigh prevails, and sorrows fall. 1823 Longfellow Life

(1891} I. iii. 33, I am rather sorry that the Exhibition falls

so late in the year. 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary v. i, If war
should fall between yourself and France.



FALL.

b. with dat. as indirect obj., or to, unto. Also
with adj. as compl. Obs. exc. arch.
c 1300 Cursor M. App. ii. 706 Thei comcn lepand bider-

warde, and bat hem fel swibe harde. 1375 IJakbour Bruce
11. 45 Sa hard myscheiffhyin fell, a 1400-50 Alexander 2722
|Je mare vnfryndschip barfore fall sail be neuire. c 1450
Merlin 10 It. .neuer fill to woman saf oonly to me. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon vii. 15 The peteous aduenture that fell

..to the two chyldren. 1583 Sempill .#/. ofSt. Androis in
Ballates (1872) 218 A vengeance faa him. 18.. Tennyson
Grasshopper Poems 11830) 108 Shame fall 'em.

C. impcrs ; also quasi-impers. with subject
clause. Now rare. Const, dat., rarely with adj.

as compl. f Him fell well'

: he prospered. ^ It

falleth profit: it proves profitable. + May fall
(in ME. = mayhap, perhaps) : see May.
CIZ50 Gen. <y Ex. 1521 Nioede Sat folk him fel wel.

c 1340 Cursor M. 11929 (Fairf.) Hhyt fille vpon an holiday
. . Ihesu and othir childryn in samyn went hem by the rever
to gamyn. 1375 Cantic. de Creatione 638 in Anglia I, By
be weye it fel hem hard : an addre to hem gan lepe. c 1375
Cato Major 1. viii. in Anglia VII, Ofte falleb be wyf hit
hateb pat loueb \>e goode hosebande. c 1380 Wvcmk Set.
IVks. III. 431 It falleb profyte to summe men to be bounde
to a stake, a 1400-50 A lexander 2600 pof us fall now to flee
we may na ferryre wend, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lx. 210
So it fell that, .kinge Charlemayn sent for hyin. 1611 Bible
2 Kings iv. 11 It fell on a day that hee came thither, 1868-
70 Morris Earthly Par. (1S90) 387/2 As it fell . . an elder
gan to tell The story.

d. In phrases, Fairfall. Foulfall : may good or
evil befall. Also, \ Fall what can, will, fall :

happen what may ; through thick and thin.
a 1225 Leg-. Kath. 1376 O, leue feren, feire is us i-fallen.

1:1385 Chaucer L. G. IK Prol. 277 My lady sovereyne. .ys
so good . . I prey to God that ever falle hire faire. .1440
York Myst. xvi. 50 Faire falle be my faire son*, a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 37 Falle what wolle falle, y wol do
more euelle. 1523 Skelton Carl. Laurel 27 Fair fall that
forster that so well can bate his hownde. 1631 Massingbr
Emp. East 11. i, I will not come behind, Fall what can fall

!

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 100 Fair fall to the Antinomians.
rti775 Hobie Noble i. in Child Ballatis (1890) vn. clxxxix.
2/1 Foul fa the breast first treason bred in ! 1787 Burns
To a Haggis i, Fair fa' your honest, sonsie face. 1860
Martin Horace 218 Foul fall the day. 1884 Cheshire Gloss.
s.v., ' Fair-faw Johnny ; he's best lad o' th' two.'

47. To come in the course of events, or of orderly
treatment. Const, with dat. infin. To fall to be,

to be {spoken of etc.).

14So-i53° Myrr.our L,adye 34 The feaste of saynt Anyan
fell to be the same tyme at Orleaunce. 1535 in Ellis Grig.
L.ett. Ser. in. I. 317 The same gentleman that toke hym
may convaye hym to the forsaide place wher he shall faule
to be upon monday next. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 87
The Gardens fall in the next place, to bee spoken of. 1639
Gentilis Sennta's Inquis. (1676) 872 With ease they are
made, because with ease they are revoked, .as it falls to be
most commodious for their businesses, a 1715 Burnet Oivn
Time (1724) I. iii. 372 A Church falling to be given in that
way, the electors had a mind to choose me. 1863 Burton Bit.
Hunter 310 Had it fallen to be edited by a philosophical
enquirer. 1879 Frovde C&sar vii. 62 The campaign of Sylla
in the East does not fall to be described in this place.
1884 Daily News 11 Feb. 5/5 The advance would fall to be
made in the driest time.

1 48. To come as a consequence or result. Const.
by, from, of, out of. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4520 iCott.)Was bar nan emang ham all

Cuth saiquat bar-of suld fall. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.
R. vn. iii. 11495) 223 Of that ytchynge fallyth many scalles.
C1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 191 Icchinge& scabbe. .fallibofte
of salt metis. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour Cj, Yet shalle I

saye . . how it happed . . and what fylle therof. a 1533 Ld.
Berners Huon ii. 4 Wherby so many illes haue fallen.
('1585 R. Browne Answ. Cartivright 57 Other matters,
which fall out of the former proofes. a 1656 Bp. Hai.i,
Soliloquies 35 What can fall from defective causes but im-
perfect effects ?

+ b. To turn to, result in ; to turn out, result.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15420 (Cott.) To bairn bat pe cheping

did, it fel to mikel vnspede. Ibid. 29058 (Cott.) pat bi fast

to saul fode mai falle. 1377 Langl. P. PL xn, 47 Felyce
Mr fayrnesse ; fel hir al to sklaundre. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xvii. clxxxv. (1495) 727 Dronkenesse fallyth ofte
in mannys slowthe and spouse brekynge. c 1400 Destr,
Troy 8934 All oure fare & oure fortune hath fallyn to be
best. 1611 Bible Ruth iii. 18 Sit still, .vntill thou know
how the matter will fall. 1699 Bentlev Phal. 211 Let the
dispute about Comedy and Susarion fall as it will.

tc. Fall of (after 'what'): To happen to, to
become of. Cf. Become 4. Obs.
c 1430 Chev. Assigne 130 And askede hym, in good feythe

what felle of be chyldren. 1485 Caxton Paris £ V. 45 What
shal falle of you my lady. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II.
lxxvtii. [Ixxiv.] 234 No man knewe what sholde fal of theyr
bodyes.

IX. Transitive senses, ^causative.

1 49. To let fall, drop ; to shed (tears) ; to cast,

shed (leaves) ; to bringdown (a weapon, the hand,
etc.). Obs. exc. in Bcllringing (see quot. 1868).
1475 Bit. Noblesse 66 It wolde make an harde hert man to

falle the teris of his yen. 1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, v. iii. 135
To morrow in the battell. .fall thy edgelesse Sword. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 11. (1641) 120/2 A spark, that
Shepheards Have fain . . Among dry leaves. 1598 Grene-
wey Tacitus' Ann. 1. xii. (1622) 23 Arminius wife, .not once
falling a teare, nor crauing fauor. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.
111. v. 5 The common executioner. . Falls not the axe upon the
humbled neck, But first begs pardon. 1610— Temp. n. i. 296
Fall it [your hand] on Gonzalo. a 1628 F. Greville Poems,
Caelica xxxvi, He had falne his Fathers Canne, All of Gold
in the deepe. 163a Nabbes Covent Garden 1. v, You've
fallen my glove. 1665 G. Havers /'. delta Valte's Trav.

Vol. IV.
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E. India 2 We cast Anchor without falling our sails. 1665-
76 Rav Flora 20 Shrubs which fall their leaves in the winter.
1808 J. Harlow Coluu/b. vn. 201 They . . the sullen draw-
bridge fall. 1868 Denison Clocks g, Watches (ed. 5) 41=;
in some parts of England they never raise and 'fall ' the bell's

in order.

+ b. fig. To ' drop ', not to insist on. Obs.
a 1700 Duyden (J.), I am willing to fall this argument.
tc. To drop, give birth to (lambs, etc.). Obs.

1596 Siiaks. Mtrch.V.1. iii. 89 The. .Ewes, .did in eaning
time Kail party-colour'd lambs. 1667 Coi.ei risse in Phil.
Trans. II. 480 A White Lamb fain on a Common,
t 50. To let down, lower in position or direc-

tion. Tofall one's crest; see Ckkst. Obs.
169a Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11. xxii. 135 Causing

a Matross to raise or fall the Gun with an Hank-spike.
1748 Richardson Clarissa vi. V. 82 Half rearing the lids,
to see who the next-comer was ; and falling them again.
'795 J-. Phillips Hist. Inland Navig. 8 Method employed
. .to raise or fall vessels out of one Canal into another,

t b. To cause to settle or subside. Obs.
1789 Trans. Soc. line. Arts II. 235 Throwing in a small

quantity of oil to fall the froth.

t e. To lower (the voice), either in pitch or
loudness. Obs.
1626 Bacon Syfoa § 105 To raise or fall his Voice still by

Half-Notes. 1748 Dodsley Preceptor Introd. (1763) I. 44
Emphasis is raising the Voice, Cadence is falling it.

t d. To lower (a price, etc.) ; to bring down in

value, depreciate ; to depress (the market . Also,
of land : To become worth less (rent). Obs.
1677 Yarranton F.ng. hnprov. 149 The Lands fall Rents.

1691 Locke Leaver. Interest Wks. 1727 II. 8 You fall the
Price of your Native Commodities. 1717 Newton in
Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 425 In raising and falling
the money, their King's edicts have sometimes varied a
little. 1722 Lett.from Mist's Wkly. Jrnl. I I. 4 i The turning
of Money in Stocks; and raising and falling the Market.
1790 liuiiKE Fr. Re~.'. 282 He falls the value of his land
and raises the value of assignats.

t 51. To bring or throw to the ground ; to over-
throw, lit. andy?"-. Obs.
C1300 A". Alls. 7186 He hath take my castelis ; He hath

falle my torellis. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. III. 43 Bere wel pin
ernde..Concience to falle. C1420 Sir Amadacc (Camd.)
xxxviii, Cod may bothe mon falle and rise. 1586 A. Day
ling. Secretary 11. (1625) 78 By desire men are enflamed, by
anger kindled, fallen by errour. a 1625 Boys Wks. (1629)
301 The serpent doth, .bruise our heele and so fall vs.

b. Of a horse : To ' throw ' (its rider). U. S.
The wit. conjugation indicates that this is taken as another

word, f. Kali. so.

a 1851 W. Colton Ship ff Shore viii. 139 The servant-boy
. .told how the animal had failed him three times.

C. To cut down (trees). Obs. exc. dial, or If. S.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt's 'P. 293* The beestes and the briddes

alle ffledden for fere, whan the wode was falle. c 1420 Pallad.
on Hnsd. 11. 437 Nowe make is to falle in season best. 1523
Fitzherb. Husli. § 134 To fall the vnder wode. 1685 Col.
Pee. Pennsylv. I. 128 A Penalty to be laid upon such as
Cutt or fall Marked .. trees. 1803 H. Refton Landscape
Card. 75 The most beautiful places may . . be formed
by falling.. trees. 187s Parish Sussex Gloss, s.v., These
trees are getting too thick, I shall fall a few of them next
year. 1883 E. Ingersoll in Harper's Mag. Jan. 201/1 We
must fall a tree straight and true.

f 52. To throw, direct, cause to impinge (upon).
a 1774 Goldsmith Sum. Experim. Philos. (17761 II. 235A number of plain glasses, united to fall their rays upon the

same spot, would actually burn.

**not causative.

t 53. =
' To fall from ',

' to fall down '. Obs.
c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 5993 How a Jonge man felle

a tre. 1665 Sir 'I'. Heruert Trav. 11677) 201 If we miss
One step, we headlong fall the precipice,

54. To have as one's share, come in for, obtain.
Obs. exc. dial.

[Derived from 31, by transposition of subject and object.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2406 A mede . . That ye faithfully

shall falle. a 1568 A. Scorr Poems (1820) 51 Feind a crum
of the scho fawis. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (18421 89 If a
minister depart this life after Michaelmas, his executors shall
fall that year's stipend. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 26 If
they bee under five the piocter falleth none.. if there bee
above five the procter falleth one. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat.
Anglo-Lat. 164 He heard that Dion had fallen a good
estate. 1730 Song, For a' that in Collect. Loyal Sones 43The Whigs think a' that weal is won, But Faith they ma' na
fa' that. [Cf. 1793 Burns For a' that iv, Guid faith he
mauna fa' that.] 1889 Mauley

.J-
Corringham Gloss., Fall,

to get, to receive.

X. With prep, (and prepositional phrases'.
Besides the prepositions/rowr, into, out of, to, which natur-

ally followyjt//, it is construed with a variety of others, for
which see above : in the following combinations the sense is
more or less specialized.

55. Fall a . To set about, take to, begin
(some action). Now only with vbl. sbs. in -ing.
Cf. fall on (64 a), and A prep. 1 13b.
157* Fleming Pano/d. Epist. 274 Democritus .. fell a

laughing at what so ever he sawe done. 1635 SlaB^sSoufs
Confl. Pref. (1638) 11 Luther when he saw Melancthon. .falls
a chiding of him. a 1644 Chillingw. Serin, ii. (1664) 43 He
is scarse a man.. till he fall a work. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones v. vi, Mr. Jones now fell a trembling as if he had
been shaken with the fit of an ague. 1867 Trolloi-e Chron.
Barset^ II. liii. 101 She reined in her horse and fell
a-weeping.

56. Fall across . To come upon by chance,
meet with.
1886 ' Hugh Conway' Living or Dead v, I happened to

fall across Estmere. . in the park.

FALL
57. Fall at . t a. To be drawn or pass

I

suddenly into (debate, strife, etc.). To fall at
1 square : see Square. Obs.

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xv. 69 Thurgh drunkenness pai
fall at grete wordes. 1525 2 Profit. St. Ens- in Furniv.
Ballads from MSS. I. 306 Kflaunders and England shall
fall at decensyoun- 1648 Hekbick Bag ofBee i, Two Cupids
fell at odds.

t b. Fall at hand. To be near at hand, to be
going to happen. Obs.

1529 More Comf. agst. Trili. 1. Wks. 1139/1 Greate perilles
appeare here to fall at hande.

58. Fall behind . To drop into the rear of,

be outstripped or left behind by.
1856 Titan Mag. Nov. 443/1 A man who has fallen behind

his age. 1890 T. F. Tour Hist. Eng.from 1689. 12 Dutch
commerce was now falling behind that of England.

59. Fall down . a. See Down prep.
1712 Berkeley Pass, Obcd. § 27 Suppose a prince, .to fall

down a precipice.

b. To descend or drop down a river, etc.).

1699 Dampiek I'oy. II. 1. 103 We fell down from Hean to
our Ships. 1761 2 Hume Hist. F.ng. (1800) V. lxxi. 296 The
army quickly fell down the rivers and canals from Nimeguen.
1790 Beatson Nov. ff Mil. Mem. 310 They fell down the
river, till they came up to the 7 Dutch Ships.

60. Fall from . a. See simple senses, f b.
To drop off in opinion from

; to disagree with.
£1380 yVyclif Set. Wks. III. 342 We mai see .. how pes

popis fallen fro Petir, and myche more pei fallen fro Crist.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vii 27 Galen . . in some
things hath fallen from him [Hippocrates].

+ c. To drop away from, forsake, revolt against

;

to renounce one's allegiance to, or connexion with.
1535 Coverdale Jer. Iii. 3 Sedechias fel from the kynge

of Babilon. 1548 Hall Chron. 148 b, After this spousage,
the Kynges frendes fell from hym. iS48-9iMar.l/>'/t. Com.
Prayer Offices 24 Sulfre vs not . . to fal from thee. 1595
Shaks. Joint in. i. 320 England, I will fall from thee. 1649
Br. Reynolds Hosea i. 37 Achitophel, a man of great wis-
dome fals from David.

f d. To drop out of, give up (a practice or pur-
pose) ; to depart from, break

l a commandment).
1513 More in Grafton Chron. II. 769 Theeves. .never fall

from their craft, after they once fall thereunto. 1535 Cover-
dale Jude. ii. 19 They wolde not fall from their purposes.
1542 5 Bkinklow Lament. 11874) 85, I exhorte yow . . to ..

fall from your accustomed ydolatry. 181 1 Chalmers Let.
in Life <y Lett. (1851) L 243 In the.. life of every individual
. .this commandment is fallen from.

e. = Fall off (see 91 d) from.
1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 290 The French admiral!

..being ill intreated in this cruell fight, fell from the gallion
Saint Mathew.

61. Fall in ' = into) . + a. To come upon
by chance, light upon. Obs.

1377 Langl. /'. /'/. B iv. 156, ' I falle in floreines ', quad bat
freke.

b. = Fall into 62 d.

1:1386 Chaucer Frank/. T. 236 They fille in speche.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868J 26 As thei felle in talkinge .

.

one of hem saide. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cxlix. 177
He fyll in seruyce with a man of amies. 1530 Palsgr. 544/2,
I fall in aquoyntaunce with hym. 1632 J. Hayvvakd tr.

Biondis Eromeua 81 She feared . . to . . fall in conference
with him.

e. To fall in hand to or wilh : to set oneself
to (an action), set upon (a person). See Hand.
62. Fall into . + a. To come into, by

chance or otherwise ; to drop into. Tofall again
into : to get back into, be restored to. Obs.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. clxix. 207 He fell agayneinto

I
the princes love. 1698 T. Froger i'oy. 39 We durst not fall

into the Bay till break of Day. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 83
r 1, I happened this Evening to fall into a Coffee-house near
the 'Change. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's i'oy. 108 They
fell into the Harbour unknown to themselves and by mere
Chance, the 16th Day.

f b. To make a hostile descent or inroad
upon. Obs.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 244 Some Pioneers In-
habitants of Coon-sha . . fell into his naked quarter. 1684
Scanderbeg Keiliv. iv. 62 The Tartars of Dialogrod falling
into the TJkrain. ^1715 Burnet Oivn Time 11823) I. 344
Ready either to invade them, or to fall into Flanders.

c. To take (one's place), take one's place in (the
ranks, etc.). lit. axuXfig.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromeua 145 Two hundred

of them falling into a close order, interposed themselves.
1888 W. J. Knox Little Child of Stafferton iv. 49 In a
moment they all fell into their places. 1889 7YmestweekIy
ed.) 13 Dec. 3/3 Negotiations were opened with the lighter-

men . . in the hope of getting them to ' fall into line ' with
those unions. 1890 S. Lane-Poole Barbary Corsairs I. xiv.

174 The Christian fleet was slower in falling into line.

d. To engage in, enter upon (esp. talk) ; to begin
the discussion of (a subject). Also, to become the

subject of (discourse).

c 147s PaufCoifyargo Into sic talk fell thay. 1590 Sir

J. Smyth Disc. Weapons *3 They fall into argument of
some such matters. 1666 Pepys Diary 14 Aug., We . . fell

into dancing. 1673 Temple Ess. Ireland Wks. 1731 I. 109,
I know not what it was that fell into Discourse t'other Day.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 124 F2 We must immediately fall

into our Subject. 1851 Dixon W. Peun xxv. (1872 1 225 The
merchants and craftsmen had fallen into their callings. 1889
F. Pigot Strangest Journ. 163 One lady had fallen into
conversation with them.

f e. To come within (the range of ; to be taken
in or grasped by. Obs. rare.



FALL.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 16 He fell into your

notice. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. ii. 34o Those things
you haue done.. Fall into' th' compasse of a Premunire.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 415 no The intire Concavity [of
the dome] falls into your Eye at once.

t f. To come under, be included among. Obs.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. 90 They [letters] . . doe for

the most part, fall into the . . Defensorie or Excusatorie kinde.

g. To comply or take up with, accommodate
oneself to. Also, to have recourse to.

1714-3 Atterbuev Serin. 13 Mar., We fall into all his
Commands and Directions. 1788 Pkiestley Led. Hist. v.
lii. 404 The generality of nations have fallen into the method
of stamping them. 1790 Mad. D'Arblay Diary June, We
fell immediately into our usual Windsor life. 1890 T. F.
Tout Hist. Eng. from 1689, 128 The ignorant masses fell

blindljMnto the plans of the United Irishmen.

h. To get or drop into a habit, etc.).

1886 A. Sergeant No Saint I. vii. 141 He had fallen into
a trick of walking with bent head.

63. To fall off . a. Of an animal: To lose
appetite for (food) ; to refuse, b. Of a vessel : To
deviate from (her course). Cf. 91 c, g.
1745 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 553 As soon as a

Cow falls off her Meat, give her another Dose. 1839 T.
Beale Sperm Whale 316 [He] called out. for the helmsman
to. .allow the ship to fall off her course.

64. Pall on . +a. To pass suddenly or
break out into, set about (an action or state). Obs.
01300 Cursor M. 14008 (Cott.) Sco fell on suilk a grete,

bat al SCO was vr lauerd fete. 1513 More in Grafton Chron.
II. 763 Thus should all the realme fall on a roare. 163a
I.ithgow Trav. vi. 262 The fellow fell on trembling. 1670
Narborough Jrnl, in Ace. Sez<. Late Voy. 1. (1711152 We
fall on fitting of our Rigging and getting the Ship fit. 1737
Whiston Jnsephus Antia. vi. vi. §3 If any one.. fell on
eating, .he should be accursed.

b. Mil. To make a hostile descent or attack
upon, join battle with ; to rush upon, assault.
(With indirect passive?)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10515 Ffallys on hym fuersly, frap hym

todethe. 1548 Hau. Chron. 214b, He feared lest the. .corn-
men people., would fall on hym, as one that fled away. 1667
Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 26 The Dutch . . were fallen on our
fleet at Chatham, a 1715 Hurnet Chun Time (1823) I. 533No merchants' ships should befallen on, till six months
after a declaration of war. 1864 Burton Scot Air. I. ii. 61
Stewart . . fell on the episcopal city of Elgin.
trans/, m&fig. 1662 J. Davies Voy. Ambass. 419 When

the Ambassador . . was pleas'd to fall on any with his ordi-
nary Language. 1667 Pepys ZJinry 1 1877) V. 179 The Par-
liament .. are likely to fall heavy on the business. 171

1

Steele Sped. No. 260 r 1 You cannot fall on a better Sub-
ject, a 1715 Burnet Own Time II. 38 The house of Com-
mons were resolved to fall on all the ministry. 1827 O. W.
Roberts Centr. Amer. 126 A heavy sea falls on the coast.
1840 BarHAM Ingol. Leg., Bagman's Doe, He .. fell tooth
and nail on the soup and the bouilli. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. I. 194 They fell on him [Clarendon] as furiously as
their predecessors had fallen on Straflbrd.

c. To come across, light upon ; •) to hit upon
an expedient). (With indirect passive.)
1596 Shaks. i Hen IV, v. iv. 34 Seeing thou fall'st on me

so luckily. 1652 Sir C. Cotterell tr. Cassandra 11. 107 At
first he fell not on the thought of whatitwas. 1761-2 Hume
Hist. Eng. (1806

'
V. Ixix. 199 A strange expedient was fallen

on to supply this deficiency. 1790 Beatson Nav. <y Mil.
Mem. I. 96 They fell on means to heave her round. 1890
R. M. Kettle Old llalll. vi. 51 They had fallen on a theme
it would be unwise to pursue.

d. To have recourse to ; to make use of.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 142 Presently they fall on that
common place, how much mischiefe it [learning] may do
without Grace, a 1715 Burnet (hun Time (1823) I. 452
They fell on propositions of a strange nature to ruin them.
1885 Stevenson Dynamiter 175 Sir George . . fell on some
expressions which I still remember.

e. To drop back to, resume (a position).
1809 Roland Fencing 140 After which fall on the position

of the guard.

f. (\wasi-impers. with it introducing infinitive

clause : To occur to, befall (a person), rare.
1842 J. H. Newman Par. Serin. VI. viii. 108 Some persons

recollect a time . . when it fell on them to reflect what they
were.

g. To fall on board: see simple senses and
Board sb. 12 e. Cf. 72 a.

1805 Log in Nicolas Disp. Nelson VII. 207 note. The
Royal Sovereign fell on board of our starboard beam.

h. Tofall on ones feet : fig. to fare fortunately,

be well provided for.

1886 Warner Their Pilgrimage d883) 6 Mr. King . . was
put in good humor by falling on his feet, as it were, in such
agreeable company.

f i. Tofall on shore : to run aground. Obs.
1590 Marlowe Edw. II, iv. vi, With sore tempests driven,

To fall on shore.

f Tofall on sleep : see Asleep.
65. Pall through . To make a ' mess

'

of. Sc.

1825 Jamiesom s. v., By her foolish airs, she's fa'n through
her marriage. i8»6 Hogg Meg o' Marley, The minister's
fa'en through the text An' Meg gets a' the blame o't.

66. Pall to . fa. To be drawn by feel-

ing to ; to attach oneself to, become a follower of;
also, to make one's peace with. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15131 (Gatt.) We se be folk alle fall till

him. 1557 K. Arthur 1. xviii, To them fell kynge Ryence
of North Wales. 1611 Bible i Chron. xii. 19 There fell

some of Manasseh to David, when he came . . against Saul
to battle.

42

f b. To get upon (the scent) ; to get the scent
of, track. Obs. rare.
c 1340 Gaza, fy Gr. Knt. 1425 pe howndez. .fellen. .fast to

be fuyt. c 1420 Anturs ofArth. i, Thay horn d>3t into the
depe dellus, Fellun to tho femalus.

t c. To agree with, accede to (a proposal, etc.).

1523 La Berners Froiss. I. clxi. 195, I wold gladly fall to
any reasonable way. 1548 Hall Chron. 214 b, The dtiezens
.. fell to this pact. 1683 Pknn in R. Hurton Eng. Emp.
Amer. vii, He fell to the Bounds of the Land they had
agreed to dispose of, and the Price.

d. To apply or betake oneself to ; to have re-

course to ; to take to ; to begin, proceed to. With
sb.t inf., or gerund. Also in Fall to it : set to
work, bestir yourself.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 647 Tel bou me. .al pe sobe as bow art

gent & free, & subbe schalle we to-gadre hope falle to n;te
a-5e. a 1400-50 Alexander 4587 A wolfe . . Quen he has
faute of his flesch he fallis to be soile ! 15*6 Pitgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 35 b, Fall to prayer and make thypeticyon
to God. a 1568 Ascham. Scholem 1. (Arb.) 32 Then will he
sonest faul to beate his scholers. 1600 E. Blount tr. Cone-
staggio 14 Growing to more yeeres, they fell to distrust
him. x6io Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 3 Speake to th'Mariners: fall

too't, yarely, or we run our selues a ground. 1644 Si.ingsby
Diary 1 1836) 112 In Marston corn feilds [the Parliamentary
army] falls to singing psalms. 1707 Lond. Gas. No, 4329/5
They fell to their Oars. 1727 Swift Lett. Eng. Tongue 18
That Licentiousness which . . fell to corrupt our Language.
1853 Lvtton My Novel iv. xi. 187 He fell to patting the
mare with great unction. 1865 Kingsley Herew. I. x. 236
He was healed instantly, and fell to religion.

e. f To fall to 'food; : to bei;in eating (it). To
fall to work : to begin working.
a 1400 Sir Fere. 1326 Thay felle to thaire fude. 1551

Crowley Fleas. <$• Pain 495 Fall nowe to worke for your
lyueynge. 1699 Damner Voy. II. 1. 52 When this is done
they fall to their Meat. I saw one of these Grave-Feasts.
1719 De Foe Crusoe i 1840) I.xiv. 243 He fell to work. 1817
Cohbett Taking Leave col. 2s The Grazier then fell to
work with his stick in such a style as I never before wit-
nessed. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. iii. (1889) 22
The four fell to work upon the breakfast.

67. Pall under . fa. To throw oneself
at the feet of. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M, 12475 (Gott.) Honurand him he fel him

vnder.

b. To come or be classed under, be included in.

e 1460 Fortkscue Abs. <y Lim. Man. vii, Riche furres, ober
than be wonned to fall vnder . . be yerely charges off his
warderobes. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 28r The present
limitation, .does not fall under either of these heads. < 1865

J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 5 Electrotyping and Gilding . . fall

under this section. 1870 Max Mulls* Sc. Felig.{i%-]^ 357
Being signs they fall under the category of language.

C. To be brought under the operation or scope
of, be subjected to.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 307 Them, that, .passe over
what soever falleth under their ringers. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn, r. iv. § 1 To speak unto such a%do fall under or near
unto a popular observation. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 222
Their modus operandi, .doth not fall under Demonstration.
1711 Addison Spect. No. 44 F 5 Absurdities .. as ridiculous
as that which falls under our present Censure. 1824 Med-
win Convers. Byron (1832) II. 109 His ' Revolt of Islam '.

.

fell under the lash of ' the Quarterly '. 1839 G. Bird Nat.
Phil. Introd. 35 These, .states of matter will fall under our
observation.

68. Pall unto . = Fall to, in various senses.

1535 Coverdale i Chron. xii. 19 Of Manasses there fell

certain vnto Dauid. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 134 The
Lady, somewhat hungrie, fell unto the Cates. x6xt Bible
2 Kings vii. 4 Let vs fall vnto the host of the Syrians.

69. Pall upon - . f a. = Fall on 64 a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15580 (Cott.) Alle be apostels pan bi-gan
to fal a-pon a gret.

b. = Fall on 64 b.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxvi. 231 Kyng edward. .fyll

vpon phelip of valoys. 1568 Grafton C/trou. II. 148 Sir
Edward, .fell sodeinly upon the hoste of. .Sir Simond. 1671
Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 132 The
Commander, .began to fear, lest they might be fallen upon.
1698 T. Froger F<n\ 33 This Bird, .pearches upon some
Tree . . waiting till the Fish swim even with the Surface of
the Water, to fall upon them. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
xvi. ii, He hath fallen upon me with that stick. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India II. 106 Some of the principal Omras
urged the Nizam to fall upon the Residency.
trans/, and fig. 1709 Hf.arne Collect. 13 Apr., The

Dr. has . . fallen upon Gronovius . . But he was provok'd to
it by Gronovius's first falling upon him. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones xvt. iv, When I expected you would have
commended me for all I .have done, to be fallen upon in

this manner. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop x, Kit .. falling
upon a great piece of bread and meat. 1857 Livingstone
Trav. xv. 278 Manenko fell upon our friends, .she is a most
accomplished scold.

C. = Fall on 64 c.

1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. 137 At last we fell vpon a Dalma-
tian widdow, whose pi ttifull lookes. .stroke my soule. 1747 in

Col. Fee. Pennsylv.X . 99 Some Method should be fall'n upon
to prevent the Evils which threaten Us. 1777 Pringle
Telescopes^ By the force of his.. genius he fell upon this
new property of light. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II.

77 He . . soon fell upon the track of Mr. Robert Camp-
bell's party, which had preceded him by a day. 1862 Ld.
Brougham Brit. Const, xiii. 189 Edward III fell upon an
expedient which gave very great satisfaction to all. 1874
G. W. Dasent Talesfrom Fjeld 247 When he had walked
a while, he fell upon an old wife.

t d. To begin upon, take up, set about. Obs.
1625 Burges Pers. Tithes 2 My Purpose is not here to fall

vpon that Question. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 1. v. 43 Other-
wise some Interloper may . . fall upon the work at a lower
rate, and uudoe the first editor. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles

FALL.

T Com. iii, These Persons . . fell violently upon advancing
the Power of the People. 1741 Wesley Wks.i.\fy2) 1. 304
They immediately fell upon their favourite Subject.

e. To come (casually) to, take up with, adopt,
have recourse to.

1633 Br. Hall Hard Texts 231 He that falls rashly upon
his determinations, .cannot but offend. 1654 H. L'Estrange
Chas. I (1655 1 130 His Majesty fell upon Davids design .

.

of numbering the People. 1858 Sears Athan. in. v. 297 The
church, .had fallen upon the belief that he [Christ] was soon
to appear again.

f. Geom. Of a line, point, etc. : To have a place
upon, cover, come exactly upon.
1570 Billingsley Euclid u viii. 18 The line FG may fall

directly vpon the line DF. 1840 Lardner Geom. 42 The
vertex of the angle c

1 must fall upon the vertex of the
angle c.

tg. To come upon, become legally chargeable
to (the parish). Obs.

1677 Yarranton Eng. fmprov. 150 Consider that Bank-
Granaries, .will be the occasion oftaking infinite poor people
off the Parish, and prevent others falling upon the Parish.

+ h. = Fall back upon.
1767 S.Paterson Another Traveller! I. 218 Failing of an

inscription, [he] may fall upon a derivative.
1" 70. Pall with . To come upon in due

course; to meet with. Chiefly Nant. To make
(land). Obs.

1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 112 The 12 of
May we fell with the Isle of Lundy in the Channel of Bris-
toll. 1599 Ibid. II. 1. 258 The land is very high that we fall

wuhall. 163a Li: Grys tr. Veil. Faterc. 1 Teucer. .falling
with [adpulsus] Cyprus, did build .. Salamina. 1646 J.
Brinsley Araignm. Pres. Schism 1 Opening his Bible, he
fell with that of the Psalmist. 1670-1 Narborough Jrnl.
in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 124 Expecting to fall with
Indians, for I saw many Fires up in the Land. Ibid. 125
This Morning. . I fell with a fine Sandy Bay.
71. Pall within . To come within the in-

fluence, operation, or scope of; to be included in.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 228 Those things that . . fall

within the view of the sight. 1688 Lett. cone. Present St. Italy
92 This was indeed a matter that could fall within the Popes
understanding. 1771 Junius Lett. xliv. 240 There may be
instances . . which do not fall within my own exceptions. 1806
Med. Jrnl. XV. 561 This, .work would not have fallen within
the notice of our department, had it not been [etc.]. 1845
M. Pattison Est, {1889) I. 23 A charge . . such . . as should
fall within this penalty. 1884 G. Denman in Law Rep. 29
Chanc. Div. 466 Statements, .made, .so recklessly as to fall

within the rule of fraud.

XI. With adverbs, forming the equivalent of
compound vbs. in other langs. ; e.g. to fall out' =
L. excutere, Ger. ausfallen.
(The phrases fall foul, fall short, are for convenience

placed here, notwithstanding some uncertainty in the gram-
matical character of the adjuncts : see Foul, Short, adj's.

and advbs.)

72. Pall aboard, a. See Aboakd 2 d.

c 1380 WycLiF^rw. Sel. Wks. 1. 294 Men bat nowdremen
an accident wibouten suget mai falle aborde wib bese foolis.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine s.v. Aboard, To fall Aboard
of, to strike or encounter another ship, when one or both are
in motion. 1791 Hist, in Ann. Keg. 187 They fell aboard a
Swedish line of battle ship.

"t*
b. To make a beginning. Obs.

a 1680 Butler Cat «$- Fuss Rem. (1759) I. 93 To lose no
further Time, he fell aboard, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv,
Eall-a-bord, fall on and Eat heartily.

73. Fall about, a. See simple senses and
About adv.
1874 Mrs. L. B. Walford Mr. Smith vii. 11876)74, 1 wish

you would not go falling about that way.

T b. To search around, cast about. Obs.
2632 Rutherford Lett. xxi. (18621 I. 86 It is high time

we were . . falling about to try what claim we haue to
Christ.

74. Pall abreast of. Sec 36 and Abreast 4.
1886 Mrs. C. Praed Mitt Jacobsen I. x.205 The object

of it. .checked his horse and fell abreast of her.

+ 75. Pall adown. See 1 and Aihjwn A. 1.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 401 pe on alf[of the body] vel adoun
anon, be o^er byleuede stylfe Inbesadel. e 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 277 J)e stoon falhb adoun of be reynes toward be
bladdre bi pe weie of be urine. 1513 Bradshaw St. Wer-
burgei. 1302 His gloues. .shortly to grounde failed adowne.
Pall afire. See 40 c and Afike.

1 76. Pall after. Of a dream : To come tme.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 13 To wene that dremes after falle.

77. Fall asleep. See 38 and Aslkep 2, 3.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x.mi. 5 Ich fel eft-sones a slepe.

1553 T. Wilson Khet. u. 75/1 We . . fall a slepe, when we
should moste harken. 1662 J. Davies Voy. Ambass. 82 She
. .fell asleep. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840J I. vi. 102 The fit

wearing off, I fell asleep.

Pall aslope. See 39 and Aslope.
78. Pall astern. See 36 and Astern 3.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. 160 If you sail against a
Current . . Swifter than the Ship's way, you fall a Stern.

1776 in Falconer Diet. Marine. 1833 Marryat /*..$"/»///<.

1, The boat fell astern, leaving two Spaniards clinging to the
side.

79. Pall away. a. See simple senses and
Away.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 19691 (Cott.) Skales fell fra his eien

a-wai. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 179 If bou wolt kepe heeris

bat bei schulen not falle awei. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb 1. 11586) 39 Flowres . .which falling away, leaveth be-

hinde them littleround knoppes. 1697 Dampier Voy,(i6cffL)

I. 1 12 The top of it . . gradually falls away on each side with
a gentle descent. 1862 Tyndall Mountaineer, ii. 14 Portions

of snow had fallen away from the upper slope. 1889 A. C.



FALL.

Doyle Micah Clarke xxiii. 24 The breeze has fallen away
to nothing.

•fb. To cease to speak of .1 subject. Const, from.
c 1374 Chaucer TroyIns Til. 1257 Lai us fal away fro this

matere t
For it suffiseth, this that seyde is here.

C. To withdraw one's support, draw off, desert,

revolt. Const, from, to.

1535 Covekdalb 2 Citron, x. 19 Thus fell Israel awaie
from the house of Dauid. 1611 Bible 2 Kings xxv. u The
fugitiues that fell away to the king of Babylon. 1889 A. C.

Doyle Micah Clarke xxxiii. 362, I am surprised, .that you
should have fallen away from that allegiance.

d. With respect to religious belief or practice :

To become a backslider ; to apostatize {from).
1597 Hooker Eccl. Vol. v. xiii. 84 Some fell. .away, .from

soundnes of beliefe. 1611 Bible Luke viii. 13 These .. for

a while beleeue, and in time of temptation fall away. 1751
Wesley Wks. 11872) X. 285, I believe a saint may fall away.
1824 Scott Redgauntlet xxi, * O Joshua . . wilt thou thus
fall away from the truth?' 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong.

(1877' I. iv. 210 Large numbers of the Normans, .fell away
from Christianity.

fe. To lose flesh or substance ; to shrink. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 544/1, I fall awaye, 1 wax leane of rlesshe.

.

Je descfiarne. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759* II. 446 He
delights, like a fat overgrown Man, to see himself fall away.
1770 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 III, 354 Mrs. Jonathan, .is much
fallen away.

f. To decay, pine away, perish, vanish.

1576 Fleming Pattopl. Epist. 223 All things. , when they
are at their ful ripenesse, then are they most fit to fall away
and pearish. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, m. i. 193 Till bones
and flesh and sinewes fall away. 1611 Bible i Mace, iv,

32 Cause the boldness of their strength to fall away. 1711

Addison Sped. No. 111 ? 5 How can it enter into the

Thoughts of Man, that the Soul, .shall fall away in to nothing,

almost as soon as it is created? 1827 Longf. Life (1891) I.

viii. 106 The cottages [are] ruinous and falling away piece-

meal. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus li. 6 Within me Every lost

sense falleth away for anguish.

80. Pall back. a. See simple senses and
Back.
1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush in. iv, Can mens prayers.

.

Fall back like lazy mists? 1676 Walton s Angler 1, xix, The
. . slime which that river leaves on the banks, when it falls

back into its natural channel. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy.

Levant 176 A large piece of Felt, .which falls back on their

Shoulders. 1845 H. Rogers Ess. (i860) I. 144 The Church
would soon have fallen back, .into its ancient corruptions.

b. To step back, give way. Of troops : To
retreat, retire.

1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. 11. it, Brother fall back And
you shall leame some mischeife. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb.

xii. 204 Falling backe where they Might field-room find.

1676 Etheredge Man of Mode 111. i, Fall back on The sud-

den, .and break out Into a loud laughter. 1781 Hist. Eur.
in Ann. Reg. 16/1 That regiment being ordered to fall back
on their approach. 1823 Douglas, or Field of Otterburn
III. lit. 36 His enemies . . fell back to avoid his. . thrusts.

_

ftg. 1714 Addison Sped. No. 556 r 3 Nothing but an in-

vincible Resolution, .could have prevented me from falling

back to my Monosyllables. 1879 M. J. Guest Lect. Hist.

Eng. xlvj. 464 They fell b?.ck a little, too, to favouring the

celibacy of the clergy.

c. Of a coast-line : To recede.

1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. I, 224 The coast falls

gradually back.

+ d. To fall into arrear (in payments). Obs.

1786 Burke IV. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 88 The. .nabob.

.

falling back in other payments in the same, .proportion.

81. Pall back on, upon. a. Mil. To retire to.

b. fig. To have recourse to (something) when
other things fail.

1841 Myers Caih. Th. 287 The internal Evidence of Chris-

tianity, .on which we must fall back. 1862 Trench Mirac.

xxxiii. 456 A manual trade, on which to fall back in the time

of need. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. HI. xxii. 205 The
rebel army fell back .. upon Linlithgow. 1889 Jessopp
Coming ofFriars v. 254 Young men presumably with some
private means to fall back upon.

82. Pall behind, behindhand. See simple senses

and Behind, Behindhand.
1530 Pai-sgr. 543/2 He is fallen behynde the hande, within

this thre yere. 1885 Manch. Exam. 21 July 5/2 If the

tenant falls behind with his instalments. 1887 Visct. Bury
& Hillier Cycling \. 40 After about twenty miles the horse

slowly but surely falls behind.

f 83. Fall by. a. To miss receiving something.

b. Sc. To be mislaid, c. Sc. To be affected with

any ailment, csp. to be confined in childbed (Jam.).

1614 T. White Marty>-d. St. George B ij b, His arme now
thrusting forth. .To latch the stripes for feare of falling by.

1640 Rutherford Lett. 11. xxix. (1671) 49 1 Christ's papers

of that kinde cannot be lost or fall by.

84. Pall down. a. See simple senses and

Down.
a 1175 Cott, Horn. 221 Swa micbte «aC be o8re J>e her

fellon don. £-1250 Gen. £ Ex. 2734 }et sal 010 pride fallen

dun. 138a Wyclif Gen. iv. 5 Cayn was wrooth greetli.and

his cheer felde doun. c 1460 Foktescue Ahs.fy Lint. Mon.
xvi, The estate off pe Roman?;.. be ganne to fall doune.

1513 Douglas Mncis It. viii. 6 The ancyant worthy citie

doun is fall, 163a Lithgow Trav . ill. 99 There fell downe
a deadly storme, at the Grecoe Leuante. 1755 £<*• in Gentl.

Mag. XXV. 564 At Algazaist several walls fell down. 1809

Med. frnl. XXI. 474 When boiled, .the black oxide of iron

fell down in abundance. 1875 Jowett Plato <ed. 2.1 I. 183

He is ready to fall down and worship them,

fb. To pass down, descend. Obs.

163a Lithgow Trav. vi. 294 Aduancing in our course, we
fell downe from the hils in a long bottome.

c. Of a ship, etc. : To 'drop down' towards

the sea. Also. + To sail to. Obs.

43

1598 W. Phillips Linschoten in Arb. Garner III, 24 They
fall down by means of the stream. 1685 R. Burton Eng.
Empire in A tner. xix. 194 Before he fell down to the Havana,
he should touch at St. Christophers. 1754 Fielding Voy.
Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 34 He ordered his ship to fall down
to Gravesend. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1890

Sat. Rev. 13 Dec. 687/2 They, .fell down to Ameralikfjord.

f d. To make a hostile descent, swoop down.
17.. Remarks Reign Will. Ill in Select. Harl. Misc.

(1793) 490 If the troops of his most Christian majesty had fell

down into the Spanish Netherlands.

f e. To take to one's bed ; to sicken. Obs.

1757 B. Franklin Lett. Wks. 11887} H* 522 ) * Sot fresh

cold and fell down again. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) III.

800 Our crew, .began to fall down in fevers.

85. Pall forth. = Tofall out.

fa. To drop out {obs.) fb. To happen, occur

(obs.). fe. To quarrel, fight (obs.).

1601 Holland Pliny II. 138 The . . teeth . . will shed and
fall forth of the head. 1604 T. Wright Passions 11. i. 52

Here it falleth foorth . . hee which is most studious, is best

learned. 1607 ToPSELL Four-f Beasts 464 The males often-

times fall forth, for sometimes eight . . males follow one
lioness.

88. Fall foul. a. To come into collision.

Chiefly of ships. Const, of, f on, upon, \with.
a 1613 Overbury Newes, Neivesfrom Sea Wks. {1856.1 181

A mans companions are (like ships) to be kept in distance,

for falling foule one of another. 1678 Phillips Taverniers
Trav. II. i. 53 Both the Ships Company began to cry out,

for fear of falling foul one upon another. 1745 P. Thomas
Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 284 The Prize . . fell foul with her Head
on our Starboard Quarter.

b. fig. To clash, come into conflict (with) ; to

get into disputes ; to quarrel.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 183 Shall wee fall foule for

Toyes? 1630 M. Godwyn tr. Pp. Hereford's Ann. Eng.

(1675) 37 Henry must of necessity fall foul with the Emperour.
1645 CROMWELL Let. 14 Sept. (Carlylel, To avoid confusion

and falling foul one upon another. 1667 Pepys Diary{iZyf)
V. 156 We fell very foul. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. (ed. 2)

I. 80 So that we may not . . fall foul of the forces . . of that

infinite world.

C. To make an attack. Const, of on, upon.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xliv. 376 Yet fell they [the

Danes] so foule vpon Essex, .that the King was enforced to

compound a peace, a 1661 Fuller Worthiest,1840) III. 427

John Bale, .falleth foul on all friars. 1700 Drvden Fables
Pref. Wks. (Globe) 505, I have fallen foul on priesthood.

1726 Cavallier Mem. \\. 338, I fell foul upon them . . and
put them to flight. 1846 Landor l/nag. Con?: Wks. I.

116/2 You fall foul upon our miracles and our saints. 1885
Manch. Exam. 13 July 5 '2 The Duke then falls foul of Lord
Rosebery for stating this fact.

87. Pall in. a. See simple senses and In.

1867 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. n. 595 A fence, to prevent

any person from falling in. 1887 Stevenson Talk ty Talkers
ii. in Mem. $ Portraits 177 He was all fallen away and
fallen in ; crooked and shrunken. Mod. Her eyes have
fallen in.

b. Of a building, etc. : To drop to pieces to-

wards the interior or inwardly, transfi Of a cliff*

To drop in fragments into the sea.

1719 De Foe Crusoe v. (1S40) I. 94 Thinking that the top

of my Cave was falling in. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar Wakcf.
xxii, Part after part [of the roof] continuing to fall in. 1810

Shelley Zastrozzi i, Almost at the same instant the roof

fell in. 1829 Milman Hist. Jeivs xvi. (1878) 402 During
the night, the wall suddenly fell in with a terrific noise.

1869 Phillips Vesuv. iii. 68 The whole crater top fell in.

c. Of the mouth : To recede.

1704 Lond, Gas. No. 4031/4 His Mouth falls in.

f d. To make one's way in, accidentally or

otherwise ; to rush in with a hostile intention.

transfi Of the sea. Also of a ship : To take a
course (to land). Obs.
1382 Wyclif Dan. xiii. 26 Forsothe seruauntes of the hous

felfen yn by the posterne. 1535 Covkrdai.e i Sam. xxvii.

10 Achis spake : Whitherfell ye in to daye? 1697DAMPIER
Voy. (1698) I. 247 They, .fell in among a company of Spanish
soldiers, .who immediately fired at them. 1715 Lond. Gas.
No. 5374/1 A large Boat . . fell in amongst them, and took
one Boat. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. ii. 137 This ship, .had fallen

in to the northward of the Island. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790)
IV. 1268 These are covered by islands in the offing, so that

no sea can fall in to hurt a ship.

*t*
e. To strike in, interpose a plea. Obs. rare.

a 164 1 Bp. Mountagu Acts <y Mon. iv. (1642)291 Nicolaus
. .purposed to fall in for Herod in his plea against Syllabus.

f. To happen, occur, take place. Also to ap-

pear (in a narrative). Now rare.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. 1 Arb.) <S*Continue on till

an other like distance fall in. 1654 H. L Estrange Clias. I
11655)75 What became of those Iesuites will fall in after-

ward, a 1715 Burnet Own Time II. 163 An accident fell

in . . which took off much from Oates's credit. 1883 Steven-
son 'Treasure 1st. iv. xvii. (1886) 139 The report fell in at the
same instant.

g. Mil. To get into line, take one's place in the

ranks.

1750 R. Paltock Peter Wilkins II. ix. 73 Nasgig. . gave
Orders for the whole Body.. to fall in behind me. 1841
Lever C. O'Malley lxv. 306 ' Fall in, fall in there lads !

'

resounded along the line.

iransf. 1815 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851) II. 21 The
ministers, .must fall in at every procession.

h. trans. To form (troops) in line ; to parade.
i860 Russell Diary India (7th thous.) II. 311, I fell them

[Sepoys] in against the wall. 1888 J. H. Parke in H. M.
Stanley Darkest Africa (1890) I. xix. 464 Stanley fell in all

the men. 1889 Pall Mall G. 2 Apr. 3/2 The marines were
fallen in for rifle drill.

i. dial. To meet, become acquainted. Cf 90 a.

FALL.

1808 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. (1819) 163 Fifty shwort

years hae flown owre us, Sin' furst we fell in at the fair.

j. To agree. Of things: To fit in. Of persons:

To concur in an arrangement.
1681 H. More Exp. Dan. 130 So handsomely do all things

fall in and agree together. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eng.
front 1689, 300 In 1871 British Columbia, .also fell in on
condition of a railway being built to join them with the

eastern colonies.

+ k. To make up a quarrel, become reconciled.

Obs. Cf. Fall out.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. in. i. 112 Pattd. Sheele none of

him, they two are twaine. J lei. Falling in after falling out,

may make them three. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. 11. i,

They fall in and out ten times a day.

+ 1. To give way, yield. Obs. rare ~ l

.

1667 Pepys Diary 27 Nov., The King is now fallen in, and
become a slave to the Duke of Buckingham.

m To come to an end. terminate. Of a debt :

To become due. Of a fund : To become avail-

able. Of land, houses, etc. : To come again into

the owner's disposition at the end of a lease. Of

a lease : To run out.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 379, 600 millions of debt had
fallen in. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. X*V. 11. 258 Colleges

are.. taking up their bad leases, and, when the lands fall in,

will probably let them to respectable tenants. 1885 Law
Rep. 3oChanc. Div. iS The claim.. would bind those assets

when they fell in. 1887 Besant Katharine Regina i, The
inheritance fell in. 1891 Pictorial World 7 Mar. 295/2 The
leases of a rookery in Bermondsey fell in.

88. To fall in for. To come in for, get, incur.

1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. X IV. 11. 465 'those pigs having
flourished most which had fallen in for the lion's ^share.

1864 Tkollope Small House at Allington xvi, ' I did not

mean to fall in for this ' said Crosbie to himself.

89. To fall in upon. To come upon unex-

pectedly; to drop in upon or visit by chance.

1793 Mrs. E. Parsons Woman as she should be III. 99 His
creditors all fell in upon him. 1888 B. W. Richardson Son
of a Star II. iii. 29 To fall in upon his generals and see

the encampments suddenly and without notice.. is the very

thing that suits his versatile humour. 1890 Century Mag.
128/1, I am always glad when any one falls iv on me like

you have to-night.

90. To fall in with. a. To come upon by

chance, light upon, meet with, get into company
with. Also, + T° arrive at (land).

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. v. 51 After he once fell in with

Mistresse Shore. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1*98) I. 472 We fell

in with a small woody Island. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. vii. 71

We had great expectation of falling in with Ph:arro's squad-

ron. 1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 26 Possibly the time is not far

distant when some of the Russian adventurers will fall in

with that coast. 1795 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 30 A Polish corps

.. fell in with the main body of the Russians. 1833 Hi.

Martineau Cinnamon $ P. i. 5 They fell in with no other

vessel till they came in sight of the shore.

b. To drop into the views of, agree with (a

person) ; to make common cause or side with.

1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. v. xiii. 409 He falls in with

all his neighbours that fall* out. 1708 Swift Sacramental
Test in Misc. (1711) 333 The Number of Profest Dissenters

. .was. .something under a Dozen, and. .Thirty others, who
were expected to fall in with them. 1781 Hist. Eur. in

Ann. Reg. 144/1 Those under Its influence continually fell

in with.. the French party.

C. To accede to or comply with (a proposal),

join in (a project).

1711 Addison Sped. No. 123 f 4 Leontine. .was. .prevailed

upon to fall in with the Project. 1816 Chalmers Let. in

Ltfe(i.%$i) II. 31 Falling in with such arrangements .. as

your natural superiors expect you to concur in. 1879 F. W.
Robinson Ccnvard Conscience in. ix, Sir John did not fall

in with this suggestion.

d. To harmonize with, suit, match. Of a point,

period of time, etc. : To coincide with.

1662 Stillingfl. Orig.Sacr. 1. vi. § 3 The reign of Adrastus

atSicyon falls in with that of Atreusand Thyestesat Argi or

Mycena;. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blend's Gardening 100 The
Track.. of the circular Segments, with which the Tracing-

Point ought to fall in exactly. 1728 Newton Chrouol.

A mended x\. 354 His 20th year fell in with the 4th year of 83d

Olympiad. 1759 Rohertson Hist. Scot. I. hi. 239 Nothing
could fall in more perfectly with her views concerning

Scottish affairs. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1S76) I. App.

677 It falls in exactly with his conduct directly after.

e. To agree, concur with (an opinion, the opin-

ion of) ; to conform to ; to humour. Also, To
unite, join with.

1699 Uf.ntley Phal. 200 With this opinion all those fall in,

who assert that Comedy is more recent than Tragedy. 1705

Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks. IV. 459 Hobbs in some de-

gree falls in with Locke. 1793 Smkaton Edystone L. § 127

Those.. generally fall in with the popular opinion, i860

Trollope Fratntey P. i. 3 He fell in with the views of his

patroness. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. iv. 101 How
pleasantly he falls in with their several natures and qualities.

01. Pall off. a. See simple senses and Off.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxxii. 121 The wax .. beganne to

melte and the feders to falle of. 1583 Hollvband Campo di

Fior 51 Put thy sacchell over thy arme, that it fall not of.

1611 Bible Acts xii. 7 His chaines fefl off from his hands.

3683 Hurnet tr. Mores Utopia (1685) 165 Who does not see

that the Frauds .. would all fatl off? 1803 Pic Nic No. 1

(18061 1. 16 The mask of universal philanthropy has fallen off.

1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 422/1 The drunkards fell off asleep.

b. To drop off in position ; to step aside or back,

withdraw. Also _/?£. f To recall an offer.

1613 Shaks Hen. Vtll, iv. i. 64 The. .Lords, and Ladies,

hauing brought the Queene To a prepar'd place, -fell off A
distance from her. 1636 Massingkr Bashf. Lover 11. u,



TALL.

Sweet youth, fail off. 1649 Br, Haul Cases Cause. 1. vi. 58 '

You have just reason . . to fall off from the bargaine. 1710
Steele Tatter No. 247 F5 When you had consented to his 1

Offer, if he fell off, you would call him a Cheat. 1838
Dickens O. Tivt'st lii, They fell off, one by one . . the street j

was left to solitude.

c. Xaut. Of a vessel : To fail to keep her head
to the wind ; to refuse to answer the helm. Rarely

j

trans. To let ;a vessel) veer from the wind,
1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. I. xvi. 76 In keeping

j

the Ship near the Wind, these terms are used. . Fall not off,

Veer no more, keep her to. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. It. 22 She
would fall off 2 or 3 Points from the Wind. 1750 in Blanck-
ley Naval Expositor s. v. Fall. 1841 Dana Seaman's
Manual xii. 74 Let her have a plenty of helm, to come to !

and fall off freely with the sea.

d. Naut. To separate, part company ; to move
away, deviate. Of a coast-line : To trend away.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Etomena 64 The Prince . . |

fell off with a contrary wind to Fermentera. 1669 Sturmv
j

Mariner's Mag. 1. 20 Starboard give not fire until he fall

off. 1719 Dr. Foe Crusoe (1S40) I. i. 14 The shore falls off

to the westward towards Cromer. 1795 Nelson in Nicolas
\

Di$p. II. 13 As the Ship fell off, [I] gave her our whole
;

broadside. 1892 Eng. Illustr. Mag. IX. 555 The vessel fell

off from her course.

e. Of lovers or friends ; To part company, be-

come estranged, draw off. Of subjects : To revolt,

withdraw from allegiance.

1513 More Rich. Ill in Grafton Chron. II. 787 Whose
hart she perceyved more fervently set then to fall of for a
worde. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II7, I. iii. 03 Revolted Morti-
mer? He neuer did fall off. 1614 Bp. Hall Recall. Treat.
1046 Like as those which purposed love, when they fall off,

call for their tokens backe againe. 1667 Milton /'. L. t. 30
What cause Mov'd our Grand Parents, .to fall off From their

Creator. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 179 n Were I always
Grave, one half of my Readers would fall off from me. 1721
De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 131 The duke of Saxony fell

off, and fought against them. 1888 B. W. Richardson Son
ofa Star III. xiv. 254 He sees the. .people falling off from
the king.

f. To decrease in amount, intensity, or number

;

to diminish.
1605 Smaks. Lear 1. ii. 126 Loue cooles, friendship falls

off, Brothers diuide. 1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. N.-IV. Toss.
II. 31 It was the Season of the Year for the Tides to fall off.

1827 O. W. Roberts Centr. Artier. 271 Towards evening ..

the breeze began to fall off. 1833 Macaulay Life <y Lett.

(1883) I. 304 The publishers, .tell him that the sale is falling

off. 1842 L. Howard Cycle of Seasons 19 The rain now
falls off again. 1890 Long-man s Mag. July 241 The demand
for porcelain had much fallen off.

g. To decline in health, vigour, interest, etc.

;

to degenerate. Said also of health, interest, etc.

1709 Addison Taller No. 148 F 2 Many great Families are
insensibly fallen off from the Athletick Constitutions of their

Progenitors. 1802 T. Beddoes Hyg'eia vii. 38 The patient '

fell off in flesh. 1821 Shelley Lett. fr. Italy 22 Oct., The 1

' Jungfrau von Orleans ' of Schiller,—a fine play, if the fifth

act did not fall off. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxvii, ' We have
j

fallen off deplorably', said Mr. Carker. 1890 G. GlSSlNC
Emancipated II. 1. xiii. 100 Her. .health began to fall off.

92. Fall on. fa. See 1 f and Ox.
1535 CovERDALB Matt. xiv. 15 Y* night falleth on.

b. To come with violence ; to make an attack,

join battle. absol. of 64 b.)

1387 Trevisa I/igdeu (Rollsi III. 59 Whan be Sabynes fil

on. a 1400-50 Alexander 2132 J>ai fall on freschlyjre folk
[

of be cite. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VI II, v. iv. 57 They fell on,
j

1 made good my place. 1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5473/1 Flang-
|

iny fell on first with the St. I.awrence. 1855 Macaulay
j

Hist. Eng. 1 1 1. 425 The English were impatient to fall on.

C. To set to work, begin, make a start. Now
j

rare ; cf. 99 c.

1677 Varp.anton Eng. Improz'. 66 We came to an agree-
\

ment. Upon which I fell on, and made it. . Navigable from 1

Sturbridge to Kederminster. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)
J

VIII. 3 All stood ready to fall on. 1733 Fielding Quix. !

in Eng. Ded., Wit, like hunger, will be with, .difficulty re-
'

strained from falling on, where there is great plenty . .of food.
[

1890 W. Morris in Eng. Illustr. Mag. July 765 The squall I

falleth on when the sun hath arisen.

93. Pall out. a. intr. See simple senses and
Out.
1577 B. Googe Hereshaclis Hush. 1. (1586) 39 The rootes

standyng upwarde that the seede may fall out. 1658 Wills-
ford Natures Secrets 172 There fell out of the Air such
multitudes of strange, .flies. 1703 DAMPISH Voy. III. 20
Tho' several df the Nails or Pegs of the Boat should by any
sheck fall out. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (17901 IV. 1451 The morn-
ing flood falling out too early.

b. Mil, To drop out of one's place in the ranks

;

to drop behind a marching body.
1832 Regul. Instr. Cavalry in. 60 The Farriers and Band

fall out. 1844 Regul. fy Ord. Army 180 To bring up any
Man who may have fallen out. 1890 Standard 7 Aug. 5/7
Some of the men were obliged to fall out from fatigue.

+ C. Mil. To make a sally. Obs. rare — \
1637 Monro Expedition 11. 25 Major John Sinclaire .. not

having a hundred Musketiers within the Towne in all,

neverthelesse fell out with fiftie. .and skirmished bravely.

d. To disagree, quarrel.

1562 J. Heywood Frov. fy Epigr. (1867) 76 Whan theeues
fall out, true men come to their goode. 1654 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) II. 61 The Bp. of Derry and Sr Rich.
Grenville are fallen extremely out. 1783 Cowper Lett.

2 Feb., Monarchs. .fall out, and are reconciled just like the

meanest of their subjects. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist.

Eng. xvir. 159 The king and the archbishop soon fell out.

e. Fall out with : to quarrel with. Rarely in

indirect pass.

1530 Palsgr. 545/1 Fall nat out with your frendes for a
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thing of naught. 1542 Uoall Erasm. Apoph. 25, a, Pollio

had aforetyme been angrye and foule out with Timagenes.
a 1659 Osborn Luther Viud. (1673 1 4°3 Falshood is fallen-

out with for. .Love of Truth. 1771 Fletcher Cltecks Wks.
1795 II. 213 So preach that those who do not fall out with
their sins may fall out with thee, 1859 Thackeray Virgin.
iv, So this good woman fell out with her neighbours.

f. To come by chance into existence, rare.

1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh v. Poems 1890 VI. 213
If the Iliad fell out. . By mere fortuitous concourse of old
songs, Conclude as much too for the Universe.

g. To happen, chance, occur, arise, come to

pass. Now chiefly quasi-zw/m". with subject

clause. Also, To fall out to be.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 102 It must needes fall out, that
he shall have the better. 1598 Grenewey 'Tacitus' Ann.
xii. x. (1622^ 170 Vologeses thinking there had fell out hist

occasion of inuading Armenia, .assembleth his power. 1627
Perrot Tithes 51 How often falls it out that a Parishioner
. .detaines some part or the whole of his tithe. 1650 Baxter
Saints' R. ill, (16541 J3 If anything fell out amiss. 1688
Lett. cone. Present St. Italy 101 It fell out to be the year
of Jubily, 1650. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879 • I. 344/2
The death of this great mathematician fell out in the year
of Rome 542. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi, Thus it fell out that
Hller .. sought unfrequented paths.

h. To prove to be, turn out. Formerly with adj.

as compl., or to be ; now only with adverb of manner.
1570 T. WlLSON Demosthenes 4 marg., As things fall out,

the common sort judge. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's ttusb.

I. (15861 15 b, Such kinde of bargainyng. .maketh his ac-
comptes seeldome fall out just. 1614 Bp. Hali, Recoil.
Treat. 71 God purposed it as it is fallen out. 1642 Rogers
Xaaman 369 If there fall out to be any defect therein. 1669
Sturmv Mariner's Mag. 115 If the Division doth fall out
even, without any over-plus. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 7
When Matters so fall out that we cannot attend to Mercy
and Sacrifice both. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xiv.

130 The chronicler tells how things fell out.

+ i. Tofall out in : to burst out in, to begin.
a 1555 Latimer Serm. fy Rem. (1845) 97 Zachary . . fell out

in praising of God.

tj. Tofall out upon : to result from. Obs.
1665 J. Spencer Vulg. Prophecies 88 Fatal events have

fallen out upon vain prophecies.

94. Pall out of. a. See simple senses and Out.
c 1340 Cursor M. 12269 heading (Fa\r{.\ Ihesus raisid a

dede childe fallin out of a loft, c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.

03 pere schal falle out of him pecis gobetmele. 1563 FuLKE
Meteors (1640) 68 b, Quicksilver hath divers times fallen out
of the clouds. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.i 21 He fel out
of heauen into Lemnos. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.(i%$$) I.

i. 62 The people, .were falling out of archery practice, ex-

changing it for similar amusements. 1885 Manch. Even.
News 6 July 2/2 Land has fallen out of cultivation.

t b. To make a raid from. Obs. rare~ '.

1535 Coverdale 2 Kings v. 2 There had men of warre
fallen out of Syria, and caried awaye a litle damsel.

c. Mil. (Cf. 93 b.)

1824 Scott Redgauntlet xv, Do you fall out of the line,

and wait here with me. 1859 Jephson Brittany xiv. 234
The men piled arms and fell out of the ranks.

d. To fall out of lease : to cease to be held on
lease.

1841 yrnl. R. Agric. Sac. II. 11. 154 Farms which fell out
of lease.

95. Pall over. a. Sec simple senses and Over.
b. Sc. To go to sleep. [ c. To go over to ^the

enemy).
1595 Shaks. yohn in. i. 127 Dost thou now fall ouer to my

foes? 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (171 11 32 The Waves .

.

fall over with dashing and foaming. 1820 Scohhshy Ace.
Arctic Reg. I. 466 The moment life is extinct, it [a whale]
always falls over on its side. 1823 Lockhart Reg. Dalton
II. v, Ellen Hesketh. .wakened me— I had just fallen over.

96. Fall short, a. Of supplies : To give out,

fail, become insufficient.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late I 'oy. 11. (1711^ 106 Their [foxes
1

] Food
falls but short there. ij+SAnsou's Voy. II. ii. 137 Apprehen-
sions of our provisions falling short.

b. Of a shot, etc. : Not to reach the mark
aimed at.

1793 HOSTS in Nicolas Disp. Nelson I. 329 note, The Fort
fired at us, but their balls fell short. 1848 J. Grant Adv.
ofAide-de-C. xxxi, The bombs fell short.

T C. ellipt. for Tall short offinding-, to miss.
1688 BtJXYAN Heavenly Footman (1SS6) 171 Be sure thou

wilt fall short the way at last.

97. Pall short of. a. To fail to reach or ob-

tain (an object, wages, etc.) ; to fail in performing
(one's duty).

1590 Sir J.Smyth Disc. Weapons 21b, The matches ..

fall.. short of the pannes and powder. 1629 tr. Herodian
(1635* in The souldiers falling short of their hopes were
extremely offended. 1793 Smeaton Edystoue L. § 101 The
workmen should on no occasion fall short of the common
wages of the country. 1890 H. S. Merri.man Suspense II.

v. 114 He fell lamentably short of his duty.

b. To fail of attaining to (a certain amount,
degree, level, or standard^ ; not to reach the same
amount, etc. as. Also 7 Tofall short to.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iii. 5 They fall too short of our fraile

reckonings. 1630 A*, yahnson's Kitigd, <y Com/mu. 88 They
. .will fall short to our expectation. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig.
Saer. 11. iv. § 1 The other Prophets fell so much short of
Moses. 1697 Dampier I'oy. (1698' I. 202 They fell short of
the number they told us of. X7H Addison Spect. No. 61 p 5
Though they excel later Writers in Greatness of Genius,
they fall short of them in Accuracy. 1746 Hervev Medit.
(18181 in A felicity that never falls short of the very perfec-

tion of elegance. 1845 M'Culloch Taxation 111. iii. (1852'

467 The income . . fell greatly short of the expenditure.

FALLACIOUS.

98. Pall through. To break down, come to

I

nought, fail, miscarry. *{• Rarely of persons.
1781 G. R. Clark in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) Hf-

324 Should we fall through in our present plans . . the Con-
sequences will be fatal. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. iv.

ix. 106 The charge seems to have fallen through. 1884
Manch. Exam. 22 May 5/1 The proposed amalgamation .

.

fell through.

99. Pall to. -j- a. Analytical form of ME.
to-fallen to happen, occur. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Tray 2719 No man . . ferd is of fortune till it

falle to.

b. Of a gate, etc. : To shut automatically.
1889 Maartens Sin o/y. Avelingh I. 1. x. 130 The oaken

door fell to behind them.

c. To set to work, make a beginning ; esp. to

begin eating ; also, to come to blows. (Cf. 66 cl, e.)

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. v. 98 My I^ord, wilt please you
to fall too? 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 101 Let
us fall too. and consider of some good things to advance
the Woollen Manufactures. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes ii.

We fall-to upon these dainties, 1865 Parkman Champlain
iii. (1875) 223, I have seen our cure and the minister . . fall

to with their fists on questions of faith. 1886 Tip Cat xv.

199 Dick, finding a spare rake, fell to and worked with a will.

+ 100. Pall together, a. Of the eyes : To
close, b. To collapse, contract, shrink up. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16762 + 75 (Cott.) To-geder fell hiseghen.

1654 Whitlock Zaotomia 75 Hetelleth him. .that the Brain
is fallen close together.

c. Tall together by the ears : see Ear i d.

VJ Phrase-key. (The prepositional combinations in X,
and the adverbial combinations in XI, are not included.)

Fall pres. conj. (fair, foul /., /. what can, etc.) 46 d ; fall

a prey, sacrifice, victim 24; f. about a person's ears 28;
/. among thieves 35 a;yC at the crest \$',f. calm 10 b; /. dead
23 ; /. due 40 a ; f. from a person, his mouth 6 ; f. heir 40 b

;

/. in age 7 b ; f. in flesh 14 ; f. in (one's) heart 34 ; f. in love

38 b ; f. in pieces 27 ; f. in two 27 b ; f. into error, sin 25 b *,

f. into ia person's) heart, mind 34 ; j. on lone's) face, knees
20 ; f, on a sword 19 c ; /. out of flesh 14 ; f. profit 46 c ;

_/". to be 40, 47 ; /. to earth, ground i, 19', J to (one's' lot,

share 31 ; /. to mould, to pieces, powder 27 ; f. to (one's)

rifle 23c; f. to (one)self 36 ; j. to (one's) share 31 ; let

fall 4.

t Fallable, a. Obs. Also 6 -ible. [f. Fall
v. + -ahle.] Capable of falling, liable to fall.

1548 Hall Chron. 177 b, Thefeble foundation of this fallible

buildyng. 1577 tr. Jhtllingcr's Decades (1592) 487 Unlesse
God had made man fall-able, there had beene no praise of

his workes or vertue. ^1656 lip. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660)

371 Man, as he was creable, fallable, saveable.

t Falla'ce, sfi. Obs. Forms : 4-5 fallas, 5
falace, 4-7 fallace. [a. Y.fallace, ad. L. fallaeia,

{.fallax : see next.]

1. Deception, trickery, falsehood ; deceitfulness
;

an instance of the same; FALLACY 1, 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3664 <Cott.) If mi fader (>at es now blind

Mai mi fallace oght vnderfind. 1388 Wvcur Matt. xiii. 22
The fallace of ritchessis stranguhth the word. 1483 Cax-
ton G. de la Tour H iv, The fallaces and vanytees of the

world. 1599 Haklcvt Voy. II. 11. 73 Lyes and fallaces that

they did write, a 1634 Chapman ,-I/////>«j«.r Plays 1873 III.

235 Nay without fallace they have several Beds.

2. A sophistical argument ; = Fallacy 3.

1532 More Confut. 'Tindate Wks. 637/2 A goodly false

foolishe fallace. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. \\. xiv. § 6

Socrates, .hath exactly expressed all the fourmes of objec-

tion, fallace and redargution.

Palla'Ce, a- Obs. rare — 1
, [a. OY. fallace,

ad. L. fallax (^stem fallaci-), f. fallcre to deceive.]

= Fallacious.
1393 I.asgl. P. PI. C. xvit. 231 Freres. .Meuen motif>

meny tymes insolibles and fallaces.

t Fallaci-loquence. Obs~° [ad. L. falld-

ciloauentia, f. fallaci- (see prec.) + loquentia talk-

ing : see -enck.] Deceitful speech.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1721-61 in Bailey.

f Fallacrloquent, a. Obs.~° [f. L. fallaci-

(see Fallace) + loquent-cm, pr. pple. of loqui to

speak.] Speaking deceitfully. >73°-* '" H.mlky.

Fallacious (faU^s), a. [f. 'L.faWUi-a (see

Fallacy) + -ous. Cf. F. fallacicux. In early use

it appears with sense derived from that of the sb.

;

subsequently (in accordance with the usual tendency

of adjs. in -acious) it came to be taken as the re-

presentative of I,,fallax.]

1. Of an argument, syllogism, etc. : Containing a

fallacy.

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xi. xx, Seven sophyms full hard
and fallacyous Thys ydre used in preposicion Unto the

people, 1651 Baxtkr Inf. Rapt. 228, I undertake to prove
every Argument of his . . to be vain and fallacious. 1788

Reid Aristotle's Log. v. §3. 116 Such fallacious syllogisms

are considered in this treatise. 1864 Bowen Logic ix. 294
Those fallacious reasonings which are correct in form.

2. + a. Of persons: Deceitful (obs.). t>. Of
things : Deceptive, misleading.

a. 1663 Cowley The Complaint viii, Teach me not then,

O thou fallacious Muse, The Court, .t'accuse. 1769 Burke
Late State Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 82 This author., is only

slovenly and inaccurate, and not fallacious.

b. 1651 Biggs New Disp. P 305 A fallacious word, signify-

ing contrary to what it pretends. 1772 84 Cook Voy. U79°'
VI. 2024 A very fallacious method of judging. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. (1858) II. x. 434 No evidence is more fallacious

than that which rests upon isolated facts,

3. That causes disappointment ; mocking expecta-

tion, delusive.



FALLACIOUSLY.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1046 That fallacious Fruit. 1741

Midoi.eton Cicero II. x, 385 False and fallacious hopes.
1877 Starrow^Ww. i. 11 Nor is it a deceitful joy.. a falla.
cious peace.

Fallaciously (fah~ j^sli), adv. [f. as prec +
-ly -.] In a fallacious manner.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. Pref, We.. promise no

disturbance or reoppose any pen that shall fallaciously re-
fute us. 1764 Khid Inquiry vi. § 5. 139 That our senses
fallaciously represented them [heat, colour, etc.] as being in
bodies. 1884 Sir C. S. C Bowes in Law Rep. 28 Chanc.
Div. 15 It is often fallaciously assumed that [etc.].

Fallaciousness (fal^'Jwnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or fact of being fallacious.
1681 H. MoRE_E.r/. Dan. 34 The. .fallaciousness of the

Greek Nation. 1753 Johnson Rambler No. 203 *2 Every
one has. .detected the fallaciousness of hope. 1847 Hark
Vict. Faith 44 The groundlessness and fallaciousness of a
proposition.

t Fallacity. Obs. [ad. L faUaeUat-em^.oi
state tfallax: see Fallack a.] Fallaciousness.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. m. 190 The old. .Aphorism of.

.

Nature's obscurity., the Senses fallacity. 1773 Observ. State
Poor 49 However consistent this specious reasoning may be
with . .justice, its fallacity will not escape detection.

Fallacy (fcedasi). Forms: 5-7 falacy(e, 6-7
fallacie, 17 falleoie), 7- fallacy, [ad. L./alldaa,
n. of quality {.fallax deceptive : see Fallace a.

First in 15th c. replacing the older Fallace sb.]

fl. Deception, guile, trickery; a deception, trick;
a false statement, a lie, Obs.
1481 Caxtoh Reynard (Arb.) 67 Ha reynart how wel can

ye your falacye and salutacion doon. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts (1673) 159 Then make they a narrow bridge covered
with earth.. that the beasts may dread no fallacy. 1671
Mii.ton P. A*. 1. 155 Winning by Conquest what the first
man lost By fallacy surprized. 1740 Fielding Tom Jones
xvi. ix, Her utter detestation of all fallacy.

2. fa- Deceitfulness (obs.). b. Deceptiveness,
aptness to mislead, unreliability.
1641 J.Johnson {title), The Academy of Love, describing

the Folly of younge Men and the Fallacy of Women. 1654
Whitlock Zootomia 220 Let us not affirm their existence,
and on on the Fallacies of Sense. < 1800 K. White Rem.
(1837) 381 The fallacy of human friendship. 1849 Mrs.
SOUKRVIIXB Conuex. Phys. Sc. xxv. 264 A consciousness of
the fallacy of our senses.

3. A deceptive or misleading argument, a soph ism.
In Logic esp. a flaw, material or formal, which
vitiates a syllogism ; any of the species or types to
which such flaws are reducible. Also, sophistical
reasoning, sophistry.
Not in Wilson's Logic (1552) which has ' deceipt ',

' de-
ceiptfulness ', as the equivalent offallacia in this sense.
1362 Tirner Herbal 11. 100 a, It is a false fallacie. .to argue

from a parte to the hole. i6iz Brinsley Lnd. Lit. xvit
(1627) 208 To helpe to answer the subtHties or fallacies.
«i665 J. Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 160, I shall
..proceed to shew the fallacies and other weaknesses of
those pretences. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. 11. iv. I. 357 The
fallacy which seems to have misled those gentlemen. 1884
tr. Lotze's Logic 284 The commonest fallacy is ambiguity of
the middle.term.

4. A delusive notion, an error, esp. one founded
on false reasoning. Also, the condition of being
deceived, error,

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. n. ii. 188 He entertaine the free'd
\Gtobe ed. orTer'd] fallacie. 1665 Gi.anvili, Seeps. Sci. xiii. 75We being then thus obnoxious to fallacy in our apprehensions
and judgments. 1735-8 Bolingbrokk On Parlies Ded. 22
When They cannot impose a Fallacy, endeavour, .to hinder
Men from discerning a Truth. 1825 Svd. Smith* l-Vks. (1859)
II. 59 '2 A vast number of absurd and mischievous fallacies.

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 413 In adducing the
authority of Hindu writers in favour of the doctrine, two
sources of fallacy are discernible.

5. Sophistical nature, unsoundness (oi argu-
ments) ; erroneousness, delusiveness 'of opinions,
expectations, etcA
1777 Priestley Disc. Philos. Necess. Pref. 30, I was

enabled to see the fallacy of most of the arguments. 1825
M'Culloch Pol. Sam. n. 158 The returns under the popu-
lation acts have shown the fallacy of these opinions. 1850
Prkscott Peru II. 193 Expectations of wealth, of which
almost every succeeding expedition had proved the fallacy,

f b. Proneness to err, fallibility. Obs. rare.
1651 N. Hacon Disc. Goz't. Eug. 11. xxvii. (1739) 120 Find-

ing the fallacy of the infallible Chair, he hearkens unto other
Doctors. 1796 GOTO. Morris in Sparks Life <y IVrit. (1832)
III. 87 Experience has taught me a sincere faith in the
fallacy of human opinions.

6. Comb. , asfallacy-monger.
1849 Cobden Speeches 10 When the revolutions broke out,

these fallacy-mongers exclaimed.

Tallage (f§'ltd5 \ [f. Fall v. + -age.] The
action or process of falling or cutting down trees.
1882 Mayne Reid in N. V. Tribune May, The fallage is

not all done at the same time,

Fal-lal (fel.ke-1, fcte-1), si. and a. Also
fallol. [One of the many reduplicating formations
expressing the notion of something trivial or gaudy

;

cf. knick-knack, gexu-gaw. The suggestion may
have been given by Kalbala.] A. si.

1. A piece of finery or frippery, a showy adorn-
ment in dress. Chiefly//.
a 1706 EvKLYNiFairholt', His dress has bows and fine fal-

Ialls. 1718 Mrs. Centovre Bold Strokefor Wife n, And
thou do'st really think those Fallals becometh thee? 1775
T. Sheridan Art Reading 88 One of their painted Cour-
tezans, adorned with fripperies and fallals. 1816 Scott

45

Old Mortal. xxxlx,ltwa*tin idle fancy, .to dress the honest
auid man in time expensive fal-lalls that he ne'er wore in his
life. 1861 Sai.a Dutch Pict. viii. 121 New bonnets .. and
similar feminine fallals.

2. dial. Affectation in manner, fussy show of
politeness.

1879 Miss Jackson SArofish. Word-blc, ' I canna believe a
word 'e says 'e's so much fallal about 'im.' 1887 S. Cheshire
Gloss., ' Ha\ too much fallol about him to pleease me.'

3. = Fa-la.
1864 Reader 17 Sept. 364 The slow dance with its 'fal-lal

'

burthen.

+ B. adj. Affected, finicking, foppish. Obs.
1748 Richardson Clarissa I. xiii. 291 Humouring his

old fal-lal taste. 1768 Mad. D'Arblay Eariy Diary 17
July, I was so sick of the ceremony and fuss of these fall

lall people ! 1818 Scott Ilrt. Midi, xxv, Your cockups and
your fallal duds.

fb. absol To be a little upon the fal-lal: to

border on the affected.

1754 Richardson GrandistmV. xvi, The lady is a little

upon the fallal.

Fallalery (£sel,Iae-leri). [f. prec. sb. + -ery.]
Tawdry finery, gaudy ornament.
1833 Hoon Public Dinner ii, Dames in the gallery, All

dressed in fallal lery. 1891 G. Meredith One of our Con-
querors I. iv. 65 Dancing and flirting and fal-lallery.

Fallalish (faeliUe-liJ), a. rare. [f. Fal-
lal a. + -i.su.] Somewhat fal-lal. Hence Pal-
laTishly adv.
1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) V. xliii. 274 An old

soul, whose whole life has been but one dream, a little fal-
lal-ishly varied.

t Fallation. Obs. Forms: 6-7 fallacian,
-ion, fallation. [Formation not quite clear; f.

Fallacy or its source, the ending being confused
with -ation; or f. Fallacious, on the analogy of
suspicious, suspicion.'] -— Fallacy 3.

^1568 Ascham Schotem. 11. (Arb.) 132 Tomitanus ..hath
expressed euerie fallacion in Aristotle, with diuerse examples
out of Plato. 1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 1. iv. 26 b, Fal-
lacians bee eyther in the woord or in the reason. 1610
Healky St. Aug, Citie ofGod 309.

t Fall-away, sb. Obs. [f. vbl. phrase fall
away \ see Fall v. 79.] One who falls away from
religion ; an apostate.
1682 Bunyan Barren Fig-tree <i6B^ 104 It is impossible

for those Fall-a-ways to be renewed again unto repentance.

t Fallax, sb. Obs. [a. L. fallax, neut offallax
deceptive, tfallerc to deceive.] = Fallacy.
1530 Palsgr. 218/2 Fallaxe or desceyt,fatace. 1563 Foxe

A. fy Af. 750, I answer to thargument, whych I do deny as
a fallax. ii 1628 F. Greville Sidney viii. 11652) 104 That
ever-betraying Fallax of undervaluing our enemies. 1669
Stuk.my Mariner's Mag. C ij b.

t Falla-xity. Obs, [f. L. fallax: see Fallace
a. and -iTY.] m Fallacy.
c 1640 J. Smyth Lives BerA-eleys^iBSj) II. 226 Great deceit,

fallaxity and crafty waies.

Fall-back, sb. For the stress on this and
similar words, cf. BbkaK-DOWN. [f. vbl. phrase
fallback: see Fall v. 80.]

a. Something upon which one may fall back

;

a reserve, b. A falling back, depression.
1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. n. 402 It is. .advisable. . to

provide a ' fall-back ', or adjacent stubble field into which
the flock may retire at pleasure. 1853 Kane Griuuetl Exp. I

xxL (1856) 162 He would leave the Mary, .to serve as a fall- I

back in case we should lose our vessels. i8g2 Pall Mall G.
26 Feb. 2/1 You will have occasional months of fall-back,

!

but that will in time be made up, and every quarter will
show a steady increase.

t Fall-door. Obs. rare. [f. Fall sbt + Doon,
after Flemish valdeure.] A trap-door.
1481 Caxton A,

o'«rtr^iArb.)27 And ther stode a faldore
j

by, and we clymened ther up. .and they that laye nexte the
!

fyre cryden that the valdore was open.

Fall-down, a. [f. vbl. phrase fall down : see
Fall v. 84.] That falls down, turned over.
1829 Marryat /•'. Mildmay^ xxiii, He appeared in a . . fall-

down collar. 1882 I'nif Reg. in Navy List July 493/2 Coat.
— Blue cloth, double-breasted, fall-down collar.

Fallen (f§"l'n), ///. a. For forms see Fall v.

1. That has come- down or dropped from a high
position.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1214 White as snowe falle newe. 1776
Withering Brit. Plants IV. 154 Two distinct species grow
..on the fallen branches of trees. 1849 Sk. Xat. Hist.,
Mammalia IV. 27 Fallen acorns constitute the food of the
dormouse.

b. Fallen-stars Sc. : ^see quot.\
1808 Jamikson, Fallen stars .. Tremella Nostoc, Linn.;

a gelatinous plant, found in pastures &c. after rain. Ibid. s.v.,
Sea Fallen Stars . . an animal thrown on the sea-shore in
summer and autumn ; Medusa sequorea, Linn.
2. Of the sun : Having set. rare.
1892 Tennyson Foresters \. iii, The long bright day is

done, And darkness rises from the fallen sun.

3. Of flesh, etc. : Shrunken, emaciated. Fallen
fleece : see quot. 1S92.

1722 De Foe Col. 7^(1840) 281 Her fallen flesh plumped
up. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. xxx. 98 The old lines
appearing strong in the. .fallen cheeks. 1892 Labour Com-
mission Gloss. No. 8 Fallen Fleeces. Fleece, wool, or
mohair, taken from the dead carcases of sheep, &c, and,
therefore, diseased.

4. That has been laid low, or brought to the
ground. Also absol. of men. lit. and_/%\

FALLIBLE.
a 1631 Donne Epigr. (1652) 93 Falne Okea the Axe doth

into Timber hew. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I, 283
The branches of the fallen forest. 1819 Mrs. Hemans Abeu-
ccrrage 56 There bleed the fallen, there contend the brave.
a l835 — Marias 82 Midst fallen palaces she sits alone.
1871 Freeman Norm. Com;. (1S76J IV. xvii. 34 The estates
of the fallen King [Harold], .were, .forfeited. Ibid. 62 The
fallen gonfanon of Harold. 1878 J. P. Hoits Jesus v. 21
His delight was, to lift up the fallen.

5._/%\ a. In a moral sense: That has lost purity
or innocence; ruined. A fallen woman: one who
has surrendered her chastity, b. With reference to
rank, fortune, or dignity: That has come down
from high estate.

a 1628 F. Greville Poems, Hum. Learning xix, Vea of
our falne estate the fatall staine Is such, as [etc.]. 1645
Milton Tetrarch. YVks. 1738 I. 230 God. .would, .not [have)
sent word by Malachi in a sudden fal'n stile. 1682 Loud.
(,,iz. No. 1711/4 It was contrived by some Discontented
Antimonarchical Fallen-Angel. 1712 Steele Spec/. So. 276
Pi \our Papers with regard to the fallen Part of the Fair
Sex. 1751 Joktin Semi. \ 1771) I. ii. 21 The Messiah was to
restore fallen man. 1820 Byron Mar. Faliero 11. i, The
once fall'n woman must for ever fall. 1848 Macau.ay Hist,

1 Lug. III. 4S2 The fallen dynasty and the fallen hierarchy
were restored. 1875 Joweit Plato(<x\. 2) III. 71 Philosophy,
even in her fallen estate, has a dignity of her own.
6. Fallcn-off: (see Fall v. 91).
1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. vii. 6 The Legions now in Gallia,

I

are Full weake to vndertake our Warres against The falne*
I off Pritaines. 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. (ed. 3) I. 18S

j

He is. .a falien-otT branch from the good old English tree.

tFallency. Civil Paw. Obs. [ad. med.L.

I

fallentia, {.fallcre to deceive : see -ENCY.] An in-

I stance of the failure of a rule; an exception.
1603 Hayward Ansiv. to Doleman iv. Lij, Alexander and

Felinus doe assigne hue fallencies vnto these rules. 1660
Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. I. Pref. 9 Socinus sets down 802
fallencies, (that's the word of the law,' concerning the con-
testation of suits and actions at law.

Faller fg-lai . [f. Fall v . + -er 1
.]

1. One who falls, in various senses of the yd.

t

fAlso with adv., asfaller off.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 147 Fallare, or he hat oftvn tyme

fallythe, cadax. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades 1 1592^ 824'He
was accounted . . a faller off from >"-' true Church of God.
^1631 Laud Scrm. (1847) 13 Nor are we fallers out of the
Church, but they fallers on" from verity. 1725 Bradley
Earn. Diet. s.v. Rules for buying Horses, It's a true Mark

I

of. .a perpetual Faller. 1890 Pall Mall G. 22 Aug. 1/2 Six

!

riders were brought to grief . . Being experienced fallers,

I

however, nothing more serious than bruises resulted.

2. A feller of timber. Only dial.

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. H'ord-bk. s.v., The fallers bin
on Lsridge [Eastridge] coppy agen.

3. The Hen-harrier Circus cyaneus).
1885 in Swainson Pro".'. Names Brit. Birds 132.

f4. A part of a mill for scouring clothes, etc. :

:

(see quot.). Obs.
I 1677 Varranton Eng. Improv. 107 There are Six or Eight
!

Fallers (or Feet) which are taken and lifted up by the Axle-
tree, .and so fall down-right into a Pox, or Chest, wherein
the Cloth lyeth.

5. The name of various appliances in spinning
machines. Also attrib.

1851 L. D. B. Gordon Art frul. Catal. Gt. Exhib.
p.vi**/a As the carriage approaches the roller-beam, the
spinner gradually raises the faller-wire. 1879 Cassell's
Techn. Educ. IV. 396/1 Along the top of the spindles stretch
two wires called the ' fallers'.

t Fallera. Falconry. Obs. rare - 1
. Also

7-8 in Diets, fal lorn, falera. (See quots.)
i486 Bk, St. A Ibans C iij a, When ye se that yowre hawkes

dees wax white : then she has the fallera. 1692-1732 Coles,
I- alorn,fall-, a disease in hawks known by their white talons.
1721-1800 Bailey, Falera.

Fallibility [faelibrUti). [f. next + -ity. Cf.

Y.faillibilite!\ The state cr fact of being fallible ;

liability to err or to mislead (in mod. usage limited
to the former) ; an instance of the same.
1634 *E. Knott' in Chillingworth's Relig. Proi. iv. § 14

Nothing of the Churches Visibility or Invisibility, Fallibility
or Infallibility. 1677 Halk Prim. Orig. Man. 11. i. 131
Those Evidences of Fact.. have or may have their several
allays and fallibilities. 1725Watts Z^;V 11. ix. 409 Tho' there
be a great deal of Fallibility in the Testimony of Men. 1775
Harris Philos. Arraugem. Wks. (1841)353 The fallibility

which sometimes attends this method of distinguishing. 1840
Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 216 The fallibility of judges
and lawyers. 1859 Mill Liberty i. iSThe fallibility ofwhat
is called the moral sense.

Fallible (feiib'l\ a. Also 6-7 fallable. [ad.

late h.fallibilis, i.fallere to deceive : see -ble. Cf.

F. failliblc.

The L. word appears in Papias (nth c.) with the active
sense ' deceitful' ; in late med.L. it has the passive sense
' deceivable'.]

1. Of persons or their faculties : Liable to be de-

ceived or mistaken ; liable to err.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, I suppose her connyng was
fallible. 1638 I'enit, Conf. vii. (1657) 135 He is fallible, and
often erring in judgment. 1699 Burnkt 39 Art. xxxiii.

(1700) 364 An Authority to which no fallible Body of men
can have a Right. 1763 Johnson in Boswell Life (1831) I.

391 A fallible being will fail somewhere. 1855 Milman Lai.
Chr. (1364) V. ix.ii. 206 The papal power, .the representative
of fallible man rather than of the infallible God. 1881 W.
Collins Bl. Robe 1. iii. 142 These rebuffs are wholesome
reminders of his fallible human nature.

2. Of rules, opinions, arguments, etc. : Liable to

be erroneous, unreliable.



FALLIBLY. 46 FALLOW.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2867 This worldes joye

is transitorie, And the truste on it slipir and fallible. 1534
More in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 117 II. 52 The fallible opinion
.. of lightsome chaungeahle peple. c 1555 Hari'sfield
Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 164 This argument .. is but a
fallable argument. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for AI. [IX. i. 170 Do
not satisfie your resolution with hopes that are fallible. 1643
Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. i. 23 The. .fallible discourses of

man upon the word of God. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative
11. 1 Uncertain and fallible Reports. 1736 Butler Anal.
n. viii. 393 The rules . . of preserving health . . are not only
fallible and precarious. 1851 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil.

ill. iii. 286 A slow and painful process if rightly gone into,

and a very fallible one if only partially executed.

t b. Not determinable'with certainty. Obs. rare.

1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. in. 166 This Angle of Variation

being quite fallible, and alwayes variable.

f 3. Fallacious, delusive. Obs. rare.

iSSpMoRWYMOiitwiyiK. 176 Suche waters, .make a fallible

image of youth.

4. quasi-jA One who is fallible, rare.

1705 Hickeringill Pr'tesi-cr. Wks. I1716' 7g She [Queen
Elizabeth] over-liv'd this infallible fallible [Pope Pius V].

1846 G. S. Faber Lett. Tractar. Secess. Popery 164 All these

fallibles are added up together in one sum which shall col-

lectively constitute the Church.

Hence FaTlibleness = Fallibility. »

1648 Hammond To Ld. Fairfax 19 The weaknesse and
falliblenesse of these few principles. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio'.

Fallibly [fae'libli), adv. [f. as prec + -ly -.]

In a fallible manner.
155a Huloet, Fallably, subdole. 1638 Chillingw. Relig.

Prot. 1. 11. § 94. 87 \\ hy does shee imploy particular Doctors
to interpret Scriptures fallibly?

Falling (tg\ii)), vhl. sb. [f. Fall v. + -ing *.]

The action of the vb. Fall.
1. In intransitive senses.

c 1300 Cursor M, 1854 (Cott.) Abute f'ue monetz was bat

it stud Wit-outen falling bat fcrs fludd. C1340 Ibid, 411
heading (Fairf.) pe fallinge of lucifer and his fetawes.

a 1450 Nut, dc la Pour 11 She. .in her fallyng cried helpe
on our lady. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 13 § 13 From the

tyme of the falling of theym [lambs] unto the feast of. . Seynt
fohn Baptyste. 1563 Fuxke Meteors (1640) 55 b, Sleet ..

beginneth to melt in the falling. 1580 Hollyband Treas.
Fr. Pong, Ravalletnctti . .a falling in price, as the falling of
the market. 1621 Sanderson Strttt. I. 214 Vzza had better

have ventured the falling, than the fingering of the ark.

1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipwreck 109 The falling

of night would otherwise have forced us to lay aside our
labour. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 378 The falling

of the drops of alcohol from the beak of the receiver.

1839 Longf. Hyperion 1. vii. 11865) 3§ The silent falling

of snow.

2 In various specific applications, a. Thefall-
ing of the leaf \ autumn, b. Setting (of the sun\
c. Pathol, (see quot. lS^X d. In the barometer,

etc. e. Mus. Cf. Fall v. 17.

a. 1503 Hawes Exam/. Virt. i. 5 In Septembre in fall-

ynge of the lefe.

b. 1555 Eden Decades i Folowinge the fallinge of the

sonne.

C. c 1400 Lanfranc '$ Cirurg. 303 For fallinge of be maris
bat is cleped disfocacioun of the maris. 1884^//. Soc, Lex,,
Falling of the womb, a popular term for Prolapsus uteri.

d. 1658 Wili.sford Natures Secrets 154 The often rising

and falling of the water [in a weather-glass] shews the out-

ward Air very mutable, .and the weather (inconstant. 1688

J. Smith Baroscope 65 Wet and Rainy Weather come pre-

sently upon the Mercury's Falling. 1814 W. C. Wells
Ess. /Jew q The falling of the mercury in the barometer.
i860 Adm. Fitz-Koy in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 340 Indi-

cations of approaching changes .. are shown .. by its [the

barometer's] falling or rising.

e. 1609 Douland Ornith. Microl. 1. vi. 17 The falling of

a Song. J674 Simpson in Campion Art of Descant ^foot-n.,

If the Bass do rise more than a fourth, it must be called

falling. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mus. ix. 186 A falling .

.

at the Beginning of a Strain.

3. In transitive senses.

1580 Lease in Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 237 At
every falling he will leave for every acre fallen, .twelve trees.

1699 Lutvrell Brief. Rel. (1857) IV. 483 A Iibell against the

last parliament about their falling of guineas.

f 4. A depression in the soil ; a hollow, declivity,

slope. Obs.

1563 Golding Ca?sar 61 b, High rockes and steepe fallings.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 111, (1622)250 Amphialus embushed his

footemen in the falling of a hill. 1684 R. H. Sch. Recreat.
83 Observe, .the Risings, Fallings, and Advantages of the
1'laces where you Bowl. 171a J. James tr. Le Blon<fs
Hardening 21 Gardens, .having no Risings, nor Fallings.

5. cotter. Something whLh falls or has fallen.

a. A fragment (of a building) ; a ruin. b. usually

in pi. A dropping, a windfall. Also fig.

a. 1382 Wyclif Isa. Ixi. 4 And olde falhngus thei shul

rere, and thei shul restore cities forsaken. 1599 Hakluyt
I'oy. II. 1. 214 A great part of it. .is. .almost couered with
the aforesayd fallings.

b. 1608 Vorhsh. 'Frag. 1, 1, Apples hanging longer ..than
when they are ripe, make so many fallings, a 1661 Holy-
day Juvenal 180 Virro was capable of such caduca, such
fallings . . such windfalls. 1687 Dryden Hind <y /'. in. 103
Tis the beggar's gain To glean the fallings of the loaded
wain. 1847-78 Halliwrxl, Fallings, dropped fruit. South.

6. With adverbs, expressing the action of the vbl.

combinations under Fall v. XI.
1440 Protnp. Bar?:, Fallynge downe, idem estquodFallynge

cvylle. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Catarrhs .. the
Catarre or fallyng downe of humours. 1607 Shaks. Timonw.
iii. 401 The falling from ofhis Friendes. 1611 Bible 2 Thess.

ii. 3 That day shall not come, except there tome a falling

away first. 1659 B. Harris Parivats Iron Age 200 They
..observed the falling back of the French. 171a W. Rogers

Voy. 315 Numbers, are lost by the falling in of the Earth.

1748 "Richardson Clarissa VII. v. 26 All her falling away,
and her fainting fits. 1878 L. P. Meredith Teeth 181 The
falling away of the gums after extraction.

b. falling off: the action of the vb. Fall off

(Fall v. 91) ; decadence, defection, diminution.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 47 Oh Hamlet, what a falling off

was there. 1709 Steele & Addison Taller No. in F 4
A Falling off from those Schemes of Thinking. 1802 T,
Beddoes Hyg'eia vii, Should it be accompanied by falling

off in flesh. 1834 Brit. Husb. III. 60 A falling off of the

milk is immediately noticed. 1837 Whittier Barclay of
(fry xv, Hard to feel the stranger's scoff, Hard the old

friend's falling off. 1883 E. Pknnell-Elmhirst Cream
Lcicestersh. 155 The grey showed no falling off from his

previous form.

C. Falling out : the action of the vb. Fall out

(Fall v. 93J, disagreement, quarrel ; also t ending.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 97 This fallyng out of king John
with.. Geoffrey Archebishop of Vorke. 1586 W. Webbe
Fug. Poetrie (Arb.) 56 The falling out of verses together in

one like sounde, is commonly called . . Ryme. 1667 Pepys
Diary (1877) V. 194, I have heard of a falling out between
my Lord Arlington, .and W. Coventry. 1741 Richardson
Pamela III. 337 We had a sad Falling-out t'other Day.

1847 Tennyson Princess 1. 251 Blessings on the falling out

That all the more endears.

Falling (fg'lirj), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

1. That falls, in various senses of the vb.

^1300 Cursor M. 27581 (Cott.)pe standand fall, pefalland

rise. 1611 Bible Isa. xxxiv. 4 All their hoste shall fall

downe. .as a falling figge from the figge tree. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIII, 111. ii. 333 Presse not a falling man too farre.

1661 J. Cmh.drky Brit. Bacon. 170 The high Hils . . break

of the storms and falling Snow. 1693 Congreve Love
for L. Prol., One falling Adam, and one tempted Eve.

« 1711 Ken Hymns F.vang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 86 Dark
Prophecies predict our falling State 1717 Lady M. W.
Montague Lett. (1763) II. xxix. 25 My Caftan . . is a robe

..with very long strait falling sleeves. 1762 Falconer
Shipnvr. 1. 490 The vessel parted on the falling tide. 1781

Ghjbon Dccl. <y F. III. 148 The weakness of the falling

empire. 1833 Ht. Maktineau Vanderputfy S. vi. 99 Hein's

frowning brow and falling countenance. 1843 LyttoN Last
Bar. 1. iv. 28The long throat and falling shoulders. 1848 Mill
Pol. Fcon. m. xxiv. § 3 The speculative holders are unwill-

ing to sell in a falling market. 1858 in Merc. Marine Mai;.

V. 12 Kate Hooper . .had strong, .winds, .with falling baro-

meter. 1874 Knight Diet. Mcch. I. 852/2 The Peabody
gun. .has a falling breech-block.

2. Prosody. Of a foot, rhythm, etc. : Decreasing

in stress, having the ictus at the beginning.

1844 Beck & Felton tr. Mtmk's Metres 8 A rhythm
which begins with the arsis, and descends to the thesis, is

called falling or sinking.

3. Astrol. Palling houses (see Cadent a. 2).

1594 Blundevil Exerc. iv. xxxvi. (ed. 7) 493 Those that go
next before any of the foure principall Angles, are called

falling houses.

4. Falling-in : that slopes inwards from below.

1887 Set. Amcr. 2 July 11/2 Yachts with the falling-in top-

sides of a man of war.

5. Syntactical Combinations, a. Falling-^disease,

•\-evil (see Evil 7 b), \-ill, -sickness (now rare) =
Epilepsy. Also humorously for * a fall ', andy?^.

The Eng. expressions are after L. morbus caduens ; cf. Ger.

fallende sucht.

a iaag Ancr. R. 176 Fallinde vuel ich cleopie Hcomes sic-

nesse. 1527 Andrew Bmmswyke's Dt'slyll. Waters C v, An
ounce is good for them that haue the fallynge sekenesse.

1607 'Vovsyaa. Fonr-f, Beasts{ 1673) 171 The gall ofa Ferret is

commended against the Falling disease. 165a Woman's
Universe in Watson Collect. Scots Poems in. (1711) >oi

Hippocrates. .Could never cure her Falling-ill, Which takes

her when she pleases. 1706 Phili.H's (ed. Kersey), Falling

Evil, a Disease which sometimes happens to Horses, being

no other than the Falling-sickness. 1843 Sir T. Watson
Lect. PAysic(iByi)l. 630 Its [epilepsy's] common designation

is thefalling sickness ; or, more vaguely, fits.

b. in various other Combs., as falling-band

Fall sb.l 23 a; + falling-door = folding-door;

f falling-gate = falling sluice ; f falling-hinge,

one by which a door, etc. rises vertically when
opened ; falling-mould, Arch, (see quot.) ; fall-

ing sluice (see quot.).

1598 *Falling-band[sce FALLJ&1 23a!. i637EARLof Cork
Diary in Sir K. Boyle Diary Ser. 1. (1886. V. 39 Sent me
this daie. .6 laced ffalling bands and vi pair of cuffes sutable.

'753 Hanway Trav. I. 11. xxxiv. 231 The Divan, or open
hall, is in the centre, and shuts in with^falling-doors. 1801

Hull Navig. Act 2559 Two clear openings.. in which shall

be placed ^falling gates. 1783 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 320 A
*falling hinije. \fy6(\\\u.T A r< hit. C*\os%.,*Falling Aloulds,

the two moulds applied to the vertical sides of the railpiece,

one to the convex, the other to the concave side, in order to

form the back and under surface of the rail and finish the

squaring. 1846 Buchanan Technol. Diet., *Falling-sluice,

a. .flood-gate, in connection with mill-dams . . self-acting or

contrived to fall down of itself in the event of a flood.

Falling-star (f^iimstai). [f. Falling///, a.

+ Stau.] A meteor ; a shooting star.

1563 Fulke Meteors (1640^ 8 b, Thus much for the shoot-

ing or falling staires. 1690 T. Burnet Th. Fartlt in. 98
The last sign we shall take notice of is that of Falling Stars.

1759 Miller in Phil. Trans. LI. 258 This meteor, .moved
wiih less rapidity than falling-stars commonly do. 1836

Macgillivray HumboldCs Trav. x. 127 He found falling

stars more frequent in the equinoctial regions.

Fallocque, obs. f. of Kelucca.

Fallopian ^al^u-pian),^. Anat. [f. Fallopi-us

(latinized name of an Italian anatomist 1 523-1 562)

+ -AH-] Used in the names of certain anatomical

structures reputed to have been discovered by Kal-

lopius, as in Fallopian aqueduct, arch, canal, liga-

ment, tube : see quols.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fallopian Tubes.
^ 1754-64

Smellie Midwif. I. 113 The Fimbria of the Fallopian tube.

1831 R. Knox Cioouet's Anat. 55 There is a hole . . which
terminates the Fallopian aqueduct, and transmits the facial

nerve from the interior of the cranium, i860 Mayne Expos.
Lex., Fallopian tubes, two canals inclosed in the peritoneum
..communicating from the sides of the Fundus Uteri to

the ovaries. 1877 Burnett Ear 88 The fallopian canal,

appears at first as a simple broad groove in the tympanum.
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fallopian arch, a name for Poupart's

ligament.

Fallow (farh?»), sb. Forms : 3-4 falwe, 5
falghe, (valwe), 5-6 falow(e, 6-7 fallowe, 6-

fallow. See also Fauch sb. [The relation between

this and the cognate Fallow a.'- and v. is not quite

clear. The Oli. fa-1
ging, glossed novalia ('fallows')

and occas ('harrows
J

) in Corpus Glossary, seems to

imply a vb. *fcalgian (
— Fallow v.), i. *fealh, re-

corded inp\.fcal£a harrows, implements for break-

ing clods(tf<ra.?Kpinal Gl). The sb. and adj., which
have not been found in Olt, were either f.fea/h or f.

the vb. Cf. OHG.felga harrow, mod.Ger. (Sanders

and East Fris. falge fallow (sb.), falgen to break

up ground, plough. As Fallow aA was used to

denote the colour of exposed soil, it is probable

that some confusion may have arisen at an early

date between the two words.]

T 1. A piece of ploughed land ; also collect.

ploughed land in general, arable land. Obs.

e 1300 Havelok 2500 Thei . . drowen him unto the galwes,

Nouth hi the gate, but ouer the falwes. c 1386 Chaucer
Wife's Prol. 656 Who . . pricketh his blind hors over the

falwes. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 148 Falow, lond eryd, novate.

c 1450 Lai. <y Eng. I 'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 618 Varratum, i.

novate, valwe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 121 Falghe iFalowe A.),

terra sachmalis. a 1535 Fisher Whs. (1876) 1 . 365 He must
treade vppon the fallowes. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 54
All our Vineyards, Fallowes, Meades, and Hedges .. grow
towildnesse. 1713 Roue fane Shore \\. i, Around it Fallows,

Meads, and Pastures fair.

2. Ground that is well ploughed and harrowed,

but left uncropped for a whole year or more ; called

also Summer fallow, as that season is chosen for

the sake of killing the weeds. Green, cropped, or

bastard fallow : one from which a green crop is

taken.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 13 Euery good housbande hath his

barleye falowe . . lyenge rygged all the . . wynter. 155a

Huloet, Fallowe or tylthe of land, called the somer fallowe

or tylth, veruactum. ci6ii Chapman Iliad xm. 628 So
close to earth they plow The fallow with their horns. 1707

Mortimer Husb. ii. 38 The best Ploughs to plow up I^aysor

Summer Fallows with. 1784 Cowper Task IV. 315. 1 saw &*
off the weedy fallows smile With verdure not unprofitable.

1805 R. W. Dickson Praet. Agric. I. x. 369 Green fallows

or what are termed fallow crops such as beans, peas,

cabbages [etc.]. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. I. xxx'i, The lark's

shrill fife may come At the daybreak from the fallow. 1813

Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 353 A summer fallow, or

a clean fallow, may be sometimes necessary in lands over-

grown with weeds. 1889 Wrigiitson Fallow 4 Fodder
Crops 5 The superiority of cropped over naked fallows.

3. The state of being fallow ; an interval during

which land is allowed to lie fallow.

i5»3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 17 So shal he mucke all his landes

ouer at cuerye seconde falowe. Ibid. § 34 That is vsed,

where they make falowe in a fyelde euery fourthe yere.

1797 BiLtjNGSLEY Agric. Somerset 177 Ten or twelve suc-

cessive crops of wheat, without an intervening fallow. 1858

J. B. Norton Topics 211 To withhold the land from cultiva-

tion, .with the view of making it, by a fallow, doubly profit-

able the next year. 1866 Geo. Kliot I<\ Holt 5 They resisted

the rotation of crops and stood by their fallows.

fig. 177a Burke Corr. (1844) I. 356 Your fallow adds to

your fertility. 1796 — Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 140

Unless the fallow of a peace comes to recruit her [France's]

fertility.

4. attrib. Of or pertaining to a fallow; esp. grown

on a fallow, as in fallow-crop, -hay ; and in local

names for the "Wheatear (Saxiiola ananthe), as

falloio-chat, -finch, -lunch, -smich, -smiter, from

its frequenting fallows. Also fallow-break : see

IJkkak sb. 12; fallow-field ; sec quot. 1851.

1678 Ray Witlnghby's Ornith. 233 The Fallow-Smich, in

Sussex the Wheat-ear. 1706 Phi i.i.irs(ed. Kersey), Oenanthe,

the Wheat-ear . . In Warwickshire it is call'd a Fallow-

smiter. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Falloiv-finch. 1787

Winter .S>s/. Husb. 153 Beans are a good fallow crop. 1811

Clare Vill. Miustr. I. 182 Nor wilt thou fallow-clods dis-

dain. 1834 D. Low Pract. Agric. v. 161 The culture of

fallow-crops. 1843 Varrell Brit. Birds 1 . 254 The Wheat-

ear or Fallowchat. 1851 Giouccstcrsk. Gloss., Fallow-

field, a common. 1885 Encycl. Brit. led. 9> I. 338 A large

portion of the fallow-break can thus lie dressed with home-

made manure. 1885 Swainson Pro7>. Names Brit. Birds

(E. 1). S.) 9 Wheatear . . Fallow-finch ;
Fallow-smich ; or

Fallow-lunch.

Fallow (fcl<?u\ a.* Forms : 1 falu, fealo, -u,

3 falau, (3-4 injected falewe), 4 fale, -«. -we, 4-6

falow(e, fallo, 6- fallow. See also Faugh a.

[OE. falu, fealo, fealu, pi. fealwe =• OS. falu,

(MDu. vale, mod. vaal), OHG. falo (mod. Ger.

fahl, falb), ON./p/r, pi. /^ar:-OTeut. *fa!wo~,

prob. cognate with Gr. tto\i6s grey, h. pallere

to be pale.]

1. Of a pale brownish or reddish yellow colour, as



FALLOW, 47 FALSE.

withered grass or leaves. Obs. exc. of the coat of

an animal ; now chiefly in Kallow-dekh.
. . Beo7oulf%6s (Or.) Fealvve mearas. a iooo Kiddles xvi.

i (Gr.) Hals is min hwit and heafod fealo. c 1205 Lay. 18449
Pendragun and his cnihtes. .sli^en 3eond ban fades falewe

lockes. ibid, 27468 Blod ut 3eoten, ueldes falewe wur&en.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1263 (Cott. 1 pe falau slogh sal be hi gate.

c 1325 Coerde L. 461 On in atyr blak Com prickande ovyr
the falewe feld. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 506 His hewe
falow [Corpus falwej and pale as Asshen colde. 1494 Fahyan
Chron. vii. 667 Many adere both rede and falowe to be slayne

before them. 1547 Boorde Brett, Health lxxiii. 25 An urine

that is falowe lyke the lieare of a falowe beast. 1598SHAKS.
Merry IV. 1. i. 91 How do's your fallow Greyhound, Sir.

1667 Land. Gaz. No. 185/4 A Fallow Dog. .lost about a Fort-

night since. 1727 Bradley Fain. Diet. s.v. Hart, The Coats
and Colours of this"noble Beast, .are usually of three several

sorts, viz. Brown, Red, and Fallow. 1759 tr. Adausons Voy.
Senegal'24 His belly was of a pale blue, and lus back fallow.

1863 Athenmtm No. 1954. 484/1 The horn of a fallow-ox.

2. ahsol. (quasi-j^.), as the name of a colour.

1741 Comfil. Fam. Piece 11. i. 280 Those that are of a
lively red Fallow have a black List down, .their Backs.

3. Comb., n.%fallow -coloured.

1688 Loud. Gas. No. 2347/4 Lost or stolen .. a fallow

coloured Bitch. 1825 Hone Er-ery-day £k. I. 983 The
fallow-coloured dog was taken away.

Fallow (fae'lo"), ci.~. Forms : 5-6 falowe, 6
fallowe, 6- fallow. [See Fallow sb.']

Of land : frequent in phrases, To lie, lo layfallow,

a. That is nncropped for the current year. b.

Uncultivated. + C. Fit for tillage
;
ploughed ready

for sowing (obs.). d. transf. and_/Sg;

a. tc 1475 Hunt. Hare 12 He fond a hare full fayr syttand
Apon a falow lond. 1523 FiTZHERB. Hush. % 18 He that

hath a falowe felde. ioix Cotgr., Noitvellis. fallowes;
ground that lies fallow euerie other yeare. a 1689 Navarette
China in Churchill's Coll. Voy. (1732) I. 52 The land in

China never lies fallow. 1846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire
(1854) I. 473 There appears to have been little or no fallow

land. 1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. in. xlii. 457 We are ..

compelled to let it lie fallow the next [year].

b. £1460 Towneley Myst. 98 The tylthe of oure landes
lyys falow as the floore. '599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 44 Her
fallow Leas. .The Darnell, Hemlock, and ranke Femetary,
Doth root vpon. 1611 Bible fer. iv. 3 Breake vp your
fallow ground, and sow not among thomes. 1716 Addison
Freeholder No. 40 F4 'I 'he soil must lie fallow. 1797 Mad.
D'Arblay Lett. Dec, He is like a fallow field, .one that has
been left quite to itself. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xvm. 226
A broad fallow field Of soft rich mould.
C. 1530 Palsgr. 218/2 Faloweland, ierre labourable.

1580 Hasst Alv, F 103 The Fallowe field, or that is tilled

redy to be sowen. a 1627 Hayward Edw. VI (1630) 32 The
ridges of the fallow field lay traverse.

d. 164a Fuller Holy iy Prof, St. m. xiii. 183 The head
..hath lain fallow all night. 1673 Ess. Editc. Gentteivom.

33, I suppose you do not intend to lay Fallow all Children
that will not bring forth Fruit of themselves. 1752 F00TE
Taste I. Wks. 1799 I. 11 Then I lay fallow—but the year
after I had twins. 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. 118731 459
Fields of thought seem to need lying fallow. 1842 'Lenny-
son Audley Court 77 The fallow leisure of my life. 1850
Kingsley Alt. Locke xxxvii, My heart lay fallow for every
seed that fell.

+ Fallow, v.1 Obs. Forms: i fealuwian,
fealewian, fealwian, 3-4 falewe(n, 3 falewi,

t'alwy, falowen, {south, dial. 3 valewen, valu-

wen, 4 valouwe), 4-5 falwe, 4-6 falow. [OK.
fealuwian, fealewian, fealwian, f. fealo, feaht

Fallow a. 1 Cf. OWG.falezven.] a. To become
pale or yellow ; hence, to fade, wither, b. Of the

face, etc. : To blanch, grow pale.

a. a 1000 Salomon <<j- Sat. 313 (Gr.) Lytle hwile leaf beoo"

grene, ponne hy eft fealewiao. c 1205 Lay. 16414 Fa3eden
pa feldes & bat gras falewede. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.
89 Falewen shule thy floures. ^1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 132
Mi fruit, .is fouled and falwed. 1584 T. Bastard Chrcsto-

leros 11. xiv. (1598) 35 Here lies a bounch of haire deepe
falowed.

Jig. a 1225 Ancr. R. 132 pe blisse of heouene bet nenerne
valeweS auh is euer grene. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv,

50 Y-cast in care, Y falewe as flour, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,

Jofiannes 175 Florysand a quhile 3e be, pat 3e ma eftirwart

falow.

b. c 1205 Lay. 30987 Faleweden nebbes. a 1300 E. E.
Poems (1862) 20 His[Christ's] fair lere falowib. 1340 Ayenh.
81 pis uayrhede. .fayleb and ualouweb ase \>et Hour of be

uelde. 1x1400 Death ty its Precursors 15 in Rel. A?it. I. 65
His hew shal falewen. c 1440 Sir Goivther 62 Al fahvyd
hire faire chere.

Fallow (fre'l(J»\ v.'1 Forms : 4 falewe(n, 5

falwe, (valwe), 5-6 falowe (n, 6 fallo(we, (~

fallow. See Fauch v. Also in Comb., Twifallow,
TWaLLOW, etc. [? OE. *fealgian : see Fallow sb.]

1. trans. To plough or break up (land) ; to pre-

pare for sowing. Also rarely, Tofallow tip.

13 . . Chron. Eng. 94 in Ritson Met. Horn. 1 1. 274 Hy fale-

weden erthe, and feolden wode. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 148
Falwe londe (falowen P.\ novo. < 1450 Lat. <y Eng. Voc.

in Wr.-Wulcker 618 Varro, valwe londe. 1523 Fitzherb.
Hnsb. § 4 He setteth it in the vttermoste nycke, that is

beste for falowynge. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. Pref. (1634)
P 5 To heare one of my ploughmen tell how an acre of

wheat must be fallowed and twyfallowed. 1604 Ant.
Scoloker Daiphantus (i88ol 37 He fallow vp the wrinkles
of the earth. 1767 A. Young Partner's Lett. People 263, I

fallowed and ploughed two acres oflight gravelly land. 1846

J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric (ed. 4) II. 239 Fifth year,

tares, which should be fed on the ground, and immediately
fallowed for backward turnips or rape.

2. To plough and break up (land) without sowing
it), for the purpose of destroying weeds, etc.,

and for mellowing the soil ; to lay fallow. Also
absol.

14. . in Walter ofHenley $ Hush. (1890) 46 In aprell it is

good seasone to falowe land. 1523 Fitzherb. Hnsb. J> 8 If

thou haue any leys, to falowe or to sowe otes vpon. 1616
Swift & Markh. Couutrie Fartne 20 He shall breake vp or
fallow that Faith which he intends to keepe tilth the yeare
following. 1741 Conipl. Fain. Piece ill. 522 Fallow your
Wheat Land, which will kill the Weeds, and mellow the

Ground. 1780 A. Young 'Pour /rel. I. 172 Scarce any
fallow, a few sow clover. 1886 Holland Chester Gloss.

Jig. d 1764 Churchill youruey 27 Genius .. Must, to

ensure his vigour, be laid down, And fallow'd well. 1855
De Morgan in Graves' Life Sir IV. K. Hamilton (1889)

II. 501 A teacher who does not either fallow or sow another
crop is sure to get into mere routine.

Fallow, So. f. of Fellow sb., Follow v.

Fallow, obs. f. Felloe, Fklly.

Fallow-deer (fse'Itfuidi»j). [f. Fallow ^J +

DEER.] A species of deer {Cervus damn or Dama
vulgaris) smaller than the stag or red deer. So
called from its colour. Alsofallow-buck', -doe.

15. . Adam AV/469 We liaue slaine your fat falow der, 1548
Thomas Ital. Gram, y Diet., Dama, a valow deere. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 623 With Cries of Hounds, thou
mayst. .chase the fallow Deer. 1720 Gay Poems(i74$l I. 77
Madeof the skin of sleekest fallow deer. 1851 LoNGF. Gold.

Leg. iv. Refectory, The cells hung all round with the fells

of the fallow-deer.

Fallowed (fse'kmd), fpl. a. [f. Fallow v. 2 +
-ed ]

. ] In the senses of the vb.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. (15681 1) ij b, In the come feldes

and in fallowed landes. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts U6731
62 Oxen, .must also be accustomed to draw.. a plough in

fallowed ground. 1735 SomervillE Chase 11. 132 O'er the

fallow'd Ground How leisurely they work. 1805 R. W,
Dickson Pract. Agric. I. x, 368 Crops, .produced on fal-

lowed lands.

fig. 1607 Walking ton Opt. Glass 84 In the meane time

wee will lay in mortgage a peece of our fallowed invention.

Fallowing fJae'Uuirj), vbl, sb. [f. Fallow z».-

+ -inoV|
1. The action or operation of ploughing and

breaking up land ; an instance of this.

c 1450 Lai. $ Eng. Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 618 Varracio,
valwynge. 1532 Hervet Xenophons Housch, (17681 63
Falowynge and stirryng of the grounde, helpeth very moche
to the sowynge. 1577 B. Googe Heresbaeh s Hnsb. 1. 1586)

40 At the first fallowing they marie the grout.de. 1669
Woklidgh Syst. Agric. (16811 35 These several Ploughings
or Fallowings are very advantageous to Ground in several

respects. 1789 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts I. 139 [The field]

had received two fallowings.

2. The method or system by which land is

ploughed, etc., and then allowed to lie uncropped
for a time ; an instance of this. Also bare-, sum-
mer-fallowing.
1669 J. Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681I 9 For the same

reason are the Summer- Fallowings advantageous to the

Husbandman, not only for the destroying of the weeds.

1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. ill. (ed. 2) 392 With the

assistance of fallowing, [the land) carries very good crops.

1777 NlMMO Stirlingshire 434 The advantages which that

. .soil must derive from summer fallowing. 1807 Vancouver
Agric. Devon (1813) 143 When fallowing, or a preparation
for rotting the green sward, is intended. 1881 Daily News
4 June 55 A. .quantity of land set apart for bare fallowing.

Fa'llowist. nonce-tod. [f. Fallow sb. or v.

+ -1ST.] One who favours or follows the practice

of fallowing land.
a 1832 Sir J. Sinclair fin Webster i832\ A controversy .

.

between.. the fallowists and the anti-fallowists.

FallowneSS (fc-bnes). [f. Fallow a. -f

-NS8S.] The condition of being fallow ; idleness.

a 1631 Donne To R. Woodward Poems [1633) 74 So
affects my muse now, a chast fallownesse. 1855 Singleton
Virgil II. 114 Regions rife In thorns by fallowness.

Fally (f^'H), a. rare. [f. Fall sb, + -v.] Full

of falls or shallow rapids.

1802 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. I. 413 The rills [are]

too fally to float a canoe.

tFa*lsage. Obs, rare- 1
, [f. False v. + -age.]

Deceit, falsehood.
a 1400 Coi>. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 39, I am..cursyd of God

ffor my ffalsage.

1 Falsart. Cbs. rare~ l
. In 3 pi. falsarz.

[a. OF. falsart, faussart, fauxart, f. faux:— I,,

falx, falc-em sickle. Cf. mod.F. faitcard,fanch-

ard.] A bill-hook.

c 1380 Sit Ferumb. 966 pay caste til hem gleyues & launce,

falsarz & feberd dart.

f Fa'lsary. Obs. Forms : 5-7 falsarie, 6

falsery, Sc. falsar, 7- falsary. [ad. late L.fal-
sarins, {.falsus False.]
1. One who falsifies, or fraudulently alters (a do-

cument, etc.) ; a falsifier.

1435 in Bp. Gray's Register, Lincoln 173 Falsaries of be

popes lettres. 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding 11611) 176 The
Bishop of Rome .. was .. found an open Falsarie, for. .the

Canons of his making disagreed from the very Originals.

1612 T. James Corrupt. Script, iv. 29 A falsarie is hee that

in writing addeth.or detracteth, oraltereth any thing fraud-

ulently, a 1734 North Exam. Pref. (1740) p. xiv, A Writer
of his own Time cannot avoid being partial, that is, a wilful

Falsary. 1828 C. Wordsworth Charles 1 213 Gauden. .an
habitual impostor and falsary.

b. One who forges a document ; a forger.

1579 Ft'i.KE Heskirts' Pari. 79 He that did forge this

Epistle, .was. .an impudent falsarie. 1590 Davidson Repl.

Bancroft in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) I. 507 If this be not to

play the falsarie forger, .let the chaplain himself be judge.

1678 Acts of Sederunt 31 July They will proceed against

and punish these persons as falsaries and forgers of writes.

1697 BeNTLEY Ep. Socrates 11836) II. 189 The ground fol

our falsary to forge this Epistle.

2. A false or deceitful person.

'573 0. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 141 O that there

were a wyndowe in to y breastes of such falsaryes. 1652

Galle Magastrom. 331 A falsary, and an intruder into his

secrets.

False 'fyls, fpls,),ff., adv., and sb. Forms: 1-7

fals, (36VV/. falls,4falsse, 3-4 vals(e\ 4-7falce,

(5 fauce, 6 falls, faulse, fawse\ 8-9 .SV. fause.

7, 9 dial, fause, -sse, 3- false, [late OK.fals adj.

and sb., ad. L. fals-us false (neut. fals-um, used

snbst. in sense fraud, falsehood , orig. pa. pple. of

failure to deceive ; cf. ON. fals sb. The adj. is

found in OE. only in one doubtful instance (see

sense 13} ; its frequent use begins in the 12th c.,

and was prob. due to a fresh adoption through the

OY.fals,J'aus (mod.F.faux = Vr. fals, Sp., Pg., It.

falsa). The continental Tent, langs. adopted the

word in an altered form: MUG. valsch, mod.G.

falsch cf. QHG.gifalscSn to falsify), 01' us. falseh,
Du.vatsch, late Icel.(l5th c. falskr, Da., Svi.falsk.

The etymological sense of L. falsus is 'deceived, mistaken'

(of persons), ' erroneous' (of opinions, etc.). The transition

to the active sense ' deceitful' is shown in phrases likefalsa
fides l breach of trust, faithlessness ', where the sb. has a

subjective and an objective sense. In mod. Eng. the sense

'mendacious' is so prominent that the word must often be

avoided as discourteous in contexts where the etymological
equivalent in other Teut. langs. or in Romanic would be

quite unobjectionable. Some of the uses are adopted from
rr.j and represent senses that never became English.]

I. Erroneous, wrong.

1. Of opinions, propositions, doctrines, represen-

tations : Contrary to what is true, erroneous.

6~i200 Ormin 10024 To trowwenn wrang o Godd burrh
be 53re fallse lare. a 1225 Juliana 65 Forlore beo bu reue

wio false bileaue. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 250 Falce

undirstondinge of be lawe of Crist, c 1384 Chaucer //.

Fame in. 982 Were the tydynge sothe or fals. c 1400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. 267 Summen seien bat a womman mai be

cured for to kutte off al be brest & bat is al fals. 1483
Caxton G. de la TourKvb, Of whiche two sonnes cam
first the paj nyms and the fals lawe. 1551 T. Wilson Logike
(15801 3 To knitte true argumentes, and unknitte false.

a 1568 Ascmam Scholem. 1. iArb.) 81 Corrupt maners in

Huiuge, breede false judgement in doctrine. 1592 Davies
Immort. Soul xxxil. Iv. 11714 125 How can that be false,

which every Tongue, .affirms for true? 1631 2 High Com-
mission Cases (Camden 228 This man is to be fcr his false

doctrines . . sharply censured. 1652 Cllpf.pfek Eng. Physic.

107 [He] affirms that eating nuts causeth shortness of breath,

than which nothing is falser. 1670 Nakborouch Jrnl. in

Acc. Set'. L^ate Voy. 1. 11711' 83 The Draughts are false..

for they do not make any mention of the several Islands.

1695 Dryden tr. DuJ'resnoy's Art Painting Pref. p. xxvi,

The Persons, and Action of a Farce are all unnatural, and
the Manners False. 1725 Watts Logic I. jit. § 4. 66 When
I see a strait staff appear crooked while it is half under the

Water, I say, the Water gives me a false Idea of it. a 1797
Mason Hymn Wks. 1811 I. 467 Impious men, despise the

sage decree, From vain deceit, and false philosophy. 1831

Brewster Newton 118551 !!• *x 'v - 358 False systems of re-

ligion have . . been deduced from the sacred record. 1848

Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 279 It may perhaps correct some
false notions.

b. Law. of a judgement or verdict.

1634 Sanderson Serm. II. 293 In the courts of law. .false

verdicts, false judgments. 1768 IJlackstone Cotum. III.

34 A writ also of false judgment lies to the courts at West-
minster to rehear and review the cause. Ibid. 402 A jury

of twelve men gave a false verdict.

e. Arilh. False position : the rule also called

simply Position, q.v.

2. Not according to correct rule or principle ;

wrong, a. Gram. Now somewhat arch. exc. in

False concord, a breach of any of the rules for the

'agreement ' of words in a sentence; False quan-

tity, an incorrect use of a long for a short vowel or

syllable, or vice versa.

I55 1 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 3 A Grammarian is better

liked, that speaketh true & good Latine, than he y*

speaketh false. 1580 Baret Ah/. F no False verses, car-

mina vitiosa. 1588 Maiprel. Epist. (Arb.) 38, I write false

Englishe in this sentence. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 450
In the Peoples Construing Booke, the Acts of those above
them have alwayes some false Latine in them. 1709-10

Gibson in Lett Lit. Men (Camdeni 237 To . . correct the

false spellings, &c. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 59 P 3 This

Poet avoiding . . a false Quantity. 1837 Lockhart Scott

lx, A false quantity which his [Scott's] generosity may almost

be said to have made classical. 1872 F. Hall {title) Recent

Exemplifications of False Philology.

b. Music. Of a note : Not in tune, wrong in

pitch. Also, False cadence (see quot. 1888). False

fourth, fifth

,

etc. : a fourth, fifth, etc., when not per-

fect. False intonation : (a^ the production of an

unnatural or improper quality oftone; (^)singingor

playing out of tune. False relation : the separation

of a chromatic semitone between two parts. Also,

see quot. 1 869. False string : a badly woven string,

which produces an uncertain and untrue tone.

1592 Davies Immort. Soul xxxn. xvi. (1714) 115 If false

Accords from her false Strings be sent. 1597 Morley Introd.

Mus. 72 Shew me.. which be the true notes, and which

false. 1626 Bacon Sylva §171 A Lute-String, if it be..

Unequall in his Parts, .we call False. 1674 Playford Skill
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Mus. hi. 35 The fifth yields a false fourth, and the sixth a
false fifth. 1817 Byron Be/po xxxii, Some false note's de-

tected flaw. 1830 Tennyson Poems 102 If ye sing not, if

ye make false measure, We shall lose eternal pleasure. 1869

Ouseley Coitnterp. ii. 9 By a false relation is meant the

simultaneous, or immediately successive, sounding of a note

of the same name, but accidentally altered pitch. 1888

Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 66 When the last

chord of the phrase is other than the tonic chord and is

preceded by that of the dominant, the cadence is said to be
interrupted, false or deceptive. Ibid. 164 False or feigned

music was that in which notes were altered by the use of

accidentals.

c. Drawing.
1715 J. Richardson Painting 134 If the Perspective is not

just the Drawing of that Composition is false.

d. Law. False imprisonment ; the trespass com-

mitted against a person byimprisoning him contrary

to law.

1386 Rolls Parlt, 1 1 1. 225/1 Theforsaid Nichol'. .destruyed

thekynges trewelyges. . bi false emprisonement. 1768 Black-
stone Comm, III. viii. 127. 1891 Law Times Rep. LXIII.
690/2 An action to recover damages for false imprisonment.

e. Her. (See quots.).

1730-6 Bailey (folio), False Arms [in Heraldry] are those

wherein the fundamental rules of the art are not observed.

1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xii. 81 An Orle is

blazoned as a 'false escutcheon', by the early Heralds.

1889 Klvin Diet. Her., An Annulet [is blazoned] as a False

Roundel. A Cross voided, as a False Cross.

f. Of a horse : (see quot.). False gallop : see
\

Gallop.
1833 RegnL Instr. Cavalry 1. 56 In cantering to the right, 1

a horse leading with the two near legs is ' false '. 1884 E.
j

L. Anderson Mod. Horsemanship vi. 27 If it [the horse]

turn to the right when the left legs are taking the advanced
steps, it is false in its gallop.

g. Of a card : (see quot).
1879 ' Cavendish ' Card Ess. 163 A card [played] contrary

to rule in order to take in the adversary . . is technically called
|

a false card.

3. Of a balance, measure: Not truly adjusted,
j

incorrect. Also, Of play : Unfair. Of dice: Loaded '

so as to fall unfairly. \ False point: a stroke of

dejeit ; a trick.

e 1340 Cursor M. 27274 (Fairf.) Fals we^t & mette againe
be high in lande is sette. c 1480 J. Watton Spec. Chr. 30 b,

Usyng of fals weghts or mesuring. a 1529 Skelton Dyuers
Balettys Wks. 1843 I. 26 Ware yet .uf Fortunes double
cast, For one fals poynt she is wont to kepe in store. 1551

T, Wilson Lo$ike (15801 3 Those which plaie with false Dice,

& would make other beleve yt thei are true. 1611 Bible
j

Prov. xx. 23 A false ballance is not good, a 1631 Donne
j

Poems<\6^) °2 Men ..Who know false play, rather then 1

lose, deceive. 1634 Sanderson Serm. II. 293 False
i

weights, false measures, false thumbs . . in the markets I

and shops. 1781 Cowper Convers. -2-2 If it weigh the

importance of a fly, The scales are false. 1812 Sporting
Mag. XXXIX. 91 Causing two grooms to lose 15/. by false

play. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. xciii, All tilings weigh'd in

custom's falsest scale.

4. Of shame, pride : Arising from mistaken no-

tions.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, A false pride had
still operated against his interest. 1802 Mar. Edghworth
Moral T. (1816) I. viii. 61 True and false shame.

5. False position (F. fausse position} : a posi-

tion which compels a person to act or appear in a

manner inconsistent with his real character or aims.

1830 Rev. Jan. 120 It [taking tithes in kind] places

them [the clergy] in what the politicians call 'a false posi-

tion ', with respect to the community at large.

6. (
To make) a false step ( = Fr. faux pas) : a

misplaced step, a stumble ; hence fig. an unwise

or improper action ; formerly spec, a woman's lapse

from virtue. False start : a wrong start in a

race ; often trans/, and Jig.
1700 S. L. tr. Fryke^s Voy. F. lud. 207, I. .unfortunately

made a false step, and tumbled down again into the Boat.

1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 602 False steps but help them to

renew the race. 1756 Nugent Or. Tour I. 114 Such young
women as have made a false step. 1823 F.Clissold Ascent
Mont Blanc 20 A false step might have swept us below
into an immense crevasse. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)111.

231 If he has taken a false step he mu*t be able to retrieve

himself.

7. Defective, not firm or solid, a. Farriery.

False quarter [— Yr.faux quartier'] : (see quots.).

1523 Skei.ton Garl. Laurel 504 Some lokyd full smothely
and had a fals quarter. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. Iv.

(1668) 64 Infirmities of hoofs, as false quarters, loose hoofs.

1706 Phillu'S (ed. Kersey), False Quarter is a Rift, .seem-
ing like a piece put in, and not all entire. 1879 J. Law
Farmers Vet. Adviser 379 False quarter.. is similar to a
sand-crack in appearance but caused by. .destruction of the
secreting structure at the top of the hoof.

b. Arch.
1728 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Arehit. 87 What a false Bear-

ing, or rather what Bearing at all has it? 1876 Gwilt Archil.
Gloss, s. v., Bearing wall or Partition . . when [the partition

is] built in a transverse direction, or unsupported through-
out its whole length, it is said to have a false bearing, or as
many false bearings as there are intervals below the wall or
partition.

II. Mendacious, deceitful, treacherous.

In senses 8-10 the phr. false as /i*7/was formerly common.
8. Of a statement : Purposely untrue ; menda-

cious. Frequently in To bear (f speak) false wit-

ness; to testify falsely.

c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 13 Ne spec bu a^ein bine nexta nane
false witnesse. C1290 S. Fug. Leg. I. 40/223 Betere is trewe
dede bane fals word, a 1300 Cursor M. 26234 (Cott.) Fals

wijtnes and trouth breking. 1:1340 Ibid. 4635 (Trin.) He
was prisounde wib fals reede. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1.

593, I have, .for trew or fals report, .ilovede the al my lyve.

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. 11. 80 To bakbite, and to bosten,

and bere fals witnesse. a 1553 Udall Royster D. v. i, See
that no false surmises thou me tell. 1611 Bible 2 Kings
ix. 12 And they said, It is false, c 1630 Jackson Signs
Time Wks. (1673) II. vi. 380 False-witness-bearing, and
Coveting their Neighbours Goods, are far more rife amongst
us than they were. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. vi. 11647)

177 Afterwards this report was controlled to be false. 1678
Earl of Arkan in Lauderdale Papers (1 B85 ;

III. Ixv. 100
He found all to be false*as hell. 1813 Ld. Ellenijorough in

Ho. Lords 22 Mar., The accusation is as false as hell in

every part ! 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxiii, She came to hear
false witness in her sister's cause. 1833 Cruse Ensebius
I. viu 32 Neither of the gospels has made a false statement.

9. Ofa person or his speech : Uttering or express-

ing what is untrue ; mendacious. (In falseprophet
the sense varies between this and 13 b).

a 1225 Aucr. R.6B f>at be witnesse ne preoue heom ualse.

e 1325 Metr. Horn. 99 Thai.. said that Crist was fals pro-

phete. 1340 Hami'oi.e Pr. Couse. 3366 Sacrilege, and fals

wittenessyng. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 284 Falce gloseris

maken goddis lawe derk. 1382 — Mark xiii. 22 Fals Cristis

and fals prophetis schulen ryse vp. 1543 Joye Exp. Dan.
iii. 32 Dauid . . abhorreth soche false accusers. 1560 Bible
(Genev.) Mai. iii. 5, I will be a swift witnes agaynst false

swearers. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. in. ii. 32 Innocence shall

make False Accusation blush. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr.
II. v. § 5 There may be false Prophets as well as true. 1687
Congreve Old Baeh. iv. iii, My face is a false witness, and
deserves to be pilloried. 1822-56 De Qcincey Confess.

Wks. 1890 III. 395 () just and righteous Opium! that to

the chancery of dreams summonest, for the triumphs of
despairing innocence, false witnesses.

10. Of persons, their attributes or actions: De-
ceitful, treacherous, faithless. Formerly often

pleonastically, expressing detestation, with sbs.

like traitor, treason (now only arch.). Const.

"[of to, f unto.

c 1205 Lay. 31422 pa rad forS a ban felde falsest aire kinge.

aizz$ Ancr. R. 128 Ase vox is best falsest. C1230 Halt
Meid. 15 |?ah hi fieschliche wil fals beo. 1297 R. Glouc.
(1724) 385 pys false hyssop Ode. a 1300 Cursor M. 11530
iCott.) He was traitur, fals in fai. < 1489 Caxton Sonnes
of Ayman xxvi. 565 Now are deed the sones of foulques

of moryllon by theyr false wyt. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon lxxxvii. 275 This Angelars was false and a traytoure.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Die. Suffolk xix, My dedes. .Wer shortly

after treasons false estcmed. 1590 Marlowe Edw. II, u.

iii, Never was Plantagenet False of his word. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. iv. iv. 141 Though his false finger haue prophan'd
the Ring. 1663-72 Wood Life(Ox{. Hi^-t. Soc.) I. 471 False

to his trust. 1676 South Serm. Worldly Wisdom (1737)
I. ix. 349 False as hell, and cruel as the grave. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 105 p 3 She had been false to his Bed.
1742 Pope Dune. IV. 93 They.. false to Phoebus, bow the

knee to Baal. 1794 Song ' Stay, my Willie
1

in Burns
Wks. (1857) IV. 117 When this heart proves fause to thee.

1815 Scow Guy M. i,
' Get up, ye fause loon.' 1855 Macau-

lay Hist. Fug. IV. 231 He might be false to his country,

but not to his flag. 1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. 1. ii, I banish

the false wretch.

+ b. transf. Of ground, a foundation, etc.:

Treacherous, insecure. Obs.

1590 Spenser F.Q. i. xi. 54 An huge rocky clifFt, Whose
false foundacion waves have wash't away. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Past. HI. 147 Graze not too near the Banks, my jolly

Sheep, The Ground is false. 1692 R. L'Estrance Fables
liv. 55 The Heart of Man is like a Bog, it looks Fair to the

Eye, but when we come to lay any Weight upon 't, the

Ground is False under us.

f 11. False trust : breach oftrust [ =- L.falsafides,

wherefalsa is merely pple.]. Obs. rare.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cousc. 1. vii. 71 The.. goods mis-

carried, either by robbery or false trust.

12. Of things, indications, appearances: Falla-

cious, deceptive. Of a medium of vision : That
distorts the object looked at ; so in ffalse glass,

mirror; spectacles. False colour {fig.) : cf. Colour
sb. 2 d, 12, 13.

1531 [*ee Colour sb. 2d]. 1580 Baret Alt'. F in A false

glasse, speculum mendax. 1605 Bp. Hall Medit. <y Voivs

II. § 79 When they wil needs have a sight of their own
actions, it showes them a false glasse to looke in. 1641 J.

Jackson True Evatig. T. n. 146 The Devill makes us false

spectacles. 1658 Womock Exam. Tilenus A, Vou seem to

magnifie the riches of the divine Grace: but when we come
strictly to examine it, 'tis by a false glass. 1734 Pops
Ess. Man iv. 392 Wit's false mirror held up Nature's light

;

Shew'd erring Pride. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 391 The
true import of the evidence is duly weighed, false colours

are taken off. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Fug. I. 173 Looking
on all that passed at home, .through a false medium. 1855
Bain Senses $ Int. 11. iii. § 7 So false is the appetite for sleep,

that [etc.].

f b. False door, postern ( = F. fausse porte) : a

secret door or postern. Obs.

e 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon viii. 190 Yf yedoo assaille

the castell, they shall yssue oute at the fauce postemes.

1552 Huloet, Ffalse posterne or backe dore. 1627 R. Ash-
ley Almansor 44 King Almansor entered sometimes into

this Hospitall by a false doore. 1768 J. Byron Narr. Pata-
gonia fed. 2) 237 They have a false door to the alcove.

III. Spurious, not genuine.

13. Counterfeit, simulated, sham. a. Of things,

esp. of metal, money, jewels : Counterfeit, spurious.

Of a document : Forged.
ciooo Voe. tn Wr. - Wulcker 183 Paraearaximus, fals

pening [Possibly a compound of the sb., like ON. fals-

peuingr}. a 1225 Ancr. R. 182 False gold vorwurSeS
I'erinne [fure]. a 1300 Cursor M. 28395 iCott.) A-mang myn
ober wark vn-lele haf i oft forged fals sele. 1340 Ayenb. 26

Of guod metal hy makeb uales moneye. c 1400 Lanfranc'

s

Cirurg. 293 }>ou schalt. .do awei al medicyns bat ben false.

1558 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 121 The suspition
which we gathered of their false charter parties. 1609
Skene Reg. Maj. 121 The wreits .. can not prove against
him, because they are fals. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cousc. I.

vii. 64 Criples that pretend false soares. 1730-6 Bailey
(folio), False Diamond, one that is counterfeited with glass.

1856 Raskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. iii. § i2nole, An artificial

rose is not a 'false 'rose, it is not a rose at all. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. 288 False Papers frequently carried by
slavers and smugglers. 1885 Catholic Diet. s.v., False
decretals, the collection ostensibly made by Isidorus Mer-
cator, in the middle of the ninth century.

b. Prefixed to personal designations : Pretended,
that is not really such; esp. in false god. prophet.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 237 f>urh false godes he adc biode ham

selfe macede. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 pese ben false

cristene. c 1250 Meid. Maregrete iii. He levede on be false

godes. 1382 Wyclif Baruch vi. 58 It is beter a kyng for to
be schewynge .. a profitable vesselle .. than fals goddis
[1560 Bible (Genev.) ibid., Then such false gods]. 1552
Hlloet, Ffalse messenger, .ffalse prophet, x87*(/i//tri, False
Heir and other Choice Stories for the Young.

c. with the name of an author : =' Pseudo- \
1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. II. 629 The false Ingulf.

d. Of hair, teeth, etc. : Artificially made or

adapted.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Cabellera, a false heare, or

peruke. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 168 Hired women,
who for five houres space . . howle bitterly, teare their false

haire [etc.]. 1817 Byron Beppo lxvi, One has false curls.

1885 Pall Malt G. 16 Apr. 3/2 The false teeth are nothing
but animal teeth attached to the human teeth by means of
small gold plates.

e. Falseface : a mask.
1818 Scott Rob Roy ix, His fause-face slipped aside.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xi. 11859) 248 A white false-

face or mask of a most methodistical expression.

f. False key : a skeleton key, picklock.
1701 Loud. Gas. No. 3708/3 A false Key, and a Steel, were

left by the said Murderers. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal
II. 267 False keys, and all other counterfeit means of open-
ing locks.

g. Of attributes or actions : Feigned, counter-

feited, spurious.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixxii, Least your true loue may seeme

falce. 1697 Dryden Virg. jEneid 11. 197 False tears true

pity move. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 25 So by false learning is

good sense debased.

h. Law. False action = * feigned action *
: see

Feigned. False plea « sham plea.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), E'alse Action = Faint Action.

1848 Wharton Law Lex. 246/2 E'alse plea.

14. Nav. and Mil. Counterfeited for the purpose

of deception ; feigned, pretended ; as in false

attack, lights, ports, signal. Also in phrases (often

fig.), t To shenv false colours, Underfalse colour{s

^see Colour sb. 6 b) ; To hang out false colours

(see Colour sb. 7 d).

c 1400 Fals colour [see Colour sb. 6 b]. 1677 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1 170/2 One towards Mount Azine, which some look

upon to be only a false Attack. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698)

I. 252 Had we enter'd the Port upon the false signal, we
must have been taken or sunk. 1765-93 Blackstone Comm.
1. led. 12) 294 Putting out false lights in order to bring any
vessel into danger. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine, Faux
sabords, false ports, painted in a ship's side, to deceive an

enemy. 1784 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 30 Dec, A letter ..

which seems to shew her gay and happy. I hope it shows
not false colours. 1809 Roland Fencing 102 Various small

motions made without longing, are termed false attacks.

1853 Stocoueler Mil. Diet. 25/2 False attack, a feigned

or secondary movement in the arrangements of an assault,

intended to divert the attention of an enemy from the real

or principal attack. 1867 Smyth Sailor s U ord-bk. 288 To
sail under false colours . . is an allowable stratagem of war.

1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 172 If men go through
society before marriage under false colours.

b. False fire: f 3 ) a blank discharge of fire-

arms {obs.) ; {b) a fire made to deceive an enemy,

or as a night-signal.

1633 T. James Voy. 26 We shot and made false fires. 164a

SirL. Deking Sp. on Relig. xvi. 86 Artillery men, though
..nimble with false fires, are not immediately compleaied

into true-SouIdiers. 1711 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron.

{1805) III. 289 Night coining on we lost sight of our consort,

and made several false fires. 1720 De Fok Capt, Singleton

viii. (1840) 140 We made false fire with any gun that was
uncharged, and they would walk off as soon as they saw the

flash. 1805 Nelson in Nicholas Disp. 11846) VII, 57 We
have found the comfort of blue lights and false fires in the

Mediterranean. 1853 Stocqueler Mil. Diet. 101/2 When an

army is about to retire from a position during the night,

false fires are lighted in different parts of the encampment
to impose upon the enemy's vigilance.

15. Improperly so called. (Prefixed, like quasi-

or pseudo-, to form names of things bearing a de-

ceptive resemblance to those properly denoted by

the sb.) a. in various sciences.

1594 False ribbes [see Bastard a. 5 c]. 1741 A. Monro
Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 222 The Five inferior of each Side are

the E'alse [Ribs]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 245

Immediately on quitting the real womb, they creep into the

false one. 1776 Skiferth tr. Gellert's Metal. Chym. 14 It

[Yellow Quartz] is called . . after its colour . . false topa7.

1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. ted. 5) 248 When all

the coats of an artery are wounded, ruptured, or perforated

by ulceration, the tumour is called a false aneurism. 1833

Lveli. Princ. Geol. III. 175 This diagonal arrangement of

the layers, sometimes called 'false stratification'. 1866

Treas. Bot., False bark, that layer on the outside of the

stem of an Endogen, which consists of cellular tissue into

which fibrous tissue passes obliquely. 1869 J. R. S. Clifford
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in Eng. Mech. 24 Dec. 3457 At the sixth [segment] we come
to what have been called the ' false legs ' [of caterpillars],

1881 Mivart Cat viii. 229 The superior or false vocal cords.

1890 G. H. Williams Crystallography axa False planes,

apparent crystal faces, whose position is not that of true

crystal planes, may be produced by oscillatory combination.

b. in popular or literary names of plants (some-

times rendering mod.L. names formed with pseudo-).

1578 False Rewbarbes [see Bastard a. 5b]. 1597GERARDE
Herbal Index, False Mercuric 1861 Miss Pratt Fleaver.

PI. VI. 50 False Brome-grass. 1861 Chambers' Encyel.

s. v. Bottle-gourd, The common bottle-gourd, or false cala-

bash, is a native of India. Ibid. s. v. Locust Tree, The
locust-tree of America is also called the false acacia, or

thorn acacia. 1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n.,

False Parsley.

+ C. False nail: ? = Agnail 3. Obs.

1818 Art Preserv. Feet 335 False nails . . arise from a
want of due attention to the parts surrounding the nail.

d. Phys. False conception : a spurious concep-

tion, in which a shapeless mass is produced instead

of a foetus.

1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. § 87. i2t It . . brought from
her an abortive or false conception. 1697 Drydkh Virg.

Gcorg. 111. 441 They shed A slimy Juice, by false Conception
bred. 1889 Wagstaffe Mayue's Med. Voc, 94 False Con-
ception, an imperfect impregnation or blighted ovum.

16. fa. False tolour: in water-colour painting,

a lighter tint of any of the recognized colours (obs.).

b. False dyes, colours (
=-- Fr. teintfaux) : fugitive

as opposed to permanent dyes.

1573 Art of Limning 4 Azure or Byze. His false coloure,

Two parts azure and one of cereuse. Ibid. 11 Lay. .
First thy

false colours and after thy sadd. 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. 9f Art II. 527 Dyes of the second class, are called false

or little dyes. 1842 Bischoff Woollen Mauuf. II. iii. 80

Two branches, namely, that of permanent colours, and that

of false or fugitive colours.

17. (Chiefly Mech.) Subsidiary, supplementary
;

substituted for or serving to supplement the thing

properly or chiefly denoted by the name. a. False

bottom : a horizontal partition in a vessel. Also in

Mining and Metallurgy see quot. 1881).

1596 Harinoton Metam. Ajax{\%\$\ 117 You shall make
a false bottom to that privy that you are annoyed with—
either oflead or stone. 1626 Bacon Sylvai 1627; v. 127 Take
a Vessel, and. .make a false Bottom ofcourse Canvasse. 1641

French Distill, i. 11651) 5 A false bottom where the Quick-
silver must lye. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Antusem. 146 Each
vat is to have a false bottom, made with cross bars, or stout

wicker work. 1881 D. C. Davies Metall. Min. #>• Mining
13 False Bottom . . a loose plate put into the stamp box ; a

_.oor of iron placed in a puddling machine ; a bed of drift

holding auriferous drift, and overlying the bed of the latter

that usually lies on the bed rock.

b. Shipbuilding. Of things temporarily attached

to the real or true part to assist or protect it, as in

false keel, keelson, post, rail, stay, stem, stem,

stern-post. Also in False deck, a grating or the

like supported above the main deck by the * close

rights \
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 14 A grating, net-

ting or false decke for your close fights. 1627 — Seaman's
Gram. xi. 53 Another keele vnder the first, .wee call a false

Keele. Ibid., Fix another stem before it [the stem], and that

is called a false stem. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4521/2 Having
our. .Back-stays cut to pieces; as also our Main and False-

stay. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789I C iv b, The false

post., serves to augment the breadth of the stern-post.

c 1850 Kudim. Xavig. (Weale) 117 False keel. Ibid., False

rail, a rail fayed down upon the upper side of the main,

or upper rail of the head, i860 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.,

False kelson or Kelson Rider.

C. Gunmaking.
1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 1. 1. XL § 2. 33 The false-

breech is cut away more than I like it. 1880 Encycl. Brit.

XI. 280/1 A pair of barrels, .abutting against a false breech.

1881 Greener Gun 262 A false pin is screwed into the lever,

which, when removed, will leave an aperture through which
the breech-pin must be extracted.

d. Civil Engineering.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 824/2 False-7oorks .. con-

struction works to enable the erection of the main works.

e. Arch, in False pillar, roof (see quots.).

1552 Huloet, Ffalse roufe of a chambre, house, seller, or

vault. i6it Perkins Cases Consc. (i6iq> 143 The other

which was most outward, and lesse weigntie might be vp-

holden by lesser proppes, which Artificers in that kind call

by the name of false-pillars. 1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms,
False roof, the space between the ceiling and the roofabove

it. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 213 The
main pipes should, .be in the false roof.

B. adv.

fl. Untruly. With/0 speak, swear. Obs. or arch.

1303 R. Brunne Ilandl. Synue 776 ^yf bou euere swore.

.

Yn any tyme fals or wykkedly. c 1380 Wvclif Set. IVks.

III. 345 Whanne Petre .. swore fals for a wommans vois.

a 1400-50 Alexander 298 J>ar haue bai fals spoken. 1613

Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iv. 136 Let him in naught be trusted,

For speaking false in that. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania.

202 He vow'd, nothing should make him answere false.

2. Improperly, wrongly. Of an arrow's flight

:

In the wrong direction ; erringly. Of music: Out
of tune, incorrectly. Obs. or arch.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. ii. 59 The Musitian. .plaies

false. .So false that he grieues my very heart-strings. 1596
— 1 Hen. IV, t. ii. 74 Thou judgest false. 1608 —Per. 1. i.

124 If it be true that I interpret false. 1815 Moore Lalla
JR. (1824) 139 False flew the shaft, though pointed well.

3. Faithlessly, perfidiously. Chiefly in To play

{a person) false : to cheat in play
; fig. to betray.

Vol. IV.
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1590 Shaks. Com. Err. II. ii. 144 If. .thou play false,! doe
digest the poison of thy flesh. 1593 — 2 Hen. VI, 111. i. 184
Beshrew the winners, for they play'd me false. 1596 -

Merck, V. 1. ii. 48 His mother plaid false with a Smyth.
161 1 — Cymb. in. iv. 117 Mine eare Therein false strooke,

can take no greater wound. 1825 A. W. Fonblanque in

Westm. Fev. IV. 402 Sheridan played false to his political

friends on this occasion, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
(1872) V. XXIV. 24 They had their fears that Lewis might be
playing false.

C. sb.

+ 1. Fraud, falsehood, treachery. In early use

esp. counterfeiting 'of coin), forgery. Obs.
c 1000 /Klekic Gen. xliv. 7 Hwi tihb ure hlaford us swa

micles falses? a 1016 Laws of /Ethetred vi. § 32 paet an
mynet gauge ofer ealle bas peode buton adcon false. 1154
O. E. Chron. an. 1124 Hi hafden fordon eall ban land mid
here micele fals. c 1200 Ormin 7334 Crist forrwerrpeb)> falls

& fla:rd. c 1300 Cursor M. 19254 (Edin.) pu leies. .andante
haue wand wib fals be hali gaste to fand. a 1375 Joseph
Ariiu. 208 Wib-outen faute ober faus. c 1400 Destr. Troy
8109 Now art bou trewly hor traitour, & tainted for fals !

2. One who or that which is false, fa. ellipt.

for { false person '. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4412 (Cott.) Ioseph ..bat suikeful fals,

bat folelichour. c 1340 Ibid. 17473 iTrin.) AHe false sluil fare

on bat wise, c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 12355 Eneas. .wold haue
dungyn hym to deth, & deiret be fals.

fb. What is false; falsehood. Obs. exc. as absol.

use of the adj.

C1380 Wyclip Set. Wis, III. 345 Men moten . . take ofte

fals as bileve. #1592 Greene Jas. IV iiZ6i) 213 Such re-

ports more false than truth contain. 1603 Shaks. Meas.Jor
M. 11. iv. 170 My false, ore-weighs your true, a 16C0 Butler
Kent. (1759) I. 224 Science . . Conveys, and eounterchanges
true and false. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Phitos. 13 Truths
. .were blended with the false.

C. Something that is false ; untruth ; false ap-

pearance. Obs. exc. arch.

1584 T. Bastard Chrestotcros, He. .hath put a false upon
thy face. 1786 tr. Sioedeuborg's Chr. Relig. § 273 His Un-
derstanding is full of Falses. 1884 Tennyson Beckct m. iii,

Earth's falses are heaven's truths.

f3. Fencing. = Feint. Obs.

^£37 Naudes Microcosm, in Dodsley O. Plays IX. 122

Mar's fencing school, where I learn'd a mystery that consists

in. .thrusts, falses, doubles.

D. Comb.
1. Of the adj. : a. With agent-nouns forming sbs.,

as false-buller, -coiner ; t false writer, {a) one

who writes incorrectly
;

{b) a forger.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29306 (Cott.) Fals bullers [see False
v. 1 1. 1440 Promp. Part'. 148 False wryter, piastographus.

1580 Baret Ah'. F 109 A false writer, .mendosus scriptor.

Ibid., A false coiner, ad?tltcrator monetae.

b. With pa. pples., forming adjs. chiefly para-

synthetic, as false-biased, -bottomed, -eyed, -faced,

-faithed, -fingered, -fronted, -grounded, -hearted

(whence false-heartedness), -necked, -principled,

-visored.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 450 For our Equalls, what they
say or do. .what is good, we make Casua!l,or 'false Byassed.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 25 You have .. upon
^false-bottomed suggestions endeavoured to distam his [the

king's] .. honour. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant. 55 Then
banish *fals-ey'd mirth. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. h^ 44 Let
Courts and Cities be Made all of false-fac'd sootrrrng. 1601

Chester Love's Mart. cv. (1878) 71 * False-faithed Scot-

land. 1648 Goodwin Young1 Eld. Ess. 4 * Fals-fingered

men. 1889 A. K. Hope in Boy's Own Papery Aug. 697/2 The
*false-fronted frump. 1649 Roberts Claris Bibl. 341 His
confutation, of their Talse-grounded opinion. 1571 Goldinc;
Calvin on Ps. Iv. 21 Ye *falseharted folk bear in their mouth
hony dipped in poison. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T.

Matt. xii. 39 A false-hearted People that will not be con-
vinced by Miracles. 1847 Emerson Poems, To Rhea Wks.
(Bohn) I. 402 When love has once departed From the eyes
of the false-hearted. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xli. 7 To
utter the 'falsehartednesse assoone as they come out of
the doores. 1889 The Voice (N. Y.) 16 May, The.. false

heartedness of the temperance Republicans. 1892 Academy
24 Sept. 270 *False-necked vases are represented in the

tomb of Ramessu III. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer.
III. 94 The brand of contempt should be fixed upon any.

.

* false principled style of manners. ^1563 Foxe A. fy M.
1355/2 The dark and "falseuisured kingdom of Antichrist.

2. Of the adv. : a. With pr. pples., forming

adjs., as false-boding, -creeping, -glazing (see Gloz-
ixg) , -Judging, -lying, -persuading, -speaking, -war-

bling', with vbl. sbs., forming sbs, as false-con^

traetingy -dealing, -enditing, speaking, -promising,

-ivriting.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 247 * False boding Woman,
end thy frantick Curse. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

i. in. Furies 746 Theeving, *False-contrading, Church-
chaffering [etc.]. 1593 Shaks. Lncr. 1517 Jealousy itself

could not mistrust *False-creeping craft. 170a C. Mather
Magn. Chr. 1. ii. (1852) 51 This "false-dealing proved a
safe-dealing for the good people, c 1480 John Wattom Spec,

Chr. 30 b, *Fals Endittng. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Dotage \,

* False glozing pleasures. 1686 South Sertn. (1737)
II. ix.347 A false glossing parasite would, .call his fool-hardi-

ness valour. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. viii. 1. § 50 A very
*false-judging pedantry. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 70 b, A
*fals!ying good lesse man. 1682 Otwav Venice Preserved
iv. i. 56 Thanks to thy tears and v

false perswading love.

1684 — Atheist 1. i, There's . .
* False-promising at Court.

( 1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxxviii, Simply I credit her 'false-

speaking tongue. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 286 False-speaking

is wrong in itself. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 992 "False-

warbling in his cheated ear.

b. With pa. pples., forming adjs., as false- de-

rived, -fed} -found, -gotten, -imagined, -persuaded,

FALSE.

pretended, -purchased, -spoken, -sworn, -tinctured,

-whited, -termed, -written.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 190 Euery . . *false-deriued

Cause. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 69 They shall not be
"false-fed. .by deceitful Teachers, a 1558 Q. Mary in Foxe
A. <$- M. 116841 III. 14 Seditions have been nourished . . by
printing of *false found books. 1460 in Pol. Ret. .y L. Poems
11866) 260 'Fals goten good, c 1625 Milton Death Fair
Infant 72 Her "false-imagined loss cease to lament ! 1605
Shaks. Lean. iv. 254 (Qo-S I should be "false persuaded
I had daughters. 1553 Bali: Gardiner's l)e vera Obed.

Pref. B v, * False pretended supremade. 1530 Form
Greater Excmmnun, in Maskell Afort. Rit. II. 299 All tho

ben acursed .. that use wytingly suche "false purchased
letters. 1843 Carlyle Past $ Pr. 11858) 142 'False-spoken,

unjust. 1569 J. Sant'orh tr. Agrifrpd's Van. Artes 2 b, A
*falsesworne Marchaunte. 1729 Savage Wanderer ii. 391
*False-term'd honour. 1706 Watts Horce Lyriae II. (1808'

169 The cruel shade apply'd . . a *false tinctur'd glass. 1641

Milton Ch. Gor-t. 11. iii. (1851) 173 A *false-\vhited, a launie

resemblance of her. 1755 Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 93 Names
false-written as Artherus for Arthurus.

e. With verbs, forming verbs, as false-colour,

play, -point, -promise.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit, (1847) II. 170 Genius neither

distorts nor false-colours its objects. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <f

CI. iv. xiv. 19 The Queene. .has false plaid my Glory Vnto
an Enemies triumph. 1892 Field 7 May 695 1 They kept

on false pointing and backing. . I vybridge did little else

but false point, a 1618 Sylvkstfr Cup ofConsolation 22

Smiling Hope. .^Fal.se-promiseth long Peace and plenty too.

3. Special comb. : f false-back a., ? treacherously

retreating ; false-bedded a., -bedding GeoL (see

quots. 1876, 18S7)
; f false-cup, a kind of drink-

ing cup
; 7 false-heart a. = false-hearted (see

Comb. 1); false-muster, an incorrect statement

of the number of men in a regiment or a ship's

company ; false-nerved a. Bot., having; no vascular

tissue; + false-winged a. Arch.=pseudo-diptcral.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple tsl.xi. xlviii, The false-back

Tartars fear with cunning feign. 1876 Page Adv. Text
Pk. Gcol. v. 91 Sandstones are said to be false-bedded when
their strata are crossed obliquely by numerous lamina;.

1884 Nature 13 Nov. 32 The lower zone of false-bedded

grits. 1876 Woodward Geol. (1887,1 J 3 'False-bedding . .
is

a feature produced in shallow water by currents and tidal

action, whereby beds are heaped up in irregular layers with-

out any approach to horizontality or continuity. 1877 A.

H. Green Phys. Geol. iv. § 1. 124 False-bedding e.g. Cur-

rent-, Cross-, or Drift-Bedding. 1708 Mottel'.x Rabc/ais v.

xxxiv. 11737) 152 ^False-Cups, Tumblers. 1593 Shaks. 2

Hen. VI, v. i. 143, I am thy King, and thou a "false-heart

Traitor. 1752 A. Murphy Grays-Inn Jrnl. (1756) I. 116

No. 17 There are besides several Faggots, and "False-

musters, which the General thinks proper to connive at.

1866 Treas. Bot.,' False-nerved, when veins have no vascular

tissue, but are formed of simple elongated cellular tissue
;

as in mosses, seaweeds, etc, 1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit.

(1742) II. 20 This Temple was. .'false-wing'd.

t False, v. Obs. Forms : 3 falsie-n, (fausie n),

3-7 false n, (5 -yn\ 3-4 south, dial, valse^n, 4-5

falshe, 4-6 fals, 6 falce. [a. OF. false-r (mod.F.

fausser) :—late L.falsdre, {.fals-us : see False a.

Cf, ON. falsa.] To be or make false.

1. a. intr. Of a thing: To prove unreliable ; to

fail, give way.
c 1205 Lay. 23967 pe helman his haruede and his hereburne

gon to falsie [c 1275 fausiej. a 1225 Aucr. R. 228 Vor none

deofles puffe ne purue ;e dreden, bute ;if bet lini ualse.

Ibid. 270 jif he mei unde^iten pet ower bileaue falsie.

b. trans. To cause to fail or give way; to foil

(a weapon).
a 1225 After. P. 292 Godes stronge rjas.siun falsie pes

deofles wepnen. 01240 Satv/cs U'ardexn Cott. Horn, 255

Ne mei . . ne na wrone falsi min heorte. c 1275 Luue Ron
124 in O. E. Misc. 97 Ne may no Mynur hire vnderwrote,

ne neuer false bene grundwal. C1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.)

2125 The fir. .falsed the siment, and the ston.

2. trans. To counterfeit (money) ; to forge ^a

document).
a 1300 Cursor M. 29308 (Cotton Galba) Fals bulleres. .bat

falses be papes sele. 1303 R. Bri'nne Ilandl. Synue 5362

5yf pou dedyst euere by myghte To false a chartre. t-i45°

Myrc 709 All that falsen the popes lettres. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. cl. 131 A clerk had falshed the kynges money.

1493 FestivalliW. de W. 1515) 193, I denounce, .all those

that fals the kynges standarde. 1553 T. Becon Helta. Rome
(1563) 240 a, All thoe that false the Popes Hull.

3. To falsify, make untrue ; to introduce false-

hood into ; to corrupt.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. IVks. III. 434 Men moten ..pacient-

liche dispose hem to deye for Crist, and fals not be gospel

for favor of men. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's Prol. 66, I mote

reherse Hir tales alle . . Or elks falsen som of my matere.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 54 They that clyppe away
from the money of goddes sendee, eny wordes or letters or

syllables, & so false yt from the trew sentence. 1598

Sylvester Dm Bartas 11. ii. II Babylon 473 Those scattered

Masons Had falsed it [Adam's language] in hundred

thousand fashions.

4. To be or prove false to. a. To break, violate

(one's faith, word, etc.). Const, dat. of person.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 11191 Men falsen here

troupes, c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 619 He. .hath histrouthe

falsed. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xxii. 20 These coue-

nauntes sholde neuer be broke ne falsed. a 1533 Ld. Ber-

ners Huon cxx. 429 Then shall I false her my promyse.

1563 B. Googe Eglogs vii. (Arb.) 57 When fyrstshe falst

her troth to me." 1624 Heywood Captives 11. i. in Bullen

O. PI. IV, That false their faythes.

b. To play false to a person) ; to betray, de-

ceive. Also absol.
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c 1374 Chaucer Troylns v. 1053 Ther made neuere
womman more wo Than she, when that she falsed Troylus.

c 1420 Lyuc. TempleofGlasses Medee. . was falsed of Iason.

C. absol. and intr. To defraud, deal falsely.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 301 To falsen and to ben unkinde.

c 1450 Mvrc 709 All that falsen or use false measures.

a 1541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861.) 163 Never yet. .Intended I

to false, or be untrue.

d. ?/r/?. To betray one's trust. (Doubtful: the

word may be adj.)

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 74 'Tts Gold ..makes Piana's

Rangers false themselues.

5. To maintain to be false, impugn. To false (a

doom) : inSc. Law 'to deny the equity of a sentence,

and appeal to a superior court * (Jam. .

a 1225 Juliana 69 Ah false swa hare lahe. a 1400 Coz:
A/yst. Shaks. Soc.) 241 Thus xal I false the wordys that

his pepyl doth testefy. <r 1400 A/>ol. Loll. 60 In mennis
lawe oft men falsen domis, & appelen ber fro. c \43pFilgr.

LyfAlauhode 1. Ixxxv. (1869) 49 Thine argumentes, that

seist i have falsed and repreued thy gret teste principle.

1469 Act Pari. Jus. /// (1814)94 The dome gevm in t!ie

Justice are of Drumfress .. & falsit and againe callit

be maister Adam cokburn forspekar . . was weile gevin
& evil again callit. 1609, 1708 [see Falsing vbl. sb. below].

6. To false a blow : to make a feint.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. v. 9 Sometimes he strook him
strayt, And falsed oft his blowes t'illude him with such
bayt. 1594 [see Falsing vbl. sb. below].

Hence Falsed ///. a., Falsing vbl. sb. and
ppl. a., in senses of the verb. Falsing of dooms :

(see False v. 5).

a 1225 After. P. 72 }>urh swuch chastiement haueS sum
ancre arcred bitweonen hire & hire preost. .a valsinde luue.

c 1340 Gaw. fy Gr. A'ut. 2378 Lo ! ber be falssyng, foule

mot hit falle ! c 1400 Destr. Troy 11330 Falsyng 8: flatery.

^1541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861) 30 Vet shall they shew
your falsed faith. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 95 Not sure

in a thing falsing. 1594 J. G. {title) tr. Grassi's True Arte
uf Defence, with a Treatise of Deceit or Falsings. 1594
Daniel Cotnpl. Rosamond xxi, The adulterate beauty of

a falsed cheek. 1599 Marston Sco, Villanie 1. iii. 181

Hence, ye falsed, seeming Patriotes. 1609 Skene Rig. A/aj.
Table 70 Falsing of Domes (reduction of decreiteis) sou Id

be done incontinent be the partie agalns quhom tliey are
given, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <$• Man. (1642't 544 That
falsed Homily. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. in.

x. (1743) 432 Edinburgh .. assisted the Chamberlain in the
falsing of dooms.

False-bray : see Fausse-bray.

t Fa'lsedict. Obs. [A parallel formation to

Verdict, bj the substitution offalse for the first

member.] An untrue deliverance or utterance.

1579 Fclkk Heskins' Pari. 499 Wee will not take the

verdicte or rather the falsedict at his mouth. 1616 B.

Parsons Mag. Charter 23 A verdict, .is a falsedict, if [etc.].

Falsedom. Obs. [f. False a. + -hum.]

Treachery, untruth ; a falsehood.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 852" note, pc vnlcunde siukedom
[r\ r. falsedom]. atjpoSiriz 65 in Wright A need. Lit. 4
Ne con ich saien non falsdom. 1303 R. Brunne Hatnll.
Synne 2748 3>'f he swere fals, or falsdom bede.

Falsehood fp'ls-, fg*ls|hud). Also + false-

head. Forms; a. 3-6 fals(e)-, (4 falce-, fauls-

sonth dial, vala-), hed.e, -ed, (4 -ede, -heed,

-id, 5 -hedd, 6 -heade), 6-7 -head. &. 4-6
fals- (6 falsa-) hod e, (4 Sc, -ade), 6- falsehood,

[f. False a. +-head, -hood.]

+ 1. As an attribute of persons: Falseness, deceit-

fulness, mendacity, faithlessness. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 454 Of falshede, ne of trecherye, in

be worl hys per nys. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xi. 2 Soth-
fastnes is lesscd ?i: falshede waxis. c 1440 Geuerydes 1539
A sotilte To hide your falshede. 1534 Ld. Berners //non
lxxxii. 253 Me thynke he is full of falshede for I se none
other but he purchaseth for your deth.

2. Want of conformity to fact or truth ; falsity.

Now almost always implying intentional falsity.

c 1340 Cursor M. 22865 (Trin.) Mony wenen bat ben not
wise bat bat flesshe shal not hool vprise. pat to wene is

but falshede. c 1440 Gcnerydes 5221 Ffalshede and trougth
is euer atte debate. 1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. 1. viii,

Truthe and falshed be two contraryauntes. x6n Bible
Job xxi. 34 In your answeres there remaineth falshood.

1742 Johnson L. /*., Sydenham, The falshood of this report.

1793 Beddoes Scurvy 46 He has . . shewn the falsehood of
the conclusion. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 20 The
shameless assertion, that truth and falsehood are indifferent

in their own natures.

b. That which, or something that, is contrary to

fact or truth ; an untrue proposition, doctrine, be-

lief, etc. ; untrue propositions, etc. in general.

1393 Govver Conf. III. 136 Logique hath eke in his degree
Betwene the trouthe and falshode The pleine wordes for

to shode. c 1449 Pecock Re/r. 111. xiv. 373 Out ofa treuthe
folewith not a falshede. 1691 Hartclieee Virtues 289
Such Minds, as shall have as clear Conceptions of Fals-
hoods, as they have of Truths. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's
//ist. Ref. II. 278 Truth would be suppressed together
with falsehood. 1847 Helps Friends in C. 11854) 1.6 Each
a^e lias to fiyht with its own falsehoods. x86i IVf. Pattison
Est. (1889) I. 32 It would be easy, .to exaggerate this truth
. .into a falsehood.

T C. An error, mistake (in writing"; ; a slip of
the pen. Obs. rare.

c 1440 Prontp. Pan\ 14S Falsheed yn boke, for yvel
wrytynge, meuda.
3. Deception, falsification, imposture; a forgery,

counterfeit. Obs. or arch.

1340 Ayenb. 40 Notaryes bet makeb be ualse lettres, and
..to uele o)>re ualshedes. 1394 /'. PL Crede 616 panne

[he] . . fyejj on her falshedes bat bei bifore deden. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 122 Hee. .Artificer of fraud, .was the first

That practisd falshood under saintly shew. /bid. iv. 812
No falshood can endure Touch of Celestial temper.

4. The intentional making of false statements
;

lying. (Occasionally with wider sense adopted
from ancient philosophy : see quot. 1810.I

1662 Stillingel. Orig. Sacr. 1. iv. § IO Herodotus was
. .suspected of falshood. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffk /talian xvi,

Add not the audacity of falsehood to the headlong passions
of youth. 1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 135 Your logical

falsehood is—where, for example, you speak of a thing
which is not true as if it were true, whether you think it

true or not : your ethical falsehood is—where you speak of

a thing as true, believing it not to be true, whether it be
really true or not. a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 394 Fraud
in kings was held accurst, And falsehood sin was reckoned.

1841 Lane Arab. Xts. I. 24 Falsehood is permitted by their

religion. 1875 Jowett /'lata (ed. aj V. 74 He who loves

involuntary falsehood is a fool.

5. An uttered untruth ; a lie. Also, false state-

ments, uttered untruth, in general.
c 1290 5". Fng. Leg. 42/288 Alas, alas, be deolfole cas: to

heore so muche falshede ! c 1380WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 140
He seies, as blaspheme falsehed bat he makes medeful to

slee Cristen men. c 1450 Gesta Rom. xlix 223 fHarl. MS.>
He with his sotil cautellis & falshedes blindithe & disseyuUhe
be soule. X593 Shaks. Rich. //, iv. i. 39, I will turne thy
falshood to thy hart, Where it was forged, with my Rapiers
point. 1794 Mrs. Radclifee A/yst. Vdolpho xii, Why did
you accuse me of having told a falsehood. 1849 Ruskin
Sev. Lamps ii. § 15. 42 To cover brick with cement, and to

divide this cement with joints that it may look like stone, is

to tell a falsehood. 1856 Froide Hist. Fng. (1858) I. iv.

314 A small element of truth may furnish a substructure for

a considerable edifice of falsehood.

f6. Arith. Rule of Falsehood =<• False Position':

see Position. Obs.

1542 Rfcokde Gr. Aries I575
1

! 439 The rule of Falsehode,
whiche beareth his name . . for that by false numbers taken
at all aduentures, it teachelh howe to finde those true num-
bers that you seeke for.

7. Sc. Law. (Sec quot.) : in mod. law books for

the older Falsxt.
1699 Sir G. Mackenzie Laws Cust. Scot, xxvii 134 F#/-

sum, Falshood . . a fraudulent suppression, or imitation of
Truth, in prejudice of another. 1773 in J. Erskine /nstit.

L^aw Scot. iv. iv. § 66. 1861 in W. Bell Diet. Law
Scot. 378/2.

8. Comb., %.% falsehood-free >
falsehood- vtonger.

1839 Lady Lytton Chevcley led. 2> I. xii. 293 What will

not those falsehood-mongers, the poets, have to answer for.

1850 Mks. Hkowning Poems, /'..rite's Return iii, How change
could touch the falsehood-free And changeless the- !

. t Palseleke. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. Falke a. : see

-lock.] Falsehood.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 32 To fet y falle hem feole,

for falsleke fifti folde.

t Fa'lsely, a. Obs. rare~ '. In 4 falsly. [f.

Fal.sk a. + ly '.] False, deceptive.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric /'. \iii. 31 My fykel fleishe, mi

falsly blod.

Falsely (fpis-, folsli), adv. Forms: 3-5 fals(eV

liche, (4 falslich, -lik, -lyche, valsliche', 3-5
falsli, 3-8 falsly, 4- falsely, [f. False a. + -ly ^.]

1. In violation of truth ; untruthfully.

1303 R. Brunne HandI. Synne 726 Whan bou falsly by
hyin swerest. C1320 Sir /'ristr. 3054 Falsly canestow
fayt. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvi. 146 A man is accused
falsly of a fact. 1841-4 Emerson £ss. t

Spir. L.aivs Wks.
I. 66 When a man. .has base ends, and speaks falsely.

2. Erroneously, incorrectly, wrongly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23131 (Cott.1 Falsli es he cristen calld.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xii. 134 Thei seyn that the cristene

men . . beleeven folyly and falsly that Iesu Crist was crucy-

fyed. 1563 Winzkt I'iucent. Lirin. xxvi. Wks. 1890 II. 54
Science falslie so callit 1597 Morley /ntrod. A/us. 183
Such things as I haue either left out or falsely set downe.
a 1627 Sir J- Beaumont Amsiv. A/etrodorus'm Poems (1869)

240 All states are good, and they are falsly led, Who wish
to be vnborne. 1727 38 Gay Fables 1. x, How falsly is the

spaniel drawn ! 1800-xo Coleridge Frieud(iS6s) 128, 1 have
falsely represented nis principles.

3. Wrongfully, a. Unjustly, for no sufficient

cau>e, without justification, b. Dishonestly, fraudu-

lently.
*

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5347 3yf hou • • falsly pur-

chasedebat ys grete synne. r 1330 — Chron. (1810) 335
Gascoyne & Normandie, pat be kyng of France chalanges
falsly. 1389 in Fng. Gilds (1870) 5 Enpresoned falslich by
enme. <"M30 PUgr. Lyf Manhode n. xiv. (1869 80 Thou
mesurest falsliche, and stelcst folkes corn. x6oa Marston
Antonio's Re;>. 11. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 98, I must die falsely.

1666 Dkyden Ann. A/irab. 675 Success, which they did
falsly boast. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 170 r 7 For such
who are treated ill and upbraided falsely.

4. Deceitfully, treacherously.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 20S Falsliche igon to schrifte. (71300
Cursor A/. 818 (Gott.) {>e feind. .falsli bigiled adam. C1304
/*. PL Crede 693 A fewe Folwen fully bat clob, but fals-

liche bat vseb. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 41 Falselier

than the fende. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAyman xiv. 341
Kyng yon, that so falsli hath betrayed vs. 1503 4 Act 19
Hen. V/l, c. 34 Preamb., Persones falsly and traiterously

ymagynyng. .the deth. .of the Kinge. 1605 Camden Rem.
(1637) 253 John, .falsely and unnaturally revolted unto the

French king. 174a Young Nt. Th. vii. 478 The third witness

. .falsly promises an F.den here.

f5. Improperly. Obs.

1393 Langl. /'. PL C. x. 270 Ful meny fayre flus falsliche

wasshe ! 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour E vij b, The daughters
of Moab were falsly engendtyd and goten. 1529 More
Dyaloge m. Wks. 208/1 Thechurche fell sodeinly down . .was
falsely wrought. 1594 Shaks Rich. ///, v. iii. 251 A base

foule Stone, made precious by the soyle Of Englands Chatre
where he is falsely set.

Falsen (f9"ls'n, fols'n, 7'. rare. [f. Falser. +
-en •''.] trans. To make false or unreal.
1888 M. Arnold in igth Cent. Apr. 482 The whole action

of our minds is hampered and falsened.

Falseness Ojis-, folsnes). Also 4-7 fals-

nes(s
v
e, 4-8 false- (south, dial, vals-) nesse. [f.

False a. + -ness.] The quality of being false.

1. Contrariety to fact ; want of reality or truth

;

falsehood, unreality, f Also quasi-concr. anything

false.

1303 R. Brunne //audi. Synne 1497 $>'f he deme fals

iuggement, J>ere falsnes ys, he shalle beshent. 1340 Ayenb.
256 Ualsnesse me ne ssel zigge. 1398 Trf.visa Barth. De
P. A". 111. vi. (14951 52 Racio or reason demyth bitwene. .sothe

and falsnesse. 1597 Shaks. Lover s Compl. 105 His rude-
ness. .Did livery falseness in a pride of truth. 1655 Sir E.
Nicholas in A*. Papers iCamden) 1 1. 170, I noe whit repent

me of the Collogne newes I sent you, since I was. .confident

of the falsnes. 1847 C. G. Addison Contracts 11. vii. § 1 He
. .did not know of the falseness of the affirmation at the time
it was made. 1877 Mrs. Forrester A/t'gnon I. 6 The false-

ness of its illusions.

2. Deceitfulness, duplicity, imposture. Alsoquasi-

concr. a deceit, an imposture.
(-1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810' 265 He sent vnto be pape,

&. .a new falsnes did schape. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom.
Prol. 4- T. 423 His infinite falsenesse Ther coude no man
writen. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. i. 7 Se }e that no man bigile

3011 bi . . veyn falsnes. 1513 Act 5 Hen. Vi//, c. 4 § 1 The
said Deceits and Falseness. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 196
He was. .arreigned and judged for his falsenesse. 1649 Br.

Reynolds /losea ii. 71 The falsenes. .of our corrupt hearts.

1732 WATERLANi>C£r-wr; Vind. 38 They that reject Super-
stition in Theory, and yet retain it in Life, .do but expose
their own Folly and Falseness. 1846 Trench Aft'rac. xx.

(1862) 329 Another part of his falseness was, that [etc.].

3. Faithlessness, inconstancy, treachery. Also an

instance of this.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)55 Falsnes brewes bale.

i393*I,angl. /'. PL C. xix. 173 Falsnesse ich [Iesus]fynde

in by [Iudas] faire speche. c 1470 Henry Wallace \. 39 It

was lost with tresoune and falsnes. 15*3 I*i>- Berneks
Froiss. I. eclxxx. 171 a, He wolde make y traytours derely

abye their falsnesse. 1658 Whole Duty Alan iv. § 8. 40
Some inward guilt of falseness, for which that oath must be
the cloak. 1709 Prideaux Lett. (Camden) 203 Beeing for

his falsenesse in the management of that tru>t broken and
discarded. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. x. 386 His pre-

decessor, .had recorded their falseness and cruelty.

+ 4. The fact of failing or 'giving way '. Obs.

155a Huloet, Falsenes of herte, demissio. 1580 Barft
Ah: F in A falsenesse of heart, and feeble courage.

+ Falser. Obs. Also 6 falser, [f. Fai.sk v.

+ -ER 1
. Cf. Y.fausseur.']

1. A falsifier, forger, counterfeiter.

1340 Ayenb. 62 Ha ssel bydemd ase ualsere. 1388 Wyclif
Jos. Prol., The whiche [enuyous men] pronouncen me to be

a falsere. 1450 1530 A/yrr. our Ladye 53 Falsers of the

kynges money are punysshed by deth.

2. One who acts falsely ; a deceiver.

1579 Si'enser Skeph. Cal. Epil. t
To teach the ruder shep-

heard how., from the falsers fraude his folded flocke to

keepe. 1597 Lyly Worn, in Moone iv. 1, Detested falsor !

a 1637 B. Jonson Hue <y Cry after Cnpid
%
We hope ye'll

not abide him, Since ye hear this falser's play.

t Falsery. Obs. Also 6-7 falsary. [a. OF.
fa/scrie, (.fals False a.] Deception, falsification,

falsehood.

1594 2nd Rep. Dr. Faustus in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858*

III. 397 The good emperor . . came now to make him amends
for his pretty falsery'. 1639GENTIHS Servita's Inquis. ' 1676)

889 That Tribunal, to which that falsary [calumniation of

an accused person] hath not born respect, a 1670 M. Casau-
bon Treat. Spirits (1672) 214 This Gassendus thinks is

enough to prove Plutarch's falsary.

t Fa'lsesllip- Obs. In 3 falschipe, 4 fels-

ship. [f. Falsf: a. + -ship.] The quality of being

false, a. Untruthfulness, b. Dishonesty, deceit.

c 1230 Halt' Aleid. 26 Ah ichulle scheawen hit al wiS

falschipe ismeSet. 14. . in Pol. Ret. $ L. Poems \ i866j 222

Glosinge and felsship beon riue.

FaTsesome, a. Obs. exc. Sc, rare. Also 9 Se.

fause-. [f. False a. 4- -some.] Deceitful, untrue.

1533 More DebelL Salem \. Wks. 932/1 So many false-

some sayes in that sediciouse boke. 1883 Edin. Fven. E.xpr.

2 May 2/3 Of fausesome ways thou'st taen a scunner.

t Fa'lset K Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 4 falsat, 5

falssett. [app. a. OY. false* (Godef. s. v.faussf) :—

late L. falsdtttm, neut. pa. pple. offalsare: see

False v.] Falsehood, treachery, fraud ; an instance

of this. In Scots Law = Falsehood (see quot.

1609'.

x375 Barbour Bruce xv. 122 Falsat euirmar Sail haue..

eufli ending. 1482 Certificate In Surtees A/isc. (1890)40X0

put down all falssett and untrewit. 155$ Sir. Acts A/ary

(1597) §44 Mony falsettes daylie done within this realme be

Notars. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 161

This then standeth in force, although there appeare erroure

or falset. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 69 The generall crime of

falset, conteines vnder it sundrie speciall crimes. As false

Charters or Writtes, false money, false measures, false

wechts. /bid. 128 He quha is convict of falset in weghts.

t Falset 2
, anglicized form of Falsetto.

1707 h Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 59 A young
Man singing, .with such a Voice, as seem'd not to come from

Heaven . .it was a Falset. 178a Burney Hist. Aius. II. iv.

374 The other just come from Rome—sings in Falset. 1796
- Afemoirs MetastasioW. 174 A great player on the violin

in falset.



FALSETTO. 51 FALSITY.

li Falsetto (folse-to). Also 8 crron. falsetta.

[It., dim. oifalso False. Cf. Y.fausset.']

1. A forced voice of a range or register above the

natural ; the head voice.

J774 Wai.polk Let. Earl Strafford u Nov., There is a
full melancholy melody in his [Leoni's] voice, though a
falsetta. 1799 Young in Phil. Trans. XC. 142 The same
difference . . takes place between the natural voice and the
common falsetto. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 419/1 The term
basso falsetto has been proposed to designate this voice [a
feigned lower voice], but the term lower falsetto is more
accurate. 1855 Smedley //. Coverdale lvii. 390 'To whom
do I refer?' repeated her husband in the highest note of his
shrill falsetto. 1879 Grove Diet, Mus. 501/2 The male
counter-tenor, or alto voice, is almost entirely falsetto.

Jig. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. 180S VIII. 103 The
mock heroick falsetto of stupid tragedy. 1814 Scott Drama
(1874) 186 All is tuned to the same smooth falsetto of senti-

ment. 187^ Swinburne Ess. fy Studies 249 Much of the
poem is written throughout in falsetto.

2. One who sings with a falsetto voice.

1789 Burney Hist, Mus. IV. 44 You are pleased, .to com-
pare the falsetti of former times with the soprani. 1884.

Niecks Diet. Mus. Terms, B'alsetto, a singer who sings
soprano or alto parts with such a voice.

3. attrib.

1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. n. <i86^ 276 A sort of
falsetto tone in her speech. 1854 BushNAN in Circ. Sc.
{c 1865) T. 286/2 The falsetto voice has more of a humming
character, 1876 Foster Phys. in, vii. (18791 605 The vocal
cords are seen to be wide apart when falsetto notes are
uttered. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov. 623/2 The last sentence ..

seems to us to go perilously near making a falsetto con-
science out of the antipathies of strait-laced men.
Hence False'ttist. one who sings in falsetto.

1889 Harper s Mag. LXXVII. 73 Soprano falsettists were
once common enough in France. 1892 Daily Neivs 28 J uly
6/2 The Italian tenor, .is an ' incomparable falsettist '.

Falsidical (folsidikal\ a. rare- 1
, [as if f.

I ,. falsidic-us falsehood-telling (f. L. falsum false-

hood + Mc- weak stem of dieere to speak) + -al :

on the analogy of Veridical.] Suggesting as true

what is really false ; falsehood-telling.
1886 Myers Phantasms of Living II, 284 Illusory (or

falsidical) hallucinations.

Falsifiable (fo-lsifsiabT), a. [f. Falsify v. +
-able. Cf. V. falsifiable.'] That may be falsified.

i6it Cotgr., Falsifiable, which may be falsified, adulter-
ated, forged, sophisticated. 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne II.

412 The senses are the sovereign Lords of his knowledge,
but they are uncertain and falsifiable in all circumstances.
1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 252 The Vedantins believe
the world to be falsifiable.

t Falsi'fic, a. Obs. [ad.~L.falsific-us,(.fals-us

false + -fieus making : see -Fie] ' Making false,

falsifying, dealing falsely' (Bailey 1736).

Falsification (fodsifik^-Jon). [n. of action

f. late L. falsified re to Falsify : see -atiox.]

1. The action of rendering (something) false
;

fraudulent alteration (of documents, of weights or

measures, etc.); misrepresentation, perversion (of

facts) ; counterfeiting ; an instance of the same.
1565 Jewel Repl. Harding iv. § 15. 251 He. .shoareth vp a

ruinous mater with the falsification of his Doctours. 1594
Hooker Eccl. Pol. in. § 5. 137 By falsification of the wordes,
wittingly to endeuour that anything may seeme diuine which
is not. 1607 '

I'orsta. 1.Fourf. Beasts '167 3) 38 Some adulterate
Castoreum. .this is a falsification discernible. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) U'ks. II. 36, I am accused for lies and falsi-

fications. 1682 Scarlktt Exchanges 351 If there were.,
ground of suspicion that the Figures were altered, its still

the same*, but. .If the Falsification were so neat, that it

could not so easily be discerned, .then [etc.]. 1706 Collier
Reft. Ridic. 77 Affectation is the falsification of the whole
Person. *799 S. Turner Anglo-Sax. (18361 I. ill. iii. 176
Their, -manifest falsifications both of manners and history.

1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 358 By a wise falsification, the great
masters of painting got at their true conclusions. 1868 E.
Edwards Raleigh I, xxvi. 655 The falsification of date.

2. The showing (something) to be groundless.
1885 Manch. Exam. 12 Dec. 5/2 The complete falsifica-

tion of these confident assurances.

b. Equity. ' The showing an item of charge in an
account to be wrong ' (Webster 1864, citing Story).

1845 J. W. Smith Man. Equity 163 The proving an item
to be wrongly inserted is a falsification.

Falsificator (fodsifikd'-tai). [agent-n. f. late

~\j. falsified)-e to Falsify.] One who deals in falsi-

fication ; a falsifier.

1609 T. Morton Ansiv. Higgons To Rdr. 1 Lest thou
shouldest stumble vpon me, as vpon a Falsificator. 1638
Featlv Transubst. 203 You must say you tooke up your
quotations upon trust, or els confes.se you are a falsificator.

1883 St. James's Gaz. 8 Nov., The audacious falsificators

print with old-fashioned type upon hand-made paper.

Falsifier ;f§'lsifobi, fg-lsifoiai). [f. Falsify v.

+ -eh 1
.] One who falsities.

1532 More Confut. Tiudale Wks. 679/2 Lyars and false-

fiers of scripture. 1675 Baxter Cat/i. Bheol. 11. 1. 2S3 Dare
you deny that these were my words? If you do you are a
falsifier. i68z Sir T. Bkowne Chr. Mar. 54 Diogenes .. in

his younger days was a falsifier of money. 1724 A. Collins
Gr. Chr. Relig. 144 It is unjust to accuse the Evangelists
and Apostles with being falsifyers. 1878 N. A/ner. Rez:
CXXVII. xp A wilful falsifier of history.

t Falsify, sb. Fencing. Obs. [f. next vb. (sense

7).] The action of 'falsifying' a blow; a feint.

1621 Quarles Arsalus fy P. (1678) 116 Amphialus . . let

flie A down-right blow; but with a falsifie Reverst the

stroke, 1635 Shirley Coronat. 1. i, A falsify may spoil his

cringe, Or making of a leg.

Falsify (f§'lsifoi, fo/lsifoi), v. Also 5-7 fal-

sifie, 6 falcefy, falsefye, -ifye. [ad. Fr. falsifier,

ad. late L. falsifiedre, f. L. falsifie-us making false,

i.falsus False : see -fy.]

1. trans. To make false or incorrect, a. To
alter fraudulently; to introduce false matter into

or give an incorrect version of (a document, etc.).

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. viii, 188 To
falsefye the leltresof the pope. 1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt
Voy. (1589) 256 Those they haue falsefied of late purposely.

1651 Hoijbes Levlath. m. xxxiii. 204 They did not there-

fore falsifie the Scriptures. 1741 tr. D'Argens' Chinese Lett.

v. 28 Funeral Orations had contributed very much to falsify

History. 1831 Brewster Ncivfon 118551 II. xx. 237 He
. .falsified the document by the substitution of a paragraph.
(11832 Mackintosh Rise fy Fall Strucusec Wks. 1846 II.

396 Accused, .of having falsified the public accounts.

b. To give a false account of; to misrepresent.

1630 Prynne Anti'Artnin. 118 Which falsifies the eternal

truth, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts fy Mon. (1642) 152 Aemy-
Hus Probus mistook, or falsifies Thucydides. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 252 p r Good-breeding has made the Tongue
falsify the Heart. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon
Wks. (Bohn) I. 379 He sat . . in his lonely island, coldly

falsifying facts and dates.

ahsol. 1779 Johnson 10 Oct. in Bosioell, Lord Bathurst
did not intentionally falsify. 1824 Dihdin Libr. Comp. 510
Not that Johnson designedly falsified. 1868 Browning Ring
fy Bk. 1. 217, I falsified and fabricated.

f c. To assert falsely. Obs.
1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Ivstin 24 b, How they might take

away his life, either by treason to be falsified against him,
or [etc.].

+ d. To adulterate. Also of disease: To cor-

rupt, vitiate. Obs.

1563 Act 5 Eliz. c. 11 $ 1 Divers .. Persons .. diminish,

impair and falsify the Monies and Coins current within tins

Realm. 1634 W. Tirwhvt tr. Balzac s Lett. 385 Those who
. .falsifie Merchandizes. 1656 Ben Israel Find. Judmornm
in Phenix (1708I 1 1. 421 Verdigrease. .all falsify 'd with earth.

1658 A. Fox H'urtz' Surg. 111. vi. 233 By diseases the joint

water or radical humor is falsified.

e. To make (a balance or standard) untrue.

1611 Bible Amos viii. 5 Falsifying the balances by deceit.

^1848 R. W. Hamilton Rew. fy Puuishm. viii. (1853) 404
We are not compelled to falsify our standards.

f. To alter or pervert from correct rule.

1589 Tottenham Eug. Poesie it, (Arb.) 94 There can not
be.. a fowler fault, then to falsifie his accent to serue his

cadence. 1841 DTsraeu Amen. Lit. (1867*475 He [Spenser]
falsified accentuation, to adapt it to his metre.

g. To make unsound.
1868 M. Pattison Aeadem. Org. 6 An unhappy spirit .

.

falsified the relation between the parties.

T h. Used by Dryden in avowed imitation of It.

falsare : (see quot.).

1697 Dryden Virg. JEn&id ix. 1093 His ample shield Is

falsify d, and round with jav'lins fiil'd. Ibid., note, I use the
word falsify in this place to mean that the shield of Turuus
was not of proof against the spears and javelins of the Trojans.

f 2. a. To produce a counterfeit of ; to counterfeit.

b. To get up in imitation of something else. Obs.

a. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 613 After that crystall was
once found out, they deuised to sophisticat and falsifie

other gems therewith. 1699 M. Lister Journ. Paris 124
They stampt and falsified the best ancient Medals so well.

b. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie iii. xxv. (Arb.) 310 The
Lapidarie [counterfeits] pearles and pretious stones by glasse
and other substances falsified, and sophisticate by arte.

3. To declare or prove to be false.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. x. 50 To falsifie this present xiij'3

conclusioun. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 221
He shall have cause neither to falsifie the o\\*t opinion lightly

nor [etc.]. 180s T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 42 No man
can falsifyany material fact here stated. 1849 Stovel Cannes
Nccess. Introd. 9 Relinquishing all claim to respect by falsi-

fying their own affirmations. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serm. i.

(1877) 23 The rights of conscience belong so much to the
morality of society now, that they must falsify any moral
creed opposed to them.

b. esp. in Law (see quots.). To falsify a
doom (Sc.) : = tofalse a doom ; see False v. 5.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 33 a, It shall not lye in the
mouthe of the tenaunte to falsifye or defete the recoverie
which was againste his Lord. 1628 Coke On. Litt. 104 b,

To falsifie in legall understanding is to prove false, that is,

to avoid or. .to defeat. 1642 tr. Perkins's Prof. Bk. v. § 382.
165 His wife shall falsifie this recovery in a writ of dower.
1817 W.Selvvyn /.«?*' Nisi Prius(ed.4) II. 945 The sentence
was conclusive evidence to falsify the warranty. 1854 J. W.
Smith Man. Equity zioTogive liberty to. .falsify the account.

c. To fail in fulfilling, or prevent the fulfilment

of (a prediction, expectation, etc.).

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 235 By so much shall I falsifie

mens hopes. 121719 Addison Evid. Christ, viii, (1730) 66
Jews and Pagans united all their endeavours, .to baffle and
falsify the prediction. 1851 W. Collins Rambles beyond
Raihv. vii. (1852) 124 The prognostications of our Cornish
friends were pleasantly falsified. 1884 Lpool Daily Post
10 July 5 To consider, .whether we are contented to falsify

his high regard for us.

f 4. intr. To make a false representation or state-

ment; to deal in falsehoods. Obs.
1629 tr. Herodian (1635) 112 Iulian was contemned by the

Souldiery, for falsifying with them. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. ii. 6 His wisdome will hardly permit him to
falsifie with the Almighty. 1702 Eug. Theophrast. 338 The
practice of falsifying with men will lead us on insensibly
to a double-dealing with God himself. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (i8n;- III. xxxiii. 197 Would you either falsify or
prevaricate ? 1777 Sheridan Sch, Stand, n. ii, To propagate
a malicious truth wantonly is more despicable than to falsify

from revenge.

t 5. trans. To prove false to, fail to keep ; to

break, violate (one's faith, word, etc.). Obs.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 585/1, I shall , . finde
Tindal himself so good a felow, as to falcefy his own wordes
here & beare a poore man company. 1590 Greene Never
too Late (16001 in ./Eneas, .falsified his faith to Dido. 1670
Milton Hist. Eng. v. Wks. (1851) 204 Falsifying that Oath,
by night with all the Horse they had . . stole to Exeter.

7 6. intr. To prove faint; to fail, give way. Obs.
1668 Pepvs Diary 27 Aug., My heart beginning to falsify

in this business.

f 7. Fencing. To feign (a blow) ; to make (a

blow) under cover of a feint. Also absol. Obs.

1595 Saviolo Practice, Rapier fy Dogger i, If you perceiue

. .that he go about to falsifie vpon you. .put yoursdfe in your
ward. 1600 Fairfax Basso vr. xlil. 102 Now strikes he out,

and now he falsifieth. 1611 Keaum. ft Fl. King fy No King
I. i, Tigranes falsified a blow at your Leg, which you ..

avoided. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents 11. x. 94 One
of them making offer at his necke with a Halbert, and
falsifying his blowe, hit him under the short ribbe. a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759) I. 219 As th' are wont to falsify a Blow.

Hence Falsified ///. a., Falsifying vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades (1592) 978 They do defile and
blemish the wordes of God which deck them with strange
and falsified titles. 1603 Knoi.les Hist. Turks (1638) 291'

Your falsified faith. 1648 Milton Tenure Kings (1650)2
With the falsifi'd name of Loyalty, to colour over base
compliances. 1886 Pall Mall C. 1 July 6/1 'the falsified

prediction is a good omen.
1565 Jewel Def ApoL 11. 178 Lies, Corruptions, and

Laisifieinges. 1601 R. Johnson Kiugd, fy Commit.*. 11603)

78 Cloth, which by reason of exceeding falsifying and deer-

nesse of ours, groweth every day into more and more re-

quest. 1652 Uhquhart 'Jewel Wks. (1834 1 222 He shewed
such excellent dexterity in warding the other's blows, slight-

ing his falsifyings. 1680 Boyle Produc. Chetu. Priuc. Pref.

14 Purjfying it . . from the falsifying alloy, a 1700 I!. K.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Feinting or Falsifying,

t FalsiloCTUence. Obs. rare. [f. 1,. falsilo-

qu-us {J. falsus false -+- loqui to speak) + -enci;.]

False speaking; deceitful speech.

1710 E. Ward Vnlg. Brit.xi. 121 Adorn'd Instead of Sense
With Trappings of Kalsiloquence. 1736 in II mi.kv.

t Falsiniony. Obs.— 'J [ad. L.falsi/ndni-a, t

falsus False.] 'Falsity, falseness' (Bailey 1736).

FaTsish a. rare. [f. F"alse a. + -ish.] Some-
what false.

1873 Browning Red Colt. Nt.-eap 1497 There exists A
falsish false, for truth's inside the same, Truth that's only
half true, falsish truth.

Falsism (JQ'hiz'm, fo'lsiz'm). [f. Fai.se a.+
-1831.]

1. a. 'An assertion or statement, the falsity of

which is plainly apparent * (\V.\ b. A platitude

that has not even the merit of being true.

The word owes its meaning to the antithesis with truism
;

hence the two-fold application.

1840 Mill Diss, fy Disc. (1859) I. 209 Books like Mr. Col-

ton's 'Lacon'—centos of trite truisms and trite falsisms

pinched into epigrams. 1847 Lewes Hist. Philos. (1853) 160
If so, it is a truism, if not, a falsism. 1855 — Goethe II. vi.

vit. 313 The ideas are no longer novel ; they appear truisms
or perhaps falsisms.

2. nonce-use. Falsity of representation, conceived

as erected into a systematic principle of art.

1883 M. liu^n Life Geo. Eliot 6S Realism is thus the basis

of all Art, and its antithesis is not Idealism but Falsism.

Falsity (fij'lsiti, fo'lsiti). Forms: 4 falute,

falsite, 5 -etee, 6-7 -itie, (.'7 fanxitie\ 6- falsity,

[a. OF. falsete (mod.F. faitsscte), ad. L. falsitas,

i.falsus False : see -itv.]

1. The quality or condition of being false, a.

Contrariety or want of conformity to truth or fact.

Also an instance of this.

1579 Fulke Confut. Sanders 577 Between veritie & falsttie

there is no meane, 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701)

27/2 He [Solon] absolutely forbad him to teach or act

Tragedies considering their falsity unprofitable. 1767
Wilkes Corr. (1805) III. 89 His lordship had not said a

word to prove the falsity of any one sentence. 1879 Glad-
stone Glean. II. i. 3 He .. denounced the falsity of the

doctrine which was inculcated there.

b. Untruthfulness, deceitfulness, insincerity.

1603 I.C. in Shaks. C. /Vvi/si^Cressidsfalsitie. 1665 Man-
iky Grotius' Low C. ll'arres 943 Accusations of ingratitude

and falsity. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 235 A Greece
which had lost its genius and retained its falsity.

C. Spurious or counterfeit character.

1678 R. Barclay ApoL Quakers v. § 16. 146 Socrates was
informed by it. .of the Falsity of the Heathen's Gods.

2. Something that is false, a. An untrue pro-

position, doctrine, or statement ; an error or false-

hood. Also in generalized sense, that which is

untrue ; false opinion or statement, error, falsehood.

1557 A7
. T. (Genev.) Epist. *iv, In lyes and falsitie ther is

no suche consent and concorde. a 1661 FOLLEB Worthies

in. 57 God forbid, that this Authors faux i ties should make us

undervalue this worthy King. 1776 Paine Com. Sense (ijyi)

24 The most barefaced falsity ever imposed upon mankind.

1833 Makkyat P. Simple (1863) 428 A preamble, composed
of every falsity that could be devised,

b. A counterfeit, sham. rare.

1780 Mao. D'Arblay Lett. 22 Jan., This, as Miss Waldron
said of her hair, is all a falsity.

f 3. False or treacherous conduct ; treachery,

fraud. Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 247 Dilexit Sir Adarn
gilcne & falste. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhodeu. cxxvi.(i869>
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FALSTAFFIAN.
123 Flaterye j am cleped bi my name .. eldere doubter to
falsetee. 1581 Lambardb E'tren. iv. xxi. (1588) 625 Unlaw-
fulUaking of money for doing his office, or of such other
falsi tie.

Falstaffian (/plstse-fian), a. [See -ian.] Char-
acteristic of or resembling Falstaff, a fat, humorous,
jovial knight in Shaks. lien. IV, Hen. K, and
Merry Wives. Also, resembling the ' ragged regi-

ment ' recruited by Falstaff {Hen. IV, ill. ii).

1808 R. K. Porter* Trav. Sk. Russ.fSwed. (1813) I. i. 12

Clothing is issued to them [the Danish soldiery] once in

three years ; and. .you can easily imagine what a Falstaffian

array they are in by the time their new wardrobe comes
round. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 411 Wrapped up to a
Falstaffian rotundity in flannels and furs. 1880 Harpers
Mag. LX. 676 He unwillingly tramped into Santa Fe at the
head of his Falstaffian band.

t Pa'lsy, v. Obs. » False v. 4 a.

1626 L. Owen Spec. Jesuit. (1629) 20 To equuiocate and
faNie tbeir oaths and faiths.

Fait, obs. form of Fault.
Falter, var. of Faulteh, Obs., defaulter.

Falter (fp'ltsi, fo-lt3i , v.'1 Forms : 5 faltir, 6

(in Fisher Salter, floghter), folter, 6-9 faulter,

(7 foulter), 7 felter, 4- ifalter. [Of obscure
etymology.
The current view, which connects the word with fault, is

untenable, on the ground that filter has always been written
with the /, and is so pronounced in the dialects in which it

occurs, whereas in fault the / is an etymologizing insertion,

which rarely occurs in spelling before 16th c, and was not
pronounced, even by educated speakers, till much later.

(Jiut it is not unlikely that association with fault may have
coloured the recent use of the word.) It seems possible that
sense i, 'to stumble', may have been developed from the
sense ' to be entangled ' (Falter v.'1). On the other hand it

is noteworthy that WE.filde-n, Fold v. is used of the limbs
and the tongue in the sense 'to give way, fail, falter '

;
perh.

/a/.'iTiiiay be a frequentative oifald-en, formed irregularly
through the influence of approximately synonymous vbs.
like baiter, totter, welter.}

1. Of a person or his steps ; also of a horse :

To stumble, stagger ; to walk with an unsteady

gait.

c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr, Knt. 430 Nawber faltered ne fel be freke
. . Hot stybly he start forth vpon styf schonkes, t 1485
Dtgby Myst. i'i882> 111. 280 In feyntnes I falter. 1561 T.
Norton Cah'ins Inst. 11. vii. 116341 159 Hee beginneth. .to

shake and folter. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 87
Which [mare] now suddenly faultring under him. 1639 'J*.

i)K Gray Compl. Horsem. 30 If you doe perceive him to

felter with any of his feet. 1781 Cowper Truth 537 Falter-
ing, faint and slow. 1795 T. Jefferson Writ. 1 1859) IV. 119,
J have laid up my Kosinante in his stall, before his unfitness
for the road shall expose him faultering to the world. 1821
JJvron Sard. v. i, The dispirited troops, .had seen you fall,

and falter'd back. 1878 Masque Poets 35 Thou guidest
steps that falter on alone.

b. Of the limbs : To give way, totter.

C1386 Chaucer Man ofLaius T. 674 O messager, fulfild

of dronkenesse, Strong is thy breth, thy Iymes faltren ay.

1447 BOKENHAM Scyntys iRoxb.' 179 Hys leggys to faltryn

gunne sodeynly. 1531 Elyot Gov. 1. xvii, Where the water
bath come to his [the horse's] bely, his ledges hath foltred.

1672 Wiseman Wounds 1. ix. 120 He felt his legs faulter.

1797 Mrs. Radclifi-e Italian i. 11826' 4 In descending the
last steps, .the foot of the elder lady faltered.

e. Of the tongue: To fail to articulate distinctly

;

to speak unsteadily (see 2).

(i 1533 Ld. Bermers Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl. xlviii. (1539^938,
His tonge faultred, and his handes shoke. 11535 Fisher
Wks. (18761 I. 356 Thy tongue flaltereth in thy mouth. 1671
R. Bohln Disc. Wind 148 Wee find the tongue more apt
to falter.

2. To stumble in one's speech ; to speak hesi-

tatingly or incoherently ; to stammer. Of the

voice, speech, etc. : To come forth incoherently.
£1440 Protnp. Parv. 148 Faltryn yn be tunge, cespi to, vel

lingua cespitare. 1530 Palsgr. 544/1, I falter in my speak-
yng, as one dothe that is dronken. Je bahoye. 1565 (Fold-
ing Ovid's Mel. in. (1593)63 She foltred in the mouth as
often as she spake. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii.

Wks. 1856 I. 124 Her speach falters. 167a Marvei.l Kelt.
Transp. 1. 114 He . . faulters in this discourse. 1768 H.
Walpole Hist. Doubts 92 He did not faulter, nor could be
detected in his tale? 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest
vi, The words of welcome faltered on his lips. 1804 J.
<;kahame.W'/W/:687 His voice soon faltering stops. 1821
Mrs. HIMAMS Dartmoor 288 When holy strains, .falter on
its tongue. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 301 Even in the
middle of his song He falter'd.

b. trans. ; with quoted words as obj.

184a Tennyson Gardener's D. 230 She .. made mc most
happy, faltering, 'I am thine'. 1884 Poe Eustace 69 ' Why
would you have Ralph discharged?' she faltered.

C. Tofalterforth or out \ to utter hesitatingly or
with difficulty; to stammer forth. Also {poet.)> To
breathe out Cthe soul) by gasps.
176a Gentt. Mag. 73, I faultered out my acknowledge-

ments. 1813 Bykon Corsair 1. i, While gasp by gasp be
falters forth his soul. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Rug. IV. 532
She . . faltered out her commands that he would sit down.
i863 Milman St. PauCs 305 The Dean faltered out that he
meant no harm.
3. To waver, lose steadfastness ; to flinch, hesitate

in action from lack of courage or resolution. Also
of courage, hopes, resolve : To give way, flag.

15a! Fisher Wks. (18761 1. 313 That we floghter not in the
catholike doctryne. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1 Arb.) 128 The
hier they die, the sooner they falter and fa.il!. aM Bar-
how Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 11 All other principles .. will soon
be shaken and faulter. 1697 Damher Voy. (1729)!. 2 Ifany

52

Man faultred in the Journey over Land he must expect to
be shot to death. 175a Hume Ess. <V 'Treat. (1777) II. 452
It made them faulter and hesitate. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T. I. xii, His hopes.. began to falter. 18x8 Jas.
Mill Brit, India II. iv. v. 168 A part of the army faultered
considerably. 1859 Tfnnyson Enid 1361 Nor let her true
hand falter, nor blue eye Moisten, till she had lighted on
his wound, a 1864 I. Taylor (W.), Here, .the power of dis-

tinct conception of space and distance falters. 187a Miss
Braodon To Bitter End I. xvii. 291 The girl's spirits did
not falter. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 4. 77 The citizens

. .faltered as William, .gave Southwark to the flames.

+ b. To fail in strength, collapse. Obs.

1799 Med. yrnl. I. 18 Until the patient in a close room
faulters and sinks.

a
[1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Gloss.,

lattery, to show signs of old age ; to break up in con-
stitution.]

C. trans/. Of inanimate things : To move as if

irresolutely or hesitatingly; to tremble, quiver.

Also of a breeze : To flag.

The later examples are all from U.S. writers; to an Eng-
lish reader the use in the quot, from Irving sounds incorrect,
that in the two others justifiable though unusual.

1745 P. Thomas yrnl. Anson's Voy. 152 Trade Wind
blows ..within 60 or 70 Leagues of the Mexican Shore,
where they say it sometimes falters, but oftner reaches to
within 30 Leagues. 1810 [see Faltering//*/, aj. 183a W.
Irving A lhambra II. 240 He. .began to nod, and his staff to
falter in his hand. 1848 Lowell Indian Summer Reverie i,

When falling leaves falter through motionless air. 1874 Mot-
ley Barneveld II. xvii. 227 The ancient Rhine as it falters

languidly to the sea.

d. dial. Of a crop : To fail.

1863 Dorset Gloss. s.v., * I be a-feiird the teaties will falter.'

1 lence Fa*ltered//>/. a., Faltering vbl. sb.

1706 Earl Belhaven Sp. in Sc. Parlt. 5 Are our Eyes so
lllinded? Are our Ears so Deafned? Are our Tongues so
Faltered? a 1800 T, Uellamy Beggar Boy (1801) III. 42
In a voice, faltered by surprize, .he eagerly demanded their
business. 1614 Markham Cheap IIusbAifoy 65 The signes
are a foltering in his fore legges. i6ai Lady M. Wroth
Urania 172 Some thing made those faultrings in my talke.

I7za SewEL Hist. Quakers • 1795' I. IV, 290 He . . hath long
watched for my faultering. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xi.

(1865) 89 He has no falterings of self-suspicion. 1871
Standard 23 Jan., There were occasional natural falterings.

t Falter F
v.- Obs. rare. [perh. var. of Feltek

v., to be felted, matted, f. OK. feltre, faultre felt.

But cf. Olcel.faltra-sk * to be cumbered, faltra-sk
via* e- 1. to be puzzled about a thing* (Vigf.).]

intr. To become entangled, catch.

( 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6038 J>e whele faltird in his

clathes pat ware lange and syde.

Falter (fg'ltoi), v,$ Also 7 faulter, foulter,

9 dial, faughter, fauther. [?a. OF. *faltrer (re-

corded form fautrer) to strike, beat.] trans. To
thrash (corn) a second time in order to cleanse it and
get rid of the awn or beard, etc.; hence, to cleanse.
1601 Holland Pliny xvni. x, They haue much ado . . to

thresh it cleane and falter it from the huls and eiles. 1649
Blithe E"g. Improzi. Impr. (16521 182 Then foulter and
beat the husk again. 1681 Houghton Lett. Husbandry 64
In choosing Barly..the Malster looks that it be .. clean
faltered from haines. 1788 in Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss.

1876 in Robinson Whitby Gloss.

Hence Faltering vbl. sb. (in Comb.)
1847-78 Halliwell, Faltering-irons. 1869 Peacock

Lonsdale Gloss., Faughtcring-irou, an iron used to knock
off the beards of barley when thrashed.

Falter .fg'ltai, fo-ltai , sb. [f. Falter t/. 1 ] A
faltering or quavering, unsteadiness.

1834 C'tkss Morlky Dacre I. xi. 233 With a slight falter

in her voice. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy $ l
r
. I. 74 She

fancied she heard a falter in Viola's tones.

b. A faltering or quavering sound.
c 184a Lowell Rhaxus Poems (1844) 121 Far away. .The

falter of an idle shepherd's pipe.

Falter, var. of Feltek.

Faltering (fjltwig, fol*toriij\ ///. a. [f.

FALTEH V. x +-ING ^.]

1. That falters ; ii* senses of the vb : a. of a

person, the limbs, etc.

*549 Covkkdale Erasm. Par. Heb. xii. 12 Your wcake and
foltryng knees. 1667 Mi lion /'./-. ix. 846 Oft his [Adam's]
heart. . Misgave him ; hee the faultring measure felt. 1744
Akenside Pleas. Imag. tit. 210 With faultering feet. 1820
Keats St. Agnes xxii, Her faltering hand upon the balus-

trade. 1884 J. Coluokne Ilicks Paslia 17S The poor fellow

then staggered on with faltering step.

b. of the voice, tongue, accent. Also of a per-

son speaking, a breeze.

1590 SniAKI /'". Q. in. xi. 12 Swelling throbs empeach
His foltering tongue. 164a Milton Apol.Smect. (1851) 253
Speaking deeds against faltering words. 1741 Middleton
Cucro I. iv. 318 In broken, faultering accents. 1773G0LDSM.
Stoops to Conq. v, The faultering gentleman, with looks on
the ground. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xiv, My dull ears

Catch no faltering breeze. 1878 Masque Poets 80 The
small sweet voices of the night Begin in faltering music to

awake.

2. quasiWr. *=Faltehingly.
a 1741 Chalkley Wks. (1749* 191 He spoke very low and

Tinkering.

Falteringly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly-.] In a

faltering manner, hesitatingly.
»6xi Cotgr., Brutivement, brutishly, rudely, .also faulter-

ingly.^ 1768 Woman ofIIonor III. 222 He had. .faulteringhy

acquainted me, that the keys of his closet.,were under Ins

bed's-head. 1797 Mrs. Radclieee Italian xxvi, 'May not
a witness summon persons before the tribunal .

.' continued
Vivaldi, falteringly. 185* Hawthorne Blithedate Rom. ix.

(1885) 87 She ran falteringly.

FAMBLER.
Faltour, var. of FaultJB, Oh., defaulter.

Falu, obs. f. of Fallow.
Falueoa, Faluke, obs. ff. of Felucca.

II Falun (falon). Geol. Usnally in //. [F.]
(See quot. 1865.)
1833 Lyell Prim. Geol. III. 203 1'hefaluits and associated

strata are of slight thickness. 1865 Pack Geol. Terms (ed. 2),
Faluns, a French provincial term for the shelly Tertiary.,
strata of Touraine and the Loire.

Falunian (falwnian), a. Geol. [f. prec. +
-IAN.] The distinctive epithet of the group of
strata represented by the faluns ; upper Miocene.
1851 Richardson Geol. (1855) 321 The falunian, sub-

apennine, and diluvial stages of both continents. 1863
Lyeu. Antiq. Man xxii. 430 The mollusca of the Falunian
or Upper Miocene strata of Europe.

II Falx ffa;lks\ Anat. PL falees. [L. falx
scythe or sickle.] A process of the dura mater,
sometimes called falx cerebri. Falx cerebelli (see

quot. 1S60).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyi, Falx. .one of the Processes.

.

of the . . Dura Mater. 1741 A. Monro Anat. Bofws (ed. 3)
83 In it a little Process of the Falx is lodged. 1800 Phil.
Trans. XC. 435 There is a bony falx of some breadth. 1855
H olden Human Osteol. (1878,1 119 The ' crista galli ', which
gives attachment to the falx cerebri, i860 Mayne Expos.
Lex., Falx Cerebelli . . term for a triangular portion of the
dttra mater, .separating the two lobes of the cerebellum.
1874 Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. 231 The falx is occasion-
ally found cribrated.

Falx, var. of Faulx, Obs.

Falye, Sc. falje, obs. f. of Fail.

Fani (ftem), sb. slang, [short for Famble sb.]

= Famble in various senses. Also in Comb, as
fam-grasp v., intr. and trans., to shake hands,
make up a difference (with') ; fam-suatcher.
1692-1732 Coles, F'am grasp, agree with. «l7°o B. E.

Diet. Cant. CreTt', Famgratf, to agrae. 1789 G. Parker
Life's 1 ainter 180 Fain, a gold ring. x8is J. H. Vaux
Flash Diet., F'am, the hand. 1819 Moore Tom Crib's
Mem. 28 Delicate fams which have merely Been handling
the sceptre. 1828 P. Egan Finish to Life in London xiv.

(1871) 309 To Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., I resign my fam-
snatchers— i. e. my gloves.

Fam (frcm), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To feel or

handle. 1812 in J. H. Vaux F'lash Diet.

Faman, obs. f. of Foeman.
Famatinite (famaj tinait}. Min. [Named by

Stelzner 1873 from the Famatina mountains in

the Argentine Republic : see -ITE.] An antimonial

variety of enargite.

1875 Dana Min. App. ii. 20 Famatinite, Stelzner. 1879
Watts Diet. Client. VIII. 3rd Suppl. 1. 733.

t Famation. Obs. [? Aphetic f. Defamation,
Diffamation ; but cf. F'ame z/. 1 4.] Defamation.
C1315 E. E. Allil. P. B. 188 Fals famacions & fayned

lawez. c 13*5 Rembrnn xxiii, Ich wile bat Y ben hanged &
drawe Boute V defende me wib be lawe Of bis fainacioun.

Famble (farmb'l), sb. slang, [perh. f. Famble
v. in its (probable) original sense ' to grope,

fumble '.]

1. A hand.
1567 Harman Caveat 87 He tooke his Iockani in his

famble. 1622 Fletcher Peggar's Bush 11. i, Last we clap
our fambles. 1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 19 White thy
fambles. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxviii, If I had not helped
you with these very fambles (holding up her hands).

1 2. A ring. Obs.
1688 Shadwell.SV''. Alsatia 11, Look on my finger, .here's

a Famble. 1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2715/4 A small Famble,
made up of two little Diamonds, and 4 or 5 Rubies.

t 3. = Fambler b. Obs.

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. kj2 The thirteenth a Fam-
ble, false Rings for to sell.

t Fa'Ulble, v. Obs. Also 4 famelen. [Of
obscure origin ; the word may originally have had
tlie sense ' to grope, Fumble'; cf. Sv/./amla, Da.
Jamie to grope, metathetic form of ON. Jalma
{iix\.Jdlma

s

), cogn. with OK. Jolm hand.]

1. intr. Tos|>eak imperfectly; to stammer, stutter.

14.. in Pot. Ret. ff L. Poems (1866) 224 His tonge shal

I

stameren, ober famelen. x6n (Jotgr., Peguayer, to famble,

1 fumble, maffle in the mouth. 1706 Phillips ted. Kersey),
i Famble, to Faulter or Stammer in Speech. 1721-1800 in

Bailey. 1886 S.lt7. Line. Gloss., He fambles so in his talk.

2. (See quot.)

1877 Peacock N.IV. Line. Gloss., Fatubling, eating with-

out an appetite.

Hence Pambling vbl. sb., Pambling ///. a.

i6n Cotgr., Begayement, a fambling or niafning in the

mouth. Ibid., Begue" . . fambling, fumbling^ maffling in the

mouth, a 1693 Ur<»lhart Rabelais III. xxvi. 216.

t Faillble-cliea:t. slang. Obs. Also fam-
bling cheat. (Scequots.)
1567 Harman Caveat 82 A fambling chete, a rynge on

thy hand. 1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all E ij b,

Fambling cheates, Rings. 1691-173* Coles, Famble
Cheats, rings or gloves. Cant. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

Famble-cro:p. dial. [Cf. Famblb v. ».]

a 1825 Forbv I'oc. E. Anglia, Famble-crop, the first

stomach in ruminating animals.

t Fa'mbler. Obs. [f. Famble sb. + -eh.] a.

A glove, b. (see quot. 1725).
1610 Rowlands M^artin Mark.aU E ij b, Famblers, a

paire of C.loues. 1725 Neiv Cant. Diet., Famblers .

.

Villains that go up and down selling counterfeit Rings, &c



FAME.

Fame (#'m), sd.l Also 3 fam, 6 fayme. [a.

F. fame, ad. L. fama report, fame, = Gr. iprjfirf

;Por. tpdfta) f. rootfa-, <pa- (0Aryan *bhd-) in JL.

fdrl, Gr. <f>avai to speak.]

1. That which people say or tell
;
public report,

common talk ; a particular instance of this, a re-

port, rumour. Now rare.

c\yx> Cursor M. 8750 (Gott.) Of bis dome sua spredd be
fam, bat all spac of bis king salamon. 1387 Thevisa
Higden (Rolls) I. 71 Me schal trowe olde fame, bat is

noujt wibseide. 1388 Wycliv 1 Sam. ii. 24 It is not good
fame which Y here. 1482 Monk ofEvesham(Ash.) 47 Not
verely certifide of so soroful a fame andhappe. 1513 More
in Grafton Chron. II. 758 As the fame runneth, a 1626
Bacon -£".?$., /'Viw/^CArb.) 580 Mucianus undid Vitellitis by
a Fame, that he scattered. 1679 Hatton Corr. (1878)109,
I heare this only from puhlicke fame. 1730-6 Bailey (folio)

s.v., Common Fame's seldom to blame. 1747 Franklin
Ess. Wks, 1840 III. 20 The very fame of our strength ..

would be a means of discouraging our enemies. 1818 J as.

Mill Brit. India III. VI. i. 38 note. The King, whose zeal
for Mr. Hastings was the object of common fame. 1855
Mac&WAY ffist, Eng. III. 163 At the fame of his approach,
the colonists, .retreated northward.

b. (quasi-) personified.

1393 Gowbh Conf. I. 350 Fame with her swifte winges
Aboute fligh and bare tidinges. a 1547 Surrey sEneid iv.

(1557) Ej/2 A inischefe Fame. .That moiling growes, and
flitting gathers force. 1548 Hall Chron. 11 These monas-
ticall persones . . toke on them to. .regester in the boke of
fame, noble actes. 1703 Maundrell Jouru. Jems. (1721)137
On each side of the Eagle is describ'd a Fame likewise upon
the Wing. 1828 Scott E. M. Perth xvi, I would thou
couldst clear him of other charges, with which fame hath
loaded him.

t C. Without fame: ?=' without fable', cer-

tainly. Obs.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. 116 Alle things sche trowith without

fame That goddis lawe techith truthe to be. c 1450 Gvy
IVarw. (C.) 108 Segwarde was . . A trewe man, wythowten
fame.

2. The character attributed to a person or thing
by report or generally entertained ; reputation.

Usually in good sense.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 222 Heo schal . . benchen be lesse of God

and leosen hire fame. 1297 K. Glouc. (17241 367 per nas
prince in be al worlde of so noble fame. 1375 Barbour
Bruce tx, 574 A knycht. .Curtass [and] fair and of gude
fame. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 281 His virtues
passed his fame. 1456 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 183 Alias!
why dede wee these offence, Ffully to shende the olde Eng-
lisshe fames. 1548 Hall Chron. 169 This is the most spot
that was. . ever moste to be caste in the Dukes fame. i66z
Petty Taxes 58 Such whose fames are yet entire. 1708 J.
ChamberlaynicS"/. Gt. Brit, it, 11. iii. (1743* 366 They ought
to . . enquire into her former and present fame. 1800-24
Campbell Poems, Adelgitha i, A valiant champion . . slew
the slanderer of her fame. 1848 M. Arnold Bacchanalia
Poems 1877 II. 136 Many spent fames and fallen nights,

b. House of illfame : see House.
3. The condition of being much talked about.

Chiefly m good sense : Reputation derived from
great achievements ; celebrity, honour, renown.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 27/26 On of heom : pat was of grete

fame. (XX340 Hampole Psalter viii. 1 pe coy and be fame
of bi name ihesu. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 19 A man of
mykil fame. 1553 Eden Treat. Kewe Ind. (Arb.) 5 The
fame of Achilles. 1634 Massinger Very Womanx. iv, Tho'
the desire of fame be the last weakness Wise men put off.

1711 Pope Temp. Fame 505 Fame... that second life in

others' breath. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. III. cxii, Fame is the
thirst of youth. 1848 Macau lay Hist. Eng. I. 295 Bands
which had long sustained, .the fame of English valour,

t b. With adj. in pejorative sense. Obs. rare.

_
a 1300 Cursor M. 2476 (Cott.) pe land of sodome . . was in an

iuel fame. 1651 Life Father Sarfi (i6j6) 4a This Father
himself, .was also in a sinister fame.

+ c. concr. One who constitutes the fame of a
place ; its ' glory \ Obs. rare.
C1590 Marlowe Faust. Wks. (Rtldg.) 122/2 The learned

Faustus, fame of Wittenberg.

+ 4. Evil repute, infamy. Obs,
C1325 Poem Times Edw. If, 111 In Pol. Songs (Camden)

328 i'hise gode men fallen oft in fame, c 1375 Cato Major
11. xxiii. in Anglia^ VII, pei ben two wikked vices
And bringe men ofte in fame, c 1425 Seven Sag. (.P.) 3413
The fame that on me hys broght. 1592 Daniell Comf>l.
Rosamond (1717) 37 Fame finds never Tomb t'inclose

it in.

5. Comb. : a. objective, as fame-catcher, -seeker,

-sfreader sbs.
; fame-achieving, -giving, -thirsting,

-thirsty, -worthy adjs. ; b. instrumental, as fame-
blazed, -crowned, -ennobled, -sung adjs.

1601 Chester Love's Mart. ex. (1878) 71 *Fame-atchieving
Arthur, c i6ix Chapman Iliatlxvi. 57 Take thou my *fame-
blaz'd arms. 1682 Hickeringill Black Nonconformist
Wks. (1716) II. 3 Let "'Fame-catchers mind their stops. 1811
Mariana Starke Beauties C. M. Maggi 36 Dear, classic

soil, whence *fame-crown'd Tasso sprang. 1777 P°TT1 -R
sEschylus1

F'uries iiyjg) II. 294 To grace their ^fame-
ennobled arms with victory. 1756 Cambridge Fakeer 51
In retirement he sigh'd for the *fame-giving chair. 1886
W.Graham Social Problem 20 Men, not self-seekers, nor
4
fame-seekers. 1552 Hcloet, *Fame spreader, famiger.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, ccxlviii, Let not that
Day, *fame-sung, fill up the mouth of Honour. 1^98
Sylvester Du Bartas u.'u. 11. Babylon 486 'Fame-thirsting
wits that toyl . . to trick their gracious stile. 1605 Play
Stncley in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) 219 Portingales
'"'fame-thirsty king. x6io Heai.ey.S7. Aug. CHie ofGod 65$
Athens, .was more famous then *fame-worthy. 1855 Single-
ton Virgill, 146 Fame-worthy shepherd from Amphrysus.
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t Fame, sbf Obs. rare. In 6 fayme. [ad. F.

faim:—h. fam-em, fames hunger.] "Want of food,

hunger.

#1533 Ld. Berners Huon cxlviii. 560, I haue bene hi ye

presone to bere meet to yc
. . presoners, who cryeth out for

fayme.

Fame (fc7,m% v. Now rare. [a. OV.fame-r, f.

fame FAME sb. 1
; cf. mcd.l..famdrc]

f 1. trans. To tell or spread abroad, report. Obs.

1303 R. Brunnic Handl. Syuue 3654 $yf he fat cunseyl
fyrper fame. 1483 Caih. Angl. 122 To Fame, fama re.

1555 Am*. Parker Ps. xx, His prayse to fame. 1671 tr.

PaJqfox's Cong. China i. 7 It is famed, that they were both
Generals in the Emperour of China's Armies. 1681 W.
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 575 It was famed and
reported frequently to him.

2. To report (a person or thing) as, for, to be (so

and so), also to do (so and so). Chiefly in passive,

to be currently reported or reputed.
C1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 275 He watz famed for fre bat

fe^t louedbest. £1384 Chaucer H.7''ameui.6go Ye wolde,
Ben famed good, and nothyngnoldeDeserue why. a 1400 50
Alexander 2387 Alexander is. .famyd For ane of be curtast
kytlg bat euir croune wend. 1550 Bale Apol. 68 b, Samuel
shulde be famed abroad to haue bene promysed and borne
by myracle. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. iv. 26 Your Grace
hath still beenefam'd forvertuous. 1615 G.Sandys Trav. 175
This is famed to be the houshold Monument of certaine of
the Kings of Iuda. 1638 Ford Lady's 'Trial 1. iii, One
however maskt In colourable privacie, is fam'd The Lord
Adurnse's pensioner, at least. 1646 Buck Rich. Ill, in. 82
That Richard, .should fame king Edward the fourth a
bastard. 1671 Milton Samson 1094 Thou art famed To
have wrought, .wonders with an ass's jaw ! 1820 Keats
Ode to Nightingale viii, The fancy cannot cheat so well As
she is fam'd to do. 1881 Duffield Don Quix. III. xxiii.

141 She was. .not so beautiful as she was famed.

3. To make famous : a. To spread abroad the

fame of, render famous by talk ; to talk of.

1388 V/yclif Matt. ix. 31 But thef . . diffameden [v.r.
famyden] hym thorou al that lond. c 1400 Cato's Morals
42 in CursorM. App. iv. 1669 pat bou be nane of fcese bat
men (amis in fable. 1606 Shaks, Tr. $ Cr. 11. iii. 254 Be.

.

thy parts of nature Thrice fam'd beyond, beyond all eru-
dition. 1616 B. Jonson Efigr. 1. xliii, Her foes enough
would fame thee in their hate. 1635 A. Stafford Fern.
Glory (1869) 137 When we desire to fame some other maid.
1814 Byron Corsair 1. ii, His name on every shore Is famed
and feared.

fb. To render famous by some quality, deed,

etc. Said also of the quality or deed. Obs.
a 1552 Leland Collect. (1725) I. 11. 549 Syr Knight, ye be

cum hither to fame your Helmet. 1592 Greene Poems 31
The. .cedars trees, Whose' stately bulks do fame th' Arabian
groues. 1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iv, Of holy Ursula
(that fam'd her age), c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col.
Hutchinson 3 In that magnanimity and virtue, which hath
famed this island.

4. To spread an ill report of (a person) ; to

defame. [Peril, short for Defame, Diffame : but
cf. Fame sb? 4.]

1393 Langl. P. PL C. iv. 232 pow hast famede me foule
by-fore be kynge bere. C1430 Syr Tryam. 21 False and
fekylle was that wyght, That lady for to fame. 1c 1475 Sqr.
lawe Degre 392 Yf it may be founde in thee, That thou
them fame for enmyte.

f 5. nonce-use. Tofame it : to become famous.
a 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant 11. ii, Do you call this

fame ? I have famed it ; I have got immortal fame, but I'll

no more on't.

t Fame, v-- Obs. rare. [f. L. fam-es hunger.
Cf. OF. afamer.'] trans. To famish, starve. Hence
Fa'myt ppl. a.

C1330K. BrunneC//?w. (xSto) i22Steuen willevstraueile,
& famen vs to dede. a 1400 Cov. MySt. (1841) 105 Thyn
ffamyt folke with thi ffode to fede.

Fame, obs. f. of Foam.
Famed (f?i-md), ppl. a. [f. Fame vA + -ed 1.]

1. That is much talked about, known by report

;

f alleged by report ; rumoured.
rt 'S33, Ld- Bkrhers Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xiii. (1553)
B v/i There haue been diuers sonnes of Rome .. famed
throughout the worlde. 1701 Rowe Amb. Step-Moth. it. i,

The fam'd Vertue of our Ancestors. 1741 Middleton
Cicero II. viii. 131 Complaining so heavily of . . the famed
acts of his [Cicero's] Son in law.

2. Celebrated, renowned, famous. Now arch.

exc. as predicate (const, for).
J593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 156 Were he as famous and

as bold in Warre As he is fam'd for Mildnesse, Peace, and
Prayer. 1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle in. i, This Scull was.

.

brought thither by a fam'd Antiquary. 1710 Steele
Taller No. 228 p 2 A Man so famed for Astrological
Observations. 1748 Washington Jml. 18 Mar., We..
call'd to see y" fam'd Warm Springs. 1812 Byron Ch.
Har. 11. xlvt, In famed Attica such lovely dales Are rarely
seen 1837 Hawthorne Amcr. Note-Bks. 8 July (1883! 52
A corpulent, jolly fellow, famed for humour. 1881 W.
Allingham in Macm, Mag. XLIV. 228 He grew Famedest
monk of all the monastery.

b. with prefixed adv.
J796 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 30 The ever-famed

1
last week of October'. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth x, The

descendant ofthe far-famed James of Douglas. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 89 He. .Lies quiet and well famed.

Fameful (fc'-mful). [f. Famk sb. + -ful.] Full
of fame, famous, renowned.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. iii. 377 Whose foaming

stream strives proudly to compare . . with Fame-full'st Floods
that are. a 1606 J. Davies Bien Venn 140 Occasion such, As
now rich Opportunity doth giue To make you Fame-full.

Famelen, var. of Famble. Obs.

1775 in Ash.
Tamelist, var. of Famiijst.

FAMILIAR.

Fameless (&*ml6s), «. [f. as prec + -less.]

Without fame or renown; undistinguished.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. Ded. to A. Bacon 6 My

fame-Iesse Name doom'd to oblivion. 1646 G. Daniel
Poems Wks. 1878 I. 47 When I, vnto the fameles Devia,
now Vtter my song. 1796 SoUTHEV Joan ofA rex. 304 Nor
few, nor fameless,were the English Chiefs. 1848 Tail's Mag.
XV. 105 F.arth's unknown heroes, .sink to a fameless grave.

Hence Fa'melessly adv.
1847 in Craig.

t Fame'lic, a. Obs. [ad. L.famelic-us hungry,
f.fames hunger. Cf. F'. famelit/tie.'] Pertaining to

hunger ; in quots. : Exciting hunger, appetizing.
1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair in. i, It were a sin of obsti-

nacy, .to. .resist the good titillation of the famelic sense,
which is the smell. 1651-3 Jf.r. Taylor Serm. for Year
(16781 112 The famelick smells of Meat.

t FamellCO'Se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.fameli-
cos-us, {.fames', see prcc]
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Famelicose, often or very hungry.
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Fan
Famell, obs. f. Female.
Famen, Sc. var. of Foemex.
f-Fa-mer. Obs. [f. Famk v. +-bb.] One who

brands with infamy.
1646 W. Shepheard {title), The Famers Famd.

t Fa'micide. Obs.- ° [f. L. fam-aYxsw. sb.

+ -cidk.] A destroyer of one's reputation, slanderer.
1656-81 in Blount G/ossogr. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

t Famigerate, v. Obs.- [f. ppl, stem of L.

famiger-are, f. fama Famk sb. + ger-cre to can-}.]

trans. To report abroad. Also y Pamigeration
Obs. Pami'gerous a. Obs.
1623-6 Cockeram, Famigerate. 1692-1732 Colls, Fami-

gertct/on, a divulging, reporting abroad. 1730-6 Bailey
1 folio 1

, Famigerotis, carrying news, tales, itc.

Fa*milary, a. = Familiar.
^1450 Abce ofAristotill t in (>. EUz. Acad. 66 Be nut to

fers, to familary, but freudli of chere.

Familiar (famrliai, -lyaa), a. and sb. Forms:
4-6 famuler(e, 4 -iar, 5 -iei\ -yeri, famil-,
famyler, -iare, -ier^e, -yar(e, -yer, 5-6 fame-
liar, -yar, 67 familiar, 4- familiar. [a. OF.
familicr, famclier, famulier (mod.F.familier , ad.

L. familiar-is, f.familia : see Family.]
A. adj.

1. a. Of or pertaining to one's family or house-
hold. .Xow rare, and with mixture of other

senses.' + Of an enemy : That is ' of one's own
household': lit. andfg. f Of habits: Pertaining

to one's family life, private, domestic.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 540 O famnler fo, that his ser-

vice bedith ! C1400 Test. Loz>e n. 343/1 Nothyng is werse.

.

than, .afamyliar enemye. 1534 Mori:<7« the Passion Wks.
1204/1 The false treason of his familier enemy. 1548 Hall
Chron. 205 Either the familier enemies abidyng at home,
or the extravagant fooes, lyngeryng beyonde the sea. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 105 Commaunded. .neyther. .his awne
familier houshold to doe him anyekinde of service. 1779-81
Johnson L. P., Prior Wks. III. 143 His private character
and familiar practices. 1862 Stanley feiv. Ch. 118771 I- "•

35 Abram was dwelling, -in the midst, .of his familiar circle,

f b. Of titles, heraldic bearings, etc. : Belong-

ing to a family. Obs.
1646 Blck Rich. Ill, n. 45 Vet neither of these foure

legitimate children, .were permitted to the princely familiar
Title of Lancaster. Ibid. 46 [The Heralds], .assign'd him. .

a shield of familiar Ensignes, the amies of France border'd
with an Orle of Normandy or Guyen.
2. Of persons and their relations : On a family

footing ; extremely friendly, intimately associated,

intimate. Const, f till, f to, with.
c 1340 Ha-mpole Prose T. (1866) 7 He apperyde till ane

bat was famyliare till hym in hys lyfe. ('1386 Chaucer
Prol. 215 Ful wel . . familiar was he With frankeleins over
al in his countree. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1508
Herefriffe. .was familier to cuthbert neest. 1450-1530/i/v^r,
our L-adye p. lviii, She was moch famylyer wyth Seint
Birgette in hyrlyfe. t'1585 R. YIrqwxk Attsw. Cartivright
28 Priuate familiar felloshippe. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof.
St. v.xix. 438Every one was. .pleased ..because he might
be so familiar with the Prince. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
160 ? 6 Time and intercourse have made us familiar. 1831
Arnold Let. in Stanley Life $ Corr. (1844) I. ii. 37 Be as
familiar with them as you possibly can. 1847 J. Wilson
Chr. North (1857) II. 9 A familiar and privileged guest,

fb. Of knowledge: Intimate. Obs.
1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxxvi. 285 She had attained a

familiar knowledge of the Roman and Greek languages.

c. In a bad sense. Unduly intimate. Const.

+ to, with. Now only with advbs. like too, over.

£"1450 tr. Th. ii Kempis' Imtt. 1. viii, Be not familier to

eny womman. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. ccx. 224 Emma.,
was accused to be famulyer with the bysshop of Wynchester.
1514 Barclay Cyt. ty l/piondyshm. (Percy Soc) 2 Aboute
all London there was no propre prym But long tyme had
ben famylyer with hym. 1605 Camden Rem. 11636) 279 A
poore man found a Priest over familiar with his wife.

d. Familiar angel : a guardian angel. Familiar

f devil, spirit', a demon supposed to be in associa-

tion with or under the power of a man.
14.. Prose Legends in Auglia VIII. 146 Hir famylier

aungel bet hadde hir in kepynge. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
1 1858125 That same familiar devel. 1565 Stow Chron. 107 b,

A familiar spirit which hee had.. in likenesse of a Catte.
a 1641 Br. Mountagu Acts fy Mon. vii. § 143 (1642) 473
People, who . . had familiar spirits attending on them.
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a 1707 Bevt ridge Il'ks. II. .R.', They. .called over them
that had familiar spirits, in the name of our Lord Jesus.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 111. xxvii, No familiar spirit

could have suggested to him more effective words.

+ e. trans/. Of a plant : Adapted to relations

with. Obs. rare.

1721 R. Bradley IVks. Nat. 38 Mistletoe . . can never be
made familiar enough with the Earth to take Root, or
grow in it.

3. Of animals : Accustomed to the company of

men; domesticated, tame, on a domestic footing

with.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 263 'a He had one [hound] moche

famylyer whiche boldly wold take brede for the borde.

1598 Shaks. Merry W.\. i. 21 It is a familiar beast to man.
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa If. 213 Serpents so familiar

with men, that at dinner-time they wil come like dogs and
cats. 1721 R. Bradley Wks. Nat. 71 This year, .several

.. [snakes] have been familiar about the House. 1784
Cowper Task v. 423 Till the pampered pest Is made
familiar. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia III. 56 The
tapir is occasionally domesticated and becomes, .familiar.

Jig. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 313 Good wine, is a good
familiar Creature, if it be well vs'd.

f 4. Of food, etc. : Congenial, suitable. Obs.
1630 Venner Via Recta (1650) 90 Womans milk is best,

because it is most familiar unto mans bodie. 1626 Bacon
Sytva § 61 Poysons haue beene made by some, Familiar.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min. 106 Roe-buck. The
flesh is.. familiar to mans body.

5. Of persons: Well or habitually acquainted,
having a close acquaintance or intimate know-
ledge. Of a person's manner : Resulting from close

association. Const, with.
1508 Kisher Wks. C1876) 278 Who that wyl not make his

remembraunce famuler with them [the perylles of hell].

1726-7 Swift Gulliver n. vii, He was amazed, how so ..

froveling an Insect as I.. could entertain such inhuman
deas, and in so familiar a manner. 1732 Pope Ess. Man n.

219 Familiar with her[vice's] face We first endure, then pity,

then embrace. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 332 Men
familiar with all ancient and modern learning. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. (1889I I. 31 An assembly .. with whose
incapacity we are familiar.

6. Of things : Known from constant association
;

pertaining to every-day knowledge, well-known.
Const, to, f with.

1490 Caxton Eueydos xxix. 112 As we see by example
famyler whan [etc.]. 1576 Fleming Pawft. Epist. 105
Such pointes as to you are familiar. 1581 R. Goade in

Confer. 111.(1584 )X ij.This place of Tertull. .isaknowenand
familiar place. 1612 Brinsley End. Lit. ix. (1627) 145
Until! the Latine be as familiar to the Scholler as the
English, 1690 Locke Hunt. Und. 11. i. § 22 It begins to
know the Objects, which being most familiar with it, have
made lasting Impressions. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
1 1 1. 298 An experiment familiar to nurses. 1793 J. Williams
Calm Elxam. 44 To simplify our laws, and render them
more familiar with our comprehension. 1818 Scott Rob
Roy i, I will . . endeavour to tell you nothing that is

familiar to you already. 1873 H. Spencek Stud. Socio/.
viii. 180 The contradictions, .become by-and-by familiar,

and no longer attract his attention.

b. Of every-day use, common, current, habitual,

ordinary, usual. Const, to.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. iii. 52 Familiar in his mouth as
household words. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World v. vt § 10
The familiar custome, among Princes, .ofviolating Leagues.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 1. iii. § 9 It is familiar among the
Mingrelians. .to bury their Children alive. 1711 Addison
Spect. No. 135 r 10 All ridiculous Words make their first

Entry into a Language by familiar Phrases. 1780 Cowper
Progr. Err. 509 With such fine words familiar to his
tongue. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iii. (1852) 75 The
practice of impeaching the wares of others . . is too familiar
with mankind.

_
1866 Rogers Agric. <r Prices I. xxv. 618

Wine was an article of general and familiar supply,

fc. Homely, plain ; hence, easily understood.
1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 156/1 The very straunge

familiar fassyon thereof. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. ii. 9
Brag. How canst thou part sadnesse and melancholy !

Boy. By a familiar demonstration of the working. 1606 —
Tr. ff Cr. in. iii. 113, I doe not straine it at the position, It

is familiar; but at the Authors drift. 1694 Addison Ent;.
Poets 139 He [Montague] unreins His verse, and writes in
loose familiar strains.

+ 7. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Affable,

courteous, friendly, sociable. Obs.

f '385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1602 Now was Jason, .goodly
of his speche, and famulere. c 1430 ABC of Aristotle in

Babees Bk. (1868) 11 F to fers, ne to famuler, but freendli of
cheere. 1529 More Dyaloge m. Wks. 225/2 If they [men]
be familier we call them light. If they be solitarye we
call them fantastike. a 1555 Latimer Serin. <y Rem. 11845*

76 Christ.. was a good familiar man.. he came to men's
tables when he was called. 1632 Lithgow Trav. ix. 416
Here I found euery where kind and familiar people, a 1656
Issuer Ann. vii. (1658* 802 Whereupon'one in a familiar
banquet .. promised Caius, that [etc.]. 1742 Poi'E Dune.
iv. 497 liland and familiar to the throne he came. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 89 r 12 In his unbended and familiar
intervals.

8. Free, as among persons intimately acquainted,

unceremonious; occas. Too free, taking liberties

with ; also in To makefamiliar with.
c 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T. 31 In his hous as familiar

was he, As it possible is any friend to be. 1485 Caxton
Paris <$• V. 1 1868) 88 That ye sulTyr hym soo famylyer with
you. 1645 Howell (title) Epistoke Ho-E liana;. Familiar
Letters, domestic and foreign. 1687 T. Brown Saints in
UproarV/ks, 1730 I. 79 There's no stopping your licentious

tongue, otherwise you wou'd not make so familiar with the

head of the Church. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 526 p 2 It

doe:> look a little familiar, but I must call you Dear Dumb.

1712 Arbuthnot John Bull i\: v, As if I had been familiar

with your reputation. 1786 W. Thomson Watson's Philip
III 1 1793) II. v. no He . . was indulged at all times, with
familiar access to his person.

+ b. adv. = Familiarly.
1803 tr. Lc Brun's Monsieur Botte III. 28 A person ..

who continues to treat me so shockingly familiar.

9. Comb., asfamiliar-fond\ -mannered adjs.

1857 W. Collins Dead Secret II. vi. iii. 264 The ladies

she is familiar-fond _ with. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vi.

xlviii, A coarse, familiar-mannered man.

B. sb.

1. A member of a person's family or household

(obs. in general sense'. In the Roman Catholic

Church, a person who belongs to the household of

the Pope or a bishop, and renders domestic but

not menial services.

1460 Burgh Rec. Peebles 9 June (1872) 137 The said Sir

Thomas Kenedy was in the Kyngis respit at the byschof of
Sanct Andoris has of the Kyngis as famelyar tyl hm 1536
Sir R. Moryson in Strype Meet. Mem. I. App. lxxii. 175
We princes wrot ourselves to be familiars to popes. 1541
Hecon Neivs out of Heaven Early Wks. (1843) 40 A mans
own household and familiars shall be his most enemies.

1548 Hall Citron. 244 b, To him, and his servauntes and
familiers a fre and a general Pardon. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
vi. 268 Their victuals are brought dayly to them by their

familiars. 1885 Catholic Diet., s.v. The nephews., of a
bishop, -in order to tie considered his familiars, must render

him real service. Ibid., The familiars of the Pope . . enjoy
many privileges.

b. An officer of the Inquisition, chiefly employed
in arresting and imprisoning the accused.

1560 Frampton Narr. in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xx. 239
This done, we took our journey towards Sevil ; the familiar

..and h"i> man well armed. M645 Howell Lett. '1650) I.

246 When the said Familiar goes to any house, .all doors.

.

fly open to him. 1781 Giuuon Dccl. fy F. III. 245 Many of

the Castillans, who pillaged Rome, were familiars of the

holy inquisition. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 441 If

my familiars have done their duty, he is on his way to the

scaffold. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. iii. (1866) 165 It [the
' Holy Office

1

], .having its familiars in every house.

trans/. 1821 Southey Lett. (1856 III. 227, I do not like

to embody myself as a political Familiar.

2. A person with whom one has constant inter-

course, an intimate friend or associate.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 18 For whiche bing oon of bi

familers not vnskilfully axed bus. ^S, «tc. 1494 Faoyan
Chron. vi. cci. 208 Hugh Capet . .was his famulyerand chief

counceler. 1504 Lady Margaret tr. T. a K'empis' Imit.

iv. xiii, Thou, my god, art closed & hyd in councell of thy

famyliars, a 1569 Kingesmyll Maris Est. xi. (15801 70
Thou whom I have chosen.. one of my twelve familiars.

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 11. x. 139 A co-partner and a deare

fameliar of . . St. Peter and St. Paul. 1669 Penn No Cross

ix, § 10 It weans thee off thy Familiars. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede 14 Retaining her maiden appellation among her

familiars.

b. One intimately acquainted with (a thing}.

1875 Lowell Wordsw. Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 309 The
life-long familiar of the mountains.

3. A familiar spirit, a demon or evil spirit sup-

posed to attend at a call.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. in. xv. 65 A flie, otherwise

called a divell or familiar. 1633 Ford Broken H. in. iv,

You have, .a familiar That posts i' th' air for your intelli-

gence? 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 249 She paid
me a visit, to be introduced to my familiar. 1812 Southey
Omuiana II. 250 The old belief in familiars. 1866 Alger
Solit. Nat. fy Man m. 152 Our familiar is . . a nimble and
tricksy spirit, like Puck.

transf. andy^.
1819 Byron yuan 11. xlix, Twelve days had Fear Been

their familiar, and now Death was here. 1830 Galt Locwrit
T. 1. vii. (1849) 22 The garret was alive with musqiiitoes,

domestic familiars. 1836 Backiooods of Canada 51 Vile

familiars to the dormitory kept us from closing our weary
eye-lids. 1867 Low ell Rousseau Prose Wks. 1890 II. 250
He.. keeps a pet sorrow, a blue-devil familiar, that goes

with him everywhere. 1867 J. H. Stirling in Fortn. Rev.
Oct. 379 Style, .is one of De Quincey's familiars.

Familiarisni (fami'liariz'm). [f. Familiar a.

+ -I8M.] A mode of expression usual only in

familiar language ; a colloquialism.

1765 Patriotism, a Mock-heroic (ed. 2I Index, Fami-
liarismsand vulgarisms. 1787 W. Marshall Norfolk II. To
Rdr. 9, I thought it prudent to do away some of the familiar-

ises of the original minutes. 1803 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag.XlV. 506 Would-be. This familiarism deserved record.

1
Fami'liarist. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -ist.]

One who is an authority on familiar spirits.

1726 De Foe Hist. Devil (1040) 246 That learned

familiarist Mother Hazel.

Pamiliarity Tamidi|3eTTti\ Forms: 4 famu-
larite, -iarite, familarite, 5-7 familiarite e, -ie,

-iarte, 5 -yaryte"), famyliarite, (6 -tie, 7 -ty, 5
1 -tyo, -yaryte),6- familiarity, [a. F.familiarite,

. ad. L. familiaritat-em, i.familiaris : see Familiar

and -ity.] The quality or state of being familiar.

1 1. The quality proper to the head of a house-

hold, hospitality. Obs. rare.

a 1483 Liber Nieer in Househ. Ord. 18 Hardeknoute may
be called a fader noreshoure of familiaritie

f 2. The quality proper to a member of the

family; hence, behaviour due from a retainer or a

familiar friend, devotion, fidelity. Obs.

c 1440 Secrees, Largesse engendrys ffamiliarite, bat ys

trew seruice. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 17 b, All

this he dyd to gyue us an occasyon of reuerent familiarite.

1548 Hall Chron. 172 The duke of Yorke ledde the Queue

with great familiaritie to all mens sightes. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 116 A man ful of familiaritie and courteous
acquaintance.

f 3. Suitableness, fitness (of food, etc). Obs.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. (1568) M vj a, A certayne
familiaritie that is betwene their natures. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Psena. Ep. m. xxi. 159 There is . . required in the

aliment a familiarity of matter.

4. The state of being very friendly or intimate,

friendly intercourse; intimacy with (a person).

c 1450 tr. T. a Kempis' Imit. in. xlii, pese folke come^
not , . to pe grace of my iocunde familiarite. 1533 }^K

.

l-~

i.knden Lr'vy 1. (1822) 87 Nocht alanerlie had he familiarite

with the saidis princes of Latinis. 1588
J.
Udall Demonstr.

Discip. (Arb.) 27 The louing familiarity that shoulde be
betwixt the minister and his people. 1664 Marvell Corr.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 174 The old familiarity and kindness be-

twixt the two Kings. 1717 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iv.

(1840) in When this familiarity is once obtained with the
evil spirit. 1761 Himk Hist. Eng. II. xxvii. 127 [He] re-

solved to introduce Wolsey to the young prince's familiarity.

1880 L. Stkhikn Pofe iii. 61 Pope was not disinclined to

piide himself upon his familiarity with the great.

b. Undue intimacy.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 163 He [Edward] . . his

owne moder for suspecte famuliarite and homlynes de-

prived of al hire goodes. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo 'jr Africa
11. 206 If any of them offer to have familiaritie with their

wiues, they punish him most seuerely.

t c. concr. A familiar person or persons. Also

collect. A circle of intimate friends or connexions.
a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 43 A Lady of great

honour, of the Kings familiarity. 1643 Milton Divorce
Wks. 1738 I. 201 TheleavingofParents, or other familiarity

whatsoever. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 125 Such
frivolous Reasons, .as unto all judicious Men, even those of

his own Familiarity, are ridiculous.

5. Close or habitual acquaintance with (a thing) ;

constant practical knowledge, habituation.

1601 Shaks. All's Wells, ii. 3 When 1 haue held fanu-

liaritie with fresher cloathes. a 173a Attkrbury (J.), We
contract at last such an intimacy and familiarity with them,

as makes it difficult and irksome for us to call off our mind.-,.

1841 F.li'hinstone Hist. Ind. I. 305 The familiarity occa-

sioned by the daily sight of its ceremonies. 1854 Brewster
More Worlds xvii. 256 Our daily familiarity with the

ordinary phenomena of life.

6. Absence of ceremony, free or unrestrained

intercourse,^/, with inferiors. Proverb, Famili-

arity breeds, f brings, f creates contempt.

c 1380 Wyclie Wks. (1880) 44 Haue bei so muche famu-
larite or homlynesse. 1477 Earl Rivers t Caxton ) Dictes

40 Hyt behoueth a kyng to . . be conuersant amongis them
[his people] without ouermoche famylyarite. 1548 Udall,
etc. Erasm. Par. John 34 a, Familiaritie bringeth con-

tempte. 1599 Minsheu Dial. Sp. /(• Eng. 65/2 Much fami-

liaritie oftentimes breedes contempt. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. 1. (1843) 1 S J Olivarez had been heard to censure very

severely the duke's familiarity . . towards the prince. 1667

Evelyn Publ. Employment in Misc. Wks, (1835) 535 Kami-

liarity creates contempt. 1797 Mrs. Radcliefe_./V<i//<i« vii,

To allow him an unusual degree of familiarity In conversa-

tion. 1876 Miss Hkaddon J. Haggards Dan. II. 102 Jim
greeted his stepmother with frank familiarity.

b. An instance of familiar behaviour in action,

speech, or expression ; something allowed or justi-

fied only on the ground of intimacy. Usually in //.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. in. 180 Any other

noble, and lawfull familiarities of ihtimacie, and deere-

nesse. 1697 Collier Ess^Mor. Subj. 1. {1709I 33 If you Con-

found these two Relations [of Master and Servant] by lavish

and indiscreet Familiarities, you destroy the Respect. 1821

Lamb Etia Ser. 1. Neiv dear's Eve, Misbecoming fami-

liarities inscribed upon your ordinary tombstones. 1875

Mrs. Randolph W. Hyacinth I. 10 Too great [awe] to

allow of his being guilty of a familiarity.

7. Astrol. (see quot.)

1819 L Wilson Diet. Astrol. 99 Familiarities, called

also configurations or aspects.

Familiarization (fami-liaroi^'-jan). [f. next

+ -ATION.] The action of familiarizing in various

senses ; an instance of this.

1755 H. T. Croker Orl.Fnr. I. Pref. 6 By familiarization

we reduce the force of formidable objects. 1765 Miss C
Talbot in Miss Carter Lett. (1809) 111. 126, I would.. read

to it with proper familiarisations the most striking parts.

1836 T. Hook G. Gumcy 1 1. i, A constant familiarization

with such scenes. 1888 Sweet Eng. Sounds 45 The familiar-

ization of foreign words.

Familiarize 'fami-liaraiz), v. [f. Familiar a.

+ -OS,] trans. To make familiar.

1. trans. To make (a thing, rarely a person

familiar or well-known.
a 1639 Wotton Let., Reliq. Wotton. (1672I 478 Intending

..to familiarize it [final resignation of ourselves] between us

as much as 1 can. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry xxi. 1 1840.)

II. 371 Wethamstede .. being desirous of familiarising the

history of his patron saint to the monks of his convent.

1846 Jovce Sci. Dial. i. 2 Your drawing compasses may
familiarize to your mind the idea of an angle. 1875 W. S.

IIavward Lo-jeagst. World 14 Horses and hounds recog-

nized that shout, familiarized to them by many a good run.

f b. To render familiar or accustomed ; to di-

vest of strangeness.

1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 630 Long continuance and

custome . . Familiarizing so the fit, that . . one may almost

forget it. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 159 F 3 The Genius

smiled uponmewiiha Look of. .Affability that familiarized

him to my Imagination. 1768 Johnson Pref. Shaks. Wks.

IX. 245 Shakespeare .. familiarizes the wonderful. 1779

Cowper Let. Wks. 1837 XV. 45 Long habit and custom are

able to familiarize to us things much more disagreeable

than this.



FAMILIARLY.

2. a. To put (a person) on a footing of intimacy.

{rare.) + b. To render (a person's manner) familiar

or affable, (obs.) C. refl, and intr. for refl. To
adopt a familiar and courteous demeanour. Also
in a bad sense :

* To make oneself cheap'. Now rare.

a. 1754 Richardson Gra?idison V, xvii. 96, I should be
glad, .to be familiarized to the Ladies of your family. 1858
Hawthorne Ancestral Footstep 11883) 5QI Middlcton on
his arrival, .is familiarized at the Hospital.

b. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 127 r 9 For the Cure of this

particular Sort of Madness [haughtiness] it will be necessary
to. .familiarize his Carriage by the Use of a good Cudgel.
1761-2 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ixxi. 321 It was very
difficult for him. .to soften or familiarize it [his address].

C 1685 Gract'au's Courtier s Qrac. 163 He that fami-
liarizes himself, presently loses the Superiority that his
serious air gave him. 1697 C'tess D'Annoy s Trav. (1706)
22 She at length familiariz'd herself, and told me, 'Twasnot
through fear of anything else but of displeasing me. a 1734
North Lives II. 418 He. .familiarized with his equals, and
gave no offence to his inferiors. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) IV. 157 We had familiarized to each other long ago.
1886 Harper's Mag. Aug. 377 Captain T. Cook, .is another
type of the reserved man who does not familiarize with the
passengers.

3. To bring into familiar or common use ; to

popularize. Now rare.

17$* Johnson Rambler No. 208 F 11, I have familiarized
the terms of philosophy by applying them to popular ideas.

1779-81 — L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 74 This mode of imitation,
in which the ancients are familiarised, by adapting their
sentiments to modern to picks. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann.
Rev. V. 563 The discussion served to familiarize the words
congress, general government [etc.]. 1834 Brayley Graph.
# Hist. Illust. Pref., It was my wish to familiarize Archaeo-
logical inquiries.

b. To give a familiar form to (a name).
1804 W. Irving Life $ Lett. (1864) I. vi. 94 An invincible

propensity to familiarize the names of people.

4. To accustom (a person, one's mind, etc.) to,

f into, or to do (something^ ; to habituate. Now
rare.

1646 Sir J. Temple Irish Rcbell. 7 They began to. .suffer

. .their English followers to familiarize themselves into their
beastly manners and customes. 1734 Mem. Geo. Psalma-
nazar 214 To., exert my talents in. .familiarising myself to
this pretended Formosan language and character. 1830
Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 22 By familiarising us . . to
walk uprightly. 1833 J. H. Newman Lett. (18911 I. 483
To familiarise the imagination of the reader to an Aposto-
lical state of the Church. 1848 — Loss \ Gain 239 Intending
to familiarize my parishioners to it by little and little.

b. To make (a person or oneself) well ac-
quainted, or to feel at ease, at home with.
a 1687 Petty Pol. A rith. i. (1691) 17 He is familiarized

with Hardships and Hazards. 1741 J. Lawry & H. Heaton
Athenian Lett. (1792) I. 147 Having familiariz'd myself
much of late with the hierjglyphical imagery. 1815 Moore
Lalla R. Pref. (1850) 10 To. .familiarise myself with its

various treasures. 1856 Fkoude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 98
Wolsey. .familiarized Henry with the sense that a reforma-
tion was inevitable. 1863 Tyndall Heat iii. 61 My object
here is to familiarise your minds with the general conception
of atomic motion.
ahsol. 1834 Fonblanque Engl, under 7 Administr. (1837)

III. 23 The first effect may be to startle; but the second
will be to familiarise.

+ 5. To domesticate, tame (an animal). Cf.
Familiar a. Obs.

1634 W, Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's t,ett. 205 Since we are
forced to live among savage creatures, wee had neede

;
. to familiarise . . them. 1682 Norris Hierocles 35 Which

ifi the method men take to tame and familiarize wild beasts.

Hence Familiarized ///. a., PamiTiarizer,
one who familiarizes, FaniiTiarizing- ppl. a.,

Fami liari zingrly adv.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 241 This familiarized Book

[Bible].
_

1726-7 Swurr Gulliver 111. vii, I soon grew so
familiarized to the sight of spirits that . . they gave me no
emotion at all. 1832 Lander Adv. Niger I. v. 215 Their
faces had become familiarized to us. 1872 Proctor Ess.
Asiron. iii. 37 In the less dignified rdle of a familiariser he
was not successful. 1876 Black Mad-cap V. viii. 73 She
would have got familiarised with us, and stayed on in-
definitely, 1890 J. H. Stirling Gifford Lect.x. 179 Jehovah,
whom German and French Writers have taken of late,

degradingly and I suppose familiarisingly, to call Jahve.

Familiarly (famrliaili), adv. [f. Familiar a,

+ -LY -.] In a familiar manner,

f 1. After the manner of a domesticated animal.
iS5o Thomas Hal. Gram., Domesticameute, familiarely or

homely. 1607 Toi'SELL Four-/. Beasts (1673) 101 Ptolomeus
Philadelphe. .having a hinde calf, .brought it so familiarly
tame, that [etc.], 1651 W. G. tr. Cowefs Inst. $9 If any
shall happen to be made tame, and by custome goe fami-
liarly in and out.

2. Like one who has an intimate acquaintance
(with either persons or things) ; intimately.
14.. Prose Legends in A ngliaWW. 162 Familierly taghte

of be holy goste. 1548 Hall Chron. 66 The kyng of Eng-
land . . them honorably embraced and familierly kissed.
1675 Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 231 Great Minos.. used with
great Chronides Familiarly of old to sit and chat. 1748
Hartley Observ. Man n. iii. 287 Two ill Men can scarce
become known to each other familiarly. 1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend {1S65) 113 Lord Chancellor Bacon, .was fami-
liarly acquainted with all the secrets of personal influence.
1865 Sat. Rez>. 5 Aug. 169.2 The. .desirableness of doctors
or lawyers being brought more familiarly together.

f b. In a bad sense : With undue freedom. Obs.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (16381 68 Her whom his aged

father, .had too familiarly vsed.

3. As an every-day matter or matter of course
;

55

commonly, usually. Obs. exc. with words implying
knowledge.
1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. 226 Using themselves fami-

liarly to such foule enormities. 1621-51 Burton Anat.
Mel. 1. ii. 11. iii. 77 There be. .too that familiarly drink Sea-
water. 1674 Boyle E.rcetl. Thcol. 11. iv. 178 The familiarly
visible stars. 1781 Gibbon Decl. $ F. III. 202 Scenes with
which he was familiarly conversant. 1879 Caused s Tcchn.
Educ. I. 207 The form of crane . . most familiarly known is

that v/hich is called the jib-crane.

fb. In every-day language or manner, easily.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 69 These two places,
which I haue .. familiarly .. expounded. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1673) 266 More . . perspicuously, .and fami-
liarly . .expressed by them. C1660 J. Harrington Valerius
<V Publ. To Rdr. (1700* 475 There is nothing . . I so much
desire as to be familiarly understood.

4. Without ceremony, in a free and easy manner,
unceremoniously.
C142S Wyntoun Cron. vm. v. 42 He . . wyth pame spak

famylyarly. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 810 [The Duke] ex-
horted him familierly .. to say whatsoever he thought.
1678 Dryden Limberham v. i, We'll banish all Pomp and
Ceremony, and live familiarly together. 1712 Tickell
Spect. No. 410 * 1 She saluted hiin very familiarly by his
Name. 1821 Lamb Elz'a Ser. I. Valentine 's Day, Our fami-
liarly pious ancestors. 1875 T. W. Higginson V. S. Hist.
viii. 56 Called familiarly by the name of ' Pilgrims \

Familiarness (&mrli&ines\ [f. as prec. +
-NESS.]

1. « Familiarity 4-6. Now rare.
1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 262 The familiarnes of the

matter, a 1645 R. Heywood Observ. <y Instr, in. Ixii.

(1869) 55 Neuer was of familiarnes Contempt esteem'd the
proper childe. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio), Familiarness. 1789
Mad. D'Arblay Diary Apr., She does not choose such sort
of familiarness. 1854-6 Patmore Angel in Ho. i. 11. mi.
(1379) 251 So near a touch Affirms no mean familiarness.

f 2. Suitableness. Obs. rare.

1617 Hieron Wks. II. 182 The fitness of the rite to repre-
sent that to which it hath reference, and the familiarnesse
of it for their vnderstanding.

T Familiary, a. Obs. rare* 1
, [f. I., type

*familiari-us
t i.familza : see Family and -art -.]

Pertaining to the control of a family; domestic.
1643 Milton Divorce 11. xxi, It pleas'd God.. to make

him [Henry VIII] the beginner of a reformation . . by first

asserting into his familiary power the right of just divorce.

t Fami'lic, a. Obs. In 7 familique, -elique,
-ellick. [f. Family + -ic

; prob. arising from a
misunderstanding of Famklic; cf. med.L. Hbcr
famelicus account-book of domestic expenditure,

famelicacura domestic management (Pertz Seriftt.

XXV. 676).] Pertaining to a family ; also, domes-
tic, familiar.

1660 Watermouse Arms <$ Arm. 47 Their familique
Banners. 1676 Shadwell Virtuoso II, A domestick animal
..a Mangy Spaniel ; andalessfamelHck creature, .a Sound
Bull Dog. 1684 Otway Atheist 1. i, With as grave, a
fatherly, famelique countenance as ever I saw.

tFamMical, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. as prec. +

-ICAL.] Of or belonging to a family ; family.
1660 Waterhouse Arms $ Arm. 48 Arms in National

Standards, and familicaransigns or Banners.

Familism (fe-miliz'm). Also 7 family-ism.
[f. L. famil-ia Family + -ism.]

1. The dojtrine and practice of the Familists.
1642 Canne in J. Ball Annv. 1. 112 It is familisme for him

to say. . I will have in my selfe a secret meaning from the
rest. 1648 Protest of Ministers in Miall Congregation-
alism Yorks. (18681 49 We are resolved . . never to consent
to the toleration of.. Familyism . . or any other heresies.
^1716 South Serm. (1717) V. 148 The Devil found it

requisite . . to set up his Standard in Familism or Enthu-
siasm. 1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. Bay I. 117 His
principles were the very dregs of familism.

2. In Fourier's socialistic philosophy : The feel-

ing existing between membersof a family; fraternity.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 705 The propensity to group em-
braces love, friendship, ambition, and a fourth passion
called familism.

Familist (fae-milist). Also 7 famel-, famul-,
famylist. [f. as prec. +-IST.]

f 1. The head of a family, a family-man. Obs.
i5i2 W. Parkes Cnrtaine Dr. 7 Then bath he descended .

.

from Families to euery particular Famulist. 1615 Bedwell
Moham. Imp. n. § 70 Mohammed was a good familist. 1658
Osborn Adv. Son 70 If you will needs be a Familist, and
Marry.

f 2. One of the same family or household. Obs.
1631 Brathwait Whimzies, Zealous Brother 119 Contro-

versies which he secretly commenceth amongst his owne
familists. 1638 Heywood Wise Woman 11. Wks. 1874 V.
304 If you come to live in our house, and be a Familist
amongst us.

3. A member of the sect called the Family of
Love; see Family 7.

1592 Nashe P. Penuilesse B 3 Like the Anabaptists and
adulterous Familists. 1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849)
132 The cursed Familists do hold that religion standeth
not in outward things, a 1716 South Serm. (1717) V. 151
See, with what Contempt the Father of the Familists,
Henry Nicolas, casts off the Use and Authority of it [Scrip-
ture]. 1853 Marsden Early Purit. 391 The familists did
not escape the watchful vigilance of the privy council.

Familistery (familrsteri.). rare. [ad. F.
familistere

)
f. famille, f. h.familia (see Family),

formed by substitutingfamili- for the first member
of the word f>halansterel] The abode of a com-
munity living together as one family.

FAMILY.
1865 Reader No 145. 399/3 The ' Familisteiy', or Work-

man's Home. 1886 Pall Malt G. 5 Oct. 52 Familisteres,
reading rooms, museums, .will ensue spontaneously.

t Famili'stic, «• Obs. [f. Familist + -ic] a.

Of or pertaining to the Familists or Familism.
b. Pertaining to a family or household.
a. 1646 Pagitt Heresio°r. fed. 3) 90 A fourth holds. . Fami-

listicke Tenets. 1667 H. More Div. Dial. Schol. (1713) 566
This Man possessed with Familistic dotage.
b. 1660 Watkrhouse Arms <$ Arm. 42 The certain rise

of familistiqtie distinctions.

1 Faimli'stical, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -At.] a.

« Familistic a. ; b. =* Familistic b.

a. 1653 Gauden Ilierasp. 306 They labour . . to turn the
solidity of Truth, .into nothing but Familist icall whhnseys.
1702 C. Mather Magu. Chr. 11. iv. (18521 124 The suppres-
sion of an antinomian and famalistical faction.

b. 1660 R Coke Power <$- Subj. 15 Theological virtues
relate to the attaining of Eternal happiness ". Moral,
Humane, and Familistical, to the conservation of society
and peace in their several places.

Hence t Pamili stically adv.
i653 Baxter Met/u Peace Cause. 24 [We] put false inter-

pretations on the plainest precepts of Christ .. and Fami-
listically turn them into Allegories.

Family (fae
-mili\ sb. Forms : 5 farnylye, {-.S'r.

famyle).5--6famyll:e, 5-7familie.6farrielie, -ly,

famuly, famy lie, Sr. famelT, 7 familly, 6- family.
[ad. X,.familia household, {.famulus servant.]

fX The servants of a house or establishment;
the household. Obs. exc. in family of servants.
la 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks. Sod 1. 213 You are my des-

ciples, and of my familie 1641 Disc. Pr. Henry in Harl.
Misc. (Malh.l III. 522 His family .. consisted of few less

than five-hundred. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 46 The pro-
prietor keeps a large family for its defence. 1722 De Foe"
Plague (1840' io, I was a single man. .but I had a family of
servants. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 39 Mr. Tyrrei .

.

proposed, .to take him into his family, and make him
whipper-in to his hounds.

+ b. The retinue of a nobleman or grandee. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. 171 b, The Kyng, the Quene with all

their familie, shortly folowed. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 45
Na Prelat, Erie, nor Bafron.-sal ryde with ane greater
familie number of men and hors.

C. The staff of a high military officer or (in

India) state official.

1808 Ei.phinstone Let. 5 Sept. in Colehrooke's Life 1. 185
Mr. Seton. .waived his right to nominate my family. 1809
Jas. Moore Camp. Spain 72 The Staff Officers of Sir

John Moore's family. 1856 J. W. Cole Mem. Brit. Gen.
Renin. War II. viii. 84 The officers of his family . . fdl in
with the same humgur.

d. Rom. Ant. A troop, school (of gladiators'.
1863WHYTE Melville Gladiators I. 62 You look as if you

belonged to the family yourself.

2. The body of persons who live in one hou-e or

under one head, including parents, children, ser-

vants, etc.

1545 Joye Exp. Dan. iv. 48/1, I Nebucadnezar, happye
and prosperouse in my familie. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases
(Camden) 44 His family were himst-lf and his wife and
daughters, two mayds, and a man. a 1729 S. Clarke
Serm. (1730: II. iii. 51 Representing, .all Orders of intelli-

gent Beings, as the Family of God. 1794 Mrs. Radcliife
J\Jyst. Udolpho ii, I am going to prayers with my family.

1859 Jephson Britta?iy\\. 10 The difference between people
who live in Society and people who live in the family.

b. Ild'ppy Family, a collection of birds and
animals 01 different natures and propensities living

together in harmony in one cage.

1844 in P. T. Barnum Sixty Years Recollections (1889*
120 [At Coventry] we visited an exhibition called the
' Happy Family'. 1890 Evening News 4 Dec. 4/5 He was
. .on his way home with his ' Happy Family'.

3. The group of persons consisting of the parents

and their children, whether actually living together
or not ; in wider sense, the unity formed by those
who are nearly connected by blood or affinity.

Holy Family : see quot. 1875.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 216 As Father of bis Familie he

clad Thir nakedness. 1796 H. Hunter tr. .57. Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799 ^ III. 589 We pass, .through the love of our
family .. to love Mankind. 1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mind
(1869) II. xxii. 218 The group which consists of a Father,
Mother and Children, is called a Family. 1875 Tvkwhitt
in Diet. Chr. Antiq. I. 661 Family—The Holy. 1'he sub-
ject which bears this title in modern art is generally a group
consisting of the Virgin Mother, bearing the Sacred Infant,
of St. Joseph, and frequently of the younger St. John
Baptist and occasionally of St. Elizabeth.

b. A person's children regarded collectively.

1732 Pope Ep. Bathnrst 382 Seldom at Church.. But
duly sent his family and wife. 1876 Miss Braddon J.
Haggard's Dan. xxx. 280 ' I'm a man with a long fambly. 1

Mod. He has a large family.

4. Those descended or claiming descent from
a common aneestur ; a house, kind:ed, lineage.

< 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. iv. 304 Amang his Kyn and
his Famyle. 1513 Douglas AEneis x\. viii. 136 The famell
and kynrent of Volsca. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of Notes 708
Plinie affirmeth also, that, .ther was a Famuly that would
go vpon a great fire, & not be touched therewith. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 65 Let vs assayle the Family of
Vorke. 1599 — Hen. V. 11. ii. 129 Come they of Noble
Family? 1671 Milton P. R. 111. 168 By strong hand his

[Maccabeus'] family obtain'd. .the crown. 1734 Poi'E Ess.
Man iv. 213 Go ! and pretend thy family is young. 1804

J. Grahame Sabbath (1839) 15/2 Every great merchant and
money-dealer wishes to be the founder of what is called a
family. 1868 Freeman Norm. Couo. (1876) II. ix. 268 The
abbey of Coventry, .still kept in the family.



FAMILY.

fig> I7?5 Sheridan Duenna n. iii, The beggars are a
very ancient family in most kingdoms.

b. (Man, woman, etc.} offamily : of noble or
gentle descent.

rt 1763 Shknstone Ess., External Figure Wks. 1764 II.

60 If dress be only allowable to persons of family, it may
[etc.]. 1762-71 H. Walpole Verities A need. Paint. (1786)
III. 32 He .. married a beautiful English-woman of family.

1777 \V. Dalrvmple Trav. Sp. <y Port, lx, Three troops.

.

each consisting of 200 men, who are all men of family.
1810 Bentham Packing (18211 146 People of no 'family'.

C. In wider sense : A race ; a people or group
of peoples assumed to be descended from a com-
mon stock.

1583 Stanvhubst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 25 You to me ful pro-
' mist. .That Roman famely should spring from the auncetrye
Troian. 1844 Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 468 The Tama-
nacs, who belong to the same family, live on the right bank
of the Orinoco. 1848 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. (ed. 5)1! i. 18 By
the mixture of three branches of the great Teutonic family
with each other.

5. trans/, and _/?£*. (with mixed notion of 3 and 4 .

A brotherhood or group of individuals or nations
bound together by political or religious ties.

1611 Bible Eph. iii. 15 The Father of our Lord Iesus
Christ, Of whom the whole family in heauen and earth is

named. 1650-3 Dissert, de Pace in Pheuix (17081 II. 348 Of
all the Familys and Societys of Christians, they are most
hated, a 1865 E. Everett (W.i, The States of Europe
were by the prevailing maxims of its policy, closely united
in one family. 1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost ix. 253
They [the apostles] subdued the. .Greeks . . the . . Romans,
and our. .forefathers into one family.

6. A group or assemblage of objects, connected
together and distinguished from others by the

possession of some common features or properties.
a 1626 Bacon Sylva § 354 There be two Great Families of

Things;. .Sulphureous and mercurial. 1731 Vovv.Ep. Bur*
lington iv. 96 With all the mournful family of Yews. 1741
Chambers' Cycl. s.v. Curves, Family of Curves. 1796
Hutton Math. Did. I. 353 Family ofcurves is an assem-
blage of several curves of different kinds, all defined by the
same equation of an indeterminate degree. 1813 Bakewell
Introd, Ccol. (18151457 The classification of simple minerals
into families. 1875 FORTNUM Majolica viii. 65 Persian,
Damascus, Rhodian, and Lindus wares, composing a large
family. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. xii. 228 We have called
a certain body of languages a family, the Indo-European.

b. In modern scientific classification : A group
of allied genera. (Usually, a 'family' is a sub-
division of an ' order* ; but in the 'natural system '

of botanical classification the two words are, so

far as cotyledonous plants are concerned, synonym-
ous : English botanists chiefly using ' order ', while
in French Jussieu's t^Tto.familie is retained.)

'753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., The bream and the
herring, though very different in genus, may yet be brought
into the same Family. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med.
223 Kest-harrozv, of the family Leguminosze. 1858 Carpen-
ter Veg. Phys. § 19 Several genera may, in like manner, be
united into a family. 1880 Gray Struct. Pot. ix. § 1. 325
Family in botany is synonymous with order. 1881 Mivart
in Nature No*. 615. 337 The order Lacertilia is made up of
a certain number of large groups, each of which is called a
family, which family is again composed of genera.

7. Family of love : a sect which originated in

Holland, and gained many adherents in England
in the 16th. and 17th c; they held that religion

consisted chiefly in the exercise of love, and that

absolute obedience was due to all established

governments, however tyrannical.

*579 J- Knewstub {title). A Computation of monstrous
and horrible heresies .. embraced of a number, who call

themselves the Familie of Love. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe
11. L in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 38 You are either of the
familie of Love, or of no religion at all. 1645-62 Pagitt
Heresiogr. (ed. 6) 105 This sect of the family of love, .are so
called because, .their love is so great that they mayjoin any
congregation.

_ 1667 H. More Div. Dial. Schol. (1713) 568
Being lately informed by an Elder of the Family.. that
they of their Family that were regenerated . . became
Christs.

8. slang. The thieving fraternity. See 1 1 -man.
1749 Bamfylde Moore-Carew (Farmer), No member of

the Family. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. s.v., Thieves,
sharpers, and all others who get their living upon the cross,

are comprehended under the title of* The Family'. 1838
Glascock Laud Sharks II. 100 This house. . was a favourite
resort of the Family.

II. altrih. {adj.) and Comb,
9. Simple atlrib., passing into an adj. a. Of or

pertaining to the family or household ; domestic.
1602 Fulbecke Pandectes 47 Such familie-seruantes or

retinue as to be agreeable . . to his dignitie. 1641 Hindk
y. Bruen 66 This Gentleman knew right well, that family
exercises were the very goads and spurs unto godlinesse.

1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. vi. 5 Publick Church
Prayer, and Family-Prayer are as great duties as secret

Prayer. 1694 F. Bragge Disc. Parables xiii. 438 These
Family-devotions at the beginning and close of the day.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4522/2 That Coach was preceded by
his Majesty's Family-Coaches, a 173a T. Boston Crook in

Lot (1805) 23 Such was the crook made in David's lot,

through his family-disorders. 1768 Woman of Honor II.

178 If this sordid.. family-spirit does not soon meet with an
effectual check. x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 157 It was
a family affair. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 329 Tell us
something about their family life.

b. In tradesmen's signs, advertisements, and the

like ; Family butcher, grocer, druggistt etc.

:

originally one who supplies commodities for
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household use, as opposed, e.g. to one who
supplies them to ships or the army. Family
hotel: one which claims to be especially for the
reception of families.

C. Of or pertaining to a certain family, lineage,

or kindred.
117x5 Wycherlev Ess. agst. Pride $ Ambit., As if

nobility consisted alone in being entitled to., have the family
plate graved with a coat of arms. 1769 Gray Let. Poems
(X775) 365 Kidale-hall, the family-seat of Sir Michael Flem-
ing. 1773 Mklmoth Cato Remarks 171 Securing to the
heir.. a sufficient part of the family-estate to support his

rank and station. 1803 Beddoes Hyg'eia x. 50 A family
disposition to insanity. 1818 Art Preserii. Feet 200 Some-
times accidental causes, produce what has been termed a
family toe, partly in consequence of its being hereditary.

10. Phrases, a. In a (or ^the) family way : in a
domestic manner ; with the freedom of members of

the same family; without ceremony. Also f In
family ( = F, enfamilie].

1709 Steels & Addison Taller No. 136 f 1 His Wife is

the Daughter of an honest House, ever bred in a Family-
Way. 1768 Woman of Honor I. 87 Dining together, in
family. 1784 Lett, to Itonoria $ Marianne II. 64 She
would .. stay some time with them, quite in the family
way. 1789 G. Keate Ptletu 1st. 107 At the house of this

Chief they were received quite in a family way. a 1809 J.
Palmer Like Master like Man I1811) I. 193 You'll find all

in the family way, 1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855)
II. xii. 214 We should have discussed our interests in a
family way. 1859 Thackeray Virgin. II. x. 74 Why don't
we ask him and his ladies to come over in a family way
and dine with some other plain country gentlefolks?

b. {To be) in the family way : pregnant.
1796 Mrs. 1'!. Paksons Myst. Warn. I. 90 The Countess

was again in the family way. 1840 Lady C. Bury Hist.
of Flirt xxvi, Esther is in the family-way. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 62 The wives., will have a fine easy
time when they are in the family way.

11. Special Comb. : family Bible, a large copy
of the Jiible for use at family prayers (its fly-leaves

often contain a 'family register' or record of the

birth of children, etc.) ; family-boat (see quot.

1883) ; family circle, the company of persons and
their children, and other relatives and friends, who
are inmates in the household ; family coach, a

large closed carriage capable of containing a whole
family; also, a certain game of forfeits, in which
a story of the adventures of a * family coach ' is

related ; family-compact, a treaty made in the

eighteenth century between the Bourbon dynasties of

France, Spain, and the Two Sicilies for common
action, esp. against England and Austria ; family-

council, a meeting of the members of a family to

decide questions relating to their common interest;

spec, see family-meeting', family-disease (see

quot.); family-government, {a) the government of

a family; \b) the system in which each family stands

alone as a political unit ; family-head (see quot.)

;

family-likeness, a resemblance such as may be
looked for in members of the same family ; also

|

Jig. ; family-living, a benefice in the gift of the head I

of the family; •f family-lovist [{.family of love
\

(see 7) + ist], = Famiust 3; family-man, a man
with a family; also (a) one who leads a domestic

or homely life ;
(b) slang a thief ; also a ' fence ' (cf.

sense 8) ; family-meeting, in Louisiana and
Quebec, a council of at least five relations which
meets before a public notary to give advice con-

cerning a minor or other person; family-picture,

(a) a painting representing a family
;

{b) a picture

handed down as an heirloom ; family-piece, {a)

a composition relating to the doings of a family
;

(//) =prec. {a) ; family-tree, a genealogical tree.

1781 Johnson Lett. Dr. Patten 25 Sept., This Lexicon
. .might become a concomitant to the *Family Bible. 1822

J. Flint Lett. Amer. 73 The craft, called -family boats.

1883 W. C. Russell Sailors' Lang., Family boats, the name
given to smacks worked by members of the same family.

1809 H. More Calebs I. 347 Being agreeable . . in one's

own *family circle. 185a E. Warner Wide W. World
82 They played the Old * Family Coach. 1761 Hist.

Europe in Ann. Reg. 52/2 The only reply was
;
that the

King of Spain had thought proper to renew his ^family

compacts. 1884 Syd. Sot , Lex., *Family diseases, diseases

proceeding from heredity. 1715 De Foe Earn, histnict.

1. v. (184U I. 106 We must set up a *family-government
entirely new. 1803 Syd. Smith Wks. 1859 I. 292 In

politics, they appear to have scarcely advanced beyond
family-government. 1867 Smyth Sailor sWord-bk., *Family-
head, when the stem was surmounted with several full-

length figures. 1824 Medwin Confers. Byron (1832' I. 94
In his women, .there is little 'family-likeness. 1883 Clodd
in Kno-wl. 24 Aug. 115 1 The family likeness of those

Indian folk-tales to those [European ones] given above.

1798 Janf. Austen Northang. Abb. 11833' II. vii. 144 It is

a *family living. 1883 Reade Many a Slip in Harper's

Mag. Dec. 132/2 Joe was ordained priest, took the family

living. 1589 Nashe Martins Monl/is Minde To Rdr.

Wks. 1883 1. 165, I meddle not here with the Anabaptists,

*Famely louists, Machiauellists, nor Atheists. 1788 0. A.

Stevens Adv. Speculist I. 221 Gamesters, Gamblers^ or
'K

' Family-men. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks.
(Bohn) II. 44 These private reserved mute family-men.

1846 Snowden Mag. Assistant 342 Thieves : Family-men.

1859 W. Collins (J. ofHearts (1875)17 I'm a family man

FAMISH.
myself, with grown-up daughters of my own. 1856 Bouvier
Laiv Diet. U.S. (ed. 61, ^Family-meeting. 1762-71 H.
Walpole Verities Auecd. Paint. (1786) 1. 147 The •family-
picture of the consul Mejer. 1713 Hughes Sped. No. 525P8
One of the most agreeable 'family-pieces of this kind 1 ever
met with. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint.
(1786) II. 192 Mr. Willett. .has a small family-piece of Dr.
Hibbard, physician, his wife and five children. 1826 Scott
Proline. Aniiq., Seton Chapel, It is a family-piece, com-
prehending the Lord Seton, his lady, and four children,
painted.. by Sir A. More. 1864 Thackeray D. Duvalx.
(1869) 1, 1 once drew a fine *family tree of my ancestors.

Fa*milyish
( a. [f. as prec. + -ish.] In nonce-

uses : a. Recalling family associations, b. Ex-
hibiting the full force of family ties,

J

clannish \
1824 A>7f Monthly Mag. XI. 439 Snooksville had a very

familyish sound. 1891 Harper's Mag. Aug. 420/2 They're
a very familyish sort of family.

Famine, formin). Forms: 4-6 famin, famyn(e,
4- famine, [a. F'. famine = Pr. famina, f. late J,.

type *famina
}

f.fames hunger.]

1. Extreme and general scarcity of food, in a
town, country, etc. ; an instance of this, a period
of extreme and general dearth.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 309 Famyn schal a-Ryse J>orw

Flodes and foul weder. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxxxvi.
186 By reason wherof ensued a great famyne. 1555 Eden
Decades 20 The violent famine dyd frustrate all these ap-
poyntmentes. 1651 Hohbes Leviath. 11. xxvu. 157 If in a
great famine he take the food by force. 1776 Gibbon Decl.

<r F. I. 285 A long and general famine was a calamity of a
more serious kind, i860 Kmerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks.
(Bohn) II. 315 Famine, .war. .and effete races, must be
reckoned calculable parts of the system of the world.
fig. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 72 Should ye.. bring a
famin upon our minds.

b. personified.

1610 Histrio-m. vi. 16 Thin Famine needs must follow
Poverty. 1784 Cowpek Task 11. 185 He calls for Famine,
and the meagre fiend, .taints the golden ear.

2. transf. An extreme dearth or scarcity of some-
thing specified, material or immaterial.
1611 Bible Amos viii. ir, I will send a famine in the

land, not a famine of bread.. but of hearing the words of
the Lord. 1634 Sir T. Herbert 'Trav. 184 These negroes
. .have no famine of Natures gifts and blessings. 1681 R.
Knox 10 Years' Captivity in Arb. Garner I. 400, I ..

lamented under the famine of God's Word and Sacraments.
1888 L'pool Daily Post 26 June 4/8 The threatened water
famine. 1889 Pall Mall G. 7 Nov. 3/3 The perennial talk

of an ivory famine has as yet come to nothing.

3. Want of food, hunger; hence, starvation.

c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. J23 And schold hir children
sterve for famyn. c 1450 Merlin 224 The Citee . . was
right stronge, that nothynge ne dowted, saf only for

famyn. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 510 That
ancient and usuall punishment of famine. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. v. v. 40 If thou speak'st false, Vpon the next Tree
shall thou hang aliue Till Famine cling thee. 1773 Observ,
State Poor 8 More really die of famine than those who are
found. 1837 W. Irving Copt. Bonneville III. 101 Their
horses, .had recovered from past famine and fatigue.

4. Violent appetite, as of a famished person
;

chieflyy^.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 32 Of love the famine I fonde . . To
fede. 1600 Dekker Fortunattts Wks. 1873 1. 169 The
famine of base gold Hath made your soules to murders
hands be sold. 1667 Milton/*. L. 11. 847 Death Grinnd hor-

rible a gastly smile, to hear His famine should be fill'd.

1858 Middleton Shelley I. xvii. 168 He. .shall never cease

thirsting, but, striving ever to quench his thirst . . shall only
render it so much the more the famine of his nature.

5. Comb. : a. simple attributive, z$>famine-blight,

-prices^ -wolf; b. instrumental, asfamine- hollowed,

-pinched ; famine-bread, a species of licffen ( Um-
bilicaria arcticd) ; famine-fever, {a) typhus ; {b)

relapsing fever.

1845 Mrs. Norton Child ofIslands (1846) in 'Famine-
blights that swept from east to west. 1887 Encycl. Brit.

{ed. 9) XXII. 409 The so-called * *famine-bread' .. which
has maintained the life of so many arctic travellers. 1876

Ouida Winter City iii. 45 Is it not a *famme fever which
never comes near a well-laden table ? 1877 Roberts
Handbk. Med. led. 3) I. 132 Relapsing fever prevails gen-

erally during periods of famine, and has hence been called

famine-fever. 1822 Byron Werner 1. i. 119 This. .*famine-

hollow'd brow. 1856 Kane Arct. Expt. II. xxi. 206 These
*famine-pinched wanderers of the ice. 1856 Kmerson Eng.
Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 75 Bread rose to *famine-

prices. 1891 Pall Mail G. 30 Sept. 7/1 Russia at present

is. .anxious to muzzle the 'famine wolf.

t Fa-mine, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To distress with famine; to kill or sub-

due with hunger ; to starve.

1520 Caxions Chron. Eng. vi. 69 b/2 He was put in the

castell Aungell, and was famyned to dethe. 15*3 Lo.

Berners Eroiss. I. ccccviii. 711 The flemynges thought by
this siege to famyne them within.

2. intr. To suffer, or die of, hunger; to starve.

1553 Eden Treat. Ncive Ittd. (Arb.) 31 For wante of

vitayles and foode, they begonne to famyne. 1596 Bell
Surv. Popery 111. x. 412 It grieueth him to behold others

famine.

Hence + Famined ///. a. Obs. rare.

162a H. Sydenham Serm.Sol. Occ. (1637) 178 Rather.,

than sacrifice the remainder of a fainin'd body to an hon-

ourable death.

Famish (fce'imp, v. Forms : 5-6 famyssh,

(5 -ysch, 6 -esh, -eszsh, -ishe, -issh. -ysh), 6-

famish. [alteration of Fame v.*, after vbs. in -ish.

Cf. Affamish.]



FAMISHED.

1. trans. To reduce to the extremities of famine
and hunger ; to starve. Also, f To famish away,
a 1400-50 Alexander 1496 J>are sulci my folk for defaute

he famyscht for eiiire. 1489 Caxton Faytcs ifA. 11. ill . 96
The other cartagiens that kepte the said townes . . were
famysshed. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 100 Tytus laye
so sore to tlie cyte that he famysshed theym. 1535 Cover-
dale Joel i. 20 The shepe are fameszshed awaye. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. h'i. 175, I danc't attendance on his will

Till Paris was besieg'd, famisht, and lost. 1659 B. Harris
Parival's Iron Age 91 Spinola hefore Breda, .seeing no
means to take it by force, resolved to famish it. 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 250 The regicides whom he
[Henry IV] hanged after he had famished Paris into a
surrender. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xxi. 3 All . . that shall
ever in after years be famish'd.

fig. 1546 Suppiic. of Poore Commotis (E.E.T.S.> 64 They
would famysh the sonles of the residue. C1645 Howkll
Lett. 11892) II. 379 Some Females . . to feed their Pride .

.

will famish Affection. £1766 BuRKR Tracts Popery Laws
Wks. 1842 II. 445 Whose quality it is to famish the pre-
sent hours. 1817 Shelley Pr. Athanase 1. 38 Those false
opinions which the harsh rich use To blind the world they
famish for their pride.

2. To kill with hunger, starve to death. Also,
Tofamish to death.
c 1440 Hone Flor. 875 So longe logyd the sege there, That

they wythynne nere famysched were, a 1533 Lu. Berners
Huon I. 169 He was nere famyshyd for lake of sustenaunce.
a 1649 Drl-mm. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. I. Wks. (17m 5
Robert.. had famished to death the king's brother David,
in_ the castle of Falkland. 1720 De Fok Capt. Singleton
vii. 130 We were in a most dreadful apprehension of being
famished to death. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian vii,

Paulo bewailed the probability of their being famished.

fb. To deprive (a person) ^/"anything necessary
to life. Ops. rare.

1667 Milton P. L. xn. 78 Where thin Aire Above the
Clouds will, .famish him of Breath, if not of Bread.

3. intr. a. To. suffer the extremity of want of
food; to be intensely hungry. Const, for.
I53S Coverdale Isa. ix. 20 Yf a man do turne him to

the right honde he shal fainesh. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 5
You are all resolu'd rather to dy then to famish. 1680
Baxter Answ. Stilling/I. Ixxiii. 93 They. . reproach them
as covetous that will rather beg than sin or famish. 1813
Shelley Q. Mab m. 104 Not one wretch Whose children
famish.. rears an arm. 1826 Disraeli Viv.Greyw. i, One
of the most hungry mortals that ever yet famished.
Jig. 1844 Browning Colombe's Birthday 1. Poems 1887 II.

183 Sir Chynet, You famish for promotion.

fb. To die of starvation, perish from want of
food. Also, Tofamish with hunger. Tofamish
a dog's death. Obs.

153° Palsgr. 545/1, I famysshe for honger, je affaine.
I55i Crowley Picas. <$• Pain 260 If the pore famyshed
for lacke of fode. 1607 Shaks, Timon n. ii. 91 Thou shalt
famish a Dogges death. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. v. (1851)
217 A small Hand where many of them famish'd. 1683
Dryden Art. Poetry iv. 186 Now none famish who
deserve to eat. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 118 They had
all miserably famished with hunger.

Hence f Famisher, one who famishes (sense 1) ;

Famishing- vbi. sh., Famishing1

///, a.

1553 Bale Gardiner's De vera Obed. B j , This hathe ben a
famysher of the Kinges souldiours. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes
o/Aywon i. 21 It was imprenable but only by famyshynge.
1786 Burke IV. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 126 Sundry docu-
ments concerning the famishing, .of the women and children
of the late sovereign. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 16 Their
stomachs injured by occasional famishing. 1577 tr. Bul-
linger's Decades (1592) 174 Darius .. shutteth vp Daniels
enemies in the same denne, to bee torne in peeces by the
famishing beastes. 1836 W. Irving Astoria III. 77 The
poor famishing wanderers.

Famished (farmijt\ ppl. a. [f. prec. + -EiA]
In senses of the vb. Also in comb., as famished-
looking adj.

a 1450 Ku t. de la 7Vwr(i868) 28 The pore pepille . . lene
and famisshed for hunger. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. ii. 7The famisht English.

. Faintly besiege vs one houre in a
moneth. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 59 Poor and half
famished fellows despised him. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F.
III. 167 The famished host of Radagaisus was in its turn
besieged. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. 11863) 467
A long, lean, famished-looking hoy. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (.1876) III. xii. 138 Some rode on famished horses.

fig* l633 & Herbert Temple, Longing i, With sick &
famisht eyes.. To thee my sighs, .ascend. 1877 Bryant
Poems, Third ofNovember 1861 vi, Howling, like a wolf,
flies the famished northern blast.

Famishment (fce-mijment). Now rare. [f.

as pree. + -ment.]

1. The state, condition, or process of being
famished or starved; an instance of this, hungry
appetite. Also f a means of starving.
£1470 Harding Chron. xliv. iii, For drede of famyshe-

ment He treated with the duke Androgeus. 1563-87 Foxe
A. <y M. (1596) 66/2 Eugenia, .was assailed with, .famish-
ment in prison. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. i. §29 Hee
caused the Earle by famishment to yeelde vp his Fort.
1667 Ansiv. West to North m The bane of Traffick, and
the famishment of the poor Handicrafts man. 1727-36 in
Bailey. 1847 A. H Ci.ough Poems <y Pr. Rem. (1869) I.

279 The sky. .in Ireland looks upon famishment and fever.
1855 Singleton Virgil II. 107 He with mad famishment,
Three gullets opening snaps up that was thrown.

fh.fg. Obs.
1569 Crowley Soph. Dr. Watson I 206 Not to be per-

taker of the mysticall supper at all, is a famishment and
death. 1610-11 J. Davies Wittes Pilgrimage V ij b, Laugh
and bee fatt, sith al you touch is gold, Though that foode
your Soules famishment affordes.

Vol. TV.
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+ 2. = Famine i. Obs.
1526 Tin-dale L.uke iv. 25 Create fammisshment was

troughoute all the londe. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Mark xii).

8 Earthquakes, .and famisheiiientes and troubles.

Famon, obs. f. of Fokhan.
t Tamo'se, o. Obs, [ad. L. flmos-us,f.fama

(see Fame ..] = Famous.
1432-50 tr. lligden (Rolls) I.181 In whom grete Constanune

erecte ij. famose chirches. c 1449 Pecock AY/;-. 1. v. 27
Iiicause such speche is famose in vce. < 1530 in Pol. Rel.
<y L. Poems (1866) 46 Famose poetys of antiquite. 1562
Register ofSt. Andrews Kirk Session (1889) I. 182 Befoyr
ane curat and famos wytnes. 1581 Mulcastek Positions
x-xvi. (1887) 103 The famosest knight, of the fellowship.
c 1625 Whitelockk Lib. Fam. (Camden) 13 A reader .

.

that was reputed the famosest in that language about the
towne. 1727-36 in Bailey.

t Famose, z>. Obs. exc. arch. Also 6-7 famoze,
7 famoize. ft", prec. adj.] = Famous ». i.

1590 Taklton NevisPnrgat. (1844) 53 That merrye Roscius
. . that famosed all comedies so with his pleasant and e\-
temporall invention. 1631 Weever Ane. Pun. Moh. 687
The red crosse, by which Saint Ceorge the Tutelar Saint
of all Englishmen is famozed. ? 1650 Von Bellianis 55 Our
Prince, that is no lesse famosed then he. 1845 Hali.iwell
Fairy Mythology p. viii, Robin Goodfellow was famosed
in every old wives' chronicle for his mad merry pranks.
Hence f Famcsed ///. a. Obs.
1383 Stanvhurst Aeneis in. (Arb. I 80 Possesseth Pyrrhus

thee spouse of famosed Hector? r6oo Tourneur Trans/.
Metamorph. Ixv, This noble conquest made him famoi/ed.
1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. II. i. 11772) 27 The halcyon
famosed For colours rare.

t Famo'sity. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. F'.famositi,

ad. [.. fdniositat-em ill fame, f. famosus, see Fa-
mose a.] Celebrity, notoriety, renown.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. no Ane Williime of greit

famositie. 1727-36 in Bailey

il Famoso. rare-'. [It.famoso, ad. L.fdmdsus
see Famose a.] A notorious person.
1663 Plagellum ; or O. Cromwell {1672) 9 Fate .. had

decreed, .unhappy Birth of this Famoso.
Famous .fe'mss), a. Forms: 4-; famows(e,

4-6 famouse, 5 famus, 4- famous ; superl. 6
famoust, 6- famousest. See also Famose. [a.

AF. famous, OF. fatncus (mod.F.fameux), ad. L.
famos-us, {.fdma : see Fame and -01s.]

1. Celebrated in fame or public report ; much
talked about, renowned. Const, for. Also
\famous ofrenown.

a. of persons, their attributes, etc.
';*/ 1400 Morte Arth. 3304 Ffamows in fferre londis, and

floure of alle kynges. c 1450 St. Culhbcrt 1 Surtees) 6421 At
mailros boisill , a famus man. 1512 Act 4 /fen. VIII, 91
His moste noble fadre of famoirse memorye. 1589 Putten-
ham Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 242 The famoust Queene
that euer was. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. 11851) 15 The
. .Councel of Nicsea, the first and famousest of all the rest.

1697 Dryden Virg. Ceorg. in. 191 The .. old Stallion .

.

Famous in his Youth for Force and Speed. 1756-7 tr.

K'eysler's Trav. (1760) III. 387 The body of this famous
cardinal lies at Rome. 1832 W. Irving A Ihambra II. 154
The famous Italian singer Farinelli. 1833 Tennyson
Blackbird 16 The melody That made thee famous once,
when young.

b. of things.

(-1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1440 Hipsiph. ,; Medea, This
famous tresore. 14 . . Epiph. in Tnndale's Vis. (1843) 103
To see this ster most famows of renown. 1587 Golding
De llornay xxii. 338 There also was her famousest
Temple. 1665 Manley Grotins' Ltnv C. IVarres 255 Steene-
berg, famous of old for a Harbour. 1674 Boyle Exccll.
Ikeol. 1. iii. 83 The famous answer given by an excellent
Philosopher. 1748 Anson's Voy. I. ii. 16 This Island of
Madera, .is famous, .for its excellent wines. 1782 Cowfer
Gilpin 4 A train-band captain eke was he Of famous London
town. 1850 M'Cosh Div. Govt. 11. i. (1874) 117 The three
famous laws of Kepler. 1868 Q. Victoria Life High!. 35
I he stream of which [the TummelJ is famous for salmon.
1 2. Of good repute, reputable. Sc. Obs.
.'555 in Balfour Practicks (1754) 145 Twa or thre' of his

nichtbouris, famous and unsuspect men. 1683 Act Jus.
ticiary 8 Aug. in Wodrow Hist. Suff. Ch. Scot. (17211 II.

309 For proving of this, adduced several famous witnesses.

+ 3. In a bad or neutral sense : Notorious. Obs.
exc. arch.

1388 Wvclif Malt, xxvii. 16 He hadde tho a famous man
boundun, that was seid Barrabas. 1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI.
I. iv. 48 Menacrates and Menas famous Pyrates. 1680
Morden Geog. Red. 11685) 452 That famous infamous
English Rebel Stuckley. 1691 Tillotson Serm. 1 John
iv. 9 Sermons 1704 II. 460 The Death of the Cross..m the
Death of famous [later edd. infamous] Malefactours. 1728
Morgan Algiers I. iv. 160 The Infamously famous Count
Julian. 1817 Cobbett Wks. XXXII. 367 A famous false-
hood, which has appeared in the Morning Post. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1872' II. v. ii. 174 Make the name of
Mountain famous infamous to all times and lands.

t b- Of utterances, etc. ; after L. famosus : Li-
bellous, slanderous. Obs.
1543 in Balfour Practicks (1754) 537 That na maner of

man mak, write, or imprent ony . . writingis . . famous or
sclanderous to ony persoun. .under the pane of death. 1589
Pcttexham E„g. Poesie I. xxiv. (Arb.) 62 Vntrue and
famous libels.

t4. That is matter of common talk ; common,
ordinary, usual. Obs.
1528 Paynei. Saierue's Regim. B iv, Coler vnnaturall. .is

called famous or notable : by reason hit is ofte engendred.
1672 Baxter Bagshniu's Scand. ii. 9 Analogous .. words . .

are to be taken in the most common or famous sense. 1680
Morden Geog. Reel. .1685) 43 Their mention is very fre-

FAMULARY.
quent and famous during the race of the French Kings of
the Caroline Line. 1727-44 Lewis Pecoche 17 Taking the
word preach in its most famous signification.

5- Used ; chiefly colloq.) as an emphatic expres-
sion of approval : Kxcellent, grand, magnificent,
splendid, 'capital'.

1798 Southfy Battle Blenheim 36 ' But every hody said ',

quoth he, 'That 'twas a famous victory '. 1836 Backwoods
ofCanada 141 My Irish maid . . soon roused up famous fires,

and set the house in order. 1890 Spectator 6 Sept. 308/2 It
is a famous place for a fair.

t Famous (f^mss), v. Obs. exc. anh. See
also Famose v. [f. prec. adj.]

I. trans. To make famous. f a. To render
celebrated, earn celebtity for obs.']. b. Of a writer,

etc. : To celebrate (arch. .

1590 Lodge Euphues' Gold. Leg. in Halliwell Shaks. VI.
11 To famous that house .. shewe thy resolution to lie

peremptorie. 1622 Peacham Compl. GentL 74 The wooden
dove of Archytas, so famoused . . by Agellius. 1633 Iii-.

Hall Hard Texts 508 This empire was famoused . . by an
eminent King. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 465 Men.,
worthily famoused on this side, and beyond the Sea. 1873
Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 306 The heroic uncle,
whose deeds, .were properly famoused by the boy Homer.
t 2. To cause to be generally reputed for. Obs.
1614-15 W. Browne Inner Temple Masque 26 From whose

continuail store such pooles are fed, As in the land for seas
are famoused. 1615 T. Adams Two Sonnes 75 Our eldest,
whom we have famoused for our sole and entire heirs.

Hence Fa-moused///, a. ; Fa-mousing vbi. sb.

1606 Ford Honor Tri. (1843) 15 That famoused trophy.
1607 Rowlands Famous Hist. 5 We toyl so much in other
Nations praise, That we neglect the fainousing of our own.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 11677; 5° Men famoused for
vertue.

Famously (f^-masli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly '-.]

I I. In a famous or celebrated manner, re-

nownedly. Obs.

1579 Flt.ke Confut. Sanders 670 Rome doeth set foorth
the merites of Peter and Paule the more famously and
solemnly. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. iii. 19 This land was
famously enrich'd With politike graue Counsell. 1684
Winstanlev in Shaks. C. Praise 400 He became so famously
witty. 1727-36 Bailey, Famously, rcnownedly.

f 2. T11 or by common talk ; commonly, openly.
Also, in bad sense : Notoriously. Obs.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. lArb.i 32 Molucca so
famously spoken of for the great abundaunce of swete spices.

1592 Nashe Intercepting of Cert. Lett. G lij, [Stanny-
hurst] had neuer been praisd by Gabriel for his labour, if

therein hee had not bin so famously absurd. 1630 A'. John-
sou's R'ingd. (5- Commw. 2-jj Which story U famously
knowne in Cambridge. 1637 R. Humphrey tr. St. Am-
brose Pref., It notoriously appeareth, and famously to their
eternall infamy brands the Papists. 1701 Grew Cos/u.
Sacra iv. ii. § 32 They looked on the Particulars, as Things
famously spoken of. 1727 A. Hamilton Neit) Ace. F. Ind.
II. xxxiv. 18 The Town is famously infamous for a Semi-
nary of female Lewdness.

t b. Publicly; so that the fact may be widely
known. Obs.

1563-87 Foxk A.fif M. (1684! 709 t The said John Hus
shall be famously deposed and degraded from his priestly
Orders.

3. colloq. Excellently, splendidly, capitally. Cf.

Famous a. 5.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 37, I say vnto you what he hath
done Famouslie, he did it to that end. 1671 Loud. Gaz.
No. 544/4 The City of A rgicrs . .is famou>ly carved and
painted in her stern, being a new stout Ship. 1746 in

Leisure Hour (1880' nq, I had the terrible mortification of
seeing a horse of Willy's famou>ly beat. 1841 Lytton
Nt. <(• Morn. 1. i, I've contrived it famously. 1858 Ramsay
Remin. v. (ed. 181 119 We get on famously.

Famousness f^-masnes). [f. aspiec. + -NESS.]

The state of being famous, f a. The fact or

state of being well-known (obs.). b. Celebrity,

renown.
a. 1605 A. Wotton Answ. Pop. Articles 13 The per-

petuall visibility, and famousnesse in the world. 1677 Cary
Chronol. 1. 1. 1. vi. 16 The famousness and long continu-
ance of the Annus fEquabitis in civil use among them.
b. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke i. 27 Not by

famousnesse of name, nor portlynes.se of life. 1675 J.
Smith Chr. Rtlig. Appeal 1. 28 The future famousness of
a Stage-Player. 1726-36 in Bailey. 1801 Mar. Edge-
worth Belinda vii, In point of famousness, I'd sport my
' Random' against all the books that ever were, .written.

1873 Mrs. Whitnky Other Girls xvi. (1876 212 She had
taken in the housemaid and small-boy view of famousness.

Famp (fa?mp). Geo/. [Of unknown etymology ;

originally dial, {north of England).] 'An indurated

wavy calcareous shale' (Phillips' found among
limestone rocks. Also attrib..famp-bed.
1836 Phillips Geol. Yorksh. 11. 28 On which is a 'famp'

bed. Ibid., Black beds intermixed with * famp ' and nodules
of chert. 1875 Ure Did. Arts II. 325 Famp is a siliceous

bed, composed of very fine particles. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Famp, Newc, soft, tough, thin shale beds.

tFa'mple, V- Obs. rare~^. trans. Sense un-

certain ; in the context, To put (food) into a
child's mouth.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 37 Hu muchei ha scbule at eanes in his

mu5 famplen nowSer to muchei ne to lutel.

Famulary ^ae*mi//lari), a. rare. [ad. L.

famuldris, f. famulus servant : see -ary.] Of
or belonging to servants.

1840 G. Raymond in New Monthly Mag. LIX. 245 The
famulary group was increased by sundry other servants.



FAMULATE.

t Pa'inxilate, v* Obs~° [f. L. famuldt- ppl.
'

stem of famulari, to be a servant, f. famulus
j

servant.] 'To serve' (Cockeram 1623-6).

t Fa'mulative, a* Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

j

+ -IVE.] Having the attribute of serving.

1678 Ct;D\voRTH hitell. Syst. 45 By means whereof .. (as

they pretend) the divine creative power is made too cheap

. .as being famulative alwaies to brutish, .lusts.

Famuler, obs. f. of Familiar.

t Fa*mulist. Obs. [f. L. famul-us + -ist.

The genuineness of this word is very doubtful. In the

Latin registers of Oxford colleges, the designationfamulus
appended to a name meant sometimesone of the college

servants (who used to be regularly matriculated) and some-

times a poor student who entered college as a servant to

another undergraduate. Most probably/awK//.j* is merely

a blunder for this word ; but it may possibly have been

jocularly current as an anglicized form of it.]

1818 Todd s.v. Famulate, The word FamuUst is in use

at Queen's College in Oxford for an inferior member of it.

1846 in Worcester ; and in some later Diets.

II
Faniulo'mm. [L- genitive pi. offamulus a

servant.] The name given to a prayer in the Mass

for the Commemoration of the living, beginning

'Memento, Domine, famulorum famularumque
tuantm\

< 1380 ? Wvclif Eng. Wks. (1880)134 Here special preiere,

as famulorum & benefactorum. — Set. Wks. III. 441

pai say furst. .one Famulorum saide of a frere is better ben

a Pater noster. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 104 Wei I wote

that alle je gate never a peny, with the pater-noster, but

with joure famulorum.. 3e gete many poundes.

|j Famulus fae-im*3T#s). PL famuli. [I,.

famulus servant.] An attendant ; esp. on a scholar

or a magician.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. (18721 III. in. iii. 112 The Magi-

cian's Famulus got bold of the forbidden Book, and sum-

moned a goblin. 1853 Thackeray Esmond 1. v, Faithful

little famuli see all and say nothing.

Famy, obs. Sc. f. Foamy.

t Fa'mylous, a. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. fameil-

lettx, famelleus, f. L. fames hunger.] Famished,

hungry, starved.

c 1475 Partenay 6258 To socour nedy and tho famylous.

Fan (fan), sb. x Forms : a. 1 farm, (fon,

Northumb. fonnse), 4-7 fann(e, 4- fan. 13. 5-7
vanne, 7- van. [OK.faun, str. fern., ad. L. vanfi-

ns, fern., = sense 1 a. Cf. F. van.']

1. An instrument for winnowing grain.

a. A basket of special form (also, earlier, a sort

of wooden shovel used for separating the corn from

the chaff by throwing it into the air. Obs. exc. Hist.

a 800 Corpus Gloss., Uanna, fon. ("950 Lindisf. Gosp.

Luke iii. 17 His fonnse vet windjefonnse. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

ibid., His fann ys on his handa. a 1100 Gere/a in Angus.
IX. 264 Fauna, trogas, sescena. ^1386 Chaucer Miller's

T. 129 Strouted as a ffanne large and brode. c 1440 Promp.
Parz<. 148 Fann to dense wythe come, vannus. 1573
Tusser Husb. (1878- 35 Flaile, strawforke and rake, with a

fan that is strong. 1616 Surfl. 8: Mahkh. Country Forme
88 The Come scattered from the Fanne. 1654 Trapp Comm.
Ps. x\\\. 8 Chaff will get to the top of the Fan ; when good
Corn..liethe at the bottom of the heap. 1718 Poi-k Iliad

v. 612 As when, on Ceres' sacred floor, the swain Spreads

the wide fan to clear the golden grain. 1875 JoWETT
Platoied. 2' III. 635 The grain shaken and winnowed by
fans. 1889 Elvis Diet. Heraldry p. xlix, Winnowing-basket
. .Fan or Vane.
0. c 1450 Lai. Eng. Voc. InWr.-W0lcker57oCrt;Wj/«7«*«,

a vanne [or a Seve1
. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 100 Rushes

so big, that they will seme to make sieues, rangers, and
vans. 1610 HeaLBY Fives Comm. St. Aug. Citie of God
(1620) 239 There was also the Vanne, which is otherwise

called the creele. 17*5 Pope Odyss. xi. 158 A shepherd.,

the Oar surveys, And names a Van. 1791 Cow per Odyss.

xi. 157 Who shall name The oar. .a van.

b. Any kind of contrivance to blow away the

chaff; a fanner ; a fanning or winnowing-machine.
c 1669 Worudgr Syst. Agric. (1681I 325 A Fan is an

instrument that by its motion artificially causeth Wind ;

useful in the Winnowing of Corn. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.

259 They, .do it. .with the fan at home, 1 mean the leaved

fan; for the knee fan. .[is] not inuse amongst them. .But the

wheel fan saves a mans labor. 1707 Mortimer Hush. viii.

117 For the cleansing of Com. .is commonly made use of..

a Fan with Sails. 1768 Specif of Meikle <y Moduli's
Patent No. 8y6 A fan to blow out the gross chaff" [in a
grain dressing machine]. 1836 Hrbert Engineer's Encycl.

I. 489 Fan . . a rotative blowing machine, consisting of

vanes turning upon an axis, used for winnowing corn.

C. transf. and fig. Sometimes with allusion to

Matt. iii. 12.

1559 T. Bryce in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845^ I, 172 When
William Nicoll.Was tryed with their fiery fan. 1570-6
Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 70 The fire and fan

of judgment and discretion. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 1.

iii. 27 Distinction with a lowd and powrefull fan, Puffing

at all, winnowes the light away. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus i. 15 He hath sought to purge his floore by sundry
fannes of afflictions. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 269 He. .with

quick Fann Winnows the buxom Air.

jd. Applied to things resembling a winnowing

fan (sense I a) in shape (see quots.). Obs.

In the Chaucer passage the word is commonly supposed

to mean ' quintain '.

C1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol. 42 Now sweete sire,

wol ye Iusten atte flan, la 1500 tr. Vegetius in Promp.
Pan*. 148 Olde werriours were wont to iuste with fannes,

and pley with the pil, or the pale. Ibid., [Young soldiers

ought to have] a shelde made of twigges sumwhat rounde,

in maner of a gredryn, the whiche is cleped a fanne.

58

e. 'See quot. ; =Fanful\ dial.

1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. Gloss., Fan (Camb.) of chaff,

3 heaped bushels.

+ 2. An instrument for blowing a fire ; lit. and fig.

1530 Palsgr. 218/2 Fanne to blowe with, estovillon. 1594
Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref. 10 The contradiction of others

is a fanne to inflame that love.

3. An instrument for agitating the air, to cool the

face, etc. with an artificial breeze, a. A fan to be

held in the hand.
A common kind, and the one always referred to in trans-

ferred senses relating to shape, is constructed so as to

admit of being folded up in small compass, its form when
unfolded being that of a sector of a circle.

1555 Eden Decades 154 A fanne ofgolde and an Idole. 1599
B. Jonson Cynthia"s Rev. in. ii, For the least feather in

her bounteous fan. 1641 'Smectymnuus' -4«.sw. § 2 (1653) 5
Their daughters walking in Cheapeside with their fannes

and farthingales. 17*7 Swift
_
Gulliver it. v. 139 The

ladies gave me a gale with their fans. 1760-71 tr. Juan
\ Ulloa's Voy. led. 3) I. 32 Fans, .made of a very thin kind

of palm in the form of a crescent, having a stick of the

same wood in the middle. 1837 Dickens Pickiu. ii, The
widow dropped her fan. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim.
Kingd. led. 4* 307 The posterior pair [of wings] are folded

up lengthways like a fan. 1850 Layard Nineveh xiii. 325

Two eunuchs holding fans over the head of the monarch.

+ b. -PrXKAH. Obs.

1696 tr. Dn Mont's Voy. Levant 133 Fans-.bung at the

Ceiling. .There is also a small silken cord fasten d to it,

and drawn thro' a Hole into the Anti-Chamber, where a

Servant is placed to keep the Machine playing. These
Fans are usually hung over a Couch, or Bed.

4. poet. A wing. [? After It. vanni pi."]

a. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat (1867) 238 The shame-faced

birds.. I>id hold their other fan before their eye. 1700

DRYDBN Fables, Cock <y Fox 770 Then stretch'd his feather "d

fans with all his might. 1818 Keats Endym, 1. 764 The
fans Of careless butterflies.

0. 1667 Milton /'. /-. 11. 927 His Sail-broad Vannes He
spreads for flight. 1791 E. Darwin Hot. Gard. 1. 163 You
[Sylphs] .. the airy surge, Mix with broad vans. 1816

Wokdsw. Poems Scntim. fy Reflect, xxv, Ravens spread

their plumy vans. 1930 Tennyson Love <§ Death 8 Love
..spread his sheeny vans for flight.

5. Anything spread out in the shape of a fan

(sense 3 a) ; e.g. a leaf, the tail of a bird, the delta

at the mouth of a river, fan-like tracery in a roof.

1599 T. M[0UFKT] Silkivormcs 3 Then fig-tree fannes

uppon their shame they wore. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables

cexxxiv. 204 The Peacock spreads his Tail, and Challenges

the Other, to shew him such a Fan of Feathers. 1807

SouthBY Espriella's Lett. 1. 142 On the upper story live

peacocks are spreading their fans. 1815 Rickman in

Smith's Panorama Sc. <y Art I. 163 The squares were

tilled with fans, &C of small tracery. 1856 Miss Mulock
J. Halifax i. 6 The large brown fan of a horse-chestnut

leaf. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. vi. 211 A fan of

beams, issuing from the hidden sun, was spread out. 1879

Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. II. 218 The interstices between

the fans are filled up in various ways. 1883 Daily Ntnvs

25 June 2/1, I. .detect a strain of the tendon in the fan of

the off fore-heel. 1884 Dawson in Leisure Hour Aug. 49 2/1

A great mass of similar matter was projected from it in a

fan or delta.

0. 1821 Joanna B.mu.ie Met. Leg, Calum xvi, As the

deep vans [of the palm leaf] fall and rise.

b. = Fan-light.

1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury xxviii. 11886) 85

There was a light over the fan of the door.

C. Organ-building v
see quot.)*

1880 Hopkins in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 598 s.v. Organ,

A long arm of iron, called a fan, extending horizontally in

front of the vertical draw-rods.

6. A rotating appnratus (analogous to the later

forms of winnowing fan : see 1 b) usually consisting

of an axle or spindle, with arms bearing flat or

curved blades : a. for producing a current of air

as a means of ventilation, etc.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf 380 The effect ofone of Fairbairn

and Lillie's four-guinea fans upon a large factory is truly

admirable. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. 2'echuol.

(ed. 2)1. 314 A fan. by which heated and compressed air could

be supplied to theash-pit. 1869E. A. Pahkes/VotA Hygiene

(ed. 3) 131 A powerful fan is used to drive air into some of

the wards. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Fan, a revolving

machine, to blow air into a mine (pressure-fan), .or to draw

it out ^uction-fan).

b. for regulating the throttle-valve of a steam-

engine. Also called fan-governor.
1887 Ewing in Encycl. Brit. (ed. o' XXII. 509 The Allen

governor, .has a fan directly geared to the engine.

c." in a windmill see quot.).

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. M^echonic Gloss. 776 F~an, small

vanes or sails to receive the impulse of the wind, and. .to

keep the large sails of a smock wind-mill always in the

direction of the wind. 1874 in Knight Diet. Meek.

d. (see quot.) ; also fan-fly.

1825 J. Nicholson OPerat. Mechanic Gloss. 776 Fan. .an

instrument, .to decrease speed by its action on the air.

e. Soap-manuf (see quot.).

1885 Carpenter Manuf Soap vi. 158 An important

adjunct to a soap-copper, .for preventing the contents from

boiling over, .is called a fan, and. .it consists essentially of

a rotating paddle, whose blades just touch the top of the

boiling mass.

7. a. The flukes or lobes of the whale's tail. b.

Kaut. The screw used in propelling vessels ; a

single blade of the same. Also attrib. in two-fan.

c. Angling. A similar apparatus on spinning-bait.

1785 Specif, of Bramah's Patent No. 1478 Fig. 25. A is

a wheel, .made with fans on its extremity like the water

FAN.

wheel of a mill. .The fans will then act as oars and force

the ship forward. 1859 J. S. Mansfield in Merc. Marine
Mag. 1,18601 VII. 15 Her engines .. worked a two-fan
screw. Ibid. 17 The Prince was supplied with a three-

bladed fan. 1867 F. Fkancis Angling W. (18801 120 The
other end of the brass [of the spinning bait] has fixed

on it a pair of wings or fans, on the Archimedean screw
principle.

1 8. Confused with Fane sb. 1
, Vane. a. A

pennon, b. A weathercock. Obs.

^1375 Barbour 'Froy-bk. 1. 229 With fannys ande ban-

neres wpone hight Aboue standande. c 1475 I'oc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 805 Hie chemcus, a fanne [cf. Promp. Parv. 148

Fane of a stepylle, cherucus]. 1650 B, Discolliminium 49
A red high-crown'd Cap on his head, with., a Fan or

weather-cock on the top of it.

f 9. The motion of the air caused by or as

by a fan. Obs. [Properly a distinct word : f. the

i

vb/j
1606 Shaks. Tr. <$• Cr. v. iii. 41 The captiue Grecian fals

Euen in the fanne and winde of your faire Sword.

10. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive (sense

3 a), asfan-exercise, -form, -stick (whence fatistick-

f maker' , -wind\ fan-tike, -unse adj. and adv. ; fan-
i fashion adv.; (sense 6) asfan-blast, -bloivcr, -house,

\ -shaft, -ventilator, -wheel, b. attributive in the

j

sense of resembling a fan in shaj>e, as fan- coral,

I

-crest, -hoop, -jet, -shell. C. objective, as fan-
bearer, 'maker, -painter, -painting, -fearer \ fan-
beating adj. d. parasynthetic and similative, as

fan-crested, -leaved, -nerved, -pleated, -shaped,

-veined m\')s.

a. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 552 *Fan blast machines are

frequently employed.. to urge the fire of steam boilers.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., 'Fan-blower, a blower in which
a stries of vanes fixed on a rotating shaft creates a blast of

air. 1867 Ourda C. Castlemaine (18791 2 Practising the
J
Fan exercise. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxv. 11856) 319

This expanded, *fan-fashion, as it rose. 1871 Figure
Training no The toes.. spread widely, and in *fan form,

out. z888 Pali Malt G. 26 Jan. 7/1 The *fanhouse was
partly destroyed. 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgrimage iv. 46
Where loftiest trees High o'er the grove their ^fan-like

foliage rear. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 688/1 The arms..

are separated one from the other, fan-like. 1875 Ure
Diet. Arts III. 1069 The fan is driven by a small, .engine

K, connected to a crank on the end of the *fan-shaft B.

1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2149/4 Two *Fan-sticks, Carved
curiously with hollow work. 1761 Gentl. Mag. XXXI. 498
The ladies began to count their fan sticks. tyz^Lond. Gaz.

No. 6170/9 Edward liunn. .*Fan-Stick-maker. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech., *Fan-ventilator. 1842 Brands Diet. Sc.

s. v. Fan, The force of the current created by the *fan

wheel. 1578 Banister Hist. Man vn. 94 A "fanwynde
to the hart, to coole the same. 1882 T. Foster in Proctor

Nature Studies 55 Feathers radiating *fanwise from each

of the fore-limbs. Ibid. 56 The fan-wise and rounded
arrangement of the wing- feathers.

b. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 178 Great quantities of

sponge and *fan-coral are annually thrown ashore. 1881

Rep. Geol. Expl. N. Zealand 67 This fan-coral bed. 1883

M ollett Diet..4 rt,- Fau-c/rst Her., an early form of decora-

tion for the knightly helm. 1756 Cowper Connoisseur

exxxiv, Mrs. Mayoress . . came sidling after him in an
enormous *fan-hoop. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 326
* Fan-jet, a form of nozzle for watering-pots and engines

having a fan or spoon shaped lip.

C. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile viii 205 The King,

attended by his "fan-bearers, returns in state. 1596 Dray-
ion MorlirueriadosTj, No Apish *fan-bearing Hermophra-
dite. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4781/3 Mr. Lewis Fortin,

*Fanmaker. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Fan-maker,

a manufacturer of ladies' fans. Fan and Sky-light Maker,

a manufacturer of semi-circular windows and glazed roofs.

1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 6188/10 John Gibbons. .'Fan-Painter.

1879 Encycl. Brit. fed. 9) IX. 28 Rosalba Carriera was.,

a fan painter of celebrity in the 17th century. Ibid., Cano
de Arevalo.. devoted himself to "fan painting. i695CmBER
Love's Last Shift ill, An eternal * Fan-tearer, and a constant

Persecutor of Womankind.
d. 1799 Barton, Fragm. Nat. Hisi.Pennsylv. 2 Mergus

cucullatus "Fan-crested-Duck. 1834 Gaunter Orient.

Ann. v. 85 The *fan-leaved palm. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Fau-nen'ed. having tin nerves radiating like a fan from

one point as in some leaves and insects' wings. 189a Pall

Mall G. 19 May 1/3 "Fan-pleated bows of lace. 1776

Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 337 Grows exactly like

the Boletus versicolor. ."Fan-shaped ; scarcely 4 Ml inch

diameter. 1807 Britton Architect. Antiq. I. (King's

Coll. Chapel 1 8 They appear in the fan-shaped tracery, or

froining of the inner surface. 1850 Eyell 2nd Visit U. S.

1. 134 The swamp palmetto, .raises its fan-shaued leaves.

1866 Treas. Bot. s. v., *Fan-veined, when the veins or ribs

are disposed like those of a fan.

11. Special comb. : fan-banner, a fan-shaped

banner; fan-bonnet, a bonnet so called from its

sliape ; fan-fly = Fan sb. 6d; fan-forge (see

quot.); fan-frame (see quot.) I
fan-governor

(see Fan j/'. 6 b); fan-groining, Arch. = fan-

tracery; fan-mount [ = Fr. monture d'eventail],

the frame upon which a fan is mounted ; fan-

palm, a name applied to palms having fan-shaped

Uaves; fan-plant, the palmetto : fan-print, a de-

sign printed upon a fan ;
fan-shade, a shade for

a lamp, etc., in form like a circular fan ; fan-

steam-engine (see quot.) ; fan-tracery, Arch.

(see quot. 1842); fan-training, Horticulture, a

method of training fruit trees on a trellis or wall,

in the form of a fan ; so fan-trained a. ; fan-tree,

(a) =fan-palm ;
(b) a tree spread out in the form

of a fan (in quot. attrib.) ; fan-vaulting = fan-
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tracery ; fan-window (see quot.) ; fan-work =
fan-tracery. Also Fan-light, Fan-tail.
1835 Willis Patentings I. xviii. 128 7'he immense *fan-

banners of peacocks' feathers. 1774 Westm. Mag. II.

484 Black *Fan Bonnets. i868Denison Clocks $ Watches
(ed. 5 28 The simplest of all the methods of regulating the
velocity of the train.. is the *fan-fly. 1884 Knight Did.
Meek. IV. 326 ' Fan-forge a transportable form of forge
and fan. 1884 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 91 XVII. 834 The *fan-

frame [of an organ] is a set of backfalls having one set of
ends close together, usually corresponding to the keys;
the other ends are spread widely apart. 1881 C. A.
Edwards Organs 71 The communication, .effected by.,
the fan-frame movement, 1879 Sir G. Scott Led.
Archit. II. 222 *Fan groining [is] itself a purely English
invention. 1753 Scots Mag. Slay 215/1 So inconsiderable
an implement as a * fan- mount. 1865 Browning Poems
I. 22 To carry pure death in. .a fan-mount. 1820 T. Green
Universal Herbal I. 284/2 Chamgrops Humilis. Dwarf
*Fan Palm. 1839 Mary Howitt Humming-bird 13 They
flit about, .through the fan palm tree. 1840 F. D. Ben-
nett Whaling Voy. II. 345 Corypha umbraculifera .

.

Fan Palm. . It resembles the common Fan Palm, or Palmyra,
of the East Indies. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 177
It is sometimes called the fan-palm, because travellers use
the leaves as fans. 1884 Mrs. Houston Yacht Voy. Texas
II. 11 Frequent tufts of the *fan-plant ; as it is here called.
i860 Fair holt Costume (ed. 2) s. v. fart, I have some
Tan-prints of various similar subjects. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc.
I. iii. 160 One of the old-fashioned "fan-shades will be found
useful. 1874 Knight Did. Mech., * Fan-Steam-engine.
The action of this steam is the inverse of that of the fan.

The outer annular casing, .discharges [steam] from its inner
surface in tangential jets upon the scoop-shaped blades
which are attached to a rotating shaft. 1815 Rickman in

y. Smith*$ Panorama Sci. <y Art I. 164 We now come to a
new and most delicate description of roof, that of *fan-
tracery. 1842 Bloxham Gothic Architecture 196 A very
rich and peculiar description of vaulting is one composed
of pendant semi-cones covered with foliated panel-work,
called fan-tracery, 1871 Robinson Loudon's Horticul-
turist viii. 325 'Fan-training is chiefly adapted for trees

trained against walls. 1880 S. Wood Tree Pruner 5 A
well-developed "fan-trained Peach-tree. 1833 Browning
Paracelsus v. 138 Light strippings from the fan-trees.

1846 Baxter Libr. Prad. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 379 The fruit-

tree method [of pruning] in which the plant \% spread out
in the fan-tree manner. 1835 R. Willis Archit. Middle
Ages 83 This appears to be the first step towards "fan-
vaulting. 1874 Knight Did. Mech., *Fan-window {Arch.'\
a semicircular window with radial sash. 1801 Beauties
Eng. ty Wales I. 48 The vast arched roof, .with its volumi-
nous stones displaying all the elegance of *fan-work. 1833
W. Barnes Gent. Mag. Lib. Topog. III. (1893) 314 Four
fan-work groins.

t Pan, sb.~ Obs. In 7 fann, phan. A jocular

abbreviation of Fanatic.
1682 New News from Bedlam 13 The Loyal Phans to

abuse. Ibid. 40 To be here Nurs'd up, Loyal Fanns to
defame, And damn all Dissenters on purpose for gain.

Fail (fen), v. Forms: 1 farmian, 4-5 south,

dial, vannien, vanne, 6 fane, 6-7 fann(e, (7
phan), 5- fan. [f. Fan sb. 1 Cf. F. vanner.']

1. trans. To winnow (com, etc.). + Kxsofig.
c 1000 Liber Sciut. be. 1 1889) 186 Na fauna [L. ventlies] bu

be on a:lcum winde. 1340 Ayeub. 139 Oure Ihord ssel uanni
his corn ate daye of dome, c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 149 Fanne
corne, or o'>er lyke, vanuo. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

ccclxxxi. 640 Their tenantes ought.. to bring home theyr
conies, and some to thresbe and to fanne. 1631 Gouge
God's Arrows \. § 15. 21 Men when they fan their corne
cannot do it sothorowly cleane. 1853 Soyer Pautroph. 42
They take white oats., they are fanned, cleaned, and car-
ried to a mill. 1884 C. H. Farnham in Harpers Mag.
Feb. 400/2 We. .fan grain.

absol. 15.. How Plowman lerncd Paternoster in Hazl.
E. P. P. I. 218 He coude eke sowe and holde a plowe..
Thresshe, fane, [etc.].

fig. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 177 The loue I beare him,
Made me to fan you thus. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus
\. 15 Let vs then.. fanne ourselues. 1671 Flavel Fount.
Life xiii. 38 Satan will fan thee not to get out thy
Chaff.

b. To winnow away chaff ; to drive away or

scatter like chaff. Chiefly with aivay^ out. lit.

and_/z£".

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 7 pan fan owt be holys. 1639
Aixsworth Anuot. Ps. cvi. 27 To sell their seed among
the heathens, and to fan them in the land. 1641 Sanderson
Serm. II. n They may fan away the chaff from the wheat.
1644 H. Parker Jus Pop. 67 Phanning out of our way
such advantages as the Royalists may seem to lay hold of.

1653 Milton Ps. i. 11 As chaff, which, fanned, The wind
drives, so the wicked shall not stand In judgement. 1818
Keats Etuiym. 1. 818 To fan And winnow from the coming
step of time All chaff of custom.

C. To sweep away as by the wind from a fan.

1820 Scott Abbot ii, To fan the flies from my ladie's face
while she sleeps. 1821 Clare Fill. Minstr. I. 29 Fanning
the sere leaf far upon the leas. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton
xxx. 397 You could have fanned her out of the way with a
butterfly's wing.

2. intr. f To make a fan-like movement ; to flap.

+ Of a bird: To flutter. Of the wind : To blow.
Now rare.

c 1325 /•". E. Allit. P. B. 457 [\?c rauen] fongez to befly^t,

& fannez on \pe wyndez. e 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.i vii. 25
pe fewle. . fannez with his wences ay till be forsaid thinges
besett on fire. 1526 Pilgr. I'erf (\V. de W. 1531I 202 b,

With her wynges she fanneth. . vnto she haue kyndled in

them fyre. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V. iv. i. 212 Fanning in his

face with a Peacocks feather. 1671 R. Bonus* Disc. Wind
99 They [winds] begin insensibly to fanne, and agitate the
Air. 1699 Damhsr Voy. II. m. 27 These Sea-Breezes do
commonly rise in the Morning. .in half an Hour's time.,
it fans pretty briskly. 1889 'Makk Twain' Yankee at

Crt. K. Arthur I. 67 To feel the cold uncanny night
breezes fan through the place.

b. To be wafted gently along ; to move as by
a gentle beating of the wings, rare.
1622 Wither Mistr. Philar. (1633) 629 Such Downe As in

time of Molting, fanns From the breasts of silver Swanns.
1853 Kane Griunell Exp. \x. (1856.1 66 We managed to fan
along at a rate of two knots an hour. 1874 Johns Brit.
Birds 52 The Barn Owl.. fans its way onwards with its

down-fringed wings.

3. trans. To move or drive (the air' with a fan.

Const, dat., also in, upon.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxxxvii. 408 (Add. MS.1 [The ape] toke vp

the clothes, and fanned hem wynde. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe
Dido iv. iv, Cupids hover in the Air, And fan it in Aeneas
lovely face ! 1633 Earl Manch, A I Monde (16361 26 Breath,
which nature fannes upon it for a while. 1801 Southey
Thalaba iv. xv, The birds of heaven, .fann'd around him
The motionless air of noon.

b. To move like a fan ; to wave. arch.
1637 Milton Lycidas 40 The willows. Shall now no more

be seen, Fanning their joyous leaves to thy soft lays. 1740
Dyer Ruins Rome 374 The gourd and olive fan Their
am'rous foliage.

4. To drive a current of air upon, with or as

with a fan : a. with the object or effect of cooling.

Also Tofan into {slumber).
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. ii. 50 The Norweyan Banners flowt

the skie, And fanne our people cold. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. viii. 23 He made one of his followers to fan
me with a ventilow for to refresh me. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 80 F 3 Fanned into Slumbers by successive Hands of
them [Slaves]. 1725 Berkeley Proposal Wks. III. 221

The air in Bermuda is perpetually fanned and kept cool
by sea-breezes. 1821 Keats /sal-el xxvii, Where Arno's
stream, .still doth fan Itself with dancing bulrush. 1832
Tennyson Elcdnore 9 Thy bounteous forehead was not
fann'd With breezes from our oaken glades. 1863 Mrs.
Olm'hant Doctor's Fam., Mrs. Fred.. took up her hand-
kerchief and. .began to fan her.. cheeks.

b. with the object or result of kindling a flame

;

chieflyyf^. Const, into, to.

1607 Shaks. Cor. in. iii. 127 Let.. Your Enemies, with
nodding of their Plumes Fan you into dispaire. 1649 Jeh.
Taylor Gt. Exeiup. 11. Ad. Sec. xi. 27 (Prayer) A coale
from thy altar fann'd with the wings of the holy Dove.
1709 W. King Ovid's Art of Love xiv. 67 By slow Degrees
he fans the gentle Fire. 1821 Shelley Hellas 60 Its un-
wearied wings could fan The quenchless ashes of Milan.
1828-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (18641 L 146 He [Edward II]

employed his ambassadors. . to fan the dissensions between
them. (7x859 Macau lay Hist. Eng. V. 102 His almost
imperceptible spark of life had been.. fanned into a..

flickering flame. 1887 C C. Abbott Waste-Laud Wand.
iv. 96 The little fire, .was fanned by a passing breeze to a
lively flame.

5. Of a breeze, etc. : To blow gently and refresh-

ingly upon, as if driven by a fan ; to cool ; rarely

of a person : To breathe upon.
1590 Shaks. Mids, N. in. ii. 142 High Taurus snow,

Fan'd with the Easterne winde. 1605 Tryall Chev. v. i. in

Bullen O. PL (1884) III. 339 The coole winds have fand
the burning Sunne. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory (18691

15 Only Zephinis was let loose to fanne the Pinke. 1668
Culpepper & Cole Barthol, Anal. n. i. 316 The heat of
the parts is fanned, cooled and tempered. 1704 Pope Wind-
sor For. 194 Pants on her neck, and fans her parting
hair. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar, vi. xii, It fanned my
cheek Like a meadow-gale of spring. 1812 J. Wilson
Isle of Palms 1. 11 The sea, I ween, cannot be fann'd
By evening freshness. 1862 Merivai.e Rom. Emp, (1865)
IV. xxxiv. 149 Terraces, fanned by cool breezes from the sea.

6. To spread out like a fan. a. trans. Naut. To
widen. Also, Tofan out (see quot. 1 871). b. intr.

for refl. To fan out: to expand in rays. rare.

Also fig, (U.S.) To make a display.

a. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fanning, the techni-

cal phrase for breadthening the after part of the tops. Also,

widening in general. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing, Fan-
ning Out. .spreading out the upper part of the paper some-
what in the resemblance of a fan.

b. 1592 R. D. Hypuerotoiuachiaw A prodigious winged
horse, .his wings fanning out. i860 Bartlett Did. Amer,,
To Fan out, to make a show at an examination. 1861

Thornbury Turner I. 314 What Orient splendour of colour,
fanning out far beyond towards Ithaca,

7. slang, a. trans. To beat ; to rate soundly.

b. To feel, handle.
1785 Grose Did. Vulg. Tongue s.v., I fanned him sweetly,

I beat him heartily. 1862MAYHEW Loud. Labour ted. 2)

IV. 319 Joe.. had fanned the gentleman's pocket, i.e. had
felt the pocket and knew there was a handkerchief.

1887 Tristram in Eng. Illust. Mag. Dec 228^ Fan-
ning them, which in the tongue of coachmen, is whipping
them.

Fan, irregular pa. t. of Fine, to end.

Fan, obs. and dial. var. of Fawn v.

t Fanacle. Obs. rare~\ [App. meant for a
dim. of L. fiinum Fane.] A small temple, shrine.

1594 W. Percy Coelia (1877) 17 One day I went to Venus
Fanacle.

t Faiial (fihaSX). Obs. exc. arch. Also 6 fanell,

9 phanal. [a. Y v. fanal, It. finale, med.L. fondle,
fandlis, f. Gr. <pai'6s lantern, f. </>ae- stem of tpaiv&P

to show.] a. A beacon, a lighthouse, b. A
(ship's) lantern.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. iv. in Ashm. (16521 147 As
shyneyng fanells. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromeua
90 Seeing her with three fanals or lanthornes. 1766 Smol-
lett Trav. 133011 the right hand.. there is an elegant
fanal or light house. 1848 Browning Sordello iv. 395 He
flashes b'ie a phanal,—all men catch The flame !

!! Fanam (fona'm). Also 6 fanan, -on, 9
fanom. [Corruption of Malayalam and Tamil
panam, f. Skr. fana wealth.] A small coin, for-

[

merly the usual money of account in South India.
No longer used in British India ; in some native states

j

gold and silver fanams are still current ; in Travancore the
former is worth 4 and the latter \ of a rupee.

[1310 Varthema [tin. in Ramusio Navig. (1588) I. 159 b,

Batte anchora moneta d'argento chiamato fanon.] 1555
Eden Decades 233 This Fanan, is also a kynde of money
which is in value, one ryale of syluer. 1704 Collect. Voy.
(Church.) III. 822/2 A Fanam is only $d. tho they have
Golden and Silver Fanams. 1792 Gakrow in Phil, Trans.

j
LXXXVIIL 409 The stone is.. paid for at the Pollam, in

the gold fanam. 1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. I. 452
' Their pay shall be a gold fanam for every day the;- do nut
• work, and two gold fanams for every day they do. 1883
! S. Mateer Gosfiel in S. India 148 A woman has given 100

fanams to provide two good globe lamps.

Fanatic (fanariik ', a. and sb. Forms: a. 6

fanatike, 6-8 -ick e, 7 -ique, 7- fanatic. /3. 6

phanatik, 6-S -ic(k, 7 -ique. [ad. L. fanatit-us',

I i.famim Umple : see -atic. Cf. I*"r. fanatiquc]
A. adj.

T" !• Of an action or speech : Such as might result

from possession by a deity or demon ; frantic,

furious. Of a person : Frenzied, mad. Obs.

1533 Bellenoen Livy iv. (1822) 356 This uncouth and
ternbil buschement. . ruschit . .with phanatik and wod cours
on thare inemyis. c 1534 tr. Pol. \ 'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden)
I. 71 Such fanatike and fond observations. 1626 Minsheu
Dndor(td. z\ Fanatick, mad, franticke, also inspired with a
prophetical furie. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trai', (1638' 221
Some think.. the torryd Zone, die fierie sword ; and such
other fanatick fancies. 1641 Baker Chron. 148 A fanatick

fellow, .gave forth, that himselfe was the true Edward. 1655-
60 Stanley Hist. Phitos. (1701) 494 '2 Persons Divinely
inspired, and Fanatick. 1721- 1800 in Bailey.

fb. Comb.
1603 Chftti.e Eng. Mourn. Garment in Hart. Misc.

(17931 202 They are. .proud, fanatick-spirited counterfelis.

2. Of persons, their actions, attributes, etc.

:

Characterized, influenced, or prompted by excessive

and mistaken enthusiasm, esf. in religious matters.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. (1702) I. 266 The Lord
Mayor. .Opposing all their Fanatick humours, .grew to be
reckon'd in the First Form of the Malignants. 1659 Br.
Walton Consid. Considered 169 Papists, Atheists, and
fanatic persons. 1659-60 Monk Sp. 6 Feb. in Wood Life
lOxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 303 Be careful neither the cavalier nor

phanatique party have yet a share in your civil .. power.
a 1680 Butler Rent. (1759) I. 215 All our lunatic fanatic

Sects. 1704 Swift T. Tub i. 26 The two principal qualifi-

cations of a Phanatic Preacher are [etc.]. 1774 Pennant
Tour Scot, in 1772. 58 'the cloisters, .fell victims to fanatic

fury. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet x. ( 1853) 39
1'ne Fanatic

legions of the desert. 1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Oct. 5/5
Banded .. in fanatic and violent opposition to the mea-
sure.

B. sb.

f 1. A mad person. In later use : A religious

1 maniac. Obs.
^1525 Robin Hood 160 Fool, fanatick, baboon. 1655 M.

CAS At' bon Enthusiasms 7 One Orpheus, a mere fanatick.

1806 Med. Jrnl.XV.213 Dr. G[a!l] gave, .hints how to treat

fanatics, by using topical remedies and poultices.

2. A fanatic person ; a visionary ; an unreason-

ing enthusiast. Applied in the latter half of the

17th c. to Nonconformists as a hostile epithet.

1644 Ahp. Maxwell Sacrosancfa Regum Majestas 44

j
Gratiagratumfaciens, Saving Grace, as some fanatickes and

' fantastickes fondly imagine. 1657 John Gaule Sapient,

j

Justif. 11 Enthusiasts, Anabaptists, Fanaticks, and Fami-
! lists. x66o Fuller Mixt. Contempt. 11841) 212 A new word

j

coined, within few months, called fanatics, .seemeth well.

.

1 proportioned to signify., the sectaries of our age. 1660

j

Pepys Diary 15 Apr., Since Lambert got out of the Tower,
the Fanatiques had held up their heads high. 1709 Evans

!
in Hearne Collect. 10 Nov., D. Sacheverel .. thunderd ..

against y* pbanaticks. 1780 Harris Philol. Enq. n84i'43o
Henry the Fourth of France . . was unexpectedly murdered

I by a wretched fanatic. 1859 Kingsley Sir W. Raleigh I.

j
20 The man of one idea, who works at nothing but that..

:
sacrifices everything to that ; the fanatic in short. 1883

!
Froude Short Stud. IV. iii. 269 The Jews.. were trouble-

some fanatics whom it was equally difficult to govern or
destroy.

b. A fanatical devotee of.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 66 Those exploded
fanaticks of slavery.

c. Comb.
1707 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1715) II. ix, To show, tho'

conquer'd, they abhor (Fanatick like) all sov'reign Pow'r.

2722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) II. vn. 62 Robinson's
mischievous intent to go a fanatick hunting.

Hence + Pana*ticness Obs.> fanatkalness.

1662 J. Sparrow tr. Behme's Rem. Wks., Complexions

17 Which is Phrenzie, Madnesseand Phnnatiquenesse. 1665

J. Sergeant Sure-Footing 108 The denying Tradition is

a proper, .disposition to Fanatickness.

Fanatical (fanse-tikal), a. [f. prcc. + al.]

fl. Possessed by a deity or by a devil; frantic,

mad, furious. Obs.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 538 A fanaticall Enchaunteresse

[Toan of Arc]. 1581 Savile Tacitus'' Hist . (1612) 82 The
^"dnans. .with some of Vitellius Cohortes, discomfited that

fanaticall multitude, a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 89 Those
Phanaticall women of the Gentiles.

+ b. Characteristic of a possessed person. Obs.

1600 Holland Livyxsxix. 1031 The men shaking &: wag-
i

ging their bodies too and fro after a fanaticall fashion. 1603
1 — PlutarclCs Mor. 1 ^45 Certaine fanatical! cries and voices.
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2. • Fanatic a. 2.

1550 Hale Af>ol. 96 A Christen mannis obedyence
standeth not in the fulfyllyng of fanaticall vowes. 1589
Cooper Admon. 201 The Anabaptists, and some other pha-
naticall spirits. 1634 Sanderson Serin. II. 283 That
phanatical opinion . . that no ecclesiastical person might
lawfully exercise any secular power. 1669-70 Maryell
Corr. cxxxix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 307 Fox, a teacher of some
fanaticall people in Wiltshire, did conventicle there. 173a
Berkeley Alcifhr. vi. § 25 As fanatical as any Quietist or

Quaker. 1841 Eli'Hinstone Hist. Ind. II. 289 The present
quarrel originated in a fanatical spirit, which had sprung
up, many years before. 1876 Geo. Ei.iot Dan. Der. III.

xlvi. 308. I call a man fanatical when. . he . .becomes unjust
and unsympathetic to men who are out of his own track.

f b. In a weaker sense : Extravagant. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. 1. 20, I abhor such phanaticall

phantasims.

T 3. Of or pertaining to the ( fanatics ' or Non-
conformists. Obs.

1678 Hjckbs in Ellis Or/g. Lett. n. 318. IV. 46 Many of
the fanatical party.. hope that the Commons . .will grow
jealous of these military proceedings, a 1695 Wood Life
(1848 1 245 Air. John Fairclough. a non-conforming minister,
was buried in the fanatical burial place, near the Artillery
yard London. 1703 Dk Foe Shortest Way with Dissenters
Misc. 421 The phanatical Party of this Land.

Hence Fana'tically adv., in a fanatical manner.
Fana ticalness, the quality or slate of being
fanatical ; fanaticism.

1672 Ckessy (tit/e), Fanaticism fanatically imputed to the
Catholick Church by Doctour Stillingfleet. 179a Burke
Petit. Unitarians Wks. x. 57 Men. .furiously and fanatically
fond of an object. 1833 Keble Serrn. vii. 11848) 157 Those
who maintain, profanely and fanatically, that the State.,
ought not to be of any religion. 1856 Froide Hist. Eng.
1 1858 I. v. 422 The populace of France were fanatically
catholic. 1668 Wilkins Rml Char. 11. 290 To which the
notion of fierceness or fanaticnlness is opposed.

Fanaticism [fanaetisiz'm . Also 7-8 pha-
naticism. [f. Fanatic •+ -ism.]

f 1. The condition of being, or supposing oneself

to be, possessed. Obs.

1711 Shaetesb. Charac. f i749 l I- 36 Fanaticism, as it

was used by the Antients in its original sense, for an ' Ap-
parition ' transporting the mind.

2. The tendency to indulge in wild and extra-

vagant notions, esp. in religious matters; excessive

enthusiasm, frenzy ; an instance, a particular form,

of this.

1652 Gaule Maeaslrom, 133 Were not those the timesto
breach and vent their fanaticisms and impostures with more
licentiousness and impunity? 1685 Baxter Faraphr. A*. /'.,

1 John i. 6, 7, Is it not Phanaiidsm to talk of Fellowship
with God? 1769 Rohkrtson Chas. I ', VI. vi. 106 The
large infusion of fanaticism mingled with its regulations
should be imputed to Loyola its founder. 1813 Scott
Rokeby \\. xxvii, Dark Fanaticism rent Altar, and screen,

and ornament. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. in. 111. i, This
battle of Mountain and (lironde. .is the battle of Fanaticisms
and Miracles. 1880 Dixon Windsor III. xx. 197 A sour
fanaticism, which he mistook for piety.

b. In a weaker sense ; Eagerness or enthusiasm

in any pursuit.

1855 Bain Semes <y Int. in. iv. $ 21 The fanaticism that
prompts to endless attempts was found in. .Kepler.

Faiiaticize Janartisaiz , v. Also fanaticise.

[f. as piec. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To infect with fanaticism ; to render

fanatical, make a fanatic of; to infuriate.

1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXVIL 148 The Duke
..accused the parliamentary zealots of having fanaticized
the assassin. 1848 Clough Amours dc I'oy. I. 106 These,
that fanaticized Europe, i860 Sat. Fez'. X. 357/2 The
object is. .to fanaticize the mob against the day of trial.

2. intr. To act as a fanatic.

1715 M. DavieS A then. Frit. I. 269 Take heed least a
worse Prophecy . . overtake them . . for fanaticizing and reject-

ing the express Words of Scripture. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev.
111. 111. ii, A man. .fighting and fanaticising amid a Nation
of his like. 1883 Frit. Q. Rev. Oct. 403 He loves humanity
as a whole too truly to fanaticise for a class.

Hence Fana'ticized///. a.

1827 Southey Hist. Renins. War II. 186 About two
hundred, whom the French praised in reality., .by calling
them the most fanaticised, etc. 1873 L'ontcmp. Rev. XXL
912 A party of men honest but fanaticized.

+ Fa'natism. Obs. [ad. F. fanalisme] =
Fanaticism.
1680 AY/7, late Libel on Curse-ye-Meroz 38 Whimsies,

Fancies, Fopperies, and Phanatismes. 1686 Popery Anato-
mis*d 15 All mixture of Calvinism and Fanatism. 1797
Hist, in Ann. Reg, 78/2 That was the moment pitched upon
to. .reorganize the power of fanatism. 1800 T. Jeki-erson
Writ. 11850) IV. 311 The persecutions which fanatism and
monarchy have excited against you.

tPanc. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OY.fanc mod.F.

fange)!\ Mud.
1340 Aycnb. 251 pe ilke welle ne uelb na^t bane fane

[printed fauc] ne be erbe. .of pise wordle.

Fancical (farnsikal , a. rare exc. dial. [f.

Fancy sb. + -ic + -al.] = Fanciful.
1671 True Nonconf. 244 Praying in words, specially ex-

temporary and various, is . . fancical. 1676 T. Mace
Musick's Monument xxiv. 128 Afterthey have Compleated
Their Tuning, They will. . fall into some . . Fansical Play.
1864 J. 1>rown Jo'iues is 'What kind of weaver are you?'
' I'm in the fancical line '.

Fancied (hVnsid),///.<z. [f. Fancy w. + -ki>i.]

1. Formed or portrayed by the fancy ; existing

only in the fancy ; imaginary.

1568 T. Howkli. Neive Sonets (1879I 137 Thier fancied
feares. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xxxiv. 212 By Angel
was understood a fancyed Voice. 1719 Ds Foe Crusoe
(1840) II. xvi. 324 The fancied felicity which he enjoyed.

1795 Solthey Vis. Maid of Orleans \\\. 271 With eye more
dangerous Than fancied basilisk. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Cotiq. 11876) III. xiii. 307 Supporting their native sovereign
in the pursuit of his fancied rights.

f 2. a. Contrived to suit the fancy or whim ; esp.

of dress ; = Fancy a.\. b. Artistically designed.

Cf. Fancy v. 3. Obs.

a. 1688 Prior Ode Ex. in. 14 vi, Fancy'd Rules and
Arbitrary Laws. 1775 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 21 June,
Floating on the Thames in a fancied dress. 1781 Hayley
Tri. Temper vi. 42 The gracious earl . . Has plann'd . . A
fancied ball, a private masquerade. 1796 Morse Artier.

Ceog. II. 612 Striped and fancied silks. 1796 Ned Evans I.

92 A casimir waistcoat with a fancied pattern of silk em-
broidery round the button-holes.

b. 1709 Steele TatlerNo. 142F5 His Seals are curiously
fancied, and exquisitely well cut. 1782 Miss Burney
Cecilia 1. iv, The prettiest fancied [buckles] I ever saw.

3. That one has taken a liking or fancy for;

favourite.

1589 Warner Alb. Fng. vi. xxix. (1612) 144 A braue
Esquire of Wailes, That tide her fancie to i.is forme, till

fancied forme preuailes. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat viii.

(1867) 185 What the Corinthians spake of their fancied
preachers. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 245 Till

beverage obtained the fancied smack. 1887 Daily Netvs
15 Nov. 3/5 Molynoo. .beat the more fancied Bloodstone.

4. Of an animal: see Fancy v. 9.

1876 F.tuycl. Brit. IV*. 249/2 The wide differences ob-
servable in ' fancied ' animals.

Fancier (farnsiaa). [f. Fancy v. + -eii 2
.] One

who fancies, in senses of the vb.

1. One who fancies or imagines.
1828 Macavlay f/allam, Ess. (1889* 53 People who, in

their speculations in politics, are not reasoners, but fanciers.

2. One who makes tasteful designs.
1856 Kuskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. xiv. § u. 203 Their ..

most brilliant fanciers were employed in . . embroidering
the robe.

3. One who has a liking for, and a critical judge-

ment in, some class of curiosities, plants, animals,

etc. Chiefly with prefixed sb., as in dog-, flower-,

pigeon-fancier.

1765 Johnson Shales. I. 155 Some now call that whicha man
takes particular delight in his Fancy. Flo7verfancier for

a florist, and Firdfancier {ox a lover and feeder of birds are
colloquial words. 1769 S. Paterson Another Trav. II.

1. 152 It is also true that Dutchmen, generally speaking,
are fanciers. 1773 Harrington in Phil. Trans. LXIII.
280 Some of the nightingale fanciers, .prefer a Surry bird to

those of Middlesex. 1824 W. Ikving T. Trav. I. 247
We have oddity fanciers among our ladies of rank. 1859
Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 167 Dog-fanciers .. in many
cases might with as much propriety answer to the name of

dog-stealers. 1861 Delamer 11. Card. 34 The fourth year
. .the fancier may look out for a prize or two. 1867TEGET-
meier I'igeons iii. 25 Numerous varieties of pigeons . . are
known to naturalists and fanciers.

attrib. 1891 Leeds Merc, 3 Oct. 12/2 A ' fancier Judge'.

Fanciful fa-nsifiil), a. [f. Fancy sb. + -FUL.]

1. a. Characterized by the possession of fancy

(rare), b. In disparaging sense : Disposed to in-

dulge in fancies ; whimsical.
1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. 63 Some fanciful Men

have expected nothing but Confusion and Ruin. 1713 Steele
Englishman No. 7. 45 A fanciful Fellow., amuses himself

with the Woods and .Mountains which he discovers in the
Skies. 1727 Poi'E,etc. Art of Sinking 83 A careful and
fanciful pattern-drawer. 1817 Coleridge Fiog. Lit. 43
Milton had a highly imaginative, Cowley a very fanciful

mind. 1874 MtCKLBTHWAITB Mod. Par. Churches 6 Fanciful
people . . sometimes gave mystical interpretations to the
arrangements.
absol. 1676 Gi.anvill Ess. vi. § 6. 17 Not only the Melan-

cholick and the Fanciful, but the Grave and the Sober.

2. a. Characterized by or displaying fancy in

design ; fantastic, odd in appearance ; b. suggested

by fancy ; imaginary, unreal.
a 1627 Haywaru Edit: VI. 88 How foolish and fancifull

were they [buildings]. 164a Fuller Holy iy Prof. St. 11. vi.

71 He alfects not phancy-full singularity in his behaviour.

1697 Drydkm Virg. J'ast. Pref. (17211 I. 75 With all our fan-

ciful Refinements. 1767 J. Byron I'oy. round World 186

The other circumstances they have mentioned, .appear to be
merely fanciful. 1823 Scott Peveril xxxix, The fanciful

and singular female . ."had one of those faces which are never
seen without making an impression. 1828 — E. M. Perth
xi, She wears a petticoat. . I would it were, .of a less fanciful

fashion. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C xv, A varietyof
fanciful diseases. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. v. 193
The claims of Art. .cannot be set aside as fanciful.

3. quasi-fl(/z». :=Fan'cifii.i,y.

177S Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 23 June, I hope you ..

were dressed fine and fanciful.

Fancifully (fansifuli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

In a fanciful manner.
1664 H. More Antid. Idolatry To Rdr._, What con-

ceited old man is this.. that talks thus phancifully? IMI
Warburton Div. Lcgat. II. 1. iv. § 4. 148 Hieroglyphic
symbols fancifully adapted by Analog}*. 1801 S. it Ht. Lee
Cantcrb. T. IV. 396 Carriages fancifttly ornamented. 1809
Pinknky 'Trav. France 2 Kliab. .fancifully believed himself
to be ill-treated. 1885 Sir J. W. Chitty in Laio Times'
Rip. 1,1 II. 80/2 A word newly or fancifully applied.

Fancifulness vfe'r^ifiil"^3 )- U- as Prcc - +
-nkss.] The quality of being fanciful.

1667 H. More Div. Dial. iv. xxiv. (1713) 347 Some ..

suspecting such Interpretations of overmuch Phancifulness.

1677 Hale Prim. Or/'g. Man. It, v. 168 Transported with

too much fancifulness. 1818 /?/. Home's Wks. ed. 2) I.

Pref. p. xi, Charges him [the bishop] with fancifulness and
presumption. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret v. iii. (1861)
218 A. .fancifulness in her execution of the music.

Fancify (fcensifai), v. [f. Fancy sb. + -FY.]

trans, fa. To have a fancy for; to like [pbs.^.

+ b. To fancy, imagine (obs.). c. To imagine the

existence of. d. To make fanciful.

1656 Karl Monm. Advt. fr. Farnass. 441 The prime
vertues that she most fancified in her Frenchmen. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 344 The good she ever
delighted to do, and fancified she was born to do. 1890 Sat.
Re? 1

. 8 Mar. 291/1 Much study of the ' Ivory Gate ' had .

.

' fancified ' his own views.

Hence Fa*ncified///. a.

1845 Train Hist. Isle ofMan II. 359 note, This fancified

island has been bound to the bottom of the ocean.

Fanciless (.farnsiles), a. [f. Fancy sb. + -less.]

Of persons, compositions, etc. : Destitute of fancy.

1753 Armstrong Taste 185 A pert, or bluff important
wight, Whose brain is fanciless. 1789 Burney Hist. Mus.
I V. 546 These [compositions] . . are fanciless, and no more fit

for one instrument than another. 1800-24 Campbell Poems,
ViewSt, Leonard s 53 Who can be So fanciless as to feel no
gratitude. 1863 Kinglake Crimea II. 162 Fanciless men.
1868 Browning Ring <y Fk. 1. 144 In this book lay abso-

lutely truth, Fanciless fact.

Fancy (farnsi), sb. and a. Forms: a. 5-6
fansey, 6-8 fansie, -ye, 6-7 fancie, -ye, 6-

fancy. 0. 6—S phansy(e, -cie, -cy, 6-9
phansie. [A contraction of Fantasy ; cf. the

forms/antsy, phanfsy under that word.] A. sb.

fl. In scholastic psychology : = Fantasy sb. 1.

' 1400. 1509 : see Fantasy sb. 1.] 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

1. vi. 11632)56 Beasts, .in actions of sense and phancie go be-

yond them [men [. 172a Wollaston Relig. Nat. v. 101 We
know matters of fact by the help of. . impressions made upon
phansy.

f2. A spectral apparition; an illusion of the

senses. Cf. Fantasy sb. 2. Obs.

[c 1360-1576 : see Fantasy sb. 2.] 1609 Holland Amiii.

Marcelt.xiv. \i. 25 Dreadful! spectres and fansies'skreaking

hideously round about him. 1659 **• Harris Farhal's
Iron Age 10 Forrests, where are sometimes heard great

illusions, and phancies.

3. Delusive imagination; hallucination; an in-

stance of this ; ^ Fantasy 3.

1597 Hookkk Eccl. Pol. II. 732 The righteous, .may have
their pliancies; they may .. conceive worse of their own
estate than reason giveth. 1693 tr. Emiliantie's Hist.

Mouast. Ord. xv. 157 Phancies of a deluded mind. 1727

De Foe Sysi. Magic 1. iv. (1840* 107 The vision appeared to

his fancy. 1840 Dickens Barn. Fudge i. That may be my
fancy. 1856 Stanley Sinai <y Fat. ii. (1858) 156 Which
. .claims to be founded not on fancy, .but on Fact.

4. In early use synonymous with Imagination

(see Fantasy 4) ; the process, and the faculty, of

forming mental representations of things not present

to the senses; chiefly applied to the so-called

creative or productive imagination, which frames

images of objects, events, or conditions that have

not occurred in actual experience. In later use the

words fancy and imagination esp. as denoting

attribuies manifested in poetical or literary com-

position'; are commonly distinguished : fancy being

used to express aptitude for the invention of illus-

trative or decorative imagery, while imagination

is the power of giving to ideal creations the inner

consistency of realities. Often personified.

1581 T. Howell Denises 11879)229 The flaming dartes,

That Fancie quickly burns with quenchlesse fyre. 163a

Milton L'Allegro 133 Sweetest Shakespeare, Fancy's child.

166a GLAHVILL Lux Orient. Pref. 5 What... dangerous

opinions soever their phancies might give birth to. 1676

Hobbes Iliad Pref. (168615 In Fancy consisteth the Sub-

limity of a Poet. 171* Addison Sped. No. 411 P 2 The
Pleasures of the Imagination or Fancy (which I shall use

promiscuously). 1713 C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems

217 Wand'ring Wishes, born on Phancy's Wings. 1785 Reid

Int. Pojuers 374 Fancy may combine things that never

were combined in reality. 1811 Coleridge Led. (1856' 45

When the whole pleasure received is derived from an un-

expected turn of expression, then I call it wit ; but when the

pleasure is produced . . by an image which remains with us.

.

I call it fancy. i8m Hazlitt Tabte-t. II. x. 221 Fancy

colours the prospect of the future. 1845 L. Hlnt_//«^.
<y Fancy 2 Poetry . . embodies and illustrates its impres-

sions by imagination, or images of the objects of which

it treats.. It illustrates them by fancy, which is a lighter

play of imagination, or the feeling of analogy coming short

of seriousness. 1851 Ruskin Mod. Faint. II. 111. 11. 111.

§ 7 The fancy sees the outside.. The imagination sees the

heart and inner nature, and makes them felt. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 39 That ocean-horse in which the

poetic fancy of the sea-roving Saxons saw an emblem of

their high-prowed vessels.

b. A mental image.
1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. FUgr. 257 The very fancy of

them [enjoyments] is delightful. 1798 Colekidge Ode to

France i, Oft, pursuing fancies holy, My moonlight way
o'er flowering weeds I wound.

5. Inventive design; an invention, original device

or contrivance. Cf. Fantasy 4 d.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)2 Adorned with .

.

NaKBOROI Gil jfrul. infancies of Arabic Characters. 1670 Narborou
Ace. Sev. Late Voy. I.{17«) 57 'I ne model I imagine is to

record our Ship. .This Fancy we let alone untouched. 169a

R. L'Estrange Josephus Antiq. XII. ti. (1702) 321- The
graving work, .being the Phancy of a Foliage of the Vine.

c 1710 C. Fiknnes Diary 1888' 168 Severall good fancy's of



FANCY.
human and animals. 1867 F. Fkancis Angling xu. (1880)
438 This fly [Salmon fly] is Mr. Hlackwall's own fancy.

+ b. esp. in Music, a composition in an im-
"promplu style. Obs. Cf. Fantasia, Fantasy 4 e.

1577 T. Dawson \ title, The Works* of a young Wyt,
trust vp with a Fardell of Prettie Fancies. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 342 He.. sung those tunes to the over-
scutched huswives that he heard the carmen whistle, and
sware—they were his fancies, or his good-nights. 1663 Pepys
Diary 27 May, Mr. Gibbons being come in . . to musique.
they played a good Fancy. 1691 Wood Ath. O.von. I. 848
He was., much admired for his composition of Fancies of
various parts. 1789 Bubnev Hist. At us. III. vii. 408 John
Jenkins a voluminous composer of Fancies for viols. 1823
URABB Technol. Diet. I, Fancies, lively little airs.

f C. pi. * The ornamental tags, etc., appended
to the ribbons by which the hose were secured to

the doublet' (Fairholt). Obs.
a 1652 BltOHB Jl/ad Couple Prol., I've a new Suite, And

Ribbons fashionable, yclipt Fancies.

6. A supposition resting on no solid grounds ; an
arbitrary notion.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch.w in Ashm, (16521 149 To know the
truth, and fancies to eschew. 1539 TaverNER Erasm. Prov.
(1552) 18 Menne myght loke upon it, and talke theyr fansies
of it. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc, Weapons 25 Rather upon
fancie, than upon anie souldiourlyke reasons. 1672 MARVELL
Reh. Transp. Wks. II. 58 After this I had another phansie
..not altogether unreasonable. 1783 Haii.ES Antiq. C/ir.

Ch. ii. 33 This fancy is very ancient, for Orosius hints at it.

1809-10 Coleridge Friend < 1S651 142 As wild a fancy as
any of which we have treated.

7. Caprice, changeful mood; an instance of this,

a caprice, a whim. Also cotter, a whimsical thing.

1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden' 86 A foolish madd
worlde, wherein all thinges ar overrulid by fansye. 1646
Sir T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 11. iv. 82 Cardans Mausoleum
for a flye, is a nieere pliancy. 1676 LlSTER in Kay's
Corr. (1848' 124 The addition of the French names would
have been but a fancy. 1717 Lady M. \V. Montague
Lett. II. xlvii. 40 His wife's, .expenses are no way limited
but by her own fancy. 1787 .Bentham Def Usury i. 2

A fancy has taken me just now to trouble you with my
reasons. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Bng, II. 46 'the antipathy
of the nation to their religion was not a fancy which would
yield to the mandate of a prince. 1860-1 Flo. Nightingalk
.Vursing 43 Such cravings are usually called the ' fancies

'

of patients. 1878 Masque Poets 80, I have a fancy we go
out to-day.

f b. Kantasticalness. Obs.

1588 Shaks. /.. /.. L. 1. i. 171 This childe of fancie that
Armado hight. 1602 — Ham. 1. iii. 71 Costly thy habit as
thy purse can buy; Hut not exprest in fancie; rich, not
gawdie. 1823 Byron yuan xi. xvii, A real swell, Full flash,

all fancy.

8. Capricious or arbitrary preference ; individual

taste ; an inclination, liking, esp. in phrases to

have, take afancyfor, to; -f to have nofancy with ;

to take, catch thefancy of.

1465 Paston Lett. No. 530 II. 243, I have non fansey with
some of the felechipp. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VII! c. 21 In
case it fortune.. the king .. should take a fancie to anie
woman. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (15801 200 Speake muche,
according to the nature and phansie of the ignoraunt. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Husb.xu. (15861 114 b, Hee that hath
a fansie to breed Horse. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Afriea
it. 3i5_ Each, .would interpret the opinions of Mahomet
according to their owne fancie. 1662 J. DAVIES Voy.
Ambass. 314 The Persians have a great fancy to Black hair.

168a Wheler Jouru. Greece 1. 36 Pyhansie took us to see
the Fortress. 1700 S. L. tr. C. L'"ryke's Voy. E. Ind. 82
The Admiral had a mighty fancy to go over. 1848 Macaci.ay
Hist. Eng. II. 433 The., tune caught the fancy of the
nation. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxi. (1878)

533 What could have made Miss Crowther take such a
fancy to the hoy? 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 86 Have
you no fancy To ride the white steeds?

fb. spec. Amorous inclination, love. Obs.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. of Ctarenee xii, Knowing fansie
was the forcing rother, Which stiereth youth to any kinde
of strife, He offered me his daughter to my wife. 1579 Lyly
Euplines (Arb.) 81 Philautus was .. neuer loued for fancie
sake. 1596 Shaks. Mereh. V. in. ii. 63 Tell me where is

fancie bred. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull nr. iii, ' Fancy is

free ', quoth Peg.

9. Taste, critical judgement in matters of art or

elegance.
e 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson 23 He

was. .genteel in his habit, and had a very good fancy in it.

1705 Addison Italy n Palaces .. built with an excellent
fancy. 1713 Swivt Cadenus <y Vanessa, I'll undertake, my
little Nancy In flounces hath a better fancy. 1748 C'tess
Shaftksbury in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury I. 72 A buff-

coloured damask, trimmed with a good deal of fancy. 1857
Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art 42 They possess . . sense of colour,
and fancy for form.

1 10. ' Something that pleases or entertains '
{].).

1590 Sir J. Smyth J)isc. Weapons 39 All such as are. .not
carried with toyes, fancies, and new fashions. 1712 Mor-
timf.r Husbandry II. 204 London-Pride is a pretty Fancy
for borders. 1721 Cibber Lore's Last Shift w, A particular
nice Fancy, that I intend to appear in.

+ 11. An alleged name for the Pansy. Obs.
ini tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 120 Fancy, in English, is

a kind of Violet.

12. Thefancy: collect, for those who 'fancy' a
particular amusement or pursuit, a. gen., as applied
to bird-, book-fanciers, etc.

1830 De Quincey Bentley Wks. 1863 VI. 57 note, A great
book sale, .had congregated all the Fancy. 1889 Sat. Rev.
2-2 June 772/1 Pigeon-fanciers are called the Fancy.

b. esp. The prize-ring or those who frequent it.

1811 Sot-THEY Let. 11 Oct. (1856) II. 236 I have fibbed the
'Edinburgh' (as the 'fancy' sayt most completely, 1848

61

Thackeray B&. Snobs xiv. U869 1 64 Mr. William Ramm,
known to the Fancy as the Tutbury Pet. 1873 H. Spencer
Stud. Social, viii. (ed. 6) 187 Among leaders of ' the fancy',
it is an unhesitating belief that pluck and endurance are the
highest of attributes.

attrib. 1811 Solthey L,et. 6 Mar. (1856) II. 215, I am in

high condition, to use a fancy phrase.

C. The art of boxing
;
pugilism. Also, sporting

in general.
1820 livRON Let. to Murray 12 Nov., One of Matthew's

passions was ' the Fancy '. 1841 Dk Quincey Plato's Rep.
Wks IX. 236 When the ' fancy' was in favour. 1851 MaYHEW
Loud. Labour (1861; III. 5 He , . is always . . at home . . to
discuss the Fancy generally. 1889 Standard 28 Oct.,
Modern displays of ' the Fancy*.

13. The art or practice of breeding animals so as
to develop points of conventional beauty or excel-

lence ; also one of these points. Sometimes with
qualifying word prefixed, as pigeon-fancy.
1889 Sat. i*w7'. 22 June 772/2 The peculiar fancy affecting

him [the carrier] is to have wattles and excrescences round
his eyes and beak. 1889 Standard 23 Oct., The layman
uninitiated in the mysteries of fancy '.

attrib. i86z Hcxley Lect. Wrkg. Men 105 Birds which fly-

long distances, .and are. .used as carriers are not carriers in

the fancy sense. 1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 249/2 The less

important art of fancy breeding. 1889 Sat. Rev. 22 June
772/2 A pouter graces the frontispiece, using the word
'grace' in the Fancy sense.

14. = various combs, of the adj.

1841 Week in Wall Street 82 A very large portion of the
stocks termed 'fancies', are entirely worthless in themselves.
1851 Beck's Florist 140 Pelargoniums, both ' Fancies' and
common kinds, were produced. .Mr. Ambrose's Fancy, .was
. .distinguished. 1862 Times 17 Feb., Ordinary cloths and
fancies moved off alike slowly.

b. = fancy-roller; see C 2 b.

1864 Specif. Barraclough's Patent No. 1581. 5 'I he
rollers c are the 'fancies' before named. 1873 E. 1. 1:11,11

Cotton Spinning I. 144 The surface of the ' fancy ' runs in

the same direction as the cylinder only a little faster. 1876
W. C. PraiMWELL Wool-Carder (ed. 2) viii.

B. attrib. and Comb.
1. General relations : a. Simple attrib. (sense 4'

as fancy-fit, -freak, -woof; (sense 12 b, c asfancy-
lay [see I.ay sb. ].

1855 Browning Men $ Worn., In a Balcony 101 This wild
girl (.whom I recognise Scarce more than you do, in her
'fancy-fit). 1884 — Fcrishtah (1885) 4 A -fancy-freak by
contrast bom of thee. 1819 Tom Crib's Memorial App.
43 We, who're of the Tancy-lay. a 1845 Hood Irish School-
master xvi, Weaves a *fancy-woof, Dreaming he sees his
home.

b. objective, as fancy-feeding, -lighting, -stir-

ring, -weaving ppl. adjs.
;
fancy-monger, -weaver.

IS99 Sandys Europe Spec. (1632 1 162 Their .. *fancy-
feeding flatterers shall all shrinke from them. 1857 Wn.i-
mott Pleas. Lit. xxi. 132 The *faiiLy-lighting damsels of
Dryden, 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. m. ii. 381 If I could meet
that *Fancie-monger, I would giue him some good counsel.

1835 WlLLJS Pencillings II. xlv. 58 The Egyptian bazaar
has been my.

.

''fancy-stirring lounge, a 1845 Hoon Compass
xvii, To eye of "fancy-weaver Neptune, .seem'd tossing in

A raging scarlet fever! 1884 Athenxnm 6 Dec. 725/2
A certain *fancy-weaving dervish.

C. instrumental, originative and adverbial, as

fancy-baffled, -blest, -bom, -borne, -bred, -built,

-caught, -driven, -fed, -formed, -framed, -grazing,
-guided, -led, -raised, -struck, -stung, -woven,
wrought ppl. adjs.

1645 1-ari.es Sol. Recant, iv. 21 Thy false affections
may rise up, and shake Thy fancy-baflled Judgment. 1759
Goldsm. Polite Learning vii. Wks. 1881 II. 44 The *fancy-
built fabric is styled for 'a short time very ingenious. 1631
T. POWELL Tom All 'Praties 174 The young Factor being
*fancy-caught. 1844 Ld. Houghton Palm Leaves 131
They wandered, *fancy-driven. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
Ixxxiv. 24 So shall, .pining life be 'fancy-fed. 1654 Oatakek
Disc. Apol. 68 ' Fancie-formed pictures. 1647 L'rashaw
Poem* 53 He his own *fancy framed foe defies. 185a
Meanderings of Mem. I. 79 The x fancy-grazing herds of
freedom's pen. 1645 Quari.es Sol. Recant, vii. 36 *Fancy-
guided motion. 1777 J. Mountain Poetical Reveries (ed. 2)

20 'Fancy-led th ideas ran. 1873 Lonce. Wayside Inn,
Emma <$• Eghthard 88 Love-letters thought the poet fancy-
led. 1798 Sotheby tr. Wielands Oberon (1826) I. 80 Now,
reader, *fancy-rais'd, as swells thy mind. 1773 J. Home
Alonzo iv, If we stay here we shall be fancy-struck. 1822
Hazlitt Tal>le-t. Ser. 11. vii. (1869) 149 Our ears are *fancy
stung. 1785 Warton Ode New 1'eari. 9 Fable's •fancy-
woven vest. 1801 Lusiguau iv. 147 A *fancy-wrought
spectre.

2. Special comb.: fancy-bloke, slang,- Fancy
man

; fancy-fit v. trans., to fit (with a garland) to

one's fancy ; fancy-free a., free from the power of
love

; fancy-loose a., rcadyto roam at will; fancy-
sick a., love-sick ; fancy-woman, a kept mistress
(cf. Fancy man).
1846 R. L. Snowden Magistrate's Assistant 344 A "fancy

bloak. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 220 Each, as he did please,
Might *fancy-fu his brows. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 164
The Imperiall Votresse passed on, In maiden meditation
'fancy free. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (18691 98 They
walk, fancy-free, in all sorts of maiden meditations. 1850
Mrs. Browning Poems II. 320 My thoughts, .for earth too
*fancy loose. 1590 Shaks. Mids. A", m. ii. 96 All *fancy
sicke she is, and pale of cheere, With sighes of loue. a 1704
R. L'Kstrange ().\ When we come to the fancy-sick,
there's no cure for it. 1823 Joanna Baillie Poems 219 To
thee the lover, fancy-sick, will sigh. 189a Daily Ncivs
1 Mar. 2/4 He brought home a female, whom he introduced
as his ' fancy woman '.

FANCY.

C. adj. [Developed from the attrib. use of the

sb. ; sjarcely occurring in predicative use.]

1. Of a design varied according to the fancy;
1 fine, ornamental \ in opposition to ' plain *

; as in

fancy basket, bread, trimming, etc. Also Fancy
iibess, Fancy work.
a 1761 GRAY Lett. Wks. 1884 III. 118 They [wall papers]

are all what they [the shops) call fancy. 1788 W. Maksiiali.
J 'orksh. (1796) I. 116 The fancy farm-houses. . I purposely
pass over. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 211 He had
for field duty two fancy uniforms, a 1839 Longf. Hyperion
ii. ix, A very tall man with fiery red hair and fancy
whiskers. 1842 Tennyson / 'is. Sin 102 Fish are we that love

the mud, Rising to no fancy-flies. 1853 Eraser's Mag.
June. XLVII. 680/2 A large assortment of fancy breads.
1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthtvaite ix, To grow intimate
over tahleau plans and fancy stitches. 1883 E. Ingersoi.i.

in Harper's Mag. June 78/1 ' Fancy' flour diners from the

ordinary superfine in that the middlings are ground through
smooth rollers.

b. Printing, (see quots.)
1871 Amer. Eucycl. Printing s.v. fob Letter, Job Letter

may he conveniently divided into Plain, Fancy, Text, and
Script. 1888 C. T. Jacobi Printers' Voc. 4,1 Fancy rules,

rules other than plain ones of various designs. Fancy types,

founts of type of various kinds used for jobbing purposes.

C. Of flowers, grass, etc. : Particoloured, striped.

J 793 ('• Washington Let. Writings 1891 XII. 378 From
! the fancy grass. . I have been urging for yuars . . the saving
1 of seed. 1851 Peck's Florist 139 Mr. Ayres shewed his

fancy Pelargonium. 1893 Webbs' Spring total. 65 Webbs'
j
Fancy Pansy, Ibid. So Perpetual fancy Carnation.

d. cllipt. That deals in, or isconcirned vvith the

sale of, fancy goods. Jancvfair: see Fair sbJ 1 c.

1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 4 Haberdashers and others in the

j
fancy line. 1848 Thackeray / an. Fair], She buys a couple
of hegilt Bristol hoards at the Fancy Stationer's. 1863 J. C.

1 Jeakereson Sir Eveyard's Dan. 113 A chattel for which
a fancy-upholsterer in London would a^k a strangely large

number of pounds. 1876 World V. 17 A fancy- fair is one of

I

the diversions of a London Season. 1885 Bookseller 5 Mar.
I 317 2 A good Fancy Trade.

e. Fancy ball -^ Fancy dress ball see Fancy
DRESS Sb.).

1825 C. M. WestmACOTT Eng. Spy II. 24 A grand fancy

j

ball was to lake place at the"~Argyle Rooms. 1836 Haw-
1 THORNE Amer. Note-bks. (18S3) 34 A Fancy Ball, in which

the prominent American writers should appear, dressed in

character.

2. Added for ornament or extraordinary use.

1794 Rigging <\- Seamanship I. 169 Fancy-line is a rope

used to overhaul the brails of some fore and aft sails. 1841

R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 104 Fancy-line, a line ruvc

through a block at the jaws of a gaff, used as a downhaul.

1874 MtCKLETHWAtTE Mod. Par. Churches 77 To increase

the list of fancy and solo stops [in an organ].

b. Fancy roller (in a Carding-cngine) : see

quots.

1850 Specif. E. Leigh's Patent Xo. 13027. 2 Thirdly in

the employment of a * fancy roller ' for partially stripping

the main cylinder, such roller being only partially clothed

with card. 1873 K.Leigh Cotton Spinning I. 144 For heavy
carding a fancy roller, which is a roller that overruns the

periphery of the cylinder, is sometimes used with advantage
. .[It] lifts the cotton that would otherwise get wedged in

the wire of the cylinder, and thereby admits heavy carding.

3. Calling forth or resulting ^rom the exercise of

fancy or caprice, a. Of an action : Capricious,

whimsical.
1646 Pacitt Heresiogr. (ed. 3I 118 Their own fancy pre-

sumption they call . . justifying faith, a 1820 W. Irving

Sketch Bk., Stratford-on-Avon \ 1865) 330 The Avon . .made
a variety of the most fancy doublings. i32i Blackw. Mag.
X. 417 Many a fancy flam was proposed. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xix, As a display of fancy shooting, it was extremely
varied and curious.

b. Of a price, rent, etc. : Estimated by caprice,

rather than by actual value. Sofancy stocks (cf.

Fancy sb. 14).
rti838 Macaulay Life $ Lett. (1883) II. 28 The fancy

price which a peculiar turn of mind led me to put on my
liberty. 1848 J. K. Hakti.ett Americanisms 132 Fancy
Stocks. A species of stocks which are bought and sold to a

great extent in New York. .Nearly all the fluctuations in

their prices are artificial, 1874 Micki.ethwaite Mod.
Par. Churches 312 They will give a fancy price for a work
by a Leighton. 1874 K. Tyrwhitt Sketch. Club 197 To
take a moor at a fancy rent. x888 T. E. Holland in Times
18 Aug. 8/4 The bombardment of an unfortified town.. for

the purpose of enforcing a fancy contribution or ransom.

C. Of an animal or bird : Of a kind bred for the

development of particular 'points' or cpialities.

Also in Fancy-farm : an experimental farm.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 10 A great many sorts of

fancy-pigeons." 1818 Scon Hrt. Midi, xlii, To engage him
. .to superintend his fancy-farm in Dumbartonshire. i8«>i

MaYHEW Lond. Labour II. 54 A dog recommended by its

beauty, or any peculiarity, .is a 'fancy' animal. 1880 Gains-

burgh Times 20 Feb. in A'. //". Line. Gloss., 'What sort of

a dog was it? '..'A fancy dog'. 1881 J. C. Lyell Fancy
Pigeons Introd., Fancy pigeons from the lofts of well-known

breeders.

d. Fancyfranchise : one based on an arbitrarily

determined qualification (see quot. 1S68).

1868 Chambers' Encyct. X. 695/2 The dual vote was early

abandoned, and its abandonment involved that of the

'fancy' franchises, .they proposed to give votes to all

who paid £ 1 annually in direct taxes (not including licences),

who belonged to certain of the better educated professions,

or who had ,£50 in a savings-bank or in the funds. 1889

Tablet 21 Dec. 983 Fancy franchises were also abandoned.

4. Based upon or drawn from conceptions of the
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fancy (sb. 3), as fancy picture, piece, portrait,

sketch.

1800 Mam. Eogbworth Beliuifa (1832) II. 2 This picture
is not a fancy-piece, c 1811 Fcseli Led. Art iv. (18481

437 The Phantasia: of the ancients, .modern art., in what
is called Fancy-pictures, has. .debased. 1844 Whittier
Two Processions Prose Wks. 1889 III. 116 The carica-

ture of our 'general sympathizers '. .is by no means
a fancy sketch. 1870 Emerson Soc. <$• Solit., Art. Wks.
kBohn) III. 20 In sculpture, did ever anybody call the
Apollo a fancy piece ? 1873 R0GBR8 Ort'g. Bible i (1875)
36 We. .look at this wonderful character as a fancy portrait.

Pancy (fse'nsi), v. Also a. 6 fancie, 6-7
fansie,S fansy. $. 6 7 phancie, -cy, 6 phansie).
[f. prec. sb. Cf. the older Fantasy v.]

I. With reference to mental conception.

1. trans. To frame in fancy ; to portray in the

mind ; to picture to oneself; to conceive, imagine.
Also (with notion of Fancy sb. 3), to suppose one-

self to perceive.

1646 Sir T. Bsowme Pseud. Fp. iv. xii. 215 Several! nations
and ages do fancy unto themselves different years of
danger, a 1661 FULLER Worthies 1840* I. no It [ Berk-
shire ] may be fancied in a form like a lute. 1713 Swift
Cadenus rr I'auessa, She fancies mustck in his tongue.

'

1748 Hartley Qbserv. Man 1. iii. 327 Fansying to our-
selves a confused Heap of Tilings. 1769 Junius Lett. xx.

1

97 The author is. .at liberty to fancy cases, and make, com-
parisons. i860 Thackeray Four Georges i. (1862) 31,
I fancy a considerable shrewdness. . in his ways.
ahsol. c 1698 Locke Cond, Underst. S 31 If all our Search

has yet reach'd no farther than simile.. we rather fancie
than know.

b. with simple complement, or to he : To imagine
a person, oneself, a thing' to be fso and so\
1662 Stilungfl. Orig. Saer. lit. iv, § 6 Some have fancyed

the earth to bee as one great animal. 1696 tr. l>u Mont's
I'oy. Levant 61, I fansid my self restor'd from Death to

Life. 17*8 Young Love Fame iii. Wks. '1757) 109 What
most we wish, with ease we fansy near. 1833 Hi. Martineau
I'anderput <y S. i. 11 Learning to fancy himself better than
be is. 1856 Kane A ret. Exfl. II. xxii. ai8, I could have
fa icied it a walrus. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 64 He
fancies himself not in the senate, but on the bench.

f c. with inf. as obj. Obs.
1726 J. M. tr. Tragic. Hist. Chev. de Vaudray 157 He,

at last, fancy 'd to have found the .Mystery of it. 1754 A.
Murphy (-ray's Inn Journal 17561 II. 194 No. 83, I fancied
to myself to see my amiable Country-women engaged in a
deep Debate.

d. with obj. and inf. or object clause. Also,

f To represent imaginatively.

1551 Bp. Gardiner Explic. trite Catk. Faytk 137 Fanstnge
that as one waue in the water thrusteth away an other, so
doth one fourme an other. 1630 A*. Johnsons Kingd. -y

Commie. 64 The figure of Europe is fancied to resemble a
Queene. 1638 Bakkr tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 64 Imploy-
ments, in which I fancy in my minde, we may spend our
time. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Politic 5 A device, which
fansied me to passe beyond Hercules's Pillars, a 1682 Sir
T. Browne Tracts (1683* 107 He is aptly phancied even still

revengefully to pursue his hated Wife. 1791 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Rom. Forest x, She almost fancied she heard voices
swell in the storm. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889' I. 7 We
read Hingham, and fancy we are studying ecclesiastical

history.

e. In eolloq. use often in the imperative as an
exclamation of surprise. Also ahsol.

1834 Medw:n Angler in Wales I 159 Fancy me boxed up
in the narrow vehicle. 1859 Lang Wand. India 13 Fancy
we three meeting again in the Himalaya mountains ! 1861
THACKERAY Round. Papers, On beingfound out 126 Fancy
all the boys in all the school being whipped. 1881 Grant
White F.ng. Without <y Within xvi. 388 Fancy, now ! [in

England] a very common expression of surprise.

t f. To fancy out : 10 represent by an image;
to exemplify. Obs. rare.

1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag. vr. 105 The two later I

Motions are fancied out unto us, by a Man turning a Crane-
|

Wheel, or Grind-stone 365 times round, while a Worm.,
j

creeps once round the contrary way.
2. To believe without being able to prove ; to

have an idea that. Frequently in I fancy : I rather
|

think.

167a Sir C. Lytthlton in Hniton Corr. (1878)99, I pliancy
the Dukes match wth y- Archduchesse is a little dulld.
1790 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) III. 162 This day, I fancy,
will determine whether we are to be removed to Philadel-
phia or not. 1825 Cobbstt Rur. Rides (1885) II. 33 The
estate is, I fancy, theirs yet. 1883 F. M. Pbaro Contrad.
xviii, We fancy she is engaged to a Mr. Atherton.

3. To liken (a things in fancy \ to \ to transform
(it

N
into. rare.

1646 Buck Rich. III. Ded., I fancy them to our shad-
dowes. 1801 Southky Thalaba iv. ix, Hast thou never,
in the twilight, fancied Familiar object into some strange
shape? 1868 Lowell Witchcraft Prose Wks. 1890 II. 356
The first child that ever bestrode his father's staff, and
fancied it into a courser.

f 4. To arrange in or according to fancy, or
with artistic taste ; to contrive, devise, design, plan.
1624 Massinger Part. Love iv. ii, Something I must

fancy, to dissuade him From doing sudden violence on
himself. 1635 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 136 They
[painters] fashion diversly according to their skill in phancy-
ing the laying of their colours. 1665 SirT. Herbert Trav.
(1677) 145 The figure of a Horse preparing to defend himself
against a Lion ; but so rarely fancied as gains the Sculptor
praise. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagi'f. Lett. 1 17631 I. vii, 32
Furniture . . so well fancied and fitted up. a 1759 Ooldsm.
The Pee No. 2 On Dress, Clothes . . fancied by the artist

who dresses the three battalions of Guards. 1759 H. Martin
.Vat. Hist. Eng. I. 298 The mourning J 'aliases at the Base

of it [a martial Figure] are both well fansied and well

adapt*, d.

f 5. To allot or ascribe in fancy. Obs.
a 1643 W. Cartwkight Ordinary iv. ii, I fancy'd you a

beating. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Fp. 1. vi. 23 To fancy
wings unto Daedalus. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1.

lvi. (17391 103 Fame hath fancied him that Title.

6. To have a good conceit of, plume oneself upon
'oneself, one's own actions or qualities . eolloq.

1866 Daily Tel. 20 Jan. 8/1 He ogles, he ' fancies himself.
1886 H. Conway Living or Dead viii, I was conceited and
fancied my game at whist.

II. With reference to fondness or liking.

t 7. a. To be to the fancy of; to please, b. To
attach by ' fancy' or liking to. Obs. rare.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. (18901 III. 431 The sauourous

fruict. fansied the sensual] taste of Adams Wyfe. < 1590
Greene Fr. Bacon (1630 17 Fast fancied to the Keepers
bonny Lasse.

8. To take a fancy to ; to entertain a liking for
;

to be pleased with ; to like. a. with obj. a person.

(In early use often = to be or fall in love with.)
I545 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke i. 54 The people of

Israel, .as a people more derely beloued and fansyed. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 225 She went as simply as she might,
to thentent that the king should not phansie her. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. n. i. 12, I neuer yet beheld that speciall

face, Which I could fancie, more then any other. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World 1. 1. §8. 199 Ninus .. fancied her so
strongly, as, (neglecting all Princely respects) he took her
from her husband. 1663-4 Drvden Rival Ladies 1. ii, I do
not think she fancies much the man. 1838 Mrs. Carlylk
Lett. I. 95 Carlyle breakfasted with Moore, .and fancied him.
absol. 1588 Greene Periniedes 53 Sheepheards can fancie,

but they cannot saye. 1601 Seiaks. Tivel. N. II. v. 29
Should shee fancie, it should bee one of my completion.
1713 Swift Cadenus -y i'anessa, Five thousand guineas
in her purse ! The doctor might have fancy'd worse.

b. with obj. a tiling ; also f with inf. as obj.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hunt. 1. i, Not to spend
Your coyne on euery bable, that you phansie. 1644 Milton
Areofi. lArb.i 39 Burning, .what they fansied not. 1669
A. Browne Ars Pict. App. '16751 24 One phansies. to
draw Pictures by the Life. 1727 Pope, &c. Art ofSinking
119 Throw all the adventures you fancy into one tale.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xx, Miss Ophelia was
uneasy that Eva should fancy Tnpsy's society so much.
Mod. The patient may eat anything that he fancies.

III. 9. To breed (animals or birds ; to grow
plants) so as to develop in them conventional

* points ' of beauty. Also, simply to breed.
1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour I. 15 Pigeons are ' fancied*

to a large extent. 1876 [see Fancying 7'bl. sb.].

Hence Fa'ncying vbl. sb., the action of the verb
in various senses ; also eoncr. something that one
fancies.

1662 Petty Taxes 6 Civil wars are.. caused by peoples
fansying that [etc.]. a 1729 S. Clarke Serin. 1. 1 1738) xl. 252
A childish, .imagination, that God is picas 'd with their.,
fansying that they believe they know not what. 1758
FftANKLiN Let. Wks. 1887 III. 8 Another of my fancyings.

.

a pair of silk blankets, a 1839 Pkaed Poems (1864 1 II. 184
The fancyings of fancy costumes. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV.
249 '2 'Fancying' is not governed by rules identical with
those which regulate breeding for economic purposes.
1889 Athenieum 16 Nov. 667/3 The excellent fancying of
the little 'genteel ' colony in Bankside.

Fancy dress, sb.

1. A costume arranged according to the wearer's

fancy, usually representing some fictitious or his-

torical character. Also atlrib. infancy dress ball.

1770 Mad. D'Arhlay Farly Diary 10 Jan., I was soon
found out by Miss Lalause, who- -had on a fancy dress..
much in the style of mine, a 1831 Macaulay Life -y Lett.
11883I I. 225 The fancy-dresses were worn almost exclu-
sively by the young ladies.

2. A dress with ornamental trimming.
1826 Disraeli I'iv. Grey 1. i, His curly locks, and his

fancy dress.

Fancy dress, v. rare~ x

. trans. To array or

clothe in a fancy dress.

1878 Masque Poets 226 Nothing can exceed a woman's
tact In fancy-dressing both herself and fact.

Hence Fancy dressed ///. a., Fancy dressing
vbl. sb.

1837 Dickens Fickiu. xv, Never was such ingenious postur-

ing, as his fancy-dressed friends exhibited. 1848 Thackeray
i'an. Fair Hi, Pitt Crawley, .reprobated in strong terms
the habit of play acting and fancy dressing.

Fancye*tte. nonce-u>d. A little fancy.

a 1834 Coleridge Marginalia In Btackiu. Mag. CXXXI.
(1882) Jan., 125 [Two Fancyettes, as Coleridge names them,
at the end of a volume of Fichte].

Fancy man. a. A man who is fancied ; a
sweetheart, b. pi. = Thefancy ,see Fancy sb. 1 1 b).

c. slang, A man who lives upon the earnings of a

prostitute.

a. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faithf xliu, One day the sergeant
was the fancy man, and the next day it was Tom. 1847-78
Hai.liwell s. v. Fancy, A sweetheart is still called a fancy-

man.
b. 1847-8 H. Miller First Imf>r. xiv. (1857' 247, I should

have succeeded in astonishing the ' fancy-men '. 1870 Kmek-
son Soc. 4- Solit. x. 213 Fancy-men, patrons of the cock-pit
and the ring.

C. 1821 P. Egan Tom fy Jerry 42 Although One of the
Fancy, he was not a fancy-man. 1851 Mayhew Loud.
Labour I. 178 The women of the town buy of me. .for them-
selves and their fancy men. 1890 Spectator 6 Dec. 825/2
They will bear from the 'fancy-man any usage, however
brutal.

Fa'ncy work. Ornamental, as opposed to

plain, work, esp. in needlework, crochet, knitting,
1 or the like ; ra?-ely, a piece of such work.

184a F. D. Pennett Wlialing I'oy. II. 91 Their domestic
manufactures are chiefly, fancy works, executed with the
split leaves of the fan-palm. 1866 Mrs. Gaskei.l Wives
$ Dan. xiv. 1867) 142 You don't do fancy-work !

b. slang. In phrase ' To take in fancy -work :

to be addicted to secret prostitution ' (Fanner).

t Fand, fond, sb. Obs. [f. next vb.] a. The
action of trying ; trial, proof, experience, b. The
state of being tried ; a trial, a temptation.
a. c 1250 Gen.

<fy
Ex. 336 Of ftis fruit wile ic hauen fond.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4333 iCott.) Sco broght him [Joseph] to
be fand. Ibid. 24364 Cott.) Hard faand i bar-of fand.
b. a 1300 Cursor M. 25175 (Cott. pat thoru ouer aiming

o bat faand He mai be mede haf ai Iast[and). 1451 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) II. 230 Yef the commyns of Englonde Helpe
the kynge in his fonde.

t Fand, fond, v. Obs. Forms: a. 1 fandian,
-i.^an, 2-3 fandien, 2-4 fondien, 3-5 fond(e(n,
south, dial, vonden, -ien,

( 3feonden), 3~4faand,
(faunde

, 4-5 fand e, Se. faynd, 4-5 founds,
(5 foond, fownd(e\ 0. 1 gefan-, ^efondian,

3 i'y)vonden, ifonden. [OE.fandian\ gefandian
= OYris.fafutia, OS. fan'don to tempt, visit v I)u.

vatuien to visit a woman after her confinement;,

OllG.fanton to visit (the mod.G.falindcn, to raise

1

hue and cry, is commonly believed to be identical

in spite of unsolved phonetic difficulties).

The pa. t. and pa. pple. occas. appear in contracted forms
fond (16th c.),fonte '14th c.).]

1. trans. To put to the proof, try, test (a person

or thing) ; to make trial of (one's strength, skill)

;

to taste (food, etc.) ; in early rise with gen.
c 893 K. Alfred Oros. 1. xii. § 4 pset bsem weorce nanum

men a:r ne £erise bet to fandianne bonne barm wyrhtan
be hit worhte. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark viii. 11 And ba
ferdon 3a pharisei. .and nis fandedon. c 1105 Lav. 23842
pat he fehten mihte and fondien [c 1275 fondie] hine seolue.

Ibid. 30092 Heore maines heo uondeden wel ueole siften.

c 1230 Halt Meiti. 29 To fonde be hwefter bu beo treowe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2902 (Cott.) Mani man. .b^m-self can
nober faand \G'»tt. fonde] ne feil. 1340-70 Alisaitnder 107
Now fares Philip be free too fonden his myght. 1375
Harbour Bruce vi. 618, I will, .se quhat fors that thai can
faynd. '! a 1400 Morte Arth. 3372 Fonde of the fyneste,

thow freliche byerne. a 1400 50 Alexander 681 Quod
Alexander to [is athill as he his arte fandis. c 1460 Townc-
ley Myst. 36 My servand I will found and frast.

absol, a 1300 Cursor M. 542 pe erth [gis man] be tast, to

fele and f:iand.

b. With sentence as obj. : To prove, try to find

\
out, see.

a 1000 Runic Poem 25 (Grj Garsecj fanda5, hwa;5er ac
ha;bbe a;5ele treowe. a 1000 Csedmons Gen. 2410 (Gr.)
Ic wille fandigan nu. .hwau ba men don. c 1*03 Lay. 2949
Ic wille fondien whulchere beo mi beste freond. c 1250 Gen.

<V Ex. 5946 Ic sal fonden and sen Quat tiding so it cam on
5e ni}t. 0300 Harrow. Hell 68 Forte, .fonden how we
pleyen here, c 1440 York Myst. xx. 264, 1 schall thynke on
pam wele To ffonde what is folowand.

C. To examine, scan.

13.. Pearl xv. iGollancz) Her figure fyn quen I had
;

fonte.

d. To 'tempt', { prove' (God). In early use-

const, gen. after OE.
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 Hwi iwearS hinc swa bet jit dur-

sten fondian godes. a 1300 F. F. Psalter cv[i]. 14 pat

landed God in drines. 1375 Barbolr Bruce xii. 364 Thai
faynd god all too gretumly.

2. To endeavour to lead into evil ; to tempt.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 67 He fondede god solf mid his

wrenche. ciaooORMiN 5945 He burrn }>e labe gast Wass
sibbenn fandedd bri^ess. c 1275 Passion 28 in O. F. Misc.

1

(1872) 38 For to beon yuonded of sathanas ben olde. 1340
Ayenb. 15 Zuo heb be dyeuel diuerse maneres. .to uondi pe

uolk. c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints, Andreas 167 Scho me
fandyt l>esily To syne with hyr in lichory. 1393 Langl.

P. PI. C. xv. 120 In whiche flood be feend fondeb man.

b. In good or neutral sense : To try to induce

;

(to do something").

c 1425 Wyntoln Crou. vi. xviii. 276 He hym fandyde..

of Scotland to tak be crowne.

3. a. To have experience of, deal with (a per-

son) ; to have (carnal) acquaintance with. b. To
make experiment with (a tiling^ ; to prove, try.

e. absol. To have experience ^of something im-

plied).

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 239 God burh his mucele milce ne letes

us nefer fandie. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 224 Hadde he

funded sume stunde, he wolde seggen ooer. 41320 Sir

Tristr. 860 pongling . . Foles thou wendest to fand.

a 1330 Roland ty V. 470 So hard he was to fond. 1340 70

Alisaitnder 740 Hec.fonded hur fleshlych or hee fare

wolde. (-1420 Patlad.on Husb. I. 1137 But malthes colde

in other crafte thou founde. Ibid. m. 551 Cannetes nowe
with craftes may be fande. c 1450 Mirour Satuacioun 741

Marie fande first the avowe of gloriouse maydenhede.

4. To enquire; to seek, look for; to enquire

into (a matter); to search (a^place), explore (a

track). Also const, of, to enquire about, hence, to

care for.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 104 Of smelles. ne uond ich notit much-

eles. 4-1340 Cursor M. 6441 (Trin.) pis ille folk was
wantoun to fonde bat moyses hadde vndir honde. Ibid.

10840 (Trin.) pis aungel sende be trinite. .Nazareth be toun

to fond, a 1400-1450 Alexander 4871 pat ban fonde all be

tlote fiftene dayis. < 1420 Chton. I 'Hod. 640 pey . . vondeden
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b' place, and made hit ryde Tyll [etc.]. r 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vn. ix. 369 pai fayndyd of bis be kyngis wille.

b. absol. To ask.

1340-70 Aliscumder 1034 T-eeue fader, .fonde I, mee tell

The sterre bat yee staren on sticketh it in heuin.

5. To attempt, try. Const, to with inf.
a 1225 St. Marker. 10 pene acur.sede gast bxt feondeS to

fordo me. 1297 R. Glouc.(i724> 455 5e stallewardes kny^tes,
bat..bes kyng vondeb bryng to no _

,te. c 1300 Cursor M.
21224 (Cott.) Maui oibermen in strijf Fancied for to folu his

lijf. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 42 The barnage. .fayndyt fast

To cheyss a king. 1387 TrsVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 7
Elsynu.s bisshop of Wynchestre. .fondede to have be see.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1750 Let vs fande som helpe
to gett. 1494 Fabyan Citron, vn. 304 He fondyd to put y J

prerogatyue. .from y munkys. 1590 SpBNSER P. Q. III. vii.

26 For in the sea to drowne herselfe she fond, Rather then
of the tyrant to be caught.
absol. C1340 Caw. .$- Gr. Kni, 565 What may mon do

hot Fonde?
b. To busy oneself.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1682 In be kechene. .arn crafti men
. .bat fast fonden alday to Sen wilde bestes.

6. To attempt, undertake (a deed). Also with
sentence as ohj. : To take care, see (that).

Beowulf -z^i, ponne se an hafa5 burh deades nyd daxla
jefondad. (2x300 Bekct 676 He wende him.. into the see
passage forto fonde. 1307 Elegy Kthv. I. v, Thou lievedest

sunne, That thou the counsail woldest fonde, To latte the
wille of kyng Edward To wend to the holy londe. '! a 1400
Morte Arth. 656 Ffaunde my fforestez be ffrythede. c 1400
Melayne 1401 Thou fayles of that thou fande. a 1440 Sir
Degrev. 120 He was in the holy loud, Dede of amies for

to ffond. a 1455 Holland Honlate xlvii, 3a >Pe > thocht
he 5011g was, to faynd his offens.

7. To acquit oneself (weir. ; also with rcfl. pron.
c 1470 Henry Wallace IX. 1273 Thai had. .fayndyt thaim

rycht weill. [bid. x. 1026 A. .knycht. .fayndyt weill amang
his eneinys keyn.

8. To go, proceed; alsowith refl.pron. = Foundv.l

a 1340 Cursor M. 12978 (Cott.) Apon be heist fell lie faand.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2671 pan fandis he furth in-to be
fild. c 1440 York Myst. xviii. 149 Fande |»e fnrthe fa.ste

for to flee, c 1650 Sir Lambewell 5 1 7 in Furniv. Percy Folio
I. 160 A softly pace her palfray fand.

Fand, obs. pa. t. of Find.

Fandang (fsendce-rj) dial. [See next]. See quot.
1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.), Fandangs..ti&

fanciful adornments in personal attire, trinkets.

Hence Fanda'ngous a. Pompous, showy.
1797 Mm. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) III. 277

A parcel of nonsense about jukes and lords, and them sort
of fandangus trumpery.

Fandangle (ftendce-ng'l). colloq. [An arbitrary

formation ; pern, suggested by next.] Fantastic
ornament ; nonsense, tomfoolery.
1880 World 0/ Cant xxiv. 196 A girl is sure to keep up

some of the old fandangle of her mother. 1887 Jessopp
A ready viii. 232 A solo with no end of shakes and trills and
fandangles.

Fandango (fsendarngo). [a. Sp. fandango
;

alleged to be of negro origin.]

1. A lively dance in | time, very popular in Spain
and Spanish America.
17. . Eliz. Carter Lett. (1808) 138 You are twirled round

in thefandango o( the world. 1774 Mad. D'Arblay Parly
Diary (1189) I. 286 Upon my word, the fandango, like the
allemande, requires sentiment, to dance it well. 1812 S.

Rogers Voy. Columbus v. 146 With gipsy maid Dancing
Fandangos in the chestnut shade. 1863 Ouida Held in
Bondage (1870) 56 Scores of Castillian girls I have seen
doing the fandango.

b. Mus. A tune to which the fandango is danced.
1800 H. Wells Constantia Neville (ed. 2) I. 258 Spanish

ladies, with guittars. .who never had read of a fandango.
1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. I viii, The music com-
mences. It is a merry air—a fandango. 1866 EngeL Nat.
Mus. i. 10 Gluck adopted in his ballet ' Don Juan ' a well-
known Spanish fandango.

2. A social assembly for dancing, a ball.
In 18th c. common in English use ; now only U, .V., or

with reference to foreign countries.
1760-72 tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. fed. 3) I. 39 One of the

most favourite amusements of the natives here, is a ball,

or Fandango. 1766 C. Anstey Bath Guide xiii. 14 She
loves ah Assembly, Fandango, or Rout. 1785 CoWPBR
Faithful Bird 33 Satisfied with noise, Fandango, ball, and
rout ! 1854 Bartlett Alex. Boundary I. xviii. 429 A per-
petual fandango was thus kept up day and night.

3. m Fandangle, rare.

1856 Miss Mulock Halifax x. (1859) 109 No fripperies or
fandangos of any sort.

4. altrib., asfandango-bird.
1871 J. F. Hamilton in Ibis 305 The natives [of Brazil]

call them Fandango birds, and say that they are in the
habit of performing a dance.

Fanda*ngo, v. nonce-tod. To dance a fandango.
1834 Beckford Italy II. 364 Thirteen or fourteen couples

started, .and fandangoed away.

t Pander, fender. Obs. [f. Fand v. + -er '.]

A tempter.
C1340 Cursor M. 2536.) {Cotton Galba) Fals landers [we]

here haue thrin. 1340 Ayeub. 116 [>e dyeuel is be uondere.

t Fa-nding, fending, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Fand
V. + -ING !.]

1. The action of trying, a. A testing or putting
to the proof; a trial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7231 (Gott.) Ofte in fanding men findes
sua [etc.]. r 1400 Gavielyn 147, I ne did it noght broker
but for a fondyng. c 1450 St* Cuthbert 2493 And send him
fandyngs many ma. 14. . Jhesu 20 in Fuiniv. Balladsfrom
AISS. I. 320 Brettyng of benes ft fondyng of foles.

b. A trying to do or find out something; on

attempt, experiment.
a 1000 C&dmou's Gen. 1452 (Or.) He.. of earce forlet..

haswe culufran on fandunga. a 1300 Cursor M. 17756
(Cott.) All bair fanding was for noght. £1340 Ibid. 23776
(Fairf.) Wijj-outen am fonding of fli^t. 1375 Barbour
Bruce iv. 691 Thai, .maks fanding Off things to cum to haiff

knawing.

2. Temptation.
c 1000 /Klfric Interr. Sigeivulfi (Mac Lean) lxix, He

wyle b;et hi heon be gebungenran on baere fandunge.
c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 69 pet ure leue beo ure sceld a^cin bes
fondes fondunge. a 1300 Cursor M. 25m (Cott.) Lede pou
vs in na fanding. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 32 In be
i sail be outreft fra fandynge. 1377 Langl, P. It. B. xiv,

298 pe fyfte is. .a frende in alle fondynges. 1426 Audelay
Poems 21 Fore one fonding of the fynd fulfyl your forward.

^496 Dives <y Paup. fW.de W.) x. iii. 374/1 The fende..
stange. .Adam, .with his wycked fondynge.

3. ? A tempting of Providence. Cf. Fand v. i d.

1375 Barbour Bruce m. 289 For-owt fayntice or yheit

faynding.

t Fane, S&J Obs. Also 5 fayne, 5-6 phane, 7
faine ; and see Vane. [Common Tent. : OK.
fana wk. masc. = OFris.^*«dS, OS. and OHG.fano
(Gtr.faAne), Goth, fana, ON. (gunn-) fani (Da.

fane, Svr.fana; the inod.Icel. fdni
%

'buoyant,

high-flying person ', is unconnected .]

1. A flag, banner, pennant.
a 1000 Boeth. Metro, i. 10 Fana hwearfode scir on sceafie.

c 1325 Coer de L. 3893 They trumpyd and her baners dis-

playe Offsylk, sendel, and many a fane. 1459 Test. Ebor.
11. (Surtees 1 227 Agretesaltesalar gilte with banars and fanes.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. iii. 31 The towres. .With fanes
wauerynge in the wynde. 1671 R. BohuN Disc. Wind 72
The Fanes of ships. 1712 Loud. Gas. No. 5051/3 Ensigns,
Jacks, Pendants and Fanes. 1806 Naval Ckrou, XV. T94

On the fane of her fore-mast, is the date.

2. A weathercock. See Vane.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T, 940 O stormy poeple .. ever

untrewe. .and chaungyng as a fane. 1483 Catk. Angl. 122
A Fayneofaschipe. . ubia weder coke. ^1510 BarclayMirr.
(id. Manners (1570) B iv, Varying as fanes erect vnto tlie

winde. ? 1635 GlapthoRNB Lady Mother III. i. in Bullen
O. PI. (1883) II. 142 Light faines erected on the tops Of
lofty structures, 1773 J. Noorthouck Hist. Loudon 6n
The turret, .from its top rises a ball that supports the fane.

Pane (fr'n , sb.* foci. Also 7 fawne, 5-7
phane. [ad. L. fan-tint temple.] A temple.
14.. Lyih;. Lyfe of our Ladye (Caxton) H j, To haue

answer.. How long this fane ryal of asyse , . sholde last.

1430 — Chrou. Troy 11. xiii, In this phane . . they knele.
1S63-87 Foxe A. <5- M. 11596)107/1 The idolatrous tem-
ples and phanes. 1637 Heywood Dial. iv. 62 The phane
Where the two brothers deify'd remain. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 769 Where palaces, and fanes, and villas rise.

1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles iv.x, To old Iona's holy fane. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. lvi, Man, her last work. .built him
fanes of fruitless prayer.

transf.andJig. a 1618 Sylvester Du Bartas
%
Panaretus

656 Long live the Story Of Valiant Princes in the Fane of
Glory, a 1839 Praed Poems 11864) H- 54 The f;me where
Fashion dwells, ' Lyce's Academy for Belles '.

Hence t^aned///. a. [ + -K]>-]. having a fane;

enshrined.

1633 Ford Lwe'sSacr. n. ii, Such, .as might well become
The shrine of some fan'd Venus.

Fane (fc'n), sb:-'> Obs. (See craots.)

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 138 Drenc wib feondseocum men,
of ciricbellan to drincanne. .fane, finul[etc.]. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal Supp. to Gen. Table, Fane, white Flower deluce.
1878 Britten & Holland Flant-n., Fane.. some white-
flowered Iris, but we cannot determine the species.

Fane (fc'n), sb.* Sc. [Cf. Sw. fan the devil.]

An elf, a fairy.

1806 Train Poet. Reveries, Witch Inverness 100 Kate was
haunted wi 1 a fane. Ibid. 27 Every fane, .hi thy breast.

Fane, Sc. f. of Fain, Feign.
Fane, obs. f. of Fax sb.

Fane, Sc. pa. t. of Fine v. to finish.

Faneer, obs. f. of Veneek.
II Fanega (fan^ga). Also 7 hanega. [Sp.

fancga, also hanega.']

1. A Spanish measure of quantity, usually equal
to a bushel or a bushel and a half.

150a Arnold Citron. 158 He promysed him of whete and
barly xxv. fanegas. 1600 ). Pory tr. Leo's Africa 11. 372
Kverie Hanega of corne that is ground in Fez. 1760 72
tr. yuan fy Ulloa's V'oy. fed. 3) II. 285 The fanega costs
here only ten or twelve rials, or two dollars. 1850 IS. Tay-
lor Eldorado vii. (1862) 65 We purchased half a fanega—

a

little more than a bushel—of wheat, for $5.

2. A measure for land.
1852 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's T?av. I. xv. 478 In this

country five thousand three hundred coffee-trees are gener-
ally planted in a fanega of ground.

Fan-fan (farnfoe-n). [Formed by repeating the
first syllable of Fanny.] A pet dog.
1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 169 The noble noiV upon his fan-

fan spends Revenues large ; her puppies are his friends.

Fanfarade (fsenflr^-d), rare. [f. next + -ade.]
= Fanfare.
1883 R, Brown in Fortn. Rev. 1 Sept. 386 Ushered into

the world with a louder fanfarade of literary trumpeters.
1884 Blackmore Hist. SirF. Upmore I. 319 The infectious
fanfarade of the great Rogue's March.

II Fanfare (fienfe»u, fanfar). Also 6 famphar,
7 erroneously farfara. [Fr. fanfare perhaps
an echoic word.] A flourish, call, or short tune,

sounded by trumpets, bugles, or hunting-horns.

1769 GftASSlNEAU Mus. Diet. App. 20 (T.) Fanfare, [is] a
sort of military air or flourish . . performed by trumpets, and
imitated by other instruments. 1816 Scott Old Mart, xi,

Amid the fanfare of the trumpets. 1863 Longf. Falc.
Feder/'go 221 Fanfares by aerial trumpets blown. 1887 Ghove
Diet. Mus. IV. 470 They [horns] were used .. for playing
merry fanfares, .when the huntsmen . . returned home.

b. transf. vxAfig.
a 1605 Montgomery; Welcome Ld. Sempie 40 My trompet,

to, sail sound The famphar of thy fame. 1628 Le Gbys tr.

j
Barclay's Argents 159 The farfaras of Drummes and

: Trumpets. 1676 Temple Let. to A'ingW'ks. 1731 II. 425
i After all his Fanfares about a separate Peace. 1878 L, W.
I M. Lock hart Mine is Thine II. xxiv. 130 The harsh fan-

fares of forced laughter.

Hence Fa'nfare v. inlr., to sound a fanfare.

i860 RusSELL Diary India II. 237 As we moved the

Trumpets fanfared the Drums rattled.

II Fanfaron (fse'nfar^n), sb. (a.). Also 7 fan-

faroone, -rrone. S -ran, 9 -roon. [F. fanfaron,
f. fa/fare.]

1. A blusterer, boaster, braggart.
1622 Mabbe tr. AlematCs Guzman d\4lf 11. 62 They

should not play the Fanfarroncs. 1694 R. L'EstbangE
Fables 137 There are fanfaron s in the tryals of wit too. as

well as in feats of Arms. 1754 H. Walpolk Lett. II. Mann
(10^41 III cclviii. 78 An excellent fanfaron, a Major Wash-
ington. 1861 Sua Dutch Pict. xi.x. 297, I . .always set him
down as a vapouring fanfaroon.

b. Const, of. One who makes a parade ^/"some-

thing ; a trumpeter of
1857 Fonblanque Life $ Lab. (1874) 273 He is a little

fanfaron of his virtues. 1880 McCarthy Own 'limes I. ii.

27 He became the fanfaron ofvices which he never had.

c. attrib. or adj. liragyart, boastful.

1670-98 LasSELS V'oy. Italy I. l'ref.. He must not follow

them in all their I'hantastical and fanfaron clothings. 1716
M. Davies Athcn. Brit. in. Diss, upon Pallas Anglic. 21

These Fanfaran or Thrasonick Romi-ts. 1831 Soc. Lift
Fug. .5- France ii. 74 Blood . . seems to have been a sort of
fanfaron assassin.

\ 2. « Fanfare.
1848 LyttoN Harold II. IX. ii. 298 Amidst a loud fan-

faron of lifts and trumpets.

Fanfaronade (feetnffir^fa^'d, fanfawnad), sb.

Also 9 fan far 01111ade, -arronade. [ad. F. fan-
faronnade, {.fanfaron. Cf. Sp.fanfarronada.]

1. IJoi.slerous or arrogant language, boastful as-

sertion, bra^r
; ostentation ; an instance of this.

1652 Urquhart Jeioel Wks. (1834) 217 The Gasconads of
France, Kodomontads of Spain, Fanfaronads of Italy.

a 1745 Swift I'nf. />'/. Sarunt's Intro. Wks. 1841 I.

379 b, The bishop copied this proceeding from the fan-

faronade of Monsieur Bouffleurs. 1784 Back Barham
Downs II. 259 He damned her ingratitude; She, his fan-

farronatle. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France I. 24 I
It

|

diverted me . . by the fanfaronades that it contained. 1814
ScoiT Diary 24 Aug., He seems to. .act . .like a chief, with-
out the fanfaronade of the character. 1865 Kingslky Ilere-o.

xii. (.1866.) 165 They outvied each other in impossible fan-

farroiiades,

H 2. = Fanfare.
1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 652/2 The fanfarronade . . of the

favourite Hussars. 1861 Dutton Cook /'. Foster's I>. i,

So much by way of a fanfaronade before the showman pulls

the strings.

Hence Pa:nfarona*de v. in/?:, to bluster,

swagger. Pa nfaronading- vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1837 CarLYLE Fr. Rev. II. 1. \ iii. 58 \Vith ceremonial
evolution and manoeuvre, with fanfaronading . . they made
oath, .to stand faithfully by one another. Ibid. II. vi. viii.

422 Fanfaronading emigrants. 1878 BaYNE Purit.Rev. v.

iS7 His professed contempt for impossibility was useful only
for fanfaronading purposes.

Fanfarra'do. n&nce-nvd. = Fanfare.
1824 GaLT Rothelau III. 230 My arrival was announced

to the ducal court with a great fanfarrado.

t Fa'ufreluche, V. Obs. Also 7 fanferluehe.
[ad. F. fanfrelucher in same sense.] intr. To
trifle ; to act wantonly. Also, to fanfrcluche it.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais ii. xxiii. They . . juind and fan-

freluched at every fields end. a 1693 Ibid. in. xxxi. 265 By
du fling and fanferluching it. .Thirty times a day.

Fanful (farnful}. [f. Fan sb. + -ful.] As much
as a fan [Fan sb. 1 a] will contain.
1806-7 A. Young Agile. Essex (1813) I. no, 3 corn fans-

ful of chaff each horse per week, at 6d. per fanful.

Fang (faen), sb. Also 7 phang^e. [OK.fang,
!
cogn. with OYris. fatig m., OS. fang n., MHG.
fang, vane m., repr. OTeut. *fingo- f

f. root of

*fan/ian (see Fang v.' .]

I. The act or fact of catching or seizing.

f 1. A capture, catch. Also a tight giasp, a
grip. In fang with : in the embrace, under the

protection of. ; Cf. ON. /fang, in one's arms.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 1725 In fang with my faire godis.

e 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 1219 King Eduuard was rycht
fayn off that fang. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 41 Whome

j
he once gettethe with full fange into his gripinge clowches

1 he howldeth faster then catt the mowce. 1600 Shaks.
A. }'. L,, n. 1. 6 The Icie phange And churlish chiding of
the winters winde.

b. Se. In phrase To lose thefang \ Ho miss one's

aim, to fail in an attempt ' ^Jam.;. Also of a

pump (see quot.).

1825 Jamieson Suppl. I.s.v., A pump well is said to lose

the fang when the water quits the pump.
2. concr. That which is caught or taken ; captured

game ; booty, plunder, spoils (obs, exc. Se.). Hence,
* in Sc. Law of a thief: Caught, taken with thefang.
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1016 O.E. Chron. < Laud MS.), [Hi] fang woldon fon ^1300
Cursor M. 3728 (Cott.) Was bou not at me right now, And
fedd me wit pi fang i trau? Ibid. 15434 (Cott.lQuen. .Iudas
pus receiued had his fang. C1340 Ibid. 4801 (Fairf.* Quen
M fondyn haue 5our fange. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. yi
Gif ane man apprehends in his house ane theif, with the
fang of the thift. 1728 Biggar Council Proceedings, The
fangs (plunder) being found in his house. 1790 Mokkison
Poems no Snap went the sheers, then in a wink, The fang
was stow'd behind a bink.

fc
IX An instrument for catching or holding.

f3. A noose, trap. In quots. y%f. Obs.
1535 Stewart'Cron, Scot. I. 470 The Britis fled, and wes

fane of that fang Toleif the Romanis in the thickest thrang.
1794 Piper of Peebles 277 The Laird was fairly in a fang,
An' naething for him now but hang.

4. A canine tooth ; a tusk. In pi. applied gen.
to the teeth of clogs, wolves, or other animals re-

markable for strength of jaw.
1555 Eden Decades 187 Theyr fanges ordogge teeth. 1613

Hevwood Silver Age m. 157 These phangs shall gnaw vpon
your cruded bones, a 1700 Dryden Ovidwu. 535 The fatal
Fang drove deep within his Thigh, a 1771 Gray Poems,
Descent of Odin 10 Eyes that giow, and fangs that grin.
1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 58 This is done by inserting his
[a leech's] three fangs into the skin. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop iii, The few discoloured fangs gave him the aspect
of a panting dog. 1867 Emerson May Day, etc. Wks.
(Bohni III. 439 Wolves shed their fangs.
fig. 1601 Shaks. Twel. X. 1. v. 196 By the verie phangs
of malice, I sweare I am not that I play, a 1633 Austin
Medit. 1 1635 191 Fast in the Iron fangs of that Fo.ve Herod.
1794 FoxSp. 21 Jan. Wks. 1815 V. 159 The relentless fangs
of despotism. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. .18761 I. i. 28
Sufficient to bring him within the fangs of the recent statute.
1867 Tkolloi'E Chron. Barset II. Iii. 89 Having strong
hopes . .that Grace's father might escape the fangs ofjustice.

b. In various transferred uses : (see quots.).
1694 Ace. Sev. Late I'oy. it. (1711! 123 The Phangs of a

Tooth-drawer. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad \ 11. 282
The anchors moony fangs. 1789 Trans. Soc. Encourag.
Arts VII. 193 Thefangs on the fliersare alternatelydriven.
a 1825 Fokuy I'oc. E. Amelia, Pang, a fin. From the
fancied resemblance of their pointed ends to long teeth.
1853 Kane Grmnell Exp. xlvi. (1856) 423 The water-line
was toothed with fangs of broken ice. 1878 Browning La
Saisiaz 14 Fangs of crystal set on edge in his demesne.

T" c. pi. The mandibles of an insect. Obs.
1609 C. Butler Fern. Man, (1634 102 The matter thereof

[of wax] they gather from flowers with their Fangs. 1713
Warder True Amazons led. 2) 3 Her [a Bee'sJ Fangs, or
Mouth, wherein are her Teeth.

d. The venom-tooth of a serpent ; also the
claws, provided with poison-ducts, which terminate
the cheliceme of a spider.
1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 295 The punctures made by the

poisonous fangs were evident. 1802 Pally Nat. Theol. xii.

§ 1 The fang of a viper, is a perforated tooth. 1855 Kings-
ley Heroes li. 206 Where are your spider's fangs? 1862
Darwin Fertil. Orchids v. 220 Each horn is tubular, like
an adder's fang. 1875 Cambridge in Encycl. Brit. <ed. 9)
II. 294 The channel [of the poison] running completely
through the fang [in a spider'.

fg. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend, The serpent fang of this
error._ 1849 Robertson Semi. Ser. 1. xiii. 224 The fang of
evil pierces the heel of the noblest as he treads it down,

f 5. A claw or talon. Obs.
Although this sense would appear on etymological grounds

likely to have existed, it seems to rest solely on the authority
of the Diets. Possibly it may have been wrongly inferred
from figurative applications of sense 4, in which the pi. is

often equivalent to 'clutches', 'grasp', with little or no
conscious allusion to the literal use.

1731 J. K. Neiu Eng. Diet. (ed. 3I, Fang, a claw. 1749
B. Martin, Pangs, claws. 1755 Johnson, Pang, the nails,
the talons.

t b. ''See quot."

1768 K.Buys Did. Terms Art, Fangs,Cm Botany) the shoots
or tendrils by means of which one Plant takes hold ofanother.

6. The pointed tapering part of anything which
is embedded in something else. a. A spike ; the
tang of a tool.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Dog, a sort of iron
hook, or bar, with a sharp fang at one end, so formed as to
be easily driven into a plank. 1833 P. Nicholson Pract.
Build. 222 Pang, the narrow part of the iron of any instru-
ment which passes into the stock. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss.,
Fang, a prong, e.g. a yelve-fang.

b. The root of a tooth ; one of the prongs into
which this divides.

1666 Phil. Trans. I. 381 That Tooth .. which had not a
phang like other Cutters. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 365 If the
fangs were capable of an increase by the ossific inflamma-
tion. 187a Hlxley Pkys. vi. 142 One or more fangs which
are embedded in sockets.

t C. A prong of a divided root. Obs.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (17291 200 Take out your Indian

Tuberoses, parting the Off-sets (but with care, lest you break
their Fangs). 1727 Bradley P'am. Diet. s.v. Anemone,
[Sifting earth upon the bed] till . . there remain only above
ground the Fangs of these young Anemones.

XII. Technical uses.

7. Naut. a. A rope leading from the peak of the
gaff of a fore-and-aft sail lo the rail on each side
(used for steadying the gaff). Now usually Vang.
*5 J3 Douglas AKneis v. xiv. 8 Now the lie scheit, and

now the luf, thai slak, Set in a fang, and threw the ra abak.
1769 Falconkr Diet. Marine G iv, The mizen-yard is

furnished withfangs, or vangs in the room of braces.

b. //. The valves of a pump-box. [Cf. 1 b.]
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
8. Mining. (See quots.) [Derbyshire dialect:

perh. a separate word. Also Windfang.]

64

a 1661 Fuller Worthies 1. 230 A Spindle, a Lampturne,
I a Fange. 1747 Ho<>son Miner's Diet. G iv b. Fange is a

J

Place, .which is left as we drive along the Drift, on purpose
to carry Wind along with us. 1802 Mawe Mineral.
Derbysh. Gloss., Pang, a case made of wood, &c, to carry

!

wind into the mine. 1836 R. Flhness Medicus Magus 51
[The devil] quite rusty with the smoke, Fled up the Fang.
[ Here app. used for ' chimney '.] Ibid. 69 (Glossary) Fang,
a passage made for conducting air after the miner.

Fang fxrj),z>.t Now arch, or dial. Forms:
a. Inf. 1-2 fon, 3 fo-n

;
pa. t. 1-4 feng, [3 fang,

,

south, veng, venk, 4 feyng), 3-5 fong e. (5 fone ,

i 8 south, vung; pa. pple. 1 fangen, 3 fon, 5

;

fonge. 0. Inf. 3 0;v//.fangenn, 3-6fong(e,n, (3
foangen 1,4-6 fange, (fannge,fonnge), 5fangyn,

j

(6 fangue), 7 phang, south, vang, 3- fang

;

I pa. t. and pa. pple. 4-5 fonged, -ett, -id, -it, Sc
fangit, 4- fanged. [Com. Teut. : OE. fon,
redupl. str. vb. corresp. to OFris. fd, OS.fthan,
OHG. fahan MUG. v&hen, mod.Ger. tpoet.)

fahen\ ON. fd Da. faae, Sw. fd , Goth, fahan
s—OTeut. *fauhan ,pret.fefang-, pa.pple.^w^a/w-.
About 1 200 the stem fang- of the pa. pple. appears
as a present-stem (inf. fangen), and gradually
supersedes the older form ; a similar change has
taken place independently in the other Teut.
langs. : cf. Du. vangen, mod. HG. fangen, late Icel.

fanga (Da. fange, Sw. fdnga). The weak: pa. t.

and pa. pple., which are peculiar to English, appear
first in 14th c. ; the original strong forms seldom
occur after the 15th c]

+ 1. trans. To lay hold of, grasp, hold, seize;

to clasp, embrace. Obs.

ci2oo Okmin 3733 Mann mihhte himm fon & pinenn.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17723 iCott.) Symeon .. iesus tuix his
handes fang, a 1400-50 Alexander 2971 Felly fangis it (a
torche] in his fist, t-1400 Ytvaine <y Gaw. 299, I wil him
fang With mi fingers, a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1796 In hys
hand a swerd he fone. 1 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 425
Sodanly in armys he coud him fang.

b. To catch (fish ; to take in a snare. Also
fig. Obs. exc. arch.

c 900 B.rda's l/ist. 1. i. § 1 Her beob oft fangene seolas &
lironns. a 1225 St. Mather. 3 As be fuhel be is fon i be
fuheleres grune. a 1450 SU Cuthbert (Surtees) 5480 Of bat
fysche bat bai bus fang. ^1450 Henrvson Mor. Fab, 69
-Might wee that herring fang. 1637 Gillespie Fug. Pop.
Cerem. iv. viii. 36 He hath . . fanged himselfe faster in the
snare.

>
1850 BlackIE Mschylnt II. 185 May Ate' Fang

them in her hopeless snare! 1877 — Wise Men 206 A
little child. .Can fang a stickleback with pin for hook.

t c. To seize upon (booty; ; to catch, apprehend,
get into one's power (a person} ; to capture (a

city), to seize (lands, possessions . Obs.
1016 O. E. Chron., Hi fang woldon fon. c 1325 Met?:

Horn. 80 He might this ilk nonne fange To slake his lust.

ta 1400 Morte Arth. 425 Ffaunge the fermes in fatthe of
alle ba faire rewmes. c 1400 Des.'r. Troy 956 His goddis.

.

hym grace lent The flese for to fonge. c 1440 York Myst.
xjx. 128 May I pat faitour fange. 6-1450 Mirour Salua-
ciouu 56 The toure of Liaris . . was so verray strange That all

the werld fro two men with force moght noght it fonge.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surteesl 5744 pat na thefe suld him [a
horse] fang, c 1470 Harding Chron. exxxix. iv, Toassayle
the citee, and haue fong id With might of menne. 1522
SKELTON Why not toCourt 1157 [He] wyll. streitly strangle
us, And he may fange us. 1570 Levins Monty. 23 To
Fangue, comprehendere. 1607 Drkker & Webster Nortlr.o.
Hoe 1. Wks. 1873 III. 10 Hee's in the lawes clutches, you
see hee's fanged. 1607S11AKS. Timon iv. iii. 23 Destruction
phang mankinde. 1691 Wood Alh. Oxon. II. 327 Death
fang'd the remnant of his lugs.

absol. 1638 SHIRLEY Mart. Soldier in Bullen 0. PI. (1882)
I. 242 It has ever beene my profession to fang and clutch and
to squeeze.

fd. To get, get at, obtain, procure. Also, to
get together, collect. Obs.

I34*>-70 A lex. <y Dind. 552 For ensample, hi my sawe sop
mow }e fonge Of iubiter. 1/1400-50 Alexander 2059
Amonta be mtjtfull his men ban he fangis. c 1400 Melayne
984 Go fonnge the another fere, c 1440 York Myst. xxvt.
16 Ther fanged I my fame. 1513 Douglas A£neis vi. ix.

138 Furth renting all, his fude to fang full fane. 15..
Childe ofBristoiue 33 Hazl. F. P. P. (1864) 112 He rought
not whom he begiled, worly good to fong, 1560 Roi.land
Crt. I 'euus 11. 3 He him bethocht for to fang sum defence.
a 1605 Montgomerie A'atur Passis Nuriture 34 To fang
his friendship they war fane.

f e. To fang up :
' to pluck up ' (the hearty

;

to * take up \ interrupt sharply. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 988 Fange vp ?our hertis. Ibid.

2197 pan fangis him vp be fell kyng a fuyll feyned la3tir.

2. To receive, accept, a. To receive as a gift,

or as one's due ; to earn as wages ; also, to accept
as one's lot. Obs. exc. dial.

Bemvulf 2989 He bam fra.twum feng. rxooo Sal. $
Sat. 686 (Gr.l Foh hider to me burh and breotone bold to
rewealde rodora rices, c 1200 Ormin 5390 Seoffne 3ifess

J>att man fob Off Hali3 Gastess hellpe. c 1205 Lav. 6240
Ah eower monradene ic wulle fon. 1258 Proclam. Hen. Ill,
Ri}t for to done and to foangen. c 1325 F. E. Allit. P. B.
540 pe fowre frekez of be folde fongez be empyre. < 1394
P. 1 1. Crede 836 It mot ben a man of also mek an herte pat
my^te . . pat Holly Gost fongen. c X400 Yivaine <y Gaiv. 2642
Wha juges men with wrang, The same jugement sal thai
fang, c 1475 Parteuay 2423 When thes Barons thys answere
had fong. 1482 in Eng. Gilds (18701 313 Euery seruant that
ffangyth wagys, schalle [etc.]. 1846 Spec. Cornish Dial.
27 But ded'st fang any money ? as a body may say.

FANG.

+ b. To fang cristendom : to receive baptism,
become Christian. Also, of Christ, Tofang men-
nishe or mankind': to assume human nature. Obs.
ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 133 God fundede from heuene to

eorOe to fongen mennisshe. 1297 K. Glouc. 11724) 73 He
willede anon in hys herte to fonge Cristendom. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints, Magdaleua 242 Howe mane-kynd bat he can
fange. < 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 279 Sche wold
reney hir lay, And cristendam of prestes handes fonge.

t c. To receive as a guest ; to welcome, lit. and
fig. Obs.

C1275 Lav. 13378 Hc.hehte be beste cnihtes . . breo
hundred him come to and he }am wolde wel fon. t 1400
Desir. Troy 366 He fongid bo freikes with a fine chere.
ci4:8 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 247 Fals beleve is fayn to
fonge The lewde lust of lollardie. c 1430 Pol. Ret. $ L.
Poems n866j 200 pe modir bat wolde deeb fong. 1578
Scot. Poems 16th C. (1801) 130 Sa blyth as bird my God to

i

fa
«S
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3. m Take in various uses ; csp. with obj. arms,
counsel, leave, a name, one

y

s way ; to undertake
(battle). Also const, to, unto, to be : To take (a
person or thing) for a. purpose).
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 287 (Gr.t Mid swilcum maeg man

ra;d sebencean fon. c 1205 LAY. 22878 EIc ^er feng water &
ched. 1290 Beket 7 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 106 Gilbert Bekat .

.

him bi-bou?te be Croiz for-to fo Into be holie land, c 1314
Guy Wanv. (A.) 1122 Armes y fenge for loue of [be].
<ri33o Amis fy Amil. 970 Pray him ..That he the batail
for ous fong, Ogain the steward, c 1340 Gam. <y Gr. Ant.
1556 Hir leue fayre con scho fonge. 1393 Gower Conf.
I. 245 Straught unto Kaire his wey he fongeth. < 1394
/'. PI. Crede 786 pei schulden . . mene-mong corn bred to her
mete fongen. ^1400-50 Alexander 805* (Dublin MS.i
Frist of my faire foles fang J-e a hundreth. Ibid. 3186 J>e
name of an Emperotue ne wald he neuire fange. a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Priuc. 3831 \'f that a man outrageousli
hem jwynes] fonge, They birien witte. 1420 Siege Rouen
in Archaeol. XXI. 67 As they satte here mete to fonge.
1440 Bone Flor. 1831 They went Florence to leman have

fonge. c 1460 Tcnvueley Myst. 133 Let us fownde a slepe
to fang. 1567 Semi-ill Pallates i. 1 1872) 2 Zit neuer did sho
se his maik in France Off royall bluid to fang to be hir feir.

4. intr. To seize, lay hold, take hold on ; to
take to, betake oneself to, turn to, proceed to or
against , to set upon, attack.
Beoivulfi$42 Heo. .him to^eanes feng. 855 O.E. Chron.,
And pa fengon his ii sunu to rice, a 1000 Byrhtnoth ioGr.)
pa he to wa:pnum feng. c 1200 Iriu. Coll. Horn. 181 De
nonde fofr to. .alle |>inge be hire beS biheue. c 1205 Lay. 659
pe mete for3 iwat for per fengen feole to. Ibid. 1707 [Heo]
fusden to ba Freinscan & heo hem to 3an fengen. Ibid. 5909
pa odere. .fengen beom to-veinenes. Ibid. 27176 pa:t whenne
Rom-leoden ber comen riden pat heo uengen heom on. Ibid.

31785 peos feng to his riche after his fader dai3e. c 1320
Cast. Love 895 Wib-outen eny meb on me heo fob. c 1325
E. E. Allit. P. B. 457 He [|»e rauen] fongez to be fly3t.
'! ai4oo Morte Arth. 3309 He fongede faste one be
feleyghes |of a wheel], a 1400-50 Alexander 1990 Fyne,
fole, of bi fare, & fange to \>i kythis. c 1420 Metr. St. Kath.
iHalliw.), Yonge to Cryste sche can to fonge. 1880 //*.

Cornwall Gloss, s.v., ' I don't fang to your notions.'

5. To engage on, set about, begin on ; to begin,
commence lo do ^something).

t 888 K. ^llered Boeth. xxxix. § 4 Ic jetiohhod hsefde
on ofier weorc to fonne. a 1000 /Ei.fric Interr. Sigcivnlfi
(Mac Lean) xxi, We fo5 nu on ba axunge bar we hi xr
forleton. a 12*5 St. Marher. 22 pe feondes . . fengen to
jeten Margaret e meiden. .leowse ure bondes. c 1275 Woman
ofSamaria 4 in O. E. Misc. 11872) 84 He venk to prechie.
C 1306 Execution Eraser 89 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 216
Nou ichulle fonge ther ich er let Ant tellen ou of Frisel.

b. With on adv. : To begin. Cf. Onfang v. =
Ger. anfangen. Obs.

< 1205 Lay. 31415 3et ich be suggen wulle ane sunder
rune hu bu mihte fon on bat hit ne buS nauere undon.
a 1225 St. Marher. 5 pe edle meiden . . feng on beos bone.
a 1225 Juliana 10 He feng on to tellen him hu his dohter
droh him from deie to deie. ^1250 Owl % Night. 179
And fo we on mid ri^le dome,

f 6. To promise, resolve, undertake. Const.

with inf. (or its equivalent). Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 61 God us }efe in horte to fon pet we

ne benchen ufel to don. a 1400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 243 To do
penawns loke that ;e ffonge. c 1400 Destr. Troy 599, I shall
fonge you to forther, & my faith holde.

b. Tofang to : to be sponsor for. dial.

[994 O. E. Chron., Se cynmg ./F.belrard his onfeng jet

bisceopes handa.J c 1420 Chron. I'ilod. 558 Seynt Ede
hurre self was redy tho per, To fonge to be child as he had
y tey^t. 1674 Ray S. <y E. C. Words 80 He vangd to me
at the Vant. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 8 Whan tha vung'st
to. . Rabbin. 1888 Elworthy W. Som. Word-bk. 797 When
the paa'sn come there wad-n nobody vor to vang to un.

f 7. intr. To take one's way, go, proceed ; also,

to swervefrom. Obs.
< 1400 Song Roland 577 In Cristis name let us furthe

fonge. c 1456 Turnament of Tottenham 193 in Percy
Relio., He saw Tyrry away wyth Tyb fang. 1522 World
4- Child in Hazl. Dodstey I. 257 Conscience. Manhood, will

ye by this word stand ? Manhood. Yea, Conscience . . I will

never from it fong. 1536 Bellenden Cron.Scot. I. Proheme
(1821) 13 The fatal! hors did throw thair wallis fang.

Fang uvrj), zv- [f. Fang sb.]

1. trans. To strike one's fang or fangs into. Oi
an anchor : To * bite* with its fluke, rare.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. vn. 216 And with thin moony
anchors fang the coast. 1839 Bailey Festus (1854) 531 What
though sin. Serpent-like, fanged her.

2. Tofang a pump, (loosely) a well: to give (it)

a grip of the water; to prime. Cf. Fang sb. \ b,

7 b. k\*ofig.
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i8ig Blackw. Mag. V. 654 To fang a well signifies to pour

into it sufficient liquid to set the pump at work again. 1826

J. Wilson* Nod. Amor. Wks. 1855 1. 19 If the wall's fanged
I'll bring up a gush with a single drive. 1867 in Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. 1883 W C. Smith N. C. Folk 181

Little he read, and what he did Was mostly sermons to
' fang his p.:mp\
Panged tfrepd), a. [f. Fang sb. + -ed~\]

Furnis.ied with fangs ; in various senses of Fang sb.

1602 Shaks Ham. in. iv. 203 My two school-fellows,

—

Whom I will trust as I will adders fang'd. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. 11. 11851 44 Chariots Dhang d at the Axle with
Iron Sithes. a 1709 Watts Horc-e i.yr. 11, Victory of Poles
65 A ridge of knotty oaks Deep fang'd. 1791 Cowpfr Iliad
x. 424 As two fleet hounds sharp fang'd. 1794 Coleridge
Destiny of Nations xiii, The night was fanged with frost.

18:6 Kirby & Sp. Entonwl. U843TI. 34They will make their
fanged jaws meet at the very first stroke. 1820 Keats St,
Agnes xvii, They be more fang'd than wolves and bears.

1889 Klvin Diet. Herald. Plate xlii, 52 Fanged tooth.

t Pa'nger. Obs. [f. Fatsqv. + -xbi.] a. One
who takes another under his protection, a guardian.

b. One who catehes or captures. C. That with
which one catches hold (e.g. a tooth).
a 1300 E. E. Psalter iii. 4 Laverd, mi fanger [L. snsceptor]

art l 'OU. a 1453 Holland Houlate xiv, The Scarth [was]
a fische fanear. 1612 Dekker Ifit be notgood Wks. 1873
III. 313 All the craft in that great head of yours cannot get
it out of my fangers. 1763 Del Pino Sp. Diet., Dicutcs
caninos, the eye-teeth, or fangers.

Panging (/ae*nin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +-ing '.]

1. The action of the verb Fang in various senses,

f a. The action of standing sponsor (obs.). b. The
action ofearning wages; in phconcr. earnings, dial.)

1493 FestivailKrf. de W. 1515) 167 b, Thrughe fongynge
of chyldren at the fonte. 1846 Spec. Cornish Dial. 46 Why
a spent all lies fangings laste Saturda nite.

2. Mining. \A main of^ air-pipes used for venti-

lation in mines. Cf. Fang sb. 8.

1747 Hooson Miner's Dic f
. H, That expense may be

spared, and Air enough taken along by ranging. 1875
Uke Did. Arts s.v. Fan*, Sometimes the term ajanging
is applied to a main of wood-pipes.

Pangish (farrjij), a. [f. as prec. + -ISH.] Of
the nature of a fang

;
piercing.

< 1825 Blddoes Poems, Israelite amid Philistines 102
A curse. . Fangi.sh enough to reach the quick of earth !

Fangle (fc-n.g'1), sb.* Also 6 fangel, 7 south,

dial, vangle. [This and Fangle v.z app. arose

from a mistaken analysis of Newfangled, later

form of new/angle ' eager for novelty '. As new-
fanglcd was said both of persons and of their

actions or productions, it came to be diversely inter-

preted to mean cither 'characterized by new fashions

or crotchets ' or ' newly fashioned or fabricated '.]

1. New fangle : a new fashion or crotchet ; a

novelty, new invention. (Always in contemptuous
sense.) Now rare,

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. i Tim. iv. 6 Full growen
age, which is not wonte easily to swerue into newe
fangles. 1579 Lyly Eitphues (Arb. > 116A Pedlers packe of
new fangles. 1670 MaynwakihG Physician's Repos. 122

That Physician, .departs from the primitive Practice, for

a new fangle and fashion of Prescribing. 1869 Trollopk
He knew lxxxix. 11878' 494 She would still scorn the new
fangles of the world around her. 1881 Grant White
Words <5* Uses (ed. 3) 334 New fashions and fangles of
dress, of manners, and of speech.

+ 2. A fantastic, foppish, or silly contrivance ; a
piece of finery ; foppery, fuss. Obs.

1383 Grekne Mamillia 1. Wks. 1881 II. 19 There was no
Feather, no fangle, Gem, nor Jewell .left behinde. < 1600

Time's Alteration in Chambers Pop. Lit. I. 247 French
fashions then were scorned, Fond fangles then none knew.
1642 Milton Apol. Sntect. (1851) 315 If God loathe the best

of an Idolaters prayer, much more the conceited fangle of his

prajer. 1654 G \yton Pleas. Notes iv. ix. 230 What fangle
now, thy thronged guests to winne. 1695 Kknnett Par.
Antiq. Gloss. s.v. Fannatio, Fangles or vangles properly
the baubles or playthings of children that are proud to be
new fangled.

t Pa'ngle, sb.- Obs. rare. [? cf. Ger. (dial.)

fankel spark ; also, a sort of demon.] ? A spark.

1649 G. Daniel Triuarch. Hen. IV, clxii, [Glendower]
fraught W** some Rudiments ofArt And strooke with fangle

of his Countriman, The boasted Merlin. Ibid, cclviii,

There may we find wth out the fangle which Fires the dry
touch of Constitution.

Fangle, iM Anglo-Irish. [Va. Ir. fainneall

'a handful of straw for thatching' (O'Reilly).]

(See quot.)

1863 Dublin Univ. Mag. Oct. 438 The parties returning
home, probably by the light of fangles. Ibid., note, Fangles
. . were long irregular cones of straw, tied at short intervals

with twigs or slight straw bands. Being set on fire . . they

burned slowly, and were very useful in dark nights.

t Pa'ngle, c'-
1 Obs. rare — 1

. In 5 fangel.

[?cf. Ger. dial, fankeln to trifle.] intr. ? To trifle.

( 11400 Tutivitlus 14 in ReL Ant I. 257 For his love that

3ou der bo^th Hold 50U stil and fangel 1103th.

Pa'ngle, v. 2 Obs. exc. dial. [See Fangle jtU]

trans. Contemptuously used for : To fashion,

fabricate; to trick out. Also, To new fangle \ to

dress up anew.
1615 J. Taylor (Water-P ) Siege Jerusalem Wks. (1630)

10 '2 Such gibrish, gibble-gabble, all did fangle [at Babel].

1641 Milton Prel. E/isc. '1851 go Not hereby to .. new
fangle the Scripture. 1755 Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 136 Such
was their zeal for a new religion of their own fangling-

Vol. IV.

1762 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 240 If I give a charm 'Tis
so metamorphos'd by your fiddling and fangling. 1881

Miss Jackson Shropsh. U'ord-bk. s.v., 'Er bonnit wuz
fangled all o'er ooth ribbints.'

t Pa'ngled, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Fangle sb. 1 +
-ED 2

.] Characterized by crotchets or fopperies.

1587 M. Grove Pelops <$• Hipp. (1878) 48 Mens minds
wer not so fangled then as now they doe appeare. 1611
Shaks. Cymb. v. iv. 134 Be not, as is our fangled world,
a Garment, Nobler then that it couers. 1727 in Bailey.

Fanglement (fse'rjg'lm&it). [f. Fangle v. 2

+ -MENT.] The action of fangling or fashioning
;

hence, something fashioned or made, an invention,

a contrivance.
a 1670 H.ACKET Alp. Williams 1. § 108 (1692) 97 He

adventur'd to maintain Orthodox Religion against old Cor-
ruptions and new Fanglements. 1866 Blackmore Cradock
Noxuell xiii. 118811 53 Round-about foreign fanglements.
1888 Elworthy W. Somerset U'ord-bk. 797 These here
new-farshin vanglements 'bout farmerin'an that.

Faiigless yfarrjhs), a. [f. Fang sb. + -less.]

a. Without fangs, toothless. b. Of a tooth

:

Having no fang or root.

B. J597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 218 His power, like to a
Fang'.esse Lion, May offer, but not hold. 1823 Blackw.
Mag. XIV. 81 A sort of fangless viper. 1868 Geo. Eliot
Sp. Gipsy iv. 302 A lion in fangless infancy.

fig. 1790 I. Williams Shrove Tuesd. (1794) 29 Rebellion
fangless gnnn'd on Brunswick's pride. 1795 Jemima II.

198, I should dread the consequence of his iniquity even in

I
that almost fangless situation. 1887 Swinburne Locrine
iv. i. 105 So shall fear, mistrust, and jealous hate Lie food-

1

less, if not fangless.

b. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 114/2 The mouth.

•

furnished with, .fangless. .teeth-

Fanglet (fserjlet). [f. as prec. + -lkt.] A
litie fang or tooth.

1843 J. Dayman Inferno of Dante xxv. 159 Then either

j

cheek with poisoned fanglets stung.

Pangot (fee qg^t). [ad. It. fangotto, var. of

;
fagotto bundle, Faggot.] A quantity of wares,

esf. raw silk, from 1 to 3 cwt.

1673 Land. Gas. No. 841 4 Lost, .out of a Close Lighter
;

at Brewers Key, one Fangot of White Cyprus Silk. 1708
Ibid. No. 4472 ''4, 4 Fangotts of Italian Raw Silk. 1721-1800
in Bailey*. 1768 in E. Buys Diet. Terms Art.

Fangy ifx'ijgi),a:. [f. Fang sb. + -Y 1
.] Having

a number of fangs ; divided into fangs ; resembling
fangs.

1847 Jrul. K- Agric.Sof. VIII. n. 292 It makes the roots
fangy. 1859 Sala Gaslight .5- D. x. 120 A fangy range of
teeth.

t Pa'nikin. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. MDu. vaneken

(Hem. vaenken, Kilian), dim. of vane (now vaan) :

see Fane sb. ' and -kin.] A small flag or banner.

1539 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scot. I. *2gS Fanikynnis,
Ansen;eis, stramans, and banaris.

Panion (farnyjTn). [a. Fr. fanion, f. as fanon
(see FANON).] See quots.

1706 Phillips ed. Kersey), Fanion, a P.anner carry 'd by
a Servant belonging to each Brigade of Horse and Foot at
the Head of the Baggage. 1721-1800 in BAILEY. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's U'ord-bk., Famous, small flags used in sur-
veying stations, named after the bannerets carried by horse
brigades.

Pank (nenk ,

J
sb. ] Sc. [a. Gael, fang, fling -

Ir. fang in same sense.] A sheep-cot or pen.
1812 P. GRAHAM Agric. Stirling xiv. 294 It is necessary

to enclose the whole flock in the pen or fank. 1827 I.

Anderson Ess. Stale Soc. Highlands 127 Bargains were
concluded at the homes and fanks of the farmers. T883 YV. C.
Smith N. C. Folk 219 When he came to byre or fank.

Fank, sb:1 Sc. [Cf. Fang sb. 7.] A coil of rope
;

a noose.

1825 80 in Jamieson. 1826 Scott frnl. '1890) I. 255 He
. . is a prince of Bores, but . . like the giant Pope . . he can
only sit and grin at Pilgrims, .and is not able to cast a fank
over them as formerly.

Pank Ja'ijk •,:'. .SV. [f. FaXKj/'.I] trans. To put
(sheep) in a fank; to pen up (Jam.). Hence
Fauked ppl. a., penned up ; in quot. transf of

a sword : Set fast in the sheath.
''.a 1600 Death of Farcy Reed xxviii. in Child Eng. <V Sc.

Ball. u8qo)vii exciii. 27/6 Brave Parcy raised his fankit
sword, And felld the foremost to the ground.

Pankle (firnk'l),**. Sc. [f. Fank sb.% : see -le.]

trans. To tangle, entangle ; to entrammel (ahorse,

etc. ) with a rope ; hence, To get fanklcd : fig. to

lose the thread of a discourse (see Jamieson s.v.\
• 1450 Henryson Lyon <y Mous xxxiv. in Evergreen I.

196 Our ryat Lord .. now is fast heir fanklet in a Cord.
1826 J. Wilson Xoct. Ambr.Wks. 1885 I. 103 My long
spurs . . never got fankkd.

Fan-light (fai-nbit). A fan-shaped window
over a door ; sometimes applied loosely to any
window over a door. Also aitrib.

i8ig /'. O. Lond. Direct. 220 M'Namar, E., Metal Kan-
light manuf. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, iv, In shape
resembling the fan-light of a street door. 1886 Stevenson
Dr. fekylt ii. ied. 2 1 26 At the door of this [house] . . now
plunged in darkness except for the fan-light. 1888 Gwill
Encycl. Arch. 766 Fanlight frames over doors.

Faun ell (farnel\ Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6

phanelle. [ad. med.L. fanul-a (Wr.-Wulek. 649)
or fanonelltts (Du Cange), dim. of fano (see

Fanon) ] — Fanon i.

1530 Palsgk. 218/2 Fannell for a preestes arme, fanon.
1566 in Peacock Eng, Ch. Furniture (1S66.1 29 Item vest-

mentes copes crosses aulbes phanelles. 1672 J. Dawks Rites
Durham 16 Stoles and Kannels. 1830 Beauties of Isle of
Thauct I. 51 On his left side, .is seen the end of the fannel
or maniple.

f App. taken as dim. of Fan or Fane : A small
screen or fan.

r555 Fardle Facions 11. viii. 167 For that ihei sette
muche by be.uitie, thei cary aboute with theiin phanelle>
[Lat. text umbrellas] to defende them fro thesonne.

Fanner tfte'naj). [f. Fan sb. or v. +-fb i.]

1. One who fans. fa. One who winnows grain

with a fan. Obs.
c 1515 Cocke Lorell's B. ,Percy SocO 10 Repcrs, faners and

homers. 1654 Trait Comm. Ps. xiii. 8.600 Good corn.,
falls low at the feel of the Fanner.

b. One who fans ; himself or another person)
with a fan.

1888 Bow-Bells Weekly 18 May, The present Emperor of
China when he was a baby had twenty-five fanners. 1890
Daily Neius 15 Feb. 64 Which caused a draught almost
sufficient to blow the fanner quite away.
2. =Fan sb.* 1 b. lit. nndfig. Also, in later use,

an appliance forming part ol this.

1788 Specif Meikte's Patent No. 1645. 3 Below the harp
a pair of fanners may be placed so as to separate the corn
from the chaff. 1799 j. Robertson Agric. Perth 99
Fanners for cleaning grain have been long used by the most
industrious of the farmers. 1800 l-nrmers Mag. (Edinb.)
I. 159 James Meikle who went to Holland in 1710. .brought
over a winnowing machine or what is commonly called a
pair of fanner>. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 841/2 How
from the fanners of his genius would the cock-chaffers of
Cockneys fly like very chaff indeed ! 1853 Jml. R. Agric.
Soc XIV. 11. 291 The grain, after leaving the mill fanners,
is put through hand-fanners preparatory to measuring.

b. U. S. (sec quot. .

1890 Dialect Notes Boston, U. S.) n. 58 Fanner, an open
basket dishing out from the bottom upwards. .Originally it

was used to separate the chaff from the wheat.

3. (See quots.l

1874 Knigm i' Diet. Mech., Fanner, a blower or ventilating
fan. 1858 Si.MMONDS Diet. Trade, Fanner .. a cooling ap-
paratus.

4. A kind of hawk so called from the fanning

motion of its wings. Also vanncr-haivk.
1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., Fanner, a hawk. 1885

Swainson Prov. Names Birds 140 Kestrel . . Vanner hawk,
Windfanner.

Fanning Tarnin,}, vbl. sb. [f. Fan v. + -ing ]
.]

The action ot the vb. Fan.
1. The action of fanning or winnowing (corn).

1577 I>. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1. (15861 43 The..
fannyng and wynnowing in Sommer. a 1679 T. Goodwin
Wks. V. 11. 144 Others take this fanning (Luke iii, 16, 17)

for that discovery which shall be made at the day of judg-
ment. 1879 Farrar St. Paul 11 vii. I. 123 ' All the fanning
in the world will not make you [a cornfield] so remunerative
as commerce', said Rabh.

b. concr. The siftings of tea.

1870 Daily News 16 Nov., Common fannings mixed with
broken stalks.

2. The action of moving the air with or as with

a fan ; an instance of this.

1528 Pavnell Saleme's Regim. T iv, The fier, without
fannynge of the aier, is schoked and ijuenched. 1696 ir.

Du Mont's I'oy. Levant 133 Where a Man may lie and
enjoy the Pleasure of Fanning as long as he pleases. 1715
Dlsaguliehs Fires fmpr. 41 Fanning, makes that Air feel

cold ur cool, which is otherwise warm. 1852 D. Moir Hymn
to Night Wind Poet. Wks. II. 381 The delightful fannings
of thy wing !

3. The action of blowing gently as with a fan
;

an instance of this; a breeze.

171a Uudgf.ll Spec*. No. 425 ? 1 The Fanning of the

Wind rustling on the Leaves. 1764 Grainger Sugar Cane
56-2 The first glad fannings of the breeze. 1818 Kkats
h.ndvm. 11. 664 Exhal'd asphodel, And rose, with spicy
fannings iuterbreath'd, Came swelling forth.

4. —Fan-tracery ^see Fan sbA 11).

1851 R.USK1N Stones Ven. I. xxlx. § 4, I would rather. .

have a plain ridged Gothicvault. .than all the fanning, .and
foliation that ever bewildered Tudor weight.

5. Also Fanning-out : the action of spreading out

like a fan (cf. Kan v. 6) ; an instance of this.

1883 W. C. Rlssell Sailor's Lang., Fanning, widening
the after-part of a ship's top. 1889 Geikie in Nature
19 Sept. 488/1 The fanning-out of the ice on its southward
march.

6. Comb., asfanning- mac/tine, -mill. (—Fan sb. 1

ib.)

1747 Gent. Mag, XVII. 438 A r aiming Mill, u^ed in

Silesia, for cleaning of corn from tares, &c. 1843 Bkande
Diet, Sc, Fanning-machine. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Fanning-mill.

Fa'nning, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.] That

fans, in senses of the verb. lit. and^\
c 1340 Gam. ty Gr. Knt. 181 Fayre fannand fax vmbe-

foldes his schulderes, 1555 Latimer Serm. A- Rem. (1845)

442 Fear not the fanning wind, a 1700 Drvden Cymon <$•

Iphig. 104 The fanning wind upon her bosom blows. 17*5
Pope Odyss. vi. 284 Inhaling freshness from the fanning
breeze. 1818 Byron Ch. Hat; iv. xliv, My bark did skim
The bright blue waters with a fanning wind. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's IVord-bk., Fanning-brceze, one so gentle that the

sail alternately swells and collapses.

Panny (famiV dial. (See quot.)

1892 Labour Commission Gioss. No. 3, Fanny, a local

term, a corruption of fanner or fanblower ; that is, a wheel
with vanes fixed on to a rotating shaft enclosed in a case or

chamber to create a blast of air. It is used in the scissor-

grinding industry.

y



FANON.

Fanon (fx'npn). Forms : a. 5 faneu, -one,

•oun, un, Sc, fannowne, 6 fannom, {Sc.) -oun,

fawnon, 6-8 fannon, 5- fanon. £. 6 phanon.
[Fr. /anon, ad. med.L. fandn-em t fano banner,

napkin, a. OHG./a«<?, Goth./a«a : see Fane sbX\

1. An embroidered band, corresponding with the

stole, but shorter, originally a kind of napkin,

attached to the left wrist of the officiating priest

or celebrant, and of the deacon and subdeacon at

mass ; a maniple.
1418 Bury Wills (Camden) 3, j. fanon. J496 Dives <V

Pauj>. i\V. de W.) VIII. viii. 331/2 The fanon betokneth

bounds of his [Christ's] hondes. 1500 20 Dunbar Fenyeit

Freir 55 On him come nowihir stole nor fannoun. 1536 in

Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 197 Two Tunicles and three Albes;

with divers Stoles and Fannons. 1571 GrindaL Articles.,

Whether all Vestments. Stoles, Phanons, Pixes [etc] . . be

vtterly, defaced, .anddestroicd. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) II. ix. 69 The usual episcopal vestments, the

amice, fanon, etc.

2. See quots.)

1844 Pl*gin Gloss. Eccl. Ornament 120 Geurgius says

that the fanon or phanon worn by the Pope, is the same as

the orale, and is a veil of four colours in stripes. 1849

Rock Ch. ofFathers I. v. 466 The Roman pontiff . .vested

. .in what is called the fanon now but formerly the ' Orale'.

Fant, var. f. Faunt Obs., child.

Fant.e, obs f. of Faint a., Font.

Pantad (faeiitaed). Also fantod'd. [.' An un-

meaning formation suggested by Fantastic, Fan-
tasy, etc. : cf. fantigue.'] A crotchety way of

acting ; a fad.

1867 Smyth Sailor s Word-bk.
%
Fantods, a name given to

the fidgets of officers. 1880 Mrs. Parr Adam <y Eve xxxii.

440 I'd do the trick, if I was she, 'fore I'd put up with such
fantada from you. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Fantodds,
' megrims ', ' mulligrubs ', a stomach-ache ; a fit of the sulks

or other slight indisposition, mental or bodily. 1886 Barnes
Dorset Dial. 63 Fa/ttod, a fuss, fidget. ' She's always in a
fantod about Meary '.

Hence Fa ntod a., Fidgetty, restless.

1887 in Kent Gloss. 1883 W. C. Russell Sailor's Lang.,
Fantod, A fiddling officer who is always bothering over

small things.

Fan-tail fae-nt^l), sb. [f. Kan sb.^ + Tail.]

1. A tail or lower end in the shape of a fan.

1728 SwiFT Ladies at Sot's Hole, We who wear our
wigs With fan-tail and with snake. 1862 Jrul. F. Agric.

Soc. XXIII. 214 Turning the butt-end [of a sheaf] up-

wards, spreading out the ears, and making a sort of ' fantail'.

2. A variety of the domestic pigeon, so called

from the form of its tail. Alsofantail-pigeon.

1735 J. Moore Columbarium 54 They [pigeons] are call'd

by some Fan-Tails. 1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. II.

148 The . . fan-tails and the . . powters are oF my breed !

1840 DlCKENS Barn. Budge (18491 2A Runts, fantails, tum-
blers, and pouters. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. 1. (1*478) 16

The fantail has thirty or even forty tail feathers, instead of
twelve or fourteen. 1884 May Ckommelin Brown-Eyes i. 3
The grazing deer, and the proud fantail pigeons.

3. A genus [Rhipidttrd) of Birds found in Aus-

tralia.

1848 in Maunder Treas, Nat. Hist.

4. Mech. A kind of joint. Cf. dove-tail.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

5. (See quot. 1874.

>

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade, Fantail, a joint ; a gas

burner. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Fan-tail . .a form of

gas-burner in which the burning jet has an arched form.

6. att ib., as fan-tail-hat, also, simply, fan-tail,

a coal-heaver's hat, a sou'wester ; fan-tail gentle-

man, a wearer of such a hat, a coal-heaver.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 243 The two fan-tail

Gentlemen soon gave in. 1850 P. Crook War ofHats 47
Those heavers, too, of coals, with smutted face And fantail

hats. 1877 J. Greenwood Dick Temple II. vii. 220, I

fancy I see you . . with knee-breeches and calves and a
' fantail ', shouldering an inky sack.

Hence Fan-tail v. inlr. Of a whale : To work
its tail like a fan. Pan-tailed a., having a fan-

tail.

1812 H. & J. Smith Be/. Addr., Arch. Atoms 154 The
dustman, doffs his fan-tail'd hat. 1851 H. Mei.vii.le Whale
xxxvi. 179 Does he fan-tail a little curious before he goes
down? 1868 Wood Homes without H, xi. 211 A rather
pretty bird the Kan-tailed Warbler.

Fan-tan (fornten). [Chinese fan . fan re-

peated divisions.] A Chinese gambling game, in

which a number of small coins are placed under

a bowl and the players then bet as to what will be

the remainder when the pile has been divided by
four. Also altrib.

1878 Lady Brassey Voy. Sunbeam xxiii. 401 A few natives

playing at fan-tan. 1888 Pall Malt G. 16 May 21 At their

fan-tan tables lads often, .years ofage may be seen gambling
away their pence. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Sept. 15/4
The home of fantan . . is the Portuguese colony of Macao.

t Fantaser. Obs. rare~ x
. [f.fantase, Fan-

tasy v. * -Eli 1
.] A fancier; one who is in love

with (some oneV
a i=y*7 Surrey Descr. Restless State 145 A fantaser thou

art of some, By whom thy wits are overcome.

Fantasia ;fantazra, fifenta-zia). [a. It. fan-
tasia (see Fantasy), lit. * fancy ', hence 'an in-

strumental composition having the appearance of

being extemporaneous' (Tommaseo^.J

66

1. Mus. ' A composition in a style in which form

is subservient to fancy ' (Stainer and Barrett).

1724 Explic. Foreign Words in Music 30 Fantasia, is a

Kind of Air, wherein the Composer . . lias all the Freedom
and Liberty allowed him for his Fancy or Invention, that

can reasonably be desir'd. 1776 Sir
J.

Hawkins Hist.

Music IV. iv. 47 His [Hilton's] Compositions were for the

most part Fantasias for the viols and organ. 1815 European
Mag. July 46/1 The first movement, termed ' Fantasia' .

.

is a most spirited, .effort. 1879 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 503/i

Fantasia . . was the immediate predecessor of the term
Sonata.

|| 2. The It. word is current in the Levant and

North Africa, in the senses : a. Ostentation, pomp,
self importance ; b. A kind of Arab dance; also,

an exhibition of evolutions on horseback by a

troop of Arabs.
1838 Sparks Biog. IX. Eaton viii. 263 But they must

have a consul with less fantasia. 1859 Wraxall tr. R.
lloudiu II. viii. 239 Our captain had arranged for us the

surprise of a fantasia. 1873 Tristram Aloab ii. 28 A capital
' fantasia' or Arab dance, .round our camp fire.

Fantasied, phantasied (farntasid ',///. a.

anh. [f. FANTASY sb. and v. + -ED.] a. Framed
by the fancy; imaginary, b. Filled with (strange,

new) fancies or imaginations (so OF. fanlasie).

e. Characterized by phantasy; dreamy, imaginative.

d. Full of fancies or caprices ; whimsical.

a. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. it. xiv. (16341230 A
fantasied Ghost is thrust in place of the Manhood. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage vi. xi. 521 Phantasied dangers.

b. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 2 b, These our such
new fantasied men of warre. 1595 Shaks. John IV. ii. 144,

I finde the people strangely fantasied.

C. 1882 ShobthouSE 7. Inglesant II. ii. 54 The alluring

world of phantasied melody which Vanneo had composed.

d. 1883 C. F. W00LSON For the Major iv, Mr. Dupont
was conducting himself after his usual fantasied fashion.

T Fantasious, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 fantasy-

ouse. [a.OF.fa/i/asieits, i./autasie : see Fantasy
sb. and -oin.] Full of fancies, capricious.

c 1489 Caxton Biancliardyn iii. 17 The dyuerse . . conclu-

syons that his fantasyou.se wylle dyde present by fore hyni.

Fantasm a, etc. : see Phantasm, a, etc.

Fantasque (faentarsk), a. and sb. Also 8

fantask. [a. ir.janlasijue-.—L./aii/asticiis.]

A. adj. Fanciful, fantastic ; curious, rare.

1701 C. Hurnabv Ladies Visiting Day I. i, A clean

Napkin and a plain Dish is my Feast ; Garnish and Orna-

ment are fantask. 1844 Mrs. Browning Poems, Drama
Exile I. 52 Twelve shadowy si^ns of earth, In fantasque

apposition. Ibid., Ho. Clouds II. 226 The fantasque cloud-

lets.

t B. sb. Fancy, whim. Obs.

1698 Vanurugh Prov. Wife III. iii. Lady Brute. .There is

not upon earth so impertinent a thing as women's modesty.

Belinda. Yes, Men's Fantasque, that obliges us to it. 1703

Steele Tend. Husb. 11. i, I have a Scribbling Army-Friend,
that, .will hit the Nymph's Fantasque to a Hair.

Fantassin (fe'ntsesin). [a. Fr. fantassiii, ad.

It. fanlaccino, dim. of fanlc foot-soldier.] (See

quot. 1835.)
1835 Lytton Rieuzi IX. i, Two hundred fantassins, or

fool-soldiers, of Tuscany. 1853 Tait's Mag. XX. 534 Fierce

Isolani's fantassins. i860 Russell Diary India II. 253
Quaint fantassins with matchlock, musket, tulwar, and bow.

Fantast, phantast (fiu-nta-st . [ad. ined.L.

phantasta, Gr. dHu-rao-Tr/s, agent-n. f. tpavra^fiv,

<pat>Ta£(o9ai. In Gr. the word meant (in accord-

ance with the primary sense of the active verb) ' an

ostentatious person, boaster' : see next. Cf. Ger.

/aulas/, phantast, which is the source of the

modern use.]

1. A visionary, a dreamer ; a flighty, impulsive

person.

1588 J. H[arvev] Disc. Probl. 128 O vain Phantasta and

fond Dotterels ! 1804 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836! II.

413 A quiet and sublime enthusiast with a strong tinge of

the fantast. 1855 Lewes Goethe {i%f>4,) 494 She is one of

those phantasts to whom everything seems permitted.

2. A fantastic writer; one who aims at eccen-

tricity of style.

1873 F. Hall Moti. Sfig. 171 Fantasta and contortionists

like Mr. Carlyk.

Fantastic (fitntarstik\ a. and sb. Forms : a.

4 fantastik, 5-7 fantastike, -tyke, -tique,

-tyque, 6-8 t'untastick e, 7- fantastic. 0. 6-8

phantastick e, 6 phantastike, 7 phantastique.

7- phantastic. [ad. med.L. fantastic-us, late L.

phantasticus, a. Gr. tpavraaTiKos, f. tpavTafatv to

make visible (middle voice <pavTa£«j6at, in late (Jr.

to imagine, have visions) : see Fantasy. Cf. Fr.

fantastique.
The form phantastic is no longer generally current, but

has been casually used by a few writers of the 19th c, to

suggest associations connected with the Gr. etymology.]

A. adj.

1. t a. Fxisting only in imagination
;
proceeding

merely from imagination ; fabulous, imaginary,

unreal (obs). b. In mod. use, of alleged reasons,

fears, etc. : Perversely or irrationally imagined.
a. a 1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls' V. 279 What is i-seide.

.

of Merlyn his fantastik getynge. Ibid. VIII. 63 Kyng
Arthures body [was founden] bat was i-counted as it were
fantastik. 15*9 More Su/iptic. Soulys Wks. 33S A very

fantastike fable. 1617 F. L. Hist. Ed-u: 11 (tdSo) 11

FANTASTIC.

His fantastique Happiness. 1711 Swift South Sea viii, He
longs to rove In that fantastick scene. 1775 Harris Philos.

Arraugem. Wks. (1841) 299 A fourth sort . . may be called

fantastic, or imaginary ; such as centaurs. 1816 J.Wilson
City 0/Plague 1. i, I could smile at such fantastic terrors.

1876 M. Arnold Lit. A- Dogma 157 His hearers and repor-

ters were sure to verse it on their own fantastic grounds also.

fi. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 481 All those other phan-
tastick Gods, were nothing but Several Personal Names.
174a Young Nt. Th. i. 94 My soul phantastic measures
trod O'er fairy fields.

1 2. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

phantasm. Obs.
a. 1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. 19/2 He shewed that he was

veryly rysen..by etyng openly, and by no art fantastyke.

1491 — Vitas Patr. i\V. de W. 1495) 1. xlii. 68 a/i (I am]
noo thynge fantastyque, but a sparcle of fyre ; Asshes, and
flesshe. 1598 Yong Diana 127 A meere dreame, or some
fantastick illusion. 1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife iv. iii, Is

not this a fantastic house we are in, And all a dream we
do ? 1648 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks.(\&x>\ 198 One will allow of

his humanity, .another will allow a divine soul with a fan-

tastick body.
p. 1635 A. Stafford Fe/u. Glory (1869) 145 That He had

a phantasticke Body, not made of his Mothers Flesh.

1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 377 Aery Banquets, Phan-
tastick Food, a 1716 Socth Serm. (1741) VII. 16 An aerial

phantastic body.

t 3. Of or pertaining to phantasy, in its various

psychological senses (see Fantasy sb. 1
.
4) as denot-

ing either the faculty (.and act) of apprehending sen-

sible objects, or that of imagination ; imaginative.

1483 Caxton Cato F viij b, By cogytacyon or thynkyng
fantastyke and by illusyon of the deuyll. 1592 Davies
Immort. Soul XX. ii. (1599) 47 [Phantasie] in her Ballance

doth their values trie. Where some things good, and som
things ildoseeme. .in her phantasticke eye. 1649 Jer. Tay-
lor Gt. Exemp. Pref. f 43 '1 here is as much phantasticke

pleasure in doing a spite, as in doing revenge. 1678 CuD<
worth Intell. Syst. 29 The different Pliancies in us, caused

by the respective Differences of them. .Which Phancies or

Phantastick Idea's are [etc.]. 1793 T. Taylor Sallust viii.

38 The irrational soul . . is sensitive and phantastic life.

f b. Of poetry : Concerned with ' phantasy
'

(Gr. tjiavraaia) or illusory appearance. Obs.

[See Plato Sophistes xxiii, li. In quot. 1581 the word
may be merely a transliteration of Gr. *aira<rTiJci$.]

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie iArb.>54 Mans wit may make
Poesie, (which should be Eikastiif, which some learned

haue defined, figuring foorth good things,)tobe/Vm«r<7.sr!AV:

which doth contrariwise, infect the fancie with vnworthy
obiects. 1660 Gale Crt. Gentiles I. ill. i. 18 Phantastic Poesie

is that, which altogether feigns things.

4. Of persons, their actions and attributes : + a.

Having a lively imagination; imaginative (obs.).

b. Fanciful, impulsive, capricious, arbitrary; also,

foppish in attire. Now in stronger sense : Extrava-

gantly fanciful, odd and irrational in behaviour.

0. 1488 Caxton Clrnst. Goddes Chyld. xix. 50 Whether he
haue a sadde knowyng or felinge or elles a soden wytte or

fantastyk. 1591 Shaks. Two Gentl. 11. vii. 47 To be fan-

tastique, may become a youth Of greater time then I shall

shew to be. l6a8 Wither Brit. Rememb. 11. 1 Let no fan-

tastique Reader now condemne Our homely Muse. 1683

Trvon Way to Health 577 The. .fantastique Directions of

ignorant Physitians. c 1760 Smollett Ode to Indcp. 100

And all her jingling bells fantastic Folly ring. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. 312 The fantastick vagaries of these juvenile

politicians. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks.

1 Bohn) I. 350 Great believers are always reckoned, .imprac-

ticable, fantastic, atheistic.

P. 1600 L\ Blount tr. Concstaggio A iij b. He that talking

of a young gentleman, shoulde say, that he was phantas-

ticke, cholencke, amorous . . doth hym no wrong. 1701

Steele Funeral 11, I have long . . bore with your Phantas-

tick Humour.

5. Arbitrarily devised. Now rare. Cf. Fancy a.

1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps- iii. 29 'fneY saY •• the ..

Protestant Bishops . . were consecrated, .by a new phantas-

tick forme. 1846 Trench Mirac. i. (1862) 115 Phantastic

and capricious miracles. 1876 Hum <i;vs Coin-Coll. Man.
x.wi. 396 Occasionally fantastic variations of well-known

inscriptions occur.

6. Having the appearance of being devised by

extravagant fancy; eccentric, quaint, or grotesque

in design, conception, construction, or adornment.

a. 1616 R. C Times' Whistle 111. 1077 Drusus, that

fashion-imitating ape, Delights to follow each fantastic

shape. 17*8 Young I.ovc Fame iii. Wks. (1757) 107 The
masquerade's fantastic scene ! 1750 Gray Elegy xxvi,

Yonder nodding beech, That wreathes its old fantastic roots

so high. 1841 Si'alding Italy A> It. 1st. II. 221 Vaulted

halls adorned with the usual fantastic arches. 1856 Stanley

Sinai ft Pal. i. (185S) 30 The Arab traditions . . are too fan-

tastic to be treated seriously. 1871 B Taylor Faust (1875)

I.vi. 109 The witch with fantastic gestures draws a circle.

(3. 1618 Wither Motto, Nee Curo, Each phantastique Garb

our Gallants weare. it 1713 Ellwood Antobiog.din* 242

Written in such an affected and phantastick stile.

b. Arbitrarily used by Milton for : Making ' fan-

tastic ' movements (in the dance) ; hence in later

allusions to Milton's phrase. So in Comb.faii/aslu-

footed.
'

163a Milton UAllezro 33 Trip it as you go On the light

fantastic toe. a 1790 Warton On Approach 0/ Summer
-a Haste thee. Nymph ! and hand in hand .

. Bring fan-

tastic-footed Joy. 1816 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. xv, Mr. St.

Ledger, .prided himself, .on his light fantastic toe.

B. sb.

1. One who has fanciful ideas or indulges in wild

notions. Obs. exc. arch.

a. 1598 Marston Pygmal. ill. 148 Thou art Bedlam mad
. . And glori'st to be counted a fantastick. i6ai Quakles



FANTASTICAL. C7 FANTASY.
Div. Peons, Esther (171 7) 1 1 1 Power . . to perverse fantast teles

if conferr'd. .spur 1; on wrong. 1706 E. Ward Hud, Redvf.
(1715) I. vii, The Church-men justly growl to see. .that the
Force of Toleration . . Should set each canting proud Fan-
tasttck Above their Courts Ecclesiastick. 1882 Shorthousf.

J. Inglesant II. xv, A Fantastic, whose brain was turned
with monkish fancier,.

£. 1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentl. (1641) 3, I would be
glad to weane this Phantasticke from a veine of lightnesse.

A&' '675 0« R» tr - £* Grand's Man Without Passion
132 Opinion is the Fountain, this Fantastick which seduceth
our understanding, etc.

f 2. One given to fine or showy dress ; a fop. Obs.
a 1613 Overburv Charac, A Phantastique, An Impro-

vident young Gallant. 1628 Milton' Vacation Excrc. 20
Trimming .. which takes our late fantastics with delight.

a 1680 Butlkr Rem. (1759) II. T31 A Fantastic is one that
wears his Feather on the Inside of his Head.

f 3. A fanciful composition. Obs.
1641 G. H. {title), Wits Recreations, Containing. .Variety

of Fancies and Fantasticks.

f 4. Power of fancy or imagination. Obs.

1764 Public Advertiser 31 May in N. <y Q. 3rd Ser. IV.
385 It [Mozart's playing] surmounts all Fantastic and
Imagination.

Fantastical (fientarstikal), a. tm&sb. [f. prec.

+ -al.] A. adj.

1 1. m Fantastic a. i. Obs.
a. 1148$ Digby Myst. (1882) IV. 1545 My wordes wer not

fantasticall. .1 told youe no lesinge. 1529 More Con/, agst.
Trib. II. Wks. 1 182/2 With this fantastical fear of hers,

I wold be loth to haue her in myne house, c 1530 Pol.
Rel. <$ L. Poems (1S66) 43 Than me thynkithe y see
youre likenes : Hit is nat so, it is fantasticalle. a 1680
cutler Rem. (1759 1 I. 61 Our Pains are real Things, and
all Our Pleasures but fantastical.

P- rtI533 Frith Disput. Pnrgat. (1829) 160 A place that
..more properly confuteth this phantastical purgatory, than
doth this same text. 1684 Burnet 'Ph. Earth 11. 100 When
anything great is represented to us, it appears phantastical.
1728 T. Sheridan Persius vi. (1739)99 Jl <>te, Tertullian ..

runs the phantastical Genealogy thus.

+ b. Of opinions: Irrational, baseless. (Passing

into sense 6.) Obs.

a. a 1546 Joye in Gardiner Declar. Art. Joye {1546)53
He. .conceyueth a certayne fantastical! opinion thercf[of
fayth]. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. -1737) II. 1, in. § 2. 52 Which
only false Religion or fantastical Opinion, .is able to effect.

0. 1555 Eden Decades Pref. to Rdr. (Arb.) 53 Mys-
shapened with phantastical opinions. 1599 Havward xst

Pt. Hen. IV. 91 He said that the lawes of the realme were
in his head, .by reason of which phantasticall opinion, he
destroyed noblemen.

+ 2. = Fantastic 2. Chiefly in fantastical Body
in reference to the heresy of the Docetre. Obs.

a. 1533 Frith Answ. Afore (1829') 174 Fantastical appari-
tions. 1563-87 Foxey*. $ M. (1684! III. 308 Ye make of

it [the Sacrament] a thing so fantastical, that ye imagine
a Body without Flesh. 1728 Earbery tr. Burnet's St.

Dead I. 220 That the Body of Christ upon Earth was
a fantastical one, as the Gnosticks held.

£. 1555 Ridley Wks. 200 Marcion , . said that Christ
had but a phantastical body. 1642 R. Carpenter Experi-
ence 11. vii. 185 Hee did not take a phantasticall body in

the Incarnation.

fb. Of colours: =Emphatical 5. Obs.
1666 Hooke Microgr. 168 These colours are onely fantas-

tical ones. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Phantastical
Colours, such as are exhibited by the Rainbow, Triangular
Glass Prism, the Surface of very thin Muscovy Glass, &c.

t3. = Fantastic a. 3. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531 1 125 His lyghtes be
euer eyther fantasticall or els corporall. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie 1. viii. (Arb.) 35 Euen so is the phantasticall

part of man. .a representer of the best images, .to the soule.

1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul u. 11. n. xxxv, The Orb Phan-
tastick must exert All life phantasticall.

f b. Pertaining to the passion of love. See Fancy
8 b. Obs. rare- 1

.

1594 H. Willobie in Shaks. C. Praise 7 Sodenly infected

with the contagion of a fantasticall fit.

4. = Fantastic 4.
a. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. i, They be nat in commune (as fan-

tasticall foles wolde haue all thyngs'. 1589 Warner Alb.
Eng.xi, xxxi. (1612) 157 Loue is Fantasticall in Women.
1616 Surfl. 8c Markh. Country Farvie 671 The heme is.,

very fantasticall, as not giuen to stay in any place^ but such
as pleaseth him verie well. 1702 Eng. Thcophrast. 311 The
gratifying of a fantastical Appetite. 1791 Hamilton Ber-
thollet's^ Dyeing II. 11. vi. 307 The fantastical changes of
the fashion. 1862 Mrs. Oliphant Last Mortimers I. v. 27
A pretty fantastical young girl.

/3. 1555 Eden Decades 314 Many iudged hym phantasti-
call. 1621-51 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. 11. 319 An affected
phantastical carriage. 1693 Sir T. P. Blount Nat. Hist.

129 The .. vain and phantastical abuse of this Stinking
Weed. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 30 T 2 The Oxonians are
phantastical now they are Lovers.

f 5. = Fantastic 5. Obs.
<xi6i8 Raleigh Mahomet (1637) 24 The care and use of

his fantasticall Law.
6. = Fantastic 6.

a. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 79 The first suite is hot
and hasty like a Scotch jigge (and full as fantasticall), 1789
Burney Hist. Mus. III. ii. in Canons, .in triangular and
other fantastical forms. 1830 DTsraeli Chas. /, III. viii.

177 A portrait which, however fantastical, may still bear
some remarkable resemblances.
0. rti6i3 OverburyW Wife (1638) 166 Our new phantas-

ticall building 1711 Steele Sped. No. 151 F 5 An Occa-
sion wherein Vice makes so phantastical a Figure.

t B. sb. One who has fanciful ideas or notions.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. viii. (Arb.) 34 Who so is

studious in th' Arte [of Poesie] . . they call him in dtsdayne
a phantasticall. 1616 J. Deacon Tobacco tortured 57 Alas

poore Tobacco, .thou that hast bene hitherto accompted .

.

the Fantastical 1
; foretresse.

Fantasticality (ftentce^tikae-liti). Also 7
phan-. [f. prec. + -ITT.] Fantastical character

or quality ; eccentricity, grotesqueness, oddity.

1592 G. Harvey Four Lett, iii, An epitome of fantasti-

cality. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe in. i. in Bullen O. PI. (.T8S4)

III. 43 Our Lords are as farr beyond them . . for person .

.

as they are beyond ours for phantaslicality. 1824 New
Monthly Mag. XII. 154 A little fantasticality here and
there, but upon the whole exquisite ! 1878 T. Sinclair
Mount 275 He is not quite sure, .about the fantasticality of
these etymologies.

b. concr. and quasi-rowr. Something that is

fantastical ; a crotchet, whim.
1631 R. H. Arraignni. Whole Creature xv, § 3, 263 The

Fantasticalites of their bodyes. 1840 Carlyi.e//Wwjt(i858)
329 The Song he [Burns] sings is not of fantasticalities.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) I. 1. iii. 23 Ceremonials,
and troublesome fantasticalities. 1887 Saintshury Hist.
Elizab. Lit. vii. 284 The graceful fantasticalities of Lyly.

Fantastically {fa>ntarstikali\ adv. Also 6-7
phantastically. [f. as prec. + -ly ^.]

tl. Through the exercise of the fancy or imagin-
ation. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 124 b, Somtyme as it

were an aungell of lyght : somtyme visybly, somtyme fan-

tastically. 1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 121 My
Soul fantastically joins with it.

•f 2. In a phantasmal or unreal manner. Obs.

1543 Becon New Years Gift Early Wks. (1843) 318 All this

was not fantastically done, but truly and unfeigned ly. 1577
tr. Bullingcr's Decades(i$g2) 64 Our Lord suffered in very
deed, and not phantastically to the appearance onely.

t 3. Fabulously, fictitiously. Obs.

1547 J. Harrison Exhort. Scottes B viij a, As Welshe and
Scottishe Poetes, haue phantastically fayned. 1577-87
Holinshed Citron. I. gr/i Arthur, of whom the trilling

tales of the Britains, .fantasticallie do. .report woonders.

4. According to one's fancy; capriciously, arbi-

trarily.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Phitos. (Palfr.) 63 He cannot be
a trueseruer of God, which serueth Him. .fantastically, and
in hipocrisie. 1663 Cowley Disc. Govt. O. Cromwell Wks.
(1669) 59 Though it may seem to some fantastically, yet was
it wisely done. 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra n. iv, One cannot
so much as fantastically choose, even or odd. 1829 I. Taylor
Enthus. iv. (1867) 79 The righteous God deals with man-
kind not fantastically. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 781
Any fantastically coined word.

5. In a fanciful or odd manner: grotesquely,

oddly, strangely.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 334 A forked Radish, with
a Head fantastically caru'd vpon it. 1662 J. Daviks Voy.
Ambass. 129 Wooden hats, fantastically painted. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 747 Beads and feathers, fantasti-

cally arranged. 1813 Byron Giaour^oi The silver dew In
whirls fantastically flew. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos I.

xlii. 365 Their dress was. .fantastically gay.

Fantasticalness (fsentarstikalnes). Also 7
phantasticalness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality, condition, or fact of being fantastical.

+ 1. The condition of being subject to phantasms.
1547 Boorde Brc7>. Health u. 27 Fantasticalnes, or collu-

cion, or illusyons of the deuyll.

2. Addiction to strange fancies ; eccentricity,

oddity; an instance of this.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xlv. (1887) 297 Is that point in
suspition of any noueltie or fantasticallnes to haue wymen
learned ? 1630 R. yohnson's A'ingd. <s- Commw. 266 Their
. phantasticalnesse in apparall. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's
Trav. Iviii. 229 Six little Girls danced with six of the oldest
men . . which seemed to us a very pretty fantasticalness.
c 1698 Locke Cond. Underst. § 34 We are taught to cloath
our minds, .after the fashion in vogue, and it is accounted
fantasticalness. .not to do so. 1821 Southey in Life (184';)

I. 39 Their mother was plainly crazed with hypochondria-
cism and fantasticalness. 1871 Hawthorne Septimius
(1879) 119 The fantasticalness of his present pursuit.

3. Absurd unreality.

1847 De Quincey Sc/tlosser's Lit. Hist. Wks. VIII. 55
Chloes and Corydons—names that proclaim the fantastical-
ness of the life with which they are. .associated.

f4. Capriciousness, whimsicality ; waywardness.
tffil Golding Calvin, on Deut. xxiii. 139 The wicked

Fantasticalnesse of men in worshipping the sunne. 1678
Otway Friendship in F. iv. i, The fantasticalness of your
appetite.

Fantasticate (f&ntarstik^O, v. [f. Fan-
tastic + -ate -\] f a. trans. To conceive or

represent in the fancy; to fancy {obs.). b. intr.

To frame fantastic notions, rare. Hence Fan-
ta-sticating vbl. sb. ; Fantastiea'tion, fantastic

speculation.
1600 F. Walker .5>. Mandeville 66 a, Wee call the thmges

.
.
which are fantasticated and represented in the fantasie,

Fancies. 1624 Darcie Birth ofHeresies xii. 53 Brunus..
fantasticates, that by the Maniple is inferred theMessalian
Priests speciall care to driue away bad affections. 1880
Vern. Lee Belcaro x. 282 Instead of enjoying, we fantasti-
cate in theory. Ibid. vii. 179 His subtle and fantasti-

cating style of art. Ibid. i. 13 All the wonderful fantastica-
tions ofart philosophers. 189a Pall Mall G. 7 Jan. 3/1 This
illimitable fantasticating in a vacuum.

Pantasticism J&ntarstisiz'm). [f. as prec.

+ -ISM.]

+ 1. The doctrine that there is no objective reality

;

subjectivism. Obs.
a 1688 Cudworth Imtnut. Morality iv. vi. (1731) 286 But

I have not taken all this Pains only to Confute Scepticism
or Phantasticism.

2. The following of arbitrary fancy in art or
speculation.

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. n. vr. i. § 14 In all the trees
of the merely historical painters, there is. . fantasticism and
unnaturalness of arrangement. 1868 }. H. Stirling in A".

Brit. Rev. I ec.
_
382 Speculation ..without experiment,

yields phantasticism.

t Fanta Sticize, v. Obs. rare- 1

. In 7 fan-
tastiquize. [f. Fantastic a. + -ize.] intr. To
throw oneself into fantastic or strange attitudes.

1603 Fi.orio Montaigne 11. iii. (1632) 193 To rave and
fantastiquize, as I doe, must necessarily be to doubt.

+ Fanta'sticly, adv. Obs. = Fantastically.
1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. H. i, He is neither too fan-

tastickly melancholy, or too rashly cholerick. 1619 Drayton
Idea Ded., A Libertine ! fantasticly 1 sing !

Fanta'sticness. Now rare. [f. Fantastic a.

+ -ness.] = Fantasticalness.
1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 16 Al sic tenuis procedis of fan-

tastiknes ande glorius consaitis. 1661 PrynNe Exam.
Exuberances Bk. Com. Prayer 31 To adorn our Bodies in

a modest ..manner; without., fantastickness. 1825 Ld.
Cockburn j1/f;//.<i86o) 78 When looking at an Oak-tree, you
dwell.. on the Fantasticness of the Branches.

t Fanta"SticO. Obs. [It. ; corresp. to Fan-
tastic] An absurd and irrational person.

1597 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 11. iv. 30 (Qo. 1) Limping antique
affecting fantasticoes [fot. 1623 ed. phantacies] these new
tuners of accents. 1600 Dekker Fortwiatns Wks. 1873 1.

117, I have, .seene fantasticoes.

t Fa'lltastry. Obs. Also 7 phantastry. [f.

Fantast + -ky.] a. Fantastic display or show;
ostentation, affectation. Also concr. Showy trap-

pings, b. Visionary delusion, c. Illusory char-

acter, deceptiveness.
1656 H. More Enthus. Tri. § 47. 47 This strong spirit

of Phantastrie .. breaths in Paracelsus his books. 1670
Glanyiu. Way Happiness iv. i; 3. 139 The indiscretions . . of
some preachers, the phantastry aricf vain babble of others.
a 1677 Barrow Se?m. (16S6} III. 429 There shall they stand
bare and devested of all their phantastry. 1678 C\'dwokth
Intcll. Syst. 47 There is something in us superiour to Sense,
which judges of it, detects its Phantastry, and condemns its

Imposture. 1710 R. Ward Life H. More 28 Fantastry and
Levity, is so much seen to abound amongst us. Ibid. 51
Against Fantastry and Enthusiasm it self.

Fantasy, phantasy fe-ntasi), sb. Forms:
a. 4-7 fantasize, -ye, -azie, -aisie, -aysie, -esi\e,

-esy(e, -essy, ',5 fantsy, fayntasie, feintasy
,

5-6 fantosy, 6-7 fantacie, -y, 4- fantasy. 3.

6-8 phantasie, (6 -esie, 67 phant'sie, -*sy), 6-
phantasy, [a. OF. fantasie (Fr. jant'aisie) , (~
Pr. fantazia, Sp., Pg. fantasia, It. fantasia , ad. L.

phantasia, a. Gr. tyavTaa'ta lit. 'a making vi.-ible
',

f. <pavTa (,*€( v to make visible, f. tpaivttv to show.
The senses of 6? r-nay ('

3 from which the senses of the
word in the mod. Iangs. are developed are : 1. appearance,
in late Gr. esp. spectral apparition, phantom (so L. phan-
tasia in Vulg.) ; 2. the mental process or faculty of sensuous
perception ; 3. the faculty of imagination. These senses
passed through OF. into Eng., together with others (as

delusive fancy, false or unfounded notion, caprice, etc.)

which had been developed in late L., Romanic, or Fr. The
shortened form Fancy, which apparently originated in the

15th c, had in the time of Shakspere become more or less

differentiated in sense. After the revival of Greek learning,

the longer form was often spelt phantasy, and its meaning
was influenced by the Gr. etymon. In mod. usefantasy
and phantasy, in spite of their idertity in sound and in

ultimate etymolo :y, tend to be apprehended as separate

words, the predominant sense of the former being ' c; price,

whim, fanciful invention ', while that of the latter is ' imagin-
ation, visionary notion ' ]

1. In scholastic payjhology : fa. Mental appre-

hension of an object of perc< ption ; the faculty by

which this is performed. Obs.

[171382 Orfsmk in Meunier Ess. snr Orcsme tyg II entent
par fantasie apprehension ou cognoissance sensitive des
choses presentes,]

a. c 1400 Lanfranc 1

s Cirurg. 113 pat place [he brayn] is

propre instrument of ymagynacioun be which resceyveb
binges batcomprehendib of fantasie [res a phantasia com-
prehensas], 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxiv. ii, These are

the v. wyttes remeuing inwardly . . common wytte. .ymagi-
nacyon, Fantasy, and estymacyon . . And memory. 1675
Baxter Cath. Theol. II. 1. 76 Sense perceiveth sweetness
by tast or smell, light and pulchritude by sight and fantasie.

0. a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (i664> 126 According to the diver-

sity of the eye, which offereth it unto the phantasie.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Pkilos. (1701! 478/2 It is., likely,

that all living Creatures which have Eye-balls oblique and
narrow, .have a peculiar phantasie of Objects. 16C9 A.
Browne Ars Pic'. < 1675 ; 40 Light . . is the cause, whereby
coloured things are seen, whose Shapes and Images pass to

the phantasie.

f b. The image impressed on the mind by an

object of sense. Obs.
c 1340 Ha.mpole Prose Tr. (1866) 14 When the resone es

cleryde fra all. -fygours-and fantasyes of creatures. 1596
Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xi. 155 Memorie supplieth

none other office . . than . . to preserue the figures and fanta-

sies of things.

f 2. A spectral apparition, phantom ; an illusory

appearance. Obs.
c 1325 Song of Yesterday 30 in E. E. P. ("1862^ 134 J?ls

worldly blis. Is but a fykel fantasy. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. ix. xxv. (1495} 362 Moo fantasyes ben seen by
nyghte than by daye. 1401 Pot. Poems 'Rolls) II. 46
Somme fantasie of Fiton hath marrid thi mynde. ^14*5
Wyntoun Cron. vi. xviii. 31 pe fantasy bus of hys Dreme
Movyd hym mast to sla hys Erne. 1530 Palsgr, 172
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FANTASY.
Phantosme, a fantosy. a 1533 l.n. Bi-.rners Huoti x\\.

64 AH is but fanteseyand enchauntementes. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. III. 365 Trowand that tyme it was ane phan-

tasie. a 1583 Grinqai. Fruitful Dial. Wks (1843) 59 No
bread, .but certain fantasies of white and round.

3. Delusive imagination, hallucination ; the fact

or habit of deluding oneself by imaginary percep-

tions or reminiscences. % Obs.

a 1340-70 Alisaunder 384 For fere, ne fantasia faile they

nolde. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1535 This fool of fan-

tasia [sc. Cassandra]. 1574 K. Scot //<>/ Card. (1578) 60

Such as haue Mountaynes in fantasia and beggary in

possession. 1602 Shaks. Ham. I. i. 54 Vou tremble and

look pale: Is not this something more then Fantasie?

1658 S. Simpson Unbelief ix. 66 They thought it was but

meer fantasie and imagination.

£• « *533 Frith Disput. Purgat. (1829^ 83 Making .
.
the

elders . . to wander in phantasies. 1654 Case of Com-
monwealtk 50 If we falter, or be mis-led through phant'sie.

1675 Urooks Signal Presence of God 20 Raising such a

phantasy in the Lyons that they looked upon Daniel . . as

on one that was a friend unto them. 1753 Smollett Ct.

Fathom 1784-' 11/1 He will.. t>e sometimes misled by his

own phantasy.

4. Imagination ; the process or the faculty of

forming mental representations of things not actu-

ally present. (Cf. Fancy sb. 4.) Also personified.

Now usually with sense influenced by association

with fantastic or phantasm : Extravagant or

visionary fancy.

In early use not clearly distinguished from 3 ; an exercise

of poetic imagination being conventionally regarded as ac-

companied by belief in the reality of what is imagined.

a. 1589 Grkene Mcnaphon (Arb.) 41 The Idea of her per-

son represents it selfe an object to my fantasie. 160* Marston
Ant. <y Mel. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 35 The soules swift Pegasus,

the fantasie. a 1631 Donne Elegit Poems (1633) 153 When
you are gone, and Reason gone with you. Then Fantasie is

Queene. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. (1858)52 Ever in my
distresses . . has Fantasy turned, full of longing to that un-

known Father. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1.11873)

176 Imagination, as it is too often misunderstood, is mere
fantasy, the image-making power common to all who have

the gift of dreams.

P- 1553T.Wilson /?£<?/. '1567) 17a, Nature is a righte that

phantasie hath not framed 1672-3 Marvell Reh. Transf>.

II. 130 You have attracted by force of phantasy some ex-

traordinary Spirit to your assistance. 1704 Newton Opticks

1. 11. viii. lao By the power of phantasy we see Colours in

a Dream. 1831 Lytton Codolph xxvii, Volktman himself,

in the fulness of his northern phantasy, [could not] have
sculptured forth a better image. 1837 8 Sir W. Hamilton
Logic ii. 1870) III. 22 We may view it in phantasy asblack
or white. 1855 Milman Lot. Chr. 118641 IX. xiv. vii 258
note, Their union with the Deity was. .through thephantasy.

b. A mental image.
1823 Lamb F.lia Ser. 1. Grace before meat, To the tern-

perate fantasies of the famished Son ofGod a 1853 Robert-
son Scrm. Ser. Ml. vi. 81 Our creative shaping intellect pro-

jected its own fantasies. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vi.

xlviii, Fantasies moved within her like ghosts.

C. A product of imagination, fiction, figment.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 36 Iapers and Iangelers .

.

Founden hem fantasyes. 1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 371

If }e ffynde ffables or ffoly ther amonge, or ony ffantasie

yffeyned that no ffrute is in. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
ill. 147/1 Centaurs, Satyrs, Griffins, &c. [are] Forced
Figures. Fiction or Fantacy. to express a Novelty.

d. An ingenious, tasteful, or fantastic invention

or design.

a. < 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxii. 123 (Harl. MS) A silkyne

gyrdil, sotllly i-made ; for the damyselle comunely lovithe

swiche fantasys. 1542 RKCQRDF.Gr.Artcsdtfi, Yvja, Some
questions of thys rule maye be varied above 1000 waies ;

but I would have you for ;et suche fantasies, tyll a time of

more leysure. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii, There was a
monstrous fantasy of rusty iron.

0. 1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. I 'III, c. 1 Balades, plaies,

rimes, songes, and other phantasies. 1821 Keats Isabel

xlvii, A soiled glove, whereon Her silk had played in purple

phantasies.

e. esp. in Music ; a fantasia. (Cf. 6.)

1597 M or ley Introd. Ms. 181 The. .chiefest kind of

musick which is made without a dittie is the fantasie, that

is, when a musician taketh a point at his pleasure, and
wresteth and turneth it as lie list. 1674 Playford Skill

Mus. 1. x. 34 This is called the Dupla or Semibreve Time
. .its Mood, .is usual in Anthems, Fantasies, &c.

5. A supposition resting on no solid grounds ; a

whimsical or visionary notion or speculation.

Now more emphatically contemptuous than Fancy sb.

a. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2669 His olde fader fantasi bai filet

in hert. c 1440 Generydes 4652 Leveall these fantesies. .ye

shall not fynde it thus. 15*5 Pilgr.Perf. (W. de W. 1531)

166 b, The mynde. . is inoost apte to . . waueryng fantasyes

aboute dyuerse thynges. 16S5 Manley Grotius' Loiv C.

IVarres 953 The Minds of the common People would be
divided, according as any one would teach his Fantasies.

1876 Whitney Sights <y Ins. II. xiv. 443 All that would be

to them less than fancy—mere fantasy. 1878 Morlf.y
Vanvenargues Crit, Misc. 20 Many pernicious and destruc-

tive fantasies.

0. 1586 Cogan Haven Health ccxliii. (1636)306 Vaine ..

is their phantasie that thinke it ungodly to flee from . . the

plague, (i 1610 Heali.y Fpktetus Man. 11636) 30 Keepe
thy minde firme against all such phantasies. 1838 R. A.

Vauciian Ess, .$• Rev. I 6 Not a phantasy in religion, .but

might there soar or flutter.

t b. In myfantasy. =' as I imagine
' ; modestly

used for 'in my opinion'. Obs.

"• *543 Recorde Gr. Aries (1561) Lj, And yet in my
simple fantasy these thinges offer them-selves . . to be studied

for aboute progression. 1570-6 Lambarde I'eramb. Kent
(1826) 191 In mine own fantasie it wanteth not the feete of

sound reason to stand upon.
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ft. 1570-6 Lambarpe Peramb. Kent (1826) 237 There
standeth a Towne yet called Sturmere, which (in my
phantasie) sufficiently mainteineth the knowledge of this

matter.

6. Caprice, changeful mood ; an instance of this ;

a caprice, whim, f Often in at, after, according

to, upon one's own fantasy (obs.).

a. a 1450 Kut. de la Tour 23 Alle good women, .aught to

leve all suche fantasyes. 1490 Caxton Eueydos vi. 25 His
wyf. he loued. .of fyne loue wythout fayntasie. i^ig Intert.

Four Ehm.'xw Hazl. Doasteyl. 7 Every man after his fantasy

Will write his conceit. 1598 Barret Theor. Warm v. i.

146 Whosoeuer shall kill his souldier vpon his owne fan-

tasie, without iust cause. 1649 Milton Fikon. xi. (1851)

420 The Kingdom . . must depend in great exigencies upon
the fantasie of a Kings reason. 1679-1714 Burnet Hist.

Ref, It was. .out ot no light fantasy, .that he thus refused

it. 1814 Scott Lei. of Isles vi. xvh, Fate plays her wonted
fantasy . . with thee and me. 1883 C. F. Woolson For the

Major iv, Little ways, .considered to belong to the ' fanta-

sies of genius
1

.

$. 1548 Hall Chron. 137 b, The Dolphyn tooke upon
hym, the rule, .orderyng causes, .after his awne. phantasie.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia m. v. 55 Our strength and
labours were idely consumed to fulfill his phantasies.

t7. Inclination, liking, desire. Obs.

a. c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 51 The lambyssh poeple

. .Hadden no fantesye to debate. c 1386

—

Milter's T. 5 AI

his fantasye Was torned for to leme astrologye. c 1450
Merlin 213 Soche a fantasie fill in his herte that he cowde
not it remeve. 146a Paston Lett. No. 435 II. 83 If. .ther

be sent swhyche downe to tak a rewyll as the pepyll bathe a
fantsy in, 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 158 Throw fan-

tasie of this Roxiana, Of hir sic plesour he had. 1599
Hakluyt I'oy. I. 4 He fell into a fantasie and desire to .

.

know how farre that land stretched, n 16x8 Raleigh Rem.
('1644)83 Everyman prefers his fantasie in that appetite,

before all other worldly desires.

£• *&%'&] Foxk A. <y M. (15961 65/1 Diuerse men [wor-

ship] diuerse gods; so as euerie one hath in himselfe a
mind or phantasie to worship.

Fantasy (fLe-'Uasi;,^ Forms: a. 5-7 fantasie,

-ye, =,-6 fantesye, 6 fantase, -aise, 7 fanl'sy,

5- fantasy. 0. 6-7 phantasie, -y. (6 phantasey,

7 phantacy, -zy\ 9 phantasy, [a. OY.fantasie-r,

f. fantasie Fantasy sb.]

1. trans = FANCY V. 1 ; rarely, to fantasy with

oneself. Now arch, with the sen^e : To imagine

in a visionary manner.
C1430 Lydg. Bochas Prol. 3 Men of craft may. . Fantasien

in their inward sight Devises newe. 1543 Gkafton Contu.

Harding 496 Dreames . . his awne feare fantesieth. 1547 8
Ordre oj Communion 1 Luery manna phantasying and
deuisyng a sondery waie by hymself 1563-87 FoxeA.A-
M. (1684) II. 23/1 It was not the same very present Body of

Christ, as the Priests did phantasie. a 1577 Sir T. Smith
Comitnv. Eng (16091 5 As wise men have . . fantasied foure

simple bodies which they call elements. 1603 Kkoli.es

Hist. Turks 1 1621) 182 The image of the yong gentleman
was well phantazied in her brain. 1818 Keats Endym. 509
A dream .. so phantasied. 1855 MoTI.RV Ditch Rep. II.

17 He fantasied in his imagination a kind of religion, halt

Catholic, half Reformed.

b \\i;h obj. and inf or object clause.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. ii, Day by day cast and fan-

tesyeth How his ven :m may .. Upon this Jason be fully

execute. 156a Turner Hetbalu. 51 a, Som dyd phantasey
one thyng to be the cause and som an other. 158a Rent-

lev Mon. Matroncs 77 Fantasing with themselves that I

doo it . . of hatred. i66t Boyle Style of Script. 51 The
Syrian Leper, .va nlyfant'sied.that Gods appointment could

not put a difference between things that knew no other.

c. absoh or intr.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John x. 13 He fantasieth

thus ; In case thai go to wracke, what than ?

f 2. trans. To wear the appearance ((pavraata)

of. Obs. rare~ l
,

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xxiii. 60 At every part the form

did compn-hend His likeness; his fair eyes, his voice, his

stature, every weed His person wore, it fantasied.

t 3. To take a fancy or liking to ; to be favour-

ably inclined to; to fall in love with. Also with

inf., to ( take it into one's head ' (to do some-

thi::g\ Cf. Fancy v. S. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. 104 b, He .. favored her suyte, but

muche more phantasied her person. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet.

4 b, As if one should phantasy to praise a Gose before any
other beast. 1592 Warner Alb. Eng. vu. xxxiv. 1 1612 168

Death, late feared, now she iaiitascth. 1641 Prynne An ip.

79 That he [the King] should neither phantacy nor regard

the serious Petition of the importunate Commons.
absot. 1560 Becon Treat. Fasting xi. Wks. 11. 89 b,

Nether do they direct their fastes vnto any godly end, but

as euery one fantasieth, so do they fast.

4. intr. To play fantasias; to extemporize, rare

(but often in Carlyle).

1840 Carlyle Wks. (1858) II. 323 He [Hoffmann] could

fantasy to admiration on the harpsichord. 1858 — Fredk.

Gt. II. x. vi. 650 Fantasying on the flute in an animated

strain.

Hence Fa'ntasying vbl, sb.

1543 Recorde Gr. Artes (1561) Zvb, You should. .not

have taken a question of your owne fantasying. 1555

L Saunders Let. in Coverdale Lett. Martjrt(i&A 184 The
fantasing of the flesh-pottes of Egypte. 1607 Schol. Disc,

ax st. Antichrist II, ix. 135 We are charged with a Corinthian

fantasying of mens persons.

Fantekyn, var. f. Fauntekjn- Obs.

t Pa'nterie. Obs. fa. OK. fanterie, ad. It.

fanteria f. fante foot-soldier ^literally boy, short

for infante ^Isfxw cf. Faunt).] Infantry; //.

foot-soldiers.
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a 1577 Gascojgne Fruits War clii. in M'ks. (1587) 146
Fine .. bands of English Fanteries. 1601 Holland Pliny
I. 128 Trusting vpon their Caualleiy and Fanterie, wherein
they are strong.

Fautigne (ftentrg). dial. Also fanteag(ue,

fanteeg, fantique. [Cf. Fantad.] A state of

anxiety or excitement ; an instance of this, esp.

a fit of ill humour.
1825 Unto. Songster ii. 142 Don't put yourselves in a fan-

tique. 1837D1CKKNS Pickiv. xxxviii, ' Inwolving our pre-

cious governor in all sorts o' fanteegs.' 1866 -Mi s. H. Wool)
F.httr's Folly I. v. 117 You need not have put yourself in

.1 fantigue. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. IVonl-bk.. The
Missis is in a pretty fantaig. 1882 11'. Worccstcrsh. Gloss.,
' E's alius on with some uv 'is fanteagues.'

|| Fantoccini ixv.\p\frni). Also 8 fanto-

oine, 9 vulgar fantosoeny. [It. pi. oi/aiitotcino,

dim. oi/auloccio puppet, f.fante boy, servant, etc.

:

see FaNTEEIE.]

1. pi. Puppets made to go through certain evolu-

tions by means of concealed strings or wires.

1791 Boswell Johnson I18161 I. 396 The exhibition of the

Fantoccini in London. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notts 1 1 850;

60 1 Are there no Punches, Fantoccini, Dancine dogs . . or

even Barrel-organs? 1876 Brsant & Rice Gold. ButUrfly
xxx. I1884) 227 As awkward as a pair of fantoccini.

2. A dramatic representation in which these are

the performers ; a marionette show.
1771 Mks. J. Harris in Prh: Lett. I.d. Malmcsbury

(1870J I. 212, I was much pleased with the ' Fantocine' I

saw last night. 1817 Mar. I'Ldgkwortii Harrington (1832)

132 He had refured to go ..to the Fantoccini. 1851

Mavhkw Land. Labour (1861) III. 60 'The Fantoccini',

he said, is the proper title of the exhibition of dancing dolls.

attnb. 1817 Hazlitt Char. Shaks. (1838' 220 'the fantoc-

cini exhibition. 1822 — Table-t. II. xii. 274 A little fan-

toccini figure, .play.ng a number of fantastic tricks before

the audience.

Fantom, obs form of Phantom.
Faon, obs. form ot Fawn.
t Fap, a. Obs. Dru.k, intoxicated.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. i. 183 The Gentleman had drunke
h'msel e out of his fine sentences. And being iap, sir, was
(as they say casheerd. 1818 J. Brown Psyche 44 Getting

daily fap with ale.

Fapes: see Feabeery dial., gooseberry.

Faquir, \ar. of Fakir.

I| Far, sb. Obs. [Latin] A coar?e kind of

wheat ; spelt.

c 1420 Pallad. on Htisb. xn. 1 Novembre wol with whete

& far besowe. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 138 As u,r the

bearded wheat Far, there is a certaine worme breeding jn

it like to a moth. 1624 Middleton Game a' Cliess\. iii,

Cockles from Chios, frank'd and fatted vp With Far and
Sn/>a, Flower and cockted Wine.

Far ,tru\ adv. Forms: 1-4 feor;r, (3 south.

veor,1

, 2 3 (o.flYa/.)fur, 3-6 for, 13 forre). 2 6

fer r(e, 3-4 south, ver're, (2 fir, 3 fear, f>39r,

fair, 4 far?, 5 fser), 37 farr.e, 14-7 fare;, 3-

far. Compar. 1 fier(r, fyr(r, 2, 4 fir, 3 4 (9 dial)

fur, 4-5 furre.fyrre, 7 furr, 5 far, 2-0 f rrer,

<4-() ferrere N
,, 2-3 ferror, 4-7 farrer J

-< farrar.

SuperI, 1 fyrrest, 3-5 ferreft, 3-6 farrest, (4

furrest, 7 farst . [OE. feor.r corresponds to

OFris./r, OH./er(T)n.vtr),OHG.Jir. OS.fiarre,

Golb.fairra:—UTcut. */err- (the OTtut. form of

the sulhx is not determinable with certainty; a

di.-tinct but synonymous type appears in OS.

and OIIG. ferro, MUG. verrc), f. OTeut. root

fer- :—O Aryan per-, whence Gr. itipav, Skr. paras,

Ixyond.

The forms with final -e in 13-I4th c. belong ety-

mologically to the derivative rEBBEN; subse-

rviently the monosyllabic ferre, fa: re, is a mere

variant spelling of per, far. The OE. compara-

t\\cferr,fyrr (:-*ferriz began in ) 2th c. to give

place to a new formation on the positive, ferrer,

-or ; this survived till the 1 7th c. in the form

farrer ; after that period the comparative and

superlative remained only in dialects, being super-

seded in educated use by farther, farthest : see

Fabtiikb.]

1. At a great distance, a long waytff. Const.

from, icolloq.) off. Also with advbs. away, off, out.

a. in space.

£900 lheaa's Hist. i. i. § 3 We witan heonan noht feor

o|>er ealond. c 1025 Interl. v. Rule St. Benet I. 85 pa

ealiunga feor syud on ^eswince. c 1205 Lav. 543 Achalon

heihte an llum pe nes noht feor from heom. a X300 Cursor

M- 4933 (Cott.) Theues . . of a cuntre bat he .en es far.

1340 Hami'OLE Pr Consc. 7650 Ilk planete es ferrer ban

other fra us. c 1380 Wyclif Stt Wks. III. 184 Sum ferrer

and sum nerrer. c 1420 Sir Amadate (Camd.l xvi, A mar-

chand of this cite Was fer oute in a-nothir cuntre. c 1440

Promf. Pan. 156 Fer, or fer a-way,/r«-«/. c 1485 Digby

Myst (1882) IV. 112, I was not farre hence. 1490 Caxton
Fneydos x. 40 Whiche caused grete fere and drede vnto

the countreys nygh neyghbours and also ferre of. 1549

Compl. Scot. vi. 80 He vil see ane schip farrar on the seye.

1550 CftoWLkV ErHgr. 2 11 A Spittle louse, no farre from

wnere his dwelling was. 1647 H. More Sonro/Soul 11. ii.

11 iii Things mar seem further off; farst off, the nearst

at hand. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 17 The painted

Lizard, and the Birds of Prey, .be far away. 171 1 Steele

Sped. No. 63 r 7 Not far from these was another Set of
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merry People. 1808 Scott Mann. n. i, Far upon
Northumbrian seas. 1875 JoWETT Plato (ed. 9) I, 10 He
is likely to be not far off himself. 1879 J. Burroughs
Locusts # H-'ilii H. 118S4) 263 The Green Mountains.,
seen careering along the horizon far to the south-west.

b. Far and near or 7iigh : in every part, every-

where. Far or near : anywhere. Far nor near :

nowhere.
a 1000 Crtst 390 (Gr.) Feor and neah. £"1175 Lamb.

Horn, 137 To.-beon iwurSegede lir and neor. a 1250 Owl
fy Night. 921 East and west, feor and neor. a 1300 Cursor
M. 172S8+ 213 (Cott.) Marie . . loked farre & neghe. c 1430
Hymns Vi?g. (1867) 107 |>ere is no man feer ne ncer. 1587
Turbf.rv. 'Frag. T. I1837) 96 The brute was blowne abrode
both farre and nye. [1629 (see 5).] 1631 Gougr God's
Arrows iii. § 67. 305 Memorable matters, worthy to be
knowne farre and neare. 1667 Mil.ton /'. L. VI. 295, I..
have sought thee farr and nigh, r? 1704 R. L' Estrange
(J.), I have been hunting .. far and near .. to find out
a remedy. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xiii, But I could
see nothing ot them far or near.

c. in past time. Cf. Far-off.
136a Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 226 In a freres frokke he was

yfounde ones Ac it is ferre agoo in seynt Fraunceys tyme.
1611 Sbaks. IVint. T. iv. iv. 442 P'arre then Deucalion off.

d. fig. with reference to unlikeness, alienation

of feeling, etc. Often elliptically in phrase (So)

far from —ing iused when something is denied

and something opposite asserted). Also interjec-

tionally, Farfrom it.

1534 Whitimton tr. Tullyes Offices \, C v, This maner Is

as ferre distaunt from offyce . .that [etc.]. 1611 Bible Ps.
Ixxiii. 27 They that are farre from thee, shall perish. 1648
Boyle Seraph, Love xix. (1700) 116 Gods love is so far from
resembling the usual sort of Friends, a 1661 Filler
Worthies I. 150 So far from imitating the industry of their

Ancestors .. that [etc.]. 1840 De Quiscey Essenes in.

Wks. 1890 VII. 166 So far . . from shocking his [the Jew's]
prejudices, .the error of the early Christians would lie the
other way. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xiv. 221 It was in

a far from unfriendly fashion. 1874 Dasent Tales from
Fjeld 128 He was not far off losing both wit and sense.

Ibid. 154 He was not far off being half-dead of thirst. 1882
Wicksteed tr. Kueuen's IHbbert Led. in. 127 The truly

religious tone, .not unmixed, indeed, far from it, but unmis-
takable.

e. Phrases. Far be it from (me, etc.} : a form
of deprejation = * God foibid that (I, etc.).' I'll

be far (enough) if, etc. : a strong negation or re-

fusal (vulgar). Far to ffind. seek: \a) hard to

discover, out of the way ; (b) of peisons : at a loss.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xliv. 17 Josephe answerd-j, Fer be it fro

me, that Y thus do. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 77 Beb pre

fayre vertues and beeb nauht ferr to fynde. 1576 Fleming
Panofl. F.pist. 163 Bee it farre from me to utter any such
speache. 1667 Earl of Cardigan in \%th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 9 Farre .be it from me. . to enter into dis-

pute with your Lordship. 1709 Steele 'Patter No. 148

F 4 Far be it that I should attempt to lessen the Acceptance
which Men of this Character meet within the World. 1752
FoOTB Taste 11. Wks. 1799 i. 23 I'll be fur enough if it

en't a May-game. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. viii.

(1852)225 Far, infinitely far, be such imputation from our
thoughts. 1874 Gladstone in Contanp. Rev. Oct. 667 If

instances must be cited, they are not far to seek. 1879
Geo. Eliot Theo. Such xvi. 285 Many minds . . are far to

seek for the grounds of social duty. i883 Sheffield Gloss.

s. v., * 1'il be far if I do ' means' I will not.*

2. To a great distance ; to a remote place.

c 825 Vesp. P'sal er i\-. 22 Tohwon dryhten ^ewite 5u feor.

c 1205 Lav. 7720 He ferde to feor ut from his iueren. c 1250
Gen. <jr Ex. 2616 Wilt 3u, leuedi, ic go fear out. c 1350
Will. Paterae 2781 To fie . . fer away from be see. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees)2i84 Farrerfiamen to be remoued.
1601 Weevek Mirr. Martyrs D ij, I wisht the popes
dominion Might stretch no furr than Callis Ocean. 1610

Shaks. Temp. it. i. no She. .is so farre from Italy remoued.
1667 Milton P.L.xt. 727 He ceas'd Contending, and re-

mov'd his Tents farr off. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
IV*. 329 A. .habitation, from which it seldom ventures far.

b. To a great distance in various directions

;

over a large area ; widely.
c 1200 Vices $ Virtues (18885 45 Carite sprat his bowes on
braede and on lengrSe swide ferr. c 1400 Destr. Troy 216

J>'i fame shall goo fer. c 1440 York Myst. xi. 80 So sail J?e

folke no firrar sprede. 1692 J. Barnes Pref. Verses in

E Walker Epictctus* Mor., An Heathen, far for vertue
FamU
+ C. To cast far: to make far-reaching plans.

(Cf. Far-caster.) So to bethinkfar. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8269 (Cott.) Ferr and depe he vmbi-

thoght. C1394 P. PI. Credc 485 Fer he [pe devellj casteb
toforn be folke to destroye.

3. To or at an advanced point of progress, a.

in space. (Down to the 15th c. the vb. go is often

omitted after ivill, shall, may, ean
s
etc.)

a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 210 Whan the sonnc
hath thider i-drawe the mist thurf hire bete. Hit ne mai no
fur for the colde. ^1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 392 (Cott.)

Iesus made horn semblant as he wald ferrer goo. c 1330
R. Bhunne Chron. (1810) 308 Ferrere mot he nouht, Scot-
lond forto se. C1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 89 Sayde this

yiman, ' Wiltow fer to day?' c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.

303 It is sett undir a mannes ers to drawe out be emeroides
bat sittib bed fer yn. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6091 Ay
pe ferrer bat he gase. c 1460 Tcnvnt'ley Myst. 276 No far

thou shalle. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. u. 1 flow farre

purpose you to trauell this way. 1709 Steele & Addison
Tatter No. 114 J" 1 We were now got pretty far into West-
minster, a 180 1 R. Gall 'Pint Qucy Poems 173 Here, or

we gae farer ben, Aiblins it's fitting to let ken 'lo them wha
reads, that [etc.]. 1814 Southey Roderick m, We travelt'd

fast and far. 1845 tr. Sue's Wandering Jew xvii. 86 Long
bamboos which are driven far into the ground.

b. jig. with reference to progressive action or

condition: To a great length or degree. Fa?'

gone : in an advanced stage. To gofar to (produce

a certain effect) : to tend greatly. *f To speak a

person far : to go to great lengths in his praise.

a 1300 Cursor M. tioii (Gutt.j Bot ehzabeth was ferrer

gane. 1360-80 Wvci. if Tracts xxii. (1879) 311 pei shewcn
ferrere how bei ben disciplis offals pharisees. c 1430 Che:-.

Assigue 311, I kan sey no furre. 1545 Brinklow Compl.Z
This matter is so farre gone, that there is no remedy. 1576
Fleming Pano/d. Epist. (J iij b, Least by presuming to farre,

1 should loose my selfe. 1579 Twyne Phisickeagst. Fortune
II. xc. 278 a, Who is so mad . . vnlesse he be to farre gone,
that standeth not in feare of them? 1579 Fulke Heskins'
Pari. 3S2 Maister Heskins store is farre spent. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. i. i.24 You speakehim farre. 1668 Hale/Vv/7 Rolle's

Abridgm. 3 Where the subject of any Law is single..
prudence, .may go far at one Essay to provide a fit law.

1704 Swift 'P. 7W>Apol., When these two enter far into the
composition of any work. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 34
F 4 There's no carrying a Metaphor too far, when a Lady's
Charms are spoke of. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1Z23) I.

377 To do all they could to hinder him to engage too far.

c 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stories Ch. Catech. iv. 19 Both ..

very tipsy . . one . . so far gone, that she could not walk
straight. 1818 Cruise Digest ied. z> IV. 233 This was
going too far. 1845 M'Cullgch Taxation 11. x. (1852) 361
This high duty, .went far to enable the distillers to fix the
price of spirits. 1847 Grote Greece 11. xlvii. (1862) IV. 191
The Corinthians had gone too far. .to admit of listening to

arbitration. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) L 46 You are already
far gone in your love.

c. in time. + "With genitive, Far days, nights :

late in the day or night ;cf. Gr. iroppw 7-f}? ^//f'pas-,

7-77; vvktus) ; in later use alsofzj'-day, -night (cf. 8 c).

^1400-50 Alexander 3900 Be bai had fyneschid bis frjt

was ferre in with cuyn. c 1440 Generydes 66 A man
right ferre in age. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour(i%&) 45 She
happed to abide so longe on a sonday that it was fer dayes.

1533 Bei.lenden Livy 1. (1822) 135 He wes waik, and fer

run in yeris. 1561 T. Hobv tr. CastigHone's Courtyer
K iij b, It was farre in niglite. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.
III. 1 148/2 It is far nights. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr.Pamass.
ill. ii. (Arb.)42 But the day is farre spent, M. Recorder.
1631 Cclestina viii. 98 O how farre daies is it? i66z J.
Davies Voy. Ambass. 278 It was far-night ere we got away.
173a Berkeley Alciphr. n. $ 26 The day being now far

spent. 1870 E. Peacock Rat/ Skirl. III. 2 Far gone as

the day was. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Sept. 5/5 A heavy
downpour which continued far into the night.

4. By a great interval, widely, a. of separation

in place
; fig of estrangement or alienation.

t-1400 Rom. Rose 3483 His mercy was to ferre bihynde.
1548 Gest Pr Masse I v a,The heaven sainctes who be farrer

distanted. .from us then. London, .from Cambredge. 1568
Grafton Chron. 1 1. 12 These two Sees were farre asonder,

that is to say, Caunterbury and Yorke. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks 649 Following not far after himself. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 306 He . . leaves the Scythian
Arrow far behind. 1730-46 Thontson Autumn 1284 Far
distant from their native soil. 1813 Scott Rokebv 1. xvii,

Mortham's lord grew far estranged From the bold heart
with whom he ranged.

b. qualifying adjs., advbs., or their equivalents,

implying excess, defect, or variation from a standard.

fin 16-1 7th c. often prefixed to adjs or advbs. of

negative import, as in far ttnfit = iv,x from fit.

a 1375 Joseph Arhn. 552 pei were weri of-foujten and
feor ouer-char^.ed. 1521 Fisher Wks. 118761 348 This man
gothe fer wyde from the streyght waye. 1555 PuiLroT
Let. in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 229 God knoweth it

is written far uneasily. 1564 Grindal Fun. Serm. Emp.
Ferdinand Rem. (1843) 29 Preparations afore death .. tar

out of square. 1614 R. Tailor Hog hath lost Pearl in
Dodsley O. Pt. (1780) VI. 390 Then my Lord, your father
is far impatient. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun, Mou. 532
A match thought farre vnfit for such a man. 1835 Sir J.
Ross Narr. 2nd Voy. xli. 545 We were often far underfed.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 207 They were not far wrong.

c. of inequality or unlikeness. Often with
comparatives or superlatives; sometimes more
emphatically far (and) away. Al^o with vbs., as

to differ, exceed, excel, etc. Far other : widely
different, f To distinguish far: to make a wide
distinction.

fgoo B&dds Hist, in, xiv. § 2 Feor on obve wisan.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3922 A bestc.Fere fersere ban an
olifaunt. 1496 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 6 They be sold far

under the Price that they be worth. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. x.

75 a, He passed farre his grandfather in synne. 1562 J. Hey-
wood Prov. <$ Epigr. (1867) 20 Ye be better fed then taught
farre awaie. 1563 Shute Archit. Dia, Which differeth
not fane from the declaration of Vitruuius. 1587 Golding
De Mornay xxiv. 373 One that beheld a farre other beauty
. .and tasted a farre other pleasure than of the worlde. 1593
Shaks. Lncr. 81 Which far exceeds his barren skill to show.
1611 Bible 'Pransl. Pre/. 2 A farre most excellent weight
of glory. 1646 Dk. Hamilton in H. Papers (Camden » 124
No Englishman will. .hold, .that Scotland must be satisfied
with it, farre leese that it be of the Scots framing. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 862 To answer and resound farr other
Song. 121687 Petty Pol. Arith. i. (1691) 26 In France .

.

the Hugonots are. -far the greatest Traders. 1695 Wood-
ward Nat. Hist. Earth 1.1723)9 Of this various Matter.,
the far greatest Part of the Terrestrial Globe consists. 1709
Steele Tatlcr No. 92 p 1 With us it is far otherwise.

1719 De Foe C?-usoe IL vi. 156 You will allow it to consist
with me, as a Roman, to distinguish far between a Pro-
testant and a Pagan. 1743 J. Morris Serm. ii. 53 Paul
uses this argument to prove charity far preferable. 1773
Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) I. 187 The delight
..more far away than I have ever received. 1880 T. A.
Si'alding Eliz. Demouol. 22 A slight surrender of principle
was a far surer road to success. 1883 W. E. Norris Thirlby

HallxxxW, You are far and awny the greatest scoundrel
I ever saw. 1885 Law Reports 29 Ch. Div. 528 The
testator's estates were, .incumbered .. to an amount far

beyond their value,

f 5. From a remote source. tW'.r. exc. in Comb. :

see Far-fetched, etc.

1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635I 65 For this purpose all

kindeofwilde beasts were brought farre and neere. 1697
tr. C'tess D'Annoys Trav. (1706! 34 Here's the Etymology
of a Word drawn far enough.

6. Preceded by as, //on', so, thus, the word (like

many other quantitative advbs. and adjs.) often

undergoes a change of meaning, the notion of

definite quantity being substituted for the primary
notion of great quantity. Hence the following

modifications of the preceding senses:

a. To or at a definite distance.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1238 Bi al-so fer so a bo;e mai ten 3or
sat his moder. a 1300 Cursor M. 506 (Cott.) How farr es

in to hell pitte. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 42 ? 4 When
there is a Battle in the Hay-Market Theatre, one may hear
it as far as Charing-Cross, i860 Tyndall Gtac. 1. xxvii. 215,

I had not thought it possible to see so far through so dense
a storm.

b. Up to or at a particular point of advance.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2253 (Cott.) Now we haue vs sped sa

ferr. ^1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon ii. 60 Sith that it is

soo ferre come that ye wyil not here vs, we shall kepe owr
peas. 1535 Coverdale i Chron, xvii[i], 16 Who am I ? and
what is my house, y

E thou hast broughte me thus farre? 161

1

Bible Jer, H. 64 Thus farre are the words of Ieremiah.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 105 If a Man would endeuour to raise

or fall his Voice.. as farre as an Eighth. 1724 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier 11840) 172 The king was almost as far as

Banbury. 1833 Crise Fusebius 1. v. 29 Thus far Josephus.
1841 ELriuxsTONE Hist.Ind I. 469 Menander. . went on
as far as the Isamus, 1855 Thackeray Neivcomes I. 221

She could make an ormolu bracelet go as far as another
woman's emerald clasps. Mod. So far no great harm has
been done.

c. To a certain extent or degree.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16386 (Cott.) Sacles es he sa feir se sum
i can. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2209 Hated bothe of olde and
yong. As fer as Gaweyn the worthy, Was preised for his

curtesie. 1477 Earl Rivers Dicies iCaxton) 1 As fer as my
wrecchednes wold suffyse. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. in. 11586 116 The bay [horse] is most o( price as

farre as I see at this daye. 1579 Lyly Euphucs iArb. 191

For thou, .wilt not peimit any as farre as in thee lyeth to

be well employed. 1601 J. Manmnoham in Shaks. C.

Praise 45 A Citizen gaene soe farr in liking with him. 1638
Dk. Hamilton in //. Papers (Camden 18 How fare I shall

be abill to prevail uith him I can not yett tell. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 1. viii. 35 He may be so farre a good man, as to

be free from giving offence. 1751 Joriin Serin. 1771 I.

iii. 46 Such persons may so far conduce to the temporal
prosperity of a nation. 1821 J. Q. Adams in C. Davies
Me.r. Syst. ill. 11 871) 119 But this law so far as it prescribed

a new bushel, had never been executed. 1835 Thirlwall
Greece I. 423 To decide how far he deserved it. 1875
Jowett Plato fed. 21 V. 427 Let us ei.deavonr to ascertain

how far we are consistent with ourselves.

7. quasi-^. a. f Of, on far: see Afar, f Upon
far: at a distance. From far: at a distance v cf.

Kekken). Byfar : by a great interval ( = sense 4)

;

see By 18 b. /;/ sofar: to such an extent.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6655 (Cott.) pam thoght him hornd
apon farr. Ibid. 13457 tCott.) Fra tul ferr can bai til him
seke. Ibid. 27643 (Cott.) Sin es fowler pan any deuil in hell

by fer. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 17 Sum of hem
comen fro ferre. c 1400 Maindev. iRoxb.) xix. 86 To bat

ymage men commez fra ferre in pilgrimages. 1513-75
Diurn. Oc currents (1833) 2?6 Thair wes the greiter slauchter

be over far maid vpoun the Inglis. 1647 H. More Philos.

Dez'ot. 43 Lo ! from farre I you salute. 1737 Whiston
Josephus' Antio. 1. xix. § 10 Thus far of his apology was
made. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 28 That, like the circle bound-
ing earth and skies, Allures from far. 1871 Smiles Charac.
x. (1876) 282 By far the largest class of readers. 1888

Bryce A mer. Commit'. I. viii. 104 Eloquence., imagination

. . or extent of knowledge, are all in so far a gain to him
that [etc.].

*rb. To have far to: to have a long way to go
to, be far from. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix*. 477 pe vyker had fer home
& faire toke his leue. 1393 Ibid. C. xu. 196 Folwe forb bat

fortune wol ; thou hast ful fer to elde.

8. Combinations.

a. Whenfar (in senses 1-5) qualifies a ppl. adj.

used attributively, it is usually hyphened, thus

giving rise to an unlimited number of quasi-com-

pounds, as far-bea?ning
y
-branching, -embjacing,

-extending, etc.

1533 More Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1047/r Making
one perfit person and one farpassing perfyt person of God
and man together. 1596 Si-exseb. State Iret. 2 The manner
rather of desperate men farre driven. 1598 Chapman Iliad

1. 19 Far-shooting Phoebus. 1601 Yaringi on Tivo Lament.
Trap. m. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, I will . . live in some far-

removed continent, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems
Wks. 11711) 31 These saphyre far-extending heights. 1688

Addr. in Lend. Gas. No. 2536/1 Your far distanced New
England Subjects. 1725 Pope Odyss. xix. 127 O Queen !

whose far-resounding fame, Is bounded onlyby the starry

frame. 1735 Somerville Chase 1. 272 Their Arms Far-

gleaming, dart the same united Blaze. 1779-81 Johnson
/,. /'., Swift Wks. III. 404 Variegated by far-sought learn-

ing. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 184 Mighty winds That sweep
the skirt of some far-spreading wood. 1812 Byron Ch.
Har. 11. xli, Leucadia's far-projecting rock of woe. 1820

Keats St. Agttes xxix, Far-heard clarionet. 1827 Hare
Guesses (1850) 69 Expressing profound and farstretching

thoughts in the simplest words. 1857 Rcskin Pol. Ecou,



FAR.

Art 139 Consider what a far-branching, far-embracing good
you have wrought. 1864 Excel Mus. Anc. Nat. 232 Far-

spread popularity.

b. rarely in similar quasi-comb, with vbl. sbs,,

asfar-flashing, -withdrawal.
1821 Shelley Hellas 331 The far-flashing of their starry

lances Reverberates the dying light of day. 1866 Hcwei.ls
Venet. Life xvii, Their, .strange effect of far-withdrawal.

c. Special combinations: far-back a., ancient

;

far-being vbl. sb., the state of being at a distance ;

+ far-born a., born long ago; far-darter, one

who sends darts to or from a great distance;

f far-day, the latter part of the day [cf. 3 c]; far-

eastern a.,belonging to the extreme east; far-farer

{rare). *= far-goer; far-foamed a., fringed with

foam for a great distance ; far-goer, one who
goes far, lit. and fig. ; far-gone a., advanced

to a great extent ; far-northern a., lying in

the extreme north; far-point [Optics), the ex-

treme range ; far-seeing «., = Far-sighted i ;

far-seen a., seen at a distance; also 6V. = Far-
sighted; far-shot a. —far-shooting\ far-southern

a,, at the extreme south
; f far-went a., that has

wended or travelled far ; far-western, belonging

to the extreme west.

1890 Child Eng. <$- Sc. Ball. vn. ccix. 126/2 Some "far-

Lack reciter of the Scottish ballad. 1580 Sidney Arcadia
(1622' 124 The desolation of the 'far-being from comfort.

167a Wycherley Love in Wood in. i, Nine-and-thirty
years old, mistress? I'd have you to know I am no 'far-

born child. 1598 Chapman Iliad 1. 91 This is cause why
heaven's " Far-darter darts These plagues amongst us. 1868
Morris Earthly Par. '1870) 1. 11. 500 Dimly he remembered
..the sight Of the Far-darter. 1655 H. Valghan Silex
Scint.i 74 Tar-day sullies flowres. 1861 Dasent Burnt
NjalW. 354 Thorwald Kodran's son, the *far-farer. 1820
Keats Hyperion it. 172 Murmurs, which his first endeavour-
ing tongue Caught infant-like from the "far-foamed sands.

1841 Gen. P.Thompson Exerc. (1842' VI. 358 The party
which the "far-goers at least of the deliberants, believe

to be the least undeserving of the two. 1778 Conquerors

39 As drunken men who brave the dang'rous fight O'er
sparkling glasses in the *far-gone night. 1831 T. L. Pea-
cock Crotchet Castle xvi, Which the far-gone innamorato
found irresistible. 1856 Kane Arct. E.rpl. I. xxiii. 309
The temperature of these *far-northern regions. 1876
Bernstein Five Senses 72 The ^far-point of the eye.

1848 LvTTON Harold vm. ii, Though wise and "farseeing,

Harold was not suspicious. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn
790 From lofty Caucasus far seen by those, Who in the
Caspian . . toil. 1827 Keble Chr. V. Monday bef. Easter,

Two silent nights and days In calmness for His far-seen

hour He stays. 1615 Chapman Odyss. vui. 453 Useful Mer-
cury And 'far-shot Phcebus. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I.

xxiii. 228 Commodore Wilkes in his "far-southern discovery
of an Antarctic continent. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Anstu.
Nameless Cat/i. 191 The Gibeonites came to losua like *far-

went Trauellers. 1589 Puttenham Arte Eng. Poesie 121

I
Northern English] is not so Courtly .. as our Southerne
English is, no more is the*far Westerne mans speach. 1844
Bp. S. Wilbereorck Hist. Amer. Ch. (1846)341 The pecu-
liar services of a far-western clergyman.

Par v faj), a. Forms: 1-4 feor^r, 2-6 fer, 3-7
farr, 5-7 farre, 3- far. Compar. I fyrra (fern, and
neut. -e), 3-4 fyrre, furre, 3-6 ferre(r(e, 3 fer-

ror'e, south, verrore, 4-7 farrer. Super!. 1 fyr-

rast, 3-^ ferrest, 3-6 farrest. [OY..feorr = 0¥ris.

for, fir, OS. fer, OHG./tv:-\YGer. type *ferro-.

As the adj. does not occur in Gothic or OX., it is

prob. derived from the adv.]

1. Remote : a. in space ; chiefly of countries or

places ; occas. of persons, etc. Thefar east, north,

west, south : the extreme eastern, etc. parts of a

region, or of the world. The Far J Vest: now
esp. the western parts of the U. S. or of North
America. + I'ar absence : absence in a distant

part.

a 1000 Wife's Complaint 47 (Gr.) Feorres folclondes.

a iuj Ltg, Kath. 1565 Into be ferreste ende of AHxandre.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4820 (Colt.) Wee are o farr cuntre, Of a
land hait chanaan. 1340 Ayenb. 204 Huerof yealde filozofes

hem uledden in-to uerre stedes in-to dezert. 1381 Wyclif
foci iii. 8 They shule selle hem to Sabeis, a fer folc. c 1450
MironrSaluacioun 1643 Thick fTolewastoure son. .departid
to ferre lande. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxviii.

585 Folke cam.. from ferve ways for to seke bym. 1548
Hall Chron. 101 b,The Englishemenconsideryng. .the farre

absence of their frendes. 1553 Eden Treat. Netve hid.
(Arb.) 8 To returne home from these farre countreys. a 1605
Montgomerie Misc. Poems (1886) xxxii. 38 Far foullis

hes ay fair fethers, sum will say. 1682 Dryuen Mac
Ft. 131 To far Barbadoes on the western main. 1808

J. Barlow Colnmb. 1. 45 A far dim watch-lamp's thrice
reflected beam. 1822 Shelley Hellas 813 What nearest
thou? Mahmud. A far whisper. 1839 Bailey /"«/*« (1854)
56 It is fear which beds the far to-come with fire. 1890
Howells in Harper's Mag. Nov. 965 The great plains
..in the far West.
absot. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 494 To visile The ferrest in

his parish.

b. figt of remoteness or difference in time, rela-

tionship, or nature.

1531 Elyot Gov. n. vi. (1557) 100 A vice moste ugly, and
farrest from humanitee, 1583 Hollyband Campo di Pier
309 How farre this fielde is to that which bordereth upon
it. 1630 Crashaw Poems 129 Pulling far history Nearer.

1839 Tennyson Elaine 709 Sir Torre. .Past up the still rich

city to his kin His own far blood, i860 Hawthorne Marb.
Faun {1879) II. x.\, 200 So many far landmarks of lime.

70

C. The far end, -[the far', the very end, or

I extremity ; the last stage ;of life, strength, or

j

resources). Now only dial.

c 1400 Destr, Troy 78 In this shall faithfully be founden
! to the fer ende, All pe dedis. Ibid. 8272 The next tym bou

j
noyes me, bou neghis to be fer. 1637 Rutherford Lett.

I

clxxxiii. 1862 1 I. 447 What standeth beyond the far-end of

I

my sufferings . . He knoweth. 1790 W. Combe Devil upon
! Two Slicks in Eng. (18171 U- 5^ Whose, .love of pleasure
' will soon get to the far-end of a moderate fortune. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss., He seems almost at the far end.

1888 Sheffield Gloss, s.v. Far end, ' Ah m ommast at t' far

I end.'

2. Extending to a distance, long. Far traveller

:

one who comes from or goes to a distance.

[

\{A person^ of a far fetch', far-reaching, far-

I sighted. -\ Far way. a long way, by far.

< 1340 Cursor M. 11385 (Laud.) For els might not tho
' thre haue rawght to ride so farre wai, And come to cryst

! thilk day. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C xvii. 51 Of wyt and wyse-

I
dome hat fer way is bettere Than richesse. 1508 Fisher

' Psalms N vj b, Her grete & ferre Journey. 1550 Coverdale
'

Spir. Perls xxix, A merchant-man maketh far voyages and
great journeys. 1574 Hei.lowfs Giteuara's Earn. Ep.

j (1577) 314 Some men so euill and of so farre a fetch, that

[etc.). 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intetl. ii. (1628* 30 A verie farre

j
way from Africa. 1624 Gataker T?-ausnbst. 204 Far

! travellers may lye by authority. 1820 Scott Monast. xxix,

j
You could not miss the road . . it was neither far way nor

I foul gate. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. 11S42: I. 287 It

! would not be a far sttetch of intellect to infer.

tb. Of authority: Extensive.
< 1400 APol. Loll. 29 God ^aue him no farrer power.

t c. Of a difference in kind or value: Great. Obs.

1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. C'/ess Richmond Wks.(i87C> 304
This shall be a farre difference. 1631 Wef.yer Anc. Fun.
Mon. 578 Valued, at a farre vnder rate, to bee worth..

|

ten pound.

f d. Of a person : Advanced (in age or know- !

:

ledge). Obs.

r 1340 Cursor M. 15124 iTrln.) pis ihesus..was so wis &
so fer in lore. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 218 As one farre

in elde.

3. The remoter of two ; in early use also in the

comparative. + The far side (of a horse, etc.)

:

the off or right-hand side. The fur ahin (Sc.)

:

the hind right-hand (horse' in a team of four.

Prob._/<*rhere represents the original compar. formfyrre.
c 1400 Rffit'tattd <$ O. 1227 With him Rowlande and

Olyvere Appon the ferrere syde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9054
Priam the prise kyng . . was feghtyng in the feld on the fer

syde. i486 />/•. St. Allans D j b, Iff yowrc hawke nym
the fowle at the fer side of the Ryuer. .Then she sleeth the

fowle at the fer Jutty. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 17 The
farre ende of high nolborn. 1617 Markham Caval. it. 4
The white fore-foote, on the right side, commonly cald the

farre side. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. iSurtees) 12 To give

them [lambes] . . the botte on the farre buttocke. 1724
I.ond. Gaz. No. 6294/3 The Coronett of the far Hoof before.

1768 Sterne Sent, jottrn. 95 She sat in a low chair on the

far side of the shop. 1786 Burns Inventory 20 My fur

ahin's a wordy l>east. 1883 Stevenson Treasure Isi. III.

xiv. no On the far side of the open stood one of the

hills.

f Par, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also r feorran,

3-5 fere, ferre, 4 south, dial, verri, pa. pplc.

yverred. [QXL. feorran,fyrran = OHG.jfirrensQN.
fin a :—OTcut. type *firrjan, f. *frrr-, Far a.]

trans. To put far off, remove. In mod. dial.

only in the expression of a wish (see quots.\

Const, from ; rarely with double obj.

Beo7t'tttfi$6 Grendel. .ne wolde wi5 manna hwone feorh-

bealo feorran. a 1300 E. E. Psalter\xxx\\\. 19 Neghburgh
and frend fered bou fra me. 1340 Ayenb. 240 t>e stat of

religion ssel by zuo yuerred uram be wordle pet [etcj.

c 1380 Sir Fonmb. 3625 Richard was no^t so ferred ys fon,

bat hy hym bo ne se}e. < 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode \\.

lxviii. (1869) 101 Thouh thou were forveyed other ferred

from thi wey. 1855 Mrs. Gaskei.l North $ S. xvii, Pooh,
wench ! latter days be farred ! 1863 — Sylvia's L. (ed. 2)

I. 189, I wish the man were farred who [etc.].

b. refl. and intr. for refl.

;rx»5 Ancr. R. 76 He furseS (note ?firres {printed
firnes]) him awei urommard ure stefne. c 13x3 Shoreham
164 God wyste wel that man schold. .uerry [printed nerry]

Fram alle healthe. 1340 Ayenb. 178 pe uo5el him uerreb

. .uram bennes huer me brekb his nest.

Far, obs. f. of Fatr and Sc. f. Fare sb. and v.

Far, obs. var. of Farrow, young pig.

Fa:r-abou*t, adv. and sb,

A. adv. t a. To a great distance around,

everywhere (obs.). fb. At a great distance {obs.).

+ C. Far astray, out of the way (<?Af.\ d. By far,

very much (dial.).

1 1300 Cursor M. 21821 (Cott.t Thorn him i regned ferr

a-bute. c 3450 Pol. Poems ( Rolls> 1 1. 241 Wherfore concord

ys put feer abowte. 1483 Lath. Angl. 128 Ferre a-boute,

ttntltum distans a via regia. 1848 A. B. Evans Leicester-

shire Words 35 Oh ! that's the nearest way, fur-about.

+ B. sb. A digression, wandering. Obs.

1639 Fuller Holy Warv.xxix. (1647) 280 But what need
these farre-abouts?

Farad fse'rad). Flectr. [short f. Faraday y
name

of a great English electrician (died 1867) : a term

adopted at the Electrical Congress in Paris, 18S1.]

1881 Maxwell Electr. $ Magn. II. 246 The practical

unit of capacity is called the Farad. 189a Gloss. Electrical
Terms in Lightning 3 Mar. Supp. 7 The Farad is the

capacity of a conductor in which the electrical pressure is

raised one volt by the addition of one coulomb.

far-away.

Faradaic (fscrad^ik,, a. [f. Faraday (see

prec.) + -IC.] Used ns a distinctive epithet of

inductive electricity and of the phenomena per-

taining to it.

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 37 When the faradaic

current elicits a response it should always be employed.
1881 D. E. Hughes in Nature XXIII. 522 There is a
Faradaic induction of 50° at both poles. 1885 Lancet
26 Sept. 568 Sensation and faradaic contractility were
normal.

Faraclaism (fc-radc|iz'ni). [f. as prec. +
-ISM.] — Faradism.
1886 I'all Mall C. 1 Apr. 16/1 Indnced Electricity, or

F.iradaism.

Faradic ;faroedik\ a. [ad. Fr. faradique
(Duehenne 1 S51 \ f. Faraday.] = Faradaic.
1878 A. Hamilton Nerv. Vis. 275 Duehenne reports two

rures hy the faradic current. 1884 in Syd. Sac. Lev.

Faradine, var. f. of Fabandihb.
Faradism ifaT&diz'm). [a. F. faradisme, f.

Faraday : see .IBM.] Inductive electricity ; the

application of this for therapeutic purposes.

1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 97 Electricity, in the form of

galvanism or faradism, should not be neglected as a local

stimulant. 1884 in Syd. Sac. I*ex.

Faradization (fcridaiz^Jan). [f. next

+

-atiox.] The action of faradizing ; the application

of induced currents of electricity to the body.

1867 Chambers' F.ttcycl. s.v. Tabes dorsalis. For this

disease Duehenne recommends Faradisation. 1875 H. C.

Wood Therap. (1879) 292 Faradization of the diaphragm.

Faradize (.ueTadaiz), v. [ad. F. faradistr

1 Uichenne), f. Faraday : see -izf..] trans. To
stimulate by means of faradaic currents.

1864 S. W. Mitchell, etc. Gunshot Wouvds 138 It is the

muscle itself, and not the nerve, which we desire to

faradize.

Hence Paradizer, an instrument for faradizing.

Farage, var. of Farrage, Obs.

Faraginous : see Farr-.

Farand, etc. : see Farrand.

f Farandine. Ohs. Also 7 fara-, far-en-,

farin-, farran-, ferrandine, farrender, far-

r endon, farwendine, 8 farandain. [a. F. fer-

randine, said to be f. Ferrand name of the

inventor c 1630 (Littre Sttpp/.).] a. A kind of

cloth used in the seventeenth century, made partly

of silk and partly of wool or hair. b. A dress made
of this material. Also attrih.

1663 Prrvs Diary 28 Jan., Her new ferrandin waiste.

coate. 1666 Ladv Hattos in Jlatton Corrtsp. (1878) I. 50

Farrender for a gowne. 1668 SedlEY Mulberry Gardens
v. i, 1 must . . wear black farandine the whole year about.

1671 Wvchf.ri.ky Lave in ll'oodv, I know a great I.ady

that cannot follow her husband abroad, because her Far-

randine is so ragged. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2078/4 Six

Uredths of Peach-Colour F'aradine. 1673 Folntainhai.l in

Stippt. Pec. (i826)III. 2 Farandains.. are part silk, part hair.

t Farandi'ivical, a. Oh. rare~'. [f. Fabak-
dise + -ical.] Of the nature of farandine ; hence,

second-rate, worthless. Cf. the use of bombast,

fustian, linsey-woolsey.

1675 T. Diffett Mock Tempest 1. i. 4 You louzy

farandinical Sots, Reputation !

Farandrnan. Sc. Law. Obs. Also 7

fairand-man. [f. farand, obs. pr. pple. of Fabe
to travel + Man.] A stranger, a traveller.

The Law ofFarandrnan provided that a pedlar, not_ re-

siding within the shrievalty, should have the right of bring-

ing to trial, 'within the third flowing and ebbing of the sea',

any person who had committed theft or felony against him.

[c ijoS Lay. 4262 Aiken farinde mon 3ef slaht ober ha;fde

beofde idon.] 14. . Fragmenta in Sc. Stat. I. App. v. 726

Partis striffande be be law of farandrnan or pipuderous.

X S97 SKEW! Dt I 'erb. Sign., Farandnian . . ane stranger or

Pilgrimer. 1609 — Rmr, mtg., Bvrrcw Lawes clx, The
law of F'airandman, or Dustifut.

II
Farandole (farandol\ [Fr. farandolc, ad.

mod.Vr. farandott/a in same sense. Cf. Sp.faran-

dnla troop of travelling comedians.] A Provencal

dance in | time (see quots.).

1863 Denise II. 23 The fete began with a farandole, that

singular southern dance of the whole unmarried population.

1881 Lects Mercury 3 May. A farandole is a kind ofjig in

which all the dancers join hands, winding in an intermina-

ble string, and going from room to room, upstairs and down,

to the tune of fast polka music.

Farant, var. Ferraint obs., iron-gray.

Farash, obs. form of Ferash.

Far-away (fat iaw<.
7'-, fa-iiawJ1

), a., adv. and sb.

[f. Far adv. + Awai.] A adj.

1. Situated at a great distance ; remote : a. in

space ; b. in time ; C. in telationship.

1816 Scott Antia. xxix, ' Relics, .fetched frae far-awa'

kirks.' 1818 — Rob Roy xiv, 'Pate's a far-awa' cousin o

mine.' 1851 H. Melville WhmUxxA. 126 This far-away

domestic memory of his young wife and child. 1876 Geo.

Eliot Dan. Der. III. xli. 324 Far away ancestors. 1883

Stevenson Treasure Is/, hi. xui. (18861 107 They .. gave

a cheer that started the echo in a far-away hill. 1801

E. Peacock N. Brendan I. 56, I am really most gravely

interested in these far-away matters.

2. Of a look, eye : Directed to a distance, absent,

dreamy. . .

1881 Dr. Gheist 204 That far-away look so characteristic

of the human face when under the dominion of an all-



FAR-BETWEEN.
absorbing idea. 1886 Hall Caine Son ofllagar 1. ii, The
girl kneeled with far-away eyes.

Hence Far-awayness, the state or fact of being
far away, remoteness.
1888 Univ. Rev. II. 569 Hie far-awayness ofEurope. 1888

AtkenatitM 13 Oct. 480/3 The presence is to be remarked uf
(as it were) 'far-awayness' of touch [in a picture].

B. adv. See Far adv.

C. sb. What is far away; distant parts; the
( dim distance \
1823 Hood Ode A ulunin v, In the hush'd mind's myste-

rious far away. 18. . JLongf. To the Stork i, Stork ! that
dost wing thy flight from the far-away !

Fa'r-betwee'n, a. Occurring at long intervals;

infrequent. (Chiefly in predicative use, after Camp-
bell's echo of Blair's phrase.)

1743 R. Blair Grave 589 Its Visits Like those of Angels'
short, and far between. 1797 Campbell Pleas. Hope II.

372 Like angel-visits, few and far between. 1836-9 Dickens
Sk, Bnz, Elect. Beadle 1. 37 Occasions for their coming
into direct collision are neither few nor far between. 1861
F. \V. Robinson No Church I. 48 Travellers being so few
and far between. 1873 Symonds Grk\ Poets x. 312 These
pines are few and far between ; growing alone or in pairs
they stand like monuments upon the hills.

t Far-cast, v. Obs. [f. Far adv. + Cast v.]

traits. To cast to a distance off ; in deriva-

tives^f.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter i. 5 Dost be whilk wynd fercastis

fra be face of be erth. Ibid. xxx. 28, I am ferkasten fra be
dent syght of bi fairhede.

f Hence Far-cast sb., the action or quality of
casting (one's thoughts) to a distance ; forethought,

shrewdness, cunning. Cf. Cast sb. VI and VII.
Par-caster, one who exercises forethought. Par-
ca'sting vbl. sb., forethought, cunning. Far-
casting- ppl. a., scheming, shrewd.
C 1400 Destr. Troy 1447 Lo, how fortune is felle & offer

caste. Ibid. x. 4351 The fynde, with his falshed & his fer

cast, .onswaret the pepull. Ibid. vm. 3950 Wise of his
dedis, In fele thinges forwise, & a fer-caster. 1400
Maunder. (1839) xx. 219 Of malice and of fercastynge pei
passen all men vnder heuene. 1387 Trevisa Iligden (Rolls)
VI. 23 Machometus was a wonderful man and fer castynge.
1480 Canton Chron. Eng, clxii. 146 He was a fell man and
a subtil enuious and fer re castynge. 1567-83 Leg. Bp.
Sanctaudrois 43 in Sempill Ball. 201 Then finding outane
new far cast [printed fas cast].

t Farce, $& l Obs. Forms: 4-5 fars, 7-8 farce.

[a. WF. farce, i.farcir,farsir '.—h. farcire to stuff]

Force-meat, stuffing.

lexwfi FormofCury(ij1io)i$ Make a Coffyn an ynche
depe & do be fars berin. ^1430 Two Cookery-Iks. 45 Take
of the fars, and lay on be cake. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet.
s.v. Calves Ears, They must be. .unsew'd when ready, but
so as the Farce may not fall out. 1796 Mks. Glasse
Cookery vi. 116 Make a farce with the livers minced small.

18*3 Ckabb Technol. Diet., Farces, meat chopped small, and
well spiced.

Farce (fa-is), sb.'2- Also 6-7 farse, 6 Sc. farsche.

[a. (in 16th c.) F. farce, app. a metaphorical use of

farce stuffing : see prec.
The history of the sense appears to be as follows : In the

13th c the word (in latinized lOTVifarsa, farsia) was applied
in France and England to the various phrases interpolated
in litanies between the words hyrie and elei$on(*> g. Kyrie,
genitor ingeutte, vera essentia, eleison ') ; to similar expan-
sions of other liturgical formula; ; and to expository or
hortatory passages in French (sometimes in rime) which
were inserted between the Latin sentences in chanting the
epistle. (The related vb. 'L. farcire, OF. fareir to stuff,

hence to ' pad out ', interlard, was used in the same con-
nexion in the expressions epistolafarcita, un benedlcamus
farci. See Du Cange s.vv. Farsa, Farsia, and Burney
Hist. Music II. 256.) Subsequently the OF. farce, with
similar notion, occurs as the name for the extemporaneous
amplification or 'gag', or the interludes of impromptu
buffoonery, which the actors in the religious dramas were
accustomed to interpolate into their text. Hence the tran-
sition to the modern sense is easy. (The Eccl. Lat farsa,
farcire, referred to above, have been anglicized by mod.
writers on liturgical antiquities as Farse sb. and v.)]

1. A dramatic work ( usually short) which has for

its sole object to excite laughter.

[14. . La Vicde St. Fiacre mMysteres inidits 15™* Steele

(1837)1. 332 Cy est interpose une farsse.] 1530 Palsgr. 17
Suche as writte farcis and contrefait the vulgare speche.
1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyugo 41 In ballatts, farses, and in

plesand playis. 1668 Pei'ys Diary 31 July, To the King's
House, to see the first day of Lacy's ' Monsieur Ragou ' .

.

a farce. 1726 Amherst Terrx Fil. xliv. 235 Excellent
farces so frequently . . perform'd in her [Oxford's] convoca-
tion-house. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 274 A tragedy,
pantomime, and farce, were all acted in the course of half

an hour.

b. That species of the drama which is constituted

by such works.
1676 Drvden Epjl. Etheredge's Man of Mode 3 Those

Nauseous Harlequins in Farce may pass. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montague Let. 1 Jan., The scenes were pretty, but the
comedy itself such intolerable low farce. 17J6 Herd
Provitues ofDrama Introd. IVks. (1S11) II. 30 My Farce
I understand, that species of the drama * whose sole aim
and tendency is to excite Laughter '. 1877 A» W. Ward
in Encycl. Brit. VII. 438/1 English comedy seemed in-

clined to leave to farce the domain of healthy ridicule.

2. Something as ridiculous as a theatrical farce
;

a proceeding that is ludicrously futile or insincere

;

a hollow pretence, a mockery.
1696 tr. Du Motifs Voy. Levant 296 The Farce is too

gross and visible. 1704 Prior Ladle 139 A Ladle, .is what
I want., you have pray'd ill; wliat should be Great you

71

turn to Farce. 1705 W. WoTTOS Defense 57 'Tis all with
him a Farce and all a Ladle, as a very facetious Poet says.
176a Sterne Tr. Shandy v. xv, Unless every one's Life
and Opinions are to be looked upon as a farce. 1791 BuRKE
Cory. (1844) III. 255 It is quite a farce to talk of his liberty.

1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 246 The buzz of notoriety and
the farce of fashion. 1888 Bryce A/ncr. Commit'. III.
Ixxxix. 204 These delegates .. duly went through the farce
of selecting and voting for persons already determined 011

by the King.

3. attrib. and Comb., as farce-scribbler, -tragedy
;

farce-like adj.

a 1683 Oldham Horace his Art Poet. 362 in Some New
Pieces(i68^) 19 Satyrs. .Whose Farce-like Gesture, Motion,
Speech, and Meen Resemble those of modern Harlequin.
1695 Drvden tr. Du Fresmjps Art Painting Pref. p. xxvi,
Farce-Scribblers make use of the same noble invention
[laughter], to entertain Citizens. 1850 KlNGStEY Alt.
Locke xxxvii, Those miserable, awful farce tragedies of
April and June.

Farce (iais), vJ Obs. or arch. Also 4-9 farse,

(5 faarce. =;-6 fars\ [ad. OF.farsir [Fr.farar)
= ¥r.farsir:—h. farcire to stuff.] To stuff, to fill

full of something. Const, with.

f 1. trans. In cookery : To stuff ^an animal, a
piece of meat) with force-meat, herbs, etc. Obs.
13.. Medical Receipts in Pel. Ant. I. 51 Farse the catte

within als thu farses a gos. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 41
Hroche pin Pygge ; ben farce hym. 1530 Palsgr. 545/2
This conye is well farced. 1586 Bright Melanch. xxxix.
252 Pigge. .farced with .-.age. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
11. xvhi. 173 If any farse a henne, the needle must be
threeded the day before. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v.

Breast of Veal, Farce it between the Skin and small Ribs.
1736 Bailey Househ, Did. 235 To farce Cucumbers.
absol. 1501 Douglas Pal. lion. 11. Ii. 1231 Martial! was

cuik till roist, seith, farce and fry.

f b. To farce together-, to make into force-

meat. Obs.

1653 B. DiscolUminium 46 Polcatts Lites, and Hedgc-
hoggs Livers . . farced together with the galls of Wizards.

fa. In embalming (see quots.). Obs.

1563 Homilies II. Idolatry m. 11859) 264 They bury dead
bodies farced with spices. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
325 Some used to embalm . . the belly. . farced with cassia.

f 3. To cram (the stomach, etc., oneself) with
food. Also, To fill out (what is lean or shrunken).

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 398 With gud morsellis [thaij

farsis lhair panch. 14. . J 'rose Legends in Angiia VIII. 154
She was..farsed wib goostly fodes. 1513 Vov(,las rEtie is

vm. Prol. 52 A gus . . To fars his warns full. 1599 Ii. Jon-
son Ev. Man out ofHum. v. v, If thou would'st farce thy
leane ribbes with it too, they would not rub out so many
doublets, a 1632 T. Taylor God's Judgem. 1. 1. ix. (1642)
20 Never ceasing to farse his greedy throat with continual!
sustenance. 1669 Address Vottng Gentry England 39
They farse themselves with the most exquisite delicacies.

f4. gen. To cram full of; to pack; also, to

overlay thickly. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 233 His typet was ay farsud ful of

knyfes. 1569 Stocker Diod. Sic. 111. xiii. 124 b, A couer .

.

made of cowe hides farsed with wolle. 1577 Hellowes tr.

Gueitara's Chron, 60 The ayre seemed to be farsed or com-
pound with dust. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 3r
When they [bees], .eels ar farcing with dulce and delicat
hoonnye. 1607 ToPSELL Fourf. Beasts (1673) 137 His cap-
case farsed with things of great value. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. IX. viii. (1632) 565 A Helmet of excellent proofe
full farsed with Mayle. 1634 T.Johnson Party's Chirurg.
xi. iii. (1678) 278 The wound must . . be inlarged . . that so
there may be free passage . . for such things as are farced.

.

therein.

6- fig> ; esp. To season, 'spice' (a composition,

speech). Also with up. (Cf. Farse v.)

^
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xvi. 11 J>ai held baire pride farsid

in felonyse. C1385 Chaucer L.G. IV. 1369 Hipsipli. y
Mcdea, Wordes farsed with plesaunce. t 1400 Apol. Loll.

49 Stoffid and farsid wib gold. 1406 Hocci.eve La Male
Regie 13 Farsid was I with hertes gladnesse. c 1555
Harpsiield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 116 The book .. is

farced with many untruths. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I.

84/1 With what stuffe our old historiographers haue
farced vp their huge volumes. 1399 B. Jonson Cynthia's
Rev. Induct., Stale apothegmes .. to farce their Scenes
withall. 1631 Massinger Believe as You List 111. ii, Farce
thy lean ribs with hope. 1678 Owen Mind of God viii. 233
Such notable sayings are many of our late Criticks farced
withal. 1830 D'Israeu Chas. I, III. xi. 243 Their invec-
tives were well farced for the gross taste of the multitude.

1834 SouniEv Let. in H. Taylor Autobiog. (1885) I. xvi. 280
Farcing it [a book], .with quotations.

T 6. To stuff or force (something into something
else ; also Tofarce in ; in quots.y4r

. Also to force

(something) through (a strainer). Obs.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 30 Take mustarde . . Stomper

hit in a morter fyne, And fars hit burghe a clothe of lyne.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 257 He farceth in another
slaunder of vs. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage iv. iv. 361 Other
prodigious miracles he farseth into his storie.

Hence Fa'rced///. a. in senses of the vb.
11420 Liber Cocorum (T862) 36 Pygges farsyd. c 1430

Tvjo Cookery-bks. 41 Capoun or gos farced. 1549 Chaloner
Rrasmus on Folly I ij a, Well farsed tables. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, iv. i. 280 The farsed Title running 'fore the King.
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Carp, Farced Carps.

t Farce, ^.- Obs. [Cf. prec. 4 and Fakd.]
trans. To paint (the face).
.1400 Rom. Rose 2285 Farce not tht visage. ,1430

,

Lydg. Bochas 1, xiv, To shere my berde, and farce my 1

vysage With oyntments. .To make it souple.

Farce, obs. f. Fohci; v.- and ^.

Farcedom Tausdam). nonce-zed. [f. Farce sk*
+ -Dum.] Farcical spirit or style.

FARCIMINOUS.
1842 Mrs. Hrowninu Grk. Chr. Poets 14S The broad

farcedom of the earlier, however episcopal writers.

t Farcement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fakce v} +

-MKnt. Cf. OF. farcement.] Forcemeat, stuffing.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xciii. 145 They often spoil

a good dish with, .unsauoury farcements.

Farcer (favisoi). [f. as piec. -r-EK 1
. Cf. F.

farceur.] One who writes or acts a farce.

1791-1823 D'lsRAELl Cur. Lit. (1859) II. 132 These were
rather the low humour of the Mimes, than of the Atellan
Farcers. 1813 J. Forsyth Remarks E.xcurs. Italy 300 note,
[Some] consider Punch as a lineal representation of the
Atellan farcers. 1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXX.
459 When a nation has once produced a great farcer.

Farcere, var. of FaRSCBK, Obs., stuffing.

II Farcetta (farse'ti). rare-1
, [as if ad. It.

farsetta, dim. offarsa Fakce sb.-] A short fnrce.

1835 Musical Library II. Supp. 48 After this came an
exceedingly laughable Farcetta.

II Farceur (farsor. [F. farceur, f. farcer to

act farces, {.farce sb.] A joker, wag.
1828 J. P. CoiiUErr Tour Italy (1830) 8 This wag, or

farceur, as his countrymen would call him.. 'Aha' ex-
claimed the farceur. 1877 Lockhart Mine is Thine x\ii.

(1878} II. 21 That rattling talker and farceur. 1884 Standard
30 Jan. 5/4 Mr. liarnum is a chartered farceur.

f Fa'rcic, «. Obs. rare~\ [f. Fakce sb:1 + -ic]

= Farcical a.* i.

1763 Ar//. Mag, IV. 437 All the farcic droll'ry to sus-

pend.

Farcical fii-Jsikal), (7.1 [f. as prec. + -al.]

1. Of or belonging to farce ; of the nature of

farce.

1716 Gay What dye Call it (ed. 3) Pref., They deny the
characters to be farcical, because they are actually in nature.

1744 Aklnsidi; Let. to Dyson Poems (1845) 276 A Dut< h
tragedy., farcical beyond anything in Aristophanes. 1818
Fosilk in Life iy- Corr. (1B46) II. 4 A farcical and operatic
cast. 1877 DowbLN Shaks. Prim. vi. 65 The Comedy of
Errors is Shakespcre's one farcical play.

2. Resembling farce ; extremely ludicrous ; that

is matter only for laughter ; absurdly futile.

1739 CiBLiLK Apol. (1756) I. 63 Vice and farcical folly.

1796 Campaigns 1793-4 I. I. ix. 83 Fine farcical shew and
parade. 1821 Edgeworth Mem. I. 69 My farcical marriage
and more farcical divorce, 1865 Carlvli; F)cdk. Gt. VI.
xvi. iii. i6j Nor is Death a farcical transaction.

Hence TaTcically adv., in a farcical manner.
Fa'rcicalness, farcical quality.

aiyjg LaNGHORNE (T. 1

, Images that are farcically low.
1836 1. Hook G. Gurucy I. 54 That disposition to treat

high and serious subjects farcically. 1864 Webster, Farci-
colness.

Farcical (fausikal), a.~ [f. Farcy + -ic + -al.]

Pertaining to the farcy.

1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy V. i, I wish, that every imitator
had the farcy.. and that there was a farcical house, large
enough to hold. .them. 1847 Youatt Horse xv. 317 A mare
had been the subject of farcical enlargements.

Farcicality TXisika-lIti). [f. Farcical a. 1

+ -ity.J Farcical quality; an instance of this.

1849 Thackeray Lett. 3 Sept., [11 laughed, .but it was at

pure farcicality, not at wit. 1865 Daily Tel. 29 May, The
farcicalities of the actors were, .tragically interrupted. 1883
Pall Mall G. 14 Dec. 3/1 An extreme the farcicality of
which shocks even reverent sceptics. 1888 Sat.-Pev. 9 June
707 A mixture, .of risky but pardonable farcicalities.

Farcied (fausid), ppU a. [f. Farcy + -ed-\]

Affected with farcy.

1830 A. W FoNBLANyLE England Under 7 Administr.
(18371 II* 5° Sir Robert, the best, but farcied and touched in

the wind. 1891 Daily News 30 Oct. 6/2 To render the

slaughter of farcied, .horses compulsory. iSgzIbid. 28 July
7/2 Eight horses, all glandered and some farcied, .in a stable.

f Fa-rciful, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. Farce sb - on

false analogy of fanciful.] Ludicrous, farcical.

1731 Medley h'olbeu's Cape G. Hope!. 326 He had been
several times diverted with her farciful extravagancies.

Farcify i,fa-jsifoi), v. [f. Farce sb% + -(i)v\:]

trans. To turn into a farce.

1834 Sir F. B. Head Bubbles fr. Brunnen 86 They.,
farcify below stairs the ' comedy of errors 'which they catch
an occasional glimpse of above. 1837 Black™. Mag, XLI.
173 Covent-Oarden has had the vigour to farcify it for the

merriment of mankind.

t Fa'rcilite. Mm. Obs. [f. Fakce sb. 1 +
-(i)lite.] Pudding-stone ; conglomerate.
1799 Kikwan Geol. Ess. 133 The calcareous Farcilile .

.

is formed of rounded calcareous masses .. cemented by
a calcareous cement. 1811 Pinkerto.n Petral. I. 139 From
their composition, they come under the denomination . . of

farcilites.

Hence Farcilitic a., consisting of farcilite.

1799 Kikwan Geol. Ess. 256 Farcilitic mountains are ..

common in the north of Scotland.

tFa'rciment. Obs. [as if ad. L. *farciment-

umy f. farcire to stuff.] Stuffing ; seasoning.

1657 Tomlinson Renon's Disp. 160 Pastyes, Puddings,
many farciments and biscake. 1681 tr. IVilliY Rem. Med.
IVks. Vocab., Farciments, stuffings or fillings of any-
thing.

+ FarciminOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f.L.fara-

miu-um farcy (f. farcire : see Fakce v. 1
) + -ous.]

Of the nature of farcy.

1607 TorsELL Fourf. Beasts (1673) 60 The humors which
annoy the body of oxen are many, .the fourth is farciminous,

wherein this whole body breaketh forth into mattry bunches.

1748 tr. Vegetius'' Distemp. Horses 9 There are seven

species of this Maul. The moist, .and the farciminous.
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i Fa'rcin. Oh, exc. dial, (in form fashion).

Forms : 5 farseyn, 6-7 farcion, -yon, fashion,

6 farcine, -yn, 7-8 farcin. Also in //. 6 fas-

sones, 6-8 fashions, [a. Fr. farcin '.

—h.farci-

minutn; see prec] = Farcy i.

a 1415 Bk. Hunting xiii. (MS. Bodl. 546 fol. 52 L), Fleyng
manyew. .comep moste comuneliche a boute be houndesers
and yn hure legges ban yn any ober places as be farsyu.

1523 Fitzherb. Hush. § 93 The farcyon is an yll soraunce.

1568 Turner Herball in. 17 The farcye or fassones. a 1592
Greene & Lodge Looking Glass Dram. Wks. (1831) I. 67 If

a horse have outward diseases as the spavin, .or fashion we
let him blood. 1610 Markham Mastetp. n. iii. 392 The
farcy tof our ignorant Smiths called the Fashions). 1686

Land. Gaz. No. 2158/4 A black brown Colt ..very full

of Knots, like the Fashions. 1727 Bradley Fain. Diet, s.v.,

The Farcin in Horses is the same as the Small-pox is in Men.
attrib. 1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 211 4 A fine light Bay Stone-

horse, .having some Fashion spots upon him.

b. A farcy-bud.

1453 Fasten Lett. No. 188 I. 255 Hese hors hath j.

farseyn and grete rennyng sorys. 1617 Markham Caval.
11. 22 Foule Farcions and other cankerous sores.

t Farcinate, v. Obs. [f. L. farcindl- ppl.

stem of farcinare to stuff.] trans. To cram, fill,

stuff: a. (a place) with something; b. (the stomach)

with food.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 25 Their too much farcinat-

ing and late ore-charging their stomackes with fresh vic-

tual!. Ibid. (1638) 318 Each Varella farcinated with ugly
. . Idolls. 1775 in Ash.

Farcing t fausirj), vbl. sl>. [f. Farce v.i + -ing V]
1. The action of the vb. Farce, in various senses

;

an instance of this.

' 1540 Surr. Northampton Priory in Prance Addit.
Narr. Pop. Plot 36 Continual ingurgitations and farcyngs
of our carayne Bodies. 161 1 Florio, Farsata, a farcing or

stuffing of meat. Jig. 1602 Cakew Cornwall 75 b, It minis-

tered some stuffe to the farcing of that fable.

2. concr. Stuffing, forcemeat.

1532 More Confut, Tindale Wks. 614/2 Neuer was there
puddyng stuffed so full of farsynge. 1568 Hist. Jacob «y

Esau iv. v. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 236 Gcod herbs. .To make
both broth and farcing. 1677 Con/pleat Servant-1Maid 107
Take out the farsing and put it in a dish.

3. attrib.

1615 Markham Eng. Houseu: (1660) 68 A bunch of the

best farcing herbs. 1648 Herrick Hesper. I. 235 He who
lookes Shall find much farcing Buckram in our Books.

FarcillOUS 'faMsinas), a. [f. FARCIN + -ous.]

'Relating to, or being affected by farcy* {Syd.

Soc. Lex.).

Far-COme Ja^kfm), a. [f. Far adv. + Come
ppl. a.] That has come from a distance.

Laws /wxx.Feorcumen [.l/.S'.cuman; t'.r.-cundjman.

1590 Spenser /'. Q. 1. iii. 32 His ship farre come. 1675
Hobises Odyssey xiv. 399 His far-come friend to entertain

withal. 1819 L. Hunt Indicator No. 7 (18221 I, 53 Gilbert

Becket took to his arms, .his far-come princess.

T FaTCOSt, Obs. Also 3 ferr cost, fare-,

south, varecoste, 4 fercest, 7 fercost. [ad. ON.
farkostr, f. far journey, ship + kostr means, con-

dition (Da. and Sw. far/cost).]

1. A kind of boat or ship.

1184 in Gilbert Hist. <y Mun. Doc. Ireland (Rolls) 190 De
qualibet navi que vocatur Farecost 8d. a 1300 Cursor M.
24S85 (Cott.) paa bat in bat ferr cost fard. V a 1400 Morte
Aria. 743 Wyghtly one pe wale thay wye up paire ankers,
Infloynesandfercestez, and Flemesche schyppes. 1455 Will
o/Rawlyn (Somerset Ho. \ Dimidiumvniusle Farecost vocat
le Kateryn. 1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s.v. Fercosia, Ane
Fercost. .is inferior in birth and quantity to ane schip. 1609
— Reg. Maj'.t Stat. Alex. II. 19 Anie schip or fercost, or
other veschell.

2. Condition, welfare ; pi. circumstances.
c 1*05 Lay. 30735 Brien hine gon fraiine of his fare-coste.

Ibid. 32028 Vnder bissen uare-coste he sumnede ferde.

Farctate .fauktt't), a. Bot. [f. L. farct-us,

pa. pple. o( fareIre to stuff + -ate -.] 'Stuffed,

crammed or full; without vacuities' Webster
1832 (citing Martyn, who app. has only the L.

faretus).

Farcy (fausi), sb. Also 5-6 farsy(e, 7 farsey,
farcie, S fassee. [variant of Farcia*.]

1. A disease of animals, esp. of horses, closely

allied to glanders.
1481-90 Howard Housch. Bks. (Roxb.) 400 Medesyn for

a horse that had the farsy xij. d. 155a Huloet, Farsye.

.

a sore vpon a beast or horse. 1614 Markham Cheap l/usb.
1. xlix. u668) 61 For the Farcy. . with a knife slit all the
knots., and then rub in the Medicine. 1710 Loud. Gaz.
No. 4674/8^ Has had the Fassee. 1713 Derham Phys.
Theol. 11. vi. 5 An Horse troubled with tarcy. .cured him-
self of it in a short time by eating Hemlock. 1847 Youait
Horse viii. 185 Farcy is intimately connected with glanders.
1869 K. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 115 Glanders
and farcy are less frequently caught in knackeries than in

stables.

b. = farcy-bud.
1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1989/4 The Horse has a Sore or

Farcy on the Off-side. 1770 Monthly Rev. 135 Horses .

.

sent to the salt marshes.. Leave there their glanders and
their farcies.

2. The same disease as communicated to men.
176a Sterne Tr. Shandy V. i, I wish from my soul, that

every imitator, .had the farcy. 1865 MorningSiar 4 Jan.,
A cabman died of ' acute farcy \
3. attrib. and Comb., as farcy humour, sore,

ulcer; farcy bud, one of the small tumours which

occur during the progress of farcy ; farcy button
= prec, esp. applied where there is little thickening

of connective tissue ; farcy cords, farcy pipes,

the hardened lymphatic vessels found in most
cases of farcy

; + farcy horse -farcied horse : see

Farcied ppl. a.

1533 Surtees MtK. (iBgoi 34 That no man put eny farcy

horsses. .of the commen. 1802 Blaine Outlines Veterinary
Art{ 1816)41 1 Every diffused swelling, .even ossifications and
ligamentary enlargements are termed farcy humours. 1842

T. H. Burgess Man. Diseases Skin 182 The matter .of

a farcy-bud will produce glanders. 1878 T. Bryant Pract.
Surg. I. 76 Tumours or a knotty condition of the subcu-
taneous glands, called ' farcy buds '.

Parcy ; fausi", v. nonce ivd. [?ad. Yr.farcir:
see Farce v.] trans. To stuff.

1830 S. J. Bakrington Pets. Sk. Own Times (*d. 2) II.

186 Poetry, with which the publishers were crammed and
the public farcied.

t Pard, faird, sbA Se. Obs. Also 6 farde, 7
ferd. [Prob. identical with ME. Ferd:—OE.fyrd,
fyrd, etymologically a verbal abstract f. faran
Fare v. to go, though recorded only in the sense

expedition, army.] Motion, rush, impetus. Hence,
Impetuosity, ardour; a violent onset.

1513 Douglas /Ends vi. xL 12 He persavis . . couiard
throw gresy sward His derrast son Erne with hasty fard.

1536 Blllenden Chrou. Scot. x. viii. Ee ij a/i King
Feredech - . ruschit with sic farde aiming his ennymes, that

he was excludit fra his awiu folkis. 1563 Winzet Four
Scoir Thre Quest. % 33 Margin, note, At this place . . Iohne
Knox maid a fel farde. 1639 R. B aii.lie Let. 28 Sept. Lett.

$ fmts. (1775 1 I. 170 Well understanding that the ferd ot

[ our hot spirits could not long abide in edge. 1681 Colvil
H'/.igs Supplic. 1. 85 None gained by those bloody fairds

But two three Beg^ers who turn'd Lairds. 1714 Ramsay
Elegy y. Cowper 45 E'en tho' there was a drunken laird To
draw his sword and make a faird In their defence.

t Pard (faid),^,- Obs. exc. arch. [a. Yx.fard
(OY.fart n\3.sc.,farde fern.) ; of obscure etymology

;

Diez refers it to ORG. gi-farwit coloured, painted

(fem. givarida. glossedfucata', pa.pple.offamy'an
to colour.] Paint [esp. white paint for the face.

1540 Palsuk. tr. Acolastus 1. i, A certain gay glo-.se or

farde, such as women paynte them with. 1629 Z. Boyu
I,ast Battell II. 959 Fard and foolish vaine fashions

of apparell are but Bawds of allurement to vncleannesse.

1766 Smollett Trav. 160 Rouge and fard are more pecu-
liarly necessary in this Country. 1791 J. Wiiitaker
Rex'ictv of Gibbon 4 The skeleton of history, not merely
..animated with life ..but. .rubbed with Spanish wool,

painted with French fard. 1889 F. Barbbtt Under
Strange Mask II. .\. 8 The enamels and fards employed
to conceal the mark of Time's finger.

fig. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Locriuns xxvii, Though yee coloure

all with coateof ryght No fayned fard deceaues or dimmes
his sight. 1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Religious Stoic viii.

(16851 75 Tbe ^d °f Eloquence. 1839 Thackeray 2nd
Led. Fine Arts, Why will he not stick to copying her
niajestical countenance instead of daubing it with some ..

fard of his own?

t Fard (faid), v. Obs. Also 7 Sc. faird, feard.

[ad. F. fard-er, {.fard: see prec]
1. trans. To paint (the face ) with fard, to hide

defects and improve the complexion.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour {1868' 69 A lady. . that folke said

she popped and farded her. c 1620 /. Boyd Zion's Flo7vers

(1855) 69, I farded have my face with fard most rare. 1653
A. Wilson Jas. I. 56 That Beauty, .so farded and sophisti-

cated with some Court Drug.
absol. 1584 Hudson Du Bartas* Judith in Sylvester's Du

Bartas 738 He frisles and he fards, He oynts, he bathes.

2. transf. and fig. To embellish or jjloss over

(anything).

1549 Cofftpl Scot. Prol. 16, I thocht it nocht necessair

til hef fardit ande lardit this tracteit vitht exquiste termis.

1606 Birnie Kirk-Burial (i%2$) 11 Our funerals wherewith
wi but feard death. 1637 Gillespie Pug. Pof>. Cerent m. ii.

« The. .inveagJing trinkets, w herewith the Romish Whoore
doth faird . . her self. 1674 Petty Disc. Dupl. Proportion
A v, Euphonical Nonsence, farded with formality. 1816

Scott Old Mort. x.\i, Nor will my conscience permit me to

fard or daub over the causes of divine wrath.

Hence + Fa'rded///. a. f Fa-rdiug vbl. sb.. the

action of the vb. Fakd, the effect produced by this.

f Fa'rding///. a.

1637 Rlihlkiokd Lett. Ix.wii. (18621 I. 208 This farded

and overgilded world. ^1651 Caluekwood Hist. Kirk
(1678) 458 They., mask a feigned heart with the vail of

fairded language, a 1763 Shenstone Economy 11. 140 The
farded fop, and essene'd beau. 154S Raynold Byrth
Mankynde Brol. 11634) 6 Vtterly abhorring and defying all

farding, painting, and counterfeit cast colours. 1681 Colvil
Whigs Supplic. (1751' 153 Like fairding on a face that's

wrinkled. 1637 GlLLESflfc Eng. Pop. Cerem. Ep. Aiij,

Her comely countenance is miscoloured with the farding

lustre of the mother of Harlotes.

Fard, obs. f. Feaked, afraid.

+ Fa'rdage. Obs. [a. Fr. fardage (-Sp.far-
daje, Pg. fardagem, It. fardaggto _, f. farde : see

Fakdel.]

1. The impedimenta of an army, baggage.
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. IV. India 116 Cortes departed with

his army in good order, and in the midst of them went the
fardage and artillerie. 1600 Holland Livy xlii. lxiv. 1153
Perseus, .putting his fardage and carriage before.

f2. =DUNNAGE.
(Used in charter parties about 1S60; now obs. among Eng-

i
lish shippers.)

Pardel (faudel ,sbA arch. Forms: 4-6 fardele,

4-7 far-, ferdel(l(e, (6 ferdle\ 5 fardille, 6-7
farthel(l(e, 6-9 fardle, (7 fardal), 3- fardel,

[a. OF.fardei (laterfardeau* , dim. vifarde burden,

cognate with Sp., Vg.fardo.
It has been suggested that the source of the Rom. word

is Arab. \$sfardah; see Devic s.v.]

1. A bundle, a little pack ; a parcel. Also collect.

Occas. in//. Baggage \oi a company of men).
a 1300 Cursor M. 5004 (Cott.) pai..did pair far els be

\
vndon. Ibid. 24947 (GCtt )Wid all pair fardel and pair fere

pai com till land. 1375 Barbour Bruce in. 432 Sum. on
his bak ber a fardele. 1388 Wyclif Ruth ii. 9 Also if

! thou thirstist go to the fardels and drynke watris. a 1400-50

j
Alexander 5136 Foure hundreth Olifauntsinfere bis fardille

I

to bere. c 1485 Digby Mysi. (1882M. 273 This ferdell of

I

gere I ley vp my bakke. a 1533 I.d. Bfrners Huon Iii. 176

He promysed to serue me ai.d to bere my fardel. 1557
N. T. iGenev.' Acts xxi. 15 We trussed vp our fardcles and

! went vp to lerusalem. 1611 Shaks. Mint. T. iv. iv. 783
I There lyes such Secrets in this Fart hell and Box, which none
i must know but the King. 1681 Evelyn Diary (1827 IV.

259 Tis not easy to imagine the infinite fardles of papers.

I7SP Sterne Tr. Shandy II. ix, A little diminutive pony..
under such a fardel. C1817 Hogg I ales <y Sk. V. 228 You
are to walk behind Lady Jane, and carry her fardel. 1853
Lytton My Novel (1S56) 262 The tinker .. resumed his

fardel, and followed Leonard to the town.

2. fig. A collection, ' lot
',

parcel (of immaterial

things^
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 24 Suche. .sentences as

we haue gathered of holy fathers. .to^'yder,as in one fardell.

1614 Br. Hall Recoil. Treat. 459 What is their Alcoran,

but a fardle of foolish impossibilities? 1667 H. More Div.
Dial. in. xix. 117131 219 This fictitious Fardel of Transub-
stantiation. 11703 Bi rkitt On N. T. Rom. xL 2 Let
them prove that their fardles of traditions were delivered to

the church from the mouth of the apostles. 1873 H. Rogers
Orig. Bible i. 49 note, A fardel of myths.

b. esp. A burden or load of sin, sorrow, etc.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 208 pe fardel of his wickid-

ncsse. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 119/3 Goo fro me thou
fardel of synne. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 356 His
fardle of troubles. 1644 Hf.rkick Hesper, 1844 II. 124 None
sees the fardel of his faults behind. 1818 Byron Ch. liar.

iv. clxvi, These fardels of the heart. 1835 Lytton Rienzi
x. viii, Who can. .sit tamely down to groan under the fardel

of the Present ?

1 3. That in which something is wrapped ; a

wrapping, wrapper. Obs.

1388 Wyclif Ezek. xxvii. 24 In fardels of iacinct and of
clothis of many colours. 1600 J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa 11.

249 About thtrir heads they lap such fardels of linnen, as

they seeme comparable to the heads of Giants. 1649 G.
Daniel Trinarch., Hen. K,cccxxix, In a Petty-Coat Wrapt,
a night fardle.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1587 Tlrberv. Trag. T. v. 313 Jewels for to save, Trusst

up in fardell wise. 1892 Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 6/2 An
emancipation of all down trodden, fardel-bearing, .slaves.

T Fa'rdel, jA.* Obs. Also 7 Sc. ferdall, far-

thel. Also Fahthingdeal and Sc. Fakl. [repr.

OE. fe'orda d&l fourth part ; see FoUETH a. and

Deal sb.~] A fourth part of anything. Fardel of

land{see quots. 1641, 1706). Also in//. Quarters,

pieces, fragments.
( 1440 Gaxv. % Col. 1019 The scheld in fardel'is can flej in

feild away fer. 1627 Dumbarton Burgh Rec. in J. Irving

Hist. Dumbartonshire {i%(x>} 483 It is. .ordanit. .that thair

be onlie four kaiks in the pek, and thrie ferdalls in ilk kaik

onlie. 1641 Noy Compl. Lawyer {1651} 57 Two Fardellsof

Land make a Nooke of Land, and two Nookes make halfe

a Yard of Land, c 1666 W. Sutherland in Wodrow Hist.

SujT. Ch. Scot. I. App. 101, I . . bougnt a Farthcl of Bread
and a Mutckinof Ale. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fardel 0/
Land, the fourth part ot a Yard-land. 1883 Seeboh.m Eng.
I illage Community 57 There were also holders of fardels

ur quarter-virgates, and half-fardels or one-eighth-virgates.

+ Fa'rdel, W-8 In 6 ferdele, fardell. Also

Fokedeal. fa. Du. voordcel advantage.] Profit.

1523 Hen. VIII in Strype Ecd. Mem. I. 45 Whereby ..

shall ensue grete advantage and ferdele to the common
affairs of the Kings grace. 1560 Sir T. Gkesham in KllU

Orig. Lett. 11. 183 II. 318 Her Highnes inaie paie it bie the

waie of exchaung. .to her gret fardell and profit.

i Fa'rdeli ^- Obs. Also 6-7 fardle, 7 fardell.

7-8 farthel^l. [f. prec sb. ; cf. OF. fardeler, and

see Farl, Furule, Ft rl vbs.']

1. trans. To make into a bundle ; fig. in quots.

Also tofardel up.

1594 Carew lluarte's Exam. Wits 1.(150.6'' io, I haue
alwaies held it an errour, to heare many lessons of diuers

matters, and to carry them all home fardled vp together.

1660 Fisher Rustic** Ahum Wks. 441 Prophesies, Psalms,

Proverbs, Parables, .found and fardelled together. 1701

Bi:vi:rley Apoc. Quest. 33 So that all I can suppose, is,

that it is Fardled up in the Four First Trumpets.

2. A'aul. =Furl.
1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanhcda's Conq. E. Ind. 72 b,

The Captaine generall commanded, .to fardle vp their sprits

sailes. 1598 Bakret Theor. Warrcs ii. i. 21 This Ensigne
. . if fardled vp, all they are to do in the like order. 1630

Drayton Muses Elizium vn. 98 A pretty handsome Packe,

Which she had fardled neatly at her backe. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Techn., Farthell, Farihelling; is the same with what
the Seamen now call Furl or Furling.

t Fa-rdellage. Obs. [ad. OF. fardclage, f.

fardeler to pack up, f. fardel Fardel sbS\ A
package.
1489 Caxton Faytes of A. I. xiii. 34 Baggage and far-

dclhigcs must be taken.
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Farden, obs. and dial. var. of Farthing.
Farder, obs. var. of Farther a., adv., and vb.

Fardin g, fardin(g-, see Farthing, etc.

t Fardlet. Obs. Also 5 fardelet. [ad. OF.
fardelet, dim. of fardel, Fardel sby\ A Utile

bundle.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Scnvle ir. xliii. '1859) 49 Justyce. .hadde
me bitake my sorry fardelet. 1611 Cotgr., Fardelet, a
fardlet, a little fardle.

tPardredeal. Obs. rare- 1
, pf. Farther +

D :al sb. ; cf. FaBDEfc j&SJ ? Advantage.
15*1 Pace in St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 36 The Frenetic

Kyiige. is at a greate fardredeal.

t Fa'rdry. Obs. In 5 fardrye. [ad. OF.
farderie, l.jarde : see Fard and -in*.] The action

u( painting the face, the effect produced by this.

c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode in. xlviii. 11869) r ° [ This fauce
visage is cleped Fardrye, with which whan j am eelded and
bicome riueled. ,j make me shynynge in despite of nature.

Fare (fe».i), sbA Forms : 1 feer, faru {inflected

fare), 3-4 far, 4-5, 8 fair, 4-6 fayive, 5-6 faire,

(6 faier, 4, 8 phare), 2- fare. [Orig. two words,

both f. root of Fare v. : OE-fmr str. neut.* OHG.
and OS.far:—OTent. *faro(m, and OK. faru str.

fem. = Obtis.fare, MUG. var, OX./^*:-OTeut.
*fard.]

I. fl. A going, journeying; course, passage,

way ; voyage. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke a. 44 Anes darges faer. c 1005

Byrht/erth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 305 Hyt byo
geradlic ba;t we ascrutnion his fare. 1154 0. E. Chron.
an. 1120 And on bam fare wurdon adrincene fraes cynges
twegen sunan Willelm and Ricard. C1200 Vices «y Virtues
(1888 1 137 Dare muchele bur^h Se ^elaste orie daises fare.

€ 1205 Lay. 4092 Suoden he turnde his fare, c 1250 Gen. fy

F.x. 3179 Almost redi was here fare, a 1300 Cursor AI.

4754 (Cott < pat flum bat rennes bar Til Joseph hus it has be
fare, c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 98 Fyndez he a fayr schyp to

be fare redy. 1375 Barbour Bruce IV. 627 God furthir vs
m-till our fair ! a. 1400-50 Alexander 2250 A Jentill man.

.

Folojes bare fare ai on fote. 1557 Tottells Atisc. (Arb.) 133
The loyfull fare, the end of strife. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v.

x. 16 Nought the morrow next mote stay his fare. 1613 6
W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i.i. 70 Her Dolphins, .plyde So
busily their fares on every side. 1751 Chambers Cycl.,

Fare, a voyage or passage.

f b. An expedition. Herring-fare : a voyage
to catch herrings. Obs.
aiooQ Cxdmon's Exod. 554 (Gr.) Fullesta masst, se 3as

fare Ixdeb. "54 0. E. Chron. an. 1128 Se firste fare was
on Urbanes daei. 1387 Trevisa Higdtn (.Rolls) I. 141 After

bis phare was pees in Scythia. 1530 Palsgr. 825/1 A
heryng fare, pescher des hartnez.

t c. Equipment for a journev ; rigging out (of

a ship) ; apparel, belongings. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 026 Fair was his schip fare. 1393

Gower Con/. I. 119 He in all his proude fare, Unto the

forest gan to fare, a 1400-50 Alexander 36)4 Of fethirhame
& alle fare, as feetely enjoyned. c 1475 RattfCoih^ar 419
Sa saw he quha'r the Coiljear come with all his fair,

2. fa. A road, track (obs.). b. spec. The track

of a hare or rabbit {obs. exc. dial.), t C. A ferry

{obs. rare— 1
; perh. merely suggested by Gtx.fahr

in the original).

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. XXXV. xxi, Ye had forsaken The
lowe vale, and up the craggy fayre the hye wayc had
taken. 1610 Fletcher Faith/. Sheph. iv. i, Not a Hare
Can be started from his fare. 1612 Drayton Poly-old. xvi,

269 Coming in her course to cross the common fare. 176a

tr. Buschiug's Syst. Geog IV. 548 A fare over the Mosel
and Tarforst. 1879 Shropshire Word-bk., Fare, a track, as

of a rabbit.

—

Oszvestry.

f3. A number of persons prepared for a journey;

a troop, multitude. Also, a swarm (of flies). Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 3904 Swulc fare of fleo3en her was. Ibid.

30666 Brien bonnede his fare. 1297 R. Glouc. i 1724 1 52 pe
emperour say, bat ys fare nas no^t bere. a 1300 Curs r

AI. 12763 I'Cott.) pe lues tiband of him [John] hard, And of

his far bat he wit fard. C1400 Destr. Troy 11069 pat

folowest fast on be fare, with hor fell dynttes Dang horn to

dethe.
trans/. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 324, I have

observed among man onely a fare of flatteries, fooles and
Cheaters.

4. fa. A passage or excursion for which a price

is paid ; hence b. Cost of conveyance (now only of

persons; formerly also of goods) ; passage money.
c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. vt. xviii. 226 pare suld nane pay

mare pan foure pennys for bare fare. 1574 Fitzhekb. Just.

Peas (153S) 194 b, These articles to be kept upon payne to

forfayt treble the fare. 1535 Coverdale Jonah i. 3 He
payde his fare, and wente aborde. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent 1826 438 Making the whole fare {or passage)

worth foure shillings, c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers

(1855) 8 Most willingly Tie pay thereof the fare. 1765
Foote Commissary 1. Wks. 1795 II. 8 What's your fare?

1767 Babler II. No. 76. 57 That person ..who cannot ..

take an eighteen-penny fare in occasional sedan. ^
1806-7

J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (18261 iv. xxviii, Being
asked by the coachman three or four times his fare. 1864

Skeat Uhlands Poems 49 Boatman, come, thy fare receive.

5. The passenger, or (now rarely company of

passengers, that engages a vehicle plying for hire.

[Presumably transf. from 4 b ; certainly so apprehended
in present use.]

1562 J. Heywood Proi*. # F.pigr. (1867) 205 Thy fares

ouer the water thou shouldst row. 1630 J. Taylor 1 Water
P.) Fearful Summer Wks. 1. 602 Those .. water-men
..land their fares in Heaven or Hell. 1696 Land. Gaz.
No. 3149/4 The Fare was taken up 111 Grive 11-Street, and set

Vol. IV.

down in Channel-Row. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 498 1*2

A hackney-coachman, .set down his fare, which, .consisted

of two or three very fine ladies. 1798 Canning, etc. Loves
0/ Triangles in Anti-Jacobin (1852) 124 'Shoot we the

bridge !
' the exulting fare reply. 1823 Byron Juan x. l.xxi,

Germany, wherein they muddle Along the road, as if they
went to bury Their fare. 1841 S. C. Hall Ireland I £9
Elevating what serves for a whip if they think a fare is

approaching. 1876 Saunders Lion in Path xvii, For his

fare two persons.

b. t The ' load ' (of an animal). Obs. Also
U. S. The cargo of a vessel ; a load or ' catch ' of

fish.

1600 Heywood i Edw. IV, 39 Drive Dun and her faire

softly downe the hill 1884 E. E. Hale Fort. Rachel ii. 15

Stopping to telegraph to his partner, .of the fare taken.

II. 1 6. Mode of proceeding, bearing, demeanour;
appearance, aspect. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2743 po he adde ysywed me longe
in f'isse fare, a 1300 Cursor M. 24375 (Cott. 1 pair tender
fare For child bat bai ha born. £1325 E. E. Allit. P. B.
861 Your fare is to strange. 1420 Anturs 0/ Arth. xli,

He foundes into the freke with a fresche fare. 1508 Dunbar
Goldyn Targe 225 On syde sclio lukit with a fremit fare.

1521 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 84 She wold bee gladder of
peax, then she maketh fayre of. 1540 Hyrde tr. I'izrs'

histr. Chr. Worn. U592) X vj, Let the wife, .shew example
of sober fare.

fb. A proceeding, action; 'doings*; hence,

fighting. Obs.

1340 70 A lex. <y Dind. 1096 pe sawe bat ;e sente to segge
of 3oure fare. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xxi. 130 Ich haue
ferly of bis fare in faith, c 1400 Destr. Troy 7442 Furse
was be fare |>o fyn men betwene. C 1440 1 'ork Myst. ix. 90
This fare wille I no Ienger frayne. c 1450 Myrc 332 Songe
and cry and suche fare, For to stynte bow schalt not spare.

a 1548 Tkrie Priests Peblis in Pinkerton Scot. Poems I. 3S

Allace. .this is ane haisty fair.

fc. Display, pomp ; commotion, uproar, fuss.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13212 (Cott.) pai ledd his licam vie

O tun, Til sebastin wit mikel far, ^1330 R. Brunm:
Chron. IVace \Rolls' 16263 ^e made gret fare ffor bat

O-ewy was nought ! are. 1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 126

Swa did he [Croune his 3oung sone] With gret fair and
solempnite. 1387 Trevisa Higden 1 Rolls? I, 419 Wawes of
be see . . breke}> in bare Wib suche noyse and fare, c 1400

I Gamelyn 199 Why makestow this fare? c 1425 Seven Sag.
(P.) 698 Baucillas, lat be thy fare, c 1440 Promp. Par-,-.

1 50/ 1 Fare, or boost, jactancia,arrogancia. c 1475 Rtin/
!
Coityar 149 The King, .maid ane strange fair.

f 7. Condition, state, welfare ; state of things,

prosperity, success. IVhatfare? what is the state

of things? (cf. What cheer?). Obs.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2771 For te loken hirdnesse fare, a 1300

Cursor AI. 4238 Cott.) Leue we now iacob in bis care To
tell of ioseph and his fare 1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 150 For
miche wildnede be weight to witen of here fare, c 1375
Cato Major n xvii. in Anglia VII, Of ober mennes euei
fare Envye makeb him gleo. « 1400-50 A lexantier 2019
Fra pat I fraist haue pat fair of my fa:re lady. Ibid. 5257
pi wale gode. .fully feld alle be fare bat falle suld on erthe.

14.. in Tuttdale's K/s. 11843)77 He askede hur of hur fare.

1549 Latimer 4th Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 118 He
knoweth hys fare by thys—he is eyther in joye or in payne.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. i. 95 How now faire Lords?
What faire? What newes abroad? <rx6n Chapman Iliad
xv. 214 Add thy care, O Phcebus . . that this so sickly fare

Of famous Hector be recur'd.

8. Food, regarded with reference to its quality

;

supply or provision of food, regarded as abundant
or scanty, f To make a fare : ? to provide plenti-

fully (cf. 6 c). Bill offare : see Bill 10.

c 1205 Lay. 10236 Her wes unimete fare a bissere folc riche.

c 1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 537 He made a fure on bat fest, for

be frekez sake. 1375 Barbour Bruce xxi. 46 He maid thame
mekill fest and far. c 1475 Ran/ Coil-car 112 Heir is bot
hamelie fair. 1531 Elyot Goz>. hi. xxii, The excesse of
fare is to be iustly reproued. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal.

Jan. 44 Whose knees are weake, through fast and euill fare.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1028 After such delicious Fare.
1730-46 Thomson Autumn 191 Careless of to-morrow's
fare. 1774 Pennant Tour Sc?t. in 1772, 212 Their daily
wretched fare, limpets and perriwinkles. 1816 Scott Tales
Landl. Ser. 1. Introd., Such fare as the mountains of your
own country produce. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Givynne I.

ii. 62 Such homely dainties-were not ' company fare*.

/ig. a 159a H. Smith Serm. (i866> II. 168 What is the
fare? Peace, joy, righteousness. 1651 DaVENAKT Gondlbert
11. 1. 61 Truth we grudge her as a costly fare, a 1679
Gurnall in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 132 This is no
more than family fare, what thou promisest to do for all

that love thee. 1693 Dryden Jnvenalxiv. 389 So few there
are, Who will conform to Philosophick fare. 1727 De Foe
Prot. Alonast. iv, I shall have Neighbours Fare.

III. 9. attrib. and Comb, (sense 4 b), as fare-
free adj. Also fare indicator, an instrument for

registering the fares paid in a public conveyance
;

f fare-maker, a boaster.

1893 Daily Neivs 5 Apr. 3/3 All the world knows th;it he
is travelling *fare free. 1892 Pall Mall G. 14 Nov. 2/3
A fare-indicator for cabs, c 1440 Promp. Part'. 150 Fare
niakere, or boslowre, j'actafor.

Fare ;S3a), s&- Obs. exc. dial. [f. Fare b.2 ;

see Farrow sb.] A litter of pigs.
JSS7 Tl'sser 100 Points Husb. Iv, The losse of one fare of

thy sowe is greater, then losse of two calues of thy kowe.
1674 91 Ray S. # E. C. Words 97 A Fare of Pigs is so
many as a Sow bringeth forth at one time. 1736 Bailey*
Housh. Diet. 341 When a sow has brought a fare of pigs.

1787 in Grose Proi: Gloss. Suppl. 1847 in Halliwell.

t Pare, *&• Obs. Also 8 phare. [ad. It. faro
in same s-enses, ad. L. pAarus, Gr. (papas Pharos.]
The name of a promontory (marked by a light-

house) at the entrance of the Strait of Messina.
Hence, the strait itself. More fully The Fare of
Messina.
1628 Digijv Voy. Aledi't. (1S68 26 A shippe plying to gett

into the fare of Messina. 1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5S27/1
Before they could gut out of the Phare. 1730-6 Bailey
(folio), Fare, a watch-tower at sea, as the Fare of Messina.
1739 Encour. Sea/. People 38 He stood in about the Point
of the Fare towaids Messina.

t Fare, tbA C bs. [Belongs to Fare v. ?>] A
certain game at c'ice.

1530 [see Fare v.s]. 1847 in Halliwell.

Fare (few), ». 1 1 a. t. and pa. pple. fared.
Forms: Inf. 1-2 far-an, 2-5 fareu Orm. fi.rcnn),

4 5 faryn, 3-4 south, vare, veare. 4-5 far, 6 farre,

4-7 fair, fayr\e, (5-6 faar(e, 6 faer), 3- fare.

Pa. t. (str.) 1 for, 2-3 for (south, vor), 4-5 fore, 4
fer, foure, 4-5 foore\ 4-7 fur(e. 6 .Sir. fun\e, 8

Se. foor. Pa. pple. (sir.) 1-4 faren, 3-5 farin, -yn,

4-6 farn(e, fare, (5 fairen' 1

. Pa. t. and pa, pple.

(weak) 5 faryd, 6 fard(e. (7 feared). 6- fared.

[A Com. Tcut. str. vb. : 0\L.faran, pa. t. for, pa.

)->p\t: faren, corresponds to Otris. fara, for, faren.
OS. jaran, fdrt {gi)faran Du. varen. voor, gc-

varn), OHG. fa/an, fuor, (gi^faran (MUG.
var'e)n,vitor,gevar'.en'\0'S.fara for.farenn D.n.

fareffoer, faret, Sw.fara,for,farit, Goth, faran.
for, farans :—-OTeut. *faran, for, farano-, i. pa-
Tent. *por-, por-, f. Aryan root *per

}
port p?r to

pass through, whence many derivatives in all the

Aryan langs. : cf. SV. par, pr \o carry through or

across, Gr. wopos way, passage, ford, L. portJre to

cairy; also the words mentioned under Far, For.
The change from the strong to the weak conjugation seems

to have been due in part to the influence of the derivative
vb. Fere, which in £ng. had the same sense, though in the
other Tent. langs. its equivalent expressed the transitive-

sense 'to carry'. In the present stem this vb. became ob-
solete before 14th c. ; but its pa. t. and pa. pple.Jerd e (in

northern dialects also /arde) continued in use, virtually
serving as inflexions of /are. The irregular wk. vb. thus
produced (/are,/er<l' became regular (/are,/ared) before
the 16th c. The strong pat., already comparatively in-

frequent in ME., seldom appears after 15th c. exc. in Sc.

;

of the strong pa. pple. we have no examples after 16th c.J

I. To go, travel.

1. intr. To journey, travel, make one's way.
Now arch, or poet. + In early use occas. with
cognate obj. To fare a voyage, a way \.ct -way-

farer, -ing).

971 Btickl. Horn. 15 Nu we farab to Gerusak-m. 1154
O. E. Chron. an. 1135 On bis ^a;re for se King Henri ov.tr

see. c 1205 Lav. 2412 Alch mon nuhte faren 3end hire lor.d

baih he bere raid gold, a 1300 Cursor AI. 3295 (Cott.), 1 am
a man farand be way. c 1314 Guy Warm. (.A.) 1101 Nov i:,

Gij to Warwike fare. (~ 1350 Will. Palerne 5079 He had
ferrest to fare. 1375 Bakbolr Bruce XI. 530 To the castel!

thai thoucht to fair. £1450 Myrc 265 Whenne they dotli

to chyrche fare. 1530 L.YNDKSAY Test. Papyngo 100 Quharc
euer I fure, I bure hir [the bird] on my hande. 15. . Sir
A. Barton in Surtees Misc. 1 18901 64 Nor a Burgesse
voy(a)ge we der not farre. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. it

Resolving forward still to fare. 1609 Hlywood Brit. Troy
xv. Ivi, Eneas, madly Faring Through flames. 1664
Flodden F. i. 5 And how he fared was into France. 1667
Milton P. L.u. 940 On he fares, half on foot, Half rlyb g.

1723 Pote Odyss. x. 683 Sadly they fared along the sea beat
shore. 1794 BURNS 'There was a lass ii, O'er the moor they
lightly foor. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. in. I. iv, Abbe' Sicard,
with some thirty ether Nonjurant Priests . fare along the
streets. 1855 M. Arnold Poejns, Resignation 69 Through
the deep noontide heats we fare.

fig' J837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. u. v. v, Altars, .changing to

the Gobel-and-Talleyrand sort, are faring by rapid trans-

mutations to— shall we say, the right Proprietor of them?
2. In wider sense — Go. f &• of persons, lit.

To letfare: = to let go. Obs.
111123 O.K. Chron. an. nor J>a heofod men heo betwenan

foran. a 1300 Cursor AI. 3935 Cott.) pe angel badd [iacob]

lete him far. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 2209 Ariadne, She
. . kyssed . . The steppes of hys fete, there he hath fare.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5549 Sum. .farand as bestis. 1c 1475
Sqr. lowe Degre 739 To morowe ye shall on hunting fare.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 15 One knocked at the dore, and
in would fare.

fb.^. Obs.

_
a 1225 St, Marher. 6 He of wreoSe for neh ut of his

iwitte. 155a Lyndesay Alonarche 5325 First wyll I to the
Scripture fare.

+ c. To depart from life ; to die. Obs.
c X175 Lamb. Horn. 115 He seal faran to pan eche Hue for

his treowscipe. c 1200 Vices $ Virtues n888) 15 Air ?ane
he of 5ese liue fare, c izto Bestiary 731 Hise lo5e men
sulen to helle faren. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1393 Hwi ne hihe
we for to beon i-fulhtnet . . ear we faren henne ? a 1300
Cursor AI. 2356 Cott.) His fader was farn o liue. Ibid.

25441 (Cott.) Fast i fund to fare, c 1330 Arth. fy Alert. 70
Out of this warld y most fare 1340-70 Alex. <fr

Dind. 330
We. .leue pat be soule . . scha! fare to blisse. 1377 Langl.
P. Pi. B. vii. 98 Wlun heshal hennes fare.

yd. Tofare on : to rush upon, assault. Obs.

'555 Stewart Cron. Scot (1858) I. 10 He. .fuir on thame
with sic a felloun force.

t e. Of a liquid, a stream : To flow, ' run \ Of
immaterial things,^. time : Togo, pass, proceed.

Obs. or arch.

c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 2153 De vii. fulsum 3eres faren. a 1300
Cursor AI. 1034 (Cott.) Flummes farand in fer landes. c 1400
Destr. Troy 149 A fame bat fer in fele kynges londes.
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FARE.

(11400*50 Alexander 3001 Foure houres full fame & be
fifte neghes. 15. . Smyth 4 Dame 327 in Hazl. E. P. P. Ill
213 That bloud out gan fare. 1827 Hood Hero § L. xciv,

The crystal skin Reveals the ruby tide that fares within.

f. To fare astray {f mistiche, amiss) : =to go
astray. Obs. or arch.
c 117s Lamb. Horn. 119 He seal misliche faran on monie

gedwiipan. ^1425 Seven Sag. iP) 2337 Why and whare-
fore hyt hys, That ,oure syght farethamy6, Ibid. 27^6 Thou
levest wykked coneel iwys, That makes the fare amys.
1596 Spenser Hymn l/eav. Love xxvili. (1611), When we
fa:ed had amis. 01849 J- C. JMangan Poems (1859) 119 Is

it earthly music faring astray.

f g. To * go \ range, have a place. Obs. rare— '.

1704 J. Logan in Pa. /fist. Soc. Mem. IX. 293 The fields

and boats fare before schools or books.

f h. To 'go', pass, change into something else.

1398 Trevisa Barlk, De P. R. v. lxv. (1405) 183 Whan
the water heetyth, therof comyth whytnesse as it faryth

in foom.

3. rarely trans, fa. To tread (underfoot), b.

Of a horse : To take (a person) along.

c 1460 Taivneley Myst. 120 Under my feete I shalle thaym
fare, Those ladys that wille [not] lere my lare. 1867
Carlyle Remin. (1881 \ II. 139 Ourselves two alone in the

world, the good [pony] ' Larry ' faring us.

II. With reference to behaviour or condition,

t 4. To ' go on \ behave, conduct oneself, act.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11807 (G'Jtt.) pat will wolf, bat for sua
fills, /bid. 16762 + 41 (Colt.) Mony grele clerkez. .Seghen
be son fare soo. 1340 Hampolk Pr. Cause. 599 He. .fares als

an unresonabel beste. c 1400 Destr. Troy 654, I will you
faithfully en forme how ye fare shall, Your worship to wyn.
1470 Malory Arthur XX* xii, Ye fare as a man that were
aferd. 1563 87 Foxe A. $ /if. (1596* 65/1 He fared as one
out of his wits. 1697 DrVX)EN Vire. sEneid vii. 534 Thus
fares the Queen, and thus her fury blows Amidst the crowd.

t b. To ' go on ' impetuously, rage, rail {against).

Obs. Cf. Fare sbA 6 c.

1603 Holland Plutarch's A/or. 98 One who being bidden
to reade . . a poore seely Epigram . . taketh on and fareth

against the paper wherein it is written. 1609

—

Amm. Mar.
celt, xvi. iv. 6oConstantius having intelligence hereof, fared

and fumed. Ibid. xvi. xi. 73 They fared and raged above
their wonted manner.

t" c. With prep, by, with : To deal with, treat,

esp. in Tofare fair oxfoul with. Also in indirect

passive. Tofare with oneself', to behave. Obs.

1340-70 A lex. <y Dind. 266 Wib him fare as a fol bat failede

his wittus. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 825 So faren they
by wommen. rt 1450 Knt.de la Tour (1868)25 l l ^ Sret

drede to fare foule with hem in suche materes. J470-85
Malory Arthur \\\. xxiii, Dame Lyones . . soo faryd with
her self as she wold haue dyed. 1483 Vulearia abs
Terentio 9 b, He is a man. that few men can . . faare wyth
all. 1493 Festival/ (W. de W. 1515) 34 b, Whan they se

him [Christ] so foule faren with 15*6 Tindale 2 Cor. v. 11

We fare fayre with men. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1 1, v.

vi. § 3. 621 Demetrius, .fared very angerly with his brother.

T d. To fare with (a thing) : to make use of,

employ, possess ; to live upon (food). Obs.
rti34o Hampolk Psalter ci. 9 My fas..sware bat it is

ypociisy bat i fare with. 1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 201* Fode
for to fare wib. /bid. 242 'J o witen of be wisdam bat }e wib
faren. Ibid. 618, &: al j!>at wcihes in bis word scholde wip
fare, a 1400-50 Alexander 2944 Quat fans bou with?

5. f a - Followed by as though, as if that; To
act so as to cause an expectation or belief,; to

pretend. Also To letfare. Obs.

1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 17 b, If thou be wyse fare as
thowe thou knowist nott. a 1535 More DeQnat, Noi'iss.

Wks. 73/2 It maketh thestomak wamble, and fare as it would
vomit. 1548 Udall, etc. tr. Eiasm. Paraph. John vii. 19, 20
They let fare as if they thou Jit the multitude did not
knowe their wickednes. 1570-6 Lambarde Pcramb. Kent
(18261 301 He would, .fare in shew as though he would have
flowne in their faces. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden)
11 Thai fare that this singulariti in philosophi is like to grow
to a shrode matter. 1633 1). Rogers Treat. Sacraments
1. 121 Doe ye fare, as if the Lord bade yee come hither?

b. To seem likely, bid fair. dial. (With/;//! it is

often little more than a periphrasis for the finite vb.)

1849 Dickens Daz>. Cofip. xlvi, ' How do you fare to feel

about it, Mas'r Davy? 1869 Lonsdale Gloss, 'She [a

cow] fares a cauving.' 1876 Whitby Gloss. , His ailment
fares to go hard with him. 1883 19M Cent. Oct 595 Fares
as if they mos' of 'em goes up country. 1884 Mehalah i. 7
When she fares to say or do a thing, there is no staying
tongue or hand. 1888 Rider Haggard Col. Quariteh HI.
v. 77 The skdly . .do fare 10 take the skin off your throat.

6. impers. To ( go *
; to happen ; to turn out.

Occas. with well, ill, etc. Const, t by, with.
1*30 llali Ateid. 7 Sekerliche swa hit fareS. 1340-70

Alex. $• Dind. 795 So it fareb by 30U folk bat fillen ;ou
siluen. 1481 Caxton Reynard <Arb.) 8g He forgeteth
that one wyth that other and so faryth by me. 1586 Cogan
Haven Health ccxiii. (1636) 223 It fareth by them as it

doth by a lampe. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Phitos. (1701)
31/2 It fares alike with good and bad. 1671 Milton P. R.
in. 443 So fares it when with truth falsehood contends.
1713 Swift Frenzy of J. Denny, Heware .. that it fare not
with you as with your predecessor. 1850 Tennvson In
A/em. xliv, How fares it with the happy dead?
7. To * get on ' (well or ill) ; to experience good

or had fortune or treatment.
txooo Cleric On M. T. (Gr.> 20 Hu ma:^ se man wel

faran, be [etc.]. a 1300 Cursor M. 11900 Cott.i Send him
quar he faris werr. 1375 Harbour Bruce 111. 548 The king
then.. speryt.. How thai.. had fame. 138a Wvclie 3 John
2, I make preyer, thee for toentre, and fare welsumly. .1450
Merlin 71 He farith well and is in hele. ,1460 Totuueley

Myst. 62 For we fare wars than ever we fowre. 1535
Stewakt Croti. Scot. II. 6 How he fuir that tyme. .It war

74

ouir lang..to tell. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T. {1837) 10

Remember how fonde Phaeton farde. 1607 Hieron Wks.
I. 193 His children had their heads cut off, and all his race

feared the worse for his sake. 161a Rowlands Knaue of
Harts 41 'lhe world did wrangle for their wealth, And
Lawyers far'd the better. 1703 Pope Thebais 520 So fares

a sailor on the stormy main. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 130
p 1 Fearing that his Poultry might fare the worse for it.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. vii. 50 Colonel Tatton .

.

kindly asked me. how I fared of my Wound. 1784 Cowpf.r
'Task iv. 341 111 fares the traveher now. 1829 Lytton
Discnvned 6 How fares your appetite? 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 161 Sculpture fared as ill as painting. 1871

Freeman Norm. Cong. 1876) IV. xvh. 77 We shall see

hereafter how he fared on his trrand.

Phrase. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 412 That ancient

check of going far and faring worse. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch.

I. ii. 38 We may go much farther and fare much worse.

8. spec. To be (well or ill) entertained with food
;

to feed {well, ill, hardly, sumptuously, etc.).

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vi. 8 Whenne ich hadde myn hele

. .and louede wel fare. 1531 Moke Con/ut. Tindale Wks.
651/2 Saynt John . . fasted and fore hard. 1607 Shaks.
Timon in. vi. 37 Feast your eares with the Musicke awhile :

If they will fare so harshly. 1611 Bible Luke xvi. 19

A certaine rich man-, fared sumptuously euery day. 1666

Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 215, I do not think they fared very
hard. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 479 P 3, I fared very well

at dinner. 1774 Goldsm. Nat, I/ist. (1776) VII. 324 No
animal fares more sumptuously. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. 1.

xv. 169 Our breakfast, fur all fare alike, is hard tack.

9. Used in imperative with well, as an expression

of good wishes to a parting friend, or as a mere
formula in recognition of parting ; — Farewell int.

arch. a. with the person as subj. ^see sense 7).

f Also occas. in infinitive.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 180 Frendes, fareth wel.

c 1386 Chaucer W'ife's T. Pro!. 501 Let him farwel, God
give his soule rest, c 1440 York Myst. xvii. 204 Fares
wele, 3e be bygilid. 1533 Gau Richt V'ay (i88S» 109 Fair

now veil. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Ulop. (Arb.J 166,

I byd you moste hartely well to fare. 1582 T. Watson
Centune ofLone i. * Arb. ) 37 Well fare the life . , I ledde ere

this. 1611 Bible Acts xv. 29 Fare ye well. 1826 Beddoes
Let. to B. Procter Poems 171 Fare, as you deserve it, well.

1859 Tennvson Elaine 692 A diamond is a diamond. Fare
you well. A thousand times !

b. impers. (sue sense 6) with dat.

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 544 If they prefer gain

before godliness, fare them well. 1676 Hobbls Iliad xx.

321 Fare him well. 1816 Byron Fare thee well t, For ever,

fare thee well, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 247 Beloved,

fare thee well ! 1877 Holderuess Gloss., Pares-te-iveel : fare

thee well.

f III. 10. To ache, throb, dial, 'i Obs.

[Perh. etymologically ' to go on ', rage : cf. 4 b.]

1781 in Hltton Tour to Caves Gloss. 1847 in Halliwell.

IV. In phraseological combination with advbs.

til. Pare about. To go about, set oneself. Obs.

1563 f. Pilkington Burn. Panics Ch. v. sig. Qij, Theym
that fare about to doe againste the ordinance of God.

12. Pare forth analytical form of OK. ford-

faran). See Fare v. 1 and Forth.
a. To go forth, depart, start.

c 1200 '/"rin. Colt. Hoin. 22$ To heueriche hie sulle fare

for5 mid ure drihte. 1375 Baruolk Bruce in. 345 All hyr
cumpany, Lap on thar hon>s, and furthtliai far. e 1400

Melavue 206 Rowlande . Fares forthe with Baners brade.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul \. 1 xxvi, Like Doves so forth

they fore. 1727-38 Gay /ables 1. 1, xiv. 5 Forth he fares, all

toil defies. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xxi. 258 Before sun-

rise. . Raphael was faring forth gallantly.

tb. To go on, advance, with respect either to

spa^c or time. In the latter sense also quasw-w/Vv*j.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 939 Whan he is fare so for'> fer in

his age. C1350 Will. Paleme 3260 It was forb [to] nijt

faren hi bat time.

t c. To go by, pass away. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1629 Pinen, be fare for5 in an hondhwile.

t x3. Pare tip. To get up. Obs.

n 1400 50 Alexatuter 545 pan faris scho vp and farkis

furth a fute or tway.

Fare, V*A Obs. [var. of Farrow v.] intr. Of
a »ow : To litter. Hence Fa'ring///. a.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 74 Sow ready to fare. Ibid.,

Good faring sow.

t Pare, z>-
:1 Obs. To play at the game called

'fare' : see Fare sbA Obs.

1530 Palsgk. 545 2, I fare. I playeat a game so named {at

the dyse). 15.. Jack Juggler in Hazl. Dodsley II. 115

A corner . . Where boys wen at dice, faring at all ; When
Careaway with that good company met, He fell to faring

withouten let.

Fare, obs. var. Fkak v.

Fareden, var. of Foredex, ME., enmity,

t Pa're-fee. Obs. rare. [f. Fare v. + Fee sb.-]

A f(.e paid on quitting a tenancy.

15*3 [see Farewell B 2]

Fa- "

mistake for Forcei.et.]

tFa'relet. Obs. rare~ l
. See quot. [Perh. a

1602 Fui.hecke /'audectes 43 He that couenanteth to

defend a castell or farelet is not bound, if warre bee raised

through his fault, to whome bee made the couenant.

Farendine, var. of Karandine, Obs.

Farer (fe>rai) Also 6 Sc. farar. [f. Fare v.

+ -eh '.] A traveller. Chiefly with defining sb.,

as Seafarer, Wayfarer, etc.

[1513 DOUGLAS .Eneisw xiii. 30 The wind.. followit fast

the se fararisbehynd.] 1881 Century Mag. XXIII. 5.- Open
as the highway to all farers.

Fareway, var. f. of F\urw.\y.

FAREWELL.

Farewell (fe-U|We*l). int. Also sb. (a.) and adv.

Forms : 4-6 farwel(l(e, 4-8 farewel, (5 fayrwell,

6 fairewell, fearewele ), f>- farewell. [The phrase

fare well K
seeFarev. 9) treated as one word.] A., int.

1. An expression of good wishes at the parting of

friends, originally addressed to the one setting

foith, but in later use a mere formula of civility at

parting; Goodhye ! Adieu! Now poet, or rheto-

rital, and chiefly implying legielful iecling.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 41 ' 5ee, farewel phippe !* quod
fauntelte. c 1440 I'otk Myst. xii. 45S Fayrwell ! Godson,
thowe grant vs thy blyssng. 1509 Hawes Past. Pitas.

xvi. vii, Fare well, she sayde, for I must parte 5 ou fro 1601
Shaks. All's Well 11. i. 36, I am your accessary, and so
farewell. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 718 And now
farewel. 1821 Bvbon Mar. Pal. iv. i, Farewell ! we meet
no more in life !

- farewell ! 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xlvi.

9 Farewell company true, my lovely comrades.

2. fig. An expression of regret at leaving any-

thing, or a mere exclnmation — Goodbye to, no
more of. Alsofarewell to, and farewell it.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 39 Whan .. that the

floures ginnen for to springe Farwel my book and my
devocioun ! ^1386

—

Knfs '/'. 1902 Farewel physike; go
here the man to cherche. VCX475 Sor. leme Degre 941
Farewell golde, pure and fyne ; Farewell velvet, and satyne.

1584 R. Scot Disccn: Witchcr. ID, ii. 33 All the vertue

thereof is gone, and farewell it. 1659 B. Harris ParivaVs
Iron Age 139 And if she yeilded, farewel Bavaria. 1697 Dnv«
den Virg. Past. vin. 8a Farewell ye secret Woods, and shady
Groves. 1766 FoRDYCE^Vr;//. Yng.WomA 1767)1. v. 193 Fare-
wel to real friendship, farewel to convivial delight ! 1784
Cowper Task 1. 247 So farewel envy of the peasants' nest.

t b. Proverb, Tarewellfieldfare ; said to one of

whom the speaker wishes to see no more, with

allusion to the fieldfare's departure northward at

the end of winter. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troytus m. 812 The harnie is don, and

farewel feldyfare. c 1400 Rout. Rose 5513.

C. In the name of a plant (see quot.V

1878 86 Britten & Holland Plant-n., Farewell Summer,
Saponaria officinalis L.. . From its flowering in the months
of August and September.

B. sb.

1. a. The int. used subst. as a name for itself,

and hence for any equivalent, as in To sayfarewell

to. With this has now coalesced the oiiginally

distinct use in To bid farewell, where farewell

represents historically the infinitive, not as else-

where the imperative^ of the vol. phrase, b. An
utterance of the word ' farewell ' ; any expression

or act equivalent to this ; a parting salutation,

formal leave-taking, adieu.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 268 But farewell she was ago Unto
Pallas. 15x6 Tindale Acts xviiL 21 Bad them feare well.

1570 North DonCs Mor. Phitos. (1888) IV. 229 For a fare-

well, he will yerke out behinde and put him in daunger of

his life. 1587 Janes in Haktuyt's loy. III. 113 But we,

little regarding their curte?>ie, gaue them the Ktntle fare-

well, and so departed. 1633 Ford Broken H. IV. iv, She.,

begg'd some gentle voice to tune farewel To life and griefs.

1684 BUKYAM Pilgr. u. 12 So their Visitor bid them farewel.

1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. x P 14, I take my farewel

of this subjtct. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. xvi. 490 He was
going to bid all things here an everlasting farewel. 1770

Goldsm. Des. Fill. 367 Fondly look'd their last, And took

a long farewell. 1838 Lytton Alice 53 She had wept her

last farewell on her mother's bosom. 1850 Tennvson In
Mem. exxi i, I cannot think the thing farewell. 1880 Ouida
Moths I. 116, 'I came to bid you farewell', he said softly.

1884 /llust. Loud. Netvs 1 Nov. 410/2 The ' farewells' . . of

actors and singers are not always to be depended on.

f 2. A payment on quit'.i g a tenancy. Obs.

15*3 Fitzherb. Surv. 25 b, The tenant, .shall make a fyne

with the lorde for his dep[ar]tyng. .and it is called a farefee

or a farewell.

f 3. transf. An after-taste, twang. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 183 The Jacke .. leaves

a clammy farewell in the mouth, but addes a double btnefit

to the stomacke. 1648 Sandekson Setvu. II. 245 Temporal
advantages of wealth [etc.] have a very ill farewel with

them at the last. 1750 Bover Fr. § Eng. Did. s. v., This
wine has a sad farewell with it.

4. attrib. passing into an adj. : Pertaining to a

farewell, accompanying or signifying a farewell.

(In this use the stress is variable : most commonly
fa'rewell.)

ai-ju Ken Hymns Evang. Poet Wks. 1721 I. 182 He
num'rous Farewell- Blessings on them pour'd. 1711 Addison
Spect. No. 445 F 2 Writers, who have taken their Leave
of the Publick in farewel Papers. 1713 Tickkll Prospect

of Peace 41 The hardy Vet ran .. Leans on his Spear to

take his farewell View. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 1 1789*,

Coup de parlance, a farewell gun. 18M-56 De Quincev
Confess. (1862) 108 A few final or farewell farewells. 1856

Kane Arct. Expl. I. x. 115, I accompanied them with my
dogs as a farewell escort for some miles.

b. applied to the point where one ' bids fare-

well to ' or parts from a person or thing.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. A ij, The Lizard being the

farewel Cape to most Ships that sail out of the British Seas.

1865 Pace Handbk. Geol. Terms <ed. 2, Farewell Rock.

The familiar term in the South Welsh coal-field for the

Millstone Grit, because on striking it the miner bids fare-

well to all workable seams of coal.

f C. adv. (cf. Adieu adv. i ) To gofarewell : to

go away, be dismissed. Obs.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. it. § 23 Let A & F [two i.tar&] go
farwel til agayns the dawenyng a gret while.
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Farewell (fe»iwe*l) f v. Also 7 farweii. [f.

prec.J a. trans. To take leave of, bid or say

good bye to. b. inlr. To say good-bye.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622' 93 She brake from their armes

.. And frue-Wi lling the flocke, did homeward wind. 1606
\t..Rollock's Le>~t, on 1 <y 2 Thess. I. xxvi. 325 After trycll

if thou findst it [his doctrine] sound . , keep it ; if not, fai.e-

well it. a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 28 It put some
doubts to flight that you had farwellM Barningham. a 1693
Urquhart Rabelais in. xhii. 356 Pantagruel .. farewell'd

.. the President. 1885 R. F. Bt'RTON 1001 Nights I. 12:?

She farewelled me with her dying eyes.

II Farfalla. Oh. rare. [It. farfalla a candle-

fly or moth.] (See quots.)

1607 Sylvester Du Bartas ||. iv. 11.(1641) 308/1 [New
FarfallaJ in her radiant shine, Too-bold, I burn these tender
wings of mine, 1626 Cockeram, Farfalla, a Candle-Fly.

Par-famed (fa'J|f^>:md), a. [f. Far adv. +

Famed///, a. J That is famed to a great distance
;

well-known, widely celebrated.

1624 Massinger Pari Love 11. iii, The far-famed English
Bath. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 162 Stern ^Eoetes came The
far-fam'd brother of th' enchantress dame. 1818 CobbetT
Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 539 That far-famed sanctuary of the
laws. 1855 Kingsley Heroes v. (1868) 66 The far-famed
slayer of the Gorgon. 1867 I-aiiy Herbert Cradle L. vii.

168 This was the far-famed valley of Eshcol.

t Fa'r-fet, a. Oh. [f. Far adv. +fet, pa. pple.

of Fit v. Oh.]
1. —Far-fetched i.

1579 Lyly Enphucs (Arb.) 93 Farre fet and deere bought
is good for Lad yes. 1581 Sidney Astr. fy Stella (16221 536
Those far-fet helpes. 1613 Beaum. & Fi.. Honest Man's
Fort. in. iii, Your far-fet viands please not My appetite.

1671 Milton P. R u. 401 Others. .Whose pains nave eniu'd
the far-fet spoil.

2. = Far-fetched 2.

1533 More Answ. Poisoned Bk. Wks. T123/2 In .. hys
farre fet reason, neyther is hys maior true, nor hys argu-
ment toucheth not the matter. 1580 Sidney Arcadia m.
(1590)360 Therewith he told her a farre-fet tale. ^1680
Butler Rem. 11759) II. 116 For Metaphors, he uses to

chuse the. .most far fet that he can light upon.

3. as sb. (See quot.) WW™ 1
.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesic ill. xvil. (Arb.) 193 The
figure Metai'cpsis, which I call X\vt/ar/et, as when we had
rather fetch a word a great way off then to vse one nerer
hand to expresse the matter aswel and plainer.

f Far-fetch., sb. Oh. [Back-formation from
Fak-ff.t< hed.]

1. A deeply-laid or cunning stratagem.
a 1562 G. Cavendish Life Wolsey (18271 129

^*e mav see

..how she can compass a matter to work displeasure by
a far fetch. 1566 Gascoignb & Kinwelmarsh Jocasta II. 1,

This minde of mine Doth fleete full farre from that farfetch

of his. 1678 Butler Hud. m. ii. 1584 Jesuits have deeper
Reaches In all their Politick Far-fetches.

2. Fondness for far-fetched ideas.

1813 W. Taylor Eng. Synonyms '1856)64 Wieland had
too fine a smell ; his reader must be practised, to be aware
of his far-fetch,

3. attrib. or adj. = Far-fetched.
1603 Sir C. Heydon Jnd. Astrot. xviii. 365 Had heneuer

Erin ted it, this farre-fetch deriuation had neuer beene dearely
ought.

t Far-fetch, V, Oh. rare. [f. as prec] trans.

To derive in a far-fetched manner.
1639 Fuller Holy War iv. ii. 11647) 168 It seemeth

a forced and overstrained deduction, to farrefetcli the name
of Tartars from an Hebrew word. 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 193 There is such a difference between
far-reaching and far-fetching.

Far-fetched (foifetjfc, fai.fetjt), ///. a. [f.

Far adv. +- Fetched ; cf. Far-fet. J

1. Brought from far. Oh. exc. arch, f Of a

pedigree : Traced from a remote origin.

1583 Stubbes A tiat. Abus.u 11879) 33 Farrefetched and
deare boughte is good for Ladyes, they say. 1586 Cogan
Haven Health clxxxvii. (1639 169 Indian pearles be greatest

and more desired as being far fetched. 1634 W. Wood
Ntm Eng. Prosp. Ded., The first fruites of my farre-fetcht

experience. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. (1703) II. 163

A far fetch'd Pedigree, through so many hundred years.

1658 W. Burton /tin. Anton. 20 Oysters, .conveyed thence

to Rome, among other farfetcht Dainties. 1769 De Foe's

TottrGt. Brit. I. 254 According to the old Saying, Far-

fetch'd, and dear bought, is fittest for the Ladies. 1784
Cowper Task 1. 243 He .. brings his bev'rage home, Far-

fetch'd and little worth. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III.

iv. 71 She reached her fine strong hand anear The far-

fetched thing.

f b. Devious, circuitous. (Cf. tofetch a compass.}

a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 48 Others by secret

and fiir-fetch't passages escaped home.

2 Of an argument, notion, simile, etc. : Studi-

ously sought out; not easily or naturally intro-

duced ; strained.

1607 Topsei.l Four-/. Beasts (1673) Qg Democritus and
other .. give other reasons, but.. they seem to be far

fetched. 1647 Cowley Mistress, Wish iv, Pride and Ambi-
tion here, Only in far-fetch'd metaphors appear. 173*
Berkeley Alci/hr. 11. § 1, I shall not trouble you with

authorities, or far-fetched arguments. 1844 H. Rogers
Ess. i860 1 I. 76 Some far-fetched conceit, or unpardonable
extravagance. 1869 Trollop e He Knew lxxxi. (1878) 450
Far-fetched ideas respecting English society.

Hence Far-fetohedness, the state or fact of

bcinq; far-fetched.

a 1849 P°E Browning Wks. 1864 III 415 A certain far-

fetchedness of imagery. 1866 limes 6 Apr. 5 No excuse

for extreme quaintness, oddity, and far-fetchedness.

Far-forth f
adv. : see Far and FoRTn ; also 5

ferthforthe. Now usually as two words.

1 1. To a great distance or extent ; far, far on.

c 1470 Harding Chron, Ixxii. 1812) 120 She ferforth w'th
childe was then btgonne. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour C vij,

And it was thenne ferforthe on the day. c 1500 Mclusine
xix 106 These tydin,s were ferfourth broug. t in the la d,

that Vryan knew of it. 1590 Spenser F, Q. iii. ix. 53 The
humid night was farforth spent. 1858 M. Por I'EOUS Soutt r
Johnny 30 Farlorth to range.

f b. quasi-adj. farforth day ; late in the day,
' high-day'. Oh.
c 1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 14941 "• xxxii, The

soules that are in this state are not all lyke fri forth, c 1450
Merlin 282 It is so ferforth that it is to late for vs to

repente. 1560 INCELEKD Disob. Child in Hazl, Dodsley
II. 312 In my bed, Until it were very farforth day.

2. To a definite degree, or distance ; in phrases,

how, so, or thus farforth, as or so farforth as,

sofarforth that.

f a. in reference to distance or advanced position

in space, time, or order. Oh.
e 1340 Cursor M*. 2271 1 heading {Trin.\ Now we be bus

ferforp come. J430 LVDG. Chron. Troy 1. vi. So ferforthe

as this my lyfe may endure. 1526 Tindai.e Luke xxii. 51

SofTre ye thus farre forthe. 1570-6 Lambarde Pcramb. Kent
(1826)117 He gave also, .the royaltie of the water on each
side, so farre foorth as . . a man might cast a short hatchet
out of thevessell unto the banke.

b. in reference to degree or extent. Now only

in phrase So farforth, with sense ' to the specified

extent and no more'.
1Z97 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 9204 Alle pes were a^enbe kinge, as

verbuorb as Mi coupe. c 1340 Cursor M. 158s (Trin.J pe
fende wende . . pat al mankynde shulde han ben his So
ferforp bat god not my^t [etc.] c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame
in. 792 As fer fort he as I han my arte. 1413 Lvdc. Pilgf'.

Scnvte r. xxvii. (1859) 31 Crist.. soo ferforth remitted his

rigour. 1464 Paston Lett. No. 486 II. 152 As fertheforthe

as I kan undyrstand yet, they shall have grase. 1533 Hi v-

wood Pard. § Friar in Hazl. Dodsley I. 207 Many a man
so far-forth lacketh grace, 1549 Coverdale F.rasm. Par.
Rom. Argt., Knowyng well how farfurth his disciples, had
ncde of lyght meate. 1610 Shaks. Temp. i.ii. 178 Know
thus far forth, By accident most strange, bountiful! Fortune
..hath mine enemies Brought to this shore. 1635 Pacitt
Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636) 179 [They] are so farre forth ortho-

dox that they retain a saving profession. 1690 Locke
Govt. if. ii. § 2 Every Offence .. may. .be also punished
equally, and as far forth as it may in a Commonwealth.
18*7 Whately Logic iv. i. § 1 Induction, .so far forth as it

is an argument, may, of course, be stated Syllogistically.

Hence, Tar fourthly adv. Oh., to a great or

definite extent ; also, entirely, excellently.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. viii. 15S Dowel on Domesday Is

digneliche [v.r. ferforbl'che] I-preiset. <" 1374 Chaucer
Troyluswx. 52 God wote for I have, As ferforthly as I have
kunnyng, Bene youres. c 1430 Life St. Kath. 1 1884) 19 So
ferforthly that alle creatures schal haue neede to hym.
V 1481 Caxton Orat. G. Flamineus F iv, That knyght
whiche avaunced himself most ferforthly.. in the batayTle.

1494 Fabvan Chron. v. cxl. 127 The people . was wonder-
fully mynysshed so ferforth lye, that.. the quicke bodyes
suffysed not to bury the ded.

f Fa'rger, sb. Oh. ? A kind of false dice.

1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage (1859) 38 Their Cheates
}

Bard-dice, Flattes, Fargers. .and many others.

Pargite ;iajg3it\ Mm. [f. (Glen) Farg in

Fifeshire + -1TE.] (See quots.)
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5* 427 Fargite is a red natrolite

from Glen Farg, containing, .about 4 p. c of lime. 1883
Heddle in Encycl. Brit. ied. 9 XVI. 423 Fargite, con-
sisting of two equivalents of natrolite and one of scolecite.

tFa'rgOOd. NewEngland. Oh. ?An outrigger.

1726 Pgnhallow Imi. Wars (18591 53 But having no
fargood, and their boat a dull sailor, ours gained on them
so much, that [etc.]. Ibid. 54 The enemy making too near
the wind ifor want ofa fargood) came to stays several times.

Far-hand, sb. Sc. [? f. Far a. + Hand.
But perhaps a corruption of/arand, northern pr. pple.

of Fare to travel ; cf. Farandman.]
The condition or standing of an artisan who seeks

employment away from home. Only in phrase

atfar-hand, and attrib.

1820 Cleland Rise $ Progr. Glasgow 32 Fee for a
Stranger, or what is called at far-hand. Ibid 38 The
Crown receives Three Pounds for the stamp on the Far-

hand tickets /^/rf.,The Far-hand entrants are exempted
from bucket-money.

Farina (farai na, farf*naV See al?o FERINE,
Fahinha. [a. Lifarina, {.far corn. Cf. Y.farine ]

1. The flour or meal of any species of corn, nut,

or starchy root.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. lzviL (1495'' 643 Mele
is properly called farina whan the come is well gro inde.

1577 B- GoOGE Hcresbach's Husb. 1. (1586*29 The Meale was
called Farina.] 1800 tr. Lagrange '.$ Chem. II. 265 The
farina of wheat does not give carbonate of lime by incinera-

tion. 1846 J. Baxtek Libr. Tract. Agric. (ed. 4' II 133
Two scruples of the farina of the Croton nut should be given
in a little gruel. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 316 Starch is

the farina of seeds and soft cellular roots and stems.

b. A powdery substance, dust.

1707 Curios, in Husb. # Card. 33 A white substance
which we call Farina 1 Meal) to nourish the new-born Plant.

1764 J. Grainger Sugar Cane iv. 534 no e, Small seeds,

covered with a red farina. 1783 J. C. S^yth in faed. Com-
mun. I. 194 Some have the surface covered with a fine white
powder, or farina. 1823 J. BaoCOCK Dom.Atnusem. 32 Rub
olT the farina, should any adhere.

c. A preparation of muize used for puddings.

2. In various scientific uses. a. Boi, « Pollen.

1721 Bradley Wks. Nat. 27 Tte Farina of each . .Plant.

1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. 11803 I. 486 Impregnated
by the farina of the male [plant . 1861 Sat. Rev. 15 June
619 The bee and its congeners by cairying the fructifying

farina from flower to flower, convert flowers into fruit.

b. them. A fine while powder obtained from

cereals, the potato, etc. ; starch.

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. i. '1814 11 Farina orthe
pine matter of starch. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I.

345 This white matter will at lengt . subside : it may be
collected on a filter and dried : it is then starch or farina.

C. Entom. A meaiy pou der found on some
insects.

1828 Stark Etem. Xat. Hist, II. 327 Body cylindrical,

brown, covered with farina.

d. Geo!. Fossilfarina (see quot. 1859).
1816 P. Cleaveland Min \ Grot. (ed. 2) I. 170 Fossil

farina, .appears in thin, white crusts, .attached to the lateral

or lower surfaces of beds of shell limestone, &c. 1850 Page
Handbk. Gcot. Terms, Fossil Farina, a mealy-looking in-

fusorial or microphytal earth—the Berg-mahl of the Swedes
and Laplanders.

3. Comb, farina- boiler. U.S., a utensil used for

cooking farinaceous articles [Lent. Diet.)

Farinaceous (iaerimFi-J^ . a. [f. L. farin-
aee-itSi f. farina (see prec.) + -ot;s. Cf. y.farinaee'.]

1. Consisting or made of flour or meal.
1656 [see Farinous]. 1755 Gcnti, Afog. XXV. 8 It cannot

he absolutely affirmed to be n erely farinaceous, but it does
not appear to be compounded of any animal substance.
1807-26 S. Cooi'ER First Lines Surg. ied. 5) 3r During the

symptomatic fever, a mild, vegetable farinaceous diet is

proper. 1866 Livingstone Jrnl. (1873) I. xi. 278 Their
farinaceous food creates a great craving for fish.

2. Containing or yielding Hour or starch : starchy.

1667 Phil, 'Trans. II. 485 A Farinaceous or Mealy
Tree, serving to make bread of it. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules
0/ Diet 322 Their Aliment ought to be light, of farinaceous
vegetables. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. L 217 The
greater fineness of the meal, and the less .solubility of its

farinaceous part. 1873 K. Smith Foods 156 This large
class of farinaceous seeds.

3. Of a mealy nature, resembling meal in texture

or quality.

1664 Phil. Trans. I. 10 One is a kind of Crystalline

Stone, and almost all good Lead : the other not so rich and
more farinaceous. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants IV. 13

The granulations of the crust much larger, but equally soft

and farinaceous. 1807 J. E Smith Phys. Bat. 81 The
root becomes farinaceous, tasteless and inert. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 343 Cotyledons thick, fleshy or farinaceous.

4. Having a mealy appearance, a. Finely com-
minuted, powdery ; now only I\xth.\ see quot. 18S4.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 47 This farinaceous Seed of

Wort. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lev., Farinaceous, in Medicine, the

term is applied to epidermal exfoliations which are pale and
very minute, so as to resemble flour.

fb. Covered with farina or fine dust. Oh.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xv 141 All farinaceous

or mealy winged animals, as Butter-flies, and Moths. 1668

Wilkins Real Char. 126 Crane Fly. Farinaceous wings;
being covered with a mealy substance easily coming off

upon a touch. 1829 Loudon Cyclop. Plants 1016-7 Fari-

naceous outside, pink inside.

Parinaceously (fseruvi'Jasli), adv. [f. prec.

+ ly -.] a. In a farinaceous manner: see quot.

1S40. b. In the direction of or with an inclina-

tion towards farinaceous food.

1840 Pax ton Boi. Diet., Farinaceously Tomeutose,
covered with a mealy kind of down. 1853 Eraser's Mag.
XLVIL 680 So farinaceously disposed were the guests ..

that the introduction of a cake . . would frequently spur

a jaded appetite to new efforts.

Farinar, obs. form of Koreignfb.

Farination (fa?rin<?''J""n\ rare ~ l
. [f. Farina

+ -AT10N.] The action of making into flour

1859 R. F. Burton Ceutr. Afr. in Jml.Gcog. Sec. XXIX.
401 It is hard, waxy, and unfit for farination.

Farine : see Fakinha.

Farmed, a. Oh. rare~ 1
. [f. Y.farine (=

Farina) in spec, sense powder for the complexion

+ -ED -.] Powdered.
1664 EvELYN Sylva (1776) 230 Our effeminate Fanned

Gallants.

Faring (fe»Tirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Fare Z/. + -IN0 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fare ;
journeying,

travelling; an instance of the same.

1594 Carew Huare's Exam. Wits L 11596 8 This faring,

that a man takes from his owrte Country. 1633 P. Fletchtr
Elisa 1. xxi, Through this troubled faring. . I guiltlessepast.

:837Carlvle Ft. Rev. in. 11. vi, His deplorable firings and
voyagings draw to a close.

2. Condition or state; csp. a passing condition

of body, di I.

1811 L. M. Hawkins C'tess % Ge>-tr. II. 103 One woman
asked another how her husband fared . and was answered,

that he had strange farings. 1857 Wright Dict.Obs.fr

Provinc. Eng., Fareings, feelings, symptoms. East. 1882

Whittier Poems, An Autograph xi i. 54 Age brings me
no despairing Of the world's future faiing.

3. eoncr. F.ntertainnvnt, fare ; in //. made dishes.

1655 Moutet & Bennet Health's improv. (1746) 328

Broths, Pottage, Farings, Sauces. 1681 Coi.vil Whigs
Supplic. (1751) 125 Watered meal of oats .

.
we p-efer . . To

all the king of Babel's faring'. 1803 C. Caustic Terrible

Tractoratio'i ill. (ed. 2> 122 Who cook up most delicious

farings From cheese rinds.

b. To get one sfaring', see Fairing sb. 1 c.

1846 L. S. Costello Tour to <y /r. Venice 253, I am..
glad to see how the old demon gets his faring.
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FARING.

t Paring, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ixo 2.]

That has a specified condit.on or state
; (well-,

better-, best-) conditioned. (Cf. Farrand.)
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 204 Oon of the beste farynge

man on lyue. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)4ii9 He is. a wcl
faring king. 1470-8S Malory Arthur vnl. x. She thou^c
she sawe neuer. .a better farynge knyght. 1537 A'. Arthur
(Copland) VI. i, He hadde neuer seen, .so wel faryng a man.
Faringee, var. oi Feringmee.

t Pa-ringly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. t -ly 2.] Like
one in a speciued condition; in a (well-, ill-, etc.)

conditioned manner.
c 1440 Partonope 6735 The Sowdan . . forth past Throw

the Keynes wele faryngly. 1530 Palsgr. 830, 1 All yll

faryngly, tout mausadeiiieiit.

II Farinha (larj-n'S). Also 8 farina, and in

anglicized form farine. [Pg. farinha :— L.
farina : see Farina.] = Cassava 2.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 52 Boiling the water
and soaking a quantity of this Farina in it. 1863 Bates
Nat. Amazon 1. 28 Both are products of the same root,
tapioca being the pure starch, and farinha the starch mixed
with woody fibre. 1870 D.\szst Ann. Eventful Lift (ed. 41
i. 44 Salt-fish, and tarine, and ale-wives. 1893 Act 56 7
Vict, c 88 Sched. I, An extraordinary quantity of manioc,
or cassada, commonly called farinha.
attrib. 1743 Bi.LKFi.Ev & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 170

Two Bags of Farine Bread.

Farinose vfe:rin»°-»), a. and sb. [ad. L. fa-
rinos-us; see FaMNOUS.]
A. adj. Yielding farina; also Bot., Zoo!., and

Path, (see quot. 1845).
1727 Bailey vol. II , Farinose, full ofmeal, meally. 1845

S. Palmer Pcnlaglot Diet., Farineux. . farinose : an epithet
employed to designate . . 2. in Botany and Zoology the parts,
or organs, of Plants and of Insects which . . are sprinkled
with a white powder, resembling farina: 3. in Pathology a
species of herpetic eruption. 1856 Lindsay Rrit. Lichens
42 The soridia . . give it [a thallus] . . a farinose or mealy
appearance.

B sb. Chcm.
1882 Vines Sach's Bot. 57 At every point of a starch grain

both constituents occur together ; if the granulose is

extracted, the farinose remains behind as a skeleton.

Hence Fa rino sely adv.
1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Fariuosely-toiueillose, covered

with a mealy kind of down. 1847 in Craig.

Farinous ffc'rinas), a. tObs. [ad.L.fariuos-us,
f. farina; see Farina and -01s. Cf. F. farineux]
a. Containing farina, b. Covered with a white
mealy substance.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Farinaceous or Farinous, mealy

or full of meal, bemealed, beflowred. 1727 Bradley
Fain. Diet. s.v. Age, If you are troubled with farinous or
running Tetters. 1742 1. 011,/. If Country Brew. I. (ed. 4) 12
The farinous Part loses a great deal of its essential Salts.

Farinulent v
'fan:ni??lent),a. Entom. [ad. L.

farinutent-us. {.farina: see Farina and -ulent.]
'Covered with minute dots resembling white or
yellow powder, or with a fixed whitish powder on
a dark surface' {Cent. Did.).

il Fario (fe'-ri|0). [L.fario salmon-trout.] (See
q«°t- '753.)
[a 1672 YViLLUGHBY Icthyogr. 189 Ausonii a-tate maximi &

eemores Sahnonesdicebantur, medite magnitudinis& aetatis
Sariones aut Fariones.] 1753 Chambers Cyet. Supp., Fario
in Zoology, a term for a salmon when about half-grown.
1854 BaOHAM llalieut. 7 They are all poached farios.

Parish (fa-rip, a. dial. Also farrish. [I. Far
a. + -ish.J Somewhat far. Only in phr.farish on.
:8ssRobinson Whitby Gloss., ' We re getting farish on in

years.' 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Farrish on, advanced in
years ; also nearly intoxicated. 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss.
s.v. Farish on. 'He's farish on by this time; I should
say he'll be i' Lunnun by three o'clock.'

Pari (fail), sb. Sc. Also 8 farle, 9 farrel.

[Contraction for Fardel sb.2] Originally, the
fourth part of a thin cake made either of flour or
oatmeal ; now applied to a cake of similar kind
and size, whether quadrant-shaped or not.
1724 Ramsay Tea-/. Misc. (1733) I. 91 Sowens, and farles,

and Baps. 1787 Burns Holy Fair vii, An farls bak'd wi'
butter. 1830 Scott Leg. Montrose iii, I have tasted no
food since daybreak but a far! of oat-cake.

t Pari, v. Obs. In 7 farle. [Contraction for
Fardel ; cf. Furl.] = Fardel v.
1622 Fletcher & Massinger Sea Voyage I. i, Farle up all

her Linnery.

t Farland, a. .SV. Obs. [f. Far a. + Land.]
Coming from a distance ; foreign.
a 1595 Sir J. Maitland Admen, Mar 36 in Mailland

Poems 1830 App. 125 Farland fules s-ime to haif fedderis
fair. 1606 Birnie Kirk-Bnriatl (1835) 33 Marchams .

.

whose vent was to fu*-nish the far land Jewes.
Farland, obs. form of Foreland.
FarleT4.(fauli«\ Law. Also farley, farlieu.

[Etymology unknown.] (See quot. 1670.)
1670 Blount Law Diet., Farley or Farleu. In the

Mannor of VVest-slapton in Com. Devon, if any Tenant die
possessed of a Cottage, by custoine he must pay sixpence
to the Lord for a farley which probably may be in Hew ofa
Heriot ; for in some Mannors Westward, they difference
Farleu as the best good from Heriot the best Beast. 1706
in Phillips ed. Kersey). 1851 A', ff Q. 23 Oct. 317 Devon,
shire leases for lives often reserve a money payment on the
death of each life as a ' heriot ' or ' farlieu '.

Farley, -i(e, -ik, -y\e : see Ferly.

W
Farlot, var. of Firlot.

t Pa-rly, adv. Obs. [f. Far + -ly 2
.] Far, to

a great ex.ent or distance.
c 14-0 'lenoneley Myst. 298 Farlee may we fewnde and

fare For myssyng of oure master lesus. "1555 Abp. Parker
Fs. cvi God sware unto them all that he would . . sparple
them, as runnegates in countries farly wyde.

t Farm, sb. I Obs. forms: 1 f.orm {Korthumb.
fserm), 2 ferm, 3 south, Veorme, 4 form, 5 farnie.
[Oii. feorm str. fern. :— prehistoric *fernni.
Not found outside Eng., and no satisfactory Teut. etymo-

logy has been proposed. On the assumption that the primary
sense was ' fixed portion of provisions, ration ', it would be
admissible to regard the word as a. late L. Jirvia, and so
ultimately identical

(
with Fahm sb.' In Domesd..y Book

firma unites noctis is equivalent to anes nihies feorme of
quot. c 1 122 below

; and mediaeval Lai, writers in England
usvedfirmain the sense of ' Lanquet '. If the hypothesis of
its Latin origin be correct, the word must have been adopted
at a very early date : it occurs frequently in the oldest poetry,
'the derivative Jeormian to feed, is found in the Corpus
Glossary a 800 t'Jovct, feormat, broedeb

'
; the corresponding

OHG. gloss. 'Jormot, lolet' in Si. Gall. MS. 913 may be
derived fiom an OE. source, the vb. being otherwise un-
known in OHG.]
Food, piovi.-ion ; hence, a banquet, feast.

.. Beowulf451 No ou ymb mines ne bearft lices feorme
lengsorsjan. a 000 Charter xM in O. E. Texts u8E5) 449
Hio for-ifeo fiftene pund for fty oe mon oas leorme 3y soel
xelseste. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 4 Nu ic ^egearwode
mine feorme, mine fearras and mine fu^elas synt ofslejtne.
e 1122 O. E. Chrou. (Peterborough an. 777 Cuobriht geaf
bjne abbote .1. punde . . & ilea gear anes nibtes feorme.
' 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 11 At ferme and at feste. < 1205
Lay. 14426 pait be king makede ueorme swi8e store. 1387
Trevisa Higden 1 Roils) VII. 217 ^if he wolde come to his
form he schulde have salt mete l-now. a 1300 Chaucer's
Dreme 1752 This hasty farme had bene a feast.

Farm (farm;, sb.~ Forms: 3-7 ferm(e, (5
feerme, fereme, 6 fearrae), 5-7 farme, (8 9
Hist, ferm, pseudo-arch, feorm), 6- farm. [a. F.
ferme :—med.L. finna fixed payment, f. firmarc
to fix, settle, confirm, f. jirnitts Fium a. (The
med.L. word, by a difTe:ent application of the
etymological sense, means also ' confirmation of
a document, signature '

; so Sp. and It. firma

:

see Firm si.)]

f 1. A fixed yearly amount ^whether in money or
in kii.d) payable as rent, tax, or the like i_as op-
posed to a rent, tax, etc., of variable amount, e.g.

one calculated at a certain proportion of the
produce). Also Rent andfarm. Obs.
a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870' 350 Euerych gret hows in

wham me workeb be qwyltes, shal to be ferme v.s. by be 5ere.
r 1440 Promp. Pan>. 156 Feerme, a rent, firma. e 1450
Bk. Cnrtasye 596 in Babees Bit. ( 1 S68 1 319 Of be resayuer
speke wylle I, |>at fermys resayuys wytturly. 1463 J.itry
Wilts (18501 19, I wyl eche of hem alle haue iiibj'. to
drynkke whanne they pay her ferme. 1463 M. Paston in
Paston Lett. No. 975 III. 431 They, .haskyd hem rent and
ferme and they seydyn they had payed you. 1487 Churehw.
Ace. Wig/oft, Lincolnshire (Nichols 1797)84 Robert Peby
oweth for ferme of a salt-panne of 16 stone of lede is. zd.
1527 Bury Wills (1850) 118 The yearlie ffearme of i j acres
londe. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Ca.'ech. (1884) 11 Taluris of
ouir mekil mail or farnie to the herscl:ipe of the tenentis 1642
Perkins Pro/. Bk. xi. § 751. 329 }f a man be bounden unto
is. in ioojC to grant unto him the rent and farme of such a
mill. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 814 All . . Tylhings
shall stand at the old Farm, without any Increase. 1707
Bi.ackstone Conim. II. 320 The most usual and customary
feorm or rent . .must be reserved yearly on such lease.

2. A fixed yearly sum accepted from a person as
a composition for taxes or other moneys which he
is empowered to collect ; also, a fixed charge im-
posed on a town, county, etc., in respect of a tax
or taxes to be collected within its limits. Cf.
Farm v. Obs. exc. Hist.

1- 1386 Chaucer Prol. 252 b (Hengwrt) He was the beste
beggere of his hous : [And yaf a certeyn ferme for the
graunt]. 1563 Act 8 Eliz. c. 12 § 1 The said Aulneger .

.

standeth charged with the Payment of a great annual Farm
to the Queens Majesty for the said Aulnege. 1647 N.
Bacon llise. Govt. Eng. 1, lxvii. (1739) 172 The King.,
raised the values of the Farm of Counties granted to the
Sheriffs, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (17661 II. 184 He got
undertakers to offer at a farm of the whole revenue. 1861
Riley Liber Albus 39 One half of the ferm of the City due
to the King. 1876 Freeman Norm. Com/. V. xxiv. 439
He [the Sheriff] paid into the Exchequer tne fixed yearly
sum which formed the farm of the shire.

b. The letting-out of public revenue to a
' farmer ' ; the privilege of farming a tax or taxes.

Obs. exc. Hist.

1667 Pepys Diary 3 Aug., I find them mighty hot ..

against the present farm of the Customes. 1765 Smollett
Trav. (1766.) II. 1^8 [The French King] has the revenue of
the farms. 1825 I. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 86
The oppressions of the tithes, the tailles, the corvees, the
gabelles, the farms and the barriers. 1885 Edwards in
Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XIX. 580 The first farm of postal
income was made in 1672.

C. The body of farmers of public revenues.
1786 T. Jefferson (f-ViV. (18591 I. 547 A late contract by

the Farm has [etc.]. Ibid. 568 They despair ofa suppression
of the Farm.
3. In certain phrases, senses I and 2 pass into

the sense : The condition of being let at a fixed
rent ; now only with reference to revenue, the con-
dition of being 'farmed out', t At, infarm ; to

FARM.
have, hold, let. put, set, take, etc., fin, cut or

t jorth to, to farm. Cf. med.L. ad fiimam,
accip-ere, rtciptrc, committere, locare.
1297 R. GLeUC (Rolls) 7773 lie seue is tounes & is

londes to ferine wel va.-.te. Ibid. 8566 Hor londes & hor
rentes

| e king huld in is honde & o^er wile to ferme lok.
1303 R. Brunne Hanal. Synne 2409 Jyf boll haue a byng
yn lerme. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xvi. 10 Liberum arbi-
tnum hath |e londe to lerme. 1432-50 tr. higden Rolls'
VII. 43 i Verfcrable Anselme . . deposed mony abhottes and
putte peire places to terme. 1439 E. Fl. Iritis .1882) 115
The wieh I huld to ferme of the niayster and couent. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 157 Fermyn or take a bynge to ferme,
firmo,vel ad firmani aciipio. 1-1461 Paston Lett. No.
432 II. 79, I must selle or K te to ferine all that I have. 1523
Fitzhekb. Sum. 9 So doihe y piofyte ryse to the lordes,
wheder tiiey go by way of improuement or set to ferine.

1524 Churehw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 20 In rents at
ferme. 1557 Hakluyt I oy. 11599 I. 314 A Curseiuay,
which the Emperour sometime leiteth out to farnie. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 126 Quene Hilhe taken of the king in
farme. 1602 FuLBECKE Faudccles 73 '1 he Publicanes had
Salt in farme. a 1018 Raleigh Rem. (1644 83 Letting the
Realm to farm to mean persons. 1660 Makvell Corr. xiii.

\\ ks. 1872-5 1 1. 41 1 he Excise we hear is to be lett to farme
1709 J. Johnson Ctergym lade M. 11. (1731) 141 That no
bishop, clergyman, or monk, do take to farm any estate or
office. 1776 Adam Smith /; . N. v. ii. 11869, II 501 Taxes
upon consumable ct mmodities. .may be let in farm for a
rent certain. 1785 Burke Sp. Nabob A root's Debts Wks.
IV. 273 Districts which were in a condition to be let to
farm. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. ,83 The lease of
a district in farm. 1845 M Culloch Taxation Intrcd. (1852)
30 Government may let them in farm for a rent certain.

./<£ 1554 Latimer Serin. A- Rem. (1845) 274 Your learning
is let out to farm.

b. in the operative words of a lease.

1765 Act 5 Geo. Ill, c 26 Preamb., His late Majesty.,
did. .demise, lease, and to farm-lelt. .all those houses. 1818
Chuise Digest (ed. 2 IV. 68 The wcrds demise, lease, and
to farm let, are the proper ones to constitute a lease.

t 4. A lease. ( bs.

a 1500 Fragmenta Collecta c. 24 in Sc. Stat. I. 369 It is

well lefful till him till giff or to sell his ferm to quham
soeuer he likis. 1596 Spenser State fret. (1653 58 It is a
great willfullnes in any such Land-lord to refuse to make
any longer farmes unto their Tenants. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xxxi. U7391 47 Hence the Leases so
made were called Feormes or Farmes.

5. Originally, a tract of land held on lease for

the purpose of cultivat on ; in mod. use often
appli d without respect to the natttie of the tenure.

Sometimes qualified by sb. prefixed, as dairy-,

grass-, poultryfarm.
1523 I itzhfrb. Husb. § 123 Though a man . . shall haue

hys farme .xx. yeres. 1553 N. GRlMAl.Dtr. Cicero's Duties
135 b, If they who offer to sell a good farme [L. villa], etc.

1579 Rastell Expos. Terms Law 91 Farme or ferme is

the chiefe mesuage in a village or townc.vsed to be let

forterme of lyfe, yeares, or at will. 1611 Bible Malt.
xxii. 5 But they . . went their wayes, one to his farme,
another to his merchandize. 1667 Milton /'. L. ix. 448
The pleasant Villages and Farmes. 1737 Pope Hor. Epist.
11. ii. 259 There mingled farms and pyramids appear. 1817
W. Selwyn Law Nisi Frius (ed. 41 II. 676 Proceeding
by ejectment to turn him out of the farm. 1874 Green
Short Hist. iv. 693 The farms of Lothian have become
models of agricultural skill.

O. A farm-house.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. iv. 35 As when two greedy Wolves

doe breake by force Into an heard, farre from the husband
farme. 1598 Hakluvt Voy. I. 577 Farmes or granges
which conleine chaml ers in ihem. 1600 Holland Livy
Vll. xiii. I4~l note, Neere unto this causey Liesar had
a ferine or mannor house. Mod. Mr. Smith lives at the
White Farm at the end of the village.

7. A place where children are ' farmed '.

1869 Gkeknwood Curses Loud. iii. 45 There can be no
question that he has a better chance, .than, .at the 'farm.'

8. slang. The prison infirmary. To fetch the

farm = to be ordered infirmary diet and treatment.

Cf. farmery, Fermery.
9. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attributive (sense

5), as farm-bailiff, -boy, -building, f-caile, -gate,

•holding, -labour, -labourer, -produce, -rent, -ser-

vant, -stock, -work, etc.

1551 Richmond. Wills SortetsWa My. .wyfe. .shall have
fullenterest in all suche fermeholding as I have in ferine and
occupation at this daye. 1655 Sir E. Nicholas in A. Papers
(Camden) II. 349 The most revenue being farme rents. 1818
CoBUErT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 170 The low price of farm
produce. 1825 Loudon Eneycl. Agric. § 7064 Farm-servants
[in Angus] live chiefly on oatmeal. 1 1842 Lance Cottage
Farmer 26 The decided advantages of employing oxen in

general farm work. 1845 Hirst Poems 77 The farm boy
with his shining spade. 1859 W. Collins Q. ofHearts (1875)

44 1'he Farm-lands stretched down gently into a beautiful

rich valley. 1860 G. E. Street in Arehaeol. Cantiana
III 99 note. The farm-buildin.es near the church. 1875 W.
M Ilwraith Guide Wigi,nciishire 132 Some of the villagers

are . . farm labourers. 1890 Daily Ninvs 31 Jan. 5/5 The
need for some farm-labour training on the part of the
emigrants. 1891 Atkinson Last 0/ Giant Killers 86 The
farm-carle had been gone a long time.

b. Special comb.: farm-court = Farm-yard
;

farm-erossing, a railway-crossing frim rne part

of a farm to another ; t farm-dish, a fixed quantity

of ore payable as rent for cO| per mines ; cf. toll-

dish ; farm-furrowed a., nonce-wd., cut up into

farms ; farm-hand, any person that works on a

farm; farm-instructor, a teacher of agriculture;

farm-meal, St., meal given in payment of rent;



FARM. 11 FARMERISH.

farm-office, usually pi., the out-buildings on a
farm; f farra-pluce = Faum sb. 6; farm-room,
?a rented room or a leasehold; farm-stock, the

cattle, etc., impltments, and produce of a farm;
farm-stocking, the caule on a farm ; farm-
stor3 =*farm-produce. Also Farm-Hold, Fakm-
HOUSE, FAKM-SrEAi>, Fai m-steading, Farm-yamx
i860 Miss Yonge S.'okesley Secret xiv. (i88i> 329 He

could look down into the ^farm-court. 1858 Redfield
Law of Railways < 1-869) I. 488 Cattle-guards at Harm-
crossings. 17x3 Land. Gaz. No. 5141/4 To treat about
further Setts of the same [Copper-Works] for Years at .1

'loll or *Farm-D;sh. 1857 Fmerson Poems, li/onadnoc 332
This. .*Farm-furrowed, town-incrusted sphere. 1884 S. E.
Dawson Hana'bk. Canada 9

* Farm-instructors are ap-

pointed to teach the Indian adults, to till their lands. 1811

G. S. Keith Agric. Aberdeenshire vii. § 4. 244 Before
17S2, the *farm meal was commonly paid of this inferior

oats. 1807 Sir R. C. Hgare Tour in Ireland 55 They have
convenient ^farm-offices for their cattle. 1825 Loidon
Encjcl. Agric. § 7039 The farm-offices .. consi ting of a
barn, cow and ox sheds and hog->ties. 1526 Tindale
Matt. xxii. 5 They . . went their wayes : won to his *fenne
place. 1650 S. Clarke Reel, Hist. '1654) I. 6 He was
persuaded to betake himself to a certain Farm place. 1633
Ruthekford Lett. xxvi. (18481 54 An inheritance in this

world iGod forgive me, that I should honour it with the

name of an inheritance, it is rather a ^farm-room). x86o
A. Morris in Borthwick A>ner. Reader 78 Exclusive of

"farm-stock. 1828-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 230
The chamberlain should . . levy an annual tax upon the
crops and Tarm-stocking. 1848 Clolgh Bo/hie ix. 93
Market-carts . . bringing in . . Flower, fruit, ^farm-store.

Farm,^. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1 feormian,
2 fermien, 5-7 fermi^e, (4 feerm), 7- farm.
[OK.feo?-mian, of unknown etymology ; cf. OMG.
d-fermi 'squalor' (A/id. Glosscn I. 177).] Irans.

To cleanse, empty, purge.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke Hi. 17 He feormaS his bernes flore.

138a Wyclif 1 Kings x. 2 Thow shalt fyr.de two men
byside the sepulcre of Rachel . . feermynge greet dichis.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II 44 Haue we not to. .ferme the
dikes. 1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. James (1818) 16T0 dense
and ferine the said privay. 1530PALSGR. 548/1, 1 ferme a siege

or privy, Jescure. 1608 Armim Nest Ninn. (18421 30 The
fellow sat a long houre farming his mouth. i88x Oxford
Gloss. Supp. s.v., ' Farm out th' 'en-us ool ee?'

Farm (fa\im), t>.
2 Forms : 5-7 ferme, 6-7

farme, 7- farm. [f. Farm j£.2]

1. Irans. To take or hold for a term at a fixed

payment, fa. To rent (land, etc.). Obs.

i" 1440 Pi-omp. Pan.'. 157 Fcrmyn, or take a bynge to

ferme. 1530 Palsgr. 548 t, I haue fermed his house and
al the lande he hath in this towne, jay prins aferme [etc.].

1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. iv. 20 (Qo. ) To gain a little patch of
ground. .To pay five ducats, five, I would not farm it. 1695
lip. Patrick Comm. Gen. 259 Abram . . farmed . . some
ground of them. 1703 Malndrfll yourn. Jems. (1721)

Add. 10 The Valley is farm'd of the Grand Signior at 1200

Dollars per Annum.
fig. absol. 1641 Milton Prel. Fflsc. CiS.gi^ £3 To betake
them. .to. .that, .overgrowne Covert of antiquity thinking

to farme there at large roome.

b. To take the fees, proceeds, or profits of (an

office, tax, etc.) on payment of a fixed sum.
1559 J. PaKKHURST Injunctions, None of you shall ferme

one cure .. within this Dioces. 1606 Holland Sittten.

Annot. 12 These Publicanes, so called for that they fermed
their Cities revenewes. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. xxvii.

( 1647 1 276 The Guardian farmeth the Sepulchre of the Turk
at a yearly rent. 1667 Pbpys Diary < 1879! IV. 427 The two
women that farm the well. 1738 Johnson London 58 Let
such .. Collect a tax, or farm a lottery. x86i M. Pattison
Ess. (1889) I. 41 The Tidemann farmed .. the tin-mines

belonging to the Duchy of Cornwall.

transf. 1888 Daily News 19 Sept. 3/1 Colonel Mapleson
. . as he could get no one to farm him . . had . . to farm
others, and he became an impresario.

2. To let to another duii. g a specified term on
condition of receiving a specified payment. Also,

To farm out.

a. To lease or let (land) to a tenant. Now rare.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iv. 45 We are infore'd to farme
our royall Realme. 1695 Kf.nsett Par. Antiq. Pref, 3
The Lands were farm d out for near the full Rent in

money. 172X Strype Eccl. Mem. II. iii. 264 To raise

money for the King, by farming out his lands. 1847 James
Convict vi, Is not the land you cultivate your own, as much
or more than his that he farms to others

:

b. To lase O" let the proceeds or profits of

(custom?, taxes, li.hes, an undertaking J
for a fixed

payment.
1602 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. m. i. (Arb.1 35 My

promise for farming my tithes at such a rate. 1672 Petty
Pot. Anal. 362 The customs . . yielded anno 1657, under
12000/. but was farmed anno 1658, for above thrice that

sum. a 1704 T. Brown Two Oxford Scholars Wks. 1730
I. 9 If I be minded to farm out myTythes. 1817 Coleridge
Biog. Lit. 274 The concern should be fanned to some
responsible individual. 1845 M'Cullocii 'I axation Introd.

(1852* 31 Any attempt to farm taxes on income .. would
excite the most viote t cl.imour. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
(1883 249 Augustus had farmed the copper-mines to Herod
the Great.

C. To let the labour of (f cattle, persons) for

hire.

1607 Topsell Four.f. Beas's 116-8) 55 Other buy Kie to

farme them out to other. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
(17781 I. mi. 182 They farmed out the Indians. 1783
Burke Sr. Pox's E. India Bill Wks. IV. 83 They have.

.

continued to farm their subjects, .to that very nabob.

transf 1790 Boswell in Mad. VArblay's Diary Oct.,

j
I would farm you out myself for double, treble the

I money !

y. To contract for the maintenance and care of

!
(persons, an institution, etc.) at a stipulated price.

I Also Tofarm out.

1666 Pipys Diary '1879 IV. ico A proposal made hereto-

i fore to farm the Navy. 1773 Obserti. State Poor 39 The
p trons of the practice of farming workhouses. 1791
Bentiiam Pauop:. 11. 82 < h, but this contract-plan— it's

like farming the poor. X838 Dickens O. Twist 1 1850- 3/1
The parish authorities .. resolved, that Oliver should be

:

'farmed'. 1862 W. W. Story Roba di R. iii. (1864) 34
i The support of these . . criminal slaves is farmed out . to

some responsible person at the lowest rate that is offered.

4. To cultivate, till.

1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. e) 88 Many of the proprietors

! farm their own estates. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. hid. II.

j 179 He farmed a small spot of land belonging to a Bramin
I astrologer. 1846 M Culloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I.

: 557 The different degrees of skill and economy with which
they are farmed.

5. intr. To follow the occupation of a farmer

;

to till the soil.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. i. 6, I farmed upon my own
land. 1807 Crabije Village 1. 40 Fields and flocks have
charms For him that gazes, or for him that farms.

Hence Farmed ppl. a.

1888 Daily News 11 Dec 4/6 A drop of 14 per cent, had
occurred in labourers' wages over the farmed surface of

England. 1889 Ibid. 25 Nov. 5/3 The survivor of the

farmed children.

t Farmable, a. Obs. Also 7 farmeable. [f.

prec. -f--ABLE.] That may be farmed or leased.

1611 Cotgr., Afferniahle . .farmeable, leasable, lettable,

1727-36 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.

Farmacie, -y, obs. forms of Pharmacy.

t Fa'rmage. Obs. Also 7 fermage. [a. F.

fermagc. seeHFarm sb. and -AGE.] a. The system

of farming taxes, tithes, etc. b. Leasehold tenure.

To let in farmage : to let on lease. C. see quot.

16 1 1. d. Cost of cultivation.

1528 Roy Rede me {Nth.) 102 They do by farmagc Brynge
the londe into a rearage. 1530 Proper Dyaloge (1863) 1?

Which to gentillmen they let in farmage. 1611 Cotgr.,
Fermage, farmage : the profit made of, reuenue comming
in by, a farme. 1650 Elderfield Tyihes 123 It seems they
were willing to deduct the charge of the Fermage before

they marked the Tyihes.

t Farme, f/'. [prob. dial. var. of Form.] A
* shape * for a pudding.
1623 Markham Conntr. Content, n. 1. n. 68 Then put

thereto at least eight yelks of Egges, a little Pepper, Cloves,
Mace [etc.]. .and then fill it vpin the Farmes according to the
order of good housewiferie. Ibid. 69 When all is mixt
well together, .fill it into the farmes.

t FaTmer * . Obs. F orms : 5 fyrmar, 6 fermer,
fermourer. [f. Farm z>.i + -ER J

.J
One who

cleanses or purifies. In comb, gong-farmer. Obs.

ri440 Promp. Parv. 203 Goonge fyrmar [v. r. gonge-
fowar], cloacarius. ^ifiig Cocke LorvlTs B. (Percy Soc. ) 3

Than came a gonge fermourer, Other wyse called a masser
scourer. Ibid. 11 Stynkynge gonge fermers.

Farmer - (faumaj). Forms: 4-7 fermour;'e.

(5 farmowre\ 5 farmor, 5-7 termer, -or, 6

farmar, -our, fermar, 6- farmer. Also 6-7 St.

Felmorer. [a. AF. fermer (Britton), F.fermier
:—mcd.L.frmdrius, i.firma\ see Fabmj^ Now
usually apprehended as agent-n. f. Farm v.~ + -ek !

;

some mod. uses may be properly regarded as be-

longing to this formation and not to the older word.
In the early recorded forms the suffix -crhas been replaced

by -our, so that the word apparently corresponds to the
synonymous med.L. firma tor, one who takes something on
lease (Du Cange), agent-n. f. firmare in sense to contract

for, become responsible for.]

1. One who undertakes the collection of taxes,

revenues, etc., paying a fixed sum for the pro-

ceeds.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 358 Hym oughte nat be
. .crewel As is a fermour to don the harm he can. 1420
E. E. Wills (1882) 52 My goodez that is.. in be fermors
handes off my rent. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 14 The Bailly

fermour or receivour . . for the tyme of the seid Kyng. 1569

J. Parkhurst Injunctions, No Parson Vicar, propriatoiie

or fermer of any benefice, doe [etc.]. 1587 Fleming Coutn.

HolinshcdW X, 1539/j Thomas Smith, .farmer of hir majesties

customs inwards. 1641 Art. Impeachm. Bp. M. U ren in

Kushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) 111. I. 354 He . . sold . . the profits

of his Primary Visitation, .and for the better benefit of the

Farmer, set forth a Book. 1642 Perkins Prof. Bk, i. § 5. 3
If a Monke bee farmour unto the Kings Majestie. 1659
B. Harris ParivaVs Iron Age 205 Questioning the

Farmers of the Custom-house, for levying Tunnage and
Poundage. 1706 T. Hkakne Collect. 16 Feb., The Priests

and Tyth Farmers. 1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 114

These Commodities being under Monopolies in France, the

Farmers of them took [etc.]. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist.

v. lxiii. 508 Taxes are ra'sed..by means of farmers who
advance the money as it is wanted. 1838-42 Arnold
Hist. Rome III. xlii. 57 He might go out as a farmer of
the taxes to Sicily. i8j4 H. Ainsworth John Law 1. v.

98 Contractors, speculators, farmers of revenues, and others.

b. Mining. Thd les ee of ' the lot and cope of

the king' ',?ee Cope sb. ^ 3).

1653 Manlove Lead Mines 3 Then one half meer at

either end is due A:.d to the Lord or Farmers doth accrew.
Ibid. 5 See that right be done.. Both to the Lord, and
Farmers, on the Mine.

c. The lessee of a government monopoly.
x66j J. Davies Voy. Ambass. 194 The King of Persia

farms out the fishing . .which brings him in . . many times
more than the Farmers make thereof.

t 2. gen. One who rents or has a lease of any-

thing ; a lessee. Obs.

1523 Act 14 5 Hen. VIII, c. 13 Every owner, fermer, and
occupier of the said weres.

3. spec. One who lents land for the purpose of

cultivation ;
- tenant farmer. Now chiefly as

a contextual application off.
1487 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 16 The Occupier and Fermer

of them, .to be discharged against his Lessor of the Rent.

1523 Kitziierb. Husb. \ 123 'though a man be but a farmer,
and shall haue hys farme .xx. ycres. 1577 Harrison
England n. v. 1877) 1. 133 The yeomen are for the most
part farmers to gentlemen.

i 4. One who cultivates land for the owner; a

! bailiff, steward. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Luke xvi, 1 Ther was sum riche man, that

haclde a fermour, ethir a baity. 1526 Pilgr, Perf. (vl. de
W. 1531)281 They shall haue y kyngdome of heuen, not

as baylyes or fermers, but as possessyoners. 1579 Lvlv
Euphues (Arb.) 145 Architas . . sent for his farmour, vnto
whonte hee sayde, if I [etc. J. 1580 Baret Ah. F 146 Fer-

mer, or gouernour of a ferme, villicus.

5. One who cultivates a farm, whether as tenant

or owner; one who 'farms' land, or makes agri-

culture his occupation.

1599 T. M[oi:fet] Silkwormes Ded., Meaner Theams
beseeme a Farmers quill. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1.

(1843140/2 Many gentlemen and farmers, had. .good farms
..of their own inheritance. 1666 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist.

Soc.) II. 86 Many fermers broke, .corne being soe cheap.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. II. 18 July, I eat like a fanner.

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Cheitt. 11814' 15 The general
experience of farmers had long before convinced the un-

prejudiced, 1849 Cobden Speeches 2 We appear here as
the farmers friends.

b. dial. The eldest son of the occupier of a farm.
(71825 Forhy Voc, F. Angtia s.v., One labourer would

ask another, ' Did my master set out that job '(

' And would
be answered, ' No, my master didn't, but the farmer did '.

6. One who undertakes to perform (a specified

work or service) at a fixed priec.

1865 Morn. Star 26 June, It might be the interest of the

farmer [of the permanent way] to starve the repairs . . as

much as possible.

b. One who undertakes the charge of children

for a fixed sum. Usually baby-farmer.
1838 Dickens O. Twist 118501 83/1 'It's very much

blotted, ,,:r', said the fanner of infants. 1869 Greenwood
Seven C11 ses Land. iii. 45 It is to the 'fanners' ' interest

. .to keep down their expenditure in the nursery. Ibid. iii.

57 Anyone however ignorant, .may start as a baby farmer.

7. slang, a. An alderman.
1848 Di'ncombe Sinks of Lend. Gloss. 1859 Matsell

Vocabulum s.v. (Farmer).

b. A hare {Kent).

8. Comb. a. Simple attributive, as farmer-corn-

montoealth, -proprietary, b. Similative, asfaj-mcr'

like, farmer-looking adjs.

1851 Literary Gaz. 27 Dec. 924/3 His burly form and
uncouth, farmer-looking appearance. 1868 Bright in Star
14 Mar., Would it not be possible. .to establish to some
extent, .a farmer proprietary throughout the country? 1874

Green Short Hist. i. 3 Each little-farmer-commonwealtli

was girt in by its own border. 189X Daily News 10 Sept 2/1

A field whose profusion of weeds would have sorely exercised

the fanner-like soul of Mr. Poyser.

Farmerage (faumsred^). nonce-zed. [f. Fak-

meti- + -age.] The body of farmers collectively.

1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 111.(1863) 493 The whole
farmerage and shopkeepery of the place, with a goodly pro-

portion of wives and daughters, came pouring in apace.

Farmeress faumsres'. [f. Fakmer^ + 'Ess.]

a. A woman who farms land. b. A farmer's wife.

1672 Evelyn Mem. (1S571 II. 80 A gallant widow brought

up a farmeress; 1792 A. Yocng trav. France 171 She
was an excellent farmeress. 1870 Miss Brolghton Red
as Rose I. 265 The farmeresses and yeomen's wives of the

Melford district.

Farmer-general, [tr. F. fermier-genera/.]

One who, under the old French monarchy, ' farmed

'

the taxes of a particular district.

1711 Fr. Bk. of Rates 126 The said Farmer-General, or

his Clarks. 1768 Sterne Sent. Jonrn. (17781 II. 159 Paris,

The farmer-general was just as inquisitive about our taxes.

1821 T. Jefferson Autcbiog. Writings L 90 A mitigation of

the monopolies of our tobacco by the Farmers-general.

transf. 1790 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Oct., I am no
farmer-general. X892 Daily hews 28 Apr. 5/1 The right to

sell programmes at 6d. is farmed out .. and the farmer is

often a farmer-general whose privilege includes a whole

batch of theatres.

Farmerhood fa-jm3.i|hud). [See -hood.] The
state of Leing a farmer.

1890 Times 19 June 9/3 A man.. cannot glide into com-

plete farmerhocd by the easy and imperceptible gradations

which the Committee seem to contemplate.

Farmering v^um"" 1])' vbl. sb. dial. [f.

Fa mek - + -ikg J
.] The business of a farmer.

1888 in Elworthv IV, Somerset IVord-bk., Farmering,

farming as a pursuit.

Farmering ffS-jmarig), ///. a. [f. as prec. +

-i>g .] Engaged in the occupation of a farmer.

1883 C. Reade in Harper's Mag. June 96/1 A farmering

man wants to have four eyes.

Farmerish, (fa-jmsrij), a. [f. as prec. + -ISH.]

Somewhat resembling a farmer.

1882 J. S. Lloyd We Costelions II. ix. 49 There was one

farmerish looking lad.
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tra'rmerly, ci. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ly 1
.]

Like a farmer.

a 1674 Clarendon- Hist. Reb. ix. ('1703) II. 513 Some
Fannerly Men. .which had good reputations of affection ..

to the King s Service. 1727111 Bailey vol. II. 1793 W.Jones
(of Nayland) Let. John Hull, Esq. 2 Thomas Bull is -\ plain

farmer! y man, ghen up to the business of his calling.

t Farmership. Obs. [f. as prcc. + -smr.]

The state or occupation of being a farmer, or

steward ; stewardship.

iSSt Udali., etc. Erasm. Par. Acts ii, The lucky first

fruited that the Ghospel brought forth for his rent and
fermership. 1624 Gee Foot out 0/ Snare 85 Giue an
account of thy Farmer-ship.

Farmery (faumarP, sb. [f. Farm j#. + -kry.]

1. The buildings, yards, etc., belonging to a

farm.

1656 S. Holland Don Zara(i-jig) 8 The first thing there-

fore debated on by our Don was 'as an Inquisitor) what
food the Farmery afforded. 1787 W. Marshall Norfolk I.

81 The farmeries of Norfolk are.. large and convenient.

1851 J.]. Mechi -znd Paper Brit. Agric. 30 Our present

ill-arranged farmeries. 1891 Daily Nnvs 2 July 8/1

A farmery and three cottages.

2. « Farming 2.

1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XII. 579 A rustic and
rusticating fashion for farmery.

Farmery, ci. [f. * armer 2 + -y 3,] Farmer-

like.

1861 Thornburv Turner I. 312 Makes his cheese with
farmery care.

Farmery, var. of Fermerv. Obs.

Farmhold ,fa-imh<?uld). [f. Farm sb. 2 + Hold
sb.] A quantity of land held and cultivated as a

farm.

1449 Plumpton Corr. 68 He thinks to have the farm-
hould for 2vij*. viii' 1

. in one yeare; but he shall not. 1504
Phtmpton Cor. 184, I will not lett Tho. Croft wife, .occupie

her fermeald. 1567 Wills \ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 275,1
geue to my wyf Alness.. the leas of my nemhold during
hir lyf natural!. 16*8 Coke Littleton 5a, A fearme is

called in Lancashire a fermeholt. 1774 T. West Antiq.
Fnrness (1805) 151 Grants, fermholds, annuities, corridies.

1882 G. Ornsby York 27 Under a corrupted form it [the

name Jacobi villa] probably still survives in the appellation

of a farmhold.

Farm-hoiTse. [f- Farm sbP- + House.] The
chief dwelling house attached to a farm.
In this word and Farm-yard the Diets, mark the principal

stress on the first syllable ; but in England this pronuncia-
tion is unusual, exc. when the word is attrib,

1598 Siiaks. Merry W. 11. iii. 91, 1 will bring thee where
Mistris Anne Page is, at a Farm-house a Feasting. 1603
h. Jonson Sejanus iv. i, Tiberius sitting at his meat, In a
farm-house they call Spelunca. 1711 T. Hkarni: Collect.

(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 103 The great Farm- House call'd

Chilswell Farm. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1859) 46
Every antique farm-house . . is a picture. 1879 JeFferies
Wild Life in S. C. 142 The fann-house garden.

Farming fannin,), vbl. sb. [f. Farm v.- +
-ing '.] The action ofthevb. Farm.
1. The action or system of farming (out) or letting

out to farm (the revenue, etc.).

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Arrcndam/ento, letting,

ferming. 1672 Petty Pol. Aunt. 360 This and other

practices of farming, .hath been a great trade in Ireland.

1786 Burke IV. Hastings Wks. XII. 121 The farming out of
the defence of a country, .could have no real object but to

enrich the contractor at the Company's expense. 1845
M Ccixoch Taxation Introd. (18521 31 Bentham. .has en-

deavoured to show that farming is in every case the

preferable mode of collection. 1877 Dowden Shahs. Prim.
vi. 88 His farming of the realm.

2. The business of cultivating land, raising stock,

etc. ; agriculture, husbandry.

*733 W. Ellis (title), Chiltern and Vale Farming ex-

Flained. 1767 A. Young Parmer's Lett. People 294 When
am told that farming answers to gentlemen .. I never

believe it. 18x9 Edin. Rev. XXXII. 464 Capital, .expended
on what is called high farming. 1878 Jevohs Primer Pol.

Econ. 90 As agriculture becomes more a science, farming
will require greater skill.

3. altrib. and Comb. Simple attributive (sense 1),

&sfarming-system \ (sense 2), asfarming-country

\

•interest, -/and, -life, -operation, -flan, -regulation
;

farming-office -farm-office ; farming-stock, the

live stock and produce of a farm.
a 1764 Lloyd Spirit Contradiction Poet. Wks. 1774 II.

144 Friend Jerkin, .rented, on the farming plan Grounds at

much greater sums per ami. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i.

xi. (1869) I. 152 The ordinary profits of farming-stock in the
neighbourhood. 179a A. Young Trav. Prance 131 A very
..commodious house, with farming-offices, on the nvst
ample and solid scale. 1799 Morning Post in Spirit Publ.
Jmls. (1800) III. 10 Any bye laws or farming regulations.

1828-40 Tyti.er Hist. Scot. (1864' I. 240 note, The farming
operations of ploughing and harrowing. 1845 M Culloch
Taxation u.iv. (1852) 202 The farming interest was far more
depressed after the peace. 187a Raymond Sta 1st. Mines
ff Mining 287 Large areas of farming and garden land.

Farming i fa*jmirj),/// a. [f. as prcc. + -ING 2
.]

Th.it farms, in senses of the vb.

1551 Edw, VI. Disc. Ref. Abuses in Lit. Rem. (Roxb.)
II. 482 True g ntlemen 'I meane not theis ferming gentle-

men, nor clarking knightes). 1885 Edwards in Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 9) XIX. 580 It p-.it a board of postmasters In

room of a farming postmaster-general.

I"ai llllflll ,m 1 mli'i 11 rare. [f. Farm sb% + -let.]

A little farm.
1881 Athen&u/u 9 Apr. 400/2 They retire from business,

buy a farmlct . .and resolve to live happily ever after.

f Fa'rmost, a. Obs. [f. Far + -most ; irreg.

superlative of Far.] Farthest ; most remote.

1618 Bolton Florus in. v. 179 From off.. the farmost
watch-towre of the Northerne world. 1700 Dryden Sigis-

vtonda «$- Guiscardo 264 Within the farmost entrance of

the Grot.

Farm-stead (faum,stec1). [f. Farm sb. 2 +
Stead.] A iarm with the l.uiklings upon it, a

homestead. Also attrib.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. in. vii. 401 note, A farm-
stead, named Camus ton. 1870 Ramsay Remit*, vi 'ed. 18)

203 Air. Dunlop .. passed a farm-stead. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. S3 The raven hanging o'er the farm-
stead gate.

Farm-steading fS-imistedirj), [f. as prec. +
-ing '.] = prcc.

1839 Penny (.'yd. XV. 507/1 It [a kind of rat] establishes

colonies in farm-steadings. 1873 Smiles Huguenots Fr. m,
vi. 01881' 490 The present structure being merely part of

a small farmsteading.

Farmy faumi;. a. [f. as prec. + -v.] Marked
by the presence of farms.
1818 L. Hunt Sonnet, Hampstead, A leafy rise, with

farmy fields in front. 1857 Mrs. Gore Two Aristocracies
I. xv. 262 A fair landscape stretching far into the distance

—

farmy fields and stretching parks.

Farm-ya*rd with regard to the stress see

FABM-HOUSE). The yard or inclosure attached to

a farm-house or surrounded by farm-buildings.

Also altrib.

1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883 V. 25$ In this very
farmyard. 1788 W. .Marshall Yorksn. 11706) I. 361 Farm-
yard Management. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 354 He soon
came out, and crossing the farm yard, attacked a bullock.

1846 J. Baxtkr Libr. Pi-act. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 50 Guano.

.

'a most powerful auxiliary to farm-yard manure'. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 103 The
English muse loves the farmyard.

Farness (faunes). [f. Far + -ness.]

1. The state or fact of being for; remoteness.

Also oecas. of sight : Fa r-renthingness. Now rare.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. ill. xxi. (1495) 69 The
syjte demyth a grete sterre but smalle . . for feroesse of
place. 1580 North Plutarch 1 1676' 650 Fearing the far-

ness of the journey. 1605 Verstegan Dec. hitell. ii. (1628)

29 Here is no neerenesse of affmitie at all, but as much far-

nesse as needeth to be. i6zi Lady M. Wroth Urania 29
By reason of the farrnesse from the Court. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. V. Ix. 208 Farness of sight and fixedness of
belief. 1883 S. A. Brooke in l/omilet. Monthly Dec. 152
In their farness from the strife and trouble of men.

+ b. Amount of distance. Obs.

1523 St. Papers Hen. VI II, IV. 1 Every bataile an
arrowe shotte from the other, and all like femes from the

EngHsshe armye. 1674 N, Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 78
Having nearnesses or farnesses betwen each other.

2. coner. Distant parts. [From, in) the farness ;

i the distance '. arch.

1571 Goldiko Calvin on Ps. Ixv. 6 Thou that art the hope
. .of the farnesse of the sea. a 1849 J. C. Mancan Poems
(1859) 263 In the farness lay the moonlight on the Moun-
tains of the Nile. 1855 Eraser's Mag. LI. 94 From the
farness, To the castle, .rode a knight in flashing harness.

+ Fa'rnet. Obs. Also fernet, famed. [? a.

ON.fpru-neyte company of travellers.] A band,

company, train of attendants.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24947 (Cott.) Wit al b:iir farnet and hair

fere pai com til land, c 1340 Ibid. 60701 Fairf.J pe famed
1C. fernet] bar-wib [be lambej salle be fedde.

Farnit)io(k)le, -ed, var. Fkrnticlp, -ed, dial.

Faro l (fe»'w), Forms : 8-9 pharaoh, erron.

pharoah, pharo, (8 pharaon, farro), 8- faro,

[f. Pharaoh, after F, pharaon, It. faraone.
Why the name was givt-n is not clear; some mod. Diets.

assert that one of the cards used in the game formerly bore
the picture of Pharaoh.)

1. A gambling game at cards, in which the

players bet on the order in which certain cards

will appear when taken singly from the top of the

pack.
x 739 Act 12 Geo. II, c. 28 S 1 Games of the Ace of

Hearts, Pharaoh Basset and Hazard. 1748 H. Walpolb
Corr.(ed. 3 II. cxc. 233 Silver-pharaoh and whist for the
ladies that did not dance. 1797 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 14/2
Convicted in the penalty of £50 each for playing at the
game of Faro. 184a Bakiiam Ingot. Leg., Black Mosque-
taire, He Lost large sums at faro. 1859 Thackkray
Virgin, xxvii, Preferring smoke and faro to fresh air.

2. attrib. and Comb., as faroflayer, -table, -win-

nings ; faro bank, {a^ a gaming-house where faro

is played ; (b) the banker's deposit of money
against which the other players put their stakes;

faro banker, the proprietor of a faro bank.
a 1735 Arbuthnot Harmony in Uproar Misc. Wks. 1751

II. 34 The Tricks of a Fnro-Tab'e or a Bowling G-een 1756
Mrs. Calderwood frnl. '1884) 187 Mr. Hay's profit is from
the. .farro bank. *79S Wolcott (P. Pindar 1 Hair Pt^ivder

236 Let . . stately Cumberland [pinch] her faro winnings.

1796 Hull Advertiser 21 May 2/4 The threatening notice

taken by the Lord Chief Justice of the Ladies' Fa»o Tables.

1798 Sperling Mag. XI. 7 The villany of a female Faro
Banker. 1801 Mar. Eixieworth Belinda iv, Mrs. Lutt-
rid;e. .being a great faro-player. 1877 Mohlkv Cnt. Misc.
Ser. 11. 52 Kill time, at lansquenet and the faro bank.

II Faro - (fa*r^). [F. faro.] A kind of beer
mar'e chiefly at Brussels and in its neighbourhood.
1864 Daily Tel. 17 Mar., You stop on the road to drink

faro. 1865 Ibid. 28 Nov. 7/3 Faro and brown beer flowed
almost for the asking.

Faroelite (fa-r^eUit). Min. [f. (by Heddle)
Faroe where it was found A -lite.] A variety of

Thomsonite occuiring ' in spherical concretions,

consisting of lamellar radiated individuals, pearly

in cleavage' (Dana).
1858 Gregg & Lettsom Min. 157 Faroelite may rank as

a distinct species.

Far-off i,fa- 1 uH\ a. [f. Fab adv. + Off adv.,

formerly written as two words.]
1. Far distant, remote, a. In space, b. In

time. c. In relationship.
a. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 194 Like farre ofTmountaines

turned into Clouds. 1632 Milton /'enseroso 74, I hear the
far-off Curfeu sound, Over some wide-water'd shore. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe MySt. Udolpho vii, The far-off low of
cattle. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague 11. i. 199 Our far-off

friends. 1840 Dickins Bam. Rudge II. xiv, The far-off

places in which he had been wandering. 1855 Milman
Lai. Chr. (1864 IX. XIV. viii. 280 Their humble posture of
far off adoration.

b. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. i, Who shall, .stretch a hand
thro' time to catch The far-off interest of tears? 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 78 The far-off result of the
working of many minds in many ages. 1877 A. H,
Edwards C/jfi Nile i. 18 Those far-off days of Cheops and
Chephren.
c. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. (1863)90, I ..am

but a far-off kinswoman.

2. absol. /;/ thefar off', in the distance.

1884 Sala Jour?t. due South 1. xxv. 11887) 339 The
eternal but subdued resonance of Niagara in the far-off.

Hence Par-offness, the state or iact ol being

far-off, distance.

1873 R. S. Candlish Serm. v. 93 My. .helpless far-offness

from God. 1877 Mai.lock. New Republic IV. ii. II. 2o3
Hut ah ! the weariness, the far-offness of it all.

Farouche (&n*f). Also Sc. farouehie. [Fr.

farouche, of unknown origin ; the received con-

nexion with L. ferocem cruel is untenable.]

Sullen, shy and repellent in manner.
1765 H. Walpole Lett. H. Mann. (1857) IV. 412 The

King - . has great sweetness in his countenance instead of
that farouche look which they give. 1814 Byron in Moore
Life «$- Lett. (1832' III. 56 It is too farouche; but .. my
satires are not very playful. 1855 Mrs. Gaskeli. North <y

.S. xliv, She has been very farouche with me for a long time.

1880 Oi ida Moths I. 298 She is a little farouche.

1 Fa'rrage. Obs. Also 7 farage. [a. F. far-

rage, ad. L. farrago: see Fakrago.]
1. Fodder for cattle. Also attrib., asfarrage rye.

1609 Holland A mm. Marcelt. xxm. ii. 220 In those
countries such kinds of farage are mowed up. 1659 Tor-
riano, Farrdgginc, dredge, bollimong, or farage rye.

2. =Bl*LLIMONG I.

[1578 LVTS Dodocns IV. vii. 459 Farrago is none other
thing but barley, otes, and suche lyke graynes mingled
togither.] 1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xvi. 573 That kind
of dredge or farrage. .ought to be sowne very thicke.

3. = Farhago b.

1698 F. B. Modest Ceus. 29 A farrage of jejune Learning.

+ Farra*ginary, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.far-

ragin-, Farrago + -ary.] Confused, miscel-

laneous.

1538 Latimer Let. 25 Aug. in Serm. fy Rem. (1845'! 401
This foolish fan-aginary scribbling.

Farraginous (far^-dsinas), a. [f. as prcc. +'

-ous.] Miscellaneous, indiscriminate, ' hotchpotch*.

Also of a person : That makes a hotch-potch.
1615 [see Bcllimong 1 b]. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. 1. hi. 10 A farraginous concurrence of all conditions,

tempers, sex, and ages. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym.
103 The stomach .. becomes tantaliz'd by the farraginous

mixtures of concretes. 1765 Warbi:rton/?;t\ Legat- iv iv.

§ 6 Notes ed. 4 131 The great farraginous body of Popish
rites and ceremonies. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 226 In some
[mountains] different species [ofstone] are jumbled together,

these I call faraginous. a \Z^x%o\:i\\^-\ Doctor q\\\\. (1862)

301 The Laureate has somewhere in his farraginous notes.

.

a story of certain Polish physicians who [etc. J. 1863 Rf.ade
in All Year Round 3 Oct. 123/2 Bailey was one of the far-

raginous fools of the unscientific science.

Farrago Jar^'g*?). Also 8-9 farago. fa. L.

farrago mixed fodder for cattle, hencefig. a medley,

confused mixture, f.farr-,far spelt, corn.] A con-

fused group ; a medley, mixture, hotchpotch.

+ a. of material things or of persons. Obs.

1631 B. Jonson Mag//. Lady 1. vii, Hee. .holds, their causes,

a farragoe, Or a made dish. 1677 H ale Prim. Orig. Man.
11. iii. 149 The People were a Farrago, collected and
gathered out of the neighbouring Nations. 1789 G. White
Selborne 11853 H« *JOt, 245 Among this farrago also were
to be seen some maggots.

b. Of immaterial things.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk 11842'* 371 A strange miscellanie,

farrago, and hotch-potch of Poperie, Arminianisme, and
what not. 1783 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 7 Ancient surgery

was loaded wiih a farrago of external applications, a 1837

Canning loet. Wks. (1827' 41 No longer we want This
farrago of cowardice, cunning, and cant. 1876 C. M.
Davibs Unorth. Lond. 120 A farrago of the Lord's Prayer,

the Litany of the Church of England, and the extempo-
raneous effusion of Dr. Cumming himself.

Fa'rrand, farrant, a. Sc. and north, dial.

Also 4 farand'e. fprob. an application otfarande,
northern pr. pple. of Fare v. 1

; cf. the ?ense 'to suit,

befit' o(Q'S.fara\ also quots. s.v. Farino ///.«.]

fl. Of a person : Well-favoured, comely, hand-

some. Obs.

13.. E.E.Allit. P. B. 607 If bay [wyjejj wer farande



FARRANDLY. 79 FART.

& fayre to beholde. 1375 Barbour Bruce n. 514 Othir
lady is fayr and farand.

2. Of things : Becoming, dignified, pleasant.

13.. E. E. Allii. P. A. 864 Lest les bou leue my talle

farande. c 1340 Gaw. A> Gr. Knt. 101 Vch farand fest.

1882 in Lane. Gloss.

3. Having a specified appearance, disposition, or

temperament. With qualifying woid prefixed, as

auld-i evil-, fair-, fighting-, foul-, wellfarrand.
a 1400 Sir Perc. 848 Siche ille farande fare, c 1440 Ipo-

mydon 282 So goodly a man and wele farand a 1455
Holland Houlate 153 Thai apperit to the Pape . . Fair

farrand and fre. 1513 Douglas sEneis vn. viii. 147
Sum the maist semyly farrand personage Tystis to the feild.

1635 D. Dickson Pract. Wks. 11845 L 88 A sore matter
for a sinner to be corrected and yet to go light-farrand

under it. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Words s. v. Farand, Fight-
tng'Farand, in a fighting humor. 1816 Scott Antiq.
.\hi, ' Ochiltree, is very skeely and auld farrant about mony
things.' 1830 Galt Laivrie T. I. viii. (1849) 29 * Ye're an
auld farrant chappy.'

Farrandly, farrantly (fse'randli, -tli), adv.

Sc. and north dial. [f. Y arrand, -ant + -i.v -.]

Pleasantly, handsomely, splendidly.

c 13*5 E. E. Allit. P. C. 435 Farandely on a felde he
fettelez hym to bide. 1613 T. Potts Disc. Witches (Chet-

ham Soc.) K b, What is yonder that casts a light so far-

randly. c 1750 J. Collieu (Tim Bobbin) Whs. 49 Vo
coom'n farrantly off. 1865 B. Brierley Irkdale I. 100

Hoo wouldno behave so farrantly, if hoo yerd what Pre
talkin' abeawt.

Farrantly (fse*rantli), a. north, dial. Also

8-9 far-, farrently. [f. FARRANT a. + -ly 1
.]

1. Of a person, a. Comely, handsome, good-
looking, b. Genteel, respectable.

1674 Ray N. C Words 17 Farantly, handsome. 1790
Mrs. Wheelkr Westmld. Dial. (1821120 Whya hang thee,

thau er farrantly enufF tae leak at. 1794 Mrs. Darwall
Poems I. 95 Five farently youths for her wasted their

prime. 1867 Cornh. Mag, XV. 731 So took up wi' a far-

rantly whench.

2. Of a thing: Becoming, tit, proper.
< : I7S° )• Collier (Tim Bobbin Wks. 72 There's none

pitch farrantly tawk abeawtr'. 1839 Cumbrld. <$• Wcstm.
Dial. 13 Tae spin tow for bord claiths en sheets, .wod hev
been mitch mair farently then ritin books. 1855 L. Wauch
in Harland's Lane. Lyrics 136 A farrantly bargain he'd be.

Farreate (fee'w'i^'t'), a. Rout. Antiq. [ad. L.

farreat-us pa. pple. oifarredre, i.farreum cake of

spelt-bread, neut. of farreus : see FARRKOUS.]

a. Of persons : United in marriage by the offering

of spelt-bread tseeCoNPARREATiON). b. Of mar-
riage : — CoNFARREATE a.

1880 Muirhead Gains I. § 112 Noperson is elected to the

office . . unless born of farreate parents. Ibid. Digest 545
No one. .who was not the issue of a farreate marriage.

rftfrflftUuU l/in 'i'"' r»0 Rom. Antiq. [ad. L.

farreation-em the use of spelt-bread in marrying,

f. as prec] = Confarreatiox.
1656 in Bullokar; 1818 in Todd; and in mod. Diets.

Parrel, dial, form of Farl.

t Parrement. Obs. rare. Also farment.
[a. QY . ferrement\—\j. ferrament-um implement
of iron.] In pi. Iron fittings.

1440 J. Shirley Dethe. K. James (iSiS^ 15 The farrements

of the chaumbur wyndos..wer .. strongli sowdid yn the

stonys with moltyne lede. 1458 Yattou Ch.-wardens'1 Accts.

(Som. Rec. Soc) 100 For . . farment es, hokys, and other

thynges to the chorche euce.

Farrender, -ine, -on, var. of Farandine, Obs.

FarreOUS (fce'r/as), a. Med. [f. L. farre-us

made of corn, {.far corn + -ous.] (See quot

)

1884 Syd. Soe. Lex., Farreous, scurfy; applied to the

urine when it deposits a branny sediment.

Farrier ^feriai), sb. Forms : 6-8 ferrier,

farriar, (7 farrior, -yer ,
6- farrier, [a. OF.

ferrier:—\* ferrdrius, f. ferr-ttm iron, in med.L.

{often ferrus) horseshoe.
The synonym Ferrour, current in Eng. in i4-i6th c, is

a different formation.)

1. One who shoes horses ; a shoeing-smith ; hence,

also one who treats the diseases of horses.

1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 § 3 The.. Crafts., of ..Smiths, Far-

riers. 1622 F. Markham Bk. Warv. ii. § 6 An excellent

Smith or Farryer who shall ener be furnished with Horse-
shooes, nayles, and drugges, both for inward and outward
applycations. 1718 Qlincy Compl. Disfi. 80 Essential Oil

is much in use amongst our Farriers. 1751 Smollett Per.

Pie. (1779) 1. xvii. 146 Blacksmith and ferrier. 1821 Scott
Kenitw. X, The light stroke of a hammer as when a farrier

is at work. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist.Comm. 178 Farriers

or shoeing smiths appeared first in Germany.

2. An official who has care of the horses in a

cavalry regiment Also Farrier-major, Corporal-,

serjeantfarrier.
183a Regal. Instr. Cavalry in. 60 The Farriers and Band

fall out. 1844 Regul. <V Ord. Army 373 The Troop Far-

rier is carefully to examine each foot of every Horse. 1868

Ibid. P 317 The Farrier Major is liable to be reduced for

misconduct to the rank and pay of Farrier. 1885 Ibid. 279
Serjeant-farriers at home including corporal-farriers of the

Household Cavalryl are required to train men to become
efficient as shoeing smiths. Ibid. 281 The services of the

farrier quartennaster-serjeant are to be placed entirely at

the disposal of the veterinary surgeon.

f3. \X\thsb.pretixed,3iS sergeant-j'eo/nan-farrier

-Ferrouu 3. Obs.

1647 Haward Crown Rev. 33 Three Yeomen ferriers. 1711

Lond. Gaz. No. 4791/4 John Willis, late Sergeant- Farrier.

4, Comb., as farrier- like adj.

1809 Med. 7ml, XXI. 308 Relieving them [strictures] in

some scientific way ; not by the Farrier-like . . methods too

commonly practiced.

Farrier (firriaO, v. rare. [f. the sb.]

1. trans To treat (an animal; as a farrier does.

1814 Selby fy M. Weighton Road Act ii. 7 Beasts.. re-

turning from being sboed or farriered.

2. intr. To practise farriery.

Hence Fa'rriering vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

1707 Mortimer Hush. 154 The Art of Farriering and
Cow-leeching, a 1873 Livingstone in Boy's Own Paper
(1889) 7 Sept. 778/3 Carpentering, gun-mending, farriering.

Farriery (fseriari). [f. as prec. + -v ^.] The
art of the farrier; now= veterinary surgery.

1737 Bracken (title), Farriery Improved. 1760 Golds.m.
Cit. Ii'. Ixxxvi, Several of the great here .. understand as

much of farriery as their grooms. 1821 Scott Kenitw. xiii,

His extraordinary practice in farriery. 1880 Miss Braddon
Just as I am xxxix, They were acquainted with the
elements of farriery.

Farro, obs. form of Faro.

FarrOW (fewi), sb. Also 1 faerh, fearh, 3
far, 8-9 dial farry. Cf. Fare sb.~ [OF. fearh
str. masc. corresp. to OS. *farh (whence diminutive

MLG. ferken, Du. varketi), OHG. farh, farah
(MHG. varch ; diminutive OHG. farfiefin, MHG.
verkel,vno<\.G.ferkel) i—Olicvx^farho-z boar:—pre-
Teut. *porkos — Gr. Trupicos, h.porczts : see Pokk.]

1 1. A young ])ig. Obs.

a 700 Epiual Gloss. 811 Porcelhis, faerh. a 1100 Ags. V'oc.

in \\'r. U'iilcker 321 Porcelius, fearh. c 1300 A*. Alt's. 2441
Heo. .flodeden. so faren in feld.

transf. 1820 Byron Mo»'g, Mag. Ixiii, Another, to revenge
his fellow farrow, Against the giant rush'd.

2. An act or instance of farrowing. [Properly

another word ; f. the vb.]
1601 Holland Pliny I. 220 One sow may bring at uiie

farrow twenty pigges. 1869 Daily Neivs S Dec, Mr.
Lynn and his man.. proved the dates of the farrow;,.

3. Hence concr. A litter of pigs ; occas. in sing,

(after Shakspere) with numeral to indicate the

number of young.
1577 B. Googi; lieresbac/is Hitsb. in. (1586; 149 b, If you

will have two farrowes in one yeere. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv.

i. 65 Powre in Sowes blood, that bath eaten Her nine
Farrow. 1607 Toi'SiaL Four-f. Beasts (1673) 519 The
Lavinians were much troubled about the signification of
such a monstrous farrow. 1787 Hunter in Phil. Trans.
LXXVII. 236 In that time she had eight farrows, .and had
in all seventy-six pigs. 1826 in Sheridaniana 313 A fine

Chinese sow and nine farrow. 1869 Bi.ackmore Lorua D.
xvii, Two farrows of pigs ready for the chapman.
4. Of the sow : In ox withfarrow, with young.
1577 B. Googk Hercsbach's Ifusb. 111. (1586) 150 So shall

the damme . bee sooner with farrowe againe. 1884 Farm
(V Home 25 Oct. 275/2 Boars do not usually pay much
attention to sows in farrow.

5. attrib., n.%farrow-sow.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. xxi. 182 She rides upon
a farrow-sow.

FarrOW (hVrt?"" , a. Chiefly Sc, Forms : 5 .SV.

ferow, 6-8 Sc. furrow, 7- farrow. [Of unknown
derivation

;
farrow cow corresponds formally to

Flemish verwekoe, vanvekoe ^De Bo , in )6th c.

' verrekoe, taura ' fKilian , which means a cow that

has ceased to be capable of producing offspring.]

Of a cow: That is not with calf see quots.:.

Almoin To be, go or run farrow. Farrow-farrow.
barren in two successive seasons.

1494 Act. Dom. Cone. 363 Twa ferow ky. 15.. Depre-
dations in Argyll 51 (Jam.) Sex furrow cows. i6£8
R. Holme Armoury n. 173/2 A Farrow Cow is a Cow that
gives Milk m the second year after her Calving, having no
Calf that year. 1725 Ramsay Gent. S/iep/i. in. iii, My
faulds contain twice fifteen furrow nowt. 1856 Aird Poet.
Whs. 193 Farrow, ill-haired, and lean, 1879 A/em.
Ochiltree 52 If the same animal had no calf the following
year, she was farrow-farrow.

Jig. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk -y Selv. 19 Whatever is big
with or positive of eternity, cannot go farrow, or be privative

of real entity.

FarrOW farw),^. Forms: 4-6 Sc. ferrie. (6 far-

owe)
, 7-9 dial, farry, 4- farrow. Also 3 iveruwe,

4 yvar3e; and see Fare v.- [f. Farrow sb."}

1. trans. Of a sow: To bring forth (young).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 pus beo5 J>eos pigges iueruwed. 1513
Douglas sEneis in. vi. 72 A grete sow fereit of grysis
thretty heid. 1614 Makkham Cheap Hitsb. (16231 126
Many Sowes. .will deuoure their Pigges when they haue
farro'd them. 1760 Goldsm. Cit, W. lviii, A sow. .farrowed
fifteen pigs at a litter. 1828-40 Tvtler Hist. Scot, (1864)
I. 137 The English sow had farrowed her pigs.

Jig. 1823 Lamb Lett. 11888) II. 60 If Evelyn could
>

have
seen him, he would never have farrowed two such prodigious
volumes.

2. intr. To produce a litter.

1340 Ayenb. 61 pe zo^e huanne hi hep yuar;ed wel
blepeliche byt men yclobed mid huyt. 1375 Harbour
Bruce xvii. 701 On the wallis thai can cry, * That thairsow
ferryit wes thair !' 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. III. 342 For
that same sow I haif ordand sic draf . . Sail gar hir ferrie

sone at the inidsyde. 1601 Holland Pliny vin. Ii. 229
Swine, .farrow commonly twice a yeere. a 1658 Ford, etc.

Witch Edmonton v. ii, To cast her Pigs a day before she
would have famed. 1727 Swift Baucis <y Philemon,
Thought whose sow had farrow'd last. 1838-43 Arnold
Hist. Rome I. i. 2 She laid down and farrowed, and her
litter was of thirty young ones.

fb. Of other animals. '^See also Farrowing
ppl. a.) Obs. rare.

1580 Hollyuand Treas. Fr. long, La Muette. .the place
where a Hare doth farrow.

Hence Fa-rrowed, FaTrowing ///. adjs., Fa-r-
rowing vbl. sb. Also attrib.

1583 Stanvhurst Mneis m. (Arb.) 83 Her mylckwhit
farroed hoglings. 1510-20 Compl. too late maryea 11862) 8
A farrowynge bytche. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xix

j
Ixiii. (1495' 899 A sowe is moost thicke in farowynge tyine.
I577 Ii- GOOGE //eresbaeh's Husb. ill. (1586,1 149 b, Her far*

rowing times are so divided for the nonce. 1607 ToPSELL
Four-f. Beasts \ 167 3) 518 Barly. .at the farrowing causeth an
easie and safe pigging.

tPa iTy, v. Obs. [Back-formation from Fah-
kikii, taken as agent-n. in -EK 1

.] — Fakkieu v. i.

Hence Fa rrying vbl sb., in quot. farring.
1807 Beverley <y Kexby Road Act 6 Horses, .going to be

..farried. 1825 Beverley Lighting Act \\. 17 Shoe, bleed.

\
kill or farry any horse. 1678 E. R. (title), The Experienced
Farrier ; or Farring Completed, in two books Physical and
Chyrurgical.

[| Farsang (fausaerj). Also in Arab, form

farsakh. [Pers. ^£«i farsang \ see PaRASAKG.]
' A Persian measure of distance—the Parasang of

the ancients—about four miles' (II. H. Wilson
Gloss. Ind. Terms'

.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1864' 65 From hence they
reckon their way by farsangs. 1753 Hanwav Trav. (1762)

I. ill. xxxiii. 1^4 We travelled three farsangs over moun-
tains. 1864 PuSEY Led. Daniel iii. 119 A reservoir ..

40 farsangs in circumference. 1889 Times (weekly ed.)

13 Dec. 8/1 A distance of 12 farsakhs, or 48 miles.

Farse (fajs
f
sb. Feci. Antiq. [A mod. adapta-

tion of med.L. farsa (see Farce sb.-] An ampli-

ficatory phrase inserted into a liturgical formula
;

also, each of the hortatory or explanatory passages

in the vernacular interpolated between the Latin

sentences in chanting the lesson or epislle.

1842 Hook Church Diet. 296 The subdeacon first repeated
each verse of the epistle or lectio, in Latin, and two choris-

ters sang the Farse, or explanation.

Farse ^fajs), v. Feci. Antiq. [ad. OY.farsir,
in pa. pple. latinized as fareitus : see Farce j£.]

trans. To amplify (a liturgical formula) by the in-

sertion of certain words; to provide (an epistle;

with a ' farse ' or interpolated vernacular comment.
Also, to insert (a passage) by way of 'farse '.

1857 Ecclesiologist XVIII. 204 A very curious farced

Epistle. 1877 J. D. Chambers Divine Worship 320 The
1 kyrie' was simple, not farsed .. Between each kyrie is

farsed. one of the ten Commandments.
trans/'. 1875 H. T. Kincdon Fasting Communion 11

A wonderful instance of ' farsed ' history.

Farse, obs. form of K\rce.

t Farset. Obs. rare~ x
. A casket, small case.

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. 1. § 552 Store-houses

to keep things in, are chests [hutches], coffers .. cases,

ca>-kets, farsets, little boxes. Hence 1671 in Skinner
Etymol. L tug. A ugl.

Far-sight. Ability to see far. ALo attrib.

1889 PauMallG. 15 June 2/3 A far-sight machine, by
means of which he [Edison] hopes to be able to increase

the range of vision by hundreds of miles.

Far-sighted fai|Soited\ a. [f. Fab adv. +
Sight + -ki>-.] Furnished with a capacity for

distant vision.

1. fig. Looking far before one ; forecasting,

shrewd, prudent.
1641 Milton Ch. Gord. Wks. 1738 I. 75 The fair and far-

sighted eye of his natural discerning. 1768-74 Ticker
Lt. Nat. 1852) II. 262 To man she has given understand-
ing, far-sighted faculty. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp xv.

(1856) 116 This far-sighted commander had .. salted down
. .many of these birds. 1865 Tylok Early Hist. Alan, xi

303 A few far-sighted thinkers.

2. lit. Able to see objects at a distance more
clearly than those near at hand.
1878 F.ncycl. Brit. VIII. 820/t This kind of eye is called

hypermetropic, or far-sighted.

Hence Far-sightedly adv., in a far-sighted

manner. Far-sightedness, the state of beiny

far-sighted, lit. andj/%-

.

i860 Mill Repr. Govt. (1861) 138 Any measure, .truly,

largely, and far sightedly conservative. 1884 Times
(weekly ed.) 20 June 5 The mother country must show
herself farsightedly liberal. 1824-9 Landor /mag. Conv.
(1846)11. 243 Verily our Prophet did well and with far-

sightedness in forbidding the human form . . to be graven.

1881 Le Conte Monoc. Vision 48 This defect is often called

. .far-sightedness.

t Fa'rsnre- Obs. rare. Also 5 farcere, farsor.

[ad. L.farsftra, {.farctre to stuff.] <- Farce sb. 1

1381 in S.Pegge Form oJCurydyQo) 100 Make a Farsure

and fil ful the skyn. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (i86a) 26 Of alle

ho thynges bou make farsure. 14.. Noble Bk. Cookry
(Napier 1882* 116 Tak pork and hennes flesh and good
ponders and make a farsor ther of.

Farsyn, var. of Farcin, Obs. farcy.

Fart (flit), sb. Not in decent use. Also 5

I fert(e, fartt, 5-6 farte. [f. the vb. ; cf. OWG.firz^

I

furz, mod.G./tfr-, OX./n//-.] A breaking wind.

-, Often in let (t letflee) afart.
c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 620 This Nicholas anon let

I flee a fart. 14. . Madman'1

s Song in Ret. Ant. I. 260 Ony»
i I fley and let a fert. 156a J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr.
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(1867)21, 1 shall geat a fart of a dead man as soone As
a farthyng of him. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 220 The
Guineans are very careful not to let a fart. 1728 Swift
Dial. Mad. Mullinix $ Timothy In doleful scenes that
break our heart Punch comes, like you, and lets a f—t.

18*5 Thurlow Ess. Wind 6 There are five or six different

species of farts.

fb. As a type of something worthless. Obs.
c 1460 Toivueley Myst. 16 Bi alle men set I not a farte.

1642 In Picton LSpoolMunic. Rec. (1883) I. 233 Hee. .cared
not a f—'t for it. 1685 Crowne Sir Courtly Nice v, A fart

for your family.

f 2. A ball of light pastry, a 'puff'. Obs. [Cf.

Y.pet 'beignet en boule.']

1552 Huloet, Fartes of Portingale, or other like swete
conceites, collybia.

Part (HUt), v. Not now in decent use. Al^o

3 verte-n, 4 farten, 5 farton, 6 farte. [Common
Tent, and Indo-germanic : OE. *feorlan = OHG.
ferzati (MHG. verzen, and with ablaut variants

vurun, varzen, mod.G. farzen), ON. freta :—

OTeut. *fertan :—OAryan *perd- i^Skr. pard, prd,

Gr. viphuv, Lith, perdzu, Russ. nepj,PTI> ; the L.

pedere is unconnected).]

1. intr. To break wind (see Break v. 47 .

c 1250 Cuckoo Song, Bulluc stertep, bucke uerteb. c 1386
Chaucer Miller's T. 152 He was somdel squaymous Of
fartyng. c 1440 Promp. Parv', 150 Farton, pedo. t" 1532
Dewes Itttrod. Fr. in Palsgr. 941/1 To farte or to burste,
crcpiter. 1610 B. Jonson AleA, 1. i, 1 fart at thee. 1740
Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 59 Now they are always in a
sweat, and never speak, but they f— t.

fig. [after L. ofpedere."\

1580 Barkt Ah/. F 149 To fart against one: and Meta-
phorice, Todenie with a lowd voice, oppedere, 1671 H. M.
tr. Erasm. Colloq. 503, I cannot sufficiently admire, that
there are not some men who fart against those men.
2. trans. To send forth as wind from the anus.
1632 Massinger Maid ofHon, iv. iv, Tho' the devil fart

fire, have at him ! 1710 Brit. Apollo III. 3/1 What is

meant, when we say, a Man Farts Frankinsence.

Hence Fa'rted ppl. a. Pa'rter, one who breaks
wind. Farting vbl. sb., in quot. used altrib.

Fa rting ppt. a.

c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 150 Fartare. Ibid. Partynge,
peditura, bomlizacio. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Pong,
Cest vttgros. vesseur, a great farter. 1583 StUBBES Anal.
A bus. 11. (1882) 35 The same starching [brothell] houses
(I had almost said farting houses) do serue the turn. 1648
HEKkiCK llcsper. I. 216 The farting tanner. 1653 Urqlhart
Rabelais < 10941 II. xxvii. 166 Are your Farts so fertil ? ..

here be brave farted Men. 1660 Howell Lex. Tetraglot.,
A Farter, peteur. a 1687 C. Con on Poet. Wks- (1765) 9
He was. -the loud'st of Farters.

Farth, alleged synonym of Kakrow sb. 2.

1688 R. Holme Armoury u. 134 '1 The young ones . . of
a sow. .are called a Farth, a Farrow of Pigs.

Farthendele, var. of Farthinodeal. Obs.

Farther (ffcutfai), adv.md a. Forms: 3-6
ferder, ferdre, 4 ferj>er(e, 4 6 ferthere, 4-8
farder, 5- farther. [ME. ferper (whence by
normal phonetic development farther} is in origin

a mere variant of Further, due prob. to the

analogy of the vb. ferpren :—OE. fyrHrian to

Further. The primary sense of further, farther
is ' more forward, more onward *

; but this sense is

practically coincident with that of the comparative

degree offar, where the latter word refers to real

or attributed motion in some particular direction.

Hence further, farther came to be used as the

comparative offar; first in the special application

just mentioned, and ultimately in all senses, dis-

placing the regular comparative farrer. In

standard Eng. the form farther is usually preferred

where the word is intended to be the comparative
of farj while further is used where the notion of

far is altogether absent ; there is a large inter-

mediate class of instances in which the choice

between the two forms is arbitrary.]

A. adv.

1. More forward ; to or at a more advanced point.

a. in space, or in a course of procedure or
development.
a 1300 CursorM 6831 (Gtitt. ' Help him or pu ferber wend.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1491 He no may ferber far. 1398 Trf.visa
Barth. De P. R iv. ill. (1495) 81 The kynde dryenesse of
the erthe surTryth not the fletynge reeses of the see passe
ferder. £1400 Destr. Troy 11 748 Thou art no farder. .thy
fame for to lose, pan I my lyffe were leuer leue in be plase
c 1460 To7vneley Myst. 276 We may no farther walk 1508
Fisher Wks. (1876) 281 Or we procede ony ferder. 1548
Hall Citron. 161 b, The capitaines folowed no farther the
chace. x6i6 R. C Times' Whistle n. 845 The foole Was
never farther than the grammer schoole. 1695 Woodward
Nat. Hist. Earth i. (1723) 5 Having little Prospect of.,

carrying on these observations any farther. 1703 Moxon
Mech.Exerc. 130, I shall run no farther into this Argu-
ment. 1883 Ht. Martineau Charmed Sea i 5 If you can
bear your load no farther, .say so. 1876 Gladstone Homeric
Synchr. 12, I wish.. to carry the affirmative portion of my
propositions greatly farther

D. in time : Longer.
1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 26 As Kerdre in reigne grue

their contynuance. 1640-1 Kirkcttdbr. War-Comm. Min.
Bk. (1855) 42 Until the next Committie day, and farder

during thair plessor. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 120 T 5

Some Creatures cut their Eggs as Chance directs them, and

think of them no farther. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral
T. (1816) L vii. 45 Then we need argue no farther.

e. Farther gone : at a more advanced stage.

1708 Swift Sacramental Test Wks. 1824 VIII. 355 The
Observator is. .farther gone of late in lyes than his Presby-
terian brother.

2. To a greater extent, more completely.
1513 More in Grafton Ckron. 1 1. 774 Yet feare I no far-

ther then the law feareth. 1585 James I Ess. Poesie (Arb.)
21 Not doubting, .but you will accept my. .trauellis in good
parte, sen I requyre no farder . 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 33
bit downe For thou must now know farther. 1789 Bentham
Prime. Leg/si. xvii. § 7 Punishment cannot act any farther
than in as far as the idea of it . . is present in the mind.

3. In addition, also, besides, moreover.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 345 Se we ferber hou bis

stiward may erre in ordenaunce of the Chirche. 1413 Lydg.
PUgr. Sowle iv. xxviii. (1483175 He knoweth al thynge,
therfore there is nought ferther to seken by discours. i486
Certificate in Surtees Misc.(i8go< 46 And ferder entenditte
to examyne in that behalve. 156a WwzxT Cert. Tractates
i. Wks. 188S I. 13 Farder, sen all man hes this word refor-

matioun in mothe..we [etc.]. 1653 Milton in Four C.
Eng: Lett. 99 And have this farder, which I thought my
parte to let you know of, that [etc.]. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
II. i. 2 Nay farther, the common Motive of foreign Adven-
tures was taken away. 1794 Fletchers Wks. VII. Pref. 6
The Reader is farther requested, to remember that [etc.].

4. To or at a greater distance ; by a greater

interval. To wish {any one') farther.
c 1380 Wyclif Serm, Sel. Wks. II 107 Ech man shuldo

sue him or ferbereor nerbere. 1489 Caxton Fayttes ofA- IV,

xvii. 280 It is ferder from the lyght more than enyof the
other colours be. 1578 Lvte Dodoens I. lii. 76 The leaves
be. .standing farder asunder one from another. 1586 Cogan
Haven Health (1636) 135 Flesh of a drie complexion is

better neere calving time than farder from it. 1766G0LDSM.
Vic. Wakef xiv. (1806) 71 He could hop on one leg farther

than I 178a Mad D'Akblay Diary 12 Aug., Miss Plauta
. . only wished the maid farther for never finding us out till

we began to be comfortable without her. 1821 Keats Isabel
iii, He would catch Her beauty farther than the falcon spies.

1847 Halliwell s. v., I'll be farther if I do it, i. e. I won't
do it. 1876 J Parker Paracl. 1. vii. 106 Can anything be
farther from theology, .than stone-cutting

?

5. Comb., ^farther-spreading adj.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. IV. liii. 90 The expression of
something . . with . . farther-spreading roots.

B. adj.

f 1. Prior, anterior ; front ; — Further tf. I. Obs.

1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P R. v. ii. (1495* 104 Kynde
settith in the eyen in the ferder and the ouer partie of the
beest. 1534 WHITIMTON Tullyes Offices 1. (1540I 16 Where
as there be twomaners of contencions. .the ferther is appro-
pried unto man, the seconde unto wylde beestes. Ibid. ill.

117 Of the two farther maners Panecius did declare in thre
bookes. Of the thyrde maner he wrote [etc.].

2. More extended, going beyond what already

exists or has been dealt with, additional, more.
^1520 Sir W. Godolphin in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. II. 218,

I coud not macke no fferder scrche. 1548 Hall Ckron.
117 b, Avoydyng farther effusion of christen blond. 1641
Hinoe f. Bruen xlvi. 146 For the clearing of this point, and
the farther satisfaction of such as delight therein. 1704
Swift T. Tub Apol , Thrre is one farther objection made
by those who have answered this book, 1768 Goldsm.
Good-n. Man iv. i, For fear he should ask farther ques-
tions. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816J I 209
The king took no farther notice of what had happened.
1837 Dickens Pickiv. xii, Down he sat without farther bid-

ding.

3. More distant, remoter.
1568 Grafton Ckron. 1 1. 332 The farther syde of London.

1598 Gkenewey Tacitus' Ann. 83 The Hieroca;sarienRes
fetchte their matter from a farther beginning, 1651
Hobbes Lcviath. Hi, xxxiy. 207 To hindet them from a far-

ther prospect. 1675 Ash mole Diary i j 774) 348 Great pain
in my farther tooth, on the left side of my upper jaw. 1743
Pope Thebais 420 Whose ghost .

. Expects its passage to the
farther strand. 1754 Sherlock Disc. '17591 I. xiv. 367
These Gifts were subservient to a farther end.

Farther (fa\io"3:f , v. Now rare. Also 7 farder.

[The regular phonetic descendant in standard Eng.
of ME. ferpre-n; see Fuhtiieh v.] trans* To
help forward, promote, favour, assist (an action,

movement, etc., rarely, "f a person) ; = Fur-
ther v.

a JOOO-1390 [For examples ofthe forms wither- (OR.fyr-"\
see Further f.J. 1570 North Doni's Mor. Philos. (i838)

III. 197 That I might . .farther and aduance my poore
familie. 1605 Carew in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 100,

I praie that yow wilbe pleased to farder the motion. 1651

Hobbes Govt* A> Soc. i. § 2. 6 Though the benefits of this

life may be much farthered by mutuall help. 1703 Mrs.
Centlivre Beau's Duel 1. u, I love mischief so well, I

can refuse nothing that farthers that. 1846 Ruskin Mod.
Paint II 111 1. xv. § 9 It has been said .. that the sense

of beauty never farthered the performance of a single duty.

absol. 1579 Digges Stratiot. v. 10 This . . is sufficient for

Division, more woulde rather discourage than farther. 1669
A. Browne Ars Put- (1675) 9 The more the capacity is

wanting, the more my Labour will farther, when need re-

quireth.

t Fa'rtherance. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -ance.]

— Furtherance.
178s Paley Mor. Philos. fi8i8) II, 329 Conduce to the

fartherance of human salvation.

t Pa*rth.erer. Obs. [f. as prec. + -er ]
.] = Fur-

THERER.
*494 [*« Conductricej. 1633 Stafi ord Pac. Hib. (i8ji)

vi. 289 Florence was not onely forward in his ownc person
but also a fartherer of others. 1653 Fullek Hist. Camb.
§ 13. 47 A great favourer and fartherer of the truth.

I Farthermore, adv. and a. Obs. Forms

:

see Farther and -moke. [var. Furthermore, q.v.]

A. adv. - Furthermore in various senses.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10238 (Gott, 1
, I bidd pe cum na ferber-

mare, c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 431 Fferbermor we
shal suppose pat bodyliche abyte . . makip not men religiose,

( 1400 Rom. Rose 3926, I shalle repente ferthermore, Foi
the game goth alle amys. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 199
Farthermore the prophetesweresorv. 1488 Caxton Chast.
Goddcs Chytd. ii. 7 Some causes of his wythdraweng 1 wyll
shew now or I wryte ferder more of ony matere. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 112 Now fardermoir in that

mater till mute, Tha passit all onto the yle of Bute.

B. adj. More remote; =s Farther a. 3.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 643 The hithermore is

called TulHe. -the farthermore is named Barry.

Farthermost (faufo-imoust), a. [var. of

Furthermost : cf. Farther.] Farthest, most re-

mote or distant.

1618 Bolton Florus ii. v. 90 The Illyrians .. inhabit at

the farthermost roots of the Alpes. 1705 Lond. Gaa. No.
4145/4 She. -is lame on the farthermost Shoulder. 1856
Kank Arct. Expl. I. xix. 237 The farthermost expansion of
Smith's Strait.

Farthest (fSi-^est}, a. smd adv. Also4ferpest,
1

ferdest, 5-7 fardest. [var. of Furthest ; used

;

as superlative of Far : see Farther.]
A. adj.

1. Most distant or remote. Also with off.

1377 Lamgl. P. PL B. v. 239 pe ferthest ende of norfolke.
1398 Tklvisa Barth De P. R. iv. i. (1495) 78 The fyre

that is ferdest from the mydle of the erthe. 1474 Caxton
CHesse 156 The fardest ligne of theschequer. 1549 Latimkr
4,th Serm. bef Edw. VI (Arb.) 121 He was a manne the
fardest frome the feare of God that euer I knewe. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xli, (1611)266 Which wee. .imagine to
be fardest off. 1622 Malynes Anc. Laiv-Merch. 222 The
Prouerbe is true, That he who is farthest from his goods, is

neerest to his losse 1671 Milton P. R. m. 397 And that

time for thee Were better farthest off. 17*6 tr. Gregory's
Astron. I. 11 If it be most Direct and farthest off the Earth.

1777 Sir W. Jones Poems fy Ess. 179 The farthest limits of the
kingdom, 18*3 H, J. Brooke Introd. Crystaltogr. 31 With
the edge at which those planes meet, the farthest from you.

2. Extending to the greatest distance, longest.

1633 T. James I'oy. 109 In Nauigation, the farthest way
about. 1878 Stevknson Inland Voy. y It was the farthest

piece of*travel accomplished.

8. absol. At {the) farthest : a. of space : At the

greatest distance, b. of future time : At latest.

C. of degree: At the outside.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. ii. 122 Let it be so hasted that

supper be readie at the farthest by fiue of the clocke. 1661

Cowley Prop. Adv. Exp. Philos. , Within one, two or tat

farthest) three miles of London. 1670 Narborolch frnl. in

Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1.(1711)33 When I was at the farthest.

.

1 could not see any sign of People. 1765 Chesterf, Lett.

i cccli. 1774) IV. 221 Vou may depend upon what I promised
you, before Midsummer next, at farthest.

B. adv. To or at the greatest distance. Also
with off.

1598 Yong Diana 174 Sometimes striuing who could smite

a stone fardest with them. 1607 Tournelk Revenger's
Trag. iv. I iii, Here's the comfort my Lord.. When it

seemes most it threatnes fardest off. 1667 Milton /'. L.

1. 247 Fardest from him is best Whom reason hath equald.

b. tomb, forming the superlatives of compounds
of Far a.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622*282 In the farthest-fet con-

struction. 1879 E. Arnold Lt Asia 10 The wisest one,

The farth est-seen in Scriptures.

Farthing (la Join , sb. Forms : I feortJung,

2 feorJ)ing, 2 3 fTping, -yng, 3-4 south verjj-,

verthrng, 3-6 ferthing, -ynt(e, 4-6 ferdyng e,

6 farthinge, -yng(e, 6-8 fardir(g, -yng, 9 dial

farden, -in, 6- farthing. [OE.feor6iug>fe'orduug,
f. feor6-a Fourth ; corresp. to ON.fwrtiungr, of

which it may possibly be an adoption.] A quarter

of some particular denomination of money or

measure.

1. The quarter of a penny ; the coin representing

this value. (Until 17th c. chiefly a silver coin;

subsequently of copper alloys ; now of bronze.)

In translations ofthe N.T. used for the two Roman
coins as and quadrans, respectively the tenth and

the fourth part of a denarius.

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 42 Tuoge stycas bset is

feoro\ingpenninKes. — Lukexxi. 2 Gesaeh Sonne an widua
3orfondlico sentlende msslenno feorftungas tuoej. c 1*90

S Eng. Leg. I. 129/800 To3elden ech ferbing. 1335^^/9
Ediu. Ill, 11. c. 3 Que nul esterling. maille ne ferthing soit

fondu pour vessel. 1340 Ayenb. 193 pe poure wyfman pet ne
heddebote tuayeuerpingesbet hioiftedetobe temple, t 1430

How Good Wijftau^ e Doi/ftir 184 inBabees Bk. u868) 46

Ne berfore spende neuere pe more of a ferthing. 150a Ord.
Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. xviii. 136 Unto y* last ferd-

ynge. \$xoCaxton's Chron. A'«r.vii. (1520I91 b/i The kynge
ordeyned that the sterlyng halfpeny and ferthyng sholdego

throughout al his lande. 156a J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr.

(1867) 165 She thinkthhir farthing good syluer. 16x1 Bible
Matt. x. 29 Are not two Sparrowes solde for a farthing 't

164a [see Brass sb. 7]. 1667 E. Chambfrlayne St Gt.

Brit. 1. (1684) 11 A small piece of copper, called a Farthing.

1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2407/4 The new Tin Farthings, .are to

be delivered out at the Tmn Office in Bishopsgate-street.

1740 Fielding Tom Jones vi. xiii, Here, then, .take every

farthing I am worth. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. ii.

u866) 32 A nn'ser . . hoards farthings. 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxii. (1878J 556 Nor can you touch one
farthing of her money.
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T b. Underfarthing : marked with a farthing.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5365/4 Sheep . . gabel'd on the Left

F.ar, the Right Ear under Farthing.

2. transf fa. A very small piece of anything.

Obs, Hence b. fig. A very little, ' an atom ',
' a

bit', esp. in Not to ca?-e or matter afarthing.
a. c 1386 Chaucer Prel* 134 In hire cuppe wasno ferthing

sene Of grees.

b. ^1400 Destr. Troy 8884 Hit neuer fortherit me a
ferthing to fylsy my goodes. 1550 Crowley Last Trump
828 Thou knowest not therbi to make the sicke man one
farthinge better. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobter 43 It matters

not a farthing whether he be Presbyterian or Independent.

a 1707 Prior The Ladle 18 Else all these Things we toil

so hard in, Wou'd not avail one single Farthing. 171a
Steele Sped. No. 522 f 6 The gentleman who has told

her he does not care a farthing for her. 1872 Black Adv.
Phaeton xxv. 347 Declared that he did not care a brass

farthing.

t 3. Farthing {of gold) : a. A quarter noble;

also farthing- noble. (The AF. statute of 1421 has

ferling.) b. A quarter royal (see quot. 1494).
1463 Bury Wills (1850) 15, I beqwethe to..Davn John

Wulfpet. .a ferthing of gold. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 655
Thisyere [1464-5] was a newe coyne ordeyned by thekynge
..namyd the royall .. in value of .x. shillynges, the halfe

royall .v.s. and the ferthynge .ii. s. vi. d. 1529 Rastell
Pastyme (1811)220 [In 1351] the kyngestablysshed his coyne
. . and ordayned that . . a noble of goldeshulde go for halfe

a marke and xx.d for a farti.ynge of gold, and xii of those

farthynges of golde dyd way an ounce.

f 4. The name of various measures of land

:

a. ? The quarter of abide; =Virgate; cf. Fakdel
sb. 2 b. ? The quarter of a virgate. c. ? The
quarter of an acre, a rood (see quot. 1669 for

farthing-land in 5 b). Obs.

a 1000 Exon Domesday fo\. 356 Oltredus. .reddidit gildum
pro iii uirg. et iii ferdin' et dim. 1602 Carew Cornwall
36 a, Commonly thirtie Acres make a farthing land, nine

farthings a Cornish Acre, and four Cornish Acres, a Knight's

fee. c 163,0 Risdon Snrv. Devon § 68 (1810) 65 Moyhun
was seized of three rods and three farthings of land.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Costing or valued

at a farthing, as farthing-candle', whencefarthing'
candle-light, farthing-fee, -loaf. Also obfective

y
as

farthing-coiner.
C1300 Havetok 878 He .. bar be mete to be castel,

And gat him here a ferbing wastel. c 1350 Eng. Gilds

(1870) 354 3if (i»e ferbingloff is in defawte of wy^te ouer
twelf pans. 1463 Bury Wills (18501 28 As mo^he fer-

thyng white breed as comyth to iiij s. ij d. 1524 Test.

Ebor. (Suttees' V. 181 To every man and woman and
childe of the contrie a farddyng loof. 1596 J. Dee in

Recorde's Gr. Aries 11. 324 Directly against it [the price

of wheate] in the second columne you may find the waight
of the farthing white loafe. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. 1. iv.

2 Strayning his tip-toes for a farthing fee. 1631 Star
Chamb. Cases (Camden- 84 Then was. .read the severall

confessions of the 2 farthing coyners. 1673 E. Fearse
Best Match vii. § 5. 76 Not so much as the light of

a Farthing-Cand!e is to the light of the Sun. 1691 tr.

Emilianne's Frauds Romish Monkes 247 Her sisters

would never be at a Farthing charge to procure Prayers for

her. 1795 Wolcott P. Pindar) Whs. '1812) IV. 180 A sun
with us .. yields to every Farthing Candle. 1817 Byron
Beppo xliii, That sort of farthin * candlelight which glimmers
When reeking London's smoky caldron simmers. 1848
Garnett Ess. 120 The farthing-candle style of the notes.

1864 Sat. Rev. 9 July 66 The farthing, as first issued, was
called a farthing token.

b. Special comb., as farthing-boat, a boat on
which the fare is a farthing ; farthing-cut, a mark
with which horses were branded by the owner

;

farthing-gleek, see Gleek ; farthing-land (see

quots.) ; f farthing-man, Sc., some official of a

guild ; farthing-noble, the fourth part of a noble

;

farthing-office, the office from which farthings

were issued ; farthing-shop, one where articles

priced at a farthing are sold ; farthing-trout, a

name of the Samlet or Parr.

1832 W. Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 58 She
took the *farthing boat. 1691 Loud. Gas. No. 2694/4
Stolen or strayed.. one black Nag. .with a "'farthing cut in

the near Ear. 1711 Ibid. No. 4877/4 A farthing Cut on his

Left Ear. a 1652 Brome Mad Couple well Matched 11, i,

At Post and Pare, or ""Farthing gleeke. 1602 Carew
Cornwall 36 a, Commonly thirtie acres make a ^farthing

land. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 325 A Farding
Land, or I arundale of Land, is the fourth part of an Acre.

1882 C. Elton Orig. Eng. Hist. 193 Three kinds of land,
Assart, Farthing-land and Cotman-land. 15. . Stat.

Gild in Balfour Practicks 77 Quhen the Alderman,
Thesurare, *Farthing-man or Dene . . convene the gild

brether for the commoun afTairis. 15. . Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 5 The nobylle, half nobylle, and *ferdyng-

nobylle. 1672 Lond. Gaz. No. 714/4 The * Farthing-Office

. .for the delivering out of Farthings will be open on Tues-
days only. 1889 Pall Mall G. 6 Sept. 3/1 The *farthing shop
is in Dorset-street. 1865 Couch Fishes Brit. 1st. IV. 245
Samlet . . Farthing trout.

Farthingale (faipir^gjil). Forms: 6 far-

thyngall, 6-8 fardingal 1, 7 Sc. fartigal, 7-8

farthingal. 7- fard-, farthingale. 0. 6-S var-

dingal^e, fiverdynggale, 7 verdingnl'e, (vertin-

gale, virdingal). [ad. OF. vcrdagale, vertugalle,

corruption of Sp. verdugado a farthingale, f. ver-

dugo rod, stick. \So called because distended by

cane hoops or rods inserted underneath/]

A frame-work of hoops, usually of whalebone,

worked into some kind of cloth, formerly used for

Vol. IV.

extending the skirts of women's rlrcs?es ; a hooped
petticoat.

1552 Latimer Serin. Gospels iii. 166, 1 warrant you they
had bracelets and verdynggales and such fine gere. 1607
Dekker Westw. Hoe 1. Wks. 1873 II. 282 To learne how to

weare a Scotch Farthingale. 1673 Ray Joum. LowC. 499
The Women wear great Vardingales, standing .. far out
at each side. 1753 L, M. tr. Jju Bcscq's Accomplished
Woman I. 124, I cannot esteem those who part with regret

from their high.heads and vardingales. 1776 Foote Bank-
rupt 11, Her majesty's old fardingale is not more out of
fashion. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 47 The maids of
honour had just stripped off their fardingales. i860 Reape
Cloister § H. I. 280 Whatever he was saying or doing, he
stopped short at the sight of a farthingale.

attrib. 1711 J. Distaff Char. Don. Sachn'erelti 4
A large Fardingale Petticoat.

Hence Farthingaled a., having a farthingale.

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy I. 19 Like the faithful,

ruffed and farthingaled wife on a fifteenth century tomb.

Farthing-bag (fa\i(5iri,b3eg). dial. Also 8

farding-bag. See quots.

a 1722 Lisle Hnsb. (1752) 248 They quite choaked up
their first stomach called the farding bag. 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh. Worddk., Far!hing-bag, the second
stomach of a cow. 'Ers bund i'the farthin* bag.

t Fa'rthingdeal. Obs. Forms : 5 forthing-

dole, 6-7 farthendele, 7-8 fardingdeal(e, far-

thingdole, far(r imdell. [repr. OK.fcordau d;vl,

accus. of feorSa dkl fourth part : see Fourth and
Deal sb. Cf. Halvendeal, Thriddendeal. The
first element was afterwards regarded as a form of

Fakthing.]
1. gen. A fourth part.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3844 Als fast as bai be forthing-

dole had of be flode past.

2. spec. a. The fourth part of an acre ; a rood.

1542 Recobde Gr. Artes (1575) 208 A Rod of lande,

whiche some call a roode . . some a Farthendele. 1600 T.
Hvlles Arith 67 a, A farthendele or roode of lande. 1607
Cowel Interpr., Farding deale alias Farundell of land

signifieth the fourth part of an acre. 1692-1732 in Coles.
1721-1800 in Bailey 1835 Rep. Muncipal Corporations

Comm. II. App. 1248 The remaining .. acres are divided

into quarter acres, called ' farthingdoles '.

b. See quot. ; = Farthing 4 b.

c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berheleys 11883) 1- J 56 Quarter of

a yard land called a farrundell.

Farthingless (fa-jcMrjles), a. [f. Farthing
sb. + -less.] \\ ithout a farthing ; destitute.

1834 Blackiv. Mag. XXXV. 695 You being farthingless.

FarthingS-WOrth. (fa\i<5ir|Z\YSib). [f. as prec.

+ -worth.] As much as is bought or suld for a

farthing, a very small amount. Also fig.
c 1325 Poem I imes Edw. II, 100 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

328 A prest. .That can noht a ferthingworth of god. c 1380
Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 515 pe kyng may not take fro hem an
halfpeny ne ferbingworb- 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vn. 360
A ferthyng-worth of fynkelsede. 1579 Lancham Gard.
Health ^1633)519 Afarthingworth of bruised Licoras. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1,1840) II. v. 108 Not one farthing's-worthof
service,

t PaTtnre. Obs. [3.d.'L.farl!tr-a,f.fart-,pp\.

stem olfarcire to stuff.] - FaRSURE, stuffing.

1657 Tom linson Renou's Disp. 87 As Salitureand Farture
rather seem to appertain to a ccoks (shop).

Farundell: see Farthingdeal.
Par-welted (fa\i|welted), a. dial. Also far-,

fow-, welter'd. [f. Welt v., a. ON. veltato over-

turn ; the first element is perh. ON.fdr harm, mis-

chief, as in fdr-veikr very ill.] (See quots.)

J870 Temnysos North. Farmer, New Style viii, An 'e

ligs on 'is back. .Woorse nor a far-welter'd [footnote, Or
fow-welter'd] yowe. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Fanvelted,
overthrown; said of sheep.

Farwendine, var. of Farandtne Obs.

t Pa*ry. Sc. Obs. Also farie. Cf. Feery-
fary. [? Related to Fare sb. 6 c] A state of

tumult or consternation.
1500-20 Dunbar 'Full o/t I muss' 30 Lat us .. evir be

ready and addrest, To pass out of this frawfull fary. 1501

DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. Prol. 107 Amyd the virgultis all in till

a fary, As feminine so feblit fell I down. 1513 — AKneis x.

xiv. 31 Bfejetttxus. .baith hys handis in that sammyn steyd
Towart the hevin vphevis in a fary.

Fary (Levins 1570), var. of Farrow v.

+ Fas. Obs. (Since OE. only Sc.) Also 6 fasse,

fins. [OE. fas, fas str. neut., cogn. with OHG.
faso m.,fasa f. (MHG. vase), also MHG. vaser,

mod. G.faser, of same meaning.]

1. A border, fringe.

<"95o LJndisf. Gasp. Matt. ix. 20 V*'if. .^eneolecde. .and
Xehran fas wedes his. 1474 Ld. Treas. Accts. Scot. (1877)
I. 22 Item vj vnce of silk for fassis. 1501 ^Douglas Pal.

Hon. 1. xxxiv, Fas, nor uther frenzies, had it none. 1560
Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 157 With fassis fyne nane fairer

mycht be found.

2. As the type of something worthless.

1508 Ballad in Golagr. % Gaw. s'g. bv, Sik gouuernance
I call noucht worth a fasse. 1513 Douglas AEncis iv. Prol.

155 Scant worth a fas.

11 Fasces (fzesiz), sb. pi. [L.fasces (sing.fascis

bundle) in same sense.]

1. A bundle of rods bound up with an axe in the

middle and its blade projecting. These rods were
carried by lictors before the superior magistrates

at Rome as an emblem of their power.

1598 Grfnewey Tacitus' Ann. 1. iii. (16221 5 The fasces

or knitch of rods. 1713 Swift The Faggot, In history we
never found The consuls' fasces were unbound. 1879
Froude C<T«irxxiii. 401 The consular fasces, the emblem
of the hated Roman authority.

b. Her. As a badge.
1889 Elvim Diet. Her. s.v. Fasc/s, The Fasces are now

frequently ^iven to those who have held magisterial offices.

2. transf and fig. a. The ensigns of authority or

power, esp. in To take, lay down, resign the fasces
;

hence also, authority.

1619 BeaUM. & Fl. Valentiniaii v, v, He must take the

fasces. x666 Dryden' Ann. Mirab. 199 The Duke.. shook
aloft the Fasces of the Main. 1673-95 Wood Life k\%$)
184 The sen . proctor, .laid down the fasces of his authority.

1797 Ulrke Let. Affairs Irel. Wks. 1812 V. ^321 You
must submit your fasces to theirs. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas.

Mem. 1. 292 Diocletian's self-corrected mind The imperial

fasces of a world resigned. 1827 Macaclay Machiav.
Ess. (1854' 49/2 He pines for.. the fasces of Brutus.

\ b. The punishments threatened by the fasces
;

flogging or beheading. Obs.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 11. vii. 109 That Tragedy,
whose Epilogue was Flame and Fagot, or at least the

Fasces to younger men.

C. humorously. The birch rod.

1762 Foote Orator 1. Wks. 1799 I. 197 The fescues and
fasces . . have been . . consigned to one, or more matron in

every village.

Fascet (fre'stf). A tool used to introduce

glass bottles into the annealing oven.
1662 Merrett NerVs Art of Glass 364 Fascets are

Irons thrust into the bottle to carry them to anneal. 1753 in

Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1825 in W. Hamilton Hand-bk.
Terms Art ^ -SV.

Fascia tfe'Jia\ PI. fasciee. In architectural

uses also -as. Forms : 7 fasia, facea, 8 facio,

-tio, 9 facia (with English plural), 6- fascia.

[a. L. fascia in senses 1 and 2.]

f 1. in Lat. sense: A band, hllet. Obs.

1587 T. Undek'down tr. Heliodorus 85 Cariclia tied

a part of her fascia that was foule, about her head. 1594
Drayton Ideas Wks. (1748* 399 Poor rogue [Cupid] go
pawn thy fascia and thy bow. 1606 B. Jgnson Hymenxi
Wks. iRtldg.i 554/2 A Veile.. bound with a Fascia of
severall coloured silkes.

2. Archil. Any long flat surface of wood, stone

or marble, esp. in the Doric order the band which
divides the architrave, and in the Ionic and Corin-

thian orders, each of the three surfaces into which
the architrave is divided. (Hence the use ex-

plained under Facia.)
1363 Shute Archit. D ij a, The lowest Fascia, .the second

Fascia. .the third Fascia. 1663 Gerbier Counsel (166^) 71

Beades in the Fasia, cut at round. 1703 T. X. City cy C.
Purchaser 13 A broad Plinth, or Fatio. 1766 Entick
London IV. 81 The present edifice [is] built partly with

brick, and stone faceas. 1769 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. 1. 169
This Work, -is crowned with a Fac'a and Torus of wrought
Stone. 1827 G Higgins Celtic Druids Introd. p. 46 One
[RoundTowerJ at Ardmore has fascise at the several stories,

which all the rest . . seem to want. 1881 F. Young Every
yuan his own Mechanic % 1354 To the ends of the rafters

a facia should be nailed.

f b. A ceiling coved on two opposite sides only.

1613-39 I. Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 39
A Fascia is the same as aConca, and terminates to the wall.

1715 Ibid. (17211 I. 83 The Hall is arch'd with a Fascia.

3. Anat. A thin sheath of fibrous tissue investing

a muscle or some special tissue or organ ; an
aponeurosis.

1788 H. Watson in Med. Commun. II. 268 Tendinous
expansions, or Fascia?, .support the muscles. 1804 Aber-
netiiv Surg. Obs. 30 A tumour formed apparently beneath
the fascia of his thigh. 1840 G. Ellis Anat. 413 The
palmar fascia and the transverse ligament of the metacarpal

bones. 1854 Owen Skel. fy Teeth (1855^ 3 The temporal

fascia in the turtle. 1876 Di hring Dis. Skin 24 The super-

ficial fascia of muscles.

b. The substance of which this is composed.
i88x Mivart Cat 133 This muscle is only covered by skin

and fascia.

4. Any object, or collection of objects, that gives

the appearance of a band or stripe, a. Astron.

The belt of a planet, b. Conchol. A row of per-

forations, c. Bot., Zool. % and Ornith. A band of

colour, d. Her. = Fesse.
a- 1704 J. Harris Lex. Tecliu., Fascia?, in the Planet

Mars, are certain Rows of Spots, parallel to the Equator of

that Planet, which looks like Swathes or Fillets wound
round about his Body. 1825 W. Hamilton Hand-bk. Tertus
Art fy Sc, Fascix, the belts seen on the discs of the superior

planets.

b. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 571 The ambulacra
. .are not arranged in fasciae.

C. 175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 152 There are three

brown fasciae running over it of considerable breadth. 18x6

Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1828) III. xxxii. 302 The secondary

wings are black with an orange fascia near the posterior

margin. 1839 Jardine Brit. Birds II. So An ill-defined

ochraceous fascia across the vent.

d. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 604/2 The Fess, fesse, fascia, h
a strip placed horizontally across the middle of the field.

Fascial (fseji&l), a. 1 rare- 1
, [f. Fasc-es +

-
v i)al.] Of or pertaining to the (Roman) fasces.

1832 in Webster. 1855 Singleton Virgil II. 148 Dost

thou list, the fascial rods, Recovered, to behold?

Fascial (facjial), a* Anat. [ad. L.fascidlis :

see Fascia and -al.] Of or pertaining to the

fasci?e ; aponeurotic.
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Fasciate (fe'fi|/t), a. [ad. late L.fascidt-us,

pa. pple. of fascidre to swathe, f. fascia : see

Fascia.") Bot. = Fasciated.

Fasciate (fojV<t), v. [f. hte L. fascist- ppl.

stem of fascidre : see prec.] trans. To bind with

or as with a fascia. Also, tofasciate together.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus ii, The armes not lying

fasciating or wrapt up, after the Grecian manner.
_
1664

Evelyn Syiva 1 1776* 543 The fatal prediction of. .accidents

fasciating the boughs and branches of trees. 1677 Plot
Oxfordsh. 148 A broad flat stalk, as if there were several of

them fasciated together.

Fasciated (farJV ted ),///. a. [f. Fasciate v.

+ -ED 1. Cf. Fr.fascie.]

1. Bot. See quot. 1835.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 382 Fasciated [is]

when several contiguous parts grow unnaturally together

into one. i858 Darwin Anim. (f PI. I. x. 365 The flower,

stem [of the Cockscomb] is wonderfully ' fasciated ' or com-
pressed.

b. Crystallog. Massed together.

1811 Pinkerton Petrol. II. 133 Very small crystals,

elegantly fasciated in various directions.

1 2. Of a roof : Coved on two opposite sides

only: see Fascia 2 b. Cos.

1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1721) I. 79 The Arches of

the. . Rooms near the Galleries, are fasciated.

3. Marked with bands or stripes ; striped.

175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 152 The bluish, fasciated

Porcellana. 1766 Pennant ZW. 117771 IV. 119 Red fasci-

ated with black or white, along the spires. 1798 —
Hindoos/an II. 204 The columns are ribbed and near their

tops doubly fasciated. 1801 Latham Hist. Birds 2nd
Supp. 312 Fasciated Sandpiper.

Fasciation (fesi.e Jan). [a. F'. fasciation :

see Fascia and -ation.]

1. The binding up of a limb, etc., with bandages.

1650 Bulwkr Anthropomet. xix. 190 By their constant

and foolish Fasciation the Bones, .may be incurvated. 1704

J. Harris Lex. Techn., Fasciation is a binding of Swathes
about a Limb that is to be cured. 1889 Wagstaffe Mayue's
Med. Voc, Fasciation, the binding up of a diseased or

wounded part with bandages.

f b. coner. A bandage. Obs.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus ii. 107 Even Diadems
. .were but fasciations, and handsome ligatures, aboutthe
heads of Pr nces. 1658 — Hydriot. i. 5 The fasciations

and bands of death.

2. The process of becoming fasciated ; also,

fasciated condition (see Fasciated i).

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 148 The fasciation . . being as it were

an attempt for two stalks. 1881 J. Gibus in Science Gossip

No. 203. 254 The growth of several buds from the same
node, .does not often give rise to fasciation of the branches.

Fascicle fsesik'l). Also 7 fasiekle. [ad. L.

fasciculus, dim. offastis : see Fasces.]

1. A bunch, bundle. Now only in scientific use.

Formerly v\sofig.
i6aa F. Markham Bk. War iv. v. 138 This Fasiekle or

bundle of vertues. 179a C/iar. in Ann. Reg.^ 46/2 _ The
middle fascicle of hair .. is wrapped in a large quill of silver.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 368 Lamella arranged
i

in groups
or fascicles. 1877 Coues Fur. Anim. vii. 198 The hairs of

the tail. .grow, .in somewhat isolated fascicles.

b. spec, in Bot. A cluster of leaves or flowers

with very short stalks growing closely together at

the base ; a tuft. Also, a bunch of roots growing

from one point.

a 1794 Sir W. Jones Select Ind. Plants Wks. 1807 V. 113

Each blossom, that opens in the fascicle. 1835 Lindley
Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 320 Fascicle, a term, .synonymous with

compound corymb. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 246 In Larch
..and Cedar.. the acicular leaves are numerous, in dense

fascicles. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. v. 147 An umbel . . is

sometimes called a Fascicle.

c. Anal. = Fasciculus i c.

1738 Stuart Muscular Motion iii. 44 A fascicle or bundle
of., small muscular fibres. 1839 Todd Cp/cl. Anat. III.

600/1 The nerve-tubes separate from the primary trunk into

smaller fascicles. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 71

The tendons are for the most part implanted by separate

fascicles into distinct depressions in the bones.

2. A part, number, ' livraison ' (of a work pub-

lished by instalments) ; = Fasciculus 2.

1647 Mayne Serm. Vind. 19 In the next fascicle, you say
. . that I maintain some things. 1858 Carlyle Fred/c. Gt.

II. x. ii. 606 Suhm translates; sends it to him., fascicle

by fascicle, with commentaries. 1887 Homeop. World 1 Nov.
521 The Sixth Fascicle completes this beautiful work.

Fascicled (fae'sikl'd), ///. a. Bot. [f. prec
+ -ed.] = Fasciculate a.

179a Roxburgh Asiatic Res. III. 470 Flowers Papilion-

aceous . . fascicled. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 247
Leaves, .sometimes fascicled in consequence of the non-
development of the branch. 1840 Paxton Bot. Diet.,

Fascicled.w/torled, arranged in parcels but forming a whorl,

or circle. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. iii. §1.31 note. Fascicled

Roots are those which form in clusters. 188a Vines Sachs'

Bot. 379 Fascicled branches.

Fascicular (fasi-kirflii), a. [f. Fascicul-us

+ -AR.]

1 1. (See quot.) Obs.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fascicular, belonging to a

bundle or fardel. 1781-1800 in Bailey.

1T With allusion to Fasces.
1866 Sala Barbary 28 A fascicular bundle of canes of

which a Roman lictor might have been proud.

2. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a fascicle.

a. Bot, Also, Fascicular tissue, ' a term which

includes all the varieties of cellular tissue of plants

which are collected into bundles or fascicles

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.. 1884).
1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Fascicular, arranged in bundles

or parcels. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. fy Ferns
400 Whether the accompanying fibrous strands belong to

the ' fascicular tissue ' or to the ' ground tissue '.

b. Ceol. and Min.
1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 238 Fascicular .

.

when the fibres diverge only on one side. 1816 P. Cleave-
land Min. ii. 54 The fibres may be. -fascicular, like abundle
of rods confined at one extremity. 1879 Rutley Stud.
Rocks xii. 237 Confused, fascicular, radiating aggregates.

C. Anat.
1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 70 Fascicular

flattened bands, more or less expanded.

Hence Fasclcnlarly adz:, in a fascicular manner.
17. . Kirwan (cited in Webster; ; 1847 in Craig.

Fasciculate (fast kirfh't), a. [f. as prec. +
-ATE a

.] Airanged in a fascicle; fascicle-like;

growing or occurring in a bunch, bundle, or tuft.

a Bot. b. Zool. c. rath.
a. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvii. 412 The roots are

..fasciculate. 1861 H. Macmillan Footnotes Jr. Nature
46 Its branches are fasciculate and disposed^ around the

stem in spirals. 187a Oliver Elem. Hot. 1. vii. 8o_ Leaves
tufted in this way are said to be fasciculate [as in Pine].

b. 1846 Dana Zooph. iv. 11848)83 When the branches are

laterally in contact, as in the Columnaria: . . fasciculate

forms result. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 117

A fasciculate rather than an arborescent arrangement.

0. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 119/2 The 'fasciculate'

variety of cancer.

Hence Fascicnlately adv.
1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Fasciculately-tuberous, roots com-

posed of parcels of tubers. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 308
Corallum with unequal lamella, fasciculately interrupted.

t Fascixulate, v. Obs.—" [f. L. fascicul-us

+ -ate •'.] trans. ' To tie up into a bundle or

fascicle' (.Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).
1708-38 in Coles.

Fasciculated (fasiki»n« ;ted),///. a. [f. prec.

+ -ed '.] In various scientific uses = Fasciculate.
1777 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXVII. 611 The fasciculated

surfaces in the heart. 1788 tr. Swedenborg's Wisd. Angels
v. § 366. 345 The Fibres . . successively collect themselves

into Nerves, and when they are fasciculated or become
Nerves [etc.]. a 1798 Pennant Zool. 11812) IV. xxxiii. 185

Asterias, or sea star, with twelve broad rays, .roughened with

fasciculated long papilla: on the upper part. 1835-6 Todd
Cycl. Anat. I. 140/: The muscular system consists of reddish

and whitish fasciculated fibres. 1853 Th. Ross Humboldt's
Trav. III. xxvi. 115 We found some [veins] . . full of small

fasciculated crystals of rutile titanite. 1854 S. Thomson
Wild Ft. 1. (ed. 4) 29 The fasciculated or bundled [root].,

we see in the bird's-nest orchis.

Fasciculation (ftokiwUHan). [f. Fascicu-

late v. : see -ation.] a. The state of being

fasciculate, b. That which is fasciculated.

Fasciculate-, combining form of Fascicu-

late, occas. prefixed to other adjs. to indicate a

fasciculate form or arrangement.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848)404 Fasciculato-glomerate : tubes

of the coralla cylindrical. 1866 Treas. Bot., Fasciculato-

rainosc, when branches or roots are drawn closely together

so as to be almost parallel.

Fascicule (fse-sikittl). [a. F. fascicule, ad. L.

fasciculus : see Fasciculus.]

+ 1. (See quot.) Obs.

1690 Evelyn Acetaria (1729) 152 Fascicule, a reasonable

full Gripe, a Handful.

2. = Fascicle 2, F'asciculus 2.

1880 G. Allen in Academy 24 Jan. 58/2 Mr. Spencer will

obtain more readers for separate fascicules . . than he is

likely to find for his thicker volumes. 18S0 Nature XXI.
453 Three large octavo volumes in double column, which

will appear by fascicules of 300 to 400 pages.

3. = Fasciculus i c.

1745 Parsons Muscular Motion i. 22 Many Filaments, or

tendinous Fibres, which are parallel to one another in every

little Bundle or Fascicule.

Fasciculite Jasi'kuHoit). Min. [f. F'ascicule

+ -ite.] Tufted fibrous hornblende.
i8a3 Hitchcock in Atner. frtil. S'c. VI. 226 So. .striking

an instance do these exhibit of the fascicular structure of

minerals that I . .have denominated them Fasciculite. 1884

Dana Min. 240 The fasciculite of Hitchcock is merely this

tufted hornblende.

II Fasciculus (fasi-ki/Zltfs). PI. fasciculi.

[L.fasciculus, dim. oifascis : see Fasces.]

1. = Fascicle i ; chiefly in scientific use.

1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I. 344 These pale-blue

fasciculiMr. Blackwell found to proceed from two additional

spinners. l8a3 Scoresby Jrnl. 77 Every spine consisted

of a fasciculus of needles. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton
Metaph. xxxiv. (1859' II. 286 Our cognitions comprehend
different fasciculi of notions. 186$ Daily Tel. 28 Oct. 4/6

To see Lord Palmerston . .fumble with a fasciculus of papers.

1874 tr. LommePs Light 20 A small conical fasciculus [of

rays of light] traverses the aperture.

b. Bot. = Fascicle i b.

1857 Henfrey Bot. § 135 The fasciculus is a cymose col-

lection of nearly sessile flowers. 1889 Wagstaffe Mayne''s

Med. Voc., Fasciculus, a handful, as of flowers, leaves, roots.

c. Anat. ' A bundle of fibres, chiefly applied to

nerve structures' (Wagstaffe).

1713 Cheselden /Jxn/. Introd.0726) 3 Nerves are Fasciculi

of cylindrical fibres. 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. 11807)21

The fasciculi of the muscular fibres. 1881 Mivart Cat 125

Each fasciculus being furnished by a membranous envelope.

2. = Fascicle 2.

1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vii. 281 He
collected entire psalms . . in eight separate fasciculi. 187a
Ellacombe Ch. Bells Drz'on vii. 161 An elegant folio fasci-

culus descriptive of the bell and shrine. 1880 Athenaeum
29 May 699 We have received the first fasciculus of a new
monthly periodical in Hebrew.

1 Fascinade. Obs. rare. [f. Fascine + -ade:
cf. stockade, palisade.] (?) A defensive work com-
posed of fascines.

1736 Lediard Marlborough III. 171 A Bridge of Hurdles
and Planks, .by which their Fascinades were join'd.

'•'. asciliage. Obs: rare- 1
. [n.Y.fiscinage,

f. fascine: see 1- ascink sb.] = prec.

1715 Loud. Gaz. No. 5347/1 A great part of the Fascinage
had been torn away by the Rhine.

Fascinate (trc'sinc't). [f. L. fascindt- ppl.

stem of fascinare to enchant, f. fascinum spell,

witchcraft. Cf. V.fascincr.']

+ 1. trans. To affect by witchcraft or magic ; to

bewitch, enchant lay under a spell. Cbs.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. IV, ix, I was fascinated,

by Jupiter: fascinated: but I will be unwiuh'd, and
revetted, by law. i6ai 51 Burton Anat. Met. I. ii. ill ii.

96 Why do witches and old women, fascinate and bewitch
children? 1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disp. 108 Such as.,

promise to fascinate and cure stinking breaths.

'£. fa. To cast a spell over a peison, animal,

etc.) by a look ; said esp. of serptnts. b In later

use disconnected from the notion of witchcraft : To
deprive of the power of escape or resistance, as

serpents are said to do through the terror produced

by their look or merely by their prrceivtd presence.

1641 J.Jackson True Evang. T.i. 17 Man is a .. Basilisk

..fascinating with an envious eye the prosperity of his

neighbour. 1845 Todd & Bowman Physiol. Anat. I. xii.

390 The serpent fascinates its prey, apparently by the power
of his eyes. 1848 Macaulav Hist Eng. II. 582 James.,
remained at Whitehall, fascinated . . by the greatness and
nearness of the danger, and unequal to the exertion of
either struggling or flying. 1857 H. Reed Lecc. Eng.
Poets II. xii. 124 The pet dove of the castle fascinated in

the forest by a serpent.

8. fig. fa. To enslave (the faculties", the judge-

ment of (a person) (obs.). b. To attiact and
retain the attention of la person) by an irresistible

influence. C Now usually, To attract and ' hold

spellbound ' by delightful qualities ; to charm,

enchant.
a. 1651 Rclia. Woiion, Disp. Buckhm. fy Essex 54 A cer-

tain innate wisdom and vertue . .with which he. .fascinated

all the faculties of his incomparable master. 1789 Bentham
Priuc. Legist, xviii. § 44 note, Aristotle, fascinated by the

prejudice of the times, divides mankind into . . freemen and
. . slaves.

b. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks. (Bohnl I.

378 He delighted to fascinate Josephine . in a dim-lighted

ap.-irtment by the terrors of a fiction. 186a Burton Bk.
Hunter{\%6i) 111 The eye of the Ancient Mariner fascinated

the wedding guest.

C 1815 Moore Lalla R. (1824) 30 Illum'd by a wit that

would fascinate sages. 183a Lytton Eugene A. I. v, The
gay Ellinor was fascinated into admiration. 1874 Morley
Compromise (1886) 23 They so fascinated the imagination .

.

that [etc.].

absol. 1875 Emerson Lett. % Soc. Aims, Eloouence Wks.
(Bohni III. 189 This power [eloquence] .. fascinates and
astonishes.

Fascinated (fce'sinc'ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED !.] In senses of the vb.

1706 Phillips (etl. Kersey), Fascinated, bewitched. 1768

Sterne Sent. Journ. (1775) I. 56 (Paris) Tilting at it like

fascinated knights. 1810 Southey Kehama v. xii, Her
fascinated eyes. 1817 — Life (1850) IV. 233 Are they ren-

dered absolutely helpless by fear, like a fascinated bird ?

Fascinating (frc'sinf'tii)),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ING *.] That fascinates, in senses of the vb.

Now chiefly, Irresistibly attractive, charming.

1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. 1. xix. § 5 353 Such

temptations and fascinating vanities. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. I. 9 Bewitching and fascinating flowers. 1869 J.

Martineau Ess. II. 111 M. Cousin's fascinating lectures

on the history of philosophy.

Hence Fa scinating-ly adv.

1835 Tait's Mag. II. 538 Our enamel smilingly and

fascinatingly displayed. 1870 Tempt,- Bar Mag. XXIX.
191 Heroines.. lovely.. and fascinatingly attired.

Fascination (fesin^'Jan). [ad. L. fascind-

tidn-em, n. of action I. fascinare to F'ascinate.]

1. The casting ofa spell ; sorcery, enchantment ; an

instance of this, a spell, incantation. Obs. exc. Hist.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. xi. § 3. 46 Fascination is the

power and act of Imagination intensiue vpon other bodies.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 60 We deny that fascination or

bewitching is done onely by sight. i6a6 Donne Serm.

exxxix. VT 488 When Elijah used that holy Fascination

upon Elisha to spread his mantle over him. 1681 Glanvill

Sadducismus 1. 1 The odd Phcenomena of Witchcraft and

Fascination. 170a C Mather Magn. Chr. 1. iv. U8521 66

They began to suspect that the Indian sorcerers had laid

the place under some fascination. 1855 Smedley Occult

Sciences 204 A belief in Fascination, .appears to have been

very generally prevalent in most ages and countries,

f b. The state of being under a spell. Obs.

1651 J. F[reake] Agrippa's Occ. Philos. 101 Fascination

is a binding, which comes from the spirit of the Witch,

through the eyes of him that is bewitched, entering to his

heart." 1767 Fawkes Theocritus VI. note, The antients

imagined that spitting in their bosoms three times, .would

prevent fascination.
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2. The action and the faculty of fascinating their

prey attributed to serpents, etc.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 219 They [Rattle Snakes]
are supposed to have the power of fascination in an eminent
degree. 1848 Lytton Harold 1. i, The fascination of the

serpent on the bird held her inute and frozen.

b. The state of being so fascinated.

1831 Brewster Nat. Magic iii. 11833) 43 .Mrs. A. described
herself as at the time sensible of a feeling like what we
conceive of fascination.

3. Fascinating quality ; irresistibly attractive

influence; an instance or mode of this.

1697 Evelvn Numism. ix. 301 Unaccountable Fascina-
tion, or other material Quality of Mastering Spirits. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 101 Some to the fascination of a name
Surrender judgment hoodwinked, a 1806 K. White My
own Charac.42 in Rem. {1B16) I. 29, I., can't withstand you
know whose fascination. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (eel. 5)

209 A Frenchwoman . . will ever be felt . . to be a creature of
fascination. 1843 Prescott Mexicoti82o I. iSsThe career
thus thrown open had all the fascinations of a desperate
hazard. 1847 Emerson Refir. Men Wks. Bohn) I.283 Like
a master . . drawing all men by fascination into tributaries.

i860 Hawthornk Trans/ortn. I. xix. 203 That perilous

fascination which haunts the brow of precipices.

Fascinative (fre'sinf'tiv), a. [f. Fascinated.
+ -IVE.] Disposed or tending to fascinate.

1855 Bailey Mystic 96 Vipers. .That fascinative seek the
tender breasts Of wilful maids, and sing their souls to
sleep. 1874 M.Collins Transviigr. I. vii. 119, I acknow-
ledged Lady Diana's marvellous fascinative force.

Fascinator (fae'sin^ta-i). [a. L. fascinator,

agent-n. f. fascindre to Fascinate. Cf. F. fas-
cinateur] One who fascinates, a. A magician.

b. A charming or attractive person.

Oh 1750 tr. Leonardus -1

Mirr. Stones 52 Nor does this

happen merely from the shjht, but from—the soul of the

fascinator. 1862 Lytton Sir. Story II. 147 The dread
Fascinator from whom it had been taken.

b. 1838 Dickens Kick. Nick, xvii, The demdest little

fascinator in all the world. 1885 Mabel Collins Prettiest
Worn, i, Sacha was considered an irresistible fascinator.

Fascinatress (farsin^tres). [f. prcc. + -ess.

Cf. Y.fascinatrice.] A fascinating woman.
1878 H. Tames Daisy Miller 42 'She's an enchantress..

a charmer , I sa'd, ' a fascinatress '.

Fascine (.sesfn), sb. Also 8 fachine, 9 facine.

[a. F. fascine, ad. L.fascina, i.fascis a bundle.]

1. Mil. A long cylind ical faggot of brush or

other small wood, firmly bound together at short

intervals, used in filling up ditches, the construction

of batteries, etc. Usually in pi.

a 1688 Sir T. Morgan Relat. Progr. France (1609) 14 The
major-general . . ordered the two battalions . . each man to

take up a long fascine upon their musquets and pikes. 169a
Loud. Gaz. No. 2807/2 Orders are given to provide a great

number of Fascines, in order to storm the Castle of Ebern-
burg. 1776 C. Lee in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I.

158 They are employed in making fascines, .for constructing
three redoubts. 1801 Wellington in Gurw. Dcsp. I. 361
They ought to be provided with facines to fill a part of the

ditch. 1880 Kinclake Crimea VI. ix. 241 Of round-shot,

of gabions and fascines.

D. transf. in various non-military uses, esp. in

Civil Engineering.
171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 412 He.. made a Sort of

floating Island of Fascines, Earth, and other Materials.

17*3 Pres. State Russia I. 351 A large Dike or Peer made
of Fachines and Earth. 1852 Burnell Rudim. Hydraulic
Engineering \\. 94 The lower part of the majority of wooden
jetties is.. covered either by a mass of concrete, of loose

stones, or of fascines. 1866 Lee tr. Kellers Lake Dwell.
Switz. 70 The upper beds of fascines . . lock into one another
at the ends and form one continuous mass.

2. transf. Wi&j&g.
1844 H. Rogers Ess, (i860) III. 121 Tins fascine of cita-

tions . . is in truth nothing to the purpose. 1870 H. Mac-
millan Bible Teach, iv. 70 The pine is a natural fascine or
fortification against the ravages of the elements.

8. attrib. a. Suitable for fascines, as fascine-

stick, b. Consisting or made of fascines, as

fascine-battery', -bridge, -platform ; fascine-dwell-
ing, a lacustrine habitation supported on fas-

cines ; hence fascine-dweller ; fascine-horse (see

quot.).

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xxxiii. (18041 213 A body of
sailors who made themselves masters of . . the *fascine

batteries. 1857 S. Osborn Quedah xii. 150 When clearing
away the jungle to construct the fascine battery. 1796
Stedman Surinam I. iv. 82 To throw a*fascine bridge over
the marsh. 1882 R. Munro Anc. Scot. Lake-dwellings 12
The civilisation of the *fascine-dwellers. 1866 Lee tr.

Keller's Lake Dwell. Switz. 69 The *fascine dwellings
seem only to have been adopted in lakes of small depth and
extent. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Anil. Man. (ed. 9) 254
A *fascine horse is formed with two pickets, .driven about
1 foot obliquely into the ground, so as to cross each other
at right angles 2 feet above the surface of the earth ; and
they are fastened together at their point of meeting with
cord. 1866 Lee tr. Keller's Lake Dwell. Switz. 72 This
gentleman . . noticed . -parts of a *fascine platform. 1870
Daily News 18 Oct., The country . . affording withies for

binding and *fascine sticks to any extent.

Hence Fascine v. trans, to fill np with fas-

cines.

1870 Daily News 29 Nov., The pioneers had . . fasdned
the track.

Fasciliery (foesrnori). [f. Fascine sb. + -KBT.]

(See quot.)
1856 Brees Terms Arc/tit. etc., Fascinery, a description

of cradling or hurdle-work, employed to retain earth.

f Fa'SCinous, «. Obs. rare. [f. L. Jascin-wn
witchcraft + -ous.] 'Caused or acting by witch-

craft or enchantment ' (J.).
1666 G. Hakvey Morb. Angl. xix. (1672) 38, Ishall not

here undertake the task of discussing the possibility of fas-

cinous Diseases.

t Fase. Obs. [ad. L. (Vulg.) phase, a. Heb.

FIDS pesah passover.]- The passover.

1388 Wyclif Ex. xii. 21 Take a beeste by ^oure meynees
and offre $e fase [138a paske]. Ibid. 43 This is the religioun
of fase [1382 phask].

Fase, obs. form offoes, pi. of Foe.

t Fasel, sb. Obs. ~°. In 5 fasylle. [f. next.] A
ravelling, a shred.

1440 Promp, Part: 150/2 Fasvlle of a clothe for other tyke,
V.\fractillus.

'X Fa'Sel, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 fasyll. 7 fazlo.

[Cf. Ger. faselen, Du. vezelen, cogn. with OIL fees

Fas,] intr. To ravel. Also, tofasel out.

c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 150/2 Facelyn as clothys (faselyn

P.), villa. 1530 Palsgr. 546/1 My sleeve is fasylled. 1643
T. Goodwin Child of Light 58 Which hath fazled and
entangled this controversy.

t Fasels, sb. pi. Obs. Forms : 6 faselles,

facilles, 7 phaselles, faceles, fasells, fesels, 7-

fasels. fad. L. faseoli, pi. oi fascoins in same
sense. Cf. OF. fascles] a. Chick pease: see

Chick-pea. b. Kidney-beans : see Bean 3.

1558-68 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. 71a, A kind of litle

graine called in Latine faseoli, in Englishe facilles and
cyche peason. 1562 TYrnfr Herbal 11. 86 a, Phasiolusmay
be called in Englishe faselles untill we can fynd a better

name for it. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 496 The Pulse named
Dolychos, which is Fasels or Kidney beanes. 1616 Slrfl.
& Makkh. Country Farme 147 Fasels or long Pease. 1628

May Virgil's Gcorg. 1. 247 Disdain not Fesols, or poor Vech
to sow. 1693 Urqu hart Raletais m. viii.68 Pease, Beans,
Fasels [etc.].

Fash, (faefi, sbA Sc. and north, dial. [f. Fash
vA] Trouble, vexation ; bother, inconvenience

;

al?o, something that gives trouble. To take {the)

fash : to take (.the) trouble, to be at the pains.

1794 Burns Addr. to Toothache iv, Of a' . . The tricks o'

knaves, or fash o' fools. Thou bear'st the gree. 1808 Eliz.
Hamilton Cottagers of Glduburnic cd. 2) 150 We have never
ta'en the fash to put it by. 18x6 Scott Old A*ort. iv,

'Clergy and captains can gie an unco deal o' fash in that
times.' 1832-53 Whistle-biukie i$c. Songs) Ser. nt. 1 11 Weel
kennin' it [cash] only wad breed me mair fash. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fash, trouble, inconvenience.
i85i Ramsay Rentin. Ser. 11. 175 When there's ony fash or
trouble, The deevil a thing you'll do at a'. 1868 G. Mac-
donald R, Falconer II. 252, 'I didna think ye wad hae
ta'en sae muckle fash.

1

Fash (fej , sb$ dial. [? var. of Fas, OILfas.]
A fringe ; anything resembling a fringe.

It is doubtful whether the first quot. belongs here: the
word might be a. OF.faisse:— L. fascia band.
1558 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) XXVI. 128 A fashe of

silke and sewed withe gold. 1847-78 in Halliwlll. 1877
Holderness Gloss., Fash, the long hair of a horse's legs.

b. dial. The tops of carrots, turnips or mangolds.
C1750 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dialect Gloss.,

Fash, the tops of turnips, etc. 1847 in Halliwell.

C. A rough edge or ridge left on nails, cast

bullets, etc.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal J. 215 The perfection of
it nails, consists principally in the shank being, .free from

ibid. 335 The teeth Jof the saw] are severally filed to
cut
fash.

a sharp point, and the wiry edges, or fash . . completely
removed. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Fash, the mark
left by the moulds upon cast bullets. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.,

Fash, a burr or roughness on anything.

Hence Fash a., hairy.

1877 Holderness Gloss., ' His legs is varry fash.'

Fash (fbej\ v. 1 Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

Also 6-7 fasch(e, fashe (?6 fachj. [a. OFr.
faseher (Fr. fkhcr\']

1. trans. To afflict, annoy, trouble, vex. Also, to

give trouble to, bother, weary. Also reft, and To
fash one's beard, head, thumb : to take trouble.

1533 Bellenden Livy v. (1822) 393 The Veanis war sa

faschit be continuall ambiciounand desire ofhonouris. 1556

J. Hf.ywood Spider fy F\ \v\i. 128 Behold . . How thordin-
ancelieth flies fer and ner to fach. .how eueriepeece .. Hath
a spider gonner with redy fired mach. 1637 Rutherford
Lett, cxlv.f 1862)1. 342 Fash Christ (if I may speak so) and
importune Him. 1723 Wodroiu Corr. (1843) III. 45 Be not
fashed ifyou miss a letter. 1725 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. in. ii,

Howe'er I get them, never fash your beard. 1823 G.u.i
Entail III. ii. 21 Ne'er fash your head wi' your father'^

dodrums. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xi, 'Never fash

yoursel' wi' me . . but look to yoursel'. ' 1861 Ramsay Rem in.

Ser. 11. 125 What gars your horse's tail wag that way? it's

fashed wi a wakeness. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack of Gold ii,

He . . never fashed his thumb about his debt. 1874 Helps
Soc. Press, iv. (1875) 60 People fash themselves about, .dim
and distant dangers. 1876 Whitby Gloss. s.v., ' Deeant fash
your beard anent it.'

2. intr. for reft. To weary, be annoyed ; to bother
or trouble oneself; to take trouble. Con^t. of.

'585 James I. Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 74 Then woundred I ..

how they did them selfis so fan- begyle, To fashe of tyme.

1597 Montgomerie Cherrie A> Slae 597 Of our fellowschip
^ou^fasche. Ibid. 1435 For feir folk maun not fash. 1721

J. Kelly Collect. Scot. Proverbs^o You soon fash of a good
office, a 1810 Tannahill Poems {1846* 70 Wha. .wad fash
toscribble, Expecting scorn for a' his trouble? 1821 Galt
Ann. Parish Dalmailing 229 The dinner was a little longer
of being 011 the tabic than usual, at which he began to

fash. 1886 Sh.vknson Kidnapped xviii. 17S ' They didnae
stop to fash with me !

'

Hence Fashed, />//. a. Troubled, worried.
1597 Montgomerie Cherrie fy Slae 296 The mair I wrcstlit

with the wynd, The faschter still myself I fynd.

Fash (foj), ».2 dial. [f. Fash sb.-] To cut
off the tops (of turnips, etcv .

1882 Lanc.Gloss., Fash, to pare, to cut off. 1884 Chesh.
Gloss., Fashing turnips is generally done by piecework.

Fashen. Sc. Also feshen, foshen. [pa. pplc.

of Fetch v.]

1768 Ross Hclcnore iii. 123 Just as their ain, she's (ashen
up, an' ta'en For Dick's ae dather, now by ilka ane.

Fashery (farjeri). Sc. and north. Also 6

fascherie, -ery,(faschrie,fashrie
,

), 7-9fasherie.
[ad. OF.faschcrie (Fr.fdcherie), f.faseher (fdcher
to Fash.] Annoyance, trouble, vexation, worry;
al^o something that causes worry, rare in pi.

1553 Q. Kennedy Coiupcnd. Tracthe, We geve nocht occa-
sioun of fascherie to the Redare. 16. . in Poet. Misc. (1845) .;j

My muse began to tire, Through daily faschery of my owm:
affaires, a 1605 Montgomerie.S'<»/«. v. 3 With frosiisof fashric

frozen is that heet. 1621 Molle Camerar. Liv. Lihr. in. vi.

167 Fence the mind from the fasheries and troubles that

molest it. 1725 IVodrowCorrAiZj,^) III. 173 Nobody gives

you so much fashery. 1820 Scott Monast. iv, You kirk-

folk make sic a fasherie. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Fashery, all

kinds of 'botheration'. 1882 Stevenson Men § Bks. 389
Not without some cross and fashery of mind and body.

Fashion {iw$-n),sb. 1-orms: 4facioun,-un(e,
4-5 fasoun (4 -zouii

1

,
4-6 Sc. fassoun, (-s)sown©;

,

5-6 facion(e, -cyon, -oun, ^"sion, -oun,
-s)syon(e, 5 fasceon, -sehyoun, 6 facon, -son.

-ssou(e, fastyon, fachion, -scyon, -shin,

-sshon, -s)shyon, -szshion, fayssyon\ 6

fashion, [a. OF. facon, fazon, ONF. fachon
(mod Fr. facon) = Pr. faisso, It. faziont (the Sp.

faccion is of learned origin^; :—h. faction ~ew, n. of

action i.facere to make : see Faction sb.]

\\. The action or process of making. Hence,

the l making' or workmanship as an element in

the value of plate or jeweller}-. Obs.

1463 Mann, fyHoiiseh. Exp. 154 Ffor the fasyon of the

same schene, v. marc. 1575-6 Act 18 Eliz. c. 15 This ihey
[Goldsmythes] take not above the rate of ,\ij d. for the ounce
of Golde (besides the fashion;. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv.

i. 29 The. .chargefull fashion .. doth amount to thrte oddc
Duckets more. 1594 T. H. La Primaud. Fr, Acad. n. 393
Of the fashion of a cMlde in the wombe, and how the

members are framed. 1664 Pepvs Diary '1879- III. 62 They
judge the fashion to be worth above 55. per oz. more. 1761 2

Hume Hist, Bttg. (18061 III. App. iii. 630, 14 or 15 thousand
pounds weight (.of silver plate], which, besides the fashion,

would be [etc.].

2. Make, build, shape. Hence, in wider sense,

visible characteristics, appearance. Said both of

material and of immaterial things, arch, t Outof
fashion : out of shape.
Some of the earlier instances may belong to 2 c.

.1 1300 Cursor M. 22322 (Cott.) Fair in facum for to sei.

C1320 Sir Benes 2155 Me wolde benke be his fasoun, pat
hit were Beues of Hamtoun. ^1350 Will. Palerne 401:

A dere damisele. .of alle fasoun be fairest. 14.. Tundale's
Vis. 2062 A crowne 09" gold that was of semyly faschyown.

1440 Promp, Pan: 150/^ Fassyone, or factyone, forme of

makynge, forma, formefaetura, formefactio, c 151 1 1st

Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 35/1 There be dyuers
people of fason in our lande.. there be people that haue
the body of a man and the hede lyke a dogge. 1526

Tindale Luke .\ii. 56 Ye can skyll of the fassion of the erth,

and of the skye. 1551 Robinson tr. Morc's Utop. \. (Arb.)

31 Vnder the line equinoctiall. .all thynges bee. out of fas-

syon, and comelinesse. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 85 a,

I'halaris. .hath a sede. .whyte in fasshon. 1581 MiM.castek
Positions xxx. (1887) in If the infirmitie in fashion be

casuall .. exercise ..will make that streight, which was
croked. 1611 Uiule Luke ix. 29 The fashion of his coun-

tenance was altered. 1615 Chooke Body of Man 20 He
inquireth into the nature and fashion of euery Bone, a 1661

Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 261 This county, in fashion, is

like a bended bow. 1784 Cowter Task 1. 21 A massy slab,

in fashion square or round. 1793 Rurke Rem. Policy Allies

Wks. 1842 I. 591 The fashion of some constitution which
suited with their fancies. 1865 Swinburne Poems * Bail.,

Before Parting 21, I know.. The fashion of fair temple-,

tremulous With tender blood. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades
11. 22:, I knew not The fashion of his nature.

T b. Spoken of as an attribute, that may be im-

parted and possessed ; form as opposed to matter.

1576 Lambarde Peramb, K'cnt {1826' p. v, The craftesman

that bringeth it to fashion. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbaeh's

Husb. iv. 11586) 185b. The.. common sort [of bees] when
they begin to have fashion, are called Nimphes. 1594 T. B.

La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 394 The seede . . receiueth

not fashion presently vpon the conception, but remaineth

for a time without any figure. 16x4 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat.

897 When wee have matter, wee can give fashion : thou

gavest a being to the matter, without forme.

f C. Face, features. Obs.

[A very common use in OF. ; perl), associated with/itv.]

t 1300 Cursor M. 21319 (Cott.* Matheu o man he has

facium, huce has of ox. C1430 Pilp>. LyfManhode i\\.

xxxviii. (1869) 155 She shadwde hire visage and lure facioun

vnder hire hood.

3. A particular make, shape, style, or pattern.

Somewhat arch.

ci3»5 Song Merci 41 in E. E.P. (1862) 119, I made be

Mon. .Of feture liche myn owne fasoun. a 1450 Le Morte
Arth. 2531 Galeis grete of fele fasowne. 1522 Bury Wills

tCamden) 1 16 A quarte wyne pott of the olde fashhon. 1576

Fleming Fanopl. Epist. 299 Two standing cuppes of silver,

11-3
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differing from the fashion of this time. 1611 Bible Transl.
Pre/, g The very Romane Seruice was of two fashions, the

New fashion, and the Old. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. 62
Besides, our fashions of Utensils differ mightily from theirs.

17x4 J. Fortescue-Aland Pre/. Fortescue's Abs. $ Lim.
Mon. 32 The Author, .puts in his Franco-Germanick, of the

Latin fashion. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 464 A limited

monarchy after the modern fashion. 1849 James 11 oodman
iv, Spreading out at the edges in the fashion of a basin.

b. esp. with reference to attire : a particular

'cut' or style. Cf. 8 c, 9.

1529 Supplic. to King 'E.E T.S.) 52 Somtyme cappe, som-
tyme hoode ; nowe the Frenshe fasshyon, nowe the Spanyshe
fasshyon. 1605 Shaks. Lear 111. vi. 84, I do not like the

fashion of your garments. a 1674 Clarendon Sun:
Leviath. 1676) 81 To wear his Clothes of that fashion which
he likes best. 1838 Lytton Alice 6 Her dress, .of no very

modern fashion.

+ C. A device, material or immaterial. Obs.

1560 Whitehorne Arte Warre (1573) bija, Against this

fashion they haue used to make a fashion like unto a paire

of sheres. 1597 Montgomerie Chcrrie A> Sloe 1363 Se first

quhat fashion may be fund To pacifie his pains.

4. Kind, sort. Now rare. Also f Infashion to :

of a kind to.

1561 Turner Herbal 11. 73 b, Suche fasshon of figure is not
in a Mirt-berry. 1591 Shaks. Tiuo Gent. v. iv. 61 Thou
friend of an ill fashion. 1596 — Merch. V. 1. it. 23 This
reason is not in fashion to choose me a husband. 1608 —
Per. iv. ii. 84 Gentlemen of all fashions. 1611 Cotgr.,
Panier . .a fashion ofTrunke made of Wicker. 1874M0RLEY
Compromise (1886) 87 Consider the difference between these,

two fashions of compromise.

5. Manner, mode, way, esp. in After; fof, in,

f on, this, such a. my, his, tic.fashion, rare in//.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1100, & coronde wern alle of be
same fasoun. 1375 Barbour Bruce XVII. 300 PaI,eonis Be
stentit on syndry fassownys. c 1489 Caxton Sonne* of
Aymon xiv. 351 To hevy a bourdon for to lede of this

facyon. 1539 in Vicary's Aunt. 11888! App. Hi. 173 [They]
passed through the Cytie in good ordre after A warlike
facion. 1567 83 Sempill I'all. 98 Ay selling caill, The best
fassoun I may. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. in He hath im-
portun'd me with loue, In honourable fashion. 1633
Bp. Hall Hart Texts 358 We doe, in all fashions of sorrow
bemoane ourselves. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol 7, I

have governed my Subjects in such a fashion that [etc.].

1715 De Foe Paw. instruct. 1. v. 1841' I. 109 After quite
another fashion. 182a Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Distant Corr.,
Subjects serious in themselves, but treated after my fashion,

non-seriously. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. vtii. 58 In zigzag
fashion. .1 continued to ascend.

b. In depreciatory sense, After, in, a or some
fashion : somehow or another, in a sort, tolerably,

not too well.

1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 459 Whom yet Rome har-
bors, and, in a fashion, graces, i860 G. Macdonai.d Ann.
Q. Neighb \. ' 1878) 5 Work . . which I can do after some
fashion. 1869 Trollope He Kneiu xvi. 11878)89 Provid-
ence has made me a lady after a fashion.

+ C. A method of doing anything. Obs.
1556 Auveliofy Isab. u6o8) K viij, And this is the fachone

be the whiche al the reames and dominions .. I presently
do posseade, have beane gotten. 1577 B. Googe Heresbac/is
Husb. 1. 1 1^86) 42 b, To wynnowe it after the olde fashion
with the wtnde. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 404 To say
nothing of the fashion of their Cures. 1674 Playford^'aV//
Mus. 1. xi. 39 A good fashion of singing. 1743 Lond. fy

Country Breiv. n. (ed. 2) 134 He would I believe alter his
Mind and Fashion.

6. Mode of action, bearing, behaviour, demeanour,
' air'. Now rare.

1447 Bokenham Seyutys (Roxb.) 29 Be what similat
facyoun Meche peple to his favour he drew, a 1535 More
De Quat. Noviss. Wks. 76/1 With som good grace and
?leasant fashion. 160 1 ? Marston Pasouil $ Kath. 1. 237
[e. .takes a whiffe with gracefull fashion. 1719 D'Urfey

Pills (1872) IV. 304 She keeps her cruel Fashion. 1851
Thackeray Eng. Hum. ii. (1858) 81 With such a grace, with
such a fashion.

b. //. Actions, gestures, * ways \ Now rare.

1569 J. Rogers Gt. Godly Loue 182 With spiteful wordes
and wanton fashions. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 28 He
. .gave himself in fashions to be somewhat like a Tyrant.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. ix. 37 Whose eyes do dwell on
the faces and fashions. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C.
xxxvi, He shall beg my pardon, and promise better fashions.

+ 7. Outward action or ceremony ; a mere form,

pretence. Obs. exc. in Sc. phrase, To makefashion :

to make a show, pretend.
1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xl, 7 Worshipping God

slygntly for fashyonsake. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 18
Thou but leadest this fashion of thy mallice To the last

houre of act. 1637 Ruthkrkord Lett. No. 119 (1862) I.

296 The memory of his love maketh me think Christ's
glooms are but for the fashion, 1653 I'rouhart Rabelais
11. xxii, Panurge made the fashion of driving them [i. e.

dogs] away. 1816 Scott A ntiq. xvi, He..only just pits a
bit on the plate to make fashion.

8. A prevailing custom, a current usage ; esp. one
characteristic of a particular place or period oftime.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxvi. 544 A knighte .

.

presented, .a fayr knyff, after the facyon of the londe. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. Dvij, How unseemclie. . a fashion
that is, let the wise judge. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 98
The fashion of the world is to auoid cost. 16x4 Bp. Hall
Recoil. Treat. 870 Ingenuously, as his fashion is. 1764
Goldsm. Trav. 279 The mind still turns where shifting

fashion draws. 1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles in. xxiv. Let every
man Follow the fashion of his clan ! i8ax J. Q. Adams in

C. Davies Metr. Syst. m. (1871) 125 The old fa-hion of 140
gallons.. to the butt..was then restored, a 1839 Praed
Poems (18641 I. 366 New follies come, new faults, new
fashions. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. i. 7 As a fashion of
thought the idea. .has. .passed away.

+ b. In //. often =' Maimers and customs' (of

nations\ ' ways ' (of men) ; chiefly in phrases, To
know, learn, see (the) fashions. Obs.

"555 Waterman (title) The fardle of facions. 1599
Minsheu Dial. Sp. <y Eng. (1623) 36, I will dye and live

with thee Peter, for thou knowest fashions. 1658-9 Burton s

Diary t i828) IV, 164 Any that come among you to see

fashions, a 1716 South Serin. (1737 VI. v. 196 To see the
country, and to learn fashions (as the word goes). 1721
Strype Bed, Mem. II. 11. v. 287 The king had sent him
[Barnaby Fitz-Patric] thither to remain in his [the French
king's] court to learn fashions.

c. spec, with regard to apparel or personal

adornment.
1547 Boorde Introd. Knoxvl. xiv. (1870) 159, I wyll not

chaunge my olde fathers fashyon. 1576 Pettie Pal. Pleas.,
New fashions in cutting of beardes. 1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr.
in. ii. 72 'Tis some od humor pricks him to this fashion, Vet
oftentimes he goes but meane apparel'd. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 225 Fashions crosse the Seas as oft as the Packet
Boat. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 10F4 An opportunity
to introduce fashions amongst our young gentlemen. 1833
Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm viii, 105 To dress themselves
in Miss Black's fashions. 1859 Jephson Brittany xv. 241
A tall stout man, dressed in country fashion. 1865 Wright
Hist. Caricature vi. '1875I 103 During the feudal ages, the
fashions in France and England were always identical.

9. Conventional usage in dress, moc'e of life, etc.,

esp. as observed in the upper circles of society ;

conformity to this usage. Often personified, or

quasi-personified.

(The first quot. may belong to 2 or 6.)

160a Shaks. Ham. 111. i. 161 The glasse of Fashion, and
the mould of Forme. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 205, I am.

.

become a courtly Tobacconist ; more for fashion then for

liking. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. '1737) III. 288 The man of
quality, .must, for fashion-sake, appear in love. 1739C1BBEK
Apol. (1756) I. 71 Taste and fashion with us have always
had wings. 1781 Cowper Expostulation 38 As Int'rest

biass'd knaves, or fashion fools. 1793 Beudoes Catarrh 169
To break the spell of Fashion wou!d be an atchievement.
1806 Med. fritl. XV. 91 Fashion, that destroying angel.

1829 Lytton Dtvereux 11. vii, Some better object to wor-
ship than the catriciense of fashion. 1865 I'all Mall G.
1 Aug. 10/2 Fashion and bon ton are by no means the same
thing. _ 189a Daily News 23 Apr. 3/5 Fashion is the all-

absorbing subject.

b. Fashionable people ; the fashionable world.
1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824* 161 Days. .When heart

met heart in fashion's hall. 1873 Browning Red Cott.

A'.'.-cap 125 Paris fashion's blame.

10. Thefashion : a. The mode of dress, etiquette,

furniture, style of speech, etc., adopted in society

for the time being. To lead, set the fashion : to

be an example in dress, etc., for others to follow.

'To be in thefashion : to ac'opt the accepted style.

1568 Grafton C/tron. II. 34 A scarlet Robe with a hoode
(as the fashion then was). 1601 V Marston Pasonitty Kath.
I. 276 Her loue is . . as vnconstant as the fashion. 1604

Jas. I Counterbl. (Arb.l 105 It is come to be the fashion.

161a Rowlands Knaue of Harts 13 Let vs haue standing
Collers, in the fashion. 1710 Steele Taller No. 77 P 1

Alexander the Great had a wry Neck, which made it

the Fashion in his Court, to carry their Heads on one
Side. 176a Goldsm. Nash 10 Several persons qualified

to lead the fashion both by birth and fortune. 1794 Nelson
in Nicolas Disp. (ed 2) I. 474 It is the fashion to say it

would have been difficult to make a breach. 1838 De
Morgan Ess. Probab. Pref. 7 It was then very much the
fashion .. to publish results and conceal methods. 1840
Dickens Barn. Pudge xv'i, The fashion being of course set

by the upper class.

b. The person or thing that it is fashionable to

admire or discuss.

1790-18:1 Combe Devil upon Two Sticks (1817) II. 217,

I siiould not be tempted to marry him, if he were not the
fashion. 1824 Medwin Convers. Byron (1832' I. 53, I was
the fashion when she first came out. 1837 Miss Mitford in

L'Estrange Life III. v, 78 Another book .. is much the
fashion.

Ii. In, out of (the) fashion : in, out of, vogue or

customary use, esp. in polite society ; according or

contrary to the customary rule or standard. Also
To bring, come, grow into

t
go out offashion.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. v. 5 Slaying is the word, It is

a deed in fashion. 1601 — Alts Welt 1. i. 170 Virginitie

like an olde Courtier, weares her cap out of fashion. 1603
Florio Montaigne (16321 505 The Hungarians did very
availefully bring them [war-coaches] into fashion. 1608
W. Sclater Malachy (1650) 103 Sins, when they are grown
into fashion, are swallowed up as no sins. 1614 Bp. Hali.
Recoil. Treat. 684 Shall nothing but our soules be out of

the fashion ? 1630 A*. Johnson's A'iugd. ty Commit*. 55 Let
him . take heed, that the apparell he weares, be in fashion in

the place where he residetn. 1719 D'Ukfey Pills (iS',2 V.
154 Would you be a man in Fashion If 1718 W. Clelano
Let. Publisher Pope's Dunciad 19 Out of power, or out of
fashion. 178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 157 Solitary

pilgrimages were, .much in fashion. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. I. 179 The decorous gravity which had been thirty

years before in fashion at Whitehall. 1850 TaWs Mag.
XVII. 532 1 Little dogs that had come into fashion. 1880
Miss Braddon Just as / am vii, Aunt Dora's gowns..
were always in the fashion.

12. {Man, woman) of fashion'. + a. (In early

use often more fully of high, great, good fashion.)
Of high quality or breeding, of eminent social

standing or repute- [Cf. sense 4 and OF. gens de

(bonne) fafon.] This gradually merges into the

current sense b. That moves in upper-class society,

and conforms to its rules with regard to dress,

expenditure, and habits.

l 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlviii. 187 They .. defended
theym vygoryously, as men of highe facion. 1597 Sir R.
Cecil in Ellis Grig. Lett. 1.234 III. 43 A Gentleman of
excellent fashion, a 1618 Raleigh Apol. 7 It is strange
that men offashion and Gentlemen should so groslybely their
owne knowledge, c 1675 Househ.Ord. 354 Persons ofgood
fashion, .that have a desire to see us at dinner. 170a W. J.
Bruyn's Voy. Lezuint x. 37 Greeks of Fashion, who are not
for herding with the Populace. 175a Hume Ess. ty Treat.
U777) I. 204 Augustus was obliged, .to force men of fashion
into the married state. 1755 E. Moore in World No. 151
11772' III. 278 A woman cannot be a woman of fashion till

she has lost her reputation. 1766 Goldsm Vic. W.xx'i, In-

timacy with people of the best fashion. 1800 Mrs. Hervey
Mourtray Fam. II. 76 A person of her fashion and figure.

1824 Medwin Convers. Byron (1832) II. 50, I . . was in
favour with Brummell i,and that was alone enough to make
a man of fashion 1

.

13. atlrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.

1829 Westm. Rez>. XI. 399 This practice of blushing for

unmodish friends, .belongs to the fashion-mania.

t b. Forming with preceding adj. a quasi-adj.

or adjectival phrase. Obs.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 4 What fashion Cloaths

the Roman officers . . used. 171a E. Cooke / oy. S. Sea 85
The great Square, .has old Fashion Houseson the East and
South Sides.

c. Forming with a preceding sb. or adj. an
adverbial phrase. Cf. -wise.

[1494 Fabyan Chrou. vu. 313 He had deuysed newe
engynes after towerre facion.] 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
1st. iv. xxxii, Made like an Ivie leTt, broad-angle-fashion.

1670 Narbokocgh Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late toy. 1. (1711)66
Flint stones, neatly made broad Arrow-fashion. 1710 Lond.
Gas. No. 4748/4 A Silver Hungary Water Bottle Flask
fashion gilt. 1721 Bailey, Capon Fashion [in Archery], the
same as Bob-tail. 1796 Mrs Glasse Cookery xviii. 39s
Take the leg of a., small beef .. and cut it ham-fashion.
1809 1 a Mar. Edgeworth Absentee ix, Laying the outer-

most part of your feather this fashion next to your hook.
1867 Freeman Norm. Com?. 11876) I. App. 624 The tardy
bridal was done Christian fashion. 1886 R C Leslie Sea-
Patnter's Log 216 Picked up the puppy, holding it baby
fashion in his arms.

d. objective, as fashion-following sb., fashion-

fancying adj. ; instrumental, as fashion-fettered,

-led adjs.

i6m S. Ward Happin. Pract. (1627) 43 Sabbath-breaking,
and fashion-following. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 25 These
fashion-fansying wits Are empty thinbrain'd shells. 1784
Cowi'ER Tiroc. 779 Whom do I advise? the fashion-led.

X887 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 11/2 Fashion-fettered fops.

14. Special comb. : fashion-fly, fig. one who
sports ia the beams of fashion ; fashion paper,

a journal of fashionable life ; fashion-picture,

a representation of fashionable costumes ; fashion
piece, Kattt. (see quots.) ; fashion plate, 'a

pictorial design showing the prevailing style or

new style of dress' (\V.) ; fashion-timber, ^~

fashion-piece. Also Fashion-mo>-gek.
1868 Ld. Houghton Select, fr. Wks. 65 Many a careless

*fashion-fiy. 1885 E. D. Gerard Waters Hercules xxx,

She snatched up the 'fashion-paper. 1884 Sat. Rev.
14 June 780/1 The subject . is a mere *fasnion-picture.

i6a7 Cai-t. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 2 From it [the Stern-

post] doth rise the two Tushion peeces, like a paire of great

homes. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Tcckn., Fashion-pieces are

those two Timbers which describe the breadth of the Ship
at the Stern. 1830 Marryat King'sOwn .\lix

;
My. .fashion

pieces were framed out. c 1850 Rudiiu. Navig. iWeale* 117

Fashion-pieces, the timbers .. fashioning the after-part of

the ship in the plane of projection, by terminating the

breadth and forming the shape of the stern. 1864 Webster,
Fashion plate.

Fashion (farfan), v. Forms: 5 facioun, 6

facion, -yon, fation, fasshion, 7 fashon, 6-

fashion. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. Y.faconner.']

1. trans. To give fashion or shape to ; to form,

mould, shape (either a material or immaterial

object). Also, Tofashion out.

1413 Lvnc PUgr. Sowle iv. xxx. (1483) 78 That this

statua be faciound duely and fourmed as it sholde. c 1500
Metusine 50 Tentes. .so meruayllously facyoned. 1551 T.

Wilson Logike (1580) 45 Leather when it is made or

fashioned for the foote, is called a Shoe. 1608 D. T. Ess.

Pol. fy Mor. 66 b, To polish and fashion out his then rough-
hewen fortune. 1611 Hiblf. Job xxxi. 15 Did not one
fashion vs in the wombe? 1600 Locke Hum. Underst. 11.

ii. § 2 Every one .. who shall go about to fashion in his

Understanding any simple Idea. 1697 Dryden Virgil, Life
(1721) I. 41 A course Stone is presently fashion'd. 1713GAY
Fan 1. 112 Poerns<i7?o> I. 35 Here the loud hammer fashions

female toys. 181a H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. (1813)

83 Our stage is so prettily fashion'd for viewing. 1838

Lytton Alice 28 Young people fashion and form each

other. 1863 Lyei.l Anliq. Man 18 Fragments of rude

pottery, fashioned by the hand. 1878 M->$<]tte Poets 76
The wish I might have fashioned died In dreams,

f b. Said of the constituent parts of anything.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Bartlwl. Anat. \. xx. 51 A Cavity
fashioned by the Os sacrum, the Hip and Share-bones.

+ C. To imke good-looking; to beautify. Obs.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Epist. **J, He was disfiguered to

fashion vs, he dyed for our life.

2. a. To form, frame, make. rare.

1549 Hist. Lucres Aijb, Her browes bente, facioned

with fewe heares. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. «y Mor. 46 b,

Favonnus. .had reason., to fashion them this reply. 1840

Carlyle Ii eroes (1858' 304 Many have to perish, fashioning

a path through the impassable. 1863 Lokgp. Wayside Inn
Prel. 275 The instrument, .was fashioned of maple and of

pine. x88o E. Kifkc Garfield 13 Bringing his saw and
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jackplane again into play, he fashioned companies . . out

of maple blocks.

fb. To contrive, manage. Obs.

£1540 Pilgr. T. 79 in Thynne Animadv. App. i. 79 Then
could he fation in the best wyce many a deynte dyche. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 194 They haue conioyned.. I'o

fashion this false sport. 1506 — 1 Hen. IV, I. iii. 297 You,
and Dowglas . . As I will fashion it, shall happily meete.

\fxH — Oh. iv. ii. 242 His going thence, which I will

fashion to fall out betweene twelue and one.

3. To give a specified shape to ; to model
according to, after., or like (something) ; to form

+ into (the shape of something); to shape into

or to (something). Also refl. and + intr. for refl.

1526 Tisdale Rom. viii. 29 Fasshioned unto the shape of
his sonne. a 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm, (1841) 421 We are

exhorted to fashion ourselves according to that similitude

and likeness which is in him. 1599 Shaks. Much Ada Ml.

iii. 142 Fashioning them [the Hotblouds] like Pharaoes
souldiours. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 151 Coines .

.

fashioned like point-aglets. 1672 3 Grew Anai. Plants 11.

11. § 31 The Mould ; about which, the other more passive

Principles gathering themselves, they all consort and fashion

to it. 1774 J. Bryant Myt/wl. I. 467 This they fashioned

to a conical figure. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (17991 !*• r49 Some of them are fashioned into the

figure of shells. 1809 PiNKNEV Trav. France 242 Chairs
fashioned according to the designs. 1866 Rogers Agrtc. fy

Prices I. xx. 508 A smith to fashion his steel into picks or

awls. 187a ft\gvmot Physics §• Pot. 11876)216 Communities
which are fashioned after the structure of the elder world.

b. With complement or complementary obj.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, in. iii. 65 When Talbot hath
. .fashion'd thee that Instrument of 111. 1605 — Lear 1. ii.

200 All with me's meete, that I can fashion fit.

+ 4. To change the fashion of; to modify, trans-

form. With compl. like, or const, to. Obs.

1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 97 b, When a man fealeth

. .him selfe. .altered and fascioned lyke vnto Christe. 1547
Homilies I Fallingfrom God 1. 11850/ 84 Be fashioned to

him in all goodness requisite to the children of God. 1576
Fleming Panopi. Epist. 3S2 Fashion yourselfe to sober-

nesse. 1x1592 H.Smith Serm. (1866) 312 Fashion thyself

to Paul. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 220 Send him but
hither, and He fashion him. 1611 Bible Phil. iii. 21 Who
shall change our vile bodie, that it may bee fashioned like

vnto his glorious body. 1753 Foote Eng. in Paris Epil.

Wks. 1799 I. 31 His roughness she'll soften, his figure

she'll fashion.

f b. To counterfeit, pervert. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. iii. 31 It better fits my bloud to

be disdain'd of all, then to fashion a carriage to rob loue

from any. 1599 — Hen. V
}

1. ii. 14 God forbid. .That you
should fashion, wrest, or bow your reading.

5. To give (a person or thing) a fashion or form
suitable to or to do (something) ; to accommodate,
adapt to. Also refl. and intr. for refl. Now rare.

1526 Tindale i Cor. \x. 22 In all thynge I fasshioned my
silfe to all men. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in. i. 135 How
shall I fashion me to weare a cloake? 1599 — Much Ado
v. iv. 88 A halting sonnet .. Fashioned to Beatrice, 1608

D. T. Ess. Pol. Sf Mor. 88 b, There are some that fashion
themselves to nothing more, then how to become speculative

into another. 1612 Brerewood Lang. § Relig. vi. 50 It

was spoken corruptly, according as the peoples tongues
would fashion to it. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. ii. soThis
Cardinall . . fashion'd to much Honor From his Cradle.

1623 Massinger Dk. Milan it. i, Lies . . fashion'd to so
damnable a purpose. 1630 R. Johnson"s Kingd. A> Commzv.
529 We fasnion our selves to extoll the ages past. 1770
Goldsm. Des. Vill. 146 Doctrines fashioned to the varying
hour. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) ILL 3 These priests

fashioned that which they did not understand to their

respective wants and wishes.

f b. To present the form of ; to represent. Obs.

1590-6 Spenser {title), The Faerie Queene, Disposed into

twelve books fashioning XII Morall vertues.

c. intr. To bring oneself, * have the face* (to

do something), dial. (Cf. quot. 1591 in 5.)

1847 E. Bronte WutJtertng Heights '1858) 11 Aw wonder
how yah can faishion to stand theear i' idleness. Ibid. 29
She did fly up, asking how he could fashion to bring that

gipsy brat into the house. 1883 Almondbury <y IIudders/'.

Gloss,, 'Why don't you go and ask him for it?' 'I cannot
fashion '.

6. Naut. (See quot.) Obs.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Civ b, The knees.,
fasnion the transoms to the ship's side. [Ibid, supra '. The
knees which connect the beams to the sides.]

Fashion, var. of Farcin Obs., farcy.

Fashionability (fe^nabi'liti). [f. next : see

-bilityy -1TY.] = Fashionableness.
1839 G. Darley Introd. Beaum. <$ Ft. Wks. I. 30

Fashionability is a kind of elevated vulgarity. 1881 Black
Beautiful Wretch I. 28 There was far too much fHm-iness

and fashionabihty about their social circle.

Fashionable ^'J311*
'

1)* a. and sb. [f.

Fashion v. and sb. + -able.]

A. adj.

fl. Capable of being fashioned, shaped, or

moulded. Const, to, unto. Of a damaged article :

Capable of being brought into shape. Obs.

1607 Hiekon Wks. I. 238 Hee that.. can endure the

hewing, and groweth more and more fashionable vnto pood
things. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.Brit. ix. xvi. (1632) 835 Nine
yeares olde, a most fashionable and waxen ape for all im-

pression. 16x4 Jackson Creed 111. viii. Wks. II. 256 Peter's

..power by them [keys] .. to exclude all that were not
fashionable to this rock and corner stone. 1623 Rowland-
son God's Bless. 27 Could the iron be pliable and fashion-

able to the minde of the smith. 1656 in Picton Vpool
Munic. Rec. (1S83) I. 152 Some cups are broken and not
fashionable.
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f b. Conformable to. Obs.

1657 R. Carpenter Astrotogy 15 It is most fashionable to

Reason, That Job, by Musick. .understands [etc.].

t 2. Pertaining to outward form or ceremony
;

merely formal. Obs. (Cf. Fashion sb. 7.)

1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 612 A fashionable observa-

tion of the outwarde Letter. 1633 — Hard Texts no His
fashionable disciples .. went away from him. (11656
— Soliloquies 73 Not that we should, .fall suddenly into a
fashionable devotion. 1616 S. Ward Coale from Altar
(1627)47 No maruellif his seruicebeformalland fashionable.

Ibid. 82 To confess the truth of the fashionable Christian.

+ 3. Of a good fashion or appearance; good-
looking, stylish. Also, fashionable- like. Obs.

1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. <$- Commit, 135 We have
fashionable attendance. 1663 Glkbier Counsel Diija,
Some of them bear-like-whelps (by licking and smoothing)
have gotten some fashionable like shape. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. 244 A Cap. .made of a Hare-skin, very convenient
and fashionable enough. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5865/4
A light dapple grey Nag. .fashionable and full aged.

4. a. Of persons : Observant of or following the

fashion ; dressing or behaving in conformity with

the standard of elegance current in upper-class

society.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. in. hi. 165 A fashionable Hoste
..slightly shakes his parting Guest by th' hand. 1609
W. M. Man in Moonc (1849) 42 A finical! fellow he is, and
very fashionable. 1738 Cmesterf. Common Sense 11 Feb.
No. 16 Taste is now the fashionable Word of the fashionable

World. 1816 Remarks Eng. Mann. 86 Nor do I believe

a less fashionable man would have paid any attention. 184s
Florist's ")rnl. 139 A numerous and fashionable company.
1892 Speaker 30 July 141 1 Reviewers are apt to be .

.

slavishly fashionable in adjectives.

adsol. 1790 Han-

. Mori: Relig. Fash. World (1791) 1 The
polite and the fashionable.

b. Of things, esp. dress : Conformable to fashion
;

in accordance with prevailing usage; of the kind

in vogue among persons of the upper class. Of
immaterial things : Approved by custom, generally

accepted, current (now in depreciatory sense).

1608 W. Sclater Malacky {1650) 103 It . . was grown so

fashionable, that it seemed to be no sin. 1639, Fl'llek Holy
War in. vi. (1840) 125 His . . attire more fashionable. 1650
— Pisgah 11. viii. 177 Such chariots were . . fashionable in

their fights. 1665 Glanvill Seep. Sci. Add. to R. Soc. 62
The eminence of your condition will.. make philosophy
fashionable. 1668 Rokeby Let. 6 Oct. in Mem. (Surteess 17

A rideing cloake of y ' best worsted camlett of a fashionable

sorte. 1700 Dryden Fables, Pygmalion 45 Fashionable
robes her person deck. 1781 Gibbon' Decl. fy F. III. 229
The fashionable opinions of the court. 1823 Lamb Elia
(i860) 157 A newer and more fashionable mansion. 1825

J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 329 A fashionable dress. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 515 Artificial ringlets clustering in

fashionable profusion round his shoulders. 1866 Geo. Eliot
/*'. Holt 119 His illusions, .were not of a fashionable sort.

5. a. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

persons of fashion, b. Treating of the world of

fashion, c. Frequented or patronized by people

of fashion.

a. 1712 Steele Spect. Nc. 504 f 4 These rascals, .carried

it with a fashionable haughty air. 1790 Han. More Reliec.

Fash. World U791) 221 That mode of life emphatically
distinguished by the appellation of fashionable. 1884 J.
Hall A Chr. Home 75 A hollow and conventional ' fashion-

able life '.

b- 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. (1S58) 169 Nor are Sacred
Books wanting to the Sect [of the Dandies]; these they
call Fashionable Novels. i88z Perody Eng. Journal, xi.

78 The Morning Post, .made a name for itself by its fresh

and sparkling paragraphs of Court and fashionable gossip.

O. 1815 tr. Due de Levis s Engl. 19th Cent. i. 170 Rane-
lagh pleases them much : it is even called fashionable
[orig.W recoit meme l'e'pitbete de fashionable]. 1838 E.mlk-
son Nat., Lit. Ethics Wks. iBohni II. 214 In fashionable or

political saloons. 1839 Hood Up the Rhine 43 The Waal
branch of the fashionable river. 18^8 Dickens Dombey
.wiii, Burgess & Co.,—fashionable tailors (but very dear).

1877 Johnston Diet. Geog. 1234/1 Scarborough, .is now the

most fashionable watering-place on the N.E. coa^t. 1881
Lady Herbert Edith 1 And drew up at a door in a fashion-

able quarter.

B. sb. A fashionable person. Chiefly m pi.

<n8ooT. Bellamy Beggar Boy {1801) 1. 178 All the fashion-
ables in town. 1800 H. Wells Constantia Neville I 1:40

That he was merely a fashionable, she could not believe.

1800 Sporting Mag. XV. 265 Our fair fashionables. 1834
Meuwin Angler in Wales II. 150 Fashionables of all

countries. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair x\ix, A very pleasing
and witty fashionable. 1883 Mrs. Lynn Linton Girl of
Period II. 11 She will probably end her days as a frantic

Fashionable.

Fashionabledom (uVJanab'ldon^. rare. [f.

prec. + -noil.] The fashionable world.
1859 Sala Tiu. round Clock (1861)338 A grand entertain-

ment., given in Fashionabledom.
Fa shioiiableness. [f. as prec. + -ness]
fl. Superficiality, formality. Cf. Fashionable 2.

1608-xx Bp. Hall jE^y.'. in. Hi. 43 All which that Babylonish
religion shifteth offwith a carelesse fashionablenesse. 1612-5
— Contempt. N. T. Bloody Issue Wks. (1634* II. 139 Out-
ward fashionablenesse comes into no account with God ;

that is onely done which the soule doth.

2. +a. Elegance, attractiveness (obs.). b. The
quality or state of being in vogue or in conformity
with fashion.

1640 Fuller Joseph's Coal iii. (1S67) 128 (To give the
world, .her duel she hath for the time a kind of a pleasing
fashionableness. 1661 Boyle Style ofScript. 187 A Fashion-
ableness which within a short while will perhaps be Ridicu-
lous. 1699 Locke Educ. § 37 This outside fashionableness of
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the Taylor or Tire-woman's making. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. 1. xi. (1869) I. 165 The fashionableness and scarcity

of the wine. 1841 Hor. Smith Moneyed Man I. iv. 95 The
ultra-fashionableness of a professed elegante.

Fashionably ifcejbnabli), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -ly -.] In a iashionable manner.

+ 1. With respect to the fashion or external form :

outwardly, superficially, in appearance. (Cf.

Fashionable 2.) Obs.

1614 Up. Hall Recoil. Treat. 85 Howfewe are there, that

doe otherwise than fashionably professe him [Christ]. 1615
Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 336 A Pettifogging Atturny
. . may take bribes from both parties, and please both
fashionably. 1628 Bp. Hall Contempt. IV. xii. 74 Neither
doth Saul goe fashionably to worke, but does this service

heartily. 1656 Artif Handsom. 25 Those many arts .. of

dressing and adorning, which, .ingenuity . . had found out,

and fashionably used.

2. Conlormably to the prevailing fashion or usage,

esp. that current in upper-class society.

1628 Eakll Microcosm., Serving Mau(Arb.) 83 A Seruin^
man. .is cast behind his master as fashionably as his sword
and cloake ate. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. 11. n. ii. (1737) II.

148 However fashionably we may apply the Notion of good
Living, a 1716 South Serm. (1737) II. vi. 215 He migtit so

fashionably and genteelly, .have been duelled or fluxed into

another world. Jbid.W.iW. 94 A rotten, fashionably-diseased

body. 1781 Cowper Hope 92 A mind, not yet so blank, or

fashionably blind. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1849) 125

They were dressed fashionably, but simply.

+ Ta'shional, a. Obs. Also fashionall. [f.

Fashion $#. + -al.] = Fashionable 2 and 3.

1617 Donne Serm. cxlvii. VI. 15 False and Fashional
Christians. 1618 Ibid, exxxiii. V. $2$ The fashional man
that will do as he sees great men do. a 1631 — Lett. (1633)

360, I think it now most seasonable and fashional! for mee
to breake. 1629 Gaule Holy Aladu. 98 The fine Flourishes

of his Fashionall Rhetoricke.

t Fa'shionary, a. Obs. [f. Fashion
sb. f -.\nv.] frormal; ^Fashionable 2.

a 1640 W. Fenxek Sacfifice of Faithfull (1648) 176 Your
formall repentance.. your faihionary prayers.

t Fa-shionate, ///- a. Obs. [f. Fashions.
+ -ate -.] a. Fashioned or formed after an image
or model, b. Well formed, perfect.

1593 B. Barnes Parthenophil Madrigal xxii, That figure

fashionate Which in the jetty mirror lurks. 1593 Lodgk
Will. Longbcard Addr. to Rdr., Men are in thraldome to

their fashionate manners. 1609 Dekker Gvlt's liorne-bk.

UtSi2) 04 Your mediterranean isle [middle aisle of St. Paul's]

is then the only gallery wherein the pictures of all your true

fashionate and complemental gulls are.. hung up.

t Fa*8hionative, a. Obs. Also 6 faseion-

ative. [f. Fashion sb. and v. +-ative.] a. ? Prone

to fantastic behaviour, affected, b. Tending to

fashion or form ; formative of.

1584 Lodgk Alarum i8b, It is idlenesse that maketh
amorous ; it is idlene>.ae that maketh fascionative. <r 1693
L'kqlhart Rabelais in. xlii. 348 A Third Act, fashionative

of another Member.

Fashioned (fscjand), ///. aA [f. Fashion v.

+ -ed i.J Wrought into fashion or shape ; formed

with art or skill. Rarely of persons.

1535 Coverdall Isa. xlii. 16 Let them conuerte . . that .

.

saye to fashioned ymages : ye are oure godes. 1691 Lockl
Lcnuer. Interest Wks. 1727 II. S3 Fashion'd Plate sells for

more than its Weight of the same Silver. 1807 Sir R.
Wilson Jml. 9 July in Life (1S621 II. viii. 305, I had ex-

pected to see a gentleman, but I never saw one less fashioned.

1829 Carlyli; Misc. (1857' II. 86 A character is a com-
pletely fashioned will. 1881 J. Paion in Encycl. Brit.

XII. 299/2 It was necessary to seam them [stockings] up the

selvages of web shaped on the frame (fashioned work).

b. preceded by adv. of manner.

1496 [see Evil adv. 8 c]. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4691/4
Florence O'Donoughue ..a., clean Limb'd and well-

fashioned Man. 1769 Dublin Merc. 16-19 Sept. 9/1 Black-

Nose, .has given such proofof his getting the finest fashioned

foals. 1835 Lyttos Rienzi 1. 1, Less warlike or worse
fashioned weapons.

Fashioned (far/and), ppl. a.~ Also Sc. faw-

sont. [f. Fashion sb. + -ed 2 ] Having or pro-

vided with a fashion (i.e. an appearance, manner,

or shape) of a peculiar kind. Only in para-

synthetic combinations as honest-, long-, many-,

xuhat-a-fashioned ; also Old-fashioned. Exten-

sion-fashioned (nonce - wd.) : possessed of the

property of extension.

1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. 1. {1586) 10 A newe and
a strange fashioned Mill of your owne devise. 1581 Sidnly
Apol. Poetrie (Arb.^ 58 Many, and many-fashioned Gods.

1633 T. Stafford Pae. Hib. xiii. (1821- 631 Thus may your

honour see what a fashioned warre, I doe conceiue to bee

least in charge. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1.

viL 14 The Peritonaeum .. is like a Bladder, or a long-

fashioned Egg. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 64 One
figure being as much extension fashion'd as another. 1787

Burns Two. Dogs 142 Decent, honest fawsont folk.

Fashioner (te-Jansi). [f. Fashion v. + -ER *.]

One that fashions ; one that gives fashion or shape

to ; a creator, maker.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. xi. 11 The man is

principall doer and fashioner. 1615 tr. De MonfarVs Sum.
E. Indies Pref. Bja, The Fashioner of this work. /11673

J. Caryl in Spurgeon 'Ireas. Dav. Ps. cx.xxix 14 God is

the.. fashioner of us all. 1809 Mrs. J. West The Mother

(1810) 224 Fancy, fashioner of ills Most horrible. i8ao

Scott Monast. xxxvii, A fashioner of doublets. 1864

Sir F. Palgrave Norm.fy Eng. III. 27 A new era of which

he was. .the fashioner.
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b. One who makes articles of dress ; a tailor

costumier, modiste. Obs. or arch.

[Cf. F. J&canmitrj ' ouvrier qui travaille aux ouvrages
faconne*s ' (Littre).)

»6*5 B. Jonsos Staple ofX. v. i, Where is my Fashioner.

.

Linener, Perfumer, Barber? 1706 Phillips led. Kersey),

Fashioner, as the Queen's Fashioner, or Taylor. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 254 Mr. Coshgrave, the

fashioner in Shuffolk Street. 1826 Scott Mai. Malagr. i. 52

Those humble fashioners, .went to work by measuring the

person of their customer. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Fashioner .. a tailor. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in

Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 323 Fashion and its fashioners.

Fashioning (fir/anil)), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING 1.]

1. The action of the vb. Fashion ; an instance

of this.

1580 Baret Alv. F i6r A fashioning of a thing, forma-
tnra. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 399 The con-

ception and fashioning of man. a 1600 Hooker Feci. Pol.

(1617I 673 Earnest exhortations . . for my better fashioning

unto good correspondence and agreement, a 1628 Preston
Neio Covt. (1634) 337 It is the inward fashioning of every

man's apprehension that makes him happy, a 1635NAUNTON
Ftagtn. Reg. (Arb.f 35 Art and Nature had spent their

excellencies In his fashioning. 1861 W. F. Collier Hist.

Eng, Lit. 141 The occasional dressing of leather and
fashioning of gloves. 1884 LittelVs Living AgeCLYA. 67

A mind that ruled the fingers' fashionings.

attrib. 1847 Emerson Poems, Monadnoc Wks. (Bohn) I.

435 Wax their fashioning skill betrays.

b. spec. (See quot.) Also attrib., asfashioning*

needle, -point.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Fashioning-ueedle, one of the

needles in a knitting-machine which lift loops from some of

the bearded needles and transfer them to others, in order to

widen or narrow the work. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss,,

Fashioning, the process of shaping the stocking-leg and
foot, also the shirt-sleeve and pant-leg, and back, lots is

done by hand by means of small points with which some of

the loops arc removed to narrow the stocking or pant at

the ankle.. In the steam-work these fashioning points are

forced through the material by pressure.

2. Style in which a thing is fashioned. Also

cotter.

1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Liudisf. Si Stones of Norman
fashioning. 1885 S. O. Jbwett March Island xiv, A fair

young girl of., flower-like fashioning. 1887 Hall Caine
Deemster xl. 261 Beehives of a rude fashioning. 1890 S.J.
Duncan Social Departure 412 Rich fashionings in wood
and precious metals.

t 8. The action or habit of following fashions

(of dress). Obs. rare~ l
.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 173 As much Pride might be
111 affected Gravity, as in changeable fashioning.

Fashioning (fwjamg),^/. a. [f. as prec. +
-iNG 2.] That fashions.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 3- Selv. 111 A fashioning or

plastick spring of lifesomness.

Fashionist (ftrfanist). [f. as prec. + -ist.]

1. A follower of the fashions ; one who conforms

to the prevailing style of dress ; a fashion-monger.
1616 Chapman Homer's Hymns Epil., For ostentation

humble truth still flies, And all confederate fashionists

defies. 1750 E. Smith Compleat Housewife Pref., The
Israelites grew Fashionists, and would have a King. 1850
Lyell 2nd Visit U. S. II. 15 'There go two of our
fashionists \ pointing to two gaily-dressed ladies, in the

latest Parisian costume.

2. One who prescribes or sets the fashions.

rare— 1
.

1815 Milman Fazio (1821) 27 Signior Dandalo, the court
fashionist.

FftlhfflTHBO (fiTrJVnftiT)j V rare~ x
. [f. as prec.

+ -IZB.] trans. To make (a garment) fashion-

able ; to alter 'clothes) according to the fashion.

1824 Blaehnv. Mag. XV. 450 His taste compelled him to

send this suit to his tailor every month to be fashionized.

Fashionless (fae-Janles), a. [f. Fashion sb.

+ -LESS.] Without fashion or shape.
1581 Mllcaster Positions vi. (1887) 43 Misshapen and

fashionles. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. in. 48 Fashionlesse,
illfauoured, vnhandsome lies the land With heaps of snow.
1833 Whittier Proselytes Prose Wks. 1888 I. 309 We
grapple with the fashionless air. i860 Ld. Lvtton Lucile
11. vi, The fashionless cloud of far time.

I Fa'shionly, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-ly *.] ? Subject to the sway of fashion.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vni. ix. (1614) 784 Thou.,
mightest see as Monster-like fashions at home, and more
fashionly monster of thy selfe.

Fa'snion-monger.[f.FASHioN^. + Monger.]
One who studies and follows the fashion or

fashions.

1599 Marston Sco. Vitlanie 166 Each cjuatnt fashion-
monger, whose sole repute Rests in his trim gay clothes.

1624 Hevwood Gunaik. vi. 298 Wild fashion-mongers, and
fantasticke gallants. 178a European Mag. I. 247 A knot
of fashion-mongers assembled in the drawing room of a
French dancer. 18*6 Miss Mitford Village Ser. ii. (1863)

425 A thrifty fashion-monger.

Hence f Faskion-rnonging;///. a.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 94 Fashion-monging boyes.

Fashions (faejas^ a. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 6 fa s)cheous/7 faohiua), 6-7 iaschious,

(8 fachious), 9 fashCe ous, 7- fashious. [ad.

OY.fascheux (fr.fdcheux), f. fascher (fir/ier) to

Fash.] Causing or giving anxiety or trouble;

tiresome, vexatious, rarely of a person.
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1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xiv, It were bot

ane faschious and vane laboure. 1599 Jas. I Bao-iA. Acupoe

(1603) 125 To free mens heads, .from the fashious thoughts

on their affaires, a 1662 R. Baillie Lett. <$ Jrnls. (1775)

I. 221 The way of proceeding was fashious both to ours

and the English commissioners. 1789 Burns Let. to fas.
Tennant 56 For, faith, they'll aibfins fin' them fashious.

1811 Scott Let. 25 Aug. in Lockhart, Wearing on as easily

as this fashious world will permit. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

A fashous kind of a body.

Fasiane, obs. var. of Pheasant.
Fasing, obs. form of Facing.

t Faskidar. Sc. Obs. A name applied to the

Northern Gull.

1703 M. Martin Descr. Western Isl 73 The Bird Faskidar
[is] about the bigness of a Sea-maw of the middle size. 1766

Pennant Zoot. (i-j-jo) IV. 25 The arctic gull is., the Faskidar
of Martin.

Fason, -oun, -owne, obs. ff. Fashion.

Fassaite (jsrwiait)* Min. Also faasait.

[Named in 1796 by Dolomieu, and in 181 7 by
Werner, after Fossa (in the Tyrol) where it was
found : see -ite.] f a. Foliated zeolite (obs.).

b. A variety of pyroxene, containing a little

alumina in addition to the elements of sahlite.

1814 T. Allan Min. Nomen. 46 Foliated zeolite..

Fassait. Ibid. 5 Fassaite of Werner is a variety of augite.

Fasse : see Fas.

t Fasse-phierre. Herb. Obs. = Samphire.
1710 London & Wise Compl. Card. (1719) 316 He should

likewise plant in Borders of the same Walls, his Fasse-

phierre, or Samphire.

Fassee, obs. form of Fabct.
Fasaet, obs. form of Facet, Faucet.

Fasshin, -sshon, s)shyon, obs. ff. Fashion.

t Fassion. Obs. In 5 faoyon, faasyone. [ad.

raed.L. fassion-etn t,Papias\ f. h.fatert to confess.]

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 150/2 Fassyone, or knowlechynge
[facyon, P.],Jassio, confessio.

Fassion, - oun, - (s syon(e, Sc. fassoun,
(-s)sowne, obs. ff. Fashion.
Fassone, var. of Farcin Obs., farcy.

Fast (fast), sb. 1 Also 3-6 faste, Orm. fasste.

[Early ME. faste, prob. a. ON. fasta (Da. faste,

Sw.fasta), = OH. fasta, OHG. fasta (MUG. vaste),

f. OTeut.fas tt-j'an to Fast. The OE. synonym was
fasten : see Fasten sb.]

1. An act or instance of fasting : a. as a religious

observance, or as an expression of grief.

c 1200 Ormin 1 1329 All wibbutenn mete & drinnch Heold
Crist hiss fasste j>sere. a 1300 Cursor M. 6523 (Cott.) But
sum o bairn bis fast forsoke, And bai bjs riche manna toke.

c 1400 Maunoev. (1839) xii. 134 The seke men be not con-

streyned to bat fast- 1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De Invent.

vi. iii. 1 16 a, He kepeth not the true fast whyche forbeareth

flesh, or forgoeth his supper. 1557 N. T. iGenev.i Acts
xxvii. 9 Because also the tyme of the Fast was now passed.

1633 Ford 'Tis Pity 1. iii, I have .. even starv'd My veins

with daily fasts. 1700 S. L. tr. C. Fryke"s Voy. E. hid. 350
We kept a Fast in our Ship, to beg God's assistance. 1851

Ht. Martinkau Hist. Peace (1877) III. iv. xiv. 133 The
day appointed for a general fast. 1857 Buckle Civitiz. I.

viii. 515 The reformed clergy, .appointed a public fast.

fig. rt 1300 Cursor M. 29031 (Cott.) pe thnd es better ban
be twa wit gastli fast all giltes for-ga. 1545 Brinklow
Compl. 57 The Scripture teacheth what true fast is. .that is

to say ; To lett them out of bondage which be in danger .

.

to deale thy bread to the hungry, &c. {See Isa. lviii. 6-]

b. in general. To break (one's) fast: see BbbaX v.

9C
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 151,1 Faste of abstynence,/ty««/«/«.

1669 Dkyden Tyran. Love 11. i, She's . . refus'd to cast One
glance to feed me for so long a fast. 1671 Milton P. R. 11.

247 That fast To virtue I impute not. 1843 Hood Song of
Shirt v, I hardly fear his terrible shape . . ft seems so Tike

my own, Because of the fasts I keep.

+ C. The action of fasting; abstinence from

food. K\so personified. Obs. rare.

[a 1300, 1545: see 1 fig.} 1603 Shaks. Mens, for M. I. ii.

130 Surfet is the father of much fast. 163a Milton Pense-

roso 46 Spare Fast, that oft with gods doth diet. 1795
Montford Castle I. 13 Ate with a voracity obviously the

result of pining fast.

2. A day or season appointed for fasting.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6570 (Cott.) Qua held be fast mang ober

men? 1565 Calfhill Answ. Treat. Crosse v. 125b, That
whiche bred in the Church a miserable schisme . . the Exster

fast. 1611 Bible Jonali iii. 5 The people of Nineueh ..

proclaimed a fast. 173a Law Serious C. 1. (ed. 2) 13 All the

Feasts and Fasts of the Church. 1847 S. Austin Fanke's
Hist. /?^CIII. 75 In March 1552, the people of Zurich broke
the fast and ate eggs and meat. 185a Hawthorne Blithe-

dale Rom. xvi. (1883)477 Except on.. the Fourth of July,

the autumnal cattle-show, Thanksgiving, or the annual
Fast.

3. attrib. and Comb., as fast-book, -sermon ;

+ fast-lost a., lost through a fast ; fast-mass,

Shrovetide ; + fast-spittls =fasting-spittle ; fast-

week, Sc. the week preceding the celebration of

the Sacrament, and including the fast-day. Also
Fast-day, Fast-gong.
1607 Shaks. Timon 11. ii. 180 Feast won, fast lost. 1637

Laud Sp. Star-Chamb. 14 June 20 The Prayer for season-

able weather was purged out of this last Fast-booke. 1681

Chetham Angler's Vade-m. ( 1689 52 The stinging of Hornets
is cured by. .applying outwardly Cow-dung and Fast-spittle.

1681 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc) II. 514 Mr- Birch.,
preached the fast sermon at St. Marie's. 1866 Ctutmbers*

Encyct. s.v. Shrovetide^ These days were sometimes called

PAST.

. .Fast-mass. 1891 J. M. Barrie LittU Minister^1892) iii.

21 A garret in which the minister could sleep if he had
guests, as during the Fast week.

Fast (fast), sb.l Naitt. Alsojfest. [ME,/«/,
a. ON. fest-r, f. festa to fasten, f. fasi-r Fast a.

In mod. Eng. assimilated to the adj.] A rope, etc.

by which a ship or boat is fastened to a wharf.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 158/1 Fest or teyynge of a scl'yppe,

or bootys, scaiamus. 1678 Littleton Lat. Dict. y
Fast .

.

rope to fasten a boat or ship, prymncsiioii. 1763 S. T.

Jaksses Si/nig-etiug- laid open 222 The Captain, .employed
. . His Majesty^ Officer . , to cast off his Fasts, fastened on
Shore. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxix. 104 The topsails

were at the mast-head, the fast just ready to be cast off. 1856
Kane Arct. Expl. I. iii. 35 We succeeded in changing our
fasts to another berg. 1863 in Robson Bards of Tyne 246
While their keel's at the fest.

f 2. = Anchor-hold. Obs.

1638 T. Jackson Creed tx. xv. Wks. 1673 II. 984 The cable

[may be] very strong, when the fest or Anchor-hold is

slippery. Ibid. ix. xix. II. 998.

Fast (fast), si.3 [The adj. used absol. or ellipt.]

Something that is fast or fixed ; spec, isee qtiots.).

1836 Polvvhele Corn.'Eng. Voc. 76 Fast. The fast is the

understratum supposed never to have been moved or broken
up since the creation. 1853 Kane Grinuell Exp. x. (1856)

73 Forming an icy margin or beach known technically as

the Mand ice', or ' the fast '. 1883 Gresley Coal-Mining

j

Gloss., Fast, the first hard bed of rock met with after

I

sinking through running sand or quick ground.

tFast, sb.* Obs. fad. Fr./asU, ad. L.fas/us.]

Arrogance, pompousness
1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6027 He examines, -the Fast and

Gravity of the Spanish language. 176a 71 H. Walpole
Vertue's Anecd. Paint, i. Wks. 1798 III. 27 Perhaps the

generous sentiment implied in his motto . . contained more
true glory than all the Fast couched under Louis's [XIV]
emblem of the sun.

Fast (fast), a. Forms: 1-2 feest, 2 fest, 3

Orm. fasst, 4 south, dial, vest, 4-6 faste, 3- fast.

[Com. Teut. : OK. first corresponds to OYns.fest,

OS. fast (Du vast), OHG. festi (MHG. veste,

mod.HG. fist), ON. fasti- ;
prob. repr. OTeut.

*fastu- (the word having, like other adj. it stems,

passed into the and i declensions), cogn. with

Goth, fastait to keep, guard, observe.]

I. Hrm.
1 jj;— iy fixecj ;n jts p]ace ; not easily moved or

shaken; settled, stable. Obs. or arch. exc. as said

predicatively of something fixed as in a socket

(e.g. a nail, a post), where the sense approaches 4.

f888 K. /Elfred Boeth. xii, Se be wille facst hus timbrian

ne sceall he hit no settan upon bone hehstan cnol. c 1000

Sax. Leechd. III. 268 Ealle ma:st hi [steorran] synd facste

on bam firmamentum. C1374 Chaucer Anel. <) Arc. 313
Als fast As in a tempest is a roten mast, c 1400 Lan/ranc's

Cirurg. 321 It is necessane pat be patient ligee also stille

as he mai wibouten remevyng til Ve boon be fast. 1535
Coverdalf. 1 Chron. xvii. [xvi.] 30 He hath made the com-
?ase of the world so .fast, that it can not be moued. 1576

leming Panopl. Epist. 179 If you lay not such a fast

foundation. 1656 Ridglev Pract. Physick 291 Pain of the

Colick is moveable ; of the stone, fast. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk tf Selv. i± A great heap of fast and loose bodies

hudled up together. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. v.

(ed. 2)159 In lands . . where the fast stones have been care-

fully digged out. i8ao Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg, II. 264

It was ready to dropout. Some, .expressed a wish that the

harpoon were better fast. J858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr.

36 Structures hollowed in the fast mountain. 1871 Morley
Voltaire iv. (1886) 161 Something . . which sets a fast gulf

between them and those who are . . irredeemably saturated

with corruption.

b. In immaterial sense ; esp. Of a person, his

attributes, feelings, etc. : Not easily turned aside,

constant, firm, steadfast. Now only in fast foe

(arch.), fast frieiui; in the latter the adj. is com-

monly apprehended in sense 4.

c 900 Bwda's Hist. iv. iii. § 4 ponne code he to cirican .

.

& on sealmsonge fseste moode awunade. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 1
1 9 |?e holi gost . . alihte hem of brihtere and of festere

bileuebehie hedden er. 11340 Hampole Psalter i. 1 He
is man b1 is fast & stabile ageyns ese. 1340 Ayenb. 116

Vayre zuete uader make oure herten ueste an stedeuest.

a 1400-50 Alexander if>\b We bat fourmed is & fast. 1485

Caxton ft™ «r V. 69 He bad alle waye faste byleuc in

our Lord. 1508 Fisher Wa\s. (1876) 271 A fast hope and
confydence that he had in prayer. 1513 Mori: in Grafton

Chron. II. 778 Catesby . . founde him [Hastings] so fast ..

that [etc.]. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 192 If he should

still malignantly remaine Fast Foe to th' Plebij. 1611 Speed

Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xix. § 23. 716 He had beene fast vpon the

part of King Henry, while that part was in wealth. 1697

Dampier Voy. (16981 I. 158 The Indian neighbourhood.,

were our fast friends, and ready to receive and assist us.

1793 Burke Cond Minority Wks. 1842 I. 621 England must

be the fast friend, or the determined enemy, of France.

1833 Ht. Martineau Loom Is Lugger 11. v. 91 We shall, .be

fast friends. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 68 "Iheres the

nice distinction 'twixt fast foes and faulty friends.

f C. Pleonastically. last and sure: well as-

sured, certain. Obs.

1513 Skelton Sp. Parrot ^04, I make the faste and sure.

c 1550 Balf. A". Johan (Camden) 20, I wyll not breke yt, ye

may be fast and suer.

d. t Of sleep : Deep, sound, unbroken. Of
persons: = Fast asleep. Obs. exc. dial.

159a Shaks. Rom. If Jul. iv. v. 1 Fast I warrant her.

1605 — Macb. v. i. 9 All this while in a most fast sleepe.

1743 Fielding Journey 1. i, She was in a fast sleep._ Z76a

Foote Orators 11. Wks. 1799 *• 2I1 Smoke the justice, he



FAST.

is as fast as a church. i86t H. Kingsley Ravenshoc xli,

' They waked we sharp enough ; but as for she ! she's fast.'

e. Fast aground, ashore (of a vessel) fixed on

the ground, the shore. Fast asleep : fixed in sleep,

sound asleep, in a deep sleep.

In these phrases fast seems to have been originally the

grammatical predicate ; now it is usually apprehended as

an adv. qualifying aground, ashote, asleep.

1555 T. Haukes in Foxe A, $ M. (1631) III. xi. 260 The
old Bishop .. was fast asleepe. c 1620 Z. Boyd Zions
Flowers (1855) 12, I see a man . . Hard fast asleepe. 1725
De Foe Voy. round iVorld ixZ^o) 331 Running fast aground.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. ii. We were fast ashore before

you knew anything of the matter. 1771 — Humph. CI.

(1846) 329 In half an hour I was fast asleep in bed. 1837
Dickens Pickw. viii, The fat boy, for once, had not been
fast asleep. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fast aground,
immoveable or high and dry.

f. Of a colour : That will not quickly fade or

wash out ; permanent.
1658 \V. Sanderson Graphice 80 Fast and firm colours, as

Umber, Oke. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. II. 92
Its texture is strong and neat; its colours are fast. 1884

I. Levinstein in Manch. Exam. 6 Oct. 4/5 The fastest red

dye known on cotton.

g. Fast line (Surveying) : see quot. Hard and
fast line : see Hard a.

1807 Hvrroti Course Math. II. 73 When a line Is measured
whose position is determined., it is called afast line.

t2. * irmly or closely knit together, compact,

dense, solid, hard. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1000 Sax, Leechd. I. 114 Deos wyrt . . bi5 cenned . . on
factum stowum. c 1200 Ormin 1602 Wibb fasst & findij laf

& harrd. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. P. xvn. ii. (1495) 598
Trees that ben moost sad and faste. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of
Notes 1038 Then is hayle ingendered, because y thing is

become more fast. 1601 Holland Pliny xvi. xl, The
Cherrie tree wood is firme and fast. 1609 C. Butler Fem,
Mon. i. (1623) Cj, The stuffe [new Fustian] is so fast that it

holdeth the sting. 1661 J. Childrev Brit. Bacon. 16 Tin
is a fast metal, and not apt to dissolve. 1765 A. Dickson
Treat. Agric (ed. 2) 316 The half of the earth, ef, with the

fast land below, is thrown into the furrow E F. 1805 Scott
Last Minstr. iv. xvii, In close array and fast. 1881

Leicestersh Gloss., This 'ere bread cuts so fasst.

T b. Of style : Compact, terse. Obs.

a 1568 Ascham Scholem. \\. (Arb.) 113 If Osorius would.,
translate Demosthenes, with so straite, fast, and temperate

a style in latine, as he is in Greeke.

f 3. Of a fortress : Strong. Of a place or district

:

Secure against attack or access. Obs. Cf. Fast-
ness.
C900 Barda's Hist. m. xvi, Seo burg waes to pon fa-st ban

[etc.]. cizo$ Lay. 9775 Sone he gon faren. .in to Ex-chastre,

pa burh wes pafastre. 1571 HanmerCAjv»«. [ret. (1633) 113

They found the country fast with woods, bogges, and paces

trenched. 1596 Spenser State Irel. \ 1633* 100 Robbers and
Outlawes . . lurking in Woods and fast places. 1633 T.
Stafford Pac. Nib. vii. (18211 86 A strong and fast Countrey.

4. Firmly attached to something else ; that can-

not easily escape or be extricated ; fixed to the

spot ; lit. and_/$£". Said both of persons and things.

c 1400 Lanfranc"s Cirurg. (MS. A) 352 Presse hem bat bei

bicomefasttogidere. a 1400-5/0 Alexander 747* Dublin MS.)
In rapes fast forryfyng of bernes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 151/2

Fast, or festyd be clevynge to, or naylynge, fxus, confjvus.

1535 Coverdale Ps. lxxvifti], 8, I am so fast in preson, that

I can not get forth. 1603 Knolles Hist, Turks 685 Being
. . almost fast in the deep mud. 1659 B. Harris ParivaVs
Iron Age 86 France.. by keeping herself fast with them.,
hath drawn no small advantages from them [Swiss]. 1682

Milton Hist. Mosc.v, I am now fast in your Country. 1700

S. L. tr. C. Fryke's Voy. E. hid. 41 The Hook struck into

his Throat, and had him fast. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) VI.

2236 Captain King . . remained fast till the return of the

boat. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) 1.

Introd., If you and your mind and your nerves are such fast

cronies. 1827 Scorr Jml. 11890) II, 13 Mr. Scrope, who is

fast with the gout. 1833 Tennyson Poems 120 We must
bind And keep you fast, my Rosalind. 1878 H. Phillips

Poemsfr. Sp. fy Germ. 16 Prisoner fast was Virgil taken.

b. Of a knot, band, etc. : Firmly tied, not easily

loosed. Also_/%>. of an alliance, etc.

15S3 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 40 For that faste kinred and
aliaunce, which is betwixt us. 1583 Hollyband Campo di

Fior 21 Tye the latcheth of a loose knot, and not of a fast

one. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. Wks. 1738 I. 63 Our Prelates

..have enter'd into fast League with the principal Enemy
against whom they were sent. 1724 R. Falconer Voy. (.1769)

232 To He still as if their Chains were fast.

C. To make fast: to bind, connect, or fix firmly.

In nautical use also absol.

c 1340 Cursor M. 16684 (Trin.) Abouen his heed . . a bord

was made fast. < 1400 Lanfrajtc's Cirnrg. 174 per ben
maad fast wip be ballokis .ij. vessels. 1526 Tindale Acts
xvi. 24 Which iayler . . made their fete fast in the stockes.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman*s Gram. v. 22 In stead of tying,

sea men alwayes say, make fast. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698)

I. 17 [He] took the end of a Line, and made it fast about his

Neck. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pass. I. 45 Cap-
tain More made fast to another Piece [of ice]. 1835
Marryat Joe. Faithf vii, Make the boat fast, there's a good
lad. 1872 C. Gibbon For the King i, The horses were
made fast in one corner of the court.

fig. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. ix. 37 Betre is make
forewardes faste, then afterward to mene ant mynne. 1553

T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 144 A Gentleman, being handfasted

to a Gentlewoman, .afterwardes lost her, being made faster

to another manne, then ever she was to hym. 1560 Rolland
Crt. Venus iv. 469 5e man mak fast that salbe to 30W laid.

d. fig. In a perplexity or difficulty ;
' in a fix '.

To befastfor : to be in want of. dial
1863 Mrs. Toogood Vorksh. Dial., I sent to borrow your

saddle, for I. .was fast for one. 1877 Cheshire Gloss., ' I've

87

getten fast amang it.' 1883 A Imondbury Gloss., ' Why don't

you get on with your job?' ' Nay, Au'm fast.'

e. Whale-fishing. Of the whale : Having a

harpoon sticking in it. Also of the boat, to

which the harpoon is attached. Cf. Fast-boat,

-fish, -ship (see 11).

1820 Scoresby Ace. Arct. Reg. II. 320 Whether the fish,

at the time of being harpooned by the second ship, was fast

or loose? 1823 — Jml. 444 Amongst this run of fish, the
king George was fast to three. 1839 T. Beale Sperm
Whale 181 The immense creature almost flew, .throwing
tons of spray high into the air, shewing that he was ' fast.'

f. Constipated ; costive. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 74 Gif inannes inno5 to fest sy.

1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss., Fast, costive.

5. Of a door, window, etc. : Close shut, bolted,

or locked. Also, To ??iakc (a door, etc.) fast.

c 1305 Edmund Conf. 416 in A". £. P. (1S62) S2 Make
faste be dore after be. < 1320 Cast. Love S76 Thorgh the

fast ^ate he con in teo, At the owt-goyng he lette hit fast be.

c 1425 Seven Sag. 1355 (P. 1 The wyf fonde the dore faste.

1562 J. Heywood Prcn'. fy Fpigr. (1867) 160 He that cumth
last make all fast. 1623 Massinger Dk Milan v. ii, I'll

first make fast the door. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks.
1883 VI. 290, I thought I heard her coming to open the

door, .but it was only to draw another bolt, to make it still the

faster. 1832 Ht. Martin: au Hiltfy Valley i. 9 He. .walked
round the cottage to see that the windows were fast. 1853
Kingsley Hypatia xxviii. 359 The door, .was fast. With
a single blow he burst it open.

6. Clipping, tenacious. Const, of. Obs. exc. in

To takefast hold {of).
c 1510 More Picus Wks. 5 '2 A meruelouse fast meniorie.

1608 Bp. Hall Char. Virtues •$• V. 11. 76 He greets his friend

. .with, .so fast a closure, that [etc.]. 1611 Bible Prov. iv.

13 Take fast hold of instruction. 1625 Bacon Ess., Gardens
(Arb I 557 Roses Damask & Red are fast Flowers of their

Smels. i66zj. Davies Voy. Avibass. 272 These Conductors
. . laid . . fast hold on their hands. 1724 R. Falconer Voy.

(1769 62 Laying fast hold of the Skirt of my Waistcoat,

fb. Close-fisted, mean, niggardly. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 143 }>a feste Men ba bet mei lutel to

wreche. a 1300 Pop. Science 275 A SI0U3 wrecche and ferblet,

fast and loth to 3eve his god.

7. Mining, a. In fast country, ground, applied

to that part of the bed of minerals which lies next

the rock (cf. 4).
1671 Phil, Trans, VI. 2096 The (then real but now

imaginary) surface of the Earth, which is termed by the
Miners, the Shelf, Fast Countrey or Ground that was never
moved in the Flood. Ibid. 2099 When we come to the
Shelf or Fast Countrey. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Fast
Ground or Fast Country.

b. Fast end, wall (see quots.\ Cf. 1.

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. # Durh.
25 Fast Walt, a sheth wall ; the wall in which, at the top
or bottom of a course, the bearing up or bearing down stop-

ping is placed. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Fast-end.

.

a gangway with rock on both sides. 1883 Greslky Coal
min. Gloss., Fast End, the limit of a stall in one direction.

II. Rapid.
[This sense was app. developed first in the adv., and thence

transferred to the adj.: see Fast adv.]

8. Of action, motion, or progress : Quick, swift.

Hence of an agent : (a) Moving quickly
; (/') Im-

parting quick motion to something.
[In the first quot. the sense may be 'strong, vigorous'

(cf. 1, 2 and the ad?>. 1 d..]

a 1300 Cursor M. 7169 Cott.) Sampson, .gaue a braid sa
fers and fast, bat all pe handes of him brast. 1552 Huloet,
Fast wryter, impiger scr/ba. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. L

103 Idle Weeds are fast ingrowth. cx6xo Speed in Lett.
Lit. Men (Camden 1 109 With a fast eye you had overune
it. a 1627 Middleton Chaste Maid v. 1, A fair, fast, legible

hand. 1663 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. E. Ind. 120
A hundred Boats, all which row for the fastest. 1712 Swift ;

frnl. to Stella 12 Dec, I am slower, but MD is faster.

1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1887 I. 287 His ship. .foul

to a degree that must necessarily hinder her fast sailing.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xiv, The vixenish mare with the fast

pace. 1837 Aim'erley The Road (1851) 32 The average
price of horses for fast coaches. 1886 Manch. Exam. 7 Jan.
5/2 The want felt in Lancashire of a good fast bowler. 1886
T. Hopkins "Txuixt Love <$• Duty xli, The fast train was
exchanged for a local one. 1888 Steel Cricket iii. 164 It is

strange that English first-class cricket is so devoid of really

fast bowling.

b. Coming in quick succession, freq. in Shelley;

otherwise rare.

1815 Shelley Alastor 533 For as fast years flow away
The smooth brow gathers, a 1822 — Coliseum Ess. & Lett.

(Cameloti 59 Like the fast drops of a fountain.

c. Of a clock or watch: Indicating a time more
advanced than the true time.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 405/1 In an observatory it is

always desirable that a clock should, .be slow rather than
fast. Mod. My watch is fast. 'It is six by my watch.'
' I think you must be fast.'

9. Adapted to, or productive of, quick movement.
a. With reference to locomotion or transport.

b. Cricket and Football. Said of the ground when
hard and dry. c. Billia?ds. Said of a table of

which the cushions are very elastic.

a. 1857 B. Taylor North. Trav. 245 As it was not
a 'fast 'station, we were subject to the possibility of waiting
two or three hours for horses. Mod. A fast line >of railway u

b. 1888 Steel Cricket iii. 150 Finishing his stroke as he
would do on a fast wicket. 1891 Field 7 Mar. 345/3 The
ground [at a football match] was very fast.

C. 1873 Bennett & Cavendish Billiards 21 By a moder-
ately fast table is meant one on which if a player strikes a ball

as hard as he can, it will run five times the length of the table.

PAST.

10. a. Ofpersons: Livingtoo fast (see Fast adv.?);
extravagant in habits ; devoted to pleasure, dissi-

pated ; usually implying; a greater or less degree of
immorality. Also in fast life, living, etc. b.

Often applied to women in milder sense : Studiedly

unrefined in habits and manners, disregardful of

propriety or decorum. e. Of language, etc.

:

Characteristic of 'fast' people, d. Of a place:

Inhabited or frequented by * fast ' people.

1745 E. Heywood Female Sped. 11748) II. 273 In deep

j

consultation, .how to repair the defects of age and fast living.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 179 All the fast men
! were anxious to make their acquaintance. 1852 L. Olipiiant
; Journey to Katmandu 191 Lucknowis a fast place. 1856 F. E,
Paget Owlet Owlst. 140 If a fast young lady be detestable

[
anywhere, what must she be in a country parsonage V

i 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf i. 11889) 2 1'ie college

!
was decidedly fast. 1870 Ramsay Remin. v. (ed. 18) 119
I never heard. . all these fast terms. 1874 Blrnand My

1
Time xxiii. 203 My lot was cast in a fast set.

III. 11. Comb, and locutions : fast-boat, a

j

whaling-boat which has made itself fast to a whale,

!
i. e. has harpooned it ; t fast-fingered a. = Close-

j

fisted ; fast fish, a whale which has been har-

pooned and is therefore fast to the boat ; fast-

freight, U. S. (Railways), goods for rapid trans-

I
portation, whencefast-freight-line ; fast-gated a.,

i

dial, going at a rapid rate ; fast-goer, one who
: goes fast

; f fast-hand v., to grasp tightly
; + fast-

1 handed a. = Close- fisted ; fast-ho'd, (a) a

i
stronghold; lit. and fig.; (it) confinement, durance

;

fast-pulley, also in fast and loose pulley (see

! quots.) ; fast ship, a ship which has secured a

]

particular whale, by means of its boats ; fast-shot

j
(see quot.). Also Fast and loose.
1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 480 It frequently

j
drags the *fast-boat with such speed through the water,

that it is. .soon out of sight. 1839 T. Beale Sperm Whale
165 Those in the ' fast ' boat haul themselves gently
towards the whale. 1607 Hiebon Wks. I. 339 How fast

fingered and close handed are they, when any thing should
come from them to a good purpose? 1820 Scoresby Acc.
A relic Ret?. II. 244 The first effort o( a ' 'fast-fish ' or whale
that has been struck, is to escape from the boat. 1881

Chicago limes 12 Mar., The Commercial Express ^Fast-

Freight line. 1875 Waugh Old Cronies iv. in Tufts Heather
(1892) I. 221 A *fast-gated spendthrift 1885 Miss Bbadddn
Wyltard's Weird I. vii. 183 In a hunting country, the *fast-

goers generally get together. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Blond?

s

Eromena 104 She perceived it was a woman who fast-

handing a little plancke, floted on the sea. 1611 Speed
Hist, Gt. Brit, Proeme, Nature in those gifts hath beene
both libera!!.. and prodigall, though Fortune as sparing and
'fast handed acainst me. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII 207 _ The
King also beeing fast handed, and loth to part with a

second Dowrie. 1802 Hatred III. 152 A banditti, .secured

themselves from punishment by retiring to this "fast hold.

1832 Eraser's Mag. V, 566 The wild cat, the fox, and
the badger, are almost entirely exterminated from their

fastholds. 1870 Daily News 8 Sept. 6 When the last fast-

hold of priestly influence is rapidly disappearing in the West.

1856 BREES Terms Archil., etc., *Fast and loose pulleys,

a very simple, .contrivance for disengaging and re-engaging

machinery, consisting of two pulleys. One pulley is fixed on
an axle, another, having a bush, is loose. The band con-

veying the motion may consequently be shifted from one
pulley to the other at pleasure. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek.,
Fast-pulley (Machinery), one keyed to the shaft so as to

revolve therewith. 1820 Scoresby Acc. A rctic Reg. II. 250
These signals serve to indicate . . the exclusive title of the
' *fast-ship ' to the entangled whale. 1846 Brockett Gloss.

N. Country Words (ed. 3) 161 When a shot has discharged

without disturbing the coal, .it is said to be a *fast shot.

^PSSt (fast\ adv. Forms: 1 fseste, 3 fseste,

feste, south, dial, vseste, veste, 3-6 faste, 3 Orm.
fasste, south, dial, vaste, 3- fast; comp. 1 feestor,

3 fsostre, south, dial, vastre, 3- faster. [OE.

faste = 0§. fasto (Du. vast), OHG. fasto (MHG.
vaste firmly, fixedly, closely, quickly, mod.G. fast

almost) , ON.fast :-OTeut. *fastd, i.fastu- Fast a.]

1. In a fast manner, so as not to be moved or

shaken;/*V.and/%.; firmly, fixedly. Often with stand,

sit, stick, etc. t To sit'fast upon : to insist upon.
C900 Bxda's Hist. 11. xiii, \>& sceat he mid by spere, ba-t

hit sticode faeste on ba;m heri^e. ^1205 Lay. 9562 Heore
gri3 heo setten faste. C1300 Bekct 1306 Whan ech man of

the lond faste a^en him is. r 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.

188 It wole make hise heeris longe & make hem sitte

faste. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de W. 1531) 8 b, Persones

that..stycke fast in theyr owne blynde fantasy. iS3S

Coverdale Ps. xxxiii. 9 For. .loke what he commaundeth,
it stondeth fast. 1563-87 Foxe A. -V M. 11684) HI- 112

Whose faith may be the faster fixed on Gods verity. 1566

T. Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewel 1. 37 He sitteth so fast

upon the bare wordes. 1611 Bible i Cor. xvi. 13 Stand fast

in the faith. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round Worla''1757 ^2
Their fire had little or no effect. All stood fast with us.

1777 H. Gates in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (18531 1- 54^,

I have seen the Mohawk River fast frozen on the 10th of

November. 1789 Cowper Ann. Mem. 1789. 45 The symbol

of a righteous reign Sat fast on George's brows again. 1815

Scott PauPs Lett. (1839- 124 Stand fast, 95th. .we must not

be beat. 1843 Macaulay Lays Anc. Rome, Virginia, No
cries were there, but teeth set fast. 1879 F.W. Robinson
Co7vard Conscience 1. i, Stick fast to the hand-rail.

b. To sleepfast : to sleep soundly.

(Forfast asleep see Fast a. 1 e.)

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 201 Sume men slapeo faste and

sume nappeS. 1297 R. Glouc {Rolls)278o In eiber [stone]

a dragon per inne slepe vaste. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules
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94 Tooke rest, that made me to slope faste. 1483 Caxton
I

G. de la Tour F viij, Whyle he fast slept she cutte awey the
heerys of his heede. 1557 A*. Arthur (W. Copland) vi. i,

So syr Lnuncelot slepte passyng fast. 1667 Milton P. L.
ix. 182 Him fast sleeping soon he found. 1758 Johnson
Let. 9 Jan., I must have indeed slept very fast. 1819 Byron I

Juan n. xcix, The day before, fast sleeping on the water,
j

They found a turtle. 1844 Mrs. Browxisg Sonnets, Comfort\ i

He sleeps the faster that he wept before.

f e. Expressing fixity of attention, effort, or \

purpose : Earnestly, steadily, diligently, zealously.

c 1200 Ormin 9241 Menn himm sohhtenn fasste to, Forr
himm to seon & herenn. 1 1300 Havelok 2148 panne bi-

helden he him faste. c 1325 Poem Times Edw. II, 57 The
clerkes of the cunt re* wolen him faste wowe. 1375 Barbour '

Bruce 1. 42 The barnage . . Assembly t thaim, and fayndyt
fast To cheyss a king thar land to ster. Ibid. iv. 616 Eftyr
the fyr he lukyt fast. 14 . . Tundale's Vis. 2053 Tundale
lystenyd fast and logh. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 65 Syr Marrok,
hys steward, Was faste abowtewarde To do hys lady gyle.

1533 Bellenden Livy (1822) 413 The army at Veos desirit

fast to have thare money for thare wageis. 1535 Coverdale
Judith x. 23 She loked fast vpon him,& fell downe vpon the

earth. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 21 Thou art so fast

mine enemie. 1644 Milton Arcop. (Arb.)6g Others as fast
j

reading, trying all things.

+ d. Expressing vigour in action : Stoutly,

strongly, vigorously. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (1724)399 Hii. .bysegedebecyte,& asaylede
vaste. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2783 Tristrem as aman, Fast he
gan to fi^t. 1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 129 Be thai [presit]

. .A little fastar. .thai discumfit soyn sail be. c 1420 Anturs
j

ofArth. xlvii, Fast he foundes atte his face With a squrd
kene. c 1450 Myrc 1627 Wepeth faste and ys sory. 1570
Buchanan Chammleon Wks. (1892) 51 Albeit Chamseleon. . 1

ragit neuir sa fast the contrait was concludit.

2. With firm grasp, attachment, or adhesion ; so I

as not to permit of escape or detachment; tightly,

securely. Often with bind, hold, etc. lit. and _/?£*.

See also Hold v.

c 888 K. /Elfred Boeth. xxxv, § 2 Swibe fasste to somne
^elimed. c 1200 Triiu Coll. Horn. 103 pe man be halt faste

his sinne . . he is demd fro heuene to helle. c 1205 Lay.
I

15337 pa wes Uortigerne vaeste ibunden. c 1220 Bestiary
j

212 And feste 3e for&ward fast at thin herte, oat tu firmest
1

higtes. c 1300 St. Brandon 93 With bole huden stronge
I

y-nou y-nailed therto faste. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 684
This es the leef that hanges noght faste. c 1400 L atfranc's 1

Cintrg, 315 pan take faste be boon & drawe it to his place
|

a^en. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxlii. 283 Kyng Richard
i

was deposed and was kept fast in hold. 1542-3 Act 34-5 '

Hen. VIII, c. 6 Pinnes .. such as shal .. haue the heads
j

soudered fast to the shanke. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Eptst.
\

308 Something to hold fast, among many thinges that
i

\ have read. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. v, 53 Fast binde, I

fast finde, A prouerbe neuer stale in thriftie minde.
j

1667 Milton P. L.vi. 543 Let each.. gripe fast his orbed
Shield. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2095/3 All the Ships in

j

the Downs Ride fast. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viands
Shipwreck 31 Clinging fast to the side of our vessel. 1816

J. Wilson City ofPlague II. iii. 290 Fear binds us fast to

guilt. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. 306 To exhort them to
j

choose and hold fast the good. 1850 Mrs. Browning Rom.
[

of Page, And wedded fast were we.

T b. fig. Of a command or prohibition : Strictly.
|

c 1310 St, Stvithin 76 in E. E. P. (1862) 45 His men faste
|

he bad pat hi ne scholde him burie no}t in church. 13..
j

E. E. Allit.P. B. 1147 Todefowle hit euer vpon folde fast he
forbedes. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxxv. 14 The wordes. .are

fast and surely kepte.

f e. Of defence or concealment : Securely. Obs.

1481 Bk.Si. Albans E iv b, In moore or in moos he hidyth
hem fast. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xii. 13 A cite, which
was very fast kepte with brydges.

d. With passive notion : So as to be unable to

move. To stick fast : often fig. to be nonplussed,

unable to get any further.

1526-34 Tindale Acts xxvii. 41 The foore parte stucke
fast and moved not. 1635 Laud Wks. 'i860) VII. 174 When
he saw the man and his horse stuck fast in the quagmire.
1768 J. Byron Narr. Patagonia 15 Providentially we stuck
fast between two great rocks, 1847 Marryat Childr. N.
Forest xxi, Many of them stuck fast . . and attempted to
clear themselves in vain. 1850 W. B. Clarke Wreck of
Favorite 68, I found my limbs completely set fast from the
intensity of the cold.

t©. quasi-*;?/. (See quot.) Obs.

1720 Strype in Stow's Surv. Lond. I. xxix. 250/1 [The
charter of the Fraternity of St. George, 1537, ordained] that
in Case any Person were shot, .by any of these Archers, he
was not to be. .molested, if he had immediately before he
shot, used that common Word, Fast.

3. In a close-fitting manner ; so as to leave no
opening or outlet. Often with additional notion

of security.

c 1205 Lay. 15320 pa ;aeten heo tunden uaste. c 1340
Cursor M. 2788 (Trin.) Faste be dores gon he bare, c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 7 pe lews, .sett a coroun on his netted
and thrast it beron so fast bat be blude ran doune. c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 27 Do it ouer be fyre & hele it faste. 1600

J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 11. 167 Each one of these eels is

shut fast with a little doore. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 190
Some rich Burgher, whose substantial dores, Cross-barrd
and bolted fast, fear no assault. 1781 Cowpf.r Hope 658
While Bigotry . . His eyes shut fast, his fingers in his ears.

1850 Kingslf.y Alt. Locke xxxvii, Crosslhwaite had kept
his face fast buried in his hands. 1850 B. Taylor Eldorado
iv. (18621 36 With their hats pulled fast over their brows.

1854 H. Miller Footer. Creat. \. (1874) 2 Fast jammed in

between a steep hill and the sea.

4. Of proximity ; lit, tcvuXfig. Close, hard ; very

near. Now only in fast beside, fast by (arch, or

poet.), and with vbs. expressing following, where
the sense approaches 6,

c 1275 Lav. 9 Faste by Radistone. r 1315 Song } 'esterday

68 in E. E. P. (1862) 135 To-ward vr ende we drawe ful fast.

c 1340 Cursor M. 15782 (Trin.) Wib bat word, .bei bigon to
awake And him faste aboute biset. c 1400 Maundev. 11839)
xxi. 228 The See that touched & was fast to the mount.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 326 Ther were fyldes full faire fast bere
besyde. t 1420 Paltadius on Husb. vm. 169 If Aust be fast

nygh September, c 1425 Set'en Sag. 3009 1 P. ) Faste by hym
he hyrsete. t&6Pilgr. Perf. (W. deW. i53i),Whtche worlde
. .decayngedraweth fast to an ende. 1590 Spenser F.Q.i. xii.

25 Fast before the king he did alight. 1603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1621) 1117 A mill fast without the town. 1667 Mil-
ton P.L. 11. 725 The Snakie Sorceress that sat Fast by Hell
Gate. 1679-1714 Burnet Hist. Rcf I. n. 48 Lautrech with
the French army lay still fast about Bononia. 1704 Popf.
Windsor For. 314 And, fast beside him, once-fear'cl Edward
sleeps. 1729 Savage Wanderer v. 399 The Globe of Light
Drops sudden ; fast pursued by Shades of Night. 1790
Beatson Nov. <y Mil. Mem. 394 Which brought the vessels

in our rear fast up. 1801 Wcrdsw. Cuckoo fy Nightingale
xx, The next bush that was me fast beside. 1821 Keats
Lamia 17 Fast by the springs. .Were strewn rich gifts.

1869 Freeman Norm. Cono, (1876) III. xi. 72 Fast on its

appearance had followed the troubles of the reign of .

.

Eadward.

b. J-'ast upon or on : near upon (a specified

quantity'. Cf. Ger. fast almost. Obs. exc. dial.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. xxx. 177 After he had gone
about with them a fortie yeres or fast vpon it. 1600
Holland Livy xxix. 735 So there were, .killed In the place

. .fast upon a thousand. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., ' I gev fast

on ten pounds for her.'

f 5. Closely, at once, immediately. As fast as :

as soon as (cf. 6\ Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 823 (Gott.) AIs fast as bai had don bat

sinne, Bigan all vr baret to biginne. c 1386 Chaucer Can.
Ycont. Prol. $ T, 552 Whan he cometh, as fast schul ye see

A wonder thing, which ye saugh never er this, a 1400 50
Alexander 3944 pan come a fli3tir in of fowls, as fast as it

dawid. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 322 It is necessarie as

faste h^t a mannes rigboon is out of be joynct bat it be
broujt yn ajen anoon. 1438 Surtees Misc. (1890) 9 Was
done afterwarde als her fast folowys. c 1440 Lay Folks
Mass Bk. 1 MS. C. ) 56 Say a paternoster and an ave fast

hereon. 1645 Hammond Pract. Catechism 1. iii. 50 He. gave
evidence of his fidelity as fast as occasions were offered.

1724 R. Falconer Voy. (1769 231 My Opinion was to execute
it as fast as ever we could. 1782 Cowper Gilpin j 17 And still

as fast as he drew near, "fwas wonderful to view, How [etc].

6. Quickly, rapidly, swiftly.

For the development of this sense from the primary sense

'firmly', cf. id, 4, 5, and expressions like 'to run hard'.

It does not appear that this sense is recorded in OE., but it

belongs to MHG. vaste, ON./fli/.
c 1205 Lav. 7986 He warnede alle his cnihtes . . & fusden

an veste. 1*97 R. Glouc. (1724) 401 po be Cristyne yt
vnder^ete, a^en hii wende vaste. 1x1300 Cursor M. 3866
(Cott.) It was ferli . . How fast \>s\ multiplid bar. 1340
Hampole /V. Consc. 4003 Takens, war-thurgh he may
understande, pat be day of dome es fast comande.
< 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7437, 1 prayde my felowes

fa»t to ryde. 1548 Hall Chron. 113 b, The Frenchemen .

.

fl d into the toune so faste, that one letted the other to

entre. 1585 J. B. tr. P. Viret's Sch. Beastes B viij b,

Men doo not so fast breake them, as she repaireth

and amendeth them. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 298 The
Camell . . hath a most slow and la?y pace . . neither can he
goe faster although he would. 1688 J. Smith Baroscope 71
The Mercury then generally Rises very fast of a sudden.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11840' I. xv. 268, I found he . . would
make it go almost as swift and fast again as I could. 1776
Adam Smith W. N. i. xi. 11869 I. 264 The rate of profit.,

is. .highest in the countries which are going fastest to ruin.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 11. x ii, Barendoun fled fast away.
1876 Trevelvan Macautay II. 2 His health was breaking
fast. 1893 Sir L. W. CAVE in Law Times XCV. 26/1 The
frequent applications to commit for contempt of court are

fast bringing the law itself into contempt.

b. In quick succession ; one close upon another.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, m. i. 82 The Bishop and the Duke
of Glosters men . . Doe pelt so fast at one anothers Pate,

That [etc.]. 1610 — Temp. I, ii. 281 Where thou didst vent

thygroanes As fast as Mill-wheeles strike. 1647 Clarendon
Htst. Reb.x. (1843) 22/2 His honours had grown faster upon
him than his fortunes. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viands
Shipwreck 169 My tears fell faster than his. 111822

Shelley Songfor Tasso 12 My thouphts come fast.

C. Readily, with alacrity. Obs. exc. in colloq.

phrasefast enough.
c 1420 Anturs ofArth. xviii, Thou dele fast of the gode,

To tho that fales the fode. c 1477 Caxton Jason 30 They
..attended frely and fast a fote. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet.

(1580* 2 The one affirmyng for his parte, and the other

deniyng as faste againe for his parte. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. iv. i. 69. Hee teaches him to hie and to hac

;

which they'll doe fast enough cf themsclues. 1642 Milton
Apol. Struct. (1851 1 314. I cannot but admire as fast what
they think is become of judgement, and last in other men.
Mod. He would do it fast enough, if*you paid him for it.

7. To livefast : a. to expend quickly one's vital

energy ; b. to live a dissipated life. Cf. Fast a. 10.

a. 1700 Drvden Cliar. Good Parson 9 Of sixty years he
seemetl ; and well might last To sixty more, hut that lie

lived too fast. 171X Shaftesb. Charac. (1737' I. 126 As if

they liv'd the fastest who took the greatest pains to enjoy
least of life. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed 2) 78 Cold-

blooded animals live much faster.. at high temperatures,

than at low ; so that they die much sooner.

b. 1699 T. Brown Colloq. Erasm. iv. 26 Living very
fast, as they say, [hel has brought his Noble to Nine-
pence. 1754 World 19 Sept. F 2 He has lived rather fast

formerly. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk., J. Bull (1865) 389
They fear he has lived too fast.

8. Comb, with ppl. adjs. and (rarely) vbl. sbs.

a. (sense 1) as fast-dyed, -grounded, -rooted

: whencefast-rootedness , settled, ppl. adjs.

1541 Coverdale Old Faith ix, The only true, old, un-
doubted, and fast-grounded faith. 1587 Golding De
Momay Ep. Ded. 1 In the world we see a stedie and fast-

setled order. 1832 Tennvson Lotos-Eaters 83 The flower
. . Fast-rooted in the fruitful soil. 1853 LYNCH Self-Imp? ov.

ii. 31 The fast-rootedness of religious vitality. 1888 Daily
Ntius 19 Nov. 2/7 The fast-dyed black goods retain then-

popularity.

b. (sense 2) as fast-anchored, -bound, -plighted

ppl. adjs.
; t fast-fancied, attached firmly by fancy.

1580 Baret Alv. F 181 Fast hound or tied, religatus.

c 1590 Greene />% Bacon v. 79 Thou com'st in post from
merry Fressingfield Fast-fancied to the Keepers bonny lass.

1627 DRAVTON/1^7Vr?-/.ccxxviii.2032 His fast plighted troth.

1633 Ford "Pis Pity v. v, Our fast-knit affections. 1784
Cowper Task 11. 151 Were they the wicked above all, And
we the righteous, whose fast-anchored isle Moved not ? 1814
Byron Hebr. Mel., Dcstr. Jerusalem ii, The fast-fettered

hands. 1823 Scott Peveril III. iii. 56 The darbies are the
fetlocks—the fast-keepers my boy—the bail for good beha-
viour. 1842 Manning Serm. xxv. (1S48) 382 There still

remains with us a fast-cleaving and mysterious evil. 1871
B. Taylor Faust (18751 H- "'• 1Q3 Bring I thee Fast bound
in welded fetters the knave.

C. (sense 3) as fast-closed\ -shut, ppl. ndjs.

1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 447 Our fast closed gates, a 1649
Drlmm. of Hawth. Poems (1711) 18 A fast-shut prison.

d. (sense 6) &s fast-sailing, vbl. sb.
;
fast-falling,

-going, -sailing, etc., ppl. adjs.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 162 Euen my Foes will shed
fast-falling Teares. 1593 — Rich. II, in. iv. 34 Goe thou,

and like an Executioner Cut off the heads of too fast

growing sprayes. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxiii. 187 A good
fast feeding grass, most strongly that doth breed. 1757
Dyer Fleece iv. 603 Fast-gat h'ring tempests. 1800 Nelson in

Nicolas Disp. IV. 200 A fa^t-sailing Polacca of about 70
Tons. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 338 That valu-

able property of a ship, called fast-sailing. 1820 Keats Ode
to Nightingale 49 Fast-fading violets cover'd up in leaves.

a 1822 Shelley Bigotry 1. 3 The fast-fleeting hind. 1822 in

Cobbett Rur. Rides i§?5» 1. 96 The fast-sinking Old Times
newspaper, a 1835 Mrs Hf.mans Penitent's Offering Poems
(1875' 496 That fast-flowing rain of tears. 1870 Dickens
E. Drood ii, The fast-darkening scene. 189a Pall Mall G.
12 Oct. 5/1 The fast-going autumn.

tFast,^- 1 Obs. Forms: 1 fsestan, 3-5 fest(e(n,

-yn, 3-4 fasten, 5-6 faste, 5- fast. J'a. t. 3-5
fest, 4 fast-, fested,-id, -yd, 5-7 fasted. Pa.pple.

3-5 fest.e, 4fast(e. [OE.festan^ rare: also in com-
pounds ge-, o6-befsestan), corrcsp. to OFris. festia,

OS- festian (Du. vesteti), OHG. fasten, festan

(MHG. festen\ ON. festa (Da. feste, Sw. fdsta)

:—OTctit. *fast/an, f. *fast-u- Fast a.

Before st,ft, the umlaut of a in OE. was ar (instead of e\

and in ME. dialects this is divergently represented by
a and e. The wide prevalence of the formfesticn in ME.,
however, is prob. in part due to Scandinavian influence.]

1. To n.ake fast to something; to attach with

bonds or nails; to bind together. Const, on, till,

to, unto. a. with reference to material things.

Also, 7 fast up (a wound) : to bind up.
(i22o Bestiary 462 De spinnere. feste8 atte hus rof

hire fodredes. a 1300 Leg. Gregory (Schulz no pan sche

hadde. in he cradel last him fest. a 1300 Cursor M 1728
(Gott.) [Noe] himself festid {Fairfax feste] bath band and
lace, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 272 Fire bei fest on
it alle, & brent it [be rede haule] ^at et felle. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc 5275 pe neyles bat hym thurgh hand and fote

Til be hard rode tre fast fested. 1382 Wyclif Ezek.
xxx. 21 Boundyn in clothis and fastid. .with smale lynnen
clothis. c 1440 Syr Gener. iRoxb.) 2717 On his legges

thou doo fest Strong fetures. 1523 Fitzherb. Surv. xxv.

11539) 48 To faste the teme to the same. 1549 Coverdale
Erasm. Par. Gal. 14 Jesus Christ was for your sakes faste

vpon the crosse. 1593 Rites fy Mou. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 4
Which cord was all fest together, .over the cover. 1615
W. Lawson Orch. (f Card. 111. x. (1668 29 Cover your
wound, and fast it up. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng
Seamen 27 Fast you[r] Anchor with your shanke painter.

1665 G. Havers P. delta Valle's Trav. E. India 348 At
the foot of that Cross three Nails, to signiiie those which
fasted our Saviour unto it.

b. with reference to immaterial things.

c 1220 Bestiary 553 Wo so feste5 hope on him, he sal him
folgen to belle dim. a 1340 Hamtole Psalter xii. x A perfit

man . . has . . fested bairn [desires] in ihcsu crist. 1568 T.

Howell Arb. A tuitie nZjg) 94 Firmely fast thy fayth on
him, that's true continually.

c. reft, and intr. for refl. With on, to : To attach

oneself to, take hold of, seize upon. Cf. To

fasten on.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3707 A fier ma^ti Sat folc fest on.

c 1300 Cursor M. 26782 (Cott.) J>ai bairn to bair tilthes fest.

1340 H.\Mroi.i: /V. Consc. 6772 rsedders bat on ham sal fest.

c 1420 Avon: Arth. vii, Ther was non so hardy Durste on
the fynde fast. 14. . Kyng ^ Hermit 475 in Hazl. E. P.

P. (1864) I. 32 Ther is no dere in this foreste And it [an

arrow] wolde onne hym feste, Bot it schuld spyll his

skale.

d. To make fast in wedlock ; to betroth, wed.

Const, to, with.
c 1300 Sat. Kildare in E. E. P. (1862^ 155 He is sori of

his hf J>at is fast to such a wif. 1377 Lancl /'. PI. B. it.

123 J>ow hast fest hire to fals. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 643 They
schulde faste hur with no fere.

2. To fix in something else; to fix firmly; to

establish, settle, in material or immaterial sense

;

and with sentence as obj.

r95o Lindisf Gosp. Luke xxiii. 46 In hondum oinum..

ic fa;sto [commendo] gast minne. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1524

Dor wurO wiS him trew&e fest Abimalech. 1297 R. Glouc.

(1724) 150 J>at ich hym wolde myd trewbe siker faste on

honde, a 1300 Cursor M. 21013 (Gott.) Iacob be mare, .be
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land of spaigne in faith he fest. 1382 Wyci.if Ex. xv. 17
Lord, thi seyntuarye, that thin booties fastiden. c 1400
Vwaine $ Gaw. 1989 His shelde bifov his face he fest.

^1440 Secrees, Prose Version (E.E.I'. S.) A kyng, bat yn
vnite and obedience hab confermed and fastyd be louable
poeple of Inde. < 1460 Toivneley Afyst 91 Then wold I we
fest This mete whoshalle into panyere kest. 1664 Floddan
Field ix. 81 His folks could hardly fest their feet.

b. To plant, bring or drive home ,a blow). Of
the sun : To send forth (a ray).

a 1300 Cursor M. 23385 (Cott.) Als suith als sunn mai fest

fra est his lem vnto pe west, als suith mai bou cum bider.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (18101 190 A stroke on him lie

fest. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 5986 So strong was Caulang
verrainent That King Arthour myht fest no dint.

C. rejl. Tofast oneself of : to confirm oneself in.

c 1220 Bestiary 182 Feste 3e of stedefastnesse and ful of
Sewes.

3. To confirm (a covenant) ; to pledge (faith, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 5725 (Cott.1 For forward bat he wit (jam
fest His ei of reuth he on bam kest. 1306 Sir Simon
Fraser 4s in Pol. Songs (Camden) 214 To the kyng Edward
hii fasten huere fay. c 1340 Cursor M. 2691 (Trin.) pis

couenaunt was faste wib bis. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3324
Viff we may not oure fonvardys faste. c 1470 Henry
Wallace xi. 540 Passand thai war.. Till Inglismen- thair
fewte for to fest.

Hence Fa'sted ppl. a.

c 1440 Promp, Parv. 151/1 Fast, or bowndyn, or festyd,

viuctus. Una'. 158/1 Festyd, or teyyd fast to a thynge,
fixus.

Fast (fast), v£ Forms : 1-2 fsestan, 2 fsesten,

2-3 festen, 3-4 south, dial, vesten, 3-4 fasten.

Orm. fasstenn, 4-5 fastyn, faste, south. dial,

vaste, 4- fast. Pa. t. 1 fsestte, 2-3 feste, 4
faste, 7 fast, 3 fastede, 4-5 fastid, Sc. fastit, 4-
fasted. Pa. pple. 3 ifaste, south, dial, i-, y-vast,

4 fast, fasten, 4-5 fastid, Sc. fastyt, 4- fasted.

[Com. Teut. : OE. fsestan = OFris. festia, MDu.,
mod.D. vasten, OHG. fasten (MHG. vasten,

mod.G. fasten), ON. fasta (Da. faste, Sw. fasta),

Goth. fasta?i :—OTeut. *fastejan. The Goth, word
has also the sense ' to keep, to observe', of which
the sense ' to fast ' was originally a specific appli-

cation ; cf. med.L. observare 'to fast '. In accord-

ance with this presumed derivation, the ecclesias-

tical use of the word is here placed first, though the

wider sense 2 appears in OE. and in all the modern
Teut. langs.]

1. intr. To abstain from food, or to restrict one-

self to a meagre diet, either as a religious observance

or as a ceremonial expression of grief.

971 BUckl. Horn. 27 pKt ure Drihten aefter pa?m fulwihte

fa^stte. c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 311
pon sceal man fsestan on bam asrran sasternes dxge.
c 117S Lamb. Horn. 29 Ic wulle gan to scrifte and forleten

and festen ber fore, a izz$ After, P. 20 Hwon $e vesteo
ine winter. 1340 Ayenb. 50 God him hat ueste. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) iii. 10 J>ai fast no3t be Seterday na tyme
of be 3ere. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour A vj , Yf ye may not
faste the thre dayes. 1542 Becon Potationfor Lent Early
Wks,' 1843) 107 He also teaches us the true . . manner of fasting.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. in. v. 58 But Mistris. .downe on your
knees And thanke heauen, fasting, for a good mans loue.

a 1711 Ken Serm. Wks. {18381 163 When he fasted, his diet

was afflicting, such as became a mourner. 1782 Priestley
Corrupt. Chr. II. vm. 129 Some persons fasted before

Easter. 1842 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. VI. i. 1 We fast

by way of penitence.

fig. a 1300 Cursor M. 27916 (Cotton Galba) To fast fro

all syn. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638 259 Prosper's

saying, That to fast from sinne, is the best fast.

b. with mention of the kind of spare diet per-

mitted. Const, on ; t formerly also in, to, with,

and quasi-trans. in phrase to fast bread and water.
c 1305 Edmund Conf. 24 in E. E. P. (1862) 71 Ofte heo

?;af hem mede For to faste bane fridai to watere & to

>rede. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 383 Thai fastit bred and
vattir ilkone. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 12 [She] fasted.,

two tymes in brede and water. 1562 J. Heywood Pro7>.

4r Epigr.{iS6j^ 100 Thou rather wonkiest, .fast bread and
water. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 303 You shall fast a
Weeke with Branne and water. 1844L1NGARD Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) II. x. 120 He fasted on bread, herbs, salt, and
water.

2. gen, Togo without food, f Also (contextually)

to go without drink. Const, from.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 200 Genim Sysse sylfan wyrte leaf,

syle etan fa^stendum. c 1220 Bestiary 126 [De neddre]
fasteStil his fel him slakeS. c 1300 Havelok 865 Two days
ber fastinde he yede. c 1340 Cursor M. 17345 (Trin.) Fro
mete & drinke for to fast, c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 58
He [a camel] may well faste fro drynk 2 dayes or three.

1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. 11. vii. 108, I had rather fast from
all, foure dayes then drinke so much in one. 1607 Topseli,
Serpents (1608) 780 She must either quench her thirst with
that, or fast. 1657 W. Rand tr, Gasscndi's Life of Peiresc
ii. 220 If he should fast all day from eating and drinking.

1671 Milton P. R. 11. 284 Fasting he went to sleep, and
fasting wak'd. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xv. 265 Drink
half a pint in the morning fasting. 1855 Mii.man Lat. Chr.
11864) II. in. vi. 90 The monk, .was enjoined to fast rather

than partake of food abroad.
transf. 1525 Lo. Bekners Froiss. 11. cci. [exevit.] 615

The doughter of Fraunce. .this fyue or syxe yere. .shall nat
be able to kepe hym company. . he hath answered . , that.

.

thoughe he faste a season, he shall take it well a worth.
x6n Shaks. IVint. T. iv. iv. 612 Not a counterfeit Stone,

not a Ribbon, .to keepe my Pack from fasting.

b. Irish Antiq. Tofast against , upon fa person
N

:

said with reference to the custom of sitting without

Vol. IV.

food or drink at the door of a debtor, or any person

who refused to satisfy some lawful demand.
1865 Hancock tr. Senchus Mor. I, 115, I deem it right

that they be fasted upon before distress shall be taken from
them, 1873 W. K. Sullivan O'Cnrry's Anc. Irish I.

Introd. 283 Where the defendant was a Rig, the plaintiff

was obliged to 'fast' upon him.. before he made his

distress. 1887 W. Stokes tr. Tripartite Life St. Patrick
I. 219 Patrick, .went to the king. .And fasted against him.

0. quasiVra;/J. in various nonce-nses.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 109 Their loue is not so great.

.

but we may blow our nails together, And fast it fairely

out. 1668 Etheredce She would if she could iv. ii, Thou
shoud'st fast thyself up to a Stomach now and then.

f 3. trans. To pass (time) fasting ; to keep or

observe (a day, etc.) as a time of abstinence.

Also, Tofast out. Obs,
c 1275 Passion of our Lord 30 in O. E. Misc. 38 po he

hedde heom [fourty dawes] yuast po luste hym ete. a 1300
Cursor M. 6558 (Cott.) Haf yee be dais al fasten vte bat i

bad ar i me went? c 1340 Ibid. 12921 (Fairf.) Til he haue
fasted his Ientyn-tide. 1553 Becon Reliones of Rome
(1563) 168 Telesphorus. .appoynted firste of all, Lente to be
fasted, a 1681 Wharton, Fasts <y /'est. Wks. (1683) 30
The Ember Weeks.. are four.. and anciently Wednesday,
Friday, and Saturday, in each Fasted.

Fast and (t or) loose.
a. An old cheating game (see quot. 1S47).

1578 Whetstone Promos fy Cass. 1. 11. v. At fast or loose,

with my Giptian, I meane to haue a cast. 1621 B. Jonson
Gipsies Metamorph. Song i, Leave pig by and goose, And
play fast and loose. 1678 Butler Mud. m. ii. 392 Had
fore'd his Neck into a Nooze, To shew his play at Fast and
Loose. 1847 Halliwf.ll, Fast-and-loose, a cheating game
played with a stick and a belt or string, so arranged that

a spectator would think he could make the latter fast by
placing a stick through its intricate folds, whereas the
operator could detach it at once.

b. fg. To play {at) fast and loose : to ignore at

one moment obligations which one acknowledges
at another ; to be ' slippery ' or inconstant.

1557 Toilet's Misc. (Arb.* 157 [Title of Epigram] Of a new
maried studient that plaied fast or loose. 1505 Shaks.
yohn in. i. 242 Play fast and loose with faith. 1630
R. Johnsons Kingd. * Commw. 369 The French playing
fast and loose with their Salick Law. 1712 Steele Sped.
No 320 P 1 A little, .playing fast and loose, between Love
and Indifference. 1829 Westm. Rev. X. 185 Doctrines.,
which play at fast and loose with truth and falsehood, i860
Thackeray Lovel the IVtd. vi. (1869) 252 She had played
fast and loose with me.

c. Hence, shiftiness, inconstancy.
1648 Milton Tenure Kings Wks. 1738 I. 319 The fast

and loose of our prevaricating Divines. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Lect. 217 An eternal vicissitude of fast and loose.

attrib. 1853 Motley Dutch Rep. vi. iii. 1 18661 821 The
English Queen, .had. .almost distracted the provinces by
her fast-and-loose policy.

Fast-day. [f. Fast sb.1 + Day ; cf. fasten-day
s.v. Fasten sb.'] A day to be observed as a fast.

In some New England States spec, the day appointed
every spring by the governor for fasting. Sacramental
fast-day (Scotland): a fast observed on one day in the week
preceding the yearly or half-yearly Communion Sunday;
until about 1886 business was generally suspended on these
days as on Sundays.
c 1340 Cursor M. 27210 (Fairf.) In halitide or fast-day.

1643 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. (1704") II. 289 Stir them up,
the next Fast-day to the chearful taking of it. 1724
R. Falconer Voy. (1769) 232 It was some Fast-day with
them. 1841 Trench Parables xxix. (1864) 479 Moses
appointed but one fast-day in the year.

attrib. 1866 Lowell Commencement Dinner Poems 1890
IV. 256 A Fast Day discourse.

Fasted (.firsted), ppl. a. [f. Fast v.- + -ed 1.]

That has gone without food : said of animals.

Only in Fasted weight : the weight of an animal in

a fasting condition.
1852 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. 1. 192 The fasted live

weight. 1855 Ibid. XVI. 1. 64 The proportion of dead or
carcass weight, calculated both to the un-fasted and the
fasted live-weight, are given.

+ Fasten, sb. Obs. exc. in Comb. FastenV
een, Fasten Tuesday, dial. Forms : 1-2 fsesten

fsestan, {Northumb, feestern), 1-3 festen, vesten,

3 fasten, fastin, fastirn), 4- ;see Fasten's een).

[OE. festen str. neut. :—OTeut. type *fastunjo-m,
f. *fast-ejan to Fast. Similar but not exactly

equivalent derivatives are OS fastunnia str. fem.,

Goth, fastubni str. neut. The ONorthumb. form
fastern (cf. efern, western =WS. :*fen, westen) is

the source of the Sc. fastryn, fastern, etc. : see

Fasten's-een.]
1. Fasting; an act of fasting ; = Fast sb.1 1.

C 825 Vesp. Psalter cviii. [cix.] 24 Cneow min fceuntrumad
sind fore festenne. 971 Blickl, Horn. 37 Halgiab eower
faesten & medeme lac bringa'? Drihtne. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xvii. 21 Soplice pis cynn ne byb ut-adryfen buton
burh gebed and fasten, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 Ne lipnie

5e no a! to eower festene 3if 3e ma^en eni ooer god don.
a 1225 A tier. R. 138 Vesten, wecchen & o3re swuche . . beoS
mine sacrefises. a 1300 Cursor M. 28627 (Cotton Galba)
Ogains pride praier may rise, fastin for flesli couatyse.

2. =Fast sb. 1 2.

a 725 Laws Wihtr&d% 14 Gif mon his heowum m fasten
flffisc sefe. c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII.
311 pat ymbren fasstan byS on bissum mon3e. c 1200
It-'inteney Rule St. Benet (1888) 83 pa bee synd to syllanne
on anginne faesten[es].

3. Comb., asfasten-day, -tide, -time.
a 900 Charter xxxvii. in O.E. Texts {1885) 444 Gif hit

bonne festenda^s sie. a 1035 Sec. Laws ofCnut § 47 Vfel
bi5 |>ast man riht faesten-tide ser msle ete. a 1225 Ancr. R.
318 Ich hit dude inne leinten ine uestendawes, holidawes.
a 1300 Cursor At. 27210 (Cott.) Halitide or fastim dai.

Ibid. 28464 (Cott.) Bath lenten tide and fasten day oft haue
i broken gain my lay. Ibid. 29071 (Coit.i Yee hele yur aim
fastintide. Ibid. 29083 (Cott.) pai held noght fastin time.

Fasten ifcrsn), v. Forms: faestnian, fest-

nian, 3 south. V8estn(i)en, Orm. fesstnenn, 3-4
festnen, fastnen, festni, south, vestni, 3-6
festne, festen, festin, 5 fe.styn, feston, 4-S
fastne, 6 Sc. fessin, -ynn, fassinn, 4- fasten.
Also with prefix 1-2 je-, 2-4 pa, t. and pa. pple.

i~> y-- [OK.festnian - OFris. festna, OS.fastnon,
OHG. fast inon, festinvn (WlRQ.festenen, mod.G.
festnen), to make firm, bind fast (cf. also ON.
fastna to pledge, betrolh. Da. fastne to consolidate,

Sw.fastna intr. to stick fast) :—OTeut. *faslino/an,

f. yast-u- Fast a. See -kxA]
To make fast (cf. senses of the adj.).

'{ 1. trans. To make firm or stable ; to establish,

settle, confirm. To fasten the feet : to give or

obtain sure foothold. Obs.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 pa ;efestncde se felm'ihti god ba

nigen angle wa^rod. c 1200 Trin. Colt. I/om. 57 pe holie

man is ned bat he [? Insert hie] festned on Ins holinesse.

a 1225 Leg. Kat/i. 2011 To festnm ham in treowe bileaue.

a 1300 /-.\ E. Psalter xcii[i]. 1 He festned werld of erthe al.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 273 per he [Ionas] festnes he fete.

c 1340 Cursor Al. 27898 1 Fairf. > Alle bat euer festenis witte
drunkenis senilis hit. a 1400 Prymcr (1891] 38 So in syon
y was fastned. 1535 Coverdalk Song Sol. viii. 8 Yf she
be a tower, we shal festen her with hordes of Cedre tre.

— Rectus, xl. 25 Golde and syluer fasten the fete [Vulg. est

constitutio pedum]. a 1569 Kingesmyll Conf. Afflict.

(1585) F iv, The faithful are fastened and confirmed therein
most unfaignedly. 1643 Plain English 22 Men walking
among Quagmires, know not where to fasten a foot.

+ b. To make sure, confirm, ratify (an agree-

ment). Obs.
a 900 Charter xli. In O. E. Texts 448 Ic abba ^eroefa 3is

write & festnie mid kristes rodetacne. a 1000 Byrhinoth
35 (Gr.) We willacS wi3 bam golde griS fiesmian. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 219 pa be hi alle hafeden bisne red betwuxe
ham ^efestnod. c 1205 Lav. 29061 ^ifhlt bi wille weore..
bas spechen uaistnien. a 1225 Ancr. R. 62 Ich habbe
ivestned, seiS Job, foreward mid min eien. 13. . E. E.
Alllt. P. B. 327 Bot my forwarde with be I festen on bis wyse.
1382 Wyclif Jer. xxxv. 16 Fastneden therfore the sonus
ofJonadab [Vulg. Firmauerunt igiturfilii lonadab], sone
of Recab, the heste of their fader, c 1425 Wvntoun Cron.
vi. xii. 80 In-to bat place, Quhare festnyd all bare Cownandis
was. IS53 I- Wilson Rhet. (1580)41 Matnmonie, whiche
the creatour of all thynges did. .fasten and make holy.

f 2. To make firm or solid ; to strengthen,

harden. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 52 pis medicyn fastneb be

place & defendib him fro putrefaccions. c 1440 Giraldus''

Hist. Irel. iE. E. T. S.) 22 Lasers to dense, paralys to

festnen, y-dropesie. .to helen. c x^qoSecrees, Prose Version
(E. E. T. S.i 149 Mete and drynke bat he was costomed to

byfore norisshed by, & bat has festnyd his substance. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. {1S56) 106 The force of the

aire in Winter doth fasten and make sounde the Trees.

fh. intr. To become firm ; to ' set '. Obs.

1660 England's Monarchy Freest State in World. 7 How
is it probable, .that any Government, .can ever subsist and
fasten, without an exorbitant and all-devouring power.. to

uphold.. it. 1726LEONI Xx.Alberti's Archit. 1.36b, Buildings

. .are taken with the Frost, .before ever they have fasten'd.

1730 A. Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 285 The rough part of

them fastens very well with Mortar.

t c. trans. To fortify. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) II. 109 Edward be Eldere
fastened a castel at the Mamcestre in Norbumberlond.

f 3. To make fast (in fetters) ; to set fast, re.nder

unable to move. Obs.
a 1000 Andreas 49 iGr.) Hie bam hal^an bar handa

gebundon and frestnodon. a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxviii. 3
[lxix. 2], I am festened in slime depe. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
v. 223 Such, .deep carouses of wine that both hee and I were
almost fastned in the last plunge of understanding.

b. intr. To become fast or unable to move.
1742 Young JVt. Th. vi. 397 We leap at stars, and fasten

in the mud. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. x. (1856) 71 We
fastened in the ice.

4. trans. To make fast to something else ; to attach,

more or less securely, by a tie or bond of any kind.

Const, to, occas. on, upon ; also with advbs. on,

together, up. Formerly often, now rarely, with

immaterial object.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Mid irenen neilen he wes on bere

rode lfestned. c 1200 Vices <$• Virtues (1888) 95 To hire

bie5 ifastned alle Se raftres of 3e hali mihtes. a 1225
St. Marker. 19 Festne wi5 fulht mi sawle to pe seoluen. 1340
Ayenb. 221 Hy hyeb y-uestned to-gidere be spoushod. 1398
Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. iv. 111.(1495)82 Moysture. .fastnyth

the partyes togider. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2849 pai. festonit

the Mete, c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3498 Hevenly thinges

and erthly hym liked eft festyn to gidere. 1483 Act
1 Rich. Ill, c. 8 Preamb., Dyers.. upon the Lists of the

same Clothes festen and sowe great Risshes. 1552 Abp.
Hamilton Catech. 11884) 77 Samekil is the lufe of God &
our nychbour fessinit and linkit togiddir. 1590 Shaks.

Com. Err. 1. i. S6 My wife and I, Fastned our selues at

eyther end the mast. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav.

E. hid. 10 To fasten and cement them together. 1696 Col.

Rec. Pennsylv. I. 497 Men that are fastned to the Country
by visible estates. 1759 tr. Adanson's Voy. Sefiegal 74
When they saw it [my hair], really fastened to my head.

1796 Jane Austen Pride % Prej. (1885) II. v. 185 The
chaise arrived, the trunks were fastened on. 1837 Dickens
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Pickiv. iv, Fastened up behind the barouche was a hamper.

1840 E. Howard Jack Ashore III. xv, He consented to

be again fastened up, but he walked about as much
as the limits of his chain would permit. 1849 James
Woodman vii, The visitor proceeded to fasten his horse to

a large iron hook. 185a Motley Corr. (1889) 1. v. 137 The
canvas, .had been fastened on a pole.

b. absol. or intr. To make one's boat fast. In

whale-fishing : Tofasten to (see quot. 1820) ; also

in indirect pass.

1700 S. L. tr. C. Fryke's Voy. R. Ind. 207 As soon as we
could come to fasten by her [the Ship's] side. 1820 Scoresry

Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 534 Each boat ' fastens to ', orstrikesa

distinct fish. 1839 T. BEALB Sperm Whale 46 'Fastened

to '. .means, when a harpoon with a line attached is fixed in

his body. Ibid. 165 The two boats that have not yet
' fastened '

. . give chase.

5. a. To bind [a servant, an apprentice) by a

contract or agreement (dial.) ; cf. fastening penny,

f b. To join in a contract with (obs.).

1362 Langl. P. PL A. 11. 51 In Manage.. To beo fastnet

with fals. 1425 Se. Acts, 1st Pari. Jas. I c. 20 pe schiref

sail assigne xl dais to sic ydil men to get bairn masteris,

or to festyn bairn to leful craftes. 1632 Lithgow Trav.

VIH. 353. I fastned Iohn Browne with him to accompany
his returne. Mod. (Sheffield) He 's a sort of a prentice, but

he's not fastened.

6. To attach together the parts of (a fabric or

structure). Obs, exc. Naut.
1562 Ti/rxer Baths 16 a, They that are. .not well fastened

together, ought not to tarye so long in the bath. 1609

Skene Reg. Maj., Chalmcrlan Air c. 27 g 2 They festen

and bindes them not with lether or gtew. 1646 Sir T.

Browne Pseud. Ep. II, in. 71 Their ships are fastened not

with Iron but wood, i860 Merc, Marine Mag. VII. 284

A ship fastened with yellow metal.

7. To make fast, secure (a tie, band) ; to secure

(an article of dress), e.g. with a clasp, pins, buttons,

etc. Also, with pregnant sense, tofasten (a person)

in a garment.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1728 (Cctt.i [Noe] he self festnid bath

band and lace, c 1350 Will. Palcrne 1720 Sche. .festened

hire in bat fel wib ful god bonges. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leds
Africa \\. 24 The corners of which mantle are. .fastened

about their shoulders. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant
130 Breeches fasten'd with Buttons. 1727 De Foe Hist.

Appar. iv. (1840) 31 No chain can bind him, but the chains

fastened on him by Heaven. 1767 J. Byron Voy. round
World 51 Skins, .fastened about their necks by a thong.

b. Tofasten off (a thread) : to fix with a knot

or extra stitches.

1893 Mrs. Leach's Fancy-work Basket May 146/2 Run
ribbon through holes . .and fasten it off at wrist with neat bow.

8. To make fast (a door, etc.) with a latch, bolt,

etc., or (an envelope, etc.) with a seal. Hence,

tofasten a person or animal) in or out.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vin. vi, I will fasten the door.

1764 Lloyd Rhyme 153 Colts. .Clapt up and fasten'd in the

pound. 1797 Mrs. Radcuffe Italian xii, I have not caused
this gate to be fastened. 1801 South ey Thaiaba ix. xxii,

Her ears are closed with wax, And her prest finger fastens

them. 1819 Byron Juan I. exxxvi, The door was fastened.

1833 Ht. Martineau Tale o/'Tyne vi. 103 The lattice was
not quite fastened, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxvii. 216 The
rooms were swept.. the shutters fastened. 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss., Tofasten out, to turn the Moor-sheep to

the moor for the season, excluding them for good from the

enclosed land.

f 9. To close ;the hands, teeth) with a grip. To
fasten hold: to take hold firmly. Obs.

1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 354 Fassinnyng3ourfingaris
faste. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. Turkic iv.

xxx. 153 To the end their adversaries should fasten the

lesse hold upon them. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 15 This
threasure. .well Iproue./fo be this maides with whom I

fastned hand. 1599 Minsheu Dial. Sp. # Eng. (1623) 51

Two hands fastned together, alwaies hath beene a token
of friendship. 1607 Topseli. Serpents (1653) 750 When it

once biteth and fasteneth teeth, it never letteth go.

10. To fix or hold securely in position ; to make
fast (what is loose).

a 1300 Cursor At. 8223 (Cott.) Bot bat ba wandis ban had
rote, bat festind ware in erde sua fast, c 1400 ApoL Loll.

86 Festining it wib irne bat it fal not. c 1400 Lanfranc

s

Cirurg. 156 For to fastne be schuldre bis boon rostral is

putt in maner of a wegge. c 1440 Gesta Rom. t, 1 (Harl.

MS.) Ws nigromancien. .fastenyd it [ymage] in be wall

afore him. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. Ixxxv. 264 Axen of

Rosemarie burnte, doth fasten loose teeth. 1662 J. Davies
Voy. Ambass. 24 A great Cross, fasten'd in a great piece of
timber. 1703 Moxon Mcch. Exerc. 223 Pitch the other
sides to be Turned flat carefully against the Hole, .fastning

them with Wax. 1821 Shelley Boat on Serchio Poems
(1891) 586/2 Sit at the helm—fasten this sheet.

D. with immaterial object ; also with inf as obj.

c 1200 Ormin Ded. 219 He wollde fesstnenn swa Sob
trowwbe i be33re brestess. Ibid. 2441 Ice hafe fesstnedd i

min bohht To libbenn i clsennesse. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
xiii. 9 Freres wollen . . fastne be in here fraternite. c 1430
Hymns Virg. (1867) 26 Fastne bere in bee my bou?t. 1513
More Rich. III. Wks. 45/1 Suche euyll oppinyon once
fastened in mennes heartes. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iii.

15 He .. Fasten'd, and fix'd the shame on't in himselfe.

1683 Pcnnsylv. Archives I. 74 Time will.. fasten things as

they are and should be. 1818 Cruise Digest 481 When
once a trust is sufficiently created, it will fasten itself upon
the estate.

c. To fasten doxvn : to fix (a thing) so as to

prevent its rising ; fig. to fix definitely.

1731 Medley Kolbens Cape ofG. Hope I. 68, I have ..

rescued the character of the Hottentots from the brutish

stupidity to which it has been fastened down by all the

authors. 1876 Gladstone in Contemp. Rev. June 12 To

90

fasten down its sense, the affix 'Evangelical' may suffice.

Mod. The lid of the box is fastened down.

+ d. intr. To take hold ; to attach oneself ; to

make one's abode. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1429 Of a sparke unaspied . .May
feston vp fyre. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 26 The Damzell
well did vew his Personage And liked well, ne further

fastned not, But went her way. 1625 Fletcher & Shirley
Nt.-Walker 1. i, A very pretty girl she was. . But he was too

wise to fasten, a 1657 K. Loved ay Lett. (1663* 258 We are

here in London, where I think we shall fasten for most part

of this ensuing Summer. 1742 Young Nt. Th. iii. 531 We
. . Spring from our fetters ; fasten in the skies.

1 11. trans. To deliver effectively (a blow ; to

imprint (a kiss). Const, on. Obs,

c 1500 Lancelot 850 Strokis festnit in the shelde. 1531

Klyot Gov. i. xvi, Or he coulde fasten on the other any
violent stroke. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage iv. vii. (1614)370
A mutuall kisse. . is fastened on the cheeke. 1632 J. Hay-
ward tr. Bioudi's Eromena 170 Wee could never come once

to fasten a blow on him. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11.

xxiii. 243 I could never fasten a salley yet upon him, but

with losse to myselfe. 1697 Dryden Virgil Ded. E j, Cou'd
he fasten a blow, .when not suffer'd to approach.

12. In various fig. applications of senses 4, 7> 10 :

To fix (something} upon va person, etc.).

a. To direct (feelings, thoughts, attention, etc.)

intently or keenly towards.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 53 Y schal fastne myn eyen op on be.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 793 Hire hert vpwards on heven
was festined nyght & day. 1568 E. Tilney Disc. Manage
B vj, If she once fasten hir eyes on a nother, he shall enjoy
hir. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. ill. i. 203 Fasten your eare

on my aduisings. 161 1 Bible Luke iv. 20 The eyes of all

..were fastened on him. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 320
To that man whose heart is fastned upon thee. 1840
XhcKKWsOldC, Shop xli, The attention of the sly little fiend

was fastened upon them. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. In trod.

(1883) 50 My eyes fastened themselves upon the old scarlet

letter. 1883 Munch, Exam. 10 July 572 A madman armed
with a knife, upon whom a steady eye must be fastened.

b. To fix (a nickname, imputation, etc.) on

a person ; to impute or attach to.

1615 Stephens Satyr. Ess. <ed. 2) 38 Thinke how little

paines Doth fasten credit upon lucky straines. 1638

Wilkins New World ii. (1707* 20 Some of the Ancients
have fasten'd strange Absurdities upon the Words of the

Scripture. 1672 Cave Prim. Chr. 1. v. (1673) 12 To form
and fasten this charge upon them. Ibid. in. v. (1673- 368

The story., fastened upon Philip the Emperor. a 1674
Clarendon Sun'. Leviath. (1676) 304 He hath not been
able . - to fasten the least reproch upon them. 1722 Sewel
Hist. Quakers (1795) I. Pref. 18 To fasten doctrines upon
them which they never approved. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. III. 310 Those very Londoners .. now fastened on
the prince, .the nickname of Butcher.

t c. To induce acceptance of (a gift, etc.) ; to

propose (a health). Obs.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 50 If I can fasten but one Cup
vpon him. 1615 Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed. 21 256 If you
fasten a guift upon him, his thankes bee Hberall. 1632
Lithgow Trav. x. 431, I neuer saw one. .to pledge or pre-

sent his Maiesties health ; but as many other healths as you
Hst ; they will both fasten, and receiue from you. 1673
Ray Journ. Lmv C. 435 We could scarce fasten any mony
upon them. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 354, I did not know
how to fasten a Present upon Mr. Ratcliff.

d. To impose (something unwelcome) on a

person. Now chiefly in Tofasten a quarrel upon :

to drag into a quarrel against his inclination.

1663 Dryden Wild Gallant 11. 1, He. . could never fasten

a quarrel upon you. 1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 8 En-
deavouring . . to fasten such a Sheriff upon them. 1718
Freethinker No. 41. 294 Divert her Malice by fastening

a new Spark upon her. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. vi. 36
No practice .. fastened upon us by decrees and penal-

ties. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 325 The.. Mac-
donalds. .fastened a succession of quarrels on the people of
Inverness. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. v. (1889) 36
He. .had fastened himself upon him.

13. intr. To fasten on, upon : f &• to obtain a

firm hold upon, become fixed on (obs.) ; b. to

seize on, lay hold of ; to single out for attack or

censure : to avail oneselfeagerly of (a pretext, etc.).

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1180 O godd..ne mei nan uuel
festnin. c 1230 Hali Meid. 15 J>e fiends arrow . . ne wundeS
be nawt bute hit festni obe. 1513 More in Grafton Chron.
II. 783 No colour could fasten upon these matters. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 175, I will fasten on this sleeve of
thine. 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist. 48 Experience
often hath . . taught, that when advantage I do see, To
fasten on occasion and begin. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.

Eng. 1. xl. (1739) 60 Vet could not that custom fasten upon
the Saxons. 1662 J. Davies Voy. Ambass. 57 They break
down the houses adjoyning .. that it [fire] may not fasten

on other more solid structures. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle

230 An English Mastiff, .had the Impudence to fasten upon
my Rival by the Arm. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. 389
The senate . .viewed Perseus as a prey, on which it resolved

to fasten. 1844 Stanley Arnold (1858) I. ii. 25 One object

on which our., imaginations may fasten. 1847 L. Hunt
Men, Women, <y Books I. 11. 20 He is fastened upon by the

man with the bundle. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. vii.

u866) 282 The whole mob. .fastened upon the company of

marble martyrs. x87S
(
JowETT/,/rt^ {ed. 2) IV. 285 Sickness

. .has fastened upon him.

Fastened (fas'nd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed i.]

+ 1. Settled, confirmed. Obs.

1596 Spenser Hymns, Heav. Beaut. 289 They., in their

fastened mynd All happie ioy and full contentment fynd.
1605 Shaks. Lear 11. i. 79 O strange and fastned Villaine.

f 2. Rendered firm in consistency. Obs.
1625 Hart Anat. Ur. 1. ii. 23 The which [excrement]

being, .somewhat fastened or stifle.
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3. Fixed or bolted together. In comb., as copper-,

iron-fastened (see the sbs. ).

1803 R. Peking in Naval Chron. XV. 60 Iron-fastened

ships, i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 284 The copper-
fastened vessel will obtain the best rate.

Fastener vfa's liar '. [f. as prec. + -ER '.]

1. One who fastens or makes fast.

"755 in Johnson. 1798 Jane Austen Northang. Abb.
(1838) II. vii. 142 The possibility of the door's having been
at first unlocked, and she herself its fastener.

2. That which serves to fasten anything.
179a Mary Wollstonecr. Rights Wont. iv. 151 Indi-

viduality of character, the only fastener of the affections.

1874 W. Crookes Dyeing <$• Calico-printing 323 The modi-
fied Gallipoli oil acts, .as fastener of the red lake. iSH+Birm.
IVeekly Post 15 Nov. 3/7 The fastener [of a trap-door] was
not properly adjusted. 1892 Law Times' Rep. LXVII. 163/1
Small hooks or fasteners on the metal busks of the corsets.

+ 3. One who fastens on something. Obs.

1628 Earle Microcosm., Plain country Fellmv (Arb.) 49
He is a terrible fastner on a piece of Beefe.

f 4. slang. A warrant for arrest. Obs.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fastner, c. a Warrant.

1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

Fastening Jas'nirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ISO '.]

1. The action of the vb. Fasten in various senses.

a 1400 Relig. Pieces Jr. Thornton MS. 8 Matrymoyne
..es lawefull festynnynge be-twyx man and woman. 1605

Timme Quersit. in. 192 Of all fastnings or closing up of

glasses, .the scale of Hermes is most noble. 1691 T. H[ale]
Ace. New Invent. 24 Firm and unwasted as at their first

fastening. 1793 Smeaton Edys'one L. § 244 The fastening

of the circle of stones . . upon their respective cubes. 1850

W. B. Clarke Wreck Favorite 33 There is no fastening of

the shaft or stock into the socket.

b. attrib. Fasteningpenny (dial.) : a small sum
of money paid on hiring a servant, to secure the

agreement. Cf. Fasten v. 5.

187a Gentl. Mag. Nov. 578 A bargain was struck, and con-

sidered thoroughly binding by the acceptance on the part

of the servant of what was called ' the fastening penny .

t 2. The condition of being fastened ; a. of being

set on a firm basis, b. In fastenings in prison.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter 502 Thorgh whaim obere ere

broght til stabilnes & festyngynge. 1375 Barbour Bruce
xv. 309 He [Iohn of Lornl ues lang tyme in festnyng.

3 coner. That which fastens or makes secure
;

that which connects one person or thing with

another, or secures (a person or thing) in position
;

f that which confirms or establishes.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 67 pos ilke bode wisliche bing of

o5re is ful festning. a 1340 Hamfole Psalter xvi\[i]. 1 Lord
my festynynge. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cxlvii. 126 The
chirch dores were shytte with keyes and with other fastn-

ynge. i6n Bible Nab. ii. 11 The stone shall crie out of

the wall, and the beame [marg. note fastening] out of the

timber shall answere it. 1769 Public Advertiser 18 May
3/4 Brass Sash Fastenings. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 340
Pizarro, unable .. to adjust the fastenings of his cuirass,

threw it away. 1869 C. Gibbon R. Gray v, Crummie was
not likely to break from her fastenings. 1885 I.an Reports

15 Q. Bench Div. 316 A bar . . was kept in its position by
means of a fastening.

Jig. 1633 G. Herbkrt Temple, Confession iv, Smooth open
hearts no fastning have.

Fastening, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -reo 2
.]

That fastens, in various senses of the vb.

1611 S. Ward Hatpin. Practice 1 1627) 1 The fastening

Nayle of the chiefe Master of the Assemblies. 1821 Byron
Cam 1. i. In his eye There is a fastening attraction.

1828-40 Tvtler Hist. Scot. (1864) II 221 His tent . was
of silk ; the fastening chains were richly gilt. 1865 Swin-

burne Atalanta 970, I shall have .. no face of children

born Or feeding lips upon me or fastening eyes For ever.

Fastenment (fci's'nment). dial. [f. as prec.

+ -ment.] A fastening of any kind.

1877 Auctioneer's Catal. (Church Strettonl Door-fasten-

ments. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. tVord-bk., 'Put a

fas'nment 0' the brew-'us door.'

Fastens. Also 7 fastins. [short for next.]

1616 Chron. Snathense in Jml. Statist. Soc. XXI 413

To be paid betwixt Candlemas and Ffastins. 187$ Mid-
Yorksh. Gloss., Fastens, Shrovetide. .

Fastens-een, -eve, -even. Se. and north,

dial. Also 4 fast(e)ryngs-, 5-6 fasteringis-, 6

fastems-, -trill-, -tron-, 8 fasten-, 8-9 fast-

ing s-, 9 fastems-. [f. OK.fteslenes ,
gen. oifxsten

Fasten sb. + Even or Eve.] The eve of or day

before the fast (of Lent) ; Shrove-Tuesday.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 372 On the fasteryn evyn rycht

In the begynning of the nycht. 1496 Ld. Treas. Accts.

Scot. (1877 1 I. 319 The vij day of Febiuare was Fasteringis

evin. 1565 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 35

Fasten's eve or Shrovetide. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Words,

Fastens-Een or Even, c 1750 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin)

Lane. Dialect Wks. (1862) 68 Feersuns een, on it matter)!

naw mitch. 1780 M. Lonsdale Th' Upshot u. in Jollie s

Sketch of Cumberland Manners 11811) 5 An upshot lang

an' sair To keep up fassen's-even. 1785 Burns F.p. to /.

Lapraik 7 On fasten-een we had a rockin. 1834 H. Miller

Scenes f, Leg. xxviii. (1857) 416 On Fasten s-eve, — the

Schoolmaster . . would call on the boys to divide, and choose

for themselves ' Head-stocks '.

Fasten(s)-Tuesday. Also 9 dial, fassans,

-ens. [see prec] = prec.

rS85 Nottingham Rec. 11889) IV. 211 Betwene thys and

Fastens Tuysdaye nexte cummyng. 1858 C B. Robinson

Jrnl. Statist. Soc. XXI. 413 Shrove Tuesday being called

Fastins Tuesday. 1877 Holdemess Gloss., Fassans-tuesda,

Shrove Tuesday.
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Faster (fa-star). Also 5 fastare. [f. Fast v.

+ -ek *.] One who fasts or abstains from food.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27684 (Cott.) [J)is] man es gret faster.

c 1440 Promp. Farv. 151/1 Fastare, jejunator, jejunatrix.

a 1450 £"#£ rfc /« 7mw 13 It is a blessed thinge to faste, for

the more harme it doth the faster, the more is the merit.

1560 Becom Treat. Fasting 79 b, A certayne monke ..

was counted the greatest and deuoutest faster in all those

quaters. 1662 Gunning Lent Fast 199 Such fasters I

cannot better resemble, then to the ancient blood-thirsty

Tyrants. 1712 Swift jrul. Stella 16 Jan., This being fast

day, Dr. Freind and I went into the city to dine late, like

good fasters. 1807 Milneh Martyrs I. ii. 58 note, A man
. . of a strict life and a great faster. 1880 Daily News
27 July 5/5 The faster's condition physically during the day
was remarkably encouraging.

t Fast-gong. Obs. [f. Fast sb. + ME. gong,

act of going, see Gang.] Shrove-Tuesday ;
=

Fastingong. Also attrib. in fastgong-tide (spelt

after Norfolk pronunciation fasgunlide , Shrove-

tide.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 151/1 Fast gonge, or schroffetyde,

or gowtyde, carniprivium. 1674-81 Blount Glossogr.,

Fasgunlide ox Fastingtide, Shrovetide, so called in Norfolk,
being the time when the Fast of Lent begins.

U Fasti (fce'stai). [hot fasti, pi. otfastus {dies"

a ' lawful ' day, a day on which the courts sat

;

hence as under.]

a. Rom. Ant. A calendar or calendars, indicat-

ing the lawful days for legal business, and also the

festivals, games, anniversaries of historical events,

etc., connected with each day of the year. Con-

sularfasti (L. fasti consulares) : the register of the

events occurring during the official year of a pair

of consuls ; the series of such registers, b. trans/'.

A chronological register of events ; annals, chrono-

logical tables or lists of office-holders.

1611 B. Jonson Catiline v. iv, Let it [this dayj be
added to our Fasti. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
1. § 26 '1693) 20 Like Consuls that acted nothing, and were
useful for nothing but to have the Fasti known by their

Names. 1691 Wood title), Athens Oxomenses . .To which
are added the Fasti or Annals, of the said University. 1734
E. Corsini [title), Fasti of the Archons of Athens. 1786
Han. More Florio 967 Still, in Life's Fasti, you presume
Eternal holidays will come. 1814 Fdin. Rev. XXIV. 245
A country [the U. S. ] . . whose fasti are consecrated to record

our cruelties and defeats. 1880 C. T. Newton Art fy

Archxol. 15 Roman coins are not Fasti .. yet the labour of
numismatists has made [them] almost the best authority for

the chronology of the Roman empire.

I Fasti'diate, v, Obs. rare. [f. "L. fastidium
(see next) t AXE.] trans. To feel a disgust for,

loathe.

1618 Sir S. Q'Kwes A uiobiog. I. (1845) vii. 106 Bury school

..I began to fastidiate, and be weary of the sweet and
happy life I there led.

T Fastidie- Obs. rare. [a. OF. fastidie, ad. L.

fastidium in same senses.] a. Pride, haughtiness.

b. Scorn, disdain.

1536 E. Harvel in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 118 II. 77 My
minde enclinith. .to. .give ope the worldly fastidie to them
qui ambiunt houores. 1538 in Strype Feci. Mem. I. App.
lxxxiii. 218 Which when it [the general council] shal

take effect .. must needs make him great dishonor, great

fastidie.

f Fastidiose, a. Obs.—° = Fastidious.
1727-36 in Bailey. 1773 in Ash.

FastidiO'Sity. rare— 1
. [f. L. fastldios-us

(see Fastidious; + -ity.] Fastidiousness. (In

quot. humorously pedantic.)

1704 Swift T, Tub v. (1750^ 74 His epidemical Diseases
being Fastidiosity, Amorphy and oscitation. 177S in Asn.

Fastidious (SUti'dias), a, [ad. L.fastidios-us,

f. fastTdiuvi loathing : see -ous. Cf. Fr. fasti-

dieux.']

fl. That creates disgust ; disagreeable, distaste-

ful, unpleasant, wearisome. Obs.
1531 Elyot Gov. i . ixj That thinge for the whiche children

be often tymes beaten is to them, .fastidious. 1582 Hester
Seer. Phiorav. 11. xxiii. 102 A fastidious Ulcer. 1630
R. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commw. 193 A fastidious and
irksome companion. 0:1677 Barrow Serm. Wisdom in

Beauties of B. (1846)9 Folly is. .fastidious to society, a 1734
North Lives II. 399 His partner, whose usage was . . fas-

tidious to him.

t 2. a. That feels or is full of disgust ; disgusted.

1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1312/1 Hee hadde of

theym so muche, that he was full thereof, fastidious and
wery. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 81 All desire ofChange
and Novelty, argues a Fastidious Satiety.

fb. Full of pride; disdainful; scornful. Obs.

c 1440 Foundation Barts Hasp. (E. E. T. S.) 15 A lament-
able querell, expressynge . . whate fastidious owtbrekyngys
hadde temptid hym. 1623-6 Cockeram, Fastidious, dis-

dainful], proud. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638) 189
Regardlesse of the rodoniantadoes of the fastidious Pagan.
1631 B. Jonson New Inn, Ode 7 Their fastidious vaine
Commission of the braine. 1744 Young Night Thoughts
vi. 551 Proud youth ! fastidious of the lower world. 1791
Boswell 'Johnson (1816.) II. 277 (an. 1773* We see the

Rambler with fastidious smile Mark the lone tree. 1796 C.

Marshall Garden, xxii. {1813I 447 Those who have much
practical skill, .slight what is written upon subjects of their

profession, which is a fastidious temper.

f C. transf Of things: ' Proud ', magnificent.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 62 One of them [Courts]

fastidious in foure hundred porphirian pillars. Ibid. 102

Temples of Idolatry . . once lofty in fastidious Turrets.

3. Easily disgusted, squeamish, over-nice; diffi-

cult to please with regard to matters of taste or

propriety.
1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xix. x, A fastidious

choice of the best commodities. 1647 Wa^d Simp. Cobler

77, I hold him prudent, that in these fastidious times, will

helpe disedged appetites with convenient condiments.

1691 Ray Creation Pref. (1704) 7 Fastidious Readers.

1784 Cowper Task I. 513 The weary sight, Too well

acquainted with their smiles, slides off Fastidious. 1848
Macau lay Hist. Eng. II. 266 People whom the habit of
seeing magnificent buildings, .had made fastidious. 1833
Trench Proverbs 3 A fastidious age . . and one of false re-

finement. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xvii. 342 Though
being far from fastidious, refused to eat it. 1877 Black
Green Past. xlii. 11878) 338 The society, .was not at all fas-

tidious in its language.

Fastidiously (fsesti'diasli), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY 2 .] In a fastidious manner; t disdainfully
;

squeamishly, with excessive scrupulousness of taste.

1624 Gatakek Transubst. 42 Fastidiously and childishly

..full of Logicke rules. 1654 Hammond Acc. Cawdrey's
Triplex Diatribe v.% 17 Discriminating themselves proudly
and fastidiously from other men. 1790 Burke Ff. Rev. 33
The legislature, .fastidiously rejected the fair and abundant
choice .. presented to them. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit.

(18671 128 Critics fastidiously rejecting what they deem the
antiquated. 1880 Disraeli Fndym. I. xxi. 193 A couple of
grooms, who sat with, .unmoved countenances, fastidiously

stolid amid all the fun.

Fastidiousness (fsestrdissnes). [f. as prec.

-f -NESS.] The quality of being fastidious.

T 1. Loathing, disgust. Obs.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541I 28b, Sowthistle. . causeth
fastidiousness or lothsomnesse of the stomake. 1599 A. M.
tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 267/2 Excepte it . . get a fas-

tidiousnes therof [pappe]. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 425
After I had. .escaped infinite dangers, .excessive fastidious-

nesse, unspeakable adversities. 1807 Coxe Austria I. 67
Rhodolph observing their fastidiousness, rose from table,

t 2. Disdainfulness, haughtiness, pride. Obs.

1613 R. C Table Alfik. (ed. 31 Fastidiousnesse disdain-

fulnesse. 1649 Jeh. Taylor Gt. Exeiup. 111. § 14. 52 He
reproved the fastidiousnesse of the Pharisee.

0. Disposition to be easily disgusted ; squeamish-

ness ; over-niceness in matters of taste or pro-

priety.

1661 Boyle Style ofScript. 202 More Discerning Times.

.

will Repair the Omissions and Fastidiousnesse of the Present.

1784 J. Barry Led. Art vi. {1848) 207 Fastidiousness, and
a useless and too critical nicety, may be expected to increase.

1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 745 The fastidiousness of criticism

may object to the frequent repetition. 1869 J Martineau
Ess. II. 98 Any nice inquiry, .would be a misplaced fastidi-

ousness.

Fastidium (fasti'dipm). rare. [a. L. fasti-

dium ; see Fastidie.] Disgust ;
' ennui '.

a 1734 North Lives I. 159 The fastidium, upon this occa-
sion contracted, .diverted his mind from .. such projects.

1885 Mrs. H.Ward tr. AmieVs Jrnl. (1889; 277 How is

fastidium to be avoided?

t Fa*stigate, v. Obs.-° [f. L. fastigdt- ppl.

stem of h.fastlg-dre to make pointed.] a. trans.

To make pointed, b. intr. To become pointed.
1623-6 in Cockeram ; 1656 in Blount Glossogr. ; 1732 in

Coles.

Fastigiate (f%sti'dgi|£fc), a. [f. L.fastlgi-um
summit of a gable, top, vertex +- -ate *. Cf. F.

fastigie'.']

1. Sloping up or tapering to a point like a cone
or pyramid, fa. of a hill = Fastigiated. Obs.
1662 Ray Three Itin. ii. (Ray Sod 148 That noted hill .

.

the top whereof is fastigiate like a sugar loaf.

b. Bot. Having flowers or branches whose ex-

tremities form a tapering or cone-like outline.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 382. 1836 Penny
Cycl. V. 252 Fastigiate, when the branches of any plant are
pressed close to the main stem, as in the Lombardy poplar.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 349 Taxusfastigiata. .(Irish or
Florence-court yew) is a fastigiate variety.

e. Entom. Of the elytra : Tapering to a point.

1848 in Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. Gloss.

2. t a. Bot. Formerly applied (after F. fastigie)

in the sense ( having a horizontal surface at the

top ', as in an umbel or corymb. Obs.
[The use app. originated in a misunderstanding, the L.

fastigium being interpreted as * roof'.]

1793. in Martyn Lang. Bot. s. v. 1794 — Rousseau's Bot.
xxviii. 445 The latter tree, .having a fastigiate, or flat top.

i860 in Mayne Expos. Lex. s. v.

b. Hence, of a zoophyte : = Corymked.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 175 Mussa fastigiata. Fasti-

giate : disks usually nearly circular.

Hence Fasti giately adv.
1840 Paxton Bot. Did., Fastigiately - branched, the

branches becoming gradually shorter from the base to the
apex. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Fastigiate (fsesti-dgii^'t;, v. [f. as prec. +

-ate 3.] trans. To make pointed at the top like

a gable, b. intr. To taper to a point.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Fastigiate, to raise up, or grow

up to a sharp top. 1733 in Coles.
Hence Fastigiated.///. a., formed like a cone

or ridge ;
' roofed, narrowed up to the top'

Johnson 1773). i-Fastigia'tion, 'a making or
growing sharp at the top like a pyramid ' (Phillips

1662).

1647 H. More Song ofSoul Notes 381 Day will hang in
the sky many thousand miles off from us, fastigiated into

one conical] point. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. v. §4.

146 Hawks .. noted for having a fastigiated or rising

head. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1840 in Hlmule Did.
Geol. A- Min.

T Fasti'gious, a. Obs. [f. L. fastlgi-um +
-ous.] Like a fastigium ; with gables. Alsoy^f.
Pretentious.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. til. 94 They thought the Title

too eminent and fastigious [orig. sollevato] for them. 1697
Evelyn Acc. Architects (1723) 50 The ancients dwelling-
houses being generally flat at the top, Julius Cxsar being
the first whom they Indulg'd to raise his Palace in this

Fastigious manner.

II Fastigium (fsesti*dgi#m), [L.]

1. The apex or summit ; spec, in Arch, the ridge

of a house.
1677 Hale Contempt. 11. 125, I have now arrived to the

very Fastigium, the very highest point of this Mountain.
1706 Phillips ied. Kersey'), Fastigium, the top or height
of any Thing : In Architecture, the ridge of a House. 1825
W. Hamilton Hand-bk. Terms Arts # Sc. Fastigium ..

the summit, apex or ridge of a house, or pediment.

2. The gable end (of a roof) ; a pediment.

1849 J. Wf.ale Did. Terms, F'astigium, the pediment of
a portico. 1876 in Guilt Archit. Gloss.

0. a. Pathol. The acme or highest state of in-

tensity (of a disease), b. Anat. (see quot. 1S84''.

1876 Wagner s Gen. Pathol. 619 The period of the fasti-

gium, the complete development of the fever. 1884 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Fastigium, the upper and posterior angle of the

fourth ventricle lying between the upper border of the

posterior medullary velum and the posterior border of the
anterior medullary velum.

t Fa'Sting, vbl. sbX Obs. [f. Fast v.1 + ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fast 1 ; also alttib.

1398 Trevisa Barlh. De P. R. xvii. xxv. iToltem. MS),
Cipris is a medicinal tre of couenable and fastynge vertu.

c 1440 Promp, Pan'. 158 Festynge to a thynge, coufixio.

1660 Hexham De anckcrs aen den limmcr, a fasting of
ankers to the Timber.

b. Fastingpenny (dial.) : = ' fastening penny '

;

see Fastening i b.

1691 RayjV.-l?. Words, Festing-penny.

2. = Fastening 3.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2590 It stonaid bam all For ferd be
festing suld faile.

Fasting (fevstirj). vbl sb:1 [f.FAST v.'1 + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fast ; abstinence from
food ; an instance of this.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 207 Ich bide be. .bi his eadi festunge
ibe wildernesse. c 1250 Old Kent. Serin, in O. F. Misc.

U872) 28 Si mirre si^nefiet uastinge. 1340 Ayenb. 33 Be
uestinges and be wakinges. 1480 Caxton Chrou. Fng.
ccix. 191 He was so feble for his moch fastyng that he was
dede almost. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 530 Although
fasting for merite bee iustly punishable by statute. 1642
Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. v. viii. 388 Even fasting it self is

meat and drink to him. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop viii,

Corporal punishment, fasting, and other tortures and terrors.

1873 W. K. Scllivan CCurry's And. Irish I. Introd. 283
A Trosca or fasting was made by the plaintiff going to the

defendant's house, and remaining there for a certain time.

.

before making his distress.

+ 2. A season of abstinence from food, a fast.

1382 Wyclif Acts xxvii. 9 And whanne now seylingewas
not sykir, for that fasting passide, Poul coumfoitide hem.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. I i I - 11495) 347 The
fastynge of springynge tynie is the fyrst weke of Lente.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour A vj b, The fastynges that she

had kept. 1656 Artif Handsom. 81 He bids the Jewes,
even in their fastings, to use it.

3. attrib. , asfasting-weeds ; fasting-spittle, the

saliva that is in the mouth before one's fast is

broken. Also Fasting-day.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 19 Mortifie it wib fastynge

spotil. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1653 607 If the fasting

spittle of a Man fall into the jaws of a Serpent, he certainly

dyeth thereof. 1648 Hebrick Hcsfier. Fairie Temple 104

Their Holy Oyle, their Fasting-Spittle, Their sacred Salt.

1654 Trapp Comm. Esther v. 1 She laid aside her fasting-

weeds, and put on her best. 1818 Art Preserv. Feet 146
Rubbing them with fasting spittle.

Fasting (fustiij). ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

That fasts, /it. and fig.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 151 Fastynge, jejunus, im/ransus.

c 1470 Hexry Wallace v. 1034 For fastand folk to dyne
gud tym war now. 1525 Ld. Berneks Froiss. II. ccxli.

[ccxx.wiii.] 745 Sir, are ye fastynge? a 1592 H. Smith
Serm. (1866) II. 213 Yet doth the non-resident keep his

benefice fasting. 1595 Shaks- John 111. i. 260 A fasting

Tyger. 1847 Emerson Poems, Initial Love Wks. (Bohn)
I. 456 Inquisitive, and fierce, and fasting.

Hence fFa'sting-ly adv., in a fasting manner,

abstemiously, sparingly. Obs.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 667 Furst speke..For

frutes a-fore mete to ete bem fastynyely. 1566 Drant
Horace Sat. vi. H viij b, My frende why lyke you still To
lyve in countrye fastynglye uppon a craggie hill? 1616

Beaum. & Fl. Wit without Money iv. v, You shall .. not

dine neither, but fastingly.

Fa*sting-day. [f. Fasting vbl. sb. + Day.
Cf. fasten-day'.] - Fast-day.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29056 (Cotton Galba^ pe thing bat bou

biself suld ett if it no fasting day ban ware. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. a. Hi. (1495) 347 !« eche of thise foure

tymes ben thre fastynge dayes. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 17

Do it in fastyng dayis & seme it forth. 1552 Bk. Com.
Prayer Communion, Any holye dayes or fasting daies. 1656

Trapp Comm. 1 Cor. vii. 5 Fasting-days are soubfntting

days, aifii Ken Man. ofPrayers Wks. 11838) 424 All the

fasting I advise you to, is only to some fasting-day. 1850

A. y. Stephens Bk. Com. Prayer II. 1150 Notice . . of the

fasting days, .is commonly neglected.
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t Fa'Stingong. O&t. Forms : 4-6 fastyn-

gongfe, ;5 fastyngon), 5 fastyngange. Also,

corruptly, 6 festigam. [? {.fastin var. of Fastex
sb. • gong, Gang, going.] Shkove Tuesday. Also

Fastingong Eve, Fastin-gong Tuesday.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 69 Y' sonneday next after

Fastyngonge. c 1442 in Blomefield Hist, Norfolk I 1 . 1 1

1

John Gladman..on Tuesday in the last ende of Criste-

messe viz. Fastyngonge Tuesday made a Disport with hya
Neyghbours . . coronned as Kyng of Crestemesse. c 1470
Harding Chron. ccxxxvn. ii, Southward came thei . . vpon
the fastyngange eue. 1477 Sir J. Paston in Lett. No.
786 III. 174 Wretyn at London, .the Fryday a for Fastyn-

gong. 1530 Palsgr. 804/1 At Fastyngonge, a Quaresmc
Prennaut.

Hence Fastingong Sunday = Shrove Sunday.
1450 Paston Lett. No. 78 I. no All the tenawntes ben

chargyd to pay al her rent, .be Fastyngong Sonday. 1541
K. Barnes Workes (1573) 2222 The Thurseday before
Festigam Sonday.

Fastish ffcrstip, a. [f. Fast a. + -ish.] Some-
what fast.

1854 S. Phillips Ess.fr. Times Ser. II. 330 A short, stout,

empty, good-natured, and over-dressed—in other words
a ' fastish ' young man 1873 Miss Braddon Str. § Pilgr.
II. ii. 167 Fastish noblemen. 1884 Lilly-white's Cricket
Ann. 115 A useful bowler, fastish as a rule.

Fastland. [f. as prec. + Land; after Ger.

festland,] The mainland, as distinguished from
islands ; the continent.

1883 Chamb. Jr/il. 524 The irregular banks of these
islands shielded them from all outlook from the fastland.

t Fastlings, adv. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fast

adv. + -lin; with advb. genitive -s,] ? Almost,
nearly. ,Cf. Fast adv. 4 b.)

a 1600 A. Scott May iv, Now all sic game is fastlings

gone But gif it be amangs clovin Robbyns.

Fastly ;f<rstli), adv. arch. [f. Fast a. + -LY -.

Now replaced by Fast adv.]

f 1. In a fixed or steady manner. Obs.
c888 K. .-Elfkkd Boeth. xxxix. § 7 Sio nafa .. fa:rb micle

fiestlicor. .Sonne ba felsan. a im*$A ucr. R. 234 pet tuber-
efter be wisluker wite him, hwon l»u hauest ikeiht him : & te

uestluker holde. 1340 Ayenb. 166 Hit be-houeb bt;t he hym
hyealde vestliche ine his wylle, 1549-62 Sternhold & H.
Ps, xxiv. 2 For he hath fastly founded it aboue the sea to
stand.

t 2. Firmly, unwaveringly, steadfastly ; with
confidence. Obs.

cxijs Lamb. Horn. 115 He seal, .festliche winnan wi3
onsi^endne here, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 77 Cumen
festliche to ure saule leche and unhelen him ure saule
wundes. c 1205 Lay. 13000 Imong ban eorlen he stod &
fastHche Hit wiS-soc C1350 Prose Psalter 196 J?e which
bot if ich man haue bileued trewlich & fastelich. c 1440
Hylton Scala /'erf. (W. de W. 1494} in. xiii, Put forth
fastely all thy good dedes to hym in as moche as they be
good. 1513 Moke in Grafton Chron. II. 766 The Lord
Hastinges. .perswaded the lords to beleve that the Duke of
Glocester was sure & fastly faithfull to his prince. 1581
Marbkck Bk. of .Votes 306 Faith, that fastlie beleeveth
sinnes to be forgiven freelie by Christ.

+ b. Without intermission or cessation, Obs.
971 BUckt. Horn. 47 Gif pa lareowas |>is nellab farstlice

Godes folce bebeodan. a 1000 /Elfric fudg. iv. 24 Hi3
farstlice weoxon. c 1175 Lamb. How. 237 Of be folce we
siggeS bat hit ciimb fastlice.

+ 3. Closely, securely. Obs.
C1050 Lat. .5- A. S. Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 354 Artius,

fsesthcor. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 90 Cleue to
his mercy & goodnes the more fastly. 1591 Sylvester Dh
Bartas 1. v. (1641) 42 2 A score of Anchors held her fastly

bound. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 174 At
the first littering their eyes are fastly closed. 1800 Epist.
to Sir W. Farquhar'xn Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 175
Men, who love their places.. And fastly hold them with
unblushing faces. 1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, led. 4> 305
Their desires might bind them fastly to the Imperial cause.

4 Quickly, rapidly, speedily ; hence, readily.

Now rare.

c 1205 Lay. 27774 ForS heo gunnen fusen .. & fastHche
heom to bujen. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl. 61 Towards
this afflicted fancy fastly drew. c 164$ T. Tully Siege of
Carlisle (1810) 13 Seeing them come fastly to her house.
a j8o6 K. White Rem. II. 84 The sand of life Ebbs fastly
to its finish. 1859 Coknwallis New World I. 207 The life

of the child was fastly on the wane.

Fastness (.fcrstnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

I. The quality or state of being fast.

1. The quality or state of being firmly fixed
;

fixedness, stability, f Also, firm attachment.
c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxii. § 2 Behealdab nu..8a

fa:stnesse bisses heofenes. 1340 Ayenb. 107 pet no ping
bet moje beualle ne 111030 ous ondo of be ilke uestnesse ne of
bise grace. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 49 If bat like pece
have no fastnes to be hool boon do bat pece awey. a 1400 50
Alexander 3259 (Dubl.) Suld not be funde in hym fastnes.

1523 Fitzherb. Itusb. § 139 The wynde is lykefy to blowe
it besyde the heed, for it hath no fastnes in the wode. 1603
Florio Montaigne 1. ix. (1632) 16 Falsehood, which therein
can have no such footing or setled fastnesse. 1677 GtLHN
Dxmonol. 1867' 429 His words be so far from the fastness
of nails that they shall be as wind. 1886 E. Knecht tr.

Benedict's Coal Tar Colours m. 201 Shades, .characterised
by their extreme fastness.

f b. Fidelity, loyalty, firm adherence. Const, to.

fI577 Stanyhurst Epitaph Baron of Louth (Arb.^ 151
Thee fastnesse of foster brotherhod. 1648 Symmons Vind.
Chas. /, 331 Your tender care, and constant fastness to our
Soveraign.

t 2. Close alliance- Obs. rare.
a 1631 Sir R. Con un Advice m Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 471

Nothing can prevent the Spanish Monarchy, but a Fastness
of those two Princes.

t3. The quality or state of being compact or

close; density, solidity. Also of style: Concise-
ness, pithiness. Obs.

*SS$ Fardlc Facions 1. ii. 30 This earth then brought by
y ; heate of the sonne into a more fastenesse. a 1568 Ascham
Scholcm. (Arb.j 114 To bring his style, from all lowse gros-
nesse, to soch firme fastnes in latin, as is in Demosthenes in

Greeke. 1621 Ainswortk Annot. Ps. xix. 11 Solid gold,
called Paz, which hath the name of strength, fastnesse, or
solidity. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 17 They think to

hinder their quick descent by the fastness of the ground.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (1752) 103 The fastness and fulness
of the flesh. 1673-4 Grew Anat. Trunks 11. vii. § 4 Its

Fastness [depending] on the closeness of the true Wood.

f4. Capacity lor gripping tightly or retaining;

tenacity, retentiveness. Obs.

1552 Huloet, Fastnes, tenacia, tenacitas. 1581 Mul-
caster Positions v. (1887) 27 We finde also in them [child-

ren], as a quickenes to take, so a fastnesse to retaine.

to. Security from invasion, difficulty of access;

safety, strength. Obs. Cf. 9.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. x. 18 To those fennes for fastnesse

she did fly. 1600 Dym.mok Ireland (1843) 2^3 It is very hard
to hurt him, by reason of the fastnes of his cuntry. 1697
Dryden I'irg. sEneid IX. 940 The Foes had left the fastness

of their Place.

6. Rapidity, swiftness.

11642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts iv. (1704) 452/1
Our. .Ships have, .advantage, .by reason of their Fastness
by a Wind. 1727-36 Bailey, Fastness, swiftness. 1871
Sir H. Holland R ecoll. (1872) 268 The increased fastness

of living, incident to all classes and occupations of men.
7. Of persons : The quality of being * fast ' in

manners, talk, or mode of living. Cf Fast a. 10.

1859 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 1 There is a growing taste

for fastness. 1863 Loud. Rev. 31 Jan. 126/1 Her fastness is

more impulsive and less calculating, very much the result

merely of animal spirits and impatience of restraint. 1881

C. New Semi. 101 Fastness is not manliness, but emptiness
and weakness. 1889 H. James London Life xi. 211
Putting an appearance of * fastness ' upon her.

II. Concrete senses.

T 8. That which fastens or keeps fast. a. Sup-
port, help. b. A fastening. Obs.

a. 1382 Wyclik Ps. xxiv. [xxv.] 14 Fastnesse is the Lord
to men dredende hym. a 1400 Prymcr (1891) 109 Oure
lord is a fastnesse to hem that dredith hym.
b. 1676 Woblidge Cyder (1691) 117 Weights of. .lead,

with rings, cords or other fastnesses to them. 1879 Miss
Jackson ShroPsh. Word.-bk., 1 That theer bull 's bin 'ilin the
dur o

1

'is place, an' bruk the fas'ness.'

9. A place not easily forced ; a stronghold,

fortress.

criooo &LFK1C Gram. ix. § 12 (2.) 41 Munimcn. .faestnys.

1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 157 They
. .ouertooke them at a fastenes fast by the woods side. 1650
Cromwell Let. 30 July (Carlyle), They would rather
tempt us to attempt them in their fastness. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 11. i. 121 Separate herds .. which inhabit distinct

fastnesses. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 341 A strong
and almost inaccessible fastness at Bandi.

fig. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 200 In the impregnable
fastness ot his great rich nature he [the Roman] defies us.

t Fa'Strede, a. Obs. rare. In i fsestreed, 3
fastrede. [OE. fivstrxd, f. fast, Fast a. + rsed

purpose.] Firm in purpose, inflexible, steadfast.

Bcoivulj"610 Gehyrdeon Beowulfe folces hyrdefaestrardne
£eboht. c888 K. /Flfked Boeth. xix, Se wisa &. fa:straeda

Cato. a 1250 Oiul <y Night. 211 He is nu ripe and fast-

rede Ne lust him nu to none unrede.

t Fasts, sb. pi. Obs. rare. [Anglicized form of

F'asti ; cf. Y.fastes.] Annals, records.

1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2019 Two Ages after the same
Fasts were compos'd by King Atlas.

t Pa'Stslup. Obs. rare. [f. Fast a. + -ship.]

The quality of gripping tightly
;
parsimony.

n 1225 After. R. 202 Simonie : Gauel : Oker : Uestschipe
of 3eoue, o3er of lone. Ibid. 276 Vestschipe salue [is] ureo
heorte.

t Fa'stuose, «• Obs.~° [ad. L. fastuds-us :

see FASTrjors.] = Fastuous.
1727 in Bailey voL II.

+ Fastno'sity. Obs. [f. L. fastuos-tts (see

Fastuous) + -III.] The quality of being fastuous

;

haughtiness, ostentation, pomposity.
1656-81 in Blol'nt Glossogr. 1678 Cudworth Intell.

Syst. 1. i. § 45. 53 That new Modle of Ethicks, which hath
been obtruded upon the World with so much Fastuosity.

1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 25 The excessive pride and
fastuosity of the Idolatrous Hierarchy. 168^ — Illustr.

Dan. xi. 45 Either a solid Greatness, .ora tumid Fastuosity
and affected Greatness. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio>.

FastnoUS (hx"sti«|3s), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

fastuds-us, f. fastus haughtiness, arrogance : see

ous. Cf. Y./astueux.] Haughty, arrogant, pre-

tentious, ostentatious.
<i 1638 HDI Paraphr. 2 Pet. iii. 3 Wks. 1672 in. 0x6

That supposed fastuous style of Sapores King of Persia to

Constantius the Emperour, RejeRegu?n,ctc. 1653 Hammond
On N. T. Mark vii. 22 Fastuous and vain-glorious be-

haviour. 1707 Collier Refl. Ridic. 101 A pompous dis-

play of a fastuous Learning. 1786-8 J. Williams Child.
Thespis 132 Too fastuous for exquisite passion's digression,

Too fair for a hero. 1836 M. J. Chapman in Eraser's Mag.
XIV. 22 Let no man, With vain conceit and fastuous
humour swelling, Sneer idly. 1888 Sat. Rev. 6 Oct. 418/1
The- .fastuous vates of dysentery.

Hence Fa-stuously adv., in a fastuous manner.
rastuousness, the quality of being fastuous.

a 1677 Barrow Scrm. 2 Tim. iii. 2 Wks. 1686 III. 318 De-
meaning our selves insolently and fastuously toward them.
1728 R. North Mem. Mnsick (1846) 123 He behaved him-
self fast[u]ously ; no person must whisper while he played.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. Add. § 5. 58 Diogenes
trampled upon Plato's pride with a greater fastuousnesse
and humourous ostentation, a 1677 Barrow Pope's Suprem.
<i68o) 1. iv. 66 Then there was no fastuousnessin the Church.
1752 T. Birch Life 'Tillotson 430 He had nothing of pride
or fastuousness,

Fastyon, obs. form of Fashiox.
Fa'Sure. Obs. Also fasor, fassure. [?a. AF.

fat'sun; {./aire to make.] Fashion, form.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 431 That frelcs fle3e of hyr fasor.

Ibid. 1083 So ferly ber-of watz be fasure [printed falure].

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3956 Polidamas . . [was a] ffaire man of
fassure [MS. faffure] & of fyn strenght. [But is faffure
a form offavour"*]

Fasyll'e, var. of Fasel, Obs.

Fasyon e, faszshion, obs. forms of Fashion.
tFat (fcet),^. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 f»t(t, 2-4 fet,

south, vet, (3 feat), 4-8 fatt^e, 5-7 fate, (5 faat),

4- fat. See also Vat. [OYLfset str. neut., corresp.

to MLG., Du. vat, OHG./^j (MHO. vaz, mod.G.
/ass), O^s./at (T)&./ad, Sw. /at) :—OTeut./ato-m
:—Teut. root */at- (:—pre-Teut. *pod- y

pod-) to

hold, contain ; cf. OYns.fatia, MDu. vatten, OHG.
/a^zdn (MHG. va^en, mod.G. /assen) to grasp;

also, Lith. pitdas (:—f>odos) vessel ; OE. /etel, OIIG.
/ezzil (MHG. vez^zel sword belt, mod.G. /esse/,

fetter), ON./elell band.]

1. a. In early use gen. A vessel.

Beowulf'2761 Geseah. .he. .fyrnmanna fatu. t 950 Lindisf.
Gosp. John ii. 7 GefylleS ^ie 3a fatto of ua;tre. a 1000

Elene 1026 (Gr. 1 Heo pa rode heht . . in seolfren fat locum
belucan. «iooo/Klkric6V«. xl. 11 And icnam ba winberian
& wrang on ba;t fa;t and sealde Faraone. c 1050 Gloss, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 347 Acerra, fa:te oo6e gledfa:te. a 1225 St.

Marker. 18 pe reue. .bed. .bringen for5 a uet ant fullen hit

of wettre.

Jig. C1230 Halt Meid. 13 pe uertu bat halt ure bruchele
feat bat is ure feble flesch . . in hal halinesse. 1340 Ayenb.
23 1 H i bereb a wel precious tresor ine a wel fyebble uet.

b. spec. A vessel of silver, or other metal, of

a particular form ; esp. one to contain holy-water.
c 1330 ArtA. <5r Alert. 1054 A fende . . pelt me in an holy

fat. 1454 Test. Ebor. iSurtees) n. 175 A gylted cop called

a fate covered. 1484 Ckurch-w. Ace. Wigtoft Boston
(Nichols 1797) 79 For saudryng of the holy water fatte.

1536 in Anti'j. Sarisb. (1771) 198 A Fat of Silver for holy
water. 1571 Grindal Injunct. Clergie $ Laytie B iv. The
Churchwardens, .shall see . . that all. .Holy water stocks or
Fattes. .be utterly defaced.

2. A vessel of large size for liquids ; a tub, a

dyer's or brewer's vat, a wine cask. Cf. Vat.
In the A.V. esp. the vat in which grapes are trodden.

[a X225 St. Marher. 17 Saloman be wise . . bitunde us in

ane tunne, ant comen babilones men . . ant breken ba;t feat.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 802, I schal fette yowa fatte your
fette for to wasche.] c 1400 Soivdone Bab. 3152 Kinge Charles
. .bade himordeyneagrete fat TobaptysetheSowdoneyne.
1469 Bury Wills (Camden) 46 The occupier . . shall haue
his wetyng of his barly in the fate of the seid Denyse
duryng maltyng tyiue. j483Caxion Gold. Leg. 100 3 [He]
made hym to be caste in to a fatte or a tonne full of hole

oylle. 1538 Bale Thre Laives 447 Whan ale is in the fatt.

1565 Golding Ovid's Alet. u. 11593) 27 Harvest smeard
with treading grapes late at the pressing fat. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. <$• CI. 11. vii. 122 In thy Fattes our Cares be drown'd.

<*i6io Healky Theophrastus To Rdr., A great water-

pot like a Diers fat, or chaldron. 1678 J. PlULUM
Tavcrnier's Trav. v. viii. 219 The golden Fat out ofwhich
they take the water. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Wine,
The Liquor, .should stand in the Fatt about fifteen days.

1755 Magens Insurances 1. 521, 5 Fattsred Wine^i66i : 16.

b. Proverb.
1583 Babington Commandm. vi. (1637) 53 They would

have every fatte. .stand on his owne bottome. 1678 Bunyan
Pilgr. 1. 37 Every Fatt must stand on his own bottom.

3. A cask or barrel to contain dry things. Occas.

more explicitly, dry/at.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 For the freight of a drie

fatte of the biggest sort .vi.s. viii. d. sterling. 1622 R.

Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 134 Our pipes and fatts of

bread. 1 1647 A. Wheelocke in Lett. Aop. Ussher \ib%6)

546 The Lambeth Books, .as yet. .remain in Fats, or great

Chests. ,1680 Butlek Rem. (1759' I. 227 Wares, That
come in dry Fats o'er from Francfort Fairs. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury in. 260/1 All Goods, .in Barrels, Hogsheads, Fats,

Chests or Packs. 1715 tr. D'Anois* Wks. 386 The Fairy.

.

return 'd with a huge Fat full of Feathers. 1812 J. Smyth
Pract. Customs 37 Battery, in fats.

4. Used as a measure of capacity (see tjuots.\

1413 Act 1 Hen. V, c. 10 Un mesure use dems la dicte

Citee appelle le Faat. 1433 ^ ci ll ^en ' ^A c 8 T̂ne vcsi)e ll

appelle le Fat, que conteient viij busselx dez blees ou un
autre bussell mys a ycell pur une quartier. 1600 Heywoou
Ethv. IV, 1. hi. 1, 1 would give, .afat of leather, to match her

to some justice. 1607 Cowel Interpr., Fate or Fat: is a great

wooden vessell. .vsed . . to measure mault by, containing

a quarter. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4 Sched. s.v. Books,

The basket or maund, containing 8 bales or 2 fats. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fat of Ising-glass, a Quantity from

Three Hundred Weight and a quarter to Four Hundred
Weight. 1866 Rogers Agric. <$- Pr. I. x. 166 This measure

[of 9 gallons] called a fatt was prohibited by statute.

5. Comb.
1483 Cath. Angl. 123/2 A Fattmaker, cuparius.

jf*at (fet), a. and sb. - Forms: 1 fset(t, 3-4

fet(t(e, south. vet(te, 3-7 fatt(e, 3 south. vat(te,

{4 faat\ 4- fat. [OE./##, corresp. to OFris./a/,

MDu., Du., MLG. vet (mod.G. /ett adopted from
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LG.),iOHG. fei^it (MHO, velvet, veitf, inod.G.

feist);—OTcut *faitido-, pa. pple. of *faitjan to

fatten (OHG. vet^eu, ON. feitd), f. *fazlo- adj.

fat, represented by QS.feit, MIIG. vei%, ON.feitr
(Da. jfe£ S\v. fet) ; the existence of the primary
adj. in OE. cannot be proved, as the form feet in

MSS. is prob. only a variant spelling oifiktt.']

A. adj.

I. With respect to bulk or condition.

1. Of an animal used for food : Ked up for

slaughter, ready to kill, fatted.

ciooo Ags. Gosfi. Luke xv. 27 pin faider of-sloh an faet

[<ri 160 Hatton Gosp. fetjcelf. a 1300 Cursor M. 3643(0011.)
kyddes fatt bou fett me tuin. 1382 Wvclif Isa. xxv. 6

A feste of fatte bestes. '1386 Chaucer Prol. 349 Ful
many a fat partrich hadde he in mewe. c 1400 Maundev,
(1839) xvii. 179 ?if thei [the children] ben fatte, bei etenhem
anon, c 1420 Liber Cocoritfti(i862)^B Sethe a mawdelarde bat

fat is benne And cut in peses. e 1440 Promp. Parv. 151/2 Fat
fowle, or beste, mestyde to be slayne, affile. 1552 Huloet,
Fatte by feading, as in a francke or penne, altHis. 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. iv. 79 The party concluded it

was to see whether he or she was fattest and fittest to kill

first. 1849 Ld. Houghton in Life (1891) I. x. 439 Fat
beasts sold for the price they were bought lean. 1890
Daily Arews 21 Nov. 5/3 Animals which . . have won prizes

as ' fat ', that is to say, as ripe for the butcher.

2. Of animals or human beings, their limbs, etc.

:

In well-fed condition, plump ; well supplied with

fat (see B).
c 893 K. Alfred Oros. iv. xiii. § 5 Ge sindon nu utan

faette & innan hlaene. a 1000 Deut. xxxi. 20, & bonne
hi5 etab & fulle beob & fette. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 [He]
luue5 his sunnen alse deS bet fette swin bet fule fen to

liggen in. azz*$Ancr. R. 138 Hit regibbeSanon, ase uet
keif & idel. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 429 Ballede he was, &
bycke of breste, of body vat also, a 1300 Cursor M. 4566
1 G-Qtt. ) pe seuen of bairn . . were selcuth fat and fair ky. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. x. 208 Faitours in frere clobynge hadde
fatte chekus. c 1450 Merlin 227 Her flessh whitter than
snowe, and was not to fatte ne to sklender. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. v. v. 14 A Windsor Stagge, and the fattest (I

thinke) i'th Forrest. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 899 The Ueare,
the Hedge-hog. .wax Fat when they Sleepe. 1668 Davlnant
Malt's the Master it, \, The chief reason why I am not fat

is.. because I am in love with three of our neighbours'
maids. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments vi. 190 You may see in

an Army forty thousand Foot-Soldiers without a fat Man.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 45 Their bodies are fat

and muscular. 1864 P'cess Alice in Mem. (1884) 78 My
fat Baby, .is a great darling. 1883 Gilmoik Mongols (1884)
108 The Mongols like to be careful of their camels, even
when they are fat and strong.

absol. c 1205 Lay. 19445 Ne durste b;.er bilatuen na ba;

uatte no be lame.

b. In unfavourable sense : Overcharged with fat,

corpulent, obese.
a ioqo R iddles xti, 105 (Gr.) Mara iceom and faittra, bonne

airuested swin. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3068, A necke. .nawber
fulsom, ne fat, but fetis & round, c 1400 Laufranc's Cirurg.
(MS. B) 5 Of seknesse ofa wommans tetys to grete to fatte

obere to lene. 1494 [see Corpulent 2], 1598 Shaks. Merry
IV. iv. v. 25 There was . . an old fat woman euen now with
me. 1646, 1791 [see Corpulency 2]. 1856 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. II. 294 So fat a man one rarely sees.

1526 Pilgr. Perf(\V. de W. 1531) 173 b, He is fatte of my
benefytes and good dedes. 1558 Bi\ Watson Set'. Sacram.
i. Aj b, By the Sacramente. .wee are nourished to everlast-

ynglife, and made fatte with God. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V.
1. in. 48, I will feede fat the ancient grudge I beare him.
1596 — 1 Hen. IV, 111. ii. 180 Aduantage feedes him fat,

while men delay. 1611 Bible Prov. xi. 25. 1620 May Heir
I, i. in Hazl. Dodsley XI. 515 'Twill feed me fat with sport,

that it shall make.
d. fig. in vulgar phrase To cat up fat : see

Cut v. 59 £.

3. transf Of things : Thick, full-bodied, sub-
stantial ; spec, of printing types. Also + To beat

fat (Typog.) : seeqnot. 1683. f Of the voice: Full.

€1250 Gen.fyEx, 2104, vii eares wexen fette of coren.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. exxxi. (1495) 942 The
voyces ben fatte and thycke whanne moche spyryte comyth
out as the voys of a man. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. xiii. 200 The
white Hllie his leaues be.. somewhat thicke or fat. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1, ii. 141 There are.. Traders riding to

London with fat Purses. 1676 Moxon Print. Lett. 5 The
..Draughts of the Letters will shew him what parts of
a Letter must be fat or lean. Ibid. 7 The Stem or Broad
stroke in a Letter is called the Fat stroke. 1683 Moxon
Diet. Printing, Beat Fat, If a Press-man Takes too much
Inck with his Balls, he Beats Fat. The Black English
Faced Letter is generally Beaten Fat. 1787 Winter Syst,
Husb. 247 The leaves of the seeds . . appeared twice as fat

or thick. 1841 Savage Diet. Printing, Fat Face or Fat
Letter is a letter with a broad stem. 1867 G. P. Marsh in

Nation 3 Jan., The substitution of full-faced— I have heard
it calledfat by printers, .small letter for capitals.

t>. Nattt. (see quot. 1704).
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman s Gram. ii. 4 If it [the Tuck] lie

too low it makes her haue a fat quarter. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Techn. s.v., If the Trussing in, or Tuck of a Ships
Quarter under Water, be deep : They say she hath a Fat
Quarter. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v.

II. With respect to the component parts.

4. Containing much fat, oil, etc. ; consisting of
fat, greasy, oily, unctuous. To cut it {too)fat : lit.

referring to a slice of meat, fig. (vulgar) to make
a display. See Cut v. 8 b.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. bow. 15 [lxxxi. 16] He hi fedde mid fxtre
lyndc, hwa:teand hunixe. < izoo OHM1N995 Braai. .soisndd
wel wib eiuBW & mukedd fait & nesshe. 1377 Langl.

P. PI. B. xii. 264 J?e larke. .of flesch, byfele folde fatter and
swetter. < 1440 Promp. Parv. 159/1 Fet, or fatte, as

flesshe and oper lyke, pinguis. 1577 B. Googe Heresbaek's
Husb. nr. (1586) 147 Fatt and newe Milke. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, v. v. 143 If you be not too much cloid with Fat
Meate. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 332 It shall be
needful, .to use some fat broth. 1638 Rawley tr. Bacons
Life % Death (1650) 7 Mixed with Tallow or any Fat Thing.
1662 J. Davies Voy. Ambuss. 201 The Milk, .is so fat, that

it makes a Cream two fingers thick. 1701 Addison Lett.
Italy 134 The fat Olive. 1824 Mrs. Cameron Marten <y

Scholars vii. 43 This nice fat cheese which brother gave me.
1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 205 Which he began to relish,

pronouncing them ' fat and tender'. 1836-9 Dickens Sk,
Bos Scenes ix, Promenading about, .with surprising dignity,

or as the gentleman in the next box facetiously observes,

'cutting it uncommon fat
1

. 1842 Comic Almanac 49
A goose, even tailors have, who cut it fat.

fb. transf. Of figs : Full of juice, juicy. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xv. (1495) 121 Leues of
trees in whyche is fatte humour fallith not. (.1400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. 212 Medle bervvib fatte figis 1656 Ridgley
Pract. Physick 292 Take fat Figs 12 oz.

fc. fig- ? Indecent, 'smutty'. Obs.

1758 W. Toldekvy Hist. Tit-o Orphans I II. 1 57 He . . sings
as many fat songs as the best man in the Garden.

d. Of wood: Resinous (1/.S.) ; also f of amber.
Of coal: Bituminous.
1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vm. 74 Fat Amber let the

Tamarisk distill. 1831 Macculloch Syst. Geol. II. xliv. 356
A resinous plant such as fir . . would produce a fatter coal
than an oak, because the resin itself is converted into

bitumen. 1836 Backwoods of Canada 234 The resinous
substance called fat-pine being usually found in places
where the living pine is least abundant. 1856 Olmsted
Slave States 335 The room was filled with smoke of the fat

light-wood. 1877 Dodge Hunting Grounds Gt. West
xxxvi. 393 They [the Indians] procured some 'fat' pine
knots. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Alining Terms, Fat
Coals, those which contain volatile, oily matters.

5. Of mould, clay, etc : Containing much soluble

or plastic matter ; having a * greasy ' feeling to the

touch ; sticky. Of limestone : Containing much
lime, and few impurities; hence, Pure.
1502 Aknolde Chron. 16S Ye erthe muste. .be neyther too

fat ne to grauelly. 1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 335
The grounde of the countrey..is so fatte, that if it rayne
there three dayes..the ordinaunce wolde stickc.in the
myre. 1563 Fulke Meteors 11640) 14 b, A Comet is an
Kxhalation. .fat and clammie, hard compact like a great
lumpe of pitch. 1611 Bible Song 3 Child. 22 marg.,
Naphtha, which is a certaine kind of fat and chalkie clay.

1697 Dkvden Virg. Georg. hi. 687 Fat Pitch, and black
Bitumen, add to these. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 238
A fat Earth full of Allom. 1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 332
It appeared very fat between the fingers. 1794 Kiuwan
Miu. I. 116 The distinction of fat and meagre limestones.

1843 Portlock Geol. 682 The fat clay . . is mixed with
a meagre or sandy clay.

+ 6. Full of stimulating elements, rich. Obs.

1707; Curios, in Husb. <$• Gard. 268 Fat, warm and subtile
Nourishments. 1797 Wolcott (P. PindarJ Livery ofLon-
don Wks. 1812 III. 441 Pine-apples ne'er grow on cold raw
clay But fat manure.

7. Of fluids : Charged with solid or extraneous
particles, fa. Of water: Thick, turbid.

1387 Trevisa Hlgden (Rolls) III. 259 Fatte water.
1587 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877) 1. 160 The fattest

standing water is alwaies the best. 1607 Topsell Serpents
U653) 744 This Serpent is bred in fat waters and soils. 1713
Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 233 When the Water is fattest and
fullest of Foam.
+ b. Of wine or ale : Fruity, full-bodied, sugary.

1609 Bible (Douay) Ezek. xxvii. 18 The Damacene
was thy merchant.. in fatte wine. 1632 Lithgow Traz:
in. 102 These Cloysters haue a brauer life for good cheare
land] fat Wines, -than any. .Friers can elsewhere find. 1816
Scott Antiq. xi, A species of fat ale.

e. Of air, mist, etc. : Charged with moisture or

odours; dense, rare, f Of a room: Full of dense
air.

1596 Shaks. \ Hen. IV, 11. iv. 1 Come out of that fat

roome. 1659 Lovelace Poems (1864) 186 When a fat mist
we view, we coughing run. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. viu.

91 Make fat with Frankincense the sacred Fires. 1837
Emerson Addr., Amer. Schol. Wks. II. 189 Public and
private avarice make the air we breathe thick and fat.

t d. See quot. Obs.
1683 Moxon Diet. Printing, Fat Ashes, Founders call

their Ashes Fat, if they are considerably Heavy, because
then they have much Mettle in them.

8. Fat oil or oils : in various senses (see quots.).
£1790 Imison Sch. Art II. 37 Take four ounces of fat oil,

very clear, and made of good linseed oil. 1838 T. Thomson
Chem. Org. Bodies 413 Fat oils become solid by long ex-
posure. 1875 J. C. Wilcocks Sea Fisherman 179 Train-
oil, a name given to it on the spot to distinguish it from
whale, or seal oil . . a\\\z& fat-oil. 1877 Watts Diet. Chcm.
I \'. 179 Fat or fixed oils, .resemble one another in not being
capable of distilling without decomposition.

III. With reference to the amount of produce
or supply.

9. Yielding or capable of yielding excellent and
abundant returns, a. Of land : Fertile, rich.

1393 Langl./'. PL C. xm. 224 On fat londes and ful of
donge foulest wedes groweth. c 1420 Pallaii. on Husb. 1. 72
To see thi lande . . fatte and swete. 1562 Turner Herbal
11. 112 b, The fat ground. 1672 Cave Prim. Chr. 1. i. (1673)
5 1 he blood of Christians making the Churches soil more
fat and fertile. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (1783^ II. 98
The roots . . multiply amazingly with the heat of the climate
in a fat soil. 1827 Pollok Course T. 111, Turned fat lands
To barrenness. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xi. 103 The
broad, fat fields of Kent lay smiling 111 the sun.

b. of a source of income (e.g. a benefice, office\
c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 519 5if be benefice be faat.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xli. (1887) 250 To leaue his old
poore place for a fatter rowme. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect.
(1851)305, I would wish him the biggest and the fattest
Bishoprick. J710 Steele Tailer'Sa. 228 7 1 A worthy Gen-
tleuian has lately offered me a fat Rectory. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond 1. iii, 'Church! priesthood! fat living!' 1883
AmericanXl. 38 Congress as the creator of fat jobs. 1884
Mauch. Exam. 17 Nov. 5/3 His fat sheriffship.

C. of a dispute or suit at law.
1644 Milton Edttc. '17381 136 The promising and pleasing

thoughts of litigious terms, fat contentions, and flowing
fees. 1646 J. Cooke Vind. Law 26A recreation which they
have . . to recreate the spirit of the Judges and Advocates,
which they call a Fat case. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865

1

I. hi. xiii. 219 Never was such a Lawsuit—so fat an affair

for the attorney species.

f d. Of a prisoner : That can pay a good
ransom. Obs. rare.

1548 Hall Chron. 123 b, So with greate riches, and fatte

prisoners, he returned again to Paris.

e, Typog. Fat take, fat work, in type-setting,

work or a piece of work especially profitable to

the compositor who works by the piece. Hence,
Fat page : one having many blank lines or spaces.

10. Well supplied with what is needful or desir-

able. + a. Of a person : Affluent, wealthy. Obs.
i6n Bible Ps. xcii. 14 They [the righteous] shalbe fat,

& flourishing, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fat Cull,
a rich fellow, a 1716 South (J.) Persons grown fat and
wealthy by a long and successful imposture, a 1764 Lloyd
Font. Epistlefr. Hanbury's Ho. 19 Mark the fat CU, whose
good round sum, Amounts at least to half a Plumb.

b. Of things: Abundant, plentiful; esp. of a
feast, pasture, etc. Also, Well-stocked.
1563 Homilies II. Gluttony # Drunkenness (1859^ 306 He

that Toveth wine and fat fare shall never be rich. 1577
Holinshed Chron. I. 185 The best and fattest pasturages.

1596 Dalrymi'LE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.x. (1887)267 Finalie
he returnes with a fatt praii. i6n Bible Ezek. xxxiv. 14 In
a fat pasture shall they feedc. 1677 Yakhanton Eug.
Improv. 28 Scotland is a thin and lean Kingdom. .England
is a fat Kingdom, a 1790 Franklin Way to Wealth,
A fat kitchen makes a lean will.

IV. 11. Displaying the characteristics of a fat

animal ; slow-witted, indolent, self-complacent.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. \. ii. 268 'Wd-Hking wits they haue,

grosse, grosse, fat, fat. 1602 — Ham. 1. v. 32 Duller should'st
thou be then the fat weede That rots it selfe in ease .

.

Would'st thou not stirre in this. 1611 Bible Isa. vi. iu

Make the heart of this people fat, and make their eares
heauy, and shut their eyes. ^1616 Bkau.m. Sc Fl. Wit
without Money 1. i, Grounding their fat faiths upon old
country proverbs. 1790 Burkk Wks. (1871) II. 373 The fat

stupidity and gross ignorance. 1819 Shellly Peter Bell
iv. xxi, With loose fat smile, The willing wretch sat wink-
ing there. 111854 J- WiLSON(W\>, How could it enter into

his fat heart to conceive [etc.]. 1879 Temple Bar Mag. No.
227 A fat smile of complacent wisdom on his face.

V. 12. With the senses mixed.
e 1325 Poem Times Edw. II 1S8 in Pol. Songs (Cautden'i

332 The frere wole to the direge, if the cors is fat. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 559-60 Sher. A grosse fat man.
Car. As fatas Butter. 1611 Bible Ps. cxix. 70 Their heart

is as fat as grease. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. x. xix.

437 These countreys were fat enough to be stewtd in their

own liquour. a 1732 Gay Songs <y Ball., New Song on Nciv
Similics, My cheeks as fat as butter grown.

VI. Combinations.

13. Parasynthetic (chiefly in sense 2}, as fat-

backed, -barked, -beneficed {sense 9), -brained (sense

2 or 11), fat- cheeked, -eyebroii<ed, -fleshed, -hearted

(sense 2 or \\), fat-kidneyed, -legged, -paunched

(sense 2 b), -rumped, -tailed, adjs. Also Fat-
faced, Fat-witted.
1607 A. Brewlr Lingua 111. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 386

Your. . *fat-backed. .drones. x6i6-6i Holydav Persius 297
' Amies, and the man I sing,* Perchance you'l dare To call

this frothy, *fat-bark'd [L. corticepiugni]'! 1634 'E. Knott'
Charity Maintained \. vi. §21 Such 'fat-beneficed Bishops.

1597 Drayton Mortimeriados 69 *Fat-braind Fleamings.

1580 Hollyband Trcas. Fr. Toug, Joufflu, -fat cheeked.

1591 Plrcivall Sp. Diet., 'Fat eie browed. 1863 Miss
Power A rah. Days <y A'. 109 Those ' ^fat-fleshed ' fair ones.

1607 Hieron Wks. I. 230 The v fat-hearted Israelites. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. ii. 5 Peace ye x fat-kidney'd Rascall.

1719 DTJrfey Pills VI. 351 Glud [sic] Kate and *fat legged

Lissey. 1891 R. Kii-ling City Dreadf. Nt. 72 Quaint
houses, with fat-legged balustrades on the roofs. 1563
Foxe A. $ M. 1691/2 The *fat panched bishop. 1842

Bischoff Woollen Mauuf. II. 289 The head is like that of

the *fat-rumped [sheepj. Ibid. II. 320 The Doomba, or

fat-tailed sfieep of Cabool.

14. Special comb., as fat-bird, a name (a) of

the Guacharo Stealoruis caripensis ; (/') oi the

Pectoral Sandpiper Actodroiuas macttlata (U S.) ;

fat-face, {a) a term of abuse ; (b) Typog. fat-face,

less commonly fat letter (see quot. 1841), and
attrib. ; fat-fed a., fed up to fatness : of a man,

full-fleshed ; also transf ; fat-guts, one having

a big belly, used as a term of abuse, also attrib.

;

fat-headed, (a) having a fat head; (b) dull,

stupid; fat-lute; fat-rascal (see quots.)
;
+fat-

sagg a., hanging down with fat ; t fat-ware,

cattle fatted for market. Also, Fat-head.
174X Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 179 Answer me, "fat-

face ! 1841 Savage Diet. Printing, Fat Face or Fat Letter

is a letter with a broad stem. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing,

Fat-face Letter, Letter with a broad face. 1607 TorsfcLL
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Four-f Beasts 181 This kind of Dog . . is mighty, gros.se,

and *fat fed. 1616 Trav. Eng. Pilgr. in Harl. Misc.
i.Malh.) III. 329 Fat-fed friars. 1648 H errick Hesper. I.

204 The fat-fed smoking temple. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,
II, ii. 32 Peace ye *fat guttes, lye downe. 1682 N. O.
Boileau's Lntrin iv. 278 Till fat-guts Everard open'd, and
quite marr'd it. 1853 Hickie tr. Aristoph. (1872) II. 536
Pray sit down here, you fat guts, c 1510 Gest Robyn Hodc
11. 38 With that cam in a *fat-heded monke. 1603 11.

Crosse Vertues Comnnv. (1878) 99 The lazie Monkes, and
fat-headed Friers. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883
VIII. 188 This I leave to thy own fat-headed prudence.
1768 Life *r Adv. of Sir Barth. Lapskull II. 66 The
fat-headed majority, intoxicated by the fumes of excess.
1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk., Christinas Dinner (1865) 276
A fat-headed old gentleman next him. 1883 W. Bromley
Davenport in 19th Cent. Sept. 402 A few obese fat-headed
carp. 1858 Simmonds Diet. 'Trade, *Fat-lute, a mixture of
pipeclay and linseed oil for filling joints. 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss. ,

' Fat-rascal, a kind of rich tea-cake com-
pounded with butter or cream.. and with currants inter-

mingled. 1604 Middleton Black Bk. Wks. 18S6 VIII. 12
With her *fat*sagg chin hanging down like a cow's udder.
1601 Holland Pliny xvil xxiv, These forsooth they feed
in mue, and franke them up like fat-ware, with good com*
meale.

B. J0.3

L The adj. used absol. The fat part of anything,

+ Rarely in pi.

1393 Langl. F. PI. C. xxii. 2S0 That cast for to kele
a crokke and saue be fatte aboue. 153s CoVerdale Lev.
xvii. 6 Burne the fat for a swete sauoure vnto the Lord.
1 1540 in I'Uary's Anat. (1888 > App. ix. 222 Take the fatte
of capons or hennys. 16x6 Surfl. & Makkh. Country
Forme 31 He shall make prolusion of Fats, or of the mar-
roues of the bones of Mutton. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 439
Then sacrificing, laid The Inwards and thir Fat . . On the
cleft Wood. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xiv. 838 Pour the
fat out of the pan. 1890 Mrs. Beeton Cookery Bk. 10 1

Droppings of fat and gravy, .fall from the roast meat.

2. In various trans/, senses : + &• The soft part

of a fruit or tree.

-^S Turberv. Faulconrie 278 Anoynting the ende of
the borowed feather in the fatte of a figge. 1577 B. GoocB
Heresbach's Husb. 11. U586) 110 The fat, the softest and
the woorst part of the tree.

f b. The fat ofglass : = Fr. stria de verre, Sak-
uivkb, Glass-gall. Obs.

1578 Late tr. Dodoens' Herbal 116 That which ..

swimmeth upon the stuffe whereof Glasses are made, is now
called in Shoppes Axungia vitri: in English, the fatte or
floure of Glasse.

C. The richest or most nourishing part of any-
thing ; the choicest produce (of the earth). Hence
also, Plenty, superabundance. Obs. exc in phrase

( To eat, live on) the fat of the land.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 223 This Realnte

..wanted neither the favour of the Sunne, nor the fat of
the Soile. 1611 Bible Gen. xlv. 18 Ye shall eat the fat

of the land. — Dent, xxxii. 14 The fat of kidneis of
wheat. i6«3 Massincer Bondman 1. ii, In this plenty,

And fat of peace. 1640 J. Dyke Worthy Commun. 188 The
fat and moysture of the earth. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anitn.

tf Mitt. Introd., Sulphurs, which are the fat of the earth.

1832 L. Hunt Poems Pref. 9 We have the poetry, .of the
' fat of the land ' in Thomson. 1857 Trollope 'Three Clerks
xiv, For thirteen years he has lived on the fat of the
land.

3 a. The oily concrete substance of which the

fat parts of animal bodies are chiefly composed ;

any particular variety of this substance. Often
modified by a sb. prefixed, as beef-, candle-, cow-,

mutton-, ox-, tic. fat. b. Chem. Any of a class of

organic compounds of which animal fat is the type.

1539 in Rogers Agric. fy Prices III. 285/4, 1593 Ludlow.
Candle fat i2iflb. (0)/a4- 1552 Huloet, Fatte or grease,
sagina. 1731 Akuctunot Aliments ii. 44 This Membrane
separates an oily Liquor call'd Fat. 1774 Golds m. Nat.
Hist. (1776) IV. 4 The muscles of the body are very
strong, and without fat. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Afrit*. A'ingd.

fed. 4) 848 But, beneath the skin, fat has been accumulated
in prodigious quantities, i860 1 Fi.o. Nightingale Nursing
50 Butter is the lightest kind of animal fat. 1884 Athcnxum
12 Apr. 465/1 Fats were dear in the early time. 1884 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Fat, a greasy substance consisting of carbon,
hydrogen, and a little oxygen. .Fats are contained in both
plants and animals and are compounds of glycerin with
acids, chiefly palmitic, oleic, or stearic. 1891 Brit. Med.
yrnl. Suppl. 78 1 Fats are digested with the expenditure
of a small amount of energy.

c. Phrases: + To lick thefatfrom the beard of

:

to forestall the results of (a person's) enterprise or

industry, f The fat flits fro>n a mans) beard-.

he lets go the advantage he has gained. {All the

fat is in the fire : in early use expressing that a

design lias irremediably failed ; now used when
some injudicious act has been committed that is

sure to provoke a violent explosion of anger.

1548 HaXL Chron. 169 b, Other, .marchantes, .sore abhor-
ryng the Italian nacion, for lickyug the fat from their

beardes, and taking from them their accustomed livyng.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. <$• Epigr. (1867) 6 Than farewell

riches, the fat js in the fire. Ibid. 7 Blame me not to haste,

for fearc.the fat cleane flit fro my berde. 1579 Si'enser

Sheph. Cat. Sept. 123 But they that shooten neerest the

pricke Sayne, other the fat from their beards doen lick.

1644 Ormonde Let. in Carte Lift (1735)111.281, I hear
nothing of the armes, ammunition or provisions, without all

which all the fat is in the fire. 1797 Wolcott (P. Pindar)
Livery ofLondon Wks. 1812 III. 449 Should we once com-
plain The fat will all be in the fire. 1850 Caklyle Latter-d.
Pampk. iv. 4 The fat in the fire will be a thing worth look-

ins at.

4. The habit of body marked by the deposition

of fat ; corpulence, obesity.

1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 45 The two first [women] were
very handsom, a little inclining to Fat.

5. In the phraseology of various trades or occupa-
tions, applied to especially lucrative kinds of
work. fa. (see quot. a 1700). b. Printing ^see

quot. 1S41). c. Nexospaper (see quot. 1S90). d.

Theatrical, a part with good lines and telling

situations, which gives the player an opportunity
of appearing to advantage.
a. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fat, the last landed,

inned or stow'd of any sort of Merchandize, .so called by
the several Gangs of Water-side-Porters. 1785 in Grose
Diet. Vulg. Tongue.
b. 1796 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3), Fat amongst

printers means void spaces. 1841 Savage Diet. Printing,
Fat, with compositors, short pages, blank pages, and
light open matter: with pressmen, light forms, forms that
require one pull at wooden presses.

C. 1890 Answers 6 Dec. 24 If he [the liner] has a piece
of ' fat ' (that is, a good piece of exclusive news*.
6. 1883 Referee 18 Mar. 2/4 They have nothing to do,

all the fat having been seized by Terry. 1885 W. C. Day
Behind the Footlights 116 Lest any of his 'fat

1

should be
lost through the self grimaces of Ins fellow comedian.
6. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib., asfatbasis, -cell,

-corpuscle, -deposit, -drop, -gland, -globule, -granule,

-vesicle ; fat-like adj.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 129/1 Growths of "•fat*

basis. 1845 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anitn. Chctn. I. 355
Some, .presented a resemblance to conglomerate *fat-cells.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 96/1 Deposition of peculiar
altered fat-corpuscles. Ibid., The relationship of '^fat-

deposit to the morbid changes in Bright's disease. 1841-71
T. R. Jones Atrim. A'ingd. (ed. 4) 44 Dark globules, resem-
bling *fat-drops. 1866 Chambers' EncycL s. v. Skin, The
sebaceous or 'fat glands. 1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's
Anim. Chem. II. 326 'Fat-globules were detected under
the microscope. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 130/2 We
have occasionally seen *fat granules in these tumours.
1709 Blair in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 95 A fat-like Sub-
stance. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. hi. S2 The
fat vesicle of the human subject.

b. objective, asfat-engendering; -reducing adjs.

1883 Knowl. 20 July 34/2 ^Fat-engendering repose. 1883
Ibid. 27 July 49/2 Dangerous *fat-reducing systems.

e. Special combs., as fat-free a., free from fat
;

fat-gude, Shetland dial, (see quot.) ; fat-trap,

a device for catching fat in drains, etc.

1869 E. A. Parkls Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 160 The dog
and the rat can live on *fat-free meat alone, i860 Balfoik
<)dal Rights <y Feudal Wrongs 114 *Fatgude, a term used
in Zetland for the Butter or Oil paid to the Donatary. 1884
Health Exhib. Catal. 55/1 Gullies and > Fat-Traps.

Fat (fet), v. Forms : 1 feettian, 3 south.

vetten, 4 fatten, 4-6 fatte, (5 faat, 6 fate), 3, 6-
fat. [OE. f'eltian, i.fktt Fat a.]

1 1. trans. As lit. rendering of Heb. Jirn dishshen,

Vulg. impinguare : To anoint, * make fat' (the

head; ; to load (an altar^ with fat. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. x.\ii[i]. 5 Du faettades in ele heafud min.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxiifi], 5 pou fatted in oli mi heved
ywhit. 138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxxv. 8 The offring of the
ri3twis fatteth the auter. 1698 Nokris Pract. Disc. IV.
114 The Sacrifices with which they fatted their Altars.

+ b. To bedaub with fat or grease; hence,

iransf. to cover thickly. Obs. rare.

a 1661 Holyday Juvenal iii. 42 Durt fats my thighs.

2. intr. To grow or become fat. Also tofat up.
a 1225 Aner. R. 128 Nout ase swin ipund ine sti uorte

uetten & forte greaten a3ein be cul of her eax. 1398
Trevisa Barth. D. P. R. v. xli. (1495* 158 Yf the mylte
mynysshyth and fadyth, the body fattyth. 1577 B Googe
Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 161 The harder they [fowl]

lie, the sooner they fatte. 1607 Topsei.l Four-f. Beasts
(1673) 466 Ifthey fat of their own accord, it hath been found
that the tail of one of these Sheep have weighed ten or
twenty pound. 1794 Washington Lett. Writings 1892
XIII. 24 The hogs which have been fatting. 1807 Van-
couver Agric. Devon (1813) 355 Proper time being allowed,
[they] will commonly fat to six score rjer quarter. 1825
Cobbett Rur. Rides 467 They were fatting on the grass.

Jig. c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxiv. 13 [Ixv. 12] FaettiatS endas woe-
stennes. a 1300 E. E. PsalterNxd.., Fat sal faire of wildemes.
< 1300 Song Husbandm. 32 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 151
Fafsshipe fatteth. 1596 J. Norden Progr. Pietie (1847)

139 The heaviness of sin, wherein they lie fatting in all

delights. 1631 K. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xv. § 1.

251 Vanities, on which our Prodigall eates, but neyther
feeds, fds, nor fats.

3. trans. To make fat, fatten ; usually, to feed

(animals} for use as food. Also tofat up.
13.. E. E. AllU. P. B. 56, & my fedde foulez [arn]

fatted with scla^t. c 1420 Pallad. on Ilnsb. 1. 562 To faat

hem is avayling and plesaunte. 1515 Barclay Egloges i.

(1570I Avj/3 When they [our hogges] be fatted by costes
and labour. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 137 b,

A heard of swine : which they [Anabaptistes] fondly faine
to haue ben fatted vp by the Lord. x6ia Dekker Ifit be not
good Wks. 1873 III. 275 Churles..fat their rancke gutts
whilest poor wretches pine, a 1633 Lennard tr. Charroris
Wisd. 111. xiiL § s (1670) 436 The. .presence of the Master,
saith the Proverb, fatteth the horse and the land. 1769
Gray yrnl. in Lakes Wks. 1884 I. 278 Numbers of black
cattle are fatted here. 1774 Goldsm. Arat. Hist. (1776) V.
172 The first who fatted up the peacock for the feasts of th<-

luxurious. 1877 Baring-Gould Myst. Suffering 48 His
ideal of beauty . . was woman fatted on milk till she could
not walk.
absol. c 1440 Secrees, Proseversion (E. E. T. S.\ J>ese fattys

and moystes : Rest of body, gladnesse of wyl [etc.]. 1584
Lyly Ciimpaspe 1. ii, [Apelles] proueth that muche easier

it is to fatte by colours, and telies of birdes that haue
beeue fatted by paynted grapes.

Jig- e 1386 Chaucer Sotupn. T. 172 Who so wol preye,
he moot..fatte his soule and make bis body lene. 1553
Short Catech. in Liturgies, etc. Ediu. VI (Parker Soc.»

525 If they be watered, and fatted with the dew of Gods
word. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Odour ii, This broth of
smells, that feeds and fats my minde.

b. refi. lit. and _/?£*.

1567 Drant Horace Epist. hi. C vj, A long deuoued cowe
Which graseth here.. And fattes her selfe for you. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 43 Fatting themselves with
great and gainfull offices. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. v.

(1692) 179 She .. hath fatted herself with the Flesh of
Saints.

C. Said of the food.
c 1400 Lanjranc's Cirurg. 61 Dieting bat fattib & makib

him glad. 1528 Paynel Salerne's Regim. Q iij b, The
substance or meate of cheries. .fattethe the bodye. 1633
J. Fisher Fuitnus Troes Prol. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 451
Making your huge trunks To fat our crows. 1708 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 1. iii. 11743) 24 Knot-grass

j
..its long knots will fat swine. 1829 Bone Manure, Rep.
Doncast. Com. 25 This improved and fatted the sheep.
absol. 1528 Paynel Salernex

s Regim. G ij, Grene chese
nourysheth and fattethe.

4. To fat off', to fatten for sale or slaughter.

1789 'Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts (ed. 2) II. 90 Bull
steers.. fed with hay during the labouring part of their

lives.. then fatted off. 1850 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XI. n.

679 Decided to fat off the wethers as early as possible.

o. To enrich (the soil) with nutritious or stimu-

lating elements ; to fertilize.

156a Turner Herbal 11. 52 b, Horned clauer. .fatteth the
grownde. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. v. (ed. 7) 564 The rioud

Nilus, which by his inundations doth yeerely. .fatte the
country of Egypt, a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 1. iv.

(1640) 30 If the sheepes dung did not fat the ground. 1648
Gage West Ind. xviii. (1655) 135 Which with the ashes left

after the burning fatteth the ground. 1808 J. Barlow
Columb v. 660 Till Austria's titled hordes, with their own
gore, Fat the fair fields they lorded long before.

Fatal {fe l 'ta.V, a. Also 4 fathel, 5-6 Sc. fatell*

6-7 fatall. [ad. L. fatal-is, f.fdtum Fate. Cf.

! Yr. fatal.]

f I. Allotted or decreed by fate or destiny
;

destined, fated. Const, to, unto. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1 The fathel destyne, That

Joves hath in disposicioune. 1 1430 Lydg. Bochas iv. xiv.

(1554' 114a, Was neuer seine prince nor princesse That more
proudly toke their fatal death. 1^13 Douglas sEneis xi.

Prol. 178 Prynce Enee, That, for his Tatale cuntre, of behest

Sa feill dangeris sustenit. .1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem.
11683) 67 It appeared to be fatal to him, to like better of

flatterers . . than plain speakers. 1658 Rowland Moujet's
Theat. Ins. 900 Obnoxious to . . very much rain, a thing

fatall to Islands. 1663-78 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 530 It was
Still fata! to stout Hudibras. .when least He dreamt of it

to prosper best. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 104 With perpetual

inrodes to allarme, Though inaccessible, his fatal Throne.
1713 Bentley Collins' Breethinkiugi. xxvi. 142 It is fatal

to our author ever to blunder when he talks of Egypt.

t 2. Condemned by fate ; doomed. Const, to.

1509 HaweS Past. Pleas, vu. ii, More lyker. .Unto a place

which is celestiall, Than to a certayne mancion fatall.

c 1592 Marlowe Massacre at Paris 1. iv, Now have we
got the fatal, straggling deer Within, .a deadly toil. 1601

Warner.Alb. Eng. x. liv. (1612)242 The Guizian Scot Fatall

to Seaes of blood. <i 1634 Randolph Atttyntas iv. viii,

A fatall oake, at which great Jove Levels his thunder.

1668 Davenant Mail's the Master m. i, She, whose fatal

and unexperiene'd heart too soon believ'd thy many oaths,

3. Of the nature of fate ; resembling fate in

mode of action
;
proceeding by a fixed order or

sequence ; inevitable, necessary.

1605 Camden Rent. 33 As though, .fatall necessitie con-

curred., with voluntary motion in giving the name. x6io

Healey St. Aug. Citic of God v. ix. 11620) 198 Euery
cause is not fatall, because there are causes of chance,

nature and will. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies 11665) '34

Nature is a blind and fatal Agent. 1751 Jortin Ser/tt.

(1771) II. i. 14 We must not charge our transgressions upon
a fatal necessity. 1863 Hawihorne Our Old Home 114

What a hardy plant was Shakspeare's genius, how fatal

its development. 1874 Mivart in Contcmp. Rev. Oct. 776
' Instinct ' is ' fatal ' but blind.

4. Concerned or dealing with destiny. Of agents :

Controlling the destinies of men. {The) fatal

dames, ladies, sisters: the Fates, or Parcae. The

fatal thread: that supposed to be spun by the

Fates, determining the length of a man's life ; so

fatal web,fatal shears.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 8 Not to hastyly My
fatal threed a sundyr smyte. 155a Huloet, Fatal ladies,

p<trc;e. .! 1592 R. D. Hypuerolomachiagb, Abiding the

pioofe of their paine and the cutting in Sunder of their

fatall thread. 1622 Fletcher Spanish Curate iv. v,

Fatall Dames, that spin mens threds out. 1614 Hey-
wood Gutuxik. 1. 45 The Parca; for fatall Goddesses) are

three. 1704 S. Dale in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 210

Death cut the fatal thread of life. 1708 Pope Ode St.

Cecilia 94 How wilt thou now the fatal sisters move?
rti7« M. Prior Turtle <y Sfiarrcnv 56 Nor Birds nor

Goddesses can move The just Behests of Fatal Jove. 1880

Brewer Reader's Hand-bk. 323/2 The three Fatal Sisters

were Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos.

fb. Prophetic. Obs.

1503 Hawes Exatnp. Virt. vii. 129 Poetes that were
fatall. 1509 — Past. Pleas, viii. iii, They [the poets]..

Pronounced trouthe under cloudy figures, By the inventyon

of theyr fatall scriptures. 1614 Raleigh Hist. WorldW.
393 They, .taking direction, .from the fatall Bookes, burned

alive two men. 1635 Cowley Davidels 1. 917. As he

^Balam] went his fatal Tongue to sell.
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+ C. Foreboding or indicating mischief; ominous.
1500 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl. iv. in, The black and

fatal ravens. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VIt lit. i. IQ5 Now I

feare that fatall Prophecie. 1628 Wither Brit. Rcmemb.
35 Such fatall fowles As croking Ravens. 1658 Wili.sford
Natures Secrets 173 For seven nights after his death, there

was heard hideous howling. ., fatal Birds screaking in their

Cities. Ibid. 188 These_ fatal Meteors are great motives to

humble Man, to make him repent.

5. Fraught with destiny ; fateful. Often with

mixture of 6 or 7.

C 1386 Chaucer Man 0/Law's T. 163 Thewoful day fatal is

come, c 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. viii. (15441 13 Her father had
fatal heere. .the which did him assure Manly to fyght ayeinst

his mortal foone. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 294 With out

respyt cummyn was thair fatell houris. 1548 Hall Chrou.
115 The fatall daie of her obstinacie was come. 1612

Monni epennif. Abr. Chrou. in Misc. Scot. I. 7 Who trans-

ported the marble fatall chayre to Westminster. 1667
Milton P. L. 11. 725 The Snakie Sorceress, .kept the fatal

Key. 1713 Addison Cafo I. iii, What anxious moments
pass between The birth of plots, and their last fatal periods.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xix, The fatal spot where the

unlucky Bonnet-maker's body was lying. 1863 Kinglaki:
Crimea (1876) I. xi. 179 In these same fatal days the

Emperor Nicholas did much to bring his good faith into

question.

6. Producing or resulting in death, destruction,

or irreversible ruin, material or immaterial ; deadly,

destructive, ruinous. Const, to. Also in phrase

to provefatal (to).

1514 Barclay Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) io That
fatal fruyte which kyndled all theyr care. 1685-8 Ro.xb.

Ball. VII. 454 O that my sorrows were ended, by the most
fatalest hand. 1692 Dryden St, Evrcmout's Ess. 24 Sus-

picions fatal to the merit of Strangers. 1732 ARBUTHNOT
Rules of Diet iv. 369 A Palsy, .when it seizeth the Heart,
or Organs of Breathing, [is] fatal. 1759 Robertson Hist.

Scot. I. 11. 87 His death was fatal to the Catholic religion.

1781 Cowper Charity 144 A stroke as fatal as the scythe of
Death. 1791 Mrs. Radclifie Rom. Forest i, A removal
in her present state must be fatal. 1803 Med. Jml. X. 315
Influenza, .is by no means a fatal disease. 1838 Thirlwali.
Greece V. 80 The Spartan power had suffered a fatal blow.

186a H. Spencer First Princ. I. ii. § 14 To carry away this

conclusion, .would be a fatal error. Mod. A fatal accident

occurred on Monday.
b. Of a weapon, bait, etc.: Sure to kill,

deadly.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 17 Your eyes which hitherto haue
borne In them..The fatall Balls of murthering Basiliskes,

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776* VII. 293 Acrooked sting.

.

that fatal instrument which renders this insect so formid-

able. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. C. 35S A gudgeon
is a fatal bait. Nothing is so certain to take.

7. The hyperbolical use of the word in sense 6

gives rise to a weakened sense : Causing serious

harm, disastrous, gravely mischievous.
OX. F. fatal, which is often used in a trivial manner un-

known in English.

i68r Dryden Abs. $ Achit. 146 By their Monarch's fatal

mercy grown. From Pardon'd Rebels, Kinsmen. 1758 S.

Hayward Serm. xvii. 513 Incredible, did not fatal experi-

ence too much shew it. 1794 S. Williams Vermont 181 Wars
had also a fatal influence on population. 1843 Carlylf.

Cromivell 1871) I. Introd. 42 To develop itself in other still

fataler ways. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Fng. IV. 371 Never
would such disasters have befallen the monarchy but for

the fatal law which [etc.]. 1862 Mrs. Browning Last Poems,
Let. Walter's Wife x, Now, you no longer are fatal, but

ugly and hateful.

8. Comb, with pr. and pa. pples., asfatal-looking \

also (quasi-<z<&.) infatal-boding, -plotted.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 47 Giue the King this fatall

plotted Scrowle. 1594 Lodge Wounds Civ. War in. i. in

Ha/1. Dodsley VII. 149 The screech-owl chants her fatal-

boding lays. 1839 Carlyle Chartism i, Brandishing pike

and torch (one knows not in which case more fatal-

looking ).

f 9. sb. in//. Fatal persons or things. The three

Fatah : the three Fates or Parccc. Obs.

1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 556 The thre fatales. Ibid.

11. 985 Thir Fatallis thre.. bad me pas, stand to mydestinie.

165a Gaule Magastrom. 162 Providence is in the ordering

of casuals as well as fatals.

Fatalism (f^-taliz'm\ [f. prec. + -ISM. Cf.

Fr. fatalisme, li.fatalismo.']

1. The belief in fatality ; the doctrine that all

things are determined by fate ; a particular form

of this doctrine.

In early use not distinguished from 'the doctrine of

necessity ', i.e. the doctrine that all events take place in

accordance with unvarying laws of causation. In strict

etymological propriety, and in the best modern usage, it js

restricted to the view which regards events as predetennined

by an arbitrary decree.

1678 Cu dworth In tell. Syst. 6 We shall oppose those three

Fatalisms. .as so many false Hypotheses of the Mundane
System. 1733 Berkeley Th. Vision § 6 Pantheism,

Materialism, Fatalism are nothing but Atheism a little

disguised. 1774 Fletcher Hist. Ess. Wks. 1795 IV. 20

Fatalism, in which the greatest Infidels unanimously
shelter themselves. 1829 Lytton Devereux 11. v. You are

..a believer in the fatalism of Spinosa. 1876 L. Stephen
Eng. Thought 18M Cent. (1881) I. 298 Fatalism assumes
what necessity excludes, the existence of an arbitrary ele-

ment in the universe.

2. Acquiescence in the decree of fate; submission

to everything that happens as inevitable.

a 1734 'North Lives III. 61 marg, A Turk convinced

against fatalism. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. vi. 194 The
fatalism of the Greeks was very remote, .from the dogma.

1871 Morley Carlyle Crit. Misc. (1878) 188 Thisacquies-

cence which is really not so far removed from fatalism.

Fatalist (f? ,-t&list). [f. as prec. + -1ST. Cf.

Fr. fatalist'e.]

1. One who holds the doctrine of fatalism ; one

who believes that all things happen by inevitable

necessity.

1650 R. Gell Serm. 8 Aug. 38 The most notorious

Fatalists. 1722 Wollaston Rclig. Nat. v. 105 They [the

ancients] were generally fatalists. 1887 T. Fowler Princ.
Morals 11. ix, The Fatalist, as distinguished from the

Determinist, imagines himself to be completely at the mercy
of some external power.

2. One whose conduct is regulated by fatalism
;

one who accepts every event as an inevitable ne-

cessity.

a 1734 North Lives III. 61 It is commonly known that

the Turks are fatalists. 1763 Scrafton Indostan (1770) 115
Those who know what strong fatalists these eastern

people are. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 185 The con-
fidence which the heroic fatalist placed in his high destiny.

1883 Ouida Wanda I. 202 'What a fatalist you are.'

3. alltib. or adj. = next.

1843 J. Martinf.au Chr. Life (1S67) 407 Every Fatalist..

scheme destroys merit. 1850 KiNGSLEY Alt. Locke i, He
preached 'higher doctrine ',i. e., more fatalist and antmomian
than his gentler colleague. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 403 The
fatalist resignation, .now quieted him. 1874 Lady Her-
bert Hilbner'i Ramble 11. ii. 11878' 513 The moral basis of

society lies in a fatalist submission.

Fatalistic (fr'tali'stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fatalism.

1832 Coleridge Table-t. {1835! II. 29 Are you a Christian,

and talk about a crisis in that fatalistic sense? 1838
Blackiu. Mag. XLIV. 240 The fatalistic forces of nature.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 197 A fatalistic view of jug-break-

ing. 1861 Thornbl'ry Turner (1S62) I. 12 The doctrine of
innate tendencies they deride as. .fatalistic.

Hence Fatalistically adv., in a fatalistic manner;
according to the fatalistic doctrine ; like a fatalist.

1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith v. i. § ?. 267 Power, .working
fatalistically forgiven ends. 1884 J.

Parker Apost. Life
III. 53 The point at which life itself is despised as compared
with what he. .fatalistically calls his ' course '.

Fatality .frtoe'liti . [ad. F. fatalitc, ad. late

\..fdtahtdtem, i.fatalis Fatal : see -ity.]

1. The quality or condition of being predeter-

mined by or subject to fate or destiny ; subjection

to fate, as attributed to the universe generally
;

the agency of fate or necessity, conceived as deter-

mining the course of events.

a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 83 We banish from thence,
all imaginary fatality. 1665 Glanyili. Seeps. Set. 29 To
suppose every action of the Will to depend upon a previous
Appetite or Passion is to destroy our Liberty, and to

insert a Stoical Fatality. 1678 Cldworth Intel/. Syst. 7
The Will of Man. .may contract upon it self such Necessities*

and Fatalities, as it cannot upon a suddain rid it selfof at

pleasure. 1692 Bf.nti.ey Boyle Lect. i. 12 The blind im-
pulses of Fatality and Fortune. 1702 Eng. Theophrast.
276 Marriages are governed.. by an over-ruling fatality.

1736 Butler Anal. 1. vi. 147 A Fatality supposed con-
sistent with what we certainly experience does not destroy
the proof of an intelligent author and Governor of nature.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852 1 I. 583 An irresistible force,

a something we cannot explain nor account for its existence

. .we call a fatality.

1699 Bentley Phal. 299 There was.. a kind of Fatality in

his Errors. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. iv. (1869) 83 There
is a fatality about our affairs. 1834 Medwin Angler in
Wales II. 61 The Viceroy, .as fatality would have it, was
struck.

c. A decree of fate.

1 7^3 Tucker Freewill § 42. 192 If he sows oats in his field,

does he think anything of a fatality against his reaping
wheat or barley ?

d. That which a person or thing is fated to ; a
destined condition or position, a destiny.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. (Arb.) 124, I took them
both for a good boding, and very fatallitie to her Maiestie.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xxix. (1632! 398 Our fatalitie

which it Ueth not in us to avoydeor advance. 1648 Sterry
Clouds 35 He cannot discerne . . the Fatality of Persons and
Kingdomes. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables, OldMan <$• Lion
95 All the Father's Precaution could not Secure the Son
from the Fatality of Dying by a Lyon, i860 W. Collins
Wont. White x. 52 A fatality that it was hopeless to avoid.

Tie. Used for: Belief in fatality ; fatalism.
i6j\W\cKywaQ7tinouart. Hist. (ed. 2) 14,1 do not find

him. .charged with Fatality.

2. The condition of being doomed by fate; pre-

destined liability to disaster.

1654 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden'i II. 116
Ther is a strange fatality, .attends all our intentiones and
designes. 1769 Junius Lett. viii. 33 There [is] a fatality

attending every measure you are concerned in. 1871
H. Ainsworth Tower Hill in. v, A sad fatality had
attended her family. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vii. 190
The fatality attending an accursed house.

3. The quality of causing death or disaster

;

fatalness; a fatal influence.

1490 Caxton Hoivto Die 21 Sathanas wyth all his cruelle

fataflytees. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xti. 208

7. times 9. or theyeareof sixty three, .is conceived to carry
with it, the most considerable fatality. 1706-7 Farquhak
Beaux* Strat. \\. 1, Love and Death have their Fatalities.

1793 E. Darwin in Beddoes Lett. Darivbt 62 Young men
and women, .if they knew the general fatality of their disease

. .would despond. 1839 Bailey Festus xviii. (1848 185 Thy
beauty hath fatality. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. xx. 245
The insidious fatality of hot countries.

4. A disastrous event ; a calamity, misfortune.

1648 Evelyn Mem. (1857) KM. 19 This was the tragedy

of Tuesday. .Since this fatality, some talk of an inclination

in Surrey to associate. 1678 Marvell Growth Popery
Wks. I. 463 Their interviews are usually solemnized with
some fatality and disaster. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleo-

mania 254 note, Fatalities to which the human race is liable.

1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. v. S3 A long series of fatalities

ended in the wreck of two ships.

b. A disaster resulting in death ; a fatal accident

or occurrence.

1840 Barham Ingot. Leg.. Look at Clock, The shocking
fatality Ran over, like wild-fire, the whole Principality.

1861 Times 7 Oct., The only fatalities were the five above
mentioned, while a large number were more or less injured.

Fatalize (fcMaUiz), v. [f. Fatal + -ize.]

a. intr. To incline to fatalism, b. trans. To
render subject to fate or inevitable necessity.

Hence Fatalized, Fa'talizing/// adjs.

1834 G. S. FabeR /'rim. Doctr. Election (1836) p. hi,

Melancthon .. expressly rejected the fatalising Scheme.
Ibid. 155 The fatalising dogmatism. 1876 J. Martineai
Hours Th. 11877) 85 The Universe would be without a
l Ind a fatalised organism. 1888 -- Study ofReligion I. 11.

i. 243 Its ways seem fataliscd.

Fatally (frHali), adv. Also 7 fatallie. [f. ns

prec. + -i.y 2.] In a fatal manner.

1. As decreed by fate ; in a predestined manner.
1574 Petit, to Q. Eliz. 22 Mar. in Cat. State Papers.

Colonial 1 574-1660. 1 Sundry rich and unknown lands fatally

reserved for England. 1601 ? Makston' Pasquil> Kath. II.

33 Fatally predestinate To consecrate it selfe vnto your
loue. 1661 Or/gen in Phcnix I. 54 The inferior Spirit of the

World acts not by choice but fatally. 1725 Pope Odyss. xiv.

82 He trod so fatally the paths of Fame. 1880 Vern. Lei-:

/>'</. aro vii. 195 Inevitably, fatally. . the work., must be
the ideal of all purely devotional art.

2. In a deadly or disastrous manner: a. De-
structively, with destructive results.

1599 Suaks. Hen. V, n. iv. 54 When Cressy Battell fatally

was strucke. 1635 Cowley Davideis in. 5S4 Backward the
Winds his active Curses blew, And fatally round his own
Head they flew. 1812 H. R. in Exaj/tincr 4 May 283/2
A few yards of rope, which, by an unlucky snap, might.,
convince them too fatally of their mortality. 1859 C. Barker
Associative Principles iii. 66 These wars operated fatally

upon the noble order of knighthood.

b. Ruinously, by or with disastrous results.

1663 Cowley Verses $ Ess. 11669) 2I Which like an Anti-

Comet here Did fatally to that appear. 1757 Johnson
Rambler No. 177 P 8 How fatally human sagacity was
sometimes baffled. 1793 lirRici-; Conduct ofMinority Wks.
1842 I. 621 It is fatally "known, that [etc.]. 1800 Fostt.r in

Life § Corr. (1846) I. 125. I must be fatally wrong. 1828

D'Israeli Chas /, III. ii. 65 The possible dangers which
afterwards were so fatally realized. 1866 Howells Venet.

Life ("1883^ U. xvii. 98 The Venetian fine lady. . fatally

hides her ankles in pantalets.

C. With death as the result, esp. of disease, to

end, term inate fatally.
1809 Med. Jml. XXI. 278 The attack .. terminated

fatally. 1837 Hr. Martinkak Soc. Amer. III. 56 Those
who tight the most frequently and fatally are the French
Creoles. 1882 Med. Temp. Jml. L. 56 Many of the cases

. .ended fatally.

Fatalness (f^'talnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being fatal.

1. ' Invincible necessity ' (J.).
T 7S5 In Johnson; and in mod. Diets.

2. a. Disastrous nature, b. Destructive or deadly

quality.

1651 Rcliq. Wotion. B 8/2 Master Cuffe being then a man
of no Common note . . for the fatalness of his end. 1652

Sparke Prim. Devot. 11663) 76 Whether for their readiness

cheapness, fatalness, I argue not. .but with stones destroyed
theythis servant of. -Jesus Christ.

II
Fata Morgana (fata nifiga-na';. [It. fata

a fairy; Morgana, sister of the British legendary

hero Arthur, app. located in Calabria by the

Norman settlers.] A kind of mirage most fre-

quently seen in the Strait of Messina, attributed in

early times to fairy agency. Also_/%*.

1818 R. Jamieson in Burt's Lett. N. Scott. II. xxiii.m In

mountainous regions, deceptions of sight, fata morgana, &c.
are more common. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 1. viii. 78 He
[Coleridge] preferred to create logical fatamorganas for

himself on this hither side. 1892 Daily News 17 May 5/4

A fata Morgana seen last autumn near. . Karlova.

attr'tb. 1829 Carlyle MiscwZ^i) II. 61 Cloud mountains,

and fatamorgana cities.

tFa'tary. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. Fate sb. + -ARY 1

.]

One who foretells fates.

1652 Galle Magastrom. 147 Why doe our fataries and
fortunaries so confound them . . in their prognostications?

t Fata'tion. Obs. rare. [f. Fate sb. + -ation.]

The exercise of inevitable and irresistible influence.

1652 GaULS Magastrom. xviii. § 6. 148 If there be necessi-

tating and enforcing fatation upon things. Ibid, xviii. § 19.

154 What fatation, or fatall necessitation to man, among all

these?

t Patch, sb. Obs. [var. of Vetch.]

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankymte (1564) Cvuj, Let her

chawe in her mouth very small a fewe fatches. 1347

Kkcorde Judic. Ur. 47 In bygnesse of a small fatche, and
red coloured, which you mai cal therfore red fatches, bycause

of their lykenesse. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 365 Berries

as bygge as pease or fatche.

Fatch, obs. form of Fetch sb. and v.

Fate (f>'t\ **. [ad. L. fattim, lit.
( that which

has been spoken ', neut. pa. pple. offdri to speak.

The primary sense of the L. word is a sentence or

doom of the gods ( = Gr, 0ic(paTov) ; but it was



PATE.

subsequently used as the equivalent of the Or.
ptoipa, which, originally meaning only a person's
' lot ' or portion ', had come to express the more
abstract conception explained below (sense i),and
its personification as a mythological lieing.
C(. OF./ate, Pr. /at, ll./ato, Vg./ado, Sp.hado. (The

pl./dta gave rise in popular L. to the fem. An%./ata fairy:
for the Rom. forms of this see Fay sb.) The immediate
source of the Ene. word is doubtful. Chaucer uses it in
'Troylus (where he translates from Boccaccio's Italian),
hut in rendering the Latin of Boethius he uses only
destine'.]

1. The principle, power, or agency by which,
according to certain philosophical and popular
systems of belief, all events, or some events in
particular, are unalterably predetermined from
eternity. Often personified.
The OE. synonym was vuyrd; see Weird.
<-i|74 Chaucer Troylus v. 1550 The fate wold his soule

shold vnbodye. 1610 Siiaks. Tern/. 1. i. 32 Stand fust good
Fate to his hanging. 1655-40 Stanley Mist. Philos. (1701)
191/1 Concerning Fate, Plato held thus : All things are in
Pate, yet all things are not decreed by Fate. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 232 When everlasting Fate shall yield To fickle
Chance. 1678 Cudworth Intel/. Syst. 161 Fate, and the
Laws or Commands of the Deity, concerning the Mundane
Oeconomy. .being really the same thing. 1701 Rowf. Ami.
Step-Moth. I. i, Fate, Or somewhat like the force of Fate was
in it. 1770 J. Love Cricket 24 Jove, and all-compelling Fate.
1777 Priestley Philos. Nccess. Pref. 25 Fate was some-
thing that even the gods often endeavoured, .to resist. 1807
Crabbp. Par. Reg. 1. 106 We . . Fate's fixed will from
Nature's wanderings learn, a 1848 R. W. Hamilton Rem.
V Punishm. viii. 11853) 345 The idea of fate sets us free from
the sense of blame. 1875 Farrar Silence ff I'.i. 11 What
is He but a vast formless Fate ?

*>• f'S-
1588 Miaks. /.. /.. /,. v. ii. 58 So pertaunt like would

I o resway his state That he shold be my foole, and I his
fate. 1701 Rowe Ami. Step-Moth. iv. i, I am Fate in
Persia And Life and Heath depend upon my Pleasure.

2. Mythol. a. The goddess of fate or destiny ; in

1 Iomer Moipa. b. //. In later Greek and Roman
mythology, the three goddesses supposed to de-
termine the course of human life

v
Gr. Mof/>ai, L.

Parcx, Pa/a .

In Or. the three Fates are called Clotho, Lachesis, and
Atropos ; these names were adopted by Latin poets, but the
mythologists give as native names Nona, Decuma, and
Morta.

1590 Siiaks. Midi, N. v. i. 199 j"i>.. .Like Limander am
I trusty still. This. And [I] like Helen till the Fates me kill
1709 Pope Jan. A> May 193 Bless the kind fates, and think
your fortune rare. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. V. 338 Thread,
which is spun by the fates in one part uniform and strong,
in another weakened. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxx, Voiir
slightest desires seem a law to the Fates. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. ii. 443 We three Sat muffled like the Fates.

3. That which is destined or fated to happen.
a. gen. Also in//. Predestined events.
1667 Milton P. L. vn. 173 What I will is Fate. So spake

th' Almightie. 1S97 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 73S Th'
inspected Entrails cou'd no Fates foretel. 1731 Pope Ess.
Man 1. 73 Heav'n from all creatures hides the book of fate.
1849 James Woodman vii, Tis the best way of meeting fate.
1865 Carlyle Fredk. Ct. xvi. i, There lay in the fates
a Third Silesian War for him.

b. Of an individual, an empire, etc. : The pre-
destined or appointed lot ; what a person, etc. is

fated to do or suffer.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 209 He curseth . .His byrthe,
hym self, his fate, and ek nature. 1559 Mirr. Mae., DA. 0/
Clarence lv, To flye theyr fate. 1603 B. Jonson Sejauus 1.

11, How blest a fate were it to us. 1647 Clarendon Hist,
lieb. 11. (1843) 57/2 By a very extraordinary fate [he had]
got a very particular interest . . in many worthy men. 1668
Lady Chaworth in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 10
Mr. Ho.. deserves a belter fate. .11717 Blaukali. Whs.
(1723I I, 25 It has been commonly their Fate to fare
hardlier. 1848 Macaulay llist. Eng. I. 164 The general
fate of sects is to obtain a high reputation for sanctity
while they are oppressed. 1848 W. H. Bartlett Egypt to
Pal. iv. (1879) °8 A noteworthy comment on the flue of
human pride.

o. In etymological sense : An oracle or portent
of doom.
1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 50 The solemn knell fell

111 with the tale of life and sin, Like a rhythmic fate
sublime.

4. What will become of, or has become of (a
person or thing) ; ultimate condition ; destiny.
Often in to decide, fix, seal one'sfate.
1768-74 Tucker Zr. Nat. (1852) I. 584 The lover waits for

the decision of his mistress to fix his fate. 1793 Smeaton
FSdystoue L. § 322 Anxiety for the fate of the Edystone.
1797 Mrs Radcliffe Italian xu, If she is now discovered
her fate is certain. 1838 Lytton Leila 1. ii, The base
misers.. deserve their fate. 1841 Elphinstonk Hist. Ind.
II. 581 It only remained to the brothers to decide on the
fate of its tenant. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858 I. ii. 163
He was obliged to bear the . . fate of a minister, who. had
thwarted the popular will. 1888 Brycf. Amer. Commw.
III. xc. 246 More of it may share the same fate 1891
E. Peacock N. Brendon II. 142 Plumer's fate was sealed.

b. Death, destruction, ruin.
c 1430 Lydg. Bochas 111. xxvi. (1554) 97 b, Cirtis was passed

into Fate 1635 Shirley Coronal, iv, Will you assist, and
run a fate with us. 1643 Denham Cooper's H. 114 In the
Common Fate, The adjoyning Abby fell. 1701 Rowe Ami.
Step-Moth. 1. i, Thousand vulgar fates Which their Drugs
daily hasten. 1851 Miss Yonge Cameos I. xl. 345 Their
fate has been well sung by Lord Houghton.

96

c. An instrument of death or destruction, poet.

|

1700 Dryden Iliad 1. 74 He. . Feather'd Fates among the
-

Mules and Sumpters sent. 1715-20 Pope Iliad 1. 68 H issing
!

fly the feather'd fates.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as fate-

J

spell, also fale-like adj. ; b. objective, as fate-de-
nouncing, -foretelling, -scorning ppl. adjs. ; e. in-
strumental, as fate-environed, -fenced (implied in
fate-fencedness), -folden, -furrowed, -menaced,
•stricken adjs.

i.JT?
8
Sl*

ELL tr" B°> l«"<'s Lutrin 48 The Bird of Night
;

With fate-denouncing Outcries takes his Flight. 1835
Talfourd Ion 11. i, Why should I waste these "

environ'd hours.
waste these "I2.W

1827 Hare Guesses (1859' 8o His own
fate-fencedness, or, as he would call it, his luck. 1880
W . Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 93 An enchanted sea
I'rom all the world "fate-folden. 1777 Potter jEschyhu
173 The "fate-foretelling seer, Amphiaraus. 1804 J. Graha.meSabbath 329 Relentless Justice ! with "fate-furrow'd brow '

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xv, The expression of the
creatures [rattlesnakes] was . ."fate-like. T834 Wrangham
Homerics 7 Knew'st thou what misfortunes lie, "Fate-
menaced, on thine homeward way. 1850 Mrs. Browning
Poems II. 182 Proud (F.dipus, 'fate-scorning, a 1618 Syi •

vester Sonnets iv, Vnder that "Fate-spell onely are fore-
showne Etemall praises. 1866 Swinburne Poems A> Ballads
(18681 172 Our greatest from his throne "Fate-stricken, and
rejected of his own.

Pate Jc'l), v. [f. prec, sb.]

fl. trans. To ruin irrevocably. Obs.
C1400 Destr. Troy 5091 A fame [may] be defoulede, &

fatid for euer.

2. To preordain as by the decree of fate. Const.
to and to with inf. Obs. exc. in pass, in sense : To
be appointed or destined by fate. Often quasi-
impers. with subject clause.
1601 Siiaks. AlTs Wellvi. iv.20 Heauen .. hath fated her

to be my.. helper to a husband 1610 — Temp. 1. ii. 129A treacherous Armie leuied, one mid-night Fated to th' pur-
pose. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 248 Fated to wander. 1828
DTsRAELi Chas. I, I. i. 4 It was fated that England should
be the theatre of the first of a series of Revolutions, i860
Emerson Cond. Li/e, late Wks. 1 Bohnj II. 310 Whatever
is fated, that will take place. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle
L. v. 152 The breathing-time ..was fated to be of short
duration.

t b. ellipt. To destine to death. Obs.
1788 Cowper Stanzas/or 1788. 18 Could I prophetic sayWho next is fated.

Fate, obs. form of Fat v., Feat.

Fated (fr-ted), ppl. a. [f. Fate sb. and v. +
-ED.]

1. Appointed, decreed or determined by fate.
1715-20 Pope Iliad I. 282 Thy injured honor has its fated

hour. 1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Wallace xvii,
Each upon his fated day. 1864 Pussy Lect. Daniel v. 239
(iod's judgments were not. .a mere fated thing.

2. Doomed to destruction.
1817 Chalmers Astron.L:-. i. (1852) 38 A blazing comet

may cross this fated plane.. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IV. 14 Cavalry, .were fast approaching the fated city.

3. ' Invested with the power of fatal determina-
tion' (J.).
1601 Siiaks. Alls Weill, i. 232 The fated skye Giues vs

free scope.

4. Controlled, guided, or driven on by fate.
1801 Southey Thalala 11. xxii, The fated Fire moved on.

1817 Byron Man/red 11. ii, Fated in thy sufferings. 18*7
Pollok Course T. vn. 448 The fated crew, .warred Against
the chosen saints. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1. 303He purified His fated hands of that unlooked-for guilt.

1 5. Of armour : Made proof by spells, charmed.
rare"
[Suggested by Ariosto's arm! /alate; the It. /atare

render proof by spells, to charm, corresponds to OF. /aTr*
:—popular L. /atare, t./ata fairy (see Fay sb.); but the
etymological notion as apprehended by Dryden was prob.
' protected as by a decree of Fate '.)

1697 Dryden Virg. rEncid Ded., His fated Armour was
only an Allegorical Defence. Ibid. vin. 716 Bright Vul-
canian Arms, Fated from force of Steel by Stygian charms.
6. Preceded by some qualifying adv. : Having

a particular fate or destiny, rare exc. in Ill-fateii.
a 1721 Prior Epil. to Pluedra 25 Her aukward Love indeed
was oddly fated ; She and her Poly were too near related.

Fateful (h>tful), a. [f. Fate sb. + -fii..]

1. Of a voice or utterance : Revealing the decrees
of fate

; prophetic of destiny. «w
1715-20 Pope Iliad xix. 466 Then ceas'd for ever, by the^

Furies ty'd, His fate-full voice. 1794 Coleridge Melan-
choly, A mystic tumult and a fateful rhyme. 1850 Caklyli:
Latler-d. Pamph. i. 1872) 28 That fateful Hebrew Pro-
phecy. 1863 Longf. Wayside Inn 11. Prel. 105 The fateful
Swings of the crow. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 11. v. 84
The fateful words, ' Rise Brother '.

2. Fraught with destiny, bearing with it or in-

volving momentous consequences ; decisive, im-
portant. Chiefly of a period of time.
1800 Coleridge Death 0/ Walleustein 111. viii, A fateful

evening doth descend upon us. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet
ix. 1 1853 35 The fateful banner of Khaled. 1861 Romance
ofa Dull Li/e xiii. 97 Each minute seemed fateful to her.
1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story xii. in Harper's Mag. Nov.
907/1 A fateful conference, -was taking place.

3. Marked by the influence of fate; controlled
as if by irresistible destiny.
1876 S. A. Brooke Eng. Lit. 130 The Bride of Lammer-

moor, as great m fateful pathos as Romeo and Juliet. 1885
Pall MaltG. 17 Feb. 6/2 That fateful inability to review
their position. 1891 Times 14 Feb. 7/5 Peasants . .begin.

.

V

7-are- '. [f. Fat a. + -head.]

FATHER.
their, wanderings from place to place in an aimless, fateful
sort of way. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 229 As fate-
ful as a Greek tragedy.

4. Bringing fate or death ; deadly ; = Fatal 6.
1764 J. Grainger Sugar Cane iv. i 74 Nor fateful only is

the bursting flame. 1798 Canning & Hammond Progr. Man
in Anti-Jacobin No. 16 Resounds the fateful dart. 1808
J. Barlow Columb. iv. 316 The soldier's fateful steel.

5. Having a remarkable fate ; of eventful history.

""•J?: \- S
T°,

K
,

ES Ireland «, Celtic Church (i888j 108
note, lhis fateful book is said to be still in existence
Hence laterally adv., in a fateful manner.
Fatefulness, the quality of being fateful.
1863 S. Hibberd in Intel!. Observer 1U. 439 if she [the

bee] is so fatefully mechanical as to build and furnish a cell
without knowledge of what it is. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt
xvii. 111, Those fatefully questionable months. 1882 Pall
Mall G. 1 Dec. 3 Assigning much mock fatefulness to Sir
Crimson Fluid. 1886 Athemenm 20 Feb. 274 A whimsical
air of fatefulness.

Fa'teleSS, a. rare. [f. Fate sb. + -less.]
Without fate ; in which fate has no existence.
1881 J. Thomson Vane's Story, Weddah A> O. IV. xx.vv

Fateless Heaven. '

Fat-faced, a. [f. Fat a. + Face + -ed -.]
Having a fat face. a. Of persons. { Also fig.
;nonce-use) of land, with allusion to the sense Fat
a. a a, fertile, b. Printing, us,fat-faced Egyptian
(see F'at a. 3).

r
l63* LmiGow Trav. v. 231 The curling playnes of fat-

fac d Palestine. 1782 George Bateman 11. 2 A short, thick-
set, fat-faced man. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge ix, A fat-
faced puss she is. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old House (1883)
30 A .

.
fat-faced individual came into my private room.

Path, obs. and dial, form of Faith.
t Fathe. Obs. rare ~ '. See quot.
<i 1387 Sinou. Barthol. Introd. (18821 3 De dolore pectoris

qui anglice dicitur fathe.

t Fathead. Obs.

= Fatness.
. 1250 Gen. n Ex. 1547 Heuene dew, and erSes fetthed.

Fat-head. [f. Fat a. + Head.]
1. One having a fat head ; a stupid dolt.
1842 Barham Ingol. Leg., Nursery Reminise.j You little

Fat-head, There's a top, because you're good. 1885 Mrs.
Riddell Mitre Court xix, He is a fathead— a great
blundering John Bull.

2. a. A labroid fish Semicossyphus or Pimelo-
metopon pnlcher. b. A cyprinoid fish Pimephales
promelas, the Blackhead or Blackheaded Minnow
{Cent. Diet.)

Fat-hen (fart,heai). A name for certain plants
of the Goosefoot tribe, Chenopodium Bonus-Hen-
ricus and Atriplex patttla. Also, in Australia,
applied to various species of Chenopodium and
Atriplex which are eaten as vegetables.
1795 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts XIII. 204 Chickweed,

fumitory, fat-hen, and persicaria. 1847 Leichhardt Jml.
11. 40 'I he fat-hen .. grew abundantly on the reedy flats.
l853 ('- Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. 172 Atriplex patula.
Fat Hen. 1863 in Prior Pop. Names Brit. Plants (1879)
7-. 1880 Blaclnv. Mag. Feb. 182 Fathen [pr. falhen] (a
kind of indigenous spinach'. 1889 Mrs. Campbell Praed
Romance o/a Station 46 To gather fat-hen, to do duty as
cabbage.

Father (ft'Su), sb. Forms: 1-3 feeder (1
-yr), t'eder. (3 feader), 2-6 fader, (3 Omt.
faderr\ (south, dial. 3 vseder, veder, 3-4 vader),
3-4 fadre, 4-5 fadirie, -ur(e, -yr, 4 faper, 6-
father. [Com. Teut. and Aryan : OE.frder cor-
responds to OFris. feder, fader, OS. feular, fader
(LG., Du. vader, vaar), OHG. fater (MHG. and
mod.G. vat*r\ ON. falter, -ir (Sw., Da. fader,
far), GoA.fm/ar (found only Gal. iv.6, the ordinary
word being alia :—OTent. fai/cr, tfader :—OAryan
pste'r (p?te-r-,p!>tr-). whence Skr. filr, Gr. irarrip,

I., pater, Olr. at/tir.

The spelling in ourquots. is uniformly with d until 16th c,
exc. llv.il/aper occurs sporadically in the Cotton and Got-
tingen MSS. of the Cursor Mundi (a 1300); but the pro-
nunciation (S) may have been widely current in the 15th c.
or even earlier; in M-i5th c. the spelling with -derh very^a^
common in words like brother, /eather, leather, though^^
this spelling cannot in all cases be supposed to indicate that

fc
the writers pronounced the words with (d). The mod. Eng.

, -ther 034) for OE. -der, -dor in/ather and mother is often
wrongly said to be due to the analogy of brother, or to
Scandinavian influence ; it is really the result of a phonetic
law common to the great majority of Eng. dialects : other
examples in standard Eng. are gather, hither, together,
weather. At present nearly all dialects pronounce /ather
and mother \v\ih\ft)3.s in standard Eng.; in various parts
of the north of England and the north Lowlands (d , alveolar
or dental, is^ sometimes heard. The representation of OE.
ee, a by J.a) in this word is anomalous; the only parallel
case, setting aside the class of instances in which the symbol
fd) is used in this Diet., is rather. Among the chief variant
pronunciations in dialects are fa'dar, fr-Sar iby writers of
dialect books often speh/aither,/eytlier>, f/'Ssj, Sc. fr'Sar,
etc.

In OE. the genitive had the two formsyavrW- (cf.

OS. fader. OHG. fater, ON. fpSttr) and fixderes.
The uninflected form survived in occasional use
down to the Igtt c]
1. One by whom a child is or has been begotten,

a male parent, the nearest male ancestor. Rarely
applied to animals.



FATHER.
f8«s Vesp. Psalter xxvi[i].io ForSon feder min & modur-f

min forleorton mec. c iooo ^Elfric Dent. xxiv. 16 Ne slea
|

man fxderas for suna gylton. c xaoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 165

£>e sune wussheft |>e fader deaS ar his dai cume. c 1290 S.
|

Eng. Leg. I. 14/457 He liet . . maken him king of al is

fader lond. c 1350 Will. Palerne 241 A kowherde, sire, .is

my kynde fader, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4863 Whanne fader or

moder am in grave. 1473 Warkw. Chron. 10 Herry Percy,

whos fadere was slayne at Yorke felde. 1571 Lyndesay
MS. Collect., The litill birdis straikis thair fader in the face

with thair wingis. 1597 Montgomery. Ansiv. Ingliss Railar
12 Brutus. Quha slew his fader howping to succeid. 1670
G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. it. 144 Ginetti . . proved his

Fathers own Son. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)!. ir. xiv.

62 For a son to call his father by that endearing name.
1884 TENNYSON Beckct v. ii, His father gave him to my
care.

b. fig. (Quots. 1597
2 and 1802 have given rise

to proverbial phrases.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. i. (1495) 591 Aristotle

sayth that the erthe is moder and the sonne fader of trees.

1577 B. Googe Hercshach's Husb. n. (1586) 75 b, So shall the

branch [when grafted] live, being both nourished byhisolde
Mother, and his newe Father. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1.

i. 8 Eu'ry minute now Should be the Father of some Strata-

gem. Ibid. iv. v. 93 Thy wish was Father (Harry) to that

thought. 1604 Jas. I. Couuterbl. (Arb. 1 102 'I he foure
Complexions, (whose fathers are the foure Elements). 1802

Wordsw. Rainbow, The child is father of the man. 1859
Kingsley Misc. {i860) I. 7 He . . too often makes the wish
father to the thought.

C. (More explicitly spiritual father.) The
teacher to whom a person owes his religious life.

1382 Wyclif i Cor. iv. 15 If ^e han ten thousandis of
litle maistris in Crist Jhesu, but not manye fadris. 1769
H. Venn in Life '1835) 152 A lady said to me, ' You, sir,

are my spiritual father '. a 1858 Be. D. Wilson in Bateman
Life 1 1860) II. 208 As our Father Scott used to say.

d. Proverbs.

1549 Latimer 3rd Serm. bef Ediv. VI (Arb.) 97 Happye
is the chylde, whose father goeth to the Deuyll. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. Country Forme 400 This is it which
some vtter in a prouerbe, That he that will plant his father,

must cut off his head, c 1645 Howell Lett. '1650) II. 118

He will be a wise child that knows his right father.

e. Colloquially extended to include a father-in-

law, stepfather, or one who adopts another as his

child (more fully adoptivefather).

1592 Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. iv. i. 2 My Father Capulet will

haue It so. 1599 — Mitch Ado iv. i. 24 Stand thee by
Frier, father . . Will you with free and vnconstrained soule

Giue me this maid your daughter. 1605 — Macb. IV. u. 63
If you would not [weep for him] it were a good signe, that

I should quickely haue a new Father. 1798 Colebrooke
tr. Digest Hindu Zrt7t»(i8oi> III. 147 Sons inferior to these

. .claim the family of their adoptive father.

f. Applied transf to the relative or friend who
1 gives away ' a bride.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 15 You must be father to

your brothers daughter, And giue her to young Claudio.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. vu. 174, I was father at the

altar, .and gave her away.

2. A male ancestor more remote than a parent,

esp. the founder of a race or family, a forefather,

progenitor. In pi. ancestors, forefathers. So in

Scriptural phr. To be gathered, f to be put to or

sleep with one's fathers : to be dead and buried.

Also loosely for a man of old ', ' a patriarch '.

£-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 55 Sua: ^esprecen waes to

fadores usra. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. Hi. 9, & ne cwebaS
betwux eow we habbao abraham us to fader, c izoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 226 Vre foremes faderes gult we abugeS
alle. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. HE. 126 ?owre fadre she felled I

borw fals biheste. 1382 Wyclif judg. ii. 10 AI that
;

generacioun is gedrid to her fadris. — 1 Kings i. 21
j

Whanne my lord kyng shal sleep with his faders. c 1400
Maundev. (18391 vi. 66 The Sarazines . . han the place in

j

gret reuerence for the holy fadres, the patriarkes pat lyjn 1

here, a 1440 Found. St. Bartlwl. 34 He decessid, and was
put to his fadres. 1538 Starkey England \. i. 19 Theyrcyuyle
ordynance and statutys, deuysyd by theyr old Fatherys in

eury secte. 1611 Bible Acts xiii. 36 1671 Milton P. R. r.

351 God who fed Our fathers here with manna. 1791 Cowper
Yardley Oak 144 One man alone, the father of us all, Drew
not his life from woman. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 20
Nor were the arts of peace neglected by our fathers during
that stirring period.

3- One who institutes, originates, calls into being

;

a constructor, c ntriver. designer, frame r, originator.

Also one who gives the first conspicuous or influen-

tial example of (an immaterial thing). The Fathers

(U.S.): the framers of the constitution.

Often in designations of Biblical origin. The Father of
Lights, etc.: applied to God. The father offaith, ofthe
faithful : Abraham. Thefather of lies (after John viii. 44)

:

the Devil.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 14 He is Fader of Fei. 138*
Wyclif fas. i. 17 The fadir of li^tis, 1555 Eden Decades
Pref. to Rdr. (Arb.) 51 Abraham the father of fayth. 1588
Marfirel. Epist. (Arb.i 31 Iohn Cant, was the first father of
this horrible error in our Church. 1669 Worlidge Syst.

Agric f 1681) 114 In Germany no young Farmer is permitted
to Marry . . till he . . hath planted, and is a father of such
a stated number of Wallnut Trees. 1700 Dryden Fables
Pref. Wks. (Globe 499 He [Chaucer] is the father of Eng-
lish poetry. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883 VI. 275
Hannibal was called the father of- warlike stratagems.

1795 Hull Advertiser 14 Nov. 3/3 Dr. Hooper the father

of the canal. 1825 J. Neai. Jonathan II. 5 The Father
of Lies himself 1829 Scott Jrnl. 11890) II. 290 Words .

.

sung by the Fathers of the Reformation. 1844 Sir D. Gooch
Diaries (1892) 54, I may. .1 think, claim to be the father of

express trains. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVordbk., Father,

the dockyard name given to the person who constructs a ship

Vol. IV,

97

©f the navy. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. p. ix, To repre-

sent Plato as the father of Idealism. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Com/mv. II. xli. 105 In 'the days of the Fathers'.

b. pi. The fathers {of the Church): the early

Christian writers ; usually applied to those of the

first five centuries, but by some extended further.

Apostolical Fathers : see Apostolical.
1340 Ayenb. 155 Ase zayb be boc of collacions of holy

uaderes. 1549 (Mar.j Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., If a manne
woulde searche out by the auncient fathers. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. iv. ii. 153 As a certaine Father saith. a 1641 Bp,

Mountagu Acts <$- Mon. iii. ii 54 (1642) 200 To this dis-

course of Basil, other Fathers agree. 1710 Prideaux Orig.

Tithes 141 Irenaeus and Origen, and other Fathers. 1776-81
Gibbon Decl. § F. xlvii. note, The Greek as well as the

Latin fathers. 1839 Longf. Hyperion iv. vii, I gazed with
rapture on the vast folios of the Christian Fathers. 1887
Lowell Democr. Prose Wks. 1890 VI. 14 A Father of the

Church said that property was theft many centuries before

Proudhon was born.

4. One who exercises protecting care like that of

a father; one who shows paternal kindness; one

to whom filial reverence and obedience are due.

(In OE. applied to a feudal superior.^

.. O. E. Chron. an. 924 Hine £eces ba to feder S: to

hlaforde Scotta cyning. 1382 Wyclif job xxix. 16 Fader
I was of pore men. 1460 Earl of Marcme in Ellis Orig.

Lett. I. 5 I. 9 Ourc.ryght noble lorde and ffadur. 1591

Shaks. i Hen. VI, 111. i. 98 A Father of the Common-weale.
1627 Massinger Gt. Dk. Florence 1. ii, For her love I will

be a father to thee. 1787 H. Knox Let. 19 Mar. Washing-
ton's Writ. 1 891 XI. 122 note, The glorious republican epithet,

The Father of your Country. 1867 Freeman Xonu.Cono.
(1877) I. iii. 143 It was meant to assert that Scots.. owed
no duty to Rome.. but only to their Father and Lord at

Winchester.

b. with reference to patronage of literature.

1513 Douglas AEueis 1. Prol. 85 Fader of bukis, pro*

tectour to science. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. v. 1. $ 17.

339 Francis I. has obtained a glorious title, the Father of
French literature.

c. Applied to a religious teacher or counsellor

(cf. 6).

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 120 £e sholde be here fadres, and
tecnen hem betere. ,1465 Eng. Chron. 28 Hen. VI (Cam-
den 1856) 64 There thay slow him horribly, thair fader and
thair bisshoppe. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vii. § 13 He
was commonly called Father Gilpin. 1757 in Sidney Life
ofS. Walker 11838) 281 Dr [dear] Father in the Lord. 1828
Gkimshawe Mem. of L. Richmond (1829) 132 He was re-

garded by them [the communicants] as a father. 1833 in

Sidney Life of R. Hill (1834) 408 The minister who read
the . . service, substituted the word father for that of
brother.

5. a. Applied to God, expressing His relation

to Jesus, to mankind in general (considered either

as His offspring, as the objects of His loving care,

or as owing Him obedience and reverence"1

, or to

Christians [as His children by regeneration or

adoption^. Also applied to heathen gods.

c8z$ Vesp. Psalter Ixxxviiifi] 27 He £eceo mec feder min
5u ear5 god min. < 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 9 An ys
eower fedyr se be on heofonum ys. c 1200 Vices A> Virtues
(1888 25 And [he] steih in to heuene, and sitt on his fader

swiSre. a 1235 Aucr. R. 10 pe is also federleas bet haned
burhhissunnevorlorebeneVederof heouene. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. 7\F57Hehal>agiltehisfadercelestiai. 1470 85 Malory
Arthur xvil. xv, loye and honour be to thefaderof heucn !

x533 Gau Richt Vay To Rdr. n 888 3 Grace marcie and pece

of god our fader. 1562 WinJet Las' Blast Wks. 1888 I. 41
The lauchfull vocatioun of His Heuinlie Fader. 1775
Harris Philos. Arrangem. Wks. 1841 322 Through which
relation they are called his offspring, and he their Father.

1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb 1. 354 Most unwillingly I come,
by the great Father's will driven down To execute a doom of
new revenge. 1843 Macaulay Lays Anc. Rome, Horatzus
lix, O Tiber ! father Tiber, To whom the Romans pray.

1865 Tennyson En. Ard. 785 Uphold me, Father, in my
loneliness A little longer ! 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 2

Some . . austere step-son of the Christian God, jealous of the

divine benignity . . of his father's house.

t b. Applied to Christ. Obs. rare.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvn. xiv, Fayr fader ihesu

Cryste I thanke the. [Hence 1859 Tennyson Guinevere
558 Our fair father Christ]

c. Theol. {God) the Father: the First Person

of the Trinity.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xiv. 26 Se halite frofre gast be
fa:der sent on minum namaii, <~i*75 Lamb. Horn. 53 pe
feder and be sune and be halie gast iscilde us ber wi3.

a 1300 E. E. Psal'er'u Gloria, Blisse to *e Fadre and to be
Sone, And to be Hali Gaste. c 1450 Myrc 459 Leue on
fader and sone and holy gost. 1548 tr. Luther's Chief-
Articles Chr. Faythe A vj b, The Holy Goost from the

Father and the Sonne procedynge. 1737 Pope Hor. Epist.

11. i. 102 And God the Father turns a School-divine. 1851

Neale Mediaev. Hymns 127 Honour, laud, and praise

addressing To the Father and the Son.

6. Kcclesiastical uses.

a. The title given to a confessor or spiritual

director. Also explicitly spiritual and {arch.)

ghostlyfather (but the former, in Eng., has more
usually the sense 1 c).

a 1300 Cursor M. 27657 fCott.) O scrift bon do bi faders

rede, sua hat bi saul mai ai be quite. Ibid. 28077 (Cott.>

Til ouer lauerd crist and be, mi gastli fader, yeild i me.

'393 Gower Conf I. 104 Min holy fader, so I will. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. iW. de W. 1531 9 b, Takynge penaunce of our
goostly father for our transgressyon & synne. 1677 Lady
Chaworth in Hist. MSS. Comm. 12th Rep. App. v. 43 The
D[uchess] of Portsmouth, .has promised it to her ghostly
father. 1805 Scott Last Miustr. 11. vi, Penance, father,

will I none.

FATHER.

b. A priest belonging to a religious order or

congregation. Also the title given to the superior

of a monastic house in relation to those subject to

his rule.

1571 Hasmkr Chron. Irel. (1633)48 He .. became father
of the Monkes of Saint Hilarie. 1603 Shaks. Mvas.for M.
hi. ii. 11 'Blesseyou good Father Frier. 1711 Addison Sficcf.

No. 164 ?3 A Father of a Convent. 1739 Gray J?nl. in
France Wks. 1884 I. 244 It [the Chartreuse] contains about
100 Fathers, and Freres together. 1756-7 tr. Feyslcr's Trav.
(1760 III. 278 S. Maria di Galieraisa beautiful church, and
belongs to the fathers of the oratory. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 99 The skill and care with which those
fathers JJesuits) had. .conducted the education of youth.

C. Applied to bishops. Right Reverend, Most
Reverend Father in Cod : the formal designation

respectively of a bishop and an archbishop.
1508 Fisher's Seueti Penit. Ps., This treatyse. .was. .com-

Eyled by the ryght reueiente fader in god lohan Fyssber.

.

ysshop of Rochester. 1521 (title), The sermon of lohan
the bysshop of Rochester made, .by the assignement of the
moost reuerend falher in god the lord Thomas Cardinal! of
Yorke. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. vii. 61 He is within ;

with two right leuerend Fathers Diuinely bent to Medita-
tion. 168. S. HolLINGWORTH in MS. Bodl. Rawt. Lett.
LIX. fol. 190 To the Right Reuerant father in God His
Grac Willam Lord Arch Bishshop of Canterbery. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 354 He had yielded to the in-

treaties of the fatbersof the Church. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Couq. (1876) III. xii.SgThe Pope and the assembled Fathers.
Moil. The most Reverend Father in God (William , by
Divine Providence Lord Archbishop of Canterbury.

d. The Holy Father : the Pope.
< 1400 Maundev. (1839* xxxi. 314, I ..schewed my lif to

OUre holy fadir the Pope. a 1562 G. Cavi;ndish Life
IVolsey App. (1827) 519 They, .by force imprisoned our holy
Father the Pope.

e. As a prefix to the name of a priest. Also
abbreviated K., Fr.

Formerly, as still in Continental use, restricted to the
regular clergy 'see b). In the present century this has become
the customary English mode of designating a Roman
Catholic priest, even among those v.o\. of his own com-
munion : but some secular priests still refuse the title as

incorrect, preferring to be addressed as ' The Rev. A. B.

'

The abbreviated forms are seldom used exc. by Roman
Catholics.

As the prefix ' Father' was in the 16th c. used only with
the names of members of religious orders, its use was of
course not continued in the reformed Church of England
Of late years the title has been applied, among a section of
the High Church party, to Anglican priests, and some
prominent members of that section are very commonly
designated by it.

1529 More Dyatoge Wks. 140 The good Scottish_ freer

father Donold. 1719 De Foe Crufoe (1840) II. xiii. 265
Father Simon was courteous. 1741 Chai.loner Missionary
Priests, The same year were banished Father William
Weston, S.I., Father John Roberts, O.S.B., Mr. Antony
Wright and Mr. James West, priests. 1890 Dublin Rev.
XXIV. 236 Our readers do not need to be told who Father
Faber was.

7. At Cambridge : see quots.

1574 M. Stokvs in Peacock Stat. Cambridge App. A.

(18411 p. vi, The Father shall enter hys commendacions
of hys chyldren. 1772 Jebb Remarks 20 The students

enter . . preceded by a Master of Arts . . who on this

occasion is called the Father of the College to which he
belongs. 1803 Gradus ad Cantab>igiam, Father, one of

the Fellows of a College . . who. . attends alt the examina-

tions for Bachelor's Degree, to see that . justice is done to

the men of his own College. 1884 Dickf-NS Diet. Cam-
bridge 34 Then the Senior Wrangler . . is presented to the

Vice Chancellor by his Father or Pra: leetor and receives

his degree on his knees.

8. A respectful title given to an old and vener-

able man, and '^with personifk aiion) to a river.

1559 Cunningham Cosmog.Glasse Aivb, How often doth

father Moses in his.V. bookes, make mention of Babilon.

1607 Siiaks. Cor. v. i. 3 He call'd me Father. 1704 Port;

Windsor For. 197 In vain on father Thames she calls for

aid. 174a Gray Eton Coll. 21 Say, Father Thames. Who
foremost now delight to cleave With pliant arm thy glassy

wave? 1815 Southey Old Man's Comforts 1 You are old,

Father William, the young man cried.

9. The oldest member of a society, etc. (Chiefly,

with reference to duration of memi ership ; occas.

with reference to age.) Father of the City, the

senior alderman of the City of London.
1705 Heabne Collect. 13 Sept., S r Robert Clayton. .Alder-

man, the Father of yt City. 1837 Apperley The Road
11851) 61 Mr. Warde the father of the field, may. .be called

the father of the road also. 1855 Dickens Dorrit vi, You'll

be the Father of iheMarshalsea. 1880 Athenxum 18 Dec.

820/1 Sir Edward Sabine, now in his ninety-second year is

the father of the Society. 1895 Daily Tel. 8 July 7/3 The
Right Hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P., ' Father of the House of

Commons', was robbed of his watch on Thursday.

b. Father of the Chapel: see Chapel 10.

1683 Moxon Printing xxv. 356 The Oldest Freeman is

Father of the Chappsl. 1888 in Jacob! Printer's I ocab.

C. Hence, The presiding member, or president

;

also. The leading individual of a number.

1600 J. Pokv tr. Leo's Africa 1. 13 They call Abagni the

father of rivers. 1704 Popfi Windsor For. 219 Thou too,

great father of the British floods ! 17S9 Johnson Rasselas

i. 1 The mighty emperour, in whose dominions the Father

of Waters begins his course. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

(1846) 251, I will take your place .. and think myself happy

to be hailed ' Father of the Feast '.

10. //. (rarelv sing.) The leading men or elders

of a city or an assembly.

1590 T. Fenne Frutes 57 A grave father of Carthage who
boldlic stood foorth. 1697 Dryden Mneid 1. 9 From whence

13



FATHER.

the Race of Alban Fathers come. 1776-81 Gibbon Dec!. *$ F.

xlvii. f 13 The fathers . . of the council were awed by this

martial array. Ibid. II. 93 A council of senators, emphatic-

ally styled the Fathers of the City. 1818 ScoTr F. M.
Perth vii, They were . . the fathers of the city. 1837 Haw-
thorne Twice Told T. (1851) II. ii. 34 The Selectmen

of Boston, plain, patriarchal fathers of the people.

b. esp. The senators of ancient Rome. Some-

times Conscript Fathers, see Conscript a. 1. Also

used for : The Patricians.

1533 Bellenden Li-ay 11. (1822) 158 The gamin yere

deceissit Meninius Agrippa, quhilk wes lufit baith with the

Faderis and small pepill. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. 111. 1.

Heare me graue fathers. 1741 Middle-ton Cicero'I. v. 382

The authority of the Fathers, and the interests of the Re-

public. 1843 Macaulay Lays, Regillus viii, The Fathers of

the City Are met in high debate. — Horatius xxxiu, I he

Tribunes beard the high, And the Fathers grind the low.

11. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive (sense 1 ), as

father-bird, -dog, -fool, -widower; (sense I b) as

father-cause, -fount, -grape, -stock, -tree
;
(sense 5)

as Father Cod; (sense 6) as father-abbot, -confessor, :

director, Jesuit, -preacher, -saint; (sense 9) as

father-poet, -ruffian; b. attrib., as father-strength;

c. objective, as,father-slayer ; alsofather-sick adj.

1797 Mrs. Radci.ii fe Italian xi, The ceremony began

with the exhortation of the * Father-Abbot. 1795 Cowper

Pairing Time 56 Soon every 'father bird and mother Grew

quarrelsome. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pstud. Ep. I. i. 1 'I he

first and *father cause of Common Error. 1756-7 tr.

Keyslcr's Trav. (1760) I. 295 The admonitions of his

father-confessor. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian x. He who

appeared to be the "Falher-director of the pilgrimage. 1862

H M\kryat Year in Sweden I. 459 The *father-dog was

kept tame. 1864 TeNKYSON Aylmer's F. 390 One of these

old 'father-fools. 1884 J. Hall A Chr. Home 46 Ihe

•Father-fount of nature. 1875 W. P. MackaV Grace #r

Truth 213 Christians have been made sons of such a

-Father-God. 1842 Tennyson Will Waterproof i Such

[port] whose ' father-grape grew fat On Lusitaman summers.

1630 Wadsworth Sp. Tiler, iii. 14 Obedience the Students

are bound to bestow vpon 'Father Iesuites. 1711 Shaftesb.

Charac. 1737) 1. 243 Before the ageof Homer' ortill such time

as this 'father-poet came into repute. 1691 tr. Emilianne s

Frauds RomishMonksij-iTheone halfof the Alms., belongs

to the ' Father-Preacher. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles III. xxix,

The ' Father-ruffian of the band. 184a Sir A. DE VERE cVOKje-

ofFaith 108 Hearholy lessons from the * Father-Saints. 1748

Richardson Clarissa III. lix.281 So 'father-sick 1 so family-

fond ! 1483 Cath. Augl. 120 A 'Fader slaer, patnada.

1598 Sylvfster Du Bartas 11. ii. 111. Colonies 526 From

fruitfull loyns of one old * Father-stock. 1871 B.Taylor

Faust (1875) II. ill- 206 The child in that bright season

gaineth The 'father-strength. 1605 Sylvester Da Bartas

II. iii. I. Vocation 139 Fruits that . . have a verttie given .

.

to draw their "father-tree to heav'n. 1845 Mrs. Norton

Child hi. 11846) 132 The 'Father.widower. .Strokes down

his youngest child's long silken hair.

12. Special combinations : father-better a. Sc,

better than one's father |"cf. (M.ffStir-betringr sb.]

;

T father-breeder =father-forger ; father-dust, the

fructifying powder in the anther of flowers ;_=

POLISH ; father-forger, one who counterfeits

writings of the Fathers ;
father-general, the head

or chief of the Society of Jesus ; t father-queller,

a parricide ; father-waur a. Sc, ' worse than one's

father' (Jam.). Cf. father-better, and Oti.foSur-

verringr sb. Also in syntactical combinations of

the uninflected genitive, father-brother, -sister,

Sc, a paternal uncle, paternal aunt; Father-kin.

1645 R. BAtLLIE Lett. (1841) II. 295 Her glowming Sonne,

whom I pray God to bless, and make *father-bctter. 1624

GatakER Transubst. 103 Under his name our Popish
- Father-breeders have of late set out a many of Sermons and

Treatises. 1513 Douglas Aineis VI. vi. 37 We stand con-

tent ..That ay remanc the chaist Proserpyna Within hir

'faderis broderis boundis and ring. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj.

33 The father brother of the fathers side. 1728-46 1 homson

Spring 540 From family diffused To family, as flies the

father-dust, The varied colours run. 1624 Gataker

Transubst. 64 Our Popish 'Father-forgers have set out

divers things. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1326/1

Their father general! deliuering them what he hath in

office. 1679 Oates Myst. Iniq. 16 All these . .
do serve as

Intelligencers to the Father General, c 1440 rromp. Pan'.

145 * Fader Qwellare, patricida. 1561 Daus tr. Bulhnger

on Apoc. (1573) 22 b, A most arrant father queller. a 1641

Bp. Mountagu Acts Ii Man. iv. § 52 (1642) 280 They would

never endure Father-quellers to rule over them. 1597

Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Encya, The 'father sister and

her bairnes suld succeede.

Father (fa-Sa.0, v. [f. prcc. sb.]

1. trans. To be or become the father of; to

beget.

1483 Cath. Angl. 120 To Fadyr, gemtare. 1583

Stanyhurst Mneis 1. 285 By Mars fiery fathered twins.

1591 F. Sparry tr. Cattail's Gioiuancie 81 If the childe

be right fathered. 1605 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iii. I. Vo-

cation 997 Ismael .. lives, to father mighty Progenies. 161

1

Shaks. Cymb. tv. ii. 26 Cowards father Cowards, & Base

things Syre Bace. 1877 S. Lanier Poems, Florida Sunday

103, I am one with all the kinsmen things That e'er my
Father fathered. 1884 Tennyson Becket m. Hi. 132 Had
I fathered him I had given him more of the rod than the

sceptre.

b. fig.
To originate, bring into existence ; to be

the author of (a doctrine, statement, etc.).

1548 Gest Pr. Masse Diij/r The true meanyng of them

who fathered the Canon. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 91 When
some grave personage fathereth a lie. 1842 Tennyson Love

<S-
Duly 7 Shall Error in the round of time Still father

Truth? 1850 Kingsley Alt. I.ocke vii, As wild Icarias ..

as ever were fathered by a red Republic
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2. To appear or pass as, or acknowledge oneself,

the father of ; t to adopt.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. r 42 On bis wise may bai

fader anober mannez childe. 1589 Warner Alb. Eng. \\.

xxx. (1612) 148 Who so the Childe shall git. .\ulcan. .shall

father it. 1678 Drvden True Widow Prol. 32 He s a sot,

Who needs will father what the parish got. 1722 De Foe

Col. jack (1840) 213, I would father no brats that were not

of my own getting. 1855 Macallav Hist. Eng. III. 8 The

charge of. .fathering a supposititious child.

fig. j737 Pope Hor. Epist. 11. ii. 170 Use w" 1 father

what's begot by Sense.

b. To appear or acknowledge oneself as the

author of; to adopt; to take the responsibility of.

Also + To represent oneself as the owner of.

1591 Horsey Trav. App. lHakluyt Soc.) 282 They shall

not father any other mens goods but their owne. 1634

Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 242 The report goes that

he was not the . . author of it, but another did it, and

got him to father it. 1662 3 J. Birkenhead Assembly-

Man To Rdr., Unwilling to father olher mens sins.

1727 Swift To Earl of Oxford, Men of wit. Who
often father'd what he writ. 1827 Scott Jml. (1890) II. 25

A singular letter from a lady, requesting I would father a

novel of hers. 1855 Macaclav Hist. Eng. IV. xx. 498 By

these two distinguished men Paterson s scheme was fathered.

Montague undertook to manage the House of Commons,

Godfrey to manage the City. 1870 Sturgeon Treas. Dav.

Ps. xliv. heading, Xo other writer should be sought for to

father any of the Psalms, when David will suffice.

3. To act as a father to, look after
;

1- to carry

out (a law).

1577 tr. Eulliufer's Decades (1592I 192 Suppose .. there

were no magistrate to execute and as it were to father those

lawes. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. IV. ii. 395, I >!°°d yon'h And

rather Father thee, then Master thee. 1892 Pall MallC
3 May 3/1 The way in whicli Khama fathers his people.

4. + a. To trace the father of. Obs. b. Tofather

oneself: to indicate one's paternity. Obs. exc. dial.

1599 Shuks. Much Ado I. i. Ill The Lady fathers her

selie: be happie Lady, for you are like an honorable father.

1680 Burnet Rochester 14 A Child is fathered sometimes by

its resemblance. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss, s.v. Fodder, A child

having features resembling those of its father fadders it sel .

fig 1808 Scott in Lockhnrt xviii, This spirited romposi-

j

tion as we say in Scotland fathers itself in the manliness of

6. To name or declare the father of [a child's

With const, on, upon : To fix the paternity of (a

child) on or upon ; to affiliate to.

1570 Levins Manip. 78/1 To Father, patrem nommare

1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. i. 2/1 Brute should have had

more sons fathered on him. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclays

Argents 11. xxii. 141 Neptune, upon whom, .our Ancestors

have fathered all the men of extraordinary huge stature.

17 Young Tamlane 67-8 Father my bairn on whom
I will, I'll father nane on thee. 1885 Daily .\nvs 13 Mar.

7/3 He advised her to father her child. Ibid., He had

asked her to father it upon the gardener.

6. fig. of 5. To name the author of rare. With

const. \ of on, upon: To ascribe (some thing"; to

(a person) as his production or work ; to attribute

the authorship of (something) to (a person \_
1542 Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. I. xxii. 11 This saiying.

fathered on Socrates. 1548 Gest A. Masse Ivnj, The

canones whiche the catholiques father ofy apostles. cvl»
C\rtwright in Presbyt. Rev. Jan. 1888 120 Especially if

these be ther workes which are fathered of them, a 1635

Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 37 It is a likely report that

they father on him. 1764 Franklin Narratm Wkfc 1887

III 269 Tofatherthe worst of crimes on the God of peace.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi xix. 398 And coolly fathered the

traffic on the Missionaries.

b. To father (a thing) upon (something else)

:

to trace to (something) as a source or origin ;
to

lay to the account of.

1608 Yorksh. Trng. 1. iii, Fathering his riots on his youth.

1680 Boyle Scept. Chem. vi. 433 Such Phantastick and

Un-intelligible Discourses .. father'd upon such excellent

Experiments. 1702 Enr. Theophrast. 270 We father upon

love several dealings and intercourses In which it is not con-

cerned. 1774 Fletcher Fict. t, Gen. Creed Pref. Wks.

1795 III. 313 The principle on which such a doctrine might

be justly fathered.

c. loosely, const, on, upon : To put upon, im-

pose upon, attach to.

1816 Kirby &Sp. External (1828) II. xvn 47 This inter-

pretation has been fathered upon them. 1874 H. R. Rey-

nolds John Bapt. iii. § I. 147 ""'»'. Some attempt to father

on the Christian Church the limitations and orders ot the

Jewish priesthood. 1885 Law Times I.XXIX. 190 2 Ihe

word ' land ' is to bear the meaning which is fathered upon

it by sub-sect. 10 (i.>.

f7. With complement : To assert to be [ some-

thing") in origin ; to declareto have been originally.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. lxxxiii. (1612) 346 The Scots

do father it The Stone that Iacob . . Did sleepe vpon. 1620-

SS I. Jones StoHe-Heng-(ij25 ) 13 Jeffrey Monmouth .
.
was

the first . . that father'd Stone-Heng their Monument.

f Father-a:ge. Obs. [f. Father a. + Age.]

a. The time of life when one is a father; hence,

a mature age. b. An age earlier than the present,

a period gone by.

1596 Q. Eliz. Let. in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 350

Were it in the nonage ofa prince, it might have some colour ;

but in a Father-age it seemeth strange. 1633 P. Fletcher

Purple 1st. 1. ix, Tell me, ye Muses, what our father-ages

Have left succeeding times to play upon.

Fathered (fa'Ssid), ///. a. rare. [(. as prec.

4- -ED ».] Provided with or having a father.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 297 Thinke you, I am no stronger

than my Sex Being so Father'd, and so Husbanded ? 1605

FATHER-IN-LAW.
— Lear in. vi. 117 That which makes me bend makes the

king bow, He childed as I father'd ! 1856 Mrs. Browning

Aur. Leigh vi. 648 Not much worse off in being fatherless

Than I was, fathered.

Fatherhood (fa-8ai|hud) ; also + fatherhead.

Forms : a. 4-5 fader-, -ir-, -ur-, -yr-, -hed(e,

-heed, 5 fatherhedfe, 6 (fathered), Sc. father-

heid, 6-7 fatherhead. 0. e, fader-, -ir-, -hode,

-hood, (fathyrod), 6 fatherhode, -hoode, 6-

fatherhood. [f. Father sb. + -hood, -head.]

1. The attribute of being a father ; the relation

of a father to a child
;
paiemity. Also in spiritual

c 1380 Wycuv Stl. Wks. III. 179 Frute of such fadurhede

schal be joye of heven. 1579-80 North Plutarch 1676)21

Patres Conscripti, which is a name of Father-head, a 1647

Kilmer Patriarcha i. § 9 (1884) 19 The right of fatherhood.

"759 Johnson Let. to Simpson in Boswell, In his refusal

to assist you there is neither good nature, fatherhood, nor

wisdom. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 119 I'll lay hold

of them by their fatherhood.

transf. 1889 Boys' Own Paper 23 Mar. 400/t 1Tie father-

hood of the game [stool-ball] to cricket is unmistakable.

b. applied to God in his relation to mankind.

1611 Perkins Cases Consc. (1619) 368 He beares in his

person the image of Gods paternitie, or father-hoode. c 1620

Donne Semi, xxxviii. 3S0 Now we consider God in a two-

fold Paternity a two-fold Fatherhood. 1830 E. Irving in

Mackintosh Life II. 477 We pray for those orphans who

have been deprived of their parents and are now thrown on

the fatherhood of God. 1876 A. Swauwick in Contemp.

Rev. June 116 This conception of the universal Fatherhood

of God. .has changed, .the aspect of the world.

c. with especial reference to Eph. iii. 15 after

the Vulgate rendering (palerni/as).

1382 Wyclif Eph. iii. 15 Oure Lord Jhesu Crist, ofwhom
ech fadirheed in heuenes and in erthe is named. 1583 Gold-

!NG Calvin on Deut. xxxvi. 214 We heare that all father-

hoode proceedeth of God. ij88 A. King tr. Camsius

Catech., Prayers 36 To the Father. . frome quhonie al

fatherheid in heauen and earth is named.

Ii d. confused use. The attribute of having a

certain father.

1846 Kf.ble Lyra Intioc, Children Like Parents 7 To
descry The welcome notes of fatherhood, In form, and lip,

and eye. 1878 Grosart H. Mores Poems Mem. Introd.

41/1 His conception of our common Fatherhood and

Brotherhood was Christ-like.

2. The relation of an author, originator, or per-

petrator, rare.

1871 H. B. Forman Our Living Poets 462 Any more than

Silisco and Ruggiero. .lack, .fatherhood to fine sayings.

1885 Manch. Exam. 26 Jan. 5/1 To adopt the fatherhood of

such atrocities is an easy way of obtaining credit.

f 3. Authority of or as of a father in various

senses ;
paternal authority, headship. Obs.

c 1460 Play Sacram. 894 And in fatherhed that longyth

to my dygnyte Vn to yow' grefe I wylle gyf credens.

1563-87 Foxe A. Sr M. (1596) 195/2 Vet had Becket

no cause to claime fatherhood ouer the King. 16W

lip Carleton Jurisd. 4 Others, .content to allowe the

Pope's Fatherhood in spirituall matters. 1645 Milton

Telrach. 11851) 165 Shall fatherhood, which is but man, for

his own pleasure dissolve matrimony? 1690 Locke Govt.

1. ii. (1694) s We might have had an entire Notion or this

Fatherhood, or Fatherly Authority.
_

1 4. The personality of a father ; in Thy. your,

etc. fatherhood^, a io'rm of address, denomination,

or title given : a. to ecclesiastics, esp. those of high

rank. His Holy Fatherhood, the Pope. Obs.

c 1400 Maundev. (18391 xxxi. 314 And [I] besoughte his

holy fadirhode, bat my boke myghte be examyned. 1483

Caxton Gold. Leg. 247/1 What thvng isinmeyl hath dis-

plesyd thy faderhede. 1534 Hildebrand (W de W. A v,,

Althoughe he bane fulfvlled thepenaunce of thy fatherhode

enioyned. 1546 BALE Fug. Votaries II. (1550 22 b, Gregory

the vi. had noihynge left hym, to sustayne hys owne holy

fathered, .but the bare offerynges and a few-e rentes there

besydes 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat 870 Sixe whole

books, should, by their fatber-hoods of Trent, be .
.
im-

periously obtruded upon God, and his Church. 1641

Prynne Antip. 113 Never to make an end, till both parties

hath given some possessions to his Holy I'ather-head.

a 1661 Filler Worthies in. 147 He reproved Pope Sergius

his fatherhood, for being a father indeed to a Base Child.

b. to God.
ri48s Digby Myst. (1882) in. 904 That my prayour be

resowndable to bi fathyrod In glory. «J» 1 indale Exp.

1 John 22 His fatherhed geueth pardon frely.

C. to a literal father; hence gen. to persons

having a claim to respect.

CI4SO Henryson Mor. Fab. 46 Not to displease your

Fatherhood. 1461 Fasten Lett. No. 410 II. 39. }
submytt

me lowlely to your good faderhood. 1608 Middleton

Trick to Catch Old One 1 . iv Now 10 the mdges ' Mk, it

please your reverend honourable fatherhoods 1682 Bt nyan

Holy War 256 If what we have said shall not by thy Father-

hood be thought best.

t Fa'thering, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Father v. +

-ing 1.] The action ofthe vb. Father ;
an instance

i5V9
S

Coverdale Erasm. Par Rem I ..A fauourable

and gentle fatherying. Ibid 6 Ye Romanies are .. by

adopcion & fathering, called all to the .. Surname of Iesus

C
p'ather-in-law (fa-S»rinl5\ Also « fadyr

in yn lawe, faderlaw, 6 fatherlaw. [ApP- '"

law = in Canon law. Cf. Brother-in-law.]

1 The father of one's husband or wife.

<tit8s Chaucer L. G. W. 2272 Philomene, Un-to his

fadyrin lawe gan he preye. 1467 Maun, t, Househ. Exp.



FATHEB.KIN.

172 John Hobes and is faderlaw. a 1553 Ld. Bernehs
Huon lxiv. 221 Gerard called to hym his father in Jaw,
his wyfes father. 1598 Chapman Iliad 111. 187 The fairest

of her sex replied : Most reverend father-in-law, Most
loved, most fear'd. a 1704 T. Brown Eug. Sat. Wks. 1730
I. 25 This ungenerous father-in-law .. discreetly hanged
himself. 1843 Bethune Se. Fireside Star. 51 We are
before the door of your intended father-in-law.

fig 1650 B. Discolliminium 15 Pretended Necessity [is]

the Father-in-law of intended iniquity.

2. - Stepfather. Now commonly regarded as

a misuse.
155a Huloet, Father in lawe, viiricus. 1594 Shaks.

Rich, Ill, v. iii. 81 All comfort that the darke night can
alToord, Be to thy Person, Noble Father in Law. 1598
Grenewev Tacitus' Ann. m. vi. (1622) 72 A. .band of alli-

ance betwixt the father in law, and his wiues children.

1748 Richardson Clarissa IV. xxiii. 122 Nancy could
not bear a father-in-law. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Com/. 1.

ii. Father-in-law has been calling me a whelp and hound.
1838 Dickens Nick, Nick, iv, I am not their father, I'm
only their father-in-law, 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. lvi,

I did not like my father-in-law to come home.
Hence Father-in-law v. nonce-wd., to call (a

man) father-in-law.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. v, I'll teach you to father-
in-law me.

t Fatherkin. Obs. [OE. fieder cyn (-ON.
fpSur hyn), f. feeder, genit. of fader Father + cyn
Kin. OE. had alsofxd{e)ren cyn, where the former
word is an adj.] Descent by the father's side.

0. E. Chron. an. 755 § 3 And hiera ryht feeder cyn
gaib to Cerdice. [a 1000 Crist. 248 (Gr.) Nu we areccan ne
ma^on bast faedrencynn-] c 1440 Promp. Part'. 145 Fadyr-
kyn, or modyrkyn, parentela. 1556 J. Heywood Spider
<5* F. xxxix. 71 From which grownd..by my fatherkin
I will not starte.

Fatherland (faSSaxlsend). [f. Fatheb sb. +
Land.]

1. The land of one's birth, one's country, f In
fatherland, at home (opp. to abroad ) . C f.

Mother-country.
1623 Wodroephe Marroiu Fr. Tongue 270, I thanke my

lucke that hath caused me to find here my Countryman, and
one ofmy Fatherland. 1635 T.Odeli (£»?&), A brief"and short
Treatise called the Christian's Fatherland. 1683 F. Ellis
Let. in Hedges' Diary (1887) 120, I hope.. to meet with
much better [justice] in Father-Land for y- inexpressable
damage done me. 1799 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VII.

399 Through thee alone the father-land is dear. 1840 Gen.
P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) V, 130 Returning to their

fatherland in peace. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets v. 138
Stesichorus acknowledged an Ionian colony for his father-

land.

b. Used to translate the Dutch or German
vaderland, voterland. The Fatherland: now
usually - Germany.
1672 Temple Ess. Govt. Wks. 1731 I. 100 The Dutch.,

instead of our Country, say our Father-land. 1791-1823
DTsraeli Cur. Lit. 11858 III. 31 The glorious history of
its independence under the title of Vaderlandsclic Historic
—the history of Father-land. 1839 W. Chambers Tour
Holland o/xThe attachment which the Dutch show to their

Vaderland, or Fatherland, as they commonly term it.

1864 Mac>n. Mag Oct. 433 lis [Tubingen's] famous Univer-
sity.. more identified with the spiritual, .development of
Germany than any other single institution in the Father-
land. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 6 A German has his

dream of a great fatherland.

2. The land of one's fathers; mother-country.
1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall I. 13 The ancient and

genuine characteristics of my father land. 1831 Blackw.
Mag. Sept. 528/2 They [the Americans] look to a dreadful
breaking-up of those old establishments, under the shelter

of which have grown., the liberties of their * father-land
'

[Great Britain].

Hence Fatherlandisli a. [ + -ISH], of, or per-

taining to, one's fatherland.

1832 tr. Tour Germ. Prince III. x. 279 Two genuine
Niirnberg housewives, dressed in their fatherlandish caps.

Ibid. IV. ii. 117 The immoveable and unchangeable father-

landish friend,—the majestic Mont Blanc.

Father-la*sh.er. The name of two species

of sea-fish, Cottits bttbalis and scorpius.

1674 Ray Collect. Words, Fishes 104 Father-lasher, Cor-

nubiensibus pueris dictus : Scorpana Bellony. 1740 R.
Brookes Art of Angling 11. xx. 125 The Father-lasher.,

when full-grown does not exceed nine Inches in length.

1863 Couch Fishes Brit. Isl. II. 9 The Father-lasher, or

Sting-fish, will Hve long out of the water.

Fatherless (fa-oailes), a. [See -less.

In the OE. fiutur-leas the first element is the normal
form «not elsewhere occurring! corresponding to ON./^«r
genitive offader; the word is therefore not in origin a true

compound, but a syntactic combination; cf. ON. fp$ur-
lauss.}

1. Having no father.

c 1205 Lay. 21897 Pu hauest. .vre children imaken faderlese.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 10 Helpen widewen & federlease children.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. 42 pe fadirles barn, c 1450
Merlin ii. 35 Sholde ye not haue sought the fadirles childe.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer Litany, That it may please thee to

..provide for the fatherlesse children and widows. 1594
Shaks. Rich. III. 11. ii. 64 Our fatherlesse distresse was left

vnmoan'd. 1600 Holland Livy n. 76 The commonwealth
was half fatherlesse as it were, for the losse of a Constill.

1719 J. Richardson Sc. Connoisseur 127 We can be satisfied

we are not . . exposed here in a Fatherless World. 1801

Southey Thalaba 1. ii,The widow'd mother and the father-

less boy. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vii. 229 How shall I,

Brotherless, friendless, fatherless, alone, Live on?
absol. c xooo Ags. Ps. xciii. [xciv.] 6 Widwan & wrecan

of-slojun & feadur-lease of-slogun. c 1300 Havclok 75 To
be faderles was he rath. 1382 Wyclie Jus. i. 27 PupUles,
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that is, fadirles or modirles or bothe. 1611 Bible Ps. lxviii.

5 A father of the fatherlesse. c 1737 Dodsley Epit. Q.
Caroline Misc. (1777; 227 Ask the cries of the Fatherless,
they shall tell thee. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab in. 28 Hearest
thou not The curses of the fatherless?

2. Of a book, etc.: Without a known author;
anonymous. Obs. exc. with intentional metaphor.
1611 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster iv. ii, There's already a

thousand fatherless tales amongst us. 1641 R. Brooke
Eng. Episc. u. i. 67 A fatherlesse Treatise of Timothy's
Martyrdome. 1732 London Mag. I. 78 To call that a
fatherless Story. 1803 Pic Nic No. 14 (1806) II. 261 She
humanely adopted several fatherless essays .. that were
wandering about the world.

Hence Fatkerlessness, fatherless condition.
1727-36 in Bailey. 1832 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Fatherlike Ja.- Sdilzik), a. and adv. [f. as prec.

+ -like.] Like a father.

A. adj.

1 1. Resembling one's father. Obs.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vn. vi. 135 Fadyre-lyk in all hyS

Dedis. 16x4 R. Wilkinson Poire Serm. 11 It were well
for the child, if it were not so fatherlike, .as it is.

2. Having the aspect and bearing of a father.
1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Apr. 2

'1 One of the most loveable
and father-like men I have ever seen.

3. Such as is proper to a father ; such as a father

would do ; fatherly.

1570 Levins Manip. 122 Fatherlike, patemus. 1581
Marbeck Bk. of Notes 138 This manner of breaking of
bread was verie fatherlike and commendable among the
elders of olde time, a 1641 P.p. Mountagu Acts $ A/on. iv.

§ 67 (1642) 296 He gave them father-like education. 1654
Fuller Comm. Ruth (18681 127 Young men will herupon
take occasion, .to despise their, .father-like authority. 1681
W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 11693) io79 This is right
father-like. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Faathcr-like, fatherly.

B. adv. As a father, in a fatherly manner.
1604 Drayton Owl 539 How father-like he giues afflic-

tion bread. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 567
Observe how fatherlike he melts and mourns over them.
1834 H. F. Lyte Hymn, ' Praise my Soul,

11

Father-like
he tends and spares us. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 154 The
feeble infant. -Whom Enoch took, .and fondled fatherlike.

Fatherliness ifa-tteilint's). [f. Fathekly a.

+ -NEss.j The quality of being fatherly ; fatherly

character, function, or feeling.

1551 Chkke Matt. Let. iv. (1843)116 His fatherlines in

life, his authoritee in knowlege. 1662 J. Chandler Van
Helmonfs Oriat. 147 Although a fleshly Father doth give
of his own, whence the name of Paternity or fatherliness is

given unto him. 1727-36 in Bailey. 1820 L. Hunt Indi-
cator No. 16 (18221 1. 124 Ah, young gentleman, said he
(for so he called me in the fatherliness of his age . 1856
Lit. Churchman II. 90/1 The fatherliness of God, as distin-
guished from His justice.

Fatherling (fa'tfcilii)), (Only in nonce-uses.)

[f. Fathek sb. -t- -ling.] A little father. Used a.

as an affectionate mode of address ; b. in contempt.
1625 Ussher Ausw. Jesuit 282 These bastard fatherlings

in their Nicene Creed, did not onely insert this clause.,
but, etc. 1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 847 In what nation.,
but the German, does a daughter address her father as her
' dear little fatherling ' ?

Father -long -legs. = Daddy-long-legs
(the crane fly, and longdegged spider).

1796 Morse Amcr. Geog. I. 226 Father Long Legs,
Phalangium. Several species. x8oS Sporting Mag. XXXI.
169 A spider, or a father long legs. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy
Chain 11. xxii. (1879) 600 Mary climbs like a cow, and
Ethel like a father-long-legs.

Fatherly (fa-Sadi), a. [OE. fxderlic, f.fxder,
Fathek + -lie : see -ly !.]

fl. Of or pertaining to a (natural or spiritual)

father
; paternal. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 75 By that fatherly and
kindly power, That you haue in her. 1626 L. Owen Spec.
Jesuit. (1629) 33 Of his owne meere fatherly and Apostati-
calt motion, a 1633 Lennakd tr. Charrou's Wisd. 1. xlvii.

§ 3 (1670) 174 Now this fatherly power, .is almost of it self
lost and abolished.

f b. Of or pertaining to ancestors ; ancestral.

Hence also, Venerable. Obs.
a 1000 Elene 431 (Gr.) py las. .ba federlican lare [sien]

forlarten. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetric (Arb.) 48 Poetrie is.

.

of most fatherly antiquitie. 1634 Canne Nccess. Separ.
(1849) 154 Ecclesiastical decrees, constitutions, provincial
and synodal statutes, fatherly customs.

2. Resembling a father; fa. In age, hence,
venerable (obs.). b. In character or demeanour.
1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 19 That place is more

fitte for such olde fatherly men as you are, than for such
yong men as I am. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. n. (1882)
71 The bishops are graue, ancient, and fatherlie men. 1777
Mad. D'Akblay Early Diary (1889) II. 277 How friendly,
and fatherly, sweet soul ! 1832 L. Hunt Sir I?. Esher
(1850) 89 A gentleman, .who. . having no children is so
fatherly as to take care of the children of others. 1867
O. YV. Holmes Guardian Angel iv. (1891) 47 He had been
fatherly with Susan Posey.

3. Of the feelings and conduct : Such as is proper
in or from a father ; natural to a father

;
paternal.

c 144a Gesta Rom. Hi. 232 (Harl. MS.) Crist, .hathe to vs
a^ fadirlye affeccion. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 28
V .

.
thankid him that he wolde white safe to chaste me . . in a

fadyrly chastment. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V. 1531) 198
The father of heuen shewed hymselfe in a fatherly voyce,
sayenge. 1533 Gau Richt Krtyd888> 86 Lat vsz knaw thy
faderhe lwiff. 1623 Jas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. I. 283. III.

141 With my fatherlie blessing. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases
Consc.^ m. iv. 264 Humbly to submit yourselfe to his fatherly
directions. 1776 Foote Bankrupt u. Wks. 1799 II. 122 Per*

FATHOM.
haps it was a fatherly weakness. 1801 Southey Thalaba x.
xiii/Twas fear, Fatherly fearand love. i828DTskaeliC7/#a\/,
I. ii. 16 The fatherly admonition was received in silence.

Fatherly Ua-Soili), adv. [f. Father sb. 4*

-ly '**.] In a fatherly manner, as a father ; with
a father's care and affection.

a 1500 Orel. Sap. in Anglia X. 364, I am so fadirly
admonestid.

_ 1589 PasquU's Return D ij, Exhorting him
fatherlie to giue ouer that course, a 1723 I. Mather Vind.
New Eng. in Andros Tracts II. (1869) 27 God hath for
a while Fatherly Ciiastised them by those Rods, c 1848
Lowell Changeling, I cannot lift it up fatherly, And
bliss it upon my breast. 1853 Mrs. Browning Poems,
Runaway Slave, The sky.. That great smooth Hand of
God stretched out On all his children fatherly.

Fathership , fa-o"3jfip% [f. Father sb.+
-ship.] The position, state or relation of a father

;

paternity, fatherhood. + Also in His Fathership :

the personality of an ecclesiastical father.
J583 Golding Calvin on Dent. \xx\. 489 Let vs beware of

such maner of fathership. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 11.

60 His Fathership. 1755 Johnson, Paternity, fathership;
the relation of a father. 1809 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 168
After the fathership, and sonship, and all the other ships
have been exhausted. 1871 Sat. Rev. 15 Apr. 457 There
was not a throne which did not acknowledge in his [the
Pope's] fathership the palladium of its liberty and strength.

1875 M. Collins Blacksmith fy Scholar, etc. (1876) III. 107
The man whose fathership she disowned. 1890 T. VV.

Allies Peters Rock 468 The civil bond sprung from a
spiritual fathership.

fFa-tholt. Sc. Obs. rare. [? a. Du. vathout,

f. vat cask + hont wood.] ? Staves for casks.

*543 Aberd. Reg. V. 18 (Jam.), xij hundreth fatholt at
fourty sh. the hundreth.

Fathom JxSzm), sb. Forms: 1 feeSm, faedm,
2-4 fedme, 4 fejmie, fademe, 3 fadim, fadum,
fathum, south. ve15me), 4-5 fadme, 4-6 fadom(e,
5-6 fadam(e, fathem, Sc. fadowme, fawdom e,

5 fadmen, fadym, south, vathyra, veth(e ym,
6 faddam, feddom, Sc* faldom, faudom, south.

vadome),6 fatharn/e, 6-7 fathome, 7 faddom(e,
7- fathom. [OE. fa>d>u str. masc. also fern.'

corresponds to OVris.felhm sing., OS. fathmSs pi.,

the two arms outstretched (Du. vadem, vaa/n,

measure of 6 feet), OlIG. fadum cubit (mod.G.
faden measure of 6 feet), ON. fapntr (Icel. fatimr,
Da. favn, S\v. famn) the outstretched arms, em-
brace, bosom, also measure of 6 feet :—OTeut.
*faJ>mo-z, cognate with Goth, fapa, MHG. vade
enclosure, f. Tent, root fej>-, fap- :—pre-Teut. pet-,

pot-, whence also Gr. Trirakos spreading, broad,

TTtTavvvvat to spread out.

Formally identical with this word are the MDu. vadem,
OHG.fadum,fadum i^lHG.vadem, vaden, mod.G. faden),
thread ; cf. OWelsh clem in same sense. Possibly the two
widely divergent senses of the type *fapmo- may be ex-

plained as different applications of the etymological sense
'stretching out'.]

1 1. In pi. The embracing arms; in sing.=
Bosom i b. OE. only.

a 1000 Riddles xxvii. 25 (Gr.) Freonda by maba. .hi lufan

faeSmuni fa;ste clyppa5. a 1000 Andreas 825 (Gr.) Da.,
het Hfes brytta. .englas sine, feftmum ferijean . . leofne.

+ b. fig. Grasp, power. Obs.

Beowulf 1210 ^ehwearf ba in Francna fa^Sm feorh

cyninges. a 1000 Crist i486 (Gr.) pe ic alysde me feondum
of fsome. 1607 Middi.eton Michaelm. Term Induct.,

I grasp best part of the autumnian blessing In my con-

tentious fathom. 1622 Fletcher Prophetess 11. i, He
beleeves the earth is in his fadom.

\ c. The object of embrace, the ( wife of thy

bosom'. Obs. rare" 1
.

1602 Dekker Satiromastix Wks. 1873 I. 209 Thy Bride
. .She that is now thy fadom.

2. f a. A stretching of the arms in a straight

line to their full extent. Also in to make afathom.
1519 Hokman Vulg. 29 The length., fro the both toppysof

his myddell fyngers, whan he maketh a vadome. 1607
Topsell Four-f Beasts 717 The first of these homes, .being

of the length of my fadome. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. iv. v. 191 The extent of his fathome. .is equall unto the

space between the soale of the foot and the crowne, 1785
Burns Halloween xxiii. note, Take an opportunity of going
.. to a bean-stack, and fathom it three timesround. The
last fathom of the last time you will catch in your arms
the appearance of your future conjugal yoke-fellow.

b. fig. Breadth of comprehension, grasp of

intellect ; ability. Obs. exc. arch.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 153 Another of his Fadome, they

haue none. 1827 T. Hamilton Cyril Thornton (1845)89

This, .is beyond my fathom to determine.

3. A measure of length.

t a. The length of the forearm ; a Cubit. Obs.

tiooo ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 158/10 Cubitum,

Fadmbetwux elboxanand handwyrste. c 1000— Gen. vi. 15

preo hund fabma bib se arc on lenje. a 1175 Cott. Horn.

225 An arc breo hund fedme Iang. c 1205 Lay. 276S6

pat sper burh raehte fulle ane ue5me. a 1300 Cursor M.
21532 iGott) He right depe had doluen dare, Ma ban

tuenti fadim or mare, c 1440 Promp. Part: 145 Fadme, or

fadyme, ulna.

b. The length covered by the outstretched arms,

including the hands to the tip of the longest finger ;

hence, a definite measure of 6 feet (formerly for

some purposes less: see quot. 1751), now chiefly

used in taking soundings.

rtSoo Corpus Gloss., Fassus, fae<5m, ucl tuejen stridi.
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c 1300 A". A/is. 546 His taile was fyve fedme -long, c 1400

Rom. Rose 1393 These trees were sette. .One from another

in assise Five fadme or sixe. c 1450 Merlin 31 This tour is

iij or iiij fadom of height, a 1490 Botoner Itin. iNasmith

1778) 175 Arches of x vethym yn hyth. 1496 Ld. Treas.

Acct Scot. (18771 !• 29 x » VJ fawdome of smalI
pailjoune tow,

ilk fawdome ij d. 1536 Tindale Acts xxvii. 28 The ship-

men.. sounded and founde it .xx. feddoms. 1580 Baret
Alv. F 199 As big as four men could compasse with their

armes, or foure fathom broade. 1610 Shaks. Tenif. 1. ii. 396

Full fadom fiue thy Father lies. 1643 Winthrop Jrnl. 1 179°)

325 They, .presented the court with twenty-six fathom more
ofwampom. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 163/2 The deep-

ness of Water is sounded by Faddoms. 1748 Anson's Voy.

in. ii. 219 We could not find ground with sixty fathom of

line. 1751 Chambers CycL s. v., There are three kinds of

fathoms - . The first, which is that of men of war, contains

six feet ; the middling, or that of merchant ships, five feet

and a half; and the small fathom, used in fluyets, fly-boats,

and other fishing-vessels, only five feet. 1814 Scott Ld. of
Isles in. xx, ' Where lies your bark ?

'
' Ten fathom deep in

ocean dark !
' 1865 Livingstone Zambesi ix. 197 We .

.

handed him two fathoms of cotton cloth. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 176 The Gulf Stream itself is not more than 100

fathoms deep.

t C. (See quots. ;
perh. some error) Obs.

1692-1708 Colics, l-'a'hom, three Feet in length. 1751

Chambers CycL s. v., Fathom is.. used in several countries,

particularly Italy, for the common yard or ell.

d. in pi. Depths, lit, and_/%\ Also in fig. ex-

pressions Fathoms deep* fathoms down ; cf. 6.

1608 Middleton Trick to Catch Old One III. i, Swallow
up his father. .Within the fathoms of his conscience. 1611

Shaks. iVint. T. iv. iv 502 All . . the profound seas, hides In
vnknowne fadomes. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as lam xviii,

You will sink fathoms deep in my respect.

4. Mining (see quot. 1881).

1778 W. Pkvce Min. Cornub. Gloss. 320/1 Work in the

Cornish Mines, is generally performed by the fathom. 1872

Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining 315 [Cost of] stoping

$12 or $18 per fathom [of ore]. 1881 — Mining G toss., A
fathom of mining ground is six feet square by the whole
thickness of the vein.

5. A certain quantity of wood ; now, a quantity

6 ft. square in section, whatever the length may be.

1577 Harrison England it. xxii. (1S77) 1. 340 Our tanners

buie the barke.by the fadame. 1609 WORUDGE Syst.

Agric. (1681) 317 A Fathom of Wood is a parcel of Wood
set out, six whereof make a Coal Fire. 1681 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

When a Ship is past service they saw the wood of it in

length, and sell it by the fathom, which is six foot, two
broad, and six high. 183s Tariff Tables in M'CuIloch
Diet Commerce 1133 Lathwood in pieces under 5 feet in

length, per fathom, 6 feet wide and 6 feet high [duty]

^4 51. od. ; 12 feet long or upwards, per fathom, 6 feet wide

and 6 feet high, £ij, t2S.od. 1875 T. Laslett Timber <V

Timber Trees 252, 18000 fathoms of firewood were imported

into London in 1874.

6. attrib. and Comb., as fathom lot ; fathom-
deep a.=fathoms deep (see 3 d), excessively deep ;

fathom health, a health (drunk) fathoms deep

(see prcc.) ; fathom line, the line used in testing

the depth of the sea in fathoms ; also fig. ; fathom-
proof [nonce-wd.\ unfathomable ; fathom-tale

(Mining), a fixed sum for every fathom excavated

;

fathom-wood [cf. Sw. famnved, Ger. fadenhotz]

(see quot. 1867).
1835 Edin. Rev. Apr. 75 * Fathom-deep in murders and

debaucheries. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. x. 18 If . . the

roaring wells Should gulf him fathom-deep in brine. 1600

Dekkeb Gentle C«i/fWks. 1873 I. 71 Carowse mee yfadome
healths to the honour of the shoomakers. 1596 Shaks.

1 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 204 The deepe, Where 'Fadome-line could

neuer touch the ground. 1816 Byron Pr, 0/ Chilton vi, The
fathom-line was sent From ChillonVs snow-white battle-

ment. 1821 Shelllv Epipsych. 00 The brief fathom-Hue of

thought or sense. 179a Elizabeth Percy I. 91 As if he
thought what passed, a smooth surface, but not *fathom-

proof. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., *Fathorn-tale, .prob-

ably arises from the payment for such work by the space

excavated, and not by the ore produced. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's IVord-bk., *Eatli0m-wood, slab and other offal of

timber, sold at the yards, by fathom lots.

Fathom (far^om), v. Forms: 1 fsefSmian, 3

fadme, 4 fajjme, 6-7 fadom(e, fathame, 7

fathome, 7- fathom. [OE. fiv6mian = OH G.

fademdn, ON. fapma (IceX.fadma, Da.favne, Sw.

famnd)',—OTeut. *fi/>miyan, f.*fapmo- Fathom^.]
1. trans. To encircle with extended arms.
c 1300 Havelok 1295 And mine armes weren so longe,

That I fadmede, al at ones, Denemark, with mine longe

bones. 1637 Pocklington Altarc Chr. 91 It contained

too many Cubits for him to. .fathome it roundabout. 1646

J. Hall Hors Vac. 71 No man ought to graspe more then

he can well fathome. 1775 in Ash. 1810 J. Hodgson Let.

in Raine Mem. (1857) I. 65 Ten trunks each more than

I can fathom. x8j8 Scott Jrnl. II. 187 Trees.. so thick

that a man could not fathom them.

transfi ijxbfig.
Beowulf 3133 Hie. .leton. .flod feeSmian fra:twa hyrde.

a 1000 Andreas 1574 (Gr.) Waeter fJeSmedon. 1626 Mas-
singer Rom. Actor v. i. Caesar .. in his arms Fathoming
the earth. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodies Ded. (1658) 15 Flashy

wits, .cannot fadom the whole extent of a large discourse.

+ b. To clasp or embrace (a person). To

fathom together: to embrace mutually. Obs.

13. . E, E. Allit. P. B. 309 Frendez fellen in fere fabmed

to-geder. < 1440 Promp. Parv. 145 Fadmyn(fadomyn, P.),

ulno. 1629 T. Adams Fatall Banket, Shot Wks. 1861 I.

242 Lascivious Delilahs. .fadomed him in the arms of lust.

2. Of two or more persons ; To encircle by ex-

tending the arms in line, with the view of measur-

ing the girth. Obs. exc. arch.

1555 Edf.n Decades 68 Seuen men . . with theyr armes
streached furthe were scarsely able too fathame them [trees]

aboute. 1652-62 Heylyn Cosmogr. m. (1682* 148 Stocksof
Vines.. as big in bulk as two men can fathom. 1724 R.
Falconer Voy. (1769) 135 Mr. Musgrave and I could but
just fathom it. 1874 Dasent 'Tales fr. Fjeld 261 We will

fathom it [a tree] and then we shall soon see.

b. Of one person : To measure in fathoms by
means of the two outstretched arms. rare.

1680 Play-bill in Rendle & Norman Inns Old Sonthwk.,
He [the Gyant] now reaches ten foot and a half, fathoms
near eight feet, spans fifteen inches. 1785 Burns [see

Fathom sb. 1 a].

t 3. intr. To fathom about', to try what the

arms will take in ; to grope about. Obs. rare.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 273 per he festnes be fete &
fatnmez aboute, & stod vp in his stomak.

4. trans. To measure with a fathom-line; to

ascertain the depth of (water) ; to sound.

1634 Brereton Trav. (1844) 5 Fathoming the depth of the

water over against Brill, we found [etc.]. 1665 SirT. Her-
bert Trav. (1677) 253 In other places .. [the Ocean] never

hitherto has been fathomed. 1721-1800 in Bailey, i860

Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xiii. § 563 Attempts to fathom the

ocean, both by sound and pressure.

fig. 1613 Hii.kon Spirit. Sonne-ship \\. Serm. yj'z This
loue, to bee Sonnes, who can fadome it? 1642 R. Car-
penter Experience v. xvii. 314 O God, who can fadome
thy eternity ? 1681 Dryden Abs. <y Ac/tit. 742 To sound
the depths and fathom. .The Peoples hearts. 1732 Berke-
ley A Iciph r. vi. § 17 An abyss of wisdom which our line

cannot fathom. 1875 Hamerton Intell. I^ife vm. i. 281

A.. French nobleman whose ignorance I have frequent

opportunities offathoming.

b. To get to the bottom of, dive into, penetrate,

see through, thoroughly understand.

1625 M assinger New IVayv. i,The. .statesman, .believes

he fathoms The counsels of all Kingdoms on the earth. 1686

J. Smith Baroscope 91 Causes . . very difficult for Human
Wit to Fathom. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. ix. 400 There was
some treachery designed him,which he could not yet fathom.

1781 Mad. D'Arblay Diary May, [His] character I am at

this moment unable to fathom. 1839 Kfaghtley Hist. Eng.
I. 443 He could conceal his own designs and fathom those

of others. 1853 C. Bronte Villctte xxxvii. (1876' 416, I saw
something in that lad's eye I never quite fathomed.

5. intr. To take soundings. lit. a\\*\fig. Also,

f Tofathom into : to enquire into.

1607 TocRNi.LR Rev. Trag. 1. iii, And deeply fadom'd
into all estates. 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkius (1884) I. 84
When fathoming, I could find no bottom. 1855 Milman
Lat. Chr. (1864) III. vi. ii. 389 The philosopher ..went
fathoming on ..in the very abysses of human thought.

1878 Bro.vning La Saisiaz 72, 1 can fathom by no plum-
met-line sunk in life's apparent laws.

Fathomable la^omabl), a. [f. prec. +
-able ] Capable of being fathomed or sounded.

1697 Damimer Voy. (1698) I. 531 Southward of all the

Soundings, or fathomable ground. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

b. fig. Comprehensible ; intelligible.

1633 Ames eigst. Cerent. 11. 178 These [arguments].,

seeming more fadomable. 1647 Bp. Hall Satan'sfiery darts

quenched ill. vi. 303 Things .. not fadomeable by reason.

1781 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 26 June, Mr. Crutchley .

.

continues the least fathomable . . of all men I have seen.

Fathomer (tarfomai). Also 6-7 fadomer,

7 feathomer. £f. as prec. + -er *.]

1. One who fathoms : in the senses of the vb.

1598 Florio, Scandagliatore. .a fadomer of the sea. 16x6

Lane Sqr.'s T. ix. 25 Time, the feathomer of wittes and
spoile. 1660 Howell Le.v. Tetragl., A Fadomer, toiseur.

1790 Cowter Iliad 1. 726 Fathomer of my conceal'd designs.

2. An instrument for ascertaining the depth of

the sea (see quotA
1823 Mechanic's Mag. No. 4. 59 The object of the

Fathomer is to obtain soundings without heaving-to.

Fa'thoming, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -INO *.]

1. The action of encircling with the arms.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 145 Fademynge, idnacio. 1630

Donne Serm. Ixxii. 736 A net is a large thing past thy

Fadominjj if thou cast it from thee, but if thou draw it to

thee, it will He upon thy arme.

2. The action or process of ascertaining the

depth (of the sea, etc.).

1642 Rogers Naaman 181 The fadoming of so bottome-

lesse depth. 1727 Philip Quart! 79 Very expert in the Art

of Fathoming.

b. attrib., asfathoming-line

.

a 1800 Cowper Comm. Milton'sP. L.u. 934 A fathoming-

line.. for the purpose of sounding an abyss. 1874 H. R.

Reynolds John Bapt. vi. § :. 364 The prophet here

plunged his fathoming line into a deep ocean.

Fathomless (farSamleS), a, [f. as prec. +
-LESS.]

1 1. That cannot be clasped with the arms. Obs.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 11. u. 30 Wil you , . buckle in

a waste most fathomlesse With spannes and inches?

2. That cannot be measured with a fathom line; of

measurelessdepth. Often ofa metaphorical 'abyss*.

1638 G. Sandys Paraphr. Div. Poems Ex. xv, God, in

the fathomlesse Profound, Hath all his choice Commanders
drown'd. 1644 Milton Educ. (1738) 126 Fathomless and
unquiet deeps of controversy. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.

1. (1843I 6/2 That fathomless abyss of reason of state. 1801

Southey Thalaba vn. vi, Adown . . Plunge the whole waters

;

so precipitous. So fathomless a fall. 1830 Tennyson Ode to

Memory iii, The half-attain'd futurity, Tho' deep not fathom-

less. 1871E. F. Burr Ad Eidem xv. 293 Passing up through

fathomless azure.

3. fig. That cannot be penetrated or fully under-

stood ; incomprehensible. Cf. Fathom v. 4 b.

1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 184 Heer lies the fadomles

absurdity. 17x3 Young Last Day 1. 229 Oh joys unmix'd,
and fathomless delight ! 1883 E. Clodd in Knowl. 15 June
352/2 The fathomless mystery of the universe. 1891 Spec-
tator 14 Feb., His ignorance, .is fathomless.

Hence Fathomlessly adv.
1822 Byron Wertier iv. i. 506 His death was fathomlessly

deep in blood. 1878 Masque Poets 29 The smile so fathom-
lessly bland.

t Faticane. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. fdtican-ust

i.fati- comb, iorm oifdtnm Fate + canere to sing.]

A singer of fate ; a prophet.
1652 Gaule Magasirom. 162 What fatuous thing is fate,

then, that is so obvious, .as for the faticanes to foretell ?

Fatidic (fc'tidik), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

fatidic-us, i.fati- comb, form oljatitm Fatk + ^/c-

weak root of dtc-ere to speak.] Of or concerned
with predicting fates ; prophetic.
1671 J. Davies Sibylls 1. xviii. 48 The Fatidick Books.

1692 J. Edwards Remarkable Texts 310 l'he earth
become old, so that the fatidick virtue was worn out. 1721-

36 in Bailey. 1844 T. Mitchell Sophocles I. y2Uote, A verb
applicable to fatidic purposes. i86z in Jrnl. Sacred Lit.
XIV. 175 When Moses, in the fatidic spirit, foretold the
future prosperity of Israel.

Fatidical J^ti'dikal). [f. L. fdtidic-us (see

prec.) + -al.] a. =prec. b. Of persons, trees,

etc. : Gifted with the power of prophecy.
a. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 685 This Beast is..

indued . . with a fatidical or prophetical geographical delinea-

tion, a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. vi. 209 To understand
what Is spoken, .in this fatidical passion. 1697 Potter Antiq.
Greece 11. xvi. (1715) 335 Urns, into which the Lots or

Fatidical Verses were thrown. i72i-i8ooin Bailey. 1829
Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 98 The fatidical fury spreads wider
and wider. 1855 Smedley Occult Sciences 331 A tablet, on
which certain fatidical verses were written.

b 1641 Brightman Predict. 2 Our ancient Prophets,
Bards, and fatidicall Vaccinators, c 1645 Howell Zf«.
(1688) IV. 486 The Ancients write of some Trees, thatthey
are Fatidical. 1652 Gaile Magastrom. 255 Fatidical

Mars. 1864 W. Bell in N. $ Q. V. 442 One of those fatidi-

cal women, who. .ruled the destinies of the nation.

Hence Pati dically adv.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais m. xxv. 210 As fatidically, as

under the Kmperor Valence.

Fatidicate (fcHi dik^t), v. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ate.] intr. To declare or predict fates. Hence
Pati'dieating vbl. sb.

y
in quot. used attrib.

1867 J. B. Rose tr. Virgil's /Eneid 229 Carmenta deified

Fatidicating power.

t Fati dicency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-KNOT.] A method of foretelling fate ; divination.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xix. 154 Let us make trial

of this kind of Fatidicency.

Fatiferous ( fiti-feras}, a. [f. L. fatifer (f.

fati- comb, form offdtum Fate + -fer producing)
+ -ous.] hate-bringing; deadly, mortal, destructive.

1656 in Blount Gtossogr. 1755 in Johnson; whence in

mod. Diets.

Fatigable, Tatiguable, a. [a OY.fati-
gable, ad. L. fatigabilis, f. fatigare to Fatigue.]

a. Capable of being fatigued; easily tired. +b.
Wearying, tiring. Obs.~ °

a. 1608 MiDDLtroN Fam. Love in ii, Lip. Indefatigable,

boy, indefatigable. Shy. Fatigable, quoth you? 1853
RfSKiN Stones Vm. III. iii. § 26. 127 An imperfect, childish,

and fatigable nature.
b. 1656 Bcoi'NT Glossogr., Fatigable, wearying or tyring.

Hence Fa-tigableness, Fati guableness.
1717 in Bailey vol. II. 1856 Riskin Mod. Paint. III.

iv. x. § 18 That other character of the imagination, fatigua-

blenes-s.

t Fa-tigate, ta - tPle- obs - [ad - ^-fafigat-us,

pa. pple. offatigare to Fatigue.] Fatigued.

1471 Riplev Camp. Alch. Admon. in Ashm. (1652* ior,

I was fatygate. 1530 Lvndesay Test. Papyngo 474 My
wytt bene walk, my fyngaris faitegate. 1531 Ei.yot Gov.

I. vii, Suffre nat the childe to be fatigate with continuall

studie. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. ii. 121 His doubled spirit

Requickened what in flesh was fatigate.

t Fa tigate, v. Obs. [f. L. fatigal- ppl. stem

of fatigare to Fatigue.] ^Fatigue v. i.

i53S Bonner Let. in Burnet Hist. Re/. II. 177 The Party

adverse, which . goeth about to fatigate and make weary

the Consistory of the disputations. 154^ Compl. Scot. vi. 37

The lang conteneuation of studie. did fatigat my rason.

1577 Hellowes Gueunra's Chron. 309 The Romans were

fatigated . . with warres. 161a Sik R. HAWKiKsObsen'atwus

(18781 127 With which extreame heate the bodie fatigated,

greedily desireth refreshing, a 1651 J. Smith Sfl Disc. vi.

249 This kind of divine inspiration .. did . [not] fatigate and

act upon the imagination. 1749 Fielding lam Jones IV.

197 She will soon be fatigated with the journey.

Hence Fatigated ///. a.

i«a Huloet, Fatigated, defatigatus. 1615-6 Purchas

Pilgrims n. 1837 These sweet seasoned Songs of Arcadian

Shepherds, .did recreate my fatigated corps. 163J Lrracnw

Trav. vi. 297 Fatigated travellers.

t Fatiga'tion. Obs. Also 6 -acion, -acyon.

[a. OF. fatigation, ad. L. fatigalidn-em, n. of

action f. fatigare to Fatigue.]

1. The action of fatiguing ; an instance of this.

,11510 Skelton /ma** /A*''- "• 393 Other like vexations;

As with Fatigations . And dissimulations, With like

abbominations. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII. c. 3 Without

frustrate or wilful delay, .or any other maner of fatlgacion.

2. The state of being fatigued ; weariness.

1504 W. Atkinson tr. a Kempis' Imit. 1. xviii, These

sayntes. .have served God. in great fatigacion. 1570 Foxe

A. ff M. I. 882/1 Cyprus and Albania, whiche he after long
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fatigation of siege, ac length ouercame. a 1652 J. Smith
Set. Disc. vi. iv. .1821) 215 He speaks of those fatigations

that Daniel complains of. 1720 Strype Stow''s Surz- . '1754)

I. i.x.xiiL 144/2 Keeping watch as they had many times.

.

been compelled, to their great Fatigation and unquieting.

Fatiguable, var. of Fatigable.

Fatigue fStTg), sb. [a. Fr. fatigue fern., f.

fatiguer : see next. Cf. Sp.fatiga, \t.fatica fern.]

1. Lassitude or weariness resulting from either

bodily or mental exertion.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 323 It having been a Day of great
Fatigue tome. 1776 Trial ofNnndocomar 32/2 Imminent
danger of expiring from fatigue. 1843 Prescott Mexico
vii. lii. (1864) 434 Extremities of famine and fatigue. 1874
Morlev Compromise 1x886) 8 The mortal fatigue that seizes

catholic societies after their fits of revolution.

b. transf. The condition of weakness in metals
caused by repeated blows or long-continued strain.

1854 Braithwaite in Proc. Inst, Civil Eitg. XIII. 463
Many, .accidents on railways, .are to be ascribed to that pro-

gressive action which may be termed the ' fatigue of metals \

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 827/1 To fatigue is ascribed the
breaking of car-axles. 1885 Engineering 10 July 31 The
law of the fatigue and refreshment of metals.

2. That which causes weariness
; f fatiguing

labour, * trouble ' (obs.) ; a fatiguing duty or per-

formance, labour, toil.

1669 Temple Let. io Pr. Tuscany Wks. 1731 II. 196 The
glorious Fatigues which have hitherto been the Diversion of
your Highness. 169* Wood Ath. Oxen. II. 644 When the
Treaty for the delivery of it [Oxon] up for the use of the
Parliament was in agitation, he [Rushworth] was often post-

ing to London upon intermessages and fatigues. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 37 A Question ..

which hath .. given no small Fatigue to Learned Men.
1712 W. Rogers Voy. 364 The Governour's Deputy .

.

had the Fatigue to get our Provisions together. 1780
Burke Corr. (1844* II. 381 The fatigues of the election

are over. 1844 II . H. Wilson Brit. India 1 1 . 305 The men
were much distressed by., the fatigues of their previous
march. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt 11868) 12 Sight had become
one of the day's fatigues.

3. The extra-professional duties of a soldier,

sometimes allotted to him as punishment for mis-

demeanour ; an instance of this.

1776 A. Ward in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 191,
I. .have ordered all the men, not on actual duty, to turn out
upon fatigue every day. 1844 Regul. <y Ord. Army 275
The levelling of ground in the vicinity of the Camp or
Barracks, and making communications between different

parts of them, are duties of fatigue. 1881 Through the
Ranks io a Commission 57 For the two weeks that I was
a private I took my turn at the daily fatigues.

b. Short for fatigue party, and in//, forfatigue-

dress.

1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 135/2 Fatigue .

.

a party of soldiers told off for any other duty than a dress
parade necessitates. 1892 W. G. Browne in 19th Cent.
Nov. 850 Change into stable fatigues.

4. attrib. and Comb., as fatigue-blouse; -cap,

-jacket, -uniform =fatigue-dress ; fatigue-call, the

call to fatigue-duty ; fatigue-dress, the dress

worn by a soldier on fatigue-duty ; also transf.

fatigue-duty = Fatigue sb. 3; fatigue-party, a
party of soldiers on fatigue-duty; fatigue-work =
Fatigue sb. 3.

1890 Century Mag. Aug. 617/2 A thin 'fatigue blouse.

1833 Marryat P. Simfile xvi, A soldier in his *fatigue
dress. 1847 Emerson Re/>r. Men, Goethe Wks. (Bohn) I.

387 He bad put off a gay uniform for a fatigue dress. 1879
Escott England II. 213 The black gown is the fatigue dress
of judges. 1873 Burton Hist Scot. I. ii. 72 The soldier

never slept till he had done his *fatigue-duty. 185a Lever
Daltons II. iv. 35 A creature that, .carries a bread bag over
its shoulder through the streets in a *fatigue jacket. 1840 De
Qcjincev Casuist. Rom. Meals Wks. 1863 III. 271 A *fatigue
party of dustmen sent upon secret service. 1844 Regul. fy

Ord. Army 2 A . . Fatigue-Party, is not entitled to exemp-
tion from a Tour of Duty, i860 Rlssell Diary India II.

xvi. 304 The men of a fatigue party . . were emptying out
shot. 1890 Illust. Loud. News Christmas No. 2/1 A grey
*fatigue-uniform. 1889 Wolseley in Times 15 Feb. 12/3
*Fatigue work, such as carrying coals.

Fatigue (fatfg), v. [ad. F. fatiguer ( = Pr.,

Sp.fatigar,It.faticare)> ad. L. fatlgdrc, (. stem

*fati- (in adfatim enough), prob. meaning * yawn-
ing* ; cf. Fa.iscent.]
1. trans. 'To tire, weary ; to harass with toil ; to

exhau-t with labour'
(J.).

1693 Lond. Gas. No. 291 1/3 Many false Allarms to harrass

and fatigue their Men. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840)345 Five of them, .extremely fatigued themselves in

pursuing them [cattle]. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 706 Heroes
and their feats Fatigued me. 1848 Lvtton Harold vi. vii,

Thou fatiguest thyself in vain. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid.
in Georgia 34 My morning's work had fatigued me.

2. To weaken by straining ; to strain (a mast).

1794 Rigging <$ Seamanship II. 273 Augmenting the
number of sails.. at the risque of fatiguing the masts. 1869
Sir E. I. Reed Shipbuild. v. 83 To render the angle-iron

frames less fatigued.

f 3. intr. To undertake fatigue.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1709) 163 Age is not
vigorous enough for Business and Fatiguing.

Fatigued (fatrgd), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -EDi.]-

a. Wearied, b. Strained by over-pressure.

1791 Cowper Iliad v. 947 His arm failed him fatigued.

i8w Keats Eve St. Agnes xxvii, The poppied warmth of
sleep oppress'd Her soothed limbs, and soul fatigued away.
1856 Olmsted Slave States 12 Struck with her fatigued
appearance, he made some inquiries. i86g [see Fatigue v. 2].

Fatigueless (fatf-gUs), a. [f. Fatigue sb.

and v. + -less.] Without fatigue ; unwearying
;

tireless.

1818 J. Brown Psyche 42 Endow 'd them with fatigueless

care. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. C. 132 Riders up-
right and fatigueless. 1889 Talmage Serm. in The Voice
2 May, The angels are a fatigueless race.

Fatiguesome (fatrgsz>m), a. [f. as prec. +
-some.] Of a fatiguing nature ; wearisome.
a 1734 North Exam. in. vii, § 16 (1740) 515 The Attorney

General's Place is very nice and fatiguesome, and the other
quiet. 1746 Turnbull Justin xxvn. iii. 218 Antiochus was
overcome the second time; and after a fatiguesome flight of
several clays, came at last to [etc.]. 1827 Blackw. Mag.
XXI. 475 His 'Excursion' would hae been far less fatigue-

some.

Fatiguing (fatf-gin.),///. a. [f. Fatigue v.+
-ing 2

.] That causes fatigue ; wearisome.
1708 Luttrell BriefRet. (1857) VI. 322 Vendosme . . by

fatiguing marches gained the Dender on the 5th. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 189 It would be fatiguing.,
to go through a particular description. 1833 J. Rennie
Alph. Angling 64 A heavy [trouting] rod is .. fatiguing.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xi. 77 The most fatiguing position.

Hence Fati ffuingly adv., in a fatiguing manner.
1807 Southey EsPriel/a's Lett. \\. 241 The most un-

pleasant part of this expedition, fatiguingly steep as it was.

1840 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag. LVIII. 155 They
dance quadrilles fatiguingly. 1871 Le Fanu Checkmate
II. ix. 93 [She] was . . most fatiguingly well up in archa-o-

logy. 1880 Miss Bird Japan II. 149 One makes one's

way fatiguingly along soft sea sand.

1 Fatiloquency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as next:

see -ency.]
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xxv, By Gastromanry,

which kind of ventral Fatiloquency was. .used in Ferrara.

Fatiloquent (hVti-ltSlvwent), a. [f. I., fati-,

comb, form offdtum Fate + loquent-em speaking
;

after L. fitiloquus.'] Declaring fate, prophetic.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. a 1693 Urquhart Rabclaii

in.xxi.182 Fatiloquent Southsayers. i885Betham-Edwakds
in All Year Round No. 854 N. S. 76 A voice fatiloquent.

r Fatiloquist. Obs. rare— 1
, ff. L.fililoqu-

tts (see prec.) + -1ST.] One who declares or fore-

tells fates ; a fortune-teller.

165a Gaule Magastromancer 145 Fatiloquists . . taken
from talking they know not what. 1727-36 in Bailey.

tFatiloquy. Obs.-° [ad. L.fdtiloqui-um, f.

fdtum Fate + -loquium speaking, f. loqulto speak]
Soothsaying. 1623-6 in Cockeram.

Fatiscence (fati'sens). GeoL [f. next : sec

-ence.] The condition of being open in chinks or

clefts. c 1784 Kirwan cited by Webster 1828.

Fatiscent (fatisent), a. [ad. L. fati'scent-em,

pr. pple. oifatiscere to open in chinks or clefts, f.

*fati- yawning: see Fatigue v.] Having chinks or

clefts ; cracked.
1807 Headrick Arran 51 Fatiscent granite.

tFa*tist. Obs. [f. h.fdt-um or Eng. Fate -t-

-ist] = Fatalist.
1615 J. Stephens Ess. <y Char., Worthy Poet 154 Hee is

an enemy to Atheists ; for he is no Fatist.

FatleSS (fetles), a. [f. Fat sb. + -less.]

Without fat or greasy matter.
1825 Blackw. Mag. XVIII. 155 A mere wafer of fatless

ham. .constituted a breakfast. 1872 Huxley Phys. vi. 137
Four pounds of fatless meat.

Fatling (faetlirj), sb. [f. Fat v. + -lixg; cf.

nursling.] A calf, Iamb, or other young animal
fatted for slaughter.
1526-34 Tindale Matt. xxii. 4 Beholde, I have prepared

mydynner; myne oxen, and my fatlinges are kylled, and
all things are redy. 1570 Bryon in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845)
II. 335 My flings then I'll tender, And offrings to thee
make. 1611 Bible Isa. xi. 6Thecalfeand theyongHon, and
the fatling [shall lie downj together. 1725 Poie Odyss. vm,
53 Twelve fallings from the flock. 1877 Bryant Poems Sella
303 The herd Had given its fatlings for the marriage feast.

attrib. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. ix. 275 Chines of a sheep and
of a fatling goat.

Fatling (fse'tlin), a. rare. [dim. of Fat a.

(see -ling), suggested by prec. sb.] Small and fat.

i847_Tennyson Princ. vi. 122 The babe . . began . . to .

.

reach its fatling innocent arms And lazy, lingering fingers.

Fatly (fartli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly ^.] + a.

Grossly, greasily. + b. Plentifully. C. To a great
extent, largely, d. Like a fat person, clumsily.
1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) Cv/i Some beast agayne

still leane and poore is seene, Though it fatly fare within
a medowe greene. 1611 Cotgr., Graissement, fatly,

grossely, greasily. 1866 Whipple Char. $ Cltarac. Men
322 An old dowager lady, fatly invested in commerce and
manufactures. 1866 Howells Venet. Life xi. 160 Renais-
sance angels and cherubs in marble . . fatly tumbling about
on the broken arches of the altars. 1873 Miss Broughton
Nancy I. 132 Largely, fatly, staringly plain.

Fatner, obs. form of Fattener.

Fatness (fse'tnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

1. The quality or state of being fat.

a. The condition of having the flesh interspersed
with fat

; plumpness, fullness of flesh, corpulence.
c 1000Ags. Ps. xvi[i]. g Hi habbab ealle heora fsetnesse . . utan

bewunden. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 86 If bat be bodi . . ben
mene bitwene fatnes & lenenes bat is neiper to fatt ne to
leene. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xvii. {1887) 76 Wrastling.

.

taketh awaie fatnesse, puffes, and swellinges. 1653 Walton
Angler 187 Eeles have all parts fit for generation . . but so
smal as not to be easily discerned, by reason of their fatness.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 177 Wc can account for the
extraordinary fatness of cooks, butchers, and other persons.
1885 Truth 28 May 850/1 Fatness alone prevented her
from continuing to shine as a lyric star.

Jig. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 153 In the fatnesse of this

pursie times, Vertue it selfe, of Vice must pardon begge.

f b. Typogr. lircadth or thickness. Obs.
1676 Moxon Print Lett. 23 Measure the Fatness of the

left hand Arch of e.

fc. Ofatree: Oiliness
;
juiciness. Ofthesoil:

Unctuous nature ; hence, fertility, luxuriance. Obs.

exc. in Biblical phraseology.
1382 Wv/CLIP Rom. xi. 17 Fatnesse of the olyue tree.

"SSS Eden Decades 4 The greate moystenesse and fatnesse
of the grounde. 1611 Bible Gen. xxvii. 28 God giue thee
of the dew of heauen, and the fatnesse of the earth, a 1735
Arhuthnot (J.\ By reason of the fatness and heaviness of
the ground, Egypt did not produce metals.

Jig. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 162 Makynge it to

encrease in a spirituall fatnes of deuocyon.

T 2. That which makes fertile ; a fertilizing pro-

perty or virtue ; fertilizing matter. Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. XH. 7 Valey ther liilles fattenesse

hath rest. 1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 16 Comets, .betoken
. .barrenness, .because the fatnesse of the earth is drawn up,
whereof the Comet consisteth. 1611 Bible Ps. Ixv. 11 Thy
paths drop fatnesse. 1692 Bentley Serm. 5 Dec. 29 Water
. . to . . feed the Plants of the Earth with . . the fatness of
Showrs. 1738 Wesley Hymns, Eternal Wisdom, Thee we
praise vii, They sink and drop Their Fatness on the ground.

T 3. concr. A greasy or oily substance, fat. Obs.

C 1000 AgS. Ps. xvi[i], ir Faetnysse heora hi beclysdon.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. Ixiii. (1495) 181 In the
beest is fatnes that is callyd Adeps. Aruina wythout. c 1400
Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 257 Summe seien bat be fatnes of grene
froggis. .hab vertu for to make men heere. c 1430 Stans
Puer 39 in Babces Bk. (1868) 29 In ale ne in wiyn with hond
leue no fatnes. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 1 18731 113 The
fatnesse of oyle may notourne, tyl a weyke or matchebeput
therto. 1641 French Distill, iii, (1651) 71 There will distill

into the receiver a fatness. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11.

547 Whose offer'd Entrails shall, .drip their Fatness from
the Hazle Broach.
Jig. a 1400 Prymer (18911 90 As wib grece and fatnesse

fyld be mysoule. 1561 T. N"kton Calvin's Inst. 1. 4ThU
is the iuste vengeance of God, to drawe a fatnesse ouer
their hartes. 1611 BlBLE Ps. Ixiii, My soule shall be satisfied

as with marrow and fatnesse.

+ b. In the soil. etc. : An unctuous substance;

an unctuous layer or deposit. Obs.

1577 B. Googe Hercsbach's Husb. 1 (1586) 20 b, A kinde
of pith and fatnesse of the earth, .called Marga. Ibid.

43 b. The fatnesse that the water leaves btjhinde it. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 355 Earth and Water, .mingled by the helpe
of the Sunne,gatheranitrous Fatnesse. 1715 tr. Pancirollus'
Rerum Mem. II. ii. 283 Chalky Earth, .beaten and steeped
in Water, affordeth a Cream or Fatness on the Top.

•|- 4. The richest or best part of anything. Obs.

r 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxx[i]. 17 Of fietnysse hwsetes. C1300
E. E. Psalter cxlvii. 14 And with fattnes of whete filled be
wele. 1644 G. Plattes in Hartlib Legacy (1655! 176 Cities,

which, .devoured the fatness of the whole Kingdom. 1665
Dkyden Ind. Emperor 1. ii, Those ghostly kings would ..

all the Fatness of my Land devour.

Fattable (fe'tab'l), a. rare. In 9 fatable.

[f. Fat v. + -able.] Capable of being fatted.

1859 Kingslev Misc. II. 145 Pigs being as greedy and
fatable under Free-trade, .as they were under Protection.

Fatted ;fartcd), ppl. a. Somewhat arch. [f.

Fat v. + -ed I.] In senses of the vb. ; now only,

Fattened.
[To kill the/atted calf1 proverbially used with reference

to Luke xv.]

1552 Huloet, Fatted or dressed with fatte, adipatus,a. um.
1580 Baret .«-/&'. F215A fatted hogge, saginatus porcus.

i6u Bible i Kings iv.23 Beside, .fallow Deere, and fatted

foule. 1647 Cowley Mistress, The Welcome i, Go, let the

fatted Calf be kill'd. 1660 Hexham, GemeU landt, Dunged
or Fatted land. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 49 The fatted

sheep. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. n. 54 Agamemnon Offered

a fatted ox of five years old. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2>

III. 51 Pictures of the lean dogs and the fatted sheep.

Fatten (fe't'n), v. [f. Fat a. + -en 5.]

1. trans. To make fat or plump. Also to fatten

up. Usually : To feed (animals) for market, make
fit to kill. Const, on.

1552 Huloet, Fatten or make fatte, crasso. 1622 Mas-
singkr Virg, Mart. 11. i, You snatch the meat out of

the prisoner's mouth, To fatten harlots. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. in. 95 Wandring Laton . . In spight of Juno, fatned

with Joves balme. 1745 tr. Columella's Husb. vm. i, Such
fowls as are shut up in coops, and fattened. 1777 Mad.
D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) II. 284 His legs, .have been
fattened up by the gout. 1849 Cobden Speeches 3 His
idea seems to be that men in time of peace were only

being fattened up for a speedy slaughter. 1853 Soyer
Pantroph. 165 To fatten turkeys . . give them mashed
potatoes [etc.]. 1873 Tristram Moab viii. 148 Myriads of

larks in combined flocks fattening themselves upon them.

absol. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 241 AH Bodies may be

made lean ; but it is impossible to fatten, where, etc.

b. Said of the food.
c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon x. 59 Whose battling pastures

fatten all my flockes. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)

299 Wine and Music fattens them [Persian women]. 1781

Gibbon Decl. $ F. III. 213 Theforests of Lucania, whose
acorns fattened large droves of wild hogs. 1834 Brit. Husb.

III. xiii. 59 The same food is given., to fatten cows or oxen.

e. transf and fig. To fatten into : to bring

into a certain state by pampering (rare). To

fatten otit : to drive out by fattening.

1566 Drant Hor. Sat. n. vi, I . . praye him . . to fatten

all I haue, excepte my witte alone. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1638) 235 Choosing rather to fatten themselves by
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a contented Notion, than by curious inquisition to perplex
their other recreations. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 504 The
excise is fattened with the rich result Of all this riot. 1840
Arnold Let. in Stanley Life (1881) II. ix. 163 It is then
quite too late to try to fatten them [men] into obedience.
1848 Lowell Bigloxv P. Poems 1890 II. 36 John Bull has
suffered the idea of the Invisible to be very much fattened
out of him.

2. intr. To grow or become fat. Const. f in,

on. t Of a letter type : To become thicker. Obs.
1676 Moxon Print Lett. 49 The Belly fattens downwards.

1695 Drvden Juvenal xiv. 210 The good Old man and
Thrifty Husewife spent Their Days in Peace, and Fatten'd
with Content. 171a Granville Poems iooTygers and Woves
shall in the Ocean breed, The Whale and Dolphin fatten on
the Mead. 1745 E. Hevwood Female Spectator (1748) III.

132 They . . rejoice and fatten in the blood of slaughtered
millions. 1755 in World No. 113 F 12, I therefore propose
to you that, .we severally endeavour, .you to fatten, and I to
waste. 1790-1811 Coo.mbe Devil upon Two Sticks (1817) III.

271 After having, for some years, fattened in the ruin of
others, he was at length ruined himself. 1813 Shelley Q.
Mab 1. 273 The meanest worm That . . fattens on the dead.

1854 Ji•til. R. Agric. Soc.XV . 1. 252 The ewes readily fatten.

1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 13 Metfiinkes . . shee
fattens and grows gracefull with these prayses you give her.

1761-2 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. lvii. 357 Such persons,
who fatten on the calamities of their country. 1813 Shelley
Q. Mai) in. 108 Those gilded flies That, basking in the
sunshine of a court, Fatten on its corruption ! 1867 Free-
man Norm. Conq. (1876) I. v. 318 Foreigners who. .were to
fatten on English estates and honours.

3. trans. To enrich (the soil) with nutritious or
stimulating elements ; to fertilize.

1563 Fulke Meteors (1643! 50 The river Nilus, whose
overflowings doe marveylously fatten the earth. 1583
Stvbbes A uat. A bus. 11. (1882)44 They are not ignorant also
. .what kind of dung is best to fatten the same a^aine. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 661 Just Heav'n thought good To
fatten twice those Fields with Roman blood. 1709 Swift
Merlin's Prophecy, One kind of stuff used to fatten land
is called Marie. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend < 1865) 190
Genuine philanthropy, which, like the olive tree .. fattens
not exhausts the soil from which it sprang.
trans/, nndfig. 1697 Drydln Juvenal Sat. in. 112 Ob-

scene Orontes . . fattens Italy with foreign Whores. 1707
Curios, in Husb. <$• Card. 259 How efficacious Water is,

when it has been fatten'd and heated by Dung. 184Z
Tennyson Golden Year 34 Wealth .. shall slowly melt In
many streams to fatten lower lands.

Fattened (fart'nd), ///. a. [f. prec. 4- -ed 1
.]

That has been made fat.

1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i. 92 Full of well-fleec'd
Klockes and fatned Droves. 17*5 Pope Odyss. iv. 318 Where
prolific Nile With various simples clothes the fattened soil,

1872 Yeats Techn. Hist. Comvt. 63 Fattened hogs of five

years old are mentioned by Homer.

Fattener (hVt'naj). [f. as prec. + -ER '.] a.

One who or that which makes fat. b. One that

throws fat. C. With adj. : An animal that fattens

yearly, late, slowly, etc.).

1611 Cotgr., Graissier. .a Grasier, or fattener of cattell.

a 1735 AbbutHNOT Mart. Scribl. (1742) 14 The wind was at
West; a wind on which that great Philosopher bestowed
the Encomiums of Fatner of the earth [etcl. 1817T. E.
Peacock Mclincourt xl, Fatteners on public spoil. 1852
Jml. K. Agric. Soc. XIII. 1. 193 Their character as rapid
and early fatteners. 1884 W. Wren in PallMall G. 14 May
1 1/1 There is a difference between crammers and chicken
fatteners.

Fattening (hVt'nin^, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-nra 1*1 The process of making fat or becoming
fat. Also the action of thickening (a type).
1614 Markham Cheap Husb. vn. xxi. (1668)124 Peacocks

being, .seldome .. eaten, it mattereth not much for their
faming. 1623-6 Cockeram 11, A Fattening . . sag/nation.
1676 Moxon Print. Lett. 32 The Fatning is made by setting
off 5 on either side the Centre. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Tract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 114 Nothing contributes more to
expedite the fattening of cattle, than moderate warmth.

Fattening Tart'niij), ppl, a . [f. as prec. +
-ING 2

.] That fattens, a. That makes fat. b.
That grows fat.

a. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 119 Load with fat'ning
Dung thy fallow Ground. 1866 B. Taylor Poems, Mouda-
nim 255 Fed by fattening rains. 1876 Foster Thys. 11. v.

(1879) 395 Sugar or starch, .is always a large constituent of
ordinary fattening foods.

b. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vi. 6 Apollo, .bade me feed
My fatning Flocks. 1790-1811 Coombe Devil upon Two
Sticks {\Z\-j) VI. 185 An occasional sermon for the service of
fattening ignorance, or idle opulence. 1804 Earl Laudkrd.
Publ. Wealth (1819) 178 Cattle and sheep of a peculiar
fattening kind.

Fatter (uctai), sb. [f. Fat v, + -eri.] a.
One who makes fat. fSaid also of the food,

t b. "With adj. prefixed : An animal that grows
fat (quickly, etc.). Also ffatter up.
i5»8 Paynel Salerue's Pegim. Gij, Grene chese . . is a

nourisher and a fatter. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasni, Colloq. 71
This Hen . . hath . . had a niggardly fatter of her up. 1806
W.Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 83 Where food is plentiful the
Java hog is the quickest fatter. 1882 Athenxum 26 Aug.
271/2 Those who. .buy up lean chickens for the fatter's ccop.

Fattily (fswtili), adv. [f. Fatty *. + -tY aJ
As by a morbid deposition of fat. Only infattily-

degenerated.

f
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Heart, degeneration of, fatty,

The fattily-degenerated heart is often enlarged and dilated.

Fattiness (fartim-s). [f. Fatty + -xess:] The
quality or condition of being fatty.

x57* J- Jones Bathes of Bath 11. 14 b, Some man will
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saye . . that fattines is not in all waters. 1574 Newton
Health Mag. 26 Fattinesse in meate. 1603 Holland Plu-
tarch's Mor. 659 Even salt it selfe hath acerteine fattinesse
and unctuosity in it. 1638 tr. Bacon's Xat. Hist. 11. 40 We
are to come next to the oleosity or fattiness of them. 1870
A. W. Ward tr. Curtiusy Hist. Greece I. 1. i. 29 Excessive
fleshiness and fattiness of body were equally rare,

f b. concr. Grease. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 308 The sweat or fattinesse of

vnwashed wooll.

Fatting (fe-tin% vbl. sb. [f. FATZ/. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action or process of making (an animal or
person) fat.

1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb.iv. (r^86) 165 b, M. Au-
fidius Surco, who first beganne the fatting of this Foule.
1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 668 He is

a mere glutton, born for the fatting of his belly. 1792
Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts 'ed. 2* III. 45 [They] gained,
the first three weeks of fatting, two pounds and a quarter
each per diem.

T 2. The process of growing or becoming fat.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 314 Clarence . . is well re-

payed: He is frank'd vp to fatting for his prunes. 1650
Bulwer Authropomet. 242 Three causes .. which impede
the fatting of Man. 1772 Ann. Keg. 106/1 The fatting in
the valuable parts of the body.

3. The process of enriching ^land) or making (it)

fertile or fruitful.

1600 Slrilet Countrie F'arme 1. xv. 93 The dung put
aside for the fatting of the medowes. a 1617 Hiekon Whs.
II. 464 Salt, .is very good for the fatting of the earth.

4. attrib., as fat'ting-house', a place in which to fat

animals
;
falling-land, land suitable for fatting

animals; falling-stock, stock for f tting.

1580 Baret Alv. F 214 A fatting-house, saginarium.
ai'jzz Lisle //usb. (1752) 251 It is best to have the sides of
the fatting-house open. 1834 Brit. Husb. II. 490 The value
of fatting laud being different. 1861 Times 27 Sept., The
requisite fatting stock.

Fatting (fetirj), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.]

a. That makes fat. b. That is growing or being
made fat.

'.533 Elyot Cast. Helthc (15391 8S a, The diete of fattinge
thinges dothe nourishe abundantly. 1602 Middleton
Blurt, Master Constable IV. ii, I've fatting knavery in hand.
1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett. People 86 Fed off. -by some
fatting sheep. 1825 CoBBETT Kur. Riaes 458 A stout hor^e
will eat much more than a fatting ox. 1865 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. 2nd Ser. 1. 255 We believe in it [the pulperj for the
young fatting animal.

Fattish (fcetif), a. [f. Fat a. + -ish.J a.

Somewhat fat; fairly supplied with fat. f b.

Somewhat greasy or unctuous. Obs.
a. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 954 She had. .armes

ever lith, Fattish, fleshy, nat great therewith. 1577 B.
Guoge Heresbach's Husb. iv. 161 For fatting, the best are
those [poultry] that have the skinnesof theyr neckes thicke
and fattysh. 1668 Culpepper 8: Cole Barthol. Auat. 111.

ix. 149 In the Lobe it is so mingled with Flesh, that it

becomes, .fattish, fleshy and spungy. 1815 J. W. Croker
in Croker Papers (18S4) I. iii. 65 Talleyrand, .is fattish for

a Frenchman. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) IV. 11. Hi.

58 The jolly Ambassador. .Camas, a fattish man.
b. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. in. 51 Pitch of trees on

Ida hill, and fattish wax with grease. 1610 W. Folkingham
Art of Surz>cy 1. x. 32 Clay mixed with a viscous and
fattish Earth. 1671 J. Webster Mctallogr. xiii. 216 Thin
plates of white silver in a fattish stone. 1726 Leoni tr.

Albertis Archil. I. in. 49a, The fattish sort [of mortar] is

more tenacious than the lean.

ilence Fattishness, the quality of being fattish.

1662 H. Stebbe Ind. Nectar iii. 28 The body of the water
. .did shine with a visible Fattishnesse.

Fattrels (foe'trelzy, sb.pl. Sc. [ad. Y.fatraille
'trash, trumpery, things of no value* (Cotgr.).]

Ribbon-ends.
1786 Burns To a Louse 20 Now haud you there, ye're

out o' sight, Below the fatt'rils, snug and tight. 1788 E.
Picken Poems Gloss. 231 Fattrels, riobon-ends, &c.

Fatty (farti), a. [f. Fat + -v '.]

1. Resembling fat, of the nature of fat, unctuous,
oleaginous, greasy.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. lxxiv. (1495) 577 Yf
a stone is not fatty it woll all to fall by maystry of drynesse.
I563 Fulkk Meteors (1640) 64 b, These liquors concreat,
that be moist and not fatty. 1616 Surflet & Markh.
Country L'arme 548 The bread which is made thereof is

. .fattie, slymie, heauie. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments vi. 104
Spirit of Nitre will turn Oil ofOlivesintoasort of fatty Sub-
stance. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 160 The fatty
matters must be received back into the blood. 1879 Cassell's
Techn. Educ. III. 398 The fatty ink employed,

fb. Besmeared with fat
;
greasy. Obs. rare

~

x
.

157a Huloet fed. Higgins) s.v. Fat, The boye handled
the pot with his fatty Ivnctis) fistes.

f2. Of animals, their limbs: Full of fat, plump,
well-fed. Of a leaf: Full of sap ; juicy. Obs.
155a Hcloet, Fatte or Fattye, mieps. 1589 Fleming

Virg. Bucol. vi. 16 A shepheard it behooues To feed his
fattie sheepe. x6oi Holland Pliny II. 216 The leaues be
whiter and fattier.

3. Full of fertilizing matter. Of soil: Fat, rich.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 21 As when old father Nilus gins
to swell.

. His fattie waves doe fertile slime outwell. 1855
Singleton Virgil I. 113 For fatty lands These fit, for
lighter those.

4. Consisting of or containing fat ; adipose.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan vi. v. 353 The fatty veine called

Adiposa. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 30, I have known
several fatty tumours growing at the same time. 1861 Hume
tr. Mequin-Tandon 11. 1. 41 The Fatty or Adipose Tissue
consists of vehicles . . tilled with an oily fluid. 1884 Syd.

FATUOUS.
Soc. Lex,, Fatty ligament, a synonym of the Mucous liga-

ment of the knee-joint. Fatty membrane, the subcutaneous
areolar tissue which contains the fat. A Fatty tumour is

a mass of soft yellow fat, generally enclosed in a . . thin
fibrous capsule.

5. Marked by morbid deposition of fat, tending
to the production of fat, esp. in fatty degeneration
(see quot.). Patty heart or kidney — fatty degenera-
tion of the heart or kidney.
x866 A. Flint Prime. Med. (1880) 55 In fatty infiltration

of a cell, the protoplasm is displaced by the fat. 1877
Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) II. 51 Fatty Degeneration
is sometimes a part of a general tendency to fatty changes.
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fatty degeneration, that condition in
which a part or the whole of any tissue or organ is replaced
by fat. 1886 Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 14/1 He . . dies within
a few years from inertia or fatty heart.

6. Fatty oil : = fixed oil. Fatty acid ; fatty acid
series : see quot,
1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 364 Catapucia Oil ..

a fatty oil, extracted from the seeds of the Euphorbia
lathyris, Lin. 1863-72 Watts Diet. Chew. I. 616 Fatty
acids or Soap acids. 1868 Hoblyn Diet. Terms Med.
(ed. 9I, Fatty Acids, a group of acids extracted from fats
and fixed oils in the process of saponification. The fatty
acid series is a term synonymous with the acetic series of
acids. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 119 Its fatty acids form
insoluble salts with the lime.

Fatuant, a. Obs. rare-1
. [ad.L.faluant-em,

pr. pple. of fatudrT : see Fatuate z/.] Behaving
fatuously, foolish, silly.

1641 D. Hollis in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 316
A Sorrow not womanish and fatuant, but accompanied with
Indignation, and vigorous magnanimous Resolution.

t Fa'tuate, f>J>l. a. Obs. [ad. L.fatndt-us, pa.

pple. otfalttdri: see next.] Used as equivalent
to the later Fatuated.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. iii, Crisp.—O—oblatiant—

furibund—fatuate—strenuous. 1678 R. R[ussell] Geber
11. 1. 11. iii. 47 Their heads are fatuate and void of Humane
Reason.

Fatuate (farti^t), v. arch. [f. L. fatuat-
ppl. stem of fatudrl to talk foolishly, f. fatuus
foolish.] intr. To become silly, to act foolishly.

Hence Ta.tna.ted ppl a., rendered fatuous.
1656 81 Blount Glossogr., Fatuate, to play the fool.

1692 1708 in Coles. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1848 Blackiv.
Mag. LXIV. 464 Full-grown infant pumpkins, fatuated,
empty of anything solid or digestible.

Fatuisni (fartimz'm). [ad. F. fatuisme, f. L.

falu-tts; see Fatuous and -ism.] = Fatuity 2.

1884 in Syd. So<: Lex,

Fatuitous (fati/7itos), a. [f. L. fatuit-ds (see

Fatuity) +-ous.] Characterized by fatuity.

ei 1734 North Lives II. 129 The extremity of fatuitous
madness. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxix. 427, I may be the
most fatuitous .. of men. 1869 Ruskin Queen of Air 1. 59
In proportion to the degree in which we become narrow in
the . . conception of our passions . . their expression by musical
sound becomes broken, fatuitous, and at last impossible.

Hence Fatuvitousness. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Fatuity (fati/7 Iti). [&<\.'$.fatuite= Vv.faluitat,

ad. L.fatuitdlem, f. fatuus foolish.]

1. Folly, silliness, stupidity. Now chiefly (? after

2) in stronger sense : Crass stupidity, ' idiotic

'

folly ; mental blindness caused by ' infatuation \
The F. word, being associated with its etymological cog-

nztefat fop, has usually the sense of 'conceited folly, silly

affectation ; this sense, if it occurs in Eng., is only
a Gallicism.

1648 Eikon Bas. v. 28 It had argued . . extream fatuitie of

minde in Mee, so far to binde My own hands at their request.

1660 Waterhouse Arms <y Arm. 53 They descend to the
fatuity of bringing wild beasts into theirGods and Emperours
places. X707 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xxiii. (1824) 660 He
confounded delicacy of feeling with fatuity of mind. 1812

H. & J. Smith Ref Addr. x. (1873) 93 The applause of

unintellectual fatuity. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, lxxxv,

O strange fatuity of youth ! 1878 Lecky Fug. in iZth C.

I. i. 10 Attacked with a strange fatuity the very Church on
whose teaching the monarchical enthusiasm mainly rested.

b. Something fatuous ; that which is fatuous.

1538 Bale Thre Laives 1386 In vayne worshyp they
teachynge mennysfatuyte. 1887 F. Hall in Nation iN. Y.)

XLIV. 141/2 Star-gazing . . and kindred futilities and fatui-

ties.

2. Idiocy, mental imbecility, dementia. Now rare.

16*1-51 Burton Anal. Met. 1. i. in. iii. 34^ If. .the animal
spirits are.. cold, [follows] fatuity and sottishness. a 1676
Hale Hist. Placit Cor. (1736) I. iv. 29 Ideocy or fatuity
a nathntate. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 93 The
Ancients imputed Fatuity to the Refrigeration of the Head.
1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iii. 391 A species of Madness

;

as Fatuity or Idiotism is. 1779 Johnson Lett. Mrs. Thralc
6 Apr., Death is dreadful, and fatuity is more dreadful.

1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 434 He has met with
this appearance in cases of fatuity. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

tFatuO'sity. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if f. L. *fatuos-

ust
f. fatuus Fatuous + -ity.] = Fatuity.

1681 Glanvill Sadduchmus 1. 90 Which opinion . . is stiffly

held, .not without some Fatuoshy and Superciliousness.

Fatuous (foeti/?as), a. [f. L. fatu-us foolish,

silly, insipid + -ous.]

1. Of persons, their actions, feelings, utterances,

efc. : Foolish, vacantly silly, stupid, besotted.

1633 Struther True Happines 20 Mathematicians are
fatuous. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 162 What fatuous thing
is Fate. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. xiii. 73 We pity, or
laugh at those fatuous extravagants. 1844 Lever T. Burke
ix, A fatuous, stupid indifference to everything. 1864 H.
Ainswokth 'John Law 1. iv, The veteran courtier, fatuous
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as he was, was not duped by professions of regard. 1877
Morley Cril. Misc. Ser, 11. 277 The fatuous commonplaces
of a philosophic optimism. 1878 B08W. Smith Carthage

33 Roman Senate, in their fatuous disregard for intellect.

2. That is in a state of dementia or imbecility

;

idiotic. Now rare exc. in Sc. Law.
1773 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 1. vii. § 48. 130 Fatuous

persons, called also idiots, .who are entirely deprived of the

faculty of reason and have an uniform stupidity and in-

attention in their manner and childishness in their speech.

1842 M'Glashan Sheriff Courts Process § 441 When a fa-

tuous or furious person has been cognosced. 1868 Act
31-2 Vict. c. 100 § 101 Such person shall be deemed insane

if he be furious or fatuous.

3. Fatuous fire: = Ignis fatuus. So fatuous
light, vapour, etc.

1661 A. Brome Epist., New Year's Gift, Those fatuous
Vapors, whose false light Purblinds the World. ai668
[see Fatuus]. 1839 Eailey Festus xxxii. (1848) 354 The
fatuous fire Of man's weak judgment. 1857-8 Sears A than.

iv. 31 A fatuous light that shall lead him astray.

f 4. In Lat. sense. Tasteless, insipid, vapid.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pot. $Mor, 8 b, Truth and Knowledge.

.

where-with whatsoever is not seasoned, is fatuous and un-
savourie. 1624 Donne Devotions 25 Instantly the tast is

insipid and fatuous.

Hence Fatuously adv., in a fatuous manner
;

Fa tuousness, the quality or fact of being fatuous
;

imbecility, stupidity.

1876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum. fy Shahs, v. 154 The fair maid
fOpnelia] who must be the tenant of this grave so fatuously

dug. 1882 Miss Braddon Mnt. Royal'

i, Such wild youths,
she told herself, fatuously, generally make the best men. 1874
Morley Compromise (1886) 27 In both orders alike there is

only too much of this kind of fatuousness. 1884 West-
morland Gaz. 1 Nov. 5/1 The. fatuousness of the policy
..pursued in South Africa.

Fatuus. rare- 1
. Short for Ignis fatuus.

a 1668 Denham Progr. Learning 160 Thence Fatuus
fires and Meteors take their birth. 1820 Cottle Expost.
Let. Ld. Byron 165 To. .turn aside Whoe'er may take thy
fatuus for a guide.

Fat-witted, a. [f. Fat a. + Wit + -ed 2.] of
slow wit, dull, ' thick-headed '.

2596 Shaks. i Hen. II ', t. ii. 2 Thou art so fat-witted, .that

thou hast forgotten to demand that truely, which thou
wouldest truly know. 1797 J. Lawrence in Monthly Mag.
XLVI. 215 Grave and pious, or fat-witted sophisters. 1803
Svd. Smith IVks. 11859' * 62/1 If they are endowed, pro-

fessors become fat-witted. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old
Home (1883) I. 374 These ..lawyers, slow-paced and fat-

witted as they must needs be.

Faubourg (fJbwr). Forms: 5 faubourgh,
fabo(u)r, 6 iaubor, i,foubour), (fourbourg;. 7-8
fauxburgh, 7-9 fauxbourg, 9 fauberg, 7- fau-

bourg, [late ME. faubourg, fabo(u\r, a. F. fau-
bourg. From the 15th c. to the beginning of the

17th c. the word was more or less naturalized, esp.

in Scotland ; it is now used only as foreign, with

Fr. pronunciation or (more frequently) semi-angli-

cized as fo'i'bii'r, -bu»Jg.
Littre considersfaubourg, formerly also speltfaux-bourg

(
=

' false borough ') to be a corruption of the earlier-recorded

synonym forsbourg (f.fors outside + bourg borough), which
is the source of some of the Kng. forms given ajove. The
wordfaubourg, faux-bourg, seems not to be known in F.

before 15th c, but its existence in 1380 is implied by L.

falsns burgus in a charter cited by Du Cange. Its origin

may possibly be found in the MHG. phalburgcre (also

spelt ftlborgere\ which according to German scholars

originally meant ' burghers of the pale ', i. e. ' persons
living outside the city wall but within the palisade*; it

afterwards denoted a special class of non-resident burghers,

having only partial civic rights. The word occurs fre-

quently in the imperial charters of i3-i4th c, sometimes
latinized as phalburgenses ; and a charter of 1365, according
to a French translation given by Laguille (1727) speaks of

'des faux bourgeois dits en allemand Pfalbourguers \ From
these facts it seems not unlikely \\\2£faubourg,faux-bourg,
may have been evolved from phalburgensis or its punning
translation./*?/.??^ burgensis,faux bourgeois.}

A portion of a town or city, lying outside the

gates; a suburb. (In Paris the name is still re-

tained by various parts of the city which were

originally suburbs, but have long been included

within the walls.)

1470, 1489 [see Fabor]. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 308/4
The other kepe the cytees the townes the castellys and the

faubourghs. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxv. 596
Theyr foreryders went to the faubories of Sence. 1582-8

Hist. Jas. VI (1825) 6 Neir the toun wall and fauxbourg
thereof. 1608 Ld. Herbert Trav.fr. Paris in Life 11886)

go note, You must conceive they're, .come To Fourbourgs
St. Germans. 1655 Sir E. Nicholas iniV. Papers > Camden)
II. 315 My lo. of Buckingham lyes here in these fauxbourgs.

1739 Gray Jrnl. in France Wks. 1884 I. 243 A charming
view, .just before you come to Lyons, of the Fauxbourgs of
that City. 1830 R. Chambers Life Jas. I, I. 40 The
Canongate, one of the fauxbourgs of Edinburgh. 1877 D.
M. Wallace Russia xxiii. 355 At the further end of this

fauberg stood a fortified tower.

Faucal (f§kal), a. and sb. [f. L. fauc-es (see

next) + -AL.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the

fauces or throat. In phonology applied chiefly

to certain deep guttural sounds, esp. in the Semitic

languages.
1864 in Webster. 1876 T. Douse Grimm's L. App. A.

179 Its more usual affinity being for the faucal a. 1883
I.Taylor Alphabet I. in. § 3. 180 The 'faucal breaths 'as well

as the Unguals, are characteristic of the Semitic languages.
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Faucal, relating to, or arising in con-
nection with, the Fauces.

B. sb. A faucal sound.
1883 I. Taylor Alphabet. I. in. §3. 180 'Ayin is the most

difficult of the faucals. Ibid. I. in. § 3. 181 Chcth. .a * frica-

tive faucal ', was a strongly marked continuous guttural

sound produced at the back of the palate.

II Fauces (f$$?z),sb.pl. Also6faulses. [Latin.]

See also Faux.
1. Anat. The cavity at the back of the mouth,

from which the larynx and pharynx open out.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., Demaunde.
Wbereof serueth the encla, and tjie amygdales and faulses

and where are they sette ? 1746 R. James lutrcd. Moufprfs
Health's Improv. 3The alimentary Mass. .is thrust towards
the Fauces. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV, 114 Without producing
much affection of his salivary glands and fauces. 1878
Habershon Dis. Abdomen (ed. 3J 33 The anterior fauces
are greatly narrowed.
transf. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Village 17 E'er he pours into

the distant deep, Through the wide fauces ofyon hiant cliffs.

2. a. Bot. The throat of a calyx, corolla, etc.

b. Conch. That portion of the first chamber of a
shell which can be seen from the aperture.

1840 Paxton' Bot. Diet., Fauces, the gaping part of
monopetalous flowers.

Faucet (fp'set), sb. 1 Forms: 5 faucett, faw-
cet(t, 5-6 fawset, 6 faucete, -set, ;fasset, faul-

sed, -set), 7 faueit, -sset, 7-8 fosset, (Tor-set), 4-
faucet. [a. Y.fausset '(va sense 1) ; of unknown
etymology.]

1 1. A peg or spigot to stop the vent-hole in a

cask or in a tap ; a vent-peg. Obs.
6-1430 Wyclif's Job. xxxii. 19 (MS. V.) Lo ! my wombe is

as must with out faucet [1388 spigot] ether a ventyng that
brekith newe vessels. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Forme, To giue it [ayre] when the fosset is halfe out. 1632
B. Jon'son Magn. Lady u. i, With a faucet or peg. 1741
Con/pi. Fam. Piece 1. v. 266 Give it Vent ..with a Hole
made with a Gimblet *, into which put a Peg or Faucet.

2. A tap for drawing liquor from a barrel, etc.

Now dial, and U.S.
Formerly more fully spigot and faucet, denoting an old

form of tap, still used in some parts of England, consisting
of a straight wooden tube, one end of which is tapering to be
drivenintoahole in thebarrel, while the other end is closed by
a peg or screw. The peg or screw when loosened allows the
liquor to flow out through a hole in the under side of the
tube. Properly, the spigot seems to have been the tube, and
thefaucet the peg or screw ias still in the Sheffield dialect)

;

but in some examples the senses are reversed, and each of
the words has been used for the entire apparatus. In the
U.S. faucet is now the ordinary word for a tap of any
kind.

?«i4oo Mortc Arth. 205 Vernage .. In faucetez of fyne
golde. a 1483 Liber Niger in Housch. Ord. 77 He asketh
allowaunce for tubbys, treyes, and faucettes. 1468 Paston
Lett. No. 549 II. 268 For claretts and fawcetts vi d. 1530
Palsgr. 740/1 Our men be to thrustye to tarye tyll their
drinke be drawen with a faulsed. 1549 Chaloner Erasmus
on Folly G iv b, He founde a backe faulset set in his wyne
vessell. 1630 Randolph Aristipj>us (1652) 16 Thi Nose
like a Fausset with the Spicket out. 1719 D'Urfey Pills
(1872) I. 285 In spite of his Spigot and Faucet, The States-
man must go to old Nick. 1780 Von Troil Iceland 190
A hole in the rock, which is shut with a spigot and faucet.
1881 Miss Laffan in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 379 This was
furnished with a half-dozen faucets, which could be turned on
at will. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Faucet, a wooden tap- screw for

a barrel. 1890 Harper's Mag. Apr. 751 The dripping of the
water from the faucet in the sink sounded sharp and distinct.

fg. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amit/e Aij, To Lady Talbot,
It is. more commendable to learne to suppresse thy tongue,
then to seeke the fasset to set abroch the same. 1640 Bromi;
Sparagus Gard. 111. iv. Wks. 1873 III. 160 In every man
there are all humours to him that can find their faussets.

f b. A contemptuous appellation for a tapster.

1614 P. Jonson Barth. Fair 11. ii, My chayre, you false

faucet you. Ibid. 11. iii, Speake in thy faith of a faucet.

3. TJ^ed as a synonym of Adjutage.
" 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Experim.Philos. (1776) I. 407 The

contrivance of the fosset or ajutage.

4. U.S. .See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Faucet, the enlarged end of
a pipe to receive the spigot end of the next section.

5. attrib. and Comb., asfaucet- hole, -seller. Also
U.S. faucet-joint (see quot.).
1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 79 Hearing a cause betweene an

Orendge wife and a Forset-seller. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
in. iii. 108/1 Tap is the Forset hole made in the head of the
Barrel to draw the Liquor out. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Faucet-joint, 1. An expansion-joint for uniting two parts of
a straight metallic pipe, which is exposed to great variations
of temperature. 2. One form of breech-loader in which the
rear of the bore is exposed by the turning of a perforated
plug.

t Faucet, Fatrset, sb.- Obs. [Corruption of
Facet.] = Facet. Also applied to a faceted

stone. Comb, faucet-cut, cut like a facetted stone.
1684 R. Walker Nat. Exper. 131 The fausets (/. e.) those

[diamonds] that are ground of their own Octoedral Figure,
seldom or never failed. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2028 /4 Lost.

.

a little Drap containing one large Stone..and three little

Faucets weighing about two Grains and half each. 171a
Ibid. 5055/3 The 2 Side-drops faucet-cut.

Fauch, Faugh (fax), sb. Chiefly 6V. Also

9 north, fauf, fawf. ( A single furrow, out of lea

;

also the land thus managed, Ang.' (Jam.) ; =
Fallow sb. 2 and 3. Also attrib. faugh sheep,

sheep fed on a fallow.
15.. Scotisk Field in Percy's Folio MS. I. 228 On

the broad hills we busked our standards, And on a faugh
vb beside. 1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Surtees) 17 Well

happed sheepe are the best for an hard faugh. Ibid.

27 Our faugh sheepe doe not afforde soe fine a wooll.

1736 Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1807) 16 Farmers faugh gar lairds

laugh. 179a G. S. Kf:ith in Statist. Ace. Scotl. II. 535
Their outfields and fauchs are rated at from 3,?. to jos. 1794
R. Michik ibid. X. 230 The faughs are a part of the outfield

never dunged. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Fauf, a fallow. 1883
Almondbury Gloss, s.v. Fauf A ' potato fauf is when the
land is ready for the sets, and also after the crop has been
taken out.

t Fauch, f?. 1 Sc. Obs. Also 6 fawch. [From
the sense app. a variant of Fallow a. 1

; the ab-

normal form may be due to association witli

Fallow a.-, of which fauch (see next) is the

normal representative in Sc.] = Fallow a} 1.

1513 Douglas /Ends vnr. i. 74 A lin^e wattry garmond
dyd nym vail!, Off colour fauch [L. gtauco]. Ibid. xn.
Prol. 108 Sum grece, sum gowlis .. Dlanchit or brovne,
fawch sallow mony ane.

Fauch (fax), a.~ Chiefly Sc. Forms : 8 faugh,

9 north, fauf, 6 fauch. [Northern var. of Fallow
a.'- ;:-OE. *fealh-).'] = Fallow a.-

1513 Douglas /Ends vi. vi. 68 Amang the fauch rispis

harsk and star. c 1565 Lindsay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(1814) 499 It was in ane fauch card and rid land quhair
thcy moved for the tyme. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in.

73/1 Faugh ground, or ground lying Faugh . . the same to

Fallow. 1721 Ramsay Wks. (1848) III. 56 He likes best

To be of good faugh riggs possesst. 1876 Mid. Yorksh.
Gloss, s. v. Fauf 'A fauf-ficld ', a fallow-field. 1876 Whitby
Gloss. 5. v, Fauf, To ' lie fauf 1

as when the soil is left to

mellow.

Fauch, Faugh, v. Chiefly Sc. Also 6 faucht,
:

9 north, fauf. [var. ofFallow.] trans. To fallow

!
(ground).
15. . Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Sayand at f

— that] hewald nocht
1 eir nor faucht his land sa air in the yeir. 1703 Thoresby
i

Let. to Ray vj Apr. Vorksh. \Vds. (E. D. S.), laugh. 1799
A. Johnstonk in Statist. Arc. Scotl. XXI. 139 A part of
folding ground, enriched by the dung of sheep and of cattle

. .or fauchedla kind of bastard fallow; and manured by a little

compost dung, bore three, four or five crops. 1810 Cromek
Rem. Nithsdalc Song < 1880I 69, I brawlie can faugh yere
weel-ploughed lea. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Faugh,
to fallow. 1883 Almondbury Gloss, s.v., They say a man
is faufing his land when he is cleaning it with no crop
on it.

Faucheon, -ion, -on, var. ff. of Falchion.

Faucial fg'J'al, -Jal), a. [as if f. L. fattci-,

fauces v see Fauces) + -al. Cf. Faucal.] a. Of
or pertaining to the fauces. Of a sound : Pro-

1 ceeding from the fauces, b. Bot. Pertaining to

I

the fauces or ' throat ' of a flower.

1807 Ann. Reg. 932 That hoarse faucial noise before men-

I

tioned. 1840 Foe IV. Wilson Wks. (1864I I. 423 My rival

I had a weakness in the faucial or guttural organs. 1845
i Lindley Sch. Bot. v. (1858) 60 Stamens . . arising from the

outside of an annular "faucial disk.

Faucitis
v
f§saHis\ Path. [f. Fauc-es + -ins.]

Inflammation of the fauces.

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1870.^ 50 In faucitis, the

strength of the solution [Nitrate of Silver] may vary from
fifteen to thirty grains, 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Faucon(e, -oun, -onet, obs. ff. Falcon", -lt.

Faucylle, obs. form of Focile.

Faud, dial, form of Fold.
Faudom, obs. Sc. form of Fathom.
Faue, obs. form of Fain a.

tFau*fel(l. Obs. [a. Arab, ^jifaufel.'] = Areca.

1594 Blundkvil Exerc. v. vi. ted. 7) 545 That Indian tree

which is called Faufell. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 684 The
Betel and Faufel (the first of the Pepper, the latter of the
Palm kind). Ibid. 766 The Indians chew the Leaves instead

of Betel with the Faufel or Arequa. 1755 Johnson, Faufel,
the fruit of a species of the palm-tree. And in later

Diets.

Faugh (f§). int. Also 6 fah, 6-7 foh, 7
fough. An exclamation of abhorrence or disgust.

1542 Udali. tv. Erasm. Apoph. 320 b, All y- coumpaignie
..crying foh at suche a shamefull lye. ^1597 Nashe Let.
in Grosart Wks. I. Introd. 64 Had I beene of his [Sir J.
Harrington's] consayle, he shold have sett for the mott, 01-

word before it [H.'s Ajax\ Fah ! 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's
Rev. in. ii, Fough, he smells all lamp-oyle. a 1679 Ld. Orrery
Guzman iv, Faugh, What an unsavory Smell assaults my
Nose 1 (-1680 Hickekingiu. Hist. Whiggism, Wks. 1716
I. 108 Foh ! no more of them. 1700 Farquhar Constant
Couple 1. ii, Faugh, the nauseous fellow ! he stinks of poverty
already. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra I. 291 l A monkey!
faugh! .. I hate the nauseous animal'. 1864 Thackeray
D. Duval vii, Faugh ! the wicked little beast

!

Faugh, var. of Fauch.
Fau;t, fauht(e, obs. ff. fought; see Fight v.

Faughter, dial. f. of Falter v$
Faughter, var. of Faultek sb. Obs., a defaulter.

Faughty, obs. form of Faulty.
Fauhn, obs. form of Fawn v.

Faujasite (fJ^asait). Min. [Named after

Faujas de Saint-Fond, French geologist : sec-iTE.]

1844 Dana Min. 524 Faujasite occurs in square octahe-

,
drons. 1863-72 Watts Diet. Ch*m. II. 617 Faujasite,

' a silicate occurring, together with black augite in the man-

I

delstein of the Kaiserstuhl in Baden.

Fauld, Sc. and dial, form of Fold.

Fauld (f§ld). Min. [Perh. =/««/</, Sc. var. of

Fold.] (See quot.)

1874 Kniciit Diet. Mech. I. 827 2 Fauld, the tynip-arch

or working arch of a furnace. 1881 in Raymond Min, Gl,

Faul(e, obs. form of Fall.



FAULT.

Fault (f§\t
t
fp\t)

t
sh Forms: 3-7 (8, 9 dial)

j

faut^e, (5 fauute, fau}t\ 4-6 fawt(e, 5-7 fait,
j

faulte, 5- fault. [ME. faut (e, a. OF. faute fem.

(also faut masc.) - Pr., Sp., Pg., It. falla:- 1

popular Lat. *fallita, a failing, coming short, f.
i

"fallitus, popular Lat. pa. pple. of failure : see
j

Kail v.

The earliest recorded spelling in Fr. Ufaute ; the etymo-
|

logical / was inserted by some writers in i5-i7th c, and this

example was followed in Eng. (our first certain instance
,

being in the MSS. of Barbour written in 1487-01; from 17th

c. the standard spelling has been fault, but in Pope and
,

Swift it rimes with thought, wrought, and Johnson 1755

says that in conversation the/ is generally suppressed. In

many dialects the pronunciation is still (f£t). ]

1 1. Deficiency, lack, scarcity, want (/(something

specified). rare in pi Also used absol. (like want)
= \vant of food or necessaries. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4504 (Cott.) Man bat . . thoru his welth,

na fames fells. Ibid. 5385 Cott.) Faut o bred was in bat

tide. 1340-70 Alex. «$• Dind. 303, & whan we faren to

fed we finde no faute. 1375 Bakbolk Bruce ix. 318 [He]

has the castell tan, Throu fait of vach. c 1450 Hfnryson
A/or. Fab. 60 The Fowles faire for fait they fell off feete.

c 1450 .SV. Cufhbert (Stirtees)7628 He fande faute of honeste. '

14. . Pol. Rel.fy L. Poems I1866) 95 The pore, for faute late

pern not spylle ! 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.clix. 193 They
had gret faut in their hoost of vitayle. 1591 Coningsby

Siege of Rouen in Camden Misc. (1847) I. 30 You would
have thoughte there had bene noe faulte of men.

+ b. The amount deficient (in an account'. Obs.

1665 Pepys Diary 20 Mar., He. .is ready to lay down in

ready money the fault of his account.

fc. For {the) fault of: in default of; in the

absence of; through deficiency or want of. Obs.

< 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 397/154 His fon haueb moch of his

lond for j>e faute of pe y-nome. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 7834
Ded me weren leuer by Ihesus Thaiine starf for faut of ous.

c 1386 Chaucer St/r.'s T. 435 She swouned..for faute of

blood, c" 1420 Pallad. on limb, iv. 699 For faute of that

gete other thinges goode. 1480 Bury Wills (1850' 56 For
the favte of sweche issue the remandyre therof to the next

heyre. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. 11546' N iij,

Rome is fallen.. not for faute of money and armes. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. ii. 45 One it pleases me, for fault of

a better, to call my friend. 1620 Frier Rush 30 His Masters

shoone . . for faut of greasing . . were very hard. 1685 GraciaiCs

Courtiers Orac. 221 Seriousness is wanting, for fault of

which great qualities have no lustre in them. 1794 Burns
Ganc is the day, We'll ne'er stray for faute o' light.

f 2. Default, failing, neglect. Without (any fault

( = Fr. sans faute) : without fail; hence, for a

certainty. Cf. Fail sb. 1. Obs.

c 1325 Coer de L. 1214 Thou schalt .. have., folk inowe
with thee ; In us schall no fawte bee. 1389 in Eng, Gilds

(1870) 34 Who-so. .be nouthe bere. .he schal paie a pound of

wax for is faute. c 1477 Caxton Jason 45 b, If ye wole telle

me your name without any faute, I .shal telle yow myn also.

11489 — Sounes ofAymon ix. 215 Now shall they be
honged to morowe wythoute fawte. C1500 Melusine 318

My swete loue. .there shal be no fawte of it. 1502 Bury
Wills (Camden) 92 For fawte of thithing and offryng nectly-

gently forgotyn iij s, iiij d. 1523 Ld. Berners F'roiss. I. xviii.

22 Your ennemies. .be within iii. myle of you. .ther shall ye
fyndethem without faulte. 1587 Mascall Go?>t. Catttci 1627)

182 They are bred by euill meate, and fault of drinking good
water.

3. A defect, imperfection, blameable quality or

feature, a. in moral character. (Expressing a

milder censure than vice.)

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xi. 209 Ne vnder-nym nou3te foule

for is none whh-oute faute. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 100 We are

not so sikir bat we be wib out faut, error, and vnkunning.
( 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1225 In me fforsothe no fau}t ber nys.

1587 Mirr. Mag., Porrex vii, Can I excuse my selfe

deuoide of faut. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof St. iv. xiv.

308 That godly King..had some defects, but few faults.

1784 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 113 A benevolent
man should allow a few faults in himself. 1785 Burns
Epist. to y. Laf>raik xvii, There's ae wee faut they whiles

lay to me, I like the lasses, a 1846 Landor Imag. Com>. Wks.
1846 I. 464 Great men too often have greater faults than
little men can find room for. 1857 Livingstone Trav. ii. 44
His independenceand love of the English were his only faults.

b. in physical or intellectual constitution, ap-

pearance, structure, workmanship, etc.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 120 The fairest man . . Withouten
faute fra heid to fote. 1538 Starkey England 11. i. 26 The
commyn fautys and mysordurys of the same. 1599 Min-
sheu Dial. S/>. $ Eng. (16231 57 The women generally ..

have three faults, litle eies, great mouthes, and not very
smooth skin, 1651 Hobbes Leinath. 11. xvii. 86 Do not
see . .any fault, in the administration of their common busi-

nesse. 1675 Villiers (Dk Buckhm.) Aw. Poetry 74 Where
can one [song] lie seen without a fault? 1713 Swift Cadenus
«y Vanessa 603 She own'd the wandering of her thoughts, But
he must answer for her faults. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 197

An essential fault of the Pythagorean theory.

C. In phrase To a fault ^qualifying an adj.) : to

such an extent that it becomes a fault ; excessively,

extremely.

1752 Scots Mag. XV. 41/1 This was good-natur'd to

a fault. 1762 Golds.m. AW* Wks. 1881 IV. 89 She was..
generous to a fault. 1849 D. G. Mitchell Battle Summer
(1852) 140 His dress is plain to a fault.

d. Comm. With all faults now sometimes ab-

breviated c AJrV or 'Job A.F.') : with all defects,

i.e. the seller will not be answerable for them.
1716 Loud. Gaz. No. 5400/4 To be taken away with all Faults.

*f 4. An unsound or damaged place ; a flaw,

crack ; Mil. a gap in the ranks. Obs.
15x4 Barclay Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 9 Stoppe

104

all the holes where thou can fautes se. 1595 Shaks. John
iv. ii. 33 Patches set vpon a little breach Discredite more

in hiding of the fault. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. iii. (1623)

G iij, First, lift vp the stalls .. then setting them downe
againe. .mend all brackes and faults about them. 1698 Sir

T. Morgan Progr. in France in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793'

388 Major Morgan, observing the enemy mending faults,

and opening the intervals of the foot, to bring horse in.

5. Something wrongly done. Phrase, To commit

(rarely do, make\ a fault, a. In moral sen>e : A
dereliction of duty ; a misdeed, transgression,

offence. Also occas. Delinquency in general,
* something wrong \
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 177 For fele fautez may a frekc

forfete his blysse. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868 66 Forto
dense her of sertaine fauutes that she had done. 1514
Barclay Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 3 Faustus..To
them imputynge grete fautes. 1550 Crowley Last Trump
753 Winke not at faltes. 1611 Bible Gen. xli. 9, I doe
remember my faults this day. 1748 Butler ^rw.Wks.
1874 II. 310 Distresses, .brought upon persons by their own
faults, a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. xvii. 219 A rest-

less, undefinable sense of fault. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 250 A fault which is most serious, I said ; the fault of
telling a lie.

b. A failure in what is attempted ; a slip, error,

mistake. Now somewhat rare ; lady teachers often

use it in marking school exercises (after F. faute).

In early use esp. f a clerical error or misprint.

1523 Ld. Berners F'roiss. I. Author's Pref, If any faute '

be in this my rude translacyon. 1559 W. Cunningham
|

Cosmogr. Glasse A iij b. If faultes escape .. with penne ;

spedely amende it. 1583 Holiband Caiupo di Fior 359 !

Leave more space betwene both lines. That there maye
be place to mende your faultes. 1633 E. CampiotCs Hist.

Irel. (at end', Faults escaped. 1701 De Foe True-bom
Eng. Pref., The Book is Printed; and tho I see some '

Faults, 'tis too late to mend them. 1725 Watts Logic III.

iii, There must be some fault in the deduction. 1774
Goldsm. Grecian Hist. II. 35 The other army . . had made
another fault, not less considerable. 1845 Graves Rom. Laiu
in Encycl. Metrop. 775/1 The . . faults of the Florentine

MS. are corrected.

C. spec, in Rackets and Tennis. A faulty stroke ;

a stroke in which the server fails to make the ball

fall within the prescribed limits.

1599 Chapman Humorous Day's Mirth Eij, I gaue him
fifteene and all his faults. 1611 Cotgr., Bisque, a fault at

Tennis. 1679 ShadwelL True Widow I, We'll play with you
at a bisk, and a fault, for twenty pound. 1886 H. F. Wilkin-
son Encycl. Brit. XX. 210/2 {Rackets), Two consecutive

faults put a hand out. 1888 j. Marshall ibid. XXIII.
182/2 {Tenuis), It is a fault if the service be delivered from
the wrong court.

6. a. Tofind {a) fault: to discover or perceive

a fault (senses 3-5) in a person or thing, b.

Hence, idiomatically, To find fault {with, fat) :

to express dissatisfaction (with), criticize unfavour-

ably, censure.

a. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 479 Faute ber-

Inne 311 fat he fynde Mak no scornynge me be-hynde.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 3837 Grete faute in thee now have

I
I founde. c 1440 York Myst. xx. 183 Fautez nowe are

I
founden fele. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros
Wks. (18921 9 Geif the regent find fait quhairof the nomen-
clator has nocht advertysit hym. 1711 Addison Sped. No.
29 T 3 The only Fault I find in our present Practice. 1841

Lane Arab. Nts. I. 63 If he find any fault in her within
three days.

b. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4850 Rule vs by rightwisnes . . bat

no fawte with vs founden be 1588 J. Udall Diotrephes
(Arb.) 6 Finding faut with him for one thing or another.

1593 Tell- Trotlts N. Y. Gift 9A man will finde fault without
cause. x6it Bible Mark\\\. 2 When they saw some of his

disciples eate bread with defiled . . hands, they found fault.

1656 Artif Handsom. (16621 4 Eyes . . over-curious to find

fault at Art. 1741 Middlf.ton Cicero <ed. 3) III. xi. 257
You find fault with me. 1776 Bentham Fragm. Govt.
Wks. 1843 I. 230 If nothing is ever to be found fault with,

nothing will ever be mended. 1875 Jowett Plato ed. 2)

I. 161, I am not given to finding fault. 1892 T. W. Erle
in Law Times XCIII. 417/2 No fault was found with my
suggestions.

7. a. With reference to persons : Culpability

;

the blame or responsibility of causing or per-

mitting some untoward occurrence ; the wrong-
doing or negligence to which a specified evil is

attributable. To be in (f one's, + the) fault : to be

to blame, f To lay, put (a) fault + in, upon : to

impute blame to. f To bear thefault : to bear the

blame. // it my {his, etc.)fault : 1 am (he is, etc.)

the person to blame for what has happened.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 103 And leyden fautes vpon be

fader bat fourmed vs alle. c 1475 RanfCoityar 290 He
will be found in his fault, that wantis. 1530 Ckome in

Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. x. 20, I doo nott putt
fawte in no man. 1530 Palsgr. 429/2, I am . . in the faute
that a thyng is a mysse, jay tort. 1559 /I irr. Mag.,
Northumbld. xix, This was my hap, my fortune, or my
fawte. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 206 To lay the
faulte upon Anthony. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. iv xi. (1S45)

235 Their Superiours are in the fault. 1700 S. L. tr. C. Fryke's
Voy. E. hid. 349 The Master was in all the fault. 1715 De
Foe Fam. Instruct. 1. v. (1841) I. 96 Lay the fault on me.
1726 31 Tindal Rapines Hist. Eng. (17431 II. xvii. 675 Who
are in the greatest faults. 1735 Pope Ep. Lady 73 Let Blood
and Body bear the fault. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760)
I. 319 All is lost, but not through any fault of mine, a 1839
Braed Poems (1864) II. 22 When weak poets go astray,
'The stars are more in fault than they". 1848 Dickens
Dombey it It will be our own faults if we lose sight of this

one. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I. 1 It was not
any fault of mine.

FAULT.

^1 Incorrectly in plural, by the attraction of poss.

adj. referring to two or more persons.

1738 Common Sense (1739) II. 242 Where this happens, it

is their own Faults. 1774 Mitford Ess. Harmony Lang.
228 It is our own faults if we err greatly.

b. The defect, the ' something wrong ' (in things,

conditions, etc.) to which a specified evil is at-

tributable. (Phrases as in a.)

1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 298 Gift", .he thar-off failge, The
fawt may be in his trawail3e. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc.

Weapons 21 By the negligence of the Harquebuziers .. or

by the fault of the touch-boxes. 1656 H. Phillips Purch.
Patt.'\bjb) 15 The fault lies in those false rules and customs.

1803 T. Beddoes Hygeia XL 15 Rich sauces eaten in pro-

fusion ,. are very frequently in fault. 1807 Med. Jml.
XVII. 244 The fault . . is not in the practitioner but in the

patient. 1859 Tennvson Geraint fy Enid 1115 Creatures
voiceless thro' the fault of birth.

8. Bunting. A break in the line of scent ; loss of

scent ; a check caused by failure of scent. + Cold

fault-, cold or lost scent. To be, ffall at (a^ fault:

to overrun the line of scent owing to its irregularity

or failure ; to lose or be off the scent or track.

To hit off afault : to recover a lost scent.

1592 Shaks. / 'en. <$ Ad. 694 The hot scent-snuffing

hounds, .have singled, .the cold fault cleanly out. 1607
Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 107 Suddenly the hounds
fell at a fault. 1637 Shirley Lady ofPleasure 11. ii, Give
him leave To follow his own nose, .while he hunts In view,

—he'll soon be at a fault. 1687 (Jongreve Old Bach. v. i,

Your blood-hound has made out the fault. 1749 Fielding

'Tom jfotics x. vi, Bad hounds, .never hit off a fault them-
selves. 1781 Beckford IIunliug (1802) 163 If a long fault

make his [the huntsman's] assistance necessary. 1888

'Times 10 Oct. 5/5 They [bloodhounds] are at fault .. by
overrunning the line. 1888 P. Lindley ibid. 16 Oct. 10/5
The hound, .took up the stale trail. . without a fault.

b. fig. Atfault : puzzled, at a loss.

[i6»6 Wotton in Reliq. Wotton. (ed. 3) 550 We are..at

a fault, in the Hunter's term.] 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom
Sf Lugger 1. v. 87 One's conscience being at fault, an appeal

to the Taw must settle the matter. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef.

Mast \. 1 My little knowledge of a vessel was all at fault.

1861 T. L. Peacock Gryll Grange ii, There was sufficient

diversity in the characters of the rejected to place con-

jecture at fault. 1886 Shortholse Sir Percival iv. 121

The walls and courts ..were so full of. .relics of the past

that the wisest antiquarians were at fault.

^1 c. The phrase atfault is sometimes incorrectly

used in the sense 'not equal to the occasion
1

, *in

the position of having failed '. With still greater

impropriety, it is (according to Mr. Fitzedward

Hall) frequently employed by American and oc-

casionally by Eng. writers in the sense of ' in fault '.

1876 L. Stephen Eng. Thought I. vi. 324 The many
difficulties in nature., when made the groundwork of an
argument, .imply that the creator has been at fault.

9. Geol. and Mining. A dislocation or break in

continuity of the strata or vein. Cf. F. faille.

1796 Phil. Trans. 351 They discovered, .a fault, .in the

strata. 1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 263 Faults

generally decline a little from a vertical position. 1830

Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 43 The faults and dislocations of the

strata. 1847 Ansted Anc. World vi. 108 Every coal-field

is.. split asunder and broken into small fragments by.,

'faults'. 1860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxvii. 392 The [ice] beds

were bent, and their continuity often broken by faults.

1863 Lyell Antio. Man (ed. 3' 199 A valley, .follows a line

of fault in the chalk. 1883 W.S. Greslkv Gloss. Temis
Coal Mining 103 There are several kinds of faults, e.g.

Faults of Dislocation ; of Denudation ; Upheaval; Trough
Fault ; Reverse or Overlap Fault ; Step fault.

b. (See quot.)

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., In coal-seams, sometimes

applied to the coal rendered worthless by its condition in

the seam (slate-fault, dirt-fault, etc.).

10. Telegr. An imperfect insulation ; the con-

dition of being in contact with anything which

impairs or weakens the current ; a leakage.

1863 Cclley Handbk. Pract. Telegr. iv.64 These faults

are called 'earth' and 'contact'. Ibid. iv. 65 Suppose.,

a fault to occur connecting the wire to the earth ..This

leak will lessen the total resistance.

11. tomb. Chiefly objective, as fault-finder sb.

;

faultfinding sb. and adj.
; fan It-hunting adj.

;

attrib. (sense 9) fault-line. Also fault-reader,

one who can trace the corre>pondence of strata

interrupted by a fault ; fault-rock, fault-stuff (see

quots.) ; fault-slip, the smooth surface of the frac-

tured rocks in some types of faults.

1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer Epist. C ij b,

I confesse to my "faultfinders. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poeirie

(Arb.) 49 Fault-finders ..wil correct the Verbe, before they

vnderstande the Noune. 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. iv.

xxxv. (1863) 273 Social faultfinders, who are ever on the

watch for error. x6a6 Bernard Isle ofMan 20 He. .liveth

upon *fault-finding. 1865 Miss Mulock Chr. Mistake go

Small backbitings and fault-findings. i62zDA\iKsOrchestra
Ixv, Correspondence.. That no *lault-finding eye did ever

blame. 1630 M. Godwyn tr. Bp. Godwyns Ann. Eng. 43
The most fault finding could not complaine of any want in

that kinde. 1612 Chapman Widowes T. in Dodsley O PL
(17201 VI. 210, I must.. be sure to give no hold to these

*fault-hunting enemies. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. vii. 197

On such a 'fault-line atmospheric vicissitude has been

effective. 1891 R. Kipling City Dreadf. Nt. 85 A good
"fault-reader*, must more than know geology. 1877 A. H.
Green Phys. Geol. ix. § 4. 365 Fragments of the adjoining

rocks mashed and jumbled together, in some cases bound
into a solid mass called fault-stuff or *fault-rock. 188*

Geikie Text Bk. Geol. iv. vi. 524 The line of fracture is

marked by a belt or wall-like mass of fragmentary rock,
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known as 'fault rock'. 1883 Grf.slf.y Gloss. Terms Con/
Mining, "Fault-slip. 1811 J. Farev Apic. Derbysh. I.

i. § 3. 120 Extraneous matters filling the tault . .1 shall call

them *Fault-stuff. 1877 [seefanIt-rock above].

Fault \i§lt, folt), v. Forms: 4 6 faut(e(n,

fawt^e, 6 faulte, 6-7 fait, 9 *SV. faut, 6- fault.

[f. prec. sb. ; cf. OK. fauter^ which may be the
source in the older senses.]

fl. intr. To be wanting or absent. Const, dat.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Laurentius 778 pat was to bat

ilke end : Gyf ocht fawtyt, It til amend. 1377 Langl. P.
PL B. ix. 66, I fynde bat holicherche Shulde fynden hem
bat hem fauteth. 1398 TsBVtSA Earth De P. R. xix.

1.(1495) 860 Yflyghte lackyth and fawtyth : the qualyte of
colour is not seen, c 1460 Launfal 200 Today to cherclie

y wolde have gon, But me fawtede hosyn and schon. 1525
I.d. Berners Froiss. II. xxx. 87 Here fauteth company.
j2. To be deficient in, to be lacking in. Obs.
1504 Atkinson tr. De Imitatione m. xxxix, Worldlye

wyse men fawteth in thy wysdome, good lorde. 1579 E. K.
in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Epist., Minding to furnish our
tongue in this kind, wherein it faulteth. 1586 A. Day Eng.
Secretary 1. (1625 Aiij, I will blush for mine errors, where
I fault to ability I will shew you my will. 1606 Holland
Sueton. Annot. ir Hee faulted in common civilitie.

f 3. trans. To stand in need of, lack, want, be
deficient in. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. ix. 66 Foles bat fauten Inwitte.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2710 A thing .. parties be wyngis,
And fautis be fethirhames. 1470-85 Malory Arthur in. i,

I fawte 1 [knyghtes], for so many haue ben slayne. 1 1475
Partenay 6379 She noght fauteth bat haue shold A lady.
absol. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 31 Be this way the ost may

never faut.

+ b. ivipers. — Yx.ilfaut. To be needful. Obs.
150a Ord. Crystefi Men (W. de W.) v. Hi. 377 It fauteth

not for to ymagen that they ben lesse ferefull in hell.

f4. intr. ] o come short of a standard ; to make
default, fail. Obs.

14. . tr. Leges Quatuor Burgorumc. ig in Sc. Stat. ('1844)

I. 336 Gif he faltis twyis he sail be chastyte twyis for his
forfaute. Gif he faltis thryse [etc.], i486 Stanley's Ord.
I^ichjield Gild 12 If the seid. .persons wyl absent them-seli"

. .[they] shal pay ij pownd of wax ; and as ofte as ony of
them so fawteth after iij times monysshed, to be discharged.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb. 1 36 If shotinge faulte at any
tyme, it hydes it not . . but openly accuseth and bewrayeth
it selfe. ci6ii Sylvester Du Bart as (1621) it. iv. iv. Decay
512 Let not our Fervour fault, Through length of Siege,
(i 1677 Manton Serin. Wks, 11871) II. 187 He hath exceed-
ingly failed and faulted in his duty.

*b b. quasi-trans. To fail or omit to (do some-
thing

1

) ; to miss (one's aim"). Obs.
1522 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 103 Whenn His Grace

shall not faulte to indevour Hymself after his best power.
1527 Knight in J. S. Brewer Henry VIII, xxviii. 11 804 II.

224 The contents whereof I shall not fault to follow accord-
ing unto your Grace's pleasure. 1591 Trouh. Raigne K.
John (161 1) 53 He mend the fault, or fault my aime.

5. intr. To commit a fault, to do or go wrong,
hence sometimes, to sin. Obs. exc. arch, rarely

t\Q&3\-trans. with neut. pron. as obj. Const. against
f

to, toward. Also rarely, To fault it.

< 1400 Apol. Loll. 66 He fautid be error & be vnkun-
ning. a 1400-50 Alexander 2659 ' Quat has he famed V
quod be frek. < 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 74, I faulted
neuer to you truelie. 1483 Caxton G.dc la Tourcxxx. 182
Men shalle saye that she fawted in dede. 1548 Udai.l, etc.

Erasm. Par. Luke xv. 132 Whatsoever I haue faulted, I

haue faulted against him alone. 1549 Comf>l. Scot. xiv. 12a
I exort 30U.. that gyf ony of 30U hes faltit contrar 30ur
comont veil .. that 3e correct 3our selfis. 1602 War nek
Alb. Eng. ix. xhv. <i6i2i 211 They .. die in Hngring Tor-
ments, who Fault to their Inquisition. 11603 T, Cart-
wright Con/ut. Rheru. N. 'P. (161S) 27 He that marrieth
another, faulteth against the former wife. X625 B. Jonson
Staple 0/ News 11. i, And where my dogs have faulted,

Remove it with a broom, a 1632 T. 1 ayi.or God's ^udgem.
1. 1. xxii. (1642* 86 The people of Ca^sarea faulted greatly
when .. they called King Herod a god. 1647 Ward Simp.
Cobler 88 Poore Coblers well may fault it now and then,
They'r ever mending faults for other men. 1825 Scott
Tatisnt. xx, He hath foully faulted towards me, in failing

to send the auxiliary aid he promised.^ 1871 Browning
Balaust. 96 Had I died for thee I had faulted more,

f b. of things. Obs.
1602 Warner Alb. Eng. x. Ix. (1612) 265 Somewhat some-

where faulteth. 1608 Br. Hall Char. Virtues <$ V. 11. 101

Everie thing faulteth either in too much or too little.

T 6. To make a mistake, be in error, blunder.
1530 Palsgr. 546/2 It is no marvayle thoughe I faulte yet,

I am but a begynner. 1 1550 Chekf, Matt, xviii, Y* greak
fauteth heer in y° nomber. 1624 Bedell Lett. vi. 95 Hee
faults himselfe in the same kinde, that hee imputes to

another. 1692 Covt. Grace Conditional 47 If they faulted

in any thing about the Matter in controversie, it was in

giving too much to Faith. 1765 Chesterf. Lett. uSoo) 178
His tongue stammering and faulting.

7. trans. To find fault with, to blame or censure.

Somewhat rare. Also + Tofault {a person ) with
or that ; to charge with, find fault with because.

Now chiefly dial, and U.S.
1559 Baldwin Mirr. Magistr. (1563I vi. b, Or shal I fault

the fates that so ordayne? 1585 Abp. Sandys Ser/n. (1841)

53 If it fall upon his head, let him fault himself. 1590 T.
Watson Eglogue death Sir F". Walsingham 276 <Arb.)

169 ^Iy mind, .gins fault Mr giuing place to sorrows sourse.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter \\. 4 The lion was faulted
by the lioness, that his breath stank. 1677 Cary Chronol.
11. 11. 1. iii. 193 Josephus is to be faulted, for saying that it

was in the 25th year. 1791 Wolcott iP. Pindar) Rights 0/
Kings Wks. 1812 II. 415 Fault the poor Flesh and quarrel
with the Fish. 1842 S. Lovf.r Handy Andy xxx. What's that

you're faulting now? is it my deal seats without cushions?
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1850 Mrs. F. Trolloit Petticoat Govt. 161 Her manner.,
could not, to use an American phrase, be ' faulted '. 1866
Lowell Bights P. Introd., The Americanisms with which
we are faulted.

b. To impugn or mark as faulty, rare.
1585 Abp. Sandys Sert/t. (1841) 233 Any deformity .. in

the body of a naked man .. is soon espied and faulted.

1635 Shklford Learned Disc. 54 God's house is abused
by them which bring hither hawks and dogs, which is

faulted in our Church-homilie. 1665 J. Sergeant Sure
hooting 58 If Protestants faulted not the Rule. 1882-3 )
J. Mombert in SchafT y?«rjr/. Relig. Kmnvl. I. 736'J'went)'-
nine passages, .faulted by Lawrence as incorrect.

8. Hunting. To put t^a hound) at fault ; to throw
off the scent, rare.

1873 W. S. Mayo Never again xii. 164 A way ! By which
we'll fault their staunches! hound.

9. Geol. and Mining, trans. Chiefly pass. To
cause a fault (see Fault sb. 9'; or break of con-
tinuity in ; to dislocate. Tofaultdown or through :

to depress (part of a stratum), to drive part of it)

through (another) with the result of causing a fault.

1849 Murchison Situria vii. 139 It is faulted on the
north-west against Old Red Sandstone. 1863 Dana Man.
Geol. in If the stratum were inclined at 15° without fault-

ing, it would stand as in fig. 1). 1872 W. S. Symonds Ree.
Rocks, Black slates at Llandeilo are faulted through the
Caradoc beds. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks ii. 8 Portions of
the already solidified crust were faulted down or depressed.
1883 Science I. 101 An undulation which has overturned
the folds, and has faulted them in some places.

fig. 1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merck. <y Friar ii. (1844)39
Correct reasoning would suddenly be faulted, as it were, by
a vein of wild credulity.

Faulted (fjlt-, fo/lted),///. a. [f. Faults.
and v. + -ED.] Having faults.

1. Having faults of character, faulty.

1608 MaCHIN Dumb Knight 111 i. in Haz\. Dodsley X.
157 A maid so faulted seldom proves good wife.

2. Geol. Cf. Kai'LT sb. 9.

1858 Geikie Hist. Boulder x\. 228 The contorted and
faulted strata. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 727 The inequality
of the faulted parts of the veins. 1881 K. Ht'LL in Nature
XXIII. 289 Durness limestone and its faulted position.

*|*3. Reproached as faulty, impugned. Obs.
1628 Bp. Hall Old Relig. xvi. §211633)40 Our Saviour

..tells him.. That these faulted Traditions were of old.

t FaU'lter. Obs. Forms : 6 faltar, -our,

faughter, (faultor, 7 faultour, fawter), 6-9 Sc,

fauter, -or, 6-8 faulter. [f. Fault v. + -er 1, and
-our, -or; OF. had fazttier adj. guilty.] One who
commits a fault ; a culprit, delinquent, offender.

"535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 544 Of sic faltouris thair
haif tha brocht fyve hunder. 1556 J. Heywood Spider $
I'\ xxiv. 10 The faughter . . To saue his iyfe, apealth to be
repride. 160a Henley in Arden Rolls, A Presentment of
all the ffaultes and fawters 13 Oct 1". 1602. 1634 Heywood
Mayden-head veil Lost n. Wks. 1874 IV. 120 Punisli the
faulter, and the innocent saue. 1708 J. Chamberlayne
St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. ix. (1743) 81 To the Lord High Admiral
belongs, .the goods of Pirates, Felons, or Capital Fau Iters.

a 1796 Burns Here s his health in Water 2 Tho' he he
the fautor. .Yet here's his health in Water. 1840 Whistle-
binkie 1890) I. 253 I'se no be sic a fauter.

Faulter, obs. form of Falter v.\ ''>.

Faulter, -our, bad forms of Fautor.

Faultfal (fg-It-, fo-ltful;, a. [f. Fault sb.+
-ful.] Faulty, culpable.

1591 Troub. Raigne A'. yohu<i6n) 65 Such meteors were
the Ensignes of his wrath, That hast'ned to destroy the
faultfull towne. 1593 Shaks. Luc?: 715 So fares it with this

fault-full Lord of Rome. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 36
You are the children of men, and like them fault-full. 1856
Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. ix. §4 The limiting lines

between virtuous contentment and faultful carelessness.

1876 J Ellis C.vsar in Egypt 313 Thy mercy much ex-
ceedeth, As our faultful nature needeth.

Hence Fairltfully adv., in a faultful manner.
1859 Ruskin Arrows I. 199, I have been myself fault-

fully answerable for this too eager hope in your mind.

Faultily \fg-lt-, fo/ltili), adv. [f. Faulty +
-ly 2.] In a faulty manner.
1. In a defective manner ; defectively, imperfectly,

incorrectly.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 42 Philosophic doth
. .faultily teach many thinges touching God. 1580 Holly -

hand Treas. Fr. Tong, Incorrectemcnt, faultily. 1609
Doulaxd Ornith. Microl. 69 Many of those Priests ..does
read those things, .so faultily, that they doe not only hinder
the deuotion of the faithfull, but also [etc.]. 1711 Hkarnf.
Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc) III. 125 The Inscriptions are also
most faultily taken. 1888 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 198 However
faultily preached, .these Indians had heard the one Gospel
which must save the world.

t>. =' To a fault.' See Fault sb. 3 c.

1855 Tessvsok Maud u. 6 Faultily faultless.

2. In a blamable manner ; blamably, culpably.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Criminalmente, faultely. 1661

Boyle Style 0/Script. (1675) 221 If they be not faultily in-

disposed to receive impressions from it. 1768-74 TCCKEB
Lt. Aat. (1852) II. 590 A man may be faultily scrupulous,
as well as laudably conscientious. 1773 Mrs. Chai-onk
huprov. MiudiTjn I, 186 Depend upon it the corruption
has. .been faultily indulged.

Faultiness (fjfTt-, fo-Hin£s\ [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The quality or state of being faulty.

1. The quality or state of having blemishes or

defects ; defectiveness, imperfection. + To faulti-
ness-. >='loa fault' (see Fault sb. 3 c).
1530 Palsgr. 219/1 Fautynesse,_/rtT'/'K.st-/>'. 1561 T. Nor-

ton Calvi>t's lust. 111. 263 Theyr good workes are but

FAULTLESSNESS.
' begonne and sauoring of the faultinesse of the flesh. 1606

Shaks. Ant. <y CI. in. iii. 33 Cle. llear'st thou her face in
mind? is't long or round? Mess. Round, euen to faultinesse.
1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. (1808) II. 331 The first atheistic
instance of the faultiness nf things. 1726 SllEIA'OCKK / V»r.

round World (1757) 326 The faultiness of our ship. 1793
Beattie Moral Sc. 1. i. g 11. 182 Pleased, or displeased,
according to the degree of excellence or faultiness. a 1846
Landor /mag. Conv, Wks. (1846) I. 69 Adducing a few
instances of faultiness in Byron.

2. The quality or state of having moral blemishes,
of being in fault ox to blame; depravity, viciousness,

culpability, guilt.

1571 Goi.niNG Calvin on Ps. xxv. 21 As though David
requyre to bee preserved cleere from all faultynesse. 1628
Diuby Voy, Medit. (Camden) 31 Such as I could not free
him from mucli faultinesse. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankenst.
\. (1865163 My father would be unjust if he ascribed my
neglect to vice, or faultiness on my part. 1868 Browning
Ring <r Bk. VI. (tS8oi 1 1. 242, I bow my head .. Break
myself up in shame of faultiness.

Faulting (fo'lt-, fo-hiip, vbl sb. [f. Fault v.

+ -ing1.]

1. The action of the vb. Fault in various senses
;

an instance of this. Obs.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione m. lix. Nature compleineb sone

of fautyng & of greuaunce. 1622 W. Whatelv Gad's Husb.
127 Some grosse outward faultings therein. a 1665 J.
Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 155 His faulting of

1 the translation, .doth not at all commend his skill in the

I

original. 1679 Kim, in G. Hickes Spirit of Popery ;.

So much silence and fauting even amongst Ministers.

2. Geol. The process of producing faults, dis-

! location of strata ; an instance of this.

1849 Dana Geol. xiii. (1850) 574 In the faulting of a rock.

1863 Lyell Antiq. Man 345 The most wonderful shiftlngs
: and faultings of the beds are observable.

Faulting ,19'lt-, fo/ltin,), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
1 -ING -.] That faults, a. That commits faults.

I

b. That is at fault. See Fault sb. 8.

1566 Paintkk Pal. Pleas. I. Pref. 8 Faulting fooles and
youthly heades. 1837 Browning Strafford iv. ii, Pym's
faulting bloodhounds scent the track again.

t Fau'ltive, «• Obs, In 5 faltive. [a. F.

fau'f ,tif, -ive ; see Fault sb. and -ivk.] Faulty.

1496 Seal 0/ Cause in Pennecuik Blue Blanket (1722J 14
i

Quhair it beis fundyn faltive, to forbid the samyne.

Faultless ,f§*lt-, fo-ltles^, a. [f. Fault sb.+

I -less.] Free from fault.

1. Without defect, imperfection, or blemish ; irre-

proachable. Said with reference to moral character,

physical or intellectual qualities, workmanship,
beauty, etc.

13.. E. E. AlUt. P. B. 794 Of alle feturez ful fyn &
fautlez bobe. <* 1340 Gaw. a> Gr. Knt. 640 Fyrst he wat/
funden fautlez in his fyue wyttes. a 1674 Clarendon IIisi.

\
Reb. ix. (1843' 577 J A very faultless young man. 1709
Pope Ess. Crit. 251 Whoever thinks a faultless piece to

see, Thinks what ne'er was, nor is, nor e'er shall be. 1770
Junius Lett, xxxix. 203 A fautless, insipid equality. 1853
KANE Grinnell Exp. xii. (1856) 88 A singularly beautiful

bird, faultless in its purity of white. 1868 Fref.MAN Norm.
Conq. (1876) II. x. 506 The faultless model of a ruler. 1883
Gilmour Mongols xxxi. 358 Resplendent in yellow coats

and faultless hats.

2. That has committed no fault ; that is not to

blame; guiltless, innocent. Obs. exc. with mixture

of sense 1.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II. 758 Finally were he
faultie or faultlesse, attainted was he by Parliament.

C1540 Order in Battayll C iij b, As well for the fault-

lesse, as the gyltie. 1624 Fairfax Godfr. of Boulogne ill.

39 For our sinnes he faultlesse suffered paine. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. in, 710 Take the Traytor's Head, E'er in the

faultless Flock the dire Contagion spread. [1855 Macai.lav
Hist. Eng. IV. 305 Rochester .. expressed a wish to be
informed of the grounds on which the Admiral had been
declared faultless.]

fb. occas. transf. Not caused by any fault.

Also in faultless pardon, a pardon for an alleged

offence never committed. Obs.

1556 J. Heywood Spider $ F. ii. 151 To take all fautles

falles, reioisinglie. 1597 Hooker Feel. Pol. v. Ix.(i6n>3i7
In whome there is no other defect beside his faultlesse lacke

of haptisme. 175a Carte Hist. Eng. III. 575 Obliging the

most deserving of his subjects to ask a faultless pardon.

Faultlessly <.f?'lt-, fipltUdi), adv. [f. prec.

+ -ly 2.] In a Faultless manner. + a. Blamelessly

{obs,), b. Without ilaw or blemish ; irreproach-

ably, perfectly.

1610 Hkaley St. A ug. Citie ojGod 127 Give thus much
leave to a poore woman, in tender affection, faultlessly to

hewaile her spouse. 1856 Froldf. Hist. Eng. • 1 858) 1 1 . viii.

245 The fidelity of the clansmen to their leaders was fault-

lessly beautiful. 1880 OuiDA Moths II. 362 She is faultlessly

made. 1893 C. H. H BKFOKD in Bookman June 83 2 No doubt

the translation is faultlessly correct.

raultleSSneSS( fodt-, fo'ltlesm-s'. [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality" or condition of being fault-

less, fa. Freedom from blame; blamelessness

(obs.). b. Freedom from defect or blemish.

1580 Sidsev A tvadia 116221429 The wrong, .you doe vnlo

me, to thinke me . . so childish, as not to perceiue your

faithfull faultlesnesse. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will iv. in.

led. 41 292 Our ideas of excusableness or faultlessness. 1818

Hazlitt Eng. Poets iv. 99 His excellence is by no means
faultlessness. a 1853 Robertson Semi. Ser. n. 197 Perfection

is more than faultlessness. 1858 Doran Crt. Fools 4 Venus
. .proud in the conviction of her faultlessness.

u
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PaU'ltreSS. rare. [fem. of Favltkr : see

-ess.] A female offender.

1838 J. Siruthkrs Poetic Tales 16 Faultress dire to laws
above.

Fau ltsome, a. rare. [f. Fault sb. + -some
]

Full of faults, faulty.

1891 R. Kipling in Lippincoti's Mag. Jan. 95, I like that

fault. Be more faultsome.

Faulture ( f^'lt-, fo-ltiiu). rare- '. [f. Fault p.

+ -DBS.] A failing; in quot. concr. Decayed
remnants.
18*0 Keats Hyperion (First Version) 1. 70 What I had

seen. .Seem'd but the faulture of decrepit thing* To that

eternal domed monument.

t Fau'Itworthy, a. Obs. rare. [f. Fault v.

+ Worthy.] Deserving of blame, blameworthy,

culpable.
1586 Febne Blaz. Gentrie To Gentl. Inner Temple, Such

things which .. he iudgeth faultworthy.
_
a 1656 lip. Hai.i.

Revelation Unrepealed § 11 In both which extremes these

last times have been too faultworthy.

Faulty (f§lt-, fo'lti). a. Forms : 4-5, 9 dial.

fauty, 4-5 fawty(e, 5 fawte, 6 fawtie, fautye,

6-7 faultie, (6 faulte), 7 faultye, 7- faulty, [f.

as prec + -y 1, peril, after Y.fautif.]

1. Containing faults, blemishes or defects; de-

fective, imperfect, unsound.

a. of material things.

1435 Misyn Mending 0/ Life 108 So bow settis pi-self on
a fawte grounde. < 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4082 pe
walles of cuthbert oratory he fande bairn mekil fauty. 1530
Palsgr. 312/1 Fautve as fruite is that is nat sownde. 1577
Nottingham Rec. IV. 171 Many stretes is owte of order for

mendyng vere faulte. 1643 Prynnk Open. Gt. Seal 21

Some of the seales for ill cloathes, to havefanItie engraven
in them. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (16981 I. 443 Here they made
a new P.oltsprit ..our old one being very faulty. 1697
Dryden Virgil, Life 1721) I. 29 He [the colt] came of a fault y
Mare. 1759 tr. Duhamet's Ihisb. 11. i. (1762) 115 To pluck

up the faulty ears as fast as they appeared. 1846 Greener
Sc. Gunnery 187 If a barrel be faulty, or locks inferior.

1862 Huxley Led. IVr&g, Men 47 Faulty as these layers

of stone in the earth's crust are, defective as they necessarily

are as a record. 1887 .S". Chesh. Gloss, s. v. Fauty, ' These
tatoes bin turnin up very fauty.' x888 Berksk. Gloss., I'auty,

anything, .with part decayed is so described.

b. of immaterial things.

1380 WyCLIF Wks. (1880 364 God takib bis ordenance in

his chirche as. .in nowise fawtye. 1535 Jove Apol. Pindale
27 Whether my correccion . . be a diligent correccion, and
Tindales translacion fautye or no. 1551 T. Wilson Logike
(1580* 34 b, It is a faultie argument. 1649 W. Dugdale in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden 1 174 If Mr. Leicester do knowe
it [my comparing of Domesday] to he faultye . . that I will

not deny. 1744 Berkeley \tris § 68 The origin of the gout
lies in a faulty digestion. 1789 Burns Let. to Miss Williams,
Where the expression seems to be perplexed or faulty. 1830
Mackintosh Eth. Pkilos. Wks. 1846 I. 185 Those .. may
consistently blame the faulty principle, and rejoice in its

destruction.

2. Of persons, their qualities, etc. : Having im-

perfections or failings ; apt to do wrong or come
short of duty.

1574 tr. MarloraCs Apocalips 40 The cause why our affec-

tions are faultie, is for that they runne headlong, and haue
no stay of themselues. 1621 I3p. Hall Heaven upon Eartk
§ 5 Our best endeuour is . .faulty. 171a Budgell Sped.
No. 506 F 6 The ladies are generally most faulty in this

particular. 17*9 Butler Ser/it. Pref. Wks. 1874 II. 21 To
forgive injuries, .so peculiarly becomes an imperfect, faulty

creature. 1748 Richardson Clarissa d8n> I. iii. 14 His
reputed faulty morals. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 68
The nice distinction 'twixt fast foes and faulty friends.

3. fa. That has committed a fault, error, or

offence
;
guilty of wrong-doing (obs.). b. That is

in fault or to blame (for some undesirable results).

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 741 Quat if faurty be fre and
fauty byse ober Schalt bow schortly al schende Sc schape
non oper. 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 364 Ellis men mosten
say bat God is and was fawty in ordenance of bobe his

lawis. 1389 in Fng. Gilds (1870) 72 Qwat man or woman
be fawty, he schal paye . . di. li. wax. c 1440 York Mysi.
xl. 130 A ! fooles bat are fauty and failes of youre feithe.

1481 Caxton Reynard Arb.)5 Reynard. . knewe hym self

fawty and gylty in many thynges. 1509 Barclay SltyP of
Polys (1570) 54 Howebeit I knowe my wordes shall suche
greue, As them selfe knoweth fawtie and culpable. 1556
Aurelio $ Isab. 16081 Bvj, What soever person that were
founde faultie of like errour. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Maid's
Trag. 1, i, Thou art faulty; I sent for thee.. Thou cam'st
not. 1614 Henley-in-A rden Rolls, Wee Doe present
william Kerbee snoomaker ffaulty. 1681 Enq. Elect.

Sheriffs 19 How often hath the City been more faulty to

divers of our former Kings. 1777 Howard Prisons Eng.
(1780) 196 Workshops for faulty apprentices. i8iz H. & J.
Smith Rej. Addr. 102 As it now stands, ' one fiddle ' among
many, the faulty individual will I hope escape detection.

absol. 1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 985/1 Yf he would
compare the fauty wyth the fauty. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil.

Treat. 759 It is an old policy of the faulty, to complaine
first.

4. Of the nature of a fault; censurable, wrong.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Col. ii. 18 A faultie hum-

bleness it is, through Angels to loke for that whiche shuld
of Christ himselfe be asked. 1699 Buknet 39 Art. xxii.

247 No reserve is made in Scripture for this [sc. Idolatry]

as being faulty only because it was applied wrong. 1851

Hissey Papal Power ii. 66 Thus Rome grew now by
means of whatever was faulty in the Church. 1869 Goui.-

burn Purs. Holiness Pref. n A faulty habit of mind.

B. qunsi-acfe. = Faultily adv.
1754 Richardson Grandison (1781' II. xix. 208 What an

humbling thing is the consciousness of having lived faulty.

Faulty, var. of Fou^hty a., musty.

t Fanlx. Obs. Also falx. [a. OY.faulx, Fr.

faux infaux du corps small of the back.] A trick

in wrestling ; a grip round the ' small of the back \
1602 Carkw Cornwall 76 a, Many sleights and tricks

appertaine hereunto [_' wrastling']. .such are the Trip, fore-

Trip, Inturne, the Fanlx. forward and backward. 1612

Drayton Poly-otb. i. 6 They practise.. The forward, back-
ward, falx.

Faun ',f§n'. Myth. Also 6-7 fawn. [ad. L.

Faun-us, proper name of a god or demigod wor-

shipped by shepherds and farmers, and identified

with the Gr. Pan ; also in pl.fauni (cf. Gr. Hares),

a class of similar deities. (Chaucer'sfanny is the

L. plural.]

One of a class of niral deities ; at first represented

like men wilh horns and the tail of a goat, after-

wards with goats' legs like the Satyrs, to whom
they were assimilated in lustful character.

r 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1544 On satiry and fawny
more and lesse, pat halue goddes ben of wildernesse. c 1386
— Knt.'s T. 2070 Nimphcs, Faunes, and Amadriades. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat. July 77 Here ban the holy Faunes
resourse. 1631 Massinger Emp. East m. iii, The poets'

dreams of lustful fauns and satyrs. 1728 Swift/.* /. 14 Sept.

in Wks. (184H II. 105 The muses and the fawns .. will

crown you with joy. 1830 Scott Demonol. iv, These silvans,

satyrs and fauns. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxviii, Arise

and fly The reeling Faun, the sensual feast.

Faun, obs. form of Fawn.
Fauna (f2'na). PI. fauna; also faunas.

[mod. L. fauna, an application of the pr. name of

a niral goddess, ihe sister of Faunus (see Faun)
;

used by I.inna us in the title of his work Fauna
Suecica (1746), a companion volume to his Flora

Suecica (1745). Cf. Flora.]

1. A collective term applied to the animals or

animal life of any particular region or epoch.

1771 Let. in G. White Sclbome (1876 H43 He should be able

to account for the . .manner of life of the animals of his own
Fauna. 1828 Fleming Hist. Brit. Anim. Pref. 7 A few
additions were afterwards made to this division of the

British Fauna by Ray. 1844 / est. Great, (ed. 4) 99 Fossils

do not form the sole memorials of the extraordinary fauna

of this age. 1846 M Culi.och Acc. Brit. Empire(\%^\ I.

133 The fauna of tropical America. 1851 Richardson
Gcol. (1855' 448 The Crustacea were represented in the car-

boniferous fauna. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. xii. (1873' 323
A narrow isthmus now separates two marine faunas. 1877

Le Conte Etem. Geol. 11879) 155 There are . .geographical

faunae and florae and geological faunae and florae.

2. A treatise upon the animals of any geo-

graphical area or geological period.

1885 A. Newton in Eucycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XVIII. 16 A
rapid survey of the ornithological works which come more
or less under the designation of Faunae*.

Fau'nal, a. x rare. [f. Faun + -al.] Of or

pertaining to a Faun, or to Fauns.
159a R. D. Hypnerotomachia 97 b, Horned faunes .

.

solemnising their faunall feasts. 1849 Erasers Mag.
XXXIX. 105 A pastoral, or rather 'faunal', sketch.

Faunal, a.'1 [f. Faun-a + -al.] Of or per-

taining to the fauna of a country.

1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. (1879 1 161 The whole earth

lias been divided into six principal faunal regions. 1884

Athenaeum 10 May 602/2 Their faunal distribution. 1889

A pun Birds Oxfordsh. Pref., The series of county faunal

works.

Faund e, obs. form offound, pa. t. of Find.

Fauness (f§*nes). nonce-ivd. A female faun.

1890 Sat. Rev. 11 Oct. 437/1 The fauness or satyress ..

grows a little monotonous.

t FaU'nic, a. Ofo~ ° [as if ad. L. *faunic-us,

f. Faunus: see Faun and -ic] See quot.)

1674-81 Blount Glossogr., Eaunick (faunicns\ wild,

woodish, rude. 1692-1732 in Coles.

Faunist (f§*mst). [f. Faun-a + -ikt.] One who
studies or treats of the fauna of a country or district.

1766 Pennant ZoqL (1768) 1. 173 The critical Faunist may
possibly censure us. 1813 G. Low Fauna Orcatl. Pref. 10

To assist the young Orkney Faunist in classing. 1851

P'raser's Mag. XLI 1 1. 253 The male mugil. . was caught as

faunistsare in the habit of catching male moths.

Faunistic foni-stik), a [f. prec. + -ic] Of
or pertaining to a faunist; hence, relating to a

fauna. Faunistic position : the place in a fauna

assigned by a faunist to a certain animal.

1881 Nature 25 Aug. XXIV. 379 The definition of their

faunistic position and geographical distribution. 1890 Ibid,

tj Apr. XLI. 556 A number of faunistic papers in the

Journal of the Linnean Society.

Faunistical (ignrstikaT, a. [f. prec + -al.]

= prec. Hence Paunistically adv., in a faunisti-

cal manner, as a faunist would.
1885 Athenxnm 8 Aug. 179/1 Specialists of different

orders and families, .treat the subject faunistically.

Faunological (fgnoty'd^ikal), a. [f. next +
-ic + -ai,.] Of or pertaining to faunology.

1884 Nature 31 July XXX. 326 Faunological and sys-

tematic zoological work.

Faunology (fJn^Wdji). rare. [f. Fauna +

-ology : see -logy.] That department of zoology

which treats of the geographical distribution of

animals.

fFaunsere. Obs. rare— l
. [app. a corruption of

OF. vaussure{ » mod.Y.voussure).] A vaulted roof.

1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1817 The rof ahone unlek, And the
faunsere [v.r. fasoure, vasure] ek. As hyt wolde asonder.

Faunship (
f9'njip). [f. Faun + -ship.] The

attribute of being a faun.

i860 Hawthornic Marb. Faun xii. (1883J 128 The fact of
his faunship being otherwise so probable.

t Faunt. Obs. Also4fant,fawnt. [Aphetic

fonn of OF. enfaunt, enfant : see Infant. The
shortened form has not been found in Fr., but It.

has the corresponding fante boy, servant, foot-

soldier, whence Ger. fant.] An infant, a child,

a young person.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 161 At be fote ber-of [i. e. of be
crystal clyffe] ber sete a faunt. 138a Wyclif Lev. xii. 3 The
ei}t day the fav.nt shal be circumcidid. a 1400-50 A levander
4629 For quilk a frek is bot a fant ban is he first simple.

t Fau'iitekin. Obs. Forms : 4 faun-, fawn-
t(e^kyn^e, 5 fantekyn. [dim. of Faunt : see

-kin.] A little child, an infant.

1377 Lan'gl. P. PI. P». xiii. 213, 1 shal dwelle as I do my
deuore to shewen, And conformen fauntekynes. 1393 Ibid.

C. xi. 182 Fauntekynes and fooles. '.'k 1400 Mode Arth.
845 He has fretyne . . als fele fawntekyns of freeborne

childyre ! c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxi. 260 (Harl. MS.) Whanne
I was a fantekyn, I was fonde in a toune, in a cradyl.

t FaU'Utelet. Obs. [Aphetic f. OF. cnfantelct :

see Faint and -lkt.] A little child.

1393 Lascl. /'. PI. C. xii. 310 '5c, farewel fyppe', quaih

fauntelet.

f Fauntelte. Obs. [A badly-formed abstract

noun from prec] Childishness.

1377 Lasgl. /*. PI. B. xv. 146 Withouten fauntelte or foly.

Obs. rare' A dish int Fauntempere.
old cookery.
C 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 19 Fauntempere— Take Al-

maunde mylke, & floure of rys, Sugre [etc.].

Faurd, Sc. pronunc. of favoured \ only in com-
pounds, as ///-, wellfaurd.

Fause, Sc. and dial, form of False a.

Fau'se-house. Sc. [{.fause, Sc. f. ofFalser.

+ House.] A hollow made in a corn-stack, with

an opening on the side most exposed to the wind,

for the purpose of drying the com.
1785 Burks Halloween x, Nell had the fause-house in her

min', She pits herself and Rob in.

+ Fausen, sb. Obs. Also 6 valson, 7 valsen,

9 dial, fazen. A kind of eel. Applied variously

to a fresh or salt-water eel, and to a small or large

eel ;see quote). h\*ofansen-eel.

1547 BoORDB Brer. Health Ixxxvii. 35 b, Take the fatnes

of a valson ele. i6ca Carew Cornwall^1733' 31 Of Eeles

there are two sorts : the one Valsen, of best taste, comming
from the fresh riuers..the other, bred in the salt water &
called a Conger Kele. c 1611 CHATHAM Iliad xxi. 100 The
wave-sprung entrails, about which fausens and other fish

Did shoal. 1 1640 J. SMYTH Hundred of Berkeley (1885)

3:9 A fauson,or great fat eele. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
11. 325 1 An Kel (isj first a Fausen, then a Grigg. 1708

MoTTKUX Rabelais iv. lx, Fausens, and Griggs. 1887 AV«r
Gloss., Fazen adj. The fazen eel is a large brown eel, and
is so called at Sandwich in contradiction to the silver eel.

1 1 ausen, a. Obs.

1591 Troub. Raigne A". 'John (161 1) 53 The Friars chest

filld with a fausen'Nunne. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. v.

57 Fausen sluts, like Bartholomew Faire pig-dressers.

Fauserite (f^'sersit). Min. [Named by

Breithaupt (1865) Irom Ftruser name of a gentle-

man at Pesth + -ite.] See quots.)

1868 Dana Min. 645 Fauserite. From Herrengrund in

Hungary. 1879 Watts Diet. C/iem. VI. 611 Fauserite,

a native magnesio-manganous sulphate.

Fauson, obs. form of Fashion.

tFau'SOnry. Obs. Also 7 fauxonry. [ad.

OY.fanssoneric, fauxoncricy f. faussoner to deceive,

{.fans False.] Fraud, in the legal sense; falsifi-

cation of deeds or measures, coining false money, etc.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Gcnd. Eng. 1. lxii. 11739) I21
.
Felonies,

of Manslaughter?. and Fausonry, are to be punished with

loss of Member and Estate. Ibid. \ii Fauxoury is of several

degrees or kinds, as falsifying the King's Charter, .falsi-

fying of Money. .OTfalsifying ofMeasures.

Faussebraie, -braye (fos,bif). Fortif.

Forms: a. 5 fawce-, fawese-, (6 faws-) braye,

a fausse-braie, 7- fausse-braye. £. 7-8 false-

bray, i'7 falsbray). [a. Y. fausse-braie, i.fausse,

fem. o(faux fklie + Mrtt : see ISraye.] An arti-

ficial mound or wall thrown up in front of the

main rampart. In early use, a covered way.

a. c 1489 Caxton Sonncs ofAymon iii. 77 A fawcebraye

vpon a roche, thrughe y whiche reynawde .
.
wente oute

vnder couerte. Ibid. vi. 149 Also he made y" portcolisse,

fawesebrayes, & barbacanes well defensable. 1523 St.

Papers Henry PHI, IV. 38 Having noo bulwarkes nor

fawsbrayes. 1688 Capt. J. S. Fortification 57 The onely

tndofthis Faussebray, is the defence of the Moat. 1767

Sterne Tr. Shandy IX. xi, All its trumpery of saps, mines

..fausse-brays, and cuvettes. 1828 NapiES Renins. War
x. vii. (Rtldg.) II. 74 A second wall, about 12 feet high,

called ufansse braie. .surrounded the first. 1855 Smedi.kv

Occult Sciences 211 note, One of the pinnacled battlements

of the fausse-braye.

£. 1604 K. Gkimstone Hist. Siege Ostena 34 Others..

were in the False Bray. 1667 Loud. Gar,. No. 212/2 Our
men are now busily employed in placing new Palisados

upon the Falsbray. 1702 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant xi. 51

One may more properly call that of the outward Wall

a False-bray, or Under- Bulwark.



FAUSSE-BBAYED. 107 FAVOUR.
attril: 1812 WklUMGTOH in Gurw. JJesJ>. VIII. 551

Having escakided the fausse braie wall.

t Fausse-brayed, ppl. a. Obs. [f. prec. +

-KD -.] Provided with a fausse-brayc.
t-1530 I.d. BmhaamArifi. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 187 A hous

. .wel bolwarked and fausbrayed.

Faussee, var. of Fossee, OIis.

Faus;s)et, obs. form of Faucet.
Faust (fgst), a, rare. [ad. L. faust-us, f.

favere to favour.] Happy, lucky.
1692-1732111 Colks. 1721-1800 in Bail&V. 1890 E. John-

son Rise e£ Christendom 73 The Emperor, .ascending the
Capitol amidst faust acclamations in the Hebrew, Greek,
and Latin tongues.

Fausted, var. of Forstid.

t Fairstitude. Obs.-" [as if ad. L. *fausti-
tiijo, i.faustus : see Faust.] ' Good luck '.

1721-1800 in Bailey.

tFau-stity. Obs. [ad. L. faustilat-tm, f.

faustus (see Faust).] ' Good luck, happiness '.

1656 81 in Blount Glossogr. 1729 M. Ralph Misc. Poems
S43, I send you Health. .And length and faustity of Days.
Faut

v
e, var. of Fault.

Fauterer (fg-toraj). [{.fattier, for Fautob +
-ER.] = FaUTOH.
a 1662 in Heylyn Laud (1668) 1. 98 Thou art the fauterer

of all Wickedness. 1817 Mar. Edgeworth Ormond vi.

(1832) 60 Father Jos was by no means, .a friend or fauterer
of sir Ulick.

ilFauteuil £Wy). [a. F. fauteuil, f. OF.
faudeteuil, faldestoel :—med.L. faldistolium Fald-
stool.] An arm-chair.

1744 Gray in Gosse Life (1882) 74 Squatted me into
a fauteuil. 1771 H. Walpole Ze//. Cntess. Ossery U857) V.
324 The mountain - gods .. pulling their fauteuils across
a continent. 1813 Examiner 1 Feb. 71/2 Sofas, fauteuils,
console-tables, girandoles. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood .S7. Martin's
Eve xxiv. (1874) 299 Her grandmamma's fauteuil.

- t Fau'tive, a. Obs. rare. [f. I,, type *fau-
tivus, f. favere to favour.] Tending to favour,

favourable. Const, of, to.

1667 Waterhouse Fire Land. 37 Such instances a^ were
by wise men observed Fautive of its progress. Ibid, no
No corner of the. .Land to be fautive to it or polluted by it.

Fautor (fp'toi, -s.t). Forms: 4-7 fautour'e,
(6 fauctour', 5-6 fawter, -or, -our, 6-7 fauter,

4, 6- fautor. Also 6-7 erron. faulter, -or, -our.

[ad. Y.fauteur, ad. ^.fautor, f.favere to favour.]

One who favours ; a favourer.

1. An adherent, partisan, supporter, abettor.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 209 Him and his fautours

he cursed euerilkon. 1387 Trevtsa I/igdeu (Rolls) IV. 443
But Symon and John, with here fantoures, stopped be waves
al aboute. C1450 St. Cuthbert iSurtees) 8356 Willi pair
fautours all in fere. 1527 in Fiddes Wolscy 11. (1726) 141,
I shall, .never more. .hide, .such heresies, .nor their auctors
or fawtors. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Worcester xx, For princes
faultes his faultorsall men teare. 1603 Knoli.es Hist.
Turks (1621) 693 This matter was with great heat debated .

.

either part having great faultours. 1713 Derham Phys.
Theol. v. i. 312 Cartes .. hath been thought by some to

have been a Fautor of Atheism. 1786 H. Tooke Parley
(1798) I. 398 His lordship and his fautors will do well to

contend stoutly., for their doctrine of language. 1832
Austin Jurispr. (1879) I. vi. 289 [Hobbes] is not of the

apologists and fautors of tyranny. 1890 E. Johnson Rise
Christendom 472 Montalembert, the great fautor and de-
fender of the monks.

f 2. A protector, patron. Obs.

1460 Capgrave Chron. 304 The archbishop . . cursed him
for contumacie, and great fautoure of heretikes. 1548 W.
Patten Expedition Scot. Ded. in Arb. Garner III. 52 His
most benign fautor and patron. 1605 Camden Rent. (16371

346 Humphrey, Duke of Glocester, a noble fautor of good
letters. C1611 Chapman Iliad 1. 441 O thou that all things
seest, Fautor of Chrysce. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies it. xii.

321 He [a star] is the Fautor of Serenity. 1691 Wrooo Ath.
Oxou I. 24 By the favour of his Patron, and fautor of his

Studies, .he was. .made Scholar or Pastor.

Fautorship (f^-toj/ip). [f. prec. + -shtp.] The
fact or condition of being a fautor; partisanship.

1863 Alford Grk. Test. (ed. 5) J. Prolegomena 76 The
comparative absence of blind fautorship of the received
text. 1888 H. C. Lea Hist. Inquisitioul. 167 This final

effort, .was naturally construed as fautorship of heresy.

t Faivtress. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ess.] A
female fautor : a. a patroness ; b. an instigator.

1596 Drayton Legends iii. 313 The only Kautresse of all

Noble Arts. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. in. (16261 48
Mans Fautresse, Pallas, .stood by. 1703 Row 1; Ulyss. in.

i. 1125 Pallas, the Fautress of my Master's Arms. 1717
Garth Ovid Ded., He comes from Banishment to the
Fautress of Liberty, 1732 in Coles.

t Fau'trix. Obs. [a. 'L. fautrix, fern, offautor
(see Fautor). Cf. F.fautrice.'] = prec.

1582 T. Watson Centurie of Lone xcii, Melissa mother is,

and fautrix to the Bee. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vm.
(1669) 153 Him Pallas, fautrix of good wits, sustains. 1630
M. Godwyn tr. Bp. Hereford's Ann. Eng. m. 325 The
Queen, .was so exact a fautrix of justice.

Fauvel, var. of Favel, Obs.

II Fauvette (iovei). [F. fauvette, f. fauve
fallow.] The name given by French writers to a

family of Warblers, and adopted by Bewick.
1797 Bewick Brit. Birds I. 209 The Fauvette. Pettichaps

(Motacilla hippolais, Lin., La Fauvette, BufD. Ibid. 212
The lesser Fauvette. Passerine Warbler. Ibid. 213 The
Winter Fauvette. Hedge Warbler, ibid. 216 This dis-

position, .is common to all the Fauvettes. 1802 G. Moniagu

Or/iUh. Diet., Fauvette {Sylvia horteusls, liechstein). 1839
Macgillivray Hist. Brit. Birds II. 345 Sylvia Hortensis,
the Garden Warbler. .Fauvette. .Garden Fauvet.

II Faux (f§ks). rare. [Assumed nom. sing, to

L. fauces ; the sing, has classical authority only in

the ablative.] = Fauces in various senses.

1828 Kirdy & Sp. Entojnol. I. 293 The sweet fluid which
many of them (plants belonging to Dionaea, Drosera, &c.)
secrete near the faux. 1856 Hhnslow Diet. Bot. Terms,
Faux (the gorge), the throat.

Fauxety, -ity, obs. forms of Falsity.
Fauxonry, var. of Facsonuy. Obs., fraud.

II Faux pas (&ipa). [Vr.faux false -+ pas step.]

A false step, Jig. ; a slip, a trip; an act which
compromises one's reputation,^/, a woman's lapse

from virtue. Cf. False step in False a. 6.

1676 Wycmerley PI. Dealer v. i, Before this faux pas,
tliis trip of mine, the world could not talk of me. 1762
Foote Lyari. Wks. 1793 I. 2S8 A firework, .well designed?
Sir y. Superb. Y. Wild. And happily executed ? .S» f.
Not a single faux pas. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 350 Terraj
Films .. taxes them with any faux-pas, or irregularities

they may have committed. 1823 Byron yuan xiv. lx,

Foreigners don't know that a. faux pas In England ranks
quite on a different list. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Ace.
New Play, His Lordship. .Conceiv'd that his daughter had
made afaux pas.

|| Faux-prude. Obs. [Fr.
; faux False and

prude PRUDE.] A man who simulates prudishness.
1676 Etheredge Man of Mode iv. i. Wks. (18S8) 323 In

Pans the mode is to flatter the prude, laugh at the faux-
prude.

+ Fava*gin0US, a. Obs. Also 7 faviginous.
[f. L. favus honeycomb; perh. on false analogy
of farraginous, or of L. fabaginus, olcaginus,]

F'ormcd like or resembling a honeycomb in ap-

pearance ; cellular.

1658 Snt T. Browne Card. Cyrus II. 515 A like ordina-
tion there is in the favaginous Sockets, .of the noble flower
cf the sunne. 1686 Plot Stajfordsh. 201 A third [mem-
brane] . . faviginous like a hony-comb or tripe, without.
1692-1708 Coles, Favaginous. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
1' Fa'vel, ci. and sb. Obs. Forms : 4 fauvel,

fawvelle, 5 favel(Le, ;favyll), 6 favell, 46
favel. [a. OF. fauve/, f. fauve fallow-coloured,

a. Teut. *fahvo~ : see Fallow «.t

The OF. word had all the uses found in Eng., so that
there is no ground for treating sense 3 of the sb. as a dis-

tinct word, though it is possible that it may have been
associated by some ME. writers with OY.favele idle talk,

cajolery:—L. fdhetla, dim. offibula Fable. The phrase
' to curry Favel ', OF. estriller, toixhcr Fauvel, comes from
the Roman de Fauvel U310), the hero of which is a counter-
part of Reynard the Fox (see P. Paris, MSS. Bibl. du Rot
I. 306); it hasbeen adopted in Ger. as den fahlett hengst
strcichen. It is not clear whether before the date of this

poem a 'fallow' horse was proverbial as the symbol of
dishonesty ; the same notion is found in German, ' to ride
the fallow horse ' {den fahlett hengst reiten—recorded from
15th c.) having the sense ' to play an underhand game, act
deceitfully '.]

A. adj. Of a horse: = Fallow a. 1 ,The exact
colour denoted by the adj. in early use is uncertain.^
c 1489 Caxton Sonues ofAymon i. 33 There came rydynge

a messager vpon a horse fauell.

B. sb.

1. As the proper name of a fallow-coloured horse.
<• 1325 Coer de L. 2320 Two stedes found the kyng

Richard, That one hight Favel, that other Lyarde. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. (1810I 175 Siben at Japhet was slayn
fauuelle [printed fanuelle] his stede. c. 1375 Morte Arthur
2766 One ffawuelle [printed ffawnelle] of ffryselande to
fferaunt he rydys.

2. The fallow horse proverbial as the type of

fraud, cunning, or duplicity. Only in phrase To
curry Favel'. see Curky v. 5 a.

3. Hence used as a mere personification of cun-

ning or duplicity.

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. 11. 6 Bobe Fals and Fauuel and
al his hole Menye ! 1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 223
() tbow, fauele, of lesynges auctour. 14. . Kyng «y Hermit
157 in Hazl. E. P. P. (1864) I. 19 Were I oute of my
hermyte wede, Offmy favyll I wold not dred. 1522 Skelton
Why not to Court 92 Favell is false forsworne. 1576
R. Edwards Farad. D. Devices (1578) I iij, O favell false,

thou traitor borne, what mischief more might thou devise !

llFavella (fave-kV. Bot. PI. -89. [mod.L.

;

used by J. G. Agardh (Kongl. Vetensk. Acad.
Ilandl. for 1S36, p. 43; ; his description and
drawing suggest that he intended favellm to stand
for 'small beans*, in which case the word would
be an incorrect dim. of h.fdba bean, influenced by
the F. form

/

eve.] See quot. 1884.
1857 lsee next]. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. n. i. 274 When such

a fruit is wholly external. . it is called a favella. 1884 Syd,
Soc. Lex., Favella, a form of the conceptacular fruit of
florideous Alga; in which the spores are collected into
Spherical masses which lie on the outer surface of the frond.

Favellidium ^f?eveli-dumi\ Bot. [f. (by

J. G. Agardh 1842) Favella + Gr. dim. ending
-ihtov (improperly used, as no diminutive sense
was intended.] See quots.
[1842 Agardh Alga? 60 Sunt spora: numerosa? in glomeru-

lum arete congests:, pericarpio hyalino. .circumdata; ; has
Favellidia appellavi.j 1857 Berkely Cryptog. Bot. § 144.
170 Thus by the evolution of one cell, a favella . . is formed

;

by the evolution of several detached but adjacent mother-
cells, a compound favella or favellidium results. 1867 J.
Hogg Microsc. n. i. 273 Such a fruit is called a favellidiuiu

(in Xor-
A name

and occurs in Halyinenia. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Favellidium
(dim. of Favella), a form of the conceptacular part of a flori-
deous Alga, in which the spores are collected into spherical
masses, which lie entirely embedded in the substance of
the frond, as in Halymenia ; or project somewhat, as in
Gigartina.

Faveolate (favf^t), a. [f. mod.L.faveohts,
dim. offavus honeycomb + -ate 3. Cf. F favcole.\
Honeycombed, cellular.

1866 in Treas. Bot. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Faverel (fse-verel). [var. of next.] A name

of various plants, a. An onion, b. Draba verna,
whitlow-grass, c. See quot.

a. 1597 Gekarde Herbal App., Fauerell is Ce/ca. 1847--

78 Halliwell, Faverel, an onion. Line.
b. 1770 Sir J. Hill Herb. Brit. II. 249 Draba verna.

Whitlow Faverel. 1878-86 Britten &. Holland Plaut-n ,

Faverel . . Draba verna.
C. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Faverell, an old name for

/ 'eronica Aua^allis.

t Fa*verble. Obs. [a. OF. faverolle
mnndy the broad bean, faba vulgaris)^

of various plants : see quots.
<" 1265 Voc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 555 Fabaria,

fauerole. 1597 Gerarde Herbal App., l-'auerole is water
Dragons. 1878 86 Britten & Holland Plant-n., Faverole
. .Calla palustris L. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Fa7'erote, an
old name for .-) rum Dracuuculus.

T Favificous, a. Obs, [f. L. *favifu~ns f.

fav-us honeycomb + -feus making: sec -FIC -f

-ors.] That makes combs.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. n. v. § 2. 126 Maggots or

Worms that are Favificous ; or making of Combs. 1670
Phil. Trans. V. 2066 They are probably the favificous and
gregarious kind.

+ Faviform (f^'viffum), a. Obs. [f. L. fav-us
a honeycomb + -form.] Formed or shaped like

a honeycomb, honeycombed ; esp. in Surg, (.-ec

quot. 1753).
1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl,, Faviform, in surgery, a term

used to express certain ulcers, which when pressed upon
with the finger emit a sanies thro' several small holes. 1775
in Ash. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

FavillouS (favi-bs), a. [f. I,. favill-a hot

ashes *t--0L'S. Cf. OF. favilleux,~\ Consisting of

or resembling ashes.

1650 Sir 'I'. Browne Pseud. Fp. v. xxii. 231 The avolation
of the light and favillous particles. 1775 in Ash.

I!
Favi'ssa. PL favissae. [L. favissw pi.

underground cellars near the temples, used as

store-houses.] (See quot.)

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Fa7 issa [with Antiquaries], a hole,

pit, or vault under ground, wherin some rarity of great
value was kept. 1893 Nation 19 Jan. LVI. 53/2 The favissa;

of temples, the vaults in which were buried. .' ex-votos '.

Favoiliail fav<>u -nian), a. [zd.L.favou/d/i-us,

f. Favonius the west wind.] Of or pertaining to

the west wind; hence, favourable, gentle, pro-

pitious.

1656 81 in Blount Glossogr. 1742 Young Nt. Th. vi.

686 Soft Spring, with breath Favonian. 1771 Fletcher
Checks Wks. 1795 II. 267 The favonian breathings and
sighs which attended his preaching and prayers, a 1821

Keats in Life $ Lett. (1848) II. 263 Softly tell her not to fear

Such calm favonian burial ! 1854 ^ Johnson lonica (185^)

78 Thou Shoulds't breathe upon that pallid brow Favonian
airs of mirth and glee.

T Favo'nious, a. Obs.— ° [f. L. Favoni-us the

west wind + -ous.] Of or pertaining to the west
wind. 1692-1732 in Coles.

Favonius ffavtf wni#s). $oeU or Myth. [a. 1,.

Favonius the west wind, f.favere to favour.] The
west wind, Zephyr.
1549 Compt. Scot. vi. (1872) 61 The feyrd cardinal vynd is

CalUt fauonius or occidental. 1634 Habington Castara 1.

(Arb.) 37 If to the torrid Zone her way she bend Her the
coote breathing of Favonius lend. 1742 Young Nt. Th.
ii. 242 Favonius, breathe still softer, or be chid.

Favose (.favju-s), a. Bot. and Path, [as if ad.

T. *favds-us, f.favus honeycomb.] (See quots.)

1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Favose, pitted, like the cells of
a honeycomb. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Hence Favo'sely adv. (see quots.).

1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Favosely-serobnulate, excavated
in little pits or hollows. 1847 Craig, Favosely, in the
manner of a honeycomb.

Favosites (fiaev&aHfz). Geol. Also anglicized

as fa*vosite. [mod.L. (Lamarck) f.*favosus : see

prec] A genus of fossil zoophytes, resembling a

honeycomb in appearance.
1832 in Webster. 1845 Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 566

Favosites, a genus of fossil Zoophyta, common in the

Silurian strata of Norway and Wales. 1846 Dana Zooph.
iv. § 62 (1848) 65 The Pocillopora;, Favosites, and many
Cyathophyllida;.

Favo:SO-, combining form of F'avose, occas.

prefixed to other adjs. to indicate a favose form.
1866 'Treas. Bot., Favoso-areolate, divided into spaces

resembling the cavities of honeycomb. Ibid, Favosa-
dehiscent, appearing honeycombed after dehiscence.

Favour, favor (f^'vai), sb. Also 4-6 favore,

favoure, (5-6 fawoure, favowre, 6 favower,
faveourv, 5-6 favyr, faver, 6 f'avur, (5 fawer,

fayver\ 9 dial, fawer. [ME. favor, -our, a.

OF. favor, -our (mod.F. faveur) =* Pr. and Sp.

favor, It. favore :—L. favore- fit, f. favere to regard

11- J
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with goodwill, side with, show kindness to, pro-

tect. As in other words with the same ending, the

spelling with -our is preferred in the British Isles,

while in the U. S. ~or is more common.]
L Propitious or friendly regard, goodwill, esp.

on the part of a superior or a multitude. To find
favour in the eyes of (orig. a Hebraism) : to gain

the goodwill of. f Formerly also with a and
plural\ A liking, preference. + To have a favour
to : to have a liking or regard for.

To curry favour: corruption of to curry Favcl\ see

Curry v. 5 b, and Favel sb. 2.

a 1340 Ha.mpole Psalter xxiv. 3 J>ai doe wickidly, to get

bairn be fauour. .of bis warld. (-1380 Wyclip Set. Wks. III.

434, & fals not be gospel for favor of men. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 5419 The Mirmydouns his men, bat mekill ioy

hade, And fayuer of bat fre, ben any folke ell is, 1526

Tindale 1 Cor. xvi. 23 The favoure of the lorde Jesus
Christ be with you all. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xliii[iv], 3
Thou haddest a fauoure vnto them. [So in 1611.] 1551

Robinson tr. Mores Utof>. 1. (Arb.) 56 An other would

e

haue the fauoure of the Swychers wonne with money. 1584

Powel Lloyd's Cambria 94 To procure him the Kings
Fauour. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. I. iv. 7 Is he inconstant

sir, in his fauours. 1611 Bible Esther v. 8, I haue found
fauour in the sight of the king. 1641 Dk. Hamilton in

//. Papers (Camden) 106 Your Ma1' .. of whose .. favour

I have had so manic .testimonyes. 1700 Dryden Theodore

<y Honorta 19 He. .found no favour in his lady's eyes. 1781

Gibbon Decl. fyF. III. 247 Such assiduous zeal secured the

favour of the saint.. 1807 Crabbe Hall ofJust. 7$ His favour

was my bliss and pride. 1823 ScoTvQuenttH D. x, His
young Life-guardsman, for whom he seemed to have taken

a special favour. 1838 Thirlwall Greece V. 309 The
oration . . opens with a congratulation on the favour of

heaven. 1866 G. Macdonald Attn. Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878)

271 To create a favour toward each other.

b. Approving disposition towards a thing ; in-

clination to commend, sanction, or adopt.

18*7 Poi.lok Course T. ix. 521 The first and highest place

In Fancy's favour. 1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II.

247 St. Brita's onion found, .great favour in their sight. 1884

tr. Lotze's Mctaph. 154 Those who looked with favour on
his enterprise.

c. Objectively. {To be, stand high, etc.) in a

persons favour : in his good graces. Also In,

out offavour, to bring into favour, etc,

15x4 Barclay Cyt. fy Lfplondvshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xliii,

Thou mayst suspect and trowe Him more in favour and in

conceipt then thou. 1526 Ptlgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531)7 b,

Familiar 8: great in fauour with prynces. 1548 [see Fall v.

38]. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 293 The king of Navarre.,
was out of the french kings favour. 1580 Baret Alv. F 251

To bring one in fauour with a man, insiuuare atiqnetn

alteri. 1676 Lady CMAWORTH in Hist. MSS. Cotntit. 12th

Rep., App. v. 28 She is still highly in favour. 1688 MiECB
Fr. Diet. s.v. Bring;, I'll bring you again into his favour.

1701 De Foe True-born Eng. 1 Fools out of Favour grudge
at Knaves in Place. 1848 MacAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 447
Rochester, .stood high in the favour of the King, i860

Auler Faut let's Prov. Poetry ii. 21 The various kinds of

Provencal poetry were not in equal favour among the Cas-

tilians. 1876 J. H. Kewmax Hist. Sk. I. 1. iv. 216 As slaves,

or as captives, .they were taken into favour by the dominant
nation.

f d. The object of favour ; a favourite. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higdett (Rolls) VI. 413 Elfieda favour of
citezeynes [h.favor civium\ and drede of enemyes. 1667

Milton P. L. in. 664 Man, His chief delight and favour.

T e. The action of favouring ; patronage of an

object. Obs. rare* 1
.

169a Temple Ess. Attc. fy Mod. Learn, in Misc. 11. fed. 3)

65 The favour of learning was the humour, .of the age.

2. Exceptional kindness ;
gracious or friendly

action due to special goodwill, and in excess of

what may be ordinarily looked for. + Forfavour :

out of goodwill, freely.

The envelope of a letter sent by hand occasionally bears

the words ' By favour of Mr. ' (the friend who conveys

the letter).

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 967 Of be lombe I haue be
aquylde For a syjt per of pur* gret fauor. c 1460 Fortescuk
Abs. ff Lint. Mon, vi, For the ffauour bat we do to the

persones bat kepe ham, wich ffauoure be Scottis do not.

1509 Fisher Fun. Sertn. C'tess Richmond W'V.%. (1876)299
The good deserueth . . to haue fauoure shewed vnto them.

1580 BASXT A$B, F 251 For fauour, gratiosd. 1769 Phil.

Trans. LIX. ipq note, A crocodile, which I lately saw by
the favour of Mr. John Hunter. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xxxviii, I have a friend, .who will, .do me so much favour.

b. An instance of this ; something conceded,

conferred, or done out of special grace or good-

will ; an act of exceptional kindness, as opposed

to one of duty or justice.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i 23 Doe me the fauour to dilate

at full,What haue befalne of them. 1608 n Bp. Hall Medit.

«y Vo~>vs 11. § 23 So shal I . . accept of small favours with great

thankfulnes. 1667 Anne Wyndham King's Concealm. < 1681)

56 A Gentleman, .desired the favour of him, that he would
please to step forth. 17x4 Fortescuk-Aland Pre/. For-
tescue's Abs. iV Lim. Mon. 39 He had extraordinary Favours
shewn him from his Prince. 1780 Cowper Table-t. 268

Religion, richest favour of the skies. 18x4 D. H. O'Brikn
Captiv. ff Escape 13 We were allowed to mix with the

officers . . as a great favour. 1864 Ti:nnyson En. Ard. 284,

I came to ask a favour of you. 1875 JowETT Plato (ed. 2)

III. 309, I wish that you would do me the favour of con-

sidering temperance first.

c. A complimentary term for : Communication,

letter. (Now, at least" in England, almost confined

to commercial correspondence, Also explicitly

in f thefavour ofyour letter.

1645 Howell Lett. 1. iv. viii, Since I was beholden to

you for your many Favours in Oxford I have not heard from
you. 1679 Pepvs Let. to Dk. York 9 June, The . . excuse
of my no earlier owning the favour of your Royal High-
ness's, by Captain Sanders. X706 Walsh in Pope's Lett.

(1735) I. 56 At my return. I receiv'd the favour of your
Letter. 1738 Franklin Let. 13 Apr. Wks. 1887 I. 476,
I have your favors of the 21st of March. 1751 T. Sharp in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 374 Last post brought me the
favour of yours of the 2d inst 1

. 1786 T. JsPPEMOM Writ.

(1859) II- 3 Your favor of June the 14th is come to hand.
1816 Scott Let. to Terry 12 Nov. in Lock/tart, I have
l>een shockingly negligent in acknowledging your repeated
favours. 1865 Marsh in Longfellow's Life (1891) III. 56,

I received your favor of April 8.

d. Euphemistically. Formerly also The last

favour ( = Fr. les demieresfaveurs^

.

1676 Wycherley PL Dealer v. iii, She. .granted you the
last favour, (as they call it). 1695 Congreve Love /or L.
111. xiv, You think it more dangerous to be seen in Con-
versation with me, than to allow some other Men the last

favour. 1824 Mkdwim Convert. Byron (1832) I. 87 One who
had bestowed her favours on many.
3. Kind indulgence.

a. Leave, permission, pardon. Chiefly in phrases,

By, ivith (your, etc) favour; by the favour of
Also, Under favour : with all submission, subject

to correction. Obs. or arch.

1580 JJaret Alv. F 255 Sauing your displeasure, .or, with
your fauour. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. in. t. 68 By thy fauour.

.

I must sigh in thy face. 1590 Swinburne Testaments 287
If the wife.. depart from her husband, without his good
fauour. 1611 1>. Jonson Cataline I. i, With fauour, 'twere

no losse, if 't might be enquir'd What the Condition of these

Armes would be. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VII1, 1, i. 168 Pray giue
ine fauour Sir. 1622 Cai.lis Stat. Seivers (1647) 21 Under
the favor of these books. 1662 Stillingit.. Orig. Sacr. 1. i.

§ 20 <ed. 31 21 By the favour of so learned a man, it seems
prot able. 1699 Bentley Phal. 135 Under favour, I say it's

an Anap&st. 1700 Dryden Cock <y Fox, With your Favour,
I will treat it here. 1750 G. Jeffreys in Duncombc's Letters

(1773) II. 253 Under favour, poetical justice is so far from
being ' a chimera ', that [etc.]. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xv,

Under favour, my Lord, .the youth must find another guide.

f b. ' Lenity, mildness, mitigation of punish-

ment '

J ) ; an instance of this, a lenient act. Obs.
1460 FoKTEsct'E^/'f. <y Lim. Mon.v, To shewrigoure per as

fauour awghl to be shewid. £*475 Rau/Coilyar 902 Now
faindis to haue fauour with thy neichingis. 1535 Coverdalk
y<>sh. x'\. 20 And no fauonre to be shewed vnto them. 1596
Merck. V. iv. i. 386 Prouided. .that for this fauour He
presently become a Christian. 1659 ^- Harris Parivats
Iron Age 136 Prisoners .. put to ransom, by a singular

favour of the Prince of Orange. 1726 Swift Gulliver vii,

I could not discover the Lenity and Favour of this Sentence.

X780 Burke .VA at Bristol \\ ks. 1842 I. 267 Who . . would
construe, .doubtful appearances with the utmost favour.

j e. An indulgence, privilege. Obs.

1634 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 26 Hee should
not have the favour toaunswere it in this Courte. 1639 tr.

Du Bosoms Compt. Woman A ij b, A favour reserved to few,

to become witnesses of a vertue so extraordinary. 1646
Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) 67 She is proffered

the favour, .of continuinge a tennant. X659 Pearson Creed
(18391 310 Those, .had not the favour of a sepulchre. 1737
Whistom yosephus'

1

Hist. iv. v. § 3 At length, .they had the
favour to be slain.

4. Partiality towards a litigant, competitor, etc.

;

personal sympathies as interfering with justice.

Challenge to thefavour [Law) : seeCHALLENGE^. 3,

1393 Gower Con/. III. 1 79 The Sampnites to him brought
A somme of gold and him besought To don hem favour in

the lawe. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle 1. xxxii. (1859) 36
Withoute fauour iuge the trouthe. 1482 Eng. Gilds 11870)

318 Awe noe fawer more to one than to a nother. 1632

Massinger Maid of Hon. v. ii, Not swayed or by favour or

affection, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 83 Favour
. . to their own habitual depravations of nature. X839

in Bouvier Law Diet. 447 Nor shall you [the Grand JuryJ
leave any one unpresented for fear, favour, affection.

5. Aid, support, furtherance, whether proceeding

from persons or things. Obs. exc. in phrases (now
somewhat rare) by. under {the) favour of
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1746 We haue. .flele fryndes and fauer

out of fer londys. 1434 Misyn Mending 0/ Lije 128 Our
gostely ee .. pat light in it-self as it is . . may not se,

& jitt it felys it bat it is pere, qwhils it haldis with it

favyr & heet of batt light vnknawen. 1523 Fitzherb.
Husb. § 66 At winter he [the calfej wyll be bygge ynoughe
to saue hym selfe amonge other beastes, with a lyttell

fauoure. 1580 BabBT Alv. F 249 He hopeth that by the

fauour of some man, he may be holpen in this crime.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. ix. (1821) 116 The Armie .. in

attempting the Castle, without the favour of the Cannon,
must nave endured great losse. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's

Trav. 10 By the favor of daylight we perctived a great

many sails. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 46 Under favour of

this Supposition, the Privateers marched through the

Streets. 1726 Shei.vocke Voy. round World ('757 ' 319 By
the favour of thick weather, and a hard gale of wind, they

got clear, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 626 By favour of six

good rowers . . we arrived at my country house. 1854 J. S. C.

Abbott Napoleon (1855' ILxxix. 537 He begged permission,

under favor of the night, to surprise the Bellerophon.

6. In favour of ( = Fr. enfaveur de). Used as

a prep- in various senses, a. In defence or sup-

port of; on behalf of ; on the side of. To be in

favour of: to be on the side of, to be disposed to

support or advocate.
1556 Aurclio «y Isab. (1608) I, Hoo well have you spoken

in the favoure of the wemen. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's
Trav. xlviii. 185 They, .resolved to write a letter in favour
of us to the old Queen. X78» Priestley Corrupt. Chr.l.
I. 97 Thirty six of the bishops present were in favour of it.

1848 Macau lav Hist. Eng. II. 155 He attempted to interest

in his favour those Roman Catholics.

b. To the advantage of. (Rarely, + in favour
to.) Also Comm. with reference to a bill, etc.

:

So as to be payable to.

xqcjb Aurelio $ Isab. (160S) G vij, Them that in their owne
favour hathe approuved and made the lawes. 1640-1
Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855 86 Ane act,

allegit purchasit in his favorcs be Mr. John Diksone. 1654
tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 13 When such an accident hap-
peneth, it is usually in favour to those extraordinary persons
in whom [etc.]. 1776 Trial 0/ Nundocomar 23/2 Bollakey
Doss drew a draught on Benares in favor of Lord Clive.

18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2' VI. 58 Trusts, in favour of his

wife and children. 185a Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges
(ed. 3) 377 There remains a balance of strength in favour of
the bridge.

f C. In consideration of, for the sake of. Obs.
i6oi> Camden Rem. '1637) 46 One Regilianus .. got the

Kmpire there, onely in favour of his name.

d. Out of a preference for.

1893 Law Times XCV. 109/2 Builders, .have refused land
in Middlesex in favour of land in a non-register county.

7. (concr. of 1.) Something given as a mark of

favour; esp* a gift such as a knot of ribbons, a

glove, etc., given to a lover, or in mediaeval

chivalry by a lady to her knight, to be worn con-

spicuously as a token of affection.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 130 Hold, Rosaline, this

favour thou shalt wear. 1592 Grebhe Groat'iw. Wit
(1617) 14 She. .returned him a silke Riband for a fauour,

tyed with a Truelouers knot. 1594 Mahlowe & Nashe
Dido in. Wks. (Rtldg.) 261/2 Favours of more sovereign

worth Than Thetis hangs about Apollos neck. 1712 Spec-

tator No. 436 F 6 That custom of wearing a mistress's

favour on such occasions (fencing contests] of old. 1842
Browning My last Duchess, My favour at her breast. 1864
Kirk Chas. Bold I. If. iii. 508 A time when he should ..

wear her favors in the tUting-field.

b. A ribbon, cockade, or the like, worn at a

ceremony, e.g. a bride's, coronation, weddingfavour,
in evidence of goodwill ; also, a similar decoration

worn as a party-badge.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vii. 160 Here Fluellen, weare
thou this fauour for me, and sticke it in thy Cappe. 1667

Pepvs Diary 20 Feb., Observing Sir W. Pen's carrying

a favour to Sir W. Coventry, for his daughter's wedding.
<; 1693 Urquhakt Rabelais in. xxx, I will send you.. the

Bride's Favour. 170* Luttkf.li. BriefRet. (1857) V. 166

The motto of the coronation favours was, God has sent our
hearts content. 1741 H. Walpole Corr. (ed. 3) I. ix. 27
The city shops are full of favours. 177X Smollett Humph.
CI. (1815) 254 A bride's favour . . he now wore in his cap.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. .Spy I. 34 Choice ofjackets,

hats, and favors. 1859 Jephsjn Brittany xi. 183 He wears in

his button-hole a favour of blue, green, and white ribbons.

8. That which conciliates affection or goodwill
;

attractiveness, comeliness, beauty ; an attraction,

charm. Obs. exc. arch.
< 1300 K. Alis. 2844 An harpour. .made a lay of gret

favour. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 428 Bot ho hir passed in

sum favour, c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 126 A woman .

.

With fauour in here face far passynge my reson. 1513
Douglas sEneis xn. vii. 25 Wyth quhais (Japis'J favour
vmquhile strangly caucht, This God Appollo glaidly has

hyin timcht. 0585 Faire Em \. 228 Not very fair, but
richly deck'd with favour ; A sweet face, a 159a C.klene
& Lodge Looking Glasse (1861) 124 Now ope, ye folds,

where queen of favour sits. x6xx Bible Ecclus. xi. 22 Thine
eye desireth fauour and beautie. 1630 A*.

t)ohnsoiCs Kinged.

<y Commu: 91 The general contentment, which our English
women afford, without sophisticate and adulterate favours.

1847 Helps Frietuis in C. 11854} !• IJ6 It takes away much
of the favour of life.

9. Appearance, aspect, look. Now arch, or dial,

c 1450 Henry.son Mor. Fab. 34 The fauour of thy face, .is

foule and disfigurate. a 15*9 Skelton Poems agst. Gar~
nesche 9 The favyr of your face Is voyd of all grace. 1551
Rohinson tr. More's Utop. 1. (Arb.) 29 A man . . whome, by
his fauoure and apparell . . I iudged to bee a mariner. 1595
Shaks. yohn v. iv. 50, I do loue the fauour. .Of this most
faire occasion. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1.

_

yiii. 23 Palestine.,

tricked and trimmed with many new Cities, had the favour

thereof quite altered. 1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendi's Li/e 0/
Peiresk I. A 8 a, 1 1 was your pleasure also to learn the favour

of his Countenance from his Picture. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke
Shaks. Char. viii. 197 He is the 'counterfeit presentment '

of his sister in external favour.

b. The countenance, face. arch.

1525 Ld. Burners Froiss. II. ccxlvii. [ccxliii.] 759 He was
lyke kynge Richarde in fauoure. X581 C- T. in Farr. S. P.
Eliz. (1845) II. 396 My fauour is harde, My body croukte.

1603 Knolles IHst. Turks (1621) 861 Courrours were sent

out. .with certain notes also of the favour of the man. 1676
Loud. Gaz. No. 1 126/4 He is of low stature, and thin favor.

1691 Ray Creation 11 (1704)439 By their virtuous behaviour

cotnpenute the hardness of their Favour. 182a B. Corn-
wall Poems, Love cured by kindness, I ..know Whence
conies this noble favour. 1875 Tennyson Q. Maty v. ii,

What makes thy favour like the bloodless head Fall'n on
the block?

t c. A feature. Obs.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, m. ii. 136, I will .. staine my
fauours in a bloody Maske. X598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. iii- 23

In thy Face, one Favour from the rest I singled forth. 1655
Digges Compl. Ambass. 343 The Gentleman .. is void of

any good favour, besides the blemish of the small pocks.

d. Family likeness. Cf. Favour v. 8. dial.

Mod. dial. (Staffordshire), I knew her by favour, as soon

as I saw her.

10. Comb. + favour-currier — Curky-favour ;

favour-currying //*/. a. : see CORBT v. ; + favour-

ribbon, a ribbon worn as a love-token.



FAVOUR.
1831 T. L. Peacock in Examiner 14 Aug., Long tluods of

favour-currying gabble. 185s Kingsley Westw. Hot (1889)

13/z They train the lads up eaves-droppers and favour-

curriers. 1762-71 H. Walpole Virtues Anted* Paint.

< 17861 II. 291 Drinking, and dipping their favour-ribbands

in the wine.

Favour, favor (£fi*V3i), v. Forms: 4 favore,

favure, 4-6 faver, 4-7 favoure, (5 favoryn,

favir, Sc. fawowr', 9 dial, favver, 5- favour,

favor, [a. OF. favorer, med.L.favordre, f. favor-

em : see Favour j/\]

1. trans. To regard with favour, look kindly

upon ; to be inclined to, have a liking or preference

for ; to approve.
1340-70 Alex. $ Dittd. 740 Win fauure 5c . falce godus ?

c 1400 Destr. F>oy 13950 When Vlixes. .persayuit, ^at he
to Circes was son.. He fauoit hyni more faithly. 1535
Covekdale 2 Mace. XIV. 24 He loued Iudas euer with his

hert, and fauoured him. 1580 Baret Alv. F 251 Not
fauouring learning, not minding, auersits a Musis. 1626

Bacon Sylva V. § 495 Men fauour Wonders. 1662 Stil-

lingfl. Grig. Sacr. il. iv. § 4 Josephus seems to favour the

division of the City into three parts. 1780 Harris PkitoL
Enq. Wks. (1841) 485 The doctrines they most favoured.

1793 Burke Conduct of Minority Wks. 1842 I. 620 That
party which Mr. Fox inclined most to favour. 1841 Lane
Arab. Nts. I. 113 God favour and preserve him. 1873

Burton Hist. Scot. V. lx. 285 It was one of the difficulties

in the case to find what religion he favoured.

2. To show favour to ; to treat kindly ; to

countenance, encourage, patronize
; + to indulge

(oneself, a feeling).

136a Langl. /'. PL A. hi. 81 Rynges with Rubyes be
Regratour to fauere. c 1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. III. 489^
Faveriden hem in bese open errouris. c 1475 RauJ
Coiiyar 903 Now haue I ferlie, gif I fauour the ocht.

a 1533 I.d. Werners Gold. Bk. M. AureL (15461 Kj b, Yf
she be good, he ought to fauer her, that she may be the

better. 1549 Coyerdale Erasm. Par. Rom. vh. 7 This
wyse therfore fauoryng my selfe, I was in manner ignoraunt.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 78 Man onely . . ceaseth not to

favour his sorowe. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 22 William

. .favoured them by giftes and easy lawes. 1611 Bible Ps.

cii. 13 The time to fauour her.. is come. 1655 Sir K. Nicholas
in N. Papers Camden 1 II. 193, 1 beseech you. .fauor me soe

much as to hint unto his Mat- my misfortune. 1736 Butler
Anal. 11. vi, If there be a strong bias within . .to favour the

deceit. 1806 Med. Jml. XV. 112 If he will 'favor me ', by
perusing my last communication. 1857 Whewell Hist.

Induct. Sc. I. 210 The former [John the Grammarian] was
favoured by Amrou, the conqueror of Egypt. 1870 Max
Muller Sc. Rclig. (1873) 38 No religion .. would have
favoured the idea.

f b. To indulge with permission (to do some-

thing^. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5101 A fole to be fauoret folili to speke.

1605 Play Stucley in Simpson Sch. Shaks. \ 1878 1 1. 160 What
her bashfulness Conceals from you, favour me to disclose.

C. To indulge or oblige (a person) with some-

thing. / am favoured with : often used as a

courteous form of acknowledgement.
C1374 Chaucer Rocth. 1. i. 4 Fortune. .fauored[e] me

wib Kite goodes. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701)

14/2 The manner of his death gave Laertius occasion to

favour him with this Epigram. 1717 Wodkow Corr. (1843)

II. 308, I am favoured with yours of the 10th August.

1793 T. Twining in Country Clergym. iSt/i C. (1882) 185

A lady, .was asked to ' favour us with a song '. 1829 Lytton
Devereux 11. v, Fielding twice favoured me with visit.-,.

183a Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds iv. 48 Agriculture has

..been favoured with many privileges. 184a A. Combe
Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) p. xxiv, Having . . been early

favoured with a copy of the original work.

f 3. intr. To show favour to, unto. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 77 She to nouther part favoureth.

1548 Hall Chron. 98 b, All those that have, .favoured unto

his said uncle of Winchester.

4. trans. To treat with partiality. Also, to side

with, take the part of.

4:1350 Will. Palerne 1171 Hei3h king of heuene for bi

holy name, ne fauore nou^t so my [fo). c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vin. xxviii, He fawowryd be Part, pat langyd Schyr

Alysawndyr Mowbray, a 1533 LD. Berners Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. {1546J B iij b, I shall haue many wylle fauoure me
in the same. 1580 Barkt^/t'. F 251 He fauoured Cate-

line. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. Introd., Margaret

of Alencon.. favoured the Protestan's Religion, a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759) I. 23 Uncertain which o' th' two to

favour. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827)1. i7oAntigonus

suspecting .. that he favoured Cassander. Mod. The
examiner was accused of having favoured his own pupils.

b. Comm. In market reports of a commodity

:

To be at prices favourable to (buyers, sellers).

1890 Daily Xexvs 8 Jan. 2/6 Oats favour buyers.

5. To aid, support ; to show oneself propitious to.

1595 T. Maynakde Drake's Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.) 23 God
favoringe me, they [the Spanish ships] would have bin mine.

1601 M arston Pasquilfif Rath. 1. 258 Fortune fauours fooles.

1783 Watson Philip ill, 11. (1839! 65 They were secretly

favoured by Henry IV. 1793 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 1 -3

If Providence should, .favourthe allied arms. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 21 May 6/1 The willingness of the House- .to favour

its progress.

absol. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 213 Wei the more god

favoureth, whan he the comun right socoureth. 143S

Misyn Fire of Love 11. ii, Criste favirand. 1563 B - C-ooge

Eglogs (Arb.) 99 Fortune fauoures not and al thynges

backward go. 1697 Dryden Eneid 1. 522 A Name, While

Fortune favour'd, not unknown to Fame. 1878 Browning
La Saisiaz 27 Had but fortune favored.

b. Of a circumstance, fact, etc. : To lend con-

firmation or support to (a belief, doctrine, rarely,

a person) ; to point in the direction of.

J 09

1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de \\. 1531,' 210 The sentence aUu
of the prophete Usee fauoureth moche (as me semeth) that

it sholde be so. 1655 Fullkr Ch, Hist. 1. iv. § 9 This rela-

tion is favoured by the name of Litchfield. 1659 HAMMOND
On Ps. xxvii. 12 The sense favours them there. 1710

Steele Patter No. 209 ? 1 Every Circumstance . .favoured

this Suspicion. 1771 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 337 His opinion

.. appears to favour you. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 105

Seems to favour the opinion of Mr. Pott. 1884 Ld. Six-

borne in Lena 'Limes' Rep. 19 Apr. 229/2 Those cases which
favour the doctrine. 1887 C. C. Abbott Waste-Land Wand.
ii. 22 Every indication favored rain.

6. Of circumstances, weather, etc. : To prove

advantageous to (a person' ; to be the means of

promoting (an operation or process) ; to facilitate.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 12 That night not favouring

us, we cast anchor. 1699 Dampiek Voy. II. 11. 29 The Wind
favours them. 1709 Addison Latter No. 97 f 2 The Silence

and Solitude of the Place very much favoured his Medita-

tions. 1710 — Whig Exam. No. 4 No one Place about it

weaker than another, to favour an Enemy in his Approaches.

1786 W. Thomson Philip III, v. 11793' H. 115 The darkness

of tiie night favoured the enterprise. 1833 Lyeli. Princ. Geol.

III. 210 The argillaceous stratum . -by its yielding nature,

favoured the waste and undermining of the. .limestone. 1862

Ansted& Latham Channel 1st. in. xvi. (ed. 2)379 They had
been favoured by the wind. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. i.

(ed. 5) 10 The unity of the Empire, .had favoured the spread

of Christianity.

absol. a 1440 Found. St. Barthol. 44 Marchauntys of

fflaundrys. .faueryng the see, purposid to Lundone.

7. To deal gently with ; to avoid overtasking a

limb) ; to ease, save, spare. Now colloq. fesp. in

stable parlance and dial.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531'' 263 Fauour thy body.

1589 R. Harvey PL Perc. (15901 16 A Preacher, .must haue
his reader at his elbow, to fauor his voice. 1617 Markham
Caval. 11. 42 When a horse doth stand but firme vpon..

three feete. . fauoring the other. 1667 Pepys Diary U877)

V. 361 Walking in the dark, in the garden, to favour my
eyes. 1711 Budgell Spcct. No. 150 r 12 A thread-bare

loose Coat, .which . . he wore to keep himself warm, and
not to favour his under Suit, a 1745 Swift (Wore), He [a

painter] has favoured her squint admirably. 179a Osbaldi-

STONE 1 rit. Sportsman 228/2 He will set his foot on the

ground warily, and endeavour to favor it. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop 1, This habit., favours my infirmity. 1837 C. M.
Goodridge I'oy. S. Seas (1843) 55 This [oil-canj . . favoured

our other cooking apparatus. 1884 Upton Gloss., ' He
seems to favour the off foreleg.

'

8. To resemble in face or features; rarely, to

resemble generally, have the look of. Now colloq.

1609 B. Jonson Case is Altered in. iii, This young lord

Chamont Favours my mother. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat.

Auglo-Lat. 176 He favours you in the face. 1712 Steele
Spectator No. 398 P 1 The Gentleman favoured his Master.

1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. ted. 5) I. 431 'The manager,

in countenance, favoured his friend '. It should have been,
' resembled his friend'. 1866 S. Laycock in Harland Lane.
Lyrics 191 Tha favvers thi dad ! 1867 Watch Didesgate

19 ' Conto make 'em eawt ?
'

' Nawe . . but they favour'

n

Todmorden chaps '.

Favourable, favorable (f^*v6rab'l), a.

[ad. F. favorable, ad. L. favorabilis, f. favor ; see

Favour and -able.]

fl. Winning favour ; hence, pleasing, agreeable,

beautiful, comely. Obs.

In some examples the word may owe its shade of mean-
ing to Favour sb. 8 'beauty', or 9 'appearance, counten-

ance '
; cf. personable.

1398 Tkevisa Barth De P. R. xix. Iv. (1495^ 896 Hony is

full fauourable and lykynge to the taste and to ete. c 1430
I.YDG. Chorlc # Byrtte (Roxb.) 12 Hit maketh men.,
fauorable in euery mannes sight. a 1529 Skelton Anc.
Acquaintance 8 Of all your feturs fauorable to make tru

discripcion. 1590 Spenser Muiopotmos 20 Of all the

race . . Was none more favourable, nor more fair, Than
Clarion.

+ b. Admissible, allowable. Obs.

x666 Boyle Orig. Formes $ Qual. (1667) 31 Bodies may
be said, in a very favourable sense, to have those Qualities

we call Sensible.

2. That regards with favour (a person, project,

opinion, etc.); inclined to countenance or help;

well-disposed, propitious. Const, to, unto, fof.
1340 Hamf-ole Pr. Consc. 1344 Til bam be world es favor-

abel. ci37^ Chaucer Auel. fy Arc. 15 Be favorable eek,

thou Polymia. 1441 Plumpton Corr. p. Hx, Sucli as were
favorable of their said malicious purpose. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. 1. xvii, Y« goddes were to hym so fauourable, that

he slewe moche of the people of his brother and compellyd
hym to fie. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Offices 34 b,

Bee fauourable to thy people. 1596 Shaks. Tarn, Shr. iv.

v. 40 Happier the man whom fauorable stars A lots thee for

his louely bedfellow. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xxxiii. 204
They would surely have made them more favorable to their

power. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 507 O favourable spirit..

Well hast thou taught the way that might direct Our know-
ledge. 1749 Berkeley Word to Wise Wks. III. 451 It is

to be hoped this Address may find a favourable reception.

1827 O. W. Roberts Centr. Amcr. 37 The Indians.. are
particularly favourable to the English. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 123 King Swegen was
lending a favourable ear to their prayers.

fb. Gracious (said of a superior); kindly,

obliging. Obs. exc. arch.

1502 Aknolde Chron. 159 Unto the most holyest and
fauorablist Prince in erthe. 1530 Hen. VIII in Ellis Orig.

Lett. 1. 106. II. 17 To have the favorable and lovyng assist-

ance ofthe noble men. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv.v. 2 Vnlesse
some dull and fauourable hand Will whisper Musicke to my
wearie Spirit. 1642 I. Basire in Evelyns Mem. (1857) III.

3 To give you thanks for your favourable communication.
a 1822 Shelley Homer's Hymn to Moon 25 Hail Queen,

I

great Moon. Fair-haired and favourable [Gr. Trpofooi-.]

FAVOURABLY.
-j c. Ufa reader or hearer : Disposed to interpret

generously. Obs.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. (1632) 696 Polydor

Virgil must haue a warie and fauourable Reader. 1655-60

Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 65/2 Herein Damachus had
need of favourable hearers.

1 3. Showing undue favour, partial. Const, to.

1 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 389 One said that Omer
made lies. .And was to the (Ireekes favourable. 1393 Gower
Conf. III. 225 Thus was thesleward favourable, That he

the trouthe plein ne tolde. c 1460 Fortescle Abs. <y Lint.

Man. xv, And to make hem also ffauorable and parcial.

4. Of an opinion, report, etc. : That is in favour

of, approving, commendatory.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. m. iv. § 23 The favourable^ ex-

pression of him falls from the pen of Roger Hoveden. 1712

Steele Sped. No. 268 f 8 If you would be so far my
Friend as to make .1 favourable Mention of me in one of
your Papers. 1725 Di; For. Voy. round World (1840) 253
Giving a favourable account of the place. 1781 Cowi'ER
Conversation 764 That great defect would cost him. .Men's
favourable judgment. 3833 Lamb Elia (i860) 247 To insti-

tute, .favourable comparisons. 1879 CasscU's Techn. Educ.
1 . 335 Most favourable reports of the arm.

fb. Tending to palliate or extenuate. Obs.

1697 Dryden yin-enal \\\\. 350 Since none can have the

favourable Thought That to Obey a Tyrant's Will they
Fought. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 336 Favourable c

: rcum-
stances, alleged before the judge, may justify a doubt
whether the prisoner be guilty or not.

5. Of an answer, etc. : That concedes what is

desired. Of appearances : Boding well, hopeful.

promising.

1734 M.Philips in Swiff* Lett. <i768)
t

IV. 73 [His
answer] was as favourable as I could well wish for. 1781

Gibbon Decl. fy F. III. 61 The eunuch . .soon returned

with a favourable oracle. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxj,

I trust they have assumed a favourable aspect. 1875 W. S.

Hayward Love agst. World 77 How eagerly I hope for

a favourable answer.

6. Attended with advantage or convenience

;

facilitating one's purpose or wishes ; advantageous
helpful, suitable. Said esp. ofthe weather, etc.

(-1460 Fortescue Abs. $ Lim. Men. xii. Thai haue not

so much ffredome in thair owne godis, nor be entreted by so

ffauerable lawes as we be. 1548 Hall Chron. 175b, 'the

Wynd [was] so favorable to the Erles purpose. 1555 Eden
Decades 245 The fauourable influence of the heauen and
the pianettes. 1659 B. Harris Parivats Iron Age 38 This
was the first battle of this age, which proved favourable to

the Hollanders. 1659 London Chanticleers xii. in Ha/1.

Dodsley XII. 350 Or a favourable spider drop into the

cream, and drown himself, that he may poison them, a 1674
Clakendon Hist. Reb. (1703) II. viii. 364 A place very

favourable for the making Levies of Men. 1745 Bctlek
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 282 Incapacity and ignorance must be

favourable to error and vice. 1774 Pennant Four Scot, in

I 77 2 . 3 25 Sail with a favourable breeze. 1850 M rCosn Div.

Govt. ii. iii. (1874) 230 The cultivation of virtuous affections

is favourable to the health. 1866 Crump Banking vii. 153

The term ' favourable '.
. state of the exchanges. 1877 Lady

BrasseY I'oy. Sunbeam ix. 11878) 146 Make the passage

under favourable circumstances.

Favourableness (f^-vorab'lnes). [f. prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality or state of being favour-

able, fa. Kindliness, leniency (obs.). b. Suit-

ability. C. Lulogistic or approving character.

a. 1545 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xvi, He . . exhorted

theim to a more larger fauourablenesse. 1571 Goldinc;

Calvin on Ps. xlvii. 5 The universall favorablenesse wher-

with he embraceth all mankynd. 1625-8 Camden's Hist.

Eliz. 111. 1 1688) 441 Her favourableness in taking Contribu-

tions. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 199 To the favorablenesse

of your Lai*» future censure.. be pleased to add the favour

of your pardon. 1727-31 in Bailey vol. II.

b. 1775 Adair Amer. hid. 457 The favourableness of

the soil. 1790 Price in Burke Fr. Rev. 79, I mean the

consideration ofthe favourableness of the present times to

all exertions in the cause of liberty. 1820 Scokesuy Acc.

Arctic Reg. II. 251 The speedy capture of a whale depends
on. .the favourableness of situation and weather.

C- 1832 Ht. Martineau Homes Abroad iv. 51 The
favourableness of their report.

Favourably, favorably (f^-vorabli), adv.

[f. as prec. + -ly -.] In a favourable manner.

1. With favour or kindness
;
graciously, indul-

gently.
j388Wvci.ir Prol. si, We moun fauorably excu.-e lure

[ fudith] fro deedly synne in this doinge. c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vi. viii. 25 He.-tretyd be Scottis favorably. 1494

Fakyan Chron. vn. 314 He had fauourably harde his

proctours. 1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. C'tess Richmond
Wks. (1876) 298 Why lokest thou fauourably vpon them
that despysetheV 1611 Birle Wisd. vi. 16 Shcshcweth
herselfe fauourably vnto them in the wayes. 1665 Boyle
Occas. ReJI. Introd. Pref. (1845) 25 The Thoughts, which

have been the favourabliest entertain'd by the Readers of

my other Books. 1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 130

Men., judge too favourably, .where themselves and their

own interest are concerned. 1781 Gibbon Decl.fir F. III. 98

Hippo had been less favourably treated than the other cities

ofthe province. 1883 A. Roberts O. F. Revision ii. 29 It

has a claim to be fairly and even favourably considered,

f b. With undue favour or partiality. Obs.

1430-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 339 Som men feyneband fauor-

abliche seib bat Seynt Patryk clensed bat loud of .
.
ven-

emous bestes. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Stat. Robert III 52

Inquisitions taken favorablie, and be ignorant persons.

2. In favourable terms, or with a favourable

result ; to the credit or advantage of a person or

thing.

1655 Sir E. Nicholas in M Papers (Camden) II. 339,

I doe not wonder they write favourably of their Protectors



FAVOURED. no FAWCHING.
affaires. 1783 Hailes Antiq. Chr. Ch. iv. 116 Epictetus
had. .spoken favourably of the Christians. 187a Raymond
Statist* Mines $ Mining 17 Inyo was mentioned favorably
in last year's report. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Sept. 5/2
Clemenceau's decision and vigour, .contrast favourably with
the timid and half-hearted utterances of M. lirisson.

3. Comb.
1854 H. H. Wilson tr. Rig-veda II. 158 Creator of the

Maruts, favourably-minded towards us, grant us those bless-

ings which are most dear to thee.

Favoured {(e'l-\Did), ppl. a. 1 [f. Favour v. +

-ed l.] In senses of the vb. Often used for :

Favoured by Nature, fortune, or Providence;

having unusual advantages or blessings.

Treaties often contain a clause providing that each of the
contracting powers shall allow to the other all the advan-
tage, with regard to customs duties, permission to trade,

etc., that are granted to ' the most favoured nation '.

17*5 Pope Odyss. vn. 273 Oft with some favour'd traveller

they stray. 1758 Smollett Hist, Eng-.(iBoo) 1 1 . 245 The same
privileges that France granted to the most favoured nation.

1805 W. Saunders Min, Waters 112 One of those choice
and favoured spots. 1805 Wokdsw. Waggoner iv. 29 The
rude shepherd's favoured glance. 1848 MACaulaY Hist,
Ettg. I. 416 There were more favoured districts. 1891
Daily News 6 May 4/8 The favoured explanation of this

action was [etc.].

Favoured (f<?'*vord'
, ///. a.~ Also St. fa'ard,

fa'rd, faurd. [f. Favour sb. + -ed *.]

1. Having an appearance or features, etc. (see

Favour sb. 9^ of a specified kind. Only in para-

synthetic combinations as black-, crab-, evil-, hard-,

til-, well-favoured', etc. : see these words.

2. Having or provided with favours or rosettes

(see Favour sb, 7 b). Only in comb.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. Conclusion 90 Those white-

favour'd horses wait.

Favouredly (ff^vaidli), adv. [f. Favoured
ppl. a. + -ly-.] In comb., as evil-, ill-, or well-

favouredly : see these words.

Favouredness f^vaidnes). [f. as prec +
-NEfcs.] The quality or state of having a specified

appearance or look. Only in evil-, ill-, well-

favouredness : see these word?.

Favourer [f^'varaj). Also 6 Sc. favorar.

ff. Favour v. + -er !.] One who favours.

1. One who countenances, encourages, or sides

with another; a well-wisher, friend, or follower.
1483 Cath. Angl, 124/1 A Fauerer, favtor. 1495 Act 11

Hen. VI/
t c. 64 Preatnb., The same persones. . were ad-

herentis, assistencis, confederatis, favowrers. 1535 Covkk*
dale 1 Mace. vii. 7 Let him be punished with all his frendes
and fauourers. 1632 Lithgow Treat. III. 84 He was a great
favourer of the French Nation. 1691 Luttrell BriefRel.
(1857) II. 318 Being supposed a favourer of King Jame*..

1741 Richardson Pamela IV. 62 That modest Freedom.

.

which .. some of my Favourers attribute to me. 1876
Lytton Pausanias 49 A favourer of the Persians,

f b. Const, to, towards. Obs.
1547-^4 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 56 They are not.

.

faithfull fathers, friends, and fauourers to their country.
1586 K. Carvyle in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 225 III. 119
A favorer towards the mayntenaunce of peace and amide,

t C A patron ;
= Fautok 2.

16*5 K. Long tr. Barclay s Argents It. xxL 138 Go, Soul-
diers, with the gods your favourers, and subdue those men.
1741 Miudlkton Cicero II. vii. 18 A particular favorer,

and Patron of Ariobarzanes.

2. One who supports or promotes a movement,
opinion, project, etc. ; a furtherer, promoter.
1542-5 Brinklow Lament. (1874) pi Those whiche saye

they be the favorers of the Gospell, 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. I. vii. § 4 (1873* 53 Learned, or singular favourers
and advancers of learning. 1662 H. Moke Philos. Writ.
Pref. Gen. (1712123 They were no enemies to the opinion
of the Soul's Prae-existence, but rather favourers thereof.

1703 I, Savage Lett. Antients clxx. 394 Whether Matters
will be refer'd to any favourer of Peace. 1792 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary V. vii. 304 The French Revolution, of
which she is a favourer. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. v,

They think me favourer of this marriage.

t Fa'VOuress. Obs. rare. [f. Favouk-ek +
-ess.] A female favourer.
1616 Hakewill Answ. Dr. Carier 184 A principal

favouresse of the Protestant religion. 1660 Hexham, Sen
gunnercssc, a Favouresse.

Favouring (C'variij, Vrirj), ///. a. [f. Favour
v. + -ing 2.] That favours, in senses of the vb.
1586 A. Day Eug. Secretary 1. (1635) 52 Your entirely

favouring and carefull loving friends. 1606 Shaks. Ant.
<y CI. iv. viii. 23 Thy fauouring hand. 1633 T. James Voy.
6 With the first fauouring whidc, we proceeded. 1763 Sir
W. Jones Caissa Poems (1777) 137 As favouring lots ordain.

1807 Ckabbe Library 104 Flere the poet meets his favour-
ing muse. 1807 Wokdsw. White Doe vii. 262 To Bolton's
sacred Pile On favouring nights, she loved to go. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. ii. 14 As fast as . . favoring circum-
stances enable him to do so.

Hence Pavouringly adv., in a favouring manner.
18*9 Lytton DisinvnedW. ii. (ed. 3)21 The ancient servant,

on whom four years had passed lightly and favouringly.

t Fa'VOUrish., v. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. OF .favoriss-

lcngthened stem oi favorir to Favour.] trans, a.

= Favour v. b. To bring into favour with.

1490 Caxton Encydos xu. 45 The goddes in their des-

tynacyes haue fauourisshed the well with Iuno.

Hence t Favourished ppl. a., favoured.

1556 Aurclio ff /sab, Fv, Youre colouers that you gaue to

yuwre favorishede {printed fauoirshedc] knighies.

Favourite, favorite (fchront), sb. and a.

Also 6 favorit, 7 faforeite, favoret. [a. OF.
favorit (Cotgr.), var. offavori, pa. pple. offavortr
to favour ; =It., Sp., and Vg. favorifoi]

A. sb.

1. A person or thing regarded with peculiar

favour, one preferred above others. Const, of, with.
1583 Stanyhlkst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 18 This Iuno fearing, and

old broyls bluddye recounting, Vsd by her Greeke fauorits.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 175 This new Favorite Of Heav'n,
this Man of Clay. 1769 Junius Lett. viii. 38 There is

another man, who is the favourite of his Country. 1781

T. Gilbert ReliefPoor 9 Some of these Parish Officers are

too apt to gratify themselves and their Favourites. 1796
Jane Austen Pride fy Prej. 11885) H. ix. 205 Their cousin
Jane., was the general favourite. 1802 Wokdsw. To the
Daisy 80 Thou not in vain Art Nature's favorite 1838
Lytton Leila 11. i. The king smiled slightly at the ardour
of the favourite of his army. 1839 LoNGF. Hyperion ii. vii,

Of all operas, this was Flemmhig's favorite. 1876 MoZLBV
U'nit: Ser/u. vii. 155 Some persons are. .favourites of heaven.

b. spec, in Racing, etc. The competitor or com-
peting animal generally favoured or 'fancied', as

being most likely to win.

1813 Examiner 12 Apr. 240/1 By the 3d round, Carter
became the favourite (as it is termed'. 1857 G. Lawrence
Guy. Liv. iv. 26 All the favourites were out of the race early.

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie I". ii. 7 He was a student of mane
—first favorite of his year, as they say of the Derby colts.

2. One who stands unduly high in the favour of

a prince, etc. ; one chosen as an intimate by a

superior. Const, f to.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 111. i. 9 Like fauourites, Made
proud by Princes. 1642 FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. iv. i. 237
A Favourite is a Court-diall, whereon all look whilest the
King shines on him. 1660 T. Fork Theatre of Wits 36
The Duke of Suilli was a Favourite to Henry the 4th. 1671
Milton P. K. iv. 95 Committing to a wicked Favourite
All publick cares. 1776 GlBBON Decl. A> E. I, xvii. 443 He
bestowed on his favourites the palaces which he had built.

1874 Green SnortHist. iv. §
5 '1'he favourite [Piers Gaveston]

was a fine soldier.

3. A curl or lock of hair hanging loose upon the

temple : worn in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. [Cf. Y.favoris whiskers.]

1690 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 189 Frelange, Fontagne,
favorite. 1720 Gay Espousals 74 in Poems II. 376 Sooner
I would . . with immodest fav'rites shade my face. 1753
Hocarth Anal. Beauty vi. 78 They [curls], .ill deserved the

name of ' favourites '.

1 4. *= Favourer i. Obs. [perh. apprehended
as iff. Favour sb. + -m:.]
1585-7 T. Rogers 39 Art. Pref. (1607) 12 They have pre-

vailed but too much already with their too credulous
favourites. 1589 R. Harvev PL Pen. 12 Neither the
breeders nor fauorites of discord. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. I'l,

iv. i. 190 This factious bandying of their Fauourites.

B. adj. (Not regarded as an adj. by Johnson,

who places quots. 1711 and 1725 under the sb.)

Regarded with especial favour, liking, or prefer-

ence; beloved, chosen, favoured above others.

Favorite son : U.S. (sec quot. 1 888).
171 1 Addison Sped. No. 262 P 9 Every particular

Master in this Art [criticism] has his favourite Passages in

an Author. 1735 Pope Odyss. 1. 402 So Fathers speak..

Their sage experience to thefav'rite child. 1747 Gray (title i.

Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat. 1816 BYRON Ch. JJor.

Ili.xxxix, When Fortune fled her spoiled and favorite child.

1830 Fk. A. Kemble Let, in Record ofa Girlhood < iByS) II.

iii. 106 Portia is myfavouritest of all Shakespeare's women.
1870 E. 1*i:acock Half Skirl. 59 Their favourite anecdotes

had all been told. 1888 BrtcE Amer. Comiuw, II. 111.

Ixx. 552 A Favourite Son is a politician respected or ad-

mired in his own State, but little regarded beyond it.

Favouritism ^"'"voritiz'm). [f. prec. + -ism.

Cf. Y.favoritismc.]

1. A disposition to show, or the practice ofshow-

ing, favour or partiality to an individual or class,

to the neglect of others having equal or superior

claims ; undue preference.

1763 Wilkes Corr. t 18051 I. 82 The declared, .enemies of
..favouritism. 1796 Burke Corr. IV. 409 We conduct war
upon the principles of favouritism. 1814 D'Iskaku
Quarrels Auth. (1867)261 Truth will always prevail over

literary favouritism. 1880 Anvi: in 19th Cent. No. 38. 695
Young men were appointed by favouritism, or interest.,

more than from any proved capacity or talent.

2. The state or condition of being a favourite

;

favour. Also, of a race-horse: Relative position

in public favour.

1808 Cobbktt Pol. Reg. XIV. 691 Faction and favouritism

are the high roads to jx>wer. 18*3 Hyron yuan x. v, We
left our hero, Juan, in the bloom Of favouritism. 1853

G. Johnston Xat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 220 As the productive-

ness of one sort declines, a newer starts into favouritism.

1880 W. Day Racehorse in Training xvi. 158 She.. would
have had as good a right to favouritism for any race as Lady
Elizabeth herself. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 8 June 5/2 Her
[a mare's] favouritism went back to the 10 to 1 mark.

Favouritize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -izk.] /////.

To practise favouritism. Hence Fa'vouritizing

ppl. a.

1861 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 223 A job-loving, favouritizing

senior.

t Fa*VOUrize,z>. Obs. Also favo^u)rise - tac^
Y . favoriser, i. faveur : sec Favour^, and -ize.]

= Favour v. Hence Favourizing vbl. sb.

1585 T. Washington tr. Xuholay's Voy. Turkic t. xvii.

19 b [They] aided and favoriscd all the enterpriser of the

Kmperour. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 185/2
Without favorisinge the childe anye thinge therin. 1606
Holland Sueton, Annot. 29 Factions, .favourizing this or
that colour of the Chariotters. 1624 BriefInform. Affairs
Palatinate 16 He would not fauorize them with one good
word toward the Emperour.

tFa*vourless,a. Wbs. [f. Favour^. +-leks.]
Without favour, a. Not showing favour, unpro-
pitious. b. That has no attractiveness or beauty.
1509 Barclay Shyp of Polys (1570) 166 O cruell death, O

fury fauourlesse. 1590 Spknsek /'. Q. 11. ix. 7 Such happi-
nesse Heven doth to me envy, and fortune favourlesse. 1594
Marlowe & Nashe Dido 111. i, Dido. Is not .'Eneas fair and
beautiful? Anna. Ves ; and Iarbas foul and favourless.
a 1605 Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomerie 618 Whose
fauourlesse phisnomie doth dewlie declare His vices.

t Fa"VOUrons, a- Obs. [f. as prec. + -ous.

Cf. OY.favo{ufeux.'] a. Full of favour, obliging.

b. Adapted to win favour, pleasing.
( 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 673 To wype my fete bou

wer nat so faworus. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 1. 501 Lufe
is facound : and lufe is fauuious. Ibid. iv. no With humbill
hart, .and fassounis fauorous. 1597 Ureton Wit's Trench-
inourWks. (1879)^ 9/2 When women were wont to be kind-
harted, conceits in men were verie fauourous. 1775 Ash
(citing Chaucer), Eai'irous, favourable.

t Fa'VOUTSOme, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-some.] That is an object of favour ; acceptable.
1599 1J. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. iv. iii, Pray Phcebus,

I proue favoursome in her fair Eyes.

FavOUS (fi^'vas), a. rare. [f. 'L.fav-us honey-
comb + -ous.] a. Resembling a honeycomb, b.-

Resembling the diseasefavus.
1677 Grew Anat. Seeds i. § 10 (1682) 196 Its Surface

f;ivous, like that of Poppy. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Favower, -owre, obs. forms of Favour.

II FavUS (ftTi 'vi5s). Path. [L. favus honeycomb.]
A contagious disease of the skin, characterized by
pustules, so called from its resemblance to a honey-
comb. Also attrib.

[ 1398 Tre\ ISA Barth. De P.R.vu. iii. (1495) 223 Constantine
callyth suche a scabbe ./««««/, an hony combe, for suche
whelkes haue smalle holes, out of whiche matter comyth as
hony out of the hony combe.] 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
7(/7/^..an Ulcer, mattery Sore or Scab. 1806 Med. Jrnl.
XV. 168 The favus, when it happens on the face, and the
vesications behind the ears, often arise from the same cause.
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Favus

%
a contagious disease of the skin.

Favver, favyr, dial, and obs. ff. Favour.
Faw (19), sb. [Application of Faa, the surname

of a tribe of Scotch gipsies ; prob. a cognomen
originally identical with next adj.] A gipsy.

Also attrib., asfaw-gang, a gang of gipsies.

1756 jfarroio Par. Reg., Francis Heron, king of y° Faws,
bur. 13 Jan. 1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. (1849) III. 100
» Gipsies still continue to be called ' Faws' in the N. of Eng-
land. 1825 Brockktt N. C. H 'ora's 6y Rasv-gamg, a company
of riffraff. 1827 Mackenzie Hist. Newcastle II. 767 note,

Tinkers, doggers- .egglers, and others of that worthy race
called Faws. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Paw-gang, .a gang of
rogues and beggars.

t Faw, a. Obs. Forms : 1 faaj, fd}, 2 foa3,

fogh, 3 fan, foh, south. va3, 4 fowe, 4- faw.
[OE. fii% fdh - OHG. feh, Goth, faihs :-OTeut.
*fai/io-z:—pre-Teut. *poil'o-s, cognate with Or.
TTotKtXos particoloured. 'The mod.Kng form would
normally be *fo70 or

~:jougk
\ faw is from northern

dialects/]

1. Coloured, stained, streaked ; particoloured,

variegated. Also in Comb, as gold-faw.
((700 Epinal Gloss. 61 Arrins \varius\ '. f;ia^. Beoti'/ttf

1631 La^u drusade waiter under wolcnum wad dreore bg.
riooo Sax. Lccchd. II. 124 Ram ^eallan bone fa^an cnua
on niwe ealo. < 1150 Semi-Sax. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 542
Fuluns, uelflauus. .fouh. c X175 Lamb. Horn. 53 pas fa^e

neddre bitacneS bis fa}e folc be wuneS in bisse weorlde .

.

Vvited eow bet ?e ne beo noht be foa}e neddre. c 1205
Lay. 24653 Sum hafde gode grene sec, and alches cunnes
fah cla5. Ibid. 30984 Gold-uaje sceldes scanden bilifes.

c 1440 Gaw. ty Galaron ii. 13 in Pinkerton Scot. Poena
(1792) III. 218 Ferly fayr wes the feild, flekerit and faw,

With gold and goulis in greyne. 1513 Doiglas sEneis \ m.
x. 1 1839) 500 The God of bestis and offcildis faw.

b. In the plant-name Pawthistle {lit. coloured

thistle), the card thistle or teasel. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 124/1 Kawthistelle, labrnm veneris.

c. Of objects that reflect light; bright, glancing,

gleaming, twinkling.
.1000 Ags. Ps. lxx.wiii[i], 36 Fulium bu him afyrdest

fa^an sweordes. 't a 1400 Morte Arth. 747 The pryce
sdiippe/. .fonde/ wyth fulle saile ower the fawe ythcz.

2. qttasi-^7'. The adj. used absol. coupled with

gray. A species of fur, e.g. ermine (see quot.

a 1200). Cf. OF. vair et gris.

a 1200 Moral Ode 361 Ne seal per beo fou ne grei ne
cunijj ne ermine, t-1275 Doomsday 28 in O. E. Misc. 164

Mom of thisse riche that wereden foh and grei. c 1314

Guy Wanv. (A.) 4174 Gij him schred in foiuS: gray, c 1320

Sir Tristr. 1220 f>ai raft me fowe and griis, And pus
wounded bai me.

Faw, dial, and Sc. form of Fall v.

Faw, obs. form of Fain, Few.
Fawcebraye, obs. form of Faussebraye.
Fawcet(t, -set, obs. forms of Faucet.
Fawching, -chyn, obs. forms of Falchiox.
1582 N. LicHLHitLD tr. Castanheda"s Cong. E. /ml. 25 b,

Their enimies .. were cutting of it [the gabell] with their

wood-kniues or fawchings.



FAWD.

Fawcht, So. form of Fought.

Fawconer(e, obs. forms of Falconer l and 2
.

Fawd. dial. Also faud. [Of obscure origin
;

cf. Fad jti.li Feald ; also fawdom, Sc. var. of

Fathom.] A bundle.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 18 Wheare you see that

the water gets yssue . . yow may thrust in and ramme downe
fawdes of strawe. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Faud, a truss of

straw ; as much as the two arms will compass.

Fawd, Fawdomfe, obs. Sc. ff. Fold, Fathom.
Fawe(n, -er, obs. forms of Fain, Favour.

Fawesebraye, obs. f. of Faussebbaie, -braye.

Fawf, var. of Fauch sb. Sc.

Fawkener(e, obs. forms of Falconer.
Fawkenet, obs. form of Falconet.
15.. in Beauties of Thanet (1830) II. 34 After the dis-

chardge of ii fawkenets. .the forte was won.

Fawn (f§n )> sb. 1 Forms: 4-5 foun^e, (5

fowen), 5 faon, 5-7 fawne, 6-7 faun(e, 5- fawn.

[a. OF. faon, also foun, feon :—med.L. *f?ton-em y

l.foetus offspring.]

f 1. A young animal, cub. Obs.

[1274 Grands Chron. S. Denis (Rer. Gall. $ Franc. Script.

(1818) XVII. 354) Jones fauns de bestes sauvages.] 1481

Caxton Myrr. 11. vi, This beest hath but ones yong fawnes.

a 1603 Jas. I Psalm xxix. 6 Lyke to the faune of unicornis

Will feape when he doth speik. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire
I. xv. (1892) 127 The Fawne [of a seal] at the first is white.

2. A young fallow deer, a buck or doe of the

first year. Infawn (said of the doe) : pregnant.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 4-29 Of founes, soures,

bukkes, does Was ful the wode. c 1400 Malndev. (Roxb.)

xxxi. 143 Dappeld and spotted, as it ware founez of daes.

1486 Bk. St. Albans E iva, And ye speke of the Bucke the

fyrst yere he is a fawne. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xiv. 5 The
Hynde shal forsake the yonge fawne. .because there shalbe

no grasse. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 404 As a Tiger, who by
chance hath spi'd .. two gentle Fawnes at play. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 11776) III. 137 The fawns continue to

follow the deer eight or nine months in all. 1810 Scott Lady
o/L. in. ii, The doe awoke, and to the lawn . .led her fawn.

1872 Baker Nile Tribut. ii. 38 The does are now in fawn.

jig. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xv. xxxii, That her com-
mensed spleene may be withdrawne From them, whose
violence spar'd not her Fawne.

3. Short forfawn-colour (see 4).

1892 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 1/2 A Russian costume in

fawns made of fancy crcpon. Ibid. 22 Sept. 1/3 Slight

moustache and hair of a fawn that we associate rather with
Caledonia than the Netherlands.

4. attrib. and Comb., as fawn-colour, a light

yellowish brown (hencefawn-coloured adj.)
;
fawn-

skin ; d&Qfawn-brown, -like adjs.

1800 tr. Lagrange"s Chem. II. 177 They acquire a strong

^fawn-brown tint. 1865 Gosse Year at Shore 79 Light olive,

fawn-brown .. or pure white. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem.
II. 284 Of a red, inclining to *fawn-colour. 1844-57 G.
Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 133 From the palest fawn-

colour to the deepest amber. 1803 Davy in Phil. Trans.

XCIIL 261 They gave dense *fawn-coioured precipitates.

x8oi E. Peacock N. Brendon II. 391 The little fawn-

coloured bullocks. 1838 Lytton Leila 1, iv, That ^elastic

and *fawn-Iike grace. 1862 Shirley Nngae Crit. iii. 152

Little cousin Annie, with her shy fawn-like glances. 1513

Douglas AEneis vn. vii. 126 Sum wer cled in pilchis of

*foune skynnis. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 10 Many
allusions about a fawn, and fawn-skin, in the Dionusiaca.

1864 Swinburne Atatanta 1389 Their leaves that nod Round
thy fawnskin.

t Pawn, sb? Obs. [f. Fawn 0.
1

]

1. An act of fawning ; a servile cringe, a wheed-

ling courtesy.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 48 Infida.. plied

Francesco with her flattering fawnes. 1601 B. Jonson
Poetasterx, \ t T\\y . .wholesome sharpnesse.

.

plea seth Caesar,

more than servile fawnes. 1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc.

78 Will rave and chide . . But soon to smiles and fawns
turns all his heat, a 1657 & Loveday Lett. (1663) 146 The
fawnes of Fortune. 1744 E. Heywood Female Spectator

(1746 I. 131 You may know him by. .a servile fawn on all

who can. .contribute to exalting him.

2. = Fawner, rare- 1
.

1635 Brathwait Arcad. Pr. 80 Had he plaid buffoon,

Fawn or knave.

Fawn (f§n), v.'1 Forms : 4 faghne, fayn, 4-7
fawne, 4, 6-8 faun(e, (4 fauhne), 5 fawnyn,
6 Sc, 9 dial, fan, 5- fawn. See also Fain v.

[app. a variant, with specialized sense, of Fain v.

to rejoice. The OE. bttn&fkgntan and fahnian
(whence respectively fain and fawn) are derived

from different forms of the adj., viz. OE. fxgen,

whence fain adj., and OE. fagen, whence ME.
fawe.

Prof. Sievers suggests that the divergent forms are due to

suffix-ablaut i-in, -an, -un) in primitive OE.]

1. intr. Of an animal, esp. a dog : To show de-

light or fondness (by wagging the tail, whining,

etc.) as a dog does.
a 1225 [see Fawning vbl, sb. 1.] 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv.

295 pere ne was lyoun ne leopart . . pat ne fel to her feet,

and fauned with be tallies. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvin. iv. (1495* 751 Alambe. .fawnyth wyth hys taylle whan
he hath founde his moder. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 152/1

Fawnyn as howndys, appiaudo, 1593 Shaks. Liter. 421 As
the grim lion fawneth o'er his prey. 1611 Dekker Roaring
t7zV& Wks. 1873 III. 215 He can both fawne like a Spaniel],

and bite like a Mastiue. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 526 Oft he
bowd His turret Crest. .Fawning. 1675 Hodbfs Odyssey
(16771 209 The old dog Argus .. fauned with his tail, but

in

could not rise. 1791 Cowper Odyssey xvi. 1 1 Thy dogs bark
not, but fawn on his approach. 1865 Swinburne Poems <y

Ball., Satia te Sanguine 54 A tame beast, .fawns to be fed.

b. Tofawn on, upon : (of a dog, etc.) to show

delight at the presence of; to lavish caresses on, to

caress.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dicies 41, I barke upon the

fooles and fawne upon the wysemen. 1553 T. Wilson
Rhet. (1580) 196 The Lion, .fauned gently upon hym. (11605

Montgomerie Descr. Vane Lovers 42 A Dog. .will, .fan on
him vha givis him fude. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's

Eromena 193, I wondered to see her [a Deere] so gently

fawne upon me without any feare. 1776 Adam Smith
IV. N. 1. ii, A puppy fawns upon its dam. 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. I. 49 The calf, .came to me, and fawned upon me. 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, iii. (1889) 28 Jack [the dog].

.

was fawning on him as if he understood every word.

fig* *573 Tusser Hush. cxiv. (1878) 216 Though Fortune
smiles, and fawnes vpon thy side. 1600 Holland Livy iv.

xlii. (1609) 166 It was no long time that fortune fawned
upon the /Equians. 1796 Bvrkk Let. noble Ld. Wks. 1842

II. 271 In the same moment fawning on those who have the

knife half out of the sheath.

f c. quasi-tfraw. To wag (the tail). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12354 (Cott.) pas ober leons . . honurcl

him faunand pair tail.

f 2. trans. = Tofawn on (sense 1 b) : To caress;

to pat (the head of a dog). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12333 heading (Gott.\ pe leonis fauned
iesus. c 1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 1919 Hor houndez hay ber

rewarde, Her hedez bay fawne & frote. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Eu/emia 183, & faynand hir bare talis knet. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 294/4 They ranne to this hooly vyrgyne
in fawnynge her.

3. intr. To affect a servile fondness ; to court

favour or notice by an abject demeanour. Const.

on, upon (a person, his looks, etc.').

a 1310 [see Fawning vbl. sb. 2.} c 1440 Lydg. Seerces Pro!.

675 Smothe, afore folk to fawnyn and to shyne. c 15x0 More
J'icus Wks. 16/1 Iftheworlde fawne vpon the. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 171 Such as fawne on them with flatterie.

1577 tr. Bellinger's Decades (1592) 225 By fawning on his

angrie lookes she turnes them into smiles. 1612 T. Taylor
Comm. 'Titus iii. 3 Nor further fawned [they] vpon God
then to get out of his hands. 1692 E. Walker Efiictctns'

Mor. xxxi, Nor Matter, fawn, forswear, assent or lie. 1823

Lamb Lett. (188S) II. 62 How the knave fawned when I was
of service to him ! 1857 Buckle Civiliz.l. vii. 398 Even
our greatest writers prostituted their abilities by fawning
upon the prejudices of their patrons. 1865 Kingsley
Hereto, x, They fawn on a damsel with soft words. 1879
Dixon Windsor I. xiL 118 He stooped to fawn where he
was used to smite.

+ b. Tofawn upon (a thing, an object of desire)

:

to aspire to. Obs. rare— 1
.

1634 Ford P. IVarbeek v. i, Could I be England's queen,
—a glory, Jane, I never fawn'd on.

f 4. trans. To cringe to (a person). Obs. rare.

(11568 AsCHAM Scholem. 1. (Arb. 1 83 Though, for their

priuate matters they can follow, fawne, and flatter noble
Personages.

Fawn(f§n),^.2 [f. Faww J&. 1 ; cf. GF.faoner.']

1. intr. To bring forth young. Now only of deer.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. vi, They [lionesses] come to fede

their fawnes the iii day after they haue fawned. 1530 Palsgr.

546/2 Haue your dere fawned yet? 1679 Blount Anc.
Tenures 91 Because the De ir did then fawn, or bring forth

their young. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

2. trans. Of deer : To bring forth (a fawn).

1576 Turberv. Venerie 141 The Bucke is fawned in the end
of May. 1618 Earl of Cokk in Sir R. Boyle's Diary Ser. I.

(1886) I. 192 The firste fawn that was fawned in my Park.

Hence Fawning vbl. sb.

1598 Makwooo Lawes Forest xi. § 2 (1615) 81 When that

our Agistors doe meete together for the fawning of our wilde
beasts. 1685 R. Brady tr. John's Charter 0/ Forests § 7 in

Hist. Eng. App. 141 The third Swainmote shall be holden
. .concerning the fawning of our Does.

Fawn, obs. form of Faun.
Pawner (f§*nai). [f. Fawn z/.

1 + -ER 1
.] One

who fawns, cringes, or flatters; a toady.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 146/1 Faynare, or flaterere, adit'

lator. 1553 i\ Wilson Rhet. 106 b, Flatterers, fawners,
and southers of mennes saiynges. 1685 Gracian's Cour-
tiers Orac. 156 All the Fawners . . are so many Monsters
of impertinence. a 1715 Burnet Oivn Time (1766) I.

68 His diary, .represents him as an abject fawner on the
Duke of Buckingham. 1812 Southey Omniana II. 322
Certainly he was no fawner. 1864 E. Sargent Peculiar
I. 289 He. .began to p'ay the fawner once more.

t Fa'Wnery. Obs. [f. prec. + -Y.] The bearing

or tricks of a fawner ; flattery, sycophancy.
1661 K. W. Con/. Charact., Temporizer (i860) siThis

puppet of policy differs from the foregoing spanniel of
fawnery only in time and degrees.

Fawney (.f^'ni). slang, [a. Irishfdin{n)e ring.]

1. A finger-ring.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Fawney, a finger-ring. 1834
H. Ainsworth Rooktvood in. v, Fogies and fawnies soon
went their way. 1831 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 423 He
wears a stunning fawny on his finger.

2. a. = Fawny 7'ig. To go on the fawney. to

practise the fawney-rig. b. One who practises the

fawney-rig.
1781 G. Parker Vic^iv Society II. 167 There is a large

shop in London where these kind of rings are sold, for the
purpose of going on the Fawney. Ibid., The Fawney says,
' I dare say some poor woman [etc.] '. 1789— Li/e's Pai?iter

174 Fawny t an old, stale trick, called ring-dropping.

3. Comb.,^^fawney-droppcr, -dropping; fawney-
bouncing, selling rings for a pretended wager

;

fawney-bouncer ; fawney-rig (see quot.).

FAWNINGNESS.
1781 G. Parker View Society II. 166 The Fawney ri£.

1823 Egan Grose's Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Fawney rig, a
common fraud thus practised :—a fellow drops a brass ring,

double gilt, which he picks up before the party meant to be
cheated, and to whom he disposes of it for less than 'us

supposed, and ten times more than its real, value. 1851
Mayhew Loud, Labour I. 351, I do a little in the Fawney
dropping line. 1857 ' Dlxange AnGlicus" Vulg. Tongue

39 Fawney droppers gammon the flats and take the yokels in.

Hence Pawneyed [-ed
-J,

ringed.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Faivnied or/aivney-/am'd,
having one or more rings on the finger. 1834 H. Ainsworth
Rooh'vood in. v, Myfawnied famms.

t Fa*wnguest. Obs. [? f. Fawn v. + Guest.
Possibly an etymologizing spelling of some dialect word.

Nashe was an East Anglian; can the word be identical

wlth/angast, given by Sir T. Browne without interpretation

in his list of words peculiar to that region (Misc. Tr. viii.

146)? Hickes {Ags. Gr. 1689), however, says that in Norfolk

a/angast -wench meant ' virginem viro jam nunc maturam
et virum quasi expetentem'.

a. A fawning parasite, a sycophant, toady. Also

at/rib. b. One who robs or swindles another under

the guise of friendship.

1592 Nashe Strange Nc:ves Wks. P. iv/i Nuntius, a
Fawneguest Messenger twixt Maister Bird and Maister
Demetrius. 1596 — Saffron Walden Tiii/i He may be a
fawn-guest in his intent neuertheles. 1602 Rowlands
Greene's Ghost (1880J 15 There be certaine mates called

Fawneguests, who. .will. .say. .a friend of yours, .gaue me
this bowed sixpence to drinke a quart of wine with you for

his sake. Ibid., Such Fawneguests were they, that [etc.].

Fawning ^f§'nir)) ,vbl.sb. [f. Fawn v. + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. Fawn.
1. Said of animals : see Fawn v. 1 i.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 290 Spit him amidde be bearde . . bet .

.

fikeft mid dogge uawenunge. a 1300 Cursor M. 12350
(Cott.) Abute his fete be quilpes ran. .And wit bair fauning
mad him cher. 1382 Wyclip Tobit xi. 9 With the faunyng
of his tail he io3ed. c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaw. 2002 The
lyoun wald noght fyght, Crete fawning made he to the

Knyght. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. i. 43 Low-crooked curtsies,

and base Spaniell fawning. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts

(1673! 109 The lower and stiller [voice of a dog] is called

'whining', or 'fawning*. 1665 Boyle Occas. Re/l. in. vii.

(1845I 159 With . . how many Fawnings, does he [a dog]

court me to fling it him? 1844 Lowei.1. Ci!/«w^«j Poems
1890 I. 153 O days whose memory tames to fawning down
The surly fell of Ocean's bristled neck !

2. Cringing, servile flattery or homage; an

instance of this.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. Iv. 23 Fyth of other ne darth he
fleo, that fleishshes faunyng furst for-eode. 1382 Wyclif
Judith xiv. 13 Vagio. . made fawnyng with his hondls. 1533
Udall Flowers Latine Speaking (1560) 67 b, Nor suffre our

selues to be wonne . . with faunyng. 1592 Wyrlky A rutorie

145 Let no man ..To highiie of her [Fortune's] lended

faunings host. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxxi, No fawning, sir

. . cried the baronet. 1862 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, j. 3

A spirit of fawning and truckling towards those in authority.

Fawning U§ niq\ ppl* # U- as Prec - + -ING ~-]

1. That fawns or shows pleasure or fondness as

a dog does ; caressing, fondling. Said also of the

arm, tail, or tongue.
c^1340 CursorM'. 12354 (Trin.)pese obere leouns. .honoured
him wib faunnyng tail. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. 1. xvi,

When that these grayhoundes had me so espied, With
faunyng chere of great humilitie In goodly haste they fast

unto me hyed. a 1569 Kingesmyll Godly Advise (15801 1

The subtile fanyng spaniell. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met.
1.(1626)13 She.. Hung on his necke with fawning armes.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 741 Fierce Tigers couch'd

around, and loll'd their fawning tongues, c 1750 Shenstonk
Colemira 7 The fawning cats compassionate his case And
purr around. 1842 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. led. 2) V.

viii. 120 As a king giving names to fawning brutes.

fig* 1635 Qv arles Enzbt.i. vi. (1718)25 Let wit or fawning
fortune vie their best.

b. quasi-art'z/.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 237 pe ny5tynga!e .

.

Twytereb wel fawnyng Wib full swete song in be dawenyng.

1398 — Barth. De P. R. xn. xxiii. (1495) 428 The byrde
Kaladrius settyth his syghte on hym and beholdyth hym
as it were faunynge and playsynge.

2. Showing servile deference, cringing, flattering.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 137 Drunkenness is a fawn-

ing devil, a sweet poison. 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality
81 The fauning Parasite, and Saint-seeming devil. 1701

Loud. Gaz. No. 3708/1 Edward Troupe.. with a fawning
Scotch-like Tone. 1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 164 A fawning
treachery against which no prudence can guard. 1838

Lytton Leila 1. v, The voice .. smoothed into fawning
accents of base fear. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xi. 652

A fawning and hypocritical race.

Pawningly l
f^-nirjli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

In a fawning manner : a. Caressingly, joyfully.

b. Cringingly, flatteringly, servilely.

a. 1790 Bewick Quadrupeds (1807I 358 The sagacious

animal . . leapt fawningly against the breast of a man.

b. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. 332 note, Those Princes.,

that (as is said ofthem) * Never seelookes, but fawningHe dis-

guised'. 1654 Tratp Comm. Matt. sii. 3S They [i.e. the

Pharisees] had nothing to say for themselves, butfawningly

to call him Master, a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721

II. 178 Lucifer. .Strove fawningly f attract good Edmund*s
Ear. 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng. III. 401.' It was set down
in my instructions', answered Jeffreys^ fawningly, 'that

I was to show no mercy to men like you.'

TawningnesS (fg-nirjnes^. [f. as prec. +

-ness ] A fawning disposition or demeanour

;

cringing behaviour, servility.

1673 O. Walker Educ. ii. 20 It is much easier to bend
a naturall mis-inclination to its neighbour virtue . . as

fawningnes to complaisance. 1827 De Qvincey Murder



FAWNSOME. 112 FAYETTISM.
Wks. IV, 45 I'm for peace, and quietness, and fawningness,
and what may be styled knocking-underness.

Fawnsome 'fo-nsiSm\ a. dial. [f. Fawn p.+
-some.] Of an animal: Disposal to fawn ; show-
ing fondness.

1863 Mrs Toogood i'orks/t. Dial., The calf . . is grown so

fawnsome it will follow us like a dog. 1873 Swaledale
Gloss., Firntmtt adj., winsome.

Fawntekyn, var. Faintekin Obs., an infant.

Fawny (fy'ni), a. [f. Fawn sb. + -v.] Of a
colour : Inclining to fawn.
1849 Beck's Florist 260 Madame Angelina, that most

unique Rose in its creamy fawny tints iQ&m Garden 1 Apr.
'.•23/1 The sepals are of a pale fawny yellow.

Fawoure, obs. form of Favour.
Fawse, obs. and dial, form of Fai.sk a.

Fawsont, Sc. var. Fashioned.
Fawte, obs. forms of Fault.

f Fax, sb, Obs. Forms: o. 1 feax, north.

feex, 1-2 fex, 3-6 fax, (5 faxe, f> facts, 7 faix,

?6 //. fassis). 0. 3 veex, vax[e. [OE. feax**
OFris. fax, OS. and OHO. fahs (MHO. vahs\
ON. (and mod.Norw.) fax. The word occurs in

the proper names Fairfax, Halifax.]
1. The hair of the head.
Beo-,vulf296 7 Swat adrum sprang f«r5 under fexc. cyoo

B.eda's Hist. 11. xvi. He., hxfde blaec feax. c 1000 .SW.i.

Lcechd, I. no Wib part &et marines fex fealle. c iao$ Lay,
•-•434} [Heo] luken heom bi uaxe [c 1175 han heere] and
laiden heom togrunde. a 1300 Cursor m. 7244 (Cot t.i Thorn
his fax his force was tint. < 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Martha 7

Scho was far of fax and face, c 1440 Bone Flor. 1545 Then
they towsyd hur feyre faxe, That was yelowe as the waxe.
1513 Douglas /Eneis 11. vi. 51 His fax and herd was fadit

quhar he stuide. 1548 Hall Chron. 10 b, YJ fassis of their

head set ful of new devised facuns. 1560 RoLLAMO Cri.
i'enus 1. 915 With countinance and facts virginall. 1606
Hot. [.and Sudan. Annot. 30 a, Whose lokes and faix were
so slicke and glib with sweet oyles, that they shone againe.

I1610 — Camden's Brit. 1.723 Fax in the old English
tongue signitieth the haire of the head.

J

2. derisively. The face.

[Perhaps a misunderstanding of the obsolete word as pre-
.served in poetic phrases ; some other Sc. examples in iSth c.

would admit of a similar interpretation.]

1513 Douglas .Ends vm. Prol. 32 The fdlok hir deformit
fax wald haue a fair face.

Faxed, a. Obs. [f. prec + -ED 2
; cf. ON.

faxt'SrJ] Having hair, hairy. Faxed star : a

comet, from the resemblance of its tail to hair.

891 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS. 1
, Same men cwebap on

Englisc bat hit [cometa] sie feaxede steorra. a xt$9
MATTHEW Paris Chron. Maj. an. 891 (Rolls* 1. 428 Cometa
apparuit qua: Anglice 1'e.xedc stcrre nuncupatur. [ 1605
Camden Rent. (1636) 26 The old English ..could call

a Comet a Fixed [sic] starre ; which is all one with Stella
. rinita.} 1851 Cumhrld. Gloss., Faxed Star.

Fay (£?*), s6A Obs. or arch. Forms: 4 fei,

feye, fai, 4-6 fey, 4-7 fay, 5 fa, 4-6 faye, 6 foy.

[ad. later OFr.jfc*:—earlier feit,feid\ see Faith.
Feith, Faith was the original, and became the

ordinary, Eng. form : but fey,fay also passed into

Eng. from contemporary Fr. (11300, and was for

a time almost as common as the earlier form,

especially in certain senses, and in phrases such as

farfay, by myfay»OFr. parfei, par ma fei.]

1. Religious belief ; = Faith sb. 1-4.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7562 (Cott.), I haue in drightin fest mi

fai. 1315 Shorkham Poems 118491 139 Her-to accordeth
oure fay. .1310 R. Brlnnk Mcdit. 18 pat ys preved by
crystes feye. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. Ajpp. iv. 117 [>ou

schalt he founden, I pe fay Hoseled. 14 . Pol. Eel. «$ L.
Poems 1S66 253 Ellis faileb al oure fay. ? 14. . Chester PI.

{1847)11. 116 Newe tonges shall have to preach the faye.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Eeg. Princ. 332 Mannes resoun may
not preve our fey. c 1450 Myrc 302 For who so beleueth
in the fay. 1590 SntKSKR Sheph. Cat. Sept. 107 Both of
their doctrine and of their faye. 1596 Spenser F, Q. v. viii.

19 That neither hath religion nor fay.

2. Credit, authority; = Faith sb. 6.

i 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. ii. 112 For as moche as be fey
of my sentence shal be |>e more ferme and haboundaunt.
3. Promise, assurance ;

=- Faith sb. 8.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11530 (Cott.) He (hcroude] was traiiur,

fals m fai. i 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2046 par- to sche sykerede
b.mne hure fay, to help hem be hure mi^te. c 1385 CHAUCER
/-. G, W. 1847 Lucrece, They answerde alle unto hire fey.

4. Allegiance ; Faith 9 ; also in To hold, keep,

owe, swear {one's)fay ; • Faith sb. 9 b.

( 1190 S. Eng. Leg-., St. Dominic 246 Bi pe fei, bat i schal to
be. c 1310 Sir 'Pristr. 318 pe mariner swore his faye. 1375
Barbour Bruce xiu. 545 [He] held him lelely his fay.

1415 Wyntol-m Cron. vm. xli. 59 J>e Folk come to be Fay.
< 1450 Hknhvson Mor. Fab. 53 For to pray That . . Lords
keepe their fay Vnto their Soueraigne King. 1590 SriCMH R
/. Q. 11. x. 41 Did foy and tribute raise.

b. To be at, to take til ( -^to^. any person s or

persons'fay : to be in, to take into allegiance or

subjection to him or them.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12984 (Cott.) J>e kinges all ar at mi fai.

137S Barbour Bruce anil, 404 Bothwell . . then at yngiiu
meunys fay Wes. c 1415 Wyn u»t n Cron. vm. xli. 85 He tuk
uame til be Scottis Fay : Til hyin bare Athisof bat mad^h*1 '.

5. Fidelity; = Faith sb. 10. Also To bearfay.
1 1300 Havelok 255 Alle be engli* dede he sweren J>at he

shulden liim ghod fey beren. 1377 /*('/. Poems (Rolls) 1.215
So fikel in heare fay, That selden iseije i.s sone fonete.
a 1519 Skei.tos Dk. Albany 437 In loyalte and foy I.yke to

Ector of Trov,

6. In asseverative phrases : a. /// {£&<£) fay ;

= Faith sb. 1 2 a.

c 1300 A'. Alis. 6952 Hcthoughte in god fay. < 1340
Cursor M. 13603 (l'rin.) He is oure son bei seide in fay.

1413 Jas. I Kiugis Q. lix, Here is, iu fay, the tyme. ( 1475
KaufCoil^ear 88 In gud fay, Schir, it is suith that }e say.

( 1531 DCWM Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1046 In good fay
I thankeotir Lorde. Mod. dial. (Devon.) Iss fay !

b. In quasi-oaths. By, upon my \ etc.) fay :
=

Faith sb. 12 c. Also in Fr. form, (Tar) (ma) fay.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13593 (Cott.) ' A propnete ', said he, ' bi

mi fay', c 1300 Harrow. llellZx Par ma fey! ich holde
myne Alle tho that bueth heryne. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T.

201 If I say fals, sey nay, upon thy fey. — Clerk's 'P.

1'rol, 9 Tel us som niery tale, by your fay. — Pars. P.

r 793 Par fay the resoun of a man tcllith him [etc.]. c 1460
I lay Sacram. 589 Betwyn Douyr & Calyce .. dwellth non
so cunnyng be my fey. .1460 Poumeley Myst. (Surtees) 36
Ma fa ! sone I hope he shalle. 1547 Garoiser in Strypc
Cranmer ll. 11694) 76 To say [etc.]. .by my faye is overfar

out of the way. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. xxil, Nephew, quoth
Heron, !)>' my fay. 1849 James Woodman s, By my fay,

the place seems a fortress instead of an abbey.

Fay (i?*y» $&$ Also 6 in Fr.form ffie, 8 faye,

//. 7 faies. [ad. OF. fae, fate (Fr. fee) = Pr. and

Vg.fada, Sp. hada, It. fata:—Com. Horn, fata fern.

sing., f. L. fata the Fates, pi. of fdtnm Fatk.]
= Fairy 4.

1393 Gowf.r Con/. I. 193 My wife Constance is fay.

i(ii533 Ld. BrcRSF.ks Huon cxliv. 536 The noble queue
Morgan le faye.] 1570 B. Googb Pop. Kiugd. 11. (1880) 15 a,

As j.k-aseth him that fightes with Fees. 1633 B. Jonson
Tale Pub II. i, You'd have your daughters and maids
Dance o'er the fields like faies to church. 1746 COLLIKS
Dirge in Cymbeline Poems (1771 1 97 The female fays shall

haunt the green, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 177 Be she

a Fiend, or l>e she a Fay, She shall be Otto's bride to-day.

1873 G. C. Davies Mount, .y Mere xiv. 113 Which needed
but little imagination to transfer them into fays and water
sprites.

Fay (fr 1
), sb.'* Forms : S-9feigh, 9 fay, feagh,

fee. [f. Fay v.-] The clearings from the surface
;

the surface soil, the dross of metals.

1747 Hoosow Miner's Diet. M j, This [the Limp] the

Washers use for to throw off the Feigh from the Ore out of
the Sive. 180s Mawb Mineralogy 204 Feig-h, Newc. Refuse
washed from the lead-ore. 1839 Mlrchison Silur. Syst. 1,

iii. 40 Fee, pronounced 'Fay', a red rubbly thin-bedded
rock, with some marl. 1884 Cheshire Gloss.., Fay, Fee, the
surface soil in contradistinction to the sub-soil. 1893 SUR-
VEYORS* Institution Professional Notes V. 66 They com-
menced removing the surface soil, or 'fey'.

Fay \Se
v
), vA Forms: 1 fl^-an, 3-4 fe*jen, 3

feien, (flen), south, veien, 4 fey, south, vie, 5
fye, 6 faie, 5- fay. [OF. fh-an — OS. fSgian
Du. voegen) tOWj.fuogen {X\i\\G.viiegen, mod.G.

fiigen

)

:—OTeut. *ftgjan to fit, adapt, join (cf.

OFris. f$giat
which differs in conjugation), f. *fog-

(cf. OHO. fuoga, mod G. fttge fitting together,

joining), ablaut-form of Tcut. root fag- in fag-ro-

Faibiz.]

1 1. trans. To fit, adapt, or join (whether in

material or immaterial sense) ; to put together,

add, compose; to fix or fasten in position. Obs.

a 1000 Riddlts xxvi. tGr.) Heo . . fe*e3 mec on faesten.

nooo Sax, Lcechd. III. 206 Herculem jesiho freo[n]dscipe

I

fe^ft. . 1200 Prin. Coll. Horn. 25 Ure fader shop us and
feide be lemes to ure licame. Ibid., Forbi we clepeS him

' fader for bat he us feide here, c zsoo Ormin 11501 Forr
< manness l>odi3 fe^edd i--s Off fowwre kinne shaffte. Ibid.

\
1:523 5'^ v^ fe?esst breo wi >b bno Pa findesst tu basr

: sexe. a nag Ancr. R. 78 Vordi ueie5 Isaie hope & silence

bo3e togederes. Ibid. 396 Ure Louerd . . to-tweamede his

soule urom his hodie vorto ueien ure bo5e togederes.

t b. ? To fit, furnish with, Obs.

1 1 105 Lay. 649 He lette makien enne die .. & feiede heo
mitl bornen.

f c. 7ofay upon long: to fix at a distant point

,
(in time) ; to postpone. Obs.
,1400 Destr. Proy 5616 The ferrer bat we fay our fare

opon longe, The more we procure our payne.

1 2 intr. To suit ; to match with. Obs.

1300 Agst. Pride Ladies in Pol. Songs (Camden) 154

The bout and the harbet wyth frountel shule feje.

b. US. Of a coat : To fit. To fay in : to fit

into its place; also trans, to fill Up ;a gap 1

.

1866 Lowf.i.L Biglw P. Poems 1890 II. 374 Ther' 's yaps

our lives can't never fay in. 1868 Mrs. Whitni-y P. Strong-

xi. (18691 128 One of the things that fayed right in. 1889
Farmkr Americanisms, ' Your coat fays well.'

3. To suit, do, go on favourably, succeed. Obs.

cxc. dial.

c 1300 Bcket 658 That ne vieth nothing, c 14*5 Seven
!

Sag; 2981 (P.) That may nou}t fye And he se the with hys

I

eye. . He wyl knowe the anoon righte. 154a Udai.i. Erasm.
Apof>h. 11. 336 b, This waye it will not frame ne faie, There-
fore must we prone another waye. X863 Barnes Dorset

!
Gloss.,* Things dont fay as I should wish em.' 1886 T. Hardy

! Mayorof Casterbridg-e xx, It came to pass that for 'fay' she

said ' succeed '.

4. Ship-building, etc. [Special uses of 1, 2] a.

trans. To fit (a piece of timber) closely and ac-

curately to (another), b. intr. Of the timber: To
fit close, so as to leave no intervening space
a. 1754 M. Murray Shipbuilding- 188 Fay . . to fitt two

;

pieces of wood so as to join close together. The plank is

said to fay to the timbers when it bears, or lies close to all

1
the timbers. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) C iv b, The
wing-transom ..is fayed across the stern-post, and bolted
to the head of it. 1775 Falck Day's Diving- I'essel 5 Two-

inch planks, .were fayed and nailed to all the limber of tht*

external frame. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
b. 1794 Eig-g-ing fy Seamanship' I. ^3 The mast where it

fays is paid over with soft tar. r 1850 Eudim. A'aT'ig.

(Weale) 102 The butts are rabbeted, and must fay close.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., The plank is said to fay to

the timbers, when it lies so close to them that there shall be
no perceptible space between them.

Hence Fayed ///. a. ; Faying vbl. sb., the

action of the vb. Fay 1
; also attrib.

1748 F. Smith I'oy. Disc. N.-W. Pass. I. 133 The House
was. .built of hogs of Wood laid one on the other, with two
Sides plain or fayed, that they might he the closer, r 1200
Prin. Coll, Horn. 25 Swo digeliche hit al dihte bat on
elch feinge is hem on sene. a 1225 Ancr. E. 78 pis is nu
be reisun of be veiunge. 1858 Simmonhs Did. Trade,
Faying in maritime phraseology, the union of two pieces so
close that no intervening space occurs. 1869 Sir E, J.
Reed Shipbuild. x. 193 The rivet-holes shall be punched
from the faying surfaces. Ibid. xvii. 338 Care being taken
topunch from the fayhig-side.

I"ay, feigh v f<
70, z>.~ Forms : 3 feegen, faeien,

fegen, fe^en, 4-5 fyen, 6 fie, 7 fea, 7-S fee, 4,

7 9 f©y, 7-9 feigh, fay. [a. 0~S.fig/a to cleanse,

polish:—OTeut. type *f$gjan. ON. had also a

synonymous parallel derivative from same root,

fdga (=MDu. vligen :—OTeut. type *f;rgifan)

whence the Eng. Fow v. The ON. words appear
to be related by ablaut to Du. vegen, MHG. vegen,

mod.G.fegen, to polish, clean, sweep.
In South Yorkshire it rimes with iveig-h (wfi\ not with

day, way, say (d£, w^, se) ; perh. the best spelling isfeigh.]

trans. To clean, cleanse, polish ; to clear away
(filth, etc.). Now only dial, in specific applica-

tions : To clean out (a ditch, pond) ; to pare

away (surface soil) ; to clean (seed
1

; to winnow
(corn'.

c 1205 Lay. 7957 Heo . . fae^eden hcoren wepnen. Ibid.

8057 pe king .. hehten [?hehte] heom alle . . fseien heore
steden. < 1220 Bestiary 210 Fe3 5e 5us of &i brest filde.

c 1350 in Arch&oiogia XXX. 353 J>>s drinke xal fyen fro bi

herte Glet & rewme. '.',; 1400 Morte Arth. 1114 He feyed
his fysnamye with his foule hondez. 1573 Tusser Husb.
(1878 54 At midnight trie foule priuies to fie. Ibid. 133
Chuised seede to be picked and trimlie well fide. 1600

Holland Livy xxi. xxxvii. 11609) 414 Such a deale of snow
there was to he digged, faied, and thrown out. i6ai

Burton Anat. Mel. 1. 11. iv. vi, To empty jakes, fay channels,

carry out durt [etc.]. 1641 Hest Farm. Bks. Surtees) 4
Oates threslud and feyed. Ibid. 52 Fey up dursed come,
and lye sirawe on the floores. 1674 Kay N. C. Words,
Fee, tu winnow. Fey, Feig-h, to do any thing notably. To
fey meadows is to cleanse them : to fey a pond, to empty it.

1704 in Picton L'pool Munic. Eec. 11886) II. 59 Hee has

already fey'd and ring'd y" seller and enclosed a garden.

1796 Prcce Anonym. (1809)91 To fee, or to feig-h, as they
speak in Derbyshire, is to cleanse ; so tofee out is to cleanse

out. X813 Cullum Hist. Hawsted $ Ifardzvick Gloss.,

To fay or fey a pond or ditch, to clean by throwing the

mud out of it. 1864 F. Greville in Field 29 Oct.. The
pond had not been cleaned out, (or as we say in Norfolk,

fyed out)., for fifty-five years. 1876 Mid-Vorksh Gtoss. t

' Fey that hedge bottom out.' 1876 Whitby Gloss., Fay, to

fan, to winnow with the natural wind. 1887 .V. Cheshire

Gloss., Fee to remove the surface soil, e. g. to obtain marl,

sand, &c.

Hence Faying vbl. sb. ; used attrib. in faying-

cloth, ? a winnowing cloth,

1641 Uest Farm. $ Acct. Bks. (Surtees) § 2. 115 An old

coverlette. .and a feyinge cloth for to lye upon them.

f Fay, v* Obs. In 3 feahen, fea;en. [Only

in southern ME. ; a Scandinavian origin is therefore

unlikely, so that the word can hardly be identified

with prec. ; the sense also differs. Perh. repr.

OE. f&zan Qftehit piaffit ' Epinal Gl. ; cf. af^an
to depict), f. fdh coloured, Faw.] trans. ?To
adorn.
a n«5 Ancr. E. 58 Al ;et bet falleS to hire [bet be fea5efl

hire C.J. c 1130 Itali Meid. 45 Feahe bi meidenhad WW
alle gode beawes.

Hence Faying vbl. sb.

c 1*30 Itali Meid. 43 Nis ha nawt in cla&es ne in fea-

hunge utewiS.

Fay, obs. form of Foe.

Fay, obs. var. of Fey a., fated to die.

Fayalite (OHUalt). Afafc [Named by Gmelin

in 1S40 after Fayal, one of the Azores: see -ite.]

A silicate of iron and other bases, found in Fayal

and elsewhere.

1844 Dana Min. 586 Fayalite of Gmelin, from the Azores.

1879R.UTLKV Stud. Eocks xiii. 263 A mineral which, in

chemical composition, is allied to the iron-olivine, fayalite.

Fayd, var. of Fade v.- to suit ; in quot. intr.

14.. Wedding ofSir Gawain 214 in Furniv. Percy Folio

I. 109 ' Thys may nott fayd ', said Gawen.

Fayence, var. of Faience.

tFayer. Obs. exc. dial. Also Fowau. [f.

Fay v.- + -er 1
.] One who cleanses.

1611 Cotgr., Escureur.. a scowrer, cleanser ; feyer. Ibid.

s.v. Fi-, Maistre fifi- feyer of priuies.

Fayettism {& -ctiz'm). [ad. F. Fayettisme, i.

(I.a) Fayette : see -ism.] The doctrine and practice

of the followers of La Fayette.

1793 Burke Policy of Allies Wks. VII. 138 Fayetteism,

Condorcetism, Monarchism, or Democratism. 1794 Atuu.

IlARRt-tL HUt. Clergy during- French Eev. 0795) *?7 A11

the known friends of Fayettism. 1848 \V. H. Kkllv tr.

L. Blanc'sllist. Ten J'. I. 313 Unhappy men immolated on

pretence of Faye*tism.



FAYFUL. 113 FEALTY.

t Fayful, a. Obs.- [f. Fat sb. 1 + -ful.J =
Faithful. Hence f Fayfully adv., in a faithful

manner, a. Loyally, b. Reliably.

? a xqooMorte Arth. 171 5 Thay hafe the furthe forsettealle

of be faire watyre,That fayfully of force feghte us byhowys.
1426 Aldklay Poems 10 Fayfully wrytyn in hole wryt.

Fay-land fcWrcnd). [f. Fay s6* + Land sb.]

The land of the fays, fairy-land.

1870 Mokris Earthly Par. I. 11. 622 For some green
summer of the fay-land light Tripping she went.

Fayler, -or, obs. forms of Failuke.

I
Fayles. Obs. [The writer of Ludus Angli-

corum 'see quot. c 1330) connects the word with

Fail v. ; the game being usually decided by the

failure of one of the players to make a throw that

would enable him to move. Godef. has two
examples of the OF. phrase jouer a la faille,

which, though figurative, may contain an allusion

to this game.] An obsolete form of Back-gammon.
c 1330 Lucius Anglicorum in Royal MS. 13. A. xviii 158 a,

Estet alius ludus qui vocatur Faylys. [The game is described

at length.] 1598 B Jonson/iz'. Man in Hum. in. iii, Hee'll

play at Fayles, and Tick-tack.

t Fayllard, a. [quaai-sb.) Obs. rare- 1
. [? AF.

f. Fr. Jaitlir: see Fail v. Cf. Fr. babillard, etc.]

That fails or offends ; offending, delinquent.
c 1310 in Rel. Ant. I. 145 No wily lufe na clerc fayllard.

Payme, Fayn e, obs. (i. Fame, Fain, Fetgx.
Faynd, v, Sc. Obs. : see Fand.
Fayre, obs. f. Fate, Fare.
Fayrey, -ie, -y(e, obs. ff. Fairy.
Fayssyon, obs. form of Fashion.
Fayt te, obs. form of Feat.
Fayte'n, Fayth'e, Fayto(u,r: see Fait-.

Fayver, obs. form of Favour.

t Fazart, sb. (a.) Obs. Sc. Also 6 faizard,

fasert. [Of unknown etymology ; according to

]araiesonfaizard is used in some parts for a herma-
phrodite fowl.]

1. A coward, dastard.

1597 Montgomerie Cherrie fy Sloe 377 To fazarts hard
hazarts Is deid or they cum thair. Ibid. 632 3°" fatzardis
durst not. .Clim vp the craig.

2. altrib. or adj. Cowardly, dastardly.

1508 Kennedy Flyting w. Dunbar 517 Fowmart, fasert,

fostirit in filth and fen.

Faze (fc'z\ v- U.S. trans. To discompose,
disturb. Cf. Feeze v.

1890 Dialect Notes * Boston, U. S.A.) Note*'from Louisiana
11. 70 ' You didn't faze him'— you did not disturb him. 1890
Columbus 1 Ohio 1 Dispatch 22 July, This blow, altho' a fearful

one, did not ' faze ' me.

Faze, obs. var. Feaze v.

Fazenda (fazenda,. Also fazende. [Pg.

fazenda — Sp. hacienda."] An estate or large farm.

Also the home-stead belonging thereto.

1825 A Caldcleugh Trav. S.Amer. II. xvii. 185 The few
fazendas in the neighbourhood were, .occupied in pressing
the sugar cane. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. ii. (1873* 24 On
such fazendas as these the slaves pass happy lives. 1846
G. Gardner Trav. Brazil 522 The Fazenda of Padre
Correa is situated in a hollow surrounded by bare hills.

II Fazendeiro (fazendnn?;. In quot. fazendero.
[Pg. ; i.fazenda (see prec.).] One who owns or

occupies a fazenda.

1825 A. Caldcleugh Trav. S. Avier. II. xvii. 243 Few
fazenderos used the same piece of land for more than two
consecutive years.

Fazle, var. of Fasel v. Obs. to ravel.

Fazoun, obs. form of Fashion.
Fe, obs. form of Fee.

Feaberry 'frberi, Crb£ri). dial. Forms: a.

6 feaberrie, 7, 9 fe-, 9 fa-, fae-, fayberry, 7—
feaberry. /3. 7-9//. feab'e s, 9 fabes, fapes,

feaps. 7. pi. 7 thebes. thepes. 9 thapes.
[Possibly corruption oi*theve berry, f. ME. Theve
:—OE. pefe prickly shrub (in pcfe-porri) + Bebby

;

the shortened form thebes appears to preserve the

original initial. Cf. Dayberby (perh. a variant;.]

A gooseberry; in Norfolk applied only to the

unripe fruit (rorbyV Also attrib.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1143 In English Gooseberrie,
Gooseberrie bush, and Feaberrie Bush in Cheshire, my
natiue countrie. z6iz Cotgr., Groiselles, gooseberries;
thomberries ; fea-berries. 1615 Makkham Eug. Housew.
1660) 76 The best sauce for green Geese is the juyce of
Sorrel and Suger mixt together with a few scalded
l-'eberries. 1674 Ray S. <$• E. C. Wonts 65 Feabes cr
Feaberries; Gooseberries, SufF. Thebes in Norfolk. 1706
Phillips 'ed. Kersey, Eeabs or Fea^berries, a Country-
Word for Goose- berries. a 18*5 Fobby Voc. E. Anglia,
Fafies s. pi. gooseberries. Variously called alsofeaps, fcabs,
/ales and thapes', all abbreviations of feaberries . .On that
day [the Guild-day] a fape-tart is an indispensable regale
at every table. 1855 E. Wauch Lane. Life 11857) io4
' Fayberry cake', .or such like homely buttery- stuff.

Feable, ob=. f. Feeble ; and var. of Fiable, Obs.

Fead,Feadary,obs. Sc. ff. Fbodj&S, Feudart.
Peagne (%\ sbA dial. Also 7 feak. [Cf.

Du. Jeeks of same meaning, referred by native
etymologists to the vb. veqen 'see Feague v. .

Also cf. ME. Vecke.] (See quot. 1781.)
Vol. IV,

1664 BOLD Poems 134 Three female idle feaks who long'd

for pig's head. 1781 Hl*tton Tour to Caves Gloss., Feague,
a dirty, sluttish, idle person. 1869 in Lonsdale Class.

t Feague, tb.* Obs. rare- 1
, pf. Feague v.]

In phr. oyfits andfcags = i by fits and starts'.

1600 ABBOT Exp. Jonah 171 Neither that we apprehend
grace, by fits or feags as we are urged by any present thing.

t Feague, v, Obs. Also 7 fegue, S feag.

[Prob., as suggested in Bailey 1721, this and the

earlier recorded variant Feak v. ' (and the later

Fake v.) are ad. Ger.fegen lit. to polish, furbish,

sweep (for the jocular applications see firimm
s.v.), or the equivalent I)u. vegen, JJut there

may be mixture of a native word ; cf. Feak 7'. :s

]

1. trans. To beat, whip. Ateofijf,
[1589-1598: '.'Implied in Buhfeace.] 1668 Ethfrf.dci

She Would if she Could iv. ii, Let us even go into

an arbour, and then feague Mr. Rakehell. 1681 Otwav
Soldier's Port, v, Curs, keep oft from snapping at my
heels, or I shall so feague ye. 1691 Rabskaken Vapulans 5

Well -on my Faith, he feagues these Black-coat Sparks.

1721-1800 Bailey, Feag; to beat with Rods, to whip.

2. To ' do for ',
' settle the business of' ;

-

Fake v.

1668 Etheredce She Would if she Could in. iii, Oh my
little rogue, .how I will turn, and wind, and fegue thy
Ixxiy [in a dance] ! /bid., 'lis with a bottle we fegue her.

1671 CROWKE Juliana I, I hope the Cardinal will feage 'urn

all. 1672 Wvcherley Love in Wood 1. i, Sly intrigue, That
must at length the jilting widow fegue. 1690 D'Ubff.v
Collin's Walk London 1, 6 Had not tn' Times hi- honour
fegu'd. Ibid. 11. 84 When Catalinea league Had made, the

Senators to fegue.

b. (See quot.) Cf. Fake v.

1785 Grose Class. Diet. s. v., To feague rt horse, to put
ginger up a horse's fundament, to make him lively and
carry his tail well.

3. To feague away, to set in motion briskly.

Also fig. To agitate (a point) in one's thoughts.

Also, To feague it away; to work at full stretch.

(Cf. Tofake away.
',

1671 Shadwell Humourist in, Come in.. and fegue your
violins away, fa, la, la, la. 1672 Villiers <I>k. Buckhm.)
Reltearsal (1714' 55 When a knotty point comes, I lay my
head close to it.. and then I fegue it away i' faith. 1691
Shadwell Scowrers in. iii, Come out.. I'll feague thee
[partner in a dance] away. 1829 Scon Jrnl. {iZ'/i, II, 240
From that hour [three] till ten . . I was feaguing it away.

t Fea'guer. Obs. [f. prec. in unrecorded sense
= Fake v. ; cf. Faker.] See quot.
1610 Rowlands M. Mark-all C iij, A Feager of Loges,

one that beggeth with false passes or counterfeit writings.

Feak (frk), sb. [Perh. related to Feak v.'->
;

possibly a sing, inferred from feax }
Fax, mistaken

for a pi.] A dangling curl of hair.

1548 Thomas Hal. Cram., Ciocca, a feake, or quantitie
of heare. 1598 Marston Pypnal. Sat. i. 138 He that.. Can
dally with his Mistres dangling feake, And wish that he were
it. 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 593 It doth not become
thee to go with such feakes and lockes. 1650 Bclwer
Anthropomet. ii. (1653)72 If anything l>e lopped off their

feaks or foretops.

tFeak,^. 1 Obs. [var. of Feague v.] trans.

To beat, to thrash.

1652 J. Heywooij Prov. fy Epigr. (1867,1 "7 The foole

was feakt for this.

Hence Fea'king vbl. sb. ; in quot. attrib.

1601 Cornwallyes Ess. xxiv, Being without his feaking
sticke, he is without himselfe.

Feak (ftk)* v-~ Falconry. Cf. Feat v. 2. [ad.

Ger.fegen to cleanse, sweep.] a. intr. Of a hawk:
To wipe the beak after feeding, b. trans. To
wipe (the beak) ; also, to wipe the beak of.

c 1575 Perfect Bk. Kepinge Sparhawkes fed. Harting 1S861

19 They must, .haue tyine to feake, 16:8 Latham 2nd Bk.
Falconry 146 When she hath fed, feaked, and reioyced.

1686 Blome Gentl. Recreat. n. 48 When she [your Hawk]
hath Fed, say she Feaketh her Beak and not wipeth it.

1852 R. F. Bcrton Falconry in Valley Indus iii. 28,

I., gently pulled her off the pelf, feaked and hooded her.

Feak (frk), ».* dial. Also9feek. [Cf. Fikez-.

and QH.fhi&a to drift, fly away, and its causative

feyka to blow, drive away, to rush.]

1. trans. To twitch, jerk, pull smartly.

1548 Thomas Hal. Gram., Dichiomare ..to feake the
heare awaie. 1879 Miss Jacksom Shropsh. Word-bk.,
* I know w'en our Maister's in a bad 'uraour, fur e' al'ays
feaks 'is wescut down.'

2. intr. (See quots.)

177S Ash, Feake (v. int. in the Scotch dialect', to flutter,

to be officiously busy, to be idle. 1811 W. Riding- Gloss.,

Feak, to fidget, to be restless or busied about trifles. 1878
Cumbrld. Gloss., Peek, to be uneasy or anxious.

t Fe a
al, sb. Sc. Obs. Also 6 feeall, feall, 7

fiell. [In sense 1 perh. originally a subst. use of
next adj., with the sense * one who owes fealty '

;

but it appears to have been interpreted as if f.

Fee sb.- or v. + -al, and this derivation prob. gave
rise to the other senses. Cf. OY.fieal pertaining
to a fief f. fii^fitf), and med.L. fealiter Du
Cange) =feodaliter ' by feudal law '.]

1. a. A feudal tenant, vassal, liegeman, b. A
servant * feed ' or hired for a term.
a 157a Ksox Hist. Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 123 The Cardi-

nallis baner was that day displayed, and all his feeallis
war charged to be under it, c 1575 Balfour's Practickt
'1754) 127 All tenentis .. haldand landis of ane Baron,

sould swear.. that thay sail be leill fealbi to him. 1661
SiAi.niNG Troub. Chns. / (1851) II 280 Commanding afl

prenteissis, seruandis, fiellis, not to change their maisterK
2. The condition of being held in fee.

1478 Aits Lords of Council '1839) 10 pc persones that has
the landis in the Levenax in feale of be lord Glarnmy^.
1630-56 Sir l<- OoBno!* Hist. Earls Suthcrld. (1813) 253
John Gray of Skibo had the lands of Ardinch in fiall from
John . . F.arle of Sowtherland.

3. A payment due to the lord of the fee ; al>o

gen. a periodical payment, stij>end, pension.

*543 Se. Acts Q. Mary 11814) 430/1 To pidder with \><-

fealis of be chantorie and denrie of Glasjrw. .pertcnyint; to
be said lord for his fee. 1581 Sc. Acts Jas. I '/ n'.t^t .-^

;

Exceptand. .the f^ift and feall ^rantit by ws ttU.-Gilhcri

Prymrois. .for all the dayis of his lyf. i6o7^Jas. \'l MS.
Let. to Ld. Scone (Jam..), There iKrin^' a parti<:ular yrirlyp

feall appointed to him for the discharge ofthc '.aid office,

attrib. 1581 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814J 236 'J'hc saidis

nbl>ot and convent ar no'Jit able to pay the feall thrid'-

ofthe said abhay according to the fir^t assumptiotin.

Feal (fiT), a. arrh. [a. OF. feat, altere<l form
^by substitution of suffix: see -ai. of fen'/:—L.

fide/em faithful, I. fid?- faith.] Faithful, firm in

allegiance, constant.

1568 A. Scon in Bannatyue Poems 251 Prent the wordis
..Quhilkis ar nocht skar, to bar on far frae Ijowrdis, Bot
leafe, bot feale, may haell, avaell thy Grace. c 1575
Balfour's Practicks (1754) 243 Ane tenent. -sould . .say.

.

Hear ze, my J.ord, I sail be leill and feal to /mi, 1603

J. Savii.e Salut. Poi-ui Jas. I in Arb. Garner \
'. 630

France, and froward Ireland. .Are fed subjects to your
royal hand. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), P'eal, the Tenants
by Knights-Service us'd to swear to their Lord to lie Feal
and I.eal, i.e. Faithful and J-oyal. 181A ScoT7 War: xix,

His rij^ht feal, trusty, and well-beloved cousin. 1827
Jrnl. (1890] II. 15 My old and fea! friend James.

Feal (ffl), v. north, dial. Also 4-5 fele. [A
northern and north midland word, a. <)^.feta to

hide, also to commit, commend = Cj<Ah.fithan to

hide, bury:—OTeut. *felhan, str. vb. r pret. falh-,

pa. pple. *fo/gano). In ME. and mod. dialects

always conjugated weak.
App. equivalent in form, though the relation in sense is

obscure, a.rt()E.fotau
1
fenlh,folgen) to stick fast, to reach,

attain, OHG.fttahan to put together. The compound vb.

OK. hifiolan to entrust, commit, command, correspond"' in

form and sense to OFris. bifella, OS. bifclhan (Du. ber'cleu),

OHG. biflahan (M HG. bevelhen, mod.G. befehlen .J

trans. To hide, conceal.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 3 In at thing c~ he nouht lele That
ficxles gift fra man will fele [printed rele]. Ibid. 12 For
his [Christ's] Godhcd in fleis was felid Als hok in bait.
''. a 1400 Morte Arth. 3237 Thurghe that foreste I flede

. . ffor to fele me for ferde of tha foule thyngez. c 1460
'I'mvneley Myst. 6j My counsellars so.. No wyt from me
ye fele. 1570 Levins Afanif. 207/30 To Feale, velare,

abscondere. 1664 Flodden P. mi. 189Q The smothering
smoak the light so feald, That neither Army other saw.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 1601J 17 He that feals can find.

1721-1800 in I'ailf.v. 1873 in Svatedale Gloss.

Feal, var. of Fail sbA,q.v. Chiefly in the law-

phrase Feal and Divot : see Divot.

Feald. dial. [?var. of Fold ; cf. Fad, Fawd.]
A bundle of straw.

'/ 14. . Carle of Carlile 239 in Sir Gawayne 'iZy^zC^ Had
itt not beene for a feald of straw Kayes backe had gone in 2.

Feale, obs. form of Fell.

Fealty (ff'alti). Forms : 4-6 feaute, (5 feauty,

6 feautie,, 4-5 feute/e^-O fewt e'e, '; fewthe,

fewtye,, 4-7 fealtie, -ye, {$ fealtee, feaulte, 6

-ie], 6- fealty, [ad. OF' .feaute, feaulte, fealte^

Pr. fealtad, fedeltat :-L. fidP/ildl-em, i. fide/is

faithful, {.fides Faith.]
1. The obligation of fidelity on the part of a

feudal tenant or vassal to his lord-

1375 Bareot.r Bruce 1. 427 Schirbyschop. .GyfTthowwald
kep thi fewte Thou maid nane sic spekmg to me. c 1460

J. Ri:ssell Bk. Nurture 1204 f>ey haue knowleche of hom-
ages, seruice, and fewte. 1587 Flf.misg Conin. Holinihed
III. 1362/1 From all debt or dutie of fealtie.

^ 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, v. ii. 45, I am. .pledge for his. .fealtie to the ntw-
made King. 1765 Blackstonf. Comm. I. 367 This obliga-

tion on the part of the vasal was called his fidelitat or

fealty. 18x4 Scott Ld. of Isles in. viii, Each bent the
knee To Bruce in sign of fealty. 184s Teskvson Morte
D'Arthur 75 Not rendering true answer, as beseem'd
Thy fealty.

2. The recognition of this obligation (see quot.

l ^?)h)' Also //. Frequent in phrases to do,

make, receive, swear, tic. fealty.

c 1300 K. Alis. 2911 Alle heo duden him feute. c 1130
R. Brcnse Chron. (iSioi 3 Ine toke his feaute of alle fat
lond helde. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls; VII. 95 To
whom [Swane] J»e men.. bat dwelled at pe norb side of

Watlyng strete gefen ostage and sworen feutee. c 1400

V-waine fy Gatu. 3762 Sho sal hald hir land of the, And to

the tharfor mak fewte. 1475 Bk. Soblesse 38 Prince

Edwarde .. received theire homages and feutees..in the

name of King Edwarde .iij'. c 1489 Caxtoh Sonnes ofAy-
man xxvl 571 l"hey of the londe receyved him to be their

lorde & made to him fewt & homage. 15*3 FrrzHEfcH. Snrv.

12 These tenauntes maye holde their landes by .
.
fealtie.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VI11, c 20 I 5 Making, .othe & feautie

only to the kinges maiestie. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
n. 416 Solomon .. received fealtie of all the Princes and
People of the Land, a x6a6 Bicon Max. fy Uset Com.
Law (1635) 32 Fealty is to take an oath upon a book, that

hee will bee a faithfull Tenant to the King. i6ts BtanET
Rights Princes v, 140 The Bishops were also obliged to

swear fealty to the Pnnce. 1855 Milwan Lat. Chr. (1864)

IV. vu. it 58 Where there was no fealtv there could be no

15
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treason. x86* Ld. Brougham Brit. Const. x\. 146 The
vassal swore to his baron fealty absolutely.

attrib. 1851 Sir F. Palgr.wf. Norm, fy £mg, I. 359
Henceforward, though Lotharius Imperator might apj>ear

in Charter or Diploma and the fealty-form be preserved to

him, his sovereignty in Italy was gone.

3. transfi andfig.
c 1530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 173 We all to him

[God] owe fealty and service, a 1536 Calisto <y Melibxa
ibid. 1. 54 The more to God ought I to do fealty. 1591 Shaks.
Tivo Gent. 11. iv. 91 Be-like that now she hath enfranchis'd

them Vpon some other pawne for fealty. 1667 Milton
P. L. 111. 204 Man disobeying Disloyal breaks his fealtie.

1681-6 J. Scott Chr.Life (1747 1 III. 276 The Church, .makes
a visible Profession of Fealty to him. 1717 E. Fenton Homer
Odyss. XL in Poems 94 Studious to win your Consort, and
seduce Her from chaste Fealty to Joys impure. 1866

Felton Anc. iy Mod. Gr, I. v. 82 The most advanced minds
acknowledged their fealty to the old master [Homer].

Feam, Sc. var. of Foam.
Feamality : see Fkm-.

Feance, obs. form of Fiants.

Feane, obs. var. of Feign.

Fear fi«a), id. Forms: 1 fser, f6r, 3-6 fere,

3 fer, 4-5 feer(e, 6 Sc. feir, 5-7 feare, 7- fear.

Also 2, 5 fore. [OILfter (the rare southern ME.
fore may represent a variant *fdr; cf. swar—su'ver)

str. masc, sudden calamity, danger, corresponds to

OS. fdr ambush (MDu. vaer), and except for the

difference of declension to MDu. vdre fern, fear

'cf. mod.Du. gevaar newt, danger), OHG.fttra fern.

ambush, stratagem, danger (MHG. vdre ; cf. MHG.
gevtbre fern, and neut., mod.G. gefahr fern.), ON.
far neut. misfortune, plague; the sb. (:—OTeut.

*f&ro-%, fero[m, fierd) is not recorded in Goth.,

which however has the derivative flrja lier in

wait.
The base fatr- (:— pre-Teut. per-) is prob. one of the

ablaut forms of the Aryan root per to go through isee

Fare v. 1

), but the genesis of the sense is not clear; the

current comparison with Gr. wetpa, L. pcrlculum trial,

attempt, risk, seems to be misleading.]

fl. In OK. : A sudden and terrible event
;

peril.

Beoivulfic&Z Hie se fa;r bejeat. a 1000 Cxrt'inon"s F.xod.

452 (Gr.) Waeron Ejypte eft oncyrde, flugon forhtigende,

fair ongeton.

2. The emotion of pain or uneasiness caused by

the sense of impending danger, or by the prospect

of some possible evil.

Now the general term for all degrees of the emotion ; in

early use applied to its more violent extremes, now denoted
by a/arm, terror, fright, dread. In 14th c. sometimes
pleonastically dread andfear.
CI175 Lamb. Horn. 97 Hi. .wi5-utan fore godes blisse

bodedan. (1290 S. Eng.Leg. I. 82/15 He ne bi-!efte for

no fere. < 1340 Cursor M. 2914 (Trio.) Into be felde he

drou^e for feer. 1398 Trevisa Earth. l)e P. R. XII. xxxiv.

(1495) 434 The ostryche maye not see the horse wythout
fere, c 1400 MauNDEV. (Roxb.)xxxi. 140 Fals hert myght
no}t here be grete drede and fere bat bai had. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xv. 61 O Jupyter, hast thou, .determyned. .togyue
vs tremoure and feere. 1562 J. Hevwood Prov. A> Epigr.

(1867! 9 Feare may force a man to cast beyonde the moone.
1588 A. King tr. Cauisius' Catech. 17 He . . may. .without

alfeir say [etc.], 1611 Bible Ex. xv. 16 Feare and dread
shall fall vpon them. 1671 Milton P. R. ill. 206 Where no
hope is left, is left no fear. 1715 Watts Logic 1. vi. § 12

We are in Danger of it [Passion], it raises our fear. 1776
Gibbon Dec/. <$• F. I. 303 Fear has been the original parent

of superstition. 1809-xo Coleridge Friend 1 1865) 107

A contract .. might be entered into through fear. 1875
Manning Mission It. Ghost x. 265 Fear without fortitude

degenerates into timidity.

b. personified.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xii. 12 Next him was Feare, all

arm d from top to toe. a 1650 May Old Couple 11. (1658) 13

Then fear steps in, and tells me [etc.]. 1747 Collins Ode
Passions 17 First Fear his hand. .Amid the chords bewilder'd

laid. 1817 Coleridge Poems 69 Pale Fear Haunted by
ghastlier shapings.

e. An instance of the emotion ;

' a particular

apprehension of some future evil.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. ofMalta 11. v, Tender, and full

of fears, our blushing sex is. 1701 De Foe True-born Ettg. 2

With needless Fears the. . Nation fill. 1874 MorleyC<w//w«
wise * 1886) 36 The old hopes have grown pale, the old
fears dim. 1879 Miss Braddon Clov. Foot be, You need
have no such fear.

d. A state of alarm or dread. Chiefly in phrase

in fear \ also, f To put in ra)fear, to fall intofear.
1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 402 \>o be Saracens yt yseye, hii

were somdel in fere. 1535 Coverdale Esther xiv. 19
Delyuer me out of my feare. 1581 Pettie Guazzo*s Civ.

Com', in. U5861 159 b, They . . make it a sport to put their

children in feare. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 13 They, and
Menon himselfe, were put in a feare. 1653 Holcroft
Procopius 1. 17 The Barbarians, .fell into feare and disorder.

1691 tr. Emilianue's Frauds Romish Monks 390 She con-

tinued.. in deadly fears. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii, This
state of fear being itself often a very considerable punish-
ment. 1771 Mrs. Griffiths tr. Viands Shipwreck 200,

I set out forthwith . . in fear and trembling.

3. This emotion viewed with regard to an object

;

the state of fearing (something^, a. Apprehension

or dread of something that will or may happen in

the future. Const, of to with inf. ; also with clause

introduced by that or lest.

a 1300 Body <y Soul 172 in Map's Poems [MS. Laud 108,

fol. 200] Ne thorte us have fri3t ne fer that God ne wolde
his blisse us sent. 1538 Starkev England 1. ii. 43 He. .for

Fere of daungerys runnyth into a relygyous house. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 355 They are ever in feare to lose that

they have. 1647 Chas. I Let. in Antiquary I. 97 The
feare of your being brought within the power of the army.
1848 Macai/lay Hist. Fug. I. 459 The. .king might, .with-

out any fear of opposition from England, proceed to annex
Brabant. 1884 Manch. Exam. 20 May 5/2 The fears of
a general crisis are passing away.

b. esp. in phrase For fear, where in mod. use

the sense of the sb. is often weakened ; thus for
fear of—'Xw order to avoid or prevent* ; for fear
that or lest (also colloq. with ellipsis of the conj.
=

' lest '.

Whanfear in these locutions is intended to have its full

sense, through or from is now usually substituted for for.
c 1340 Cursor M. 1908 (Trin.) But jitt bode he seuen

dayes in rest For fere lest any damnyng brest. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAynion xxii. 481 Wene ye that I shall do
that ye saye for fere of deth '( 1583 Stubbbs Anat. A fins.

11. (18821 95 To depart. .In the time of plague, .for feare of
infection. 1597 Montgomerie Cherrie § Siae 360, I was
aflrayd to mount sa hich. For feir to get ane fall. 1600

Holland Livy xlix. Epit. (1609) 1238 To depart out of

those quarters, .for feare to bee murdered. 1678 Trial of
Ireland, Pickering, <$- Grove in Howell St. 'J rials (1816)

VII. 95 Grove would have had the bullets to be champt,
for fear that [etc.]. 1693 Dryde^i Juvenal x. 534 Must we
not Wish, for fear of wishing 111? 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones xn. xi, It is good to be charitable to those sort of

people, for fear what may happen. 1791 'G. Gambado'
Ann. Horsem. ix. (1809* 104, I, for fear of the worst, took
to my heels.

c. Apprehensive feeling towards anything re-

garded as a source of danger, or towards a person

regarded as able to inflict injury or punishment.
1340-70 Alex.

<fy
Dind. 346 We ne haue fere of no fon

bat faren wib-oute. 1382 Wyclif Gen. ix. 2 And 3oure feer

. .be vpon alle the beestis of erthe. c 1420 Chron. Vilod.

3295 For be grete fore [rime-ivord euermore] pe whyche he
had bo bere of bis virgyn Seynt Ede. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymon iii. 80 But he could do none otherwyse,

for feere of Charlemayn. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa
11. 9 He stood in feare of the people of Tunis. 1841 Lane
Arab. Nts. I. 92, I have an enemy of whom I am in fear.

d. A mingled feeling of dread and reverence

towards God (formerly also, towards any rightful

authority'.

Wyclif has always drede in this sense. The distinction

between servile and filial fear (see quot. i860), in Lat.

titnor sen'ilis, ftlialis, is stated (as already generally
current) by Thomas Aquinas, Summa 11. 11. xix.

c 1400 Solomon's Bk. Wisdom 42 Wite bi douttren with
eye wcl, bat bai haue of be fere. 1535 Covf.rimle Ecclus.

ii. 6 Holde fast his feare, and growe theriu. 1548-9 (Mar. 1

Bk. Com. Prayer 75 A perpetuall feare. .of thy holy name.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. iii. 200 He . . vndertakes them
with a most Christian-like feare. 1607 Hieron Wks, I. 130
There is a. .slauish feare, and a sonlike feare. 1611 Bible
Ps. cxi. 10 The feare of the Lord is the beginning of wise-

dome. 1729 Butler Serm, Wks. 1874 II. 82 He is.. under
no other force, .than the fear of God. 1851 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. II. 111. 1. xiv. § 27 That sacred dread of all offence

to him, which is called trie Fear of God. i860 Plsey Mitt,

Proph. 598 Fear is twofold ; servile, whereby punishment,
not fault, is dreaded ; filial, by which fault is feared. 1875
Manning Mission It. Ghost xi. 295 Holy fear is the be-

ginning of the obedience of the Children of God.

4. Solicitude, anxiety for the safety of a person

or thing. Also in phrase {for, iti) fear ofone s life.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xlix. 142 He lept in to one of the

shippes. .for grete feer of his lyffe. 1580 Sidney Arcadia
(1622) 68 Then care, not feare, or feare, not for themselues,

altered . . the countenances of the . . Louers. 1611 Bible
zMacc.xv. iSThe. .principal feare, was for the holy Temple.
1862 .SVi^.A'fT'. XIV. 569/2 At a later period, when wandering,
in fear of his life, over Italy [etc.].

5. In various objective senses.

a. Ground or reason for alarm. Chiefly in

phrase {there is) no fear ; now often used as an

exclamation.

1535 Coverdale Ps, Iii[i]. 5 They are afrayed, where no
feare is. 1634 Massinger Very Woman in. i, Give him
but sage and butter. .And there's no fear. 1699 W. Hacke
Collect. Orig. Voy. Vi, 7 No fear but they might get 2 or 3
thousand Dollards per man. 1861 Times 25 May,' Is there

any fear, Captain?' 1887 Money Dutch Maiden (1888)338
He will never go hence, .no fear.

fb. Intimidation. Obs.

1426 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 8 Witht oute distresse or fere

done to him.

fc. Capability of inspiring fear, formidableness.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. u. i. 190 There is no feare in him ; let

him not dye. 1654 Goddard in Introd. Burton's Diary
(1828) I. 46 Our wars will have much more reputation and
fear, when . . a whole nation will not consent to a war
lightly.

f d. An object of fear ; something that is, or is

to be, feared. In the Bible occas. by a Hebraism,

the object of ;'a person's) religious reverence, the

God of (.his) worship.

1535 Coverdale Prov. x. 29 The waye of the Lorde . . is

a ieare for wicked doers. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on

Apoc. (1573) 204 Therfore let God be our feare. 1607 Hey-
wood Woman kitledWks. 1874 II. 100 The rumor of this

feare stretcht to my eares. 1611 Bible Gen. xxxi. 53 Iacob
sware by the feare of his father Isaac. — Prov. i. 26, I wil

mocke when your feare commeth. 1667 Milton P. L. ix.

285 His [Satan's] fraud is then thy fear.

6. Comb. a. objective with adj. asfear-free \ with

pr. pple., as fear-inspiring ; b. instrumental with

pa. pples. , as fear-broken^ -created, -depressed

\

t -fled, -froze, -palsied, -pursued, -shaken, -shook,

-smitten, -spurred, -surprised, -tangled, •taught
;

fear-blast ?'., to blast (a person) with fear ; fear-

struck, -strucken, struck with or overwhelmed by
fear ; fear-worship, worship resulting from fear.

1593 Nashk Four Lett. Confut. 74, I *fearblaste thee .

.

with the winde of my weapon. 1647 Fuller Good Th. in

Worse T. (1841) 106 Soldiers' hearts might be "fear-broken

by the score of their sins who were no soldiers. 1777 Potter
sEschylus 190, Seven agst. Th., Is this a tale of "fear-created

woe? 1597 Daniel Civ. Wars 11. x, * Fear-depressed
envie. 1611 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. in. Schisme
901 Each man hies Vnto the tents of 'Tear-fled Enemies.
a 1679 Earl Orrery Guzman 1 1 Cannot you give me another
[charm] tomakeme*Fear-free? 1791 E. Darwin Boi. Gard.
1. 123 The demon . . Springs o'er the *fear-froze crew with
Harpy-claws. 18x2 Crabbe Dumb Orators Tales i. An awe-
compelling frown, and Tear-inspiring size. 1842 Sir A. de
Vere Song ofFaith 252 * Fear-palsied, and his mind scarce
half awake. 1798 SothebV tr. Wieland's Oberofi (1826) I. 53
Nor ceas'd the wight to scamper, *fear-pursu'd. 1625 K.
Long tr. Barclay's A rgenis v. xvi. 381 Then came Selenissas

death . . into his *feare-shaken mind. a 1756 Collins
Ode on Highlands 119 His *fear-shook limbs have lost

their youthful force. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xvn. 190
Idomeneus, *fear-smitten, lashed The long-maned steeds,

i 1626 Dick ofDcvonw. v. in Bullen OldPL II. 42 Some of
the *feare-spurrd villaines Were overtumd by slaughter in

their flight. 1636 Massinger Bashf. Loveru. v, Let not.

.

these thick woods give sanctuary to the *fear-struck hares.

1776 Micki.e tr. Camoeus' Lusiad 53 The Moors start,

fear-struck, at the horrid sound. 1870 Bryant Iliad II.

xxi. 282 Fear-struck, yet hoping to avoid the doom. 1613
Drumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 124 Why
shouldst thou be "fear-strucken. .for thyparting from. .thy

body. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 203 He walkt, By their

opprest and ^feare-surprized eyes. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. II. iii. 149 His hope *fear-tangled .. bound his eyes
full fast. 1649 G. Daniel Triuarch., Hen. Ii', ccxl,The
feare-taught Politicks Evade the Force, by yeilding to the

Power. 1849 H. Mayo Truths Pop. Superst. \ i. 85 Somnam-
bulism., has had no *fear-worship. 1865 Proc. A mcr. Phil.

Sot. X. 145 To learn the language of Fear-worship we must
go back to the very beginning.

Fear [fUx), v. Forms: t fserarx, 3 fseren,

Orm. faerenn, 3-6 fere, ,4 fyre, 5 ferin, -yn,

feyre), 3, 6 {Sc.) feir, 4-5 feer(e, 4-6 feare,

(6 feair), 7 fare, 6- fear. [OE.feran {;—*f£rjari)

wk. vb. to terrify, f. f£r (see prec.) ;
parallel deri-

vatives in other Teut. langs., with senses varying

according to those of the primary sb., are OS.

faron to He in wait ; MDu. vaeren to fear ; OHG.
farht, to plot against, to lie in wait, to endeavour

after MHG. varen in same senses, also, rarely, to

fear) ; ON. fkra to taunt, slight.]

I. 1. trans. To inspire with fear; to frighten.

Obs. exc. arch, or vulgar.

c 1000 ^Elfric Dent. i. 18 pa bodan us faerdon. C1200
Ormin 675 He wile himm fa:renn. a 1225 Ancr. R. 230
Auh heo neuede bo none leaue, bute one uort to offeren

[v.r. fearen] him. 1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 6429 For be

mynde of bam myght men feer. c 1400 Sozvdone Bab. 59
Here Bugles boldely for to blowe, To fere the beestis. 1485
Caxton St. Wenefr. 20, I sawe a vysyon whiche moche
fered me. 1548 Hall Chron. 166 Women in Fraunce to

feare their yong children, would crye, the Talbot commeth.

'593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. ii. 2 Warwicke was a Bugge
that fear'd vs all. 1641 Maisterton Serm. 16 An old-wifes

tale, fit for nothing but to fear fools, c 1665 Roxb. Ball.

VII. 524 Our King must have Seamen.. most stout His
enemies' hearts for to fear. 1801 Macneill Poet. Wk*.

(1844) 46 If thy slumber's sweet, .no dangers can fear me.
1820 Keats Isabella viii, I would not . . fear Thine eyes by
gazing. 187a Lever Ld. Kilgobbin xviii, Devil fear her !

ft). Itfears me: =1 am afraid. Obs.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. Prol. 2 It fereth me sore for to

endyte. 1646 Burd. Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 287 It

feareth me besides, that God is punishing our present Sins.

1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 67 It fearis me muckil ye haif

seen Quhat good man never knew.

2. With pregnant sense,

f a. To drive away by fear, frighten away, scare

{esp. birds or animals). Chiefly with away. Obs.

c 1420 Fallout, on Husb. 1. 147 Eddres to sleyn & foules

oute to fere is. 1504 Atkynson tr. De Imitatioue m. xxvii,

Fere away the euyll bestes. '1577 Nokthhrookk Dicing

11579) 45 bi If" tliere were "othing else to feare them away
from this play. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. i. 2 A scar-crow

.. to feare the Birds of prey. 1613 Dennys Secrets of
Angling 11. in Arb. Garner I. 174 There some great fish

doth fear the rest away. 1614 Raleigh Hist. WorldTL iv.

ii. § 7« 152 A Swallow flew about his head .. and could

not be feared from him. a 1631 Donne The Storm 52 Wks.

1873 II. 5 Some., would seeme there, With hydeous gazinge,

to feare away Feare.

+ b. To deter from a course of conduct, etc.

Const, from ; also occas. followed by that . . . not.

c 1380 'Wyclif Wks. (1880) 109 'title) Speculum de Anti-

chnsto, Hou anticrist & his clerkis feren trewe prestis fro

prechynge of cristis gospel. 1393 Langland /'. Ft. C. xvm.
285 Eueriche busshope. sholde . Feden hem Thus peple] .

.

and fere hem fro synne. 1530 Tin-dale Gen. Prol. Wks. I.

399 The ensamples. .are written to fear the flesh, that we sin

not. 1531 Frith Judgm. Tracy^i He doth, .fear us from

putting any confidence in our own works. 1539TAVERNFR
Erasm. Prov. (1552) 3 To feare hym that he . . shulde not

prouoke S. Hierom. 1583 Babington Commandm, (1588)

135 Shall it not feare vs from so foule a custome? a 1632

T. Taylor Gods Judgem. 1. 1. v. (1642^ 184 Their example

feared not the Cornishmen from rebelling.

y c. To drive by fear to, into. Obs.

1563 Foxe A. $M. 788 a, It should somwhat louche them

to be sene by werynes of pryson to feare him to it. 1646

j. Hall Poems 1. 68 Nor will I . . Lillies feare Into a

landise.
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II. To feel fear ; to regard with fear.

13. rejl. (cf. I b) To be afraid, f Formerly const.

of. Now only arch, in phrase Ifear vie.

1393 Gown Con/. I. 294 t Fairfax MS.) So lowde his belle

is runge . . That of be noise . . Men feeren hem . . Weimore
|»an pel don of bonder. 1530 Palsgr. 547/2, I feared me al-

vvayes that it wolde be so. 1590 Marlowe Ediv. II, 11, iv,

1 fear me he is slain. 1608 S.Ward in Abp. Ussher's Lett.
(i636> 26, 1 fear me, be will hardly get Copies. 1856 R. A.
Vacghan Mystics (i860) I. 167, I fear me that . . some ..

earthly love mingles with his friendship. 1859 Tennyson
Lancelot <$• Elaineg66 A flash, I fear me, that will strike my
blossom dead.

4. intr, in same sense.

t a. Tofear 0/" (rarely at) : = sense 5. %

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1929 We fors not his frendship, ne fere

of his hate. 1509 V>arc:la\ Shyp ofFolys (18 y4) I. 173 He
or she that manage doth breke May fere of deth eternall
whan they dye. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxv, Fearing of love's

tyranny. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivsiine 97 a, The
men. .which feared not at the command of King Phillip.

b. with dependent clause : To feel alarmed or

uneasy lest (something should happen}.
1 Closely approaching the trans, use with clause ; cf. 7 b.>

C 1489 Caxton Sonncs ofAymon xx. 455 He feered sore
leste Reynawde sholde make to deye rychard of normandy.
ISS9 W* Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 38, I ever feare lest

th Earth, .should fall to the other part of the Heavens.
1691 tr. Emiliannc's Obs. Jonrn. Naples 135 Fearing lest

some Insurrection might be cans'd. 1823 F. Clissold Ate.
Aft, Blanc 20, 1, .feared lest 1 should drop down.

c. simply. (Blends with the absol. use of senses

5 and 7.) Phrase (colloq. , Neverfear \~ 'there's

no danger of that '.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. ii. 108 If she fear. .By this [pale

white cheekesj you shall not know. < 1590 Marlowe Faust.
Wks. (Rtldg.) 100/1 "Lis but a surfeit; never fear, man.
1611 Bible Gen. 1. 19 And loseph saide vnto them, Feare
not. 1651 Hobbes Gent. <y Sac. i. § 2. 7 To., take heed,
provide so that they may not fear. 1798 Coleridge Anc.
Alar. iv. ii, Fear not thou wedding guest! 1800 Cogan
Philos. Treat. J'assious 1. ii. (1802) 102 As soon as we cease
to fear, we begin to hope. 1838 Lytton Lady 0/Lyons n. i,

I'll find the occasion, never fear! 1888 Mrs. Parr Run-
aways in Longm. Mag. Apr. 640 I'm not going to blab on
myself—never fear ! 1893 Morley in Westm. Gaz. 19 Apr.
3/2 Those only see aright into the future of civilised com-
munities who hope—not those who fear,

5. trans. To regard with fear, be afraid of (a

person or thing as a source of danger, an antici-

pated event or state of things as painful or evil).

(1460 Fortescue Abs. <$• Lint. Mou. x, Ther shulde non
off hem growe to be like vnto hym; wich thynge is most to
be fered of all be worlde. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 97 Tboo that sawe not yesterday Alexander ferede
him gretely, and now tboo that see him fereth him not.

1530 Palsgr. 547/2 He feareth me above all the men
lyvynge. 1563 Golding Csesar 30 b, They feared not the
enemy, but the narrow 11es of the wais. i6n Bible 2 Fsdras
xii. 13 It shall be feared aboue all the kingdomes that were
before it. a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1664*116 To fear the losse

of the bell, more than the losse of the steeple. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 282 His violence thou fearst not. 1697 Drydeh
AZu. x. 1261 Nor Fate I fear, but all the Gods defy. 1841
Lane Arab. Nts. I. 92 Every., person whom thou fearest.

1885 ClodD Myths <$• Dr. 11. lit. 155 What man cannot
understand he fears.

trans/. 6*1489 Caxton Sounes ofAytnon vi. 149 It [y
e

castell] fered no sawtyng on no side of it.

b. with infivbl. sb^ etc.) as object : To hesitate

(to do something; through fear of the consequences;

+ tofear offence = to fear to offend.

1603 Florio Montaigne 563 As if he feared to attediate .

.

us. 1700 Drvden Cymon <$• Iphig. 114 He ..would have
spoke, but . . found his want of Words, and fear'd Offence.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xliv, Dorothee. .feared

to obey. 1799 tr. Diderot's Natural Sin ii. 26 You feared

disturbing our tranquillity.

6. To regard with reverence and awe ; to revere.

Now only with God as obi. ; formerly in wider sense.

a 1400 Printer (1891) 101 Gretly is tin word fyred. 1526
Tinuale EJ>k. v. 33 Lett the wyfe see that she feare her
husbande. 1393 Shaks. Rich. II, ii. i. 52 This. .Wombe of
Royall Kings, Fear'd by their breed. 1611 Bible Ps. ciii. 13
The Lord pitieth them that feare him. 1715 De Foe Fan/.
Instruct. 1. i. (1841) I. 10 If you fear God . . as your father.

1827 Pollok Course T.w. 135 Who. .feared nought but God.

7. To have an uneasy sense of the probability of

(some unwelcome occurrence in the future ; to

apprehend. Opposed to hopefor.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. i. 87 He that but feares the

thing, he would not know Hath . . knowledge from others

eyes, That what he feard, is chane'd. 1759 Johnson Rassclas
xxviii, If they have less to fear, they have less also to hope.
1861 M. Pattison Ess. 1S89) I. 47 London had ceased to

fear a foreign foe.

b. with subord. elaitse. To be afraid thai ,'some-

thing will be or is the case). In negative sentences

the clause may be introduced by but or but that —
that . . not. Also with direct obj. and to be or

simple complement ; rarely, with inf. as obj. Also
parenthetically.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 16 b, I feare sore that

many chrysten people . . do as the chyldren of Israel dyd.
a 1533 Ld. Bernf.rs Huon Ixi. 212 Fere not but ye shalbc
well payed. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. I'T, v. vi. 12 The Theefe
doth feare each bush an Officer. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's
Lett. I. 25 Never feare that I will impaire his ill nights.

1658-9 Burton's Diary 1 1828) IV. 47, 1 fear they are troubled
with King's evil. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 628 What power of
mind, .could have fear'd, How such united force of Gods.

.

could ever know repulse. 1692 tr. Zingis 11 He feared

with reason to be unable to do any thing for Zingis. 1726

Adz: Capt. R. Boyle 47, I fear'd it would be. .two hundred
Pounds. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viaud's Shifnvreck 255,
I fear much that of the sixteen persons, .three only of us
have survived. 1848 Macailay Hist. Eng. II. 225 He
might do so without fearing that the Five Mile Act would
be enforced. 1857 Trollopk Three Clerks v, I fear we are

all in your black books. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in
Georgia 16 The account, .will hardly, I fear, render my
letters very interesting.

8. a. f trans. (Perh. originally const, dat. : cf.

I., timere alicitv. To be apprehensive about, to

fear something happening to 'obs.]. b. Tn same
sense intr. ; const, for, f of.

1526 Tindale Gal. iv. 11, I feare off you, lest I have
bestowed on you laboure in vayne. c 1530 Ld. Berners
. \rth. Lyt.Bryt. (1814) 213 Arthur fered his horse, lest that
the lyon sholde haue slayne hym. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,
1. i. 137 His Physitians feare him mightily. 1611 Tourneur
Ath. frag, v. i, If any roote of life remaines within 'em .

.

feare 'em not. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. i. (1739)
6 The people . . feared their own Free-holds. 1686 Drvden
Horace I. xxix. 10 Let the greedy merchant fear Fur his ill-

gotten gain. 1695 Prior Ode death Q. Mary 47 So much
she fears for William's life. 1841 Lank Arab. Xts. I. n,
I fear for thee that the same will befal thee. 1853 Kane
Grinuell E.xp. xxxiii. (1856) 284 note, We feared for his re-

covery.

fc. In 18th c, when the vb. was conjugated
negatively, a following negative was often illogic-

ally omitted, so thnt the vb. seems to mean: To
apprehend the non-occurrence of (some event).
a 1699 Stillingfl. Serin. Wks. 1710 I. 619 We need not fear

a gracious answer. 1747 S. Fielding Lett, David Simple
I. ii. 63, I liked him, and was so accustomed to the Ad-
dresses of every Man by whom I was seen, that I did not at
all fear his immediately becoming one of my Train. 1771
T. Hi'i.i. Sir W. Harrington 1 1 797) iv. 211 If I apply for It,

1 don't fear its being granted.

f 9. To regard with distrust; to doubt. Obs.
1578 T. N". tr. Conq. W. India 16 The govemour feared

the wisedome and courage of his kinsman. 1607 Topsei.l
Serpents (1653) 681 If a bird it tast . . It dies assured dealh,
none need it fear. 1730-6 Bailey (folio 1

, Fear, .to doubt or
question.

Fearable (IVribT), a. rare. [f. Fear^. +
-ABLE.] Giving cause for fear; to be feared.
1886 B. W. Richardson in Asclepiad- III. 187 Is virus from

a poisoned animal less fearable?

t Fear-babe. Obs. Also 7 erron. fairybabe.
[f. FEAE v. + Habe.] A thing fit only to frighten

a baby. Cf. ScAKEBABE.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 299 As for their shewes &

words, they are but feare babes. 1621 Bt'RTON Anat. Mel.
1. hi. It ii, All the bugbeares of the night, and terrors and
fairybabes of tombes. .are before their eyes.

Feard, Feare, obs. Sc. ff. of Faki» v., Fake.
Fear

(
e, var. of Fere, Obs., and of Feik, Obs. Se.

Feared (fi<tfd), ///. a. Forms : 3-6 fei\e d,

(3 ferid. 5 fard, feerd, 6 Sc. feired, ferit
,
4-6

fordo, 5-7 feard, '4, 6 co/up. and super/, fearder,
-est", 8- dial, feart, 6- feared. [f.FEABv. + -ed1.]

f 1. Affected with fear, frightened, afraid ; timid.

Const, of for, indicating either the cause of fear,

or less frequently ( = about) the object of concern
;

with inf. = afraid to (do something . Obs. exc. dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1834 iGott.) [J>ai] war nohut fered of his

manace. ^1330 R. BRUNNBCAnw. JK<z£V(Rolls)i998 0fbeym
hope was he nought ferd. c 1340 Cursor M. 2423 (Fain. 1 }>e

hinge was ferde for goddis granie. c 1380 WvcLir^V/. // ks.

III. 394 Puple wolde be ferde to dwelle in his servise. c 1386
Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 566 The veray hogges So fered were
for.berking of

_
the dogges. ,1400 Yiuaiue fy Caw. 2566

Whoso es ferd i rede he fie. c 1400 Desir. Troy 13842 The
. -kyng [was] of his lyf feerd. c 1449 Pecock AV/r. 550 So
. . Ferd forto trespace. c 1450 Lomelich Grail Iv. 450 The
swerd, Of whiche many men was aftyr ferd. 14. . Chester
PI. (1847) II. 91 Fearder I never was. 1534 More On the
Passion Wks. 1322/1 That passyon . .of which he was so ferd.

1578 Ps. exxviii. in Gude $• G. Ball. 113 Of thy hand labour
thow sail eit, be not feird. a 1605 Polwart Flyting w. Mont-
gomcrie 788 Feard flyar . . I sail dunt whill I slay thee.

1650 Baxter Saints' R. m. xiii. (1662) 506 Conscience grows
feared. 1698 Lister in Phil. Trans. XX. 247 They, .would
have cropen away in a feared manner. 1715 U'odrowCorr.
(18431 II. 67 A few such feared fools, as I am reckoned
hereabout. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. ix. (1873) 84
What are they fear'd on? 1816 Scott A utiq. xxxix.'I'm
maist fear'd to speak to him.' 1828 Hood Lamia in. 40
Jove ! I was feared. 1869 C. Gibbon R.Gray iii, You'll nobe
feart to sail on a Friday.' 1891 E. Arnold Lt. 0/ World
82 Thyself More feared of Caesar than of wrongfulness.

1 2. Apprehensive, having an uneasy foreboding.
Chiefly with clause introduced by lest or that

;

rarely const, to with inf. Obs. exc. dial.

1440 Plumpton Corr. 155 He is feard lest they wyll not
appeare without a suppena. c 1450 Merlin 27 He was ferde
to lesehis londe. c 1460 Towucley Myst.iSunezv u6 ? lam
fulle fard that we tary to lang. «iS35 More Sargcant <$•

Frere 233 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 127 Yet was this man well
fearder than.Jest he the frier had slaine. 1884 J. Purves in
Gd. Words Nov. 767/1 ' Wives are feared a man gets another
sweetheart in six months' time away fra' hame.'

3. In senses of Fear v. 5 and 7 : Regarded with
fear ; anticipated or suspected with uneasiness

;

t apprehensively supposed to be such.
1599 Sandys Europm Spec. (1632) 74 Their professed and

feared Enemies. «i6i8 Raleigh I'rerog. Part. Ep. Ded.
(1628) 2 The fear'd continuance of the like abuse. 1663 J,
Si'ENCF.R Prodigies (1665* 83 Addresses to divert a feared
. . displeasure of the Deity. 1719 Wodrow Corr. (1843} II.

451 The feared stand the success of the gospel is at. 176a
Falconer Shijnvr. w. 380 Pondering in their minds each

fear'd event. 1890 Daily Neivs 8 Sept. 67 Feared lo.-^ of
a Liverpool ship.

Hence tPea'redly adv., fearfully, timidly.

C 1470 Henry Wallace vn. 255 Ferdly scho ast, ' Allace !

quhar is Wallace? 1

Fearedness. Obs. Also 3-5 ferd(e;nes(s(e,

(3 ferednes, 4 ferdnis, 6 Sc. feirdnes . [f. prec.

-+ -ness.] The condition of being frightened or

afraid; terror, fear. Also, rarely, a cause of fright.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3996 (Gott.) Man bat bu wil helpe in

nede, Ne thar him neuer na ferednes drede. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr, Cousc. 2231 Hym in-to wanhope for to bring .. thurgh
be ferdnes bat he sal tak. £1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi.

139 We ware mare denote . . for ferdeness of deuils l>at ap-
pered till vs. c 1450 tr. Girald. Hist. Ireland 10 The slaght
of bese fewe be ferdnesse to many, t- 1450 Hlnryson Mot:
Fat'. 83 Hee for fearednesse hes fyled vp the way. 1488
Caxton Chast. Goddes Chytd. 18 Horryble sightes and
dredefull ferdnes of wycked spirytes come to some.

Fearely, var. of Fehly a. Obs. strange.

Fearer fl^rai). [f. Fi;.\n v. + -ekI.] One
who fears.

1535 Coverdale John ix. 31 Yf eny man be a fearer of God
..him heareth he. a 1601 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxix. H,
With thy fearers all I hold, Such as hold thy biddings best.

1630 A'. "Johnson's A'ingd. <$ Commiv. Aiij, The Italians ..

are fearers of the Spanish greatnesse. 1814 Soutiiey Lett.

(1856) II. 350 Calvert was a great fearer . . all through the
contest. 1844 Wardlaw Lett, on Prov. 11S69' I. 25 The
true fearers of God are sadly in the minority.

Fearful (fi®*jful), a. Forms: 4-5 ferful I,

4 fervor, 4-6 fereful L feerful 1, 4-;- fearefull,

6-7 fearfull(e, 6- fearful, [f. as j^rec. + -FOX.]

I. objectively.

1. Causing fear ; inspiring terror, reverence, or

awe ; dreadful, terrible, awful.

1340 70 Alisaundi r 201 p>ei lete (lie to be flocke fL-refull

sondes. 1382 Wyclie Gen. xxviii. 17 And [Iacob] dredynge
seide, Howe feerful is this place ! (.1400 Destr. Troy 77 u
This feerfull freike f^ls^het into batell. 1461 Paston Lett.

No. 400 II. 25 She shuld be. .put in ferfull place, in shortyng
of hyr lyve dayes. a 1533 Ld. F>eknkks Huon xlii. 140 When
he was in dyspleasure, he had a fearfull chere. 1563 \S'.

Fulke Meteors (1640) 10 b, A flying Dragon, .very fearefull

to looke upon. 1611 Bible Dent, xxviii. 58 Feare this

glorious and fearefull Name, the Lord Thy God. a 1694
Tillotson {).', That fearful Punishment, .shall be inflicted

on them. 1741 Richardson- Pamela 118241 I. q8 My fear-

fullest danger ! 1792 S. Rogeks Pleas. Mem. 1. 43 At mid-
night's fearful hour. 1848 W. H. Kki.i.y tr. L. Blanc's Hist.
Ten J '. II. 90 M. de Choulot. .made him take a. .fearful oath.

-|- b. Const, to, unto.

1548 Hall Citron. 166 As his person was fearfull . . to his

adversaries present : so his name. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims
n. 1475 They [Apes] are fearefull. .to Hirds that make their

nests in Trees. 1658 Cleveland R ustich Rampant Wks.
(1687) 418 A Glorious King, fearful to your F.uemies.

c. Comb. ; adverbially as infearful-sounding.
1611 Sylvester DuBartas 11. iv. m. Schisme 1065 If thou

their metall by that touch-stone try Which fearfull-sounding

from thy mouth dolh fly.

2. Applied to bad or annoying things in intensive

sense. Cf. auful, terrible, dreadful, etc.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 39 The .. fearefull stench of
the unburied bodies. 1811 Lamb Guy Fau.v, They make a

fearftd outcry against the violation of every principle of
morality, i860 TYNDALL Glac. 1. xvi. 112 He complained of

fearful thirst. 1884 Christian CofntttW. 21 Feb. 440 1 Their
fearful departures from Apostolic practice.

b. dial. Enormous in quantity.

1877 .V. /(', Lincolnsh. Gloss., 'There's a fearful lot o'

apples t' year.'

c. adv. « Fearfully. Obs. in educated use; in

some dialects merely intensive — Awful.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 8 In Angola the people are

fearfull blacke. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. 1 1821 >

66 He leakt es if he wor fearful weel pleast. 1862 Hamer.
ton Painter's Camp I. 42 ' You see theyve heard tell ..'at

there's a feefil 'ansome young chap.'

II. subjectively.

3. Frightened, timorous, timid, apprehensive.

a. simply. Now somewhat rare.

C 1374 Chauckr Troylus 11. 450 Criseyde . . was be ferfulleste

wyght That myght he. 1398 Tklvisa Barth. De P. R.
xvm. vi. (1495) 752 The female lamhes ben.. more ferefull

than the male. ,1489 Caxton Sonnes of Ay/non xv. 361
' Ha, thef .. how ferfull thou art now.' 1586 Marlowe 1st

Pt. Tambnrl. 1. ii, With their fearful tongues they shall

confess, a 1628 Snt J. Beaumont Bos^uorth F. 783 Gain
thou some Hours to draw thy fearful Breath. 1653 Walton
Angler 52 Chubs , . be a very fearful fish. 1672 Drydln Conq.
Granada II. 1, ii, But now my fearful people mutiny. 1702
Addison Dial. Medals x. (1727) 45 Th' impatient Greyhound
. .Bounds, .to catch the fearful Hare. 1773 Mrs. Chatonk
Imf>rav. Mind (1774^ I. 111 Women are more fearful than
men. 1827 Reble Chr. Year, yd Sunday in Lent, It was
a fearful joy.. To trace the Heathen's toil. 1831 Mrs.
Shelley Swiss Peasant in ''Keepsake' 125 His fearful family
would count in agony the hours of his absence.
absol. c 1400 Prymer (E. E. T. S.) 30 Seynte marie, .helpe

feerful, and refresche be soreuful.

b. Const. <y"(also to with inf.\ or with clause

introduced by lest or that.

c 1360 Vcrn. MS. Min. Poems 524 pe lattor bou art of
good worching be more feruol bou schalt be of bi-ginnyng.

1400 Beryn 2971 Beryn and his company wer . . ferefull

howe to spede. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 225, I . . now grow
fearefull. .That you protect this course. 1612 Dayils Why
Ireland, etc. 270 The Irish are more fearefull to offend the

Law. 1630 Johnson's A'ingd. § Commiv. iol Somewhat fear-

full of our desperate wanderers. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 207
As a man blindfolded would do his hands when he is fearfull

of running against a wall. 1725 VovuOdyss.w. 173 Fearful to
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offend. .At awful distance he accosts the maid. 1791 Mrs.
Radcliffe Rom. Forest x, Adeline was fearful of observa-
tion. 1798 Webbe in Owen Wellesley's DesP. 5, 1 am fearful

that .. an attack upon him now is more likely to end in

discomfiture. 1887 Hallam Const. Hist. 1,1876) I. iv. 304
This great minister's knowledge of the queen's temper.,
made him sometimes fearful to act. 1850 Kincsley Ait.

Locke i, She would have led me in a. string, .so fearful was
she lest I should be polluted. 1879 Low Afghan War iii.

279 The Afghan chief, fearful of trying an assault, deter-

mined to invest the place.

+ C. Anxious, concerned; with aboutt of indi:

eating the object of anxiety or concern.

1535 Coverdale 1 Sam. iv. 13 His herte was fearfull aboute
y* Arke of God. 1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl. ill. v,

Thou art fearful of thy army's strength. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, v. vi. 87 Edward shall be feareful of his life.

4. Of looks, words, etc. : Indicating or giving

signs of fear or terror.

1535 Cuveruale 2 Esdras hi. 3, I begunne to speake fearfull

wordes to the most hyest. 1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, V. iii. 181

Cold fearefull drops stand on my trembling flesh. 1638
Ciuli.ingw. Relig. Prot. 1. i. § 7. 35 A wavering and fearful

assent. 1791 Mrs. Radcliife Rom. Forest ii, Adeline.,
threw a fearful glance around. 1814 Southey Roderick
xiii. 119 Hasty, yet faltering in his fearful speech.

f 5. Cautious, wary. Obs.

15*6 Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 56 Ftarefull in pros-

perytees and pacyent in aduersytees. 1640 Bp. Reynolds
Passions IX, It is fit that . . considering the deceitfulnesse of
things, .we should bring a fearful judgement. 1781 Gibbon
Dccl. fy F. III. xlviii. 58 The march of the reinforcement
was tardy and fearful. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI.
<>8 Our courts cannot be more fearful, .than prudent.

6. Full of awe or reverence.

1597 Hooker Feci. Pot. v. Ixvii. (1611) 359 A kinde of

fearefull admiration at the heauen. 1602 F. D.uison in

Fair S. /'. Etiz. 11845) H- h-j That I to thy name may beare
Fearfull loue. 1879 Farrah St. Ptiul (1S&3) 332 I'aul saw in

him the spirit of loving and fearful duty.

Tearfully (fl^jfnli), adv. [f. prec, + -ly -.]

I. objectively: With communication of fear.

1. So as to cause fear ; dreadfully ; terribly.

1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 245 b, The. . impenitent

synners . . be . . drawen downe to hell moost terribly or feer-

fully. 1586 Cocan Haven Health ccxli. 11636) 272 That
hee bee not waked sodainely ami fearefully, 1605 Shaks.
Learw. i, 77 There is a Cliffe, whose, .bending head Lookes
fearfully in the confined Deepe. 1641 Hinde/. Brum xlvi.

J 48 This wicked fellow, .within three dayes died most feare-

fully. 1821 Shelley Adouais Iv, I am borne darkly, fear-

fully, afar. 1828 Scot 1 F, M. Perth xxv, I was yesterday
fearfully undeceived.

2. To a fearful extent or degree. Often hyper-

bolieally as a mere intensive : cf. FEARFUL 2.

1838 Dickens Nich, Nick, ii, Smoking fearfully. i852 Sir

B. Brodie Psychol. Iuq. II. iii. 95 The evils arising from the

use of alcohol have been fearfully aggravated by the in-

vention of distillation. 1878 Smii.es Robt. Dick vii. 76 It

was fearfully warm. 1878 -Mrs. H. Wood Pomeroy Ab. I.

25 Dinner? that's right, I am fearfully hungry.

II. subjectively. With a feeling of fear.

3. In a manner indicating fear ; timidly, in fear.

1548 Udall, etc. Eras/ft, Par. Matt. iii. 7 They demaunde
of him fearfully what he thiuketh best fur them to do. 1602

Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iii, I might observe The graver

statesmen whispering fearefully. 1658 Cleveland Rustic
Rampant Wks. 11687) 501 The Abbot . . fearfully summons
in his Friends to guard him. 1730 Wesley Wks. (1830) I. 8

Walk as prudently as you can. though not fearfully. 1832

Markvai N. Forster xix, A black head was seen to rise .

.

fearfully out of the fore-scuttle.

1 4. a. In a state of apprehension or uneasiness
;

anxiously, b. Cautiously, with hesitation. Obs.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 28 This pure living

(once in manner lost, afterwards recovered aud_ yet stil feare-

fully kept). 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. i. 147 Whoso-
euer shall, .march slow or fearefully. c 1610 Sir j. Melvil
Mem. 1 1633) 18 The Spaniards . . compelled our foot to retire

fearfully. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Hunt, His old

Hounds, -will hunt leisurely and fearfully.

FearfnlneSS Jwufulnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.]

1. The quality of inspiring fear ; dreadfulness.

1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xv. 23 Sende now also thy good
angcll before vs(oLorde) in the fearfulnesse. .of thy mightie
arme. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nichoiay's I'oy. Turkie it,

xv. 50 A great Earthquake . . with horrible fearfulnesse and
damage. 1831 Pote Assassins of Paradise 18 Its very
fearfuluess the sound endeared. 1846 Trench Mirac. xxix.

(1862) 410 He beheld death in all its fearfuluess.

2. The quality or state of being affected with

fear; timidity, timorousness. Const, of.

1494 Fabyan Chron.w, clxxxi. 180 The lordes..went vnto
the kynge. .and blamed as they durste his ferefulnesse. 1535
Coverdale Ezek. xxx. 13 A fearfulnesse will I sende in to the

Egipcians londe. 1562 Turner Baths 8 These bathes, .are

good for fearfuines of the hart. 1597 Hooker Fed. Pot. v. § 47
Is it credible that, .our professed fearefulness to ask anything
. .should be noted for a popish error. 1651 Davenant Gondi-
hert 111. 1. 232 With a Dover's fearfulness he spake. 1666

South Serm. 25 Nov., A third thing . . is fearfulness of.

.

Iwld, popular offenders. 1717 Swift Culliver 11. iii. 125, I

was frequently rallied . . on account of my fearfulness. 1841

Myers Cath. 'Ph. iv. § 46. 411 We cannot but be protected

from all fearfulness of spiritual despotism.

Fearing (fi*'rin\ vbl sb. [f. Fear v. + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. FXAB. a. The being in

fear or dread, f an instance of this, f To have in

fearing: to be in dread of. b. The action of

distrusting or doubting ; fan instance of this.

In the Lancashire dialect used collect, for ghosts, fairies

goblins, etc. By dialect writers &pv\tftie)oriu.

156a J. Heywood Prov. ty Epigr. (1867)44 Decaie of cleane
sweepyng folke hatl in fearyng. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
1st. viu. x. 109 Sending often back his doubtfull eye By
fearing taught unthought of treacherie. a 1662 Heylin
Laud 1 1668) 1. 113 Long he had not been in Spain, when
there were many fearings of him in the Court of England.
1682 N.O. Boitea/ts Lutriu 111. 126 Poor Hobhowchin puts
you in this fearing.

Fearing (florin,),///, a. [f. as prec. +-IKG 2
.]

That fears ; often in comb, with prefixed object, as

in ghost-, Godfearing : see the sbs.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 14 The aristocratic

is. .the fearing, while the democratic is the hoping, party.

Hence Fearmgly adv., fa. in a terrifying

manner (obs.) ; b. with fear, timidly.

1556 J. Heywood Spider ^ F. Win, Which shall make thant
ieperd much by affection .. to comfort spiders spightfully
Rather then discomfort them thus fearingly. 1820 Keats
Lamia 247 Not with cold wonder fearingly But Orpheus-
like. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. viii. (ed. 2) 198
The Conformist, .fearingly doubted its consequences.

f Fea'rlac. Obs. Also 3 far-, ferlac, 4 ferlak.

[f. Feab sb. [? or v.) : see -lock.] Fear, terror.

n 1225 Aucr. R. 306 Kume uor5 ber efter ferlac. a 1225
Leg. Rath. 30 J>urh fearlac of eisfule preates. c 1320 Cast,
Love 672 Ne nab he ferlak for no fo.

Fearless tfi^jUs), a. [f. Fear sb. + -less.]

Without fear.

1. Unaffected by fear; bold, intrepid. Const, of;
rarely, with inf.

(11400-50 Alexander 4993 ^one is a fereles foule. 1591
Spensek Pears of Muses 303 Feareles..To tumble. 1603
Siiaks. Meas./or M. iv. ii. 151 A man. .fearelesse of what's
past, present, or to come, a 1639 W, Whatei.y Prototypes
1. xxi. (1640) 249 He .. hath a bold audatious fearfesse

heart. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 65 f 2 The Hero stood

as fearless as if invulnerable. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 15 The
hardy chief. . Fearless of wrong, repos'd his weary strength.

1820 Keats St. Agnes xxxix, Arise ! my love and fearless

be. 1870-4 Anderson Missions Amer. Bd. III. xiii. 218
The fearless missionary spent ten days with these ' deceitful

and bloody' men.

fb. Without doubt about ; confident of. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herdekt Trai: 78 He was fearelesse of his

establishment in his Fathers Royalties.

c. Of the bearing, demeanour, etc. : Showing
no sign of fear.

1803 Mackintosh Def. PcltierWks, 1S46 III. 242, I have
said, a fearless defence. 1815 — Sp. in Ho. Com. 27 Apr.
ibid. 317 The uncourtly and fearless turbulence of this

House. 1848 W. H. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. v. (1879) 116

The Hebrew historian moves over it with a fearless step.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 430 His mien and his language
were, .noble and fearless.

f 2. a. Not regarded with fear. b. Giving no
cause for fear, free from danger. Obs.

1599 Sylvester Miracle Peace xxix, Scap't from ship-wrack
. .and. .shiuering on the feareless bank. 1600 Holland Livy
xxv. xxxviii. (1609' 578 Men are least, .secured against that

which fortune saith is fearelesse. 1614 Br. Hall Recoil.

Treat. 988 He [Got!] can . . make him [Satan] if not useful!,

yet fearelesse. 1745 WarburtoN Serm. 1 Pet. ii. 17 p. 8 So
..will an honourless King promote the Worship of a fear-

less God.

Fearlessly (fl*ulesli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly-.]

In a fearless manner ; boldly, intrepidly.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 441 Happy is he who can
fearlessly stand before the Son of God. 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. M T, Matt. x. 27 What I speak to you alone, .that

publish fearlesly to all the World. 1774 Pennant Tour
Scotl. in 1772, 327 In the eagerness of the chace will fear-

lessly spring over. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, viii, Mrs.
Squeers waged war., openly and fearlessly. 1856 Kane
A ret. Expt. I. xxix. 399 The Esquimaux dog .. encounters

the wolf fearlessly.

Fearlessness (fVjlesnt*s). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The quality or state of being without

fear ; boldness, intrepidity. Const, of
1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat, no Their fearelessenesse of

earthquakes and deaths argued the truth of their religion.

1628 Wither Brit. Rcmemb. m.672 Faith hath pow'r to teach

men fearlesnesse. a 1665 I. Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit

(1867) 23 The devil, .filling them with, .fearlessness of God.

1736 Butler Anal. 1. ii, There is . . a certain fearlessness,

with regard to what may be hereafter. 175a Johnson
Raml'ler No. 194 ¥ 9 They proceed not from confidence of

right, but fearlessness of wrong. 1801 Southey Thalaba iv.

xxv, AH within Was magic ease, and fearlessness secure.

1839 W. Chambers Tour Holland 14/1 That . . fearlessness

of consequences . . leads to positive crime. 1893 C. H.
Pearson Nat. Life fy Char. 278 The old trick of thought

thai regards fearlessness in word and act as the true virtue

of the man.

Fea'rling. nonce-wd. A creature that fears.

1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristophanes, Birds I. 216, I am
a Libyan bird, the Fearling called.

Fearn e, obs. and dial, form of FxfcW.

t Fea'rnothing. Obs. rare. = Fearnought i.

1725 Lond. Caz. No. 6380/13 Charles Banton . . Spinner

and Carder for Fearnothing.

Fearnought (ffcuajt). [f. phrase : Fear v.

in imperative) + Nought.]
1. A stout kind of woollen cloth, used chiefly on

board ship in the form of outside clothing in the

most inclement weather, also as a protective cover-

ing or lining for the outside door of a powder
magazine, the portholes, etc. Cf. Dreadnought.
1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790^ I. 31 A Magellanic Jacket made

of a thick woollen stuff called Fearnought. 1794 Sporting
Mag. III. 193 The wadding . . is made of. . fearnaught or

shepherd's cloth. 1836 Sir J. Ross Narr. -2nd I'oy. viii. no

A skreen lined with fearnought. 1859 F. Grii-fiths Artil.
Man. (1862) 210 A wooden plug covered with fearnought.
at/rib. 1772-5 Cook VoyAij-jj) I. 1. ii. 20, I. .gave to each

man the fearnought jacket and trowsers allowed them. 1825

J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 77 A ragged fear-naught great-

coat. 1882 NAREs6>awa«.r/r//*i,ed.6)96 It is passed through
fearnought shoots.

2. dial. 'See quot.)

1883 Almondbury Gloss. (E.D.S.\ Fearnought, a machine
for mixing wool, shoddy, and mungo before putting upon
the condenser.

3. A drink to keep up the spirits.

1880 L. Wallace Bcn-Hur iv. x. 231 This is the fear-

naught of the tentmen.

Fearsome (fi^isi'm , a. [f. Feak v. or sb. +
-.SOME.]

1. Fear-inspiring; frightful, dreadful.
1768 Ross Helenore 3722 The foremost looks a fearsome

chiel. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxii, War's a fearsome thing.

1842 Baehah Ingot. Leg., Nell Cook, The masons three ..

saw a fearsome sight. 1871 M. Collins Mra. A- Merch. I.

viii. 336 Iron fencing. . with fearsome spikes at ihe top.

Comb. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxix, 'A muckle stoor fear-

some-looking wife she was as ever I set een on.'

112. 'terron. Timid, apprehensive, frightened.

1863 A. 1"onklaN(Jle Tangled Skein III. 205, I was. .fear-

some of this very danger. 1871 H. Taylor Faust (1875) I.

viii. 120 I'm but a silly, fearsome thing !

Hence Pearsomely adv., in a fearsome manner.

a. So as to excite fear. lib. Timidly. Fear-
someness, the quality of being fearsome, a.

Dreadfulness ; terror.
m

'\ b. Timidity.
1876 11. L. Farjeon Lo7 ,e's Victory ii, He looked about

him fearsomely. 1883 Daily News 5 July 5/2 A prisoner .

.

as fearsomely e.\ciling as the elegant baron of fiction. 1891

T. Hardy Test i.xii/i'he fact, .lent Tess's supposed position,

by its fearsomeness, a far higher fascination. 1893 Black
<y H 'kite 1 1 Mar. 286, '2 The women . . were hiding fearsomely
in their innermost rooms. 1893 Daily Ne?os 6 June 3/4

There is even a fearsomeness in her expression, as if she

dreaded to move.

t Fea'sance. Obs. Alto 6 tesaimce. [ad.

AF. fesance, -ounce, faisaunce (Fr. faisance\ f.

fain to do. Cf. Malfeasasce, Nonfeasance.]
The doing or execution of a condition, obligation,

feudal service, etc.

1538 tr. Littleton's Teuuns v. 76a, This is nat proued that

the fesaunce of the condycion .. oughte to be made vppon

the lande. 1642 tr. Perkins Prof Bk. x. § 673. 292 For the

scowring of a ditch or for the covering of a house . . he shall

not have an assise because they lie only in feasance. 1741

T. Robinson Gavelkind \. 3 Under this Term [Gavel] were
comprehended all Socage Services whatsoever which lie in

Render or Feasance.

Fea*ser. A provincial name for the Arctic

Gull [Montagu Ornith. Diet. 1866).

t Fea'setraw. Obs. Also feas-, festrawfe.

[A corruption of festne, FXSCUK, influenced by
Straw.] = Fescue see quots.).

1595 G. Markham Trag. Sir R. Grinnile xxiii, [She] with

her eyes festrawe points a Storie. 16x1 Flokio, Fcstuc-t,

a feskue or feasetraw that children vse to point their letters.

1638 Featley Struct, in Lyndomastigem I. 198 To set up
a man of straw, and push him downe with a festraw. 1648

tr. Senanlfs Paraphrase upon Job 408 Those Stones, .make
as little impression upon his body, as a feastraw would which
the hand of a childe should push. 1660 S. Fisher Rusticks

Alarm in. iii. 98 A. .Type, Figure, Festraw, or Finger, that

points [etc. J-

Feasibility (frzibMiti). [f. next + -ity.] The
quality or fact of being feasible.

1. Capability of being done ;
practicability.

1624 T. James in Abp. Usshers Lett. \ 1686) 308 If he did

turn away his mind wholly from Chelsey, I durst presume

of more fasibility [sic] and possibility here of doing good.

Ibid. 331 To give proof of the faisibility [sic] of the Work
to the common profit of the Church. 1652 Heylin Cosmogr.

App. 106 The Excellency and feasibility of his invention.

a 1678 Woodhead Holy Living{i68&) 162 The alike easiness

and faisibility of all things unto him. 1725 Bradley Fam.
Diet. s.v. Stone, According to the different circumstance of

Difficulty or Feasibility of it. i860 Fhoi ui: Hist. Euf. VI.

519 They changed their minds on the feasibility of their

enterprise.

b. qunsi-^ttcr. Something feasible.

1646 Sik T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. v. 17 Men often swallow

. .fesibilities for possibilities [read possibilities for fesibili-

ties], and things impossible for possibilities.

+ 2. Capability of being made. Obs.

1655 in Ref Commouw. Bees 33 My confident Assertion

of the fecibility of Aqua vitx out of grain unmalted.

Feasible v
fi*zibT), a. Forms: 5 faysyble,

fesable, 6 fays-, feac-(7 feice-)able, £-7 fais-

able, fesible, 7 fac-, fees-, fa(i)s-, fe(a>ible,

feizable, -ible, foisible, 7-8 feas(e)-, feazable,

•ible, 7- feasible, [a. OF. faisable, -ible, f. fat's-

impf. stem oifaire {:~L. fat-fre) to do: see -ble.]

1. Of a design, project, etc. : Capable of being

done, accomplished or carried out; possible,

practicable.

c 1460 Fortescce At*. <V Lim. Men. ix, Such an enterprise

is the more feseable. 1587 Raleigh Let. to t.d. Burghley

in N. % Q. u864)V. 207 The matter and service will be very

fesible. 1647 Ward Simp. Coblcr (1843) 6 3 'fo an infinite

power all things are equally faisable. a 1687 Petty Pol.

ArttA. (1690*114 It is. .a very feasible matter for [England].

.

to gain the Universal Trade of the whole Commercial World

.

1787 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Dec, This seemed a most

feasible way of producing some variety in our intercourse.

1822 H.WLiu Tabled. Ser. II. iv. (1869' 89 The mind.. runs
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back to what was so .. feasible at one time. 1875 J. II.

Uennet Winter Medit. 1. vii. 200 We are so ready., as a
nation, to go to any feasible expense to obtain what we want.

absol. 1874 MoRi.r.YCV/;//*nw///jf (1886" 111 It is the natural

product of the political spirit, which is incessantly thinking

of. .the immediately feasible.

2. Of things in general, rarely of persons : Cap-

able of being dealt with successfully in any way,

either in a material or immaterial sense.

Cf. Sc. 'Feasible, neat, tidy. Roxb.' (Jam.)
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 122 Paris .. not being

fesible, he retires into Britaine to refresh his Armie. 1614

Bi\ Mountagu Gagg To Rdr. 3 [I] am like enough to draw
you my Parishioners with me, at least to make you more
feasable, then otherwise you would be. 1624 — Let. 22

Nov., in Bp. Cosin's Corresp. (1S69) I. 27 Yet is it [the living]

feisable for a good exchaunge. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv.
Impr. (1653) 48, I know all Lands are not so Fecihle as

others are. 1727 BsADLBY Earn. Diet., Corn-Setting Engine,

a very easy and most feasible Instrument. 1839 James
Louis XIV, II. 87 The whole place was so feasible. 1856

Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 307, I should so like a Scotch-

woman, if I could get any feasible Scotchwoman. 1866

MacGbecoh iooo Miles in Rob Roy Canoe 5 The difficulty

was to find, .what rivers were at once feasible to paddle on
and pretty to see.

3. Of a proposition, theory, story, etc. : Likely,

probable.
Hardly a justifiable sense etymologically, and (probably

for that reason) recognized by no Diet., though supported

by considerable literary authority.

1656 Hobbes.S7.i- LessousWks. 1845 VII. 323 A proposition

uttered, to the end to have it. .examined whether it be true

or not true, faisable or not faisable. 17x6 Adv. Capt. R.
Boyle 57 Now Mirza kept the Key of the Gate, so that my
Story was feazable enough. 1767 H. Brooke Fool ofQual.
xvii, 'As you say, James', cried Mr. Fenton, 'this ac-

count seems pretty feasible'. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III.

105 The only feasible theory . . that has yet been proposed.

1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith v. i. §2. 277 There might be

some feasible doubts as to whether [etc ]. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi v. 129 It seems feasible that a legitimate . . trade

might take the place of the present unlawful traffic.

+ 4. As sb. in pi. Things feasible. Obs.

1661 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. xii. 114 We conclude many things

within the list of Impossibilities, which yet are easie Feas-

ables.

Hence Feasibly adv., in a feasible manner;

Feasibleness, the quality or fact of being feasible,

feasibility.

1649 Blithe F,ng. Improv. Impr. (1653* 86 Improve it

by Floating, which may very Feazibly be done according to

the direction of the fourth . . Chapter. 1722 Collier Ess.

(1725) IV. 331 They have made the Project look feasibly,

Bad contriv'd Ways and Means to prevent Discovery.

1633 T. James Voy. 107 The faiseablenesse of the Action

intended. 1736 Carte Ormonde II. 177 The feasableness

of the offers which had been made of seizing Glocester.

i860 Holland Miss Gilbert i, A demonstration of the feasi-

bleness of infant instruction.

Feasor : see Tort-feasor.

Feast (fist), sb. Forms : 3-6 fest(e, 4-6 feaste,

feest(e, (6 Sc. feist), 9 dial, veast, 6- feast, [a.

OF. feste 'Fr. fete) = Pi\, Pg., It. fiesta, Sp. fiesta

:—Com. Rom. festa fern, sing., a. L. festa festal

ceremonies, neut. pi. offestus adj. festal; but the

Lat. word equivalent to feast wasfestum, the neut.

sing, of this adj.

The L.festus is prob. a ppL formation containing the same
root as/eria (:— older yfesia) : see Fair sb.]

1. A religious anniversary appointed to be ob-

served with rejoicing (hence opposed to a fast), in

commemoration of some event or in honour of

some personage. The feast, in the N.T. esp. the

Passover.
Movable feasts : those (viz. Easter and the feasts depend-

ing on it) of which the date varies from year to year ; op-

posed to immovable /easts, such as Christmas, the Saints'

Days, etc.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 22 }if hit beo holimht vor be feste of nie

lescuns pet kumeS amorwen. <: 1275 Passion 85 in O. E.

Misc. 39 As hit neyhlechet to heore muchele feste. 1297 R.

Glouc. 1724) 441 Hys Ester feste. c 1340 Cursor M. 10428

(Trin.) Men shulde. .fair clobing on hem. .take for her heje

feestes sake. C1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 238 pei

holden wel bis feeste. 1411 Rolls of Parlt. III. 650/1 'the

Saterday neghst after the fest of Seint Michael. C1470
Henry Wallace xi. 352 He said, it was hot till a kyrkyn
fest. 1526 Tindale Luke xxii. 1 The feaste of swete breed

drue nye whiche is called ester, a 1550 Chrisds Kirhe Gr.

vi, For honor of the feist. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 124 As the Romanes did their feast of Fugalia, or

chasing out of the Kings. 1611 Bible Ex. xii. 14 You shall

keepe it a feast by an ordinance for euer. 1740 Gray Lett.

Wks. 1884 II. 85 Corpus Christi Day, the greatest feast in

the year. 1796 H. Hunter St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)

III. 308 It is the feast of Jupiter. 1825 Fosbroke Encycl.

Antiq. (1843) II. 651/2 A principal feast was made.. in com-

memoration of the return of warmth and the sun. 1885

Catholic Diet., Feasts of the Church, Days on which the

Church joyfully commemorates particular mysteries of the

Christian religion or the glory of her saints.

b. Double feast (L. festum duplex) : the desig-

nation given to the most important class of feasts

in the Roman Catholic church ; for the (disputed)

origin of the name see Cathol. Diet. s. v. Feast.

a 12Z5 Ancr. R. 70 Euerich urideie . . holde'5 silence bute

;if hit beoduble feste. c 1500 Arnold Chron. (181 1) 68 On
sondayes and other solempne and double festys.

C. A village festival held annually, originally

on the feast of the saint to whom the parish church

is dedicated (cf. Fr. fete de village), but now

117

usually on a particular Sunday of the year, and the

one or two days following. In some places called

wakes or revels.

In England the village 'feast,' where it continues to be

observecf, is the great annual occasion (second to or rivalling

Christmas) for family gatherings and the entertainment of

visitors from a distance.

1559 Miry. Mag., Worcester xvii, Whan I should have
gone to Blockam feast. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 33
Statute and feast his village yearly knew. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brcnvn 1. ii, The great times for baek-swording came
round, .at the feast. Ibid., The Vale ' veasts' were not the

common statute feasts. 1864 W. Barnes in Macm. Mag.^

Oct. 476 At the feast, at the cool evenentide, I walk'd on wi'

you.

f2. A gathering for pleasure or sports; a fete.

1485 Caxton Paris % V. (1868) 13 The kyng . . made his

maundement that they al shold come wytli theyr amies and
hors for to Iouste . . and they that shold do best in armes .

.

they shold haue the prys and the worshyp of the feste.

c 1489 — Sonnes of Aymon vii. 175 They sholde kepe well

the feest, that noo noyse nor noo stryffe were there made.

3. A sumptuous meal or entertainment, given to

a number of guests ; a banquet, esp. of a more or

less public nature. Also a series of such entertain-

ments. To make a feast: to give a banquet,

f To hold afeast : to give or join in a banquet.

ci»oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 11 Untimeliche eten alehuse and
at ferme and at feste. c 1275 Lav. M4 25 Pe king makede
feste [1205 ueorme]. a 1300 Floriz § Bl. 78 Anon me him
tibinge tolde pat |?e admiral wolde feste h[olde]. c 1350
II 111. Pa/erne 5074 f>e fest of bat mariage a moneb fullejasted.

C1386 Chalcer Clerk's T. 954 Ful besy was Grisilde in

every thing, That to the feste was appertincnt. 1389111 Eug.

Gilds (1870) 4 pe brethren and sustren. .shul. .hold togeder

..afest. ,1400 Destr. Troy?o$ He cast hym full cointly be

cause of tins thyng, In a Cite be-syde to somyn a fest.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4S0 pis dere kynge. . Had parreld him
a proude feste of princes & dukis. 1523 Ld, Berners Froiss.

I. lxxxi. 103 The nexte day she made them a great feest at

dyner. 1607 Shaks. Timon in. vi. 75 Make not a Citie

Feast of it, to let the meat coole, ere we can agree vpon the

first place. 1678 Lady Chaworth in Hist. AISS. Comm.
12th Rep. App. v. 53 The Duke of Yoike comes to towne
to the Artillery feast to-day. 1682 BuNVAN Holy IVariijS-,)

165 Mr. Carnal Security did again make a feast for the town
uf Mansoul. 1779-81 Johnson I.. /'., Savage Wks. III. 344
Savage, .was .. distinguished at their public feasts. 1814

Byron Co/sair 11, i, Seyd, the Pacha, makes a feast to-night,

t b. Hence rarely : The company nt a ferst.

a 1400-50 Alexander 492 All be fest was a-ferd & obire

fulke bathe.

4. An unusually abundant and delicious meal
;

something delicious to feed upon
; fig. an exquisite

gratification, a rich treat. To make a feast: to

enjoy a good meal, eat luxuriously (of upon).

1393 Gower Conf. III. 30 Eke min ere hath over this

A deinty feste. c 1440 York Myst. XV. 44 Say felowes,

what ! fynde yhe any feest Me falles for to haue parte,

parde! 1526 Pilgr. Perf. tW. de W. 1531) 290 b, They
attayne to greater feestes, and more . . haboundaunt ioye of

the spiryte. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 85

Folke saie, enough is as good as a feast. 1645 Quari.es

Sol. Recant, viii. 43 This makes thy morsel 1 a perpetual!

Feast. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840J I. xv. 266 And make a

feast upon me. 1739 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 48 Two
eunuchs' voices, that were a perfect feast to ears that had
heard nothing but French operas for a year, a 1744 P011;

Imit. Her. Epist. 1. vii. 25 Pray take them, Sir—Enough's
a Feast. 182a Shelley Hellas 1025 The death-birds descend

to their feast. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Distant Corr., The
moment you received the intelligence my full feast of fun

would be over. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sez'. Gables xix. (1883)

338 He would make a feast of the portly grunter. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit. vi. (1875) 247 How little of a feast for the

senses. 1870 Dickens E. Drood iii, We had a feast.

f 5. Rejoicing, festivity. Obs.

c 1300 St. Brandan 75 We seide hem that we hadde i-beo

in aTle joy and feste, Bifore the 3ates of Paradys. ^1315
Shoreham (Percy Soc.) 148 Ac nys no blysse ne no feste

\Printed seste] Ajeyns thejoye of conqueste Thet hys thor}

god. 1644 Milton Educ, Living out their days in feast and
jollity. 1667 — P. L. vi. 167 Ministring Spirits, traind up
in Feast and Song.

6. 7 makefeast { = ¥r.faire fete): a. To make
merry, rejoice ; in later use with narrower sense, to

enjoy a delicious repast, to feast, arch.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 222 He. .bringeS hire on to. .a last makien

feste. c 1300 Seyn Julian 33 To gadere hi made gret feste.

1375 Barbolr Bruce xix. 730 The scottis folk .. maid fest

and far, And blew hornys and fyres maid. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 1 88/1 As sone as thy salutacyon entrid in to myn
eerys the chylde. .made joye and feste. «i533Ld. Berners
Huonvii. 16 My hert is not very joyfull to synge nor to

make fest, 1870 Morris Earthly Par., Cupid ty Psyche

(1890) 107/1 Come, sister, sit, and let us make good feast !

1881 Tennyson Cup \x. Poems (1880) 762/2, I would that

every man made feast to-day Beneath the shadow of our
pines !

+ b. To show honour or respect to, make much
of (a person\ Cf. Fr. faire fete a. Also absol.

To pay one's court. Obs.
1340 Ayenb. 156 pe lhord .. him froteb and makeb him

greate feste. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 638 With his

nedehe maketh feste. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5064 She. .laugheth

on hym, and makith hym feeste. e 1450 Merlin 88 He. .mer-

veiled why the kynge made hym soche grete feeste. a 1533
En. Berners Huon hi. 189 His doughter came to hym to

make him feest.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as feast-

cake, -companion, -guest
y

-house, -night, -rite,

-robe ; feastfamous adj. b. objective, as feast-

goer \ feast-finding adj.

FEAST.

1857 Hughes Tom Br&iuti 1. ii, Every househuld . .managed
to raise a *' feast-cake', a 1610 Heai.ky Theophiastus (1636)

40 His *feast-coinpanions. 1591 Sylvester Dm Partas I- v.

143 Dainty Salmons, Chevins thunder-scar'd, *I"east-famous

Sturgeons. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.Stj 'Feast-finding minstrels.

1552 Hlloet, *Feast-gestes which be hunted to the banquet
or feast. 1857 Hlghfs Tom Brown 1. ii. The frighted

scurrying away of the female feast-goers. 14830^//. AngL
128/2 A Fest house, conuiuarium. 1539 Cranmer in

Strype Life 11. 11694) 246 Every alehouse and tavern, every

feasthouse. 1820 Keats St. Agues x.v, This feast-night.

1725 Pope Odyss. x. 404 Shall I be led To share thy feast-

rites. i£94 Hook'Eii Eccl. Pol. 111. (1617) 94 Keeping on
his feast-robe onely.

8. Special comb.: + feast-bed, a conch for re-

clining at meals, a triclinium ; feast-day, a dny

on which a feast (senses 1-3) is held; feast-

maker, the giver ofa feast ; feast-master, one who
presides at a feast ; feast-won a., won by a feast.

a 1661 Hoi vdav Juvenal 268 Lazing on their ^feast-beds.

a 1300 Cursor JA 13131 (Cott.) Sant Ion al-wals in prisun

lai, Til it com on a *fest dai. 1382 Wycltf i Mace. i. 41

The feestdays tberof ben turned in to mournyng. c 1400

Maimha-. 1 Roxb.Will 30 pai drink na wyne comoimly, hot

on hegh festu days. 1611 Bii',11. Amos v. 21, I despise yuur
feast dayes. ^1746 Hoi.r>swoRTii Oh Virgil (1768) 130

On the feast-day of Castor and Pollux.
_

1870 Dickens
E. Drood xiii, It would never do to spoil Ins feast-days.

1551 Rohinson tr. More's flop. Epist. lArb.i 26 Geuyng no
thankes to the *fcaste maker, a 1661 Holydav Juvenal 50

It [the word trechedipna\ is sometimes taken for the fea>t-

maker. 1610 Heai.ey St. Aug. Citie ofGcd 521 Doth not

the Bridegroome turne all the
"y feast-maisters .. out of his

chamber. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. ly. 188 Then
needs must the feast masters strive Too pensive thoughts

away to drive. 1607 Shaks. Timon 11. ii. 180 Feast won,
fast lost.

Feast (frst), v. Forms: 7,-5 fest 'en, -in, -yn,

4 feaste, 5 feest, 6 feasten, 6- feast. [ME.
festen, ad. OF. fester \¥r. filer), f. feste Feast sb.]

1. intr. To make or partake of a feast, fare

sumptuously, regale oneself. Also with on, upon,

and tofeast it.

<• 1300 A". Alis. 1578 Teller of jeste is ofte myslike Riband
festeth also with tripe. 01385 Chaucer L. G. //'. .!i57

Ariadne, There festen they, there dauncen they and syn^e.

1483 Cath. Augl. 128/2 To Fesle. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.

iv. iv. 65 Did this Companion . . Reuell and feast it at my
house to-day [?] 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xxvhi. 48

When the Sun-bak'd Peasant goes to feast it with a Gentle-

man. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 71 They honour a Martyr
by feasting on his Festival. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 365 The
Cyclops . . Now feasts on the dead. 1859 Tennyson Enid
1136 Geraint . . bad the host Call in . . his friends And feast

with these in honour of their Earl.

fig. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xlvii, With my loves' picture

then my eye doth feast. 1768 Verse of Oxford Xcwsman
in Oxford Sausage 118221 177 At length we change our

wonted note And feast, all winter, on a vote. 1815 Ly 1 ton
Falkland 13, I have, as it were, feasted upon the passions.

1871 G. Meredith //. Richmond xxv. 11887^ 226 The prin-

cess, .let her eyes feast incessantly on a laughing sea.

f b. To keep holiday, give oneself to pleasure ;

to enjoy oneself. Obs.

1608 Shaks. Per. 1. iv. 107 Feast here awhile, Until our

stars that frown lend us a smile.

C. Tofeast away, to drive away by feasting ; to

pass (time) in feasting.

1621 Br. Hall Heai <cn upon Earth §6 Feast away thy

cares. 1733 Fielding Don Quix. in Eng. 11. v, Then
hungry homeward we return, To feast away the night.

2. trans. To provide a feast for, regale. Also reft,

1340-70 Alisaunder 978 Whan bee is fare fro fight his

folke for too feaste. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xv. 335 Religious

hat riche ben shulde rather feste beggeres pan burgeys.

1470-85 Malory Arthur \. xxi, The kynge and all . . that

were fested that day. 1570-6 Lamhakde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 256 The Lorde Bartholomew, .magnificently feasted

there the Queene. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. v,

Here lies a dish to feast thy fathers gorge. 1651 Davenant
Gondibert in. v. 80 Hope, the worlds .. standing Guest,

Fed by the Rich, but feasted by the Poor. 1725 Df. Foe
Voy. round World (1840) 179 Our men might be said not

to refresh but to feast themselves here with fresh provisions.

1849 James Woodman v, Arrangements made for feasting

the number of forty in the stranger's hall. 1863 Geo. Eliot

Romola 1. xx, The guests were all feasted after this initial

ceremony.
fig. c 1300 Havelok 2938 Hauelok , . bigan . . His denshe

men to feste wel With riche landes. 1393 Lange. P. PI. C.

xvii 318 Fiat-noluntas-tua festeb hym eche day. 1607

Shaks. Timon in. vi. 36 Feast your eares with the Musicke

awhile. 1653 Walton Angler 46 A companion that feasts

the company with wit and mirth. 1701 Farqlhar Sir //.

W'ddair v. v, We'll charm our ears with Abel's voice ; feast

our eyes with one another. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn.

xiii, With the Gypsies he had feasted only his understand-

ing. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague ill. i. 163, I know not

why My soul thus longs to feast itself on terror. 1818 Jas.

Mill Brit. India II. iv. vii. 256 To feast the Company
with the most flattering accounts of the state of their affairs.

1857 Willmott Pleas. Lit.xi. 45 Pope, at twelve feasted

his eyes in the picture galleries of Spenser.

3. In a more general sense : To entertain hospit-

ably and sumptuously.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xiii. 48 She doeth make grete

appareylles for to feeste Eneas ryghte highely. 1548 Hall
Chron. 1S4 b, They were of Philippe, duke of Bourgoyne,

wel receyved and fested. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio

30 The Duke of Medina Sidonia feasted the King, with

chasing of buls. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. m. iv. 2 How shall

I feast him V What bestow of him ?

Hence Fea-sted///. a. Fea'sting///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Pat-:: 158/1 Festyd, or fed wythe goode

mete and drynke, convivatus. 1652 Benlowes Theoph. iv.



PEASTER.
Hi. 58 That I may enter with thy feasted friends. 1674
Dbvden State Innocence 17 All these are ours, all nature's
excellence Whose tast or smell can bless the feasted sence.
159a Shaks. Rom. <y 'Jul. v. iii. 86 Her beautje makes This
Vault a feasting presence full of light.

Feasten (f/~ st'n), a. rare. [f. Feast sb. + -en *.]

Made for a feast.

1891 Athenxum 10 Oct. 486/3 The admirable collection of
feasten and ceremonial cakes.

Feaster (frstai). [f. Feast v. + -er1.]

f 1. The giver of a feast, host, entertainer. Obs.
c 1425 Festivals Church 294 in Leg. Rood (1871) 220 Neuer

festour fedde letter. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.
xiv. 18 A feaster and a feader of the bodies. 1587 Tt khkky.
Trag. T. (1837) 40 The feaster prayde eche one to take bis

place. 1611 Cotgr., Pestivant, a feaster or feast maker.

2. One who is in the habit offeasting ; a luxurious

liver.

a 1633 Austin Medit, '1635' 84 Thou shalt have more Ioy
. .then the worldly Feastera have, a 1661 Holvdav Juvenal
50 Implying, that the Romans once plain and thrifty were
now become feasters. 1670 Milton Hist. En°. 1. Wks.
(1847)482/2 Lud was hardy, and bold in war ; in peace, a
jolly feaster. 1725 Pope Odyss. 111. 401 While lawless feasters

in thy palace .sway. 1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 231
The pampered feaster.

3. One who partakes of a feast ; a guest.
1813 Scott Rokeby in. xiv, Among the feasters waited

near, Sorrow. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv, 187
What music on the feasters fell.

Feastful (fi~stfi.il), a. arch. [f. as prec. + -ful.

The formation was prob. first suggested by the
sound of Festival a. ; cf. Festyful.]
1. Occupied in or addicted to feasting ; of the

nature of feasting ; festive, f Feastful day : origin-

ally = festival day, but in late examples the adj.

has the general pense.

'[1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's 11. i. 55Whan the goldyne
path of the son reducid to vs the desirid ioyes of festfull

celebrite. 1447 Bukkmiam Seyntys Roxb. '49 IT] on a festful

day Clepyd of the temple the dedycacyoun. 1553 Bkcon
Relii/ues 0/ Rome 15631 75 The fearful day of the Epi-
phanye. 1645 Milton Sonnet iv. 12 The Bridegroom and
bis feastful friends Pass to bliss. 1671 — Samson 1741 The
virgins also shall, on feastful days. Visit his tomb with
Mowers. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 117 His herds and flocks in

feastful rites devour. Ibid. iv. 901 They rise, and to the
feastful hall remove. 1849 J. Sterling in Prater's Mag.
XXXIX. 416 For this he bade to smile The feastful city
with all joy's excesses. 1870 Morris Earthly far. iv. 346
So fell the noisy day to feastful night.

2. Filled with feasting, full of food and wine.
1810 Lamb Poems, Salome, The feastful monarch's heart

was fired.

Feasting (frstirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Feast v. +
-ING '.] The action of the vb. Feast in various

senses ; an instance of this.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylns in. 1669 He spendith iustith and
makith festynges. 1377 Lancl. /'. PI. II. xi. 188 }owre
frendes wil . . fonde }ow to quite ^owre festynge and ;owre
faire ;ifte. 1538 Star key England 1. iii. 95 For ther was
neuer so grete festyng and bankettyng. 1665 Manlev
Grotius' Low C. U'arres 13 The Commons, whose whole
study was Merchandizing and feasting. 1710 Loud. Gas.
No. 4659/2 Publick Feastings have been made at Court
twice every Week. 1774 J. Bryant Mythot. III. 133 They
were giving themselves up to feasting and jollity. 1840
Thiklwall Greece VII. lix. 339 Ptolemy celebrated his
stcond deliverance, .by sacrifices and feastings.
attrib. 1563 Homilies II. Place A> Time Prayer 11. (1859)

350 Come . . and cheerfully enter into Gods feasthighouse.
1641 Bromk Joviall Crew 11. Wks. 1873 III. 389 The Master
of your Feast and feasting-House.

Feastings even, erron. form of Fastens eex.
Feastivity, obs. form of Festivity.

t Fea'Stly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Feast sb. + -i.v '.]

Festive, fond of feasting, jolly.

t 138S Chaccek Sar.'s 'P. 273 A . . feestlych man as fressh
as May,

t Pea-Stly, adv. Obs. In 3 festslike. [f. as
prec. + -ly -.] As men do at a feast ; merrily.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3407 letro. .at wid movsen festelike.

Feastraw(e : see Feasethaw.
Fea-stress. rare. A female feaster.

1836-48 B. P. Walsh Aristoph. 9 note, The plays of the
Feasiresses and the Frogs.

Feat fit), sb. Forms: 4 7 faite, -yt e, 4-6
fete, (4 let , 5 faytte, 5-6 faicte, feacte, fettle,
feet'e, feit, (6 faytht , 5-; feate, 6, 9 Sc. fate,
6- feat. [a. OYr. fait, Jet later faiet) :-L.
factum : see Fact.]

1 1. In neutral sense : An action, deed, course of
conduct; -- Fact i a. Also Feats and deeds. To
do, perform or work thefeat: to do the deed\ To
work one's {full) feat : to effect one's full purpose.

1420 Chron. i'ilod. 2464 To Wylton he bytte tow gon
To parforme be fette. 1491 Caxton / 'itas Patr. (W. de W.
1495) 1. ix. i3b/2 Saynt I herom ., prayed that he wold
recOU&tfl to hem of his faytes & his dedes. 1503-4 Act 19
Hen. VII, c. 34 Preamb., Dyvers feetis betwen theym con-
served and conspired. 1538 Leland ///;/. IV. 6 Of the
which [treasoure]. .be tooke a ceitein part, .to a Feeteat his
own Pleasure, a 1555 Ridley Wks, 118431 65 Thou, .shah
be lawfully called to do thy feat and to play thy part. 1576
Tyde Tarryeth no Man, Thy money is English, which
must worke the feate. 157^7 Holinshed Chron. II. 310
To come to their succours in time, and yer the English-
men had wrote their full feat. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T.

118371 lor He that had resolvde . . to . . doe his feate, and
home agayne. 1630 A'. Johnson's h'ingd. A> Commw. 34

118

Where numbers . . and weapons have not . . prevailed, there
hath money alone done the feat. 1659 B. Harris ParivaVs

! Iron Age 7 The Tartars . . as soon as they have done their

feat . . betake themselves to their heels. 1678 Butler Hud.
in. i. 511 If you have perform'd the Feat The Blows are

j
visible. 173a Pope llor. Sat. 11. ii. 15 If then plain bread
and milk will do the feat, The pleasure lies in you, and not
the meat.

f b. Action in general ; overt action ; deeds, as

: opposed to words. By way offeat (Law; = F.

!

par vote defait) : by violence. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 160 James be gentel bond hit in

j

his Book, pat [Fey] withouten [fait] Is febelore ben nou^t.
a 1400-50 A le.vander 4366 All bare fete, .in falshede it endis.
1426 Oath of Lords in Hall Chron. (1809) 135 Not suffer

that any of the saied parties, .procede or attempte by wave
of feit against the kynges peace. Ibid., Redressyng all

such nianer of procedyng by waie of feit or force. 1560
Proude Wyues Pater Noster 35 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 152,

I can nought gete of him by fete nor wyle.

t C. A business transaction. Obs.
1588 J. Mellis Briefe Instr. F iv b, Put your feates downe

. .aparte in a leafe. .after your doing.

d. By feat of: by the agency of, by dint of.

Obs. exc. arch.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 1. 1. 1 Executed by fayt of
dyligence and witte. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. xi, Men
said, be changed his mortal frame By feat of magic
mystery.

2. Aii exceptional or noteworthy act or achieve-

ment ; esp. a deed of valour ; a noble exploit.

Often in feat of arms. Now somewhat arch., and
with some mixture of 3.
a 1400-50 A le.vander 3105 All be feete at oure fadirs in

be fold hade. 1485 Caxton Paris <y V. 9 Knyghtes redy to
do fayte of armes. c 1507 Jnstes Moneths May % June 182
Hazl. in E. P. P. II. 127 Noble actes and faytes mercyall
Shall be had in remembraunce immortal!. 1555 Abi\ Parker
Ps. cvi. 305 Noble faytes in Egypt done. 1585 Jas. I Ess.
Poesiei.\rb.'6y Martiall and leniently faittis of amies. 161

1

Bible Judith xi. 8 Thou onely art . . wonderfull in feates of
warre. 164a R. Carpenter F.xperience, A peece of sanctified
and blessed waxe, which shall . .make the Devill runne, and
doe many such feates. 1667 Mii.ton P.L. il 537 With feats
of Arms From either end of Heav'n the welkin burns. 1813
Scott Trierm. 11. xxvt, For feats of arms as far renown'a
As^ warrior of the Table Round. 1843 Lviton Last Bar.
1. i, Those personal feats . . dazzled the populace. 1856
Stanley Sinai $ Pal. iii. (1858) 161 Othniel performed the
feat of arms that won him the daughter of Caleb.

f b. Man oxfolk offeat : man or folk of deeds
or might. Cf. Fr. gens de fait.
c 1500 Melusine 119 They were folke of faytte and of grete

enterpryse. Ibid, zn Prysouners . . al men of estate &
faytte.

3. An action displaying dexterity or strength ; a
surprising trick, a 'tour de force*.

1564 BriefExam. * * *, Among the Painims . . men
are able to worke theyr feates. 1614 Br. Hall Recoil.
Treat. 989 Hee had rather send for his magicians to worke
feates. 168a S. Pokdage Medal Rev. 281 The jugling feat
Is plainly seen. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 22 Sleights of
art and feats of strength went round. i8aa Imison^V. #f

Art I.22 Feats of balancing. 1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 240 What tricks did the imps perform ? They
werena tricks, they were fates. 1867 Lady Herbert
Cradle L. vi. 155 A wonderful feat of architectural skill.

+ 4. An evil deed ; a crime. Obs. = Fact i c.

1481 Caxton Godfrey 224 This fals turk . . had don this

feet. 1490 — Eneydos iv. 20 The blody faytte vpon me
doon by the false.. Plasmator. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Die.

Clarence xii, Towarde his feat to set me more on fire.

t 5. A kind of action ; one of the operations

practised in any art or profession ; also, in more
j

comprehensive sense, a department of action, a

pursuit, employment, art or profession. The feat

of merchandise: mercantile business. (The) feat

of war: warfare. Feats of war: military duties

or exercises. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10030 Wise men In werr . . Of all fetis

enfourmyt, bat to fight longit. < 1500 Aknolde Chron.
f 1 8 1 1 ) 80 Freemen ocupied a bowte the faite of marchaudise
in ferre contreis. 151 1 z Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 5 § 1 To serve
the Kyng. .in feit of Warre. 1531 Elyot Gov.i. viii. (1517)
24 By the feate of portraiture, .a capitayiie maye dyscnue
the countrey of his aduersary. 1539 Cranmer in Strype
Life IL (1694) 243 The smith, .will not sell, .the tools of his

occupation. For then how should hee work his feat I 1540
Act 32 Hen, I'llI, c. 42 § 3 Suche persones .. exercise
barbari, as washynge, or shauyng, and other feates thervnto
belongyng. 1555 Act 2-3 Ph. <y M. c. u § 4 No . .Weaver
. . shall . . exercise the Feat or Mystery of a Tucker. 1574

J. Dee in Left. Lit. Men (Camden j 38 A good boke or in-

strument for Perspective, Astronomy, or som feat of im-
portance. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades m. 1. 268/1 The
feate of merchandising is no where condemned throughout
the holye Scriptures. 1600 Holland Livy xxi. xxv. (1609)
407 A nation unskilful! altogeiher in the feat of assaulting
townes. 1648 Mii.ton Tenure Kings {1650) 57 They.,
practise feats in the Artillery-grounds. 165a Neeimiam
tr. Seldens Mare CI. 498 People . . using and exercising
the craft and feat of Fishing.

f 6. The art, knack, or trick of doing anything.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's 'P. 373 Grisildis . . Coude all the

feteofwiflybomliness. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1529 Masons, .pat

mykull fete couthe. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark- iii.

27 None knewe better the feate howe to worke mischiefe.
X5S3 Short Catech. in Liturgies, etc. (1844) 496 More, .than
that I, by any feat of utterance, may easily express it.

1599 Nashk Lenten Stnffe (1871) 107 They want the right
feat, how to salt and season them. 1633 Vohd Love's Sacr.
I. ii, I have got the feat on't. 1681 Gl\s\ \i,l Sadducismus
II. 39 These Men having., the Feat, .of Colouring, Painting
and Fucussing.

FEAT.

t 7. Fact, actuality. In phrases: The feat of:
the facts that relate to. In, offeat: in fact. Obs.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1106 Hit ferde freloker in fete in

his fayre honde. a 1400-50 A lexander 30 pai . . Of be fold
& of be firmament wele be fete cuthe. 1436 Pol. Poems
< Rolls* II. 182 Than shulde worshyp unto oure noble be, In
feet and forme to lorde and mageste\ ci^y*. ..'axto.v yason
13 Alway in feet ye haue refused him. 1481 — Myrr. in.
iv. I vij b, Will ye thenne after see the fait of the mone.
1490 — Eneydos iv. 18 To haue knowleche of this myracle
and of alle the faytte tberof. c 1500 Melusine 184 Of faytte
theire was grete scarmysshing and grete losse.

\ b. Upon the feat of (Fr. sur le fait de) : on
the suhject of, concerning. Obs.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 427/1 Gyuyng counceyll to the

sowles upon the fayte of theyr conscyence. 1483 — G. de
la 7V«rii868i 167 Ones it befell to Syre Foticques delaual,
as he told me vpon the fayt of this Ensample. < 1489 —
Blanchardyn xxiii. 76 The proude pucelle . . spake . . vpon
the faytte of her werre.

8. Comb, objective, asfeat-worker.
1617 Pi'rchas Pilgrimage iv. xviii. § 5 (ed. 3) 504 Tum-

blers, and other feat-workers.

Feat {(if
,
a. and adv. Obs. exc. arch, and dial.

Forms: 4-6 fete, 6 feet'e, (fette, fait, feacte),

6-7 feate, 5- feat. [a. OF.fail made:—L,factus,
pa. pple. oifaecre to make.
In Fr. the word seems always to have retained its dis-

tinctly ppl. sense. But fait pour ilit. 'made for') is now
used in much the same way asfeatfor, to (sense 1).]

A. adj.

1. Fitting, suitable, proper. Const, for, to.

c *%*$ Coer de L. 3024 Mete and drynk that is nought fete

To hys body. 1555 Eden Decades 181 A name very feete

and agreable to many of them. 156a J. Hkywooi> Pror: <y

Epigr. (1867) 73 Shewyng him selfe a new man, as was feet.

1570 Dee Math. /'r<f, At tymes fete, and in places con-
venient. 1575 I.aneham Let. (1871) 14 This place .. of
nature iz foormed so feet for the purpose.

2. Of speech or action (hence of speakers or

agents) : Apt, apropos ; smart, adroit. Of move-
ments : Dexterous, graceful.

1519 Horman Vttlg. Qhjb, The feat conueyans of a
speche that soundeth well to the eare. 153a More Confut.
Tindale Wks. 421 He commeth furtb with Ins fete proper
taunte, 1557 TotlelPs Misc. (Arb.) 157 Who hath plaied a
feater cast Since iuglyng fust begoon t 1579 Lvlv Enphnes
1 Arb.) 46 Their wit . . forgeth them some feat excuse to cloake
their vanitie. isg^Bacchus Bouutie in Hart. y1//jc.(Malh.)

II. 273 This youth was a feate fellow and a fine faulkner.

i6n Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 88 Neuer Master had A Page. .So
feate. ^1625 Fletcher Night-ivalker in. vi, She speaks
feat English. 1647 Jek. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 11. Introd.,

His reasoning, and deducing from those principles such feat

conclusions, a 1699 Stillingel. (J.', That feat man at

controversy. 17x4 Gay Sheph. Week Monday 49 The
featest maid That e'er at wake delightsome gambol play'd.

1719 Cibher Lose in a Riddle 11. 1, Shew your Skill, and
who's the featest Fellow ! 1787 Grose Pro7'iuc. Gloss, s.v.,

A feit felly, a dexterous fellow. 1851 S. Jlod Margaret HI.

(187 1 1380 With featest strokes she drives forward her canoe.

3. Of dress, etc. : becoming, well fitting, neat,

elegant. Hence of the wearer : Neatly attired.

c 1430 Eydc. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 37 Feat was bir

array, i 1450 Crt. of Love 1087 Patens faire and fete.

1560 Proude II 'yves Pater Noster 47 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.

153 Women .. Go feete and fresshe and trymme in theyr

gere. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 273 Looke how well my
Garments sit vpon nie, Much feater than before. 1613
Wither Epithal. Juvenil. (1633) 364 In your neat'st and
feat'st adorning. 1880 in Antrim if Down Gloss.

4. Neat in form or appearance, pretty, ' nice \

elegant.

a 1471 MS. Cantab. F f. ii. 38, f. 48 (Halliw.) Ye fele ther

fete, so fete ar thay. 1519 Horman Vulg. T v, She wereth
corked slippers to make hir tal and feet, a 1536 Calisto <y

Melib. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 62 Her mouth proper and feat.

1594 Platt Jcwell-ho, in. 7 Small and feate Leaden
vveightes. 1607 Toisell Eourf. Beasts (1673) 229 The
Sarmatican kincf of Horses is feat and well fashioned. 1633
Bingham Xenophon 60 A woman of the featest fashion.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 93. 3/2 To what Use, can I put this

feat Creature? 1785 Burns HalloTvccn in, Lasses feat, an*

cleanly neat.

5. Affected, finikin.

1540 Hyrde tr. Vivcs'' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1502) Kij, She
shal not .. use hir voyce to be feat and nice, a 1647
Ess. on Death in Bacon's Wks. tSpeddingi VI. 603. I hold
such to be but feat boldness, and them that dare commit it,

to be vain. 1693 Shadwell Volunteers \\, 'Tis the featest

finical fellow, I ever saw! 1705 Hickeringill Pri'est-cr.

1. (1721) 44 Would Pinkethman. .r-crew his Chaps into such
feat Grimaces. 1709 Su.ele Tatter No. 66 F n, I pro-

posed to tlux him ; but Greenhat answer'd, That if he
recovered, he'd be as prim and feat as ever he was.

6. Comb., asfeat -bodied, -looking adjs.

1613 Bi.vu.M. & Fl. Coxcomb in. iii, This is a feat-bodied

thing I tell you. 1877 -V, II'. Line. Gloss, s.v., 'She's

a feat-lookin' lass.'

B. adv. In a ' feat ' manner.
a 1455 Houlate 518 To fecht for the faith fete. 1514

Barclay Cyt. <y Vplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 27 That can

eambauld or daunce feat and gent. 1597 Shaks. Lover's
Cotupl. 48 Letters.. With sleided silk feat and affectedly

Ensuath'd.

t Peat, v. Obs. Also j fete, feete. [f. the

adj. Cf. OY. fattier. Fait v.*]

1. trans. To equip, furnish, make fit.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4632 We ere fetid full faire, & hes

oure fyue wittis. 1613 P. Forbes Comm. Rcvelat. xv. 151

The preachers are feated by swallowing of the little booke.

Ibid. 152 These Ministers of the last wrath are feated and
prepared to this great execution.
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b. Tofeat oneselfforth: to display oneself.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3989 He feet is him forth in hi.s force

& in his faire his te.

2. Falconry. =Feak v.~ 'of which it may be a
corruption).

1508 Fisher Wks. (1876) 154 There she [the spuowe]
wypeth and feteth her hyl. 1575 Tlrberv. Fauleonrie 120
You must, .feate hir beake and cope hir reasonably.

3. ? To constrain to propriety.
i6ix Shaks. Cymb. 1. L 49 [He] Liu'd in Court. .A sample

to the yongest : to th' more Mature, A glasse that feated
them.

Hence Fea-ted ///. a., suited. Pea-ting vol. so.

1606 Bmrat Kirk-Buriall vii, We mumchance and mour-
gean in such dilicate duilles, better feated for wowing nor
woing. 1682 NT . O. Boileau's Lutrin in. Argt., Vet fur

all's Feating, The proof of th' Pudding's seen i' th* eating.

Feateous, var. form of FlATOUa a., Obs.

Feather (firtfel), s/>. Forms: a. I, 2 ft*o*3i\

3 south. velSer, 2-5 fej>er e, -ix, 4-6 feder, 5
fedder, 5 fedyr, 4-6 fether, 6- feather, (i. 1

fitter 'e, fytter e, 2 fi-, fytter, 2, 4 fyper. [Com.
Teut. OE.fedcr str. fern. = OS. fcthara I)u. vedcr,

veer^, OHG. fedara MHG. veder(e, mod.G.
feder), ON. figpr 'Icel. fjoHr, Da. fjeder, Sw.
fjiider) :—OTeut. *fej>rd :—pre- 1 cut. *f>etnl fern.,

corresponding fexc. as to declension to Gr. mtpiv
wing, f. root *pet-, whence Skr. pat, Gr. rrtTwOat

to fly. With this word in ME. was to some extent

confounded its derivative fidere neut., wing f\—pre-
Eng. type *fiprjo-ni), the examples of which are

therefore placed here.]

I. As an appendage.
1. One of the epidermal appendages of a bird,

usually in the form of a central shaft or midrib, of

a homy nature, in part tubular, for the rest square

in section and solid, fringed on either side with a
* vane', i.e. a row of thin narrow plates mutually
adpressed (the * barbs '), which form a rounded

,

outline at the end. Often preceded by some quali-
:

fying word, as contour-
1
covert-, pin-, quill- etc.

feather. In pi. also Plumage.
a 1000 P/iosnix 145 (Gr. J>riwa asca:ce3 fe5re flyhthwate.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 140 Ase brid bet haue3 lutel uleschs &
monie ue&eren. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1688 Ne schal ..

'

a wrecche feber on ow bileve. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. XV.

173 pe pokok and be popeiay with here proude federes.

1440 Promp. Parv. 152/2 Fedyr, Penna, pluma. 1508
Fisher Wks. (1876) 154 She proyneth & setteth her feders in
ordre. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Heal/h's /mpren>. (1746) \

171 The best part of a Duck are his Feathers. 1748 F.
Smith Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pass. I. 155 The whole Feathers
(excepting the Pinion Feathers, and the large Feathers of
the Tail- are double. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 309
A feather consists of three parts, the quill, the shaft, and
the vane.

b. In various fig. expressions : f Two feathers
out of a goose : a very small part of anything,

t To gain more feathers : (of a rumour) to assume
larger proportions, f To pick feathers off

fa
person) : to plunder, f To pull thefeathers off {a

person'sfame) : to detract from. To smooth one's

rumpled feathers : to recover one's equanimity.
To find a white feather in one's tail ; to mount,
show the white feather: (in allusion to the fact,

that a white feather in a game-bird's tail is a mark
of inferior breeding) to perceive, show signs of
cowardice. To crop the feathers of: to strip of

bravery and pomp.
c 1430 Lydg. Boc/ias 1. xii. 11544* 24 a, Of his good fame

she gan the feders pull. 1600 Holland Lrvy ix. xxxviii.

'1609)342 The brute, .got more feathers still as it flew. 1677
Yarranton Eng. Improv. 24 All that is desired is but two
Feathers out of their Goose. Ibid. 25 The Lawyers Ob-
jections are only made.. that they may pick some more
Feathers off him. 1825 On Bull-baiting I. {Houlston
Tracts I. xxvii, 4*, I've long guess'd. .that we should find
a white feather in thy tail. 1827 Pollok Course T. v.

1001 Vanity, With a good conscience pleased, her feathers
cropped. 1829 Scott Jml. 15 April, No one will defend
him who shows the white feather. 1849 Dickens Barn.
Rudge lix,

(
' said Simon, as he smoothed his rumpled

feathers, 1856 Reade Never too late xvi, You. .tempt a.

.

sick creature to mount the white feather.

C, Proverb.
1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1725) I. 130 Fine feathers

make fine birds.

d. transf.

1784 Cowper Task v. 26 The bents . . fledged with icy
feathers, nod superb. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 221
Its plumes are as feathers of sunny frost.

2. collect. Plumage ; also transf (of plants) ; ,

and in fig. sense: Attire, * get-up . All foivls in
j

feather- birds of all feather.
e 1400 Destr. Troy 343 AH fowles in Aether fell here '

vppon. a 1400-50 Alexander 5604 J>ar fand bai bridis. Of
febir fresch as any fame, a 1634 Randolph A myntas 11. iii,

What's their Feather? 1842 Tennyson Talking Oak 269
All grass of silky feather grow. 1842 G. Darling in Proc.
Berw. Nat. Club II. 10 Which proved to be the male in
tolerable feather and condition. 1855 Thackeray Xeit>~

comes II. 34, I saw him in full clerical feather.

b. In fig. phrases. In fine, good, high, etc.N

feather: in good condition of health, spirits, etc
Of the weather : High feather- brilliant condition.

\ A man of\thefirst feather: one of very" showy
parts. To cut out of all feather : to take all ' the

shine ' out of.

1592 Nashe /'. Penilessc Wks. 'Grosart- II. 78 You shall

heare a Caualier of the first feather. 1667 Drydem Maiden
Queen v. i, A man of garniture and feather is above the
dispensation of the sword. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz.
Househ, ed. '416 2 Todgers's was in high feather. 1852
R. S. Slrtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xiii. 65 Our friend.. was
now in good feather; he had got a large price for his

good-for-nothing horse. 1855 Dickens: Dorrit xxxii, I'm
in wonderful feather. 1865 Scott in Reader No. 121.

452,3 She cut me out of all feather. 1873 EdwardES &
MER1VAL£ Life Sir II. Lazureuce I. 389 Havelock in great

feather showed us round the fields of battle. 1878'!'. Hahi.y
Return ofNative i. (1879' 10 In summer days of highest
feather. 1886 Baring-Gould Court Royal xxiv, Never
was Mr. Rigsby in finer feather than at Court Royal.

C. Description of plumage; species (of bird .

Often transf. in phrases of the same, that, every,

etc. feather: = of the same, etc. kind or character.

Proverb, Birds of a featherflock together.

1581 J. Bell //addon's A nstv. Osor. 300 A Byrd of the
same feather. 1599 MlNSHEU Sp. Cram. 83 Birdes of
a feather will flocke togither. 1607 Shaks. Thnon 1. i. 100,

I am not of that Feather, to shake off" My Friend when he
must neede me. 1608 Day Hum. out ofBr. iv. iii, A whole
brood of signets, and all of a feather. 1611 Cotgr. s.v.

Alaine, A bird of his owne feather. 1645 Riihekford
Trynl & Tri. Faith 1845} 60 Fowls of a feather flock

together. 1650 R. StapyLTON Sirada's Lo7u C. Warrei v.

121 Many of the Covenanters were birds of the same
feather. 1665 J. Spencer Vulg. Prophecies 70 He knows
good men are soonest decoyed by those which seem of

a feather with themselves. 1767 S. Paterson Another
Traveller .' II. 48 Four hundred and fifty of them, will Ix;

of the misjudging feather. 1827 Pollok Course T. v. 328
Birds of social feather, helping each His fellow's flight.

1829 Cart.yi.e Misc. (1857' I. 272 Literary quacks of every
feather. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 4 Fems of all feather.

t3. Used in //. for: Wings. Obs. [Cf. I..

pennx ; the pi. federa was so used in OE., but

some of the examples in 1 2— 14th c. prob. belong

to OE. fidere wing.]
£"850 Marty rology Pragm. in O.E. Texts (1885 1 177 pa hi

banron to heofonum mid hiora fi5raflyhte. c888 K. sElfred
Boeth. xxxvL § 2 Ic ha;bbe swibe swifte febera. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 37 Swa seo henn hyre cicenu under
hyre fyberu [c 1160 /iatton fibera^ jegadera3. c 1200 / 'ices

$ Virtues (1888) 101 Vnder Sare scadewe of Sine fiScre-.

c 1290 .S\ Eng. Leg. I. 64/357 And feberene to beren tow
up-on hei j. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 12 He flow
abouen ,e febirs of wyndes. . 1450 De /mitafione ill. xxiii.

5eue me feders of very* liberte. 1535 Covebdale 2 Sam.
xxii. 11 He. .appeared vpon the fethers of the wynde. 1595
Shaks. John iv. ii. 174 Be Mercune, set feathers to thy
heeles. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World \. 146 Josephus gave
all Noah's children feathers, to carry them far away.
/*£ c iyJA Chaucer Boeth. iv. i. 110, I shal ficche feberes

in bi bouv. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1216 Fleet-wing'd duty
with thought's feathers flies. 1595 Drakes Voy. (Hakluyt
S004 Hee hath feathers to fly to the toppe of his high
desires.

4. A feathered animal ; a bird. Also collect.

Feathered game.
1601 Shaks. Tvtcl. N. \u i. 71 Like the Haggard, checke

at euery Feather. 1684 R. H. School Retreat. 136 Your
Setting-Dog must, .love naturally to hunt Feathers. 1875
' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 1. 1. vii. § 7. 106 The true Sussex-

may easily be kept strictly to feather. 1887 Pall Mail G.
24 Aug. 132 He wandered, .slaying whatever of fur and
feather came in his way.

II. As a detached object.

5. Simply; also//, as a commodity.
e 1000 Sax. L^eechit. I. 234 Smyre mid nire [i.e. niwre]

fepere. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1026 For . . folde per-on
a l>3t fyber & hit to founs synkkez. £1400 Malndev.
(Roxb.) xii. 50 If men caste a fether berin, it synkez to pe
grund. c 1440 Arte. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 469
And with a feder sprinke and spot the congour. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. i. 84 Looke, as I blow this Feather
from my Face. 1608-11 Bp. Hall Medit. % Venus 11. § 25
The Larke. .while it playeth with the feather, .is caught in

the Fowlers-net. 1614 — Recoil. Treat. 413 That was but
as the fowlers feather, to make mee stoope. 1745 De Foe's
Eng. Tratiesman xxvi. (1841) I. 266 The feathers also from
the same country. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 422 Fea-
thers . . give nearly the same products as hair. 1841-44
Emerson Ess., Prudence Wks. (Bohn> I. 99 Everything in

nature, even motes and feathers, go by law.

b. Proverb.
1861 A. Leighton Curious Storied Traditions Ser. II. 263

There's aye feathers where the doo [doves] roosts.

t 6. A pen. Obs.
(.1000 Ags. Gosp. L:^ke xvi, 6 Nim bine feSere & site

hra8e & writ fiftig. e 1205 Lay. 49 Feberen he [Lajamon]
nom mid fingren.

7. A portion, or (sing, and pi.] portions, of a

feather attached to the base of an arrow, to direct

its flight. Also collect.

a 1631 Drayton Robin Hood, Their arrows finely paired,
for timber and for feather. 1661 Boyle Style of Script.

90 Those Historical Circumstances . . are like the Feathers
that wing our Arrows. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks.
1883 VIII. 406 The barbed dart, .sticks not in their hearts
. .up to the very feathers. 1825 Fosbroke Encycl. Antiq.
(1843) II. xiii. 689/1 They required nimble strong arrows,
with a middling feather. 1874 Boutell Arms $ Arm. viii.

134 The shafts of these arrows were provided, near their
' base, with feathers, or with strips of leather.

8. As a personal decoration ; a plnme, esp. in

ostrich-feather. Also collect. Prince of Wales*

feathers, also The feather: the plume of three

ostrich feathers, first adopted as a crest by the

Black Prince. Plushfeather : see quot. 1823.

1473 Warkw. Chron. n, He .. wered ane estrythe feder.

1536 Wkiothesley Chron. (1875) I. 51 Hattes of blake
veiwett and whyte feethers. 1613 Shaks. Htn. V/l/, 1.

iii. 24 They must . . leaue those remnants Of Foole and
Feather. 1615 ). Stephens Satir. Ess. 'ed. 21 211 Hee
stickes a feather in his Hat. 174a Young Nt. Th. viii. 429
Nut in the ftather, wave it e'er so high. . Is glory lodg'd.

1802 \Volcott(P. Pindar; Gt. Cry Little i/'W\Vks, 1812
V. 166 The tradesmen. -proud of the feather. 1804 Wim,.
ham Sp. Additional Force Bill 5 June in Sp. 1812 II. 229
The volunteers have, .feathers as nigh, .as those of the re-

gular troops. 1823 Craub Teehnol. Diet., Feather (Mil. ,

an ornamental mark worn by officers and soldiers on their

caps and hats, -the jhisli feather, a straight smooth featlitrr

worn by officers on the staff. 1887 Pall Mall G. 27 Sept.

ii/i The Prince of Wales's feaihers stand separate.

b. Phrases : A feather in the cap, hat: a deco-

ration, mark of honour, //'/. and fig. ; also + the

badge of a fool; hei.ee ffack with the feather,

a flume of feathers, for a trifling person.
*i* 7o

shake, wag the feather : to make a display of one's

honours.
1581 Pettie Gttazso's Crv. Co/it. Pref. d^lC) A vj b,

Though a man shake the feather after the best fashion, and
take upon him never so biglie, hee [etc.]. 1588 Shaks.
J.. L. /.. iv. i. r/j What plume of feathers is hee that indited

thi-, Letter, a 1633 Flodden F. xii. in Child Ballads III.

VI. clxvtii. 353 Jack with a feather was lapt all in leather.

165s Ft'LLER C/t. Hist. v. iv. § 17 He wore a feather in his

cap, and wagg'd it too often, a 1700 Ii. E. Diet. Cant. Crew
s.v., He has a Feather in his Cap, a Periphrasis for a tool.

>734 I' ! -hi>s of Portland Let. to Miss Cclli>t^:>"<od i:i

Antob. .]/>.). />e/any I. 511 My Lord . . esteems it a feather

in hi> hat, that [etc.]. 1736 Lediard Life Marlborough
III. 370 A Feather in his Ci;p. was the lea^t that was ex-

pected for him. 1818 Byron Junn 1. excix, Their favour
in an author'^ cap- a feather. 1874 Hki.i-s Soc. Press, v.

70 It is always a feather in my cap when [etc.].

9. In//. As material for filling bc-'Ming, etc.

1649 G. Daniel 7 rinareh.. Rich. //, clxxviii, Richard..
Sleeps 011 the feathers which himselfe had dre>t.

10. a. Referred to as an object almost without

weight, and capable of being moved with the

greatest case.

1562 J. Hf.ywood Prcn>. -V Epigr. 1&C7) 35 Than shall

we see two men beare a fether. 1611 Shaks. IViut. '/'. u.

iii. 154, I am a Feather for each Wind that blows. 1728

Pope Dune. n. 41 A brain of feathers and a heart of lead.

a 1839 Yvxkvj Poet/is{\'zf)$< I. 232 Folly's breath, .would not

stir a feather. 1843 Hooo Fotge n. xvi, Fit for knocking
down with a feather. 185a Mks. Stowe Uncle Tom's C.
vii, She felt the weight of her boy as if it had been a feather.

1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxii. 307 Tita, who weighs about
a feather and a half.

b. Hence: Anything of little strength or im-

portance; a very small amount, a trifle. + {To
be pleased) to afeather: to a nicety.

1601 Shaks. Alfs Wellx. iii. 232 You boggle shrewdly,

euery feather starts you. 1659 Burton's Diary {1828 IV.

376 They must be pleased to a feather. 1675 Trahernk
Chr. Ft/ties xxv. 300 A straw and a feather shall forfeit ali

the obligations in the world, in some tempers, a 1700 P. b

.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Titter, to Laugh at a Feather. 1794
T. Jefferson Writ, 1859' IV. 112 Rising at a feather

against our friends.

c. = Feather-weight. To ride a feather : see

quot. 1823.
1760 Hebeb Horse Matches ix. 20 Mr. Turner's bay .. 5

years old, carrying a feather. 1822 Examiner 232/2 Dr.

Ph-ll-m-re, very light, a feather, took the field on his new
rat-tail mare. 18*3 '

J. Bee' Diet. Turf, etc., Boys under
six stone are said to ' ride a feather'.

III. Something resembling a feather.

11. a. On human beings: A tuft or ridge of hair

standing more or less upright, b. On horses :

-ee quot. 1803).
a. c 1530 Ll>. Plkners Arth. Lyt. BrytAiZn) 301 Arthur

and Bawdwin. .shoke theyr eares to put awaye the fether-.

fro their heyre. 1580 Barlt Alv. F 320 Feat'Iter, .the curled

bush of frizled haire wherewith lustie gallants of late would
seeme to counterfeit this ioIHe feather. 1841 S. Warren
Ten Thousand a Year II. v, What's a feather? . . Vou see,

sir, 'tis when a small lot of hair on agent's head will stick

up, do all we can to try and get it down. 1851 Btackzi:

Mog- June 680 He wore his hair cropped close, except just

in front, where it formed what the hair-dresser called

a feather.

b. 1580 Bllndevil Art 0/ Riding \. ii. 2 The Horse
that hath an Ostrich feather, .on his forhead. .can neuer be

euill Horse. 1598 Florio, Circhietlo, that which is called

a feather in a horse. 1617 Markuam Caval. it. 6 Euery
horse.. hath a feather in his forehead. 1682 Lond. Gaz.

No- 1692/4 A light Grey Nag . . a Feather in the .

Neck. 1737 H. Bracken Farriery (1757) II. 7 Feathers,

or different Turnings of the Hair, in several parts of a

Horse's body. 1803 W.TaplisSport. Diet. 248 Feather. The
Centrical division, and different directions, of the surround-

ing hair in a horse's forehead is so called : they are also

frequently seen upon the neck, .the mane, and . .
the hind

quarters, and are considered natural ornaments.

12. A blemish or flaw having a feather-like

appearance : a. in the eye ; b. in a precious stone.

1847 Lever Knt. 0/ Gwynne xxxix. 335 He had only

one leye , there was a feather on the other. 1866 Miss

Braddon Lady's Mile 190 She had learned to discover a

'feather* in a fifty-guinea emerald ring. 1879 — Vixen III.

293. I don't think there is a feather in one of the stones.

13. Confectionery. One of the degrees in boiling

sugar. Also The great, little feather : see quots.

Cf. Fr. a la ' graru/e, petite" plume.

18*7 Jarrin Italian Confectioner (ed. 3) 3 Confectioners
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. .have seven essential, .bases of their art. .4. La plume, the

feather. Ibid. 4 The larger and greater quantity of bubbles,

when blown through the skimmer, are the large feather.

Ibid. 9 Boil to the feather some of the same clarified sugar.

Ibid. 60 Clarify a pound of loaf sugar, boil it to the large

feather. 1829 Ibid. 177 Take a pound of clarified sugar,

boil to the little feather. 1883 Workshop Receipts Ser. II.

152 For the ' feather,' dip the skimmer again into the sugar,

and blow through the holes as before.

fl4. Swedish feather: see quot. Obs.

1652 Ukql-hakt Jewel Wks. (1834) 243 Staves with iron

pikes at both ends, commonly called Swedish feathers.

15. In various phrases: (To wear) the Bull's

feather : see Bill i i b. Naut. To cut afeather:

see Cut v. 37 b. In cfxot.ftg. To move briskly.

1684 T. Goddard Plato's Demon 317 Men who. .have not

the skill to cut a feather, very often dance themselves into

that noose. 1822 Scott I'irate xxxiv. He shambles about

. . as well as ever he did—for Jack could never cut a feather.

16. In various technical uses.

a. A longitudinal rib added to n shaft, etc. to

increase its strength.

1823 BUCHANAN Millwork 263 Apply the feathers merely

to prevent bending ill the middle. 1839 R. S. Rouinson

Naut. Steam Eng. 63, Z is a strengthening feather, under

the crank frame. Ibid. 65 From the eye run six strong

arched radii or feathers, terminating in a ledge. 1841-76

( '.wilt Encycl. A rchit. § 1629 d, Transverse ribs or feathers

on cast iron beams are to be avoided.

b. Mining and Quarrying, (see quot.)

1865 J. T. F. Turner Slate Quarries 13 A hole is jumped

in the block [of slate) near the edge ; in this, two slightly

curved pieces of iron are placed (the ' feathers '), having the

concave surfaces toward each other, between them is

inserted an iron punch ; this is forcibly hammered In, and

breaks the stone asunder. 1883 GhesLEY Gloss. Terms

Coal-Mining, Feathers. [Describes a similar contrivance

in coal mines.] •

O. A projection on a board, implement, or piece

of machinery ; csp. one intended to tit into some

other part. Cf. Kin.

176s A. Dickson Treat. Agric (ed. 2) 212 The firm earth

. . is opened by the feather of the other sock. 1874 Knight

Diet. Mech. I. 828/1 Feather, a slip inserted longitudinally

into a shaft or arbor, and projecting as a fin therefrom so

as to fit a groove. Ibid., Feather, a tongue on the edge of

a board. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch /, Clockm. 237 There

is a feather in the straight part of the mandrel hole.

d. Salt-works, (see quot.')

753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Mid-Feather'm the English

salt-works, the name given to a sort of partition placed in

the middle of the furnace . . This partition divides the body

of the furnace into two chambers.

e. dial. ' A linch-pin ; a pin used to keep

machinery tight' (N.W. Line. Gloss. 1877).

IV. [Properlv a distinct word : f. the vb.]

17. Redoing. The action of feathering. See

Feather P. II.

1865 Tall Mall G. 16 May 10 Oxford and Cambridge

styles used to be palpably different to the eye by the height

of the feather. 1884 St. James s Gaz. 28 Mar. 6/2 1 he

feather was cleaner than that of Cambridge. 1885 Manch.

Guard. 28 Mar. 6/6 The feather is exquisitely even, and this

is the best point in their rowing.

V. altrib. and Comb.

18. General combinations : a. simple attrib., as

feather-bolster, -brush, -embroidery, -fan, -flower,

-guise, -merchant, -pattern, -plume, -tract, b.

objective, as feather-beater, -cleanser, -dresser,

-drier, -finisher, -seller; feather-bearing adj. C.

instrumental, as feather-cinctured, -clouded, -las-

selled adjs. d. parasynthetic and similative, as

feather-legged, -light, -Hie, -nerved, -tailed, -thick,

-veined, -white adjs. ;
feather-wise adv.

<- 1050 Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 46s Penniger, "feberberend.

1881 Mivart Cat 377 The feather-bearing side of the hand.

1855, H. Clarke Diet., 'Feather-beater, feather cleanser.

1553 in Rogers Agric. A> Prices III. 573/4 ' Feather bolster

s/-. 1856 VV. Collins After Dark Yellow Mask in. v,

He was dusting his favourite busts . . with a ''feather-brush

when she came in. 1757 Gray Progress 0/ Poesy 11. 11,

Their "feather-cinctur'd Chief, and dusky Loves. 18*9

Gen. P. Thompson in Westm. Rev. XI. 229 Some feather-

cinctured sage. 1605 Sylvester Dm Bartas II. III. IV.

Captains 747 His "feather-clouded Crest. 1647 Htmu
Crown Rev. 26 * Feather-dresser : Fee—13 . 6 . 8. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade, Feather-dresser. Ibid., fea-

ther-drier. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850) I. 299 Beautiful

mantles of the plumaje, or 'feather embroidery. 1864

Tennyson Aylmer's F. 289 Cooling her false cheek with a

"featherfan. 1886 Besant Children o/Gibeon n. vi, Sign-

writers, "feather-finishers and the like. 1858 Simmonds

Diet. Trade, *Feather-flowers, artificial flowers made of

feathers, .used by ladies for head ornaments and for fancy

plumes. 1889 R. B. Anderson tr. Rydberg's Tent. Myth.

60 In the Norse mythology several goddesses .. have.,

"feather-guises. 1872-4 L. Wright Poultry xi. 129 The
chickens were 'feather-legged, c 1837 Hood Ode to My
Son i, With spirits *feather-light. J776 Withering hot.

Arrangem. Vegetables 680 Little feather-like shoots rising

single from the base cf the leaves. 1807 T. Thomson Chem.

(ed 3) II. 270 Long, slender, flat, feather-like crystals. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade. "Feather-merchant, an importer or

wholesale dealer in feathers. 1840PAXTON Hot. Diet ,'I-ca-

ther-nerved, the nerves disposed like the feathers of a pen.

1883 W. G. Collingwood Pittas. Ornament lv. 85 Barbaric

annulets, zigzags, 'feather-patterns, are found upon early

vases. 1885 A. M. Clerke Pop. Hist. A stron. 83 Feather-

plumes or aigrettes. 175S Johnson, *Featherseller, one

who sells feathers for beds. 1883 K M. Crawford Air.

Isaacs ii, Small head, small feet, and "feather-tailed. 1883

Gd. Words 113 Gorgeous articles of native dress featner-

tasseled, shell-fringed, coral-beaded. 1884 Browning te-
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rishtah (1885) 122 Snow, 'feather-thick, is falling while I

feast. 1878 Bell Gcgenbauer's Comp. Anat. 419 The ar-

rangement also of these fir.-,t rudiments of the feathers in

definite areas ("feather-tracts, pterylia). 1861 Besti.ey

Manual Hot. 152 Feather-veined ..In these the midrib

gives off lateral veins which proceed at once to the margins

and are connected by numerous branching veinlets. 1876

H. Baliour in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) IV. no Veins going

directly to the margin and forming feather-veined leaves

(Oak and Chestnut'. 1883 W. C. Russell Sailors Lang.,

Feather-while sea, said of the sea when covered with foam.

1600 Holland Livy %. xxix. (1609) 373 b, Opposing their

targuets before them, raunged and joined one over another

*featherwise.

19. Special comb. : feather-alum, see Alum 4 ;

feather - bird dial., the vAhitethroat (Sylvia

ciuered) ; feather-boarding, a covering of boards

which thin off towards the lower edge, and over-

lap like a bird's feathers ; feather-bog, a quag-

mire, dial. (Halliwell 1847); feather-brain, a

person with a light or weak brain, whence feather-

brained a., foolish, giddy ; feather-cling, Sc., a

disease among cattle ; feather-cloth (see quot.)
;

t feather-cock , a coxcomb ; + feather-driver,

{a) = Quill-driver, (b, ' one who cleanses feathers

by whisking them about ' (J.) ; feather-duster, a

brush made of feathers, used for dusting ; feather-

eyed, ? having a 'feather' (12a) in one's eye;

feather-foot, a foot as light as a feather, in quot.

fig. ; f feather-glory nonce-wd., light and tran-

sitory glory; feather - healed a. = Feather -

footed ; feather - joint (see quot.) ; f feather-

lock, Sc, a spring-lock ; feather-mail, the dress

of feathers resembling a coat of mail worn by the

Indians of Mexico, prior to the Spanish conquest

;

feather-monger, one who deals in feathers, also

transf. of a bird ; feather-mosaic, patterns worked

in feathers; feather-ore Attn, (see quot. 1863);

feather - painting, the art of using feathers of

various colours in place of pigments; feather-

pated a. = Feather-headed ; t feather-peeper,

? tips of feathers decorating a headdress ; feather-

pie (see quot.); feather-poke, , a) a bag of feathers,

(b) "applied to the Willow Warbler (Phylloscopus

trochilus), the Long-tailed Titmouse (Acrcdula

rosea", and the Wren (Motacilla troglodytes':, per-

haps from the appearance of their nests ;
feather-

process (see quot.) ; feather-pulp, the pulp or

matrix from which the feather is formed ; feather-

shot copper (see quot.) ; feather-spray (see

quot.) ;
feather-spring, the spring in a gun-lock

which causes the sear, which holds the hammer at

full or half cock, to catch in the notch of the

tumbler ; f feather-staff, a light kind of halbert

;

feather - star, a star - fish {Comalula rosacea)
;

feather - stick, a stick covered with feathers;

feather-top, nickname of a parrot (also altrib. ^

next) ; feather-topped a., (of a wig) frizzed at the

top (see Feather sb. 11) ; feather-tuft, an edible

mushroom, Clavaria cristata (Hay Brit. Fungi

(1887) 234) ; f feather-wife, a woman whose duty

it was to prepare feathers for use ; f feather-worker,

one who prepares feathers. Also Feather - bed,

Feather-edge, Feather-footed a., etc.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. Hi. 4*5 °o not here instance

in competition with this Sacred Herb the * Feather Allum.

1863-71 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 617 Feather-alum, a name

applied to native hydrated sulphate of aluminium, .and to

native iron-alum or halotrichite . . both of which occur in

delicate fibrous crystals or masses. l88j Swainson Prov.

Names Brit. Birds 23 "Feather bird. 1846Worcester (citing

Loudon),"Feather-boarding. itjgCunLVLKChartism x. 181

Poor palpitating "featherbrain. 18*0 Scott Monast. xvi,

Such a "feather-brained coxcomb as this. 1841 Emerson

Led., Conservative Wks. (Hohn) II. 269 Your opposition is

feather-brained and over-fine. 1799 Highland Soc. Ess. II.

218 'Feather Cling . . is occasioned by want of water

in very dry summers or in the hard frosts of winters. 1882

Cauleeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, 'Feather Cloth,

a mixture of cloth and feathers woven together. Nil
tr Benvenuto's Passenger 19 Muskats, syrenists, "feather-

cockes. 1593 N1 ^sllK Four Lett. Con/ut. K 1 1), The onely

'feather-driuer of phrases and putter of a good word to it

when thou hast once got it. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol.

vi. vii. 152 note, A Feather-Driver who had these Blad-

ders filled with the fine Dust or Down of Feathers. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Feather -duster. c 1600 Day
Begg. BednallGr. 11. ii, So "feather-ey'd ye cannot let us

passe in the kings high way 7 i8ai Clare Vill. Mmstr.

I. 209 The breeze with "feather.feet, Crimping o er the

waters sweet, a 1626 Bp. Andrewes Serin. (1856) I. 31

Glory, not like ours here "feather-glory. ?l6. . Songs

Loud. 'Prentices (Percy Soc.) 66 The "feather-heel d

wenches that live by their owne. 1840 Hoou Up the A hnie

100 The wit of the Germans is not feather-heeled. 1874

Knight Diet. Mech.," Feather-joint , a mode of joining the

edges of boards byafinor feather let into opposite mor-

tises on the edges of the boards. 1478 Act. Audit. 81

That Schir Jhoncpay for . . a "fethir lok xvni d. 1843

Prescott Mexico (1850) I. 363 The like colours on the

"feather-mail of the Indians, showed that they were the

warriors of Xicotencatl. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 51

Some fowler with his nets, as this host of "fether mungers

were getting up to ride double, inuolued or intangled them.

1767 S. Paterson Another Traveller! II. 147 The open-

hearted feather- monger. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850)!. 153

FEATHER.
The arts of working in metals, jewelry, and "feather-mosaic.

1767 Seiferth tr. Gellert's Metal. Chem. 41 'Feather ore

consists of the smallest capillary-like feathers. 1863-72

Watts Did. Chem. II. 617 Feather ore, this name is applied

to the capillary form of native sulphantimonite of lead. 1843

Prescott Mexico 11850 1. 123 Count Carli is in raptures with

a specimen of "feather-painting which he saw in Strasbourg.

1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxxiv, The "feather-pated giddy mad-
men. 1757 Mrs. Delany Life ft Con: 11861' III. 467

Madame Godineau in a round card cap of black lace

.. it was a pity '"feather-peepers ' were not added to

the cap. ii 1825 Forby Voc. E. Auglia, *Feather-pie, a

hole in the ground, filled with feathers fixed on strings, and
kept in motion by the wind. An excellent device to scare

birds. 1559 Wills Ii Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 170 Two "feder

poks, two payre of harne sheits, two couerletts. 1837

Bywater Sheffield Dial. (1877) 193 It's just loik thrustin

ver hand up to't list into a feather poke nest. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss., When it snows we say ' t'owd woman is

shackin' her feather-poke '. 1885 Swainson Proz: Names
Brit. Birds 26 Willow warbler .. Feather poke. Ibid. 32

British Long-tailed Titmouse . . Feather poke. 1888 Sheffield

Gloss., Feather poke, the wren. 1878 Bell Gegenbauer's

Comp. Anat. 419 The first sign of the feather is the growth

of the knobs into papilliform processes ("feather-processes).

1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 480/1 On the surface of the

feather-pulp a series of ridges are developed. 1869 Eng.

Mech. 31 Dec. 388/1 Bean..and 'feather shot copper [is

madej by pouring [melted copper] into cold water. 1867

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., "Feather spray, such as is ob-

served at the cutwater of fast steamers, forming a pair of

wing feathers. 1807 Sporting Mag. XXIX. 207 Mr. Mere-

dith's pistol had no "feather spring. 1833 Regul. Instr.

Cavalry 1. 95 The Recruit . . is to take it . . near the lock,

his little finger touching the feather-spring. 1622 F. Mark-

ham Bk. War iv. iv. 135 The only weapons for a Captaine,

are a faire "Feather-stafie in the time of Peace. 1862

Ansted Channel 1st. II. ix. (ed. 2)237 The * feather-star

(Comatula rosacea ', represents the crinoids. 1824 Burchell

Trav. II. 579 The 'feather-stick often renders the natives

important service. 1891 Scott. Leader 24 Oct. 4 The
antique "feather-top screamed the same phrases twelve

months ago at Mr. Colston. 1785 Mrs. Bennet Jut: In-

discretions (1786) I. 185 His nice *feather-top-wig. 1774

Foote Cozeners 1. Wks. 1799 II. 158 His wig . .
white as a

curd, "feather-topped, and the curls as close as a cauliflower.

1788 V. Knox Winter Even. III. Ml. i. 4 Divest them of

their feather-topt w'igs, their gowns and cassocks. 1867

Lady Llanover Good Cookery 53 As soon as the feathers

were dry, they were taken away by the " featherwife. 155a

Huloet, * Fetherworcker, plumarius.

b. In various plant-names as Feather-bow =

Feverfew ; Feather-Columbine (see quot. 1878-

86 ) ; Peather-fern (see quot. 1 88 2 ) ; Feather-foil,

the water violet (Hottonia palustris) ;
Feather-

grass, a perennial feathery grass (Slipa pennata)

;

Feather-moss, the name of a genus (Hypnum) of

British mosses ; Feather-top Wild Campion
(see quot. 1597) ; Feather-top grass (see quot.

1878-86).
1880 /;. Cornwall Gloss., "Feather beau, fever few, Matrf

caria parthenium. 1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n.,

'Feather.. Columbine..A frequent book-name for Thalic-

truut aqnilegifolium L. an old-fashioned garden plant.

1882 Friend Devon. Plant-n., Feather Fern, Spirxa

Japonica L. 1776 Withering Bat. Arrangem. Vegetables

115 "Feather/oil. 1M1 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 219

Common Water-Violet, or Featherfoil. 1875 Anderida. 1.

viii. 155 His paddle . . hung in the stems of water-crowfoot

and featherfoil. 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. Vege-

tables 44 "Feathergrass. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI.

VI. 66 Order Graminea:. .(Common Feather-grass). 1776

Withering Bot. Arrangem. Vegetables 680 Feathermoss,

Hypnum. 1854 Stark Brit. Mosses 228 Ilypnum Tricho-

manoides.. (Blunt Fern-like Feather Moss'. Ibid. 229

Hypnum Complanatum .. (Flat Feather Moss). 1597

Gerarde Herbal 1. vi. | 2. 8 In English a Bent, or

"Feather-top grasse. Ibid. 11. exxi. § 9. 3=5 Lychnis

Plumaria, "Fethertop wilde Campion. 1678 Littleton

Lat. Diet. s. v. Princes, Feather-top grass. Gramcn

tomentosum arundinaceum. 1878-86 Britten & Holland

Plant-n., Feathertop Grass, Calamagrostis Epigejos.

Feather (fe'Sai), v. Forms : 4-5 feder, -ir,

-yr, 6 fedder, 4 feper, 4-6 fether, 6- feather.

Also with prefix 1 sefitJerian ;
pa. pple. (senses

I, 2) 3 ivitSered, 4 yfepered, 6 yfethred. [OE.

zefiBrian, f. the sb., to which it has been assimilated

in form from 14th c]

I. To cover or furnish with feathers.

fl. trans. To give wings to; to 'wing' for

flight, lit. aiv\fg. Obs.

1 888 K /El ered Boeth. xxxvi. § 1 Ic sceal a:rest bin mod
Tefioerian. 1387 Tkevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VII. 223 I not by

what craft he fevered his feet and his hondes for he wolde

flee in Dedalus his wise. 1534 Wiiittinton Tullyes Offices

ill. (1540) 160 Oh stable truthe : faythfulnesse fethered to

flye to heuen. c 1611 Chapman Iliad 11. .39 Horse slaughter d

horse, Need feather'd flight. 1634 Ford P. Warbeck HI. I,

The Cornish, .flew Feather'd by rage, a 1657 K. Loveday

Lett. (1662) 204 The Polonian Story, .perhaps may feather

some tedious hours, c 1815 Bf.ddoes Poems, Second Brother

II. ii, Blessings of mine Feather your speed I

2. To fit i,an arrow) with a feather.

a 1225 Aner. R. 60 Aseearewe bxt is iviSered. ci38o.i'jr

Fmtmb. 2728 Dartes y-fehered wip bras, c 1400 Rom. A ose
* I. _i_i 1 it... i'.,t 1 h.,,, "'crc

as a
flights

II' .1 II'. 1 ll-Jl.il. " M3t£ w "'*' " IT

yfethred from the goose Or peacocks quils. 1599 Hayw-ard

1st Pt. Hen. IV, 60 The King having feathered these

arrowes against his owne brest, passed foorth [etc.). 1668

Dryden Evening's Lcn-e I. ii, Cupid's arrow was well fea-

thered. ijizAxBUTHHOT John Hull ill. v, An arrow feathered

with his own wing. 1811 Byron Sardan. iv. i. 90 Shaft-heads

feather'd from the eagle's wing.

F.rumb. 2728 Dartes y-fehered wip bras, c 1400 a oiu. i

942 Ten brode arrowes held he there.. Hut they we

feathered aright. l«o Palsgr. 547/1, I feder a shafte,

fletcherdoth. ,.i577(3ascoigne If**. ( 1587 1 185 Behisfli;



FEATHER.
fig. a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xvii. 16 His aruys, that is

his apostles, .for thai ere feperid wib vertus. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. xxni. 118 Manye brode arwes, Were fetherede
with faire by-heste ! 1631 Massinger Believe as you list

It. ii, All arrowes in thy quiver feathered with Sclanders.
1665 J. Spencer Vulg. Prophecies 77 Language, feathered
with soft and delicate phrases, and pointed with pathetical
accents. 1721 Ramsay Cupid thrown into S. Sea iv, Willi
transfers a his darts were feather'd. 1835 Lvtton Rienzi
lit. iii, Whose arrow was not feathered by sadness.

3. To clothe or provide with feathers ; to furnish

with plumage ; to deck or adorn with, or as with,
feathers ; to form a feather-like covering or adorn-
ment for.

"483 Cath. Angl. 124/2 To Fedyr, penmirc.plumare. 1525
Ld. Berkers Froiss. in. xlii. 54/2 These gentell byrdes had
pyte on hym and fethered hym agayne. 1618 N. Field
Amendsfor Ladies v. ii, A branch of willow feathering his
hat. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, III The King cared not to
plume his Nobilitie. .to feather himselfe. 1810 Scott Lady
of L. I. xiv, A wildering forest feathered o'er His ruined
sides. 1833 Ht. Martineau Cinnamon A;- Pearls i. 19 With
more than her usual fancy did she feather with cocoa-nut
leaves the poles of bamboo, a 1843 Southf.y Doctor iii.

(1862) 14 A craggy hill, feathered with birch, sheltered it

from the north. 1864 Burton Scot Ah: I. iii. 140 He
sought to feather his hat with . . French plumage. 1878
Bell Gegenbauer"s Comp. Anat. 134 The stalk., retains
some of its primitive character by being feathered.

t b. To decorate (a person) with the projecting
feather of an arrow ; hence to pierce, wound. Also,
To bury (an arrow) up to the feather. Obs.
1415 Pol. Poems (Rolls) III. r2s Thei felle to grownde,

Here sydes federed. 1577 Harbison England 11. xvi. 1 1877)
I. 279 An other [arrow should haue beene] fethered in his
bowels. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 38 A man of ineane
estate, .being feathered with Cupidis bolt.

t C. Pass. To be covered with white waves.
1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc.N.-W. Pass. II. 251 The Sea was

feathered with a strong Tide.

4. rtfl. and intr. for refl. Of a bird : To get its

feathers, to become fledged. ? Ois. exc. dial.
c 1450 Bk. Hawkyug in Pel. Ant. I. 298 Thou seist hym

[your young hawk] hym begyn to feder. i486 Bk. St.AHans
A ij a, When they bene vnclosed and begynneth to feder
any thyng of lengthe. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush.
IV. (1586 169 They that meane to fatte Pigions . . doo sever
them when they be newly feathered. 1659 D. Pell /inprot'.
Sea 118 The Vulture .. beholds her young to thrive and
feather. 1790 A. Wilson Discons. Wren Poet. Wks.
(18461 98 A' safe and weel about our nest, An' them quiet
feath'nng laid !

5. To cover with feathers, a. internally : To line

with feathers, in phr. To feather one's nest : to
avail oneself of opportunities for laying up wealth,
to enrich oneself.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Alms. II. (1882) 38 By this mennes .

.

they feather their nests well inough. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus i. 7 Yet all this worke is neglected, that his owne
neast may be well feathered. 1658 Osborn Jos. I Wks.
(1673) 514 He might have feathered his Family better than
he did. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784) 41/2 His spouse
. . was disposed to feather her own nest, at the expence of
him and his heirs. 1876 F. E. Trollope Charming Fallow
III. xii. 149 Maxfield has feathered his nest very consider,
ably.

b. externally: To coat with feathers; more
fully, To tar andfeather (see Tar v.).

1774 Foote Cozeners in. Wks. 1799 II. 194 You wanted to
send me to be feathered abroad. 1829 W. H. Maxwell
Stories of Waterloo, F. Kennedy 205 The population were
amusing themselves, .in. .feathering tithe proctors.

t 6. Of a cock: To cover with outspread feathers

;

to tread. Ois.
C1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 357 He fetherid Pertelote

twenty tyme. And trad as ofte. 1700 Dryden Fables, Cock
«c Fox 70 Ardent in love. .He feather'd her a hundred times
a day.

t 7. ? To touch with or as with a feather; to touch
lightly. Ois. rare-'1

.

a 1225 After. R. 200 per ich fe&Yi on, awur5e5 tene ooer
tweolue.

II. To present or give (to anything) the appear-
ance of feathers.

8. intr. To move, wave or float like feathers ; to
grow, extend in a feathery form.
1770 T.Whately Mod. Gardening 1 97 A noble wood crowns

the top, and feathers down to the bottom of a large, oval,
swelling hill. 1797 G. ColmAn Br. Grins, MaidofMoor iii,

The snow came feathering down. 1820 Scott Monast. ii,

Little patches ofwood and copse, .feathering naturally up the
beds of empty torrents. 1857 S. Osborn Quedah xxiv. 356
The graceful palm, the plantain, and pandanus. .feathering
over the edge of a beetling cliff, as if they were ostrich-
plumes. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 540 Her full-busted
figure head Starred o'er the ripple feathering from her bows.
1881 Blackmore Christov'ell iv, Like the wave and dip of
barley feathering to a gentle July breeze.

b. U.S. Of cream : To rise upon the surface of
tea, etc. like small flakes or feathers.
i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., The cream feathers. 1889 in

Farmer Americanisms. 1890 Critic 21 June 314/1 To keep
cream from feathering in hot weather.

c. trans. To send vp feather-wise. rare.
1861 Thornbury Turner (1862) I. 222 Where ..Vesuvius

feathers up its quiet plume of pure white smoke.

9. Of a flower (chiefly, a tulip), To iefeathered:
to be marked with feather-like lines.

1833 Hogg Suppl. on Florists' Flowers 31 When a Tulip
is feathered with dark purple. 1881 Card. Chrou. XVI. 748
The outer segments variously feathered with dark purple.

Vor,. IV,
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10. trans. To cut (wood, etc.) down gradually
to a thin edge. Cf. Feather-edged a.

1782 Edceworth in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 138 An arm of
deal, feather-edged, and supported by stays of the same
material, feathered in the same manner. 1794 Vince ibid.
LXXXV. 44 Pieces of lead with the edges feathered en".

11. Tofeather an oar : to turn it as it leaves the
water at the end of a stroke, so that it may pass
through the air edgeways.
a 1740 [see Feathering///, a. b.l 1774 in Hone Every-day
Bk. II. 1062 He feather d bis oars with .. skill. 1847 1.

Wilson Clir. North I. 248 We to-day shall feather an oar.
absol. 1825 L. Hunt Bacchus in Tuscany 857 Boaters,

!
who know how to feather, Never get tired. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Oxf. xiii. (18891 i2r This wind will make it

very rough.. Mind you feather high.

III. In various uses.

12. Shooting. To knock a few feathers from (a
birrT. without killing.

1890 Payne-Gallwev Let. Young Shooters 137 You would
have shot ' well behind ', and not even feathered the tail of
a cock-pheasant. 1892 Field 9 Apr. 524/1 Mr. Mervyn
Watts, .feathered a strong bird from Xo. 2 trap.

13. Bunting, a. Of a hound : To make a
quivering movement with the tail and hotly, while
searching for the trail, b. Of the huntsman (see

quot. i88.t\
1803 Spirit Public frills. (1804) VII. m The leading

hound, beginning to feather. 1839 F. L). Radcijffe Noble
Science ix. 163 See that old bitch how she feathers—how
her stern vibrates with the quickened action of her pulses.
i86i_ G. F. Berkeley Sportsm. W. Prairies 310 At last
Druid began 'to feather' . . on the traces of a deer. 1884
Jefferies RedDeer vu. 118 The harhourer likes to 'feather
—to set the hounds direct on the trail. 1892 Field 7 May,
In a lot of oats Saul feathered about, but could nut find.'

Feather-bed.
1. A betl stuffed with feathers.

c 1000 AVlfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 124 Cnlcites, feberbed.
c 1275 Lay. 17443 for nou 3c mawe heom hebbe ase feber-
beddes. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 251 Of downe of
pure dowves whyte I wil yive him a fether-bed. 1480 IVardr.
Ace. Edw. IV'i&jo) 130 Beddes called federbeddes stuffed
with downe with their bolsters v. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
II. 445 All fedder beddis forbiddin wes also. 1648 Prynnk
Pleafor Lords 37 The Duke, .was smothered to death with
a featherbed. 1749 Wesley Acc. School Kingswood 6 All
their Beds have Mattresses on them, not Feather beds.
1828 Scott /•". M. Perth v, Make interest with your feather-
bed till day-break.

fig- '837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. I. lit. viii. 134 Such bolsters
and huge featherbeds of Promotion. 1870 Lowell Study
Wind. 11886) 328 He has smothered the .. simplicity of
Chaucer under feather-beds of verbiage.

2. The Willow Warbler {Phylloscopus trochilus
;

also of the Whitethroat {Motacilla sylvid).
1854 Baker Gloss. Northampton I. 224 Featherbed, the

White-throat. 1885 Swainson Prcv. Names Brit. Birds 26
Willow warbler. . Feather bed (Oxon).

3. attrii. and Comi. a. altrib., as featherbed-
campaigner, -captain, -soldier, -warrior; b. objec-
tive, asfeatherbed-maker. Also featherbed-lane,
slang (see quot.).
1888 Times (weekly ed.) 2 Nov. 8/3 We want no •feather-

bed campaigners. 1692 Hickeringili. Good Old Cause
Wks. 1716 II. 529 Is it because some "Feather-bed Captains
sell such Ware? 31700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Feather-
bed-lane, any bad Road, c 1513 Cocke Lorell's B. (Percy
Soc.) 9 Bed-makers, "federbed makers, and wyre drawers.
1837 Major Richardson Brit. Legion t. (ed. 2) 20 Our
position . . has certainly not been that of *feather-bed
soldiers. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxiii. 325 Each feather-
bed warrior who rides from Knightsbrid^e to Whitehall.

Feather-bone. [f. as prec. + Bone ; after

whalebone.] (See quot.)
1887 Chicago Advance 17 Feb. 112 Feather-bone ..pre.

pared from the quills of geese and turkeys, is largely taking
the place of whalebone in the manufacture of whips [etc.].

Featherdom (fe'Caidam). [f. as prec. + -dom.]
The realm of feathered creatures.
1885 Harpers Mag. Dec. 80/1 May they not be gathering

the latest news from all featherdom?

Feathered (fe'Sard), ///. a. [f. Feather sb.

and v. + -En.]

1. Of birds, animals, etc. : Provided with or
having feathers. Also in parasynthetic comb., as
black-, hard-, pen-, well-feathered adjs.
[c 1150 Eadwine's Psalter (E. E. T. S.) lxxvii. 27 FugUcs

Sefeflerede.] a 1300 Cursor M. (Cott.) 15991 pe cok lepe vp
..federd fayrer ban be-forn. c 1300 A'. A lis. 5406 Hyweren
blake fethered on the wombe. a 1440 Found. St. Bartholo-
mew's 1. vi, The vision of the federyd beiste. 1577 Gooce
Heresbach's Husb. 11586' 163, I wil not refuse to shew you
somwhat also of my feathered cattle. 1684 R. H. School
Recreat. 131 See that he [the cock] be sound, hard feather'd.
1708 Prior Turtle A> Sparrmo 263 My children then were
just pen.feather'd. 1721 R. Bradley Wks. Nature 85 Thus
have I remark'd what is most observable in the feathered
IVibe. 1769 J. Wallis Nat. Hist. Northumberland I. ix.
311 The young being surprized ..when they are near full
feathered. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. II. 242 The
legs are. .feathered to the feet. 1876 SmilesAY. Natur. vii.
(ed. 4) 105 A feathered wanderer flew by.
transf. 1797 Mrs. Radclipfe Italian xii, One of the

supporting cliffs .was in deep shade, but the other, feathered
with foliage. 1851 H. Mavo Truths in Pop. Superst. (ed. 2)
25 An abrupt craggy ridge, feathered with underwood.

b. Pertaining to or consisting of animals with
feathers.

a 1605 Montgomery Natur Passis Nuriture 53 Fra sho
with fedrit flesh was fed. 161 1 Cotcr. s.v. Matinfe, The

FEATHER-EDGE.
Fox that sleepes a mornings meets with no feathered break-
fasts. i889(lille ofperiodical), The Feathered World.
2. That is, or seems to be, supplied with wings

;

winged, fleet.

1587 Turherv. Trag. T. 100I), The God that feadreth [sic] is

and blinde. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. i. 106, I saw young
Harry. .Rise from the ground like feathered Mercury. 1608— Per. v. ii. 15 In feather'd briefness sails are fill'd. 1636
R. Durham in Ann.Dubrensia (1877)56 Those Grey-hounds,
which with feather'd feete, Fly ore your pleasant downes.
a 1658 Cleveland Poems 43 (L.) Nor think, .our feathered
minutes may Fall under measure. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas.
Mem. 1. 62 The feathered feet of Time. 1865 Lowell Poet.
Wks. 1 1879) 429 Yet sometimes feathered words are strong.

3. Of an arrow : Fitted with a feather. 01 a
wound : Inflicted by an arrow.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, ill Wr.-Wfllcker 143 Sagitta, lie/

spiculum, gefySerad flaa. 1513 Douglas /F.ueis x. v. 82 Als
swyft as gauze or fedyrit arrow fieis. 1579 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford 403 Syxe sheffe of goode arrowes, well
fethered hedds. 1697 Dryden Virgil (1806; IV. 161 Across
the shoulders came the feather'd wound ; Transfix'd. he fell.

1715-20 Pope Iliad 1. 68 He twang'd his deadly bow, And
hissing fly the feather'd fates below. 1825 CoLEmDGE^4lVfl
R ef. (1848) I. 53 The arrows of satire feathered with wit.

4. Adorned with a feather or plume of feathers.
1624 Trag. Nero iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. I. 63 The feather'd

man of Inde. 1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades 170 Your
feathered Gallant of the Court. 1752 A. Macdonald in
Scots Mag. July (1753) 338/1 Allan was . . dressed in a blue
side-coat, .and feathered hat. 1813 Scott Trierm. 11. xxiii,
Their feather'd crests alone Should this encounter rue.

5. Furnished or ornamented with something re-

sembling a feather or feathers : a. of animals. Cf.
Feather sb. 1 r.

1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2195/4 A black Brown Gelding .

.

feather'd of each side the Neck. 1721 Bradley Wks.
Nature 137 Moths have their Antennae short and feathered.

b. Archit. Cf. Feathering vbl. si. 2 b.

1845 Ecclesiologist IV. 14 note, A very rich canopied
monument, with . . double feathered arch. 1848 RlCKMAN
Goth. Archit. 90 The arch.. is richly feathered.

c. of a plough-share. Cf. Feather si. 16 c.

1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 215 Giving it a .

.

feathered sock. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 95 In
land, which is free of stones, the feathered share is preferred.

6. a. Of leaves or petals, timber, etc. : Having
feather-like markings.
1610 W. FoLKIKGHAM A rt ofSurvey I. iii. 7 High grounds

produce wood of a more beautifull-feathered and better
graine. 1833 Hoot; Suppl. Florists' Flowers 31 [A tulip
With certain markings is called] a feathered Bybloemen or
feathered Rose.

b. Of plants, branches, etc.: Formed or arranged
like feathers ; having feather-like hairs or tufts ;

feather-like.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. vii. 155 A littell crownct, out of the
whiche the small feathered leaues do grow. 1776 Withering
Brit. Plants (1796) I. 224 Summits .. reflected, feathered.
1783 Watson Philip III (1839) 359 Fir trees, whose close
and feathered branches intwined with one another. 1820
Keats Hyperion 1. 9 The feathered grass.

7. In various names of a. flowers and b. moths.
a. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. vii. 156 Single Gillofers .

.

are called in Englishe by diuers names, as . . feathered
Gillofers. 1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., The . . feathered
Columbine, the Thalictrnm aquitegifolium. 1878-86 Brit-
ten & Holland Plant-n., Feathered Gillofers, Dianthus
plumarius.
b. 1839 Wood Index Entomol. 28 Eulepia grammica,

feathered Footman. Ibid. 51 Heliophobus Leucophxus,
feathered Ear. Heliophobus popularis, feathered Gothic.
1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 289 The Feathered Brindle
(Aporophyla ans.'ralis). ibid. 399 The Feathered Ranun-
culus {Epnnda LicheneaK 1870 Wood Common Moths
Eng. 50 The Feathered Thorn (h'imcra pennaria).
8. Of an oar : That is or has been turned so as

to ' feather ' : see Feather p. ii.
1812 J. Wilson Isle of Palms II. 417 As if the lightly

feather'd oar.. could take them to the shore. 1891 Daily
Ne-.vs 15 Sept. 3/4 The swish of feathered oars upon the
water.

9. Sugar-boiling. Cf. Feather sb. 13.
1706 Phillips ed. Kersey), Feathered Boiling ofSugar.

.

is when after several Boilings, the Artist blows thro' the
Holes of the Skimmer . . till thick and large Bubbles flying
up on high, the Sugar is become Feathered.

10. feathered-shot (see quot.). Cf. feather-shot
copper, Feather si. 19.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Feathered-shot, copper

granulated by pouring into cold water.

Fea'ther-e'dge, sb. [f. asprec. + Edoe.] The
fine edge of a board, etc. that thins off to one side,

so as to resemble a wedge in section.

1785 Roy in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 396 A line, .being brought
to coincide with the feather edge.
attrib. 1616 MS. Acc. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., For

saing of fetheredg bourd. 1703 T. N. City \ C. Purchaser
40 Feather-edge . .a sort of Bricks, .thinner at one edge, than
they are at the other. 1703 ^loxos Mech. Exerc. 160 Feather-
edge, Boards, or Planks, that have one edge thinner than
another are called Feather-edge stuff. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., Feather-edge File, a file with an acute edge. 1883
Hendon Times 5 May 5/2 Quantity of shop-shutters, feather-
edge boards, cupboard fronts.

Fea'ther-e'dge, v. [( prec, sb.] trans. To
cut to a feather-edge, produce a thin etlge upon.
Also transf. to turn (oneself) sideways.

1799 J AS- Wilson Mission. Voy. S. Seas p. xlix, The
planks being feather-edged, and lapped over. i8ooHerschei.
in /'////. Trans. XC. 306 The slip of wood at their back .

.

was feather-edged towards the stove. 1854 Thoreau Walden
i. 49 The boards were carefully feather-edged and lapped.

16



FEATHER-EDGED.
1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trag. II. xxiv, 249 Tell your
mad relative to feather-edge himself. He is all front.

Feather-edged, a. [f. as prec. + -ed 2.]

1. Having one edge thinner than the other, so

that the section is wedge-shaped. Also quasi-a^.
1703 T. N. City <y C. Purchaser 131 That thick feather-

edg'd-board, generally nail'd round the Eaves of a House.
1713 Warder True Amazons (ed. 2) 115 Two Boards slit

feather-edg'd will cover the House. 1785 Roy in Phil.
Trans. LXXV. 396 Two feather-edged pieces of brass.

1806 A. Young Agric. Essex (1813) I. 198 Mr. Rogers'
Norfolk ploughs lay their furrows quite flat ; but the Essex
ones feather-edged. 1812 J. Smyth Tract. Customs (18211

282 The officers are to understand that the term feather-

edged is applicable to such Slabs only as are rendered
feather-edged by the natural convexity of the tree. 1861

J. H. Walsh Horse xxxii. 567 The disadvantages . . of the
feather-edged shoe.

2. Of ribbons, etc. : Having a tufted edge.

Featheret (ftrtoet). [f. as prec. + -ex.] A
small feather.

1882 Jefferies Bevis I. xii. 212 Dowl is the fluff, the
featherets no finger can remove.

Fea'therfew. Forms: 4feberfoy, 5 federfu,
fedyrfoy, 6 -8 fetherfew, 7- featherfew. [Cor-
rupted var. of Feverfew.] The popular name of

Pyretkrum Parthcnium.
C1325.S7. Patrick's Purg. cxlvii. Mint, feperfoyandeglen-

tere. c 1440 Promp. Par: 1
. 152 2 Fedyrfu, or fedyrfoy, herbe,

_/lbri/fuga. 1587 Mascali* Govt. Cattle (1627) 99 If beasts
bee sicke yee shall giue them madder, long pepper, the
barke of a walnut tree,. with fetherfew. 1683 Tryon Way
to Health 552 Herbs, .of a strong bitter Quality, as Worm-
wood, Featherfew, Tansie, and the like, c 1759 Roxb. Ball.
VII. 57 Here's fetherfew, gilliflowers and rue. 1863 R.
Prior Plant-n., Featherfew. .the feverfew, .from confusion
of name with the feather foil. [An erroneous statement.]

Fea'ther-foO'ted, a. a. Having feet covered
with feathers, b. Jig. Moving silently and swiftly.

a. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong., Coulon, or pigeon
Pattn, fether-footed doues or pigeons. 1868 Darwin Anim.
fy PI. I. viii. 295 There is a feather-footed breed.

b. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. It. 31 He bad the fether-

footed houres go harnesse in his horse. 1637 Heywood
Dial. iii. Wks. 1874 VI. 137 Swift feather-footed Time.
1731 A. Hill Adv. Poets xxiii, Fancy's light Dwarfs ! whose
feather-footed Strains, Dance, .through a Waste of Brains !

1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar GirldZiy II. no The
feather-footed Rosa . . darted along the paddock. 1839
Bailey Feslus xx, (1848) 231 Soft as a featherfooted cloud
on Heaven.

t Featb.erh.am. Obs. Forms: I felSerharna,

homa, 2 feperhome, 5 Sc. fetherham, fethrame,
6 Sc. fedderame, fedCd^rem, -rum, fethreme.
["OE. fcder-hama, f. feSer Feather sb. + hama a
covering.] A covering or appendage of feathers

;

plumage, wings.
<?8oo Corpus Gloss. 1984 Talaria fe5rhoman. a 1000

C&dmoris Gen. 670 (Gr.) Geseo ic him his englas ymbe
hweorfan mid fe5erhaman. ciij$ Lamb. Horn. 81 Her he
uette feper-home and wenge. c 1470 Harding Chron. xxv.
iii, Afterward a Fetherham he dight, To flye with wynges
as he could beest descerne. 1513 Douglas ALneis iv. v. 93
Slyd with thi feddrame, to 3one Troiane prence. 1570
Sempill Ball. xiii. {1872} 77 Tak tho feddrum of the Craw
In syne of wo and dolour. 1606 Birniii Kirk-Buriall (1833)
23 It wold make our craw-down fedrum fal.

Feather-bead. a. An empty or light head.

b. A silly, empty-headed person.
a. 1845 Cari.yle Cromiuell (1857) L 88 To me, in my poor

feather-head, [he] seemed a somewhat unhandy gentleman.
b. 1831 Cari.yle Sart. Res. (1858)154 Show the haughtiest

featherhead, that a soul higher than himself is actually here.

1878 T. Sinclair Mount 19 Our periodical featherheads do
not know that we dwell in the modern land of Canaan.
1878 Tennyson Q. Mary v. i, A fool and featherhead.
attrib. 1886 W. Graham Social Problem 190 Mere feather-

head folly.

Feather-hea-ded, a. [f. prec. + -ed-.]

1. Empty-headed, hare-brained, sill)'.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 30 Many Gentlemens . . estates

are deplumed by their feather-headed wifes. 17x6 Cibber
Love Makes Man n. ii, Ah ! thou hast miss'd a Alan, .so far

above this feather-headed Puppy. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. IV. liv, 106 Some feather-headed lady or gentleman.
i88x Irving in Macm. Mag. XLV. 305 It was Tittle more
than a conceited and feather-headed assumption.

2. Having a feathery top. rare.
i8ai Clake Fill. Minstr. II. 173 Feather-headed grasses.

Featheriness (fe "formes), [f. Feathery +
-ness.] a. Feathery state or condition, b. Light-
ness, fickleness.

1689 W. Hates Sure Trial Uprightness 130 There is such
a levity and featheriness in our Minds. 1838 Btaclrzv. Mag.
XLIV. 6x2 Pulling off bright wings, and destroying the
lustrous featheriness. 1892 I.. F.Day Nature in Ornament
iv. 53 The very featheriness of its flower-heads.

Feathering (fe-forin\^/. sb. [ + -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb. Feather in various

senses.

1640 Bp. Hall C/tr. Mode?: 8/1 That bird of whom Suidas
speaks, which dies in the very act of his feathering. 1775
Burke Corr. (1844) II. 26 North Carolina is left out. .because
it furnishes tar for feathering. 1875 Sharpe in Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 9) II. 372 This king [Henry V of England] directed the
.sheriffs of counties to take six wing-feathers from every
goose for the feathering of arrows. 1878 Besant & Rice
Celia's Arb. iv. (1887) 35 Rowing their short, deep stroke,

without any feathering, but in perfect time.

b. Arboriculture (see quot.).

x8»7 Stei'art Planter's G. (1828) 237 What the workmen

]0O

call * the feathering', that is, the position of the capillary
rootlets upon the primary rootlets or branches, which are
always found pointing outwards from the body of the Tree.

2. In various concrete senses : The plumage of
birds; the feather of an arrow; feather-like structure

in the coat of an animal.
1530 Palsgr. 219/1 Fedderyng of a shafte. 17*1 Bradley

Wks. Nature 57 The Beauty of whose Shells, .is as remark-
able as the diversity of Feathering in Birds. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I. xxi. 268 The ptarmigan shows a singular
backwardness in assuming the summer feathering. 1875
G. W. Dasent Vikings I. 46 An arrow on which a golden
thread was twisted in the feathering. 1885 Century Mag.
XXXI. t2i His [the Irish setter's] coat . . where it extends
into what is technically known as feathering, is like spun
silk in quality. 189X J. L. Kipling Beast A- Man in India
viii. 199 In Indian horse lore the set of these featherings
. .ending sometimes in circles or whorls, are all mapped out
like currents on a mariner's chart.

b. Archit. (see quot. 1842-76).
1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <ff Art I. 132 The parts of

tracery' are ornamented with small arches and points, which
is called feathering or foliation. 1842-76 Gwilt Encycl.
Archit. Gloss., Featherings, the cusps, plain or decorated,
at the ends of a foil in tracery. 1854 J. I. Petit Archit.
Studies France 84^ Some windows of a single light, with a
free trefoil feathering in the head.

c. Gardening. A feather-like marking or pencil-

ling in a flower.

1833 Hogg Suppl. Florists' Flowers 25 The feathering
elegant and various, heavy and light, close in some {Tulips],
and slightly broken in others. 1882 The Garden 28 Jan. 67/1
The outer surface . . suffused with purple featherings.

3. attrib.

1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/.-t. vii. (18911 165, I have
established a pair of well-pronounced feathering-calluses on
my thumbs. 1867 J. Hogg A/icrosc. 11. ii. 407 Whereby a
' feathering movement ' is effected.

Feathering (fe-forin/;,///. a. [f. as prec. +
-INO -.] Thatfeathers ; in senses of the vb.

1789 W. Gilpin Wye 93 The ruins .. with the feathering
foliage. 1839 M. F. Ossoli in Mem. (1862) I. 260 His wit
is so truly French in its . . sparkling, feathering vivacity.

1848 Lytton Arthur HI, xxvii, Where o'er the space the
feathering branches bend.

b. Of an oar, paddle-wheel, float, etc. : see

Feather v. ii.
( j 1740 Tickell (W.\ The feathering oar returns the

gleam. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wd.-bk., Feathering-paddles.
1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shipbuild. xv. 278 Feathering paddle-
wheel shafts are sometimes carried on brackets secured
to the ship's side. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Feather-
ing Paddle-wheel, a wheel whose floats have a motion
on an axis, so as to descend nearly vertically into the
water and ascend the same way, avoiding beating on the
water in the descent and lifting water in the ascent.

Featherless (fe-forles), a. [f. Feather sb.

+ -less ] Without feathers, in various senses.
c 1400 Beryn 1764 To shete a fethirles bolt. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 124/2 Fedyrlesor withowtyn feders, inplumis. 1 1510
Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Fiv, Yonge fetherlesse
foules streyght taken from the nest. 1590W. \ allans Tale
two Swannes, A haunted ducke . .Was taken up all fether-

lesse and bare. 1640 Howell Dendrologia, Rhenusium 74
That featherlesse bird, which went about to begge plumes of
other birds to cover his nakednesse. 1658 Cleveland Rustic
Rampant Wks. (1687) 407 Some with Bows and featherless

Arrows, a 1845 Hood To Hahnemann iv, A featherless
cocked-hat adorns his head. 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit U. S.
II. 223 Plato's definition of a man, 'bipes implume', 'a
featherless biped '.

Hence Fea'therlessness, the state of being
without feathers. X727 in Bailey vol. II.

Featherlet (fe-Sajlet). [f. as prec. + -let.]

A small feather.

1834 Southey Doctor Pref. 41 The episodes and digres-
sions fringe [the story] like so many featherlets. 1866 Morn.
Star 19 Dec, A fine bird, with . . a tail of magnificent red,

flecked by some snow-white featherlets.

Featherly: see List of Spurious Words.

t Fea*ther-maker. Obs. One who dresses

feathers ; one who deals in feathers or plumes.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Toug., Vn plnmassier. a

fether maker. 1620 Rowlands Pair Spy-knaves (1872) 8
Point the Feather-maker not to faile To plume my head
with his best Estridge tayle. x68x Lond. Gaz. No. 1655/4
His Majesties Feather-maker (who dwels in the Patl-Mall>.

Featherman. [f. Featheh sb. + Man.] One
who deals in feathers or plumes.
16*1 B. Jonson Gipsies Metamorph. Wks. (Rtldg.) 626/1

With Feathermen and Perfumers, a 1634 Randolph Muses
Lookiug-glasse t. ii, And you sweet Featherman, whose ware
though light Oreweighs your Conscience. 1724 Swift
Reasons agst. Exam. Drugs, The several trades . . which
depend on ours . . such as that of hearses, coaches, coffins .

.

feather-men and bell-ringers. £18x3 Mrs. Sherwood Stories
Ch\ Catech. xxi. 202 Mother was so busy with that feather-

man, that it was of no use to ask her to hear me.

Fea'ther-stitch. A kind of stitch in orna-

mental needlework, producing a decorated zigzag

line. (See quot.)
1882 Caulfeii.d & Saward Diet. Needlework, Feather

Stitch. The two varieties of this stitch are the Opus Pluma-
rium of ancient writers, used . . for filling in Embroideries
worked in silk and crewels upon silk, cloth, and serge
materials, and Feather and Double Feather Stitch used to
make the ornamental lines that decorate underlinen [etc.].

attrib. 1876 Rock Text. Fah: viii. 81 This was aptly
called 'feather-stitch* work.

Hence Feather-stitch
vb/. sb. (in quot. cotter.)

1884 Draper's Price List, Longcloth, scallop, feather

Feather-stitching"

FEATHERY.
stitched. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in K'arp. xii. 149 The .

.

feather-stitching on my pink shirt.

Fea*ther-to:21gue, V. trans. To provide with
a tongue or projection for fitting into a groove.
Cf. Fkatheb sb. 16 c.

1851 Beck's Florist 50 For the bottom, the boards are
placed lengthways, ploughed and feather-tongued, and bolted
together with 2 bolts and nuts. 1858 Skyriug's Builders'
Prices 27 Three inch deal, .feather-tongued.

Featlier-to ngueel, «. [f. Feather sb. +
Tongue + -ed *.] Of a person : Light-tongued

;

talkative.

a 1618 Svlvester yob Triumphant 205 The light-foot,
feather-tongued Dame Had far and wide spred . . the fame
Ofjob's Misfortunes.

Fea'ther-weight.
1. That which has the weight of a feather; hence,

a very small thing.

1838 Dickens O. Twist (18 so) 283/1 He turned, .to observe
the effect of the slightest featherweight in his favour. 1885
A. M. Clerke Pop. Hist. Astrou. 108 The feather-weight of
his carelessness, however, kicked the beam.
2. Pacing. The lightest weight allowed by the

rules to be carried by a horse in a handicap.
Hence sometimes applied to the rider,

1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 136 The animals rode a
feather weight. 1858 Jockey Club Rules in Blaine's Rural
Sports (18701 376 A feather weight shall be considered 4st.

7 lb. 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh, 132
[He] was going like a youth and a feather-weight.

Jig. i860 Motley Netherl. I. 313 Burghley and Walsing-
ham. .were no feather-weights, like the frivolous Henry III.

3. Boxing. Applied to a pugilist who is very
light, as distinguished from a heavy-, middle-, or
light-weight.

1889 E. B. Michell Boxing 147 The boundary- between
heavy and middle weight, down to feather-weight (9 stone).

So Feather-weighted ///. a., trifling, unim-
portant.
1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 274 Finding

that he can make those feather-weighted accidents balance
each other.

Feather-work. [f. as prec. + Work.] a.

The art of working in feathers; also concr. (see

quot. 1882). b. = Feather-stitch.
a. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 217 Their Curiosity in

Feather-works was such, that it stirpasseth all Credit and
Belief. 1707 Funnell Voy. v. 113 The Natives . . are very
expert in Feather-work. X784 Mrs. Montagu Let. 3 Feb.
in Lady 0/ last Cent. (Doran 1873) 326 My great piece of
feather-work is not yet compleated. 1843 Yrvscott Mexico
(1850) I. 32 Cotton dresses, and mantles of featherwork, ex-
quisitely made. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needle-
work, Featlier Work . . consists of covering buckram or other
stiff foundations with birds

1

feathers arranged in designs
and sewn entirely over the foundation.

b. x8« O. Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms 339 A certain kind
of needlework is called in ancient inventories 'opus pluma-
rium* or feather-work, from the way the stitches overlie each
other like the feathers on a bird.

attrib. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 23 Dec, That wondrously
variegated featherwork tapestry which the old Aztecs used
to work such marvels in.

Feathery (fe-oari), a. [f. as prec. + -y.]

1. Of birds : Clothed with feathers ; feathered.

1634 Milton Comus 346 Might we but hear. .the. .village

cock Count the night-watches to his feathery dames. 1753
Dodsley Agriculture 1. 241 His feathery subjects in obedi-
ence flock Around his feeding hand. 1800 Hurdis Fav.
Village 125 Beneath my chair Sit budge, a feathery bunch.
1884 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 12/2 The. .bird, .joins once more
in feathery society.

b. Of a dog: Curly-haired.
1889 Pall Mall G. 12 Aug. 6/1 Groups of feathery setters

. .strain on their couplings.

2. Fringed, tipped, or flecked with something
feather-like.

179a S. Rogers Picas. Mem. 1.220 The beacon's glimmer-
ing height That faintly tipt the feathery surge with light.

1826 Mrs. Hemans Forest Sanctuary 1. iii, Sighing through
the feathery canes. 1876 Miss IJraddon J. Haggards Dan.
II. 25 Silver arrows of pale summer moonlight pierced the
feathery pine-branches. 1884 F. D. Millet in Harper's Mag.
Sept. 520/1 The sky. .feathery and soft in texture.

b. Of the voice: Husky.
x88x J. Grant Cameronians I. iii. 42 Sir Piers, whose voice

had become, .somewhat ' feathery'.

3. Resembling feathers or plumes, a. in appear-

ance: Feather-like, plume-like, esp. of snow.
1580 Ctess Pembroke Ps. cxlviii, Yon feathery snowes

from wynters nests. 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i.

(ed. a) 55 Which seems to be some feathery particle of snow.
i79iCowPER///arfxii. 336 As the featherysnows Fall frequent.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 300 The feathery appendages
to the seedsof Dandelion. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxv.
(18561 323 The prolongations. . passed into detached feathery

clouds. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 180 Valeriana. Calyx-
limb, .developing into a feathery deciduous pappus. 1888

Miss Braddon Fatal Three 1. i, Diamond stars trembling
amongst her feathery golden hair.

b. in lightness. Hence of immaterial things :

Light, fickle. Of material things : Light, flimsy.

1601 /Marston Pasouil <$• Kath. 1. 281 So turnes her
feath'rie fancie to and fro. 1699 W, Bates Spir. Perfect.

Unfolded xii. 420 Our Resolutions are Light and Fe;ithery.

1805 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. vi, Blowing the feathery ash

from his cigar. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 63 Holds not

her yellowlocks the tiara's feathery tissue.

c. humorously. Of a feather-dealer.

1813 Moork Post-bag (ed. 8) 54 Fine and feathery arti/an

. . Make for me a prince's plume.



FEATISH. 123 FEATURED.

l ;frtij , a. [Altered form of "SVLfetis

(see Fzatoi'3, with the ending assimilated to the

suffix -isk.] f a. Elegant, neat obs.—° : see

Featous and next word), b. dial. Pretty good,

tolerable, considerable ; fairly well in health.

1835 J. Bbittox Beauties of Wiltsk. III. 373 'How do
youdo?\.*Feaiish\ 1877 N.W. Line. Glost. S.V., 'There's
a feaiish crop o' pears upo that tree.' Ibid., 'They be featish

Uars i* Swiibn'ton.' 1888 Berksh. Gloss, s-v. Veatish, 'Ther
be a reatish tot 00 urn. ' Hid., ' I be got rid o* the doctor, an'
be a-veelin' quite veatish like do»-.'

Hence t Peati«liiieB». Obs. neatness.

1530 Palsgr. 219/1 Featys&hnesse, propcnicssc, /cactisc.

+ Fea'tless, a. Sc. Obs. [f. Feat j£. + -ls8b;
cf. Feckless.] Inept, silly.

1599 Jas. I B<wiA. .W,x>r 162 A fearless arrogant conceit
of their greatness. itm J. Kelly Scott. Proverbs 104 Feat-
less Folk is ay fain of other.

.Featly Jzlli , adv. and a. Somewhat arch. [f.

Feat a. + -lt *.] A- adv.

L Fitly, properly, suitably, aptly ; neatlv, elegantly.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 585 He bat fetly in face fettled

alle eres. a 1400 Cm. Mjrst. (Shaks. Soc) 135 Feetly with
helpe sche can consent To set a cokewolde on the hye bench*.
c 1430 Pallad. on Hush. Tin. 142 dense it feetly weL 1539
Taye«seb Erasm. Prov. '1552 55 Gellins applyeth this

prouerbe very featlye to these grosse and rude men. 1591
Flokio Sec. Fruiies 63 You will haue it [wine] smelling
sweetelie, coloured featly. 1606 Binvie Kirk-Buriall w,
The grainy vp of the goalies ghost may featlie be compared
to three things. 1671 Each a no Observ. Anrw. Cont. Clergy
62 We are bluntly told . . not neatly and featly. 1831 Caxlyle
Sari. Res. l viiL. 1853) 33 Frills and fringes, with gay variety
of colour, featly appended. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss.,
' It was all done varry feidy.'

T b. Exactly, precisely. Obs.
a 1450 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing-'1883)8 Bynd hem to gydur

fetdy so pat be cropp may justly entur aUe in to be seyd
bote. 1549 Covebdale Erasm, Par. Gal. iv. 29 In this also
the aOeg^orie featly agreeth. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk. 4- Seev.

74 A curious frame of well-ranged balks so featly set together.

2. Cleverlv, deftly, skilfully.

1436 Pol. Poemsi Rolls I II. 172 fhynges wyth whiche they
fetely Mere oure eye. 1533 More Con/ut. Tindale Wits. 488A
He . . feately conuayed himself out of the frying panne, fayre
into the fyre. 1609 C Butler Fern. Mon. vi. (16231 Ouj,
Sweets, which the Bees featly draw from them. 1767 Grose
Provinc. Gloss., Feitly, dexterously. 1x800 K. White
Ckristiad xvi, In homely guise I featly framed My lowly
speech. 188S G. H. Radford Occasional Verses, Let the
gentle angler stand. .And featly cast his specious fly.

b. With reference to movements, tsp. dancing :

With graceful agility, nimbly.
c 1340 Gau:. <*• Gr. Knt. 1758 J>e'lady .. fctly hym kyssed.

r6it Shaks. li'inl. T. rv. iv. 176 She dances featly. 1635
Broke Sfmragus Garden in. ix. How feately she holds op
the neb to bun! 1704 Pott Jan 4/ May tea So featly tripp'd

the bght foot ladies round. x8o6 J. Grahake Birds Scot. 9
Featly athwart the ridge she runs- xtxa Brsox Ck. Hot. i.

Ixxiii, Theirchargers featly prance, 1835 Willis Pencilling*
X. xxx. 215 His . . wife . . danced as featly as a fairy. 184*
Baxhax Ingot L*g-, IngoL Penance n, Featly he ldsseth
his Holiness' toe. 1879 Lowell Stud, Wind. 181 The
Sapphic, .moves featly to oar modern a^Ti>Mrf*i"n

t STOddly, strangely. {Cf. Feat a 5. Obs.

1614 X. Faiifax BulJt t, Stic. 25 If my soul does not tires

featly stick out of my body. 17x7 Bailey toL II, Featly,

B. adj. Graceful. Ofa dress : Neat, well-fitting.

180! MootE #£*/-iii. Some the featly danceawed, 1822
W. IxvrXGtYrxttzB. //**#• 18451 269 Her dainty person dad is

featly doak.
Hence Fea-tlineas, featly quality

;
gracefolness.

18*3 Ltttw Last Bar. re. ti, The anxrirahlr 'featnaess'

of the Count de la Roche .. was riraDed only by the more
majestic grace of Edward.

Featness (ff-tnes . [f.u prec + -xzss.]

L Elegance, shapeliness, spmceness. tiimnf.
1576 Firxrxo tr. Caia/ Dors in Arb. Garner IIL 14=

Feamem with neatness hath niMnm ihiiod enrmgh

.

ciois
Lmt WmumSahUs a; Thefeatnessc. -ofthe bodse. .is the
faatmg..of thesoole. afsx Whaxtox tr. Rothmaa's Ciirt-
mmmcjWis. (168j) 531 The Lines and other fxaajliii is. are
. .by their Featness more perspicuous. 2649 Bom Fr. tr

Lag. Diet, sr, Featness. .proprtte.

tb. Xicety. Obs.
~

r Hotnrarrp Chrm. II. 122 The language carrieth

. lor . . the carious featries of the pro-

ta 'Oddness, nfonHiium ' (BaHer, folio,

- Pea"toUS, a. Ohs. Forms : «. 4-5 feti»(e,

ja'e, ; fetyce. 6 St. fettis; see also Feaibh.
8. 5 fet(e,oaa, 6 feytoua. feat-, fettis se ,

feateous, 6-7 feat n oris. 7 fetnons. [ME/rfr;,
a. 0¥z.fetis,feitis,fautis, C l^factuius : see Fac-
TTTIOC8. In ic-iyth c the ending was umfmcrl
varionsly with the snfhxes -isi, -wax, -«au, -mmrj,

and the word seems to hare been apprehended as

a derfratrre of Feat a., to which in later use it

;::::i:^;:« jr. ~r>;
]

J- Of persons and their limbs: Wefl-ibrmed,

13 . E. £. AlHl. P. B. 174 Fetyse of a fayr tbrme, to fete

k. to hondc. rmjt AIi$M*mdrr 188 Fetise snfln c 13*6
: PmtZ T. iso I> cornea tombesteres Fetjs aad
c 1400 Rimu Rmt la, He was . . So faire, so jolly.

153S Stewart Ckron. Scat. 23S65
ad baith fettis, fair and fyne.

. isa/r Fetyoe, or prary,

1477 Hue Pastox m Lett. No. S09 IIL 235
[ bam wax>e so fctys that I may not be jyrte m »o barre of sche

do gyrdyl that I have.
This king. .Thre sonis had t

b. Of things : Skilfully or artistically fashioned
;

hence, in wider sense, elegant, handsome, becoming.
Often of dress.

C1386 Chaucer Prol. 157 Full fetise was hire clolte. CI400
Rom. Rou 532 This dore . . was so fetys and so lite. Ibid.

1133 In dothyng was be fill fetys. cufio J. Russell Bk.
Surture 66Wyne canels . . of box fetice & fyne. isoSDravt
Hornet Sat. i. 83 Those that teacbe in schooles, With .

.

featusse knacks will lewre the little fooles. 1570 — Strut.,

Eatttr Wk. 220 b, Ye thinke it fine and featous to be called
roses.. and Lilies, xast Hevsick Hesptr. I. 126 Upon this

fetuous board doth stand Something for shew-bread.

2. ' Dexterous.' 1755 in Johxsox.

+ Fea-tOUSly, adv. Ob:, [f. prec. + -lt -.]

L \\ ilh respect to attire, or ornamentation

:

Beautifully, handsomely, elegantly.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 146-2 pe coperounes of be canades
bat on be cuppe reres, Wer fetysely formed out in fylyoles

I00?*. t377 Laxgl. P. PL B. n. 162 Fauel [«At] on a nat[er}ere
fetislich atired. 1523 Douglas &Htit it. v. 163 Ketisly
stekit with pr>*nnit golcin thredis. c 1540 Pilgr. T. i''s> His
bottis sat cleyn and claspyd feytnosly. 2605 Dj-
EtrlogJ iv. 142 A hood. -Ywrooght full featnously.

2. With reference to actions: Cleverly. d*xtor-

ously, nimbly, properly. Of speech: Elegant
with correctness and propriety.
£ 1350 Will Paltrnt 98 pe berries wif . . fetisliche it [bat

child] babede, & wrou3t wib it as wel as jif it were hire
owne. c 1386 Chauceb Prol 124 Frer-che she spake ful

fayre and fetisly. c 1400 Btryn T41 The ffrere fesiiyd fetnusly

the spryngil for to bold. 1595 SrEssEf ProthtL i-j They
. .cropt full feateously The tender stalker 1611 Beau x. U
Fl. Knt. Burning PatU rr. v, While hobby-horse doth
foot it fcatuoosly.

Featuoua, var. form of Feaioi.s a. C

Featural f/tiurai;, a. [f. Featuee sb. - -al."

Of or pertaining to the features.

1883 G. Macdoxald Donal Grant L vi. 50 There * t

featural resemblance between the two faces.

Hence Pea-tnrallT adv., with regard to features.

1804 Monthly Mag. XVIII. 4 Never were cases more
featurally distinct.

Feature iff"tiuj), sb. Forms: 4-5. fetour e,

4-6 fetnre, feyture, 5 fetur. fay c tore, fet-

tnre, fe ijter, feetorir, 6 feuter, fewter, 7 feau-

ture", 6- feattLre. [a. OF. ftlure, failure ' = Pr.

faitura, factlira /
:—L.factHra: see Factuee.]

L Make, form, fashion, shape ; proportions, esp.

of the body; a particular example of this. Obs. exc
arch.
c 1325 Song- 0/ Mtrxy 41 in E . E. P. (ibfici) no. I made be
Moo .. Of fetnre tiche myn owne fasoun. 24.. Why I can't
rVa.YitK 134 ibid. 141, 1 behelde welle her feture. fi420.Sx>
Clcgts n He was a man of bight stature. And therto fall

fayr of fetnre ijjd Pilgr. Per/. (W. ee W. 1:31) 306 b, 1=
all feyture of body. . I was moost ryke rnto thy Grace. 1600
Dtmmok Irtlaxd 1443 1 Horses of a fine feature. 1623
PuecHAS Pilgrimagt tl l (16141 55a Apes . . twice as bigge
in feature of their limmes. a 2662 Fclle« Worikut 184a
II. soi The king fell mnch enamoured of ber feature. 1671
H. M. tr. Ermsm. Colloc. 320 A wuaun appeared to hi-

his deep, in a wonderful feature. 2684 T. Hocsax GaSi
Vterra 328 Pleasantness . . is very visible in the complexion
and feature of rroe Religion, stao Keats Hyperion 1::.

An image, huge of feature as a doad. 1875 Texxtsox
Q. Mary l i, Courtenay. .of splendid featare.

+ b. Good form or shape ; comeliness Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, l i. 10, I, that am . . cheated of
Featare by dissembling Nature. 1594 Paksoxs Suecasitm
U Engl. Crrmm Ep. Dei, His excellent partes of leming,
wit, keater of body, curtesie [etc].

T c. cotur. Something formed or shaped ; a
form, shape, creation. Obs. Cf. Ceeatcbx I.

1483 CAxrox Gold. Leg. 256/2 ABe fetnres aad creatures
prayse the moder of rygbte. 2601 B. Joxsox Peeiasrerii. i.

No doabt of that, sweet feature, smi Srt.sxsTEa.4rr/tf-
fiila' Efist-UArctoaU Nature...Vdorns her shop still

with the mwrhli mr feature, affy Mdutox P. L. x. 27;
St '*-.!ri :-- paa 7e2.:_r- iz.-. ajtaci 1 Ha Haanl mh
mtothemailii Air.

td. As a term of contempt : =CaZATt:Ez. So
OM.faiturt; inEsg. perh. cxmfused withFAlTotx.]
f 2460 TrwmeUy Myst. 60 Fattrre, for thy sake, Thxy

cat to pyne. Ibid, xao To felle those katmres I am
14 .. Chester PL (1847) II- 162 Fye on thee,

. fie oa thee.

+ 2. a. In fl The elemehu which constitote

bodily form ; the boild or make of the rarioos
parts of the body. Hence in sing, with distiibatiTe

adj. b cotur. A part of the body ; a limb. Obs.
13 E. E. Allit. P. B. 794 AQefctarerMryB*tantle2

bohe. rarj Laxgl. P. PL C vn. 46 Pratt of my tajre
fetoors. 1447 Boazntuc Seynlyt Introd. Rexb.) 5 Hyr 00
fcot b Both tesa aad hooa. -Men may beaodea ecbe fetare
Ther of safthe greth too only, r 1 afe m CmtfL Crate 200
ie PoL geL + L. Poena ,71, I seode the brjyry hehae . -

neiaadaitofctBrsfcie. leal Ftsaaa Mt. (1*7*7 240
many mcke theyr armes .. and other fetares of theyr

m Wee-.ei Efigr. rr. nri Evj, Their aaae-
ores doth'd m tissae. 272. Swwt Cnllmr rr.

viL 203, I agreed in every Featare of my Body with other
Yahoos, except, etc 2751 Yocxc Brothers rr. i. Shall
I stab Her lovery image staaxpt on every feature J

3. In narrower seme. 8k ln>Lai»ddistrirw«rTelT:
The lav^tarnts of the face, the form or atoald of
its Tariows parts. Also cMcct. in ling.
: 239» WuL Palerne =57

~
- - - :--.-:

be world be quene, So faire of all fetares be frek was.
1303 Gowei Con/. III. 255 The fetures of her face In
which nature had alle grace. 14 . . Epiph. in Tundalti
Vis. 112 They began to behold .. hys feyr face Con-
syduryng hs*s fetuns. -With grett insy-ght. 2603 Kxolles
Hist. Turks '16211 12 Under such simple and hemly
feature, lay. .a most subtil . .wit. a 1630 '1

. Cakew Poems
Wks. (2S24) 4 That rich treasure Of rare beauty and
sweet feature. 1709 Fosldyce Serni. Yng. Worn. fed. 4, II.

xiii. 225 Men of sensibility desire in every woman soft

features. 284a P«ICHA»D Sat. Hist. Man 2*2 1 he features

of the Tschuk-tsehi .. pronounce them of American ot

1887 T. A. TxoLLorE What I remember I. jr-i. y^l [He]
equalled him in. .refinement of feature.

Jtg. a 1680 BuTLEa Sat. Hum. Learn. IL Kerr.- 1750 I. 223
Words are but Pictures . . To draw the . . Features of the
Mind, a 1768 Mickle Sitgt Marseilles h i, Oft . . hi-ve I

beheld A little, wayward, giddy levity Show if. -

features. 1827 P'.ulok Course T. ':. 73? kedeemir.jr features

in the face of Time. 1866 1*eemax Sorm.Cono. i:-.;-. II.

vii. 25 Tenderness for ar.imals is DO nnnwial feat

portraits of holy men.

b. concr. Any of the parts of the fa . :
;

nose, mouth, forehead

.

1S28 .Scott F. M. Perth v.. There tl - dark
eye, but the other featt •

;- bashful

timidity. 1847 EsTEtsy r.J I. i-.«

Say, »hat other metre is the eyes
*

Nature po^reth into nal ire Through the <

feature. 1858 Hawthoxxe Pr. 'f It. Jrnii II :

•-'-.* \ssa Venus another .. blow or. :

4. lran;f. A distinct or . - ;.sr: of

a thing ; some part which arrests the attention by

viccousness or p.-".

a. of material thi.-g3.

ttfat Dxtdex 5/. Euremcnfs Ess :'..;

eacrt feature of the Picture. 1791 Bu&Xc. J-rench Affairi
:.*2 I. 570 The

features which run throe -. 1815 F.

AccCaubul i842)IL :-: The
:; the Ir.dus. 1866 C*"-M? banking x. 220 These Irish

essed the features '.:' ^ t'-^ -..-. 1&71 P:

Stex-aet //ra.'

the llast-oipe. 1874 Mia
courses or ber

b. of immaterial :i-

a i8xa L:.. Castlexeac rhe feature

1835 ! Faith/.
viii. The principal feature b -•' :>i--.

187s A. R. Hon 3 Friends :';.'-. great feat-_re

Df the '-i> ---t tbe rec

C. Comb.
vjqxY.--i.\sLct. U G -

.'". Tbe er:

what I » - : i
:

;

Sel/lmprov. st. 145 A featureH&ark, a se~.hoi.l soedality.

Featare trtiiii,, r. [f. prec. sb.]

1. Iran:. To resemble in features : to

»/. with reference to family likeness or re -

Now chiefiy ^2/<z/.

1755 J'.KysoM, To /eature, to r-v
x8s9 G*o. E-'.t 2?. if^rv- -.. xz-rviii, ' Ye :*- i- .--

ye're da.-ier. 2870 Miss Jacks: -

s.v.. P^-
mother's sice. 1881 J. Has I 22, She
'-.:..

2 a '. .
- b. To

stand as a featare or distinctive marie upon.
1810 Ceabke Borough iv. Fear, hope, dismay .

evenrface. 2832 De Qutxcey C^r.-iMfw*"*.. XIII. 10c
' -'-. .-. - .

•:.'_:• -^-. *-.'. : .

:
-.i* - " :

2883 Kixclake Crimea 15771 V. l 15 K
whach featured the landscape. 2878 9 S. L>

3 Forbear To feature me my Lore

3. To sketch the features of; to ontlme, picture.

portray. Also, To impress the features of upon
(something'.
1741-2803 DTsairrl Carr. Lit. 1 = 50 IL is 7\-~ characters

cannot be very nunrrtely feat—-e„ 28x3 BuaxJU
Tragedy n. iv, Sim llimg j- the ah- Featertc rh*.--.':

self ttpon my soul 1864 Reader 19 Mar. 3=1 Which some
keen spirits are already featurmg to themselves.

Hence Fe*-turin«j vbl. sb. ; in qnoto cotter.

1865 O.iLTLE Fredk. Ct. VI. xvl vji 202 Dorxmseats and

=:e:;cr- ^.:: ^e kw hh..e

Feairnred 'C^imid;, ///.«. [t Fsuttee s*. and
- h '_

tL Fashiooed, lormed, shaped. Usaauly pre-

ceded by adv. of manner, as rri'. fair, fitu, ill,

vxllfeatured, tot which see those words. Obs.

c 1500 Three Kinrs Sons 111 They were passing wcO
fettered, f 1540 I. Hetwooo Fomr P. P. m Had. Dodslty
L 37* O prmceofhcll: Featred m firhina ilihnaaailili

1543 Gaarrox CrmSu. Harding 4S8 Richard date of
Gtuacestre..was..eaa fl mt 1 1 1 it cf Ij mm I I Ijgj Lixt-
m^M Let. 1371 iji The rich ring, wxdtoot the fayrTeawtered^, it iitbaiL xmry Haxewiu. Apel l ta. I 3. 32

..... •-.. ... - . ^-3 I B J-i.i
Textt 279 Thy aose. -is. .fcatared hxe some carioas Tarret.

tb. WeU-formed ; comelv. txraatifal. Obs.

1027 Ttrmxtrr. OtWr jT>ixr. so, I at aatares haad 1

xeatardetacecoaidtcaine. xaty— Trmt.T.il-
feaared mamas bedeckt- atat Waaxu X*. Ear. :

(26121 257 Love-worth Maacha .. bake To Daxad fi

Hhmlnm 2774 Lsxcatoaxx Commtry Janice L 123 la the

free Eye, theteatar'd Soaidmaxry'd, Hoaoar's strong Beam.
2. a. Shaped into fcartares. D. txpreaed by

fcjlair s or rilniul Mtai
274a Vocxc -Vr. 7t. ix.7oTaex» tia'd 1 a»i at. or axe

featard stoae. a 279 Laxc-oxxx StUley Park Poems
< - -^=e- «: :

. lee rxtmilaaafs.tail 111 fiatmraaxai -.

pom. tnaMxrmsaPmn. Lit. (17a. 34a

E

achxu

2

4,1. farm

pomxrayd. atat Boa. Ssxrra UmcjedUmt IIL m soHer
1« 2



FEATURELESS.
smile was a featured sunbeam. 1850 Lynch Thco. Trin. xii.

231 Our earth, the featured Definite Has meanings all divine.

3. Furnished with or having features of a ceitain

cast, usually preceded by some qualifying word.

1790 Pennant London (1813I 302 Angelic faces . . featured

with impudence, a 1759 Goldsm. Voltaire Wits. 1881 IV.

43 The Marquis d'Argent was graceful in person, regularly

featured. 1850 En. Elliott More Verse ty Prose I. 18 Who
is that small Napoleon-featur'd pleader? 1861 W. F. Collier

Hist. Eng. Lit. 405 That hard-featured, .old forester.

Featureless ff tiuiles),fl. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]

1. Without good features ; ugly. rare.

C1600 Shaks. Sonn. xi, Let those whom Nature hath not

made for store, Harsh, featureless, and rude, barrenly perish.

i860 Snt. Rev. IX. 831/1 A guard of featureless barbarians.

2. Wanting facial features. Also, Having no

marked or prominent feature.

1815 Coleridge Aids Refl. (1848) I. 224 The other [face

of Janus] . . maimed, featureless, and weather-bitten. 1835

Lvtton Rienziw. ii, Featureless spectres, .they seemed in

iheir shroud-like robes. 1868 Ln. Hot ghton Select, fr.
Wks. 203 The statued form of Beauty . . Now prostrate,

powerless, featureless and cold. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 66 Indiscriminate lovers . . turn blemishes into beauties

. -the featureless are faultless.

3. trans/. Without any prominent mark or point

of interest ; uninteresting.

1839 iiuBCHlsott Siiur.Syst. 1. ii. 22 The low and featureless

form of the ground. 1871 Sat. Ret'. 29 Apr. , The absolutely

featureless country house of George III.'s reign. 1879

Farrar St. Paul'iSS}' 717 Not recognising a single land-

mark on the featureless shore. 1891 Punch ChristmasNo. 7/2

The month [of March] will be so featureless.

b. Of business, esp. on the stock market : Giving

no occasion for remark ; uneventful.

1879 Standard 21 May 2/1 Business in Discount to-day

was absolutely featureless. iSZ^Manch. Exam. 1 Apr. 4/1

Canadian Pacific shares were featureless.

Hence Featurelessness.
1883 Mrs. Bishoi' Sk. Malay Penin. ii. in Leisure Hour

21/1 Yet with all this, .featurelessness. . Malacca is very fas-

cinating.

Featurely fftituli), a. [f. as prec. + -i.v '-]

Having strongly marked features ; characteristic

;

typical.

1 1819 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 133 More in-

tellectually vigorous and more featurely warriors of Christian

chivalry. 1853 Lynch Selflmprov. iii. 59 Chaucer, .giving

us the featurely expression of his own age.

Hence Featureliness.
1818 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836; I. 117 Don Quixote's

leanness and featureliness.

Featy (ffti), a. [f. Fbat a. + -y i.) t a. Neat,

pretty obs.). b. Handy, clever, wide-awake {rare).

i6ii'Molle Camerar. Liz: Libr. 11. i. 73 The featie con-

ceits this Epitaph sheweth to have. 1844 Camp 0/Refuge
I. 101 A maiden of Alftrude's degree could not travel.,

without a featy handmaiden attendant upon her.

Hence Peatily adv., in quot. = Featly 2 b.

c 1630 in Risdon Surv. Devon § 225 (1810) 239 They. . foot

it on the grass as featily.

f Feauges. Obs. rare~ ]
.

1614 Catt. Smith Virginias. 180 Many that went abroad,

through weaknesse were subiect to be suddenly surprized

with a disease called the Feauges, whiche was neither paine

nor sicknesse, but as it were the highest degree of weaknesse.

Feaver, -our, etc. : see Fever.

Feawd, obs. form of Fedd si.1 , enmity.

Feawterloeke, obs. form of Fetterlock.

Feaze (itz), v. 1 Obs. exc. Naut. F'orms : 6

faze, 9 faize, 8- feaze. [In some way related to

OE. fats (see Fas) fringe
;
possibly as a naut. term

f. MDu. vest, veze fringe, frayed edge, which is re-

lated by ablaut to the OE. word.]

1. a. trans. To unravel (a rope), etc. b. in/r. Of
a rope or thread : To unravel at the end. Also of

a stick : To wear rough at the end.

1568 SirT. Smith De recta Ling. Angl. Script. 31 b, Faz, in

filadiducere [Smith's i VXz'=faze; cf. 'gaz'= gaze]. 11577
G*scoiGSEDaHBart/iolomeiuWks.(i5%7)83, 1 findit[abrace-

let] fazed almost quite in sunder. 1647 Faringdono'ovm. Pref.

28 The Schoolmen did feaze and draw it out, and then made
it up into knots. 1721-1800 Bailey, Feazing [Sea Term] is

the Ravelling out of a Cable, or any great Rope at the

Ends. 1813 W. Leslie View Nairn Gloss., Feaze, to have

the woof at the end of a piece of cloth or ribband^ rubbed

out from the warp. 1825 Jamieson, 'That thread '11 no go
through the eye of the needle ; its a' feazed at the point.'
1 Get a verrule put to your staff, the end o't's a' faiz'd.' 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word.bk., Feaze, to untwist, to unlay ropes

;

to tease, to convert it into oakum.
2. intr. (see quot.)

1813 W*. Leslie View Nairn Gloss. 454 Feaze, to have
the edge of a razor . . turned to a side, instead of being

blunted by use.

Hence Fea zings vbl. sb.pl. ; Sc fais-, faizius.

1825 Jamieson, Faizins, Faisius. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Fcazings, the fagging out or unravelling of an
unwhipped rope.

rare- 1
. (See quot.)

[Surtees) 97 Such olde sheepe and
to have all the

t Feaze, v} Obs.

1641 Best Farm. Bks.
lambes as doe shoote are to be . . feased,

woll under theire tayle. .clipped away.

Feaze, var. of Feeze si. and v.

Feble, obs. form of Feeble.

Febre, obs. form of Fever.

Febricitant (fifbri-iitSnt), a. and sb. Now
rare. [ad. L.Jebncilaiil-ci/i,\>T.pple.o{febricitare

vsec next;. Cf. V.fcbricilaul.']
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A. adj. Affected with fever ; feverish.

1599 A - M- tr- Cabelhoner's Bk. Pkysicke Contents in, All

Agues, and all Febricitant diseases, as is, the Rose, the

Plague. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2079 A Fcetus febricitant

whilst in the womb. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Febricitant.

t B. sb. One who is affected with fever. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terapeutyke 2 Diijb, Vj. C
tymes haue we wasshed many febricitans incontinent after

y° fyrste actes [read acces]. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet.
xxii. 245 The Amplifying force . . which formeth out in length

the Bones of Febricitants, as wax.

t Febricitate, v. Obs.-" [f. L. febricitat-

ppl. stem of febricitare to have a fever, f. febris

fever.] intr. To be ill of a fever.

1656-81 in Blount Clossogr. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

t Febrixita'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of state

f. L. febricitare : see prec. and -ation.] The state

of being in a fever, feverishness.

1584 T. Bastard Chresloleros xv.n Phisition Mirus talkes

of saliuation ' Of Tophes and Pustules and Febricitation.

1663-76 Bullokar, Febricitation. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Febricity (ffbrrsiti). [ad. L. febricitat-em, n.

of state (.febricitare : see Febricitate and -rrv.]

The state of having a fever or being feverish.

1873 Browning Red Colt. Nt.-cap 174 In those three

months' febricity Which followed.

Febricose (ff-brikeu-s), a. [ad. L. febricos-us,

{.febris a fever.] ' Feverish ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Febricula Dbrrkiifla). Med. [a. L. febricula,

dim. offebris a fever. Cf. F . febricule.] A slight

fever, of short duration.

1746 Sir R. Manningham {title), The symptoms, nature,

causes, and cure of the febricula . . commonly called the

nervous or hysteric fever. 1785 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840

VI. 528 Many find themselves affected by that febricula,

which the English alone call a cold. 1834 J. Forbes
Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 204 This febricula .. is not

usually followed by any mischief.

Febriculose (fi'bri-ki/Jltws), a. Med. rare.

[ad. L.febriculos us, {.febricula: see prec]
1727 in Bailey vol. II. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Febriculose,

having a slight fever, relating to a Febricula.

Hence Pebrlcnlosity. rare.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Febriculosity, the same as Febricita-

tion. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Febriculosity, feverishness.

+ FebriculOUS, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. febri-

culos-us : see prec. and -0D8.] Slightly feverish.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Febriculous, that hath or is

subject to a Feaver. Whence 1692-1732 in Coles.

t Febrient, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad. late L.

febrient-cm, pr. pple. of febrire to have a fever.]

Feverish, sickening of a fever.

1651 Biggs New Disp. ^248 An infant of a year old, who
is dentient and febrient.

Febrifacient (fibrite'-pent), a. and sb. [f. L.

febri- (febris) fever + -facient.]

A. adj. Fever-producing.

1803 T. Beddoes Hygeia xi. 48 The fermentations from

which the febri-facient effluvia spring. 1884 in Syd. Soc.

Lex.
B. sb. Something that produces fever.

1832 in Webster (citing Beddoes).

FebriferOUS (ffbri-feras
1

, a. [f. L. febri-,

febris fever + -ferous.] Producing fever.

1874 Dunglison, Febri/erous, fever-bearing, as a febri.

ferous locality. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Febrific (ffbri-fik), a. [ad. F. febrifique

(Cotgr.), f. L. febri-, febris fever + -fic-us making:

see -no.] a. Producing fever, b. = Feverish.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extcmp. 203 A Febrific Glyster.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. iii, The aliment . .
will

aggravate the febrific symptoms. 1766 Chesterf. Lett.

IV? 242 The febrific humour fell into my legs. 1832 in

Webster. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Febrifugal (f;"bri fiz/gal, febrifi/7'gal), a. [f.

next + -At..] Adapted to mitigate or subdue fever
;

anti-febrile.

1663 Boyle Nat. Philos. 11. v. x. 212 Nor the mixture hath

been . . noted for any Febrifugal Vertues. 1853 Chamb frnl.

XX. 28 The remedies prescribed were depletory and febri-

fugal. 1870 Bent ley Hot. (ed. 2) 483 The plants of this

order have . .febrifugal properties.

Febrifuge (fe'brifiudg^, a. and sb. [a. F.

febrifuge, {. (on L. type *febrifugus) L. febri-,

febris fever +fug-are to drive away.]

A. adj. = Febrifugal.
1707 Curios. Husb. ff Card. 23s Perriwinkle is vulnerary,

astringent and febrifuge. 1725 N. St Andre in Loud. Gaz.

No. 6349/3 Testaceous Powders and Febrifuge Juleps 1803

Davy in Phil Trans. XCIII. 268 Barks supposed to be

possessed of febrifuge properties, i860 Piesse Lab Client.

Wonders 171 Nearly all the bitter plants are called febri-

fuge from their power to cure fever.

B. sb. A medicine adapted to drive away or to

reduce fever ; hence, a cooling drink.

1686 W Harris tr. Lcmery's Chym (ed. 3) 487 Divers

other ingredients, thought to be Febrifuges. 1744 Berkeley

Siris § 7 It hath been found an admirable febrifuge, i860

Reade Cloister ty H IV. 30s The grand febrifuge of

anchorites—cold water. 1861 G. F. Berkeley Sportsm.

IV. Prairies vi. 96 He had however some effervescing

lemonade, sol contented myself with that febrifuge.

transf. mi fig. 1815 Scott Guy M. viii, Chanting a rhyme
which she believed sovereign as a febrifuge. 1851 Ruskin
Stones Veil. 1 1874) I. App. 364 Geometry seems to have acted

as a febrifuge, a 1859 De Quincey in H. A. Page Life I.

iii. 34 The rough febrifuge which this awaking administered.

FEBRUARY.

+ FebrifugOUS, a. Obs. Also 8 febrifugious.

[f. as prec. + -OLs.] = Febrifugal.
1683 W. Harris Pharmacologia xii. 177, I have generally

thought it Necessary to give some such . . Febrifugous
draught. 1725 Bradley ram. Diet. s. v. Quinquina, The
resinous febrifugious substance of this Barke.

Febrile (if bril, fe-bril), a. [a. F. febrile,

ad. L. febrilis, {.febris fever.] fa. Of a person :

Affected by, or suffering from, fever (obs.). b. Of
or pertaining to fever

;
produced by or indicative

of fever ; feverish.

1651 Biggs New Disp. T 194 Teach Physitians to fear how
they expose their febrile patients. 1666 G. Harvey Morb.
Angl. ii. (1672) 6 The Febril heat continuing its aductiou
upon the dryer fleshy parts, changes into a >farcid Feaver.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones viii. iii, The acidity occasioned

by the febrile matter. 1783 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 137

Calculated, .to quiet the febrile heat. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. IV. 255 We were . . all in a febrile state. We could

not eat. 1844 Kinglake Eothen v. 69 The febrile irritation

of the frame.

Hence rebrility, the state of being febrile,

feverishness. f Pebrilous a. Obs. rare- 1
. —

Febrile b.

1873 R. Barnes Dis. Women 96 There is a state of febrility,

. . of swimming of the eyes. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I

.

54 In proportion as the local process is less acute . . there is

less attendant febrility. 1651 Biggs Neiu Disp. r 194 Their

febrilous essence of heat.

f Fe'bris. Obs. Also 5 febrys, 6 febres. [a.

L. febris fever.] A fever.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 230/3 Al that yere she was seke

and laboured in the febrys. 1527 Andrew Brunsivykc's

Distytl. Waters 11. A ij, It iSorell water] is good for the hote

ague or febres. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 219 Vter that

tyme. . Into the Walis seik in the febris la.

Febronian Tebr</"u'nian), a. [f. Febronius +
-an.] Of or pertaining to

(
Justinus

N
> Febronius

;

a pseudonym under which J. N. von Hontheim of

Treves wrote in the 18th century, maintaining

the independence of national churches. Hence
Febro-nianism, the doctrine thus maintained.

1856 Literary Churchman II. 66/1 The extract on the

FIrastianism, or ' Febronianism', of Austria is as follows.

1882 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 722 In harmony
with the Febronian principles. 1885 Catholic Diet. 244/2

Febronianism.. may be roughly described as an exaggeration

of Gallicanism. Ibid. 346/1 The notorious Church reforms

of Joseph II may be fairly called Febronian.

February (fe'braari). Forms: 3 feoverel,

-rer, 3-5 fever(r)er, -yer(e, (3 -Jeer), 4-5
fever^ere, (5 Sc. feveryher), 4-6 fevereUUe,

(4 -yl), 4-7 februar, (9 Sc. febewar), 4 februari,

6-7 februarie, (6 febrewaryl, 7-8 februeer,

(7 -ere), 4- February. Also abbrev. Feb. [ME.
feverer, ad. OF. feverier, = Pr. febrier, Cat. febrer,

Sp.febrero, Vg.fevereiro, It. febbraio :—popular L.

*febraritts, h.februdrius, f. februa pi. (februum

sing, a word of Sabine origin signifying purifica-

tion), the Roman festival of purification, held on

the 15th of this month. The ME. form feverel

appears to be of Eng. origin, the dissimilation being

parallel to that in laurel from laurer. It is note-

worthy that Welsh has the form chwefrawl, -ol (the

I., type of which would be *februalis), beside eliwe-

frawr, -or repr. L. februdrius. The later forms are

taken directly from Lat. or refashioned after Lat.]

1. The second month of the year, containing

twenty-eight days, except in bissextile or leap year,

when it has twenty-nine.

[a 1000 Menologium (Gr.) 18 Swylce emb feower wucan
biette solmonacS sigeS to tune, butan twam nihtum ; swa

hit getealdon geo, Februarius faer, frode Jesibasj a 1225

Juliana 78 Of>e sixtenoe dei of feouereles moneS. 1297

R. Glouc (Rolls) 8238 In be monbe of feuerer. 139S

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. IX. x. (1495) 354 Olde errour of

nacyons . . halowed . . February to the nether goddes. c 1450

St Cuthtert (Surtees) 7099 Of feuerjere be lift kalend.

c 1470 Henry Wallace Ml. 1 In Feuer^her befell the sammyn
cace. That Inglismen tuk trewis with Wallace. 1588 A
King tr. Cani'sius' Catech. H iij, S. Matthias day y 24 of

februar. a 1660 Wharton Disc. Years, etc. Wks. (1683) 83

February a Februo, that is to sacrifice, because then the

Romans sacrificed to Pluto, .for the Souls of their Ancestors.

1745 tr. Columella's Husb. 464 The xx of February Leo (the

Lion) ceases to set. <r 1810 Tannahill Febenuar Poet. Wks.

(1846) 157 Thou cauld gloomy Feberwar, O gin thou wert

awa'. 1867 O. W. Holmes Old Vol. of Life (1891) 135

A warm day in February is a dream of April.

b. personified.

1108 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. tx. x. (1495) 355 Februari
821

ruary
202

is paynted as an olde man sittynge by the fyre. 1

Shelley Dirge for Year Poen.s (1891) 568,2 Febru

bears the bier. 1863 R. Chambers Bit. of Days I.

February comes in like a sturdy maiden, with a tinge of the

red hard winter apple on her hardy cheek.

2. Proverbs. Februaryfill-dike : a popular appel-

lation indicating the prevalence of either rain or

snow in this month.
,5S7 Tussf.r 100 Points Husb. cii, Feuerell fill dyke, doth

good with his snowe. 1573 — "»sl>- xxxvii. (1878) 87 Feb,

fill the dike With what thou dost like. 1633 B. Jonson Tale

Tub 1. i, Februere Doth cut and shear. 1670 Ray Proi: 40

All the moneths in the year curse a fair Februeer. Ibid.,

February fill dike, Be it black or be it white, But if it be

white, It's the better to like. 1787 Best Angling 163 'lhe

Welchman had rather see his dam on the bier, I hall see

a fair Februeer. 1889 Allan Weather Wisdom 15 If 111



FEBRUATE.
February there be no rain, Tis neither good for hay nor

grain.

3. attrib. ; February Red, a kind of fly.

1599 Shaks. Muck Ado v. iv. 41 What's the matter? That
you haue such a Februarie face. 1867 F. Francis Angling
vi. (1880) 200 The February red . . belongs to the Perhdese.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. (1890) 422/2 Late February
days.

t Fe'bruate, «• Obs. rare~x
. [ad. L.februal-us

pa. pple. of februdre: see next] Only in A day

februate, one devoted to purification.

16x0 Healey St. Aug. CitieofGod 675 Hee-.calleth this

feast day, a day februate, that is a day of purgation, etc.

tPe'bruate, v. Obs~° [f. L. febru&t- ppl.

stem of februdre to purify, f. fehruum a means of

purification.] ' To purge souls by sacrifice or

prayer' (Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).

Februa'tion. Now rare. [ad. h.februdtion-

ent, n. of action f. februdre : see prec] A cere-

monial purification or cleansing.

a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. ii. 37 Those charms and februa-

tions anciently in use upon the appearing of an eclipse. 1663
J.Spencer Prodigies (166$) 172 To reconcile his peevish and
touchy Greatness ny some Februations. 1711-1800111 Bailey.
1876 Martin tr. Kelt's Comm. Etek, I. 207 The passing of

children through fire without either slaying or burning; a
februation by fire.

t Fee. Obs. since 12th c. [OK. fee, corresp. to

OFris. fek, fak, OS. fac tMLG., Du. vak), OHG.
fah (MHG. vach, mod.G. fach) ; the continental

sense is chiefly ' compartment ',
' bounded space*.

The normal mod.Eng. form would befacA.]

A definite interval in space or time ; a limited

distance, fixed period.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Luke xxiv. 13 On ba;t castel ba;t wses on

faece [L. In s/ativ] syxtig furlanga fram hierusalem. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 231 Hi bi ene fe'ce to his curt come sceolde.

Ibid. 235 Eft bine fece and bes lare and la^e swi3e acolede

burh manifeald se"nne.

Fecal, Feces, etc. : see F.ecal, etc.

Fecche, var. oi fetch, obs. and dial. f. of Vetch.
Fech'e, obs. form of Fetch v.

Feche, obs. forms of Fish, Fitch.

Fecher, obs. form of Fisher.

Fechia (firtpa). Also 8 in Ttal. form feccia.

[a. It.feccia:—vulgar Latin *f'cia, altered form of

L. fsec-em {fax) : see FACES.] Dregs of wine.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4037/7 The. .Goods left unsold, .will

be lowered to the following Prizes . . the good Sherries to

18/. per But ; the Feccia to 24J. per C.
attrib. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. Customs (1821) 33 Fechia

Ashes are the ashes of the grape-vine.

Fecht, Sc. var. of Fight.

Fecial, var. of Fetial.

Fecifork (frsifpik). Entom. [f. L. feed- {see

F-eces) + Fork.] (See quot.)

1826 Kir by & Spesce Entotn. IV. 353 P'ccifork(F£cifurca\

the anal fork on which the larva; of Cassida, etc., carry their

feces.

Feck 1 (fek). Sc. and north, dial Also 5-6

fek, 6 fece, feet. [app. aphetic f. Effect sb.]

fl. — Effect 2 b. The purport, drift, tenor, or

substance ',of a statement, intention, etc.). Some-
times coupled wiihform. ? Obs.

With first quot. cf. Chaucer Merck, T. 153 Theffecte of

his entente.

C1500 Lancelot 2938 This is the fek of our entent. 1535
Stewart Crou. Scot. II. 684 In forme and feet as it wes
wont to be. c 1550 A. Scott in Sibbald Chron. Scot. Poetry
III. 148 Wald ye foirsc the forme, The fassoun, and the fek,

Ye suld it fynd inorme, With bawdry yow to blek. 1600

Heywood 1 Edw. IV, iv. iv, So the feck . . of all your long

purgation, .is no more, -but the King wants money.

2. [Cf. Effect i b.] Efficacy, efficiency, value

;

hence, vigour, energy*.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 617 Quhilk semis weill to be
Of lytill fece or }it auctoritie. 1597 Montgomerie Clterrie

fySlae63i Thayarmaire faschious nor of feck. 1789 Burns
Elegy on 17S8, 22 Eighty-eight . . gied you . . E'en monie a
plack, and monie a peck, Ye ken yoursels, for little feck.

1811 Willan W. Riding Gloss., Feck, might, activity, zeal,

abundance. 1823 Galt R. Gilhaize III. 169 Your laddie

there's owre young to be o' ony fek in the way o' war.

8. Amount, quantity. The {most)feck: the bulk,

greatest part, 'practically the whole'.
The corresponding sense of Effect sb. was not recognized

in its proper place in this Dictionary, but an example of it

prob. occurs in Chaucer Fr. Tale 153 ' My purchas is theffect

of al my rente ', which may be rendered ' My gains are the

feck of all my income \

c 1470 Henry Wallace \\\\. 700 Swa sail we fend the fek

of this regioun. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II 526 The
lordis. .for the most feet, Amang thame self held Donewald
suspect. «X774 Fergusson Leith Races Poet. Wks. (1845)

35 Great feck gae hirplin hame like fools, The cripple lead

the blind. 1794 Burns Carle ofKellybum Braes 53, I hae
been a devil the feck o' my life. 1822 W. J. Napier Pract.

Store-Farm. 266 ' I hope you have lost none.' ' No mony.'
'What feck, think ye?' 1824 Scott Redgauntlet^ xxtii,

' Naething will be said . . for. . the feck of three hours.* 1876

Whitby Gloss, s. v., ' He did t' feck o' t' wark. ' Ibid., ' There's

a rare feck on't.' 1887 Stevenson Merry Men 139 ' He had
a feck o' books wi' him— mair than had ever been seen before

in a' that presbytery.

t Feck-. Obs. Also fack. [var. of Fair sb.]

One of the stomachs of ruminants ; ? the omasum
or manyplies.

1701 Grew Cosmol. Stura 1. v. 29 Three Stomachs

:
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the Panch, the Read and the Feck. 1736 Pegge Keniicisms
(E. D. S.), Fack of a bullock ; that stomach that receives the

herbage first, and from whence it is resumed into the mouth
to be chew'd. 1887 in Kent Gloss.

Fecket [fckdt). Sc. An under waistcoat.

1795 Burns To Mr. Mitchell iv, [Death] gat me by the

fecket, And sair me sheuk. 1810 Ainslie Tarn o the Balloch

in Pitgr. Land. Burns 242 Wi a fecket sae fu', an' a stocking

sae stent. 1831 Glasgenv Past rj- Present I. 138 Flannels

and feckets will festoon all the windows.

Feckful fe-kful), a. Also 7 fectful. [f. Feck*
+ -fcl.] Efficient, vigorous, powerful.

1596 Dalrvmplb tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 108 Gif he
be feckful, and haue grace to correct maneris in wicked
persones. 1606 tr. Rollock's Led. 2 Thess. iv. ii. 49 Wher
boldnes in preaching the Gospell is, there is effectualnes in

it, & the man who hes this boldnes, is a fectfull man. 1678

R. MacWard Let. in Scots Worthies (18261 429 He was
the most faithful, feckful compassionate and indefatigable

elder. 1721 Ramsay To Will. Starrat 27 Feckfu folks can
front the bauldest wind. 1722 W. Hamilton Life Wallace
in 28 Great room he made . .Till mony a feckful Chiel that

Day was slain. 1811 Willan W. Riding Gloss., Feckful,

strong and brawny.

Hence Pe'ckfUlly adv.

1723 M'Wahd Contendings 153 That great man of God,
who nath so faithfully, so fectfully, and so zealously served

his Generation.

Feckins : see Fegs.

Feckless [fe'kles), a. Also 7 fectless. Ori-

ginally St. and north, dial., but now not infrequent

in literary use. [f. as prec. + -less.] Of things :

Ineffective, feeble, futile, valueless. Of persons,

their actions and attributes : Destitute of vigour,

energy, or capacity; weak, helpless.

1599 J.\s. I Ba<riA. Acopof (1682) 33 A fecklesse arrogant

conceit of their greatnes and power, a 1605 Montgomerie
Souu. xix. 4 Their feckles flyting is not worth a llie. 1619

Z. Boyd Last Battell (1629) 242 My Faith is both faint and
fectlesse. 1632 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 91 Let others

take their silly, feckless heaven in this life. 0:1774 FRR"

glsson Haltcntfair Poet. Wks. 11845! 15 Wi' that he gat

anither straik. .That gart his feckless body ache. 1823 Car-
i.vle Early Lett. II. 252, I am so feckless at present that

I have never yet had the heart to commence it. 1855

Mrs. Gaskell North % S. xxxvii, I'm a poor black feckless

sheep—childer may clem for aught I can do. 1869 Trol-
lops He Knewvu. (1878) 41 They're feckless, idle young
ladies.

Hence recklessly adv., in a feckless manner;
recklessness, the state of being feckless ; want of

energy, feebleness.

1862 T. A. Trollove Marietta II. iv. 71 Lamely, fecklessly,

incapably. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 362 Love over-

looked blackness and fecklessness. 1893 A ihenrum 21 Jan.

82/3 Great general fecklessness and want of resource in not

trying to save the ship after she took the ground.

Feckly (fe'kli), adv. Sc. and north, dial. [f.

as prec. + -LY -.]

+ 1. Kffectually, indeed. Obs.
• 1680 [F\ Sehpill] Baniskiu. Poverty in Watson Collect.

1. 14 Her. .kindness which I fectlie fand, Most ready still

for my behoof.

2. For the most part, mostly; almost. Also

maistfeckly.
a 1774 Fergusson Poet. Wks.(\%is), Auld age maist feckly

glowers right dour Upon the ailings o' the poor. 1786 Burns
Inventory i§ Wheel carriages I nae but few, Three carts,

and twa are feckly new. 1846 Ball. $ Songs Ayrshire Ser.

1. 112 Tho' she's feckly twice my age I lo'e her best o' ony.

1891 H. Halliburton Ochil Idylls 90 Nae doot its feckly

wrang to lee.

Feck's : see Fegs.

Fecky, see Fikie, Sc.

t Feet, v. Obs. rare. Aphet. var. of Infect.

1541 R. Copland Gnydo>Cs Quest. Chirurg. Q ij b, Yf the

father were fecte. 1558-68 Warde tr. Alexis" Seer. 43 a,

A very good remedie. .to drive it away after he is fected

with it.

T Fe'ctually, adv. Obs. Aphetic variant of

Effecttally.
c 1485 Digby Myst. C1882} in. 643, 1 telle be fectually I have

thynges to seyn to be.

Feculence (fe
-

ki/Jlens). Also 8 feculance.

[a. F. feculence, ad. L. faculentia, i. feculenlus :

see Feculent.]

1. The quality or state of being feculent ; foul-

ness. In anoLJfff.
i860 Sat. Rev. 7 Apr. 433/2 The fulness, as well as the

feculence, of the mercantile body.

2. concr. Feculent matter ; dregs, lees, dross,

scum. Also (now chiefly} in stronger sense, tilth.

lit. and _/?£.

a 1648 Digby Closet Open. (1617) 97 It is not mum that

some feculence lie thick upon the Ale. 1663 R. Mathew
Unl. Alch. % 24. 17 How forcibly Nature will throw out the
feculence. 1708 J. Philips Cyder (1807) 60 Contriv'd To
draw th' earth's purest spirit, and resist Its feculence. 174a

Young Nt. Th. 8> 589 AH feculence of falsehood long thrown
down. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. V. 365 Slaves of dulness

and ignorance, who drudge in feculance. 1802-3 tr. Pallas'
1

Trav. (1812) I. 86 Calcareous constituents, which may be

easily recognized in the feculence or foam of the sea. 1854
Badham Halieut. 116 Eel . . often taste of the weeds and
feculence where they dwell. 1855 Faraday in B. Jones
Life\\%-ja) II. 363 Near the bridges the feculence rolled up
in clouds.

b. =F.<ECES 2.

1753 Chkyne Eng. Malady XL vit. § 3 The Peristaltick

Motion, so necessary, .[to] the Expulsion of the Feculence.

FECUNDATE.

t Fe'CUlency. Obs. Also 7 feeulancy.fcecu-

lency. [ad. L. fxculentia \ see prec. and -excv.]

1. =* Feculence i.

1651 Biggs New Disp. ? 85 Mortality, feculency, and
turbulency. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. viii. 122 Nothing
of impure sulphureous focculency. 1679 J. Goodman Penit.

1 Pardoned in. v. (1713) 347 Spiritual Bodies .. raised and
sublimed from this drossy feculency.

2. = FecdlEKCE 2 ; lit. andjfe In pi. Impurities.

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 81 1, 1 cold never as yet finde

. . .drossy matter, or other feculency. 1655-87 H. Monk App.
Antid. (1712) 215 The feculency of urine, that sinks to the

;
bottom of the glass. 1680 Boyle Scept. Chcm. vi. 418 That
crust or dry feculancy .. called Tartar. 1772 Jackson in

Phil. Trans. LXIII. 6 The reciprocal attraction of the

particles of isinglass and the feculendes of the beer. i8az

Bcrrowes Cycl. X. 287/1 The liquor sometimes thickens too

fast to permit the feculencies to ri^L- in the scum.

Feculent (fe*ki«lent), a. Also 6 feaculent,

7-9 fseculent. [a. Ft. feculent, ad. J,.featlentus,

, i.fo.'c-,fix; see F.eces and -ui.ext.]

1. Containing or of the nature of faeces or dregs
;

abounding with sediment or impurities ; thick,

turbid. Now usually with stronger sense : Laden
or polluted with filth ; foul, fetid.

1471 Ripley Co/up. Alch. in, in Ashtn. (165-') U° Feculent

i
feces. 1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 81 The grosse and

j

feaculent part of blood. 1607 Topskll Serpents (16081 71

1 Any feculent or dreggy refuse. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies

in. iii. 445 A misty Air, Fog and Fseculent. ^1703 Blr-
I KITT On A*. T. Rev. xxii. 1 A river, not of muddy or feculent
1 water, but clear as crystal. 1777 Howard PrisonsEng. (1780)

1 8 Air which lias performed its office in the lungs, is feculent

;
and noxious. 1804 Med. frnl. XII. 469 The evacuation

I offaeculent matter.

fig' '653 Evelyn Mem. (18571 !• 3°° Such feculent stuff.

1660 Waterhocse Arms $ Arm. 200 Heralds, .distinguish-

able from the feculent plebs . . by their gay Coats, a 1734
North Exam. 11. v. § 93 (1740) 373 Every Word here is

feculent and stinks. 1866 Lond. Rev. 4 Aug- 130/1 The most
feculent corruptions of modern civilization.

+ 2. Covered with fx-ces ; filthy. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 61 Both his handes most filthy

feculent.

Feculite fe-kiwlait}. Chcm. [f. F.ecli.a +

I
-ite.] (See quot.)

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Feculite, a term given to pulverulent

vegetable substances . . which are soluble in hot water, and
when treated with nitric acid yield oxalic and malic acids.

Fecund (fe'kwnd, frktmd), t. Forms: 5-7

fecond, 5 fecounde, 7 foecund, 6- fecund,

[a. F. fecond, ad. L. fecundtts fruitful. In the

16th c. the spelling was refashioned after Lat.]

1. Of animals, the earth, etc. : Capable of pro-

I

ducing offspring or vegetable growth abundantly
;

!
prolific, fertile. In lit. sense somewhat arch.

c 1420 Patlad. on Husb. 1. 77 Make a dyche, and yf the

moolde abounde And wol not in agayne, it is fecounde.

Ibid. 1. 985 That wol make all fecundare On every side.

1537 tr. Latimer's 2nd Semi. bcf. Convocation \. 42 He was
so fecund a father, and had gotten so many children. 1671

Grew Anat. Plants 1. iv. App. f 1682) 33 Thorns, from the

outer and less fecund Part. 1676 Phil. Trans. II. 594
Animals fecond enough. 1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. 489

The most Benign and Fecund Begetter of all things. 1721

Bradlkv Wks. Nature 30 The Nourishment and Growth of

the Embrio Seed after its Germe is made fecund.

b. transf and_/%:
c 1400 Test. Lm'e in. (1560) 294/2 Al your workes be cleped

\
fecond. 1793 J. Williams Authentic Mem. Warren
Hastings 54 The most considerable, .of Mr. Burke's poli-

tical apophthegms seem to quit their fecund parent . .when

they are matured. 1849 RASKIN Ser: Lamps vi. § 4. 166

This is., fecund of other fault and misfortune. 1854 Erasers
Mag. XLIX. 19 The printing presses of Paris, .so prolific

and fecund in all kind of fruit. 1884 .STzr. Rev. 14 June 784/2

The most brilliant and fecund era in the history of music.

2. Producing fertility, fertilizing. Cf. Fecun-

dity 5.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies II. x. 289 We are troubled with

Aquatique Signs, as if our Aspect was most Foecund. 18*7

J. F. Cooper Prairie II. xv. 28 Which yielded, in return

for the fecund gift, a scanty growth of grass.

Flence Pexundness, the state of being fecund.

17*7 in Bailey vol. II.

Fecundate (fe'WfaddK, ft'kzfad^t), v. [£ L.

fecunddt- ppl. stem of fecundare, f. fecundus

fruitful.] trans. To render fruitful or productive.

a 1631 Donne Serm. xxxi. 304 He . . actuates and fecundates

our Soules. 1648 W. Mountacle Devout Ess. II. iv. § 4

(1653) 77 These meditations, .may. . fecundate ev'n the best

mould they fall upon. 1850 Neale Med. Hymns (1867) no
Paradise . . is fecundated With the waters irrigated From

these rills. 1863 Jml. Pract. Med. * Surg. Oct., Fresh

researches may possibly fecundate this ingenious applica-

tion. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. I. (1873) 203

I
Even the Trouveres . . could fecundate a great poet like

Chaucer. .. _

absol. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Efi. vii. vu. 352 It may
be thought that Mandrakes may fecundate since Poppy hath

obtained the Epithite of fruitfull.

b. esp. To make the female (individual or organ)

fruitful by the introduction of the male element

;

to impregnate.
17*1 Bradley Wks. Nature 31 Guarded with Petals or

other Membranes ; and yet are fecundated by the Dust of

Male Flowers. 1781-7 R. Watson Chcm. Ess. V. 144

The eastern practice of foecundating the female palm tree.

1796 De Serra in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 503 The germen

..is probably fecundated through its receptaculum. 1876



FECUNDATION.
Darwin Cross-fertil. i. 7 Nature has something more in

|

view than that its own proper males should fecundate each
;

blossom.
t

Hence Fe'cundated ///. a. Fecundating vbl.

sb. Fe'cundating ///. a.

1796 De Serra in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 502 Which opens

itself afterwards to let loose the fecundated seeds. 1800 Med.

jrnl. III. 259 The heart is the first visible object in the

punctum saliens of the fecundated egg. 1871 Peaslee Ovar.

Tumours 12 The fecundated ovum increases in size while

traversing the oviduct. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. IV.

ii. 300 The Fecundating Principle, 1721 Bradley Wft.
Nature 101 It must necessarily happen that the fecundating

j

Spirit is dissipated. 1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XC.
452 This fecundating force, this power of prompting efforts

at reproduction is possessed by every writer. 1880 Huxley
Crayfish i. 39 The fecundating material itself is a thickish

;

fluid. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fecundating corpuscles, the

spermatozoa. Fecundating dust, the pollen of plants.

Fecundation (fe-, ffkond^'Jsn). [n. of action

f. Vi.fecundart : see prec. and -ation.] The pro-
j

cess of fecundating ; fertilization, impregnation.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., Or that ye

make fecondacyon. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn.

vii. 350 A common conceit, that Rachel requested these

plants as a medicine of fecundation. 1721 Bradley Whs.

Nature 31 This Fecundation is done by the help of the

Wind, which conveys the prolifick Dust into the Tubes of

the Pestils. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 486 Every-

thing indicates that the contact of the Spermatozoon with

the Ovuluni is the one thing needful in the act of fecunda-

tion.

Fecundator (fe'-, G-l&naeHsi). [agent-n. f.

L. Jeatndarc : see Fecundate. Cf. F'. frondatcitr.']

One who or that which fecundates.

1883 B. W. Richardson Field of Disease III. I. vii. 789

There may the filarial disease exist, with the mosquito as the

fecundator and carrier.

Fecnndatory (ftktrndatari), a. [f. Fecundate-

+ -oky.] Of or pertaining to fecundation.

1839 Fraser's Mag. XX. 208 The heavens, light, and fire,

or the fecundatory powers of nature.

+ Fecundity, v. Obs. rare. [f. Fecund +
-(i)fy.] = Fecundate.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1763 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg.

S2/2 The eggs are deposited almost immediately after they

are fecundiried.

Fecundity [fiktf'ndlri). [ad. L. fecundilat-em

frnitfulness, i. fecundus: see Fecund and -itv.

Cf. F.fJconditl]

1. Of female animals : The faculty of reproduc-

tion, the capacity for bringing forth young ;
pro-

ductiveness.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxh.lsoWh&n thou . .hast fecun-

dyte Than schul they yiftes acceptable be. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1673) 217 The fcecundity of the beast that

beareth them. 1727 Bradley Fain. Diet. s.v. Bee, His Fecun-

dity is such almost throughout the Year, that [etc.]. 1775

Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 7 They multiply with the fecundity

of their own rattlesnakes. 1856 Grindon Life ix. (1875)

112 The most astonishing examples of fecundity occur

among fishes and insects.

2. Bot. The faculty or power of germinating.

1691 Ray Creation (1714) 300 Some seeds that retain their

Fecundity forty Years. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fecundity, .in

Botany, the capacity of a seed for germination.

3. Of the earth: The quality of producing

abundantly ; fertility.

c 1420 Pal'lad, on Huso. I. 57 Ffecunditee thowe see thus

in this lande. 1432-50 tr. lligden (Rolls) I. 320 The ..

fecundite or plentuosenes of the soyle. J548 Hall Chrou.

Hen. VII an. 12. 41 a, The Cornyshe men inhabityng the

least parte of the realme . . and without all fecunditee, com-

pleyned and grudged greatly. 1622 T. Scott Belg. Pisi/iire

2 The Earth . . prevented thy desires with overflowing

fecunditie. 1718 J. Ciiambeklayne Relig. Philos. (1730) II.

xx. I 7 It [the Earth] has never failed, nor entirely lost its

Foecundity. 1843 Prescott Mexico iv. vii. (1864) 251 The
marvellous fecundity of the soil.

4. Productiveness in general, the faculty or power

of being fruitful, fertility : a. of material things.

1555 Eden Decades 266 It noryssheth the fecunditie of

thynges generate. 1662 J. Davies tr. Maudelslo's Trav.

137 This fecundity lasts all night, tilt the returne of the

Sunne makes both the flowers and leaves drop off. 1721

Bradley Whs. Nature 102 That Fecundity, which, .antient

Physicians . . attributed to a Sympathy, or Love among
Trees. 1796 H. Hunter tr. .V.'. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)

I. 573 It is not the heat of the Tropics which gives to this

tree a fecundity so constant, and so varied. 1836 M.\c-

gillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. xiv. 181 A few drops of a

vegetable fluid impress us with an idea of the. .fecundity of

nature. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. lit. vi. 93 The
monks seemed to multiply with greater fecundity than the

population of the most flourishing cities.

b. of immaterial things.

1621 Donne Serm. xliii. 427 The Fecundity of the words.

1691 KwCreatiou (1714) 18 A demonstrative Proof of the.,

feccundity of His Wisdom and Power. 1789 Bentham
Princ. Legist, xii. § 17 The mischief, .is. .in point of fecun-

dity pregnant to a degree that baffles calculation. 1824 W.
Irving T. Trav. II. 54 The extreme fecundity of the press.

1842 H. Rogers Ess. I. i. to That fecundity of fancy, which

can adorn whatever it touches.

5. The capacity for making fruitful or productive,

fertilizing power.
1642 H. More Immortal, cf Souls in. iii. 169 The fixed

sunne . . through his fecundity Peoples the world. 1680

Morden Ceog. Red. (1685) 443 The River Nilus is famous

for its Greatness and Feccundity. i860 Pusey Min. Proph.

144 The ancients thought that the waters of the Nile must

have some power of fecundity. 1868 Peard Water-Farm.
xii. 120 The fecundity of ' the springs '.

126

Fecundize 'Te'-, fffctMlii , • [f- Fecund +
-izE.] = Fecundate.
1828 Wilson in Black™. Mag. XXIV. 652 It fecundizes

the imagination with poetic forms.

tFeCU'ndOUS, a. Obs. Also 7 fecundious.

[f. as prec. + -(i)ous.] ^ Fecund.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Whs. 1. 103 The . . fecundious

fat of the Goose's Axungia. 1737 M. Green Spleen 408

The press from her fecundous womb Brought forth the arts

of Greece and Rome.

Fed (fed), sb. US. [Short for federalist.] =
Federalist sb. 2.

1807 W. Irving Life * Lett. (1864) I. xii. 187, I had three

or four good Feds sprawling around me on the floor.

t Fed, fede, a. and sb. Obs. Also fedd, feid,

//. fede, -es, -is. [app. repr. OE. *gefiged (weak

decl. *gefigda, -e), pa. pple. ofgefigan (early ME.
ifxien, iveien to set at variance: see I-fay v.),

f. iffa : see Foe.]

A. adj. At variance, hostile.

c 1250 To Fortune in Old Eng. Misc. 86 Wyb freomen bu

art ferly feid. a 1300 Cursor M. 8535 (Cott.) Cartage . . to

rome was euer fede.

B. sb. An enemy ; spec, the fiend, devil.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7935 (Cott.) 't>at man,' he said, 'esgodds

fed.' Ibid. 12948 (GCtc)pan said be lauerd to be fede ' Man
mai noght liue allane wid brede '. Ibid. 23746 (Cott.) Again

vr fedes thrin to strijf, vr flexs, bis werld, and Jie warlau.

Fed, obs. form of Feud sb. 1
, enmity.

Fed (fed),///, a. [Pa. pple. of Feed v.] In

various senses of the vb. a. Supplied with food
;

hence, nourished ; lit. and fig. Chiefly with adv.

prefixed, as highly, well fed; also in comb, with

prefixed sb., as in bacon-, bounty-, grass-, rump-,

stall-fed, etc. (see the sbs.1. fb. = Fatted (obs.).

a. 1483 Cath. Angl. 124/2 Fedd, pastus, cibatus. 1579

Fllke Heskins' Pari. 389 One of the feeid and fed seruants

of y* Pope. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 11. ii. 3, I will shew

my selfe highly fed. Ibid. 11. iv. 39 A good knaue ifaith,

and well fed. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 378 His fed

imagination . . is so "Soone made to sterue againe. 1887

Ruskin Prseterita II. 235 A clear dashing stream, not ice fed,

but mere fountain and rainfall. 1892 R. Kipling Barrack-r.

Ballads (ed. 21 140 To the cod and the corpse-fed conger-eel.

b. 153S Coverdale Luke xv. 27 Thy father hath slayne

a fed calle because he hath receaued him safe and sounde.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The fox follouit the fed geise.

a 1623 W. Pemble Worthy Rec. Lords Supper (1628) 61

The blood of bullocks, and fat of fed beasts.

Fectam, obs. form of Feydom.

t Fe"darie. Obs. Also fcedarie, federarie.

[var. of feodary Feudary, q. v. ; but used by

Shaks. in sense due to erroneous association with

! h.fadus: see Federal.
The form federarie, which would be a correctly formed

1 derivative offedus, but occurs only in a single passage of

I the First Folio, is perhaps a misprint or a scholarly correc-

' tion, as the usual formfedarie suits the metre better. The

I
Second Folio and most subsequent edd. read fcodarie, -y,

|

in all the passages.]

A confederate, accomplice.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. iv. 122 Else let my brother

die, If not a fedarie but onely he Owe, and succeed thy

; weaknesse. 1611 — Cymb. 111. ii. 21 Art thou a Foedarie

I

for this Act? 161 1 — Wint. T. 11. i. 90 Shee's a Traytor,
1 and Camillo is A Federarie with her.

|| Feddan (fedij'n). Also fedan. [Arab. ^Iji

fadan, fadddn a yoke of oxeu ; an acre.] An
Egyptian measure of land, a little more than an

English acre in extent.

rti8i7 Blrckhardt Arabic Prw. (1830) 134 A piece of

ground comprising seventeen feddans. 1877 M'Coan Egypt
as it is ix. 183 The small proprietors who own from fifty to

several hundred feddans. 1882 Standard 13 Oct. 5/4 Two
hundred thousand fedans or acres of land.

t Fe'ddle, sb. Obs. In 5 fedill, 7 fedle. [pcrh.

repr. (with some change of sensed OE. Jc'dels fatted

bird, i.fldan to Feed.] One who is made much
of; a pet, favourite. Also attrib.

[a 800 Corpus Gloss. A 467 Altilia, foedils. c 1000 Suppl.

sElfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker i^oAltilis, fedels.] a 1400-50

par fand bai bridis. .of febir fresch as any fame, as ere bir

fedill dowfis, bat [etc.]. 1611C0TGR., Bedaud, a fedle, minion,

fauourite. Ibid., Cochonncr. .make a fedle of. «l693l"RQi:-

iiart Rabelais m. xviii. 146 It will be my dainty Fciile-

darling.

T Fe'ddle. <-'• Obs. ran: [f. prec. sb.] (See

quot.)
1611 Cotgr., Cadeler, to cocker, pamper, fedle, cherish,

make much of. Ibid., Mignoter, to dandle, feddle.

Hence t Fe-ddled ///. a. + Fe ddling vbl. sb.

1611 Cotgr., Cadele, -t'e, cockered, pampered, fedled,

cherished. Ibid., Mignotise, a dandling, fedling, cockering.

Feddom, obs. form of Fathom.
Fede, var. of Fade «.', and Feud (M, enmity.

Feder, obs. form of Father, Feather.

Federacy (fe'derasi). [f. late L. fmleraliis

Federate///, a., after Confederacy ; see -acy.]

1. The state of being joined by a treaty ; an

instance of this, an alliance, rare.

1647 Ward Simp. Cotter 32 Forreigne federacies. 1692-

1732 in Coles. 1855 Singleton Virgil 11. 240 Dardanias
chosen chiefs Have come entreating fed'racy of arms.

2. A body offederated states; = Confederacy 3.

1803 Edin. Rev. I. 354 To render Europe a united whole

within itself..a great federacy. 1862 Brougham Brit.Coust. iv.

58 The central government in a Federacy is of necessity feeble.

FEDERALISM.

Federal ,fe'deral),a. and .si. Also 7 S fcederal.

[a. t, federal, f. L. type *faderdl-is, t. fader-,

fadus covenant (:-pre-Lat. *bhoidhes-) cognate

\v\lhfides Faith.] A. adj.

1. t a. gen. Of or pertaining to a covenant,

compact, or treaty. Obs.
1660 Stillingfl. Iren. 1. iv. (1662) 91 The sprinkling of

the blood which was the main thing intended here as a
fcederal rite. 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra 111. iv. 113 The
Romans compelf'd them . . contrary to all Fcederal Right
and J ustice . . to part with Sardinia. 1789 G. White Selborne

(1B53) 336 Not so the sage: inspired with pious awe He
hails the federal arch. 1825 T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks.
1859 I. 15 Our connection had been federal only, and was
now dissolved by the commencement of hostilities.

b. spec. (Theol.) Pertaining to or based upon the

Covenant of Works, or Covenant of Grace. Also,

Constituting or expressing a covenant entered into

by an individual with God. See Covenant sb. 8.

Federal theology : the system based on the doctrine of

covenants made by God with Adam as representing man-
kind, and with Christ as representing the Church. Federal
head := covenant-head (Covenant sb. 10 b), applied to Adam
and Christ.

1645 Ussher Body Div. (1647) 418 There is a foederall

sanctity, or external! and visible holinesse at least in children

of believing parents. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. II. yiii.

71 Our restitution and accesse to the first fcederall condition.

1673 True Worsh. God 30 The Sacrament of Christs Body
and Blood . . being a Federal Banquet. 1737 Waterland
Eucharist 424 The Service of the Holy Communion carries

in it something of a federal Nature, is a kind of covenanting

or stipulating Act. a 1800 Cowper On Milton's P. L. Wks.
1837 XV. 339 Christ becomes the fcederal head of his church.

1878 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) VI. 91 As one of the leading ex-

ponents of 'federal' theology, he [Cocceius] spiritualized

the Hebrew Scriptures to such an extent that [etc.].

2. Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of, that

form of government in which two or more states

constitute a political unity while remaining more

or less independent with regard to their internal

affairs.

This sense arises from the contextual meaning of phrases

likefederal union, in which the adj. was originally used in

sense 1 a.

[1707 Sbton Sp. in Sc. Parlt. in Pari. Hist. VI. App. 142

Sweden and Denmark were united by a fcederal compact
under one monarch.] 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (1783)

II. 197 The celebrated league, that united the Five Nations

in Canada into a federal republic. 1787 J. Barlow Oration

4 July 8 The establishment of a permanent fcederal system.

1832 Lewis Use /, Ab. Pol. Terms x. 88 A federal govern-

ment is when an union is formed between several States.

1837 Calhoun Wks. III. 166 The party who believed that

this was a Federal Republic. 1851 Ht.Martineau/Vm/.Avkj
(1877) III. v. xii. 449 The scheme of constituting a federal

union of the British North American provinces. 1874 Stubbs

Const. Hist. ( 1 875) I . ii. 26 There was not . . any federal bond

among the several tribes.

b. Of or pertaining to the political unity so con-

stituted, as distinguished from the separate states

composing it.

1789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 576 They have passed

a bill rendering every person holding any federal office in-

capable of holding at the same time any State office. 1796

Washington Let. Writings 1892 XIII. 342 One or other of

the proprietors in the Federal City. 1844 Tiiirlwall Greece

VIII. lxi. 83 The federal sovereignty resided in the general

assembly. 1876 Mathews Coinage xxi. 158 It was not until

several years after the declaration of Independence (1776)

that a Federal coinage was issued. 1891 Speaker 11 July

36/1 Into both federal and cantonal legislation the Refe-

rendum has been introduced.

3. U.S. Hist. a. Favouring the establishment of

a strong federal, i.e. central government.

1788 Land. Mag. 21 [The people of Massachusetts] for-

ward in promoting the fcederal interest. 1789 T. Jeffer-

son Writ. (1859) II. 576 Everywhere the elections are

federal. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 587 Marylanders .

.

are in general very federal. 1839 Calhoun Wks. III. 391

He [Hamilton] is the .. impersonation of the national or

Federal School.. as Jefferson is of the State Rights Re-

publican School. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. II. m. I111.

332 The disappearance of the Federal party between 181

5

and 1820 left the Republicans masters of the field.

b. In the American Civil War of 1861-65: Of

or pertaining to the Northern or Union party, or

its supporters, troops, etc.

1861 O. W. Holmes Pages fr. Old Vol. Life (1891) 2

A sad disaster to the Federal army. 1863 Dicey lederal

St. II. 241 The stories of the barbarities and cruellies

inflicted by the Confederates on Federal prisoners. 1878

N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 258 A loud Federal cheer was

heard, proving Jackson to be hard pressed.

4. United in a league, allied, confederated, rare.

1867 J. B. Rose tr. Virgil's sEueid 105 No fleet of mine

was federal 'gainst Troy.

B. sb. Chiefly//. One on the side of the Union

in the American Civil War of 1861-65 ; esp. a

soldier in the Northern army.

1870 A. H. Stephens Hist. War betw. States II. xxm.

582 Two grand campaigns were now again clearly developed

by the Federals. 1871 Sir S. Northcote Life, Lett, t,

Diaries {1B90) II. 38 Timidly putting in a plea for a few

flowers to two or three graves of Federals also.

Federalism I
fe-deraliz'm). [ad. Y.federalisiin;

t. fWral: see Federal and -ism] The federal

principle or system of political organization (see

Federal a. 2 a) ; advocacy of this principle. In

U.S. Hist, the principles of the Federal party: see

Federal 3 a.



FEDERALIST.

1793 Burke Policy 0/Allies Wks. VII. 133 We see every

man that the jacobins chuse to apprehend, .conveyed to

prison .. whether he is suspected of royalism, or federalism,

moderantism, democracy royal, or [etc.]. 1804 Southey in

Ann. Rev. II. 207 Federalism would have been too loose

a tie. 1843 Whittier Democr. fy Slavery Prose Wks. 1889

III. 112 State after state revolted from the ranks of

federalism. 1844 Sir J. Graham in Croker Papers (1884)

III. xxiii. 20 In Ireland . . Federalism . . with (growing dis-

content, is gaining ground. 1876 H. C. Lodge in N.Amer.
Rev. CXXIII. 116 The chapter on 'The Treasury and
Federalism '.

Federalist (fe-deralisO, sb. [ad. Y .federaliste :

see Federal and -1ST.]

1. One who advocates or supports federalism or

federal union.

1792 Explan. Neiu Terms in Ann. Res;, p. xv, Federalists,

or friends to a federal union ; such as that . . among the

United States of America. 1794 Burke Pre/. BrissoVs
^</(/r. Wks. VII. 318 The Girondin faction on this account

received also the name of federalists. 1851 Gallenga
Italy II. xii. 436 The federalists in Switzerland have only
yesterday baffled both those evil powers. 1863 Fawcett
Pot.Econ. 11. x. (1876) 275 The federalists say, that if all the

productive societies are in direct connection with the Central

Wholesale Society a [etc. J.

2. U.S. Hist. A member or supporter of the

Federal party. See Federal a. 3.

1787 Madison in Federalist No. 10 Cherishing the spirit

and supporting the character of Federalists. 1837 Ht.
Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 30 The federalists are the great

patrons of commerce. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commiv. II. in.

liiu 325 The advocates of a central national authority had
begun to receive the name of Federalists.

3. attrib.

1801 W. Dupre Neolog. Fr. Diet. 117 Federalist motions
and intrigues. 1837 Ht. Martineau Sac,Amer. III. 289 The
federalist merchants and lawyers consider the clergy so

little fit for common affairs as to call them a set of people

between men and women. 1876 N. Amer. Rev. July 130

The Federalist party was a very remarkable political organ-

ization.

Hence Federalistic a., inclined to federalism.

1862 Parthenon 26 July 398 Before 1848, Italy was more
'federalistic' than unitanst.

Federalization (fe^erabiz^'Jan). [f. next +
-ATION.] The action of federalizing or the state

of being federalized.

1864 in Worcester (citing Stiles). 1885 Pall Mall G.

29 June 12/2 This advantage they will gain by the federal-

ization of the fleet. 1890 Spectator 2 Aug., Obviously the

people of San Salvador do not desire federalisation.

Federalize (fexleralaiz), v. [f. Federal a. +
-ize.] a. trans. To make federal, unite in federal

union, b. To decentralize ; to take from the

central authority and hand over to federal bodies

in the state, or to federal states in a union,

i8ox W. Dotal Neolog. Fr. Diet. 116 FtWraliser, to

federalize ; to form confederacies, or factions, as that of the

Brissotines, or Girondistes. 1847 Craig, Federalize, to

unite in compact, as different states ; to confederate for

political purposes. 1885 Pall Mall G. 29 June 12/r Advice
which may be condensed into one short sentence—Federalize

the fleet. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 July 5/2 We are asked to

federalise our institutions. 1889 Times 30 Oct. 82 He was
not likely to suppose that we could federalize a part of a
realm.

Hence Federalized, Federalizing/^/, adjs.

1884 PallMall G. 4 Apr. 11/2 He established in Australia

300 federalized branches of the National League. 1889

Spectator 9 Nov. 627/2 The federalising revolution even
Mr. Morley himself ridicules.

Federally (federal!), adv. [f. Federal a. +
-ly -.] In a federal manner, a. Thiol, On the

basis or faith of a covenant, b. After the manner
of a federation.

1644-5 i" Scobell Acts $ Ord. 1. (1658) 83 They are

Christians and fcederally holy before Baptism. 169a Burnet
Past. Care viii. 94 A share in all which is there Federally

offered to us. a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Matt. xxxx. 33
Their souls are yet alive, fcedrally alive unto God. 1843

J. Martineau Chr. Life (1867) 142 A company of nations,

federally bound of Gocf.

tFederalnesS (fe*deralnes). Obs. rare. [f. as

prec. -T--NESS-] The state of being federal ; federal

character. 17*7 in Bailey vol. II.

Federarie : see Fedabie, Obs.

Federate (fe
-
der<?t), a. and sb. [ad. L.faderdt-

us
}
pa. pple. offcederdre : see next.]

A. adj. Federated, confederate, allied, in league.

1710 Shaftesb. Adv. to Author n. g z. 83 Those compos'd

of federate Tribes, or mix't Colony^. 1766 Warburton Al-

liance betzv. Church <5- State 11. in. (ed. 4) 194 In a federate

Alliance, the two Societies still subsist intire. 1808 G.
Edwards Pract. Plan L 3 The possibility of the maritime

superiority of France, and her federate powers. 1855

Singleton Virgil 11. 427 [Me,] who have followed Trojans 1

fed'rate arms. 1885 Pall Mall G. 28 Oct. 2/1 There may
. .be the greatest inequality between the federate States.

B. sb. 1. One of the parties to a covenant.

1671 Flavel Fount. Lifem. 6 Redemption, .differs from

the Covenant of Grace, .in regard of the Federates.

2. French Hist. Used as a translation of Fr.

/Mere. a. A member of one of the armed associa-

tions formed during the first French Revolution,

or during the Hundred Days in 1815, or a member
of the Commune in 1871. b. A deputy to the

Fete of the Federation, July 14, 1790.
179a Hist, in Ann. Reg. 49 They invited armed federates,

as they were called, in July 1791, to Paris. 1837 Carlyle:

127

Fr. Rev. 11. 1. xi, From all points of the compass, Federates

are arriving. 1871 Echo 12 Apr. 3 It seems to me that the

Government of Versailles has all along taken a wrong esti-

mate of the federates of the Commune.

Federate (fe*deVt\ V. [f. L. federal- ppl.

stem oifa-derare, {.feeder-, fcedus : see Federal.]

a. intr. To enter into a league for a common
object, b. trans. To band together as a league

;

to organize on a federal basis.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 11. 1. viii, Thus, at Lyons .. we
behold as many as fifty, or. .sixty thousand, met to federate.

1884 Pall Mall G. 22 Nov. 1/2 We shall be compelled to

grant Home Rule, and Home Rule will drive us irresistibly

to federate the empire. 1884 J.
Douglas in iglh Cent.

Dec. 854 A strong recommendation to federate, which came
from a Royal Commission., at Melbourne. 1883 Lows
Bismarck II. 162 Did the Chancellor himself, too, dream of

federating the Continent against England?
Hence Fe'der&ted ppl. a. ; Federating///, a.

1814 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. XII. 43 To hold them
as dependent or federated states rather than as colonies.

1883 W. Westgarth in Pall Mall G. 22 Oct. 2/1 Although
annexation is refused to Queensland, to a federated Austral-

asia it would be allowed. 1885 Ibid. 10 Jan. 1/2 The
mutual consent of the federating communities.

Federation (feder^'Jsn). [a. F. federation,

ad. L. federation-em , n. of action f.fcederdre : see

Federate v. and -amok.]
1. The action of federating or uniting in a league

or covenant. Now chiefly spec, the formation of a

political unity out of a number of separate states,

provinces, or colonies, so that each retains the

management of its internal affairs ; a similar pro-

cess applied to a number of separate societies, etc.

17*1-1800 Bailey, Federation, a Covenanting. 1867

Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. It t. 98 There must have
been, if not centralization, at any^ rate something like

federation. 1888 Sir C. G. Duffy in Contemp. Rev. Jan.

27 If federation of the colonies be partly accomplished.

b. Federation ofthe (British) Empire, Imperial

Federation : a proposed readjustment of the rela-

tions between the various parts of the empire, by
which the colonies would share with the mother
country the control and the cost of all measures

taken for the safety and well-being of the empire

as a whole.
1885 Mrq. Lobne (title), Imperial Federation. 1886 Pall

Mall G. 16 June 11/1 A paper was read by Sir George F.

Bowen on 'The Federation of the British Empire'.. He
adopted Mr. Forster's definition of. .Imperial Federation—
viz., such a union of the mother country with her colonies

as would keep the British Empire one State in relation to

other States, through the agency of an organisation for

common defence, and a joint foreign policy.

2. A society or league formed for joint action or

mutual support; now chiefly, a body formed by a

number of separate states, societies, etc., each re-

taining control of its own internal affairs.

Now often in names of political societies and trade-unions,

as, the Miners' Federation, the National Liberal Federation,

the Social Democratic Federation, the Shipping Federation.

1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 126 Is he obliged . . to

keep any terms with those clubs and federations? 1855

Macaulav Hist. Eng. xix. 325 The Batavian federation.

1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. I. Addr. to Rdr. 5 There
would be a federation amongst the sensible, .people. 1861

M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 40 All this was in the century

preceding the formation of the Hanseatic federation. 1865

H. Kingsley Hillyars <$• Burtons lxii, The Australian

Federation, .need not despair of finding a casus belli among
themselves. 1892 Daily News 14 Mar. 5/8 In Durham the

Federation means the union of the Durham collieries.

3. attrib.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 11. iv. ix, Our sublime Federation

Field is wetted . . with French blood. 1893 Westm. Gaz.

8 Apr. 5/2 At an evening meeting Shipping Federation cards

and books . . were burnt.

Hence Federationist, an advocate of federation.

1865 Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 5 The object of the Federa-
tionists. 1887 Athenxum 28 May 703/1 The federationist

leaves this problem * outside the discussion '.

Federatist (federalist;, [f. Federate v. +
-1st.] = Federationist.
1884 J. Douglas in igth Cent. Dec. 853 The Imperial

Federalists.

Federative (fe'dertfiv), a. [f. L. federal-

(see Federate v.) +-ive. Cf. Y.federatif -ive.]

+ 1. Of or pertaining to the formation of a cove-

nant, league, or alliance. Obs. exc. Hist.
1690 Locke Govt. n. § 146 This [power] contains the Power

of. . Leagues and Alliances, .and may be called Federative.

1790 Burke Fr, Rez>. 227 The power to which our constitu-

tion has exclusively delegated the federative capacity of

this kingdom. 1874 Green Short Hist. ix. § 9 (1876) 697
The Scotch proposals of a federative rather than a legis-

lative union were set aside.

2. Of or pertaining to a federation ; forming part

of a federation ; of the nature of a federation.

_ 1781 Gibbon Dccl. j- F. lxx. (1828) VIII. 395 A vast.,

idea of uniting Italy m a great fcederative republic. 1825

T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 78 Our first essay, in

America, to establish a federative government had fallen .

.

very short of its object. 1846 Grote Greece 11. iv. II. 430
Argos, with the federative cities attached to her. 1851

Gallenga Italy 39 This federative work developes . . diffi-

culties.

3. Inclined to form federations.

1885 E. C. Stedman in Century Mag. XXIX. 506 The
numberless corporations of the federative Saxon race. 1886

FEE.

Btackw. Mag. CXXXIX. 582 They acquire .. a sort of

clannish and federative spirit.

Hence Pe'deratively adv.

1823 Southey Hist. Renins. War I. 51 All the inferior

powers..had contracted, .federatively and individually, an
alliance with the Emperor Napoleon. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave
Norm. A> Eng. I. 8g The authorities and tribunals federa-

tively combined in our political constitution. 1854 St. Andi<£

Land of Refuge 55 Any established body not federatively

constituted,

t Fe deratory, a. Obs. rare~ '. [f. as prec.

+ -ORY.] » Federative i.

1692 Ccn't. Grace Conditional 56 When God for his part

performs the federatory action.

tFe'dered, ppl- a. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. L.

fa-derdtus : see FEDERATE a. and -ED 1
.] Allied

or leagued together.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xvii. 9 Who with an other sermoun
reherceth, seuereth the federed.

Federo-, used by Jefferson as combining form

of Federal : sec quots,

1786 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. I2, I na(l applied that

[appellation] of Federo Americans to our citizens. 1804

Ibid. (1830) IV. 16 A bastard system of federo-repubHcanism

[i. e. a mixture of Federalist and Republican principles].

t Fedifraxtion. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if ad. L.

^fcedifraction-em, f. fcedus compact + -fraetionem

a breaking. Cf. next.] Breach of covenant.

1650 B. Discoltiminium 45, I . . shall be allowed^ the full

benefit of all the . . plenipotentiaries and fedifractions that

I. .can devise.

t Fedifragous, a. Obs. [f. L. fxdifrag-m
{i.fcedus compact + root of frangere to break) +

-0U8.] Compact-breaking, faithless, perfidious.

1600 Abp. Abbott Exp. Jonah 359 Perfidious, and fedi-

fragous, and barbarous Princes. 1651 C. Love's Case 53
Such desultory and fedifragous practices.

absol. 1632 Vicars tr. Virgils .Eneidxu. 304 Jove, .whose
thunders great Do truces tie, fright the fedifragous.

Fedill, earlier form of Feddle sb. Obs.

t Fe'ding. Obs. rare.

1506 Ord. Chr. Men (W. de Worde) I. iii. 33, I the com-
mande . . acursed spyryte fedynge \spiritus immunde] that

thuu go thy wayes. 1551 Gray's N. V. Gift in Furnivall

Ball.fr. MSS. I. 419 They clerelye deface vs with theire

popishe fedynges [n'me-wd. proceedynges].

t Fe'dity. Obs. Also 6 feditee, 7 fcedity.

[ad. h.fcedttat-cm, f. fcedus foul : see -ITT.]

1. Foulness, impurity, loathsomeness, whether

moral or physical.

154a UDALL*in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 6 Xenocrates..

began sumwhat to declare of the feditee of riot and
drunkeness. a 1619 Fothkrby Atheom. 1. xi. § 4 (1622) 116

All these delicacies, .when they come into the belly, they

are wrapt vp together, in one and the same fa:dity. 1649

Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iv. x. (1654) 375 The fcedity and un-

naturalncss of the match, a 1656 Ussher Ann. {1658) 342

Being conscious, .of the feditie of his own desire. 1657

Tomlinsom Ren&u's Disp. 186 The . . fedity of the skin.

1721-1800 in Bailey.

2. //. Foul or disgusting practices.

1539 Latimer Serm. $ Rem. (1845) 417 When compcrites

doth shew what fedities doth grow. 1640 Bp. Hall F.pisc.

1. ii. 9 All the superstitions and fcedities of the Romish
Religion. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Reiig. Appeal 11. 23 Charging

them . . with the devouring of their own Children . . and many
other fedities. 1755 G. Lavington Moravians compared

65 Some Fedities common amongst the Gnosticks, not fit to

be named.
Fedme, fepme, obs. forms of Fathom.

Fedylle, obs. form of Fiddle.

t Fee, shl Obs. Forms: 1 fioh, fe"o, 1-3 feoh,

3-4 feo, 3 south, veo, 2-3 feh, 2 Or?n. fehh, 2-6

fe, (3 fsei, feih), 5-7 fie, (6 Sc. fye), 3-7 fee.

[Common Teut. and Aryan: OE. feoh, fioh, feo,

str. neut., corresp. to OFris. fa, OS. fchu cattle,

property (Du. vee cattle), OHG. fihu,fehu cattle,

property, money (MHG. vihe, vehe, and mod.Ger.

vieh has only the sense cattle), ON.// cattle, pro-

perty, money (Da. fx cattle, beast, Sw.fi beast),

Goth, faiku property, money :—OTeut. *fehui—

OAryan *peku-, whence also Skr. pafu masc., L.

peal neut. cattle (cf- L. pecunia money).]

1. Live stock, cattle, whether large or small.

Wildfee : deer.

cooo K. /Elfred La-wsxlu, Gif be becume oSres monnes
Siemeleas fioh on hand . . gecySe hit him. a iooo Salomon
4- Sat, 23 (Gr.) Feoh butan xewitte. c nfio Gen. % Ex. 783

Do sente he after abram.. And gaf him lond, and a^te, and

fe. a 1300 Cursor M. 1059 (Cott.) P's aDel was a *"rd f° r

fee. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 151 Ane That husband Tes,

and vith his fee Oftsis hay to the peill led he. c 1450

HiiNKYSON Mcr. Fab. 80 The keiper of the fie For verie

woe woxe wanner nor the weid. la 1500 True Thomas 67

in Jamieson Pop. Ballads II. 15, I ride after the wilde fee

;

My raches rennen at my devys. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

III. 3+3 Distroyit war all bowis, flokis and fie.

2. Movable property in general ;
goods, posses-

sions, wealth.
r 888 K. jElfred Boeth. xiv. § 2 pa un^esceadwisan MO-

tena ne wilniaj? nanes obres feos. c xooo Ags. Ps. cviii. [cut.]

1 1 His feoh onfon fremde handa. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 100

be feor5e unbeu is bet be riche mon. .bihude his feh. CI105

Lav. 4429 peking him ^ette.. feoh & faerde. ci2j$A L?tue

Ron 70 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 95 Cesar riche of worries ho.

cirytArth. $ Merl. 418 He. .bad he schuld cum him to

help And he schuld haue half his fe. C1460 Towneley

Mysf. 28 Do get in oure gere, 011re catalle and fe, In to this

vesselle here." 1526 Skki.ton Magnyf. 1993 Alasse, where is
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nowe my golde and fe ? 1596 Drayton Legends iv. 74
Whose labour'd Anvile only was His Fee.

3. Money.
Beowulf 1380 Ic pe ba faehSe feo leani^e. ^870 Codex

Aureus 5 in O. E. Texts (1885) 175 Mid uncre claene feo.

rooo BvdtCs Eccl. Hist. in. xiv. [xix.] (1891) 216 ForSon
£if bu pisses monnes fea [pecunia] in his synnum deades 11e

onfenge, 11e burne his wiite on be. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt.

x. 9 NaL'bbe *e gold ne seolfer ne feoh on eowrum bigyrd-

lum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 pa. .salden heore elite and bet

feh bitahten bam apostles, c laoo Okmin 15968 He sellebb

Hali} Gast forr fe. ^1205 Lay. 9176 He miSte aet-halden

heore feoh be Julius her fatte. a zzz$ A tier. R. 326 Vor
sunne is pes deofles feih bet he 3iueo to gauel. a 1300

Floriz <$ Bl. 25 Floriz ne let for ne feo To finden al pat

ncod beo. c 14*3 Wyntoun Cron. vir. viii. 754 Corrupte
. .wyth be kyng of Inglandis Fe. 1677 Lovers Quarrel 30
in Hazl. E. E. P. II. 254 God give you good of your gold,

she said, And ever God give you good of your fee.

4. Comb, fee-house, (a) in OE., a treasury, (/')

a cattle-shed.

C 1000 sElfric's Voc. Sup. in Wr.-Wiilcker 184 /Erarium,
feohhus. 1483 Cath. Angl. 125/1 A Feehouse, hostar.

Pee (f*)» sb^ Forms : 4-5 fe, feo, fey, 6 fie,

3- fee. PL 3 fez, 3-4 feez, 5 fese, 5-6 feeze, 6

feas, feis, 4- fees. See also Feu, Fkud sb.%,

Fief sb. [a. AF. fee, fie = OF. fi% fie, *ftet (app.

implied mfiez \A.),fief,fieit,fiu, Y*x.feo,feu,fieu,

It. fio (prob. from Fr. or Pr. ; the Langobardic

Lat. faderfium is a compound of Ttx&.fihu Fee
sb.1), med.L. feodum, feitdum (fi;st cited by Du
Cange from a charter of Charles the Fat, A.D. 884),

alsofevum, feum, fedium , in Sicily fegum.
The mutual relation of the various Romanic and med.L.

forms is somewhat obscure. According to some scholars,

fefis a vbl. sb. f. fever to grant in fee, f. feu, which, as

well as the other forms of the sb., descends from feodum or

its Teut. source. The ultimate etymology is uncertain. A
prevalent view is that the word is f. OHG. fehu cattle,

property, money ( — Fee sb. 1
), +<)d wealth, property. This

must be rejected, because such an etymology could directly

yield no other sense than that of ' movable property ', which
is very remote from the sense offeodum as used in early

records, viz. usufruct granted in requital of service (often

opposed to alodt's, originally meaning * inheritance '); cf.

the synonyms, Ger. lehen, OE. lien 'the same word as Eng.
loan), and L. beneficium, i. e. something granted to a sub-

ject by the kindness of his lord. A more tenable theory is

that the OF.fu is an adoption of the 'lent, fehu in the
contextual sense of ' wages, payment for service ' ; the Rom.
word certainly had this meaning (see branch II below 1

, and
it is conceivable that the feudal sense is a specific application

of it. The d of the L. forms,feudum, feodum, however, "is

left unexplained by this hypothesis; some regard it as a
euphonic insertion (comparing It. chiodo nail from vulgar L.

*clo-um from clavum); others think that it is due to the
analogy of allodium ; and others suppose fcudum to be a
vbl. so. f. feudare = feum dare', but each of these views
involves serious difficulties. It is not impossible that two
originally distinct words may have been confused. A con-

jecture proposed by Prof. Kern, and approved by some
German jurists, is thatfeodum represents an OHG. *fekdd,

related to the vb fehdn, which is recorded only in the sense
' to eat, feed upon ', but is supposed on etymological grounds
to have had the wider meaning' to take for one's enjoyment'.
This would account fairly well for the sense, but involves

too much hypothesis to be accepted with confidence. It is

curious, if the word be of Teut. formation, that there is no
direct proof of its having existed in any Teut. language,
nor is it found even in the L. text of the Frankish laws.]

1. Feudal Law. An estate in land \\xv England
always a heritable estate), held on condition of

homage and service to a superior lord, by whom
it is granted and in whom the ownership remains

;

a fief, feudal benefice, t To take (a person's) fee :

to become his vassal. Now only Hist.
Ecclesiasticalfee (L. feodum ecclesiasticum^ : one held

by an ecclesiastical person or corporation, and not owing
any but spiritual service. Knight's fee, lay fee '. see

Knight sb.. Lay a.

[129a Britton 111. ii. § 1 Plusours maneres des feez sount
et de tenures.] c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (18101 63 perfor

vnto bam tuo he gaf Griffyns feez. <' 1400 Melayne 137

1

Alias. .That ever I tuke tin fee ! 1473 Warkw. Chron. 23
A generalle resumpcion of alle lordschippes . . and feys

grawntede be the Kynge. 1767 Bi.ackstone Comm. II.

105 Feodum, or fee, is that which is held of some superior,

on condition of rendering him service. 1836 Baines Hist.
Lane. III. 204 The great fee or lordship of Pontefract was
vested in them. 1844 Williams Real Prop. (1877) 43 The
v/ord fee anciently meant any estate feudally held of another
person. 1863 H. Cox Instit. n. xi. 583 [Of the Counties
Palatine] there remain now only those of Lancaster and
Durham . . the latter formerly an ecclesiastical fee belonging
to the Bishop of Durham.

b. Phrases, {/Is) in or offee ( = L. in, de feudo,
ut infeudo) : by a heritable right subject to feudal

obligations. Now only Hist. Also transf. andyi"^.

[1292 Britton i. xxi. § 4 Autres qe il ne avoint en lour
demeyne cum de fee.] c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 86
William be Conqueror his ancestres & he Held with grete

honour Normundie in fe Of alle kynges of France. ("1470

Henry Wallace x. 977 Schyr Amer hecht he suld it haiff

in hyr Till hald in fe and othir landis mo. 1491 Act 7
Hen. VII, c. 12 § 5 That every recovery so had be as gode
. .as if the King were seised of the premises in his demesne
as of fee. 1494 Fabvan Chron. VI. cexvii. 236 To. .holde it

[the lande] of hym as in fee. 1587 Golding De Mornay xx.

305 Sith we hold all things of him [God] in fee, we owe him
fealty and homage. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) II- v.

57 The sovereignty of the provinces he now held in fee we; e

made over to him.

2. Common Law. An estate of inheritance in land.

Also in phrases as in 1 b. (A fee is cither a Fkh-

simplk or a I-">:e-taii. ; but in fee is usually = * in

fee-simple'.)
In Eng. Law theoretically identical with sense 1, all

landed property being understood to be held feudally of the
Crown. In the U.S. the holder of the fee is in theory as
well as In fact the absolute owner of the land.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 700 The baronie he gaif
To Durhame kirk in heretage and fie. 1638 Coke On Litt.

• in. iv. § 293. 189 It is to be vnderstood that when it is said .

.

that a man is seised in fee. .it shall be intended in fee simple.

1764 Burn Poor Laws 184 To purchase lands in fee*. 1809

J. Marshall Const. Opin, (1839) 126 Peck, .covenanted that

Georgia . . was legally the owner in lee of the land in question.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 160 If a woman, tenant in
tail general, makes a feoffment in fee, and takes back an
estate in fee. Ibid. VI. 265 Here the fee was expressly
given to the trustees. 18*7 Jarman Po7uetfs Devises If.

149 An estate of which the devisor was mortgagee in fee.

1844 Williams Real Prop. (1879) 43 A fee may now be said
to mean an estate of inheritance. 1858 Polson Lata fy L.

197 Seized in fee.

b. fig* esp. in phrase To hold in fee, to hold as

,
one's absolute and rightful possession.
«i553 Udall Royster D. m. iv. fArb.) 52 One madde

I

propretie these women haue in fey, When ye will, they will

1
not. 1639 G. Daniel Eeclus. xxiv. 64 My (fee [A.V. in-

heritance] Is sweeter then Virgin-Combes, a 1674 Milton
Somh. xii, Which after held the sun and moon in fee. 1802
Wordsw. On Extinction Venet. Rep., Once did she hold
the gorgeous East in fee. 1846 Trench Mirac. Introd.

(1862) 38 Powers, .such rather as were evidently his own in

fee. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. lxxix. I know thee of what

i

force thou art To hold the costliest love in fee.

c. Basefee : see Base a. 11. Also (see quot.).

1883 F. Pollock Land Laws 108 The curious kind of
estate created by the conveyance in fee-simple of a tenant

i
in tail not in possession, without the concurrence of the

i owners of estates preceding his own, is called a basefee.

d. In s.w. dialect. (See quots.)

C1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 91 (1810)87 This town con-
I sisteth of three parts, the fee, the manor, and the borough ;

! the fee is of such freeholders and gentlemen as do dwell in

Devonshire. 1880 W. Corniv. Gloss., Fee, freehold property.

,

' Our house is fee'.

e. At a pin sfee : at the value of a pin.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 65, I doe not set my life at apin's

fee. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. x. 260 The present
Editor does not. .value the rumour at a pin's fee.

3. A territory held in fee ; a lordship.

[1292 Britton in. ii § 1 Qe les seignurs des fez eyent les

I gardes de lour feez.] 1413 Lvdg. Pilgr. Soiule iv. xxvi.
'.. (1483) 72 Vnder thy lord god as chyef lord of the fee. c 1430
Syr J'ryam. 1056, Xij fosters, .that were kepars of that fee.

1 15. . Adam Bet 56 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 162 Forty fosters

of the fe These outlawes had y-slaw. 1741 T. Robinson
I

Gavelkind v. 49 The Tenements within the Fee were not
departible. 1851 Turner Dom. Archit. II. Introd. 20 It

[the castle] was the chief place of his honour or fee. 1869
Lowell Singing Leaves 84 My lute and I are lords of

more Than thrice this kingdom's fee.

transf 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 960 Pat folk pat in bose
fees [cities of the Plain] lenged. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron.
vi. ii. 49 Sum hethyn man. .Mycht usurpe Crystyn Feys.

f 4. a. The heritable right to an office of profit,

granted by a superior lord and held on condition

of feudal homage. Only in phrases in, of to fee.

b. The heritable right to a pension or revenue

similarly granted. Obs.

a. [iaga Britton i. xii. § 9 Et defendoms a touz ceux qi

cleyment aver garde des prisouns en fee.] 1375 Barbour
Bruce xi. 456 Schir robert of Keth. .wes Marshall of all the

host of fee c 1470 Henry Wallace vii. 1026 In heretage
gaiffhim office to fee Off all Straithern and schirreiffoffthe

toun. 1670 Blount Laiv Diet. s.v., The word Fee is some-
times used . . for a perpetual right incorporeal ; as to have
the keeping of Prisons . . in Fee. 1700 tr. Charter of
Edw. I, in Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 820 No Forester . . who
is not a Forester in Fee. .shall take Chiminage.
b. [1292 Britton n.x. § 2 Une autre manere de purchaz

est que home fet de annuel fee de deners ou de autre chose en
fee.] 1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Fee . . a rent or annuity
granted to one, and his heirs, which is a,feepersonal.

+ 5. Homage rendered, or fealty promised, by a

vassal to a superior. Also, employment, service.

(-1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 145 pe moneth of
Nouembre . . com kyng William . & ber }ald him his fee.

i486 Certificate in Surtees Misc. (1890)49, 1 . .accept hyme
to be of my fee and counesell. 1596 Spenser /'. Q. vi. x. 21

Venus Damzels, all within her fee.

t b. 7o be at a, infee of to, with : to be in the

pay or service of, under an obligation to ; hence,

to be in league with. Also, to have {one) in fee :

to retain, hold in one's service. Obs.

1529 S. Fish SnppUc. Beggars 8 Are not all the lerned men
in your realme in fee with theim. 1590 Webbe Trav. (Arb.)

34 Beeing then in yeerely fee to the King of Spaine. 1600

Holland Livy xlii. v. (1609) 1118 In fee as it were with him.
in regard of many courtesies and gracious favours received

at his hands. 1633 Br. Hall Hard Texts 324 As if ye
were at a fee with death and Hell. 1703 T. N. City «$• ('.

Purchaser 208 Some of those Bricklayers that are in Fee
with 'em. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour IV. 33 He will endeavour
to carry you to his own favourite house, which has him in

fee.

II. Denoting a payment or gift.

[This branch is commonly referred to Fee sb.'1 , but the

AF. xsfee, and the med.L.feodum, both in England and on
the continent; cf. It. fo. The two sbs., however, being
coincident in form, were certainly confused, and in many
instances it makes no difference to the sense whether the

word is taken as sb. 1 or as sb.2 Senses 6-8 seem to have been
influenced by branch I ; sense 9 agrees with a continental

use offeodum.)

1 6. A tribute or offering to a superior. Obs,

t 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 266 This .. god .. May
winne of me mo fees thus Than ever he wan. a 1400-50
Alexander 4466 pan fall 3c flatt on be fold, with fees paim
adoures. Ibid. 5139 Foure hundreth felHs }it to fee. 1602
Dekker Satiromastix Wks. 1873 I. 253 Knees Are made
for kings, they are the subjects Fees.

7. The sum which a public officer (? originally,

one who held his office ' in fee' : see 4 a) is autho-
rized to demand as payment for the execution of
his official functions.

[1292 Brition 1. xii. § 7 Ne ja par defaute de del fee ne
soit nul prisoun plus detenu.] ci^S/oBh. Curtasye 598 in

Babees Bk. (1868) 319 Sex pons ber-fore to feys he takes.

1494 Xo ttingham Rec. III. 279 To the Chaumberlens for
theire fese xxvj^. viij^r*. 1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 5 § 6
Any such Ordynary . . shall nat in any wyse take for the
same above the fees lymytted by this Acte. 1546 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees) III. 25 To the Auditor for his Fee xiiijj.

iiij</. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. in. i. (1588) 333 Two Justices
of Peace, may license such as be delivered out of Gaoles, to
beg for their fees. 1593 Shaks. 2lIen.Vt,in.ii. 217, 1 should
rob the Deaths-man of his Fee. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 2

The fie of the seale, ten pounds. 1680 Tryal $ Sent. Eliz.
Cellier 18, 1 came to pay the Clerk of the Council his Fees.

.

I was obliged to pay the Fees myself at the Council. 17*7
Swift Descr. Morning,The turnkey now his flock returning
sees, Duly let out a-nights to steal for fees. 1817 W. Selwyn
Law A'/rt Prius (ed. 4) II. 936 The captain had paid an
extra fee in order to procure his clearances. 1858 Kingsley
Poems. Earl Haldau's Dau. 6 The locks of six princesses
Must be my marriage fee. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong.
(1877) II. x. 471 The greedy secular clergy refused the first

sacrament except on payment of a fee.

b. Extended to denote the remuneration paid or

due to a lawyer, a physician, or (in recent use) any
professional man, a director of a public company,
etc. for an occasional service.

i$83Stubbes.4«<2/. A bus. 11.(1882) 16 The lawiers I would
wish to take lesse fees of their clients. 1644 Milton Educ.
Wks. (1847) 99/1 Litigious terms, fat contentions, and flow,

ing fees. 1655 Culpepper Riverius Epigram, Who spend
Their Life in Visits, and whose Labors end In taking Fees.

1727-38 Gay Fables u. ix. 21 The fee gives eloquence its

spirit. 1 791 Boswell Johnson an. 17841 1847) 800/2 Physicians
. - generously attended him without accepting any fees. 1802

Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. vi. 34 What fee, doctor

. .shall I give you for saving his life ? 1863 P. Barry Dock-
yard Econ. 48 Few of them [Lawyers] are proof against a
fee. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Voy. Eng. Wks. II. 11

The remuneration [for public lectures] was equivalent to the

fees at that time paid in this country for the like services.

C. The sum paid for admission to an examina-

tion, a society, etc. ; or for entrance to a public

building. Also, admission-, court, entrance-fee.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 88 He schal. .payen his fees and
sytnyn for hys entres. 1891 Cambridge Univ. Calendar 22

A fee of L~? 2S. is paid to the Common Chestby every
student on each admission to a Special Examination. 1893
Oxford Univ. Calendar 30 University Museum. Open ..

to visitors (without fee) from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

d. Terminal payments for instruction at school.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle iv. 1428 For duble fees A dunce

may turne a Doctour. 1841 W. Spalding Italy fy It. 1st.

III. 358 Private schools are taught, for small fees, by..
priests. 1876 Grant Burgh Seh. Seotl. 11. 467 In 1746 the

council [of Kirkcaldy] enact that the fees shall be paid

quarterly.

1 8. A perquisite allowed to an officer or servant

{esp. a forester, a cook or scullion). Tee of a

bullock: see quot. 1730. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer A'ut.'s T. 945 Thus hath here lord . . hero

payed Here wages and here fees for here servise. 1474
Househ. Ord. 32 The larders hath to theire fees the neckes
of mutton twoe fingers from the heade. [a 1490 Botoner
Itin. (Nasmith 17 78 ) 371 Et ipse emebat de cocis lez feez.]

i486 Bk. St. A Ibans F iv a, The Right shulder . . Yeueth to

the foster for that is his fee. 1557 Order of Hospitatls

H ij b, The Butler. .You shall have no manner of Fees, but

your ordinarie wages. 1579 Tom son Calvin's Serm. Tim.
831 2 The ofscouringes or fees of the kitchen. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, in. i. 23, I, heere's a Deere, whose skinsa
Keepers Fee. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks {1621^ 833 Certain

young men . . snatcht it [food] hastilyup as their fees, and
like greedie Harpies ravened it downe in a moment. 1730-6

Bailey (folio*, The Fee ofa Bullock, the bones of a bullocks

thighs and shoulders, having the meat cut off (but not clean)

for salting for victualling ships.

fb. A warrior's share of spoil ; a dog's share of

the game. Obs.

c 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1622 He com gayn, His feez per

for to fonge. 14.. Venery de Tivety in Ret. Ant. I. 153

The houndes shal be rewardid with the nekke and with the

hewellis, with the fee. 1616 Surfi . & Markh. Country
Farme 697 The hare being killed, it will be good to giue

the dogs their fees, the better to incourage them.

transf 1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 101 The
Clergy hath ever served as Fee, or prey to the seditious.

t C. Any allotted portion. Obs.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 73 Giue sheepe to their fees the

mistle of trees. Ibid.yB In pruning and trimming all maner
of trees, reserue to ech cattel their properly fees. 1633 G.

Herbert Temple, Discharge v, Onely the present is thy

part and fee. 1642 H. More Song ofSoul 1. 11. xiii, There

Psyche's feet impart a smaller fee Of gentle warmth.

9. A fixed salary or wage; the pay of a soldier.

Also//. Wages. Obs. exc. Sc or Hist.

(-1400 Maundev. (1839) xv. 170 He that kepethe him [a

sacred ox] hath every day grete fees. 1533 Gau Richt Vay
(1888) 16 Thay that haldis thair seruandis feis fra thayme.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 133 Men of weir that wald

tak meitand fie. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (18421 149 Mr.
Bruce. ,hes 40 crounes monethlie for his intertainment, and

500 crounes of fie. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-Ser. Disc. 26 Ye
shall nev'r crave twice of me The smallest Penny of your

Fee. 17*4 Ramsay Tea^t. Misc. (1733I IF. 104 Her fee and
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bowntith in her lap. 1773 Erskise Inst. Law Scot. in. vi.

§ 7. 507 Servants fees . . being given that they may maintain
themselves in a condition suitable to their service . . cannot
be arrested, a 1810 Taxnahill Poems (1846) 103 For I hae
wair'd my winter's fee. 1878 Simpson Sen. Shaks. I. 10
Holding the post of King's standard-bearer, with the fee of
six shillings and eight pence a day.

10. f a. A prize, a reward. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2400 The fairest of bo fele shull bat fe

haue. c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 460, ' I wald fayn spek with
the ' .

.

' Thow may for litill fe." a 1541 Wyatt in Tottell's

Misc. (Arb.) 81 Chance hath . . to another geuen the fee Of
all my losse to haue the gayn. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 3
Yet is the paine thereof much greater then the fee. 1605
Sylvester Du Bartas n. iii. 11. Fathers 91 Thy God, thy
King, thy Fee, thy Fence I am. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Busutessc viii, Two deaths had been thy fee.

b. An occasional gift, a gratuity, given in re-

cognition of services rendered. Phrase, withoutfee
or reward.
a 159a Greene Geo.-a-Greene Wks. fRtldg. ) 267/1 Fetch me
A stand of ale. .this is for a fee to welcome Robin Hood.
1768 Foote Devil on 2 Sticks 11, Jt is a part of the world
where a fee is never refused. 183* W, Irving Alhatnbra
1 1. 90 ' God forbid ', said he, ' that I should ask fee or reward
for doing a common act ofhumanity '. 1863 Hawthorne Our
Old Home (1884) 145 The attendants, .expect fees on their

own private account, 1873 Tristram Moo/' xv. 251 The
not unacceptable fee of a kid-skin of fre-h butter.

+ c. In bad sense : A bribe. Obs.

1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. 2 Pet. ii. 15 Being corrupt
with wicked fee. 1595 Shaks. John 11. L 170 Drawes those
heauen-mouing pearfes from his poor eies Which heauen
shall take in nature of a fee. c 1643 Milton Sonn., To Lady
Marg. Ley, Unstain'd with gold or fee.

III. attrib. and Comb.
11. General relations (in senses "-10% a, attrib.,

as fee-system, -table, -theatre, b. objective, as fee-

seeker ; fee-catching vbl. sb. ; fee-checking, -gather-

ing 'also vbl. sb?), -paying, -yielding adjs. C. in-

strumental, asfee-fed adj.

1810 Bentham Packing vii. (1821) 184 A mere pretence
for *fee-catching. Ibid. 187 So *fee-checking an innovation.

1808 — Sc. Reform 71 *Fee-fed lawyers always excepted.
Ibid. 9 The Technical or * Fee-gathering system. i8a8
Edin. Rex\ XLVIII. 468 Fee-gathering is the real founda-
tion on which the laws of England have been framed !

183a Austin Jurisfir. (1879) II. xxxix. 703 The profession
would not be merely venal and fee-gathering. 1893 Daily
News 12 July 5/1 *Fee-paying schools. 1890 Ibid. 7 June
2 1 Lawyers and other ~fee-seekers. 1S91 Ibid. 23 Nov. 2/1
The *fee system seems to me one of the most outrageous
and indefensible. x8xa J. Qltncy in Life 244 If. .we. .mete
out contributions for national safety by our *fee-tables. 1808
Benthajc Sc. Reform 8 Sale of a "'fee-yielding office.

12. Special comb. + fee-buck, ? a buck received

as a perquisite; fee-estate (see quot/ ; fee-

expectant: see Expectant a. 3 ; f fee-Gloucester,

a Cornish tenure ; fee-fund see quot., ; + fee-

gxief, a grief that has a particular owner ; fee-

liege see Liege ; + fee-Morton, a Cornish tenure

(c£ fee-Gloucester) ; + fee-penny, an earnest of a
bargain ; + fee-pie 'in humorous phrase to eat fee
pie, ?to receive bribes ; fee-royal see Royal).
Also Fee-fabm, Fee-simple, Fee-tail.
a 1643 W. Cabtwbight Siege iv. ii. You . . Put of your

Mercer with your * Fee-buck for That season. 1775 Ash,
*Fee-estate, lands or tenements for which some service . . is

paid to the chief lord. 1651 tr. Kitchins Jurisdictions
«ed. 2) 301 If it [land in frank-marriage] were given to them
in taile to have to them and their heirs, they have taile and
*fee expectant. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot., *Fee-fund
..the dues of Court payable on the tabling of summonses.,
etc, out of which the .. officers of the Court are paid. 1602
Carew Cornwall 38 b, They pay in most places onely fee-

Morton releefes which is after flue markes thewhole Knights
fee . . whereas that of *fee-GIoucester is fine pound. 1605
Shaks. Macb. rv. iii. 196 Is it a *Fee-griefe Due to some '

single brest? 1695 G. Rjdpath (title* Sir T. Craig's Scot- <

land's Soreraignty Asserted . . against those who maintain
that Scotland is a Feu, or *Fee-Liege of England. 1603
Caret*' Cornwall 38 b,*Fee-Morton . . so called ofJohn Earle
first of Morton. 155* T. Grxsham in Strype EccL Mem. II.

App. C 147 When the Kings Majesties father did first begin
. . to take up mony upon interest . . be took his *feepeny in
merchandize, a. x6*o Day Peregr. Schol. (1SS1) 72 Saietng
he was a wise Justice to eate *fee-pie with his clarke. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 145/2 He gaf to them, .the *fee ryall of
that boscage.

+ Pee, sb* Obs. Also 5 fey. [a. OF. fee, fete

(F.foie\] The liver.

14. . Sable Bh. Cookry (1882)96 Tak and digfat the pooche
and the fee of a pik. c 1450 Two C—

t

ut

y

-hies. <i888) iox
Kepe the fey or the lyuer, and kntte awey the galL

Pee :
, p-1 Also Sc. 4-6 fey, 5-6 fei, 6 fie.

[f. Fee sb?\

1 1> 1> trans. ? To invest with a fief; ? to grant

as a fief. Obs.— 9

14*3 Catk. Angl. 124/2 To Fcc,feoJare.

TX ^From senses 7-10 of the sb.)

2. trans. To give a fee to. Tofee away 'nonce-

use) : to induce by a fee to go away.
a \&q$kei.tox Ware theHauke 15180 the Scribe was feed.

1601 * Makstok Pascuil 4- Kaik. 1. r?Z He that fees me
best, speeds best, 1716 Swift Philiis, Suppose all parties
now agreed, The writings drawn, the lawyer fee'd. 1803
Med. JmL IX. 62 The Governor and a few others, .chose
to fee us for attwufano in their respective famiK-* 1806-7

J. Besestocd Miseries Hum*. Life 11826* rv. xxrix. Yon
cannot drive or even fee them away as they are paid for

torturing yon by some barbarians at the next door. 1859
All Yemr Round No. 35. 203, I had . . feed the steward.
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1884 Times weekly ed.) 12 Sept. 14/2 Vou must fee the
waiter when you give the order.

absol. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) v.

xix. After having fee'd very high for places at Mrs. Siddon's
benefit. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 12 Sept. 14/2 At the hotel
the guest who does not fee in advance soon finds the zeal of
the waiters fall off.

3. To engage for a fee ; Sc. to hire, employ
servants, etc.,

; f transf. to make use of (an occa-
sion).

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 40 Semen he feyt and gaiff thaim
gudlye wage. 1529 Lyndesav Compi. 39 The father of
Fameill . . Quhilk . . Feit men to wyrk in his wyne jaird.
a 157a Kxox Hist. Ref. \. Wks. 1846 I. 39 Greadynes of
preastis not onlie receave false miracles, bot also thei therUe
and fies knaiffs for that purpoise. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
11. ii. 204, I haue . . fee'd euery slight occasion, that could
but nigardly giue mee sight of her. 1701 Pens in Pa. Hist.
Soc. Mem. IX. 7S A lawyer sends me word he is offered to
be feed against me, a 18x0 Tannahill Poena (1846] ::>

That day ye feed the skelpor Highland caMan. 1806 7

J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life -ilS, xxi. xvj, Learning
to box too—i.e. feeing a great raw-boned fellow to thresh
you as long as he can stand over you. 1876 Sm
Natur. viii. ed. 4* 145 Young lads and !as>es came in from
the country to be feed, and fanners, .came in to fee them.

+ b. In a bad sense : To bribe. Obs.

1375 BarboL'R Bruce v. 485 heading, Heire the InglU
knycht feys a tratour. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. ;i;

How Nathologus feyit ane Man to follow Dorus . . for to
slay him. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2537 Fee but the
Sumner, and he shall not cite thee 1727 Di F ,:-. Pr :- tt.

Monast. vii, Without Feeing the Journalists or Ft
c 1800 K. White Cliff. Gr. 318 Should honours tempt thee,

and should riches fee.

4. intr. for refl. To hire oneself.

a 1810 Tannahill Poems 1S46 17 Blythe was the time
when he fee'd wi* my Father, O, Happy war' the c
we herded thegither, O. 1875 G. Macdosald .

xviii. 100 They would not fee to it [a situatioi
.

for any
amount of wiges.

Fee 'ft , v.- Mining. See quot.

1883 Oresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Fee, to load up the
coal, etc, in a heading into ".

Fee, var. of Fay sb.'->

t Fee'able, a. Obs. Also 5 feable, feble. [f.

Fee sb.- + -able.] Subject to fees. In quots.,

That may be taken as a perquisite ''see Fee -
.

1461 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 73 Whe
of wyne and vesseals feble or periis^d. 1469 Ibi '. .- 1 e

remanent to be feable. Ibid^ 1'he panyers of sea
be feeable; and their fees to be divided tc the yoman
groomes and pages. 1847-78 Hajxiwell citing Hall ,

FeabU, subject to fees.

tFeebi'lity. Obs. rare. In 5 febylyte, febylte.

[f. Feeble a. ; see -Idlity, -itt.] =FEEBLEyESS.
1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Senile 11. Iii. [1859) =4 By their owne

flesshely febyl>te. c 1450 Capcrave St. Kaik. F..E.T.S.)

180 166 J>at god hj-mseli' no bing wrothe schuld be. . wjth
bi febylte.

Feebily, obs. form of Feebly adv.

Feeble frbl), a. and sb. Forms: 2-6 feble,

[4 febele), 3-5 febul l'e, 3-6 fieble, (4 fyble,

6 fybull
,
4-6 feable, febil'l, -yl'e, 7 feoble,

6- feeble. Compar. 3 feblore ; Super!. 4 fye-

bleste, 6 feobleste. [a. OF. feble, fieble, foible

mod. faible , later forms of fleible weak :—L.

Jlebiiis that is to be wept over cf. Flebile a.), f.

flere to weep. Ct Pr. jeble,fible,freble, Sp. feble,

Pg.febre, It.fievole of same origin and meaning.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons or animals, their limbs or organs :

Lacking strength, weak, infirm. Now implying an
extreme degree of weakness, and suggesting either

pity or contempt. + Const, of, also to with inf.
c 117s Lamb. Horn. 47 pa bi-com his licome swioe feble.

a izas Ancr. R. -rjfi Auh wostn hwat awilegeS monnes feble

eien pet is heie idumben? U97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7665 pe
deneis no mete ne founde . . & so be feblore were, c 1305
St. Christopher 216 in E. E. P. (\Wz 65 J>u ert we! feble to
fi^te. c 13*0 Seuyn Sag. 3430 'W.j He was lene and febil of
myght. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxviL 15 As aran ban be
whilk na thynge is febi'er. c 1400 Lanfrands Cirurg. 31

1

If the patient be maad feble wib medicyns laxativis. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3607 He was so febill be myght Doat
ga. 1483 Caxtox G.dela Tcur C viij b, And this lady felt

herself alwery and feble of the aduysyons. a icap Skeltok
Bouge of Court ProL 27 His heed maye be harde, but
feble his btayne. a 1533 Ld. Bekvexs Hucm liv. 1=2 Huoo
was mounted on bis lene feble horse. 161 1 Bible Gen. axx.
42 Tne feebler were Labans. c 1630 >I iltox Passion 45
Thoughgrief my feeble hands up lock. 1764G0LDSM. Trav.
147 The feeble heart. xSao Hooo Eugene Aram xir,

A feeble man and old. (841-4 Escexsom Ess., Prudence
Wks. (Bofan)L 100 Brine them band to hand, and they are
feeble folk.

abtoL a xaas Ancr. R. 220 Pes ure Looerd spared a
uonnest be pmge & be feble. c 14x5 WrsTow Cron. vnt.
xrHL 92 Rycfat oft makis be febil wycht. 1808 Med. JmL
XIX. 424 If acidity be troublesome, as often happens to the
feeble and dyspeptic

+ 2. Of things: Having little strength; weak,
frail, fragile ; slight, slender. Of a fortress, etc :

Having little power of resistance. Obs.
1340 Ayenb. 227 Hit ts grat wonder bet hi lokefc nich ane

:V..c:e ca<e'. a~± hire fye*.!e l.>:y _ 1384 C '.-.. lit /.*'.

Fame 111. 42 This were a feble fundament. 1387 Tbztisa
Higden (Rous- I. 235 Hem semede bat be legges were to
febfe for to bere snche an ymage. c 1400 Lanfrmnc's Cinrrg.
322 The firste boon in a mannes necke is bouwifn with
manye feble Intnris. c 1400 Miooxr. '.1839* vii. 80 Before
the C:~r;;.- :: ::.-. BmdkH| ^ •.'.t C;-« -.;rt Ufa ::.±r. h

FEEBLE.
ony other partie. c 1470 Hknkv Wallace xi. 1010 Thus
semblyt thai about that febill hauld, 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII,
c. 18 Some houses be feble and very lyke to fall downe.
1697 Drvdes Virg. Georg. \ 1C3 The Stem, too feeble for

the freight 1776 Withering Brit. Plants iiyfj) II. 16
Bunches lateral . . stem fe-:

absol. 1303 Goweh Conf, I. 24 The feble meind was with
the strong So might it nought wel stonde long.

b. spec, with reference to a sword, [ad. I
:'.

faible : see B. 4.]
1684 R. H. Sclwol Recreat. 57 The feeble, weak

Part is accounted from the Mid'Jle to the Point. 1809
Roland Fencing 35 The fort part of your blade against the
feeble part of your adversary's.

3. Lacking intellectual or moral strength,

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. \'ji He..al te secheS bat bor.c

be was er swo fieble. 1377 Lakgl. /'. PI. }'. xv, 341 Wfier-
fore {AV.t is be ft'-A-zr^ and r.ou^t ferme of bilieue. a 1400-50
Alexander 1710 He bc^t birr; sa feble, W 1

. dre :•. to him in

dedeyne. .a ball. . t-e bame -Aith to play, c 1440 York Myst.
xx.-iti,: s6q ?e ffebs.li "' -- -' 1526 Pilgr.

Perf W. de W. 1531 G b, W- iholde not be .

• 1639 \>v.. Ham
//. Papers (Car •./:•.'. 7-. I

1692 Bestley Serin. 3 Oct. 2 y 1 he
eble, yet we *.::; after et< I'iz'-i

Misc. 1857 I. 105 He
. a 1859 Macaulav Mil .Writ. :--->. II. 107 Rigid

. often ';'•, for feeble

t4. "Wanting in resourc ; lied,

Const, of. Obs.

c 1314 Guy Warv:. (A.) ;.. j;-. Ixxxiv. ro) A feble lord V--
137: .

:

1523 Ld }',:.-- y/'S Iroiss.
I I viii. 7^1 The Duke S Aniowc .-egan to wax feble.

bothe of men a ', of m >n*y.

+ b. Of a grant of money, a mea ! ; S .t .:.*.-/. 06:.

1 494 Faevan Chron. vii. \-y. 'I be
de>"nyd a more feble 1

1562 Ti'kser Baths 12a, Ve may go to a fe;

c 1590 Gueene Fr. Bacon ix. 24^, I knew r.ot of the fr ar

I : fare.

+ 5. Of inferior quality, pr r. mean. Ofi

of clothing, food, dwelling, etc. Obs.

c 1275 LuteI :'-. ;.;:>-:
.

akeb fel le heore bred and beore ale. 120c

I. 1
-

i'-.i \*pon

c 1340 Cursor M. 23100 fTrin. I -- here i- febul abidynge.
1 -.77 ' KL. P. Pi. B. x

1
:

'
: ::.

. is good
ac \rz metal is fieble. 1 1420 I alt id. en Hush. 1. 202 Ar.d

fewe or feble grape- > in the : 147c He :
-

<

Wallace w. 452 The man J t off fe!

jb. Of a period, event, etc.; Miserable, ill-

starrer: .

1297 R. Gi - z. Roll S125 Feble
1400 ' heiter I .

I. 224. Ir. feable tyme 1400 Dt '

Tr ; 143S Ffele fc Ice forfi

t c. In moral ser.se :
?'

ir 1250 Gen. -v Ex. 1072 Wlcke ar.d feble here * it

r 1440 Gesta Rom. xvii. 60 Add. MS. To fulfille

: iede.

6. Wanting in enexg}', force, or effect

a. of natural ag-;r ot opera-

tions.

1340 Hampole Pr. C
ilk man Was sythen febler pan it was ba^.. c 1340 Cursor
M. iyfi (Trin-J Now is foT synne Sc pnde of ma
feblere ben bit was ban. c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciritrg. -2-21

pan I tastide hir pous & it wa
febk men. .boa rattstc use feble medicyi :s>5 $

John v. iv. 35 The old, feeble, ai

1671 R. Eohvn Wind 14 Air alone ae able

create but a very feobk and '.^r.ri'-A Wind. 1700 Dbydex
Fables, Palamon 4 .-' r. :;-. : 'i

-

L::'t a^j^ear. 1719 LoNDOS & WISE Com/l Card. v. iii. ;.,

We may ^ro. 1794 Mas.
Raijcufte Myst. Udolpho iv, Her light was yet -.

en 1806 .V^j/. Jr«/. XV. 4; ; A feel

of the poison. 1847 James Woodman v, He has
health.

b. of the mind, thoughts, etc.

1303 Lasgl. P. PI. C il 133 pat feith witb-oote fct ys
febelere ban nooht. c 1400 Mjlciedcy. (Roxb.) xx. 52 My
fieble wine 1535 -- E»OAiX2£WnMT.MMyB«jrndewa
feble and carefuU. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iil ii. 35 My
<.'_'-.' :-•'.

-i
'-- :.'.'.'.:

:
-' --->----:'-: .^

weake. 1651 Hoeee.s Leriath. iil xxxiv. 214 My feeble

Reason. 183^ J. Gilbe»t Ckr. Atonem. ix. iE;i

tKppgbt of danger would possess bot feeble power to resist

temptataoo.

C. of actions, feelings, ntterances, etc.

c 1340 Cursor M. 14S49 (Fairl) A feble connsail ae do to

dragh. 1393 Gowta Conf. IL 318 That was a feble dede of

annes. c 1400 i?«/r. Trey 31=.; When the lede bade left of.:-":-"• •-._:-. :$3c

^ft*. F 34S Feeble orations made to the people, wfchoat

spirit or life. 159s Shaks. Two Gent. 11. vii. so A troe-

deaoted Pilgrime is not weary To measure krngrlnmrt with

his feeble steps. 1697 Dime* Virg. A^neidxm. 621 Feeble

are the Sooooors I can send. 173*1 Weslft Psalms n- ir,

Shailall their feeble Threats deride, xtbi Socthet Thataba
u xrii. Grief in Zeinab's sonl AH other feebler Beefing* over-

power*d. t»r» Jas. Mill Brit. Indus IL rr. t. 166 The
brilliancy of the exploit had no feeble attractions for the
;—.- ;....

-
...-» of Clive. 1*40 Th»lwajx Greece VII. 281

A feeble attempt was saade by two generals. x86> Lo.
BnoocaaM 5rir. Const, xfi. 164 The feeble condaet wbach

lost Normandy. s»>* Txtvelyax Mmcaulay IL m. 66 He
::-.,: •-:: -'-.»

- : - :
'---

:
-.--:-.:

7. Of an effect, phenomenon, etc. : faintly per-

ceptible, indistinct.

1S60 Ttjtoaij- Gtmc Lm.30 The encct lnr—r more and
more feeble, nntil..ttahnost wfco!rydanu?peared. s»7«Tait
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FEEBLE. 130 PEED.

Rcc. Adv. Phys. Sc. ix. 215 The feeble bands which cross

the comparatively dark space between the spectra.

8. quftSt-Odfo. - Feebly.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 202 Every one's ex-

perience may convince him how feeble she [reason] acts

unless [etc.].

9. Comb., parasynthctic, as, feeble-bodied, -eyed,

-framed, -hearted, -minded (whencefeeble- jninded-

tiess), -winged.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. viii. 180 The viper, .is but

a slow, *feeble-bodied animal. 1814 Woudsw. Excursion
viii. 208 Those gigantic powers .. have been compelled To
serve the will of feeble-bodied Man. 1600 Fairfax Tasso

v. xii. 5 Weake Cupid was too *feeble eide To strike him
sure. 1808 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XIV. 193 The law gives him
so much power over the poor -feeble-framed creature. 1550
Bale hutige Doth C/i. 1. ii. D iv b, If thou be *feble harted

saye, lorde encrease myfayth. 1836 J. H. Newman in Lyra
Apost. (1849) 150 Ere it reach Heaven's gate, Blows frustrate

o'er the earth thy feeble-hearted prayer. 1534 TlNDALE
1 Thess. v. 14 Comforte the *feble mynded. 1892 Daily News
1 Mar. 3/3 The desirability of better provision being made
for the care of 'feeble-minded' women. 1619 W. Sci.ater
Expos, i 7'/;fs.r. (1630) 481 The Nature of ^feeble-minded-

nesse. 1846 Worcester (citing E.Irving', Feeble-Minded-
ness. 1634 Ford /'. Warbeck 1. ii, Your goodness gives

large warrants to..My Teeble-wing'd ambition.

B. sl>.

+ 1. A feeble person. Obs.
(Quots. 1631 and 1826 refer to A". Fieri. IV, nu ii. 179.)

1340 Ayenb. 148 f>e guode man and be wyse bereb and uor-

berebalnewaybefolesandbefiebles. [1631T. Powell TomAll
Trades(Xew Shaks. SocJ 157 The Taylor, who. .had thrust

himsulfc in amongst the Nobilitie . . and was so discovered,
and handled . . from hand to foot, till the Gaurd delivered

him at the great Chamber door, and cryed, 'farewell, good
feeble !' 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey iv, i, The most forcible

of feebles.]

T 2. Weakness, feebleness. Obs.
Only in phrase for feeble, which may be explained as

ellipsis=' For feeble that one is'; the substantival character
of the sense is thus doubtful.

c 1325 Coer de L. 778 That him ne thorst yt not wyte, For
febyl his dynt to smyte. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8704 Suche a
sorow full sodenly sanke in his hert, pat he fainted for feble.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4280 Ne for na febill at we fele.

3. = Foible i.

1678 Mrs. Behn Sir Patient Fancy 1. i, You shall find

'em sway'd by some who have the luck to find their feables.

1694 R. L'Estrange Eables ccccxcvi. (ed. 6) 543 Every Man
has his Feeble. 1823 V>\rox Jitan xv. xxii, Modesty's my
forte, And pride my feeble.

4. Fencing. The portion of a sword from the

middle to the point ; = Foible 2.

1645 City Alarum 1 Ther's no good fencing without know-
ledge of the feeble of your Sword. 1776 G. Semple Building
in lVater$4 Like taking a Sword in the feeble of the Point.

1877 Blackie's Pop. Encycl. III. 325/2 It should always be
the care of the swordsman to receive the feeble of the
enemy's weapon on the forte of his own.

Feeble (fr'bl), v. Forms: 3 febli-en, (febly),

fleble, 4-5 febiFl, (5 -yl), 4-6 feble, (5 febel,

febl-yn), 6 feablefn, 6-7, 9 feeble, [f. the adj.
;

OF. had foiblir (flcbir), andfoibloier [feibloier).']

+ 1. intr. To become or grow feeble. Obs.

(i 1225 Ancr. K. 368 Leste hore licome febtie to swu3e.
1297 R. Glol'c. iRolls)7785 King willam .. bigan to febli

vaste. 1375 IJarboi'r Bruce 11. 384 On thaim ! On thaim !

thai feble fast ! 1496 Dives fy Paup. (W. de W.) 1. viii. 39/1
In token that they ben endlesse & elden not, ne feble not.

f 2. trans. To make feeble ; to enfeeble, weaken.
Obs. exc. arch.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 40 pai ere noght febild my

steppis. C1380 Wyclif^V/. IVks. III. 4oSpei shulde not feble

pes rewmes. .1449 Pecock Rep?: 11. vi. 175 Thou infirmyst

and feblist .. the euydencis. 1450-1530 Myrr. oitr Ladye
|9 Woman what menest thou with thy great wepynge so to

"eble thy syght. 1546 Phaer Bk, Childr. (1553) S v a, When
a child neseth out of measure . . the brayn and vermes
animal be febled. 1590 Spenser F. Q, i. viii. 23 And her [a

castle's] foundation forst, and feebled quight. 1614 Markuam
CheapHusb. 11. xxxix. (1668)83 A Shrew Mouse, .if it only run
over a Beast, it feebleth his hinder parts. 1646 E. F[isher]
Mod. Divinity i. (1752) 27 His Understanding was both
feebled and drowned in darkness. iB$iAlirror XVII. 162/1

Every blow Is feebled with the touch of woe.

Hence Fee^bled ppl. a. ; Feebling vbl. sb. and
ppl. a.

1566 Gascoigne & Kinwelmarsh Jocasta v. ii, Then with
hir feebled armes, she doth enfolde Their bodies both. 1597
Montgo.mkrie Cherrie <$- Slac 226 My feiblit eyis grew dim.
1621 Fletcher Wild-Goose Chase 1. iii, 'Tis true, you're
old and feebled. 1633 W. Struther True Happin. 128
It is good that the body finde sometimes this feebling by
the vigorous worke of the spirit. 1624 True. Neroui. vi. in

Uullen O. PI. I. 59 Peoples love Could not but by these fee-

bling ills be mov'd. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 461 Least by
an impatient Minde, and feebling Spirit, I become myowne
Murtherer.

Feebleness (fTb'lnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being feeble (in the various

senses of the adj.) ; an instance of this.

a 1300 CursorM. 28679 (Cott.) pis man. .for-sakes penance
neuer be lese, and legges febulnes of flexse. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 1514 pe mare in malys and febelnes pe kynd of
ayther trobled es. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 134
Wrath cometh of feblenesse of courage. 1517 Torkington
Pilgr. (1884) 39 Our Savior, .for very febylnesse fell . .to the
grounde. 1533 More Debell. Salem Pref. 7 b, The feble-

nesse of his answere shal appere. 1568 Graeton Chron.
II. 107 King Richarde walking unwisely aboute the Castell,

to espie the feblenesse thereof. 1683 Burnet tr. Mores
Utopia (1684) 79 Women .. deal in Wool and Flax, which
sute better with their feebleness. 1794 S. Williams Vermont

I

135 The feebleness of the weapons. 1809-10 Coleridge
Friend (18651 '9° It i-s feebleness only which cannot be
generous without injustice, i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi
Alt. III. exxv. 80. Committing himself to the fashionable
feeblenesses. 1884 L'pool Mercury 22 Oct. 5/4 His grand
defect lay in feebleness of will,

b. concr. (nonce-use).
i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. III. 120 Ready to strike that

daring feebleness from the stool.

t Feebler. Obs.rare~ x
. [f. Feebler. + -er 1

.]

One who or that which makes feeble or weak.
1586 Bright Melanch. xxxviii. 245 Excessive joy. .a great

feebler of melancholick persons.

Feebless. Obs. exc. arch. Forms : 3-4 fe-

blesce, 3-5 feblesse, 4fie-,fyeblesse,6feeblesse,

9 feebless. [a. OF. feblesce, foiblece, mod.F.
faiblesse, f. feble, foible Feeble a.~\ Feebleness,

infirmity; infirm health.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724)442 pe kyng hyre fader was old man,
&drou to feblesse. C1315SHOREHAM 18 Ine tokneoffebleste
[read -esce] of hnsgoste. 1340 Ayenb. 33 Zuo bet he ualb
ine fyeblesse and ine zuiche ziknesse. c 1374 Chaucer
Boetk, iv. ii. 112 Yif so be bat goode be stedfast pan sheweb
be fieblesse of yuel al openly. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 81
For feblesse he fyl to the erthe. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. viii.

37 Great feeblesse. did oft assay Fatre Amoret that scarcely
she could ride. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti vi. 932
The hours unreined old age and feebless bring.

Feeblish. frblif), a. [f. Feeble a. + -ish.]

Somewhat feeble. -

1674 R. Godfrey Tnj. «y Ab. Physic 68 They that are
weakly, tender, and feeblish. 1832 Wilson in Blackw. Mag.
XXXI I. S65 Performers with feeblish faces that must frown.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11, v, He. .is feeblish.. about the
k:ie.:s. 1882 CAKLYLB in Century Mag. XXIV. 23 Rather
a feeblish kind of County-Town.

t Feeblish., v. Obs. Forms : 4 febliss, 4-6
febliss h, 6 feeblysh, 5-7 feeblish. [a. OF.
*fcbliss-, lengthened stem of *feblir (recorded forms

foiblir, flebir), f. feble \ see Feeble a.] trans.

To render feeble, weak, or infirm ; to enfeeble

;

*= Feeble v. 2.

"375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 349 With hungyr he thoucht
thame to Febliss. J477 Earl Rivers iCaxton) Dictes 64
Alle thinges be amunysshed 8: feblisshed by Iniustice. 1528
Paynel Salerne's Regim, Ciij b, They assende and gether
to gether feblysshynge the guttes. 1599 Haklcyt Voy. II.

1. 68 All Christendome was sore decayed and feeblished by
occasion of the warres betweene England and France.

Hence Fee'blishing vbl. sb.

1580 Barkt Alv. F 346 Feeblishing, infirmatio. 1634
il. K. Salrrncs Regim. 116 Except yee dread great feeblish-

ing of Nature.
116 Except yee dread great feeblis!

[f. as prec. + -ment.]Feeblislinient. Obs.

Enfecblement.
1548 Hall Chron. 157 b, Whiche promise he caused to

l*ee performed, .to the . . feblishement of the Duchy.
Feeblose, a. rare~K [f. Feeble a. + -ose.]

Rather feeble ; weakly.
1882 J. Brown John Leech, etc. 267 Peter had a gentle,

sweet, though feeblose. .strain of poetic feeling.

Feebly (frbli), adv. Forms: 3 febleliche,

-like, 3-4 febliche, (5 febiliche), 4 febilly, (5
-ylly), 4-6 febly, (4 febli, 5 feabli), 6 feablelye,
feebily, 7 feably, 7- feebly, [f. Feeble + -ly l'.]

In a feeble manner.

f 1. In a sorry manner or plight ; inefficiently,

insufficiently, niggardly, poorly, scantily. Obs.
c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg., EdmundConf. T12 Ake febleliche hire

spedde, For seint Eadmund hadde ane smate }eorde. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls)6i25 Febleliche he liuede al is lif & deyde
in feble debe. ("1300 Ilai'elok 418 Feblelike he gaf hem
clobes. CX300 Beket 1178 Such a man. .So febliche wende
over lond. a 1450 Nut. de la Tour 11868) 30, Y holde hym
that dothe it but febly conseled. C1450HENRVSON Mor. Fab.,
Upt. Aforts 37, Poems (1865) 109 Ane sober wane, Of fog and
fairn full febillie wes maid.

2. In a weak, ineffective, or half-hearted manner,
without strength, energy, or force ; weakly. Of
sight : Dimly.
r 1320 Sir Tristr. 3050 Febli nou canst hayte. a 1340

Hampole PsaltercxW. 1, 1 may noght stand now bot febilly.

e 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 67 pe pouse began to appere
febiliche. 1483 Cath. Angl. 124/2 Febylly, debeliter, im-
becilliter. 1533 More Debell. Salem 1. xtv. 104 b, He
hath .. defended .. his boke .. wythe myche worke full

febly. 1548 HallC7*>w/. 177 He wasfayntlyreceyved.and
febly welcomed. 1591 Spenser R?uns ofRome 221 Ye see
huge flames. .Efsoones consum'd to fall downe feebily. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 11. ii. 87 The deeds of Coriolanus Should not be
vtter'd feebly. 1682 Dryden Mac Ft, 197 Thy gentle
numbers feebly creep. 1757 Foote Author 11, Which were
as feebly resisted. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xix. 232, I .

.

see feebly in prospect my recovery. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 275 In dreaming we feebly recollect.

3. In a small degree, slightly, poorly.

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 133 Others feebly represented

in our own country. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies
698 The acids act but feebly upon caoutchouc.

4. Comb., asfeebly-toiling adj.

1845 Mrs. Norton Child ofIslands (1846)179 The feebly-

toiling heart that shrinks appalled.

- Feed (frd), sb. Also 5-7 fe(e)de, [f. the vb.]

1. The action of feeding ; eating, grazing ; also,

the giving of food ; an instance of this.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 114 The feeding of an hart or such
like, .is called the feede. 1614 Up. Hall Recoil. Treat. 11 12
Long forbearance whereof [meates] causes a surfet, when
wee come to full feede. a 1626 Pacon Max. <y Uses Com.
Law iv.(i635) 23 Pasture answtrable to the feed of so many

Deere as were upon the ground. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies
1. ii. 3 Birds coming late from Feed. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Brooke Farm iii. 40 He should pay for the feed of his cow.
1873 W. B. Tegetmeier Poultry Bk. xxix. 370 Five or six
[pellets] are given at one feed for each bird.

b. Phrases. At feed-, in the act of eating or
grazing. Out atfeed : turned out to graze, 7i? be

off ones feed {of animals, and colloq. or slang of
persons) : to have no desire for food ; to have lost

one's appetite.
(
To be) on thefeed (said of fish ) : (to

be) on the look out for food ; also, (to be) eating.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 275, 1 like a Deare at feede,

start vp for feare. 1680 Otway Orphan v. ix. 2231 All his
little Flock's at feed before him. 1816 James Milit. Diet.
(ed. 4) 156 A horse that is off his feed. 1823 Lamb Elia
(i860) 21 The cattle, and the birds, and the fishes, were at
feed about us. 1834 MedwtH Angler in Wales II. 166
Towards evening he set out on the feed. 1862 Horlock
Country Gentleman 172 Jack, .was quite off his feed. 1867
F. Francis Angling iv. (1880) 108 The fish are well on the
feed. 1871 Browning Balaust. 1317 And pipe .. Pastoral
marriage-paems to thy flocks At feed. 1879 Moseley Notes
on Challenger ii. 30 A shoal of porpoises on the feed. 1888
Berksh. Gloss, s.v. Vead, A horse is said to be 'out at ve-ad

'

when turned into a meadow to graze.

2. t a. A grazing or causing (cattle^ to graze
;

also, the privilege or right of grazing (obs.). fb.
Feeding-ground

;
pasture land (obs.). c. Pastur-

age, pasture
;
green crops.

1573 TrssER Husb. xvi. (1878) 34 Pasture, and feede of his
feeld. 1594 Norden Spec. Brit., Essex (Camden > 10 Ther
is w*in the Nase .. Horsey Ilande, verie good for feede.

160C Shaks. A. V. L. 11. iv. 83 His Coate, his Flockes, and
bounds of feede Are now on sale. 1667 Milton P. L. ix.

597 For such pleasure till that hour At Feed or Fountain
never had I found. 171a Prideaux Direct. Ch..wardeus
(ed. 4) 30 The . . Feed of the Church yard is the Minister's.

1795 Burke Thoughts Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 254 The clover
sown last year . . gave two good crops, or one crop and
a plentiful feed. 1858 Bartlett Diet. Amer. 144 Tall feed,

i.e. high grass. 1864 Tennyson North. Fanner (Old Style)

x, Theer warnt not feiid for a cow. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. IVord-bk., ' I hanna sid more feed o' the groun' fur

many a 'ear.' 1888 Berksh. Gloss. s.v. Vead, Green crops for

sheep, as turnips, swedes, rape, etc., are called 've-ad'.

3. Food (for cattle) ; fodder, provender.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iv. 93 <Qo. 1 As the one is wounded

with the bait, the other [sheep] rotted with delicious feed
[honey-stalks]. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Feed, provender for

cattle. 1884 F. J. Lloyd Sc. Agric. 243 There arose the
necessity of providing them with feed. iftB+Miltior^Dakota)
Teller 13 June, J. D. is prepared to grind all kinds of Feed.

b. An allowance or meal (of corn, oats, etc.
1

)

given to a horse, etc. Also Milit. in short-feed,

heavy-horse-feed, light-horse-feed (see quot. 1823).
1735 Sheridan in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 117, I can give

your horses . . a feed of oats now and then. 1749 Fielding
Tom fanes xil xiii, Prepare them [horses'] for their journey
by a feed xif corn. 1813 Crabh Technol. Diet. , A shortfeed
is a portion less than the regulated quantity. Ileavy-horse-

feed, a larger proportion given to the heavy dragoons, in dis-

tinction from Light-horsefeed, which is given to the hussars
and the light horse. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man.
(ed. 9) 220 One feed of oats in the nose-bag. 1885 G. Mere-
dith Diana I. viii. 176 The mare '11 do it well. .She has had
her feed.

4. colloq. A meal ; a sumptuous meal ; a feast.

Cf. Fkast, Spread. Also, a full meal.
1808 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 122 A feed now and then at

the first tables. 1830 Southey in Q. Rev. X 1 .11 1. 14 It is

the custom to entertain a distinguished visitor with what,
in the South Seas, as in modern London, is called a feed.

1839 Marryat Diary in Amer. Ser. 1. 1 1. 228 'Will you have
a feed or a check?' 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xli. (1856)

375 What a glorious feed for the scurvy-stricken ships ! 186*

Sala Accepted Addr. 193 Snug little feeds preparatory to

the grand banquet. 1873 Chamb. Jrnl. No. 133. 66 Little

boys . . having a feed of ice-cream.

6. The action or process of ( feeding* a machine,

or supplying material to be operated upon.
1892 P. Benjamin Mod. Meek. 663 The Hoe automatic

tension brake for graduating the feed of the paper to the

exact speed of the machine,

b. The material supplied; also the amount
supplied ; the ' charge ' of a gun.

1839 K. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 59 A cock by
which the engineer can regulate the feed to the quantity

required. 1869 Fug. Mech. 31 Dec. 389/1 By carrying less

feed, less power may suffice. 1881 Knight Diet. Mech. IV.

330/2 The actual feed to the boiler is regulated by a con-

trolling cock. 1881 Times 24 Feb., The time was taken in

which the guns could be cleaned and could fire three 'feeds'.

1883 Daily News 12 Dec. 2/5 The length of the feed is de-

termined by the clutch.

C. Short Sotfeed-gear, feed-pump, etc.; a feeder.

1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng-. 139 The water

would fall lower and lower in the boiler, if not replaced by
the feed. 1879 CasselTs Techn. Educ. IV. 340/2 The oil .

.

falls, .on the wool as it passes along the 'feed ' to the teasing

cylinder.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, (sense

3 and 3 b) as feed-bag, -crop, -mill (U.S.), -rack;

(sense 5) as feed-cock, -hole, -pipe (also feed-pipe-

cock, -strainer, -strum), -pump. b. objective, (sense

3) asfeed-crusher, -cutter-; (sense 5) as feed-heat-

ing, -roller.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 828/2 ^Feed-bag, a nose-bag

for a horse or mule, to contain his noonday feed or luncheon.

1883 W. C. Russkll Sailors' Lang. 49 *Peed-cock, a cock near

the bottom of a marine boiler for regulating the supply of

water to the boiler. 1891 Daily Neivs 14 May 5/1 **Feed'

crops. x88i Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 527/2 *Feed-crusher, a
mill for flattening grain to render it more easily masticated.
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1874 Ibid, I. 829/x *Feed-cutter. 1883 E. Incersoll in Har-
pers Mag. Jan. 207/1 He grinds all day at the feed-cutter.

1892 P. Benjamin Mod. Mech. 284 Power developed without

*feed-heating. 189a Cooley's Cycl. Pract. Receipts 1. 300/2

Another complete but empty hive with open *feed-hole,

placed below an over-full one. 1884 Milnor\ Dakota' Teller

13 June, A Steam * Feed-Mill . . to grind all kinds of Feed.

1829 Nat. Pkilos. (Useful Knowl. Soc.t Hydraulics ii. 13

The stop-valve, covering the top of the *feed-pipe. 1839

R. S. Robixson Naut. Steam Eng. 59 At the end of each

feed pipe is a cock. 1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms ifofz
" Feed-pipe cocks, those used to regulate the supply of water
to the boiler of a locomotive engine. Ibid., *Feed-pipe
strainer, or strum, a perforated, half-spherical piece of sheet

iron, .placed over the open end of the feed-pipe. 1839 R. S.

Robinson Naut. Steam. Eng. 109 The engine supplies itself

with water by a pump communicating with the hot well,

called a *feed pump. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem.
Tcchnol. (ed. 2) I. 273 A small working cylinder .. can be
placed upon the top of the boiler to work the grate and the

feed-pump. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 830/2 *Feed-rack,

a stock-feeding device with grain-trough and hay-rack under
shelter, which sometimes is extended to the stock also. 1836

Ure Cotton Manuf. II. 17 The willowed cotton, -is carried

forward.. to the *feed-rollers [of the blowing machine].

7. Special combinations: Feed-apron = feed-

cloth; feed-bed, (a) a feeding place
|ofrats); 'b the

level surface along which the supply passes to the

machine; feed-cloth, a revolving cloth which
carries the cotton or other fibre into a spinning,

carding or other machine; feed-door, the door
through which the furnace is supplied with fuel

;

the furnace door ; feed-hand 'see quot.) ; feed-

head, (a) a cistern of water for supplying the

boiler from above; {b) Founding see quot. 1874^ ;

feed-motion, a contrivance for giving a forward

movement to material in a machine ; feed-rod
—feeding-rod'; feed-screw (see quot.}; feed-tank,

-trough, a tank or trough containing a supply of

water for a locomotive ; a supply trough ; feed-

wheel (see quot.). Also Feed-water.
1836 Ure Cotton Manuf. II. 16 The feed-apron is about

eight feet long- 1876 Forest <$• Stream 7 Dec 278/3 We
shortly espy a ^feed-bed' in the edge of the marsh. 1889

Pall Mall G. 15 Oct. 7/1 Each letter in its passage along
the feed-bed of the machine strikes a lever. 1836 Ure Cotton
Manuf. II. 16 The .. cotton is .. spread upon the 'feed-

cloth of the cards. 1881 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 327/2
*Feed-door. 1874 Ibid. I. 8292 *Feed-hand .. a rod
by which intermittent rotation is imparted to a ratchet-

wheel. 1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms 182/2 *Fced luad.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 829/2 Feed liead . . the metal
above and exterior to the mold which flows into the latter

as the casting contracts. Ibid. 830/1 *Feed-motion. Ibid.

830/2 *Feed-screw (Lathe\ a long screw employed to im-

part a regular motion to a tool-rest or to the work. 1889 G.

Findlay Eng. Railway 108 A tender picks up water from
the feed-trough while in motion. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.
I. 831/1 *Feed-ivkeel, a continuously or intermittingly re-

volving wheel or disk which carries forward an object or

material. z88i Ibid. IV. 363 1 A plate on the feed wheel
holds up the coal when the box is again brought forward.

Feed fi"d
;
, v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. fed. Forms

:

Inf. 1-2 fedan, (1 Northumb. foedan), 2 feden,

3 south, veden, 2, 5 feyde, 3-4 feode, 3-6 fede.

south, vede, 4-7 feede, 6 feade, 6- feed. Pa. t.

1 fudde, pa. pple. fSded, f6dd
;
pa, t. and pa. pple.

3-5 fedde, (3 feedd, fad , 4 south, vedde. 4-5
feed, 9 dial, feeded, 4- fed. [OE./^« = OFris.

feda, OSax. fodean (Du. voeden), OHG. fuotan
<
VMHG. viielen\ OX. fdda (Da. fode, Sw. fida)>
Goth, fbdjan :-OTeut. *fdajan, f. *fo^-a- : see

Food.]
1. trans. To give food to ; to supply with food ;

to provide food for. Often followed by f of, on,

with (a specified food).
c 950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt, vi 26 Eower Oeder se heofunlica

foedeb ba [heofun fuglasj. c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxx[ij. 1 b, He hi

fedde mid fanre Iynde hwarte. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 233 He
us is. -feder for he us fett. c 1*05 Lay. 8944 He hine lette

ueden. .aerhe him bi-uoren come. 1297 R. Glolc '17241 375
He . . made yt al forest & lese, be besles vorto fede. c 1340
Cursor M. 13372 (Trin.) J>e folke. .was fed of breed & flessne.

c 1450 Bk. Hawkyngin. Rel. Ant. I. 296 Fede your hawke
and sey not geve here mete. 1592 Davies Immort. Soul
xvi. i. (1714) 71 The Body's Life with Meats and Air is fed.

1648 Sir E. Nicholas in S. Papers Camdem 115 Seeke for

some allowance . . to feede us. 1714 Nelsox Life Bp. Bull

I 7*>- 437 About sixty necessitous People . . were fed with
Meat. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trar. (1760) II. 205 Gregory-

.

was feeding twelve indigent men. 1798 Webbe in Owen
Wellesley's Desp. 9, I doubt whether there are any well-

grounded expectations that they could feed themselves.

1835 Use Pkilos. Manuf. 394 The Leeds people are better

fedT 1842 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion 'ed. 4' 142 Dogs
fed on oil or sugar. . become diseased. 1848Macaltay Hist.

Eng. I. 314 It was not yet the practice to feed cattle in this

b. To stickle 'young^ ; in OE. also absol.

C9So Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xx'ir. 19 Wae uutedHce oWm
berendum & foedendum in 5sem da^um. a 13300 Cursor M.
5640(0x1.) pis wonfman . . It [be childe] fedd til it cuth spek
and gang. 1530 Palsge. 547 1 This bytche fedeth her
whelpes. 18*1 R. Turner A rts 4- Sc. (ed. 18) 170 Pelias.

.

was fed by a mare. j888Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk^
Feed, to suckle.

c. To put food into the mouth of {e. g. a child,

a sick person, a fowl).
c 1440 Promp. Pare. 152/3 Feede chyldryn wytbe pappe

mete, papa. r6n Core*-, Appasteler, to feed by hand, or
with the hand; or, as a bird feeds her yong. 1638 Mark-

ham Farewell to Husbandry 162 The Bitter is ever best to

be fed by the hand, because when you have fed him, you
may tie his Beake together. 1748 W. Cadogan Ess. Nursing
19 A sucking Child should be fed. .once with the Broth, and
once with the Milk. 1872-4 L. Wright Poultry 79 The
fowl when fed is .. held with both hands under its breast.

1882 J. W. Anderson Med. Nursing vv. (18831 73 A patient

. .will not have the feeding cup, and yet must be fed in some
such way. 1893 H. D. Traill Social England I. Introd.

54 His meal might be served up to him on costly dishes, but
he fed himself with his fingers. Mod. He is so weak that

he cannot feed himself.

d. To graze, pasture (cattle, sheep, etc. .

1382 WvcLIF Gen. xxxvii. 13 Thi britheren feden [1388
kepen, 1611 feed] sheep in Sichemys. 1757 Home Douglas
II. i, My name is Norval; on the Grampian Hiils Myfather
feeds his flocks.

e. Teed-the-dove. A Christmas game mentioned
in Brand's Pop. Antiq. I. 278.

2. fig. of 1. Const, as above.

a. simply; csp. in spiritual sense.

971 Blhkl. Horn. 57 Seo sau!, ;rif heo ne bi5 mid Godes
worde feded. CI200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 215 Eche I

[be hodede sholde] fede mid godes worde be hungrie soule.

< 1380 Wvci.if Set. Wks. III. 500 pe soule is fedde wib
charite. 143S Misym Fire ofLore 53 Chosyn sawlis. .with

heuenly likyn^e is feed. 1579 Flxke fleskins' Pari. 274
A spirituall meate, to feede vs into eternall life. 1697
Dbvden Virg. Georg. hi. 767 He grinds his Teeth In his own
Flesh, and feeds approaching Death. 1882 E. I

J
. Hooo in

Leisure Hour Apr. 225 The logic of satire has often Leen
fed on fear.

b. To gratify, minister to the demands of a

person's vanity, desire of vengeance, or other

passion; to sustain or comfort 'a person; with

usually, fallacious, hopes. Cf. Food v. t To
feedforth, tip earlier tofood'forth"/, to beguile, keep

(one) quiet, with flattery, etc. ; = Amuse v. 4, 6.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5423 She [Fortune] . . fedith hym with

glorie veyne. 1475 Bk. Noblesse i£6o 53 The said maister
..fedde hem forthe withe sportis and plaies tille [etc

1530 Palscr. 547/1 You haue fedde me forthe with fayre

wordes Ionge ynoughe. 1577 Northbbookf. Dicing ( :'-
1,\)

14T [He] . . so continueth feeding him^elfe with lool

the chaunge of the dice. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 65
To feed my humor, wish thy selfe no harme. 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev. i, i. Wks. 1836 L 76 This mome my vengeance
shall be amply fed. 1603 Ksolles Hist. Turks 656 Craftily

feeding him with the nope of libertie. Ibid. 1621] 114

Feeding him up with faire words. 1666 Temple Let. to

Bp. of'Munster Wks. 1731 II. 15 He seems to feed himself
and his Friend with the Hopes of a speedy Peace. 1726
Leom Alberti's Archit. I. 66 a, Others, feedir.g themselves
with great hopes of times to come. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, WealthWk*. Bohn) II. 73 All that can feed the

senses and pa-sions. -is in the open market.

C. in phrases, to feed one's eyes, to feed one's

sight. Also, of the tongue, tofeed the ear.

1590 Spensf.r F. Q. 11. vii. 4 In hi= lappe a masse of coyne
he told, And turned upside downe, to feede his eye . .with

his huge threasury. 1625 Bacon Ess., Masques.Tht Altera-

tion of Scenes .. feed and relieue the Eye. 1634 Sir T.
Herbf.rt Traz: 1633 150, I found few [monument-] to feed

my eyes upon. 1641 J. Jackson True Fran?. T. 1. 26 He
fed his eyes by being a spectator of those wickednesses. 1738
Wesley Hymns, ' IVho's this, ivho like the Morning '

ii, Hi-.

Tongue the Ear with Musick feeds. 1813 Scott Trierm.
III. xix, The knight With these high marvels fed his sight.

fd. Tofeed with money, to bribe. 06s.

1567 J. Hawkyns Let. Sir IV. Cecil in State P. Dom. Eliz.

44. 13 They were by the Merchaunts fedd soe plentefully

with mony. 1580 North Plutarch (i1- f, i/j Anytos was
the first that fed the Judges with Money.

3. intr. (rarely t refl. in same sense . To take

food ; to eat. Of persons now only colloq. Const,

as in 1.

1387 Treyisa Higden ;RoUs) VI. 19 pe corn.-berof be
colver ofte schulde fede hym self, i486 Bk. St. Albans
C viij a. She fedith on all maner of flesh. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 5b, The shale of the nut to be broken that

he may fede of the Cornell. 1556 A urelio $ Isab. (1

Of hir delicate fleshe they [the LionsJ fedde them. 1635
N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 11. 130 He fed hard at supper
on sallats. 1703 Pope Thebais 636 Devouring dogs . . Fed
on his trembling limbs. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1240) I. x.

173 It was a good while before they [kids] would feed. 1757
Chesterf. Lett. IV. ccexxii. 96 Go pretty often and feed

with him. 1834 M'Mlrtkie Ctez'ier's Anim. Kingd. 145
The ostrich feeds on grass- 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II.

xvii. 252, I did wrong at that time not to ' feed better '.

1861 Hlches Tom Broztft at Oxf. L (x38oj 8 No one feeds

at the high table except the dons.

b. transf. To feed on (a person) : to live at his

expense.

1733 Popx Ess. Man m. 61 All feed on one vain patron.

1540 Cbaxver Wks. I. 25 Many holy martyrs, .did daily

feed of the food of Christs body. 1581 Sidney ApoL Poetrie
(Arb.) 20 Whose milk . . enabled them to feed . . of tougher
knowledges. 1599 Warn. Faire Worn. 11. 1380 The people's

ey=s have fed them with my sight. 1612 Rowlands Knaue
of Harts 29 On others miseries and woes, I feede. 1768
W. Gilhn Ess. Prints 10 The eye . . may be pleased . . by
feeding on the parts separately. 1760 Sir W. Jones Pal.
Fortune Poems ( 1777) 16 Grant me to feed on beauty's rifled

charms. 18*7 PotxoK Course T. ix, Disappointment fed on
ruined Hope. 1883 Standard 20 July 5/1 Cholera feeds

- - . .
:"-.--_.

4. trans. To yield or produce food for ; to be,

or serve as, food for. lit. andfig.
a 1300 Sarmun li. in E. E. P. (i3oVL 6 pe si^te of god him

sal fede. 13m Gowe* Con/. III. 26 Scene is the delicaoe
Of lore, which min herte fedeth. 1577 B. Googe Heres-
back's Hush. 1. (1586) 38 b, Fodder, .very good to feede both

cattel Sc Poultrye. 1669 Worlidge Sysl. Agric. i63i) zZ
One Acre of this Grass will feed you as many Cows as six
Acres of other common Grass. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.
111. 812 The Water-Snake, whom Hsh and Paddocks fed.

1891 Farmer Slang II, Tofeed thefishes, to be drowned.
absol. 1665 Sir 1. Herbert Traz: 1C77) 23 The air feeds

not.

5. To supply with nourishment ; to nourish,

cause to grow, support, sustain.

a icoo Boeth. Metr. xxix. 70 (Gr.) Se . . metod . . fet eall

battle growed wastmas on weorolde. a 1300 Sei'en Sins 33
in Ii. E. P. (1862) 19 Ii fule bodi fedn mid is siluir and is

gold. 1308 'I
.

- Barth. De P. R. iv. ix. (1495 93 By
the benefyce of blode al the lymmes of the body preuayle
and be fedde. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1077 A mountain-spnng
that feeds a dale. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 11. 486 Be
mindful. .With Store of Earth around to feed the Koot.

1719 Watts Hymns 1. xlviii, God .. feeds the strength of
every Saint. 1759 tr. Dnhamel's Husb. 1. i. 1762 3 The
trees had been fed by other roots. 1784 Cowper Task in.

662 Some [flower-] clothe the soil that fttd-^ them. 1801

SoUTHRV Thataba 1. xxii, The ebony. .A leaflets tree. .With
darkness feeds it-- boughs of raven grain. 1837 Disraeli
Veuetia 1. ii, A rich valley, i een mead.-> fed by a clear

and rapid stream.

ft_e. 1626 Bac •" Sylva % i;\ Musick feedeth that di ;.-

f the Spirits which it findeth. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. ^ III. 132 Poetry feeds and waters the passions,

tb. To nurture, bring up. Obs.

C 1320 .ir 1 ri.tr. :\j Fiftene }ere he gan him fede. c 1400
Destr. Troy ^23 Vour-selfe . . be fresshist and fairest fed

r:he.

6. To 611 with food, to pamper
;
to fatten, make

*:c~hy ; occas. of the food. dial. To feed full

and) high
t

to feed up: \ > supply with rich and
abundant food.

15^2 H:.. . a franclce or penne, altilis.

I
-

: full, iburraiu . 1630 /' J n 1 Kingd. *?

Commit'. - ,'i : ; ch *ice [the bteere] i all <_; - r exempted
f 1697 Dryi-jEs Virg.

Georg. in 1788 V,'.;.;

Vorksk. G 1 lean to feed 1 m,' I intend v, fat him.

1823 J. Badcock Dom.Amusem. f.* A :.. II 5. not to *;

fed too high. 1877 ::. W. Liu . 01 :. -.---, He feet!

i336 .',. li '. Lin . Glc \

.

5.v., Miik water.

fig. 1596-1620 [see Fat a. 2 c]. 1874 M stley tame:
He ir.ed in Pari fee ling fat the gr - 1

:_ ..-.

.. Barnes 1 . ..

b. Tofed off: to fatten 'an animal; for .-ale or

;hter.

1852 jml. R. .;...'-/ . . . XIII. :.::: 'I
':.-. -•'--'-

lually. 1854 Ibid. X\'. 1.

112 The hoggets are. f fi re New "Sear.

C. fig, t ^ ith on adv. : To encourage the growth
-

. . To feed into : to bring into by pamper-
ing. Also, ' 'Theat. slang) To feed a part: to fill

it out bj the ition of c^ai.^ or

minor importance.
1580 North Plutarch :

'-'. >t Pu:,'icola . . was very
: the same [ ^ :.

-

.: .....

1843 C into gigar.ti . bulk.

1392 Pall Mall G. 22 D-; .. 2 3 After thl«, endie-

mMr. Penley—feeding the par

be the stage le

t d. To give ' body' to 'a liquor/ . Obs.

1667 Dryden WildGallant .. iii. \ ix . itners

vines. 174a Land, -y Country Brew. 1. ed. 4, Pref.,

: .
rving Malt-Liquoi

e. Tanning. To give * substance ' to. Also,

intr. of the leather : To gain substance ; to thicken.

1882 I. Patos in EneycLBrit. XIV. 380 2 The Tci

are. .'fed 1=^4 -'" '' Ei
Catal. 38 This rest a.. . - the leal let 1 - feed'.

f. intr. To grow fat. dial.

1727 Bailey voL II, Feeding ..growing in I lesh by eating.

1796 W. Maesh ^ll Midland '..
,
feed, to grow

far. 1877 A'. IV. Line. Gloss. s.v., I niwer seed ooybody
-. .

7. a. To keep a reservoir, watercourse, etc.]

supplied ; to supply (a fire, etc.} with fuel.

1582 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 426 Water
..to fttdt youre pondes. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V.

111. ii. 20^6, I haue ingag'd . . my friend to his meere er.emie

To feede my meanes. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. no The smoakie

light That's fed with stinking Tallow. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 63

A fiery Deluge, fed With ever-burning Sulphur UDConsum'd.

1705 Addison Italy 274 The warm Springs that feed the ..

Baths. 1758 F. Laboratory laid open 8 This manner offeeding

the fire will be found a very great convenience. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, vi. The mob fed the fire with whatever they could

find. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 319 Cisterns

at the top of every" barrack should feed the ablution rooms.

1875 Lyell Princ. GeoL II. in. xlix. 608 Islands -. large

enough to feed small rivers. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage

i,2'i Cisterns . . were fed .. by the aqueduct of which they

formed the termination.

b. To supply (a machine, a workman) con-

tinuously with material to work upon. Also intr.

of the material : To pass in ^to a mill,

.

1669 Worudge Syst. Agric. 1 1681 » 51 The Corn feeds not

until you set the same [Engine] down again. Ibid. 52 In

case you drive apace it feeds apace. 1707 Moettwer Husb.

277 The breadth of the bottom of which [hopper] must be .

.

near as long as the Rowlers, that it may not feed them too

fast. 1808 J. Bablow Cotumb. n. 503 She. .fed The turning

spindle with the twisting thread. xSot Famie* SUng II,

Tifetd tke Press, to send op copy slip by slip.

absol. 1676 Beal in PkU. Trans. XI. 5*4 Two ordinary

Labourers, .itbe one feeding, and the other grinding}.

8. a. To cause to be eaten by cattle; to use

(land) as pasture. Often with complementary adj.

or adv. tofeed bare, close, down, off.
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a 1651 Sir Richard Weston in Hartlifrs Legacy f 165s) 242

You may then feed the ground with Cattel all the Winter,
as you do other ground. Ibid. 243 As it springs again, feed
it with Cattel. 1652 Arnold Beati in Hartlib's Legacy
(1655) 130, It is very easie, by mowing or feeding it [corn]
down with Cattel, to prevent it. 1669 Worlidge Syst.
Agric. (1681) 23 As soon as you have fed it bare, then is it

best to over-flow. Ibid. 28 The best Husbandry is to graze
it, or feed it [grass] in Racks. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 29
Take care to feed it [the grass] close before the Winter.
1807 R. Parkinson Experienced Fawner I. 409 If he cannot
feed it (Buck-wheat] off with some cattle. 1850 Jml. R.
Agric. Soc. XI. n, 430 The crop being well grown, it only
remains to feed it well off.

b. To deal out (food) to animals.
1883 P. E. Gibbons in Harper's Mag. Apr. 652/1 Mangel-

wurzel . . is fed to the cows in winter. 1893 K. D. Wiggin
in Atlantic Monthly Feb. 184/1 He has been feeding bread
and butter to the dog.

c. transf. (Cf. 7.) To supply continuously

(material to be consumed or operated upon). Also,

To feed down : to bring (a tool) down, gradually

as required.
i860 Pi esse Lab. Chan. Wonders 82 Gold is fed into a

vessel containing aqua regia. 1864 Webster s. v. Drill-
Press, The tool B rotates and is fed down by hand or
automatically. 1869 Eng. Mech. 19 Mar. 574/1 The wood
is fed to the saw by means of a. .roller. 1881 Knight Diet.
Meek. IV. 744/2 The string, .is fed from a tin canister. 1883
H. Tuttle in Harpers Mag. Nov. 824/2 The wet sand, .is

fed into the opening. 1884 W. H. Rideing ibid. May 895/1
Long, .tubes, .feed them to exquisitely adjusted scales.

t d. Stock-exchange. To deal out (stock) in

portions. Obs.
1814 Stock Exchange Laid Open 28 Feeding out stock to

less dealers.

9. Of cattle : To eat, eat off, feed upon. Also,
tofeed do-on, off.

1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 452 A tim'rous hind, .feeds the flow 'ry

lawns. 1858 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XIX. 1. 206 The fifty-two
cows had. .more than they could feed down. 1883 Jefferies
Nature near London 237 The sheep have fed it too close
for a grip of the hand. 1891 West. Morn. News 14 Sept.,
A crop of swedes, .is again fed off by sheep.

b. Tofeed down : to cat off the food of.

1887 Pall Mall G. 20 Oct. 13/2 ' Bunny \ .feeds down the
sheep.

Feed (f*d), ppl a. [f. Fee v. + -ed i.J

T 1. .Bound to feudal service. Only in feed man :

see Feedman. Obs.

2. Paid by fees ; hired ; bribed ; Sc. employed
for wages.
1579 Fulke Heshius' Pari. 389 One of the feeid and fed

seruants of y Pope. 1601 Shaks. Twel. At 1. v. 303, I am
no feede poast, Lady; keepe your purse. 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev. iv. i. Wks. 1856 I. 117 When will the Duke
hold (etd Intelligence V 1628 Vknnek Pahs ofBathe (1650)

363 Such are his fee'd Agents. 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4562/4
[He] is Brother- in- Law to John Herstone of the Feed
Gunners belonging to the Office of Ordnance. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. xxxviii, She's no a fee'd servant. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 2 Mar. 1 1/4 One of the fee d speakers.

Feed, obs. Sc. form of Feud sb.<, enmity.

Feedable (ffdabl), a. [f. Feed v. - -able.]

Capable of being fed. f &• That may be eaten

off or grazed (obs.), b. That may be fed 1 with
something).
1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Imf>r. Hi. 12 Nor is [the

land J grazable and feedable so soon. 1858 Miss Mulock
Th. ab. Worn. 44 A kissable, scoldable, sugar-plum feedable
plaything.

Feeder (frdai). [f. as prec. + -er *.] One who
or that which feeds.

1. One who feeds or supplies food to (a person
or animal) ; formerly often in contemptuous use,

one who maintains (a parasite, a spy, etc).

1579 Twyhe I'hisicke agst. Fort. 1. lxiv. 88 b, Often calling
his Feeder by his name, and the better to perswade hym,
flatteryng hym with [etc.]. 16x6 Rich Cabinet 130 The
horsse remembers, .his feeder. 1653 M\i.tox IIireliugs Wks.
(1851) 387 Idleness, with fulnes of Bread, begat pride ad
perpetual contention with thir Feeders the despis'd Laity.
1683 Loyal Observator 11 His feeders, .have, .put him upon
another jobb. 1725 Poi'E Odyss. xiv. 461 Those who. .Blas-
pheme their feeder. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey n. xv, Your
Playmg-up toady, who, unconscious to its feeder, is always
playing up to its feeder's weaknesses. 1834 Brit. Husb. I.

vni. 203 The feeder should be provided with an elastic
ramrod. 1865 Kingsley Herew. (18661 I. x. 229, I am
Hereward, the land-thief—sea-thief—the feeder of wolf and
raven. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 269 A handsome steed
..Neighs to new feeders.

b. Sport. A trainer (of cocks or horses).

? Obs.

1781 P. Beckford Hunting (1802) 57, I have inquired of
my feeder . . how he mixes up his meat. 1810 Sporting
wag- XXXVI. 55 The long main between the gentlemen of
Staffordshire, Gosling feeder, and the gentlemen of Lan-
cashire, Gilliver feeder, was won by the former.

c. transf andfig.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. v. 66 The Tutor and the Feeder

ofmy Riots. 1616 Havward Sane t. Troub.Souti. 11.(1620)30
The comforts thereof are. .feeders thereof with sweet poison.
1634 M. Sandys Prudence 176 Flattery. .is the poysoning
of Mans vnderstanding, the Feeder of humors. 1824 Lamb
Etta it Blakesmoor in H shire, The solitude of child-
hood, .is the feeder of love. 1849 The Florist 319 Numerous
fibrous roots, .act as feeders. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bh.

291^ Feeders, in pilot slang, are the passing spurts of rain
which feed a gale. 1887 Garnsey tr. De Baryj Fungi 358
The plant or animal on which a parasite lives is termed its

host or feeder.
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2. One who or that which eats or takes food ; an
eater ; usually with adj. prefixed, as large, quick,

etc. Also,feeder upon (a specified food).
156a J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 106 Thone beyng

an eater greedy and greate, Thother a weake feeder. 1612
YVoodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653)392 He. .was a very large
feeder. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. vi. 98 The missell
thrush, or feeder upon missel toe. 1655 Walton Angler fed. 2)

277 He [the barbel] is a curious feeder. 1718 RowEtr. Lucan
302 The rav'nous Feeders riot at their ease. 1733 Cheyne
Eng. Malady 11. vii. § 2 (1734) 186 No .. full Feeder was
ever opened, but he was found with some gross Fault in his

Liver. 1798 R. Parkinson Experienced Farmer 1. 175 They
[Downs Sheep] are . . quick feeders. 1847 F. Pakkman
Oregon Trail xxv. (1872) 352 The carcass was completely
hollowed out by these voracious feeders. 1885 C'lodd Myths
<V Dr. 11. iv. 165 The New Zealanders . . were systematic
feeders on human flesh.

b. One who eats at another's expense ; a person
dependent upon another for his food ; a servant.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.'ll. iv. 99, I will your very faithfull

Feeder be. a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour hi. i, Now
servants he has kept, lusty tall feeders.

C. transf. Of a plant; also of a flame.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 133 The latter [potato]
being a more tender feeder. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 1

Flame the stealthy feeder ! 1882 The Garden 4 Feb. 87/3
The Fig. .is a gross feeder.

d. //. Cattle for feeding off or fattening.

1796 W. Marshall Midland Counties Gloss., Feeders.

.

fatting cattle. 1881 Chicago Times 1 June, Stockers and
feeders were dull.

e. dial. One who grows abnormally fat.

1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., The whole family of them are
feeders.

3. An instrument, organ, or appliance for feeding

(senses 1 and 2) : a. a spoon [slang) ; a child's

feeding bottle ; a bib
;

N b. Entom. one of the

organs composing the mouth-parts.
a. 1811 Lexicon Balatronicutu, Feeder, a. spoon. To nab

the feeder; to steal a spoon. 1821 D. H aggakt Life led. 2)

69, I do not remember what became of the feeders. Ibid. 73,
I bought two wedge table feeders. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss.,

Feeder, a child's bib ; also a feeding-bottle, or cup with a lip.

b. 1826 Kikisy & Spencb Introd. Entom. IV. 308 Feeders
retracted (Trophi reiracti) when in a perfect mouth the
Trophi are not capable of being much pushed out or drawn
in. Feeders retractile, when, .the Trophi can be consider-
ably pushed forth or drawn in.

4. One who attends to the feeding of a flock ; a

herdsmnn. shepherd. ? Obs.
1611 Bible Gen. iv. 2 Abel was a keeper \margin feeder]

of sheep. 1710 Philips Pastorals v. 9 When, with the
Flocks, their Feeders sought the Shade. 1807 G. Chalmers
Caledonia I. 11. vi. 309 They had only advanced . . from
being hunters, to being feeders of flocks.

* fig-
a 1400-50 Alexander 2961 Is bis no}t Philip son be firs

l>e fedare of grece? 1413 Lydc. Pilgr. Sowle iv. xx'ix.

US59) 62 O thou wretchyd herd and fals feder of the hows
Israel, c 1430 Life St. Rath. 11884) 98 He ys iny God my
loner and my feder. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxxi.
161 1) 438 They are commanded to bee . . leaders, feeders,
superuisors amongst their owne. 1659 Torriano, Pastdre.

.

a Pastor or a Preacher, as it were a Feeder of souls.

5 One who feeds up or fattens (an animal\
esp. one whose business it is to feed cattle for

slaughter.
(-1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. iv. (1869) 2 A foulere oper

a feedere of briddes. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681)
176 In fatting of Geese. .'I he Jews, .are esteem 'd the skill-

fullest Feeders that be. 1893 Daily Neivs 15 Feb. 5/8 The
trade would become paralysed and both feeders and
labourers suffer immensely.

+ b. humorously. A crammer, tutor. Obs.
1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. vii, Mr. Thornhill came with, .his

chaplain and feeder. 1787 Gentl. Mag. LVII. 869/2
A Feeder, by which is meant a person who. .crams into the
head of a candidate for a degree certain ideas which [etc.].

[1848 Dickens Dombey Mr. Feeder, B.A.]

6. A stream which flows into another body of

water; a tributary; also att'rib., asfeeder-stream.

*795 J- Phillips Hist. Inland Navigation Addenda 94
To make navigable the cut or feeder from the town of
Wendover, to join the canal at Bulbourne. Ibid. 97 No
water to be taken from the feeders of the river Witham.
1800 Mrs. Hekvey Monrtray Earn. IV. 249 An immense
torrent, .becoming one of the feeders of the Lake. 1826

J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 48 Just as I had
cleared the feeder-stream, .up springs a reindeer. 183a
Act 2-3 Will. IV, c. 65 § 5 The point at which a burn or
feeder joins a loch. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 37 The Kennet
. . is one of the main feeders of the Thames.

transf im&fig.
1817 J. Scott Paris Revisited (ed. 4) 12 The downfall of

great states has usually been produced by a disregard of
the sources of alienation, and the feeders of discontent.
1861 Max Mlller Sc. Lang. ii. 49 Dialects have always
been the feeders rather than the channels of a literary lan-

guage. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch, Eng. I. 71 As a feeder
to this great college, Wolsey founded another. 1882 Daily
Tel. 8 Nov. 5/7 It is proposed to construct lines of a less sub-
stantial character, to act as feeders to the main lines. 1893
'Times 27 Apr. 9/5 The Post office actually increases the
business of the banks by acting as a feeder.

b. spec. ' A water course which supplies a canal

or reservoir by gravitation or natural flow* (W.).
1825 Beverley Lighting Act ii. 11 Canal, aqueduct,

feeder, pond. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 201 The
feeder is constructed so as to promote a current in its

waters to the head of the reservoir. 1866 Comhill Mag.
Mar. 367 Another sweet-water canal, which is to be an
essential feeder of the principal channel.

FEEDING.

c. In wider sense : A centre or source of supply.
In quots. fig.

1817 Coleridge Lay Serin. 377 Our religious opinions,
out of which . . all our other opinions flow, as from their
spring-bead and perpetual feeder. 1872 O. W. Holmes
Poet. Breakf-i. in. (1891) 80 The sources from which a man
fills his mind,—his feeders, as you call them.
attrib. 1892 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 5/1 Looking down.,

from the edge of the great glacier-feeder basin.

7. Mining, a. A smaller lode falling into the
main lode or vein.

1728 NicHOi.LS in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 403 Small Branches
opening into them in all Directions ; which are by the Miners
term'd, the Feeders of the Load. 1805 Mushet ibid. XCV.
165 Towards the feeder it seemed loose and crumbly. 1869
R. B. Smyth Gotdfelds Victoria 610 Feeder, a spur
falling into a reef increasing, .its size and richness.

b. An underground spring or runner of water.
1702 Savery Miner's Friend^ When once you know how

large your feeder or spring is. 1789 Brand Neivcastte II.

679 They know when any feeder of water is pricked. 1892
Daily Neivs 16 Mar. 5/7 Abnormally heavy feeders of water.

c. A stream of gas escaping through a fissure in

the ground ; a blower.
1881 in Raymond Mining Gloss. 1883 in Gresley Coal-

mining 'Perms 104.

8. One who or that which supplies material for

consumption or elaboration.

a. One who ' feeds ' material to a machine.
1676 Beal in Phil. Trans. XI. 584 By this, .may two work-

men, and one feeder, grind 20 bushels of Apples in an hour.
^35 Ure Philos. Manuf. 155 The person who attends this
machine, .is called the feeder. 1886 Pall Mall G. 18 June
5/1 On a raised platform stands the feeder, with his spade,
and it is his duty to shovel the quartz into the hopper. 1888
Jacobi Printers'' Voc. 43 Feeder, the lad who lays on the
sheets in a printing machine.

b. The player who tosses the ball to the bats-

man (in ' Rounders' and similar games). Hence,
the name of a particular game resembling rounders.
1844 Boy's Treasury 17 The players next toss up for the

office of feeder. Ibid. 18 This game [Rounders] differs from
feeder only in the following particulars. 1875 'Stonehenge*
Brit. Sports 111. 1. iv. § 1. 686 The feeder is allowed to feign
a toss of the ball.

c. An apparatus or a portion of an apparatus,

often in the form of a hopper, into which the

material to be treated is placed in order to be
supplied to the machine in regulated quantities.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 51 Observe whether it

will hold out . . and accordingly proceed and rectifie the
Feeder. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Atnnsem. 79 The feeder,

which coming from an air-tight vessel, -full of oil, it drops
slowly into the centre of the iron vessel. 1870 Public
Opinion 16 July 81 The new feeder is a single-acting plunger
pump. 1892 P. Benjamin Mod. Mcch. 859 Automatic.,
feeder, .to feed the grain easily.

d. The lower chamber in an organ bellows
which supplies the upper chamber or reservoir with
wind.
1852 Seidel Organ 36 The lower one, called the feeder

..when pressed down, produces the wind. 1870 E. J.
Hopkins Organ 14.

e. A7aut. A reserved compartment between decks

for filling up the vacancy in the hold caused by
the settling down of grain, etc.

1890 Daily Neivs 10 Dec. 58 The cargo was secured in

the usual way. .seven large feeders in the 'tween-decks.

9. Metal-casting, a. ^See quot. 1858.1 Also
attrib., asfeeder-head. b. ' The opening made in

a foundry mould for the introduction of the feed

rod' i.Lockwood).
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade 149/2 Feeder.. a large head

or supply of fluid iron to a runner or mould in heavy
castings. 1892 Lochwood's Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms 136
Feeder head . . a mass of metal which has been utilised

for feeding a mould.

10. Electrical Engineering, a. A wire bearing

a subsidiary current, b. A branch-wire to supply

a house, etc.

1892 Electrical Engineer 16 Sept. 287 2 The Northampton
Electric Light and Power Company have equal weights of
distributing mains and feeders.

11. Theatrical. v Sce quot.)
1886 Stage Gossip 70 A part or character that is con-

stantly giving cues for another character to 'score off 'or
* cannon off' is known as a ' feeder '.

Feeding (f^din), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1.]

1. The action of the vb. Feed, in its various

senses.

t 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. v. 42 Sio feding oara

sceapa. c 1320 K. Brunne Medit. 39 j?e fyrst ys a bodly
fedyng. 14.. Epiph. in Tundale's lis. 120 Thys day is

named Phagyphanye . . For thys word fhagy . . Is seyd of

fedyng. c 1475 Babees Ph. (i868t 7 In youre fedynge luke

goodly yee be sene. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 137

Pamperyng . . our bodyes by..moche fedyng of delycate

meates and drynkes. 1676 Ray Corr. 11848) 122 Skill in

the feeding .. of singing-birds. 1725 Sloane Jamaica II.

285 According to its feeding on venemous or not venemous
food, 'tis wholesome or poysonous. 1803 Davy in Phil.

Trans. XCIII. 272 The feeding of leather in the slow

method of tanning. 1837 Dickens Picfatf. viii There was not

a gleam of. . anything but feeding in his whole visage. 1879

Geo. Eliot Theo. Such i. 15 A feeding up into monstrosity.

2. concr. That which is eaten ; food. Now rare.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm, i. (1495) 73° Some
beestys gadre store of mete and fedynge, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 152/2 Fedynge, or fode, Pastutn. 1532-3 Act 24

Hen. VIII, c. 3 Beoffe, mutton, porke, and veale ,. is the
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common feedyng of . . poore persons. 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxxvii. (1887) 148 Will ye let the fry encrease,

where the feeding failes V 1653 Walton Angler 148 His
[the Pike's] feeding is usually fish or frogs. 1066 Handy
Horse Bk. 20 So should the horses feeding be augmented
by one-third . .more than usual,

fb. To take feeding {of) : to feed (upon). In

qnot-X^*
c 1500 Mrfitsine 098 Her of whom myn eyen toke theire

fedyng.

fc. Nourishment, sustenance. Obs.

154,7 Kookde Brev. Health Pref. 4 Consider if . . the

sickenes in the exteiial partes have any fedynge from the

interial partes.

3. Grazing-ground or pasture land
;
pasturage,

feeding-ground. Obs. cxc. dial.

c 1430 Pilgr. L.yfManhodv II. cix. (1869) 116 He . . ouer-

throweth here feedinges [pasturaux]. 1467 Bury Wills

(1850) 47 Alle the lanclys, medewes, pasturys, and fedyngys
callyd Southwode. 1554-5 Act 2-3 Phil. <f Mary c. 3
Lands or feedings, apt for milch kine. 1627 Speed England
iii. § 4 Kent, .in some things hath the best esteeme : as in.

.

feedings for Cattell. 1669 Woklidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 31
The Spring and Autumn feeding, whereon six or eight

Cattle usually grazed. 1768 BoswELL Corsica i. (ed. 2) 40
Sheep, .have fine feeding. 1840 Spurdens Suppl. Voc. E.
Anglia s.v., ' You turned your horse into my feeding.'

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., asfeeding'
barley, -cake, -cock, -ground, -house, -land, -linseed,

-machine, -metal, -pipe, -place, -stuff, -vessel, -work,
1884 York Herald 19 Aug. 7/2 *Feedtng foreign barley.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 511/1 ^Feeding cakes, pulse, and
other .. feeding stuffs. 1827 Farey Steam Engine, 369
Regulate the 'feeding cocks.. so as to give the requisite

supply. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xiv, It is all good
*feeding-ground. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1831) 87
A gentleman, .is judiciously distributing his *feeding-houses
. .over all the highest parts of his farms. 1873 TegetmeiER
Poultry Bk. xxix. 370 Supply a bed of clean straw in the
feeding-house. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., *Feeding land,

grazing land. 1887 Daily News 28 June 2/5 Not much
business passing in * feeding linseed. 1873 J. Richards
Wood-working Factories i42*Hand-feeding machines. 1891

Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engt'n. Terms 136 The "feeding
metal is . . supplied in small quantities. 1669 WorlidgE
Syst. Agric. (1681) 52 Just behind the Share and *Feeding-
pipe. 1611 Bible Nahit/nW. 11 Where is. .the "feeding place

of the yong Lions ? 1883 * Feeding-stuffs [suefeeding-cake].

1859 Luard in Archwol. Cant. II. 8 *Feeding-vesseIs for

the chickens. i68z Hickeringill Black Non-Conformist
Wks. (1716) 11. 144 This necessary *feeding-work of a good
Shepherd.

b. Special comb., as feeding-bottle, a glass

bottle for supplying artificial food to infants ; also

attrib. in figurative sense ; feeding-box, (a) a

compartment in which a horse is placed to be fed ;

(b) in hot air feeding-box, an appliance for 'feed-

ing* hot air to a stove; feeding-cloth —feed-
cloth ; feeding-cup (see quot.) ; feeding-drum,
a drum used for feeding certain kinds of furnaces

;

feeding-engine, -h^ad, -needle (see quots.) ;

feeding-piece, grazing ground; feeding-rod. a

small metal rod used for keeping an open passage

in a casting during the process of feeding; f feed-

ing-stead, a pasture; feeding-time, (a) a time

for taking food ; meal-time
; {&) dial, genial or

growing weather (for crops) ; feeding-trace, a
track showing where animals have obtained food

;

feeding-tubi (s^e quot ).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade 149/2 *Feeding-bottle. 1884
St, 'James' Gaz. 2 Feb. 3/1 Napoleon foresaw the results of
this feeding-bottle policy. 1887 Hackney Gaz. 9 Feb. 2/7
Fitting up infant's feeding-bottles. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV.
511/1 When the manure is made in *feeding-boxes. 1884
Health Exhib. Catat. 65/1 Grates . .with . . hot air feeding
box. 1821 Specif, ofBarker fy Harris's Patent No. 4574. 4
The material [fur] to be cleared being taken off the feeding
cloth or endless web. 1882 J. W. Anderson Med. Nursing
iv. (1883) 73 See that the ^feeding cup and all vessels used
for food are kept clean. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Feeding-cup,
a vessel with a spout for the feeding of a sick person whilst

lying down. Also, an oblong shallow vessel with a tubular
end, to which a teat can be affixed for the artificial feeding
of young children. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem.
Technol. t'ed. 2) I. 151 As each scraper comes in turn under
the *feeding-drum, the coal which has fallen between each of
them will be carried forward. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I.

830/1 ^Feeding engine, a supplementary engine for feeding
the boiler, when the main engine is stopped. Ibid.,

*Feeding-head (Founding), an opening in a mould ..

which supplies metal as the casting contracts. 1831
Brewster Nat. Magic xi. (1833) 289 A *feeding-needle [in

the tambouring machine] which by a circular motion round
the working-needle, lodged upon the stem of the latter the
loop of the thread. 1796 W. Marshall Midland Counties
Gloss., *Feeding-picec. 1892 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin.
Terms 136 *Feeding-rod. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 600
Pascua, a *ffedyngstede. 1887 .S\ Cheshire Gloss., ' It's

a rare *feedin" time for th* turmits.' 1888 Iltust. Loud.
News Christmas No. 11/1 A bell rang. There's feeding-time,
we'd best go down. 1856 Kane Arct. ExpI. II. iii. 38 The
numerous *feeding-traces [of rabbits] among the rocks. 1884
Syd. Soc. Lex., *Feeding tube, an elastic tube..which is

passed into the stomach.

Feeding (frdirj),///. a. [f. as prec. + -i>*g 2.]

That feeds.

+ 1. That nourishes; nutritious. Obs. exc. dial.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. ix. (14951 37 This one
mete, .very fedynge is founden. 1651 in Hartlib's Legacy
(1655) 101 It [Lucern] is much more feedingthan any other
Hay. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 1 36 A fat, rich, deep, moist,

and feeding soil, a 1723 Lisle Hitsb. (1757) 422 The

feedingest ground makes the toughest timber. 1877 Holder-
jiess Gloss, s.v., ' Whotmeeal's a varry feed in thing.'

2. That is taking food ; of an animal : Grazing.
a 1861 CtbuCH Poems, lie Donium Saturn 22 Doth be

sometimes in his slumbering see The feeding kine. 1879
Jepferies Wild Life in S. C. 275 A feeding flock. 1888
Daily News 7 Sept. 5/2 Feeding trout generally keep
within casting distance from the shore.

b. transf. Of a gale or storm : That increases

gradually in violence, or in its effects. Sometimes
hyphened. Alsoy%.
1641 R. Baillie Lett, ff Jrnls. (1846) I. 352 This is

a feeding storme. 1819 Caled. Mercury 30 liec. (Jam.),

We had a pretty copious fall of snow. At one time every-
thing seemed to portend what is called a feeding-storm.

1826 Scott Jrul. (1890) I. 76 This seems to be a feeding
storm, coming on little by little. 1828 Craven Dial.,
Feeding-storm, a continuance or succession of snow, daily

feeding or adding to what is already on the ground. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 291 Fecdiug-galc.

T 3. That eats away ; corrosive. Obs. rare.

1750 tr. Lconardus 1 Mirr. Stones 221 It cures feeding and
malignant Ulcers.

4. That keeps up the supply (of a river, machine,

etc.).

1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 106 The feeding snows
are more abundantly dissolved. 1835 Ure Philos, Maunf.
154 Cardings introduced in pairs at the feeding rollers.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 291 Feeding-part of a tackle,

that running through the sheaves, in opposition to the

standing part.

t Tee'dman. Obs. Also 5-6 feod(e)man.
[f. Feed ppl. a. + Man.] a. One holding a Fee
(sb. 2 ) ; a vassal, b. A soldier serving for pay.
c 1460 Fortescue Abs. fy Lim. Mou. xvii, He shall haue

than a gretennyght, .than he hath nowe off all his oberffeed
men. 1465 Paston Lett. No. 532 II. 248 Doo warne owr
ffeede men and servaunts. .that they be ther thann in owr
leverey. 1485 Plumpton Corr. p. xevi, 38 Knyghts uf his

feedmen. 1555 Bradforth in Strype Feci. Mem. III.

App. xlv. 131 Lettres touching my Lord Pagette, that he
shoulde be the Kinges feode man. 1565 Jewel Dtf. Apol.

(1611) 476 The Emperour is a Vassall or a Feedman of the

Church of Rome. 1722 Bp. Wilson in Keble Life xv.

(1863) 484 With .. intention of lessening the Governor's
authority . . over the Feedmen in the Garrisons.

Tee'd-water. A supply of water for the boiler

of an engine. Also attrib. and Comb., as feed*

water-apparatus, -heater, -pump, -purifier.

1862 Reports of Juries, Exhibition 1862 v. 5 A medal was
awarded to Mr. Bateson for his feed-water beating appa-
ratus. 1867 in Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. 1875 Bedford
Sailor's Pockct-bk. vi. (ed. 2} 210 The feed water passes

through a coiled pipe in a cistern. 1886 Auckland Weekly
News 26 June 32/4 The boiler., has a feed-water-heater.

1892 P. Benjamin Mod. Mech. 284 Feed-Water Evaporators.

Fee-farm (iTfarm). Law. Also Sc. Feu-farm.

[a. AV.Jee-ferme, OF'. feuferme, fiofferme ; Anglo-
Lat (i2lh c.) hadfeudofirma, feudifirma, and the

phrasefirmam infeudo tenere\ in continental use

occur feudum firmum, feudalis firma, firma feu-
data ; see FEB sb.- and Farm sb.-]

1. That kind of tenure by which land is held in

fee-simple subject to a perpetual fixed rent, without

any other services ; the estate of the tenant in land

so held ; rarely, the land itself.

It is a debated question whether a fee-farm merely implies

a perpetual rent of any kind, or whether it should be con-

fined to a perpetual rent-service, or to a perpetual rent-

charge equivalent to at least a fourth of the value of the land.

[1114 Charter in Chr. Mon. Abingdon (Rolls) II. no
Quoddam pratum . . in firma perpetuo habendum pro xx
solidis reddendis unoquoque. 1292 Britton l i. § 6 Si la

fraunchise ne soit graunte en fee ferme . . par nous. Ibid.

in. ii. § 8 Fee fermes sount terres tenuz en fee a rendre pur
eux par an la verreye value, ou plus ou meyn.] £1460
Fortescue Abs. <$ Lim. Mon. x, In grete lordshippes,

maneres, ffee ffermys, and such other demaynes. 1494
Fabyan Chron. vil 438 He grauntyd to the cytezyns the fee

ferme of London for .ccc. Ii. 1555 Eden Decades 249 Such
as had the same in fee ferme. 1627 Speed England xxviii.

§ 7 Hurstingston. .was the Fee-farme of Ramsey Abbey.
1643 in Select. Hart. Misc. ('1793) 304 The king is forced to

set many of his lands to fee-farm. 1650 Wbldon Crt.yas. I,

60 Hee [Salisbury] would make them buy Books of Fee*
farmes. 1652 Evelyn Mem. {1857) --« z89 What was in lease

from the Crown, .he would secure to us in fee-farm.

Jig. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <5r Cr. 111. ii. 53 How now, a kisse in

fee-farme? X678 Marvell Grcnuth Popery Wks. 1875 IV.

326 Were not all the votes as it were in fee-farm, of those
that were intrusted with the sale?

2. The rent paid for an estate so held.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iv. 4 Alle his ffynys ffor

ffautis ne his ffee ffermes. C1520 in Fiddes Wolsey 11.(1726)

26 Towchyng the mynyshyng of our Fee farme enenst the

lorde of Ruteland. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest xx\. § 4
(1615) 201 Paying unto the King a certain fee ferme or rent

for y same. 1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 32 King John ..

granted., to the Citizens, .the Sheriffwick of London and
Middlesex, .by the fee-farm of 300/. per Annum.
3. attrib. esp. infee-farm-rent.
1638 Sir R. Cotton Abstr. Rec. Tower 12 Their abilities

will settle the Fee-farme rent. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4702/3
To be sold a Fee-Farm-Rent of 20/. per Annum. 1855
Milman Lat. Chr. ('1864) V. ix. vi. 287 The fee farm pay-
ment to Rome. 1881 Act 44-5 Vict. c. 49 § 34 The land
commission shall, .dispose of all fee farm rents for the time
being vested in them. 1882 Earl of Belmore in tgth
Cent. July 126 By way of fines and fee-farm grants.

Hence Fee-farming' vbl. sb., the action or practice

of putting out to fee-farm.

_ 1549 Latimer 6th Serm. bef. Edw. K/(Arb.) 168 He hath
inuented fee fermyng of benefices.

Fee-farmer (f/"fajmDj). Law. Also Sc. Fktj-

FAItMER. [a. AF. feefermer, OF. feufermier,
mcd.L. feudifirmarins, f. feudifirma : &ee Fee-
FARM.] One who holds a fee-farm.

1468 in Rolle Abridgment (1668) 150 Les Fee-farmers del

Roy. 1511-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 23 Preamb., Fermours,
Feefermours, Officers and Occupiers. 1591 in Hearne
R. Brnnue (1810) 418 Her majesties fee-fanner.

Jig. 1609 J. Davies Holy Roode exxvii, As when bright
I'hebus. .And his Fee-farmer Luna, most are parted.

Fee-faw-fum (ft i§ fam). Also 7 fie foh
fumme, 8 fe fi fo fum, 7-9 fee fa fum.
1. The first line of doggerel spoken by the giant

in the nursery tale of ' Jack the giant killer' upon
discovering the presence of Jack.
1605 Shaks. Lear m. iv. 188 His word was still fie, foh,

and fumme, I smell the blood of a British man. 1711
Chap-bk., Jack # the Giants 11, Fe, Fi, Fo, Fum I smell

the Blood of an English .Man.

2. a. An exclamation indicating a murderous
intention, b. Nonsense, fitted only to terrify

children. Also attrib.

1690 Drydf.N Amphitryon 11. i, The bloody villain is at

his fee, fa, fum, already. 1811 Lexicon Balatronicum
%

I am not to be frightened by fee, faw, fum. 1825 Macavlay
Milton Ess. 1854 I. 12 They have .. none of the fee-faw-

fum of Tasso and Klopstock. 1830 A. Fonblanque Eng.
under 7 Administ. (1837) II. 10 I'he fee-fa-fum style of

rhetoric, a 1850 M. F. Ossoli At Home $ Abroad(i86o)
400 It is they who invent all the ' fe, fo, fum ' stories about
Italy. 1855 Browning Men fy Worn. I. Lover's Quarrel it

The valiant Thumb Facing the castle ii}\\m And the giant's

fee-faw-fum ! 1890 Review ofReviews II. 538/2 This is all

fee-faw-fum.

3. Used to express ' a blood-thirsty person '.

1678 Dryden Limberham v. i, That Fe-fa-fum of a
Keeper wou'd have smelt the Klood of a Cuckold maker.
1824 Miss Ferrier inker, xiv, I feel so much of the fee,

fa, fum about me, that I can scarcely ask you to trust your-

self with me.

Hence Fee-faw-fumisli a.

1846 Geo. Eliot Let. in Life ii. Si The note in this

proof sounds just as fee-fo-fumish as the other.

Feel f/1), sb. Also 3, 5 fele, 5-6 Sc. feill.

[f. next vb.]

1. The action of feeling ; an instance of this, in

senses of the vb. ; in quots. +a sounding of a

person's intentions, etc. {obs.) ; the perceiving

I

(something) by sensation, rare.

1461 Paston Lett. No. 415 II. 50, I dede a gode fele to

I

enquer, .whan the seid Velverton shuld ^o to London. 1832
L. HvstSouh. Poems (1832; 208 Catching your heart up at

the feel of June.

fb. A tentative suggestion, hint. Obs.

111470 Henry Wallace x. 023 Off Gyane, thus, quhen
Wallace hard a feill, ' No land ', he said, ' likit him halff so

weill.'

j 2. Sc. and north, a. Consciousness, sensation.

I
b. Apprehension, sense, understanding, knowledge.
a 1240 Wohuuge in Coit. Horn. 285 pe muchele swetnesse

I

of be reaues me fele of pine, a 1300 Cursor M . 547 Cott.)

Man has his fele, O thyng man liks, il or welle. a 1400 50
Alexander 850 Has bou na force in hi fete ne fele of bi-

selfe? c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 14 Thocht Inglis men thar

of had 1 It ii 1 feille. £1500 Lancelot 2854 That, .was knycht
that had most feill. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 1. 467 Of
that Text thow hes bot lie ill feill. 1603 Phitotus exxvii,

lies thow not tint thy feill.

3. The sense of touch. Now only in to the feel.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17017 (Cott.' Hering, sight, smelling and
fele, cheuing er wittes five. 1812S1R H. Davy Chem. Philos.

180 It is harsher to the feel. 1874 Couiemp. Rev. XXIV.
433 A rough texture to the feel. 1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk
Broads xxxi. 11884) 237 It [the bed-eel], .is firm to the feel.

4. A feeling or sensation, mental or physical.

1737 H. Waliole Corr. (1820) I. 16 With all sorts of queer
feels about me. 1788 Mad. D'Arblay Diary <y Lett. IV.

IV. 194, I put aside the disagreeable feel of exciting that

wonder. 1818 Keats in Life <r Lett. I. 120 Among multi-

tudes of men I have no feel ofstooping. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Tale of Tyne vi. 117 To tell by the feel when the sun was
going down. 1879 Browning H'ati Ivdnovitch 225 The feel

of the fang furrowing my shoulder !

5. As a quality of a material object : The kind

of (tactual or vague organic^ sensation which it

produces.

-739 S. Sharp Surg, xxvli. 135 We must judge then by the

Feel of the Surface of the Bone. 1789 Mrs.Piozzi Journ.
France II. 376 The general feel of the air is very mild.

1794 G. Adams's Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. App. 543 Fixed

ods . . possess . . 2. An unctuous feel. 1805 W. Saunders
Min. Waters 40 That rough and harsh feel to the fingers

and tongue, which characterises the insipid hard waters.

1864 Mrs. Gatty Parablesfr. Nature Ser. iv. 155 Twinette

was on the cold pavement. But she didn't like the feel of

it at all. 1882 Edna Lyall Donovan xx, It reminded him
of the feel of little Dot's tiny fingers.

6. Comb, of the vb. stem, as feel-horn (rare- 1

)

-=Feeleh 3 [after Ger.fuhlhorn}.
1770 J. R.'Forster tr. Nairn's Trav. N. Amer. I. 134

Their antennae or feel-horns were as long as their bodies.

Teel [fil ,v. Pa. L and pa. ppie. felt (felt).

Forms : Jnfin. 1 f/61an, 3-4 felen, (5 feelen), 3-5

fell, 3, 5-6 Sc. feil^l, (6 feild), 3-6 fele, 3-4
south, vele, 4-5 felyn. feyle, (5 feyll), 4-7 feele,

(6 feale, 8 feell), 4, 6- feel. Pa. t. m&pa.ppk.
3 feild, fielde, 3-6 feld(e, 4-5 fe;e)lid, felyd(e,

4-6 feeled, 3-7 felte, J- felt. Also with prefix

{esp. in pa. t. and pa. pple.) 1-2 se-, 2-3 i-, y-.



PEEL.

[Com. WcstGer. ; OE. /elan (also &efelan) corre-

sponds to OFris. /"/a, OS. gi/olian (Du. voelen\

OHG. /uolen to handle, grope (MUG. viielen,

mod.G. fiihlen to feel\ Da. /die to feel (prob.

adopted from some LG. source) :—WGer. type

*/oljau, f. root/ol :-0Aryan pal-
1
pi- , occurring in

OE., OS. /olm, OHG. felma hand, Gr. irahap-q,

L. paliua, Skr. pdni, Olr. lam (:—*plama).'\

I. To examine or explore by touch.

1. traits. To handle (an object) in order to ex-

perience a tactual sensation ; to examine by touch-

ing with the hand or finger.

£893 K. TElfred Oros. 1. vii. (Sweet) 38 {>ysbernes. .sua

fcedrefedlic bait hit man ^efelan mihte [tenebros crassitudiue

palpabiles\. 1388 Wyclif Gen. xxvii. 22 Whanne he hadde
feelid hym, Isaac seide [etc.]. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.

208 If bou felist be place wib bi fyngir. 1548 Hall Chron.

195 b, By king Edward, which loved well both to loke and
to fele fayre dammosels. 1611 Bible Judg. xvi. 26 Suffer

mee, that I may feele the pillars. 1632 J. Hayward tr.

Biondi's Eroniena 15 You neede feele no other pulse than

my heart. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olcarius' Voy. Ambass. 108

He was felt, and found to he Circumcis'd. Ibid. 409 The
maids, .were not shy of being seen, nor of having their hair

felt. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 33/1, I felt his pulse.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xvii, ' Let me feel your pulse, dear
Ramorny.'

b. In wider sense: to try by touching, e.g.

with a stick or the foot ; to move or lift gently and

cautiously by way of trial.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry (1844) 48 By feeling the bit

gently with the bridle-hand, the horse is to be made to step

back. 1867 F. Francis Angling vii. (1880) 279 Feeling the

fish . .consists in raising the point of the rod so as to tighten

the line sufficiently to enable you to feel the ' tug, tug, tug ',

made by the fish in detaining the worm. 1883 Gresley
Gloss. Terms Coal Mining, Feel iS.S.*, to examine the roof

of a thick seam of coal with a long stick or rod by poking
and knocking upon it. 1886 R. C. Leslie Sca-painU-r's

Log 161 Feeling first one line and then another for a bite.

C. To /eel (font) one's way : to find one's way
by groping ; to proceed by cautious steps, lit. and

A?-
1436 Polit. Poems (Rolls) II. 165 Kynge Edwarde .

.
felde

the weyes to reule well the see. 1638 Chilungw. Relig.
Prot. 1. ii. § 144. 108 While we have our eyes, we need not

feele out our way. 1688 Miege Ir. Diet. s.v. Feel, A blind

Man that feels his Way with a Stick. 1818 Byron Ch. liar.

iv. Ixx.xi, We but feel our way to err. 1862 G. Macdonald
I). P.lginbrod 11. xxviii, An aging moon was feeling her

path somewhere through the heavens. 1879 Fkol de Cxsqy
xiv. 217 Caesar, .feeling his way with his cavalry.

d. To/eel out : to ascertain the configuration of

(something) as if by touch.

1892 II. R. Mill Realm of Nature xi. 188 The form of

the floor of the ocean has thus been gradually felt out point

by point.

fe. To grope after, fig. Merely a literalism of

translation). Obs.
1382 Wvclif Acts xvii. 27 To seke God, if perauenture

thei felen [L. attrecfent] hym eyther fynden. 1535 Cover-
dale Acts xvii. 27 That they shulde seke the Lorde, yf they

mighte fele and fynde him.

2. absol. and intr. a. To use the hand or finger

as an organ of touch. Const, at, 0/ now only dial.

and U.S.), f to.

1599 Shaks. Hen. I', 11. iii. 26 Then I felt to his knees,

and so.vpward, and all was.. cold. 1626 Bacon Syiva

§ 352 The part [of Wood] that shineth, is . . somewhat soft,

and moist to feel to. 1751 R. Paltock /'. WiUUm xlvli.

(1883) 140/2 There were many large heaps of ore lying,

which I felt of. 1780 Charlotte BuRNEY in F. Buruey's
Early Diary 1 1889* II. 289 One Character came to feel of it

[bis mask]. 1864 E. Sargent Peculiar II. 262 Josephine

..felt of the bosom of Clara's dress till [etc.]. 1878 N. II.

Bishop Voy. Paper Canoe 99 Crowds of people came to feel

of the canoe.

b. To search for something with the hand (or

other tactile organ) ; to put out the hands, etc. to

discover one's position or find one's way ; to grope.

Const. after, for. Also with about.

1382 Wyclif Isa. lix. jo As withoute e?en we han felid

1530 Palscr. S47/2 Fele this way alonge by the wall, t y 11

you come to the wyndowe. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Hush. in. (1586) 133 Take the Taile, and feele betwixt every

loint. Ibid. 111. 136 Let him., feele for the hlaines, or

alisters. x6n Bible Arts xvii. 27 If haply they might
feele after him, and finde him. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle
22 Putting my Hand in my Pocket to feel for something
else. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipwreck 192,

I searched all my pockets, .opened all our parcels..and
looked and felt in every fold of them. 1838 T. Bealf.
Sperm Whale 46 Moving the tail slowly from side to side.

.

as if feeling for the boat. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 774
Feeling all along the garden-wall, Lest he should, .tumble.
1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 294 The king began to

feel about for further augmentations of his revenue.

+ C. To /eel 0/: ?to handle, administer. To
/eel together : to come into contact. Obs.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 30 It is necesari to hem . . to fele of be
sacraments of God. c 1450 Merlin 38 As soone as these

dragons felen to-geder thei will fighten strongely.

3. With subord. elause : To try to ascertain by
handling or touch, f Formerly sometimes also

with material obj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3693 ("Cott.) Latte me fele, If bou be he

i luue sa wele. Ibid. 18605 (Cott.) Thomas bou fele and se

Quer I me self or noght it be. c 1400Lanfranc*s Cirurg. 270

J?ou mi^t fele in what place bei goon in. 1611 Bible Gen.

xxvii. 21 Come neere-.that I may feele thee, .whether thou

I

134

bee my very sonne Esau, or not. 1648 J. Beaumont
Psyche IIL lix, Three times he. .felt How to unbuckle his

out-shined Belt. Mod. The surgeon felt if any bones were

broken.

t 4. fig. To test or discover by cautious trial ; to

'sound' (a person, his feelings or intentions). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2902 (Colt.) Mani man, for ouer-wele,

J>am-self can nober faand ne feil. c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst.

(Surtees) 174 Bot yit some fawt must we feyHe, Wherfor
that he shuld dy. 1465 Potion Lett. No. 520 II. 221 Fele

what he menyth. 1476 Ibid. No. 771 III. 154, I shall ffele

hym. 1548 Hall C^ron. 213 b, Thei had felte the myndes
and ententes, of the rude people. 1581 Savile Tacitus'

Hist. 11. lxiii. ("1519) 90 Adding . . that to that purpose he
had felt the cohort. 1605 Shaks. Lean. ii. 94 He hath writ

this to feele my affection to your Honor. 1664 Sir C. Lyt-
telton in Hattou Corr. (1878' 41 To feele the French how
they will concerne themselves between us and y " Dutch.

5. JMilit. a. trans. To examine by cautious trial

the nature of (the ground), the strength of (an

enemy), b. intr. To feel for : To try to ascertain

the position or presence of.

a. 1793 Bkntinck in Ld. A uckland's Corr. IIL 47, I men-
tioned my wish of feeling that ground to L'1

. Loughborough.

1839 Napier Renins, IVarw. vii. (Rtldg.) I. 316 Loison felt

the Portuguese at Pezo de Ragoa. 1848 J. Grant Adv.
Aide-de-camp vii. Order Colonel Kempt to throw forward

the whole of his light infantry, .to ' feel
1 the enemy.

b. 1839 Napier Renins. iVarvu, ii. (Rtldg.) I. 334 Syveira

. .had orders to feel, .for the enemy. 1847 Infantry Man.
(1854^96 An advanced guard .. must proceed with .. pre-

caution if feeling for an enemy.

II. To perceive, be conscious.

6. trans. To have the sensation of contact with
;

to perceive by the sense of touch.

1393 Langi.. P. /'/. C. NX. 145 Al bat be fyngres and be
fust.. felen and touchen. 15.. Frere <y Roye gi in Ritson

Anc. Pip. Poetry 38 Whan he the bowe in honde felte.

1538 Si ARKEY England i. i. 20 Thos thyngys wych we se,

fele, or her. 1545 Brinklow Compl. 19 The lawyer can not

vnderstond the matter tyl he fele his mony. 1580 J. Frampton
Monardes Dial, of Yron 155b, Pouder-.that being taken

between the fingers is [not] felt between them. 1638 Baker
tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 67, I am glad, .that I can lay hold of

something, I can feele. 1724 R. Falconer Voy. (1769)52
It shaked its Tail to and fro. .all the while it felt the water.

1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shi/nvreck 86, I felt

under my naked foot, .some hard substance or other. 1869

Tennyson Pelleas fy E. 428 Back as a hand that pushes

thro" the leaf To find a nest and feels a snake, he drew.

b. In wider sense : To perceive, or be affected

with sensation by (an object) through those senses

which (,like that of touch) are not referred to any

special ' organ ' ; to have a sensation of (e.g. heat

or cold, a blow, the condition of any part of the

body, etc.).

a x'000 Riddles xxvi. 9 (Gr.) Heo . . fele5 sona mines
gemotes. i297R.GLouc.(i724)i85pokyngArtureyt[bedunt]
yuelde. a 1605 MoNTCOMERlB 'Phut his hairt iswoundit 17,

1 the force thairof [a darte] did feild. 1639 tr. Du Bosq's

Compl. Woman 11. 82 We feele a wound, not knowing the

hand which strikes us. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy.

Ambass. 63 We.. felt not the cold. 1665 Hooke Microgr.

142 A Nettle is a Plant so well known .. that it needs no
description; and there are very few that have not felt as

well as seen it. 1705 Bosman Guinea (1721) 394 A stiff

Gale, which prevents our feeling the Heat of the Sun. 1840

V. I>. Bennett Whaling Voy. II. 265 The hand holding

the inflated animal, feels a constant boring motion of the

spines.

c. with clause, or obj. with inf. (not preceded

by to) or complement : To know by sense of touch

or organic sensation.

C 1386 Chaucer A'ut.'s 'P. 362 The deth he feleth thurgh

his herte smite. 1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. viii.

(Tollem. MS.}, Watres of depe pittes. .beb felid more hoot

in wynter ban in somer. 1526 Pilgr. Rerf. iW. de W. I53 1 '

1 19 Whan we may fele our pulses bete quikly. 1534 Tin-

dale Mark v. 29 She felt in her body that she was healed

of the plage. 1568 Gkafton Chron. II. 274 When the

Genowayes felt the Arrowes pearcyng thorough their heades,

armes and breastes. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 13 He felt

the blood trickle about his Legs. 1753 Chambers^ Cycl.

Snppl. s.v., In the manage, they say tofeel a horse in the

hand ; that is, to observe that the will of the horse is in the

rider's hand. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viands Shipwreck

239 One of the men. .cried out that he felt him still warm.

1839 T. Bealf. Sperm Whale 65 A Sardinian captain

bathing . . felt one of his feet in the grasp of one of these

animals.

d. Tofeel ones legs, wings : fig. to be conscious

of one's powers; to be at one's ease.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Ep. Ded., So flew

Vt'rgile, as not yet well feeling his wings. 1881 Daily Tel.

27 Dec, It was not until the last act that he ' felt his legs'.

e. absol. and intr. To have or be capable of

sensations of touch, etc.

1340 Ayenb. 154 pet ech serui of his office . . Ase be e5en

tozyenne ; be yearen, to hyerc.be honden and al bet body
to vele. 1601 Holland Pliny x. lxxi, Even oisters and
the earth-wormes, if a man touch them, doe evidently feele.

1631 D. Widdowes Nat. Philos. (ed. 2) 49 About this time

[at thirty dayes] the Childe beginneth . . to feele. 1643

J. Steer tr. Exp. Chyrurg. iii. 8 The under skinne. .hardly

feeleth, though it bee pricked with a Lancet. 1800 Wordsw.
Hart-leap Well n. xxi, The meanest thing that feels. 1887

W. James in Mind Apr. 184 If the skin felt everywhere
exactly alike.

7. To perceive by smell or taste. Obs. exc. dial.

c iaao Bestiary 510 Whan he it felen, he aren fa^en.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3695 (G<">tL) Quen he had felt his smell

and clath. Ibid. 23456 (Cott.) In this lijf has man gret

liking, .suete spiceri to fell and smell, c 1350 Will. Palerne

638 Haue 3e . . feled pe sauor. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 281

FEEL.

He shall well felen ate laste, That it is sowre. c 1460
Tcnvneley Myst, tSurtees) 43 Com nere son and kys me,
That I may feyle the smelle of the. 1535 Coverdale
Dan. iii. 27 There was no smell of fyre felt vpon
them. 1575 J. Still Gamm. Gurton 1. ii, To feele how
the ale dost tast. 1604 Jas. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 112 By his

own election he would rather feele the sauour of a Sinke.

1624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia 1. 2 They felt a most dilicate

sweete smell. 1706 W. Storr in Yoi-ksh. Archxol. Jnrf.

VII. 51 It was a very lothsome smell to feell all over the

lordship. 178a Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Scot. Dial. 83 You
complain much of that tannery, but I cannot say I feel it.

1846 J.Taylor Upper Canatia 101 Myconductor exclaiming,
' I feel the odour of the spring'. 1861 E. Waugh Birtle

Carter's Tale 7 There's that bit o' pickle i' th cubbort ..

Fotch it eawt, an' let him feel at it. 1870 Ramsay Rendu.
(ed. 18) 118, 1 feel a smell of tea. 1884 Eastern Morn. News
19 Apr., He felt a nasty smell.

f 8. To perceive mentally, become aware of.

Obs. [After L. senttre.] Const, as in 6 b, c.

a 1000 Riddles vii. 8 (Gr.) Hi b^s felaS. 1377 Langl.
P. PL B. xv. 29 And whan ich fele bat folke telleb my
furste name is sensus. a 1400-50 Alexander 3257 J>i wale
gode bat . .fully feld all be fare bat fall suld on erthe. 1463
Raston Lett. No. 467 II. 126 As I feele hym disposed

I schall send your maystreship answer. £1470 Henry
Wallace u. 435 With full glaid will to feill thai tithings

true. Ibid. vi. 28^9 The queyne feld weill how that his pur-

pos was. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 340/4 Whanne he [Bede]

felt [printed fete] this He reuoked hit in his rectractions.

9. To be conscious of (a subjective fact) ; to be

the subject of, experience (a sensation, emotion),

entertain (a conviction).

(-1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 76/196 Grete feblesse he fielde.

( 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 106 In myn herte I feele

yet the fire. That made me to ryse er yt wer day. c 1400

Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 88 panne be sike man schal fele to greet

heete & brennynge. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2537 Off care

no thyng they field. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. vi. 29 Yf
enyman fele his plage and disease. 1592 Shaks. Ven. fy

Ad. 311 [She], .scorns the heat he feels. 1634 W. Tirwhyt
Balzac's Lett. 309, I have not at all felt the emotion

I shewed. 1717 Pope Etoisa 366 He best can paint 'em
[woes] who shall feel 'em most. 1798 Ferriar Illustr.

Sterne ii. 25 Francis I. felt a curiosity to hear his book read.

1816 Byron Ch. Har. 11. lxxxiii, Mankind have felt their

strength. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. i. 44 Timour
. .felt some misgivings about his past course.

b. with clause, or obj. with infinitive or com-
plement.
C1200 Triii. Coll. Horn. 93 Gif he feleS bat he is wurSe

berto benne understondehepat husel. a 1225 St. Marker. 7

Ne felestu bi fiesch al toloken. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 30 He
asked him hou he him felid. C1325 Song A'noiu Thyself45
in E. E. P. (1862) 131 ?if bou fele be syker and sounde.

c 1449 Pbcock Repr. 243 Ech of these men feelid weel in

himsilf that he hadde nede for to have help and reuling.

1583 Hollyuand Campo di Fior 37 Feelest thou thy selfe

well? c 1590 Maklowk/vjw/. Wks. (Rtldg.
1 99/1, 1 feel Thy

words to comfort my distressed soul ! 1600 E. Blount tr.

Coucstaggio 42 Feeling himselfe die by degrees. 173a Poi'E

Ep. Cobham \. 263 You. . Shall feel your ruling passion strong

in death. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipwreck 49
We felt ourselves warm and comfortable. 1810 Bentham
Packing (1821) 173 He would, .feel himself running counter

to that which [etc.]. 1881 C Gibbon Heart's Problem iii.

1,1884) 33 Maurice felt his eyes da2zled by a blaze of light.

C. intr. (for earlier refi.) with complement. To
have the sensation of being (what is predicated)

;

to be consciously ; to regard oneself as. To feel

{quite) oneself: to seem to oneself to have one's

accustomed health or powers. Tofeel up to (one's

work, etc.) : see Up.
1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 1. i. 89 Now, that your

soul feels strong, let us proceed. 1847 M ahkyat Childr. X.
Forest xvii, I feel indebted to you for the service you have

rendered me. 1865 Mrs. H. Wood Mildred Arkell I. ix,

I don't feel myself. 1878 Besant & Ricf. Celia's Arb. xi.

(1887) 295, I, for my part, felt small. 1884 Graphic 30 Aug.

231/1, I did not feel up to much fatigue.

d. intr. with adv. or adj. To entertain a certain

sentiment, be in a particular frame of mind. Also

with as if , like.

<i 1340 Hampole Psalter exxx. 3 Si non humiliter sen-

ciebam . . if i not mekly felyd : bot i heghid my soul.

That is if i had not meke felyng. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr.

/ 'land's Shipwreck 58 While we were asunder, we felt as if

a limb was wanting. 1801 SOUTHEY Th.iiaba 1. iv, She felt

like one Half-waken'd from a midnight dream of blood.

1819 Shellfy Cenciw. ii. jS How feel you to this work?

1839 T. Beale Sperm Whale 174 The captain felt certain

that he was going to ' sound '.

e. In various expressions, colloq. or vulgar. To

feel like (doing something) : to have an inclination

for (? orig. U.S. ; now common). To feel to (do

something) : (a) to feel or imagine that one does
;

(b) U.S. to feel inclined to do.

1836 Going to Service xii. 141 People would take liberties

with her, and I should feel to have to take care of her. 1864

Bartlett Diet. Amer. 144 To feel to do a thing. 1865

Grant in Century Mag. Nov. (1889) 142/2, I now feel like

ending the matter, .before we go back. 1891 A. Forbes in

igth Cent. Dec. 1018 In reading which one feels to hear the

turmoil of the battle.

10. To have passive experience of, undergo con-

sciously. + Also intr. const. 0/ (in OE., genitive

case ; see quot. a 1000 in 6 b).

a 1225 After. R. 178 5if eni ancre is bet ne veleS none

uondunges. a 1300 Cursor M. 19372 (Gott) pat bai moght

of na torfer fele. c 1300 Beket 2250 Lutel ese he mi^te

vele. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 304 He wes worth na seyle,

That mycht of nane anoyis feyle. 1393 Gower Conf. II. 32

So feleth he ful ofte guile [i. e. finds himself deceived ],Whan
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that he weneth siker to stonde. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867)

106 Let bi nei3hebor. .of bi frendschupe fele. c 1440 York
Myst. x. 78 This is a ferly fare to feele. e 1475 RaufCoil^ear
97 So fell ane wedder feld I neuer. 1563 J. Pilkington Burn.
Paules Ch. A iij, They haue felde great calamities. 1614
Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 398 Wee fell upon a Cappucine
novise . . His head had now felt the razor, his backe the

rodde. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 93 [He] had his head
cut off, and felt a terrible reward for his Apostasie. 1767
Byron's Voy. r. World 6 The inhabitants feel little incon-

venience from heat and cold. 1818 Shelley Revolt ofIslam
vni. vii. 8 The stings Of death will make the wise his ven-
geance feel. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. I. 5 We felt

the first influence of the N. E. trade-wind, in fat. 21° N.
ahsol. 1548 Hall Chron. 14 So the comon Proverbe was

verified, as you have done, so shall you fele.

11. To be consciously affected in condition by
(a fact or occurrence) ; to be sensibly injured or

benefited by.

a. simply, j b. with obj. and complement.
J375 Barbour Bruce xm. i3Thairfais feld thaircummyng

weill. c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 756, I wil doo my parte,

ye shul it fele. a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomeiu 's 53 Hym
3e shall feill most prompte helper In this present perill.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 514 He is on lyfF, that sail our
natioune feill. 1883 Mauch. Guardian 18 Oct. 4/7 The
storm of Tuesday appears to have been felt very severely
on the Western coasts.

12. Iransf. and fig. Of inanimate objects: To be

influenced or affected by ; to behave as if conscious

of. Of a*ship : Tofeel her helm (see quot. 1S67).

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 11 Or descending
to lowe, th' earth of heat shall fele the flame. 1591 Raleigh
Last Fight Rez>. (Arb.) 19 The shippe could neither way nor
feele the helme. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 628 Orites. .will

abide the fire and feele no harme therby. 1611 Bible Ps.
lviii. 9 Before your pots can feele the thorues, he shall take
them away. 1660 Sharkock Vegetables 12 The lesse of the
winter the Cabbage, .feels, the more subject 'tis to cater-

pillars, 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. 11711) 33 The Ships
do not feel these smaller Waves but only the great ones.

1697 Drvdf.n Virg, Georg. 1. 448 Earth feels the Motions
of her angry God. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 1. 167 That
never air or ocean felt the wind. 1822 Shelley Faust n.

12 The hoar pines already feel her breath. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Feel the helm, To have good steerage

way, carrying taut weather-helm, which gives command of

steerage. Also said of a ship when she has gained headway
after standing still and begins to obey the helm.

13. To be emotionally affected by ;an event or

state of things).

1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 271 They doe feele with
greater griefe an other mans profite, then their owne losse.

1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle I, I was too young to feel my
loss, a 1774 Goldsm. Epit. T. Parnell 3 What heart but
feels his sweetly moral lay. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (18891

I. 38 Rudolf. -felt deeply the tragical loss of his favourite

son. 1882 Miss Braddon Aft. Royal II. ix. 171 It was her
candour which he felt most keenly.

14. intr. To have the sensibilities excited ; esp.

to have sympathy with, compassionfor (a person,

his sufferings, etc.).

1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 7 It resounds As if it felt with
Scotland. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Honest MatCs Fort. iv. ii,

How heavy guilt is, when men come to feel ! 1761
Churchill Rosciad (ed. 3) 638 Those who would make us
feel, must feel themselves. 1809 Wellington in Gurw,
Desp. IV. 525 No man can see his army perish by want
without feeling for them. 1815 Byron Stanzas for
Music, ' There's not a joy ', Oh \ could I feel as I have felt

or be what I have been. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II.

vii. (ed. 5) 213 A moderate party . . had always felt kindly
towards the Protestant Dissenters. 1893 Speaker 20 May
557/2 The Archbishop, .and his colleagues feel very strongly
on the subject of the attack upon the Welsh Church.

15. Expressing a belief or judgement. Const,

either with direct object, subord. clause, or obj.

with complement or infinitive (preceded by to.)

fa. generally. To believe, think, hold as an
opinion. After I* sentire. Obs.
1362 N". Hereford, etc. in Lewis Life Wyclif(i%2o) 257

We were required to seyne what we felyde of diverse con-
clusions. C1400 Apol. Loll. 87 Iuel bet felidof God, tenting
to idols. £1449 Pecock Repr. in. xix. 412 Thou3 y feele

thus, that the clergie, etc. 1482 Monk of Evesltam (Arb.)

47 What schulde y thinke or fele ofhym more worthior than
not for to pray for him. 1544 Bale Chron. Sir J. Old-
castell in Harl. Misc. (Malh.; I. 260 That I should other-

wyse fele and teach of the sacramentes. Ibid. 262 How fele

ye thys artycle ?

b. Xow only with notions derived from other

senses : To apprehend or recognize the truth of

(something) on grounds not distinctly perceived

;

to have an emotional conviction of (a fact).

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. ii. 91 Garlands, .which I feele

I am not worthy yet to weare. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg.
II. 1. 142 Phcebe .. felt she gave delight 1853 I- Taylor
Spir. Despot. \\. 245 They felt that a religion . . demanded
a watchful control. 1861 Trollope Barchester T. xxxii,

She felt that she might yet recover her lost ground. Mod.
The proposed legislation was felt to be inexpedient.

III. 16. Used (like taste, smell) in quasi-passive

sense with complement : To be felt as having a
specified quality ; to produce a certain impression

on the senses {esp. that of touch) or the sensibilities

;

to seem.
1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Com: 11. i'1506) 92 The hande..

feeling to bee rough. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 139 The sub-
stance of it feels . . exactly like a very- fine piece, .of Chamois
leather. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 165 If it feels

heavy, .then we give him more Rope. 1768 J. Byron Narr.
Patagonia 263 The weather was extremely cold, and felt

particularly so to us. 18*5 A. Caldcleugh Traz>. S. Amer.

II. xvii. 185 The air felt chilly. 1844 Lady Fullerton Ellen
Middleton ix, It felt to me as if the air had grown lighter.

1862 Mrs. Browning Poems, Mother <r Poet vi, Then one
weeps, then one kneels ! God, how the house feels ! 1885
E. Garrett At Any Cost iv. 66 Not then could she under-
stand how it felt to He wakeful at nights.

Feel, obs. form of Veal.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 275 He mai ete fleisch of .iij.

daies poudringe & he mai ete feel.

Feelable 'frlab'l , a. [f. Feel v. + -able.]

That may or can be felt. fa. Sensible, perceptible,

manifest (obs.). b. nonce-use. That is matter of

emotion or sensibility.

c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) 11. xxviii, By
dyuers syknes or by felable tourment of the fende. a 1500
Orol. Sap. in Auglia X. 358 Vndir a felable ensaumple I

schalle 3eue the be misterie of this doctrine. 1530T1NDALE
Answ. More iv. xii, He uttereth his feelable blindness.

1570 in Levins Maui/>. 114. 1883 Huxley in Nature XXVII.
397 All things feelable, all things which stir our emotions,
come under the term of art.

Hence Feela/bly adv., in a feelable manner;
perceptibly, manifestly 'obs.).

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints Thomas 392 By pre ensampile
schawit he Felably quhow ma bis be. c 1440 Hylton Scala
Perf. (W. de W. 1494) n. xx, Vntyll a souie can feleably
noughte hymself.

Feeld'e, obs. form of Field.

Feele, var. of Fele a. Obs. many.

Feeler (frlai). [f. Feel v. + -ek 1.] One who
or that which feels.

1. One who feels or perceives by the senses, esp.

by the touch.
1526 PUgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 258 The smellers or

felers therof. 1611 Shaks, Cymb. 1. vi. 101 This hand .

.

whose touch would force the Feelers souie To'th'oath of
loyalty. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 47 All bearers deaf,

all feelers numb. 1840 Tail's Mag.VII. 706, I was one of the
best feelers of a silk that ever entered Snug^s' shop.

2. a. One who is the subject of feeling or emo-
tion. *f*b. One who knows 'anything, by his own
feelings (obs.). C. One who experiences or has to

bear (something disastrous or painful.
1611 W'otton Let. to Sir E. Bacon in Reliq. Wotton.(i6-j2 :

399 Of my longing to see you, I am a better feeler than
a describer. 1779 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 8 Nov.,
If she be a feeler, I can bear a feeler as well as you. 1814
Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. IV. 24 We are to be the main
feelers of the consequences. 1870 Lowell Study Wind.
207 He was not a strong thinker, but a sensitive feeler.

3. Biol. One of the organs with which certain

animals are furnished, for trying by the touch
objects with which they come in contact, or for

searching for food ; a palp.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 194 There are two other jointed and
brisled horns, or feelers, in the forepart of the head. 1721
R. Bradley Whs. Nat. 55 Those Anten;e, or Feelers, which
we observe in Lobsters. 1768 G. White Selborue xviii.

{1789) 52 The upper jaw ^of the loach] . . is surrounded with
six feelers, three on each side. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
VII. 327 The ant-lion seizes it with its feelers, which are
hollow 1843 Owen Ireuertebr. An. xiii. 155 The mouth [of

the Cirripedia] is provided with a broad upper lip, with two
palps or feelers. 1880 W. B. Carpenter in 19M Cent. No. 38.

617 Many of these are provided with enormously long and
delicate feelers or hairs.

b. Iransf. andfig
1865 Mertvale Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixvi. 235 Her ships were

the feelers with which she touched on Greece and Italy.

1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 61 [Atheists] can. .fasten their coarse
feelers upon nothing but what they can finger.

C. slang. That with which one feels ; the hand.
1877 Five Years' Penal Serv. 259 In a week or two a man

can bring his hooks and feelers into full working trim again.

4. One sent out to ' feel ' the enemy ; a scout.

Cf. Feel v. 3 b.

1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 105 These patrols must be
preceded byfeelers. 1876 Voyle Milit. Diet., Feelers.

b. Iransf A proposal or hint put forth or thrown
out in order to ascertain the opinions of others.

1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. 11842} I. 288 The feeler
which they have put out. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xv.

27 3 Cromwell had thrown out feelers in the various European
courts. 1886 ' H. Conway ' Living or Dead v, ' It will cost

a great deal if I fit them up as I like,' I said as a feeler.

attrib. 1889 Pall Mall G. 30 May 6/3 The project has
gone no further than the feeler circular.

C. Racing. A trial race.

1883 Standard 21 May 2/1 Osborne, journeyed from Man-
chester, .with the express purpose of having a 'feeler* on
Mr. Adrian's colt.

Peeless fries), a. [f. Fee sb. 2 + -less.] With-
out a fee or fees ; not bringing, paying, or yielding
fees ; not receiving fees.

1740 Somerville Hobbinol \\. 260 In Shoals they come,
Neglected feeless Clients. 1825 Ld. Cockblrn Mem. ii. 145
He could not tell a story without disclosing his power
[i. e. of mimicry], a feeless faculty. 1848 Lytton Harold
vn. v, Feeless went he now from man to man. 1852 Ld.
Cockburn Jeffrey I. 179 His practice. .included the whole
of our Courts, Civil, Criminal, and even ecclesiastical, the
most fee-less of them all. 1886 Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 2/1
There is any number of formalities to be gone through, the
first of which consists in sending the fee-less child home.
1892 Star 3 Aug. 1/6 Praiseworthy zeal for a feeless theatre.

Feeling (fHin), vbl. sb. [f. Feel v. + -ing *.]

1. The action of the vb. Feel in various senses

;

an instance of the same. Chiefly gerundial.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 140 In pis ben yvel signes .

.

crampe to schite wipoute felynge & unmovablete of alle be

membres. 1611 Bible Eph. iv. 19 Who being past feeling

haue giuen themselues ouer vnto lasciuiousnesse. 1791
lioswELLyohnsonan. 1752, Love is not a subject ofreasoning,
but of feeling. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 14 From the first

feeling of a febrile attack. 1833 Regul. Insir. Cavalry
'1844) 44 The horse must be kept attentive by a light

feeling of the bridle.

attrib. 1754 A. Ml'RI'HY Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 66 These,
in their Feeling-hours of Distress, are reported to have
reproached themselves with their Folly.

fh. In the) feeling \ = ' to the feel' 'see Feel
sb. 3 . Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 305 Whanne it is not hoot in

felinge. 1577 B. Googe Ileresbach's Husb. in. (1586' 128
His hide not hard, or stubborne in feeling. 1662 J. Davies
tr. Mandelslos Trav. 155 It is of a reddish colour, as
smooth, and slippery- in the feeling as soap. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mae', v. xii. 65 The harder the Corn^ of Powder
are in feeling, by so much the better it is.

C. attrib. (Cf. Feel v. 5.

a 1849 ^ ,R R. Wilson Life (18621 I. ii. 67 So soon as the
Austrian Hussars had fired with their skirmishers a few
feeling shot.

2. The faculty or power by which one feels 'in

sense 6 of the vb.) ; the ' sense of touch ' in the

looser acceptation of the term, in which it includes

all physical sensibility not referable to the special

senses of sight, hearing, taste, and smell.

'1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 Hore blawing, bore smelling, heore
feling wes al iattret. c 1230 Hali Meid. 13 Hire fif wittes,

sih3e Sc heringe smecchunge 6c smealunge & euch limes
felunge. £ ^34° Cursor M. 17018 'Fairf.j Heryng, speche,

sight, smellyng & felyng are wyttes v. 1398 Tkevisa
Barth. De P. R. in. ix. '1495) 55 'the spyryte of felynge is

sbedde in to all the body. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings iv.

3r Th';re was nether voyce ner felynge. 1601 Holland
Pliny x. lxxi. 306 There is not a living creature . . but hath
the sence of feeling, although it have none else. 1669
A. Browne Ars I'icl. (1675) 65 Finally by the feeling, we
touch cold and hot, moist and dry. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 411 P i The Sense of Feeling can indeed give us a Notion
of.. Shape. 1727 A. Hamilton Nev> Ace. P.. hid. II xii.

109 The Klephant would find out the Gold among the

Lead, by the nice Feeling of his Proboscis. 1828 Stakk
litem. Nat, His!. I. 30 A hoof., blunts the feeling, and
renders the foot incapable of seizing. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus Ixiv. 189 Yet from grief-worn limbs shall feeling

wholly depart not.

b. A physical sensation or perception through
the sense of touch or the general sensibility of the

body.
c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Se!. Wks. II. 10 Wip bis felyn^ of bis

womman God ^af hir witt to prophecie bus. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World iii. § 7. 45 The ayre is so thinne, that it is not
sufficient to beare vp the body of a bird hauing therein no
feeling of her wings. 1805 Med. frnl. XIV. 242 It is often
difficult, .to describe on paper every feeling and appearance
we notice. 1851 Care-enter Man. Phys. fed. 2) 572 A feeling

of some of the corporeal changes taking place within them-
selves. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 524 That feeling which
instructs us respecting the position, the movement, and the
amount of exertion of our limbs.

+ 3. Passive experience; sensible proof; know-
ledge of an object through having felt its effects.

1526 Tindale Rom. v. 4 Pacience bryngeth felynge,
felynge bryngeth hope. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. $
Comntiu. 100 Spaine both knowes us, and hath of late had
some feeling of us.

4. The condition of being emotionally affected
;

an instance of this ; an emotion. Often specialized

by of with fear, hope, etc.

c 1400 Test.Lm'e 1/1532,1 327/1 Al my passyonsandfelynges
weren loste. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa n. 392 The which
with great feeling, and contentment having understood, .he
instituted a Synod. 1632 J. H.\YWARDtr. Biondi's Erotuena
28 He felt in his heart . . a . . conceit or feeling offeare. 1639
tr. Du Posy's Compl. Woman 11. 13 Separation is so often
made without any feeling. 1678 liuTLER Hud. in. ii. 16S5
Fear that keeps all Feeling out As lesser pains are by the
Gout. 18x4 Scott Wav. Ixi, Feelings more easily con-
ceived than described. 1839 T. Beale Sperm Whale 281
From that moment a feeling of hopelessness ran through
us. 1856 Fkoude Hist. Eng. 1 1858) I. v. 463 All classes .

.

were agreed in one common feeling of displeasure, 1877
E. R. Conder Bos. Faith i. 13 Religious feelings differ

from other feelings by their nature and by their object.

b. //. in collective sense. Emotions, suscepti-

bilities, sympathies.
1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipwreck 4 They need

none of these heightenings to interest the feelings of my
friend. 1791 Mrs. Radclifte Rom. Forest x, She tried to

command her feelings so as to avoid disturbing the family.

1804 Nelson Lett. (1814) II. 57 Do not hurt my feelings

by telling me that I neglect any opportunity. 1828 J. W.
Croker C. Papers (1884) I. xiii. 404 All my time being em-
ployed in assuaging what gentlemen call their feelings. 1850
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vii, Both saw the absolute

necessity of putting a constraint en their feelings.

5. Capacity or readiness to feel ; susceptibility to

the higher and more refined emotions ; esp. sensi-

bility or tenderness for the sufferings of others.

Goodfeeling', kindly and equitable spirit.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 80 We thankfull should be
Which we of taste and feeling are, for those parts that doe
fructifie in vs more then he. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio

44 Who if he had any feeling of a man, should [etc.].

1622 Bacoh Heit. VII 33 Their king . . out of a Princely
feeling, was sparing, and compassionate towards his Sub-
jects. 1731 Swift Let. to Gay 10 Sept., She has . . not one
grain of Feeling. 1752 Hume Ess. ty Treat. '1777) I. 4 The
delicacy of his feeling makes him sensibly touched. 1796
^ane Austen Sensed Sens- xv. (1852' 63 Is he not a man of
onour and feeling ? 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T.

(1816) I. xvii. 142 He thinks I have no feeling. 1848
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Macaulay Hist. Bug. II. 89 The Church of England was
saved from this outrage by the good sense and good feeling
of the pope. 1849 Ruskin Set'. Lamps ii. § 19. 49 A woman
of feeling would not wear false jewels,

6. Pleasurable or painful consciousness, emotional
appreciation or sense {of one's own condition or

some external fact).

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6449 Who so hath in his felyng The
consequence of such shryvyng. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi.

287, I.. haue ingenious feeling Of my huge Sorrowes. 1638
Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 69 The feeling I have of the
courtesies received from him. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 56
You would easily be wrought into some feeling of your
folly in this point. 1705 Stanhope Para/hr. II. 296 They
have already sufficient feeling of their disease. 1814
DTsraeli Quarrels Auth. (1867) 379 He was., too con-
scious of his superiority to betray a feeling of injury. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth ii, To encourage with a feeling of safety
those whom [etc.]. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par.
Churches 30 The feeling of perfect equality inside the
church.

7. What one feels in regard to something ; emo-
tional attitude or opinion, sentiment, fin early

use (cf. Feel v. 15a): Opinion.
r 1449 Pecock Refr. 87 The disturblaunce and dyuerse

feelingis had among 5011 silf now in Ynglond. c 1450
tr. De Imitatione 1. ix, Wherfore truste not to muclie in
thin ovne felyng, but desire gladly to here obir mennys
felinges. 1760 GoLDSM. Cit. W. xxxviii, If we survey
a king not only opposing his own feelings, but reluctantly
refusing those he regards. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's
Shipwreck 236, I communicated my thoughts and feelings
to Mr. Wright. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. /, I. v. 120 The
feelings of the Romanists were sadly put to the test by
a circumstance which now occurred. Ibid. II. xi. 287 The
feelings of two ages attest the greatness of Hampden's
name. 1863 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 186 You know my
feelings about religious excitement-ecstatics. 1874 Grf.en
Short Hist. viii. § 10.577 Cromwell bowed to the feeling of
the nation. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 7 They have the
feelings of old men about youth.

b. trans/. Of a language : Instinctive preferences

of expression.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. p. xv, The feeling of the
modern language is more opposed to tautology.

c. In commercial use, Feeling (of the market)

:

the degree of readiness to buy prevailing amongst
traders.

1888 Daily News 1 1 July 2/7 An improved feeling is also
perceptible in ropes.

8. In objective sense : The quality or condition
which is felt to belong to anything; the impression
produced by it upon a person.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 301 The apprehension of the
good, Giues but the greater feeling to the worse. 1884 W.
C. Smith Kildrostan 45 He nigh lost his wits ere morning
. . So weird-like was the feeling of the place.

9. Psychol, a. By some writers {e.g. Brown, J.
Mill, J. S. Mill used for 'a fact or state of conscious-
ness '. b. By others as a generic term comprising
sensation, desire, and emotion, but excluding per-

ception and thought. C. After Kant's use ofgefiikl,
restricted to the element of pleasure or pain in any
mental state, d. An intuitive cognition or belief

neither requiring nor admitting of proof.

1739 Hume Treatise 1. iv. § 4 I. 513 Tho' bodies are felt

by means of their solidity, yet the feeling is a quite different
thing from the solidity, c 1810 Hrown Led. Philos. xi. (1838)
7 1 Consciousness . . is only a general term for all our feelings,
of whatever species these may be,—sensations, thoughts,
desires ;— in short, all those states or affections of mind in
which the phenomena of mind consist. Ibid. xxvi. 1 1838)
166/2 The feelings of extension, resistance, joy, sorrow, fra-

grance, colour, hope, fear, heat, cold, admiration, resentment.
1836-7 Hamilton Lect. Metaph. 1 1850) I. xi. 186 This division
of the phenomena of mind into the three great classes of the
Cognitive faculties,—the Feelings, or capacities of Pleasure
and Pain,—and the Exertive or Conative Powers . . was
first promulgated by Kant. Ibid. II. xli. 492 The first grand
distribution ofour feelings will, therefore, be into the Sensa-
tions,—that is the Sensitive or External Feelings; and into
the Sentiments,—that is, the Mental or Internal Feelings.
1841-2 — in ReuVs IVks. 760 Feeling is a term preferable to
Consciousness, .in so fur as the latter does not mark so well
the simplicity, ultimacy, and incomprehensibility of our
original apprehensions. 1846 Mill Lope 1. iii. § 3. 66 Feel-
ing, in the proper sense of the term, is a genus, of which
Sensation, Emotion, and Thought, are subordinate species.

1855 Bain Senses <y Int. 1. i. § 3 The presence of Feeling is

the foremost . . mark of mind. 1871 Tvndall Fragm. Sc.
(1879) II. xv. 375 Feeling appeared in the world before
knowledge. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 14 Feeling is

not opposed to knowledge, and in all consciousness there
is an element of both. 1892 Sully The Human Mind iv. I.

64 The term feeling, .in a stricter sense is confined to those
modes of consciousness which are in a peculiar sense affec-
tions of the subject, and which do not, in the same direct
way as our thoughts and volitions, involve a clear reference
to objects. Ibid. xiii. II. 1 We include under the head of
feeling all psychical states or phenomena so far as they have
the element or aspect of the agreeable and disagreeable. Ibid.
8 The proposition that feeling as such has no quality (apart
from the feeling-quality itself, agreeableness, disagreeable-
ness) is held by most psychologists.

10. In Fine Art ; cf. senses 4-6. a. Painting.
(see quot. 1854). b. Archil. The general tone of
a building or style of architecture ; the impression
produced on a spectator.

1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, Feeling, that visible
quality in a work of Art which forcibly depicts the mental
emotion of the painter, or which exhibits his perfect mastery
over the materials of Art. 1859 Jei'hson Brittany v. 52
A favourable example of Renaissance, retaining as it does

136

much Gothic feeling. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par.
Churches 10 If the whole feeling of a building leads up to
one point.

c. Of a musical performer : Sympathetic ap-
preciation of the emotional purport of a composi-
tion, manifested in the manner of rendering.
18Z4 Byron Juan xvi. xli, The circle . . applauds . . the

tones, the feeling, and the execution.

Feeling (f/'lin), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That feels.

1. a. That is the subject of sensation ; sentient.

b. Capable of sensation ; sensitive.

t
t 1400 Lanfram's Cirurg. (MS. Ai 174 In be heed berof

is fleisch bat is felynge. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (18^7) 19 Wib
beestis, feelinge lijfhaue we. 1548-77 X'icary Anal, iv. n8b8)
31 Seuen payre of sensatiue or feeling senews. 1602 Carew
Cornzvall 6 a, Then passe on to those things, of growing,
and feeling life, which upon her face doe relieue themselues.
1867 M. Arnold youth $ Calm Poems 1877 I. 24 For
feeling nerves and living breath. trans/. 1680 Otway
(bp/ian in. vii, The feeling Ayr's at rest.

2. Affected by emotion ; accessible to emotion
;

sympathetic, compassionate.
1618 E. Elton Rom. vii. (1622) 494 Let them with feeling

hearts magnifie the Name of the Lord. 1639 Bury With
(1850) 179, I haue bene, am, and ever shalbee, a feeleing
member. 1772 Ann. Reg. 194/2 The whole demeanor, .did
honour to them as feeling men, and peaceable citizens. 1854
J. S. C. Abbott Napoleons 1855) Lxiv. 243 Bonaparte, apart
from politics, was feeling, kind, and accessible to pity.

b. Of language, manner, etc. : Indicating emo-
tion or sensibility.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia Wks. (Grosart) II. 61 Thy wailing
words do much my spirit moue, They uttered are in such
a feeling fashion. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. in, ii. 15 His feeling
wordes her feeble sence much pleased. 1737 Hist. Clorana
77 This discourse was too feeling for liellmont to bear much
longer. 1799 Sheridan Pizatro iv. i, A feeling boldness in
those eyes assures me that [etc.]. 1880 Mrs. RiddellA/j'$/.
Palace Card. xiv. (1881J 135 He could not have used more
feeling language.

3. In quasi-passive sense : That is deeply or
sensibly felt or realized, heart-felt, acute, vivid.

1530 Tindale Ansio. More Wks. (1573) 250/1 God hath.

.

geuen them a feeling faith of the mercy that is in Christ
Jesu. 1556 J. Heywood Spider $ F. Hii. 31 It was to him,
a feeling greefe of grudge. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 226.

1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondt's F,romena 150 Knowing now
by a feeling experience, her fathers reasons to be true. 1706
Cibukh I'erolla 1, It is a feeling Pleasure With such Excesses
to afflict thy Soul. 1721 Soltherne Oroon. v. iv, I had a
feeling [ed. 1696 living] sense Of all your royal favours.

Feelingless [frlirjles), a. [f. Feeling vbl. sb.

+ -less.] Without feeling ; devoid of feeling.

1821 Btackzu. Mag. VIII. 622 Of savage Windram,
feelingless and fierce, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. 303
For some time his [Turner's] work is, apparently, feeling-

less. 1876H._Si'EN<:er/V/w. Sociol. (1877) I. 479 Feelingless
units and units which monopolize feeling.

Hence FeeTinglessly adv.
1856 Riskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. xii. § 15 Such expres-

sions are not ignorantly and feelinglessly caught up.

Feelingly (frlinli), adv. [f. Feeling///, a.

+ -LY -.]

f 1. Consciously. Obs.
^1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 11. iii, All

chosen Soules. .hathe trout he in cryste. .openly and felyngly
as . . wyse men haue, or elles generally as chyldren haue.

t 2. With just perception, understanding^, sen-

sibly ; appropriately, to the purpose. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Fcclus. xiii. 27 He spac felendely [L. sensate]

' or wisely ' weel. c 1386 Chaucer Knt. y

s T. 1345 Who most
felyngly speketh of love. 1555 Watreman Fardle Faeions
App. 306 Sensibly to giue the meaninge of those infinite

threasoures with suche wordes as falle moste felmglie for
them. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. n. iii. 172 He shall finde
himselfe most feelingly personated. 1630 R. Johnson's
Kingd. Sf Commiv. 628 The ancient exprobration of the
Britons against the Romans .. cannot more feelingly l>e

applied than unto these Indian Spaniards. 1646 S. Pale
in Spurgeon Treas.pav. Ps. Ii. 8 The pain of the affliction

exprest so feelingly in the breaking of bones.

3. With emotion ; in a manner manifesting emo-
tion.

'593 Shaks. Lucr. 1492 Here feelingly she weeps Troys
painted woes.

_
a 1679 Hobbes Rhet. m. vii. (1681) 108 IJy

speaking Feelingly; that is, with such Passion as is fit for

the matter he is in. 1713 Steele Guardian I. No. 44 F 5
The whole assembly seemed to condole with me very
feelingly. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. in. vii. 381 The
bard speaks feelingly of the wretchedness of his age. 1839
Yeowell Anc.Brit.Ch. Pref. (1847) 5 He feelingly deplores
the miserable state of his country.

4. By or from actual personal feeling, knowledge,
or experience.
a 1534 More De Quat. Noviss. Wks. 76/2 Which if we.

.

so feefyngly perceyued as we myght [etc.]. «i6i8 Raleigh
Advice ofSon in Rem. (1661) 118 In your Soul shall you
feelingly find these terrible fears. 1834 Southky Doctor xi.

(1862; 30 No man knows the value of time more feelingly
than I do. 1885 J. IioNAR Malthus 1. \. 23 He wrote feel-

ingly, as he had the malady (.toothache] at the time of writing.

t 5. Sensitively. Obs.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 319 A people feelingly alive

to every thing that could affect the rights for which they had
been contending. 1806 Metcalfe in Owen IVellesley's
Desp. 808, I would wish to see our government feelingly
alive to points of honor. 1806 W. Taylor in Robberds
Mem. II. 125 You seemed to me .. to shiver in the breeze
too feelingly.

6. In such a manner as to be felt or to leave an
impression behind.

FEEROR.
1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Senvle iv. xxvi. (1483) 72 Also I may

seye more felyngly to thyne experyence as seynt austyn
techeth. 1534 M°RE On the Passion'Wks. 1313/1 Thoughe
it bee , . ethe inoughe for any manne to saye the worde .

.

yet is it harde for many a man to let it fal felyngly, and
sincke downe depe into his hert. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L, 11.

i. 11 These are counsellors That feelingly perswade me
what I am. a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. 11663) 69 J. W.'s sick-
nesse . . does affect me as feelingly as can be requir'd from an
unbiass'd friendship. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxviii. 1 1856)
231 But a breeze.. never failed to persuade us, and that
feelingly, that the mercury was honest.

Feelless (frizes), a. Sc. rare. [f. Feel sb. +
-less.] Without feel or feeling, insensible.
1820 Marmaiden of Clyde xxi, in Edin. Mag. May 423,

I . .feelless lay, while the laidlie droich Performed his lord's
commands.

t Fee'lsome, a. Obs. rare. [f. Feel + -some.]
Attractive to the feeling or sense ; in quot. Tasty.
c 1440 York Myst. xlvi. 136 Haile ! floure fresshe florisshed

bi frewte is full felesome.

tPee'man. Obs. Also feman. [f. Fee sb.-

+ -Man]. A vassal.

1517 Will of Grigge (Somerset Ho.), One of the Feemen
wl our soveraigne Lord'-" the Kyng.
Hence Fee'manly, as befits a vassal. Feexnan-

ship, the state or condition of a vassal.

1509 in Walbran Mem. Fountains Abbey iSurtees Soc.) 233
And also he shall kepe upon the saide graunge, trewly and

I

femanlye, lx kye..His office or service of husbandry and
femanshipe.

Feem^e, var. of Feme, Obs., woman.
Feen, Feend e, obs. ff". Fen, Fiend.
Feeoffee : see Feoffee.

Peer fn) sb. 1 Only ME. and Sc. Forms:
3 feor, 8- Sc. flar, fier, feer. [ME. feor a. OF.
feor,fcur,fiter fixed price, standard : L.forum (in

class. L. market).

+ 1. A price. Obs.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 398 Sete feor o Sine luue. a 1240 Wohunge

in Colt. Horn. 287 5if bat i mi luue bede for to selle and
setle feor per upon swa hehe swa ich eauer wile, c 1320
Cast. Love 1091 }if pou wilt him bugge to his feore.

2. Sc. See quot. and FlABB.
18. . Jamieson, Fier, Feer, a standard of any kind. Yarn

is said to be spun by, i. e. beyond, thefier, when it is drawn
smaller than the proper thickness.

t Pe*er, sb.% Obs. rare. See also Fiar. [f.

Fee v. + -ER1
.] One who fees or gives a fee to

another.

>583 Stlbbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 34 They are.. in fee
with the Drapers, that if a man come to them to desire
them to helpe them to buy a piece of cloth . . they will

straightway conduct them to their feer.

Peer Jrzi), sb.'-i Mining, [f. Fee v.2 + -er ]
.]

One who fees or loads up the coal.

1883 Oresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Feer.

t Peer, fere, ex. Obs. rare. [a. OF. fer, fier
(mod.Fr. fier.) ~ Pr. fer, It. and Sp. fiero :—L.
fer-us : see Fierce.] Bold, fierce

;
proud.

c x375 Sc* Leg. Saints, Eufemia 141 pe Juge fel & fere.

— Tecla 217 Syne come a lyone fel & fere. . 1380
Sir Ferumb. 329 A kny^t ful feer. Ibid. 414 Roland ys..
so coraious & so fere, c 1450 Guy Want). (C.) 1428 He was
a bolde man and a fere.

Peer (fir, fi<u), v. Forms : 5 fere, 8-9 feer,

9 Sc. feir. [Perh. (as suggested by Jamieson repr.

OE.fyrian to make a furrow {i—*furhjan), i.furJi

FOBROW sb. ; for the phonology cf. beir, beere as

variants of Birr.]
' To mark off the breadth of every ridge (of land)

for ploughing, by drawing a furrow on each side

of the space allotted for it* (Jam.\
c 1400 York Manual (Surtees) 224* Yee shale praye for all

lande tilland and lee ferand. 1862 J. Wilson Farming vi.

206 This operation—called in Scotland feiring the land— is

usually entrusted to the most skilful ploughman on each
farm. 1881 Lekeslersh. Gloss, s.v., To feer land, is to set

it out as it is intended to be ploughed.

Feei\e, obs. form of Fear.
Feer(e, var. of Fere sb., Obs. companion.
Fee'ring, vbl. sb. [f. Feer v. + -ING 1

.] The
action of the vb. Feer; also attrib.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 248 The feering of a
gathered ridge. 1862 J. Wilson Farming vi. 206 This
feiring is only required when a process of fallowing . . has
obliterated the former ridges. Ibid., The ploughman .

.

erects his three or more feiring poles perfectly in line, at a
distance from the fence equal to half the width of the ridges
or spaces in which it is proposed to plough the field.

b. concr. One of the rectangular spaces of land

between the furrows ; a land.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Praet. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 257 Spaces
for ploughing, called feerings, of generally thirty yards in

width are marked off. 1851 Jrttf. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 1. 125
In Scotland the land is ploughed, .in broad feirings ofvarious
dimensions. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Feer-

J
ings, spaces of ploughed land from eight to more yards in

width.

tFee'rness. Obs. rare. f. [Feer a. + -NESS.]

: Boldness, pride.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 20 For now it is tyme to clothe you.

.

with the cotes of armes of youre auncien feernesse.

t Pee*ror. Obs. In 8 fearer, -or. [aphet. f.

ofAFFEEROR.] =AFFEEROR.
1711 W. Storr in Yorksh. Archceol. Jml.VH, 55 Fines

are assessed by the steward . . assisted by two .
.

' fearers ' or
' fearors '.
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Feers, obs. form of Fierce a,

Feerth(e, obs. form of Fourth.

tFee*ry-fary. Obs. Sc. Forms: 6feryfary,
fe(i)rie farye, fiery fairy, 7 feery fary, 8 fearie-

fairy. [reduplicated form of Fary.] ' Bustle,

confusion ' (Jam.).
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 109 The ferie farye . .Wes

maid that tyme at manage of our king. 1597 Montgomerie
CherriefySlae 252 Quha reft me, and left me In sik a feirie-

farye. 1641 R. Baiulie Jrnl. <y- Lett. (1775) I. xxvni. 285
Chamber and table discourse, for argument, flum-flams, and
fearie-fairies, could not be treasons, a 17*4 Battle ofHarlaiu
ii. in Evergreen (1761) I. 78 All Folks war in a fiery fairy.

Fee>si'mple. Law. [a. h¥.fee-simple (Little-

ton) ; see Fee sb.'£ and Simple ; in Anglo-Lat.

feodum simplex or furum, in AF. fee pur. The
combination is not found in continental use; it

seems to have been intended to denote a ' fee * in

the unqualified sense of the word, as opposed to a

Fee-tail.]

An estate in land, etc. belonging to the owner
and his heirs for ever, without limitation to any
particular class of heirs. In fee-simple : in ab-

solute possession.

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 31 The seid lond to remayne to me
infysympill. 1523 Fitzherb. Snrv. 12 b, Tenauntes in fee

symple. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) XI 5 ^ causeth
mame of them . . to bring their fee simple into fee single.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x. 27 Heere's the Lord of the

soile come to seize me for a stray, for entering his Fee-
simple without leaue. 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 260
Unless we could buy the fee-simple of it. 1767 Bi.ackstone
Comtn. II. 104 Tenant in fee-simple . . is he that hath lands,

tenements, or hereditaments, to hold to him and his heirs

for ever. 1849 Bright S/>. Burden on Land 1^ Mar., A rise

in the value of the fee-simple of an acre.

transf and fig. 1601 Shaks. All's Well IV. iii. 311 He
will sell the fee-simple of his saluatton. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. in. iv. 1. iii. (1651) 661 They are the true heirs, have
the Feesimple of heaven by a peculiar donation. 1781
Cowper Conversation 590 Is sparkling wit.. The fixed fee-

simple of the vain and light? 1880 Mrs. Lynn Linton
Rebel of Family I. iv, Here were four women, of any one
of whom he had the fee simple.

b. attrib. {lit. and jig?) as fee-simple-bloody

-estate, -ground, -land, -purchase, -wits.

X463 Bury Wills (1850) 31 Fysympil grownd. 1607 HeV-
WOOD Fayre Mayde Wks. 1874 II. 47 Their own feesimple

wits. 1639 Drumm. of Hawth. Challenge Knts. Err. Wks,
(1711) 233 We of hereditary and fee-simple blood. 1710
I,ond, Gaz. No. 4723/3 A Fee Simple Estate, .inclosed with
Quick Fences. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 308
Fee-simple purchase of 140 acres.

Feet, pi. of Foot.

Fee>tai*l. Law. [a. AF.fce iaile (the final S

being dropped as in some other legal words) —
Anglo -L. feudum talliatum ; the second word is

the pa. pple. of OF. taillier (mod.F. tailler) lit. * to

cut , whence, to fix precisely, limit.]

An estate of inheritance entailed or limited to

some particular class of heirs of the person to

whom it is granted ; a limited fee. Fee-tail

expectant : see Expectant a. 3.

[1294 Year-bk. 21-2 Ediv. /(Rolls) 365 Feodum talliatum.

Ibid. 641 La ou home fene un autre en fee pur e nent de fee

tayle.] 1495 /Jf/ 11 Hen. VII, c. 9 § 2 Londes. .not being his

owne enheritaunce. .in fe taille. 1602 imi Pt. Return fr.
Pernass. iv. ii. (Arb.) 52 Nay thats plaine in Littleton, for if

that fee-simple, and the fee taile be put together, it is called

hotch-potch, a 1618 Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 78 In
his demesn, as of fee-tail. 1628 Coke On Litt. 27 b, Tenant
in Fee Tayle. 174X T. Robinson Gavelkind v. 78 In Fee or
Fee-Tail expectant on an Estate for Life or in Tail, 1817 W.
Selwvn Laiv Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1115 Whether he had an
estate in fee, fee-tail, or for life. 1831-1 Act 2-3 Will. IV

t

C. 80 § 3 in Oxf <$ Camb. Enactni. 161 Tenants in fee tail.

Feetless turtles), a. [f. feet, pi. of Foot +
-less.] Without feet. Cf. Footless.
1605 Camden Rem. (1870) 231 Three feetless Birds. 1639

Fuller Holy War iv. xvi. 196 Mangled, headlesse, hand-
lesse, feetlesse corpses. 1656 J. Sergeant tr. T. Whitens
Peripat. Inst. 97 Something like this is the creeping of
feetlesse Creatures.

,

Feetly, obs. form of Featly.
Feeze (,f^)> s0 - Forms : 4 veze, 6 feas(e, 6-7

feese, 7 feaze, 7- feeze, 9 U.S. pheese, -ze, [f.

Feeze z;. 1
]

1. A rush, impetus ; hence, a violent impact.

Also, a rub. Now dial, and U.S.
1386 Chaucer Kni's T. 1127 And there out came a rage

and such a veze, That it made al the gate for to rese.

1592 Wyrley Armorie soThey light vpon him. .and beare
him downe with mightie feas. 1603 Knolles Hist. Tnrkes
(1621) 878 Both their [galleys] beaKes were with the feaze

broken off. 1847 Mather in Whistlebinkie (1800) II. 165
Wi' a lick o' sweet oil an' a feeze o' her hand. 1865 Lowell
Lett. (18941 I. 349 Even the locust's cry is no longer a mere
impertinent feeze of sound.

t b. Tofetch or take (one's)feeze : to take a short

run before leaping. To take ones full feeze : to

start at full speed. Obs.

1571 Campion Hist. Irel. 11. ix. (1633) 120 Advising you
though you have fetched your feaze, yet to look well ere

you leape over. 1580 Baret Alv. R 41 To leape, taking
his race, or fetching his feese, ex procursu satire. 1600
Holland Ltvy 1. Ixv. (1609) 87 b, They [the Roman soldiers]

tooke their full feese, and ran up the hill. 1675 T. Tlli.y
Let. Baxter 19 If a man do but goe back a little to take his
feeze, he may easily jump over it.

Vol. IV.

2. U.S. chiefly colloq. A state of alarm or per-

turbation.

1846 Worcester, Pheese, a fit of fretfulness. 1855 Lowell
Let. in Atlantic Monthly Dec. (1892) 749/2 So I am in a
feeze half the time, a 1865 Haliburton (Cent. Diet.), When
a man's in a feese, there's no more sleep that hitch.

Feeze {pt), z>- 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I

f6sian, 3-6 fese(n, -yn, 3 south, vesen, 5, 7
feese, -ze, (6 pheeze, 7 feize, pheese), 7 south.

veeze, veize, veze, 6, 9 fease, south, vease, 6-9
feaze. [OE.fesian (? alsofe'san),fysian to drive,

corresponds to ON. *feysa {
mod.Norwegian fbysa,

Sw. fosa), app. \—*fausjojan, fausjan. It is pos-

sible that this word and ON. fluka, feyka, of

similar meaning, are from a Teut. root feu, fau,
differentiated by s and k (pre-Teut. g) suffixes.

Totally unconnected with OE.fysanC.—*funsjan) to hurry,
which survived into early ME. a.sfuse7i(i\) : see Fuse z'.

1

]

T 1. trans. To drive; to drive off or away; to

make (one) run, put to flight ; to frighten away.
Often with away. Also to feeze about. Obs.
c8go Laws Edward <y Gutkntm xi, Donne fysie hi man of

earde. 1014 Wulfstan Horn. (1883) xxxiii. 162 Daet oft on
jefeohte an feseb tyne. a 1300 Sigua ante Judicium 172 in

£. E. P. (1862) 12 Al be fentis sal. .be ifesid in to belle. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 339 Powder of erbe of bat lond
i-sowe in ober londes vsep [v. r. veseb] awey wormes.
c 1400 Beryn Prol. 351 Shal I com ben, Cristian, & fese

a-wey be Cat? 1548 Udall, etc. Erasnt. Par. Luke viii.

29 He should bee drieuen and feased of the deiuill into

deserte places. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 10/2 They
feazed awaie the Irish. 1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis 1. (Arb.)

31 Lyke bees .. Feaze away the droane bees with sting,

from maunger, or hiuecot, 1689 C. Mather Mem. Provi-
dences 62 A Devil would . . make her laugh to see how lie

feaz'd 'em about.

b. To impel.
1610 Mirr. Mag., Sir M. Burdet xvi. 480 Those eager

impes whom food-want feaz'd to fight amaine.

2. To frighten, put into a state of alarm.
c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. v. 611 Bete hir weel, right

for hir blaspheme, To fese hem alle that tro^te in hir doctryne.

1460 Christ's Compl. 471 in Pol. Ret. <y- L. Poems (i866> 198
Ful foule schulde bi foos be fesid If bou my3te ouer hem as

y ouer bee may. 1887 Kent Gloss., Fease, to fret, worry.

3. The threat ' I'll feeze you ' seems to have

given rise to the following senses : a. vaguely, To
'do for', 'settle the business of (a person), b.

To beat, flog.

a. 1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr. Induct, i. 1 He pheeze you infaith.

1613 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb 1. vi, I'll feese you. 1620
Fletcher Chances 11. i, H'as giv'n me my quietus est \ I felt

him In my small guts : I'me sure h'as feez'd me.
b. 1610 B. Jonson Alch.wv, Come, will you quarrel? I will

feize you, sirrah. 1631 Massinger Emperor East IV. ii,

Countryman. Zookers ! Had I one of you zingle, with this

twig I would so veeze you ! 1674 J.W[ right] Mock-Thyestes
101 Your Toby I'le so feaze with this Rod. .That [etc.].

Feeze (ffz), v.'1 dial.

1. trans. To twist or turn with a screw-like

motion ; to screw. Also with off, on, up.
1806 A. Douglas Poems 4-1, I downa feeze my fiddle-string.

1813 W. Leslie View Nairn Gloss., Feeze, to turn a screw
nail.

b. fig. To insinuate.

1813 W. Leslie View Nairn Gloss., Feeze, to insinuate

into unmerited confidence or favour. 1824 Jamieson s.v.,

One feezes himself into the good graces of another.

2. intr. for rejl. To wind in and out ; to hang
off and on.

17.. in Ritson Scot. Song? (1794) I. 287 My ewie never
play'd the like But fees'd [printed tees'd] about the barn-

yard wa\
Feff, Feffment : see Feoff.

Pegary (f/ge'-ri). dial, and colloq. Also 7

fagarie, -ary, 7-8 figary, (7 flguary), S fleegerie,

9 fee-, fleegary. [A corruption of Vagahy.]
1. A vagary, prank, freak ; a whim, eccentricity.

1600 Dekker Fortunatus Wks. 1873 I. 116 Your body is

little mended by your fetching fegaries. 1625 Shirley
Love-tricks III. v, I have a great desire to be taught some
of your figaries. 1659 Lady A Umony 11. i. in Hazl. Dodsley
XIV. 289, I know all their fagaries to a hair. 1663 Flagel-
lum, or O. Cromwell (1672) 60 Caprichio's of Biennial Par-
liaments and the like Figaries. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) V. 183 The world must stand still for their figaries.

2. Gewgaws, trifles ; fineries in dress.

1724 Ramsay Love inviting Reason iii, Dinna prefer your
fleegeries to me. 1808 Mayne Siller Gun 56 iii. 2 Grave
dames in a' their nice feegaries. 1823 Texnant Card.
Beaton 1. iii, As braw a hizzie, wi' her fardingales and her
fleegaries, as ony.

Hence Fega'ry (also flagary), v. intr., to busy
oneself about trifles in dress.

1821 H. Duncan Young S. Country Weaver (ed. 2) 45 Did
I come hame . . to stan' and look at your flagarying there ?

Feg e, fegg, Sc. and north, forms of Fig.

FegS (fegz). Obs. exc. Sc. and dial. Forms

:

6-7 feckins, 6-Sfackins, 7-8 faikine, S feggings,

9 faikins, 7 fac, feck, 7-9 facks, 8-9 fags, 9
faags, faiks, feck(s, faix, 8- fegs. [The forms
here collected are distortions of Fay sb.^, Faith,
perh, with suffix -kin(s, frequent in such trivial

quasi-oaths ; cf. bodykins, Ity'rlakin.]

1. As an (unmeaning) sb. in exclamatory phrases

expressing asseveration or astonishment. See also

I'fegs.

X598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. iii, Ey my fackins.

1600 Heywood 1 Edzv. I, ill. i, No, by my feckins ! 1610 B.
Jonson Alch. 1. ii, How! Sweare by your fac? 01627
Mlddleton Quiet Life 11. ii, By my facks, sir. 16. . Robin
Hood if Q. Kath. 90 in Furniv. Percy Folio 1. 42 By faikine

of my body, a 1654 Webster & Rowley CureJor Cuckold
iv. iii, By my feck. 1726 Vanbrugh Joum. Lond. in. i,

No, by good feggings. 1768 Beattie To Mr. A, Ross v,

O' my fegs. 1880 Jamieson s.v., My faiks ! 1884 C/tester
Gloss. , Good Fecks t

2. As simple asseverative.

1638 Brome Antipodes v. iv. Wks. 1873 III. 322 Nay facks
I am not jealous. 1790 A. Wilson To W. Mitchell Poet.
Wks. (1846) 113 Fegs. 1804 Anderson Cumbrld. Ball. 104
Sae faikins we mun hev a sweat. 1863 Tyucside Songs 86
Faix they've got a warnin', 1875 Sussex Gloss., Why ! you
are smart, fegs ! 1891 Barrie Little Minister II. 191 Na,
faags ! it was waur than that.

Fegue, obs. form of Feague.
Feid, obs. Sc. form of Feud sb.^, enmity.

Feie(n, Feier, obs. forms of Fay v. x
, Fair.

Feigh. (it'x). int. Sc. An expression of disgust

or abomination. Cf. Faugh, Fie.

1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. vi, Ye stink o' leeks,

O feijjh !

Feigh, var. of Fay v.2

t Feign, sb. Obs. rare~ 1
. [f. next vb.] The

action of feigning
;
pretence, deceit. In phrase,

without feign.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1482 Another that come fro hevyn, with-

out feyn.

Feign (fr'n), v. Forms: 3-7 feigne, feme,
-yne, 6 feygne, {3 feinyhe, 5 feyn-yn), 3-5 fene,

(4 feny), 4-7 faini'e, -yn(e, (6 feane), 6-7 faigne
(6faynd\6- feign. Sc. 4fenyhe,5 fei^e, fenye,

6 feii5ie, feir^ie, ftyr^e {printed feynze), 7
fane. Also 4 i-feyn. [ME. feinen, feign en, ad.

OF. feindre (pr. pple. feign-ant) :—Lat.fingfre to

form, mould, feign, whence Fiction, Figment.
Cf. Vr.fenher,fuher, Sp., Vg.foigir, It.fngere.]

I. 1. trans. In material sense : To fashion,

form, shape. Obs. exc. as nonce-use after Lat.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xciii. [xciv.] 9 pat feinyhes egh, no^ht
sees with-al? 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades \. 71 A dull

fretful child Crushes its toys and knows not with what skill

Those feeble forms are feigned.

II. To fashion fictitiously or deceptively.

2. To invent (a story, excuse, accusation) ; to

forge (a document).
a 1300 Cursor M. 22007 (Cott.l Nathing sal I fene vow

neu. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 421 Somme feynede a delay.

1393 Gowkr Couf. III. 175 Thou hast feigned This tale.

1430-50 tr. Higden (Kollsj II. 373 Somme fables be feynede
for cause of delectation. 1534 CrANMER in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. in. II. 317 All that ever she said was fayned of her owne
ymagynacion. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. iii. § 7 As I find

little, so I will feign nothing. 1736 JU'tlfr Anal. 1. 11. vii.

265 There is nothing in the Characters, which would raise a

Thought of their being feigned. 1790 Paley Horse Paul.
Rom. ii. 19 Shall we say that the author . . feigned this

anecdote of St. Paul? 1862 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, x.

128 Fables, feigned by the superstition, .of the people.

+ b. To feign (a slander, fault) upon, against:

to allege falsely against, attribute falsely to. Obs.

1535 Joye Apol. Taidale 1 Sclaunders fayned upon me.

c 1615 Lives Women Saints 31 She fayned her owne falte

on the chaste yong prince. 1654 tr. Martinius Cong. China
205 Having feigned many crimes against the Priests,

t C. To invent, ' coin * (a word;. Obs.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 11673) 413 In Germany they

call it ' Pile ' and ' Zisel
'

; and of this German word was the

Latine 'Citellus' feigned. Ibid. 101 [see Feigned/*//, a. 2].

+ d. To contrive (a deception). Obs.

1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 170 They fain a
wile, .among themselves.

3. To relate or represent in fiction ; to fable.

Const, with simple complement, with obj. and inf.,

or with sentence as obj. Now rare.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Soiule v. viii. (1483) go Orpheus was so

swete an harpoure as the clerkes feynen that [etc,], a 1569
Kingesmyll Godly A dvise (1580) 1 sThe Poets, .fained there

were iii She Goddesses in contention for their beautie. 1585

Jas. I Ess, Poesie (Arb.) 75 hfarpyes .. whome the Poets

feynzeis to represent theuis. ' 1598 Barcklf.y Felic. Man
11. (1603) 118 Diogenes is fained to see the rich King Crcesus

among the dead. 1642 Fuller Holy <$• Prof St. 11. viii. 77
Well did the Poets feigne Pallas Patronesse of arts and
armes. c 1645 Howell Lett. 11. 34 They faind a Post to

come puffing upon the stage. 1667 Milton /\ L. xi. 627

Things . . worse Than Fables yet have feign'd. 1727 De Foe
Syst. Magic 1. ii. (1840) 41 Atlas, .is feigned by the ancients

to carry the world upon his shoulders. 1770 Langhorne
Plutarch (1879) I. 65/2 The poets feign of Hercules, that

only with a club and lion's skin he travelled over the world.

18:6 J. Wilson City ofPlague in. i. 343 Drest is she all in

white, as Poets feign The angel Innocence.

t b. absol. and intr. To make fictitious state-

ments ; to indulge in fiction. Obs.

^1384 Chaucer //. Fame 111. 388 Oon seyde that Omere
made lyes, Feyninge in his poetryes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 419

Ouyd. .feynit in his fablis. 1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. 1.

15 Nor vnaduisedly we speake, nor rashly thereof fayne.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone n. i. He that should write But such

a fellow, should be thought to faine Extremely. 1636 R.

James Iter Lattc. (1845) 4 If storyes do not faine.

4. (More fully, f tofeign to oneself) To conjure

up (delusive representations) ; to picture to one-

self, imagine ^'what is unreal). Now rare.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 36 Somme . . Feynen hem
fantasies. X5J5 Tindale Matt, ix. 15 tnarg.-note. They
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FEIGN.
fain themself no pain. 1578 Timme Caluine on Gen., Cain .

.

feigned to himself so many enemies, as there were men in
the world. 1608 Bp. Hall Char. Virtues fy V., Either
there are bugs, or he faineth them. 1635 R. N. Camden's
Hist. Eliz. r. 32 Some . . feigned unto themselves vain
dreames. 1674 Owen Holy Spirit '1693) 200 Men have but
deceived themselves . . when they have feigned a Glory and
a Beauty of the Church in other things. 1886 Gurnev
Phantasms of Living. I. 499 A sane .. mind .. can feign
voices where there is silence.

+ b. To imagine, believe erroneously and arbi-

trarily. Const, with obj. and inf., or object clause.

1557 Totteir$ Misc. (Arb.> 227 The soules. . Are not in such
a place, As foolish folke do faine. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi.

xii. 10 Art thou yet alive, whom dead I long did faine?
1604 E. G. D'Acosta*s Hist. Indies m. vi. 137 We faine,

that some Angell and intellectuall Spirite dooth walk with
the Comet. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1, iv. § n The
Straights, where they fained Hercules his pillars to be.
1728 Newton Chronol. Amended 29 The ancients, .feigned
that this Island, .had been as big as all Europe.

C. To assume fictitiously for purposes of calcu-
lation, arch, or Obs.
i683 M. Prior Ode Ex. Hi. 14 vi, And he too . . Studies

new Lines, and other Circles feigns. 18x2 Woodhouse
Astron. 1, 3 The bounding line of the horizon is feigned to be
a circle. Hid. x. 77 It becomes necessary then, to feign an
observer in the center of the earth.

5. trans. To assert or maintain fictitiously; to
allege, make out, pretend. Const. + with simple
obj. or complement (rare), with obj. and inf., or with
sentence as obj.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xciii. [xctv.] 20 Whor sete of wicknes
sal cleve to J>e, pate feinyhes swinke in bode to be? c 1385
Chaucer L. C. IV. 932 Dido, Feyning the hors y-oflred to
Minerve. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 61 [>e kyng
. .wolde. .feyne trespas for to byneme hem [Englisshe] here
money. 1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) iSg'i To faine God to
bee displeased with your king. 1548 Hall Chron. 232 b,

Fayning that he was thycke of hearyng. 1554 Latimer in
Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xxxiv. 90 That which is

fayned of many, I for my Parte, take it but for a Papistical
Invention. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis it. (Arb.) 61 The right
valeant (whose soon thou art [printed thwart] feigned)
Achilles. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xviii, And feigning
that his doing so was needful to the welfare of the cookery.
1863 Dkaper Intell. Devcl. Europe i. 4 [Man] has been
feigned . . to possess another immaterial principle.

1* 6. To put a false appearance upon; to disguise,

dissemble, conceal. Obs.
x393 Cower Con/. III. 208 She hath her . . body feigned.

C1400 Destr. Troy 34 Poeyetis . . With fiablis and falshed
fayned \>ere speche. Ibid. 253 The fTalshed he faynit vnder
faire wordes. c 1500 Lancelot 2397 The lady fayndit. .The
iowe quhich lon^ hath ben In to her thocht. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. n. iii. 20 Both doe strive their fearefulnesse to faine.

f7. refl. 0,. To disguise one's sentiments, practise

dissimulation, dissemble. Also intr. for refl. Obs.
< 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 186, Vincent 49 |>ov feinest be.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2376 Nabeles he fenede him, bat me
vnder ^ete it 1105 1. 13. . Leg. Rood(iSji) 85 All for noght bou
feynes be. 138a Wvclif Ecclus. xxiii. 13 If he shul feyne
(si disi>imulaverit\ he shal trespasen double, c 1450 Merlin
14 When she it sough, she fayned her. 1523 Lt>. Berners
Fro'iss. I. vii. 6 It was counsailed to the kyng . . hym selfe

to fayne. 1559 J///r. Mag., Mortimers xix, Bid them be-
ware their enmies when they faine.

fb. To assume a deceptive bearing. Obs.
ri47o Henry Wallace vi. 208 Quhen Wallace feld thax

curage was so small, He fen^eit hint for to comfort thaim
all. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 96 Fayne thy self
to appcre outwardly more perfyte. .than thou art.

8. trans. To make a show of, put on an appear-
ance of, put on, pretend, simulate, sham

; f to pre-

tend to utter (words).
c 1340 Hampolk Prose Tr. 10 Ypocrittes. .feyne gud dede

with-owttene. 1375 Barbouh Bruce 1. 344 To fenyhe foly
quhile is wyt. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 85 Duke
Edrik . . feynynge a vomet . . seide bat he was seek. 1393
Gower Con/ I. 181 She feigned wordes in his ere. 1:1400
Destr. Troy 3597 Fayne euer feire chere. 1598 R. T[ofte]
Months Miude G v, All was fained, 'twas not from the hart.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 134 Each
man straines To fainea jocund eye. 1741 Middleton Cicero
J- v. 385 Escaped death, onely by feigning it. 1791 Boswell
yohnson (1816^ IV. 437 The serenity that is not felt, it can
be no virtue to feign, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 162 The
agony Which others feel or feign, 1856 Kane Arct. Expl.
II. vi. 72 They are both feigning sickness this morning.

b. absol. To practise simulation.
1612 T. Taylor Comt/t. Titus i. 2 He seemeth to faine,

by vttering things clean contrary to his mind. 1671 Milton
P. A*. 1. 474 It may stand him more in stead to .. feign.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.U-]^\. 99 Tho' she be fair I will
not fenzie. a 1774 Goldsm. Madrigal 3 Wks, (Globe) 691
Myra, too sincere for feigning. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley x\\\,

She cannot feign ; she scorns hypocrisy.

9. With refl. pron. as obj. followed by simple
complement, + as, or to be : To make oneself
appear, put on an appearance of being, f For-
merly in wider use, with the refl. obj. followed by
inf., that, as that.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 336 He feynede hym somdet syk.
1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 4233 He sal hym feyn first als
haly. c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 706 Sclie feyned hir as
that sche moste goon. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI I. 59A wel false traytour . . bat coube wel feyne hym self trewe
frende. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ix. 128 Tho .. feynede hem
blynde. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv. 66 A mysdoer . . bat
. .thurgh his enchauntementz feyned him ane aungell. 1483
Caxton Cold. Leg. 97/1 She fayned her alleway to he seke,
1568 Graeton Chron. II. 204 The Queene .. did feyne her
selfe that shee would go on pilgrimage. 1611 Bible 2 Sam.
xlv. 2 Faine thy selfe to be a mourner. 1726 De Foe Hist.

138

Devil 1, x\ (1840) 164 Satan made David feign himself mad.
1859 Smiles Self-Help iii. 53 To. .reconcile myself to it. .is

more manly than to feign myself above it.

b. intr. To pretend, make oneself appear.
Const, to with inf. f Formerly with the same
constructions as the refl. use above.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) iii. 10 He made signe of etynz

and feyned as he had etyn. c 1450 St. Cuthbert iSurtees)

6344 He feynd als he be toumbe walde kys. 1563-87 Foxe
A. $ M. (1684) II. 79/1 He that hath no Faith, and yet
faineth or pretendeth to haue. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. 1. 9
Feigning . . in every limb to quake Through inward feare.
1632 J. Hayward tr. BiondVs Eromena 6 Fayning to goe
recreate himselfe . . gave order publikly. 1778 Han. More
Ftorio 11. 185 Yet feigned to praise the gothic treat. 1784
Unfort. Sensibility II. 47, I have sometimes feigned sick,
when I had no other succedaneum for avoiding their
parties. 1843 Emerson Car^/c Wks. (Bohn) III. 312 Such
an appeal to the conscience .. as cannot be .. feigned to
be forgotten. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. xvi, Tremlow feigns
to compare the portrait.

10. To counterfeit, imitate deceptively (esp. a
voice, handwriting).
1484 Caxton Alsoj> u. ix, The wulf . . faynynge the gotes

voyce sayd. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vii. 1 Truth, whose shape
she [deceipt] well can faine. X797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian
iv, It was not difficult to disguise or to feign a voice. 1847
Emerson Poems (1857) 213 Feigning dwarfs, they crouch
and creep.

f b. To adulterate. Obs. rare.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. v. (1495^ 606 The tree

of aloes is feyned [sophisticaturn] wyth a tree that is lyke
therto in weyght & in knottes. 1614 T. Adams Devills Ban-
quet 324 Sometimes they faine it [this Balme] with water,

fc. To pass off (a thing) for something else.

1393 Cower Con/. I. 17 Lo, how they feignen chalk for
chese.

1 11. To pretend to make (a pass) or to deal (a

blowO ; also absol. to make a feint. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 1757 He feyneth on his foot with

a tronchoun. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xix, Some whyle
they fayned, some whyle they strake as wyld men. 1632
J. Hayward tr. Biondfs Eromena 3 Making with his point
towards the others face, and faining a passage. .The Prince
. .fained at him divers foynes.

f 12. Mtisic. a. To sing softly, hum an air. b.
To sing with due regard to the ' accidentals ', which
the old notation did not indicate. [Sec Mttsica
fieta in Grove Diet. Mus.\ cf. also ¥. par feinte
1 by the alteration of a semitone '.] Obs.
c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 153/1 Fevnyn yn syngynge, or synge

lowe. 1526 Pilgr. Perl. (W. de W. 1 531 1 1 58 b, Not . . feynynge,
but with a full brest & hole voyce. a 1529 Skelton Comely
Coystrotune 53 He techyth them .. to solf & to fayne. —
Bowge 0/ Courte 233 His throte was clere, and lustely coude
fayne. 1530 Palsgr. 548/1 We maye nat synge out .. but
lette us fayne this songe. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 72 He
feyneth to the lute marveilouse swetely.

fill. 13. [After OF. feindre, se feindre.~\ intr.

and refl. To avoid one's duty by false pretences

;

to shirk, flinch, hang back. Also with inf. : To
be reluctant or afraid to do something ; to avoid,
shirk (doing\ Obs.
c 1300 A". A lis. 5884 Perdicas feyned noughth, For als a

wode lyoun he faughth. c 1369 Chaucer Deihe Blaunche
317 Noon of hem. .feyned To singe, la 1400 Morte Arth.
1734 Feyne 30W noghte feyntly. .Bot luke $e fyghte faythe-
fully. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1797 Never this archer wolde feyne
To shete at me. Ibid. 2996 If I may helpe you in ought,
I shall not faine. 14.. Lydg- Temple o/Glas 996 She me
constreyned. .To }0ure seruise, & neuer forto feyne. ^1430
Syr GenerATKoxh.) 4721 Ye se me feyne neuer a dele, c 1400
Totvneley Myst. (Surtees) 172 On both parties thus I play,
and fenys me to ordan The right. 1523-5 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. cccxiii. 194 b, There they made a great assaut.
The Englysshmen fayned nat. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
I. 566 Exhortand thame. -for na fray to fein^ie nor to fle.

fb. trans. To shirk, avoid fulfilling (a com-
mand) ; to ' shuffle out of (one's word). Obs.
c 1300 Beket 42 Cilbert . . feignede his word her and ther :

and ne grantede no^t. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 473 Lordes
hestes mow not ben i-feynit.

Feigned (f?ind>, ///. a. Also 5 feynit, Se. 6
feinyeat, fen;eid, -it, fei-, feyn;eit, feinjed,
feinyet. [f. prec. + -ED *.]

fl. Fashioned, formed, shaped. Obs.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 85 His feynar ha> hopid in his feynid

bingis.

2. Fictitiously invented or devifed. Also, re-

lated in fiction, fabled. Obs. or arch.
c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars. 173 This is no feyned mater

that I telle. < 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 3 Feinzed Fables.
1552 Bk. Com. Prayer Communion, Feyned excuses, a 1572
Knox His*. Re/ Wks. 1846 I. 74 Quhilk reportis ar all .

.

fenzeit, and untrew. 1607 ToMBLL Fourf. Beasts (1673)
101 A peculiar voyce which the French call by a feigned
word, ' Keere '. 1623 Lisle AK.l/ric on O, $ N. Test. Pref.

F4 The faigned games of Homer and Virgil. 1670TENISON
(title), Creed of Mr. Hobbes Examined, in a feigned con-
ference between Him and a Student of Divinity. 1728
Newton Chronol. Amended IntnxJ. 6 The Priests .. had
filled up the interval with feigned Kings. 1820 Hazlitt
Led. Dram. Lit. 19 To be found in history, whether actual
or feigned.

fb. Contrived for deception. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Par%t. 153/1 Feynyd sleythe of falshede.

+ 3. Fictitiously or arbitrarily supposed ; imagin-
ary. Feigned price ;

*=' fancy price'. Obs,
1526 Pilgr. Per/ iW. de W. 1531) 276 Aboue the necessite

of nature they wyll haue theyr feyned necessaryes. 1607-12
Bacon Ess. Riches (Ar£) 233 What fayned prices are sett

FEIGNEDNESS.
vpponn litle stones. 1726 tr. Gregory's Astronomy I. 319 As
many Degrees of the feigned Equator.
4. Of attributes, actions, diseases, etc. : Simu-

lated, counterfeited, pretended, sham.
1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxx. (1483' 80 Another thynge

is a veray hede and another a feyned hede. 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour L v b, They gyue out of theyr brestes grete
and fayned syghes. a 1577 Gascoigne JVA-s. (1587) 106 All
her guiles she hid With fained teares. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj., Stat. Robert I, 33 Inquisition salbe taken, gif that be
done be fenzeid furie, or not. 1642 R. Carpenter Experi-
ence in. v. 108 We must be. .carefull that these Acts in their
exercise, be true, .not faigned and superficial!. 1709STEELE:
'Jailer No. 1 p 6 Personating Feigned Sorrows. 1776
Gibbon Decl. % F. I. 414 Their mutual fears produced . . a
feigned reconciliation. 1803 Med. JmL IX. 72 Feigned
and Concealed Diseases. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II.
163 Mortal enemies . . came every day to pay their feigned-
civilities.

fb. Prefixed to personal designations: That is

such only in pretence
; pretended. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Melib. p 289 Youre trewe freendes and
youre feyned counsel 11ours. 1548 Hall Chron. 211 A fained,
false and a coloured frende. 1550 Crowley In/orrn. ty
Petit. 175 Wee are but fayned Christians, we beare the
name onely. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. iv. 16
Fained Friends, becoming unfained Foes.

fO. Of things: Counterfeit, spurious, sham.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 223 Mosques .. are in

their Cupolaes curiously ceruleated with a feigned Tur-
quoise. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. (1732,1 74 Took
down the feigned Body from the Cross.

d. Of a name, etc. : Assumed, fictitious. Of a
voice, handwriting, etc. : Disguised.
1559 }

v
; Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse A vj b, I have re-

duced it into the forme of a DiaToge: the names of the person-
ages indede fained [etc. J. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. i. 7 To hide
her fained sex. 1675 Marvell Corr. ccxliii. Wks. 1872-5
II. 457, I cannot tell whether it be a true or a fained name;
1762 J. Bkown Poetry «y Mus. vii. (1763) 141 The Poets .

.

represent real Characters under feigned names. 1777 Sheri-
dan Sch. Scand. 1. i, I copied them . . in a feigned hand.
1837 Lytton E. Maltrav. 29 The feigned address he had
previously assumed.

f5. A/us. a. (see Feign v. 12 b.) b. =Fal-
SETTO 3. Obs.
1609 Douland Ornith. Microl. 24 The fained Scale ex-

ceedes the others both in height and depth. For it addeth
a Ditone vnder Vt base, because it singsfa in A, and it risetri

aboue eela by two degrees, for in it it sounds fa. /bid.,
Fained Musicke is. .a Song made beyond the regular Com-
passe of the Scales. Or, it is a Song, which is full of
Conjunctions [i.e. accidental flats]. 1674 Playford Skill
Mus. 1. xi. 43 Increasing of the Voice in the Treble Part
. . in Feigned Voices, doth oftentimes become harsh.

6. Law. (See quots.)

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 6 § 1 Feyned playntes. 1542-3
Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 4 The aforesaide false and fayned
recouere

;
1592 West 1st Pt. Symbol. § 5 G, The feined

consent is by Lawe for some fact, when the consent of both
parties appeareth not, and yet inasmuch as the fact is done,
they are by Law both feined and deemed to consent, a 1709
Atkyns Pari. % Pol. Tracts (1734) 317 The feigned Actiou
. . the Lord Chief Justice seems to justify. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. hi. xxvii. 452 As no jury can be summoned to
attend this court [Equity], the fact is. .directed to be tried.

.

upon a feigned issue. For (in order to . . have the point iii

dispute .. put in issue) an action is feigned to be brought,
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 519 Any such feigned recovery.

7. Mil. = False a. 14.
I598 Barret Theor. IVarres m. i. 35 Fained skirmishes.

1783 Watson Philip III (1839) 69 A third detachment wai
sent to make a feigned attack in another quarter. 1876
Voyi.e Afilit. Diet. 135/1 A feigned assault, .for the purpose
of diverting the enemy from the real point of attack.

1 8. Of persons, their manner, faces, etc. : Made
up to a certain appearance, got up for a purpose

;

hence, deceitful, insincere. Obs.
CX374 Chaucer A net. <$• Arc. 97 He was fals, hit was but

feyned chere. • 1386 — Man 0/ Law's T. 264 O feyned
womman, alle that may confounde Vertu and innocence. .Is
bred in the. 1393 Gower Con/ III. 158 They, .by fallas Of
feigned wordis make him wene, That black is white. 1536
Lyndesay Test. Papyugo 195 Hauyng sic traist in to thy
[Fortune's] fenzeit face. 1535 Coverdale I's. xvi[ij. 1 My
prayer, that goeth not out of a fayned mouth [1611 Ibid.
Fained lips], 1536 Starkey Let. to Cromwell in England
( 1878) p. xli, You schal neuer fynd me faynyd man. a 1605
Montgomerie Descr. Vane Lovers 46 Vhar thou finds tham
faynd refrane. 1654 tr- Bendery's Curia Pol. 124 Amurath.

.

in a fained manner, .seemed inclinable to offer me the Crown.

Feignedly (fr'-nedli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly2J
In a feigned manner.
1. Prctemledly, not really ; deceitfully.

1535 Coverdale Dan. x\. 34 Many shal cleue vnto them
faynedly. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. x. Ix. (1612) 264 Veat
better plainely to reproue than fainedly to kisse. 1700
Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 723 Others, tho" feignedly, adher'd
to him. 1882-3 Schaef Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 1938 The
conversion was not with the whole heart, but feignedly,

2. Law. By a fiction; fictitiously.

1592 West \st Pt. Symbol. § 11C, Consent is sometimes
used in deede and sometimes fainedly as in law.

FeignedueSS (f^nednes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being feigned
; f deceitful-

ness ; insincerity.

1435 Misyn Fire 0/Love 58 With-oute cessyng to Ioy of
godis sight, all fenydnes put bak. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus.

1. 30 Thy hert is full of faynednes and disceate. 1587

J, Harmar Beta's Sertn. iii. 39 The church is not the

school of fainednesse. 1683 Wilkinson in Mem. y. Story
Reinzied 7 He., greatly abhorred Feignedness. 1711
Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) II. 11. 11. ii. 162 A certain Subtlety
and Feignedness of Carriage.
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Feigner (fr'-nai). [f. Feign z>. + -ER 1
.] One

who or that which feigns, in various senses of the

vb. ; f a fashioner, constructor, inventor ; the con-

triver of a fiction {oh.) ; a simulator, pretender,

counterfeiter.

138a Wyclif Dent. xiii. 5 That prophete or feyner of
Bwevenes shal be slayn. C1400 Apol. Loll. 85 Wat profitib

a grauen ping? for his feynar hap hopid in his feynid bingis.

1488 Caxton Chast. Goddes Chyld. 28 In goddes sighte they
ben very fyctifs feyners. 153S Stewart Cron. Scot, III.

276 Ane freir . . flatterar and fen}ear. 1591 Sylvestkr Du
Bartas 1. v. 715 The greene Parrat, fainer of onr Words.
i$g&lbid. 11. ii. n. Babylon6t$ The fluent fainer of Orlandos
error. 1636 H. Jonson Discor'. Wks. (Rtldg.t 761/2 A poet
is .. a maker or a fainer: his art, an art of imitation, or
faining. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 693 This Notion, .was
from the first Feigner or Inventor of it, propagated all along
and conveyed down, by Oral Tradition. 1827 Examiner
50/2 Either Farmers are dreadful feigners, or their present

endurance cannot last long. 1863 Holme Lee A. Warleigh s

Fort. III. 104 She was a bad feigner.

Feigning v^'nin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. 4 -ing ».]

1. The action of the vb. Feign in various senses
;

an instance of this. Without (f but) feigning

:

unfeit;nedly, sincerely.

1375 Harbour Bruce 1. 74 He suld swer that, but fen^eyng,
He suld that arbytre disclar. £1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III.

341 He was clepid be pope, .aftirward camen ober names bi

feynyng of ypocritis. £1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1556 HyPsip.
/jr Medea, With feynynge, & with every subtyl dede. ,1460
Tmvnetey Myst. iSurtees)2og Tryp on thi tose, without any
fenyng. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 65 That yf it were
aperceyued . . men shold wene that it were a manere of a
feynynge. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. i86Craf£eand imagined
faynings. i6ox Shaks. Tivel. N. in. i. no 'Twas neuer
merry world, Since lowly feigning was call'd complement.
1636 Ii. Jonson Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 761/2 His [the Poet's]

Art [is] an Art of imitation, or faining. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi
Jourti. France I. 91 The Lombards .. please you without
feigning. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 143 Poets are also

the representatives of falsehood and feigning.

tb. Feigning ofperson \ personification, rare.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 283 S. John by a
fayning of person sayth, from whose face fledde away both
heauen and earth.

+ 2. quasi-concr. A creation or production (of

the mind) ; an assumption, fiction, fable. Obs.
1388 Wyclif Jer. 1. 38 The lond . . hath glorie in false

feynyngis. < 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. iv. (154416 b, Of poetes
the feigning to unfold. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1596) 141/2
The like fainings and monstrous miracles. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World II. 350 All which fainings . . Josephus and Ter-
tullian have sufficiently answered. 1627 Speed England
xxv. § 3 Poets in their faynings will haue the Nymphs
residence in shady greene groues.

Feigning {(e"
lm

nii)'),ff>l. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That feigns.

T* 1. Given to inventing; imaginative. Obs.
1483G7M. Angl. 125/1 Feynynge, ficticiosus. i6ooShaks.

A. Y. L. in. iii. 20 The truest poetrie is the most faining.

2. Dissembling, deceitful.

c 1400 Desir. 7'roy 066 He ..welcomed bom all With a
faynyng fare vnder faire chere. a 1569 Kingesmyll Man's
Est. i. 11580) 8 Those fainyng folke. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.
I. i. 31 Verses of faining loue. 1701 Row E A ?nl>. Step-Moth.
iv. iii. 2002 Suspect this feigning Boy.

+ 3. Shirking, cowardly. Obs. Cf. Feign v. 13.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4576 pis fenyond fare is forthoryng to

horn, To assemble.. souldiors ynogh.

+ 4. Of the voice: see Feign v. 12. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 31 Thou hast by Moone-Hght at
her window sung, With faining voice.

5. quasi-arfV. Pretendedly, seemingly.
1620 Quarles Jonah (1638) 11 How faining deafe is he?
Hence Feigrningly adv., in a feigning manner;

artfully, dissemblingly.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls') II. 375 pe ordre of tellynge
of pe bing. .is feynynglichei-tolde. c 1422 Hoccleve Learn
to Die 359 Whethir he verraily or feynyngly Repente.
c 1500 Meiusine 28 All this said she feynyngly to thende
that the other shuld nat perceyue to what thinge she tended.
1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer Zz iij b, To sett out
her beawtye . . as feininglye as she can. 1605 Stow Ann.
West Saxons an. ion Peace . . to the which they feininglie

assented. 1650 S. Clarke Eccl. Hist. (1654) 542 The King
feigningly complained that since the death of Cromwel,
England was much troubled with hereticall factions.

Feil, vnr. form of Fele a., much.
Feild(e, obs. forms of Field.
Peil-beg : see Filabeg.
!Feile, Fein, obs. forms of Fail, Fain, Vein.

t Feind, feint. Obs. rare. [Ofobscure origin ;

it can hardly be a var. of Fiend ; a subst. use of

Feigned, Feint adjs.T\ ?A phantom, goblin.
1658-9 Burton's Diary {1828) IV. 64 Those feints, which

come nearest the shape of man, are most ugly and dangerous.
1703 T. N. City <x C. Purchaser 7 There are really no such
standing Species of Animals, and Vegetables [as fauns,

mermaids, etcl in Nature, tho 1 the belief of such feinds

hath been propagated by Orators.

Feind(e, obs. forms of Fiend.

f Feindill, a. Obs. Sc. ? 'Ill-natured* (Gloss.).

But isfeindill in mispr. for eindillin g^l (See Eyndii.l.)

1560 Rolland Crt. Venus Prol. 31 The last .. is callit

Melancoly. . Heuie heidit, and feindill in game or glew.

Feint (k7>nt\ sb. [a. Fr. feinte ( = Pr. fenha,
fencha, OSp. and It. finta)

i
abstr. noun, f. feindre

to Feign.]

1. A feigned or false attack. Also in phrases in

feint }
to make afeint.

a. Fencing and Boxing. A blow, cut, or thrust

aimed at a part other than that which is the real

object of attack.

[1600 O. E. Repl. to Libel 1. iii. 67 A finta. or famed shew
of a downe right blow.] 1684 R. H. School Recreat.t^'Yo
take, .a Feint on this Guard will signifie little or nothing.

1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1730-^in BAiLEY(foIio). 1817
Scott Rob Roy xxv, He exhausted every feint and stratagem
proper to the science of defence. 1825 Watf.rton Wand.
S. Atrcr, in. iii. 251, I made a feint to cut them down. 187a
Bakfr Nile Tribut. viii. 117 A feint at the head causes
them to raise the shield. 1879 Farrar Si. Paul II. 73 He
aimed straight blows, and not in feint, at the enemy.

b. Mil. A movement made with the object of

deceiving an enemy as to a general's real plans.

1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 458 Friburg had been
taken by a Feint of the Duke. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3713/1
Some troops were ordered to make a Feint. 1783 Watson
Philip III 117931 II. v. 108 By making a feint of storming
which he hoped to save Vercelli. 1809 Wellington in

Gnrw. Desp. V. 30 These movements are intended only as
a feint. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 65 She . . may make an
attack on India by way of feint.

2. transf. and fig. An assumed appearance ; a

pretence, stiatngem.

1679 Sir C. I.yttelton in Hatton Corr. (1878) 206 All

this is but a feint. 1740 Somehville Hobbinol 11. 410
A Feint he made With well dissembled Guile. 1754 SHER-
LOCK Disc. (17591 I. i.\. 265 This Objection is not a mere
Feint. 183a Lander Adv. Niger I. iv. 182 We imagine
that it is only a feint of Mausolah to detain us. 1851
Gallenga Italy 49 That protest, .would have been merely
a feint. 185a Dickens Christmas Bits., flaunted Man.
(C. D. ed.» 206 Mr, Williams, .made a feint of accidentally
knocking the table with a decanter.

b. A'hetoric. (see quot.)
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Feint, a figure whereby the orator

touches on something, in making a show of passing it over
in silence.

f 3. Music, (see quot.) [So formerly Yr.f-infe^
1730 6 Bailey folio*, Feint,sh. (in Musick) a semi-lone,

the same that is called Diesis. 1823 in Crabb.

Feillt (fc'nt', a. [a. Fr. feint, pa. pple. of

feindre to Feign.] Feigned, false, or counterfeit

;

sham ; = Faint a. 1. Now rare.
£"1340 Cursor M. 19535 t'frin.^ perfore toke he bapteme

feynt [v.r. faint], c 1400 Roru. Rose 433 She gan. .To make
many a feynt praiere To God. c 1698 Locke Coud. Underst.

§ 33 Dressed up into any faint appearance of it. 1702 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3835/2 The Major .. made a feint Retreat. 1704
Ibid. No. 3986/2 Amusing the French with, .feint Marches.
1855 Thackekav Ncwcomes II. 90 We wear feint smiles
over our tears and deceive our children.

Feillt, v- Also 6 faint. [In sense 1 f. F.

feint, pa. pple. offeindre to Feign ; see the variant

Faint v. In sense 2 f. Feint sb.]

T 1. To deceive. Obs.

1320 [see Fkinting}.

2. Mil., Boxing and Fencing, a. intr. To make
a feint or sham attack. Const, at, on, upon. b.

trans. To make a feint upon. rare. C. To pretend

to make (a pass or cut).

1833 Regul. fnstr. Cavalry 1. 130 Feint cut 'Two'; and
shift leg to 'First Position'. Ibid. 1. 149 Feint 'Third
Point' under, and deliver 'Second Point' over the arm.
1854 Badhah Halieut. 419 He watched them .. as they
feinted, skirmished, or made onslaught. 1857 Hughes
Tom Bro7vn 11. iii, Feint him—use your legs ! draw him
out. 1880 I.. Wallace Ben-Hur 381 Ben-Hur feinted

with Ins right hand. 1890 Sat. Rev. 6 Sept. 296/2 He
feinted at his enemy's toes.

Hence Fernting vbl. sb., in senses of the vb.; also

a/lrib., and///, a.

c 1314^uy Wariv. (A.) 444 Erl Jonas. .Loke wib him be no
feyuting. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb. 1 110 They flutter them-
selues with a fainting farewell, deferring euervntil tomorrow.
1684 R. H. School Recreat. 71 Feinting or Falsifying. Of
these there are several Kinds. 1858 O. W. Holmes Ant.
Breakf.-t. (1865) 68 Feinting, dodging, stopping, hitting,

countering. 1871 Daily News 24 July, It was obvious that

force had been thus disposed for feinting purposes.

Feintise, var. of Faintise.

Feints, var. of Faints.
Feinye, -yie, obs. Sc. forms of Feign.

t Feir. Obs. Sc. Also 4-6 fere, 5, 7 feare, 6

fler. [aphet. f. Effeir.] Appearance, demeanour,
look, show ; =affere (Affair 6), Effeir sb. 2.

c 1440 Gaiv. ff Col. xiii, He wes ladlike of lait, and light of
his fere, r 1470 Henry Wallace wl. ioi Tell me hisfeyr, and
how I sail him knaw. c 1500 Felon Sowe Rokeby in Whitaker
Hist.Craven (1805)418 Scho rase upwithafelon fere. 1528
Lvndesay Dream 447 Quha wald behauld his countynanco
and feir, Mycht call hym, weill, the god of men of weir.

b. Infeir ofwar ; in martial array.

1449 Sc. Acts Jas. II (1597* § 25 Gif onie man . . risis in

feire of weir against him [the King]. 1550 Lyndesay Sqr,
Meldrum 1231 Thrie scoir-.Accowterit weill in feir of weir,

c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 215 The
Queen made proclamation . . that all men should be at her
in Fier of War.

c. //. Gestures, ways, * points * of a person's

exterior.

c I375 Barbour Troy-bk. 11. 2501 He kend him be his

feris. Ibid. n. 3003 With brokine specbe and with waik
feris, 15x3 Douglas A'zneis 111. ix. 14 Bot he was Greik be
all his vthir feris. a 1548 Thrie Priests of Peblis in Pinker-
ton Scot. Poems (1792) I. 19 He feinyeit him ane fule, fond
in his feris.

Feir, var. Fere v. Obs. to appertain, be proper.

Feir, obs. and So. form of Fear.
Feird, obs. Sc. var. of Fourth.

tFei'rie, a. Sc. Obs. Also 5, 6 fery, 7;
'8

feerie. [?repr. OK. *ferig, f. for action of going
(see Fgor) + -?£, -y 1; cf. the synonymous Fere a.]

Fit to travel ; hence nimble, vigorous. Const, of.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. ix. 10 His eldare Swne Wes

noucht fery. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi. v. 20 Als fery and
als swipper as a [age. a 1548 Thrie Priests 0/ Peblis in

Pinkerton Scot. Poems (1792) I. 18 The king was .. Ane
feirie man on fute. 17.. in Watson Collect, x. (17061 59
Of foot he is not feerie. 1794 Burns Dcuk's DangO^er My
Daddy, O baud your tongue, my feirie auld wife.

b. quasi-f7f/z>. Cleverly, actively.
1810 in Cromek Rem. Nithsdale <S- Annandale Sovg {1880)

54 An feerie can cross it in two braid cockle shells.

Hence PeiTily adv., nimbly, actively.

1550 Lyndesay Sqr. Meldrum 475 Quhen thay saw him sa
feirelie Loup on his Hors. 155a — Dreme 12 Sumtyme in

dansing, feiralie I flang. 1763 W. Thom Donaldsoniad, Wk>.
(1799I 368 It wad be better if it was a' dun bi ane that cou'd
gae throw it feerily and cannily.

Feirschipe, var. of Fairship.
Feit, obs. form of Feat.
Feitergrasse, var. of fail'our's grass obs.: see

Faitoub 2.

Feith, Feizable, obs. IT. Faith, Feasiblf.
Feitisso : see Fetish.

F©1, obs. var. of Fell.
Fela, obs. form of Fellow.
Felanders, obs. form of Filanders.
Felapton. Logic. A mnemonic word repre-

senting the fourth mood in the third figure of
syllogisms, in which the major premiss is a universal

negative, the minor premiss a universal affirmative,

and the conclusion a particular negative.

1551 T, Wilson Lcgike H ij a, Fe. No vertue should be
eschued. Lap. All vertue hath her wo with her. Ton.
Therfore some wo .^houlde not be eschued. 1741 Chambers
Cycl., Felapton. 1827 Whately Logic it. (ed.2 9 3 Felapton.
1871 tr. Taine's Hist. Eug. Lit. 11S73 1 I. 135 They still set

their liarbara and Felapton, but only in the way of routine.

Felau, Feld(e, obs. ft Fellow, Field.
Feldifair, -fare, obs. forms of Fieldfare.

Feldspar, felspar (feldspaj, fedspau). Min.
Forms: a. 8 feldspat h, feltspat. (3. S fields-

par, 8- feldspar. 7. 8-9 felspar. [The forms

feldsfaff1, feltsfat are adoptions (the latter through
Sw.) of Ger.f-ldsfatfi, f.feld Field + sfat (/i spar,

Almost contemporaneously appear the wholly or

partially translated forms field-, fcldsfar. The
corrupt spellingyi?/jr^fz?- was introduced by Kirwan
on the ground of a supposed derivation from fels,

and is still more common than the correct form.]

A name given to a group of minerals, usually

white or flesh-red in colour, occurring in crystals

or in crystalline masses. They consist of a silicate

of alumina with soda, potash, lime, etc.

1757 E. M. Costa Nat. Hist. Fossils 287 The opaque
quartz or feldspath. 1772 tr. Cronstcdt's Min. App. 8 If

the characters of this field-spar are accurately examined.
1776 G. Edwards Eossihlogy 54 A black felt-spat . . found
in Sweden. 1784 Kirwan Elem, Min. 102 Sandstone
mixed with mica and feltspar. 1785 J. Hutton Th. Earth
in Trans. R. Soc. Edin. I. 229 Strata consolidated by feld-

spar, 179a Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 30 D. Hoffman dis-

covered that red blende and feldspat were luminous when
pieces of either were rubbed together. 1794 Kirwan Min.
I. 317 note. This name seems to me derived from fels, a rock
. .hence I write it thus, felspar. 1835 Sir J. C. Ross Narr.
2nd Voy. xxix. 406 I-arge crystals of felspar, i860 Maury
Pkys. Geog. Sea x. § 494. 272 Granite is generally composed
of feldspar, mica, and quartz.

attrib. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. £01 The felspar

glaze does not melt at the heat requisite for fusing the colours.

1830 LyelL Princ. Geol. I, 263 Traversed in all directions

by veins of felspar porphyry. 1862 Dana Man. Geol. § 85.

80 Feldspar-Euphotide . .consisting of a minutely-granular
feldspathic base with disseminated diallage or smaragdite.

1872 W. S. Symonds Rec. Rocks iv. 1 13 Criccieth Caitle stands
on a felspar rock.

Hence FeTdsparic a, resembling feldspar ;
=

Feldspathic. Feldsparite = Feldspar. Feld-
sparry a., containing feldspar.

1811 Pinkerton Fetral. I. 157 Hardness, of course fel-

sparic. 1832 I'oasf Geol. Cornwall 211 Felspariteor Felspar-

Rock. 1852 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. ii. 98 The
feldsparry lavas of the Peak.

Feldspathic, felspathic (feld-, felspoe J>ik),

a. [i.fel^djSpath (see prec.) + -ic] Of the nature

of or containing feldspar.

1832 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 295 The decomposition of

felspathic lavas. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xxi. (1873) 486

Feldspathic rocks have produced a clayey soil. 1879 J. J.

Young Ceram. Art 56 Artificial porcelain may be made
from . . felspathic clay.

re:l(d)spathose, a. [ + -ose.] =prec.
1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 448 It contains many felspath-

ose points. 1879 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 74 Feldspathose.

Feldyfar, dial, form of Fieldfare.

Fele, adv. (quasi-.**.) and adj. Obs. Forms :

a. 1-2 fela, feola, north, feolu, feolo, 2-4 feole,

(3 feola, fole), 3-4 fale, 3-6 feil(l(e, 4-5 feel(e,

4-6 fel(e, fell(e. 0. (2 veale\ 3 vale, (veele,

veole), 3-4 vele. Compar. 4 feler, 5 felire.

[OE. feolo, feolu (Mercian and Northumb.), feola,

fela (WSax.) are respectively the accus. and the
18 -a
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oblique case neuter (used adverbially, find hence

as quasi-sb.) of a Com. Teut. adj., of which the

other Teut. langs. have in their early forms only

the accus. neut. as adv. and quasi-sb. : OFris. fefo,

OS. filo, flu (Du. veel), OHG. filu, filo (MHG.
vil, vile, mod.Ger. vie/, the latter also inflected as

adj.), ON. figl (chiefly in comb.), Goth. film—
OTeut. *felu :—pre-Teut. *pelu (with ablaut-var.

*polit) much; cf. Skr. puru, Gr. iroXvs, Olr. /'/.]

A. <niv.

1. To a great extent or degree, much. Also in

so, too fete.
Beowulf 1379 J>aer bu findan miht fela-synnigne sec^.

c g$o Lindisf.Gosp. Lukevii.47 For5on lufade feolo. c 1000

Wife's Compl. 26 (Gr.) Sceal ic . . mines fela leofan faehSu

dreogan. a i*$/o Pro?', sElfred 196 in tX E. Misc. (18721114
Ne ilef bu nouht to fele uppe be see. aiyto Cursor M. 8991
(Cott.i 1'horu wiramen pat he luued sa fele. ciyxtHavelok
2442 He bounden him so fele sore, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1884
Syn be fre is so faire, & so fele vertus. t 1470 Henry
Wallace 1. 56 Fell awfull in effer. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I.

192 The Beere, That they drinken feele too good chepe.

2. quasi-^. Much, a great number or quantity.

Chiefly with partitive genitive. Often qualified

by how, like, so, too.

After the OE. period this use is seldom distinguishable

from the adj. ; later instances are placed here only when
their grammatical character is evidenced by inflexion of the

following sb.

Beotvulf 1060 Fela sceal jebidan leofes and laSes. cSx$
Vesp. Psalter Ixv[i], 16 Ic seg[c]o eow alle 3a ondredaS dryh-
ten hu feolu dyde sawle minre. a 900 Charter in O. E.
Texts (1885444, &swae feola sufla. cxoooAgs.Gosp. Matt,
xxvi, 19 Fela ic haebbe ^ebolod todsej burn ^esyhSe for hym.
t 1000 Sax. Leeckd. II. 208 Ne forlaet bu p«es blodes to fela

on senne sib. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Monie and feole o5re
godere werke. a 1300 Sinners Beware 87 in O. P.. Misc. 75
Sunnen seouene bat bringeb vt of heouene Swibe vele

marine
B. adj. (Indeclinable ; but as the word after

11th c. was used all but exclusively of multitude,

not of quantity, the final e was prob. felt in ME.
as a pi. ending. A solitary instance of felen dat.

pi. occurs in the Ayenbite.)

1. With sb. in pi. Many. Often preceded by as,

how, so ; also in many andfele.

O. E. Citron, an. y6$ (Laud MS.) Se biscop .. bohte pa
feola cotlif a;t se king. Ibid, an. 1124 Fela soSfeste men
saiidon [etc.]. cw]$Lamb. Horn. 117 Fela stuntnesse beo5.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3067 Suche stones, so grete & so uale.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18268 (Colt.) Hu fele pines ai sal bou fele.

c 1305 Land Cokayne 95 per btj> briddes mani and fale.

1340 Ayenb. 5 pou ne sselt habbe uele godes. 138a Wyclif
Gen. xxiv. 22 As feel arm serclis. t 1420 Citron. Vilod. 586
Sekemen come bedur mony and ffele. c 1425 Seven Sag.
(P.) 1 1 10 He. .hadde. .of the quene many gyftis fele. c 1500
Lancelot 768 Galiot haith chargit hyme to tak Als fell folk.

1513 Douglas AKneis u i. 83 Sa fele seris. 1598 Hakluyt
Voy. I. 201 So fele shippes this yeere there ware, That moch
losse for vnfreyght they bare.

b. With sb. in sing. Much.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4050 (Cott.) pat . . sufFerd sa fele peril.

(1400 Yivaine fy Ga:u. 1392 That so fele folk led obowt.
1440 Generydes 6701 With kysseng fele. 1535 Stewakt

Cron. Scot, II. 54 Feill folk als out of Germania.

2. In predicative use : Much, many, numerous.
Also in compar. : More in number, more numerous.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14079 (Cottj pe folk him foluand was ful

fell. < 1340 Gam. fy Gr. Knt. 1391, I wowche hit saf fynly,

ba$ feler hit were. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 528 So fale fole-

wen be folk, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4869 pai are feler of folke.

a 1400-50 A lexander 2084 A pake out of nounbre, Felire ban
his folke be full fyue thousand.

3. absol. in //. Many persons.
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 107 He mei findan fele pe beoS bet

ibo^en and Uttfjen bene he. c 1200 Ormin 7640 Fele shulenn
fallenn & fele shulenn risenn upp. a 1300 Cursor M. 8405
(Cott.) pis writte wit fele was red and sene. 1340 Ayenb.
102 Gou, bet. .yefp more blebeliche. .to uelen panne to onen
allone. 1375 Harbour Bruce xvi. 641 In sum bargis sa feill

can ga . . That thai ourtummyllit. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 522
in Babees Bk. (1868) 316 Few ar trew, but fele ar fals.

b. quasi-^. Many of. Cf. A. 2.

n 1300 Cursor M. 7012 (Cott.) Fourti thusand of Israel,

O beniamin negh als fel. t 1394 /'. PI. Crede 547 Fele of
bise poyntes. a 1455 Holland Howlat 522 Feile of the fals

folk, that fled of befor.

4. In comb, with sb., forming an adj., asfele-kyn,
of many kinds, various; or an adv., as fele-sith,

-syss, fettymes many times, often. Also Fklefold.
M2oo Obmin 3573 Hire sune wass himm lie O fele kinne

wise, [0120$ Lay. 1717 On feole kunne wisen.] a 1300
Cursor M. 28380 (Cott.) Ourft fele-sith haf i ben to spend
be gode wit skil pat godd me send. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.
ii. 1483 Of mony kyndes, of fele-kyn hues. 1375 Barbour
Bruce in. 65* Fetesyns, quhen thou art away. Ibid. xx.

225 That ^he haf done till me feill siss. 1382 Wyclif/j«7/«.
xx. 18 Hou ofte sithes and hou fele shul thei scorne hym?
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3014 Of hir fatrehede feltymes hade pe
freike herd,

t Fele, a-2 Obs. Also 3 felle, ^ fale, feele,

fel, 5 fall. See also Fisu [QR.fgele, corresp. to

OHG. feili purchasable (mod.G. fell).] a. In
OE. : One's own ; dear, faithful, good. b. In

ME. : Proper, of the right sort, good.
( 1000 Ags. Ps. (Or.) lxxviit. £lxxix.] j j>in fa;Ie hus. Ibid.

cxviii. [cxix.] ;os pBBt is fiele blaecern jiunum fotum. ^1250
Owl <V Night. 1376 Ah schaltu, wrecche, luve tele .. vich
luve ifi fele, Bitweone wepmon and wimmane? 1387 Trf.-

visa Higdtn (Roll*) I. 309 As bei God. . Made bat lond so

feele To be celer of al heele. 0x400 Sir Perc. 729 Thou
art fele, That thou ne wille away stele.

Fele, obs. form of File v.'z

fPelefold, a. (adv.). Obs. [f. Fele a.* +
Fold.] = Manifold. Also absol. in By felefotd

;

by a great deal, many times over.

c 1000 Ags. /^.(Spelm.) xxxv[i]. 6 Domas Sine neowelnys
micellu oode felefeald. CI17S Lamb. Horn. 135 Alswa of
ane sede cume5 fele folde weste. c 1205 Lay. 4249 Beo3 on
beoken feole feld bisnen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 180 Bo5e [temp-
taciuns] beo5 feoleuold. C1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1545 Hit
were a fole fele-folde. c 1374 Chaucer Booth. 11. i. 30, I vn-

derstonde be felefolde colour & deceites of bilke merueillous
monstre fortune. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xm. 320 It was
fouler bi felefold )>an it firste semed.

b. As adv. In manifold ways.
1340 Ayenb. "zi-z Na^t wordes afaited and y-sliked ueleuold.

Hence f Felefold v. Obs., to increase, multiply.

a. trans, b. inlr. for refl.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter iii. 2 Hou fele-folded are pai, pat
droves me to do me wa. Ibid. xi. 9 [xii. 8] Men sones fele-

faldes tou. Ibid. cxxxviii[-ix]. 18 Over se-sand fele-falde

sal pai.

Felenous(e
f
obs. form of Felonous.

Felet, obs. form of Fillet.

Felewote, obs. form of Velvet.
Felf, obs. and dial. var. of Felloe, Felly.
Felfar, obs. form of Fieldfare.
Felghe, obs. form of Felloe, Felly.

Felicide (frlisaid
1

. [f. L. fill-, files cat +
-cide 2.] The action of killing a cat, cat-slaying.

1832 Southey Corresp. ivithC. Bo7vles (1881) 259 Those
repeated acts of felicide. 1836 Tait's Mag. III. 568 He
hurled it, with premeditated felicide, in the direction of his

supreme abomination. 1868 Morn. Star 25 Jan., One poor
woman, .confessed to having committed an act of felicide.

Felicific (fi"lisi-fik), a. Ethics, [ad. L.feliafc-

us, f. felici-, fclix happy + -fiats making : see

-fic] Making or tending to make happy; pro-

ductive of happiness.

1865 J. Grote Moral Ideas x. (1876) 205 Concentrate your
felicific effort where, .none of it will be lost. 1874S1DGWICK
Aleth. Ethics xiv. 373 Its felicific tendency is not at first

apparent. 1877 J. Sully Pessimism 164 Knowledge of the

real felicific value of life.

Felicificability(f/lisifikabi-liti\ [f. *felicifc-

able ,f. prec. + -ABLE1 : see -bility, -ity.]

1865 J. Gkote Moral Ideas ii. 33 Felicificability or capacity

for happiness.

Felicificative (fi"Iisifikativ). [f. as if L.

*felTcific-are (see next) + -ative.] Tending to make
happy. Hence Fel Icificativeness, tendency to

make happy or produce happiness.

1865 J. Grote Moral Ideas ii. (1876) 33 The original egence
of God. .is in another word felicificativeness.

t Feli'cify, v. Obs. rare. ff. as if ad. L.

*f?luificdre, L. felhi-, felix + -ficdre : see -FY.]

trans. To render happy ; also absol.

1683 E. Hooker Pref. P.p. Pordage's Mystic Div. 92
Whom, .the allwise. .and most mercifull God mai. .sanctifi,

tranquillifi and felicifi. 1698 Whole Art of Knowledge \.

§ 31. 23 The temper of true government most felicifies and
perpetuates it.

t Felicions, a. Obs. Also in 5 felecyows.
[f. L. felici-, felix + -ous.] a. Happy, joyous.

b. Fortunate, prosperous.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 947 Of felachyp most fele-

cyows. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelltouer s Bk. Physicke iio/i His
brethren .. have .. experimentede the same, with felicious

event, a 1635 Naunton Prag/u. Beg. (Arb.) 16 In all which
[warres] she was felicious U73S felicitous] and victorious.

1654 Cokaine Dianea iv. 352 These words . . were attended
by a felicious shout.

f Feli'Citate, pa- ppte~ Obs. [ad. 'L.felicitdl-

its, pa. pple. offclicitdre : see next.] Made happy.
1605 Siiaks. Lear \. i. 77, I am alone felicitate In your

deere Highnesse loue.

Felicitate (fni'siu't), v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

fclicitdre to make happy, f. felici-, felix happy.]

1. trans. To render or make happy ; also absol.

Now rare ; see Felicitated ppl. a.

1638 Wither Brit. Rememb. in. 261 Of themselves, nor
paines, nor pleasures can Felicitate. 1668 Oryden Evening's
Loire v. 1, Since I cannot make myself happy, I will have
the glory to felicitate another. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind
1. xvii. 254 A glorious Entertainment .. would .. felicitate

his Spirit, if (etc.]. 179a A. Bell in Southey's /.//£ (1844)

I. 436 Your occupations, .have a tendency to. .felicitate our
days. i8»5 T. Barber Serm. Import. Retig. Nat. Educ.
40 It settles, composes, and felicitates the soul. 1856 J.

Macnaught Doctr. Inspiration (1857) 193 It has felicitated

the death of all who have learned in it to talk with God.

f b. To render prosperous. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638) 92 A citty in Bengala
and felicitated by Ganges. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
vi. vii. 307 The Sunne's. .influence is conceived, .to felicitate

India more then any after.

2. To reckon or pronounce happy or fortunate

;

to congratulate. Now only with obj. a person.

Const, on, upon.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1838) 182 A glorious miser

felicitating his death, so it be in contemplation of his rich

idolatry. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. ix. 201

Speeches, felicitating the good, or deprecating the evil to

follow. 1715 Wodrotu Corr. (1843) II. 77 This comes to

felicitate you upon your wife's safe delivery. 1812 D'Israeli
Calam. Auth. (1867) 215 A great poet felicitated himself
that poetry was not the business of his life. 1853 Macaulay

Hist. Etig. III. 645 The enemies of France, .eagerly felici-

tated one another. 1873 Symonus G>k. Poets vi. 175 The
victor might be felicitated on his good fortune.

t 3. a. trans. To offer congratulations on (some-

thing^, -b. intr. To join in congratulations with.

1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna 104 Of other Princes . . there

were great numbers that came to felicitate his Majesties

happy return. 1799 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. \\\. 447,
I felicitate with you on the happy success of the allied Arms.

Hence Felicitated///, a., Felrcitating///. a.

*75$ Amory Mem. (1769) I. 280 It commands us to acquire

a felicitating temper, and to communicate happiness ade-

quate to our power. 177* Johnson 27 Mar. in Bosiuell,

The happiness of an unembodied spirit will consist, .in the

possession of felicitating ideas. 1806 A. Knox Rem. I. 21

This felicitating influence of our divine religion. 1890 tr.

Pfleiderer's Developm. Theology 11. ii. 118 A life of invigo-

rated and felicitated God-consciousness.

Felicitation (f/li^it^jan). [noun of action

f. prec. : see -ation. Cf. F. felicitation."] The
action of congratulating ; an instance of the same

;

a congratulatory speech or message. Also attrib.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4571/2 The . . Empress came . . to

make her the Compliments of Fadicitation. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. 103 A felicitation on the present new year. 1801

T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 464, I thank [you] for your
kind felicitations en my election. 1817 Bp. R. Watson
Anecd. I. 108, I did not. .break in upon you, either with my
acknowledgments or felicitations, i860 W. Collins Worn,
White 11. vi. 211 Pray present my best respects and felicita-

tions. 188a Times 4 Mar. 5 A number of felicitation cards

have been left.

Felicitator (f/li'sit^taj). [agent-n. f. as prec]

One who offers congratulations.

1890 Times 2 Jan. 3/1 A compliment which his Majesty.,
paid to none other of his felicitators.

Felicitous (f/Hsitas),^. [f. Felicity + -ous.]

Characterized by felicity.

1. a. Indicative of or marked by extreme happi-

ness; blissful, rare.

1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 606, I am well aware of that

felicitous palpitation of heart. 1886 Ruskin Praeterita I. i.

29 In the refinement of their highly educated .. benevoler.t,

and felicitous lives.

tb. Fortunate, prosperous, successful. Obs.

1735 [see Felicious].

2. Of an action, expression, manner, etc. : Ad-
mirably suited to the occasion ; strikingly apt or

appropriate.

1789 P. Stuart Let. to Burns 5 Aug., His manner was so

felicitous, that he enraptured every person around him.

1803 Paley Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1803) 519 A felicitous adapta-

tion of the organ to the object. 1839 Carlyle Chartism
(1858) 3 A Reform Ministry has ' put down . . Chartism ' in

the most felicitous effectual manner. 1848 W. H. Bartlett
Egypt to Pal. xxvii. (1879) 528 We esteemed it a felicitous

rounding off of our journey. 1866 Feltos A nc. fy Mod. Gr.

II. x. 190 This striking essay, .abounds in. .felicitous com-
parisons. 1878 R. W. Dale Led. Preach, v. 120 A felicitous

illustration.

b. Of persons: Happy or pleasantly apt in ex-

pression, manner, or style.

1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Old Benchers I. T. t
Felicitous in

jests upon his own figure. 1814 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 765
The witty, the felicitous, the inimitable Fontaine. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy $ It. 1st. II. 389 He is. .sometimes singu-

larly felicitous, in striking out insulated views.

Hence Pelicitousness, the quality or state of

being felicitous.

it»7 in Bailey vol. II. ; and in mod. Diets.

Felicitously (ttlrsitasli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-ly*.] In a felicitous manner.

1. Happily, prosperously, successfully.

"539 Cromwell in Burnet Hist. Rtf. (1679) I. m. xvit.

196, f . .shall pray . . that . . your most dear Son, may suc-

ceed you to Reign long, prosperously, and felicitously.

2. In an admirably lining manner; with striking

appropriateness or grace.

1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. m. (1863I 70 Never had
painter more felicitously realized his conception. 183a

J. J. Park Dogmas of Const it. Pref. 17 Sciences .. feli-

citously denominated by the French authors, 'les sciences

d'observation'. 1863 A. B. Grosart Small Sins fed. »)77i
I emphasise the word ' spoil ' . . it is exquisitely and felicit-

ously descriptive. 1893 Publishers' Circular 3 June 623/1

Cruikshank's . . designs . . felicitously render the grotesque . •

character of the tales.

Felicity (fi'lisTti\ Forms: 4-6 feli-, fely-

cite(e, -yte, 6-7 felicitie, -ye, (6 Sc. felyscitie,

-syte), 5- felicity, [a. OF. felicity (Yr.felicite),

ad. L. felicitdtem, f. fclix happy.]

1. The state of being happy ; happiness (in mod.

use with stronger sense, intense happiness, bliss)

;

a particular instance or kind of this.

C1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 53 We mighten live in more
felicttee. 1441 Pol. Poems <RoTls> II. 206, I felle fTrom alle

felycyte\ 155a I.yndesay Monarclu 5093 Fairweill all vaine

felyscitie ! 1602 Siiaks. Ham. v. ii. 358 Absent thee from

felicitie awhile. 1651 Ld. Digby, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. i. z,

1 aspire yet to a farr greater felicity. 171a Wollaston
Relig. Nat. ix. 217 The mjoyment of an humble . . expecta-

tion of felicity hereafter. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.

Udolpho i, Conjugal felicity and parental duties divided his

attention. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 541 Sincerely wishing

you every felicity. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. (1855* III. 118

Felicity, .consists not in having prospered but in prospering.

Comb. 1799 R. Warner Walk (1800) 83 Those felicity

hunters, the teazing insects of fashion.

f b. Phrases : To have, take felicity in or to

with inf. : to take delight or pleasure in or to.
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To place, set ones felicity in : to find one's chief

delight in.

154* Udall in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 6 Settying his

moste delite and felicitee in the veray infamie of the same.

1596 Spenser State /re/. Wks. (1862) 517/1 The.'.Northern

Nations . . tooke no felicity in that countrey. i6m R.

Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 153 A man known to put his

feticitie in that vice. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 7 The more

polite .. sort of Men place their Felicity in Honours. 1758

Jortin Erasmus I. 175 He took a felicity to set out sundry

Commentaries upon the Fathers works.

2. That which causes or promotes happiness;

a source of happiness, a blessing.

c 1385 Chaucer L, G. W. 2588 Hypermnestra, This thought

her was felicite. 1490CAXTON Eueydos xxvii. 105 O felycyte

merueillouse wherof I shulde be well happy. 1597 Morley
Introd. Mus. 182 His coine . . is his only hope and felicitie.

1634 W. Tirwhyt Balzac's Lett. 159 The happinesse of

your Family. . is a publick Felicity, a 1661 Fuller Worthies

(1840) I. 211 God bestoweth personal felicities on some far

above the proportion of others. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist.

(1827) Pref. 27 A woman who formed his felicity. 1874

Maurice Friendship Bks. viit. 221 He also had many feli-

cities he was thankful for.

3. Prosperity
;
good fortune, success. Now rare.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 118 He hath of proprete Good
spede and great felicite. 1494 Fabyan Chrou.yu. 550 It

is not possyble for that Kyugedome to stande in felycite.

1533 Bellenden Livy 11. (1822) 171 The Faderis .. faucht

with grete felicite aganis the Volschis. 1652-6* Heylin
Cosmogr. 111. (1673) 7/1 He was . . vanquished by the valour

and felicity of L. Sylla. 1738 Neal Hist. Purit. IV. 274
The old Clergy.. were intoxicated with their new felicity.

1780 Harris Philol. Enq. Wks. (1841) 464 Athens, .enjoyed

more than all others the general felicity. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. V. xv. 1. 271 This General's strategic felicity

and his domestic were fatally cut-down.

f b. //. Prosperous circumstances ; successful

enterprises ; successes.

i6»s Bacon Ess. Adversity (Arb.) 505 Describing the

Afflictions of lob, then the Felicities of Salomon. 1694

Falle Jersey i. 29 The Spaniards : Whose aims, were de-

feated by the Felicities of that Queen, a 1731 Atterbury

(J.), The felicities of her wonderful reign may be complete.

c. A stroke of fortune; a fortunate trait ^in an

individual.

1761 Hume Hist. Eng. III. bet 326 The easy subduing of

this insurrection.. was a singular felicity to the protector.

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 6 It was the felicity

of Pope to rate himself at Ins real value. 1861 Tullocu
Flng. Purit. ii. 284 It was the felicity of Cromwell to detect

this gift of government.

d. Singular fortunateness (ofan occurrence). Cf. 4.

1809-10 Coleridge Frietut 1,1865) 157 By a rare felicity

of accident.

4. A happy faculty in art or speech ; admirable

appropriateness or grace of invention or expression.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. Ded. § 2 Your Maiesties

manner of speech is indeed . . full of facilitie, and felicitie.

1717 Pope, etc. Art 0/ Sinking %i Many painters .. have
with felicity copied a small-pox. 1833 Lamb AV/a Ser. 11.

Pop. Fallacies (1865) 411 We must pronounce [this pun]

a monument of curious felicity. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets

x. 336 Moschus is remarkable for occasional felicities of

language. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 11. xii. 295

A style, which adapts itself with singular felicity to every

class of subjects.

b. A happy inspiration, an admirably well-chosen

expression.

1665 J. Spencer Vu/g. Prophecies 74 The extempore fe-

licities of the Orators of those times. 1779-81 Johnson
/,. P. f Denham Wks. II. 78 Those felicities which cannot

be produced at will by wit and labour. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 176 It is from such felicities

that the rhetoricians deduce . . their statutes.

f 5. Of a planet : A favourable aspect. Obs.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 4 Thei haue a fortunat planete

in hir assendent & jit in his felicite. 1393 Gower Con/.

III. 116 And upon such felicite Stant Jupiter in his degre.

Pelid (fflid). [ad. mod. h. fetid- te, f.fetes cat.]

One of the Felidx or cat-tribe.

Feliform (fflif/im). [f. L. feli-, fetes cat +
-form.] Having the form of a cat.

Feline (f/'lain, -lin}, a. and $b. [ad. L.felin-us,

f.fetes cat.]

A. adj. a. Of or pertaining to cats or their

species, cat-like in form or structure, b. Resembling

a cat in any respect, cat-like in character or quality.

a. i68iGkew M?isa>umReg.Soc. 16 From which [the Bevir]

he [the Otter] differs, .in his Tail, which is feline, or a long

Taper. 1833 Sir C Bell Hand (1834) 149 The feline

quadrupeds. 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit U. S. II. 335 The feline

tribe and the foxes. 1876 C. M. Davies Unorth. Lond. 159
Fanaticism has within it a more than feline tenacity of life.

b. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i. The feline care with which
he stepped aside from any patches of mire. 1851 H. Mel-
ville Wha/e xli. 204 Human madness is oftentimes a. .most

feline thing.

B. so. An animal of the cat tribe.

1861 Wood ll/ustr. Nat. Hist. I. 196 The large savage

feline that ranges the waste lands. 1889 Pa// A/a// G. 14

Oct. 3/3 The eyes are . . as bright as a feline's in the dark.

Hence Felinely adv., in a feline manner; Pe'-

lineness, the state of being feline.

1848 Lytton Harold vn. iv, The rings through which
scratched so felinely the paw of.. Griffin. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. V. xiv. v. 202 Noailles has us in a perfect mouse-
trap, souriciere as he felinely calls it. 1893 National Ob-

server 25 Mar. 467/2 His gait was felinely nimble.

Felinity (filiniti). [f. prec. + -ity.] The
quality of being feline ; a cat-like disposition ; the

typical qualities of the cat-tribe.
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1855 'M. Harland' Hidden Path xxviii. 270 This idio-

syncrasy of his felinity tormented Bella more than ever.

1882 F. W. Harper in Spectator 30 Dec. 1682 Felinity,

at least the highest part of it, is included in humanity.

Feliole, var. of Filiole Obs.

Felk, var. of Felloe, Felly.

Fell (fel), sb.i Forms: 1 fel(l, 2-7 fel, 3-6

felle, 2- fell. Also 3-4 vel, velle. [Com. Tent

:

OE.fel, fell str. neut., OFris. fel, OS. fel (Du. vet),

OHG./*/(MHG. vet, mod.Ger./*?//), ON. {ber-)

flail, Goth, {pruts-) fill n. :-OTeut. *fello(m:-

pre-Teut. *pello- \—*pelno-, cognate with Gr.

ireWa, Lat. pcllis skin ; a derivative from the same

root is Film.]

1. The skin or hide of an animal : a. with the

hair, wool, etc.

Beowulf 2088 (Gr.) Sio wa?s orboncum call je^yrwed .

.

dracan fellum. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 334 Nimmereswines
fel. «H75 Colt. Horn. 225 God ham 5eworhta ba reaf of

fellan and hi were mid ban fellen 3escridde. c 1220 Bestiary

135 For his fel he [neddre] 3er leteS. 1340 Ayenh. 210

Zuych difference ase ber is be-tuene. .be uelle and be beste.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles III. 24 The herte .. ffedith him
on be venym, his ffeile to anewe. a 1400-50 Alexander
5083 Sum fellis of fischis. c 1483 Caxton Vocai. 9 b, Of
shepes fellis. 1551 Robinson tr. More"s Utop. (Arb.) 98

They carie furth.. purple died felles. 1612 Drayton
Poly-olb. vii. 104 Her Wooll whose Staple doth excell..

the golden Phrygian Fell. 1757 Dyer Fleece (1807) 68 In

loose locks of fells she most delights. 1831 Carlyle Sart.

I
Res. 1. viii. 37 The Horse I ride has his own whole fell.

1870 Morris Earthly Par, III. iv. 6 A lion's skin .. So
wrought with gold that the fell showed but dim Betwixt the

threads.

+ b. aa distinguished from the hair, etc. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 418 Uelles wel i-tauwed. 1436 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 168 Of Scotlonde the commodnees Ar ffelles

hydes, and of wolle the ffleesse. 1581 W. Stafford Exam.
Compl. ii. (1876) 51 Of our felles they make Spanish skins,

Gloues, and Girdels. 1615 T. Adams LycanthroPy 20 His
fell good, his fleece good, his flesh good. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills V. 294 Wool, New pull d from tanned Fells.

c. Proverbs.
1548 Hall Chron. (18091 106 The old Proverbe .. which

saietb ' If Shepe ronne wilfully emongest Wolves they shall

lese ether Life or Fell.' 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 20

The woolf iettes in weathers felles.

2. Said of the human skin, rarely of the skin

covering an organ of the body. Often in phr. Flesh

andfell', see Flesh. Now only as transfi from 1.

c 1000 Julianas^ (Gr.) Nxs. .ne feax ne fel fyre semaded.
, izoo Ormin 8591, I fell & flash wibbuten d;tb. a 1300
Sarmunvi. in E. E.P. (1862)2 pi velle bat iswib-oute. 1387

Trevisa //igden (Rolls) VI. 247 An evel bat was bytwene
vel andflesche. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surteesl6o76 In synnes,

in Ioyntes, in fell, and flessh. 1563 Hollybi-sh Horn. Afoth.

19 b, The celles or felles that enuiron the harte. 1606

Holland Sueton. 239 That kind of dropsy wherein water

runneth between the fell and the flesh. 1831 Carlyle-SVi*-/.

Res. (1858) 23 The rest of his body sheeted in its thick

natural fell. 1890 H. M. Stanley in Times 6 May, A light

brown fell stood out very clearly.

J?g. a i%%$Ancr. R. 120 Nis per, beonne, bute vorworpen
sone bet ruwe vel abute be heorte.

+ b. * The flesh immediately under the skin*

(Burns Gloss.). Obs.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Gloucester xiii, She haply with her

nayles may claw hym to the fell. 1567 Tlrderv. Epitaphcs,

etc. 108 b, Augmenting still his secret sore by piercing fell

and skin. 1786 BURNS Ordination xii. 5 See, how she peels

the skin an* fell As ane were peelin onions !

8. A covering of hair, wool, etc., esp. when thick

and matted ; a fleece. Often in phr. afell of hair,

a head or shock of hair.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. in. ii. 55 We are still handling our
Ewes and their Fels you know are greasie. 1605 — Macb.
v. v. 11 My Fell of haire Would at a dismall Treatise rowze,

and stirre As life were in't. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys

(1883) I. 162 A Sheepskyn accordinge to the growth of

the fell. 1842 N. A. Woods Tour Canada 14 Their flat

Tartar features half hidden under a fell of coarse, unkempt
hair. 1844 Lowell Columbus, The surly fell of Ocean's
bristled neck ! 1872 LowelT. Dante Prose Wks. 1890 IV.

204 note, Reason (Virgil) first carries him down by clinging

to the fell of Satan.

4. attrib. and Comb., as fell-rot (Sc.\. -ware,

-wound. Also fell-ill Sc. (see quot.) ; fell-poake

Sc, waste clippings or parings resulting from the

preparation of skins, (used for manure) ; fell-wool

(see quot. 1888), and Fell-monger.
1798 R. Douglas Agric. Roxb. 149 Aged cattle., are

liable to be hide round, a disease known here, .by the name
of the *fell-ill. a 1803 J. Gretton In AMunter^sGeorg. Ess.

(1803)111. 139 Get your* fell-poake on your head-land by the

latter end of October. 1799 Ess. Highland Soc. III. 465
Many different kinds of rot ..as the. .*fell-rot, the hone-rot

and other rots. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 111. 150 Ffurrisof

ffoyne and ober "rfelle-ware. 1552 Act 5-6 Ed7v, VI, c. 6

§ 1 Mingling *Fell-wool and Lambs-wool, .with Fleece-wool.

1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 278 This Fell wool they separate into

five or six sorts. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Felt-wool, the wool pulled from sheep-skins ^distinction
from the fleece wool shorn from the living animal. 138a

Wyclif Lev. xiii. 19 In the place of the bocche aperitn a
*fel wounde [Lat. cicatrix). 1382 — Jer, xxx. 17 Y schal

helen partitly thi felle wounde to thee.

Tell (fel), sb.2 Also 4-5 felle, 4-7 fel. [a.

ON. fiall (Sw.fidll, Da. fjeld) mountain, perh.

:—OTeut. *felzo^m, related by ablaut to *faliso-,

OllG. felt's, mod.G. fels rock.]

1. A hill, mountain. Obs. exc. in proper names

FELL.

of hills in the north-west of England, as Be wfell,

Scawfell, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6461 (Cott.) Moyses went vp-on bat fell,

and fourti dais can ber-on duell. Ibid. 22534 (Cott.) pe dais
up-rise, be fells dun fall. < 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv. 64
Thurgh be straytes of mountaynes and felles. c 1470
Harding Chron. cm. vii, His graue is yet . . vpon the fell.

1535 Stewart Crou.Scot. I II. 435 With clarions. .Quhomeof
the sound did found attouir the fell. 1610 Holland Cam-
den's Brit. 1. 755 High topped hilles and huge fels standing
thicke together.

2. A wild, elevated stretch of waste or pasture

land ; a moorland ridge, down. Now chiefly in

the north of England and parts of Scotland. For-

merly often in phr. Frith (firth) and fell : see

Frith.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7697 (Cott.) In frith and fell, Saul soght

dauid for to quell, c 1420 Anturs of Arth. iv, Thay questun,
thay quellun By frytluin, by fellun. i486 Bk. St. Albans
K j a, Whercsoeuer ye fare by fryth or by fell. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 66 The laif of ther fat tlokkis follouit on the fellis.

156* Turner Herbal 11. 57 a, Feniculum. .groweth in. .wild

mores, called felles. i6iz Drayton Poly-otb. xvii, The Syl-

tians that .. did dwell, Both in the tufty Frith, and in the
mossy Fell. 1769 Gray Lett. Wks. 1836 IV. 145 Greystock
town and castle, .lie only 3 miles (over the Fells) from Vh-
water. 1867 Jkan Ingklow(7/<7(/j^ i69\Vith fell and preci-

pice, It ran down steeply to the water's brink. 1872 Jenkin-
son Guide Eug. Lakes 11879) 121 'I'he fell is ascended by the

side of a ravine. 1880 Miss Broughton .*>><:. Th. hi. I, Fells

and becks, whose cool memory has often come back . . to

her.

\ b. In 16-1 7th c. understood to mean : A marsh,

fen.

1514 Fitzherb. Just. Peas (1538) 115 Lowe grounds for

medowes, ftlles, fennes. 1583 Stanyhl'rst AEneis 1. (Arb.)

23 Throgh fels and trenches thee chase thee coompanye
tracked. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. Pref., Her Fels and
P'ens so replenished with wilde foule. 1612 Drayton Poly-
olb. iii. 42 Ye . . be grac't With floods or marshie fels.

C. Sc. * A field pretty level on the side or top of

a hill ' (Burns Glossary in Poems 1 7S7).

1794 Burns Now West/in Winds ii, The partridge loves
the fruitful fells ; The plover loves the mountains.

3. attrib., as in fell-berry, -foot, -gate, -head,

-land (hence -lander), -mouse, -mutton, -7-ange,

-ridge, -sheep, -side, -top ; fell-bloom, the flower

of fiird's-foot Trefoil, Lotus corniculatus (Jam.) ;

fell-thrush, the missel-thrush.

1884 /'all Mall G. 16 July 4/2 We make wonderfully good
•fell-berry puddings. 1761 in Wesley's Jml. 18 Apr. {1827)

III. 49 'Take the galloway, and guide them to the *Fell

foot
1

. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., *Fell-head, the top

of a mountain not distinguished by a peak. 1890 West-
moreland Gas. 8 Nov. 4/3, 2,640 Acres of *Fell Land. 1774
T. West Antra. Fairness p. xiv, The *fellanders of Furness.

1874 1>asent Tales/r. Fjeld^332 There was no end to the

*fell-mouse's greediness. 1769 Gray Lett. Wks. 1836 IV. 158
*Fell-mutton is now in season. 1863 Spring Lapl. 55 The
great dividing *fell-range between Norway and Sweden. 1886

Pall Mall G. 6 Aug. 5/2 The ptarmigan, .soaring over the

*fell-ridge with a low chuckle, /bid. 9 Aug. 4/1 The * fel 1

sheep suffered severely. 1862 T. Shorter in Weldon's
Register Aug. 24 His early *fell-side neighbours. 187a J i:n-

kinson Guide Eng. flakes (1879) 322 A point on the fellside

is reached where are two paths. 1879 Cumbrld. Gloss. Suppl.,

*Fell thrush. 1886 Pall Mail G. 6 Aug. 5 2 That " fell top

appeared to be uninhabited by any more [ptarmigan],

+ Pell, sb.'i Obs. rare- 1
, [a. L. fell-, fel gall.]

Gall, bitterness ; hence, animosity, rancour.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xi. 2 Untroubled of vile feare or

bitter fell.

Fell (fel), sb* [f. Fell v. ; in some senses perh.

repr. OE. fi%ll\ see Fall sl>.]

1. The action of the vb. Fell in various senses.

a. A knockdown blow.
1877 Holdemess Gloss., s.v., ' If thoo disn't 'mind ah sal

be givin tha a fell inoo.'

b. A cutting down of timber ; concr. the timber

cut down at one season ; = Fall sb. 1
14.

165. Cromwell in Carlyle Lett. <y Sp. 11871) I. eSo
Ordinary fells. 1663 Pepys Diary 11 Dec, When a fell is

made, they leave here and there a grown tree. 1727 Brad-
ley Fam. Diet. s.v. Coppice, Leave young Trees enough,

you may take down the worst at the next Fell. 1767 A.

Young Farmer s Lett. People 156 A small fell will amount
to. .thirty pounds. x888 Rider Haggard Col. Quariich I.

x, The trees were gone. .' Cut down this spring fell \

e. The sewing down (a fold, etc.) level with the

cloth (see Fell v. 6) ; concr. a ' felled ' seam.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Fell, .a form of hem in which
one edge is folded over the other and sewed down ; or in

which one edge is left projecting and is sewed down over

the previous seam. 1885 Brietzcke & Roofer Plain
Needlcivk. 29 The fell, .means, hemming neatly the turned

down edge on to the material itself. 1885 Mrs. Croly
Man. Needlework a Hem, fell, gather and buttonhole.

d. A ' fall' of lambs. Obs. exc. dial.

i6»S B. JoNSON Pan's Anniversary, So shall the first of

all our fells be thine. 1823 in Moor Sttffolk Words.

2. * The line of termination of a web in the pro-

cess of weaving, formed by the last weft-thread

driven up by the lay; the line to which the warp

is at any instant wefted ' (Ogilvie).

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. x88a in Caulfeild Diet.

Needleivk. s.v. F'elHng.

3. Comb., asfelt wood, timber ready to be felled

;

fellable wood.
1736 Nkal Hist. Purit. III. 21 The Londoners were dis-

tressed . . for coals, which obliged them to have recourse to the

. .cutting down all fell wood on the estates of Delinquents.



PELL.

Fell (fel), sb.j Alining, a. Lead ore in its rough
state. Cf. Bouse sb* b. Lead ore sittings.

1653 Manlove Lead-mines 266 Fell, Bous and Knock-
barke. 1851 [see Bouse $b*\ 1874 Knight Diet- Mech.,
Fell . . the finer portions of lead ore which fall through the
meshes of the sieve when the ore is sorted by sifting.

Fell (fel), a. and adv. Forms: 3-5 felle, 3-6
fel(e, 3- fell. [a. OF. IW- Vr.fel, It. fello fierce,

cruel, savage :—popular Lat.fello, nora. offellon-em
sb. : see Felon.] A. adj.

1. Of animals and men, their actions and attri-

butes : Fierce, savage ; cruel, ruthless ; dreadful,

terrible. Also in cruel and fell, fierce and fell.

Now only poet, or rhetorical.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3974 (Cott.) Esau . . was fel and wald
noght spare. Ibid. 20935 (Cott.) [P]Aul . . bicome. .schep o
wolf, and mek of fell. \yyaAyenb. 61 pe felliste best pet
me clepeb hyane. c 1350 Will. Paleme 3614 J>o bi-gan f>at

batayle . . Feller saw neuer frek from Adam to bis time.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi 44 Herode was a full wikkid
man and a fell, c 1450 Gesta Rom. xxxi. 115 (Add. MS.)
By a felle lyon thou shalt lose thi lyf. < 1470 Henry
Wallace 1, 109 Quhen fechtyng was fellast. 1483 Caxton
G. tie la Tour x. 14 Alle proude hertys that be felle. 1553
Bbesdk Q. Curtius S vij, He beheld them with a fell

countenaunce and rose up to have stricken at them. 162a
Dekker Virg. Martir 1. Wks. 1873 IV. 10 My fell hate.

1634. Milton Camus 357 Fell Charybdis murmured soft ap-
plause, 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trap. xxii. 78 Such fell

and cruel people, as the Chineses were. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 184/2 The. . Ban-dog . . is fierce, is fell, is stout,
is strong. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xxxiii. 238,
' I will risque all consequences' said the fell wretch. 1812
Bvron Ch. liar. 1. xv, And earth from fellest foemen
purge. 1813 Scott Rokeby iv. xxvi, His fell design. 1847
Emerson Poems, Dxmonic Love Wks. (Bohn) I. 465 Even
the fell Furies are appeased. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. iii.

1 18 With all the fell ferocity of men falling on their bitterest
feudal enemy. 1877 C. Geikie Christ xxiii. {1879)255 The
soul, .drawn down to earth by a fell necessity.

2. Of things, esf>. of natural agents, weapons,
disease, suffering, etc. : Keen, piercing, intensely
painful or destructive. Of poison: Dtadly. Still

dial, in colloquial use ; in literature only poet, and
rhetorical'. Uire, appallingly cruel or destructive.
13- . E. E. Allit. P. I!. 421 [The Ark] Flote forthe with

the flyt of be felle wyndez. Ibid. B. 954 Felle flaunkes of
f>'r - a J330 Otuel 59 Oliuer . . bar a spere kene & fel. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 31 pe flesshe is a fel wynde. c 1440
York Myst. xiv. 72 }>e fellest freese bat euer I felyd. c 1440
Bone Flor. 1973 Hys sekeness was so felle. c 1475 Ran/
Coityar 74 '1 he wedderis ar sa fell, that fallis on the feild.

»S59 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 66 Like as the Zones
. .the middest of them all men eschew, the burning is so fell.

1567 Turbkrv. Efiitaphes, etc. (1837) 386 Small arrowis, cruel
heads, that fel and forked be. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 803
To guard its Leader from fell bane. 1729 T. Cooke Tales,
Proposals, etc. 139 With the fellest Venom swells his Veins.
1742 Gray To Adversily \, Despair, and fell Disease, and
ghastly Poverty. 1757 Smollett Reprisal Epil., Such fell

seas of trouble. 1787 Burns H 'inter Night i, Biting Boreas,
fell and doure. 1831 Carlvle Misc. (1857' II. 309 Common
ashes are solemnly labelled as fell poison. 1867 G. Mac-
Donald Poems 194 Hunger fell is joined with frost,

b. of an incident, portion of time, etc.
c 1340 Cursor M. 22428 (Fairf.) pe cruel dais & felle be-for

domis-dai b.ii salle be sene. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. vii. ii.

3 For drede of fellare chawns Sum of bairn ban fled in
"rawns. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. no Bot fell tunings
was brocht Persie beforn. 1557 TottelTs Misc., Golden
Meane (1870) 256 Of lofty ruing towers the fats the feller be.

1799 Sheridan Pizarro in. ii, The last and fellest peril of
thy life. 1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg, Columb.xlv, The
injured Hero's fellest hour.

c. Sc. With reference to taste : Keen, pungent.
1786 BtmKS Cotter's Saturd. A't. 96 The dame brings forth

. .her weel-hain'd kebbuck, fell.

+ 3. Hot, angry, enraged, virulent. Obs.
1382 Wvcuf Ecctus. xxiii. 22 A fel soule as fyr brennende

shal not be quenchid. a 1450 Knt. de la Jour (1868) 86
Amon was right fel and wrothe. 1558 Bp. Watson Sett.
Sacram. xxix. 186 The manne ought not to be bitter and
fell agaynste his wyfe in vsing brawlinges. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. it. 1. 20 Oberon is passing fell and wrath.

4. Full of spirit, sturdy, doughty. Obs. exc. dial.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 125 f>e burgeis were fulle

felle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 129 A faire man of feturs, & fellist

in armys. 1475 BA\ Xobtesse 64 To make the Romains more
egir and fellir in that bataile. 152a Worlds Child in Hazl.
Dodsley I. 252 So fell a fighter in a field was there never
y-found. 1593 Drayton Eclogues iv. 122 Fell was he and
eager bent In Battaile. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxii, A fell

chield at the vermin. 1876 // 'hitby Gloss, s. v., * I wasn't i'

fell order ', not in able condition.

b. Const, for, on, -{to; In earnest, eager ; bent
or intent upon. Obs. exc. dial.
1666 Pepys Diary 15 Jan., I am so fell to my business that

T. .will not go. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v., 'Thoo's mair fell

for thy dinner than rife for a race.' 1888 Rider Haggard
Cot. Quaritch xxviii, I am rarely fell on seeing them and
having a holiday look round Lunnon.

*t*5. Shrewd; clever, cunning. Obs.
C1275 Lay. 5302 Mid hire felle [r 1205 praetl wrenches.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xii. 16 Who forsothe dissymulith wrongus
is fel. c 1400 Beryn 1853 Evandir was his name, that sottill

was and fell. Cl+ys Partenay \-zyj Till thay wer growyn
ryght large, wyse, and fell. 156* Randolph Let. 7 Dec. in
Keith Hist. Ch. # St. Scot. (1734^ L 205 Liddington hath a
crafty Head and fell Tongue. 1725 Ramsay Gent. Sheph.
in. ii, The fellest fortune-teller e'er was seen.

6. In weakened sense : Exceedingly great, huge,
mighty. Obs. exc. Sc.

1515 Scot. Field 44 There they fell, at the first shottc

\
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Many a fell fothtr. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 11 This
Harrat hath spent a fell time in bussing like a preacher.
1889 J. M. Barrie Windoiv in Thrums xiv. 131 ' It had a
fell lot o' brass aboot it.'

1 7. quasi-j^. The a<tj. used absol. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1124 (Cott.), ' Caym ware es bi broiber

abell V 'I wat neuer, 1

said he, pat fell, c 1340 Gatv .
<J-

Gr.
Knt. 1565 J>er be felle bydez.

8. Comb.., as fell-like adj. (dial.)

1854 Phemie Millar VII. 179 She did think it was a fell

like thing that any one. .should be thinking of nonsense.

B. adv.

1. In a * fell* manner; f cruelly, fiercely (obs.)
;

eagerly, vigorously, excessively (obs. exc. dial.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 23997 (Cott.) Quen i sagh baa juus snell,

Rise again mi sun sua fell, ful wanles wex i ban. £"1320
Sir Trt'str. 97 He.. Was wounded in bat fi^t Ful felle.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1040 pat fel fretes be flesch &
festred bones, c 1470 Harding Chron. cxcvn. v, He chas-
tised theim no feller as was sene. iS97Montgomerie71/;>c.
Poems xxii. 10 'Fell peart,' quod Cupid, 'thou appeirs.'

1832-53 H'histle-biukie (Sc. Songs) Ser. m. 114 Our Sawnies
and Maggies . . At e'en blythe will dance, yet work fell the
neist morn. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. (E. D. S.), A plough
foes too fell when going deeper than is wished. 1876
Vhitby Gloss., He eats his meat varry fell. 1889 J. M.
Barrie Window in Thrums xvi. 148 She was 'complaining
fell (considerably) about her back the day'.

2. Comb, with ppl. adjs.

1587 Misfort. Arthur 1. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 268 Cast
off this . . fell-disposed mind. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI% v. i.

146 These fell-lurking Curres. 1795 Fate Sedley II. 62
Goaded by the fell pointed spear. 1876 Whitby Gloss. s.v.,

Fell-bred, of a vicious kind.

Pell (fel), v. Pa. t. and/tf. pple. felled (feld).

Forms: 1 iellan, fyllan, Northumb, feellan, 2-5
felle;n, (5 fellyii), 4-6 fel, 3- fell. [OE. fyllan,

fiellan, fyllan = OFris. falla, fella, OS. fellian
(l)u. vellen), OUG.felten iMHG. rellen, mod.Ger.
fdilcn), ON. fella (Da. fivlde, Sw. falla) :-OTeut.
*falljan, causative of *fa/l-an Fall v.~\

trans. To cause to fall.

1. To cut, knock, or strike down (a man or
animal), f Also, to bring down (with a missile}.

Often with down, to the ground, etc.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpei exxxviii. 16 [exxxix. 19] 5'if pu
sy35an wylt ba firenfultan fyllan mid dea3e. a 1325 Prose
J'snlter cv[i] 26 He feld hern doun in wildernesse. a 1330
Otuel 60 Anwe of Nubie. felde Oliuer to grounde. 1375
Barbolr Bruce xn. 524 Mon worthy men..wes fellit in
that ficht a 1400 Cov. Myst. (1841 ' 65 Opyn in the fielde
the fend he shal felle. f 1489 Caxton Sonucs of Aymon
xii. 2S8, I felde hym doun ded afore me to therthe. c 1500
Lancelot 3299 Sum in the feld fellit is in swon. 1600 Hol-
land Livy xxni.490 Most of them were felled and strucken
stark dead. 1671 Narbokough Jrnl. in Ace. Ser. Late
Voy. i. (1694) 168 A great White Bear .. which he shot at,

and fell'd her down. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 41
On the top of a withered Stump sate perching a Chamelion
..I caused a Black .. to fell him with an Earthen Pellet.

170a Pope Wife 0/ Bath 416, I, with one buffet fell'd him
on the floor. 1843 Lever J. Hinion xxix, Straight between
the eyes the weapon struck me, and felled me to the ground.
1852 K. F. Burton Falconry in Vail, of Indus v. 60 If two
[hawks] are flown they are certain to fell the game. 1855
Smkdley //. Corerdale li, With one blow of this [fist] I be-
lieve I could fell an ox.
absol. c 1400 Melayne 266 Thay felde faste of oure

chevalrye. 1535 Stkwart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 332 Bot
still thai stude durst nother fell nor fle. 1542-5 Brinklow
Lament. (1874) 86 When he striketh, he felleth to the
grounde.

+ b. Tofell along : to lay (a man) at full length.
1665 Drvden Indian Emp. 11. ii, I fell'd along a Man of

bearded Face. x668 — Evening's Loz>e v. i, A huge giant
seized my torch, and felled me along.

+ C. To kill. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22903 (Cott.) An hungre leon . . bis wolf

. .feld ant ete him al. 136a Langl, P. PL A. xn. 65, I shal
felle bat freke in a fewe dayes ! a 1400-50 Alexander
301 1 (Dublin MS^ Full fele fleys may nott felle bott a few
wasspez. i68x Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 58 They
felled all our hens and cocks.

d. Of a disease, hunger, etc. : To lay low, lay
prostrate

; + to kill. Obs. exc. dial.

cgooB.rda's Hist. iv. xvii. [xiii.] (1891) 302 Heo mid
arleasre cwale fylde waeron. < 1200 Trim, Coll. /torn. 177
penne hit bat tuderinde witSleod and cume3 co6e o&er
qualm and michel berof felleS. . a i6o< Montgomerie
Flyting iv. Pohuart 305 The fersie, the falling-euill, that
fels many freikes. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. 11. iii. (1845) 106
Feavers burn us. .Epilepsies fell us, Colicks tear us. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss.,* Felled with his ailment

',
prostrate

with sickness.

fQ.fig. To cast down, defeat, ruin, humiliate.

Obs. Also dial, of anything startling : To ' knock
(one) down 7

.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) lxxiii. 22 [Ixxiv. 23] Fyll \m ofer
hydigan. a 1340 Hampolk Psalter exxii. 1 111 luf fellis us
doun in til the erth. 1535 Coverdale Isa. x. 33 He shal
. .fel the hie mynded. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. i,

Starke feld with brusing stroke of chance. 1855 Mrs. Gas-
kell North <$• S. xxxvi, ' I'm welly felled wi" seeing him.'

2. To cut down (a tree). Also, f Tofell doiun.
a 1000 Riddles ii. 9 (Gr.) Ic. .beamas fylle. a 1300 Cursor

M. 12395 (Cott.) He him suld sli timber fell. .'.(1400

Morte Art/i. 1247 He fellez forestez fele. 1520 Caxton s
Chron. Eng. 11. iib/2 Brute caused to fell downe woddes.
1545 Brinklow Compl. xxiii. (1874) 58 Ye must fell down to
the ground those rotten postys, the bisshops. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. w. (1586) 105 b, The chesnut may bee
felde every seventh yeere. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 575 Oak
or Firr With branches lopt in Wood or Mountain fell'd. 1725

FELLEOUS.
De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 340 They found three
trees., and they .. felled and shaped them. 1869 Lecky
Euro/. Mor. II. i. 195 Gigantic forests were felled.

absol. 1847 Marryat Chitdr. A'. Forest xiii, They went
out to fell at a cluster of small spruce fir about a mile off.

+ 3. To break down, overthrow, knock down (a

building, construction, or erection of any kind).
rtxooo Crist 486 (Gr.) Hergas fyllaS. Ibid. 709 iGr.' pa

synsceaSan. .godes tempel. .fybion. a 1000 Cross 73 (Gr.)
pa us man fyllan ongan ealfe to eorSan. < 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 366/43 pe prince for wrathbe of his [seint Iacob's]
prechingue pe laddre a-doun gan felle. 1297 R. Gt.ouc.
(1724)526 A wynd..So grete yt com, bat yt velde mony
hous adoun. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 4002 Amalek he
smote on the crovn That twoo quarters he feld a-doun Of
his helme. 1467 Mann, fy Househ. Ex/>. 172 The walls of
the salte howses. .schal be felled or it be long. 1607 Top.
sell Serpents (1658) 785 The . . web . . if one throw or cast
dust upon it.. will rather be distended and stretched, then
either undone, broken, or felled down.

f b. To knock (fruit or leaves) off a tree. Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 128 That elde felde efte bat
frut. c 1400 Rom. Rose 911 Nyghtyngales . . The leeves
felden as they flyen.

f4. To cause to stumble; to trip up; in

quot. fig. Obs.
<~975 Rushw. Gosf>. Matt. v. 29 Gif banne bin ege pst

swipre fadle bee ahloca hit & awerp from 3e. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. B. in. 126 Jowre fadre she felled borw fals biheste.

f 5. Without the notion of suddenness or vio-

lence : To bring or let down, lower, abate. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1480 (Cott.) Pan sal bai fel bat fals

strijf Ibid. 3376 (Cott.) f>e mikel luue o rebecca pan feld be
soru o dame sarra. 1303 R. Brunne Handt. Synne 890
Y shal ^ow telle What shal best bys tempest felle. ('1330— Chron. (1810148 pe burgeis of London ..said bei suld
fond to felle Knoutes pride. 1*1400 Test. Love t. (1560)

275 b/i My blisse and my mirth arn felde. c 1430 Syr
Gener. iRoxb ) 2712 His hote loue I shal fell. 14 . . IIoiu
Goode Wif Taught hir Daughter 25 in Hazl. A. P. P. 49
Ne goe thou noght to tauerne thi wurchipe to felle. c 1460
Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 177 To felle alle fowlle defame.
c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1S65) 22 The Circumflex
accent both liftes and felles the syllab that it possesseth.

6. To stitch down (the wider of the two edges

left projecting by a seam) so that it lies flat over the

other edge and leaves a smooth surface on the

under-side of the seam. Also, to fell a seam.
[Etymological identity with the other senses is not certain

;

but the general sense 'cause to fall' appears applicable.]

1758 Franklin Let. Wks. 1887 III. 7 It is to be sewed
together, the edges being first felled down. 1841 Barham
Ingot. Leg., Aunt Fanny, Each .. began working ..'Fell-
ing the Seams', and 'whipping the Frill'. 1887 Spans
Househ. Mauagem., Workroom^891 Fel! down the turnings,

or only overcast them. 1892 Weldon's Ladies' Jrnl. Oct.

73 This opening is turned in once on the wrong side, over
which is felled a piece of binding.

absol. 1862 M. T. Morrall Needle-making 41 I'm teach-

ing little Mary to gather and to fell.

Hence Felling ///. a.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wars 111. Ixxv, Now wardes a felling

blow, now strikes again.

Fellable (fedab'l), a. [f. Fell v. + -able.]

That may be felled ; (it or ready to be cut down.
1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 5 Preamb., Fellable Woods serving

for Fewel. 171 x Land. Gaz. No. 4837/3 A good Quantity
of Timber, great part of it fellable. 1726 Diet. Rust. s.v.

Tiller, A little Tree left to grow till it be fellable. 1830
Mrs. Bray Fitz of F. xii. (1884) 102 These woods cannot
possibly be considered under the clause of cardua sylva,

fellable wood.

Fellage (feded^). rare. [f. as prec. + -AGE.]

The action or process of felling or cutting down.
1839 Bailey Festus (1848) 4/2 Why score the young green

bole For fellage?

Fellah (fela). PL fellaheen, fellahs, [a.

Arab. ^-Ui fttt«b husbandman, f. Jui falaha

to till the soil.] A peasant in Arabic-speaking
countries; in Eng. applied esp. to those of Egypt.
1743 Pococke Descr. East I. 177 The Mahometan inhabit-

ants of Egypt are either original natives, in the villages

call'd Filaws, or they are of the Arab race. 180a Ann. Reg.
742 The Fellahs . . are the farmers and husbandmen of the
country. 1856 Stanley Sinai fy Pal. i. (1858) 22 note,
' Fellah 'and ' Fellahin 'the inhabitants of villages and culti-

vated ground. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xxii. 714 Farther
on. the brown Fellaheen, .are cutting clover.

Felle, obs. form of Fall sb. z , trap.

Felled (.fcld), ///. a. 1 [f. Fell v. + -ed *.]

1. Of timber : That has been cut down.
1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 123 A thick abatis of

felled trees and brushwood. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
546 The felled wood was gathered into heaps. 1870 Mohris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 369 On a felled oaken tree We sat.

2. Of a seam : Sewn down so as to be level with

the material.

1885 Brietzcke Sc Rooper Plain Needte7vk. 29 A felled

seam, when finished, must lie perfectly flat on both sides.

Felled (feld), ppl. aJ [f. Fell^.i + -ed2.]

Having a fell. Only in comb., asfullfelled, white-

felled adjs.

1618 Chapman Ilesiod I. 364 Full-fell'd sheep are shorn
with festivals. 1867 Morris Jason xvi. 384 Lands where
dwells the sluggish white-felled bear.

+ FelleOUS ffed^s), a. Obs. [f. L. felle-us (f.

fel gall) + -ous.] - Biliary.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. vi. 232 When the felleous

humour.. is voided upwards. Ibid. xix. 689 The felleous

Ferment. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
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Feller (fc-lai). [f. Fell v. + -ee i.] One who
or that which fells.

1. One who knocks clown (a person\ lit. and /?£-.

a 1400 Covt. Myst. iShaks. Soc.f 159 Heyl ! ffellere of the

fende ! ci6ix Chapman Iliad xv. 475 Whose fall when
Meges view'd, He let fly at his feller's life.

2. One who cuts down (timber) ; a wood-cntter.

1466 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. 346 Item, to ij. fellers of

tymbre..viij.d. 1553 Act 7 Ediv. VI, c. 7 $ 1 'lhe Penalty

.. dependeth .. not upon the .. Feller of the same [Fuel],

1650 T. B. Worcester's Apoph. 80 The hatchet of one of the

fellers chanc'd to strike out a chip. 17.. Eliz. Carter
Lett. 1 1 808) 410 The Hamadryads, .will scream in the ears

of the feller till he drops his axe. 1790 Burns Ep. to R.
Graham xiii. The rooted oaks would fly, Before th' ap-

proaching fellers. 1850 R. F. Burton Cenir. A/r. in

Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX, Trees .. against which no feller

has come up. [After Isa. xiv. 8.]

3. An attachment to a sewing machine for ' fell-

ing' (see Fell v. 6).

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech.
Fell-fare, var. of Fieldfare.

tFellhead. Obs. rare. In 4 felhede. [f.

Fell a. + -head] = Fellness.
1340 Ayenb. 29 pe felhede of herte huerof comeb vale

ho^ts. Ibid, 159 Loue : a-ye enuye, Mildnesse : a-ye fel-

hede.

Fellic Tfe-lik), a, [f. L. fell-, yfc/gall + -ic]

Only in Fellic acid 'see quot. 1889).
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fellic acid, same as Fellinic acid.

1889 Mum & Morley Watts 1

Diet. Chem. II. 537 Fellic

acid Ca3 Hjq O* [120°], an acid said to accompany cholic

acid in human bile.

t Fe'llicate, V. Obs.-° [f. late L. fellicat-,

ppl. stem at fellicare, f. L. fell'are to suck.] trans.

To SUck, 1623-6 in CcCKERAM.

Felliducous (fe'lidi^kas), a. ff. late L. fel-

liduc-us ff. L. fel gall, bile + due-ire to lead,, +
-OU8.] (See quot.)
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Felliducous, term applied to reme-

dies inducing a flow of bile ; cholagogue.

FellifluOUS (feli"fl«os , a. [f. late 'L.felliflu-

us (f. fel gall -rfluere to flow) + -OCS.] Flowing
with gall.

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1884

in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Felling fe'linj, vbl. sb. [f. Fell v. + -ingI.]

1. The action or an act of cutting down (timber)

;

concr. the quantity cut down. In quot. 1654
gerundially with omission of in.

1543 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 17 § 1 Such Standils. .as have
been left there standing at any the felling of the same
Coppice Woods. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 194 The
felling of marked trees appointed for hounds. 1651 R. Child
in Itartlib's Legacy (1655* 47 They every felling cut down
the standers, which they left the felling before , 1654 Lvelys
Mem. '1857) I. 302 Saw my Lord Craven's house.. now in

ruins, his goodly woods felling by the rebels. 1663 Gerbier
Counsel 109 No other cost but felling and lading. 1884 Sir E.
Fry in Law Reports 28 Ch. Div. 231 They have treated the
. .fellings of larch trees as income to be paid to the tenant.

f b. ? concr. A clearing. Obs. (If this be the

sense, the word in quot. is due to misinterpretation

offell = mountain, in an earlier text.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 2832 (GOtt.) Make 3e in be plain na
duelling, Til 5e bi comen to }one felling.

1 2. Sc. ' Lowering, down-bringing ; abatement,

deduction '
; Jam. Supp.). Obs. Cf. Fell v. 5.

t-1300 Stat. Glide xxviii. in Anc. Laws Burghs Scot. 77
Pacabit mercatori a quo predicta emerat secundum forum
prius factum sine felling uel herlebreking.

3. (See Fell v. 6.)

1875 Plain Needlework 11 Here are taught hemming.,
felling, and fixing.

4. attrib. and Comb., as felling- axe t
-machine,

-saw, -time ; felling-bird, the Wryneck
(
Yunx

torquilla).

i486 Nottingham Rec. III. 244 For a grete fellyng axe.

1549 Privy Council Acts ii. (1890) 350 Felling axes, /:
hatchetes, /. Ibid. 349 Felling axes, iiij dousen. 1669
VIorlidge Syst. Agric.(i68i) 109 The best way is at felling-

time to new cut them. 1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2675/3,
20 Men with Felling Axes. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Felling-saw. 1877 AT

. IV. Line. Gloss., Felling axe, an axe
with a long and narrow head used for felling trees. 1883
Itampsh. Gloss., Felling-bird . . its note being first heard
about the time, .when oaks are felled.

Pellinic (felrnik), a. Chem. [f. L. fell-, fel
gall + -i>* +-ic] Fellinic acid': a. see quot. 1884;
b. see quot. 1887. »

1845 G. E. DAy tr. Simon's Amm. Chem. I. 48 Cholinic
and fellinic acids are associated in the alcoholic solution.

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fellinic aeidCM H^ O* 4 HO, an acid

obtained, according to Berzelius by treating bile with
hydrochloric acid. 1887 Lancet 31 Dec 1319/2 A new acid

. . has been discovered by Schotten in human bile, and
named fellinic acid.

t Fellish., aA Obs. rare. [f. Fell sb.% + -1SH.]

Pertaining to or resembling a fell.

1570 Leviss Manip. 145 Fellish, montanus.

t Fellish, at Obs. rare. [X Fell a. + -ish.]

Somewhat fell or fierce.

c 1650 Brathwait Bamabccs Jrnl. (1818) 121 Never was
wild boare more fellish.

Fe*llm.o:nger. [f. Fell sbA + Monger.] A
dealer in skins or hides of animals, esp. sheep-skins,

1530 Palscr. 219/2 Felmongar, megissier. 1681 Otway
Soldier's Fort. iv. i, A frouzy Fellmonger. 1745 De Foe's

Eng. Tradesman II. xlvii. 188 The wool being; taken from
the skin by the fellmonger. 1834 Brit. huso. I. 423 Fell-

mongers' poake- -is the waste arising from the preparation
of skins. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. ii, Shopkeepers' sons,
young grocers, fellmongers, &c.

Hence Fellmonffery, the craft or calling of a
fellmonger; in quot. attrib.

1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. I. 393 Likewise a good
Trade in the Felmongery Business.

Fellness (felnes). [f. Fell fl. + -Ness.] The
quality of being ' fell ' : see senses of the adj.

1. Fierceness, harshness, cruelty
; f sternness,

severity. Now (exc. in north, dial.; only poet, and
rhetorical-. Appalling cruelty, malignity, or de-

structive effect.

c 1380 Wvclif Serm, Sel. Wks. I. 55 Obir servantis. .tellen

to God J>is felnes and preien him of venjance. X387TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) VII. 151 [Gregory VI] a man of religioun and
felnes [Lat. scveritatis]. a 1400 Retig. Piecesfr. Thornton
MS. (1867 1 27 pis worde Ga^te j-owunes sumwhate into felle-

nes. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xci. 417 'Add. MS.) In a grete
felnesse and angre he sente messyngers for the foxe. 1587
Misfortunes Arthur iv. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 323 No fear

nor fellness fail'd on either side. 1678 K. L'Estrange
Seneca s Mor. (1702) 207 There is a Ghastly kind of Felness
in the Aspect of a Mad Dog. 1719 Young Busiris 1. i,

Such was the fellness of his boiling rage. 1814 Carv
Dante (Chandos ed.) 125 Ixx>k how that beast to felness

hath relaps'd From having lost correction of the spur.

1865 Cari.yle/ 'redk. Gt. VI. x v. xiii. 98 A fellness of humour
against Fried rich.

b. Keenness, fierceness 'of wind, etc) ; angry

painfulness. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1374 Chauceb Boeth. I. vi. 25 pe felnesse of the wynde.
164a Rogers Naaman 466 If that [the felon upon the
hand] were out the felnesse would cease.

+ 2. Shrewdness, wisdom. Obs.

138a Wyclif yob v. 13 That caccheth wise men in ther
felnesse. 138a — Prov. i. 4 That felnesse be jeue to litle

childer.

Felloe ffe'l<?')> felly (fell). Forms: a. 1

fels, (pi. felja), 4 feley3he, 5 felghe. P. =,

felwe, felow.e, 6 fallow, 6-7 fellow, 6- felloe.

7. 3-5 fely, vely, (/>/. ^ velierj, -on), 6-8 Sc.

fllly, 7 fally, 7-8 fellee, 8 felley, 6- felly. 5. 7
fellff, felfe, 9 dial, felf, felve, felk, 7-S fell.

[OE.felg str. fem. corresponds to MDu., l)u. velge,

OHG. felga (mod.Ger. felge). Possibly cognate

with OTeut. *felh.an (see Fkle v.), in the sense
' to fit together' .recorded for the OHO.felahan).
The diversity of forms is due to the varying pronunciation

of the OE. 7,, depending on the nature of the sound which
followed it in the inflected cases. In the plural ftdga it was
the voiced guttural spirant, which in late ME. developed
into w, producing the S forms. In the dsxlvtje/ge it was
the voiced palatal spirant, and this very early became
vocalized as i, whence the y forms. The 6 forms are due to

the normal unvoicing of the^ where it was final, viz. in the
nom. and accus. sing. | the resulting sound (\) eventually
developed into (f), as in laugh, enough, etc.; in some
dialects, however, it became (k , and in others was dropped.
(With the forms felf, felk, cf. the Derbyshire place-name
now variously spelt Belph, Felk, but in 13th c. heigh.) In
England lhe forms felloe,fitly seem to be equally in good
use ; in the U'.S. felly appears to be preferred.]

The exterior rim, or a part of the rim, of a wheel,

supported by the spokes. In//, the curved pieces

of wood which, joined together, form the circular

rim of a wheel.
n. c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxix. § 7 Alices spacan bib

ober ende fa=st on baere nafe, ober on Saere felxe. c 1000
jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 106 Cantus, felga. 'fa 1400
Merle Arth. 3309 He fongede faste one be feleyghes. 1485
Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts 373 Decern gang de felghes.

fi. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 727 Hec cantus, a felowe.

1411 Nottingham Rec. II. E6, xj. felowes, \d. .1440
Promp. Parr. 154/2 Felwe of a qwele . . cantus. 155a
Huloet, Fallowes or straikes of a carte. 1572 Wills ty Inv.
N. C. (Surtees) I. 349 Fellowes for wheles vs. 16x1 Cotgr.,
Iantes, the fellowes of a wheele. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
lit. 327 2, 1 find . . a Felloe, and two Spokes fixed to a peece
of a Nave. 1731 Beightos in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 5
Four Rings, or Sets of Felloes. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev.
(1872) I. v. vi. 166 Never over nave or felloe did thy axe
strike such a stroke. 1863 Whyte Melville Gladiators
I. 14 The very spokes and felloes of the wheels were carved
in patterns.

y. a ia»5 Juliana 56 jHirh spiten hit al spaken ant uelien.
138a Wvclif i Kings vii. 33 The spokys and the felijs and
the naue. 14. . Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 628 Vely, canti.

1523 FtTZHFRB. Husb. § 5 Nathes, spokes, fellyes, and
dowles. 1602 Shaks. Ham. il ii. 517 Breake all the
Spokes and Fallies from her wheele. x6ai G. Sandys
Ch'iets Met. 11. (1626 24 On siluer Spokes the golden Fellies
rol'd. 1745 Beverley Beck Act ii. 4 Wheels, .shall be made
to contain the full breadth of nine inches in the felley. 1773
Franklin Lett, Wks, 1840 VI. 383 The new art of making
carriage wheels, the fellies of one piece. 1880 L. Wallace
Ben-Hur 209 Bronze tires held the fellies, which were of
shining ebony.

I. 1598 Chapman Iliad rv. 525 The Fell'ffs or out-parts of
a wheele. Ibid. v. 732 The Axle-tree was Steele The Felffes
incorruptible gold. 1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Surtees) 35 To
. .see that the axle-trees and felfes of the waines bee sownde
and firme. x68i W. Robertson Phrased. Gen. (1693) 600
The fells or streaks of a cart, radii. 17^9 G. Smith
Laboratory I. 27 The nave . . in which the joiners glue the
spokes, according to the number of the fells. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss., Felfs. 1888 Sltefield Gloss., Felk.

b. attrib. and Comb., asfelly-timber. In names
of machines or implements used in making fellies,

asfelly-auger, -dresser. Also felly-coupling.

1874 K sight Diet. Mech., *Felly-auger, a hollow auger
for fashioning the round tenon on the end of a spoke. Ibid.,
* Felly-coupling, a box for enclosing the adjacent ends of
fellies in the rim of a wheel. Ibid.,* Felly-dresser, a machine
for dressing the edges of fellies. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv.
Impr. '1652) 167 Good for *fel!y-timber also.

Fellon'e, obs. forms of FELOM.
Fello-plastic, var. f. of Phelloplasttc.
i3oa W. Taylor in Memoir I. 416.

Fellow [fcltfo), sb. Forms : 1 f^ola^a, 3-4
fela33, felau, [3 felaw^e, fe-, feolah e, feolawe,

4 felauh, south, velaje, 5 felay, -loy, -loje;,

3-5 felagh(e, (3 south, velaghe,, 3-5 fala, 4-5
fela, 3 6 felaw e, 4-6 felow(e, (5-6 fel ly o.

7 feloej, 6-7 fellowe, 6- fellow. Also Sc. 4-9
fallow, (5 fallowe, 6 falow

y ; and in renderings

of dialectal and vulgar speech, 9 fally, felly,

fellaw, feller. [Late OE. f'olaga wk. masc., a.

ON. felage, f. fe*=OE. feoh property, money (Fee
sbX) + hg- 'in ON. leggja, OE. fff&an :—OTent.
*lagjan) to Lay. The primary seme is ' one who
lays down money in a joint undenakmg with
others '

; the related O'S . felat; str. ntut. is ' a laying

together of money', a business partnership, hence
a partnership or society generally. Cf. Da. fvile
comrade, a\sofsellcs {:—OS. filag

s

}
gen. of felag)

common.]
I. As simple sb.

1 1. One who shares with another in a possession,

official dignity, or in the performance of any work
;

a partner, colleague, co-worker. Also, one united

with another in a covenant for common tnds ; an
ally. Obs.
1016 O. Ii. Chron. fCott, Tib. Ii iv , Ee^frn ba cyningas

[Kadmund and Cnut] . . wurdon feola^an & wedbroora . . &
f':ng b,t Eadmund cyng to West Sexan & Cnut t r> bam
norodicle. c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1761 Min r/.'.g, min r.eue, and
fela^e. a lyxtCur^orM 7648 Cott. Ionathias, To dauid tru

felau..was. 1389 in Eng. Gildi 1870 30 V a!derman & his
felas. c 1440 Promp. Par:'. 153/2 Fela, or felow yn offyce,

collega. c 1466 Sik J. Pastos in Lett. No. *f£ II. 295,
I wolde nat that myn oncle William scholde cawte hym to
take on hym as hys f*rlawe. 1534 WnnisroN Tultyes Offices

1.(1540)65 Pericles, .had a felowe in offyce in his Mayraltie.

1546 in W. H.Turner Select. Rec. Oxford'226 Item, to Peter
the sawyer and his felowe, for sawyng the tables. 1577
Hammer Anc. Ecel. Ili*t. (1610) 177 Friends End fellowes
of the Romans. 1626 Macon Sylva §294 'lime and Heat
are Fellows in many Effects.

f b. In a bad sense: An accomplice. Cbs. exc.

as contextual use of 2.

c 1340 C urscr M. 18416'Trin.l Tewes me honged ibe=u bi

syde Me ik. my felowe. 1382 Wvclif Isa. i. 23 Thi princes
. . felawes of theues. c 1440 Tramp. Parv. 154/1 Felow)*s t

y-knytte to-gedyr in wylcydnesse, complices. C1500 Nut-
Brown Maid 134 It were a curssed dede ; To be felow with
an out-lawe. a 1533 Frith DisPut. Purgatorye Diij, The
bodye was felowe £ perttner with the soule in comniyttynge
lhe cryme. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 911/1 We
tliinlce we are quit and innocent, if wee bee able to say, wee
are not the first, and wee haue a great sort of fellowe?,.

i8z8 Scott/'. M. Perth xxt, Rothsay and his fellows..
were in the street in mask, 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
II. 116 His fellows rescued him and beat the hangman.

+ C. A partaker, sharer of. Cbs.

1382 Wvclif Eeelus. vi. 10 A frend, felawe of the bord
'1388 felowe of table], e 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 895 Thisbe,
1 wol be felawe & cause eek cf thy deeth. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 49 tKs is. .to wylen to mak God felow of bis violence.

1545 Primer Hen. VIII (1546 ^3 Felow of Thy Fathers
lighL 1611 Shaks. IVint. T. in. ii. 39 Behold me, A Fellow
of the Royall liecL. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. too Ttxt fellows
of his crime.

2. In vaguer use : One that is associated with

another in habitual or temporary companionship

;

a companion, associate, comrade. Now rare exc.

in pi, or with const, in.

c 1200 Vices «$• Virtues (1S88I 139 He li<5 fram alle hise
felaw^es. c 1350 Wilt. Palerne 48£3 pemperour & he .

.

felawes hade beene. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls; V. 397
Austyncom. .wibfourty felawes. c 1440

1'romp. Fan: 154/1
Felow yn walkynge by be way, comes. 15x6 Filgr. Per/,
(W. de W. 1531) 163 b, Pryuate prayer that they saye by
themselfe, or with a felowe, x6n Bible Jonah i. 7 They
said euery one to his fellow ; Come, and let vs cast lots.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 32 Felicitas with her
seven Sons, were, -fellowes in martyrdome. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. iv. 8 Brave men, their fellows in arms,
17*5 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 64 They, being
separated from their fellows, were obliged to fly. 1797 Lamb
Lett. 0888; 1. 75 A friend should never be reduced to beg an
alms of his fellow. 1874 Mosley Compromise (iZS^) 111 The
little circle of his fellows which constitutes the world of
a man.
Proverb, e 1590 Marlowe Faust, ii. Wks. 'Rtldg.5 82/1 Ask
my fellow if I be a thief. 1610 A. Cooke Pope Joan in

Hart. Misc. (Mala.) IV. 40. 1678 Bunvan Pitgr. 1. 201.

t b. Less frequently said of women. Obs.

e 1330 Florice
<fr BI. 509" 1857) Clarice . . said to Blaunche-

flourFelawe knouestou thou ought this flour. cix^aCursOr
M. 8607 <Fairf.) To hir felaw ho putt bat bame pat hir-self

had fcMame. 14.. Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 194
She wente wib confessours hir felowes, bat were wymen.
1598 Yosc Diana 301 The Nymphes our fellowes. 1611

Bible Judg. xi. 37 She said . . Let me alone two moneths,
that I may goe vp and downe vpon the mountaines. . I, and
my fellowes [1885 (.Revised,) companioasL

a 1300 Cursor M. 29051 (CotL) Fasting agh ..To bar
foluand Jnr four felaus, Fredom, gladdeschipe, houe, and



FELLOW.
time, c 1320 Cast. Love 508 Wysdam is not worth an hawe
But Pes therwyth be felawe. c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 4842 Who
so frend is & felow to bat foule vise. 1548 Hall Chron. 8
Good hope . . is the best felowe and companion. 1577 B.
Googe Heresbach's Huso. 1. (1586} 12 Order is a jolly felowe.

T d. of animals. Obs.
c 1300 St. Brandan 213 The fowel. .to his felawe* wende.

c 1340 Gaiv. ff Gr. Knt. 1702 A kenet kryes berof, be hunt
on hym calles, His felajes fallen hym to. 1577 B. Googk
Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 161 Those .. eate up either
their owne Kgges or their fellowes. 169a R. L'Estrange
Fables cccxxx, A Certain Shepherd had One Favourite Dog.

.

and took more Care of him. .then of any of his Fellows.

e. of things.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 553 In delues breef this Cannes
eyon doo, And iche half a foote his felawe froo. 1697
Dbvden Virgil Postcript. If the last /Eneid shine amongst
its fellows. 17*5 Pope Odyss. ill, 383 Five tall barks the
winds and waters tost Far from their fellows. 1871 Free-
man Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 201 A height of less
elevation than some of its fellows,

3. a. Good orfollyfellow, an agreeable or pleasant
companion ; usually, one who is fond of feasting
and good company, a convivialist ; = boon
companion '. In//, a set of jolly or sociable com-
panions, j To be playing the good fellow, to be
enjoying oneself in gay company.
c 1305 Pilate 34 in E. E. /', (LB62) 112 For bat on was god

and pat ober schrewe : gode felawes neuere ni nere. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 395 He was a good felawe. c 1450 Merlin
318 The! weute to sitte doune alle v togeder as goode
felowes and trewe. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus. xiii. 6 He thai
be a good felowe with the*. 1570 Buchanan Ane Admo-
nitioun Wks. (1892) 24 Ministens gettis all and leavis na
thing to gude fallowis. 1640 Bastwick Lord B/s. vii. G b,
They fill themselves with strong drinke, and are good
Fellows. i6$7 Pana Diary 14 Oct., I suppose he is playing
the good fellow in the town. 1813 L. Hunt in Examiner
15 Feb, 98/2 A Rate . . we should interpret by the phrase
Tolly Fellow. 1870 Emerson Soc. $ Sotit. Wks. (Bohn)
III. 2 Good fellows, fond of dancing, port, and clubs. 1884
W. C Smith Kildrostan 62 Sick of clubs and jolly fellows,

tb. Goodfellow : a docile, manageable or tract-

able person or tiling. Obs.

1576 Turhkrv. Venerie 101 When .. you perceyve she
beginnes to bee muebe better feliowe. .and that shce seemeth
to beginne to be reclaymed. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 1. 31 The Oate is not daungerous in the choyse of his
grounde, but groweth lyke a good feliowe in euery place.
Ibid. ill. 128 Whiche wyll make him [a steere] in three dayes,
as good a feliowe as you woulde wishe him to be. 1639
Lady Denton in Verney Papers U853) 274 The childe was
feloe good a nofe in my house.

c. Fellow well-met : a boon companion. To be
(hail

) fellow well met : to be on terms of free and
easy companionship with (a person).
1581 Petti B Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 111. (1586) 171 Being as

you say haile fellow well met with his servant. 1858 Gen.
P. Thompson Audi Alt. I. xxxvi. 137 The High Church
Tory, .offers, -to be fellow well met with any of them. 1885
\V. J. Fitzi-atrick Life of T. N. Burke I. 308 The best
fellow-well-met in the world.

4. The complementary individual of a pair ; the
mate, ' marrow \

+ a. Of a person : The consort, spouse, husband
or wife. Also of animals. Obs.
01300 Cursor Jit. 0405 (Cott.) He wroght a felau of his

ban Till adam. CX460 Tmvnetey Alyst. 'Surtees)6 Eve, my
felow, how thynk the this7 1538 in Pitcairn trim. Trials
Scot. I. 251* His [the King's] derrest fallow the Queue.
a 159J H. Smith Serm. (1631 ) 16 It is good for man to haue
a fellow. j6ox Holland Pliny I. 224 When they be but
heifers of one yeare. .they are let go to th« fellow and breed.
1610 Shaks. Temp. in. 1. 84, I am your wife, if you will
marrie me . . to be your fellow, You may.dcnie me; but I'll

be your seruant.

b. That which makes a pair with something
else ; a counterpart, match.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. viii. 42 Giue me thy Gloue

Souldier; Looke, heere is the fellow of it. 1613 Sir K.
Boylk Diary <i886)_II. 85. I gaue Sir W"» parsons Lady
a fair bay coach gelding and am to send her a fellow to him.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 86 p6 In .. such Cases the Soul
and the Body do not seem to be Fellows. 1719 Pe Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. iii. 53 Two shoes that were not fellows.
1856 KASEArct. Expl. I. xxxi. 430, I ran. .throwing off first

one mitten and then Us fellow to avoid pursuit. 1874 Car-
penter Aleut. Phys. 1. ii. $ 68 While one leg was convulsed,
its fellow remained quiet.

c. That which matches or resembles another
;

the like.

1605 Shaks. Afacb. it. iii. 68 Macb. 'Twas n rough Night.
Len. My young remembrance cannot paralell A fellow to it.

1668 R, L'Estuangb Vii. Quev. (1708) 310 So terrible an
Uproar, and Disorder in Hell, that, -the oldest Devil never
knew the Fellow of it. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I.

xxix. 46 Four other shifts, one the fellow to that I have on.
1871 Freeman Norm. C0U0.HZ76) IV. xviii. 240 His march
must., have been the fellow of the great march which carried
Harold from London to Stamfordbridge. 1884 J. Payne
iooi Nights IX. 101 The watch, whose fashion also is of my
own invention, nor is there the fellow of it in Bassora.

d. m\asi-ad/\ An equivalent to ; a match with.
1607 Tournkur Rev. Trag. I. i, Had his estate beene

fellow to bis mind. ? 1674 Lady Chawohth in Hist, AISS.
Comm. 12th Rep. App. v. 27 A very old perspective almost
fellow to that you have. 1858 Bushneli. Serm. New Life
33 They, .have nothing fellow to God in their substance.

5. One who shares with another in any attribute
;

one belonging to the same class :

a. in position or rank : An equal, peer. Now
chiefly//.

c 1230 Halt Afeid 19 Englcs hwas felahes ha beoS. a 1300

144

Cursor AT. 22778 fCott.) |>ir men sal be ban his felaghes.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xx\. 21 Proude men bat raises J>aim
up singulerly & suffers na felaghis. 1456 Hotu Wise Man
taught Son 132 in Hazl. E.P.P. I. 175 Thy wyfe. .Thofsche
be servant in degre, In som degre sche felaw ys. 15*9 in
Fiddes IVolsey 11. (17261 173 He us'd himself more like a
Fellow to your Highness than like a subject. 1580 Godly
Admonition in Liturg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc.> 573
Servants are become, .fellows with masters. 1600 Fairfax
tr. 'I'asso Godfrey of Bulloignt \. xii, His fellowes late,
shall be his subjects now. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

b. in ability, qualities or value : A 'match \
1428 Sc.

t
Act 22 Jas. I, 1 Mar. (Record ed. II. 15/1), Of

their rentis, ilk punde sal be vtheris fallowe to the contribu-
tion of be said Costes. < 1450 Holland Hoiulat gi$ So fair is

my fetherem I hafnofalowe. 1551 Robinson tr. Afore's Utop.
i.(Arb.)28 In reasonynge, and debatyng ofmatters. . he hadde
few fellowes. 1583 Hollyband Campo di Eior 53 Varro .

.

amongest the learned maisters of this schoole hath no
fellows.

_ 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 73
St. Longinus and St. Amphibalus. .have not their fellows in
the almanack. 1738 Swift Directions to Servants, Feeling
has no fellow. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1870) I. xii. 57 Mr.
Jennings is gone, and Mr. Keypstick will never meet with
his fellow. 1894 Nation (N.Y.j 8 Dec. 435/1 The strange
poetic nature, .has had no fellow unless in Rembrandt.

C. in kind: One's fellow-man, 'neighbour';
also of things : Another of the sort.

1477 Karl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 11 Wyl noon of you do
to your felowe otherwyse than ye wolde be don to. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 11. xvii. 87 Irrational creatures .. as long
as they be at ease . . are not offended with their fellowes.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 62 Some spot . .Where my worn soul.

.

May gather bliss to see my fellows blest. 1818 Byron
Mazeppa iii, Danger levels man and brute, And all are
fellows in their need. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. I1B77)
II. viii. 241 There was no acknowledged legal right in
churl . . to make open war upon his fellow.

d. A contemporary. Chiefly//.
1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 7. 425 Shakspere had now

passed far beyond his fellows. z886 Swinburne Afiddleion
in xgth Cent. Jan. 138 Fellows and followers of Shakespeare.

6. One of a company or party whose interests

arc common ; a member.
4:1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 191 Men woln us foles calle,

Bathe the wardeyn, and eek our felaws alle. c 1450 Aleriin
171 A felowe of the rounde table, c 1450 Robin HoodeHf
ATonkXxxx. in Child Ballads (1888) v. cxix. 100/2, 'I make
be majster', seid Robyn Hode .

.' Nay. .lat me he a felow',
seid Litull John. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 22 He recorded
their resons heeryng alle the felawys. 1547-64 Bauldwin
Alar. P/tilos. (Palfr.) 120 One vicious fellow destroyeth a
whole companie. 1592 West 1st Pt. Symbol. § 27 B, The
generall societie of goodes .. extendeth to all thinges of the
partners or fellowes. 1871 R. Ellis CatullitslxW. 32 Sisters,
Hesper a fellow of our bright company.

7. In college and university use :

a. orig. The name (corresponding to the Latin
socius) given to the incorporated members of a
college or collegiate foundation (whether in a
University or otherwise : see College 4) ; one of
the company or corporation who, with their head,
constitute a * college'; e.g. 'the Provost and
Fellows of Chelsea College, of Eton College, or
King's College, Cambridge '

;
' the Warden and

Fellows of All Souls, Oxford \
In colleges chiefly devoted to the purposes 'of study and

education, the Fellows were, in early usage, often included
under the terni scholars; the latter ierm is, in later use,
mostly restricted to junior members of the foundation, who
are still under tuition, the term felloiu being applied to the
Senior Scholars, who have graduated, or otherwise passed
out of the stage of tutelage. In those colleges that have
become educational institutions, undertaking the school or
university teaching of youths not 00 the foundation, the
Fellows consist of those graduate members who have been
co-opted upon the foundation with emoluments from its

corporate revenue, and who constitute with their Head
(usually elected by themselves from their own number) th«
governing body of the institution. Most colleges of this
class have now also Honorary Fellcnvs, who receive no
emoluments; and have no share in the government. When
a distinguished man vacates his fellowship, lie is often
elected an honorary fellow.

< 1449 Pecock Repr. 111. xviii. 401 That the maister and
the felawis lccpe the statutis of the collegis. 1511 i Act
3 Hen. VIII, c. 22 § 5 Any . . persone being feliowe or scoler
of any of the said Colleges. 1644 Hunton Vind. Treat.
Afonarchy v. 41 In the Colledges, the Fellowes have an
effectuall, and more then morall limiting Power. 1691
Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 17 Thomas Lynacre .. was chosen
Fellow of Allsouls Coll. in 1484. a 1704 T. Brown Table
Talk in Coll. of Poems 124 Nothing is so Imperious, as a
Fellow of a Colledge upon bis own Dunghil. 1843 Cole-
ridge in Stanley A rnoWs Life % CorrAiS^) I. i. 9 Twenty
fellows and twenty scholars, with four exhibitioners, form the
foundation [of Corpus]. 1886 Laurie Lect. Rise Univ. xiii.

247 It was thus a college composed solely of ' Fellows'.

b. On the analogy of the preceding use, the
designation ( Fellows* is now applied, in some
universities, to the holders of certain stipendiary
positions (called ' Fellowships*) tenable by elected

graduates for a limited number of years, on con-
dition of pursuing some specified branch of study.
The Radclifie and the Craven Travelling Fellowships are

the only^ examples in the ancient English Universities.
Fellowships in this sense have been founded in the Scottish
Universities, in the University of Durham and the Victoria
University ; and in some universities and colleges in the U.S.
1888 Histor, Reg. Unh: Oxf. no Every Fellow is re-

quired to spend at least eight months of each year of his
tenure of the [Craven] Fellowship abroad. Ibid. 112 The
first two Fellows were elected [to Radcliffe's Travelling
Fellowships] in July 1715. 1892-3 Edin, Univ, Cat. 537

FELLOW.
Scholars, Bursars, or Fellows must apply to the Convener
of the Science Degrees Committee.

C. In some of the younger British universities
and colleges, and in some of those in the U.S., the
'Fellows are the members of the governing or
administrative body ; in others the title is merely
honorary, conferred as a special distinction on a
limited number of graduates. Cf. sense 8.

1837 Charter Univ. Lond., The Chancellor, Vice-Chan-
cellor, and Fellows.. shall constitute the Senate of the said
University.

8. The title given in various learned societies,

either to all their members (as in the Royal Society,
the Society of Antiquaries), or to a specially privi-

leged class among them.
In the case of the Royal Society, the official Latin equiva-

lent is soda lis.

1664 (title', A List of the Fellows of the Royal Society.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 15 f 2 A Fellow of the Royal
Society, who had writ upon Cold Baths. 1801 Ated. Jml. V.
314 A Fellow, that is, any Member who resides within seven
miles of London. 1886 Act 49-50 Vict. c. 48 § 6 A fellow of
a college of physicians.

f b. A bencher of an Inn of Court. Obs.
1536 Wriothesley Chron. (1875) I. 57 An atturney of the

lawe and felowe of Graies Inne.

f C. Tellcnv of the {order of the) Garter— Knight
of the Order of the Garter. Obs.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 46 The full noble knight, a felow of the

Garter, ser Johan Chaundos. 1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria
397 Chosen to be Feliowe of the order of the Garter.

9. A familiar synonym for : Man, male person.
(Cf. Companion 5, and F. compagnon.)

a. with qualifying adj., as good, bati, brave,
clever,foolish, old, young, etc., and in phrases like

what a fellow, etc. (Cf. 3, from which this use
was app. a development). Poorfellow : often used
exelamatorily as an expression of pity.

C1440 York Alyst. xvii. 31, I hope I haue her felaws
fonde. 1549 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) 29 Moyses was a
wonderful felowe, and dyd his dutie being a maried man.
1570 6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 280 This our good
fellow was not so cunning (belike) as Dionysius was. 1577
B. Gooce HeresbaclCs Husb. 11. 105 Vitruuius an excellent
feliowe in building. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 229 Thou hast
fegin'd him a worthy Fellow. 164a Rogers Naaman 108
Precise preachers and zealous fellowes. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 48 f 4, 1 am an old Fellow, and extremely troubled with
the Gout. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xi. vii, You don't
know what a devil of a fellow he is. 175a Hume Ess. fy
Treat. (1777) II. 313 A good-natured, sensible fellow. 1811
Combe Devil upon 7ivo Sticks 11817) VI. 40 A most
fleasant fellow of a clergyman. 1857 Mrs. Caklvle Lett.
I. 330 He looked dreadfully weak still, poor fellow !

b. used in familiar address in phrases, my dear
fellow, my good fellow (the latter now implying a
tone of remonstrance or censure), oldfellow.
1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxii, I'll tell you how it is, my

dear fellow.

C. In some dialects, and in unceremonious col-

loquial speech (es/>. among young men), used with-
out adj. as the ordinary equivalent for ' man \
A fellow : often = * one', 'anybody

1

, vaguely indi-

cating the speaker himself.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. \x, They don't deny

themselves the pleasure of looking at a felfow as if he
were a Turk. 1865 H. Kingsi.ey Hillyars «$• B. xii, The
names of the fellows who got bailed up by young Hillyar.

d. applied by schoolboys to themselves and
each other.
(Possibly orig. a use of sense 6; not now so apprehended.)
c 1838 in Stanley Arnold \. 157 * He calls us fellows', was

the astonished expression of the boys when, .they heard him
speak of them by the familiar name in use among themselves.
1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons $ IV. xv, One of our 'old
fellows ', as we used to call those who had left school. Mod.
After morning school some of our fellows went for a spin.

e. jocularly applied to an animal or a thing.
1816 Scott Antiq. xxi.The red cock's, .been roasting, puir

fallow, in this dark hole. 1828 — F. Af. Perth ii, This
fellow (laying his hand on his purse) . . was scmewhat lank
and low in condition.

10. f a. Used as the customary title of address

to a servant or other person of humble station. Obs.
In 14th c. it implied polite condescension^ 'comrade',

'my friend ' (cf. mod-F. won ami similarly used>. In Shak-
spere's time this notion had disappeared, but the word when
addressed to a servant does not seem to have necessarily

implied haughtiness or contempt, though its application to

one not greatly inferior was a gross insult (cf. 0).

f<35o Will. Palerne 275 pemperour .. clepud to him be
couherde & curteysly seide ; now telle me, felawe . . sei bou
euer bemperour? c 1477 Caxton Jason 23 Vaissale or felawe
[orig. vassal] thou hast done me now the most grettest dis-

honour, xj.. Ring fy Hermit 328 in Hazl. /.*. /'. /'. I. 25
Unto the knave seyd the frere Ffelow, go wy^tly here. 1588

Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 103 Thou fellow, a word. Who gaue
thee this Letter? 1504 — Rich. Ill, m. ii. 108 Gramercie
fellow: there, drinke that for me.

+ b. One of the common people. Obs.

c 1430 Freemasonry 99 Of lord ny felow, whether he be,

Of hem thou take no maner of fe. 1483 Caxton G. de la

Tour L iv b, Of lordes and of felawes.

C. contemptuously. A person of no esteem or

worth.
c 1440 York Myst. xxiv. 3 pis felowe. .we with folye fande.

1535 Covkrdale jWcrt^ ii. 12 A fleshly felowe and a preacher
oflyes. c 1570 Sempill Ballates x. (1872) 54 This . . fallow

of na kin .. liegouth to reule. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v.

iii, 325 A paltry Fellow, Long kept in Britain* at our



FELLOW.
Mothers cost, A Milke-sop. c x66o South Stmt, John vii.

17 Serm. 1715 I. 229 Fellows that set up for Messias's. 1734
Pope Ess. Man iv. 203 Worth makes the man, the want of
it the fellow. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvn, ii, You.,
have so disdainfully called him fellow. 01776 Lizie Wan
vii. in Child Jiaiiaeis II. Ii. (1884) 448/2, I see by thy ill

colour Some fallow's deed thou hast done. 1826 Disraeli
Viv. Grey v. xiii, This is some vile conspiracy of your own,
fellow. 1837 Dickens Pictov. xv, 'Sir', said Mr. Tupman,
' you're a fellow '. 1884 Pae Eustace 68 ' The fellow's drunk

,

ejaculated Randolph.

II. attrib, and Comb.
11. appositively (qtuul~adf.). Prefixed to sbs.,

forming an unlimited number of quasi-compounds

fin which, the use of the hyphen is optional).

Equivalent to the earlier Even- Comb. 2, and to

Co-, Joint a.

Ne instances of this use are found in our material earlier

than Tindale and Coverdale 1534-5 1
f-loiv-bachelcr is

printed in Cower Con/. III. 292, hut the best MSS- have
felon orfeloun ', Palsgrave 1530 hasfetoiv man, woman, but
here the second word is only added for distinction. Cf.

quot. c 1400 in a.

a. Denoting a person or thing that agrees with

another in belonging to the designated class, as in

fellow-angel, -apostle, -being, -bishop, -Christian,

'fault, -man, -planet, -sinner, -worm ; FELLOW-
CBEATURE.
1625 Quarles Fun. Eleg. vii, It sigh'd. .To be. .enthron'd
Among his *fellow Angells. 1647 Sanderson Serm. II. 218
He taught Judas to be so much wiser .. than his *fellow-

apostles. 1810 J. Conijer Reverie in Associate Minstrels 0*

Can I trust a "fellow-being? 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. hi.

140 A fat philosopher . . totally innocent of the death of a
fellow-being, [c 1400 Apol. Loll. 59 Bernard seib to pope
Eugeni, pi *felawis bischops lere bei at be to haue, etc.]

1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (1611) 176 The true Counsels,
which we haue receiued from our holy fellow-bishop Cyriilus

of Alexandria. 1642 Milton Apot.Smect. Wks. (1847) 82/2
To proclaim a croisade against his *feIlow-christian. 1853
Landor Last Fruit 1 31 A fellow Christian . . enjoying a secret

pleasure in saying unpleasant things. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.
in. ii. 373 Euerie one fault seeming monstrous ti! his*fel!ow-

fault came to match it. X756 Franklin Let. Wks. 1887
II. 460 These kindnesses from men I can only, .return on
their *fellow-men. 1813 BvKOM Giaour 329 On desert

sands 'twere joy to scan The rudest steps of fellow man.
1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth I. 194 The earth with the rest of
its *fe!low-planets. 1732 Berkeley A Iciphr. vi. § 16 Man.

.

is himself a *fellow-sinner witli them, i860 Hook Lives
Abps. '1869) II. ii. in We have to labour among our fellow-

sinners. 1689 C. Mather Mem. Frov. 24 1'he Devils are
seldome able to hurt us. .without a Commission from some
of our *fellow.worms. 1719 Watts Hymns II. xlvi, Worms
were never rais'd so high Above their meanest fellow-worm.

b. Denoting a person or (occasionally) a thing

that is associated with another in companionship
or co-operation in what the sb. implies, asfellozv-

boarder, -captive, -cause, -clerk, -communicant,
-emigrant, -guest, -labourer, -lodger, -passenger,

-prisoner, -student, -sufferer, -traveller, -worker,

-workman. Also FELLOW-SoLniEH.
1871 Motley Corr. f 18891 H.x. 325 He is a *fellow-boarder

with your son. a 1569 Kingesmyll Conjt. Satan (1578) 36
Hee is a *fellow-captive with Paul. 1749 Johnson Irene
I. i, A galley lies Mann'd with the bravest of our fellow-

captives. 1821 IJyron Juan iv, lxxx, He saw some fellow

captives. 1581 W. Clarke in Confer, iv. (1584) Ff iv b, It

should bee a *felIowe cause in our iustification with Christes

righteousnes. x886 T. Hopkins f Twixt Love fy Duty xii,

He did not grudge a holiday to his *fel!ow-clerks. 1670
Devout Commtin. (1688) 122 Interceding with him for. .our
*fellow-communicants. 1848 Macau lay Hist. Eng, I. 534
He. .found among his *fellow emigrants men ready to listen

to his evil counsels. 159X Percivall Sp. Diet., Comensal,
a *fellow guest. 1709 Shaftesb. Moralists 11. § 2. 71, I..

being so violently decry'd by my two Fellow Guests. 1625
Ussher Answ. Jesuit 31 The word of God .. was both by
themselves and others of their *fellow-labourers delivered

by word of mouth, a 1704 T. Brown Quakers Serm. Wks.
1730 1. 105 Our dear brother and fellow-labourer hath gone
a little astray. 183s Miss Mitford Village Ser. v. (1863)

318 Men .. persuading their fellow-labourers to join them
.at every farm they visited. 1678 Dryden Limbcrham
if. Wks. (1883) VI. 49 This is Sir. Woodall, your new
*fel!ow-lodger. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) II. 193 His
fellow-lodgers were persons of rank. 1879 Howells L.
Aroostook I. vi, One never can know what one's "fellow-

passengers are going to be. 1611 Bible Rom. xvi. 7 Andro-
nicus and Iunia my kinsmen and my *fellow prisoners. 1725
De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 61 He thought his two
fellow-prisoners might be trusted. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary
I. iv, -The two were fellow-prisoners .. in yon accursed
Tower. >6oa Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 177, I pray thee, doe not
mock me, *fellowstudent. 171a Steele Sped. No. 526 f 3
Fellow-templars, fellow-students, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1.

xxv. 186 A former fellow student. 1687 Dryden Hind fy P.
1. 563 Her friend and "fellow-suflfrer in the plot. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Faint. (1786) III. 182 He .

.

bequeathed most of what he had to his fellow-sufferers.

1665 SirT. Herbert Trav. 125 Elpenor his*fellow-traveller

being dead. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 58 p 12 The Impa-
tience of my Friends and Fellow-Travellers. 1829 Lytton
Devereux iv. viii, My veteran fellow-traveller took leave of

me. 1611 Bible Col. iv. 11 These . . are my *fe!lowworkers

vnto the kingdome of God. 1660 Jkr. Taylor Worthy
Commnn. Introd. 7 Fellow-workers with God in the labora-

tories of salvation. 1535 Coverdale Acts xix. 25 The
*feloweworkmen of the same occupacion. 1646 H. Law-
rence Comm. Angells 24 Angells . . whom hee vouchsafeth

touseasfellow-workemen with himselfe. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I. 141 He and his fellow-workmen have taught them.

C. (with sb. of relative signification.) Denoting
a person or thing that stands in the designated re-

Vol, iv.
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lation to the same object as another, as in fellow-

burgess, -burgher, -disciple, -member, -servant,

townsman, -tribesman ; + fellow-brother, a mem-
ber of the same brotherhood ; fellow-collegian,

f -collegiate, a member of the same college

;

fellow-craftsman, one of the same craft ; fellow-
subject, a subject of the same sovereign. Also
Fellow-citjzex, -countryman, -heir.
a 1575 Abp. Parker Corr. 425 To. .give some testimony of
my "fellow-brothers. 1638 Sanderson Serm. II. 115 We
ought.. so to behave our selves in the house of God.. as
becometh fellow-brethren. 1638 Drumh. of Hawtii. Irene
Wks. (1711) 164 To .. wander amongst .. his slaughter'd
acquaintances and *fellow-burg esses. 1835 W. Irving Tour
Prairies xxxii, The atrocious murders of their *fellow-
burghers. 1791 Boswf.ll Johnson an. 1720, 1 do not find that^

he formed any close intimacies with his 'fe'low-collegians.

1667-9 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 318 He. .talks of authors as
familiarly as his *fellow-collegiates. 1836 H. Rogers J.
Hcnve vi. (1863) 160 He had been an intimate friend and
fellow-collegiate of Stowe's. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics
(1860)11.65 The .. youth shrank from the., riotous com-
panionship of his 'fellow-craftsmen. 1611 Bible John xi. 16

Then said Thomas, .vnto his *fellowe disciples, Let us also
go. 185a H. Rooers Eel. Faith (1855) 17 [He] has almost
battered out the brains of a fellow disciple. 1640 Sander-
son Serm. 148 Though they be our *fellow-members, yet
have we little fellow-feeling of their griefs. 1863 A. B.
Grosart Small Sins {ad. 2) 48 A divided heart toward some
fellow-member. 1534 Tindale Cot. iv. 7 Tichicos. .which
is a .. *feloweservaunt in the Lorde. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 11. iv. 105. 1667 Milton /'. L. vm. 225 Nor less think
wee in Heav'n of thee on Earth Than of our fellow servant.

1713 STEELE Englishman No. 1. 9 He treats us Senators
like his Fellow-Servants. 1648 Symmons Vind. Chas. I 40
His poor people, .are most mercilesly butchered . . by their

*fel!ow-subjects. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 125 F 8 We
should not .. regard our Fellow-Subjects as Whigs or

Tories. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. III. xi. 451 That from
Rhode Island ..claimed ..equal rights with their fellow-

subjects in Great Britain. 1846 Landor /mag. Conv. I.

237/1 Valour in a *fellow-townsman is the exciter of our
praise. 1853 Hickie tr. Aristoph. (1872) II. 422 Call your
^fellow - tribesmen to your aid. 1867 O. W. Holmes
Guardian Angel xiii. fiSoi) 158 His descriptions of the

future which was in store for the great bulk of his. .*fellow-

worldsmen.

d. Sometimes prefixed pleonastically to sbs.

which themselves imply companionship or partici-

pation. Now rare.

155* Huloet, Fellow-companion, comes. 1603 Shaks.
Meas. for M. iv. ii. 19, I would bee glad to receiue some
instruction from my fellow partner. 1649 Drumm.op Hawtii.
Hist. Jas. Ill Wks. (1711) 47 He had only for his fellow-

companions astrologers and sooth-savers. 1760 Sterne
Serm. (1773) I. 127 She looked upon him a> a fellow-partner.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. fy It. Jrnls. (1883) 63 Seeing in Eng-
land more of my fellow-compatricts than ever before.

12. rarely attrib. with the sense : Equal, befitting

an equal.

1638 Ford Fancies iv. ii, The great duke . . would lift up
my head to fellow-pomp amongst his nobles.

13. Comb, with vbl. sbs., agent-nouns, and pples.,

imitating L. words with co m-, con-. Only in a

few words originating in i6-i7th c, as + fellow-

bordering ///. a. ( = L. confinis), conterminous,

neighbouring; fellow-helper ( = J,. coadjutor), one
who helps in the way of co-operation ; ^fellow-
inspired, endowed with a like gift of inspiration

;

t feilow-knower ( = L. consents sb.), one who is

privy to (a secret) ; so
"\
fellow-knowing ppl. a.

;

f fellow-yoked pple., mutually yoked. Also
Fellow-feeling.
a 1628 F. Greville Sidney (1652) 28 [This Emperor], .got

credit with his *fellow-bordering Princes. 1535 Coverdale
1 Esdras vii. 1 The other landlordes with their companyons
..were *felow helpers with the olde rulers of the Iewes.

x6it Bible 2 Cor. viii. 23 He is my partner and fellow

helper. 1685 H. More Illustr. 342 'this Angel and John.

.

were "fellow-inspired Souls . . both endued with the Spirit of

Prophecy. x66z J. Chandler Van HelmonVs Oriat. 103 Not
that I am. .a *felIo\v-knower of, or a searcher intodivine

Counsel. Ibid. 88 The same God might be a conscious or
*feIlow-knowing revenger, .of our sin. 1620 Middleton &
Rowley World Tost at Tennis 571 Wks. 1886 VII. 177 I'll

not be "fellow-yok'd with death.

Fellow (fe'ltf«), v. P'orms : 4 felaghe, south.

velage, 4-6 felow, 5 felewe, 6 .SV. fallow^ 6-

fellow. [f. prec. sb.]

+ 1. trans. To conjoin, associate (a person or

thing) in partnership or companionship with, to

(another). Oh.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter \. ir Wham swa bai may felaghe

wib paim. 1340 Ayenb. 101 J>ou him uela3est mid be huanne
bou zayst: ' yef ous ' and ne zayst na3t * yef me', r 1410

Love Bonavent. Mirr. lvi. (Gibbs MS.) no He ioyneb and
feleweb hym to hem homely. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye
146 That, .they may. .deserue to be felowed to thy chosen.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. xi. '15891 13 A man . . is

. . desirous to fellow himselfe to another, and so to liue in

couple. 1589 T. L. Advt. Q. Eliz. (1651) 47 Who being fel-

lowed in glory with the highest. 1594 Carew Tasso (1881)

96 Blush of scorne fellowd with that of shame.

b. To put on a level with ; to make, or repre-

sent as, an equal or match to.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 251 O moder of lyfe, whiche
by thyne obedience ya mekely felowed vnto vs. 1500-20
Dunbar Thistle <y Rose xx, I.at no nettill vyle. .Hir fallow

to the gudly flour-de-lyce. 1648 Bp. Hall Select Thoughts

i 100 Who . . called every wolf his brother . . fel lowing him-
self with every thing that had life. 1884 W. H. Ward in

FELLOW-CREATURE.
Century Mag. XXVII. 820 It is this quality, .which fellows
him. .with Milton.

T 2. a. To be a fellow to ; to accompany, be as-

sociated with. b. To be a partner or sharer in.

1434 Misyn Mending of Life no So bat it be not greuus
to an (vn]profetabyll seruand to felo Ins lorde. 1503 (^. Eliz.
Boethins 6 Easing thy Labor with felowing of thi paine.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 142 Affection .. With what's
vnreall thou coactiue art, And fellow'st nothing. 1614 $\\.-

vester Little Bartas 454 All Delights of Earth have ever
been Fellow'd or follow'd by some tragick Teen. 1639
Fuller Holy Wart. (1647) 8 The conquer'd fellow for the
most part the religion of the conquerors.

3. To produce a fellow to ; to equal, match.
1656 Hkylin Sure. France 74 It will be a palace, .not fel-

lowed in Europe. 1716O1SUER Love maki-s Man in. iii, It's

impossible to fellow it, but in Paris. 1862 Lauy Morgan
Mem. II. 469, I have at this moment, perfuming my rooms,
twelve Hyacinths, .fellow me that in your garden !

•fb. To arrange in pairs; to pair. Oh.
1654 [see Fellowed///. a.). 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkins

xlvi. fi833> 137/2, I here found . . so many shoes, as when
I had fellowed them, served me as long as I stayed.

4. nonce-use. To address as ' fellow '.

1752 Fielding Amelia vm. vi, 'Don't fellow me'.

Hence f Fellowed ppl. a., joined together in

pairs.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 115 He can teach, .whether the
Kidneyes be fellowed or single, and how many Hearts
most Men have. 1698 T. Molyneux in Phil, 'trans. XX.
216 Naturally fellow'd in Pairs. 1775 in Ash.

t Fe'llowable, a. Oh. rare— l
. In 5 feleable.

[f. Fellow v. or sb. 4- -able.] Agreeable as a
fellow or companion ; sociable.
c 1440 Promp. Part). 154/1 Feleable, socialis.

Fe:llow-ci"tizen. [Fellow sb. nc] A
citizen of the same city or polity as another.
1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 448 The angel>,

and holy souls of men, are most blessed fellow-citizens.

1611 Bible Eph. ii. 10 Yee are., fellow citizens with the
Saints, a 1704 T. Brown Pleas. F.pist. Wks. 1730 I. 107
This may serve, fellow-citizens, to give you some idea of the
man. 175a Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777) I. 348 A single man
can scarcely be industrious, where all his fellow-citizens are
idle. 1873 H. Spencer Stud. Sociol. vi. 387 He is partially

coerced into . . co-operation with his fellow citizens.

Hence Fellow-citizenship.
1796 Morse Amer. Grog. II. 323 The city of Neuchatel

has also a strict alliance of fellowcitizenship with Kerne.
1858 J. Maftinf.au Stud. Chr. 311 The ' Fraternity', aims
to neutralize by fellow-citizenship the diversities, .of nature.

Fe llow-CO'lumoner. [In senses i and 3, see

Fellow sb. lib; in sense 2, see Fellow sb. 7 a.]

f 1. A joint-partaker of anything along with

others ; esp. one who eats at the same table or

shares in a common meal : see Commoner sb. 5, 6.

1591 Florio Sec. Fruites 87 We haue been . . fellowe
commoners at the vniuersitie. 1607 Topsell Eourf. Beasts
Pref., They were ordained . . to be Fellow-commoners with
Man. 164J Fuller Holy <$ Prof. St. iv. xvii. 328 Their
Generall was Fellow-commoner with them.

2. A privileged class of undergraduates in certain

colleges of Oxford and Cambridge, and at Trinity

College, Dublin. See Commoner 6.

So called from having the privilege of dining at the

Fellows' table, heing thus 'commoners with the Fellows'.

At Oxford the existence of a higher grade of undergraduates
(in some colleges called 'fellow-commoners', in the majority

'gentlemen commoners') is still recognized by the University
Statutes, but the only house that has fellow-commoners on
its books is Worcester College. At Cambridge, there were
formerly fellow-commoners at most colleges, but the status

is now nearly obsolete.

1637 Evelyn Diary 10 May, The Fellow Com'uners in

Ealfiol were no more exempt from Exercise than the meanest
scholars there. 1664 Pefys Diary (1879) III. 48 Sir John
Skeffington, whom I knew at Magdalen College, a fellow-

commoner. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 33 P 5 Did not fall

asleep till ten, a young fellow-commoner being very noisy

over my head. 1811 Uyron Th. Present State Greece Wks.
(1846) 766/2 He is. .better educated than a fellow-commoner
of most colleges. 1848 Thackeray Bfc. Snobs xiii, The lads

with gold and silver lace are sons of rich gentlemen, and
called Fellow Commoners: they are privileged to feed better

than the pensioners, and to have wine with their victuals.

1803 Dublin Univ. Cat. 15 Fellow-Commoners . . have the

privilege of dining at the Fellows' Table.

b. Camb. Univ. slang. (See quots.) ? Oh.
1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Fellow commoner, an

empty bottle, so called at the University at Cambridge,
where fellow commoners are not in general considered as

over full of learning. 1794 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 1084/2 A bottle

decanted was . . denominated a fellow commoner.

3. One who has a right of common with others.

1690 LOCKS Gov. ii. v. §32 He cannot inclose, without the

Consent of all his Fellow-Commoners, all Mankind.

Fetllow-coimtryman. [Fellow sb. 1 1 c]
One belonging to the same country with another ;

a compatriot.

1583 Stocker Hist. Ch. Warres Low C. I. 111 They .

.

keepe their faith . . with their fellow countrie men. 1639

Fuller Holy War iv. xvi. 196 The .. corpses of their

fellow-countreymen. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on (1 794) 1 1 1.

202 A fellow-countryman from Scotland. 1812 Byron Ch.

Har. 11. Ixvi, When, .fellow-countrymen [would]have stood

aloof. 1877 Black Green Past. in. (1878) 22 The cry' of our
fellow-countrymen in prison.

Fellow-creature. [Fellow sb. ii a, c.l

A production of the same Creator ; now applied

only to human beings and ;less frequently) animals.

a 1648 Ln. Herbert Life (1886) 57 All herbs and plants,

being our fellow-creatures. 1682 Qtway Venice Preserved
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FELLOWER.
l.i A. .villain: To see the sufferings of my fellow-creatures,

Arid own myself a man. 1719 Butler Scrm. Wks. 1874

II. 51 A good man is friendly to his fellow-creatures, and a

lover of mankind. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 61

Virtue would not be virtue, could it be given by one fellow-

creature to another. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 48 Yon
worm, man's fellow-creature.

fPe-llower. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fellows. +

-Eft '.] That which accompanies.

1651C0LLINGES Caveatfor Prof. iv. (1653) 2I Tne Gentle-

man calls it and its fellowers Reasons.

T Fellowess. Oh. [f. Fellow sb. + -ess.]

A female ' fellow '. Cf. Fellow 9, 10.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. xix. 117 Who can

have patience with such fellows and fellowesses? 1796

Mad. D'Arblay Camilla V. IX. iv, Your bachelor uncles,

and maiden aunts, are the most tantalizing fellows and

fellowesses in the creation.

t Fellow-feel, v. Obs. [Back - formation

from Fellow-feeling.]

1. intr. To share the feelings of others ; to feel

in common, sympathize with.

161a T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 8 They partake and

fellow- feele in the afflictions of the Gospel. 1641 W. Hooke
New Eng. Tcares 5 It is the part of one member to fellow-

feele with another.

2. trans. To share the feeling of; to sympathize

with (another's suffering), rare ; there are several

examples in the author quoted.

1641 Rogers Naaman 319 Not to leave them to them-

selves, but to fellow-feele their affliction.

Hence Fellow-feeler, a sympathizer ; Fellow
fee ling a., sympathetic.
1611 Keavh. & Fl. Kt. Bum. Pestle III. v, Am I not your

fellow-feeler, .in all our miseries 1 1622 S. Ward Life Faith

(1627) 84 A . . fellow-feeling elder brother. 1677 Gilpin

Dxmonol. (1867) 223 To bear one another's burdens . .
shews

us to be fellow-feeling members of the same body. 1708

Brit. Apollo No. 87. 1/2 A fellow-feeling Tenderness.

Fellow-feelingf, vbl. sb. [See Fellow sb. 13;

a rendering of L. compassio, Gr. <jt//iirafl«io Sym-

pathy.]
1. Participation in the feelings of others; sympathy.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3). Compassion, pittie, fellow-

feeling. 1623 Ruwlamdson God's Bless. 62 Men uf other

callings should have a fellow-feeling of those miseries.

1690 Earl Melfort in Ellis' Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. No. 384

IV. 190 There is not such a thing as fellow-feeling (the pres-

byterian word), a 1716 Blackall Wks. I1723) I. 70 Mercy,

properly speaking, is an Affection of the Mind . .'tis a fellow-

feeling of another's Sufferings. 1818 Hazutt Eng. Poets ii.

(18701 52 Inanimate objects .. have a fellow-feeling in the

interest of the story. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret 11. 1.

(1861) 37, I have a fellow-feeling for others who are like me.

2. Sense of community of interest.

171a Arbuthnot John Bull 1. x, Even your milk woman
and your nursery maid have a fellow-feeling. 1755 Johnson,

Fellow-feeling; combination, joint interest ; commonly in an

ill sense. [This is no longer correct.] 1809 Byron Bards

fr Rev. xiv, A fellow-feeling makes us wond'rous kind.

Fellow-hei'r. A partner in an inheritance;

a joint heir.

1585 Ari\ Sandys Sent. (18411 204 We are made . .
fellow-

heirs with Christ of God's kingdom. 1611 Bible Epli. in. 6

The Gentiles should be fellowheires. 1675 Brooks Gold.

Key Wks. 1867 V. 551 Suffering saints and you are fellow-

heirs. 1869 W. P. Mackay Grace t$ Truth (1875-68 Chris-

tians are fellow-heirs with Christ.

Hence Pellow-heirship.
1869 GoutBURN Purs. Holiness i. 5 The truth of the

Gentiles' fellow-heirship.

Fellowless (felonies), a. [f. Fellow sb. +

-less.] Without a fellow.

1. t Without a companion ; alone, solitary (obs.).

Of one of a pair : Without the fellow.

a 1420 Hoccleve Be Reg. Princ. 8, I say; yf thow go

felaweles, Alle solitarie. 1887 Sat. Rev. 5 Feb. 196 A
fellowless glove.

2. poet. Without a peer or equal ; matchless.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 417 The fellowlesse Philoclea.

1598 Chapman Iliad ii. 434 Hypothebs, whose well-built

walls are rare and fellowless. ri6n Ibid. XII. 108 Both

these Were best of all men but himself, hut he was fellow-

less. 1863 W. Lancaster Prxterita 43 Thinking on . . the

archer hand Once fellowless in Hellas.

t Fellowlike, a. and adv. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-like.] A. adj. Like a fellow.

a. Like a companion or mate ; on a level ; on

the same footing ; similar. Const, with.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 63 b, To . . make hym
equall or felowe lyke, with kynges. 1596 Br. W. Barlow
Three Serm. i. 16 These two are such felowlike companions.

b. Companionable, sociable ; sympathetic.

1580 Hollyband 'Treas. Fr. Tong, A fellowelike man.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 79 Hee
ioyned himselfe . . in fellowship and fellowlike communion
with him. a 1633 Lennard tr. Charron's Wisd. I. xxxii,

We sigh . . and with a fellow-like feeling pity their miseries.

B. adv. a. Like one's fellows, on the same foot-

ing or level ; in like manner, similarly.

C1530 Ed. Berners Arth. Lyt. 5r>-/. (1814) 113 He was
named felawlyke to Bucyfal. a 1569 Kingesmyll Conjl.

Satan (1578) 36 Hee is a felowe captive with Paul, and

shall be felowelike ransomed with Paul.

b. Like a fellow, companion, or equal ; sociably.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622)399 He., fellow-like let his do-

minion slide. 1609 Bible (Douay F.cclus. xiii. 14 Stay not

to speake felowlike with him. a l6a8 F. Greville Sidney

(1652) 24 He so fcllow-like encompassed with them. 1678

111 Littleton Lat. Diet.
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0. ? Like a ' fellow ' or person of little worth.

163a Sanderson Serm. (1637) 61 1 Servants, .that will work

hard . . so long as their master's eye is upon them, but when

his back is turned can be content to goe on fayre and softly

and fellow-like,

t Fe'llowly, a. & adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LY.]

A. adj. Like or pertaining to a fellow.

1. Pertaining to or befitting comrades or friendly

associates ; social.

„ „,5 .-I ncr. R. 276 Prudes salue is edmodnesse : ondes

salue, feolauliche luue. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 11. iv. 77

[>at of felaly song of charite my substans I my3t ransake.

1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 329 Vertues & blyssed sera-

phyn synge togither with felowly ioy. 1578 Banister

Hist. Man Pref. 5 To. .the Maister, Wardens, .and fellowly

Fraternitie of Chirurgians.

2. Companionable, sociable, sympathetic.

a 1440 F'ound. St. Bartholomnu's 3 Thiswyse to kyng and

grete men . . famylier and felowly he was. C1500 Vug.

Childr. Bk. 94 in Babees Bk. 21 Ete & drinke, & be feleyly.

1573 G. Harvey Lctter-bk. (Camden) 4 After dinner .

.

I continuid as long as ani, and was as fellowli as the best.

1 610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 64 Mine eyes ev'n sociable to the

shew of thine Fall fellowly drops. 1688 Blnyan Jerus.

Sinn. Saved (1886) 112 Why not fellowly with our carnal

neighbours? 1887 Kentish Gloss., Fellowly, familiar, free.

B. adv. In a manner like a fellow or equal ; on

equal terms; sociably; hence, familiarly.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 38 Delen in his pinen veolauliche on

eor3e. 1435 Misyn Fire cf Love 92 To-gidyr beand &
acordand be kyndcly stirryng felaly ba ar glad. 138a

Bentley Mon. Matrones III. 305 Then seeing more felow lie

the glorie of the Lord, we shall be transformed into the

same image, a 1631 Donne Serm. ix. 92 To behave them-

selves fellowly and frowardly towards Great Persons.

t Fe'llowred. Obs. Forms : 3 felau-, feolau-,

south, velau-, veolaured d)en, 3-4 felau-,

felared(e, 4 south, velajrede, 4-5 felawrede.

-dyn, 5 felow(e)redd e. [f. Fellow + OE.

rteden condition : see -red.]

1. The condition or state of being fellows or

companions ; companionship, company, fellowship,

society. To bear (a person) fellowred: to bear

him company.
aixasAucr. R. 106 Uorto beren him ueolauredden [v.r.

feorreden]. c 1250 Old Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc (1872) 31

Se [lepre] liest be felarede of ober men. 1340 Ayenb. 16

Prede brek uerst uela^rede and ordre.

b. Forfellowred : for comradeship's sake.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20380 (Cott.) Qui wepes tu sua . .
For

felau red now sai bou me. 1340 Ayenb. 38 pe byeues be

uelajrede byeb bo yet parteb of t>e byef be ober uor uelajrede

ober by yefbe ober be begginge.

2. Intercourse, esp. spiritual ; = Communion 2 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27975 (Cott.)'poru bis giit es bat felau.

reden spilt bat tuix crist and vs suld be. 1340 Ayenb. 14 Pe

mennesse of hal3en ' bet is to zigge be uela3rede of alle be

hal3en. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 3

That es comonynge and felawrede of all cristene.

3. Sexual intercourse.

<:i25o Old Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. (1872I 31 Wyman
deseiurd fram mannes felarede. 13.. MS. Hart. 1701. 11

(Halliw.) But thou dedyst no foly dede, That ys fleshly

felaurede. 1340 Ayenb. 9 pou ne sselt na3t wylni uela3rede

ulesslich wyb obre manne wyf.

4. A company of fellows or comrades.

c 13*6 Coer de /.. 3137 Blythe was the Crystene felawrede,

Off Kyng Richard. 1340 Ayenb. 16 He vil uram heuene

and becom dyeuel, and he and al his uela^rede. c 1430

Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3586 He had a grete felowrede. c 1430

Hymns Virg. (1867) 121 Seynt peter, nober his felow-redde,

Dar nott speke a word.

Fellowship (feloujip), sb. [f. Fellow sb. +

-SHIP.] Primarily, the condition or quality of

being a Fellow, in various senses.

1. f a. Partnership ; membership of a society.

Also, in political sense, alliance. Obs.

138a Wyclif 1 Mace. viii. 17 He sente hem to Rome, for

to ordeyne with hem frendship and felawship. 159a West
1st Pt. Symbol. § 26 C, There may be partnership or fellow-

ship amongst the persons contracting. «6oa Shaks. Ham.
III. ii. 289 Would not this Sir.. get me a Fellowship in acne
of Players. i6a3 Bingham Xenophon 87 They would enter

into fellowship of warre with the Grecians.

b. Participation, sharing (vt\ an action, condition,

etc.) ; ' something in common ', community of

interest, sentiment, nature, etc.

a ia4o Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 185 Ich nabbe no mong, ne

felawscipe, ne priuete, wib be world. 138a Wyclif 2 Cor.

vi. 14 What felowschip of U^t to derkenessis ? 1535 Cover-

dale Acts i. 17 He . . had opteyned the felashippe of this

mynistracion. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 4°». I feel by proof

That fellowship in pain divides not smart. 1714 Swift

Epist. Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 529, I congratulate with England

for joining with us here in the fellowship of slavery. 1869

W. P. Mackay Grace <S-
Truth (1875) 244 Christians can

have fellowship with Christ, .as the rejected of earth.

2. Companionship, company, society ; an instance

of this. Also, to bear {a person} fellowship ; to

have, hold, ffall in,fello7vship with (a person).

ciaoo Vices f, Virtues (1888) 41 Das 3ewer}ede gastefs]

felauscipe fram e[u]w5 driuen. a iaa$ Ancr. R. 160 Vor pi

fleih sein Johan be feolauschipe of fule men. a 1300 Cursor

M. 12568 (Cott.) All bai felascip him bar. a 1340 Hamiole

Psalter vi. 7, I dwelled lange in synn & in felaghschip of ill

men. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 155 For hue ys fayne of by
felaushep. 1449 ? M. Paston in Paston Lett. I. S3 Purry

felle in felaschepe with Willyum Hasard at Queries, c 1450

Merlin 218 The feliship of so worthi men is not to be

refused. 1484 Caxton /Esop I. vi, The poure ought not

to hold felauship with the myghty. 1535 Coverdale Wtsd.

FELLOWSHIP.
viii. 16 Hir felashipe hath no tediousnesse. 1607 Shaks.

Cor. v. iii. 175 He . . kneeles, and holds vp hands for fellow-

ship. 1690 Locke Hum. Utul. III. i. % 1 A necessity to have

fellowship with those of his own kind. 1814 Cary Dante's

Parad. viii. 121 Were it worse for man, If he lived not in

fellowship on earth? 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 404

The least respectable members of that party renounced

fellowship with him.

transf. 1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 70 The fift veyne,

being not depriued of the felowshyp of an Arterie.

t b. colled. Habitual companions ; = Company

4 b. Obs.

14. . Tundale's Vis. 183 This his thi felyschyp thou caytyff

That thou chase to the in thi lyfle. 1548 Forrest Pleas.

Poesye 90 They shull pluck too their societee, Feloshippe

that neuer will after goode bee.

f3. Communication, dealing, intercourse. Obs.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions II. ix. 202 As he iudgeth

theim..by his eye.. without further trade or feloweshippe

betwixte theim. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. i. 121, I am
old my Lords, And all the Fellowship I hold now with him
Is onely my Obedience.

b. Mutual intercourse, esp. spiritual; intimate

personal converse; = Communion 2 a, b, c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10401 (Cott.) pir hundreth scepe .. Bi-

takens felascip, i-wiss, Of halus hei in heuen bliss, c 1380

Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 422 [pei] were translate to felow-

schippe and dwellyng wib Gods, a X400 Cov. Myst. (1841)

16 Than Cryst them ovyrtok. .And walkyd in felachep fforth

with hem too. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 144 But fallow-

schip of ony hot thame sell. 1611 Bible Trafisl.Pref.3lhc

end and reward of the studie [of Scripture being] fellowship

with the Saints. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 12 Who
admits us to a fellowship with himself. 1871 Macduff
Mem. Patmos ii. 23 Since John had last held visible fellow-

ship with his Redeemer.

f C. Sexual intercourse. More fully fleshly

felloivshif. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allil. P. B. 271 pe fende . . fallen in fela3schyp

with hem on folken wyse. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xvii. 77

When bai will hafe felischepe of men. c 1450 Merlin 7 We
be made . . to haue counfort and ioye of mannes felishep.

1450 1530 Myrr. our Latlye 191 He fledde the flesshely

felyshyp of hys wyfe.

4. - Communion 3. To give the right hand of

fellowship (after Gal. ii. 9) : to acknowledge a

person as entitled to communion ; also transf.

In several Protestant denominations, a literal giving ' the

right hand of fellowship ' by some representative person is

part of the ceremony of admitting a person to church-

membership, and of the ordination or induction of a
minister.

138a Wyclif Gal. ii. 9 James and Cephas .
.
and John .

.

;auen to me and Barnabas the ri?t hondis of felowschip.

1539 Cranmer ibid., Ryght handes of that felouschippc. 1611

B ble ibid., Right handes of fellowship. (11649 Winthrop

New Eng. (1853) I. 215 The elder desired of the churches

that., they would give them the right hand of fellowship.

166Z Bramhall Just Vind. i. 3 They haue separated them-

seIues..from the fellowship of their own Sisters. 1809-10

Coleridge Friend (1865) 57, I will honour and hold forth

the right hand of fellowship to every individual who, etc.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 64 He shall receive the right

hand of fellowship.

5. The spirit of comradeship; friendliness. Good

fellowship (paras; nthetically) : the temper and

disposition of a ' good fellow '. So, badfellowship.

t Offellowship : out of friendly feeling.

C1370 Chaucer Troylus 11. 157 He ..wher hym lyst, best

felawship can To such as hym thinkith able to thrive. 146a

Paston Lett. No. 445 II. 95 Hertely thankyng you. .of the

felyshipp that my cosyn your sonne shewid unto me. 1463

Bury Wills 1 Camden) 36 My beedys of jeet. .for remember-

aunce of old good felashipp. 1570 North Doni s Mor.

Philos. 11. fir*
wordes. 16c

_ w

a point of good fellowship. 1670 1

vi. 67 Drink for necessity, not for bad fellowship. »8lS

Shelley Rosalind A> Helen 121 The birds . . with fearless

fellowship .. round him wheel. 1837 W. Irving Copt.

Bonneville II. 86 The rival companies .. prosecuted their

journey in great good fellowship. 1863 Geo. Eliot

RomolaliSSoi I. 2 There must still be fellowship, .for him

among the inheritors of his birthplace.

fb. collect. Goodfelloivship = ' good fellows .

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vn. (1703) II. 225 Wilmot ..

was., much belov'd by all the good fellowship of the Army.

6. A body of fellows or equals; a company.

Now rare (arch.).

r iaoo S. Eng. L.eg. I. 27/23 A felau^schipe of quoynte

Men. a 1300 Cursor M. 14240 (Cott.) Jesus, .was cummen
.. Wit his felauscip pa' he ltdd. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1 317

But feibli his felachipe forb wi> him he hadde. £1386

Chaucer Prol. 32, I was of hir felawschipe anon. ri4°°

Maundev. (Roxb.) ix. 34 Iosue and Caleph and baire fely-

schepe come first. 1471 Sir J. Paston in Lett. No. 675

III 15 SirThomas Fullforthe is goon owt off Sceyntewarye

and a gret ffelaschyp ffettchyd hym. 1535 Coverdale Iso..

xliv. 10 Beholde all the felashippe of them must be brought

to confucion. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Te Deum, 1 he goodly

felowship [L. HKWrn] of the Prophetes. 1640 Vorke

Union Hon. 27 With his sonne the young Prince of Wales,

and a very noble fellowship. I74» Bailey, fellowship, a

Company. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyssey 160 He went

on his way and with him two and twenty of my fellowship.

transf. i8a7 Scott 7ml. (1890) I. 383. I an, sorry when

I think of the goodly fellowship of vessels which are now

scattered on the ocean.

+ b. A body of armed men. Obs.

c 1380 Sir Femmb. 5313 A . . takeb til hym scheld & sperre

Ober felaschip ne takeb he non. 1467 Marg. Paston in

Lett No 576 II. 308 He . . sendyth dayly asp'es to under-

stand what felesshep kepe the place, c 1500 Three Rings

Sons 97 Therfore toke he his feliship, &. .went to releef his

first company.

of old good felashipp. 1570 North voni s mor.

s. 11. (1888) tt7 First of fellowship heare me but foure

s. 1604 Jas. I CounterU. (Arb.) 111 It is become ..

it of good fellowship. 1670 Maynwaring Vita Sana
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+ C. The crew of a vessel. Obs.
146$ Mann, fy Housek. Exp. 169 My lorde. .}afe. .to the

felschepe of the Kervel. 1513 Douglas AEneis 1. vL 158
Thi schippis and fallowschip on the samyn wise.

d. In the Eucharistic service, the words cum
omni militia cselestis exercitus have from an early

date been rendered ' with all the holy fellowship of

heaven *
;
possibly with some allusion to 6 b.

1389 tn Eng. Gilds '1870) 116 In honr of ihesu crist. .and al

the hoty felichipe of heuen. c 1450 Bidding Prayer Hi. in

Lay Folks Mass Bk. 71 All be feir falychyp pat is in heuen.
1583 Stasyhurst /!*««$ in. (Arb.) 90 Al the heunly feloship
from the earth such a monster abandon.

+ e. An ordinary meal or entertainment for a

company or household. Obs.

1494 Housek. Ord. 121 As for the Shrove Thursday at night
there longeth none estate to be kepte, but onely a fellow-
shippe.

7. A guild, corporation, company. Now rare.

Fellowship of Porters : see lib.
15x5 Sir R. Jernegan in Strype .£«•/. Mem. I. App. vii.^The
same passport maybe sent. . to the Master of the fellowship.

15*3 Act I 4~ I 5 Hen. VIII, c. 2 All wardens and maisters
of felowshyppes of all and euery such handie craftes. 1560
Grant of City 0/ Lorut. 1 Feb. in Entick London (17661 IV.
228 Being freemen of this city in the fellowship of the
stationers. i6« Misselden Free Trade (ed. 21 74 That .

.

fellowship of the Merchants Adventurers of England. 1692
Land. Caz. No. 2799/4 ^lr- Thomas Johnson Clerk to the
Fellowship of Carmen. 1740 in Hanway Trav. 11762' I. 1.

ix. 43 Any subject .. hath a right to be made free of the
said fellowship. 1819 E. Mackenzie Hist. Newcastle (1827J
706 note, Waits, or Musicians, were an ancient fellowship.
trans/, a 1626 Bp. Asdrewes Serin. (1661)700 A fellow-

ship or Society, which is called the fellowship or corporation
of the Gospell.

f b. collect. The members of a corporation or
guild. Obs.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xi. 35 (Add. MS.) His felishipp put out

his even. 1513 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. 6 The Wardens and
felisshippe of the crafte . . of Surgeons enfraunchesid in the
Citie of London. 1571 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
335 The Master Wardens . . and Fellowship of the sayde
occupation. 1649 Laivfulnesse Present Govt. 9 The Mayor
of London and his Fellowship received him*

C. In wider sense : An association or union of

any kind ; also a brotherhood, fraternity.

1541 Barnes Wks. (1573I 246/1 Wee beleeue .. that holy
church is a communion or felowshyp of holy men. 1683 in

Faithful Contendings 1780) 59 It was desired that every
one of the fellowships that sends Commissioners, .would be
conscientious in choosing of them. 1775 Johnson West.
Islands Wks. X. 424 Land is sometimes leased to a small
fellowship. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Servia x. 191 The
peaceful fellowships in villages . . had also the right. 1861
Mill Utilit. v. 90 A person's fitness to exist as one of the
fellowship of human beings. 1883 O. B. Fkothingham in

SchafF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. 2381 The public, .gave to the
little fellowship the name of the ' Transcendental Club '.

1889 Lux Mundi'w. (1890; 178 Building up a new cosmo-
politan fellowship.

8. The position or dignity, or the emoluments, of a
'fellow' in a college, universitv, learned society, etc.

1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 $ 1 i'n Oxf <$ Camb. Enactm.
13 The said .. Chauntriss, free ChapeHe Felowshippes,
Scolershippes. 1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades 143 In
some Colledges the Fellowship follows the Scholarship.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. x. (1704) III. 56 They placed
..such other of the same leven in the Fellowships. 1808
Med. Jrnl. XIX. 271 He had it in contemplation, .to offer

himself a candidate for a fellowship in the London College
of Physicians. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 57 The
proposal to commute fellowships into scholarships.

f b. collect. The body of 'fellows' in a college

or university ; the society constituted by the

'fellows'. Obs.
1480 Bury Witts (1850^ 58 The seid maistr

, presedent, or
reuler, and phelaschep of the seid collage. 1567 in Gutch
Coil. Cur. II. 278 The said Richard Barber, .shall call the
whole fellowship then present within the College together.

1710 Hearse Collect. (Oxf. Hi>L Soc > III. 53 Any one
that ever entered that Fellowship. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 437 Adjudging and conferring degrees, which ex-
clusively belongs to the fellowship as a learned faculty.

9. Arith. The process by which a partner's share

of gain or loss is determined in proportion to his

share of the capital.

1561 Recobde Gr. Aries Yj, Thus you are . , sufficiently

instructed in the rule of felowship. 1594 Blcndevil Exert:
1. xiL (ed. jr) 36 This is to be wrought according to the Rule
of fellowship. 1661 Hodder Arithmetic): 148 The Rule of
Fellowship without time. 1695 Alingham Geom. Epit. 60
This Thro, helps to demonstrate the Rule of Fellowship.
1806 Hctton Course MatA, I. 120 Fellowship is either
Single or Double. 1859 Barn. Smith Arith. $ Algebra
(ed. 6) 508 Fellowship or Partnership.

10. //. Short for Felfawship'portcrs, (See 1 1 b.)

1865 Dickens Mut, Fr. 1. vL, The Fellowships don't want
you at all.

IX attrib. and Comb., (sense 7^ as fellowship-

merchant
;

(sense 8) as fellowship-examination,

-honour ; also, fellowship-meeting, an associa-

tion formed for the purpose of religious converse.

1866 M rs. Gaskell Wives «$ Dau. L 307, 1 shall be going up
for my 'fellowship examination. 1&93 Daily News 7_Julyu/3
The only American woman, holding the *fellowship honour
of the Royal Geographical Society. 1679 T

. Finlay in

Claud of Witnesses 1810) 185, 1 bear my testimony to the
"fellowship meetings of the Lord's people. 1806 Forsyth
Beauties Scot, III. 176 All the fellowship-meetings of the
parish of Cambuslang assembled. 1485 Act 1 Hen. VII, c
3 5i No protection be. .allowed in the Courte before the
* Felishipp merchauntes of the Staple at Calais.

b. Fellowship porter, a member ofthe ' fellow- |

ship ' of the Porters of Billingsgate, a guild having
|

certain monopolies in the City of London; see quots.
i

There was also a Guild of Fellowship Porters in Edinburgh,
i

who joined the Trone-men in 1694 (Walford Hist. Gilds 87). '

1620 Draft Act Common Council 5 Oct. in Acts <$ Rep.
j

Com. Council (Guildhall Lib.) No. 4 That the Company and
ffellowship of Porters of Billingsgate, .shall, .continue to be |

from henceforth one Company or Brotherhood. 1681
Delaune State ofLondon 341 The Porters of London are
of two sorts. 1. Ticket Porters .. 2. Fellowship Porters.
To these belong the. .landing, housing, carrying or recarry-

[

ing all measurable Goods, as Corn, Salt, Coals, &c. 1854
Rep. Part. Comm. Corporation of London 23 The Fellow-
ship of Porters, which exists as a separate body, created by
an Act of Common Council. No person can be admitted as
a Fellow of this body who is not free cf the City of London.
1890 Daily News i3 July 7/2 The complainant is a fellow-
ship porter.

Fellowship rfe-\ov$ip], v. [f. prec. sb.]

*t* 1. trans, i o unite in fellowship ; to connect
or associate (a person cr thing) with or to another ;

refl. to enter into companionship. Obs.
c 1374 Chalxek Boeth. 11. vL 53 Contrarious hinges ne

ben not wont to ben yfelawshiped togidres. 138a Wyclif
Gen. xxvi. 7 She was to hym felowshipte thur3 mariage.
c 1440 Secrees 182 Twoo men bat felawschipped hem to

gedre in a way. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495)
I. xlix, 98 a/i They can not be compatyble ne, felyshypped
wyth the other. 1561 T. Hoev tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 1

Yyivb, To felowship him self, .with men of the best sort. 1

t 2. To accompany. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. rv. in. 121 Grete peyne felawshipeb

and folweb hem. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 405/1, I shal yet
felawship the unto the gate.

3. To admit to fellowship, enter into fellowship
j

with. Now only in religious use.

c 1440 GestaRom. xxxiv. 135 (Harl. MS.) Then pes seynge !

hir sistris alle in acorde..she turnid ayene.-then pes was
felashipid among hem. a i860 Eclectic Rez: (Worcester', !

Whom he had openly fellowshipped. 188a A. Mahax
Autobiog. xi. 242 A charity which fellowshipped anything.

4. intr. To join in fellowship ; to associate with.

Now only in religious use, and chiefly U.S.
c 1410 Love Bonaveni. Mirr. hi. (Gibbs MS.j Oure lorde I

Jesu came.. and felischippede with hem. 1472 in Surtees
Misc. (1890' 26 Derrick his lepere, & his not abylt to fely.hep
emange the pepell. 1561 T. Hoby Cas'iglione's Courtyer

\

A iij b, Like maye fellowship, .with his like. 1883-4 J. G.
Butler Bible-Work II. 109 He [Peter] fellowshipped freely

with Gentile believers. 1886 Chr. Life 1 May, He never
fellowshipped with any of our churches.

Hence Fellowshipping1 vbl. sb., the action of

forming a fellowship ; in quot. concr. as the alleged
j

proper term for a company of yeomen.
1486 Bk. St. Albans F vj a, A ffelishippyng of yomen.

Fellow-SO'ldier. One who fights under the

same standard as another ; a companion-in-arms.
15*6-34 Tindale Pkil. xl 25 Epaphroditus . . my. .felowe

soudier. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, rv. vii. 70 Come, fellow

Souldior, make thou proclamation. 1777 W. Robertson
Hist. Amer. (1783) II. 244 To avoid the imputation of
cowardice from their fellow-soldiers. 1881 J. Taylor Sc.
Covenanters 161 He met with his former fellow -soldier.

t Fe\Uyt
a. Obs. [f. Fell a. + -lt *.] =Fell.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rollsi II. 17 The felliest folke that ever
Antichrist found. 1749 Exile's Lament, in Jacobite Songs
<$ Ballads 1887 263 Driven by fortune's felly spite.

Felly ;fe'li), adv. Forms : 3 fellik, 4 fellely,

4-5 fellich^e, 4 fell liche. fellyche), 4-6 felli(e, I

(6 fellye\ 4- felly. Compar. 4 fellaker. [f. Fell
j

a. + -lt 2.] In a fell manner.
1. Fiercely, cruelly, harshly ; with deadly ma-

lignity or destructive effect.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4143 Cott.> Ful fellik bai a-gain answard,
'Quar-for suld we oioght be ferd?' a 1340 Hampole
Psalter btxvii. 53 Temptacioun bat felly smytes be hertes
offoles. 134a Ayenb. 174 pe more he him smit be more
fellaker : huanne he him yzijb onlosti and sleauuol. c 144a
Gavv. <$ Got. 576 The feght sa felly thai fang. 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Arb.) 89 The kyng hier saith so felly, that my
fadre nor I dyde hym neuer good, 1555 Watreman
p'ardU Facions n. viii. 179 The more thei haue, the fellier

gnaweth their longing. 1566 Draxt Horace' Sat. 11. iu,

Wr
ith feuer quartayne, felly toste. 1647 H. More Song of

Soul 1. 11. xxvii, The hearts do ne're agree But felly one an-
other do upbray. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 11. xliii, He sat

him felly down and gnaw'd his bitter nail. 180s G. Colman
Br. GrinSy Knt. $ triar 1. liii. In the Field, where late he
fought so felly. 1811 Scott Don Roderick U, Never hath
the harp of minstrel rung Of faith so felly proved, so firmly
true ! 1866 Reade Griffith Gaunt xxv, He tore the purse
out of Leonard's hand : then seized him felly by the throat.

b. f Bitterly, keenly ; terribly (obs*) j hence
dial, exceedingly.

1375 Barbocr Brace x. 479 He wes Woundit so felly in
the face, That he wes dredand of his lif. Ibid, xvl 217
Thai war so felly 6eyit thar That [etc]. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 3647 Oure mody kyng of Messedone . . Sets bairn faile

so ethfully and felly was greued. 1583 Stavyhurst Aeneis
II. (Arb.) 58 They dymb, in lefthand, with shields, tools
fellyc rebating. 1807 J. Stacg Poems 37 They ran .. Till

a" war felly spent.

t 2. Craftily, cunningly, artfully. Obs.
138a Wvcuf Josh. ix. 4 Thei that dwehen in Gabaon .

.

felhch thenkynge, token to hem. meetis [etel 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Roils- II. 317 perfore he bybocjt hym felliche and
gilefulliche to bere a doun be children of IsraeL c 1400
Beryn 311 With half a sclepy eye pound fellich vndir hir
hood. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 44 The more effectaall..
that prayer is . . the more felly . . labourtth the malycyoos
enemy to Iette it.

Pelly ffeii^, v. dial, [variant of Fallow v.2]
1788 W. Marshall Vorksk. Gloss., Felly, to break up a

fallow. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Felly, to break up the fallow
ground, to plough up the stubble before sowing the crop.

Felly, alternative form of Felloe.
1 Felo-de-se 'fe -\o d* $r) PI. felones-, felos-

de-se. [Anglo-Lat.yf/J Felok, de se of himself.]

1. One who 'deliberately puts an end to his own
existence, or commits any unlawful malicious act,

the consequence of which is his own death ' (Black-

stone;.

[Vi»5o Bracton m. 11. xxxi, Eodem mode quo quis felo-

niam facere possit interficiendo alium, ita feloniam facere

possit interficiendo seipsum, quae quidem felonia dicitur

fieri de seipso.] 1651 G. W. tr. Court's Inst, i-zs, He that

murders himself, is by us tearmed Felo de se. 1689
HiCKERiNGlLi. Modest Ing. iv. 30 How desperately they
stabb themselves, and are Felones de se. 1814 Byrok in

Moore Life '18751 421 That ' felo de se ' who . . Walk'd out
of his depth and was lost in a calm sea. 1874 G. W. Dasent
Halfa Life I. 85 Dick . . pronounced him . . to be, in fact,

felo de se.

y>.fig.
1678 Lively Orac. iii. 40 Making their Natures a kind of

felo de se to prompt the destroying itself. 1704 Y,. Ward
Dissenting Hypocrite 34 I hat Church is Moderate and
Easy T' excess, which would be Felo de se. 1740 Fieldikg
Tom Jones vm. xiv, That Protestants . . should be . . such
Felos de se, I cannot believe it. 1767 Elackstone Comm.
II. 31 This modus is felo de se and destroys itself. 1840
De Quincey Style Wks. 18^2 X. 164 A man who [etc.] ..

would be a madman and a felo-de-se, as respected his reliance
upon that doctrine.

attrib. 18*6 Edin. Rev. XLV. 171 This felo de se system.

C. In etymological nonce-use (see quot.;

1670 Clarendon Ess. Tracts '1727 198 He b literally

felo de se, who deprives and robs himself of that which no
body but himself can rob him of.

2. A case to which the verdict 'felo de se * is

appropriate; self-murder, suicide.

1771 E. Long Trial ofDog * Porter' in Hone E~ cry-day
Bk. II. 205 Your worships should ir.cline to deem it a. felo
de sj. 1840 Hood Up the Rhine 202 Werther, who brought
felo-de-se into vogue. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 45
The ' crowner's quest' had pronounced the wretched
creature guilty of felo-de-se.

Felon (fe'lpn), a. and s ;>. 1 Forms : a. 3-5
feloun'e, -un'e, 4-6 felown'e, Sc. felloun e,

5 felone, feleyn^, 6-8 fellon'e, 3- felon- 0.

(in adj. only 4-5 felo'u ns ; cf. felnndy s v.

Felonly. [a. OF. felon adj. and sb. - Pr. felon,

felhotij fellon ac]j.,S\>.fellon, It. fellone adj. and sb.

:—vulgar L. *fellon-em. From its foimation, the

word must have been origfhally a sb.,fe/ ':—fe~/lo]

,

whence Fell a., being the subj. case, and felon
r
:—felld'n-) the obj. case ; but so far as documentary
evidence goes, both forms were indiscriminately

used in OF. as adj., and the recorded subst. use of

the latter is derivative. The curious Fng. form

felouns adj. may perh. be due like fers Fiebce
to the -s of the nom. case in OF. ^in this instance

a product of analogy).
Ihe ultimate etymology is uncertain. Of the many con-

jectures proposed the most probable is that feilcne-m is

a derivative of L.fell-,fel gall, the original sense being ' one
who, or something which, is full of bitterness * (or ' venom

',

the two notions, as many linguistic facts show, being closely

associated in the popular mind). In support of this view it

may be pointed out that the sb. has had the senses of ' an
envenomed sore ' and * cholera ' (see Felon sb.7) ', moreover,
this etymology accounts perfectly for the strangely diverger.

t

senses which the adj. has in the Rem. langs. ; 'wicked',
'angry', ' brave', 'melancholy, sad '(It, fellone), 'intensely

painful '. Of the other suggestions that have been made the
most plausible is perhaps that of Prof. R. Atkinson of Dublin,
thatfello was origir.ally a term of obscene abuse, f. l~felldre
as used in a peculiar sense by Martial and Catullus. Some
scholars think ih&tfello is from OHG. *fMo, an unrecorded
derivative oifillen to scourge cf. med.L.yf//^ rascal); others

have sought to connect it with the obscure second element in

the OK. words ivzlfel (from tl-zI carnage ; occurring only
ence, as an epithet of the raven' and xlfxle, ealfelo fnsually

supposed to be from eal all ; only twice, as an epithet of
dttor poison). The mod-Da. ./W horrible, di>gusting, has
also been compared ; the MDu._/W is adopted from Fr. The
Celtic words often cited are out of the question ; the OF.
word cannot have come from Wales or Ireland, and Gaulish
appears not to have possessed the soundy"; the WelshJfand
the Irishydo not correspond etymologically.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons and animals, their actions, feelings,

etc. : Cruel, fierce, terrible ; wicked, base. Now
poet.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1160 (Cott.) Qoen felauscipe . . Mought
te drau fra felon dede. Ibid, 5896 (Cott. I It become a
wonne felon, ins Barbour Bruce 1. 47 Enwy, that is sa

feloune. c 1489 Caxtom Blanchardyn liii. 205 So bigan

they to smyte amonge their felon enmyes. 1513 Douglas
A^neis xiil L 95 Hys felloun fa is kyllit thus. 1549 CompL
Scot. ProL 14 Fechtand be fellone forse. ? a 1550
Freiris of Bem-ik 553 in Dunbar's Poems (1893* 303
With that Symone a felloun flap but fie. 1575 J. Still

Gamm. Gurton 1. iii. in HazL Dodsley III. 179 Perchance
some felon spirit may haunt our boose indeed. '6§7

Dryden Hind $ P. in. 1170 Courtesies .. No gratitude in

felon minds beget, 17*5 Pope Odyss. rv. 712 Vain shews
of love to tc:1 his felon hate- 1735 Thomson Liberty tr.

1189 The felon undermining Hand Of dark Comrptioo.

1813 Byron Giaour&r? The steel Which taught the felon

heart to feeL i«SS Singleton Virgil L 33 Both gods and
stars the mother felon calls.
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FELON.
&. c 1340 Cursor M. 9973 (Trin.) Mary mayden . . stondep

for shelde & targe auines alle oure felouns foo. c 1440 York
Myst. xi. 39 Tho felons folke [Jewes] Sir, first was fonn In
kyng l'haro }oure fadyr dayse. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 14
Curtesye. .aught to refraine felons proude herte of man and
woman.
b. transf. Of things and places : Savage, wild

;

(of weapons) murderous.
c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 1446 Wib a spere feloun He smot him in

pe side, c 1450 Merlin 269 It semed by her armes that thei
were come from felon place. 1513 Douglas sEneis iv. x. 19
And felloun stortnis of ire gan hir to schaik. 1566 Drant
Horace' Sat. vii. D vi b, The fellone tongue of Rupilie. 1637
Mi 1.ton Lycidas 91 He asked . .the felon winds, What hard
mishap had doomed this gentle swain ? 1781 Cowper Truth
445 Often unbelief. . Flies to the tempting pool, or felon knife.

c 1800 K. WHITE Lett. (1837) 204 To snatch the victim from
thy felon wave. 1814 Scott Massacre Glencoe 26 The hand
that mingled in the meal, At midnight drew the felon steel.

f* C. Angry, sullen. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 199 With felon [It. fellone]

look and face dispitouse. 1567 Drant Horace'' Epist. II, 63
Like a woolfe. . Incensd, with fellon fasting face.

T 2. Brave, courageous, sturdy. Obs.
1375 Harbour Bruce vni. 454 He wes bath 30ung, stout,

and felloun. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11.

(1887) 131 Fergus .. is namet first King of Scottis .. for his
felloune fortitude.

f3. 'Terribly' great/ tremendous', huge. Sc. Obs.
c 1450 HhnrvSON Mor. Fab. 74 The man. .was in an felloun

fray. 1513 Douglas AKnets v. iii. 30 The busteus barge,
yclepit Chimera Gyas with felloun faid furth brocht alswa.
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I, p. xxxvii, With ane
fellon stoure. c 1570 Sat. Poems Reform, xx. 25 In felloun
feir at me thay speir. a 1605 Polwart Flytingw. Mont-

fomerie 208 Fore store of lambes and lang-tailde wedders..
n fellon tlockes.

f4. With sense derived from the sb. : Feloniously

acquired, stolen. Obs. rare~ l
.

1631 Fuller David's Hainous Sinne xix. (D.) f Whose
greedy pawes with fellon goods were found.

B. sbA

+ 1. A vile or wicked person, a villain, wretch,

monster. Sometimes applied to the Devil or an
evil spirit. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11481 (GOtt.) H erodes, pat fals feloune.

Ibid. 12982(0011.)' Ne seis bu noght', said be felune. 1340
Ayenb, 29 pe uour werreres bet be feloun hep. a 1400
Octouian 943 He . . bad hym fynd a champioun To feyghc
with that foule feloun. 1485 Canton Cms. Gt. 100 The
frenssh men ben moche felons. 1594 Carevv Tasso (1881)

27 This fellon then his made rage tempereth, 1697 Drvden
I'irg. Aine'ui vi. S04 He, the King of Heav'n. .Down to the

deep Abyss the flaming Felon strook. 1814 Scott/,*/, of
Isles in. xxiv, Yet sunk the felon's moody ire Before Lord
Ronald's glance of fire.

f 2. In good sense : "A brave man, a warrior.

Obs. rare.
a 1400 50 Alexander B19* Fers felons with hym fangez &

florens enowe.

3. Law, One who has committed felony.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls* 9668 Al bat pe felon halh, be
kinges it is. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xt. 240 pauh be fader
be a frankelayne and for a felon be hanged, c 1460 Play
Sacrum. 505 Hold prestly [?] on thys feleyn & faste bynd
him to a poste. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 383 Mansleers,
ffelons, OutUweS. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (\V. de W. 1531* 301
They dyd leade the bounden as they do theues or felons.

1575 Nottingham Rec. IV. 158 Ralfe the felon that brake
Maister Askewe house. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. v. iii. 69,

I do . . apprehend thee for a Fellon here. 1683 Col. Rec.
Penwylv. I. 72 It was proposed that no fellons te brought
into this Contrey. X7»8 Poi'E Dune. 1. 281 With less

reading than makes felons scape. 1796 Burke Regie.
Peace Wks. 1842 II. 318 A gang of felons and murderers.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 267 Pursued with hue and
cry as a felon. 1878 Kmerson Misc. Papers, Fort. Republic
Wks. (Bohn) III. 398 The felon is the logical extreme of the
epicure and coxcomb.
transf 1735 Somerville Chase in. 168 Each sounding

Horn proclaims the Felon [a Fox] dead. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 26 All this we ascribe to Roger, for we
say he brought down the felon [a hawk].

+ b. Felon-de-se\ felon of'oneself": = Felo-de-se.
1648 Bp. Hall Sel. Thoughts § 34 Nothing is more

odious amongst men than for a man to be a felon of himself.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. i. § 3 A stake is. .the monument
generally erected for Felons de Sc. 1678 Marvell Growth
Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 322 If a House [of Parliament] shall

once be felon of itself and stop its own breath.

t 4. = Felony i, a. Obs.
c 13*5 Cursor M. 22861 (EdinJ Poru bair feloun and pair

sine, c 1340 Ibid. 1 3244 | Fairf.) To be Iewes fulle of feloun
til ham he made his sannoun.

5. altrib. and Conib., as felon-bushranger; felon-
worshipper ; felon-setter (Anglo-Irish), a thief-

taker. Also felon-setting vbl. sb. t in quot.

attrib.

1859 Corswalus New World I. 99 A country infested
with *felon bushrangers of the most desperate character.
1864 People (Dublin) Feb., The Irish people believe that
Mr. Sullivan has more than once acted the part of a •felon-
setter. 1890 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 43 The "felon-setting
policy in which they have been engaged for a long time past.

1857 Sat. Rev. III. 272/1 There appear to be three great
classes of *felon-worshippers.

Felon [fe'b/Q^ *M Also fellon. [Perh. a.

OF. *feion ; a 16th c. quot. in Godef. s.v. hasfelons
app. corresponding to uleeribus in the L. original

;

but the translation is loose, and the word may
mean 'cholera', as in Cotgr. ; cf. quot. cni6
below. The sense is consistent with derivation

from h.fell-jfel gall; see prec]

148

1. A small abscess or boil, an inflamed sore.
[tc 1x16 Radulphus Ep. ad Elyenscs In Acta SS. V. (1867)

468 Morbus, quern vulgo fcllonem nuncupant, felle suo viroso
me miserum graviter occupavit. (The disease, described in

absurdly bombastic terms, seems to have been a scrofulous
swelling of the neck.)] 1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc. 2995
Kylles and felouns and apostyms. 14.. Lai. Eng. Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 564 Autrax, the felon. 14.. Pict. Voc. ibid.

791 Hec Antrax, a felun, bleyn. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 154/2
Felone, soore, antrax. 1547 Booroe Brev. Health xxiv.
15 b, In Englyshe it is named a Felon, and is lyke a Car*
bocle. 1689 Moyle Sea Chyrurg. 11. xxv. 80 To ripen these
Boyles and Felons apply this Cataplasme. 1740 Berkeley
Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 263 What you call a felon is called in

the books a phlegmon. 18x6 J. Williams Last Legacy 11
Felons, .or any such tumor on the hands or feet or elsewhere.
1880 A. Cornwall Gloss., Fellon, inflammation.

b. esp. A whitlow under or near the nail of a
finger or toe.

1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. lxix. 747 The felons or noughtie
sores which rise about the toppes of toes and fingers. 1667
Sir W. Willoughby in Lauderdale Papers (1885) II. xx. 28,

I am trubled . . w' h an effeminate desease called a ffellon on
my fore finger. 1746 Howell in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 228
The Fellon, or worst kind of Whitflow. 1874 Hardy
Madding Crowd xxxii, He's had that felon upon his finger.

2. With reference to animals : a. in prec. sense,

b. (see quot. 1855V
< 1450 Bk. Hawkyngm Rel. Ant. I. 301 A wykked felone

is swolle of such maner coverte that no man may it hele,

that the hawke schal not dye. 1595 Markham Bk. St.
Albans 1. 23 If your hawke haue a felon swolne on her.

1748 tr. I'egetius' Distemp. Horses 62 He will have Fellons
or small Biles in his Back. 184a C. W. Johnson Farmer's
Eucycl., Felon . . In farriery, a term for a sort of inflamma-
tion in animals, similar to that of whitlow in the human
subject. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fellon, the soreness
of a cow's skin from cold or checked perspiration.

3. attrib. In various names of plants, herbs, etc.,

as Felon-berry (see quot. 1715^; Felon-grass
(a) Impcratoria Ostruthium (? miscalled ' angelica

'

in quot. 1824) ; (/>) Helleborus niger
;
{c) Geranium

Robert!anum\ Felon-herb (seequot. 1878); Felon-
weed, Senccio Jacobtea \ Felon-wood, a) Solatium
Dulcamara; {!>) Imperaioria Ostruthium; Felon-
wort (see quot. 187s).
a 1715 Buddle MS. in Britten & Holland Plant-*., *Fellon-

berry, Bryonia dioica. 1814-80 JamibSON, *Fellin-gross,
the plant called Angelica. 1878 Britten & Holland
Plant-n., Fellon Grass. Ibid., *Fe I

'ton-herb, (1) Artemisia
vulgaris . . (a) Hieracium Piloselia. 1579 Langham Gard.
Health (1633) 577 It healeth felons . . It is called *fellon-

weede. 1878 Britten & Holland Flani-n., Fellon-7veed.
1861 Miss Pratt Flower, PI. IV. 70 (Woody Nightshade
or Bittersweet) . . The plant is in some places called * Felon-
wood. 1878 Britten & Holland Plant-n , Fellon-wood.
1706 Phillips ted. Kersey), *

'
Felon-wort

% an Herb. 1878
Britten & Holland Plant-n., Fetton-wort, (1) Solatium
Dulcamara . . (2) Chelidoninm majus . . (31 Imperatoria
Ostruthium . . 141 Geranium Robertianum.

Feloness (fe-l^faes). rare. [f. Felon sb^ +
-Ess.] A female felon.

1845 Browning Flight Duchess, His mother's yellowness.

.

When she heard what she called the flight of the feloness.

I Felonian, sb. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Felon-y +

-ian.] = Felon.
1594 ? Greene Selimus Wks. XIV. 266 These are some

felonians, that seeke to rob me.

t Felonisli, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Felon +

-ISH.] «= Felon a. 1.

1530 Palsgr. 312/2 Fell or felonysshe,_/£/<?««*'M.r.

Felonious (felJu-nias), a. [f. Felony + -ous.]

1. Wicked, atrociously criminal. Cf. Felon a.,

Felonous. Now chiefly poet.

*575 J« Still Gamtn. Gurton in. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley III.

219 Diccons devil .. Of Cat and Chat, and Doctor Rat, a
felonious tale did tell. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. I'f, 111. i. 129
Vnlesse it were a bloody ftlurtherer, Or foule felonious
Theefe. 1599 Want. Faire Worn. 11. 1206 How sayest thou
to these fellonious murders, art thou guilty or not guilty?
1601 Holland Pliny 1 1. 12 The wicked rable . . committed such
fellonious outrages, as [etc.]. 1651 Sir H. Wotton in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 254 note, That felonious conception.
(•1750 Shenstone Elegies vii. 63 Does not felonious Envy
bar the road? 1817 Pollok Course T. ix. 204 With most
felonious aim.

2. Law. Of or pertaining to felony ; of the nature

of felony. Hence, in popular lang. of an act or

purpose : Thievish.

1634 Milton Comus 196 O thievish night ! Why should'st

thou, but for some felonious end, In thy dark lantern thus
close up the stars? 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 18S Felo-
nious homicide . . the killing of a human creature . . without
justification or excuse. Ibid. IV. 227 Such breaking and
entry must be with a felonious intent, c 1780 Erskine Sp.
Trial Lord G. Gordon u8io) I, 82 A felonious riot. 1811
Sir H. Davy Chent. Phitos. 14 An act was passed, .making
them felonious. 1869 Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 7 Condemning the
appropriation of tenants' improvements as 'felonious'.

D. Of a person : That has committed felony.

1857 Sat. Rev. I II. 271/2 He sees no longer the respectable

. .Mr. Redpath, but only the felonious clerk.

Hence Feloniousness, the quality or state of

being felonious.

17*7 in Bailey vol. II. x886 Pall Matt G. 6 Aug. 4/1

A young man . . does not forge a cheque for a paltry ,£20
in a mere access of playful feloniousness.

Feloniously (.eVu-niasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly -.] In a felonious manner.
•495 Act 11 Hen. I'll, c. 59 Preamb., Evyll disposed

persones . . intendyng . . feloniously to have broken the hous
of your seid Subget. 1548 Hall Chron, Hen. VIII, an. 6

FELONY.
55 b, [They] of their set nmlice

1
then, & their, felonyously

kylled & murthered the sayde Richard Hun. 17*0 Proc. in
Old Bailey 7 Dec, Feloniously stealing 27 pound weight of
Sugar. 1844. Williams Real Prop. (1877) 1 No man, be he
ever so feloniously disposed, can run away with an acre of
land. 1874 Motley Bartievetd II. xiv. 128 The Cloister
Church had been, .surreptitiously and feloniously seized.

t Felonly, adv. Obs. [f. Felon a. + -ly -.]

In a 'felon' manner, wickedly; fiercely, bitterly.

cruelly, severely, also in weaker sense, grievously.
11300 Cursor M. 12286 (Cott.) Yur sun urs nu feld wit

strijf And felunsli him broght o lijf. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 1358 Who so demyb felunsly .. He shal no mercy
haue. Ibid. 1441 A man . . bat felunlyche dyde euere wrong.
c 1330 — Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3028 pe felonloker bey hem
abated. ^1475 RaufCoityar 18 Sa feirslie fra the Firma-
ment, sa fellounlie it fure. 1533 Bellenden Livy v. (1822)

473 The Gaulis als war fellony [read fellonly] invadit be
pestilence. 1581 Mclcaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 166
Ouerflowing number . . doth festure fellonly . . with most
rebellious enterprises.

f Fe'lonment, adv. Obs. rare. [a. OF. felone-

ment, f. felon Felon a. + -ment advb. suffix.]

Fiercely, feloniously.

c 1470 Harding Chron. cut, ii, Surmittyng hym of robbery
felonoment. Ibid. ccx. vi, Some gaue hym batayle full

felonement.

i Felonous, a. Obs. Also 4-5 felonnous,

(4 felen-, 5 fellenouse). [f. Felon + -ous.] Of
the nature of a felon ; like a felon,

1. Wicked, evil, mischievous.
C1374 Chaucer Bocth. 1. iv. 18 Swiche binges as euery

felonous man hab conceyued in hys bou^t a^eins innocent.
i 1400 Maundev. (1839) vi. 65 Thei ben right felonouse &
foule. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 367/1 A ryght felonnous
deuylle. 1533-4 -*^ tr *' 25 Hen. VIII, c. 3 § 1 Felony and
felonous stealynge of the same goodes. 1591 Spenser
VirgiCs Gnat 295 He spide his foe with felonous intent.

1594 First Pt. Contention (1843) 35 A murtherer or foule

felonous theefe.

2. Fierce, cruel, violent. Also, bold, sturdy.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 364 Whan that meinie is felon-

ous and damageous to the peple by hardinesse of high
lordeship. £1400 Maundev. (i839> xxviii. 291 He is a full

felonous Best, c 1477 Caxton Jason 23 A tyrant felonnGUs.

15*3 Ld. Bkknebs i-roiss. I. ccclxxxiv. 648 He . . answered
them with a felonous regarde. 1596 Spenser E. Q. iv. x. 33
He. .bit his lip for felonous deppignt.

3. Thievish. rare~°.
1570 Levins Manip. 225 Felonouse,furax.
Hence Polonously adv.

1436 Rolls Parlt. IV. 498 pe said William felonousely and
flessnly knewe and ravysshed be said Isabell. 15*5 Ld.
Bekners Froiss. II. xciiii.[xc] 281 They sayd it was falsely

and felonously done. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 5 If any
euyl disposed person, .do attempt felonouslye to robbe. .any
person.

Felonry (fe-l^nri\ [f. Felon + -KT.J The
whole body or class of felons. Originally applied

to the convict population of Australia.

1837 J. Mudie Felonry N. S. Wales Introd. 6 The author
has ventured to coin the wordfelonry as the appellative of
an order or class of persons in New South Wales. 1850
Carlyle Latterni. Pamph. ii. 23 Interesting White Felonry
who are not idle, but have enlisted into the Devil's regiments
of the line. 1858 T. McCombie Hist. Victoria xv. 224
The inundation of the Australian colonies with British

felonry.

Felony (fe'L/ni), sbA Forms: 3 feluni(e,

felonnie, ;felun(ne, -i, 4 felunnye), 3-5 felon-

ny(e, 3-7 feloni(e, -ye, 4 felone, -ounie, -y,

-owny, 6-7 fellony, 3- felony, [ad. Fr. feionie

= Tr.feltonia, felnia, feunia, Sp. felonia, \X. fel-

Ionia :—Com. Romanic *felionra
y

f. fellone Felon ;

see -v.]

f 1. Villany, wickedness, baseness. Obs.

riioo S. Eng. Leg. I. 31/75 Ake 3ut for al is feionie, ne
bi-Iefde ore louerd noujt pat [etc. ]. c 13*0 Seuyn Sag. (W.)

1003 With gret feionie and with woungh. 1303 Gower
Con/. II. 317, I shall .tellen hem thy feionie. C1489CAXTON
Sonnes ofAynton xxiii. 496 He hathe well shewed atte this

tyme a grete parte of his grete felony.

fb. Anger, wrath. Obs. After OF. in which
it is very common.
c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 62/20CJ For ore louerd euenede him-

sulf to a tomb . . And for it is with-oute feionie, and milde

ase ihesu crist. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 440 Fra his presence

went in hy, For he dred sayr his felouny. 1485 Caxton
Paris 4- V. (1868) 38 Sodeynly the doulphyn was moeued
in grete felonnye. 1513 Douglas ASneis x. viii. 100 Turnus
smyttin full of fellony. 1523 Ld. Berners/V^w. I.cccxxvi.

510 So moche rose the felony of the romayns y' suche as were

next to y* conclaue. .brake vp the dore of the conclaue.

•f C. Daring, recklessness. Obs.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 109 The admyrall bygan to lawhe
for felonnye.

f2. Guile, deceit, treachery, perfidy. Obs.

i»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1446 He bibo;te him of feionie.

(-1325 Coerde L. 4047 The Sarezynes, for felounie, Soone
semen out a spie, That hadde be Crystene in hys youthe.

c 1400 Beryn 1 169 She hid so hir felony, it spak so in covert.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 78 He ansuerde to him with a mouthe
ful of felonnye that [etc.]. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon ii. 4
Whan by hys felony he slew Baudouyn.

f3. A crime, misdeed, sin. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16852 (Gott. ) loseph . . of arimathie, Ne
granlted neuer wid will ne werk, to bairegret felune. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. B. 205 pe fyrste felonye be falce fende wrojt.

c 1400 Prynter 63 Schewe to me my felonyes & trespassis !

15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. vii. 5 She . . lamentably re-

counted to hym all the felonyes and iniuries done to

her.



FELONY. 149 FELTER.

4. Law. a. (Feudal Law.) An act on the part

of a vassal which involved the forfeiture of his fee.

[129a JIritton 1. vi. § 3 Volums, que lour terres alienez puis

lour felonies fetes soint eschetes as seignurages ties feez.J

c 1330 K. Ijrunne Chron. (i8io> 207 Somond haf bei Jon, to

Philip courte him dede,To talc his Jugement of pat felonie

IMS. felonse', rime-word Bretayuie]. 1480 Caxtos Cron.
Eng. cxciiL 169 Or els the man . . shold be falsely endyted
of forest or of felonye. 1846 McCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire
(18541 II. 471 'J'he term felony, .seems, .to have originally

signified the act or offence by which an estate or fief was
forfeited and escheated to the lord.

b. (Common and Statute Law.) The general

name for a class of crimes which may loosely be

said to be regarded by the law as of a graver

character than those called misdemeanours.
The class comprises those offences the penalty of which

formerly included forfeiture of lands and goods, and corrup-

tion of blood, together with others that have been added to

the list by statute. (But see quot. 1883.) Properly includ-

ing treason, but often used in opposition to it.

[1292 Uritton 1. ii. § 10 Si la felonie eyt este fete hors de
mesoun.] 1303 R. IIkunnk Hatidl. Synne 1310 Sle no man
wyb pyn honde Wyb outyn iustyce, for felonye. 1472 in

Snrtees Misc. (1890) 24 Thomas Dransfeld is a theef and has
knowelach felony. 1531 Dial, on Laius Eng. 1. viii. (1638)

18 If a man steal goods to the value of twelve pence or

above, it is felony. 1553 T. Wilson Rhct. 64 b, I have
accused this man of felonie because he tooke my pursse by
the high waie side. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords
(Camden) 113 Wemen convicted of small felonyes. a 1633
Austin Medit. (163^ 191 His (St. John Baptist's] Imprison-
ment . . was neither for Felony, nor Treason, but for being
witnesse to the Truth* 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic I. iii.

(18401 84 He committed a felony even with his fetters on.

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 94 Felony . . comprizes every
species of crime, which occasioned at common law the

forfeiture of lands or goods. 1773 Brvdohe Sicily vi. (1809)

67 Happy it is that poetical theft is no felony. 1774G01-DSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 118 It was made felony in the reign of

Edward the Third to steal a hawk. 1838 Dickens Nick.
Nick, i, All means short of felony. 1856 Emebsom Eng.
Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 73 The rights of property
nothing but felony and treason can override. 1883 J. F.

Stephen Hist. CriminalLaw II. 192 It is usually said that

felony means a crime which involved the punishment of for-

feiture, but this definition would be too large, for it would
include misprision of treason, which is a misdemeanour.
trans/. 1831 Brewster Neivton (18^5) II. xv. 43 Such

intellectual felony. 1859 Smiles Self-Help x. (i86o> 22 The
acquisition of knowledge may protect a man against the

meaner felonies of life.

c. Lelony-de-se : an action or instance in which
a person is 'felo-de-se'. Cf. Felo-de-se 2.

1822 Byson Vis. Judg. xciv, Quite a poetic felony 'de se.'

1835 Hood Dead Robbery i, P'rhaps, of all the felonies de
se. .Two-thirds have been through want of/, s. d. !

tFe*lony-. Obs. rare~ 1
. [a. Y.felonie (i6thc),

f. felon of same meaning (see Cotgr.).] Cholera.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lxxiv. 246 The cholerique passion

otherwise called the felonie [Fr, la colerique passion aultre-

ment dictefelonie], that is, when one doth vomit continually.

t Felony, v. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. Felony sb. 1]

trans. ? To perpetrate feloniously.

1502 Ord. Crysten Me?i (W. de W. 1506) IV. xxi. 250 All

domages and oppressyons the whiche by defaute of correc-

cyon ben felonyed.

t Feloure. Obs. Also 4 feylour, foler. [a.

OY.fueilleure, -ure, i.fueil leaf.] Foliage.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1410 Foles in foler flakerande

bitwene. 121400-50 Alexander 4821 Cald was be maste,
Quare-of be feloure & be frute as fygis it sawourd. Ibid.

5004 pe lind of be li^t son louely clethid. With feylour as of
fine gold.

Felsen, var. of Filsen* v. Obs.

Felsite (fe'lsait). A/in. [f. fels (in felspar
Feldspar) + -ite.

The name was given by Kirwan himself (not b'y Widenmann
as his language might seem to imply), and its form is due to

his erroneous explanation ofJ'eld'spat'h (see Feldsparj.J

= Felstone.
1794 Kirwan Min. I. 326 Felsite, or compact Felspar of

Widenmann. 1804 Edin. Rev. III. 310 Kirwan. -has called

a substance in question Felsite, and not compact fieldstone.

1868 Dana Min. % 315 (1880^ 352 Felsite .. constitutes the
base of albite porphyry. 1882 W. J. Harrison in Know-
ledge 6 Oct. 305 A cream-coloured felsite.

attrib. * as in felsite porphyry (see quot.).

1877 La Conte Elem. Geol. n. (1879) 206 Felsite porphyry
.. consists of a grayish or reddish feldspathic mass, con-
taining large crysta ls of lighter colored and purer feldspar.

Hence Pelsi'tic a., consisting of or containing

felsile or felstone.

1879 Prof. Hughes in Q. Jml. Geol. Soc. XXXV. 682
The Felsitic series, consisting chiefly of quartz felsites and
probably also of volcanic origin. 1880 Rudler in Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 9' XI. 49 Crystals of orthoclase disseminated
through a felsitic matrix. In these veins the granite is apt
to. .become either fine-grained or felsitic.

Felsoba'nyite. Min. [f. (by Haidingen852)
Felsobany-a in Hungary, near which it is found +
-ite.] An orthorhombic sulphate of aluminium
found in white or yellowish concretions. Also
called Gibbsite.

1856 C. U. Shf.pard Min. 399 Felsobanyte, In six-sided

folia, with two angles of 1 12 . 1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem.
II. 838 Gibbsite . . Native trihydrate of aluminium, called

also Filsobanyite. 1868 Dana Min. § 695 (1880) 662.

Felspar, Felspath-: see Felds-.

Felstone (fe'lstim). Min. [ad. Ger. felsstein

,

f. fels rock + stein stone. By early German
mineralogists used vaguely for amorphous rocks

;

association with Felsite has given it a more
restricted meaning.] (See quot. 1865.)
1858 Geikie Hist. Boulder xii. 240 Traps . . consisting .

.

of felspar, whence they are known as felstones. 1865 Pace
llandbk. Geol. Terms 'ed. 2), Felstone, the term now gener-
ally employed by geologists to designate compact felspar

which occurs in amorphous rock -masses . . The term Felsile

was at one time employed for the same purpose, hut is now
all but obsolete. 1875 Croi.l Climate ty T. xxvii. 440 The
top of the hill is composed of a compact porphyritic felstone.

attrib. 188a J. Hardy in Proc. Bern: Nat. Club IX. 466
A very perfect felstone celt.

Felt felt), sb.* Also 4 feltte, 5 feelte, 6 fealt,)

felte, fylt. [OE./<r//«MDu. and l)u. vilt, OHG.
filz (MHG. vilz, mod.G. filz), Sw. and Da. fill

:—OTeut. *fe/to-z-, fli/z-:—pre-Teut. *pcldos~, -es-.

Kluge compares OSlav. pliistl of same meaning.
From the WGer. *filtir\—OTeut. *filtiz comes the intd.L.

fillrum Filter.]

1. A kind of cloth or stuff made of wool, or of

wool and fur or hair, fulled or wrought into a
compact substance by rolling and pressure, with

lees or size. Also//.
c 1000 A^lfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 120 Centrum, uel

filtrum, felt, c 1440 I'romp. I'arv. \s\/'2 Feelte or quylte,

filtrum. c 1450 jf. de (iarlaude in Wright I'oc. 124 Capel-
larii faciunt tapella (hattys) de fultro (feltte). 1555 KoEN
Decades 281 Clokes made of whyte fehes. 1613 PuRCHAS

', Pilgrimage iv. x iii. 161 4 f 411 They have also Idolls of Felt.

1675 Ogilbv Brit. 66 Their Trade is in making Surges and
I Felts. 1801 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tears <y Smiles Wks.
I

1812 V. 58 Mute Silence with her feet in felt, Did stalk from
;

vale to vale. 1848 Dickens Dombey xviii, After dark ihere

I

come some visitors, with shoes of felt. 1892 Daily News
18 May 2/7 A fair trade is passing in. .felts.

2. A piece of this material, something made of

felt, t In early use : A filter made of felt or

cloth.

1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters A j b, The
first without coste is done thrughe a thre cornered .fylt

named per filtri distillacionem. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe
('553) *J v ij 3^ lake a great s[>onge or els a felt of a hat and
stiepe it in wine. ^1550 LlOYD '/reus. Health (1585) I j,

A felte of heare or cloth. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks,
(^53) 253 Filtrum, a felt. This ftltring with a felt, is a
kind of preparation of medicines liquid. 1708 Motteux
RaJ'elais iv. xxxi. (1737) 128 His Throat, like a Felt lo distil

Hippocras. 1753 Hanway Trav. <\-jfj-z\ I. in. xxxiv. 155 On
the sides of the room are felts about a yard broad. 1853
M. Arnold Sohrab <v Rustum 27 The old man sleeping on
the bed Of rugs and felts.

b. esp. A felt hat.

c 1450 Merlin 279 And on his lieede a felt. 1551 Act 5-6
Edw. VI, c. 24 § 2 They that shall so make or work any
such Felts or Hats. 1587 Turberv. Epit. <y Sonn. I1837J

386 The Cassocke beares his fealt, to force away the raine.

z6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1, '1626- iS He wings his heeles
puts on his Felt, and takes His drowsie Rod. 1745 De
Foe's Eng. 'Tradesman xxvi. (1841) I. 263 The hat i-. a felt

from Leicester. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Theatre
(1852) 166 The youth with joy unfeign'd Regained the felt,

and felt what he regained. 189* Pall Mall G. 18 Aug, 1/2

There is no very striking novelty in felts.

+ C. transf. A hat made of any other material.

1610 B. Jossok Alch. I. i, A felt of rugg. 1634 SlR T.
Herbert Trav. (1638) 338 Others weare high caps or felts

made of fine twigs.

3. A thickly matted mass of hair or other fibrous

substance ; hence, a provincial name for the creep-

ing wheat-grass or couch-grass ( Triticum rcpens).

13 . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1689 Faxe fyltered & felt flosed

hym vmbe. 1794 Statist. Acc. Scot. XI. 374 The creeping

wheat-grass, known by the vulgar name of felt or pirl-grass.

1866 Gregor Dial. Banff, ' The lan's a' ae felt of weeds.'
' That steer hiz a richt felt o' hair.'

4. attrib. and Comb., a. attrib. in sense 'con-

cerned with felt *, as felt-branch ;
' suitable for

felting', as felt-wool ; ' made of felt*, as felt-cap,

-cape, -carpet, -carpeting, -cloak, -cloth, -hat,

-mantle', also felt-like adj. b. objective, as felt-

maker, -jnaking, -monger, -roller, -washer. C.

instrumental, as felt-lined, -shod.

1883 Daily News 17 Sept. 2/3 Quietness still pYevails in

the *felt branches, 1886 Sheldon tr. Flaubert's Salammbo
8 Little, conical-shaped, black *felt caps. 1865 Kingsi.ey
Herew. iv, They adopted plaid trousers and 'felt capes.

1874 Knight Diet. Alech., *Felt<arpet. 1881 Every Man
his own Mechanic § 798. 366 A piece of "felt carpeting.

1599 Hakluyt V'oy. II. 162 *FeIt clokes. 188s in Ogilvie
(Annandale 1

, *Felt'Cloth. 1457 in Rogers Agric. <$ Prices
HI. 555/3, 1 *felt hat, -/10. 1703 T. N. City <y C. Pur-
chaser 190, 2 pieces of an old Felt-hat. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. xiii, He had a broad felt hat and long boots. 1611
Cotgr., Feustre. -the thicke hairen and *felt-like stuffe vsed
by Sadlers for stuffing. 1893 Daily News 6 Mar. 7/4 In
*felt-lined cases. 156a Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 § 3 Hatmakers or
'Feltmakers. 1641 Sir E. Dering Sp. on Reiig. x\v. 64
Braziers, Feltmakers, doe climbe our . . Pulpits. 1879 C.
Dickens Diet. Lond. 70/3 Cify Companies . . Feltmakers.
1665-6 Pefys Diary (1879) III. 386 The trade of *feh-

making. 1844 J. Renkie Bird Archil. 202 Felt-making
Birds. 1583 Hollyband Campo di Fi'or 381 Bring me my
long *felt mantell. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.i Pastoral
Wks. in. 58/1 Felmongers, Leather sellers, *Feltmongers,
Taylors, and an infinite number of other Trades and Func-
tions. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Felt 2. -appurtenances of
the felt are known as *felt-washers, *felt- rollers, etc. 1844
I. Williams Baptistery xxiii. 240 Where silence .. With
*felt-shod footsteps softly went. 1607T0PSE.1.1. Fourf. Beasts
626 And the wooll thereof., is called Feltriolana, *Felt-
wooll. 170S Lond. Gaz. No. 4184^4, 302 Bags of Cloth
wash'd and unwash'd Spanish Felt Wool!.

b. Special combs., as felt -grain (see quot.

1874); t felt-lock, ?a matted forelock; felt-

work, a structure resembling felt.

1703 T. N. City .j C. Purchaser 187
* Felt-grain . . is that

Grain which is seen to run round in Rings at the end of a
Tree. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Felt-grain, .the grain of
wood whose direction is from the pith to the bark; the
direction of the medullary rays in oak and some other
timber. 1631 SHIRLEY Mart. Souldier iv. iii. in iiullen

O. PI. I. 236 Her haire .. curies like a witches "fcltlo'-k-,,

1650 Bulweb Anthropomet. 53 For which cause they [the
Irish] nourish long Fealt-locks hanging down to their

shoulders. 1844 J. RENNIE Bird Art/tit, 2o<, Several sptcits

of birds which construct nests of 'felt-work in .Southern
Africa.

T Felt, sb.~ Sc. Obs. =Calctlc8 i. Also
attrib. in felt -gravel.

c 1520 A. Myj.n I'i.'re Dunkeld. eccl. episenp. (Bann. Oh.)
47 Calculo (quern lie felt vulgo dicebant) depressus. a 1605
Montgomekie Flytiiig w. Polwart 313 '1 he frencie, the
fluxes, the fyke, and trie felt, a 1639 Spottiswood Hist.
Ch. Scot. (1655J lor He was tormented with the Felt
gravel.

Felt felO, sb.'"> dial. See quots.
1881 Leicestenh. Gloss., Felt, the fieldfare. 1885 Swain"-

son Prov. Names Brit. Birds 2 Missel J hru-,h . . Big Felt

(Ireland).

Felt 'felly, sb.i dial. [? a confusion of YKLLsb.1,

Felt sb. ]

, Pelt sb.] A skin or hide.

1708 MokTi.MEK Hj/ib. (ed. 2) 179 To know whether they
[sheep] are sound or not, see that .. the Felt (he] loose.

1783 Ainsworth Lot. Diet. (Morell) 11, Exuviae .. -'1 he
skin, felt, or hide, of a bea-t, taken from the flesh. 1888
Llworthy W. Somerset H'vrd-bk., Felt .. raw hide; dried
untanned skin of any animal.

Felt (fcH,, ///. a. [pa. pple. of Feel v.] In

various senses of the vb. Feel.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxx. '18871 "3 Where no

sensible let is, no ftlt feehUnesse. 1640 Br. Hall (hr.
Moder, 23/1 Sorrow is for present and felt evils. 1833
Chalmers Const. Man (1835) I. i. 109 Armed with the felt

authority of a master. 1850 M Cosh Div. Govt. 1 ii. 1874)
41 Man is in felt contact nowhere with thi Creator. 1885
Nicolson Mem. Adam Black I'ref. 5 One of the ' felt want .

'

of our time.

Felt <&K, v. [f. Feltj^.i]

1. trans. To make into felt ; to bring into a con-

sistence like that of felt ; to mat or press together.

Also, Tofelt together.

1513 [see///, a.). 1601 Holland Pliny xt. xxiii, They fa!

to beat, to felt, and thicken it close with their feet. 1609 —
A mm. Marcell, xvn. vii. 80 The sides thereof, hard Laked or
felted together. 1677 Hale Prim. (trig. Man. 11. iv. 1 57 One
Man {printed Men] felts it into a Hat. 1605 Lcccgck Nat.
Wool 164 So little is known of the proceedings of nature in

the operation of felling. 1835 VttP.PAitos. Manuf. 153 Too
^reat a velocity in these parts would be apt to knot aiid felt

the wool. 1861 Hulme tr. Afaauitt-Tandon it. 111. £8 The
hairs become felted together in balls. 1862 C. A. Johns
Brit. Birds (1874* 73 A compact nest of moss, felted fo as

to be impervious to water, 1874 Cooke Fungi 75 'I he fertile

threads are either free or only slightly felted. 1879 C assell's

Techn. Educ. IV. 342/1 The cloth is felted, that is, the
fibres of the wool, .interlock or hook into each ether.

b. To make of felt.

r5,
1513, 1854 [see///, a.],

intr. for refl. To form into felt-like masses,

to become matted together.

1791 Hamilton Berthollct's Dyeing I. 1. it. i. 129 The
disposition to felting which the hair of animals generally
possesses. 1805 Lcccock Nat. Wool 135 The tendency of
the coat to felt upon the back of the sheep U a very curious

property of wool. 1879 Encycl. Brit. ad. 91 IX. (.Z 2 Un-
washed wool, being coated with the natural grease doe» not

felt. 1881 Mivart Cat 23 True hair, .has not the property

of ' felting ', because its surface is smooth.

3. trans. To cover with felt.

1883 Daily News 17 Sept. 3/2 The roof of one of the huts

has just been newly felted. Mod. The cylinder of that

steam-engine should be felted.

Hence Felted///, a.

c 1325 Poem Times Edw. II 145 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
330 Ht weren Fockes in here shon, and felted botes above.

1513 Douglas AKneis vi. v. it Lyart feltat tatis. 1603

Holland Plutarch's Mor., Opin. of Phil. xxv. 824 The
Moone is a thicke, compact, and felted cloud. 1831 Car*
lyle Sart. Res. (1858' 35 Thy impenetrable, felted or woven,
case of wool. 1847 Ansted Anc. World xiii. 319 A curly

felted mane at the fore part of the body. 1854 Marion
Hahlasd^/cwxxv, A pair of felted slippers. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 233 M uddy matter . . helps to consolidate the felted

mass.

Felt/e, obs. form of Field.

t Pelter, sb. 1 Obs. rare. [f. Felter v.]

1. Felting or tangle ; = Feltering vbl. sb.

1615 Markham Eng. Houseiv. il v. fi668- 125 If you find

any hard knot or other felter in the Wooll.

2. A kind of worm or maggot found in the skins

of cattle. More fullyfeller-worm. [Perh. a dis-

tinct word.]
1617 Markham CavaL vn. 85 To kill the Warble or Felter,

bathe your horse . . with burnt Sacke and vinegar mixt to-

gether. 1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsctn. 38 This is most
profitable for. .the felter-worme.

Felter (felts-T, sb.% [t Felt v. + -er1.]

1. One who makes or works with felt.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas, Colonies 677 (Grosart) I. 151

Brewers, Bakers, Cutlers, Fetters. 17*0 Stew's Surv. (ed.

Strype 1754) II. v. xv. 326/1 Those Spanish wools for Felters

were not Fleece wools.

2. A bird which makes a felt-like nest.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl X. 496 The subjects of his treat-

ment include.. weavers, tailors, felters.



FELTER.

+ Feltcr (fedtai), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4
fylter, 5 filter, 6 feltir, 8 falter; and see Fewtkh.
[ad. OF. feltrer, f. feltre felt = It. feltro :-med.L.
jiltmm : see Filter sb. Cf. It. jtItrare.]

1. trans. To tangle (hair, etc.) ; to mat together.

Also, tofetter together.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1689 Faxe fyltered. ? .71400
Morte Arth. 1078 His fax and foretoppe Was filterede

to-geders. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. 85 With a hede lyke a
clowde felterd his here. 1549 Compl. Sect. vii. 68 Hyr
hayr. .vas feltrit & trachlit out of ordour. 1598T0FTE Alba
(1880) 40 Phoebus no more doth combe his tresses faire, But
careles lets them feltred hang in th' aire. 1615 Markham
Eng. Housew. II. v. (166- ) 123 So divide the wooll, as not
any part thereof may be feltred or close together. 1641
Best Farm, Bks. 'Surteest 57 They [pea roots] pull the best
when they are the most feltered togeather. 1876 Mid-
Yorks. Gloss., Feller, to clot.

•f b. intr. To make a felted or matted surface.

i6« Markham Prtv, Hunger (1655) 158 Bird-Iyme. .doth
so stick and feltervpon the same [feathers], that it is almost
in no wise to be taken away.

2. trans. To entangle or catch as in a net.

Of a garment : To cling about, encumber. Cf.

Falter v.2

1567 Sat. Poems Reform, iv. 129 Quhair Venus ams gettis
. . Sic sylit subiectis felterit in hir snair, Wisdome is exilit.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1888) I. 109 Quhen
now in wardlie effatris thay war sa feltired. 1597 James I

Demonol. HI. Wks. (1616) 129 That hee may thereby have
them feltred the sikerer in his snares. 1768 Ross Helc/.ore
1. 57 An' Lindy's coat ay feltring her aboon. 1876 Whitby
Gloss. , Felterd, entangled ; stunned or confused.

1 3. intr. a. To be huddled together, b. To
mingle in carnal intercourse, c. To join in strife

;

also, to feltcr together.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 224 Fylter fenden folk forty dayez
lencbe. Ibid. B. 696, & fylter folyly in fere, on femmalez
wyse. Ibid. B. 1191 pay fe^t & pay fende of, & fylter
togeder. c 1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 986, I schal fonde, hi my
fayth, to fylter wyth be best.

*f 4, trans. = Filter v. Obs.
1563 Hvi.l Art Garden, (1593) 152 They may so drop

continually water on them in the forme of feltring. 16x0
B. Jonson Alch, 11. iii, Let the water in Glass* K be feltred.

Hence Feltsring vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

Felter, In quot. concr. a matted lock.
1615 Markham Eng. Ho?tsew. 11. v. (1668) 123 She shall

cut away all the course locks, pitch, brands, tard locks, and
other felterings.

+ Fe'ltered, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ed '.]

1. In various senses of the vb.
7^1400 Morte A rth. 2149 Ffacez fetteled unfaire in filterede

lakes. 1367 Turijerv. (kdd's Epist. 16 b, Heavy helmet on
thy head and feltred lockes to beare 1581 Mct.caster
Positions xxx'ix. (1887) 211 [Her hair is] a leltryd borough
for white footed beastes. 1600 Fairfax Tasso iv. vii. 56
His feltred lockes. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Falter'd,
revelled, dishevelled.

2. Having matted hair or wool.
c 1460 Emare 540 A fowll feltred fende. 1598 Chapman

Iliad in. 219 Like a well-grown bell-wether, or feltred ram.
b. Filthy-feltered': matted ot clogged with filth.

1581 Nlxe Seneca's Octavia 1. iv, Griesly Plutos filthie

feltred denne.

Felteric (fedt'rik). Also 7-9 feltric(k, //.
feltrics. A disorder of horses (see quot. 1876).
1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 38 Swelling under the

belly, which is a disease called the feltrick. 1798 R. Parkin-
son Expcr. Farmer I. 279 Some get what is called the
felteric. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Feltrics, knotty enlargements
beneath the hair and skin of horses.

Felting (.fe-ltin), vbl. sb. [f. Felt v. + -ing 1.]

1. The action or process of making felt.

x686 Plot Stajfordsh. 109 Beside Wool, for . . Felting.
1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 772 Felting is a much
simpler process than weaving. 1844 J. Rennie Bird Archil.
207 The goldfinch is more neat in the execution of its felting
than the chaffinch. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 261
Felting is a process by which the different kinds of hair and
wool are interlaced or intertwined.

2. eoncr. Felted cloth.

1849 Florist 32 A paper-manufacturer presented us with
some felting. 1891 Pall Mall G 22 Oct. 2/2 Protected from
the intense cold, .by double windows and felting.

3. attrib.

1805 Luccock Nat. Wool 34 Such a valuable property in
wool as the felting quality. 184a Prichard Nat. Hist.
Man 101 The felting quality of wool is owing to the rough
nature of the surface of its filaments. 1859 Sala Gas-light
4- Z>. 98 A felting comb with all the back teeth knocked
out.

Feltness (fe-ltnes). [f. Felt///, a. + -ness.]
The quality or state of being felt.

1891 E. Belfort Bax Outlooksfrom New Standp. iii. 185
Its whatness, its quality, is but the ' feltness ' of the second
moment of the synthesis.

t Feltrike. Obs- • [Of obscure formation ;

prob. a corruption of the L. name jet terrw ' gall

of the earth ', given to the plant on account of its

bitterness and perhaps also its yellow colour.] =
Earth-gall

;
prob. the Yellow Centaury {Chlora

perfoliatd).
The name earth-gall appears to have been sometimes ap-

plied also to the Lesser Centaury iErythroea Centaureum),
and perhaps to other gentianaceous plants.

[c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II. 126 Wib asle^enum lice, brom

;

feltere ; xearwe ; hofe.] c 1440 Promp. Pat*z>. 154/2 Feltryke,
herbe, fisira, fel terre, centaurea. 1530 Palsgr. 219/2
Feltryke an herbe.
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Feltwort (fedtwrit). Bot. [OE. feltwyrt, f.

Felt sb. + ivyrt, Woht.] A name given to the
Mullein {Verbascum Thapsus).
c 1000 Sax. Leectut. I. 174 Deos wyrt be man uerbascum,

& ooVum naman feltwyrt nemneS. 14.. Eat.-Eng Voc. in
Wr.-Wulcker 564 Annodoma, feltwort. 1878-86 Britten
& Holland Ptant-n., Feltwort.

Pelty (fedti), a. [f. Felt sb. + -y '.] Somewhat
resembling felt, felt-like. Also in comb, felty-
looking adj.

1846 C. SrENCE in Harp of Perthshire (1893) 130 High on
thy crest The wagtail builds her felty nest. 1847-9 Todd
CycL Anat. IV. 84/1 A felty-looking mass. 1885 H. O.
Forbes Nat. Wand. E. Archip. 94 Its perianth densely
covered with a felty mass of white wool.

Peltyfare, -flier, dial, forms of Fieldfare.
1839 Macgillivray Hist. Brit. Birds II. 105 Turdus

pilaris, the chestnut-backed Thrush, or Fieldfare .. Felty-
fare, Feldyfar, Feltyflier, Grey Thrush.

Felucca (felr-ka). Forms : 7 fal-, feluke,
-uque, feleucca. filucca, 7-8 falucca, (7 falluca,

-ocque), 7 phalucco, S felouca, 8-9 -uca, 9 fe-

louk, -ucco, 7- felucca, [a. It. felu(e)ca
t

Fr.

I felouqtte, Sp. faluca y Pg. falua, mod.Arab. iOj
falftkah, also ZSC\» fulaikah.

Devic considers it to be of Arabic formation, cognate with

Arab. (j*lij fulk ship, f. root (jjjj falaka to be round.

A small vessel propelled by oars or lateen sails,

or both, used, chiefly in the Mediterranean, for

coasling voyages.
1628 Digbv Voy. A/edit., I sent out my pinnace and a

falluca.^ 1655 Theophania 2 The chief Lord of the place .

.

entred into a Fallocque that waited for him. 1661 J. Bar*
grave Pope Alex. F//11867 38 Brancaccio. .fled in a felucca
[a boat about as big as a Gravesend barge, J. B.] towards
Rome. 17*8 Morgan Algiers II. iv. 279 The Felucca ..

landed them privately at Cape Zafran. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789) Fivb, A felucca is a strong passage-
boat used in the Mediterranean, with from ten to sixteen
banks of oars. 1799 Nelson Lett. (18141 II. 104, I have
been with Acton to get a felucca, to send Ball's dispatch to
you. 1879 Lady Brassey Sunsh. <y Storm (1880) 19 Some
officers had started at night in a felucca.

Hence Felucca v., to put on board a felucca.

1728 De Foe Mem. Capt. G. Carleton 11841* 30 He again
felucca'd himself, and they saw him no more till [etc. J.

Felwet, obs. form of Velvet.
Felwort (fedwrrt). [OE. feldwyrt, f. feld

field + xvyrt root.] a. Gentiana tulea, and other

species of gentian, b. Swertia perennis.
ciooo Sax. Leecltd. I. noDeos wyrt be man ^entianam
& o3rum naman feld-wyrt nemneb. 1516 Grete Herbal

t

lxxxvi. Lvb, De gentiane, felwort or baldymony. 1578
Lyte Dodoens ill. xii. 332 Gentian is called .. in English
Felworte. 1641 French Distill. \\. (1651) 46 Take of . . the
leaves of Fel-wort. 1756 Watson in Phil. Trans. XLIX.
820 Dwarf Autumnal Gentian, or Fellwort. 1878 86 Britten
& Holland Ptant-n., Felwort, Gentiana Amarella . . and
other species of gentian.

b. 1810 T. Green Univ. Herb. II. 640 Swertia Perennis,
Marsh Swertia or Felwort.

Female (frm^l), a. and sb. Forms : 4-6
femelle, (4 femmale, -el), 5-6 femelle, (6
faemale\ 5-7 femal(l(e, Sc. famell, (7 foemaL,
4- female. [ME. femelle (14th a), a. OF' .femelle

sb. fern. ( = Vx.femela) :—L.jemelta, dim. ofjemima
woman.
In class. L. femella occurs only with the sense ' little

woman '
; but in popular Lat. it appears to have been used,

like the equivalent mod.Ger. iveibchen, to denote the female
of any of the lower animals, and hence as a designation of
the sex in general ; cf. masculus, lit. ' little man , but used
already in class. I^at. both as sb. and adj. = ' male'. The
Fr. word has always been chieflyasb. (though a few instances
occur of OF. and Yr.femel, med. L. femeltus adj.i ; but from
the earliest times it was often used in apposition with an
epicene sb., thus becoming a quasi-adj., and in modern Fr.
it is to some extent used as a genuine adj. (the formfemelle
serving for both grammatical genders*. In Eng., on the
other hand, the adjectival use is by far the more prominent

:

the feeling of the mod. lang. apprehends the sb. as an
absolute use of the adj. In 14th c. the ending was confused
with the adjectival suffix -el, -at', the present form female
arises from association with male, with which it rimes in

Barbour c 1375.]

A. adj.

I. Belonging to the sex which bears offspring.

1. a. of human beings. In Law : Heirt line

female. Also predicatively.
138a Wvclif Gen. i. 27 God made of nou^t man to the

ymage and his lickenes . . maal and femaal he made hem of
nou^t. 14.. Black Bk. of Admiralty II, 121 Heyres
female. < M z5 Wyntoun Cron, iv. xij(. 34 He sulde be
Kyng of all be hale Dat cummyn was be Lyne female.
e 1440 Promp. Parv. 154/2 Femelle, feminius. 1594 Barn-
field Comfl. Chastitie iv, Euerie faemale creature. 1609
Skene Reg. Maj. 59 Lands halden be frie Soccage, quhen
heires male and famell baith persews. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 115 Twelue female beauties. 1671 Milton Samson

1
1 1 Who is this, what thing of Sea or Land ? Femal of sex

it seems. 18x8 Cruise Digesticd. 2IIV. 394 The word issue
equally comprehends male and female children. i8s8 Scott
E. M. Pertkxxx, His female vassals. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts.
i. note, White female slaves are kept by many men.

b. of animals; often = she-.

1388 Wyclif Hos. xiii. 8 As a femal bere, whanne the
whelps ben rauyschid. a 1400 Octonian 310 A female ape.
i486 Bk. St. Albans E iij a, Other while he is male . . And
other while female and kyndelis by kynde, a 1500 Colkelbie

FEMALE.
Stm 850 Twenty four chikkynis of thame scho hes, Twelf
maill and twell famell be croniculis cleir. 155a Huloet,
Female dragon, dracena. 1667 Milton P. E. vn. 490 The
Femal Bee, that feeds her Husband Drone. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist, (1776) VII. 298 He enclosed a female scorpion.,
in a glass vessel. 1870 Pennell Mod. Pract. Angler 148
A female Salmon.
absol. c 1310 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3716 Ye se. .How a rauen

sittes and cries allane ..it es the femal of the thre. 1393
Gower Conf. II. 45 She sigh the bestes in her kinde . .The
male go with the femele. 1861 Chaillu Equal. Afr. xx.
(ed. 2) 355 In both male and female the hair is found worn
off the back.

2. transf. of plants, trees : a. When the sex is

attributed only from some accident of habit, colour,

etc. ; sometimes after h.femina.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (1681) 12 The male [pym-

pernel] hath a cn'msin floure, and the female hath a blewe
floure. 1551 — Herbal 1. (1568) C iij b, Pympernell is of .ij.

kyndes : it that hath the blewe floure, is called the female.
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 102 b, The
female Elmes . . have no seede. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. Ix.

400 Two kindes of Femes, .the male and female. Ibid. vi.

li. 726 The wilde Cornell tree, is called . . in Latin, Cornus
fecmina : in EngHshe, the female Cornel tree. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. iv. i. 48 The female Iuy so Enrings the barky
fingers of the Elme. 17*6 Leoni Alberti's Archil. I. 27a,
The female Larch Tree, .is almost of the Colour of Honey.
1788 Russell in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 275 The Female
Bamboo, .is distinguished by the largeness of its cavity from
the male. 1846 Ellis Elgin Marb. 1. 105 The female myrtle.
1870 Kingsley in Gd. Words 210/1 A male and female papaw,
their stems some fifteen feet high. 1878-86 Britten &
Holland Plaut-n. 178 Female Hems. 'Wild hemp.* 1879
Prior Plant-n. 78 Female-fern, of old writers, not the species
now called Lady-fern, but the brake.

b. esp. in Female hemp =fimble-hemp : see

Fimble sb.

15*3, 1877 [see Carl hemp \\ 1577 [see Carl hemp 2]

c. Of the parts of a plant : Fruit-bearing ; re-

sulting in a new individual.
fjaiGeutl. Mag. 2/2 The ear. .is the female part [of maize ].

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 118 The
stamen .. is called ..the male part*, the pistil, being the
recipient, is called the female. 188* Vines Sachs' Bot. 897
The female cell or oosphere.

d. Of a blossom or flower : Having a pistil and
no stamens

;
pistillate; fruit-bearing.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants fed. 3) I. 188 In the Ribes
alpinum, the male and female flowers are sometimes found
on different plants. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. vi. § 3. 191
Flowers are . . Female, when the pistils are present and the
stamens absent. 1882 The Garden 11 Mar. 169/3 Little
red-tipped female blossoms give promise of a good crop.

II. Of or pertaining to those of this sex.

3. Composed or consisting of women, or of
female animals or plants.

i55» Hi'loet, Female, of the feminine sorte. 1631 Wid-
dowes Nat. Fhilos. ted. 2) 49 There be sexes of hearbes ..

namely, the Male or Female. 1659 Hammond On Ps. lxviii.

11 Annot. 333 All the femal quire .. solemnly came out.
1667 Milton P. L. xi. 610 That fair femal Troop .. that
seemd Of Goddesses. 1697 Dhyoen Virg. Georg. iv. 705
Heifars from his Female Store he took. 1710-11 Swift's
Lett. (1767) III. in They keep as good female company as
I do male. 177a Ann. Reg. b6i An use of the termfemale
sex. .not altogether justified by usage.

4. Of or pertaining to a woman or women.
1635 A. Stafford (titled, The Femall Glory : or, the Life

.. ofour blessed Lady. 1700 Dryden Ovid's Metam. xii.

809 By a Female Hand. .He was to die. 1712-4 Pope Rape
Lock iv. 83 There she collects the force of female lungs.

1779-81 Johnson/,. P., Pope Wks. IV. 123 The whole detail

of a female-day. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. lxviii, Nor shrinks
the female eye. 18*3 F. Clissold Ascent of Mont Blanc
22 note, Female intrepidity may finally surmount danger.
1868 Cracroft Ess. II. 277 All this comes ofa female instead
of a masculine education.

b. Engaged in or exercised by women.
a 1690 Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) V, 358 Serjeant Francis,

and one Mr. Pulford were committed for encouraging this

Female Riot. 176a J. Brown Poetry fy Mus. x. (1763) 180
Miriam- -led the female Dance and Choir. J776 Gibbon
Decl. fy E. I. 153 A female reign would have appeared an
Inexpiable prodigy. iBS+Chr. World 19 June 453/1 Female
suffrage was. .contrary to the manifest order of nature.

5. Peculiar to or characteristic of womankind.
163a Lithgow Trav. in. 83, I . . clothed him in a female

habite. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 999 Fondly overcome with
Femal charm. 1717 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. II. xlvii.

39 A true female spirit of contradiction. 173a Arbuthnot
R ules of Diet 258 Chesnuts are good in Female Weaknesses.
1855 Thackeray Newcomes II. 210 ' My-dearesting ' each
other with . . female fervour. 1863 Sat. Rev. 385 These
letters. .Johnsonian in aim, and intensely female—we do
not mean feminine—in style.

f 6. Womanish ; effeminate ; weaklv. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. If, in. ii. 114 Boyes. .clap their female
ioints. In stiffe vnwieldie Armes. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe
Dido iv. iii, I may not dure this female drudgery. 1631
Lithgow Trav. 11. 65, I have heard them often demaund
the English .. what they did with such Leprous stuffe

[Zante currents] . . A question . . worthy of such a female
Traffike. 1676 Drydkn A ureng-Zebe iv. Wks. 1 1883) V. 263,

I smile at what your female fear foresees. 1725 Pope Odyss.

1. 469 Your female discord end, Ye deedless boasters ! 1771
Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 227 The king remained in his tent,

awaiting the issue of the combat with female doubts and
apprehensions.

III. Applied to various material and immaterial

things, denoting simplicity, inferiority, weakness

or the like.

+ 7. a. Simple; plain, undisguised, b. Inferior.

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster iv. i, To tell you the femall truth

(which is the simple truth) ladies. 1649 Blithe Eng, Improv.
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1

> 4^ Where there can be n Male-Improvement
offer not to the Common-Wealth a Female.

8. Said of the inner layer of horn on a horse's

foot, or of bark on a tree.

1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 72 If the foot be bruised
with the shoo, or that the femall horn be hurt. 1884 Bower
& Scott De Mary's Phaner. 557 The. .superficially-formed

layer (called the male) is removed from the stem . . a new
periderm appears . . This periderm grows quicker than the
external male cork, and is used technically as ' female
cork '.

9. Said of precious stones, on account of paleness

or other accident of colour. Cf. 2 a.

£1400 Maundev. (1830) xiv. 158 Thei [the dyamandes]
growen to gedre, male and femele. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxxvi. xvi. 587 That {loadstone] of Troas is blacke. and of
the female sex, in which regard it is not of that vertue that
others be. Ibid, xxxvn. vii. 617 The female Sandastres..
carrie not such an ardent shew of fire. 1865 EllAML'EL
Diamonds 112 The ancients called sapphires male and
female . . the pale blue, approaching the white, [was] the
female.

+ 10. Female rime :=feminine rime; see Feminine.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie ( \rb.) 71 Rymc.in the last

silable, by the French named the Masculine ryme . . in the
next to the last, which the French call the Female. 1666
Pryden Ann. Mirab. To Sir K. Howard, The Female
Rhymes., are still in use amongst other nations. 1685
— Albion <r Albanus Pre/. Wks. (1883) VII. 234 Our
scarcity of female rhymes.

IV. 11, A distinctive term for that part of an
instrument or contrivance which is adapted to re-

ceive the corresponding or male part.

a 1856 H. Miller Paper in O. R. Santist. (1874) 342 The
male half of the hinge belongs to the head, and the female
half to the jaw. 1889 Mdyne's Med. Voc, Fema le .. the
part of a double-limbed instrument which receives the male
or corresponding part.

b. (See quot.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xii. 433/1 There is no differ-

ence between the male and female Trepan, but for the Pin
in the middle which the female wants.

C. ' Female gauge, an internal or bored gauge
*

(Lockwood 18S8); ' Female joint, the socket or

faucet-piece of a spigot-and-faucet joint ' (Ogilv.)

;

Female screw, socket, a circular hole or socket

having a spiral thread adapted to receive the thread

of the male screw.

1669 IJoyle Contn. New Exp. 11. ''1682' 11 A Female
Screw, to receive the Male-screw of the Stop-cock. 1703
MoxoN Meek. Exerc. 106 Two Male Screws fitted into

two Female Screws. 1839 G. Bikd Nat. Philos. 72 The
female screw , . must be of such a size as to admit the pro-
jecting thread of the .. male screw. 1870 Eng. Mech. 18
Mar. 653'! A screw working in a female socket.

B. sb.

1. A female animal : a. of lower animals. Often
in hisfemale: Iris mate.
1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 331 In euenynges also 3e[de]

males fro femeles. 1481 Caxtos Myrr. 11. xiv. 97 Byrdes
that ben femalles may not abyde there. 1553 Edes 'I rent.

Ntwe Ind. (Arb.) 15 The females (elephants] are of greater
fiercenesse then the males. 1585 J. B. tr. Viret's Sck.
Beastes D iv. This bird (Halcion] loveth singularly his

femal. 1697 Drydes Virg. Georg. 111. 416 The Wars the
spotted Linx's make With their fierce Rivals, for the
Female's sake. 1769 J. Wallis Nat. Hist. Northumb. I.

xii. 410 A female, with a calf at her foot, is not to be ap-
proached without danger. 1847 M arryat Childr. N. Forest
iv, The stag . . was . . acting as a sentinel for the females.
1881 Lubbock Ants, Bees <y Wasps 8 The abdomen of the
females sometimes increases in size.

b. generally, including the human species.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Pro/. 122 To knowe a femel fro

a male, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 1 54/2 Feme!, no ma\e,femella.
1540 Hyrde tr. Fives Instr.Chr.Wont.il. ii. v j b, Assoneas
the man lokedde upon the femalle of his kynde, he beganne
to loue her aboue all thynges. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11.

L 24 Man . . Are masters to their females, and their Lords.

1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 272 The Female generateth in

her selfe, the Male not in himselfe but in the Female. 1800
Med. jtrnl. IV. 320 The female of every animal in a state

of parturition is possessed of a placenta, or substance analo-
gous thereto. 1851 Carpenter A/an. Phys. fed. 2) 503
Conception and Parturition, in the Human female.

2. A female person ; a woman or girl.

a. In express or consciously implied antithesis

with male ; esp. one of the female individuals in

any class or enumeration comprising persons of

both stxes.

c 1315 Shoreham 44 Me schel the mannes lenden anelye,
The navele of the femele. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 59 Ther
roycht succed na female. IS35 Stewart Cron. Scot. III.

139 Of king Williame the successtoun did faill . . bayth of
famell and mail!. 1649 Bh Hall Cases Consc. iv. v. 436
If the like exorbitances of the other sexe were not meant to

be comprehended, females should be lawlesse, and the law
imperfect. 165* Gaui.e Magastrom. 243 Satume did onely
eate up his male children, not his females. 1818 Cruise
Digest <ed. 2) III. 355 The females, .incapable of performing
any military service. 1861 Maine Anc. Law 159 The
Danish and Swedish laws, harsh, .to all females.

b. As a mere synonym for ' woman \
Now commonly avoided by good writers, exc. with con-

temptuous implication.

C1380WYCLIF Set. Wks. II. 408 Two femalis shulen be
grynding at a queeme. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surteesj 31 r

Of femellys a quantite here fynde I parte. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. in. iL 441 Cupid is a knauUh lad Thus to make
poore females mad. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 478 Females
have extreames, and two we see, Eyther too wicked, or too
good they be. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 45 f 1, I would
strictly recommend to any young females not to dally with

men [etc.]. 1773 Wilkes Corr. (1805) IV. 141 Just putting
on my hat, to attend the females to church. 1801 Strutt
Sports -V Past, iv.i.263 Dancing, .an essential part of a young
female's education. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa
I. 112 The 'Totty ' of the present day: and his female, (for

the creature can scarcely be dignified by the name ofwoman).
1865 J. (j. Bertram Harvest of Sea 1 1873) 193 This is per-
formed by females, hundreds of whom annually find well-

paid occupation at the guttmg-troughs. 1889 Pall Mail G.
10 Aug. 7/2 They are no ladies. The only word good
enough for them is the word of opprobrium—females.
8. attrib. in certain nonce-words, as female- bar,

•foe ; female-bane, transl. of Gr. OrjKvtfioyov

aconite, lit. ' a thing deadly to females \
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 42 Pharamond The founder of

this Law, and Female Barre. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 277
Others, for the reason before shewed, call it [AconiteJ
TheHphonon [marg. Femalbane]. 1 1645 Howell Z^/.
^TSZ) 445 A thousand such instances are not able to make
me a miso„'enes, a female foe.

Fe*malely, adv. nonce-wd. So as to suit a
female.
1867 Miss Brouchton Cometh up as a Flower xviii,

Before the door . . stand many horses, malely and femalely
saddled.

Fe*maleness. nonce-wd. The character or
qualities of a female.
189a W. W. Pevtoh Memor. Jesus iv. 94 In maleness and

femalenc-s there is a likeness to the divine nature.
f Fe'malism. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Female +
-ism.] =prec. In quot., curiosity.

'779 Sylph 1. 207 But femaleism prevailed, and I examined
the c ntents.

tFemalist. Obs rare- 1
, [f. Female t -lst.]

One devoted to the female stx.

16:3 Mansion Insatiate Countess iv. ni 54 Beauty can.

.

make him [War] smile upon delightful Ptace, Courting her
smoothly as a femalist.

Femality (ffmarliti). Somewhat humorous.
[f. Female sb. + -ity. Cf. Ob' . femelcle.]

1. Female nature or characteristics.

1754 Richardson Grandison 'i-jZi'Wl. xxii. 117, I was
afraid of your Femality, tvhen you came face to face. 1773
Lady's Mag. IV. 3 My femality, or in other words, my
curiosity was greater. 1844 Marg. Fuller Worn, i^th C.

(1863) 115 Feminine element spoken of as Femality.

b. //. Samples of female character, females.
c 1801 T. Selwyn Warning to Batchelors ii. M.S., Knights

of the chace To be hunted yourselves were a pitiful case;
Suspect these femalities.

2. Effeminacy, unmanliness.
?i6.. Songs Loud. Prentices (Percy) 68 Disband feamality,

let courage be your portion.

Femalize (frmalaiz , v. [f. Female a. +-ize.]

+ 1. intr. To become effeminate or unmanly. Obs.
1674 T. Dufeett Sp Rogue 11, Men are so I emaliz'd, so

idle grown, They court the Coy, and slight what may be
won.

2. trans. To give a feminine designation or
ending to. [See quots. {or ppl. a]
Hence Formalized ppl. a.

1709 Shaftesb. Freedom of Wit <$ Humour C1711) I. m.
§ 1. 105 note, When they consider . . the very Formation of
the word Koieo*'07jy.o<7w>j upon the Model of the other fema-
Hz'd Virtues, the Y.vyviutio<Jvtnj, ifcei^oTunj . AtKaioruitj, tct.,

they will no longer hesitate on this Interpretation. 1887
N. $ Q. 7th Ser. III. 95 The following femalized Christian
names : Alexandrina, Andrcwina. .and Williamioa.

Femay, var. of Fcmay, Obs.

Femble, var. of Fimble.

Feme (fern). Also 6 feeme, 6-7 fern, 8-9
femrae. [a. OY.feme, Yx.femme woman, wife.]

1. Law. (Chiefly conjoined with baron. , Wife.
(The technical spelling is feme ', but in non-professional

use the mod.F. form has often been adopted. So also in
feme-covert: see below.)

[i*9j], 1594, x6n [see Baron- ;£. 5]. a 1626 Bacon Max.
ff Uses Com. Law i. 1 1636 2 The feme is entitled to dower.
17x4 Sckoggs Courts-Uet (ed. 3) 161 If a Feme Copyholder
for Life takes Husband, who commits a Waste, this shall
bind the Wife. [18x3 Bvkos in Moore Life 18471 217 Divorce
ruins the poorfemme. \ 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2> II. 334
The feme died leaving issue ; then the baron died. 1873
Dixon Two Queens II. ix. viii. 142 An ancient custom of
the land described the man and wife as baron and feme.

1 2. In 1 6th c. often used (in verse and some-
what playfully) for : Woman. Obs.
1567 Turberv. Ovid's Epist. 76 So bolde Away to have

a Greekish feme purloynde. 1577 T. Kendall Flowers of
Epigrammes 58 Three ills that mischefe men.. the Fern, the
Flud, the Fire. 1594 Willobie Avisa <i83o) 15 Nature
hath begot Of Fleeting Feemes, such tickle store. 1653
H. Whistler Upshot Inf. Baptisme i. 6 The Fern was con-
cerned as 1 in desire; one.

Feme covert (firm ktrvait). Law. [a. KF.feme
covert a woman * covered *

( = mod.F. cauverte), i.e.

under protection.] A woman under cover or pro-
tection of her husband ; a married woman. (Cf.
Coveut a. 4.)
[1518 Perkins Prof. Bk. (1532) 2 marg., Graunt de feme

couert est void.] x6oa Fulbecke 1st Ft. Parali. 4 A feme
couert cannot make a contract. 16S8 R. L'Estrange Vis.
Quev. <i7o8' 70 My poor wife . .being a Feme-Coverte, not
an Officer durst come near her. 1743 Fielding Wedding-
Day iv. v, Do you know, sir, that this lady is a femme
couverte? 1818 Cruise Digest (ecL 2) I. 111 On petition of
..femes covert. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy-bk. Prop.
Law xxv. 189 An infant, lunatic,,/«»* covert, or [etc}.

b. humorously : Wife.
1678 Butler Hud. BK, 1, 862 Those, .femme couerts to all

rr.^r.ki.'.d.

Feme-sole 'Te-m s^l). Law. [z.AY.feme soul'e

a woman alone.] a. A woman who has not the

protection of a husband ; an unmarried woman, a
spinster ; a widow, b. A married woman who
with respect to property is as independent of her
husband as if she were unmarried.
Also attrib., as feme- sole merchant, trader, a

married woman who uses a trade alone, or without
her husband (Webster).
(15*8 Pkrkins Prof Bk. (1532/ 2 Mes si feme soule soit

executrix, ibid. 2b, Si feme soul. -fist fait del graunt.]
1642 Ibid, (transl. offree.) \. f 20 If. . the wife as a feme sole

. .grant a rent. 1714 Scwoocis Courts-leet ed. 3) 90 If the
Cattle of a Feme-sole be taken, and afterwards she marry.
1845 Ld. Cami-ukll Chancellors '1857) I vii. 121 The Queen
Consort .. being privileged as a feme sole. 1858 Ld. St.
Leonards Handy-Ik. Prop. Law xii. 73 She becomes,
after the judicial separation, .a feme sole, a single woman,
with respect to property.

Femenine, obs. form of Feminize.
Femerell [femerel). Forms: 5 fomerel'l,

fumrell, e, 6 fymrel'Ie, fumerill, 6 fymerelle,
fomeril, funrfmerel'l, 5- femerell. [ad. OF.
fumeraille altered form offuvierole = It. fumaruolo
:— 1-. fitmariolum, dim, of fzimdrium, f. fitmus
smoke.]

'A lantern, louvre, or covering placed on the

roof of a kitchen, hall, etc. for the purpose of
ventilation or the escape of smoke ' Weak-,

1849).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 160/2 Fomere! of an halle, fuma-

rium. Ibid. 182/2 Fumrell of an hov.s,fttiuarium. 1446
Churchv). Ace. Yattou (Sorn. Kec. Soc.l H4 It. payd to
Welvam Stonhowse for ser.yng in of to femerell in the
stepyl, x 1

. 1500 Ortus Voc. Pvhj, Fumerale, a fumerill.
1511 Nottingham Fee. III. 335 Y' f>merel!eof y chyn.ney.
16. . Jrnl. Bk. Executes in Gutch Coll. Cur. 1 17^1 I. 204
Spent about the Femerell of the New Kitchin . .xviii;. viii-V.

1885 Law Hampton Court 1. x\.\ 174 The inside of the
femerell was as richly decorated as the rest of the roof.

Femetorie, obs. form of Fi;mjtoky.

Femicide 1 'f-j-rnisoid . [f. Feme + -[j)ctvz:

see -ciijE j.] One who kills a woman.
1828 R. MaCNISH (title), Cor.fe^ioiiS of an unexecuted

Femicide.

Femicide- 'fe-mis-'vid). [f. Feme + -%cilie:
see -cibE 2 ] The killing of a woman.
1801 Satirical V'ie~iu Loud. 60 This species of delinquency

may Le denominatedy^-w/V/i/r. 1848 Whakion Law Lex.,
Femicide, the killing of a woman,

Femiliacy fe
- mihasi,. [f. L. fimin-a + -ACT,

after Fffeminacy.] Female nature, feminality.

1847 LvTTOM Lucretia '1853; 37 The face took from the
figure the charm of feminacy.

t Feminal, a. Obs. Also 4 femynalle. [a.

OF . fcminal = 1'r. feminal, f. hat. type *fe>uindlis,

Ufimina woman] Of or pertaining to a female
or woman ; female.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxli. '1405 698 Rewe
i^ yeuen ayenst femynalle tluxe. 17.. Wlst On Abuse
Travelling xlvi, in Dodst. fjifr, IL 82 Lor wealth, or fame,
or honor feminal.

Feminality 'fermnar-h't^. [f. prec. + -itv.)

1. The quality or condition of a female; female
nature. Now rare.

1646 Sib T. Beown Pseud. Ep. in. xvii. 148 If in the
minority of naturall vigor, the parts of feminality take
place. 170J Faj-^char Inconstant iv. \x, Not half so much
as devoting 'em (a beautiful face and ^person] to a pretty
fellow. If our feminality had no business in this world,
why was it sent hither? 1883 Mrs. Lynn Linton Social
Ess. IL 10 Thinking, .womanhood a mistake in exact pro-
portion to its feminality.

2. //. only concr. or quasi-^Hcr. a. The person-

ality of a woman ; a female person, b. A female
trait or peculiarity, c. Something that women

j

delight in ; a knick-knack.
1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 262 Ladies are not per-

mitted to advance their feminalities beyond so chaste
a threshold. 1834 Taits Mag. I. 204 Certain feminalities
. .peep through every page. 1840 Mss. Tkollofk in Neat
Monthly Mag. LX. 199 All these pretty * feminalities '.

t Fe*minary, a. Obs. [f. 'L.femina r -art.]

\Yomanish.
1630 Lensabd tr. Charron's Wisd. 11. iii. § 13. 277 Afemi-

narie, sottish calmeness, and vjtious tacilitie.

f Fe minate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L femindtus,
f. femina woman.] a. Resembling a woman

;

effeminate, b. Female, feminine.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546' LI,

With halfe a berde, as a feminate man. 1557 North tr.

Gueuara's Diall of Princes 82 a/i Money doth not only
breake the feroinate and tender hartes, but also the hard ana
craggy rockes. x6m Ford Broken //. v. iii, A nation warlike

. .cannot brook Agminate authority.

Hence t Fcminately adv. Obs.

1598 Florio. Inxazzeare, to goe walking wantony, idly or

feminatHe vp and downe the streetes.

+ Fe*mine f
a. Obs. Also 5 femyne. [Con-

tracted f. Feminine.] = Feminine a.

1530 Palscr. 156 All the feestes of the yere be of the

femyne gendre. 1564 Goldisg Justine 17 b. In Xerxes was
to be sene a kind of femine fearfulnesse. 1610 Mirr. Mag.,
Lady Ebbe xv, To do the like against the Femine kind.

Femineity (femin/-iti). [f. L. femine-us
womanish I femina) + -ITT.] The quality or
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nature of the female sex ; womanliness ; woman-
ishness.

1820 Coleridge Lett., Convers., etc. I. 72 The very

essence offemineity seems to speak in the . . true and touching

words. Ibid. II. 228 Of all men I ever knew Wordsworth has

the least femineity in his mind. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut.
Break/.-t. (1883) 188 It had so much ww«rt» in it,—muli-

ebrity ^ as well as femineity.

FemilUCide(ftmrnis3id). rare. [f. L.femina
+ -(i)cide 2.] — Femicide 2

.

1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIII. 545 Our transcendent

powers of cold-blooded feminicide.

Feminrcity. [f. L. femin-a, after rusticity.']

The quality or condition of a woman ; womanliness.

1843 Fraser's Mag. XXVII. 226 Beautiful are both these

women in their graceful feminicity.

Feminie (fe'mini). aich. Also 5 femyne,
feraynye, 6 femynie. [a. OF. feminie, f. L.

femina woman.] Womankind ; a ' set' ofwomen,
esp. the Amazons ; also the country of the Amazons.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 8 He conquered all the regne

of Feminie. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6669 The qwene of femyne

J>at freike so faithfully louyt. c 1430 Pitgr. Ly/ Manhode
u. xcix. (1869) in, I wot neuere whether i be in femynye,

ther wommen hauen the lordship. 1561 Schole-honse of
Women 9 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 106 A foole of late contrived

a boke, And all in praise of the femynie. 1692 Coles,
Feminie, the women's country. i8m Kykon Werner iv. i,

You bid me. .look into The eyes of feminie. 1834 Fraser's

Mag. IX. 639 The dingy feminie who cry their brooms.

1836 M. J. Chapman ibid. XIV. 22 At the good deeds of

feminie let no man.. Sneer idly.

t Fe'minile, a. 0/>s.-
1

[f. L.f~min-a + -ile
;

cf. It.femminile.] Peculiar to a woman ; feminine.

1650 Bllwer Anthrofiomct. iii. 64 This forehead is ab-o

called a great forehead, if it be compared with a feminile

forehead.

Feminility (femini-liti\ [f. prec + -ITT.] The
character or disposition peculiar to a woman

;

womanliness, womanishness. Also quasi-concr.

1838 Fraser's Mag. XVIII. 89 True feminility is oftener

found contemplating the exquisite points of some soul-

subduing picture. 1890 H. Ellis Criminal iii. 53 The
corresponding character (feminility) is not found so often.

Feminine ;fe*minin)
T
a. and sh. Forms: 4-6

femynyne, 5-6 femenine, -yn^e, 5 feraynyng,

6 feminin, -yne, {Sc. famenene), 7-8 foeminine,

4- feminine, [a. OF. and Fr. feminin, -ifie, ad.

L.feminlnus, i. femina woman.]
1. Of persons or animals: Belonging to the female

sex ; female. Now rare.

1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 275, I sawe perpetually

ystalled A feminine creature. 1393 Goweh Con/. II. 313
The preie, which is feminine. ^1470 Harding Chron. 279
Edmond. .None issue had neither male ne feminine, c 1500

Meiusine 369 And now for a serpent of femenyne nature ye

shake for fere. 153a Mork Cou/nt. Tindale^ Wks. 434/2,

I had as leue he bare them both a bare charitie, as with y

'

frayle feminyne sexe fall to farre in loue. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. iv. ii. 83 Kut. .a soule Feminine saluteth vs. 1613

Plrchas Pilgrimage (1625) 319 Of which Manly foeminine

people [Amazons] ancient authors disagree. 1667 Milton
P, L. 1. 423 Those Male, These Feminine.

b. humorously.
i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1887) 106 A side of feminine

beef was. .obtained.

2. In same sense, of objects to which sex is attri-

buted, or which have feminine names, esp. one of

the heavenly bodies.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 44 They say that the Moone U
a planet Fosminine. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii.

10 Under her conduct and standard marcheth the whole
feminine army, envy, avarice, pride, &c. 1653 H. More
Conject. Cal'bal. (1713) 83 Five is acknowledged .. to be

Male and Female, consisting of Three and Two, the two
first Masculine and Feminine numbers, a 1658 Cleveland
Hermaphr. 6 Wks. 1687. 19 We chastise the God of Wine
With Water that is Feminine. 1751 Harris Hermes Wks.
1841. 130 The earth, .is universally feminine. 1839 IJailky

Festus (1854) 121 Ye juried stars. .Henceforth ye shine in

vain to man : Earthy, or moist, or feminine, or fixed.

3. Of or pertaining to a woman, or to women

;

consisting of women ; carried on by women,
c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlix. 389 She lefte asyde her

femenyne wyll. c 1500 Meiusine 322 How be it dyuers

haue sith sen her in femenyn figure. Ibid. 354 Which
cryed with a femenyne voys. 1583 Stanyhurst SEneis 1.

(Arb.) 36 Or wyl you soiourne in this my feminin empyre?
1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. I. ii. 31 Take notice of

some principall of the orders she mude in those feminine

Academies. 1649 Milton Eikon. vii. (1851* 388Govern'd
and overswaid at home under a Feminine usurpation. 1844
Disraeli Coningsby hi. iii, Feminine society. 1865 Miss
Braddon Only a Clod xxxviii, They were growing too

serious for feminine discussion or friendly sympathy. 1876
— J. Haggard's Dan. I. 9 The feminine element in the

business was supplied by his maiden sister.

4. Characteristic of, peculiar or proper to women ;

womanlike, womanly.
14.. Epipk. in TundaWs Vis. 113 Sche answered most

femynyne of chere Full prudently to euery questyon. c 1440
Promp. Pan'. 154/2 Femynyne, or woman lyke, muliebris.

1555 Eden Decades 340 Of complexion feminine and fteg-

matike in comparison to gold. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 219

To such as be of a fusminine and delicate bodie. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 458 Her [Eve's] Heav'nly forme Angelic, but more

soft, and Feminine. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 149 f 11

My sister, .the young ladies are hourly tormenting by every

art of feminine persecution. 1835 Lytton Rienzi I. i, There
was something almost feminine in the tender deference with

which he appeared to listen. 1873 Lowell Amongmy Bks.

152

Ser. 11. 23 The most virile of poets cannot be adequately

rendered in the most feminine of languages.

t b. Such as a woman is capable of. Cbs.

167a Sir T. Browne Let. to Friend^ xix, Some dreams
I confess may admit of easie and feminine exposition.

5. Depreciatively : Womanish, effeminate. ? Obs.

1 1430 Lydg. Bochas 11. xiv. (1554 1 53b, Last of eche one
was Sardanapall, Most feminine of condicion. 1548 Hall
Chron. 18 Rebukyng their timerous heart es, and Feminine
audacitie. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. n. i. § 1. 217
Ninias being esteemed no man of warre at all, but alto-

gether feminine. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1702) I. 41

He was of so unhappy a feminine temper, that he was
always in a terrible fright. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxi.

112 Not onely to women, but also to men of feminine

courage.

6. Gram. Of the gender to which appellations

of females belong. Of a. termination : Proper to

this gender, f Of a connected sentence : Consist-

ing of words of this gender.

( 1400 Test. Loz>e 11. (1560I 282/2 So speak I in feminine

gendre in general. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 472 Spewing
forth also this Foeminine Latine : Nammansnetaet miseri-

cordiosa est Ecclesia, O Ecclesia Romana ! 1774 J. Bryant
Mythol. II. 41 Cora .. was .. a foeminine title of the Sun.

i8ax R. Turner Arts <r Sc. (ed. 18) 55 Most feminine nouns

end in n or H. 1845 Stoddart Encycl. Metrop. I. 30/1

Every noun denoting a female animal is feminine.

b. Prosody. Feminine rime : in French versifi-

cation, one ending in a ' mute e' (so called because

the mute e is used as a feminine suffix) ; hence in

wider sense, a rime of two syllables of which the

second is unstressed. So feminine ending, termin-

ation (of a line of verse)
;
feminine aesura, one

which does not immediately follow the ictus.

The *t feminine: the French l

e mute', and the

similar sound in ME. (dropped in the later lan-

guage).
i775TYRWiiiTTC7*/i««rV Wks. Pref. Ess. m. § 16 Nothing

will be .. of such .. use for supplying the deficiencies of

Chaucer's metre, as the pronunciation of the e feminine.

1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. i. 1. § 34- 3 1 Tne Alexandrine.

.

had generally a feminine termination. 1844 Bick & Felton
tr. Munk's Metres 27 The former close, because it termi-

nates in a thesis, and is on that account, less forcible, is

called feminine, the latter, masculine. 1870 Lowell Study
Wind. (1886) 247 Of feminine rhymes we find., fame,
justice. 1880 Swinburne Stud. Shaks. ii. (ed. 2) 92 Verses

with a double ending—which in English verse at least are

not in themselves feminine.

B. sb.

1. The adj. used absolutely.

t a. gen. She that is, or they that are feminine

;

woman, women. Obs.

C1440 Songs >i Carols 15th C. (Percy) 65 Not only in

Englond, but of every nacion, The femynyng wyl presume
men forto gyd. a 1605 Montgomery: J'oems (H.T. S.) Hi.

25 The facukie of famenene is so, Vnto thair freind to be

his fo. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 893 Not fill the World at

once With men as Angels without Feminine.

b. AVith defining word : The feminine element

in human nature.

189a Pall Mall G. 16 June 3/1 The volumes, .display the

above-noted characteristics of the eternal feminine in its

singing moods.

C. A person, rarely an animal, that is feminine

;

a female, a woman. Now only humorously.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 2021 Doctryne Fer aboue

the age of so yonge a femynyne. 1599 Hakluyt Vof. II. I.

235 When . . the F'.liphant is so entangled, they guide the

feminines towards the Pallace. 1606 Dav lie o/Culs II. v,

Sweete Femenine, clip off the taile of thy discourse with the

sissars of attention. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. xv. 87 While

all things are judg'd according to their suitableness, .to the

fond Feminine. 1774 J. ISrvant Mythol. 1. 202 The Deity

. . was represented as a feminine. 1887 Graphic 15 Jan. 67/1

We are two lone feminines.

2. Gram. A word of the feminine gender.

X607 Topseli. Four-/. Beasts 114 They call it Zebi, and
the feminin herof Zebiah. 1611 Brinsley Pot. Partt

(1669) 105 These feminines want the singular number;
exuviXy phalerx. 161a — Lud. Lit. 128 In wordes of three

terminations, the first is the Masculine, the second the

I'eminine, the third is the Neuter. 1706 A. Bedford Temple
Mus. vii. 117 All Fceminines of the Singular Number, do

end in n. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 55 Eliza. . It was made
a feminine in aftertimes. 188s Mason Engl. Gram. 25

Seamstress and songstress are double feminines.

T Pe'ininine, f. Obs. [f. prec.] trans. To
make feminine ; to weaken, effeminate.

1583 Studbes Anat.Abus, J. (1879) 170 Musicke. .dooth

rather femenine the minde.

Femininely (femininli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-ly '-.] In a feminine manner, like a woman ;

womanishly. Also, in the feminine gender.

1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 365 Nor as any peculiar Dialect

of this tongue, using this word sometimes femininely. 1814

Byron Lara I. xxvii, So femininely white [that hand] might

bespeak Another sex. i8ai — Juan v. lxxx, Now being

femininely all arrayed . . He look'd in almost iii respects a

maid. 1859 Tenkyson Eniii 1124 Femininely fair and dis-

solutely pale.

Feminineness Te'mininnes\ [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The state or quality of being feminine

;

womanliness.
1859 Times 23 Nov. 8/4 Buoncompagnl . . is gentle even to

feminineness. 1890 Blackly. Mag. CXLVII. 258/2 Without
derogating from her feminineness.

Fe'mininism. [f. as prec. + -ism.]

1. The state of being feminine.

1846 in Worcester (citing Phrcu.Jml.), and in mod. Diets.

FEMINIZE.

2. A feminine or woman's word or expression.

189a F. Hall in Nation 13 Oct. 282/3 The locution [very

pleased] has been, all along, in the main a femininism.

Femininitude. nonce-wd. [f. Feminin-e -t-

-(i)tude.] The characteristic quality of feminine

persons ; womanishness.
1878 J. Thomson Plenipotent Key 19 The spite is but his

[Froude's] femininitude.

Femininity (fcmini-mti). [ME. femininile,

f. as prec. + -itv. Cf. Fr. femininile'.']

1. Feminine quality ; the characteristic quality or

assemblage of qualities pertaining to the female

sex, womanliness ; in early use also, female

nature.

C1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 262 O serpent under
femynynytee. 14.. Lydg. Temple of Glas 1045 Hir face, of

femyny[ni]te : Thuruj honest drede abaisshed so was she.

i-1430 Compleynt 326 ibid. App. 63 In whame yche vertue is

at rest . . Prudence and femynynytee. 1835 Blackiv. Mag.
XXXVII. 230 She was all that my most romantic dreams
had fancied of femininity. 1893 U'estm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 4/2

What she [the American woman ] conspicuously lacks, on the

other hand, is essential femininity.

concr. a 1876 G. Dawson Biog. Led. (1886) 194 A perfect

femininity of architecture, the Venus of Gothic creation.

2. In depreciative sense : Womanishness.
1863 E. L. Swifte in N. tf Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 264 A certain

femininity, which our patres/amilias call changeableness.

J879 T. P. O'Connor Beaconsfield 136 Features delicate

almost to femininity. 1855 Manch. Exam. 22 July 3/1 The
femininity of Fe'nelon's nature.

3. In applied senses : a. The fact of being a

female, b. Feminine peculiarity (in shape).

1867 Morn. Star 26 Nov., There is no doubt of her femi-

ninity, though her counterfeit of a man is . . perfect. 1891

Pall Mall G. 2 June 2/1 A part for which the exuberant

femininity of her physique obviously disqualifies her.

4. concr. Women in general ; womankind.
1865 Daily Tel. 12 Apr. 7 Crinoline, .has. .enlightened us

respecting the not faultless ankles of femininity. 1878 Mrs.
Riddell Mother's Darl.W. xv. 134 She had changed, .into

a tenderer and softened specimen of femininity.

Femininize, r. rare- 1
, [f Feminine + -ize]

trans. To make (a word) feminine, to give a femi-

nine form to.

1868 F. Hall Benares 8 The name of King Champa, femi-

ninized, became that of the metropolis of Anga. Champa.

Feminism (feminiz'm. rare. [£ I*flmin-a
+ -ism] The qualities of females.

1851 in Ogilvie.

Feminity (f/mrmti). [ME./eminite, a. OF.

feminile, f. Lat. type*feminitas, f. femina woman.]

1. = Femininity i.

1386 Chaucer Man 0/Law's T. 262 (Lansd. 36o\ O serpent

vnder femenyte. ^1470 Harding Chron. Proem xiv, The
thyrde Sonne . . wedded dame Blaunch, ful of feminytee.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) III. 71 Here is mary, ful fayr and
ful of femynyte. 14.. Pol. Rcl.ty L. Poems 11S66143 Goodnes,

the Rote of all vertve Which Rotide is in youre femynite. 159s
Spenser Col. Clout 515 She is the .. mirrhor of feminine.

1854 Marion H a rland A lone iv, She laughed at the ludicrous

repetition of feminity in the second line. 1868 Browning
King a> Bk. ix. 299 Put forth each charm And proper

floweret of feminity.

2. = Femininity 2.

1669 H. More Exp. 7 Epist. vi. 83 There being all these

symptoms of Feminity in the Church of Rome. 1890 J.

Forster in Academy 23 Aug. 149/2 There is . . a decided

note of feminity in his genius ; a want of manly strength.

3. = Femininity 4 ; also a band of women.

+ Queen offeminity : queen of the Amazons.
C1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. viii. (1544) 14 a, Theseus . .Weddid

Apolita . . The hardy queue of femynitie. 1513 Bradshaw
St. Werburge I. 1633 Nexte in ordre. .Was our blessed lady,

floure of femynyte. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 171, I haif

watchit. .Quhairevir blumis femenitye. 1816 Scott Antiq.

xxii, I tell thee, Mary, Hector's understanding, and far more

that of feminity, is inadequate to comprehend the extent of

the loss. 187a Browning Fijine xxi, Provided . . this femi-

nity be followed By.. Fifine!

FeminivorOUS (femini'voras), a. rare~ l
. [f.

h.femin-a woman + -{i)vor-us devouring + -OUS.]

That eats the flesh of women.
i8ao Examiner No. 644. 523/1 Our feminivorous bride-

groom however is somewhat inconsistently represented.

Feminization (fe^minaizvi-Jan). [f. next +

-ation.] a. The action of making feminine, b.

The giving of a feminine inflexion to a word.

1844 Black-in. Mag. LV. 510 There is a sweetness, a soft-

ness, and feminization of tone, in the lower passages. i£8S

H. James Bostonians III. 11. xxxiv. 52 'To save it (the sex)

from what?' she asked. ' From the most damnable femi-

nisation !' 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in Karp. 115 Their

[Poles'] careless and light-hearted feminisation of a verb.

Feminize ^fe-minaiz), v. [f. h.femina 4--IZE.

Cf. Fr. feminiser.] a. trans. To make feminine

or womanish ; to give a feminine cast to (a descrip-

tion), b. intr. To become or grow feminine.

165a, 1653 [see Feminized]. 1778 'Courtney Mflmoth'
[S. T. Pratt] Pupil 0/ Pleas. II. 98 It only served the more

to feminize . . and to recommend her to the spectator. 1790

Mrs. A. M. Johnson Monmouth I. 175 Let not an idea of

her feminize a soul that should now burn but for glory and

a crown. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk III. 81 Femi-

nize this description .. and you see Harrietle. 1866 Ch.

Times 6 Jan. 2/3 Any more than a boy is feminized by

learning music. 189a Nation 21 July 45/2 May It not be

said that he feminized him too much?

b. 185a Blackw. Mag. LXXI. 85 The women ..would

make those present look very small .. but that they are

feminising.
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Hence Feminized ppl. a., Feminizing1

vbl. sK
1652 Wright tr. Camus' Nature's Paradox w$ Her vigor-

ous exertion made them incline to the thought of her beeing
a Male Feminiz'd. 1653 H. More Conjcct. Cabbal. 45 The
Serpent said to the feminized Adam. 1867 Ch. Times 6 July
236/4 The feminizing of the clerical mind is one of. .many.,
evils. 1890 Harper's Mac. July 320/1 The husband, if he
has become sufficiently . . feminized, may go to the House.

Femishing : see Fumishing Obs.

II Femme de chambre (famdojahbr). [Fr.]

1. A lady's maid.
1762 Sterne Let. 12 Aug., I have got a. .decent femme

de chambre, and a good-looking laquais. 1824 Medwin
Convers, Byron (1832) I. 48 Fletcher's . . wife . . was at that

timzfemine de chambre to Lady Byron. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis lvii. (1885) 564 Martha . . as femme de chambre,
accompanied her young mistress.

2. A chambermaid.
1890 Eng. Illust. Mag. Christmas No. 272 The crisp and

helmingfemmes de chambre of our neighbours across the
Channel.

Femoral (femoral), a. and sb. [f. L. femor-,
femur thigh + -AL.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the femur or thigh.

Chiefly Anat., asfemoral artery, bone, etc.

1782 S. Sharp Surgery Intr. (ed. 10) 50 The largest crooked
needle . . should be used . . in taking up the . . femoral . . arteries

in amputation. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 333 The phamomena
which occurred in a case of deep-seated femoral hernia. 1821
Scott Kenihv. xxx, Flibbertigibbet . . thrust a pin into the
rear of the short femoral garment. 1840 Hoon A'ilmausegg,
Her Accident xx, The femoral bone of her dexter leg. 1872
F. G. Thomas Dis. Women 636 They may enter the femoral,
umbilical, and ischiatic openings.

B. sb. =femoral artery.

1859 Todd Cyct. Anat. V. 542/1 In the Sloth, .the brachials
and femorals are split up. 1881 Mivart Cat 213 The
femoral gives off a large branch called the deep femoral.

t Fe'morals, sb, pi. Obs. In 7 femoralles. [a.

OF. femoralles — late L. femordlia, f. femor-,femur
thigh.] Clothing for the thighs ; breeches.
1609 Bible (Douay) Let', vi. 10 The priest shal be revested

with the tunike and the linnen femoralles.

Femur (frmtu). PI. femurs (fTmfe), fe-

mora (femora), [a. L.femur thigh.]

1. Anat. The thigh bone in man and other verte-

brata.

1799 in Med.Jrnl. II. 482 The femur., was found in blackish
fragments. 1830 R. Knox Bfclard^s Anat. § 615 A case of
false joint in consequence of the fracture of the neck of the
femur. 1869 Gillmore Reptiles fy Birds i. 12 The femur,
or thigh, is much lengthened and slightly curved. 1872
Nicholson Palxont. 314 The thigh-bone or femur, corre-

sponding with the humerus in the fore-limb.

2. Entom. The corresponding part in an insect

;

the third articulation of the foot.

1834 McMurtrie Cnvier's Anim. Kingd. 327 The ambu-
latory organs of locomotion consist of . . a femur, etc. 1875
W.Houghton Sk. Brit. Insects 128 In some genera the femur
of the hind legs is enormously swollen.

3. Arch, i The space between the channels [of

theTriglyph]' (Gwilt).

1363 Shute Arc/iit. Djb, The pillor shalbe garnished
with Canalicoli . . and the fifth parte is for Strise, which are
also called Femora.

Fen (fen), so.1 Forms : a. 1 fen(n, 3-7 fenn(e,

(4 feen, 6 flnne, fene), 2- fen. /L 2 ven,
2-4 venn(e. [OE.fen,f^nn neut., masc. = OFris.

^enne, fene masc. (MDu., MLG. venue, Du. ven
fern., Du. vee?t neut.) water-meadow, bog. OHG.
fenna fern.,fenni neut. (Ger.fenne neut.,felin fern.)

marsh, ON.fen neut., quagmire, Goth, fani neut.,

mud :—OTeut. *fanjo(m {-jo-z, -jd).']

1. Low land covered wholly or partially with
shallow water, or subject to frequent inundations

;

a tract of such land, a marsh.
Beowulf104 (Gr.) Se be moras heold fen and faesten. c888

K. /Elfred Boeth. xviii. § 2, & eall ban his fennas & moras
genumen habba5. c 1205 Lay. 18113 He . . drof Irisce men
^eond wateres and jjeond fenes. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 146
Grantebrigge & hontendone mest plente of dep ven. c 1325
King of Almaigne in Pol. Songs (Camden) 70 He hath
robbed Engelond, the mores ant tb[e] fenne. C1440 York
Myst. vii. 126 They will slee me, be ffenne or ffrith. 1523
Skelton Garl. Laurel T321 In Lerna, the Grekis fen. 1600
Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 584 Mexico, which is seated in a
great fen. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 1028 The joyless sun
. .draws the copious steam from swampy fens. 1808 J. Bar-
low Colutnb. iv. 593 Win from the waters every stagnant
fen. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. m. xiv. (1886) in The
margin of the broad, reedy fen.

Jig. 1676 Marvell Mr, Smirke 36 He did . . cut Poe-dike
to let in a Flood of all Heresies, upon the Fenns of Christi-

anity. 1802 Wordsw. ' Milton! thou should''st be living',

England hath need of thee ; she is a fen Of stagnant waters.

1866 Alger Solit. Nat. # Man in. 129 The hot fen of emu-
lation and vice.

b. esp. f The fen (obs.), thefens : certain low-
lying districts in Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire,

and some adjoining counties.

905 O. E. Chrou. an. 905 Eall oS 5a fennas nor5. c 1540
Pilgr. Tale 1 in Thynne^s Animadv. (1875) App. 1. 77 In
lincolneshyr, fast by the fene, ther stant a hows. 163s Star
Chamb. Cases (Camden) 50 Divers lands and wast grounds
called the Fennes. 1770 Gray in Corr. N. Ntcholls (1843)
115 Two hundred thousand acres are drowned in the Fens
here. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 92 A short visit to the Fens of
Cambridgeshire. 1890 Murray's Handbk. Lincolnshire 4
Large flocks of geese are still kept in the Fens about
Spalding.

Vol. IV.

f 2. Mud, clay, dirt, mire, filth. Also, excrement.
(-897 K. ^Elfred Gregory*s Past. xvi. 104 He underfeh.5

Saet fenn 5ara Sweandra. exooo ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.«
Wiilcker 147 Limns, lutum, fenn. cll7S Lamb. Horn. 47
Ieremie. .stod. in be uenne up to his muoe. c 1250 Gen. ty

Ex. 490 Or or flum noe spredde his fen. 1340 Ham pole Pr.
Consc. 655 Of be comes mykel foul thyng, Als fen, and uryn
and spyttyng. C1380 Wyclif Whs, (18S0) 62 To. .babe hem
in lustis as swyn in feen. 1460 Lybcaus Disc. 1500 Bothe
maydenes, and garssoun, Fowyll fen schull on the throwe.

1513 Douglas sEnets in. iv. 17 The vile belleis of thai cursit

schrewis Aboundis of fen maist abhominable. 1535 Stewart
Crou. Scot. III. 440 The loving in ane mannis mouth, Maid
of him self, stinkis lyke ony fen Into the eiris of all vther
men.
Jtg- 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) I. 17 Virgile sou^t gold
of wit and wisdom in the fen of Ennii be poete.

3. slang, (see quots.) ? Obs.

^1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Fag the Pen, drub the
Whore. 1725 New Cant. Diet., Pen, a Strumpet, or Bawd,
a common Prostitute.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

fen bank, -boat, -boot, -country, -duck, -dyke, -earth,

-fowl, -frog, -grass, - land (whence fen-lander),

-river, -rush, -skate, -skater, -skating, -soil. b. ob-
jective, asfen-affiecter, -dweller, -farmer, -farming,
-paring. C. originative, asfen-born, -bred, -sucked

adjs.

1616 Chapman Batrochom. 17 The farre-fam'de *Fen-
aflecter. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1692)73 The "Fenbanks in

the Isle of Ely. 1890 Daily News 12 June 6/2 A fen-bank
about six miles from Peterborough. 1766 Pennant Zool.

(1769) III. 272 One of the little *fen boats. 1805 Edin.Rez>.
V. 401 The hard seam of his *fen-boot. 1641 Milton Ch.
Govt. 11. 63 That *fenborn serpent. 187J Swinburne Songs
be/. Sunrise, Eve of Revolution 296 These fen-born fires.

1597 Drayton Mortimcriados 116 The *fen-bred vapours.

1830 T. Allen Hist. Lincolnsh. I. in. 65 Other rivers of the
*Fen Country. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) I. vi.

441 The great religious houses of the fen country. 1620
Venner Via Recta iii. 65 The >r Fenducke, or Moore-hen.
1610 ^Fen-dweller [see Fen-man]. 1647 Fuller Good Th.
in Worse T. (1841)84 Strange that those fen-dwellers should
approach the fiery region. 1878 Miller & Skertchley
Fenland xiii. 416 The spleen of fen-dwellers is often enlarged.
c 1710 C. Fiennes Diary (1888) 127 Ye *ffendiks . . are deep
ditches wth draines. a 1728 Woodward F'ossils (1729) I. 205
The surface is of Black* Fen Earth. 1891 A. J. Foster
The Ouse 196 The *fen-farmers still gather in its market-
place on Thursdays. 1852 Clarke Feu Sketches o.(yz The
unexampled improvements which have taken place in *Fen-
farming. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv. xxx, Listen ye 'fen-frogs
all. 1844 Hardy in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club II. 108 A cover-
ing of *fen-grasses. a 1000 Guthlac (1848) 50 He burh ba
vfenland reow. 1070 O. E. Chrou. an. 1070 J>et EngUsce
folc of eall ba feon Iandes comen to heom. 1855 Loncf.
Hiaw. Introd. 30 In the moorlands and the fen-lands. a%66t
Fuller Worthies (1811) II. 21 Apud Girvios; that is,

amongst the Fenlanders. 1797 A. Young Agric. ofSuffolk
161 A very complete and effective tool, called a ^fen-paring
plough, the furrow of which is burnt. 1546 Langley Pol.
Verg. De Invent. 11. vii. 45 a, A kind of *fen-rishes yc grew
in the marish groundes of Egipt. 1892 Badminton Lib?:,
Skating vii. 268 A standard type of *Fen skates. 1882 N.
& A. Goodman (title), Handbook of *Fen skating. 1846

J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 375 Light *fen soils.

1605 Shaks. Learn, iv. 169 You '^Fen-suck'd Fogges.

b. In various plant-names, etc. : as, fen-berry,
the cranberry ( Vaceinium Oxycoccus) ; fen-cress
= Watercress (Nasturtium officinale) ; + fen-

down = Cotton-grass ; fen grapes —fenberry

;

fen lentil, \vater lentils (Lemna minor) ; fen-rue

(see quot.) ; + fen whort =fen-berry.
1578 LyteZW^w-tvi. xi. 671 Those which the Germaynes

doo call Veenbesien, that is to say Marsh or *Fen-berries.
1678 Littleton Lat. Diet. s.v., Fen-berries. 1863 Prior
Plant-u. (1879) 77 Fen-berry, from its growing in fens, the
cranberry, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 18 WiJ> heafod wa^rce,
£enim. .*fencersan. 1818 Todd, Feu-cress. 1495 Act 11 Hen.
VII, c. 19 With no scalded fethers nor *fen downe nor none
other unlawful and corrupt stuffes. 1720 Strype Stow's Surv.
(1754) II. 317/2 They .. bought Fen Down .. for an Half
penny a Pound, and sold the same among Feathers for 6d.

a Pound. i597Gerarde//£?-iWiii. clxvi. 1367 Moszbeeren,
Veenbesien; that is to saie *Fen grapes or Fen berries.

1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n., Fen Grapes, Vac-
einium Oxycoccus L. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 378 After the
manner of * Fen-lentils or Duckes meat. 1863 Pkior Plant-n.
(1879I 77 *Een-Rue, from its divided rue-like leaves and
place of growth. Thalictrum flavuni L. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens vi. xi. 671 Marrishe or x Fen Whortes grow .. in
low, moyst places.

5. Special comb, f fen-canopy (see quot.) ;

fen -cock (see quot.); fen -cricket, the mole
cricket (Gryllotalfia vulgaris) ; fen-fever, a ma-
larious fever ; fen-fire — Ignis fatuus, a will of the

wisp ; fen-goose, usually the Grey-Lag Goose
(A?iser cinereus) ; fen-nightingale (see quot.)

;

fen-oak (see quot.) ; fen-pole, a jumping pole for

crossing ditches, etc. ; fen-reeve, an officer having
charge of fen lands ; fen-runners, a kind of skates

suitable for fen-skating ; fen-shake, the ague

;

fen-slodger, a name given to the Fen-men ; fen-

thrush (see quot.). Also Fen-hood, Fen-man.
1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 957 Our Countreymen

that live about the Fens have invented a . . *Fen-canopy .

.

made of . . Cowes dung . . with the smell and juice whereof
the Gnats being very much taken . . let them sleep quietly in
their beds. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., *Fencock, the water-
rail. 1678 Littleton Lat. Diet., A *Fen-cricket, gryllo-
talpa. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Siipp., Fen-cricket, a name
given by some people to the gryllotalpa. 1772 J. Lind
(title), A Treatise on the Putrid and Remitting *Feu Fever.

1814-5 Shelley ' The cold earth'' iii, As a ^fenfire's beam
on a sluggish stream, Gleams dimly. 18.. Swinburne
Athens, Mocked as whom the fen-fire leads. 1606 Sylvester
Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magnif 426 The wilde *Fen-goose.
1766 Pennant Zool. (1776. 4 ) II. 482 Grey Lag, the Fen-
Goose of Lister. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 147
Fen, or Marsh, goose, a 1825 Forby Voc. E.Auglia, *I-en-
nightingale, a frog. 1868 W. H. Wheeler Pens S. Lin-
colnsh. 69 Nor must the mention of the fen nightingales or
frogs be omitted. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss , ^Fen-oaks,
willows. 1844 Camp of Refuge I. 10 It was a "fen-pole,
such . . as our fenners yet use. 1865 W. White F. Eng. II.

172 The common lands are under the charge of ' -fen-reeves'.

1873 Kingsley Plays fy Puritans 76 How merrily their long
*fen-runners whistled along the ice-lane. 1794 G. Adams
Nat. $ Ext>. Philos. I. ix. 350 What they [imported Irish

reapers] call the ^fen-shake. 1856 P. Thompson Hist.
Boston 644 The Fcnmen . . were a century later known as
Slodgers or

'
>;'Fen-Slodgers. 1893 Baring Gould Cheap

Jack Zita I. 57 Sons or grandsons of half-wild fen-slodgers.

1854 Baker Gloss. Northampton I. 226 *P~en~thmsh, the
missel-thrush, Turdus viscivorus. 1885 Swainson Prov.
Names Birds 2 Missel Thrush {Turdus viscivorus) . . Fen
Thrush (Northants).

Fen (fen), sb.2 dial. [OE. fyne mildew ; the

mod. form (with e for OE. y) is Kentish; cf.

Fenny a. 2 , Vinewed.] A mould or parasitical

fungus that attacks the hop-plant.
1731 S. Hales Stat. Ess. I. 33 Hops were all infected with

mold or fen. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. (1807) II.

249 The mould or (en mostly occurs at a somewhat later

period. 1842 Johnson Ea?-mer's Encycl., Fen, the name of
a distemper to which hops are subject. It consists of a
quick-growing mould or moss.

II Fen, sb. ?> [fen, in L. version of Avicenna,

ad. Arab. ^9 fann species, class.] A section in

Avicenna's Canon.
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 562, I suppose that Avycen Wrot

never in canoun, ne in non fen Mo wonder sorwes. 1541 R.
Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Q iij, Sayth Auycen in

his fyrste fen of the fyrste boke of his Canon.

t Fen, v. 1 Obs. rare. [? f. OF.fen dung (see

Fienth) ; but cf. Fen sb.1 2,

The word occurs several times on the page, always in the
formfeuon (inf. and 3 pers. pi.).]

intr. Of certain animals : To void dung.
i486 Bk. St. Albans Fija, All bestis that here talow and

stonde vpright Femayen when thay do so say as I the kenne
And all oder fenon that rowken downe thenne.

Fen (fen), v 2 Also fain. [Usually taken to be
a corruption of Fend v.] trans. To forbid. Only
in

i Fen {larks, etc.)
!

', a prohibitory exclamation,

used chiefly by boys at marbles, etc., in order to

balk, bar, or prevent some action on the part of
another.
1823 Moor Suffolk Words 125 Fen slips over again. 1852

Dickens Bleak Ho. xvi, ' I'm fly ', says Jo. ' But fen larks,

you know ! Stow hooking it '. 1864 Bartlett Diet. Amer.,
' Fen play*, I forbid you to play. 1888 Bcrksh. Gloss, s.v.

Veil, If one player says 'ven knuckledown' this means that
his opponent must shoot his marble without resting his hand
on the ground.

t Fe'nage. rare — 1
, [a. OF. fenage, f. fener

to make hay :—late L. fxndre, f. L. fsenum hay.]

Hay crop.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Surrey 1. x, 25 The sowing

of the seede of Trefoyle .. doth much inrich Meddowes ..

both in Forrage and Fenage.

Fenatince, obs. form of Finance.

t Fe'nbrede. Obs. rare, [perh. f. Fen sb.1 +
Bred, board.] = Mould-board.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 3 The fenbrede is a thyn borde,

pynned or nayled . . to the lyft syde of the shethe in the
ferther ende, and to the ploughe tayle in the hynder ende.

Fence, sb. Also 4 fens, 6 fenst. [aphet. f.

of Defence.]
jl. The action of defending ; = Defence. Also,

the attitude of self-defence ; in To stand at fence.
^1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8638 pen Octa

studied in his bought: To stonde to fens auailled nought.
1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 384 That for default of fenss so was
To-fruschit in-to placis ser. C1430 Syr Tryam. 551 He
stode at fence ageyne them, a 1400-50 Alexander 4753
For nouthire fondis he to flee ne na fens made, c 1500
Felon So7ve Rokeby in Whitaker Craven (1878) 569 Yet, for

the fence that he colde make, Scho strake y fc fro his hande.

+ b. Cap offence : see Cap sb. 4, Coat offence :

see Coat sb. 5. So Doublet offence : see Doublet.
House offence : a fortified house. Man offence

:

a defender. Obs,
£-1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. xxi. 12 De Hous of fens of Dal-

wolsy. 1463 Mann. <$ Househ. Exp. (1841) 158 Ffusten. .ffor

to make doblettys off ffence. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 1095
No man of fens is left that house within. 1488 WitlofShame-
bourne (Somerset Ho.), Doblette of fence. 1514 Will of
R. Peke of Wkd. 4 June, All my cottes of fense of manse
body. 1555 Reg. Gild Corp. Christi York (Surtees) 202
My coote of fenst, and Steele cappe. 1664 Plodden F. 1. 5
Each house offence to fortify.

2. The action, practice, or art of fencing, or use

of the sword. To make fence : to assume a fencing

attitude. Also, Master, teacher offence.
X533U dall Flcnvres Latine Speaking\\ 560) 133 Discipiina

gladiatoria, is. .the waie of trainyng men in. -the schooles

that maisters offence keepe. 1535 in W. H. Turner Select.

Rec. Oxford 131 Dennys, a poore scholler and a teacher of
fence. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 75 He proue it on his

body . . Despight his nice fence. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1.

v. 22 Trusting to the false rules of a master of Fence. 1828

Scott F. M, Perth iv, A man must know his fence, or have

20
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a short lease of his life. 1831 Examiner 17/2 He will point

his sword at shadows, and make fence at your cat. 185s
Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 459 A man of . . consummate skill

in fence. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. iii. 87 Osric.

.

comes to announce, .the wager at fence with Laertes.

b. transf.

1634 Milton Comus 790 Enjoy your . . gay rhetoric, That

hath so well been taught her dazzling fence. 1862 Merivale
Rom. Etnp. (1865) V. xliv. 254 Fence of tongue was the

weapon with which they were to maintain . . their honour.

1871 Blackie Four Phases i. 79 The Sophists were cunning

masters of fence. 1883 Coutemp. /?«'. June 871 That shrewd

critic and experienced professor of Parliamentary fence.

T 3. Means or method of defence ;
protection,

security. Obs.

C1440 Promp. Par:: 155/1 Fence, defence fro enmyes,

proteccio, defeusio. 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding 550 It is

thought to be the surest fence, & strongest warde for that

Religion, that they should be keapte stil in ignorance. 1627

May Lucan 11. 408 His choisest buildings were but fence

for cold. 1691 T. H[ale] Aec. New Invent. 39 To deliver

up his Majesty's Ships to the . .Worm . .wholly unprovided

of any Fence against them. 174s De Foe's Eng. Tradesman

. (1841) I. ix. 67 Employment is said to be the best fence

"against temptation. 1756 Nugent Montesquieu's Spir.

Laws (1758' I. xii. ii. 261 The subject has no fence to secure

his innocence.
Proi'crb. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk^Selv. 98, 1 dare be bold

to say, 'Tis such a flail as there can ne're be fence for. 1730

Swift Poems, On Stephen Duck 115 The Proverb says ; No
Fence against a Flail.

4. concr. That which serves as a defence.

t a. Of persons : A bulwark, defence. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7363 He was fully the fens . . Of all the

tulkes of Troy. 155a Godly Prayers in Liturg. Serv. Q.
Eliz. (1847) 248 O Lord Jesus Christ, the only stay and
fence of our mortal state.

b. Of things : A defence, bulwark, arch, (now

with mixture of sense 5).

c 1440 Promp. Par:'. 155/1 Fence, or defence of closynge

fclothynge, P.). 1548UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke x. 4,

I send you forth naked, wythout weapon or fense. 1671

Grew Anat. Plants (1682) 1. ii. 17 The Skin is the Fence of

the Cortical Body. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 483 A hilly

Heap of Stones above to lay, And press the Plants with

Sherds of Potters Clay. This Fence against immod'rate
Rain they found. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 183

[The river] is a mighty Fence to the City Odia. 1727 Swift
Gulliver lv. iv. 278 My whole body wanted a fence against

heat and cold. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles III. xix, Deer-hides

o'er them cast, Made a rude fence against the blast. 1838

Thirlwall Greece II. 278 They hastily formed a high fence

out of the wrecks round the fleet.

fig. 1732 Lediard Sethos II, Strangers would not believe

there was a sufficient fence against crimes. 1860PUSEY
Min. Proph. 311 They sin, who first remove the skin . . or

outward tender fences of God's graces.

f C. spec. The tusk of an elephant ( = Fr. defense).

Also, the involucre of a flower. Obs.

1727 Philip Quarll 219 The Fences of an Elephant, and the

Tusks of a wild Boar. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796}

II. 171 Involucrum, or fence, 2 leafits . . to each floret.

5. An enclosure or barrier (e.g. a hedge, wall,

railing, palisade, etc.) along the boundary of a

field, park, yard or any place which it is desired

to defend from intruders. Sunkfence : one placed

along the bottom of a depression in the ground
;

sometimes applied to a ditch. Often preceded by

a qualifying word, as : gun-, pale-, quick-, ring-,

snake-, wire-, eic. fence, for which see those words.

1512 Nottingham Rec. III. 340 Owre fense be twixe our

medo and Wilforth Pastur. 1570 Levins Manip. 63/16

A Fence, vallum. 1611 Bible Ps. lxii. 3 As a bowing wall

shall ye be, and as a tottering fence. 1697 Dryden yEncid
ix. 457 The famished lion. .O'erleaps the fences of the nightly

fold 1711 Addison Spect. No 56 p 3 This huge Thicket of

Thorns and Brakes was designed as a kind of Fence or

quick-set Hedge. 1767 A. Young Farmer'* Lett. People 62

They . . keep their fences in admirable repair. 1786 Gilpin

Obs. Pict. Beauty Cumbrld. I. 136 The lake performing

the office of a sunk fence. 1832 Act 2-3 Will. IV, c. 64
Sched. O. 1648 That point in a stone fence which is imme-
diately opposite a. .pool. 1832 Ht. Martineau Ireland i. 2

A turf bank, was the best kind of fence used. i8ji Edge in

Law Times XC. 395/1 An ordinary fence, consisting of a

ditch and a bank.

b. transf. a.nc\fg.

1639 Fuller Holy War 1. iii. (1840)4 When the fence of

order was broken. X691 Hartcliffe Virtues 105 Those
who have broken through all the Fences of Law. 1712-4
Pope Rape Lock 11. 119 Oft have we known that seven-fold

fence [petticoats] to fail. 1761-a Hume Hist. Eng._ (1806) V.
lxx. 250 To throw down all fences of the constitution. 1820

Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Christ's Hosp., Breaking down the strong

fences of shame, and awkwardness.

c. Phrases : chiefly U.S. ( To stand or sit) on or

upon the fence : (to be) undecided in opinion, or

neutral in action. ( To be) on a persons, the other

side of the fence : (to be) on his side, on the side

opposed to him. To descend on the right side of
thefence : to take the side of the winner. To put
ones horse at a fence : to spur him on to leap it.

To make a Virginiafence :
' to walk like a drunken

man ' (Lowell Biglcnv Papers Introd.).

174S Franklin Drinker's Diet. Wks 1887 II. 26 He makes

a Virginia Fence. 1848 Lowell Biglcno P. Poems 1890 II.

82 A man represents -Not the fellers that sent him, but them

on the fence. 186a Ibid. 287, 1 mean a kin' o' hangin' roun'

an' settin' on the fence. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vi,

It's allers best to stand missis's side the fence. 1863

Holland Lett. Joneses v. 80 Any man who would stand

upon the fence. 1887 A. Lang Myth, Ritual t$ Relig. II.
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350 Mr. Morgan, .puts his hobby at its highest fence. 1891

Salisbury in Guardian 28 Jan. 158/2 They gently descended

on the right side of the fence.

6. Technical uses.

a. A guard, guide, or gauge designed to regulate

the movements of a tool or machine.

1703 Moxon Mich. Exerc. 72 The Fence of the Plow [a

grooving-plane] is set to that Distance off the Iron-Plate of

the Plow, that you intend the Groove shall lie off the edge

of the Board. Ibid. 79 The Handle should on either side

become a Fence to the Tongue. Ibid. 90 These Nails are

. .to serve for Fences to set, and fit each piece into its proper

place. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 222 Fence ofa
Plane.—A guard, which obliges it to work to a certain

horizontal breadth from the arris. 1872 J. Richards Wood-
working Machinery 185 A long strip or fence passing

behind as welt as in front of the saw.

b. (See quots.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's WordJik., Fence, the arm of the

hammer-spring of a gun-lock. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

I. 1835/2 Fence (locks), an arm or protection which enters

the gates of the tumblers when they are adjusted in proper

position and coincidence.

C. A ferrule, rare.

1862 Borrow Wild Wales I. 231 A thin polished black

stick, .at the end was a brass fence.

7. A state of prohibition, rare exc. attrib. ; cf.

fence-date, -month, -season, -time in 11.

1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xii. 537 [By the Great Charter]

all rivers placed in fence [L. in dtfenso] are thrown open.

8. Thieves' slang, a. A receiver of stolen goods.

a 1700 in B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu. 1708 J. Hall Mem.,
The fence and he are like the devil and the doctor. 1812

Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 209 Habberfield. .was considered

the safest fence about town. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist xiii,

Ill-treating the boys, you. .in-sa-ti-a-ble old fence.

b. A receiving house for stolen goods.

1847 Illust. Lond. News 22 May 232 The keeper of the

'fence' loves to set up in business there. 1848 Punch
XIV. 149 Let M. Galignani rejoice ; and let his Bibliotheque

. . still remain the greatest literary ' fence ' in Europe. 1863

W. B. Jerrold Sign. Distress iii. 26 The slums of London
—the fences and padding-kens.

9. Sc. Law. [from the vb.] The action of fencing

in various senses. Cf. Fence v. 8.

1541 Burgh Rec. Prestwick 2 June 11834^ 57 For be losen

of ane fens maid be be said Allex'. apoun ane wob of Jonat

Hunter. C1575 Balfour Practicks 273 The affirmatioun

and fence of the court, that na man tak speach upon hand.

.

except the persewar and defender.

10. attrib. and Comb. General relations : a. ap-

positive (sense 5), as fence-wall. b. attributive

(sense 2), as feme-school; (sense 4 b), as ^fence-

fabric ; ;sense 5 , as,fence-corner, -post.

1876 Daily News 5 Oct. 6/1 He sallies from his siesta in a

•fence corner. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxix. ix. 253

The "Fence-fabrickes and all devices else requisite for a

siege, were in readinesse. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 836/1

A device, .used fordriving 'fence-posts. 1885 H.C. M'Cook
Tenants ofOld Farm 196, I was standing by a fence-post.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 1. i. 7 As one that vseth often

the *Fence-schooles. 1642 Fuller Holy ff Prof. St. IV. x.

285 He was diligent in. .beating down . . the Manicheans,

inVhose Fence-school he was formerly brought up. 1823

P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 338 "Fence-Wall—A wall used

to prevent the encroachment of men or animals.

11. Special comb. : fence-guards (see quot.)

;

fence-jack (see quot.); fence-lizard (see quot.)

;

f fence-man, a gladiator ; fence-month, a)

originally the time of fawning for deer, a period of

about 30 days at the end of June and beginning of

July, during which hunting was forbidden ; (b)

more broadly: the close season for fishing, etc.,

during the time of breeding, not always being re-

stricted to one month ; fence-play, t (<*) a gladia-

torial combat ; (b) transf. discussion ; t fence-

roof, a roof for defence= L. testudo; fence-season,

fence-time, a close season or time for fish, swans,

etc. (see fence-month) ; fence-shop, a shop at

which stolen goods are sold ; fence-viewer, ( If. S.)

an officer whose duty it is to see to the erection and

maintenance of boundary and highway fences.

1883 W. S. Grfsley Gloss. Coal Mining, *Fence-guards,

rails fixed round the mouth of a pit-shaft, to keep people

and things from falling in. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I.

836/1 *Fence-jack, a lever jack adapted for lifting the corner

or lock of a worm-fence in order to lay in a new bottom-rail.

liSgCentury Diet., " Fence-lizard, the common small lizard

or swift of the United States. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices

I- (1558) 98 With hired *fencemen he suppressed all Tublius

Clodius attempts. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Gladi-

ateur . . a maister of Fence, a fence man. 1594 Crompton

Jurisdiction 197 "Fence moneth is alwaies xv dales afore

Midsomer and xv daies after. 1766 Pennant Zool.tij6g: III.

245 There is no law for preserving the fish in it during the

fence months. 1855 Doran Queens Eng. Ho. Hanover II.

vii. 117 The bucks were denied, and he himself once shut

out, on pretence it was fence month. 1580 North Plutarch

(1676) 434 Gaines . . Wrestlings, and "Fence-playes. 1878

Browning LaSaisiaz 25 Passing lightlyin review., a certain

fence-play-strife. 1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. xxix. xiv.

372 The Romans . . fitted their shields close one to another

in manner of a "fence-roufe. 1880 Times 21 Dec. 6/4I0
stop . . the alleged traffic of salmon during the ' close or
' "fence ' season. 1789 G. Parker Life's Painter xv. 153

In Field-lane, where the handkerchiefs are carried, there are

a number of shops called "Fence-shops, where you may
buy any number. 1546 Plumpton Corr. 251 Ve shall come
no time wrong, "fence-time then other. 1584 in Binnell

Descr. Thames (1758) 63 Fence ..Times, in which these

Fishes are not to be taken. 1886 J. Hopkins' Univ. Stud.

FENCE.

IV. 20 In 1647, "fence viewers were appointed, by whom
every new building had to be approved.

Fence (fens), v. Also 5-6 fens(e. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. a. To practise the use of the foil or

sword, b. To use the sword scientifically either

for offence or defence.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. II. iii. 14 Alas sir, I cannot fence.

1684 K. H. School Recreat. 57 Defending your self from the

Thrusts or Blows of those you Fence with. 1737 Fielding

Hist. Reg. in. Wks. 1882 X. 225, I do a warrior ! I never

learnt to fence. 1779 Sheridan Critic ill. Wks. 1873 II. 181

Captain, thou hast fenced well ! 1829 Lytton Disowned

147, I hope you both fence and shoot well.

c. transf of animals.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 343 The bellowing Rivals..

fence, they push, and pushing loudly roar.

d. fig. Frequently of a witness : To fence with

(rarely trans, to fence), to parry, try to evade

(a question\
1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. in. vi. (1845) 158 He rather fences

with sin. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 9 The Friends .

.

fence to get all the Estate. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 1 1864)

I. 151 For several months .. diplomatists fenced among
themselves. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VI. xx. iii. 47 Seldom
in the Arena of this Universe did a Son of Adam fence

better for himself. 1880 Kinglake Crimea VI. v. 175 The
gallant French . . could only fence with an evil so great.

1887 Jessopp Arcady vi. 181 The question he seemed dis-

posed to fence with. 1800 Standard 22 Feb. 5/2 The
Chairman, .ought, .to be able to overcome the tendency to

' fence ' awkward questions.

2. trans. (Const, against, from.) To screen,

shield, protect : a. the body, or a part of it.

1549 Oi.de Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. vi. 7 On euery syde surely

fensed with the armoure of iustice. 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxvii. (1887) 106 The arme in this [arm ball] is

fensed with a wooden brace. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary

(1625' 139 His pined corps, whom furres must fence from the

least blast of cold. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. xxiii. 7 The man .

.

must be fenced with yron. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1. v. 11 All

fishes in armour fenced with shels. 1691 Ray Creation 11.

(1704) 378 The extremities of their Toes were fene'd with

Hoofs. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (18631 24.9

Running down the street with an umbrella, .to fence their

lodger . . from the . . shower. 1876 Blackmore Cripps v.

(1877) 27 With one hand fencing her forehead.

b. a building, locality,^/, from weather or wind.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 12 b, I lay my
corne upon a fayre floore, closely fenced and seeled against

Mise. 1600 Hakluyt Voy\iZ\o) III. 360We rode at anker

in a place well fenced from the wind. 1650 Fuller Pisgah

II. 60 [Jordan] is fenced by its own breadth and depth

against all Passengers. 170s Addison Italy 7 A spacious

Harbour. .Fene'd to the West. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.

11760) IV. 5 This city is fenced from the violence of the

waves by several small islands. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. 1.

xxvi, Moss . . and leaves combined To fence each crevice

from the wind. 1841 James Brigand ii, The kitchen was

well fenced from the wind and rain.

C. t*en. in material or immaterial sense.

C1510 More Picus Wks. 8/r Fensyng my selfe with the

crucifixe. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 57 Every creature hvyng

should fense it self against outward violence. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, 11. vi. 75 Where's Captaine Margaret, to fence

you now? 1602 Fulbecke Pandectes 16 By the continuall

practise of nations . . the right of Primogeniture . .
is fenced,

supported and defended. 1639 Fuller Holy War in. 111.

(1840) n9 Fencing his former villanies by committing new

ones. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Lifeiijv) III. 378 Another of

those Ministries . . is to fence . . its Peace. 1692 tr. Milton s

Def Pop. Wks. 1738 I. 460 We may fence ourselves against

the latter [open enemies]. 1850 Blackie JEschylus II. 160

Fence every gate with valiant-hearted men. 1884 Tennyson

Beckct 143 He fenced his royal promise with an if.

f 3. trans. To equip for defence. Obs.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. I. 131 A ship .. well fensed with

munitions.

f 4. intr. To set up a defence against ; to provide

protection against. Obs.

1676 Temple Let. to Sir E. Dearing Wks. 1731 II. 357,

I made use of this Circumstance to fence against this

Resolution of the States. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 140

Feathers very thick set upon their Breasts . . to fence against

the cold of the water. 1702 A. Charlett in I'epys Diary

VI 246 The relapse of which I must fence against. 1709

Swift Adv. Relig. Wks. 1 1778) II 82 The common prudence

of mankind . . is in no sort able to fence against them. 1759

Sterne Tr. Shandy I. Ded. Epist., I live in a constant

endeavour to fence against the infirmities of ill health.

5. trans. To keep out, ward off, repel. Said

both of persons and things. Also to fence off,

out Often with mixture of sense 6. arch.

a 159a Greene Poems, Shepherd's Ode 66 A cloak of grey

fene'd the rain. 1639 Fuller Holy War 1. ix. 14 The

Bosporus was too narrow a ditch, .to fense the Pagans out

of West Christendome. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosea vni.

1 1652) 285 They fenced off thy word as with a shield, c 1710

C Fiennes Diary (1888) 130 These high banks are made to

. (fence out y' water. 1725 De Foe Voy. round \l orldiiS^o)

-27 They had . . no bows to fence off the waves. 1742 Shen-

stone Schoolmistr. 65 A russet kirtle fene'd the nipping air

178s P\ley Moral Pbil. (1818) II. 342 Government is well

Warranted in fencing out the whole sect from situations of

trust and power. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xix, A cup of sack

shall fence the cold.

6. trans. To surround with or as with a fence (see

Fence sb. 4, 5) ; to enclose, fortify, protect.

1435 Nottingham Rec. II. 355 Thay to fens it [Est Croft]

hamselfe at thayre awne coste. 1494, * auyaniChrou. vn

466 Y" Englysshe hoste ..was myghtely fensytl with wood

and tryes. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. xxxvi. 35 The . .
broken

downe cities, are now stronge and fensed agayne. 1583

Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 54 Whate forte were best to

be fenced 1 1611 Bible Ito. v. 2 Hee fenced it, and gathered

Qi
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out the stones thereof. 1631 T. M ay tr. Barclay's Mirrour
of Mindes ii. 39 The lands of priuate men . . were fenced

with ditches. 1650 Fuller Pisgah hi. ii. 317 The roofs

were flat and fenced with battlements. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. x. 173 Well fenced either with hedge or

pale. 1793 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts IV. 4 Which are

all fenced with a good stone wall. 1832 Lytton Eugene A.
1, i. 3 The greater part of them fenced also from the un-
frequented road a little spot.

absol. 1892 Midland Neivs 4 Mar. 6 We must fence

more, and we shall be. .independent of herds.

Jig. 1683 Burnet tr. Morels Utopia (1685) no The Minds
of the Utopians, when fenced with a Love for Learning.
1763-5 Churchill Poems, Conference, Thy writings so well

fenc'd in Law. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. iv. § 26. 306 The
Jews were . . fenced against communion with them. 1843
H. Rogers Ess. (i860) III. 46 Vincentius . . takes care . . to

fence his proposition with . . limitations. 1870 Emerson
Soc. fy Solit., Bis. Wks. (Bonn) III. 77 The men themselves
were, .fenced by etiquette.

b. with about, in, round, tip. To fence off: to

keep off by a fence. Also absol.

1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xiv. 7 Let vs buylde vp these
cities, and fense them rounde aboute with walles. i6n
Bible fob xix. 8 Hee hath fenced vp my way. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav. 100 Which makes the countrey people to
fence in those places. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 697 On either
side Acanthus.. Fenc'd up the verdant wall. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. viii. 222 These leaves are fenced round with strong
Prickles above an inch long. 1713 Steele Englishman
No. 3. 15 His Property is fenced about with Laws and
Privileges. 1822 ' B. Cornwall' Poems, Let. Boccaccio v, Her
dwelling was Fenced round by trees. 1869 R. B. Smyth
Goldfields of Victoria 610 Fencing in a Claim, making
a drive round the boundaries of an alluvial claim to secure
the wash-dirt. 1877 E. R. Conder Bos. Faith\\\\. 349 It will

be difficult to fence in securely on the side of Pantheism.

c. To part off by a fence or fences. In quot. fig,
1881 C. De Kay Vision of Nimrod ii. 9 Nation I fenced

from nation.

T d. Of a thing : To serve as a fence for. Obs.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 125 Yf it [thy dyche] be .v. fote

brode [t]han it wolde. .fence it selfe & the lower hedge wyll
serue.

7. intr. Of a horse : To leap a fence.

1884 A. Watson in Longm. Mag. III. 611 What he lacks
in speed is . . compensated for by the cleverness with which
he fences. 1891 Field 7 Mar. 338/1 Harlequin and Fast Day
went to the front . . the way they fenced was a treat to see.

8. trans. {Sc. Law.) a. To open the proceedings

of (the Parliament or a Court of Law) by the use

of a form of words forbidding persons to interrupt

or obstruct the proceedings unnecessarily.

1513-75 Diurn. Occurreuts (Bannatyne Club) 214 He post
to William Pikis hous . . and thair fensit the Parliament.
c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 199 The
Queen, .stayed till the Parliament was fenced. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj. 158 The Court sould be fensed. 1637 Ruther-
ford Lett. (1862) I. 198, 1 know not if this court kept within
my soul be fenced in Christ's name. 1663 Spalding Troub.
Chas. /(1792) I. ia*The parliament is fenced. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxi, ' They wunna fence the court.*

b. To prohibit by law, edict, or proclamation.
1596 Burgli Pec. Glasgow 6 Aug. (1876) I. 180 Bot to fens

the same fra doing thairof.

C. To poind or arrest for debt.

1570 Burgh Rcc. Prestivick 20N0V. (1834) 72 For this geyr
..quhilk wasfencet in his hand be Jhone Ondirwood officer,

f d. Hence, Tofence a band : to make a league

(L. ferirefirdus). Obs. rare*1
.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. ('1822) 41 Commandis you me to

fens ane band with the Fader-Patrate of Albane pepill ?

9. In the Scottish Presbyterian Churches : To
fence the tables : to deliver an exhortation calculated

to deter unworthy persons from communicating.
1709 W. Stewart (of Pardovan) Worship Ch. Scott. 11. iv.

140 He fenceth and openeth the Tables. 1833 Eraser's

Mag. VIII. 406 The objurgation, or fencing the tables, was
concluded. 1879 Jamieson Scot. Diet. s. v. Bicker-raid,

A clergyman in fencing the tables at a sacrament, debarred
all who had been guilty of [etc.]. 1882 [see Debarration].

10. To close for hunting or fishing (a forest,

river, etc.).

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 39 The rivers that were fenced
..were directed to be laid open.

+ 11. To keep in position by a gauge or guide.

Cf. Fence sb. 6 a. Obs.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 90 Should you not thus Fence
them, .one piece being never so little out of its due Position,

would drive the next piece more out.

12. slang, a. To purchase or sell with guilty

knowledge (stolen goods). Also absol.

1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-allC ij/2 To fence property
[printed properly], to sell anything that is stolne. 1789 ( 1.

Parker Life's Painter 153 Fenced is disposing of anything
stolen for a quarter of the value. 1819 J. H. Vaux Mem.
I. xii. 141 He knew where to fence the book. 1840 Marryat
Poor Jack xviii, Does old Nanny fence?

b. To spend or lay out (money).
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Fence, to Spend or Lay

out. Fence his Hog, to Spend his Shilling. 1725 in New
Cant. Diet.

Fenced (fenst), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ed 1
.] In

various senses of the vb. a. Furnished with de-

fences, fortified. Now only in Biblical phraseology.

b. Provided with a hedge or rail, railed off, en-

closed, lit. and fig. Alsofenced in. C. Sc. Law.
Poinded ; see Fence v. 8 c.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 155/1 Fencyd, or defencyd, defetisns,

muuitus, defensatus. 1535 Coverdale Judith iii. 6 Holo-
fernes . . conquered all stronge fensed cities. 1600 Fairfax
Tasso n. Ixxv, In fensed towres bestowed is their graine.

1611 Bible 2 Kings xvii. 9 They built them high places .

.

from the tower of the watchmen, to the fenced city. 1637
Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 207 Fenced goods that ye can-

not intromit with. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 203, 1 might
have beheld our fenced cities encompassed with armies.

1853 Marsden Early Purit. 77 The fenced enclosures of a
university. 1853 Maurice Proph. fy Kings xii. 198 He
speaks, .of its villages and fenced cities.

Fenceful (fe'nsful), a. [f. Fence sb. + -fvl.]

Affording defence
;
protecting or shielding.

1616 Chapman Batrachom. (1858 8 Theirfenceful bucklers
were The middle rounds of can' sticks. 1729 Savage
Wanderer \. 194 [He] firms the conquest with his fenceful

mound. 1751 G. West Education xlviii, High o'er his

Head he held his fenceful Shield.

Fenceless (fe*nsles), a. [f. as prec. + -less.]

1. a. Without an enclosure or hedge ; unenclosed,

open.
1587 Turberv. Epit. Sf Sonnets (1837) 397 As plant shall

proove upon the fencelesse land. 1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl.

432 Utterly to lay this vineyard waste, fencelesse, fruitlesse.

1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 307 Those fenceless fields the sons

of wealth divide. 1887 R. Meeker in Harper's Mag.
Apr. 725/2 The fenceless, treeless landscape of the steppe.

b. \Vithout a fortification ; unfortified.

1740 C Pitt sEtieid xii. 789 Before him . . the fenceless

city lay. (11873 Lytton I'ausanias iv. vi. (1878) 509 The
fenceless villages of Sparta.

2. Without means of defence ; defenceless.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 60 Fencelesse my brest, why
stay you it to cleaue ? 1667 Milton P. L. x. 303 The Wall
Immoveable of this now fenceless world, c 1750 SHENSTONE
L,ove fy Hon. Wks. (1764) I. 327 On my fenceless head it's

phial'd wrath May fate exhaust. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xvi,

O'er my friend my cloak I threw, And fenceless faced the

deadly dew. 1850 Blackik sEschylus II. 254 The Greeks
Our fenceless chiefs. .Mowed down.
absol, 1887 Century Mag. July 334 Look what arms the

fenceless wield, Frailest things have frailty's shield !

Hence Fe'neelessness, -flack of skill in fence

(obs.) ; the condition of not being protected by a

fence.

1656 Trapp Comm. Matt. vii. 3 A general doctrine, not
applied, is as a sword without an edge, not in itself, but to

us, through our singular fencelessness. 1856 Ruskin Mod.
J'aint. III. iv. xiv. § 34 The fencelessness .. of the free

virtue lead[s] to the loving, .order of eternal happiness.

Fencelet ,fe-nslut). rare. [f. Fen'CE sb. + -let.]

A small fence or hedge.
1892 Field 19 Mar. 396/1 A sort of second fencelet planted

on the edge of the dyke.

Fencer (fcnsai). [f. Fence v. + -ebI.]

1. One who fences, a. One who fights, or prac-

tises fencing with a foil or sword ; a swordsman.
1581 Pettie Cuazzo^s Ch'. Com). 1. (1586) 37 b, A fencer,

who making at his enimies head, striketh him on the legge.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. ii. 13 As blunt as the Fencers
foiles. 1649 Pp. Hall Cases Cousc. 11. ii. 109 Whether of
the two is the better Fencer. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 422
F 6 They do not thrust with the Skill of Fencers. 1809
Roland B'enciug 39 There has been, even bygood Fencers,
some controversy respecting this parade. 1829 Lytton
Devereux 1. iv, You are the best fencer in the school.

T b- One who fences in public shows ; a hired

or professional swordsman. Obs.
157a Act 14 Eliz. c. 5 § 5 All Fencers. .Comon Players in

Knterludes, & minstrels, not belonging to any Baron. 1583
Fleetwood in Ellis Grig. Lett, 1. II. 292 One Dwelles,
a fenser nere Cicell howse. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in. iv.

307 He has bin Fencer to the Sophy. 1603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1638) 158 He .. appointed certaine Ruffians and
Fencers to watch her house.

t C. A gladiator. A\sofencer at the sharp. Obs.

1587 Golding De Mornay xxiii. 349 They had not made
their wonted shewes of Fensers. 1632 I.e Grys tr. Velleius
Paterc. 22$ Most magnificent shewes of fencers at the
sharpe. 1637 R. Humphrey tr. St. Ambrose 1. 137 The
clamour of garnesters, the slaughter of fensers. 1693 Con-
greve Juvenal x\. 15 A man . . Able for arms . .'Mongst
common Fencers, Practices the Trade, That End debasing,
for which Arms were made.

A. fig.
a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 206 A Quibbler..is a

Fencer of Language. #1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) 1.

254 Here were a couple of fencers engaged in disputes.

2. Austr. One employed in putting up fences.
1881 Mrs. C Praed Policy <y P. I. 241 'Where is father?'

..'In the office settling with the fencers.' 1892 Pall Mall G.

7 June 7/1 This shuts Kanakas out from the business of
. .sawyers, splitters, fencers.

3. A horse that jumps fences. Chiefly with pre-

fixed adj., as tagood, bold, etc.fencer.
1852 R. S. Surthes Sponge's Sp. Tour xliv. 249 Don't

know that I ever rode a better fencer. 1876 World No. 120.
12 Few areas.. require a bigger or bolder fencer.

4. slang, (see quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Creiv, Qucere-colefencer, a

Receiver and putter off [of ] false Money, c 1700 Street Rob-
beries Considered, Fencer, receiver of stolen goods.

5. Comb., asfencer-like adj. ; -\ fencer-month =
fence-month.

1660 Fisher Ruslick's Alarm Wks. (1679) 208 Ye glory
in your Fencer-like Faculties of Disputing, a 1700 B. E.
Did. Cant. Crew, Season ofBeasts, a Hart or Buck begins
at the end of Fencer-Month.
Hence Fe'nceress [ + -ess], a female fencer.
«i66i Holyday Juvenal 93 What young face Caught

Hippia thus? for which she chose disgrace, To be instil'd

the fenceress 1

1 Feiiche. Obs. Somepartofthecarcaseofadeer.
c 1560 J. Lacy Wyl Bucke his Testament a iij, The fenche

rostid and y« filet,and noumbels rosted.

Fencible Cfe-nsib'l), a. and sb. Forms : 4-6
fensable, 5-6 fensabil^e, 5-7 fensible, (6 -ibill),

7- fencible. [Short for defensable, Defensible.]

A. adj.

1. Of a person : Capable of making defence;

fit and liable to be called on for defensive military

service. Chiefly Sc,

c 1325 Coerde L. 3296 For we have herinne Syxty thousand
men fensable. c 1475 Rauf Coifycar 329 One thousand, .of

fensabill men. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. II. 475 All other

men commandit for to tak..That fensabill war. 1637-50
Row Hist. A'irk. (1842) 519 The toune of Aberdeen wes
charged, that all fensible persons appeare in their arms.

1693 E. HALLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 601 The whole
Force this City can raise of Fencible Men, as the Scotch
call them, is about yooo. 1756 Ibid. XLIX. 880 There can
be no increase at all of our fencible men. 1820 Scott
Monast. xxxiv, Where is the roll of fencible men liable to

do suit and service to the Halidome? 1837 Caklyle Fr.
Rev. 1. v. iv, Let fencible men. .keep watch and ward.

2. Of arms and armour : Capable of being used

for defence. Sc.
a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 87 The soldeouris

caist from tbame thaire pickis . . and utheris weaponis
fensable. 15. . Aberdeen Reg. V. 20 (Jam.) To consider ..

euery nychtbour quhay hes fensabil geir Sc vappynnis.

3. Of a fortress, town, etc. : Capable of being

defended ; strong, well-fortified.

1590 Spenser /•'. Q. in. x. 10 No fort so fensible .. But
that continuall battery will rive. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II.

132 A roade . . made very fensible with strong walls. 1632
Litiigow Tra7>. vi. 299 Houses, being Walled and fensible

against the Arabs, a 1682 Sir J. Turner Mem., Battle of
Presto;/, Baillie had. .lodged the foot, .among very fencible

enclosures. 1820 Scott Monast. ix, This old tower of thine

is fencible enough.

b. transf. of a building : That is in good repair.

1417 Surtees Misc. (18901 13 pat the foresayd Thomas
make hys pryve fensilble als it awe to be.

4. Such as will serve as a fence or enclosure.

1799 J. Rouertson Agrie. Perth 84 All fences . . must be
left . . in a fencible condition.

5. The sb. used attrib. : Belonging to the corps

called Fencibles.

1795 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. (1796* 50/2 The expences
accompanying the fencible cavalry. 1804 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. II. 642 To station the fencible battalion at

Sural. 1844 Reeul. -y Ord. Army 4 Officers of Fencible
and Militia Regiments rank together.

B. sb. A soldier liable only for defensive service

at home. Also, land-, river-, sea-fcncible.

1796 Sporting Mag. VII. 279 A military hero, whom the

. .tactics of the day denominate a fencible. 1803 G. Rose
Diaries I1860) II. 57 Captain Essington, commanding the

Sea Fencibles at Dover. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson's Fun. 12

The river fencibles were stationed close to the entrance.

1816 Scott Antiq. xiv. ' A' the sea fencibles, and the land
fencibles .. are on fit. 1837 Luckhakt Scott (1839* I.

305 Captain in the Perthshire Fencibles. 1839 J. Stevenson
Justiciary Garland 75 A fencible I'll guard at home.

t Fencibly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. adj. + -ly^.] So
as to be capable of being defended.

1523 Ld. BernerS Froiss. I. ccix. 250 A square toure

lick walled, and fensably furnisshed for the warre.

Fencing (fe-nsin), vbl. sb. [f. Fe>x*E2/. + -INO 1
.]

The action of the vb. Fence.
1. The action or art of using the sword scientific-

ally as a weapon of offence or defence ; the practice

of this art with a blunted sword, foil, or stick.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xviii. (1887) 79 Concerning
fensing, or skill how to handle the weapon. 1642 Fuller
Holyty Prof. St. in. xiii. 185 Fencing is warre without anger.

a 1735 Arbuthnot & Pope Martin Scrib. vii. in Pope's Wks.
(1741) II. 26 These . . could no more be learned alone than
Fencing or Cudgel-playing. 1829 Lytton Devereux 1. iv,

Fencing is an accomplishment in which Gerald is very nearly
my equal.

Jig. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi.62'Pray you, without anymore
virginal fencing. 1687 Drvden Hind, ty P. 11. 33 After long
fencing push'd against a wall, Your salvo comes, that he's

not there at all. 1849 Helps Friends in C. (1854) II. 9
There is skilful fencing even in your talk. 1876 Freeman
Norm. Conq. V. xxiii. 117 A piece of diplomatic fencing.

H In wider sense : (see quot.)

1692 O. Walker Histor. Illustr. 158 Fencing, Pugilatus,

was fighting with Fists.

2. The action of protecting, or of setting up a

defence against (evil), f Also quasi-concr. Means
of defence (obs.).

1489 Caxton P'aytes ofA. \. x. 27 In sawtyng or fensyng
of a forteresse a slynge is good, a 1661 Fuller Worthies
(18401 I. ii. 4 Providence having given men hands .. all

clothing and fencing is. .bestowed upon him. 1668 Cul-
pepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. il 1. 88 The more noble
parts require great fencing. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II.

xxxvii. 708 The fencing against the pains and infirmities

under which he laboured occupied a great part of his time.

3. The action of putting up fences or enclosing

with a fence or protection ; alsofencing in.

1628 Br. Hall Sertn. Wks. 1634 II. 311 All this provision

of. . Fencing, Stoning, Planting, were nothing without a con-
tinuall over-sight. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xvi. 274,

I went on with my. .planting and fencing. 1817-8 Cobbett
Resid. U. S. (1822) 107 Fencing . .presses itself upon the

attention of the . . Farmer. 189a Lockwood Did. Mech.
Engin., Fencing In.—The enclosure of machinery . . Fencing
in is compulsory.

b. concr. An enclosure or railing ; fences col-

lectively ; sometimes preceded by some qualifying

word, as rail-, stone-, wire-fencing. Also the

materials offences for farms (U.S.).
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FEND. 156 FENDER.
(-1585 R. Browne Answ. Cartwright 44 Let [him].,

shewe . . an orcharde . . without . . some safe inclosing or
fencing. 1857 Ruskin Elem. Drawing 326 A decayed
fragment or two of fencing fill the gaps in the bank. 1881

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XII. 190/1 For . . Sussex, where . . the
fencing for the most part [is] what is called cramped.

4. The action of leaping a fence.

1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 203 With our first fox we had
some very severe fencing. 1861 Whyte-MelvilleJ/XA Har-
borough 275 When hounds run best pace, horses have not
wind for extraordinary exertions in the matter of fencing.

5. Se. The opening of a Parliament or Court of

Justice with the prescribed formula denouncing
penalties against disturbers. Cf. Fence v. 8.

1708 Proclam. in Lond. Gaz. No. 4464/4 Our Proclamation
to be . . read in Open Court immediately after Fencing
thereof. 1752 J. Louthian Form of Process (ed. 2) 232
That ye.. be present at the said Justice-court, before the
down-sitting and fencing thereof.

6. slang. The action or habit of receiving or

dealing in stolen goods.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 255 Their * fencing'.

.

does not extend to any plate. 1880 Standard 12 Apr. 5/2
Receiving stolen property, or 'fencing', .is largely practised
in London.

7. attrib. and Comb., (sense 1), as fencing-foils,

-grace, -hall, -master, -match, -school, -skill, etc.

;

(sense 3
s

, asfencing-branch, -wire ; also, fencing-
cully, areceiver and storer ofstolen goods; fencing-
gauge (seequot.) ; fencing-ken or -repository, a

storing place for stolen goods ; fencing-machine,
a machine for shaping, fitting and finishing posts,

rails, etc. for fences {Cent. Did.) ; fencing-nail
(see quot.).

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agrtc. (1681) 101 The Black-Thorn
[etc.] .. yield a very good * Fencing-branch. 111700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, ^Fencing Cully, a Broker, or Receiver
of Stolen goods. 1829 Lytton Devereux n. i, A table
was covered with books, a couple of *fencing-foils ..and
. . letters. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 836/1 "Fencing-gage,
an implement to space and hold boards against a post
while nailing them. 1597 Shaks. 2 //en. IV. 11. i. 206 This
is the right "Fencing grace, .tap for tap, and so part faire.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 434 Our common *fencing-halls,

and places of publick exercises, a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant.
Crew, *Fencing-ken, the Magazine, .where Stolen goods are
secured. 411648 Ld. Herbert Life (1870) 34 The good
*fencing-masters. .present a foyleor fleuret to their scholars.

1779 Sheridan Critic 11. ii, As smart as hits in a •fencing-
match. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 836/1

* Fencing-
nail, a heavy nail of its class adapted for fastening on
fencing-boards. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 209 A con-
venient *fencing repository. 1637 Nahbes Microcosm. 1,

I was bred up in Mars his Fencing-schoole. 1712 Budgell
Sped. No. 539 P 1 Like him who comes into a fencing-school
to pick a quarrel.

Fend (fend), sb. Sc. and dial. [f. next vb.]

1. A shift or effort which one makes for oneself.

To make afend \ to make a venture.
a 1724 Borrowstoun Mous in Ramsay Evergreen I. 144

Scho maid an easy Fen. 1794 Burns Tarn Glen ii, I'm
thinking, wi' sic a braw fallow, In poortith I might mak
a fen', a i8ioTANNAiiiLL/'<vw.r (1846) 25, I think, through
life I'll make a canny fen', Wi hurcheon Nancy. 1824
Scott St. Ronan's xx, Out I wad be, and out John Bowler
gat me, but wi' nae sma fight and fend. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss. , 'They make a good fend for a living.' 1877
//oldcrness Gloss., ' He disn't seem to mak a bit o' fend.'

2. Activity in making shifts for oneself, energy.
1788 Marshall Yorksh. Gloss. , Fend, activity, manage-

ment, assiduity, prowess. 1876 Whitby Gloss.

3. Provisions, fare.

1804 Tarras/Vi-wj 54 Nae sumptuous fend,but namely food.

f4. Nant. = Fender. Obs.
1658 Phillips, Lctuls, things hung over a Ships side to

keep another Ship from rubbing against it.

5. Comb., as fend-bolt (JVaut.) — Fender 2 b;
fend-full a. Sc, full of shifts or expedients.
1678 Phillips, Fenders, pieces of old Cables [etc.] ..

hung over a Ships side ..called also *Fend-bolts. 1867
Smyth Sailors Word-hk., Fend or Fender Bolts, made with
long and thick heads, struck into the outermost bends or
wales of a ship, to save her sides from hurts and bruises.

1820 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 321 Else yere grown less *fendfou
than I ever saw ye.

Fend (fend), v. Also 4-6 fende, (4 fenden),
7-8 Sc, 9 dial, fain, fen. [Shortened from Defend.]
\. trans. — Defends. Now arch, or poet.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28851 (Cott.) Almus . . fenddes his saul

fra be fend, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 195 He com
right son, Normundie to fende. 1393 Langl. P. PL C.
xxii. 46 He .. fendede hem fro foule vueles. (71400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. 13 If bat we kunne fende him fro a fevere.
c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 615 Wallace in ire a burly brand
can draw . . To fende his men with his deyr worthi hand.
1503 Dunbar Thistle fy Pose 133 And said, ' In feild go
furth and fend the laif '. ig68 Fulwell Like Will to Like
in Hazl. Dodsley III. 322 Fend your heads, sirs, for I will

to it more once. 1647 H. More Song of Soul 1. 1. xxvii,

O heavenly Salems sons 1 you fend the right, a 1774
Fekgusson Poems (1789) II. 32 My trees.. Shall fend ye
frae ilk blast 0' wind. 1845 W. E. Frye tr. Oehleusehl.
Gods 83, I only sought my realm to fend By wizard spell

and mystic song. 1863 Emerson Boston I/ymn 16 Free-
dom, .shall, .fend you with his wing.

b. refl. and intr, for refl.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 216 J>o bat ber purueiance
of Oxenford not held, With scheld & with lance fend him
in he feld. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10142 The freike with
a fauchon fendit hym well. 1573 SuMr, Poems Reform.
xl. 196 How he suld fend from furie and thair fead. 1724
R. Falconer Voy. (1769)101 What will come, will come,

and there's no fending against it. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems
(1842) 17 To fend against the winter cauld The heather we
will pu\ 1864 Sir J. K. James Tasso (1865) II. xiv. xxiv,
An agent prompt to fend and to attack. 1863 S. Evans
Bro. Fabian 49 Goodman true, wouldst fend thyself From
witchcraft and midnight elf?

2. intr. Tofend ami prove : to argue, wrangle.
1575 Lanhham Let. (1871) 17 Thus, with fending &

proouing, with plucking & tugging, c 1698 Locke Comd.
Underst. xxxi, Being able to fend and prove with them.
170a Vanbrugh False Friend 1, Instead of fending and
proving with his mistress, he should come to. .a. .parrying
and^ thrusting with you. 1721 Stryi-e Eccl. Mem. II.

xxviii. 478 That delighted not in fending and proving. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fending and Proving, arguing
and defending. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., After fendin' an'
provin' about summats.

3. To ward or keep off, turn aside, keep out or at

a distance. Also, tofend back.

c 1572 Gascoigne Fmites Warre (1831) 217 So might we
. .fend our foes with blowes of English blade. 1697 Dryden
lirg. Georg. in. 466 With Fern beneath, to fend the bitter

Cold. 171a Mrs. Centlivre Perplexed Lovers 1. i, You
shall not want a friend to fend that blow ! 1787 Burns
/foly Fair 73 Here stands a shed to fend the showrs. 1804
Tarras Poems 22 To .. fend the heat o' simmer blhiter.

1823 Crabb 'Techno/, Did., 'Fend the boat', prevent it

striking against any thing. i860 Maury Phys. Geog.
Sea ii. § 143 Warm water .. in contact with a cold non-
conducting cushion of cold water to fend it from the bottom.
1876 ISlackmore Cripps ii. '1877) 12 Fending the twigs from
her eyes and bonnet. 1877 Kinglake Crimea VI. vi. 364 It

enabled him to fend back the masses confronting him.

b. esp. with off.

(71400-50 Alexander 1031 par a cite he assailes. .Bot wees
ui^tly with-in be wallis ascendid, Freschly fendid of &
fersly with-stude. c 1570 Marr. Wit § Science IV. i. in

Hazl. Dodsley II. 364 To fend and keep him off awhile,
until his rage be out. 1669 Penn No Cross xx. §23 Do
you think that Words will fend off the Blows of Eternal
Vengeance? 1816 Scott A ntiq. xxxvii, 'Ye had aye a good
roof ower your head to fend affthe weather.' 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Oxf. xiii. (1889) 127 Catch hold of the long
boat-hook, and fend her [the boat] off. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi xxiv. 481 A spoonful in hot water., to fend offa
chill and fever.

absol. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1191 pay fe}t & bay
fende of, ik fylter togeder. 1864 E. Sargent Peculiar III.

125 The man of nerve looks boldly at the danger and fends
off accordingly.

4. intr. To make an effort, strive or try to do
something ; to make a shift ; to take precautions

against. Sc and dial.

15. . in Sib'uald Chron. Scot. Poetry II. 46 Few for falsett

now may fend, c 1680 [F. Sempill] Banishm. Poverty in
Watson Collect. 1. 13 Then I knew no way how to fen.

171a Mrs. Centlivre Perplexed Lovers iv, We must fend
against that. 1788 Marshall Yorksh, Gloss., Fend, to
strive as for a livelihood. 1794 Burns Gaue is the day,
Semple-folk maun fecht and fen. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bcde
led. 4) I. 45 I'd make a shift, and fend indoor and out, to

give you more liberty. 1865 E. Waugh Lane. Songs, God
bless him that fends for his livin

1

, An' houds up nis yed
through it o'

!

b. To fend for: to make shift for, look after,

provide for So in to fend for oneself. Chiefly

dial, or colloq.

1629 Jackson Treat. Div. Essence 11. Wks. 1673 II. 139
They do not. .direct their brood in their motions, but leave
them to fend for themselves, x66o H. Moke Myst. Godl.
To Rdr. 24 They are such as . . fend for themselves as well

as they may. 1785 Hutton Bran Nnv Wark 468 When
the awner will not fend for his sell. 1787 Grose Prov.
Gloss., I ha twa bairns to fend for. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi,
xx, 'Ane wad hae carried me through the warld, and
friended me, and fended for me.' 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede
94 ' Lads as could fend for their sens.

C. ^Fakbt/.1 7. dial.

1781 Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss,, Howfend you, how
fare youV 1790 Mrs. WhbelSB Westmld. Dial. 11821) 113
I'd kna haw they fend all. 1794 Burns Carle ofKcllybum
Braes ii, He met wi' the devil ; says, ' How do you fen ?

'

187a Black Adv. Phaeton 23 ' How fens tee, Jeck ? gaily V

'

5. trans. = To fend for (4 b). Hence, to pro-

i
vide sustenance for, support, maintain. Chiefly

Sc. and dial.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 223 Fend thyself, I will

hold my grips of thee no longer. 1674 Ray A'. C. Words,
To Fend; to shift for. a 1774 Fergusson Poems, Rising
ofSession 18 Hain'd mu'ter bauds the mill at ease And fends
the Miller. 1^87 Burns Death of Mailie 32 Gie them guid
cow-milk their fill, Till they be fit to fend themsel. 1816

Scott Old A/ort. v, ' They are puirly armed, and warse
fended wi' victual.*

f 6. To forbid. Obs. exc. dial. Cf. Fen v.

C1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 9, I fend, Codes forbot,

that ever thou thrife. 1888 Elworthv W.Somerset Wvrd-
bk., Ee fain un vrum gwain pun eezgraewn.

Hence Fe'nded ppl. a -> Feeding///, a.

1867 Emerson May-Day, etc. Wks. (Bohn) III. 423 This
Oreads' fended Paradise. 1883 A Imotidbury Gioss., Fcntting
. .industrious.

Fend e, obs. form of Fiend.

Fendable (fe-ndab'l), a. dial. Also fendible.

[f. Fend v. + -able.] Capable of fending or shift-

ing for oneself.

1674 Ray -V. C. Words 18 Fendable, one that can shift for

himself. 1855 Rouinson Whitby Gloss., 'A brave fendable
body in a family 1

, a famous household manager. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., 'She's a gay fendible body.'

Fender ^fendaj). [f. Fend v. + -KB.]

1. = Defender. Obs. exc. dial.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1839 pe fendere of grece. < 1440

Promp. Parv. 155 Fendowre, or defendowre. 1678 Four

for a Penny 3 He [a Pawnbroker] is. .the Common Fender
of all Bulkers and Shoplifts in the Town. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Fender, a defender in all senses.

2. Something that serves to fend or keep off

something else. a. in gen. sense.
1615 E. S. Britains Buss in Arb. Garner III. 627 Fenders

or long poles. 1825 Ann. Reg. 247* This bone constitutes
a fin, or fender. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. /nd. 11844) I. iv.

32 Protected with the shield or arrow fender. 1864 Sala in
Daily Tel. 29 July, The coal bunkers . . in a state of reple-
tion are the best kind offenders' for the protection of the
boilers from shot and shell. 1882 Buckland Notes $ Jottings
159 The loose feathers of the neck forming a fender to the
shoulder of the wing. 1893 Temple Bar Mag. XCVIII.
468 The fenders, .the tiaras of the chaperones.

b. A'auf. A piece of old cable, or other yielding
material, hung over a vessel's side to preserve it

from chafing or collision with a wharf or with
other vessels. Also (see quot. 1850^.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 They serue for

Iunkes, fendors and braded plackets for brests of defence.
1627 — Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 Fenders are peeces of old
Hawsers called Iunkes hung ouer the ship sides to keepe
them from brusing. 1821 A. Fisher Jrnl. Arctic Reg. 34
We were obliged to put fenders of junk over the ship's side
to prevent her from being damaged by the ice. c 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 117 Fenders, two pieces of oak
plank fayed edgewise, perpendicularly, against the top-
sides abreast the main hatchway, to prevent the sides of the
ship from being rubbed by the hoisting of anything on
board. 1885 Runciman Skippers fy S/i. 212 A sailor slipped
a cork fender over the side.

C. A large piece of timber placed as a guard in

front of any structure, esp. a pier, dock-wall, etc.

Alsofender--pile (see 7).

1739 Labelye Short Ace. Piers West/n. Bridge 19 The
Use of these Fenders . . was to secure the Works from the
Approach of Barges. 1838 Simms Public J^ks. Gt. Brit. ii.

7 The wing walls . . of the lock are defended by detached
guards or fenders of timber. 1856 in Brees Terms Archil.
etc. 1892 Daily Nezvs 27 Oct. 2/6 The wheel of his van
struck a fender immediately outside some hoarding.

d. In various other technical uses (see quots.).
1874 Knight Did. Mech., Fender, an attachment to a

cultivator-plow to keep clods from rolling on to the young
corn. [Also,] A rub-plate on the bed of a wagon or
carriage to take the rub of the wheel when the vehicle is

turning short. 1884 /bid. Suppl., L'ender, a screen against
a carriage or car-step to keep dirt or mud from being thrown
upon it by the wheels. A fender board.

e. See quot. Cf. Fence 4 c.

1894 M. Grant in Cent. Mag. XLVTI. 352/2 The double
fenders or brow-antlers [of the moose] do the most damage.
3. A metal frame placed in front of a fire to keep

falling coals from rolling out into the room.
1688 MiEGEJ^r. Diet., Fender. 1710 Swift Jrnl, toStella

24 Dec, Only a mouse within the fender to warm himself.

1765 Layaro in Phil. Trans. LVI. 17 An iron fender. 1834
Mrs. Carlyle Lett, I. ti She actually borrowed one of the
brass fenders. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxx, Sitting with
our feet on the fender.

b. A fire-guard. ? U.S.
1874 in Knight Diet. Mech.

C. Building. * A dwarf wall in the basement of

a house, built up to carry the front hearth of a
.fireplace ' (Gwilt).

4. A sluice-gate. Sometimes applied to the

whole sluice.

1847 C. G. Addison Law of Contrads 11. i. § i. (1883") 248
A sliding fender used to prevent the escape of water from
a mill-stream. 1868 Law Reports Q. Bench Div. III. 289
In that part of the dam . .is placed a fender or set of fenders.

1884 Daily News 23 July 5/2 The paddler of a canoe got
sucked under a fender into a swift stream.

5. A device made of rushes, leaves, or plaited

paper, with which seals were sometimes encircled

to secure them from injury.

1864 Boutkll Heraldry Hist, fy Pop. xxiv. § 1 (ed. 3) 399
' Fenders' of this kind have been found attached to seals as
early as 1380. 1891 J. P. Earwaker in Proc. Soc. Antiq.
19 Feb. 255 The seal is. .protected by a twisted rush fender.

6. (See quot.) ? Obs.
1682 J. Collins Salt <r Fishery 14 [Crude sea-salt is] carried

in wicker Baskets or Fenders to Brine Wells.

7. attrib. and Comb., asfender--maker', fender-
beam, {a) (see quot. 1874); (b) =fender-stop

;

fender-board (see quot. 1884 in sense 2 d) ; fen-

der-bolt Naut., (a) (see quot. 1867), (b) a bolt by
which a fender is attached to a ship, etc. ; fender-

pile = Fender sb. 2 c ; fender-post (see quot.)

;

fender-stool, a kind oflong footstool usually placed

close to the fender ; fender-stop (see quot.).

1874 Knight Did. Mech., *Fender-beam 1. The horizontal

beam into which the posts of a saw-mill gate are framed at

top. 2. The inclined advance piece.of an ice-breaker. 3. A
beam suspended over a vessel's side to ward off ice and
preserve the planking and sheathing of the vessel. 1678

A. Littleton Lat. Did. s.v., *Fender-bolts. 1769 Falconer
Did. Marine {ijfy) Gb, Fender-bolts, .driven into the wales,

stem, or sides of . . small vessels . . to defend their timber-

work. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Worddrk., Fender Bolts. 1891

Daily Nevus 26 Jan. 2/5 The season has been a busy one for

*fenderand fire-iron makers. 1739 Labelye Short Ace. Piers

Westtn, Bridge 3G The * Fender-piles which guarded the

North-point o? this Pier. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 224

Fixing the Fender Piles on the east side of the rock. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fetuier-piles. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Fender-post, one of the guiding stanchions of a saw-

gate. 1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I. 260 Let me put

you down in the raffle for a *fender-stooI. 1856 Brees
Terms Archit. etc., *Feuder Stop, the beanis fixed at the
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extremity of a litie of rails . . to stop the carriages and prevent

their running off.

Fender (fe'ndai), v. [f. prec. sb.] To provide

with a fender or fenders.

Mod. (techn.). Specifications for fendering the river banks.

Fenderless (fcndailes),**. [f. as prec. + -less.]

Having no fender.

1878 Daily Netvs 2 Jan., The fenderless grate. 1880 Ibid.

15 Oct., House after house . . fenderless, without fire-irons.

Fendillate (fendik't), v. Min, rare. ff. F.

fendill-er (dim. of feudre:—h. findere to split) -t-

-ate :J.] trans. To crack with many small fissures.

Hence Fe'ndillated///. a. ; Fendilla'tion, fen-

dillated condition.

1833 Th. Ross HumboldCs Trav. III. xxix. 168 This rock
is much fendillated. Ibid. III. xxxii. 401 Fendillated
crystals of pyroxene and mesotype. Ibid. 402 These, by
their fendillation and open crevices, seem to establish that
permanent communication between the surface of the soil

and the interior of the globe.

Fending (fc*ndirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fend v. + -ing T
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fend ; an instance of

this ; esp. infending and proving (cf. Fend v. 2).

1583 Rich Phylotus fy Emelia (1835) 31 After greate
fendyng andprouyng had in the matter. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. viii. iii. § 9 Much fending, and proving there was
betwixt them. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 95 r 2 The whole
discipline of fending and proving. 1771 Contemplative
Man ii. 10 There's no fending against Wind and Water.
1824 T.Jefferson Writ. (1830J IV. 407 With fendings and
provings of personal slanders.

2. Sc. Provision.
1816 Scott Autig. xi, 'That hae stouth and routh, and

fire and fending, and meat and claith.'

Fend-off (fe-nd^f), sb. [f. Fend v. -f Off.]
The action offending off; hence concr. something
that fends off. Also attrib.

_ 1830 Examiner 177/2 A Committee . . is the fend-off to
importunity, and the contrivance for obtaining time. 1883
Greslev Coal Mining Gloss., Fend off bob, a beam hinged
at one end and having a free reciprocating motion fixed at
a bend in a shaft, .to guide the pump rods passing round the
bend. 1880 Antrim $- Down Gloss., Fend off post, a post
set in the_ ground to protect an object from injury by carts,
etc., coming in contact with it.

Fe*ndy, a. dial. [f. Fendz>. + -yl.] (Seequots.)
1782 Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Sc. Dial. 101 Fendy.

Dexterous at finding out expedients. 1814 Scott Wav.
xviii, Alice . . he said, was both canny and fendy. 1851
Cumbrld. Gloss., Fendy, thrifty, managing. 1863 J. Brown
Horg Subs. (1882) 90 A fendy wife. 1870 Dr. Barber
Forness Folk 32 She's a gay fendy, Hie body.
Fene, obs. form of Feign.

t Fenerate, v. Obs~° [f. L. fmerdt- ppl.
stem of fxner-are, f. *fivner- var. ol'fmnor-, fsenus
interest : see -ate.] trans. To lend on interest.

1623-6 Cockeram, F&ncrate, to put money to vsurie.

t Feneration. Obs. [ad. L. fivnerdtion-em,
n. of action f. fvnerare : see Fenekate z>.] The
action or practice of lending on interest ; usury.
1598 Barckley Felic. Man v. (1603) 549 True love . . hath

respect only to his friends necessitie, without merchandize
or feneration. 1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. iii,

Giving to the poor is feneration to God : the greater bank,
the more interest. 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ff>. (ed. 2)
120 What vices therein it [the hare] figured ; that is. .fenera-
tion or usury from its fecundity. 1721 in Bailey. 1798
H. T. Colebrooke tr. Digest of Hindu Law (1801) I. 7
Feneration at the rate of an eightieth part by the month.

b. Interest on money lent. In some mod. Diets.

Feneratitious, a. Obs.-° ff. 'L.fsenerdtici-us

({. fienerdre) + -ous.] ' Taken or given to usury, or

pertaining thereto ' (Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).

t Fe'nerator. Obs. rare— x
. [a. L. /venerator,

agent-n. f. fvnerare : see Feneiiate and -OR.]

A money-lender, usurer.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys iRoxb.) 158 Two detours quoth
cryst to oon feneratour Were whylom Symund in a cuntre.

FeneratO'rial, a. rare~ l
. [f. L. fenerdtdri-zts

(f. fsenerdtor) + -AX.] Pertaining to usury.
x793 J- Bkrksi-ord in Looker-on No. 79 The magic of the

foeneratorial rod was not wanting for the purposes of convert-
ing his watches into wealth.

Fenestella (feneste"la). [a. Ju. fenestella, dim.
offenestra window.]
1. Arch. a. A small window-like niche in the

wall on the south side of the altar, containing the
piscina and often the credence.

1797 Gentl. Mag. LXVII. 11. 649 A fenestella in the South
wall of the chancel.

_ 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 226 The
fenestella, or small niche, contained a vessel, bason, or pis-
cina, for washing the hands. 1843 Eccleswlogist II. 56
A Fenestella with Credence-shelf.

b. A small window.
1848 B. Webb Continent. Eccles. 57 The dwarf-wall is

pierced by a broad fenestella with a trefoliated head. 1849
Weale Diet. Terms 183/1 Fenestella . .a little window.
2. Zool. (See quots.)

1849 Murchison Siluria ix. (1867) 188 The species [of
Lower Silurian Zoophytes] with a net-like form, Fenestella
and Retepora. Ibid. x. (1867) 217 The beautiful little cup-
shaped Fenestella of the Wenlock limestone. 1879 Rossitek
Diet. Sci. Terms, Fenestella, a polyzoon ; known by many
fossil remains in Devonian limestones and other rocks.

Fenestellid (fenestedid). Palmont. [f. L.
fenestell-a +

;
id.] One of the Fenestellid^, a family

of palaeozoic polyzoans.

1882 Athenxum 24 June 798/3 A new Spiral Fenestellid

from the Upper Silurian Beds of Ohio.

t Fe'nester. Obs. Forms: 3-5 fenestre,

6 fenester. [a. OK. fenestre (Fr. fenHre) :—L.

fenestra : see next.] A window.
C1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 229/337 J>o cam bare-in a fuyri

arewe at a fenestre a-non. a 1300 Laud Cokayue 114 in

E. E. P. (1862) 159 All be fenestres bat beb of glasse. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 13 Then was faith in a fenestre and
cryde. a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 362 By leue of be bay-
lyues .. nyme be dores & be fenestres. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 370/4 Thyse tlire fenestres or wyndowes betokeneclcrely
the fader the sone and the holy ghoost. 1510 20 Cotnpt. too

late maryed {1S62) 7 Breke I dyd dores and fenesters. 1513
Douglas sEneis xn. Prol. 169 Cleir fenystaris of glas. 1548
Hall Chron. (18091 605 In the Fenestres and wyndowes
were images resemblynge men of warre.

II Fenestra (fenestra). PI. fenestras. [L.

fenestra window, f. root of Or. (paivetv to show.]

A small hole or transparent spot resembling a

hole.

1. Anal. A small hole or opening in a bone,

etc. ; esp. applied to the two openings on the inner

wall of the tympanum of the ear,fenestra ovalis,

rotunda (see quot, 1884).
1844 Hobi.yk Diet. Med. Terms 121/1 Fenestra oralis and

rotunda . . the oval and round apertures of the internal ear.

1854 Owen Skel. fy Teeth (1855) 33 The alispbenoids, form
the anterior half of the fenestra ovalis. 1870 Rollestom
Anhn. Life-] An interorbital fenestra. 1877 Hvxlky Anat.
Inv. Auim. vii. 400 An oval fenestra, covered only by a thin
and transparent portion of the integument. 1884 Bare Dis.
Far in. i. 260 The fenestra ovalis or opening into the vesti-

bule and the fenestra rotunda or opening into the cochlea.

The fenestra ovalis is in the upper and back part of the

inner wall, .at the bottom of a recess. .The fenestra rotunda
. .is also situated at the bottom of a recess in the bone.

2. Zool. (See quot.)

1881 Vines in Nature No. 620. 463 Fenestra: .. openings
[in the zoarium], .connected by the general substance of the
zoarium.

3. Bot. See quot. Also ( an opening through a

membrane' {Treas. Bot. 1866).
1828 Stark Blent. Nat. Hist. 11. 459 The part at which

the seed has separated from the ovary is indicated by a
small mark or scar, coiledfenestra.

t Fenestra!., sb. Obs. Also 5 fenestralle, 6

fenestrall. [a. OF. fenestral, {.fenestre: see Fe-
nester.] A window-frame or lattice, often fitted

with cloth or paper as a substitute for crystal or

glass; a window. Rarely of the filling in of the

frame : A window-pane.
[1291 Accts. Exors. Q. Eleanor in Househ. Exps. (Roxb.)

135 Pro canabo ad fenestrallas . . iij d.] 1399 Mem. Ripon
(Surtees) III. 129 Et in j parva serura emp. pro j fenestrall

infra capellam Beata: Maria:, ^\d. 1430 Lvnc. Chron. Ti'oy
11. xi, All the windowes and eche fenestrali Wrought were of
heryle & of cleare crystall. C1430 — Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 203 To telle what shuld hire baggys been, Whoos
fenestralle were hard to glase. 1319 Hodman Vulg. 242
Paper or lyn clothe straked a crosse with losyngz : make
fenestrals in stede of glasen wyndowes. 1523 Skeltom
Carl. Laurel 1387 The fenestrall, Glittryng and glistryng
and gloriously glasid. 1530 Palsgr. 219/2 Fenestrall,
chassis de toille, on depaupier. [1851 Turner Dom. A rchit.

II. i. 13 The windows were usually fitted with .. lattices or
fenestrals.]

iransf. 0430 Pilgr. LyfManhode n. xln. (1869) 92 Thou
shuldest not weene that the soule haue neede of these eyen
. . For bifore and bihynde, with oute bodelych fenestralle, he
seeth his gostlich good.

Fenestral (f/ne'stral), a. [ad. L.fenestrdl-is,

{.fenestra; see Fenestra.]

1. Of or pertaining to a window.
1674-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II.

699 Collections of monumental and fenestral inscriptions.
1696-9 Bp.W. Nicolson Eng. Hist. Libr. 11. 145 Anth. Wood
Collected the .. Fenestral Inscriptions .. in the County of
Oxford. 1776 R. Graves Euphrosyne 1. iv, On almost every
occasion of human life . . Fenestral, Parietal, and what not.

2. Anat. and Surg. ' Having small openings like

windows ' (Wagstaffe). Fenestral bandage, ' a
bandage, compress, or plaster with small perfora-

tions or openings to facilitate discharge ' '

v
Dungli-

son). Cf. Fenestrate v.

3. Biol. a. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
a fenestra, b. Furnished with fenestra?.

_
1865 Gosse Landfy Sea (1874) 156 Pseudopodia that pro-

ject through the fenestral apertures.

Fenestrate (f&e'strft), a. [ad. L. fenestral-
us, pa. pple. of fenestrdre, f. Fenestra.]
1. Having small perforations or openings like

a window. Chiefly Bot. and Zool.

1835 Linoley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 21 The . . phragma
has a slit in its centre, and is said to he fenestrate. 1846
Dana Zooph. (1848) 514 Parietes fenestrate, i860 Balfour
Man. Bot. § 555 The replum , . sometimes exhibits perfora-
tions, becoming fenestrate. 1874 M. Cooke Fungi 132 The
sporidia in Hysterium proper are . . sometimes fenestrate.

2. Entom. — Fenestrated 3.

1842 in Brande.

Fenestrate (ffoe*str^t\ v. rare. [f. lu.fejie-

strdt- ppl. stem of fenestrdre (f. Fenestra); see

-ate.] trans. To furnish (a bandage) with small
holes or openings.
1887 Lancet 24 Sept 604/1 Harelip strapping . . is fenes-

trated, and cut into strips.

Fenestrated (f/he-str^ted), ppl. a. [f. L.

feneslrdt-us (see prec.) + -ED '.]

1. Arch. Furnished with windows.
1849 Weale Diet. Terms 183/2 Astylar and fenestrated

ought, .to be merely convertible terms; but as they are not
[etc.]. In mod. Diets.

2. In scientific use : Pierced with a hole or with

holes; perforated. ' Fenestrated membrane (Anat.) :

that form of the elastic tissue of the middle or

contractile coat of the arteries, in which it presents

a homogeneous membrane the meshes of which
appear as simple perforations' (Hoblyn, 1S68).
1849-53 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1 370/1 Fenestrated mem-

brane. 1865 Gosse Land # Sea 156 The shells [of Poly-
cystina] are siliceous . . Their walls beautifully fenestrated
with large angular or circular perforations. 1878 Bell
Gegeubauer's Comp. Anat. 476 The coracoid . .is not unfre-

quently fenestrated. 1886 Guillemard Cruise ofMarchcsa,
II. 188 Fleshy, fenestrated leaves.

3. Entom. Having transparent spots.

1826 KiRiiY & Sr. Entomol. (1828) III. xxxii. 301 The male
Locusta: have a fenestrated ocellus.

Fenestration (fenestr^-J^n). [n. of action f.

L. fenestrdre : see Fenestrate v.]

1. The arrangement of windows in a building.
1846 Civ. Fug^Sf Ardut. t

)rnt. IX. 293 The fenestration

of Soaue's building was praiseworthy. 1879 Sir G. G. Scott
Lect. Archit. I. 159, I see no difference of principle in the

fenestration of the Early French and the Early English
Pointed styles.

2. Anat. The process of becoming perforated
;

1 the formation of small holes, b. The condition

of being fenestrated or perforated.

1870 Rollestom Auim. Life 150 Reduced by extreme
fenestration to mere series of filaments. 1881 ^I^vART Cat

j

329 Fenestration—denoting that a solid structure has dis-
' solved itself at one spot or more, so as to give rise to an
' aperture perforating it.

t Fenestre'lle. Obs. rare. [a. OF'. fenestrelle,

dim. offenestre : see Fenester,] A small window.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. 1. 534 A toure with plaine and

1 whited walles, And fenestrelles iii 1. Ibid. 545 In every fene-

strell [sic MS.; printed -tell].

Fenestriform {fmc-strifpim^, a. rare— 1
, [f.

L. fenestra window + -(i)form.] Window-shaped.
i860 Eccleswlogist XXI. 359 The most westernly [bay] ..

carries outside fenestriform panelling.

Fenestrule (f/ne'str«l). Zool. [ad. L. fenc-

j

slrula, dim. of Fenestra.] (See quot. t88i.)

1872 Nicholson Palivont. 196 The branches of the eu;no>
cium unite with one another in such a manner as to form
ovate interspaces or 'fenestrules'. 1881 Nature 15 Sept.

463/1 Fenestrules.—The square, oblong, or partially rounded
openings in the zoarium—connected by non-cellular dissepi-

ments—of Fenestella, Polypora, and species allied to these.

t Fenfield man. Obs. (See quot.)

c 1630 Risdom Sur7>. Devon § 215 (1810) 223 There are

certain tenants dwelling in and about the moor, which are

called FeufieId Men, in ancient times Fengfield, and these

be the king's special tenants, pay him yearly rent . . They
may winter in the . . forest so much cattle as they can keep,

so that it be by day.

f Feng, sb. Obs. Also 3 south, dial. veng.
[OK. fe.ng str. masc. = OFris. feng ON. fengr. :—

OTeut. fangfo-%, f. root o{*fanhau, OK.foti: see

Fang v.i] a. =Fang^/'. i. b. =Fan(;^. 2.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 39 Leteft eower stale and eowcr reaflac

for nis ber nan feng on. c 1205 Lay. 1773 Swa heo ferden

to heora scipa mid alien heora uenge. Ibid. S610 We scullen

. . 5emen bes fehtes & nawiht pes fenges. a 1250 Owl 4-

Night. 1285 At eche fenge Thu fullest mid thine ahene
swenge.

Fengite : see Fhengite. Min.
IVn-hood. nonce-ivd. Fens collectively.

1834 New Monthly Mag. XLI. 324 A place ensconced in

fenhood.

Fenian (frnian), sb. and a. [f. Olr.feue 'one

of the names of the ancient population of Ireland
'

(Windisch), confused in modern times with fiann
fern, collect., the name of a body of warriors who
are said to have been the defenders of Ireland in

the time of Finn and other legendary Irish kings.]

A. sb.

1. (See quot. 1879.) Obs. exc. Hist.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxx, [A pretended translation from
Ossian] Do you compare your psalms To the tales of the

bare-armed Fenians ? 1861 E. O'Curhy Lect. MS. Materials
Anc. Ir. Hist. 302 Goll Mac Morna, the great chief of the

Connacht Fenians. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 75/1 According

to popular tradition the Fians, or Fenians were mercenary
tribes acting as a permanent military force for the support

of the Ard Rig, or king of Eire.

2. One of an organization or ( brotherhood

'

formed among the Irish in the United States of

America for promoting and assisting revolutionary

movements, and for the overthrow of the English

government in Ireland.

1864 Leeds Mercury 11 Mar., The men known under the

general name of Fenians, .are regarded with no friendly eye

by the Roman Catholic clergy in Ireland and America.

1865 Sat. Rev. 4 Mar. 240 Rebels (of late called Fenians).

1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. liii. 139 Several Fenians

were taken and shot.

B. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the Fenians (Fenian^, i).

1861 E. O'Curry Lect. MS. Materials Anc. Ir. Hist. 299

The Fenian Poems, many of which are attributed to Oisin
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and Fergus. 1862 W, F. Skene in Bk. ofListnorc Introd.

80 Districts in which the Fenian names enter most largely

into the topography of the Highlands.

2. Of or pertaining to the Fenians (sb. 2) or to

Fenianism. Fenian Brotherhood (see qtiot. 1890.)

1865 Ann. Reg. 172 The new conspiracy commonly known
by the name of ' Fenian'. Ibid. 175 A. .secret society called

the Fenian Brotherhood. 1890 C. L. Norton Polit.

Americanisms 43 As generally understood in America, the
' Fenian Brotherhood ' is a league pledged to the liberation

of Ireland.

Fenianism (frnianiz'm). [f. prec. + -ISM.] The
principles, purposes and methods of the Fenians.
1866 Spectator 1 Dec. 1329 The revival of Fenianism is as

formidable as its outbreak. 1870 Lowell A mong my Bks.

Ser. I. (1873) I 3 I The. .invisible omnipresence of Fenianism.

1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. liii. 147 Their deaths did
not discourage the spirit of Fenianism.

t Feniculaceous, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L.

fmniculum fennel + -aceous.] Resembling fennel.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 240 Wilde Parsnip., its

stalk and muscary being feniculaceous.

Fenix, obs. form of Phcenix.

+ Fenk, v. Obs. In 4 fenke, venke. [ad. OF.
ventre (modJ? . vaincre) :—L. vincere.'] trans. To
vanquish ; conquer. Also absol.

c 13ZO Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2024 Ouercomen, venkud, and
bitraid. 1340-70 AUsauuder 323 Philip fenkes in fyght.

1340-70 Alex, fy Ditut. 339 Haddest boa fenked be fon ..

bat in hi flech dwellen.

Fenks (fenks),//. Also finks. The fibrous parts

of the blubber of a whale, which contain the oil

;

the refuse of the blubber when melted. Also in

Comb., asfen£(s)-back: seequot.
1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II, 399 A 'fenk-back' or

depository for the refuse of the blubber. Ibid. II. 434 The
fenks .. form an excellent manure. 1836 Uncle Philip"

1

*

Convers. Whale Fishery 232 The men . . stir the blubber
with poles . . to prevent the fenks from sticking to the sides.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Finks.

\ Fen-lich, a. and adv. [OE. fenlic%
f. Fen

sb. 1 + ~lict -ly i
; the mod. form would be *fenly.~]

Fenny, dirty, marshy, miry. Hence Fe'nliche
adv., filthily.

e 1000 /Eleric Cram. ix. (Z.\ 45 Baluster, fenlic. c 1000

SJ. Guthlac (1848) 22 Betwyx ba fenlican gewrido ba;s wid-
gillan westenes, ba;t he ana ongan eardian. aizz$ After.

R. 206 Hwo se nule i3e muchele ful3e uenliche uallen.

(71240 Ureisttn in Cott. Horn. 202 Ich ham wiS hore horie
fenliche ifuled.

Fe'n-like, a. Resembling a fen, marshy.
1561 I>.\rs tr. BidHnger on Apoc. (1573) 225 b, Altogether

froggelyke and fenlyke. 1660 Howell Lexicon, Fennie,
fen-like, marcscageux, palustre.

Fen-man. An inhabitant of the fens.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 491 Girvij that is, as some
interpret it, Fen-men or Fen-dwellers. 1611 Cotgr. s. v.

Boeuf As our fenne-men [say], rather catch a ducke than
feed an Oxe. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 600 The Fen-men hold
tbat the Sewers must be kept. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1776)

I. 254 Stares . . do great damage to the fen men by roosting

on the reeds. 1856 P. Thompson Hist. Boston 644 The fen-

men . . were, a century later, known as the Slodgers, or Fen-
Slodgers. 1865 Kingsley Herew. Prel. 19 After the snow
would come the fenman's yearly holiday.

t Fe'nne. Obs. rare— 1
. ? A dragon.

1567 Tukberv. tr. Ovid's Fp. vi. 25 And that the waker
Fenne the golden spoyle did keepe.

II FenneC vfe'nek). Zool. Also fennie. [Arab.

l&Lii fenek, a name vaguely applied to various fur-

bearing animals.] The name of an animal (Cams
zerda) found in Africa, resembling a small fox, but

having very long ears.

1790 Bruce Trav. V. 135 After leaving Algiers I met with
another fennec at Tunis. 1848 Craig, Fennie. < 1850 Nat.
Fncycl. I. 264 Various species of foxes and fox-like animals,
among which we may notice the fennec. 1888 Riverside
Nat. /list. V. 412 The Fennec is a pretty little animal, rang-
ing over a large part of Africa.

Fennel (fe'nel). Forms : r finujl, finul(e,

fenol, finol, 3, 5 fenyl le, (4 fynel, 5, 7 fenil,

6 foenalF, 4-7 fenel(l(e, 6-7 fennell, 7- fennel.

See also Finkle. [OE. finttgl, finule wk. fern.,

fenol, finul masc, ad. popular L. fenuclum,
fenoclum (substituted for class. Y..feniculum, dim.
offsenuni hay) ; from the same form come OF.
fenoil (mod. F. fenouil), Pr. fenolh, It. finocchio,

Sp. hinojo."]

1. A fragrant perennial umbcllifer (Fivniculum
vulgare) having yellow flowers, cultivated chiefly

for its use in sauces eaten with salmon, etc.

a 700 Fpinal Gloss. 451 Finicnlus, finugl. c 1000 /Elfric
Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 322 Feniculum, fenol. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P.xiW. 44 The fenyl ant thefille. 1393 Gowk

r

Con/. III. 129 His herbe. .The vertuous fenel. i486 Bk. St.
A loans B iv b, Wassh the flesh . . in y" Juce of fenell. 1533
Elvot Cast. Helthc (1539) 41 a, Wyne . . wherin the rootes
of persely or fenel be stieped. 1538 Turner Libellus, Foe-
nell, Feniculum. 1602 Shaks. Hani. iv. v. 180 There 's Fen-
nell for you. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 581 A savorie odour
. .more pleas'd my sense Than smell of sweetest Fenel. 1733
Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 260 Fennel .. contains a subtil

Spice. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 234 With aspen boughs,
and flowers and fennel gay. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery
xviii. 291 Garnish with fennel and parsley. 1841-6 Longf.
Goblet of Life v, The fennel with its yellow flowers. 1879
Browning Fheidippides 82 This herbage I bear— Fennel,
whatever it bode.

b. With qualifying words indicating different

species ; esp. Indian Fennel, F&niculittn Panmo-
rium, an annual variety of F. vulgare employed in

India in curries and for medicinal purposes. Sweet
Fennel, Feniculum duke or officinale, grown in

kitchen-gardens for the sake of its leaves.

1796 C. Marshall Garden, xvi. {1813' 267 Sweet fennel is

an annual, cultivated for its seeds in medicine. 18x1 A. T.
Thomson Loud. Disp. (1818)34 The root of. .the common
fennel, and the seed of. .the sweet fennel, are officinal.

2. Popularly applied to plants resembling the

preceding, as Hog or Bog's Fennel, Anthemis
Cotula; Hog's Fennel, Pettcedanum officinale',

Horse Fennel, Seseli Hippomarathrum ; Sea
Fennel, Crithmum maritunum ; Sow Fennel =

Hogs F. ; Water Fennel, Callitriche verna.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 20 Doggefenell . . in the commynge
vp is lyke fenell, and beareth many white floures. 1688

R. Holme Armoury ti. 73/1 The dog Fennel hath small

deep dark leaves. 171a tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 7 Another
kind of Fennel . . bears the Name of Sea-Fennel. 1863 Prior
Plant-n. (1879* 77 Dog's Fennel.

b. Fennel-flower, a herb of the genus Nigella.

Also with distinguishing epithets, as Common,
Spanish, Small, Wild Fennel-floiver.
1863 Prior Plant-n. 1:879) 77 Fennel-Flower, from its

fennel-like finely divided leaves. 1868 Hereman Fa,xtoiCs

Bot. Diet. 392/2 The species of Fennel-flower are curious

and ornamental.

c. Fennel-giant {Ferula communis), a plant

of the genus Ferula ; also with distinguishing

epithets, as Broad-leaved, Furrowed, Knotted, etc.

= Giant-fennel.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lxxxix. 269 The seconde kinde is

called, .wilde Fenell, and great Fenell : and of some Fenell

Giant. 1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as 1. iii. (1641) 27/2 Th'
Hearb Sagapen [side note Fenelgyant] serves the slowe
Asse for meat. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 70 A Ferula, or

Fennel-giant, as some term it. 1794 Martvn Rousseau's
Bot. xxii. 237 It [Ferula] is so lofty and large a plant as to

have acquired the name of Fennel Giant. 1848 in Craig.

3. As an emblem of flattery.

1584 Lvlv Sappho 11. iv, Fancy is a worme, that feedeth
first upon fenell. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier (1871) 2

Womans weeds, fennel I mean for flatterers. 1634 Phyala
Lachrymarum (Nares), Nor fennell-finkle bring for flattery.

4. attrib. and Comb., asfennel-plant, -root, -seed,

-stalk ; fennel-like, -rubbed adjs. ; also + fennel
apple, the name of a variety of apple ; fennel oil,

' the oil of common fennel containing anethol and
a terpene' (Watts); fennel water, a spirituous

liquor prepared from fennel seed, = FENOUiLLETTE.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 225 Apples . .*Fennel

Apple. 1721 in Bailey. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 65
Blooming *fennel-plants And giant lilies tossing to and fro.

164a Milton Apol. Stnect. (1851) 288 To see clearer then
any *fenell rub'd Serpent, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 28
*Finol sa;d . . gnid to duste. 1362 Langl, P. PL A. v. 156,

1 haue . . A Ferbing-worb of Fenel-seed for bis Fastyng
dayes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 528 Take Earth made with
Marjoram, .bruised, or stamped, and set in it Fennell-Seed.

1691 Ray Creation 1. 75 You can by no Culture. . extend a
* Fennel Stalk to the stature and bigness of an Oak. 1757
A. Cooper Distiller n. v. (17601 126 Simple Waters now
commonly made are . . Cinamon-water, * Fennel-water, etc.

1879 Fncycl. Brit. (ed. o) IX. 76/1 The fruits, .are used for

the preparation of oil of fennel and fennel water.

Fenner (fe'na-i). rare. ff. Fen j^-b-EB1
] =

Fen-man.
1844 [see Fen sbA 5].

t Pe'nnilich., a. Obs. [f. Fenny + -lic/i, -ly i.]

Dirty, filthy, miry.
a 1225 St. Marher. 15 Fule ant fenmliche i fleschliche

fulthen. c 1230 Halt Meid. 1 1 Into ful3e fenniliche akasteS
se monie.

+ Feniiin, fenny. Obs. [Corruption of Ger.

pfenni{n)g.'\ English names for the German coin

pfennig, now worth about a tenth of a penny.
1611 Coryat Crudities 465 Tinne money called fennies.

1756 Nugent Gr. Four 11. 61 In most of the king of Prussia's

dominions, the moneys are expressed by crowns . . grosses,

and fennins.

Fennish (fe-nij), a. [f. Fen sb. 1 + -ish.]

1. = Fenny aJ 1.

1577 ^' Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586^ 24 The land it

selfe is . . called . . fennishe, where the water still continues.

1602 Fulrecke 2nd Ft. Paralt. 54'roturne. .fennish ground
into firme ground. x66x Lovell Hist. Anim. ^ Min. 145
In Fennish and watery places. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

2. Belonging to or produced from a fen. Also
of a bird : Inhabiting the fen.

1574 Whitgift Def. Aunsiu. iii. § 3a 378 All the Fennishe
waters in a whole Countrey. 1600 Maides Metam. n. in

Bullen O. PI. I. 120 Where fennish fogges and vapours do
abound. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <j- Min. Introd. 4 Tit-

mouse, great fennish. 1851 College Life time Jas. /, 63
Symonds fell a victim to the fennish malaria.

3. Savouring of the fen ; muddy.
1661 J. Childrev Brit. Bacon 88 The Stews.. were made

to feed Pikes and Tenches fat, and to scour them from their

muddy Fennish taste.

Fenny (feni), a. 1 [QE.fennig
f
i.fenn Fen.]

1. Of the nature of, or characterized by, fen

;

boggy, swampy.
c 1000 ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 147 Uliginosus agcr,

Tennis aecer. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 22 The fenny feeld
it is not forto plowe. a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's 12
Right vncleene it was and as a maryce dunge and fenny

with water. 1553 Eden Treat. Nciue Tnd. (Arb.) 10 They
are . . engendered . . in fennie & marrishe groundes. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 162 Large Fenny vnwholsome
Marshes. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 406 F 4 They journey
through the fenny Moors. 1805 Luccock Nat. Wool 186

Almost the only animal of the kind known through the
fenny district. 1858 Bushnell Nat. <$- Supernal, vi. (1864)
192 Muddy rivers, with their fenny shores, tenanted by
hideous alligators.

2. Inhabiting, growing, or produced in a fen.

Now only of plants.

1543TRAHERON Vigo's Chirurg. 11. ix. 42 He mustabstaine
also from maryshe fyshes and fennie, and drye . . oystres.

*545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 128 A fennye goose. 1587
Harrison England 11. xxii. (1877) 1. 343 Fennie bote,

broome, turffe, [etc.] . . will be good merchandize euen in

the citie of London. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 12 Fillet of
a Fenny Snake, In the Cauldron boyle and bake. 1607
Topsell Serpents (1608) 705 Dragons, .fenny, and living in

the manshes. c 1629 Layton Synos Plea Ep. Ded., Fenny-
Bitters in their hollowe canne make a terrible noyse. 1660
Lovell Hist. Anim. <$• A/in. 181 They are a fenny fowl.

a 1721 Prior Solomon 1. 324 In the troubPd Stream and
fenny Brake. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 80 Winding through

f>almy fern, and rushes fenny. 1822 Hood Lycus, Like a
ong silver rivulet under The long fenny grass.

f 3. Muddy, dirty. A\so fig. Obs.
c 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. xiii. 74 Gif sio [hondj .

.

bi5..fenne^u. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1113 pa} bou be
man fenny, & al to-marred in myre . . pou may schyne bur?
schryfte. a 1340 W.pcxiyq\.y. Psalter \xx\\\. soVayn ianglynge
bat is in fenny wittes. 1635 Qlarles Embl. u. xiv. (1718)
118 What fenny trash maintains the smoth'ring fires Of his

desires !

4. Comb., fenny-seated a,
%

situated in a fen
;

f fenny-stones, a kind of Orchis.
1631 Wkever Anc. Fun. Mon. 58 That famous fenny-

seated Monastery. 1597 Gerardf. Herbal 1. cv. 174 Of
Fennie stones. 1678 Phillips, Penny-stones, a plant some-
what of the nature and kind of the Cynos Orcnis or Dog-
stones. 1721-1800 Bailey, Penny-stones.

Fenny, «.2 Obs. exc. dial. Also 1 fynis, 8

vinny. [OE.fynig, i.fyne, Fen sb. 2 mould. Cf.

Finew.] Spoiled with damp, mouldy, musty.
c 1000 Elfric Josh. ix. 5 Finiehlafas. 1573TUSSER ///«£.

xxxv. (1878) 83 More fennie the laier the "better his lust,

more apt to beare hops when it crumbles like dust. 1674
Ray S. «$ B. C. Words 65 Fenny cheese, mouldy cheese,

Kent. 1736 Lewis Thanet Gloss., Penny, rotten, mouldy
cheese ' vinny cheese*, (i860 Kentish dial., 'This bread
is fenny ma'am, all through lying in that damp place.'

Fennyxe, obs. form of Phcenix.

FenoJc)cbio, obs. f. Finochio, sweet fennel.

Fenoe, Fenoed, var. of Finew, Finewed, Obs.

t Fe'nory. Obs. rare~~ l
. [f. JL fanor-, farms

interest + -y 3.] Interest of money.
1572 T. Wilson Usurye 85 b, Usurye or fenorye is a gayue

demaunded aboue yc principal.

+ Fenouil. [in ¥.fenouitlet, {.fenouil Fennel.]
= Fennel apple ; see Fennel 4.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (172c) 207 Apples. .John-Apples,
Robillard, Red Fennouil.

t Fenouille*tte. Also 8 fenouillet;e. [a*

F.fenouitlette, f. fenouil Fennel.] Fennel water.
1706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4280/4 French Wines, most Clarets,

Prunes, Urandy, and Fenouillete. 1715 Dr. Sivift's Real
Diary 5 (D.) He 's a silly fellow. Went home to take some
fenouillet I was so sick of him. 1758 J. S. Le Draft's
Obserz'. Surg. (1771) 282, 1 . .found a scent of Fenouillette.

Fenow(e, -ed, var. of Finew, Finewed, Obs.

Fensabill, -bly, obs. ff. Fencible, Fencibly.

t Fe'nsive, «• Obs. [Shortened form of De-
fensive.] = Defensive.
1583 Stanyhurst A^neis 11. (Arb.) 53 Fens'iue seruice.

i595Uaknfield Sonn, i, Skin, the bodies fensiue wall. 1602
Warner Alb. Eng. 15 The Troyans . . seeke to retire into

their fensive towne. 1621 Qiari.es Div. Poems, Estlur
(1717) 157 The Hills His fensive Bulwarks are.

t Fe'nsure. Obs. Also 6 feanser. [f. fens,

obs. f. Fence v. + -ure.] A fence.

1552 Huloet, Fence or fensure, vallum. 1x1700 Lord of
Lorn in Roxb. Ball. (1874) II. 352 The Lady is a hunting
gone over feanser that is so high.

Fent (fent), sb. Also 5 vent, 5-7 fente, 7 fenth.

[ad. Ft. fente, f. fendre :—L.findhe to split.]

1. A short slit or opening in a robe, esp. the

opening at the throat, usually closed by a brooch,

trimmed with fur, etc. Also a placket or placket-

hole. Now chiefly dial.

c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 5941 The stroke vndre the fent,

Queyntly al a-side it went, c 1440 Promp. Part: 156

Fente of a clothe, fibulatorium. e 1450 Henryson Mor.
Fab. 55 Flours fair furred on euerie fent. 1459 Wardrobe
Sir T. Fastolfln Archxologia XXI. 253, i jakket of red

felwet, the ventis bounde with red lether. a 1500 Assembly

ofLadies, The coller and the vent. .With greate perles..

were couched al after one worching. 1502 Privy Purse
Exp. Fit's, of York (1830) 69 Item for a nayle of sarcenet

for fentes for the same gowne iiijrf. 1530 Palsgr. 219/2

Fent of a gowne, fente. 1611 Cotgr., La fente d'une
cliemisc, the fent of a shirt. 1652 Urquhart yt'7w/Wks.

(1834) 241 A cloth of gold petticoat, in the anterior fente

whereof was an asteristick ouch. 1814 Law Case (Jam.i,

He put his hand., into the fent of her petticoat.

2. + a. A crack in the skin (obs.) ; b. (see quot.

1776) ; C. an opening or rift in the gTound.

1597 Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 188 Clifts or Fenths in the

Eares or Nose. 1776 Da Costa Conch. 243 The fent (Rima)
is the opening of the Shells on the Slopes. X878 Lady
Herbert tr. HiibneVs Ramble IL ii. 244 A ravine, or rather

a deep fent in the soil.
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3. dial. The binding of any part of the dress.

1847 in Halliwell. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Fent
t the

binding of a woman's dress.

4. A remnant (of cloth).

1847 in Halliweix. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fents
..remnants of cloth in varieties. i860 O'Neill Ckem.
Calico-Printing 312 If a fent mordanted for black and
purple be dipped in hot caustic soda, it will [etc.]. 1865

B. Brierley Irkdale I. 156 A couple of fents of his own
weaving.

5. attrib., (sense 4) us fent-dealer, -merchant.
1884 Manck. Exam. 18 Sept. 5/3 Mr. M. .. started in

business as a fent and general merchant. 1892 Simmonds
Trade Diet. Sup., Fent-Dealer, a piece broker, a retailer

of remnants of cloth.

f Pent, v. Obs. rare~\ [f. prec. sb.] trans.

?To make slits in.

1589 Nottingham Rec. IV. 227 For fentinge tenne moryons
ij,s. \\\d.

Fent, -ly, obs. and dial. rT. Faint sb., Faintly.

Fenugreek (J^niuguk). Forms : 1 fenogre-
cum, 4-5 fene-, feyngrek, (4 feiny greke), 6
fene-, feny-greke, fene)-, fenigreeki

v
e, (6 fene-

cryck, 7 fceuegreeke), 6-7 feni-, feny-, fenu-

greek, (8 fenegry\ 7 fenu-Greek, 9 fcenu-

greek, 7- fenugreek. [OE. fenogr&cum, L.

fenugrtecum for fsenum Grseawi Greek hay, the

name given by the Romans (see quot. 1861). The
ME. and later forms are ad. Fr, femigree='Pr.

fenugrec , fengrec.']

1. A leguminous plant ( Trigonella Fcenum Grse-

awi) cultivated for its seeds, which are used by
farriers.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 181 WiJ> sarum ma£an eft gedo on
wearmne ele pa wyrt be hatte fenogrecum. 13.. Med.
Receipt in Rel. A?it. I. 51 Tak. .feinygreke. .and farse the
catte. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 43 Ffeyngrek . . is to be
sowe. .in this Janes ende. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 5a, The
flour or meale of Fenegreke. 1631 Markham Cheap Husb.
I. Table Hard Words, Fenugreek is an Herb which hath a
long slender trailing stalk. 1708 W. King Cookery ix, The
hero fenugreek, with pickles, oil, and wine, was a Roman
dainty. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PL II. 97 Fenugreek .

.

so called by the Romans from their having adopted . . the
practice of cutting and drying it for fodder. 1877ERICHSEN
Surg. I. 15 The patient should be roused by the use of
vinegar or fenugreek.

2. attrib. , as fenugreek-flower, -seed.

1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. v. (1668)41 Take, .of Fenu-
greek-seed one ounce. 1643 J. Steer tr. ExJ>, Chyrurg.
vi. 25 A Decoction of Fcenegreeke or Melelot flowers. 1791
Hamilton Berthollct's Dyeing II. 11. in. ii. [36 One dram
of fenugreek seed. 1853 Soyer Pantroph. 144 Cook it in a
saucepan with, .fenugreek seed.

Fenum, obs. f. Fcenum:, dial. f. of Venom.
Fenyce, obs. form of Phcenix.

t Fe'liyent, a. Sc. Obs. rare. [a. OF.feignant.]
= Faineant attrib.

1444 Sc. Acts 19 Jan. {title\ Act for the way-putting of
Fenyent Fules,

Fenyhe, -ye, -yie, obs. Sc. forms of Feign.
Feny(ne, obs. form of Feign.
Fenysh, obs. form of Finish.

Feo, obs. form of Fee sb. 1 and 2.

Feoble, obs. form of Feeble.
Feodary, Feodatory : see Feu-.

Feod(e, obs. forms of Feud sb. 1 and 2
.

Feoff, var. form of Fief sb.

' Feoff Cfef), v. Forms : 3 feoffen, 3-7 feff,

6-7 feoffe, (feofe, feoffee), 4-7 feoff, (9 dial.

feft). Pa. t. and pa. pple. feoffed ; also 5-6
feft(e, 7 feoft. See also Fief v. [Early ME.
feoffen, ad. AF. feoffer, OF.feuffer} fzeffer, f.ffeu,

fief: see Fee sb.'-, Fief sb.]

1. Law. trans. To put in legal possession (pro-

perly confined to freehold interests in corporeal

hereditaments ; formerly sometimes inaccurately

used of leasehold) ; = Enfeoff v. i. ? Obs.
c 1290 S. Eug. Leg. I. 463/33 To feoffen heore children

pare-wizechon. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7585 Men of religion

of normandie. . Hefeffedehere mid londes. C1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 35 pe abbey of Rumeye he feffed richely With
rentes, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Justina 648 J>e bischope
gert pane a nunry make & fefht for Justinis sake, c 1386
Chaucer Merck. T. 454 Every script and bond, By which
that sche was feoffed in his lond. 1415 E. E. Wills (1882) 24
The londes rentes that 5e bun feoffed In. c 1425 Wyntoin
Cron. v. x. 347 He fefte pe kyrk . . Wytht gret and fayre and
fre Franchys. c 1430 How Wise Aton tau%t Son 96 in Babees
Bk. (1868*51 For ritchesse take Mr neuere be more J>ou3 sche
wolde bee hope feffe & ceese. 1520 Caxton's Chron. Eng.
v. 49 b/2 Whan Arthur had thus his knyghtes feoffed. 1573
Tusser Husb. cxiii (1878) 213 Gentrie standes, not all by
landes, Nor all so feft. 1620 Bf\ Hall Hon. Mar. Clergie

II. ii 8 Anastatius. .feoffed in some Temporaries which hee
would rather die than not leave to his issue.

b. Tofeoff{one person) to the use of (another) :

to invest with the legal estate, subject to an obliga-

tion to allow the use to (the other person).
Until 1535 this proceeding was very commonly resorted to

to evade the burdens incident to ownership of land. The
Statute of Uses passed in that year provided that in all

cases of feoffment to uses the cestui que -use should have the
legal estate.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 20 § 7 Persones feoffed or seased
to thuse of theym.

to. fig. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 239 Men gyf God be lest,

be feffe him with a ferbing. c 1350 Will. Palerne 193 Til

alle his felawes were ferst feffed to here paie. c 1374
Chaucer Boeth. 11. iii. 38 po feffedest bou fortune wib
glosynge wordes. c 1450 Crt. ofLove 932 Nay God forbid

to feffe you so with grace, c 1460 Toivnehy Myst. (Surtees)

115 Ye two are welle feft, sam in a stede. a 1656 Bp. Hall
Rem. Wks. (1660) 154 That we may he feoffed in that blessed

inheritance.

d. f In wider sense : To present (a person) with
anything (obs.). Also dial. vsee quot. 1855).

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 146 And feffe false-witnes with
floreines ynowe. c 1450 Merlin 374 The kynge hym feffed

with his right glove. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fc/ted,
legally secured with a maintenance. ' He fefted his wife on
so much a year.'

f 2. To confer (a heritable possession) upon.

Chiefly^. Obs.

1571 Goi.ding Calvin on Ps. lxxiii.7 Godfeoffeth abundance
of all good thinges upon them. 1592 Warner Alb. Fug.
vii. xxxv. (1612) 169 Those Stiles . . were strange, but thay
Did feofe them on the base-borne Muffe. 1612-5 Br. Hall
Contempt., O. T. X. VI, He makes his son his priest, and
feoffees that sinne upon his sonne which he received from
his mother. 1649 — Cases Cousc. m. i. U654) 169 Keoffing

a supernaturall vertue upon drugges.

Feoffee (fefr). Law. Forms: 5-6 feffee, 5
fefee, -i(e, 5-7 feoffe, 5-8 feofe/e, 7 feofy, 9
feeoffe(e, 6- feoffee, [ad. AF. feoffe, pa, pple.

oifeoffer : see prec]
1. The person to whom a freehold estate in land

is conveyed by a feoffment.

1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 5 § 17 The donees, feoffes,

lessees, and deuisees therof. 1660 Bond Scut. Reg. 92 The
Feoffee his title is only from the Feoffor. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) IV. 427 In this case, .the feoffee hath an estate

upon condition. 1876 Digby Real Prop. i. 49 The grantor
is called the feoffor, the grantee the feoffee.

2. spec. a. (More fully feoffee in or of trust.) A
trustee invested with a freehold estate in land. Now
chiefly applied in pi. to certain boards of elected

or nominated trustees holding land for charitable

or other public purposes. Also in Feoffee to Uses :

see Feoff v. i b.

[1275 Stat. Westm. 1. 3 Edw. I, c. 48 Et si lenfaunt seit

aloingne ou destourbe par le gardein ou par le feoffe ou
par autre par quei il ne puisse sasise suire.] 1411 E. E.
Wills (1882) 19 Tenementes .. stondynge in lefties handes.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 2 § 5 They and their feoftes to

the use of every of theym. 1593 Norhen Spec. Brit.,

M'sex. 1. 22 The schole is in the disposition of sixe go-
vernors or feffees. 1596 Spenser State /ret. (1633) 19
Desmond .. conveyed secretly all his lands to Feoffees of
trust. 1631 T. Powell Tom all Trades 145 In the gift of
the Executor, Heire, or Feofee of such Donor. 1647
Digges Unlaw/. Taking Arms ii. 21 As children who have
lost a father, and whose fortunes by his care are left to
Feoffees in trust. 1655 Gouge^s Comm. Heb., Life, He was
chosen a Trustee or Feofy. 1680 Evelyn Diary (1827) III.

26 A meeting of the feoffees of the poore of our parish. 1735
H. Greswold Let. to Walmesley in Boswell Johnson an,

1736, It takeingup some time to informe the feoffees [of the
school] of the contents thereof. 1861 W. S. Perry Hist.
Ch. Eng. I. xii. 417 The attempt which the Puritans were
..making to strengthen their party, by means of a Cor-
poration of Feoffees to buy up impropriations.

Jig. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. .xl. (1669) 392/1 Art thou
not God's feoffee in trust to take care of their souls?

T b. (More fully feoffee in mortgage.) A mort-

gagee. Obs.

1590 Swinburne Testaments 93 In this case . . the feoffee

cannot deuise the come growing vpon the said lande. 1628
Coke On Litt. 209 b, The Feoffee in morgage.

Hence FeofiFeeship, the office of a feoffee.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 239 Whether you shall waxe rich

by.. offices, places, executorship, feoffesfup, &c.

Feoffment (fe"fment). Law. Forms : 4-6, 9
dial. feff(e)meiit, (5 feefe-, fef(e)ment), feoffa-

ment, 5, 9 dial, feftment, 6-7 feoffe-, feoff-
ment, 6- feoffment, [a. AF. feoffement', see

Keoff v. and -ment.]

1. The action of investing a person with a fief or

fee. In technical lang. applied^/, to the particular

mode of conveyance (originally the only one used,

but now almost obsolete) in which a person is in-

vested with a freehold estate in lands by livery of

seisin (at common law generally but not necessarily

evidenced by a deed, which however is now re-

quired by statute).

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (t8io) 254 Edward . . salle gyue
Philip be Kyng Alle holy Gascoyn. .After be forty dayes of
pat feffement, Philip . . salle gyue [etc.]. 1439 E. E. Wills
(1882) 118 By wey of graunt or feeffement. 1440 Promp.
Parv. 153 Fekment, Jt'ofamentum. 1465 M^ann. fy Househ.
Exp. 475 Item, to go throw wyth the feffement of my
lordes of Norffolke. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 1. xxu
('638) 39 He that hath the estate, may lawfully., make a
feoffement thereof. 1660 R. Coke Pcnver § Subj. 25 Feoff-
ment . . is the most ancient and necessary Conveyance which
is used by the Common Law. 1767 Blackstone Comm.
II. 11. xx. 311 By the mere words of the deed the feoffment
is by no means perfected. 1875 Poste Gains 11. Comm.
(ed. 2) 172 The essence of a feoffment is livery of seisin.

b. spec, (more fully) feoffment in, of upon,
trust ; feoffment to uses : see Feoff v. i b.

1489 Phuupton Corr. 70 A feoffament of trust indented
made by your mastership unto me. 1490 Ibid. 97 William
Plompton . . shewed to me a copy of astate & feftment,
mad by my master . . to certaine feofes, to his beofe [ = to his

own use] of lands, .for terme of his lyfe. 1538 Leland Itin.
IV. 14 To whom he left his Land in Feoment withowt
Declaration of Wylle to any use. 1552 Huloet, Feofment
of trust,yzV/d'/ commissum. 1606 Holland Sueton.% 23. 165
The Jurisdiction as touching feofments upon trust. 1695
Kennett Par. Autiq. (1818) II. 58 This feoffment was
judicially suppressed. .Feb. 13, 1633. 1827 Hallam Const.

Hist. (1876) I. vi, 344 The practice of feoffments to uses.

C. dial. An endowment.
1561 Richmond. Si 'ills (Surtees) 151, I will that all suche

feoffaments and annuities as I have made unto Symonde .

.

A>kwithe shall stand according to th' effecte of my graunte
therof maide. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Feftments,
portions of property belonging to an endowment.

d. Deed of feoffment'. The instrument or deed

by which corporeal hereditaments are conveyed.
1545-6 in Eug. Gilds (1870) 252 Hys dede of feoffement.

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass iv. iii, He. .ha's caused A deed
of feoffment .. To be drawne yonder. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I.79 By the custom of gavelkind, an infant of fifteen

years may by one species of conveyance (called a deed of

feoffment) convey away his lands in fee simple. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. U. S. II. xxiv. in The lower province was
granted by two deeds of feoffment.

1-2. =1 d. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11.72 Symonyeandcyuile. .vnfokleth

be feffement. 14. . Plumpton Corr. 46 My nephew, .shewed
to me a wyll made upon a feftment. 1672 Petty Pol. Anat.
(1691) 7 Forg'd Feofments.

3. The fief conferred.

c 1330 R. Bijunne Chron. fiSio) 249 Fo [v.r. To] wild be
feffementes aid & |>ei granted bertille.

Feoffor, feoffer (fefor). Law. Forms: 5
fetter, 6 -or), -ourfe, fefowre, 6 feofer, -ffour,

7 -ffeer, 5- feoffor, 6- feoffer. [ad. AF. feoffour,

i. feoffer Feoff v.~\

1. One who makes a feoffment to another. Rarely
Hist, in feudal sense : One who invests another

with a fief.

14.40 Promp. Parv. 153 Yii$Qwr£,fcofatus. i^S^Act iRich.
Ill, c. 1 The Sellers, Feoffors, Donors, or Granters. 1594
West 2nd Pt. Symbol, Chancerie § 37 The feoffor . . may
reenter and have hys land again. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law
(1636) 133 A good Liuery of seisin if the other enter in the
feoffors life time. 1767 B]-ACKSTone Comm. II. n. xx.

311 Unless the feoffor, .hath givun it a longer continuance.
1865 Nichols Briiton II. 6 The first feoffor or the lord of
the most ancient fee has a better right. 1888 Eng. Hist.
Rev. III. 41 Can a feoffer dispose of a fief without the
written consent of his feodary?

*[\ 2. Formerly often misused for Feoffee.
1426 E. E. Wills (1882) 71, I praye my feffuurs bat bay

wolde enfeffe Philippe Dene on .vj. marces of rente. 1535

J. Atwell in Wells Wills (1890) 82 My feoffers of all my
lands in Bromfelde. 1603 H. Ckossh Vcrtucs Commw.
(1878) 91 Hee is a bayliffe, steward, and Feoffer in trust.

fFeofydye. Obs. — Feoffment in trust (Anglo-

L. feoffament'urn fuiei ; ? abbreviated^^ fuici).

1544-5 J- Mere Let. \\\Abp. Parker's Corr. 1 Parker Soc.)

18, I woidd most heartily desire you. .to know who receiveth

the feofydye of West Walton in Marshlands.

Feoh, obs. form of Fee sb. 1

Peole, variant form of Fele a. and adv.

Feon, Feond, obs. forms of Pheon, Fiend.
Feood, obs. form of Feud sb. 1

*rFer, v. App. meaningless : see context of quot.

1599, of whiuh the phrase in 161 1 is prob. an echo.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. iv. 29 Boy. He sayes his Name
is M. Fer. Pist. M, Fer : He fer him, and firke him, and
ferret him. 1611 Bakrev Ram Alley 11. i, I. .could haue ferd

and ferkt y'away a wench As soon as eare a man a liue.

Fer, obs. form of Far ; Fear sb. ; Fire.

Fera : see Ferra.

FeraciouS (fer^'-Jas), a. [f. L. ferdci-j ferax
(f. fer-re to bear) + -ous.] Bearing abundantly

;

fruitful, prolific.

1637 Pocklington Altare Chr. 14S This feracious and
pregnant Plebiscite. 1657 Tomunson Renoifs Disp. 303
Which being very feracious would surrept all aliment from
their wheat. 1735 Thomson Liberty 111. 363 Like an oak,
Nurs'd on feracious Algidum. 1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr.

(1858) 139 A world so feracious, teeming with endless results.

Feracity (ferae
-

siti). rare. [ad. h.ferdeitdl-em,

noun of quality f. ferax : see prec. and -acity.]

The quality of being feracious ; fruitfulness, pro-

ductiveness, f Of a person : The profit he makes.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 68 [The olive] wagged with

wynde of feracitee. 1448 MS. Records Grocers Company,
L'acsimile CoPy 292 That eny seche brocour . . Shulde be
contributory to the werkes of the place. Euery Brocour
after his feraucite. 1650 Elderfield Tythes 134 The earth,

cursed . . into a . . natural feracity of briars and thorns. 1793
Beattie Moral Sc. tv. i. § 3. 517 Such writers, instead of

brittle, would say fragile, instead of fruitfulness, feracity.

1822 Mrs. E. Nathan Langreath III. 290 The lack of fera-

city arising from the lower orders becoming desidiose.

Feral (fi'"ral), a. 1 [ad. L. ferdl-is of or per-

taining to funeral rites or to the dead.]

1. Of a deadly nature ; deadly, fatal.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. 1. n. xi. (1651) 30 Thence come
. .vitious habits . . feral diseases. 1652 Gaule Magastrom.
303 Caesar himselfe had noted, that the Ides ofMarch would
be ferall to him. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide (MS.) 11. 298 The
feral tempter. .Stalks noiseless round him.

b. Astrol. (See quots.)

The astrologers identified this with Feral a?
1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xvi. 89 Feral Signes are Si

[Leo] and last part of x" [Sagittarius]. Ibid. clvi. 648 <$ in

the seventh in ferall signes, argues death by Distraction.

1658-1706 Phillips, Feral Signs are Leo and the last part
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of Sagittarius, so call'd, not only upon Account of the

representing the Figure of wild Beasts, but also [etc.]. 1819

J. Wilson Diet. Astrol., The ) is also said to be feral, when
she is void of course, having separated from a planet, and
applying to no other.

2. Of or pertaining to the dead ; funereal, gloomy.
1640 Gauden Love Truth (1641) 26 Those Owles, and Bats,

and ferall Birds that love Darknesse. 1648 Eikon Bus. 134

Such a degree of splendour, as those ferall birds shall be

grieved to behold. 1678 H. Vaughan Thalia Rediv. (1858)

246 A night, where, .feral fires appear instead of stars. 1705

Berkeley Cave Dunmore Wks. 1871 IV. 504 Ravens,

screech-owls, and such like feral birds. 1785 Hr.\m.EY Rni?is

Broomholm Priory 14 in Fugitive Pieces 4 Oft the Bird of

Night Lengthens her feral note. 1881 Palgrave Visions of
Eng. 302 In feral order slow, The slaughter-barges go.

Feral (fia'ral), a.'1 [f. L.for-a wild beast + -al.]

1. Of an animal : Wild, untamed. Of a plant,

also (rarely), of ground : Uncultivated.

Now often applied to animals or plants that have lapsed

into a wild from a domesticated condition.

1659 D. Bell Impr. Sea 213 It is impossible to reduce
this feral creature. 1859 Darwin Orig.^ Spec. i. (1878) 18

The dovecot pigeon . . has become feral in several places.

1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. m. xxxv. 281 Domesticated
animals allowed to run wild or become ' feral '. 1877 Coues
& Allen N. Amer. Rod. 200 A corresponding variability is

as normal to some purely feral animals as to the semi-

domesticated species. 1882 W. T, T. Dyer in Nature XXV.
390 The Jardin des Plantes deals not merely with plants in

their feral, but also in their cultivated state, X882 Geikie
Geol. Shetclws 377 The feral ground, or territory left in a
state of nature and given up to game, lies mostly upon rocks.

2. Of, pertaining to, or resembling a wild beast

;

brutal, savage.
1604 T. Wright Passions v. 268 Some . . arrive at a cer-

tayne ferall or savage brutishnesse. 1659 D. Pell Impr.
Sea 299 That feral and savage kinde of people which are .

.

of a Cannibal . .nature. Ibid. 368 Against the Spaniard, and
the rest of our feral, and remote Antagonists. 1838 Blaclcw.

Mag. XLIII. 789 A. .more potent charm . . which converts

the feral into the human being. 1847 Gii.fillan in Tail's

Mag. XIV. 622 It is not the feral or fiendish element in

human nature.

3. Used as sb. : A wild-beast. Obs. rare.

1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xiii. 61 What [alliance] 'twixt those

ferals of Societie, Hiena and the Dog?
Hence Fera'lity, the state of being feral.

1885 Stallybrass tr. Hekn's IVand. Plants fy Aninl. 21

There often sets in.. a period of ferality, when the land

presents the appearance, .of being exhausted by culture.

Ibid. 39 The freedom in which young horses were bred
must have frequently led to complete ferality.

ii Ferasll (fera-J). Anglo-Ind. Also 7 farras,

frass. [Urdu from Arab. ^Hi farrash, f. <Jjji

farasha to spread.] 'A menial servant whose
proper business is to spread carpets, pitch tents, etc.,

and do similar domestic work. In more common
use in India two centuries ago than now ' (Yule).

1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa II. 321 Other officers called

Farrasin, that is. .chamberlaines. 1698 Fryer Ace. E.India

% P. 67 Where live the Frasses, or Porters also. 1824 Hajji
Baba I. 59, I am a ferash, (a carpet spreader) said he. 1876

A. Arnold in Contemp. Rev. June 31 The governor, .kindly

sent ten ferashes, or servants, to conduct us.

Ferberite (fa-rberait). Min. [f. Ferber name
of two celebrated mineralogists + -ite.]

1 1. A proposed name (after J. J. Ferber) for a

variety of gneiss. Obs.

i8it Pinkerton Petral. I. 216 The other may be called

Ferberite, an honour due to Ferber.

2. A variety of wolfram from Southern Spain

(named by Liebe after R. Ferber 1863).

1868 Dana Min. 604 Ferberite . . on charcoal fuses easily

to a magnetic globule.

+ Fe'rblet, a. Obs. [Perh. for *forblet, pa. pple.

of *forblctc to make soft, f. blete soft.] ? Effeminate.

a 1300 Fragni. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 275 A slou} wrecche and
ferblet, fast and loth to 3eve his god. Ibid. 280 Debonere
ferblet, and lute luste to swynke.

Fereest, -cost, var. forms of Farcost, Obs.

t FeTCule. Obs. rare. [ad. L. fercul-um, f.

ferre to bear.] A frame, barrow, bier.

1606 Holland Sueton. 131 He conveighed them within

two Fercules (or frames), .into the Mausoleum.

t Ferd, sb.1 Obs. Forms : I fyrd, 2-4 ferde,

(3 verde, 2 ferede), 3-5 ferd, (3 ferd, feord),

5 furde, furthe. See also Fakd sb. [OE. ferd,

ferd, fyrd str. fern. = OFris. ferd, OS. fard (MDu.
vaert, Du. vaard, vaart), OHG. fart (MHG. vart,

Ger. fahrt), ON. ferd (Da. and Sw. fard):—

OTeut. *farti-z (:-pre-Teut. *porti-s), f. root far-

(Aryan por-) to go, Fare z'A]

1. A military expedition. OE. only.

a 1000 Byrhtnoth 221 (Gr.) fat ic of pisse fyrde feran

wille. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) xliii. 11 [xliv. 9] peah bu.

.

mid us ne fare on fyrd.

b. Inferd : in warlike array.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 163 With be wille I go als

felawes in ferd.

2. An army, host.

823 O. E. Chron. an. 823 pa sende he /Epelwulf his sunu

of bare fierde. 1154 Ibid. Mi. 1140 Te king ferde agenes

him mid micel mare ferd. c 1205 Lav. 4152 He somenede
faerd swulc nes nseuere eaer on erde. a 1225 Aner. R.250
Ter men uihte5 in peos stronge uerdes. a 1250 Oivl $ Night.

1668 Havestu. .ibanned ferde. C1300 Havelok 2384 Robert

..was of al be ferd Mayster. c 1330 Assnmp. Virg. 116

He schal sende after pee Of heuene ferde moche plente.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 386 pemperour . . on his blonk rides .

.

til he fond al his fre ferd.

3. A band, company, troop ; a great number.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7920 A uerde per was binorpe pat

robbede al so uaste. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5326 pe fairest

ferde of folk pat euer bi-fore was seie. a 1400-50 A lexander

5577 Ferly ferd of his folke was in pe fild strangild. c 1400
Destr. Troy 4094 With fyfty [shippes] in a furthe. e 1420
Anturs ofArth. xv. (Bannatyne Club) 103 pere folowes me
a ferde of fendis full fell.

4. Comb, in early law terms, ferd-fare (see quot.

1641); ferd-wite (see quots.).

c 1020 Secular Laws Cunt § 66 Gif hwa burh-bote oppe
bric^bote oppe fyrd-fare forsille. c 1250 Gloss. Law Terms in

Rel. Ant. I. 33 Ferdware, Quite de aleren ost. 1641 Ter/ues

de la Ley 160 Ferdfare is to be quit from going to warre.

c 1020 SecularLaws Cuut § 12 Fyrd-wite. c 1250 Gloss. Law
Terms in Rel. Ant. I. 33 Ferdwite, quite de murance de
ost. 1641 Vermes de la Ley 160 Eerdwit. 1684-1701

Cowell Law Diet., Ferdwit, quit of murder committed in

the army ; also a fine imposed on persons for not going forth

in a military expedition.

tFerd, sb? Obs. Forms: 4-5 feerd, ferd(e.

[subst. use of ferd, Feared/^/, a.] Fear, terror.

Chiefly in phraseforferd. Const, with inf. or with

subord. clause introduced by lest or that.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3651 (Cott.) For ferde atte he mistraw,

pou salle say pou art esau. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 215

penne such a ferde on hem fel. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.

(1810) 88 Malcolme . . fled for ferd. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame
11. 442 He for ferde lost hys wyt. C1420 Pallad. on Husb.

IV. 160 For ferde of Sonne On hem let inne. a 1450 Knt. de

la Tour 36 Loke that ye have ever a frende . . by you, for

ferde. c 1460 Tcnuneley Myst. (Surtees) 40 It gars me quake
for ferd to dee.

Ferd, var. form of Fard sb. 1 Sc. Obs.

Ferd, obs. form of Feared fpl. a.

Ferd, obs. form of Fourth.
fFerdegew. ?A vulgarism for Farthingale.
a 1553 Udall Royster D. 11. iii. (Arb.) 35 We shall go in

our frenche hoodes euery day ; In our silk cassocks. .In our

tricke ferdegews, and billiments of golde.

II
Fer-de-lance (fgr Al lafis, fe»J da lans). [Fr.

= head of a lance (for lit. ' iron ').]

1. Her. A lance-head used as a charge.

1892 Woodward & Burnett Heraldry II. 731 Fer-de-

lance, sometimes pointed, sometimes blunt.

2. (See quots.)

1880 Casse/ls Nat. Hist. IV. 319 The Yellow Viper of

Martinique {Bothrops lanceolatus) called Fer-de-Lance

there. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. HI. 396 The genus
Trigonoceplmlus includes the most venomous animal of the

western hemisphere, the celebrated fer-de-lance, T. lanceo-

latus, of Brazil.

II
Fer-de-moline (fe^i da mp-lz'n). Her. [a. F.

for de moitlin ' iron of a mill '.] (See quots.)

1741 Chambers Cyct., Ferde Moulin.. is a bearing in

heraldry; supposed to represent the iron-ink, or ink of

a mill, which sustains the moving mill-stone. 1864 Boutell
Hera/dry Hist. A> Pop. xvii. § 2. 270 The fer-de-moline or.

Ferder, obs. form of Further v.

tFe'rdfol. Obs. Forms: 4-5 ferdful(l, feerd-

ful, (4 fertful), s ferdefull, ferdfulle. [f. Ferd
sb? + -FUL.]

1. objectively. Inspiring fear; awsome, dreadful

;

= Fearful i.

C1380 Wvclif Set. Wis. III. 21 Who is pee liik in stal-

worpnes, Lord ? . . feerdful and preisable and doinge wondris 1

1388 — Dan. ii. 31 The loking therof [the ymage] was ferd-

ful. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. xl. (Percy Soc.) 16 Lord !.

.

Thi ferdefull face whan I schal se. 1488 Caxton Chast.

GoddcsChyld. 89 It was . . ferdfull to Peter for to be wyth
cryst in his cruel persecucyon.

2. subjectively. Full of fear; timorous. Also,

Cautious through fear (of offending) ; wary. Cf.

Fearful 3.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xxviii. 14 Blisful the man that euer-

more is ferdful. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvi.

(1495) 151 The man is beraft boldenes and hardenes and is

fertful. 14. . Hoccleve Adbcatam Virgiuem 47 Hir ferd-

ful shame, hir shende wole. 1:1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon ix. 240 Now shew ye well that ye be ferdfull. a 1502

in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 264, I knowe myself so ferdful for

defaute of comyng.
Hence Perdfalness = Fearfulness.
1388 Wyclif Ezek. xxxii. 23 Alle . . fallynge doun bi

swerd, whiche 3auen sum tyme her ferdfulnesse in the lond

of lyuinge men. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vnl. i.

(1495) 296 The worlde is place . . of ferdfulnes and of shame.

14.. Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 143 [The fiend] caste

hir downe in to dispayre by ferdefulnesse.

t Ferding. Obs. Also i fyrdung, 4 fardung.

[OE. fyrdung, f. fyrdian to go on an expedition,

f. fyrd, Ferd sbX\ A military expedition ; an army.
c 1000 Laws Ethelred V. 26 Beo man £eorne . . ymbe

fyrdunga. c 1020 Secular Laws Cnut § 79 And se man pe

on pam fyrdunge letforan his hlaforde fealle. c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 189 Mamies liflode buuen eoroe is fardung.

r 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 842 On-kumen was cadalamor, king of

elam, wi5 ferding stor.

t Fe'rdlac. Obs. In 4 ferdlayk. [f. ferd,

Feared ppl. a. : see -look.] A state of fear, terror.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2915 Ne he for ferdelayk is

witte shuld lese. Ibid. 6427 pe synful par [in helle] sal fele,

pai suld in grete ferdlayk be broght.

tFe'rdly, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Ferd si,* +

-ly !.] Fearful, frightful.

1440 in Pol. Rel.
<J-

L. Poems (1866) 216 Nad I ben bab-

tyzyd in water and salt, This ferdly fester wolde neuer me
froo.

Ferdness, obs. form of Fearedness.

Fe'rdskip. Obs. [f. ford, Feared ///. a. +
-ship.] Terror.
a 1400-50 A lexander 988 And letis all ferdschip at flee.

t Fe'rdy, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Ferd sb. 2 + -T 1.]

Fearful, timid.
c 1340 Cursor M. 17685 (Trin.) He seide Joseph be not

ferdy.

Fere,^'. 1 Obs.exc.arch. Forms : a. 1 Ar
ort/iumb.

fcera, 2-9 fere, 3 south, vere, 3-6 fer, 3, 6-8

Sc. feir, (5 feyr), 4-8 feare, 4-9 feer>. /3.

6-8 phear(e, pheer(e, 7 phere. [ME. fere,

ONorthumb. fcera, aphetic f. OE. gefera (Y-fere)

:—pre-Eng. *giforjon-, i. gi- (Y-) together + *fint

going, way, f. ablaut-root o{faran.~\

1. A companion, comrade, mate, partner ; whether

male or female
; + rarely in comb, with a sb., as

meat-, play-, school-, sucking-fore : see those words.

C975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 30 Ne wserun we foeran

eora in blodgyte uitgana. c 1205 Lay. 261 35 Howel . . nom
al his feren and ferde to pan munte. aizzsAncr. R. 86

pu hauest monie ueren. a 1300 Cursor M. 8607 (Cott.)

Fra hir fere SCO stall hir barn. 1375 Barbour Bruce VI. 70

Till hunt hym owt off the land..as he war.. a theyff, or

theyffs fer. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvm. 19 Peter, .and hus

fere Andreu. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) lviii, ' Is he
comun' he sayd, 'my nowun true fere?' 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 600 Few feiris with him that tyme he hed.

a 1572 Gascoigne A rraignm. ofLover, A quest, Of whom
was falshoode formoste feere. 1575 Appius A> Virginia in

Hazl. Dodsley IV. 113 Mysovereign lord and friendly pheer.

1627 Drayton Agiucourt 100 Englands valient Infantry his

Pheres. a 1775 ' Hobie Noble ' vii. in Child Ballads clxxxix.

(1890) 2/1 IVly feiries five ! 1830 Tennyson Poems 40 The
lamb . . raceth freely with his fere. 1867 Jean Ingei.ow

Story Doom v. 58 [She] went forth With fair and flattering

words, among her feres. 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust 24

Mine ancient fere, be merry 1

b. in phrases : to 'choose, have, love, take to or

unto (one's) fere.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 11 Elch man haueS to fere on
engel of heuene. a 1250 Proi>. A^lfred 222 in O. E. Misc.

116 Ne may he for-vare pe hyne hauepto vere. c 1300

Cursor M. 4450 (Gott.) Bot pe mayster iaoler To ioseph

taght paim v. .to fere, c X320 Cast. Love 483 He ne louede

[me] neuer j to fere, pat Merci my suster nul not here.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 498 Whom shall y haue now to my
ffer? C1440 Partonope 129 Ve haue chose me to youre

feere.

e. of inanimate things.

1593 Southwell St. Peter's Compl. To Rdr., Licence my
single penne to seeke a pheere. 1595 — Poems, David's

Peccavi i, Feares now are my pheares.

2. A consort ; spouse ; a husband or wife ; t rarely

nuptial, wedded fere. Also in phrases, to give,

have, marry, take, wed to one's fore.

c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 93 Me buried heo [Sapphira] mid hire

fere, a 1300 Cursor M. 26692 Adam.. and eue his fere.

C1330 Arth. <y Merl. 481 Fortiger for loue fin Hir tok to

fere and to wiue. ''.a 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) 208

With another then her feare We founde her doe amisse.

C1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 105 pou shall not desire pi neij-

bons feere. c 1450 Lonelich Grail lv. 212 To 5owre owne
brothir . . My dowhter I schal }even to his fere, c 1550

Adam Bell in Ritson Anc. Pop. P. (1791) 6 Two of them
were single men, The third had a wedded fere. <ti6ii

Chapman Iliad xvm. 339 The nuptial fere Of famous

Vulcan. 1612 Two Noble Kinsmen v. ii, This anatomy
Had by this young fair pheer a boy. a 1765 Sir Cawlire

ii. in Child Ballads (18851 III. lxi. 58/1 Knights and lordes

they woed her both, Trusted to haue beene her feere. 1798

Coleridge Anc. Mar. 111, Are these two all ..That woman
and her fleshless Pheere? 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II.

in. i. 187 Paris. .Took thee, the widow, as his fere.

b. Of animals : Mate.
a 1547 Surrey in Tottelts Misc. (Arb.) 218 Eche beast

can chose hys fere according to his minde. 1580 Greene
Poems, Melicerlus' Madrigal i, No turtle without fere.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. (1605) 152 If the Fisher

haue surpriz'd her [the Mullet's] Pheere.. She followeth.

1603 Drayton Odes iii. 33 Each little Bird . . Doth chuse

her loved Pheere.

3. An equal, a. Of a person : Feer ; also in

phrase, without (peer or) fere. b. Of a thing

:

in phrase, foreforfere (Sc), every way equal.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1 149 Among her ferez pat watz

so quyt ! c 1340 Cursor M. 5144 (Trin.) Ar pei no knyjtis

ny kny^tis fere. 1548 Hall Chron. 181 b, Thynkyng hym-

self a kyng, without either peere or fere. 15 . . A nt. of
Curtesy 460 A, noble Knight, withouten fere ! 1636 James
Iter Lane. (1845)4 Fairies, .of their feres good housewife

praises whine. 1768 Ross Hclcnorc I. 11 For joining hands

the just were feer for feer.

tFere, •"''• a Obs. Forms: a. 3 fer, 3-7 fere,

(4 south, vere), 5 Se. feir, 4-7 feare. [aphetic f.

OE. gefor neut. (:-*giforjo(m), i. as prec]

1. Companionship; chiefly concr. a body of

companions, company, party.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20419 (Cott.) Lokes. .pat na man of our

fer bi-fore his mak latli chere. C1325 Ibid. 24947 (Edin.)

Wit al pair famet and pair fer pai com to land, c 1340

Ibid. 23208 (Trin.) Crist let vs neuer be in pat fere, c 1400

Destr. Troy 11 32 With all the fere pat hym folowes.

2. In phrase In fere, i fere (often written as

one word, and spelt y-) : in company, together

;

in common. Al infore : all together, altogether.

c 1205 Lay. 27435 Twein kinges pere a;uere weoren ifere.

a 1300 Sam ante Jud. 1 17 in E. E. P. (1862) 11 Al pe see

sal draw ifere. c»374 Chaucer Troylus n. 1217 She Iykyd

al infere, His persone, his aray, his loke, his chere. c 1400

Sowdone Bab. 119 Shippes shene, vij hundred were gadered,



rats.
al in fere. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iv. 9 Gogmagog and
corin undertake for to wrastlyn y fere. 1513 Douglas sEneis
X. v. 15 All sammyn swam thai, hand in "hand yfeir. 1563
Mirr. Alag., Induct, lxxiv, Sighes and teares, sobs, shrykes,
and all y fere. 16x3 \V. BlOWMB Skeph, Pit* Wks. 1772 III.
11 All th'eritage which ..he me left, all in feere Leave
I thee. 1748 Thomson Cast, Indol. n. xxxv, Much they
moraliz'd as thus yfere they yode.

% b. G. Douglas uses the pi. form in rime-words.
1313 Douglas sEneis 1. Pref. 251 All inferis. Ibid. 11. viii.

90 All infeiris. Ibid. x. vii. 628 All yferis.

+ Fere, *M Obs. [a. ON.fdri :-neut. of OTeut.
*forjo- Fere a.] Ability, power ; health.
c 1203 Ormin 1251 A33 affterr bine fere, c 1340 Cursor Al.

3829 (Fairf.i He was in gode fere, hale and sounde.

t Fere, a. Obs. (after 15th c. only St,) P'orms ;

2-9 fere, 3-5 fer, (3 feore, 4 feere). Sc. 4-6 feir,

8-9 fier, (9 fear), [a. ON. fd-rr (or possibly

rcpr. OE. *fere) m OFris. firtx—OTeot. type

*forfo- } f. *ford (OE. for, ME. Fore sb.) going,
way, i.faran Fare vS\
Able to go, in health ; hence gen. able, strong

;

sound, ' whole*. Also in phrase whole andfere.
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 Hat and fere and strong and

Stelewur5e. c 1205 Lay. 17618 $if ich mai beon feore, ich
be cumen after sone. a 1300 Cursor M. 3S29 (Cott.) He es
bath hail and fere. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi, 315 Thai thar
lord fand haill and feir. a 1400-50 Alexander 4282 As fresche
& as fere a[s] fisch quen he plays, c 1440 Bone Flor. 2006
The holy nonne. .makyth the syke thus fere. 1536 Bellen-
DKN Cron. Scot. {1821* I. p. li t Thay come haill and feir

in thair bodyis to extreme age. 1784 Burns Ef>. to Davie
il, We're fit to win our daily bread, As land's we're hale and
fier. 1806 A. Douglas Poems 22 There's Jenny, comely,
fier, an tight. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvii, ' I trust to find ye
baith haill and fere.'

absol. a 1300 Cursor M. 201 19 (Cott.) To fere and seke ai

did scho bote.

+ Fere, ^- T Obs. Forms: Inf. 1-2 f6ran (1
Korthumb. fcerarO, 2 feren, (fearen\ 3 feeren,

south, vaeren. Pa. t. 1 fdr(e de, 2-5 ferd(e, 4
south, verde, (2 feorde, foerde, 3 feerde), 3-5
farde, 3-4 furde. XOR.feran wk. vb., corresp. to

OFris. flra%
OS. forian (Du. voeren) to carry,

OHG. fuoren (MUG. viieren, mod.G. fiihren to

lead), ON. fdra (Sw. fora. Da. fore) to bring :—

OTeut. *forjan, f. *f$ra (OE. for, Fore sb. way),
f. ablaut-root oifaran, Fare z>.1

The OE. verb, unlike all the equivalent forms in other Teut.
langs. , was intransitive, having the sense ' to take a journey,
march, travel '. The difference in meaning between faran
andferan even in OE. is hardly perceptible, and in ME. it

wholly vanishes*fart being more and more restricted to the
present-stem and fere to the pa. t. and pa. pple. See the
remarks s. V. Fare 7'.']

1. intr. To travel, journey, go; = Fare v.* i, 2.

Beoivulf'301 Gewiton him J?a feran. C950 Lindisf. Gosfi.

John iv. 3 Forleort iudeam & foerde eftersona in 3aer maegS.
CI175 Lamb. Hon/. 3 Redliche heo eon leted fere ber-mid.
11205 Lav. 4471 His cnihtes mid him seoluen to bare sa;

fxrden. a 1225 Leg. Kaih. 5 Ah Constentin ferde .. into
Fronc londe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3958 (Cott.) Ful wrath Ii

gains him he fcrd. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 'iSio
1

* 124 per
schip ferd on the flode. a 1400 50 Alexander 5549 Sum
ferd all on foure feete. ("1420 Sir Amadace (Camden)
xxxvii, Thro the forest as he ferd.

2. To proceed, go on, behave; —Fare v\ 4 ; to

deal with.
XX&iO. E. Chron. 'Laud MS.) an. 1132 pa wist e be king

S[at] lie feorde mid suicdom. ^1175 Lamb. Hem. 103 penne
mon. .mid fikenunge fear<5. OIJOO Cursor AI. 5719 (Cott.)

pat folk sua wit bain ferd. c X300 Beket 2076 And furde as
men that wode were. 1377 LamGL, /*. PL B. XI. 410 Rijt so
ferde resoun bi the. c 1440 Generydes 4786 As a man beside
hem self he farde. 1450 Paston Lett. No. 93 I. 125 Oon of
the lewdeste of the shippe badde hym ley diwn hys hedde
and he should be fair ferd wyth. t 1450 Lonelich Grail
xlix. 123 Thus with Iosephe ferden they there wel falsly.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour xix. 218 The fairer that she
is ferde with, the more ferdfulle she shuld be to displese.

b. To take place, happen ; m Fare v. 1 6.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 538 So it ferde ouer al. czytoBehet
2143 As hit bi oure Louerd furde. c 1350 Will. Patent

c

1921 Cairende ouer cuntrets as here cas ferde. c 1440 Boctus,
Laud AIS. 559. 3 b, Hee was wrothe that hit sqo ferde.

3. =Fare v. 1
7, 8.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2850 (Cott.) Hir langect to see how bai

fard. (.'1340 Ibid. 23162 (Trin.) For 30U ferde I neuer be
bet. ^1350 Will. Paleme 1497 He went wi^tli to william
to wite how he ferde. c 1400 Rom. Rose 499, I my silf so

mery ferde. ^1420 Chron. Vilod. 540 pat blessed virgyne
hurre dou3ter ry5t well ferde. c 1477 Caxton Jason 18 She
. .demanded him how he. .ferde.

4. Combined with advbs. : = Fare v^ III.

Beowulf 1632 Ferdon forS bonon. cgoo Bsedas Hist. 1.

viii. (1890) 42 Ferde he [Constantinus] forS on Breotone.
0x300 Cursor At. 11731 (Cott.) Forth bai ferd bair wai.

£1350 Will. Paleme 30 It . . ferde fast aboute floures to
gadere. 1352 Minot Poems iv. 19 Furth he ferd into

France. 01400-50 Alexander 813 (Dublin MS.) Forth
with eufestyus he ferd.

t Fere, z*-
2 Obs. Also 3 feir. [aphet. form

of Affeir, Effeir.] intr. To fall by right, apper-

tain, become, be proper or meet. Const, with dat.
;

vdsofor, till, to. Chiefly imfers.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21444 (Cott.) pou sal haf brober al bat

be fers. a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxiv. 2 [Ixv. 1] pe feres loft-

sang, God, on-on, For to have in Syon. £1375 Sc. Leg-.

Saints, Thomas 211 Richt wele it feris be Seruand to kingis

fore to be. a 1455 Houlate xxvii, The Papis armes at poynt

Vol. IV.
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to blason and beir As feris for a persewant. 1513 Douglas
/Eneis 1. vi. 54 Honour . . quhilk feris me nocht to haue.

tFere, ^'. ;; Obs. Also 7 feare. [f. Fere sb.i]

j

a. To be a companion to ; accompany, b. To
;

make companions of ; unite. C. To provide with
a consort ; to mate.
£•1400 Rom. Rose $281 If bothe the herds Love hath fered,

Joy and woo they shulle departe. C1440 Bone I lor. 2086
Alias that we came here, Thys false traytur for to fere.
163a Wovtens Rights 328, I . . am like neuer to be feared, vn-
lesse some widdow be moued with compassion towards mee.
Fere : see Fbkb a., fierce.

Fere, obs. form of Far, Fear, Feer, Ferry v.,

Fire.

Fere, var. of Feir, Obs. Sc, appearance.
Fered, obs. form of Feared pfl. a.

f Ferelay. Obs. [? a. ON. fcrju-lciga, i.ferja
ferry + leiga toll.] ? Passage-money.
1547 Nottingham Rec. IV. 90 Item the ferelaye ij d. 1578

Ibid. IV. 178 Payd for the sawgers ferelay viij d.

Feretory (fe*r/t5ri). Forms: 4-5 fertre, (5
fiertre, feretre, fe;e)rtir, -yr, fertur(e, feratour

,

5-6 fertour, feretorye, (6 fer t'ter, fereture,
-tery, fer(r

N

etorie, 8-9 fer(r)etry, 8- feretory,
[The current form is a perversion (by assimilation
lo various names of objects used in ritual) of
ME. fertre, a. OF. fiertre^—L. feretrum, ad. Gr,
<p(pfTpov, f. tf>tp(iv to bear.]

1. A portable or stationary shrine, often made of
or adorned with costly materials, in which were
deposited the remains or relics of saints ; a tomb.
C1330 R. Brunnb Chron. (i8io> 36 He tok vp the bones,

In a fertre tham laid, c 1375 Sc, Leg: Saints, Clement 919
Quhene be pupule come to se His fertyre & til hyme
pray.

_
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg: 156/4 His bones there

leyde in a worshypful fiertre or shryne. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. III. 92 Of Sanct Thomas translatit wer the
bonis Intill ane ferter . . fra his graif. 1593 Rites $ Mon.
Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 58 A most sumptuous . . shrine above
the High Alter, called the Fereture. 1709 Hearne Collect.
(Ox f. Hist. SocOlI. 261 Reliques belonging to St. Cuthbert's
Feretory. 176a H. Walpole I'ertues A need. Paint. (1765)
I. i. 19 Porphyry stones for Fdward the Confessor's feretory.
iS^]ASGARn A ug-lo-Sax. Ch. (1845 1 II. ix. 80 The coffin was
then brought from the feretory. 1863 Sir G, G. Scott Glean.
Westm. Abb. (ed. 2) 130 The golden feretory. . was placed
above the marble and mosaic base.

2. In etymological sense : A bier.
ri4oo Maundev. (1839) xxi. 2?5 Thei setten hem upon a

blak Fertre. 1458 Will ofDuchess Exeter (Somerset Ho.),
I . .forbede. .any. .solempne Hers or Ferture. 1513 Douglas
sEneis vi. xv. 68 How mony fertyris .. Sail thow behald.
a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. (1846) I. 259 A barrow, called
there fertory. 1848 B. Webb Continent. Eccles. 16 A relic
of the patron saint was exposed on a feretry in the nave.

3. A small room or chapel attached to an abbey
or a church, in which shrines were deposited.
1449 Will Sir W. Bruges in Illust. Mann. % Exfs. (1797)

133 In the middle of the feretorye a gret round blak corver.
1480 Caxton Chron. ling, eclxi, The feratour of the abbey
of Westmcstre. 1593 Rites <y A/on. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 6
The shrine of the holy and blessed man Saint Cuthbert
within the Feretory. 1727 Dart Canterb. Cathedr. 33 The
lesser Armary. .contain d nothing but the Body of St. Blaise,
being rather a Feretry than Store-room, i860 Hook Lives
Abps. I. vii. 382 He [Odo] was taken up in his leaden coffin,

and placed in the feretry of S. Dunstan.
4. attrib , asferetory-aisle.
HZgChurchw. Ace. St. Margaret's, Westminster (Nichols

T 797' 3 I-ady Jakes for her grave in the feretre isle 7^. $d.
1853 Rock Ch. oflathers III. x. 409 The feretory aisle.

t Feretrar. Obs. rare- 1

. In 5 ffertrer.

[ad. med.L.feretrari-us, f.feretrum : seeFtiiETORV
and -ary.] The custodian of the shrines.

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 35 Wher. .the ffertrerys . . fynde a
place moost convenient. 1838 Raise St. Cuthbert 113 The
Latin name of this officer was Feretrarius, which I translate
Eeretrar, or Shrine Keeper.

II Fe'retrum. [L. feretrum : see Feretory.]
= Feretory i.

1536 in Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 192 A Feretrum. silver and
gilt, with four pillars and one steeple. 1878 Mackintosh
Hist. Civilization Scot. I. xi. 496 The feretrum, the shrine
in which the . . remains of the Saint were supposed to be kept.

Fe-r-flax. [f. Y.fer iron + Flax.] (Seequot.)
1889 Daily Neius 10 May 2/7 A material known as fer-fla.\,

composed of iron and vegetable fibre shreds.

Ferforth, obs. form of Far-forth.
Fergus Oiiite (fS-j^ssnait). Min. [named

after Ferguson (of Raith) ; see-iTE.] i A metanio-
bate (and tantalate) of yttrium with erbium, cerium,
uranium, iron, calcium, etc/ (Dana).
1827 Trans. Roy

:
Soc. Edinb. X. it. 271 Fergusonlte,

a new mineral species. 1873 Watts Fcnvnes 1 Chem. 376 It
has since been found in fergusonite.

II Feria (fl«*ria). EccL [L.feria holiday (see

FAIB/&), in late L, used with prefixed ordinal for
* day of the week ; thus secunda feria = Monday

;

but Sunday {Dominicus, Dominica) and Saturday
{Sabbatum) were usually spoken of by their names.
In Portuguese segunda, lerca

t etc. feira are still the
current names of the days of the week.]
A day of the week ; a weekday, esp. an ordinary
weekday as opposed to a festival. Greater feria :

a particular day of a certain week, that has an office

or commemoration proper to it, as Ash Wednesday,
Monday in Rogation Week, etc.

FERINE.
1853 Cdl. Wiseman Ess. III. 16 note, The Sundays and

ferias of Lent and Advent. 1866 F. G. Lee Direct. Angl.
(ed. 3I 354 Feria, a week day on which no holiday falls.

1883 Hlack in Encycl. Brit. (ed. o) XVI. 510/2 It [the Roman
missal] contains the proper introit, collect . . for the festivals
and ferias connected with the ecclesiastical seasons.

Ferial (fi^-rial), a. and sb. [a. Fr. ftrial, ad.
mtd.L. ferialis, f. feria : sec prec] A. adj.

1. Pertaining to the days of the week, or to a
week-day as distinguished from a festival.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 2Q3 Alcuinus. ordeyned
here orisouns and office of masse for ferial days [perferias].
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xix. 23 Somme are more sauory
in festiuale days, and somme in feriall. 1494 Fahyan v.

Ixxxiil. 60 The thirde Feryall daye in the weke they named
Wodnesday. 1503 Katender Sheph. (1506) A v.The letters
feryajs of this Kalender. 154a IJookde Dyetary vii. (1870)
243 Serve God the holy dayes . . more dylygentler than to
do theyr worke the feryall dayes. 1563 87 Koxe A. $ M.
(16S4) II. 326 The commemmoration of Thomas Becket ..

shall be.. omitted & instead thereof the ferial service u-^ed.

1858 Faiier Life Xavier 65 In the afternoons of ferial days
he visited the prisons. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. h'nozvl.

1956 The distinction between the festival and the simpler
ferial manner in the Gregorian style of church-music.

2. Pertaining to a holiday.
r 1500 For to serve a Lord vi. in Babccs Bk. (1868) 372 In

feriall tyme serve chese shraped with sugur. 1549 Banff
Council Rec. in Oamond Ann. Banfl(i8gi) I. 25 Inhebitis
all utheris to sell ony flysche upon feriall or holy day. i860
Mrs. Byrne Undercurrents Overlooked I. 75 Admiral
Mackau . . ordered that all works in the navy should be
suspended on ferial days.

3. Sc.Law. Ferial day, time : in which the law-
courts were closed, and legal process was invalid.
1471 Act Audit. (1839) 16 The last court ..was within

feryale tyme. 1478 Act Dom. Cone. (1839) 16/1 Thai gert
it [a breif of inquest] be serwit in hervist, quhilk is fenale
tyme & forbiddin of the law. 1538 St. Papers Hen. VIII,
\. 396 Every day in the next weeke shalbe feriall, except
Fryday and Saterday. 1637 Let. in Biblioth. Regia 140
Since, .the rising of his Majesties Council in tins ferial time.

1[ 4. -FtRALrt.l
1528 Impeachm. Wolsey En Furnlv. Ball, I. 359 Antropose

commyth. .b'' to Areste with hys feryall Mase.

B. sb. A week day not a feast or festival.

1877 J. D. Chambers Divine Worship 84 Sundays as well
as Ferials differed i:i Order, Dignity, and Precedence.

Feriate (fi»Ti K"t),a. and^. Sc. [ad. L. ferial-
us, pa. pple. oiferidri (see Ferie v.), i.fci-ia]

A. adj. Of or belonging to a (legal) vacation.
(-1450 Henryson Tale of Dog 54 The tyme is feriate,

Quhairfoir no Juge suld sit in Consistorie. 1637 Acts
Sed. 29 July, Comprending herein all vacant and furiat

tymes. 1825 Ld. Cockburn A/em. ii. 134 He groaned over
the gradual disappearance of the Feriat days of periodical
festivity.

B. sb. Vacation, holiday.
1727 Banff Burgh Rec. in Cramond Ann. Banff

| (1843)
II. 182 The Council allow the Crammer schollars feriot and
waccancie from the date hereof to the 20th Janry.

t Feria'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L.feridri:
see prec] Holiday keeping ; cessation of work.
1612 15 Bp. Hall Contempt., A'. T. iv. xi, Here was not

a mere feriation but a feasting. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pst ud.
P.p. iv. xiii. 222 As though there were any feriation in nature.
1822 Mrs. E. Nathan Langreath 1 1 1.291 1 A pedantic speaker
says :] No act of feriation marks the cheerful corn-field.

Ferid, -it, obs. forms of Feared///, a.

II Feridgi S^vdif). Al>o 8 ferigee, ferijee.

[Turk, fca-1^ fenye', vulgarly/MyV.] (See quots.)

1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. i Apr. (1S25) 153 Their
shapes are also wholly concealed, by a thing they call a
ferigee. 1743 R. Pococke Descr. East. I. iv. v. 189 The
dress of ceremony of the Turks, call'd the Ferijee, made
like a night-gown. 1883 E. O'Donovan AIe>-vv\, A mantle
of calico which shrouds her from head to heel, and is here
styled theferidgi.

tFe'rie, sb. Obs. [a. OF. ferie, ad. L.feria.']

1. A festival, holiday. Also attrib.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xiii. 415 Vch day is haliday with
hym or an heigh ferye. 14.. Circumcision in 'Pundale's
Vis. (1843) 85 Thys hee ferye That called is the circun-
sision. 1538 Bale Thre Laives 821 Sondayes & other
feryes. 1548 W. Thomas Ital. Gram. (1567), Feria, the
ferrie daies noted and obserued by the cleargie. 16x6 Bll-
lokar, Ferie, a holiday.

2. = Feria.
c-1380Wyc1.iF.9w-w. Sel. Wks. II. 57 How be Sabot shulde

be turnide fro Satirdaie to be first ferie. 1387 Tkf.visa
Higden (Rolls) VII. 81 J>e next fery after the feste of All
Hatwes. - 1420 Chron. Vilod. 151 f>e secunde ffery bl pay
be gon to wyrctie. 1563 Grafton Chron. II. 61 Because
it was Sunday, nothing was doone. So the day after, which
was the second fery, the archebishop [Becket] was cited to

apere. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 109 Euerie fourt

ferie (called wenesday).

tFe'rie, ^- Obs. Also 6 fery. [ad. L.feritb'it
f. feria holiday.] intr. To keep holiday.

1496 Dives <$ Paup. (W. de W.> m. ii. 136/2 Euery daye
we be bounde to fene & to rest from synne. 154* Hooper
Ten Commandm. 115 To abuse the sabbothe . . is as mouche
as to fery unto god, and work to the deuill.

I Ferient, a. Obs~° [ad. L. ferient-em, pr.

pple. of fertre to strike.] 'Striking, hitting, or

knocking' (Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).

Feriler, var. form of Ferular.

f Ferine, sb, Se. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. Fr. farine

Farina.] Meal.
1538 Aberd. Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) Sewin bollis ferine.
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FERINE.

Ferine (fia'rain), a. and sb. [ad. L. fertn-us,

f.fcra wild beast. Cf. Yv.fin'n (sense 3).]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to, or of the nature

of, a wild animal, or wild animals.
1678 Cudworth IntelL Syst. 865 Transmigration of

Humane Souls there into Ferine Bodies. 1708 Mottf.ux
Rabelais {17yj)V. 230 Some in ferine Venation take Delight.

1749 Fielding Tout Jones v. xi, That gentle daliance, which
. . passes between lovers of the ferine kind. 1871 Blackie
Four Piloses \. 16 Dogs and cocks . . and other ferine com-
batants.

b. Wild, nntamed.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. It. vii. 202 The only difficulty

. . is touching those ferine . . and untamable Beasts. 1713
Derham Phys. Theol. iv. x. 178 Such as are of a Ferine,
not a Domestick Nature. 1728 Morgan Algiers I. Pref. 6
Instinct, .like that of the ferine Animals.

2. Of human beings, their actions and attributes :

Bestial, beast-like.

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xvi. 165 Brutish and un-
naturall Desires, which the Philosopher calleth ferine.
1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1699) 305 A man to .. suffer the
ferine and brutish part to get the Ascendant over that which
is Rational and Divine. 1786 tr. Swedenborg's Chr. Relig.
§ 588 A man . . from his inherent ferine nature would plunder
and massacre. i3m Southey in Q. Rev. XXVI. 294 It was
necessary to become as ferine as themselves.
absol. 1846 I.andor Imag. Conv. II. 218 There are certain

colours also of the mind lively enough to excite choler at
a distance in the silly and ferine.

3. Of a disease: Malignant, rare.
1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. x. 103 Thus a ferin Catarrh

happens, which through it's corrosive quality oft Ulcerates
the Lungs. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
B. sb. A wild beast. In mod. Diets.

Hence Fe'rlnely adv., Fe'rineness.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. vii. 197 A conversation

with those . . would easily assimilate . . the next Generation
to Barbarism and Ferineness. 1847 Craig, Ferinely.

t Fe*ring(e, adv. Obs. \_0^.firinga,fJemnga
( = OS.farungo, OUG.fdringa), f.fkr: see Fear
sb.] Suddenly. After 12th c. only with genitival

s, used quasi-adj. mferinges dede, sudden death.
riooo Ags. Cos/. Luke ii. 13 And [-a. waes famnga [c 1160

Hatton Gosp. Luke ii. 13 fa:ringe] Xeworden mid bam engle
mycelnes heofonlices werydes. < 1180 Rood-Tree (1894)
26/12 pa feringse wear5 heo ba^ften al on brune. a 1300
Cursor M. 7835 (CotO Qua lais hand in feloni O king..

ferings ded .. He dei. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)
185 pis ^ere falle him be ferynges dede.

Hence + Peringly adv., suddenly.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxiii[i]. 4 Ferinkli schote him sal bai

swa. Ibid. lxxii[i]. 19 Ferinkli . . Waned bai.

Feringh.ee (terrrjg*). Forms : 6 firingi, 7
fringe, frangee, 8 fe-, flringy, 9 faringee,
ferenghi, feringhee. [An oriental adoption of

Frank, with Arab, ethnic suffix -i ; in Arab, tyf^r*

faranjl, in Pers. ^S^y* farangi.]

Formerly, the ordinary Indian term for a Euro-
pean ; now applied chiefly to the Indian-born Por-
tuguese, and contemptuously to other Europeans.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 171 A Christian. Frangee.

1638 W. Bruton in Hakluyfs Voy. (1807) V. 52 The Portu-
gal* which they call by the name of Fringes. 1755 Hol-
well in J. Long Select. Rec. G<wt. (1869) 59 ( Yule) By Feringy
1 mean all the black mustee Portugese Christians residing
in the settlement. 1774 Boglk in Markham Tibet (1876) 176
Everybody was afraid of the Fringies. c 1813 Mrs. Sher-
wood Ayah fy Lady Gloss., Feringhees, Franks. A name
given generally to Europeans in India, and to the descend-
ants of the Portuguese, who first settled in India: these
are called Black Feringhees, being remarkably dark. 1834
Caunter Or/f«/. Ann. v. 6oThe unhallowed feet offaringees
or Christians. 1866 A. Lyai.l Old Pindaree iii, in Verses
written in /«<//«( 1 889) 2 There goes my lord the Feringhee,
who talks so civil and bland.

Ferio (,feTi|<?). Logic. A mnemonic word de-

signating the fourth mood of the first figure of
syllogisms (see quot. 1551).
1551 T. Wilson Logike G vij b, In Ferio, the first must be

a negatiue vmuersall, the second an affirmatiue particular,
the third a negatiue particular. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet
(1844) 38 They bee all in celarent, and dare not shewe their
heads, for wee will answere them in ferio and cut their
combes. 17c* Farquhar Inconstant 11. i. Wks, (1892 1 1. 351
Nursed up with Barbara, Celarunt, Darii, Ferio, Haralipton.
1854 Bowen Logic vii. 199 These [Moods] are named Bar-
bara, Celarent, Darii, and Ferio.

Ferison (fersi-sfm). Logic. Also 6 pheryson.
A mnemonic word representing the sixth mood of
the third figure ofsyllogisms (quantitatively similar
to Ferio, but differing in the position of the middle
term).

t
1509 Barclay Shyppe ofFolysbfy^ 1. 144 Another comyth

in with bocardo and pheryson. 1741 Chambers Cycl. s. v.

Mood, Ferison. 1864 Bowen Logic vii. 200,

Ferity (fe-riti). Also (6 feritee), 7 feritie.

[ad. L. feritdt-em, f. ferns wild ; see -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being wild or savage
;

brutishness, wildness ; hence, ferocity.

<">534 tr. Pol. V'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 109 The rude
raginge of the frenetick Scotts. .encresed with more beastlie
feritee. 1682 Sprat Serm. be/. Artillery Co. 15 Is it not
brutish Ferity rather than manly boldness. 1774 J. Bryant
Mytkol. II. 363 The lion ramped : the pard sported . . none
of them betrayed any ferity. 1883 J. Burroughs in Century
Mag. XXVII. in Even in rugged Scotland, nature is.,

a good way short of the ferity of the moose.
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b. Of a plant, etc. : Wildness, uncultivated
condition.

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 648 The Suckers., forgetting the
Ferity of their Nature. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol. 11. vi. 55
So many Plants . . are very noxious ; some by their Ferity,
and others by their poisonous Nature.
2. Savage or barbarous condition

; f a form or
instance of this.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. xix. 384 Though the
blindnesse of some ferities have savaged on the dead . . yet
had they therein nodesigneupon the soule. 1652-6* Heylin
Cosmogr. 11. (1682^204 The Ferity and barbarous condition
of the first Inhabitants. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 415
The ancient Rudeness and Ferity of our Country. 1848
Herbert in TodiVs Nennius p. xcix, A population of the
extremest ferity.

+ 3. Barbarity, barbarous or savage cruelty or

inhumanity. Obs.
1614 Raleigh Hist. Worlds. \\. §2. 584 The true nature

of tyranny, .is none other than Ferity. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydriot. iii. 45 To burn the bones of the King of Edom for
Lyme, seems no irrationall ferity. 1718 Prideaux Connec-
tion 11. 1. 19 Fearing the brutal ferity of his Son.
Ferk, var. of Fikk sb. and v.

t Fe*rlac. Obs. Also 3 farlac, fearlac. [f.

Fear sb. : see -lock.] Fear, terror.

a IM5 Attcr. R. 306 Kume uorS ber efter ferlac, buruh be
demares heste. a 1225 St. Marher. 16 Swuch farlac ich
fele. 11320 Cast. Love 672 In be mere he stont bi-twene
two, Ne nab he ferlak for no fo.

Ferle, obs. var. of Ferule.
i559 Mirr. Mag., Mortimer ix, The one of knighthoode

bare the ferle.

t FeTlifal, a. Sc. and north, dial. Obs. [f.

Ferly sb. + -FUL.] Fearful, wonderful.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9314 (Cott.) Man sal him clep wit nams

sere, ' Ferliful' and 'conseiler'. 1375 Barbour Bruce xn.

453 The mast ferlifull sycht That euir I saw. C1475 Ran/
Coil^ear 2 Thair fell ane ferlyfull flan within thay felhs
wide.
quasi-art'?'. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 26 Off ferli-

ful fyne favour war thair faceis meik.

Hence Te'rlifully adv., fearfully, wonderfully.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxiv. 63 Swa deyd bat knycht

ferlyfully.

+ Fe'rlily, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

Wonderfully, extraordinarily.

^1300 Cursor M. 11424 (Cott.) pe stern went forth-wit bat
bam ledd, And ferlilic ban war bai fedd. 13.. E.E.Allit.
P. B. 962 For when bat be helle herde be houndez of heuen
He watz ferlyly fayn.

t Fe*rling. Obs. exc. Hist, [OE. ftfordling, f.

fe'ord-a Fourth + -ling.] = Farthing.
1. As a coin : The fourth part of a penny.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xxi. 2 l>a ^eseah he sume earme

wydewan bringan twe^en feor5-lingas. a 1300 Agst. King
ofAlmaigue 10 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 69 Richard, .spende
al is tresour opon swyvyng; Haveth he nout of Walingford
o ferlyng. 1605 Camden Rem. (1636* 125 Two Easterlings
& one ferling. 1707 Fleetwood Chron. Prec. (1745) 40
Ferling. .is a Farthing or the 4th Part of a Sterling.

2. (See quot.)
1610 Holland Camdetfs Brit. 1. 497 There were in this

Borrough foure Ferlings, that is quarters or wards.

3. The fourth part a. of an acre ; b. of a hide.

1695 Kennett Par. Antitj. Gloss, s. v. Furendellus, A
fardingel, farundel or ferling of land, i. e. the fourth part of
an acre. 1846 G. Oliver Monast. Exon. 321 note, The
ferling was perhaps, thirty acres.

t Ferlins.
1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 69 Ferlins-Stuffs,

Ferlot, var. of Firlot.

Ferly (fSuli), a. and sb. Forms: I feerlic, 3
fEe(i)rlich, feorlic(h, 4 -lych, south, veorlich,

3-4 ferlic(h, -lik(e, -lych, 3-5 ferli, (4 feerli,

furley, 6 ferrely, 8 feriey), 3 farli.k, 5-9 farley,

-ly> 5-6 fear(e)ly, 3 ferly. [OE. fier/ic sudden,

f. fier (see Fear) +-iic, -LY 1
. Cf. MDu. vMich

(Du. gevaarlijk), MHG. vfcrlich (Ger. gejahr/ic/i),

QN.fdrlifr (Dan., S-w./ariig) dangerous,]

f A. adj. Obs.

1. Sudden, unexpected.
c 893 K. jElfred Oros. iv. v. § 1, & him bar becom swa

faerlic yfel ba;t [etc.]. c iooo jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker
175 Imber, faerlic ren. naoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 61 Gif he
burh ferliche deft saule fro be lichame deleS. c M75 Long
Life 15 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 157 Fox and ferlych is his

[debes} wrench, a 1300 Cursor M. 3984 (Cott.) pat ferli

flode. 1381 Wyclif Prov. i. 27 Whan shal falle feerli

\repeniina\ wrecchidnesse.

2. Dreadful, frightful, terrible.

c 1205 Lay. 25553 Feorlic wes bat sweouen, bene king hit

auerde. a 1225 St. Marher. 23 Ich iseh hwer ha faht wiS
be feorliche feont. c 1330 R. Hkunne Chron. (1810) 305 To
se it was ferlike. 1460 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 252 Furres of
ferly bestes. a 1577 Gascoigne IVis. (1587) 164 A fearly

chaunce : whereon alone to thinke My hande now quakis.

3. Strange, wonderful, wondrous, marvellous.
a 1225 Aucr. R. 112 pet lies non veorlich wunder. a 1300

Cursor M. 10863 (Cott.) He sal be of ful farli fame, c 1386
Chaucer Reeves T. 253 Wha herkned ever swilk a ferly

thing? < 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4274 pus fell bis ferly

thing. 1549-62 Sternhold Sc H. Audi Israel, Attend, my
people, and give eare, Of fearely things I will thee tell.

a 1650 Eger <y Grine 074 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 384 His
steed was of a furley kinde.

b. Wonderfully great.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12080 (Gott.) A maister was bar selcuth

kene, At iesu was him ferli tene. a 1400-50 A lexander 5577
Ferly ferd of his folke was in be fild strangild.

PERMAIL.

B. sb. Obs. exc. Sc. and dial.

1. Something wonderful, a marvel, wonder. Ar
a

ferly : no wonder. Whatferly : what wonder.
c 1205 Lay. 5381 Heom buhte muchel ferlich. 01300

Cursor M. 11 (Gi'itt.) Of ferlijs bat his knightes fell. 1340
Hampole Pr. Cousc. 2955 If he ban haf drede, it es na ferly.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3280 Moche folk him folwed pat ferli

to bi-hold. c 1450 St, Cuthbert (Surtees) 1023 Here a ferly
bat befell. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 771 As for farleis
richt few thairin he saw. 01605 Montgomerie Vevotioual
Poems vi. 45 Vhat ferly, freind, thoght thou be fleyd To go
befor so grit a Iudge. 1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 I.

57 To let the world know of some Death Or novel ffarley.
c 1720 Bewick $ Graham xxvi. in Child Ballads vn. ccxi.

147/1 To see what farleys he coud see. 1780 J. Mayne
Siller Gun *. (1808) 117 The ferly is. .They walk'dsae sicker !

1785 I3urns To J. Smith 164 Nae ferly tho' ye do despise
The hairum-scairum, ramstam boys. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler
Westmid. Dial. (1821) 98 What saw yee else; onny new
farly? 1868 G. Macdonald R. Falcofter I. 12 ' I'm no sic
ferhe that onybody needs be frichtit at me.'

2. Wonder, astonishment.
a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 456 po nuste Floriz what to rede For

be ferlich bat he hadde. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1085,
I stod as stylle as dased quayle, For ferly of bat freuch
[/>7«.Wfrench] figure. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xn. 228 Litel
ferly ich haue. c 1475 RaufCoil^eargo^ Now haue I ferlie,

gif I fauour the ocht.

t Fe'rly, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 feerlfce, ferlice,

2-4 fer-, fterliche, (3 feer-, ferlike), 3-4 south.

veor-, verliche, -lych, 3-6 far-, ferli (e, -ly, 4
feerlich, -li, -ly, (5 fairlie), 3- ferly. [OE.
firlice : see Ferly a. and -ly ^.]

1. Suddenly, unexpectedly.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ix. 39, & he fa^rlice hrymS. ^1175

Lamb. Horn. 89 On bisse deie. .com ferliche muchel swei of
heofne. r 1200 Ormin 665 3>rT batt itt ohht faerlike sej> pe
wlite ofF ennglekinde. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 299 Somme
deyde verlych as hii vp ry$t stode. 1340 Ayetib. 130 Ase
uayr weder went in-to rene and uerliche makeb his blench.
1382 Wyclif *Josh. x. 9 Josue felle on hem feerlich. c 1440
Geuerydes 5815 Eche vppon other ferly on they sett, c 1475
RaufCoih,ear 176 In feir fairlie he foundis .. Quhair the
Coiljear bad, sa braithlie he beird.

2. Dreadfully, frightfully, terribly.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 960 Al bi-rolled wyth be rayn,
rostted & brenned, & ferly flayed bat folk bat in bose fees
lenged. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.(iSzo) 18 He felt himheuy
& ferly seke.

3. Wonderfully, marvellously, extraordinarily.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 148 A ueorlich god word bet te holi Job

seide. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 2799 Ic sal werken ferlike strong.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4263 (Cott.) loseph was farli fair in face.

c 1350 Will. Palerfte 3238 pe horse . . gan fare wib his fet &
ferliche nei^ede. < 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab- 52 Flowres
ferly sweete. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 49, I wille
you telle Tythynges farly goode. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

(1858) I. 42 Thocht tha war 3oung, 3H tha wer farlie fair.

Perly v
f5jli), v. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms: 4 ferli,

4-8 ferlie, (9 feriey), 4-6 farley, -lie, -lye, 5-
ferly. [f. Ferly a.] 1. intr. To wonder.

x 375 Barbour Bruce vi. 323 Thai. .Farlyit.and 3arnyt hym
to se. a 1400-50 A lexander 4761 Quen he had ferlied his fill,

c 1500 Lattcelot 3117 That euery wight ferleit of his deid.

1513 Douglas AEncis x. Prol. 86 Frend ferly not. 1597
Montgomerie Cherrie <y Slae 846 Nane ferlies mair than
fulis. 1725 Ramsay Gent. Shejph. 11. iv, Peggy. They'll
wonder what can make us stay. Patie. And let them ferly.

1786 Burns TwaDogs 122 They'll, .tell what new taxation's
comin, An' ferlie at the folk in Lon'on. c «8a6 Hogg Meg
o' Marley 20 Wks. 1840 V. 97 He. .sits down but to ferly.

b. quasi-trans. with sentence as obj.

c 1400 Melayne 1474 Thay ferlyde why he fewterde his

spere. 1500-20 Dunbar Fen^et't E'reir 63 All fowill ferleit

quhat he sowld be. 1801 R. Gill Tint Quey in Chambers
Pop. Hum. Scot. Poems (1862) 178 Ilk ane ferlied nae a wee,
What luckless gate the chiel could be.

2. trans. To amaze, astonish. Only iinpers. and
in passive.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17361 (Gott.) Ful ferlid all ban war bai.

c 1400 Melayne 552 Me ferlys of thy fure. a 1400-50
Alexander 4991 pe wale kyng ..Was in be figure of hire
fourme no}t ferlied a littcll. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

2405 Na man be ferlyd, Bede biddes.

t Ferm, v. Obs. Also 4 ferme, -ye. [a. OF.
ferme-r \—Y,. firmare to make fast, i.frm-us firm.]

1. trans. To establish, make firm.

e 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15507 Wyues bey
toke, ber loues to ferme Two sones had bey at o terme.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 74 t>at folke is nou$te fermed in be
feitn. C1380 Sir Ferumh. 2113 pay .. cussede i-same an
haste, To termye loue by-twene hem. 1513 Douglas AKneis
x. v. 174 Or thai thar fute steppis ferm and tak array.

2. To shut up, blockade.
1513 Douglas AEneis x. v. 181 He suld nocht from the

sege vprais, Bot still remane to ferm and clos the toun.

105S J- Jennings tr. Elise 2 As a Neptune ferming the
winds of sedition in their gale.

3. = Affirms.
a 1455 Holland Houlate xli, Thus in defence of the faith

as formes ynewe. .The douchty Douglas is dede.

Fermacy, obs. form of Fhakmacy.
Fermage, Ferme, etc., var. of Farmage,
Farm, etc.

Fermail (fSum^l). Antiq. and Her. Also 5
fermaylle, 6 fermaulx, 7 fermaile, -ale, -ault.

[a. OF. fermaille a clasp :—med.L. frmdculum,
f. firmdre to fix.] A buckle or clasp ; a setting.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. x. iv, A fermayll of gemes
plesaunt. 1483 — G. de la Tour Miij, To wynne suche
ouches or fermaylles. 1571 Bossewell Armorie 11. 38b,
One fermaulx lozengie. 1610 Guilum Heraldry iv. xv.



FERMANCE.
.1660) 344 He beareth . . on a chief . . as many fermailes or
buckles. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 304/2 Buckles are
called Fermales or Fennaults. 1865 Athenaeum No. 1954.

494/2 A Charact Fermail of the fourteenth century. 1877
Ll. Jewitt llalf-hrs. Eng. Antiq. 126 A circular object.

.

intended for a mirror, or for a circular brooch or fermail.

Fermance, vnr. of Fiiimance.

t Ferine. Cant. Obs. A hole.

1620 Dkkker Villantes Discovered xvii. Pij, A short staffe

. .having in the Nab or head of it, a Ferme (that is to say a
hole). 1688 R. Holme Armory ill. iii. 168 Ferme, Hole,
Cave, or hiding place. 1735 in New Cant. Diet.

Ferment, var. of Ferkament, Obs.

Ferment (fo'-imcnt), sb. Also 6 ferments,

7 firment. [a. Fr. ferment, ad, h. fermentum, f.

root offerv-ere to boil.]

1. ortg. Leaven or yeast. Hence gen. an agent

which causes fermentation (see Fermentation i).

Modern chemists recognize two classes of ferments : organ-
izedferments, which are living vegetable organisms, as the

yeast plant and other microscopic fungi; and unorganized
or chemical ferments, which are certain compounds of or-

ganic origin, as diastase, pepsin, etc.

c 14*0 Pallati, on Hush. XI. 524 Use this ferment For musty
brede. 1683 Robinson in Ray's Cor?: 11 8481 138 The venom
..may chiefly consist in a subtle acid ferment. 1774 J.
Bryant Mythol. II. 59 He taught the nations the use of
ferment. 1807 Med, frnl. XVII. 198 Hence he concludes,

that albumen . . is the true ferment. 1871 Tynhall Fragtn.
Sc. (1879) I. v. 138 Pasteur.. proved the real 'ferments '..to

be organised beings.

fig. 1643 Sn* T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 267 The . . fer-

ment of all. . Religious actions, is Wisedome. 1690 Locke
Govt. 11. xix. (Rtldg.) 224 This hypothesis lays a ferment for

frequent rebellion. 172a Wollastom Relig. Nat. ix. 173
Gentle ferments working in our breasts. 1877 Tyndall in

Daily Neivs 2 Oct. 2/5 A ferment long confined to in-

dividuals, but which may. .become the leaven of the race.

t b. spec, in Alchemy (cf. Fermentation i b)

;

sometimes applied to the 'philosopher's stone'.

Also in cosmological speculations (see quot. 1677)-
1471 Ripley Com/>. Alch. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 175 Ferment

whych Leven we call. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. II. ii, The red

ferment Has done his office. 1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 88+
"By Ferments he means the aforesaid Principles, (or Seminal
sparks hidden in matter) actually put into motion, and by
the variety of that motion producing the variety of bodies.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. II. vii. 193 Those Shells arise

de novo, not barely from the Plastick power of the Earth.

.

but from certain Seminal Ferments brought thither.

2. m Fermentation i.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. vii. 28 The more strong the wine
shal be, the more sharpe the ferment of the vineger. 1695
Blackmore Pr. Arth. 11. 75 He through the Mass a mighty
Ferment spread. 1707 Floyer Physic, Pulse-Watch 20S

Abating the Ferment and Quantity of Humours. 1725
Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Quinquina, Stopping the Ferment
of Intermitting Fevers. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 111 The
first ferment of new wine.

3. fig. Agitation, excitement, tumult; = Fer-
mentation 2.

167a Marvell Reh. Transp. I. 33 The Ecclesiastical

Rigours here were in the highest ferment. 1681 Drydem
Abs. § A chit. 140 Several Factions from this first Ferment,
Work up to Foam, and threat the Government. 1781 Gibbon'

Dccl. <$- /*'. xxx. III. 88 The minister, .attempted to allay the

general ferment. 18*9 I. Taylor Enthus. ix. 240 A ferment
of sinister feelings. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 20 The
foreign embassies were all in a ferment.

Ferment (faimcnt), v. [a. F. fermenter, ad.

"L.fermentdre, {.fermentum leaven : see prec. sb.]

1. intr. Of material substances (in early use

primarily of dough or saccharine fluids) : To
undergo the action of a ferment ; to surfer fermenta-

tion ; to ' work \ (The precise meaning has varied

with that of the sbs. Ferment, Fermentation.)
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. lxviii. 1 149s"1 644 Soure

dough hyghte fermentum, for it makyth paast ferment and
maketh it also aryse [exereseere et fcrverefacit pastam\.

1663 Cowley Verses, To Royal Society far, All their Joyce
did .. Ferment into a .. refreshing Wine. 1665 Hooke
Microtrr. 190 Flies swarming, about any piece of flesh

that does begin a little to ferment. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 436 The tainted Blood. .Begins to boyl, and thro'

the Bones ferment. 1707 Curios, in Hush. <y Card. 66 These
mineral Substances . . ferment, rise up in Vapours and Steams.

1791 BEDDOEsin/Vi/7. 'Trans. LXXXI. 174 As it approaches

more and more towards nature [malleable iron] it adheres

less ; and when the tools come clear up out of the mass, he
judges it to be fermented enough [cf. Fermentation i d],

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 6 Dung which has fer-

mented. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 370 The blue
precipitate, .is removed into a copper boiler till it assumes
the appearance of effervescing, or till it ferments. 1842 A.

Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 290 We allow bread to

ferment.

b.£f.
1671 Milton Samson 619 My griefs . . ferment and rage.

1771 Johnson Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 3 July, These reflections

fermented in my mind. 1781 Gibdon Dccl. -v F. III. Ixvii.

686 Fanaticism fermented in anarchy. 1856 Frocde Hist.

Eng. (1885) I. 1. 65 The northern counties were fermenting

in a half-suppressed rebellion. 1879 O. W. Holmes Motley
ii. 10 His mind was doubtless fermenting with projects.

2. trans. To subject to fermentation ; to cause

fermentation in.

1672-3 Grew Anat. Roots n. § 18 (1682) 83 The Sap . . is

. . fermented therein. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art
II. 502 Liquors are fermented for the use of the table. 1830

M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 373 The yest, made use of in

the process of fermenting the dough, 1834 Brit. Hush. I.

272 There was as much moisture as was necessary to ferment

the straw.

At* '759 R- Hord Dial i. Sincerity in Commerce 29

163

Fanaticism . . fermented with the leaven of earthly avarice.

1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1866) 459/1 His vast.,
curiosity fermenting his immense book-knowledge.

3. trans/, and fig. To work up into a ferment or

agitation ; to excite, stir up.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety ix. § 5 When bitter zeal was once

fermented. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 93 Ye vig'rous swains,
while youth ferments your blood. 171a Blackmore Crea-
tion, Fierce winds ..with their furious breath ferment the

deep. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. x, Ladies who are endeavouring
to ferment themselves into hysterics. 1852 Mrs. Jameson
Let. Madonna Introd. 1 1857) 25 A mere contemplative
enthusiasm . . fermented into life and form. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Religion Wks. (.Bohn) II. 96 The Christianity
which fermented Europe.

b. To exacerbate; to foment, inflame.
1660 in Picton L'pool Muuic. Rec. (1883) I. 306 Findinge.

.

the same disputes .. fermented .. against the merchants.
a 1704 T. Brown Eng. Satire Wks. 1730 I. 28 He fermented
the passions of the vicious. 1764 Foote Mayor of G. 11.

Wks. 1799 1. 186 To. .ferment a difference between husband
and wife, 1868 Times 21 Jan., To shew him fermenting the
Garibaldian movements.

Fermentable foime'ntab'l), a. [f. Feiimext
V. +-ABLE.]

1. Capable of being fermented.
1731-7 Miller Card. Diet. s. v. Wine, Fermentable Bodies.

1795 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 271 This fermentable sap por-

tends the dry-rot. 1850 DaubbMY Atom. Th. x. (ed. 2) 347
'I'he cells which contain the saccharine and other fermentable
matters. 1869 E. A. Pahkes Praet. Hygiene (ed. 3) 96
Organic fermentable liquids change very slowly.

fig. 1732 Hist. Litteraria IV. 22 He proceeds to range
fermentable Subjects into Classes. 1840 Mill Ess. (1859)
II. 408 The . . fermentable elements of French society.

2. Capable of causing fermentation, rare.

1846 J. Baxter Lihr. Praet. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 133 The
fermented liquor must be separated as much as possible

from the yeast or fermentable matter.

Hence Pe rmentability, the quality of being

fermentable.
1788 Projects in Ann. Reg. 85 Newman, .was unwilling to

admit of the fermentability of milk.

t Fermentaceous, a. Obs. [f. Ferment sb.

+ -ACE0U8.] Having the properties of a ferment.

i66a J. Chandler Van HetmouPs Oriaf. 140 Fermenta-
ceous Odour dwells every where. 1682 T. Gibson Anat.
(1697) 41 Hunger is caused from fermentaceous particles.

t Ferme'xxtal, a. Obs. [f. Fermekt sb. + -al.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, a ferment or

fermentation.

1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Fp. 11. vii. 783 Cucumbers .

.

may also debiliate the . . fermentall faculty of the stomack.
1676 Newton in Kigaud Corr. Sci. Men 11841) II. 389 The
frame of nature maybe nothing but ether condensed by afer-
mental principle. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. (1695) 152
Intense cold, .prevents their Fruit-bearing by suspending the
fermental action of the Principles.

Fermentarian (f5.imente>rian\ Eccl. Hist.

[f. L. fertnentdri-us (f. fermentum : see Ferment
sb.) + -AN.] A name applied in reproach by Latin

Christians to those of the Greek church, as using

fermented bread in the Eucharist. 1775 in Ash.

t Fermentarious, a. Obs.-° [f. L. fir-
mentdri-us (f. fermentum : see Ferment sb.) +
-Ot'H.] Made of leaven ; belonging to fermentation.
1656-81 in Blount Clossogr. 1775 in Ash.

t Fermentate, v. Obs. [f. L. fermentat-
ppl. stem of fermentdre, to ferment.] trans. To
cause to ferment ; to leaven.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physkke 208/2, Rye meale
to be fermentatede with sower leaven. 1615 Cuooke Body
ofMan 218 A certaine paste should ..bee fcrmentated ..

into the form of a man. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp.
105 The conditure is excellently fermentated.

fig. ai5jo Hacket Abp. JVilliams II. 179 The largest

part of the Lords were fermentated with an Anti-episcopal
Sourness.
absol. 1656 Ben Israel Vind. Jud. in Phenix (1708) II.

394 Every confection ought to be so pure as not to admit of
. .any thing that may fermentate.

Hence Fe*rmentated ppl.a.
1656-81 in Blount Clossogr. 1676-1717 in Coles, i860

in Worcester (citing Bacon).

Fermentation (fijm&itfi-Jan). [ad. L. fer-

mentation-em, n. of action f. ferment-are to Fer-
ment.] The action or process of fermenting.

1. A process of the nature of that resulting from
the operation of leaven on dough or on saccharine

liquids.

I'he features superficially recognizable in the process in
these instances are an effervescence or internal commotion,
with evolution of heat, in the substance operated on, and a
resulting alteration of its properties. Before the rise of
modern chemistry, the term was applied to all chemical
changes exhibiting these characters ; in Alchemy, it was the
name of an internal change supposed to be produced in

metals by a 'ferment', operating after the manner of leaven.
In modern science the name is restricted to a definite class

of chemical changes peculiar to organic compounds, and
produced in them by the stimulus ofa* ferment '(see Ferment
sb. 1); the various kinds of fermentation are distinguished
by qualifying adjs., as acetous, alcoholic, butyric, lactic,

Putrefactive, etc. (see those words). In popular language
the term is no longer applied to other kinds of change than
those which it denotes in scientific use, but it usually con-
veys the notion of a sensible effervescence or ' working ',

which is not involved in the chemical sense.

a. in applications covered by the modern scien-

tific sense.

FERMENTESCIBLE.
1601 Holland Pliny xxnr. vii. II. 170 Some used to put

thereunto [the juice out of mulberries] myrrhe and cypresse,
setting all to frie and take their fermentation in the sun.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne 'Tracts (1684) 26 Made by bindring
and keeping the must from fermentation or working. 1718
QuiNCY Compl. Disp. 8 The second is the inflammable Spirit

of Vegetable, and what is procured by the help of Fermenta-
tion. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xiii. (18131 179 The dung of
animals . . is put together for fermentation. 1842 A. Com he
Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) no Others .. contended, that
chyinification results from simple fermentation of the ali-

mentary mass. 1874 M. Cooke Fungi 3 These cells are
capable of producing fermentation in certain liquids.

T b. in Alchemy. Obs.
C1386 CiiAUCEftCan. Yeom.Prol, fy T. 264 Oure cement ynge

and fermentacioun. 1471 Ripley Camp. Alch. ix. in Ashm.
(1652 1 173 Trcw Fermentacyon few Workers do understond.

1599 THYNNE Animadv. (1875) 32 Fermentacione ys a pe-
culier terme of Alchymye. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 1. i,

Because o' your fermentation, and cibation.

T c. in various other vague applications. Obs.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies '1840) III. 91 Others impute the

heat . . to the fermentation of several minerals. 1671 Grew
Anat. Plants 1. i. § 30 (1682) 6 The General Cause of the

growth of a. .Seed, is Fermentation. 1678 State Trials, Earl
of Pembroke (1S10) 1341 Claret, and . . small-beer . . set the
blood upon a fermentation. 1707 Curios, in Httsb. fy Card. 67
An acid Salt mingles it sell with an Alkali : from which
Mixture results a Fermentation, and very sensible Heat.
1728-46 Thomson Spring 569 The torpid sap .. in fluent

dance, And lively fermentation, mounting. 1794 Sulivan
View A'at. I. 69 As soon as our continents were thus
delivered from the waters, the fermentations, .ceased.

T d. Iron-smelling : see quot. Obs.

1791 BEDDOES in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 174 The hottest
part of the mass begins to heave and swell . . I'he workman
calls this appearance fermentation.

2. fig. The slate of being excited by emotion or

passion ; agitation, excitement, working. Some-
times (with more complete metaphor) : A state of

agitation tending to bring about a purer, more
wholesome, or more stable condition of things.

c 1660 J. Gibbon in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. cxlx. 9 A young
man.. in the highest fermentation of his youthful lusts.

1682 Earl Anglesey State Govt, in Somers Tracts II. 196
Predicting . . the happy, future State uf our Country ; and
that the then Fermentation would be perfective to it. 175a

Ht'ME Ess. <y Treat. (1777) I. 288 The minds of men being
once .. put into a fermentation- 1845 S. Austin Ranke's
Hist. Ref. II. 161 Whether in such a state of fermentation,
they would wait patiently. 1859 Mill Liberty ii. 61 In the
intellectual fermentation of Germany, etc.

Fermeiitatious (f5jmcnU7l 'Jos), a. [f. Fer-
mentation : see -ous.] Of a disease : That is

produced by some morbific principle or organism
acting on the system like a ferment.

18B8 Scott. Leader 6 Dec. 5 The vast increase they show
in deaths from other 'zymotic ' (or ' fermentatious ') diseases.

Fermentative ^faimcntativ),**. [f.'L.fermen-

tdt- ppl. stem of fermentdre + -ive. Cf. Fr.ftr-
mentalif̂ \

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fermenta-

tion ; developed by fermentation.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 122 Vegetation, which is set a

moving by the putrifactive and fermentative beat. 1693
Blancard Rhys. Diet. 205/2 Some filthy and fermentative
Matter. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller 1. h. (1760) 10 The suc-

ceeding Separation or fermentative Motion, is a very different

Thing. 1850 Daubeny Atom. Th. x. (ed. 2) 350 Watching
it during the continuance of the fermentative process. 1869
E. A. Parkes Praet. Hygiene(ed. 5) 20 'I'he organic matter
may. .commence to undergo fermentative changes.

2. Tending to cause or undergo fermentation.
1661 CuiLDKEY Brit. Bacon. 43, I doubt whether either

of them hath any thing of a fermentative power in them.
1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. i. § 31 (1682) 7 Deer, or any
other Fermentative Liquor. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man
1. i. 46 The fermentative Disposition of the fresh Chyle. 1876
Foster Phys. 11. i. 219 The fermentative activity of yeast.

Hence Ferme atatively adv., and Fermenta-
tiveness.
1684 TYSON Hist. R. Soc. iv. 172 (T.) The white of the

egg he concluded, from its fermentativeness, to be impreg-
nated with air. 1890 Webster, Fermentatively.

Fermentatory (foime'ntatari), a. [f. Lat.

type *fermentdlorzusr f. fermentdre to ferment.]

= Fermentative 1.

1765 I'rownrigg in Phil. Trans. LV. 227 Liquors, which
..by their fermentatory motion, generate more air than
they can imbibe. 1770 Monthly Rev. 302 A fermentatory
process is carried on m the stomach.

Fermented (feime-nted),///. a. [f. Ferment
v. 4 -ed 1

.] Of a liquor : That has been through the

process of fermentation. Of bread : Leavened.

1555 Eden Decades 258 Fermented breade dipte in a
sponefull of wyne. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Et>. 11. iv, 82

From the distillation of fermented urine . . ariseth an Aqua
vita:. 173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 261 AH fermented

Spirits, the [stimulating] Effects of which are very sudden.

18x3 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 136 The spirits dis-

tilled from different fermented liquors differ in their

flavour.

Fermentescible (faime'nte'sib'l), a. Also

{erron.) -iscible. [f. as prec. + -escible (see -esce

and -ible).] a. Having the power to cause fer-

mentation, b. Capable of being fermented.

1684 tr. BoneVs Merc. Compit. xix. 730 Fermentiscible

and often bilious Humours bred of. . Meat corrupted. 1807

Med. Jrnl. XXII. 198 The albumen.. was so altered.,

without having lost its fermentescible action. 1814 Edin.

Rtn>. XXIII. 129 To excite fermentation in a fermentiscible

fluid. 1865 Reader Ho. 117. 346/3 Fermentescible liquids.
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FERMENTING.
Fernie'nting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -TNG\]
The action of the vb. Ferment ; also aitrib,

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 173 Fer-
mentyng in dyvers maners is don. 1831 Carlyle Sart.
Res. (1858) 13 What a Fermenting-vat lies simmering and
hid ! 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 415
Twenty gallons in each fermenting tub. 185(5 Kane Arct.
Expl. II. xi. 37 My. .study-lamp is now fixed under a barrel
to . . raise a fermenting temperature.

Fermenting (fDimentirj),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ING *.] That ferments ; in senses of the verb.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 11. 10 When with fermenting
Juice the Vat o'erflows. 1705 Addison Campaign 108
Their Courage dwells not in a troubl'd Flood Of mounting
Spirits, and fermenting Blood. 1816 T. Scott Vis. Paris
Pref. (ed. 5) 4 The fermenting mischief burst forth. 1871
Taunt Map of Thames 15 The bung flies upwards from the
fermenting beer.

Fermentitious (fwmenti jos), a. [f. assumed
L. *fe/ mentici-us (f. fermentitm Ferment sb.) +
-ous.] Of a fermenting or effervescent nature.
1807 A. Knox Let. Butterivorth Rem. (1834) I. 67 It can

deceive us by no fermentitious feeling. 1820 — Let. H.
More Rem. (1837) III. 464 Mr. Southey . . seems to take .

.

pleasure in shewing off the annoying spectacles of fer-

mentitious religion.

Fermentive (fajmcntiv), a. [f. Ferment sb.

or v. + -ive.] Tending to produce fermentation.
167a Phil. Trans. VII. 4030 Seeds, which by the vertue

of their fermentive Odours perform these transmutations
upon Matter. 1674 R. Godfrey Inj. <y AS. Physic 1 Were
not Diseases themselves, .in a manner poysonous and Fer-
mentive. x888 Athenxum 25 Feb. 247/3 The fermentive
organism is. .absolutely essential to the setting up of de-
structive rotting.

Jig. 1656 Art if. Handsom. 104 Which is as strong a leaven
to puffe the mind, as any thins, and no lesse fermentive
when naturall, than when artificiall.

t Fe*rmerer \ Obs. [f, Fermery + -er i.]

The superintendent of a (monastic) infirmary, Cf.

Enfermerer.
(-1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 151 So did our sextein, and

our fermerere, That han ben trewe feeres fifty yere. 1483
Cath. AJtgi. 127/2 A Fermerer, jnfirmarius.

f Fe*rmerer -. Sc. Obs. Forms : 6 fer-

morar, 7 ferrnarer, -orer. [f. firmer, Farmer 2

+ -EB 1
.] » Farmer sb:~ 2 and 3.

«i572 Knox Hist. Kef. iv. (1632^ 208 Thair Factours and
Fermorars. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Stat. David If, 43
Fermorers borne of husband men . .may not ficht for the
libertie of their predicessours. Ibid. Table 79 Ferrnarer,
or tenent to any man.

Fermery, fa'rmery. Obs. exc. Hist.
Forms : a. 4-6 fermerie, -y(e, 4-7 fermori(e,
-y(e, 5 fermary(e, 7 Hist, fermarie, firmorie,
firmary. £. 6 farmarie, -erye, -ory, 7 farmary,
6- farmery, [aphet f. OF. enfcrtnerie, ad. med
L. infirmaria : see Infirmary.] = Infirmary

;

chiefly, the infirmary of a monastery.
1377 Langl. P. PL B. xiii. 108 If 3e fare so in ;owre fer-

morie. < 1394 P. PL Crede 212 Fermery and fraitur with
fele mo houses, t 1430 Pitgr. LyfManhode iv. 1x.(i86q)205,
I wole lede bee with me . . in to be fermerye to reste. i 1550
Bale A'. Johan 82 Gett thee to the farmerye. 1593 Rites fy

Mon. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 44 A chamber called the Dead
Mane's Chamber in the said Farmery. i6iz Speed Hist.
Ct. Brit. ix. viii. § 62 The rehearsall . . of his dying in the
Firmary. 1626 Spklman Gloss., Firmarium at. Ferma-
rium, Angl. a fermarie. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. ii. 287
Infirmarium or the firmorie. 1891 W. H. St. J. Hope in
Venables Chron. de Parco Lude Ir.trod. 55 Of the farmery
{injirmitorium) . .very little has been made out.

attrib. a 1490 Botonkr Itin. (Nasmith 1778) 83 The fer-

tnarye chyrch continet in longitudine 34 virgas.

Fermete, var. of Firmity, Obs.

t Fe'rmiUet. Obs. Also 6 formelet. [a.

OF' .fcrmillet,fermaillct, dim. offermail Fermail.]
An ornamental clasp, buckle, or setting.
C1475 Partenay 1082 A formelet, of gret ualure beyng,
With presious stonis gernesshed that thyng. 1633 J. Done
tr. Art'steas* Hist, Septuagint 40 Those Stones were sus-
tayned . . by Ruckles and Fennillets of Gold for more firm.
nesse.

t Fermison. Obs. Forms : 4 fermyson,
-soun, g fermeson. [a. AF. fermyson, OF. fer-
meyson,fermoyson:—'L.firmdtwn-em

i
n. of action

i.firmdre, in med.L. to close (F.fermer).']
1. A close-time for the male deer, attrib.
[1x48 FootofFines (Record Office', co. Stafford,Quod Hugo

et heredes sui . . quolibet anno possint capere m predicto
parco unamdamam in fermisona inter festum Sancti Martini
et Purificationem Beatae Marias et unum damum in pingue-
dine inter festum Sanctse Crucis in Mayo et festum Sanctse
Crucis in^ Septembri. t X3»5 Gloss. W, de Biblesw. in
Wright Voc. 174 Assez par my la mesoun De treste du
fermeyson [En?. Gloss, taken of gre* tyme].] c 1340 Gaiv.
$ Gr. Knt. 1 156 J>e fre lorde hade de-fende in fermysoun
tyme pat ber schulde no mon mene to be male dere. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 180 Fflesch fluriste of fermysone.
2. A place where deer were kept.
t: 14*0 Anturs of Arth. (Camden) i, By fermesones by

frythys, and felles.

tFern
f

a. and adv. Obs. Forms: 1 fyrn, 3
fer(r)en, (fume), 3 Layamon v(eorne, 4-5 fern,

(4 feorn, 6 fame). Also (as adv. and in Comb.)
with prefix, 1 sefym, 2 sefern, 3 ifurn, ivurn,
ifeorn, iv(e)orn, 4 yfern. [Perh. repr. two dif-

ferent but synonymous formations (from different

ablaut-grades of the same root). The OF. fyrn

with y from u, an -i stem that has passed into

the -0 declension, seems to be a peculiarly Eng.
formation (perh. in origin a sb., as the form with
prefixed ge may suggest. 1

, cognate with OS. fum,
forn adv. formerly ^also in comb. an fttrndagon =
OE. on fyrndazum), OHG. forn (MHG. vorti)

formerly, ON. font adj. ancient {Sw.fom^. The
sense * of last year ', though not recorded before
the ME. period, seems to point to an OE. *fierne,

which would correspond to OS.fern past (ofyears),

OHG.firm old (MHG. virnt old, verne adv. last

year, mod.Ger. firne old, of last year), Goth.
faimeis old :—OTeut. *femja-9 cognate with Lith.

pernai adv., last year.]

A. adj.

1. Of time: Former, ancient, of old.
After 15th c. only in phrase oldfern days or years ; cf. 3

and Fernyear.
axooo Riddles lxxxi. 9 (Gr.) Fyrn forS-jesceaft. f 1175

Lay. 24795 Julius, .pat in vome da5e bi-wan hit mid fihte.

f 1300 A". A lis. 6356 Feome men . . Clepeth heom Agofagy.
a 1400 Ocfouian 477 Hyt ys well fern men seyden so. 1529,
1562 [see Fernyear A. \\ 1571 Bp. Lesley Title Success.
11. 6 b, I might here fetche foorth olde fame dayes.

2. Fernyear'. last year : see Fehnyeab.
3. Comb, fern-days, days of old.
a 1000 Andreas 753 (Gr. I pis is se ilea ealwalda god pone

on fyrndagum faederas cu3on. c 1205 Lav. 271 18 pat
Merlin i furn da5en seide.

B. adv. Long ago, of old, formerly, a long time.
a. a iooo Guthlac 841 (Gr.) pone bitran drync pone Eve

fyrn Adame geaf. c 1200 Tr/n Coll. Horn. 59 Feren it is

bat we and ure heldrene habbarS ben turnd fro him. Ibid.
161 Hit is fen-en atleien holie tilfle. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.
xv. 226 It is ferre [v.r. fern] agoo in seynt Fraunceys tyme.
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 248 For they han knowen it so
fern, c 1422 Hocclevk Jereslaus's Wife 199 It is ago fern
syn I spak yow to Of loue.

^. c 1000 Wulfstan (N'apier) xviii. 104 Eala,xefym is. J>aet

Surhdeofol fela binga misfor. < 1205 Lay. 24017 paiuurnhere
stoden. a 1250 Owl fy .\'i»/it. 1306 Heo were ifurn of prestes
mube Amansed. c 1275 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 193 Ifurn ich
habbe isunehed mid worke and mid worde. c 1380 Sir
Ferutnb, 3207 Wei y-fcrn bay holpe ous noujt.

Peril(f3Jn), sb. Forms: 1 fearn, 3 south, vasrne,

4-7 feme, 6-7 fearnfe, (6 Sc. fame, 7 fyrne, 9
dial, fearn), 7 ferron, 6- fern. [OE. fearn str.

neut. = MDu. vseren ^Du. varen)t
OHG. farti farm

(MUG. vartiy varm, mod.Ger. farn) neut. and
masc. (not recorded in ON., but cf. Sw. dial, fiinne
1—ON. *ferne) :—OTeut. *famo-:—OAryan *pomo-,
whence Skr. parna neut., wing, feather, leaf.

The primitive meaning of the word is doubtless

'feather'; for the transferred application cf. Gr.
•nrtpov feather, irrfpis fern.]

1. One of a large group of vascular cryptogamous
plants constituting the N.O. Filiccs ; a single plant

or frond of the same ; also collect, in sing.

Flowering1 or Royal Fern : Osmunda rcgalls
;

see Osmund. Hard fern — Blcchnum. Lady-fern
**Athyrium filixfemina. Kale fern = Lastrea

filix-mas. Prickly fern = Polystichum aculeatum.
For bladder-, buckler-, harefoot-, holly

-

t
maidenhair-^

tree-, etc. fern, see those words.
«8oo Corpus Gloss., Filix, fearn. c88& K. Alfred

Boeth. xxiii. § 1 Atio aerest of ba bornas & ba fyrsas & bat
fearn. < 1205 Lay. 12817, I wude i wildeme inne ha:3e &
inne uaerne. c 1330 Arth. $ Mcrl. 8875 No gaf be ther of
nought a feme. < 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 247 Yit is glas
nought like aisschen of feme, c 1400 Mausdev. (1839)
xxxi. 307 Tentes, made of black Feme. 1477 Norton Ord.
Alch. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 95 Of Ashes of Feme. 1523
Fitzherb. Surv. 6 b, Urome, gorse, fyrs, braken, feme.
1621 Sir R. Boyle in Lismore Pap. (1886) II. 16 He is

to vse ffyrnes and heath, but not wood to brew withal.

1639 T. de Gray CompI. Horseman 319 Take the root
of male brake or fearn. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815)

259 A brown desert .. that produces nothing but heath
and fern. 18x4 Scott Ld. ofIsles v. xix, The tall fern oh-

scured the lawn. 184s Tennyson Talking Oak 201 Hidden
deep in fern.

2. attrib. and Comb.', simple attrib., asfern-ashes,

-bracken, -bush, -covert, -faggot, -frond, -harvest,

•leaf -platii, -root, -spore, -stalk, -stem, -tuft ; ob-

jective, as fern-gatherer, 'grower, -thief; instru-

mental and parasynthetic, as fern-clad', -crowned,

-fringed, -leaved, -thatched adjs. ; similative, as

fern-like adj.

c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 246 To maken of*fern asshen
glas. 1745 Beverley Beck Act ii. 2 Every quarter of fern
ashes. 1567 Jewel Def. Afiol. 11. 255 In like order of
reason he might haue saide it is not a *fearn bushe. 1580
Lyly £"«/A««(Arb.t 319 It is a blynde Goose that knoweth
not a Foxe from a Fearne-bush. 1841 Lever C. O'Malley
cviii, An apparently endless succession of *fern-clad hills.

1859 G. Meredith R. Feverel xxi, A pine overlooking
the *fern-covert. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xvii. 23 The
*Fearne-crown'd Flood. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser.

47 Heath, Brake, or *Fern Faggots. 1841 Faber Styrian
Lake 131 The *fern-fringed wall. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX.
101/1 Columna in 1648 compared the *fern frond to butcher's
broom. 1886 HallCaine6V« ofHagar 111. xi, I'm a 'fern-
gatherer. 1864 T. Moore Brit. Ferns 15 The amateur
"Ferngrower. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell North $ S. ii, The
*Fern-harvest was over. 1688 R. Holme Armoury it. iv.

60/2 He beareth Argent, a *Fern leaf. Vert. 1840 Mrs.
Norton Dream 82 *Forn-leaved Mimosa. 1650 How

PERNAMBUCK.
Phytologia Brit. 77 Muscus filicinus Park. *Fernlike
Mosse. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phancr. 179 In
. . Fern-like plants tubes are found. x88a Vines Sachs' Bot.
225 Bulbils from which *Fern-plants are directly developed.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ecli. 322 Poure peple made hem
brede of *fern rotes. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Fern-root
was frequently prescribed by the antients in diet-drinks, for
removing obstructions. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 13, I

thinke the mad slaue, hath tasted on a *ferne-stalke, that he
walkes so invisible. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner.
289 A number of *Fem-stems with leaves in many rows.
1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue 111. 29 Their *Fern-thatcht
Towns. x888 Athcmeum 21 July 105/2 Some *fern thieves
were captured. (7x835 Mrs. Hemans Poems, Hour of
Romance, Under the 'fern-tufts.

b. Special comb.: fern-allies, plants ofa nature
allied to that of ferns ; fern-bracken = Bracken
(Britten & H.) ; fern-brake, {a) =prec. ; {b) a
thicket of fern ; f fern-bud, a kind of fern-fly, used
by anglers ; fern-chafer, a beetle {Scarabivus or
Amphimalla solstitialis) ; fern-cup, the cup-like
form of the fern just after coming through the
ground; fern-fly, a fly frequenting fern; fern-gale,
the Sweet Fern (A/yrica Comptouia) ; fern-moss,
a genus of mosses, Fissidens; fern-oil (seequot.)

;

f fern-sitter, a name given to the hare; fern-
tree — tree-fern ; fern-web, a beetle {Scaraba-us
or Melorontha horticola). Also Fern-owl, -seed.
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 100/2 Groups . . often spoken of..

as *Fern-aIlies. 1611 Chapman May Day Plays 1873 II.

352 A bath of *fernebraks for your fus tie bodie. x6«s
Fletcher Beggar's Bush v. i, Your breech is safe enough :

the wolfs a fern-brake. 1760 Walton <$• Cotton's Angler
App. (1760) 121 *Fern-Bud, this fly is got on Fern. 1774
G. White Selborne lx. 103 The appearance . . of the *fem-
chafer. 1816 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. xvi. (1828) II. 5 Of this

nature seems to be that of the cockchafer and fern-chafer.
1888 Pall Mall G. 4 July 5/1 In their nightly gambols
through my garden they too often destroy . . my choicest
*fern-cups. 1676 Cotton Angler 11. 330 The "Fern-fly . . is

of the colour of Fern or Bracken. 1686 Plot Staffordsh.
233 The Fern-FIyes. .feed on the young corn and grass, and
hinder their growth. 1867 F, Francis Angling vi (1880)

230 The Fern Fly . . known to children . . as, ' Soldiers and
Sailors*. 1698 J. Petivkr in Phil. Trans. XX. 398 Our
common *Fern Moss. 1868 Tkitp Brit. Mosses 181 Marsh
Fern Moss.. Rock Fern Moss. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.,
*Fern-oil in pottery, a name given . . to a sort of varnish,
which the Chinese use in their porcelain manufactories. It
is also called lime-oil. a 13*5 Names ofHare in Rel. Ant.
I. 134 The hare The li^tt-fot, the *fernsittere. 18*7 Hellyer
in Hischoff k'anDiemen's Land { 1852) 166 *Fern trees twenty
feet in height, 1884 Boldrewood Melb. Mem. xx. 147
Picnics to fern-tree gullies, .were successfully carried out.

1796 W. Marshall IV. Devon. Gloss., *Fern-web. 1869
Plackmore Loma D. vii. fed. 12) 37 With a hook and a bit

of worm on it, or a fern-web.

Hence Perned ///. a., fem-grown ; Pernist,
one who cultivates or takes an interest in ferns

;

Fernless a., devoid of ferns.

1845 Hirst Poems 155, I tread on ferned and laurelled
hills. iH6$ Athenaeum No. 1959. 648/3 The fernist ofmeanest
capacity. 1888 — 21 July 105/2 Fairlight Glen, once the
loveliest spot on the southern coast, now almost fernless.

1893 T. E. Brown Old John, etc. 177 Rose plot, Fringed
pool, Ferned grot.

t Tern, sb.2 Obs. [perh. repr. OK. firen, ON.
firn pi., orig. a crime, monstrous thing; for the

sense cf. mocl.lcel. firni ( a great deal, a lot'

(Vigf.).] A huge quantity or number.
1300 Cursor M. 3998 (Cott.) O bis gret aght bou has me
Isal

izer.

.

folc sa fele.

lent Isal gret fern be-for me sent, c i&s.tfetr. Horn. 126
A lazer..Com and asked Crist his hele, Bifor that fern of

Pern, sb$ Obs. exc. dial. Also 4, 6 verne, 7
fearne. [ME. verne, perh. f. Virne to go round,

a. F. vironner, f. viron circuit.] A windlass.
[a 13*7 Ace. Works Westm. Palace in Promp. Pan*.

510 note, Gynes voc' femes. 1328 Ibid., Circa facturam
cujusdam verne sive ingenii.] 1546 Lancley Pol. Verg. De
Invent. 11. viL 47 b, Cranes or Vernes to wintle up great
Weightes. 1574 Nottingham Rec. IV. 155 The vse of
a feme to lode the tymber wyth. 1611 Cotgr., Moulinet
a brassieres, the barrell of a windlasse or fearne. Ibid.,

Chevie, the engine called by architects, etc. a fearne.

1847-78 Halliwell, Fearn, a windlass. Line.

Fern (fain), v. [f. Fekn sbX\

1. trans. To cover with fern.

c 14x0 Pallad. on Husb. \. 338 The mapul, ooke and
assche endureth longe In floryng yf thou feme it welle.

1862 Macm. Mag. Sept. 426 How was it [island] lichened
and mossed, ferned and heathed ?

2. intr. To feed upon fern. ? Obs.

1576 Turberv. Veneric 153 When he feedeth on feame or
rootes, then it is called rowting or fearn ing. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury 11. 135/2 For the Feeding, .if. .Boar and
Swine . . be in open Grounds, on Heaths . . they are Fearn-
ing.

*(• Perna'lllbuck. Obs. Also 6 fernandobuck,
6-7 feman

v
d)bnck, 8 fernebourge [Corruptly

f. Pemambuco, the name of a sea-port in Brazil.]

— Brazil sb. 1. Also attrib.

1595 Drake's Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.) 13 In this place was
great store of fruite and much fernandobuck. 1598 Florio,
Scotano, a red wood called brasill or femanbucke. 1617

Fynes Moryson Itin. III. 534 Femandbuck wood. 1703
T. S. Art's Improv. 28 [To stain wood red] Take Ferne-

bourge, half a Pound, and Rain Water. 1711 tr. Pomefs
Hist. Drugs I. 68 Most in Use is the Brazil-Wood, call'd

Femambuck. 1711 Act Encour. Silk Manuf. in Lond.
Gaz. No. 6040/7 Brazil or Femambuck Wood.
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Fernery (f5\meii). [f. Fern j£.i + -ery.] A
place or a glass-case where ferns are grown.
184a E. Newman Brit. Ferns Introd. (18441 Ix A fernery

..should possess .. a pure atmosphere. 1863 Bates Nat.
Amazon I. 70 The whole forest glade formed a vast fernery.

Fernicle, var. of Vekkicle, Obs.

t Fern-OSmund. Obs. rare — '. [f. Fern sbA
+ Osmund.] The Royal Fern, Osmunda regalis.

1614 Markham Cheap Husb. Table of Hard Words,
Feme Osmund is an hearbe of some called Water-Ferne,
hath a trianguler stallce . . and it growes in Boggs. Ibid. l.

lxvi. 39. [Some later editions have the misprinted form
fcrusmuud, which has been copied into mod. Diets.]

Fe*rn-owl, [f. Fern sbA + Owl.] a. The
Nightjar or Goatsucker, Caprimulgus europ&us

\

b. the Short-eared owl, Asio brachyotus.
a. 1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. it. iii. § 1. 107 The

Kern-owl.. or Goat-sucker, Caprimulgus. 1793 G. WHITE
Selborne (1853) II. XXX. 246 Not long after a fern owl was
procured. 1832-5 E. Jesse Glean. Nat. Hist. (1843) 221
The fern-owl, or night-jar. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II.

in. 44 'Midst bittern's boom and fern-owl's cry.

b. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Brit. Birds 129 Short-
eared owl. .Fern-Owl (Ireland).

Fern-seed. The 'seed 'of the fern. Before
the mode of reproduction of ferns was understood,
they were popularly supposed to produce an in-

visible seed, which was capable of communicating
its invisibility to any person who possessed it.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, it. i. 96 We haue the receit of
Fern-seede, we walke inuisible. 1630 B. Jon'SOS New Inn
I. Wks. (Rtldg.) 411/1, I had No med'eme, sir, to go in-

visible; No fern-seed in my pocket. 1756 Smart Herat.
Canons Friendsh. 76 Ask thy heart, if Custom. .Hath sown
no undiscovered fern-seed there. 1815 Scott Guy Mann.
.\lv, ' They say she has gathered the fern-seed and can gang
ony gate she likes.' 1859 Sala Tw, round Clock (1861) 266
We . . are in the receipt of fern-seed, and can walk invisible.

Fernshaw (f5'.ra[§). [f. Fkrn + Shaw.] A
brake or thicket of fern.

1845 Browning Flight of Duchess xiii, Some story or
other Of hill or dale, oakwood or fernshaw.

F^rnticle (fauntik'l). Obs. exc. dial. Also 5
farntikylle, ferntykll9, 6 fayratikl3, 9 fan-

tickle, farntie(kTe, Sc. fairnitickle. ' A freckle

on the skin, resembling the seed of fern* (W.).
1483 Cath. Angl. 123/1 A Farntikylle, lenticuta. Ibid.

128/1 A Ferntykylle, cesia. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. (1568)
Piija, Rocket . . taketh away frckles or fayrntikles with
vinegre. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Farnticles. .the brown 'pin
point pops ' clustered in the complexion.

Hence Fe'rnticled///. a., freckled.

1483 Cath. Angl. 123/1 Farntykylde, lentiginosus. 1719
D'Ukfey Pitts VI. 351 Pluggy fae'd Wat . . And . . farnicled
Huggy. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss., Farn-tickled.

Ferny (fauni), a. [f. Fern sb. 1 +-Y 1
.]

1. Abounding in fern, overgrown with fern.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 50 That sycknes is moste com-
monly on. .ferny grounde. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 525 The
Surface thereof .. is Heathy, Ferny and Furzy. a 1722
Lisle Husb. (1752) 4 A red, sandy, ferny ground. 1808
Scott Alarm, iv. xv, The wild buck bells from ferny brake.
i860 Donaldson Bush Lays £7 The flat ferny wastes all

lie sleeping.

2. Of or pertaining to fern, consisting of fern.

1710 Phillips Pastorals vi. 29 When Locusts in the
Fearny Bushes cry. a 1717 Parnell Flies 72 Your ferny
shade forsakes the vale. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath (1808)

67 Woodless its banks but green with ferny leaves. 1884
Bazaar 10 Dec. 621/5 A. .gorsy, ferny growth.

3. Of a fern-like nature, resembling fern.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 76 Ferny foliage. 1870 J.
Rhoades Poems 131 Every pane is hoar with ferny rime.

t Fe'rnyear, fern year, sb. and adv. Obs.

Forms: a. 1 fyrnsear, 4 fern3ere, -yere, (5
ferner), 5, 8, 9 fernyear, 9 Sc. foirnyear. 0. 3
ivurr^er. [OE. fyrngtar : see Fern a. and Year.
From 14th c. often as two words, the adj. being
inflected in ME.] A. sb.

1. A past year.
nooo Gnomic Vers. (Cott.) 12 (Gr.) Fyrnjearum frod.

•1205 Lay. 25130, I ban iuurn 5ere. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xii. 5 How (ele fern5eres are faren and so fewe to come.
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 32 Yf myn aunte .. bethought
her wel of olde ferners she wolde not suffre that I shold haue
ony harme. 1520 More SuppHc. Sonlys Wks. 296/1 Old fame
yeres. 156a J . Heywood I'ro-j. $ Epigr. (1867) 4 Ye regarde
. .good prouerbes of olde feme yeeres.

2. Last year, yester-year
y
. [Cf. mod.Ger.

Jlrnewein wine of last year.]

f Skinner took Chaucer's feme yere to mean February !

Hence in Coles 1692-1732.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1176 Farwel al the snowgh of

feme yere ! 1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 423, I dar nat
.speke a word of feme yeer. 1$ . . Sir Egeir (1711) 19 He
. . then told him a fern-years tale. 1737 Ramsay Scot.
Prov. xviii. 14 If I live anither year, I Ml ca 1

this year fern-
year.

B. adv. a. In past years. [Cf. OE.fyrnge'ara,
where the second element= Yore adv.] b. In the

course of last year.
[c 1000 Ags, Ps. (Thorpe) xciv. 9 [xcv. 8] Swa on grimnesse,

fyrn-geara dydan.j 3377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 440 The kynde-
nesse bat myne euene-cristene kidde me fernyere. 1786
Harvest Rigin Chambers Pop. Poems Scot. (1862162 They'll
.

.
reckon up what time fernyear The kirn was held. 1806

J.Nicol Poems II. 3 (Tarn.) He, fairnyear, 'gainst the
en'mie's power, Wi a choice gang had wander'd.

t Fe'roce, «• Obs. rare.~ J [ad. L. feroce-m,

ferox.] = Ferocious a.

1641 J. Jackson True Fvang. T. 1. 70 Feroce and belluine

men [shal cohabit] with the meek and placable.

t FerO'cient, a. Obs. [ad. L. ferocicnt-em,

pr. pple. of ferdcire, f. ferox fierce.] Kaging
ferociously.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I ("1655) 94 So ferocient it [fire]

was, as the Ambassadour .. hardly .. escaped. 1655 62 H.
More Antid. Atheism (1662) 182 [Apostate spirits] that are
more ferocient. 1684 tr. BoneCs Merc. Compit. vi. 176
Vitriolate Acidity, .able to. .coagulate the ferocient Spirits.

Ferocify ;fer<?u-sifoi), v. [f. h.feroci- stem of

ferox + -vx.\ trans. To make ferocious or fierce.

1853 in Ogilvie Supp.

Ferocious (ferJ'i-Jas), a. [f. L. feroci-, ferox
fierce, ferocious + -0U8.]

1. Of animals or persons, their dispositions or

actions : Fierce, savage ; savagely cruel or de-

structive.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xvi. 144 The Lyon a.

.

ferocious animall hath young ones but seldome. 1791 Bos-
well Johnson 11816) III. 87 He was by no means of that
ferocious, .character. 1794 Sullivan Vieiu Nat. I. 188 The
most . . ferocious beasts are alarmed by it. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xxiii, One whom they had been taught to consider
as a ferocious . . libertine. 1x1853 Robertson Led. ii. (1858)

76, I cannot see anything manly in that ferocious struggle.
1886 Sheldon tr. Flaubert's Salammbo 1 And pits for fero-

cious animals.
Comb. 1849 James Woodman ii, Is he a ferocious-looking

man?
2. Indicating or characterized by ferocity.

1728 Pope Dune. n. 328 Slow rose a form, .shaking. -And
each ferocious feature grim with ooze. 1826 Kirby&Si 1

. Fnto-
mol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 418 Their prominent or ferocious eyes.

Hence Ferociously adv. Ferociousness.
1766 Fordvce Sertn. Vug. Worn. '1767) II. xiii. 223 Rough-

ness, and even ferociousness, in a man, we often overlook.

1775 Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmcsbury I. 303
He [Dr. Johnson] feeds nastily and ferociously. 1818
Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 52 The respect which was felt.

.

mitigated in all the rancour and ferociousness of hostility.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 394 They [rats] gnawed
her feet and nails so ferociously that we drew her up yelp-
ing. 1867 Miss Braddon Aur. Floyd i. 10 They hate me so
ferociously.

t Feroxitate, # Obs. [f. Feeocity + -ate.]

trans. To make ferocious ; to taint with fierceness.

1666 G. Harvey Morh. Angl. iv. 49 The salin .. is apt to
ferocitate and irritate the spirits.

Ferocity (ferfrsiti). [ad. Fr. ferocite
1

, ad. L.

ferocildt-em, {.ferox Ferocious.] The quality or

state of being ferocious ; habitual fierceness or

savageness ; an instance of the same.
1606 Warner Alb. Eug. xiv. Ixxxvi. ('1612) 355 With such

perseuerant hatred and ferocitie. 1749 Fielding 'Tom Jones
11. iv, Grimalkin, .degenerates not in ferosity from the elder
branches of her house. 1793 Burke Policy ofAllies Wks.
1842 I. 594 Such their ferocity ..that no engagement would
hold with them for three months. 183.1 Carlylk Misc.
(1857)11.213 These ferocities and Sibylline frenzies. 1851
Rlskin Mod. Paint.. II. in. 1. xiv. § 28 It [fear] is always
joined with ferocity.

Ferocize (fer^i'ssiz),^. rare— x
. [f. h.feroc-em

+ -ize.] trans. To make ferocious.

1816 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXXI. 537 That
hatred of war which . . ferocizes man.

t Fe'rous, a. Obs. rare.— 1
[f. ~L.fer-us wild +

-ous.] Wild, savage.
1653 A. Wilson Jos. I. 75 To chace away those ferous,

and indomitable Creatures.

-ferous, in actual use always -iferous (i'feras),

an adjectival suffix f. L. -fer producing (f. fcrre to

bear) + -oi:s. In Lat. the suffix fer was always
preceded by /", either belonging to the stem as in

pestifer, substituted forthe stem-vowel as in scnsiferi

or inserted as a connecting vowel as in ztrifer; so

that the suffix practically appears in Lat. as -tfer,

and in Eng. as -iferons. In Eng. it appeared first

in words taken from Lat., either directly or through
Fr. adaptations in -fere, as in auriferous, baccifcr-

ous, biferous, cruciferous,frugiferozts, glandiferous,
lactiferous, metalliferous, odoriferous, pomifcrous

,

rosiferous, soporiferous , thuriferous, vociferous.

On the analogy thus established -iferous became
a living English suffix, capable of combining with
any Latin stem, and forms an unlimited number of
derivatives, esp. in Natural History, as acidiferous,
argentiferous, carboniferous, coccifcrous, fossilifer-
ous, lucriferous, sanguiferous, umbelliferous.
Ferow, obs. form of Farrow a.

Ferox (fe'r^ks). [a. L. (salmo) ferox lit. 'fierce

salmon', the scientific name.} A fish (Salmoferox),
the great Lake Trout.
1867 F. Francis Angling xi. (1880) 403 Lough Melvin ..

contains salmon grilse, charr, ferox. 1884 M. G. Watkins
in Lougm. Mag. June 176 Every now and then we had a
ferox for dinner.

Ferrade, var. of Ferred Obs.
Ferrage, obs. form of Ferriage.
Ferrall, obs. form of Ferule.
t Fe'rrament. Obs. Forms : 5 ferremen(t,

5-7 ferrament, (ferment), [a. OF. ferrement,
ad. L.ferrament- tun implement of iron, after which

the word was refashioned. Cf. Farrement.] In
pi. Articles of iron ; iron instruments or tools

;

irons, shackles ; iron fittings, ironwork.
a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's 37 Hym-self so chargid

with ferramentys and Iryns. 1446 Yatton Churchiv. Ace.
(Somerset Rec. Soc.) 84 It. payd for ferments to the stepyl
wyndows . . vii*. x'1

. 1474 Caxton Chesse m. v. < 18601 G vj,

The fferremens and Instrumentis that hangen on the gurdel.

1489 — Faytes of A. n. xxiii. 137 Cartes with ferrementes
for to carie the roddes for the engins. Ibid. 11. xxxv. 153
With grete mastes armed aboue wyth sharp ferrementes.

1597 Lowe Chirurg. 1. ii. (1634) 9 How many kinds of ferra-

ments ought the Chyrurgion .. to carry, c 1640 J. Smyth
Lives Berkeleys (1883) II. 66 The ferments of iron in the
windows. 1660 Charac. Italy 34 Their IJergamasque .. a
poor. .Crab-louse . . cloyster'd up within these lerraments.

.

hath not room to breath.

Ferrandin, var. of Farandine, Obs.

t Ferrane, Ferranea. Obs. See quots.
i8iz Sir H. Daw Ckem. Philos. 388 There are 2 com-

pounds of iron and chlorine .. one .. formed by burning iron

wire in the gas . . I have called it Ferranea . . The other .

.

is a dark gray opaque substance . . and . . may be named
ferrane.

t Ferrara. Obs. rare~ l
. A broadsword; more

fully, an ' Andrea Ferrara*. Cf. Andrew 1.

1762 Churchill Poems, Proph. Famine, There saw I .

.

the Ferrara .. Unwilling grace the aukward victor's side.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. 'Tongue s. v. Ferrara, An Andrea
Ferrara has become the common name for the glaymore, or
highland broad-sword.

t Ferrary. Obs. [ad. L. (ars) fen-aria ;
but

cf. Ferrcrie.] The smith's art ; iron-working.
1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xiii. xxxvit, Vulcan works in

heauenly Ferrarie. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xiv. 141 The God
I of ferrary.

Ferrate (fe*r<?"t). Chan. [f. h.fcrr-um iron +
-ate 4

.] A salt of ferric acid.

1854 J. Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 439 A solution
of ferrate ofpotash is obtained. 1873 Watts Fo^unes' Chem.
(ed. n) 455 A class of salts called ferrates.

Ferrateen. rare- 1
. Cf. Ferreting sb.

iSzi-Scott Keniliv. xxiv, Thou false man of frail cambric
and ferrateen.

T Ferraunt, a. Chs. Also4faran.t, ferafw)nt,
feraunte. [a. OY.fer7-ant,f.fer;—\J.ferrwu iron.]

' Of a horse: Iron-grey. Also absol.

C1300 A". Alls. 3460 With him cam mony stede farant.

\a 1400 Morte Arth, 2140 Ffewters in freely one fferaunte
stedes. Ibid. 2451 One ferawnt stedes. a 1440 Sir Degrcv.
371 On a sted fferraunt.

Ferray, obs. form of Foray.

t Ferre. Falconry. Obs.
[i486 Bk. St. Albans Dj b, Iff yowre hawke nym the fowle

at the fer side of the Ryuer. .from you Then she sleeth the
fowle at the fer Jutty and if she slee it uppon that side that
ye ben on. .ye shall say she hath sleen the fowle at the Jutty
ferry.] 1602 Heywood Woman Killed Wks. 1874 II. 59
Your's [i.e. your hawk] missed her at the ferre.

Ferr(e, obs. form of Far sb., a., and v.

tFe'rreal. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. 'L.fcrre-us (f. fir-

rum iron) + -al.] Of or pertaining to iron.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 379/2 [Recipe for]

the ferreall poudre, called Crocus Martis.

Ferreau (TeT/an), a. rare. [f. as prec. +
-an.] = Ferreoi's 2.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Ferrean, iron-like; hard-
hearted, cruel. 1828 South ^.s Gridiron vi. in Life (1B50) V.
364 From the air The ferrean atoms came. [In some mod.
Diets.]

t Ferred, fe'rhede. Obs. Forms: a. (i

SeferrsEden), 3 ferreeden, fsereden, fer(r)ederij

3-4 ferede, ferred^e, (4 ferrade). 0. 3 fer-,

verhede. [aphetic f. OE. geftrrveden, f. gef?ra
Fere sb. 1 + rz'dcn condition : see -red. As in other

similar compounds of sbs. ending in -r, the suffix

-red was in 13th c. replaced by -hede (see -HEAD;.]
Companionship, society, fellowship; a company.
a. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 Ich ileue bat halgan . . habben

ftrrede on alle holinesse. c 1205 Lay. 6020 Heo gunnen sen-

den of Romanisce ende feower ferrpedene. a 1225 Leg. Kath.
703 Tu schalt . . beon )?enne underfen i be feire ferreden & 1

pemurieof meidnes. c i^t^Gny lYar~u'. (A.) 1354 Leuer ous
were heron be ded, Than thou wer ded in our ferred. c 1325
Coer de L. 2278 Him followed ful great ferrede. C1330
Arth. § Merl. iKolb.) 3528 With gret ferrade \rhne-wd.
made], c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2060 fou art now. .among bes
fair ferede.

£. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2917 He wende in pis verhede
[v.r. ferhede] Toward bataile. c 1300 A". Alts. 3060 The
riche king of Mede, Hadde never suche ferhede. c 1325
Coer de L. 1920 Him followed ful great ferhede.

Ferrekyn, obs. Sc. form of Firkin.
Ferrel(l, obs. form of Ferrule v.

Ferrell. dial. See quot.
1861 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XXII. 11. 248 There occur in

spots blocks of concrete, cemented gravel, clay, and iron,

Hampionice, 'verrells'or 'ferrells'. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss.

104 Ferrol, an indurated lump of gravel, sand, and iron.

These ferrols frequently occur in the heath-lands of North
Hampshire.

t Fe*rren, adv. and a. Obs. Forms : I feorran,

feorran(n)e, feorrene, 2-4 ferren(e, (3 feren,

verren, 4 ferynne, furrene), 3 feorre(n, 3-5
feme, 6 farren. Also (after preps, of, on) fer-

rom(e, ferrum ; see Aferrum. [OE. feorran,

fiorrane,feorrene, corresp. to OS.ferrana, ferran,
OHG.ferrana, -no, f. OTeut. *ferr- Far adv. The
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adj. appears first in 12th c. ; its development from
the adv. is paralleled in the mod.G./Lv//.] A. adv.

1. From far, from a distance.

Heowutf'839 (tlr.) Feorran and nean. a 1000 Cmimon's
Gen. 1 83ft (Clr.) Uncer twtgl fcorren cumenra. a 1000 Firm-

993 {('i".) freorran xeferede. a M15 /Imr, A*. 70 >il eni god
mon is feorrene ikumen. 01150 Owl \ Night. 1320 Hwat
canst u. .of storrc, Bute that tint bi-haitest hi feorre?

2. Afar, far away, at or to a distance.

r888 K. Mi.iHiM Booth, xxxix. § 5 Da on^on he sprecan
swiSe feorran ymhuton. riooo Ags. Cos/. Matt. xxvi. 58
Petrus hym fyhde fcorrane. c i«os Lay. 25733 J>a ise^en heo
nawitit feorrcn a inuchel fur smokien. a i»$ Jnltana-jx
pa..belial bat ha hefde ibeaten feorrcn to bihtnden. (1150
Gen, 9f Ex. 2601 Maria dowter ful feren stod. c 1315 Shoke-
IIam 137 The sonne and inonne and many stcrren By caste

nrysctlie swythe ferren.

3. Preceded by prep. ; of, on (p\ from ferren

(fenvm) : from or at a distance ; sec Afehkom.
a 1x40 S.f.i-hs ll'arde in Cott, Horn. 249 A sonde .. of

feorreu icumen. a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1744 (Giitt.) t>ai tokid

paini on fenom fra. Ibut, 27372 (Cott.) O ferrum for to spi.

. 130-1 llavclok 1864 Gleyuea schoten him fro feme. 1351
Minot Poems vii. 8g He saw be toun o-ferrum bren. r 1400

MaUMDBV. (Roxb.) xvi. 72 J>c whilk men may see on ferrum.
a 1400-50.-! le.xander 5520 In hokis of iren Hcsch on ferrom
baiin fra. <• 1470 Hakuinu Chron. VI. iii. 5 Shyppes came.

.

Fro ferrome sene.

B. adj. Distant, far, remote.
(ii6o Hatton Gosp, I.uke xix. 12 Sum ajthelborcn man

fcrde on ferren [c 1000 Corpus fyrlen] land, c 1105 Lay. 3331
>ef ferrene kinges hiherde ba tidinde. c 1*50 ( '. Kent Serin.
in O. /'.. Mist. (1871) 27 [>,, (nic kinoes of hebenessc bet

comen fram vcrrene lotulcs lire luneid to seche. < 1305 S,
Kather. 20 in /'.. /•'.. P. 1 1K6.M yo So morhe folc of furrene
lond. e 1374C11U < 1 a Boeth. 11. vii. 60 Al btm^lbat) renoune
y-spraddc passynge to feme poeples gob by dyuerse tonges.

( 1386 — Pro/. 14 Thanne longen folk to goon pn pilgrimages
..To feme hahves. < 1410 Chron, I'ilod. 745 pere come
foure clerkes toWyltone from feme lond. 154BGBST/V.
Masse 126 In farren contnis.

Ferreous (fe*r/j9s), a. [f. \„ferrc-us ({.fcrrum

iron) 1 -0U8,]

1. Of or pertaining to iron; consisting of or

containing iron.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. 11. iii. 67 Vcyned . . with a
few mAgneticaH and ferreous lines. Ibid, (ed. 1)69 It carried

away all ferreous and earthy parts. 184a 3 CIROVE Cot***.

Phys. Forces (1874) 129 A magnet being itself moved will

move other ferreous bodies.

2. Hard as iron ; iron like. rare.

i8» Blaekvj. Mai:. XII. 280 Nothing too tough and
ferreous for their digestion.

3. Entom. ' Of a metallic-grey hue, like that of

polished iron* {Cent. J>ict.).

Ferrer (fe*rw). Obs, cxc. dial. [ad. OF.
ferriere: see Barrel - ferreb.] a. ^Barrel-
Ferrer, b. (see quot. 1877O
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 75 Ther sergeaunt [of

the celTai ] hathe in keepinge . , ferrers and portatives. 1877
iV. //'. Line, liloss., Ferrer, a cask having iron hoops.

T Fe'rrer, fe'i'ronr. ( V».f. Korms : 4-S ferrer,

4-5 forour.5 ( ferror,-our;e
(
f> farrour. (5 Torero,

owro, ferrur, 6 farrer, forrar). [a. OF.fcrrw,
fcrottr (Fr, fcrreur) Sp. herrador, \\..ferratorc.—

mcd.I-.y(V7(;/J;'-(V//,agcnt-n. f._/(7-;v?/rtoshoeliorsrs,

i. ferrum iron, in nicd.l.. horseshoe : see Farrier.]

1. A worker in iron ; a smith.

( 1380 Wvcur Stmt, Sal. Wkt. I. 407 God is n femur and
he is Goddis instrument, e 1400 Destr, Troy 1593 Kferrers,

flcchours, tele men of crafie. 14.. Nomiuale in Wr.-
Wiilcker 686 Hic/arrator, a ferrur. e 1440 Cromf>. Parv.
157/2 Ferrowre, smythe, ferrnrius. 1583 ( lot.ntNi; ( alvin on
Dent, exxxvii. 845 The tarrour or locksmith hath an anuel.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xrv. xi. 28 Andrucua • • aha
taught the Kerrars craft for to get his living.

2. *= Farkikr 1.

14x6 /'. A'. With (1882) 76, I make myn executours. .Iohn
Carpinter, comoun clerk, & lohn Spore, ferroure. C1515
Coclt* I.ortll's B. (Percy S<k:.) 9 Itrvdcl by Iters, blacke
smythes, and ferrars. 1551 Hri.oivr, Ferroure, horseleehe,

or smythe whyche cureth horses, retor/narius metiieus.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 480 lVpp;ca . . was knowne to
cause her Ferrers ordinarily to shooc her coaeh-hor>es ..

with cleanc j:old. 1708 Snorting Mag. XII. 21 Encouraged
by the nobility .. as riding-masters or ferrers.

3. With sb. prefixed as sergeant-, valet-, yeoman-
ferrer; An official who had care of the horses in

a larjjc household.
HSSHi'"^'- Ovd* 23 In th* office of the Stable—1 Sergeant

Ferrour i Yoman Ferrour, <i 151a Fahvan Chron. vu.oSb
A tall yoman, sointyaie sergeaunt ferrour to the kyu.^. 1541
Act 33 Hen. Vtll. c. it % 16 The serieant or chief ferrour..
shall . . bringc with him the serynge yrons. 1601 F. Tati
J/ousch. Ord. K<iw. //, § 56 0876} 44 He shal haue a vallct

ferrour under him to shuc the horses.

Ferret Jcnt\ sb.l Forms : 4 fyrette, 5 for-,

feret(t9, 5 7 firret.to, 7 ferrit, 6- ferret, fa.

OF, \J *fret), fuiret, furct (mod.F. furrt) = li.

furetto. dim. ox the Com. Rom. word which ap-

pears inOF. xv>firon,fttiron (:— L. type *furii>n-em)
y

furon — Fr. furon. Cat. furj, Sp. huron (earlier

furon), Pg. furao:—]&tc L. furon-em, recorded in

7th c. by Isidore Etym. XII. ii. % 39 ; usually

identified with late L. furon-cm robber (f. L. fur
thief; common in the Langobardic laws), whence
It. furone robber.
The F. dim. was adopted as MPti.,/i»r/, /}*>'*'?, fret, mod.

Du./rttf mod.G. frctty Jrettche* \ the Or. furon appears

in early mod.Du. veure
t
Wcstphal. vilrn, denoting the same

or a similar animal.]

1. A half-tamed variety of the common polecat

{Ihttoriusfa'tidus), kept for the purpose of driving

rabbits from their burrows, destroying rats, etc.

1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De P. A*, xvm. lxxv. (1495*829 Afyrctte
hyghte Mi>*ale and is a lytyll beest as it were a wescl.

' 1440 Prom/>. Parv. 171/2 Forette, or ferette, lytyll heste.

'laiyao Chester /V.tShaks. Hoc.) I. 51 Heare are beares .

.

scpiiielles, and firrette. 1581 Famhamuk Eiren. iv. iv. (1588)

)44 If any. . Labourer have used Arrets . . to take or destroy
)cere. 1616 Sukfl. & Makkh. Country Eartne 647 Good

hunters will ncuer put their ferret into any earth, whose
mouth they see stopt. 1647 II. Mohk Semr 0/ Soul 1, 11.

Ixxxv, Strait (Iraculo with eyes as fierce as Ferrit Reply'd.

1766 I'knnant Zool. (1768! 1. 78 Warreners assert that the
Polecat will mix with the ferret. 1844 Penny Cyel. XXVII.
167/1 Ferrets should not be fed hefore they are taken to the
warren. 1879 I'.uiycl. Brit. (ed. 9) IX. 109/1 The ferret is

peculiarly intolerant of cold.

b. transf. nndyf^-

.

i6j6 L. Owen Spec. Jesuit. (1629^ 66 These Ferrets {or if

you will lesnites). 1641 Mii.ton Reform. 1. (1851) 31 Many
of those that pretend to he great Kahbies in these studies.,

have bin but the Ferrets and Moushunts of an Index. 1856
BoKER Poems (1857) II. 25 A cunning ferret after doubtful

phrases. 1891 Daily Newt 19 June 7/3 He engaged him as

a kind of ferret or detective.

2. slang, a. A dunning tradesman (sec quot.

1700). 1 Ol>s. b. (See quot. 1889.) fc. A pawn-
broker (Hailcy 1736). Obs.

a 1700 I!. E. Diet, Cant. Crnt\ Ferret, a Tradesman that

sills Goods to young Unthrifts, upon Trust at excessive

Kates, and then continually duns them for the debt. 1715
in Nnu Cant. Did. 1889 Barkers & Lsland Slang I)ict. t

Ferrety a young thief who gets into a coal barge and throws
coal over the side to his confederates.

3. altrib. and Comb. : simple ftttrib., as ferret-

eye; parasynthetic and similative, as ferret'eyed,

fined, -like adjs. Also t ferret-claw v., fig. to

scratch, elaw like a ferret ; to strip bare ; ferret-eye,
* the spur-winged goose, so called from the red

circle around the eyes' (Webster i8oo\
1591 Greene Disc. Coosnagr^ So 'ferret-claw him at cards

that they leave him as bare v( money, as an ape of a taile.

1620 Fletcher Worn. Phased 111. iv, Has light lees eKe
I had so ferret-claw'd him. a 1586 SlDNKY ijA Having
threatning .. in her "ferret eyes. 1601 Siiaks. Jul. C. 1. ii.

186 Cicero LookeS with .. Ferret .. eyes. 1781 BeHTHAM
U'ks. (iS_}8-4il X. 104 A hm»k nose and ferret eyes. 1837
Marryat SnarUyyow (ed. 2) 111. iii. 36 Vauslyperken,
whose . . small ferret eye-., and downcast look, were certainly

not in his favour. 1/1700 It. E, DUt. Cant. Crew, * F<rre(-

eyed: or Eyes as red as a Ferret. 1850 Ku. Elliott More
i \-rseSf Prose I. 18 Cried To prayerless Want, his plunderer
ferret-eyed. 1870 L*ESTRANGE M'issM itford I. v. 156 They
are really ferret-eyed this morning. 1840 Hahham Ingot,

/.rg., Sfitctrt of Tafif.y A little "ferret faced woman. 1843
|amks Forest Days ii, A shrewd merry, *ferret-like face.

Ferret (fe*ret\ sb$ Forms : 6 foret, 7 farrit,

7- fexret. See also FLORET. [Usually believed

to be ad. It.foret/i floss-silk (rendered 'ferret silk
'

by Florio : see quot. 159SI, pi. of foretto, dim. of

fore flower ; the corresponding Y.Jlcurct has senses

answering to both those explained IjcIow.]

fl. attrib. Ferret-silk^ floss silk. Obs.

1576 (1as< ok;m: Steele Gl. (Arb) 80 When perchmentiers.
[i.e. makers of trimmings, F. /itssemen tiers] put in no ferret

Silke. 1598 Fi.okio, Fiorettt . . a kind of course silke called

foret or ferret silke. 161a Sc. Bk, Customs in Ilal\burton"s

Ledger (1867) 326 Filosell or ferrett silk the pound viii li.

2. A stout tape most commonly made of cot! on,

but also of silk ; then known as Italian ferret.

Greenferret, fig. of officialism (cf. red-tape). Also
attrib., asferret-ribbon, -ribboning.

1649 Gild Law in Mackenzie JVenvastte 1 1. 666 note, They
shall wear no show strings better than ferret, .rihbin. 1668
Dkydkn Evening's 1.we iv. iii, There's your b-nvt ribboning

for garters. 1697 I.omi. Gaz, No. 3331/4 Leather Breeches,
tied at the Knees with green Ferrit. 1715 Ibid. No. 5327/a

The working of Galloons, Ribbons, Fenet, &e. by Mills.

1783 W. F. Maui vn Geog. Mag. II. 268 The inhabitants [of

Amiens] carry on a manufacture of ferrets. 1811 H. ft J.
Smith Rej. Addr, (1830) 54 Red wax and green ferret Are
fixed at the foot of the deeds. 1826 Miss Mitkokh / 'it/age

Ser. ti. (1863* 426 The bobbin, the ferret, shirt-buttons, shoe-

strings? 1836111 Mrs Papendiek Crt. O. Charlotte (1887)

II. 257 The Venetian blinds 1 had new strung at home with

silk ferret. 185a Dickkns Bleak Ho. x, Mr. Snagshy has
dealt in . . red tape and green ferret.

*t Fe*rret, -f /' :i rare- 1
. Glass-making, [a. Fr.

ferret, fi/rt, dim. offer iron.] See qnot.

166a Mi 1.1 1 1 1 ti. Xen's Art of Glass 364 Ferrets are the

Irons wherewith they try whether the Metall be fit to work,
as aKo those Irons which make the Ring at the mouth of
Glass llotths. 1753 in Ciiamhkks Su//t. Hence in mod.
Diets. 1874 in Knight.

Ferret tferi t \ r. [£ TwaaMtsiA ; cf. Y.furc/cr

(16th c. in I.ittre), which may be the source.]

1. intr. To hunt with ferrets.

.1450 I.vlk;, in /'.'/. Ret. <y /.. Poems (1866) 26 With hem
that fyrretyth robl>e conyngherthys. 1576, 1673, 1879 [m
Flkrkting vbt, sb. 1

].

b. trans. To hunt over (ground) with a ferret

;

to clear out by means of a ferret.

a 1483 Liber l\'ig?r in Househ. Ord. 66 To geve any
servaunts occasion to furett. .any maniiys warreynes. 1879
|i 1 1 kkies Wild L{fe in S. C. 214 Even if the burrows be
ferreted, in a few weeks this great hole shows signs of fresh

inhabitants. Ibid. 248 In ferreting this place.

2. trans. To take (rabbits, etc.) with ferrets.

Also, to drive forth by means of a ferret.

1577-87 HoLiNsHKDiV/row. III. 893/2 Some fell to drinking,
some to feretting of other mens conies. 1579 Gosson Sck.
Abuse (Arb.) 35 These prettie Rabbets very cunningly
ferretted from their borrowes. a 1700 It. E. Diet. Cant.
Creiv, Ferreted, hunted as Conies. 17*4 Swift Wood's
Execution Wks. 1738 IV. 234 R al>bet-catcher, I'll ferret him.
1884 i'ork Herald 26 Aug. 6/3 The tenants . . have permis-
sion to ferret and dig rabbits.

3. Of actions resembling a ferret's.

a. To hunt after ; to worry. Also with about.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. iv. 30 lie fer him, and firke him,
and ferret him. 1605 Old King Leir in Nichols Si* Old
Plays (1779) 461 I'll ferret you ere night for that word.
1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 236 And . .vow'd He 'd ferret him,
lurk where he wou'd. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 132 P4
She does so ferrit them about .. that they ..give her im-
mediate warning. 18x0 Lamh Let. to Manning (1888) 1. 115
He ferrets me day and night to do something.

b. To drive from, ojf> out of (a place). Also,

toferret about, away, forth, out.

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits <* Divots 287 You are
almost quite ferreted foorth from all your starting holes.

1607 Toi-sell Four-f Beasts (1658) 177 With Terriar Dogs
they ferret him out of his den again. 1655 (Iurnall Chr.
t'n Arm. iv. (1669) 193/2 Speak .. did the Lord ever ferret

thee out of this burrow ? a 1679 Earl Orrery Guzman 1

1

1

I'll ferret him away. 1683 Wycherley Country Wifeiv. iii,

I'll ferret her out to you presently. 1691 Wood^w. Oxen.
II. 124 Dr. l«iud . . sifted and ferreted him about from one
hole to another. 17*7 A. Hamilton AT

etv Acc. E. Ind. I. viii.

86 They. . took Counsel to ferret them off their Island. 1814
W. Irving /'. 'Frav. II. 24T Measures were accordingly
taken . . to ferret this vermin brood out of the colonies.

C. intr. To rummage, search about
; t to be

restless, worry ; also, to ferret up and dawn.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 963 Souldiers, who went

fcrriting up and down in his House. 1624 Gee Foot out of
Snare 52 Making him [a diuell] ferret vp and downe, from
tongue to toe. 1693 Southkrne Maid's last Prayer 11. ii,

You must lie .. ferreting in my Borough. 179a A. Young
Trav. France 201 Ferret among the booksellers and find

more tracts . . upon agriculture than I expo ted. 1806-7 J-
Bbresfosd Miseries Hum. Life xx. (1826) 276 How would
these conjurors ferret and sweat, To see us pair off. 1891

E. Gossk Gossip in Library xii. 150 He has to ferret among
the pawnbroker! for scraps of finery.

d. trans. To scaich ^a place) ; also, to question

(a person) searchiiigly. rare.

1583 Stanyhuhst AKneis 1. (Arb.) 27 ./Eneas .. vpgot, too

ferret al vncooth Nouks of Strang country. 1607 Sylvester
Fu I'artas 11. iv. Magnificence 198 Ferret all Corners of

this neather Ball. 1647 Wharton Wks. (1683)277, I have
proposed . . to ferret the poor Quack in point of Art.

e. To burrow (a passage), rare.

1583 Stanyhcrst sEneis 111. (Arb.) 93 AIpheus..this pas-

sadge ferreted.

4. To ferret out, up : To search out, discover,

bring to light.

1577-87 Holinshkd Chron. II. 36/2 That he were able to

ferret out such . . brats. 1581 }. llv.n. Itaddon's Ansiv. Osor.

122 b, Let us now fyrrhte out the other, and see what vermine
it is. a 1643 W. Cartwright Ordinary v. iv. Let's in, and
ferret out these cheating rake-hells. 1775 Wisnv Wis.

(1872) XII. 324 Rather ferret them out, and drag them into

open day. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xxxix. (1879)330
She had been out in the village, and ferretted up all the

guides. 185s Dickens Bleak Ho. ix, I have ferreted out

evidence, got up cases.

6. slang. To cheat.

a 1700 It. E. Fiit. Cant. Crew, Ferreted, cheated.

Ferreter tfcrrt tai). [f. prec + -eh *.] a. One
who searches for rabbits, etc. with a ferret, b. One
who searches minutely ; a rummager. Also with out.

11. 1601 F. Tate Househ. Ord. Edw. II, % 58 (18761 45
A ferret ter, who shal have lj ferretes and a boy to help

him. .1165a Bromk City It it 1. Wks. 1871 I. 288, I have

heard my Mother say his Father was a Ferretler. 1878

Jei-j-kkh-.s Gamekeefer at It. 33 Assistants, who act as

beaters, fcrreters, etc. 1887 W. Rye Norfolk Broaiis 13

The Poet found it [rabbit] in the ferreter 's bag.

b. 1611 Cotcr., Furtteur, It ferreter, searcher. 1857

Vl.Aticut. Fairy Fates q6 1 Monkeys are always great fcrreters

by profession. 1863 Scotsman 7 May, Croker . . that inde-

fatigable ferreter out of mistakes.

Ferreting (frritin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+

-lNc *.] The action of the verb in various senses.

a. The action of taking rabbits, etc. with a ferret.

b. The action or process of searching minutely.

1576 Ti nm.RV. I'enrrie 180, I accoumptc ferret tyng one of

the coldest . .chases that can be followed. X673 Ncivsfrom
Channel in Ansted Channel 1st. 1. iv. (iS6a) ^9 Whither we
commonly go a ferreting. 1859 Hn.rs Friends in C. Ser.

H. I. v. 201 Notwithstanding all the ferreting that has gone

on, we know . . little of Shakespeare's life. 1879 .1 KPFCMU
Wild Life in S. Co. 136 The guns are laid aside, though

some ferreting is still going on.

Ferreting (fcietig), sb, [f. Fekuet *M+
-INC '.] m Fkkhet $b$
1670 (hrrs.eCs Ace. Holy Cross. Canterb., Tape and

Fereting for Bullocks girle. a 1754 3. Ga« in Bibl. I'opog.

Brit. Ill, 21 Waistcoats .. edged and trimmed with black

ribbands or ferreting. 184S Mrs. S. C. Hall Whifeboyxw.

27 A.. straw hat, with a piece of black coarse ferretting

dangling from it.

FerrettO (fcre-t*). Also feretto. [a. It. fer-

retto [iii Spagna^, dim. oiferro iron 1—liftman,]
Copper calcined with brimstone or white vitriol,

med to colour glass.

1661 Mh.RKF.TT tr. Neri's Art of Glass 29 To make Ferretto

is nothing but a simple Calcination of Copper. 1753 Cham-
hkks Cyel. Supp., Feretto, a substance which serves to'
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colour glass. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 123 Fcrctto of
Spain, is thus prepared.

Ferrety (fe"rtti), a. [f. Ferret sb* + -T'.]

Resembling a ferret or a ferret's.

1801 Med. jrnl. V. 15 Indicated by a flushed countenance,
ferrety eye. 1876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum. fy Shahs, ii. 54 There
is nothing more feretty than your cynic. 1877 Black Green
Past, xi, The man . . looked at Balfour with a pair of keen
and ferrety eyes. 1883 G. H. BoiKMTOM in Harper's Mag.
Mar. 528/1 Jacob translated for the ferrety old dame.

Ferri- (fc'ri), formerly ferrid-, used in Organic
Chemistry in the names of certain compounds to

indicate the presence of iron in the 'ferric' state

(cf. Fekbo-, the corresponding prefix used when
the iron is in the 'ferrous' state). Porricyan-
hy drlc or Ferricyanic acid, an acid, II

4 FeCy„,
procured from various fcrricyanides, and crystal-

lizing in lustrous brownish-green needles. Ferri-
cy anide, a salt of ferricyanhydric acid, e.g. potas-

sium ferricyanidc, red prussiate of potash
; ferrous

ferricyanide, Turnbull s blue. Ferricya nogsn,
the hypothetical radical P"eCyi supposed to exist

in ferricyanhydric acid.

1845 O. E. I>ay tr. SimotCt Anim. Chem. I. 16 Ferro-
cyanidc and ferridcyanide ofpotassium . 1848 Cbaig, Ferrid-
cyanogen. 1854 J. ScOFPERM in Orr't Circ. Sc. Chem. 443
A .. hydracid, ferrosesouicyanic acid, orferridcy'ante acid,
1869 Koscoe Elem. Chem. 377 Ferricyanic Arid. 1878 KlNG*
zhtt Anim. Chem. jj<) I'otassic feiTO- and ferri-cyanide.

Ferriage (fcniedjj). Also 5 fery-, fariage, 6
ferrage, 9 ferryage. [f. Fecuv sb. and v. + -age.]

1. The action or business of ferrying a person or

thing over a stream or other water ; conveyance
over a ferry.

C1450 Merlin 606 We requere feriage for ourc horse at
this forde. 1464 Mann, ty llousch. Exp. 241 To pay fiur

my ladyis fferyage alt the fiery. 1678-96 in PHILLIPS. 169c
T. H[ai.k] Ace. Neiv Invent, p.xcv, The right of the Ferriage
over all Rivers between the first Bridges and the Sea is a
Perquisite of Admiralty. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies
xii, i'his Indian mode of ferriage. 1880 Miss 1Jiri> Japan
II. -»63 We were detained .. waiting ferriage.

2. The fare or price paid for the use of a ferry.

c 1440 /'romp. Parv. 156/2 Verya%e,feriagium. 1573 Asp,
Parker /.<-/. in Corr. (1858

1 455 Journeying, ferriage, carriage
..&c. 1599 MlNSHF.u.V/. Diet., Ftetaddr, one that payeth
ferriage, or passage money. 1735 Col. Fee. Pennsylv. IV.
2a An Act for ascertaining the Rates of Ferriages to be
taken at divers Ferries. 1761 Fraskum Let. Wks. 1887
III. 14s They were by law to receive no ferriage of him.
1807 W, Irving Salmag. (1824) 58 Ferryage nine-pence.
1859 R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jrnl. Gear. Sor. XXIX.
194 Settling ferriage with the .. Ix>rd of the Ferry.

Ferriar, -er, obs. forms of Fakhier.

Perric 'fe-rik), a. [f. L. ferrum iron + -ic.

Cf. F. ferrique!\

1. Of, pertaining to, or extracted from iron.

1799 Sir H. Davy in ISeddoes Contrt'b. to /'Ays. <y Med.
Know!. (1799) 184 The argentic and ferric phosoxyds.
185a Jot'BERT in yml. Soe. Arts 26 Nov., A ferric solution
should be employed. 1885 S. Tromholt Aurora Forealis
I. 285 The Aurora IJorealis should be produced by the
earth s entering into clouds of ferric dust.

2. Chem. applied to compounds in which iron

exists in its higher degree of valency, a.*ferric acid,

a hypothetical acid H,FeO, assumed to exist in

the salts called ferrates ; ferric bromide Fe Big

;

ferric chloride Fe Cl 3 ; ferricfluoride Fe Kg ; ferric

oxide Fe2 3 ; ferric sulphide Fe2 S3 . Also ferric
state', see quot. 188 r.

1853 W. Gregory Inorg. Chem. fed. 3) 214 Ferric Acid .

.

corresponding to manganic acid, is also unknown in the
separate state. 1881 Time* Jan. 3/6 The metal (iron] itself

when in the ferric state, or state of highest combining pow^r.
i88z Geikie Text-bh. Geol. 11. it. §6. 174 Precipitates, con-
sisting, .partly of the hydrated ferric oxide.

tPe*rrical, a. Obs. [f. as Ferric + -al.] Of
or pertaining to iron.

1611 Stdrtevamt Metal/ica x. 72 The permanent, .instru-

ments, and meanes which make up the Ferricall Furnace.
Ibid. xL 78 Iron furnaces . . may be much reformed . . with
small charges, hauing our Ferricall inuention suited to them.

t Perrica-lcite. Min. Obs. [f. L. ferri-,

comb, form of ferrum Kxon + ealc- Calx + -itk.]

An older name for Cekitje, formerly supposed
erroneously to be a ( calx ' or oxide of iron.

1794 Kirwam Min. I. no Species mixed with a notable
proportion of iron, ferricalcites.

Ferrie, obs. Sc. form of Farrow v.

Terrier (ferl|M% Also 5-7 Sc. feryare, fer-

rear, -iour, 8, 9 ferryer. [f. Ferry v. + -er '.]

1. «= Ferryman.
C1440 /'romp. Parv. 156/2 Feryare, Pormeus. 1513
Douglas AKneis vi. v. 8 Thir riueris ,. kepit war By MM
Charon, a grislie ferriar. i6o< Stow Ann. 250 The
ferrier and his wife deceesing, left the same ferrie to
their daughter. 175a J. B. Maccoli. in Scots Mag.
Aug. '1753" 400/1 He met Archibald Macinish ferrier. i860
All Year Round No. 55. 119 The ghosts. . have . . become .

.

ferrier*. 1871 Browning Fataust. (1881)45 The ferryer of
the dead, Charon . . Calls me.
2. dial. (See quot.)
1886 Cheth. Gloss. , Terrier, salt-mining term; one who

ferries or conveys the rock salt from the workings to the shaft.

Ferriferous (fen-feres;, a. [f. h. fcrr-um +
-(i)ferouh.] Producing or yielding iron

; ferrifer-

MM rock, a rock containing iron ore.

1811 Pjnkerton Petral. I. 486 This excellent mineralogist
suspects (it] to be ferriferous carbonate of lime. 1871 /'roc.

Arner, Phil.Soc. XII. 137 The fireclay under the ferriferous
coal. 1883 Anthropological yml. 322 Black heaps are more
or less common in connection with certain ferriferous rocks.

t Perri 'fie, a. Obs. [f. L. fcrr-um iron + -fu-us

making : see -FI0.1 Iron-making ; iron-producing.
1671 Phil. 'Trans. VI. 2235 The Ferrifick id we may l»e

allow'd to frame such a word) or the Iron-making Principle.

Hence 1753 in Chambkrs Cycl. Supp.

f Perrilite. Min. Obs. [f. L. fcrr-um +
-(I)LITX] ** Rowley Rao.
1799 Kirwan Cent. JCsi. 200 Again 50 Silex 30 Argil 15

Calx 5 Iron should I imagine give wacken . .and if the calx
be 'liinin.'ited, and in its pl,'ir;e, iron substituted, ferrilitC will

result. 1804 Wait in /'///'/. Trans. XCIV. 281 note, Mr.
Kirwan states the specific gravity of rowley rag, which he
ca\\*/erriliff

t
at 2.748.

Ferrite (fe'reit). [f. L.fcrr-um iron + -ite.]

1. Min. a. 'A name proposed by Vogelsang for

the amorphous hydroxide of iron, which in red or

yellow particles plays .in important part in many
rocks, and whose composition is as yet undeter-

mined ' (Dana Min. 1S75 App. II.).

1879 Rutley Stud. Rocks x. 167 Ferrite is amorphous
red, brown, or yellow earthy matter.

b. 'An alteration product of chrysolite in the

doleryte between Gleniffar and Boyleston near
Glasgow, Scotland ' (Dana A/in. (1892) 455}.
2. (.'hem. A combination of ferric oxide with a

metallic oxide more basic than itself, as barium
ferrite, Ha Fe2 4 ; calcium ferrite, Ca Fe*0< ;

copper ferrite, Cu Fes O it etc. (Muir in Halls'
Diet. Chem. 18K9 II. 547).

Perrivorous (fc'ri*vo'rds)
)
a. nonet-wd. [f. L.

frr-um iron + -{t)VOr-us + -ous.] Feeding on iron.

1834 5<>uthey Doctorcxxvv\
t
TYiu poor creature was really

fernvorous.

Perro- (few).

1. Used as combining form of L. ferrum iron,

chiefly Min. in the names of species containing
iron, as ferro-calcite, a variety of calcite which
contains carbonate of iron and turns brown on

exposure (Dana 1868); ferro-cobaltine, ferro-
cobaltlte, compounds of iron and cobalt ; t ferro-

0011111113116, a synonym of lantalite, columbic and
tantalic acid being mistaken for each other (Shepard

1841) ; ferromagne tic a., ferromag'netism,
ferromanganese, see qtlOts. J ferrotellurite, a

tellurite of iron formed as microscopic yellow

crystals on quartz ; ferro-tungsten, iron contain-

ing a certain percentage of tungsten,
1868 IJana Min. 678 Terrocalcite. /bid. 72 Ferrorobattite.

1844 Shepaed Min. 154 Terrocolumbite. 187a 5 Clifford
Led. '18701 I. 241 Faraday (jives reasons for l>eReving that
all Iwxlies are either ferromagnetic or diamagnetic. 1881
Maxweli Electr. fy Magn. II. 46 When the magnetiza-
tion is in the same direction as the magnetic force .

.

the substance is called Paramagnetic, Ferromagnetic, or
more simply Magnetic. 1850 W, Gregory Lett. Anim.
Magnet. I'ref. rs Heat, light, electricity, and ferro-mag-
netism. Ibid. I'ref. 16, I understand by Ferro-magnetism
almost the same as I>r. Faraday does by Para-magnetism ;

and I use the term in contradistinction to Vital or Animal
Magnetism. 1881 Encyct. Frit. XIII. 352/r The richer
m.inganeiscns (containing 15 per cent, and upward of man-
ganese), .the term ' ferro-manganese * being applied to these
products. 1877 Amer. Jritl. Sc. Ser. III. XIV. 424 Ferro-
tellurite, a crystalline coating on quartz. 1881 F.ncycl.
Frit. XIII. 352/1 Hiermann of Hanover has prepared ferro-
tungsten containing from 20 to 50 per cent, of tungsten and
a few parts per cent, of manganese.

2. Chem. Originally used with the general sense
' containing iron ' ; but now applied to designate
* ferrous' as opposed to 'ferric' compounds of iron :

cf. Fehri-. f FeTTocy&na,te =- /''errocyanide (the

distinction in quot. 1810-26 belongs to an obsolete
theory of the structure of acids and salts). Perro-
cyanhy drlc or ferrocyanlc acid, a tetrabasic
acid, II, FeCya , forming a white crystalline powder.
Perrocyanide, a salt of ferrocyanhydric acid, as
potassium fcrrocyanide, popularly yellow prussiate
of potash. Perrocyanogen, the hypothetical
radical Fe Cy3 supposed to exist in ferrocyanides.

f Perroprtrssiate = Ferrocyanide. f Perro-
pru ssic acid- Ferrocyanhydric acid.
1810 >6 Henry Elem. Chem. (1826' I. 461 The salt called

triple prussiate (ferro-cyanate) of baryta. 1810 Children
Chem. Anal. 327 Ferrocyanic Acid', we are indebted to
Mr. Porrett for the first correct ideas of this acid. 1810 26Hsm Elem. Chem. (1826) I. 463 The compound obtained
is, therefore, no longer a prussiate or ferro-cyanate, but a
Jerro-cyanide. 1842 Grove Corr. Fays. Forces 51 This U
washed with an acid, which then gives with ferro-cyanide
of potassium, theprussian blue precipitate. 1869 Koficoe
Elem. Chem. 377 Hy acting with potassium amalgam on an
aqueous solution the ferricyanide it converted into ferro-
cyanide. 1850 Daubkny Atom. Th. vii. (ed. 2) 215 Cy 1 +
iron 1 forms ferrocyanogen. 1876 Mrldola in Encyct. Frit.
v - 555/i The group FeCy, is regarded as an acid radicle
(ferrocyanogen), and a large number of its salts (ferro-
cyanidesj are known.

FerroSO- [ftrovso), Chem., combining form of
mod.L. ferrosus FkrkoUS. Only in ferrosofcrric
oxide (see quot?.).

FERRULE.
1853 R. HUNT Man. /'holography 55 That peculiar inter-

mediate oxide to which the name of Ferroso-Jerric has l>een
given by lierzclius. 1870 J. T. Smiacue in Eng. Meek.
i\ Mar. 621/3 A natural substance, Fcrrosofernc Oxide
FejOi . . known as the loadstone.

Ferrotype (feritfUip). [f. Febbo- + Type.]
1. A term applied hy Mr. Robert Hunt, the

discoverer, to some photographic processes in which
the salts of iron are the principal agents* (Ogilv.).
1844 K. Hr.sr ifi 14M Rep. Frit. Assoc. (1S45) 11. 36 On

the Ferrotype, and the Property of Sulphate of Iron in
developing Photographic Images. \Z^$Athrnxum 22 Feb.
203 The bnergiatype, or, as the discoverer now names the
process, the Ferrotype.

2. A process by which positive photographs are
taken on thin iron plates ; a photOgTaph so taken.
Also attrib,, asferrotype plate, process.
1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. /'elephant 89 The ferrotype plate

used by photographers. 1880 Times 5 Oct. 6/6 Ferrotypes
. .

so called from being done on thin iron instead of glass,

b. - ferrotype plate.

1879 G. PrescotT Sp. 'Tip/tone 274 Two small blocks of
wood.. one perforated for the mouth-piece and holding a
ferrotype.

Hence Pcrrotyper, one who takes photographs
by the ferrotype process.

Ferrour : see Ferrer.
Ferrous (fe'rss), a. Chem. [f. I, ferrum iron

+ -0U8.] A term applied to compounds in which
iron combines as a divalent, e.g. ferrous oxide,
FeO, also called iron protoxide.
f 1865 (',. Gore in Circ. Sc. I. 190/2 Ferrous sulphate

(protosulphate of iron). 1873 J. P. Cooke New Chem. 173
Ferrous and ferric sulphates .. correspond to ferrous and
ferric oxides. 1876 Kaim.kv Mat. Med. 204 Iron forms with
chlorine . Ferrous chloride.

Ferruginate fer«'dgin«ft), v. [f. l,.ferrugin-
t

ferrugo t -ate ;

.] To give to 'anything; the colour
or properties of the rust of iron. Hence Ferrir-
ginated///. a., in mod. Diets.

Ferragineoxis (fenwlji-n/ias), a. ff. L. fer-
rugine-m (f. ferrugin-em iron rust) + -0CH.1 —
FeurL'GINOL'H in all senses.

1663 I'et.LOKAR, Ferrugineous, rusty, of an iron color.
1671 J. Webstkh Metalhgr. xxviii. 350 It [loadstone] 1 . ;i

hard Stone, ferruj^ineou*, or irony. 1691 Kay Creation
(1714) 87 Hence tli*ry [waters] are cold, hot .. ferrugineous
etc. 1750O. Hi.'. his Farbadaes w. 55 Stones .. containing,
by their dusky ferrugineous Colour, probably much Iron.
1859 Fakbah 7. Home 108 Itlack as the ferruginous ferry-
boat of Charon 1881 Garden 1 Apr. 212/1 The leaves . . are
vrry ferrugtneoua beneath.

Ferruginous if£r»*d;inos),a. [f.L. JerrTtgin-,
ferrugo iron rust (f. ferrum iron) + -oua. Cf. F.

ferrugineux.
The use 1 b, which exists also in Fr., is due to the word

being referred directly to the I,,ferrum, as if its formation
were analogous to that of oleaginous, etc.]

1. a. Originally: Of or pertaining to, of the
nature of, iron rust ; containing iron rust fsaid esp.

of mineral Springs, earths, etc.). b. Now com-
monly : Of the nature of iron as a chemical ele-

ment ; containing iron as a constituent.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Bristol \\\. 34 The Water thereof

runneth through tome .Mineral of Iron, as appeareth by the
rusty ferruginous taste, 1684 Boyle Mineral Waters Wks.
1772 IV. 798 Mineral waters, especially ferruginous ones.
179a A. Vouko Trav. France 290 Franche Compttf abounds
with red ferruginous loarn,. 1807 T. Thomson ( turn. (ed. 3)
II. 342 Ferruginous prussiate of potash. 1816W. Smith
Strata /dmt. 12 Concreted by a ferruginous cement. 1834
Mas. SoMhkviu.K Conner, /'hys. Sc. xxx. (1849) 35* A fer-

ruginous body acquires polarity. 1871 Blackik FourPhases
i. 122 The variations of the magnetic needle near ferruginous
rocks. 1871 Daily News 21 Sept., A very insignificant fer-
ruginous spring was tfie only one they came across.

2. Resembling iron-rust in colour ; reddish brown.
1656 81 Blovot Gtossoe-r., Ferruginous . .of the colour of

rusty iron. 1766 I'knnast Zool. (1768) I. 104 The whole
upper part of the body is of a ferruginous color. 1789 Mills
in Phil. Trans. I.XXX. 93 The water . . tinges the sides of
a ferruginous hue. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 462 Root-
stock . . clothed with broad ferruginous scales,

b. In the names of animals, plants or minerals.
1847 ChaIO, Ferruginous opal, or Jasper opal. 1861 Miss

Pkatt Flower PI. V. 95 Ferruginous Sallow. 1876 Smiles
Sc. Natur. xv. fed. 4) 259 The Ferruginous . . and the Eider
duck visit the lock occasionally.

Hence Ferru'grinou8ne»».
17*7 in Bails? vol. II.

Ferrular, -ule, var. ff. of Ferulab, -ule.

Ferrule, ferrel (feral;, j£. Forms: 5vyrell,
7-8 verrel, -iM, 7-9 ferrel, -il, ^7 ferrell;, 8-9
ferule, 8- ferrule, [transformed (as if dim. of
L. ferrum) from the older verrel, verril, vyrelle,

ad. OP', tn'relle, virol (Fr. virole), med.L. virola

:— L. viriola, dim. of virifp, pi. bracelets.

J

L A ring or cap of metal put round the end of

a stick, tube, etc. to strengthen it, or prevent

splitting and wearing.
161 1 Cotgb., Cartibes d'vn moulinet, the ferrels, or bands

of yron whereby the ends of a windlesse are strengthened.
1685 Lend. Gaz. No. 2054/4 A Joynt Cane, wrought with a
Gold Head on it, and a rtrass Ferril. 1709 F. Hacksbee
Phys.-Mech. Exp. v. (1719) 104, I took a fine Glass Tube .

.

The upper Orifice had a Ferrel .. cemented on it. 1715
Kersey, Verrel ot Verril, a little Brass or Iron ring, at the
small end of a Cane, or Handle of a Tool, etc. 1704 W.



FERRULE. 168 FERS.

Felton Carriages (1801) I. 222 The dragstaff . . Is made of
strong ash, with iron ferrules on the ends. 1820 L. Hunt
Indicator No. 33 (1822) I. 257 Instead of the brass ferrel

poking in the mud. 1838 Dickens Nic/t. Nick, xxv, Produc-
ing a fat green cotton one [umbrella] with a battered ferrule.

1844 Kegul.
<fr Oni. Army 10 The Lance of the Standards

and Guidons to be nine feet long (spear and ferrel included.).

[So in i860 ; the word is not used in recent editions.]

attrib. 1799 Spirit Pith. Journals (1800) III. 209 Taking
especial care that the ferule end . . be sufficiently dirty.

2. A ring or band, usually either giving additional

strength or holding the parts of anything together.
163a Sherwood, Verrill, or iron band for a woodden toole,

virole. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 117. 4/2 Dropt .. a Cane ..

with a Silver Ferril. 1716 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans.
XXXIV. 79, I fix'd a Leaden Pipe . . of 2 Inches in the
Bore, by means of 3 Ferrels, or short Communication-Pipes.
1730 Savery ibid. XXXVI. 298 The Glass Concave was
fixed in the great End of a thin Brass Ferule. 1773 Ibid.
LXIII.418, 1 cover this part of the tube with a brass verrel.

183J Badbage Earn. Manuf. i. (ed. 3) 10 A glazier's ap-
prentice, when using a diamond set in a conical ferrule.-

1855 Holden Hum. Osteol. (1878) 37 A broad and thick
ferule of cartilage. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 296 Flat
brushes, in German-silver ferules. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc.
1. i. 7 A handle of ebony, .is attached by a brass ferrule and
two screws.

3. {Steam-engine?) 'A bushing for expanding the

end of a flue' (Webster).

4. The frame of a slate. 1847-78 in Halliwell.

5. Naut.
1823 Chabb, Ferrule, a small iron hook fixed on the ex-

tremity of the yards, boom, etc.

Ferrule, ferrel (feral), v. Also 5 vyrall, 7-
ferrel(l, 8 ferril. [f. prec.] trans. To fit or fur-

nish with a ferrule.

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing 8 Thenne vyrell the staffe
at bothe endes wyth longe hopis of yron. 1670 Narborough
Jrul. in Ace. Sev. I.ate Voy. 1. (16941 89 The Staves. .were
headed and ferrelled with Silver. 1712 J. James tr. Le
Blond's Gardening 196 Wooden Pipes . . are ferriled and
girdled with Iron. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 10 If you
ferrel it [the rod], observe that they [pieces] fit. 1870 Thorn.
BURY Old Stories Re-told 247 To ferrule the pikes..

Fe'rruled (fe'rdld), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ed 2
.]

Provided with a ferrule.

1867 F. Francis Angling ix. i\ZZd\ 318 A spliced rod is

very little heavier than a ferruled one two feet shorter.
1884 /'all Mall G. 23 Feb. 2/2 The feruled ends of dripping
umbrellas. 1895 XVestm. Gaz. 20 Mar. 8/3 Ferruled tubes
having been put in, she [the Vulcan torpedo-depGt-ship] has
now realised the original expectations.

Ferruminate (fer«-min*it), v. Obs. or arch.

[f. L. ferrumindt-, ppl. stem of ferruminart to

cement, f. ferrumen cement, f. ferritin iron.]

traits. To cement, solder, unite.

1623 in Cockeram. a 1641 Up. R. Mountagl* Acts fy Mon.
(1642)281 A course directly tending to break asunder that
which he intended to ferruminate and to foment. 1630
CharLETON Paradoxes Prol. 23 The Terrestriall Atomes
are fixed, coagmentated, and ferruminated into a solid Con-
cretion. 1657 Tomlinson Kenans Disp. 399* The fiave

[Boras] is best for ferruminating gold.

fig. 1819 Coleridge Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 275 Other pas-
sages ferruminated by Jonson from Seneca's tragedies.

Ferruniination (f£rw:min^**j3n). Obs. ox arch.

[ad. L.ferr/lmi/Kition-em, n. of action f. ferritmi-
tiare ; see prec] The action of cementing together.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 271 Ferruniination

Is the joyning together of a fracture in one and the same
Metal.. by a Mineral flux. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp.
124 It helps the ferruniination of broken bones.

Jig. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 10, 1 mention this by way
of elucidating one of the most ordinary processes in the
ferrumination of these centos.

Ferrup (fe-r^p). Obs. exc. dial. Used in ex-

clamations, j-ia/tat a ferrup, what the ferrups

( = ( what the deuce*), by the ferrups.
1679 Drvden Tr. 3- Cr. in. ii, Put up, and vanish; they

are coming out: What a ferrup, will you play when the
dance is done ? c i860 Staton Raysfro' th' Loomenary 38
Nay by the ferrups. 1865 Miss Lahee Betty o' Yeps Tale
(1870) 20 Whoy, what the ferrups don yo myen?
Perrur, var. of Ferrer Obs.

tFe*rrure. Obs.~° [a. Fr. ferrure,i. ferrer
to shoe (horses) :—L. fen-are, f. ferrttm iron.]

Horse-shoeing, farriery.

1692-1732 in Coles. 1773 in Ash.

T Fe*rrurie. Obs. rare. Also ferrurye. [f.

ferrottr, Ferrer + -y 3.] = Farriery.
1601 F. Tate Househ. Ord. Edw. II § 56 (1876) 42 A vallet

carnauer that hath knoledge in marshausy & ferrurie.

Ferry (feTi), j£.l Forms ; 5 ferrye, 5-6 fery^e,

6 ferrie, 5- ferry, [f. the vb. ; its late appearance
seems to exclude the supposition that it is a. ON.
ferja of equivalent formation. Cf. Du. veer, MHG.
vere, ver, mod.G. fa/ire in same sense.]

T 1. A passage or crossing. Obs.
CX425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xl. 143 At be Ferry of J* Hill

bai mete.

2. esp. A passage or place where boats pass over
a river, etc. to transport passengers and goods.

1 1440 Promp. Parv. 156/2 Fery over a watyr. C1470
Henry Wallace 1. 285 Besyd I.andoris the ferrye our thai
past. 1535 Coverdale Judg. iii. 28 They folowed him, &
wanne yu ferye of Iordane. 1538 Leland Itin. I. 31 There
be 4 . . Placis namid as ferys apon the Water of Lindis. 161

1

Coryat Crudities 20 The ferry where we were transported
into the He of France. 1775 WVMOHAH Tour Wales 42

Just above the ferry is the seat of Mr. Vernon. 1825 J.
Neai. Bro. Jonathan II. 95 We blow, .when we come nigh
the taverns, .or post offices, or ferries.

3. Provision for the conveyance of passengers,

etc. by boat from one shore to the other.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn viii. 33 The knight of the
Ferry attended to receiue him. 1700 Mod. Law Reports nx.

294 The Defendant had petitioned the king to destroy the
Ferry. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Serz'ia x. 193 Not to
interfere with the ferry of Poscharewaz. 1892 Gardiner
Student's Hist. Eng. 20 A ferry was established where
London Bridge now stands.

Jig. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d, Pamph. v. 32 We have all of
us our ferries in this world,

fb. —Ferry-boat. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vi. 19 She soon to hand Her ferry

brought. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 111. iv. 53 Bring them I

pray thee.. to the common Ferrie Which trades to Venice.
1701 Loud. Gaz. No. 3722/1 The French had sunk divers
Ferries and other Boats in the River. 1798 R. P. Tour in
Wales 24 (MS.) We here engaged a ferry over the Wye.

4. Law. The right of ferrying men and animals
across a river, etc., and of levying toll for so doing.
1721 Termes de la Ley 344 Ferrv, is a Liberty by Prescrip-

tion, or the Kings Grant. 1708 Shower Reports 257 If

a Ferry were granted at this Day, he that accepts such Grant,
is bound to keep a Boat for the Publick Good. 1843
Meeson & Welsby Exchequer Reports X. i6r The defend-
ants, .were possessed of a certain ferry across . . the River
Mersey. 1862 Law Reports XXXI. Common PI. 247 The
plaintiffs are the lessees of an ancient ferry.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. Chiefly attributive, as

ferry-boy, -craft, -place, -pole, -receipts, service,
•warden, -way.
18x2 Examiner 21 Dec. 816/2 James Dean, a *ferry-boy.

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1306 For *fery craft na fraucht he
thocht to crawe. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 156/2 *Fery place.

1665 Pepvs Diary (1879) III. 193 Mr. Carteret and I to the
ferry-place at Greenwich. 1806 Sporting Mag. XXVII. 173
The ferry-place at Portsea. a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 23
There are . . A *ferry-poal, and frogs in Stygian waves. 1858

J. B. Norton Topics 186 The surplus *ferry receipts . . are
.. ^iven up by the State. 1892 Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 3

'3

1 1 is proposed to build a pier here, and . . to establish a *ferry

service. 1576.4c/ 18 Eliz. c. 10 § 10 The said * Ferry-warden.
1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 809/1 The town voted to discon-
tinue the *ferryway and the ferry.

b. Special comb.., as ferry-bridge (see quot.) ;

ferry-flat, US. a flat boat used for crossing (and

sometimes descending) rivers ; ferry-house, the

residence of a ferry-man, also attrib. ; f ferry-look

(see quot) ; ferry-louper, one who has crossed

from the mainland, Orkn.\ ferry-master, U.S.

a person in charge of a ferry ; also, one who
collects the tolls at a ferry ( Cent. Diet.) ; ferry-nab
(see quot.) ; ferry-railway (see quot.). Also
FERRY-BOAT, FKItRY-MAN.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., * Ferry-bridge, a form cf ferry-

boat in which the railway-train moves on to the elevated
deck, is transported across the water and then lands upon
the other side. 1828 Flint Mississippi Valley I. 230 The
•ferry flat is a scow-boat. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxi,

There was a light in the *ferry-house window. 1862 H.
Marryat Year in Sweden II. 329 A ferryhouse stretches

out like a sickle in the blue sea. 1769 De Foe's TourGt.
Brit. I. 153 [The keeper of this ferry has the right] to

dredge for Oysters within the compass of his *Ferry-look
which, extends . . 60 Fathoms, on each Side of the Castle.

1868 D. Gorrie Swum. <y Wint. Orkneys iv. 143 This mis-

fuided man was a 'ferry-louper. "883 All Year Round 19
lay 465 Shouts [came] for a boat, as if from the *ferry-nab,

or point, on the other side. 1847 Knight Diet. Mech.,
* Ferry-railway, one whose track is on the bottom of the
watercourse and whose carriage has an elevated deck which
supports the train.

t-Fe*rry, sb. 2 Cookery. Obs. [Etymology un-

known ; OK. had (
\\ix\x\ferc, explained by Godef.

as ( bread for a festival
''

'.] More fully, Caudle

ferry : A kind of spiced drink made with wine and
eggs. Also app. some kind of sauce.

? 4:1390 Form Cury xli. 27 Cawdel ferry. Take floer of
Payndemayn and gode wyne, etc. c 1475 Noble Bk. Cookry
(1882) 32 Cawdelle ferry. Tak clene yolk* of egge welle
betene, etc. 1504 in Leland Collect. VI. 31 Carpe in ferry.

Ferry (fe"ri), v. Forms: 1 ferian, feri.5 e)an,

2-3 ferien, 4-5 fery, fere, 6 ferrie, 6- ferry.

Also 3-4 verie'n, (5 veryen). [OF. ferian —
OHG. feren, ON. ferja, Goth, farjan :—OTeut.
*farjan, l.far-om : see Fare sb.]

+ 1. trans. To carry, convey, transport, take from
one place to another. Obs.
Beowulf 333 (Gr.) Hwanon ferifceaS fce fsette scyldas?

a 1000 Elene 108 (Gr.) Heht. .wijend. .ba?t halite treo him
beforan ferian. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, jii 3if he 3eher-godne
mon fere5 to buriene. c 1205 Lay. 10559 ^e uerde for5 in

sae uereden hine v3en. a 1300 Seven Sins 42 in E. E. P.
(1862) 19 pe fend hyn deriib . and is soul to belle he feriib.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. II. 1790 pe kyng . . watz ka3t by pe

heles, Feryed out bi be fete. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11.

(1882J 82 We. .ferric it to the deuu.

2. esp. To transport or convey over water (now
only over a stream, canal, etc., formerly also over

the sea) in a boat or ship, etc. Often to ferry
(a person, etc.) over or across.

a xooo Andreas 293 (Gr.) We be . . willaS ferfoan freolice

ofer fisces ba;5. a 1000 Riddles xv. 7 (Gr.) Mec .. mere-
henge'-t fere5 ofer flodas. 1587 F. James in Hearne Collect.

(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 199 For ferrienge oure horses .. from
Lambeth . . 6d. 1602 Fulbeckk vud Pt. Parall. 21 In this

case without ferrying ouer the horse there was nothing due

vnto the bargeman. 1609 Hetwood Brit. Troy v, xi. 6

.Charon is tyr'd, with ferring soules to hell. 1701 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3722/2 Before night almost half of them were
ferried over. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 38 They themselves

once ferried o'er the wave .. are emancipate and loosed.

182a Hazlitt Tabled. II. iii. 45 A girl who had ferried me
over the Severn. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos IV. i. 15 He
was ferried to the French bank.
absol. 1457 Nottingham Rec.W. 365 Peid to Tomas Smyth,

for fereyng v. days at y 3 Bryges. 1843 Marryat M. Violet

xliv, The owner of a ferry. . ferries only when he chooses.

b. To work (a boat, etc.) across or over.

1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipwreck 92 The rotten

canoe, that he had however contrived to ferry over. 1854

J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) II. xv. 281 He promised
a napoleon to every boat which was ferried across.

c. Of a vessel : To serve as a ferry-boat over.

1872 W. F. Butler Great Lone Land iv. (1875) 55
A steamer ferries the broad swift-running stream.

3. intr. for reft. To convey oneself, go ; now
only, to pass over water in a boat or by a ferry.

Of a boat : To pass to and fro.

a 1000 Byrhtnoth 179 (Gr.) pxt min sawul to be siSian

mote, .mid fri5e ferian. c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II.

178 Crist seide to hem verie we over be water, c 1450 Lone-
lich Grail 1. 176 In to here schippe forto take him, forto

veryen ouer that lake. 1589 Greenf. Menaphon (Arb.) 30
She sayling to Styx, thow ferriest ouer to Phlegeton. 1600
Holland Livy v. i. (1609) 1383 note, They that would goe
to it, used to ferry over in small punts or whirries. 1630 A'.

Johnson*s Kingd. # Commw. 631 Upon these waters doe
ferry fiftie thousand Boats, .to serve the use of the Citie.

1787 Burns Verse, When death's dark stream I ferry o'er.

1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 267 It irks me to think that, .thou

shouldst ferry over . . in crazy Stygian wherry. 1836 T.
Hook G. Gurttey III. 333, I intended to remain until the

weather cleared before I ferried baok. 1887 L. Oliphant
Episodes 72, I ferried across it.

t k. fig- Toferry over : to pass over, pretermit.

1477 J. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 787 III. 175, I may
not wryght longe, wherffor I ffery over all thyngs tyll I may
awayte on you my selff.

Ferryable (ie'riiaVl), a. [f. prec. + -able.]

Of a water: That may be crossed in a ferry-boat.

1888 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 242 A place .. on the Indus,

where it is fordable or ferryable.

Fe*rry-boat. [f. Fehry sb. + Boat.] A boat

u^ed for conveying passengers, etc. across a ferry*.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 156/2 Feryboot, portemia. 1458
Nottingham Rec. II. 220, vs. \'\i]d. receptis de proficuis de
ferybotes de tempore. 1580 Baret Alv. B. 895 A ferry

boate to cary ouer horses. 1644 Evelyn Mem. (1819) 1. 123

The Tiber. . I crossed in a ferry-boate. 1725 De Foe Voy.

round World (1840) 322 One large float with sides to it, like

a punt or ferry boat. 1811 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.
VII. 418, I shall pay the proprietor of the ferryboats any
reasonable sum for the time. 1858 W. Ellis Visits Made*
gascar viii. 215 A windlass for the large ferry-boat.

Ferrying (fe*ri|irj\ vbl. sb. [f. Ferry v. +
-in'g 1.] The action of the vb. Ferry ; an instance

of the same. Also attrib., asferrying-fee, station.

1873 A. W. Ward Jr. Curtius' Hist. Greece I. 11. it. 31

1

The ' Parali ' lived by . . ferrying . . and fishing. 1879 J.

Todhunter Alcestis 47 Methought I waited. .For Charon's
dismal ferrying. 1887 Pall Mali G. 8 Mar. 4/2 The. .fisher-

folk., would practically be deprived of the ferrying-fees

between the steamers and the grotto. 1873 A. W. Ward
tr. Curtius

1

Hist. Greece 1. 11. i. 27Z A mere ferrying station.

Perrying (fe-ri,irj), ///. a. [f. as prec + -ing *.]

That ferries.

a 1683 Oldham Poet. Wks. (1686) 55 Ferrying Cowls
Religious Pilgrims bore, O'er waves without the help of

Sail, or Oar.

Te*rryman. [f Ferry sb. -* Man.] One who
keeps or looks after a ferry.

1464 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. 162 [I] payd to the ferry-

manes wyffe. .xij. d. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence xxxiv,

As wise as Goose the fery man. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 134

Charon grim Ferri-man, these streames doth guard. 1753
Hanwav Trav. (1762) I, 11. xii. 55 The ferry-man began to

be insolent. 1833 Ht. Martineau Tale of Tyne i. 1 He
was a pretty ferryman to let a passenger stand calling for

his boat. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 1. iv. 35 The ancient

ferryman of Hades.
attrib. 1801 M. G. Lewis In Tales of' Wond. I. No. 1. 7

The ferryman-fiend.

t Fers. Chess. Obs. Also 5 flers, 6 ferse,

7 feers. [a. OF. fierce, fierche, fierge (in med.L.

fercia, farzia), ad. (ultimately) Pers. ^\ i ferzen,

Arab. ^Vji firzan, also
j
jferz. The Pers. word

means 'wise man ', 'counsellor'.]

1. The piece now known as the queen.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 654 She stal on me
and took my fers And whan I saw my fers aweye Alas t

I couthe no lenger pleye. a 1547 Surrey in Tottell's Misc.

(Arb.) 21 And when your fer>e is had, And all your warre is

done. 1663-76 Bullokar, Fers, the Queen at Chess-play.

2. A pawn which has passed to the eighth square

(see quot.).

1474 CaxTOM Chesse iv. vii. fi86o) Liv, He may not

goo on neyther side til he hath been in the fardest hgne of

theschequer, & that he hath taken the nature of the

draughtes of the quene ; & than he is a fiers.

3. The ferses twelve: according to Prof. Skeat,

all the men exc. the king (the bishops, knights, and

rooks, being counted as one each).

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 723 Thogh ye had lost

the ferses twelve. [1671 Skinner, Fers, Feers, Feerses, men
at Chess. i69a-i73» in Coles.]

Fers, obs. f. Farce v., Fierce a., Furze, Verse.



FERSE.

t Perse, v. Obs. Forms : i feorsian, fyrsian,

3 fersien, firsin, fursen, Orm. ferrseun. [OE.
feorsian, fyrsian, f. feor, Far.] trans. To remove,
put at a distance; hence, to forsake; with refi.

pron. as obj. to withdraw, go away.
c iooo Ags. Ps. (Lamb.) Ixxii[i]. 27 (Toller) Da 5e fyrsiab hi^

fram Se. < 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 205. Fersien hit fro him
swo bat he it nabhe. c 1200 Ormim 19663 Nohht ne birr]? fce

ferrsenn be Ne flen fra be^m off tune, a 1225 After, R. 76
He furse<5 him awei urommard ure stefne. a 1225 Juliana
16 Ne schal me firsin him from now5er deouel ne mon.
Fersie, obs. Sc. fotm of Farcy.
1598 D. Fergussom Scot. Prov. (1785) 12 Fire is good for

the fersie. a 1605 Montgomery Flyting iv. Polwart 305
The fersie, the falling-euiil, that fels manie freikes.

Ferte, var. of Fart sb. 2.

i565-73 Cooper I^hesaurus, Scriblita, a delicate meate of
paste stuffed and wounded like a rope : a ferte of Portugall.

tFe'rtee. Obs- 1
[a. OY.fierti=Vx. fiertat,

fertat :~L.ferital-em, f. ferns fierce.] Fierceness.
£1380 Sir Feritmb. 664 Firumbras be hebene kyngwas

a man of gret fertee.

Fe'rter, v. Obs. [f. ME. fertre shrine : see
Feretory.] trans. To put in a shrine, enshrine.
^1325 Metr. Horn. 143 He . . bar thir bannes menskelye

And fertered thaim at a nunrye. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6995 And bare he fertird bairn [.banes] in hy.
Ferth, obs. form of Fourth.
Ferther, obs. form of Further.
t Fertilage. Obs. [f. Fertile + -age.] The

action or process of fertilizing.

1610 W. Foi.kingham Art of Survey 1. viii. 15 Fertilage
consists in the enriching of the Soyle. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury in. 333/2 Fertilage is an enriching of Soil.

Fertile (fSutil, tail), a. Forms: $-6 fertyl(e,

-yll, 7-8 fertil(l, (6 fartyll, 6-7 firtile, -ill, 7
furtill, fettle\ 5- fertile, [a. OF. fertil (Fr.

fertile = Vr. fertil), ad. L.fertzlis, i.ferre to bear.]

1. Bearing or producing in abundance ; fruitful,

prolific. Const, of, in, rarely f to. a. lit. of the
soil, a district or region, rarely of animals.
c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <5- Lim. Mon. iii, Dwellyn thai in

on the most fertile reaume of the worlde. 1484 Caxton
JEsop v. viii, This yere shalle be the . . moost fertyle of alle
maner of come. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 62 The
firtilest ground must bee manured. 1624 Capt. Smith Vir-
ginia in. xi. 87 The ground was .. exceeding furtill. 1785
Sarah Fielding Ophelia II. ix, A soil. .not. .fertile of any
thing but weeds. 1832 Ht. Martineau Life in Wild* i. 3
The plains . . are fertile in native plants. 1853 C. Bronte
Villette xv, These September suns shone. .011 fertile plains.

b. transf. andyf^-

.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. iv. 68 It [Probane, Ceylon] is

moche plenteuous of gold and syluer and moche fertyle of
other thynges. 1603 Drayton Odes ii. 43 That Spray to
fame so fertle, The Louer-crowning Mirtle. 1730 A. Gordon
Maffti's Amphith. 23 Augustus .. being of a fertile and
jovial Disposition. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 26 2 The offspring of
his fertile imagination. 1819 T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks.
3859 I. 121 He was.. fertile in resources. 1848 Macaulay
Hist.Eng. I. 216 One family, singularly fertile of great men.
1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (.1876) m. xiv. 335 England
was. .a land fertile in warriors.

2. Causing or tending to promote fertility.

1597 ^ p - Hall Sat. I. ii, The coole streame that tooke his
endles name, From out the fertile hoofe of winged steed.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. m. 248 The Bnse . . most
pleasant and fertile. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 71 Lay
Pigeons dung, .(or the like stuffe, that is very hot, and fertill)

to the roots. 1847 Emerson Poems, Wks. (Bohn) I. 485
They thank the spring-flood for its fertile slime.

Jig. 1596 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 131 With . . good store
of Fertile Sherris. •

f3. Copiously produced, abundant. Obs.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 274 01. How does he loue me ?

Vio. With adorations, fertill teares. 1667 Milton P. L. ix.

801 Shall, .the fertil burden ease Of thy full branches.

4. Comb, fertile-fresh a., having luxuriant
foliage; fertile-headed a., (a) many headed;
(&) rich in expedients.
1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. v. 72 Greene let it be, More

fertile-fresh then all the Field to see. 163a Massinger &
Field Fatal Dowry 1. i, Cerberus, .loud and fertile-headed.
*7$\]Shvv>v,k\k]-. Matrimony (1766) 1. 230The fertile-headed
Woman.. whipt a ten-peck Bag over her Gallant's Head.
Hence f Fertile v. Obs.~~ L —Fertilize v.

;

Pertilely adv. ; Pertileness rare—FERTILITY.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 155 Who .. could not but

fertilly requite his fathers fatherly education. 1581 — Apol.
Poetrie (Arb.) 19 The fertilnes of the Italian wit. 1613
Markham Fug. limb. 11. 1. v. (1635) 27 According to the
fertilenesse of the soyle in which they grow. 1627-47
Feltham Resolves 1. lxxxi. 252 He that hopes too much
shall coozen himself at last ; especially if his industry goes
not along to fertile it. 1661-6 Wood City 0/ Oxford (Oxf.
Hist. Soc.) I. 395 The meedes adjoyning are fertilly soyled.

t Fcrtilent, a. Sc. Obs.~ l
[f. prec. after

analogy of opulent, pestilent.] Abundant, plentiful.
s535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 553 Paljeonis.. Quhilk

furneist war rycht riche and fertilent, With gold and siluer.

t Perti'litate, v. Obs. [f. next,after debilitate]
trans. To render fertile, fertilize.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638) 103 A sweet rivolet
playes .. through the Towne, fertilitating the .. Gardens.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. xxviii. led. 2) 151 A Cock
will in one day fertilitate the whole, .cluster of egges.

Hence f Fertrlitating/'//. a.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. vii. 352 From whence

..wee cannot inferre a fertilitating [printed fertiliating

;

corrected in ed. 1658] condition or property of fecundation.
Vol. IV.

169
•

Fertility (fwti lid). Forms : 5 fertylyte, 6-8
fertilise, -illity(e, (fortylite), 0- fertility, [a.

Yr.fertilile', ad. h.fertilildt-em, f.ferlilis Fertile
]

The quality of being fertile; fecundity, fruitful-

ness, productiveness, a. lit. of the soil, a region,

etc. ; also of plants and animals.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxv. 92 The troienne folke multy-

plied. .in grete quantite. .for the fertylyte of the grounde.
'538 Starkey England 1. i. 12 Maruelous culture and
Fortylite. c 1610-15 Women Saints (1886) 189 The fust
fruite of our mothers fertilise. 1818 Byron Ch. liar. iv.

xxvi, Thy waste More rich than other climes' fertility.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 75 'the fertility of this
clover absolutely depends on bees visiting the flowers.

b. trans/, &t\dfig,
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 103 Such iarres proceeded from their

fertility of Gods, differing in each seuerall iurisdiction.
1666 DrYden Ann. Mirab. Let. to Sir R. Howard, The
quickness of the Imagination is seen in the invention ; the
fertility in the Fancy. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 75 r 4,
I found some . . fertility of fancy. 1802 Playfair lllustr.
Button. Th. 495 All the fertility of his invention. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eug. II. 637 Halifax .. in fertility of
thought .. had no rival. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 136
Hiinilco. .was a man. .of fertility of resource.

C. //. Productive powers.
1626-7 Ld. Falkland in Abp. [fsshe?-'s Lett. (1686) 370
A general . . valluation of the different Fertilities. 1708
Swift Sacram. Test. Wks. (1778) IV. 210 The fertilities of
the soil. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xii. (1876) 164 Ground-
rent, .is a payment made for a particular site because it has
certain conveniences, productive powers, or . . fertilities,

which another site, .would not possess.

Fertilizable (Sutilai^ibi), a. Also -isable.

[f. Fertilize + -able. Cf. Y.ferlilisable.'] a. Of
land, etc. : Capable of being fertilized, b. Of the
female, or an ovum : Susceptible of impregnation.
1832 R. Mudie Bot. Annual 140 The ovary is the.. im-

portant part of the fertilizable organ. 1877 HvxLEvAftaf.
htv, Aniw.x'n. 446 The perfect fertilisable female. 1880
Burton Reign Q. Anne III. xviii. 197 Unfertile but fertil-

isable clay.

Fertilization (fsutibiz^-Jon). Also -isation.

[n. of action f. as prec. 4- -ation ; cf. F. fertilisa-

tion.] The action or process of rendering fertile.

1863 J. G. Murphy Connn. Gen. xii. 11 The two sides of
the Nile, its fertilization by a natural cause.

b. spec. Biol. Fecundation ; see Fertilize 2.

1857WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. III. 223 The fertilization

of the date-palms. 1862 Darwin Fertil. Orchids i. 33 These
species.. require the aid of insects for their fertilization. 1882
Vines Sacks' Bot. 525 The first manifest result of fertilisation
in the oospore is the division of its nucleus.

Hence Pe^rtilizational a., of or pertaining to

fertilization.

1888 J. T. Gulick in Linn. Soc. Jml, XX. 233, 1 venture
to call this principle Fertilizational Segregation.

Fertilize (fautibiz), v. [f. Fertile + -ize.]

1. trans. To make fertile ; to enrich (the soil).

1648 YV. Mountague Devout Ess. 1. xi. § 1. 128 Our earth
needs no rain to fall upon it . .to fertilize it. 1760 Derrick
Lett. (1767) I. 97 He. .fertilised bogs, and cultivated barren
sands, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. i. 8 Three great rivers
which had fertilized happier portions of Europe.

b. gen. To render productive. ///. andyT^;
1828 Mackintosh Sp. Ho. Comvt. 3 May Wks. 1846 III.

487 The members of the Legislature . . attempted to exclude
all the industry, .of other countries from flowing in to enrich
and fertilise their shores. 1866 Liddon Bampt. Feet. v.

(1875) 225 Intense religious
_
conviction fertilizes intellect.

1868 Peard IVater-Farm. ii. 11 Can nothing be done to
fertilise the vast majority of our streams?

2. Biol. To make (an ovum, an oospore, a female
individual or organ) fruitful by the introduction of
the male element ; to fecundate.
Chiefly Bot; in Zoology common with reference to ova,

but otherwise rare.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. (1873*1 79, T have not found
a single terrestrial animal which can fertilize itself. 1861
Delamer Ft. Card. 145 If. . the Moss Rose . . is fertilized
with Rosa Gallica, interesting hybrids are the result. 1879
Lubbock Sci. Led. i. 8 It is a great advantage .. that the
flower should be fertilised by pollen from a different stock.

Hence Fe-rtilized///. a. Fe-rtilizing vbl.sb.,

also attrib. Fe'rtilizing ppl. a.

1651 R. Child in Itartlib's Legacy (1655) 34 In other
places they have a like fertilizing fatnesse. 1655 In Hartlib's
Legacy 193 A rich earth for Compost worth twenty shillings
a load at the least for the fertilizing of land. 1807 Crabbe
Far. Reg. m. 275 Fertilizing showers. 1849 j. F. W.
Johnston Exper. AgHc. vii. 118 Gypsum has a remarkably
fertilising effect when applied to certain crops on certain
soils. 1868 Peard IVater-Farm. v. 54 A tiny fish creeps
from each fertilised egg. 1884 Athenxum 12 Jan. 49/3 The
author attributes the supply of fertilizing mud in Egypt to
the White Nile.

Fertilizer (fcutilaizai). [f. prec. + -er1.]
1. One who or that which fertilizes (land).
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Kent 11. (1662) 57 Saint-foime, or

Holy-hay . . being found to be a great Fertilizer of Barren-
ground. 1794 Sullivan Vieiv Nat. I. 377 The agency of
snow as a fertilizer. 1815 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.
XXXVIII. 500 The torrent, now the fertilizer, now the
ravager of districts. 187a Spurgi.on Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixv.
n The march of lehovah, the Fertiliser, may be traced by
the abundance which he creates.

b. said esp. of manures.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. fed. 4) II. 61 Nitrate

of potash .. when employed as a fertilizer, is generally sown
by hand.
attrib. 1893 Act 56 .5- 57 Vict. c. 56 {title) The Fertilisers

and Feeding Stuffs Act.

FERVENCE.
2. An agent of fertilization in plants.

1844 Darwin in Life $ Lett. (18871 II. 30 Flies are good
fertilizers. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life 473 Suitable
fertilisers and other favourable conditions.

Fertlet, obs. var. of FlBLOT.

Ferula (fe'rtfla). [a. L. ferula giant fennel, a
rod.]

1. Bot. A genus of plants ; the giant fennel.
i398Trevisa.Z>Vz>7£. De P. R. xvil. Ixxi. (1495) 645 Ferula is

an herbe. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 1 b, The nature of Ferula
is the sorest enemie that can be to Lampreys. 1693 Sir
T. P. Blount Nat. Hist. 465 Vossius .. affirms them to be
Arborescent Ferula's. 1811 A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp.
(1818) 175 This species of ferula is a native of. .Persia. 1868
Mrs. H. L. Evans Wint. in Algeria 25 The beautiful
feathery leaf of the ferula.

2. From the use of the fennel-stalk in Koman
times : A cane, rod, or other instrument of punish-

ment, esp. a flat piece of wood (seeFEKULE 2 quot.

1825) ; fig. school discipline.

1580 North Plutarch (1676] 612 Many, .do put forth their
hands to be stricken, .with the ferula. 1612 Urinsley Lud.
Lit. x\x. (1627) 215, 1 have laboured and striven by ferula,
and all meanes of severity. 1712 K. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 123
We . . had Ferula's made to punish Swearing. 1840 J*.

Parley's Ann, 316 They had never known the infliction of
chastisement from either cane or ferula. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling 1. iv. (18721 27 His ever-changing course .. which
was passed so nomadically under ferulas of various colour.

3. Surg. A long splint.

1688 R. Holme Artnoury in. 444. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Ferulaceous (ferwU'-Jss), a. [LL.feruldce-zts

(f. ferul-a giant fennel) + -ous : see -aceous ] Re-
sembling the ferula ; having a stalk like a ferula.

1657 Fhys. Did., Ferulaceous, like the herb ferula. 1691
Ray Creation 1. (1692) 194 These [Fountain] Trees are of
the Ferulaceous kind. 1755 Porter in Phil. Tra/M. XL1X,
253 The asa fcetida is drawn from a ferulaceous plant.

Ferula'ic, fe*rtilic, a. Chem. [f. Ferula
+ -ic] In FeruKa)ic acid; see quot.
1876 Harley Mat. Med. 598 The resin [Assafoetida]. .con-

tains ferulaic acid, Cm II 10 Oi. which forms iridescent prisms.
1879 Watts Diet. Chem. 3rd Suppl., Ferulic acid.

t Fe'rular. Obs. Also 7 X'errular, feriler,

-uler. [ad. L. ferular- is of or belonging to the
giant fennel.] = Ferula 2.

1594 O. B. Quest. Profitable Concernhigs K iv a, A Feruler
to admonish them with. 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 364
The wicked are the worse when they are under the fcrular.

1644 Milton A reap. 20 What advantage is it to be a man.

.

if we have only scapt the ferular, to come under the fescu of
an Imprimatur? 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 312/1 The
Ferrular is an Instrument used by School-Masters to correct
their Scholars. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey 1

. 1775 in Ash.

Ferule (fe-ri/zl), sb. Also 6 ferrall 6-; ferul(l.

[ad. L. ferul-a: see Ferula.]
1. = Ferula 1. Also a plant or stalk of it.

c 1420 Paliad. on Hnsb. 1. 1049 Take ferules eke or saly
twigges take. 1589 Fleming Bucol. Virg. x. 30 Syluanus
. .came. .Shaking his flouring feruls. 1620 Brinsley Virg.
Fclog. 95 The ferule is a. .big herbe like vnto fennel giant.

2. = Ferula 2.

1599 Bp- Hall Sat. iv. \. 169 My rimes relish of the ferule

still. 1636 B. Jonson Discern. (.1641) 115 From the rodde, or
ferule, 1 would have them free, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem.
Whs. I1660I304 Whilst he was under the ferule. 1825 Hone
Every-day Bk, I. 967 The ferule . . was a sort of flat ruler,

widened at the inflicting end into a shape resembling a pear
. . with a . . hole in the middle, to raise blisters. 1850 W.
Irving Goldsmith i. 23 He resumed the ferule. 187s Fakrar
Seekers \. ii. 24 To learn at the point of the ferule—trash.

3. attrib. and Comb., as jferule-rod; t ferule-
fingered a., whose fingers are liable to the ferule.

1528 Impeachm. IVolsey 192 mi Furnivall Ball. I. 358 Be
ware of the Ferrall Rodde ! 1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Mar.
Clergy 127 Those ancient ferule-fingred Boy-Popes.

Ferule, var of Ferrule sb. and v.

Ferule (fe'ri^l), v. Also 6 ferrule, [f. prec.]

trans. To beat, strike, with a ferule.

1579 Gosson.5V^. Abuse (Arb.) 24, I shoulde. .bee Ferruled
for my faulte. 1873 Ciianning in Salt Thoreau (1890) 26
So he did. .by feruling six of his pupils. 1878 Mrs. Stowe
Poganuc P. xiv. 121 To ferule, .disorderly scholars.

Feruler, var. of Ferular.

f Fe'rvefy, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. fervefaccre,

f. fervere to boil : see -FY.] trans. To make
boiling hot. Hence Fe'rvefied///. a.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabeihouer's Bk. Physicke 27/2 Cause then
your Armes. .whh a fervefyede clothe to be. .rubbed. Ibid.

6$/-2 Take a Horseshoe, and fervefye the same. 1657
Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 159* To fervefy or decoct.

T Fe'rvence. Obs. Also 5 farvence, verveus.
[a. OF.fervence, as if ad. L. *fervenlia, f. fervent-

em : see Fervent and -ence.]

1. Boiling or glowing heat. Also, Violent ebul-

lition, fermentation.

14.. Lydg. Temple ofGlas^S For bou^e I brenne with
feruence and with bete, Wib-in myn hert I mot complein of
cold. .1420 Ballad, on Husb. x\. 441 Of fynest must in

oon metrete Or it be atte the state of his fervence. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 429 An holy welle, whiche is of so grete

feruence that hit castethe owte thynges caste in to hit.

1x1634 Chai'Man Revenge for Honour Plays 1873 III. 332
Rays lascivious . . ingender by too piercing fervence in-

temperate, .heats.

2. fig. Warmth of the emotions, intensity of feel-

ing or desire, fervency.

c 1430 Lydg. Blade A'ut. xxx, If that any now be in this

place, That fele in love brenning of fervence .. Lat him of
22



FERVENCY.
routh lay to audience. < 1485 Digby Myst. (I882 1

! in. 1003
pey woll with veruens of love me seke. a 1529 Skelton
Pr. /(7 //. Ghost 1 O firy feruence, inflamed with all grace.
a 1538 Hen. VIII Let. to A. Boleyn in Select. Marl. Misc.
(17931 147, I think . . my fervence of love causeth it. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John 11. (1611) 84 Zeale .. Spurs them
on with feruence to this shrine.

Fervency (fo'-ivensi). Also 5 farvence, 6-7
fervencie. [f. as prec. : see -encv.]

1. The state or quality of being fervent; glowing
or burning heat, intensity of heat. Now rare.

1598 Chapman IHcui vi. 185 Flames of deadly fervency
flew from her breath and eyes. 1633 P. Fletchkr Pise. Eel.
i. 2 About his head a rocky canopie .. Rebutting Phcebus
parching fervencie. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist III. x. 214
It is the sole star which, .preserves an indomitable fervency,

f b. Of cold : Intensity, severity. Obs.
1615 Chapman Odyss. xiv. 693 The fervency Of that sharp

night would kill me.

2, fig.
* Heat of mind ', intensity of feeling or

desire, warmth of devotion, zeal, ardour, eagerness;

•f an instance of the same.
1554 Knox Eaythf. Admoh. Dvjb, Peter in a feruencie

first left his bote. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 6 They
continued their new navigation, with greater fervencie.
1672-5 Comber Conifr. Temple 11702' 368 The Motives that
ought to excite our Fervency. 1734 Watts Relit?. fuv.
(1789) 216 He drew some practical inferences .. with some
degree of fervency. 1814 Southey Bk. of Ch. 118411 173
The prayer which was preferred with increased fervency at
a martyr's grave. 1865 KlNCSLBY Hereto, xv, She would
never have known the fervency cf your love.

Fervent (fauvent), a. Forms : 4-6 feraente,
vervente, (5 ferfent, furvaunte, 6 farvente,
fervant^, 4 fervent, [a. F. fervent, ad. L. fcr-
vent-cm,fervens, pr. pple. ttifervere to boil, glow.]
1. Hot, burning, glowing, boiling.
a 1400-50 Alexander 387 1 Flawmes feruent as fyre. 1:1400

Lanfranc's Cintrp, 311 In bis caas we mowen use hoot
fervent oile. 1514 Barclay Cyt. <$• Uplondyshin. (Percy Soc.)
p. Ixix, The Sunne is not fervent. 157a J. Jones Bathes 0/
Bath 11. 10 Actuall fyre, working upon the water itself cannot
put into it a greater degree of heat, then the degree of fervent
heate. 1611 Bible 2 Pet. iii. 10 The Elements shall melt with
feruent heat. 1704 J. Pitts Acc. Mohometans 56, I have seen
many, .to work all day. .in the most fervent Hants* time.

1849 Mhs. Somerville Connect. Phys. Sc. xxvii. 300 The
short but fervent summers at the polar regions. 1874 S. Cox
Pilgr. Ps. vii. 147 A fervent waste in which it is lo*t.

fig. 15*9 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 119/2 Let them all..lerne
that god deliteth to se the feruent hete of y- hartis deuocion
boile out by y

e body.

fb. In mediaeval pharmacy, of drugs: =IIot.
1398 Trevisa Barth. J)e P. R. xix. lxxvii. (1495)908 Some

thynges that drawyth laxeth also and be feruent ai Sca-
monea. 1578 Lyte Dodoens n. xxx. 187 The common
Camomill . is not so fervent as the Roniaine Camomill, but
more pleasant.

t c. Of cold : Intense, severe. Obs.
1448 K. Fox Chron. (Camden) 116 Hit was a fervent cookie

weder. 1473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden > 3 Ther was one
fervent froste thrugh Englande. 1535 Stewart Cron.Scot.
II. 337 The fervent frost so bitter wes. 1634 Hahington
Salerncs Regim. 182 A fervent cold Countrey.

2. Of persons, their passions, dispositions, or
actions: Ardent, intensely earnest. From 17th c.

almost exclusively with reference to love or hatred,

zeal, devotion or aspiration.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2154 Than was Priam .. more feruent
to fight 14. . Why I Cant be a Nun 7 in E. E. P. (1862)
138 They were as ferfent as ony fyre To execute her lordys
byddyng. 1534 Tindalb 1 Pet. iv. 8 Above all thiuges haue
fervent love amonge you. 1561 Dai'S tr. Bullinger on Af>oc.

(*573 ) 2 5 b» We of this Church who haue bene feruenter
xxx. yeares ago than we be at this day. 1591 Si'Enseh
Gnat 296 He spide his foe with .. feruent eyes to his de-
struction bent. 1673 Tody's Call. 11. § 1 F 23. 65 By
the ferventest praiers implore ..God. 1738 Wesley Ps.
xiii. 8 My Heart in fervent Wishes burns. 1768-74 Tucker
Et, Nat. (1852) II, 215 It proves the glow of his kindness
the ferventer. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aitr. Leigh I. 944
Many fervent souls strike rhyme on rhyme.

b. Of conflict, uproar, formerly also of pestilence,

a wild beast, etc. : Hot, fierce, raging. Now rare.
1465 Marg. Paston in Lett. No. 523 II. 226 The pestylens

is so fervent in Norwych that (etc.]. 1494 Faoyan Chron.
iv, Ixvii. 46 Whiche persecucion . . was so sharpe & feruent,
that [etc.]. 1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utop. (Arb ) 139
When the battel is. .most fierce and fervent. 1607 Toi-sell
F"our-f. lieasts (1658) 543 There appeared unto them a Boar
.. having fire-burning eyes, a despiteful look .. and every
way fervent. 1814 Wordsw. White Doe of Kyi. 1. 43 A
moment ends the fervent din.

fFe-rvent, v. Obs.~° [f. prec] trans. To
utter fervently. Hence Fervented ///. a.

a 1626 W. Sclater Serm. Exper. (1638; 68 Their.. fer-

vented supplication to have life prorogued.

Fervently (fauventli), adv. [f. Fervent a. +
-LY.] In a fervent manner.

+ 1- Burningly, intensely, severely. Obs.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxliii. 293 He myght not wel

endure no whyle so feruently he was take. 1561 Hoi.lybush
Horn. Apoth. 27 a, He that hath the jaundis so fervently
and sore. 1627 Hakewill Apol. 11. vii. § 1. no It continued
so feruently hot.

2. With warmth of feeling; ardently, earnestly,

hotly, passionately. Now rare exc. in expressions

of love, desire, prayer, etc.

c 1374 Chaucer Troyltts iv. 1356 The whiche frendes
feruentliche hym preye To senden efter more. 1494 Fahyan
Chron. v. cxiii. 86 Chilperich heryng of the. .takynge of his

sone, was..more feruently amouyd. 1568 Grafton Chron.

170
•

II. 27 The king, .pursued them more fervently then circum-
spectly. 16x1 Bible Col. iv. 12 Alwaies labouring feruently
for you in praiers. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones III. 94 Airs.
Fitzpatrick then renewed her proposal and very fervently
recommended it. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 9 Most
fervently do I love my God, my king. 18x5 T. Jefferson
Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 83, I had fervently pressed the
Treasury board to replenish this particular deposit. 1848C Hronte J. Eyre (1873) 3, I wished fervently he might
not discover my hiding-place. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist.
(1875) III. xviii. 31 Henry, .was fervently orthodox.

FerventneSS (fcuventnts). Now rare. [f.

Fervent + -ness.] The quality of being fervent.

1. Boiling, burning, or glowing hcat; = tEitvouii 1.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. x. ix. (1495) 379 Smalle
asshes . . slakyth . . the feruentnes of the cole. 1533 Elyot
Cast. Helthe (1541) 73 a, It [melancholy] may not be so
littell, that the bloud and spirites in their ferventnes, be as

!
it were unbridlyd. 1586 BrightMelaneh. xxvii. 153 Although
it [water] be hote, yet ijiferiour in degree to the heate of
feruentnes. 1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandeville 46 b, The
great feruentnes of the hot starres.

2. Ardour, eagerness, vigour, zeal ; also an
instance of the same; = Fervour 2.

C1430 Wyclifs Num. xxv. 11 [MS. S], Y my silf schulde
not doawai the sones of Israel in my greet hete [feruentnesse
of veniaunce]. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 133
Whyche wil not be wele .. stered for the feruentnesse of tne
same tempest. 1528 TlNUALE Parab. Mammon Wks. I. 84.

Christ here teacheth Simon by the ferventness of love. 1611
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632 1 581 The Archbishops
feruentness in using such eager perswasions. 1631 Celestina
in. 40 His . . ferventnesse of affection is sufficient to marre
him. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Ferz-entness.

Fervescent fa-ive-senn, a. [ad. L fervescent-

em, pr. pple. ot fervescere, inceptive verb f. fervere
to be hot.] Growing hot.
1683 Salmon Doron Med. 1. 162 Fixing the fervescent and

corrosive Humors. 1730-6 in Bailey folio'. 1775 in Ash.

Fervid ffauvid), a. Also 7 fervide. [ad. I..

fervid-us burning, vehement, I. fervere to glow.]
1. Burning, glowing, hot. Now poet, or rhetorical.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 6/2 Let it stand
a day or two in som fervide place. 1667 Milton J', L. v.

301 The mounted Sun Shot down direct his fervid Raies.
1718 Pope Iliad XVI. 939 Sol had driven His fervid orb
through half the vault of heaven. 1794 Sullivan View Nat.
II. 55 The more fervid the lightning, the more animated
they appear. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 62 His
attention was soon recalled to the fervid land of the sun.
1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum, ii. (1858) 59 To hang on in the
dust behind the fervid wheels of the parliamentary chariot.

transf. i865Suinkl'rne Poems <y Ball., Hendecasyllables
5 Flame as fierce as the fervid eyes of lions. X871 M.Collins
Mrq. ty Merch. II. iii. 61 The Christmas night had been
fervid.. There had been a dinner.

2. fig. Glowing, intensely impassioned.
1656 81 Blount Glossogr., Fervid, fierce, vehement, a 1717

Paknell J/appy Man 16 The fervid wishes, holy fires,

Which thus a melted heart refine. 1779-81 Johnson /-. /'.

Wks. 1816 X. T22 He is warm rather than fervid. 1828
Carlvle Misc. (1857) I* 2I1 Of Burns's fervid affection ..

we have spoken already. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxvii,

It is your . . fervid imagination, which throws you into a
glow of genius and excitement. 1855 Macavlay Hist. Eng.
IV. 335 The fervid loyalty with which Charles had been
welcomed back to Dover. 187a Blackie Lays Ilight. 155
Without the call of fervid preacher.

Hence Pervidity [ + -ity] : a. Intense heat. b.

Passion, zeal (J.). Ferridly culv.
t

in a fervid

manner; earnestly. Ferviduesa, the state or

quality of being fervid.

169J Bentley Boyle Led. Serm. vi. 188 A kind of injury
done to him by the fervidness of St. Peter. 17*7 Bailey
vol. II, Ferridity. 1775 Ash, Eervidity, heat. 1847 Craig,
Fervidly, very hotly, with glowing warmth. 187a Geo.
Eliot Middlem. i, A young lady, .knelt down, .by the side

of a sick lalraurer and prayed fervidly.

Fervol, obs. form of Fkarfil.

t Pe*rvoroUS, a. Obs. Also 7 -erous. [f.

next + -ous.] Full of fervour ; ardent, warm.
160a T. Fitzherbert Apol. 36b, As. .feruerous in the loue

of God, as they are. .fyry in sensual appetyt. 1658SLINCSBY
Diary (18361 203 Faithful and fervorous Professors. 1669
Woodhead St. Teresa 1. xv. 04 They had a mind to cool
the fervorous employment of the Will.

Fervour, fervor fauvai). Also 6 fervoure,

7 ferver. [MK. fervor, -our, a. OF. fervor, -our

(mod.F. fcrveur) m Pr. and Sp. fervor, It. fervore,

ad. L. fervore- jh, f. fervere to be hot. For use of

fervour orfervor see Favouk.]
1. Glowing condition, intense heat.

c 1440 Hyiton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) 11. xxxiv, They
..panten soo strongly that they brast into bodily feruours,

1589 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 1164/2 These prayers . . of his

holye Martirs, in the feruoure of theyr torment. i6as
Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1317 A number of Lamps which ..

yeelds vnto the roome an immoderate feruor. I7a$ PofE
Odyss. x. 184 Some power divine .. Sent a tall stag .. To
cool his fervour in the chrystal flood. 1794 Mks. Piozzi
Synon. I. 207 Such effects follow naturally the fervour of
an African climate. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab viii. 71 Those
deserts .. whose . . fervors scarce allowed A bird to live. 1891

Sir R. Ball in Melbourne Argus 16 May, The moon was
also doubtless in a condition of equal fervour.

T b. Of water : Boiling, seething Obs.
a 1440 Pound. St. Bartholomews 43 Tne swellynge [sea],

yn his feruor ,. leift vp hym-self. 1656 tr. Hobbes" Elem.
Philos. (1839) 324 All fervour or seething is not caused by
fire.

2. Warmth or glow of feeling, passion, vehem-
ence, intense zeal ; an instance of the same.

FESCUE.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 250 Fervor of thoght. 138a
Wyclif John ii. 17 The feruour of loue of thin nous hath
etun me. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 363 b/i She . . had more
feruour of deuocion. 1531 Dial, on La7vs Eng. 11. liii. (1638)
160 A veniall sinne .. letteth the fervour thereof [charity].
1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 30 Such fervour is as well
beseeming fresh souldiers as young Fryers. 173a Law
Serious C. xiv. led. 21 240 And begin to know what Saints .

.

have meant by fervours of devotion. 1830DT5RAELI Chas. I
III. ix. 196 The fervour of loyalty vied with the pride of
magnificence. 1882 A. W. Ward Dickens iii. 50 A fervour
unique even in the history of American enthusiasms.
Fery, obs. form of Fahrow v.

1337 in Liber Pltiscardensis ix. xxxvi, Isal ger thi sow
fery agayn hir wil.

Feryagre, obs. form of Ferriage.
Fesande, obs. form of Pheasant.
Fesapo. Logic. A mnemonic word representing

the fourth mood of the fourth figure of syllogisms,
in which the major premiss is a universal negative,

the minor premiss a universal affirmative, and the

conclusion a particular negative ; the middle term
being subject of the major and predicate of the

minor premiss.
1827 Whately Logic ii. (ed. 2)98 Fesapo. 1864 Bowen

Bogie vii. 200.

Fesaun(t, -awnt, obs. forms of Pheasant.
Fescennine (fesenarn), a. and sb. [ad. L.

Fescennln-us ]>ertaining to Fescennia in Etruria,

famous for a sort of jeering dialogues in verse.]

A. adj. esp. in Fescennine verses. Pertaining to

or characteristic of Fescennia ; usually in a bad
sense, licentious, obscene, scurrilous.

>6oi Holland Pliny I. 443 Wanton Fescennine cere-
monies, a 1637 B. Jonson Undei-ivoods (1640) 243 We .

.

dare not aske our wish in Language fescennine. 1726
Amherst Terra? E'il. i. 'ed. 3) 1 A merry oration in the fes-

cennine manner. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvi, To repeat a
certain number of Fescennine verses. 1873 Symosds Grk.
Poets viii. 252 A rude Fescennine license.

t B. sb. A song or verses of a licentious or

scurrilous character. Obs.
1621-51 Burton Anaf. Mel. in. i. 1. i. 405 Menander. .did

. .write Fescennines, Attellanes, and lascivious songs. 1660

Jer, Taylor Duct. Dnbit. 11. iii. rule 5 § 1, 1 haue seene
parts of Virgil changed into impure fescennines.

Fescue ;fe-sk;i« , sb. Forms: 4-6 festu(e, (6

ew, -ure, -we, 7 -er), 6 fe(e)skew, 7 fes'v t kue, 8

fescu, 8 9 fesque, 9 dial, vester, 6- fescue, [a.

OY.fesiu (Fr. fflu) a straw :—popular I.. *festu-

cum = class. L. festuca. Cf. Pr. festuc masa, fes~

tuca, festuga fern., It. festuco masc, festuca fern.]

+ 1. A straw, rush, twig; a small piece of straw,

a mote in the eye (with ref. to Matt. vii. 3).

Hence, a thing of little importance. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. I>. x. 278 J>e beem lithe in ^owre
eyghen, And be festu is fallen for joure defaute, In alle

manere men. 138a Wyclif Matt. vii. 3 What seest thou
a festu. or a litil mote, in the ehe of thi brother, c 144a
Promp. Parx\ 163/1 Fyschelle of fyschew, or festu, festuca*

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 400b \ He demaunded hym of the
festue and of the heme. 1592 G. Harvey Piercers Super. 54
A pretty feate for amber, to iuggle chaffe, festues or the

like weighty burdens. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I.

720 Thin strawes and fescues small.

2. A small stick, pin, etc. used for pointing out

the letters to children learning to read ; a pointer.

1513 MS. Acc. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., Pavd for iiij

festewys iijrf. 1533 Mohe^ww, PoysonedBk. Wks. 1102/1,

I shall . . lay it afore him agayn, and sette htm to it with
a festue, that he shall not say but he ?aw it. 1589 Nashe
Martins Months Minde 7 Though their fescue euen then
pointed at Capitall letters. 1612 T$vo Noble K. 11. ii, Ay,
do but put A feskve in her fist. 1714. Gay What d'ye call

it 1. i. 8, I .. Taught him his Catechism, the Fescue held.

1762 Foote Orator 1. Wks. 1799 I. 197 The fescues and
fasces, which have been- .consigned to one, or more matron
in every village. 1825 J. Jennings Dial. W. ESng. Gloss. 81

Vester . . a fescue. 1876 Browning Pacchiarotto 19 Play
schoolmaster, point as with fescue.

fig. 1644 [see Ferular]. 1648 Earl Westmrlp. Otia
Sacra (1 879) 53 As Appetite, Not Reasons Fescue shall direct.

f 3. transf {nonce-uses.^ a. The shadow on a sun-

dial, b. A plectrum for use with the harp or lyre.

1607 W[entworth] S[mith] Puritaine iv. 47 The feskewe

of the Diall is vpon the Chrisse crosse of Noone. 1616

Chapman Homer's Hymn to Apollo 288 And with thy golden

fescue play'dst upon Thy hollow harp.

4. More fullyfescue-grass : A genus (Festuca) of

grasses. Hard, Sheefts, Meadow Fescue : transla-

tions of the botanical names of species, F. durius-

cula, ovina, pratensis.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xiii. \%Z Sheeps fescue is a
well known grass, always to be found in sheep commons.
Ibid. 139 Meadoiv Fescue, one of the best grasses for cul-

tivation, has a culm for two feet high. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 187 Fesque grass (Festuco) many species. 1813

Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. viii. (1814) 362 Tall fescue

grass stands highest. 1854 Hooker Himal. Jrnls. II. xxiv.

176 Short sedges and fescue-grass. 1855 Morton Cycl. Agric.

863/2 s. v. Festuca, The hard fescue. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer's F. 530 Sweeping the frothfiy from the fescue.

t Fescue, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To direct

or assist in reading with a fescue.

1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 201 Fescu'd to a formal

injunction of his rote-lesson. 1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees
11. (1733) 9 They.. want more Fescuing and a broader Ex*
planatibn. 01749 Philips Odes (1807) 83 Fescu'd now
perhaps in spelling.



FESE.

Fese, Fesels, var. of Feeze v . Fasels, Obs.

Fesician, Fesike, obs. ff. Physician, Physic.
Fesion, obs. form of Pheasant.

tFess. Obs.

1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5439/4 A black Mare.. With a Fess
Tail, lately dock'd.

Fesse x (fes). Her. Also 6 fece. [a. OF. /esse

:—L. fascia band ; mod.F. hasfasce ad. L.j

1. An ordinary formed by two horizontal lines

drawn across the middle of the field, and usually

containing between them one third of the escut-

cheon.
i486 Bk. St. Albans Her. b ij, All the bastardis of all cot-

armuris shall bere a fesse. c 1500 in Q. Eliz. Acad. (i86y) 98
Pales, bendis, feces cheveronis. 156a Leigh Artnorie 113b,
The fielde Argent, a Fesse, A^yre. 1688 R. Holme Ar-
moury I. iii. 34/1 Fesse, (Jules. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 238
Argent, on a fess, azure, three lozenges, or. 1872 Ruskin
Eagle s N. § 235 The Fesse, a horizontal bar across the
middle of the shield, represents the knight's girdle.

b. In fesse (see quot. 1889). Party per fesse

:

(of the shield) divided by a horizontal line through
the middle.

1572 Bossewell A rmorle if, 54 He beareth d'Argente, flue
Fusifles in Fesse Gules. 1705 Hearne Collect. 12 Dec,
A Book Expansed in Fesse. 1830 Robson Brit. Herald.
III. Gloss., Fcssczvays or in/esse. 1889 Elvin Diet. Herald.
60 In Fesse, a term to express the position of charges when
they occupy the position assigned to that ordinary.

2. attrib. and Comb,, as fesse-line ; fesse point,
the exact centre of the escutcheon

; f fesse-target
(see quot. 1889). Also fesse-ways, fesse-wise
adv. — in fesse (see F"esse i b).

"775 Ash, *Fesse line, the line that constitutes the fesse.

156a Leigh Armorie 42 a, The * Fesse poynt. 1864 BoUtell
Heraldry Hist, <y Pop. v. 23 The heraldic Cross, .is produced
by the meeting of two vertical with two horizontal lines,

about the Fesse point. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentr'te 206
Adding to the same a *fesse Target, or scutcheon of pretence.
1889 Elvin Diet. Herald. 60 Fesse- Target, an old term for
Escutcheon of Pretence. 1725 Coats Diet. Herald, (ed. 2)

144 *Fesse-ivays or in Fesse denotes things born after the
Manner of a Fesse. 1830 [see 1 b}. 1775 Ash, " Fesse-wise.
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist, fy Pop. xx\. § 11 (ed. 3) 369
Two buckles, their tongues fesse-wise.

Fesse 2
. Obs. exc. dial. A pale blue colour.

1577-87 Harrison England in. viii, The floure [of the
Saffron Crocus] beginneth to appeere of a whitish blew fesse,

or skie colour. 1847-78 Halliwell, Fess . . a light blue
colour. Somerset,

Vessel, obs. form of Vessel.

t Fe'ssely, a. Her. Obs. [f. Fesse sb. + -LY 1
.]

= Party per fesse ; see Fesse i b.

i486 Blc. St. A tbans, Her. B lij b, Fyesly is called in armys
iij manere weys, fosy bagy, fesy target, and fosy generall.
1889 Elvin Diet. Herald. 60 Fessely, party per fesse.

T Fessey, a. Her. Also 5 fesy. [f. Fesse +
-Y.] Of a coat of arms : Containing a fesse.

i486 [see Fessely]. 1586 Ferne Blaz.^Gentrie 180 This
Scutcheon following is also a fessey Armes.
Fessin, Sc. form of Fasten v.

1352 Abp. Hamiltoun Catech. (1884) 77 Samekil is the lufe
of God and our nychbour fessimt and linkit togiddir.

t Fe*SSitude. Obs. rare" , [as if ad. I..

*fessildd-d, f.fessus wearied.] Weariness, fatigue.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

tFe'SSive,^. Obs.rare~x
. [f.L.fess-us wearied

+ -IVE.J Wearied, fatigued.
a 1774 Fergusson Poetns, Saturday's Exp. 136 So we, with

fessive joints and lingering pace, Moved slowly on.

Fessoun, obs. Sc form of Fashion.
1508 Dunbar Tiva Mariit IVemen 189 He has a forme

without force and fessoun.

Fest, feat-, obs. ff. Fast, Fast-, Feast, Fist.

II Festa (fe'sta). [It. festa i-L. festa (see Feast
sb.).] A feast, festival, holy day ; also attrib.

1818 Shelley Lett. Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 242 The day on
which I visited it, was festa. 1868 Browning Ring § Bk. vn.
966 Sure that to-morrow would be festa-day. 1886 Ruskin
Pr&terita I. 391 The day it came home was a festa.

Festal (fe-stal),a:.and sb. [a. OF. festal, feslcl,

f. L.fest-um : see Feast and -al.] A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to a feast or festivity.

1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 414 The festall daie of Seynt
Mighell Tharchangell. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol 11. (1749)
139 Blind British Bards . . on festal Days Shall chant this

mournful Tale. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xi. 67 She pre-
sented herself in her festal dress. 1847 De Qwxcey Sp. Mil.
Nun viii. (1853) 16 A place, .radiant with festal pleasures.

b. Of a person: Keeping holiday. Of a place:

Given up to feasting or festivity.

1798 Sotheby tr. IVieland's Oberon (1826) I. 15 At Bour-
deaux' festal town. 1801 Southey T/utlaba vi. xxviii, From
tents of revelry, From festal bowers, to solitude he ran.

1863 Hawthorne OurOldHome 251 The aspect ofGreenwich
park, with all those festal people wandering through it.

2. Befitting a feast ; hence, gay, joyous.
1749 Chesterf. Lett. II. ccxii. 311 No warmth of festal

mirth. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Shaks. Wks. (Bohn) I.

364 He touches nothing that does not borrow health and
longevity from his festal style. 1858 De Quincf.yA utobiog.

Sk. Wks. I. 200The ball-room wore an elegant and festal air.

b. quasi-acfe.

1747 Collins Passions 87 Amid the festal sounding shades.

B. sb. A feast, festivity, merry-making.
1818 Shelley Rev. Islam v. Ivi, Gore Or poison none this

festal did pollute. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) IF "• *»•

140 Off to the cheerful festals of the Sea I
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Hence Te'stally adv., in a festal manner.
1853 G. W. Curtis Wanderer in Syria 279 The way could

not have been more festally adorned. 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sq. (18S6) 5 The chapel bell, .sounded most fes-

tally that sunny Sunday.

t Fe'Stel. Obs. rare. Also 5 festylle. [f.fest,

var. of Fast v. 4 -el.] Something that makes fast.

a 1500 E. E. Psalter cxlix. 8. 1483 Cath. Angl. ia8/a
A Festylle,firmatorium.
Festement, obs. form of Vestment.

t Fe'stenance, festynens. Obs. Sc. [f.

Fasten v. + -ance.] Confinement, durance.
1425 Sc. Acts Jas. I (1814) 11. 11/2 The schiref sal ger .

.

kep bairn in festynance. 1533 Bellenden Livy in. (1822)
22=;, I wil kepe him in festynens.

Festei* {(cstei),sb. F'orms : 4-6 festre, festure,
(e festyre), 4- fester, [a. OF. festre (for the
change in termination from -le to -re cf. Fr. chapitre,

epitre : see Chapitle, Epistle) = Pr., Sp., It.

fist'ola:—L.fistula: see Fistula.]
1. In early use = Fistula ; subsequently, a rank-

ling sore, an ulcer. In mod. use :
' A superfic :

al

suppuration resulting from irritation of the skin'
(Quain Diet. Med. 1S82).
a 1300 Cursor M. 11824 (Cott ) \>e fester thrild his bodi

thurgh. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. lix. (1495) 275
To the Canker and Festure [orig. fostnlam]. Ibid. xvn. xiv,
Festre. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 89 Festre. .hab wibmne
him a calose hardnesse al aboute as it were a goos penne or
ellis a kane. Ibid. 292 pis hole is clepid a festre of be ers.

1547 Boorde Briv. Health xxv. 15 b, The pyles or Erne-
rodes, Fystles, and Festures. 1607 ToPSELL lour-/. Beasts
(1658) 501 Sheeps wool . . mingled with Hony is very medi-
cinable for old sores or festers.

fog. 1834 Lytton Pompeii rv. ii, Thus, in the rankling
festers of the mind, our art is. -to divert, .the pain.

T 2. A cicatrice, scar. Cbs.
14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 708 Hec cicatrix, a festyre.

1483 Cafh. Angl. 128/2 A Fester, cicatrix. 1541 R. Cor-
land Galyen's Terapcutyke 2 Hjb, Vf ye wyl bryng y-

vlcere to a festre.

3. [from the vb.] The action or process of causing
a fester ; = Festering vbl. sb.

i860 I. Taylor Ultimate Civilization 117 Used to the
fester of the chain upon their necks.

Fester (fe-st-u), v. Forms: 5 fe(e)stryn,
(feestern), (5 festur, feyster), 5 6 festyr, (6

feaster\ 4- fester, [f. prcc. sb. ; OF. had feslrir
in similar senses.]

1. intr. Of a wound or sore : To become a fester,

to gather or generate pus or matter, to ulcerate.

1377 I.angl. P. PI. B. xvn. 92 So festred ben his woundis.
1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. xxxv. (Percy Soc.) 18 My woundes
festryn and rotyn with inne. 1530 Palsgr. 548/2 Though
this wounde be closed above, yet it feastreth byneth and is

full of mater. 1635 R. Bolton Com/. Affl. Consc. xvi. 315
Draw a skinne onely over the spirituali wound whereby it

festers and rankles underneath more dangerously. 1747
WeSLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 92 A Prick or cut that festers.

186a Merivale Rom. Emp. V. xliii. 205 The wound festered
in silence and concealment.

b. Of poison, an imbedded arrow, a disease:

To envenom the surrounding parts progressively
;

to rankle. Hence fig. of resentment, grief, etc.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (i860) i3 His owne poison would
haue festered in his owne Hesh. a 1639 Wotton in Relit/.

(1651) 112 There had been ancient quarrels, .which might
perhaps lye festering in his breast. 1695 Blackmore Pr.
ArtA. in. 489 Th' Almighty's Arrows Fester in their Heart.
1781 J. Moore Vie?v Soc. It. (1790) I. xii. 132 A strong re-

sentment . .festered in the breasts of some individuals. 1869
Lecky Europ. Alor. II. v. 301 An appalling amount of moral
evil is festering uncontrolled. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876) IV. xviii. 119 The troubles of Saxony, .if they had not
yet broken forth, were already festering in silence. 1874
Green Short Hist. iii. § 6. 145 Fever or plague.. festered in
the wretched hovels.

e. To fester into : to become or pass into by
festering, lit. and fig.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 49 But kytte not to nygh, lest

thai, -feestern into a wounde. 1777 Burke Let. Sheriffs 0/
Bristol Wks. III. 141 Smitten pride smarting from its

wounds, festers into new rancour. 1790 — Fr. Rev. 212,
I must bear with infirmities until they fester into crimes.

2. To putrefy, rot; to become pestiferous or
loathsome by corruption.
1540 Taverner Epist. Ester daye

t
Postil, The leven of

malice roted & festred in us. 1599 Shaks. Hen. Vy iv. ill.

28 These fields : where (wretches; their poore bodies Must
lye and fester, c 1600 — Sonn. xciv, Lillies that fester
smell far worse then weedes. 1628 Prynne Cens. Cozens 70
Their sickly Soules fester, rot and pine away, c 1820 S.
Rogers Italv, Lake 0/ Geneva 33 Ere long to die .. And
fester with the vilest. 1883 Centuty Mag. June 218/1 The
slimy old moat that once festered under the palisade wall.

3. trans. To cause festering in {lit. and fig.) ; to

allow (malice) to rankle.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 47 All which humors are by so
much the more easier to be purged, by how much the lesse
they haue festred the sinewes. 1602 Marston Antonio's
Rev. I. i, I . . festred rankling malice in my breast. 1697
Congreve Mourn. Bride 111. vi, Remorseless chains, .festring
thy limbs With rankling rust. 1706 Estcourt Fair Examp.
v. i, Take heed, lest your ungentle Hand shou'd fester what
you mean to heal. _i8i8Mrs Shelley FraJikenst. vi. (1865)
89 That will heal instead of festering, the wounds of our
minds. 1850 Mrs. Browning Prom. Bound Poems I. 148
A terror strikes through me, And festers my soul.
absol. a 1592 Greene Otpharion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 16

Giuing them one day an incarnatiue to heale, and the next
day, a contrary medicine to fester.

FESTINATION.

+ 4. ^ClCATKIZE I. Obs.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 1945 The leche had helyd hyt ovyr tyte,

And hyt was festurd wytliowte delyte. 1541 R. Copland
Galyen's Terapeutyke 2 F iv b, Lykewyse in the vlceres ..

that
y

1 is egal to be festred [Lat. Galen Methodi Med. iv. v,

Quod a;quabile est, cicatrice induci].

Festered [festwd), ppL a. [f. Fester z».i +
-ED 1.] In senses of the vb. ; lit. and fig.
1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy n, xii, Newe made festred sores.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. W. deW. 1531) 254 b, Vnto the openynge
of the foresayd closed and festred woundes. a 1533 Frith
Another Bk. agst. Rastell (1829) 220 My youth hath dis-
closed their festered ignorance. 1602 Fllbecke 1st Ft.
Parall. 15 El*e the secrete fault was some festered and
inueterate disease. 1671 Milton Samson 186 Apt words ..
are as balm to fester'd wounds.

Festering (fe-storirj\ vbl. sb. [f. ns prec. -f-

-IKOl.] The action of the vb. Festek ; an instance

of this. Also concr. a fester.

c 1440 Promp. I'atv. 158/2 Feestrynge of wowndys, cica-
tricatio. 1541 R. Coi-i and Galyen's Terapeutyke 2 F j,

Vlceres that come nat to festring. 1608-11 Bi\ Hall
Medit. <$• Vowes 11. § 4 What can ensue, but a festering of
the part ? 1804 Med. jrnl. XII. 98 It appears more like a
common festering produced by a thorn.

Festering (fe-siarin), ppl. a. [f. as prec. 4*

-IKG -.] That festers, in senses of the vb.
1596 Si'enser F. Q. vi. vi. 5 Inward corruption and infected

sin.. And festering sore, did rankle yet within. 1654 E.
Johnson // 'end. ivrkg. Proiid. iii. 5 Lest from their festering
Teeth a Gangrin grow. 1704 J. Trapp Abra-Mule IV. i.

1707 My festring sorrows smart. 1843 Carlyle Past. $ Pr.
(1858 224 Draining uff the sour festering water. 1884 Bible
(R.V.) Isa. i. 6 Wounds, and bruises, and festering sores.

Festerment ;fe-st3jment). [f. Fester v. +
-ment.] a. '1 he process or state of festering. In
quots. fig. b. dial. A rotting mass.
1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1834) II. vii. 5 The brooding

fountain of so many. . festerments. 1845 North Brit. Rev.
II. 488 The population, .have been thrown, .into the fester-

ment of an universal discontent. 1884 Chesh. Gloss, s v.,

A festerment o' weeds.

Festerous Jevtoras), a. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ors.] In a festering condition.
1854 Syd, Dobell Balder ix. 46 His branchless trunk Rose

festcmus through the morning.

t Fe'Stial, sb, Obs. [ad. mcd. 'L.fcstialis (perh.

error for festFvdlis), in many MSS. of the original

work translated by Caxton.] = Festival sb. 2.

1483 Caxton Liber Fest. Prol., I will and pray that it be
called a Festial [ed. 1491 festiuallj. 1725 Hearne R. Brunne
Pref. § .wii, An excellent MS. of the Book called Festival
or Festial.

t Festial, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. festum (see

Feast sb.) -t- - i;al.] Pertaining to a feast.

1737 Waterland Eucharist 461 The Feast and the Cove-
nant were, .one federal feasting, or festial covenanting.

tFestier. Obs. rare. Also festerie. [a. F.

festierc [Cotgr.), festier (15th c.) ridge-tile, f. OF.
fest (mod.F./rt/YtO ridge of a roof.] =Fastigii/m 2.

1601 Holland I'Htty II. 552 The images wherwith the
festeries & lovers of the said church stood adorned. Ibid.

553 The festiers and lanterns of temples.

Festike, var. of Fistic, pistachio nut.

Festilogy festi'lod^i"). Eccl. Antiq. Also
festology. [ad mcd.L. festilogiurn, f.L. festum
feast, after martihgiwn corrupt form of mariyro-
logium ; the word was a translation of Middle
Irishfilire^\ A treatise on ecclesiastical festivals.

1845 1'ktkie Round Toivers 355 In the Festilogy of /Engus
this Constantine is set down as Rex Ratheniz. 1864 Br.
Forces in Liber Eccl. 'Perrenarii de Arbuthnolt Pref. 73
Some allusions in the Irish Festologies. 1867 tr. De Mou-
talembert's Monks 0/ West III. 293 Under the name of
sanctilogy or /estilogy . . this circle of biographies was tbe
spiritual reading of the monks. 1882 R. C. MaclaganJk:^.
Myths T4S The Festology of Angus.
Festin. obs. form of Festoon.

t Fe'Stinance. Obs. rare~°. [a. QY.festin-
ance, ad. L,.festF?eantia

f
n. of state f. festJnant-em

i

pr. pple. oiftstinare to hasten.] Haste, speed.
1730 6 in Bailey (foliu). 1775 in Ash.

+ Fe*stinancy. Obs. rare~~ x
. fad. L. fesiln-

antia: see prec. and -ancy.] Haste, hurry.
1660 Burney Ke'pS. Ai?>poy Fp. Ded., Sermons .. which ..

come without festinancie to the I'resse.

1 Fe'Stinate, a. Obs. rare. \ad.'L.festT?ult~us
i

pa. pple. oifestlndre : see next.] Hasty, hurried.

1605 Shaks. Lear in. vii. 10 Aduice the Duke where you
are going, to a most festinate [pr. festiuate] preparation.
1822 Mrs. E. Nathan Langreath III. 292 [A pedantic
speaker says :] Let me not be too festinate in hoping [etc.].

Hence Festhiately adv., hastily, speedily.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. hi. i. 6 Bring him festinatly hither.

Festinate (fe'slin^t), v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

festlttdre to hasten.] *fa. intr. To hasten, make
haste {obs. rare~ l

). b. trans. To hasten, accelerate.

a. 165a F. Kirkman ClerioS,- I,ozia 128 This fair Princess
festinated rather to see her servant, than those.

b. 181a Shelley Let. to Ld. Ellenborough Prose Wks.
1888 II. 383, I warn you against festinating that period.

1812 — Let. in Hogg Life (1858) II. iii. 100 It is possible to

festinate, or retard, the progress of human perfectibility.

Festination (festW'jsn). [ad. L. festind-

tidn-em, f.festfndre : see Festinate &.] The action

of the vb. F"e.stinate ; haste, speed. Obs. or arch.
1540-1 Elyot Image Govt. (1556) 86 To come, .to Rome at

his leisure, without festinacion or travayle. 16x3-18 Daniel
22-2



FESTINE.
Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 173 The solemnity with much festina-

tion, and little reuerence is performed. 1661 K. W. Con/.
Charac., Colledge Butler (18601 71 He's a .. Cervus in his

speed and festination. 1721-1800 111 Bailey. 1822 T. Taylor
Apuleius vni. 177 The temerity of a blind festination.

b. spec. {Path.) Involuntary hurrying in walk-
ing, as observed in some nervous diseases.

1878 A. Hamilton Nerz>. Dis. 407 Any attempt at loco-

motion is attended by what has been called ' festination '.

t Pesti'n(e. Obs. [variously ad. Sp. or Fr.

festin and It. festino : see next.] = next.

1520 Sir R. Wingfield in St, Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 55
By reason of the festyne kept the Sondayeat nyght. 1670-98
Lassels Voy. Italy 1. 137, I saw divers palaces of Noblemen
upon occasion of their Festine. 1738 [G. Smith] Curious
Relations I. iv. 526 As the Festine would not allow to see
him that Day, he sent him Word, that he was welcome to

his Court. 1819 Metropolis II. 85 Not to mention the
splendid festins of our noblesse.

T Festino {festrno). Obs. [a. It. festino, dim.

otfesta Feast sb. Hence Fr. and Sp. festin : see

prec] An entertainment or feast.

1741 H. Walpole Lett. H. Mann (1834^ I. iii. 9 How
excessively obliging to go to Madame Grifoni's festino.

1766 Sterne Let. 5 Feb. Wks. (1872) 419/ r Nothing but
operas, .festinoes and masquerades. 1865 Leslie & Taylor
Sir J. Reynolds II. vi. 100 The balls and festinos.

attrib. 1778 Sheridan Camp 11. iii, With festino tents
and opera pavilions.

Festino (festarrw). Logic. A mnemonic word,
representing the third mood of the second figure of
syllogisms, in which the major premiss is a universal

negative, the minor premiss a particular affirmative,

and the conclusion a particular negative ; the mid-
dle term being the predicate of both premisses.
1551 T. Wilson Logike Hjb, Fes. No true diuine con-

temneth philosophic Ti. Some Englishe preachers con-
tcmne philosophic No. Ergo some Englishe preachers are
no true diuines. 1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xxii. I. 437
Festino, in the second figure, is thus only Ferio in the first,

with its sumption converted. 1893 W. Minto Logic 178
Thus Festino is reduced to Ferio.

t Festiso. Obs. rare~\ [var. offctisso : see

Fetish.] A fetish.

1680 Mokdf.n Geog. Rect. (1685) 487 Keeping their
Festisoes day or Sabbath on the Thursday.

Festival (festival), a. and sb. Forms: 4
festivale, 5-7 festi-, festyvali^e, (7 feastival,

festifal), 4, 6- festival, [a. OF. festival, -vel,

ad. Vb&XX&X.festw&liSji.Xt.festTvus (see Festive).]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to a feast, befitting a feast-day.
Now apprehended as the sb. used attrib. ; hence no longer

in predicative use.

13.. E. E. Ailit. P. F>. 136 Ne no festhial frok. 1483
Cath. Angl. 128/2 Festivalle, ecleber. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan.
vii. 108/2 How many festiuall hygh dayes to worship saints
haue thei made themselues. c 1568 Fulkb Anrw. Chr.
Prot. (1577) 23 Such dayes are festiuall to those Saincts,
that [etc.]. 1595 Shaks. John in. i. 76 This blessed day,
Euer in France shall be kept festiuall. 1659 Hammond On
Ps. xxiii. 5 Thou entertainest me with wine and oyle in the
most festival manner. 1774 Wakton Hist. Eng. Poetry iii.

112 Sung to the harp by the poets of Provence at festival

solemnities. 1847 Gkote Greece II, xlviii. (1862) IV. 216
Knowing no other festival recreation. 1884 Bible (R. V.)
Isa. iii. 22 The festival robes and the mantles.

f 2. Glad, joyful, merry. Obs.
159a R. D. Hypnerotomachia 97 The aierie Teda beloved

of the mountains, Celebrated and preserved for the festivail

Oreades. 1651 Jf.r. Taylor Holy Living (1727} 220 Our
most festival and freeer joys. < 1686 Roxb. Ball. II. 138
My Festival Fellows was Roisterous Boys,

B. sb.

L A time of festive celebration, a festal day.

Also occasionally, a festive celebration, merry-
making. Also, to hold, keep, make, proclaim
festival. Harvestfestival \ see Harvest.

1589 WASHES Alb. Eng. vi. xxxi. (1612) 152 There was I,

tinseene of them, the Festifal to see. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,
I. vi. 26 Her Ashes, .shall be at high Festiuals Before the
Kings and Queenes of France. 1653 Holcroft Procopius 1.

22 Those storms . . which happened about that feastival.

1671 Milton Samson 1598 The morning trumpets festival

proclam'd Through each high street. 1726 Ayliffe Parergon
472 These Holidays or Saints-Days .. were in the ancient
Church called Festivals. z8ox South ey Tlialaba 1. xxxviii,
Here to repair, and hold hii»h festival. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. II. 30 Of all the old festivals, that of Christmas
awakens the.. most heartfelt associations. 1822 K. Digby
Broadst. Hon. (1846) II. Tancredus 89 St. George .. his
festival was celebrated as early as the time of Constantine.
1832 Ht. Martineau Lifcin IVitdsix. 109 Children always
ready to make a festival.

b. A musical performance, or series of perform-
ances, at recurring periods, mostly of three years e.g.

the Handel Festival, the Birmingham and Nor-
ivich Festivals (see Grove Diet. A/us. s.v. Festivals).

f 2. The name given to a book in use before the
Reformation, containing an exhortation for every
festival-day, and frequently illustrative narratives.

1491 [see Festial sb.] 1508 (title), The Festyuall, or
Sermons on Sundays and Holidaies. 1610 A. Cooke Pope
Joan in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 77 Or, if. . you dare not
read the scriptures, read your legends and festivals.

Festival-day. ff. Festival a. or sb. + Day.]
The day on which a festival is held or kept.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 45 On candelle . . brennend euery
festiuale dai thorow-out pe yere. 1489 Caxtom Faytes of
4. iv. xiv. 270 The festyual dayes be ordeyned for to serue
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god onely. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) John vii. 2 The festival

day of the Iewes, Scenopc'gia, was at hand. 1623
Cockeram, Vigi/l, the eue or day before a festiuall day.
1844 Dickens Chuzzlewit xxxiv. (1890* 431 ' If the biler of
this vessel was toe bust, sir . . this would be a festival day
in the calendar of despotism.'

t Festivally, adv. Obs. [f. Festival a. +
-ly -.] a. Joyously, gaily, b. In a festival or
holiday manner, like a festival.

<ri.374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. vii. 59 How a man scorned
festiualy and myrily swiche vanite. c 1450 Mirour Salua-
cioun 3818 Til his hovse he broght it with alle his myght
festivaly. 1483 Cath. Angl. 128/2 Festyually, festiue,
solenniter. 161a Hrerewood Lang. <$- Relig. xv. 156 They
[Grecians] solemnize Saturday, .festivally. 1625 K. Long
tr. Barclay's Argents in. iii. 155 With thee Peace festivally
clad is corne. 166a Gunning Lent Fast 37 We [Christians]
as festivally remembered Jesus Christ our true Passeover.

Festive (fe'stiv), a. [ad. L.festTv-us, i.festum

:

see Feast and -ive. Cf. Y.festif]
1. Of or pertaining to a feast; such as befits a feast.

1651 Sherburne tr. Martial's Epigr. 11. xli, All festive Jol-

lities forbear. 1744 Thomson Summer 400 The glad Circle
. .yield their Souls To festive Mirth. 1791 Burke Th. French
Affairs Wks. 1842 I. 578 The appointment of festive anni-
versaries. 1829 I.vtton Disowned $6 The ancinted ones were
in purple and festive pomp, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II.

108 Around the festive board. 1869 Boutelx Arms ty Arm.
ii. 36 The Grecian festive games. 1888 Miss A. K. Green
Behind Closed Doors iv, A festive scene burst upon them.

b. Mirthful, joyous, glad, cheerful.

'774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry I. n. 4/1 His vein was
chiefly festive and satirical. 18*6 Disraeli Viv. Grey v.

xi, Her air was not festive, she seemed abstracted and dis-

turbed. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. v. 104 The festive

character which ran through the whole transaction.

2. Of persons : Employed in, or fond of feasting

;

convivial, jovial. Of a place or season: Appro-
priated or devoted to feasting.
Thefestive season : spec. = ' Christmas-tide *.

173S Nixon To IV. Somer-vile in Somervile Chase, The
festive Night awakes th' harmonious Lay. 1770 Golhsm.
Des. Vill. 226 The parlour splendours of that festive place.
1801 SoUTHEV Thalabaw, On silken carpets sate the festive

train. 1848 Macaulay ///'*/. Eng. 1. 353'l'he new magistrates
. .belonged to a more festive party. 1857 Willmott Picas.
Lit. xxi. 130 A short review of his friend's festive evenings.

Hence Pe*stively adv., in a festive manner.
1806 Wordsw. ' Where lies the Laud', Festively she

[a ship] puts forth in trim array. 1S83 Pall Mall G. 20
Nov. 5/1 After studying his pages one may. .keep festively

the birthdays of Fraulein Goethe's acquaintances.

Festivity (festi'vlii). Forms: 4-6 festivite,

(5 festyvyte, 6 feastivitie), *j festivitie, 7-
festivity, [a. OF. festivity, ad. h; festivitdt-em,

{.festivus festive.]

1. f a. Festive quality, condition, or nature ; fit-

ness for ocensionsof rejoicing-, mirthfulncss, cheerful

urbanity; also (of writing, etc.), agreeable elegance.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3\ Festiuitie, mirth, pleasant-

nesse. 1622 S. Ward Life of Faith in Death (1627) 10S
Soules. .adorned with white Robes, that is . . glorified with
perfect righteousnesse, purine., and festiuitie. 1657 W.
Rand tr. GasscndVs Life ofPeircsc II. 274 Your. .Urbanity
and pleasant jesting has not bin by me answered and recom-
pensed with like festivity, a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840)
II. 517 The festivity of his poems. 1681 H. More Expos.
Dan. 2S6 The contrivance of the Prophetick Parable is of
admirable elegancy and festivity.

b. Rejoicing, mirth, gaiety, such as befits a feast.

1756-7 tr. A'eysler's Trav. (1760) II. 139 The vintage is a
time of general festivity. 1801 Southey Thalaba VI. xxiv.
The music of festivity. 183a G. Downes Lett. Cont. Conn-
tries 240 The old man . . was honoured with a sort of triumph,
succeeded by general festivity. 1884 Rita Vivienne v. 111,

There were laughter and mirth and festivity in the air.

2. A festive celebration, an occasion of feasting

or rejoicing. In pi. Festive proceedings.
1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 119 It byfel in a festivite

bat. .0 knyght offred nou^t. 1436 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 197
At his grete festivite Kynges and yerles . . were there
presente. 1579 Fllke Rcfut. Rastel 798 That our
feastiuitie may bee made in remembraunce of the reste.

1624 Gatakfr Transubst. 94 In his Easter-day Sermon
turning his Speech to the Festivity itselfe. 1678 South
Serin. II. x. 356 There happening a great and solemn festivity

..he [David] condescends,, .to beg of a rich .. man some
small repast. 1679 Burnet Hist. Ref. 111. 244 The King .

.

ordered . . the office for his [Hecket's] festivity to be dasht
out of all Breviaries. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, Tupman again
expressed an earnest wish to be present at the festivity.

1848 Lytton Harold vi. i, Several persons bustling into

1-ondon to share in the festivities of the day. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. {1889) I. 45 The Great Hall, serving.. as
a banqueting-room for the oft-recurring festivities.

Festivous (fe-stivas), a. [f. L. festiv-us, f.

f-stitm a feast + -0U8.] -Festive in all senses.
The older pronunc. was ifestai'vss).

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes, page-heading, Festivovs Notes
Vpon Don Quixot. 1654 J* Speed Verses, ibid. ** 1 b, A
magick circle of Festivous wit. 1665 Manley Grotius' Loiv
C. iVarres. 685 Superabundant and festivous Gratulations.
178a W. F. Martyn Geog: Mag. I. 67 The Georgians . . on
festiviotis occasions indulge in the most unbounded excess.
i8»9 Scott Anne ofG. xxx, Some pretty pageant or festiv-

ous mummery, 1865 Spectator 21 Jan. 70 Thanksgiving
Day. .is not regarded as a festival, and not very festivous.

Festology: see Festilogt.

Festoon (fest/7'n), sb. Also 7 festin, 8 feston.
[nd. Fr.feston { — Sp.feston, Vg.festao), ad. It. fes-

tone ; believed to be Lfcsta Feast sb. ; the etymolo-
gical sense would thus be ' decoration for a feast '.]

FESTUAL.

1. A chain or garland of flowers, leaves, etc., sus-
pended in a curved form between two points.
1686 Aglionby Painting Illust. Expl. of Terms, Festoott,

is an Ornament of Flowers, employed in Borders and
Decorations, a 173a Gay Story ofArachne 209 Festoons of
flow'rs inwove with ivy shine. 1754 Mrs. Delany Let. to
Mrs. Deives 6 July, I have not yet got shells large enough
for the festoons. 179a A. Young Trav. France 22 Here.

.

see.. vines, trained in festoons, from tree to tree. 1820 W.
Irving Sketch Bk. II. 368 Strings of dried apples and peaches
hang in gay festoons along the walls. 185a D. G. Mitchell
Bat te Summer 204 A rich festoon of nine banners. 1856
KaneA ret. Expl. I.x. 106 Steaks of salt junk. .are. .soaked
in festoons under the ice.

b. iransf. Something hanging in this shape.
1841-44 Emerson Ess., Heroism Wks. (Bohn) 1. 102 Thun-

derclouds are Jove's festoons. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl.
II. 8 Large festoons of blu*and white ribbon. 1887 Ruskin
Prseterita II. 398 The curved rock from which the waterfall
leaps into its cairn festoons.

2. Archit. A carved or moulded ornament repre-

senting this. Festoon and tassel border, in pottery \

a band representing alternately festoons and a
hanging or drooping ornament.
1676 Coles, Festoon. 168a Whkler Joum. Greece v. 394We saw . . an Altar or Pedestal for a Statue, with Festins

carv'd about it. 169a Settle Triumphs Lond., An Arch,
on which is erected the King's-Arms in a most noble Shield,
with Festoons of Silver on each side. 1768-71 H. WAi-roLE
/ 'ertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 291 It represents Flora.

.

and boys in aito-relievo supporting festoons. 1875 Fortnum
Majolica x. 88 On which are represented . .festoons of fruit.

1879 H. Phillips Notes Coins 10 The puteal which this
com presents has on each side a lyre suspended by a festoon.

3. Ornith. A lobe on the cutting edge of a
hawk's beak.
1855 Dallas Nat. Hist. II. 360 The True or Noble

Falcons, which are distinguished . . by. . a slight festoon or
sinuosity on the lateral margins of the upper mandible.

4. Collector's name of a moth.
1819 G. Samouelle Entomol. Contend. 432 APoda Tes-

tudo, the Festoon.

5. attrib. and Comb., asfestoon-curtain, -vineyard

\

-work. Also festoon-like, adj.

1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) II. 17 To a set of
*festoon Curtains for a Coach. 2870 Rolleston Anitn Life
32 In several *festoon-like coils. 1717 Berkeley Jrnl. Tour
Italy 9 June, * Festoon vineyards right and left. 1893
Hl'xley in Westm. Gas. 29 Dec. 4/3, I was not over-
burdened with love for such dialectic *festoon-work.

Festoon (fest/rn,', v. [f. prec. ; Fr. has feston-

ner.]

+ 1. inir. To hang in festoons. Obs.
1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jonm. France I. 236 With vines richly

festooning up and down them.

2. trans. To adorn with or as with festoons.
1800 Moore Anacreon xlvi. 18 Clusters ripe festoon the

vine. 1841 Emlrson Nat., Meth. Nat. Wks. iBohn 1 II. 224
Vegetable life, which . . festoons the globe with a garland of
grasses and vines. 1870 Disraeli Lothair lxvi. 349 The
arcades were festooned.

3. To form into festoons ; to hang up in or like

festoons. Also with up.
1801 Gabrielli Myst. Husb. I. 267 The curtains, .were

festooned up with gold and silver cord. 1811 W. Taylor in

Robberds Mem. II. 350 We should gladly have festooned
for you the last garlands of our hospitality. 1859 Jephson
Brittany ii. 19 Curtains, which were tastefully festooned
in graceful folds. 187a C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev
xiv. 286 Vigilance Committees, .quickly began to festoon

their, .fellow-men from tree to tree.

4. To connect by festoons.

183a Tennyson Dream Fair Women 70 Growths of jas-

mine turn Their humid arms festooning tree to tree.

Hence Festoo*ned />//. a. ; Festooning vbl. sb,

and///, a.

i8ix Pinkerton Petral. II. 84 Their undulating and
festooned form, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxvii. 205 A festooned
curtain formed entirely of minute ice crystals. 1884 Svd.
Soc. Lex., Festooned-rt'ngs, the tendinous rings of the auri-

culo-ventricular and arterial openings in the heart.

FestOOXiery ;fest«*neri). [f. as prec. + -ERY.]

collect. A group of objects arranged in festoons
;

a festoon-like arrangement.
1836 Blackiv. Mag. XXXIX. 352 Everything in them so

bent., as if conscious of., their festoonery of silver. 1864
Hawthorne Grimshave viii. (1891) 91 ^"he singular aspect

of the room . . the spider festoonery, and other strange
accompaniments. 1881 Mayne Reid Free Lances I. v. 57
The drooping festoonery of the trees.

Festoony JestK-ni), a. rare. [f. as prec. + -Y1.]
Of, pertaining to, or resembling a festoon ; in quot.

of a person : Making festoon-like movements.
1864 Webster quoting Sir J. Herschel. 1884 Haring-

Gould Mehalah xxi. 287 The close [of her round] saw her
thick of speech, leery of eye, festoony of walk.

Festraw, var. form of Feasktbaw, fescue.

t Fe*stryF
a. Obs. [f. Festek sb. + -y 1.] Full

of festers, festering.

C1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 341 A good oynement for to

make clene ulcera bat ben hori & festri & polipum. 1565

Jewel Def. Apol. (161 1) 547 Somewhat to salue a festry

matter, ye tel vs a long tedious tale.

tFe'stual, 0. Obs. [f. h.feslum Feast + -ual,

after spiritual, etc.] Festival, festal.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 83 To keipe the festuall and
the fasting day. 1513 Douglas AVneis iv. viii. 107 With
. .festuall burgeonis arrayit. 1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De
Invent. 11. iv. 42 a, Their festuall dayes. 16*6 Sir W. Alex-
ander Poem in Drummomfs Wks. (1711* 150 Happy Day,
to which . . (the consecrated) Festual Pomp is due. 1637



FESTTTCACEOTJS.

Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerent, in. ii. 22 It is not necessary to

keep any festuall day.

t Festuca'Ceous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L.festuc-a

stalk + -aceous.] Stalk-like.

1657 Tomlinson Renoits Disp. 361 It emitts from one
root many. . festucaceous surcles.

t Pestn'ceOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
•eous.] Like a straw.

1658 J. Robinson Eudoxa 11. 123 Electrick bodies,

drawing up festuceous fragments.

Festucine (fe'sti//sain\ a. [f. as prec. + -ine.]

a. Straw-coloured, b. (See quot. 1823.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. EP. v. iii. 237 Herein may be
discovered a little insect of a festucine or pale green, re-

sembling in all parts a Locust, or what we call a Grashopper.

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Festucine (Min.), an epithet for

a shivery or splintery fracture. 1874 M. Collins Transmigr,
HI. i. 3 Her turquoise eyes suited her festucine hair.

t Fe'stucOUS, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

a. Straw-like. b. (See quot. 1656 ; ?a mistake.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. iv. 81 If we speake of
strawes or festucous divisions lightly drawen over with oyle.

1656-81 BLOUxrGlossogr., Festucous, belonging to a young
tender sprig or stalk of a tree or herb from the root upward.

t Fe'sty, v. Obs. fad. OF'. festi-er, festeier:—

vulgar L. *festicai-e, i.festum Feast sb] = Feast
v. in various senses.

1382 Wvclif IVisd. viii. 9, I purposide this to bringe to

me, to festeye with me. C1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T, 337
This Cambuscan his lordes festeying, Til that wet nigh the

day began to spring. 1483 Caxton G. de la. Tour E b,

[They] festyed and chyered their fader. 1490 — Eneydos
xvi. 63 Mercuryus drewe thyderwarde for to festye the sayd
athlas. C1500 Melusine 49 They all shalbe . . wel festyed

bothe of delycyous meetes and drynkes.

f Fe'styfnll, a. Obs. [Altered form of Fes-

tival ; cf. Feastful.] = Festival, a.

c 1400 Maundev. (18^9") xix. 208 To theise ydoles be! $euen
to ete at grete festyfull dayes. 1586 Sir E. Hoby Pol.

Disc. Truth xi. 41 The festifull dayes, which many dedicate

to Bacchus and Venus.

tFet, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1 fetian,

fetis^e)an, 3-6 fett(e, fete, 3 south, vette, 3-5
fott(e, fot(e. 4-5 fatte, (4 fat, 5 fautt, feytte,

3-7 fet, 9 dial. fot. Pa. t. 1 fetode, 1-6 fette,

2 faette, fatte, featte, south, vatte, vsette, vette,

3-4 fotta, 4-7 fet. Pa. fple. 1 fetod, feotod,

4-6 fett(e, 3-5 fott, 4-5 fotte, 4 fate, 6 fatt, 4-7,

9 dial. fet. [OE. fetian (also gefetiaii), a verb

app. of the Tent, -t-jan class. Its affinities are ob-

scure
;
possibly it is related by ablaut to OE. feet

step, fat vessel, OHG. fa^zdn (MHG. fazzen,

mod.G.fassen) to grasp, seize. See Fetch v.

After the OE. period chiefly used in the pa.t. and pa. pple.

;

hence the normal foxmfete of the present-stem was from an
early date commonly replaced by /et,/ett(e, by assimilation

to the more frequent forms.]

A synonym of Fetcu in various senses.

1. = Fetch v. i.

a. with obj. a person ; = Fetch v. i a.

Beo?vnlf 2625 Wais to bure Beowulf fetod. a 1000 C&d-
moiCs Gen. 2666 (Gr.) He..heht him fetigean to sprecan

sine, C 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 61 Ure louerd ihesu criste

fette adam ut of belle. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9218 pe
bissop vette Alisandre of lincolne. a 1300 Cursor M. 14965

(Gott.) Gas fet hir me. c 1314 Guy Warw.(A.) 4872 Fete

hir to me. c 1325 Coer de L. 105 The kyng . . bad That his

doughter were forth fette. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 451

Forth he goth . . And fat his felaw. c 14*0 Citron. Vilod,

1931 Hurre soule was fate to heuene wc angels fre. c 1440

York Mvst. xx. 226 Go furthe and fette youre sone. 1519

Four E'lem. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 43, I will go fet hither a

company. 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 665 A farre frend is not

sone fet. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 194 The sayd Piers was
fet home againe. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. xi. 27 Dauid sent, and
fet her to his house. 1613 Wither Abuses Stript 11. i. Juven.

(1633) 127 Till death doth fet yee.

b. with a thing as obj. ; = Fetch v. I b.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2744 He comen water to feten. 1297-

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3073 Geans wule vette pulke stones vor

medicine, a 1300 Cursor M. 12310 (Gott. 1 Water fra be
welle to fott. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 852. The wyn
men forth hym fette. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) iv. 32 Men
comen fro fer. .for to fetten of that gravelle. c 1440 Gesta

Rom. lxv. 282 (Harl. MS.) He went home, and fette a long

rope. 1521 Bury Wills (1850) 124 For fettyng horn of lede

..from Berwillxvjcr. OH553UDALL R'oyster D. iv. viii. (Arb.)

76 Shall I go fet our goose ? 1560 Becon Nezv Catech. Wis.
1844 II. 304 Jehu . . caused . . all the images to be fet out of

the temple of Baal. 1577 tr. Bulliuger's Decades (1592) 287

Let a little water be fett. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 1.

349 Nought But what was fet farre off. 1865 Harland Lane,
Lyrics 76 He said he 'd fot it every neet. 1876 Qxfordsh.
Gloss, s.v. Fet, 1 ha' bin an' fot a bit a coal.

2. = Fetch v. 2.

a 1000 Prov. (KemMe) 61 (Bosw.) ^Elc ydel fet unhaslo.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 173 pei . . fette to hem grete

strengbe. c 1420 Pallad, on I/usb. IV. 192 Therof [water]

uppe wol be fette By rootes. 1559 Ludlviu Churchw. Ace.

(Camden) 94 For my charges goinge to Herforde fatt be

a sitacion. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. Ii. (1612) 230 This

Spanish Inquisition is a Trappe, so siyelie set, as into it

Wise, Godly, Rich, by Blanchers bace are fet.

3. = Fetch v. 5.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 83 He uatte bet he nes and nawiht

ne lefde of bet he wes. c 1205 Lav. 29673 Moni mon ber

mette hele. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2499, 1 be munt of Synai per

Moyses fatte be lahe at ure lauerd. c 1275 Lay. 6460 pe

king, .toward tan deore pare he deab featte. c 1340 Gaiv. $
Gr. Knt. 451 To be grene chapel boii chose, I charge be to

fotte, Such a dunt as bou hatz dalt. c 1420 Chron. Vilod.

173

2346 Crokette & maymotte fatton bere hurre hele. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 319 pere [Colchos] Iason fette be golden

flees, a 1450 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 447 At qwat place the

bretheren . . shul fetten her wax. c 1460 Tazuneley Myst. 17

Thus am I comen bofettes to fott.

4. = Fetch v. 6, 6 b, c.

a 1300 Cursor M, 36 (Cott.) He fettes fro be rote his kynd.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 44 Wherof the worlde ensample fette

May after this. ^1430 Lydg. Min, Poems {Percy Soc.) 20

Tose their kyng. .From two trewes trewly fet the lyne. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. \\V. de W. 1531) 206 b, Tbou shalt. .fette. .thy

confort of his blessed deth and passion. 1547 J. Harrison
Exhort. Scoltes 212 To fet our examples not out of straunge

countreys. 1588 Fraunce Laiviers Log. 1. i. 4 b, An argu-

ment is either inherent or fet elsewhere.

5. = Fetch v. 7.

1556 J. Heywood Spider $ F. xiii. 1 The flie. .fet such a
persing sigh. 1642 H. More Song o/Souli. 111. lxvii, These
two old ones their last gasp had fet.

0. = Fetch v. 9.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 437, & verrore her wey uette To be

kynges owe ost of France, c 1425 Seven Sag. (Percy Soc.)

957 The bore . . bygan tothes to wette, And to the tre byre

he fette. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. ii, He. .fette bis cours

..hurlynge vpon sir palomydes. 1583 Golding Calvin on
Dent. xi. 61 After the people had fet a windlasse and
trayled about the mountaine Seir. 1651 Fullers Abel
Rediv., Tailor 177 He leap't, and fet a frisk, or two.

7. = Fetch zl 10 a.

a 1547 Surrey Aenei'd 11. 35 They .. with that winde had
fet the land of Grece. 1563 Mirr. Mag. Induct. Ixxi, In a
while we fet the shore.

8. Idiomatically combined with advbs. : see

Fetch v. II. 7'o fet again : to restore to conscious-

ness. To fet in : to take in a supply of. To fet

off-, to 'pick off', kill.

«i553 Udall Royster D. in. iii. (Arb.) 46, I will rubbe

your temples, and fette you againe. 1602 Sir H. Dockwra
Let. in Moryson Itin, 11. in. i. 259, I.. fet in turffe..for

fewell. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 416 None, .could

stirre within shot, but he was forthwith fet off. Ibid. 582

In danger to be fet off with shot. 1635 N. R. Camden's
Hist. EUz. in. xxviii. 285 Cuba .. where they fet in fresh..

water.

Fet, obs. form of Fat.

Fetch (fet/), sbi [f. Fetch v.]

1. The action of fetching, bringing from a distance,

or reaching after; lit. and^/%-. ; a long stretch, a

far-reaching effort. Also to take a fetch.

1549 Chaloner Erasmus on Folly N iij a, To the ende he
myght shew his learnyng to the people, .he tokea newfetche

in his mattier. C1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII{i2>-j%)

88 With all their fine long fetches and .. arguments. 1612

Shelton Quix. I. 1. viii. 52 Nor did he hold the Fetch of

Adventures to be a Labour. 1662 Glanvill Lux Orient.

viii. (1682) 61 There being vast fetches in the divine wisdom
which we comprehend not. 1681 — Sadducismus 11. (1726)

450 Certainly Wit is not . . a Wild fetch. 1692 Bi\ Patrick
Answ. to Touchstone 74 From that which follows, there is

a wonderful fetch. 1831 E. Irving Expos. Rev. I. 354 Deep
fetches from the secrets of God. 1855 Bain Senses ty Int. 111.

ii. § 14 We can.. leap from one passage to another, by the

remotest fetches. 1881 Shairp Asp. Poetry ii. 59 What but

a great fetch of imaginative power?

fb. A 'sweep', sweeping movement. Obs.

1617 Hall Quo Vadls Wks. § 16. 59 So haue we seene kii

Hauke. .after many carelesse. .fetches, to towre vp vnto the

prey intended, a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour iv. i, Gave
his cuffe With such a fetch and reach of gentrie. a 1654
Seldkn Table-t. (Arb.) 90 Some mathematicians .. could

with one fetch of their Pen make an exact Circle.

2. A contrivance, dodge, stratagem, trick ; also,

afetch of law, policy, state, and to cast a fetch.
c 1530 Redkorde Play Wit $ Sc. (1848' 8 Beware the fechys

Of Tediousnes. 1549-62 Sterkhold & H. Ps. xli. 7 And
cast their fetches how to trap me with some mortall harme.

1575 Grindal Let. to Burleigh Wks. (1843) 352 By lease or

any other fetch of law. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. ill,

355 The crafty fetches of the wilie Prince of Orange.
_
a 1677

Barrow- Serm. (1683) II. ix. 135 No struglings of might, no
fetches of policy. 1718 Freethinker No. 49. 355, I know
the Sex too well, not to understand .. their Termegant
Fetches. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. AnsotCs Voy. 267 This
mifiht be another of their politick Fetches. 1762 FooteZw*-
11. Wks. 1799 L 300 A mere fetch to favour his retreat. 1848

Lowell Fable /or Critics Poet. Wks. (1879) 135 A fetch,

I must say, most transparent and flat. 1858 Bushnell Nat.

# Snpernat. xi. (1864) 365 It is no ingenious fetches of
argument that we want.

y. Naut. a. An act of tacking, b. (See quots.)

a. 1555 Eden Decaties 231 They remayned . . abowte that

cape with.' many fetches compassyng the wynd. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India $ /\.« After several Fetches to and again,

at last they were within Call of us.

b. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Fetch of a bay or gulf,

the whole stretch from head to head or point to point.

1880 T. Stevenson in Encycl. Brit. XL 456 2 The line of
greatest fetch or reach of open sea. 1882 Ibid, XIV. 6151
What is wanted is to ascertain in such shorter seas the

height of waves in relation to the length of ' fetch ' in which
they are generated.

4. dial. a. An indrawn breath, a sigh. b. A
difficulty in breathing.
1832 W. Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 18 Peggy

said, and gave a fetch, ' Then I 'II go and attend him '. 1876
Whitby Gloss, s. v., ' I have a fetch and a catch ', a stitch

in the side. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Fetch, an indrawn breath.

5. nonce-use. A decoy-bird.
1624 Massinger Pari. Love iv. iii, This fellow . . looks as

if he were her call, her fetch.

t 6. with adv. Fetch-about : a roundabout phrase,

a circumlocution. Cf. Fetch v. 11. Obs.

1540 Coverdale Fruit/. Less. Pref. Wks. 1844 I. 207
Though the grace of the Holy Ghost use not long fetches

PETCH.
about. 1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 82 After many florishes

and fetches about.

Fetch (fetj), sb? [Of obscure origin.

Although Grose in our first quot. assigns the word to the

north of England, there seems to be no other evidence that

the simple sb. was ever in popular use elsewhere than in

Ireland. The supposition that it is shortened from Fetch-
life, or some equivalent compound of the vb.-stem, would
plausibly account for the sen^e. On the other hand, it may
be noted that the Corpus Glossary a 800 has ' Faecce maere '.

IK.fi/xcce seems to admit of no explanation as a I^at. word, it

maybe conjectured to be OE., and tbesource of the present

sb. ; in the archetype foHowedyaT^ and msere (nightmare)

may have been given as ahernative English glosses on some
Lat. word, and the compiler may have mistaken the former

for a Lat. lemma.J

1. The apparition, double, or wraith of a living

person; see quot. 1825.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Fetch, the apparition of a person

living. N[orth Country]- 1825 J. Banim Tales O'Hara
Fam., The Fetches, In Ireland, 'a fetch' is the supernatural

fac-simile of some individual, which comes to ensure to its

original a happy longevity, or immediate dissolution ; if seen

in the morning, the one event is predicted ; if in the evening,

the other. 1830 Scott Demonol. vi. 177 His. .fetch or wraith,

or double-ganger. 1862 Mary Leadbeatek Ann. Ballitore

I. vi. 188 She believed she had seen his fetch as a forerunner

of his death. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 408 The Earl of

Cornwall met the fetch of his friend William Rufus.

fig. 1839 New Monthly Mag. LV. 342 Presentiment is the

Fetch cf danger.

2. ? Comb, fetch-like = sense I.

1841 S. C. Hall Ire/A. 13 Seeing his fetch-like before me.

t Fetch., sb.'t Araut. Obs. var. or perversion of

Fish sb?
1670 Narborough Jrul. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. {1711)

113, I was much afraid that I should lose my Main-mast, it

fetched such Way, and broke the Spikes that fastned the

Fetches with working.

Fetch, obs. form of Vetch.

Fetch, ^fetf), v. Forms : 1 feccan, fteccan, 2

feccean, 2-4 fec(c^hen, 3 Orm. fecchenn, 3-5

fechchen, south, vechchen, (3 fsechen, fechin,

4 fec(c)hyn, 5 fetchyn), 4-6 fec(c,he, south.

vecche, 4-5 fech, foc(c)he, 5-6 fac(c'h(e,.w/M.

vacehe, (4 fochche),, 3-6 fetche(n, fatche, (5

fotche), 9 dial, fatch, vetch, Sc. fesh, 6- fetch.

Pa. t. 3 feehte, 5 feight(e, 8 fought, Sc, fush,

6- fetched. [OE. fecc.c)an ; according to Piatt

{Anglia VI.) and Sievers an altered form offetia?i

(sceFET v.), the originally syllabic i having, it is

supposed, become consonantal, and the resulting

combination (ty) having developed into the closely

resembling sound expressed by cc, i.e. either the

geminated palatal stop, or something between this

and its mod. representative (tj",\ Cf. OE. orcearj

orchard from ort-^eard.

Although no other instance is known in which the change

of ti into cc ( = tf) has occurred, the correctness of the ex-

planation is strongly supported by the fact that in _OE. the

forms with cc are confined to those parts of the yb. in which

the regular conjugation q{ fetian has an /. Thus fetian,

fetie, /etiab' gave place to feccan, fecce, feccao, but feta,

fetast, fetad remained unchanged.]

I. 1. trans. To go in quest of, and convey or

conduct back. The first part of the notion is often

additionally expressed by go or come.

a. with obj. a person or animal.

ciooo jElfric Gen. xlii. 34 J>set ;?e bisne eowerne brobur

feccon. «ii23 O. E. Chron. an. 1121 He his dohter let

feccean. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 75 Wanne \>u lest wenst

dea5 cumeo to fecchende be- « ™*5 Ancr. R. 36S He wule

. . uechchen hire allunge to him to glorie buten ende. la 1400

Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 199 Goe fourthe, Joseph . . And
fatche our sonne. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 732 pey wolden bt

theffe ou3t fache. 1535 Coyf.rdale i Sam. xvii. 31 Saul .

.

caused him [Dauid] be fetched. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii.

53 He goe fetch thy sonnes To backe thy quarrell. 1600 —
A. Y. L. 111. Hi. 1, I wil fetch vp your Goates. 1632 J. Hay-
ward tr. BiondPs Eromena 104 The Frigat . .went to fetch

her aboord. 1747 Hoadley Susp. Husb. U i, The Devil

fetch me, Child, you lookM so prettily, that [etc.]. 1771

Franklin Auto&iog.yfVs. 1840 I. 30 There were some small

boats and we called to them to fetch us. 1845 E. Holmes
Mozart 17 We are everywhere fetched . . in the carriages of

the nobility. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. 83 His

hearers, .went armed to fetch him.

b. with obj. a thing.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 17 Ne ga be nySyr bat he

ffinis.bmg on his huse fecce. cizooOrmin 8633 He badd tatt

3ho shollde hiinm pa an litell water fecchenn. <:i205 Lay.

17305 Brutes, .comen. .to faxhen ba stanes. c 1250 Gen. fy

Ex. 2889 Hem-seluen he fetchden 5e chaf. c 1340 Cursor M.
8716 (Fairf.) He bad ga focche his brande. ^1385 Chaucer
L. G..W. 1347 Dido, And bad hire norice . . gon To fechyn

fyr. C 1400 Destr. Troy 4099 Poterhas & Protesselon .

.

fecchid out of Philace . . fyfte shippes. c 1460 Towneley

Myst. 109 Astoylle Go fotche us. C1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer.
(Arb.) Introd. 27 They can goen vnder the water & feche

so the fysshes out of the water. 1546 Ludleno Churchw.

Ace. (Camden) 26 A horse to fache the rope. 1610 Shaks.

Temp. iv. i. 213, I will fetch off my bottle. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. x. 477 Goe fetch me Wine. 1697 Dami-ier Voy. I.

xv. 412 Our Guide made, .signs for us to fetch, .some of our

meat. 1722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 46 Step and fetch

my flute. 1809 Kendall Trav. II- xlvii. 150 He had then

gone home, .to fetch a knife. 1837 Dickens Pickxv. u, Ihe
first cab had been fetched from the public-house,

f c. To steal. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. iv. 51 Bothe my gees & my grys his

gadelynges feccheth. 1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush v. i,



FETCH.
What 's the action we are for now? ha? .. The fetching of a
back of clothes or so.

d. To fetch and carry : lit. chiefly of dogs (cf.

Carry 2) ; fig. to run backwards and forwards with
news, tales, etc. Htncc (nonce-wd.) fetch-and-
carry adj., tale-bearing.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent, in, i. 274 Her Masters-maid, .hath
more qualities then a Water-Spaniell . . Imprimis, Shee can
fetch and carry. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3229/4 A brow.)
Gelding . . will fetch and carry like a Dog. 1770 Foote
Lame Lover n. Wks. 1799 1 1. 80 Miss is so fond of fetching

and carrying. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 226
A raven . . may be taught to fetch and carry like a spaniel.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlix, That fetch-and-carry tell-tale.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. xii. 145 As if nobody bad
nothing to fetch and carry, But spying ail the doings of
one's neighbor.

2. To cause to come, as by a summons or con-

straining force ; to succeed in bringing ; to draw
forth, elicit {e.g. blood, tears, etc.). Now rare.
C1374 Chaucer Anel. <$• Arc. 341 To your routh, and to

your trouth 1 crye, But well away, to ferre been they to
fetch. 155a Huloet, Fetche by callinge, acccrso. 1553
Bale Vocacyon in Hart. Misc. iMalh.) I. 348 They can
fatch their frendes sowles from flaminge purgatory. 1580
Sidney Arcadia iv. (1590) 427 Shee .. with a pitiful cry
fetched his eyes unto her. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct,
ii. 48 Thy hounds shall ..fetch shrill ecchoes from the hollow
earth. 1621 Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth §4 An vnwontcd
extremitie of the blow shall fetch blood of the soule. 1622
Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer 11661) 119 A new Star . . fetcht
the Sages of the East to., worship him. 1691 Ray Creation
(1714) 228 The infant after divers times drawing fetch'd
some milk. 1697 Damimer Voy. I. xvi. 442 The way of
fetching Fire out of Wood. 1733 Pope Ess. Man ill. 222
Fetch th' aerial eagle to the ground. 1821 Clare Viii.

Minstr. I.25 Sympathy would fetch the tear From each young
list'ner. 1862 Thackeray Four Georges ii, The great bell

fetches us into a parlor.

b. To make (the butter) * come* by churning.

1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. 1. 74 The old barrel-churn
..will fetch it [butter] in cold weather in a quarter of an
hour. 1844 W. Barnes Poems Rural Life, Dorset Dial.,
A Witch 21 Tha cooden vetch the butter in the churn.

C. To fetch the water, and (hence) to fetch the

pump : to obtain a flow of water by ' priming'.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (178^), Charger la f>om/>e,

to fetch the pump. ^1790 Imison Sch. Art I. 170 Water is

commonly poured thereon down the pipe, vulgarly called
fetching the water. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Fetching
the pump.

*f d. To restore to consciousness ; =12 b. Obs.
1621 Lady M .Wroth Urania 493 She. .then fainted againe,

and againe they fetched her. 1728 Gay Begg. Op. 1. viii, Give
her another Glass . . This, you see, fetches her. 1744 Much
Ado in S. Fielding's Lett. D. Simple (1752) II. 185 She is

coming, Madam, to herself— I believe we have fetched her.

3. Of a commodity: To 'bring in', realize, sell

for (a certain priced j Also rarely of money : To
purchase, procure (commodities^.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. 48 b, As money will fetch

all other commodities, so this knowledge is that which
should purchase all the rest. 1695 Locke Further
Consid. Value of Money (ed. 2) 103 During such a state,
Silver in the Coin will never fetch as much as the Silver in

Bullion. 1752 Foote Taste 1. 3 The Guido, what did that
fetch? 1832 Ht. Martinhau Homes Abroad iv. 57 His
land, .fetched 155. an acre. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage
358 Wretched creatures, .exposed for what little they could
fetch in the Roman Forum.
4. To move to interest, admiration, or goodwill
by some happy contrivance or telling feature ; to

attract irresistibly. Also ahsol. to 'take', attract,

be telling or effective. Not in dignified use.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone 1. ii, I apprehend What thoughts
he has. .That this would fetch you. 1607 Dekker Westw.
Hoe! 11. ii, Earl. Ha! Bird. O, I thought X should fetch
you. 1708 Mrs.. Centlivre Busie Body*, i. Wks. i i872 II.

64 If thou'rt in Love with two hundred, Gold will fetch 'em.
18x9 L. Hunt Indicator No. 2 (1822) 1. 10 A venerable piece
of earthenware . . will fetch his imagination more than ever
it fetched potter. 1882.Besast All Sorts xxx, You shall.,
come on dressed in a pink costoom, which generally fetches
at an entertainment. 1886 I. K. Jerome Idle Thoughts
(18891 100 To say that the child has got its father's nose.

.

fetches the parents.

f 5. To go and receive ; to obtain, get (an object
of pursuit) ; to 'come by' (one's death). Obs.
a 1200 Moral Ode 222 Ich elches worldes wele per me

mahte feche. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 187 Manie mannisshe
folgeden ure drihte . . sume to fechen at him here hele.
( 1205 Lay. 6460 pioerward wende J>e king . . to-ward bon
deore ber he da;ft fa;hte [cia^sfeatte]. cix^oGaii'.^Gr. Knt.
396 J?ou schal seche me 1 l-self . . & foch | e such wages As
bou deles me to day. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 169 If be
deuel help To folwen after be [Dunmow] flicche, fecche bei
it neuere. 1489-90 Plumpton Corr. (1839) 91 Fech your
pardon and my ladyes. a 1555 Latimer Serm. $ Rem. (1845)
179 Christ sent this man unto the priest to fetch there
his absolution. 1656 Waller Panegyric to Cromwell iv,

The seat of empire, where the Irish come .. to fetch their
doom.

b. colloq. To obtain, 'take out* (a court sum-
mons, etc.) against a person. Also To fetch law
of: to bring an action against.
1832 Examiner 412/2 They were better pleased at what

they had done than if they had ' fetched law ' of him.

6. To draw, derive, ' borrow ' from a source, esp.

from one more or less remote. Const, from or out

of Now rare.
155a Huloet, Fetche out of boke, depromere. a 1568

Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 72 Italie now, is not .. so fitte a
place . . for yong men. .to fetch either wisedome or honestie

174

from thence. 1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. (Hakluyt
Soc.) 8 The right [river] Ocka . . fetcheth his head from the
borders of the Chrim. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. ii. 21, I fetch my
life and being, From Men of Royall Seige. 1631 Weever
Anc. Fun. Mon. 277 A .fashion, .fetched from the French.
1651 R. Child in Hartlifrs Legacy (1655) u, I desire not to
fetch Causes afar off, and to tell you of the sad Conjunctions
of Mars and Saturn, 1655 Culpepper Riverius xm. i. 363
'the Cure of this Disease, you must fetch, .from the Chapter
treating thereof. 1712 Addison Spect. No. 321 P 13 He
fetched this beautiful Circumstance from the Iliad. 1806-7

J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826J v. Concl , To fetch
a parallel case out of Roman history. 187X R. H. Hutton
Ess. (1877) I. 37 A so-called 'equivalent' for concrete fact.

.

has. .been fetched out of actual existence.

t b. To derive as from a cause or origin ; to

infer (an argument, conclusion). Obs.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 27 The thirde difference Is fetched

from their tast or sauor. 1625 Bckges Pers. Tit/tes 2 Nor
to fetch any Argument from that Tenet to proue the point
in hand. x66a Stillingkl. Ort'g. Sacr. 1. iii. § 3 That they
were the more Eastern Chalda;ans. .Scaliger. .fetcheth from
the signification of the word. x668 Culpepper & Cole
Barthol. Anat. 1. ix. 20 From the indignation [of the Py-
lorus] he fetches the cause of the Palsie. 1691 Ray Creation
(1701) 251 Some fetch an Argument of Providence from the
variety of Lineaments in the Faces of Men.

t c. To deduce (the origin of) ; to derive (a

pedigree, etc.). To fetch far or higher: to find

a distant or higher origin for. Abo ahsol. Obs.

1553 Bale Vocacyon in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) I. 355 To
fatch this thinge from the first foundacion. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. I. (1586) 4 b, As farre as I can fetche my
petigree, all my Auncestours were occupiers of husbandry.
1581 Fktti e Guazzo's Civ. Com', n. ( 1 586) 99 b, By the example
cf I.ysimachus. .Yea, and without fetching so farre, wee see
[etc.]. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Fliz. It. 113 Touching
this Rebellion (to fetch the matter a little highen. 1662
Stii.lingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1, i. §11 Many great Families .

.

fetched their pedegree from the Gods.

f d. To derive (a wordi ctymologically. Obs.
1605 R. Carew in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 100 Some

[words] are directlie fetched from the latine. 1605 Camden
Rem. 1657) 75i I rather would fetch Hoel from Hartius. 1680
Morden Gcog.Rect. (1685)43 The more Iudicious fetch their
Name from the Bay.. called by Mela, Sinus Codanus.

7. To draw, get, take (breath, fa breathing);

now rare. Hence by extension, To heave (a sigh)

;

to utter (a groan, scream) ; to drain (a draught^.
1552 Huloet, Fetche breath or winde, frospiro. 1565

Cooper Thesaurus, Asthma, a disease, when . . a man can
hardely fetch his breathe. 1580 Sidney Arcatiia til. (1590)
276 Damcetas . . had fetched many a sower breathed sigh.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 293 The Horse will ..

fetch his breath short. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Ero-
mena 106 The sicke woman, .(fetching a deepe sigh) return 'd

her this answer. 1691 G. Emilianne Observations 248 They
drink in good earnest, and fetch the greatest Draughts they
can. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Qucvedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 53
Fetching such dreadful Groans. 1735 Ld. G. Lyttleton
Lett.fr. a Persian (1744) 132 She fetched a Scream. 1748

J. Mason Elocut. 24 You are not to fetch your Breath..
till you come to the Period. 1802 T. Behoofs llygeia vii.

62 The child . . was still fetching deep sobs. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge xxii, ' Very good ', said Mr. Tappertit, fetching
a long breath. 1875 Howells Foregone Concl. 145 The
young girl . . fetched a long sigh.

b. ahsol. (Seequot.")

1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., To Fetch, painfully to draw
in the breath.

8. To deal, strike (a blow) ; to make (a stroke).

£>
Tow chiefly colloq. j To fetch a fetch : to try a

stratagem.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1157 No-pyng my^t me dere To

fech me bur & take me halte. 1559 Mirr. Mag., yas. I
ScotI. iii, He false traytour . . To get the crowne, began
to fetch a fetch. 1611 Bible Dent. xix. 5 His hand fetcheth
a stroke with the axe. 1664 E. Bushnell Comfit. Shipnvright
68 To fetch a stroake with the Oares. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr.
1. 72 Apollyon was fetching of his last blow. 1865 Punch
XLIX. 228 Fetch 'im [a donkey] a good whack 'ith your
rumbereller! 1888 Sheffield Gloss, s. v., I'll fetch thee a
nope [knock].

tb. Hence, To* have at', reach, strike (a person).
x556 J- Heywood Spider <y F. lvii. Bbj b, Vew yonder

copweb castell . . Behold . . How thordinance licth : flies fer
and nere to fach. 1608 Shaks. Per. n. i. 17 I'll fetch thee
with a wannion. 1625 Bacon Ess., Vicissitude (Arb.) 575
The Conditions of Weapons, and their Improuement are;
First, the Fetching a farre of.

9. To make or perform (a movement) ; to take

(a walk, run, leap, etc.). Of a river; To make (a

turn, winding, etc.). Obs. exc. arch.

1530 Palsgr. 548/2, I fetche a gambolde or a fryske in

daunsyng. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 73 Colts, Fetching
mad bounds. 1601 Holland Pliny L 108 The riuer..fetcheih
such windings to and fro. i6n Beaum. & Fu Maid's Trag.
m. 1, She.. did fetch so still a sleep. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
v. 205, I would often fetch a walke, to stretch my legs. 166}
Dryden Tyrannic Loz>e iv. ii, Some faint Pilgrim . . re-

solv'd to fetch his leap .. Runs to the Bank. 1700 Con-
greve Way of World iv. iv, If so be thrt I might not be
troublesome, I would have fought a walk with you. 1758
Mrs. Delany Auiobiog. (1861) III. 508 According to the
country phrase, yesterday Sally and I ' fetched a charming
walk ". 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eug. I. 213 The River
fetches a large Winding. 1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy V. xxix,
Suddenly, .he fetched a gambol upon one foot. 1795 Jemima
1. 105 They are all . . gone to fetch an airing. 1829 South v y
Corr. with C. Bowles (1881) 181, I shall, .in vulgar English,
fetch a walk. 1859 Thackeray Virgin. (1879) I. 364 Mr.
Warrington, .was gone to fetch a walk in the moonlight.

b. Phrases. + To fetch one's birr, course, feeze

(see Biru 2, Course sb. 11, Feeze sb. i b); to

FETCH.

fetch a circuit : see Circuit 3d; to fetch a
compass : see Compass sb. 1 1 d.

'535 [see Compass sb. n d]. 1547 J. Harrison Exhort.
Scottes 213 As one that intendeth to make a greate lepe,
I muste . . ronne back to fetche my course. 1547, 1551 [see
CiRcuiT3d]. 1552HULOET, Fetche acompasse inspeakinge,
ambagio. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. m, A long-winged
hawk .. mounts aloft and. .fetcheth many a circuit in the
air. 1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. (1851) 384 Train'd up .

.

by the Scripture . . without fetching the compass of other
Arts and Sciences. 1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 147 Leaving
Stepney, they fetched a long Compass. Ibid. 16 My Brothtr
.. fetch d a Round farther into Buckinghamshire. 1814
Scott Wav. lxii, He fetched a large circuit.. avoiding the
hamlet. 1837, a 1847 [see Compass sb. 11 dj. 1859 Tennent
Ceylon II. viii. iv. 350 It is . . necessary to fetch a circuit of
many miles. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 907/1 He had
fetched a compass of the whole [isle].

10. Naut. (see also branch II). a. To arrive at,

come to, reach ; to come up with (a vessel).

1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (\~>%q\ 98 It was the
14 day of October before we could fetch Dartmouth. 1693
Loud. Gaz. No. 2888/3 After the Enemy had fetched them
[ships]. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. ii. 129 The Gloucester, .spent
a month in her endeavours to fetch the bay. 1795 Nelson
in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 13 We could have fetched the
Sans Culotte. 1835 Marryat Joe. Faithf. viii, You'll not
fetch the bridges this tide. 1880 Mrs. Parr Adamfy Eve\.
69 A poor nigger-black, who never fetched the shore alive.

transf. and fig. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 212,
I know that . . ye intend to fetch heaven . . and to take it with
the wind on your face. 1667 Milton /*. L. viii. 137 If Earth
industrious of her self fetch Day Travelling East.

b. To get into (the wake of a vessel^ ; to get
into the course or current of (the wind\ ? Obs.
1630 A'. Johnsons Kiugd. fy Commw. 239 Outward they

touch to take in fresh water, and fetch the wind. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 19 The Chase is about, come
fetch her wack. 1671 R. Bohun Wind go They should make
a circuit without theTropicks, to fetch their Western Winds.
1748 Anson's Voy. III. viii. 377 Little more than a league
distant from the galeon, and could fetch her wake.

c. To fetch headway or stcrnway :
' said of a

vessel gathering motion ahead or astern ' (Adm.
Smyth).

d. To fetch way: to move or shift (from the

proper place) ; to break loose. Cf. 13.

1670 Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Set'. Late Voy. 1. (1711)
113 My Main-mast .. fetched such Way. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789), The mast fetches way. 1800 Naval
Chron. IV. 55 A shot has fetched way in the gun. 1840
Marryat Poor Jack xxiii, The upper part of the cargo
fetched way a little, for it was loosely stowed. 1867 Smvth
Sailor's Wordd'k., Tofetch way : said of a gun or anything
which escapes from its place by the vessel's motion at sea.

e. intr. To take a course ; to reach a specified

position, bring one's vessel up.
1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. in. iii. 256 The Persian

fleet and men of war. . Have fetched about the Indian conti-
nent. 1669 Nahhorougii Jrnl. in Ace. Set'. Late Voy. t.

(1711J 8 Two points of land by which a man may fetch into
any part of the Bay. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1S11 We
stood over to Cape Elizabeth, under which we fetched at
about five in the afternoon. 1836 Marryat Midsh. E-asy
xiii, He . . tacked in shore, and fetched well to windward of
the low point. 1839 — Phant.Shipx'w, The Dort. .tacked,
and fetched alongside of the frigate. 1883 J. D. J. Kelly
in Harper's Mag. Aug. 447/2 A boat, .with ability to fetch
to windward.

+ f. To fetch of upon : to gain upon. Obs.
1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 312 Our ships . . fetching abun-

dantly of them. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2888/2 The Admiral
. .of the Blue, .fetching very fast upon us.

II. Idiomatically combined with ad vs. (For
non-specialized comb., see the simple senses and
the advs.)

+ 11. Fetch about, a. trans. In sense 9, 9 b,

To fetch about a compass, to fetch a way about.

Hence with ellipsis of object : To take a round-
about course or method, f Also refl. in same sense.

1551 Robinson More's Utop. n. (Arb.) 72 Which fetcheth
about acircuiteor compasse of v.c. miles. < 1585 R. I'rowne
Answ. Cartwright 6 What neede hee haue fetched about
and made suche adoo. 1595 Shaks. John IV. ii. 24 Like
a shifted winde vnto a saile, It makes the course of thoughts
to fetch about. 1607 Tournf.uk Rev. Trag. iv. 1, You
fetch about well, but lets talke in present. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Cunning (Arb.i 441 It is strange, how .. farre about
they will fetch. 1650 W. Brough Sacr. Princ. (1659)

551 Tacking and fetching yourselves about as the wind
serves. 1825 Mrs. Sherwood Young Forester in Houlston
Tracts I. 11. 5 Fetching a way about, in order that his
brothers might not trace his steps.

b. To swing round (the arm, a weapon) so as

to gather impetus for a stroke. Also intr. for refl.

1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Kings xvii. 49 Fetching it [the sling]

about [he] stroke the Philistian in the forehead. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk «$• Selv. \ii To gather strength enough (as

the arm does by fetching about).

f c. To contrive, deviee, plan. Obs.
i6u Bible 2 Sam. xiv. 20 To fetch about this forme of

speech. 1667 H. More Div. Dial. 1. xxvii. (1713) 56 This
is cunningly fetch'd about.

12. Fetch agrain. j a. tj-ans. To take or get

back ; to recoup, make good. Obs.

1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. \\\\. 3 He wente to fetch his power
agayne. 1614 Br. Hall Recoil. Treat. 917 When God had
fetcht againe all the life which he had given. 1617 Hieron
Wks. (1619-20) II. 251 To fetch againe those losses which
he hath receyued.

*t*b. To revive, restore to consciousness. Obs.
1601 Bp. W. Barlow Senn. Panics Crosse 40 To fetch her

againe. 1626 Bacon Sytva § 694 (,1627) 174 tor smells, wee



FETCH.
see their great and sudden Effect in fetching Men again,

when they swoune. 1669 Bunyan Holy Citie 252 Revivings,

that, (like Aquavitae) do fetch again, and chear up the soul.

13. Fetch away. intr. To move or shift from
its proper place ; to get loose. Cf. 10 d.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Chock, a., wedge
used to confine a cask . . to prevent it from fetching away
when the ship is in motion. 1808 Sporting Mag. XXX. 123

We fetch away, and are tossed to the farthest side of the

cahin. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp. xx. (1856) 152 Even anchors

and quarter-boats, have ' fetched away \ 1890 W. C. Russell
Ocean 'frag. II. xxi. 182 Every. . article on the breakfast

table fetching away with a hideous crash.

14. Fetch down, trans. ^ bring down (Bring

v. 18), but more colloquial and expressive of

vigorous action, a. To bring to the ground by a

shot or a blow. b. To force down (prices, ctc.\

1705 Bosnian Guinea (1721) 298 This vast Number of Shot
..were not sufficient to fetch him [Elephant] down. 1726
Adv. Ca.pt. R. Boyle 155, I levell'd all at Haniet, and. .had

the good Fortune to fetch him down. 1801 Windham Sp.

(1812) II. 30 There were but few whom they were able to

fetch down at a blow. 1841 R. 13. Peake Court <$- City 1.

iii, The late war has fetched down the price of women.
1879 R. H. Elliot Written on Foreheads I. 7 Fetching
down the young rooks from the tree tops.

15. Fetch in. fa. trans. To gain for an ad-

herent. Obs.

1614 Up, Hall Recoil. Treat. 248 All the powers and craft

of hell cannot fetch him in for a customer to evill. 1647-8
Cotterell Davita's Hist. Fr. (1678.1 13 Like artifices were
used to fetch in the rest,

T b. To close in upon, surround ; to enclose,

take in. Also to include (in one's voyage).

1563 Golding Cxsar(i*,6$) 68 They fetched in on euery
syde and slew those that stoode in good hope, .of wynning
theyr Campe. 1594 BlundeviL Exerc. v. (ed. 7) 565 He .

.

turning to the South, did fetch in all the Sea-Coasts untill

he came to Capo Razo. 1670-98 Lass els I'oy. Italy I. 65
A cage of Iron .. so high that it fetcheth in a world of

Laurel.

+ c. To ' take in ' ; cheat. Obs.

159a Greene Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

242 They were all fethered of one winge to fetch in young
gentlemen. i6ia Rowlands More Knaues Yet? 33 Who
will be drawne at Dice and Cards to play. .And be fetch'd

in for all that's in his purse ?

16. Fetch off. t a. To bring out of a difficulty;

to deliver, rescue. Cf. bring off. Obs.

1648 Jenkyn Blind Guile i. 16 This heretical! and redicu-

lous soul fetcheth off himself thus. 1650 R. Stapylton
Strada's Low-C. Warres in. 62 The whole Market-place.

.

strove to fetch off the prisoners.

f b. To ' do ' or ' do for

'

; to get the better of;

to make an end of. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 111. ii. 324 As I returne, I will fetch

off these Justices. 1613 Notorious Cousnages of J. fy A,
West vi, She hath fetcht off Usurers and Misers, as finely

as they fetch off young heires. 1618 in Gutch Coll. Cur.
II. 423 My Lord of Essex was fetcht off by a trick. 1633
Up. Hall Occas. Medit. Ixxvii. 190 What fine devises . . to

fetch off lives. 1653 H. MoftB Antid. Ath. m. xi. (1712) ias
We may add a third [Question], which may haply fetch off

the other two.

T C. To drain, drink off (a draught). Cf. 7. Obs.

1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendi's Life of Peiresc n. 99 He
fetcht off the Lusty Uowle of wine. Ibid. 11. 137 Novellins

Torquatus. .is reported to have fetcht off at one draught.

.

three Congii or Roman Gallons of wine.

17. Fetch out. To draw forth; to bring into

clearness ; to develop and display.

1644 Milton Educ, These ways, .if there were any Secret

excellence among them would fetch it out. 1711 Addison
SPect. No. 215 T 1 Marble . . shews none of its inherent

Beauties, tilt the Skill of the Polisher fetches out the Colours.

1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey x. (1848) 134 It fetches out.,
the most beautiful strength of the human heart.

18. Fetch over, f a. trans. To succeed in

delivering (a blow). Obs.

a 1640 J. Ball Answ. to Can 1. (1642) 119 He might fetch

over a sure blow upon us.

f b. To get the better of. Obs.

c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall Gr. w. ii. (1881) 35 "Tis he that

I fetch'd over for the satt'in suite and left him in pawn for

the reckoning. 1680 R. L'Estrange Colloq. Erasm. 199
They have fetch'd me over many and many a time.

T C. To go over ; to repeat. Obs.

1642 Rogers Naaman 606 What might be the cause why
Isaac fetcht over the blessing the second time.

19. Fetch up. fa. trans. To bring to a higher

level or position ; to elevate, raise. Obs.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. iv. xv. 35 The strong wing'd
Mercury should fetch thee vp, And set thee by loves side.

1607-12 Bacon Ess., Seeming Wise (Arb.) 216 Hee fetched

one of his browes vp to his forehead. 1705 Addison Italy

(J.); Any of those arts, .may be fetched up to its perfection

in ten . . years. 1711 — Sped. No. no f 3 They have ..

fetched themselves up to the Fashion of the polite World.

b. To vomit. Also of a medicine, etc : To
promote expectoration of. Cf. bring up.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner N iij b, Butter.,
fetcheth up fieame doddered about the breast and lungs.

1622 Massinger Virg. Mart, v, i, Fetch up What thou
hast swallowed.

C. To recall (to the mind) ; to bring to light.

1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 454 To fetch up olde wordes
from forgetfulnesse. 1817 Chalmers A stron. Disc. iv. (1852)

93 The knowledge . . he cannot fetch up himself from the
obscurity of this wondrous . . scene.

+ d. To rouse or stir up (a horse). Obs.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus r.v. Equus, To fetch vp with the
spurre. 1573 in Baret^/i'. F401.
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+ e. To overthrow, ' trip up \ Obs.

1615 T. Adams Spir. Nauig. 43 The strongest Sampson
has been fetched up by this wrastler.

f. To make up (lee way, lost ground, time, etc.).

1665 J. Wilson Projectors 1. Dram. Wks. ("1874) 227, I shall

have the custody of the parish stock. If that will serve

you, command it ; we shall be able, I hope, to fetch it up
again before my time be out. 1709 Stanhote Taraphr.
IV. 122 Penitents, .will, .fetch up the Time they have lost.

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 122 Mrs. jewkes lies

snoring in bed, fetching up her last night's disturbance.

1794 'i'. Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 112 The time is coming
when we shall fetch up the lee-way of our vessel. 1825
Thomas Brown in Houtston Tracts I. xvi. 3 Thomas did

not mind playing a day or two in the week, for . . he knew
he could easily fetch it up again. 1846 Jrul. R. Agric, Soc.

VII. 11. 686 [They] have much lee way to fetch up.

+ g. To come up with, overtake. Obs.

a 1622 R. Hawkins Voy.S. Sea (i$4j) 179 Being out ofhope
to fetch up this shippe. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 14

The Moon must go longer 2 days . . before she can fetch up
the Sun, to come into Conjunction with her. 1692 K.
L'Estrange Fables exxxiii, Says he [:he Hare], I can fetch

up the Tortoise when I please. 1751 Paltock /'. Witkins
I. v. 45 We fetched her up, and. .fired a shot.

.h. Naut. To come or get to (a place) ; to reach
;

to come in sight of; (also lo fetch up the sight

of) to sail along. ? Obs.

1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (15S9) 108 It is hard to

fetch upp a towne here if a shippe ouer shoote it. 163a

Lithgow 'Trav. 111. 96 As we fetched up the sight of Nicasia.

Ibid. v. 181 We fetched up the coast of Cylicia. Ibid. ix.

398 We fetched up the little He of Strombolo.

i. intr. for refl. To come to a stand ; to ( pull

up' ; to stop.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. fy It. Jrnls. V. 705 When m quest

of any particular point, are likely enough to fetch up at

some other.

Fetch-, the vb.-stem in comb, with adv., as

fetch-after, see quot. 1888 ; with sb. as obj.

t fetch-fire attrib. ; fetch-water, a water-carrier.

1598 Chapman Iliad vi. 495 But spin the Greek wives'

webs of task, and their fetch-water be. 1784 Unfortunate
Sensibility II. 10 In a country-town a much less change
would have been a sufficient topic for a fetch-fire gossip, or

a bake-house conversation. 1888 Lancet 30 June 1308 The
forms of caterpillar known . . popularly . . as ' fetch-afters ',

from their mode of progression.

Fetch-candle. = Fetch-light.
1852 H. Wedgwood in N. fy Q. 1st Ser. VI. 17 The super-

stition, .in Pembrokeshire appears in the shape of the fetch-

candle. (In mod. Diets.)

Fetched (fetjt), ///. a. [f. Fetch v. + -ed '.]

Only in combs., as Deep-fetched, Fau-fetched.

Fetcher (fetJV). [f. Fetch v. + -eb i.]

1. One who or that which fetches, in various

senses of the verb. Also in phrase fetcher and
carrier, and in comb., as -water-fctcher, etc.

155a Hcloet, Fetcher of water. Aquarius. 1580H01.LY-
BAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Faiseur de soubresaults, a fetcher of
gamboldes, a tumbler. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. B vij,

The fetcher of Euridice from hell. 1751 Gray Wks. (18251

II. t6i You will take me for a mere poet and a fetcher and
carrier of sing-song, a 1863 Thackeray Mr. $ Mrs. Berry
ii, The poor fellow has been employed.. in the same office

of fetcher and carrier. 1877 Kinglake Crimea VI. vi. 97
The wood and the water fetchers went out.

fb. spec, (see qnot. 1890). Obs.

1890 P. H. Brown George Buchanan ii. 27 Lads pro-

ceeding to Cambridge from the remoter districts went in

a body under a 'fetcher'. 189a Q. Rev. Jan. 24 The
students .. were collected by 'fetchers' brought to

Oxford, &c-

2. With advbs., asfetcher in.

16x1 Chapman Iliad i. 167 Of fight (the fetcher in of this)

My hands haue most share. x66o Howell, Fetcher in,

ameneur.

Fetching (fe-tjnj), ?;/</. sb. [f. Fetcht. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fetch in various senses.

+ Fetching of boards : ^tacking: see Board sb. 15.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 890 Swich wreche on hem, for

fecchyng of Eleyne, Ther shal ben take. 1464 Nottingham
Rec. II. 377 For fecchyng of money at Retforde by ij tymes.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xx. (1887) 84 To procure easie
fetching of ones breath, it is verie soueraine. 1622 Mabbe
tr. Aleman"s Guzman d'Alf. I. in. v. 216 Let me Hue. .in

a spacious Countrey. .where there is few fetching of boords.
167a Petty Pol. Anat. (1691) 76 Fuel costs nothing but
fetching. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic v. iii. 89 To give them
Job's goods merely for fetching. i88a Miss Braddon Mt.
Royal I. ii. 57, I hate such fetching and carrying. 1884
H. M. Leathes Notes Nat. Hist, no Their [dogs'J natural
propensities for hunting, watching, and fetching.

2. With again, up, etc. : see adv, combs, of verb.
1513 More in Grafton Chron. II. 770 The fetching forth of

tins noble man to his honour and welth. 1617 Hieron Wks,
II. 252 The reuiuing and fetching againe of a decayed
Christian ! 1633 Br. Hall Occas. Medit. (1851) 205 The
fetching up my soul from this vale of misery and tears.

1673 Penn Chr. a Quaker xxii. 588 It is not Fetching
in this Thought . . that gives Right Peace.

Fetching (fe-tjin),///. a. [f. Fetcht. + -ing 2
.]

f 1. That contrives, plans, schemes; crafty, de-

signing. Obs.
1581 Pettie Gitazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 97 b, Such

fetching heads . . consume themselves in a manner awaie,
in devising new kindes of extortion. 1583 Foxe A. <$• M.
ied. 4) 575 '\ What cannot the fetchyng practise of the
Romish Prelates bring about?
2. Alluring, fascinating, pleasing, ' taking

\

1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy «y V. I. 284 There is nothing.,
so fetching as a beautiful voice. 1881 Miss Braddon^s/*/*.
xxvii. 297 'What a fetching get-up,' said Edgar. 189X

FETIAL.

Attienxum 21 Nov. 685/2 The imitation from Wordsworth
is particularly 'fetching'.

Hence Fetchingly adv.
1889 Cath. Ne7vs 3 Aug. 5/1 She was fetchingly attired.

t Fetch-life. Obs. rare~ l
. In quot. -liefe.

[? f. Fetch vb. + Life] ? A messenger sent to

'fetch' the soul of a dying person.

1583 Stanyhurst At-neis iv. 486iArb.i 111 On thee turrets

the skrich howle, lyke fetchliefe ysetled, Her burial roundel
doth ruck.

Fetch-light. [Of uncertain formation
;
perh.

f. Fetch sb.-, if that be an old word. But it may
be f. Fetch v., as the ( corpse-candle ' is supposed

to be a light sent to ' fetch ' the doomed person.]

A name given (app. in South Wales) to the
* corpse-candle ' (Welsh canwyll corff\ a spectral

light supposed to be seen before a person's death

travelling from his house to his grave.

1692 -Athenian Mercury VI. vi. 1/1 Before the Death of
any person in the Family, there is an Appearance vulgarly

called a Fetch-light.

f Fetchling* var. of Vetchling Obs.

1651 R. Child in Hartlib's Legacy (1755) 1 Saint Foine,
called by Parkinson. . Mcdick Fetchling.

Fdte (fft, fr>t), sb. [a. Y.fele: see Feast sb.]

1. A festival, an entertainment on a large scale.

1754 H. WaLPOLE Lett. (1857* II. 308 The great fete at

St. Cloud, 1779 Sheridan Critic in. Wks. 1873 II. 184,

I suppose Thames . . to compliment Britannia with a fete in

honour of the victory. 1818 Byron Mazeppa iv, He gave
prodigious fetes, a 1839 Praf.d Poems (1864) I. 212 Titled

dames gave fetes upon the water. 1849 Thackeray Pen-
dennis i, The guests at my Lord So-and-so's fete.

2. The festival of the saint after whom a person

is named ; in Roman Catholic countries observed

as the birthday is in Kngland.
1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 143 It is the fete of

little Jacob yonder, whose brothers and sisters have all come
from their schools to dance at his birthday. 1877 [see 3].

3. attrib. , asfete-day, also fete-contractor, one

who contracts to provide a fete or entertainment.

1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 270 The towns of
France have all their particular fete days. 1877 J.T. Fields
Underbrush 1 iSSn 224 A Councillor of the Parliament, sent

her on her fete-day, a bouquet. 1885 Mabel Collins
Prettiest Woman viii, Life was like one long fete day.

1886 1 'ork Herald 7 Aug. 2/5 Public caterer, decorator, and
fete contractor.

Hence F6"teless a., having no fete.

1861 Cunningham Wheat fy Tares 50 The poor feteless

children haunted him.

Fete (k71t\ v. [ad. F. fetcr, f. fete : see prec]

trans. To entertain (a person) at a fete ; to feast
;

also, to give a fete in honour of, commemorate
(some event, etc.) by a fete.

1819 Edht. Rev. XXXII. 221 He was in general too fond
of llattering and ' feteing' his master, a 1845 Barham Ingot.

Leg., Hermann, The murder thus out, Hermann's feted and
thanked. 1849 Thackeray Pendetuiis l.wi, The. .two foot-

men .. intoxicated the page at a wine-shop, to fete Laura's

recovery. 1879 Huxley Hume 36 Great nobles feted him.

1892 Nation (N. V.) 29 Sept. 239/2 The Government.,
judging, -that the anniversary of the invasion of the Tutleries

by the people, .ought not to be feted.

Hence FeVted///. a.

1852 Mrs. Smythies Bride Elect xxxiii, Fair and feted

guest as she was !

Fete, obs. form of Feat.

I! Fete-champetre. [Fr. ; f. fete (see Fete sb.)

+ cha??ipet?-e rural:—L. camfestretn, f. campus a
field.] An outdoor entertainment, a rural festival.

1774 H. Walpole /.<•//. //. Mann (1857) VI. 88 He gives

her a most splendid entertainment .. and calls it a fete

champetre. 1800 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda xi, He began
to talk of the last fete champetre at Frogmore. 1884 S.

Dowell Taxes in Eng. III. 281 The battue system deve-

loped into the sort of fete champetre, with hot lunch, cham-
pagne, and liveried attendants.

Feteesh, obs. form of Fetish.

Fetel(es, var. Fetles, ME., vessel.

Fetessor, obs. form of Fetisher.

Fetfa, var. of Fetwa.
Fether e, obs. form of Feather.

f Fetherfooted. Obs. rare- 1
. [t.OE.*fi$er-

comb. form offlower, Four. Cf. OE.fitierfot, -file

in same sense.] Fourfooted.
CH73 Lamb. Honi. 43 Innan ban like sea weren un-

aneomned deor summe fe<5er fotetd, summe al bute fet.

fFe*thok. iSf. Obs. rare— 1
. [A variant form

of Fitchew.] A polecat.

1434 Sc. Acts yas. I (1814) II. 6 And for x fulmartis

skynnis, called fethokis, viijd.

t Fe'thre, v - Obs. In 3 south, vd&five. [repr.

OE. *fe6ran, {.fidera. load ; see Fother.] trans.

To load.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 140 Louerd . . pu liauest imaked uofter to

heui uorte ue3ren mide be soule. Ibid. 204 Uor hit is

iue55red bet is, icharged.

Fetial, fecial (frfal), a. and sb. [ad. L.

fetid/is (erroneously^-): of unknown origin.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the fetiales (see B.) ;

hence, heraldic, ambassadorial. Fetial law : the

Roman law relating to declarations of war and

treaties of peace.

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices I. (1558) 16 The feciall

lawe of the people of Rome. 1684 tr. Agrippa's Van. A rts
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lxxxi. 279 Every Servile and Mechanick-fellow, fecial

Messengers, arid Caduceators. 1826 Kent Comm. 6 The
fecial law relating to declarations of war. 1839 W. O.
Manning Law Nations iv. vi. (1875) 106 The Romans,
whose fecial college, etc. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 631 The
members of the Fetial profession.

B. sb. One of the fetialcs, a Roman college of

priests, who fulfilled the function of heralds, and
performed the rites connected with the declaration

of war and the conclusion of peace.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1, (1822'* 41 'Deliver to me,' said

the Fecial I, 'the herbe.' 1602 Segar Hon. Mil. <y Civ. I.

iii. 4 It was not lawful for . . any Souldier to take Armes,
iintill the Fascials had so commanded or allowed. 1835
THlRLWAtX Greece I. 173 It does not appear that they were
employed, like the Italian Fetials, to make formal declara-

tions of war. 187$ Mkrivale Gen. Hist, Rome xin. (1877)

76 Striking the fecial a blow.

Feticide : see F<E-.

Fetid, foetid ife'tid, ff*tid\ a. and sb. Forms :

6 foetide, (7 fetode, 8 feetid), 7- fetid, fcetid.

[ad. Y..fetid us (often incorrectly writtenfatidus),

X.fetere to have an offensive smell.]

A. adj. Having an offensive smell ; stinking.

'59? A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 159/2 It maketh
to blister both handes, & feet, out of which i&sueth foetide,

and stinckinge water. 1661 Lovell Hist. Aniut. <y Min.
157 Heron, the flesh is better, .though some count it fuctid.

173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 362 Animal Humours, by
Heat, stink and grow foetid. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 209
A kind of wild sheep, .which are of so faefid a smell. 1851
Mavne Rlid Scalp Hunt. v. 41 They [buzzard vultures]

tore out the eyes of the quarry with their fetid beaks. 1879
Green Read. Eng. Hist. xxi. 107 Sent up their fetid odours,

rank with fever.

fig, 1805 Foster Ess. I, vii. 109 The foetid heroes of the

Dunciad. 1810 Bentham Packing (1821)205 Any such foetid

mass of dead letter, as the labyrinth composed of the books
of practice. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. (1875) III. xviii. 77
The fetid atmosphere of a court.

b. Fetidgum (see qnot.) ; fetid pill', a pill con-

taining Asafcetida.

1789 W. Bl'cham Dom. Med. (1790) 299 The patient may
.. take .. fcetid pills every six hours. 1858 CARPENTER
Veg, Phvs. § 593 Foetid gutns are of the nature of Gum-
resins . . and are distinguished by their powerfully disagree-

able odour. Those most in use are Assafcetida and Galba-
num.

t B. sb.pl. Fetid drugs. Ohs.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 333 Drawer of Fa:tids.

1710 T. Fuller Pliarm. Extemp. 394, I know that Faetids

will repress Vanours in Women. 1748 HARTLEY Observ.

Man 1. ii. 183 The Smell of those Fetids which revive..

Hence Petidlty
|
+ -ity], the quality or state of

being fetid ; a fetid nature or condition ; foulness,

ill savour, offensivencss. Pe'tidly adv., in a fetid

condition or manner ; offensively. Fetidness —
Fetidity. Also cotter, something fetid.

1704 K. Brown tr. Plutarch's Morals III. 465 Salts with the

Se i-water. . colliquating whatever is foreign and superfluous,

suffer no fetidness or putrefaction to breed. 1831 J. DaVIES
Manual Mat. Med. 283 Of a penetrating smell, and remark-

able for its fetidity. i860 PlTSEY Min. Proph. 124 What an
image .. of the fetidness of sin. 1869 Daily News 5 Jan.,

Often foully dirty and so fetidly uncomfortable, .the Mary-
lebone cells call strongly for reformation.

fFetida. Obs. rare, [short for Asafcetida.]

1599 Hakluyt I'oy. II. 1. 218 There goeth out of Chaul .

.

great store of Fetida. 1736 Bailey Housh. Diet. 250 Let
the person . .take cocea pills or foetida.

Fetiferous : see Fat-.

Fetir, obs. form of Feature.
Fetis'e, var. of Featous a. Ohs.

Fetish, feticll(e (fe-tij", frtij), sb. Forms :

7-S fetisso, (8 feitisso), (7 fateish, 9 feteesh,

-tisch, -tishe, -tiss\ 8- fetich(e, fetish, [a. F.

filiche, ad. Pg. feitico sb. charm, sorcery (from

which the earliest Eng, forms are directly adopted)

= Sp. hechizo in same sense ; a subst. use offeitico

adj. 'made by art, artificial, skilfully contrived ' =*

Sp. hechho, lt.fattizio, OV.faitis (see Featous)

:—L. facticius Factitious.]

1. a. Originally, any of the objects used by the

negroes of the Guinea coast and the neighbouring

regions as amulets or means of enchantment, or

regarded by them with superstitious dread, b. By
- writers on anthropology (following C. de Urosses,

Le Culte des Dieux d't'tiches, 1760) used in wider

sense : An inanimate object worshipped by savages

on account of its supposed inherent magical powers,

or as being animated by a spirit.

Afetish (in sense 1 b) differs from an Idol in that it is wor-
shipped in its own character, not as the image, symbol, or

occasional residence of a deity.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage V\, xv. (1614^ 651 Hereon were
set many strawen Rings called Fatissos or Gods. 1696

Ovtngton Voy. Suratt 67 They [these Africans] travel

nowhere without their Fateish about them. 1723 J. Atkins
Voy. Guinea- 11715) 102 There is also at Cabo Corso, a pub-
lick Fetish, the Guardian of them all ; and that is the Rock
Tabra. 1746 J. Barbot Descr. Guinea 230 The., gold is

. . cast into sundry shapes and sizes, which some there call

Fetissos, signifying in Portuguese charms. 1761 Brit. Mag.
II. 294 The chief fetiche is the snake. 1803 T. Winter-
bottom Sierra Leone I. vii. 123 The gree-gree, or fetish,

hung round their neck. Ibid. 1. xiv. 228 Idols. These are

called Fe-teesh. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1837) III. 84

As well might the poor African prepare for himself a fetisch

by plucking out the eyes of the eagle. 2851-9 PxiCHASD in

Man. Set'. Enq. 265 Others . .worship fetiches or visible

objects in which they suppose some magical or supernatural
power to be concealed. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xxv.

523 A greegree or fetish is thrown away as useless when the
consecrating nostrum is discovered to he inoperative. 1879
Encycl. Brit. IX. 118 If the wishes of the worshipper be
not granted . . the fetich . . is kicked, stamped on, dragged
through the mud.

c. fig. Something irrationally reverenced.

1837 Emerson Addr. Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 183
Some fetish of a government, .is cried up by half mankind.
1867 Goldw. Smith Three Eng. Statesmen (1882) 192 He
was a worshipper of Constitutional Monarchy. It was
his fetish. 1870 Lowell A mong my Bks. Ser. 1.(18731140
Public opinion, the fetish even of the nineteenth century.

f2. In representations of negro language: In-

cantation, worship; a magical or religious rite or

observance ; an oath. Obs.

1705 Bosman Guinea x. (1721) 123 They cry out, Let us
make Fetiche; by which they express as much, as let us

perform our Religious Worship. Ibid., If they are injured

by another, they make Fetiche to destroy him. 1727 W.
Snelgrave Ace. Guinea (1734) 22 The Lord of the Place
had taken his Fetiche or Oath. Ibid. 59 They have all

their particular Fetiches. .Some are to eat no Sheep, others

no Goats. 1803 Mar. Edgeworth Grateful Negro (1832)

245 note., An old Koromantyn negro .. administered the

fetich, or solemn oath. 1828 G. \V. Bridges Ann. Jamaica
II. xix. 404 To take a fetiche is to take an oath, and to

make a fetiche is to render worship.

t3. (Seequot.) Obs.

1705 IJosman Guinea vi. (1721) 65 Gold .. mixed with
Fetiche's, which are a sort of artificial Gold composed of

several Ingredients.

4, at

t

rib. and Comb. a. simple attrib , asfetish-

ceremony, -day, -gold, -house, 'priest, -worship.

b. objective, as fetish-monger, -worshipper, -wor-

shipping; also fetish-man, -woman, {a) one who
claims to have communion with and power over

fetishes, a fetish-priest ; (b) a fetish-worshipper.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi. xv. (1614^649 Causing her

to eat salt with divers * Fetisso ceremonies hereafter men-
tioned. 1819 Bowdich Mist, to Ashantee 11. iv. 266 In

Ashantee there is not a common "fetish day. 1723 J.

Atkins I'oy. Guinea (1735' 183 The # Fetish-Gold is that

which the Negroes cast into various Shapes and wear as

Ornaments. 1819 Bowdich Miss, to Ashantee 11. iii. 254
The gold, .deposited with their bones in the *'fetish house.

.

is sacred. 1713 J. Atkins I'oy. Guinea (1735) 101 The
Cunning of the *Fetish-Man (or Priest). 1836 Marrvat
Midsh. Easy 9 He . . went away in wrath to the fetishman,

and.. asked for a fetish against his rival. 1889 Dublin
Rev. Jan. 134 A rude tribe of fetishmen and idol-worshippers.

1888 'Scott. Leader 9 Oct. 4 The innate separatism of the

Unionist *fetishmonger stands confessed. 1877 tr. Tielc's

Hist. Retig. 10 The power possessed by the. .* fetish priests

is by no 'means small. 1713 I. Atkins Voy. Guinea (1735)

104 At Accra they have * fr etish-Women
.

. . who pretend

Divination. 1870 Lubbock Grig. Civiliz. \. (1875) 22 The
Fetish women in Dahomey. jSjot W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. XXIII. 539The Veneration for the Lares was originally

a *Fetiche-worship, i860 Tristram Gt. Sahara i. 16 Traces

of fetish worship in Algiers. 1857 Sat. Rev. III. 345/2

Miserable * fetish-worshippers. 1860W. G.Clark Vac. 'Pour

54 One must go among *ieti.sh-worshipping savages.

t Fetish, v. Obs. [f. prec] a. trans* To pro-

vide or adorn with a fetish : see Fetish sb. I. b.

intr. for reft. To adorn oneself, dress up.

1723 J. Atkins Voy. Guinea (1735) 61 The Women are

fondest of what they call Fetishing, setting themselves out

to attract the good Graces of the Men. Ibid. 73 The Natives

are.. better fetished than their Neighbours. Ibid. 88 The
Women fetish with a coarse Paint of Earth on their Faces.

Ibid. 95 She . . being always barefoot and fetished with

Chains and Gobbets of Gold, at her Ancles.

Fetisheer, fetisher (fetij.-v, fe-tijaj).

Forms: 7 fetissero, (7 fqtessor, 9 fetisser', 8

feticheer, -er, (9 fetisheer), 7- fetisher, [ad.

Vg.feiticeiro, f. feitico: see FETISH J*.; influenced

in the later forms by Yx.fe'tiche or Eng. fetish.]

1. A charmer, sorcerer, ' medicinc-man ; a priest.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage VI. xv. (1614) 653 A certaine

water offered them to drinke by the Fetissero. 1687 J.

Hillikr in Phil. 'Frans. (1697) XIX. 687 The Fetishers had
done all they could to save his [the King of Feton's] Life.

1783 W. F. Martvn Geog. Mag. I. 676 Each feticheer or

priest, has a fetiche of his own. 1844 Ld. Brougham A.
Lunel II. ix. 237 The Fetisser or priest now muttered over

the board certain incantations. 1864 Sat. Rev. XVI II. 458/1

The priests or fetisheers are all-powerful in Dahome.

2. = Fetish sb. 1.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677I 9 Mokisses, fetessors,

deformed Idols being indeared amongst them. 1699 Dam-
pier Voy. II. 11. iv. 105 The Natives call him . . and say he

[Hippopotamus] is Fetissero, which is a kind of God.

Hence Petishee-ress, a female fetisheer.

1864 R. F. Burton Dahome II. 155 A quarter of the

female population in Dahome may be fetisheeresses.

Fetishic (fctijik), a. [f. Fetish sb. + -ic]

Characterized by adoration of a fetish.

1883 Acadettty No. 562. 100 Snake-worship was .. one of

the commonest forms of fetishic religion.

Fetishism, fetichism (fetifizm). [f.

Fetish + -ism. Cf. Fr. fdlichisme.] The worship

of fetishes; an instance of this; the superstition

of which this is the characteristic feature.

1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. II. 646 He detects

everywhere fetishism or the worship of tools.
_
1846 Gkote

Greecei. xvi. I. 462 An original fetichism in which particular

objects had themselves been supposed to be endued with

life. 1833 Kingsley Hypatia xxx. 382 Dabbling in magic,

astrology, and barbarian fetichisms.

Fetishist, fetichist fetijist). [f. as prec.

+ -IST. Cf. Vr. fetich isle]

1. One who worships a fetish.

1845 0. Brownson Wks. VI. 384 As well might we charge
the people of Massachusetts with being fetichists. 1865
Mill in IVestm. Rev. XXVIII. 35 The Fetishist thinks.,

that his Fetish is alive. 1870 Lubbock Grig. Civiliz. i. 4
These races were Fetichists before they became Buddist.

2. quasi-rtc//. -Fetishistic.
1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.

339 The faith of ancient Egypt ..was essentially fetissist.

1861 Goldw. Smith Led. Doctr. Progress 6 The negro and
fetichist populations of Africa.

Fetishistic, fetichistic (fetijt-stik), a.

[f. prec. 4 -ic.] Of, pertaining to, characterized

by, or resembling fetishism.

1867 Lewes Hist. Philos. I. p. xlii, Suppose one of the
travellers to be . . still in the fetichistic stage. 1868 Fiske
in Fortrt. Rev. IV. 295 It is the primitive fetichistic habit of

thought. 1877 E. R. Conder Bas. Faith \. 5 Some germs
of fetishistic religion.

Fetishry (fc-tijri). [f. Fetish j/». + -ry.] collect.

Objects regaided as fetishes; an example or speci-

men of these.

1885 D. C. Murray Rainbmv Gold I. 11. vi. 76 The black

man passes the bit of rag or broken stick or other fetishry.

Fetisly, -liche, var. ff. of Featously.
1 Fetissan, Obs. rare- 1

. [£
', fctiss, Fetish

+ -an.] Of the nature of a fetish ; fetish-like.

1613 Burctias Pilgrimage vi. xv. (1614^ 652 If this

Fetissan portion did not pacifie their angrie moode, by
daily presents of meat and drinke.

Fetisso, Fetissero, obs. ff. Fetish, Fetisher.

+ Fe*tles. Obs. Foims: a. 1 fatels, f6tels,

Orm. fetless, south, vetlea, 3 fettles. /?. north,

dial. 3-4 fetel, 41. [OK. fd'lels str. masc, perh.

related by ablaut to J'n't, Fat sb., Vat. In northern

ME. the final s disappeared, as in mod. burial from

buriels.] A vessel or receptacle; a bag, cask, sack.

In religious lang. usedfg. = 'vessel'.

a. cBa* K. Alfred Oros. 1. i. § 21 Tweien fetels full

eala5 oOOe wa-teres. cioooSaa. Leeckd. III. 16 Do .. on
swyle faetels swyle 5u wille. c iaoo Ormin 14450 Ve firrste

fetless wass Brerdfull off waterr filledd. a 1225 Aucr. R.
164 t>is bruchele uetles, let is wummone vleschs. a 1215

Juliana 18 Ower mix mawmex bat beoS l>es feondes fetles.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 561 Dat arche was a feteles good, c 1300

St. Margarete 207 He. .in a strong vetles ous broste : & in

a put ous caste.

j8. a 1300 Cursor M. 20932 (Cott.) Of chesing fetil wroght
he was. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 140 Len me sum fetel tharto,

Quarin I mat thin almous do. c 1340 Cursor M
%
21623

(Edin.) A fetil that it war no^te time [was] set vndir that

licur for to hinte.

Fetlock (fetVk), sb. Forms : 4 feetlakk, 4-5
fet,e;lak, 5 fytlo(c)k, (7 fitlock\ 6, 8, 9 foot(e)-

lock, (6 fotelocke;, 6 fete-, 7 feetlock, 6- fet-

lock. [ME. fetlak, fyt/oh, corresponding to MHG.
fizjach, viszlach {mod.GcT.JtSilacA) ; the formation

is obscure ; connexion with Ger. fessel pastern has

been suggested. The word was early interpreted

as f. Foot sb. + Lock (of hair), and this notion

has influenced the spelling of some of the forms.

Sense 2 is due to confusion with Fetterlock.]

1. That part of a horse's leg where the tuft of hair

grows behind the pastern-joint ; the tuft itself.

c 1325 Coer de L. 5816 Up to the feetlakkes in blood.

c 1330 ArtA, $ Merl. iKulbing) 5892 To be fitlokes in be

blou. a 1400-50 A lexander 2049 patfolesferd in be flosches

to b< fetelakis. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xvii, Her
horses went in bloodup to the fytlokys. 1502 Shaks. Ven.

ff Ad. 295 Fetlocks shag, and long. 1596 \\v. \V. Barlow
Three Scrm. i. 21 Falling to the ground they laie so thick,

that they couered the horse footelockes. 1621 G. Sandys
Ovid's Met. iv. (1626) 82 Where Tuan's panting steeds.,

bathe their fierie feet-locks in the Deepe. 1697 Drydf.n
/Eneid v. 739 White were the fetlocks of bis feet. 1796

Morse Amer. Geog. I. 397 This wilderness, where the horse

sinks to his fetlocks at every step. 1837 W. Ikvim; dpi.
Bonneville I. 47 The horses were often to the fetlock. i83o

Browning Dram. Idylls, Muh'ykeh 36 Her fetlock is foam-

splashed too.

b. transf. of a human being.

1645 Z. Boyd Holy Songs in Zions Fhnvers (1855) App.

12/2 These, .dance and leap. .With nimble fetlocks.

2. An apparatus fixed on the lfg of a horse to

prevent running away; = Fetterlock.
1695 Motteux St. Glou's Morocco 171 Each Horse, .is only

fasten'd to a Stake and Fetlocks. 1828 40 Beury Encycl.

Herald. I, Fetlock or. Fetterlock, a horse fetlock. 1856

[see 3I. 1889 in Elvin Diet. Heraldry.

3. attrib. and Comb., as fetlock-chain, -hair
t

-joint; fetlock-boot (see quot.) ; fetlock-deep a.

[adv.), so as to cover the fetlocks,

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., * Fetlock-boot..*, protection for

the fetlock and pastern of a horse, 1856 Whittier Old
Burying Ground 19 The farm-horse drags his *fetlock chain.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vii. 82 Wounded steeds Fret *fet-

locke deepe in gore. 1865 Kingslky Herrtv. vi, He reined

up his horse, fetlock deep in water. 1 1720 Gihson Farriers

Guide 1. vi. (1738)94 Whereon the * Footlock hair does grow.

1725 Bradley Fattt. Diet. II. s.v. Parts Horse's Body, The
Pastern or *FootIock Joint. 1843 Youatt Horse xvi. 349

A serious affection of the fetlock -joint.

Fetlocked Je-tVkt), a. [f. Fetlock sb. +
-el» ^.] a. Having a fetlock. b. Hobbled

or fastened by the fetlock ; hence, hampered,

shackled.



FETOB.

17*4 Pattisok in Prions Poems fm4 III. xli. The
Careless Husband and the Peevish wife ; The Troubles of
the Fetlock'd-Couple shew. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks.
Ser. l '1873)157 A language, .not yet fetlocked by dictionary
and grammar mongers.

Fetor, foetor (fTtoj). Forms : (j fetoure
,

7-9 fsetor, 6- fetor, fcetor. [a. L. fetor incor-

rectly factor), f. fetere : see Fetid.] An offensive

smell ; a stench.
£-1450 Mirour Saluacioun 416 Filles a man at eende with

rotynnesse and fetoure. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. IL 313
His dolour did incres, Withfoull fetor that wes intollerabiif.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. £p. iv . x. 201 The Factor whereof
may discover it self by sweat and urine. 1759 Phil. Trans.
LI. 275 The fetor of these waters is not owing to mere stag-

nation. 1851 H. D. Wolff Pictures Spanish Life (1853)
179 The faetor of coke and oil will drown the perfume of the
lily and the rose. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xix. 235 This
flesh . . of the female seal . . has not the fetor of her mate's.

II Pettbol, -bole (fe-tb^l). Min. [Gti.felt-

bol (Freiesleben 1831), f. fett Fat sb. 1 + bol Hole]
A variety of Chloropal.
1835 C. U. Shepard Min. n. 207 Fettbole- Massive ; com-

position impalpable. z868 Dana Mm. 461 Fettbol has a
fiver-brown color, a slightly greasy lustre.

Fett'e, obs. form of t sr, Feat.

Fetter (fctax), sb. Forms: 1 feotor, feter,

fetor, 3-7 feter, 4 fet Xre, south, vetre, '= feder,
fettir, -our, -yr, fetur, -yr, 6 fetrer, fettar ,

6-
fetter. [OE. feter fern., cogn. with OS. feteros pi.

m. 'Du. veter m. lace, OHG. fcz-^ra, MUG.
fe^er (early mod.Ger. fesser) fern., OS.fi$turr m.
(Sw. fjattrar pi.) :—OTeut. *feter6, -ro-z, f. fet-

(:—OAryan ped-) ablaut-form of fot Foot. Cf. L.

pedua, Gr. Wot/ of identical meaning and root]
1. A chain or shackle for the feet of a human

being or animal ; hence gen. a bond, shackle, ''rare

in sing.)

c 800 Corpus GI., Ped#, velpaturum, feotor. c 950 Lindisf.
Gasp. Mark v. 4 ForSon oftust rai3 feotrum. .jebunden wxs.
<riooo Ags. Ps. lxxviii. 11 On feterum faeste. c 1*90 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 107/20 Alee euere he hadde ane peire feteres. 13.

.

E. E. Allit. P. B. 1255 Festned fettres to her fete under
fole wombes. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1313 Of al hure chaynes
he hab him raft ; & ek hure vetres oundo. c 1430 Syr
Gener. <Roxb.) 2741 A pare of fetures on him fest. c 1489
Caxtoh Sonnes ofAymon xvL 37 j His feters that were on
hi* fete, a 1541 Wyatt in Tottelts Misc. < Arb 1 3a CiiriLyng
of fetrers would such Musick craue. 165a Ashvole Theat.
Chem. 216 Ryngyng of Feteris maketh no mere sown. 1794
Burke Sp. W. Hastings, They . . loaded their limbs with
fetters. 1876 Hcmphkeys Coin Coll. Man. ix. 107 Antony
presented Artavasdes . . to Cleopatra in golden fetters.

b. //. = Captivity.
1704 Addisok Poems, Campaign, Those who 'scape the

fetters and the sword, a 1839 Praed Poems <'1S64; I. 210,
I . . thought that freedom was as sweet as fetters.

2. transf. and fig. Anything that confines, im-
pedes, or restrains ; a check, restraint.

c 1000 Wanderer 21 (GrJ Ic modsefan minne sceolde..
feterum sa:lan. 1560 Rollakd Crt. Venus 1. 866 Deliuering
it . . To the beirar agane . . But fait or fetter. 1603 Shaks.
Ham. iil iii. 25 We will Fetters put vpon this feare.

1676 Drydes Aurengz. Pro! 9 Passion's too fierce to be
in Fetters bound. 1781 Cowrea Hope 449 The sacred
book . . Bound in the fetters of an unknown tongue. 1818
CttisE Digest (ed- 7) IV. 530 The Gsurt of Chancery wilt

not loose the fetters he has put upon himself 1851 Robebt-
son Serm. 1. xviii. (i860) 305 He who puts fetters on the
mind. 1871 Fbeemam Norm. Cong. (18761 IV. xviL 66
Fortresses, which became in truth the fetters of England.

Fetter {teteiit v.
1 Forms 14-6 feter e. fet t re,

(5 fedre, -dyr, fether, fet t)yr, fettir ,
6- fetter.

[t prec. sb. ; cf. OFris.y?tera, OHG. ka- feyirfot,

OX.firtra.]
1. trans. To bind with or as with fetters; to

chain, fasten, shackle.
c 1300 Havelok 2753 He. .dide him binde and fetere wel

With gode feteres al of steL c 1386 Chalces Kni.'s T. 371
Elles had I dweld . . I-fetered in his prisoun for evere moo.
c 14*0 Chron, Vitod.n+n He hadde y ffedryde to gedur his
leygus two. c 1489 Caxtom Sonnes of Aymon x\\. 369 He
made to be brooghte a grete payre of yrens, and fetred hym
wyth theym. 1535 Stewakt Cron., Ihe king . . in presoun
Strang, Fetrit richt fast, 1647 Ward Simp. Colter 51 Is
Majestas Imperii grown* so kickish, that it cannot stand
quiet . unlesse it be fettered ? 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Pom.
Forest xii. See that he is strongly fettered. 1835 W. Irving
Tour Prairies 276, I now fettered my horse to prevent his
straying. 1847 Grote Greece (i362> HI. xxxl 145 The
actual chains in which the prisoners had been fettered.

b. transf. and fig. To impose restraint upon

;

to confine, impede, restrain. Also with down.
i$j6 Ptlgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531 1 172 Syrme, in the whiche

we be wrapped and fettered, a 1586 Sidney A read. 11. xxii.

7?
Temple Mem. tsx. Wits. 1731 I. 359, 1 never could,
to be fetter'd in Business. 1711 Steele Sped. No. »oP4The
generality of the World are fettered by Rules. 1758 C. Lucas
Ess. Waters I L 142 All the other nulls . . have their wheels
fettered with icy chains. 1788 Priestxey Lect. Hist. v. lxv.

521 The best faculties, .may be sunk and fettered by super-
stition- 1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. ied. a) III. xxv.
420 Can any..human doctrine fetter down our hearts? 1844
Stamlct Arnold(iZs^ I- v. 207 The surest way to fetter our

2. To bin1 2. To bind 'a wheel; with a tire, Obs.
15*3 Ftohem. ffwi. I 5 The whd«..mus:e be well

fettred with wood or yren.
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+ Pe*tt«r, »-2 Obs.- 1 [?f. *fetter, cormption
of Faitoub.] trans. See quot.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1653) 2 5 Also there be many

men that fetter them, which is, to cut the dew-lap before on
the brisket.

Fetter, obs. form of Featubk.
Fettered fe-taid,,///. a. ff. Fettebiv. +-ED 1

.]

L liound with fetters or chains.
a 13*5 Prose Psalter cifij. 21 He herd be waie-ment>-nzes

of be fettered. 1556 J. Heywood Spider 4 F. ii. B j b

fettred flie. x6oa Marston Antonio's Rev. iil ii. Wk
I. 107 May I be fetter'd slave to coward Chaunce. 1696
Loud. Gaz. No. 3214/4 Two black Gtldings, the one . . side
fettered. 1814 Byron Corzair in. ix, He, fast a* fetter'd
limbs allow, pursued. 1880 Miss Bradoon fust as I am vi,

His fettered wrists hanging in front of him.

b. fig. Hampered by disadvantageous con-
ditions.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 140 It is the old, fettered,

barbarian Labor-system.

2. 1 See quot.)
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fettered, in Bwl., applied to the

limbs of animals when, by their retention with 11

teguments, or by their backward stretched position, they are
unfit for walking.

Hence Fetteredness, the state of being fettered.

1656 W. NfosTACLE Accompl. Worn. 112 Gracefulness is

. .aver** to this slavery ar<d fetterednesse.

Fetterer feuraj;. [f. Fetter v. + -er 1
.]

One who fastens fetters on fa person,, lit. and fig,
1611 OjTCr., Entrmeur, a fetterer, a shatkler. 1846 J.an-

dor /mag. Conv. I. 75 Which was the fetterer?

Fetterfoe, obs. var. Feathebpew, feverfew.
''.a 1500 Chetter PI. (Shaks. Socj I. 120 Here be more

eri^s. . r'yr.t^rr far.t<:r ar.d ffetter foe.

Fettering fe tarirj , vbl. sb, [I Fetteb vA +
-i>'C '.] The action of binding with fetters.

a i6«3 Gomom in Spnrgeon Treat. Dav. Ps.cxlix. Z If he
once fall to fettering of princes . . no flesh shall be able to
knock off their bolts again. 1873 BrrroM Hist. Scot. V. lix.

332 The Perth citizen's familiar way of treating the fe:'.eri-.^
of a Highlander. 1874 H. K. Keyxolds John Hapt. ii. '/>i

That sign shall be. .the fettering of such unwilling tongue.
attrib. z8ta Examiner 2? Sept. 621/2 The old man was.

.

pushed fjrward to the fettering block.

Fetterless ffe-tsiles^, a. [f. Fetteb sb. and v.

+ -LEft.s.] Without fetters ; unfettered ; that cannot
be fettered. /;"/. andy%-.
1604 Marstos Malcontent r. iii, A tongue As fetttr!e-se

as is an emperours. 1804 Moose To Boston Frigate 9
Though man have the wings of the fetterless wind. 1816

J. Gilchrist Pkitos. E'.ym. 202, I would rather see them
as wild, lawless and fetterless as the bold Arab. 189a
M. Field Sight % Song 40 Fetterless her ample form.

Fetterlock 'fel3iVk\ Also 5 feter-, -ir-,

-yr-, 6 fether-, 7 feawter-, fewter-. [f. Fetter
sb. + Lock ; in sense 1 a corruption of Fetlock.]
L = Fetlock i. Also used attrib.

1587 Mascall Gozt. Cattle 1 627; 135 Theyclippe away all

the hayre sauing the fetherlocke. 16x7 Maskham Caval.
!L 9 His ioyntes beneath his knees great, with long feawter
lockes. 1678 Lend. Gaz. No. ip^2/4 A grey Mare..
chann'd upon the 4 fetter-lock joints. 1668 R. Holke
Armoury 11. 154/1 The Fewter-lock. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No.
5470/4 The Fetter-Locks behind bigger than the other.

1841 Catliv .V. Amer. Ind. (i?44) It »lv - 25 Our horses'
feet were sinking at every step above their fetterlocks,

b. transf. of a human being.

1664 Butler Hud. il L 91 To set at large his Fetter-locks.

2. An apparatus fixed to the foot of a horse, to

prevent his running away.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 139/1 Fetyriokke, sera compeditalis.

1530 Palscr. 220/1 Fetterlocke, sem:re a govjons. 1610
Hollakd Camden's Brit. L, 510 The forme of the Keepe .

.

built like a fetter-lock.

fig. 1841 Jakes Brigand xxi, Despotic suspicion had not
invented the fetter-lock of passports.

b. The same represented on a badge, shield, etc.

Also a jewel of the same form.
It is figured as a cylinder to which a chain or steel hand is

attached in the form of a D, one end being permanently
fixed and the other secured by a lock.

1463 Bury Wills (.850) 37 A litil fetiriok of gold with a
lace of perie and smal bedys therto of Wak. c 146$ Pol. Ret.
4- L. Poems d366< 2 An F. for be feterlock bat 5 of gTete

'

substance. 1605 Camdex Rem. (1637) 346 King F>dward .

.

bare his white Rose, the fetteriocke before specified. 1646
Bccx Rick. Ill, vi. 115 The device was, A Faulcon encom-
passed with a Fetter-lock. z8ao Scott Ivankoe xxix, A fetter-

lock, and a shacklebolt on a field-sable.

tFe-ttery. a. Obs.- 1
[f. Fitteb **. + -t>.]

Of the nature of fetters ; binding, coTtstraining.

1654 Gaytok Pleas. Motes m. viiL 123 The fettery Hand-
CurTs of Gines Passamont.

Fettl« (fet^I), sb.i Obs.exc St. and dial [OE.
fiUl = OHG. feiftl rMHO. zezzil, Ger. fessel>

chain, band, ON. fetill bandage, strap :—OTeut,
%fatilo-z, I rootfat- to hold.] a. In OE. A girdle,

belt. b. A bandage, c. A handle in the side of
a large basket, etc Also -attrib., as fettle strap.

1 888 K. &lftbo Boetk. xxxvn. f x Mid fetlum & Raid
Xyidemun hyit sweordum. a saw Boetk. Metr. xxv. 19
Sweordum & fetelum. 1399 A- M. tr. Gabelkouer's Bk.
Physicke yJb'i We must rowle the same [a wound] with
narrowe rowies, or with Fetlcs, accordinge to the coostitu-
tioo of the disease. iSia J. Hevdoso* Agric. Sam.
Coitkn. 69 Each castie has a fettle or handle in each side.

**47-7« Halliwell, Fettel, a cord used to a pannier. 1877
N. W. Line, Glots^ Fettte-strap, the

PETWA.
Fettle (fc*T), sb.2 [l next yb.]
1. Condition, state, trim ; in phr. to be) in (good,

high, etc.) fettle. Also in //. the points, * ins and
outs' of anything ; but this may belong to
Fettle sb. x

c 1750 j. Collier ("Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dialect. Cj\<y**.
t

letlle, drfrss, case, condition. 1768 Ross lietenore 23 Her
tongue for fear tint fettle in her cr.eek. 1804 K. A*;-*.frv.N
Cumbrlii. Ball. y> We w.r*-. ycur.g, and heath i' fettle. z8ao

J. K. Ukst Pers. $ Lit. Mem. 365 A critic, who kr.ows what
the north-countryman calls the fettles of the but!
suspect an equivocation. 1850 Tales Kirkb. Ser. 11. 270 I'm
in terrible poor fettie with the toothache. 1857}.
Lane. Life, A Shetland por.y in good fct le. 1859 W

.

Holmfs Prof Breakf-t. xii. fiici) 313 The yc
John is. .'in fust rate fet lie '. 1890 W. Ji> Any-KiscsTON in

Fortn. Rev. May 725 It would, .be surprising were they not
in fine fettle.

2. The material used for ' fettling' a furnace.
1894 Harper's Mag Feb. 4202 '1':.*. molten metal h

rred or 'rabbled' to make it uniform and
^v:--; •.:.: ; .-.-.rp'.raiion of the 'fettle'.

Fettle fct'I), v. Forrr.s : 4-6 fettel, 4-7
fetle, 5 fettil, fetyl

,
5-fj fetel e. 9 dial, fottle,

4- fettie. [Possibly f. OK. fetel, Fkttlk sb}
;

the primary sen>e would then tx: ' to j>:rd up '.]

1. tran:. To make ready, put in or«

y liiai. to put to i\^\.\-.. _ , ,
", icour;

al>o, to groom (a hors'r , attend to cattle .

13 . h. A. At/it /' I',, y: Hk ba face fettled
J..-_ -::•:

. Ibid C .'. In be tyxte bere pj e two arr. on ten
Izyi".. H 1340 ^a-j. *. Gr. Knt.
f
,-f Now ^ -: bes« f) -k bez, forv,b^. -*KrK felled on p:>
kr.j-^t. a 1400 ysAUxarvier (.S. And faste v er.focrme

: lace. 1561 .'. k'u-honie. cf Women -71 i-i

Hazl A P.P.IV. i270urfilyi fetled ir.tothc ;: *'. 1787
Orosf Provinc. Clou . 'I ofettle th' tit-, "j dr& the I .-—.

1849 A. Brokte Ag-nei Grey :-.^- -•>
. I. !"•: -

fireplace a bit 1864 J . '

.

. > daI Merc ry

t,',, I -ja.-. r tttle bol

b. techn. To line 'a paddling furnace, etc.] ; to

scour 'rough
1881 C. R. A Wpioht in Encyct. lint fed. -, XIII -?< r.'.-.-.

to fit the furnace are b ~.
. or etc 1884 Imp.

Per-. 1 iJec *.-/ 2 A castinj

toT cf .--. .4-. castings a- c *.-.*.:.'.' r^w-.-.-. '.:. •*• .-.our,

C. To ' do for ' 'a person , to brat
1863 Kikg^ley Water-lab. 322 Tom offered to . fr*t!*

icC. 1884 Che-.kire Clos;. s.v
.,

A mother will threi'-::, ;.t.- •,-....: '

J .

f
-.: .

-

d. To mull ale or porf:r
y ; see s-tnLkU }stW#.

+ 2. reft, and i'«/r. for refl. To get '01

ready; to prepare; to a-id.-eis or_';i^:f to battle.

Obs. exc. dVa/. 'see quot. 185 s

13 . F. E. Attit. P. C. 4-5 On a f-::;-; he f^-t'ez hym
c 14*5 WrrrotTi Cron. :::. x-.\. •.-,- The

. . Tuk the f-.;. i-.-: 1 yth t'-^.-* fais in
:" - 1515 '.:ot. Field 304 in Furaiv. Percy Folio I. 227
He fettlen ther:. ma \-z-V.^. 1597-8 Bp. Ha:x
-Sar. iv. vi. 43 He . . sel> bis teeme ^ to the *arre.
1600 Hcl^anl- £r» xxi. xvl. i'ssf ^oi They rati

bled ..than fet!<:-: themsclvei to v -
•- - 1674 P-r

A'. C Wordy, Fettle, to set or go i og. 1855
RcEiNSC/M Whitby Glass., ' We are just fettlLog for off.

b. To busy oneself; to

1745 Swift Direct. Servants Hi, Preterm to fei

the Room. 1858 Carlyle Freak. Gf. 1865J II. vil >ii 325
He is getting his saddle i '.tr*:'; : fettling abc

Hence Fettled///, a. in senses of the vb.
C1460 To-JMteley Myst. 309 V -: fetyld. 1861 Temple Bar

Mag. I. 420 A pint of fettled porter. 1863 Mess I'r = '.%. ;

7- Marchmont I. 95 A mug of fettled beer. 1884 Cheshire.
Glass., Fettled Ale, ale mulled with ginger acd sj^sj-.

Fettler fe-tUj). ^rVa/. and Hchn. [f. Fcttle r.

+ -EB 1
.] One who ' fettles ' ; spec, in various trades.

187X Daily New* il Aug-, The cloth finishers, dressers,

fcttlers, and willeyers, are taking steps to obtain a z/-.r--.-^\

advance. 1883 Atmondbury 4 Huddersf. Gloss., FettUr,
one who cleans up ; especially one whose business it is to
clean machinery, engines, &c. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. , Fettler.
one who sharpens the knives of the fustian cutters. 189a
Lalour Commission Gloss , Fettler, the person who cleans
out the fudd and dirt that accumulates in the cards of the
scribbler and condenser.

Fettling fetlin ,,vbl. sb. [LYtttlzv. + -ixg *.]

1. The action of the verb FiTTLE ia various

senses ; an instance of this.

1865 Cahltlj; Fredk. Gt. IX- xx-H. i3 Friedrich calculated
there would be very considerable fettling and haggling,
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., ' I gev him a good fettling,'

b. spec. 1 he action of lining a paddling furnace;

hence, the materials used for this. Al?o attrib.

1884 Pekct Iron 4/ Steel 669 Iron puddled with limestone
fettling is always rotten. 187a Daily Scars 7 Oct. 6 His
judgment, .vacyi^ Sunday fettling. xSoo Iron 4- Steel
Trades Jrnt. 4 Ian. ao/a Sales of cokes and fettling mine-
rals are recorded in large quantities.

Fettsrteixi ftrtsuin . Min, [Ger. fettstcin

(Werner 1 808, , Ifett fat + stein stone.] = Ejlkolitz.
18x5 W. Piiillih Outt, Min, Geol. <rZt8t ys The xettsteia

consists of 44 silex, 34 alsmioc, 4 oxide of iron, a small
portion of lime, and 16 parts of sodaand porarii. S859 Knfli
Geol. Terms s.v.

Fetnre, Fetn« : see Fottm, Forrrs.

Fetwa fe-twa . Forms : 7-9 fetfa, 8 fetva,

9 fethw%. fetwa. [Arab. ijy£ fetwa (rxoootmced

by the Turks fetfa), I (j /z/J, in 4th cooj. to in-



. FEU.

struct by a legal decision (pr. pple. .gSJu Mufti).]

A decision given (usually in writing) by a Mufti

or other Moslem juridical authority.

1625 Purchas Pilgrims II. ix. 1608 Fetfa's that is, Declara-
tions, or Iudgements of the Muftee. 1704 J. Trapp Abra-
Mnliv. \. 2000 In less than half an hour, The black deposing
Fetfa will be sign'd. 1802 Paris as it was II. lxviii. 334
A fetfa or diploma of the Grand Signior. 1836 Lane Mod.
Egypt I. 134 The Naib . . desires the plaintiff to procure a
fetVa (or judicial decision) from the M oof'tee. 1882 Times
5 Apr. 9/4 The fetwa from the great Mahomedan Academy
will be awaited with curiosity.

Feu (fi£)f sb. Sc. Law. Forms: 5-8 few, 6-

feu. [a. OF./eUj feu, fiu\ see the variant Fee

1. — Fee sb.2 1 ; also, a tract of land held in fee.

(Used by modern Scottish jurists indiscriminately

with fee as a rendering of med.L. feudum.)
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. Table, s. v., Gif the vassall com-

mittis ane trespas agan'is his overlord : he tines his few
halden of him. lib. 2. c. 63, 4. [The word is not in the text,

which renders feudum by 'lands'.] 1754 Erskine Princ.

Sc. Law (1809 1 136 Allodial goods are opposed to feus.

a 1768 — Instit. Sc. Latu (1773) I. 209 When mention is

made of a feu or subfeu, we are not necessarily to understand
a grant of lands holden in feu-farm, but a feudal grant in

general . . unless where the subject treated of naturally con-

fines it to a feu-holding.

2. A feudal tenure of land in which the vassal, in

place of military service, makes a return of grain

or money (opposed to Ward or military holding

and Blanch or holding at a nominal rent) ; a grant

of lands on these conditions ; in mod. use, a per-

petual lease for a fixed rent ( = Feu-fakm). Phrases:

In, upon feu : subject to such payments or per-

formance of duties ; also to holdfeu, set intofeu.
1497 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 315, I resauit fra the Lard of

Tehng. .of the releif of few and blanchferme of the entre of

Johne Lord Glammys, thretj thre lib. 1535 Lyxdesw Satyre
2685 Set into few jour temporall lands. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxiii. 30 Thocht thair was sum that tuik thy rowmis
in few. 1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5866/3 A small Part holding
Few of the Earl of Strathmore. 1759 Robertson Hist.

Scot. (181 7) II. in. 74 By granting feus, and perpetual leases

of lands. 1826 Scott Provinc. Antiq, II. no A grant for

disposing of it, in feu. 1892 Gladstone in Daily News
25 Mar. 3/4 To hold land upon feu from the landlord.

b. A piece of land held ' in feu
'

; a holding.

1791 Newtr 'Pour Eng. <y Scot, 375 A small piece, or feu

of ground in Fifeshire. 1820 Scott Monast. i, The vassals

of the church . . were permitted in comparative quiet to

possess their farms and feus. 1864 A. M'Kay Hist,

Kilmarnock 313 On the other side some feus were un-

occupied.

3. attrib. and Comb. ; simple attrib., as feu-
grant, -parchment, -rent, -system ; special comb.,

as feu-annual (see quot. 1710), hence -annualer
;

feu-charter = next ; feu-contract, the contract

regulating the giving out of land in feu, between

the superior and vassal ; feu-duty, the annual rent

paid by a vassal to his superior for tenure of lands ;

feu-holding, a tenure of lands in feu ; feu-right,

the right of holding land, etc.) in feu.

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Annuell, In the Actes of

Parliament maid be Queene Marie 4 Parlia. 29. Maij c. 10

mention is maid of ground annuell, *few annuell and top

annuell, quhairof I . . am incertaine quhat they do signifie.

1710J Dundas View Feud. Z,<z:eGloss. 127 Few-annuals,
that which is due by the Reddendo of the Property of the

Ground, before the House was built within Burgh. 1551

Sc. Acts Q Mary (1597) § 10. 134 b, The *few annuellaris.

a 1768 Erskine tnstit.Sc. Law{i?73) I. 207 The word *feu-

charter is never made use of but to denote the special tenure
by feu-farm. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1879) II. Hi. 879 The
*feu-contract is m the nature of a perpetual lease and is in

Scotland the usual mode of letting land for building purposes.

1597 Sc. Acts Jas. VI, § 246 Incase it sal happen. . ony
vassall or fewar . . to failzie in making of payment of his few
dewtie. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <y Sclim. xvi. (1857) 356 Pay-
ing a large arrear of feu-duty, a 1768 Erskine Instit. Sc.

Law (1773) I. 222 The vassal's loss of his *feu-grant. 1748
De Foe's Pour Gt. Brit. IV. 39 Converted into Blanch and
*Feu holdings. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. V. lxiv. 444 Some
of the beneficial interests thus conveyed were mere leases,

others were feu-holdings. 1825 Scott Fam. Lett, 12 Oct.

(1894)11. 353 A grim old Antiquary, .all *feu-parchment,
snuff, and. .whisky toddy. i856 Miss Mulock Noble Life
xv. 267 Houses, .the "feu-rents of which made the estate.

.

more valuable every year. 1774 Petit, in M'"Kay Hist.
Kilmarnock App. iii. 305 The reddendo of this *feu-right is

£7 Scots yearly. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., The *feu

system is a custom tin use in Scotland' under which a piece

of land is purchased by a perpetual yearly payment.

Feu (fi«)> v. [f. Feu sb.] trans. To grant (land)

upon feu. Also to feu off, out.

1717 De Foe Mem. Ck. Scot. 11. 23 Temporalities feu'd to

themselves. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 59 He had
recourse to wadset ts ; or feued off a part of his property at

a quit-rent. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <y Schm. xiv. (1857) 301

A little bit of ground, which he had failed in getting feued

out for buildings. 1866 Miss Mulock Noble Life vii. 109
To find out the exact extent and divisions of his property,

and to whom it was feued.

t Feuage. Obs. rare. [a. OF. feuage, fouage,

f. feu fire.] (See quots.)
1618 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. 214 The Prince of Wales .

.

imposing a new taxation upon the Gascoignes, of Feuage or

Chymney mony . . discontented the people. 1706 Phillips

<ed. Kersey), Fuage or Focage, Hearth-money, an Imposi-

tion of Twelve-pence for every Fire-hearth,

178

Feuar (fi/7'ai). Sc. Forms : 6 fear, fewar, 7

filer, 8 feuer, 9 feur, 7- fewar. See Fiar. [f.

Feu sb. + -ae.] One who holds land upon feu.

15 I3~7S Dinrn. Occurrents (1833) 237 Alexander Stewart

fear of Garuleis. 1597 Sc. Acts Jas. VI, § 246 Ony vassal

or fewar, haldand landes in few-ferme. 1637-50 Row Hist.

Kirk (1842) 105 The fier of Fintray. 1753 Scots Mag. Feb.

86/2 Except of feuerof 31/. Scots of valued rent. 1843 Scott
Monast. i. note, Descendants of such feuars. .are still to he
found in possession of their family inheritances. 1876 Grant
Burgh Sch. Scotl. 11. ii. 109 Neighbouring feuars and pro-

prietors.

Feud l (fi»d). Forms : a. (after the early

14th c. almost exclusively *Sf.) 3-6 fede, 4 fed,

(6 fade), 6-7 fead, feed(e, 4-8 feide. £. 6

food(e, feood, fude, 6-7 fuid(e, 6-8 fewd(e,

7 feaud, feode, feude, 7- feud. [The northern

ME. fede is a. OF. fede, feide, faide (the phrase

fede mortel — 'deadly feud' is recorded from I3thc),

ad. OHG. fehida (whence MHO. vehede, vede,

mod.G. fehde) = OE. fkhpiu enmity :—OTeut.

*faihipd str. fern., noun of quality or state f. *fai/io-

adj. : see Foe. In 14-1510 c. the word occurs only

in Sc. writers, the form being alwaysfede, feide, or

something phonetically equivalent. In the 16th c.

it was adopted in England (being often expressly

spoken of as a northern word), with an unexplained

change of form, as food{e, feood,fuid,fewd, whence
in 1 7th c. the form now current. The ordinary state-

ment that the change of form was due to the in-

fluence of Feud sh.~ is obviously incorrect ; Feud
sb.* is not recorded in our material until half a

century after the appearance of the forms foode,

fewd, and would not account for them even if it

were proved to have existed earlier ; moreover,

even in the 17th c. it was merely a rare technical

word used by writers on the ' feudal system ', and

its sense is too remote from that of the northern

feide for the assumed influence to have operated.

A plausible supposition is that there was anOE. *fiod str.

fern. if. fio\an to hate) corresponding to Goth, fijapwa as

frJod friendship to Goth, frijapwa. This would in ME.
normally become fede, coalescing with the Rom. word of

similar sound and meaning; but there may have been a

northern Eng. dialect in which the word was pronounced
with a 'rising' diphthong <cf. mod.Eng. four from OE.
fecr.ver), and from which the Q forms were adopted. In

17th c. the word was occasionally altered into Foehood ]

f 1. Active hatred or enmity, hostility, ill-will.

a. [Beowulf'109 Ne ^efeah he baere fxhcSe.] a 1300 Cursor
M. 27455 (Cott.) He haldes wreth in hert and fede. c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints, Margarcte 476 For bare vertu fed haf I.

1:1470 Hknry Wallace 1. 354 A mar quiet sted, Quhar
\Vil3ham mycht be bettir fra thair fede. C1475 RaufCoil-
%ear 969 His wyfe wuld he nocht forget, for dout of Goddis
feid. 1556 Lauder Tractate 11 Nother to spair, for lufe

nor fede, To do dew lustice to the dede. 1570 Lf.wss Man tp.

205/34 Feade, odium. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. 92 The fade and inimitie borne towards thair parents.

1787 Burns Tarn Samson's Elegy x, Till coward death

behind him jumpit, Wi deadly feide.

0. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 1 Two . . cities. . bare eche

other., deadlye foode. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. i. 26 Deadly
feood. 1598 Florio, A izza, anger, fude, moode. 1631

Gouge God's Arrows iii. § 3. 187 This immortall fewde
against worshippers of the true God. 1705 Dyet ofPoland
4 A Vice which rankles up to Fewd.

b. Sc. Used in contradistinction tofavour.
a. 1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 622 The veritie . . thay sulde

declare, Without regarde to fauour or to fede. 1560 Rolland
Seven Sages (18371 l Thay tuke na cure of na manis fauour

nor feid. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 137 For feed or favour of

anie man. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk {iZ^ 446^ Thus have

I . . spoken nothing . . but the trueth, and that impartiallie,

without fead or favour to any.

0. J843CARLYLE Past $ Pr. (1858) 145 Decided without

feud 6r favour.

2. A state of bitter and lasting mutual hostility.

(From 16th c. often with allusion to 3.) Phrases

:

to be at [deadly) feud, f to have {a person) atfeud.
a. .1425 Wyntoun Cron. vii. ix. 529 In bare ire Of awld

Fede, and gret dyscord. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 201

Synesueir on bell and buik, That euerie on to vther sould be

trew In tyme to cum for aid feid or for new. aiwj Hobie
Noble ix. in Child Ballads (1890) vn. clxxxix. 2/2 Ihe land-

sergeant has me at feid.

£• 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. iv. 21 Hee will alwayis

bee at deadly foode with mee. i6ci Holland Pliny x. lxxiv.

308 Crowes and Owles are at mortall feaud one with another.

1611 Bible Transt. Pref. 10 His Queene and his . .
heire

were at deadly fuide with him. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil.

Treat. 603 Of which sort there are divers at this day . . at

deadly feode with the other Jewes. ci66xArgyle's IVill'in

Hart. Misc.d746i VIII. 30/2 He [Argyle] was at Feud with

all his Superiors in Scotland, a 1715 Burnet Own Time
(1766) I. 6 Seeds of lasting feuds and animosities. 1847

Grote Greece 11. xlvii. (1862) IV. 189 Their ancient feud

against Korkyra. 187X Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV.

xvii. 77 A partizan of Tostig would naturally be at feud

with Oswulf.

3. A state of perpetual hostility between two
families, tribes, or individuals, marked by murder-

ous assaults in revenge for some previous insult or

injury. More fully deadly feud. Cf. Vendetta.
Phrases as in 2.

a. 158* 8 Hist. James VI (1804) 225 That nathing done
..be comptit as deadlie fead in judgement. 1599 Jas. I

Uao-iA. Awpof (16031 47 Rest not, until yee roote out these

barbarous feides, 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 46 For the main-

FEUDAL.
tetning of weir (or deadlie fead) quhilk he lies with ane
other. 41657 Sir J. Balfour Ann. Scot. (1824-5) 1L.68
His Maiesties sentence and decreitt being read concerning

all feeds and matters of blood betuix the Hayes and Gordons.

fi. 1568 Lambarde Ap\aioi'o^i'a Biij, Capitales inimicitut,

Saxonice fce^h [sic], nomen. .a borealibus Angjis hac nostra

memoria vsurpatum. Illi vero dictione non ita multum a
priori dissidente,yWcrf, et Deadlyfewd appellant. 1601 Act
43 Eliz. c. 13 Whoesoever shall . . take any of her Majestie's

Subjects .. or make a praye or spoileof his Persone or

Goodes, upon deadlie feude or otherwise. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage VI. xi. 525 Mutuall feuds and battels betwixt

their seuerall Tribes and kindreds. 1797 Tomlins Law
Diet., Deadly feud is a profession of an irreconcileable

hatred, till a person is revenged even by the death of his

enemy. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles ill. iv, Until these feuds so

fierce and fell The Abbot reconciles. 1845 H. H Wilson
Brit. India 1. 1. vi. 317 A tribe which was at deadly feudwith

the Joasmis. 1868 Frl-eman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 108

Carrying out an ancestral deadly feud.

f 4. A murderous conspiracy. Obs. rare— 1
.

So OF. feide. This is our only southern instance of the

word before 16th c.

(•1300 A". A lis. 96 Kyng Phelippe, of gret thede, Maister

was of that feide.

5. A quarrel, contention, bickering.

a. ( 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (1728) 6 If it

shall chance us to continue any further in this fead it

shall redound to his advantage.

p. 166a Stillincfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. vi. § 1 We see how
small a matter will beget a feud between learned men. 173a

Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 17 The perpetual feuds between

the patricians and plebeians. 1754 Richardson Grandison
(17811 IV. iv. 23 We were in the midst of a feud when you
arrived. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. vii. 279 The domestic

feuds which agitated.the family of Temenus. 1841 DTsraeli
Anten. Lit. 11867) 53 The hero had come not to seek feud,

nor to provoke insult.

6. attrib., as,feud-foe. Also, feud-bote, Hist. [ad.

OE. fxhp-b6t\, a recompense for engaging in a

feud, a compensation for homicide.

[c 1000 Laws Ethelred ix. § 25 And ne hearf senij mynster-

niunuc ahwar mid rihte feeh3-bote biddan ne faeho-bote

betan.] 1681 Blount Glossogr., Feud-boote. 1706 Phillips

(ed . Kersey), Feud-bote. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1640 King «,

North. Man 343 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 306 If that I doe

ever meete with your fewd foes, Ise sweare by this staffe

that their hide I won bang.

Feud *, feod (fi/Jd). [ad. med.L. feudum,
feodum : see Fee sb?] •

1. = Fee sb.2 1

.

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 61, I might with casting about,

frame the nature of Feuds, or Patronage. zjoS'I'ertues

de la Ley 336 Feod is a right which the Vassal hath in Land.

i8i8Cruise Digested. 2) III. 151 The Conqueror conferred

the estates. .011 his principal followers as strict feuds. 1872

E W; Robertson Hist. Ess. 256 The Benefice began to be

converted into the hereditary Feud.

2. = Fee sb.* 3.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson 117 His Majesty conferred on him
the title of Duke of Bronte, annexing to it the feud of

that name. l8«5 T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 91

Residing constantly on their patrimonial feuds. 1865 Maffei
Brigand Life II. 271 The old papal feud of Beneventum.

Feudal (.("< dal), a. 1 and sb. Forms : 7 feudall,

7-9 feodal, (8 Sc. fewdal), 7- feudal, [ad.

med.L.feuddlis,feoddlis, t.fcud-um,feod-um, Feud.

Cf. F.fMal.]
1. Of or pertaining to a feud or fief; of the nature

of a feud or fief.

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 188 Neither did the Prouinces

make them otherwise then Personal. For they were not

annext to them as Feudall. a 1677 Hale Com. Law Eng.

ix. 183 Wales, that was not always the Feudal Territory of

..England. 1710 J. Dundas Vinv Feudal Law xii. 47 The
Money got for a Few is moveable, .not Fewdal, for it does

not succeed in place of the Few. 1861 Kemp Comm. (1873)

III. liii. 497 The conversion of allodial into feudal estates.

b. Her. (.See quot.)

1847 Gloss. Heraldry, Arms of Succession, otherwise

called feudal arms, are those born« by the possessors of

certain lordships or estates.

2. Of or pertaining to the holding of land in feud.

1639 Spelman Feuds /e Tenures xxiii. 38 There was no .

.

intervenient Lord to claim them by any feodal Tenure.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 39 In all countries where the

feodal polity has prevailed. 1781 Gibbon Decl. f, F. II. 48

The first rudiments of the feudal tenures. 1873 H. Spencer

Stud. Sociol. v. 103 The feudal arrangement of attachment

to the soil. .

b. Feudal system : the system of polity which

prevailed in Europe during the Middle Ages, and

which was based on the relation of superior and

vassal arising out of the holding of lands in feud.

1776 Adam Smith IF. N. (1869) 1. 1. xi. 251 Poland, where

the feudal system still continues to take place. 1875

Kincsley Hcrew. ix, The feudal system never took root in

their soil.

3. Of or pertaining to the feudal system ; exist-

ing or such as existed under that system. Feudal

lawyer : one learned in feudal law. Feudal writers

:

those who treat of the feudal system.

1665 Surv. Aff. Netherl. 31 By the Feodall (printed

Feodau' Law that King, their Lord, had forfeited his Right

to his Fee. J765 Blackstone Comm. 1. 241 According to

the known distribution of the feodal writers. 1807 Crabbf.

Par. Keg. 11. 206 Like them, in feudal days their valiant

lords. 1816 Scott Old Mort. ii. Those feudal institutions

which united the vassal to the liege lord, and both to the

Crown. 1840 T. A. Trollope Summ. in Brittany II. 106

The ruins of two ancient feodal castles. 1886 Stubbs Med.

* Mod. Hist. 64 It is time . . that we had a feudal map of

England.



FEUDAL.

b. Feudal vassal, lord, etc. : one holding that

position in the sense implied in the feudal system.

1639 Spelman Fends % Tenures ii. 4 Their Feudal Vassals

. . enjoyed their Feuds . . from year to year at the pleasure

of their Lords. 1839 W. Chambfrs Tour Holland 65/1

Otho, the feudal proprietor of this stronghold. 1856 Froude
Hist, Eng, (1858) I. i. 18 That loyalty with which the people

followed the standard . . of their feudal superiors,

c. Occasionally of persons or their opinions

:

Adhering to the principles of the feudal system.

1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxiv. 463 Lawyers, .would

naturally look at everything with feudal eyes. 1883 OuiDA
Wanda I. 89 We are very feudal still,

f B. sb. pi. Feudal privileges. Obs. rare.

1625 F. Markham Bk. Hon. 11. iv. § 5 AH sorts, .shall enloy

their Feodalls and Rights, to which they are truely borne.

Hence Peu'dally adv., in a feudal manner or

spirit ; under feudal conditions.

1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. ii. 11. § 44 The Pope .. cannot
depose these princes . . unless they are feudally his vassals.

1850 Mazzini Royalty $ Repub. 158 Abjectly . . trembling

before the people when it arose, .yet feudally insolent when
the lion was quieted again. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy
II. 184 A very aged, ignorant, and feudally loyal couple.

Feudal (fi/rdal), a.2 rare. [f. Feud1 + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a (deadly) feud.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. viii, The havoc of the feudal

war. Ibid. in. iv, The foemen's feudal hate.

Feudalism (fi?7-daliz'm). [f. Feudal a.^ -r

-ism.] The feudal system, or its principles.

1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. I. 82 The peculiar usages of

feudalism. i85i Wright Ess. Arch&ol. II.xiv.39 Feudalism
had originated in France. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) I. iii. 91 There was no systematic feudalism, but the

elements of feudalism were there. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst.

vi. 154 Feudalism had grown up from two great sources, the

Benefice and the practice of Commendation.

Feudalist (fi«*d&list). [f. as prec. + -tst.]

1. a. A representative of the feudal system.

1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 268 The Castle [of Edinburgh^
the architectural chieftain of those grey and rugged feudal-

ists below. 1831 Crayonsfrom Commons 28 To make each

Border feudalist rejoice.

b. An adherent or supporter ofthe feudal system.

1870 Daily News 6 Sept. 4 Those wretched feudalists [the

Prussians]. 1874 Maurice Friendship Bks. v. 149 That
kind of civilization which I said the feudalists could not

give. 1888 Truth 19 July 98/1 The Emperor is far more of

a feudalist than the Prince [Bismarck].

2. One learned in feudal law ; = Feudist.

Feudalistic (fi77dalrstik\ a. [f. prec. +-IC.]

Of the nature of feudalism ; inclined to feudalism.

1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Reli'g. Knoiol. III. 1719 The new
mediaeval forms, hierarchical and feudalistic. 1886 A. M.
Elliott in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. July VII. 152 The main
tenor of his life was feudalistic.

Feudality (fiwdce-Hti). [ad. F. feudalite

(Cotgr..), feodaliti, f. feudal (Cotgr.), fcodal : see

Feudal a. 1 and -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being feudal ; the prin-

ciples and practice of the feudal system.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 395 The leaders teach the

people to abhor and reject all feodality as the barbarism of

tyranny. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I. i. 7 [The
holding of Assizes] had a powerful tendency. . to check the

influence of feudality and clanship. 1845 Mill Ess, II. 265

The very essence of feudality was . . the fusion of property

and sovereignty. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1869) II. u. in
There followed that struggle between feudality and the

church. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos IV. iii. 36 The many
means of raising money that feudality afforded.

b. pi. Feudal principles.

1814 Witness 1. iii, It was a breach in your feudalities To
change the place.

2. A feudal regime or system ; a feudal-like

power ; a feudal holding, a fief.

1800 Coleridge Piccolom. It, viii, All the great Bohemian
feodalities. 1821 Examiner lyjfn Capital in Great Britain

has become a feudality. 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 3C6

He.. strove to connect himself with, .the old false Feudali-

ties which he once saw clearly to be false. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India 1. 203 A principle recognised throughout

the feudality of India.

+ 3. (See quot.) Obs.~°
1701 Kennet Carvels Law Diet., Feodalitas, Feodality

or Fidelity paid to the Lord by his feodal tenant. Hence

1797 Tomlins Law Diet., Feodality, fealty. 1847 in Craig.

Feudalization (fi^dabiz^-jW). [f. next +
-ATiON.] The action of the vb. Feudalize ; the

reduction (of a country") under the feudal system.

186a Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xi. 147 William had ..

completed the feudalization of the whole Kingdom. 1874

Stubbs Const. Hist: {1S75) L xi. 360 The tendency towards

feudalisation of the governmental machinery. 1876 FREE*

Man Norm. Conq.V. xxiv. 460 The feudalization of Europe.

Feudalize (fiw-dabiz), v. [f. Feudal «.* +
-ize.] trans. To make feudal, bring under the

feudal system, impart a feudal character to; to

convert (lands) into feudal holdings. Also, to re-

duce (persons) to the condition of feudal dependants.

1828 Examiner 147/1 Could human beings be stultified

and feudalized, like the peasantry in days of yore, into

something a very little beyond the clods they trod upon.

1862 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, iii. 42 Allodial property

was daily diminished in amount by proprietors feudalizing

it. 1868 Milman St. Paul's ii. 15 The Norman Conquest

feudalised the Church, .of England.

Hence Feu'dalized ppl. a. ; Feu'dalizing vbl. sb.

1851 Ogilvie, Feudalizing, reducing to a feudal form.

185a Ld. Cockburn Jeffrey I. 365 Its strongly feudalised

179

condition. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 252 The
feudalizing process went on vigorously. 1875 Maine Hist
Inst. iii. 91 This is no doubt true of feudalised countries.

Feirdary, feo'dary, sb. and a. Obs. exc. arch.

Forms: 4-9 feodary, 5-7 -ie, (5 feudory, 6 feo-

darry), 6-7 feudary, (7 -ie), (7 feodar, feadary,

fasd-, foedery). [ad. med.L. feodari-us, f.feodum,

feudum : see Feud sb* and -abv.]

A. sb.

1. One who holds lands ofan overlord on condition

of homage and service ; a feudal tenant, a vassal.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 191 So J>at after hat

tyme he [lohn] and his heires schulde be feodaries to be
chirche of Rome. 1494 Faijyan Chron. vn. 319 To holde it

euer after, .as feodaries of y a pope. 1568 Grafton Chron.

II. 222 The King of Scottes bound himselfe and them to be

Feodaries to the Crowne of England. 1613-18 Daniel Coll.

Hist. En*. (1626) 134 He seemed absolutely the Popes
Feudary." 1631 Massinger Beleeve as you list 11. ii, Our
confederates and freindes Founde it as firme as fate, and
seaventeene Kinges, Our fsdaries. 1650 Fuller Pisgah
1. ii. 5 Accepted of the Jewish King to be honourary feo-

daries unto him. 1836 M. J. Chapman in Eraser's Mag.
XIV. 26 Earth, .shall to the despot homage yield, All power
and all dominion shall be his By thee, his feodary.

b. A subject, dependant, retainer, servant.

i6zo Ford Line of Life Ded., The sacrifice is a thriftie

loue. .and the Presentor'a feodarie to such as are maisters.

.

of their . . owne affections, a 1656 Usshfr Ann. vi. (1658)

459 The Senate was ready to do him all friendly offices,

provided, that he became their feadary. 1871 R. Ellis

Catullus Ixiii. 68 O am I to live the god"s slave? feodary be

toCybele?

f 2. An officer of the ancient Court of Wards
(see quot. 1641). Obs.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 32 Preamb., The Office of Feo-

darie in the Countie of Essex. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VII f,

c. 46 Al surveiors and feodaries, that shalbe appoyncted by
. . the said court, c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon (1714) II. 77
It became Mr. Eveleigh's Feodary of his County. 1641

Termes de la Ley 160 Feodary is an Office in the Court of

Wards, aDpointed to . . receive all the rents of the Wards
lands within his circuit, etc. 1736 Carte Ormonde II. 249
The inquisitions post mortem taken by escheators and
feodaries.

\ 3. A confederate. (See Fedaeie.)

B. adj. Feudally subject. Const to.

1577-87 HolinshedC//w«. III. 1166/1 His kingdome made
feodarie to Rome. 1648 Milton Observ. Art. Peace Wks.
1738 I. 351 A whole Feudary Kingdom. 1651 G. W. tr.

Coiuel's Inst. 74 A Subiect . . himself is either mediately or

immediately Feodary to the King. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.

in. iv. § 16 lohn .. being .. not free, but feodary.

T Feu'datary, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : (6

feudotarie, 7 feodatary, -otary, feudataire,

-arie, foeditary, -otarie\ 7-9 feudatary. [ad.

med.L.feudatdri-us, {.feudal- ppl. ?tem oifeuddre

to enfeoff' (.feudum : see Feud sb.2 and -aby. Cf.

Fr.feudataire.]

A. adj. = Feudatory A. i.

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 211 Such as are mongst vs

feudatarie marquesses. 1635 Pagjtt Christianogr. 65 Prus-

land . . whose Duke is Feodotary to the Duke of Poland.

1674 Ch. fy Court of Rome 19 Soveraign Princes are not

here meant, but onely Feudatary.

B. sb.

1. = Feudatory B. i.

1586 Ferne Btaz. Gentrie 141 There is also a King,

and he a homager, or feudotarie to the estate and Maiestie

of another King, as to his superior lord. 1614 Selden Titles

Hon. 29 Now it acknowledges no superior. But so many
as . . do, as feudataries to other Princes, are excluded.

1676 R. Dixon Two Test. vn. 489 The Unfaithful are the

Devils Feudataries. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit.

1. in. iii. (1743) 164 All the Lords of England, .are feudataries

to the King. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 31 The
perfect integrity of Louis, .accustomed even the most jealous

feudataries to look upon him as their judge.

2. — Feudary B. 2.

1607 in Cowell hiterpr.,

Feudatorial, a. [f. next + -AL.] = Feudal.
1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 126 A settled system

of feudatorial life.

Feudatory (n*7-dat3ri\ <z. and sb. Also 7 feo-

datory. [ad. L. type *feuddtori-us, f. med. L.

feudare to enfeoff, "f. feudum : see Feud 2 and

-ORY.]

A. adj.

1. a. Of a person : Owing feudal allegiance to

another; subject, b. Of a kingdom, etc. : Under

the overlordshipofan outside sovereign. Const, to.

a. X592 Bacon Observ. Libel Wks. 1753 L 519 Any bene-

ficiary or feodatory king. 1680 Morden Geog. Red. (1685)

217 He is Feudatory to the Pope. X796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 219 Low or feudatory nobility. 1828 Tytler Hist.

Scot. (1864) I. 9 The petty chiefs .. had for a long period

been feudatory to the Norwegian crown.

b. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. (1802) 1. 1. 207 If the one

crown had been considered, .as feudatory to the other. 1884

Manch. Exam. 12 Sept. 5/1 The armies kept up by the

feudatory states. 1890 Daily News 30 Dec. 5/6 Feudatory

India.

2. Of or pertaining to vassals or retainers.

1861 Lytton & Fane TannJuinser 23 From . . all the

feudatory festivals, Men miss'd Tannhauser.

B. sb,

1. One who holds his lands by feudal tenure;

a feudal vassal,

1765 Blackstone Comm. I. It. iv. 45 The feudatory could

not aliene or dispose of his feud. 1814 Scott Chivalry

FEtTIIiLANTINE.

(1874"! 49 The barons or great feudatories of the crown. 1843
Prescott Mexico iv. v. (1864) 236 The Indian Monarch had
declared himself the feudatory of the Spanish.

transf. 1825 Bentham Indicat. Ld. Eldon 10 Court,
sitting as yet in public, cannot convert itself into a
sinecurist : this accommodation it cannot afford to any but
its feudatories.

2. A feud, fief, or fee; a dependent lordship.

1644 Evelyn Diary 22 Nov., The kingdomes of Naples
and Sicily, pretended feudatorys to the Pope. 1680 Morden
Geog. Rcct. (1685) no Lorrain .. the Duke whereof is a
Prince of the Empire, and the Country was reckoned a
Feodatory thereof. 1783 W, F. Martyn Geog. Mag. I. 424
A feudatory of Thibet. 1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser.

11. 104 If he made the gift, the pope should hold it as

a feudatory of the Empire.

Feudee (fiwdr). rare- 1
, [f. Feup1+-ee.]

One to whom a feud has been granted ; a tenant.

1875 J. Fisher Landhold'ing in England iv. 38 The feudee
only became tenant for life.

ii Feu de joie iS'o d^ gwa). Also pi. feux de
joie. [Fr. ; lit. * fire of joy'.]

T 1. A bonfire ; alsoy^. Obs.

1609 Pp. \V. Barlow Ansiv.Nameless Cal/i. n The Iesuites

..would .. haue been pleasant Spectators thereof, as at a
Feu-de-ioy. 1658 J. Robinson Eudoxa i. 10 Unexpected
calamities will quench the feudejoy of a long fore-set gratu-

lation. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipivreck 159 To
illuminate our feux de joye. [1888 J. Payn Myst. Mirhridge
vii, The news that the Home Farm was on fire, which he
announced as though it were a feu de joie.]

2. (See quot. 1867.)
1801 Sporting Mag. XIX. 146 They had fired a feu-de-joyc

opposite their Major's house. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Feu-de-joie, a salute fired by musketry on occasions of publio

rejoicing, so that it should pass from man to man rapidly

and steadily down one rank and up the other, giving ona
long continuous sound.

t Feildigrapher. Obs. [f. mcd.L. feudum
(see Feud^.-) +-GRAPH + -ER 1

.] (See quot. 16S8.)

1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey To Rdr. 3 It behoues
an honest and faithful! Feudigrapher . . to approue himselfe

an intelligent and diligent Improuer. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 111. 138/2 Feudigrapher is a Surveyor of Farmes
and Freehold Lands.

Feudist (fi/?dist). Also 7 feodist, pheudist.

[f. Feud - + -1st. Cf. F. feudist*.]

1. A writer or authority on feuds, one versed in

feudal law. Also attrib.

1607 Cowell Interf>r., Fealtic, This oath, .is vsed among
the feudists. 1610 \V. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 111. ii. 67

Many Feudists doe holde that Feudatarius hath not an entire

property in his Fee. 1639 Spelman Feuds § Tenures xxiii.

37 The Feodists therefore call them Caduca. a 1682 Sir T.
Browne Tracts viii. (16841 150 The Feudist term Ligcus a
Ligando. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 50 The oath of

fealty, which made in the sense of the feudists every man
that took it a tenant or vassal. 1845 Stephen Laws Eng.
I. 185 Allodium, the name by which the feudists abroad
distinguished such estates of the subject as were not holden

of any superior,

f 2, a. The holder of a feud or estate, b. One
living under the feudal system. Obs.

1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey iv. i. 80 All ..

Rents, Seruices, Issues, and profits accrewing and renew-

ing to the Feudist or Possident. 1767 Blackstone Comm.
II. xiv. 215 The Greeks, the Romans .. and even originally

the feudists, divided the lands equally.

T Feudi'Stical, a. Obs, rare. [f. prec. + -ic +
-al,] = Feudal.
a 1618 Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 73 The civil, or

feudistical laws.

Feu-farm (fu7'farm). .9c. Laiv. [ad, OF. feu-

ferine : see Fee-Farm.]
1. That kind of tenure by which land is held of

a superior on payment of a certain yearly rent.

Also, to hold, let, 'set infeu-farm. Cf. Fee-farm i.

14.. Burgh Laws xcv. (Sc, Stat, I), Of landys lattin till

feuferme in burgh. 1457 Sc. Acts Jos. II (1597) § 72 Vpon
setting of few-ferme of his awin land. 1473-4 Ld. Trcas.

Ace. Scot. 1. 3 Componit for the fewferme of Johne of

Sollaris for the grene 3ardis besyde Stritteline, composicio

xx H. 15640V. Acts Q. Mary (1597) § 88 Confirmation to be

obteined vpon infeftmentes of few-ferine of the Kirk-landes.

1597 Sc, Acts Jas. VI § 246 Ony vassall or fewar, haldar.d

landes in few-ferme, a 1768 Erskine Instit. Sc. Law(ij-j^)

I. 209 A grant of lands holden in feu-farm. 187a E. W.
Robertson Hist. Ess. 138 It was not allowable .. for the

tenants in 'Ward and Blench' to sublet their lands in feu-

farm.

2. The annual duty or rent paid to a superior by

his vassal for tenure of lands.

X582-8 Hist, Jas. VI (1804) 224 The rends, few fermes,

and mealls of the lands of Pendreith.

Fetr-farmer. Sc. Law. [ad. OY.feufermier:

see Fee-farmer.] » Fee-farmer.
1609 Skene Reg, Maj. 32 The fewfermer thereafter con-

strained by necessitie, is compelled to sell the lands.

Feuge, obs. form of Fugue. Mus.

II Feuillage. Obs. rare. [F. feuillage, f.

feuille : see Feuille.] Foliage.

1714 Jervas Let. to Pope 20 Aug. in Pope's Lett. (1737)

107, I ., inclose the out.line .. that you may determine

whether you would have it . . reduced to make room for

feuillage or laurel round the oval. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade, Feuillage {
French), foliage ; a row of leaves,branched-

work.

II
Feuillantine. Obs. [V. ;

prob. from the

Feuillantines, a congregation of nuns.] (See quot.)

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Feuillantins . . small Tarts .

.

filled with Sweat-meats. 17*5 Bradley Fatn. Diet. s.v.
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Tarts, It may be gamish'd with Fevillantines or small

Fleurons of all sorts of Fruits.

Feuille (%). [a. F. feuille leaf.] fa- A
thin plate ; a leaf (oos.). b. The name of a colour

:

see quot.
166a Pettv Taxes 35 If bullion be . . beaten into feuilles.

1883 Casselfs Fain. Mag. Nov. 755/2 A very light green,

known as Feuille.

1
Feuillemorte (foymort), a. More commonly

in anglicized and corrupted forms : see Filemot.

[Fr. ; lit. ' dead leaf'.] Of the colour of a dead or

faded leaf, brown or yellowish brown.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. ill. xi. fed. 3) 294 To make a

Country-man understand what Feuillemorte Colour signifies.

1876 Ouida Winter City ii. 22 She had feuille morte velvet

slashed with the palest of ambers.

b. Comb., as ftuillcmortt-cohurcd adj.

1840 H. Ainsworth Tcnver ofLondon ix, An ample feuille-

morte coloured cloak.

t Feuillet'. Obs. Also 8 feuilletto. [a. F.

feuillelte :—med.L. folietta a measure of wine.] A
half-hogshead.
1711 Lend. Gaz. No. 4989/3, 44 Feuillettes, or half-hogs-

heads of Burgundy. X794 Burke Corn (1S44) IV. 243 Four
feuiltets of the be.-t Burgundy.

Feuillet- (foy,ye). Diamond-cutting. [F.

feuillet, dim. offeuille (see Feuille.] (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Feuiltets. .the projecting points

of the triangular facets in a rose-cut diamond, whose bases

join those of the triangles of the central pyramid.

Feuilleton (f<>y>y.>ton . [a. F. feuilleton, f.

feuillet, dim. offeuille leaf.] In French newspapers

(or others in which the French custom is followed),

a portion of o: e or more pages (at the bottom)

marked off from the rest of the page by a rule, and

appropriated to light literature, criticism, etc. ; an

article or work printed in the feuilleton.

1845 A tketurum 1 1 Jan. 42 The tendency of the newspaper
feuilleton, in France, to absorb the entire literature of the

day. 1861 Sat. Rez'. 16 Dec. 621 The Catiseries deQuinxaint
have the usual merits of French feuilletons. 1863 Maent.
Mag. Mar. 394 Most of the journals [Russian] are furnished

with a ftuilleton in the shape of a romance. 1887 Fait
MallC. 18 July 2/2 The Steele published feuilletons daily

on literature, history, fine art, science, and fiction. 189a

Nation 16 June 452/3 He writes a feuilleton on current

musical topics for the Vienna Xeuc Freie Fresse.

Hence Feui lletonism, aptitude for writing feuil-

letons ; Feuilletonist, a writer of feuilletons

;

Peuilletoni stic a., characteristic of or suitable

for a feuilletonist.

1840 Blaekw. Mag. XI.VIII. 524 The number of young
feuilletonists . . is now very considerable in France. 1843
Ibid. LI V. 674 Thefeuilletonists, or short story-tellers. 1885

C Lowe Bismarck II. x. 42 The Count, .worried his Chief
with what the latter called ' feuilletonistic' remarks about
the difficulties of his social, -position in Paris. iBMTyrreli.
in Fortit. Rev. Jan. 59 If men refrained from dignifying

. . feuilletonism . . with the name of scholarship.

t Feute, fewte. Obs. Forms: 4 feute,

(foute, fuyt), 5 feaute, fewte, (fute). [ad. OF.
fuite ' voies du cerf qui fuit' (Littrel, f.fuir:—h.

fug?rc to flee. Cf. F'ewe, Fuse.] The traces or

track (of an animal).
e 1340 Gaio. 4- Gr. Knt. 1425 pe howndez . . fellen as fast

to be fuyt. c 1350 Will Falerne 33 pe. .hound. . Feld foute

of be child. Ibid. 2189 Whan be houndes hadde feute of be

hende best. ,1440 Front/'. Faro. 159 Fewte, vestigium.

1470-85 Malory Arthur VI. xiv, He saw a black brachet

sekyng. .as it had ben in the feaute of an hurt dere.

Feuter, Feutered, obs. forms of Feature, -ei>.

Feuter, Feuterer : see Fewt-.

Fever (fr"raj), sb. 1 Forms : i feTer, -or, 1

i'eofer, (3 fefre), 3-5 fevere, (4 feavor), 4-5
fevre, fyver e, 5 febre, (fevire, -oure, fewer

,

6-8 feaver, 7 feavour, (feevor, 78 fevour), 3-

fever. [OE. flfor str. masc., ad. L. febris fern.,

whence OY. fievre (mod.F. fievre), Pr., Pg. febre,

Sp.fiebre, It.febbre ; adopted independently in the

Teut. langs. ; OHG.febar (MHG. vicber, mod.G.

Jieber) neut., Sw.feber. Tin. fever (not in Du.).
The etymology offebris is obscure. Brugmann (Grundriss

II. 92) regards it as a reduplicate formation (:—pre-I.atin

*bhe-bhr-) on the root which appears in Skr. bkitr- to be
restless.]

1. Pathol, a. A morbid condition of the system,

characterized by undue elevation of the temperature,

and excessive change and destruction of the tissues
;

an instance of this. b. The generic name of a

group of diseases agreeing in the above general

characteristics, each of which is specially designated

by some distinctive appellation, as intermittent,

puerperal, scarlet, typhoid, yellotv, etc. fever, for

which see under the defining word.
exooo Sojc. Leechd. I. 148 Gif him fefer derive, c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 15, & he aethran hyre hand, & se fefor

(( 1 160 HattonG. feofer] his forlet. a\**$Ancr. A*. 112 pet

was o5e fefre. a 1300 Cursor M. 20963 tCott.) Man bat in

feuer was vnfer. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 333 Men
of bat lond haueb no feuere. a 1400-50 A lexander 2546 pat

he was fallen in a feuire. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vi. clxv. 160

The Emperoure Charlys remouyd to the Cytie of Mantue,

where he was grudgyd with a feuoure. 1547 Boorde Brer:

Health exxxv. (1557) 49 b, A Feuer is an vnnaturall heate

grounded in the hearte and lyuer. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man
in Hum. 11. iii, I will once more striue. .to. .shake the feaver
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off. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. I. viii. (1668) 48 Feavers

of all sorts as the Quotidian [etc.]. 1678 Nation Corr. (1878)

169 Have a care of coming neare those that have the feavour.

1781 Gibbon Dec/. <\ F. II .in/oot-n., She . . died of a fever

on the road. 1840 Dickens Bant. Rudge v, The fever has

left him. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Char. Wks, <Bohn) II.

57 His [an Englishman's] hilarity is like an attack of fever.

t C. Fever ague [ad. OF. fievre ague, lit. acute

fever*]: = Agi;e. Fever lent [ad. OF. fievre

Lute] : a slow fever. Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (Rolls) 15729 pe ffeuere agu ful

sore hym hatte. 1398'1'REVisAZtorM. De P. /f.xvn.cxxxvi.

(1495) 692 Oleum rosaceum helpyth ayenst . . fyre agu. c 1400

in Ret. Ant. I. 54 For the fever lente : quha that has the

fever agu, that men calles lente evell, if the sekeman heved
werkes that he may noght slepp, tak [etc.]. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 163 Fyvere agu, querquera.

+ 2. In pi. with singular sense. Obs.

< 1000 Ags. Go$p. Luke iv. 38 Da wks simones swe^er
^eswenced on mycelum feferum [<rxx6o Nation G. feofren].

X38J Wvclif Matt. viii. 14 He say his wyues moder liggynge

and shakun with feueris. c 1450 St, Cnihbert (Surtees) 5583
par was a clerk . . bat be feuers had. 1491 Caxton Vitas

Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 1. xl. 60a '1 She hadde the febres or

asces. a 1605 Montcomerie Flyting 314 The feavers, the

fearcie, with the speinjie flees.

3. A state of intense nervous excitement, agitation,

heat ; an instance of this.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 666 There are. .two

causes intermingled, which breede this fianticke feaver of

our France. x6o6 Shaks. Tr, <$• Cr. \. iii. 133 An enuious

Feauer Of pale and bloodlesse Emulation. 1649 J i-.r. Taylor
Gt. ExetHp. it. Ad Ser. xii. 57 The spirits leap out from
their cells of austerity and sobriety, and are warmed into

feavers and wildnesses. 1737 Pope Nor. Epist. 1. i 58 This
Fever of the soul. 1779 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Feb., Both
she and Miss S. S. were in fevers, .fromapprehension. 1814

Sir R. Wilson Diary II. 353 The fever excited by the news
from France has not yet been allayed. 184a J. H. Newman
Par. Scrtrr. (ed. 2) V. viii. 120 A mode of life free from ..

ftver of mind. X873 Black Pr. Thule v. 75 A fever of

anticipation, .seemed to stir in his blood. 1883 E. Pennell-
Elmhirst Cream Leiccstersh. 424 A fine fox set the field in

a fever.

4. attrib. and Comb. a.simpleattrib.,as/<?2r/--.W<*,

-dream, -fit, -gla7c, -hospital, -life, -nest, -patient,

-spasm, -thirst, -vomit, -ward ; fever-like adj. and

adv. b. objective, as fever-cooling, destroying adjs.

c. instrumental, asfever-cracking, -haunted, -mad-

de/ied, -shaken, -sick, -smitten, -stricken, -troubled,

-weakened adjs.

1844 Mrs. Browning Bertha ix, I lose that *fever-bale

And my thoughts grow calm again. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 668 The spreading tamarind . . shakes . . its*fever-

cooling fruit. x86i Mks. Norton Lady La G. iv. 331 Nor
fresh cooling drinks To woo the'fever-cracking lip. 1884 Syd.

Sac. Lex., *Fever-destroying tree, the Eucalyptus globulus.

1834 Mrs. Hfmans Eng. Martyrs \. 2 The casern of the

prisoner's "fever-dream. x68i Temple Mem. lit. Wks. 1731

I. 343 Being free of any Return of his * Fever Fits. 1830

Scott Demonol. i. 39 A sudden and temporary fever-ht.

1842 Emerson Lect., Transcendentalist Wks.(Bohn) 1 1. 289,

I wish to exchange . . this *fever-glow for a benign climate.

1864 Kingsley Rom. fy Teut. \. '18751 13 Nothing was left

save *fever-haunted plains. 1877 Gen. Gordon in PallMall
G. 4 Mar. (1884) 11/1 It is a *fever life I lead, a 1577
Gascoigne Wks. (1587) 5 And *feverlike I feede my fancie

still With such repast as most empaires my health. 1612

Dravton Poly-olb. \ii. Argt., When the Higre takes her,

How fever-like the sickness shakes her. 1884 .\\\i. Soc. Lex.,
*Fever-nests, localities where . . fever is generated. 1802

Med. Jml. VIII. 562 The reception of 'fever patients. 1683

Chalkhill Thealma ($ CI. 26 Like a distempered Body
* Fever-shaken. 1599 Peele David <$ Bethsabe Wks.
(Rtldg.) 466/1 Lie down upon thy bed Feigning thee •fever-

sick and ill-at-ease. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fcversick. 1884

Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 4 Vera Cruz, that . ."fever-smitten port.

1863 W. Phillips Speeches vi. 152 Of which revolution is

the 'fever-spasm, 1818 Shelley ;WVir*«
J
f///viii,The •fever-

stricken serf, a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Ancestral Song 77 All

the *fever-thirst is still'd. 1836 J. H. Newman in Lyra
Apost. (1849) 87 That 'fever-troubled state. 1671 Salmon
Syn. Med. Ill, fxxxii. 713 If there be "Feaver vomit. 1802

Med. Jml. VIIL 562 By converting these *fever-wards. .to

the purpose of a general house of recovery for all infectious

fever which might occur in the town. 1597 Shaks. 2 Ncn.
IV, 1. i. 140 The Wretch, whose "Feauer-weakned ioynts,

Like strengthles^e Hindges, buckle vnder life.

5. Special comb. : fever-bark, bark useful in

cases of fever ; fever-bliater (see quot.) ; fever-

bush (see quot. 1884); fever-fly, the Dilophus

vulgaris ; fever-heat, the high temperature of the

body in fever (on some thermometers marked at

ii2^F.\ also fig. ; + fever-hectic, = hecticfever

(see Hectic) ; fever-nut, the seeds of C&sa/-

pina Bonducella ; fever-powder, a remedy for

fever; fever-root (see quot. 1884), alsofever and
ague root ; fever-sore

s
see quot.) ; fever-trap, a

place where one is liable to be caught by fever

;

fever-tree, -twig (see quots.) ; fever-weed, a

plant of the genus Eryngium\ fever-wood (see

quot.); fever-wort,(a),seequot.); (b) a plant of the

genus Eupatorium (Wore). Also Fever-lubden.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 205 A kind of "fever bark

is obtained . . from Rondeletia febrifuga. 1884 Syd. Soc.

Lex., *Fever blister, the herpes of the lips which occurs

frequently m feverish or catarrhal disturbances of the body.

179a J. Belknap Nist. New-Nampsh. IIL97 The Spice-

wood (Laurus benzoin) or .. "Feverbush, is , common 111

New-Hampshire. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Feverbush, the Ben-
zoin odoriferum and also the Prinos verticillaius. 1889 M iss

E. A.Ormerod Injurious Jnsects (1890) 129 "Fever Fly.

FEVERFEW.
X838 Prescott Ferd. $ Is. 11. vL (1849) II. 367 Ximenes
whose zeal had mounted up to 'fever heat . .was not to be
cooled by any opposition. 1889 Jessojt Coming ofFriars
vii. 309 The feeling of the country was approaching fever

heat. X607 Topsell Serpents 11653) 725 For "Fever-hec-

ticks they prepare them thus. 1795 R. Anderson Life
Johnson 14 He had for his school-fellows Dr. James, in-

ventor of the "fever-powder, Mr. Lowe, [etc.]. 1853
Dlnglison Med, Diet. (ed. 9), *Fever-root. X884 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Fever-root', the Pterospora andromedea : also the

Triosieum perfoliatum. 1676 '1'. Glover in Phil. Trans.
XL 630 The English call it the "Fever and Ague-root, i860

Worcester, *Fever-sore, the common name of a species of

caries or necrosis. 1891 C. Creighton Nisi. Epidemics 589
More recent visitors . . have remarked upon their towns
and villages as *fever-traps. 1876 Forest <y Stream 13

July 375/3 The large tribe of the Eucalyptus ihoney or

fever trees). 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fever tree, the Pinchteya
fnbens. Ibid., *Fever twjj>, the Cetastrus scandens. 1855

H. Clarke Diet., *Fever-*veed, an eryngium. 1884 Sya.

Soc. Lex., *Fever iuood, the Benzoin odoriferum. i6xx

Cotgr., Sacotin, *feauerwort. 1836 Loudon Encycl. Plants

170 Triosteum, feverwort.

tFe*ver, iM Obs~ x [ad. OF. fevere, fevre,

febvre,fabre = Vt.fabre, It. fabbro, OSp.fabro :—L.

fabrum,faber!\ A smith.

1415 York Myst. Introd. 22 Feuers, Couureours [etc.].

Fever (frvoj), v. [f. Fevek j<U]

1. trans. To put or throw into a fever ; lit. and

fig. Also, f tofever (one) into.

1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. m. xiii. 138 The white hand of a

I^ady Feauer thee. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. ix. 430 His
words . . feavered her all over. 1689 Rycaut Nist. Turks
II. 189 His passion feavered him into a desperate sickness.

1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 11. 265 To his licentious wish

each must be blest, With joy be fevered. 1820 Keats
Isabel vi, The ruddy tide. . Fever'd his high conceit of such

a bride, a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. xx. 262 A heart

which sin has fevered. 1862 T. A. Trollope Marietta I.

xvi, Tending, .to wear out and fever her body.

2. intr. To become feverish, to be seized with a

fever. Also {nonce-use) of the eyes, To fever out :

to start out with fever or excitement.

1754-64 Smellif. Midivif. III. 380 She fevered and died.

1791 Newte Tour Ene;. $ Scott. 171 He never fevered with

the fracture, and very soon recovered. x8ao Keats Hyperion
1. 138 This passion, .made. . His eyes to fever out, his voice

to cease. 1827 Scott Jml. 5 Jan., I waked .. for five or

six hours I think, then fevered a little.

fig. 1814 Byron Lara 1. xxvi, A hectic tint of secret care

That for a burning moment fever'd there. 1818 Byron Ch.

Nar. iv. exxii, Of its own beauty is the mind diseased, And
fevers into false deaiion. 1834 Disraeli Rev. Epick 111. vii,

That eager blood That in old days.. So oft hath fevered

o'er victorious dreams.

Hence Fe -vering ///. a.

1794 J. Williams Co /'"i' F.p. 70 That high day of fevering

youth. 1892 W. B. Scott Autob. I. ix. 98 At this moment of
fevering unrest.

tFe'verable, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Fever sb. or v.+

-ABLK.1 Aflecting wilh fever; fever-like.

1568 G. Skeyne Descr. Pest Aiij, Ane feuerable in.

fectioun, niaist cruelle.

Fevered (frvajd),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ED.3

a. Of the body: Affected with fever, extremely

heated, b. Of the mind : Excited, over-wrought.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. lxxxiv. 241 A feavered Body;
a boyling Stomacke. 0x653 G - Daniel Idyll ii. 45 .for
Feavered Minds, who. .find noe Ease. 1697 Dryden Virg.

&neid iv, Her blood all fever'd. 1801 Souihey Thalaba

v. i, He lifted his fever'd face to heaven. 1843 J. Martineau
Chr. Li/e {1867' 148 A gale from heaven fanned his fevered

brow. 1850 Mrs Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 228

Her attempt to guide or crush the . . fevered spirits of the

time. 1865 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 283 It is such a pity

to arrive at home entirely fevered.

Feverel, var. of February.

tFe*veress. Obs.- 1
[f. Fever sb. + -ess 2

.]

Feverishness ; fever.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvr. cxvi, (1495) 680 In

them is moche superfluy te of watry moysture . . that is matere

of longe durynge feueresse.

Feveret (ffvaier. Also 8 feverette. [f. as

prec. + -et.] A slight fever.

1711 Thoresby Diary II. 149 Th'3 new distemper .. by
physicians called a Feveret. 1769 St. James' Chron. 3-5

Aug. 4/2 You will certainly throw yourself into a violent

Fever, or at least a Feveret. 1796 C. Burney Mem.
Metastasio II. 129 Your most welcome letter found me
struggling with a catarrh and feverette. 1863 T. Thompson
Attn. Influenza 59 Throughout the whole course of this

feveret, the patients expectorate largely.

fig. 1836 T. Hook G. Gumey II. 211 They kept me in

a perpetual feveret.

Feverfew (fr vaifi;7, fe-v-). Forms : 1 feTer-

fu;e, -fu^ie, 5 fevyrfue, 6 -fewe, fewerfew, 7

feverfue, feaverfew, Se. feverfoylie, 5- fever-

few. See also Featherfew, Fetterfoe. [OE.

feferfuie, -fu^ie, ad. late L.febrifuga, L.febrifugia,

f. L.febri- (febris) fever +fug-are to drive away.

The mod. form cannot directly descend from the OE.; its

source is the AF. */evre/ue (/nver/ue c 1265 in Wr.-Wulck.

556), which normally represents the Lat. Under I eatherfew

(a corruption suggested by the ' feather-like ' appearance of

the leavesi will be found forms in -/oy (;-OE. -Jugie), which

in some dialects has been corrupted into -/oil. The name

feather/oil has by botanical writers been applied to another

'feather-leaved ' plant : see Feather sb. 19.]

a. The plant Fyrethrum J'arthenium. b. dial.

The Erythrwa Centaurium.
riooo jEleric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 134 Febrefugia ..

fefcrfuge. c xooo Sax. Leechd. I. 134 Cunnelle feferfuje.
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c 1415 Etig. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 645 Hec febrifuga, fevyr-

few. 156a Tl-bkeb Herbal 11. 79 b, The new writers hold

. . that fcuerfew is better for weomen. 1579 Laxgham Gar*/.

Health | 1633) 234 Feuerfue comforteth the *tomacke, and i*

9yod for the feuer quotidian. 1673 Weddemi'M Voc. 18

am. 1 Matricaria, feverfoylie. 1741 Compt. bain. Puce 1.

iv. 258 Feverfew, Catmint, Pennyroyal, each 3 Handful*.
x86i Miss Pratt Flower. PL III. 314 Common Fever-few.

Feverish. (fiPvan/fc, a. [f. Fever j£. + -i«h.]

1. a. Having the symptoms constituting lever

(see Fever *£. 1 a,, fb. Ill of a fever obs.).

1647 Cowley Mistress, Cure ii, Drink which feaveiish

men desire. «68o Blr.net Rochester -jo A Feavcrish Man
cannot judge of 'lasts. 1701 Pekx in /'a. ///'ir. Soc. Mem.
IX. 47, [ij have had a restless, feverish night. 2779 Johssox
Life A scham Wks. IV. 635 He was for *ome years hectically

feverish. 1796 Jane Alstex.SVw** 4/ oV«l (1840)22? Though
beavy and feverish, .a good night's rest was to cure her.

2. ^. Excited, fitful, restless, now hot now
colcf.

1634 Milton Comus 8 Men. .Strive to keep up a frail and
fevensh being. 1670 Baxtex Cure Ch. Div. 174 To turn

the native heat of Religion into a feavouri&h outside zeal

about words. 175a Hume Ess. 4- Treat. '1777 I. 165 This
feverish uncertainty, .in Human conduct seems unavoidable.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 228 Afcw hours of feverish

joy were followed by weeks of misery.

3. t a- Pertaining to fever. Feverish matter

:

the impurity in the blood supposed to give ri* to

fever 'obs.). b. Of the nature of fever ; resembling

fever or its symptoms.
1396 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. xliiu (1495 '*'/

Rysynge and stondynge of heere . . oomith in

of feueryssbe matere. 1651 Bices Sew Disp. T 23c Ihe
feavorish matter doth not swim in the bloud. 1680 Wood
Life <OxC Hist. Soc.' II. 497 This month ..is an odde
feaverish sickness dominant. iSm Ijlackmobe Pr. Arth.
1. 575 Her Feaverish Thirst drinks down a Sea of blood.
173s Arblthxot Rules of Diet 324 The Regimen .. in

the Article of Feverish Rwors. x8oa Med. Jml. VIII. 428
Its effects in abating the feverish exacerbations are so coo-
uderaU*. t8xo Scott Lady of L. u. xxxii, In feverish

flood, One instant rushed the throbbing blood.

4. Of climate, food, etc. : Apt to cause fever.

Of a country : Infested by fever.

1669 Nasborovch frnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694)

14 A Fish larger than a Bonetto, but. feaverish Diet. 1803
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 315 The feverish shore of St.

Domingo. 1879 Sis G. Campbell White <y Black 2=3

Tracts which are exceedingly feverish in summer. 1885
G. S. Forbes Wild Life in Canara 34 The climate of
Soopah was occasionally very feverish for Hindoo*.

Feverishly frvanfli,, adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.]

In a feverish manner : + a. lit. With the symptoms
of fever !obs). b. Jig. As if under the influence of

fever ; excitedly, fitfully, nervously, restlessly.

1647 R. Stapylto*Juvenal -2-27 If they . . find . . Gallita

feaverishly inclin'd, Tneypost up prayers. 1684 tr. lionet's

Merc. Compit. xvi. 575 The Blood fermenting Feverishly
through excess of Sulphur. 1833 Lamb Elia :

Feverishly looking for this night's repetition of the folly.

185s Mrs. Stows Uncle Tom's C. xxi, He watched Eva
feverishly day by day. 1893 Daily News 29 June 6/4 In
spite of a slight rally the dosing was feverishly weak.

Feverishness 'frvanjnes . [f. as prec. +
-ntS.] The state or condition of being feverish;

an instance of the same. lit. and fig.
x66s R. Mathew Unl. ALh. f 76. 97 It is to their great

rfftppfi^ in taking off from them . . feverishness. 1709 Lo.
Shaftz&bvuy CAaract. .'1711 II. 129 Satiety.. and Feverish-

ness of Desire, attend those who passionately study Pleasure.

1764 Ellz. Carter Let. Jan. <i3o,) III. 237 Lord Lyttelton

has a slight feverishness. 1860-1 Flo. Nightixcale Nursing
55 Feverishness is generally supposed to be a symptom of
fever—in nine cases out of ten it is a symptom of bedding.

Fe verite. noncewd. One who is ill of a fever.

1800 Lamb Lett. (18SS 1. 143, 1 have, .obtained two young
hands to supply the loss of the feverites.

Feverless (fr varies,, [f. Fever /£. + -less.]

Without fever, devoid of heat.

1819 Keats in W. M. Rossetti Lije 161 Claret.. fills one's

mouth with a gushing freshness—then goes down cool and
•

t Fe*ver-lu*rden. [f- Fever sb. + Lcrdex
'imitating medical names of fevers J. Said to sur-

vive dial, as fever-lurgan, -lurgy, -largiei\ The
disease of laziness.

c 1500 Blozvbots Test. 75 in Had. E. P. P. L 93, I trow he
was infecte certeyn With the faitour, or the fever lordeyn.

1547 Boobde Brev. Health cli. '1557) 55, I had almoste
forgotten the feuer lurden, with the whiche man ye . . yonge
persons bee sore infected nowe a dayes. 1636 Hevlix
Sabbath 11. 149 They have a feaver-Iurdane, and they cannot
stirre. tSof Jamiesoh Fever-largie, expl. ' Two stomachs to

eat, and none to work*; county unknown.

T FeTexly, a. Obs.- 1 [I as prec + -LT 1.] «
Feverish 3.

1477 Nortox Ord. Alch. r. in Ashm. (1652 62 Feavedy
heate maketh no digestion. 1847CRAJC Feverly, like a fever.

Feverous (frvaras , a. [f. as prec. + -ots.]

fl. Ill of fever; affected by fever ; = Feverish 1.

1398 Tsemsa Barth. De P. R. xvii. acix. f 1495) 665 Swete
pomegamades easith . . feuerous men. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cimrr. 222 It wole make a nun yvel disposed ft fcverous.

z6so Vekxeb Via Recta ii 24 They are lescc hnrtfoll, for

such as are feuorotis, then other wines are. 1798 Cotx-
ridce Dett. Nations Poems I. 206 Cool drops 00 a feverous

cheek.
transf. and fie:. 1S00 Hledu Fmv. Village 101 The

fev'rous kettle with internal evil, .totters on the bars. iSao

Keats Eve St. Agnes x, A hundred swords Will storm bis

heart, Love's fev'rous citadel.

%,/g. =Fe\'ERIHH2.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. hi. L 75, I do feare thee

Claudio .. Least thou a feauorous life sbouldst entertaine.

1649 Miltom Eikon. xv. U85X) 450 The feverous rage of
Tyrannizing. 1749 Smollett Regicide v. i, Whose farrow
life, .feels the incessant throb Of ghastly paine ! 1817 Cole-
ridge Biog. Lit. I. ix. 139 His intellectual powers were
never stimulated into fev'rous energy. 1865 Rusxia Sesame
p. xv, Feverous haste, .has become the law of their being.

3. Of, pertaining to, of the nature o£ or character-

istic of a fever ; ~ ¥z\ erish 3.

1393 Gower Conf II. 147 This feverous malady. 1503
Hawks Examf. Vtrt. xiL 2';7 fcxylynjje th* feuerous frosty

coldnes. 1570 Bakes Jewell ofHealth 4 a, 1 he, .feverous

A the Heart. 1645 lif. Hall Remedy Discontents

53 They finde themselves overtaken with feverous div
tempers. 1796 7CotXRiDOE/,<v77«'i&62 30A dreamy pang
in morning's feverous doze. iSao Keats Isabel x\\s, What
feverous hectic flame Burns in thee, child ? 1864 Tenmysox
En. Ard. 230 A night of feverous wakefulness.

4. Apt to cause fever.

i6«6 Bacox Sytva \ 786 Soothern-Windj
do cause a Fevorous deposition of the Year. 1827 H. Colk-
BtDCE On Infancy in Lit. World 21 Mar. ' iZf/j) 1 ne feveroui

summer's l^eam alike ^he d^rads. 1850 Kinosi.ky Alt. l.o- he

xli, Hark ! from. .Fever -. wtlU tr.e wai

lishmen. 1S90 Longman's Mag. July 284 He was glad ..

to retire from the feverc -

Hence Pe verouslj adv.
^1631 Doxxe Poems 1650, 77 A malady T>sperate'y

hot, or changing feverously. 1829 Anniversary^ 'I he Poet

iv, He, who .- feverou*ly erasps at a splendid loss. 1879
C. MACitoxALO /'. Faler III. i. 4 Either she would talk

v, or sit in the

+ Fe*very, a. Obs. [t as prec. + -Y 1
.] Af-

fected by fever ; feverish.

1611 B. Joxxox Catiline ill. ii, And all thy body feuery.

?i6ir Cmapmax To Live with Little Wks. 1^7$. :/.

A fevery rax/s thirst.

Few fitt , a. Forms : 1 f€awe, f^awa, fea,

2 faeu. 2 3 feawe. Orm. feewe, 4 south., veawe,
'3 f:-auej, 3-6 fiwe, 3-4 touth. vewe. 3-5 feu e,

[3 feuwe, fawe, south, vawe, fowe, feowe 3

**> 3~5 fo'e. fon e, '3 foun, fune, = fewne,
foyn'o

y ,
4- few. compar. 4 fewere, .Sf. fewar,

foner, 6- fewer, supert. = fewie't, 6- fewest.

[Common Tent. : 0)L.f4awe pi. ubL-

the analogy of the adverbial ^/Jr/a, Feus many
,

contracted y?tr, corresp. to Orris. /^' (very rare,,

OS./dA, OllG. fao, fe, \A.fOhe, OS.far *Sw.y3,

Da. yoa^, Goth, fazuai pL ; repr. OTent. *fawo-,

cognate with L. pau-cur, Gr. xa£i-^ot of same me n-

ing, L. paullus little :—*pau-r-h:
/
,patt-per poor,

and perh. with Gr. wavttp to stop.

The efiuivalent words in OHG. and ON., and the j

mous cognates in Gr. and Lat., were occasionally uied m
sing, with the senses 'rare', 'not numerous', 'small in

quantity'. In OK. the sing, is not recorded,

with partitive genitive as in fa ivorda may somet imes be

neut, absoL ; cf. similar use of OS./att, tr. un peu de.

'Ine use offea as adv. ' little, not much' is another survival

of the prehistoric use of the sing. The word is not found in

the extant remains <A Northumbrian. The ML. f vm*fa
(northemX^ ^northern and north midland have the :.;,-

pearance of being from ON.; the formsfm<c,f>*<

etc. seem to have arisen from the addition of n a- a ^ jral

suffix, but the « remains in the comparativeyiw*'*-.]

1. Not many ; amounting t<j a small number.

Often preceded by but, +fu/l, so. loo, very, + well.

Without pt elixed word,few usually implies antithesis with

'many', while in a few, some few the antithesis is with
'none at all'. CC 'few, or perhaps none', 'a few, or

perhaps marry'.

a. qualifying a plural sb. expressed or to be sup-

plied from context,

c 900 fizda's Hist, l xvi. [xxlx.] {&/> 88 pactte her waere

mkel rip onweard & fea worhton. 1154 O. B. Ckrvm. Laud
MS.) an. 1138 Mid facts men. c saoo Vices 4- Virtues [888j

25 Dis understandel* auer to feawe saules. e 1*73 Lay.

26609 [HiiJ leope to ban liruttus and feue hii bar i^roen.

a iy>o Cursor M. *tS6| r
. XL.) par e* sinnes foun. .wers for

lo mend. 1340 Hami^>le Pr. Consc. 764 Foce men may
now fourty yhere pas. And (oner fifty. 1:1400 Malkdev.
Koxb.) vii. 24 In Egipte er bot fewe castelles. c 14*0 Sir
A madace Camden) Ixx, Ther is ladis now in lond mile foe

That wold bane seruct hor lord soe. c 1440 York Myst. xx'u

72 With wordes fewne. 1516 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)

123 b, The gyfteof prerogatyue called dwerecyoa.. is but in

fewe peraones. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, n. iv. in That
euer this Fellow should haue fewer words then a Parret.

1599 _ Muck Ada 1.L7 How many Gentlemen haue you
lost ? But few. 161 1 Bible Job xir. 1 Man that is borne of
a woman, is of few dayes. 1734 Bebkelev Hylas 4- P. <ed. 3^

n. Wks. 1S71 L 306 Few men think, yet all have opinions.

1751 Obbeby Remarks on Swift, Guilty in so few s^^^.-v^.-

of so many solecisms. ty6a~yt H. Walpole Vertue's A need.

Paint. '178c") III. 47 No fewer than twenty-eight views.

1845 Beoo Dis. Liver 280 Among the numbers of bodies

that I examined, .very few. .bad gall-stones. 187* £. Pea-
cock RolfSkirt. II. i»/yA man of few words.

b. absol.—few persons.
Beowulf n\i Or f He feara sum befbran gengde. £-975

Ruskw. Gosp. Matt. xx. 16 Monxxe forbon stndun xecac^ed
& feawe sooiice jecoren. ciooo A^s. Gamp, ibid., And
feawa xecorene. a raaj Leg. Kmtk. 950 For nk htm no
derure for to adweschen feole ben fewe. a 1300 Cursor
M. 8496 iCotL » Fa it wist quat it wald mene. c f)9» Ibid.

i>495 1nn.< Of fewere ben of bre may no btsshop sacred
be. c 1430 Syr Tryant. 540 Fewe for hym wepyth. 1484
Caxtox Fables ofAtfoncd (1S89) 1 Many one ben frendes
of wordes only, but fewe ben in fayth or dede. 1948 Hall
Chron. s€i Many sought for hint, but few espied hym.
1853 HoLcaorr Procopius u 8 The Enemy ..excring the

Town by few at a time. 1774 Goukhx. Nat. Hist, '177c;

V. 47 That curiosity very few have an opportunity of
gratifying. 18*1 Shellev Hellas 1^.4 few daie, and few
who dare Win the desired coflMBOfli .

c. followed by partitive genitive, and later by of
Beowulf 3(62 (Gr Fea worda cwato\ 918 O. E. Chron.

an. 918 Hira feawa on we^ comon. e 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt,
ix. 37 Wttodlice mice! rip ys. and feawa wyrhtyna. rx97

V. Glolc (1734J 403 f>ere of v,apede vewe alyue. e 1330
K. BkUKKE Chron. (l-jui) 142 He went to play a w:Ie with

fo of his banere. 15*6 /V/g-r. /V*/ W. de W. 1531) i (

Fewe of them., miscaryed 1611 Bible Deut. \ii.j

the fewest of all people. 1848 Macaclav //«r. A'^. I- 445
few of the memberi of the late cabii ) rea to

expect his favour. 1875 Helm Lis , Aids Contentment 11

How few of j . fi , * --.reatures '.an have .

•.
.

d. predicatively.
< 8x5 Vetp. Psalter cvii, 30 Fea x< - , < 1000

Ags. Pi. cviUUJ. 2 Sie . da^as . !'.a. « »3oo E. E. Psalter
cvi(ij. 30 pai er-: fo..e made. « 1300 C ursi r M, '-,

;

ede and (;~ 1483 Cath, Angl. 120 2

lo :v; fewe, rar*rs. 1594 HooKEfc A',/./. /'*/. 1. K;o 71

.
.- words to i^e uary and few. 1711 A:.:,:v.'i

peel. No. 03 P 1 We ar«

few. 1764 GollASL 'Ira-. 2:2 If few their

;; .-e but few 1842 '
.

', .-'. /:w^. II. 441
1"he gunmakers of Utrechi were -. nd too few to exeoute

1 e %.' .• -
. 1863 Lyell Antio. Man 4 '1 hey may '-* fewer

in number than wa.i supposeo. 1865 J. C.
Fisherman 1875) 103 I t>e >•-

•
, een.

e. .'-^/;/-? /;-.': an number of.

Also */////., a^.-i>/., and followed hv 0/
1593 Shaks. Rich. II, m. iiL * The lt:r.g

, late!)

- few priuate friends 162: h>-. M'/.sta'/. />;';•

!

.e a.' one. 1684 } I..-

1875 204 y^-i'. He is 1

*lfaKraghL //rr. Not by orr.« few, my lord. 1747 S.

. /.?^.'. Aa;. ;/

; fit*

11 Thefeit/; a -. >ec . . :..-

her; oflen wit ••..'•... often «' the
.-: to the many.

'S49 Coves r«ALe Erasm. Par s If- .:. 17 TT.ej
;: t! •: ;-::.•: fe-*es ..::;,£-. :e. 1676

Mab'.ei.L J/r. \mirke 2: A : . have been

1697 Ij^.- :.

Aineufix. 244 The wal '.g Flag^o' ply.

1777 PstEsTLEY Matt. -7 './;r. :;
::^ J. K-ef. 10 1 he favour

of the few may Her .: th . :r of ti e .'.-.a.' y. 1875
Jowett /'/a/^ ed. i; III- j -. A life r.ot for the :.

for the few.

tg. ellipt. /« /.'. in few wor< .

7. ipeakfew =X- pauia loqui ,. 0/;.

1526 /'/4'n />// (W. a /A. lie euer
, it fewe. 1565 Jew* :. //r/ --:/•,/. :<; n*5

To -ty a. in f-:*, they name. 1597
2 //r«. //', 1. t. 1 I . - 1 E re

away. s6ix B. Jgm&ov Catiline tu. ii, I ii - .er • few. 1^67

57 I to Lve in few :
'•

476 The firm resolve I herein
"'

.'742 , .

Ik. ix. 533 In I

1848 J. A. Caslyle t.'. Dante's
Inferno I'.t,', 71 Who »haU tell in few t ..-. mar.) fresh ^a;:.-

a:.; travails that 1

h. /f/ 7^ fewest: at the lowest

number.
t 1400-50.4 IsxantL.-r -:e-: . .

At te feviftt, a-. I find a foureic -

Of females a: be fewis foure fie xx 1

2. Like the cardinal nan may Le used

to form with a plural sb. a virt

preceded by a, every, or 'rarcl), /4<2/, but coi

with plural verb. i{ 'A. ME. an five mile, anfeurti
jgr\ and see Eveet i e.,

a. A few : a small number of. Ac/ aft'j? : many.
1x97 K. GloCC. 1724; I-. f*e kyng with a fewe r:

y;!f flew at be laste. c 1386 Chal'ces /'r<;/. ^41 A fewe
termes coude he. c 1400 Rom. Rese £>-': ii-. a., in a fewe
»toundes Le>e all his marlces. 1550 bit K. Moctsike Let.

17 Dec- in Tytler Edw. VI, I. 345 I pray you le:

and then have a few lines from you. toil Shaks Cymb. rv.

ii. 2^3 Hztre'i a few Flowre*. 1744 Hesxeley Siris I '.2 Ihe
. .conttant use of tar-water for a few weeks. 1796 H. Hlxtee
tr. St^Pierre's Stud. Sat. (1700, II. 474. 1 *xviil deliver my
thoughts . . in a few words. 1848 W. H. Bamlett Egypt
to Pat. x. '1279J 220 One rock a few feet *quare.

b. with ellipsis of sb. Often followed by of
Also absol. a few persons ; occas. with an adj., as

a faithful, select, etc. few, in which it approaches

the nature of a sb. f Afewer ; a smaller number of
a 1300 Cursor M. 107^2 (Cots.) He badd ba men be all

vte-don, bat in bat hus left bot a fon. c 1380 Sir Ftrumb.
53 Al be feide* bo wern y-fuid of dede men on be grounde,

Saue an vewe bat leye & ,uide. a S400 9» Alexander 2061

fra his faes with a fewe be Side to de-voide. c 1460
Towneley Myst. (Sortees) 105, I shall say thertylle of good
wordes a foyne. 1547 Latimex Serm. 4- Rem.
Of which sort we have a fewer axsoogst us than I would.

160s Shaks. Alls Well l L 73 Looe all, trost a few, Doe
wrong to none. 1719 IH Foe Cr***- (i88aj 540 Thieves, of

which, it teems there were not a few. 17x3 Pore Let. to

Svrift 12 Jan., To pass my days with you, anda few such m
you. a smc Swift Wks 1778 VL 35* **** * «he i irlarrr
ofnuny.fortlKgatnofafew. sflwi Socthey Tkalaba l xliiL

A fattbrul few Prest tnroDgh the throng to join him. CS71

xioxLET Voltaire 1886-2 A level which had.. been reached
only by a tew. 187a Haxdwicx /ra^. /.^xc. 173 A select

few of tried old friends.

C. Thatfew : rarely used for thosefew.
1854 Texxysox TV F. D. Maurice 5 That honest lew
Wno give the Fiend himself his due, ttf'

'



FEWE.
Lincoln Message to Congress 3 Dec, A few men own
capital, and that few avoid labour themselves.

d. A good few. a fair number {of) ;
{dial, and

colloq.). Quite afew (U.S.) : a considerable number.
1863 Mrs. Toogood i'orksh. Dial., There were a good few

apples on it. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV. 122 Of cannon
a good few. 1855 Ibid. V. xix. v. 499 A good few sorrows.
1865 J. G. Bertram Harvest 0/ Sea (1873) 85 As soon as
they are able to eat — which is not for a good few days.
1883 P. Robinson in Harper's Mag. Oct. 706/1 There's
quite a few about among the rocks.

e. Every few {hours, miles, etc.) : every series

or group of a few ; chiefly in advb. phrases.

f3. Of a company or number: Small. So of
a leader, to befeiu in number. Obs.
1460 Paston Lett. No. 357 I. 526 The Due of Excestre

and other, with a few mayne. 1475 Bk. Noblesse, He saw
so few a companie of the Romains. 1531 Elyot Gozi. I. xviii,
A few nombre of houndes. e 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
C/iron. Scot. (1728) 120 The earl of Angus was come . . and
but a few number with him. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem.
0735) *3 He .. did ride to the Parties himself with a few
company. 1611 Bible Gen. xxxiv. 30, I being few in
number. 17H Swift Let. 19 July, There was a drawing-room
to-day . . but so few company, that [etc.]. 18*8 C. Words-
worth Charles I, A uthor ofIcdn Basiliki 133 Their number
assuredly has not been few.

4. Of quantity: Not much. Afew. a little.

a. qualifying a sb. in sing. Obs. cxc. dial, in

afew broth, gruel, porridge.
[Possibly a survival of the use of the sing, of the adj. as in
ON. ; but the sbs. to which it is now prefixed are treated
in dialects as plural, and referred to with pi. pronoun.]
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 269 A fewe Cruddes and Craym.

155° Lever Serin. (Arb.) 122 Hauyng a fewe porage made
of the brothe of the same byefe. 1607 TopSElt Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 199 liroath . . to sup now and then a few.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees'68 A pecke .. of make and
some few honey. 1803 S. Plgce Anecd. Eng. Lang. xvi.
(1844) i8r 'Stay a few while,' a Londoner says.' 1825
Brockett N. C. Words 73 A 'little few broth'. 1881
Leicestersh. Gloss., 'Av' a few moor broth .. thee 're very
good to-dee !'

b. absol. A few. Used colloq. or slang in
ironical sense, = 'a good bit'; also adverbially.
Also, A'ot afew. considerably.
[Perh. orig. a comic Gallicism, after Fr. unpen.]
1761 A. Murphy Citizen 1 1. i, I . .throw myeyes about a few.

1778 Susan Burney •£«/. in Mad. D'Arblny's Early Diary
July, Your letter which diverted him not a few. 1807 W.
Irving Salmag. (1824) 199 He was determined to astonish
the natives a fe%v ! 1837-40 Haliiiurton Clockm. (1862) 177
You must lie a few to put 'em off well 1855 Smedley //.
Coverdatev. 26 ' Can you sit a leap?' ' I believe you, rayther,
just a very few.' 1857 Kingsi.ey Two Y. Ago III. vii, If
one man in a town has pluck and money, he may do it. It'll
cost him a few. 1865 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 347, I am . . a
little few {un petit peu) vexed.

5. Comb., parasynthetic, as few-acred, -celled,

-flowered, -layered, -seeded, -whorled.
1847 LoNGF. Ev. 11. ii. 9 *Few-acred farmers. 1875 DawsonDawn 0/ Life vi. 139 * Few-celled germs. 1776 Withering

Brit. Plants (1796) II. 138 "Few flowered. 1861 Miss
Pratt Flower. PI. VI. 25 Few-flowered Sedge. Spikelet of
from four to six flowers, the two upper barren. 1884 Bower
& Scott De Bary's PAaner. ff Ferns 518 Narrow one- or
*few-layered bands. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 175
*Few-seeded fruit. 1851 Woodward Mollusca 83 Shell in.
volute.. "few-whirled.

Fewd(e, obs. form of Feud sb>
tFewe. Obs. rare- 1

. [? a. OF. fuie :-L. fuga
flight ; cf. Feute. The synonym Fuse seems to
have arisen from the plural of this word ; otherwise
a misprint iotfewte might be suspected.] = Feute
sb.

15*5 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xxvii. 32 b, He was ryght
desyrous to folowe his pray, and folowed the fewe of the hart.
Fewel, obs. form of Fuel.
Fewer, Fewle, obs. forms of Fever, Fowl.
j-Fewmand, v. Obs.- 1 [Belongs to the ima-

ginary Sherwood dialect of the piece ; cf. Fumish.]
trans. To foul, to soil.

«frJ7 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 11. ii, They [a young badger
and a ferret] fewmand all the claithes.

Fewmets, Fewmishing : see Fu-.
Fewness (fi«ncs). [f. Few + -ness.1 The

quality or fact of being few.

1. Scantiness in number ; paucity, small number.
<T9<» Bxda's Hist. in. xv. [xxi.] (18911 222 Seo feanis nedde

para sacerda baitte aan biscop sceolde beon ofer tuu folc.
C
i°°?

AsS
' £*' ci '''' 24 Feanis 'i<: dega minra sege me. a 1300

E. E. Psalter, ibid., Feunesse of mi daies. 138a Wyciip
ibid Fewenesse of my da3 is. 1482 Mont of Evesham
(Arb.) 89 Ihe fewnes of spyrytuall men. 1335 Stewart
Lron. Scot. I. 387 For feuenes thai did fie. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. xxxvi. (1632) 385 Seeing the fewnes of
their pursuers.

_ 1709 Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II.
282 Spoke in vain because of the fewness of Auditors. 1859
Jephson Brittany ii. 9, I congratulated myself., on the
fewness of the things which I possessed.

t b. Fewness and truth : in few words and
truly. Obs.
1603 Shaks. Mens, for M. 1. iv. 39 Fewnes, and truth; tis

thus, Your brother, and his louer haue embrae'd.
2. Scantiness in amount ; small quantity, rare.

_
1861 Darwin in Life f, Lett. (1887) III. 265 The pollen, so

important from its fewness. 1884 Tennyson Becket III. iii,

Doth not the fewness of anything make the fulness of it in
estimation ?

Fewsty, obs. form of Fusty.
Fewt(e(e, fewthe, -tye, obs. ff. of Fealty.
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Fewte, var. form of Feute, Obs.

t Fewter, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 feuter, (few-
tyre;, 5 fewter, -tir(e, -tre. [a. OF. fetitre,

fautie (:—late h.fllrum: see Felt, Filter), lit.

' felt ', hence a felt-lined socket for a spear.]

The rest or support for a lance or spear attached
to the saddle of a knight or man-at-arms.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3437 \Vi)> spere festened in feuter.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 1366 A faire floreschte spere in fewtyre
he castes, c 1450 Merlin 127 Gripynge his spere in the
fewtre. c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 168 Thair cheyff chyftan
.. In fewtir kest a fellone aspre sper. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur vi. ii, Syre Ector .. in fewter cast his spere and
smote the other knyghte a grete buffet.

+ Fewter, v1 Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
put (a spear) into the ' fewter ' or rest.

c 1400 Metayne 1474 Thay ferlyde why he fewterde his
spere. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. vi, And thenne they
fewtryd their sperys. 1557 A". Arthur (Copland) v. ix,
Whan syr Gawayn espyed this gaye knyght lie fewtred hys
spere and rode strayght unto hym. 1596 Spensek F. Q. iv.

vi. 10 He his threatfull speare Gan fewter.

+ Fewter, v? Obs. Also Fei.ter. [ad. OF.
feutrer to make into felt.] a. trans. To pack or
set (men) close together, b. intr. for refl. To
close in battle, come to close quarters.

! a 1400 Morte Arth. 171 1 Ffifty thosandez of folke . . are
fewteride on frounte undyr }one fre-bowes. 1513 Douglas
/Eneis x. vi. 166 Thai fewtyr fut to fut and man to man.

t Fewterer. Obs. Forms : a. 4-5 vewter.
0. 6 -8 feuterer, futerer, pheu-, phewterer, 6-
fewterer. [ME. vewter and early moiM.. fewterer
appear to be corrupted adoptions of AF. vcutrier
( = Anglo-Lat. vellrarius) in same sense, f. OF.
ventre, vautre, ve/tre (later F. vaulre) =» Pr. veltre,

It. veltro .-—popular L. *veltrum, corruption of L.
verlragnm (nom. -us) greyhound, a Gaulish word,
f. Celtic ver- intensive prefix + root Irag- to run.]

A keeper of greyhounds. Also in a wider sense,

an attendant. Also with defining word prefixed

;

mfox-, yeoman-fewterer.
C1340 Govt. ^ Gr. Kut. 1146 To tryslors vewters god.

C1450 Bk. Curtasye 631 in Babees Bk. ii868> 320 po vewter,
two cast of brede he tase. Two lesshe of grehoundes yf bat
he hase. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. iii. E v b, These pharisaicall
foxe fewterers. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. 11.

iii, And perhaps stumble upon a yeoman pheuterer, as I doe
now._ a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize II, ii, A dry nurse
to his coughs, a fewterer To such a nasty fellow. 1691
Blount Law Diet. s. v. Vautrier, Hence our corrupted
word Feuterer, for a Dog-keeper. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece
11. i. 312 He that is chosen Fewterer, or that lets loose the
Greyhounds. 1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 100 Feuterer, a
dog-keeper.

Fewterlock, dial, form of Fetterlock.
Fewtir(e, var. of Fewter, Obs.

tFewtrer. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. feutrier,t.

feutre felt.] A felt-maker, a worker in felt.

. 14 . . Lat..Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 582 Fedorarius
[fread foderarius\, a fewtrer.

Fewtrils (fia-trilz), sb. pi. dial. Little things,

trifles. Cf. Fattrels.
ci75o J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dial. Gloss.,

Fewtrils, little things. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 1. xi, ' I ha'
gotten decent fewtrils about me agen.' 1857 J. Scholes
Jaunt to see Queen 28 (Lane. Gloss.) Peg had bur hoppet ov
hur arm wi her odd fewtrils.

t Fewty. Obs. Sc. In 6 fewtie. [f. Few +
-TT.l The condition of being few ; scarcity.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 59 The

raritie and fewtie or scant of sum of thame.

i Tex. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.fxx. Cf. Faeces.]

Sediment, waste, excrement.
1545 Raynold Byrlh Mankynde (1564) 73 b, A watery

substance, thicke like bryne, or other fex mixed with water.
Fex, var. of Fax, Obs., hair.

Fey {te [ ),a. chiefly Sc. Forms: 1 feeje, jfeeije,
south, vseije, vaije, faeie, south, vseie, faie, 3-4
feie, south, veie, feye, 4 feije, south, veije, fei,

4-5 fay, (8 fie 1, 4- fey. [Common Teut. ; OE.
fi%e = OS.fegi (MDu. vege, Du. veeg), OUG.feigi
(MUG. veige in same sense, also timid, cowardly,
mod.G. feige cowardly), ON. feigr :—OTeut.
*faigjo- ; the ulterior etymology is uncertain : see
Kluge and Franck.]

1. Fated to die, doomed to death ; also, at the
point of death ; dying. In literary use now arch.
Still in popular use in Scotland: see quot. 1861.
Beowulf 1568 (Gr.) Bil eal burhwod fajjne flajschoman.

Ibid. 2141 NffiS ic fai^e ba gyt. a 1000 Byrhtnoth 119
(Gr.) /Et fotum feoll fa;ge cempa. < 1205 Lay. 517 Heo
weren summe faie [C1275 veie]. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
xvi. 2 As a frek pat feye were forth gan ich walke.
C1450 Henkyson Mor. Fab. 58 Death on the fayest fall.

c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 92 Fey on the feld he has him
left for deid. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 378 Throw
misgyding, or than the man wes fey. 17. . Jock o' the Side
xxx. in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. (1869) 103 There 'I nae
man die but him that's fie. 1790 Burns Sheriffmuir ii,

Thro' they dash'd, and hew'd, and smash 'd, Till fey men
died awa, man. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xvi, Man ! art
thou fey ! 1861 Ramsay Reniin. Ser. 11. 75 When a person
does anything that is contrary to his habits or dispositions
it is common . . to say, ' I wish the bodie be na fey

'
; that is,

that this unwonted act may not be a prelude to his death.
1882 A. Lang Helen of Troy vi. xvi, O er strange meat they
revell'd like folk fey.

FIANCE.
alsol. a 1000 Andreas 1532 (Gr.) Faeje swulton .. on

gepfene. c 1205 Lay. 31227 Feollen pa uaije. 21250 Prov.
/Elfrcd 170 in O. E. Misc. 112 For nys no wrt . . pat euer
mvwe bas feye furb vp-holde- 1799 A. Johnston in Statist.
Ace. Scotl. XXI. 148 The Fye gave due warning by certain
signs of approaching mortality. Ibid. 149 [Superstition
having diminished,] the Fye has withdrawn his warning,
and the elf his arrows. [In Hone's Every-day Bk. II. 1019,
followed by many later writers,^ in quots. 1799 is taken
as a synonym of Fetch. This seems to be a mistake.]

1 2. Leading to or presaging death ; deadlv,
fatal. Obs.
CI470 Henry Wallace ix. 1342 Full fey was maid that

rout. 1513 Douglas /Eneis x. Prol. 124 Bittyr was that
frute for his ofspring and fey. ij^Statisf. Ace. Scot. XXI.
150 What Fye token do ye see about me?
t 3. Accursed, unfortunate, unlucky. Obs.
a 1000 Crist 1534 (Gr.) On ba:t deope dad . . Jefealla5 .

.

synfulra here . . fa:je gasstas. 1340 70 Alisaunder 397 For
Ois feye folk oer so fouli was harmed. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
111. ix. 48 And of the company of fey Vlixes.

1 4. Feeble, timid ; sickly, weak. Obs.
a 1000 Gnthlac 2S1 (Gr.) Nis min breostsefa forht ne faege.

c 1350 Med. MS. in A rchieol. XXX. 376 Parwynke . . beryth
bio flour, His stalkysarn. .feynt &feye. c 14x0 Avo7v. Arth.
iv, Feye folke will he fere. 1513 Douglas /Eneis XII. v. 41
'lhat now, thus sleuthfully, sa fant and fey Huvis still on
thir feldis.

Hence Feydom, the state of being ' fey '.

1823 Galt Entail I. 156 ' I would hae thought the half o't
an unco almous frae you. I hope it's no a fedam afore death.'
Fey, var. of Fay sb.l Obs. faith.

Fey, obs. form of Fay v.*, Fee sb. 2 , Foe.
Feyde, Feyer, obs. forms of Feed, Far.
Feyffe, obs. form of Five.
Feygne, feynze, feynyn, obs. ff. Feign v.

Feylour, var. of Feloure, Obs.

Feyn(e(n, obs. forms of Fain, Feign.
Feynd, feynt, obs. and Sc. forms of Fiend.
Feynt(e, Feyre, obs. forms of Faint, Fear v.

Feysaunte, obs. form of Pheasant.
Feyt, obs. form of Fight.

Feythhed. Obs. [f. OE. fihp enmity + -hed,

-head.] Hostility.

1297 R. Gtouc. (Rolls) App. G 59 Cloten . . his foredene
[v. r. feythhed] for howede.
Feytous, var. of Featous a. Obs.

Fez (fez), [a. (? through Y.fez) Turk.^ fes,

<jjj fes ; the name of the town Fez (in Morocco)
is spelt in the same way, and it is alleged that the

fez is so called from the town, where formerly it

was chiefly manufactured.]
A skull-cap formerly of wool, now of felt, of a

dull crimson colour, in the form of a truncated
cone, ornamented with a long black tassel ; the
national head-dress of the Turks.
1802-3 tr - Pallas' Trav. (1812) II. 347 The clergy and the

aged wear under it [a high cap] the Fez, or a red, woven
calotte. 1851 Layard Pop. Ace. Discov. Nineveh viii. 196
Round his fez . . endless folds of white linen. 1863 Speke
Discov. Nile 261, I gave each of my men a fez cap. 1884
J. T. Bent in Mactn. Mag. Oct. 426/2 The island sailors
with their blue baggy trousers, red fezes, and bare legs.

Hence Fened ppl. a., furnished with or wearing
a fez. Also Fe'zzy a., nonce-wd., in same sense.

1891 A>w Kevit*iu Dec. 517 Fezzed officials. 1876 G.
Meredith Beauch. Career I. iv. 63 The fezzy defenders of
the border fortress.

Fezen, fezzan, dial, forms of Pheasant.
t Fiable, fe able, a. Obs. [a. OF. fable,

feable, faithful, confident, i.fcrto trust.] Faithful

;

in quot. quasi-ji.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 437/2 Fader wylte thou receyue
thys hoostye . . for al the fyables of god that are or lyue.

Hence Feably adv., confidently.
C1490 Caxton Blanchardyn (E.E.T.S.) 128 Seeng bat

feabli he myght speke without doubte or fear.

|| Fiacre (frakr). [F. fiacre; it is said that the
vehicles first so called belonged to an innkeeper
(in 1648) who lived at the sign of St. Fiacre (Dc
Broc Anc. fUgime II. 188).] A small four-wheeled
carriage for hire, a hackney-coach, a P'rench cab.
1699 M. Lister Jonrn. Paris xii, They are most, even

Fiacres or Hackneys, hung with Double Springs. 1741 tr.

D'Argens' Chinese Lett. i. 5 This miserable Vehicle, which
the French call a Fiacre (i.e. a Hackney-Coach). 1826
Longf. in Life (1891) I. vii. 81 Cabriolets, fiacres, and
carriages of all kinds. 1885 R. Buchanan Annan Water
xxvii, Hailing a fiacre, he jumped in.

Fialle, obs. form of Phial.
I Fiancailles, sb.pl. Obs. In 5 fyansialles,

7 fiancialles, flansals. [a. F. fiancailles sb. pi.,

a betrothal, i.fancer to betroth.] A betrothal.
C1477 Caxton Jason 127 During the fyansialles and

trouthplightyng of Iason and Creusa. 1625 J. Chamber,
lain Let. 6 May in Crt. ff Times Chas. I U848) T

# ,8 The
fiancialles were performed on Thursday. 1655 Digges
Compl. Ambass. 183 Might she with a good Conscience
substitute a Papist for her sons Proctor for the Fiansals.

t France, sb. Obs. Forms : 4-5 flaunce, 5-6
fyaunoe, (5 fyenoe), 6 fiance, [a. OV.fiance i.

fier to trust.]

1. Confidence, trust.

1340 Ayenb. 164 pe uerste poynte of prowesse hi clepiep
magnanimitie. pe ober fiaunce. : 1400 Rom. Rose 5484
I n whom no man shulde affye, Nor in hir yeitis have fiaunce.
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i- 1440 Ceneryaes 5610 In whom suerly is all her fyence.

a 1555 Philpot tr. Curios De/. in Exam. <$ Writ. (Parker
Soc ) 348 They admonish me that I neither give any fiance

to thee.

2. A promise, word of honour.
1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. iii, Syre Ector, .made fyaunce

to the kyng for to nourisshe the child lyke as the Kynge de-

syred. 159a Wvrley Armorie 70 From his gag'd fiaunce

tieere I set him free.

t France, v. Obs. [f. F. fianeer, f. fiance a

promise ; see prec]
1. trans, a. = Affiance v. 2. b. To give one's

troth to ; to take as one's betrothed.
a 1450 Knt. de ia Tour Ixxvii. 99 He wold graunte and

fyaunce her to a man whiche was a paynym. 1560 Daus tr.

Steidane's Comut. 433 a, The Duke of Florence had fiaunced

his daughter to Ascanio the Byshop of Romes nephewe.
1613-8 Daniel Coil. Hist. Eng. (1626J 29 Harold was fyanced
to. .the Duke's daughter.
b. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 119 b/2 Another louer..hath

fyanced me by his fayth. a 1533 Ld. Berneks Huon xviii.

50 To fyaunce and to leys thre tymes the fayre Esclara-

monde. 1587 Harmar tr. Bezds Serm, i. 9 He hath ..

fianced & betrothed to himself his church.

2. To make to promise, put upon one's parole.

159a Wvrley Armoric 74 Rich prisoners were woon and
fienced Vpon their faiths.

II Fiance mase.
t Fiancee fent* (fzanst'V [F.

fiance, fiancee, pa. pple. i,fianeer to betroth.] A
betrothed person.

1853 Ld. Houghton in Lifo{\^\) I. xi. 400 Nobody much
here except Clough and his fiancee, a clever-looking girl.

1864 London Society VI. 58 The bride elect, the Stance",

the trousseau .. she took under her most special charge.

1885 Graphic 3 Jan. 10/2 The fiance, Prince Henry*. 1890
Besant Demoniac \\. 26 He would not trust himself to see

his fiancie, Elinor Thanet.

Fiansala, obs. form of Fiancailles.

Fiant (fai'ant"). Also 6 flaunt, fyaunte. [L.

fiant (3rd pers. pi. pres. subj. of fieri', see Fiat),

in the formula fiant Uteres patentes, ' let letters

patent be made out ', with which these documents
formerly commenced.]
A warrant addressed to the Irish Chancery for a

grant under the Great Seal. By Spenser used

transf.

'534 Skeffvngtom In St. Papers Hen. VIIf, II. 193 There
be serteyne fyauntes made, to be put up to the Kynges
Highnes, for officis in Ireland. 1591 Spenser M. Hubbcrd
1144 Through his hand alone must passe the Fiaunt. 1614
in Cat. State Papers, Ireland 7 Dec. 530 Warranty to draw
forth a fiant of pardon unto Connor Roe Magwlre, Esq.

1875 Seventh Rep. Deputy Keeper Records /ret. 27 The
' Fiants'. .extend from the 12th year of Henry VIII to the

present time.

T Fiants, sb. Obs. Forms: 6-7 feance's,

fya(u)nts, 7-8 fiant(e)s, 8 fuants. [a. OF.fient
masc, fiente fern, dung (repr. popular L, types

*femitum, -a, f. *femus, W^.fimtis dung), oXsofietts,

pi. offen, repr. L. fimum. The specialization of

sense seems to be Eng.] The dung of certain

animals, e.g. the badger, fox, etc. (see quots.).

1576 Turberv. Veneriex%\ The Badgerd pigges at comming
out of the earth do commonly . . cast their fyaunts. 1630

J. Taylor (Water P.) IVks. 1. 93/1 A Deeres Fewmets, a
Bore or a Beares Leasses, a Hare or Conneys Crottoyes,

a Fox or a Badgers Feance. 17x7 Bradley Earn. Did. s.v.

Badger, One of them casts his Fiants long, like a Fox.

1741 Compl. Earn. Piece 11. t. 297 The Hog-Badgers .. use
to cast their Fiants or Dung in a small Hole.

Hence f Fi'ant v., of an animal: to cast its

excrements ; to dung. Obs.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 184 They fyaunt within it [a hole]

and hide it.

Fiar (fr'ai), sb. Sc. Also 6, 8 fear and see

Feuar. [?f. Fee j£.a + -AR, -er.] The owner of

the fee-simple of a property, as opposed to the

life-renter. Conjunctfiar (see quot 1597).
1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s.v. Eeodum, In this case the

husband is proprietar and the wife is conjunct fear or
liferentar.

_ 1646 Sc. Acts Chas. I (1819) VI. 204 If the
partie Delinquent be . . a Fiar, or lies any estate contracted

to him. 1734 R. Keith Hist. Ch. Scot. 50 note, The Persons
contained in the Summons were these viz. Norman Leslie,

Fear of Rothes, &c. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvit, The old

lady was certainly absolute fiar. 183a Austin Jurispr.

(1879) II. 1. 858 The fiar (i.e. dominus or reversioner) may
enter and work them. 1883 Ld. R. Clark in Law Reports

9 App. Cases 315/1 The trust purposes fail, so that the

truster is the fiar of the trust estate.

Fiars (fl-»rz), pi. Sc. [PI. of fier, Feer a

standard.] The prices, annually fixed, of the

different kinds of grain. Also more fully fiar{s

prices, and sheriff-fan* Fiars-coitrt, the court at

which the prices are fixed.

17*3 A cts Sederunt 21 Dec. (1790)278 Act declaring and
appointing the Manner of striking the Sheriff- fiars. Ibid.,

That there is a general complaint, That the said fiars are

struck, .without due care. Ibid. 279 Determining and fixing

the fiar-prices. 1835 Act 5-6 Will. IV, c. 63 § 16 The Fiar

Prices of all Grain in every County shall be struck by the Im-
perial Quarter. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot, s.v., The
prices fixed by the opinion of the jury and sanctioned by the

judge are termed the fiars of that year. 1887 Scotsman %

Mar., At a Fiars Court for the county of Renfrew held.. in

Paisley, the prices of the season's crops were struck.

Fiasco (f/ise-sko). [a. (in sense 2 through F.)

It. fiasco (see Flask) lit. 'a flask, bottle
1

.

. The fig. use q( the phrasefiarfiasco (.lit. ' to make a bottle ')

in the sense ' to break down or fail in a performance is of

obscure origin ; Italian etymologists have proposed various

guesses, and alleged incidents in Italian theatrical history

are related to account for it.j

|| 1. A bottle, flask.

1887 Athen&um 12 Nov. 635/3 A fiasco of good Chianti
could be had for a paul.

2. A failure or break-down in a dramatic or

musical performance. Also in a general sense : An
ignominious failure, a ' mull \
1855 Ld. Lonsdale in Croker Papers (1884) III. xxix.

325 Derby has made what the theatrical people call

a fiasco. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. vii. 329 We
have lately had some rude reminders .. in the fiasco

of our railway system, &c. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II.

347 They would take care that he should cause no second
fiasco by turning their theologic jealousies against each other.

Fiat (far&t). [a. L.fial ' let it be done', ' let

there be made', 3rd pers. sing. pres. subj. of fieri,

used as passive offacere to do, make.]

1. orig. The word 'fiat' itself, or a formula con-

taining it, by which a competent authority gave his

sanction to a proposed arrangement, to the per-

formance of a request, etc. Hence, an authoritative

sanction, an authorization, f Fiat in bankruptcy :

see quot. 1S48.
[Compare the following examples in med.L. : Ita fiat ut

ego Chlodovtus volui {Grant by Clovis in Mabillon De Re
Diplomaiica vi. H. (1681) 463'. Signature autem Papales
expediuntur ab ipsa sanctitate per Fiat simplex, vel per Fiat

geminatum, vel per Fiat proprio motu, vel per Fiat, ut
pctitur {Compend. Benc/ic. Expos, in Du Cange s. v.).]

1636 Sanderson Serm. II. 60 Unless the Lord be pleased
to set His fiat unto it, and to confirm it with His royal

assent. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. Concl. (1739)
201 Nothing can be concluded without the King's Fiat.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. § 101. 90 That all the

Lecturers . . be Licenced . .with a Fiat from the Lord Arch-
Bishop of Canterbury. 1768 Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury
1. 157 Mr. Wilkes not being 111 custody, the Attorney-General
has refused his fiat to the writ of error which he wishes to

sue out. 1834 Lytton Pompeii iv. ix, I tell thee I have the

fiat of the praetor. 1848 Whakton Law Lex., Eiat in Bank-
ruptcy, the authority of the Lord Chancellor to a commis-
sioner of bankrupts, authorising him to proceed in the
bankruptcy of a trader mentioned therein. 1865 Cahlvlk
Eredk. Gt. VI. xvi, i. 132 The decisive fiat was given : 'Yes;
start on it, in God's name !'

b. gen. An authoritative pronouncement, decree,

command, order.

«i75o A. Hill Wedding Day Wks. 1753 III. 173 Our
hands, at length, the unchanging fiat bound. 1810 Shelley
Zastrozzi xvii, Still Zastro/zi stood unmoved, and fearlessly

awaited the fiat of his destiny. 1874 Stlbbs Const. Hist.
II. xvii. 570 To determine by the fiat of the king alone the

course of national policy. 1883 J. Hawthorne Dust I. 44
Whose fiat in matters of fashion was law.

2. With reference to ( Fiat tux'' (let there be

light) Gen. i. 3 in the Vulgate : A command having

for its object the creation, formation, or construc-

tion of something.
a 1631 Donne Storm 70 So that we (except God say

Another ' Fiat') shall haue noe more day. 1710 Berkeley
Princ. Hum. Kncnvl. § 60 If it be a Spirit that immediately
produces every effect by a Jiat or act of his will. 1779 T.
Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 I- 2I 5 Put i |lto movement, .by

the fiat of a comprehensive mind. 1871 Tyndall Eragm.
Sc. (1879) I. i. 6 Was space furnished at once, by the fiat of

Omnipotence, with these burning orbs? 1872 Yeats Growth
Comm. 358 St. Petersburg .. sprang into existence by the

fiat of royal will.

3. altrib., asfiat-power ; fiat-money, (7.S. money
(such as an inconvertible paper currency) which is

made legal tender by a 'flat' of the government,

without having an intrinsic or promissory value

equal to its nominal value.

1880 E. Kirke Garfield 30 We shall still hear echoes of

the old conflict, such as. .the virtues of 'hat-money '. 1887
A. Johnston in New Princeton Rev. IV. 176 The verdict

of approval, however, has usually taken a form which implies

a certain fiat power in the Convention. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Commw. II. in. lvi. 369 note, Greenbacks, or so-called 'fiat

money '.

Fiat (forret), v. [f. prec] trans. To attach a
1
fiat' to ; to sanction.

1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 246 Their adjudication is all but

fiated when they go out of office. 1863 Le Fanu House by

Churchyard (ed. 2) I. 7 My uncle fiated the sexton's pre-

sentment, and the work commenced forthwith. 1871 Times
25 Feb., Mr. Justice Fitzgerald to-day fiated a presentment
for 500/. to the family of M'Mahon.
Fiaunt, obs. var. of Fiant.

Pib (fib), sb.* colloq. Also 8 phibb. [Of ob-

scure origin ;
possibly shortened from Fible-fable.]

1. A venial or trivial falsehood ; often used as a
jocular euphemism for * a lie \

i6it Cotgr., Bourde, a least, fib, tale of a tub. 1726
De Foe Hist. Devil ti. iv. {1840) 221, I think it is a fib.

1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong, in, Ask me no questions, and
I II tell you no fibs. 1826 Scott IVoodst. x, A fib never
failed a fanatic. 184a Thackeray Eitz-Boodte's Pro/, i,

He must not.. tell fibs about himself or them. 1875 H.
James R.Hudson \\. 48 No one. .was used to offering hollow
welcomes or telling polite fibs.

2. One who tells ( fibs'; a fibber, a liar.

1568 Hist, Jacob % Esau v. vi. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 254
What sayest thou, thou fib? 1861 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe
III. ix. 140 'Oh ! you dreadful fib', said Flora.

Pib (fib), jM [f. Fib t>.-] A blow.
1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 111 A fib. .which he gave the

Black under the left ribs.

Pib (fib), z>.l Also 7 flbb, 8 phib. [f. Fib sb,]

inir. To tell a fib ; to lie.

1690 Dryden Amphitryon IV, 1, I do not say he lyes
neither: no, I am too well bred for that: but his Lordship
fibbs most abominably. 171a Arbithnot John Bull iv. iv,

Any particular mark . .whereby one may know when you
fib. a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 8 Both were very apt
to fib ! 1863 A. Smith Dreamthorp 11 Could I have fibbed
. .Could I have betrayed a comrade?

% Webster 1864 cites De Quincey for a transitive

use, 'To tell a fib to' ; see quot. 1830 s, v. Fib v.'-*

Hence Fi bbing vbl. sb., the action of the vb.,

an instance of this ; Fi'bbing />/>/. a.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones XIII. xii, At the expence of a
little fibbing. 2820 Lamb Final Mem. iii. To Miss Hutchin-
son 255, I shall certainly go to the naughty man some day
for my fibbings. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xxviii, No one
could doubt his talent for elegant fibbing.

Pib (fib), v.'1 slang, trans. To strike or beat,

to deliver blows in quick succession upon, as in

pugilism. To fib about : to knock about. Al-o
absot. or intr.

i655 R. Head Eng. Rogue iv. 32 Eib, to beat. 1692 Coles,
Eib, to beat, 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s.v. Eib, Fib
the cove's quarron in the rumpad for the lour in his bung,
beat the fellow in the highway for the money in his purse.
1808 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 77 Gully.. fibbed him and kept

I him from falling. 1812 ibid. XXXIX. 19 Crib, .fibbed until
i Molineux fell. 1831 Mirror XVII. 247/1 If two men choose

j

jto stand up and fib each other about . .why let them do it.

,
1865 G. F. Berkeley My Life I. 311, I fibbed at half-a-dozen
waistcoats and faces with all my might and main.

Jig. 1811 Soutiiey Lett. (1S561 II. 236 As you will see in

the 'Quarterly', where I have fibbed the ' Edinburgh' (as

the ' fancy ' say most completely. 1830 De Quincey h'entley

Wks. VII. 90 Here, again, Bentleygot Bishop Greene under
his arm, and 'fibbed ' him cruelly.

Hence Fibbing vbl. sb., the action of the vb.,

an instance of this. Also attrib.

181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Fibbtng-gloak, a pugilist

;

fibbing-match, A boxing-match. 1814 Sporting Mag. X LIV.
72 Oliver got at the fibbing system. 1816 Times 25 Jar).,

Explain the terms . .fibbing—cross buttock, .hangup—and

—

prime. 1840 BaRHAM Ingot. Leg., Bagman's Dog, Muses
-More skill'd than my meek one in fibbings and bruises.

Fibber (fi'bai). [f. Fib v. 1 + -er '.] One who
fibs or tells fibs ; a petty liar.

1723 Dvciie Diet., Fibber. 1746 Brit. Mag. 381 Molly.,
was received as a great Fibber. 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. XXVI. 533 At length then, you fibber, you are return'd.

1882 PayN EorCash only xxvi, Fur one's lover to be a fibber

is bad enough.

Fibbery (frlxui). [f. prec. -i -v.] The practice

of a fibber; falsehood, lying.

1857 'DuCANGE Anglicus' I'ulg. Tongue 42 'The Leary
Man . 6 And if you come to fibbery, You must mug one or
two. 1870 Standard 12 Dec, An official report, full of
delicate fibbery, was placarded to reasMire the public.

tFi'berkie. Sc. Obs. rare, [(.fiber, Fibre +
•kie, Sc. dim. suffix.] A small fibre ; a fibril.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 11. iii. 91 The
Pericardium, is firmly fastned. .by little sma! Fiberkies.

T FibiccheS,//. Obs. rare. In 4 febicchis,

fybicches. ? Contrivances, cheating tricks.

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. XI. 156 5tt arn bere febicchis of

ForelHs of mony mennes wittes. 1377 Ibid. B. x. 211 $tt ar

here fybicches in forceres of fele mennes makynge.

Fi*ble-fa*ble. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 fybble-

fable. [reduplication of Fable.] Nonsense.
1581 J. cell //addon's Answ. Osor. 407 The most fybble-

fable y l ever could be imagined. 1847 Halliwell, Eible-

fabte, nonsense.

f Fi'bling, ///. a. ? nonce-tvd. [as if pr. pple.

of *fibble v., f. Fib sb.* or v x
.] Addicted to telling

little fibs.

1681 Hickekin'gill Vind. Naked Truth 11. 36 A fibling,

quibbling, fribling, fumbling Arch-Deacon.

il Fibra. Obs. IT. fibrae, fibra's. [L. fibra

Fibre.] A fibre, filament.

1641 Wilkins Math. Magkk 1. v. (1648"! 20 There are besides

divers fibra: or hairy substances. 1657 M. Lawkence Use <$-

Practice of Eaith 15 The youngest plants thrust their fibra's

into the earth, a 1661 Fuller Worthies 1. 330 The many
fibrse appendant to the root thereof. 1775 Ash, Eibra.

tFrbrate, v. Obs-° [f. L. fibr-a + -ate*.]

trans. To supply (somethingl with fibres or fila-

ments. Hence Frbrated///. a.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Fibrated, that

has small and hairy strings.

Fibre (foi'bai), sb. Forms : 4 fybre, 7 fiuer,

fiver, 7, 9 fiber, 9 fifer (dial), 7- fibre, [a. F.

fibre (= Sp., Yg., It fbra\ ad. L. fibra, of un-

certain origin ; variously referred by etymologists

to L. rooUfid- (as mfindere to split) and fis- oxfi-

(as \x\filum thread). The spellingfiber is common
in the U S., but is now rare in England.]

fl. After Latin usage : a. A lobe or portion of

the liver, b. pi. The entrails. Obs.

1398 Tkfvisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxix. (1495) 153 The
endes of the lyuer hyght fybre for they. . beclepyth the

stomake. 1598 Grenewev Tacitus' Ann. XXV. x, 'Ihey ..

aske counsel! of their gods by the aspect of mans intrales and

fibres. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 342 The lobes or fibres m
the smal Liuers of certaine Mice.

2. Phys. One of a number of thread-like bodies or

filaments, that enter into the composition of animal

(muscular, nervous, etc.) and vegetable tissue, a. in

animals. Fibres of Corti: see Cortian a.
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1607 TorSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 99 His blood . -hath no

Fibres or small veins in it. 1611 G. Sandys Ovul's Met. VI.

(1626) 1 13 The threds Of life.bis fiuers.wrathfull Debus shreds.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. EJ>. 111. xv. 142 Wormes. .whose

bodies consist of round and annulary fibers. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. I. s Her wings look like a Sea-fan with black thick

ribs or fibers, dispers'd. .through them. 1704 F. Fuller

Med. Gyiun. (17 11) 33 The Fibre it self strengthens by Use.

1793 Holcroft Lavater's Physiog. xx. 98 In cold countries

the fibres of the tongue must be less flexible. 1808 A. Par-

sons Trav. i. 7 The natives eat the myrtle berries as an

astringent ; their fibres being rendered extremely lax by the

ciimate. 1855 Bain Senses tf- Int. I. ii. § 4 The optic nerve

.. might contain as many as a million of fibres. 1888 J.

Martineau Study Relig. 1. 11. i. 3°5 Its two thousand fibres

of Corti stretched.

fig. a 1634 Chapman (W.), Yet had no fibres in him, nor

no force. 1638 YV. Grant in G. Sandys' Paraphr. Div.

Poems Prcf. Verse, Truth . . so sweetely strikes Upon the

Cords, and Fivers of the Heart. 1741 Young A r. Th.v.

1059 The tender tyes, Close-twisted with the fibres of the

heart ! 1831 Carlyle Misc. (1857) 1 1. 329 Every fibre of him

is Philistine. 1847EMERSON Poems, MonadnocW ks .1 Bohn)

I 435 And of the fibre . .Whose throbs are love, a 1853

Robertson Addr. ii. (1858) 55 They are bound up m every

fibre of my being.

b. in plants.

1663 Cowley Ode Dr. Harvey i, No smallest Fibres of a

Plant . . His passage after her withstood. 1676 Hale Con-

tempt. 1. 254 A Worm., gnaws asunder the Roots and Fibres

of it. 1703 Pope Vertumnus 16 The thirsty plants .. feed

their fibres with reviving dew. 1791 Hamilton Berthollefs

Dyeing I. I. I. iii. 52 The vascular fibres of the bark. 1838

T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies II. v. 984 There is ..an

attraction between vegetable fibres and watery liquids. 1865

Lubbock Pre/i. Times xiii. (1869) 462 They also used the

fibres of the cocoa nut for making threads.

3. One of the thread-like filaments of organic

structure which form a textile or other material

substance ; also trans/, of inorganic substances.

1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. ii. 49 A silk fibre. 1831

Babbage Econ. Mann/, iv. (ed. 3) 32 Twisting the fibres of

wool by the fingers would be a most tedious operation. 1832

G R. Portfr Porcelain <y 67. 282 Delicate, .fibres of glass

joined with the greatest nicety. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 193

A very liquid lava may be caught by the wind, and drawn

out into delicate fibres.

4. collect. A substance consisting of fibres, whether

animal or vegetable. Also, Fibrous structure.

1810 Henry Elem.Chem. 1x826) II. 273 The woody fibre.,

does not undergo any change. 1831 R. K»OX Cloqntt s

Anat. 7 Nervous fibre: this is the peculiar substance ot

which the brain and nerves are composed. 1847 Emerson

Repr. Men, Montaigne Wits. (Bohn) I. 349 He has.contnved

to get so much bone and fibre as he wants. 1854 H. Miller

Footpr. Creat. x. (1874) 183 note. Pieces of coal which exhibit

the ligneous fibre. 1858 Carpenter Veg. Pliys. x 42 Even

these primary tissues maybe regarded as consisting of other

parts still more simple,—namely, membrane and fibre.

185s Bain Senses Sr Int. ill. iv. § 17 A man of the political

fibre. 1871 Bacehot Physics <y Pol. (1876) 47 There is an

improvement in our fibre—moral, if not physical. 1885

Century Mag. XXX. 398/: This love of fierce and cruel

sport was in the fiber.

5. esp. A fibrous substance fit for use in textile

fabrics.

1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comrn. 70 Vegetable fibres find

India their most prolific home. 1875 D. Kay in Encycl.

Brit. (ed. 9) I. 565 1 The most important fibre is the enn

vcetal . .produced from the dwarf palm. 1879 J. Paton

Ibid. IX. 131/2 Textile Fibres .. include all substances

capable of being spun, woven, or felted. 1891 K. Tynan in

Speaker 3 Sept. 290/1 [The roses] were swathed in cocoanut

fibre and sacking.

6. A subdivision of a root, a small root or rootlet

;

occas. of a twig. .

1656-81 Blount Clossogr., Fibers, the smal threads, or hair-

like strings of roots. 1694 Ace. Sen. Late I'oy. 11. 56 Ihe,

Root consists of many small Fibers. 1787 Winter Syst.

Husb 153 Their numerous fibres or lateral roots will extend

themselves horizontally. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys.Bol.105

After they [plants] have begun to throw out new fibres it is

more or less dangerous, .to remove them. 1810 Scott Lady

0/ L 1 xxv, Where weeping birch and willow round With

their long fibres swept the ground. l8u Shelley PrvHtttk.

Unb 1. 154 To the last fibre of the loftiest tree, 1840

Spurdens Suppt. Voc. E. Anglia.Fi/ers.. fibrous.roots.

fig a 1679 T. Goodwin Whs. 11607) IV. 11. 65 To apply

Christ, is . . to strike forth a Sprig or 1 ibre from everyfaculty

into him. 1869 Goulburn Purs. Holiness vn. 55 Whatever

fibres there are in our nature by which we cling and cleave

to those around us. 1879 Farrar St. PauliM*) 177 A man

who had tried, .to extirpate the very fibres of the church.

f 7. In Kepler's system of celestial physics ; see

quot. Obs.

[1618 Kepler Epit. Astron. Copernic. v. (1635^ 643 Posui-

mus, in cuiuslibet planet.x corpore duphces tnesse fibras .

.

fibra: latitudinis fere quidem in parallelo situ manent toto

circuitu.] 1715 tr. Gregorys Astron. I. 1. lxvni. 139 line

Planet] will come nearer to the Sun, till the Right lines

drawn according to the direction of this part (that is, the

Fibres along which this attractive Virtue is propagated

from the Sun), .are no more inclined to the Sun. Ibid. lxix.

143 In each Planet there are Fibres (which he calls from their

Office, the Fibres of Latitude).

8. atlrib.andComb.,asfibre-ai!livation, -machine;

also fibre-basket (see quot.) ; fibre-cell (see quot.

1884); fibre-gun (see quot.).

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex.,*Fibre-basket, Schultze s term for the

sustentacular tissue of the retina. 1878 Bell Gegenbauer s

Comp. Anat. 31 The . . contractile "fibre-cells constitute the

first form. .884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fibre-cell, Kolbker s term

for the fusiform, nucleated, cellular structures which form

the involuntary muscles. 189s Pall Mall G, 21 July 7/t The

progress made in 'fibre cultivation in the colony. 1874

184

Knight Diet. Mech., * Fiber-gun, a device for disintegrating

vegetable fiber. 1887 Pall Mall G. 6Mayii/i A few leaves

. .were recently passed through Death's 'fibre machine.

Fibre (fai'ba.i), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] intr. Of
plants : To form or throw out fibres.

1869 Daily Nenus 6 Feb., The plant is sufficiently strong,

with ample room to fibre as prodigally as it likes.

Fibred (fai-baid), ///. a. [f. Fibre sl>. + -ed 2.]

Furnished with fibres; chiefly in comb., as finely-

fibred, three-fibred, etc. Alsofig.
1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796 II. 14 Serpyllifolia .

.

leaves . . 3-fibred. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost Bower xxiv,

The wild hop fibred closely.

fig. 1869 Bushnell Wont. Suffrage viii. 177 They have

a nature fibred and feathered for the highest inspirations.

1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 67 Some of the kindliest and most

finely-fibred affections.

Fibreless (farbarles), a. [f. Fibre 4- -less.]

Without fibres or fibre; without strength, nerve-

less.

1864 Sat. Rev. 21 May, More nerveless and fibreless than

a screeching sopranello in the Papal choir. 1884 L'fool

Mercury 3 Mar. 5/3 The fibreless Liberals who went into

alliance with them.

Fibrement (fai-barment). rare. [f. Fibre +

-ment.] The process of making fibre or flesh.

1876 Lanier Poems, Clover 118 The pasture is God's

pasture ; systems strange Of food and fiberment he hath.

Fibriform (faibrifjum), a. [f. Fibre +

-(I)FOBM.] Having the form of a fibre or fibres ;

fibre-like. . .

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 700 Coralla calcareous, consisting

of fibriform tubes. 1884 Bower & Scott De Barfs P*a*er.

<y Ferns 497 They then always belong to the fibriform

category, resembling woody fibres in shape.

Fibril fsrbril). [ad. mod. ~L. fibrilla; see next.

Cf. h't.fiMlle.] A small fibre.

1. Phys. The subdivision of a fibre (see Fibre

2 a) in a nerve, muscle, etc.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Fibrils, little

small strings of fibres, or of the nerves or veins. 1713

Cheselden Anat. ill. xv. (1726) 247 The nervous fibrils

probably do not communicate. 1794 G. Adams Nat. f, Exp.

Philos. II. xvii. 286 The corresponding fibrils of the two

retinas. 1805 Carlisle in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 8 Three

large superficial nerves . . give off fibrils at right angles.

1855 H. Spencer Friuc. Psychol. (1872) I. 1. 111. 53 An
extremely delicate fibril less than ,J„-

of an inch in length.

2. Bat. The ultimate subdivision of a root.

1664 Evelyn Sytva (17761 51 Theophrastus gives us great

caution . . to preserve the roots and especially the earth

adhering to the smallest Fibrils. 1835 Lindley Introd. hot.

(1848) I. 237 The minute subdivisions [of the root| have been

. called radicles . . others name them fibrils: i860 Oliver

Less. Bot. (1873) 11 A Root, .gives off fibrils irregularly.

3. Something resembling a small fibre.

1876 Ceo. Eliot Dan. Der. III. xx, Her dark hair curling

in fresh fibrils as it gradually dried.

Fibrilla (faibrila . PI. flbrillas (faibri-lf).

[mod. L. fibrilla, dim. of h.filna Fibre.] =prec.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 317 A Nerve, or a Fibrilla related

to it is touch'd. a 1754 Mead Wks. (1762) II. 535 Rays of

light falling on the small arteries, instead of the nervous

fibrilla;. 1757 Watson Chem. Ess. V. 120 Fibrilla: of feathers.

1854 J. Hogg Microsc. I. iii. 112 The most delicate of the

elementary tissues of animals, such as. .the ultimate fibrilla:

of muscles. 1871 Huxley Phys. ix. 222 If the fibrilla; of

the optic nerve are capable of being affected by light.

Fibrillar (fci-brUXi), a. [f. prec. + -ar.] Of,

pertaining to, of the nature of, or characteristic of

a fibrilla or fibrilla?.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 119/2 Fibrillar substance

occursm Growths in many varieties of form, 1859 Ca rpenter

Anim. Phys. i. (1872I 33 The coagulum or clot being dis-

tinguished from that of albumen . . by the fibrillar arrange,

inent of its particles.

Fibrillary (fai-brilari). [f. Fibrilla + -art.]

s= Fibrillar.

1788 tr. Swedenliorg's Wisd. Angels § 365 The. .fibrillary

Substance begins and proceeds thence every where. 1875

H. C. Wood T/u-rap. (1879) 312 When the poison is applied

fibrillary contractions . . are induced in the muscles.

Fibrillate (fai'briVt), a. [f. Fibrilla +

-ATE 2
.] = FIBRILLATED.

1884 tr. De Bary's Fun^i 1. ii. § 13- 57 ' n large compound

sporophores the surface of sections or broken pieces may

often appear fibrillate even to the naked eye.

Fibrillate (fai'briWt), v. [f. Fibrilla +

-ate ».] intr. Of the blood : To turn into fibrillx

;

to form fibrils or fibres.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 746/2 Place a drop of the

colourless liquor sanguinis, before it fibrillates, on each ot

the large slips. 1854 Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. 11. 29 It

appears as an homogeneo-granular blastema, .with more or

less marked tendency to fibrillate or form actual fibres.

Hence Fibrillating ///. a.

i8svi Jones & Siev, Pathol. Anat. ii. 30 A thin layer ot .

.

fibrillating material, .unites and holds together the divided

surfaces. 1875 H. Walton Dis. Eye p. xxn, Its circum.

ference is dark and fibrillating.

Fibrillated (fei-brHrtM), ppl. a. [f prec.

+ -ED '.] Arranged ir, fibrils; having a fibrillar

structure.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 138/2 Simple condensation

of the original fibrillated fibrin. 1851 Carpenter Man.

Phys. (ed. 2) 319 The fibrillated network forming the bully

coat undergoes the slow contraction. 1877 Huxley Anat.

Inv. Anim. ii. 104 A . . cortical layer, fibrillated in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the surface.

FIBRINOUS.

Fibrillation (faibriU'-Jan). [f. as prec. ; see

-ATION.] The process of becoming fibrillated ; the

state or condition of being fibrillated ; an arrange-

ment into fibrils ; also concr. a fibrillated mass.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 743/2 But in the ordinary

fibrin of the blood, the fibrillation is less distinct. 1845

Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 227 A nerve .. presents

itself as a pale cord with a longitudinal fibrillation^ 1861

I. Graham Pract. Med. 22 The coagulation or fibrillation

of the fibrine. 1875 H. Walton Dis. Eye p. xxii, From this

fibrillation the posterior set of fibres pass.

b. A quivering movement in the fibrils of a

muscle or nerve.

1881 Quain Med. Diet., Fibrillation, muscular, a localised

quivering or flickering of muscular fibres.

Fibrilliferous (faibrili-feras), a. [f. as next

+ -(i)ferous.] Bearing or provided with fibrils.

In some mod. Diets.

Fibrilliform (faibrHif/um), a. [f. Fibrilla +

-(i)form.] Having the form of a fibril or fibrils.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 398/1 The fibrilliform fronds

of the fresh-water algje. 1870 Bentley Bot. 37 Inextricably

interwoven . . so as to form a loose fibrilliform tissue.

Fibrillose (&MMfB*«-»), a. Also fibrilose. [f.

as prec. + -OSE.] a. Covered or supplied with

fibrils ; composed of fibrils, b. Marked with fine

lines as if composed of fine fibrils ; finely striate.

1819 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1099 Fibrillose, covered with

little strings or fibres. 1846 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. 175

The. .stalk . . is pale, a very little fibrilose. 1866 Berkeley

in Intel!. Observ. No. 50. 95 Pileus silky or fibrillose.

FibrillO'SO-, comb, form of prec. ; only in Pi-

T>riHoso-striate«. [ + -striate], = Fibrillose b.

1846 Berkeley in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 190 Cup .

.

minutely fibrilloso-striate.

t Fibrillous, a. Obs. [f. Fibrilla + -ous.]

a. Full of fibrils ; composed of fibrils, b. Of or

pertaining to a fibril.

1737 D Bayne Nerves 14 Hence arise those uneasy Sensa-

tions, Pains, fibrillous Spasms, &c. 1746 Arderon in Phil.

Trans. XLIV. 427 Its little fibrillous Fins are always in

Motion. 1748 Ibid. XLV. 322 The Distemper still gained

Ground ; and. .a fine fibrillous Substance grew out from it.

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy VII. xxxi, The brain being tender

and fibrillous. _

Fibrin (faibrin). Formerly also fibrine, and

in L. form fibrina. [f. Fibre + -in.] An albu-

minoid or protein compound substance found in

animal matter ; coagulable lymph.

1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 375 The substance called fibrin by

the chemists. 1801 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 297 A disposition to

the formation of Fibrina. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem.

vi (1814) 275 Fibrine constitutes the basis of the muscular

fibre of animals. 184J A. Combe Physiol. Digest, (ed. 4) 292

Fibrin is that whitish and tenacious mass which constitutes

the solid part of coagulated blood. 1869 Roscoe Elem. [hem.

434 The fibrin of flesh appears to differ from that of blood.

b. A similar substance in vegetable matter.

1819 J. E. Children Chem. Anal. 293 Vegetable fibrin

was obtained by Vauquelin from the juice of the papaw

tree. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 2 We give him beans,

which abound in fibrine. 1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys. § 32

Gluten, fibrin, albumen, caseine, etc., form the basis ot all

vegetable., tissues.

2. Comb., as fibrin-peptone (see quot.).

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fibrin-peptone, the peptone result,

ing from the digestion in gastric juice of fibrine.

Fibrination (faibrin^-jan). [f. Fibrin +

-ation.] The action or process of adding fibrin to

the blood. '884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Fibrine (faibrain), a. [f. Fibre + -ineI.]

Having the appearance of fibres ;
fibre-like.

1881 W. C. Russell Ocean Free Lance II. MS Fires.,

shot out . . in fibrine forms like the wreathing of innumerable

tendrils of plants. , -

Fibrino- (faibrino), used as a comb, iorm

of Fibrin, chiefly Phys., as PI brino-albtr-

jninoua a., consisting of fibrin and albumen.

PI"brinogen [ + -gen], a proteid substance, enter-

ing into the composition of fibrin. Pi^brino-

genetic, Pi^brino-ge'nic [see -genic], Pibrintv-

ffenous [ + -gen + -ous] adjs., producing fibrin

Pi:brino-pla-stic a., concerned in the formation of

fibrin. Pi brino-pla stin = GLOBULIN. Pibrino-

pu-rnlent a., containing a mixture of fibrin

^kiT'ToDD Cycl. Anal. I. 4?/> *Fibrino.albuminous

matfer. 187. Huxley Phys. iii. 69 'Fibrinogen is exceed,

ingly like globulin. 1876 Wagners Gen, Pathol. 155 * "«•

nogens are not only those coagulating spontaneously, but

almost all serous fluids. Ibid. .55 1 he humors.of the eye

have no *fibrinogenetic property bid A •fibrinogenic sub-

stance peculiar to the intercellular fluids. Ibid. 228 Its

quantitr*tands..;n almost direct ratio with its contained

?fib,"nogenous substance. Ibid. 155 A *^^Uu^
stance belonging to the contents of cells. 1871 Huxley

Phys Hi.To The interaction of two substances globulin or

'fibrino-plastin,and fibrinogen 1876 Wagner's Gen Pathol.

259 Abundant admixture of these constitutes the *fibrmo.

purulent exudation. -.

Fibrinous v
ki-brinas\ a. [f. Fibrin + -ous.]

a. Full of or composed of fibrin, b. Of, pertain-

inr/ to, or of the nature of fibrin.

i8w R. Knox Biclard's Anat. 305 The muscular flesh is

less red and more gelatinous and fibrinous. 1834 J.
1 orbes

Laennec's Dis. Chest 563 The fibrinous concretions were

softer 187. F. G. Thomas Dis. Women 5.12 About the

very existence of the fibrinous polypus there is some doubt.
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Hence Fihrinosity, the quality of being fibrin-

ous.

1876 Wagners Gen. Pathol. 228 Schmidt has examined .

.

93 transudates with respect to their fibrinosity.

Fibro- (farbro), used as a comb, form of Fibre,
employed chiefly in Phys. terms, to indicate a
fibrous condition. Pi bro-adipo se a., consisting

of fibrous and adipose tissue. Fi bro-are olar a.,

consisting of fibrous and areolar or connective

tissue. Fibro-blast [ + -blast], one of the cells

in which fibrous tissue is immediately formed.

Fi bro - bronchitis (see qnot.). Pibro - cal-

careous <r, consisting of fibrous tissue and con-
taining calcareous bodies. Fi bro-ca rtilag'c, a
firm elastic material partaking of the structure

and character of fibrous tissue and cartilage

;

hence ribro-cartilaginous a., of the nature of

fibro-cartilage. Fi^bro-cellnlar a., composed of

fibrous and cellular tissue. Fibro-chondri tis,

* inflammation of a fibro-cartilage '
( Syd. Soc. Lex.

1884). Fi:bro-cystic a., consisting of fibrous tissue

and cysts. Fi bro-cysto ma, a tumour containing

fibrous tissue and cysts. Fibro-fatty a.

,

' relating

to fibrous tissue and to fat' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1884).

Pi-bro-fe'rrite (Mill.'' , ferric sulphate occurring in

fibrous silky tufts and masses of a yellow colour.

Pibro-intestinal a., in 'fibro-intestinal layer, the

innermost of the two layers into which the meso-
derm of some Invertebrata divides ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1884). Fibro-lig-ameiitous a., consisting of

fibrous tissue and ligaments. Fi^bro-me'mbrane
(Bot.) = fibro-membranous tissue. Pi :bro-me -m-
branous «., (a) ' possessing the nature of fibrous

and of mucous membranes '

v
Ogilv. citing Dungli-

son) ; (6) Bot., consisting of fibrous and mem-
branous tissue. Fi:bro-mu cous a., consisting of

fibrous and mucous tissue. Flbro-mn'scular a
,

' pertaining to or consisting of fibrous and muscular
tissue' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1884). Fibro-myonia, 'a

myoma in which the tumour contains a large pro-

portion of fibrous connective tissue ' [Syd. Soc. Lex.

1884) ; whence Fibro-myo matous a. Fibro-
neuro ma, ' the form of neuroma which consists

chiefly of fibrous connective tissue ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1884I. Fi bro-nucleated a., composed of fibrous

tissue mixed with elongated nuclei. Fi bro-pla stic

a., fibre-forming ; said esp. ofa tissue organized from
the lymph exuded on wounds. Fi bro-sarco ma,
a tumour intermediate in character between a
fibroma and a sarcoma. Fi'bro-serous a., pos-
sessing the nature of both fibrous and serous
membranes. Fibro-vascular a. Bot. (see quot.

1845)-
1833-6 Todd Cycl. A fiat. I. 148/2 The dense "fibro-adipose

cushion . . found in the sole of the foot. 1850 J. Tomes
Dental Surg. (1873I 43 The superimposed *nbro-areolar
tissue. 1876 IVagners Gen. Pathol. 373 Cells in this meta-
morphosis are called *fibroblasts. 1875 R. Fowler Med.
Voc. (ed. 2), *Fibro-bronchitis, bronchitis accompanied with
the formation and expectoration of solid fibrinous, or tubular
membranous, casts of the bronchial tubes. 1878 T. Bryant
Pract. Surg. I. hi With calcareous matter *'fibro-cal-

careous'. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 250/1 *Fibro-carti-
lages are useful . . as elastic cushions placed between the
bones. Ibid, -ztyfe The triangular cartilage of the wrist

joint, .does not appear to me to be *fibro-cartilagtnous in its

structure. 1839 A. Gray Lett. '1893) 137, I .. saw some
strange things .. *fibroceIlu!ar tissue, the most beautiful

thing you can imagine. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg, (1879)
II. 239 Fibro-cellular tumours, .cause much local distress.

1854 Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. iv. 159 Cyst-like cavities,

filled with clear fluid are., found in fibrous tumours,
constituting thus a *fibro-cystic variety. 1872 Peaslee
Ovar. Tumours 26 *Fibro-cystoma. 1844 Dana Mitt.

226 The *Fibro-ferrite of Pndeaux. 1884 ibid. 656 Fibro-
ferrite, delicately fibrous. 1847 Youatt Horse ix. 218
An interposed *fibro-Hgamentous substance'. 1882 The
Garden 28 Jan. 69/1 The corm tunic consists of soft *fibro-

membrane. Ibid., The tunic consists of soft, *fibro-mem-
branous tissue. 1856 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. II. 3
The entire lining of the bone has been sometimes called
a *fibro-mucous membrane. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg:
I. 117 *Fibro-nucleated and recurrent tumours. 1857
Bullock Cazeaux' Midivif. 66 In the oviduct nothing
but cellular tissue and *fibro-plastic elements are to be met
with. 1878 T, Bryant Pract. Surg. 1. 137 The spindle-celied
kinds.. are most common in *fibro-sarcoma. 1841-71 T. R.
Jones Anitn. Kingd. (ed. 4) 842 The heart, contained in a
*fibro-serous envelope. 1845 Lindi.ey Sch. Bot. x. (1854) 159
Vascular tissue . . usually occurs mixed with fibrous tissue,

and hence the mixture of the two is called *Jibro-z>ascular.

18S2 Vines Sachs' Bot. 420, I was unable to satisfy myself
as to the true form of the fibro-vascular system.

Fibroid (fai"broid\ a. and sb, [f. Fibue + -oid.]

A. adj. Resembling fibre or fibrous tissue

;

fibroid change, degeneration, a morbid change into

fibre or fibrous tissue.

185a Paget Surg. Pathol, ii. 155, I have proposed the
name of Recurrent Fibroid tumour. 1854 Jones & Siev.
Pathol. Anat. ii. 30 Masses of fibrine .. become fibroid

tissues. 1874 Ibid.'w. 124 Fibroid degeneration is somewhat
allied to induration. 1875 B. W. Richardson J)is. Mod. Life
30 The simple growths include what are known as. .fibroid

tumour.

Vol. IV.

B. sb. rathol. A fibroid tumour.
187a Peasi.ef. Ovar. Tumours 20 Scanzoni considered it

an ovarian fibroid. 1876 Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 385 Tumor
. So-called fibroma or fibroid.

Fibroin (hibrou'm). [f. Fibro- + -IN.] A
chemical substance which is the principal con-

stituent of silk, cobwebs, and the horny skeleton

of sponges.
1861 Hui.me tr. Moquin-Tandon II. ill. ii. 90 Sponge is

composed of an animal matter which has been compared to
albumen and to mucus (Fibroine, Mulder). 1878 Kingzett
Anitn. Chem. 367 In a study of fibroin from silk, Schutzen-
berger concludes that it differs from ordinary albumin. 1887

J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XXII. 6i/x Silk fibre

consists essentially of a centre or core of fibroin . . Fibroin .

.

has a composition represented by the formula Ci;, H23N5O6.

Fibrolite (fai'bitfbit). [f. Fibro- + Or. \i$o$

stone; see also -ite.] A fibrous mineral con-
sisting chiefly of aluminium silicate.

1802 Bournon in Phil. Trans. XCII. 289 Fibrolite..
always . . either of a white colour, or of a dirty gray. 1803
Nicholson's Jrnl. IV. 14 Fibrolite accompanying the matrix
of corundum. 1884 Dana Mitt. 375 Fibrolite was much
used for stone implements . . in the ' Stone age '.

Hence Fibroll tic a., containing fibrolite.

1879 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 72.

Fibroma (f^ibr^-ma). Path. PI. fibromata
^foibr<;ii -mata\ [mod.L., f. l^.fibra Fibre + -oma

;

cf. Carcinoma, Cystoma.] A fibrous tumour.
1847-^) Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 130/2 The nature of fibroma

leads it simply to enlarge, without change in, or around,
itself. 1876 Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 385 Fibromata are fur

the most part sharply circumscribed.

Fibrome(foi'l>r0"m\ [a. Yr.fibrotne.'] ^prcc.
1872 Cohen Dis. Throat 206 The structure, .was altogether

similar to that of these fibromes.

Fibrose, a. ? Obs. [ad. mod.L.fibrJsus : see

Fibre and -03E.] — Fibrous.
1697 J. Petiver in Phil. 'Trans. XIX. 63i The Roots

fibrose and whiti-h. 1752 Hid. XLVII. 511 Their external
appearance will show them fibrose. 1775 in Ash.

FibrOSO- (feibro"-so), comb. f. of prcc. or next,

as in fibroso-calca reous adj. = fibro-calcareous;

fibro so-cartilaginous adj. =fibro-cartilagiuous.
1856-8 W. Clark I'an der Hoeven's Zool. I. 83 Gorgonia,

the crust polypiferous, fibroso-calcareous, persistent. Ibid.
II. 69 Cliimxroidei, cranium fibroso-cartilaginous.

Fibrous (foi'bros), a. [ad. mod.L. fihrosus;

see Fibre and -ous. Cf. Fibrose and Fr.fibreux]

1. Full of fibres; formed of fibres :

a. in animals. Fibrous tissue : the ordinary

connective tissue in the body, fibrous tumour —
Fibroid.
1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. iii. 7 Their [Bees'] back

and breast is a kind of reddish fibrous flesh. i65i Loveli,
Hist. Anitn. <y Min. Introd., Their lungs are single, fibrous
. .and fungous. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 350 Blood.

.

separates into two portions, the coagulum or fibrous part,

and the serum. 187a Huxley Phys. ii. 23 Outside the
muscular coat is a sheath of fibrous or connective tissue.

1885 Creighton in Encycl. Brit. (ed. ot XVIII. 369/1 The
fibrous tumors may become cystic in their interior.

b. in plants.

1626 Bacon Sylva% 616 There are of Roots, Bulbous Roots,
Fibrous Roots, and Hursute Roots. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.
144 Which large Violet from a fibrous root sendetb forth
many leaves. 1713 C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems 232
Branches. .Of fibrous cordage and impending shrouds. 1846
J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 279 From its fibrous

bark we procure the comfort of linen. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 300 Cyclamen hederzefolium . .tuber fibrous
all over.

C. in minerals and metals.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 452 Fibrous asbestos, alumen
plumosum, is mild magnesia, combined with silex, calcareous
earth, and a small proportion of argill, and iron. 1805 16
R. Jameson Char. Min. 232 In the fibrous fracture we have
to attend to the thickness . . and the position of the fibres.

1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 217 Thin strata of
beautiful white fibrous gypsum occur in marie. 1858
Greener Gunw-ry%% The metal has been changed from the
molecular to the fibrous.

2. Resembling fibre or fibres ; fibre-like.

1707 Curios, in Hush. <\ Gard. 81 There are fibrous Tubes
in Frees, for the Sap to mount. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab 1. 94
Yon fibrous cloud. .Were scarce so thin, so slight.

3. Comb., asfibrous-rooted^adj.
1796 C Marshall Garden, xx. (1813) 399 Divide fibrous

rooted perennial flowers. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. viii.

(1858) 134 Generally bulbous, sometimes_/Wrtf«.j-rooted.

Hence Pi'brously adv., in a fibrous manner ; like

fibres ; and Fibrousness, the state or quality of
being fibrous.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Ft'brousness, fulness of fibres. 1827
Westm. Rev. IX. 174 Fibrousness is its essential character.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 342 The fibrousness
produced by this operation is again removed. 1854 Jones
& Siev. Pathol. Anat. ii. 33 They never show any organized
arrangement beyond a low grade of fibrousness. 1881 J. S.

in Art Jrnl. \cyzl\ The two faded leaves drawn so very
fibrously. 1891 Harper's Mag. Jan. 210/1 Low-hanging
firs.. all fibrously a-glitter.

Fibry (foi b'ri), a. [f. Fibre + -tI] a. Re-
sembling a fibre, b. Abounding in fibres.

1802 W. Forsyth Cult. Fruit Trees xiv. (1824) 264 Cut off
all the small fibry roots with a knife. 1881 Gard. Chron.
No. 417. 814 Hundreds.. of fibry roots. 1882 TIte Garden
14 Jan. 31/1 Insert them.. in small pots filled with fibry
turf.

Fibster 'fibstaj). [f. Fib vA + -ster.] One
who fibs ; a fibber, petty liar.

1848 Thackeray Van. FairxWVu, You silly little fibster.

1861 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe I. xx. You wicked old fibster !

Fibula (frbi/?la1. Fl.fibtil8B,-as. [a.L.fibuia,

i.figcre to fix, or the synonymous fivere ^Festus).

||1. Antiq. A clasp, buckle, or brooch.
1673 Ray Jonm. Low C. 346 Rings, Fibula; and abundance

of other implements. 1736 Pope Let. to Cromwell^c Dec.
1710, His robe might be subnected with a Fibula. 1831
Wordsw. Highland Broach, The Fibula, whose shape..
Still in the Highland Broach is seen. 1851 D. Wilson
Preh. Ann. (1863) I. vii. 226 A small fibula of bone. 1869
T. Nichols Handy Bk. Brit. Mus. 349 There is also a large

collection of fibulas or garment-fastenings.

2. Anat. The long or splint bone on the outer

side of the leg (app. from its resemblance to the

tongue of a clasp, of which the tibia forms the

other part).

1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1741 Monro Anat. fed. 3)

287 The sharpest Angle of the Fibula is anterior. 1831 R.
Knox Cloquet's Anat. 377 It arises . . from the fore part of

the inner surface of the fibula. 1872 MlVART Eletn. Ana'.
1S3 The femur does not articulate with the fibula.

Fibular fi"bi/?lai
s

, a. [f. Fibi;la + -ar. Cf. F.

fidu/aire.'] fa. Resembling the fibula : see Fibula
2 (obs,— 1

). b. Of or pertaining to the fibula.

1729 Scheuchzer in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 9S The Bark
..is not so easily roll'd up into a fibular Form. 1^31 R,
Knox Cloquet's Anat. 731 Anterior Fibular Artery. It ..

perforates the inferior extremity of the interosseous ligament.
1854 Owen Skel. fy Teeth (1855) 64 A fibular ridge projects
slightly from the., tibia.

Fibulate (Trbitfl^t), V. [f. L. fibulat-, ppl.

stem of flbulare to clasp, f. fibula: see Fibula.]

t a. intr. (nonce-use) To perform the action of
buttoning and unbuttoning ; to fiddle with one's

buttons [obs.— 1
). +b. trans, (see quot. 1 656-81}.

e. To put a button on (a foil). Hence Fi-bulated

///. a. Fibula "tion (see quot.\
1640 Brome Antipodes 11. ii. Your fingers fibulating on

your breast. 1656 8i Blount Glcssogr., Fibulate, to joyn, or
fasten together. 1658 Phillips, Fibulalion, a buLt<ming,
or joyning together. 1832-4 De Qiincey C&sars Wks.
1862 IX. 138 Perhaps buttoned, fibulau-d as in the case of
our own foils.

T FibulOUS ;frbi/7hs), a. In 7 flbulus. [f.

Fibula + -ous.] Resembling a fibula.

1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867) 129 A toung ..

with a small fibulus button at the end of it.

-fic, suffix, repr. L. -ficus
' -making, -doing' (f.

weakened root oifaccre to make, do), forming adjs.

(l) from sbs., with the sense 'making, causing,

producing', as in hondrtficus, pacificus, or * per-

forming ', as sacrificus ; (2) from adjs., with the

sense ' performing actions of a certain kind ', as

magnijicus, also (in late and med.L.) with the

sense ' bringing into a specified state ', as bedtijiius

;

(3) from vbs., with the sense 'causing to', as

horrificus, terrificus\ (4) from advbs., only in

betwficus, maleficus, adjs. of agency to the phrases

bene, male facere to do good, do ill (to). Except
in the two last-mentioned words, and in veneficus

(contr. for *ven??iificus), the suffix -ficus is always
preceded by -/-, which is either the stem-vowel or

a substitute for it, or a connecting-vowel appended
to a consonant-stem. Most of the L. adjs. in

- f fit usappear inFr.,the termination being adapted
as -{ifique; also in It., Sp., Pg., the form being

-fico. In Eng. the suffix prob. first occurred in

adoptions from Fr., like magnific, and was often

spelt - i fiqtte down to the 17th c. In medieval
and mod.L. new formations with - ificus were
very common, and many of them have passed, in

adapted forms, into the Rom. langs. and Eng., as

prolific, scientific. In scientific nomenclature new
words are still sometimes formed by the addition of

the representative of -ii)ficus to L. stems ; such
words, if accepted at all, are usually of international

currency, and it is often uncertain in which lang.

they were first used ; Eng. examples are acidific,

chylific, feliczfic, morbific.
Several L. adjs. in -Jicus form their comparatives and

superlatives, and their nouns of quality, from a stem in

-Jicent-. In Eng. (but not in Romanic) the adapted forms
of these words end in -Jicent^ as beneficent, magn'Jicenl',

maleficent, munificent.

Ficary (fvkari). rare. [ad. mod.L. ficaria in

Ranunculus ficaria the lesser Celandine.]
1848 Mary Howitt in Tyas Field Flotvers I. 26 Our

garden fence . .With ficaries like a golden rain Shower'd on
the earth below.

-fication (fik^'-Jin), suffix, repr. L. -fication-em,

the regular formative of nouns of action (see

-ATION) from vbs. in -ficdre : see -ft. Many words

of this formation i^chiefly post-classical) were

adopted in Fr. with their related vbs., the sbs. in

learned form with the suffix -fication, and the vbs.

in semi-popular form with the suffix -fier ; on the

analogy of these many new formations with the?e

suffixes arose in Fr. From the 14th c. F, vbs. in -fier
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with their corresponding agent-nouns in -fication

have been freely introduced into Eng., as purify,

purification, sanctify, sanctification ; and hence the

suffix -fication has become the recognized means of

forming nouns of action corresponding to vbs. in

-fy, except such as represent L. vbs. in -facHre (see

-faction). In general, however, such nouns of

action are (unless as mere nonce-wds.) formed only

on assumable mod.L. types ; but beaulification has

been in use since 17th c, and words like Frenchi-

fication, transmogrification, unification may occa-

sionally be met with. In scientific language the

suffix forms many sbs. (some of which have no
corresponding vb.1 ; examples are acetification,

acidification, chylification, dcntification, ossifica-

tion, etc.

1799 Southev Lett. (18561 I. 85 Excuse the damned city.

country-fication of that word [cottage].

+ Ficelle, v . Otis. Forms : 4-5 fltch(en, (fie-

chyn, flchch, fichene, fycehe), flcche, rich,

(5 fychch), 4-6 fych(e. [a. OF. fic/iier (mod.F.

ficher', = Tr. ficar, Sp. hincar, fincar, ficar, Pg.

fincar, ficar. It. ficcare : referred by Diez to a

popular L. *figicare, extension of L. ftgcre to

Fix.]

1. trans. To fix, fasten, make firm, establish;

both in a material and an immaterial sense.

c 1340 Ga:u. fy Gr. Knt. 658 Alle bese fyue sybez . .were .

.

fyched upon fyue poyntes. c 1374 Chaucer Botth. IK iv. 45
Haue mynde certeynly to ficchyn bi house of a myrie site

in a lowe stoone. 138a Wyci.if Josh. iv. 3 In the place of

tentis, where }e this nyjt fitchen tentis. 141Z-13 Hoccleve
Counsel to lien. V, 9 God dreede and ficche in him your
trust. 1430 LydC. Lhron. Troy v. xxxvi, To fyche fynally

the date, c 1477 Caxton Jason 04 Whan she hadde put al

these thinges in a balance and fiched in her engyn she began
to recomforte medea. [1530 Palsgr. S49/i, I Fyche (Lyd-
gat), I stedye or make ferme or stedfaste, fe fiche. This
terme is nat yet [/. e. no longer] admytted.]

b. To stud, furnish with something infixed.

c 1375 Sc. leg. Saints, Calharina 852 Foure quhelis . . Of
be quhilkis be felyis all With scharpe houkis fichit he sail.

1413 Lvdg. Piter. Smote in. iv. (1483) 52 The compas of
this whele was fitched ful of hokes.

2. To pierce, penetrate ; lit. and fig.
1388 Wyclif Ps. xxxiv. t6 Thei ben scaterid and not

ficchid with sorewe. '.'^1400 Morte Arih. 2098 Thay flitt

fulle frescly ber frekez, ffichene with fetheris thurghe be fyne

maylez. '.'^1400 Arthur 462 Quarels, arwes, bey fly smerte ;

pe fyched Men bru} heed & herte.

Hence Ficching vbl. sb., in quot. concr. the place

where anything is fixed, the ' print'.

138a Wyclif John xx. 25, I schal se in his hondis the

ficching of naylis.

Ficelle (f*se"l). [a. F. ficelle pack-thread.]

Only in comb. , as,ficelle colour, the colour of pack-

thread ; ficelle-lace, string-coloured lace.

1882 Queen 22 July 94 '1 No dress looked prettier than a
thin canvas of dark ficelle colour. 1882 World 21 June 18/1

A white muslin trimmed with wide flouncings of ficelle lace.

Fieesyn, obs. form of Physician.

Fioh, obs. form of Vetch.
Fieh, Fich- : see Fitch, Fitctt-.

Fichant (frjant\ [a. F. fichant, pr. pple. of

ficher to fix : see Ficche v.~\ (See quots.)

1688 Capt. J. S. Fortification 30 The Fichant or fixed

line must not exceed a Musquet-shot. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Line 0/ Defence Fichant or Fixed. Ibid., Flank
Fichant is that from whence a Piece of Ordinance playing,

fixes its Bullets in a direct Line in the Face of the opposite

Bastion. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Fichant, in forti-

fication, said of flanking fire which impinges on the face it

defends.

Fiche, obs. form of Fish, Fitch.

Fichtelite (fixtelsit). Min. [Named by P.ro-

meis in 1841 after the Fichtel Mts., Bavaria, where
it is found : see -ite.] A mineral resin occurring

in white crystalline scales on fossil pine wood.
1844 Dana Min. 514 The Fichtelite of Bromeis . . is a

similar substance.

Fichu I f/f«, fi'Ji»). [a. F. fichu, app. a subst.

use of fichu adj. in the sense ' carelessly thrown
on '.] A triangular piece of some light fabric,

worn by ladies, now as a covering for the neck,

throat, and shoulders, formerly also for the head.
1803 Morning Chron. in Spirit Pub. jfrnls. (1804) VII. 17

Must there be a particular act, regulating every piece of
dress?, .we should read, .of the Fichu Bill being committed,
the Landau Bill being reported [etc.]. 1824 Ladies Monthly
Museum July XX. 54 Bonnets of white sarsnet are tied

down with afichu. 1825 ibid. June XXI. 347 The mantelet
cap . . is of white gauze, the front ornamented with fichu
points. 1826 Ibid. Mar, XXIII. 171 A small/fcA« is thrown
carelessly over the neck. 183a Mrs. F. Trollope Dom,
Mann. Amer. xvii. (1834) 146 A scarlet fichu relieved the

sombre colour of her dress. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid
ii, She wore afichu of fine lace,

Ficiforni (frsifpim\ a. [f. L. /?<»-, combining
form oificus fig + -form.] Fig-shaped.

1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ficinite (fvsinail). Min. [Named by Eern-

hardi in 1827 after Prof. Ficinus : see -ite.] A
hydrous sulpho-phosphate of iron and manganese.
1852 Shfpahd Min. 404 Ficinite, Bernhardt. 1868 Dana

Min. (ed. 5) 8 585 Ficinite.

186

+ Ficker, jocular perversion of Vicar.
1589 Marprel. Epit. Title-p., Compiled for the behoofe

and overthrow of the vnpreaching Parsons, Fyckers, and
Currats. Ibid. (1843) 53 Fickers, parsens and currats.

Fickle (fi'k'l), a. Forms: 1 ficol, 3-4 flk-,

4 flck-, 4-6 fyck-, 5-6 fek-, fykel e, -ell(e, -il(l,

-kil(1, -le, -ul, -yi;i, 3 south, vikel, 7 flcle, 6-

fickle. [OE. ficol, f. *fic-ian to deceive (cf. hefician

in same sense), cognate with gefic deceit, fsecne

deceitful : see Faken a.]

•f 1. False, deceitful, treacherous. Obs.

a 1000 Gioss. on Prov. xiv. 25 (Cott. Vesp. D. 6} Versipellls,

ficol vet pretti. aizz$Ancr. R. 268 Fikele & swikele reades.

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 185 Cunfcrt on eorbe pet is

fikel and fals. c 1300 Havetok 2799 We hauen misdo mikel,

pat we ayen you haue be fikel. c 1325 Song Yesterday 30
in E. E. P. (1862) 134 pis eorbeli ioie, bis worldly blis Is but

a fykel fantasy. /1400 Song Roland 147 'A! ffals man'
quod the kinge ' Fekill is thy thought.' c 1425 Seven Sag.

985 (P.) With fykyl wordis and with false. ^1450 Lonelich
GrailxXyx. 40 Kyng Crwdelx was so fekel and felle. a 1533
Ld, Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) X viij, Otherwyse
theyr conuersacion shulde be fekyl to the people.

absol. c 1440 Bone Fior. 2184 Thes four fekyll That harmed
feyre Florence.

b. Of places: Treacherous, dangerous. Now .5V.

1398 Trevisa Barth.DeP. R. xix. cxxix. (1495^ 938 Actus
is a place there beestys ben ofte dryuen and is slypper and
fyckyl. 1883 Mrs. Oliphant Ladies Lindores II. xvi. 41

It's a fickle corner in the dark . . A wrong step . . and there

would be no help.

2. Changeable, changeful, inconstant, uncertain,

unreliable

:

a. of persons, their attributes, feelings, etc ; also

often, with personification, of Fortune, Chance, etc.

a 1175 Prov. Alfred 355 in O. E. Misc. (1872^ 125 For
moni nion hauit fikil mod. 1550 Balk Apol. Pref. 12 b,

I maruile What hath moued the fyckle heades of our
doctours. 1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. in. v. 60 O Fortune,

Fortune, all nun call thee fickle. 1630 Prysne^ nti-A rrnin.

114 It makes the fickle wauering, vnconstant will of man,
the very basis. 1663 Cowley Agric. Wks. 1710 II. 708 An
impudent, fickle, and painted Harlot. 1667 Milton /'. L.
11. 233 When everlasting Fate shall yeild To fickle Chance.

1783 Watson Philip III^(1793) ll.vi.164 Though sovereign

princes . . be naturally capricious and fickle in their attach-

ments. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles VI. vi, Versed in the fickle

heart of man. 1861 Holland Less. Li/eui.44 Friends may
prove false, and fortune fickle. 1870 LSryant Iliad 1. 111. 85
The younger men are of a fickle mood.

b. of things, natural agents, etc.

r 1450 Henryson Conipl. Creseide 550, I . . dame upon
the iickill quheill sa hie. 1513 Douglas /Eneis xu. i. 106

Persave of weir the fykkill ward onstabill ! 1563 B. Googe
Eglogs. etc. (Arb.) 84 The surest Staffe, in fyckle Dayes.
1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxxvi, O Thou my louely Boy who in

thy power, Doest hould times fickle glasse. 1612 Davies
Why Ireland, etc. (1747) 15 The popes donation and the Irish

submissions were but weak and fickle assurances. 1774
Beattie Minstr. 11. Iv, Fancy now no more Wantons on
fickle pinion through the skies. 1818 Scott Rob Roy i, He
who embarks on that fickle sea, requires to possess the skill

of the pilot. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 398 The fickle health

of childhood, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 234 Through
shine and shower My fickle shallop dances. x86i Holland
Less. Life i. 12 The weather being very fickle.

3. As adv; only in combination with ppl. adjs.

1611 Sylvester Dm Bartas It. iv. iv. Decay 1199 Our
glory stands so fickle-founded thus. 1596 Fitz-Geffray
Sir F. Drake (18S1) 54 Fortvne . . stoode not on her fickle-

rowling wheele.

4. Comb., as fickle-fancied, -headed, -minded

(whence fickle-mindcdly adv.) adjs.
;

ficklewise

adv. ; also fickle-tongue a., given to falsehood

;

f fickle-hammed (7.,? weak in the hams.
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 41 Those *fickle-

fancy d men. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 993/4 A Red Roan Nag
about six, and *fickle hammed. 1577 Harrison England
11. vii. (1877) 1. 168 The *fickle headed tailors. 1661 Hicker-
ingill Jamaica 97 Those fickle-headed Soldiers, a 1600

Hooker Eccl.PoL vt. (1617) 280 Speaking of "fickle-minded

men. 1875 Howells Foregone Concl. iii. 68 I've behaved
rather *fickle-mindedly, 1393 Langl. /'. PL C. m. 6 Bobe
fals and fauel and #fykel-tonge lyere. 1877 Lanier Poems,
Bee 9 And flew Most *ficklewise about.

t Fickle, v- x Obs. Forms : 3 fikele, 4 fyckel,

fykel, 6 fykkle ; also 3 vikel i. [frequentative

of Fike v. ; cf. Ger. dial, fichctn (Grimm) in same
sense.] intr. To flatter. Also tofickle with.

a 1225 A tier. R. 84 pe vikelare. .put himpreon in eien, bst

he mid vikele3. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 845 pis was bo be

gode dorter bat nolde vikeli no^t, Ofte bing bat is ivikeled

to worse ende is bro^t. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvui.

xxvii. (1495^ 787 A hounde ofte fyckelyth and fawnyth

wyth his taylle on men. 1537 St. Papers Hen, r'lll,

II. 480 They goo aboute to fykkle with Iryshe men.

Hence rickllng- vbl. sb., flattery; Pickling

///. a. Also FVckler, a flatterer.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 86 Uikelares beo5 breo kunnes. Ibid. 82

Attri speche is . . bacbitunge, & fikelunge. Ibid. 224 To
wenen f>et hit were uikelunge }ifheo speke ueire. Ibid. 257
Leouere me beo5 hire wunden ben uikiinde \v,r. fikelinde]

cosses. a 1240 Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 253 Of beos

fikelinde world. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 30 Heo no koube
of no fikelyng, and ne onswerede not so.

Fickle (frk1)i ^.- dial [Cf. Fickle a. 1 b.]

trans, a. To puzzle, b, (see quot. 1736.)
1567 [implied in Fickle-force]. 1736 Pegge Rentt'ciims,

Fickle
x

to fickle a person in the head with this or that, to

put it into his head ; in a baddish sense. 1816 Scott *4«/*V.
xxxix, ' She may come to fickle us a'.' 1859 Smiles Self'tlclp

49 Then other questions were put to ' fickle ' him.

FICT.

f Frckledom. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fickle a. +

-dom.] The realm of fickleness.

a 1754 Richardson Corresp. (1804^ III. 315 Who would
wish for so transient a dominion in the land of fickledom !

t Frckle-force. nonce-wd. [f. Fickle v.2

(sense 1) + Force.] (See quot.)

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 1 Adamant . . yeeldeth or giueth

place to nothing, wherefore the Greekes call it Fickle-force.

Fickleness ifrk'lnes). [f. Fickle a. + -kess.]

The quality or state of being fickle.

+ 1. Falseness, deceit, treachery. Obs. rare.

C 1397 Chaucer Lack Stedf. 20 From Right to wronge from
trowght to fekylnesse.

2. Changeableness, inconstancy, variableness.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 43 This iourneiyng
from place to place was not the disease of ficlenesse or of

vnstablenesse. 1665 Boyle Occas.Refl. (1845)291 The M uta-

bilityand Fickleness of Prosperity. 17x6 Addison Freeholder
No. 25 p 1 There are some who ascribe this to the fickleness of

our climate. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxv, It could not be
levity or fickleness of character which induced his daughter
to act with so much apparent inconsistency. 1875 Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxix. 2 All things savour of the changes
of the moon and the fickleness of the sea.

Ficklety (fVk'lti). rare— 1
. = prec 2.

1888 G. Allen DeznVs Die II. xxv. 122 They hate the

imputation of ficklety or falseness.

Fickly (fi'kli), adv. Now rare. Also 7 ficklely.

[f. as prec. + -(l)y *.] Jn a fickle manner, variably,

inconstantly,
-J-

deceitfully.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter v. 11 With bar tunges fikeli tai dide.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. viii. xxxiii. 134 Bot Fortowne,
bowcht scho fald fekilly Will noucht at anis Myscheffis fall.

1660 Howell Lexicon, Ficklely, inconstamtnent. 1666

Pepts Diary 30 Mar., Having given her mistress warning
fickly. 1721 Southerne Spartan Dame\. i, A present pow'r,

that's fickly held By the frail tenure of the people's will.

11 Fico (trko). [\t.fico:—L.ficusYiGsb.*. For
sense 3 see under Fig sb.-~\

fl. =Fig sbA 2. Obs.
a 1577 Gascoigne Ilerbes Wks. ^587) 153 To suppe some*

times with a Magnifico, And have a Fico foysted in thy
dish. 1630 Johnson's Kingd. <$- Commoniv. 30 To reward
most of his great Captaines. .with a Spanish fico. Ibid. 57
A poisonsome tricke of an Italian fico.

2. =Fig sb. 1 4. Obs. exc. arch.

1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878) 68 lie .. cry, a Fico for the

Cnticke spleene. 1606 Marston Faivn 1. ii. B iv b, For
wealth he is of my addiction and bid's a fico for't. 1823

Scott ZYzwzVxxxviii, But proclaim !—a fico for the phrase.

[After Shaks. Merry W. i.iii. 33.] i886Bywner A.Surriage
xxix. 343, I wouldn't give a fico for all you ever recover

from her.

T 3. --YlG sb* To give thefico. Obs.

1596 Lodge Wits Misery 23 Giuing me the Fico with his

thombe in his mouth. 1602 Carew Cormvall 1. 22 b,

Hauing once recouered his fortresse, he then ghies the

Fico, to all that his adversaries can. .attempt against him.

Ficoid (. foi'koid ), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
fico'ides, f. ls.fic-us fig ; see -oiD.]

A. adj. a. ^Ficoidal a. 1. b. Resembling

a fig; fig-like.

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ficoid, belonging to, resembling, or

having an arrangement of parts as in the Genus Ficus,

Also, resembling a fig ; fig - like.

B. sb. A plant of the N. O. Mescmbriacex.

1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 11. iii. 362 In a warm Day give

a little Water to your most succulent Ficoids. 1846 Lindley
I'eg. Kingd. 525 The seed-vessels of the Ficoids exhibit

remarkable phenomena.

Ficoidal (fikoi-dal), a. and sb. [f. as prec. +-al.]

A. adj.

1. Related to or resembling the genus Ficus.

1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
2. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, the Natural

Order Ficoidese or Afcsembriacefe. Ficoidal alli-

ance, a name given by Lindley to a group containing

the Mesembriacex and three other orders.

1846 Lindley Fee. Kingd. 523 The Ficoidal Alliance.

Ibid. 525 Ficoidal Lxogens.

B. sb. A plant belonging to the Ficoidal Alliance.

1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 525 They are to Ficoidals. .the

princes of their race.

Ficoides (likoi*d/z). [mod.L. ficoides : see

Ficoid.] A botanical name applied to various

plants ; in quots. the Ice-plant {ftlesemhrianihc-

mum crystallinuni).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Ficoides. 1784 Cowper Task
m. 579 The spangled beau, Ficoides, glitters bright the

winter long. 1811 Mrs. M. Starke Beauties o/C. M. Maggi
48 Nymph on whose breast the gem'd Ficoides beams.

Fictms (fci kas), a. [f. L.fTc-us fig + -ous.]

1884 Syd. Soc, Lex., Ficous, like a fig or like the disease

Ficus.

t Fict, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. t.fict-us, pa. pple.

offingcre to fashion, Feign.] A. adj.

1, = Feigned 2. In quot. absol. or quasiWz/.

1677 T, Harvey tr. J. Owen's Epigr. 1. xxxi, Poets of

things past write false and fict.

2. Mus. -Feigned 5 a. Only in Fict voice (L.

vox ficta), a note altered by an accidental flat ac-

cording to the rules of Musica ficta, i.e. music in

which the accidentals were supplied, instead of

being left to the singer's discretion. See Grove

Diet. Mus. II. 4I3/ 1 -

1609 Douland Omith. Microl. 87 The placing of Rests in

a Counterpoint is. .tollerated ..To auoide Fict Voices, and

the forbidden Internals.
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B. sb. A note occurring in certain Hexachords
when altered as above. Also Scale offids.
1609 Douland Orttith. Microl. 25 The Scale of ficts or

Synemenon and how the Mutations are made.

T Fict, v. Mus. Obs. [f. prec.] intr. To undergo
the alterations required by the rules of Musica
ficta : see prec.

1609 Douland Omitk. Microl, 25 Musicke may Fict in

any Voyce and Key, for Consonance sake.

+ Picta'tion. Obs. [f. L.fict- (fare), ppl. stem

otfigere to fix + -ATioN. Cf. med.L. JUtdtion-em^\
= Fixation (of a volatile substance).
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 27 r -

f Fixtilage. Obs. [f. next + -age.] (See

quote.)
*6io W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. vii. 14 Fictilage is

the forming and transforming of y fl Matter in form or sub-
stance : as in making of Tile .. Brick, Pots .. Glasse, etc.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 333/2 Fictilage is an ordering
of Clayie Ground for what use we would have it.

Fictile (fvktil), a. and sb. [ad. L. ficiil-em% f.

fingere to fashion : see -ILK.] A. adj.

1. Capable of being moulded, suitable for making
pottery. Now rare.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1776) 8 The several Fictile clays.

fig' '837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1872^ I. 1. n. 6 Ours is a most
fictile world ; and man is the most fingent plastic of creatures.

2. Moulded into form by art; made of earth, clay,

etc. by a potter.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 841 Fictile Earth is more fragile than
crude Earth and dry wood than green. 1655 Stanley Hist.
Philos. in, 92, I was but fool'd To worship in his room a
fictile deity. 166a Evelyn Chalcogr. \. 5 And why may
not the Tori, Brawn, or Collops of fat be express'd by these
raised Figures, and they Torosx plump, and. .en ban point,

as well as Fusil and Fictile ones? 1825 Fosbroke EncycL
Antiq. (1843) I. 96 The Etruscans, who were famous
potters, used to make fictile coffins. 1855 MUSGRAVE
Ramble Normandy 281 Curiosities, .fictile and fossil.

3. Of or pertaining to the manufacture of earthen-

ware, etc. ; having to do with pottery. Also
{rarely) Skilled in or devoted to fictile art.

1854 ThobeAU Walden {1863) 281, I was pleased to find

that so fictile an art was ever practised in my neighbour-
hood. 1864 C. P. Smyth Inker, in Ct. Pyramid 1. 1. (1880)

5 That too graphic religion which the fictile nation on the
Nile ever delighted in. 18&8 Arts <y Crafts Catal. 46 And
Fictile Craft grew with his [man's] knowledge.

B. sb. A fictile vessel.

1850 in We ale Diet. Terms. 1888 Arts <y Crafts Catal.

45 These Fictiles tell the story of his first Art-instincts.

Hence Fictileness, the quality or fact of being

fictile. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Pictility (fikti-liti). [f. prec. + -itt.] The
quality or condition of being fictile. In quot.

concr. An article of fictile ware.
1892 Leisure Hour Feb. 271/2 The array of ancient *fic-

tilities
1 was unhappily diminished by an accident.

Fiction (fi'kjen). Forms: 4 ficcion, (5-6
fyecion, -cyon, -tion(e), 7 flxion, 5- fiction.

[a. Fr. fiction ( = Pr. fiction, ficxio,Sp. ficcion^, ad.

L. fiction-em , n. of action f. fingere to fashion or

form : see Feign.]

fl. The action of fashioning or imitating. Obs.
1607 Topsell Ftmrf. Beasts (1658) 415 In some parts of

Germany., it [the shrew] is called .. Zissmuss, from the
fiction of his voice. 1711 Shaftesb, Charac. vi. v. (1737)
III. 381 The .. Art of Painting . . surpassing by so many
Degrees. .all other Human Fiction, or imitative Art.

fb. Arbitrary invention. Obs.

a 1629 T. Adams Two Sonnes Wks. (1629) 422 The King
hauing made positiue lawes . . disdaines that a Groome
should . . annull those, to. .aduance other of his own fiction.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 277 We have never dreamt
that parliaments had any right . . to force a currency of their

own fiction in the place of that which is real.

f e. concr. That which is fashioned or framed

;

a device, a fabric. Obs.
J579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 49 The other syttes drawing

Mathematicall fictions, x6ioGuillim Heraldry in. v. (1660)

123 Thunder and Lightning, .they haue in. .their imaginary
fiction conjoyned. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 416 Renounce the

odours of the open field For the unscented fictions of the

loom.

T~ 2. Feigning, counterfeiting ; deceit, dissimula-

tion, pretence. Obs.

J483 Caxton Cato Aivb, He that sheweth him a frende

by fyction and faynyng for to dysceyue him. 150a Ord.
Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 1. Hi. 38 Without hauynge
fyecyon in his worde. c 1532 Dewes Inirod. Fr. in Palsgr.

1021, I say without fiction. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vii.

§ 7 (1873) 56 A man of the purest goodness, without all

fiction or affectation. 1609 Bible (Douay) IVisd. vii. 13
Which I lerned without fiction.

3. The action of feigning 'or inventing imaginary

incidents, existences, states of things, etc., whether

for the purpose of deception or otherwise.

(The reproachful sense [= ' fabrication'] is merely con-

textual.)

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. § 8. 21 Hee that will easily

beleeue . . will as easily augment rumors . . so great an
afunitie hath fiction and beleefe. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n.

xxvii. 151 To be pleased in the fiction of that, which would
please a man if it were reall, is a Passion, .adherent to the

Nature., of man. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. i. (1737) I. 4
Truth is the most powerful thing in the World, since even
fiction it-self must be governed by it. 1748 Hartley Observ.

Man 11. 1. 39 The extreme Mischiefe which Fiction and
Fraud occasion in the World. 1840 ThirlwallGVwc*: VII.

99 The scene may appear to us so memorable, as to have
afforded temptation for fiction.

b. That which,or something that, is imaginatively

invented ; feigned existence, event, or state of

things ; invention as opposed to fact.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. 1. (1495) 3 They wysely .

.

vse poetes in their ficcions. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.
Proem v, Whose [i.e. Lydgate's] fatall fictions are yet

permanent, Grounded on reason. 1589 Warner Alb. Fug.
11. Prose Add. (1612) 332 The waues sollicited (a Poeticall

fiction) by the wife of Iupiter. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. HI.

iv. 141 If this were plaid vpon a stage now, I could condemne
it as an improbable fiction. 1612 T. Wilson Chr. Diet. 375
The popish Priest-hood is an immaginary and blasphemous
fixion. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne, Fng, Hist. 251 Fiction

is always more feeble than truth. 1847 Emerson Repr.
Men

t
Shahs. Wks. (Bohn) I. 362 Few real men have left such

distinct characters as these fictions. 1855 H. Spencer Priuc.

Psychol. (1872) II. VIII. iii. 536 Until fact .. has become
clearly distinguished from fiction. 1876 Gladstone Homeric
Syucr. 34 The fictions of the Virgilian age establish no pre-

sumption adverse to it.

C. A statement or narrative proceeding from
mere invention ; such statements collectively.

1611 Bible Transl. Pref. 1 What a fiction or fable was
deuised. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 601/1 Let
us cast away all fiction. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 317 Though
this was all a Fiction of his own, yet it had its desir'd Effect.

1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F. II. xxxvi.326 Such an anecdote may
be rejected as an improbable fiction. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Fug. I. 581 The messengers .. might .. have related mere
fictions without incurring the penalties of perjury. 1873
Holland A. Bonnie, i. 17 He had been playing off a fiction

upon me.

4. The species of literature which is concerned

with the narration of imaginary events and the

portraiture of imaginary characters ; fictitious

composition. Now usually, prose novels and
stories collectively; the composition of works of

this class.

1599 R. Linche (title), The Fountaine of Ancient Fiction

1780 Harris Philol. Eriq. Wks. (1841) 428 Dramatic fiction

copies real life. 1829 Lytton Devereux iv. vi, Old people

like history better than fiction. 1841 Lane A rab. A'ts._ I. 65
The Arabs .. enjoy a remarkable advantage over us in the

composition of works of fiction. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter
(1863) 10 The existing school of French fiction.

b. A work of fiction ; a novel or tale. Now
chiefly in depreciatory use ; cf. 3 b.

1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost ix. 258 They read nothing
but fictions and levities.

5. A supposition known to be at variance with

fact, but conventionally accepted for some reason

of practical convenience, conformity with traditional

usage, decorum, or the like.

a. in Law.
Chiefly applied to those feigned statements of fact which

the practice of the courts authorized to be alleged by a
plaintiff in order to bring his case within the scope of the

law or the jurisdiction of the court, and which the defendant
was not allowed to disprove. Fictions of this kind are now
almost obsolete in England, the objects which they were
designed to serve having been for the most part attained by
the amendment of the law.

1590 Swinburne Testaments 165 It were against all right

..that he should be iudged the father of that childe, by
fiction of lawe. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 223 That
ancestor, from whom it . . is supposed by fiction of law to

have originally descended. 1775 Ld. Mansfield in Mostyn
v. Fabrigas, Smith's Leading Cases (ed 9) I. 652 It is a
certain rule, that a fiction of law shall never be contradicted

so as to defeat the end for which it was invented, but for

every other purpose it may be contradicted. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) I. 26 It became a fundamental maxim, or

rather fiction of our law that all real property was originally

granted by the king. 1861 Maine Anc. Law ii. (1876) 26,

I employ the expression 'Legal Fiction' to signify any
assumption which conceals, or affects to conceal, the fact

that a rule of law has undergone alteration, 1876 Freeman
Norm. Conq. V. xxii. 17 The same spirit of legal fiction.

.

shows itself. . in the way in which the facts of the great con-

fiscation are dealt with.

b. gen. (chiefly transf.)
1828 Ld. Grenville Sink. Ftoid n To reduce debt by

borrowing . . is a manifest fiction in finance. 1840 Dickens
OldC. Shop vii, By a like pleasant fiction his single chamber
was always mentioned in the plural number. 1861 Mill
Utilit. i. 2 The elements of algebra .. are as full of fictions

as English law.

6. Comb., asfiction-mint', -monger, -writer.
1810 Bentham Packing (1821) viii. 84 note, Those fiction-

mints. 1859 Sat. Rev. VII. 43/1 The rest are the regular
property of the fiction-writer. 1891 J. Winsor Columbus
vi. 112 The credulous fiction-mongers who hang about the
skirts of the historic field. 1891 Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. 3/1 He
is no mere fiction-monger.

Hence Fi'ction v. trans. To feign, rare ~ °.

Pictioned ppl. a.

1820 Praed Surly Hall 238 His fictioned flame.

Fictional (frkjanal), a. [f. prec. + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of fiction.

1843 F. E. Paget Warden Berkiugholt 97 Poisoning the
springs of fictional literature. 1848 Blackiu. Mag. LXIII.
754 There is a fearful dearth of invention just now, especially
in the fictional department. 1865 Sat. Rev. 19 Aug. 227/1
He is .. the outcome of these fine fictional theories. 1869
Arber Introd. Monk of Evesham 8 The confusion in con-
struction . . tends to prove the fictional character of the
work.

Hence Fictionally adv., in a fictional manner

;

by means of a work of fiction,

1889 Hissey Tour in Phaeton 34 A somewhat similar old
house, in like manner made fictionally historic.

Fictionary (frkf^nari), a. [f. as prec. + -ary.]

Existing only in fiction ; imaginary, pretended.
1882 D. C. Murray Valentine Strange xxxi, Then out

came from his fictionary uncle's care Gerard's half sovereign.

Pictionist (frkjanist). [f. as prec. + -IST.J

A narrator of or writer of fiction ; a story-teller,

novelist.

1829 Westm. Rev. XI. 490 He stands among the foremost
of the prose fictionists of the hour. 1836 Lytton Athens
(1837) II. 402 The stories of the popular and oral fictionist

in the bazaars of the Mussulman. 1875 M. Pattison Ess.
(1889} I. 309 Some of our fictionists have left this traditional

groove.

Fictionize (rVkpnaiz), v. [f. as prec. + -ize.]

trans, a. To turn into fiction, b. To give a

fictitious form to.

1831 S. R. Maitland Ernvm vi. 125 One of the writers

who has thought fit to fictionize the truths of revelation.

1864 N. Sf Q. V. 13 The unicorn, as Actionized in heraldry,

is a white horse.

[as if ad. L. *fictiasns, f.t Fi ctious, a. Obs.

fictionem : see Fiction.]

1. = Fictitious.
1644Q.UAHLES Sheph. Orac. i, My report ..Was counted

fictious. 1688 Prior Exod. iii. 14. vi, And study'd Lines
and fictious Circles draws. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. 3/2 Thy
Fictious Performance would ne're be so dull. 1770 Gent/.
Mag. XL. 315 His R- H had assumed the fictious

name of Morgan. 1804 J. Lackington Confessions Pref. 7,

I have called my old acquaintances by fictious names. 1813
T. Busby Lucretius I. 122 The poet's fictious tales. Ibid.

II. 361 A mighty army tills the plain with fictious war.

2. Addicted to or characterized by fiction.

1641 T. Hayne Luther 113 Go, fictious Greece, go tell

Alcides, then, His club is nothing to great Luthers pen.
1660 tr. Paracelsus' A rchidoxis 11. 26 As long as thy Fancy
..adhers to thy Fictious Books. 1813 G. Colman Br.
Grins, Vagaries Vind. xxxiv, From fictious verse could
stubborn facts ensue.

Fictitious (fiktijVs), a. [f. L. fundus (f.

fingere to fashion, Feign) + -ous : see -itious.]

1. fa. Artificial as opposed to natural {obs.).

b. Counterfeit, ' imitation ', sham ; not genuine.
1615CR00KE Body ofMan 84 Able to distinguish betweene

natural and fictitious precious Stones. 1685 Boyle Enq.
Notion Nat. 29 Chymists distinguish Vitriol into Natural
and Fictitious, or made by Art. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvin.

356 Three vases heap'd with copious fires display O'er all

the palace a fictitious day. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist.
(1827) VIII xix. 295 By shedding fictitious tears. 1783
Watson Philip III, 1. (1839) 19 The fictitious attack on the

fort. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxxi, The fictitious old

woman ushered in Catharine. 1840 Macaulay Clive 45
Two treaties were drawn up, one on white paper, the other
on red, the former real, the latter fictitious.

2. Arbitrarily devised ; not founded on rational

grounds.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. ii. 76 Those things which

by abuse, .are passed into a fictitious and usurped authority.

1662 H. Stubbe Did. Nectar Pref. 4 The. .unpractised (and

in many parts false, and fictitious) Doctrine. 1736 Bctlkr
Anal. 1. iii. 96 The notion . . of a moral scheme of govern-

ment is not fictitious but natural. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ.
iii. (1S76) 5 Nations, who have no money., have been con-

strained to invent a fictitious measure in order to express

values.

3. Of a name: Feigned, assumed or invented,

not real. Of a character, etc. : Feigned, de-

ceptively assumed, simulated.
a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 92 Philip Melancthon thinks,

they [Melchior, Gaspar, and Balthazar] were not true, but
fictitious Names. 1735 Pope Lett. 7 Mar. 1731, I may.,
make use of Real Names and not of Fictitious Ones. 1783
Watson Philip III (1793) I. iv. 406 Men who act a fictitious

part. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxiii, Her haughtiness. .was. .a

fictitious character, induced over that which was natural to

her. 1870 Dickens E.Drood iii, A fictitious name must be
bestowed upon the old Cathedral town.

4. Feigned to exist ; existing only in imagination

;

imaginary, unreal.

1621-51 Burton Anat.Mel. ill. iv. 1. ii. 644 St. Christopher,

and a company of fictitious Saints. 1634 Wmuxgtqx Castara
(ArbJ, Nobler comfort, .then vice Ere found in her fictitious

Paradise. 1701 Rowe Amb. Step-Moth. in. ii. He laughs
At the fictitious Justice of the Gods. 1827 Hare Guesses

(1859) 273 The facts in Poetry, being avowedly fictitious,

are not false. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi vi. 148 The
Portuguese would, by fictitious claims, reap all the benefit.

1877 R. Giffen Stock Exch. Secur. 64 Such fictitious

securities, .as the loans of Honduras.

5. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fiction.

1773 Mrs. Chapone l?nproi>. Mind (1774) II- 144 Those
fictitious stories that so enchant the mind. 1838THIR1.WALL
Greece II. xvi. 358 Marvels which would be intolerable in

a fictitious narrative. 1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. (1853)

107 Out of the fictitious book I get the expression of the life

of the time.

6. Constituted or regarded as such by a (legal or

conventional) fiction.

1837 Ht. Martineau Sec, Amer. III. 361 Being under

a sense of transgression for a wholly fictitious offence. 1883

Maine Early Law # Custom iv, 100 Thegrowing popularity

of Adoption, as a method of obtaining a fictitious son.

Fictitiously (fiktrjasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY^.] In a fictitious, imaginary, pretended or

counterfeit manner ; falsely ; by way of pretence or

sham.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xx. 263 These pieces

fictitiously set downe, and having no copy in Nature. 1769

Blackstone Comm. iv. 185 Not fictitiously, .but from a real

tenderness of shedding his brother's blood. 1879 CasseU's
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Techn. Educ. I, 58 If the ceiling is flat all ornament upon
it .

.must not fictitiously represent relief.

Fictitiousness (fiktrjasnts). [f. as prec +
•JUM.] The state or quality of being fictitious.

1660 Ingelo Bentiv. fy Ur. (1682} [I. 108 To free it [Truth]
from all suspicion of Fictitiousness. 17^1 Johnson Rambler
No. 125 p 3 Its [comedy's] essence consists, .in the fictitious-

ness of the transaction. 285s N. Brit. Rev. Nov. 42 Not-
withstanding the fictitiousness of the point of view.

Pictive (frktiv), a. [a. F. fotif, -ive, f. L.
type *fictlv-us, {.fingere to fashion, Feign.]
1. In active sense, fa. Given to feigning. Obs.
CX491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 28 In goddes sighte they ben

very fyctifs feyners.

b. Adapted to or concerned with the creation of
fiction ; imaginatively creative.
1865 Macm. Mag. Dec. 156 The personages whom by his

fictive art he had called into being. 1889 J. M. Robertson
Ess. Crit. Method 122 Having a. .great fictive faculty.

C. Adapted to fashion or form ; moulding, rare.
1875 L. Morris Food of Song \, Too formless to inspire

The fictive hand.

2. In passive sense, a. Originating in fiction,

created by the imagination, fictitious. Of a name

:

Assumed.
i6u Drayton Poly-olb. vi. 93 Time., to those things

whose grounds were verie true, Though naked yet and bare
.

. gave fictive ornament. 1837 Erasers Mag. XV. 636 It
must be some list of a party. . or else the names are fictive.

i860 Ld, Lytton Lucile 11. iv. i. 60 What was there in such
fictive woes To thrill a whole theatre?

b. Of a counterfeit or fictitious character, not
real, feigned, sham.
1855 Tennyson Brook 93 Dabbling in the fount of fictive

tears. 1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer \\-] The fictive advice
of Agamemnon to return home is taken in good earnest.

TFixtly, adv. Obs. [f. Fict a. + -ly 2
.]

Feignedly, insincerely.

r
1677 T. Harvey tr. J. Owen's Epigr. 1. 77 When in the

Temple, .you pray, You two, not fictly, Abba, Father, say.

tPictor (fi'kUi, -oj). Obs. [a. L.fictor, agent-n.
i. fingere to fashion.] One who frames or fashions

;

esp. an artist or modeller in clay, etc.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav, (16771 139 Not such Beasts as
are in Nature, but rather as issue from the Poets or Fictors
brains. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 420 The whole of
the New Creature . . is to be ascribed to Christ . . as the
Creator, Fictor and Effector thereof. [1824 IClmes Diet,
Fine Arts, Fictor, in ancient art an artist who models or
forms statues and reliefs in clay. (Hence in mod. Diets.).]

+ Fictose, a. Obs~° [f. L. fictus, pa. pple.

oifingere to Feign + -ose.] Feigned, counterfeit.
17*7 in Bailey vol. II.

t Fixture. Obs. rare. [ad. L. fictftra, f.

firgere to Feigx.] A feigning.

1727 in Bailey vol. II.

t Ficu-lnean, a. Obs.~ l
[f. L. fTculne-us.] Of

fig-tree wood , i.e. worthless (see Horace Sat. 1. viii. 1 ).

1716 M. Davies At/ten. Brit. II. 278 So also are the few
Ficulnean Arguments and Infrunite Pamphlets of the
Nestorian Arianism. . wholly outshun and outdone.

Ficus ;fork#s). Path. [a. L. ficus fig, fig-

tree.] See quots.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. (MS. A) 287 Ficus is a maner

wexynge bat arisib upon a mannes 3erde tofore. 1494
Fabvan Chron. clxxi. 165 At Goddes ordynaunce he had
that euyll called fycus. i860 Mayne Exftos. Lex., Ficus,
Pathol. Surg., name given to a fleshy substance or kind of
Condyloma resembling a fig.

Fid (fid), sb. Chiefly Naut. Also 8-9 Add.
[Of unknown origin ; it is doubtful whether all the
senses belong to the same word.]
1. A conical pin of hard wood, from 9 to 30 in.

long, used to open the strands of a rope in splicing.
1615 E. S. Britain s Buss in Arb. Garner III. 629 Fids or

Hammers, a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts in. (1704)
342/r^ Fids and Marling Spikes. 1769 Falconer Diet,
Marine (1789), Ef>issoir . . a . . splicing fid. 1779-80 Cook
Voy. II. 39 Shaped somewhat like a large fid or sugar-loaf.

2. A square bar of wood or iron, with a shoulder
at one end, used to support the weight of the top-
mast and also the topgallant mast.
1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet. s. v., The pin in the

heele of the top-mast which beares it upon the ches-trees, is

a fidd. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 29 Fids are made
square. 18*4 Ann. Reg. 271* An improved fidd for the
upper masts of ships. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
3. A plug of oakum for the vent of a gun.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 31 Their fids and

leads to keepe dry the touch hole. 1721-1800 in Bailey.
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

4. ? trans/, A plug or quid of tobacco,
1793 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue Fid of Tobacco, i860 in

BARrLETT Diet. Atner. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
5. dial. A small but thick piece of anything.
1838 in Holloway Provincialisms. 1851 Newland The

Erne 71 It [a trout] was already cut into fids of five or six
inches in length. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Fid, sb. a piece.
Ex. ' A fid of cheese '.

6. dial. See quot. [Perh. a different word ; cf.

Fad, Fawd, Feald in same sense.]

1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. (E. D. S.\ Fid (Kent), a
thatcner's handful of straw.

7. ' A wooden or metal bnr or pin, used to

support or steady anything* (Webster).
1851 J. S. Springer in Harper's Mag. III. 510 After

having knocked out the 'fid', which united the chain that

bound the load, the log rolled suddenly upon him. 1857
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Colquhoun Oarsman's Guide 31 A Jid is a wedge passed
through a hole to secure anything.

8. attrib., &%fid-hammer, -hole.

1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet., Fidd-hammerh a Fidd
made sharpe at one end, to splise a roape, and a Hammer at
the other end. 1721 1800 Bailey, Fidd-hammer. 1789
Trans. Soc. Encourag. .^rAj VII. 217 A top-mast inverted:
the fid-hole to ship the tiller in. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Ship-
build, xvi. 315 Thus steel yards have snapped in the truss,
topmasts in the fid hole.

Fid (fid), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To fix (a top-
mast, etc.) with a fid.

17*9 Capt. W. Wriglesworth MS. Log-bk. oftlie ' LyelV
31 Sept., Rigg'd the maintopmast and fidded it. <ri86o H.
Stuart Seaman's Catech. 18 Top tackle pendants, and falls

. .are used for Fidding or housing the mast.

II FidalgO (fidarlgo). Also 8 phidalgo. [Pg.

fidaIgo nobleman, contraction (orfilho de algo(obs.)
son of something. Cf. Hidalgo.] A Portuguese
noble. Also (see quot. 1705).
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 117 Whether the behaviour of

the Fidalgo displeased our Sea men, or that they understood
them not. . I know not. 1705 Bosman Guinea xix. 361 The
Vice-roys, here called Phidalgoes or Governadors, which
compose the first State of the Kingdom. i8aoSouTHEY^>
T. More II. 236 Our young fidalgos resemble this Caval-
liero as little as they do the Circassian gentry.

tPi"dder,JA
. Obs. =Fid*£. i.

1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet. s. v. Fidd, But when we
splise cabells we use fidders ofwood. 1678 in Phillips s.v. Fid.

t Fi dder, v. Obs.
161 1 Cotgr., Frenouiller, to fidder, to rake, to pudder in.

Fidder, obs. Sc. var. of Fothlr sb.

Fiddle (frdU), sb. Forms: 3-4 fiS-, fij>,

fithel(e, (4 fithul, south, vipele), 4-5 fythel(e,

(5 fythal, -il, -ylle), 4-6 fidel(e, (5 fed-, fldylle,

6 fiddel), 5-6 fydel,
(
5 -ill. -yll, 6 -delle, -dylle),

6- fiddle. [ME. fi)ele, OE. *fi6ele wk. fern, (im-
plied in deriv. fidclere) = 'SlDu. vedel\e (Du. vedel,

veel), OHG. fidula (MHG. videle, Ger. fiedet),

ON.fipia (l)a.fiddel).
The ultimate origin is obscure. The Teut. word bears a

singular resemblance in sound to its med.L. synonym vitula,
vidula, whence OF. viole, Pr. viula, and (by adoption from
these langs.) It., Sp., Pg. viola : see Viol. The supposition
that the early Rom. vidula was adopted independently in
more than one Teut. lang. would account adequately for all

the Teut. forms ; on the other hand, *fiputSu- may be an
OTeut. word of native etymology, though no satisfactory
Teut. derivation has been found.

J

1. A stringed instrument of music ; usually, the
violin, but also (with defining word as in bass

fiddle) applied to other instruments of the viol kind.

Now only in familiar or contemptuous use.

c 1205 Lay. 7002 Of harpe & of salteriun of fiSele & of
coriun. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 102 Wolde neuere be
faithful fader his fithel were ontempred. < 1450 Holland
Hoivlat 761 The lilt pype, and the lute, the fydill in fist.

153S Coverdai.e 1 Sam. xviii. 6 With tymbrels, with
myrth, and with fyddels. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet E iij b,

I must tune my fiddle, and fetch some more rozen.
a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 158 Till all you built appear 'd

Like that, Amphion with his Fiddle rear'd. 1740 Somer-
ville Hobbinol 1. 323 Shrill Fiddles squeak Hoarse Bag-pipes
roar, iSssThackeray Nevucomes I. 22 Engaged in London
in giving private lessons on the fiddle. 1870 H. Smart
Race/or Wife i, The dear old country fiddles are playing
, .dance-music.

b. In colloquial phrases : Asfit as a fiddle : in

good * form ' or condition. To hang up one's

fiddle', to retire from business, give up an under-
taking. To hang up one's fiddle when one comes
home : said of persons who are entertaining abroad
but not in their family circle. To play first (or

second) fidille : to take a leading (or subordinate)

position. To have one's face made of a fiddle:

to be irresistibly charming. To have a face as

long as afiddle : to look dismal.
176a Smollett Sir L. Greaves (1780) I. viii. 84 Your

honour's face is made of a fiddle ; every one that looks on
you loves you. 1778 Learning at Loss II. 79 Our Friends
..returned, with Jack Solecism the first Fiddle as usual.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxvii, How could I help it? His
face was made of a fiddle. 182a O'Meara Napoleon in
Exile I. 227 He was of opinion that Prussia should never
play the first fiddle in the affairs of the Continent. 186a
H. Kingsley Ravenshoc III. ix. 140 It was evident that
. .he had been playing, .second fiddle. 1882 Miss Bhaddon
Mt. Royal III. xi. 253 Ms Salathiel pretty fresh?' asked
the Baron. 'Fit as a fiddle'. 1889 I). Hannay Capt.
Marryat ix, He did not entirely hang his fiddle up when
he came home. 1889 H. O'Reilly 50 Years on Trail 11

,

I arrived at my destination feeling as fit as a fiddle.

2. Applied to the player.

a. = Fiddler. Thefiddles-, the band of fiddlers.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 71 Envy began to dance
among the Bishops first, the good Constantine brought them
the Fiddles. 1773 Brydone Sicily i. (1809) 7 Barbella, the
sweetest fiddle in Italy, leads our little band.

b. transfi One to whose music others dance;
hence, a mirth-maker, jester.

1600 Breton PasquiVs Madcappe 64 Wks. (Grosart) 9 He
may be but a foole, and she a fiddle. 1693 Locke Thoughts
cone. Educ, § 165. 208 You would not have your Son the
Fiddle to every jovial Company. 17*8 Pope Dune. 1. 224
At once the Bear and Fiddle of the town. 1739 Cibber Apol.
(1756) I. 13 His easy humour, whenever he is called to it

[company], can still make himself the fiddle of it. 1837
Marryat Dogfend v, He was.. the fiddle of the ship's

company.

FIDDLE.

3. Something resembling a fiddle in shape or
appearance : a. Naut. (See quot. 1867) ; b. Agric.
(See quot. 1874) ; c. Gnnmaking. (Seequot. 1881).
1865 Daily Tel. 21 Aug. 5/2 A heavy sea, which . . caused

the production of ' fiddles' on the saloon tables at lunch time.
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Fiddle, a contrivance to
prevent things from rolling off the table in bad weather.
1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Fiddle.. a wooden bar about 11
feet long, attached by ropes at its ends to the traces of
a horse, and used to drag loose straw or hay on the ground,
[etc.], x83i Greener Gun 248 The value of a stock is

greatly enhanced by a species of cross pattern, or ' fiddle '.

4. In various slang uses: a. (See quot. 1700).
b. A watchman's rattle. C. Scotch (+ Welsh) fiddle,
the itch. d. Stock-exchange : the sixteenth part of
a pound, e. A sixpence (Farmer).
a. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fiddle, a Writ to

Arrest. 1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.
b. 1823 W. T. Moncrieff Tom $ Jerry 11. ii, Log. There's

the Charlies' fiddles going. Jerry. Charlies' fiddles?—I'm
not fly, Doctor. Log. Rattles, Jerry, rattles ! .

C a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Welsh-fiddle, the Itch.
1826 J. Randolph Let. 20 Feb. in Life J. Quincy 421,
I have not catched the literary 'Scotch fiddle'.

d. x8*5 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy II. 138 To do busi-
ness with me at a fiddle. 1887 Atkin House Scraps 15 Done
at a fiddle.

5. Used interjectionally = Fiddlestick.
1695 Congreve Lovefor L. v. vi, Fore. Hussy, you shall

have a Rod. Miss. A Fiddle of a Rod, I'll have a Husband.
6. The action of fiddling, or fig. of fussy trifling.

1874 Blackie SelfCult. 89 The eternal whirl and fiddle of
life, so characteristic of our. . neighbours acrcss the Channel.
7. altrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as fiddle-

lore, -make. b. objective, as fiddlefabricant,

fancier, -holder, -lover, -maker; fiddle making
vbl. sb.

; fiddle-scraping adj.

1836 Dubourg Violin ix. (1878) 271 The noted Tyrolese
*fiddle-fabricants. //>/</. ix. 269 An ingenious *fiddle-fancier.

1848 J. Bishoi- tr. Otto's Violin App. v. (18751 85 L. Spohr
invented what he called a *fiddle-holder. 1885 Pall Mall
G. 9 June 1/2 Now is the time for all *fiddle lovers to go and
rub up their *fiddle lore. 1864 Sandys & Foster Hist.
Violin ix. 125 A large instrument of the 'fiddle make.
a 1680 Butler Rem. U759 IL 181 A good *Fiddle-Maker.
1885 Pall Mall G. 9 June 2/1 The great emperor of all

fiddle-makers, Antonius Stradivarius. 1884 E. Heron-Allen
Violin-making ir. vi. 129 The wood used in *fiddle-making
should be thoroughly dry. 1879 Besant & Rice "Twos in
Trafalgar's Bay ii. 11891) 21 She came to comparing her son
— the *fiddle-scraping son—with his late father.

8. Special comb. : fiddle-ba^k, a back (of a
chair) shaped like a fiddle, also attrib. infiddle-back
wood, a name given to various ornamental woods
used for the covers of books ; fiddle-block Naut.
(see quot. 1858); 7 fiddle-brained a, foolish,

frivolous ; fiddle-dock (ste quot. 1823) ; fiddle-

faced a., pulling a long face, unhappy looking;
fiddle-fish, (a) a name given to the Angel-fish or

Monk-fish ; (b) (seequot. 1867) ; fiddle-flanked a.,

having hollow flanks like a fiddle ; fiddle-grass
(see quot.) ; fiddle-lipped a., of a flower, having
a lip shaped like a fiddle ; fiddle-pattern, the

pattern of fiddle-headed ' spoons and forks

;

fiddle - patterned a. = Fiddle - headed b.

;

fiddle-shaped a. Bot. (see quot. 1866; rendering

mod.L. panditriformis) ; fiddlewood, («) the

Citharexylon; {b) (ste quot. 1878-86).
1890 Lougm. Mag. Jan. 312 A tall, old Chippendale arm-

chair, with a quaintly-carved ** fiddle '-hack. 1858S1MMONOS
Diet. Trade, *F'iddle-bhck, a block with two sheaves, one
over the other ; the lower one smaller than the other. 188a
Nares Seamanship {ed. 6) 44 The lower end [isj spliced
round the fiddle block. 1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., *Fiddle-
dock 1 Bot. ', the Rumex puleher of Linnaeus, c 1785 John
Thompson's Alan (1829) 17

# Fiddle faced, wagtailed fellows.

1885 W. Westall Larry Lohengrin I. v, White-chokered,
strait-laced and fiddle-faced. 1748 Anson"s Voy. It. xii. 266
The Torpedo, or numbing fi-*h, which is in shape very like

the *fiddle-fish. 1859 All Year Round No. 19. 451 The
fiddle-fish (shaped like the butt of a fiddle). 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Fiddle-fish, a name of the king-crab

iLitnutus Polyphemus), c 1785 John Thompson's Man 15
"oul-breeked, rep-shanked, *fiddle-flanked. 1878-86 Britten
& Holland Plant-n., *Fiddle Grass, Epilobium hirsutum
I,. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 4, Zingiberpandnratunt,
*fiddle lipped. 1843 Barham Ingol. Leg., Misadv. Margate,
I could not see my table-spoons. .The little *fiddle-pattern'd

ones I use. 1819 Rees Cycl. XIV. s. v., *Fiddle-shaped leaf

. .is oblong, broad at the two extremities and contracted in

the middle, like a fiddle or some sort of guitar. 1866 Treas.

Bot., Fiddle-shaped, obovate, with one or two recesses or
indentations on each side. 1713 J. Petiver 111 Phil. Trans.
XXVIII. 216 Barbadoes *Fiddle- wood, Citharexylum
Americanum. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 265 Black-heart
Fiddlewood. 1878-86 Britten & HoLLAND/7an/-«., Fiddle-
wood, Scrophuiaria atjuatica.

Fiddle (rVd'l), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. ititr. To play the fiddle or violin ; now only

in familiar or contemptuous use. Also fig.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 231 For I can noither tabre ne

trompe .. ne fythelen at festes, ne harpen. cr^oPromp.
Parv. 159/2 Fydelin, or fyielyn, vitulor. 1530 Palsgr.

549/1 Can you fyddell and playe upon a tabouret to? 1628

Ford Lover's Mel. v. i, What dost think I am, that thou
shouldst fiddle So much upon my patience? a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1662) 120 This man [John Smith] could not fidle,

could not Tune himself to be pleasant and plausible to all

Companies, 174a Pope Dune. iv. 598 Others. .Teach Kings
to fiddle, and make Senates dance. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria 1 . 216 They feast, they fiddle, they drink, they sing.



FIDDLE-BOW.

b. quasi-trans, with cognate obj. In <\uot fig.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xin. 447 A lered man, to lere be

what oure lorde suffred..And fithel be without flaterynge of

gode friday be storye. 1870 The Universe 21 May, We had
used to say they were ignorant, but now when we see a.,

monk-taught boy we fiddle another tune.

C. trans, with adverbs (nonce-uses).

1532 More Confnt. Barnes vni. Wks. 739/2 All maner of

people be he pope or pedeler. .monke or myller, frere or

fideler, or anye of the remenaunt that thys fonde frere

fiddeleth forth here by letters. 15m Nashe Christ's T. 39 b,

IJlowne vp honour, honour by antick fawning fidled vp. 1649

G. Daniel Trinarch. To Rdr. 163 Let Nero fiddle out

Rome's Obsequies. 1854 Frase?-'s Mag. Apr. 403 That im-

pulsive band which proposed to fiddle down the walls of our
5 JCial Jericho.

2. techn. (See quot.)

1883 Gill in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XVI. 244 s. v. Micro,
meter. Each movable web must pass the other without
coming in contact with it or the fixed wire and without
rubbing on any part of the brass-work. Should either fault

occur (technically called 'fiddling') it is fatal to accurate
measurement.

3. To make aimless or frivolous movements

;

esp. to play, toy about, at, on, over-, with a thing,

rarely, a person) ; to act idly or frivolously. Also

tofiddle about,

1530 Palsgr. 549/1 Loke you fydell nat with your handes
whan yourmaister speketh to you. 1604 T.Wright Passions
lv. ii. § 3. 133 Some men you haue alwaies fidling about
their garments. 1663 Pepys Diary 13 July, The ladies.,

talking, and fiddling with their hats and feathers. X705
W. King A rt 0/Love xii. 13 Her finders or her tongue would
fiddle. 1738 Swift Polite Convert, ii, He took a pipe in his

hand, and fiddled with it till he broke it. 1741 Hetterton
Eng. Stage v. 64 Some are perpetually fidling about their

Cloaths. 1761 Mrs. Sheridan Sidney Bidulph (1767) IV.

134, I had pretended to be fiddling at it all the time we were
at tea. 1855 Browning Fret Lippo Lippi 13 You'll take

Your hand away that's fiddling on my throat. 1883 H.
Smart Hard Lines I iii, They've had him fiddling about so

long in the school, he's most likely forgot how to gallop.

1884 Sat. Rev. 12 July 40/1 A Ministry fiddling with

Franchise Bills.

b. slang. (Sse quot.1

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 199/1 A lad that had been
lucky fiddling (holding horses or picking up money any-
how).

C. trans. Tofiddle away : to fritter away.
1667 H. More Div. Dial. 11. xiv. (1713) 132 [They] fiddle

away their time as idlely as those that pill Straws. 1861

Bekesf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igt/t C. vi. 221 The common-
place way of treating it is that of simply fiddling it away.

4. a. trans. To cheat, swindle. Now only

slang. Also with into, out of. b. intr. (see quot.

1850).
1604 Df.kker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 H- *7° There was

one more that fiddled my fine Pedlers. 1703 De Foe
Villainy 0/ Stockjobbers Misc. 268 There People can..
Fiddle them out of their Money. 1738 ChbSTERP. Common
Sense 14 Oct., Somebody else would have been fiddled into

it again. 1850 Lloyd's Weekly $ Feb. (Farmer), I understand
fiddling—that means, buying a thing for a mere trifle and
selling it for double or for more. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labottr I. 424 The way the globe man does is to go among
the old women and fiddle (humbug) them. 1861 Ibid. III.

130 We are generally fiddled most tremendous,

5. slang. To take liberties with (a woman).
163a Chapman & Shirley Ball u. iii, Fiddling ladies, you

molecatcher!

Pi*ddle-bOW. The stringed bow with which
a fiddle is played; = Fiddlestick.
1827 W. Hersf.e in Gent1. Mag. Dec. 484 Thine elbow

instinctively moving to the fiddle-bow even after sleep had
settled upon thy weary eyelids. 1831 Brewster Nat.
Magic viii. (1833) 180 Drawing a rosined fiddle-bow across

it. 1871 B.Taylor Faust (1875) I. ii. 40 The fiddle bow
was playing.

Fiddle-case-
1. The case in which a fiddle is kept. Also

attrib., fiddle-ease boots : boots as big as a fiddle-

case.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobleri-j To spend their lives in making
fidle-cases for futulous womens phansies. 176a Goi.dsm. Cii.

IV. xli, Heads, .as empty as a fiddle-case. 1837 Lockhart
Scett (1839)VUL 71 Half a dozen tall footmen each bearing

a fiddle case. 185a R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour lxvi.

536 Tweed trousers thrust into fiddle-case boots.

2. //. (See quot.).

1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n., Fiddle-cases,

Rhinanthus crista-galli.

t Fi'ddlecome, a. Obs. [short for next, used

attrib.'] Nonsensical, silly, trumpery.
1697 Vanbrugh Relapse iv. i. 103 A fiddlecome tale of a

draggle-tailed girl. 1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. iv. i, Do
you think such a fine proper gentleman . . cares for a fiddle-

come tale of a child?

+ Fiddle-COme-faddle. Obs. rare. [Altered

form of Fiddle-faddle, with come for Cuif.

1663 Cowley Cutter 0/ Coleman St. 111. viii, They have
their Simpathies and Fiddle-come-faddles in their Brain.

Fiddlededee (fid'ldidr). int. and sb. [f.

Fiddle sb. or v., used in a contemptuous sense

with a nonsensical appendage.]

A. int. Nonsense !

a 1784 Johnson in Bosivelts Life (1848) Appdx. 837/1 All he
[Johnson] said was, ' Fiddle-de-dee, my dear '. 18*5 J. Neal
Bro. Jonathan I. 182 Fiddle-de-dee then ; I'll venter it

!

1865 Trollope Belton Est. xxix. 352 'He is a man very

estimable'..' Fiddle-de-dee. He is an ape,—a monkey.'

B. sb. Nonsense, absurdity.

Mod. That is all fiddle-de-dee.
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Fiddle-faddle (fVd'l,fe-dT), sb., a. and int.

[This and the vb. are reduplications of Fiddle or

Faddle; cf. Ger.fickfack. and contemptuous forma-

tions \ikefiim-fiam, skimble-skamble, etc.]

A. sb,

1. Trifling talk or action ; in //. trivial matters,

trifling occupations or objects of attention.

1577 tr. Bulliugers Decades 103 This more then neding
fiddle faddle smacks somwhat of ambition. 159a G. Harvicy
Pierce's Super. Wks. 1884 II. 98 Away with these paultringe

fidle-fadles. 1684 tr. Agrififa's Van. Arts xxx. 86 The
Fiddle-faddlesand Trifles of Mathematicians, a 1734 North
Exam. 11. v. § 141 (1740) 403 Come leave your Fiddlefaddles

of Presumptions. C1760 in Macaulay Ess. Pitt (1854' 308/2
No more they make a fiddle-faddle About a Hessian horse

or saddle. 1827 Scott Jrnl. 8 July, The fiddle-faddle of

arranging all the things was troublesome. 1849 Darwin
Life fy Lett. (1887) I. 377 Describing species of birds and
shells, &c, is all fiddle-faddle. 1861 T. L. Peacock Gryll
Gr. 103 Where you just look on fiddlefaddles while your
dinner is behind a screen. 1887 Jessofp A ready iv. 134
Collecting cards, .and all the petty fiddlefaddle that is grow-
ing so stale.

2. An idler, trifler ; a gossip, chatterbox.
160a Breton Merry Wonders, Maid Marian in a Morrice-

daunce, would put her down for a Fiddle-faddle. 1756
Mrs. Delany Let. to Mrs. Dewes, Mrs. Montagu, Rlrs.

Gosling, and two or three fiddle faddles. 1824 Wcstm.
Rev. II. 337 Your true fiddle-faddle Somebody, who would
be in high repute among his fellows. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.

s.v., A'viddle vaddle or viddle vaddler'.

B. adj. Trifling, petty, fussy : said of persons

as well as of things.

1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 2^,8 A great deale more of such
fiddle-faddle stufie. 1727 De Foe Protest. Mouast. 16 In any
other fiddle faddle part of Life. 171a Arbuthnot John
Bull in Arb. Garner (1883) VI. 603 They [liverymen] said,

'She was a troublesome fiddle faddle old woman !' 1834
Beckford Italy II. 164 So fiddle-faddle and so coquettish.

1855 Thackeray Neivcomes II. 69 The fiddle-faddle eti-

quette of the Court.

C. int. Nonsense ! Bosh !

1671 SHADWELL Humorists v, Fiddle faddle on your
Travelling and University. 1705 Vanbrugh Con/ed. u. i,

Fiddle, faddle; han't I wit enough already? 1779 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary n Jan., Dr. Johnson: Pbo ! fiddle-

faddle; do you suppose your book is so much talked of and
not yourself? 1876 F. E. Trollope Charming Fellow III.

xv. 191 Oh, fiddle-faddle, my lord !

Piddle-faddle [frdT.fe d'1), v. [See the sb.]

intr. To be busy about petty trifles ; to fuss,

* mess about \
1633 F°KD Proken H. 1. iii, Ye may as easily Outrun a

cloud driven by the northern blast As fiddle faddle so. 1776
Mrs. Delany Lett. Ser. 11. II. 202 Had you been bred up
only to fiddle faddle, you would have fiddle faddled all your
life. 1870 Miss Hhoughton Red as Rose I. 226 She has.

.

fiddle-faddled about the garden, picking off half-a-dozen

dead roses.

Hence Piddle-faddling vbl. sb. and ppL a. Also
Piddle-faddler.
1834 T. Medwin AnglenWales I. Pref ix, But lest I should

chance to be considered here one of the tribe of that fiddle-

fadling, dull old prosing pedant. 1846 Worcester (citing

Qu. Rev.), Piddlefaddler, a foolish trifler. 1850 Clough
Poems and Pr. Rem. (1869) I. 168 Whatsoever your hand
findeth to do, do it without fiddle-faddling. 1861 Miss
Bkaddon Lady Lisle (1885) 36, I don't want him to be

a fiddle-faddling girl. 1882 Society 14 Oct. 11/2 The mistaken
notion.. that detail is a substitute for spirit and fiddle-

faddling for acting.

Fiddle-head. [f. Fiddle sb. + Head.]
1. Naut. The ornamental carving at the bows of

a vessel, the termination of which is a scroll turn-

ing aft or inward like the head of a violin.

1799 Naval Chron. I. App. State of Navy, Neptune, The
fiddle-head. .had. .a bad effect. 1833 Marryat P. Simple
xli, I hope Captain O'Brien will take off her fiddle-head,

and get one carved.

2. A local name for a young fern frond.

1882 J. Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club IX. 563 Young
fern fronds—'fiddle-heads', as they are named—are greedily

devoured as substitutes for green vegetables.

3. A head as empty as a fiddle.

1887 W. F. Anstey in Macm. Mag. Feb. 262/2 He hasn't

two ideas in his great fiddle-head.

Fiddle-hea:ded, a. [f. prec. + -ed 2
.] a.

Naut. Having a fiddle-head. b. Of a fork, spoon :

Having the handle made after the pattern of a

fiddle. C. Empty-headed, d. (see quot. 1883).
1840 Hood Kilmansegg, First Step iii, In short a kind Of

fork -that is fiddle-headed. 1851 H. Melville Whale viii.

43 A projecting piece of scroll work fashioned after a ship's

fiddle-headed beak. 1854 Whyte Melville Gen. Bounce v.

(1855) 104 ' You've broke it, you fiddle-headed brute !
' 1883

0. Stables OurFriend theDogvW. 60 Fiddle-headed, along,
gaunt, wolfish head, like what one sees in some Mastiffs.

Frddlement. nonce-wd. [f. Fiddle v. +
-ment.] The action of fiddling, an instance of this.

1859 Sai.a Tiv. round Clock (1861) 157 An egregious fiddler

. .used to attract large crowds in the street beneath listening

to his complicated nddlem^nts.

Fiddler (frdlai, fid'lpj). [OE. fiSelere, f.

*fiSehan to fiddle, f. *fi$ele Fiddle sb. Cf. ON.
JiS/ari.] One who fiddles.

1. One who plays on the fiddle ; esp. one who
does so for hire. Fiddler s fare, money, fay,
wages: see quots. 1597, 1608,01700, 17S5.
a 1100 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 311 Fidicen, fiJJelere.

c 1330 Art/i. fy Merl. 6568 Ther were trumpes and fithelers.

FIDDLE-STRING.

1463 Mann. <\ Househ. Exp. 230 Govyn to a fedelere, the

sayd day at nyte, iiij.d. 1532 More Confut. Barnes vm.
Wks. 735/1 He .. fareth as he wer from a frere waxen a
fideler. 1597 ist Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. I. i. 380 He . . gave
me fidler's wages, and disunite mee. 1608 Markham Dumb
Knight in, Let the world know you haue had more than
fidlers fare, for you haue meat, money, and cloth. 1644
Milton Areofi. (Arb.) 50 The gammuth of every municipal
fidler. a 1700 II. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Fidlers-pay, Thanks
and Wine. 1711 I'.olingbroke in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 20

As fiddlers flourish carelessly, before they play a fine air.

178s Grose Diet. I'ulg. Tongue, Fidlers money, all six-

pences. 1807-8 W. Ihving Salmag. (1824) 350 The fiddler

puts the whole assembly in motion. 1886 Hall Caine Son
of //agar [I, xvi, The fiddler's function was at an end for

the present.

b. Fiddlers Green (Naut.) :
' a sailor's elysium,

in which wine, women, and song figure prominently'

(Farmer).
1825 sporting Mag. XVI. 404 My grannan. .used to tell

me that animals, when they departed this life, were destined

to be fixed in Fidlers Green. 1836 W. H. Maxwell Capt.

Blake I. xv. note, It is. .believed that tailors and musicians

after death are cantoned in a place called * Fiddler's Green '.

1837 MarryAT Dog-fiend ix, We shape a course for Fiddler's

Green. 1883 J. L). J. Kelly in Harpers Mag. Aug. 441/2

The pilotless narrows which lead to Fiddler's Greenj where
all good sailors go.

f2. A trifler. Obs.

1591 R. Cecil in Union's Corr. (Roxb.) 197 This discorse

growes by many fidlers in your cause. 1735 Dyche& Pardon
Diet., /-'idler, .a trifling, foolish, or impertinent Person.

3. slang. A sixpence.

1885 Household Words 20 June 155/2 A more easily ex-

plained name [for a sixpence] is a Fiddler . .probably from
the old custom of each couple at a dance paying the fiddler

sixpence.

4. a. See quots. 1750 and 1887. b. A local

name for the Sandpiper [Tringoidcs hypoleueus\
1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 82 Fiddlers. This fly . . much

resembles a cockroach. 1885 SwAlNSON Pratt. Names Brit.

Birds 196 Fiddler [Hebrides). 1887 Kent Gloss., Fiddler,

the angel or shark-ray.

C. A small crab of the genus Gelasimus. Also

fiddler-crab.

1714 ]. LAWSON Carolina 162, Fidlars are a sort of

small Crabs, that lie in Holes in the Marshes. 1867 W. B.

Fori* Cra/>, Shrimp, <y Lobster Lore zo A ' Fidler Crab'
(as it is sometimes called from the rapidity with which it

works its elbows). 1883 S. L. Clemens ['Mark Twain']
Life on Mississippi xl viii. 429 The drainage-ditches were
everywhere alive with little crabs— ' fiddlers'.

5. attrib. and Comb., as fiddler lad; fiddler- like

adj. and adv.
1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xii, ' Deil's in the fiddler lad

'

was muttered from more quarters than one. 1628 Vknner
Baths of Bathe (1650) 359 It is Fidler-like. 1660 Howell
/'arty of Beasts 128 He was dismissed Fidler-like, with

meat, drink, and money.

+ Fi'ddlery. Obs. In 6 fldlery. [f. prec. + -y : '.]

The art or craft of a fiddler.

1588 FraL'NCB Lawiers Log. i. vi. 36 As though Humfrey
Crowther were a whole integral! thing made and consisting

of those two partes, goodnesse and fidlery.

Fiddlestick (frd'lstik), sb. [f. Fiddle 5^.+

Stick sb.]

1. The bow Strang with horsehair with which the

riddle is played. The d.vil rides on a fiddle-stick :

= here's a fine commotion.
14. . Nom. MS. Reg. 17 in Wr.-Wulcker 693 Hie arcuiust

fydylstyk. 1596 Shaks. i /ten. /V, n. iv. 535 The Deuill

rides vpon a Fiddle-sticke. 1653 Walton Angler 106, I lent

you indeed my Fiddle, but not my Fiddlestick. 1773 John-
son in Bosiuelt 1$ Apr., Give him a fiddle and a fiddle-stick,

and he can do nothing. 1843 Ahdy Water Cure (1843I 210,

I might as well inquire whether the fiddle or the fiddle-stick

makes the tune.

2. humorously. Something insignificant or absurd,

a mere nothing. Often substituted for another

word in derisively repeating a remark. Also,

fiddlestick"s end. Not to care a fiddlestick : to

care not at all.

i6zi Fletcher Pilgrim in. iv, Shot with a fiddlestick :

who's here to shoot ye? 1701 Farqihar Sir L/. WHdair
iv. ii, Golden pleasures ! golden fiddlesticks! 1796 Grose
Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3), Fiddlestick's End, Nothing.
1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. 1 1824) 140 We do not care a fiddle-

stick . . for either public opinion or private ill-will. 1838

Dickens Nich. Nick, viii, ' We purify the boys' bloods now
and then.*- ' Purify fiddlesticks' ends,' said his lady. 1855

Thackeray Neivcomes x, She. .proposed to die of a broken

heart..A broken fiddlestick ! 1877 Hlack Green Past, xxvii.

(1878) 214 'Beware the awful hddlesticks !' she flippantly

answered.

3. Hence as int. An exclamation equivalent to

Nonsense ! fiddle-de-dee 1 Often in //. Also,

fiddlestick"s end !

1600 Nashe Summers Last Will Wks. (Grosart) VI. 130

A fiddlesticke ! ne're tell me I am full of words. 184a

Thackeray Mix* Tickletobys Led. vii, Do you suppose men
so easily change their natures? Fiddlestick ! 1854 H. Ains-

worth Flitch ofBacon ii. 17 ' And she refu-ed you.' ' Fortu-

nately she did, my dear." 'Fiddlestick's end! I dare say

you preferred her.' i857HltGhes Tom Brmvn ix.(i87i) 186.

Fiddlesticks! it's nothing but the skia broken. 1883 Steven-

son Treasure Isi. 1. ii. (1886) 16 'Wounded? A fiddle-stick's

end !' said the doctor. 1887 Jessopp Arcady vii. 219 Once
a labourer always a labourer? Fiddlesticks !

Fi*ddle-string[. [f- as prec. + String.] One
of the strings- on a fiddle, which by their vibration

produce the sound. Also^".
17*8 Young Love Fame iii. (1757) 108 Fix'd is the fate of
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whores, and fiddle-strings ! 1733 Arbuthnot Air fa, § 20
A Fiddle-string, moisteu'd withWater will sink a Note in

a little time. 1835 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I. 43, I do but .

.

fret myself to fiddlestrings. 1884 E. Heron-Allen Violin-
making n. xii. 210 The manufacture of fiddle strings.

Piddley (fi*dT|i). Naut. The iron framework
round the deck opening lhat leads to the stoke-

hole of a steamer ; usually covered by a grating of

iron bars ; the space below this.

1881 Standard 17 Nov. 2/3 The coverings of the fiddleys
or openings to the stoke hole. 1885 Kunciman Skivers <$-

Sh. 1 A few men were crouching in the fiddley. 1893
Westm. Gaz. t Feb. 4/2 They have had to sleep amidst the
'fiddhes ' around the engine boilers.

Fiddling (n-dlirj), vbl.sb. [f. asprec. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the vb. Fiddle in various senses.

1. Playing the fiddle.

c 1460 Emare 393 Bothe harpe and fydyllyng. a 1680
Butler Rem. (1759) I. 7 Th" Arcadians .. Whom nothing
in the World could bring To civil Life, but fiddling. 170a
Addison Dial. Medals hi. Wks. 1721 I. 530 We see Nero's
fidling and Commodus's skill in fencing on several of their
Medals. 1879 Besant & Rice Trafalg. Bay ii. (1891J 22
There could be no fiddling that evening.

2. Fussy trifling; petty adjustment or alteration.

1622 Massingrr Virg. Mart, iv. i, Hell on your fiddling !

1705 W. King Art ofLove xii. 68 Some times your hair you
upwards furl. .All must through twenty fiddlings pass. 176a
Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 240 'Tis so metamorphos'd by
your fiddling and fangling. That I scarce know my own.
1878 in .V. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 249, I am sick of this
fiddling about.

Fiddling (frdlirj),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That plays the fiddle.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1590) 217, I curse the fidling

finders out of music, 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. in A cas-
socked huntsman and a fiddling priest, a 1839 Praed Poems
(1864) I. 290 He lighted by chance on a fiddling fellow.

2. a. Of persons; busy about trifles; addicted

to futile and petty activity* b. Of things : Petty,

trifling, unimportant; contemptible, futile.

a. 1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (16791 374 The
Fruit of their fidling Minds. 1673 Wycherley Gentleman
Dancing-Master 11. ii, You grow so fiddling and so trouble-
some there is no enduring you. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(x8n) II. i. 5 A sort of fiddling, busy, yet . . unbusy man.
b. _

165a Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden* 301
Putting himself into every fidling business, a 167a Wood
Life (184S) 70 For feare of making their meetings to be
vaine and fidling. 1705 W, King Art of Loz<e 62 The most
fidling work of knitting, a 1745 Swift Direc. to Servants
ii, Wks. (1778* II. 353 Good cooks cannot abide what they
. .call fiddling work, where abundance of time is spent, and
little done. 1886 J. K. Rees Pleas, of a Bk. Worm v.

169 The quantity of fiddling, complaining criticism with
which many of our. .critical journals abound.

Fide (foid), v. rare- 1
, [f. L. fid-ere to Con-

fide.] trans. To confide or entrust to.

1863 Ld. Lytton Ring Amasis iv. 66 The.. request that
her infant daughter might be fided to the care of her friend.

Fi'deal, a. rare- 1
, [f. L.fide- {fides) + -Ah.]

Pertaining to or based upon faith.

1854 Notes Biogr. W. Law p. xxv, His far seeing fideal

realizations.

+ Fideding, a. Obs. Sc. rare- 1
, [ad. It. fife

digitus worthy of credit.] Trustworthy. In quot.

ellipt. a trustworthy person.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 432 Schawin him be ane

richt fideding, Ane man of gude.

fFide'icide. Obs ~° [f. ~L. fidei, gen. offides
faith + -cide 7

.] 'A faith-destroyer; a breaker of

word or trust' (Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).
1676-1717 in Coles.

Fi'deist. nonce-wd. [f. L. fide- ( fides) -t-ist.]

(See quot.)
1881 Dublin Rev. Ser. in. V. 250 Writers who have ex-

aggerated the influence of faith, .he [Olle-Laprune] would
call . .fideists.

Fidei-commissum (f3i :di'|3i|kf7mi-si'in). Rom.
Lata. [a. L. fidei-commissum, neut. pa. pple. of

fidei-committe're, f. fidei, dat. of fides faith + com-
mitte're to entrust, Commit.] A bequest which a
person made by begging his heir or legatee to

transfer something to a third person.
1737-41 in Chambers Cycl. \f(yj Blackstone Comm. II.

11. xx. 327 The fidei' commissum.. was the disposal of an in-

heritance to one, in confidence that he should convey it or
dispose of the profits at the will of another.

So Fi dei-commi ssary [ad. L. fidei commis-
sdrius: s.e -auy], of, belonging to, or of the
nature of a fidei-commissum. Pidei-coninii s-

sarily adv. [ + -ly-], in a fidei-commissary or
precatory manner ; through a fidei-commissum.
Fi dei-commission, the action involved in a
fidei-commissum ; an instance of this. Pidei-
commissioner [ + -ER 1

], one who receives a

fidei-commissum. Pi dei-commissor, * he that

commits a thing to be disposed of by another*
•(Blount Glossogr. 1656-81 X

1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Fidei-Commissum, A praetor
was erected, whose business was restrained to the single

matter of fidei-com missions. Ibid., The fidei-commissioner
refused to accept the trust. 1880 Miirhead Ulpian xxv.

§ 3 A fideicommissary gift may be left even by a mere nod.
1880 — Gains 11. § 247 Fideicommissary inheritances. Ibid.

§ 260 Competent for a testator to bequeath single things by
fideicommissary gift. Ibid. § 289 He cannot be appointed
fideicommissarily. 1880 — Ulpian ii. § 3 He to whom free-

dom is given fideicommissarily is a freedman not of the
testator's but of the manumitter's.

Fidejussion {io'idiid^vjsn). [ad. h.fidejussion-

em, n. of action i.fide-jubere : see next.] A giving

or being surety or bail ; suretyship.

1657 Faringdon $oSerm. i. 15 If he will be a surety, such
is the nature of fidejussion and suretiship, he must.

Hence Fldejussionary a.

1880 Mvihhead Gains iv. § 137 [He]gave his fldejussionary
undertaking for Lucius Titius for something indefinite.

Fidejussor (f3i(-U",d^»'soj, -oi). Civil Law. [a.

L. fidejussor; agent-n. f. fi/e-jubere, f. fide, abl. of

fides faith +jubere to order.] One who authorizes

the bail of or goes bail for another ; a surety.

*539 Sc. Acts Jas. ^(1814) II. 354 Certane vtheris his
collegis caucioneris & fide Jussoris. 1647 Jer. Taylor Lib.
Proph. xviii. 239 If he would have appointed Godfathers .

.

to be fidejussors for them [Children]. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. 108 They . .take recognizances, .of certain fide-

jussors in the nature of bail. x88oMuiRHEAD(7a*«$iii. §115.

FidejUSSOry .ftidz^zrssri), a. [ad. L. fide-
jussori-us, f. fidejussor ; see prec] Of or pertain-

ing to surety or bail.

1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809! 325 Relief against the
debtor is implied in fidejussory obligations. 1774 Up.
Hallifax Anal. Rom. Law (1795) 18 Any one that offered
the Fidejussory Caution.

Fidel e, obs. form of Fiddle.

t Fidele, a. Obs. Also 6 fydell, 7 fldell.

[a. V. fidele, ad. L.fidel-is, f. fides faith.] Faith-

ful, sincere, true.

1539 Hen. VIII To Sir T. Hyatt 10 Mar. (R.), They were
true and fidele unto us. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde
R iv, He is one of the moost fydell & faithfullest Apothe-
caries in London. 1671 True Nonconf 133 Our Lord.,
hath in his fidell discharge . . fully defined the former. 1677
Gale Crt. Gentiles in. Pref., An humble fidele mind.

t Fidelious, & Obs. [f. L. fideli-s + -ovs.]

Faithful.

1650 S. Shepi'ard Candido 14, 1, .have found thee cordially
fidelious. 1655 Marrow ofComplements 114 Your fidelious

servitour. 1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 16 The Champion
and his fidelious. Land-loper Soto.

Fidelity (fide-liti), a. Forms: 5-6 fydelite,

-itie, -itye, -yte, -ytie,6 7 fidelitie, (6 fidelite),

6- fidelity, [a. F. fidelite, ad. L. fidclitdt-em, f.

fide/is faithful, (.fides faith.]

1. The quality of being faithful ; faithfulness,

loyalty, unswerving allegiance to a person, party,

bond, etc. Const, to, towards.
1308 Barclay ShyP of Eolys (1874) II. 92 Amonge these

wasters is no fydelyte. 15*0 Caxton''s Chron. Eng. in. 25/1
They kepte fydelyte to the Romayns. 1553 Q. Jane in Strype
Eccl. Mem. III. App. ii. 4 Our special trust is in your ..

fidelities in this matter. 1659 Hammond On Ps. 520 Gods
mercies . . and fidelities to his people. 1683 Burnet tr.

Morels Utopia (1684) 163 They serve those that hire them
. . with, .great Fidelity. 1791 Bektham Panopt. Wks. 1843
IV. 225 Fidelity to engagements is a virtue. 1839THTRL-
wall Greece VI. 279 The conduct of Arsames raised Alex-
ander's suspicions of his fidelity. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl.
II. viii. 90 A strict, stanch fidelity to the expedition.

*j* b. To make fidelity : to take an oath of fealty.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxxviii. 277 That .. Kynges of
Scotlonde, shuld make theyr homage and fydelyte vnto the
Kynges of Englonde. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. ( 1774) 79 Ane
other fidelitie . . sal! be . . made be the woman, and her heires,

in the samine forme and words as homage should be made.
Ibid. Table 80 He quha maries ane widow, sould make
fidelity to the heire of hir first husband.

c. Conjugal faithfulness.

1694 Acct. Siveden 70 Some of them are accounted more
eminent for Chastity before Marriage, than Fidelity after.

1815 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 227 If we are not barren,
our fidelity is proved.

f d. Word of honour, oath, pledge ; also to

give, break ones fidelity. By my fidelity : upon
my word. Obs.

1531 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 105 The benche
dyd examen the foresayd [persons] uppon theyre fydelities.

1574 Wiutgift Def. Aunsw. iii. Wks. 1851 I. 306 None is

admitted to any degree, .but the same is first presented, .to

the university, by some one ..who giveth his fidelity for

them. 1581 M\rbeck Bk. ofNotes 165 Pharao. .was punished
for breaking his fidelitie. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 160

By my fidelity this is not well.

2. Strict conformity to truth or fact.

fa. Of persons: Honesty, truthfulness, trust-

worthiness, veracity {obs.). b. Of a description,

translation, etc. : Correspondence with the original

;

exactness.

1534 More On the Passioti Wks. 1344/2 Ought we to

douote of his fidelitie and testimony? 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pot.v. § 19. 29 The principall thing required in a witnesse is

fidelitie. 166a Stillingfl, Orig. Sacr. 11. vi. § j How then

can the fidelity of a Prophet l>e discovered by the event ?

1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxi. 252 He trusting to their Fi-

delities, set them down as he received them. 1735 Pope
Lett. 22 Jan. 1709 Be very free of your Remarks . . in re-

gard..to the Fidelity of the Translation. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Shaks. Wks. (Bohn) I. 359 The only critics who
have expressed our convictions with any adequate fidelity.

187a Darwin Emotions Introd. 26 By this means [photo-
graphy on wood] almost complete fidelity is ensured.

Fideproniissor ^faidi'jpr^misoJ^. Rom. Zaw.
[a. L. fideproniissor, agent-n. f. fide-promittere, f.

fides faith + promittere to promise.] One who pro-

mises or pledges himself as security for another;

a bail, surety.

1875 Poste Gains in. Comm. (ed. 2) 403 The sponsor and
fidepromissor have vanished from the legislation ofJustinian.
1880 Muirhead Gams Digest 604 Fidepromissors could be-
come accessory only to verbal obligations.

Fidfad .rVdised), sb. and a. [Short for Fiddle-
faddle.]

A. sb. a. One who gives fussy attention to

trifles, b. A petty matter of detail, a crotchet.

1754 World No. 95 The youngest . . is, in everything she
does, an absolute fidfad. 1875 Mrs. Lynn Linton Patricia
Kemball II. 31 The fidfads, called improvements, which
were not wanted. 1881 B. W. Richardson in Gd. Words
XXII. 52 He built himself a house, and fitted it with every
fidfad that could be suggested.

B. adj. Frivolous, fussy, petty.
1830 R. Hill in E. Sidney Life (1834) 351 With the tinkling

cymbal fid-fad musicians may try to tickle the fancy cf such
half-witted admirers. 1844 Btaekiv. Mag. LV. 199 From
exuberant 410, down to the fid-fad concentration of i2tno.

Fidge i,fid,5), sb. dial, or colloq. [f. next vb.]

1. The action or habit of fidgeting ; the state of
being fidgety : in phr. to be in a fidge ; also, a
commotion, stir, fuss.

1731 Swift Tim .5- Fables Wks. 1778 IX. 158 The twist,

the squeeze, the rump, the fidge and all. 1790 J. Macaulay
Poems 129 No ane gi'es e'er a fidge or fyke, Or yet a moan.
1833 W. Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 56 He's in
a hdge To get to Beamish forge. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II.

189 ' There'll be such a fidge about you, when you're gone.'

2. A restless person.
1884 in Cheshire Gloss.

Fidge (fid£ \ v. Obs. exc. dial. See also Fig v$
[Of obscureorigin; thesensecloselyresemblesthatof
Fike, but etymological connexion is hardly possible,

unless the form has undergone onomatopoeic modi-
fication. Cf. Ger. fitken to move about briskly.]

1. intr. To move about restlessly or uneasily

;

also, tofidge about, abroad, to andfro. Of a limb :

To twitch.

'575 J Still Gamm. Gurton 1. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley III.

184 Where ha' you been fidging abroad, since you your
nee'le lo>t ? 1577 Bketon Wks. Young Wit »Tj., Some
[dame] would fidge, as though she had the itch. 1667
Dkvden Maiden Queen III. i, What is it, that makes you
fidge up and down so ? 1700 Congreve Way of World v. 77
The good Judge .. fidges off and on his Cushion. 17*8
Swift Mullinix <$ Timothy, You wriggle, fidge, and make
a rout. 1786 Burns Ordination i, Kilmarnock wabsters
fidge and claw. 1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st. 1. iii. (1886)
20 * Look, .how my fingers fidges.

1

b. To be eager and restless. Tofilge fu" fain :

(Sc.) to express pleasurable eagerness by restless

movements.
1785 Burns To W. Simpson vi, Auld Coila, now, may fidge

fu' fain, She's gotten Poets o' her ain. 1790— 'Pant O'Shanter
185 Even Satan glowr'd and fidg'd fu' fain. 1803 R Ander-
son Cumberld. Ball. 57 The barn and the byre ..Will just

seem like cronies yen's fidgin to see.

2. trans. To twitch, shrug, rare.

1786 Burns Prayer to Sc. Representatives vi, Ne'er claw
your lug, an' fidge your back, And hum an' haw.

Hence Fi'dging vhl. sb.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. Middleton's Wks. V. 525 The fidging

of gallants to Norfolk and up and down countries, a 1734
North Exam. 11. v, § 124 (1740) 392 It was by their perpetual
fidging about from Place to Place.

Fidget (trd^t't), sb. [f. Fiixje v., perh. in imi-

tation of rickets.]

1. A condition of vague physical uneasiness, seek-

ing relief in irregular bodily movements. App.
first used in the fidget[s (now always pi.) as if the

name of a malady or pathological symptom (some-

times in definite pathological sense : see quot.

1876). Hence iransf. a condition or mood of im-

pai lent uneasiness or restlessness.

^1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 134 'Tis a . . thing that has
ot the fidget. 1750 Gray Long Story xxxiv, Jesu Maria !

ladam Bridget. .(Cried the Square-hoods in woeful fidget).

1753 World No. 7. 39 Fits of the fidgets. 1778 Mad.
D'Arblav Diary Aug., I was really in the fidgets from
thinking what my reception might be. 1781 Cowper Cou-
r-t-rs.ition 208 Weavers of long tales Give me the fidgets.

1800 Ha Hervev Mourtray Earn. I. 45 Their arrival,

owing to the fidget and hurry of Mrs. Mourtray, was some-
what premature. 1837 Howirr Rur. Life vi. viii. (1862' 484
The landlady and her daughter are on the fidgets. 1839

E. FitzGerald/,^/. I. 51, I have got the fidgets in my right

arm. 1864 J. H. Newman Apol. (18651 41 Palmer .. still ..

felt . . some fidget and nervousness. 1876 Bartholow Mat.
Med. {1879' 403 Wakefulness from., unrest of the peripheral

nerves (fidgets 1
, and similar causes, will generally be re-

lieved by the bromides. 1893 Dlnulison Diet. Med. (ed.

21), E"tdgets.

2. [From the vb.] One who fidgets or worries

unnecessarily, or who causes the fidgets in others.

1837 F. Cooper Recoil. Europe I. 208 He. .betrayed him-

self immediately to be a fidget. 1881 Lady Herbert Edith

159 Lord St. Aubyn is a terrible fidget. 188a Three in

Norway ii. io Dispense with that creaking-booted fidget,

the waiter.

3. [From the vb.] The action or habit of fidget-

ing, bustling about or worrying ; also the rustling

of a dress, etc.

1860-1 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 36 The fidget of silk

and of crinoline. 1890 Spectator 15 Nov., The policy of

legislative fidget carried to the most mischievous excess.

Fidget Cfi'd.^et), v. Pples. fidgeted, -eting

(often incorrectly with double /). [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To make movements indicative of im-
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patience, restlessness, or uneasiness ; to move rest-

lessly to and fro. Also, 1ofidget about.

1754 [see Fidgeting///, a.]. i8op W. Irving Knickerb. iv.

iv. (1849) 217 The governor snapping his fingers and fidget-

ing with delight. 1827 Lytton Pelham iii. 18 Davison
fidgeted about in his chair. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge \,

Joe .. had been fidgeting in his chair with divers uneasy
gestures. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xxxiii, 138 The
Major, .has been fidgetting about pairing parties off". 1867

J, Hatton 'Valiants of B. xviii, The chairman fidgetted

uneasily in his seat.

b. To be uneasy; to worry.
1884 Manch. Exam. 25 Nov. 5/1 They can but fidget and

fume. 1884 Mrs. Ewing Mary's Meadow (1886} 58 Mother
fidgetted because I looked ill.

2. trans. To cause (a person) to fidget ; to make
uncomfortable, trouble or worry ; refl. to take

trouble. To fidget into', to force into a specified

condition by fidgeting; hyperbolically, to fidget to

death.

1785 [see Fidgeting/^/, a.]. 1815 Jane Austen Emma
II, ix. 197 She says I fidget her to death. 1836 T. Hook
G. Guruey I. 85 The fever into which I had fidgetted
myself. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 55 Spaniards never
fidget themselves to get quickly to places where nobody is

expecting them. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xxv. (1879)
229 The heat fidgetted them all by day.

3. To move about restlessly and uneasily, rate.
1819 Metropolis I. 86 Fan-flirting, and fidgetting the bod)

about.

Hence Fidgeted ppl. a., Fidgeting vbl. sb.

1765 C. Smart Fable iv. in Poems (1791) II. 11 Susan, .all

the rites of rage performed, As scolding .. fidgetting, and
fretting. 1775 Mad. D'Arbi.ay Early Diary (1889) II. 17
* How can you say so, Sir?' cried Hell .. colouring, and
much fidgetted. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 66 Nothing
is gained by fidgeting and over-doing.

+ Ficlgetation. Obs.— 1 [lFidgetz/. + -ation.]

The action of fidgeting; a fidgety movement.
1742 Lady M.W. Montague Lett. II. 248 Your Grace asks

me if I have left off footing, and tumbling down stairs ; as
to the first, my fidgetations are much spoiled.

Fidgetiness (frdgetines). [f. Fidgety +
-XES9.J The state or quality of being fidgety;

nervous restlessness, uneasiness.

1772 Franklin IVks. (1887) IV. 529 This fidgetiness (to

use a vulgar expression for want of a better) is occa-
sioned wholly by an uneasiness in the skin, i860 1 Flo.
Nightingale Nursing 55 A nurse will be careful to fidgeti-

ness about airing the clean sheets. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
at Ox/, xxviii. (18S9) 269 That's some of uncle's fidgetiness.

Fidgeting (fi-d^otirj), ppl. a. [f. Fidget v. +
-ing^.) In senses of the vb.

1672 Wycherly Love in a Wood rr. i, He is a fidgetting,
censorious, gossiping, quibbling wretch. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) VI. li. 319 My fidgetting Lord thrust in.

.

his sharp face. 1785 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 25 Nov., This
was rather fidgetting intelligence. 1839-40 W. Irving IVol.

ftrts R. (1855) 5 He had warred for quiet through the
fidgeting reign of William. 1865 Pall Mall G. 11 Apr. 1

Some fidgeting little matter of exchange.
Hence FI dgetingly adv., in a fidgeting manner.
i83a ' Basil' Love the Debt II. xxviii. 270 A small parcel

which Mabel had seen her take up. .furtivelyand fidgetingly
half a dozen times. 1892 Temple Bar Mag. Dec. 570 Pamela
is. .fidgettingly handling the little objects.

Fidgety (frdgeti), a. ff. Fidget + -Y 1
.]

1. Inclined or disposed to fidget ; uneasy, restless.

1730-6 in Bailey (foUo\ 1788 Mad. D'Arblay Diary IV.
iv. 187 He declared if I was fidgety he should have no
comfort. 1827 Scott Jrnl. 10 Aug., This is a morning of
fidgety, nervous confusion. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as
I am xviii, He held the somewhat fidgety horse.

2. Producing fidgetiness, disquieting. rare — 1
.

1885 Truth njune927/i Dining-rooms., fidgety with glitter.

Hence Fi'dgfetily adv., in a fidgety manner.
1880 Miss Broughton See. T/t. u. iii, Gillian fidgetily

watches her.

Fidging (rrdau)\ ppl. a! Sc. [f. Fidge v. -i-

-ing 2.J That ' ridges', restless, fidgety.

1637 Abp. Williams Holy Table 60 As.. manly as he is

fidging. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 8 A fidging Mare should
be well girded. 1821 Blackzv. Mag. VIII. 619 The fidging
Prentices, their elbows claw, 1862 Hislop in Scot. Prov. 5.

b. In phr. fidging fain, eager to restlessness or

discomfort. Const, to with inf.
?cii700 Maggie Lauder in Songs of Scot. (1851) II. 111

Maggie. . I'm fidgin' fain to see thee, 1785 Burns Ep. to J.
Lapraik v. 1826 J. Wilson Nod. Amir. Wks. I. 322 The
people in the pit, a fidgin fain to see her. 1892 in Northumb.
Gloss.

li
Fi'dibtlS. [Ger. ; of uncertain etymology

;

for conjectures see Grimm.] A paper match for

lighting pipes. Also attrib.

1829 Longf. in Life (1891) I. 172, I was just lighting my
pipe . . the ' fidibus ' fell from my hand. 1889 Pall Mall G.

24 June 6/1 Sleeping in mosquito curtains and with ' fidi*

bus' pastilles.

if Fidicinal, a. Obs.— 1 [f. L. fidicin-, fidicen
lute-player + -al.] Of or pertaining to a player

on stringed instruments.

1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Music I. 111. i. 255 Pulsatile

instruments . . in contradistinction to those of the fidicinal

or stringed kind.

Fidimplicitary, a. nonce-ivd. [f. Eccl. L.

fid-es implicita implicit faith + -ARY.] That puts
1 implicit faith ' in another's dictum.
1652 Urquhart Jezvel Wks. (1834I 198 Fidimplicitary

gown-men . . satisfied with their predecessors' contrivances.

1817 Blackzv. Mag. I. 470 Fidimplicitary coxcombs.

t Fidious, a. Obs.— 1 Short for Perfidious.
1640 Shirley Arcadia 11. i, Oh ! fidious rascal ! I thought

there was some roguery.

fFrdipedf
«. Obs.-* [badly f. L. fid- stem

oifindcre to split + ped-, pes.] = Fissiped.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min. Introd. 4 Sea gull, white,

cinerous, piscatorie, black, sterna, fidiped.

tFidu'Ce. Obs. fad. 1,. fiducia.'] Confidence.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 1 Tim. vi. 20 note, Their [the Pro-

testants'] sole faith, their fiduce, their apprehension of Christs
iustice. 1615 Byfield Exp. Coloss. i. 4 (1869) 35/1 Faith.

.

stands in three things :—desires ; fiduce, or confidence
;
per-

suasion.

Fiducial (faidi^'Jal, fidi#*Jal), a. [ad. L.

fzducidl-is, i.fiducia trust, confidence : see -al.]

1. Theot. Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of,

trust or reliance.

1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 164 Such a. . Faith, as is both
an intellectuall and fiduciall absent to diuine Promises. 1656
H. More Enthus. Tri. 43 Every thing has.. a fiduciall

Knowledge of God in it. a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. John
xv. 5 Abide in me . . by a real and fiducial adherence, a 1711
Ken Divine L,oz>e Wks. (1838) 312 Teach us to live, .with a
fiducial dependence on thy fatherly goodness. 1870 Spubgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps, xxxi. 3 II. 63 The words .. appear to ..

fasten upon the Lord with a fiducial grip.

2. humorous nonce-use. Willing to trust.

1847 L, Hunt Men, Women, A- B. I. ix. 169 Taverns..
not hospitable—not fiducial—don't trust.

+ 3. Trusted, trusty. Obs.

1647 H. More Song of Soul ir. 1. iv, iii, Prop fiduciall Of
all those lives and beings eleeped Naturall. 1730-6 in

Bailey >folio).

4. In Surveying, Astronomy, etc. Of aline, point,

etc. : Assumed as a fixed basis of comparison.
1571 Digges Pantom. (1591)30 Note the degrees cut by

the line fiduciall. 1644 Nye Gunnery (1670) 44 The Line
Fiduciall, because from this line proceeds the beginning of
the degrees in the Circle. 1828 Hutton Course Math. II.

55 These sights and one edge of the index are in the same
plane, and that is called the fiducial edge of the index. 1873
Maxwell in Life xiv. (1882) 435 We need some fiducial

point or standard of reference,

5. = Fiduciary.
1832 in Webster quoting Spelman.

Hence Fidu cially adv., in a fiducial manner.
1647 T. Hill Best $ Worst of Paul (1648) 22 God hath

given thee a sweet perswasion of soul to rest fiducially.

1654 Warren Unbelievers 204 Fiducially trusting upon
Christ. (11716 South Serm. Wks. 1737 VI. 472 It is the
Spirit of God alone, that . . enables the soul fiducially to .

.

rest upon that object. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Fiducially,
honestly, trustily. 1847 in Craig.

t Fiducia*lity. Obs.- ° [f. prec. + -m\] a.

Trustiness, b. A firm reliance; religious confidence.
1727-36 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.

Fiduciary (faidi^J'ari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

fiduciaries, f. fiducia : see Fiducial and -auy.

Cf. F. fidnciaire.
In Rom. Law fiducia denoted the transfer of a right to

a person subject to the obligation to transfer it again at

some future time or on some condition being fulfilled.]

A. adj.

1. a. Of a person : In trust of a person or thing
;

holding something in trust. Obs. exc. in Rom. Law.
1647 Bury Wills (Camden) 197, I doe acknowledge my

selfe to be but a fiduciarie possessor of them vnder God.
1652 Needham tr. ScldeiCs Mare CI. 254 Guthrunus King
of the Danes, was . . setled in Northumberland as a Fidu-
ciarie Client, .to Alfred. 1788 Ln. Bulkeley in Dk. Buckhm.
Crt. <$ Cabinets Geo. Ill (1853 s

*• 445 l'ne Prince .. in his

quality of Fiduciary Regent. 1880 Muirhead Ulpian xi.

§ 5 He who has manumitted a free person . . becomes that
person's tutor, .and is called a fiduciary tutor.

b. Of or pertaining to a trustee; pertaining to

or of the nature of a trusteeship.

Fiduciary coemption (Rom. Law) : the formal purchase of
a married woman, the purchaser being bound by a ' fiducia

'

to remancipate her to some one of her choice.

1795 Wythe Decis. Virginia 17 The Receivers possession
is fiduciary. 1846 MCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire(i8^) II.

159 The fiduciary system of the Roman Law, adopted by
the clerical chancellors. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 11. viii. 495
note, It is not every fiduciary possession of property which
constitutes a trust. 1875 Poste Gains 1. § 166 Fiduciary
guardianship arises when a free person . . is manumitted by
the alienee. 1879 Castle Law of Rating 71 The persons
in actual valuable occupation of property are rateable,

though they occupy in a merely fiduciary character. 1880
Muirhead Gains 1. § 115 a, Fiduciary coemption was also

had recourse to of old to enable a woman to make a will.

2. Of a thing : In trust of a person ; held or

given in trust.

a 1641 Spelman Admiral-*}urisd. (1723) 224 The High
Admiral himself cannot grant it for longer than his own
time, being but a Trust and fiduciary Power. 1660 G.
Fleming Stemma Sacrum 41 Scotland was once acknow-
ledged a fiduciary Kingdom to the Crown of England. 1768
Blackstone Comm. III. 51 Uses of land, .were considered
as fiduciary deposits and binding in conscience by the clergy.

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I. vi. 344 Such fiduciary
estates were well known to the Roman jurists. 1884 W. S.
Lilly in Contemp. Rev. Feb. 264 Christianity . . regarded
authority as limited and fiduciary.

b. Of or pertaining to something held in trust.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 333 The incidents, that
formerly attended it [the land] in its fiduciary state.

T 3- Of the nature of, proceeding from, or imply-
ing trust or reliance. Obs.
1640 Gauden Love of Truth (1641) 32 Fiduciary assurance

and the like. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 19 Elaiana which
can relye.no where upon meere love and fiduciary obedience.

1648 Eikon Bits. 8* That fiduciary and fervent application of
their spirits wherein consists the very life and soul of Prayer.
1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 11. 242 The Christian, when he
..hath greatest victory over it [sin], even then must he
renounce all fiduciary glorying in this, a 1680 Charnock
Attrib. God (1834) 1 1. 245 It was this . . edged the fiduciary
importunity of the souls under the altar.

4. Of a paper currency: Depending for its value
on the confidence of the public or on securities.

The Bank of England issue of £ 16,000,000 on securities is

called a ' fiduciary issue'.

_ 1878 H. H. Gibus Corres. in B. Price's Pot. Econ. 562 It

is wholly impossible that a convertible Circulation of fidu-

ciary (or security) notes should ever fall to that point [15
millions]. 1880 Manch. Guard. 25 Oct., The system of a
fiduciary paper money began in Russia during the Crimean
war. 1891 Pall Mall G. 3 Dec. 7/1 The fiduciary issue
would then stand at 25$ millions. 1892 Daily News 13 Sept.

2/3 The fiduciary currency of the United States.

5. Of or pertaining to a person that is trusted
;

confidential, rare.

1882 F, Anstey Vice Versa xii. 216 Every right-minded
boy ought to feel himself in such a fiduciary position towards
his master.

B. sb.

1. One who holds anything in trust ; a trustee.

1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades it You know they are
faithfull fiduciaries in the election. 1821 Scott Kcnilw. xii,

Persuade the good Sir Hugh to make me his . . fiduciary in
this matter.

t 2. One who identifies justifying faith with as-

surance of one's own salvation. Obs.

1654 Hammond Fundam. xiii. 120 The second obstructive
..is that of the Fiduciarie. .having resolved Faith to be the
only instrument of his justification, 1684 T. Hockin God's
Deer. 359 Some bold Fiduciaries, .confidently pretend that
their names are certainly written in the Book of Life.

1 3. Something that secures confidence; cre-

dentials. Obs.

1593 Abp. Bancroft Daung. Posit, m. xiii. 106 Let euerie

j
of them deliuer the instructions from their Churches ..

j

together with the Fiduciary or Letters of credence.

Hence Piduxiarily adv. -|* (a) trustfully, con-
fidingly {obs.) ; (b) tinder the conditions of a trust.

1653 Sclater Fun. Sermon (1654) 31 He really and
fiduciarily intended it. 1863 H.Cox Instit. 11. viii. 497 Equity
..has annexed to the fiduciary possession of property a mul-
titude of rules in favour of the persons fiduciarily interested.

t Fi'duciate, v. Obs. rarc~ °. [ad. L.fTduadl-
ppl. stem offidilcidre, {.fiducia trust.] trans.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fiduciatc, to commit to trust,

or make condition of trust.

Pie (foi), int. Forms: 3 fl, 3-8 fy, (4 f> 3),

5-9 fye, 6-7 phy, 5- fie. [MK.fi, fy, app. a. OK.

fi,fy (mod.F.yf) :~h.fi, an imitation of the sound
instinctively made on perceiving a disagreeable

smell. Cf. ON. fy (Da. fy, also fy sham dig, fie

shame to you I Sw.fy), of similar origin.

The ON. may possibly be a joint source of the Eng. word,
but the early instances either occur in translations from Fr.

or imitate the Fr. construction _/£ de.]

1. An exclamation expressing, in early use, dis-

gust or indignant reproach. No longer current in

dignified language ; said to children to excite shame
for some unbecoming action, and hence often used
to express the humorous pretence of feeling
' shocked '. Sometimes more fully J*ie

t for shame !

Const, f of (=-on), on, upon.
1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 300 'Fy a debles', quab be kyng.

c 1330 King of Tars 612 Fy on ow everichon ! c 1380 Sir
E'erumb. 1578 ' Fy*, quab Moradas, ' wat ert bow ; bat telest

of me so lyte?' 1:1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's Prol. 80 Of
all swiche cursed stories I say fy. — Nun's Pr. T. 71
Ye ben a very sleper, fy for shame, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode m. xlvi, Chastitee. . whan she seeth me seith fy.

C1440 York Myst. xxxii. 103 Fye on hym, dastard ! 1509
Hawes/Vs;1

. Pleas, xi. xxxv, Fy upon slouth, the nourysher
of vyce. a 1553 Udall Royster D. hi. iv. <Arb.> 52 What
weepe? Fye for shame! And blubber? 1583 BaBINGTOH
Commandm. ix. (1637)91 Fie of that affection, that damneth
our soules ! 1592 Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 611 Fie, fie, he saies,

you crush me, let me go. 1606 Sir. G. Goosecappe 111. ii. in
Bullen O. PL III. 53 Fie for shame; I never heard of such
an antedame. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 113 Phy ! how
depraved is mans nature altogether! 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones VIII. ix, Fy upon it, Mr. Partridge, .are you afraid
of facing a little cold? 1764 Foote Mayor of G. 11. i,

Fye Mr. Bruin, how can you be such a bear to your wife.

183a Lytton Eugene A. 1. ii, Fie, neighbour, fie, what's the
good of profaneness, 1861 T. A. Tkollope La Bcata II.

xiv. in ' Fie !' said Beppina in a state of great delight.

2. quasi-x£. fa. qualified by an adj. : as Double,
much fie {obs.). b. as obj. in To cry (f bid, f spit)

fie upon.
c 1550 R. Weaver L.nsty fuventus in Hazl. Dodsley II. 87
Now much fie upon you! how bawdy you are! cx$$$
Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VI7/(1878) 173 Fie and double
fie upon the impudency of this . . shameless divine. 1599
Breton Author's Dreame, FolHe, he badde Fie upon
Wisdome. i65a J. Sparrow tr. Behme's Rem. Wks., Def.
agst, Rickter 13 The Libeller spits Fy, and filth, against
the Repentance. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvii, 'My
relations won't cry fie upon me', Becky said.

3. as sb.

1576 Gascoigne Philomene in Wks. 1870 II. 245 These
phyes, and many moe, Pore Philomene may meane. a 1643
W. Cartwright Ordinary iv. v. in Hazl. Dodsl. XII. 298
What angry pishes, and what fies. .The list'ning taper heard
there sworn. 1820 Scott Monast. I. ii. 105 The child red-

dened . . while the mother, with many a fye and nay pshaw
[etc.]. . .
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+ Pie, P*1 Obs. In 4 fye, 5 phy. [ad. Yx.fier,

Pr. and Sp.fiar, It. fidare:—popular L. *fiddre, f.

L. fidus faithful.] trans. To trust; also refi.=
Fr. sejier. Const, in.

1340 Ayenb. 136 He him fyeth more in obres uirtue banne
ine his. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 1068, I his lover and
cavse wyll phy.

tFie f
z>.- Obs. [f. Fie int.] intr. To say Fie!

t 1394 A /V. CVrtfr 616 [He] fyeb on her falshedes bat

bei bifore deden.

Fieble, obs. form of Feeble.

Fief (frf). s&- Forms: 7 feif, 7-9 feof(f, 7-

fief. [First in 17th c. ; a F. fief: see Fee sb!l ~\

1. =Fee.?£. 2 1. Male fief, fief masculine : one

that could be held by males only.

1611 Cotgb., Fief, a Fief; a (Knights) fee ; a Mannor, or
inheritance held by homage, a 1613 Overbury O.bserv.

France Wks. (1856) 238 They pawned all their Feifs to the

church. 1671 F. Phillips Keg. Necess. 419 An Estate in Tayl
or Fief Masculine. 1756 Ncgent Gr. Tour II. 27 'Tis he
only that can give away the great fiefs of the empire. 1820
Scott Monast. iv, A male fief. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome
(1846) I. xiv. 267 Proprietors who received their land -as an
hereditary fief. 1868 Milman St. Pants 43 The cession -of

the kingdom as a fief of the Holy See.

trans/, and fig.
1686 Dryden Ode to Mrs. Killigreiu 98 To the next Realm

she stretcht her Sway . . And the whole Fief, in right of
Poetry, she claim'd. 18. . W. Sawyer New Year Numbers
xii, Not of thy strength nor cunning didst thou come, Into
the fief and heritage of life. '873 Symonds Grk. Poets \. 27
The cities of Greece became the fiefs of foreign despots.

b. In fief= infee : see Fes sb.'1 i b.

17*8 Morgan Algiers II. v. 313 The knights hold the said

Islands in Feof from the king of Sicily. 1821 Byron Mar.
F'al. v. i, In fief perpetual to myself and heirs. J871 B.

Taylor Faust (1875) II. Pref. 10 Faust receives the sea-

shore in feoff for ever.

2. Comb., as fief-holder, one who holds a fief

from a superior.

1&64 Kirk C/tas. Bold II. iv. iii. 419 The fief holders of
France .. were still more assiduous in the cultivation, of
martial exercises. 1882-3 Schaff Fncyct. Relig. Kn&uri, I.

484 The power of the feudal lords or fief-holders increased.

t Fief, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb. Cf. Feoff v.]

trans. To grant as a fief. Also to fief out.

1792 A. Young Trav. France 327 The seigneurs, who
possess the same rights, sell and fief them at a still cheaper
rate. Ibid. 394 Seigneurs, who will not sell, but only fief

out these wastes.

Fie fdom. [f. as prec. + -DOM.] ^Fief sb. i.

1814 Mrs. J. \Vf.st Alicia de Lacy I. 130 To forfeit one of
our fiefdoms, is not enough.

t Pie*ffal, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -AX.] Of
or pertaining to a fief.

1738 Hist. Crt. Excheq. i. 3 The Fieffal is tbe feudal
Jurisdiction, by the Reason of the FieflTs, that is, where the

feudal Lord had power to do Right to his Tenants upon
any Complaints.

Fie-fie (fMfai), a. Also fi-fl. [f. Fie by doub-

ling.] Jocularly used for : Improper, of improper
character.
1812 G. Colman Br. Grins, Two Parsons vii, What would

[if we were sinless] become of all the fie-fie ladies? 1837
T. Hook Jack Brag xiv, There is such a long fie-fie story

about that. i86oTrollope Framlcy P. vi, One or two fie-fie

little anecdotes about a married lady. 1873 St. Pant's Mag.
Jan. 9 She was rather fifi.

Hence Fie-fie sb., a woman of tarnished reputa-

tion. Fie-fie v. a. intr. To say Fie ! b. trans.

To say Fie! to.

1820 Lady Granville Let. 25 Aug. (i894> I. 164 A mixture
of . . Dowager Lansdowne, fye-fyes, and venerable peers.

1836 Libr. Fiction I. 371 In 'fie, fieing ' the excesses of
divers gentlemen. 1893 Punch 13 Aug. 72/2 Purists may
fie-fie, or sneer.

f Fiel, a. Obs. [perh. a survival of ME. Fele
rt.2] Comfortable.
1792 Burns Bessy fy Spinnin Wheel 4 Frae tap to tae that

deeds me bien And haps me fiel and warm at e'en! 1808

A. Scott Poems{ed. 2) 193 Her blankets air'd a' feil an' dry.

Field (fHd), sb. Forms : 1-2 fold, 3-6 feildfe,

feld(e, 3 feeld, south, veelde, vald,e, (5 falde,

fealcT, 3-4 south. veld(e, 3-5 felt(e, fild(e, (5

fyld(e), 4-6 feeld(e, 6-7 flelde, 6- field. [Com.
WGer. ; OE. field str. masc. corresponds to OFris.

and OS. field masc. (MDu. veil, Du. veld neut),

OHG. field (MHG. veit, mod.Ger. field) neut. :-

OTeut. *fclpu-z masc, *fielj>u neut. Not found
outside WGer., the Sw. f&U, Da. felt being from
Ger. ; but the Fmnish pello field is believed to have
been adopted from prehistoric Teut. or pre-Teut.
Prob. related by ablaut and Verner's law to OK.fblde earth

(see Fold sb.'); it is uncertain whether the Teut. *feipu-,

*fotddn- are formed with t suffix from a pre-Teut. root pe/-,

represented in OSI.7WV plain, field, or belong to the Aryan
root f>etth or Pelt, whence Skr. prthivl earth, Gr. ttAotvs

broad.]

I. Ground; a piece of ground.

1 1. Open land as opposed to woodland ; a stretch

of open land ; a plain. Obs.

c 1050 ByrhtfertlC s Handboc in AngUa VIII. 299 On baere

ptowe se ae'Sela feld us ^earcode swete hunis. a 1123 O. E.
Chron. an. 1112 Swifte wistftill on wudan and on feldan.

c 1200 Okmin 14568 Wude, & feld, & dale, & dun. 1297 K.

Gi.ouc. (1724) 565 To wodes & to feldes [hii] hulde horn day
& nizt. a 1300 Cursor M. 3608 fCott.) Rath in feild and in

forest. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s 'P. 664 That feld hath eyen,

and the woodehath eeres. la 1400 Arthur 472 J>e feltes fulle

ofmenyscleyn. 1538 Starkey England 1. it. 52 Wyld Feldys>
and wodys. 1593 NIarlowe in Pass. Pilgr. xix, Hitles and
vallies, dales and fields. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 759
They, .strew'd his mangled Limbs about the Field.

t b. with reference to that which grows upon
the surface. Obs.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. vi, WeaxaS hraSe feldes blostman.

c iaoo Ormin 9225 Itt wass huni} off be feld. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter cii[i]. 15 Als blome of felde sal he [man] welyen awa.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6080 (Cott.) Letus wild, be quilk bat groues
onpe feild. 1382 Wyclif Luke xii. 28 The hey which to

day is in the feeld. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. vi. 28 The feld

is the fundament of the flouris. 1611 Bible Gen. ii. 5 Euery
plant of the field.

1 2. The country as opposed to a town or village.

Obs. exc. arch, or dial.

< 1400 Row. Rose 6237 Fulle many a seynt in feeld &
toune. c 1400 Gameiyn 672 He moste nedes walke in felde

bat may not walke in towne. 1526 Tindale Mark xv. 21

They compelled. .Simon of Cerene (which cam out of the

felde) . . to bear hys crosse. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. n. i. 238
In the Towne, and Field You doe me mischiefe. 1862 Bor-
row Wild Wales III. 160, I don't think your honour is a
Durham man either of town or field.

b. That part of the open country which is hunted

over (perh. originally transf. from sense 8). Cf.

huntingfield.
173a Law Serious C. xii.fed. 21 190 The next attempt after

happiness carry'd him into the field, .nothing was so happy
as hunting. 1801 Strutt Sports <$• Past. 1. 1. 6 King John
was particularly attached to the sports of the field. 1864
Field 2 July 9/3 His [the huntsman's] character in the field

. .has given the highest satisfaction.

f 3. The territory belonging to a city. Cf. L. agcr.

0:1533 Ld, Berners Goid. Bk. AT. Anrel. (1539) 140b, In

the felde of EHnos, vnder a marble, is the pouders of Sysifo

Seteno. 1572 J. Jones Bathes of Bath \\. 11 b, The hot
wellse, in the fielde of Padua.

4. Land or a piece of land appropriated to pasture

or tillage, usually parted off by hedges, fences,

boundary stones, etc. Often with defining word pre-

fixed, as clover-, com-, hay-, turnip-, wheat-field.

c 1025 Interl. v. Rule St. Benet (1888) 73 Geswinc felda eif

hi nabba5 munecas. < 1220 Bestiary 401 [De fox] goo o

felde to a furg. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. 1 Rolls' 7798 Feldes were
vol of corne echon. 1382 Wyclif Ruth ii. 2 Y shall goo in

to the feeld and gedre eeris. 1 1449 Pecock Repr. 275 Feeldis

. .in which, .thei hem silf tilien. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. lvi.

516 That with the pale . . flowers groweth in drie medowes,
and in the feeldes also. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees !. 56 The
Flanders Cherries bear well in Orchards and Feilds. 1765
A. Dickson Treat. Agric.ied. 2*94 There is scarcely afield,

in which we will not observe weeds of the two first kinds.

1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge iv, Fields, .through which the

New River took its winding course.

b. pi. The fields, used in collective sense. For-

merly sometimes = 2 (cf. F. les champs^ or 2 b.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon Ixxxvii. 276 He was in the feldes

a hawkynge. 1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc v. ii, Chil-

dren.. play in the streetes and fieldes. 1611 Beaum. & Fl.

King Pf No King 11. ii, How fine the fields be, what sweet
living 'tis in the Country ! 1856 Ruskiw Mod. Paint. III.

iv. xiv. § 51 The fields !. .All spring and summer is in them.

c. Common, open field \ see those words.

d. A piece of ground put to a particular use,

as bleach, camping, print-field : see Bleach, etc.

'5. An extent or tract of ground covered with or

containing some special natural formation or pro-

duction. Chiefly with defining word, as coat,

diamond, gold, oilfields : see those words.

1859 Cornwallis New World I. 55 Bowls filled with the

precious metal, and. .labelled with the name of the field from
which it was taken. 1875 Wood it Latham Waiting for
Mail 39 You've tried tbe best Victorian fields.

6. The ground on which a battle is fought ; &

battle-field. More explicitlyfield of battle, conflict,

ffight ; field of honour.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 6432 (CotO Wit Israel was left be feild.

a 1400-50 Alexander 450 pan foundis Philip to be fyjjt & be
fild entres. ; 1460 Fortf.scue Abs. fy Lint. Mon. ix, The
Erlis of Lecestir and Glocestre.. toke hym and bis sonne
prisoners in the fielde. 1592 R. D. Hypnerotontachia 22

Instruments of war. .for the field. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii.

85 They haue vs'd Their deerest action, in the Tented Field.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 378 As Legions in the Field

their Front display. 1718 Lond. Gaz. No. 4739/3 The
Quarter-Masters of the Army are gone to mark a Field

of Battel. 1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 102 The
victor is obliged to fight several of those battles before it

remains undisputed master of the field. 1824 W. Irving

T. Trav. I. 52 My forefathers have been dragoons, and
died on tbe field of honour. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

I. 658 These three chiefs.. fled together from the field o(

Sedgemoor. 1851 E. S. Creasy 15 Decisive Battles (1864)

22 The Greeks could not stand before the Persians in a field

of battle. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. xi. 182 The
English Ambassador remained upon the field of the conflict.

b. fK?.

1340 Ayenb. 131 A ueld of uiy^t huermne him behouep
eure to . . wy^te mid dyeulen. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de
W. 1531) 72 b, Well exercysed in the feelde of vertues

and holy workes. 16x5 Crooke Body ofMan 56 Before we
leaue the field, it shall not be amisse to disparkle all the

forces of our aduersaries. 1724 Swift Drapier's Lett.

Wks, 1761 III. 75 He is so far master of the field, that

no London printer dare publish any paper written in favour
of Ireland. 1775 Sheridan Duenna 1. iv, If I could hamper
him with this girl, I should have the field to myself. 1848
H. Rogers Ess. I. vi. 322 To drive the sophists from the

field. 1886 B. L. Far/eon Three Times T. 1, I bade her
good-day, and left Captain Bellwood in possession of the

field.

C. Phrases: To keep, maintain thefield', to con-

tinue the fight, lit. and fig. Also (chiefly^.) To
conquer the field: to gain one's point. To hold the

field: to hold its ground ; not to be superseded or

displaced. To leave (another) the field: to give

up the argument or contest. To leave the field

open : to abstain from interference.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 1 1868) 21 Ye wylle speke riotesly .

.

therfor y wille leve you the felde. 1673 Dryden Marr. a la
Mode 11. i, This tongue, .may keep the field against a whole
army of lawyers, c 1686 Roxb. Ball. (1886J VI. 125 He
conquer'd the field: Then they both were united. 1724
Swift Drapier's Lett, iii, His Majesty, pursuant to the law,

hath left the field open between Wood and the Kingdom of
Ireland. 1855 Prescott Philip 11, 1. ii, Four knights were
prepared to maintain the field against all comers. 1870
Tennyson Pelleas <$• Ettarre 161 AH day long Sir Pelleas

kept the field With honour. 1887 A. Birrell Obiter Dicta
Ser. 11. 66 The last edition will, .long hold the field.

7. In wider sense : The country which is to be,

or has become, the scene of a campaign ; the scene

of military operations. In the field: engaged in

military operations. To keep the field: to remain
in the 'field'; to keep the campaign open. To
take the field : to commence military operations

;

to open the campaign.
a 1612 Sir R. Cecil Let. in Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

61 They will, .learn the strength of the Rebels, before they
dare take the field. 1651 Hoebes Leviath. u. xxix. 174 The
forces of the Commonwealth keeping the field no longer.

1676 Temple Let. to Pr. ofOrange Wks. 1731 II. 410, I did
not believe Your Highness would do any thing in those

kind of Affairs till Your Return from the Field. 1724 De
Foe Mem. Cavalier (1830^ 10 All tbe military part of the
court was in the field. 1769 Junius Lett. ii. 13 A sincere

. .attachment to his King and Country, .first impelled him
to the field. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iii. 85 Their [the

Greek people's] eye was directed, .to the senate or the field.

1852 Thackeray Esmond in. i, Esmond . . took the field .

.

under Webb's orders. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in. viii. 713 An
army in the field abroad.
transf. and,/?*. l6l4 Saul Chesse-play xi. {heading). All

the men being in the field. 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II.

xiv. 3 The greatest mathematicians of the age took the field.

8. A battle ; now rare exc. in such phrases as

A hard-fought, hard-won field. A single field

:

a single combat. Also to fight, i give, losef

-\make, win (a, the) field. Hence,
x
Victory, esp.

in to get, have the field.

la 1400 Arthur 480 The falde was hys & Arthourez. c 1435
Torr. Portugal 213-5 Of the fynd the maystry to haue, Of
hym to wyn the fyld . . Of hyme he wane the fyld bat day.

1473 Warkw. Chron. 6 The Walschmenne loste the felde.

1484 Caxton Fables ofAtsop m. tv, The egle. .gat the feld

and vaynquysshed. -the bestes. 1487 Wriothesley Chron.

(1875) I. 2 A feild that they made againste the Kinge. 150a

Arnolde Chron. (181 1) p. xxxiv, A felde . . bytwene the Kynj;e
and y

' Duke of Yorke. 1535 Coverdale i Mace. x. 50 A
mightie sore felde. .continuynge till the Sonne wentedowne.
1536 Bellenden Crou. Scot. (1821) II. 43 Ennimes . . of sic

strenth and multitud that he micht not weil geif thaim feild.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars iCamden) 25 The commons . . made
a felde agaynst the kynge and lost it. 1586 Warner Alb.
Eng. iv. xx. (1589) 89 The Danes .. got the feeld. 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. 11. i. 26 This Symitare. .won three fields

of Sultan Solyman. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. v. (1628

1

128 Battailes or Foughten Fields. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 105

What though the field he lost ? 1816 Byron Ch. liar. in.

xlix, In their.. single fields, What deeds of prowess unre-

corded died ! 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850) I. 293 Many a
bloody field was to be fought.

transf. 1862 J. Pycroft Cricket Tutor 77 Every old player

will, .recall many a hard-fought field.

+ b. Order of battle, disposition of men in the

field. Phrases, To pitch, set afield, to choose one's

battle-ground, to dispose one's men for fighting

;

to gather afield, to collect nn armed force.

1502 Arnolde Chron. p. xxxiv, Y" Duke of Yorke set his

felde at Brent Heth. c 1540 Order in Battayle Avij, Let
him study to breake hys [foe's] felde. 1548 Hall Chron.
K. Hen. VI, An. 4. 96 b, That my saied lorde of Winchester,

intended to gather any feld or assemble people, in troublyng

of the kynges lande, and against the kinges peace, a 1562

G. Cavendish Wolsey ^1893) 274 Who pitched a feld rojall

ayenst theme. 1600 Holland I.ivy vi. xv. 226 Either part

beholding their captaine, as it were in a pight field. 1678

Wanley Wond. Lit. World v. ii. § 32. 470/1 Nicephorus .

.

was slain in a pitch'd Field against the Bulgarians.

+ c. Officer ofthe field= Field-officer. General

of the field: the general commanding in a battle

or campaign. Obs.

1590 Nashe Pasr/uil's Apol. 1. Diij, Equal in respect of

theyr fight in . . battailes, as the Generall of the fielde and
the common Souldiours are. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.

vn. (1703) II. 269 There were, .above twenty Officers of tbe

Field, .slain upon the place.

9. With mixture of sense 4 : An enclosed piece

of ground in which some outdoor games are played,

as cricket, football field : see Cricket, etc. ; also

ellipt. with sb. to be supplied from the context.

a 1788 Canning in ' Bat ' Crick. Man. (1850) 36 The poet will

be equally circumstanced in the field. 1849 Laws of Cricket

ibid. 57 No substitute in the field shall be allowed to bowl.

1882 Daily Tel. 12 June, Neither Spofiorth nor Boyle were

in the field.

b. Baseball. The ground in which the fielders

stand, divided into Infield and Outfield.
1875 Eucycl. Brit. III. 406/2 The theory of the game [Base

ball] is that one side takes the field, and the other goes in.

1891 N. Crane Baseball vi. 45 The pitcher is the only player

whose position on the field is prescribed by the rules.
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10. collect. Those who take part in any outdoor
contest or sport.

a. Sporting. Also, in restricted sense : All the

competitors in a race except the favourite. To bet,

back, lay against thefield : to back one (often one's

own) dog, horse, etc. against all other competitors.
1771 P. Parsons Newmarket II. 149 Camillus against the

field, for a hundred guineas. 187a Lever Ld. Kilgobbin
lxx, Bet on the field—never back the favourite. 1885 Truth
23 May 853/2 The Great Northern Handicap, -brought out
a better field than usual. 1888 Daily News 29 June, Pillarist

was backed against the field.

trans/, and fig. i860 Gen. P. Thompson* Audi Alt. III.
czxxiii. 101 To speak up for ' Victor Emmanuel against the
field'. 1884 Sat. Rez>. 2 Feb. 139 An historical prize will

bring together a much larger "field '.

b. Hunting. Those who take part in the sport.

To lead thefield : to be first in the chase.
1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life C1826) m. iv, In

hunting . .while you are leading the field. 1830 Greville
Mem. Geo. IV I1Z74) II. xiiL 77 The field which had been
out with the King's hounds. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish
Clerk II. 15 The nounds and huntsman, with the field at
their heels. 1800 Sa t. Rev. 1 Feb. 135 1 Fields of hunting
and riding men are very large.

c. Cricket. The * side * who are ' out ' in the
' field '

; see 9 ; also the players on both sides.

1850 ' Bat" Cricket Man. 51 The disposition of the field

depends entirely upon circumstances. 1857 Hcghes Tom
Brown it. viii, The ball.. sticks . . in the fingers of his left

hand, to the utter astonishment of himself and the whole
field- 1859 All Year Round No. 13. 305 Our field worked
like tigers. 1862 Sporting Life 14 June, On the reappear-
ance of the 'field', H. H. Stephenson took the wicket. 1883
Daily Tel. 24 June, The first over was sent down, .by Pal-
mer . . his field being arranged thus.

11. Cricket and Baseball. One who stands on the

field ; one of the side that is ' out
'

; a fieldsman ;

also in names descriptive of his position in the

field, e.g. in Cricket, f Longfield to the hip (see

quot.). Longfield r\ straight) off, on 'see quots.

;

now usually long off, on). Ln the long field : at

the position of long field off or on. In Baseball

:

In-, out-, right-, centre-, left- field.
1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. ' 1 863) 174 That exceed-

ingly bad field .. caught him out, 1833 J. Nyren Yng.
Cricketers Tutor 11893* 47 Longfield, straight on, should
stand at some distance out from the bowler's wicket, to save
two runs. Ibid., Long field to the hif. The fieldsman
must stand out to save two runs opposite to the popping-
crease. Ibid., Longfield, straight off, should be an active
man. .His station is on the off-side between the bowler and
the middle wicket. 1850 ' Bat ' Cricket Man. 43 Long
Field Off, On. 1859 All Year Round No. 13. 305 Southey
..a good bowler and 'field'. 1889 Pauline VIII. 24 The
oat-going batsman., ought to have been caught in the long
field. Ibid., A good long field.

II. An extended surface.

12. A large stretch ; an expanse :

a. of sea, sky, etc.

1608 Shaks. Per. 1. i. 37 Without covering, save yon field

of stars. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 103 The nimble
Horsemen scour the Fields of Air. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 1.

41 Yonder argent fields above. 1813 Shelley (?. Mob rv. 20
The orb of day., o'er ocean's waveless field Sinks sweetly
smiling, i860 Rlskin Mod. Paint. V. vti. iv. 140 note. De-
tached bars, darker or lighter than the field [of cloud] above.

b. of ice or snow.
1813 Bakewell Introd. GeoL C1815) 55 Vast masses of rock

..are sometimes enveloped in fields of ice. 18x8 Sib J. Les-
lie in Edin. Rev. XXX. 16 North West Passage, A very
wide expanse of it [salt-water ice] they call a field. 1887
Rlskin Prxterita II. 178 The snows round . . are the least

trodden of all the Mont Blanc fields.

C of immaterial things; cf. 15.

i$TJ GooGEHeresba<h'sIIusb.{i5Z6)\.7 What divimtie there
is in" it, and what a feeld of the acknowledged benefits of
God, you have heard. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600;

60 Loue had . . wrapt him in a field of woe*. 171a Black-
more Creation vi (18181 203 Who can this Field of Miracles
survey. 1847 L. Hunt Men Women fy B. II. xL 265 He
discloses to us the whole field of his ignorance. 1867 A.
Barry Sir C. Barry vi. 190 The whole field of English
history.

13. The surface on which something is portrayed.

a. Her. The surface of an escutcheon or shield

on which the charge ' is displayed. Also the

surface of one of the divisions in the shield.

c 1400 Deslr. Troy 6290 Hys feld was of fyn gold, freche
to behold. With bre lyons launchond. c 1435 Terr. Portugal
1120 Sir Torrent ordenyth hym a sheld, It was ryche in

every ffeld. 157a Bossewklx Armorie 11. 56 The field is

parted per fesse embattyled. x6io Gltllim Heraldry 11. ii.

(1660) 52 The Field is the whole Surface, .of the Shield over-
spread with some Metall, Colour, or Furre, and compre-
hendeth in it the Charge. 1705 Hearne Collect. 12 Dec.,
The Arms. .are A field Jupiter. x8oj Rees CycL s.v. Bar,
When the field is divided into four, .or more equal parts, it

is then blazoned, barry. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 66i Sir

Lancelot's azure lions. .Ramp in the field.

Jig- x593 Shaks. Lucr. 72 This silent warre of Ullies and
of Ro^es. .in her (aire faces field. X607 Hierox Wks. I. 414
A field of sincerity, charged with deedes of piety.

b. The groundwork of a picture, etc.

1634 J. Bate Myst. Nat. $ Art iv. 162 How to make
white letters in a blacke Feildl Take [etc]. 1695 Drvdes
tr. Du Frtsnofs Art 0/Painting xlv. 51 Let the Field, or
Ground of the Picture, be clean. 1849 Rlskin Sev. Lamps
vi, § 14. 175 Shadow is frequently employed as a dark field

on which the forms are drawn.

C. Xumism. (See quot. 1876.)
1876 Humphreys Coin-ColL Man, viL %z The field. .is the

Vol. IV.

plain part of the coin not occupied by the principal figure or
type. 1879 H. Phillips Xotes Coins 6 The setting sun is

illumining with his rays the whole field of the medal.

d. Of a flag : The ground of each division.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 301 The flags of the British
navy were severally on a red, white, or blue field.

1 14. Green field: the green cloth of a counting

house. Obs. (Can this be the sense in quot. 1599 ?)

1470 Liber Niger in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 51 And suche
dayes as the Kings chappell removeth, every cf these
children then present receveth \u\d. at the grene feald [MSS,
in Brit. Mus. read seald, fold] of the countyng-house for

horse hyre dayly, as longe as they be journeying. [1599
Shaks. Hen. V, 1. iii. 17 His Nose was as sharpe as a Pen,
and [? read on] a Table of greene fields.]

III. Area of operation or observation.

15. An area or sphere of action, operation, or

investigation ; a (wider or narrower; range of
opportunities, or of objects, for labour, study, or

contemplation ; a department or subject of activity

or speculation.

1340 Ayenb. 240 Huanne cure Ihord wolde by uonded of
be dyeule : he yede in-to desert, uor be desert of religion :

tsueld of uondinge. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 1. 1622; 19 A very
good Orator might have a fair field to use eloquence in, if

[etc.]. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 228 As for the increase of Vertue
generally. . it is a large Field, and to be handled by it self.

1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 82 A large and plain Field
doth here open it self unto us. 17:1 Addison Sped. No. 160

p 4 This. . Failure . . opens a large Field of Raillery. 1750
Beawes Lex Mercat. 1752 2 The wide field for trade
that now lies before us. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3)
II. 143 A very interesting field of investigation. 01862
Buckle Civitiz. (1873) III. v. 350 The philosopher and the
practical man..each is in his own field, supreme.

b. without a or the.) Scope, opportunity, extent

of material for action or operation. ? Obs.
1664 Drydw Riz-al-Ladies in. i, Thou hast not field enough

in thy young breast, To entertain such storms to struggle in.

1681 Temple Mem. in. Wks. 1731 I. 343. I thought I had
Field enough left for doing them good Offices to the Duke.
1719 Swift To Yng. Clergyman, The matter .. will afford

field enough for a divine to enlarge on.

16. The space or range within which objects are

visible through an optical instrument in any one
position.

1747 Gould Eng. Ants 32 Kill her, and . . place her Body
on the Field of a Microscope. 1765 Maty in Phil. Trans.
LV. 305 It filled the field of the telescope. 1812-6 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. % Art I. 474 The visible field is .. twenty
degrees in diameter. 1871 Tvndall Fragm. Sc. (1879 II.

no. 307 Organisms, .shooting rapidly across the microscopic
field. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch 4- Clockm. 102 A very
superior achromatic glass, .giving a. .flat field.

b. Field of observation, view or vision : the space
to which observation, etc. is limited.
1812-6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art II. 718 The whole

field of view through the foot-wide arch. 1817 Chalmers
Aslron. Vise. ii. 11852' 53 That circle by which the field of
observation is enclosed. 1855 Bain Senses fy Int. 11. ii | 3
The eye can take in a wide field at once. 1859 Reeve
Brittany 236 They are not seen in the picture, being much
to the left of our field of view. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp.
( 1865) VI. Iii. 300 The field of vision is overclouded.
Jig- X^TI E- R- Conder Bos. Faith ii. S3 No scintillation

of its existence twinkles within the field of our knowledge.

17. Physics. The area or space under the influ-

ence of, or within the range of, some agent. 7o be

in, out of the field: see quot. 1884. Magnetic

field: any space possessing magnetic properties,

either on account of magnets in its vicinity, or on
account of currents of electricity passing through

or round it.

1863 Tvndall Heat ii. § 35 (1870) 37 The exact equivalent
of the power employed to move the medal in the excited
magnetic field. x88i Maxwell Electr. % Magn. I. 45 The
electric field is the portion of space in the neighbourhood of
electrified bodies, considered with reference to electric phe-
nomena. 1884 Watson & Bcrbury Math. Th. Electr. -f

Magn. I. 48 In physics a body which is within the range of
the action of another body is said to be in the field of that
other body, and when it is so distant from that other body
as to be sensibly out of the range of its action it is said to
be out 0/thefield.
IV. attrib. and Comb.

18. General relations : a. simple attrib, 'sense 1),

as field-dew, fiower; 'sense 2 , as field-craft,

-dweller, -honour, -mate, -pastime, 'properties

of a greyhound^ -smell, -tent, 'senses 2 and 4)
field-trial ; [sense 4', as field-crop, -gale, -hedge,

-husbandry, -path, -rent, -road, -seed, -stones
;

'sense 7), as field-battalion, -cap, -duties, -equip-

ment, -evolutions, ^exercise, -insignia, -movements,
-serviee, -troops, -watch, b. objective (sense 4}, as

fieLl-purging ppl. adj. c. locative (sense 4), as

field-faring ppl. adj.

1875 G. P. Colley in Encycl. Brit. II. 596/1 An infantry
regiment [in the Prussian army] has three *field battalions.
1888 Sir M. Mackenzie Frederick the Noble riii. 140 He
wore the ample blue cloak of the Prussian Cavalry, with fur
cape and *field cap. 1887 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 5 '2 No
one. .expects to fill his bag save by *field-craft, i860 Gosse
Rom. Nat. Hist. (i866> 105 The injuries done, .in our ''field-

crops. 1889 Daily News 16 Dec. 7 1 Indian agricultural
field crop seeds. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N, v. i. 422 With this
afield dew consecrate. 1844 Regul. 4 Ord. Army 127 Sub-
ordinate Officers understand their *FieId Duties. 1575 in

Russia at close 16th C. (Hakluyt Soc) Introd. 9 1"he .

.

Tartars are barbarowse and *fyilde dwellers. 1S08 Welling-
to* in Gurw. Desp. IV. 29 A *field equipment with a pro-

portion of horses. 1875 G. P. Colley in Encycl. Brit. II.

579/2 The war establishment of a field equipment troop is 6
officers and 233 men. 1853 Stocqueler Milit. Encycl.,
A regiment is . . instructed in the *field exercise and evolu*
tions. 189s Pall Mall G. 8 Dec. 2/1 A sketch of 'fieldfaring

women. 1653 Walton Angler 214 *Field-fiowers. .perfum'd
the air. 1835 Lytton Falkland 59, I see him . . gathering
the field-flowers. 1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields % Cities

33, I was . . glad to see the horse turning towards a *field-

gate. 1833 in Cobbett Rur. Rides ^1885* I. 309 A 'field-

hedge and bank. 1737 M. Gpeen Spleen (1758) 5 'Field-
honours .. Atchiev'd by leaping hedge and ditch. 1760 J.
Eliot {title), Essays upon 'Field- Husbandry in New Eng-
land. 18*3 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 34 This stick, or
baton, .became the 'field insignia of a general. 1786 Burns
Brigs ofAyr 36 The feather'd *field-mates, bound by Na-
ture's tie. 1798 Wellington in Gurw. Des,*, I. 12 Weilesley
..practising them in combined *field movements. 18..
Wordsw. Sonnets (183^) 151 To chase mankind, with men
in armies packed For his 'field-pastime. 17a* De Foe Col.

Jack '1840; 66 It was agreed to spread from the 'field-

path to the road way. 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 254
Through old field-paths we'll war.der. 1883 Chamb. Jrnt.

305 The. .'field properties of a greyhound. 1601 Weever
Mirr. Mart. E vj b, 'Feeld -purging Februarius. 1580
Hollvband Treas.Fr. Tong, Champart, *ftelde rent. 1864
H. Spencer Illustr. Univ. I'rogr.^iS While along the "field-

roads . . the movement is the slowest. 1888 Daily News
11 Sept. 2/5 A fair amount of business is now being trans-

acted in 'field seeds. 1656 J. Harrington Oceana 57
The Youth for 'field-service . . armed and under continual
Discipline. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene ed. 3 n3
On field service.. the same duties are enjoined. 1818 Shel-
ley Rosalind 1110 'Field smells known in infancy. 1799

J. Robertson Agric. Perth, 'Field stones, .were gaft ered
offthe land, where it seemed to be fit fertilise 1892 frnl.
Arc/izol. Inst. No. 194. 155 Small field-stones concreted
with sticky gravel. 1755 Smollett Quix. '1S03 IV. 174
Among these trees we have pitched some 'field -tents. 1849
Johnston Exp. Agric. 60 Such 'field-trials as apj/^r to me
likely to throw light upon it. 1875 G. P. Colley in Encycl.
Brit. II. 595/2 * Field troops [in the Prussian army] in peace
time form the standing army. 1871 Daily _\>rr; 13 Jar,.,

The la-t intermittent French 'fieldwatch ii d^fini' :' ascer-

tained to have quitted. Bondy. 1883 Seebohm Eng. Village
Ccmm. i. 1834.1 4 -^ common 'fieldway give- access to the
strips,

19. Prefixed to the names of many anima'5, birds,

and insects, often in the sense of ' wild ', to indicate

a species found in the open country as op
house or town, as field-a:s, -cricket, -mou:e, -rat,

-slug, -spider; field-duck, the little bustard Otis

tctrax \ found chiefly in France ; field-finch, 'see

quot. j ; field-lark r

s
Alauda arz'cnsis ; field-

martin {Tyrannus carol/nensis] ; field-plover

(Cf.S.^, a name for two species of plover, and for

a sandpiper Bartramia longicanda ; field-spar-

row U.S., Spizclla pusilla or S.agrestis ; field-

titling, t-tortoise Jocular], -vole see quot?.",.

138a Wvclif Jer. ii. 24 A 'feld a.sse vsid in wildernesse.

1600 E. Eloust Hosp. Inc. Focles A iv. Those 'field-

Crickets, -play the parrats so notably. 1868 Wood Homes
U'ithaut //. viii. 161 The black-bodied Field Cricket (Aclte'a

campestrisX 1893 W. H. Hldson La Plata 185 The *field-

finch, Sycalis luteola. 1580 Bak ft A •.v. M 531 A 'field mouse
withalongsnoute. 1861 Mrs. ~S ortos LadyLa G.tu. 69 The
small fieid-mouse, with wide transparent ears, Comes softly

forth. 1563 Turner Herbal 11. 60 b, The roote of Myrrhis
dronken in wyne helpeth the bytynges of 'feldespyders.

1647 H. More Song of Soul' iv. vi, Unlesse that wiser men
make't the field-.spiders loom. 1864 J. C. Atkinson Pro-
vincial names of Birds, "Field Titling, sb., Prov. name for

the Tree Pipit, Anthut arboreus, 1708 Mottelx Rabelais
iv. lxiii, A 'Field-Tortoise, alias, eclip'd a Mole. 1868
Wood Homes without H'. xxxi. 50,3 The Short-tailed Field

Mouse otherwise termed Campagnol or 'Field Vole (Arvi-
cola arvensis).

20. In many names of plants growing in the

fields, as field-bindweed, -forget-me-not, -mush-
room, -rhubarb, etc. ; field-ash [

Pyi us aucu-

parid ; field-basil : see Basil l 2 ; field-brome-
grass {Bromas arvensis ; field-cypress : see

CVP1.ES3I 2 b; field-kale (Sinapis anensis ;

field-madder, + (a] rosemary, b. a common
modem book-name for Sherardia arvensis; field-

nigella or nigel-weed 'Lychnis Githago) ; field-

southernwood 'Artemisia campestris) ; field-

weed rAnthemis Colula, also Erigeron philadel-

phicum, [Syd. Soc. Lex. 1884, ; + field-wood,

V gentian (? = OE.fctd'^yrt.
1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. lxx. 748 'Feelde Ashe, 1866 Treas.

Bet. n3 'Field balm, Calamintha Nepeia. 1825 Locdos
Encycl. Agric. $ 4962. 708 The *field-beet, commonly called

the mangold-wurzel. x84i Miss Pratt Flower. PL IV. 17

*Field Bindweed, .this plant is one of the most troublesome
weeds. 1846 J. Baxter Libr, Pract. Agric. led. 41 1. 369
The . . *field-brome grass . . is found in some of the best

pastures. Ibid. I. 151 The. .large red 'Field Carrot, was
the only rariety employed for agricultural purposes in Eng-
land. 1576 Lyte Dodoens 1. xviii, 28 Called.. in English..

Ground Pyne. and *field Cypres. 1867 Sowerbv Eng. Bot.

VII. io5*Field Forget-me-not, 1861 Miss Pratt Flower.

Pi. IV. 6 'Field Gentian, .contains in every part of it some
of the tonic bitter principle common to the tribe, c 1000

Durham Glens, in Sax. Leechd. III. 305 1 Rosmarinum,
sun deav & bothen & *feld medere. 1861 Miss Pratt
Flower. PL III. 144 Field Madder, Corolla funnel-shaped.

183* I'eg. Subst. Food 331 The 'Field Mushroom . . is the

only species, .cultivated in this country. 1576 Lyte Dodoens
il xi 160 Cockle or *fielde Nigelweede, hath straight..

stemmes. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Lecke degallina, white

'field onion. 1868 Hereman Paxton's Bot Diet., *Field

Rhubarb. 1838 Clarke in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. 163

25
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The bank was . . enamelled with . . the barren Strawberry and
the * Field-Rush. z86i Miss Pratt Flower. PL IV. 48
* Field Scorpion-grass .. the whole plant is rough with
spreading bristles. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ix. § 3. 190
Common Mustarde, or *fielde Senuie. 1776 Withering
Brit. Plants (1796,) III. 709 *Field Southernwood. 1861

Miss Pratt Flower. PI. III. 262 Field Southernwood .. is

a very rare plant . . The involucre is of a purplish brown
colour. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 411
The *field-starof Bethlehem,—a sort of large hyacinth of
the hue of the misletoe. 1303 Gower Con/. II. 262 The
*feldwode and verveine, Of herbes ben nought better

tweine. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. III. 159 *Field
Woodruff, .the flowers are bright blue. Ibid. V. 300 * Field

Wood Rush . . a common plant, .has a straight unbranched
stem.

21. Special comb.: field-abbot (see quot.);

fisld-allowance, an allowance to an officer, and
sometimes to a private, on active service, to meet
the increased expenses attendant thereupon ; field-

artillery, light ordnance fitted for travel and
for active operations in a campaign; t field-bar,

the border or limit of the field in a telescope

;see 16) j field-battery, a battery of field-guns

;

f field-battle, a sham-fight
; f flsld-beast, an

animal used for draught or for ploughing, in pi.

cattle; j field-bishop, transl. F r. evC'tjue des champs,
one who is hanged in chains; f field-breadth,

•brode, a short distance ; field-cannon = field

piece ; field-carriage, the carriage for a field-gun,

its ammunition, etc. ; field-club, an association for

the study of Natural History by outdoor observa-

tion ; field-colours {Mil.), small flags for marking
out the ground for the squadrons and battalions

;

also the colours used by an army when in the field

(cf camp colours) ; field-cornet, ' the magistrate of

a township in the Cape colony ' (Simmonds, 1858)

;

whence field-cornetcy, the territory under the

jurisdiction of a field-cornet; "field-culverin, a

culverin for use in the field of battle (zl.field-piece^. ;

f field-deputy, a representative attached to an
armyin the field; field-derrick (see quot.}; f field-

devil, used by Coverdale, after Ger. feldtetifel

(Lather), as transl. of Ileb. D^TJW $i&irim (A.V.
'satyrs'); field-dressing, appliances for dressing

a wound in the field ; field-driver {see quots.
;

T field-fi^ht, a fight in the open, a pitched battle
;

field-fleck, ? ttonee-wd.
t
a ' spot ' of land

; + field-

foot, ?the right foot (of a hawk' ; field-fort (see

quot.) ; field-fortification, the constructing of

field-works ; also cotter, a fieldwork ; field-geolo-

gist, a geologist who studies by observation in

the field ; field-gun = field-piece ; whence field-

gunner ; field-hand, (a] a slave who works on a

plantation
; {(>) a farm-labourer ; field-hospital,

[a) a moving hospital ; an ambulance
; (//) a tem-

porary hospital erected near a field of battle

;

field-ice, ice that floats in large tracts; ffi^ld-
keeper, a scarer of birds from cornfields; field-

kirk {Antiq.\ repr. O.K. feldcirici) a chapel or

oratory in the fields ; flsld-lens — FlELD-GLASS 3 ;

field-lore, knowledge gained from the fields
;

field-magnet (see quot.); f field-man, one who
lives or works in the fields, (a) a field labourer,

a peasant, also attrib. ; (/*) a lover of field sports

;

+ field-mark, a badge or mark for identification

in the field ; field-master {Hunting), master of

the hounds ; field-naturalist, a naturalist who
studies by outdoor observation ; field-net v.,

trans, to catch (ground game) with nets in the

fields; field-notes, notes made in the field, eg,

by a surveyor, naturalist, etc.; field-park, 'the

spare carriages, reserved supplies of ammunition,
tools, etc. for the service of an army in the field

'

(Wilhelm Mil. Did.) ; field-piece, a light cannon
for use on a field of battle

; f field-place, a level

place, a plain ; cf. Fieldy a. ; field-plot, (a) a

plan of a field or piece of land drawn to a
scale; (/>) a plot of land; 7 field-pondage (see

quot.) ;' field-practice, ' military practice in the

open field' (Ogilv.) ; field-ranger (see quot.);

whence, field-ranging vbl. sb., attrib. (see quot.);

field-reeve (see quots.) ; fiald-roller, a rollerdrawn
over a ploughed field to crush the clods and level

the ground
; 7 field-room, -roomth, open or un-

obstructed space; also fig.* \ field-sconce, a de-

tached earthwork
; 7 field-separation, collect, in

Se. Hist, separatists who attend field-conventicles;

field-show =field-trial \ field-sketching, * the art

or act of sketching in plan rapidly, while in the

field, the natural features of a country' (Cass.);

field-sports, outdoor sports, esp. hunting; 7 field-

staff (see quots.)
; f field-teacher, an instructor in

military exercises ; field-telegraph, one used in

military operations; field train (see quots.); field-

trial, a trial in the open field, esp. of hunting-dogs,

7 field-ware, produce of the fields; the crops;

field-whore, a ' very common whore ' (Halliwell)

;

field-wife, {a) nonce-wd. (see quot. and Gen. xxxiv.

l t
2 ) 1 W = next j field-woman, a woman who

works in the fields; cf.field-man; 7 field-word,
a battle-cry, a watch-word. Also, Field-con-
venticle, Field-day, Field-marshal, etc.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 13/1 *Field-Abbots .. were secular
persons, upon whom the sovereign had bestowed certain
abbeys, for which they were obliged to render military
service. 1853 Stocqueler Mitit. Encycl, Certain extra
allowances are granted to them [officers], according to

their several ranks, and these are denominated *field allow-
ances. 1644 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 123 Two pieces of
*field-artillery upon carriages. 1879 Casselfs 'Peckn. Educ.
III. 308 The broad distinction between the field-artillery

and the garrison-artillery. 1771 Maskelyne in Phil. Trans.
LXI. 538 Let ENWS ..represent the *field-bar of the
telescope. 1875 tr. Comte de Parts' Hist. Civ. War Amer.
I. 450 Several *field-batteries erected in the vicinity of the
arsenal. 1697 Luttrell Brief Pel. (1857) IV. 255 On
Wensday next will be . . a *feild battle. 138a Wyclif
Num. xxxii. 26 Oure . . *feeklbeestis, and howsbeestis
we shulen leeue. 1660 R. Coke Pcnver ty Subj. 185
A freeman who hath Field-beasts valued at thirty pence,
shall pay a Peter-peny. 1708 Motteux Rabelais, Pantag.
Prognost. v, One of those Worthy Persons will go nigh to
be made a *FieId-Bishop, and, mounted 011 a Horse that
was foal'd of an Acorn, give the Passengers a Blessing with
his Legs. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings v. 19 He was gone from
lum a *felde bredth in the londe. — Gen. xxxv. 16 Whan
he was yet a *felde brode from Ephrath. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. V. xix. v. 505 With only "field-cannon, 1871
1 tith". Transactions of the Newbury District *Field Club.
1875 G. C. Davies {title), Rambles and Adventures of our
School Field-Club. 1721 Bailey, * Field colours. 1812
A. Pllmtre Liclttenstein's Trav. I. 67 "Field-cornet .. a
magistrate who decides in the first instance little disputes
that arise among the colonists. 1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r.
Hunting 231, I was asked by a field-cornet what I had in

my wagon. 1890 Pall Malt G. 20 Jan. 2/1 Her [the Dutch
housewife's] brandy liqueur is the praise of the county—or
rather the ' *field-cornetcy. 1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna
109 Long *FieId-CuIvenn. X706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4280
Messieurs Van Collen and Cuper, two of their High Mighti-
nesses 'Field-Deputies. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 838/2
*Field-derrick, one used for stacking hay in the field. 1535
Coverdale 2 Chron. xi. 15 He founded prestes to y" hye
places, & to *feldedeuels. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Field-
dressing. i8»6 CuSHlNG Ncwburyport 119 "Field Drivers,

Moses Somerby, Charles Toppan. 1835 Munieip. Corp. 1st

Rep. App. IV. 2109 The Field Drivers [of Bedford] perform
the duties of a hayward. i860 Bartlett Americanisms,
Field-driver, a civil officer, whose duty it is to take up and
impound swine, cattle, sheep, horses, etc. going at large in

the public highways [etc.]. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commiv. II,

II. xlvi'i. 229 Hog reeves (now usually called field drivers).

1600 Holland Livy 129 Rather a competent guard for

defence of the campe, then a sufficient power to maintain
a *field-fight. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. in. xii. (1712)

124 Field-fights and sea-fights seen in the Air. 189a
Miss J. Barlow Irish Idylls iii. 32 A meagre "field-fleck

and a ramshackle shanty on the hill's wan grey slope.

1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1610/4 Lost, .a Tarsell Gentle with

..the hind Pounce of the *Field-Foot lost. 1775 Ash,
* Field-fort, a lort towards the field ; a fort thrown up in a
field. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortification 6 Those .

.

only wanted for periods not exceeding one or two campaigns
..are termed *Field Fortifications. 1856 Olmsted Slave
States 46 Able-bodied ^field-hands were hired out . . at the

rate of one hundred dollars a year. 1870 Froude Caesar ix.

91 These slaves were not ignorant field hands. 1701 Land.
Gaz. No. 3713/3 Their *Field-Hospital is arrived here.

1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 635 Movable
field hospitals . . to be made of tents. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. i3The*fie!d-ice is oftwo or three fathoms thickness.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bk. iv. fed. 2) 118 The limits

of field-ice in March extend from Newfoundland to the

Southward as faras42° N. latitude. 1620 Markham /«*?«».

Husb. (1625) 95 If your * Field-keeper . . doe vse to shoot off

a Musket, or Harquebush, the report thereof will appeare
more terrible to these enemies of come. 177a T. Simpson
Vermin Killer 19 Field-keepers are necessary pust before

the corn is ripe, a 1035 Laws Cnut. Feci. ix. iii. (Thorpe),

*Feld-cirice, £aer le^er-stow ne six, mid britti^um scillingum.

1857 Mrs. Gaskell C. Bronte (i860) 4 It is probable that

there existed on this ground a field-kirk . . in the earliest

times. 1837 Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 207 The said

slider-holder, with its *field-lens. 1891 S. P. Thompson
Dynamo-El. Mach. fed. 4) 2 Every dynamo, .consists of two
essential parts, a *field-magnet, usually a massive stationary

structure ofiron surrounded by coils of insulated copper wire,

and an armature . . The function of the field-magnet is to

provide a magneticfield ofgreat extent and intensity, c 1440
Secrees 154 Wylde letus pat *feldmen clepyn skarioles. 14.

.

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilck^er 692 llec rustica, a feldman wyfe. c 1475
Babees Bk. (1868) 7 Kutte nouhte youre mete eke as it were
Felde men. c 1575 Balfour's Practicksi 1754) 536 Feild-men

quha has mair nor four ky. 1811 Sir P. Warwick in Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 146 He was. .a laborious hunter, or field-

min. 1689-90 Proc. agst. French in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793)

478 A detachment, .landed . . the 'field-mark being matches
about their left arms. 1680 Loud. Gaz. No. 1525/4 A brown
bay Gelding, .a Field mark of Tar on the Hip. 1893 Daily
'Pel. 14 Nov. 5/5 Lord Robert Manners, .was acting as Afield-

master. 1789 Montagu Let. in G. White Selbome (1877 II.

236 You are a *field-naturalist. 1890 J. Watson Confess.

Poacher v. 62 In *field-netting rabbits, lurchers are equally

quick, i860 MARTi.RTT American is?us, *LieId-notes. 1875
G. P. Colley in Encycl. Brit. II. 579/2 All tools and im-

plements for a company of engineers, and a ' *field-park'.

1590 J. Smythe Concern. Weapons 35 And the next day he
entered the towne and brought in foure and twentie *field

peeces. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 276 A couple
of field-pieces stood pointed towards the barricade. 138a
Wyclif Luke vi. 17 Jhesu.. stood in a 'feeld place. 1659
Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 470 All original maps, *field-

plots, and field books. 1884 Mag. Art Mar. 215/2 The
velvety green of spring-watered field-plots. 1612 Sturte-
vant Metallica (1854) 96 * Field-pondage, is a kind of

Pipeage, which, .conueigheth. .water into seuerall pastures
..and fields, and . . leaueth a pond of water for cattle

and beasts to drink in. 1885 Pall Mall G. 17 June 6,1
1 * Field Rangers' is a term applied to 'speculative builders '

of the lowest class. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,
* Field-ranging Houses, hastily and badly built structures
erected on the outskirts of all large towns and cities by
'jerry-builders'. 1617 Nottingham Rec. IV. 354 Ouer-
seers of the feild or *Field Reeues. 1881 2nd Suppl.
Cumbrld. Gloss., Field Reeve, a person having charge of
a stinted pasture belonging to different owners. 1607 Row-
lands Famous Hist. 48 We will not make our prison in this

place, As long as there is *field-room to be got. 1612
Drayton Poly-olb. xii. 204 Falling backe where they Might
field-roomth find at large, their ensignes to display. 1672
Dryden Cong. Granada |V. i, Which Hearts, for want of
Field-room, cannot bear. 1673 — Marr. a-la-mode 11. i, It

is tolerable when a man has field-room to run from it. 1688
Cait. J. S. Lortifcation 123 *Field-Skonces, and others
Forts with Ramparts. 1680 G. Hickes Spirit of Popery
Pref. 1 Scottish-Nonconformists, especially those of the
'P^ield-Separation. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif 245
It is presumed that the beginner in *field-sketching has
already learned to copy plans. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden)
I. 210 *Field sports, of weh I have ever bin a Lover. 1814
Scott Wav. iv, Field-sports, .the chief pleasure of his own
youthful days. 1721 Bailey, *Field staff, a Staff carried
by Gunners, in which they skrew lighted Matches. 1847
Craig, Field-staff, a weapon carried by gunners, about the
length of a halberd, with a spear at the end, having on
each side ears screwed on, like the cock of a matchlock,
where lighted matches are contained when the gunners
are on command. 1623 Bingham Compar. Rom. <y Mod.
Warres X ij b, Where are our * Field-teachers? Where is

our daily meditation of Armes? 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I.

839/1 The *field-telegraph of the German army consists of
[etc.]. 1875 G. P. Colley in Encycl. Brit. II. 597/2 The
field telegraph detachments .. are trained in peace time to

everything connected with telegraphy. 1816 C James
Milit. Diet. s.v. Train, *Field-train, a body of men con-
sisting chiefly of commissaries and conductors of stores,

which belong to the Royal Artillery. 1864 Burton Scot
Abr. I. iv. 156 A field-train of unusual strength for those
times. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. ty Epigr. (1867)75 *Feelde
ware might sinke or swym. 1730 Ellis Mod. Husbandm.
II. ii. 136 The farmer's corn, and other of his field ware.
c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 794 Hec rustica, a *fyld-

wyfe. 1591 H. Smith Prep. Marriage 35 Not a street-wife,

like Thamar, nor a field-wife, like Dinah ; but a house-wife.

1891 T. Hardy Tess I. 171 A field-man is a personality

afield ; a 'field-woman is a portion of the field. 1645 to

Rushw. Hist. Colt. (1701) iv. I. 42 The "Field-word for the

King was Queen Mary : For the Parliament God our
Strength, a 1693 Urqlhart Rabelais ill. x. 83 Apollo was
the Field-word in the. .Day of that Fight.

Field (ffld), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To go into the field (see Field sb. 2)

;

of a pigeon : To obtain its food from the field.

1868 Darwin AHtm. fy PI. II. 32 Highly improved breeds
of the pigeon will not ' field' or search for their own food.

2. traits, a. To leave (corn) in the field to harden.

b. trans/. To expose (malt-wash or gyle in casks) to

the action of the air and sun to promote oxidation.

1844 Jrul. R. Agric. Soc. V. I, 267 [The oats] after being
well fielded, were thrashed immediately.

f 3. a. intr. To ' take the field ' (,see Field sb. 7)

;

to fight, b. trans. To fight with. Obs.

15JO Lyndesay Compl. 355 And feildit vther, in land and
burgh. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 598 How King Mal-
olme and the Danis feildit agane. 1536 Bellenden Cron.
Scot. (1821) I. 135 It was defendit .. to feild the Romanis
with plane bat tall. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vi, 29 Who, soone
prepard to field, his sword forth drew.

4. intr. To bet on the field (see Field sb. 10 a)

against the favourite.

1886 Daily News 4 June V3 A marked disposition to
* field ' on the Grand Prize of Paris. 1890 Ibid. 19 June 6,

1

The professionals fielded staunchly.

5. a. intr. To act as fielder in base-ball, cricket,

etc. b. trans. To stop and return (the ball).

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 41 Batting,

bowling, and fielding, as if for life. 1880 S. Lakeman What
I saw in Kaffir-Land 57 They fielded for the cannon-shot .

.

as though they were cricket-balls. 1883 Daily Tel. 21 Aug.,

The ball being sharply fielded at cover-point. Mod. Well
fielded, Sir!

Fieldage (frldedj). rare. [f. as prec. + -age.]

(See quot.)

1880 Jersey Weekly Press 23 Oct. 21/6 The fieldage or

twelfth sheaf., upon a portion of land situate on the said

fief.

Field-bed,
1. A portable or folding bed chiefly for use in the

field ; a camp or trestle bedstead.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong., Lid de camp, a field

e

bed. < 1500 Greene Fr. Bacon v. 10 A fair field-bed with

a canopy. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref I. Iv. 604 The Spaniard
.. made his brags, that he had turned the English ensigns

into Spanish field-beds, i7»8 De Foe Capt. Carleton (1841)

33 He ordered his field-bed to be put up near the powder.

2. A bed in the open field or upon the ground.

1591 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 11. i. 40 He to my truckle bed,

This Field bed is to cold for me to sleepe. 1645 G. Daniel
Poems Wks. 1878 II. 42 The night is fled, and Daye's best

Chorister Kickes his feild-Bed with Scorne. i7$4A. Murphy
Grays-Inn Jrul. No. 100 He was making his Brags that

he had been in a Field-bed with a young Lady, whose

Brother was present.

attrib. 1599 Massinger, etc. OldLaw \\. ii, A 'strumpet

and a ' whore'. .And such fine field-bed words.

Field-book.
1. A book for use in the field.

a. The book in which a land-surveyor notes

down the measurements as taken in the field. .



FIELD-CONVENTICLE. 195 EIELDWARD.
1616 A. Rathborne Surveyor 136 The order of making of

a necessary and fitting Field-booke. 1685 Petty Willp. vn,

Maps and field-books, the copies of the Downe-survey. 1777
Barmby Inclos. Act 9 A proper field book of the said town-
ship. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 64 Enter the measures
in a field-book.

b. A botanist's or naturalist's book for preserv-

ing collected specimens while in the field.

1848 \V. Gardiner Flora 0/ Forfarshire 56 To preserve

good specimens, the collector would require to be provided
with a field-book. 1849 Balfour Alan. Bot. § 1229(1855)659.

2. (See quot.)

1853 Lytton My Novel ni. xxix, My great-grandfather
kept a Field-Book, in which were entered, .the names of all

the farmers, and the quantity of land they held.

Fie:ld-COnve*nticle. An open air religious

meeting. See Conventicle 4 c.

1678 Marvell Corr. ccclxi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 631 They [the

Scots] still continue their . . field conventicles, a 1715 [see

Conventicle sb. 4 cj. a 1806 C. J. Fox Hist. 129 The
punishment of death .. had formerly attached upon the

preachers at field conventicles only.

trans/. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I. 21 If we bad .

.

grave officers and judges, erected to restrain poetical licence

. .we shou'd have field-conventicles of lovers and poets.

Hence Fie ld-conventicle v., intr., to frequent

or hold field-conventicles. Field-conventicler,
one who attends or frequents field-conventicles.

1680 G. Hickes Spirit of Pofiery Pref. 3 They [the Scotch]
began to Field-Conventicle. Ibid. 67 "Jus ftof>uli viuJicatum,
and Naphthali are the Pocket-books of the Field-Conven-
ticlers. 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2221/1 Those Enemies of
Christianity as well as Government and Humane Society,

The Field Conventiclers.

Fie'ld-day:.
1. Mil. A day on which troops are drawn up for

exercise in field evolutions ; a military review.

1747 Scheme Equip. Men of War 32 These periodical

Intervals of eating and drinking . . are to the Citizens as it

were Field Days, for improving, .their Valour. 1832 Regul.
Instr, Cavalry m. 62 Almost every movement at a Field
Day should be followed by an Advance in Line. 1869 E. A.
Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3I 624 Our present field-days

represent the very acme and culminating point of war.

b. transf. &nd jig. A day occupied with brilliant

or exciting events.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xx, The mean pomp and
ostentation which distinguish our banquets on grand field-

days. 1857 Hughes Tom Brotvn n. viii, This terrible field-

day passed over without any severe visitations in the shape
of punishments. 1864 Knight Passages Work. Life I. i.

209 Thursday . . is to be a great field-day in the Commons.
2. A day spent in the field.

a. Hunting. A day on which the hunt meets.
1823 Byron Juan xm. cviii, Sometimes a dance (though

rarely on field days, For then the gentlemen were rather
tired).

b. ' A day when explorations, scientific investiga-

tions, etc., as of a society, are carried on in the

field* {Cent. Diet).

Fielded (frlded), ppl. a. [f. Field v. +
-ed 1

.]

1. Engaged in a field of battle ; fighting in the

open field, as opposed to ' protected by a fort \
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iv. 12 We with smoaking swords may

march from hence To helpe our fielded Friends. 1808 J.
Barlow Columb. v. 760 Untrench'd . . they dare oppose Their
fielded cohorts to the forted foes.

2. Cricket. Of a ball : Stopped and returned from
the field. Also transf.

1884 Anstey GianCs Robe xxxviii, ' I can hold on till the

night itself, Bertie, my boy !' with a cleverly fielded yawn.
Mod. That was a well fielded ball

!

t Fie'lden, a. and sb. Obs. Also fleldon(e.

[f. Field sb. + -en 4.] A. adj.

1. Level and open.
1604 Edmonds Observ. Cesar's Comm. no Footemen are

not onely of importance in fielden countries, but are neces-

rarie also in mountenous or woodie places, 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. (1681) 15 Wheat in the Fielden Country is

subject to Mildews.

2. Consisting of fields.

1623 Favine Theat. Hon. 111. ii. 336 The whole Uniuersitie

being then a fielden and woodie Wildernesse.

3- Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the field

(see Field sb. 2) ; rural, rustic.

1620 tr. Boccaccio 's Decameron i6t Of a fielden clownish
lout he would needs now become a judge of beauty. 1620

Brinsley Virgil 58/2 Now will I meditate a fielden Muse
(viz. a pastorall song) with my slender reed. 1623 Favine
Theat. Hon. vn. xiii. 271 With Fagot-sticks they erected a
poore Fielden Lodging.

B. absol. or sb. Field land.

1621-51 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. m. 261 Our Townes are

generally bigger in the woodland than the fieldone. 1649
Blithe Eng. hnprov. Impr. (1653) 15 Those that use to fetch

their seed out of Chilterne into other parts or Countries of

the Fieldon, 1712 J. Morton Nat. Hist. Northampt. 7
Tillage-land, or Fielden.

Fielder (frldsi). [f. Field sb. and v. + -er!.]

f 1. One who works in the field (see Field
sb. 4). Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xviii. 103 Folke hope sowers [z>. r.

felders] and shupmen.
2. Sporting. One who backs the field against the

favourite.

1853WHYTE Melville DigbyGrand I. vi, I accommodate
a vociferous fielder with six to four in hundreds.

3. Cricket and Baseball. = Fieldsman.

Fieldfare (frldfeaj). Forms: 1 feldeware,
4-7 feld(e)fare, (4 feldyfare, feldifer, 5-7
fel(e)fare, 6 feldifair, 7 felfar, feldefer, velde-
fare, 8 feldifire, 9 fell-fare, dial, felverd), 7-
fieldfare. \}A\i. feldefare (4 syll. in Chaucer) :—

?

OE. ^feldefare (miswrittcnyt'/i/Wotfr, only once oc-

curring). Of obscure formation; app. it means
' field-goer ', f.feld Field +far- (see Fare v.) ; but
the presence of the middle syllable is not accounted
for, and this, with the divergent spelling in theOE.
gloss, suggests possibility of corruption from popular
etymology.
Not related to OK.feala-,feolnfor, of unknown origin, in

glosses rendering onocrotalus (pelican), porphyrio (some
water-bird), and iorax (of unknown meaning}. This must
have been the name of some large bird.]

A species of Thrush ( 7 urdus pilaris), well known
as a regular and common autumnal visitor through-

out the British Islands.

a 1100 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 287 Scoreltus, clodhamer and
feldeware. c \^z%Gloss. in Ret. Ant. II. 78 The feldefare, la
greue. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 1 83 Fesauns & feldfares. c 1381
Chaucer Pari. Foules 364 The frosty feldefare. c 1450
Holland Hoivlat 228 The Feldifer in the forest. 1562
Turner Herbal 11. 25 a, At the tyme of yeare the feldefares

fede only of Iuniper berries the people Kate the feldefares

undrawen. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. xxv. xxii.

(1678) 621 It feeds on pepper, as the. . Fetfars with us do upon
Ivy-berries, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 82 Such
long wing'd hawks were not to be cast of to fly after field-

fares. 1694 Acct, Sweden 7 Small Birds, .of the bigness of
Veldefares. 1785 Cow per Needless Alarm 20 Berries. .With
which the field-fare, wintry guest, is fed. 1810 Scott Lady
ofL. in. v, The fieldfare framed her lowly nest. 1852 M.
Arnold Poems, Tristram * fseult, Hollies . .With scarlet

berries gemm'd, the fell-fare's food.

altrib. 1681 Chetham Anglers Vade-vi. xxxv. § 3 (1689)

227 The Feather of a Felfare quill.

b. Provc7-b. (See Farewell int. 2 b.)

c 1374, c 1400 [see Farewell]. 1560 Rolland Cri. Venus
iv. 718 Gude nicht now feldifair, Fair on fond fuill.

Fieldful (fNdful). [f. Field ^. + -ful.] As
much as will grow in a field.

1889 Cornh. Mag.- July 51 A single frost will turn a whole
fieldful black.

Field-glass, [f. Field sb. + Glass.]
1. A binocular telescope for use in the field.

1836 Wellington Let. 8 Oct. in Stanhope Conversations,
I send you one of my field-glasses. 1880 Ouida Moths I. 20
A prolonged gaze through a friend's field-glass.

2. ' A small achromatic telescope, usually from
20 to 24 inches long, and having from three to six

joints' (Ogilv.).

3. That one of the two lenses forming the eye-

piece of an astronomical telescope or compound
microscope, which is the nearer to the object glass.

1831 Brewster Optics xli. 340 A larger lens than any of

the other two, called the field-glass. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc.

1. ii. 40 An amplifying lens by which the field of view is en-

larged, .is. .called a field -glass.

Fielding, sb. dial. [f. Field sb. + ? -ing* ; but

cf. Fielden.] (See quot.)

1847 yrnt. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 11. 265 The north-west
sandy districts or fieldings.

Fielding (f/ldirj\ vbl.sb. [f. Field v. + -lng ]
.]

1. The action of the vb. Field.

a. The action or process of exposing com, malt,

etc. to the action of the air. Also atlrib.

1848 fml. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 501 The wheat is harvested
much greener. .Six or seven days is as much fielding as is

usually given. 1875UKE Diet. Arts III. 1076 When fielding

is resorted to [in making vinegar], it must be commenced in

the spring months . . The fielding method requires a much
larger extent of space . . than the stoving process.

fb. The action of taking the field or fighting.

1526 in Pitcairn Crim, Trials I. 237* Ffor. .Insurrectioune
and Feilding aganis Johne Duke of Albany.

C. Cricket and Baseball. The action of stopping

or recovering and returning the ball.

1859 All Year Round No. 13. 306 Their fielding was first-

rate. 1862 J. Pycroft Cricket Tutor 81 Long-stopping re-

quires clean fielding. 1884 H. C. Runner in Harper s Mag.
Jan. 299/1 Somebody will do a little neat fielding [in base-
ball].

2. Comb., ffielding-piece —field-piece ; field-

ing-plane, 'a plane used in sinking the margin
round a panel ' (Jam.).
1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804") 132 They . . came . . in sicht

of thair enemie, with twa feilding peeces of guns. 1646 in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. I. 400 The Army followed up after

the Fielding Pieces.

t Fieldish, a. Obs. [f. Field sb. f -ish.] a.

Inhabiting the fields, b. Level and open.
a 1541 Wyatt ''My Mothers maides* 2 They sing a song

made of the feldishe mouse. 1587 M. Grove Pelops <y Hipp.
(1878)31 If there be any wyght that mindes to trye By course
of charets on the fieldish playne.

Fieldite (frktoit). Min. [{.Field, name of the

geologist who first examined it + -jte.] A variety

of tetrahedrite.

1868 Dana Min. 104 Kenngott has named it Fieldite.

t Fie*ld-la:nd. Obs. a. A level plain. OE.
only. b. Level and unenclosed land.
c 1000 ./Elfric Deut. i. 7 Farab to Amorrea dune & to

obrum feld landum. 1669 Worudge Syst. Agric. (1681) 35
Champain or Field-land. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 234 Field

I
Lands are not exempted from Mil'.dews. 1710 Loud. Gaz.

No. 4674/7, 65 Acres of . . Pasture inclosed, and 80 Acres of
Field Land.

Fie'ld-ma'rshal. [After Q.feld-marschall ]
The title of a military officer of high rank.

1. In continental armies {=>Ger.feldmarschall, F.
marshal de camp). In 16th c. and early 17th c ,

an officer subordinate only to the ' captain-general

'

or ' general ', and charged with the control of the
encampment and sustenance of the army. As in

the case of other designations of military rank, the

application greatly changed in the 1 7th and follow-

ing centuries. At present, in German-speaking
countries and in others (e. g. Russia) which have
adopted the term, it is the highest military title,

superior to that of general.

[1579 Digoes Siratioticos 126 As shall be ordayned by the
Marshals of the fielde. a 1587 Garrard Art War (1591)
234 The high Marshall of the fielde, or maister of the Campe.]
16x4 Selden Titles Hon. 325 The Tribuni Militum 'as it

were, Field Marshalls'. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3692/2 Count
Muttoni. .isentred into the Emperor's Service, who has made
him Lieutenant Field-Marshal-General. 1706 Ibid. No.
4201/2 Field- Marshal-General Herbeville continued there.

1710 Whitworth Acc. Russia (1758) 66 He was made Prince
of the Empire in 1706 .. and Felt Marshal in 170-9. 1848
W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. I. 475 The Russian
army . . bad passed under the command of Field-marshal
Paskewitch,

2. In the British army, a general officer of the

highest rank.
The title was first conferred in 1736 (see quot.); since then

the army has always had a few field-marshals, either mem-
bers of the royal family or generals who have rendered dis-

tinguished services. The Army List for 1894 gives the names
of six officers of this rank.

1736 Gent. Mag. VI. 56 D. of Argyle, and E. of Orkney,
Field-Marshals of Great Britain. 1844 AV^?//. fyOrd. Army
29 A Field-Marshal is to be saluted with the Standards
and Colours of all the Forces, except the Horse and Foot
Guards.

Hence Fie ld-Marslialslup.
1855 in Gcilv ie Supp I. 1864 in Worcester (citing Q.RevX
Fie'ld-mee ting, [f. Field sb. + Meeting.]
•j-1. A hostile meeting in the open air ; a duel.

1603 H. Crosse Verities Commw. (1878) 14 Whose hot
bloud. .cannot be cooled without reuenge and field- meetings.

2. A religious meeting in the open air. Hist.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V lvii, The first S ts
.

.

Had such feild-meetings. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xv, He.

.

had been present at a field-meeting at Crochmade. 1882 J.
Taylor Sc. Covenanters 72 The bishops sought . . to deter

the people from frequenting the field-meetings.

Hence Field-mee'ter, one who attends or fre-

quents field-meetings (sense 2).

1680 HrcKERiNGiLL Meroz 29 No Thanks .. to the Con-
venticlers and Field-meet ers, they show'd their good Will.

Fie'ld-night. A night marked by some im-

portant gathering, discussion, etc. Cf. Field-day.
1861 Falkirk Herald 2 Mar., Yesterday night was a field

night.. the beauty of Falkirk was in the Corn Exchange.
1880 Trevelyan Early Hist. Fox v. 196 The debate was
remembered as the greatest field night . . for a generation.

Field Officer. * An officer above the rank of

captain, and under that of general' (Stocqueler").

1656 J. Harrington Oceana 127 A .. field-officer shall

be elected . . by the Scruteny of the Council of War. 1724
Lond. Gaz. No. 6310/2 All the Field Officers having the

Honour of being admitted to his Table. 1804 Wellington
in Gurw. Desp. III. 549 A field officer shall not hold an
office upon the staff, i860 Tyndall Glac. 138 One peak
stood like a field-officer with his cap raised above his head.

Hence Field-o'fficerism.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1857) II. in. v. vi. 310 Spanish
Field-officerism struck mute at such cat-o'-mountain spirit.

Fieldon, var. Fielden sb. Obs.

Field-pre*acher. [f. Field sb. + Preacher.]
One who preaches in the open air.

1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 148 Balfour ..is a
Scotch fie Id-preacher. 1755 Connoisseur No. 86 The spirited

harangues of our . . field-preachers. 1859 Stonehouse Ax-
holme 209 He [Wesley] commenced field preacher ; and
itinerancy followed as a natural consequence.

Field-preaching, [f. Field sb. + Preach-
ing.] The practice of preaching in the open air

;

an instance of this.

1739 Wesley Wks. (1872) 1. 185 Our Lord's Sermon on the

Mount (one pretty remarkable precedent of field-preachingi.

1814 Scott Wav. xxxv, Have you . . left a great part of your
command at a field-preaching? 1883 J. Taylor Sc. Cove-
nanters 72 At first, these field-preachings were peaceable.

Fieldsman (fHdzmcen). [f. Field sb. + Man.]
a. Cricket. One of the side which is in the field

;

a fielder, b. (See quot. 1823.)
1823 ' Ion Bee' Slang 206 Fieldsmen (turf) —those who

make it a rule to give odds against the favorite, or any
particular horse; they are considered very knowing. 1824

Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 176 An uncertain

hitter, but a good fieldsman. 1850 ' Bat' Crick. Man. 40

The positions of the Fieldsmen are arranged according to

efficiency. 1881 Daily News 9 July 2 A possible catch to a

more plucky fieldsman.

Fieldspar, obs. form of Feldspar.

Fieldward, -wards (fT'ldwgjd, -z), adv. [f.

Field sb. + -ward(s.] Towards the fields, in the

direction of the fields.

X820 Keats Isabella xxxix, Glossy bees at noon do field-

ward pass. 186a Calverley Verses $ Tr. 82 Fieldward

winds the lowing herd. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) I, 277

Mv commonest walk was fieldwards.
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FIELD-WORK.

Field-wo rk. [f. Field sb. + Work.]
L Work done in the field or in the fields.

1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. {1783) III. 277 In Peru ..

negroes.. are employed in field-work. 1844 Marg. Fuller
Worn, igt/t C. (1862)35 Those who think it impossible for
negresses to endure field-work. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field
Fortif. 245 The beginner in field-sketching .. should com-
mence his field-work in a road. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I.

x. iog Mr. Kennedy., used October and November for Arctic
field-work. 1891 N. Crane Baseball vi. 43 There is no depart-
ment of the game so full of life., as field work.
2. Mil. A temporary work or fortification thrown

up by troops operating in the field.

1819 Rees Cycl., Field-works are. .for the most part, formed
by the excavation of the soil. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field
Fortif, 169 The manner of attacking field-works is very
different from that employed in the attack of fortresses.

t Fieldy, a. Ol>s. [f. Field sb. + -y *.]

1. Level, open ; exposed.
C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 214 [Crist] stood in a

fieldi place, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 280 In the feeldi placis
of Moab. 1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Gamer
III. 238 In fieldy lands rather than in bushy and woody
places. 1598 Florio, Piaggioso. .fieldie.

2. That grows in or inhabits the fields.

1382 Wyclif Wisd. xix. 18 Feeldi wilde thingus in to watri
ben turned. 1598 Florio, Camporeccio, fieldie, that growes
in the fields.

3. Forming a field or fields. Cf. Field sb. 12 a.
1598 Sylvester Dn Bartas 11. i. iv. IIandie-Crafts 451 In

fieldy clouds he vanisheth it away.

Fiend (find). Forms : 1-2 fe'ond, north, fiond
{pi. fiend, fynd, feond, fond, north, fiond, fion-
das ; dat. sing, fiend, fynd, fe^onde), 3-4 feond
(//. feond, fiend, feondes), 3 feont, fond, south.
veond), 2-7 fande, (3 font), 3-6 flnd'e, 3-7
feind(e, (4 south, vyend), 4-6 feynd, fynd(e,
(5 fynt\ 4-7 feende, (4 fende, 7 feigne), 8 Sc.
flent, fint, 4- fiend. [Com. Teut. : O¥..feond=
OYris. //and, OS. ffond, ftund (MDu. viant, Du.
vijand), OHG. fiant ^MHG. vtent, vint, mod.G.
feind), ON.jjdnde {Sw. fiende, Va./jende), Goth.
fi/ands; originally the pr, pple. of O Tout. *f'j.'jan
(OE. feogean, OHG. fihi, OX. fjd, Goth, fijan)
to hate. The formation is parallel with that of
Friend.]

f 1. An enemy; foe. Ohs.
Beowulf 2289 Stone ba after stane, steareheort onfand

feondes fotlast. cMRushw. Gasp. Matt. v. 43 Hate bine
fiond [c 1000 and c 1160 feond]. c 1050 ByrhtfertlCs Handboc
in Anglia VIII. 323 Gefiit^eorne & godes fynd. a 1175
Colt. Horn. 231 Hi tweone frend and fend. aizz$Ancr. R.
oSUeond bet bunched freond is swike oueralleswike. exxm
K. I!runnr Medit. 1124 And be fende bonde to make to^.
1340 Ayenb. 19 He ys wel renay bet J^et land pet he halt of
his lhorde deb into pe hond of his uyende.
2. spec. The arch-enemy of mankind; the devil.

More fully: fiend of hell, foul fiend, old fiend.
t Fiend's limb ^limb of Satan (see Limb).
a 1000 Hymns viii. 25 (Gr.) Du fiond Keflamdest. c 1000

Sax. Leechd. II. 294 Hit eac deah wib feondes costungum
yflum. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 67 Ure fond nefre ne linnen
[cease] for to fonden us mid sunnen. a 1225 St. Marker. 1

Ouercomen ant akasten. .be feont. a 1300 Cursor M. 1056
(Cott.) Cairn was be findes fode. c 1340 Cursor M. 14880
(Trin.) Leuer had |>ei se be fend of hclle pen him amonges
hem to dwelle. c 1380 Wyclif .SV/. Wks. III. 357 It fallib
ofte . . ^>at a tyraunt and a fendis lyme is put bifore a lyme
of Crist. 1393 Langi.. /'. PI. C. xxi. 18 Fecche |>at be
feond cleyme£>. c 1460 Play Sacram. 053, I shalle yow
blysse to saue yow alle from the fendis blame. 1515 Scot.
Field 598 xwChetham J//V.(i8s6) II, What it is to be false,
and the finde serve ! 1526 Tindale Luke viii. 29 And was
caryed of the fende into wildernes. 1605 Shaks. Learnt, vi.

9 lieware the foule Fiend. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 233 The
Gates, .belching outrageous flame -since the Fiend pass'd
through. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 09. 3/2 Drugs of more Force
..Than e'er was conceiv'd, by the subtil Old Fiend. 1848
Mrs. Jameson Sacr. <y Leg. Art (1S50) 64 The fiend is the
worst part of the picture.

b. In forms of asseveration or execration : + The
fiend on thee I The foul fiend ! Also Sc. Fient
a (crum, etc.), fient ane, haet = * Devil, never a one,
crumb, whit ', etc.

a 1568 A. Scott Poems (1820) 51 Feind a crum of the scho
fawis. 1637 B. Jonson Sail Sheph. 11. ii, O, the feind, and
thee 1 Gar, take them hence, a 1774 Fergusson Rising of
Session Poems (1845) 29 The fient ane there but pays his
score. 1787 Burns 'Viva Dogs 16 The fient a pride, nae
pride had he. Ibid. 180 Fient haet o' them 's ill-hearted
fellows.

1
18x8 Scott Br. Lamm, vi, What the foul fiend

can detain the Master so long?
3. An evil spirit generally; a demon, devil, or

diabolical being; more hi\\yfiend of hell.
a iooo Guthlac 392 (Gr.) No ba:r j>a feondas *efeon J>orfton.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 Ah a ^er is waning and graming .

.

and feonda bitinga. c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 2961 It was on fendes
wise wro^t. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. Prol. 10 Ffreres and
feendes been but lyte a-sonder. c 1440 Generydes 2520 But
suerly they be fendez. 1509 Hawes Conv. Swearers 24 To
redeme you from the fendes of hell. 1605 Camden Rem. 7
They yellen as fends do in hell. 1694 F. Bragge Disc.
Parables iv. 152 Revenge . . makes a man a fiend incarnate.
1738 Wesley Psalms Ivii. 4 Infiam'd with Rage like Fiends
in Hell. 1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar. vi, A frightful fiend
Doth close behind him tread. 1840 Macaulay Ranke Ess.

(1854) 545/1 I" tne language of Goethe's scoffing fiend.

4. transfi a. A person of superhuman wickedness.
(Now only with reference to cruelty or malignity. 1

c izzo Bestiary 450 For wo so .. oenkeO iuel on his mod

196

fox he is and fend iwis. c 1300 Havelok 2229 He with his
hend Ne drop him nouth, that sor fend. 1393 Langl. P. PI.C xxm. 58 Freres folweden bat feonde [Antichrist] ^1475
Rauf Coityar 892 Fy on that foull Feind [sc. Mahoun].
1590 Si'Enser F. Q. 11. vi. 50 That cursed man, that cruel
feend of hell. 1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope 1. 327 Where
human fiends on midnight errands walk. 1875 W. S. Hay-
ward Love agst. World 45 He is at times a perfect fiend.

b. f A grisly monster (e.g. a dragon) {obs.).

Also applied to baleful or destructive influences or
agencies personified.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 597 It is playnly your purpos . .With

suche fyndes to fight. 1590 Spenser F\ Q. i. i. 22 Whose
corage when the feend [the monster Errour] perceivd to
shrinke. 1784 Cowper Task ji. 1S5 He calls for famine,
and the meagre fiend Blows mildew from between his
shrivel'd lips.

C. Applied with jocular hyperbole to a person
or agency causing mischief or annoyance.
162 1 Burton Anal. Mel. in. ii. n. iv. (1845) 545 If you do

but stir abroad, these fiends [sc. women; transl. umbras in
Petronius] are ready to meet you at every turn. 1807-8
W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 305 It is that fiend Politics, Asem—that baneful fiend, which bewildereth every brain. 1870
Lowell Study Wind.,Stuinburne''s 'Brag. (1871) 162 This
sorcery which the fiend of technical imitation weaves about
his victims. Mod. The autograph-fiend ; the cyclist-fiend

;

the interviewer-fiend ; the newsboy-fiend ; the organ-fiend.

d. A kind of firework.

1634 J. Bate Myst. Nat. % Artu. 75 How to make fiends,
or fearefull apparitions.

5. cittrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., asfiend-
breed, -face. b. objective, as fiend-compelling,
-faying adjs. c. instrumental, as fiend- begotten,
-drawn, -tenanted, ~tledadjs. d. originative,asyfe//a'-

bom adj. e. parasynthetic, asfiend-hearted adj.

1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. iv. v, Aught that .. Yon *fiend-
begotten monk can tell. 1802 Scott Thomas the Rhymer in.
J 8 in Minstr. Scot. Border II. 289 Brangwain was there ..

And *fiend-born Merlin's gramarye. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng.
11. xiii. (1597) 62 Brute . . suppressed so the state Of all the
"Fiend-breed Albinests. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860)
II. 108 Solomon achieved his 'fiend -compel ling wonders by
its aid. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 126 As one checks
a 'hend-drawn charioteer. 1879 Browning Ned Bratts 56
Horrified, hideous, frank *fiend-faces ! 1664 H. More Myst.
Lniq. xviii. 69 The * Fiend-fraying Holy-water. 1847 Craig,
*Fiendhearted, having a very wicked or depraved heart.
1892 Daily Ncivs 21 Sept. 5/5 Who was grasping his *fiend-
tenanted fiddle so firmly by the throat. 1754 Armstrong
Forced Ma n-iage iv. 1 Misc. (1770) II. 80 My quick revenge
Shall hurst this *fiend-tied most unnatural knot.

t Pie*nden, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -EN 4.]

= Fiendish.

_
c 1315 Shoreham 85 I-schelde ous . . Fram alle fendene

jewyse. 13 . . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 224 Fylter fenden folk
forty dayez lencbe.

t Fie'ndful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-FUL.] Proceeding from fiendish agency.
c 1590 Maklowe Faust. Final Chorus, Faustus is gone,

regard his hellish fall Whose fiendful fortune may exhort
the wise. 1832 in Webster.
I Fence Pie-ndfully adv. 1847 in Craig.

Fiendhead. [-head] «= Fiendship b.

1830 Westm. Rev. XII. 356 He will find a more flattering
treatment of his fiend-head.

Fiendish, (frndiji, a. [f. as prec. + -ish.]

Resembling, or characteristic of, a fiend ; super-
humanly cruel and malignant.
1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1187/1 This woman

was so fendish. 1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar. vn.6 It hath a
fiendish look. 1801 Southey Thalaba viii. x, Through the
vampire corpse He thrust his lance .. And .. Its fiendish
tenant fled. 1823 Prai;d Troubadour \\. 563 And Satan will
grin with a fiendish glee. 1871 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1.

74 The fiendish brutalities practised by him.
trans/. 1836 Kjngsley Lett. I. 35 The wavy lightning

glared over the sea with fiendish light.

Hence Fiendishly adv. ; Fiendishness
1613 Up. Hall Holy Panegyricke 39 Those Dames which

vnder a cloke of modestie .. hide nothing but pride, and
fiendishnesse. 1801 Southey Thalaba 11. xvii, A smile That
kindled to more fiendishness Her hideous features. 1879
Black Macleod 0/ D. viii, A calm and dignified silence is

the best answer to the fiendishness of thirteen.

Fiendism (frndiz'm\ rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-ism.] Fiendish spirit or manner.
185a LD. Cockburn Circuit Journeys 1 1888) 380 The wretch

maintained his domestic fiendism to the last.

t Ficndkin. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -kin,
dim. suffix.] A little fiend or evil spirit.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvm. 371 Fendes and fendekynes
bifor me shulle stande.

Fiendlike, a. [f. as prec. + -like.] a. Re-
sembling a fiend, b. Characteristic of a fiend.

1605 Shaks. Macb.v. viii. 69 His Fiend-like Queene ; Who
. .by selfe and violent hands, Tooke off her life. 17x6 Rowe
Ode Neiu Year 19 Ev'ry Fiend and Fiend-like Form. 1774
Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry I. 160 The last circumstance
recalls a fiend-like appearance drawn by Shakspeare. 1804
J. Grahame Sabbath 591 Their little ones, Tremble beneath
the white man's fiend-like frown ! 1854 I. S. C. Abbott
Napoleon (1855) I. viii. 150 With fiendlike ferocity they
hurled themselves upon each other.

Fiendly (ffndli), a. [OE. fiondlic, i. feond,
Fiend + -//<-, -ly 1

.]

1 1- Hostile, unfriendly. Obs.
After the OE. period perh. always with mixture of sense 2.

c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 168 Hosticus, itel hostilis,
feondiic. c J175 /.ami. Horn. 107 [W]e majen purh godes
fulste pa fondliche sunnan mid icompe ouercuman. c 1*05
Lay. 8660 He fusde heom to mid feondliche strengoe. c 1386

FIERCE.

Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <$ T. 750 He semed frendly..
But he was fendly, both in werk and thought. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xvi. xvi, He ranne vpon his broder as a
fendly man. a 1529 Skelton Image Hypocr. 346 To feyne
yourselves frindley And be nothinge but fyndly.

2. Resembling or befitting a fiend; fiendlike,

devilish, diabolical.
C1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 605 This feendly

wrecche. .Out of his bosom took a bechen cole. (1422 Hoc-
cleve Jereslans' Wife 784 It manly is to synne, But feendly
is longe lye ther-ynne. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xi. i, An
horryble & a fyendly dragon. £-1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd.
Manners (157°) G v, This is their chiefe study and findly
pollicy. 156a Phaer A^neid. viii. Y j b, Cacus fiendly sprite.

1801 Southey Thalaba ix. xxvii, 'Curse thee!' cried the
fiendly woman. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam viii. xxi, Yes it

is Hate, that shapeless fiendly thing. 1831 Wilson in Biackw.
Mag. XXX. ss4 You talk as if you suspected the Peers of
having profited by the Fiendly Advice.

Hence Pie'ndliness, the state of being fiendly.
i860 Lit. Churchm. VI. 264/1 The ferocious fiendliness to

which the whole, .population had been brought.

t Fie'ndly, adv. Forms : 1 f6ondlice, 3
-liche. [Oh. feondl/ee, f. fe'ond, Fiend + -lice,

-ly 2
.] In a fiendly manner, a. Like an enemy,

angrily, b. Like a fiend, terribly.
a 1000 Juliana 118 Gr.) Hyre ba burh yrre ageaf andsware

fa;der feondlice. c 1205 Lay. 85 Vt of ban fehte be was
feondliche stor, Eneas the due mid ermde at-wond.

t Fiend-rese. Obs. [OE. fiondrms, f. feond,
Fiend + r&s, Rese.] Fierce or hostile onset.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 900 iGr.) Ic fracofilice feondras

jefremede. c 1*05 Lay. 23960 Frolle him to fusden mid his
feond rKse.

t Fie*nd-scathe. [OE. f/ondseaSa, -sceatSa, f.

fe'ond, Fiend + scada, seeada enemy.] A monster.
Beowulf 554 Me to grunde teah fah feondsca6a. c 1205

Lay. 26039 Aris feond-scade to bine saeie-si8e.

Fiendship(0~-ndjip). [OE.feondscipe, {.fe'ond,

Fiend + -scipe, -ship.] fa,. Enmity (obs.). b.
[A new formation.] The personality of a fiend.

rooo tr. Baeda"s Hist. in. xiv. (189c 208 He . . Ra^dwaldes
feondscipe fieah. c 1205 Lay. 22966 3'i( on uolke feond-scipe
arere3 an a;ur a;i time bitweone twon monnen. 1874 M. & F.
Collins Frances I. 104 If we may believe his Fiendship.

-1 Fiend-Slaught. Obs. In 3 feond-slaeht.
[ME. feond- slve ht, f. feond, Fiend + ^e/// = OE.
sleaht slaughter ] Slaughter of foes.

( 1205 Lay. 16456 Fare we heom to-3a;nes & makien feond
sla;htes.

tFie*nd-th.ews,.^.//. Obs. [ME.feon-dc7oses,
f. feon[d, }, lExn + $ea7ves, pi. of $eawt OE. tSeaw
manner.] Evil-conduct.
c 1205 Lay. 579 Monie J>ar feollen burh heora feon-5ewas.
Fier, var. of Feek sbA 2, Feik, Fehe a. Obs.

t Fierce,^- Her. Obs. (See quot.)
1634 Peacham Gcntl. Exerc. 1 tr. 144 This [the Pale] in

ancient time was called & fierce, and you should then have
blazed it thus, hee beares a fierce Sables, between two
fierces, or.

Fierce (fi«Js), a. Forms : 3-6 fers(e, (4 firs},

4-6 flers(e, fyers(e, 6 fearce, *se, (5 feres, -ys,

fuerse, furse, 5-6 feers(e, 6 fayrse, ferae), 3-
flerce. See also Feer a. [a. OF. fers,fiers in

same senses, nom. form offer, fier {mod.F. fier
proud) = Vrov.fer, It. and Sp.fiero :—h.ferus wild
(of an animal), untamed, fierce.]

1. Of formidably violent and intractable temper,
like a wild beast ; vehement and merciless in anger
or hostility.

Less emphatic, and less associated with the notion of
wanton cruelty, than Ferocious, which was never used,
like this word, in a good sense (see 2).

a. of persons, their dispositions or attributes.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2197 Nembrot. .was fers, prud, and fell.

r»374 Chaucer A net. fy Are. t Yow fiers god of armes
Mars the rede. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 26 Hys syght and
regarde fyers & malycyous. 1570 B. Googe Pop. h'iugd. 10
With countenaunce ferce and grim. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iv.

57 A Souldier . . not fierce and terrible Onely in strokes.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 44 Moloc .. the fiercest Spirit That
fought in Heav'n; now fiercer by despair. 1712-4 Pope
Rape Lock iv. 7 Tyrants fierce that unrepenting die. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxviii, Montoni turned
upon him with a fierce and haughty look. 1812 J. Wilson
Isle 0/Palms 11. 578 Fierce savage men Glare on tnem. 1852
Miss Yonge Cameos I. xxxii. 277 Hugh Lupus, the fierce

old Earl of Chester, was likewise a Lord Marcher.
absol. 1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 251 Thus wording timidly

among the fierce.

b. of animals.
1377 Langl. P. PL B. xv. 300 God sent hem fode bi foules

and by no fierse bestes. a 1400-50 A lexander 3922 A beste
. . Fere fersere ban an olifaunt. 1583 Golding Cah'in on
Deut. xlvii. 281 Swine . bee not so fearce as to fall to rending
downe of the tree. j6ii Bible fob x. 16 Thou huntest me
as a fierce Lion. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 741 Fierce
Tigers couch'd around. 1781 Cowper Retirement 254
Poetry disarms The fiercest animals with magic charms.
1874 C. Geikie Life in Woods v. 84 It is amazing how fierce

some of the small snakes are.

absol. c 1400 Destr. Troy 888 So be fuerse by-flamede all

with fyre hote.

t 2. High-spirited, brave, valiant. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3910 Al so be dosse pers Of france
were ber echon bat so noble were & fers. 13. . E.E.Allit. P.
B. 101 Be bay fers, be bay feble for-lotez none. 1475 Bk.
Noblesse 2 Next after came the feers manly Danysh nacion.
1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 74 Oliuer was so fyers of fayt. a 1533
Lrj. Berners Huon lv. 185 Our man is fyers and of gret
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hardynes. — Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (15,6) F viij, A lusty

horse fyerse and flingyng.

f3. Proud, haughty. Obs. Cf.Y.fier.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 272/34 With grete nobleye ; swybe

fierce and proute. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode i.xlix.(i869)

30 But of yow j haue no neede ; haue your herte neuere be

more feers. c 1430 ABC ofA ristotle in Babees Bk. (1868)

11 [Not] to fers, ne to famuler, but freendli of cheere. 1503
Shakb. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ix. 45 He is fierce and cannot brooke
hard Language.

4. Of natural forces, e.g. fire, wind, etc. ; also of

passion, disease, conflict, persecution, etc. : Angry,
violent, vehemently raging.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23239 (Gott.) pa dintes er ful fers and
fell, c 1340 Ibid. 1854 (Trin.) Aboute fyue monebes hit stode

Wibouten falling bat fers flode. c 1350 Will. Palerne 436
Saue a fers feintise folwes me oft. c 1400 Destr. Troy 569
Flamys of fyre han so furse hete. * 1450 St, Cnthbert
(Surtees) 4579 Persecucioun fers and fell. 1490 CaxTOM
Eneydos Ixii. 162 The bataylle was fyerse. 1508 Fisher
IVks. (1876) 279 The assautes of deth was fyers and sharpe.

1508 in Amolde's Chron. (1811) p. xliii, The Duke of Burgon
. .was dryuen in to Englond with a ferse streynable wynde.
1611 Bible Jer. xxv. 37 The fierce anger of the Lord. 1697
Dryden Virg. Past. 11. 14 The. .Locusts, .fry'd with Heat,
and I with fierce Desire. 1708 Pope Ode St. Cecilia 118

Music the fiercest grief can charm. 1799 G. Smith Labora-
tory I. 9 If the rocket burst as soon as it is lighted the charge
is too fierce. 1848 Macaulay Hist. En*. I. 173 A mind
heated by a fierce conflict. 1863 Bryant Poems, Little

People ofSnow 289 Cruel we, Who suffered her to wander
forth alone In this fierce cold 1 1874 Deutsch Rem. 419
Two centuries and a half of fierce discussion.

5. Ardent, eager ; full of violent desire ; furiously

zealous or active, f Const, for, to, upon, and to

with inf.

1377 Lavgl. P. PI. B. v.67 To affaiten hire flesshe bat fierce

was to synne. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7260 For to gyue
she was full fers. 1513 Douglas AZneis x. vii. 102 He on
cace was fleand fers as flynt. 1601 K. Jonson Poetaster
(1602) v. iii, And, Lupus, for your fierce Credulity, One fit

him with a paire of larger Fares. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Keb. iv. (1702) I. 239 One of the Fiercest men of the Party.

1654 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) II. 149 He is

.. fierce for the Duke of Gloucesters returne. 170a Eng.
Theophrast. 314 It is not good to be over fierce upon any-
thing, a 1744 Pope Odyssey vm, Vengeful slaughter, fierce

for human blood. 1871 Browning Balaust. 1821 The feast

was fierce But brief. 1874 Morley Compromise (i886j 115

The . . fiercest hunt after the grosser prizes.

h. dial. Brisk, lively, vigorous.

1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., ' If thoo's so fierce ower thee
work V th' mornin' thoo'll be dauled oot afore neet.' 1881

Leicestersh. Gloss., ' Ah'm glad to see ye luke so feece to-

dee.' 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., ' Oh, they were fierce ; they
were as merry as crickets.'

f 6. Of a number : Great, immense. Obs.

C1400 Destr. Troy 1617 Fuerse was be nowmber Of lordes

of be lond. Ibid. 2271 So fele fightyng folke be a fuerse

nowmber.
7. quasi-a*?V. = Fiercely.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1765 (Colt.) pe rain it fell sua fers and

fast. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 1. L 14 Mid-day Sunne, fierce

bent against their faces. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng, IV. 164
The war . . continued to rage as fierce as ever. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 102 The war, which was now all

but extinguished, might blaze forth fiercer than ever.

8. attrib. and Comb. ; a. parasynthetic, as fierce-

eyed, faced, -fanged, •minded, -natnred. b. ad-

verbial, as fierce-descending, -flaming, -looking,

-menacing, -rushing, -trotted.

1735 Thomson Liberty v. 45 By.. No "fierce-descending

wolfT. Disturb'd. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vii. 227 They
will slay ine, those. .* Fierce-eyed, .dread goddesses. 1876

Geo. Eliot Dan. Dcr. IV. Hv. no A fierce-eyed tempta-

tion. 189a Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. 3/1 These . . *fierce-faced

beasts, with their noiseless footfall. 1851 H, Melville
Whale xlii. 209 The * fierce-fanged tiger in his heraldic coat.

1740 C. Pitt AEneid xii. 1337 His Eyes, * fierce-flaming, o'er

the Trophy roll, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. V. 23 Ac-
costed by *fierce-looking captains. 1735 Somerville Chase
in. 302 Another pard .. Grins . . *fierce.menacing. 1785
Cruttwell Bible, 3 Mace. vi. 18 Forgetfulnesa seized his
*fierce-minded confidence. 1625 8 Camden's Hist. Eliz.

11. (1688) 246 This Parsons was .. a violent *fierce«natured

man. 17*5 Pope Odyss. jexm. 75 A Boar *fierce-rushing in

the sylvan war.

Hence f Fiercehead. [ + -head] = Fierceness.

c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 156/2 Fercehede,ferocitas, severitas.

t Fierce, v. Obs. [f. prec. adj.] trans. To make
fierce; to inflame.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. m. (1593) 63 And for to fierce

hir ire. Another thing . . there commeth in the nicke.

t Fie'rceful, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. as prec. +

-ful.] Full of fierceness ; ferocious, savage.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 412 If it had as much
strength, as. .courage, it would be as fierceful as any Bear.

Fierceish. fi^usij), a. rare — 1
, [f. as prec. +

-ISH.] Somewhat fierce ; inclined to fierceness.

1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 82 He strode with.. head erect,

and rather fierceish glance.

Fiercely (ffrusli), adv. [f. as prec. + -lt.2] In

a fierce manner ; furiously, impetuously, violently

;

f sternly, haughtily.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16795 (Gott.) Sua fersli be erd quock, be

grams it vndid. 13 . . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 337 Thenne oure
fader to be fysch ferslych biddez. C1350 Will. Palerne
1766 Fersely on here foure fet as fel for swiche bestes.

1471 Ripley Comp. Atch. in. in Ashm. (1652) 142 Fersely

brennyng as Fyre of Hell- a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxi,

The gayler answered fyersly with grete pryde. 1611 Bible
Estherxv. 7 He looked very fiercely upon her. 1631 Gouge
Gods Arroivs iii. § 6. 195 The more fiercely Christians are

assaulted, the more closely they will cling together. 17:5-10

Pope Iliad xxt. 703 Fiercely rushing on the daring foe. 1719
Young Busir/s hi. i, Sending his soul out to- me, in a look

So fiercely kind, I trembled, and retired. 1801 Southey
Thalabaww. xxix, Up she raised her bright blue eyes, And
fiercely she smiled on him. 1829 Alford in Life 11873) 42

Read mathematics very fiercely being afraid of the paper to-

morrow. 1834 Pringle Afr. Sk. vi. 202 The noon-day sun
flamed fiercely down upon us. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
III. 496 The Parliament was wrangling even more fiercely.

Comb. 1809 Wordsw. Peelings of the Tyrolese iii, The
gales Of fiercely-breathing war.

Fiercen (iie"is'n), v. rare. [f. Fierce a. +
-en 5.] a. trans. To make fierce. Tofiercen up :

to brush up, enliven, dial. b. intr. To become
or grow fierce. Hence Fie -rcening///. a.

1831 J. Wilson Unimore ii. 150 The Naiad in the fiercemng
foam her prow Buries. 1881 Myers Wordsworth 73 A metal
which can grow for ever brighter in the fiercening flame.

Mod. Staffordsh., ' I think it has fiercened her up a bit.'

Fierceness (fl^jsnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being fierce.

1. a. Formidable violence ; intractable savage-

ness of temper ; vehement and merciless fury.

138a Wvclip i Mace. iv. 8 Dreede }e not inwardli the

feersnesse of hem. 1398 Trevisa Batik. De P. R. v. xviii.

(1495) 123 Vf [the] chynne [of beestes] be broke all theyr
cruelnes and fyersnes faylle. 146s Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

268 God smote the said Henry for his gret fersnesse. 1526
Tindale Eph. iv, 31 Bitternes, fearsnes [0v^6<,], and wrath.

1553 Eden Treat. A'cive hut. (Arb.) 15 The females are of
greater fiercenesse then the males. 1695 Ld. Preston Boeth.
11. 74 note, The Fierceness of the People being not wholly
subdued. 171a Swift Proposal Corr. Eng. Tongue 27 The
same Defect of Heat which gives a Fierceness to our
Natures, may contribute to that Roughness ofour Language.
1865 Kingsley Hereiv. xxi, The priest looked at him with
something of honest fierceness in his eyes. 1875 Jowett
Flato{eA , 2) III. 288 He is like a wild beast, all violence and
fierceness.

+ b. Sternness, severity. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Rom. xi. 22 Therfore se .. the feersnesse of
God; sothli feersnesse into hem that felden doun. ("1400

APol. Loll. 17 pe fersnes be nober to mikil ne to litil. 1643
Milton Divorce Introd., To .. pacify the fiercenes of this

gentle Ordinance.

f C. Bravery, high-spirit, mettle. Obs.

C1400 Destr. Troy 4825 The fame of our fuersnes fares

abrode. £1489 Caxton Blanchardyn iii. 18 The fyersnes of
the sayd courser. 1692 E. Walker Epictetits' A/or. xxxi,

Who. .admires the. .manly Fierceness that adorns his Face.

d. Fagerness. f Const, to with inf.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822) 73 That uthir limmarcfor
fersnes to fie, left the ax stikkand in the kingis hede.

2. Of natural agents, disease; also of passions,

conflict, etc. : Intense vehemence, furious activity.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love I. xxvii. 58 Grete ferisnes of
turmentis. 1541 R. Copland Galyen's 'Teraf>eutyke 2 C ij,

Lay vpon the sayd vlceresaplayster. .vntyll that the yreand
fyersnesse be abated. 1665 Manley Groiius' Loiu C. Wanes
355 It proved very dangerous by the fierceness of the Frost

and cold. 1718 Rowe tr. Lncan vii. 1040 They. . curse the

cruel Gods, in fierceness of Despair. 1885 Munch. Exam.
29 June 5/2 The present fierceness of trade competition

throughout the world. 1891 E. Peacock A". Brendon I. 271

The fierceness of the storm was over.

tFie'rcety. Obs. Forms: 4-6fe-,fl-, fyerstefe.

[f. as prec. + -TT.l = Fierceness.
1382 Wyclif fudith iii. 11 And 5it ner the latere these

thingus doende thei my5ten not swagen the feerste of his

brest. C1450 Mifour Salitacioun 4233 The fierstee of this

streit dome is noted be virgines ten. 1494 Fabyan Chron.
vn. 394 The northyn wynde blevve with suche fyerste. c 1500
Melusine 119 He considered, .the fyerste of hys vysage.

f Fie*rdhalf. Obs. [f.fierd, Fourth + Half.]
A fourth part, a quarter.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 21 Such a kind of some-
whatkin, as truckles beneath the very tinyness of an half
nothing, and is forsooth a fierdhalf nothing.

FieTding. pseudo-arch. [a. Sw. fjerding:—
ON. fjorftungr: see Farthing.
Introduced from a Swedish writer by Blackstone in his dis-

quisitions on Teutonic legal antiquities, and by some later

writers mistaken for a term of early Eng. law.]

An alleged name for a quarter of a hundred or of

a shire. Also attrib. \njierding~court.

1768 Blackstone Conim. III. 34 The antient Gothic courts
in their lowest instance, or fierding-courts. 1872 E. W.
Robertson Hist. Ess, 120 note, The district between the
Hundred and the greater Shire—the Fierding or Quarter.
1889 Century Diet., Fierdiug-court, one of an early class of
English courts, so called because [etc.].

II Fieri (fai'erai). [L. fieri, inf. to be made,
come into being. Cf. in esse, in posse ] Used in

med.L. phrase in fieri : in process of being made or

coming into being, f Formerly sometimes treated

as an Eng. phrase, as in the fieri, in our very fieri.

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 1. ii. 8 The Roman Church, then in

the fieri of reforming. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 117 Many of
these formed stones seem now to be in fieri. 1681 Relig.
Clerici 5 There is a certain magical influence of nature .

.

that tempers us all diversly in our very fieri. 1726 A. Hor-
neck in GlanviUs Sadducismus 363 The things then being
in fieri, when it [the book] was printed. 1832 Austin
futispr. II. '1885 910 The contract is still infieri as between
obligor and obligee.

II Fieri-facias (fai-graiitei-Jises). Law. [L.

fien-facias cause to be made, f. fieri (see prec.) +
facias cause, 2nd pers. sing. pres. subj. of face're to

do, make.] ' A writ wherein the sheriff is com-
manded that he cause to be made out of the goods
and chattels of the defendant, the sum for which

judgement was given* (Blackstone); the common
process for executing a judgement. Often quoted as

li.fa (foi-f^-)-

1463 Paston Lett. II. No. 474. 135 A fieri facias Is come
out of the Exchequir for Hue Fen. 1544 tr. Nat. Brev. 177
He shal haue execucyon against them by the statute of
acton Burnel by a fieri facias. 1685 Keble King's Bench
Rep. I. 947 Recovery of Debt on Fi. fa. directed to the

Sheriff into London. 1728 Carthew Kings Bench. Rep.

(1741) 419 There were two distinct Writs of Fi. fa. brought
to the Sheriff. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 174 Nor were
lands originally liable to a private person's debts, nor any
execution but by fieri or levari facias. 1829 Maule &
Selwyn King's Bench Rep. VI. no The plaintiff claimed as

a purchaser of a term, seized and sold by the sheriff under
a writ of fi. fa.

+ b. punningly. (Cf. Fiery a. 4 b.) Obs.

1594 Nasiie Unfort. Trav. Wks. V. 44 Purseuants with
red noses . . a purseuant . . with the verie reflcxe of his firie

facias. 1608 Pennyless Part, in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 74
They that drink too much Spanish sack shall .. be served

with a fiery-faces. 1611 [see Facies iJ. 1667 Dryden
Wild Gallant 11. ii, I use to tell him of his Title, Fiery

facias.

Fierily (foia-rili), adv. [f. Fiery a. + -ly-.]

In a fiery manner.
1. With the appearance or colour of fire.

1824 tr. Hoffmann's Devil's Elixir I. 75 The rising sun,

which now ascended fieryly. 1859 J. C. Mangan Poems 69
The sun ere he fierily sinks. 1885 G. Meredith Diana III.

xv. 304 Her musings on him. .fierily brushed her cheeks.

2. With ardour ; ardently, eagerly, passionately.

1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 37 The Prophet so firily is

set, and so hoiely enflamed to run from his dutie. 1825

Btachiu. Mag. XVIII. 44S Long, and eagerly, and fierily I

gazed. 1880 G. Mehki.hu Trag. Com. viii. n&<,2> 112 He
lived with the pulses of the minutes, much as she did, only
more fierily.

FierinesS 'fei^rines). [f. as prec. + -NE-SS.]

The quality or condition of being fiery.

+ 1. The attribute of containing the element fire;

igneous nature. Ols.
1680 H. More APocal. Apoc. 74 As if a burning Mountain

had been cast into the Sea, the earthinessand ntriness thereof

being so contrary, .to Water.

2. The condition of being hot as fire, or of glow-
ing like fire.

1611 Gotgr., Ignition, .firinesse ; the being red-hot. 1698

J. Fryer Ii. India A> Persia 104 Wat^r is sprinkled, to

mitigate the Fieiiness of the Sun.

\- b. Inflammation
; fierhiess cf the face = Ery-

SIPELAS. Obs.
1616 SuBFL. & Markh. Country Farme 206 It quencheth

the firuiesse of the face. 1658 A Fox Wurtz Surg. v. xxiii.

139 All the fierine^s and burning is gone [from a wound].

c. Of a liquid or viand : see Fiery 4 c.

1698 J. Fryer E. India <$• Persia 157 Their Relishing Bits

have not the Fierinessof ours. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades
i\%i,2) 393 Flavour, mellowness and a due strength without
titriiR-ss, comprised all that need be desired to produce
a British Brandy.

3. Ardour of temper ; tendency to * fire up \
1625-8 Camden's Hist, Eliz. IV. (1688) 568 The Fieriness

and Heat of his Youth. 1704 Addison Italy (1733) 37
Natural Fieriness of Temper. 1842 Dickens Lett. (ed. 2)1.

76 Kateyifrom a lurking propensity to fiery-ness; [is named]
Lucifer Box.

+ Frerize, v. Obs~ l
[f. fier, Fire sb. + -ize.]

intr. To become fire, assume the properties of fire.

1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas 1.11.(1641)11/2 But Aire turne

Water, Earth may Fierize.

Fierk, obs. f. of Firk.

Fiersday, Sc. form of Thursday.
Fiers e, obs. forms of Fierce.
'

! Fiert6(,fyg!tt0. \Y. fiertc',i. fier \ seeFEER(2.]

Haughtiness, pride; high spirit.

1673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode II. i, I assume something
of nerte into my countenance. 1784 Han. More in W.
Roberts Mem. '1835) I. 353 This preposterous pride Mrs.
Palmer seemed to think a noble fierte, 184X Lady Bi.essing-

ton Idler in France I. 171 A certain fierte. .of aspect.

Fiery (fei-m , a. Forms : 3 furie, -y, fuyre,

-i, -y, 4-6 fyre, -ie, -y, 4-7 firie, -y(e, {5 fery),

6-7 flerie, (6 fyeri), 6-9 fii\e)y, 6- fiery, [f.

Fire sb. + -y '. Cf. OVns.fitirec/i, Du. vun'g, Da.

fyrig, MHG. viurec, viurie (Ger.feurig].]

1. Consisting of or containing fire ; flaming with

fire. Fiery-drake, -</>'t2:;wz- Fire-drake.
c 1275 Passion 660 in O. E. Misc. 56 pe holy gost heom

com vp-on in fury tunge, C1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 39/175
A fiery Drake bar-opon : a-^ein heom cominde huy sei^e.

1393G0WER Couf II. 183 For to wissen hem by night A firy

piller.hem alight. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 3 b,

The holy goost appered on \» apostles in fyry tonges. 1611

Bible Dan. iii. 23 These three men. .fell downe bound into

the midst of the burning fierie furnace, a 1800 Cowper
Heroism 85 Where no volcano pours his fiery flood, a 1822

Shelley Satire upon Sat. 34 And rains on him like flakes

of fiery snow. 1832 De la Beche Geol. M'W. (ed. 2) 113

One vast flood of burning matter, .rolling to and fro its

'fiery surge'.

fig. 1866 B. Taylor Palm <5> Pine, Passion's fiery flood.

b. Fire-bearing ; esp. of an arrow, dart, etc. lit.

andy?^.
c 1300 St. Braitdan 33s Tho ther com in a furi arewe at a

fenestre. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 706 Loue hath his firy

dart so brenningly Ystiked thurgh my . . hert. c 1500

Lancelot 1227 Loues fyre dart, .smat one to the hart. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 447 He deals his fiery Bolts about.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 86 The



FIERY.

Father of Day, with his fiery shafts, a 182a Shelley To
Italy 3 As the earthquake's fiery flight.

C. In biblical allusions : Attended with or per-

formed by a display of fire.

1847 Emerson Poems, Problem Wks. (P.ohnX I. 401 Ever
the fiery Pentecost Girds with one flame the countless host.

1850 Hare Mission Com/. 9 The firy baptism of the day of
Pentecost. 1879 Farrar St. Paul 11883) 233 The awful fiery

Law [see Deut. xxxiu. 2]. .delivered by God Himself.

2. Depending on or performed by the agency of

fire ; in fiery trial with reference to the testing of

metals ; also, f of a metal, tested by fire. + Fiery
weapons = Fire-arms. Fiery wound; a wound
inflicted by fire-arms.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. vm. xxv. (1535) 127/1 He
[Mars] dysposethe and makethe able to fyrye werkes and
craftes. 1555 Philpot in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xlviii.

156, Icownsel yetherfor to thefyeriGoldof the Deity of owre
Christ. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 1. i. 2 The wars are
much altered since the fierie weapons first came vp. Ibid. 3
Well wishing in my hart .. that this infernall fierie engine
had never bin found out. 1611 Bible i Pet. iv. 12 Thinke
it not strange concerning the fiery triall which is to trie you.
1704 Pope Windsor For. 113 The whirring pheasant feels

the fiery wound. 1876 Freeman Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 3^5
The fiery trial which England went through.

3. Having the appearance of fire ; brightly glow-
ing or flaming, of a blazing red.

14. . MS. Herald's Office in R. Clone. (1724) 484 note, In
whiche enetid appered in the West ii. sterres of fuyry
colour. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng, cexxxii. 252 Many sterres

..fyl doun to the erth leuyng behynde hem fery hemes.
1561 Burn. Paules Ch. Aij, On Wednesday, .was seene a
marueilous great fyrie lightning. 1590 Scenser F. Q. i.

lxxv. 7 Flyeth firie light. 1601 ?Marston Pasquilfy Kath.
1. 208 Your nose is firie enough. 1607 Toisell Four/.
Beasts (1658) 6 The head, and back parts to the tail, are of
a fiery colour. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iv. (1840) 102
These fiery appearances are nothing but certain collections

of matter exhaled by the influence of the sun from the
earth. 1791 Mrs. Radci.iefe Rom. Forest xi, The sun threw
a fiery gleam athwart the woods. 1878 Morley Crit. Misc.,
Carlyle 163 Veiled by purple or fiery cloud.; of anger.

b. absol. or quasi-.y/>. rare.

1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, fy B. I. xiv. 239 Hair amount-
ing to a positive fiery.

c. Of eyes (with mixture of sense 5) : Flashing,
glowing, ardent.

1568 R. Grafton Chron. (i8i2)II. 192 The king..having
black eyes, which when he waxed angry, would seeme to
be fyrie. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 186 Cicero Lookes with
such Ferret and such fiery eyes. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 463
So will I, :n the Cyclops fiery eye. 1841 W. Spalding Italy

<r It. Isi. I. 32 The dark fiery eye and marked features of the
Neapolitan fisherman.

4. Hot as fire ; blazing, burning, red hot.

f Fiery-triplicityx see quot. 1730.
c 1*90 .S'. Eng. Leg. I. T05/146 Nomen huy pich and brum-

ston..And ope hire nakede tendre bodi al-fuyri it casten,

1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 6866 pat beo wolde boru fury yre.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 11.461 Ony spark out ofane fyrie

brand. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. § 54. 115 The sword which is

made fierie doth not only cut . . hut also burne. 1697 Dkyden
Virg. Georg. 1. 157 The fiery Suns too fiercely Play. 1726
tr. Gregory's Astron. I. Pref. 5 That the Sun and Stars were
fiery or red-hot Stones. 1730-6 BaiLEV (folio), Fiery triplicity,

are those signs of the zouiack which surpass the rest in fiery

qualities, as Leo, Aries, and Sagittarius. 1744 Berkeley
Sin's § 186 The throne of God appeared like a fiery flame.

1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. xx. 291 The sky
became clearer, .and the atmosphere more fiery.

fig. a 1340 Hamtole Psalter cxviii. 140 \>e worde bat is

fyry thorgrt be haly gast. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 87
Hath thy fierie heart so parcht thy entrayles?

b. Of a tumour, etc. : Burning, inflamed. Fiery
face : one affected by erysipelas.

1600 Surflet Countrie Forme 11. xliv. 291 Of these two
ointments, the first is better for .. skurfs, and firy faces.

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. Diet. '1771) B bb,
Antrax, a red fiery Tumour. 1784 Cowi'ER Task II. 183
Bids a plague Kindle a fiery boil upon the skin.

C. Acting like fire ; productive of a burning
sensation or inflammation.
i53SCovERi)ALE/ja. xiv. 29 The fruteshalbeafyrie worme.

1577 Northbrooke /->/«'«£"( i S43) 5 This is that fyrie serpent,
that as many as looke vpon him should Hue. i6ix Bible
Num.xx\.d Fierie serpents. 1821 Shelley Hellas 553 Like
a fiery plague breaks out anew. 1855 Bain Senses ty Int. 11.

Ii. § 15 The fiery taste of alcoholic liquors.

6. Of persons, their actions and attributes :

a. Ardent, eager, fierce, spirited.

("1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2292 Philomene, He caste his
fery herte up-on hyre. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 237 Sardana-
pallus. .Was. .Fall into thilke firy rage Of love. x^More
Com/, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1219/1 Y° firye affeccion that we
beare to our owne filthy fleshe. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv.

iii. 54 Then fierie expedition be my wing. 1650 Hubbert
Pill Formality 24 Very fiery and zealous for the maintenance
of Episcopacy. i68iUryden Abs. <y A chit. 156 A fiery Soul,
which working out its way, Fretted the Pigmy-Body to
decay. 1848 Mxcavlay Hist. Eng. II. 459 Adventures irresis-

tibly attractive tohis fiery nature. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876; I. v. 290 Such fiery zeal implies the firmest belief.

b. Fiercely irritable ; easily moved to violent

anger.
1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 53 Alas how fiery, and how

sharpe he lookes. 1640 in Hamilton Papers (Camden) App.
259 His speeches did so fascinate the old fiery little man.
1710 Tatler No. 231 p 2 A terrible Apprehension of his fiery

Spirit. 175a Young Brotliers 1. i, Rome calls me fiery : Let
her find me so ! 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. (ed. 3) II. 273
The signor and this fiery Montagu exchanged some fierce

looks. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos II. xv. 163 Charles, in his

fiery petulance, declared that he would go.

198

C Of a horse : Mettlesome, spirited.
x593 Shaks. Rich, II, v. ii. 8 The Duke . . Mounted vpon

a hot and fierie Steed. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 130
The fiery Courser. .Pricks up his Ears. i8*7Lytton/V/&xw/
x, My horse was. .the most fiery, .in Paris.

6. Of a vapour, esp. gas in a mine: Liable to

take fire, highly inflammable. Hence of a mine,
etc. : Containing inflammable gas, liable to ex-
plosions from firedamp.
1751 Bp. R. Pococke Trav. Eng. (1888) I. 206 They are

much troubled with what they call fiery air. .When it is

very bad, they let down a candle by a rope, to set fire to the
fiery damp, as they call it. Ibid. 207 Nothing but the
vapours or fiery damp that come out of the spring. 1851
Greenwell Coat-trade Terms Norihumb. <y Ditrh. 27
A furnace of the width of 10 feet. .will, .be sufficient for
any mine, however fiery. 1868 Daily News 30 Nov., The
seam of coal was known to be . . a fiery one. 1887 Ibid,

30 May 5/3 Both pits are situated in what the miners, .call

a 'fiery* district.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. adverbial, as fiery-bright,

-fierce, -fiaming, -hot, -kindled, -liquid, -rash,

-seeming, -shining, -red, -short, -sparkling, -twink-
ling, b. parasynthetic, as fiery-faced, -footed,

-helmed, -hoofed, -mouthed, -pointed, -spangled,

-spirited, -stvorded, -tressed, -visaged, -wheeled,

-winged. Also, fiery-new, + (a) = Brand-new
obs. (cf.fire-nezv) ;

(b) of wine, not yet mellowed
;

flery-puissant, transl. of L. ignipotens, working
powerfully with fire.

1531 Elyot Goik ir. vi, The eien *firye bright. 1594 Spenser
Amorctti xvi, Legions of loves. .Darting their deadly ar-

rowes, fyry bright. 1588 Fkal'NCE Laiuiers Log. Ded.,
A raging and *fireyfaced Aristotelean. 1819 Shelley Cyclops
486 The Cyclops' eye so *fiery fierce. 1598 Sylvester Dh
Bay las ii. ii. Columnes 469 David .. Holds a fierce Lyon's
*fiery flaming Crest. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xii. 2 Scarcely
had Phccbus. .harnessed his *fyrie-footed team. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. fy Jul. in. ii. 1 Gallop apace, you fiery-footed steeds.

1748 Thomson Cast, Indol. 11. xxxii, A fiery-footed boy,
Benempt Dispatch. 1715-to Pope Iliad xx. 52 In aid of
Troy.. came, Mars *fiery-helm'd. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb.

i. 3 Where Titan still vnyokes his *fiery-hoofed Teame. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. xiii. (1495) 398 Whan *firy hole
yren is quenchyd in water. 14. . Hoccleye Cornel. Virgin
221 Now thow art frosty cold now *fyry hoot. 1850 Tenny-
son In Mem. cxiv, Some wild Pallas, .fiery-hot to burst Al
barriers. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 358 Backe to the stained
field You equall Potents, "fierie kindled spit its. 1655 H.
Vaughan Silex Sciut. 1. Midnight (1858) 54 Thy heav'ns
..Are a ^firie-liquid light. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. viii. 40
The * firie-mouthed steedes. 1644 Feast 0/ Feasts 2 Take
a taste of their new, *fiery-new Divinity. 184a Tennyson
Will Water. 98 The vintage, yet unkept, Had relish, fiery-

new. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 373 The fair and *fiery-pointed

sun. 1573 Twyne /Eneid x. E e j, Take that shield which.

.

1'he *fyrypuissant god unvict gaue thee. 1631 Weever
Anc. Fun. Mon. 212 Which *fiene-rash temper of his. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 11. iii. 58 Here come the Lords. .*fierie red
with haste. 1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's A nim. Chetu. II. 228
The urine wasusuallyof a fiery-r^d colour. 1628 F. Fletcher
Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 149 An infinite swarme of 'fierie-

seeming wormes flying in the aire. 1594 'Greene Selimns
Wks. XIV. 288 Mars .. Mounted vpon his *firie-shining

waine. 1847 Tennyson Princ. v. 297 * Fiery-short was Cyril's

counter- scoff. 1586 Marlowe 1st Pi. Tamburl. v. ii, Even
from the * fiery-spangled bed of heaven. 1596 Fitz-Gkffrey
Sir F. /?nz£Wi88ii63 The *fierie-sparkling precious Chryso-
lite. i6$a J. Wricht tr. Camus' Nature's Paradox 266 I'he

*fiery-spirited Beast . .carried Liante towards the besieger's

Trenches. 1821 Byron Cain i. i, Guarded by *fiery-sworded
cherubim. 1745-6 Collins Ode to Liberty 97 The *fiery-

tressed Dane . . o'erturn'd the fane. a 1649 Drumm. of
Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 15 'Mong .."fiery twinkling
gleama Of warm vermilion swords. 1813 Shelley Q. Mao
vii. 87 The *fiery*visaged firmament expressed Abhorrence.
163a Milton Pcnseroso 51 The * fiery-wheeled throne. 1757
Dyer Fleece iv. 211 * Fiery-winged winds, .rous'd by sudden
storms.

C. In the names of birds and animals : flsry-

brandtail, the redstart {Ruticilla phojnicurus)

;

fiery-flare, -flaw =fire-fiaire, the sting-ray ; fiery-

tangs, dial, (see quot.) ; fiery-topaz, a species of

hamming bird.

1813 J. Headrick Agric. Surv. For/ars. App. 55 Both
these species [crab and lobster] are called in Angusshire.

.

Firy-tangs. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fiery-fiaw
oxfire-Jlaire, a northern designation of the sting-ray {Raia
pastinaca'. 1868 Wood Homes ivithout It. xxix. 554 The
oddly shaped nest . . is made by the Fiery Topaz (To/aza
Pyra). 1879 Miss Jackson Shro/sh. Word-bk., Fiery-bran' -

tail, the Redstart.

Fiery-cross : see Fire-cross.

Fife (kif)» *& Forms: a. 6 fiphe, fyfe, 6-

fife. (5. 6-7 phi-, phyfe, -phe. [First appears

in 15th c. : it is uncertain whether it is directly

a. HGer. pfeife (see Pipe j/O, or a corruption of

V.fifre fife, fifer (15th c. in Littre\ a. OHO.
pfif&ri (mod.G. pfeifer) piper, fifer, f. pfifan to

Pipe.]

1. A/us. A small shrill-toned instrument of the

flute kind, used chiefly to accompany the drum in

military music.

'SSS Watreman Fardle Facions 11. xi. 248 Thei [Turkes]
vse a dromme and a fiphe, to assemble their Bandes. i$77
Fenton Gold. Epist. 319 Out of little and smal phyfes, come
a voice cleare and shrill. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. Pref. 5
When he hears the sound of the Trumpet, the Fife and
Drum. 1710 Philips Pastorals v. 52 In thee The rudeness
of my rural fife I see. 1846 (".rote Greece 1. viii. (1862) II.

2J2 Their step was regulated by the fife.

FIFTEEN.

b. (See quot.)

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Fife, an organ
stop. A piccolo, generally of two feet in length.

2. The sound of this instrument ; in quots. trans/.

1617 P. Fletcher Locusts 11. iv, And blasts with whistling
fifes new rage inspire. 1810 Scott Ladyo/L. 1. xxxi, The
laik's shrill fife may come, .from the fallow.

3. One who plays the fife ; a fifer.

1548 Privy Council Acts {1890) II. 166 For one monthes
wages . . for iiij drnmmes and two fyfes, every at xl\ 1598
Barret Theor. IVarres 11. i. 18 Instructing the Drummes
and Phifes their seuerall soundes. 1635 M.krkuam Sotddiers
Accid. 15 The Phiphes (if there be more then one) the eldest
shall march with the eldest Drumme. 1649 Ann. Barber-
Surgeons Lond, (1890) 406 Paid to the Drumme & Phiffe—
12s. Mod. They sent thedrums and fifes to drown his voice.

4. attrib., as fife-bird. Also, fife-major [Mil.},

a non-commissioned officer who superintends the

fifers of a regiment.
1854 Whittier Lit. Rcc. $ Misc. 241 I heard a mellow

gush of music from the brown-breasted fife-bird. 1802 James
Milit. Diet., Fi/e-major.

Fife (faif)» » ff- Prec- sb-] a. intr. To play
on a fife. b. trans. To play (a tune) upon or as

upon the fife.

1837 Longf. Dri/t-Wood Prose Wks. 1S86 I. 322 All blow,
ing and drumming and fifing away like mad. 1887 Steven-
son Underwoods 17 Winds that in darkness fifed a tune.

Ilence Fifing vbl. sb., the action of the vb.
£1817 Byron To T. Moore ii, Fifing and drumming..Oh

Thomas Moore ! 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. xxi. § xx,
The fluting and fifeing expire, the drumming remains.

Fifer (forfbJ)- [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.] One who

plays the fife.

1540 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. xii. 242 Item, for Iohn
Pretre, fyfer, wagis .. xxs. viijdT, 1585 Jas. I Ess, Poesie
(Arb. ) 17 Syne Phifers, Drummes, and Trumpets cleir do
craue The pelmell chok with larum loude alwhair. 1659
Torriano, Fi/aro, a piper, a fifer, a fluter. 1809 Pinknev
Trav. France 247 This is some fifer who has obtained this

leave. 1840 Act 3-4 Vict. c. 96 § 53 Drummer, trumpeter,
fifer. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. w. (1870) 147 The fifer

[must] stop His dancing notes the pensive drone that chid.

Fife-rail (faifir^'l). A'aut. [Said by sailors

to be so called because the fifer sat on this rail

while the anchor was being got in.] f a.
' Rails forming the upper fence of the bulwarks on
each side of the quarter-deck and poop in men-of-
war' (Adm. Smyth, 1867) (obs.). b. The rail round
the main-mast, encircling both it and the pumps
and furnished with belaying pins for the running
rigging.

17x1-1800 Bailey, Fife Raits. 1804 A. Duncan Mari-
ner's Chron. Pref. 19 Drift-rails, fife-rails, sheer-rails, waist-
rails, etc. i88x W. C. Klssell Ocean E'ree-Lance II. iv.

168 [It] whitened the rigging and the fife-rails.

FifF (fif), v. nonce-wd. [Echoic] To play on
the Pandean pipes. (In quot. quasi- trans.)
1886 Tinsley's Mag. July 65 The man with . . the Pandean

pipes, .trying to fiff himself into a Consumption.

Fifish (foi-nT), a. Sc. [said to be f. Fife the

name of a Scotcn county + -ish ; applied originally

as a term of opprobrium to people from that

county.] Somewhat deranged.
x8ai Scott Pirate ix, Very, very Fifish, as the east-country

fisher-folks say. 1834 — Redgauntlet vii, 'Just Fifish, wow f

—a wee bit by the East-Nook or sac*

Fift, obs. form of Fifth.

Fifteen (fiftrn, fi-ft/n), a. and sb. Forms : I fif-,

fyft6ne,-t£ne, 3-6 flf-,fyften(e, %south. vyftene,

(3 fythtene), 3, 5 fiveten(e, 7-8 -een, 5-7 fyve-
tene, 6-7 fifteene, 9 Sc. feifteen, 6- fifteen.

[OF. f/fle
f

nei
-t\ne corresponds to OFris. fiftine,

OS. fiftein (LG. fdftein, Du. vijftien\ OHG.
fimfzehen, finfzehan (MUG. viin/-, fiinfzehen,

mod.G. fiinfzehn), ON. fimtdn (Sw. femton, Da.
fernten), Goth, fim/taihun \ i. OTeut. *fimfi Five
+ *tehun Ten : see -teen.]

The cardinal number composed of ten and five,

represented by the symbols 1 5 or xv.

A. as adj.

1. In concord with sb. expressed.
Bemoulf \ 582 (Gr.) He. .sloh. .fyftyne men. aioooGuthlac

908 (Gr.) He on westenne wiceard geceas fiftynu gear, c 1160
Itatton Gosf>. John xi. 18 Ofer fyftena furlenga. c 1250
Gen, <$- Ex. 415 For fiftene jer hadde adam; dan cairn of
eue cam. 1*97 R. Glouc. (1724) 416 A .. comete .. hym
ssewede vyftene ny$t ywys. a 1300 Cursor M. 27737 tCott.)

J>ir ar be springes o wreth fythtene. 1340 Hamtole Pr.
Consc. 4564 Aftir bair dede . . Anticrist sal regne, yhit fiften

days, a 1400 Prymer (i8gi) 59 Heere bygynneth the fyftene

psalmes. 1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 472 The beste ffyue-

tene shealinges not surmowntinge. 160a Warner Alb. Eng.
xi.lxii. 272 Saint Nicholas liay. .fifteene hundred Miles from
Mosco is away. 1647 Fuller Good Th. in Worse T. (1841)

92 An agitation . . to bring down jubilees to fifteen, twelve,

or ten years. 1768 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 235 Taken in

clap-nets of fiveteen yards length. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell
vii. 23 For fifteen months. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. 1. i,

Fifteen men on the dead man's chest.

2. With ellipsis of sb., which may usually be

supplied from context. The Pi/teen : the Court of

Session (formerly) consisting of fifteen Judges.

Also, the first Jacobite rising (in the year 1715).
c 1050 Byrht/erth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 303 Gif ba;r

synt fiftene to lafe todaelaS ba eall swa ba oore. a 1300
Cursor M. 8863 (Cott.) pis temple., of heght it had fifien
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[eln]. 1660 Sir B. Ruddier Poems 83 Give me a Virgin of
Fifteen. 1712 4 Poi-E Rape Lock iv. 58 Hail, wayward
Queen ! Who rule the sex to fifty from fifteen. 1769 Dublin
Mercury 16-10 Sept. 2/2 A Black Gelding .. about fifteen

high, a 1797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II, I. 266 A man en-

gaged in the former rebellion or as the Scotch call it in the
Fifteen. 1814 Scott Wav. lxiv, ' Ye were just as ill aff in

the feifteen.' 1815 — Guy M. xxxviii, 'A man's aye the
better thought o* in our country for having been afore the
feifteen.* 1842 Orderson Creol. viiL 75 From adolescent
fifteen . . to mature twenty-five.

+ 3. = Fifteenth a. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 17 On the fyften day. c 1430 Free-
masonry 251 The fyftene artycul maketh an ende, For to the
mayster he ys a frende. 15*5 Ld. Hf-hxers Froiss. II. cxxv.

tcxxi.J 356 To be at Harmon the fyftene day of May. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. vr. vi. 1 1622) 130 The fifteene Ka-
lends of Nouember. 1623 BillofCompl. in A". Shahs. Soc.
Trans. 11885) 498 In the nfteene yeare of his Ma1'-* raigne.

B. as sb.

1. Eng. Hist. = Fifteenth sb. 1. Obs.

1494 Fabyam Chron. vir. 480 In this yere also the Kynge
heldehis parlyament. .in the whiche was graunted vnto hym
thre fyftenys. 1540 Nottingham Rec. III. 379 To Master
Meyre in money to makeowte the Fyften v.//. 1593 Siiaks.

2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 23. 1643 Prynne Sov. Pozver Pari. 1.

ted. 2) 23 Both the Houses gave halfea tenth and halfe a fif-

teene, to be disposed of as the Lords thought fit, for the
defence of the Realme.
2. A set of fifteen persons or things : a. A set of

fifteen players forming a ' side ' at Rugby football.

1880 Times 12 Nov. 4/4 The two Universities .. always
place strong fifteens in the field. 1890 Daily News 4 Dec.
2/5 The visitors brought a powerful fifteen, and secured the
victory after a splendid game,

tb. see quot.) Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 231/2 A pair of Beads called

Fifteens, containing fifteen Pater Nosters and 150 Aves.

C. Ctibbage. An exact sum of fifteen pips counted
on two or more cards, a court card reckoning as 10.

1674 Cotton Compl. Gamester ix. 108 That makes you six

Games, because there is two fifteens and a pair. 1830 Hoyle
made familiar 58 They neither form a pair, a fifteen, a
sequence nor a flush.

3. A game at cards : see quot.
1884 Daily Nezvs 13 Feb. 5/6 During a game cf fifteen, a

species of poker, several cards were marked.

C. Comb., as fifteen - spitted adj. ; fifteen-

pounder, a gun throwing a shot that weighs fifteen

pounds ; nfteen-3hilling a., worth fifteen shillings.

1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna 109 *Fifteen pounders. 1855
Macau lay Hist. Eng. IV. 698 The ministers . . resolved to
issue, .'fifteenshilling bills, for the payment of the troops.
183a Johnston in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. 7 The 'fifteen-

spmed stickleback.

Fifteener (fiftfnaj\ [f. prec. + -er1.] A book
printed in the fifteenth century.
1830 Blacfr.v Mag. XXVI I. 306 An ardent devotee of Fif-

teeners. 1876 Cutter Rules Diet. Catal. 63 Such . . books
are ftfteeners or the rarest Americana.

Fifteenth (fiftrnh, n*ft/nj^, a. and sb. Forms :

1 fifteiBe, -6o$a, -6;o)*5a, 3 fift^ofia, south.
viftethe, vyfteobe, 3-4 fiftend'e, 4 south.

vyfteobe, 6 Kent vifftend, 4-7 flftenth(e, (4
fiftenbe , 5-6 fyfte'n;th'e, r

(y -teenth\ 6-7
fivete e>th, 6- fifteenth." [OE. fiftcoSa (fem."

and nent. -e], f. fi/Une Fifteen on the analogy of
t/oda Tenth. From the 14th c. the forms descend-
ing from the OE. become rare, being superseded
by a new formation on Fifteen + -th, which still

remains. A third form of the ordinal, fiftend(e,

appears in the Oimnlum, Hampole and the Cursor
Mundi, and appears to be due to Scandinavian
influence ; cf. ON. fimtdnde (Sw. femlonde, Da.
femlende). The other Teut. langs. agree with the

OX. in having the ordinal suffix as -</- instead of

-J>- ; OYn^fiftimie. OS. *fifteindo (Du. vijftiendt),

OHG. funfzendo MHG. viinfzehende, mod.Ger.
funfzehnte), Goth, fimfta-taihunda (= fifth +
tenth).] The ordinal numeral belonging to the
cardinal fifteen.

A. adj.

1. In concord with sb. expressed.
c 900 Bxda's Hist. iv. xxvii. [xxvi.] (1891) 358 by fiftesSan

Seare. c tooo Sax. Lecchd. I1L iooMonese fifteoSa. cixoo
Ormin 9170 Onn hiss fiftende winnterr. 1297 R. Glouc
(1724)522 The viftethe peni of hor god. 138a Wyclif Num.
xxviii. 17 In the fiftenthe day. 11440 Sir Degrev. 1869
One the fyftethe day. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings xiv. 23 In
the fyftenth yeare of Amasias, 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
xv. xii, And here we put an end to the fifteenth book. 1851
Rlskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. i. 30 Dull inventions of the
fifteenth century.

2. With ellipsis of sb.

1641 Milton Ck. Govt. 1. vi. 25 A councell, from which by
any thing that can be learnt from the fifteenth of the Acts,
no faithful Christian was debarr'd. 1753 N. Torkiano
Gangr. Sore Throat 125 She having had a very bad Night
from the Fourteenth to the Fifteenth.

3. Fifteenth part : one of fifteen equal parts into

which a quantity may be divided.
i6a6 Bacon Sytva $ 798 A Fifteenth Part of Siluer. 166a

Graunt Bills ofMortality vii, 42 London . . bearfs] the fif-

teenth part of the charge of the whole Nation in all Publick
Taxes,

B. sb.

L A fifteenth part ; esp. in Eng. Hist. A tax of
one-fifteenthformerly imposed on personal property.

c 1380 Wycuf Eng. XVks. (i83o) 66 Men supposen alle pes

passen pre fiftenbes. 1496-7 Act Hen. VII, c. 12 (title) An
Actefor Fyftenthes and Tenthes. 1518 MS. Ace. St. John's
llosp., Canterb., Payd for ij wrytys for alowans off pe viff-

tend. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. lxiv. '1739) 133
He took a fifteenth which was granted to his Father. 1765
Blackstone Comm. 1. 1 viii. 298 Tenths and fifteenths were
temporary aids . . granted to the king by parliament. 1879
Castle Law ofRating 21 The collectors of the tenths and
fifteenths granted to the King in the City of London.

2. Afus. a. (see quot. 1876.; b. 'see quot.

1S80.)
a. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 71 An eight, a twelfth, a

fifteenth, .and so forth . . be perfect cordes. 1609 Dolland
Ornith. Microl. 79 Others are tripled, to wit, a fifteenth,

which is equall to the sound of an Ynison, and an tight.
1876 Staineh & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Fifteenth, the
interval of a double octave.

b. 1613 Organ Specif. Worcester Cathedral, In the choir
organ .. 1 smal principal or fiftenth of mettal. 1776 Sir J.
Hawkins Hist. Music IV. 1. x. 149 Of the stops of an
organ, the most usual are the Diapasons . . Tenth, Twelfth,
Fifteenth [etc.]. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus., Fifteenth is a stop
or set of pipes in an organ sounding 2 octaves or 15 notes
above the Open diapason.

Hence Fiftee nthly adv., in the fifteenth place.
<? 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts m. '1704' 322/1

Fifteenthly, they ought to take Account. 1691-8 NVrkis
Pract. Disc. ("1711; III. 170 When he shall yet further con-
sider Fifteenthly.

Fifth. <nfb , a. and sb. Forms: 1 fifta, Jem. &
neut. fifte), 2-; fifte, '3 fi^ft, 4 fyfft,, 3-4 south.

vifte, 3-6 fyfte, -the, [3 fivet. 5 fyvet
, 4-5 fyve-

be, -th/e, (4-5 fifbe, -the . =-7 nth e, 6- fifth.

[OE. fifta = OYx\s. fifta, OS. fifto (Du. vijfde),

OHG. fi/nfto, finfto MUG. vunfte, viinftc, mod.
Gtr.funfte , OS.fim/e (Sw. and D&.fewte , Goth.

*fimfta:~OTeut. *fii)ifton-, f. pre-Teut. *pcnqto-

Gr. irf^TTTo?, I.at. quin'c tus)
t

f. *pen</e Five. The
normal form fift still survives in dialects; the

standard form, which first appears in the 14th c,
is due to the analogy o( fourth.'] The ordinal

numeral belonging to the cardinal five.

A. adj. 1. In concord with sb. expressed.
ciooo .-Elfric Lev. xix 25 /Er bam fiftan ^eare. c 1000

Sax. Leechd. II. 298 Fifte margen is. <rn75 La?nb. Hcun.
103 f>eo fifte sunne is Tristicia. a 1225 Antr.R. zyc pe vifte

hweolp hette Inobedience. a 1300 Cursor M. 92-2 CottJ
To recken forth bat leuedi kin, pe fift eild wil we be-gin.
1340 Ayenb. 12 £>e vifte article zuo is bet [etc.]. it 1380 Wvclif
Set. IVks. III. 444pe fyfft heresie. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7553
heading, Of the Fyuet Batell in the Felde. i486 Bk. St.
Albans Ej b. The fithe yere a grete stag^e. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf (W. de W. 1531) 307 b, By the vertue of the fyfth
worde that thou spake for great mystery. 163a Sani^f.rS'->n
Serm. 447 The fift position. 1700 Drvdes- Pal. fy Arc. in.

168 With smiling aspect you serenely move In your fifth

orb, and rule the realm of love. 1781 Cowpfr Hope 414 Just
made fifth chaplain of his patron lord. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1. viii, The fifth form would fag us, and I and some
more struck and we beat 'em. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fifth
ventricle [of the brain], the cavity which lies between the
two layers of the septum lucidura.

b. To smite, f stab in, under the fifth rib : to
strike to the heart. ///, and fig.
The Revised Version (agreeing with the older Eng. ver-

sions 'has 'in the belly'; the translators of 161 1 regarded C^n
homesh as the same word as homesh fi'th part ; the two are
from different roots, as the other Semitic langs. show.
1611 Bible 2 Sam. ii. 23 Wherefore Abner with the hinder

ende of the speare smote him vnder the fift ribbe. 1641 W.
Hooke New Eng. Teares 11 Death . . stabs them in the fift

rib. 1822 Shelley Chas. /, 1, 104 Smiting each Uishop
under the fifth rib.

C. Thefifth wheel of a coach, -waggon, etc. : pro-
verbially used for something superfluous.
1891 Law Times XCI. 2o=/2 The functions of the grand

juror are too often those of the fifth wheel in the coach.

2. With ellipsis of sb.

O. E. Chron. an. 827 Fifta was Eadwine Norpan hymbra
cyning. c\\n$Lamb. Horn. 39 Fifte is bet bu scalt foneuen
bon monne pe wi5 be agultet. a 1300 Cursor M. 23235
(GotL) Of helle pines . . pe fi^ft es vndemes of dint, J>at J?a

wreches bar sal hint. 1584 R. Scot Discov. WiUhr. \. viii.

13 Statutes made in the fift of Elizabeth. 1678 B. R. Let.
Pop. Friends 8 That cursed, unfortunate Fifth of November.
1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 395 Tne lots were cast on four ; Myself
the fifth. x8x8 Shelley Rev Islam x. ix. 5 Each fifth shall
give The expiation for his brethren here.

3. Fifth part : one of five equal parts into which
a quantity may be divided.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxxv 230 The kyng axed the

fifthe part of all the meoble goodes of englond. 1565-73
Cooper Thesaurus, Cochlean'um . . two fift partes, a 1687
Petty Pot. Arith. 11690 73 The same Lands will produce
a fifth part more of Food.
4. quasi-<«fo. In the fifth place, Fifthly.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531} 292 Fyfth, they be

mortifyed from the inordynate affeccyon of parentes.

B. sb. 1. = Fifth part. See A. 3. Also, a fifth

part of moveable goods granted to the king.
*557 Recorde IVhetst. B ij b, Sesquiquinta, 6 to 5 : 12 to

10. .1 1 \) a fifte more. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. IV. India 6 The
kings fiftes and revenues. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 209 To
set down 3 Fourths and 4 t lfths. 1724 Swift Drapiers
Lett. v. (1725) 147 When the Publick shall have lost. . Four
Fifths of its Annual Income for ever. 1777 Robertson Hist.
Amer. (1783) III. 370 The spoil ..after setting apart the
king's fifth, was divided among 480 persons.

2. Mus. a. The interval of three tones and a
semitone, embracing five diatonic degrees of the

scale. Also in augmented, diminished, perfect

fifth, for which see those words.
1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 70 A third, a Fift, a Sixt.

165a Newsfr. Lowe-Countr. 8 He.. Knows Thirds, Fifths,

Eights, Rests, Moods, and Time. 1737 Ozei.l Rabelais V.
80 La Quinte. .a Fifth, or the Proportion of Five in Musick.
1825 Danneley Fncycl. Music, Fifth, a note in music, of
which there are three species, viz. the perfect fifth, called
also dominant, the diminished and augmented. 1864 Mhs.
Gatty Parables fr. Nature Ser. iv. 131 All the fifths were
either too flat or too sharp.

b. The concord of two tones separated by this

interval.

1656 tr. Ilobbes Elem. Philos. iv. xxtx. 372 The Organ [of

hearing] will . . make that Concord which is called a Fifth.

1674 [see Concoki; sb. sJ.

3. ;//. Articles of the fifth degree in quality ; fifth-

rate material.
1881 Daily News-j Sept 7/4 Putter, .third-, io^j. : fourths,

995-. ; fifths, jZs. 1893 IVestm. Gas. 5 June 63 Formerly
only as low a quality as good fifths were imported.

C. Comb, fifth • chain ''see quot.} ; fifth-

essence = Quintessence ; fifth-penny, - fifth

part ; fifth-wheel see quot.).

1874 Knight Diet. Metb. I. 839/2
* Fifth-chain, tl

by which the single lead hors-: in a t'ram of fwc i- hitched
to the end of the tongue. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Focsie Arl . .

-

Poure out, mv frend«, there your "fift-e.-sence fyne. 1732
Swift /Vo/. Pay Nat. Debt, Wks. (18411 II. 123')

of the primacy, .are let so low that th^y hardly pay a 'fifth

penny of the re.-.l \.-'.!:e. 1809 Bawdwen Domesday Bk. 416
Torri-ey and Hardw-i.k [.a

: d the fifth-penny of the tax of the
city of Lincoln. 1874 Knh.ht Diet. Mcch. I. 835 2 'Fifth
wheel, a wheel or segment above the fore-axle of a carriage
and beneath the l.-ed . .the fifth wheel forms an extended sup-
port to prevent the careening of the carriage bed.

b. When prefixed to c-.rtain sbs., as form, rate,

etc., fifth forms a combination, which i^ used at-

tributively, passing occrts. into an adj., and through
the absolute use into a sb.

1666 I.ond. Gaz. No. 38 4 A Fifth Rate Freg:-.:. <

;

S^eep-takes. 1672 Lacy Dumb Lajt'y, Pro!.. My less than
fifthratewit. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. :-i-: 4 Admiral Herbert
had with him. . 10 fvunh Kate-. 1 fifth Rate, and 2 J ei d< .

-.

1747 J. LlNU Lett. Na'.y i- f J 7:7) 22 Cap;a!:;s of a fifth

rate. 1857 Hvohf.s Tom Brazen l. ix, F >x most of the '.- :':.

;-pent their evenings in the fifth-form r >m.

Hence Fi'fthly adv,, in the fifth place.

1526 Pil^r. Perf W. de. W. 1 - r S ':>, Fyfthly, th<

de-pyse y* deuyll with all his pompes. 1681 H. MofcK Exp.
Dan. App. iii. 297 Fifthly, If it be demanded why. etc. 1681 6

J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) III. 252 Fifthly and' lastly, That
Christ al-o was that Jehovah and divine Lord and Ki: ?..is
evident. 1800 Vol ng in Phil. Trans. XCI. 12 Fift ily y
immersing the eye in water.

t Fifth monarch.. Cbs. Christ as the head
of the ' fifth monarchy '

; see next.

1658 Cowley Cutter Crleman .V.'. Epil. V.7:s. i-jo \ [. ;>_-

So great and gay a one [Congregati >n] I r.e'er di : Ai
the Fifth Monarch's Court in Co!ei::a-i--tree:. 1660 I

Fanal. in Harl. Misc. 174^'YIII. 70 2 He had re-

keep it till the Coming of the fifth Monarch.

Fifth monarchy. The last of the five gTeat

empires referred to in the prophecy of Daniel
(Dan. ii. 44. in the 17th c. identified with the
millennial reiyn of Christ predicted in the apoca-
lypse. Also attrib., esp. in Fifth-monarchy man,
one of those in 1 7th c. who believed that the second
coming of Chri-t was immediately at hand, and
that it was the duty of Christians to be prepared
to assist in establi-hing his rei^n by force, and in

the meantime to repudiate all allegiance to any
other government.
1657 Lvelys Diary 10 Aug., Desperate zealots, call'd the

Fifth-Monarchy Men. 1677 Dk. Laul-ekdale in L. Papers
(1885) III. lvii. 89 How soone they [the disaffected in W.
Scotland] may take armes no man can tell; for., they are
perfitely fifth monarchye men. 170a Sewall Diary 31 Jan.
(1879^ I'- 52 William Parsons of 88 years, is buried. Was
in the fifth-monarchy fray in London : but slipt away in the
Crowd. 1731 E. Calamy Life (18^0) I. 1. 76 He [Calamy's
schoolmaster] was a sort of Fifth Monarchy man.
Hence Fifth-mona'rchical, a , of or pertaining to

the Fifth-monarchy ; rifth-mo'narchism ncnee-
7i-d., the principles of the Fifth-monarchy-men

;

Fifth-mo'narchist = Fifth-monarchy-man.
1679 Gates Narr. Popish Plot Ded. A ij b, An Anti-

christian pretence of a Fifth Monarchical Soveraignty over
all the Kings and Princes of Christendom. 1705 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. II. ix., Fifth-Monarchical Fanaticks. 1736 Plea
Sacram. Test no Venner, and the other Fifth-Monarchists
in England. 1832-4 DeQuincey Caesars Wks. 1862 IX. 9 The
fanatics of 1650 who proclaimed Jesus for their king. . were
usually styled Fifth-Monarchists. 1870 I-owell Among my
Bks. Ser. 1.(1873)235 The turbid zeal of Fifth-Monarchism.

Fiftieth (frftieh), a. (sb. Forms: 1-2 fifti-

goo"a, -ge"Ca, fifteogotSa, -gatSe, 2-3 fiftuSa. -"Ke,

3 fiftugeUe,4-6 fif-, fyftith'e, -tyth e. 6- fiftieth.

[OE. fiflig-otJa :—earlier *fiftigitnfa, corresponding

to ON. fimmtugande ^Sw., Norw. femtiande, Da.
femtiende , f. Fifty on the analogy of Texth.

In the other Teut. langs. the ordinal soffix is different:

OFns.flftichstaUu.viJptigste\Oli0.pimfzug^sto(MHG.
vunfzegeste, mod.Ger.fUnfzigste.]

The ordinal numeral belonging to the cardinal

fifty. Fiftieth part : one of fifty equal parts into

which a quantity may be divided.

r 1000 .^lfric Gram. (Z.) 2S3 Quinquagesimus, se fifteo-

go3a. eitjs Lamb. Horn. 87 pe fiftuSa dei fram pan
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estertid. c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 117 J>e fiftugeSe dai after

estrene dai. 138a Wyclif Num.viU. 25 Whanne the fyftithe

}eer of age thei han fulfillid. 1530 Palsgr. 372 Cinguan-
tiesme . . fyftyth. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 495 The fiftieth

Chapter sheweth the understanding of the same text by
Effrem. 1611 Bible Lev. xxv. 11 A Iubile shall that fiftieth

yeere be vnto you. 1711 Newton Opticks m. xxi. (ed. 3) 325
The fiftieth part of an Inch. 1868 Lockyer Heavens (ed. 3)

310 The fiftieth part of a second of arc. 1800 Young in

Phil. Trans. XCl. 48 Their difference was exactly one-fifth

of an inch. To this we must add a fiftieth.

Fifty (frfti), a. and sb. Forms : 1 fifti*, 2-4
fifti, 3 Orm. flffti3, south, vifti, 3-5 fl-, fyfte,

3-6 fyfty, 4-6 fiftie, -tye, (6 fyvetie), 7 fivety,

4,7- fifty. [OE.fifth m OFrfs.ftftichjtfteeh, OS.
ffftich (J)\\.vijftig), OHG>//:^(MHG.y)//;//^,
funfzec, mod.Ger. funfaig\ O'S.fimm tigir (Sw.

/emtio, Norw. and obs. Da. femti), Goth, fimf
tig)us, OTeut. *fimfi Five + *tigiwiz

} pi. of *teguz

decade : see -ty ]

A. adj. The cardinal number equal to five tens,

represented by 50 or 1. Also with omission of sb.,

and in comb, with numbers below ten (ordinal and
cardinal), asfifty'-one, fifty-first, etc.

Beowulf"2733 ((Jr.) Fifti^ wintra. riooo ^lfric Dent.
xxii. 29 Fifi.15 yntsena seolfres. a 1175 Cott. Horn. -2-2$ Fifti

fedmewid. c 1205 Lay. 1285 Fifti scipen fulle. is97R.Glol"c
(1724) 518 Arst he adde ileye an ertlie vnssrined vifti 5er.

("1325 Metr. Horn. 18 A man haht him fifty penis. £1380
Wyclif Wks. (18S0) 192 Fourty or fyfty in a queer. .1400
Dcstr. Troy 4064 In hor company come clene shippes fyftc.

1483 Cath. Aug I, 132/2 Fifte sithe, quinquagesies. a 1561
G. Cavendish Metr. Vis. in Life Wolsey (1825) II. 31 This
fyvetie or threscore yere. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 242
A withered Hermite, fiue score winters wome, Might shake
off fiftye looking in her eye. 1611 Bible Gen. ix. 28 And
Noah liued after the flood, three hundred and fifty yeeres.

1683 Pennsyh. Archives I. 57 To secure the Paeyment of
fivety pounds of like money. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
(1783) II. 377 Near the fifty-third degree of latitude. 1847
Tennyson Princ. v. 305 Some fifty on a side. 1878 Morley
Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. I, 199 The disruption of the French
monarchy fifty years afterwards.

b. Used .indefinitely as a large number.
1818 Byron yuan 1. cviii, When people say, ' I've told you

fifty times', They mean to scold. 1870 Kingsley in Git.

Words 204/1 A merchant, .who had fifty things to tell us of
his own .special business.

t c. — Fiftieth. X)bs.

*539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Sund. (1823'! 58 Expoundynge
the gospel of John in the fyfty treaty. 1558 Kennedy
Compend. Treatise in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) 123 The
Apostolis ressavit the gift of the Haly Gaist the fyftiday,

callit in our language Wytsounday. 1578 Timme Caluine on
Gen. 156 As we may read in the fiftie Psalnie.

B. sb.

1. A set of fifty persons or things.
c 1000 Ags. Gosft. Mark vi. 40 Hi ba sa^ton hundredon &

fifti^on. 138a Wyclif Luhe'tx. 14 Make hem to sitte to mete
by feestis, fyftyes. 1611 Bible 2 Kings i. 13 Hee sent
againe a captaine of the third fiftie, with his fiftie. —
1 Mace. iii. 55 Iudas ordained . . captains . . ouer fifties, and
ouer tennes. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. CV*. (1858' II. ix. 64
Every deacon read, .two fifties [fifty psalms]. 1894 Times
23 Feb. 8/4 The price rose by fifties 10^3,450.

2. a. The age of fifty years, b. Thefifties: the

years between fifty and sixty in a particular century

or in one's life.

[•1714 Pope Imit. Hor. t Epist. 1. vii. 73 Near fifty and
without a Wife. 1855 Tennyson Maudx. vi. 31 Ah, what
shall I be at fifty Should Nature keep me alive? 1880 Miss
Bkoughton Sec. Th. II. in. iv. 157, 1 know that I am some-
where in the fifties, and that I was born on a Monday. 1889
R. B. Andkrson tr. Rydbergs Teut. Mythol. 9 A series of
works published in the fifties and sixties.

T 3. A fifty-gun ship. Obs.

1778 Burke Corr. (18441 IE 249 Two ships of the line, two
fifties, and about four lesser frigates. 1799 Naval Chron.
I. 292 Ships of the line 188, Fifties 27.

C. Comb., as in fifty-fold adj. and adv.
; fifty-

gun-ship; flfty-per-cent a, usurious; fifty-

weight, half a hundredweight.
e 1000 ^Elfric Gram. (Z.) 285 Quinqnagenarius, *fifti*feald.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. 1. ii. 70 Till the worst of all follow
him laughing to his graue, fifty-fold a Cuckold. 187a
Proctok Ess. Astron. xi. 156 Exceeding fiftyfold the volume
of the Sun. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 58 Ten sail of the line,

and a *fifty-gun-ship. 183a Marryat A'". Forsterxiii, A fifty-

gun ship, frigate, and two corvettes, made their appearance.
1835 Knapp & Baldw. Neivgate Cat. III. 496/1 No trades-
man of a *fifty per cent, conscience. 1667 Primatt City
4- C. Build. 105 Nine hundred and *fifty weight of Lead
taken up in Ledges and Gutters. 1840 W. S. Mayo
KalootaJi 140 Packing on my back about fifty weight of
iron bolts.

Fiffcyless(fiftiles).(j. [f. prec. +-LES3.] With-
out fifty ; in quot.— not fifty years old.

1767 G. Canning Poems 87 Let not your fiftyless lover
despair.

Pig (ng), sb} Forms : 3-5 fige, 4-6 fyg'g(e,

(4 fijg\ 5-8 flgg(e, 6-9 Se. and 9 dial, feg, 9
dial, vig, 5- fig. [a. OF. fige, figue, ad. Prov.

figa,figua = Sp. higa (obs. rare), It. fiea (rare):—

popular Lat. *fica fig, f. L. ficus («-stem) fig-

tree, fig. The L. ficus was taken into OE. as

fie (see Kike sb.^) and was represented directly in

OF. hy fi ( — It. fico, Sp. higo, Pg-figo), and *fica

hyfie.]
1. The fruit of the fig-tree or Ficus, esp. the fruit

of the Fiats carica. \ Figs of Pharaoh : the fruit

of the Sycamore Fig {Ficus SycomorusX.
a 1225 Ancr. ^.150 Swete frut, bet me clepeft figes. ci3*$

Cocr de L. 1549 Fyggys, raysyns, in frayel. 1393 Langl.
P. PI, C. in. 29 Ne on croked kene borne kynde fygys wexe.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 50 Fyge trees bat beren no leves
but fyges vpon the smale braunches, & men clepen hem
Figes of Pharoon. < 1430 7wo Cookery-bks. 15 An sethe
fygys in Wyne & grynde hem. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
*• 'ii. 573 The milky Fig, the Damson black and white.
1671 Salmon Syn. Med. in. Ixxxit. 713 Apply a Cataplasm
of Figgs and Raisons stoned. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn
679 Beneath his ample leaf the luscious fig. 1801 Southey
Thalaha 11. xxxiii, Before their guest They laid . . the lus-

cious fi*. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 1. 11. 552 In the orchard
hangs aloft The purple fig.

b. = Fig-tree. Any tree of the genus Ficus,

esp. Fit us carica. Indian Fig: the Banyan {F.

indica), or the Pipal (F. religiosa^.

138a Wyclif Num. xx. 5 The whiche ne fige getith, ne
vynes, ne powmgarnettis. ^1400 Rom. Rose 1364 Fyges, &
many a date tree There wexen. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 159
Fygge or fyge tre, ficus. 1604 Evelyn A'al. Hort. (1729)
222 Figs and Mulberries will be propagated by their Suckers.

1763 Churchill Gotham 1, The Fig, which . . gave our first

Parents Cloaths. i860 Delamer Kitch. Gard. 150 The Fig—Ficus carica.

c. In the East and West Indies popularly applied

(like the corresponding words in Fr., Sp., and Pg.)»

to the Bnnana, also to the Cochineal Cactus.
1582 N. Litchfield tr. Castaneda's Discozt. E. Ind. ix. 22

Fruites : that is to saye, Pomegranets, Figges of the Indias,

Orenges. 1700 S. L. tr. C. Fryke's Tivo I'oy. into E. I. 31
Pisang Figgs,which are a long kind of Figg. 171a tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. 17 The Indian Fig. .call'd Jamacan. .is the
same Plant that .. bears the Cochineal. 1794 [see Cochi-
neal 2].

+ 2. A poisoned fig used as a secret way of de-

stroying an obnoxious person. Often Fig ofSpain,

Spanish, Italian fig. Obs.
c 1589 Theses Martinianx 21 Have you given him an

Italian figge? 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle iii. 1151 This boy
. .long he shall not soe, if figs of Spain, .their force retaine.

16.. North Theret's Lives (1657) 45 Tamberlaine .. did
cause a Fig to be given him, and after his death married
his widow. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals ill. I. 233 Some
report he was poyson'd with an Italian Fig. 1691 Bethel
Provid. God 33 He.. durst not have disobeyed for fear of
a Dose, or a Fig.

3. As the name of a disease, from the resemblance
in shape, f a. In human beings : The disease

Ficus, or the piles. Also //. Obs.

14. . Nam, in Wr.-Wiilcker 707 Hie jigus, the fyge. 1483
Cath. Angl. 130/1 pe Figes, quidam morbus, Jicus. c 1550
Lloyd Treas. //ealth(i^Ss) M ij, It isgood ifthe fygge blede.

b. Fan-iery. An excrescence on the frog of a

horse's foot, somewhat resembling a fig.

1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 414 Of the Figge. A Horse
having receiued any hurt . . in the sole of his foot . .there will

grow in that place a certain superfluous piece of flesh, like

a Figge. 1616 Slrfl. &: MARKM. Country Farme 142 You
must pare the hoofe . . betwixt the sole of the foot and the
figge. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Fie- in the manege, is

a sort of wart on the frush and sometimes all over the body
of a horse. 1823 in Crabu Technol. Diet.

4. As a type of anything small, valueless, or con-

temptible ; also, j a dried fig ; a fig's end. In

phrases : f Never a fig = not at all
;

{to + bid,

care, give) a figy
or figs end for; to mind, value

{a person or thing), be worth afig orfig's end.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12206 He fortherit neuer a fyge with
his fi^ht yet. c 1450 Crf. 0/Love xcviii, A Figge for all her
chastite ! 1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 115 If hee
threaten as an enemie, a figge for his Monarchic <z 1572
Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 173 A feg for the fead, and
a buttoun for the braggyne of all the hevetikis . . in Scot-

land. 1600 Rowlands Let. Humours Blood i. 7 AMI Beere
in Europe is not worth a figge. 163a Sherwood s.v. Figge,
Not to care a figge for one,faire lajigue a. 1634 Withai.s
Diet, 557 Fund umbra non emerim, I will not give a fig's

end for it. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. 3/1 No Man Does care
a Fig for such a Woman. 1718 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb.
11. i. 49 Pshah ! a Fig for his Mony ! 1840 Thackeray
Catherine vii, We have it from nature, and so a fig for Miss
Edgeworth. 185a — Esmond m. ii, Nor . . is the young
fellow worth a fig that would. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss., A feg's end for it. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 185

Charlie does not care a fig about it.

7 b. Used contemptuously ; so Figs end used

as a substitute for some other word. Also as

an exclamation. Cf. Fiddlestick'^ ! Fiddlestick's

end! Obs.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 322 Vertue? A figge, 'tis in our
selues that we are thus, or thus. Ibid. n.J. 256 Rodo. She's

full of most bless'd condition, /ago. Bless'd figges-end.

175a Foote Taste 11. Wks. 1799 1. 23 This is Mynheer Baron
de . Lady. Mynheer Figs-end.

5. dial. A raisin.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Figs, raisins, W. 1880 in W.
Cornxv. Gloss. x88a Hampsh. Gloss.

8. slang.

1798 Edgeworth Pract. Educ. I. 315 Coiners give, .names
to . . the various kinds of false money which they circulate

;

such as flats, or Jigs, or figthings.

7. Soap-making. (See qnots.
1

)

1885 Carpenter Man?//. Soap 1. 12 The appearances
known as 'grain' or 'strike' in a hard soap and 'fig' in a
soft soap, are due to the crystalline character of soap. Ibid.
vi. 161 To produce a grained soft-soap (or ' fig ').

8. Fig {of tobacco) : a small piece. Cf. Fid.
1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. ^1862^ 187 How are you off

for tobacco? said Mr. Slick. Grand, said he, got half a fig

left yet. 1893 Mrs. C Praed Outlaw <y Lawmaker I. 103
Running round to the store for a fig of tobacco.

9. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., asfig-box,

?drum, -juice, -plaster, -skin, -tart, -ivasp, -tvood,

-yard; fig-like adj. b. objective, as fig-gatherer,

-lover, -seller.

1868 Less. Mid. Age T26 The one man of the company set

his foot upon the old *fig-lx>x. 1864 Thoreau Cape Cod
x. (1894} 324, I saw a great many barrels and *fig-drums.

1552 Huloet, *Figge gatherer, ficetor. 1853 Hickie tr.

Aristoph. (1872) II. 637 Pound together garlic with 'fig-

juice. 1845 Lindi.ey Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 28 b, The roots
have long +

fig-like fibres. issaHuLOET^Figgelouer^c^/or.
1884 Browning Ferishtah (1885) 56 Try a*fig-plaster: may
it ease thy pangs ! 1483 Cath. Angl, 129/2 A *Fige celler,

flcarius. 1855 Browning FraLippo8$, I starved. .On *fig-

skins. 155a Huloet, *Figge tartes, cotlybia. 1883 G. Allen
in Knoiul. 3 Aug. 66/1 The *fig-wasps lay their eggs in the
fruit of the caprifico. 1875 Pollen Anc. fy Mod. Furn. 33
*Figwood, willow, plane, elm, ash [etc.]. 1570 Levins
Manip. 210/29 The *Fygyeard, flcetum. 1874 Farrar
Christ 55 Winding thro' the rich figyards and olive groves.

10. Special comb., as fig-apple, a kind of apple
(see quot.) ; fig-banana, a small variety of the

banana common in the West Indies [Cent. Vict.) ;

fig-bean, a name for several species of Lupinus ;

fig-bird, {a) =Beccafico; (/>) see quot. 1854;
fig-blue, soluble blue {Cent. Did.) ; fig-cake (see

quot. 1858";; fig-dost, finely ground oatmeal, used

as food for caged birds {Cent. Diet.) ; fig-eater,

{a) one who eats figs
; {b) =Beccafico; fig-fauns

= L. fauni ficarii (see Forcellini s. v. ficarius) ;

fig-finch = Beccafico ; fig-flower, a fig of the first

crop ; fig-frail, a frail or basket of figs (see Frail
sb.) ; fig-gnat, a gnat, Culcxficarius, injurious to

the fig ; fig-marigold, a name given to several

species of the genus Mcsembrianthemum ; fig-

pecker = Beccafico ; fig-peepul, the Indian Fig
(see above, sense 1 b) ; fig-shell, a shell somewhat
resembling a fig; fig-sue dial., a posset of blead,

figs, and ale; fig-Sunday dial., Palm Sunday;
fig-water, a decoction of figs. Also Fig-leaf,
-THEE, -WORT.
1707 Mortimer Husb. 542 The *Fig-apple is also newly

Propagated, the Tree yielding no Blossoms . . nor hath the
'ruit in it any Core. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ccxii.

333 They are usually called Lupines . . yet some call them
*Fig-beanes after the Dutch name. 1878-86 Britten &
Holland Plant-n., Fig-Bean. 1576 Newton Lemnie's
Complex. (1633) 105 *Figge-birds. 1854 J. W. Warter Last
oj Old Squires xiii. 138 The chiff-chaffs; one ofwhich Sussex
people call the fig-bird. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristo-
phanes II. 29 She once supplied us with *fig-cakes and figs.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Fig-cake, a preparation of
figs and almonds worked up into a hard paste, and pressed

into round cakes like small cheeses. 155a Huloet, "Figge
eater, ficarius. 1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 216 The
Beccafigo or Fig-eater. 1750 Bible (Douay) Jer. I. 39
Therefore shall dragons dwell there with the *fig-fauns.

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. xviii. 162 The
* Fig-finch, the Thrush and the Oisters. 1719 London &
Wise Compl. Gard. v. 94 Figs bear twice a year, viz. first

in July and August, and are usually call'd * Fig- Flowers.

1607 Middleton Five Gallants iv. v, Upon paths made of
*fig-frails. 1658 Rowland Moufet 's Theat. Ins. 954 Culex
ficarius, i.e. *Fig Gnat. 1731. Medley Kolbcns Cape G.
Hope II. 255 African *Fig-IVlarygoId with a long triangular

leaf and a flesh coloured flower. 1881 E. "ti.oi.VB Seven Yrs.

in S. Africa I. i. 16 Fig-marigolds of various kinds are es-

pecially prominent. 1647 **• Stapylton Juvenal 267 The
ficedula or *figpecker, called hy the Italian ' beccafico ', be-

cause it feeds most on figtrees. 1864 A. V. Kirwan Host
4- Guest 1, 2 Several species of dates, fig-peckers, roebuck,

and wild hoar. 1859 Lang Wand. India 303 The tamarind,
the *fig-peepul, the pomegranate, and others of the plains,

175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 151 The *Fig-shell, with the
depressed clavicle. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. I. 352 The
species of Ficula are known from their shape as fig or pear
shells. 1851 Cumbrld. Gloss., *Fig-Sue, bread and figs

boiled in ale. 1850 A'. * Q. 1st Ser. II. 68/2 *Fig Sunday.

1747 Mrs. Delany Autobiog. (1861) II. 480 *Fig-watcr has

cured him.

+ Piff (fig"), *M Obs. [ad. F. figite (in phrase

faire la figue to make the gesture described), ad.

It. fica ; cf. Sp. higa in dar la higa to * give the fig '.

By some identified with Fig sb. 1 (for a story purporting to

account for the use, see Littres.v.). According toothers,

It. fica had an indecent sense: see Tommaseo's Diet.]

A contemptuous gesture which consisted in thrust-

ing the thumb between two of the closed fingers or

into the month. Also, fig of Spain, and To give

{a person) the fig.
1579 Ulp. Fulwell Art of Flattery ii. C iv/i For a token

I thee sende A dotinge Figge of Spayne. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, 111. vi. 62 The Figge of Spaine. 1600 Shepherd's
Stumberyo in England's Helicon Z iv, With scowling browes
their follies checK and S3 giue them the Fig. 1891 C. E.

Norton Dante's Hell xxv. 133 The thief raised his hands
with both the figs, crying, ' Take that God 1

'

Fig (fig), sb.'A [f. Fig v.* 2.

It has been asserted that in fashion prints ' Full fig.' (ab-

breviation for figure) and ' Demi-fig. were formerly used

for front and back or side views of the figure ; but we have

failed to find confirmation of the statement.]

1. Dress, equipment, only in phr. in fullfig,
1841 T. Hook Fat/iers fy Sons xxi, In full fig for the cere-

mony. 1839 De Quincey Casuistry Rom. Meals Wks. III.

269 All belted and plumed, and in full military fig. 1866

Motley Corr. 14 Aug. II. 247 We all turned out in full fig

the other day.
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2. Condition, form.
' 1^83 Sherer At Home in India 203 Lord Alaric was in

great fig. Mod. The horse was in good fig for the race.

t Fig, v. } Obs. rare. [f. >ig sb. 1 "] trans, only

in f Tofig away ^a person) : to get rid of by means
of a poisoned fig. Obs, Cf. Fig sb.* 2.

1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 23 Cardinals
Allen and Toilet ;

yea Pope Sixtus quintus himselfe, all

figg'd away in a trice. Ibid. 109 What an excellent veine
both Popes haue in Figging each other away.

t Fig, v. 2 Obs. [f. Fig $b*\ trans. To insult

(a person) by giving him the fig: see Fig sb. 2

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 123 When Pistoll lyes, do
this, and figge me, like The bragging Spaniard.

t Fig) z>- 3 Obs. Also 7 figge. [var. of Fikez/.1
;

cf. also Kidgk z>.] intr. To move briskly and
restlessly ; to jog to and fro. Also, tofig about.

1595 £*#' Tripe-wife (1881) 148, I trotted from my trotter

stall, And figd about from neates feete neatly drest. 1598
Sylvester Du Bar/as 11. i. Handle-Crafts 505 Like as a
hound that . . upon the sent doth ply, Figs to and fro, and
fals in cheerfull cry. 1644 Quarles Barnabas fy B. (1651)

73 They that . . run to sermons, figge to lectures, pray
thrice a day [etc.]. a 1734 North Exam. 1. iii. § 125 (1740)
204 Multitudes of factious People incessantly figed about.

Hence Frgging vhl. sb.j and///, a.

1577 B. Googe Heresbacii's Hnsb. (1586) 6 Not medling
with figging, chopping, & changing, nor seeking their living
by handycrafts. 1601 Deacon & Walker Ans-w, to DareI
190 Your violent Askings and figgings about those your idle
vagaries, a 1627 Middleton Chaste Maid in. ii, Their short
figging little shittle-cock heels ! a 1659 Osbokn Observ.
Turks Wks. (1673) 334 Their daily figging up and down the
streets, .unattended, a 1693 Ukquhart Rabelais II. xxxii,
Their, .figging Itch, wrigling Mordicancy. a 1734 North
Lives I. 99 His figging about at the first entrance.

Pig (ng)i vA [var. of Feague.]
1. trans. = Feagubz». 2 b. Tofig out (a horse) :

to trot out in lively condition. Also to fig uj>, to

make lively or spirited.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 182 He said the horse, .was
figged with ginger. 1819 Moore Tom Crib's Mew. 24 In
vain did they try to fig up the old lad. 1825 C. M. West-
macott Eng. Spy I. 177 Fig out two lively ones [horses].

2. To fig out', to dress, 'get up'. Also to fig
up : to furbish up, make ' smart \
1837 Marryat Dog-fiend xx, Landsmen are figged out as

fine as Lord Harry. 1841 Thackeray Sec. Fun. Nap. i,

Cowards fig themselves out. .as 'salvage men*. 1871 Punch
oNov. 196/1 It [a house] wants a little figging up. 1883 W.C.
Kussell in Lougm. Mag. III. 123 The waiter's costume, as
lie styled the dress I had figged myself out in.

+ 3. ? To stuff. Obs. rare-K
Johnson explains this :

' To put something useless into a
person's head. Low Cant.'
1692 R. L'Estrance Fables cccciii. 378 Away to the Sow

she goes, and Figs her in the Crown with another Story.

t Fig, v.5 slang. Obs. [Of doubtful origin

;

perh. (ttke Feague, Fig v.*t Fake) repr. Ger.
fegen : see Fake v. The spelling fegge (see Fig-
boy) seems to support this.] intr. To pick pockets.

Hence Pi-g^ei^see quot.). Figging- vbl.sb. only
in figging-law see quot. 178$).
c 1550 Dice-Play Bva, Hyghe law robbery; Figginge

law, picke purse crafte. 1611 Dekker Roaring Girle Wks.
1873 III. 220 All his traine study the figging law. 1785
Grose Did. Vulg. Tong., Eigger, a little boy put in a
window to hand out goods to the diver. Ibid., Figging
law, the art of picking pockets.

fFigarde. Obs, rare -1 . [corruptly ad. L.
pygarg-us] = Pygabg.
1388 Wyclif Deut. xiv. 5 A figarde.

Figary, var. form of Fegabt, vagary.

Figate, ? obs. form of Faggot.
1645 N. Drake Siege Pontefr. (Surtees) 69 They made

figates, of which they made a barricado. This eevning the
enemy was seene to bring, .figates.

t Pi*g-boy. Obs. slang, [f. stem of Fig v$ +
Boy.] A pickpocket.
C1550 Dice-Play Dvb, Where by fyne fingered Fegge

boye. .picked shalbe his purse. 1602 W.Watson Quodlibets
Relig. fy State 61 Practicall science inuented by fig-boyes,
and men of the Bernard high lawe.

t Pi'g-dote. Obs. Also 5 -dode, 7 -date. Con-
jectured to be ad. Tg.figo doudo, wild (lit. mad ')

fig, = Fr. figue folic. Cf. Du. v'tjghe dote, dodesche
vijgh ;Kilian) in same sense. la the S.W. counties

doughfig is used for a dried fig, the \ioxAfig alone
meaning a raisin.J An inferior kind of fig.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 351 Item, for

a topet of fygge dodes ijj. 155a Huloet, Figge dote,
busicon. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. xxii.

204 Let Dioscorides commend his.. yellow figs, .and Fra-
tensis his Mariscas or Fig-dates.

t Pigee. Obs. Forms : 4-5 fygey(e, 5 figee,

figge. [Perh. originally a. OF. figj a dish of
curds, subst. use of pa. pple of figer to curdle; in

later use associated with Fig sb. 1
] A dish in old

cookery: a. of fish (see qnot. 13S1) ; b. of figs, etc.

1381 in S. Pegge Forme ofCury (1780) 114 For to make
Fygey. Nym Lucys or tenchis and hak hem in morsells
[etc.]. 14 . Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1SS2) 119 A figge.
To mak a figge tak figges and boile them in wyne, then [etc.].

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 94 Ffygey. Take figges and caste
hem in a potte And [etc.].

t Fi'gent, a. Obs. Also 6 figgent, 7 flgient,
Fitchaxt [? f. Fidge v. + -ent.] Fidgety, restless.

1598 E. Gilpin .S£fa/. (1878) 51 He.. Is an odd figgent iack
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called Iealousie. 1605 Chapman, etc. Eas/w. Hoe III. ii-

Divb, Quick, What kind of figent memory haue you? Pet.
Nay then, what kind of figent wit hast thou ? 1613 Beauw,
& Fl. Coxcomb iv. iii, He was somewhat figent with me.
a 1616 — Fr. Lawyer ill. 1', I have known such a wrang-
lingadvocate. Such a little figent thing, a 1627 Middleton
Chaste Maid ill. iii, I never could stand long in one place
yet ; I learnt it of my father, ever figient.

T Fi*ger. Obs. [a. OF.figier^mod.Y.figuie?''),
f. figue Fig sb. 1

] A fig-tree. Alsofiger- tree.

a 1300 Cursor M. 804 (Cott. >f>ai cled bam ban in bat mister
Wit leues brad bath o figer. c 1300 A'. Alls. 5784 Appel
trowes and fygeres. c X320 Sir Tristr. 3082 Ful ner be gat
bai abade Vnder a figer tre. a 1400 Pistill 0/Susan 86 ( >n
Firres and fygers bei fongen heore seetes. 1401 Pol. Poems
(Rolls* II. 112 The curse that Crist jaf to Phariseis, figured
in the figre tree.

tPi'getive, a. Her. Obs. Also 5 flgityve, 7
figitive. [ad. heraldic Lat. figittv-us irregularly

f. L. figure to fix: see -tive.] — Pitched.
i486 Bk. St. A Ibans, Her. C vj b, Thys cros is founde other

while pyeche or figityue in armys. i6ioGuillim Heraldry
II. vil. (1611) 69 Crosses that haue the whole fourth part
figitive. 182S-40 Berry Encycl. Herald. I, Figetive, fitchsd.

Figged (figd), ///. a. [f. Fig sbA + -ED -.]

= FlGGT 2 and 3.

1720 Humourist 157 Then they, .eat figged pudding. i83g
Uke Diet. Arts, etc. s.v. Soap, Interspersed with the figged
granulations of stearate of potash.

Fi-ggery, sb. rare. [f. Fig sb.% or vA + -EltY.]

Dressy ornament.
1841 Thackeray See. Fun. Kafi. i, Coquettes, .cover their

persons with figgery, fantastically arranged.

Fi'ggery-four, vulgar U.S. pronunc of figure

-

(of)four (trap
s

: see Figure sb. 19 c.

Figging (fi'gin)> sb. [f. Fig sb.> + -ing ^.] The
granulation produced in soft soap by the addition
of tallow in the manufacture.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. s.v. Soap.

tFi'gginS. Obs. [A variant form of Fegs.]
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. v, Uy my figgins, godmother,

I cannot as yet enter in the humour of being merry.
a 1693 Ibid. 111. Iii, By my Figgins, I believe it.

t Fi'ggle, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Fig v.% and

Daggle, Draggle, etc.] intr. To fidget about.
a 1552 I!rome love-sick Court v. ii, Our fleecy sheep, Who

shake their heads, figgle, and writh their tayls.

t Figffum. Obs. ?Juggler's tricks.

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v. viii, Toy. See, he spits
fire. Pov. O no, he plaies at Figgum, The Diuell is the
Author of wicked Figgum.
Figgy (fi'gi), a. [f. Fig sbA + -t '.]

1. Resembling figs, sweet as figs; in quotfig.
1548 Hooper Declar. 10 Commandm. iv. 39 A gentle, swete,

and fyggie god that, .will not see thabhomination.
2. Made with figs i.e. raisins; see Fig sb.^ =.

1846 Spec. Cornish Dial. 53 A thoomping figgy pudden.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,- Figgie-dowdie, a west-
country pudding, made with raisins, and much in vogue at
sea among the Cornish and Devon men.
3. In Soap-making'. Containing white granula-

tions, like the seeds of figs, of stearate of potash.
186a O'Neill Dyeing <$• Calico Print. 185/1 The quality

of soft soap is thought to depend in some measure upon the
existence of white particles diffused through the mass, pro-
ducing the appearance called ' figgy'.

Fight . foit), sb. Forms: a. 1 feoht(e, 2-3
fiht. e, 3 fseht(e, fahte, feht'e, south, veht, feiht,

;feoht, fith, fipt, f^$te), 3-5 fijt'e, south. 3
vihte, 4 vi(jr)3t, (4 fe^t, fieht, fyhte, south.

vyhte, fyth), 4-5 fyght, (5 feght, feyghte,
fighte), 5-6, 9 Sc. fecht, 8 Se. (faugh t), 9
dial, feight, 3, 5- fight, p. 1 jefeoht, 2-3
ifiht. [f. next vb. ; OE. had three words, feohte
wk. fern., feoht and gefeoht str. neut. Cf. OFris.

fiuchte wk. fern., OS. and OHG. fehta str. fem.
(MHG. vehte fem.) ; also Du. gevecht, OHG. gifeht
(MHG. geveht

y
mod.Ger. gefecht) str. neut.]

1. The action of fighting. Now only arch, in

phrase {valiant
%

etc.) in fight, f /// fight : en-
gaged in battle.

Beowulf^959 (Gr.) We ^set ellenweorc. .feohtan fremedon.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxliiifi]. 1 God . . tseceb handa mine to feohte.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 151 Heo5 stronge on fihte. c 1205 Lav.
23208 To-gaedre heo fusden and veht heo bigunnen. 13..
E. E. A Hit. P. B. 275 He watz famed for fre bat fe3t loued
best. 1340 Ayenb. 219 Moyses ouercom amalec .. na3t be
UJkt: ac be his holy biddinges. c 1420 Anturs of Arth.
xxii, For Fraunse haue ;e frely with 3aure fi3te wonne. 1513
Douglas s&ncis x. vi. 76 Thar syre that, .companjeon was
in fecht To Hercules. 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 296 The
Erie of Warwick after long fight, wisely did perceiue his
men to be ouerpressed. 159a Shaks. Vett. <$• Ad. 114 The
god of fight. 1666 Evelyn Mem. (1857) 11. 5 The Duke of
Albemarle was still in fight. 1680 Morden Geog. Red.'. 1685)
83 No River, .affbrdeth more . . sufficiency for Fight. 1S59
Tennyson Enid 223 So that I be not fall'n in fight.

b. In obvious phrases : To ifang, f take {the)

fight, to give fight, to make (a) fight.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5515 (Cott.) If bai tak agains vs fight.

c 1450 Golagros $ Gaw. 762 Of thair strife sa Strang, The
feght so fellely thai fang. 1831 Examiner 89/1 Suppose
they, .should make fight upon the occasion. 1833 Marryat
/*. Simple x. They . . had resolved to * give fight\ 1847 —
Childr. N. Forest xx, We will make a fight for it. 1884
Times 5 Mar. 5/2 Apparently, .he made a great fight,

t C. Method of fighting. Obs.
1603 Knolles Hist. 'Turks (16381 89 After the maner of

the fight of that time. 1613 Hayward William I 77 After-

FIGHT.

ward the English, being trained to that fight [i.e. the prac-
tice of archery] did thereby chiefly maintaine ihemselues
with honourable aduantage against all nations.

2. A combat, battle.

a. A hostile encounter or engagement between
opposing forces; = Battle i. Now arch, or
rhetorical.

(-893 K. Alfred Oros. 1. \x. § r J)a:t .. gefeoht betuh
Cretense & Atheniense bam fulcum. c 1205 Lay. 18693 Alle
ba seouen nihte ilaste bat selliche feoht. c 1310 in Pol. Songs
(Camden) 190 Sire Jakes ascapede. .Out of the fyhte. .in wel
muchele drecle. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iii. 58 Thou hast
talk'd. .Of. .all the current of a beaddy fight. 1600 Hol-
land Livy ix. 327 The conflicts and fights at sea, in the first

Punick warre. a 1671 Ln. Fairfax Mem. (16991 68 This
was the issue of Hornshy Fight. 1789 Cowper Ann.
Mem. 1789, 23 Siege after siege, fight after fight. 1821
Shelley Heltas 474 The sea-convulsing fight. 1852 Ten-
nyson Ode Death DA: Wellington 96 He that gain'd a
hundred fights.

b. A combat between two or more persons or
animals. Not now usually npplied (exc. rhetoric-

ally) to a formal duel, but suggesting primarily
either the notion of a brawl or unpremeditated en-

counter, or that of a pugilistic combat.
C 1300 lia'.-clok 2668 So was bi-twenen hem a fiht Fro pe

morwen ner to be nilit. a 1400 Octouian ir.93 The Sarsyns
cryde..To hare God Mahone To help her gtaunt in that
fyght. 1606 Shaks. TV. ^- Cr. iv. v. 90 As you and Lord
tineas Consent vpon the order of their fight. 1678 Butler
Hud. 111. i. 84 Tbe ancient Errant Knights Won all their
Ladies' Hearts in Fights. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock v. 77
Nor fear'd the Chief tb' uneqr.al fight to try, Who sought
no more than on his foe to die. 1818 Shelley A>7-. Islam
1. viii. 4 An Kagle and a Serpent wreathed in fight. 1826

J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 174 You hear . . faint
far nff echoes o' fechts wi' watchmen. 1840 Llaine Encycl.
Rur. Sforts § 4077 (1R52) 1229 New rules of the ring ..

adopted after a fatal light between [etc.].

c. With various qualifying attributes. Running
fight', a fight kept up while one party flees and the
other pursues. Sham fight: a mimic battle (in-

tended to exercise or test the troops engaged, or
I simply for display) t Single fi^Jit : a duel.

Stand-up fight', one in which the combatants
* stand up ' manfully to each other.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. i. icjo, I . . will . . Try fortune
with him, in a Single Fight. 1697 Dryden yEneid vm. 751
Herilus in single Fight I slew. 1727 in Bailey vol. II. s.v.

lights, Running Fights [at Sea]. 1876 Green Short Hist.
vii. § 4. 411 The running fight betwetn the two fleets

lasted throughout the week. 1884 Pall Mall G. 9 July 1.1
We can all understand a stand-up fight on a clear issue.

1890 Spectator 20 Sept. 362/2 The sham fight near Gross-
wardein in Hungary.
3. fig. Strife, conflict, struggle for victory; «=

Battle 7.

c 1000 Bt Manna Mode 66 < Gr. i WearS seo feohte to grim.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 162 Ure Louerd sulf stont ber bi be ulhte.
a 1300 Cursor M. 201 14 (G5tt.) Loued scho nouber fith na
striue. 1340 Ayenb. 131 A ueld of uiy;t huerinne him he-
houep eure to hbbe. 1526-34 Tindale i Tim. vi. 12 Fyght
the good fyght of fayth. 1667 MlLTON P. L. vi. 30 Well hast
thou fought The letter fight. 1794 Burns Contented wi'
littled Man is a sodger, and life is a faught. 1818 Shelley
Rct'. Islam v. ii. 7 What secret fight Evil and good. .Waged
thro' that silent throng.

4. Power, strength or inclination for fighting;

pugnacity. Also in to showfight.
1812 Sportintr Mag. XXXIX. 138 Which ultimately took

the fight out of him. 1863 H. Kincsley A. Elliot I. xv. 188
Until— something or another happens to make little Eleanor
show fight. 1886 MCakihy & Praed Right Hon. I. vii.

120 Their country had fight enough in her yet. 1892 G.
Hake Mem. 80 Years lxiv. 272 Marcus Aurelius Antoninus,
a man of fight.

f 5. A kind of screen used during a naval
engagement to conceal and protect the crew of
the vessel. Usually in //. Obs. See also Close-
fight.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. n. ii. 142 Clap on more sailes,

pursue: vp with your fights Giue fire. 1631 Heywood/Vi//-
Maid of West iv. Wks. 1874 II. 316 Then now up with your
fights. 1673 Dryden Amboyna 111. iii. Song, Up with your
Fights and your Nettings prepare. 1678 Phillips, Fightts
in Navigation, are the Waste- {printed Mast-] clothes which
hang round about the Ship, to hinder men from being seen
in fight, or any place wherein men may cover themselves
and yet use their Arms. 1721-1800 in Bailev.

+ b. Foremost fi^ht (nonce-use): a breastwork
on a rampart ; = forefight^ L. propugnacutum.
n6u Chapman Iliad XII. 271 They fiercely set vpon ..

The Parrapets. .ras't euerie formost fight. .The Greeks yet
stood, and stil repaird the forefights of their wall.

f6. A division of an army in battle array. Cf.

Battle sb. 8. Obs.
i6aa Drayton Poly-otb. xxii. 221 The King into three

fights his forces doth divide.

7. Comb., as in +fightfield, -time. Also fright-
rac't (?= -racked) a., overthrown in battle; f fight-

wite, a fine for taking part in a disturbance.
i6ix Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Decay 931 Till one

winding Cave Become the * Fight-Field of two Armies brave.

c 1611 Chatman Iliad iv. 490 His fall was like a *fight-rac't

towre. c 1400 Dcstr. 'Troy 6267 pat our fos with nofaulshed
in be *fyght tyme, Sese not our Cite. C900 Laws Edw. «$

Guth. xiii, }>aet 'fyht-wite. c 1250 Gloss. Laiv Terms in Ret.
Ant. I. 33 Ficthwite, quite de medUe de lamerci.

Fight (fait), v. Pa. t. andpa.pple. fought (f§t\

Forms : Infin. 1 feohtan, fehtan, north, fehta,

3 fehteu, south, vehten, (3 feahten, fahten,
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fuhtsn), 3-5 fejt(e, (4 fett), 3-6 fegbte, 4-8 Sc.

feoht; 2-3 feihten, (4 feyjtte), 5-6 feyght(yn,

(j fayjto, 6 Sc. feicht), 6, 9 dial, feight ; 2-3

flhten, Orm. flhhtenn, 3-5 fljte(n, flte(n, 4
south, vijte, (4 fl^hte, fy})t), 4-5 fighte(n, 4-6

fyghte, 9 rf/'a/. foight, fught, 3- fight. Pa. t. 1

fsaht, fseht,//. fuhton, (2 feight, 3 faht, leeht,

feaht, feht, feoht, feuht, fuht), 3-5 fajt(e,

-ghte, 3 south, vagt, (3 fachte, fagt, faj>t), 3-5

fojte, (5 foghte, fughte), (3 fougte, 4 fouhte,

6 fou;te, foughted, fowght, 9 fout), 3-5 fau$te,

-ghte, (4 fauht, -th, fawght, 5 faughth, fawte, 6

fauoht), (5 fat, 8-9 dial, or vulgar fit), 6- fought.

Pa. pple. 1 fohten, 3-6 foghten, (3 fughten), 4
foujten, (foojte, foujte), 5-9 arch, foughten, (4

-yn, 6 fochin, 6 fowth, 6- fought), 7-9 dial, or

vulgar fit, fltten. [A Com. WGer. strong vb.

:

OY.. feohtan <- OFris. fiuchta, OS. *fehtan (not re-

corded, but cf. the sb. fehta ; Du. vechtcn), OHG.
fehtan (MHG. vehten, moi.iint.fechten) :-OTeut.

type *fehtan {faht, fuhlum, fohtono-).

The conjugation of this vb. is peculiar, because in all the

other vbs. that have the u- and o- grades these are caused
by the presence of a liquid or nasal

;
possibly the forms have

been influenced by the analogy offtehtan to plait. Outside

Teutonic the formal equivalent is L. pectere to comb, though
the difference in sense causes some difficulty ; see Brugmann
Grundriss II. § 680.J

1. intr. To contend in battle or single combat.
c 900 Pol. Laws A Ifred vii, Be Son Se mon on cynges healle

feohte. a xooo Riddles vii. 5 iGr.) Mec min frea feohtan

hate5. c 1105 Lav. 3939 Heo bi-gunnen to fuhten. c l*y>

Gen. fy Ex. 3227 He ne mojen fi^ten a-3en, for [he] wi5-

vten wopen ben. a 1300 Cursor l\ /. 5666 (Cott. ) Feghtand
fand he Iuus tua. 135a Minot Poems v. 78 Sir Edward,
oure gude king . . Faght wele on bat flude. c 1430 Lydg.
Bochas VIII. xxix.(i554> 194b, Howe King Arthur. . Fet with

his knightes, and liueth in Fayrie. c 1489 Caxton Sonnet 0/
Aymon xii. 291 Yf we fyghte strongly, he is deed wythout
remedy 15.. Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (18901 73
Feight till ye heare my whisstill blowe. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
/V, v. iv 151 We rose both at an instant and fought a long

houre by Shrewsburie clocke. 1603 Florio Montaigne I.

iii. (16321 7 Captaine Bayart .. having stoutly foughten so

long as he could stand. 1700 Congrkve Way of World lit.

x, I thought once they wou'd have fit. 1719 De FozCrusoe
(1840) II. xii. 263, I. .resolved to die fighting to the last

gasp. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. ii, Not that I was afraid

of fighting.. I had. .foughten all that time.

b. Const, against, f on or fupon, with (a

person) ; hence, tofight together.

O E. Chron. an. 514 Stuf & Wihtgar fuhtun wib Brettas.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xiv. 31 G55e gyf hwylc cynincg
wyle faran & feohtan agen o5erne cyning. £1175
Lamb. Horn. 129 pe King constantinus ouer com at bet folc

befeiht to-Jeines him. cizooOrmin 1842 He shollde flhhtenn

Onnjain an drake, a 1300 Cursor.M. 6405 (Cott.) A lauerding

bight amalec, bat on bam faght, and bai on him. < 1340

Ibid. 7462 (Trin.) Ouber sende he to me hider A mon pat

we may fi3te to gider. a 1400 Burgh Laws xii. {Sc. Stat. l\

He may nocht fecht apon be burges. 1473 Wakkw. Chron. 6

Ther thei faughthe strongly togedere. 1535 Covebdale
1 Mace. xii. 13 The kynges aboute vs haue foughten agaynst

vs. 1611 Bible i Sam. xvii. 10 Giue me a man, that we may
fight together. 1678 Lady ChaworTH in Hist. MSS. Comiit.

12th Rep. App. v. 48 Some of [the King of France'] ships

have fought with some Dutch ones. 1715 De Foe Fam.
Instruct. (1841) I. iv. 86 It may be your mother may fight

with you. 1804 R. Anderson Cumbrld. Ball. 83 What . . a
lickin Tou gat when tou fit wi" Tom Wheyte.

C. Const, for= on behalf of (a person, etc.); on

account of (a things ; hence in indirect passive.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15735 (Cott.) Al redi for to fight, On him
he sulci ha foghten fore, c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 1034 He fau^t

for ingland. 1.1440 Gesla Rom. xlix. 220 (Harl. MS.),

I wolle Fite for hir. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Iv. 19

Angels, whome wee know to feyght in battellray for us.

1671-3 Marvell Reh. Traiisp. Wks. II. 212, I think the

cause was too good to have been fought for. 178a Wolcot
in J. J. Rogers Opie (1878) 22 He . . is ready to fight up to

his knees in blood for her Majesty. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr
Hist. Servia xx. 364 The principle of emancipating the

Christian population, for which the Servians fought.

d. Proverb.
?,i 1300 Salomon t, Sat. (1848) 272 Wei fybt pat wel flyb

quob Hendyng. c 1440 Gesta Rom. lvii. 420 (Add. MS.) It

is an olde sawe, He feghtith wele that fleith faste.

e. To bring or get (oneself) into, out of, to (a

certain condition, etc.") by fighting.

1640 Lawfulness Expedit. Eng. 3 We must doe as a man
that fighteth himselfe out of prison. XG43 S. Marshall Let.

26 So many unworthy Gentlemen . . fight themselves and
posterity into slavery. 1873 Sat. Rev. 10 May 630/2 His
sentence is to fight himself to death with trained gladiators

in the amphitheatre.

f. Phrases. 'Pofight with ones own shadow : to

struggle vainly ; to talk at random. Cf. Gr.

OKtanaxtir. For to fight at sharp, to fight {for)

one's own hand(s), tofight one's heart out, to fight

the tiger, to fight tooth and nail: see Hand,
Heakt, Sharp, Tigeu, Tooth. For That cock

won't fight : see Cock sb* 2 c.

«S79 FOUM Heskins' Pari. 377 In which argument he

fighteth with his owne shadowe.

2. transf. and fig. a. To contend, strive for

victory, struggle, engage in conflict. Const, as in I.

arw> Sal. I; Sat. 499 (Gr.) ponne feohteS sc feond. rn75
Lamb. Horn. 151 FihteS wiS be aide neddre. claoo Trin.

Coll. Horn. 137 >e flesliche lustes be fihte3 togenes be soule.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 5 His body in be whilke he

202

faght wip be fend. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxn. 65 To lighten

and fenden ous fro fallyng in-to synne. 1483 Caxton G. de

la Tour D iij, Alwey fyghtynge ageynst the fire of lecherye.

158a Bentley Mon. Matrones ii. 17 Against whome for my
sake thou foughtedst so sore on the crosse. 161X Bible i Cor.

ix. 26 So fight I, not as one that beateth the ayre. 1645 E.

Calamy Indictm. agst. Eng. 9 Men that fight against a

Reformation. 1733 Pope Ess. Man 111. 305 For Modes of

Faith let graceless zealots fight. 1855 Tennyson Maud in.

vi. 57 It is better to fight for the good than to rail at the ill.

187S J. C. Wilcocks Sea Fisherman 163 These larger fish

fight well, sometimes requiring five or six minutes to kill

them.

b. To fight up against: to struggle against

(something of overwhelming power).

1768 Stebne Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 54 (Sword) The
Marquis . . had fought up against his condition with great

firmness. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1847)11. 142 I soon

felt that human nature itself fought up against this wilful

resignation of intellect. 1838 Lytton Alice vii. v, Lumley
fought up against his own sensations.

C. To clash or jar with. rare.

a 16*4 Swinburne Spousals (1686) 8 This distinction

fighteth with the former definition of Spousals. 1645

Rutherford Tryal f, Tri. Faith (1845) 81 It cannot be

meant of Christ personally, for so it should fight with the

scope of Paul. 1876 Miss Yonge Womankind xv. 116 One
of those tints that ' light ' with the lewest colours.

+ d. To operate as an argument, ' militate.'

1587 Golding De Mornay xiv. 213 All the reasons which

thou alledgest against the immortalitie of the soule, doe

feight directly to the proofe of it.

3. quasi-trans. with cognate object. Also \to

fight it.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17090 (Cott.) Hu he again ur wyberwin,

ur bateil tok to fight. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxxi. 45

There was a sore batayle, and well foughten hande to hande.

1516-34 Tindale 1 Tim. vi. 12 Fyght the goodfyght of fayth.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 220, I shall neuer be able to

fight a blow. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Ivstin 68 a, Their

was a field fought betweene the fugetiue senators and
himselfe. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. ii. 766 His wanton
Kids . . Fight harmless Battels in his homely Yard. 1769

Goldsmith Roman History 117861 II. 498 The senate dis-

patched their ambassadors to Alaric, desiring him . . to give

them leave to fight it with him in the open field. 1776

Hurst in Trial of Nuntiocotnar 64/1 The battle of Buzar

was fought the 23d of October. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell

vi. ix. 5 I've half a mind to fight a duel. 1847 Marryat
Childr. N. Forest xxvii, A severe action was fought in the

streets.

b. To maintain (.1 cause, quarrel) by fighting.

Often transf, tofight an action (at law), a case, etc.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. iv. 49, I haue had foure quarrels

and like to haue fought one. 1713 Addison Cato 1. i, He
fights the cause Of honor, virtue, liberty, and Rome. 1784

Bage Barham D. I. 239 We fought this business four

whole days. 1868 Yates Rock Ahead in. v, Gilbert Lloyd
saw that there was no use fighting the question any longer.

1893 Law Times XCIV. 559 1 If I had had my way, I

would have fought every one of these actions.

c. To win or make (one's way) by fighting.

1859 Tennyson Enid 870, I will not fight my way with

gilded arms. All shall be iron. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
at Oxf iv. (1889) 36 No one knew whether a boy .. would
have to fight his own way in the world.

4. trans. To combat ; to engage or oppose in

battle ; to war against.

1697 Dryden /Encid vii. 655 To fight the Phrygian and

Ausonian hosts. 1794 Southey Botany-Bay Eel. ii, 'Tis a

fine thing to fight the French for fame ! 1859 Tennyson
Enid 221 Then will I fight him and will break his pride.

b. transf. tm&fig.
1784 Cowper Task in. 560 The shifts Which he that lights

a season so severe Devises. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxiv.

10 She cannot fight the fear of death. 185a M. Abnold
Tristr. H Iscult xiv, Some ship that fights the gale.

C. To beat, flog. Chiefly absol. Obs. exc. dial.

1573TUSSER //nst. Ixxvii. (18781 169 A wand in thy hand,

though ye fight not at all, makes youth to their businesse

better to fall. 1875 Sussex Gloss., ' I wants more learning

and less fighting.' 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., ' 1 shan't let

our Bob go to school no more, master feights bairns.'

5. To contend in single combat for (a prize).

l8a6 Scott Woodsl. xiv, I . . have fought prizes. 1835

Browning Paracelsus iv. 119 While we light the prize,

Troop you in safety to the snug back-seats.

6. To cause to fight ; to set on to fight.

c 1680 Hickebingill Wks. (1716) II. 528 The Prince of

Poets, .never fights his Champion Achilles, till he has first

buckled on him his Armour of Proof. l8a8 Scott F. M.
Perth xvi, The nobles and gentry had fought cocks. 1865

Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iv, Rubbish was shot, dogs were

fought.

7. To command, manage, or manoeuvre (troops,

a ship, gun, etc.) in battle.

1779 Burgoyne Let. to Constituents (ed. 3) 15 My intention

of fighting my own regiment as colonel. x8ia I. B. Skerrett

in Examiner 28 Sept. 615/1 Gallantly fighting his gun.

1843 Blackw. Mag. LI V. si6 He lights his vessel well. 186a

Gen. Lee in Century Mag. May (1887) 150/1 General A. P.

Hill, .fights his troops well.

8. With adverbs. To fight back : to resist. To

fight down: to overcome. Tofight off: {a) trans.

to deliver oneself with effort from ; to repel, lit.

and fig. ; {b) intr. to try to back out of anything.

\Tofight over: to fight one after another. Tofight
out : to settle (a dispute) by fighting, to fight to

the end ; often tofight it out.

1548 W. Patten in Arber's Garner III. 109 If they had
meant to fight it out. 15&8 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 102 That
true hand that fought Romes quarrell out. 1610 Shaks.

Temp. in. iii. 103 But one feend at a time He fight their

Legions ore. a 173a T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805)99 *'

FIGHTING.
is better to yield to providence, than to fight it out. 1787
Burke C«?rr.u844' III. 49 You perceive the manner in which
Anderson fights off. 1800 Dundas in Owen WelUsley's Desp.

556, I must therefore fight it down. 1810 Bentham Packing
(1821) 51 After fighting off till judgment. J831 Examiner
193/2 Stand to, and fight it out without fear. 1833 T. Hook
IVidowfy Marquess (1842)242 Fight off the wedding, if you
please : be ill—make any excuse. 1886 Laiv 'J imes' Rep.
LV. 283/1 The issues which are not fought out. 1890 John
Bull 5 Apr. 229/2 These people were fighting back the

diseases manfully.

9. Tofight shy. perh. orig. to lose confidence in

battle ; recorded only in the sense : To keep aloof,

avoid intercourse with a person, evade an under-

taking, etc. Const, of. Similarly in 15th c. To

fight sore at heart.

C1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon iv. 125 He knewe well he
sayd trouth and beganne to fyghte sore atte his herte. 1778
Mad. D'Arblay Diary Nov., I fight very shy with Mr.
Seward, and. .he takes the hint. 1786 Mackenzie Lounger
No. 98 f 2, I fought a little shy, as the saying is. 1821

W. Irving Life * Lett. (1864) II. 44, I have . . had to fight

shy of invitations that would exhaust time and spirits. 1867

Froude Short Stud. (ed. 2) 138 The better sort of people

fight shy of him.

Fightable (fei-tab'l>, a. [f. prec. + -able.]

Ready for fight, in fighting trim.

1823 C. Westmacott Points of Misery 32 Drover very

abusive, coachee very fightable. 1837 Neiv Monthly Mag.
L. 432 If the chap's fightable, I'm his man. 1864 Daily
Tel. 11 Nov., The Sanspareil .. came out of action a fight-

able ship.

Fighter (faitaj). [? OE. feohtere (Lyel = OHG.
fehtiri (MHG. vehtsere, mod. Ger. fechter) : see

Fight v. and -er '.]

1. One who fights; occas. a fighting man, a warrior.

c 1300 K. A lis. 5703 Alle his gode fightteres. 1375 Bar-
bouk Bruce XI. 102 He had of fechtaris with hym thar Ane
hundreth thousand men and ma. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

66, 1 This geaunt hath ben a fightar fro his chyldehcd.

1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. x. 16 Sheep and Doves
are no good fighters against Wolves and Hawks. 1763

Churchill Ghost 1. 173 Whether repletion is not bad, And
fighters with full stomachs mad. 18*3 Byron Juan xiv. xx,

I've seen them [writers] balance even the scale with lighters.

1883 Stevenson Treasure /si. 1. ii (1886) 1 1 He did not look

much like a fighter.

fig. a 1300 Cursor M. 18081 (Cott.) A faint fighter me thine

er pou. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (Gibbs MS.) 64 My lord ihesu

criste whyche.is pe hope and croune of alle his fyghters.

1656 S. Winter Serin. 181 Lest you seem to . . be found

fighters against the Lord of hosts. 1861 Trench Epistles 7
Churches 86 These daring fighters against God.

t b. One employed to fight ; a champion, bully.

161 1 Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag. iv. i, Y'are grown a
glorious Whore, where be your Fighters? (-1683 Roxb.
Ball. V. 215 Keep Frank still for your writer, And Poulteney

for your fighter.

f2. A pugnacious person : a brawler. Obs.

f 1400 Destr. Troy 1751 The fortune of feghters may be

fell chaunse. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxxv. (1483) 83

Robbours . . fyghters and debatours. 155a Act 5-6 Edw.
VI, c. 4 S 3 Fray-makers and Fighters. 1557 N. T.
(Genev.t 1 Tim. iii. 3 No fighter, not couetous.

Fighteress {tei tares), rare. [f. prec + -ESS.]

A female fighter or soldier, an Amazon.
1864 R. F. Burton Dahome 1 1. 69 foot-n.. The king .

.

keeps the fighteresses for himself.

Fighting (faitirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fight v. + -no '.]

1. The action of the vb. Fight in various senses

;

an instance of the same.

*UM Ancr. R.11% pe ueorSeuroure is, sikemesse of Codes
helpe iSe vihtunge a^ein. 1340 Ayenl. 239 He hedde arered

ana ymad manye werren and manye vtyinges. 1484 Caxton
Fables of jEsop, etc. (1889) II. 310 The fyghtynge of the

wymmen. 1535 Coverdale i Esdras iv. 6 The other y*

medle not withwarres and fightinge. 1714 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier'i&Ap)^, I have had fighting enough.. upon these

points of honour. 1828 40 Tvtler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 172

It was impossible to come to close lighting. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Co«y\ (1876) IV. xviii. 231 While they were, .receiving

the rewards of their fightings.

f 2. An alleged designation for a company of

beggars. Obs.

14S6 Bk. St. Albans Fvj b, A Fightyng of beggers.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple a\\x\h„ as fighting-

day, face, -gear, -ground, -line, -order, -ship, -song,

-strength, -trim.

1778 My. Brit. (ed. 2) I. 240 note. He was a coward who
had his 'fighting days. 1879 Browning Halbcrt ff Hob 58

With an outburst blackening still the old bad "fighting-

face. 1816 Scott Pibroch ofDonuil Dhn, Come with your

•fighting gear, Broadswords and targes. 1845 James A.

Keil vii, We might contrive to get into better "fighting

ground. 1883 Daily News 21 Sept. 5/4 Detachments, .all in

full 'lighting order. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 185 No
•fuhting ship is worth anything now-a-days without coal

an3 speed. 1871 Black Adv. Phaeton xxviii. 379 Now this

is a "fighting song. 1580 Sidney Ps. xviii. 11 My "fighting

strength, by thy strength, strengthned was. l£86 J. K.

Laughton in Diet. Nat. Biog. VI. 387 1 The urgent ne.

cessity of keeping the ship at all times in perfect "fighting

trim. , .

b. Special comb. : fighting-cook, see Cock sb.
1

t b. ; fighting-field. = Battle-field ; fighting-

lanterns, lanterns used during night actions

;

fighting-sails (see quot. 1867"; t fighting-school,

a gymnasium; f fighting-stead. Sc, battle-field;

fighting-stopper Naut. (see quot.) ; + fighting-

wise, battle array.

1676 Dryden Aurengz. 11. i. 935 In "Fighting Fields,

where our Acquaintance grew. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
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bh.y *Fighting-lanterns. i6»7 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. xii. 58 If you see your chase strip himselfe into

*fighting sailes. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Fighting-

sails, those to which a ship is reduced when going into

action; formerly implying the courses and topsails only.

1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. iv. 12 He durst make a *fightinge

scole vnder y 3 castell. 1375 Barbour Bruce xv. 378 [He]

wes ded richt in that ilk *fechting-sted. 1881 Hamerslfs
Naval Ettcycl., *Fighting-stopper, an arrangement of two
dead-eyes, connected by rope laniards, and furnished each

with a tail of rope. When a shroud is parted in action, the

tails embrace the severed parts, and then they are hauled

together by the laniard, c 1340 Caw. <$- Gr. A'nt. 267 Had
I founded in fere, in *fe3tyng wyse, I haue a hauberghe at

home and a helme bobe.

Fighting (foi"tin), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That fights, able and ready to fight, bearing

arms, militant, warlike.

a. of persons, their attributes, etc.

a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xiv. 1 Tabernakill propirly is be

mansyon of feghtand men. C1400 Apol. Loll. 3 Pis fitting

kirke. ta 1400 Arthur-$\% J>owsandez ten Of hardy & welle

fyghtyng Men. c 1500 Melusine 128, xx li thousand fyghtyng
men. 160a Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 113 O step betweene her,

and her fighting Soule. 1663 Gerbikr Counsel 59 No more
.. then Souldiers 6ght without a fighting Captain. 1855

Macaulay Hist. Fug. III. 233 The fighting men of the

garrison.

Jig. 159a Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 345 To note the fighting con-

flict of her hew, How white and red, ech other did destroy.

b. of natural or mechanical agents.
'

13.. K. E. Allit. P. B. 404 On folde no flesch styryed

bat be flod nade al freten with fe^tande wa}ez. 1641 WlLKINS
Math. Magick 11. iv. (1648) 173 These fighting images. 1667

Milton /'. L. 11. 1015 The shock Of fighting Elements.

2. Comb.: fighting crab (see quot. 186S 1 ; fight-

ing fish, a Siamese fish {Betta pugnax); fighting

sandpiper, the ruff {Machetes pugnax).
1868 Wood Homes witlwitt H. iv. 90 'I he Fighting Crab

{Celasimus bellator).

Hence Pi'ghtinffly adv., pugnaciously.
163a Brome Northern Lasse 1. iii, She frown'd . . and

looli d fightingly. 1841 J. 'J'. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 60

Why should they be so fightingly inclined ?

Frghtist. slang orjocular. = Fighter.
1877 Daily News 8 Oct., Turkey had just acquired repu-

tation enough as a 'fightist' to daunt half a dozen second-

rate powers.

f Fight-lac. Obs. [OE. Jeoht-ldc : sec Fight
sb. ana -lock.] Fighting, battle.

ciooo Laws Ethelred ix. iv. Si hit purh feoht-lac si hit

purh reaf-lac. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1697 }et ich ow alle

wolde rede . . J>at [3c] ower fiht-lac leteth beo,

t Fi'glitless, a. Obs. [f. Fight sb. + -less.]

Without fight or fighting.

1595 G. Markham 'Frag. Sir R. Grinvile (Arb.) 69 Yet
should we fightlesse let our shyps force flie. a 1618 Syl-
vester Panaretus 782 Fight-lesse to fight, and without
force to force.

f Fi'ghty, a, Obs.~ l
[f. as prec. + -Y 1

.] War-
like.

c 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 546 Of hem woren 5e 3etenes boren,

Miyi men, and fi^ti.

Fi'g-leaf. [f. Fig .t^ + Leaf.]

1. The leaf of a fig-tree ; chiefly in reference to

Gen. iii. 7.

1S3S Coverdale Gen. "iii. 7 They .. sowed fygge leaues

together. 1675 Wvcherley Country Wife n. (1688) 19,

I wou'd as soon look upon a Picture of Adam and Eve,
without fig leaves, as any of you. 1854 Lowell Jrnl. in

Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 116 The evening is so hot that

Adam would have been glad to leave off his fig-leaves.

b. transf. slang. (See quot.)

1891 Farmer Slang, Fig-leaf, an apron. In fencing, the

padded shield worn over the lower abdomen and right

thigh.

2. Jig. A device for concealing something shame-
ful or indecorous ; a flimsy disguise, rare in sing.

1553 Latimer Fruitf.Serm. (1584) 296 b, It is all but figge-

leaues what man can do. 1621 Bacon Submission to Ho.
Lords in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (16591 1. 29 Without Fig-leaves

I do ingeniously confess and acknowledge, that [etc.]. 1755
Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (18931 II. 291 Fig-leaves are as

necessary for our minds as our bodies. 1843 Lowell Glance
bef Curtain^ For men in earnest have no time to waste In

patching fig-leaves for the naked truth. 1850 Kingslev Alt.

Locke xx, They tore off., even the fig-leaves of decent
reticence.

3. aitrib., as fig-leaf'covering, dejence.

1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide iii. 37 The novice hath, .driven

you to . . a meere Figg-leafe defence. 1698 Sidney Disc.

Govt. ii. § 21 (1704) 139 These are imperfect Figleave cover-

ings of Nakedness. 1850 Whittier Old Portraits 2 The
tearing off of the fig-leaf covering of its sin.

Hence Figleaf v. trans., to cover with a fig-leaf,

or fig-leaves. Fiff-leaved///. a., a. made of fig-

leaves ; b. (see quot. 1820).
1880 S. L, Clemens ['Mark Twain'] Tramp Abroad \.

(1881) 515 Yet these ridiculous creatures have been thought-
fully and conscientiously figleaved by this fastidious genera-

tion. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. 2/1 Adam made himself a pair

of Fig-leav'd Breeches. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks.
1883 VII. 309 A husband is a charming cloak, a fig-leaved

apron for a wife. 1820 Green Univ. Herb. I. 289 C'/ieno-

fodhtm Serotinum, fig-leaved Goosefoot.

Fi'gless. a. [f. Fig sb.
1 + -less.] Without figs.

1623 r, Adams Barren Tree Wks. {1629) 968 The Figlesse

Fig-tree, the gracelesse Christian, is good for nothing.

t Figling. Obs. A little fig.

1612 tr. Benvenuto's Passenger 1. ii. 175, 1 finde in my selfe

daily a great desire to these ngges, or fat figlins.

Figmalirie, var. of Whigmaleerie Sc.

203

Figment (frgment). [ad. L.figweui-um, f. Jig-

short stem otfingcre to feign, fashion.]

1 1. Something moulded or fashioned, e.g. an

image, a figure, a model. Obs.

159a R. D. Hypnerotomachia 34 b, The excellencie, dilicat-

nes and perfection of this figment and woorkmanshippe can-

not be suffi[ci]enttie expressed. 1607 Topsell /•>«>-;/. Beasts

(1658) 97 Some are of opinion, that this Achaian Hart was
but an invention or figment made in bread. 1664 H. More
Myst. Iniq. viii. 24 This Statue is become the. .eternal God
of Heaven and Earth, .though it be really a mere figment.

2. A product of fictitious invention.

a. An invented statement, story, doctrine, etc.

f In early use also : A fraudulent device.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rollsl I. 177 [The Greeks] reteyne

to them the figmentes of Sinonis, the fallace of Vlixes.

1577 Hanmer Arte. Feci. Hist,, The fond figments of beret i-

call persons. 1598 H. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. IV. iv,

Deliro. I heard he was to meet your worship here. Punt.
You heard no figment, sir; I do expect him. .11639 W.
Whately Prototypes 11. xxiv. (1640) 9 It is a sin to lie, even

for Gods cause, and to defend even his justice with false

tales and figments. 1774 J. Pryant Mythol. I. 340 From this

abuse of terms the silly figment took its rise. 186a Thackeray
Round. Pafiers, On half a loaf 235 Have we . .

invented a
monstrous figment about going to shoot pheasants with Mac
in the morning? 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist II.xvii.5x6 Royal
prerogative was not . . a figment of theorists.

b. Something which exists only as an arbitrarily

framed notion of the mind.
1624 Gataker Transubst. 33 We have .. great reason to

reject it, as a figment of mans braine. 1665 Gi.anvili. Scepsis

Sci. 71 Therefore [space] has a kind of being that is no
arbitrary figment. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 335 Beauty,

virtue, and such like are not figments of the mind. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed.2) II. 2or We must not conceive that this

logical figment had ever a real existence. 1877 E. Caird
Philos. Kant 11. xii. 484 A self-conscious being .. existing

alone in an unconscious world, is a figment of abstraction.

Figniental (figmental), a. [f. prec. + -At.]

Of the nature of a figment ; fictitious, imaginary,

not real.

1655 H. More Antid, (1662I 170 These figmental im-

pressions. 1669 W. Simtson Hydrol. Chym. 74 From this

original by figmental additions came the Ganiahen. 1727 in

Bailey, vol. II.

Pigmentary ( fi gmentari) , a. rare. [f. as

prec. + •ABY.l = prec.

1887 T. Gift Victims I. x. 276 The same girl who had been
wont to start from shadows the most figmentary.

t Fijpnentrtious, a. Obs.~ l
[f. as prec. +

-iTious.J Addicted to the framing of figments.

1660 Fisher Rusttcks Alarm Wks. (1679) 323 Whence
came this Whiffle and Whimzy within the circumference of

thy Figmentitious Fancy?

Figmentor. Obs.- 1
[f. Figment + -or.] One

who makes up figments, or fictitious tales.

1638 T. Herbert 'Fra7>. 307 Frier Oderic of Friuli. .a con-

temporary and fellow Traveller and Figmentor with our Sir

John [Mandeville],

tPignade. Obs. rare. ? =Figee.
c 1420 LiberCocorum (1862) 43 For stondand fygnade Fyrst

play by water with hony and salt, Grynde blanchyd al-

mondes [etc.]. Ibid. 54 Fur the secunde course.. Take
ryse and fletande fignade.

tFi'gO. Obs. [a. OSp. andPg./£w = Fico.] =
Fico in various senses,

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 60 The Figo for thee then.

1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 740 A fruite which they [natives of

the Moluccas] call Figo. Ibid. 741 Lemmons, cucumbers,

cocos, figu, sagu. 1640 Glapthorne La>iies Privilege v,

You do not mean to make a gul of me, a figo for a thousand.

t Pigonale. Obs. 1 Some kind of basket.

c 1450 Holland Hcnvlat 833 Syne for ane figonale of frut

thai straif in the steid.

Pi'g-tree. [f- Fig sb.
1 + Tree.] A tree of the

genus I'icuSy esp. the Fictts carica.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter civ. 31 He smate balre vyn^erdis

& baire fige trese. < 1430 Lydg. Chorle § Byrde (Roxb.) 1

He myght not forsaken his fattenesse Ne the fyge tree his

amerous swetenesse. 1667 Milton P. L. ix, 1101 The Fig-

tree—not that kind for fruit renowned, But such as, at this

day.. In Malabar or Decan spreads her Armes. 176a Wal-
pole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1765)1. ii. 28 The milk that

flows from the leaf ofayoung fig-tree. 186a Kendall Poems
119 How lone we sit beneath this old Fig-tree.

attrib. 155a Huloet, Figge tree staffe or stalcke. Ibid.,

Figge tree droue, or groue. 1889 Pall Mall G. 26 Dec. 3/2
The seventh and ninth columns from the fig-tree corner [of

the Ducal Palace].

+ Frgulate, a. 0ds.~°. [ad. L. figuldt-us,

pa. pple. of figuldrc to fashion as a potter docs,

f. figidus potter, i.fig- : see Figment.] (See quot.)

1730-6 in Bailey (folio), Figulate, made of earth or potter's

clay.

t Fi'gulated, a. Obs.- °. [f. L. figuldt-us (see

prec.) + -ed l.] = prec.

1670 in Blount Glossogr. (ed. 3). i7»i-i8oo in Bailey.

Figuline (frgitflin, -sin), a. and sb. [ad. L.

figidimis, f. figulus potter.]

A. adj. a. Such as is produced by the potter

;

made of earthenware, b. Of earth : Suitable for

the potter, fictile.

1657 Tomlinson Renotts Disp. 146 Turpentine may not
onely be well reserved in an iron or glass vessel, but in a
figuline also. x686 Plot Staffordsh. 124 The Smectic and
figuline Earths. 1697 Kvelyn Nuntism. viii. 280 Improving
. . Figuline Ware by Palissy's White Glaze. 1790 Pennant
London {1813) 171 Wedgewood .. making it the repository

of his figuline ware.

FIGURANT.

B. sb.

1. An earthen vessel ; in //. pottery.

1878 Longf. A'eramos 106 This Potter .. whose fignlines

and rustic wares scarce find him bread.

2. Potter's clay.

1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr, in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
383 The figuline, a greyish-brown clay, is procured from
river-beds.

Figurability (fi ;giurabi*llti). [f. next; see

-bility, -m\] The quality of being figurable.

1730 6 Bailey (folio) Vrvi., Figurability of IV dy or Matter,

is ttiat universal Disposition thereof, whereby it is under a

Necessity, of appearing or putting on some Sort of Figure.

1794 G. Adams Nat. <y Exp. Philos. IV. App. 492 What
are .. properties of matter? 1. F,xtension or magnitude,

and consequently figurability. 1848 in Craig.

Figurable (frgiurab'l), a. [t. Figure v. +
-ABLE.]

1. Capable of receiving a definite figure or form.

1605 Z. Jones tr. De Layer's Specters 45 Much lesse can

they take a body of the Ayre for that is not figurable. 1644
Digby Nat. Bodies xvi. (1645) 177 Wax remaineth figurable,

whether it be melted or congealed. 1755 Johnson s.v. Thus
lead isfigurable, but not water. In mod. Diets.

2. Capable of being represented figuratively.

1880 G. Meredith Trag. Com. xvi. (1802)228 He waited,
' figureable by nothing so much as a wild horse in captivity.

Fi'gural, a. Also 6 figurall e. [a. OK.

j

figural, ad. late L. *figurdlis (implied in Jig u rali-

tas)y i.figftra Figure, sb.]

+ 1. -Figurative i, 4. Obs.

c 1450 Hf.nryson Mor. Fab. 22 Ouerhailled with types

figurall. c 1555 HarpsfieLD Divorce Hen. I'/Il (iSyfi) 142

Scripture is to be expounded, .by the allegoricall or figurall

..and by the tropologicall sense. i6zi W. Sclater Tythes

(1623) 82 Their caeremonies. . were shadowy and figurall.

+ 2. Arith. Of numbers : Representing some geo-

metrical figure, such as a square, cube, etc. ; con-
1 sisting of factors. Cf. Figurate a. 3 a. Obs.

Figural arithmetic, in quot., the arithmetic of 'Jigural'

i

numbers.
1551 Rfcorde Pathw. Kncnvt. 1. A iij b, Defin , Formes [sc.

produced by arrangements of points in rows] . . whiche
I omitte . . considering that their knowledg appertaineth

i
more to Arithmetike figurall, than to Geometric 1557 —
U'hetst. A ijb, Many nombers are referred to some figure

. . So if I saie that .16. is a square nomber, btcause it is made
of .4. multiplied by .4. then is .16. here to be called a fi^uralle

nomber. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 173. 1704 in Harris
Lex. Techn.
quasi-j£. i6<j6 Land. Gaz. No. 31S3/4 Treatise of Arith-

letick in all its Parts, \\i. Integers, Fractions . . Figura

3. t 8- Pertaining to figure or shape (obs.). b.

Of or pertaining to figures, rare.

1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. (ed. 2^ vi. xiv. 287 Vet
equall incongruities have been commonly committed by
Geographers and Historians, in the figurall resemblances of

Several) regions on earth. 1813 W. Taylor Eng. Synonyms
(1856) 175 Keeping is a bad word, though a painter's term

for figural perspective. 1884 Schliemann in North Amer.
Rev. CXJCXIX. 526 We also see in the wall-paintings figural

representations,

4. Mus. = Figurate a. 4.

In mod. Diets.

t Fi'gurally, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. By way of a figure, figuratively.

c 1380 Wyclif Ser/n. Sel. Wks. II. 6 [Joon] is Hely figti-

rali. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 77 This fortakened a virginis

village with hir childe figurelly. 1541 Coverdale Old Faith
vi, He came and performed all things in deed that they had
figurally in their sacrifices. 1550 Hutchinson Image ofGod
iii. (1842) 23 Who cloth not see that these things are to be
taken figurally of God ?

2. See Figural 2. To multiply figurally: to

multiply into itself, so as to raise to a higher

power.
1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 206 When a Fraction is given to

be multiplyed Figurally, multiply the Numerator by himself

. .and the Denominator likewise.

i ri'gurance. 0bs.-°. [f. Figured. + -ance.]

The action of figuring or expressing some form or

shape.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio\ 1775 in Ash.

II Figurant ( tigunft) masc, Figurante
(f/gK'rant)/c///. [Fr.figurant,figurante, pr. pple.

oifigurcrio Figure.
The pi. masc. was formerly sometimes written fgurans.

It is often impossible to determine whether figurante is

intended for the F. or the It. word : see next.]

1. A ballet-dancer.

1700 Combe Devil upon Two Sticks (1817) I. 126 The
lascivious agility of his figurantes. 1807 T. Horne tr.

Goede's Trav. II. 264 The theatre at Paris. .its statists

and figurants, 1837 Major Richardson Brit. Legion \\.

(ed. 2) 42 A sort of ballet the figurans and figurantes in

which were inmates of a mad-house. 1859 Smiles SelfHelp
iii. (i860) 52 The poor figurante must devote years of inces-

sant toil to her profitless task.

2. A supernumerary character on the stage who
takes no prominent part, and has little or nothing

to say.

1775 H. Walpole Lett. (1857) VI. 195 Plays, in which

comedians, singers, dancers, figurantes, might all walk at a

coronation. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris led. 5* 342'rhe women
can be little more than the figurantes, receiving a mock
reverence merely to carry on the drama.

_
1886 A themeum

2 Jan. 15/1 [In the play] Shakspeare is a mere figu*

rant.

transf. 1893 Nation 21 Sept. 211/2 They were but figu-

rants in the great drama.
26-2



FIGURANTE. 204 riGURATIVENESS.

I Figurante (figwrrntA PL -ti, occas. -tes.

[It. figurante^ pr. pple. oifigurare to Figure.] —
prec. I.

1782 Miss Buknf.y Cecilia (1809) I. viii. 81 The figuranti
will divert you beyond measure. i8« Byron Juan iv.

Ixxxv, As for the figuranti, they are like The rest of all

that tribe. 1826 Heber Joum. India (1828) II. xxviii. 283
The bundles of red cloth which swaddle the figurante of
Hindostan.
trans/1 1830 Scott Dcmonol. i. 20 The green figurantes.

.

came capering and frisking . .with great glee. 1870 O. \V.

Holmes Old Vol. of Life (1891) 269 The spangles of con*
versational gymnasts and Jig uran tes,

Figurate (fi'giur^t),^/. a. and sb. [ad. L.

figurdt-us, pa. pple. of Jigftrare to form, fashion,

tfigSra Figure.] A. /pi. a.

1 1. Framed according to, or exemplifying,
' figures ' of grammar or rhetoric. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 394 Auoyr course . . for auoyr courouse, and
many suche be figurate by syncopa. 1669 Milton A ccedcnce
Grammar Wks. 1738 I. 607 Of figurate Construction, what
is useful, is digested into several Rules. 1674 Petty Disc.
Dupl. Proportion Ded. A v, Figurate and measured periods.

fb. = Figurative 4. Obs.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xviii. 34 In these
woordes. .there laie priuely hidden some figurate & mistical
manier of speaking. (21677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 II.

363 Some do scarce admit those figurate senses. 1728 in

Earbery tr. BumePs St. Dead II. 47 The Diction of holy
Scripture is figurate.

fc. As, pa. pple.\ Figured, prefigured. Obs.
1563 WinJet Four Scoir T/ire Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 85 The

sacramentis of the Euangell exhibitis in deid and veritie thai
graces figurat only and hoipit for in the Auld Testament.

d. Expressed by figures as opposed to letters.

1830 Westm. Rev. XIII. 229 That system [of numerical
signs] is neither literal, like the Grecian., nor altogether
figurate. like the Arabic.

2. a. Having definite form or shape.
Now only in medical use, as Jigurate Jxces (opposed to

diffluent)

1626 Bacon Sylva % 602 Plants are all Figurate and De-
terminate, which Inanimate Bodies are not. 1678 Cudworth
InttU. Syst. 801 Tertullian . . drives the business so far, as
to make the Soul it self. . Figurate. 1755 Johnson, Figurate,
resembling anything of a determinate form, as figurate
stones retaining the forms of shells in which they were
formed by the deluge.

"b. Formed into figures or patterns.

1867 J Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 133 The symmetrical and
figurate depositions of siliceous crystals.

3. Math, f a. « Figural 2. Obs.
1614 T. Bedwell Nat. Geom. Numbers i. 1 A rationall

figurate number is a number that is made by the multiplica-
tion of numbers betweene them-selues. 1636 Recorde's Gr.
Artes 559 A Figurate Number is a number made by the
multiplication ofone number or more by another. 1674 Jeake
Arith, '1696) 179 Figurate Fractions are deferred to the
Fourth Chapter.

b. Figurate numbers : numbers, or series of
numbers, formed from any arithmetical progression
in which the first term is a unit, and the difference

a whole number, by taking the first term, and the

sums of the first two, first three, first four, etc.,

terms as the successive terms of a new series, from
which another may be formed in the same manner,
and so on. So Figurate arithmetic, the science of
such numbers.
Thus from the arithmetical series 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., a second

series 1, 3, 6, 10, etc. ('triangular' numbers) is formed as
above described ; and from this again a third series, 1, 4, 10,
20 (' pyramidal ' numbers).
1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 163 The Sums of

Numbers in a Continued Arithmetic Proportion from Unity
arecall'd Figurate. .Numbers. 1785 H utton Z^/rt///. Tables 7
The several orders of figurate numbers, which he [Vieta]
calls triangular, pyramidal, etc. 1816 tr. Lacroix"s Diff. <y

Int. Calculus 528 Ex. 2 The sum of the x first terms of any
progression of figurate numbers being required.
1666 Collins in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 122 As to

Figurate Arithmetic, it is largely handled in Maurolycus.
4. Music. = Florid. Cf. Figured 7 a.

1708 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v. Descant, Figurate or
Florid Descant, is that wherein Discords are concerned, as
well (though not so much) as concords. 1795 Mason C/t.

Mus. 28 Figurate. .we now employ to distinguish florid from
more simple Melody. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII.
199 Haydn's masses are more figurate than those of his pre-
decessors.

B. sb.

+ 1. Something possessing form or shape, rare.
1610 W. Folkingham Art 0/Survey 11. ix.62 The Content

Solid is of Timber, Stone, and other Bodies or Figurates.

2. A figurate number : +a. a number consist-

ing of factors ; esp. an integral power of any
number. Equilater figurate : a square number.
Cf. A. 3 a. Obs.
1614 T. Bedwell Nat. Geom. Numbers 1. 4 The figurate 4

is made by one multiplication of one number by it selfe.

Ibid., An equilater figurate is made of equall numbers, or of
one number multiplied by it selfe,

- b. (See A. 3 b.)

1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 469 Malcolm's Arithmetic,
p. 396, where the subject of Figurates is treated in a very.

.

perspicuous manner.

t Pi'gnrate, v. Obs. [f. l,.figtirdt- ppl. stem
oifigurare to Figure.]
1. trans. To give figure or shape to ; to shape.
1615CR00KE Body ofMan 265 The harder and more solide

parts are figurated together, but not together perfected.

For of the bones some are sooner perfected, some later.

Ibid. 307 Sixe dayes it is in Milke .. Twelue figurate the
flesh. 1623 in Cockebam.
2. To present in figure, outline, or visible shape.
1704 Heabne Duct. Hist. (1714I I. 38 So do Chronological

Tables figurate to us the Series and Concatenation of Times.

3. a. To represent by a figure or emblem ; to

typify, b. To speak of in a figure, or figuratively.

C. To treat as figurative, d. To liken or compare to.

a. 1533 Coverdale Lord 's Supper 451 They did in their

gesture and rite figurate a certain image of a sacrifice. 160a
Marston Ant. fy Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 62 The glowe worme
figurates my valour. 1609 Bible (Douay)6>«. xiv. Conim.,
Melchisedec . . knew how to figurate his eternal priesthood.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres. 274 The Fathers .. call the
figure, by the name of the thing figurated.

b. 1643 R. O. Man's Mart. v. 22 It is well figurated in

Scripture by sleepe.

C. a 1806 S. Horsley Serm. (1B11) 408 Those- .who have
improved upon St. Austin's hint of figurating this passage.

d. c 1450 Henrvson Mor. Fab. 22 This feui3it Foxe may
well bee figurate To flatterers.

4. To furnish with figures of speech.
165a Urqihart Jewel Wks. (1834) 292 There is neither

definition, distribution, .or any scheme figurating a speech.

5. Math. : cf. Figurate a. 3 a and Figural 2.

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 289 To Figurate any Cossick is

Cossically to multiply the same, .by it self.

Hence Figurated /pi. a. ; in qnots. = Figurate.
1642 F. Potter Interpr. 0/ No. 666, 195 The number 30

is a figurated number, because three times ten, or five times
six, make this number. 1660 Ingelo Bentiv. fy Ur. 11.^1682)

202 After the dissolution of Figurated matter. 1848 Craig,
Figurated, having a determinate form.

t Frgnrately, outv. Obs. [See -ly 2.]

1. = Figuratively i and 2.

1533 Frith Dis/ut. Purgat. n. Giij/i He dare not vnder-
stonue this thynge as figuratelye spoken, a 1677 Barrow
Serm. (L.), Doing it then mediately and figurately by his

prophets.

2. According to a grammatical figure.

1530 Palsgr. 402 They use voult fyguratly by Syncopa for

voulut.

3. {To multiply) figurately =--¥wvu.s.\ax 2.

1674 Ji-:ake Arith. (1696) 249 Let then 100 be multiplyed
Figurately to the iotb Power.

Figuration (figiur^-Jrin). Also 5 figuracion.

[a. F. figuration, act. h.figurdlion-em, n. of action

f./igdrdre to fashion, FIGURE.]
1. The action or process of forming into figure

;

determination to a certain form.
1561 T. Norton CalviyCs Inst. 11. xiv. (1634) 230 Finally

the figuration of Christ, hath with them the place of be-

getting. 1656 II. Moke Enthus, Tri. 4 The inward figura-

tion of our brain or spirits into this or that representation.

1677 Grew Anat. F'ruits vi. § 2 The Vessels serve for the
Figuration of the Fruit. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics

{

1 860)
II. 230 A mysticism like that of Tauler strives to escape all

image and ' figuration '.

b. quasi-concr. The resulting form or shape ;

contour, outline.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 199 The chiefe cite, .is callede

Brundusium .. in that hit holdethe in the figuracion of hit

the similitude of the hede of an herte. 1563-87 Foxe A. fy

M. (1596) 77/1 Constantine caused a Crosse after the same
figuration to be made of gold and precious stones. 1658
Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iit. 53 Quincuncial forms
. .are also observable in animall figurations. 1697 T. Smith
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 249 The different shapes and
figurations of letters in several ages of the world. 1728
Pembkrton Newton's Philos. 8 The figuration and the mo-
tion of bodies strike our senses more immediately than most
of their other properties. 1842 De Quincey in Blackw.
Mag. LI. 13 Their very figurations now appeared to

reflect and repeat each other. 1890 J. H. Stirling Gifford
Lect. iv. 71 Finite things were the figurations, the finea-

mentations of extension.

2. The action of representing figuratively ; an
allegorical or figurative representation.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. Pref. (1573) 12 It [this

Apocalips] sheweth vs also sondry descriptions and figura-

tions of matters most weightie. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari.
266 The saqrament is not a bare figuration of the flesh of
Christ. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 213 In Prophetick
Figurations one individual Beast signifies a Multitude of

men. 1737 Waterland Eucharist (1730) 28 The .. dark
Intimations of the legal Types or Figurations. 1840
Lytton Pilgr. Rhine xxvi, The . . faun has been made the
figuration of the most implacable of fiends. 1871 Macduff
Mem. Pattnos xix. 256 The island-home, .may have possibly
added power and reality to the figuration.

3. The action of framing figures or shapes : a.

in dreams ; in quot. qx&si-concr. b. Ornamenta-
tion by means of figures or designs, rare.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 176 There is neither vertue nor
efficacy in such fabrications, or figurations, from God,
Angels, nature. 1730-6 Bailey (foliu), Figuration, a.

chimerical vision. 1866 J. G. Murphy Cotnm. Ex. xxvi.

36-7 The figuration is wrought not by the loom, but by the
needle.

f 4. Math. a. The making of arithmetical figures.

b. The multiplying of a number into itself (see

Figurate v. jt) ; involution. Obs.
c 1430 Art 0/Nombrynge iE. E. T, S.) 2 Ffigure is clepede

for protraccione of figuracione. '674 Jeake Arith. (1696)

373 Figuration of the Sinister part of the Divisor.

O. Music. Employment of figurate or florid

counterpoint ; alteration of a theme or counter-

point by the introduction of passing-notes, rapid

figures, etc.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 90 Phi. What is Figuration?
Ma. When you sing one note of the plain-song long, and
another short, etc. a 1646 J. Gregory Nicene Creed Wks.

(1649) 53 The Singing of the Nicene creed .. with all the
Ornaments and figurations of Harmonic 1883 Parry in

Grove Diet. Mus. III. 759 The process is rather that of free

figuration of two or three parts, giving in general a contra-
puntal effect to the whole. 1889 Ibid. IV. 761 The mixed
style, in which the figuration introduced consists chiefly of
suspended concords [etc.].

Figurative (trgiurativ\ a. Also 4-5 figuratif,

4-6 fygurative, -tyf, -tyve. [a. Fr. figuratif,

-ive, ad. late \,.figurativus,i.figurare to Figure.]

1. Representing by a figure or emblem ; emblem-
atical, typical.

1398 Trevisa Barth.De P. R. vi. xxvii. (1495) 217 Dremes
ben somtyme wrappyd in fyguratyf mystyk. 1504 tr. De
hnitatione iv. xi, This royall souper, in the which thou
hast nat purposed to be eten the fyguratyue lambe. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xv. (1611) 208 This they will say was
figuratiue, and serued but for a time. 1650 Bulwer Anthro-
fomet. 174 The Nails were made . . for a figurative token.

1853 Marsden Early Purit. 22 They were a part of the
divinely appointed constitution of the Jewish church, and
had passed away with the rest of its figurative and mystic
ceremonial.

2. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, pictorial or

plastic representation.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 156 Serpents, .in whose

heads are many pretious stones, with such naturall seals or
figurative impressions as if they were framed by the hand of
man. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850) I. 77 This is the je/re-

scntat'ive orJ$g-urati7'e writing, which forms the lowest stage

of hieroglyphics. 1889 J. Hirst in Archzol. Inst. Jrnl.
No. 181. 34 Transmission of both geometric as well as
animal and figurative decorated forms from East to West.

t3. Pertaining to the use of graphic symbols.

Figurative arithmetic : algebra. Also, Of the

nature of a symbolic diagram. Obs.

1690 Leybourn Cursus Math. 335 Division is done in

Figurative Arithmetick. .by applying some Line of Separa-
tion between the Dividend and the Divisor. 1800 tr. La-
grange's Chem. I. 13 Let us still exhibit a figurative table.

4. Of speech : Based on, or involving the use of,

figures or metaphors ; metaphorical, not literal.

14.. Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 134 Legeauns &
figuratif spekynges. a 1568 Coverdale Hope Faith/, xxvii,

By a figurative and borrowed speech he declareth the horror

. .of the damned. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. iv. (Arb.)

24 The vtterance in prose . . is also not so voluble . . nor in

fine allowed that figuratiue conueyance.. as meeter is. 1607
Topsell Serpents (1653) 653 A witty check, or a figurative

flout. 1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 217 Customary or

Figurative Syntax is that which is used in the Forms of
Speech . . wherein Words are put together according to a
Metaphorical or borrowed Sense. 1785 Reiu Int. Pcnvers

15 There is a figurative sense in which things are said to be
in the mind. 1845 H. J. Rosa in Encycl. Metrop. II. 891/1
Will it be contended that this was not figurative language?

1859 Ecce Homo iii. (ed. 8) 26 The mistake of confounding
a figurative expression with a literal one.

b. Metaphorically so called.

14.. Prose Legends in Anglia V III. 118 The figuratif body
of Chryste bat is holy chirche. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl.

Hist. (1619) 5 Also Princes, whom the prophets .. have ..

made figurative Christs. 183a Lewis Use <y Ab.Pol. Terms
v. 44 Confound real with figurative Sovereignty. 1842 S.

I.OVER Handy Andy U, He saw a real instead of a figurative

blister.

5. Abounding in or addicted to figures of speech.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. vii. (Arb.) 166 Which
thing made the graue iudges Areopagites . . to forbid all

manner of figuratiue speaches . . in their consistorie of
Iustice. 1693 Dryden jtuveual Pref., Sublime subjects

ought to be adorned with the sublimest and with the most
figurative expressions. 1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth (ed. 3)

88 Tho* they are. .easy Authors, yet they are more Figura-
tive than (iesar. 1783 H. Blair Lect. I. xiv. 274 They
will pour forth a torrent of Figurative Language, 1789 Bel-
sham En, I.u- 25 Shakespeare., is the most figurative writer

..in our language. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 113 La
Roque. .broke bounds Of figurative passion.

t 6. Mus. = Figurate a. 4. Obs.

1744 Suppl. Harris's Lex. Techn. s. v. Counterpoint,

Counterpoint is divided into simple and figurative. . Figura-

tive Counterpoint is of two Kinds, in one, Discords are

introduced occasionally, as passing Notes, .in the other, the

Discord bears a chief Part of the Harmony.

Piguratively (fi-giurativli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -ly -.] In a figurative manner.

1. In or by means of a figure or emblem.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvii. 294 And bow fynde hym bote

figuratiflicheaferlymebynkeb, c 1430.Speculum (1888) 33 In

Gedeones flece was this shewed figuratively. X508 Fisher

7 Penit. Ps. ooiij, There be thre partes of penaunce whiche

this holy prophete sheweth derkely and fyguratyuely by the

symylitude of thre dyuers byrdes. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. in. vii. 121 The sense is still the same; for

therein are figuratively intended Vzziah and Ezechias. 1780

G. Horne Disc. (1794) III. xvii. 379 Figuratively and sacra-

mentally presented in the temple on earth.

2. By or as a figure of speech ; metaphorically.

1533 Fr,th Disput. Purgat. (1829) 151 He dare not under-

stand this thing as figuratively spoken. 1651 Hobbes

Lcviath. m. xxxv. 220 Figuratively, those men also are

called Holy. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vn. ii, To express

myself less figuratively, he determined to go to sea. 1867

Miss Broughton Not wisely II. 282 It is very, very difficult

figuratively to get inside another person.

Fi-gurativeness. [f- as prec. + -ness.j

The quality of being figurative.

rti7»9 S. Clarke Serm. II. exxii. 45 From the figtira-

tiveness..of these expressions. 1816 J. Gilchrist Philos.

Etym. 227 Dispense with the figurativeness of Bacon's

style ! 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. 111. iv. §8 The precepts.. of

Revelation, notwithstanding their brevity ana figurative-

ness. 1881 Athenxum No. 2811. 328/2 The figurativeness of

another kind of which. .Rossetti's sonnets are so full.



FIGURATTJRE.

+ Fi'gurature. Oh. rare- 1
, [as if ad. L.

*figurd7ura, f. figurdre to Figure : see -uke,]

Form, make, shape.
1642 Bp. T. Morton Prcsentm. Schismatic 2 One may see

the face of another, and yet not discern the lmaments and
figurature.

Figure (fi'gai, -iuu), sb. Forms : 3-4 vig(o)ur,

(3 wygur), 4-5 fig(o)ur, (5 fegure), 4-6 fygure,

3- figure, [a. Fr. figure ( = Tr., Sp., It. figura) }

ad. L. figura i f.*fig- short stem of fmgere : see

Feign.
The L. word was the ordinary rendering of Gr. cry^/ia

(see Scheme) in its many technical uses ; several of the

senses below are traceable, wholly or in part, to Greek philo-

sophy.]

I. Form, shape.

1. The form of anything as determined by the

outline ; external form ; shape generally.

1393 Gqwer Con/. III. 52 But yet it [a statue] was as in

figure Most lich to mannes creature. 1477 Earl Rivers
{Caxton) Dtctcs 141 A man that is in a derke kaue may
not se his propre figure. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. x. 22

The figure of their faces was, euen as I had sene them.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 221 The Figure of a Bell partaketh
of the Pyramis. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 537 Their
Faces are of a flat oval Figure. 1698 Keill Exam. '1 h.

Earth (1734) 289 The Theorist . . had deduced its [the

Earth's] true Figure from its true causes. 1756 Nugent Gr.
Tour I. i64|The figure of the city is an oblong square]

1830 Katek K LAnfimTMec/t. i. 5 Bodies having very di£
ferent volumes may have the same figure. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. xix. 318 In addition to this change of size . . the

figure of the ship suffers a change.

b. In generalized sense, as an attribute of body.

1471 Ripley Comp. Atch. in. in Ashm. (1652) 141 Both fy-

gure and ponderosyte. 1690 Locke Hum. Vnd. 11. xxxi. § 2

Solidity and Extension, and the Termination of it, Figure.

1744 Harris Three Treat. 1x841) 29 Such things .. as are

peculiarly characterized by figure and colour. 1831 Brew-
ster Optics xvij. § 90. 147 Crystals whose .. simplest form
had only one axis of figure. 1875 Jovvett Plato (ed. 2) I.

275 Figure is the only thing that always follows colour.

X C. Appearance, aspect ; also, attitude, posture.

1513 Douglas JEneis v. xiii. 13 The seis figur wes ab-

hominable. 1638 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. iv. 58 Some
Christians . . decline the figure of rest, and make choice of

an erect posture. 1684 Charnock Attrib. 6WU834) II. 577
To have devout figures of the face, and uncomely postures

of the soul.

d. trans/. The 'shape', state (ofa matter), rare.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) I. m. iii. 150 As to Fried-

rich's Pomeranian quarrel, this is the figure of it.

2. Geofu. A definite form constituted by a given

line or continuous series of lines so arranged as to

enclose a superficial space, or by a given surface or

series of surfaces enclosing a space of three dimen-

sions ; any of the classes or species of such forms,

as the triangle, circle, cube, sphere, etc.

1340 Ayenb. 234 Ine be rounde figure : be ende went ayen
to his ginninge. 1551 Recorde Pathw. Knoivl. 1. Defin.,

Figures . . be made of prickes, lines or platte formes. 1570
Bu.LiNGSLEY Euclid i. xv. 3 Of all figures a circle is the most
perfect. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 814 A Figure is

the superficies, circumscription, and accomplished linea-

ment of a bodie. 1714 Steele Englishman No. 46 That
beautiful Figure in Architecture called a Pyramid. 1809-10

Coleridge Friend (1&65) qj A circle is. .a figure constituted

by the circumvolution of a straight line with its one end
fixed. 1823 H. J. Brooke lutrod. Crystallogr. 137 The
new figures would be octahedrons. 1840 Lardner Geom.

134 A figure may be constructed similar to a given figure.

f3. The proper or distinctive shape or appear-

ance (of a person or thing). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22148 (Cott.) O thinges sere pair naturs

[anticrist sal do] turnd to be in sere figurs. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 2320 A devel in his fygur right. < 1386 Chaucer
JMonWs T. 232 Than. .God. .him [Nebuchadnezzar] restored

to his regne and his figure, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) iv. 13
Scho bad hem bat he schuld.-hafe na drede of hir, what
figure so euer he sawe hir. 01400-50 Alexander 360 pe
figour of a freke he sail take eftire. 1475 Bk, Noblesse (i860)

21 Wonderfulle entreprises. .that Hercules did, whiche is

writen in figure of a poesy. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. L 15

Doing in the figure of a Lambe, the feats of a Lion. 161

1

Bible Isa. xliv. 13 The carpenter, .maketh it after the figure

of a man.

4. Of a living being : Bodily shape, occas. in-

cluding appearance and bearing. Now chiefly of

persons.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 746 Quo formed be by fayre

fygure ? 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 283 b/i A monk of a ryght

honourable fygure and parure. 1484— Fables ofsEsopw. iv,

To the [the pecok]they [the goddesjhauegyuenfayr fygure.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xlii. 140 Yf I shold dyscryue his

foule fygure at length. 1637 Nabbes Microcosm, n. C ij,

When other creatures. . Look downwards on't, [thcu] hast an
erected figure. 1740 Chestere. Lett. I. lxii. 174 [Poets]

represent as persons, the passions, .and many other things

that have no figures nor persons belonging to them. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 106 There is little known
exactly with regard to the proportion of the human figure.

/bid. IV. 24 Few readers . . are not as well acquainted with

the figure of a Squirrel. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in

Georgia 42 The figures of some of the women are handsome.
1869 Boutell Arms fy Arm.\'i\. 109 This hauberk was ad-

justed to the figure by a belt. 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd.
Men I. ii. 140 His dignified aspect and commanding figure.

b. The bodily frame, considered with regard to

its appearance.
1715-zo Pope Iliad ix. 71 Wise Nestor then his reverend

figure rear'd. 1728— Dune. if. 62 So lab'ring on, with
shoulders, hands, and head, Wide as a windmill all his

figure spread.

205

5. An embodied (human) form; a person con-

sidered with regard to visible form or appearance.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1006 In Se dale of mambre, sa} abraham
figures ore. c 1420 Anturs of Arih. xi, Ho was a figure cf

flesche, fayrest of alle. C1450 Lonelich Grail xhii. 303

The fegure bat there-owt gan gon. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i.

109 This portentous figure Comes armed through our watch.

1673 Dryden Maty. a. la Mode m. i, What a figure of a

man is there ! 1730 A. Gordon Majfeis Autpkiih, 50 Two
Figures, .in the Actionof going into the Amphitheatre. 1754
Richardson Grandison IV. xxi. 153 She is a very fine figure

of a woman. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1782) II. 81 A tall

figure, of a philosophic, serious, adust look. 1877 Rita
Vivienne 1. iv, He saw a figure leaning against the embra-

sure of one of the windows.

b. colloq. A person of grotesque or untidy ap-

pearance. Figure offun : a ludicrous personage,

an oddity.

1774 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) I. 322, 1.. ob-

tained leave to come down, though, .quite a figure. 1811

Miss L. M. Hawkins C'less. $ Gertr. (K. O.), Figure of fun.

1813 Lady Burghersh in Lett. (1893) 61 Words can't de-

scribe the figures the women dress here of a morning. 1840

Mrs. F. Trollope Widow Married vii, What.. can have
induced you to make such a figure of yourself? 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xviii. (1889) 173 The figure of

fun was a middle-aged man of small stature. 1886 Burton
Arab. Nts. I. 82 Each of them is a figure o' fun after his

own fashion.

6. tiansfi A person as an object of mental con-

templation ; a personage.

1734 Watts Reliq. Jut. (1789) 216 She had rather bear an
inconvenience herself, than give an uneasiness even to the

meaner figures of mankind. 1847 Emerson- Refr. Men,
Goethe VvVs. (Bohn) I. 389 And he flung into literature, in his

Mephistopheles, the first organic figure that has been added
for some ages. 1874 Grxen Short Hist. vi..§ 6. 335 This

utter absence of all passion, .makes the figure- of [Thomas]
Cromwell the most terrible in our history. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Commw. II. liii. 327 The disappearance of this

brilliant figure [Hamilton].

7. Conspicuous appearance. In phrase To make
(familiarly to cut) a figure :

a. in neutral sense, with qualifying adj.: To
present a (good, bad, splendid, ridiculous, etc.) ap-

pearance ; to produce an impression of specified

character on the beholder.

1699 Bentley Phal. 361 Any Metaphor at all makes but

a very bad Figure. 1710 Steele Taller No. 57 P 1 To
understand among what Sort of Men we make the best

Figure. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. hut. I. xii. 134

The City makes a good figure from the Sea. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. JV. x, When Moses has trimmed them a little, they will

cut a very tolerable figure. 1791 'G. Gambado' Ann.Horsetn.
v. (1809) 87 London Riders, . . who cut . . so smart a figure

in a country town. 1882 Serjt. Bali.antine Exfer.X. 456
Witnesses of this kind cut but an awkward figure in the

hands of a skilful counsel. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I.

240 He made but a poor figure in the House.

b. To appear in a ridiculous aspect.

1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 212 It was as much as I could do
to keep my Countenance at the Figure he made. 1854

Felton Earn. Lett. xlvi. (1865) 343 There is nothing more
comical than the figure an English scholar cuts when he first

comes to Athens.

C. To occupy a conspicuous or distinguished

position ; to play a prominent or important part

;

to attract admiration or respect. Cf. Y . faire figure.
1691 J. Wilson Belphegor v. i. Dram. Wks. (1874) 368

And what figure do you make in this house ? 1697 Dryden.
ACneid il 116 While his arms .. rul'd the Counsels of the

Court, I made some figure there. 171X Addison Spect..

No. 92 ? 8 Gentlemen that make a Figure at Will's. 1736
Butler Anal. 1. iii, Revolutions, which make a figure even
in the history of the world. 1749 Chesterf. Lett. II. 233,

I am very willing that you should make, but very unwilling

that you should cut, a figure. . r the cutting a figure being
the very lowest vulgarism in the English language. 1762-71

H. Walpole Venue's A need. Paint. U786) I. 223 The first

painter who seems to have made any figure in this reign.

1809 Syd. Smith IVks. (1859) 1. 171/2 Boys, who make a
considerable figure at school . . often make no figure in the

world. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 187 If they did not make
much figure in talking, they did in eating. 1864 Burton
Scot Abr. I. iv. 206 Kirkaldy of Grange, .cut some figure in

politics.

8. Importance, distinction, 'mark'. Now only

with reference to persons, in phrases (somewhat
arch.) man, woman offigure }

a person of rank and
station.

1692 Dryden St. Evremoni's Ess. 192 Persons of the

greatest Figure make every thing valued according to their

Fancy. 1703 Maundreul Journ. Jerus. (1732) 44 Another
River, of no inconsiderable figure. 1711 Addison Sped,
No. 122 F 7 The speech . . was . . designed . . to give him a
Figure in my Eye. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. 63
Wallingford .. a Place of great Figure. ci8oo K. White
Rem. 1 1837) 379, I met him . . in company with persons of
apparent figure. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. i. (1872) 89 Mr.
Sterling, a private gentleman of some figure.

b. Style of living, ostentation, display, arch.
1602 Ld. Cromwell in. iii. a Our County now exceeds

the figure Of common entertainments. 1720 De Foe Capt.
Singleton xx. (1840) 342 He obliged her not to increase her
figure, but live private. 1807 Fielding's Tom Jones I. Life

II Fond of figure and magnificence, he incumbered himself
with a large retinue. 1831 Carlyle Sterling \. ix. (1872) 55
Lieutenant-General Barton of the Life-guards .. lived in

a certain figure here in town.

II. Represented form ; image, likeness.

9. The image, likeness, or representation ^/"some-

thing material or immaterial.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxii. 4 111 men. .beris be figure of

FIGURE.
ded. (-1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 25 Euermare in pe
middes of bam es funden be figure of pe crosse. 1481

Caxton Myrr. 1. iii. 9 He fourmed hym [man] to his figure

and semblaunce. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. xxvi, There is nat
a more playne figure of idlenesse, than playinge at dise.

1608 Shaks. Per. v. iii. 92 In Helicanus may you well

descry A figure of truth, of faith, of loyalty. 1658 Sir

T. Browne Hydriot. iii. 40 The mystical Figures of Pea-

cocks, Doves and Cocks. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks.
VI. 30 He is their standard figure of perfection. 1878

B. Taylor Deukalion Argt. 10 She is no figure of the Faith

of her day.

+ b. An imaginary form, a phantasm. Obs.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1. 48 Or if the soule . . warnith

al and some .. Be avi-ions or be figures. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. iv. ii. 231 To scrape the figures out of your
husbands braines.

10. csp. An artificial representation of the human
form.

a. In sculpture: A statue, nn image, an effigy.

t To work by the figure (quot. 1598': perh. to operate on
a wax effigy of a person, for the purpose of enchantment
(Schmidt); some have referred it to sense 14.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2290 (Cott.) Lik til his fader bat was ded
A wygur was mad. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcv\[\]. 7 Alle scheme
be.. pat mirthen in bar vigours [in simulacris] als. c 1400

Destr. Troy 4349 The Figur of his fader was falsly honouryt.

1483 Caxton Cato A iij b, To adoure the ymages and other

fygures humayn. IS3S Lyndesay Satyre 4087 Stage Direct.,

Heir sal Dissait be drawin up, or ellis his figure. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. iv. ii. 185 A witch . . She workes by Charmes, by
Spels, by th' Figure. 1611 Bible i Kings vi. 29 Carued
figures of Cherubims. 1697 Dryden Virg. Geo?g. II. 646
The breathing Figures of Corinthian Brass. 1717 Lady
M. W. Montagu Lett. II. xlvi. 35 All the figures have their

heads on. 1807-8 Scott Wav. App. ii, I tried, .to frighten

her . . by "introducing a figure through a trap-door. 1851

Hussey Papal Paver iii. 158 The use of figures in

Churches.

b. In painting, drawing, etc. : A representation

of human form (ns opposed to landscape, still life,

etc.). Now restricted to representation of the whole
or greater part of the body.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 43 A hoist of grene iasper with

foure figures and viii. names of oure Lord berin. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 159/2 Fygure, or lykenesse. 1676 Norths
Plutarch Add. lives 75 His Cabinet, furnished with many
Pourtraitures and Figures of those who had been Travellers.

1695 Dryden tr. Du Fresnoy^s Art ofPainting Pref. 37 In

the principal Figures of a Picture., consists the principal

beauty of his [the Painter's] Work. 1705 Addison Italy 13

Tapestry, in which are wrought the Figures of. .great Per-

sons. 1821 Craig Lect. Drawing viii. 428 If your subject

be of figures.-. 1832 G. Downfs Lett. Cont. Countries I. 14

On the front are the figures of his wife and child.

c. Her. (Cf. F- figure the face.)

1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Figure, in heraldry, a bearing in

a shield, representing or resembling a human face ; as a sun,

a wind, an angel, etc.

til. Represented character; part enacted; hence,

position, capacity. Obs.
1610 Shaks. Tem'p. in. iii. 83 Brauely the figure of this

Harpie, hast thou Perform'd. 1673 Dryden Marr. a la

Mode v. i, Since he is King, methinks he has assumed
another Figure. 1675 Temple L.et. to Sir y. Williamson
Wks. 1731 II. 344 His Majesty would upon no Occasion
quit the Figure of Mediator. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 262

T 6 Those who appear in the higher Figures of Life. 1721

De Foe Mt7ii. Cavalier (1840) 113 Your majesty . . shall be

served by me in any figure you please.

t b. One acting a part. Obs. rare.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. cexxviii. 258 She was there as a
fygure, a woman werynge that habyte without professyon of

ordre.

*fc. A person dressed in character. Obs.

1767 J. Penn SleekySerm. v, Horse-jockeys, Italian figures,

rope-dancers, and ballad-singers.

12. An emblem, type. + In figure', in emblem-
atical representation. + To be in figure: to be

typical, t Infigure to : emblematic of.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvi. 8 He hilys halywrit wip
figurs forto stire men to seke. c 1366 Chaucer A. />'. C. 169

Ysaak was figure of his [Christ's] deth certeyn. c 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees' 697 J>e ship bat beres vs in pe se, Of haly

kyrke be figure be. 1497 Bp. Alcock Mons Perfect. A ij,

This mount is in figure and sygnefyeth relygyon. 153a

More Coufut. Tindale Wks. 385/1 Al thing vnto them came
in figures. 1607-ia Bacon Ess. Counsel (Arb.) 312 The
auncient tymes doe sett fourth in Figure, .the incorporacion

. .of Cottncell with Kmges. 1637 Nabbes Microcosm. 1. C,

Oh gentle power . . Figure ofpeace. 1647 Saltmarsh Sparkles
Glory (1847) 149 A rest or peace in figure to that glory and
fulness to be revealed in us. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert.

Rclig. 1. 122 The Rock, .was a Type and a Figure of Christ.

1730-6111 Bailey (folio). 1855 Macavlay Hist. Eng. IV. 453
It has long been usual to represent the imagination under

the figure of a wing.

III. Delineated or devised form ; a design or

pattern.

13. A delineation illustrating the text of a book;

a diagram, an illustration. When used as a refer-

ence usually abbreviated to fig.
The L. fgnra = Gr. ff\^M« as applied to mathematical

diagrams; but the mod. use is influenced by sense 9.

C 1391 Chaucer Astrol. I. § 3 For the more declaracioun,

lo here the figure. 1545 Raynold Ryrih Mankynde (1564)

Bij, Not onely in wordes, but also in liuely and expresse

fygures. 1551 Recorde Pathw. KwmL 11. Pref., The
charges in cuttyng of the figures, a 1660 W. Olghtred
(li//e\ Mathematicall Recreations, or a Collection of sundry

Problemes . . illustrated with divers Brasse Figures. 1703

Moxon Mech. Exerc. 173 As you see in the Figure at b.

1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 113 Two figures of

skulls (Fig. 71 and 72). i85i P. L. Simmonds ltille\ Ure's

Cotton Manufacture, .in two volumes with one hundred and
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fifty original figures. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Pro/.

Geom. 81 Let in the first figure a transversal m be drawn to

cut a, b, c, d in A, B, C, D respectively.

14. Astrol. A diagram of the aspects of the astro-

logical houses ; a horoscope. A figure of heaven

or the heavens : a scheme or table showing the dis-

position of the heavens at a given time. To cast,

erect, set a figure : see the vbs.

1393 Goweh Conf. III. 79 He . . Through his carectes and
figures The maistry and the power hadde. 1610 B. Jonson
Alch. iv. iv, By erection of her figure, I gest it. 1651 tr.

Bacon's Life <f-
Death 1 The Figures of Heaven, under

which they were born. 1678 Butler Hud. in. i. 455 He set

a Figure to discover If you were fled to Rye or Dover. 1716

Addison Drummer 11. i, They are casting a figure. 1831

Brewster Newton (1855^ I. ii. 21 He bought a book on
Judicial Astrology, .and in. .perusing it he came to a figure

of the Heavens.

15. An arrangement of lines or other markings

forming an ornamental device ; one of the devices

combined into a decorative pattern ; also applied

to similar markings produced by natural agency.

Also collect, f In figure : so as to form a pattern.

1597 Shaks. Lovers Compl. 17 Oft did she heave her

napkin to her eyne .. Laundering the silken figures in the

brine. 1625 Bacon Ess. Friendship lArb.) 175 It was well

said. .That speech was like Cloth of Arras, opened, and put

abroad; Whereby the Imagery doth appeare in Figure;

whereas in Thoughts, they lie but as in Packs. 1637
Milton Lycidas 105 His bonnet sedge, Inwrought with
figures dim. 1665 G. Havers Sir T. Roe's Voy. E. Ind.

447 This Seal, .the Great Mogul, either in a large, or lesser

figure causeth to be put into all Firmanes. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Loom <$- Lugger n. vi. 118 A beautifulfigure

that velvet has. to be sure. 1855 Tennyson Brook 103
Sketching with her slender pointed foot Some figure. .On
garden gravel, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. i. 232 The luminous
figure reflected from such a surface is exceedingly beautiful.

trans/. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 426 Part more wise In

common, rang'd in figure, wedge thir way. 1718 Lady M.
\V. Montagu Let. 10 Apr. (1861) I. 358 He. .begins a sort of

solemn dance. They all stand about him in a regular figure.

16. Dancing. One of the evolutions or move-
ments of a dance or dancer; also, a set of evolu-

tions ; one of the divisions into which a set dance

is divided.

1636 Massinger Gt. Dk. Florence iv. i, Keep your figure

fair, And follow but the sample I shall set you. 1806-7 J-

Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iti. xvii, Blundering
in the figure all the way down a country dance. \%z$Anat,
Lond. Ball-room 62 The figure and tune being selected, the

M. C. should be informed of it. 1874 Mrs. H. Wood Mast.
Greytands I 84 Such was the commencement of the figure.

17. Skating. * A movement, or series of move-
ments, beginning and ending at the centre* {Badm.
Libr., Skating 145).
1869 Vandervell & Witham Syst. Figure-skating ix. 164

To commence a figure the skaters stand opposite each other,

as on the sides of a square.

IV. A written character. Cf. 15.

fl8. gen. Applied, e.g., to a letter of the alpha-

bet, the symbol of a musical note, a mathematical

symbol, etc. Obs.

1597 M on ley Introd. Mus. Annot., Figures in time shorter

than minimes cannot be tied or enter in ligature. 1607 Shaks.
Timon\. i. 157 Shall, .write in thee the figures of their loue

Euer to read them thine. Ibid. v. lit 7 The Charracter lie

take with wax, Our Caplaine hath in euery Figure skill.

1609 J. Douland Ornitlwp. Microl. 39 A Breefe is a Figure,

which hath a body foure-square, and wants a tayle pq.

1660 Barrow Euclid 11. i. Schol., Seeing by reason of the

figure — , that A is not [etc.].

19. A numerical symbol. Originally, and still

chiefly, applied to the ten symbols of the so-called

Arabic notation. Two (or double), three, four, etc.

figures ; a number amounting to ten or more, a

hundred or more, a thousand or more, etc. ; a sum
of money indicated by such a number. Man of
figures : one versed in arithmetic or statistics.

In Cricket, To get into or reach double or threefigures =
to make ten or a hundred runs.

a xm5 Ancr. R. 214 f>e jiscare. .makeS perinne figures of
augrim. c 1305 Edmund Conf. 223 in E. E. P. (1862) 77
Arsmetrike radde in coufs. .& his figours drou^aldai. c 1369
Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 447 And recken with his figures

ten. c 1425 Craft Nombrynge 1 In bis craft ben vsid teen

figurys. 1542 Records Gr.Artes {1575) 42 There are but
ten Figures, that are vsed in Arithmetike. 1600 T. Hill
Arith. 5 b, The Cipher (for so the figure is peculiarly
named, although it be generally called and accompted as a
figure*. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. 1. xi. 36 The Figures
usually placed over Notes in the Thorough-Bass of Songs.
1746-7 Hervey Medit. {1818) 72 Arithmeticians have figures,

to compute all the progressions of time. 1817 Tierney in

Pari. Deb. 1357 The noble lord, .could not disprove figures.

1884 Punch 5 Apr. 161/1 Mr. B*, A. R. A , sends a 'single

figure ',—for which he asks three figures. 1884 Liilywhite's

Cricket Ann. 64 Lancashire could not reach three figures

either time.

h. Figure of eight: see Eight 3. Also attrib.,

as in figure of eight bandage, suture. Figure of
eight moth : (see quot.).

1604 Marston Malcontent iv. ii, [The brawl] Why, 'tis but
singles on the left, two on the right, .a figure of eight. 1815

Kirby & Sp. Entomol. 1. 196 The figure-of-eight-moth {Bom-
byx cxruleocephala, F.). 1871 Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2)

V. 508 The figure of eight bandage is formed of a single con-

tlnuous roller.

C. Figure (of) four: a trap for catching animals,

the trigger of which is set in the shape of the

figure 4.
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187a O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. i. (1BS5) 10 Rabbits are

entrapped in ' figgery fours'. 1889 Farmer Americanisms,
Figure Four, a hunter's trap for Targe game. Also called

a dead-fall.

20. Hence, An amount, number, sum of money
expressed in figures.

184a Punch II. 1 18/2 He may put a better dessert upon
his table at a lighter figure than now. 1848 Thackeray Bk.
Snobs x, Accommodating a youngster . . with a glandered
charger at an uncommonly stiff figure. 1869 Tyndall Notes
Led. Light § 127 The index of refraction .. reached .. so

high a figure as 2.4.

V. In various uses, representing the technical

applications of Gr. o"x^a.
21. Rhet. Any of the various ' forms ' of expres-

sion, deviating from the normal arrangement or

use of words, which are adopted in order to give

beauty, variety, or force to a composition ; e.g.

Aposiopesis, Hyperbole, Metaphor, etc. Also,

figure of speech.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's Prol. 16 Your termes, your coloures,

and your figures, Kepe hem in store, til [etc.]. 1589 Putten-
ham Eug.Poesiem. vii. (Arb.) 166 Figures be the instruments

of ornament in euery language. 1596 Harington Metam.
Ajax (1814) 11 And minding to speak it shorter, by the

figure of abbreviation. 1609 Bible i Douay I Ps. cxiii. Comm.,
By the figure Apostrophe he speaketh to the sea, river, and
hilles. C1633 Hobbes Rhet. (18401 519 A figure is garnish-

ing of speech in words, or in a sentence. 1665 Boyle Occas.

Reft. Pref- (1848) 22 That noble Figure of Rhetorick call'd

Hyperbole. 1766 Chesterf. Lett. 188 The Egotism is the

usuall and favourite figure of most people's Rhetorick.

1824 L. Murray Fug. Gram. (ed. 51 1. 486 Figures of Speech
imply some departure from simplicity of expression. 1878

Bosw. Smith Carthage 161 The proverb 'as many slaves,

so many enemies ' was, in their case, no figure of rhetoric

but the stern and simple truth.

b. In a more restricted sense (with mixture of

senses 9 and 12): A metaphor or metaphorical

mode of expression ; an image, similitude.

1435 Misyn Fire ofLm<e 3 J>e flaume, whilk vndyr fygure

I cald fyer. 15*6 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 1 Declareth

it by the similitude and fygure of the passage of the chyldren

of Israel from Egypte. 1611 Bible i Cor. iv. 6 These things

. . I haue in a figure transferred to my selCe. 1717 Pope, etc.

Art ofSinking 77 That . . destroyer of fine figures, which is

known by the name of common sense. 1782 Priestley
Corrupt. Chr. I. 11. 156 [These] expressions have much the

air of figure and allusion. 1855 Brimi.ey Ess. 44 Simile and
figure may be regarded as a natural short hand. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed.. 2) III. 96 The old Pythagorean ethical symbols
still exist as figures of speech among ourselves.

22. Grammar. Any of the permitted deviations

from the normal forms of words (e.g. Aphrcrcsis,

Syncope, Elision), or from the ordinary rules of

construction (e. g. Ellipsis). + Formerly also

figure of speech.

1669 Milton Accedence Gram. Wks. 1851 VI. 467 Words
are sometimes encreast or diminish! by a Letter or Syllable

.. which are call'd Figures of Speech. 1721-1800 in

Bailey.

23. Logic. (See quot. 1837-8.)
1551 Wilson Logike (1567) 286 Examples of the firste

figure and the modes thereof. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet B b,

'lis neither in inoode nor figure. 1628 T. Spencer Logt'ck

258 Aristotle delivers the forme of Syllogismes. .and divides

them into three figures. 1663 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 141

A Reverend Father . . has put Mr. Cressy's rhapsody into

mode and figure. 1708 Swift Sacramental Test, As to that

argument. .1 wonder by what figure those gentlemen speak.

1837-JB Sir W. Hamilton Logic xx. (1866) I. 400 The forms

determined by the different position of the middle term .

.

in the premises of a syllogism, are called figures,—a name
given to them by Aristotle.

V 24. Mus. * Any short succession of notes, either

as melody or a group of chords, which produces

a single, complete, and distinct impression ' (Grove).

1884 R. Prentice Musician III. 29 The first Invention is

founded entirely on the opening eight-note figure.

VI. attrib. and Comb.
25. a. simple attrib. (sense 10), asfigure- act'ion,

-incident, -painting, -picture, -piece, -sculpture,

-study, -subject', b. objective (sense 4), as figure-

training; (senses 10, 1$) asfigure-carver, carving,

-stamper, -weaving.
i860 Rl'SKIK Moti. Paint. V. ix. i. 198 Heroic [landscape]

..is frequently without architecture; never without *figure-

action, or emotion. .Contemplative [landscape], .requires.

.

*figure incident. 1868 G. Stephens RunicMon. II. 511 The
* figure-stampers and *figure carvers of the Early and still

more of the Later Iron Age. 1849 Sol'THEY Comm.-pl. Bk.

Ser. ii.*34£ To cut up a fowl in the air. .This sort of *figure-

carving implies abominable cookery. 1873 Hamerton
Intell. Life vn. 239 The wife is with you always. . the

world, to you, is a *figure-picture in which there is one
figure, the rest is merely background. 1864 A. McKay Hist.

Kilmarnock (ed. 4I 250 He excelled . . in . . landscapes, and
*figure-pieces. 1874 Micklf.thwaite Mod. Par. Churches
in Whether or not *figure-sculpture ought to be employed
in ecclesiastical architecture. 1884 Rvskin in Pall Mall
G. 10 Dec. n/i The vast irruption of sensual "figure-study.

1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 374 An ivory patch-box.^ with

*figure-subject carved in relief. X871 {title),* Figure Training.

1831 G. Porter Silk Manuf. 234 'Figure-weaving is the

art of producing various patterns in the cloth.

26. Special comb. : figure-maker, {a) one who
casts or moulds figures

;
{b) a maker of wooden

anatomical models for artists ; figure-servant,

nonce~?od., a commercial clerk ; figure-six a. (see

quot. 1851); figure-skater, one who practises

figure-skating ; figure-skating, the art or practice

FIGURE.

of skating in figures (see Figure sb. 17) ; figure-

stone (A/in.) = Agalmatolite. Also Figure-

caster, Figure-dance, Figure-flinger, etc.

1850 J. H. Newman Diffic. Anglic. 205 Operatives,

journeymen, *figure-servants and labourers. 1851 Mayhew
Land. Labour I. 36/2 The hair, they [coster-lads] say
ought to be. .done in *figure-six curls. 1892 T. M. Witham
Figure-skating in Skating (Badm. Libr.) lii. 45 Dry cracks

. . are very dangerous to the *figure-skater. 1852 H. Spencer
Gracefulness Ess. 1891 II. 384 Early attempts .. m *figure-

skating, are . . fatiguing. 1892 T. M . Witham Figure-skating
in Skating (P.adm. Libr.) iii. 57 A figure-skating club . . the

members of which are mostly English. 1805 R. Jameson
Char. Min. II. 604 It is brought from China, and has

received the name Figure-stone. 185* L. Oliphant Journey
to Katmandu 174 Amongst other minerals are corundum,
figure-stone, and talc.

Figure (fi'gaj, -nu), v. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. OF.
(and mod.Fr.) figurer (-Pr. and Sp. figurar, It.

figurare, ad. Y.. figiirare, f. figftra tiGURE sb.),

which is probably the source ofsome of the senses.]

+ 1. trans. To give figure to ; to form, shape ; to

bring into shape. Obs.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 2151 The faireste fygured folde that

fygurede was ever. 1555 Eden Decades 261 The damme .

.

by lyttle and lyttle figurethe the informe byrthe. 1645

Evelyn Mem. {1819) I. 186 Piedestals exquisitely cast and
figur'd. C1790 Imison Sch. Art II. 155 The bed of hones
should be . . very little larger than the metal intended to be
figured upon it.

fb. With complement : To shape into; also to

shape into (a specified form). Obs.

< 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. lxxii. (1869) 42 Flesh and
blood it is in sooth, but bred it and wyn it ts figured. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 352 Some [shining wood] was found to be

Firm and hard ; so as it might be figured into a Cross.

2. To represent in a diagram or picture.

C1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 456 t>o holy Trinity in no
manere schulde be fygurid . . in pat fourme by whiche
comynly hit is peyntid. C1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 9 Next
this folwyth the cercle of the dayes that ben figured in

maner of degrees, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. ii. fiBog^

175 Ordeyned j haue that peynted it [the beste] be heere

and figured. < 1500 Melusiue 364 Ryche pictures where as

were fygured many a noble hystory. 1591 Spenser Muiop.

277 Arachne figur'd how love did abuse Europa like a bull.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV. in Fucusfastigi-
atus of Wulfen, figured in Jacq. coll. iii. 14. 2, is perhaps

the plant of Linnaus. 1814 WoRnsw. White Doe of Ryl. 11.

20 '\ he sacred Cross ; and figured there The five dear wounds
our Lord did bear. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 531

The Perch, whose Encephalon is here figured. 1882M1NCHIN
Unipl. Kinemat. 17 Some such curve as that figured.

b. To trace, mark (a design, letter, etc.).

1526 Tindale 2 Cor. iii. 7 The ministracionof deeth thorowe
the letters figured in stones. 1801 Southey Thalaba v. xii t

Whose windows lay in light, And of their former shape ..

Rude outline on the earth Figured.

3. To picture in the mind ; to imagine. Const.

with simple compl, and object clause.

(Sometimes tofigure to oneself', cf. F. sefigurer.)

1603 Shaks. Meas.fyrM. 1. ii. 53 Thou art alwayes figuring

diseases in me ; but . . I am sound. X637 Nabbes Microcosm.
111, I am transform 'd into a happiness Cannot be figured.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (1861) I. 367 He . . had .

.

already figured his bride to himself with all the deformities

in nature. 1760 H. Walpole Corr. (ed. 3) III. cccxlvii. 332
You cannot figure a duller seasorri} 1831 Carlyle Sart.

Res. 1. 2 In all speculations they have tacitly figured Man
as a Clothed Animal. 1851 — Sterling 1. fv.(i8TB>S7, 1 figure

him a brilliant . . creature. x868 Airy Pop. Astron. iii. 123

There is no difficulty at all in figuring to ourselves .. that

[etch 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton Paston Carrzu xlii, All the

pains and griefs his imagination had ever figured.

4. To portray or represent by speech or action.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 21 Aventurous dedis that Hercules, as

it is figured . . in . . the .v. booke of Boecius, toke uppon him.

1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, 1. ii. 194 Anne. I would I knew thy

heart. Glo. 'Tis figur'd in my tongue. 1634 Ford/'. War-
beck 1. i, Thy heart Is figur'd on thy tongue, a 1668

?Davenant in Dryden Prose Wks. 1800 I. n. 214 An heroic

poem should be .. like a glass of nature, figuring a more
practicable virtue to us than was done by the ancients. 1894

R. H. Sherard in Westnt. G. 13 June 2/1 The aficionados

do all in their power to figure a Spanish audience . . but these

simulated enthusiasms have but a hollow ring.

+ 5. 'To prefigure, foreshow' (J.). Obs.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 32 Three glorious Sunnes,

each one a perfect Sunne. . In this, the Heauen figures some
euent.

6. To be an image, symbol, or type of; to repre-

sent typically.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 63 Two perfit lyves. that actif

and contemplatif comounli ben callid, ffulli figurid by Marie

and Martha. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb) 10 These sexe

vertuhs be fyguryd mystyly In the sexe wengys . . Of the

cherubyns. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 250 The body of her

blyssed sonne. .was fygured by the sayde arke. 1604 Dek-
ker Kin^s Entert. Wks. 1873 I. 280 A Personage, figuring.

The Counsel! of the City. 1653 H - Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.

xxxii. 129 This boy leaned on his elbow upon the Chaems
chair and figured mercy. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 593
Soft Peace they [olives] figure, and sweet Plenty bring.

t 7. To display the form of; to exhibit a resem-

blance to. Obs.

1567 Maplkt Gr. Forest 34 Birdes tongue is an Herbe. .It

figureth the tong of a Birde, whereof it hath his name. In

his top it figureth a taile to looke to. 1779 Forrest Voy.

N. Guinea 54 A high island . . which remarkably figures a

cock's comb.

1 8. To represent as resembling ; to liken (a per-

son or thing) to (another). Obs.

x393 Gower Conf. III. 118 Taurus .. figuredis Unto a

bufle. 15*0 Caxtons Chron. Eng. m. 24 b/i This man was
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Cursed every ynuhe, and therfore he was fygured to Ante-
cryst. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccxcix. 69: Sermons
made, .figurynge them to the people of Israeli, whome kynge
Pharaon kepte long in seruytude.

9. f *• To predicate in a metaphorical sense

(obs.). b. To express by a metaphor or image.
£-1386 Chaucer Pars. T. f 922 (EUesmere) Manage is

figured hetwixe Crist and holy chirche. 1836 Emerson
Nat.. Prospects Wks. (Bohn) II. 171 The difference .. is

happily figured by the schoolmen, in saying that the know-
ledge of man is an evening knowledge . . but that of God is

a morning knowledge. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. vii. 225 That
image of desolation under which the noble old man figured

his immeasurable grief.

f 10. To frame (a discourse) according to rhetori-

cal figures ; to adorn with figures of speech. Obs.

1652 Urquhart JVweAVks. (1834)292 Ironical, .cromatick,

or any other way of figuring a speech by opposition, being
formules of oratory. 1727 Bailey vol. II. s. v. Figures
{Theatrical), Orators, .figure their Discourses.

11. To adorn or mark with figures ; to embellish

or ornament with a design or pattern.

1480 Wardr. Ace. Eihv. 7/^(1830) 116 Blue velvet figured

with tawny. 1595 Shaks. John v. ii. 53 Had I seene the

vaultie topofheauen Figur'd quite ore with burning Meteors.

1609 Bible (Douay) Isa. xl. 19 Hath the goldsmith figured

it with gold ? 1725 Poke Odyss. iv. 808 A goblet of capacious
mold, Figur'd with art to dignify the gold. 1883 Truth 31
May 769/2 Crimson satin, figured with velvet flowers.

12. a. trans. To mark with (numerical) figures
;

to express or indicate by figures. Also, f To
figure (a sum of money) on (a person) : (slang) to

total up against.

1683 Dryden & Lee Duke of Guise v. it So what was
figured twelve, to thy dull sight Appeared full twenty-one.

1773 Gent I. Mag. X 1,11 1, 654 His antagonist . . figured on
him (as his phrase is)at the game of two-handed whist, about
£200. 1781 Covvper Let, to y. Hill 3 Oct., Your draft is

worded for twenty pounds, and figured for twenty-one.

b. intr. To use figures in arithmetic. Also
trans. To figui-e up : to reckon up with figures.

Tofigure out: see 15 c.

1854 H. Miller Sch. $ Sckm. iii. (1858) 52 He wrote and
figured well. 1884 Bread Winners 245 I'll figure it all up
and take my pay.

C. trans. Mus. To write figures over or under

(the bass) in order to indicate the intended har-

mony. Cf. Figured///, a. 7.

1674 Playford Skill Mus. in. 5 You find here only men-
tioned and figured a third, fifth, and eighth. 1881 G. A.
Macfarren Counterpoint v. 20 It is recommended to figure

the bass throughout these exercises.

13. intr. Dancing. To perform a figure or set of

evolutions (see Figure sb. 16). Also, to figure
away, dozvn, out (see 15 d).

1744 Coll. Country Dances 2 Foot it again and half figure.

1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 366 We .. Teach him to fence
and figure twice a week. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk.,
Christmas Eve (1865) 251 The squire himself figured down
several couple with a partner. 1828 Longf. in Life (1891)
I. 139 One passing regret that he cannot . . figure away in

the dance with the best of them.

14. intr. a. To make an appearance, to appear;

often with as : To appear in the character of,

stand for ; also, to look like, t Tofigurefor : (a)

to pose as a claimant for, pretend to; (b) to stand

for, represent. To figure in : to come upon the

scene. Cf. Figure sb. 6.

1602 Warner Alb. Fug. x. lvii. (1612) 253 The Duke of
Guize, who earst had figur'd for the Crowne. 1634 D'Ave-
nant Temple ofLove Dram. Wks. 1872 I. 287 On the other
side an Asiatique in the habit of an Indian borderer, .figured

for the Asian monarchy. 176* Goldsm. Nash 50 When he
first figured at Bath, there were few laws against this de-
structive amusement. i8ia H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. xvii.

(1873* 162 Like great Jove, the leader figuring in, Attunes to

order the chaotic din. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomauia
106 note, This gentleman . . formerly figured as shopman at
an oil warehouse. 1826 Disraeli Vw. Grey 11. xiii, On the

door of one of the shabbiest houses in Jermyn Street the
name of Mr. Stapylton Toad for a long time figured. 1837 —
Venetia 1. viii, The intervening woods figured as the forests

ofThessaly. 1871 Morlev Voltaire (1886) 11 One of those
robust and incisive constitutions, to which doubt figures as
a sickness. 1893 Law Times XCIV. 454/1 Propositions of
this kind will not figure upon the Statute-book yet awhile.

b. To make a distinguished appearance ; to be

conspicuous or notable. Also, Tofigure away, off:

to 'show off*. Cf. Figure sb, 7.

1736 Bolingbroke Patriot. (1749) iii. 233 Persons who
figured afterwards in the rebellion. 1762 Churchill Ghost
iv, Whilst my Lord figur'd at a race. 1771 Mad. D'Arblay
Early Diary 8 May 1,1889) ' II2 Dr. King ,. came in and
figured away to his own satisfaction before Mr. Garrick.

1803 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 501 We shall get en-
tangled in European politics, and figuring more, be much
less happy. 1812 Foster Let. 7 Feb., in Life $ Corr. (1846)

I. lxxxv. 426 Without obtaining, against the monopolists of
the bar, even the opportunity of fairly figuring off in this

jabber. 1814 Chalmers Fvid. Chr. Revel, v. 147 Such a
testimony would have figured away in all our elementary
treatises. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 236/1 Yorkshire
then begins to figure as a cloth-making county.

15. Figure out.

•J*
a. trans. To display or exhibit in visionary

forms or shapes. Also, To exhibit obscurely,

shadow forth. Obs.
i6o» Daniel Hymen's Tri. in, ii, No Time . . for me to .

.

leave for Sleep to figure out the rest. 1721 R. Keith tr.

T. a Kempis' SoHL Soul xiii. 207 If . . thou dost figure out
by such a Document . . somewhat . . both just and reasonable.

T b. To portray, represent.

1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendfs Life Peiresc u 59 He never
. . refused to suffer himself to be painted or figured out in a
Statue. 1702 Addison Dial. Medals Wks. 1721 I. 490 The
Emperor, .holds a Globe in his hand, to figure out the Earth.

C. To work out (a sum) by means of figures.

1884 Punch 15 Mar. 125/1 Whitewash .. on which you
could, .figure out a sum.

d. intr. To step out and perform a figure in

dancing.
1753 Foote Eng. in Paris 1. Wks. 1799 I. 36 When 'twas

her turn to figure out, souse she flapp'd on her back.

Fi*gure-ca ster.
j* 1. One who practises the casting of figures (see

Cast v. 39 and Figure sb. 14);
4 a pretender to

astrology *

(J.). Obs.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xi. xxi. 169 The vaine and
trifling tricks of figure-casters. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect.

(1851) 306, I, by this figure-caster must be imagin'd in ..

distresse.

2. One who casts up figures (see Figure sb. 19
s

.

1831 Scott Ct. Robt. vii, Movable troops for which this

figure-caster [the Logothete] makes no allowance. 1880

Swinburne Stud. Shaks. i.(ed. 2) 10 A whole tribe of finger-

counters and figure-casters.

Fi"gure-ca sting, vbl. sb. The action or prac-

tice of casting a figure (see Cast v. 39).
1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 287 Figure casting .. to

judge of nativities. . is a lying vanity. 1625 Hart A fiat. (Jr.

11. xi. 123 Figure-casting, with a world of other forbidden

trash. 1868 Milman St. PauTs 299 Foolish fears .. from
the .. opposition of planets, and from figure-casting.

Figured (frgaa'd, -itud), ///. a. [f. Figure v.

and sb. + -Ei> * and 2
.]

1. In various senses of the vb. : Shaped into

a figure or figures; represented by figures, etc.

1552 Huloet, Figured like an Image, imagiuatus. 1599
Shaks. Pass. Pilgr. 52 He refus'd to take her figur'd proffer.

1697 Dkyden Atneid v. 704 This Goblet, rough with figur'd

Gold. 1710 Pope Windsor For. 335 The figur'd Streams in

Waves of Silver roll'd.

2. Having a particular figure or shape. In comb,
with advbs., as fair, foul, ill figured.

? a 1400 Morie Artk. 2151 The faireste fygured folde that

fygurede was ever, c 1430 PUgr. Lyf Manhode iv. ii. (1869]

175 Thilke beste was . . so foule figured that [etc.]. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon civ. 593 Thoughe they were ones fayre
now they be fowle and yll fygured. 1821 T. Dwight Travels
II. 141 Its summits are finely figured, and richly diversified.

+ 3. Having definite shape; also, formed into

figures or patterns. Cf. Figurate A. 2. Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 588 Trees and Herbs, in the growing
forth of their Boughs and Branches are not figured and
keep no order. 1786 R. Willan in Med. Commun. II. 118

He had a figured natural stool, and . . two or three loose

motions. 1789 G. White Selborne (1853) II. xli. 272 Geese
and cranes, .move in figured flights.

4. Adorned or ornamented with patterns or de-

signs. Figured card=C0URT card.
£1489 Caxton Blanchardyn ii. 15 Riche tapysserye of the

destruction of Troye, Well and alonge fygured. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, in. iii. 150 lie giue .. My figur'd Goblets, for a
Dish of Wood. 1596 Harington Metam. Ajax 36 Fugerd
sattin and velvet. i6ix Cotgr., Velours a fondfie satin.

.

Figured Satin. 1777 Shf.ridan Sch. Scand. 11. i, A pretty

figured linen gown. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 1,

The figured curtain of sleep. 1882 Mrs. RavetCs Tempt.
II. 87 She wore, .a figured shawl.

5. Adorned with rhetorical figures ; figurative.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 10 Figurit speiche, with faceis

tua. £1698 Locke Cond. Underst. § 3211762) 127 Figured
and metaphorical expressions do well to illustrate more
abstruse and unfamiliar ideas. 1727 Pope, etc. Art of
Sinking 108 Style is divided by the rhetoricians into the

proper and the figured. 1861 M. Arnold Pop. Educ.
France 170 The figured language of which he is a master.

6. Of a dance : Consisting of figures.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 91 Enthusiasm, which is.,

wrought upon by Chalices, Candles, Robes, and figur'd

Dances. 1879 Geo. Eliot Coll. Breakf. P. 95 Nor any
missing of their figured dance.

7. Mus. a. — Florid. b. Figured bass —
thorough bass : see Bass sb.5

1879 Grove Diet. Mus. s. v., Figured Counterpoint is

where several notes of various lengths, with syncopations
and other ornamental devices, are set against the single
notes of the Canto fermo; and Figured melody, or Canto
figurato, was the breaking up of the long notes of the
church melodies into larger or more rapid figures or passages.

8. Her. (See quot. and cf. Figure sb. 10 c.)

1830 in Robson Brit. Her. III. Gloss. 1889 Elvin Diet.
Her. s. v., Charges on which human faces are depicted, are
blazoned Figured, as the Sun, Crescents, etc.

Hence Frguredly adv.
1636 Abi\ Williams Holy Table i. 11 Not so figuredly and

distinctly in the later.

Fi'gure-dance. A dance, or exhibition of
dancing, consisting of several distinct figures or
divisions (see quot. 1801).
1801 Strutt Sports <5- Past. in. v. 175 The grand figure-

dances, .are. .pantomimical representations of historical and
poetical subjects, expressed by fantastic gestures.

fig. 1816 Coleridge LaySerm. 327 The giddy figure-dance
of political changes,

Fi'gure-da ncer.
1. A performer in a figure-dance.

»753 A. Murphy Gray's-fnn Jrnl. No. 25 They all had
the Honour of Kissing a Figure Dancer. 1779 Sheridan
Critic 1. i, French spies . . disguised like fiddlers and figure
dancers. 1819 Metropolis II. 202 The figure-dancers, flower-
girls, characters [etc.].

2. slang. (See quot.)

1796 Grose Diet. Vutg. Tongue, Figure Dancer, one who
alters figures on bank notes, converting tens to hundreds.

Fi'gnre-fli nger. A contemptuous synonym
of FlGURE-CASTEU I.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1271 Simon Pen-
brooke . . a figureflinger, and vehementlie suspected to be a
coniurer. 1652-62 Hevlin Cosmogr. in. (16741 113/1 Every
Astrologaster or Figure-flinger was called a cbaldean. 1712
Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 407 Mr. Gadbury the

Figure Flinger mentions the Custom in one of his Almanacks.

80 Fi-gure-fiinffing- vbl. sb. = Figure-casting.
.-11625 Boys Wks. (1629) 734 Not by starre-gazing, or

figure-Hinging, or conjuring, or any curious act. 1652 Gaule
Magaslrom. 60 A fantasticall figure-flinging. 1723 Hkarnf.
in Rem. 1 July (ed. 2) II. 165 Being much addicted to

astrology, he gave over his trade and set up the trade of
figure flinging and publishing of almanacks.

Fi*gure-hea*d.
1. A piece of ornamental carving, usually a bust

or full-length figure, placed over the cut-water of

a ship.

1765 Ann. Reg. 185 His Majesty's ship . . will soon have
a new figure-head. 1833 Markyat P. Simple (1863) 113 If

her figure-head . . be finished off by the same builder, she's

perfect. 1887 Besant The World ivent xxvii. 207 The
beautiful carved group, .once served for a figure-head.

b. humorously for : Face (.of a person).

1840 Makryat Poor Jack v, [It] had . .knocked his figure-

head all to smash. 1884 Pae Eustace 91 If you don't want
your figure-head spoiled.

2. Said depreciatingly of one who holds the

position of head of a body of persons, a community,
society, etc., but possesses neither authority nor

influence. Also attrib.

1883 Congrcgationalist Bee. 1019 Mere diocesan figure-

heads with no opinions at all. 1885 Harpers Mag. Mar.
610/2 A mere figure-head president. 1891 Spectator 12 Dec.
832 A mere figure-head to the Government.

3. Arch. A grotesque head, animal, etc., carved

in stone on the corbel of a building ; a corbel-head.

1874 Archxot. Assoc. Jrnl. Dec. 416 The row of figure-

heads is continued inside that portion of the church.

Hence Figure-headless<7., without a figure-head.

Figure-hea'dship, the position of figure-head.

1878 Besant & Rice Celiacs Arb. I. xv. 219 The figure-

headless ironclads of the present degenerate days. 1884
Pall Mall G. 14 May 3/1 The figure-headship of the Oppo-
sition.

Figureless ((rgailes, -hides), a. [f. Figure
sb. + -less.] Without figure or a figure.

1. Without shape, shapeless.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 1. (1641) 198/2 If beer.

.

I write . . These Figures figure-less. 1892 W. S. Lilly Gt.

Enigma 287 They are figureless and formless.

2. Not bearing a figure.

1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. vi. 262 The plain, figureless,

wooden cross, borne in procession during Passion-tide.

3. Mus. Devoid of figure (see Figure sb. 24).

1887 E. Gurney Tcrtium Quid II. 30 Figureless counter-

pointless see-sawings.

Figurement (frg^iment, -iuiment). rare. [f.

Figure v. + -ment.] a. Presentation of figures to

the mind. b. Introduction as a figure or ornament.
1850 Blackie JEschylus II. 237 But yesternight, with

figurement most clear, I dreamt. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist

I. xiv. 255 An embellishment, .such truly as should one day
gain for them an inweaving and figurement— in the place of
bees, ermine tufts [etc.]. .upon the august great robes.

Fi*gurer. [f- as prec. + -erI.] One who
figures, t a One who serves as a figure or type

of. +b. One who makes use of a figure or type.

fc. One who figures or counterfeits; an imitator.

fd. = Figure-dancer, e. = Figure-skater.

1548 Gest Pr. Masse 104 Aaron, .was a fygurer of Christ.

1565 Jewel Rept. Harding (1611) 331 And whatsoeuer they
were that vsed this word, Figura, in this matter of the

Sacrament, D. Steuen Gardiner scornfully calleth them
Figuratores, Figurers. 1665 Herbert Tra?'. (1677) 383
Parrat. .painful figurer of humane voice. 178a T. Valghan
Fashionable Lollies I. 204 The prettiest figurer at the opera.

188a N. & A. Goodman Feu skating 10 The contempt felt

by figurers for fen skaters.

Figuresome (fi'g^js^m, -iuis£m), a. [f. as

prec. + -SOME.] Bent upon making a (prominent)

figure.

1884 Blackmore Tommy l/fm. I. xv. 234 A figuresome

member of the Opposition . -had given notice of a question.

Figurette (fi-giure-t). rare~K [f. Figure
sb. + -ETTE.] = Figurine.
1850 Leitch tr. Milller's Anc. Art % 307. 349 The silver

inlaid work on bronze figurettes in the museum at Naples.

t Figure'tto. Obs. rare- 1
. [? error for It.

figurato figured (stuff).] (See quot. 1678.)

166a Stat. Ireland (1765) II. 473 Figurettoes with silk or

copper. 1678 Phillips, Figureito, a kind of stuff so called

from the flowres or other figures which are wrought upon

it. 1721 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.

Figurial (figiu^-rial), a. * Represented by figure

or delineation ' (Craig 1847).
Whence in mod. Diets.

Figurine (figiurrn). [a. F. figurine, ad. It.

figurt'ua, dim. of figura : see Figure and -ine.]

A small carved or sculptured figure.

1854 tr. Lamartine's Celebr. Char. II. 333 Copper frames

ornamented with wooden figurines representing personages

from history. 1883 Pall Mall G. 15 Mar. 2/2 A Roman
girl, .selling figurines at the doors of a temple.
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Figuring (fi'gariq, -writ)), vbl. sb. [f. Figure

v. + -inu '.]

1. The action of the vb. Figure. Also with out.

1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1335/1 Hys blessed bodye

and blonde in the sacrament, thoughe they seme dead, for

the more ful representacyon and fygurynge of the same

bodye and bloude remaynynge deade on the crosse. 1648

W. Mountague Devout Ess, xiii. § 6. 16S Chaines which vain

Lovers forge for the figuring out the powerfulnesse of beauty.

1859 Geo. Mum A. Bede 5 ' There's the sperrit o' God in all

things, .i' the figuring and the mechanics.' 1881 Kraus in

Metal World No. 24. 37 1 The apprentice should acquire a

knowledge of. .practical figuring.
_

attrib. 175a N. Dukes (title', A concise and easy Method

of learning the Figuring part of Country Dances.

f2. a. ? Configuration, form (or perh. emblem-

atic significance), b. An impressed shape. 06s.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 298 This flour, .bereth our alder

pris in figurynge. 1665 Gi.anvill Seeps. Sci. xxii. 221 Let

us consider, .the divers figurings of the brain.

3. = Figure-skating.
1869 Vanuervell & Witham Figure-skating i. 24 From

these two figures [3 and 8] . . we get the terms ' figure-skating',

or ' figuring '.

t Fvgurist. 06s. [f. as prec. + -ist.J One
who maintains the figurative nature of something

(e.g. of the presence of Christ in the EucharistV

1585-7 T. Rogers 30 Art. (1607) 289 The Symbolists,

Figurists, andSignificatists. .are of opinion that the faithful

at the Lord's supper do receive nothing but naked and bare

signs. 16J5 Bp. Mountacu Appeale to Cxsar 297 The
Figurists, Significatists, Symbolists, taught you this Doc-

trine. 1737 Waterland Eucharist (ed. 2) 453_ Dr. Cud-
worth's notion is in no way favourable to the Figurists, or

Memorialists.

T Figuristian. 06s. (Meaning not clear).

1716 M. Davies Atheu. Brit. II. To Rdr. 45 The infimous

Class of Mechanick Figuristians.

tFi'gnrize, v. Obs.- 1
[f. Figure sb. + -ize.]

intr. 'I o indulge in figures of speech.

1649 H- Lawrence Some Consid. 11 Will the way to helpe

our selves be to fall a Figurizing and Allegorizing?

Figury, a. 1 06s. [a. OF. figure" figured.] =
Figured (of satin, velvet, tinsel, etc.).

1467 Nottingham Rec. 1 1. 262 Duas manicas de saten figur'.

1473 111 Ld. Treas.Acctl.Scot. 1. 73 Agovne..of blac satyne

figory. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. /K11S301 116 Velvet russet

figury. 150a Priv. Purse E.xp. Eliz. of York (1830) 69

A gowne of sattyn fygure. a 1577 Gascoigse Wks. U587)
302 Cloth of gold or tinsel figurie.

Figury (rrgari, -iuri ;, a.2 [f. Figure sb. + -t '.]

Having plenty of ' figure ' or pattern.

1893 Times 12 June 13/5 Small plain logs are difficult to

sell, but large and figury logs are scarce and wanted.

Fi'g-WOrt. [See Fig sb.l 3 a.] The name of

certain plants reputed to cure the ' fig '. a. The
pilewort {Ranunculus Ficarid). b. The genus

Scrophularia, esp. S. aquatica and S. nodosa.

a. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbs (E. D. S.) 42 The second

kynde called in latine Chelidonium minus is called in eng-

lishe Fygwurt. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xx. 31 The lesser

[celandyne] is called, .in English Pyleworte or Figworte.

b. i597GEKAKnE//VrzWu. cexxxiv. 579 There is another

Figwoort called Scrophularia Indica. 1668 Wilkins Real
Char. 11. iv. § 5. 105 Figwort, an Herb [Scrophularia], 1758

Mrs. DelaNY Life tf Corr. III. 507 Matfellon and figwort

flourish here remarkably. 1865 Gosse Land t, Sea (1874) 7

The figwort with its brown bead-like blossoms.

t Fike, sb. 1 Obs. Forms : 1 fie, 3, 5 fike(s, 5

fyke. [OF. fie, ad. L. Jtc-us.] a. A fig.; also

attrib., asfike-tree. b. A fig-tree.

c 975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 19 And forwisnade sona; se

fie. — John i. 48 Miody 5u were under o"a?m fictree ic

xisa:h. a 1300 CursorM, 804 (G6tt,) Pai clad bairn . .
wid

leuis of a fike tre. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 713 Hec
ficus, a fyke or a fikes.

Fike (foik), sb.
2 Sc. Also 7-9 fyke. [f. Fike v.']

) 1. Something that causes one to fidget ; esp. the

itch. Also, the fikes = the fidgets. Obs.

In first quot. possibly a different word ; ? the piles. Cf. Ficus.

a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 313 The frencie, the fluxes,

the fyke and the felt. 1736 Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1750) xliii.

87 Ye have gotten the fikes in your arse or a waft clew.

a 1758 Ramsay Address of Thanks xxli, A Briton . . as his

fancy takes the fykes, May preach or print his notions.

17. . Lady Dalrymple in Lives of Lindsays (1849) II. 322

Your mother's cold was another of my fykes.

b. A restless movement.
1790 Macaulay To Cheerfulness Poems 129 No ane gies

e'er a fidge or fyke Or yet a moan.

2. Anxiety about what is trifling, fuss, trouble.

1719 Hamilton 2nd E/t'st. to Ramsay i, O sic a fike and
sic a fistle I had about it ! 1790 Burns 'Tarn d Skanter 193

As bees bizz out wi' angry fyke. 1808 E, Hamilton Cottagers

ofGlenbumic 160, I dinna fash wi' sae mony fykes. 1827

Scott Surg. Dan. ii, Have I been taking a' this fyke about

a Jew.
3. Dalliance, flirtation.

1808 80 Jamieson, 'He held a great fike wi' her.' 1810

J. Cock Simple Strains 144 (Jam.) They had a fyk thegither.

Fike (faik), v. 1 Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 4, 5, 7-9 fyke, (6 fyk), 3, 7- fike. [?a.

ON. fikja (rare in Icel.) = MSw. fikja to move
briskly, be restless or eager. Cf. ON.fiikenn eager.

See Fig p.*, Fitch v., Fidge z/.]

1. intr. To move restlessly, bustle, fidget ; fig.

to be fussy or restless, vex oneself. Also, to flinch,

shrink. To fike andfiling : to caper about ; alsoyfr.

c luo Bestiary 656 Fike5 and fondeS al his mist ne mai

he it foroen no wi3t. c 13*5 Coer de L. 4749 The Sarazyncs
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(Iedde, awav gunne fyke. C1340 Caw. >i Cr. Knt. 2274

Nawber fyk'ed I, ne fla^e, freke, quen bou myntest. e 1440

Prom/. Parv. 160/1 Fykin a-bowte. 1595 Burel Pilgr. in

Watson Collect. 11. 26 The Bee. . From hole to hole did fyke.

1697 W. Cleland Poems 105 We forsooth mustfyke and
fling, And make our Pulpits sound and ring With bulkie

words, against the Test. 1786 Burns On a Sc. Bard 21

Wha can do nought but fyke an' fumble. 1801 Macneill
Poems (18441 88 Nae langer grane nor fyke, nor daidle, But
brandish ye the lang-shanked ladle. 1818 Scott Hrt.

Midi, x, To fyke and fling at piper's wind and fiddler's

squealing. 18*5 Brockett N.-C. Words, Fike, to fidget, to

be restless. 1883 Mrs. Oliphant Wizard's Son vii, Old Blair-

allan comes fyking.

b. To dally, flirt.

1804 Tarras Poems 58 No to fike wi' yon wild hizzie

Janet's dochter i' the glen.

2. trans. To vex, trouble. Tofiike ones noddle :

to trouble one's head. Also, to shrug (the

shoulders).
157a in Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 124 Blind Jamie tauld

me ells That quyetly yai news did fyk yame. 1806-80

Jamieson, 'This will fike him.' 1809 Christmas Ba'ing m
J. Skinner Misc. Poetry 123 Some baith tbair shou'ders up

did fyke. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1843I 263 It snoozes on

thro' rain and snaw, Nor fykes its noddle.

t Fike, v? 06s. [? repr. OF. *fician [tfiic-) ; cf.

OE. licfician (? befiician) to deceive, gefic deceit

;

prob. cognate with Fakes.] intr. To flatter, fawn,

act or speak deceitfully.

a iaa5 St. Marker. (1862) 13 Thu fikest quoth ha ful thing.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 206 pe scorpiun .. fikeo mid te heaued &
stingeS mid te teile. c lae/j Meid. Maregrete xiii, Meidan

Maregrete nulle we nout mitte fike. ci&S Advice to Women
in Wright Spec. Lyr. Poetry 46 Wymmon, war the with the

swyke, That feir ant freoly ys to fyke.

Hence FFking///. a., fawning.

oiaa5 Ancr. R. 256 Leouere me beo3 hire wunden ben

uikiinde cosses.

Fikele, obs. form of Fickle.

t Fi'kenung. Obs. !:ate~\ [f. *fiken{en) vb.,

extension of Fike v.-"\ Deceit.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 Idel3elp . . benne mon . . mid fike-

nunge fear5 and ded" for a,elpe mare benne for godes luue.

Fikery (faikari). Se. [f. FlKB*. + -ery.] Fidget-

iness, fussiness ; fuss.

i8a3 Galt Entail 1 . 306, ' I canna understand . .what for a'

this fykerie's about a lump o' yird.' 1833 Petticoat Tales

I. 330 ' I couldna be fashed wi' sic fikery.' 1850 Cari.vle

in Froude Life in London xviii. 11884' !'• 5 1 His fussiness

and fikery has brought angry growlings.

Fikie, fiky Cfoi-ki), a. Sc. [f. Fike sb. + -t.i]

Fidgety, restless. Also, That costs much trouble,

minutely elaborate.

1768 Ross Helctwre I. 28 Your fiky dress. i8a3 Galt
Rmgan Gilhaize I. xiv. 154 My Lord there is hyte and

fykie. i8a5 Brockett N.-C. Words, Fikey. 1830 Galt
Lavjrie T. 11. v. (1849! 55 Sooth to say, I was disturbed and

fykie.

tFilace. law. 06s. Also 5 filas, 6 fylas, 8

filaze. [a. AY.filaz, ad.med.L.filacium, either f.

h.fiilum thread, File s6.-, or perh. shortened from

late L. chartophylacium (ad. late Gr. \aoTo^v\a-

xtov) place for keeping papers.] = File st>.% 3 b.

[ia9a Britton ii. xvii. § 12 Et si le bref soit perdu ou

remue maliciousement de filaz, adounc cesse le poer la

Justice.) 1434 Proc. f, Ordin. Priv. Council Eng. (1835)

IV. 269 A cedule annexed to be articles bat remayne in be

filas inJ>omce of b" prive seal, a 1483 Liber Alger in Househ.

Ord. (17901 33 Other lettres and remembraunces be kept

upon a fiface. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. I 'III, c. 8 Yf the clerke

of the petie bagge . . wyll not receyve the same office .
.
and

putt yt on the fylas to remayne ofrecordc. 1537 in Stale Pap.

(1834) II. 501 The fylaceis and recordes of the Chauncery.

Hence f Filaoe v. trans., to place on a file, to

file.

1537 in State Papers (1S341 II. 499 Before a bille of com-

pleinte be exibytid and filaceid with the Master of the Rolles

clerke.

t Filaxeous, a. Obs. [f. I., fillum thread +
-aceol'S.] Consisting of thread-like parts.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 614 It is the Stalk that maketh the

Filaceous matter. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. (1695)

194 Of the filacious matter of the Bark . . Cables . . are

made.

Filacer, filazer (filasar, -zaj\ Forms : o. 6

felyssour, fllliser, 7-8 fllizer, filizar, 9 fyliser,

7- filacer, -azer. /3. 7-8 philaser, -azer, -iser,

-izer. [f. Filace + -er.2] A former officer of the

superior courts at Westminster, who filed original

writs, etc. and issued processes thereon. Also

a corresponding officer of the Irish superior

courts.

[143a Act 10 Hen. VI, c. 4 Que null Filicer, Exigenter, ne

autre officer desore enavaunt fera tiel entree en ascun seute.]

151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 4 I 1 The Felyssour or exigenter

in whose offyce suche sute is taken. 156a Act 5 Eliz. c. 1

§ 5 All Attornies, Protonotaries and Philizers. 1613 Sir H.

Finch Law (1636) 23 The profits of the office of a Filizer, &c.

cannot be put in execution. 1667 Wood Life (Ox!. Hist. Soc.)

1 1. 105 John Hickmote of Windsore in Berks, esq. a philiser.

1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. in. (1743) =66 A Ll!it

of the Philazers of the Court of Common Pleas, with the

counties belonging to each respective Philazer. 1818 Hallam
Mid. Ages (1872) III. 88 A petition . . to . . forbid filazers .

.

from practising. «8a7 Bingham Reports IV. 63 A praecipe

into Cambridgeshire had been filed with the filacer of the

County of Cambridge. 1837 Act 7 Will. IV. ff 1 Vict. c. 30,

Sched. A, Offices abolished by this Act . .On the Plea Side of

the Court of Queen's Bench : The Office of. . Filacer. . In the
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Court of Common Pleas : The Office of . . Filacers for the

several Counties, Cities, and Towns in England and Wales.

1883 General Advertiser 2 June, William Woodlock, Esq.

. . Solicitor, formerly Filazer of the Court of Equity.

trilacery. 06s. In7filizarie. [f. prec. + Y».]

The office of a filacer.

i6a5 Sir H. Finch Law (1636)358 In an assize of an office

as of a filizarie.

Filagree : see Filigree.

Filament (fidament). [ad. mod.1.. fit lawenl-

um, f. late L.fiildre to spin, f. filum thread. Cf.

F. filament,.]

1. A tenuous thread-like body, resembling a fibre

of tow ; a minute fibre. Often in scientific use, as

applied to animal or vegetable structure.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Er. Acad. 11. 31 The. .filaments

..are litle long threeds, slender & white, solide & strong.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 66 Those long filaments of

which the substance of Brain, .consists. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants 1. vi. % 9 1 1682) 43 Every one having a Seed appendent

to it, whose Coats it entreth by a double Filament. 1774

J. Bryant Mythol. I. 364 The rivers conveyed down their

streams fine filaments of brass. 1791 HAMILTON Btrtkollet's

DyeingX. 1. 11. i. 123 Differences in wool consist in the length

and fineness of its filaments. 1841 H. Miller O. R.Sandst.

i. 12 The stone.. was of.. filamentary texture, the filaments

radiating in straight lines from the centre to the circum-

ference. 1854 J. Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Se. Chem. 6 The
suspending filament should be . . unspun silk. 1855 Bain

Senses $ Int. I. ii. § 14 The part where the filaments of the

nerve are distributed. 1876 Rock Text. fabr. i. 1 The fila-

ments drawn out of the leaves of plants.

Jig.
=

' Scrap ',
' shred '.

1870 Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. 1. (1873) 356 Is there

the least filament of truth in it ? 1875 Emerson Lett. «,- Soc.

Aims, Quot. f, Orig. Wks. (Bohn) III. 214 From the

slenderest filament of fact a good fable is constructed.

b. spec. The infusible conductor (usually some

form of carbon) placed in the glass bulb of an

incandescent electric lamp and raised to incan-

descence by the passage of the current.

1881 S. P. Thompson E/cm. Less. Electr. § 374 In these

lamps the carbon filament is mounted upon conducting wires

.. which pass into a glass bulb, into which they are sealed,

the bulbs being afterwards exhausted of air.

2. trans/. , e. g. in filament of air, light, etc. ; also

in Hydromechanics (see quot. 1850).

1646 SirT. Bxovrnz Pseud. Ep. 11. iv. 80 Effiuviumpassing out

in a smaller thred and more enlengthened filament, .stirreth

not the bodies interposed. 171a Blackmore Creation 11.

(1718) 51 The ever-rolling Orb's impulsive Ray On the next

Threads and Filaments does bear. i8ioVlKCE.£lem.Astron.

xxi. 229 Part of that exceedingly fine filament of light

was intercepted. i8aa-s6 De Quincey Confess. (1862) 73
Slender as a filament of air. l8a8 J. M. Spearman Brit.

Gunner (ed. 2) 200 The lateral pressure of a filament of fluid

is equal to its vertical pressure, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.

(Weale) 154 A Filament is an imaginary portion of a stream,

of very small breadth, consisting of a row of corpuscles, or

of an indefinite number of particles, following each other in

the same direction, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xxj. 146 The fog

was drawn away in long filaments by the wind. 1879 G.

Prescott Sp. 'Telephone 128 The action of the helix, upon

filings, consists in grouping them under the forms of fila-

ments parallel to the axis.

3. Bot. That part of the stamen which supports

the anther ; also (see quot. 1884).

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 123 Vegetables that have three

distinct Filaments or male generative parts in every flower.

1759 B. Stillingfleet Misc. Tracts Mat. Hist. Introd.

(1762) 30 Six long thready substances called the filaments

each terminated by an oblong body . . called the anthera.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) I. 22, 10 Stamens in

each, and the Filaments not united. 1858 Carpenter Veg.

Phys. % 9 The filaments of the Berberry stamen. 1884 Syd.

Soc. Lex., Sexual Filament, the one-celled stalk of the oogo-

nium of some Algsc when it also bears an antheridium.

4. nonce-uses. a. A thread-like band. b. (with

etymological reference) A spun thread.

1715 tr. I'ancirollus' Rerum Item. I. iv. ii. 157 The Pagan
Priests had a Cap upon their Heads, which.. they bound.,

with a woollen Filament. 1791 Cowper Odyss. nil. 345

Hung them numerous from the roof diffused Like spider's

filaments.

Filame-ntar [f. prec. + -ARi.] = ncxt.

18.. Jrnl. Mierosc. Sc. XXVIII. 425 (Cent. Diet.) Even

such slips of mesentery . . often exhibit a filamentar (cras-

pedal) thickening.

Filamentary (filime-ntari), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ary.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

a filament or filaments.

1841 [see Filament i]. 1858 T. R.Jones Aquarian Nat.

277 Its head . .is provided with numerous filamemary tenta-

cula. i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxx. 407 They should change

the expressions which refer . . the structure to the sliding of

' filaments ' past each other . . Such filamentary sliding may
take place in a truly viscous body. 1867 F. Francis Angling

vi. (18S0) 197 A series of small filamentary appendages,

serving as fins. 1875 Blake Zool. 322 I n the higher organized

Entozoa a filamentary nervous system has been recognised.

Filamented (fi lamented), a. [f. as prec. +

-ED -.] Provided with filaments.

1889 Buck Handbk. Med. Sc. IV. 626 The cells were larger

and were not filamented.

FilamentiferOUS (fidamentWerss), a. [f. as

prec. + -(i)feeous.] 'Bearing a filament or fila-

ments; filiferous' {Cent. Diet.).

Filamento-, comb, form of Filament. In

filamenlo - cril>rate, having sieve-like openings

fringed with filaments.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 513 Parietes filamento-cribrate.
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Pilanientoid (filame'ntoid), a. [f. Filament
+ -oiD.] Having the appearance of a filament

;

like a filament. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Filamentose (rrlament^'s , a. [f. as prec. +
•OSE.] = Filamentous.
1848 in Craig. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 194 Gills

filamentose. .along the sides of the back. 1874 Cooke Fungi
15 The anatomical filamentose elements of lichens.

Filamentous ^filame-ntss), a. [f. as prec. +
-Ol'S.]

1. a. Composed of or containing filaments or

thread-like parts, b. Resembling a filament or

thread ; thread-like.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. ii. §8 (1682) 12 The filamentous
Extremities of some Roots. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v.

Alum, Stone alum ; it is nothing but a filamentous Talk soft

to the touch. 1785) A. Crawford in Med. Commun. II. 355
A saturated solution of the . . salt . . shoots into long fila-

mentous chrystals. 1817 Faraday Chem. Mamp. iv. 101

A small platina wire or other piece of filamentous matter.
1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 609 A layer of dense and
close filamentous cellular tissue unites the muscular to the
mucous membrane, i860 GoSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 165
Ranging among the filamentous leaves of the Myriophyllum.
1871 Darwin Desc. Man Il.xiii. 74 The backs of the feathers
..are filamentous or plumose.

2. Of a plant : Bearing filaments or thread-like

parts.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 125 Some of the fila-

mentous tribes. 1871 Oliver Elem. Bot. if, 295 Many of
these filamentous species [of Algae] .. multiply themselves
by the contents of the cells which form their filaments.

3. Of or pertaining to a filament or filaments.

1860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxxiii. 421 The seams . . were de-
veloped, .where, .filamentous sliding was entirely out of the
question.

Filame'ntule. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. + -ule.]

A small filament; spec, (see quot).
1837 Maccillivray Hist. Brit. Birds t, Introd. 78 These

filamentules have the same relation to the filament, their

shaft, that the barbules of the feathers have to their barb.

Filamo(r)t: see Filemot.

Filander' (filse'ndai). Chiefly//. Forms: 5
fylaundris, 7 felanders, financiers, -enders,
fylanders, 6- fllanderfs. [a. OF. filandrt'.—
popular L. *filandula, dim. f. \Jana) filanJa wool
to be spun.
The word is used in mod.F. for a gossamer thread, also

for various fibres in animal and vegetable organisms.]

In plural, Thread-like intestinal worms causing
a disease in hawks; the disease so caused.
i486 Bk. St. A /Sans B vij b, A medecyne for wormys "in an

hawke wiche sekenesse is called the Fylaundris. 157S
Turberv. Fanlconrie 252 These filanders . . are smal as
threedes. 1615 Latham Falconry 7 These occasions of
extraordinary and vntimely heate, may., ingender the fil-

landers. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Hawks Misc. (1684) 115 This
. .may probably destroy that obstinateDisease of the Filander
or back-worm. 1891 Harting Gloss, in Biol. Accipitrarta
322 Filanders, intestinal worms.

+ Filander 2
. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. phel-

landrion, Gr. tpfWavSptov.] The plant Stavesacre
{Delphin ium Staph isagria )

.

1575 Turberv. Fanlconrie 286 To scowre by medicine.
Take, .graines of filander otherwise called Stauesaker.

Filander ; (fila."nd3i\ A name given to a
species of Macropus {A/. Brunii). Also, Filander
Kangaroo.
1737 tr. C. De Bruyn's Trav. Mosc. § Persia II. 101 When

I was at our general's country seat [in Java] I saw a certain
animal called Filander. 1841 Waterhouse Marsupialia 225
Filander Kangaroo, Macropus Brunii.

Filander, v. : see Philander.
Filar (faHai), a. [f. L. fil-um thread + -ar.]

Of or pertaining to a thread; esp. in filar micro-

meter, microscope, one having threads or wires

across its field of view.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Filar-micrometer. 1879 New-

comb & Holden Astron. 90 By the filar micrometer we can
determine the distance apart in seconds of arc of any two
stars A and B. 1884 Knight Did. Mech. IV, Filar sus-
pension (Electricity), said of a magnetic needle, which is

suspended by a filament of silk.

Filarial (fileVrial), a. [f. mod.L. filari-a, f.

fil-um thread + -al.] Of or pertaining to the

genus Filaria of parasitic worms. Filarialperiod-
icity (see quot.).
1881 Athenaeum 5 Feb. 203/3 A paper by Dr. Manson, ' On

the Periodicity of Filarial Migration to and from the Circula-
tion,* was communicated by Dr. Cobbold. 1883 B. W.
Richardson Prev. Med. vii. 788 In the filarial disease the
filarial embryos are found in the blood of the person affected
by them. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., F. periodicity, Cobbold's
term for the phenomena of the periodical daily appearance,
in the blood, of the embryos of the Filaria sanguinis
hominis during the night or the hours of sleep, and their
absence during the daytime or the hours of waking.

Filarial! i^fileerian), a. [f. as prec. +-an.] =
prec. In some mod. Diets.

Fila'riate, v. [f. as prec. + -ate 3.] trans. To
infect with Filaria. Hence Filariated ppl, a.

1884 Manson in Trans. Linn. Soc. Ser. 11. Zool . II. 368 We
may settle the relationship of the mosquito to the Filaria..
By filariating a man . . by means of Filarial metamorphosed
in passing through the mosquito. Ibid. 369 The blood of a
filariated man.

Filariform (filarriff5jrn), a. [f. as prec. +
-FORM.] Of the form of Filaria*

Vol. IV,

Filarious (fileVriss), a. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

Infected with Filaria.
1883 Manson Filaria Sang. Horn. 48 Hooihoah, a highly

filarious district. 1884 — in Trans. Linn. Soc. Ser. 11.

Zool. II. 370 My. .filarious patients.

Filate (forlA), a. Entom. [f. L.fil-um thread

+ -ate ^.J (See quots.)
i8a6 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. IV. 294 Margin. .Filate . .when

the edge is separated by a channel, often producing a very
slender threadlike margin. Ibid. IV. 324 Filate. .when in-

versatile antenna? have neither a terminal nor a lateral bristle.

Filaterie, obs. form of Phylactery.
Filatory (fHStari). [ad. med.L. filatori-um,

i.fildre to spin, f. L.filum thread.] A machine
for forming or spinning threads.
?i8. . Tooke (Webster 1832), This manufactory has three

filatories, each of 640 reels.

Filature (fi'latiul). [a. F .filature (as if ad. L.

*fil<ltiira ; cf. It.filalura), f. late L.fFlare to spin,

i.fJlum thread.]

1. The action of forming or spinning into threads
;

the reeling of silk from cocoons.
1783 Burke Rep. Affairs India Wks. 1842 II. 27 Buying

up the cocoons for the Italian filature, i860 Uhe Diet.
Arts II. 277 Floss-silk is the name given to the portions of
ravelled silk broken off in the filature of the cocoons.

b. attrib. in filature-silk = floss-silk.

1804 Colebrooke Husb. Bengal (1806.1 153 The prime-cost
of fileture-silk [sic],

2. An establishment for reeling silk.

1759 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 165/1 The public filature at
Savannah. 177a Franklin Lett. Wks. 1887 IV. 477 note.

Fifty-four pounds [of silk] had been reeled at the filature of
private persons. 1851 L. D. B. Gordon in Art Jrul. Illust.

Catal. ii**/i The process of Reeling the Silk from the
Cocoons is carried on., in establishments called filatures,

1880 Miss Bird Japan I. 270 In the rear of the filature is a
large fireproof building.

Filaw, obs. form of Fellah.

Filaze, Filazer : see Filace, Filacer.

Filbert (fi'lbait). Forms: a. 4 philliberd,

6-7 philbert, (7 -ibert), (S philberd, -bud). 0.

5 fel-, 5-6 fyl-, 69 filberd(e, (7 -burd, fillberd
,

6-9 dial. filbeard(e, (6 fyl- ), 6 filberte. (fyl-

bert), 6-7 filbird o, (6 fylbyrd), 4- filbert,

[prob. short for filbert (i.e. Fhilibert)-nut, dial.

Fr. noix de filbert (Moisy Diet. Fatois Nortnand)
from being ripe near St. Philibert's day, Aug. 22

(O.S.). Cf. Ger. Lamberts -nuss.]

1. The fruit or nut of the cultivated hazel {Cory-
lus avelland).
[i«9» Britton ii, xxiv. § 1 Et asfoiles, etas flours (?.f.ea

philbers).] a 1400 Pistill of Susan 92 pe fyge and be filbert

were fode med so fayre. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 160 Fylberde,
notte, /ilium. 1533 Elvot Cast. Hctthe (1539) 21 b, Fyl-
berdes and hasyll nuttes. .are more stronge in substance than
wall nuttes. i6zo Venner Via Recta vii. 127 Filberds are
wholsomer then the common Hasell-Nuts. 171a E. Cooke
Voy.S.Seajo Something bigger, and more oval than a Fil-

beard. 1774 Golds.m. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 29 The acorn,
the philberd, the chesnut, and the wilding. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 264, I grew two hundred
weight of filberts, .upon fifty-seven trees.

2. The tree bearing the nut ;=filbert- tree.
1393 Gower Con/. II. 30 And after Phillis plulliberd This

tre was cleped in the yerd. c 1450 Lydg. Compl. Loveres
Life 68 The filbert eke, that lowe doth encline Her bowes
grene. ?<" 1475 Sqr. lenve Degre 37 The fylbyrdes hangyng
to the ground. 15*3 Fitzhekb. Husb. § 140 Fylberdes and
walnuttes may be set on the nuttes in a gardeyn. 1616
Surfl.& Markh. Country Farme 341 Filberts, .doe grow of
smal shoots. 1796 C. Marshall Garden. vL (1813)80 Filberds
are raised from nuts or suckers. 1858 Glenny Gard. Every-
day Bk. 21 Filberts must be planted by the same rules.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib,, as filbert-
grove, -hedge, -nut, -tree, -walk. b. similative, as

filbert nails ; filbert-formed, -shaped adjs. Also,

f filbert-mouse, the common dormouse {Mus-
cardinus avetlanarius), so called from its fondness
for filberts.

4 Filbert nails' are often referred to as a beauty, but some-
times regarded as a symptom of consumptive tendencies.
a 1845 Bahham Ingot. Leg., Lady Rohesia, A pretty little

hand with . . *filbert-formed nails. 155a Huloet, *Filberde
groue, coryletum. 174a Fielding J. Amlreivs in. iv, A short
Walk, shaded on each side by a * Filbert Hedge. aiSsx
Keats Poems, ' / stood tiptoe' 35 A filbert hedge with wild
briar overtwined. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 545 Of the
Nut-mouse, Hasell-mouse, or *Filburd-mouse. 1861 Troi.-
lope Framley P. I. i. 9 Clear white hands, *filbert nails.

iSSa Huloet, *Filberd nutte, abellina. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-
\VuIcker715 Hec morus, a *fylberdtre. 1551 Turner Herbal
1. (1568) M iij a, The gardyne nutt tree [is] called the fyl-

berde tree. 1751 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 176 The fruit of the
nut and filberd-tree will be most numerous. 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk ,

' I never sid the filbyard-trees
covered ooth lamb- tails [catkins] as they bin this ear' [1879].

Filch, (filj, filtj), sb. [Belongs to next vb. It is

uncertain whether thesb. in sense 1 was the source
of the vb., or derived from it ; in the other senses

it is f. the vb.]

1 1. A staff with a hook at one end, used to steal

articles from hedges, open windows, etc. Obs.
1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush 11, i, Thus we throw up our

Nab-cheats..And then our filches. 1632-48 Dekker Eng.
Viltanics M iij/2 [He] carries a short staffe. .which is called
a Filch, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, A good Filch,
a Staff, of Ash or Hazel, with a Hole through, and a Spike

at the bottom, to pluck Cloathes from a Hedge or any thing
out of a Casement. 17*5 in Nciv Cant. Diet.

2. That which is filched or stolen ; also, ( a good
taking '.

a 1627 Middleton More Dissemblers besides Women iv.

ii, Save ev'ry hour a filch or two, Be it money, cloth or
pullen. 1798 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tales 0/Hoy Wks. 1812
IV. 424 He put a fine parcel of money into the pockets of
the proprietors : quite a Filch.

+ o. One who filches or steals ; a filcher. Obs.
1775 in Ash. 1810 Poole Hamlet Travestie 11. iii, A very

Filch, that more deserves to hang, Than any one.

4. The action of filching or stealing.

1877 Five Years' Penal Servit. iii. 246 She were an out
and outer in going into shops on the filch.

Filch (nl/, filtj\ v. Also 6 filche, flitch,

fvlche. [Of unknown origin ; see prec. sb.
Originally slang, and, like many other slang words, first

recorded in 16th c. The following passage is often quoted
as an earlier instance, but the various reading jUched
('flinched', 'given way 'j seems preferable, and in any case
the present vb. yields no good sense :

—

'\c\yya Song in I.angtoft Chron. (Rolls) II. 264 In toune
herd Itelle/i'nair baghel and t hair belle Pen filched and fledde.J

1. trans. To steal, esp. things of small value ; to

pilfer. Occas. in weaker sense : To take away sur-

reptitiously.

1561 Awdelay Frat. V'acab. 3 Or els filtch Poultry,
carying them to the Alehouse. 1596 H. Clapham BrieJ'c
Bible 1. 65 Let such as haue filtched Cburcb-liuings, marke
this. 1602 2nd Pt. Return /r. Pamass. 1. ii. (Arb.) 9 Those
eggs which haue ben filcht from the nest of Crowes and
Kestrells. a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 155 From
him they filcht that proud, .uncivil humour. 1714 Gay
Trivia iu. 58 The wily Fox . .Who lately filch'd the Turkey's
callow Care. 1785 Pali.y Mor. Philos. (1818) I. 94 If he
filched a book out of a Library. 1810 T. Jeffrrson Writ.
(1830) IV. 138 A mere contrivance to filch wealth and power
to themselves. 1856 Mrs. P.kowninc; Aur. Leigh vi. 67 r

I did not filch,— I found the child. 1873SYMONOS Grk. Poets
vii. 212 He would filch me hence.
absol. X567 Harman Caveat 32 They be . . skilful! in..

filching. 1688 Ld. DELAMER Wks. (1694) 26 For when
Servants are pincht, they will be filching. 1866 Geo. Eliot
A, Holt 56 If I don't We and filch somebody else will.

b. with away, off.

*577 Test. 12 Patriarchs (1604) 52 Ye shall purloin the
Lord's offering, and filch away pieces of it. 1678 Butler
Hud. 111. i. 1176 What made thee.. filch the Ladie's Heart
away? 1829 Lytton Disowned 4 The rascals would not filch

off the corner of your garment. 1843 Pklscott Mexico v.

ii. (1864) 283 He .. succeeded m filching away much of the
territory of nis royal kinsman.

T C. To introduce stealthily into. Obs. rare~ l
.

1589 Nashe Almond /or Parrat 3 Thou shouldst filcht

thyselfe. .into our gouernement.
2. To rob ^/"something), rare.

1567 Harman Caveat 29 If they meete with a woman..
such they fitche and spoyle. 1837 Howttt Rnr. Life in.

iii. 243 No man is in danger of. .being filched of his purse.

+ 3. To beat, strike. Obs.
1567 Harman Caveat 84 To /ylche, to beate, to stryke.

1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all (1874) 38 Filch, to beate.

Hence Filched ppl. a.

1567 Drant Horace Efist. xiii. E iv. Drunken Pyrrhe
beares her wool her flyecsie filched gaine. a 1625 Flktchi r
Chances 1. ix, I foster up your filch'd Iniquities! 1809
Scott Poacher 74 The filched lead the church's roof affords.
1856 Uoker Poems, Anne Boteyn \. i, This same haughty
moon That floods our prospect with her filched beams.

Filcher (fMJai, n-ltja.i). [f. prec. +-ER ]
.]

One who filches ; a petty thief, pilferer.

1575 Tusser Husb. (iS7S) 25 Purloiners and filchers, that
loueth to lurke. 1621 MoLLB Camerar. I.iv. Libr.j. xu. 39
Begins to fall upon these filchers. 1702 W. J. Bruyn's Voy.
Levant xxxviii. 152 The Arabians are thegreatest Filchers in

the World, i860 J. P. Kennedy Stvallcnu B. xxxviii. 376 A
filcher of caps and napkins from a washerwoman's basket.

Hence Fi'lchery, the art or practice of a filcher.

1607 R. C[arew] tr. Esiieune's World 0/ Wonders xv. 82
Feates of filchery and cunning conueyance.

Filching, vb/. sb. [t. as prec. + -ing t
.]

1. The action of the verb Filch.
1567 Drant Horace Epist. E viij b. Thy facte not les?e in

this thy filchinge meanes. 1597 J- Payne Royal Exch. 35
Avoyde filchinge and robbinge.

2. cotter. That which is filched or stolen.

1834 Lytton Pompeii IV. ii, By what reserved filchings
from marketing . . hast thou been enabled to make them
serve thee? 1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. xlvi, To pay some
call where she distributed her small filchings.

3. attrib. and Comb., asf/ching-sack, -trade.

17159s Greene fames IV (i86j) 192 The filching trade
when time serves. 1836-48 Ii. L). Walsh Aristoph., K'nights
1. iii, 111 flay you for a filching-sack.

Filching, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2 .] That
filches; pilfering.

1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. iv. 54 To looke that no dis-

order be, nor any filching hande. 159a Wyrley Armorie
151 Ah filching death, thou felonous bloodie thiefe. 1659
Gentl. Calling (166c) no This filtching Devil, that thus
steals from men their precious hours, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Filehing-cove, a Man-thief,

t Fi'lchingly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly2 .] In

a filching manner ; stealthily, surreptitiously.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, clvni. 978 They will not go
filchingly to cut downe a patche of medowe. 1598 Florio,
Aniba, by stealth, filchingly. a 1693 Urqchart Rabelais
111. xviii. 149 Cull'd by fervent Lovers filchingly.

I Filchman. Obs. [f. Filcht. (?or^.) +
-man as in many other slang words ; cf. darkmans,
fakeman, etc.] =FiLCH sb. 1.
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FILDOR.

1561 Awdelay Frat Vacab. 4 An Upright Man is one
that goeth wyth the trunchion of a staffe, which staffe they
cal a Fikchman. 1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 60 A short
Truncheon.. which he calls his Filch-man.
Fild(e, obs. form of Field.

t Fildor. Obs. In 4 flldore, fyldor. [a. Fr.

fit d'or thread of gold.] Gold thread. Also attrih.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. ix. 33 A fyldor [printed fyld

or] fax to folde. 13. . E. E. AUit. P. A. 106 As fyldor fyn
her b[o]nkes brent. 1:1340 Gam. & Gr. Knt. 189 Folden in
wyth fildore aboute be fayre grene.

Pile (fell), sbS Forms: 1 fiil, f6oI, 3 south.
vile, (5 vyle), 4-7 fyle, 4- file. [OK.fcol (Anglian
///)=MDu, MLG. vile (Du. vij% hi}, file), OHG.
fila, figila, fihala (MHG. vile, vigel, mod.Ger.
feile) ; ON. with anomalous initial consonant J>Jl

;mod. Iced, pjbl, MSv./ai, MDa./f/; the mod. Sw.
and Da.^/are prob. adoptions from LG. orHG.).
The Ol eut. *fihla is commonly referred to the Aryan

Pink, nasalized form of the root feik, to which the primary
sense ' to scratch, mark ' is assigned ; cf. OS1. pisati to
write, L. piugere to point. The OS1. (also Russian, Bo-
hemian, etc.) pita file, saw, Lith. pda, pelyczia file, have
a remarkable similarity of sound to the Teut. word, but
etymological affinity cannot be affirmed.]

1. A metal (usually steel) instrument, having one
or more of its surfaces covered with numerous small
raised cutting edges or teeth, for abrading, reducing,
or smoothing surfaces. To bite,gnaw a file : Jig. to
make an attempt that can result only in vexatious
failure (in allusion to the fable) ; similarly to lick

a file (see quot. 1647).
a 800 Corpus Gloss. (Sweet) 1234 Lima, fiil. c 1000 Riddles

lxx. 4 (Gr.) Ic..eom..laf fyres and feole. 138a Wyclif Isa.
xliv. 12 The yren Smyth with the file wrojte. 1432 E. E.
With (1882) 91 A vyle, and a forser with loke and kye.
1484 Caxton Fables ofsEsop ill. xii, She [the serpent] fond
a fyle whiche she beganne to gnawe with her teethe. 1549
Compl. Scot. iii. 28 Ane file is ane instrument to file doune
yrn. 1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul 1. 11. cxii, Like the mis-
taken Cat that lick'd the file. 1649 J- H. Motion to Pari.
Adv. Learn. 26 As soone as they have done licking of this
file. 1697 Evelyn Numism. vi. 214 The File . . which they
use for the smoothing of the edges. 1786 Beattie Minstr.
II. xiv, Sognaw'd the viper the corroding file. i8a4TRF.DGOi.D
Ess. Cast Iron 90 These bars yielded freely to the file. 18S0
W. Cony Mod. Fug. Hist. 1. 105 He bit at the file of English
obstinacy, and broke his teeth.

b. fig. csp. with reference to the polish imparted
by a file. (Cf. the use of L. lima.
a 1225 Ancr. p. 284 He is hi uile bet misseiS be ooer

misdeSbe. 1621 II Jonson Gipsies Meta/uorph. Wks. (Rlldg)
628/1 From a tongue without a file Heaps of phrases and no
style. </ 1639 Wotton in Reliq. Wotton. (1685) 341 If it

shall pass the file of your Judgment. 1749 Akenside Odes
ii. 1, The nice touches of the critic's file.

+ 2. =file-shell. Obs.- 1

1705 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1955 The fine blush
Jamaica File.

3. slang. An artful, cunning, or shrewd person.
Also, a man, ( fellow ', * cove .

[Cf. Fr. slang time sourde, lit. ' a s'lent file ', in similar sense.]
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., File, a person who has had

a long course of experience in the arts of fraud, .is termed
an old /tie upon the town ; . .a man who is extremely cun-
ning., is a deep file, 1819 Metropolis I. 61 You're an old
file. I know you well

; you're as deep as Garrick. 1838
Dickens 0. Twistli&$o) 233 The Dodger, .desired the jailer
to communicate ' the names of them two files as was on the
bench '. 1848 Thackeray Fan. Fair Iv, All the old files of
the Ring were in it. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. iv. (1871)
84 Old Blow-hard was a dry old file. 1877 Holdcrness Gloss.,
* A deep awd file.'

4. attrib. and Comb. : a, simple attributive, as
file-chisel^ -cut, -dust, -handle, -smith, -stroke, -trade.

b. objective, as file-cleaner, -cutter, -grinder,
-maker

; file-cutting, -finishing, -grinding, -nib-
bling, -tempering vbl. sbs.

1874 Knight Did. Mech.,* File-chisel. Ibid.,*File-cleaner.
1888 Hasluck Mech. Workshop Handybk. 86 This method
ofcrossing the *filecuts. .is recommended. 1677-83 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 58 *File-cutters also use it to make their
Chissels. 1890 Pall MallG. 2 Sept. 4/2 The knife-grinders
and file-cutters in Sheffield. 1819 Rees Cycl. s.v. File, The
most likely machine for 'file-cutting. 1601 Holland* Pliny
II. 519 The *file dust which commeth of lead. 1876 Voyle
Milit. Diet. ed. 3* s.v. File, Little shavings or shreds, .called
file dust. 1883 Daily News 25 June 2/8 The *file-grinders
still stand out. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., * File-grinding
Machine, a machine for surfacing forged or rolled file-

blanks to bring them to form previous to cutting. 1888
Lockwoods Diet. Terms Mech. Eng , *Fite Handle. 1842
Bk. Trades 230 Some *File-makers are in the habit of using
the coal of burnt leather. 1869 Times 1 Jan. 4 Mighty little
will be done by such #file-nibbling or tinkering over law of
entail. 1865 Pall Mall G. 19 Oct. 4 A meeting of the *File-
smiths' Union. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 15 The Smooth
file is to take out those cuts, or *file-stroaks, that the fine
file made. 1888 Hasluck Mechanic's Workshop Handybk.
84 Without stopping the file-strokes. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., *File-tempering. 1887 Daily News 20 June 2/6 In
the *file trade there is apparently a slight change.
5. Special comb., as file-blank, a piece of soft

steel, shaped and ground ready for cutting, to form
a file ; also attrib. ; file-card, a card used for
cleaning files; file-carrier (see quot.) ; + file-fast

adv., ? securely
; file-shell, a species of Pholas, so

called from the roughness of its shell ; file-

stripper (see quot.). Also File-fish.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,*File-blank. 1892 Simmonds

Diet. Trade Suppl., File-blank Forger, a workman who
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prepares the crude material for the file-cutter. 1884 Kn:ght
Diet. Mech. IV, 'File Card. 1888 Hasluck Mech. Work-
shop Handybk. 86 These file cards are used in the same
way as the scratch brushes. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*File-carrier, a tool-holder like the stock of a frame-saw.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 244 pe ueond. .wear5 ibunden *uileueste
mid te holie monnes beoden. 1752 Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim.
177 The West Indian * File-shell. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*File-stripper, a machine in which a worn-out file after
being softened by heat, and slow cooling, is smoothed to
prepare it for being re-cut.

Pile (foil), sb$ Also 6-7 fyle. [Properly two
different words, ultimately of identical etvmology :

(1) a. Fr. fil^ Pr. fit, It. filo, Sp. kilo :-L. fiTlum
thread; (2) a. Fr.file = Vr., and h.fila, Sp. hila:-
Com. Romanic *fila, fern. fing. ; according to some
scholars a vbl. sb. f. filaret to spin, draw out
threads, f. L.ftlum.']

I. Senses chiefly repr. F.fil.

1 1. A thread, a. fig. The thread of life. b.
transf. Of the nerves : A nerve-cord. Obs.
1606 N. Baxter Sidney's Ourania Nij h, The fatall Sisters

would not cut her file. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658)
223 A dubble file or threed to the top of the tail.

f 2. The thread, course, or tenor (of a story,

argument, etc,'. Obs.
1560-1 Schort Somme 1st Bk. Discipl. Ck. Scot. § 14

Following the file and dependance of the text. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. vn. vi. 37 III fitting for this file To sing of hills and
woods 'mongst wars and knights. 161a Shelton Quix. in.
x. I. 209 You must promise me that you will not interrupt
the File of my doleful Narration, a 1639 Wotton in Reliq.
Wotton. (1685) 223 Let me resume the File of my Relation.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. 1. xlv. (17391 73 If the file of his
purposes be rightly considered.

3. A string or wire, on which papers and docu-
ments are strung for preservation and reference.

In recent use extended to various other appliances
for holding papers so that they can be easily

referred to.

1525 '" I'lcary's Anal. (1888) App. viii. 214 Thapothe-
caries shall kepe the billis that they seme, vpon a fyle.

1649 Lane. Tracts (Chetham Soc.) 233 Their examinations
remaining still upon fyle in Manchester. 1666 Pepys Diary
p Dec, Burning all the unnecessary letters which I have
had upon my file for four or five years backward. 173a
Ace. Workhouses 175 Keep the tradesmen's notes upon
a file. 1768 Foote Devil on 2 Sticks 11. W'ks. 1799 II. 259
There are some of their names, I am sure, that I never desire
to see on my file. 1866 W.Collins Arma<tale II. iv. iii. 277
Some place in the City where all the papers are kept, as
he calls it, in file. 1882 Black Shandon Bells vi. A printed
slip which the latter pulled ofTa file.

fig. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ, Osor. 275 We hang
uppe this accusation also upon the file of your other slaun-
derous lyes. 1659 J. Arrowsmith Chain Princ. 200 This
commination standeth upon the file in holy Scripture.

b. csp. one in a court of law to hold proceed-
ings or documents in a cause, etc. ; the list of
documents, etc., in a cause.
In the Court of Chancery the pleadings themselves were

filed ; in the Common Law Courts the pleadings and judge-
ments were enrolled, and only affidavits and collateral
documents were filed.

1607 in Cowel Interpr. 1631 Star Charnb. Cases (Camden)
42 The sentence of the court was. .that the bill should be
taken off the fyle, that [etc.]. 1718 Prior Solomon 11. 722
Causes unjudg'd disgrace the loaded file. 18x8 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) V. 285 They will not, however, order the fine

to be taken off the file. 1833 Mylne & Keen Reports II.

247 This was the only bill upon the file relative to the
testator's estate. 1885 Law Times' Rep. LI I. 681/2
A motion was made to take the affidavits off the file.

f c. A catalogue, list, roll. Obs.
1566 Partridge Hist. Plasidas D iij, Thus ended they

their mortall race, their file was at an ende. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 10 Our present Musters grow vpon the
File To fiue and twenty thousand men of choice. 1620
Dekker Dreame 10 With Pens of Steele, Eternall Files
to keepe Of euery Nation, since the Earth began. 1697
Drvden Disc. Epic Poetry Prose Wks. 1800 III. 441
The file of heroick poets is very short. 170a C. Mather
Magn. Chr. in. in. (1852) I. 544 It would not be improper
under this file to lodge the singular and surprising successes
of his prayers. 1795 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX.
335 Catalogued files of murders.

4. A collection of papers placed on a file, or
merely arranged in order of date or subject for

ready reference.
a i6a6 Bacon Adv. Villiers Wks. 1740 III. 566 After you

have ranked them into several files, according to the subject
matter. 1699 Garth Dispens. 32 Then from the Compter he
takes down the File And with Prescriptions lights the solemn
Pile. 1806 Naval Chron. XV. 113 Files of newspapers.
x8o6 Wilbereorce in G. Rose Diaries (i860) II. 212 Having
just this moment got a file of letters. 1847 Ld. Houghton
in Life (1891) I. ix. 401 You can get at. .the newsroom a
file of the Times. 1851 D. Jerrold^>7. Giles xii. 121 A man
who has a file of receipts to show for everything. i860
Mrs. Gaskell C. Bronte 301 She sent to Leeds for a file of
the ' Mercuries' of 1812, '13 and '14.

5. Her. = Label (but sometimes distinguished;

cf. quot. 1727). [So in Fr.]
156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 107 He beareth Argent a fyle

with iij Lambeaux Azure, for a difference. Some will call

them a Labell of three pointes. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives
Berkeleys (1883) I. 120 The Cheveron .. distinguished by
a file with five labels to shew that he was a fifth brother.
1710 Hearne Collect. 5 May, A Shield with a Cross Saltire
and a File of 5 Points. 17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. File,
Some distinguish File and Label, calling the File the upper
horizontal Line, and the Label the Point that issues from it.

1889 Elvin Diet. Herald., File or Label.

FILE.

6. A disease, ? from its producing an appearance
of lines or threads : \ a. in trees = Fr. fil {obs.)

;

b. in cattle, dial.

1600 Slrflet Countrie Farme XXL xlvii. 520 The file is
a disease in trees that fretteth their barkes. 1688 in R.
Holme Armoury u. 86/1. 1893 Northmuberland Gloss.
s.v. File, 'File in the foot' is a disease peculiar to cattle
and sheep.

II. Senses repr. Yr.file.

7. Mil. The number ofmen constituting the depth
from front to rear of a formation in line, etc. hi
file : one behind the other. For Indian, Single
file see those adjs. Rank andfile: see Rank.
The front of a file is one man (the /ile-leader\ the depth

may be any number ; but in the modern English formation
of infantry it is only two, consisting of the front and the
rear rank men.
1598 Barret Theor. Warrcs hi. i. 37 By file, I vnderstand

all the line . . of all the souldiers standing consequently one
after another, from front to the traine. 1625 Markham
Souldiers Accid. 6 A File . . ought neuer to be aboue ten
persons deepe. 1633 T.Stafford Pac. IIib. ii. 11821) 524 It
was impossible for men to march but in file. 1667M ilton P. L.
vi. 339 His Chariot, .stood retir'd From off the files of warr.
"734 'r. Rollins Ane. Hist. V. 9 Each squadron had . . 8 in
depth, for that was the usual depth of the files. 1790 Burns
Sher/pmuir 15 Great Argyle led on his files. 1796-7 Instr.

$ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 34 The others, .will first cover in file

with precision. 1810Wellington in Gurw. Desp. VI. 208 The
i6 111 are very strong ; when I saw them the other day they
were 59 file a squadron. 1816 Byron Siege Cor. xxul, Even
as they fell, in files they lay. 1838 Prescott Ferd. $ Is.

(184611, x. 406 Riding along their broken files. 1864 Skeat
Vhlands Poems 243 The brave Fernando, Searching
through the files of war.
trans/, and fig. a 16x3 Ovf.rbury A Wife (1638) 109

Hunger and cold ranke in the same file with him. 1649 Bp.
Hall Cases Consc. (1650) 15 That we be not in the first file

of enhancers. 1650 R. Stafylton Strada's Lcnv C. Warres
II. 44 He was by the Emperour valued in the first file of
Nobility, r 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson
(1846)3: In all his actions it [valour] ever marched in the
same file with wisdom. 1700 Black more Song of Moses,
The foaming files o'ertook them in the chase. 1713 Young
Last Day 11. 142 The radiant files of angels. 184a Tennyson
Locksley Hall 178, I the heir of all the ages, in the fore-

most files of time.

b. Phrases : + To accept the files, to open one's

own ranks for a charging enemy to enter. To double
the files', to put two files in one and so make the
ranks smaller ; also fig. To close their files, see
Close v. 10 b. To take the right-handfile, to take
precedence.
1616 Bingham ALHans Tactics xxix. 137 notes, Double

your files to the right or left hand. x6w)Massinger Picture
III. v, There are Many. .who may take, .the right-hand file

of you. 164a Fuller Holy 4- Prof. Si. 1. i. 3 In her hus-
bands absence she is wife and deputy-husband, which makes
her double the files of her diligence. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Kersey) s.v. lute, To Double the Files. 1868 Kinglake
Crimea IV. v. 163 It used to be said of the foreigners that
they 'accepted the files'.

c. A small body of men, formerly varying in

number from two to twelve or more, but now
usuallytwo. Also, when * marching in files* {stcfile-

marching in 11), the two soldiers walking abreast.
1616 Bingham AEliait's Tactics xxix. 136 notes, When 16

men (that is a file) are so extended, that they possesse as
much length as 32 should doe (that is, as 2 files). 1624
Cai'T. Smith Virginia VL 239 They met with a file of
Saluages that let fly their Arrowes. 1647 Sfrigge Atrglia
Rediv. 11. iv. (1854) 105 Twelve files of men with firearms
and pikes. 170a Steele Funeral v. 70 A file of Men,
Bumpkin, is six Men. X769 Junius Lett. xxxi. 142 The gene-
ral was escorted by a file of musqueteers. 183a Regnl. Instr.

Cavalry in. 45 A File, two Soldiers placed one behind the
other when formed in ranks, but abreast when marching in

file. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy viii, I shall send a sergeant
and a file of marines to fetch you. 1844 Regul. ty Ord.
Army 262 A Non-commissioned Officer, with a file of men.

8. A row of persons, animals, or things placed

one behind the other. The common file »' the

common herd ' {obs. or arch.) In file : one after

another, in succession.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. hi. ii. 144 The greater file of the

subiect held the Duke to be wise. 1607 — Cor. 1. vi. 43 The
common file . . did budge From Rascals worse then they.

1656 tr. Hobbes'' Elem. Philos. 364 This Hoarse Sound .

.

seemeth to be nothing but the dividing of the air into innu-

merable and very small Files. 1711-4 Pope Rape Lock 1.

137 Here files of pins extend their shining rows, a 1734 North
Lives III. 134 He furnished, .one state-apartment of divers

rooms in file. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol in. 230 Before
him march in Files The rural Minstralsy. 1794 Wordsw.
Guilt fy Sorroiu'w, Long files of corn-stacks. 1826 Disraeli

Viv. Grey in. viii, I push my way into court through files of

attorneys. Ibid. vi. i, A double file of wine-glasses and
goblets. 1834 H. Miller Scenes $ Leg. xviii. (1857) 264

An endless file of bare gloomy cliffs. 1838 Prescott Ferd.

fr Is. (1846) I. xi, 432 Whose military prowess had raised him
from the common file. 1845 Darwin I'oy. Nat. it. (1879^ 35
When the ants came to the road they changed their course,

and in narrow files reascended the wall. 1856 Kane Arct.

Exfil. I. xvi. 192 The men were standing in silent file on
eacn side of it. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. iv. 121 A file

of camels.

9. Chess. One of the eight lines of squares ex-

tending across the board from player to player.

An open file : one on which no piece or pawn of

either colour is standing. To seize the open file : to

place a rook or the queen on the first square.

1614 Saul Chesse-play i. 3 Imagine that the blacke King
for his first draught playeth his owne Pawne into the third
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house in his owne file. 1680 Cotton Comfl. Camestir iv.

(ed. 2) 39 The Rook goes backward and forward in any file.

i860 Pabdox Handbk. Chess 15 The horizontal rows of

squares are termed ranks and the vertical squares files.

10. The ran or track of a hare ; also, To run
herfile (see quot. 1838;.

1815 Sporting Mar. XLV. 109 It is strictly necessary to

look into the hare/ files for wires. 1838 Holloway Pro-

vincialisms, When sportsmen say the hare runs her File,

that is runs round the same track continually to foil or de-

ceive the dogs.

11. altrib. and Comb., asfile-closer,-leader \\ lead
,

,

mark. Also, flle-flre, -firing, firing by files, now
called independent firing ^opposed to volley-firing

;

file-marching, marching in files, by turning from

a formation in line to the right or left, so that the

line becomes a series of files facing to the right or

left flank ; t file-wort, Gerarde's rendering of

botanical L.fildgo, the name of a genns of plants.

1888 Harper's Mag. Apr. 788/1 The . . officers hidden as

•file-closers behind their companies. 1857 \ew Boy atStales'

s

in Househ. Words 9 May 436 The usual *fi!e-fire of glances

was exchanged. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. III. vl. lit 324

His Jurymen are charged to nuike feu de file, 'file-firing till

the ground be clear. 1847 Infantry Man. '1854*40 Inde-

pendent or file firing may commence. 1775 Ash, * File-lead

. . the foremost man in the file. 1616 Bingham /Elian's

Tactics v. 42 Hee that leadeth the file, who is also called

the "file-leader. 1796-7 Instr. 4 Reg. Cavalry (1813' '8 The
file leaders preserve such distances as they ought from which

ever hand they are to dress to. 1809 W. Ibving Knickerc.

(1861) 135 Most people require a. .file-leader. 1847 Infantry

Man. 11854' 49 *FUe marching may be adopted. 1597 Ge-
rabde Herbal App., *Filewort is Filago minor.

tPile, sb? Obs. [a. OF. file Fr.fille] girl :-

h./ilia daughter.] A girl, woman ; also in a bad

sense, a concubine, a whore.
1303 R. Bkunne HanHl. Synne 45(0 To rage wyb ylka fyle

[gl. maydgerle]. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vn. 135 Dame
purnele a prestes file, prioresse worth hue neuere,

f Pile, sb.* Obs. [perh. a variant form of Vile

used absol.] A worthless person ;male or female)

;

a rascal.

a 1300 Cursor M. 715 (Cott.l Sorful bicom pzt fals file.

c 1300 Havelok 2409 Men mithe thethen a mile Here him
rore, that fule file. £1330 R. Brunne Chron. (18101 95 pat

did Roberd trauaile for nouht, he was a file, c 1450 Donee
MS. 559 (Bodleian) Quest. 240 My brotheres wyfe may be

a fyle.

t File (£>U). sb.$ slang. Obs. Also 7 foyl, 8

foile. [Hrst appears in the longer form foyl-cloy

(later file-cloy) ;
possibly this is not a comb, offile

sb, but the original from which the latter is

shortened ; but the etymology is unknown. Cf.

to file a cly (File ».4).] A pick-pocket. Also,

file-cloy, -lifter.

1673 R. Hbad Canting Acad. 191 The sixth is a Foyl-cloy.

1676 Warning for Housekprs. Title-p., Budg and Snudg,
File-lifter, Tongue-padder, the private Theif. 1695 Kennett
Par. Antiq. Gloss, s. v. Putta, A file, or pickpocket whore.

1708 Mottecx Rabelais (17371 V. 218 Pickpockets, Divers,

Buttocking-Foiles- 17a! Bailey, Bulk and File, is when
one jostles you while another picks your pocket, 17x5 Hem
Can!. Diet., File-Clor, a Pickpocket, Thief or Rogue. 1743
Fifxdisg Jon. Wild lv. xiii, A Pick-pocket, or, in truer

Language, a File.

t Pile, sbfi Obs. Apparently = Fylde, proper

name of a district in Lancashire.

177S Sir E. Barry Observ. Wines 416 The . . files of Lan-
cashire.

Pile fail , sb."! US. local, [app. a. Du. feil,

given in Bomhoffs Diet, as variant or synonym of

dweil floor-cloth, corresp. to OX. fyegill towel

:—OTent. *)rvagilo-z f. *]nvahan (OF_ jrwiart; to

wash.] A cloth used for wiping a floor or a table

after scrubbing, a house-flannel.

1851 tuz- Warner Wide W. World IL xxii. (1852^ 3*3
1 A file V said Ellen .

.
' O I remember now . . I didn't know

what you meant. Margery calls it a dish-cloth, or a floor-

cloth, or something else', i860 in Bartlett Diet. Amer.
1889 in Farmer Americanisms.

Pile fail), v.1 Forms : 3 south, vile, 4-7 fyle,

fi fylin , 6 fill, ;- file. [f. File sb.l ; cf. OHG.
/lion 'MHG. vllen, mod.G. fcilcn,, Du. vijUn.]

\. trans. To rub smooth, reduce the surface of,

with a file. To file 'one's) teeth : (fig.] to render

harmless. To file in (or t a) two : to cut in two
by filing.

In the contextual use 'to sharpen' (weapons) sometimes
associated with Affile.
a ia*s Ancr. R. 284 And nis bet iren acursed bet iwnrSeS

be swarture & be ruhure so hit is ofture & more holed?
c 1340 Gtrso. <$ Gr. Knt. 2225 A denez ax . . Fried in a fylor.

c taao Ckrtn. Vilad. 354 And a file to file bis nayle a two.
1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIIF, c 6 Pinnes . . shal . . haae . . the
point well and rounde, filled, canted and sharped. 1553
Eden Treat. A'ewe Ind. (Arb ) 16 He fyieth and whetteth
his home on a stone. 1599 Brongkfon's Lett. L 6 It is .

.

time enough to file your teeth, or muzzle yon. 1696 Lcttreu.
Brief Ret. (1857) IV. 65 Some persons are committed for

fyiing the edges of new shillings. 1787 Hotccorr tr. Life
Baron Trend I1S86 II. 33, I filed the iron which passed
through it on the outside. 1876 Voyle Mils'/. Diet. led. 3)

s. t. rile. Leaving the surface that has been filed more or
less smooth.
mbsoL wmm Cairo* CompL Gamester L ed. 1) 10 Others

have made them (false dice] by filing and rounding. tmM
Haseoc* Meek. Workshop Handjtk. 85 Take an old file

and file away steadily.

211

b. fig. To remove the roughness of; to smooth,

polish, elaborate to perfection. Also, to wear

down; to bring into 'a certain condition) as if by

filing.

£1400 Rom. Rose 3812 His tunge was fyled sharp* &
square. 1551 Recorde Patkiu. Kttvwl. title-p., All fresshe

fine wittes by me are filed. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie
(1879) 101 Nor he that files his smoothed speeche. c 1600

Shaks. So/in. lxxxv, Precious phrase by all the Muses fil'd.

1700 Dkvl.es Fables Pref. Wks. Globe 494 Dante had
begun to file their language, at least in verse. 1757 Wesley
WksJxfyi IX. 192 The Treatise, .which he has had leisure

for many years to revise, file, correct, and strengthen against

all objections. 1820 Scott h'auhoe ii, And file your t,r,^':^

to a little more courtesy. 1837 Dickess Picfau. xlii, His
bones [were] sharp and thin . . the iron teeth of confinement
and privation had been slowly filing them down for twenty
years. 1889 Temple Bar Mag. Nov. 406 Lads who would
be filed into business shape.

2. To remove 'roughnesses, part of a surface,

etc.) by filing. Now only with away, off. Alsoy?^.

a i*»5 Ancr. R. 184 He is pi uile & uileft awei al bi ru->L

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxvii. (1611)241 They that would
file away most from the largenesse of that offer. /11618

Raleigh Adznce of Son (1651)7 Death hat)

from you the better part of your natural forces. 1625

Fletcher Noble Cent. \. i, That. . Files off all rudeness ar.'i

uncivil 'haviour. 1670 Clakexdom Ess. 'ira-rs 1727 216

He will never file away the Main. 1707 Nobbis Treat.

Humility iii. 154 It [Humility], .files off the roughl

our passions. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II- 2->i 'I hey
adjusted the balance by filing away some of the thickness .f

the longest part of the beam. 1850 H. Rogf.p-> Ess. II. iv. 204

What was required was to file away asperities [in b
1859 Tessvson Vivien 621 So grated down and filed away
with thought.

File 'foiV, v.2 Forms: 2-3 fulen, 3 filen'n,

3-6 fele, 4-8 fyle, '6 fyll, 7 feel), 3- file. [OE.

*/y/an (in combs, a-, be-
y gefy.'an, = MDu. vuilen,

OHG./«<V«:-OTeut. *fuljan t
f. *fulo- Foil a.

In early southern ME. the spelling fule-n represents both

this vb. (the « being vended u) and the originally intran-

sitive vb. Foul:—OrZ.fulian.]
1. trans. To render 'materially) foul, filthy or

dirty ; to pollute, dirty ; to destroy the cleanness

or purity of; = Defile v.1 2. Obs. exc. dial.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 136 No festiua! frok but fyled

with werkkez. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 234^ A thyn? es

fouler bat may file t>an be thyng J>at it fyles. £"1475 Rauf
Coil^ear 446 Oft fylit my feit in mony foull fer;. 1494
Fabyas Chron. vr. exevii. 202 He felyd the holy lyker with the

fruyte of his wombe. 15*3 Fitzherb. Huzb. % 41 If any
shepe .. be fyled with dounge about the tayle. :6:i G.
Wilkins Miseries Inforced Marr. v. in Old Plays [1825

V. 86 As not to file my hands in villain's blood. 17*1

Kelly Sc. Prov. 384 You need not file the House for

want of Legs to carry you to the Midding. 1753 Strwarz's
Trial App. 84 A piece which is laid by foal, wiTT. file >ne's

finger. 1791 Bcbns Willie's Wife iv, Her face wad fyle the

Logan Water. 18*5 Solthey Tale Paraguay in. 44 No
art of barbarous ornament had . .'filed her face. 1888 K--

worthy W. Somerset Word-bk^ File, to defile.

fig. 1607T0CBNEVR Ret1
. Trag. ir. Wks. i't~t Z II. ti, A word

that I abhorre to file my lips with. 1606 Eryskett Cn:
LifejZ He will not vouchsafe himselfe to file his hands vpon
so base, .a person.

b. Proverbs. .

a 1250 ChulAf Sight. 100 Dahet habbe that like beste, That
faletb his owe nest. 1568 Jacob 4 Esau a. iii. in HazL
DodsUy II. 216 Claw a churl by the tail and he will file

your hand. 18x3 Galt Entail II. xx. lya It's a foul bird

that files its ain nest.

+ C. intr. for refi. To become soiled. Obs.

x*£r%CKU\\\Li*AnsTv. Treat. Cross iS+C 132 His garments
never filed ; nor his shoes, .waxed old.

t d. absol. Also intr. y to void excrement. Obs.

1560 Becox AVw Catech. Wks. '18+4/ 62 If dovts, or any
other fowls or beasts file upon their [L e. the Images] beads,

they perceive it not. x6n G. Wilkiss Miseries Inforced
Marr. in. in Old Plays (18251 V. 40 Oaths are. -like smoak
from a chimney that files all the way it goes.

1 2. trans. To taint with disease, infect Obs.

1456 Sc. Acts James If ^1814) { 6 And not lat bame pas
away fra be place . . to fyle be cuntre about thame.

3. To render morally foul or polluted ; to de-

stroy the ideal purity of; to corrupt, taint, sully;

= Defile v. 1 3. Obs. exc. arch:
[C1175 Cott. Horn. 205 Ich habbe.. mid flesches fuloe

ifnled roe.] c raoo Oxmin 1959 part nan ne sholide filedd

ben Wibb haebenndom burrh macche. c 1090 S. Eng. Leg.
I. 287/314 Al!e bo . . bat his ordre fnylden ou^t with .

.

worklesfeo. a 1340 Hamfolx Psalter ProL, To confourme
men bat are fiiyd in adam til exist in newnes of lyf.

1434 -Misyn Mending of Life 129 No man filys hym-self
with wardly btsynes after bat be truly has ioyd in lufe

euerlastyng. 1513 Dolclas /€.neis rv. ProL 104 Is that

trew luif, guid faith and fame to fyle? xfcj Shaks.
Macb m. i- 65 For Banqoo's Issue bane I fiTd toy Minde.
1816 Bykw Ck. Har. in. otuL Had 1 not filed my

'

which thus itselfsubdoed. i860 Trollop Framley P.

539 Why had be thus filed bis mind?

1 4. To violate the chastity of, to deflower ; to

debauch. Obs. = Defile v.1 4.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 978 He has forsede hir and fylede.

£1460 ToTxmeley Myst. .Surtees 75 For me was she never

fytyd. 15 . . Peebles U Play xnn, * Ye fyfd me ; fy , for

shame V quoth she.

+ 5. To sully the honour of, dishonour. Obs.

= Defile v.1 6.

c 1*50 Gen. 4- Ex. 3498 Tac 5u nottt in idei min name{n]
Ne swer it les to fele in gamca. c 1400 Destr. Trvy 8130
EoeryleaVwffltelxcke and bi toe file, c 1440 Gesta Rom.
zrn. 62 (Hart MS-j He made the new Uwe, & fyUd not
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bat othir. c 1470 Hmwixg Chron. ccxvin. v, They the trewce
had broken and did fyle. 11500 Doctr. Gd. Servaunts 10

A good name that none dooth fyle. 150s Ord. Crysten Men
{VF. de W. 1506; iv. xxi. 251 If he hath broken and fyled the
preuyleges of the chyrche. 1594 Jas, VI in Tytier Hist.
Scot. (18641 IV. 217 I"hat so wi^ ar.d provident a prince

[Elizabeth] . . should be so fyled and contemned by a great

number of her own subjects, a 1668 D'Avekawi Siege m.
("673 75 The bold warrier, that hath deserv'd Fame ..

once fee I'd [mod. ed. fil'd] his victories Are quite forgot.

+ 6. To charge with a crime, accuse. Obs.

c 1460 TfTvneley Myst. Surtees 273 Tothare prynco thay
can hym fyle. c 1560 Durham Depositions (Surtee / 64 Mr.
Katlyf was in great greif that Doon shuld fyll his man
Dixon for certain shepe. 17*1 Kelly Sc. /'roz'. 376 Vou
are busy to clear your s*:lf when r.o Body files you. 1759
FoUMTAiXHALL Decisions I. 14 They . . were ready to file, by
their delation, sundry gentlewomen.

t b. To find guilty, condemn. Obs.
c 1330 K. Bftfxxe Chron. (i2io 173 pe coarte opon him

sat,!*: quest filed him & schent. 1525 in Pitcairn Crim.
Trials Sect. I.*i3i Quhil \r*\ had .. fylit bame of be said

slauchtir. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. iv. 1. I 3 Gif
fyled or condemned of trat crime. 1637-50 \' , Hist.
Kirk d?42) 387 He v-a^ noted as if he had fj lied him.

Hence t Filed ///. a.

1483 Cath. Angl, 130/2 \\\<-A, deturpatus. 1590 Spesseb
F. Q. in i. 62 She lightly lept out of her I

) VHoeth, (E. E. '1

'fill, fyU

i
1
...

v.

her weapon ran. 1593 Q. Ll
fylede .-•: .'-•;.

File fail), '<-'' Also =-7 fyle.

File sb.-]

1. Iran:. + To string upon a thread 'obs.j ; to

place (rlocumtnts) on a file; to pis-.

consecutive order for preservation and reference.

Also, + to file together, up 'obs. .

160: Holland Pliny II. 613 Their maner i t re holes

through them, ai ains and
collars. 1625 }'.. JossoN Staple of .'•'.

1. 1, 'I hey -• ar.d

file And read the ne« em. 1653 H. Cocas tr.

Pinto's Trav. xxxvi. 142 At her arm-pit ;.--;. A
little idol filed together. s68aGfcE Anat.i
A Letter r»ow file ng 1 : 1

: C of

Royal Society. 1770 Fbasklin Wks. -.
'- IV. ft. No

cir- is taken to file the newspapers. 1865 ^

Fr. :.'.. ;:. Misi Abbey filed ber receipts.

transf. ar.d fig. 1581 J. Hell Haddons Answ. Osor. 2^2

Let r.ot t . i of -. ppe among-

1

1^00 iEa F. Q.
iv. ii. 32 Dar. Chaucer. On fames eten
to be f>ltd. 1632 M'.iiis^f.?- Maid ofHon. : . iii, I am r.o

cr.'.r .:. ::.z.:. :
~ .-. :. a ;:.t ::. l-.\ f.'.e ;: ',-. :-. . . 1647 , an-

shawe Pastor Fido :'-., Thou dost f. e r ,:.*. Lye
- welL 1753 Short in Phil. Trans. XLVIIL 14

F. Frisi. .files it up, a- the :" v e err .-
. *hi r ; i

have been the Principia. 1778 Arminian
Mag. I. 20J \sz~\ I should :>e filed upon that cr»ain.

b. spec. To place a documecl e manner
among the records of a court or ; b

to file a bill in Chanceryn an information. .'-.'. ,,

t to file up obs.).

1511-2 Act 3 Hen. I'll!, c 23 § \ The san

to be talc^r. /-'.
: .-::.-,::. :-.*: Pipe. .': Kir.gei

ame Ac-
comptes. 1529 MotE Dyaloge iil Wks. 213/1 He.
brought i-. :r.-,-e \-.\'.-.r- ar.-. f -

of the court. 1677 I.ond. Gnz. No. 1211 4 If they do
not forthwith FDe and Enter all such their Pr

1769 Blacxstoxe Comm. rv. -£ V.;.>-. i.-. information is

filed. 1776 Trial of Sundocomar Bo ; An ~ : cop>" .:"

the executors' a. filed the first er 1774.

1818 Cbvisx Digest ed. 2 II. 20 Leaving
who- afterwards filed a bill in Chancer
1853 Marsl-ex Early Punt. 3^7 The king cane*

judgments filed against him. 1886 W.ll;*«s i- Encyct.Brit,

(ed. o)XX. 342 1 The differer.oe betwee'. f

nation is that the docu.-.-. tr.:-. r'.td are filed without alteration,

while only an epitome U usually registered.

fig. 1619 MlDDUTTOJl Inner-Temple Masques C i b, Thy
faire desires in Venue's Court are fil'de. 174a Vouwc St.
Th. viL 502 Let conscience file the sentence in her court.

t 2. To arrange in consecutive order. Obs.

c 1450 Bk. Cur.'asye 435 in Babees Bk. 313 Gromes palettes

shyn fyle and make litere. c 1470 Hakdug Chrcn. «l i.

In balade thus it shall be made and fyled. 1607 F letches
Woman-hater 1. ii, I would have my several courses ar.d

my dishes well filed. X676 Gnaw Anat. Flowers L | 4 1

164 Not being filed one just over another but alternately.

t 3. To arrange (men, soldiers', in a file, or files.

1598 Bamet Theor. Warres in. L 44 The other halfc is to

be brought vnto the train* of the pikes, and there filed m
like maner. i6n Bingham Xenophan 87 They stood a
hundred deepe. .filing themselues one opposite to the other.

164a Fulleh Holy «r Prof. St. ul xrui. 200 The King of

Sweden never filed his men above six deep in one company.

1643 Sib T. Bbowxe Relit. Med. il f 1 One man is ranked

with another, another filed before him, according to the

4. raxfr. To march or move in file. Also with

away, etc. To file off, to wheel off by files from

moving in a spacious front, and march in length

(Stocqceler MiL EncyeL).
r6r6 BnccHAM Action's Tactics xix. 109 notes. The first

fkind of Rhombe] both filed and ranked, this neither fileth,

nor ranketh. 1703 J^md. Gmz. Na 3914. 5 Some of therr

-... - '.: .,--.- -- 1734

Ibid. No, 4054/' At night they filed and stood to the > orth-

rd. x-nmlHd. No 447^3T^ Emn^ filed of.^to«d»
Thickets. 1749 Fntuxac Tom Jones sx. m. The* feur

igdte field of battle, immediately filed to

that wing where fete J. i7l*-7 '«**r* * Reg.CavmJry'(1*13)

89 The whole divisions then file from their reverse inks.
sM Scott Mmrm. x. xxxi. Till, fine from the gate, he

That noble train. x*»3 WaincrM m Garw. Desp.

vn note, The French troops shall file out tomorrcv
27-2

XI." :
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morning. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. * //. yrnls. (1872) I. 70
A party of Americans filed into his studio. 1876 F. K.
Trolloi'E Charming Fellow I. iv. 48 The players file ofT in
the wake of the host. 1883 E. E. Halk in Harper's Mag.
Dec. 145/2 They filed away for the south.

t b. To march in line, keep pace with ; in

<\uot. fig. Obs.
1613 SttAKS. Hen. I'M, lit. ii. 171 My endeauors Haue

euer come too short of my Desires Yet filld [mod. edd.
filed] with my Abilities. i6«9 Fletcher M. Thomas t. ii,

Too light. .To fyle with her affections.

c. U.S. To file upon : to march upon, occupy
(vacanj land).

1879 H. King in Serioners Mag. Nov. 132/1 Intervals not
yet ' filed upon ' or ' opened up '.

5. trans. To cause or order (soldiers) to lile

off..

1831 Examiner 3^8/1 When the soldiers had returned ..

they were filed off in four divisions to receive billets for the
night.

Hence Filing ///. a.

1616 Bingham Lilian's Tactics xix. no notes. The filing

Khomhe began at the front point & reare-point & proceeded
to the flanks.

tPile, vA slang. Obs. [Cf. File sbfi] To
pick pockets. Also, Tofile a cly.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv s. v. Tout, Do you Bulk
and Fit File, if you'll jostle him, I wiil Pick his Pocket.
Ibid. s.v. Cfy, Filed a Cly, Pickt a Pocket.

Hence Filer, .1 pick-pocket. Filing vbl. sb., the
action of the vb. Kile, in comb, filing-lay, pocket-
picking.

1674 Cotton Com/l. Gamester \. (1680) 5 Filers, Budgies,
Droppers . . &c. . . may all pass under the general . . appella-
tion of Rooks. 1719 D'Urpey Pills HI. ico A filer my
Sister, a Filcher my Brother. 1743 Fielding J. Wild iv. ii,

1 am committed for the Filing-Lay.

File, obs. var. of Vile, Foil sb.

Piled (foild), ppi. a. [f. File vA + -En *.] In
senses of the vb. : chiefly fig. of speech, etc. :

Polished, smooth, neatly finished off or elaborated
;

fine (now ran). Also with defining word prefixed
asfair-filed, trite-filed adjs.

(

c 1530 Ld. Bernrrs Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 477 Thy tong
is fayre fyled. 1548-77 ViCARY Anat. Pref. Verse, That fyled
phrase. 1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. 11. 22 b, Their eloquence,
and filed tongue. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke
379/2 Take filed Iron. 1603 KnolleS Hist. Turks (1621)

328 Wee goe not about with filed speech and rich rewards to
circumvent thee. 16*3 B. Jonson Pre/. Verses in 1st Fo,
Shaks., In his well torned, and true-filed lines. 18*3 Scott
Qttentin D. xxx, Thou hast a better filed tongue than either
Crevecceur or I. 1888 Hasix-ck Aleck. Workshop Handybk.
87 With regard to finishing filed work. 189s Nation 4 Aug.
88/3 Mr. Aldrich's filed lines, .show his even power.

File-fish. [f. File j<U + Fish sb.] fa. ~file-
shell ^File sb. 1

5), Obs, b. A fish of the genus
Jhilistes, having its skin granulated like a file.

1774 Goldsh. Nat. Hist. VII. iv. 61 The latter [kind] are
called Pholades or File Fish. 1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat,
I II. 977/2 The incisors of the File-fish.

Filemot (frl/m/*), a. and sb. Forms : a. 7-8
feuill(e)mort, (7 fueillemort), f(i)eulamo(r)t,
fll(l)-amo(r)t, -imot, (8 foliomort), 8-9 flllemot,
8- filemot. 0. 7 philia-, phylia-, phyllamort,
7-8 philemort, 7-9 philamot, (8-mort), -omot,

9 phil^imot. [A corruption of Fkuillemoute.]
A. adj. = FeUILLEMORTE a.

1647 R.Stapylton Juvenal 98 Her fieulamort old gownes
he bejjs. 1688 K. Holme Armoury 11. 347/1 The Wings of
a Feudl-mort colour. 1698 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX.
334 They are of a Tawny or Phyllamort Colour. 170s
Land. Gaz. No. 3835/4 A Feulamort Persian Silk. 171a
Addison Sped. No. 265 F 5 One of them was blue, another
yellow, and another Philomot. 1794 Martyn Rousseau s

JJot. xvii. 239 The leaves fade first to purple, and then to
feuillemort colour. 1840 Browning Sordello it, 313 Let
Vidal change. .His murrey-coloured robe for philamot, And
crop his hair. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-llur 177 Each com-
partment crowded with labelled folios all filemot with age
and use.

b. Comb, filemot-eoloured adj.

1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-tn. xxxiv. § 8 (1689) 188
Philomot coloured Mohairs. 1847 James J. Marston Hall
xxvii, A fillemot-coloured cloak lined with light blue.

B. sb. The name of a colour, viz. that of a dead
or faded leaf; (may have a plurals
1655 W. Rokebv in Surtees Misc. (1858) 16, I would have

it trimmed with a . . philamot or some pretty colour. 1657
K. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 3 Instead of the fresh and lively
greens, .these [islands] were apparrel'd with Russets, or at
best Phyliamorts. 1659 Lovelace Poems (1 8641 160 Lucasta
..'stills new life in fields of fueillemort. 1703 M. Martin
Descr. W. fsl. (1716) 135 It's of a dark colour, and only
dyes a Philamot. 17a! (Jibber Double Gallant 1, A mottly
crowd of Blacks, Tawny, Olives, Feulamots, and pale Blues.
a X74S Swift Direct. Servants, Footman, The colours you
ought to wish for are blue, or filemot, turned up with red.
1841 Brand's Pop. Antiq. II. 173 The Egyptians [use]
yellow, or fillemot. 1844 James Agincourt I. 37 His tight-
fitting hose were of a light philimot, or brownish yellow.

Filer 1 (faWai). [£ File z/.i + -erI.] One
who files or works with a file; spec, tone who
files down gold and silver coin.

1598 Florio, Limaro, a filer or maker of files. 1660
Howell Lexicon, A Filer, limeur. 169a Luttrell Brie/
Bel. (1857) II. 554 Several! clippers, coinners, and filers

taken up in the Mint on Sunday last, and sent to Newgate.
188a Birm. Weekly Post 24 June 5/5 Gun-action Filers

wanted. 1884 Birm. Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/5 Spur Filer and
Finisher wanted.
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Filer 2 (fai'lai). [f. File z/.3 + -er!.] a. One
who places something upon a file. b. An apparatus
for filing or holding papers.
1880 Libr. Univ. A'«(w/.(N.Y.)XI. 377 Notice is given

to the filer of the caveat. 1874 Knight Diet. Atech., Filer,
an office device for holding bills and loose papers.

Filer 3
: see File vA

Filet(e, obs. form of Fillet.

Filial (filial), a. Also 6 feliall, fyliall, 6-7
filiall. [ad. late L.ftlial-is, i.fili-us son. Cf. F.

filial.]

1. Of or pertaining to a son or daughter.

a. Of sentiments, duty, etc.: Due from a child

to a parent. Filialfear : see Fear sb. 3 d.

1393 Langl. /\ PI. C. ix. 216 Ys no final [v. r. filial]

loue with bis folke. 153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks.
700/1 Christen people receiue the spirit of feliall loue. 1667
Milton P. L. xn. 306 Disciplin'd. .from servil fear To filial.

1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. vn. 494 James had hitherto
treated his mother with filial respect. 1834 Ht. Martineau
Demerara xii, Now her filial cares were ended. 1857 H.
Reed Led. Eng. Poets II. xi. 67 The filial piety of her
children for poor auld Scotland.

fb. That is the due of a son or daughter. Obs.

1558 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees) II. 175, I giue to my
said Sonne Rob'rt in full contentacion & payment of his

fyliall porcion. .of all my goodes. 1635 Quarles Etnbl. 11.

xv. (1718) 121 At length corrected by the filial rod Of his

offended, but his gracious God. 1795 Wythe Decis. Vir-
ginia 6 The sum of the plaintiff Mary's filial portion.

c. Of a relation, designation, etc. : Characteristic

of a son or daughter.

1659 Pearson Creed ("1839^ 150 The primitive Christians
did . . include this filial title of our Saviour together with his

names into the compass of one word.
trans/ 1874 Stvbhs Const. Hist. 1 1875) I. ill. 52 The founda-

tion of new villages . . standing in a filial relation to the
original settlement.

2. * Bearing the character or relation of a son
or daughter* (J.). Now only transf. and fig. of

a thing : That is the offspring of something else.

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 722 Thus the filial Godhead answer-
ing spake, a 1711 Ken Psyche Wks. 1721 IV. 185 Paternal
God gave filial God to die. 1718 Prior Celia to Damon
102 Where the old Myrtle her good Influence sheds; Sprigs
of like Leaf erect their Filial Heads. 176a tr. Busching's
Syst. Geog. IV. 213 A collegiate-church, to which . . belong
four other filial churches. 1889 Times 13 Aug. 3/1 The size

of the parent seed was reproduced in the filial seed.

fb. Entertaining the sentiments of a son or

daughter. Obs. rare.

1754 Richardson Grandison V.\\. 20 Your ever affectionate

and filial friend.

+ c. absol. (quasi-sb.^ An oft-shoot. Obs.

1538 Leland Itin. (171 1) VII. 48 The Body of the Cathedral
Chyrch [in Carlisle] is of an older Building then the Quyer.
And yt ys as a Filial deriveid from S. Oswalds fast by
Pontfreyt. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. IV. 214 This
church is a filial of the parish of St. Veit.

Filiality (filiiarliti). [f. prec. + -ITT. Cf. Fr.

filialiti.] a. The relation of a son or daughter to

a parent, b. The quality of being filial.

x6ig T. Adams Two Sonnes 70 There are that chalenge
a filialkie—as the Jewes—'we have one Father even God'.
1633 — Exp. 2 Peter i. 4. 75 Infinite good things we par-

take, if we be sonnes; but all lies in the assurance of this

filialitie. 1775 in Ash. 1839 Jas. Mill Hum. Alind (iS6p)

II. xiv. 53 Paternity connotes filiality. 18. . R. Thomas in

Chr. World Pulpit No. 432. 87 Irrehgion is as unnatural as
want of filiality in a child.

Filially (filiali), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.] In

a filial maimer ; with filial feeling or affection.

1613 Bp. Hall Holy Panegyrick 25 There is no seruant of
God, but feares filially. 170a C. Mather Alagn. Chr. in. n.

xxx. (1852) 520 His prayers were observable for the. .filially

familiar strains of them. 1843 Gladstone Glean. V. i. 37
Dutiful affection filially accorded to their own [Church].

Filialness (frlialnes). [f. as prec. + -NE83.]

The quality of being filial ; filial affection or con-

duct.
i7a7 in Bailey vol. II. 1775 in Asit. 1874 Bp. Magee in

Hansard CCXIX. 27 There is something very one-sided in

this cry for fatherliness from the Bishops when they meet
with no filialness.

Filiate (fidi^'i), v. ff. med.L. filiat- ppl.

stem of fih'are to have a child, i.fili-us son ; see

-ate-'1
.] trans. =* Affiliate v. To filiate itself*.

(fig.) to declare its author.

1791 Hampson Alem. *y. Wesley II. 191 The language, in

several passages, filiates itself. 18*4 Examiner 11/2 A young
girl . . brought . . before a Magistrate, in order to filiate her

expected offspring, a 1843 Southey Doctor cexxxi. (1848)

624/1 Many parts, .bearing so strong a likeness that no one
can hesitate at filiating them upon the ipsissimus Luther,

Hence Filiated///, a.

1810 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 139 On these the
filiated societies model their opinions. 1839 Bailey Festus
xix. 118481 217 The great paternal, .fire, .wherein All filiated

nature ceaseth work.

Filiation (fili^'Jen). Also 6 flliacion. [a.

F. filiation, ad. med.L. filiation-em, n. of action

f. filidre, recorded in sense ' to give birth to ', f. L.

fili-us son.]

1. Theol. The process of becoming, or the con-
dition of being, a son.
Many Diets, have a sense ' adoption as a son ', illustrated

by the first of our quots. from Donne. The sense is ety-
mologically justifiable, and may probably exist; but quot.

J628 seems to show that it was not intended by Donne.
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a 15*9 Skelton Prayers, To the Father 18 The only

Sonne of God by filiacion. 1628 Donne Serin, vi. (1640) 56
God hath forgot all these paternities, all these filiations, .all

these inviscerations of Israel into his owne bosome. Ibid.

57 God shall forget his former Paternities and our former
Filiations. 17*0 Waterland Eight Serm. 155 Those Ex-
pressions of Image, or Form of God, relate to Christ's Son-
ship or Filiation. 1893 Fairbairn Christ in Mod. Theol.

491 Continuous incarnation is progressive filiation.

2. The designating (of a person) as a son

;

ascription of sonship.

1659 Pearson Creed (1741I 105 After our Saviour's nomina-
tion immediately followeth his filiation.

3. The fact of being the child of a specified

parent. Also, a person's parentage ;
* whose son

one is\
16x1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. § 4 Yee be borne within

this Land . . and all the three Estates of the Land haue .

.

knowledge of your birth and filiation aforesaid. 1799 Ma-
lone in BosiuelPs Johnson an. 1744, Mr. Cust's reasoning,
with respect to the filiation of Richard Savage. 1855 H.
Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) II. vm. v. 569 Where the
monogamous relation makes filiation clear.

4. The fact of being descended or derived, or
of originating/r<?/» ; descent, transmission from.
1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 323 The resemblance ..by no

means evinces the filiation of the latter from the former.
1850 Merivale Bom. Emp. (18651 I. Pref. 13 The. .institu-

tions of modern Europe are derived by more direct filiation

from those of Rome. 1874 Mahaffy Soc. Li/e Greece vii.

109 The filiation of Aristophaues' comedies from these
choruses.

6. The relation of one thing to another from
which it may be said to be descended or derived

;

position in a genealogical classification.

1794 Kirwan Min. I. p. xv, The intricate filiation and
connection of these productions. 1859 Darwin Grig. Spec.
xiv. (1873) 371 And would give the filiation and origin of
each tongue. 1864 H. Stencer Illustr. Univ. Progr. 131
This he asserts to be the true filiation of the sciences.

6. Formation of branches or offshoots ; chiefly

concr., a branch or offshoot of a society or lan-

guage.
1777 W. Dalrymple Trav. Sp. <$• Port, no The order of

Alcantara was instituted a filiation of Calatrava. 1814
Berington Lit. Hist. Alid. Ages v. (1846' 231 The northern
dialects .. were filiations from one Common Stock. 183a
Blackiu. Mag. XXXI. 65 The democratical party, with
their numerous filiations, in the towns. 1890 J. T. Fowler
Cistercian Statutes 5 That great system of filiation and
visitation which went so far to make up what has been
called the 'Cistercian idea'.

7. >= Affiliation 3. lit. and fig.
1561 in Child-Alarriages (E. E. T. S.) 86 Margaret Wilkin,

son came to the Vicar of Budworth with a filiacion. 1839
Ld. Brougham Statesm. Geo. Ill (ed. 2) 60 A mandamus to

the Justices to make an order of filiation upon a foreign
ambassador's secretary.

fig- '791 Boswell Johnson an. 1761, The filiation of a
literary performance is difficult of. proof. 1887 Saintsbuky
Hist. Elizab. Lit. xii. 11800) 448 The direct filiation of
euphuism on Spanish originals is no doubt erroneous.

Filibeg (.filibegX Sc. Also 8 philebeg, 8-9
philabeg, -ibeg, fillibeg. feilbeg, 9 philiberg,
phillibeg. [ad. Gael, feileadh-beag the kilt of

modern shape, i.feileadh a fold, plait + beag little,

as distinguished from feileadh-mor the large kilt of

primitive form.] A kilt.

1746 Ad 19-21 Geo. 11, c. 39 § 17 The. .philebeg, or little

kilt. 1771 Pennant Tour ScotI. I. (1790} 211 The feil beg,

i. e. little plaid, also called kelt . . is a modern substitute for

the lower part of the plaid. 1773 Johnson Lett, to Mrs.
Thrale 24 Sept., Old Malcolm in his filibeg. 1794 Burns
Jolly Beggars, John Highland/nan, His philabeg and
tartan plaid. i8a8 Lanijor Imag. Conv. III. 203 Persian
robes and Scotch phillibegs.

Filibuster (fi'lib»st3j), j^. Forms: 6flibutor,

8-9 flibustier, 9 fllibustier, flllibuater, fili-

buster. [The ultimate source is certainly the

Do. vrijbuiter, in Kilian vrij-bueter (see Free-
booter). It is not clear whether the 16th

c. Eng. form fiibutor, of which we have only

one example, was taken from Du. directly or

through some foreign lang. Late in the 18th c.

the F. form fit bustier was adopted into Eng., and
continned to be used, with occasional variations of

spelling, until after the middle of the present

century. About 1850-54, the form filibuster, ad.

Sp. filibuster7?, began to be employed as the desig-

nation of certain adventurers who at that time were
active in the W. Indies and Central America ; and
this has now superseded the earlier flibustier even

with reference to the history of the 17th c.

The mutual relation of the forms is involved in obscurity.

It is possible that the corruption of/ri- into/H- maybe due
to the influence of the word Flyboat (Du. vlieboot, whence
Y./libot, Sp.fiibo/e) ; but against this it may be urged that

in our first quot. the word seems to be applied to marauders
on land. In Fr. the (orm/ribustier(which may be a corruption

of Eng.freebooter) occurs in Du Tertre Hist, des Ant-Isles

(1667) III. 151 ; butflibustier is app. first recorded in A. O.
Oexmelin (EsquemeTing) Hist, des Avanturiers (1686); this

writer says that it comes from the Eng. /libuster ' corsair *

;

in the earlier ed. of the work in Dutch (1678) the word does
not occur. It is possible on the one hand that the corrupt

form of the Du. word may be of Eng. origin, and may have
been taken into F. from its use in the Eng. colonies in the

W. Indies ; or, on the other hand, that the F. form arose in

the European wars of the 16th c, and is the immediate
source of Garrard'sfiibrttor. In any case the insertion of
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the x probably originated in Fr. as a mere sign of vowel-

length, though from the Dictionnaire de Trevoux we learn

that the s was already pronounced in 1704. In the Did.
Hymologique of Menage iwho died in 1692', s.v.flibot, the
formJlibulier occurs, with the explanation (doubtless erro-

neous) 'ceiui qui gouveme unflibot'. The Sp.filibuslero
is presumably ad. F.flibustier.]

+ 1. gen. =Fbekbooter. Obs. rare — x
.

a 1587 Garrard Arte Warre fison 236 Such . . as bring
wares to the campe, he [the High Marshall of the Field]

must take order that they be courteously, .vsed. .procuring
them a conuoy . . to the intent they may . . remaine . . satisfied,

without suspect of being robbed . . of theeues and flibutors.

Ibid. 154 Clearing . . the hye wayes . . from fleebooters.

2. spec. a. One of a class of piratical adventurers

who pillaged the Spanish colonies in the West
Indies during the 1 7th c.

1791 Burke Heads for Consid. Wks. VIK 93 The Fli-

bustiers. .about a century back, .brought, .calamities upon
the Spanish colonies. 1822-56 De Quisckv Con/ess. (1862)

6 This . . man is a buccaneer, a pirate, a flibustier.

b. A member of any of those bands of adven-

turers who between 1850 and i860 organized expe-

ditions from the United States, in violation of

international law, for the purpose of revolutionizing

certain states in Central America and the Spanish

West Indies.

1854 Lowell Camb. 30 Y. Ago Prose Wks. 1800 I. 85 He
who was ordained to-day might . . accept a colonelcy of fili-

busters to-morrow. 1855 Thoreau Let. in Atlantic Mo.
(1893) LXXII. 744/1 The gold-diggers and the Mormons,
the slaves and the slaveholders and the flibustiers. 1856
Whittier Panorama, Haschish ix, A raving Cuban fili-

buster !

attrib. 1857 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. I. ii. 6 To
avoid a collision with the filibuster power [L e. the U.S.A ].

C. In wider sense: One who resembles a ' fili-

buster' (sense a or b) in his actions; now esp. one

who engages in unauthorized and irregular warfare

against foreign states.

i860 W. G. Clark Vac. Tour 31 The contrast which these
filibusters [Garibaldians] presented to the royal troops was
exceedingly striking. 1863 Draper Intelt. Devel. Europe
iv. (1865)95 The Greek colonists were filibusters ; they seized

by force the women wherever they settled.

d. nonce-use. A vessel employed in filibustering;

a pirate craft.

i860 Motley Xetherl. dS68< II. xviii. 455 The coast of
. .Dunkirk swarmed with their, .craft, from the flybooter or

filibuster of the rivers to the larger armed vessels.

3. US. One who practises obstruction in a legis-

lative assembly : see Filibuster v. 2.

1889 Boston (Mass.) yml. 14 Jan. 22 A humiliating 'treaty'

with a single determined filibuster.

Filibuster 'fiiibr^staj', v. [f. prec sb]
1. inlr. To act as a filibuster.

1853 Longf. in Life (1891) II. 247 Youths, .rather inclined
to filibustering in Cuba. 186* S. Lucas Secularia 135 He
prayed with fervour as he went fillibustering.

b. <\\isls\-trans. Also trans. To subject to the

methods of a filibuster.

186s B. Taylor Home $ Abr. Ser. n. n. 67 When the in-

mates [of a prison] have enjoyed a satisfactory period of rest

and seclusion, they join in companies, and filibuster their
way out. 1887 L. Olithast Episodes 122, 1 was. .endeavour-
ing to filibuster a constituency.

2. U.S. To obstruct progress in a legislative as-

sembly ; to practise obstruction-
ism Sir M. H. Beach in Standard 24 Mar. 3/2 The

objectionable practices of ' filibustering ' and ' stone-walling '.

i88*s Boston (Mass.) Jml. 20 Feb. 2/3 Ex-Confederates
Filibuster to Prevent a Vote on the Bill.

Hence Filibustering vbl. sb., also attrib. and
ppl.a. ; also FilibxrBterer, one who filibusters.

1856 Tait's Mag. XXIII. 433 They are willing to find

a safety valve for a portion of their filibusterers and loafers.

1856 Gentl. Mag. New Ser. I. iii/i The President has
recognised Walker, the filibustering chief of Nicaragua.
1857 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. I. xxiv. 89 America has
long been engaged in two courses of avowed and notable in-

justice/ filibustering'and slave-dealing. Ibid-, Nobody would
look, .for economy, .to a filibustering nation. 1899 Jephson
Brittany ii. 14 Palmy days of. . filibustering prosperity. 1885
Timet

;
1 weekly ed.) 23 Jan. 1 '2 A flibustenng expedition to

Cuba is being prepared. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commtv. 1. 1. x.
137 Systematic obstruction, or, as it is called in America,
' filibustering '. 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 5 Dec., He
found that the men . . were high-minded, law-abiding citizens
instead of filibusterers.

Filibnsterism (filibzrstariz'm). [C Fili-
buster sb. + -ism.] The practice of filibustering ;

inclination to, or tendency to support, filibustering.
186* J. Spence Amer. 74 Filibustensm is another branch

of the same tree [as Repudiation! 1880 American XII. 361
Filibusterism had excited the troubles.

Filibusterous nlitirsures;. [f. as prec +
-0C8.] Resembling the conduct of a filibuster.

1883 St. James's Gaz. 15 Apr. 3 It would be hard to say
why that was a design less filibusterous than the occupation
of New Guinea. 1890 Sat. Rev. 19 July 64/2 In a manner
gallant but slightly filibusterous—the word deserves coining
—he broke down the resistance of the Mexicans.

Filical 'frlikal), a. [f. L. filic-, filix fern +
-al.] Of or pertaining to ferns.

1835 Lisdley Inirod. Bot. (1848- II. 93 The Filical alB-
ance, consisting of vascular Acrogens.

Filicauline filikg-lsin), a. [f. L.fiili-,/ilum
thread + caul-em stalk -"- -ike.] Having a thread-

like item. J884 in Sya\ Sec. Lex%

Filicide 1 (filissid). [f. h./ili-us, filia son,

daughter + -cide : see -cide i.] One who kills a

son or daughter ; a slayer of his own child.

18*3 Douglas III. xx. 267 Fearful of being discovered by
the intended filicide. 1848 Lowell Fablefor Critics Poet.
Wks. (Moxont 365, 1 told how it [the aloe] . . discharging its

pistil . . shot The botanical filicide dead on the spot.

Filicide - 'frlisaid,. [f. as prec. : see -cide 2.]

The action of killing a son or daughter.
1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng '1725' 217 Homicide, Filicide,

Fratricide. 1839 F. Uarham Adamus Exul. 47 Let not the
race Of mortal men . . Utterly perish, thro' our filicide. 1879
A. E. Spboul in Boston Herald 3 May, Additional details

of the Pocasset filicide are given below.

Hence Filici dal a. concerned with the slaughter

of sons and daughters.
185a J . Ii. Owen in Ld. fngestre's Meliora I. 133 His ruin

realized the filicidal fable of Saturn.

Filiciform 'fili*sifj?jm,, a. [f. L. filic-, filix

fern + -'^fokm.J Having the form of a fem
;

fern-shaped.
1846 in Smart Supply and in mod. Diets.

Filic id fi 'likoid), a. ami sb. [f. as prec. + -oid.]

A. adj. Resembling a fern.

1847 in Cpaig. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xiv. 2*53

The same gigantic coniferous and filicoid plants are found.

B. sb. A plant having the appearance of a fem.
1847 in Craig.

Filicology (nlikfrlod^. [f. 'L.fi/ic- filix fem
+ Gr. -kcryta discoursing: see -(oology.] The
science or study of fems. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Filiety [fiUi^fcti). rave. [ad. late L.filietdt-et/i

sonship, X.filius =on.] = Filiation 2.

1851 Mill Logic 'ed. 3 I. 1. ii. 5 7. 45 The concretes, father
and son, have, or might have, the abstracts, paternity, and
filiety, or filiation.

Filife : see Five-leaf.

Filiferous 'foilrferas), a. [f. V,.fil-um thread

+ -(l)FJT.B0C8.] Bearing or provided with thread-

like parts.

184 1 71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4" Ci The pr^e-. '.*;

of a prehensile apparatus of filiferous capsules. 1846 Dana
Zooph. '1848 513 Cells, .filiferous within.

Filiform feilifpim), a. [f. as prec. + -1 form,
cf. F. filifomie\ Having the form of a thread

;

thread- like.

1737 Pultney in Phil. Trans. I. 66 The style U filiform.

1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 310 The amorphous lava.,
sprinkled with filiform crystals of felspar. 1887 Rlskis'
Prseterita II. 152 This [inlet] was crossed, -by the delicatest

of filiform suspension bridges.

Hence Fi Uformed />//. a. in same sense.

1851 Darwin Cimpedia I. 9, I distinctly saw a long fili-

formed organ, bearing excessively fine hairs in lines.

Filigrane 'fVligr^'n,, sb. Forms : a. 7-9
flligrain e, fillagreen, rj filagram, filgTan,

filegreen, filograin, 8 filagrain, -green), 8 fili-

green, filligrane, -grean, -green, 8- filigrane.

&. 7 philigrin, 7-8 philagrain, -green, -grin.

[a. Fr.filigrane fin 17th c often -gramme), ad. It,

filigrana, f. L.filurn thread and grdnum grain.]

1. = Filigree sb. i.

1668 Lady Chaworth in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Com?it.

App. v. 10 A cabinet of cristall and philigrin. a 1680 Eltler
Rein. '175^) I. 183 As if it had been wrought in Filograin.
x68xLond. Gaz.So. 1721 '1 Coco-nut Cups set in Fillagreen.

lj\\Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 226 Their Embroiderers work
in riligreen very curiously. 1794 W. Combe Boydell's
Thames I. 90 Taste has run into the contrary extreme of
frippery* and fiGgraae. 1850 Longf. Blind Girl of Castel-

Cuille ui. 63 The crown of firigrane suspended from the low-
arched portal.

b. trans/, esp. of architectural ornament.
17*7 Bradley Font. Diet. s.v. Caramel, The Sugar thickens

and. .a kind of curious Filigreen or Net-work, will be form'd.

y6a-7l H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (17S6) I. 194
For airy towers of almost filigraine we have none to be
compared with those of Rheims. 1775 — Let. to Sir H.
Mann 22 Apr., Adam, our most admired, is all gingerbread,
filigraine, and fan-painting.

2. attrib. = Filigree 2. Also filigrane-work
= Filigree-work.
1680 Ashmole Diary 358 A gold chain . . composed . . of

philagreen links in great knobs. 1687 E. Browse Trav.
(ed. 2« 147 A curious Filegrane Handkerchief, and two fair

Filegrane Plates, a 1689 A. Behs SoveU (17*9] II. 194
This case shall be . . like those delicate ones of Fillignn
Work, which do not hinder the ^igr.t. 1690 Songs Costume
(Percy Soc) 194 In filgran casset. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy.
Levant x. 122 A golden Sun of Filagram-Work. 1710 Steele
Toiler No. 245 P2 A small Cabinet, .in which were.. several
Filagrain Curiosities. 1715 tr. Mad. D^Anois' IVks. 416 All

in large Flaskets of Filagreen Gold. 174a Mrs. Tjelany
Autobtog. (1861} II. 169 A fine present in a large filligrane

silver box. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty viii. 96 The great
number of its filligreen ornaments. 1786 tr. Beckjord's
Vaikek '1823' 67 Drawing from a fillagreen urn, a parch-
ment. 1847 AssjEoAnc. iVorldym. 144 Their edges appear
like zolden filigrane-work.

t Filigrane, v. Obs. = Filigree v. Hence
+ Frligraned///. a.

1690 Evelyk Fop's Diet., Fil-graiK'dx Dressing-boxes .

.

or whatever else is made of silver wire-work.

FiligTee, filagree trligiY, -agr^

,

sb. Forms

:

a.
J--0. flllagree, 8-9 filligree, 7- filagree. 9

filigree, ft. 8 phillagree, phil 1 igree, -grew.
[Abbreviated from filigreen : see Fiugraxe.]
L ' Jewel work of a delicate kind made with

threads and beads, usually of gold and silver

'

(Etuycl. Brit.,.

1693 Lvelyn Diary 13 July, A cabinet of silver flllagree.

1711 Loud. Gaz. N'a 6014/3 Pinechac'd Philigrewand Hous-
hold-PIate. 1789MKS. Prozzr Journ. Francel 118 Ear-rir.Ks

of silver flllagree finely worked. 1821 Bybom Juan in. lxiii,

Gold cups of filigree. 1821 Scott Keniliv. vi, A beautiful

Venetian mirror, in a frame of silver filigree.

transf. 1873 Hkowninc; RedCott. St.-cap fjCj Palace-panes
Pinholed athwart their windowed filagree By twinklings
sobered from the sun outside.

b. The art of making this work.
1800 Spirit Pub. Jmls. (i8oij IV. 366 Having her daughters

taught French and filagree.

2. attrib. (= made of, or worked in, filigree^
;

also filigree glass 'see quotv , Filigree-work.
1747 H. Walpole Let. to Conway 8 June, It is set in

enamelled meadow*, with phillagree hedges. 1779 Forrest
,Voy. N. Guinea2<yj Goldsmiths, who make filligree buttons.

1797 Mj-s. Kadcliffe Italian x\. Unclosed within a filigree

screen of gold, lay the image of the saint. 1803 Gent. Mag.
in Spirit Pub. ftnts. '1&04 VII. 44 fiilagree tea-caddies.

1843 L.VTTOJ* Last Par. n. ii, A collar or \,*-.>y\h/j.

jewels set in filagree gold. 187* Yfats Techn. Hist.Comtn.
2O4 Filigree gla ; s . . consisted of spira!ly-t*i,ted white and
coloured enamel glasses, cased in transparent gia-s. 1886
Sheldon tr. llaubert's Salammbd 4 Gold filigree baskets
containing flowers.

Filigree fi'lign"), v. [f. prec. hh.] Iran:. To
ornament with fili^re'j work, to work in filigree.

Hence Pi ligreed ///. a.

1831 TreLAWXY Adv. Younger Son lvi, A little fi[agreed
basket of fruit. 1847 '/ait's Mag. XIV. 583 Vestige-, of

pre-Adamite existence found filagreed into fossils, or ii.ug-

Hoed on stones. 1872 '.Ma^k 1 wain* Innoc. Abr. xiv. .5

A domed ar.'j : iite temple, .burst upo:.

Fi-ligree-wo:rk. [f. Filigree ,1. + Wont ]

1. W ork in filigree.

1773 Gentl. Mag. XI. III. 4-^ A thick boarc' cut if.roag'n

like filligree-work, 1848 Lvtton Harold \. i, .'::.

jewel, set in Byzantine filagree ao,-*;.

fig 1818 H A2I.I7T Fug. Pee 1

.', iv. -/. 7 he P.^pe of the I. . .):

. . the most exquisite specimen of filigree *'.:): ever invented.

2. transf. Stone-work resembling filigree.

1790 Pennast London i'^i~- 04 Quatre-foibs of philligree-

work. 1857 H. Miller Test. Locks i y. Columns of a'i

ei'ier Alhambra, roughened with. .exquUiie u.b.^r'zt *•.-:'*.

Fi'liism. noncewd. [f. I.. ////- us + -ism; after

Nepotism.] Undue partiality for one's own son.

1823 in Examint r 681 2 'I he fitiistn and xecretaryism of
the harl of Eldon here are a» great evils a= nepotism ever

was in Rome,

Filing fei'lirj ,
vbl. :b. 1

ff. File v} +-isg ]
.]

1. The action of File v} lit. and fig.
1398 TrevISA Barih. De P. R. xvi. xiv. '1495 563 The

powdre that fallytb fro the yren wyth fylynge. 1557 Recoki/E
Whetst. B ij b, The filyng, rj c rig, and nckenyng of
the witte. 1683 Moxom Mech, Exerc. 53 An Instrument
of great use for flat Filing. 1694-5 Pepys Lei. 10 Jan. in

Academy {\Zr/J)(j Aug. in, 1 Our Friend's Learning, .wants
a little filcing.

attrib. 1774 FoOTE Cozeners \. Wks. 1799 II. 147 7 ha
clipping ana filing affair compels him to keep a little priv^-.e.

2. concr. usually//. One of the particles rubbed

off by the action of the file.

1398 Tbevisa Barih. De P. R. xvu iv. fToIIem. SIS-XThe
vilynge of golde take in mete. 1591 Pebcivall Sp. Did.,
Limaduras, the filings. 1646 Sir l . Brow ke Pseud. Ep, nu
xxii. 165 Formedicall uses, wee take dowr.e the filings of Iron
or Steele. 1661 Los*ELL Hist. Anim. % Min. 70 The filings of
the foremost hoofes given with water help the frettings in

Horses. 177a Priestley in Franklin's Wks. {zIk-) IV. *l^,

A mixture of iron filing-, and brimstone. 181s S:k H. Davy
Chem. Philos. 259 Filings of copper are usually employed.

1855 Milium Lat. Chr. OE04) II. in. \ii. 154 Tne minute=t
filings from the chains of Sl Peter.

3. Comb., as filing-block, a blovk of wocl
grooved to hold small rods or bars while being filed

;

filing•machine ''see quot.) ; filing-pin. a piece of

hard wood used in silver manufacture to file against.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. B43/1 * Filing-block. .*Filing-

machine, 1. A machine used in the mint to reduce the weight
of coin planchets, when above the standard . . 2. A machine in

which a file is mounted as a jig-saw; or to reciprocate in a
manner similar to that of a file in the hands of a workman.

Fi"lin°f, vbl. sb.'1 [f. Filez'.-] The action of the

vb. File ; + concr. excrement.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cottsc. 2345 No*' er bai made foule and
ugly Thurgh fy^Tig of bair syn anly. c 1460 L'rbanitatis 52

in Babees Bk. ( 16681 14 Kepe by hondys fayre & welle Fro
fylynge of the towelle. 16. . Childe Waters in Evans O. B.
'1784) II. xxxv. 213 And take her up in thine annes twaine.

For filing of her feete. a i6aa R. Hawkins in Hawkins's
Voy. (1878) 196 Norin any of iheir nestes, was to be found
. . the filing of any fowle.

Piling te\X\\}X vbl sbt [f. File t/.3 + -i5g1.]

The action of File v.?> ; an instance of this. a.

The action of patting a document on a file. b.

Mil. The action of forming a file or files.

a. 171a Aj»cth!«ot John Bulli. xl. Fees. . for enrollings,

exemplifications . . filings a£ words. 1888 Lam Times
LXXXV. 132/2 The filing by a debtor of his own petition.

b. 1796 Instr. tf Reg. Cavalry ^1813) 8 Filings formings,

and in general the movements of manoeuvre. 183a ReguL.

Instr. Cavalry it. 9 Filing is an operation of the squadron.

t Pi'liole K Obs. Forms : o. 4 fylyole, 5 fe-

lyole. 0. 6 fyall, -elL phioll. [a. OF. fi/loele,

-elle, fillole, ahofiole, -lie, fyole, app. a column,

turret] ? A column, turret, or pinnacle.

1*. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1462 P»e coperounes of be canadet
. . Wer fetysely Conned out is fylyotes longe. ?c 1475 Sar.



PILIOLE.

lowe Degre 835 Your curtalnes of camaca, all in folde, Your
felyoles all of Golde. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon, in. xvii,

Pinnakillis, Fyellis.Turnpekkis . . Gilt birneist torris. 1513— ^neis xii. Prol. 71 Euery fyall, fane, and stage.

fPi'liole 2
. Obs.~ l In 6 filliole. [a. OF.

(and mod. dial. Fr.) filliole (Fr. filleule) :—L.

filiola, dim. otfllia daughter.] A god-daughter.

15. . Wyse Chylde <$ Emp. Adrian (W. de W., repr. i860)

14 It were synne to take his cosynne vnto wyfe .. or his

filliole, or ony of his lygnage.

Filionymic (fidiitmi'mik). rare. [f. L. fili-us

son ; after Patronymic] A name derived from

that of a son.

1870 Lubbock Orig. dviliz. ix. 316 The Rejangs among
whom the filionymic is not so common,

! Filioque (61i|^»"ltwi)- [L.] The word (
=

1 and from the Son ') inserted in the Western ver-

sion of the Nicene creed to assert the doctrine of

the procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son as

well as from the Father, which is not admitted by
the Eastern Church. Also altrib., as filioque

clause, question.

1876 C. M. Davies Unorth. Land. 93 With reference to

the * Filioque' clause, 'One branch of the Church Catholic

affirms on this point, whilst the other declines to affirm'.

Ibid. 239 The ' Filioque ' question,

Filip, obs. form of Fillip.

II Filipendula (filipe'ndiwla). Obs. exc. as

botanical Latin. Also 6 philypendula. [mod.
L. fern, of filipcndulus hanging by a thread, f.

ftlum thread + pendulus hanging, f. pendere to

hang. Cf. Yx.filipcnduleJ\ The drop-wort {Spinva
Filipendula).

? 1540 tr. Vigo's Lyttet Practyce A iij/2 Rotes of Phily-

pendula. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbs, Oenanthe is called

boeth of the Herbaries and of al our countrey men Fili-

pendula. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746)

364 What Shepherd is ignorant that his Flock feedeih upon
Filipendula, Daisies [etc.]? 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey).

Filipendulous (filipe'ndiriflas), a. [f. mod.L.
filipendul-us (see prcc) + -ous.] Hanging or

having the appearance of hanging by a thread.

1864 in Webster. 1889 in Wagstaffe Mayne's Med.
Diet.

Filizar, -er, obs. ff. of Filacer, -zer.

Fill (fil), sb. x For forms see the vb. Also 4
folle, south, voile. [OE. fyllo, fyllu fern. = OHG.
fulli fern. (MUG. viille, Qcr./ulle fern.), ON.fyl/r
(fylli) fern. (Da. fylde masc. and fern., Sw. fylle

neut.), Goth, (ufar)fullei :-OTeut. *fulltn-t n. of

state f. *fttllo- Full a. But in Eng. the word has,

from similarity of sound, always been associated

with the vb. Fill. Senses 2-4 strictly belong to

a distinct word, f. the vb,]

1. A full supply of drink or food ; enongh to

satisfy want or desire. Since OE. only in to

^drink, eat, have, take, etc. one's fill. Const, of;
also in apposition to obj.

Beoivulf 562 (Or.) Nss hie 5aere fylle jefean haefdon.

C893 K. /Elfrf.d Oros. 11. iv. § 8 Drinc nu Sine fylle.

CX175 Lamb. Horn. 53 To eten hire fulle. cuso Bestiary

485 Fret hire fille. a 1300 Cursor M. 3536 (Cott.) Lang es

siben I ete my fill. 14. . Sir Bene s (MS. M.) 2473 Of that

water he dranke his fyl. 1508 Fisher Wks. (1876) 234 He
coude not haue his fyll of pesen and oke cornes. 1549-62
Sternhold & H. Ps. civ. 259 Beastes of the mountaynes
thereof drinke their fils. 1611 Bible Dent, xxiii. 24 Thou
mayest eate grapes thy fill. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. x. 114
Away, my goats, away: for you have browz'd your fill. 1810
Scott Lady of L. 1. i, The stag at eve had drunk his fill.

1817 Shelley Revolt ofIslam vu. xix, She sucked her fill

even at this breast.

transf. and fig. c 1200 Trin. Coll, Horn. 51 Hie hadden
be fulle of wurldes richeise. c 1340 Cursor M. 23^47 (Trin.)

Vchfl mon shal haue be folle of al bat he aftir wilne wolle.

1551 Crowley Pleas, fy Pain 615 Of blysse or of payne they
shall haue theyr fyll. 1611 Bible Prov. vii. 18 Let vs take
our fill of loue vntill the morning. 1653 Holcroft Procopius
1. 6 Having had their fill of mourning, 1775 Johnson Lett,

to Mrs. Thrale (1788) I. cxx. 259 Tha hay. .to-day has its

fill of sunshine. i8ax Shelley Adonah vii, He takes his

fill Of deep and liquid rest. 1861 Hughes Tom Broivtt at
Qxf Introd. (1889) 1 He was having his fill of hunting.

b. Hence used with intransitive vbs. as an ad-

verbial phrase :
* to (his) heart's content \

c 1300 Havelok 954 |>e children, .with him leykeden here
fille. c 1340 Cursor M. 10475 (Trin ) J>ere she my3te sorwe
hir fille. c 1400 Melayne 213 They had foughten thaire fill.

1548 Udall, etc. Erdsm. Par. John xix, 113 That ye may
looke your fyl upon hym. 164a H, More Song of Soul 1.

in. xliii, They dane'd their fills. 1770 Gray in Corr. N.
Nicholls (1843) 107 Talk your fill to me and spare not. 1808

Scott Marm. vi. xv, Let my boy-bishop fret his fill. 1866

Mrs. Gaskell Wives *$• Dau. xi. (1867) 119 She burst

into a passion of tears, and cried her fill.

2. A quantity sufficient to fill a receptacle or

empty space ; a filling, charge, lit. and_/%».

T5SS Ludlenv Churchzu. Ace. (Camden* 62 Paid for a fylle

of tymber..x. d. i84i)Grotel7>¥^ii. Ixxiv.(i862> VI.473 It

imparted to her a second fill of strength. 1881 Stevenson
Virgin. Puerisq. 102 If there is a fill of tobacco among the

crew, .pass it round. 1884 Eissler Mod. High Explosives

265 The earth and clay for the fill were obtained from Fruit-

vale.

b. An embankment to fill up a gully or hollow.
1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 18 July, The fill will be 150

feet long. 1887 M. Roberts Western Avernus 71 They
made a 'fill' or embankment eighty feet high.

214

3. The action of fdling (esp. a cup or glass), lit.

and fig. rare.

a 173a T. Boston in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.Vs. lxxxi. p. 10

A fill proposed and offered to empty sinners, a 1810

Tannahill Poems (1846) 68 I'll treat you wi' a Highland
gill, Though it should be my hindmaist fill.

4. f Of a river: The point at which its stream is

filled, the head-waters ; in quot. opposed to fall.

Hence transf. in proverbial use, Neither fill nor

fall: neither head nor tail, not a trace {dial.).

1622 Drayton Poly-otb. xix. (1748) 333 A stream, that

from the fill to fall, Wants nothing that a flood should be

adom'd withal. 1887 KentGloss. s.v., 'My old dog went off

last Monday, and I can't hear neither fill-nor-fall of him.*

tFill (fil), sb* Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 phil,

7 fil. [var. of Thill.]

1. //. The thills or shafts of a cart. sing. The
pair of shafts, ' the space between the shafts '

(J.).
1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 111. ii. 48 And you draw backward

weele put you i'th fils. 163a Rowley Woman never V. iii,

I will Give you the fore Horse place, and I wilbe in the Fill's.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 164 This Mule being put in the Fill

of a Cart . . ran away. 1753 in Johnson.

2. Comb., as fill-horse = shaft-horse.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 100 Thou hast got more haire

on thy chin, then Dobbin my philhorse has on his taile.

1648 Herrick llesper. (1844) II. 38 Some cross the fill-horse.

1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss, s. v. Pullanus, The horse

which goes in the rods is commo[n]ly called the fillar, and
the fill-horse, a 1825 in Forby Voc. E. Anglia.

Till (til), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. filled (fild).

Forms: 1 fyllan, 2 fellen, 3-5 full e(n, fille(n,

(3 felen, 4 south. velle\ 4-6 fyll e, 3- fill. [ME.
fullenfi) :-OE. fyllan = OFris. fullia, fella, OS.
futtian (Du. vullen), OHG. fullen (MHG. viillen,

Ger.fill/en), OyS.fylla (Sw.fyl/a, Da. fylde), Goth.

full/an :-OTeut. "full/an, f. *fullo- Full a.]

I. To make full.

1. To supply with as much as can be held or

contained ; to put or pour something into (a re-

ceptacle) till no more can be received. Also, to

fillfulL Const, fmui, + of ( = OE. genitive), with.

a. in material sense.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxx[i]. 10 OntynbinnemuSand ichineteala
fylle ! 1 1 160 Hatton Gosp. Luke xv. 16 Da ^e-wilnede he
his wambe fellen of bam bean-coddan be ba swin Kten.
t 1205 Lay. 20507 Me feolden heom [scipene] mid folke.

c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 1225 A fetles wid water fild. c 1320

Cast. Love 731 A welle |>at..fullep be diches a-boute be
wal. *393 Gower Conf. II. 204 That o kist Of fine golde.

.

anone he filde full, c 1440 Cai'grave Life St. Kath. v. 1962

Of laumpes hangynge. .ffilt with pat oyle. 1599 Marston
Sco. Villanie 11. vii. 205 That they their paunch may fill

with Irus blood. 1645 Rutherford Tryal fy Tri, Faith
(1845) 11 Jesus Christ.. was full of grace a vessel filled to

the lip. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 283 Who fill'd the

Pail with Ueestings of the Cow. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

I. 249 At the tale of pity my eyes are filled with tears. 1886

D. C. Murray Cynic Fortune vi, The broken . . gentleman
..filling his pockets with fairy bank-notes.

b. in immaterial sense.

a 1000 Andreas 523 <Gr.) He. .wuldres fylde beorhtne bold-

welan. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 117 J?e holl gost com uppen
be apostles and filde ful bat hus pere hie inne seten. a 1300
Cursor M. 852 (Cott.) God . . fild pis werld al wit his grace.

13. . Poems fr. Vernon MS. 71 Ffullyng hem of bi fatnesse

Of inward saunctite. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 27 Of grace

my bou^t bou fille. 1471 Rii-ley Comp. Alch. v. in Ashm.
(1652)158 Theyr howsys wyth stench they fyll. 1561 Norton
& Sackv. Gorboduc \. i. (1571) A iv/i His enuioushart ..

Filled with disdaine. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 495 Ely's Sons,

who fill'd With lust and violence the house of God. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. III. 522 Linnets fill the Woods with
tuneful Sound. 1710 Addison Tatler No. 220 F 1 Having
received many Letters filled with Compliments. 1744 Bp.
Warburton Wks. (1811) XI. 244 note, The public therefore

cannot be as impatient for their conviction as this de-

cipherer is for filling his subscription. 1812 Southey Life
11850) III. 338 Surely such a subscription might soon be
filled. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 29 Three more years
filled with injuries.

C. Phrases: \ To fill the hands of(&YLehra\s>m}:

to invest with an office. To fill one's hand (at

Poker) (seequot. 1885). Tofill one's pipe: toattain

to easy circumstances or wealth [slang).

1535 Coverdale Judg. xvii. 5 Micha. .fylled y^ handes of

one of his sonnes. x8si P. Egan Tom $ Jerry vi. 84
Such persons, .have lived just long enough, according to

a vulgar phrase, to fill their pipe, and leave others to enjoy
it. 1885 H. Jones in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XIX. 283/1

The dealer then asks each in rotation who have chipped
whether they will fill their hands (Le. whether they will

exchange any cards for an equivalent number from the top

of the pack ) or play the hand dealt.

d. To fill a ship's bottom [see quot. 1867). To

fill the ice (see quot. 1892).
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Filling a ship's bottom,

implies covering the bottom of a ship with broad-headed
nails, so as to give her a sheathing of iron. 189a J. Kerr
Gloss. Curling Terms, Curling 380 Fill the ice, place stones
on the way to the tee.

e. Sc. In hand-loom weaving, ahsol. =to fill the

'pirns' or bobbins with yarn, thus making them
ready to be placed in the shuttle.

1889 J. M. Barrie Windoivin Thrums xii. 108 Nanny went
to the loom in his place, filling as well as weaving.

1 2. To impregnate. Cf. Full a. Obs.
1607 Tohsell Four-f Beast?.(i6$'&) 48 They desire the Cow

at eight months old, but they are not able to fill her till they
be two years old. 1645 Milton X' Allegro 23.

FILL.

3. intr. To become full, either in a material or
immaterial sense. Of the bosom: =fill out (16 b).

1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 244 The one is filling still, neuer
compleat. 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne I. 211 A soul stretches
and dilates itself proportionally as it fills. 17x3 Guardian
No. 171 In a few weeks, when the town fills. 1751 R.
Paltock P. Wiihins (i8&4)l.ix. 93 Upon launching my boat
I perceived she was very leaky, so I let her fill. 1803

J. Davis Traz>. Amer. 57 A bosom just beginning to fill.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. xix, Twice a day the Severn fills.

f b. Of a list, etc. : To be filled up. Obs.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4661/3 The Lottery for two Millions
of Florins fills with great Success.

4. Naut. a. trans. Of the wind : To cause (the

sails) to swell ; to distend.
1610 Shaks. Temp. Epil. 12 Gentle breath of yours my

Sailes Must fill, 1735 Phil. Trans. XLI. 536 The Sailor

concerns himself no farther with the Wind, than as it fib
his Sails. 1887 Bowen Virg. JEneid 111. 268 South winds
filling the sails.

b. intr. Of a sail : To become full of wind.
1835 Marryat Pirate i, The jib filled as the frigate

rounded to.

c. trans. To fill the sails : 'to brace the yards

so that the wind strikes the after side of the sails,

and advances the ship in her course * (Smyth).
1794 R igging <y Seamanship II. 312 Fill the sails. 1847

Sir J. C. Ross Voy. S. Seas II. 168 By backing and filling

the sails we endeavoured to avoid collision. 1875 Bedford
Sailors Pocket-bk. x. (ed. 2) 354 Fill the head sails.

d. absol. ; also tofill away.
1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1628/1 In the mean time, the Admiral

who had been beaten off, filled and laid them Aboard the
second time. 183a Marryat N. Forster xii, The commodore
made the signal to fill. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxv.

133 Each vessel filled away, and kept on her course, i860
G. Balmanno in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 369 Thinking
there must be room ahead I filled again.

5. To stock or store abundantly.
e 1000 C&dmon's Gen. 196 (Gr.) Tudre fyllaS eorSan algrene.

1388 Wyclie Gen. i. 22 Wexe je, and be 3e multiplied, and
fille 3e the watris of the see. 1667 Mrt-TON /'. L. vu. 397
Be fruitful, multiply, and in the Seas And Lakes and run-

ning Streams the waters fill. 178a Cowper Progr. Err. 480
The wriggling fry soon fill the creeks around. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 203 This parliament was filled

with Dermots and Geohegans [etc.]. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 42 The rivers.. are arti-

ficially filled with the eggs of salmon.

6. To charge or make up with some foreign

material ; hence, to adulterate.

1887-1890 [see Filled///, a. 1 b.].

II. To occupy completely.

7. To occupy the whole capacity or extent of;

also, to spread over or throughout, pervade.
a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 28 \>e suotnesse pat per-of com

velde al bat lond. a 1400 50 Alexander 3065 His folke

fellis all pe flode a forelange o brede. 1608-11 Bp. Hall
Medit. <$- Vows 1. § 34 The heart of man is.. so infinite in

desire, that the round globe of the world cannot fill the
three corners of it. 1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Covt. 1. 130
Water which fills the sea. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. n. iv.

§ 2 The Idea [which] belongs to Body, whereby we conceive
it to fill space. 1768 Johnson Let. to F. A. Barnard 28
May, The maps, .fill two Atlantic folios. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I, 397 The fame cf her great writers filled

Europe, i860 Iyndall Glac. 1. ii. 17 Glaciers which once
filled the valley. 1884 tr. Lotze"s Logic 444 The discussion

which fills the Xllth book of Aristotle's Metaphysics. 189a

Daily News 17 Oct. 2/7 Wherever there is sufficient business
between the two [towns] to 'fill ' a wire.

b. In immaterial sense : To be all that is con-

tained in.

1890 J. Martineau Seat Authority Relig. Pref. 6 The
mere resort to testimony for information beyond our pro-

vince does not fill the meaning of 'authority'.

C. slang. To fill the bill', {a) Theatrical: see

quot. 1891. {b) U.S.'To do all that is desired,

expected, or required ; to suit the requirements of

the case* {Cent. Diet.),

1882 Chicago Tribune, ' Affable Imbecile ' would about fill

the bill for you. 1891 Farmer Slang Diet., Fill the bill,

to excel in conspicuousness : as a star actor whose name is

' billed ' to the exclusion of the rest of the company.

8. To hold or occupy (a position) ; to discharge

the duties of (an office, place, post, etc.). In tofill

a chair, place, seat, etc. with mixture of sense 7.

So t To fill the time : to do what is wanted at the

time.
c 1400 Apol. Loll, i pe pope.. fillip not in dede, ne in word,

be office of Petir in 3erJ>. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. ii. 69,

I fill a place, I know 't. Ibid. 111. vii. 33 In fine, deliuers me to

fillthetime.Herselfemostchastlyabsent. 1697DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. iv. 294 Thus make they Kings to fill the Regal Seat.

I7iiSteele.S>«7. N0.2P1 He fills the Chair at a Quarter-

Session. 1769 Goldsm. Rom. Hist. (1786) II. 105 His assid-

uity i n filling the duties of each [employment]. i8ai Byron
Juan iv. xv, They were not made in the real world to fill

A busy character in the dull scene. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. II. 608 Perth . . filling the great place of Chancellor.

1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvtii. 216 Stamford,

like Lincoln . .fills a prominent place in the wars of Edward.

1876 Gladstone Homeric Synehr. 49 Who fills the Chair

of Chemistry at Athens. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 170/2

The post which is now filled by Mr. Ilbert.

9. a. To occupy or furnish the means of oc-

cupying (what is vacant), f To fill the room of:

to take the place of.

156a Turner Herbal 11. 67 a, The asshes may fill the rome
of spodium. 1875 Jowett Plato {ed. 2) III. 235 Amusements
which fill a vacant hour.



FILL.

b. To put a person or thing into (a vacant place).

'593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. i. 16 No Harry, .'tis no Land
of thine, Thy place is fill'd, 1868 Freeman Norm. Cony.

(1876) II. App. 588 The people at large claimed a voice in

filling the episcopal chair.

III. To satisfy ; to fulfil, complete.

10. To produce a sense of fullness in ; to satiate,

satisfy, glut; in both material and immaterial

sense. Chiefly of a personal agent ; occas. of a thing.

Const, with.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6842 (Cott.) J>e pour men hunger for to

fill. Ibid. 17227 (Cott.) Mi flexsli lust to fill. 1340 Ayenb.

77 Hi onderstondeb bet al be worlde ne is na3t a guod
snode : uor marines herte to uelle. < 1440 Proutp. Pari'.

160/1 Fyll wythe mete, socio. 1485 Caxton Paris $ V. 31
Coude not be contentc ne fylled to beholde hyr fayre loue.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk xvii, How fast she fylde me
both with prayes and prayse. 1607 Shaks. Timon t. i. 271

To see meate fill Knaues, and Wine heat fooles. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658- 360 A Lion.. when he is

satisfied and filled he layeth aside that savage quality. 16S1

Pepys Diary 23 July, I sat before Mrs. Palmer, .and filled

my eyes with her. 1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ. Relig. it. it.

70 Nothing .. but the absolute and increated Infinite, can
adequatly fill and super-abundantly satisfy it [the desire].

1821 Keats Isabel ii, Her full shape would all his seeing fill,

f b. intr. To become satisfied or satiated. Obs.

C1330 R. Brunne Chrou. Wace (Rolls) 2392 Sone after-

ward bey fiilede of Leyre. 1592 Shaks. Veu. <5* Ad. 548
Glutton-like she feeds, yet never filleth.

+ 11. To make satisfaction for, atone for (a fault).

a 1300 Cursor M. 24700 (Gott.) Suilk fautis mat men fill.

12. f a. To carry out in or to its fullness, execute,

perform (a command, duty, promise, etc.) ; to ful-

fil (a prophecy, etc.). Also to fill forth. Obs.

c 1000 Azarias 42 (Gr.) Fyl nu ba frumspraece. moo
ORMIN917 He ne namm nan gom To fillenn all hiss wikenn.
(7X225 Ancr. R. 386 Luue fulleS be lawe. 4/1250 Gen. -f

Ex. 1463 Dat he sulde fillen Sat quede 5at he abraham
quilum dede. a 1300 Cursor M. 14531 (Cott.) He com for.

.

be prophecis to fill. .1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1405 To fylle

pe same forwardez bat bay by-fore maden. 4 1380 Wvclif
Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 324 Goddis wille is fillid asideli. 1 1400
Destr. Troy 602 But this forward to fille, first ye me sweire.

C1500 Lancelot 3353 Thai.. All redy war to fillyng his

command. 1578 Scot. Poems 16th C. II. 131 To fulfill his

Fathers will, Till fill furth that he said.

f b. To make perfect, accomplish, complete,

finish (a work, period of time, ' one's days '). Also
with inf. as obj. Obs.

c X175 Lamb. Horn. 39 pet seofeSe is cherite, beo fulleS alle

ba oore ping and ende5. c 1300 Havelok 354 Deth him tok
pan he best wolde Liuen, but hyse dayes were fulde. c 1330
R. Brunne Ckron. (1810) 34 Auht }ere was he kyng, bis

daiesalle filled. 1382 Wyclif Ex. xxxvi. 8 Alle the wise men
in herte maden to fille the werk of the tabernacle. 1388 —
Jcr. Ii. 63 Whanne thou hast fillid to rede this book, c 1400
Destr. Troy 1109 To fillyn our fare & our fos harme. 1611
Bible Isa, lxv. 20 An olde man, that hath not filled his dayes.

c. Comm. To execute (a trade order). Also
(U.S.), To make up (a prescription).

1866 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 369, I sat down and did what
I could to answer ('fill , I think, is the proper word) your
order. 1891 Pall MallG. 15 Oct. 7/2 In order to fill this one
order by a single firm. 1891 H. Tucki.ey Under the Queen
25 The individual who fills their prescriptions.

IV. With the introduced contents as obj.

t 13. To put (wine, etc.) into a vessel with the

view of filling it; hence, To pour out. Also, To
fill about, out (see 16 c). Obs. exc. arch. (Cf. Ger.

fiillen.)

f 1450 Erie Tolons 314 Fylle the wyne, wyghtly he badd.
1530 Palsgr. 549/2, I fyll drinke . . je verse a boyre. 1615
Markham Eng. Hottsew. 11. i. (1668) 12 Having filled it

[Milk] into a clean vessel. 1637 T. Morton New Eng.
Canaan 111. xiv. 134 Fill sweet nectar freely about. 1705
W. Bosman Guinea 230 Brandy in the Morning and Palm-
Wine in the Afternoon are very briskly filled about. 1710
Steele Tatter No. 141 p 4, I . . desire the young lady may
fill tea one week longer. [1840 Fonblanque Life § Lab.
(1874) 318 Let there be well-paid publicans to fill gills of
whiskey.]
absol. c 1510 Robin Hood r, ' Fyll of the best wyne ' sayd

Robyn. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1. i, I fill'd into
your cups. x6ix Bible Rev. xviii. 6 In the cup which she
hath filled fill to her double. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxi, He
hath no pleasure save to fill, to swill, and to call for more.

14. To fill a receptacle with (any material) ; to

put or take a load of (corn, water, etc.) on board
a ship. Tofill powder (see quot. 1S67).
1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 13 He lette sende hys messageres in

to al Grece . . And lette fulle com, and oyl, & wyn, by iche
syde. 1496 [See Filler i.] 1557 W. Towrson in Hakluyt
Voy. (1589) 114 Here we filled water, and after set saile.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. xv. 404 Having fill'd our Water, cut
our Wood, and got our Ship in a sailing posture. 1725 De
Foe New Voy. (1840) 35 Having the long-boat and the
shallop, with about six-and-thirty men with them, away they
went to fill water. 1797 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. II. 224
Eighteen rounds of powder filled. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Fillingpowder, taking gunpowder from the casks
to fill cartridges.

V. Idiomatically combined with adverbs. (For
non-specialized combinations, see the simple senses

and the advbs.)

15. Fill in.

a. trans. To complete (an outline), b. To put
in, esp. by speech or in writing, what will occupy
a vacancy or vacant place. C. Naut. (see quot.).
1840 Clough Amours de Voy. 111. 178 A chamber filled-in

with harmonious, exquisite pictures. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

'215

Word-bk,, Filling-in, the replacing a ship's vacant planks
opened for ventilation, when preparing her, from ordinary,

for sea. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 269 The outline is com-
manding . . and there is no detail with which our materials

enable us to fill it in at all, which is not in perfect harmony
with the whole. 1883 Sat. Rev. 8 Sept. 302 The aposiopesis
is seldom filled in. 1893 Sir J. W. Chitty in Law Times'
Rep. LXVIII. 430/1 He had left the date blank for the
plaintiff to fill in.

16. Fill out.

a. trans. To enlarge or extend to the desired

limit. Cf. 4.
^1700 Dryden (J.), Whom pomp and greatness sits so

loose about, That he wants majesty to fill them out. 1707
Norris Treat. Humility vi. 278 They may not . . so fill out
the sails of our reputation in this world.

b. intr. To become distended, or rounded in

outline.

1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 360 As each set of
muscles is relaxed, the veins . . fill out again. 1888 Illustr.

Sport. $ Dram. News, 21 Jan. 511/1 Merry Hampton [horse]

is thickening and filling out.

c. trans. To pour out (wine, etc.). Cf. 13.

1602 Marston Ant. $ Mel. n. Wks. 1856 I. 28 Fill out
Greeke wines. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. v, Filling

out a glass of wine. 1864 G. Dyce Bella Donna II. 145
The tea was filled out and getting cold.

d. - Fill up (see I 7 g). 1880 [see Filled ppl. a. 2].

17. Fill up.
1 Up is often used without much addition to the force of the

verb' (J.).

a. trans. To fill to repletion, b. To complete

the process of filling
; to fill the vacant parts or

places in (anything) ; to supply the deficiencies in.

1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 62 Your Wines, your Daughters
. .could not fill up The Cesterne of my Lust. 1712 Steele
Sped. No. 432 F11 When you want a Trifle to fill up a Paper.

1780 A. McDougall in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) III.

136 They have passed very decisive laws for filling up their

regiments for the war. 1803 Scott Bonnie Dundee, Come
fill up my cup, come fill up my can. 1824-9 Landor Imag.
Com'. (1846) II. 209 He has left us a design to fill up. 1891
S. C. Scrivener Our Fields <y Cities 72 These people could
fill up their time at agriculture.

c. To supply (a deficiency, a vacancy) ; to pro-

vide an occupant for (a vacant post).
X596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. ii. 35 Such haue I to fill vp

the roomes of them that haue bought out their seruices.

1611 Bible Col. i. 24 Who . . fill vp that which is behind of
the afflictions of Christ in my flesh. 1694 F. Bragge Disc.
Parables v. 181 A numerous progeny to. .fill up the vacancies
left by the fall of the rebel angels. 1891 Law Times XC.
419/2 He has had to fill up two High Court judgeships.

t d. To come up to the measure of; to equal.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 193 How many inches doth fill

vp one mile ?

+ e. To complete the measure of. Obs.
1611 Bible i Thess. ii. 16 Forbidding us to speak to the

Gentiles, that they might be saved, to fill up their sins

alway. 1642 Chauncy in Bradford Plymouth Plantation
{1856) 396 God sometimes hids a sinner until his wickednes
is filled up.

ff. To fulfil, satisfy. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Mcrch. V. iv. i. 160 Comes .. to fill vp your
Graces request in my sted.

g. To write what is requisite in the blank space

or spaces of a cheque, form, etc. Cf. 15 b.

1802 Ld. Eldon in Vesey's Reports VII. 78 A blank, left

for the name of the person . . was not filled up. 1885 A ct 48
Vict. c. 15 Sched. n. Forms, Part ii. Form (A), You are
hereby required to fill up accurately the under-written form.

1885 Manch. Exam. 3 June 4/7 One of them [cheques] he
filled up for^i (ooo.

h. To stop up; to do awaywith (a hole) by filling.

1596 Shaks. r Hen. IV, 111. ii. 116 To fill the mouth of
deepe Defiance vp. 1611 — IViut. T. v. iii. 101 He fill your
Graue vp. x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 96 A commoner
cannot fill up rabbit burrows made by the lord. Mod.
There was a pond here, but it has been filled up.

i. intr. 'To grow full' (J.) Of (the bed of)

a sea : To silt up.
1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1702) 49 Neither the

Palus Mceotis . . nor any other Seas, fill up, or by degrees
grow shallower.

VI. 18. Comb. The vb.-stem is prefixed to

various sbs., forming sbs. with the sense 'he who
or that which fills something ', as fill-basket, a

name applied by gardeners to certain large or pro-
lific kinds of peas, potatoes, etc. ; fill-belly,

a glutton; fill-(the)-dike, -ditch a., epithets of

the month February
; + fill-knag, ? a drunkard

;

fill-paunch (see quot.); fill-pot, ?a tippler;

fill-sack, fill-space (see quots.)
; f fill-square

(Geom.), one of the complements of a square.
x88x Oxfordsh. Gloss. Suppl., *Fill basket, a large kind of

pea. 1553 Becon Reliques of Rome (1563) 49* They are
*fylbellyes and Epicures. 16x1 Cotgr., Wee call it [Febru-
ary]. *FilI-dike. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. C. 314
In February—*' fill-ditch', as the old folk call it. a 1605
Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie 790 Buttrie bag, *fill

knag ! 1650 Torriano, Tira-Pancia, a stretch-gut, a gulch-
bellie, a *nI1-panch. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. 1. i. in
Bullen O. PI. IV. 315 Host. There, my fine *fibpots; give
the word as you passe, a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

55 The people then called him, *Fill-sack, by reason of his
great wealth. 1827 Lamb Lett. (1B88) II. 194 The artist

(who had clapt in Miss merely as a *fill-space). 1551 Re-
cords Pathw. Knowl. 1. xvi, When there are more then one
[square] made about one bias line, the *filsquares of euery
of them muste needes be equall.

Fill(e, obs. pa. t. of Fall v.

FILLER.

Fi"liable, a. [f. prec. + -able.] Capable of

being filled.

1483 Cath. Angl. 130/2 Fyllabylle, saciabilis. jSyoGraphic
14 May 563/2 When the white hands of April are filiable

With blossoms.

t Fi'llady, filliday. Obs. Some bird in

Newfoundland.
1622 N. H. Let. 18 Aug. in Whitbourne Newfoundland,

The Fowles and Birds of the Land are Partnges, Curlues,
Fillidayes . . and such like. 1623 Ibid. 7 Filladies, Nightin-
gales, and such like small birds. X674 J. Jossf.lyn Two
Voy, to N.-E. 100 Filladies are small singing Birds.

Fillamo;r)t, -ander, obs. ff. Kilemot, Fi-

LANDEB 1
.

t Fi'llatrice. rare~~ l
. [a. F. filatrice, woman

who spins; also (17th c.) a stuff with a woof of

floss-silk, i. filer to spin.] attrib. in JUlatrice-stiiff,

a sort of stuff ? made of floss-silk.

17:4 Fr. Bk. of Rates 41 Fillatrice-Stuff, as mercery, per
100 Weight.

f Fille ]
. Obs. [OE. fille, app. shortened from

cerfille, Chervil.] ? = Chervil.
In Wr.-Wiilcker 323 (<: 1050) it glosses setpillitm, which

properly means thyme. Halliwell's Diet, has ' Fill, the
plant Restharrow", but gives no authority.
exooo Sax. Leec/id. 34 Fille and finule. a 1310 in Wright

Lyric P. xiii, The fenyl ant the fille.

t Fille 2
. Obs. [a.F./««'/&.]

1. A leaf.

c 1450 Med, Rec. in Thornton Rom. p. xxxvi, Take vervayne
or vetoyne, or filles of wormod, and make lee therof.

2. As the type of something worthless. [Perh.

another word.]
1297 R. Glouc. (1724^ 207 Al nas worb afylle. c 1305 Pilate

87 in E. E. P. (1862) 113 Pilatus .. ne ;af no}t worp afille.

Filled (fild), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ed >.]

1. In various senses of the vb.

1580 Baret Ah. F 494 Filled, satisfied, saturatus. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Y y iij, The filled cartridges.

1772 Ann. Reg. 9/1 A Chinese . . offered me a filled tobacco
pipe. 1882 Pall Mall G. 12 July 8/2 Barges laden with
filled shell are arriving. 1892 Lockwood Mcch. Eugin.
Diet., Filled Rail, a point rail, or a stock rail, which has
one or both sides filled up flush.

b. Made up by the addition of foreign materials ;

adulterated. Of cotton fabrics : Faced or sized

with certain preparations serving to give the ap-
pearance of greater substance.
1887 Pall Mall G. 25 June 12/1 A word In defence of the

much abused 'filled' cottons.. 1888 Nature 26 July 294-1

The methods of production of 'filled' {i.e. adulterated and
watered) soaps. 1890 Daily News 25 Apr. 5/3 A mysterious
product analogous to margarine, known to the trade as 'filled

cheese'.

2. With adverbs : see Fill v. 15-17.
1849 Florist 264 The variety caused by numerous petals

and a filled-up outline. 1865 Com/iill Mag. Feb. 179, I will

.. take them before and after my filled- up hours. 1866
Howells Venet. Life xvi. 248 Afilled-up canal. 1880 Daily
News 26 Aug. 2/3 The booking clerk gives him a filled-out

memorandum.
Fillemot, -ender, obs.. ff. Filemot, Filaxder.

Filler 1 (frtei). [f. Fill^.-h-er 1
.]

1. One who or that which fills : in various senses

of the verb.

1496 Nottingham Rec. III. 291 To^ be fillers hat filled

grauell at Trent side. 1541 R. Copland GuydotCs Quest.
Chirurg., The fyller and nouryssher of the other. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 59 Hee that forketh the wahie is to

stande on the stacke [? waine] and forke to the stacke
and fillers. 1755 Young Centaur Wks. 1762 IV. 197 Centre
of all good ! Filler of immensity ! 1816 Byron Let. to

Moore 5 Jan., The fifteen hundred fillers of hot rooms,
called the fashionable world. 1886 Pall MallG. 5 Oct. 14/1
The peaches come in large pans, and each 'filler' selects

with a fork only the perfect halves.

b. Sc. A funnel.

1782 Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Scot. Dial. 118 A filler, a
funnel. 1847 in Craig..

2. Something used to fill a cavity, stop a gap,

complete a load or charge, make bulk, etc.

1591 Greene /?/.!<:. Coosnage (1592) 22 Laying in the mouth
of the sack certaine choise coles, which they call fillers, to

make the sack shew faire. 1697 Dryden .^VwVDed. J1709)
297 It [an epithet] is a mere filler, to stop a vacancy in the

Hexameter. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Filler, a filling

piece on a made mast. 1884 Pall Mall G. 17 May 4 A cigar

consists of three parts, the wrapper, the bunch, and the filler.

1885 Harper s Mag. Mar. 608/2 It consists of. .marble blocks
inclosing a 'filler' of cemented granite stones.

3. With adverbs, Ksfiller-in, filler-up.
1726 Leoni AlbertPs Arehit. I. 44 b, Those parts which..

He between these principal parts, are very properly call'd

fillers up. 1735 Pope Let. to Cromwell 17 Dec. 1710, A
Mixture, .of fore 'd and inextricable Conceits, and of needless

fillers-up. 1776 ' Courtney Melmoth ' Pupil Pleas. I. 217

Detraction is a necessary filler-up of the vacuum. 1877

N. W. Line. Gloss., Fillers in, small stones in the inside of

a rubble-wall.

4. Comb. : filler-box, a receptacle for prepared

clav in a brick machine.
1884 C. T. Davis Bricks $ Tiles v. 177 It is impossible to

fill the charge-boxes, or as they are also termed, the 'filler-

boxes', with any degree of regularity in dry-clay machines.

Filler 2 (frbj). Also 7 fillar, 9 viller. [f.

1' ill sb.2 + -er ]
.] A thill- or shaft-horse. Also

attrib., as filler-horse.

1695 Kennett Par.Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Pullanus, The horse

which goes in the rods is commo[n]ty called the fillar. 1852

C. W. H[oskins] Talpa 3 Just as the filler-horse was con-



FILLET.
gratulating himself that it was all plain sailing now. 1888
Berksh. Gloss., Viller.

Filleroy, obs. form of Philltrea.
Fillet (frlet), sb. Forms: 4fllete, philett,

4-5 1'elet t. 5 filett, 5-6 fi-, fylette, south.

vylette, 6 fyllet(t, (6 fylet, fillott, 7 filot, 7-8

flUit(t), 6-7 phillet, 4-7 filet, 6- fillet, [a. Fr.

filet = Vr. filet, Sp.fi/ete, lt.fi/etto, a Com. Romanic
diminutive of h.fi/uw thread.]

L A head-band, a, A ribbon, string, or narrow
band of any material used for binding the hair, or

worn round the head to keep the headdress in

position, or simply for ornament.
Also fig., esp. with reference to the vitta with which in

classical antiquity the heads of sacrificial victims were
adorned, or to the ' snood ' formerly worn as a badge of
maidenhood.
a 13*7 Pol. Songs (Camden) 154 Habbe he a fauce filet, he

halt hire hed he3e. a 1400 -50 Alexander 4338 Oure para-

mours vs to plese ne pride bairn bewenes, Nouthire ffurrers,

filetts, ne frengs. t 1467 Paston Lett. No, 568 II. 298 She
wuld fayne have a new felet. 1530 Palsgr. 220/1 Fyllet for

a maydens heed, fronieau. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind.
(Arb.) 18 All . . of the kinges bande, haue a silken fyllet of
scarlet colour tied about their heades. 1626 T. H[awkins]
Caussin's Holy Crt. 93 Euen those, which haue yet the fillet

of shamefastnesse vpon theyr browes, sufTer themselues. .to

runne, after the torrent of Examples. 1697 Dkyden Virg,
Georg. 11. 675 Ye sacred Muses . . Whose Priest I am, whose
holy Fillets wear. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 178 A belt her
waist, a fillet binds her hair. 1795 Burke Let. to Elliot Wks.
1842 II. 241 These priests, .begin by crowning me with their

flowers and their fillets. 1839 Mrs. Hemans Poems, Lady
of Castle, Those long fair tresses . . Bursting their fillet.

1879 Beerbohm Patagonia vi. 91 Their hair is kept from
falling over their faces by a fillet tied round the head.
attrib. 1847 Emerson Poems, Mithridates Wks. I. 140

Ivy for my fillet band ; Blinding dog-wood in my hand.

+ b. (See quot.) ? nonce-use (transl. Gr. btaSrjfia).

1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 3/1 Ofa Crown, the Diadem,
or Royal Fillet, is that part which compasseth the head,

c. In the harness ofa horse (see quot.).

1607 Makkiiam Caval. II. ii. 12 Cauezan, or any other
binding fillet ouer the nose of the horse.

2. A strip of any material suitable for binding;

a band or bandage
; t the edging or list of cloth.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 259 The brims & borders of the sea,

called for the resemMance of fillets or lists in a cloth, Taeniae.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st, x. xxxvii. 144 Her daintie

breasts, like to an Aprill rose From green silk fillets yet not all

unbound. 1734.fr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) 1. 11, 1, 226 The
body was swathed in lawn fillets. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng.
Llousekpr. (1778* 301 When it is almost cold bind it up with
a fresh fillet. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. ii, She will bind the
door-posts of her"husband with golden fillets. 1865 Living-

stone Zambesi v. 114 Fillets of the inner bark of a tree

wound spirally round each curl.

trans/. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. XatJijgg)
I. 7 Yellow antherm of flowers, suspended by fillets of white.

b. A surgical bandage.
180a Paley Nat. Theol. viii. (1805) 122 The fillet is almost

always strapped across [a fracture] for the sake of giving

firmness and strength to the bandage. 1807-26 S. Coofer
First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 409 A band, or fillet, which goes
round the head.

C. Obstetr. (See quot. 1884/)

1753 N. Torria.no Midwifry 35 In this Case a Fillet is

necessary. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fillet . . a loop or noose
used from very ancient times for the extraction of the head
of the child.

3. A thin narrow strip of any material. In many
mechanical applications, e.g. in Coining, the

ribbon of metal out of which the blanks orplanchets

are punched ; in the Carding-engine, a strip ofcard-

clothing ;
* a perforated curb to confine the curds

in making cheese ' (Knight) ; etc.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 15 A fillet of Lead. 1714 Swift
Prometheus, The Mixture [i. e. the metal for Wood's half-

pence]. .In Fillets roll'd, or cut in Pieces, Appear'd like one
continu'd Spec'es. 1779 Bailey Adv. Arts II. 14 An iron

Fillet [of a plough] six inches and a quarter long; its extreme
breadth is two inches and a half, and three sixteenths of an
inch thick, 1859 All Year Round 2 July 239/1 Fillets, or

ribands of gold [for coining], 1893 Daily Neius 9 June 5/4
Some of them [coins] perhaps have been cut from the .

.

cracked parts of the fillets,

f4. In etymol. sense (after Fr. Jilef) : A thread

or string : a. fig. pi. The ' threads ' of life. b. In

plants : A fibre of the root ; a rib or vein of a leaf;

the pistil or stamen of a flower. C. The * string

of the tongue. Obs.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (iS99^ I 9 Seek not. .To. .slice the

slender fillets of my life. x6oi Holland Pliny I. 557 All

other corne . . haue many small fillets or strings appendant
to the roots. 1660 Hexham, Rlbbekens die door de bladers
loopen, Fillets or Sprouts which run through the leaves of
Trees or Hearbes. a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xxxiv.

287 To have the Fillet of her Tongue untied. 1730-6 Bailey
(folio), Filet is used to signify those threads that are usually

found in the middle of flowers, as the Lily, Tulip, etc 1735
Dyche & Pardon, Fillet . . in Anatomy, 'tis the Extremity
of the Ligament under the Tongue, called the Frenum.

5. A band of fibre, whether muscle or nerve; a

flap of flesh : fa. A muscle. Obs.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 85 b, Excessive multitude

of humors . . do extende the muscules or fyllettes. 1543
Traheron Vigo's Chintrg. L i. 1 b, A muscle is a membre
compounde of synnowes, ligamentes, and fleshie fyllettes, or

as it were, threads fylled wl fleshe.

b. (See quots.)

1840 G. Ellis Anat. 27 A band of fibres is continued from

its nucleus to the fibres of the lateral part of the medulla on

216

which it lies ; this band is thefillet of Riel. 1884 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Fillet, a tract of obliquely-curved white nerve-fibres
seen on the surface of the pons Varolii, and occupying a
triangular area at the side of the tegmentum.

fc. A lobe of the liver. Cf. Fibre I a. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 402 The. .fillets of the

liver of a mouse. 01656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658* 279 The
liver of it had no filets. 169a R. L'Estrange Josephus 1

Antiq. 111. ix. (1733I 70 The Fillets of the Liver.

d. pi. The fillets : the loins (of an animal,

rarely ofa man).
la 1400 Morte Arth. 1158 His [Arthur's] flawnke and his

feletez, and his faire sydez. 1483 Lath. Angl. 130 A Felett
of be bakke, pala. 15*3 Fitzhf.rb. Hush. § 76 The .ix.

propertyes of an hare . . the .ix. to haue two good fylettes.

1611 Mark ham Country Content. (1649) 6 His [the hound's]
fillets would be thick and great. 1615CR00KE Body 0/Man
ii. 65 The Loynes. .the fleshy parts on either side are called
in Greeke i/»6a, Puipa d palpando, in imitation whereof wee
call it the Fillet, as it were Feele it. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. (1757) II. 27 The Reins of a Horse, or what we
commonly stile the Fillets. 1790 Burns Let. to rVicolg Feb.,

She had been quite strained in the fillets beyond cure. 1892
Northumberl. Gloss., Fillets, the hollow between a horse's
ribs and haunch bones.

+ e. (See quot. ; app. a misunderstanding.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury II. 154/1 The Fillets, are the

fore-parts of the shoulders next the Breast. Whence 1711
in Bailey.

6. Cookery, a. A fleshy portion of meat near

the loins or ribs of an animal, easily detachable;
the 'undercut' of a sirloin or rump of beef; a
similar fleshy part in the body of a fowl. b. One
of the thick slices into which a fish is easily

divided ; also, a thick slice of meat, tongue, etc.

The fillet of beef is sometimes cooked like the fillet of

veal (sense c) : see quot. 1747. In the above senses some-
times with Fr. spelling,/?/.?/.

( 1420 Liber Cocorum (1S62) 31 Take filetes of porke and
half horn rost. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 49 Take lardes of
Venysoun . . or of a Uere, & kerue hem binne as Fylettes of
Porke. 1658 T. Mayerne Archimag. Anglo-Gall. xiii. 7
The Phillets..of Beef. 1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Pike,

A Pike Filets fry'd. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 1. ii. 174 Cut
a Fillet of Veal into 3 or 4 Fillets. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Art
of Cookery 21 A Fillet of Beef, .is the Inside of the Surloin :

You must carefully cut jt all out from the Bone . . roll it up
tight; tye it with a Packthread. 1824 Byron Juan XV.

lxvi, Young partridge fillets. 1841 Thackeray Misc. Ess.

(1885' 385 The beefsteak cut from the filet, as is usual in

France. 1846 Soyer Gastron. Regen. 166 A small fillet of

tongue. Ibid. 266 Take out the fillet from beneath a rump
of beef. Ibid. 329 Carefully skin and bone the breast [of a
turkeyj without separating the fillets. Ibid. 360 Pass a
knife down the back-bone [of a hare], .keeping it close to

the ribs till you have extracted the fillet. 1853 Kane Grinnelt
Exp.xvii. (1854) 130 The filet ofa large Ivory one [sea-gull]

is a moreeau between a spring chicken and our own un-
surpassed canvas back.

c. A 'joint' consisting of the middle part of a

leg of veal, boned, rolled and tied with a string

or 'fillet*; a piece of beef, fish, etc prepared in

a similar manner.
1700 Dryden Fables 213 The rest They cut in Legs and

Fillets for the Feast. 173a Fielding Miser in. iii, A fillet

of veal roasted. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Art of Cookery 93 To
Roast a Fillet or Collar of Sturgeon. Take a Piece of fresh

Sturgeon . . take out the Bones, and cut in Lengths . . then
begin to roll it up as close as possible . . and bind it round
with a narrow Fillet. 1769 Mrs. Raffalo Eng. Housekpr.

(1778) 100 Take a fillet of a cow calf, stuff it well. 1835
Marryat fac. Faithf. III. i, We dine at half-past three-
fillet of veal and bacon—don't be too late for dinner.

attrib. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 125 Firmly
united by a fillet-of-veal skewer.

7. Any object having the appearance of a fillet or

band.
1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. 1. xvi. 31/1 From a split cloue

. . a white blewish Flowre shortly springeth from whence
Fillets of Saffron are gathered before the Sunne, and dried.

1696 Aubrey Misc. (1721) 35 The two Filots, which cross

the greater Circle, .were ofa pale colour. 1817 Coleridge
Biog. Lit. 247 Above the moon was a huge volume of deep
black cloud, while a very thin fillet crossed the middle of

the orb. x86a Tyndall Mountaineer, vi. 43 We once halted

beside a fillet of clear spring water to have a draught. 1863
— Heat v. § 193 (1870) 153 Every fillet of mercury freezes

the water with which it comes into contact.

8. Arch. a. A narrow flat band used for the

separation of one moulding from another ; a fascia.

b. A small band between the flutes of a column.

[1379 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 101 Item fac. filetes et

alia necessaria pro clo totam sept. 3.1.] 1473 Cknrckiv.

Ace. St. Mich. Cornhitl, For sconcheons and a felet for the

same pewes. 1563 Shute Arckit. Dj b, At the toppe of the

pillor lieth Astragalus and his fillet being half so high as the

Astragalus. 1639 Contract in Proc. Soc. Antiq. 3 June

(1893) 374 The filhtts of the Moulds . . fairly guilt. 1789 P.

Smyth tr. Aldrich's Archil. (,818) 108 Reason would place

the small fillet of the architrave upon the greater. 1815

Elphinstone Acc. Caubul (1842) I. 107 A fillet, formed by
stones projecting a very little from the wall. 1879 Sir G. G.

Scott Led. Archil. I. 248 The heaviness of large roll

mouldings was often relieved by fillets.

9. Her. a. A horizontal division of a shield, one-

fourth of the depth of a Chief, + b. A band

running round near the edge of a shield, one-third

or one-fourth of the breadth of a Borpure or an

Orle (obs.). f c. A band usually drawn from the

sinister chief across the shield ; usually called fillet

of bastardy (obs.).

157a Bossewell Amiorie u b, A Fillet . . conteyneth the

fower parte of the cheefe. 1634 Peacham Gentleman's

FILLET.

Exerc. ni. 151 A Fillet the fourth ofan Orle. 1751 Chambers
Cycl., Fillet is also used for an ordinary, drawn like the bar,

from the sinister point of the cheif across the shield ; in

manner ofa scarf: though it is sometimes also seen in the

situation of a bend, fesse, cross, etc. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) I. 185 Two coats of Arms; one, three wheels
and a sword ; in the other two fillets and six balls. 1766
Pornv Heraldry (1787) 53 The Chief is an Ordinary . . Its

Diminutive is a fillet, the content of which is not to exceed
one fourth of the Chief. 188* Cussans Heraldry iv. 57,

I cannot recall to my memory any instance of a Fillet being
employed in English Armory.

10. Ent. and Ornith. a. A coloured band or

stripe, b. In a spider : The space between the

eyes and the base of the mandibles or cheli-

cerse.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 153 Grey plover . . which hath a
black fillet about the eyes. 1841 E. Newman Hist. Brit.

Ins. ii. 175 A fillet is a longitudinal stripe, and a band or
fascia is a transverse one.

11. In various technical uses

:

a. A raised rim or ridge on any surface, esp. ' a

ring on the muzzle and cascabel of a gun ' (Adm.
Smyth) ; also, the thread of a screw.
1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1732* 90 These Stones

are let into each other with a fillet fram'd round about the

cavity. 1874 Boutell Arms <y Arm. v. 78 The [sockets]

of these javelin heads are . . finished with a circular raised

fillet. i88i Raymond Mining Gloss., Fillet, the rounded
corner of a groove in a roll.

b. Carpentry. A nai row strip of wood fastened

upon any 6urface to serve as a support, etc. or to

strengthen an angle formed by two surfaces.

1779 Projects in Ann. Reg. 101/1 These fillets will. .form,

as it were, a sort of small ledge on each side of all the joists.

1856 S. C. Brees Terms, Fillets are also used as stops to

room and closet doors. 1881 Every Alan his oivn Mechanic
§ 1281 Nail or screw a fillet 1 in. square down the centre of

the three rafters.

C. Bookbinding. A plain line impressed upon
the cover of a book. Also, a rolling tool used for

impressing the line.

1641 Camiltotfs Disc, in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) V. in
Curiously bound up in leather cr parchment, with fillets of

silver or gold. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxxi. 13 The
black outer level is surrounded in turn by a gilt fillet or

line. 1890 Zaehnsdorf Bookbinding xxiii. (ed. 2) 118 Tools
and Materials required for Finishing.— Rolls, fillets, pallets.

d. Printing. ' A rule with broad or broad and

narrow lines, principally used as a border' (Knight).

e. Gilding and Painting. (See quots.)

1730-6 Bailey (folio\ Fillets, a little rule or riglet of leaf-

gold, drawn over certain mouldings, or on the edge of frames,

pannels, &c. 1794 W. Felton Carriages IL Gloss., Fillet,

a narrow painted border, not exceeding one inch broad.

12. attrib. and Comb., as fillet gutter, 'a sloping

gutter, with a learboard and fillet thereon, to divert

the water' (Gwilt) ; fillet-plane, a moulding-

plane for dressing a fillet or square bead (Knight,

iS74 N

; fillet-swift (see quot.).

1861 Swinhoe A'. China Camp. 16 The anxious screech of

the fillet swift {Cypselus vittatus'.

+ FHlet, sb* Obs. rare- 1
. (See quot.)

1587 Harrison England 11. xv. (1877) l. 272_Which bill [of

dishes] some doo call a memoriall, other a billet, but some
a fillet, bicause such are commonlie hanged on the file.

Fillet (filet), v. [f. Fillet sb.^] Pples. filleted,

filleting.

L trans. To bind with or as with a fillet.

a. To bind or tie up (the hair) with or as with

a fillet (see Fillet sb. 1) ; also with up.

1604, 1638 (see j>pl. a. 1
] i6o» R. L'Estrange Josephus'

Antio. v. x. (1733) 127 That Experiment .. of filleting and
twisting up his Locks. 1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 513 For whom
do you comb, brush, and fillet your tresses? 185a Moir
Poems, Remembered Beauty, Her golden tresses . . Were
filleted up with roses.

b. t To bind or tie up, to confine or swathe with

a bandage (obs.). Also Surg. To bandage (a limb).

1633 Ford Broken H. v. ii, Quick fillet both his arms.

1758 J. S. Le Draris Observ. Surg. (1771) 288 Stop the

Blood, by., filletting the Arm. 1764 Hadi.kv in Phil. Trans.

LIV. 8 The feet were filleted, .being first bound separately,

and then wrapped together.

c. gen. To encircle or gird with an ornamental

band ; also with about.

1611 Bible Ex. xxxviii. 28 He made hookes for the pillars,

and ouerlaide their chapiters, and filleted them. 1784

Cowper Task v. 402 A stump . . filletted about with hoops

of brass, i860 All Year Round No. 46. 459 Amber mouth-

pieces filleted with ' sparklers ', as the English cracksman .

.

calls diamonds.
trans/. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks O638) 342 1 he great

round roofe . . being all enameled and filhted, with the pic-

tures of Saintes.

2. Cookery. To divide (a fish) into fillets. Also,

to cut the fillets out of (a fowl, etc.).

1846 Soyer Gastron. Regen. 103 Fillet a brill by passing

a good knife from the head to the tail of the fish close to the

middle bone [etc ].. Proceed in like manner until you have

got off all the meat from the bones. Ibid. 332 Fillet a

poularde by splitting the skin up the breast, and passing

your knife down the bone, keeping close to the ribs until

you have scooped them [i. e. the fillets] out.

3. Building xcA Carpentry. To close or cover the

interstices between boards, slates, etc. with fillets.

Cf. Fillet sb. 1 1 b.

1843 Hill in 7rnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 11. 358 In filleting, the

under edge of each floor-board is cut away, and a fillet, one
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inch wide, and three-fourths of an inch thick, is intro-

duced.

4. To mark or ornament with fillets ; now chiefly

in Bookbinding.
1621 Quarles Argatus ty P. (1678) 83 Armors of Steel, fair

filletted with Gold. 164a Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. in. xxiv.

227 The second edition of the Temple by Zorobabel, as it was
new forrelled and fdleted with gold by Herod, was a statelier

volume then that first of Solomon. 1665 T. Herbert Trav.
(1677)250 His A rgyraspides who had theirArmour damasked
and filletted with Silver. 1747 Franklin Let. 1 Sept. Wks.
1887 II. 91 A book whose covering is filleted with gold.

Hence Filleter, one who fillets: sense 4.

1884 Birm. Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Japanners—Wanted,
a good Cash-box Filleter.

Filleted (frleted), fpL aA [f. as prec. + -ED 1.]

1. Bonnd with or as with a fillet or fillets. Also,

filleted about. Of a victim: Having the head bound
with a fillet.

1604 Dekker King's Entert. Wks. 1873 I. 318 Her haire

—

filletted about with snakes. 1638 T. Herbert Trav. 338
They weare their heare very long, and filleted. 1755 T.
Amory Me?/i. (17691 11. 221 We . . had a sight of the filleted

subject [a mummy], 1768 Foote Devil 1. Wks. 1799 II. 235
The purple pinions, and filletted forehead. 1879 Browning
Pheidippides 47 The filleted victim.

2. Cookery. Cut into fillets.

1871 Daily News 29 May, Dinner, which consisted of
filleted soles, boiled chicken, and cold beef.

3. Marked or decorated with a fillet : see Fillet
sb. senses 7, 9, 10 c.

1611 Cotgr., Vetade, the filletted Cockle. 18x2-6 J.
Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art I. 149 These kinds of piers

have their shafts sometimes filleted. 1880 Print. 'Prudes

Jml. xxx. 20 The binding will be artistic, .filletted in gold,

and lettered.

t Filleted, ///. a* Obs. [f. as prec. + -ed^.]

Having fillets (see Fillet sb. 5 d) ; only in comb.,

as broad-, full-, narrow-filleted.
1617 Markham Caval. vi. 3 Your running Horse . . somwhat

long filletted between the huckle bones, and the short ribbes.

1657 R- Ligon Barbadoes (16731 81 The men .. are .. well

filletted. 1737 Bracken Farriery ftnpr. (175?) II. 27 The
strait or narrow filletted Horse. Ibid. 124 The muscular
flesh full upon the Loins or Fillets, which is what we call

Broad-fil letted.

Filleting (fi'letirj\ vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing t
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fillet in various senses.

1598 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 274 To the mason for the
filleting of the church, \}s. iii]d. 1823 P. Nicholson Prat t.

Build. 400 Filleting, .consists in covering the meeting-joints
with fillets of slates.

attrib. 1643 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 192 Six dayes and a
halfe worke in filiating and playstering worke.

2. eoncr. a. A woven material for binding ; tape

;

a piece of the same ; a band or bandage.
1639 De Gray Compl. Horsem. 79 Take a peece of Filliting

and bind it above the Pastern-joynt. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz'
Surg. 11. xxviii. 197, I tied .. on the roulers two fillettins.

1764 Hadley in Phil. Trans. LIV. 6 The filleting . . went
round the upper part of the body. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer
fed. 2)5. v. Manchester, Tapes, filleting.and linen cloth. 1882
Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlewk., Fillettrigs, an un-
bleached and very heavy description of Holland Tape.

b. A head-band ; = Fillet i.

1648 Herrick Hesper. (1844) II. 218 Put on thy holy
fillitings.

c. Fillets or ornamental lines, e.g. of gilding on
the covers of a book.
1747 Franklin Let. 1 Sept. Wks. 1887 II. 91 The whole

filleting round the cover [of the book].

Filli-, see also Fili-.

Filling (fi'lirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Fill v. -f -ing 1.1

1. The action of the vb. in various senses. Also
with advbs., as filling in, out, up : cf. Fill v. V.
Only gerundial.
£-1440 Promp. Parv. 160/2 Fyllynge, implecw. i486

Nottingham Pec. III. 253 Fullyng vp of be dyke. 1580
Hollyband Trcas. Fr. 'Pong, Remplissement, a -filling.

a 1610 Healey Cebes '1636) 147 They, .imagine the filling of
that [the belly] the full fruite of all their expected good.
171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 209 This Wall
being made all round, you begin the Filling in of the
Bottom. 1716 Leoni AlbertisArchit. I. 38b, One thing is

proper, .for the outward Face of the Wall, another for the

cramming and filling up the middle Parts. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 114 The interior filling of the walls was with
rough Rubble. 1816 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851) II. 31
Such a filling up of the time as will keep you away from the
evil communications. 1870 Lowell -Sywrfy Wind. (1886) 190
He.. does his filling-in rather shabbily. 1884 Birm. Daily
Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Wanted, several Boys, used to Filling-in

and Finishing. 1888 Lockivooefs Mech. Engin. Diet., Box
Filling, the filling up of a moulding box with its body of
sand enclosing a pattern.

2. eoncr. Also //. That which fills or is used to

. fill a cavity or vacant space, to stop a hole, to

make up a bank or road, the interior of a wall, etc.

Also, f a full supply or * fill ' (of food, etc.).

a 1400 50 Alexander 4265 J>at is be filling of fode bat Ilk

flesch askts. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xix. (1869) 185
We hadden many goode vesseiles in whiche we hadden put
fillinge [emptage] of the grete tresores of Paradys,

_ 1596-7
S. Finche in Hist. Croydon App. (1783) 153 Great flinte and
chalke for the buildinge, and small for fillinge. x6n Bible
Ex. xxviii. 17 Thou snalt set in it settings \marg. fill in it

fillings] of stones. 1640 Sanderson Serm. II, 174 Binding
them [the stones] with fillings and cement. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 59 The foreman to lye the courses [of

hay] ; another to lye the fillinge and to fill after him. 1776
G. Semple Building in Water 1 iq The Bank of any common
filling. 1830 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1858; II. 174

Vol. IV.

A few feet of the fillings of its foundation walls. 1851

Ruskin Stones Veu. I. xviii. § 1 The fillings of the aperture
are unimportant. 1878 L. P. Meredith Teeth 74 The enamel
at the margin of the filling is fractured. 1892 Daily Neivs
17 Nov. 3/3 The excavated material will form good * filling '.

b. Something of inferior quality put in to occupy
space.
1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat vii. (1867) 176 [Heraldic coats]

of a later edition, .are so full of filling that they are empty
of honour. 1733 Swift On Poetry, The prefaces of Dryden
. . meerly writ at first for filling To raise the volume's price

a shilling. 1737 Bentley Remarks Disc. Free-thinking
in. 6 § 54 Why that spiteful Character given to all Crowds?
meer Fillings of his own, without warrant from his Original.

i860 Wornlm Anal. Ornament 19 All such superficial

decoration is .. mere filling. 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 June
12/1 The practice of putting into higher class goods . . even
the smallest quantity of filling.

3. Similarly in various technical uses 'see quots.).

1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Fillings, prepared wort,

added in small quantities to casks of ale to cleanse it.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 844/1 Filling, an embankment
of stone, gravel, earth, etc., to make a raised bed for a road,

railroad track, or canal. An artificial, elevated way. Ibid. I.

844/2 Filling {Weaving^, the weft-thread which fills up the
warp. 1883 R. HaLDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 439 For
this coat, which is called filling, use one halfground lead and
any good mineral.

b. Naut. (See quots.)

1794 Rigging .y Seamanship I. 24 Fillings are pieces fayed
to the side of the mast, edges of the front-fish, and cheeks.

1857 P. Colquhoun Comp. Oarsman's Guide 30 The oar or
scull is 'filled

1 with harder wood between the shank and
loom, called the upper and under fillings, c i860 H. Stuart
Seaman's Catech. 67 What is termed the ' filling'? .. the
intervals between the frame timbers are filled up solid . . so
that if the outside planks be injured a watertight surface

would remain.

4. attrib. and Comb., as filling-earth, -machine,

-room, -stones. Also filling-nail (see quot. 1850
and quot. 1867 s.v. Fill v. i d); filling-thread,

one of the threads for the woof or tram ; filling-

timber (see quot ) ; filling-transom (see quot.).

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. 1165 Their fellowes .

.

put them, yet alive, in the mines, which served them for so

much *filling earth. 1884 Health Exhih. Catal. 1 10/2 Meat
Cutting and Sausage-Making Machines. .* Filling Machines.
1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) VI. 1945 Some expert swimmers
were one day detected under the ships, drawing out the
•filling nails from the sheathing, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 134 Filling nails are generally of cast iron, and
driven very thick in the bottom planks instead of copper
sheathing. 1709 Cai-t. Watkins in Naval Chron. I. 206
It was impossible to fill cartridges as fast as they wanted
them, though the *filling rooms were crouded. 1585
Higgins tr. Junius' Nomenclator 202 The *filling-stones,

rubbish conveyed betweene the twooutsides of a wall. 1639
Fuller Holy War 1. xiii, (1647) 2° Hungary might bring
filling-stones to this building. 1643 — Holy % Prof. St. II.

xviii. 116 Their walls though high, must needs be hollow,
wanting filling-stones. 1886 Top. Sc. Monthly XXVIII. 483
To make one yard of cloth, a shuttle carrying the *filling-

thread is thrown across the web perhaps 1,300 times, c 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 118 *Filling-timbers, the inter-

mediate timbers between the frames that are got up into

their places singly after the frames are ribanded and shored,

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk,, *Filling-transom, is just

above the deck transoms, securing the ends of the gun-deck
plank and lower-transoms.

Filling (frlin\ ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That fills or is adapted to fill.

i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 300 Things that are Sweet and Fat,
are more Filling. 1674 P. Henry Diaries <y Lett. (1882) 267
The world to come, not this, is the filling world. 1691-8
Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 179 Can a Man Sin with this great

and filling Thought before him? 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xliv,
' Crumpets is not wholesome '

.

.

' Put they're so cheap . . and
so wery fillin' at the price.' 1872 Daily Nevus 5 Nov., The
most convenient, not to say filling, luncheon.

Hence Fi*llingly adv., in a filling manner.
161 1 Cotgr., Fittingly, compleatly, perfectly.

Fillip (frlip), j£. Forms : a. 6 fillippe, -op(pe,
fyl(l)ippe, -yp(pe, -op, 6-9 filip, (6 -op), (8

fillup), 6- fillip. 0. 6-7 phillip, (6 philtVjippe,

phylyp, 7 philip, -lop), [app. onomatopoeic
;

cf. Flip, Flirt, used in similar sense. The sb.

and vb. appear nearly contemporaneously in 1 6th c.

;

it is uncertain which is the source of the other.]

1. A movement made by bending the last joint of

a finger against the thumb and suddenly releasing it

(so as to propel some small object, or merely as

a gesture) j a smart stroke or tap given by this

means.
1530 Palsgr. 220/1 Fyllippe with ones fyngar, chicquenode.

1589 PasouiTs Ret. 20 Their Bookes be Glasse, giue them
but a filip, they run to powder. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. in. 44
Gestures, .or actions, as. .a crosse made on the forehead for

aC, a phillip for D. 1619 Rich Irish Hubbub (1623)24 Hee
. . gives the cup a phillip to make it cry Twango, 17*1-1800
Bailey, Fillip, a throw of a Piece of Money with one's

Finger or Nail. 1791 Bosweli. Johnson 10 Apr. an. 1772,
The Prince, .by a fillip, made some of it [wine] fly in Ogle-
thorpe's face. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) IV. xxxvi.

234 He could .. draw blood from a slave's head with a
fillip.

b. Something of small importance ; a trifle,

Also, a short space of time, a moment.
i6ai Molle Camerar. Liv. Libr. v. xvii. 386 The rest is

not worth a fillip with the finger. 1633 D. R[ogers] Treat.
Sacraments 1. 171 If the Lord then crosse thee so, not in

some petty filip of a finger, but in a tedious sort. 1821

Byron Sardan. 1. ii, Eat, drink, and love ; the rest's not
worth a fillip. 1880 Griffis Jap, Fairy World xvii. (1887)

130 The tortoise . . in a fillip of the finger was down in the
gardens of Riu Gu.

2. In a wider sense : A smart blow (with the fist,

etc.). Now rare.

1543 Becon Invcct. agsi. Swearing 28 a, Suche a fylyppe,
as shal fylyppe them downe into the botome of hell lyre.

1575 J. SriLLGamm. Gurton v. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 238
There was a knave not far, Who caught one good filip on
the brow with a door-bar. 1618 Fletcher Chances hi. iv,

One, if foule play Should fall upon us . .Will not flie back
for philHps. 177a tr. Gatland's Arab. Nts. IV. 151 One
give poor Bakbarah a filip on the nose with all her strength.

fig. 1788 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 250 The Marquis
de la Fayette, with several others, have lately received a
fillip for having assembled to sign a memorial to the King.

3. Something that serves to rouse
}
excite, or ani-

mate ; a stimulus.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Give Nature a Filip, to

Debauch a little now and then with Women, or Wine. 1740
Cheyne Regimen 80, I willingly allow, that fermented ..

Liquors, are excellent Remedies, temporary Filips, Whips
or Spurs. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 238 This ban mot gave
a fillip to my spirits. 1837 Whittock Bk. 'Trades (1842)273
A remission of two-thirds the duty on flint-glass, .lias given
the trade a fillip. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. North (,1857; *• 1 44
Without the filip of a little scandal.

Fillip (fi lip\z\ [See the sb.]

1. trans. To put into motion by a fillip; to toss

^a coin) with a fillip. Also with away, down,
forth, off.

1543 'see Fillip sb. 2.] 1584 R. Scot Discoi'. Witchcr. xnr.
xxx. 33S When he hath filipped the monie . . he must saie ;

What is it? 1622 Donnf. Serm. xvi. 157 Not be able to nip
or fillip away one of his own wormes. a 1680 CharNOCK
Attrib. 6W11834) II. -o That can .. fillip nature with his

finger into that nothing whence he drew it. 1783 Map.
D'Arblay Diary 9 Dec, I was forced to begin filliping off

the crumbs . . from my muff. 1831 A. Fonblanque Eng.
under-] Administ.(iB^j>ll. 155 Had our aforesaid merchant
filliped a nut sharply against his bullying giant. 1871 Tvlor
Prim. Cult. I. 61 The use of an elastic switch to fillip small

missiles with.

transf. andjig. 1535 Joye Ape- 1
. Tindate (Arb.) 17 These

playn teslimonyes . . wolde take no place with Tindal for .

.

he .. agenst me fylipt them forlh betwene his fynger and
his thombe. 1624 Bp, Mountacu Gagg iii. 42, I like not
that the ancient Fathers should so be philipped off, and sent

away. 1689 Answ, Lords'1

<$- Commoners' Sp. 21 Those
Tests [etc.] . . which . . were so easily filliped down by his

Vigorous Successor,

b. To stimulate, urge. Also withforward.
1551 T. Wilson Logike Cviija, They will.. with good

indeuoure, filip nature forward. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 145
Pour: that the draught may fillip my remembrance.

2. To strike with a fillip ; to tap smartly with the

nail-joint of the finger. Also with out.

1580 Baret Alv. F 505 To fillip one, talitrum impingere,
incutere, infringers alicui. 1586 J. Hooker Girald, fret.

in Holinshed II. 86/1 There is not a meane subject that dare
extend his hand to fillip a peere of the realme. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 725 If you fillip a Lute-string, it sheweth double,
or Treble. 1681 Depos. Cast. J ~ork (Surtees) 249 My Lorde
. . did arise from his seate and phillipped him over the nose.

1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1834^ 49 Others poised them*
selves over a fire, and without mercy filliped their noses.

1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xxviii. 2S6 Like earthen vessels ;

that properly filliped . . should perforce reveal a . . fracture.

1862 H. W. Fuller Dis. Lungs 35 A gcod example of it

may be obtained by fiUping the inflated cheeks.

transf and ./?,£. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 59 Then let the

Pibbles on the hungry beach Fillop the starres. 1667 Dun-
ham Direct. Paint. It. ii. 66 How the hard Pellets fell away
as dead, By our inchanted limber fillipped. 1857 Reads
Course of True Love ii. 11868142 Patrick, .could not bear

to be filliped. 1876 T. Hardy Hand of Ethelberta I. 148

To escape the risk of having his eyes filliped out by the
twigs that impeded his progress.

3. gen. To strike smartly.

1577 Holinshed Chron. (1808) IV. 220 There was one
[stone] that lent him a blow on the shoulder, an other of

them philipped him on the fingers. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. //',

1. ii. 255 If I do, fillop me with a three-man-Beetle.

4. intr. To make a fillip with the fingers. Also,

tofillip with {one's) fingers, and to fillip it.

1577 B. Googe Hcresback's Hush. (1586) 11. nob, If you
do but fillip with your finger upon the other end. 1599
Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 300
When he scarce can trim His gouty fingers, thus he'll

phillip it. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 183 If you . . fillip upon the

Brim, or outside. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy II. 407 Of such
a rare timber, that one filipping upon one end of them, you
heare it easily at the other end. 1842 Tennyson Godiva 25
He laugh'd. .Then fillip'd at the diamond in her ear. 1871

B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 1. iii. 40 Just see me fillip with

my fingers.

b. quasi-trans. To give a fillip with (the fingers\

171a Hearne Collect. III. 371 Then filip your Finger and
Thomb.
Hence Filliped///, a., Filliping vbl. sb.

1611 Cotgr , Chiquenaude, fillipped. 1622 Massinger
Virg. Mart, v, i, Tush, all these tortures are but filHpings,

Fleabitings. a 1693 Urqlhart Rabelais in. xx. 169 Inter-

larded with a double row of bobs and finger filipin^s. 1856

Dobell Eng. in Time of War, Shower in War Time, The
drip Did whip the filliped pool.

Fillipeen, var. of Philippine, a game of forfeits.

Filliser, obs, form of Filacer.

Fillister (rVlista-i). [Of unknown origin.]

a. A rabbeting plane used in making window-
sashes, etc. b, { See quot. 1874.)

1819 Rees' Cyct. xxvii. s.v. Plane, There is also a third sort

[of rebating planes], called fillisters, used for sinking, or

cutting away the edge of the piece of wood to form the re-

bate. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 844/2 Fillister, the
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PILLOCK.

frabbet on the outer edge of a sash-bar, to hold the glass and
the putty.

t Fi-llock. Obs. Forms : 5, 6 fillok, (6 fyllok),

6, 8 fillock. [Of obscure formation; the original

sense is perh. ' filly' {ctV* e\%\\ ffilaivg filly, wanton
girl, in Salesbury 1547 filoc, which maybe an early

adoption from Eng.). The word may be f. Fill-y

+ -ock, or represent (with Northern pronunciation)

an OE. *fylcce wk. fern., corresponding to OHG.
fulihha :-OTeut. *fulihSn-, f. *ful~,fol- : see Foal.]

A wanton young girl. Also attrib.

1c 1450 Hoxleve's Let. Cupide 262 [MS. Arch. Seld. B 24]

Swyche fillokes [other texts filthes] as weren vertulesse.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv. 74 So mony fillok with fuck

sailis Within this land was nevir hard or sene. 15.. Hye
•way to Spyttel Hous 142 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 29 Mychers,
hedge-creepers, fylloks, and lushes. 1569 E. Hake Newes
Powles Churchyarde U579J Gjb, Yong fillock Jylles, and
bawdie Jacks.

Fillop, Fillott, obs. forms of Fillip, Fillet.

Fillowite (frbusit). Min. [Named by ]Srush

and Dana 1879 after A. Ar
. Fillow : see -ite.] A

phosphate of manganese, iron, calcium and sodium,
found in transparent yellow or brown crystals.

1879 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XVII. 363 Fillowite occurs
ingranular crystalline masses.

Fill-Up, s/>. [f. verbal phr, to fill up : see Fill v.

For the stress see Break-down.] That which
serves to fill up a hollow or stop a gap.
1872 Daily News 2 Sept., They are falling by spadefuls

into the cart, and have now to do service , . as a fill-up for

some pestilential ditch. 1883 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 4/2 The
incident of the * Sempiternal Club '

. . looks . . a little like a
*fill-up'.

Filly (trli), sb. Forms : a. 4 (in Comb.), 6
fely, (,6 felee, felly\ 5-8 fillie, (6 file, fille,

fyllye, 8 Alley), 6- filly. 0. 7 philly. [? a. ON.
fylja wk. fern. :—*fulfon-, i.ful-,fol- : see Foal.]

1. A young mare, a female foal.

V <r 1400 Chester PL (Shaks. Soc.'i I. 51 Atter and foxe,

fillie, mare alsoe. 1525 Test. F.bcr. (Surtees) 206 To Thomas
Milner, hir sone, a file with a white foite. a 1641 Suckling
Answ. to Let. Wks. (1696) 99/2 An unback'd Filly may by
chance give thee a fall. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4591/4 Stoln
or stray d.. a black Fillie, two years old. 1848 Kingslev
Saint's 'frag. 111. iii. 93 What's good for the filly, is good
for the mare, say I.

b. To slip her filly : transf. of a woman, to

miscarry.
1665 Pbpys Diary 31 Mar., My Lady Castlemaine is sick

again—people think, slipping her filly.

2. transf. Applied to a young lively girl.

1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scornful Lady in. i, A skittish filly

will be your fortune, Welford. 1668 Sedley Mulb. Gard.
1. i, I believe nobody will be very fond of a Hide-Park
Filly for a Wife. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 211 P 0, I am
joined in Wedlock for my Sins to one of those Fillies who
are described in the old Poet. 1849 Miss MuLOCK Ogihnes
1. (1875) 390 Katharine's a young filly that will neither be
led nor driven. 1881 IIesant & Rice Chapi. ofFleet I. 41
You are but a filly yet.

3. attrib. and Comb., as fillyfoal ; t filly-stag,

a'filly foal.

1523 Fitzherb. Hush. § 68 It is a horse foole, bycause a
horse gate it, though it be a *felly fole. 1884 W. Sussex
Gaz. 25 Sept. Advt., Brown draught brood mare, with filly

foal. 1378 Will of J. Delmarshe in Test. Karl. (1893) 125
Item, Johanni, filio Thomse Sympson, unum *felystag.

Hence f Filly v., to give birth to a filly. FiTly-
ing, vbl. sb.

1598 Florio, Partorh-e . . to calue . . to fillie. Parto . . a
cabling, . .a fill[y]ing, etc.

Filly, obs. form of (Felloe), Felly.
Filly-folly (frli^li). [One of the onomato-

poeic reduplications expressing the notion of some-
thing trivial ; cf. Fal-lal.] A foolish or ridiculous

notion; a foolish hobby.
*5*>5 Jewel Def APol. (1611) 511 Ye doe but trifle with

your Filly Follies. 1765 Sterne 'Tr. Shandy VIII. xxxt,
I'is the sporting little filly-folly which carries you out for

the present hour,—a maggot, a butterfly, .a fiddle-stick.

Film (film), sb. Forms : 1 fll-, fylmen, 5 vilm,
5-6 fylme, (6 philome), 6-7 filme, 7- film. [OE.
filmen str. neut., membrane, caul, prepuce, cognate
with QFris.filmene skin ; the WGer. *filmin{ii)i is

an extension (with suffix repr. OTeut. -jo-) of

*felmen- t
-on- (OK. seg-felma skin of an egg),f. the

same root as Fell sb. 1

]

+ 1. A membrane, animal or vegetable. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 204 Her sint tacn aheardodre lifre,

fce on bam laippan, & healocum & filmenum. c 1400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. (MS. A) 241 Retbina bat is be binne skyn.

.

^at is clepid pe vilm of be ize. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 160/2
"ylme, of a notte, or oper lyke, folliculus. 1530 Palsgr.

220/1 Fylme that covereth the brayne, taye. 156a Turner
Herbal 11. 31 b, Rounde cornes diuided one from an other
by fibnes y

l rynne betwene. 16x0 Barrough Meth. Physick
1. ix. (1639) 13 The filmes and tunicles of the stomack. 1693
Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. 47 In a Wallnut . . one
part goes to make a Green, Tough, and Bitter Bark, another
part the Shell lin'd with Films. 1743 Lond. A Country Bmv.
in. (ed. 2) 193 Twelve Eggs, their Shells being only bruised,

but the Films not broken. 1764 Harmer Ohserti. 1. vii. 313
The papyrus, a sort of bulrush . . whose stalk was covered
with several films, or inner skins, on which they wrote.

+ b. Applied to the tongue. Obs. rare~ l
.

1644 Br Hall Serm. June Rem. Wks. <i66o) 101 This
loose and busie filme, winch we carry in our mouths.

*

218

2. An extremely thin pellicle or lamina of any

material.

i6S3 Quarles Embl. 11. x. (1718) 102 The painted film but
of a stronger bubble. 1747 Gould Eng. Ants 54 These
wings are composed of exceeding fine and thin Films, a 1799
Black Led. Chem. (1803) II. 677 An ingot .. appears fine,

even when cut through with a chizel, because this carries a
film along with it from the surface, which covers the rest.

1831 Brewster Optics xvi. 138 Even silver and gold, when
beaten into thin films, are transparent. 1853 Herschel Pop.
Led. Sc. vi. § 29 (1873) 245 As if the two media were sepa-

rated by an exceedingly thin film of air. i85o Emerson
Cond. Life, Fate Wks, (Bohn) II. 318 A tube made of a
film of glass, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. vi. 44 The small bubbles
of air ruptured the film of water.

b. Often applied to the emanations from the

surface of bodies (' Simulacra . . Quae quasi mem-
branac summo de corpore rerum Direptre volitant ',

Lucr. iv. 35), which in the philosophy of Epicurus

were supposed to be the objects of perception.

1681 Creech tr. Lucretius rv. 38 Images of Things Which
like thin films from bodies rise m streams. 1692 Bentley
Folly of' Ath. (ed. 4) 8 Those fleeting superficial films of
bodies. 1785 Reid Int. Powers it. xx,The films of Epicurus
. .are the productions of human fancy.

3. esp. A thin pellicle forming a coating or over-

lying layer.

'1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) iv. 184 The Hony.

.

is covered with a thinne rine, or filme. 1665 Phil. Trans.

I. 34 A slimy film floated on the top of the water. X704 F.

Fuller Med. Gymn. (1711) 18 Cover 'd with an oily Film of

several Colours. 1726-46 Thomson Winter724 An icy gale

. .o'er the pool Breathes a blue film. 1784C0WPER Taskw.
292 The sooty films that play upon the bars. 1806 Med.
Jrnl. XV. 148 A semi-transparent white film, which proved

to be new cuticle. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos.^ 294
A reddish film which burns like phosphorus is deposited.

1851 Ruskin Stones I'en. I1874) I. xx. 218 The pearly film

of the Nautilus shell. 1863 Lyell ,*4»//V. Man 34 1'he film

of matter which is thrown down annually upon the plain

during the season of inundation.

b. Photography. A thin pellicle or coaling of

collodion, gelatin, etc. spread on photographic paper

or plates, or used by it?elf instead of a plate.

1845 Thornthwaite Guide Photogr. 52 The film of isin-

glass, .peels off and will be found to bear a minute copy of
the original. 1883 Hardwick's Photogr. Chem. (ed. 9) 175
If. .the sensitive film of Iodide be allowed to lie loosely

upon the surface of the Collodion, the picture will be very
feeble. 1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr., Film Negative
Process, or film photography, is a term applied to processes

in which flexible films are used instead of glass plates.

4. A morbid growth upon the eye. Also said of

the growing dimness in the eyes of a dying person ;

sometimesfilm of death.
i6ox Holland Pliny II. 367 The webs, filmes, and cata-

racts which trouble the eyesight. 171a Pope Messiah 39
He from thick films shall purge the visual ray. 176a Sterne
Tr. Shandy VI. x, The film forsook his eyes for a moment.
1822 Hazlitt Table-t. I. vii. 147 An odd fancy, like a film

before the eye. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades 11. 104 O'er his

glaring eyes the films of death Crept.

fig. 1626 T. H[awkins] Canssiu's Holy Crt. 60 The euill

spirit, instantly spreadeth a filme ouer theyr eyes, ajju
Ken Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 253 From sensual Films
when free'd, she saw strange sights. 1846 Ghote Greece 1.

xvi. (1862) I. 370 They looked at the past -with a film of

faith over their eyes.

5. transf. A slight veil or covering of haze, mist,

or the like. lit. and_/7».

1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 31 The interminable

vineyards of the Loire, already covered with the film of early

twilight. 1837 Syd. Smith Let. to Singleton Wks. 1859 II.

265/1 A slight film thrown over convenient injustice. 1847

H. Miller First Impr. xiv. (1857) 244 An incipient frost, in

the form of a thin film of blue vapour. 1883 Times 10 Aug.
2

'3 The brown., walls show through a film of peach and
almond blossoms.

6. A fine thread or filament, as of gossamer, silk,

etc. ///. and fig.
1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 1. iv. 63 Her Whip of Crickets

bone, the Lash of Philome. 1781 Cowper Auti-Thelyph-
Ihora 73 When, .floating films envelope every thorn, a 1822

Shelley Unf. Drama 230 Floating on the line Which, like

a film in purest space, divided The heaven beneath the

water from the heaven Above the clouds. 1845 Darwin
Voy. Nat. vii*. (1879) I ^' 1 They were.. in undulations like

films of silk blown by the wind. 1849 Ruskin Se%\ Lamps
iv. § 10. 102 A riband, .spoils all that is near its wretched
film of an existence. 1859 I. Taylor L.ogic in 'fheol. 203
We must not trust ourselves to any such films of corre-

spondence.

7. Comb. ,as film-like, -winged &&)$. ; also f film-

broke, ruptured ; + film-bursting, hernia ; film-

fern, a fern with filmy fronds, esp. one of the genus

Hymenophylhtm ; film-free a., free from film, not

obscured, clear.

c 1400 Lanfranc"s Cirurg. 281 Men bat weren *filme broke.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lvi. 83 The leaues pound and layde
too healeth *filme [printed filine] burstings [Fr. /tergna].

1865 Gossi: Land <y Sea (1874) 352 Out of the crevices many
species of *Film-ferns. .project their tufts of pellucid fronds.

1880 Browning Dram. Idylls, Pan fy Luna 19 From each
web of mist Utterly ""film-free—entered on her race The
naked Moon. 1855 Tylor Early Hist. Man. \. 9 Dreams ..

are *film-like images which fly off from the surfaces of real

objects. 1875 Lanier Poems, Symphony 139 All shynesses
of *film-winged things.

Film (film), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To cover with or as with a film. Also,

tofilm over, \ up.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. iv. 147 It will but skin and filme

FILOPLUME.
the Vlcerous place, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 251

Grosse infidelity that hath filmed up thine eyes. 1700 C.
Davenant Disc. Grants Introd. 7 1'hey do but film over a
sore which breaks out afterwards with greater rancour.

1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings Wks. (1829) I. 90 And curse
your spells, that film the eye of Faith. 1876 Fakrar Mai-lb.
Serm. xxix. 290 Would you linger by the stagnant pool be-
cause its surface is filmed with the iridescence of decay?

2. intr. for refl. To become covered with a film

(as the eyes) ; to grow dim or obscure as though
covered with a film ; hence {poet, rare) of distant

objects, to become hazy, fade away. Also, tofilm
over.

1844 Mrs. Browning Dead Fan, Straight her eyeballs

filmed with horror. 1850 Neale Med. Hymns (1867) 53
Flyes are filming o'er in death. 1877 Lanier Poems, Florida
Ghost 5 Past far-off palms that filmed to nought.

Filmed, ///. a. [f. Film v. and sb. + -ed.] a.

Covered with a film. b. Having films.

1637 Nabbes Microcosm, iv. E iij, Colours do not take My
filmed eyes. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. K cxci,

Soe the Autumnall Gossamere. .knitts the Sun, (within his

narrow film'd Cordage) to all his wealth. 1878 B. Taylor*
Deukalion iv, iii, Wash thine filmed eyes And look around
thee.

Filmart, -mert, obs. and dial. ff. Foumakt.
Filiniforni (frlmif^im), a. [f. Film sb. +

-(i)FOBM.] In the form of a film, film-like.

1831 [Pote] Assassins of the Paradise 43 The loaded air.

.

Floats filmiform.

Fi'lmograph. [f. as prec. + -(o
n,ghaph.] A

name given by Pumphrcy to a camera adapted for

the use of films (1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr?).

Filmot, var. of Filemot.

Filmy (frlmi), a. [f. Film sb. + -y ^.]

f 1. Of membranous structure. Obs.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd. 37 The ventricle

. . is filmy, and therefore cold, hard, dry, and glutinous. 1665

Evelyn Diary 9 Feb., Its lower beak, .being filmy, stretches

to a prodigious wideness when it devours a great fish.

2. Forming a thin pellicle or coating.

1628 Wotton Let. 14 Dec. in Relig. Wotton. (1685)441

A little Excrescence . . upon the uttermost ball of his Eyes, a
filmy matter, like the rudiment of a Pin and Web. 1735 N.
Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 94 As these filmy Membranes
came away, the Weasand or Throat became freer. 1771
Priestley in Phil. Trans. LXII. 219 The water.. had de-

posited a filmy kind of matter. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp.
xxxvii 11856) 344 The area of filmy ice. 1885 H. Buchanan
Annan Water iii, Encrusting its black sides with a species

of filmy salt.

3. Resembling a film, of extremely delicate tex-

ture, gauze-like ; consisting of slender filaments, as

of gossamer.
1604 Drayton Oiule 764 The Spiders.. in his traine their

filmie netting cast. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 30 Another
pair of filmy Tiffany long wings. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol
II. 190 The luxurious Wasp His filmy Pennons struggling

flaps in vain. 1813 Scott Trierm. lit, xi, It seem'd a veil

of filmy lawn, a 1839 1:>HAED D°ems (1864) II. 21 The filmy

shroud Of many a mild transparent cloud. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus lxix. 3 Some robe most filmy.

fig. 1794 Coleridge Lines on Friend who died ofFever,
Vanity her filmy net-work spread. 1820 "Hazlitt Led.
Dram. Lit. 75 A veil of words and filmy abstractions. 1856

R. A. Vauguan Mystics (1860) II. ix. i. 120 The filmiest

evanescence of the feeling has to he. .anatomized.

b. Fihny-fern, Filmy-leaf, names of a genus of

ferns, Hymenophylhtm. {Ql. film-fern, Film sb. 7.)

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 886 Hymenophyllum, Filmy-

Leaf. x86i Miss Pratt Flower. PI. VI. 154 Order Kilices..

(Filmy Fern I. 1883 The Garden 5 Aug. 11 1/3 The Filmy
Fern House in the Pine-apple Nursery.

4. Covered with or as with a film ; beclouded,

dim, hazy.
1825 J. Neal Pro. Jonathan III. 345 With eyes no longer

white or filmy. 1833 Ht. Martineau Briery C reek i. 3 The
filmy orb of the moon. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 132

Gradually the filmy trees defined themselves.

5. Comb.
1821 Shelley To Night iv, Thy sweet child Sleep, the

filmy-eyed.

Hence Filmily adv. ; Fi'lminesa.

1727 Bailey vol. II, F'iimiuess. 1831 Eraser's Mag.
III. 4S3 The haze and filminess dropped from our 'optic

nerve'. 1870 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, xin. 262 The
milk-white filminess of the onyx. 1890 Harpers Mag. Oct.

803/2 Something that filmily wavers before their senses.

|| Filon (f/"lori\ Mining. [a. F. filon vein,

lode, f. // thread (see File sb.2).] A mineral

or metallic vein, a lode.

1845 Gibson in Cambrian Jrnl. (1863) 149 The collaterals

cross the main filon in angles of incidence.

Filopluniaceous (foi-l^plwm^ jbs),ff. Omith.

[I mod.L. filopl ftma (see next) + -aceous.] Of the .

nature of a filoplume.

1890 Coues Field <y Gen. Omith. 11. § 3. 128 Types of

Feathery Structure .. 3. The hairy, bristly, or filopluma-

ceous.

Filoplume (f3i-Wpl«m). Omith. [ad. mod.L.

filopluma, badly f. L.filum thread +plilma feather.

(The correct L. form would be *filiplf/ma.)'} (See

quot. 1890.)
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Filoplume. 1890 Coues Field <y

Gen. Orf/ith. u. § 3. 128 Different kinds of Feathers. 4.

Filoplumes, fthplumx, or thread-feathers, have an ex-

tremely slender, almost invisible stem . . and usually no vane,

unless a terminal tuft of barbs may be held for such. .These

are the nearest approach to hairs that birds have.
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Pilose (foil's). Bot, and Zool. [as if ad. L.

*fitos-us, f. filum thread.] Having a thread-like

termination.
i8«3 Crabb Technol. Diet., Filose, ending in a thread-like

process ; an epithet applied to insects and plants. 1884 Syd.

Soc. Lex., Filose, in liotany.

+ Filose'lla. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 7 file-,

filozella, 8 fllosella. Also 7 philizella, philo-

sella. [Corruptly ad. It. filoscllo, according to

Mussafia a perversion (after filo thread) of *foli-

sello :—popular L. *foliicellus cocoon (whence OF.
faucet), dim. of L. follis bag.] A kind of stuff;

= Filoselle b.

1611 Cotgr., Filoselle, .the stuff Filozella. 1619 Purchas
Mtcrocosmus xxvii. 269 The new deuised names of Stuffes

and Colours. .Veletato, Philizello, Paragon.
_
1640 in Entick

London II. 169 Silk say calimancoes and phillosellas, broad,

the dozen yards os, $d. 1678-96 Phillips, Filozella, a kind
of Stuff.

Filoselle (frlosel). Forms: 7 fil(l)-, fyllozel,

7-9 filosel(l, (7 filiosell), 9 filoselle. Also 7
philiselle, [a. F.filoselle, fern., Oh'.filloiselmasc,

ad. It.filosello : see prec] a. ' P'erret or floss silk
;

grogram-yarn ' (Simmonds\
161a Sc. Bk. Customs in Halyburton y

s Ledger (1867) 326
Filosell or ferrett silk the pound v'mli. i66z Slat. Ireland
(1765I II. 464 Fyllozell or Paris silk. 1876 M. M. Grant
Sun-Maid iv, It was a wonderful piece of work of woven
gold and silver and filosel.

attrib. 189a Pall Mall G. 27 Oct. 1/2 It is a wide ribbon,

which has the appearance of plaited filoselle silk.

f b. A kind of stuff (? a mixture of silk and
wool).
a 1605 in Beck Draper's Diet. 16 note, The paragon,

peropus, and philiselles may be affirmed to be double chamb-
letts. Ibid., To make this a philiselle, a peropus, a paragon,
or a buffyn is but to alter the breadth.

t-Filose*tta. Oh. Also flllizetta. [App.
altered from It. filosello by substitution of the It.

suffix -etta for -ello. But cf. Sp.filoseda mixture of

silk and wool.] ? =prec.
1598 Florio, Filisello, a kinde of course silke which we

call, filosetta or flouret silke. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Praise Hevi/>see

d

4 Shag, Fillizetta, Damaske and Mockado.

Filosofe, -phie, obs. forms of Philosophe, -y.

Filot, obs. form of Fillet.

tFi*lour, Obs. Forms: 4-5 fylor, -oure,

-owre, 5 fillour. [Shortened ad. OF. affiloiri—

med.L. affildtorium, f. afffldre : see Affile v.] A
tool for sharpening steel, a hone or whetstone.
c 1340 Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 2225 With a borelych bytte . . Fyled

in a fylor, fowre fote large, c 1440 Promp. Parv. -idoj-z

Fylowre, of barbowrs crafte acutecula,filarium, 1483 Cat/t.

Angl. 130/2 A Filoure, affilatoriunt.

Hence fFi'lour, v. Obs~° trans. To whet,

sharpen. 1483 in Cath, Angl. 130/2.

Filour, vnr. of Feloure Obs. foliage.

a 1400-50 A lexander 3690 Gilden platis, Flamband all in

filour & fewlis en-blanchid.

[Filour, explained in some Diets, as ( a curtain-

rod,' is from Bk. of Curtasye 447, where fylour is

prob. a bad reading for sylour, Celure.]

Filozofe, -fie, obs. forms of Philosophe, -t.

T Pi'lsen, v. Obs. Forms : 3 filstnen, 4 fulsun,

fylsen, 5 felsen, -yn, filsom, fylsy(n. [ME.
fils{t)?ie-n, f. Filst sb. ; cf. -en 5.] trans. To
minister to, aid, support ; to further, promote.
Cisoo Ormin 6170 Himm birrb- he fillstnenn wibb bin fe.

c izzo Bestiary 44 His fader him filstnede swo Sat he ros fro

dede. '"1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1644 pe souerayn of heuen
Fylsened euer by fader, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4871 Yche
freike is bere frynd to filsom pere spede. a 1400-50 A lex~

ander 4669 5e. .fage ay be fiesche & felsen it wele.

tPi'lsne, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. ON. fylgsni

(sb.pl.) hiding-place (cf.Goih.fulhsni sing, in same
sense), f. OTeut. *fulg- ablaut-var. of *felh- to

hide : see Feal v.] intr. To lurk.

7^1400 Morte Arth. 881 Sire, see 3e 3one farlande, with
3one two fyrez, par filsnez bat fende.

t Filst, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 fullest, fullest,

fylst, 2-3 fulst. [OE. fulliesl, fullest, fylst ^
OFris. folliste, folstejulliste, OS. fullesti, OHG.
folleist

',
follist ; connected with next verb.] Assist-

ance, support, furtherance.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxiii. 14 Mid Godes fylste. aiooo
Csedmons Exod. 554 (Gr.) Is .. mse^enwisa trum, fullesta

ma^st. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 He ne mei habben nane
mihtc.butan godes fulste. cizosLay. 1747 pa Corine of
wode com . . Brutun to fulste. c 1230 Halt Meid. 17 Hire
forme fulst is sih5e.

+ Pilstf
^. Obs. Forms: 1 full£estan,full6sten,

fylstan, 2 felsten, 3 fulsten, south, vulsten,
filsten. [OE. fullkstan, fullestan, fylstan = OS.
fullestian, OHG. folleisten.

The word is a compound of the OTeut. vb. *laisijan to

follow, attend upon ; with regard to the prefixed element
see Follow v.\

trans. To aid, help.
C893 K. Alfred Oros. m. xi. § 10 Pirrus him.. fylste.

ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke v. 7 His bicnodon hyra geferan.

.

ban hi comun ant him fylston [< 1160 Hatton felsten].

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 pese two be ben leihter and lust

uulsred be bridde bat is be flesliche lust, a 1275 O. E. Misc.

135 Pe bet sal he be felsten to don al bine wille.

219

b. refi. To give one's aid to.

c 1200 J'rin. Coll. Horn. 193 He deleS him fro gode and
fulsteS him to 5e deuel.

Filtch obs. f. of Filch.

Filter (fi'Uaj),jA Forms: 5-9 filtre, (6fylter,

-lure), 6- filter. Also 7 philter. [ME. filtre,

a. OF. filtre, ad. med.'L.fillrum : see Felt.]

fl. =Felt sb. Also a piece of felt. Obs.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 125 pan es he sette apon a

blak filtre, with be whilk bai lift him vppe and settez him
in his trone. Ibid, xxxiv. 152 pat dwell all in tentez made of

blakk filtre.

2. A piece of felt, woollen cloth, paper, or other

substance, through which liquids are passed to

free them from matter held in suspension.
Now only with reference to chemical manipulation, where

the filter is usually of unsized paper.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. n. 76 b, Distill them by a fylture or
thorowealyttle bagge, or by a peece of clothe. 1683 Petti s

Flcta Mm. 1. (1686) 214 Dissolve the Vitriol and purify it

through a Filtre. 1769 Lane in Phil, Trans. L1X. 220
The clear liquor being decanted, the remainder was passed
through a filter. 18x2 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 285 The
whole is then to be poured upon a filtre of cloth. 1846

J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 53 Collected on a
filter, washed and dried.

b. ' A twist of thread ' (or a strip of cloth) ' of

which one end is dipped in the liquor to be defe-

cated, and the other hangs below the bottom of

the vessel, so that the liquor drips from it ' (J.).

Obs. exc. in capillaryfilter.
1559 Morwyng Euonym. 75 Distillacion by a filter, or a

list of wollen cloth. 1660 Boyle Neiv Exp, Phys, Meek,
xxxv. 263 We resolved, instead of a List of Cotton, or the

like Filtre, to make use of a Siphon of Glass, 1727-41 in

Chambers Cycl. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 455/2 Capit-

lary-Jilter, a simple mode of freeing water of its larger im-
purities by means of a cord of loose fiber.

C. In wider sense : Any contrivance for freeing

liquids from suspended impurities ; esp. an appa-
ratus consisting of a vessel in which the liquid is

made to pass through a stratum of sand, charcoal,

or some porous substance.

1791 J. Peacock Patent No. 1844 The filters will be
cleansed by drawing out the head or body of water or fluid.

1834 S. Bagshaw. Patent No. 6708 An improved filter for

water or other liquids. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut. xx. 339
Nevertheless the natives had scraped small holes in the
sand, as filters. 1879 A. B. MacDowall in Encycl. Brit,
(ed. 9) IX. 167/2 The filter was occasionally cleaned with
an exhausting and condensing pump.

d. transfi and fig.
160$ Timme Quersit, \. v. 20 The common salt . . passing

thro' the philter of the earth. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol.
xii. (1803) 241 This natural filter [the bills of a duck], 1840
Alisok Hist. Europe (1850) VIII. 1. § 39. 159 The whole
information . . was strained through the imperial filters. 1873
Tristram Moab xii. 228 A heavy conversation of ponderous
compliments passed through the dragoman filter.

3. Acontrivance for arresting dust, smoke, disease-

germs, etc. in the air which is breathed.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. s.vv. Filter, Air-jilter.

4. A material for filtering, rare.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amnsem. 26 The burning it over
and over again, .produces a better filtre than at first. 1870
Tyndall in Nature 27 Jan. 341 This [cotton-wool] was the
filter used by Schrceder in his experiments on spontaneous
generation.

5. attrib. and Comb., as filter-shop ; also filter-

bed, a pond or tank with a false bottom covered
with sand or gravel, serving as a large filter; also

fig. ; filter-faucet (see quot.) ; filter-paper, porous
paper to be used for filtering ; filter-press, (a) a
filter in which the liquid is forced through by pres-

sure
;

(b) a machine for extracting oil from fish.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 846/2 *FUter-bed, a settling

pond whose bottom is a filter. 1885 Weekly Notes 7 Feb. 24/2
The water, .was filtered through filterbedson their premises.
1892 Pall Mall G. 25 May 2/1 All that is known here of
the Transvaal .. comes through the political filter-beds of
Cape Town. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 846/2 ^Filter-
faucet, one having a chamber containing sand, sponge, or
other material to arrest impurities. 7 1889 Fall Mall G. 2

May 7/1 The sludge is next forced into a *filter press. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes II. iv. 112, I have seen water like it

at the *Filter shops.

Filter (frltsi), v. Forms : 7 fylter, 7-9 filtre,

6- filter. Also 6 philter, [ad. mod.L. filtrdre,

i.filtmm FilteH sb. Cf. F-filtrer.]

1. trans. To pass (a liquid) through a filter, or
some porous medium, for the purpose of removing
solid particles or impurities. Also with off. Also
absol.

1576 G. Baker JewellofHealth 1. i. 2 The dropping caused
by a Lyste, or piece of Woollen cloth .. which maner of
dooing the Chymistes name Fyltnng. 1594 Plat yeivell-ho.,
Chim. Concl. 23 Some use to filter this Lee divers times.
1605 Timme Quersit. 1. ix. 36 They dissolue many times, they
fylter, and coagulate. 1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. i. § 31
'the Sap. .not being filtred through so fine a Cotton. 1747
Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 86 Filtre the Tincture thro'
Paper. 1784 Cowper Task n. 507 Sages strove In vain to
filter off a crystal draught Pure from the lees, 1812-6 J.
Smith Panorama Sc. <$* Art II. 355 Putrid and stinking
water may be rendered sweet by filtering it through char-
coal-powder. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 200 We
then filter, washing the blue-coloured sulphate of lime re-

maining on the filter till it becomes red. 1853 Soyer Pan-
troph. 27 The liquid was several times filtered.

FILTH.

b. transfi and fig.
1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 291 The Chamber

of Deputies, though filtered through every process which
policy could invent. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, First
Visit Wks. (Bohn) II. 5 The passage would no doubt strike

you more in the quotation than in the original, for I have
filtered it. 1885 Manck. Exam. 10 Jan. 5/3 At present his

instructions to counsel are filtered through a solicitor. 1892
Pall Mall G. 4 May 1/3 Each of these images is ' filtered

'

through a colour screen.

C. Said of the filtering material.

1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 37 The sea-weed filters

the salt-water. 1882 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 648 Paper which
filters slowly may be improved in quality by this treatment.

2. To cause (a liquid) to pass drop by drop, or

slowly, through a porous medium (now only in

passive) ; also, j to give forth through the pores,

exude, rare.

1583 Stanvhurst Aineis in. (Arb.) 71 The tre..of swart
blud filtred abundance. 1644 Digisy Two Treat. 1. xx. 183
That streame [of atoms] . . clymbing and filtring it selfe

along the stones streame. i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea x.

§ 466 Rivers . . some of which are filtered through soils .

.

which yield one kind of salts.

3. intr. To pass as through a filter ; to percolate.

Also with away, down.
Cf. Y.filtrer, used reft, and intr. in this sense.

1798 W, Blair Soldier's Friend 100 The water, .will filte-

through the sand. 1864 Marsh Man § Nature 438 A
stratum of snow. . causes almost all the water that composes
it to filter down into the earth. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 687
Water will filter through the cell-walis into the cavities of
the wood.
transf. and Jig. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 207 The

sunbeams, filtering small, Freckling through the branches
fall. 1868 Yates Rock Ahead 11. iii, A perpetual stream of
. . people . .would filter . . through her . . drawing-rooms.

4. To obtain by filtering. Also transf rare.

1794 Pearson in Phil, Trans. LXXXIV. 387 The liquid
filtered from these solutions had a sweetish and bitterish

taste. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. i. (1879) 5 Fine dust, which
appeared to have been filtered from the wind by the gauze
of the vane at the mast-head.

Hence Filtered. PiTteringf />//. adjs. Also .

Filterer, that which filters or serves as a filter.

1727 Bailey vol. II, F'illered, strained through a Paper,
Cloth, etc. 1794 Schmeisser in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV.
421 The remaining filtered liquor was saturated with puri-
fied pot-ash. 1809 J. F. Archhold Patent No. 3225 It

[sea water] is passed through a filterer. 1821 Clare Vill.

Minstr. II. 162, I love to watch thy [an hour-glass's] filter-

ing burthen pass, 1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory iv, The
filtered tribute of the rough woodland. 1853 Soykr Pan-
troph. 412 Eight barrels of filtered water. 1859 Cornwallis-
Neiv World I. 38 The stretcher might have been directly

under this water filterer,

Filter, var. form of Felter v., Philtre.

Filtering (fidtarirj), vbl. sb. [f. Filter v. +
-ing 1.]

1. The action of the verb Filter.
1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 191 The filtering of this

rain through the ground. 1845 J. Wilkinson Patent No.
10,984 The whole process of filtering is effected by pressure.

Jig. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. III. xlii. 235 There's
been a good filtering of our blood into high families.

2. attrib. and Comb.^sfillering-apparaluSj -bag,

-box, -funnel, -material, -medium, -paper, -stand,

-vessel', also filtering-basin (see quot. 1874) ;

filtering-cup, a cup of porous wood used to illus-

trate the pressure of the atmosphere ; filtering-

press —filter-press ; filtering-stone, any porous
stone through which wrater is filtered ; filtering-

tank ^filtering-basin (Knight).

1845 J, Wilkinson Patent No. 10,984 Which [a cistern]

must be considerably above the level of the ^filtering appa-
ratus. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 846/2 *Filtering-basin,
the chamber in which the water from the reservoir of water-
works is received and filtered previous to entering the mains.

1792 G. Cowen Patent No. 1920 A quantity of sand, or any
other ^filtering material. 1791 J. Peacock Patent No. 1844
The ascent of the fluid through the *filtering medium, 1757
Lewis in Phil. Trans. L. 163 The colourless sorts of *filter-

ing-paper are preferable for this use to the coloured. 1876
Harlev Mat. Med. 311 Filtering Paper is £n almost pure
form of cellulin. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech, 1 . 846/2 *Filtering'
press, a press in which the passage of a liquid through a
body of filtering material is expedited by pressure applied
thereto; a pressure- filter. 1837 Faraday Chem. Manip. x.

17 The *filtering stands are of this kind. 18x2 J. Smyth
Pract. Customs (1821) 234 *Filtering Stones,—Duty— for

every ,£100 value. 1811 J. Ashley Patent No. 3472 An
improved *filtering vessel for purifying, .water.

Filth. (filJO,-^. Forms: 1 fyl]?, 2-4 felSe, 4
south, veolthe, 5 felthe, 3-4 furSe, 3-6 fylth(e, y
(3 fuylbe, 6 faylt, fylt), 3-5 filthe, 3- filth.

[OE. fyld str. fern. = OS. fillitha (Du. vuille),

OHG. /rf/^tf :-OTeut. *fulipd, n. of quality f.

*fulo- Foul a.]

fl. The quality or state of being foul; a filthy

state or condition ; filthiness ; in pi, foul treatment,

indignities. Obs.
c 1300 K. Alls. 6370 Veolthe loveth al heore lynage. 1481

Caxton Godfrey 304 What fylthes the turkes made them to

suffre. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 38 The Lacedemonians
were wont to shewe their children dronken men . . that by
seing their filth, they might shunne the lyke fault.

2. concr. Foul matter,

fa. Putrid matter, corruption, rottenness; in

later use, purulent matter, pus. Obs.

c 1000 Agj. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 27 And hig synt innan fulle

28-2
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deadra bana, and ealre fylSe [xi6o Nation felSe]. a 1050
Liber Sciniill. viii. (1889) 38 paenne fylS [putredo] seo pe
innan weal8 byb utaworpen to haele sar by5 jeopenud.
c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 49 pe temporal kyng . . whiche
ys now proude in hys power and to-morwe schal be fylthe

and wormes. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 240 b, He
scraped y* stynkyng fylth & corrupcyon of her deedbody.
1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 11 To draw the fylt but of
the head. 1696 Pechy tr. Sydenham's Wks. m. ii. 116 The
Inflammation which the Small-Pox has impressed upon the

Blood . . no less indicates Blood-letting than the filth [L.

co/luvies] which has been gathered together does Purging.

b. Uncleanly matter, dirt. Now only in stronger

sense, expressing violent disgust : Loathsome dirt.

Rarely in//, filth of various kinds, filthy matter?.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 191/52 J>are feol out of eiber ei^e

Juylbe ase pel it were slym. a 1300 Cursor M. 22397 iCott.)

All be filthes of his maugh sal brist vte. c 1340 Ibid. 468
(Trin.) In bat court bat is so clene No fulpe may dwelle ne
be sene. c 1430 Lydg. in Turner Dont. Archil. III. 39
Voydynge fylthes lowe into the grounde. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 161/1 Fylthe of mannys nose, snolte, pohpus. 1555
Nottingham Rec. IV. 109 He. .swfiares mwke and fylthe to

be powered yn y- hy strett. 1626 Bacon Sylva% 397 Waters
. . found in Rising Grounds of great Cities . . must needs take
in a great deale of Filth. 1711 Strype Eccl. Mem. III.

xxii. 180 The Chamber. . on one side of which was the Sink
and Filth of all the House. 1836 Emerson Nat., Prospects
Wks. (Bohn) II. 173 The sordor and filths of nature, the sun
shall dry up. 1873 Ouida Pascarel I. 30 A palace with
superb staircases reeking in filth.

c. Vermin (f formerly//.). In mod. use (? dial.)

restricted to insect parasites.

t 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 61 In that Abbeye ne entrethe
not no Flye ne Todes ne Ewtes. .For there were wont to ben
many suche manere of Filthes. Mod. (Yorks.) A dirty brute,

with his head swarming with filth. The currant bushes are
covered with filth.

3. fig. a. Moral defilement, vileness; corruption,

pollution ; obscenity.
rtio*3 Wulfstan/A'w. (Napier^xxxiii. 161 note, To manege

. .ane cwenan ^emaenum ceape bicjaS. .and wiS ba ane fylbc

adreo&ab an acfter anum. aizx^Ancr. P. 84 pe bacbitare
. . opened so pet ful5e ~p hit stinkeS wide, a 1300 Vox fy

Wolf 165 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 63 And liuie in fulthe and in

sunne. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 299 pei ben blaunchid
wib-oute as sepulcris, and wib-inne ful of fylbe. a 1450 Knt.
de la Tour (1S6S) 77 The prince, .suffered suche felthe to be
done. 1638 Penit. Conf. viii. (1657) 209 The filth of sin

is purged by the Laver of tears, a 1704 T. Brown Sat.
agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 56 Wallowing in all the filth of
boundless luxury. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab v. 159 Every
slave now dragging through the filth Of some corrupted city

his sad life, i860 Hook Lives Ab/s. 1. v. 226 Forbidding
..all the filth of the wicked.

T b. //. Moral impurities, corrupt or impure
actions, transgressions. Obs.
C1200 Vices fy Virtues (1888) 131 Holi maiden of banke,

and clane of alle fel5es. a 1225 St. Marker. (1862) 3 Biwite
thou mi bodi the is al bitahte from fleshliche fulthen. 1:1340
Cursor M. 10105 (Trin.) To make me falle in fulbes fele.

c 1440 York Myst. xx. 180 All filthes of fiesshely synne.

1583 Safir. Poems Reform, xlv. Pref. 60 Compared to swyne
returning to the my re, In thair awin filthes to get thair fames
defyled.

e. Foul or obscene language ; vile or loathsome
imputations.
1730 Swift Travlusi. 25 Among the rout He wildly flings

his filth about. 1879 Fhoude Caesar xv. 237 Instead of
scolding and flinging impotent filth.

4. Said of a person : A vile creature ; a scoundrel

;

a slut, drab, whore. Obs. exc. dial.

(."1350 Will. Palerne 2542 Lest bat foule felbe schuld have
hem founde bere. 1402 Hoccleve Letter oj'Cupid'262 These
ladyes . . were noon of thoo . . but swyche filthes as weren
vertulesse. 1565 Harding in Jewel Def. Apol. (16 11) 27 loan
of Kent, that filth . . was she a sister of yours ? 1607 Shaks.
Timon iv. i. 6. 1608 — Lear (Qo. 1) iv. ii. 39 Filths sauor
but themselues. x6ia R. Sheldon Serm. St. Martin's 65
Their filthes lie by their sides to satisfie their abhominable
pleasures. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. (1821) 13
Nea yan can bide wie him, an arrant filth ! 1869 Lonsdale
Class., Filth, a disreputable woman, a scoundrel. 1871 R.
Ellis Catullus xlii. 13 O ugly filth, detested Trull.

6. attrib. and Comb., as filth-disease, -ferment
;

filth-created, -Jed, -sodden adjs.
185a Dr. Guy in Ld. Ingestre Meliora I. 96 * Filth-created

fever and disease. iSSsScience VI. 101/1 Typhoid-fever and
other preventable *filth-diseases. 1891 Daily News s, Oct.
5/5 How., is the *filth-fed oyster to be distinguished ?

*
1891

C. Creighton Hist, Epidemics 589 Spots of soil, .so situated
in cups of the hills as to retain and multiply the *filth-ferment.
1871 Napheys Prev. $ Cure Dis, 1. viii. 264 A *filth-sodden
porous earth.

Hence Fi'lthless a. [-less], without filth ; un-
dented. Fi'lthous a. [-ous] = Filthy.
14.. Balade in Commend, our Lady 51 (Chaucer's Wks.

1561) Fountain al filthlesse, as birell current clere. 1546
Bale Eng. Votaries 11. (1550) 9 b, And so sent hym forth
abrode . . to maynteyne all kyndes of ydolatry and fleshly
fylthouse lyvynge.

t Filth, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To make
foul, defile.

t 1450 Lonelich L?raz7xliii. 21 Alle blak bee»men they ..

and i-fylthed. 1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878J 31 Filthing
chaste eares with theyr pens Gonorrhey.

t Fi*lth.ery. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. as prec. + -ery.]
— FlLTHINESS.
a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 370 Wallowing in all filthery of

gluttony and luxury.

f £'ilthhead, -hood. Obs. Forms : a. 3 fulj>-

hede, 4-5 filth-, filt-, fylthede,-heed, (5 filthet).

P. 6 filthood. [f. Filth sb. + -head, -hood.J

Filthiness, uncleanness. ///. and fig. Also cotter.

filth. To do one's filthhood : to void excrement.
1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 290 pe chyld. .dude hyskunde fulb-

bede. 138a Wyclif Lev. xviii. 7 The filth-heed [Vulg. tur-
pitudinem] of thi fader, and the filth-heed of thi moder thow
shalt not discover. Ibid. Rom. i. 27 Mawlis in to mawlis
worchinge filthhede. ri44otr. Girald. Hist. fret. (E.E.T.S.)
31 The fylthede of the lond folk yn whych thay ladde har
lyf. 1583 Stanyhurst sEueis 11. (Arb.J 52 With dust al

powdred, with filthood dustye bedagled.

Filthify (frlbifei), v. [f. Filthy a, + -fy.]

trans. To make filthy; lit. andy?^.
1790 J. Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 13 Filthified they

flounder to Remorse. z8si Bentham Wks. (1843) X. 524
He was . . covering my clean napkin with his ' flag of abomi-
nation ' filthified. 1828 Whewell in Todhunter Account of
Writings, etc. (1876) II. 94 Mathematics with which Mr.
Thompson has filthified his subject.

Filthily (fi'l>ili), adv. [f. Filthy a. + -ly 2.]

In a filthy manner.
155a Hl'loet, Filthilye,_/t£</*?. i5s6DALKYMPLEtr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. 11. (1887) 144 In the ix 3eir of his regne, quhilke
sa filthilie he had ruled. 1633 Prvnne Histrio-Mastix \.

vi. iii. 366 For the liberty of doing filthily and ol>scenely, is

next to the liberty of speaking filthily and obscenely. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 31 P 1 The ancient Romans would scold,

and call Names filthily. 1812 Byron Ch. liar. 1. xvii, For
hut and palace show like filthily.

Filthiness (frlbint-s). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The condition of being filthy.

1. In physical sense : Foulness, unclcanliness.
1a\$oo Wycket(iZ28) 15 The puttynge awaye of fylthenes

of the fleshe. 1558 Up. Watson Sev. Sacram. xiii. 78 The
prieste washeth his handes, that no outward filthynes should
seclude hym from the communion. 1611 Bible 2 Mace. ix. 9
The filthiuesse of his smell was noysome to all his army.

T b. concr. Filth ; spec, matter, pus. Obs.

1531 Tindale Exp. 1 John (1537) 8 Y« water once in the
yeare casteth al fylthynesse unto the sydes of it. 1580
B.\RET^/f. F511 The matter, or filthinesse that commeth
out of a bile. 16x1 Bible /sa. xxviii. 8 All tables are full of
vomite and filthinesse. 1649 Dryden Upon Death of Ld.
Hastings 54 Was there no milder way but the Small Pox,
The very Filth'ness of Pandora's Box?
2. Moral corruption or pollution; obscenity;

vileness, wickedness.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 185 b, Than the deformite
& fylthynes of synne is taken away. 1684 Contempt.
State ofMan 11. x. (1699) 246 This deformity and filthiness

of sin. 1741 Richardson Pamela I. 138 A Woman that
seems to delight in Filthiness. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. vi,

Men reeking with all the filthiness of vice.

t Frlthish, a. Obs.~° [f. Filth sb. + -ish.]

Filthy.

1530 Palsgr. 312/2 Fylthysshe as ones eyes be that haue
whyte slyme in them, chassieux. Ibid., Fylthysshe as mysse
women of yll lyuyng, ptttairie.

Filthy (filj i), a. [f. Filth sb. + -y 1.] .

1. Full of filth ; besmeared or defiled with filth

;

dirty, foul, nasty, unclean, f Thefilthy parts: the

private parts.

In early use often hardly more emphatic than the mod.
dirty; it is now a violent expression of disgust, seldom
employed in polite colloquial speech. Cf. the similar de-
velopment in Filth sb. 2 b; also in Foul a.

1382 Wyclif Zech. iii. 3 Jhesus was clothid with filthi

clothis. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xcv. (1495)
842 A serpent . . louyth fylthi places. 1553 Eden Treat.
Nave hid. (Arb.) 17 The inhabitantes .. haue almost no
apparel, couering onely theyr fylthy partes. 1581 Mul-
caster Positions xxxv. (1887) 132 To go home thorough
stinking streates, and filthy lanes. 1682 Otway Epil. 21

Apr., From the filthy dunghill-faction bred, New-form'd
rebellion durst rear up its head. 171a Steele Spect. No.
509 F 3 The benches around are so filthy, that no one can
sit down. 183a Tennyson Pal. ofArt 201 In filthy sloughs
they rolL 1805 Kingsley Herew. xiv, He was filthy and
ragged.

t b. Of air or clouds: Murky, thick. Obs,

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in, iii. 31 The coole and temperate
Wind of Grace O're-blowes the filthy and contagious Clouds.
1605 — Macb. 1. i. 12 Houer through the fogge and filthie

ay re.

2. Fond of filth, delighting in filth.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 18 The fylthy and
stynkynge lust of the body. 1635 Swan Spec. M. Pref.

(1643) j Like a filthie flie she seeks all over the body for a
soare. 1778 Bf. Louth Transl. Isaiah Notes (ed. 12) 156
The filthy animals that frequent such places.

3. Morally foul or polluted ; obscene.
iS3SCoverdaleZ^/A. iii. 1 Wo to the abhominable, fylthie

and cruel cite. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV
}

11. ii. 49 Ballads .

.

sung to filthy tunes. 1611 Bible Col. iii. 8 You also put oflf

all these, anger . . filthy communication out of your mouth.
i68j Bunyan Holy Warit>\ Being filthy, arch, and she they
quickly corrupted the families. 171a Addison S/ect. No.
271 P 4 The Matron .. commended the Discretion of the
Writer, for having thrown his filthy Thoughts into Greek.
1871 Alabaster Wheel of Latvia From this heaven the
filthy one . . descends to the earth to tempt and excite to
evil. Mod. He could not stand their filthy talk.

1 4. Disgraceful, contemptible, low, mean, scurvy,
disgusting. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10362 Neuer so filthy a fare hade fallyn

in his hond. 1545 Brinklow Compl. xxiv. (1874) 65 Anty-
chryst had fownd out that fylthy auricular confessyon.
1577-87 Holinshed Scot. Chron. (1805) 1 1. 419 This murther
. . was one of the most filthiest acts that ever was done.
1396 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. iii. 79 Doulas, filthy Doulas.
1610 Bp. Carleton Jurisd. 166 Taking other errours from
other filthie heretiques. 1648 Milton Tenure Kings 42
The filthy love of gaine. i7z8 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb.
v. ii. Q7 What's his filthy Name? 1828 Scorr F. M. Perth
xvi, Thou filthy weaver of rotten worsted.

b. Filthy lucre', dishonourable gain = Gr. mV-
Xpov KtpSos (Tit. i. 11). Sometimes jocularly

used for : Money ; also absol. * The filthy '.

1526-34 Tindale Titus'x. 11 Teachinge thinges which they
ought not, because of filthy lucre. z68o Hickeringill
Meroz 30. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 116 P7, I did not make
that Judgment for the Sake of filthy Lucre. 1877 Black-
more Cripps (1887) 225, I can catch my own without any
appeal to ' the Filthy '.

5. quasi-^. A filthy person.
1681 Otway Soldiers Fort. \. i, Damn'd Whores, hout ye

filthies.

6. quasi- adv. = Filthily.
x6i6 Rich Cabinet 93 b, Modesty shutteth a young mans

lippes..so that he will not talke filthy. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. xi. 180 Which makes them shew filthy fine.

7. Comb.
1823 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 318 Filthy-looking

people. 1824 J. Symmons tr. Agamem. sEsch. 70 Where
filthy-handed Mammon dwells.

Filtrate (fi-ltnr't), sb. [ad. mod.L. filtrdtum,

i.filtrdrei cf. Filteu v. and -ate 1
.] The liquor

which has been passed through a filter.

1845-6 G. E. Day tr. Si?non's Anim. Chem. II. 125 The
lead contained in solution in the filtrate was separated.

1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI. vi. 89 The filtrate contained as
much of the fibrin as had been digested.

Filtrate (filtr^t), v. Also 7 filtsrate. [ad.

mod.L. filtrat- ppl. stem offiltrate to Filter.]

1. trans. — Filter v. i.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 245 Calcine them,
and after inbibe and filtrate them, etc. 1764 Harmer Observ.
xxvii. iv. 192 They filtrate it [the wine of Schiras] through
a cloth, and then it is very clear. 1852 Th. Ross Humboldt's
Trav. II. xxiv. 439 Leaves of the plantain, .used to filtrate

the liquids, c 1865 Ld. Brougham in Circ. Sc. I. Introd.

Disc. 23 The process of vegetation filtrates or distils the
liquid, so as to produce from the worst, the purest water.

fig. 1776 Jobnson in Boswell Life II. 408 He never
clarified his notions, by filtrating them through other minds.
1885 H. N. Oxenham Short Studies 331 A Christianity

filtrated of all its sectarian dogmas.

2. To cause to percolate ; = Filters. 2.

1661 Boyle Spring of Air n. Index, A vessel by which
Air may be filtrated thorough water. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. I. 68 The waters, filtrated through these bodies.

3. intr. = Filter z\ 3.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Milk, A white Liquor which
filtrates thro' the Glands of Women's Breasts. I78oSchotte-
in Phil. Trans. LXX. 480 Digging a pit into the sand ..

into which the water filtrates from all sides. 1834 Pringle
Afr. Sk. v. 210 Through which the stream . .filtrate^ silently

and unperceived.
fig. 1876 Ttusley's Mag. XVIII. 43 The corruptions of

the higher stratum of society had been slowly filtrating to
the lower.

Hence Filtrated fpl. a.
t
FiTtrating vbl. sb. in

quots. attrib.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 128 The filterated Oyl. 1730 Stuart
in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 356 A small Quantity of filtrated

Bile. 1772 Monro ibid. LXII. 30 The water being taken
up by the spungy filtrating paper. 1811 J. Ashley Patent
No. 3472 The water., ascends through the filtrating medium.
1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt s 'trav. xxiv. 350 The
filtrated water losing itself in the crevices.

Filtration (filtr^'-Jan). Also 7 Alteration,

[a. Fr. filtration, f. fillrer to Filter.]

1. The action or process of filtering.

1605 Timme Quersit. 11. iii. 115 Chymical workings, as
distillations, .filtrations. 1758 Etaboratory laid open Introd.

60 Filtration is generally practised, by means either of flannel

cloth, or paper. 182a Imison Sc. $ Art II. 7 Filtration is a
finer species of sifting. x86a Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. v.

100 Vessels of stone, used, -for the filtration of the delicious
water from the sediment of the river-bed.

fig. 1843 Prescott Mexico \. vi. (1864) 55 It is not easy
to render bis version into . . English rhyme, without the
perfume of the original escaping in this double filtration.

2. A gradual movement like that of water passing

through a filter
;
percolation.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 70 For Motion the Spirits move
impetuously down the Nervous filaments, .but for Sensation
they onely creep by a filtration down their Coats. 1707
Curios, in Huso, fy Card. 69 If we pursue this Sap in its in-

comprehensible Filtration through the Pores of Plants. 1794
G. Adams Nat. <y Exp. Philos. II. xxi. 414 [The pervasive-

ness of light and heat] has been overlooked as an accidental

filtration.

t Fi'ltratnre. Obs—1
. [f. Filtuate v. + -ure.]

«= Filtration 3.

1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 145 The sabulous matter.

.

byits various filtratures and percolations.

Filtz, var. form of Fitz.

Fimashing : see Fumishing.
Fimble (fi-mb'l), sb. 1 Also 5-6 femble, 6

fembull, femle, flemble, (fyrble). [a. Vu.femel,

LG. fimel, a. F. {chanvre) femelkj lit. ' female

Remp ', this name being popularly applied to what
modern botanists call the male plant.]

1. The male plant of hemp, producing a weaker
and shorter fibre than the Carl hemp or female

plant. Formerly also the fibre of this as prepared

for use. Also more fully, fimble hemp.
1484 Churchw. Ace. Wigtoft, Boston (Nichols 1797) 78

Paide for femble, and for makyng thar of in bell-ropes,

is. sd. 1577 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 415 Tenn dosen
femle hempe vij/. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 39 b.

The Female or fyrble Hempe. 1669 Wohlidge^>s/. Agric.

(1681) 277 Gather the Fimble, or earliest Hemp and Flax.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 118 The light Summer-hemp, that

bears no Seed, is called Fimble hemp. 1731-59 Miller



FIMBLE.

Card. Diet, (ed. 7) s.v. Cannabis, The Fimble Hemp .. is

the male Plants. 1877 N.-W. Line. Gloss. , The fimble, or

female hemp, was applied to. .domestic purposes. 1877 [see

Carl hemp iJ.

2. attrib.

01519 Invent, in Gentl. Mag. Apr. (1864) 501 Ii payr of

ffembull Shetts, ij" viij '. 1548-9 WiU ofA Peyrson (Somerset

Ho.), A payre of shettes a lynnyne & a Femble. 1622-3

Invent, in Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 162 note. Three [pound]

of femble harne, 4$.

f Fimble, sbf Obs. [?var. of Thimble.] App.

a ring for fastening a gate.

1597 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington^ App.
p. xxxviii, For a hoke and fimble for Great Norrells gate.

T Fi*mble, v. Obs. exc. dial. [app. an onoma-
topoeic variant of Famble or Fumble, altered to

express a more delicate movement.] a. intr. To
move the fingers lightly and frequently over any-

thing, b. trans. To touch lightly and frequently

with the ends of the fingers. See also quot. a 1825.

1577 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659) 6 She is much fimbling

about the Stone on her breast. 1647 H. Moke Song ofSoul
I. 11. lxxxiii, When he the black silk rope soft fimbling felt.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Fimble, to pass through with-

out cutting. Ex. ' My scythe fimble the grass.'

|| Fimbria (frmbria). ^.fimbria thread, fibre,

fringe.] A fringe : spec. a. Anal, the fringed end

of the Fallopian tube ; b. Bot. (see quot. 1847).
1752 Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 304 There runs all round

the sides of the fish a kind of finfbria. 1754-64 Smellib
Midwif. I. ii. § 2. 97 The cavity of each [of the Fallopian

tubes] ends in an open mouth . . from the brim of which is

expanded the Fimbria. 1847 Craig, Fimbria, in Botany,
the dentated or fringe-like ring of the operculum of mosses,

by the elastic power of which the operculum is displaced.

1872 F. G. Thomas Dis. Women 625 The Fallopian tube of

each side is connected with the ovary by one fimbria.

Fimbrial (frmbrial), a. [f. prec. +-AL 1
.] Of

or pertaining to a fimbria.

In some mod. Diets.

Fimbriate (fi'mbri^'t), a. [ad. L. fimbridt-us

fringed: see -ate 2.] a. Her. = Fimbriated.
b. Bot, and Zool. Fringed ; bordered with hairs or

filiform processes.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 33 Eleusine . .Scales truncate,

fimbriate. 1846 Dana Zooph. (18481 666 Tentacles long
fimbriate. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora $oDianihus plumarius
..petals fimbriate. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 59 The
fimbriate . . portion of the mantle.

Fimbriate (frmbri^t),^. ff. ^.fimbria fringe

+ -ATE3, Cf. L. fimbriatus fringed.] trans. To
finish or decorate with a border of any kind.

1486 [see Fimbriated]. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. xxiv.

071 Besides the divers tricking or dressing [heraldick

crosses] ; as piercing, voiding, fimbriating.

Fimbriated (fi-mbrij^ted),///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED 1.] a. Her. Of a bearing : Bordered with a

narrow band or edge. b. gen. Having a fringe;

fringed. Chiefly in scientific applications, as Anat.,

Bot., Zool
a. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Dja, Thys cros fimbnatit

or borderit. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Genirie 174 He beareth 1»

on a crosse Gewles fimbriated or bordured Argent 16x0
Guillim Heraldry 11. vii. (1611) 73 In the crosse fimbriated
the edges thereof doe occupie the least portion therof. 1864
Boutell Heraldry Hist. <$- Pop. xxi. § 1 (ed. 3) 356 A pall of
the last, fimbriated and fringed gold.

b. 1698 J.
Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 405 A Calyx

whose Divisions are fimbriated. 175a Sir J. Hill Hist.

Anim. 153 The small, flatted, and, as it were, fimbriated

Porcellana. 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 401 The
fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tubes. 1862 Darwin
Fertil. Orchids vi. 283 The labellum is covered with longi-

tudinal and fimbriated ridges. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.

Anim. iii. 154 Tentacles, which may be slender and conical,

or short, broad and fimbriated.

Fimbriation (fimbiii^'J^n). [f. as prec. +
-ATION.] The condition or fact of being fimbri-

ated ; in quots. concr. a fringe or border.

1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist, ty Pep. xxxii. (ed. 3} 475
A red fimbriation to represent the red field of the National
Flag itself. 1881 N. Y. Nation XXXII. 376 Theerror
consists in the width of the white border or fimbriation of

the St. George's cross.

Fimbriate)- (fimbrij^'ttf), used as combining

form of Fimbriate a.

1866 Trcas. Bot., Fimbriato-laciniate, having the edge
cut up into divisions which are fimbriated.

Fimbricate (rrmbrik^r, a. [Erroneous var.

of P'imbriate a., perh. due to association with

imbricate. ] = Fimbriate a.

1846 Worcester (citing P.Cyc.), Fimbricate {Bot.}, fringed

;

jagged. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fimbricate.

Hence Fi'mbricated a.

1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 154/1 The ciliary organs
or nmbricated margin of its [the oyster's] beard.

[] Fimbrilla (fimbrrla). Bot. and Phys. [mod.

L. dim. of Fimbria : see -il.] A minute fringe.

1884 [see next].

Fimbrilliferous (fimbrili'feras), a. Bot. [f.

prec. + -(i)ferous.] Bearing small fringes.

1866 Treas. Bot., Fimbrilliferous, bearing many little

fringes, as the receptacle of some composites. 1884 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Fimbrilliferous, having small fringes or a fim-

brilla.

Fimbrillose ffi:mbril<Ju*s}, a. [f. as prec. +
-ose.] Bearing a fimbrilla.

J884 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

221

t Frmbrious, a. Obs. [f. L.fimbri-a + -OUS.]

= Fimbriate a.

1657 Tomlinson Kenou's Disp. 295 With broad, mucro-
nated, fimbrious, crisped leaves. 166a J. Chandler Van
Helmont's Oriat. 246 The tongue is cloathed with a fim-

brious or seamy coat.

t Fime. Obs. [ad. L. fimus dung.] Dung.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 11 Renewe be fyme oonys in be

wike. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhouer's Bk. Physicke 319/1 Take
nue Horse fime. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 203 The
fime or dung of such Females as live in the Mountains.^ 1647
H. More Poems 73 Inward parts. . Lie close upwrapt in that

dull sluggish fime.

Fimetarious (firm'tea'rias), a. [f. L. fimet-um
dunghill +- -ARious.] Growing on or amidst dung.
1866 in Treas. Bot 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Fimetic (fimetik), a. noncc-wd. [f. as prec.

+ -IC.] Pertaining to or concerned with dung.
1880 Ruskin in 19th Cent. VII. 944 The necessary ob-

scurities of fimetic Providence.

FimicolotlS ;timik(?bs), a. [f. h.fim-us dung
+ co/-ixre to inhabit + -OUS.J Inhabiting dung.
1874 Cooke Fungi (18751 245 Only seven or eight, .do not

occur on dung, whilst fifty-six are fimicolous.

Fill (fin), sb. Forms : 1 Ann, 3-7 finne, (7 Ann),

4-5 fynfne, (south, vyn(ne), 7- fin. Also 7
phin. [OE. Jinn str. masc, cognate with the

synonymous MDu. vinne (mod.Du. viri) fern.,

MLG. finne fern.; the mod.Ger. finne is prob.

adopted from LG. The L. pinna fin is prob. the

same word.]

1. An organ attached to various parts of the body
in fishes and cetaceans, which serves for propelling

and steering in the water. With prefixed adj., as

anal, caudal, dorsal, pectoral, ventral, etc., indi-

cating the part to which the organ is attached.

Applied also to similar organs in other animals,

as the flipper of a seal, the modified wing of a

penguin, etc.

c 1000 ^Elfric Le?t. xi. 9. Ne ete ge nanne fisc buton ba be
habbab finnas & scilla. a 1225 St. Marker. 9 |>e fisches bat

i be flodes fleoteS wi5 finnes. c 1300 A'. Alts. 6591 They
liveth, so theo heryng . . Feet and hond buth heore vynnes.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7008 Swimme. .Ret than a fish doth with
his finne. c 1450 T-zvo Cookery-Iks. 104 Take a Sturgeon,
and kut of the vyn fro the tayle to be hede, on be bakke.

1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 1. 107 The . . fish had on euery side

a wing, and toward the taile two other lesser as it were finnes.

1671 Milton /'. A', ir. 345 All fish . . of shell or fin. 1699
Hacke Coll. Voy. 11. 62 Penguins, .have. .only two Fins or

Flaps, wherewith they are helped to swim. 1802 Paley Nat,
Theol. xii. 1 1803) 253 If you cut off the pectoral fins, i. e. the
pair which lies close behind the gills, the head falls prone to

the bottom. 1883 W. H. Flower in Encycl. Brit. XV. 395/1
Balxnoptera [has] a small falcate dorsal fin.

b. (Fish) of everyfin \ = of every species. Cf.

Feather.
1725 Pope Odyss. xix. 134 Fish of every fin thy seas afford.

C A finned animal ; a fish.

1549 Latimer 6th Serm. bef Edru. VI fArb.'1 178 Wee ..

haue not caught one fynne. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Theer
'asn't a fin i' the stank. 1893 Daily News 15 Dec. 5/3 It is

to be hoped that Mr. Watson will add fins to fur and
feathers.

f d. Phrase, to put out one sfins : fig. ? to bestir

oneself eagerly.
1461 Marc Paston in Lett. No. 369 I. 544 And now he

and alle his olde felaweship put owt their fynnes, and arn
ryght flygge and mery.

2. Something resembling a fish's fin.

a. jocularly. Tiie arm and hand (of a man), or

simply the hand.
1785 Grose Diet. Vnlg. Tongue, Fin, an arm. 1801 Nelson

in A. Duncan Life (1806) 140,' I am Lord Nelson ; see, here's

my fin', .shewing the stump of his right arm. 1855 Smedley
//. Coverdale ii. 12 Lend us a fin, old man, for I feels pre-

cious staggery-like. Mod. {slang). Tip us your fin ( = shake
hands 1

.

+ b. The lid (of the eye). Obs.
1604 Marston Malcontent 1. iii, Here's a knight, .shall.

.

ride at the ring Till the fin of his eyes look as blue as the
welkin. 1623 Webster Duchess of Malfy 11. i, The fins of
her eye-Hds look most teeming blue.

c. The baleen of a whale (?obs.). Hence, a

blade or thin strip of whalebone.
1634 T. Johnson Parey^s Chirurg. xxv. xxi. 1013 The

finnes that stand forth of their [whales'] mouths, which are
commonly called Whale-bones, being dryed and polished,
serve to make buskes for women. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No.
4238/4 Cut-Whalebone . . in Fins. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
Trade, Fin, a blade of whalebone.

3. A projecting part.

+ a. A lobe of the liver or lungs. Obs. rare.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 131 In bruite beasts it [the

LiuerJ is diuided into foure, fine, or six Lobes or Finnes.
Ibid. 385 Each Lung is diuided into two Lobes or Finnes.

b. A sharp lateral projection on the share or

the coulter of a plough.
1653 Ulithe Eng. Improv. Impr. 197 Be carefull in keep-

ing your . . Share phin as sharp as may be. 1677 [see
Chep]. X717 Diet. Rust. s.v. Plough, Some set on the right
side of the Coulter a small Wing or Fin, which cuts in two
the bottom of the Roots. 1759 tr. Duhamel's Husb. 1. viii.

(1762) 44 A hollow plow-share, .has a fin both ways; which
fins must also begin at the point. 1807 Vancouver Agric.
Devon (1813) 115 When the land is designed to be ploughed
clean . .a long pointed share, with a small fin or wing, is used.

c. Mech. (see quots.).

1874 Knight Diet Mech. I. 846/2 Fin, a slip inserted

FINABLE.
longitudinally Into a shaft or arbor, and left projecting so
as to form a guide for an object which may slip thereon, but
not rotate. Ibid. I. 847/i Fin, a tongue on the edge of a
board. 1876 Aitken Guns {Brit. Manuf Industr.) 21

Presses fitted up with cutting-out tools, punch out, trim, and
relieve the stampings from the superfluous metal, or ' fins'

left after stamping.

4. dial. The herb restharrow. Also fin- iveed.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. xviii. (1653) 120 They
bear plentyof.-Phins, Moss, and Shargrase. 1790 W. Mar-
shall Midi. Count. G\oss., Fin, anom's arvenszs, rest-harrow.

i8ziClai<eK/7/. Afiustr. I. 204 Where the blushing fin weed's
flower Closes up at evening hour.

5. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as

fin- apparatus, -membrane ; b. objective, as fin-
cutting vbl. sb. ; C. parasynthctic and similative,

as fin- shaped, -(ailed, -winged; fin-like adjs.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 173/2 The connexion which
exists between the *fin-apparatus and the body of Clio.

1886 Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 5/2 Discovering that the pike
gorged our perch ravenously with and without their fins .

.

we gave up the "fin-cutting. 1666 Dkvdkn Ann. Mirab.
157 Ere . . *fin-Hke oars did spread from either side. 1889
T. H. Emerson Eng. Idylls 43 He stood in his boat rubbing
his fin-like hands. 1874 Wood Nat. Hist. 569 The ''fin-

membranes are brown. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat, I. 651/2
'Fin-shaped caudal processes. 1892 Ld. Lytton King
Pofpy Prol. 319 Tritons stall Their ^nn-tail'd steeds in azure
caverns. 1820 SHELLEY Vision cf Sea 150 A blue shark..
The "fin-winged tomb of the victor.

0. Special comb. : fin-back = Finner ; also

attrib. , as finback calf, xvfiale ; also fin-backed
whale ', fin-fish = Finnek; fin-foot, (a) a swim-
ming-foot ; a pleiopod ; {b

/
a name for birds of the

genera Hcliornis or Bodtca ; fin-footed a., Ornith.

(a) web-footed
;

{b) having the toes furnished with
flaps or lobes, lobatc-footed

;
(c) 'in- Mollusca,

pteropod' (Cent. Diet.) ; fin-keel, a keel shaped
like a dorsal fin inverted ; fin-leg, the leg of an
aquatic insect, used as a fin ; fin-ray, one of the

hard spiny or soft jointed processes which support

the skin of the fins
; 7 finscale, another name for

the Ruod ; fin-spine, a spine or spiny ray of a
fish's fin ; fln-spined a., having spiny fins, acan-

thopterygious ; fin-toed a. = finfooted (b) ; fin-

weed (see sense 4) ; fin-whale = Finner.
1725 Dudley in Phil, Trans. XXXIII. 258 The 'Finback

Whale is distinguished from the right Whale, by having a
great Fin on his Dack. 1851 H. Melville Whale xxxi. 151
The Fin-back is not gregarious. 1843 Zoologist I. 33 *Fin-
backed whale (Balxnoptera loops'. 1694 Narborough in

Ace. Se7>. Late Voy. ir. 3 A *r in-fish swam by our Ship.

1787 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXVIL 375 When they
[whales] are of a certain size, they are brought to us as
Porpoises; when larger, they are called Grampus, or Fin-
fish, 1843 Zoologist 1. 34 It [a whale] is well known among
fishermen .. by the names of finner, fin-back, fin-fish. 1849
tr. Cuvicr's Anim. Kingd. 423 Which appendages .. are
used in swimming, or are *fin-feet. 1886 Encycl. Brit, XX,
223/2 The .. group formed by the .. Heliornis, and the ..

Podica . . to which the name * Finfoots' has been applied.

1646 Sir T. BrOWNB Pseud. Fp. v. i. 234 It [the I'elecan]

is . . *fin-footed like Swannes. 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds
(1S47) II. 153 Linnajus. .describes it as a genus distinct from
. .waders in general, on account of its being fin-footed. 1893
JVestm. Gas. 21 Feb. 11/3 Boats .. exhibiting all the most
recent devices in bulb and "fin keels. 1843 Zoologist I. 57
The *fin-legs could not be well made out. 1863 Spring
Laf>l. 162 The same, both in shape, colour, number of scales,

and *finrays. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 184 A Fish of the squam-
mous kind, which they call a * Finscale, somwhat like a
Roach. 1771 Forster in Phil. Trans. LXI. 318 note. The
fish . . is supposed to be the same with the rud or finscale.

1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xiii. 228 Detached 'fin-spines

known to the palxontologist as ichthyodorulites. 1674 Ray
Collect. Fug. Words 91 Such whose toes are divided, which
I may call * Fin-toed. 1847 Hill inGosse Birds ofJamaica
439 A bird with fin-toed feet. 1883 S. Tromholt Aurora
Borealis II. 283 The family of whales which have been
named *'fin' whales, from a fin on the back.

Pin (fin), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans, a. To cut off the Has from (a fish),

b. To cut up (a chub).
1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 265 Fynne that

cheuen. 1799 Sporting Mag. XIV. 10 Fin a chub, cut him
up. 1853 Frasery

s Mag. XLVIII. 694 When he puts the
slice into a fish, he truncheons eel, fins chub, [etc.].

2. nonce-use. To keep supplied with fish. Cf.

Fin sb. 1 c.

1808 J. Barlow Coluntb. vm. 484 Swarms .. Repeople
still the shoals and fin the fruitful tide.

3. U.S. Of a fish : To wound with its fins. Also
intr. of a \vhaler To fin (out) : to lash the water
with its fins when dying.
1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 1 5 Feb., He had never been

bitten by a dog, but . . had been finned by fish.

Hence Frnning vbl. sb., in quot. attrib. (sense T a).

1883 Fisheries E.xhib. Catal. 197 Finning and Hitching

knives.

Fin, obs. f. Fine.

Finable, fineable ^farnab'l), a.^ [f. Fine v.

+ -able.] Liable or subject to a fine.

1. Of a person, also of an offence : Liable to be
punished by a fine.

1485 Act 1 Hen. VII. c. 7 The said Offences of Huntings
. .[shall] be. .but Trespass finable. 1592 in Vicarfs Anat.
(1888) App. xv. 276 All suche aliantes and straungers beinge
founde withe a faulte. .shall be fyneable. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. Ixix. (1739) 180 Before this Law, this

crime was but finable. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. App. i.
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too If any of them, .give him assistance they are finable to
the king, i860 Wynter Curios. Civiliz. 503 The Legis-
lature should make it a fineable offence to work a dry stone
without a fan.

2. Of a tenure : Subject to the payment of a fine

on renewal. Of a tenant : Liable to pay such

a fine. Also of a writ : On which a fine or fee has

to be paid.
c 1600 Norden Spec. Brit., Comw. (1728) 25 Their tenure

is ad voluntatem Domini, and at euery taking finable at the
Lordes pleasure and heriotable. 1611 Cotcr., Qnestable,
finable, taxable, as some tenants are at the pleasure of
their Lords. 1641 Termes de la Ley 84b, Some Copyhold
is fineable. -that which is fineable, the Lord rateth at what
fine he pleaseth. 1646 Grant in Ld. CampbeFl Chancellors
(1857) III. Ixvii. 308 A grant was made, .of all such part of
fineable writs, .as former Lord Keepers have had.

Hence Finableness.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Finableness, liableness to be fined, or

to pay a Fine or Amercement.

Finable (fai'nfibT\ a.2 [f. Fine t>.2 + -able.]

Capable of being clarified, refined, or purified.
In mod. Diets.

t Fi'nably, adv. Obs. [f. OF. finable final +
-LT 2

. Cf. OK. finableme«/.] = Finally.
1483 Caxtom Cold. Leg. 361/1 In such wise, .finably she

myghte come to heuen. 1541 R. Copland Galyeu's Tera-
peutykt D iv, Fynably of the Elebore what it is.

Final (fai'nal), a. and sb. Also (4 ferial),

4-6 fynal(l, 4-7 finall(e. [a. F. final, ad. L.

final-is of or pertaining to an end, f. finis end.]

A. adj.

1. Coming at the end (of a word, a series).

1530 Palsgr. Introd. 28 Every feminyn plurell endeth in S,

added to the E fynall of his singular. 1821 Shelley Hellas
note, The final Chorus is indistinct and obscure. 1838 De
Morgan Ess. Probab. 202 A colon placed after the final letter.

1865 Geikh: Seen. # Geol. Scot. xiii. 340 In this final chapter
let me present the reader with a brief summary. 1881 Foot-
ball Annual 91 In the final tie they were beaten by the
Walsall Swifts.

T b. Her. in quadrate final, according to Feme
a field bearing a 'token of arms' other than a
representation of a living creature. Obs.
[i486 see FiNiAt.d.] 1586 Ferne Blaz.Gentrie 206 The

armes called Quadrates were nine iti number, and they were
either final), or Royall.

C. Law. Final process (see qnot). Final
proof: (U.S.) the process observed in paying for

pre-empted land after six months' occupancy.
1768 Ulackstonk Comm. III. xix. 279 Mesne process is.,

sometimes put in contradistinction to final process, or process
of execution. 1884 Mi/nor (Dakota) Teller 5 Sept., He..
makes final proofs and attends to all business of that kind.

2. Marking the la=t stage of a process ; leaving
nothing to be looked for or expected ; ultimate.
c 1365 Chaucer /,. G. W. 2101 Ariadne, This is the fynal

ende of al this thyng. c 1440 Govt. Lordschipes (E. E. T. S.)

48 He made many morales epistels to Aristotel of greet delyt
to haue his secree fynal. 1504 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione
111. lxiv, Dyrecte it by thy grace contynually in this lyfe

vnto the fynall countrey of euerlastyng peace, a 1535 Moke
Wks. 578/1 liy his word electes, he meneth the finall and
eternall electes. 1649 Milton Eikon I'ref, A Person, .who
hath . . payd his finall debt both to Nature and his Faults.

1736 Butler Anal. I, ii. 38 Delay of punishment is no sort

nor degree of presumption of final impunity. 1805 Foster
Ess. 1. iii. 37 The final basis of all character. 1871 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 9 Philosophic candour and intelligence are
supposed to have hit their final climax.

3. Putting an end to something (rarely const, of,

to)
;
putting an end to strife or uncertainty ; not to

be undone, altered, or revoked ; conclusive.
Formerly often in phr. final peace or concord a med. L.

finalispax, concordia.
C1330 R. Ijrunne Chron. (18 10) 338 )>e parties wold mak

a finalie pes. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 259 Taak this

"for fynal answere as of me. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn
x. 40 His resolucion fynall was. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk.
Suffolk x'i, But syth we could no fynall peace induce.

.1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ix. 51 At last, resolv'd to work his
finall smart, He lifted up his hand. 1625 Bacon Ess.,
Greatn. Kingd. (Arb.) 489 Examples, where Sea- Fights
have beene Finall to the warre. 1660 R. Coke Power fy

Subj. 95 Treason does ever produce fatal and final destruc-
tion to the offender. 1771 Junius Lett. xlix. 255 You
would long since have received your final dismission and
reward. 1707 G. Washington in Sir J. Sinclair Corr. (1831)
II. 26 Nothing final in Congress has been decided respect-
ing the institution of a National Board of Agriculture.
1827 HOOD A/ids. Fairies xxxiv, Time shall be final of all

things, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xii. 89 We made a series
of final measurements.

4. Having regard to end or purpose ; chiefly in

Final Cause (see Cause sb. 4 b) ; final clause

(Gram."), a clause expressing purpose or intention.
c 1400 Test. Love XL (1560) 281 b/a Aristotle supposeth that

the acta of every thing been in a manner his finall cause.

1583 F.xec. for Treason (1675) 42 The very causes final of
these Rebellions .. have been to depose her Majesty from
her Crown. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe 111. ii. in Bullen O. PI.
III. 53 Wer't not for women, who of all mens pompes Are
the true final causes. 1878 Morley Condorcet Crit. Misc.
76 All predispositions are destined to develope themselves
according to their final purpose. [See also Cause sb. 4 b.]

B. sb.

1. The adj. used absol. + a. For final <= finally,

conclusively. Infinal ~ in conclusion {pbsm \ b.

That which comes last ; completion, end, finish.

Now rare.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 145 Thembassadours ben an-

swered for fynal. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 383 And now to
speke as in finall Touchend that I undertoke. 1582 N. Liche-
field tr. CastanhedcCs Conq. E. Ind. 20 b, Those two Pilots
had. .trauailed to bring to finall and execution their diuellish
intent. 1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely II. x. 427 The heele is

the final!, the bottome of Gods workemanship. 1854 Syd.
Dobell Balder xxv. 186 Finish each stern power To such
an exquisite final that it ends A plumed feeling.

2. In various applications due to elliptical uses

of the adj. : e. g. a. The final letter of a word, t b.

Musk, (see quot. 1885). c. Athletics. The deciding

game, heat, or trial, d. The last of a series of

examinations; also//. (Oxford colloc/.).

1609 Douland Ornith. Microl. 15 Euery Song ending in

the Finals, is regular and not transposed. Ibid. 41 Euery
crooked Finall, whether it ascend or descend, is a Breefe.

1627 Abp. Ussher Lett. (1686)381 Without any difference

of Initials and Finals. 1880 A. Gibson {title). Aids to the
Final [Law examination]. 1880 Amateur Athletic Assoc.
Laws for Meetings 21 The best three competitors of the
first trial shall be allowed three more tries each for the final.

1885 W. S. Rockstro in Eucycl. Brit. XIX. 169/1 The
intervals of each 'mode' [of plain chant] are derived from
a fundamental sound, called its 'final.' {Note. Analogous
to the tonic or key-note of the modern scale.) 1894 Grant
Allen in H'estm. Gaz. 20 June 2/1 Taking a pass degree in

Finals. Mod. The initials and finals of these words form a
double acrostic.

Hence Pi nalism, the belief that the end or limit

has been reached. Finalist, one who believes

that the end or limit has been reached.

1883 J. Parker Tyne Clt. 18 The infallibility of this

finalism was most obnoxious to a mind so strong-minded.
1883 — Apost. Life II. 265 They were not finalists; they
felt that something more might be possible.

!! Finale (f/na-te). [It. finale adj. (used subst.)

:—L. finalem : see prec]

1. Music, a. ' The last movement of a symphony,
sonata, concerto, or other instrumental composi-
tion.* b. ' The piece of music with which any
of the acts of an opera are brought to a close

'

(Grove).
[1724 F.xplic. Foreign Words in Music 31 Fin, Finis, or

Finale, is the End or last Note of a Piece of Mustek.] 1783
Mad. D'Arblay Diary 1 Jan., The conclusion [of the opera]
is a long historical finale. 1784 New Sped. No. 21. 3/2
Several of them [the new airs] were encored, as was the
finale. 1800 Mrs. Hervev Mourtray Fain. II. 147 He has
treated me with the overture of the piece, .we shall have a
grand finale at home. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, The finale

concluded, the dancers promenaded the room. 1866 Engel
Nat. Mus. i. 10 Weber, -has introduced in the Finale of the
first act, an Arabian melody. 1875 Otseley Mus. Form x.

51 A fugue on the original theme will often make a good
finale to a set of variations.

fig. 1810 Bentham Packing (\Zi\) 57 This, the finale of
his praises, sounded in his ears . . by his sergeant trumpeter
[etc.].

2. The last scene or closing part of a drama or

any other public entertainment.

1814 Byron Let. 14 Feb. in Moore Life, It doubtless

gratifies me much that ourfinale has pleased, and that the

curtain drops gracefully. 1851 Longf. in Life (18911 II. 209
Scherb has promised to read his lecture on Faust by way
of finale.

3. The conclusion, end ; the final catastrophe.

1785 Mrs. A. M. Bennett %rt». Indiscr. (1786) II. 114
Her finale of the matter was, that [etc.], 1816 Genii. Mag.
LXXXVL I. 60 In the real battle .. we are most pleased
with thcfinale. i8ai Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 340/1 It

seems to us no bad finale of the pious labours of those

who [etc.]. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 166 The natives

remembered the crucifixion of 3000 of their countrymen,
the finale of their, .attempt at revolt.

Finable, v. intr. nonce-wd. [f. prec] To con-

clude, wind up.

1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (i%i$\ I. 199 Mrs.
Brown . . generally finaled with, ' God knew, hundreds soon
went \

Finality (foinarliti\ [ad. Fr.finalitJ, ad. late

'L.flndlitdtem, i.findlis: see Final and -1ST.]

1 1. An end in view; a guiding object. Obs.— 1

1541 R. Copland Galyeris Terapeutyke 2 D iv b, Thou
shall prepose two fynalytees of curacyon.

2. The relation of being an end or final cause
;

the principle of final cause viewed as operative in

the universe.

1859 Darwin in Life «$• Lett. (1887) II. 247 On the con-

trary he [Naudin] brings in his principle of finality. 1877
E. Caird Philos. Kant 11. xii. 486 A relation between the

parts of a living being, which can only be expressed by the

category of finality.

3. The quality, condition, or fact of being final

;

the condition of being at the limit ; also the belief

that something is final. (First used in this sense

with regard to the Reform Bill of 1832.)
1833 Croker in Croker Papers (1884) II. 200 Althorp's

explanations as to the finality . . of the Bill. 184a Grove
Corr. Phys. Forces(i8j4) 160 Instead of approaching finality,

the more we discover the more infinite appears the range of

the undiscovered. 1846 S. B. Williams Princ. Railw.
Managetn. 26 Let us not devise our future works and arrange-

ments with the idea of 'finality' to cramp our exertions.

1873 C. M. Davies Unorth. Lond. 167 They claim finality

for the revelation of Emmanuel Swedenborg. 1878 Bayne
Purit. Rev. i. 21 Calvin, .fell into the error of finality.

b. concr. Something that is final, a final action,

state, or utterance.

1833 Jeffrey in Ld. Cockburn Life I. 352 I have just taken
my last peep into that, .heart-stirring House of Commons.

.

There is something sad in these finalities. 1859 Hawthorne

Fr. <$ It. frith. II. 293 I cannot bear to say that word as

a finality, i860 O. W\ Holmes Elsie V. 22s Each propa-
gandist ready with his bundle of finalities.

4. attrib.

1839 TaWs Mag. VI. 630 John Russell. .To Reform he has
been detrimental. . He is our own Finality John. 1844
Disraeli Coningsby vi. iii, Odious distinctions were not
drawn between Finality men and progressive Reformers.

1856 Emerson Eug. Traits, Lit. Wks. tBohn) II. 115 The
perceptive class and the practical finality class are ever in

counterpoise.

Hence Fina'litysnip, notice wd. (cf. quot. 1839
in 4).
1839 Tait's Mag. VI. 631 The vehement patriotic desire,

entertained by his Finalityship [Lord J. Russell], to keep
out the Radicals and the Tories.

Finally (foiiitti), adv. Also 4 fynaly, .5-6

-ally, 5 fynallich. [f. Final a. + -lt 2.]

1. In the end, lastly, at last, ultimately.

1:1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1006 For ber-with mene I

fynaly be peyne. . Fully to slen. c 1400 Beryn 152 1 Fynallich,

to the end of hir accordement. 1447 Hokenham Seyntys
(Roxb.) 2 What was the entent Of the auctour fynally.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Ituon lix. 206 Fynally the forse of the

paynyms was so gret that at length they coude not abyde it.

a 1610 Healf.y Cebes (1636) 134 And finally, confirmeth the
body in perfect soundnesse. 17*9 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874
II. 36 Evil prevailing finally over good. 1815 J. Neal
Bro. ^Jonathan I. 8 Finally, after having beaten him at

everything else, he beat him at his own .. game, i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. ix 64 We finally swerved to the right.

b. Indicating the, last point or conclusion of

a discourse, treatise, etc.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531* 2 Fynally, I beseche all

. .to pray for me wretche. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. xiii. 11 Finally,

brethren, farewell. 1743 J. Morris Serm. vii. 206 Finally,

let us all fear God.
quasi-^. 1874 Aldrich Pmd. Palfrey x. (1885) 164 The

poor old parson s interminable ninthhes and finallies.

2. So as to make a complete end ; in a manner
not to be reversed or altered ; once for all, de-

cisively, conclusively.

1:1400 Destr. Troy 10802 Lest his folke in the feld were
fynally distroyet. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIII c. 18 § 14 All

manner of Officers, .[shall] be utterlye acquyted & fynallye

discharged for ever. 1650 Fuller Pisgah in. ix. 430 Devils

he cast out of men so finally, that they entred no more into

them, a 1716 South Serm. (1737) II. 229 Many men are

finally lost. 1801 Foster in Life % Corr. (1846)}. 130 Finally

settle the great account. 1884 Maneh. Exam. 28 May 5/4
The arrangement, .would, .deal finally and effectually with
a national question.

Finance (n-» foinarns", sb\ Forms: 5fenaun.ee,

5-6 fin-, fynaunce, (5 fynance), 5- finance,

[a. OF. finance, n. of action {.finer to end, to settle

a dispute or a debt, pay ransom, to bargain for, to

furnish, procure, f. fin : see Fine sb. The senses

now current are adopted from mod.Fr,
Johnson 1755 and some mod. Diets, mark the stress on the

first syllable, though all editions, of Bailey 1721-90* have
the stress on the second syllable, which is now usual.]

fl. Ending, an end. Obs. rare.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. {1841)223 God, that alle thynge dede
make of nowth .. puttyst each creature to his fenaunce.

1616 in Bullokar.

f 2. a. Settlement with a creditor
;
payment of

a debt ; compensation or composition paid or

exacted. Obs.

c 1400 Biryn 2534 To make for yeur wrongis to ",ew riite

hi3e fenaunce. 14. . Lament. Mary Magd. {Chaucer's Wks.
1561), There is no more, but dethe is my fynaunce. /1470
Henry Wallace vm. 926 Thar finance maid, delyuerit gold

full sone.

f b. esp. A payment for release from captivity or

punishment ; a ransom. Phrase, to put to {one's)

finance = Fr. mettre ii finance. Obs.

1439 Polls Pari. V. 22/1 Where as the seid Countesse .

.

hath made a Lone of a MCC//. to the seid Erie of Somerset,

for the payment of his fenaunce. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 14 Tie
said King Johan was put to finaunce and raunsom of thre

millions of scutis of gold. i$»3 I-D- Werners Froiss. L
cccxi. 193 Y" other knyghtes . . were put to their fynaunce.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 120 The sayde Foulkes after he

had lyen a certaine of tyme in prison, was for his finance

delivered. 1597 Guistardfy Sismond B ij, I for your finaunce

give that ye love best.

1 3. Supply (of goods) ; stock ofmoney ; treasure,

substance. To makefinance [ = 0¥ . fairefinance] :

to furnish supplies. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse Thoroughe lak of provision of men of

armes, tresour, and finaunce of sufTisaunt nombre of goodes.

1489 Act Dom. Cone. 120 That nain of thaim . . supple the

said James in making of fynance or vtherwais. 1502 Ord.
Crysten Men iW. de W. 150611V. xxi. 225 Yf the procurer or

tuter of ony faderlesse chyldren gyueth theyr fynaunce unto

usurye. X691-173J in Coles.

f 4. Borrowing of money at interest. Obs.

155a Chamberlain Let. 8 Jan. in Strype Eccl. Mem. II.

xiii. 349 The Emperor . . sought . .to have what he could by

finance and other means. 17a* Strypte Ibid. II. xiii. 350

There was no money to be had at finance in Antwerp under

16 in the hundred for one year.

f 5. A tax ; taxation ; the revenues of a sovereign

or state (in pi. passing into 6). Obs.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. m. xiv. 200 A prynce . . ought

before hande to . . see where and how hys fynaunce shal be

made and taken. 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 161 In like robes

folowed the Lordes .. of the finaunce. 11598 Lambardk
Office of Alienations in Bacon's Wks. 1778 II. 401 All the

finances or revenues of the imperial crown . . be either extra-

ordinary or ordinary. 1670 Cotton EsPemon 11. vn. 306

Bulion..Sur-Intendant of the Finances,
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0. //. The pecuniary resources, a. primarily', of

a sovereign or state ; b. trans/, of a company or

an individual.

a. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$ F. II. 33 To their wisdom was
committed the supreme administration of justice and of the

finances. 1845 McCulloch Taxation m. ii. (1852) 444 The
management of the finances of a great nation.

b. 1739 Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 169 The finances of the

other house held it not above one season more. 1766 Cow per

liks. (1837) XV. 13 My finances will never be able to satisfy

these craving necessities. 1783 Fox .9/. E. India Bill 1 Dec.

in Sp. (181 5) II. 247 The finances of the East India company.
184a Bariiam Ingot. Leg,, Sir Rupert 16 These, and a few
less defensible fancies Brought the Knight to the end of his

slender finances.

% C. Expenditure. ? nonce use.

1730 Gay Let. to Swift 6 Dec. (1766) II. 118 The duchess
is a more severe check upon my finances than ever you were.

7. The management of money, csp. public money
;

the science which concerns itself with the levying

and application of revenue in a state, corporation,

etc. t Man 0/finance = Financier.
1770 Junius Lett, xxxix. 201 His first enterprise in finance.

1814 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. XII. 119 The law on
finance yesterday passed the House of Peers. 1816 Bentham
Law Taxes Wks. 1843 II. 581 It is too much to expect of
a man of finance, that [etc.]. 1845 McCulloch Taxation
in. i. (1852)417 No scheme of finance can be bottomed on
sound principles which disguises these necessary conse-

quences of war.

8. attrib. and Comb., as finance-chamber, com-

mittee, -minister (sense 7) ; ffinance-making vbl.

sb. (sense 2 b).

1845 Sb Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. 251 The emperor
had . . been required to restore to the empire its "finance

chambers (Kammern). 1807 Morn. Chron. in Spir. Publ.

Jrnls. (1808) XI. 112 That ^Finance Committee. 11x467

Gregory Chron. 152 Withowte anny of *fynaunce makynge
or ramsom. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 405 The
plain obvious duty of a common "finance minister. 1845
McCulloch Taxation 111.111.(1852)468 Our finance ministers

can claim no credit for peculiar . . ability in this respect.

f Finance, sb.'1 Sc. Obs. Also 6 fynance.

[?a. AF. ^finance, f.finer to refine, f. fin Fine a.]

Fineness (of precious metals).

1473 Sc. Acts Jas. Iff (1814) II. 105. '1 pe new pennyis.

.

h.iue be course.. vnto be tyme bat be fynance of tame be
knawne. 1478 Ibid. (1814) II. 118/2 His hienes. .sail . .mak
a sett & Reuyle [rule] of his moneye baith gold & siluer

of be wecht & finance bat It sail halde. 1555 Sc, Act. Mary
(1814I II. 499/1 That na goldsmyth mak . . siluer vnder the

iust fynance of elleuin penny fyne vnder the pane of deid.

Finance (fi-, fainarns), v. [f. Finance sb."1

]

f 1. a. trans. To put to ransom, b. inir. To
pay ransom. Obs.

1478 Plumpton Corr. p. lxii, Some of them labored and
treated by them to make them fynance, as they had bene
the Kings enemies. 1494 Kauvan Chron. vn. 362 [They]
caryed away with theym many of the cytezeyns, oeynge
ryche, and fynauncyd theym at great summes of money.
2. trans. To furnish with finances or money ; to

find capital for.

1866 Times 2 Feb. 7/5 To finance a business . . a new verb
. .is to supply it with capital to make a daring speculation.

1883 F. P. Henry in Law Times 28 July 247/2 It was
alleged that Manning . . had financed or backed Hannam,
a cattle dealer, lending him money to trade with.

3. intr. To conduct or engage in financial opera-

tions, to manage monetary affairs ; to provide one-

self with capital.

1827 [see next]. 1885 Daily Ncivs 12 Feb. 5/7 He financed,

in the most successful manner, with paper money.

Hence Financing vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 12 They [our ancestors] had
no counting-houses, no ledgers, no commerce, no. .financing.

1866 Mom. Star 17 Mar., The old board allowed this man
to do what was sometimes called financing. 1881 Carlyle
in Froude Life in Lond. 11. xxiv. 481 Those millions you
have heaped together with your financing work.

Financeer, var, of Financier v.

t Fina'ncer. Obs. [f. as prec. + -er ' .] = Fi-

nancier 1.

a. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. fyCommw. 166 His Financers
and Officers used for the collection. 1656 Blount Gtossogr,

Financer, an Exchequer-man, Receiver, Under-Treasurer
or Teller in the Exchequer. 1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 37/2 The
Financers and Partisans were here [Paris] for some time in

a little ease. 1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome 1. 421 The financers

or farmers of the public revenue. .

Financial (nnarnjar,rt. [f. as prec. + -(i)al.]

1. Of, pertaining, or relating to finance or money
matters. Financial year : the annual period for

which accounts are made up.

1769 Burke State of Nation Wks. 180S II. 112, I shall

make no objections whatsoever, logical or financial, to this

reasoning. 1812 G. Chalmers Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit. 102

A financial operation was performed . . which gradually re-

lieved the embarrassments of the State. 1861 Lincoln in

Raymond Life 168 The financial year ending on the 30th of

Tune 1861. 1883 Miss Braddon A/Y. Royall. i. 16 She had
hardly ever given a thought to her financial position.

2. Of a member in a society : That pays (his sub-

scription), 'paying* as opposed to 'honorary
1

.

Also, that is not in arrear with his payments.
1892 Daily News 29 Feb. 5/5 The Miners' Federation ..

contains in round numbers 180,000 paying or 'financial'

members, as they are called, among the ' bottom workers '.

Hence Financially adv., in relation to financial

matters, from a financial point of view.

1795 Burke Thoughts on Scarcity Wks. 1808 VII. 414,

223"

I consider., the stopping of the distillery, -(Economically,

financially, commercially, .as a measure rather well meant \

than well considered. 1864 Bp. of Lincoln Charge 5 j

Financially, the diminution of grants received, .has not

been, .great. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI. 439 Progress in this
j

respect must be attempted only when financially safe.

Financialist (fihae-njaUst). [f. Financial +
-1st.] = Financier 2.

1864 Daily Tel. 27 Apr., The astute financialist who
created this great agency [the Credit Mobilier], 1884 Truth
4 Sept. 374/2 Certain great cosmopolitan financialists who
hold large amounts of Unified Bonds.

Financian (finarnjian). rare~°. [f. Finance
sb. + -(i)an.] =Financie».
1846 Worcester (citing Month. Rev.).

t Financical, a~ Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ic + -al.] = Financial.
1S00 Ann. Reg. 230 The financical difficulties of France.

.

formed the proximate cause. [And elsewhere in same vol.]

Financier Jinarnsiaj). [a. F. financier, f.

finance : see Finance sbA]

fl. Fr. Hist. An administrator, collector, or

farmer of taxes before the Revolution. Obs,
1678 in Phillips App. 1741 Hume Ess. xv. 185 The only

Gainers by it [the oppressive fiscal system in France] are

the Financiers, a Race of Men. .hated by. .the whole King-
dom. 1755 Johnson Diet. , Financier [in italics as a foreign

word], one who collects and farms the public revenue.

2. One who is concerned with finance ; one who is

skilled in levying and managing public money.
1618 Bacon Let. to Jas. I, 2 Jan. Wks. (Spedding) XIII.

453) I whom only love and duty to your majesty . . hath
made a financier. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 136

So we may prove Financiers thieves. 1770 Ld. Malmesbury
Diaries A> Corr, (1844* I. 52 His [Charles III of Spain]
own subjects are starving, and his financiers are at their

wits' ends. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 330 The objects of

a financier are. .to secure an ample revenue; to impose it

with judgment.. to employ it ceconomically [etc.]. 1824
Byron jfuan XVL xcviii, Most orators, but very few finan- '

ciers. 1874 Green Short Hist, ix. § 10. 710 Walpole. .was
the first English Minister who was a great financier.

3. A capitalist concerned in financial operations.

1867 Pall Mall G. 26 July 7 A financial combination of
London financiers and financial houses. 1880 Disraeli
Endym. xxxviii, Forty years ago the great financiers had
not that, .position in society which they possess at present.

Hence Financiery, the practice or occupation

of a financier.

i88r Blackw. Mag. CXXIX. 176 Speculative customers
who had an instinctive_/7a/rf for accommodating financiery,

began to find him out.

Financier (frna-nswu). v . Also financeer. [f.

prec. sb. ; first in vbl. sb. and ppl. adj. financiering,

oiler engineering, etc.] a. intr. To play the part of

a financier; to conduct financial operations. Chiefly

in contemptuous use; now often {esp. in U.S.), to

swindle, cheat. Alsoquasi-trans. tofinancier away,
out 0/ b. trans. = Finance v. 2. Hence Finan-
ciering vbl. sb, and ///. a.

1800 Morn. Chron. in Spirit Pub, frnls. (1801) IV. 163

Your financiering genius. 182s Examiner 290/'1 The un-
speakable financiering of the ' heaven-born '. 1843 Blackw.
Mag. LIV. 245 The financiering economist of 'cheese parings

and candle ends '. 1864 Caklyle I-'redk. Gt. IV. xvi. vii. 339
Expenditures and financierings. 1865 Ibid. VI. XX. vi. 147
Endless sore business he doubtless has, of recruiting, finan-

ciering, watching and providing. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel.

27 Sept., At least one-fifth of the five millions of dollars .

.

has been ' financiered ' away to private uses. 1865— Diary
in Anter. I. 129 He tried hard . . to financeer us out of an
additional forty cents. 1834 A*. V. Herald 27 Oct. 4 3 Rail-

road construction and financiering. 1892 Harpers Mag,
Feb. 429/2 This region . . does its financiering in Chicago.

1894 Daily Newt 3 Oct. 6/5 Intent upon persuading her

husband to financeer the Onofalga Company.

Financist (finse'nsist). [f. Finance sb.1 +
-1st.] = Financier sb. 2 and 3.

1881 Daily Ne^vs 18 Nov. 5/4 Financists hastened a little

what must have happened soon or late. iS&jIbid. 30 May 5/4
The financists . . wanted to keep their concession. 1888
Univ. Rtv. Oct. 218 Mexico was looked upon as an El
Dorado by the financists of the St. Simonian school.

f Financy. Obs. rare. [f. F. finance : see

Finance sb.1 and -AKCT.J — Finance sb.l 3, 6.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. [citing Bacon]. 1727 Arbuthnot
A/tct. Coins, Diss. Navig. 227 When he was straitned in his

Financies at the Siege of ByzaDtium.

Finary, obs. f. Finery - a puddling furnace.

Finch (finf). Forms : 1 fine, 5-6 fynche, 4-
finch. [OK. fine str. masc. = MDu. vinke (Du.

vink), QWQ.fincho wk. masc. (MHG. vinl-e, Ger.

fink); not recorded in ON. (Sw.fink, "Dzi.finke).
The OTeut. *finki-z, finkjon-, would correspond to a pre-

Teut. *ping-, which Fick finds in Gr. *vyr« your\g bird

(HesychJ, and in various Indo-European words denoting
colour : OS1. Pegu particoloured, Skr. pinga brown, reddish,
also young animal, piujdra gold-coloured, pingald brown,
brown animal (cf. Gr. iri'yYaAos lizards Cf. also Spink, the
chaffinch= Gr. airtyyof and trni^a (:

—

*spingja). Of similar

sound and meaning, but not demonstrably connected, are

F. pinson, Sp. pinchon, piuzon, Catal. pinsd, It. pincione :

—

med.Lat. pincion-em ; also Welsh pine, Eng. dial, pink,

Breton pint, tint, the chaffinch; and Russian nliHKa wil-

low,wren (and cognates in other mod. Slav, langs.) It seems
possible that some at least of these words are of echoic
origin; the call-note of the male chaffinch is, in England,
often represented as ' spink ' or ' pink '.]

1. A name given to many small birds of the order

Passeres, esp. to those of the genus Fringilla or

FIND.

family Fringiliidse. f To full afinch : to swindle

an ignorant or unsuspecting person (cf. to pluck
a pigeon).
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 423 Fringella, fine, c 1050 Ags. I oc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 286 Fringilla, fine, c 1386 Chaucer Pro I.

654 Ful prively a finch eke coude he pull, c 1400 Rom. Rose
658 In many places were nyghtyngales, Alpes, fyr.ches, and
wodewales. c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 912 The
fynche, le pinchon. 1590 Siiaks. Mids. N. ill. I. 133. 1655
Moufet & Bennet Health's huprov. I1746I188 Finches for

the most part live upon Seeds. 1720 Gay Poems (1745) II.

176 And pecking finches scoop the golden rind. 1847 1.vi ton-

Lucretia 31 The linnet and finch sang still from the neigh-

bouring copses. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 71 Brisk as

any finch He twittered.

b. With defining words, forming populnr names
of species of F'ringi/liJa' and of other birds of

similar appearance, as fallow finch, the wheat-

ear ; mountain finch, the brambling
;
purple

finch (U.S.), (see quot. 1S84) ; ttorm finch, the

stormy petrel ; thistle finch ( = F. chardonneref),

yellow finch, rare names for the goldfinch. Also
Ucllfinch, Chaffinch, Goldfinch, Greenfinch.
1678 Ray U'illughby's Orniih. 255 The great pied Moun-

tain-Finch, .is of the bigness of a yellow Finch. 1708 Mot*
teux Rabelais iv. lix. (1737) 244 Snytes . . 'J histle- Finches.

1768 Pennant Zool. II. 434 Like the storm-fun h, they are

dispersed over the whole Atlantic ocean. .71826 I,onc;f.

Autumn 23 The purple finch. 1828 Stark Elct/r. Nat. Hist.

I. 245 The Mountain Finch. 1684 Coues N. Amur. Birds
(ed. 2) 346 Carp dacus fnrpnrcus, Purple Finch (better

Crimson Finch). Ibid.7,.\-jC.Cassiui. .Cassin's Purple Finch.

2. attrib.and Ccmb.,z$ \finch-bird, -tribe. Also

f finch-egg, a contemptuous epithet.

1552 Huloet, Finche byrde, achaniis. 1606 Shakr, Tr.
<$• Cr. v. i. 41 Pair. Out, gall ! Ther. Finch Egge \ 1802

Bingley Anim, Biog. (1S13) II. 168 Of the Finch tribe in

general.

Finch, obs. form of Finish v.

Frncli-backed, a. ? Obs. =r;cxt.
1796 W. Marshall Midland Counties Gloss., Finch-backed,

white on the back ; as cattle.

Finched v
finjt), ///. a. [? f. Finch + -y.it-;

but the meaning is not accounted for.] (See quots.)

1786 CullEY Live Stock 56 They [Long-horned Cattle]

. . have fin general 1 a white streak or lace along their back,
which the breeders term finched. 1794 Wedge Agric. Surv.
Chester 31 Their [cows' j prevailing colours are red, brindled

and pied; with almost universally 'finched', or white backs.

1825 in Loudon Etnycl. Agric. § 6108. 954 (quoting Culley).

FincKery (frnjeri). [f. Finch + -ERY.] A
place for finches, a decoy.
1887 Eng. Illust. Mag. Sept. 779, 4,425 finches were caught

in this finchery alone.

Fraction. Obs. rare. [a. OY.fimtion.fin-
cion, ad. vulgar h. *finction-em

'

s
class. \..fictidneni) :

see Fiction.] A fiction, invention.

a 1529 SkELTON Image ipocr. II. 2S3 That frames his fine-

tions Into distinctions.

t Fi'ncture. Obs. [ad. It. finctura (mod.

fintura), a. vulgar L. *finctura, (.fingere to Feign,

Cf. OF. fixture.] « Feint j£. 1 a.

1595 Saviolo Practice II iv a, If he use any fmcture cr
false thrust, answer him not. 1599 Makston' Sco. I'illanie

in. x\. 226 Of counter time 4;, finctures, sly passataes.

Find ^faind), sb. [f. next vb.]

1. An act or instance of finding; in hunting lan-

guage, the finding of a fox, etc. ; in wider use, a

discovery, e.g. of minerals, treasure, archaeological

remains, etc. Somewhat colloq.

1825 Southey Let. 30 Aug. (1S56) III. 498, I only hope
'twill fit the man that finds it. And a good find he had ; for

it [a hat] was a new one. 1852 W. Jerdan Auiobiog. I. 157
The public, as fox-hunters say, shall have the benefit of the

'find'. 1868 G. Stephens Runic Mou. I. 195 We need not

despair of fresh finds. 1883 E. Pionnfll-Elmhirst Cream
Lelcestersh. 299 They realised the find of a fox. 1884 The
American VII. 220 The Paris Figaro announces a 'find' of

letters by Beaumarchais. 1887 R. Murray Gcol. Victoria 159
The Frying-pan gold-field, where some good finds were made.

2. concr. That which is found.

1847 in Halliwell. 1858 McCoMBIR Hist, Victoria xv.

218 The great 'finds' of gold were . . first discovered on the

old Golden Point on Forest Creek. 1865 Lubbock Prch.
Times i. (1869) 12 Bronze weapons are entirely absent from
the great finds of the Iron Age.

3. A sure find', a. Sporting, a place where a

'find' is sure lo be made; b. colloq. one who or

something which is sure to be found.

1838 Thackeray Yelloivplush Papers yu. Mis son was a

sure find as they say) during his illness. 1866 H. W. Wheel-
wright Sporting Sketches 335 There are certain ..coveits
which are sure finds.

4. Comb., as find-spot, the place of finding.

1876 J. Ff.rgusson Indian Archil. 1. vii. 170 note, He
could only ascertain the'find spot' of five or six [specimensj.

Find (fsind), v. Pa. t. tmdpf/e. found (found).

Forms: a. 1. find-an, 2-4 find-en, 3-7 finde,

fynd(e(n, 2-4 south, vinde, vynde, (2 fundan,

3 findin, feind, 5 fende, fyne, 9 dial, fine, Sc.

and north. 3-9 fin, 4-5 fon(d), 3- find. £. 1

S3findan, 2-3 ifinden, south, ivinden, 4 ifind,

yfynde. Pa. t. sing. a. I fand, also wk. form

funde, 4 south, vand, 3-4 faand, 1-5 fond, (3-5

fonde, 3 south, vond, 4-5 foond, 3-5 fande,

funde, 5 faunde, 6 fund), 3-6 founde, 5- four.d,

(4 fon, funn, 5 fune, 5-8 St. fand, 9 dial, fan),
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0. 2-3 36-, ifund^e, south, ivunde, 3 ifond, -nt.

south, ivond, 5 yfonde, 3-5 i-, yfound(e. //. 1

fundon, (2 fyridon), 2-4 -en, 3-7 founden, (4
found-, fundyn, 6 Sc. fundin), 4-5 fonden, 3-5

founde, 5- found, Sc 4- fand, (9 dial, fant).

8. 2-3 ifunden. Pa. pple. a. 1-5 funden, (3
ftindun), 4-6 founde, (4 fownde, 4-5 founden,
fond(en, -in, -yn), 5- found ;

(also 4 fonte, 5

fon, 8 dial, fawnd, Sc. 4-6 fundin, -yn, 6 -ing,

4-9 fun, 9 fan, fund). 0. 1 sefunden,3ifonden,
ifunde n, 4 yfounde(n, south, yvonde. [A
Com. Teut. str.vb. : OE.findan (pa. t.fand,fpnd,

pi. fundon, pa. pple. funden} = OF ris. finda, OS.

findan,fithan (MDu., Du. vinden), OHG.findan
(MUG. vinden, mod.G. Jinden), ON. Jinna (Sw.

finna, Da. finde), Goth. fitipan y
(. Teut. root *fin]>-

:—pre-Teut. *pent- whence Olrish itaim I find.

Some regard this pent- as a nasalized form (with an «
originally belonging to the present stem only) of the root

pet- of L.petere to seek, aim at. Others would identify it

with the widely represented Indo-European root pent*

(: pont-y fint-) to go, journey, whence OTeut. *fanPJon (OHG.
fendo, OR.fecta) footsoldier, pedestrian ; on this supposition

the development of sense is similar to that of L. itivenlre to

come upon, to find.

\ The OTeut conjugation, finnan, fan/-, fundum, fiitu

K
dono- (Goth,funburn,funjtans are due to the analogy of the

forms with/), should by phonetic law have yielded OE.
*ff(ta/i t *f60, fundon, funden; as this would have been an
apparently unique ablaut-series the vb. was naturally affected

by the analogy of vbs. like bindan, grindan, tvindan. For
the short formsfn, fan, fun (chiefly Sc.) and for the sur-

vival offand as pa. t. cf. remarks on Eind.]

I. To come upon by chance or in the course of

events.

1. trans. To come across, fall in with, meet with,

light upon. Primarily of persons, and implying

perception of the object encountered ;* hence of

things viewed as agents.

Beowulf212$ (Gr.) lc . . grundhyrde fond, a 1000 Boeik.

Jlfetr, xiii. 38 Seo leo .. Nim5 eall Sxt hio fint. C1175
Lamb. Horn. 83 pe sunne scineS burh be glesne eh|>url ..

and ho nimeS al swuch hou alse ho ber on villi. Ibid. 107

He mei findan fele be beo5 bet ibo^en and isto^en bene he.

c 1205 Lay. 12303 Heo . . iuunden bene king ba;r he wes an
slatting, a 1300 Cursor Al. 1183 (Cott.) Quen adam abel

bodi fand For soru on fote moght he noght stand, c 1304
P. PL Crede 631 Whoso for-gabbed a frere y-founden at

j>e stues. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 29 Jp bat ryuer er

oft tymes funden many precious stanes. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAywon xxiv. 526 Men sbold fynde in the worlde
but fewe suche knyghtes as he is one. 1513 Douglas /Ends
viii. ii. heading, The sow with grisis .. Eneas fand. 1660

Boyle New Exp. Phys. Meek. xxxv. (1632) 138 Which
impels the water it findes in its way. 1705 Addison Italy
Pref., Many new Subjects that a Traveller may find to em-
ploy himself upon. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 911/2 They
might find traces of European sojourn on the island.

absol. 1340 Ayenb. 38 Yef be vinst and na,t ne yelst : boil

hit stelst. 1611 Bible John xxi. 6 Cast the net on the right

side of the ship, and yee shall find.

b. with \ obj. and inf. ; or with obj. and compf.
a 1000 Juliana 364 (Gr.) Ic bine finde fer3 staSelian.

c 1275 Pass. Our Lord 325 in O. E. Misc. 46 J>esne mon we
funde vorbeoden vre lawe. 1*1340 Cursor M. 6S27 (Trin.)

J>in enemyes beest bou fyndes o stray. £1385 Chaucer
L. G. IV. 1798 Lucretia, Ryghte as a wolfe that fynt a lamb
allone. c 1450 Merlin 4 He was founden dede. 155a Lyn-
desay Monarche 5517 Geue thare sail ony man, or wyue,
That day be funding upon lyue. 1670 Lady M. Bertie in

12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 21, I . . could not find

her at horn. 1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 179
He has.. been fun' lying in the middle of the road.

c. To meet with in records. + Also absol.

c X175 Lamb. Horn. 47 We uinde'S in halie boc bet ieremle

be prophete stod . . in be uenne up to his muoe. 01300
Cursor M. 356 (Cott.) pis elementz bat al thinges bindes
Four er bai, als clerkes findes. 134Q Hampole Pr. Consc. 7176
Als in som boke wryten es fonden. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13494
Fro the towne of Thessaile . . Eght furlong, ^ fynd. 1678
Abp. Sancroft in D'Oyly Life (1821* II. 406 There we find

the holy man in a great strait of affliction. 171a Addison
Sped. No, 415 P 3 We find Semiramis leading her three

Millions to the Field. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 54
In 1276, we find the Emperor and jhe King of England in

constant communication.

d. To come upon, begin acquaintance with or

operation upon (any object), when it is in a speci-

fied condition ; often contrasted with leave.

( 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 59 In the state thou it

fand Thou shal it turne. 1/1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.>

133 He found that Colledge spending scarse two hundred
markes by [the] yeare : he left it spending a thousand markes
and more, a 1656 Hp. Hall Rem. lVks.{ 1660) 179 Affliction

never leaves us as it findes us. 1784 Cowper Task in. 386
The morning finds the self-sequester'd man Fresh for bis

task. i8a7 Examiner 481/1 They can only_ administer the

law as they find the law. 1884 Gladstone in Standard 29
Feb. 2/6 That is (he state of things we found established.

2. To discover the whereabouts of (something

hidden or not previously observed) ; sometimes

with implied notion of picking up or carrying off.

Cf. 9.

^iaso Gen. $ Ex, 1878 Salamon findin is sal, And his

temple srioen wi5-al. a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I.

360 The multitude had fundin, bureid in the Kirk, a great

number of idollis. 1656 Cowley Misc., Gold 11 A curse on
him who found the Oare ! Mod. I found a shilling on the

floor.

3. To meet with, come to have, obtain, receive, get

(chiefly, something desirable or needful). Tofind
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favour, grace, mercy : see the sbs. To find ones

account in (something) : to receive advantage from

(a course of action), to experience to be profitable

( = Fr. trouver son compter.

a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 1456 (Gr.) Heo . . no . . reste fand.

ciaw Hali Meid. 7 Swuch swetnesse bu schalt ifinden in

his luue. c 1374 Chaucer And. # Arc. 106 Hir fredome
fonde Arcyte. c 1475 RaufCoilyar 294 The worthie har-

berie that I haue fundin heir. 1581 J. Bell HaddotCs
Ansiu. Osor. 380 b, What heresy [was ever] so absurde, that

found not creditte .. somewhere? 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. (1887) 169 Finding occasioune to win
honour., blythlie he apprehendes it. 1611 Bible Transl.

Pref. 1 But yet [it] findeth but cold intertainment in the

world. 1737 Bracken Farriery Imp?: (1757) H. 231, I have
always found my Account in such Method. 1767 Blackstone
Comm. II. 369 Upon a petition preferred to the lord in his

court baron the party grieved shall find remedy. 1781

Cowper Charity 557 No works shall find acceptance in that

day. 1813 Macaulay Epitaph on Martyi, The Christian

hero finds a Pagan tomb. 1853 F. W. Newman Odes of
Horace Pref. 5, I . . despair of finding readers among those

who seek solely for amusement. 1861 M. Pattison Ess.

(1889) I. 47 Such commodities . . found little market.

absol. 1611 Bible Job xxxiv. 11 He [shall] .. cause euery

man to finde according to his wayes.

T~ b. with inf. as obj. Obs. rare.

1375 Cantic. de Creatione 851 in Anglia I, pat y may
fynden glad to be in al my lyf tyme ones.

4. To gain or recover the use of (one's limbs,

powers, etc.). To find one's feet : lit. of a child :

To be able to stand
; fig. to become conscious of or

develop one's powers. Cf. Feel v. 6 d.

a 1535 More Wks. 1254 The bitch had founde the foote

agayn : and on she came. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11, 1.

147 We must haue you finde your Legges. Sirrha Beadle,

whippe him till he leape ouer that same Stoole. 164a

Flller Holy <j Prof St. v. xix. 438 They thought it high
time for the Cow to find her horns. 1667 Milton P.L. viii.

97 His [the Sun's] beams, unactive else, thir vigor find.

1673 Ess. Educ. Getttlewom, 26 Children .. when they find

their own feet, will not abide the tedium of a School. 1827
Keble Chr. Y. 23 Trin. xi, The groveling worm Shall find

bis wings. i863 Holme Lee B. Godfrey ii. 8 Olive was just

beginning to find her feet.

5. To discover or perceive on inspection or con-

sideration ; to perceive or recognize the presence

of. Sometimes approximating to the sense of Fr.

trouver; To consider (a quality, circumstance) to

be present. Tofindfault : see Fault sb. 6.

138a Wvcuf Luke xxiii. 4, I fynde no thing of cause in this

man. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 25 Euermare in be middes
of bam es funden be figure of be crosse. i486 Bk. St. Albans
Ejb, Ther in fyndyn wee suche dyuersite. 1553 Wilson
Rhet. (1580) Prol. A iv b, Malitious folke, that love to finde

faults inother mennes matters. 1735 Berkeley Def Free-
thinking in Math. §30, 1 find no sense or reason in what you
say. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 354 Nor did the world
find anything ludicrous in the pomp which, .surrounded him.

b. whh complement or infinitive.

c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 87 And cume5 berto [the huse]

and fint hit emti. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 870 On alle her
forhedez wryten I fande, J>e lombez nome. c 1380 Sir
Feru?nb. 522 Or we departye henne ; al hool bou schalt me
vynde. 1597 Montgomehie Ckerrie <$• Slae 1256 For he

esteemt his faes defate, Quhen anes he fand them fald.

i7a4 Ramsay Teat. Misc. (1733 1 I. 34 When we fand our
purses loom. 1879 Geo. Eliot Coll. Breakf P. 292, I. .find

no scheme Content them both.

c. refi. To perceive oneself to be in a specified

place or position, or condition of body or mind.

Also in weaker sense : To come to be (in the course

of events). How do you find yourself? how are

you? Cf. Fr. se trouver, Ger. sick befinden.

c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Prol. 385 Who so fyndeth hym out

of swich fame. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 26 Than
fynt he hymself . . More strong to performyn his journe.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn ii. 14 Blanchardyn fonde hym
self in aduyses wyth his mayster, walkynge wythin the

paleys. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xv. lii. 277 On the mountaines
top themselues they fand. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts ais

Do not ye find yourselves perplexed heroin? x6oa R.
L'Estrange Fables xcv. 89 Pray, Sir, How d'ye Find your
self? 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest xii, Tell me how
you find yourself. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris 43 He was
quite sure of finding himself comfortable. 1833 F.Clissold
Ascent Aft. Blanc 21 We found ourselves opposed by a
parapet of congealed snow. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xii. 183

Lavender found himself, .entering a drawing-room.

6. To discover, come to the knowledge o( (a fact

or state of things) by experience or trial. Const,

with simple obj. (obs. rare), obj. and inf. or com-

plement, or clause as obj. Also, in a more sub-

jective sense (cf. Fr. trouver) : To feel to be

(agreeable, disagreeable, etc.), to consider or re-

gard as (ridiculous, excellent, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 25180 (Cott.) Bot bat es man-bed mast o
mede, be funden treu in ilk nede. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2707
They thee fande Curteis and wys. 1435 M isyn Fire ofLoz-e

20 He has fun \>am worpi to haue hym-self. a 1533 Ln.
Berners Huon Ixx. 240 Ye shall fynde the mater other wyse
then Gerarde his brother hath sayd. 1570 Buchanan Cha-
mceleon Wks. (1892) 49 He fand to be trew in deid all yat he
suspectit afoir. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1608) 596 Cadmus,
not finding their return, went likewise to the same fountain.

x6n Bible Dan. v. 27 Thou art weighed in the balances,

and art found wanting. x6a6 Bacon Syiva § 22 We finde

that Violets . . yeeld a pleasing Sent. 1711 Steele Spect.

No. 6 F 2 He finds Rest more agreeable than Motion. 1768

Sterne Sent, Journ. (1778) II. 83 {Character) How do you
find the French? 1831 Keble Serm. v. (1848) 120 When his

severe trials came, .he was found wanting in some qualities.
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1886 Manch. Exam. 27 Feb. 5/2 Deer forests have been
found to pay better than sheep grazing.

b. Often in phrases, Tofind\it) ifit, impossible,

necessary, etc. to (do so and so).

i6ao S'hertogenbosh 5 They found fit to build there the

fourth chiefe Towne. 1776 Trial of Nundocotnar 16/2

Whatever contingent expenses you may find it necessary to

disburse in Calcutta. 1879 B. Taylor Stud. Germ. Lit. 11

Hildebrand finds it impossible to decline the defiance.

7. In certain senses of Feel : f a. To suffer,

undergo (punishment, pain) (obs.). b. To suffer

from, feel unpleasantly (cold, etc.) ; now colloq. or

dial. ; also, to find of. C. To perceive (a smell,

taste) (Sc). Cf. also 16.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 6205 (GotO Oft bai fand his wrake.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839)111. 17 At the Cop of the HillcMen
may fynde no Wyncte. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 369
Before she findes the throwes of her travell. 1733 Present
State Russiall. 24We did not find the Cold., very sensibly.

1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 298 Henry found little un-
easiness at Perkin's irruption. x8a6 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 274 Do you fin' the smell 0' burnin, sir. 1884
Jefferies Red Deer xiii. 154 Even those who are hardened
to it find of the cold.

f8. = Find out (20 c\ Obs.

c iaoo 'Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 ForleteS 3ure synne bat }e ne
be ifunden on sunne. X3.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 547 War be
now.. In be fylbe of be flesch bat bou be founden neuer.

a 1400 Octouian 229 Sche was founde with the dede. 1530
Palsgr. 550/1 Howe canste thou denye it, wast thou nat
founde with the maner? 161 x Heywood Golden Age 1. Wks.
1874 III. 19 This imposture neuer shall be found. 169a

Locke Educ. § 124 The first time he is found in a Lye, it

should rather be wondered at as a monstrous Thinge in him.

1741-3 Wesley Extract of Jrnl. (1749) 83 O, I find you,

I find you ! I know where you are. Is not your name
Wesley? a X774 Fergusson Electio/i Poems (1845) 42 Had
some laird his lady fand In sic unseemly courses.

II. To discover or attain by search or effort.

9. To discover or obtain by searching.

C950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 60 All 8iu somnung ge-

sohton leas witnessa wi3 &oneha;lend . . & ne fundon. c xooo

Ags. Ps. lxxvi. 16 [lxxvii. 19] iGr.) Ne bi3 baer e<Se bin spor

on to findanne. a xaoo Moral Ode 243 in Trin. Coll. Horn.

227 Hie secheS reste bar non nisachie hiesne mu^en ifinden.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 60 Thar mycht succed na female,

Quhill foundyn mycht be ony male, c 1386 Chaucer Sor.'s

T. 462 Herbes shal I rygnt ynowe yfynde To hele with

your hurtes. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 10 To write . . For
husbondry how water shal be fonde. X553 Wilson Rhet.

(1580) 98 Is his Lease long inough .. Then .. I will finde

a hole in it I warrant thee. 1656 Cowley Friendsh. in

Abse?tce ix, A Bird . . Finding at last no passage out, It sits

and sings, 1785 Burns To IV. Satnpson xv, The Muse, nae
Poet ever fand her, Till by himsel he learn'd to wander.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 534 The exiles, .tried to find

another leader. 1870 C. F. Gordon Cumming in Gd. Words
133/2 The slope [is] so rapid that you can scarcely find footing.

absol. .1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3190 He . . hauen so^t, And
funden, and hauen up-bro^t 5e bones. X340 Aye?ib. 24 Clier

wyt wel uor to understonde, and sotil wyt wel uor to vynde.

138a WvcUF Matt. vii. 7 Seke 3e, and ?e shulen fynde.

b. To discover (game) in hunting. Also absol.

c 1430 Avoiv. Arth. xxxi, The bore brittunt thay funde
Wascolurt of thekingus hunde. i486 Bk. St. AlbansEvb,
When she shall with houndes be foundyn and soght. 1565-

73 Coopf.r Thesaurus, Good hounds . . open not but where
they finde. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. % Leg. Art (1850)

196 The dogs . . found. 1881 Shf.rar At Home <V in India
207 Lady Montego .. heard the view hallo .. They had
found.

C. To come again into view of, to recover (some-

thing lost).

a iaas Ancr, R. 48 Louerd . . mm heorte is icumen a^ein

eft : ich hire habbe ifunden. a X300 Cursor Af. 4108 (Cott.)

He went him forth and forber soght Til he bam faand he

finid noght. X3.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 327 Now haf I fonte

bat I for-lete. 1388 Wyclif Luke xv. 5 Whanne he hath
founden it, he ioyinge puttith on his shuldris. c 1440 Gene-

rydes 53 He wyste not them [his knyghtes] to fynde. 1596

Shaks. Merch. V. 1. i. 143 By aduenturing both [shafts]

I oft found both. 1667 Milton P. L. vin. 479 She disap-

peerd . . I wak'd To find her, or for ever to deplore Her loss.

1791 'G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. ix. (1809) 106, I. .soon

found the hounds again.

d. fig. in phrase, To know where to find him
t

you, etc. So, + Where may wefindyou ?

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 153 Set downe your
mynde whereunto you will stand, that we may know once

where we may finde you. x6oa W. Watson Decacordon

147 Whereby father Parsons and his adherents did so square

their actions, as neuer. .any man liuing can tell where to find

them. <i 1626 Sclater On Rom. iv. (1650) 25 Versipelles /

Where may we finde you? 1856 J, H. Newman Callista

61 lie did not understand his nephew, or (to use a common
phrase) know where to find him.

e. refi. To discover and attain one's special place,

power, or vocation.

1647 H. More Poems 294 [The soul] infinitely has fun

Herself, her deep'st desire unspeakably hath wonne. 1889

Spectator 14 Dec. 839 Browning may be said almost to have

found himself in the delight he had in reading other persons'

souls. 1893 Academy 11 Mar. 222/1 It was as assistant to

Bain that Minto found himself.

10. To succeed in obtaining (something needed

or desired) ; to procure (money, bail, sureties, etc.).

Cf. 18.

155a Huloet, Finde suerties, radio. X609 Skene Reg.

Maj. 110 Gif sic borgh may not be founden, he sail pas to

the knawledge of ane assise. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. YVar-

Comm. Alin. Bk. (1855^ 81 They find suretie to uthers, as

accords of the law. i8ai Exami?ur 350/1 You shall find

security for your good behaviour. 1868 Act 31-2 Vict. c.

54 § 5 It shall not be necessary .. to find Security for

Expenses.
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b. To get or obtain (opportunity, time, etc.) by
arrangement or management.
a 1225 After. R. 330 Him nis no bing leouere ben bet he
muwe ivtnden ancheisun uorto 3iuene. 1535 Coverdale
Haggai i. 4 Ye youre selues can fynde tynie to dwell in

syled houses. 1656 Cowley Imit. Martial's Ept'gr. 21 If

we for Happiness could leisure finde. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 76 F 3 He would find an Opportunity to take some
favourable Notice of him. 1760 H. Walpole Corr. (ed. 3)

III. ccclviii. 376, I just found a moment to write you a line.

1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 466 The volume had not
been long in print before the king found time to read it.

C. To summon up (courage, resolution, etc. to

do something). To find in one's heart: to be in-

clined or desirous ; to prevail upon oneself (to do
something); in present use chiefly, to be hard-

hearted enough. + To find one's countenance : to

assume a certain demeanour.
C1374 Chaucer Troilus in. 979 He. .took a light, and fond

his contenaunce As for to loke upon an old romaunce.
c 1440 Cesta Rom. lxx. 324 (Harl. MS.) He slepte .. so
savourly, bat be preste ne non othir iny}t fynde in hire herte
to wake him. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. (Arb.)26They
can not fynde tn their hertes to loue the author tlierof. 161

1

Bible 2 Sam. vii. 27 Therfore hath thy seruant found in his

heart to pray this prayer vnto thee. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 27 P 1 They . . cannot find in their Hearts to relinquish

it. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M xiv. 255 Not as I could find

i* my heart to let him stay V the coal-hole more nor a minute.
Mod. At last he has found courage to speak.

11. Of things: a. To obtain as if by effort. So
to find expression., ingress, outlet, place, etc. Also
occasionally, to have in a specified place.
1810 Scott Lady of L. in, ix, The billow..That far to

seaward finds his source. 1813 H. & J. Smith Horace in
London 90 Clouds. .Which quickly find vent in a deluge of
tears. 18x9 Shelley Cenci v. iv. 99 The only ill which can
find place Upon the giddy, sharp and narrow hour Tottering
beneath us. i860 W. F. Collier Gt. Events Hist. v. (1871)
173 The devotion of the people found vent chiefly in pilgrim-

ages. 1875 JoWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 696 An opening suf-

ficient to enable the largest vessels to find ingress.

b. To reach, arrive at as a destination.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xx. 8 pi righthand fynd [L. in-

venial] all bat has be hated. 1646 Sir T, Browne Pseud.
Ep. 11. iii. 72 The iron being, .guided toward the stone, untill

it find the newtrall point wherein its gravity just equalls the
magneticall quality. 1801 Southey Thataba vn. xx, Yet
may a dagger find him.

c. To come home to, take hold of, reach the

understanding or conscience of.

a 1834 Coleridge Con/. Inquiring Spirit i. (1840) 10 What-
everJinds me, bears witness for itself that it has proceeded
from a Holy Spirit. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. (1875) 37
As long as his new casting so fails more fully to commend
itself, more fully (to use Coleridge's happy phrase about the
Bible) tofind us. 1891 Drummond in Pall Mall G. 17 Oct.

7/2 The books of which I have been speaking found me and
taught me.

12. To ascertain or attain by mental effort ; to

discover by study or attention.

a 1000 Cyneivul/s Christ 183 (Gollancz) Hu ma;^ ic ..

andsware scnige findan Wrabum to-wibere. CI175 Lamb.
Horn. 103 Ea5e mei be mon fundan hu he hine seolf amerre.
a 1250 Owl ty Night. 705 pe ni^tingale. .hadde andsueregode
ifunde. c 13*0 Seuyn Sag. ;W.) 2371 Ac thai ne couthe nowt
j-find, Whi th' emperour was blinde. 1481 Caxton Godfrey
exxxvii. 204 The due. .bad hym saye that he hath founden.
1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 68 We may perauenture fynd
some mean to restore our cuntrey. a 1631 Donne Poems
(1650' 3 Teach me to. .finde What winde Serves to advance
an honest minde. 1678 Phillips, To Find the Ships 'Prim,

a term id navigation to find how she will sail best. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 701 This Remedy the Scythian
Shepherds found. 1812-6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. fy Art
I. 481 We must rest contented with viewing the true figure

of an object, without expecting to find its natural colour.

13. To ascertain by calculation ; to get at or

obtain (the solution of a problem"*.

C1391 Chaucer Astrol. Prol. 1 Conclusiouns that han ben
fownde. C1500 Lancelot 497 We have fundyne so. 1714
Whiston Euclid (ed. 3) 111. 1, To find (Billingsi.ey 1570 has
To finde out] the Center of a given Circle. 1840 Lardner
Geom. 141 We find the point B on the second parallel from
OY 2X a certain distance above the fifth parallel from OX.
14. To find one's way : primarily, to make out

one's way by observation or inquiry ; to contrive

to reach one's destination. Hence in weaker sense,

said of persons and things : To go or be brought to

a place in spite of difficulties, or not quite as a
matter of course.
[a 1225 Amr. R 66 pe ueond. .ivond wei touward hire of

hire uorlorenesse. c 1250 Gen. <£ Ex. 3246, xii. weises 5er-in .

.

3at euerile kinde of israel Mai oor bis wei}e finden wel. 1393
Gower Con/. I. 265 If thou wolt finde a siker weie To love,

put envie awaye. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 889 Who would
not, finding way, break loose from Hell?] 1746-7 Hervey
Medit. 118181 71 That fatal javelin . . finds its way to the
hearts of all the sons of Adam. 1803 J. Bristed Pedestrian
Tour II. 655 Her cousins, .had been bankrupted, .and had
found their way up to London. 1827 Examiner jg-2/2

English corn is finding its way into Holland. 1835 Thirl-
wall Greece I. 11 A weak and sluggish river, which ..

scarcely finds its way to the sea. 1847 Marryat Childr.
N. Forest iv, Could you find your way home? 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 340 Notions which have found their way
into the drama.
+ 15. To contrive, devise, invent ; to discover (a

scientific fact, etc.). Also withforth, up. Obs.
O. E. Chron. an. 918 Se cyng ha;fde funden, cW [etc.].

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 199 pet bu bringe bene Munuch
to bire glednesse bet funde 5esne song bi 3e. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1469 Cott.^ Enoch, .was be first bat letters faud. c 1380

Vol. IV.

Wyclif Wks. (1S80) 279 Tradicions founden vp of synful
wrecchis. 1393 Gower Conf. II. 161 The first in thilke

londe .. whiche the melodie fonde Of reedes. 1430 Lydg.
Chron. Troy 1. iii, Famous Argus . . fyr&t that art yfonde.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 534 For this eende religiouns weren
founde and foundid. c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 77 At
the last hee finds fourth a wyle. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

145 Many .. have found suggestions .. to bring this your
realme into subversion. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Pkilos.

(1701) 106 About this time .. Anaximander found the obli-

quity of the Zodiack.

16. dial. To feel (a pulse) ; also intr. to feel,

grope.
1826 J. Wilson Nod. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 164 You wad

hae fan' a pulse with /Fsculapian solemnity. 1892 Northumb.
Gloss., It's that dark, aa'll he' to fin' for the sneck.

17. Law. "j- a. intr. To determine. (Only in OK.)
a 1000 Laws Alfred § 18 in Thorpe Laws (1840) I. 72 Swa

we «er be la;wdum men fundon,

b. +To determine and declare (an offence) to

have been committed {ol>s.) ; to determine and de-

clare (an issue) to be (so and so).

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 3 Pream., The seid offences ..

myght not . . be punysshed except it were first founde and
presented by the verdite of xij men. 1515 Wriothesley
Chron. (1875) I. 9 They saide he hanged himselfe, but it was
fownde contrarie. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 5 The Crownt-r
hath sate on her, and finds it Christian buriall, 1647 N.
Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. Ixvii. (1739) 168 If it were found
for the supposed Offender, he was bailed till the next coming
of the Justices. 1675 C. Hatton in Hatton Corr. (1878) 121
Y^crowner's inquest have found it only manslaughter. 1817
W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius(ed. 4) II. 1223 Judgment shall

be given for defendant, although the issue be found against
him.

C. To determine and declare (a person) guilty or

innocent.
C 1400 Afol. Loll. 45 pe Holi Goost, wan He comib, schal

find bis world of dome. C1475 Rati/ Coiljear 290 He will

be found in his fault, that wantis foroutin weir. 1531-2
Act 23 Hen. VII!, c. 1 Anie personne. .founde gyllie of any
abbettement. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, u. i. 7 Is he found
guilty? 1784 Cowi-er Task 11. 12 He finds his fellow guilty
of a skin Not colour'd like his own. 1821 Examiner 544/1
The Jury found the defendants guilty.

d. To agree upon and deliver, £ bring in* (a ver-

dict). Also with obj. sentence introduced by that.

*574 tr- Littleton's 'Tenures 100 a, The Graund Assise ought
by the law to finde that [etc.]. a 1657 Sir J. Balfour
Ann. Scot. (1824-5) II. 58 The said courte. .fand that the
said edlcte did no wayes extend towardes the subiectes of
the kingdome of Scotland. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II.

37 The jury . . found a verdict of guilty. 1888 Law Times
LXXXV. 132/2 The jury at the trial found that the managing
director, .had ratified the contract.
absol. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 210 They would .. inforce

them to finde as they would direct. 1891 Law Times XC.
283/1 The jury . . found for the plaintiff.

e. To ascertain the validity of (an indictment,

etc.). Tofind a {true) bill: sec Bill sb.'-i 4.
1513 Act 4 Hen. VIII. c. 10 Any office or offices found

before Eschetour or Eschetours. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII,
c. 2 An inditement of .xii. men lawfully founden. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. vr. (1703) II. 99 This Indictment and
Information was found by the Grand Jury. 1769 Black-
stone Comm, IV. xxiii. 301 To find a bill, there must at
least twelve of the [grand] jury agree. 1845 Stephen Laws
Eng. II. 484 An indictment for treason .. must be found
within three years after the commission of the act of treason.

III. 18. To procure (something) for the use of
(somebody): with direct (or direct and indirect)

obj.; to supply, provide, furnish. Allfound (xn.

regard to servants) : with all customary articles of
food, etc., provided.
c 1200 Trln. Coll. Horn. 215 Wi sholdest bu bis finden be

noht ne fost berof. a 1225 St. Marker, 20 Hwa so. . makecS
chapele o5er chirche o5er ifinde"5 in ham liht o3or lampe.
1297 R. Glouc.<i724) 297 pat euere eyjte hyde lond an man
hym ssolde fynde. a 1300 Cursor M. i$2jj (Cott.) Wit bair
scipp bai fand bam fode. 1 1386 Chaucer KntSs T. 1555
And euer more . . Eterne fyr I wol bifore the fynde. c 1430
Filer. LyfManhode 11. xix. (1869) 82 He wolde that, .here
herkeners .. founden hem here vitailes. 1543-4 -Act 35
Hen. VIII, c. 11 § 3 Boroughes. .not findinge burgesses for
the parliament. 1563 Richmond. Wills 167 Sly thre natural
sonns .. shalbe fownden meate and drynke. 1603 Johnson
Kingd. fy Commonw. 152 No more then every horseman [is

accounted] a rider, or able to finde himselfe armour. 1647
N, Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. Ixxi. (1739) 192 For every
Plough, every man should find twocompleat Horses. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 253 The
subscription was but ten shillings a year : Britton found the
instruments. 1814 Col. Hawker Diary (1893* I. 122 The
hotels do not find breakfast. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cojiq.

(1876) I. App. 662 The government required each county to
find its quota of ships. 1884 Punch 8 Mar. 118/2 Wages
^iS, all found but beer.

b. with immaterial object.
1664 Butler Hud. 11. ii. 386 Honour is like that glassy

Bubble That finds Philosophers such trouble. 1771 Junius
Lett. xlix. 254 The perpetration . . of new crimes will find
employment for us both. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) II.
viii. 574 The forms of constitutional government they could
bestow, but they could not find the traditions and the habits
by which the forms were worked.

19. To support, maintain, provide for (a person,
rarely an institution). Tofind in : to supply with,

f Tofind to school-, to maintain at school.
[App. from 18 by conversion of indirect into direct obj.]

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 322 Nane . . Wald do sa mekill for
him, that he Mycht sufficiantly fundyn be. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. vi. 36 My frendes founden me to scole. < 1430
Hymns Virg. (1867) 59, I wole bee fynde til bou be oolde.
a 1529 Skelton Replyc. 147 Exhibicyon Therewith to be

founde At the universite. 1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 11. 73
Condemned persons, .are found by the king as long as they
do Hue. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 58 P 3 The king of
Sweden finds me in clean linen. 1795 Burke Thoughts
Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 249 Unless the labourer is well fed,
and otherwise found with such necessaries of animal life.

1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 212 Decline finding
paupers in venison. 1857 R. Tomes Amer. in Japan viii.

183 Boatmen's wages are from one«and-a-half to two-and-a-
quarter dollars per month, when found.

b. So To find oneself \ to provide for one's own
living or needs.

*f*
Also said trausfi of a war.

c 1386 Chaucer Nutt's Pr. T. 9 Sche fond hirself. 1466
Mann. * Hottseh. Exp, 346 Item, to ij. fellers of tymbre,
and to fynde them selffes, viij.d. 1553 Becon Reliques 0/
Rome (1563) 24 b, Such poore. as haue not wherof to fynde
themselues. 1585 Washington tr. Nicholay Voy. Turkic
in. iv. 76 b, They have . . 4 Aspres of pension by the day,
but upon that they must fynde themselves. 1624 Bacon
War with Spain (1629) 45 The war in continuance will

finde it selfe. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's 'Trav. xxxin. 133
A certain pay to find himself withal, and to live upon. 1754
Fielding Voy. to Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 99 It was expected
the passengers should find themselves in several things.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest vi, They . . found them-
selves, as fowls can always do when they have a great range
of ground to go over.

+ C. To serve to maintain. Obs.
1483 Festivalt (W. de W. 151;) 59 Of y

' wheet was so giete
plente y* it founde all y" people, -for thre yere. 1523 Fitz-
uilru.Suw. 2 b, It is to be enquered. .what maner of beestes
or catell it [the medowe] is most necessary vnto, and howe
many it wyll fynde. 1586 T. B, La Primaud. Jr. Acad.
429 He gave to every citizen as much wheate as would finde
him ihree inoneths.

IV. With adverbs.

20. Find out.

a. To discover by attention, scrutiny, study,

etc. ; to devise, invent ; to unritldle, solve.

1552 Hclof-t, Finde out by siudyc, excudo. 1568GRAKTON
Chron. II. 637 Johannes Fauscius .. first found out the
noble science of Iniprintyng. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. ii. 14
A man of Tyre, skillull to . . find out euery deuice which
shall be put to him. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 406 Who shall

.. through the palpable obscure find out His uncouth way.
1712 Addison Sped. No. 542 r 1 Since the circulation of the
blood has been found out. 1744 Harris Three 'Treat. 11.

(1765)363 note, They fuund out Laws. 1871 K. H. Hctton
Ess, (1S771 I. 38 It aims . . at finding out how they may be
really united.

b. To come upon by searching or inquiry ; to

discover (what is hidden). Cf. 9.

1551 Wilson LogihedsSo^ 36 b, Thei. .doe searche narrow-
lie. .and. .at Iengthe finde out the Mine. 161 1 Bible Jobxx.
7 Canst thou by searching finde out God? 1625 Bacon Ess.
Truth (Arb.) 499 The. . Labour, which Men take in finding
out of Truth. 1634 Herbert Trav. 217 A .. proofe that
Madoc ap Owen Gwynedd first found out that Continent
now call'd America. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 308 ^5, I was
very much surprized .. that any one should find out my
Lodging. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vn. vii, As she is a
woman of very great note, I shall easily find her out. 1816
Scott Antiq. xxiv, 'Whenever Mislicot's grave was fund
out, the estate, .shoidd be lost.'

C. To detect in an offence ; to detect, discover

(a fraud, etc.) ; to penetrate the disguise of, discover

the identity or true character of. Cf. 8.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 51 ? 7 If at the Catastrophe he
were found out for a Traitor. 1741 Richardson Pamela
I. 65 Pray don't reveal yourself till he finds you out. a 1853
Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. viii. io3 When once a man has
found himself out he cannot be deceived again. 1883 Slubbs'
Mercantile Circular 8 Nov. 982/2 The worthlessness of
. .clayed cottons is now being found out by the consumer.

fd. To provide, supply. Obs.— 1
.

a 1715 Burnet Own 'Time (1823) I. 528 It was not possible
for them to find out funds for so great an expense.

21. Find up. To discover by search.
Said to be 'a Norfolkism' (W. Taylor in Robberds Mem.

II. 135). 'Still common in Suffolk' (F. Hall!.

[Cf 1380 in 15 ami 1430 in Finder i c] 1799 W. Tavi.or in

Robberds Mem. I. 260 Vou have a mind . . to find up ' More
Reliques of Rowley*. 1817 — Monthly Mag. XLIV. 314
Jerom .. found-up a Hebrew original of the first book of
Maccabees. 1832 Ht. Martineau Each § All vii. 96, I am
going into the depths of the city to find up a money lender.

Findable Jai'ndab'l), a. [f. as prec. + -able.]

That may be found : see senses of Find v.

1 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. viii. 41 Many mo of hem ben
fyndeable and knoweable by mannis resoun. o 1661 Fuller
Worthies 1. (1662) 75 I return such persons to have nothing
more to be said of them, findable by all my endevours. 1791
Waring in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 152 The series findable as
above mentioned. 1843 Mrs. Cari.vle Lett. I. 232 I felt

about for pillows, none were findable. 1887 T. A. Trollope
What I remember I. vii. 151 There exists—still findable

I suppose., a large lithographed portrait of her.

t Findal. Obs. Forms: i fyndele, 3 find-,

fundles, 6-7 pi. findelles, flndal(l)s, fyndalls.

fOE. fyndele str. masc, f. fund- ablaut-stem of

find-an to Find; quot. ^1225 points to a form

*findels, f. the pres.-stem (cf. Da. findelse).] a.

Invention, b. That which is found; treasure-trove.

a 1000 Scintilla 108 Ad inventionem, to fyndele. a 1225
Ancr, R. 6 (>e vttre riwle .. is monnes findles. Ibid.

3 Monnes fundles. 1525 in Boys Sandwich (1792} 775
Findalls to be ordered by the mayor, bailiffs, and jurats,

where they happen [etc.] 1570 Ibid., Wrecks and fyndalls

floating, and the half of all wrecks and fyndalls jottsome.

a 1598 tr. Charter Edw. I to Cinque Ports in Hakluyt Voy.

I. 117 And that they [IJarons] shall haue their findelles

in the sea and in the land. 1629 in Boys Sandwich 1,1792)

775 Wrecks and findals.
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FIN DE SIECLE.

II Pin de Steele (6* d> sy^kl'). [Fr] A
phrase useci as an adj. in sense : Pertaining to, or

characteristic of, the end of the (nineteenth) century

;

characteristically ' advanced ' or modern.

1800 Daily News 29 Dec. 2/2 The finance of the year has

been special—./fa tie siecle. 1891 Melbourne Punch 4 June

377/1 TheJin de siecle ballet.

Finder (fai-ndai). [f. Find v. '+ -er '.]

1. One who or that which finds, in various senses

of the vb. ; one who comes upon or discovers by

chance or search ; f one who contrives or invents,

an inventor, deviser ; t one who discovers (a coun-

try, a scientific truth, etc.).

c 1300 K. A lis. 4794 Beheldeth me therof no fynder; Her
bokes ben my shewer. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche

1168 Pictagoras . . the firste fynder was Of the art. a 1420

Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. (Roxb.) 179 The first fynder of

our faire langage. .maister Chaucer. C1430 Life St. Keith.

(1884) 46 t>e fynder of all cuels be fende. 1487 Act 4 Hen.

VII c. 2 § 1 The Kyng therof to have the on half, and

the fynder the other halfe. 1526 Pilgr. I'crf. (W. de W.
1531) 81 b, The fynder of the ryght waye to heuen. ISSS

Eden Decades 77 Christophorus Colonus the fyrst fynder of

those landes. Ibitl. 134 The Chaldeans beynge the fyrst

fynders of letters. 1660 Fuller Mix/ Contempt. (1841) 184

The first finders, founders, and forgers of false reports. 1711

Mrs. Centlivre Marplot v, Ily Marplot's direction [I found

you]; you know he's a very good finder. 1765 Blackstone
Coium. 1. ix. 349 Concerning treasure trove, he is .

.
to enquire

who were the finders. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit. xii. 269

Time . . is the finder, the unweariable explorer.

b. One whose occupation it is to find ; spec.

slang, One who picks up the refuse of the meat-

markets.
r In Vermes de la Ley 1641, and hence in certain Diets.,

erroneously said to be an early synonym for Searcher 'as

the designation of a Custom-house official); in 14 Ric. II.

cap. 10, and other statutes, the AF. tronour (trone-keeper)

was misread as trovour (finder 1
, whence the mistake.

1751 Lcnu Life (1764) 16 The whole Company of Finders

..are marching towards all the markets. 1839 Marrvat
Diary Amer. Ser. I. II. 129 Finders,who would search all over

the country for. .every appearance on the surface of a good

vein of metal. 1831 Mavhew Loitd. Labour I. 25s Leaden-

hall-market .. was infested .. with 'finders'. They carry

bags round their necks, and pick up bones or offal.

c. In comb, with advbs., asfinder-out
:

, + -up.

,-1430 Lvdg. Bochas I. ii (1544) 5 b . He [Nimrod]. .was

fynder up of false religion. 15S3 Udall fleavers Latin

Speaking (1560) ro3/2 The deuiser and fynder out .. of all

my pleasures. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. ii. 131 Had I beene

the finder-out of this Secret. 161a Woodali. Surg. Mate
Pref. Wks. (1653) 1 The. .first finders out of the Science._

2. Sporting, t A dog trained to find and bring

game that has been shot ; a ' water-spaniel ', re-

triever {obs.). Also, one used to discover the track

of, or ' put up ', game for the sportsman.

1576 Fleming tr. Caius' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 266

The Water Spaniel . . is . . called a Finder because . .
he findeth

such things as be lost. 1681 Hickeringill Wkt, (1716) I.

214 This Couple or pair usually Hunt together, .as. .a Grey-

Hound and a Finder. 1766 Pennant /.ool. (1768) I. 54.

1803 Ann. Reg. 800 One or two small dogs called finders,

whose scent is very keen, and always sure of hitting off

a track. 1814 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 95 Dash
. . is a capital finder, and will beat a cover with any
spaniel in England.

8. A contrivance or instrument for finding,

t a. An index. Obs.

1588 J. M ellis Brief Instr. Civb, Vnto which Leager it

shalhe necessary to ordein or make a calender, otherwise

called a Repertory or a finder.

b. A small telescope attached to the large one

for the purpose of finding an object more readily.

1784 Herschfx in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 41 The finder of

my reflector. 1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal. liii. 244
Janssen left the spectroscope to look for a moment through

the finder, or small telescope.

C. A microscopic slide divided by crossed lines,

so that any point in the field can be identified

readily.

1867 J. Hogg Microsc. I. iii. r87 A finder, as applied to

the microscope, is the means of registering the position of

any particular object in a slide.

d. Phologr. A supplementary lens attached to

a camera, to locate the object in the field of

view.
[1889 P. H. Emerson Naturalistic Photogr. 1. i. (1890) r33

The handiest view finder for quick exposure work is to fit

a double convex lens .. to the front of the camera.] 1894

Brit. jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 83 Cameras, .in which the finders

were, .carelessly fixed.

Frnd-fault. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Find v. +
Fault sb.] One who finds fault (see Fault sb. 6)

;

a fault-finder, censorious person.

1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 17 Frantike findefaults,

dispraysing and condemning euery good endeauour. 1656

Trapp Comm. Matt. vii. 4 Hypocritical find-faults, that

can say such things to others, when themselves are most

obnoxious. 18S3 G. Mellv Sp. Soirle L'pool Co-op. Assoc.

17 Feb., We have a good old Lancashire saying, that one

mend-fault is better than nine find-faults.

attrib. 1598 Florio, Cacafiori, a vaine, self-conceited,

others-scorning, find-fault foole.

t Find-faulting, vbl. sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. phr.

findfault (treated as if one word) + -ing 1.] The
action of finding fault. In quot. attnb.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia. 347 She doth not set Businesse

back by unquiet branglings, and findefaulting Quarrells.

Findhorn : see Finnan.

226

rFi-ndible, a. Obs.-" [ad. L. *findibilis, f.

find-fre to split.] That may be split or cleft.

Hence Pindibleness, capability of being split.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Findible. 1721-90 in Bailev.

1730-36 Bailev (folio 1
, Findibleness.

Finding (foi'ndin), vbl. sb. [f. Find v. + -ing I.]

1. The action of the vb. Find in its ordinary

senses ; an instance of the same. Also with out.

C1340 Cursor M. 5365 (Trin.) Joseph .. I haue founden

here. Of his fyndynge bonke I god so. c 1449 Pecock

Repr. 1. xiii. 70 Into whos fynding and grounding doom of

mannys resoun may suffice. 1611 Bible Reel. xiii. 26 The
finding out of parables is a wearisome labour of the minde.

1870 Mrs. Riddeli. A ustin Friars ii, ' You speak as though

my misfortunes had been of my own seeking ' .
.

' They have

been of your own finding '.

b. That which is found or discovered ; also, a

find, a discovery.

1598 Florio Trouadelli, findlings, children found, findings.

1644 Milton Areop. 36 When a man hath bin labouring ..

in the deep mines of knowledge, hath furnisht out his find-

ings. 1805 W. Tavlor in Monthly Mag. XX. 339 1
.

n
.
e

findings at Pompeii, preserved in the Museum of Portici.

1876 1'ait Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc. xiii. (ed. 2) 322 To Joule

we owe the first precise findings on the subject.

2. The action of inventing or devising ; a device,

invention. Now only with out; formerly also

with up.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27661 (Cott.) O nith cums. .finding of il.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cousc. 1557 pai st S'rd God tyll wreth, In

bair new fyndynges of vanite'. C1380 Wyclif Whs. (1S80)

77 Here owene fyndynge vp, bat crist & apostlis spoken not

of. C1400 Destr. Troy $2g6, I will tell here a tale.. Of be

fyndyng of false goddes. 1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 151

The finding out of Harps and such like Musical Instruments.

1641 Rogers Na<iman 182 Beseech the Lord not to leaue

thee to thine owne findings.

3. The action of providing or supplying.

CI449 Pecock Repr. 358 He ;af a certein of possessioun

for fynding of lijtis. 1580 Baret Alv. F 556 A finding .

.

of things that one lacketh.

4. The action of maintaining or supporting (a

person or an institution), f At a person sfinding\s

:

at his own cost or expense. Cf. Find v. 19.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3223 A sergaunt . . bat had ben ay at his

finding, Euer siben bat he was child ?eing. 1494 Fabyan

Chron. v. cxiii. 86 He gaue possessions for the fyndyng of

hir. 153S Gardiner Let. to Cromivell in Strype Keel. Mem.
I. xxx. 213 The finding of young children to school. 164a

Rogers Naaman 369 We will be at our owne findings.

1709 Strvpe Ann. Ref. I. xxvi. 309 An annuity.. for the

finding of a school in Guilford. 1840 Thackeray Catherine

vii, She will be very glad to. .pay for the finding of him.

f b. Keep, maintenance, provision, support. Obs.

1393 Lancl. P. PI. C. vii. 293 [To] haue my fode and my
fyndynge of false menne wynnynges. c 1449 Pecock Repr.

III. v. 305 He my5te haue askid his lijflode and fynding of

hem to whom he prechid. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. i,

That he hadde al maner of fyndynge as though he were

a lordes sone. 1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Annona, finding

in meate, drinke or apparell.

c. in //. (See quots.) Also attrib. in finding-

store (U.S.).

1846 Worcester (citing Chute), Findings pi., the tools

and materials used by shoemakers. 1858 SlMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Findings, the wax, thread and tools which a jour-

neyman shoemaker has to supply himself with for his work.

Ibid., Finding-stores, an American name for what are termed

in England grindery-warehouses ; shops where shoemakers'

tools, etc. are vended.

5. The result of ajudicial examination or inquiry;

the verdict of a jury, the decision of a judge or

arbitrator.

1859 Lang Wand. India 364 The court-martial still ad-

heres to its finding of murder. 1865 Pall Mall G. 17 May
1 1 Fitly says Sir Joseph Arnould, in his eloquent finding.

1884 G. Hastings in Law Times Rep. 5 Apr. 175/1 The
findings of an official referee have always been considered

as equivalent to the findings of a jury.

Findling, obs. var. of Foundling.

Findon, nndram : see F'innan.

tFi'ndy, «• Obs. Also 3 flndis, flndige,

fundie. [ME.findig, fundi'(\\) ; cf. OE. gefyndig

capable, Da. fyndig powerful, solid, f. fynd
strength, substance.] Firm, solid, weighty. Of a

harvest : Plentiful.

1:1200 Ormin 4149 Crist iss Strang & stedefasst & findi? &
unnfakenn. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Htm, 119 pus hie segen be

holi gost on tungene euene, and berefore weren fundie on

speche. Ibid. Bldde we nu be holigost bat he.. glue us.,

findige speche. a 1677 Proverb in Junius Etymologicuni

(ed. Lye 1743) s. v. Fyndie, A May cold and windy maketh

the barn full and fyndie.

Fine (fainl, sb.l Forms : 3 fin, 3-6 fyn(e, 3-

flne. [ME. fin, a. OF.fin = Vr. fin-s.fi-s, Sp. Jin,

Vg.fiiu, It. fine:—E.finem, finis end.

In med. L. and OF. the word has the senses" ending of

a dispute, settlement, payment by way of composition '

;

hence the various applications in branch II.]

I. End. (Obs. exc. in phr. in fine.)

+ 1. Cessation, end, termination, conclusion, finish.

Phr. to bring to fine, set thefine of. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 258 Pine wioute fin. 1297 R.

Glouc. (Rolls) 8547 pis stalwarde cristine vole bis worre

brojte to fine. 13. . E. K. A Hit. P. A. 634 Why schulde

he not . . pay hym at be fyrst fyne ? c 1460 Pol. Ret. A> L.

Poems 73 When bat pyte . . hath sett the fyne of al myn
heuynesse. e 1500 Lancelot 1388 Deth that neuer shal haf

fyne. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus III. 724 And sa to bring

my argument to fine I can not find [etc.]. 1601 Shaks. Alts

FINE.

Well iv. iv. 35 Still the fine's the Crowne. 1664 FloddenF.

i. 2 A lucky fine and end to make. 1839 Bailey Festus

xxx. (1848) 348 Open thine arms O death ! thou fine of woe.

b. Phrase, In (t the)fine ; also rarely ja, \at,

t offine) : f (<r) in the end, at last ; (b) to conclude

or sum up, finally ; also, in short.

la) 1297 R. Glouc (1724) qi pe noble Constantyn, (bat was
kyng here of bis lond, & emperour atte fyn'. c 1450 Merlin

286 But in the fyn he mote yeve grounde a litill. c 1540

R. Morice in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 24 In fyne he was

perceyved to affixe one of the papers upon the dore. 1575

J. Still G<i;«>«. Gurtonw. ii. in Hail. Dodsley III. 246 My
cockis, I thank Christ, safe and well a-fine. 1693 Mem. Ct.

Teckely 1. 41 In fine after a Months obstinate defence . . the

Turks took the Fort by assault.

(b) 1401 Pol. /Vx*M (Rolls) II. 91 I can telle wel a fyn what

heresie amounteth. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 917 Ye must

saye as they saye, be it wrounge or ryght- In nne
> >-e must

praysethem. 1649 Milton Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 408 Infine,

he accuses Piety with the want of Loyalty, a 1704 T. Brown
Sat. French Ring Wks. 1730 I. 60 In fine, the Government

may do its will. 1849 Rus'kin Seven Lamps vii. § 8. 195

We have, in fine, attained the power of going fast,

f o. The latter part (of time), close. Obs.

(-1400 Sowdone Bab. 306 The dale passed to the fyne.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 200 About the fine of September.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 101 Vntill the fine of December.

f2. End of life, decease, death. To do, take

(one's) fine: to die. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. tf Ex. 3852 Alle [9e] olde deden oor fin. a 1300

Floriz f, Bl. 441 Hi beden God jiue him uuel fin pat so

manie flures dude berin. a 1300 Cursor M. 3905 (Cott.) He
was be chesun of hir fine. Ibid. 21 102 (Cott.) per tok he

fine. £1330 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 189 Or I jit do my
fyn. c 1330 Assump. Virg. (Add. MS.) 777 He wolde haue

ben at hure fyne ?if he my3t haue come bi tyme. 1494

Fabyan Chron. 11. xxxi. 24, I haue here shewed vnto you,

the fyne or ende of Brennius. 1548 Hall Chron. 151b,

Choked and brought to his fatall fine. 1556 Lauder Trac-

tate 209 Geue 3e Indure vnto 3our fyne.

f3. The extreme part or limit of anything; a

boundary. Msofig. extreme case, extremity. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23200 (Gott.) pe pitt of hell pine It es

suo depe, widuten fine, bat end ne bes bar neuer apon.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1558 Of the welle, this is the fyn. 1586

J. Hooker Cirald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 135/2 Vpon the

fines and marches in Ulster. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. (1885) 114 Our King rlevir to that fine, at ony

tyme to haue beine brocht, that [etc.]. 1859 I. Taylor Logic

in Theol. 139 The ' settled fine ' to which each aspires to rise.

+ 4. End in view, aim, purpose, object ; esp. in

phr. to what fine. Hence, the purpose for which

a thing exists. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 745 To what fine is soche loue,

I can not seen, c 1386 — Mereh. T. 862 Sche knew eek the

fyn of his entent. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle IV. xx. (1483) 65

To what ende or fyn Engendred ye me? 1533 Bei.lenden

Livy I. (1822) 38 To schaw to quhat fine thay war cummin.

1562 Winzet Cert. Tract, iii. Wks. 1888 I. 31 For thair

abusing of the samyn to ane vther fine than He [God]

institute tham. 1603 Dekker, etc. Patient Grissell t,iSu)

42 Our fine be now to apparel all these former in some light

sarcenet robe of truth,

f 5. Final issue, consequence, result. Obs.

1513 Douglas Mneis iv. Prol. 130 ,it luffis ony to that

fyne, quharby Thi self or thaim thow frawart God removis.

1549 Compl. Scot. x. 84 Pirrus. .past to the oracle of appollo

til inquyre of the fyne of the veyris that vas betuix hym and

the romanis. 1605 Lond. Prodigal III. ii. There 's the fine.

II. 6. Law. A ' final agreement ' ;
' an amicable

composition or agreement of a suit, cither actual

or fictitious, by leave of the king or his justices'

(Blackstone).

[1299 Act 27 Edm. I, c. 1 Quia Fines in Curia nostra levati

finem litibus debent imponere et imponunt, & ideo fines

vocantur, maxime cum post duellum & magnam assisam in

suo casu ultimum locum & finalem teneant & perpetuum.)

b. spec. The compromise of a fictitious or collu-

sive suit for the possession of lands : formerly in use

as a mode of conveyance in cases where the ordinary

modes were not available or equally efficacious.

The procedure was as follows. The person to whom the

land was to be conveyed sued the holder for wrongfully

keeping him out of possession ; the defendant (hence called

the cognizor) acknowledged the right of the plaintiff (or

cognizee) ; the compromise was entered on the records of the

court ; and the particulars of it were set forth in a document

called the foot of the fine (see Foot). This method of con-

veyance was resorted to by married women (who could not

alienate land by any other process), and as a means of

barring an entail. The cognizor was said to acknowledge or

te7'y a fine ; sometimes the vb. to lei<y was used intrans. with

fine as the subject. Also to sue a fine.

[12.. Bracton De Legibns Anglix v. iv. vm. § 3 VI. 70

Item sufficit finis factus in curia domini regis [etc.]. 1292

Britton 11. iii. § 14 Par acord del purchaceour et del donour

covendra lever fin en nostre court.] 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill,

c.7 § 1 Notes and fynes to be levied in the Kinges Court .
.
shold

be openly and solempnly radd. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII,

c 19 Pream., Your said Oratour . . levyed severall t ynes of

all the foresaid Manours. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. 1. 114 His

Statutes, his Recognizances, his Fines, his double V ouchers,

his Recoueries. 31626 Bacon Max. t, Uses Lorn. Law
(1636) 51 A Fine is a reall agreement, beginning thus, Hare

est finalis Concordia, etc' 1751 Lady Luxborough Let. to

Shenstone (1775) 281 A lawyer, .to see me execute a fine, in

consequence of my parting with my house in London. 1773

E. Bonhote Rambles Mr. frankly (1797) I. 81 He forbade

me his house, sued a fine, and cut me off with a shilling.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 138 A fine was levied accord-

ingly.

t o. Hence used gen. for : A contract, agreement.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 106 Sir Henry mad be

fyne, and mad be mariage. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 51



PINE.

Meede In Mariage was[I-feffed] To beo fastnet with fals be
fyn was arered.

III. A composition paid.

7. a. FeudalLaw. A fee (as distinguished from the

rent) paid by the tenant or vassal to the landlord

on some alteration of the tenancy, as on the transfer

or alienation of the tenant-right, etc. t>. Mod. Law.
A sum of money paid by a tenant on the commence-
ment of his tenancy in order that his rent may be

small or nominal.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1086 Omage thou shalte none nor

ffyne. 15*3 Fitzherb. Sttrv, Prol., To cause them to pay
more rent or a gretter fyne than they haue ben acustomed
to do in tyme past. 1625 Act 1 Ckas. /, c. 2 § 1 His
Majestie having received divers Fines and sommesof Mony,
according to the said Contracts. 1710 Pkideaux Orig.
Tithes n. 82 Reckoning in their Fines as well as their Rents.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 351 Where a fine is certain,

the tenant is bound to pay it immediately upon his admit-
tance. i86z Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, x. 138 The fines

paid by his vassals on succession to or alienation of their

fees. 1877 Act 40 & 41 Vict. c. 18 § 4 On every such lease

shall be reserved the best rent ..that can be reasonably
obtained . . without taking any fine or other benefit in the
nature of a fine.

8. fa. Inphr. To make (a) fine: to make one's

peace, settle a matter, obtain exemption from
punishment or release from captivity, esp. by means
of a money payment. Ol>s. exc. Hist.
1297 R. Glouc. 11724) 511 Some hii lete honge Ei hor

memores an hey. .Vort hii adde fin imad. . 1325 Coer de L.
3350 Charges mules . . Off brende gold . . For our heyres
to make fyn. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 46 To mak the fin For
sin. c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. IVace (Rolls) 15966 When
Penda hadde to Cadwalyn Obliged hym, & mad his
fyn. C1380WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 184 It is li3ttere to make
a fyn for moche money ban to purge hym. 1422 J. Yonge
Privytye 204 And there this M^Mahons, with dyuers othyr
enemys,fynes with hym makid, pees forto haue. i574inW.tt.
Turner Select Rec. Oxford i$\ Richard Lloyde. .shall make
fyne for his contemptuous. . wordes. 1891 Northumb. Assize
Rolls (Surtees) Pref. 25 The matter . . settled by the Swet-
hops making a fine with Dionisia for 20 marks.

fb. A sum of money offered or paid for exemp-
tion from punishment or by way of compensation
for injury. Obs.

[1292 Britton i. xii. § 7 Sur peyne de raunceun et de fin.]

c 1340 Cursor M. 6753 (Trin.) If bef haue no fyn ny 31ft .

.

he shal be solde. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Meere Gull
Citizen (Arb.) 04 A harsh scholemaster, to whom he . . payes
a fine extraordinary for his mercy.

C. A certain sum of money imposed as the
penalty for an offence. + To put to {one's) fine :

to fine.

1529 More Snpplic. Soulys Wks. 296/2 The v. C. poundes
whych he payed for a fyne by the premunire. i542~3
Act 34-5 ft*** VIII, c. 27 § 84 No persone . . for murther
or felonie shall be put to his fine, but suffer accord-
inge to the lawes. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843)
10/1 He was .. condemned in a great fine. 1719 W. Wood
Surv. Trade 302 Which cannot fail of bringing many more
to the Church, than is possible by Fines and Imprison-
ments. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvii. 327
Fines to the amount of ,£85,000. .were imposed on the Cove-
nanters. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 47 A blow .

.

subjected the offender to a fine.

d. trans/. A penalty of any kind. arch, f To
pass a fine : fig. to pronounce sentence.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. v. 59 Deth is fyne of euery
synne. 1580 Lupton Sivqila 14 To pay the fine of dam-
nation for euer. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 141 Two
Self-admirers, .may pass a Fine Upon all Judgment. 1697
Dbvden Eneid xi. 1222 Too dear a Fine, ah much la-

mented Maid, For warring with the Trojan hast thou
paid. 1705 Addison Italy 501 Fines . . set upon Plays,
Games, Balis and Feast tngs. 1876 Blackie Songs Relig. <$•

Life 195 We stood for our faith, when our life was the fine.

•f 9. A fee or charge paid for any privilege. Also,

probate duty on a will. Obs.

[1422 E. E. Wills (1882) 51 & soluerunt pro fine iiij
nr

nobilia.] 1434 Earl of Oxford in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11.

I. no That the said Shipp, without any fyn or fee .. may
have licence, .to make the furst viage unto St. James. 1521
Bury IVills (Camden) 120 Item to Mr. Miles, for the aquitans
at thys cownt makyngin Fornhamand fory fyne of ye testa-
ment., vs. viij 3. c 1744 Pari. BUI in Hanway Trav. (1762)
I. v. Ixxi, 323 All persons . . should be admitted into the free-

dom of the said company, upon paying a fine of fifty pounds.
IV. 10. t"tfw£., fine-rolls ( = rotuli oblatorum

oxfinium ; see quot. 1S91) ; fine-setting vbl. sb.t

fining, mulcting.
1800 1st Rept. Public Records 54 The Fine Rolls. 1853

Thomas Handbk. Publ. Rec. 39 The Fine Rolls of King
John. 1891 Scargill-Bird Guide to Public Records 35 The
Rolls upon which were entered the sums of money for other
property..) offered to the king by way of oblation or fine for

the passing or renewal of charters or grants, and for the
enjoyment of lands, offices, wardships, exemptions .. and
other marks of royal favour, were called Oblata or Fine
Rolls. The first of these appellations fell into disuse after
the reign of John, the latter only being thenceforward re-
tained. 1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 17 This fine-setting
is no breach of privilege.

llTine (fi-ni-), sb? Irish Hist. [Irish.] An
Old Irish family or sept.

1873 Sullivan Introd. O'Curr/s Anc. Irish I. 79 The
clan, .comprised several Fines. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. iv.

105 My own .. opinion is that the 'Fine '..is neither the
Tribe.. nor. .the modern Family, .but the Sept.

Fine (foin),a. Forms: 3-5 An, fyn, 4-6 fyne,

(4 fyiiO, 4- fine. [a. F. fin = Pr. fins, Sp., Pg.,

It. fino (also It. fine) :-Com. Rom. fino (med.L.

227

ffmis), prob. a back-formation from finire (pa.

pple. finite) to Finish. On the analogy of the
many Rom. vbs. in -ire derived from adjs. (e.g.

grossire to make thick, f. grosso thick) the vb.

finire seems to have been felt to presuppose an
adj. fino. Similar back-formations (from adjs. of

ppl. form) are Sp. cuerdo intelligent from L. cor-

dolus, It. manso gentle from L. mansuetus. The
Rom. word has passed into all the Teut. langs.

;

cf. OHG., MHG. fin (mod.G. fein), MDu., Du.
fijn, Icel. (15th c.)finn, Sw. fin, JH.fiin.

In Fr. the word now chiefly expresses delicate and subtle
perfection, as opposed to all that is gross or clumsy. In
Eng. the senses derived from this notion are still current,
but the word came to be used as a general expression of
admiring approbation, equivalent to the Fr. beau, which it

renders in many adopted locutions.]

I. Finished, consummate in quality.

1. Of superior quality, choice of its kind.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2870 (Gott.) Men findis lompis on be sand

Of ter, nan finer in fwit land. 1377 Langl. P. PI. 1'.. 11. 9
With pelure be finest vpon erthe. £"1385 Chaucer L.GAV.
673 Cleopatras, She.. made.. a shryne Of alle the rubies
and the stones fyne In al Egypte that she coude espye.
.1440 Promp. Pari'. 161/1 Fyne wyne, Jalemum. 1653
Walton Angler 130 Certain fields . . make the Sheep that
graze upon them . . bear finer Wool. 187a Yeats Growth
Comm. 31 Elba remarkable to this day for the fine iron it

produces. absol. ? a 1400 Merle A rtk. 3372
Ffonde of be fyneste,..And reche to the ripeste.

2. Free from foreign or extraneous matter, having
no dross or other impurity ; clear, pure, refined.

a. Of metals : Free from dross or alloy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16453 (Cott.) Quen bai be fine gold

for-soke. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 258 Of gold As
fyne as ducat in venyse. £1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1148
This reuerent Throne was made . . of finest gold. 1357
N. T. (Genev.).A'£7'. L 15 And his fete lyke vnto fyne brasse.

1611 Bible Ezra viii. 27 Two vessels of fine copper, precious
as gold. 1757 Jos. Harris Coins 31 Coins. . should contain
certain assigned quantities of pure or fine silver. 1867 Chaiub.
Jml. XXXVHI. 105 * Fine ' gold being purer than 'standard '.

1881 Raymond Alining Gloss., Fine metal, the iron or
plate-metal produced in the refinery.

Jig. 1727 Swift Further Ace. E. Currl, Mixing a
greater quantity of the fine metal of other authors with the
alloy of this society.

b. Of gold or silver : Containing a given pro-

portion of pure metal, specified respectively in
* carats ' (see Carat) or * ounces * (sc. per lb. troy).

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 111. 85 The golde being 24 Carots
high, & the siluer 12 ounces fine. 1666 Act 18 Chas. II,

c. 5 § i For every pound troy of gold or silver, .that shall be
finer upon assay than crown gold or standard silver. 1820
G. G. Carey Funds 95 Gold of twenty two carats fine
signifies that twenty two parts of the whole mass is pure
gold and two parts of some other metal. 1862 E.W. Robert-
son Hist. Ess. 1. i. 3 The purest gold, 24 carats fine.

Jig. 1581 [See Carat 3].

c. Of liquids ; Free from turbidity or impurity,

clear. Also occas. of air : Pure.
1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. i. 6 The good wyn that is aboue

abideth alway clereand fyn. 1567 R. Edwards Dam. fy Pith.
in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 35 Methinks this is a pleasant city.

.

The air subtle and fine. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. (1885) 27 Ane . . spring, of fyne, freshe and fair water.
ai6yj B. Jonson Rules Tavern v, Let our wines without
mixture or stum be all fine. 1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. ii.

(1682) 15 Which transient Sap .. thus becomes fine. 1723
Swift Stella at Woodpark, She view'd the wine To see
that ev'ry glass was fine. 1745 R. Pococke Descr. East
II. i. 5 They, .brought^ fine oil of olives. 1819 Shelley
Cyclops 47 Here the air is calm and fine.

f 3. Pure, sheer, absolute
; perfect. In phrases

adopted from OF., esp. (of, with, by) fine force,
(by) absolute necessity, also (by) main force ', fine
loz>e,fine heart, etc. Obs.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1405 Ther was never fadur to his child

Of fyne love so mekc and myld. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 35 Kymak . . com for fyne awe. c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr.
Knt. 1139 Me be-houez of fyne.force, Your seruaunt be.
c 1450 Merlin 156 By fyn strengthe. c 1475 Partenay 3831
Whom I so louedwith hert Fyn. 1564 Haward Eutropius
vn. 61 Cesar . . of fine force caused the Romaynes to create
hyin consul!. 1670 Cotton Es/eruon I. n. 45 To effect
that by fine Force, he could not obtain by the more
moderate ways of Addresses, and Treaty. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Fine Force {Fr. Law Term) an absolute un-
avoidable Necessity or Constraint. 1721-1800 in Bailey.
4. Of persons : t a. Consummate in virtue or

excellence. Chiefly as rime-word. Obs.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1203 A god, a lorde, a frend ful

fyin. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 257 A baron bold
& fyn. c 1400 Rowland $ O. 14 Sir Cherlles gud & fyne.
c 1450 .9/. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1901 Twa lialymen and fyne,
Saint benet and bischop Marcellyne.

t b. Used with reproachful designations : Con-
summate, 'egregious'. Obs. Cf. 12c.
£1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. vi. 18 A schrewe fyne. 1598

Shaks. Merry IK v. j. 19 That same knaue (Ford Mr
husband) hath the finest maddiuellof iealousie in him. .that
euer gouern'd Frensie. 1604 — Oth. iv. i. 155, I was a fine
Foole to take it.

5. Of persons or actions : Consummately skilful,

highly accomplished. Now only as a contextual
use of 12 ; Admirably skilful.
c 1320 Orfeo 265 To her harpyng that was fyne. c 1400

Destr. Troy 7716 A fyn archer, 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
III. 436 To seik him leichis that wer fyne and gude, To
heill his woundis. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. i. 10 In respect
of a fine Workman, I am but . . a Cobler. 1837 Disraeli

FINE.

Veneiia 1. iii, A fine musician. 1880 L. Stephen Pope v. 133
Pope was a really fine judge of literature.

II. Delicate, subtle.

6. a. Exquisitely fashioned ; delicately beautiful.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 170 Her fygure fyn. c 1450 Why

I can't be a nun 113 in E. E. P. (1862) 141, I fylle Among
the herbes fresche and fyne. 1530 Pai.sgr, 312/2 Fyne as
any woike that is small and subtylly wrought, soubtil. 1596
Spenser Prothalamion 27 They, .with fine fingers cropt ..

The tender stalks. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 317 Fine ap-
parision : my queint Ariel Hearke in thine eare. 1819
Shelley Ceuci iv. i. 133 Warp those fine limbs To loathed
lameness. 1867 Tennyson IFindozvSH Fine little hands, fine

little feet.

b. Of immaterial things, e.g. emotion or feeling

:

Delicate, elevated, refined. Cf. 10.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <r Cr. in. ii. 24 Some ioy too fine. .For the
capacitie of my ruder powers. 1797 Mrs. Radclitfe Italian
xxxiii. (1824) 713 A moment of finer joy. 1842 Tennyson
Locksley H. 46 What is fine within thee growing coarse
to sympathise with clay.

7. Delicate in structure or texture, delicately

wrought ; consisting of minute particles or slender

threads or filaments. Opposed to Coarse.
Often contextually coincident with sense 1.

^1386 Chaucer Prol. 453 Hire coverchiefs weren ful fine

of ground, a 1400 Sir Perc. 453 He fande a lofe of brede
fyne. 1558 Bury Wills (Camden) 151, J fyne hone. 1660
Act 12 Chas. It, c. 4, Sched. s.v. Brushes, Fine, or head
brushes. 1721 Berkeley /'rt-7'iv//. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks. III.

190 More fine linen is wore in Great Britain than in any
other country. 1737 Bracken Farriery /«//r. (1756) I. 118
Any Thing that is termed line Work. 1842 Bischoff Woollen
MannJ. II. 192 The wool is fit for clothing purposes or for
making fine flannels. 1884 A. R. Pennington WicliJ\\. 187
They were, written on fine vellum.

b. In minute particles, comminuted.
1535C0VERDALE Lev. ii. 1 A meatoflerynge. .of fyne floure.

1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet I) ij b, They haue. .got themselues
the fine meale. 1602 Shaks. Hani. v. i. 116 Full of fine Dirt.
1820 Shelley Witch xliv. 6 Interwoven with fine feathery
snow. 1885 Manch. Exam, 4 May 5/3 The air is in fact

quite misty with the fine impalpable dust which it contains.

c. Attenuated, of small density, subtle, rare.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 761 When the Eye standeth in
the Finer Medium. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock 11. 61 Trans-
parent forms, too fine for mortal sight, Their fluid bodies
half dissolved in light. 1783 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 219
The exudation of a fine fluid, i860 Miss Mulock Parables
30 in Poems 273 Air so rare and fine.

d. Very small in bulk or thickness ; extremely
thin or slender.

(1400 Maundev. (1S39I iii. 17 Upon the Body lay a fyn
plate of Gold. 1552 Huloet Fine threde, arachnion. 1577
Googe Heresbac/i's Husb. (1586) 11. 68 Make, .a fine hole..
in the stocke. 1590 Splnser F. Q. i. iv. 21 Like a crane his

neck was long and fyne. c 1790 Imison Sch. Art 1. 223
The fine membranes between a frog's toes. 1821 Shelley
Prometh. Unb. H. i. 116 Thine eyes, .underneath Their long
fine lashes.

Jig. 1588 Shaks L. L. L. v. 1. 19 He draweth out the thred
of his verbositie finer then the staple of his argument. 1845
Ld. Houghton in Lije (1891) I. viii. 360, I think my own
finer [lines of judgment] just as distinct. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 26 May 5/1 Margins of profit are so fine. 1891
Farmer Slang, CutJine, to narrow down to a minimum.

e. Athletics. Reduced in fat to the proper degree

by training.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 4 ;
The gentleman who brought

him [Oliver] so fine into the ring in his combat with Painter.

1887 R. L. Stevenson Pastoral in Longm. Mag. IX. 598
With a certain strain in the expression, like that of a man
trained too fine and harassed with perpetual vigilance.

8. Of a tool, weapon, etc. : Sharp-pointed, keen-
edged ; sharp.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5824 He. .frusshit at Philmene with a
fyn launse. 1611 Shaks. Whit. T. v. iii. 78 What fine

Chizzell Could euer yet cut breath ? 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. I. 342 Those exquisitely fine blades which are required
for operations on the human frame. 1871 Morley Voltaire
(1886) 8 A fine sword, very fatal to those, who [etc.].

Jig. ciooo Shaks. Soun. Hi. 4 For blunting the fine point
of seldom pleasure. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII 51 The finer

edges or points of wit.

f 9. Of bodily constitution : Delicate, sensitive,

tender. Obs.

1607 Topsell FourJ. Beasts (1658) 583 Some fine or deli-

cate person which cannot endure so gross a medicine. 1661
Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd., [Meats] fit for fine

complexions, idle and tender persons.

10. a. Of distinctions, reasoning, objects of per-

ception, etc. : Subtle, delicate, refined, b. Of
senses, organs, instruments: Capable of delicate

perception or discrimination; sensitive to delicate

or subtle impressions.

1567 R. Edwards Dam. fy Pith, in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 17

Now mens ears are finer. 1580 Baret Alv. F 544 A subtile

and fine distinction, distinctio tenuis <y acuta. 1606 Shaks.
Tr. fy Cr. 1. iii. 338 For here the Trojans taste our dear'st

repute With their finest palate. 1693 Dryden Juvenal
Ded. 41 The .. most delicate touches of Satire consist in

fine Raillery. 171a Addison Sped. No. 409 F 1 Gratian,

very often recommends the fine Taste, as the utmost Per-

fection of an accomplished Man. 1784 Cowper Task vi.

562 Grac'd with pohsh'd manners and fine sense. 1801

Southey Thalaba in. xi, The subtile sounds, Too fine for

mortal sense. 1855 Bain Senses # Int. n. ii. § 8 The part

endowed with the finer tactile power feels the other. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 431 A fine balance
should turn with about a 500,000th of the greatest load

which can safely be placed in either pan. 1885 Laio
Times LXXIX. 171/2 The distinction between motive and
intention is perhaps a little fine.
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1 11. Intellectually subtle, clever, ingenious. In

bad sense, Cunning, artful. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 247 Had neuere freke fyne wytte

be feyth to dispute, c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surteesi 7S70 In

all doyng discrete and lyne. I5S9 IUm Mag., f
a ' l

r
h -

Tresilian xii. To crepe into whose fauour we were full fyne

and slye. 1579 80 North Plutarch (16761 159 Soon after he

understood they were counterfeit Letters, made by Hanni-

hals fine device to have drawn him out. 1607-11 Bacon

Ess Empire (Arb.) 298 The wisedome of all theis latter

tymes, in Princes' affaires, is rather fine Deliveries, and

shiftinges of daungers and mischeifes . . than solid and

grounded courses to keepe them aloofe. 1610 Bp. Carleton

Jurisd. 6 Some of the finer Iesuits . . are growen more cun-

ning in the manner of deliuering it. 1701 Rowe Ainb.^>tep-

Moth II. ii. 942 One fine proieci of the Statesman s Brain.

1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide vlii. (1807) 57 Men of fine heads,

and nice calculations.
t

III. Senses developed in Eng. (chiefly = Fr.

beau).
, .

12. Used as a general expression of admiration :

Excellent ; admirable in quality ; of rare or striking

merit.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 161/1 Fyne, or ryght goode. 1580

Sidney Arcadia (1622) 116 To my conceite the fine cleane-

nesse of bearing it was exceeding delightful!. 1671 Lady

Mary Bertie in 12//1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22

Two very fine new plays. 1676 Cotton Angler II. 1. 5 As

fine Rivers, and as clear from, .encumbrance to hinder an

Angler, as any you ever saw. 1729 Lw Serious C. i.0815)

9 You see them . . pleased with fine preachers. 1751 Chat-

ham Lett. Nephiiu ii. 7 They [Homer and Virgil] contain the

finest lessons for your age to imbibe. 1756-7 Keysler's Trav.

(17601 IV. 451 Part of the fine paintings, .have already been

brought from Dusseldorp. 1794 Southey Botany Day Eel.

11 "lis a fine thing to fight the French for fame! 1809

Lytton Deverenx 1. iii, Candour no longer seemed to me the

finest of virtues. 1833 Ht. Martineau Mauch. Strike i. 9

Shake hands, my fine fellow. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II.
I

314 He accordingly fitted out a fine ship of four hundred

and ninety tons. 1863 Kingsley Wattr-Bab. (1878) 5 He
thought of the fine times coming when he would be a man.

b. Of thoughts, sayings, etc. : Admirably con-

ceived or expressed.

1676 HoiniES Iliad Pref. '1686' 10 Two or three fine sayings

are not enough to make a Wit. 1695 Dryden Parall.

Poetry A> Paint. Prose Wks. 1800 III. 348 The word zs,

or brass, was taken for a trumpet, because the instrument

was made of that metal,—which of itself was fine. 171a

Steele Sped. No. 288 F 1 Saying as many fine Things as

their Stock of Wit will allow. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 569 According to his own fine expression, 'the thought

of God made God '.

c. Often used ironically.

1581 J. Bell 11addon's Answ. Osor. 36 How say you fine

man? 1613 Shaks. etc. Hen. VIII, v. iv. 74 Y' haue made
a fine hand, fellowes. 1679 Ld. Chancellor in R. Mansel

Narr. Popish Plot 40 You are a fine Fellow; first to

come to His Majesty . . then to the 1-ord Powis. 1683 in

Wood Life (O. H. S. ) III. 70 That ' to execute penal lawes

upon dissenters was' —speaking ironically— 'a fine way to

unite us'. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xvi, Fine plots

they would lay. 1855 Browning Fra LipPo 201 A fine way
to paint soul, by painting body So ill. 1861 T. A. Trollope

La Pea/a I. iv. 74 It is all very fine, but one must live,

1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister ? 323 Telling your mates

of your fine goings-on.

13. Remarkably good-looking, handsome. Said

both of persons and things.

In the 18th c. the expression 'a fine woman ' (= une belle

femme) was very often used where we should now rather

say ' beautiful ' or ' pretty '.

1340-70 Alex. >y Diud. 591 But hit [a tomb] fair be & fin,

folic }e holden. 159S Yong Diana 36 A Shepherdesse so

fine perdie, So liuely yoong and passing faire. 1716 Franklin

Jrnl. Wks. 1887 I. 106 From the battlements of this upper

castle . . you have a fine prospect. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones VIII. viii, [She] is still a very fine woman. I7gx Mrs.
Radcliffe Rom. Forest x, She is a fine girl. 1828 Scott

F. M. Perth xxx, To make yourself acceptable to a fine

woman. 1833 Hi. Martineau Brooke Farm iv. 43 As fine

a set of lads and lasses as could be seen. 1867 M iss Brough-
ton Cometh up as Flower xxx. (1878) 334 A monstrous fine

woman. 1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. i. (1879) 34 The finest

ring-nebula is the 57th in Messier's catalogue.

b. Of the features, etc., in a more elevated sense :

' Beautiful with dignity' (J.).
1801 Southey Thalaba ix. ii, Her fine face raised to Heaven.

1849 C Bronte Shirley ii, He seems unconscious that his

features are fine. 1878 Hutton Scott i. 4 His father was a

man of fine presence.

14. Of handsome size or growth.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 3 The finest buds are

soonest nipt with frosts. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jerns. 40
Orange Trees . . all of so fine a growth . . that one cannot

imagine anything more perfect in this kind. 1796 C Mar-
shall Garden. xvii.(i8i3* 279 Some sorts [of fruit trees] grow
finest in . .a warm soil. 1870 Mrs. H. Wood G. Canterbury

II. i. 9 A fine child you call him . . He is not a fine child, for

he is remarkably small ; but he is a very pretty one.

b. Colloquially often with derisive notion : Very

large ; also followed by large, big, etc.

1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley i.iii. 53 You had a fine slice

of bread and honey just before Miss Berkeley came in.

15. Of the weather, a day, etc. : In which the sky

is bright, or comparatively free from cloud. Often

merely in the sense : Free from rain. Also Naut.

of the wind (see quot. 1867).

[= F. beau ; F. has also un tempsfin bright and cloudless

weather, but this seems not to have influenced the Eng. use.]

1704 Cuningham in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1688 Fair and

pleasant weather, with fine gales at S.E. 173a Berkeley
Alciphr. 11. § 1 The weather was so fine they had a mind to

spend the day abroad. 1836 M. Scott Cruise Midge I. ii.

228

39 A fine breeze, that, .was nearly a fair wind up the river.

1867 Tennyson Windcnu 153 ' Cuck-00 ! Cuck-00 !
' was ever

a May so fine ? 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fine Irrcezes,

said of the wind when the flying-kites may be carried but

requiring a sharp look-out. 187a Wood Insects at Home
iii. 337 On a fine day, it is very interesting to watch the

ants [etc.].

b. One of these fine days, etc. ( = F. un tie ces

beauxjours) : often used playfully or derisively with

reference to the occurrence of some unlooked for

event.

1853 Miss Mulock Agatha's Hush. I. iii. 65 Miss Bowen
set oiff one fine morning, hoping [etc.]. 1854 Dickens Hard
T. I. xi. 89 You'll get yourself into a real muddle, one of

these fine mornings.

16. Of dress: Highly ornate, showy, smart.

Hence of persons: Smartly dressed. Chiefly in

disparaging use. Prov. Fine feathers make fine

birds.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 84 With fayre and fyne

cbthes. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 310, I will be sure my
Katherine shall be fine. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. v. v. (1845)

313 A Colour'd suit, that but last Week, would have been

thought a fine one. 17a! Kelly Sc. Prov. 109 Fine Feathers

make fine Birds. 1730 Swift Death «r Daphne, Fine as a

col'nel of the guards. 1771 Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld.

Malmesbury 1. 214 A dress which was pretty and fine. 1798

Jane Austen Northaug.Abb. (1833) I. ii. 7 She had a harm-

less delight in being fine.

17. Characterized by or affecting refinement or

elegance ;
polished, dainty, refined, fastidious, etc.

1546 J. Hevwood Prov. (15621 1 j b, Lyke one of fond fancy

so fyne and so neate, That would haue better bread than is

made of wheate. a 155s Latimer Serm. A> Rem. (1845I 109

Those fine damsels thought it scom to do any such thing

unto Mary. 173a Pope Ep. Bathurst 73 Soft Adonis, so

perfum'd and fine. 1774 Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld.

Malmesbury I. 279 She is too fine to come to town till the

day before the birthday. 1786 Burns Holy Fair xv, His

English style, an' gesture fine Are a' clean out o' season.

1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Earn. I. 55 Since she had

been admitted into the society of her fine neighbours. 1814

Wordsw. Excursion VI, Yet farther recommended by the

charm Of fine demeanor. 1885 Besant Children ofCibrou

11. xxxii, He's only a working-man, you see. He hasn t got

your fine ways.

18. Of speech, writing, etc. : Affectedly ornate

or elegant.

1773 Mrs. Chapone Improv. Mind (1774* II- 113 '<"e

gallantry and unmeaning fine speeches, c 1800 K. White
Lett. (1837) 334 Never make use of fine or vulgar words.

1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (ed. 31 I. xiii. 202 A price

for the indulgence of fine speaking. 1867 Freeman Aorm.
Cong. (1876)1. App. 610 By way of fine writing.

b. Flattering, complimentary.
1848 Macaulay Hist. En?, I. 168 When this haggling was

very obstinate and very skilful it was called by some fine

name. 1865 Mill in Morn. Star 6 July, I hope you don't

suppose that I think all the fine things true about me which

have been said [etc.]. 1874 Mori.ey Compromise (1886J 169

Hardly . . more than a fine name for self-indulgence.

B. so. (The adj. used absol.) t a. A fine woman,

tb. Fine quality. C. The fine part of anything.

d. Fine weather.
1607 ToURNEUR Rev. Trag. III. v, Me thinkes she makes

almost as faire a fine. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial 111. I, Fairs,

fines, and honies, are but flesh and blood. 1696 J. F.

Merchant's Ware-ho. 15 What it wants in the fine, you have

compleated in the strength, a 1834 Lamb Final Mem. vin.

To H. C. Robinson 264 You go about, in rain or fine, at

all hours. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake xvm, 1 he fine of

the day will all be gone by that time.

C. adv. = Finely: a. In a fine manner, elegantly,

etc. ; as, to talk fine. b. Well, very well ;
com-

pletely, fully ; also in t Fullfine; MVell andfine:

to one's satisfaction, thoroughly. Obs. exc. dial.

C. Delicately, mincingly, subtly, with nicety.

B. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit U'emen 31 Annamaht fine

with flouris ( Iff alkin hewis under hewin. 1708 Loud. Caz.

No. 4496 '4 A strong Bay Horse that .. goes fine. 1730

Swift Paneg. on the Dean, The neighbours who come here

to dine, Admire to hear me speak so fine. 1751 Female

Foundl.W. 46 Nothing could be imagined finer turned than

the Praises which he gave me. 1773 Hist. Ld. Ainsworlh

I 9 Servants who drest finer than their mistresses. 181a W.
Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXX1X. 384 All the personages

talk fine. 181a L. Hunt in Examiner 14 Dec. 785/2 lhey

SI

b. t i'Wchaucer L. G. W. 1715 Lucrece, The husbonde

knew the estris wel and fyn. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7168 Iche

freike was fyn hole of bere fell hurtles. £1470 Harding

Chron c. v, Rulyng that lande in peace and lawe full fine.

asm Inter!. Youth in Ha/I. Dodslcy II. 12 Your brother

andyou together Fettered fine last ! 1889 Barrie Window
in Thrums 168, I believe fine ye mean what ye say. 1890

W. A. Wallace Only a Sister > 327, 1 could see all tine from

behind the curtains. .

C 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. 1. 22 Such rackers of orta-

griphie, as to speake dout fine, when he should say doubt.

1611 — Cymb. 1. i. 84 Dissembling curtesie ' How fine this

Tyrant Can tickle where she wounds 1 1676 Cotton\A ngler

II v. 3? To fish fine, and far off is the . .
principal Rule for

Trout Angling. 1704 J. Trapp Abra-Mnle m. 1. 1 191 Thy

Plot was wrought Too fine for my dull Sight.

D. Comb.

1. Of the adj. a. With pr. pples. forming adjs.,

as fine -appearing (U.S. dial.), -looking.

1879 Howell L. Aroostook (1883) II. 59 ' She is very 'fine-

appearing,' said Lydia. Staniford smiled at the countrified

phrase.
,

b. In parasynthetic derivatives, as fine-bailed,

-eyed, -feathered, -featured, -fleeced, -furred,

grained, -haired, -jointed, -mouthed, -nosed, -faced,

FINE.

-skinned, -spirited, -threaded, -timbered, -toned,

-tongued, -tubed, -ivitted, -woolled.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. II. i. 99 Lead him on with a "fine

baited delay. 1815 Keats Epistle to G. F. Matheui 35 The
fine-eyed maid. 1751 R. Paltock P. \\"ilkins(\%%d II- •• 18

A very 'fine-feathered creature. 1657 Cokaine Obstinate

Lady 111. i, 'Fine-featur'd Mars. 1835 Ure Philos. Mann/.
131 The high prices at which the 'fine-fleeced animals were
sold. 1630 Drayton Noahs blond 97 The * fine-furd Ermin.

1538 Leland Itin. (1744' VII. 81 Very fayre and "fyne

greynyd Okes. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862)

92 Fine grained, or musket powder X711 Lond. Gaz. No.

4890/4 Very Fat and "fine hair'd 1849 Parker Goth.

Archit. I. i. (1874! 16 Fine-jointed masonry, a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crnv,*Fine-mouth'd, nice dainty. 181 1 Sport-

ing Mag. XXXVlll. in Should the executioner be too fine-

mouthed. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. VI. ii. § 1 The Monks
themselves were too 'fine-nosed to dabble in Tan-fatts. 1625

B. Jonson Staple ofN. I. i, A "fine-paced gentleman. 1701

Lond. Gaz. No. 3748/4 A black Gelding, .'fine Skin'd. 1714

Mandeville Fab. Bees '1733! "• 3 J 5 Many 'fine-spirited

creatures. 1890 Child Ballads vli. ccxi. 145/2 It is a fine-

spirited ballad as it stands. 1833 Herschel Astron. ii. 84

A 'fine-threaded screw. 1634 Massinger Very Woman 11.

iii, This day the market's kept for slaves
;
go you, And buy

you a *fine-timber'd one to assist ine. 1864 A. M' Kay Hist.

Kilmarnock 11880' 120 A 'fine-toned organ 1580 Sidney

Arcadia (1622) 238 My *fine-witted wench Artesia. 1868

Darwin Anim. /, PI. I. iii. 99 "Fine-woolled sheep.

2. Of the adv. a. With pr. pples., forming adjs.,

as fine-dividing, -feeling, -sounding, -tapering.

1879 Geo. Eliot Coll. Breakf. P. 610 Brains and 'fine-

dividing tongue. 179S Jemima I 4 This. -is your amiable

..your 'fine-feeling Miss Jemima. 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain I. 35 The names of the animals are always 'fine-

sounding. 1728 46 Thomson Spring 384 The rod "fine-

tapering with elastic spring.

b. With pa. pples., forming adjs., as fine-bred,

-dressed, -set, -sifted, -spoken, -tricked, --wrought.

1667 Dryden Wild Gallant HI. ii, A 'fine-bred woman.

1710 Palmer Proverbs 111 Many a fine-bred gentleman has

been ruin'd by a title. 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. 11. i,

A dainty "fine-drest coxcomb. 1703 Moxon Meet. Exerc.

in *Fine-set, the Irons of Planes, -are set Fine, when . . in

working they take off a fine-shaving. i8a3 P. Nicholson

J'racl. Build. 223 Fine-set. 18*4 Miss Mitford Village

Ser. I. (1863) 197 The 'fine-sifted mould of the shrubber.es.

1666 Pepvs Diary 1 Apr., I find him a very 'fine-spoken

gentleman. 1853 Lynch SelfImprov. v. 105 1 he talk and

airs of fine-spoken reputable people. 1600 J. Lane Tom
Tel-troth 235 These mincing maides and 'fine trict truls, ride

post To Plutoes pallace. 1691 Norris Tract. Disc. 239 As the

laborious Spider weaves her "fine-wrought Web. I7as De
Foe Voy. round WorlcHit^o) 198 Fine-wrought China silks.

1816 Shelley There is no wort 21 The fine-wrought eye

and the wondrous ear.

c. With verbs, forming verbs, asfitie-bunnsh.

1833 Holland Mannf. Metal II. 40 Women, who care-

fully^finc-burni^ the bows with a polished steel instrument.

3. Special comb. : fine-arch (see quot.) ;
fine-

boring vbl. sb., the process of giving a fine bore

to a gun ; fine-out a., {a) finely cut, delicately

chiselled ; (*) cut so as to be fine
; fig. cut down

to narrow limits; fine-edge v., to put a fine edge

upon, sharpen ; fine-fingered a., (a) delicate, fas-

tidious ; (/') light-fingered ; fine-headed a., (a)

given to making fine distinctions ;
(b) clear-headed,

clever ; t fine-palated a ,
pleasing to the palate ;

fine-sight (see quot.) ; fine stuff (see quots.) ;
fine-

toothed a., (a) of a file : having fine teetli ; (/') of

persons : delicate or epicurean in matters of taste

or palate ; fine world = Beau-monde. Also Fine-

AitT, Fine gentleman, Fine iady, Fine-spun,

Fine-weather, etc.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1. 847/1 *Fine-arch, the smaller

fritting-furnace of a glass-house. 1891 Pall Mall G. 30 May
7/2 The process called ' "line-boring'. 1894 Daily Aevjs

9 Jan. 5/2 These days of 'fine-cut profit on safe monetary

business. 18x4 Mechanic's Mag. No. 46. 280 Easy mode

of "fine-edging a Razor. 1540 Covf.rdai.e Erasm. Par.

1 Tim. 13 To professe Christ, is not an ydle nor a delycate

"fine fyngred matter, c 1559 » Strype Ann. Ref. I. xiv. 189

These fmefingered rufflers with their sables about their

necks. 1603 Breton Mad World (Grosart) 11/1 laking

me for a fine fingreed companion 1579 '1 omson CVrft'm j

Serm Tim. 1007 2 Some 'fine headed and learned fellowe.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. it. 307 Some .
.
which are so

fine headded that they will make God a Iyer. 1603 Florio

Montaigne 11. xvii. (1632) 366 The finer-headed, and more

subtle-brained a man is. 174a Lond. «, Country hrew.l.

(ed 4) 37 The desired End of enjoying "fine-palated whole-

some Drink. 1859 Musketry Instruct 34 "Eine-s,ght is

when the line of sight is taken along the bottom of the notch

of the back-sight, the fine point of the fore-sight being only

seenintheali-inment. i8a5j. NttSOUKWp(tnl.MtC*MtiC
611 'Fine stuff., is merely pure lime, slaked first with a

small quantity of water, and afterwards [etc.]. 1858

SiMMONiM Diet. Trade, Fine-stuff, the second coat of plaster

for the walls of a room, composed of finely sifted lime and

sand mixed with hair. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 4j° As they

say that be "fine-toothed, and have a delicate last. 184a

Bk. Trades 231 The fine-toothed files 1801 Han-. More

Wks. VIII. 181 Persons who are pleased exclusively to call

themselves.. the "fine world.

tPine, v. 1 Obs. Forms: 3-6 fine, (3 fin, 4

fyn\ fyn'(e(n. Often with strong pa. t. : 3-4 fan(e,

(3 faynel, 4 fon, 5 fyne. [ad. OF. finer = Cat.,

Sp., Vg.finar, It. finare, com. Worn. finare, (. L.

fin-is end.]

1. intr. Of persons and other agents : To cease,

stop, give over, desist. Const, inf. with to.

ia97 R. Glouc. (1724) 140 Heo ne fynede neuer mo ar bo
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opsr ware at gronde. a 1300 Cursor M. 3309 (Colt.) Bot ai

be quils he ne fan To be-hald bat leue maidan. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints, Jacobus 338 For-bi be lele mene, ore ba fane,

Thinkand na ewil vent to he hill. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy
1. ii, He wolde not fyne Playnely to worke to his coaclusyon.

2. To come to an end, fail, pass away, end.

Also, to come to the end of one's life, to die.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22268 (Cott.) Sua sal cristen kingrik fine.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 328 Schal I efte forgo hit er euer

I fyne? 14.. Lydg. Temple o/Glas 372 In short tyme hir

turment shulde fyne. c 1500 Lancelot 2081 This Is his mycht
that neuer more shall fyne. 15 . . Bk. Fair Gentlenvom.
in Lanehairis Let. (1871) Introd. 96 Here Fineth Lady
Fortune.

3. trans. To bring to an end, complete, conclude,

finish.

^1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. Proeme 26 Father of Qwyrine !

This ferthe book me helpith for to fyne. t^z6 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 134 Alle oure trouble to enden and to fyne. a 151a
Fabyan Chron. vii. 682 An ende of thys boke..Here is now
fyned, whereof the sence precedyth. 1593 Shaks. Liter. gf>
Time's office is to fine the hate of foes.

b. To finish off (a part of a building).

1448 Will 0/Hen. VI in Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 369
Euery boterace fined with finialx. Ibid., Smale tourettis .

.

fined with pynacles.

Hence Fined ppl. a., Fi'ning vbl. sb.

c 1300 A'. Alis. 8015 God geve alle good fynyng ! c 1448
Avyse ofHen. VI in Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 367 Fro
the Crest unto the fynyng of the pynnacles. 1571 T. Fortes-
cue Forest of Hist. 64 b, Considering what we reade of
their fined labours. 1596 Drayton Legends, Robert cxv,

In fined things such meruails infinite.

Fine (&D), v.'1 Also 3-7 fyne. [f. Fink sbX\

*t* 1. trans. To pay as a fine or composition. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (1724)463 Me. .bounde men & enprisonede,
vorte hii fynede raunson. Ibid. 528 So bat vor be manshift
. .pe clerkes finede wib him gret raunson inou. 1S99 Shaks.
Hen. V, iv. vii. 72 Know'st thou not That I have fined
these bones of mine for ransom ?

1 2. To impose (a tax) upon. Obs.
1563-37 Foxe A. $ M. (1596,1 307/1 Shortlie after a tax

was fined upon the countrie of Norfolke,

t3. intr. To pay a penalty, ransom, or composi-
tion. Const. ivith (a person). Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 511, & wo so nolde ajeo horn at hor
wille fine, Hii barnde hous & other god. 1526 Customs of
Pale (Dillon 1892) 85 Unto that theie have (fined with him
for theire trespas. 1548 Hall Chron. (18091 9 He made
them fine of newe. 1561 Stow Eng. Chron. (1565) 155 b,

He was deteyned in prison, .vntyll he had fyned with the
kyng for 8000 poundes. 1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. (1684) III.

761 Except you fine with me, I will put a Collar about your
Neck.
transf and fig. 1580 Sidney Ps. Iv. 18 He ransom'd me, be

for my safetie fin'd In fight. 1634 Shirley Examples IV. i,

A challenge ! Some young gentlemen that have Strong
purses and faint souls do use to fine for 't.

b. esp. to do this in order to escape the duties

of an office. Const, for, esp. in to fine for {the

office of) alderman, sheriff, etc. Also, f tofine off.

1557 Order of Hospitalls IJ vj, Except he be such a one
as have borne th' Office ofan Alderman, or hath fined for the
same. 1663 Pi-ii'YS Diary 1 Dec, Mr. Crow, .hath fined for

Alderman. 1682 Eng. Elect. Sheriffs 41 Charlton . . chose
rather to Fine than to run the risk of being confirmed by
the Commons to hold. 1706 Estcourt Fair Examp. v. 1,

' You . . are able to Fine for Sheriff upon occasion. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 116 F3 Some have fined for Sheriffs.

1761-2 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ixix. 179 Box apprehen-
sive of the consequences which might attend so dubious an
election, fined off.

fig. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 8c So sadly dull And
stupid, as to fine for Gull.

*t"4. Of a magistrate: To fine with (a person).

To accept a money payment as the price of con-

nivance. Sc.

1609 Skene Peg. Maj. 135 Gif any Lord of Regalitie sells

any theif : or fines with him for theift done.

5. f a. To pay a fine on the renewal of tenure. (Cf.

Fine sbA 7.) Obs. b. trans. Tofine down or off: to

arrange for a reduction of (rent) upon payment of

a fine. So, tofine down a lease.

1670 Walton Lives 1. 50 Our Tenant . , offered to fine at
so low a rate as held not proportion with his advantages.
1705 Land, Gaz. No. 4183/3 The Tenant fining down a Part.

1709 Ibid. No. 4540/5 Fining off" part of the Rent after the
rate often Years Purchase. 1880 [see Fining below].

6. Tofine and recover : see Recover.
1831 Scott fml. (1890) II. 401, I believe I have fined and

recovered, and so may be thankful.

7. To pay a consideration for a specified privilege,

or for appointment to an office.

1548 Udai.l, etc. Erasm. Par. John xviii. 13 Beeyng a
benefice sette to sale it [the high-priesthood]'was fined for
euery yere to the princes. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. 1. x.

(1869) I. 130 Such adulterine guilds . . were, .obliged to fine

annually to the king for permission to exercise their usurped
privileges. 1813 Scott Rokeby 11. xxx, Nobles and knights
. Must fine for freedom and estate. 1818 Hallam Mid.
Ages II. viii. 11. 117 In England, women, and even men,
simply as tenants in chief, and not as wards, fined to the
crown for leave to marry whom they would. 1876 S. Dowell
Tuxes in Eng. I. iv. 33 In the fifth year of King Stephen,
the Londoners fined in C marks of silver, that they might
have sheriff's of their own choosing.

8. trans. To punish by a fine ; to mulct. Hence
simply, to punish (obs.). With the penaltyoramount
expressed as a second object, or introduced by in.

1559 Fabyan Chron. (1811) 615 Of the whiche prysoners
some were after fyned, and some punysshed by longe im-
prysonment. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 111. i. 115 If it

were damnable, he being so wise, Why would he for the

momentarie tricke Be perdurabllefin'de? 1662 StilMNGPL.
Orig. Sacr. 1. i. § n He was., fined five talents. 1679
Burnet Hist. Ref. I. n, 166 He was . . fined in 400 Pound.
1692 Locke Consid. Money 12 To Fine Men one Third of
their Estates, .seems very bard. 1722 SEWEL Hist. Quakers
(1795I I. in. 153 They were fined for not taking off their hats.

1794 S. Williams Vermont 294 Others have been fined in

large sums. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (18761 III. xiii. 9 It

was against law to fine a jury for giving a verdict contrary
to the court's direction. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 5.

198 The King was strong enough to fine and imprison the

Larls. Mod. The magistrate fined him forty shillings.

H trice Fined ppl. a.
t in fined-down (sense 5)

;

Fi'ning vbl. sb.. the action of the verb, an instance

of this ; also fining- doion, in qnot. attrib.

1599 MASS1NCER, etc. Old Law iv. ii, Your smiles deserve
a fining. 1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 125
Fineing, banishing .. and such like. 1880 Daily 'lei. 31

Dec. 3/5 Many of the tenants have paid large sums for

fined-down leases. Ibid., The fining-down system, by which
reductions of rent were bought out by lump sums.

Fine (fein)j v.% Also 4-6 fyne(n. [f. Fine«.]
To make or become fine.

1. trans. To make fine or pure ; to purify from
extraneous or impure matter ; to clarify, refine.

Also to fine down. Obs. cxc. with reference to beer.

T" To fine chaff: to drive it off in the process of

cleansing the wheat.
1340 Ayenb. 106 Ase dep bet tier [bet] clen7ej) and fineb pet

gold, c 1440 Hylton Scala I'erf. (W. de W. 1494) 11. xxix,

Also sone as the wyne is fyned & clered thenne it stondeth
styll. 1487 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 2 Preamb., To fine and part

all Cold and Silver. 1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 15 This
rynlet of malvesy is not fyned. 1579 Spenser She/h. Cat.

Dec. 125 As the chaffe should in the fan be fynd. 1613
T. Rovenzon Treat. Mefallica D iij, The Sowe-Iron may
be fined at one time. x68d Plot Staffordsh. 338 They have
a knack of fineing it [ale] in three days time to that degree,

that [etc.]. 1761 Franklin in J. Adams Wks. 118501 II. S2

vote, The porter . . is . . fined down with ising-glass. 1797
Downing Vis. Homed Cattle 22 That will help to fine and
thin the blood. 1823 J. BaDCOCK Dom. Amitsem. 103 To
'fine down ' Spirits. 1859 Sala Gas-light § D. vi. 71 Has
it been adulterated, 'fined', doctored.

fig. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2634 For in hcven may na
saul he sene, Unto it be fyned and clensed dene. 1628 Coke
On Lilt. 97a, The Law of England, .hath beene fined and
refined by an infinite number of graue and learned men.
1663 Dlair Autobiog. ii. (1848) 49 The Lord is pleased by
trials to fine the faith of his servants. 1871 Browning Pr.
Hohenst. 1324 Fined and thrice refined T the crucible of life.

2. intr. To grow or become fine or clear ; to

clarify, lit. and fig. Also, tofine down.
1552 Huloet, Fine, reste, or settle, as wine clothe or other

licoure, sido. 1664 Evelyn PomouaGtn. Advt. (17291 89 It

will work so long, that when it fines, the Cider will be hard.

1719 Free-thinker No. 134 P 6 The perpetual violent
Motions.. hinder his Mind from fining. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.
Waters I. 46 Water .. which .. appears muddy and foul,

will fine . . upon standing. 1822 Imison Sc. <V Art II. 159
The liquor is now suffered to stand for some time to fine (or

become transparent). 1859 Hughes Scouring of White
Horse iv. 62 [The ale] hadn't had quite time to fine down.

+ 3. trans. To make beautiful, handsome, or

elegant. Also, To fine up : to furbish up, smarten.

Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1696 For it so wel was enlumyned With

colour reed, as wel fyned, As nature couthe it make faire.

1567 Trial Treas. in Hazl. Dodstey III. 263 Though the
style be barbarous, not fined with eloquence. 1627-77
Feltham Resolves 1. xxviii. 48 He does fine up his homely
house. 1655 GUBNAIX Chr. in Arm. xii. 116691 47 To bestow
a great deal of cost in fining up an old Suit. 1664 J. Wilson
Cheats It. iv, He does not fine up himself, as he was wont.

f 4. To improve in quality. Obs.

1683 PfiNN in R. Burton Evg. Emp. Amer. vii. (1685) in
Whether it be best to fall to Fining the Fruits of the Country
..or send for foreign Stems or Sets already good. 171a
Mortimer Hush. II. .v. 23 It fines the Grass, but makes it

short, tho' thick.

5. To make small, thin, or slender.

a. To break into fine or small particles. Obs.

exc. techn.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. 9 b, They fyne
and beate to powder . . not receiptes of theyr owne, but of
Christes. 1725 Bradley Fam. Did. s. v. Ploughing of
Land, If the Land mounts full of Clots, .you must fine it by
harrowing it when Rain comes. 1880 Lomas Alkali Trade
i. 9 The large pieces must first be . , fined by the small tods
used for road metal.

b. To make keen or subtle.

1839 Bailey Festus xxix. (1848) 337 Senses fined And
pointed brilliantwise.

C. To fine away, down : to make gradually

finer; to thin off, whittle away or down (^either a
material or an immaterial thing).

x8oi Strutt Sports <5- Past. Introd. § 33. 39 The author.

.

endeavours to fine away the objections of its opponents.
1826 Granby II. iii. 34 You fine down her good qualities so
dexterously. 1844 Mrs. Browning Child Asleep viii, To
fine down this childish beauty To the thing it must be made.
1866 Ferrier Grk. Philos. I. v. 34 So imperceptibly are they
[the changes] fined away into each other. 1868 Helps
Realmah xvi. (18761449 Fining down his original statement.
1872 Browninc Fifine iii, The human beauty. .Tricot fines

down if fat. 1887 Fenn Offto Wilds xxix, The sharp stake
formed by fining down a good-sized tree.

6. intr. a. To become comminuted, dial.
1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Pine, to become fine and

powdery, in consequence of having been slaked.

b. To become attenuated or delicate.

1889 Eng. Illitst. Mag. Dec. 255 The wind fined' into light,

delicate curls of shadow upon the- sea.

c. Tofine away, down, off', to become gradually
fine, thin, or less coarse ; to dwindle away to the
vanishing-point.
1858 Bushnell Serm. Neiv Life 416 The low superstitions,

the coarse and sensual habit . . have gradually fined away.
1876 R. F. Burton Gorilla L. I. 124 Fining imperceptibly
away till lost in the convexity of the waters. 1881 Daily
Tel. 5 July 3 2 Fining away with delicate keenness at the
forefoot. 1884 St* James's Gaz. 29 May 6/1 Beauchamp.

,

had fined down very much since the Two Thousand.
7. Of the weather : To. clear, rare.
1888 Scott, Leader 12 July 7 [Sailor says'] The weather

fined a bit.

8. trans. To bring into good condition.

1835 Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search Horse ii 27 ' He was
brought out half an hour before, Sir, with legs like millstones
. .They trotted him up and down . . just to fine his legs.'

Hence Fined ppl. a. ; Fi'ning///. a.

1483 Oath. Aitgl. 131/1 Fynde, defecatus, mcratus. 1555
in Strype Feci. Mem. III. App. xliv. 123 Not with pure and
most fined gold. 1599 A. M. \.r.Gabelhoucr"s Bk. Physicke
To Rdr, 1 Kuerye fined and perpolite witte. 1613 ChA I'MAN
Masque Inns of Court Wks. III. 113 O blow away, AI
vapours from the fined ayre. a 1661 Fuller Worthies 1.

(1662) 245 Fined Silver in Wedges. 1839 Bailey Festus
(1S54) 460 How mind will act with, .senses fined . . we know
not. 1888 Daily News 4 Apr. 3/1 A gradually fining river.

Fine, dial, form of Find.
Fineable, var. form of Finable.

Fine art. [Orig. in pi. as transl. of F. beaux*
a/ts ; cf. Fine a. III.]

1. In plural, the arts which are concerned with
' the beautiful ', or which appeal to the faculty of

taste ; in the widest use including poetry, eloquence,

music, etc., but often applied in a more restricted

sense to the arts of design, as painting, sculpture,

and architecture. Hence in sing, one of these arts
;

also transf. an art or employment requiring refined

and subtle skill comparable to that required in the

practice of ' the fine arts '.

1767 fs^e Art sb. n], 1821 Craig Led. Drawing*. 4 Our
advancement in the fine arts. 1839 De Quincey Wks. (1S64)
I.V. i- {title) On Murder, considered as one of the Fine Arts.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Aristocracy Wks. iBolin) II.

85 Often they have been the friends and patrons . . of the

fine arts. 1884 Gladstone Sp. in Pari. 28 Apr., At that
period the art of obstruction was not so much of a fine art

as it is now. 1890 Watson Couf. Poacher v. 58 Poaching
is one of the fine arts .. and the man who would succeed
must be a specialist.

2. collect, sing. In generalized sense : The fine arts

as constituting a department of practice or study.

Also attrib. (often hyphenedfine-art).
Mod. I have no pretension to any knowledge of fine art.

The column headed 'Fine-Art Gossip' in the Athenaeum.
The fine-art galleries of the museum are not yet opened.

Fine-draw, v. [f. Fixe a. and adv. + Draw v.

The stress is equal or variable.]

1. trans. To draw or sew together (two edges of

a rent, two pieces of tapestry, etc.) so finely that the

join is not noticed ;.to mend (a garment) neatly.

[1713 (.Implied \x\fine-draiver\ see below).] 1755 in John-
son. 1756 Rolt Diet. Trade s.v., It is now prohibited to

fine-draw pieces of foreign manufacture upon those made
in Great Britain, a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Comic Rom,
(1775) I. 83 Had not a. bungling taylor advised him to get
liis hat fine-drawn. - 1833 MabRYat P. Simple (L.\ It was
in my best pair of kerseymeres, but, thanks to the skilful

little seamstress, I got them finedrawn. 1852 JAMES Pe-
guinillo III. 196 Did you ever buy a coat without looking
through it to see that it wasn't fine-drawn?

2. To draw out to minute fineness, tenuity, or

subtlety, lit. and fig. Somewhat rare.

1761 Churchill Rosciad Poems 1763 I. 57 Let wits, like

spiders, from the tortured brain Fine-draw the critic-web.

1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall Whiteboy iv. 35 The rude but genuine
hospitality was being fine-drawn in every direction.

b. intr. {jronce-ttse.) To execute elaborate varia-

tions.

1859 G. Meredith R . Feverel II. iv. 44 To gentlemen and
ladies he fine-draws upon the viol,, ravishingly.

Hence Pine-drawing" vbl. sb., the action of the

vb., also concr. (see quot. 1888). Also Tine-

drawer, one who fine-draws.
1713,/V;//. Trans. XXVIII. 225 If you tare a piece of

Muslin into two Pieces, and give it to one of their Fine-

Drawers to set it together again. 1735 Dyche &: Pardon
Diet., Fine Drawing, a . .Way of mending Rents in Cloaths,

a particular Part of the Taylor's Art, and commonly a
distinct Employment. 1871 G. Meredith H. Richmond lv.

(.1889) 524 Toss common-sense overboard, there's no end to

your fine-drawings. 1883 Almondbury Gloss., Finedrazvcr.

1888 Ki.worthy IV. Somerset IVord-bk., Fine-drawing,
the name of one of the sorts of long or combing wool, sorted

out of the fleece.

Fine-drawn, ///. a. [f. Fixe a. and adv. +
dra7?n-, pa. pple. ot Draw.
When used attrib. it may have chief stress on first syll.]

Drawn fine; drawn out to extreme thinness,

tenuity or subtlety, lit. and fig. Also in Racing
and Athletics : Reduced in weight or fat by exercise

and training \
1840 Plaine Encyct. Rural Shorts iv. vi. § 1699. 484 He

may go through a very long and severe run, and yet return

comparatively but little finer drawn than when he went out.

1869 E. A. Parkes Tract. Hygiene <ed. 3) 387 Many men
are ' overtrained \ i.e., too fine-drawn from absorption of fat.

1876 T. S. Egan tr. Heine's Atta Troll, etc. 249 The fine-

drawn aristocrats. 1884 K. Marryat in 19th Cent. May 840



FINEER. 230 FINERY.
Struggling against that fine-drawn network of circumstance.
1887 H. Smart Cleverly Won ii. 14 She was in training, and
rather fine drawn to boot. 1887 Lowell Democr. 23 Fine-
drawn analyses of the Rights of Man. 1888 Elworthy //'.

Somerset Word-bk., That story is too fine-drawn

—

i.e.

grossly exaggerated.

t FineeT, v. 1 Obs. Also 8 finnier. [early

form of Veneer.] = Veneer, lit. andyig*. Hence
Finee'red///. a. ; Fineering vbl. sb.

1708 New View 0/London I. 98/2 The Communion Table
is neatly Finnierd. 1716 Frot. Mercury 18 May 6 Chests
of Drawers .. of the Newest Fashion and best Fineer'd

Work in Walnut-Tree. 1778 R. Tickell Wreath 0/Fashion
98 See Palmerston fineer his Bout's Rhimees. 1780 Descr.
Tunbridge Wells 11 The yew especially is of late become
very fashionable, and the goods fineered with it are certainly

excessively pretty. 1781 Haylkv Trt. Temper it, 144 Our
young lord. . Fineer'd the mean interior of his mind. 1832
Gell Pomfeiana II. 74 This sort of fineering with rare

marbles.

+ Fineer, v.2 Obs. rare"1
, [app. ad. Viw.fini-

eren, fijneren to collect money or riches (Oudem.),
ad. OF.finer \ cf. Fine v.] (See qnot.)
1758-65 Goldsm. Ess., Biog. A/em,, The second method of

running into debt is coWadfineermg', which is getting goods
made up in such a fashion as to be unfit for every other
purchaser ; and if the tradesman refuses to give them upon
credit, then threaten to leave them upon his hands. /bid.,

The young man . . could face, fineer and bring custom to a
shop with any man in England.

Fine gentleman. a. A gentleman of

polished manners and refined tastes, b. A gentle-

man of fashion, one who is distinguished for ele-

gance and correct style in dress and habits of life
;

now usually in sarcastic use.

173* Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 11 Men of pleasure, men of
fashion, and fine gentlemen. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

368 The fine gentleman's ornaments, his embroidered coat,

his fringed gloves. 1879 Froude Cxsar ix. 90 Fine gentle-

men could once more lounge in their clubs.

Hence Pine-g-entlemanish a., foppish.
1865 Spectator 29 Apr. 471/1 Some highly affected and

fme-gentlemanish verbosity whicli we have not met before.

Fineish (farnif), a. Also 6-9 finish, 7 fynish.
[f. Fine a. + -ISH.] fa. Affecting refinement,

fastidious (obs.). b. Somewhat fine, in various

senses of that word.
1583 Stanyhurst Mneis, etc. (Arb ) 145 Tyndarus .

.

Would needs bee finish, with bitter frumperye taunting.
a 1639 W. Whately Frototypes 11. xxx. (1640) 103 An idle,

coy, finish maide is so much the more disdained of wise
persons. 164^7 Ward Simp. CoblerS6, I have here and there
taken a few hnish stitches. 1650 B. Discolliminium 48 My
habit is somwhat fynish as other Gentlemen are. 183a M iss

Mitford Village Ser. v. (1863) 344 A fineish girl. 1867
Carlyi.e Remin. (1881) II. 165 He was the leanest of man-
kind, .face and head fineish. .and of a Jew type rather.

Fine la'dy. A lady of quality or refinement
;

a lady of fashion. Often applied sarcastically to

a woman who dresses showily, imitates the manners
of a class above her own, or is devoted to display

and disdains useful work. Also attrib. (hyphened

fine- lady).

1801 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda (1832) II. xxi. 82 The poor
gardener, who had been cheated by some fine ladies out of
his aloe. 1862 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 145, I had got a
little girl . . in place of my fine-lady housemaid. 1893 Miss
K, Simpson "Jeanie d1 Biggersdale 115 Romany lasses cotrid

not expect to lead fine-lady lives.

Hence Fine-ladically adv., after tlie manner of

a * fine lady ' ; Fine-la"dyish a., like or proper to

a 'fine lady', finical; Fine-Iadyism, the dis-

position and behaviour of a ' fine lady *, also carter.

a fad or crotchet of a ' fine lady* ; Fine-lady-like
a. = Fine-ladyish.

iff? Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary (lBlg) II. 189 Rathur
than appear finical and fine-ladyish, I got out. 1784 R,
Bage Bar/iam Downs II. 40 Assuming a certain degree of
finedady-like effrontery. x8iz Byron Let. to Hodgson 13
Oct. Wks. (1846) 549/1, 1 am growing. .fine-ladicallyne*r7'C«J.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 596/1 The upstart affectation of her
fine-Iadyism was fulsome. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868)

64 'One sort of fine-Iadyism is as good as another', said
Felix. 1867 H. Kingsley Silcote ofSilcotes xlviii, A little

too fine-ladyish.

Fineless (fai-nlt-s), a. rare. [f. Fine sb. 1 +
-less.] Boundless, infinite, unlimited.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 173 But Riches finelesse is as

poore as Winter, To him that euer feares he shall be poore.

1839 Bailey F'estus xix. (1848) 214 All fineless as the future.
1878 Browning La Saisiaz$$ That which dropped the dew
its fineless food.

Finely (ftrnli), adv. Forms: 4 fin(e)-, fyn-
liche, 5-6 fyn(e)ly(e, 4, 6- finely, [f. Fine a.

+ -IT 2
.] In a fine manner (see senses of the adj.).

f L In a consummate degree
;

perfectly, com-
pletely. Obs.
c 1330 Cast. Liwe 1 1 32 Hon fynliche in herte God loueb he.

1340-70 Alisaunder 1 201 Fende mee fi nliche well to fonde
my strength. 1655 Culpepper Riverius vn. i. 152 The Tumor
vanished, and she was finely cured.

2. With consummate skill, with beautiful work-
manship or admirable finish. In mod. use merged
in 6.

c 1340 Cursor M. 6563 (Fairf.) Hit ys of gold finely di^t.

14.. 'Tundale's Vis. 1656 Of red gold fynly ennamelyd.
1587 Turberv. Trag. T. 1.1837) 169 And finely finisht up the
ship.

3. In a state of fine division ; to a fine point or

edge ; so as to be subtle or delicate in structure

;

delicately, minutely.
C1550 Lloyd Treas. Health (i585)Tviij, Make them into

pouder fynelye. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. i. 4 The leaves are
much more jagged . . finelier cut. 1606 Peacham Drawing
iv. 10 Get you black lead, sharpened finelie. 1718 Lady
H. W, Montagu Let. Ctess. Mar. 4 Jan., Napkins .. as
finely wrought as the finest handkerchiefs. 18x6 L. Hunt
Rimini m. 16 The other finelier spun. 1847 Johnston in
Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. No. v. 222 The skin is very finely
striolate. 1863 Lyell Antig. Man 46 Finely laminated sand.

Jig. 1693 Dkyden Orig. 0/ Sat. Prose Wks. 1800 III. 212
Here is the Majesty of the heroick finely mixed with the
venom of the other. 1885 Bookseller 5 Mar. 240/2 The dis-

tinction in these mixed races seems very finely drawn.

4. With respect to action, speech, etc. : With
delicacy and nicety ; delicately, subtly, nicely.

1548 Hall Citron. 18 He would that poinct should be ..

more fynely and closely handled. 1608 Y'orksh. Trag. 1. ii,

Chide me? Do't finely then. 1710 Hearne Collect. II. 369
In y City of Rome they spoke more finely . . than in Pro-
vinces. 1713 Addison Sped. No. 345 T2i The new Passion
that was awakened in him [Adam] at the sight of her [Eve]
is touch'd very finely. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi
Windows 2 Who. .touched the heart of us So finely that the
pity scarcely pained. 1867 F. Francis Angling iii. (1880)

79 The angler is compelled to fish as finely as possible. 1883
Kendal Mercury fy Times 23 Nov. 5/1 An elevating or
finely humanising tendency.

•f-5. Cleverly, cunningly, shrewdly. Obs.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 11. (1877) 326 The argument

of his frendes he did moste finely wrest to the contrarie of
their menyng. 1579-80 North Flutarch{i6j6) 154 Whereas
he himself by Hannibal was first finely handled and deceived.
a 1639 Wotton Essex fy F)k. Buckhtu., Wee rate this one
secret as it was finely carried at 4000/. in present money.

6. In a manner fitted to call forth admiration
;

admirably, beautifully, excellently, splendidly.
1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 330 Thou hast plaid

thy part finely. 1759 tr. Duhamel's Husb. 11. i. (1762) 128
The crop came up finely. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I.

1. iv. 135 Lockhart-hall. .is finely situated on the right bank
of the Clyde. 1850 Lynch Theo. Trin. 81 Greenish tints,

finely contrasting with its [the moonV] own soft white.

b. irGiiically.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Fori. 222 He scoffeth finely at our
spintuall sifting of the sacrament so fine. 1598 Shaks.
Merry IV. v. iii. 22 Wee '11 betray him finely. 1691 South
Serttt. Nat. fy Mcas, of Conscience ii, I doubt not but you
will find that kingdom . . finely governed in a short time.

1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Sept., When we are away, I

suppose she pays us off finely. 1883 Stevenson Treas. /si.

I. iv, My heart was beating finely when we two set forth.

c. dial. Used predicatively as qttasi-c^'. : Very
well in health.
1818 Todd Johnson s.v. Finely 7 In Cumberland a man

in good health being asked how he is, answers ' he is finely '.

1840 Si'Urdens E. Anglian Wds., ' How is your wife, John,
after her groaning?' 'Finely, sir, thank 'ee.' 1878 in

CumberUi. Gloss.

7. With respect to dress : Showily, handsomely.
1665 Boyle Occas. Refl; (1845^ 354 Many of them as finely

and as richly dress'd, as if [etc.].

8. Comb. With pples. forming adjs., as finely'-

arched, -bred, -c/ieauered, -pinnated, -situated,

-tempered, timed, -varied, -veined, -wrought.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. III. xxxv. 35 Each *finely-

arched chapel. 18 . . Tristram in Queen's Printers' Bible-
Aids 54 A swift or *finely-bred camel. 1728-46 Thomson
Spring 776 The 'finely-checkered duck. 1870 Kincsley in

Gd. Words 239 * Finely-pinnated mimosa leaves. 1875 W.
McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire 94 The. .*finely-situated

..Endcliffe House. 1869 Poutell Arms fy Arm. vii. 120
Their *finely- tempered blades. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (18281

III. 558 His was a 'finely-timed speech. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. IV. Ii. 23 Her voice, .in its *finely-varied tones.

1763C01.LINSON in Phil. Trans. LIV.65 Four *finely-veined
transparent wings. 1873 Hamerton /ntell. Life in. iii.

(1876) 91 The *finely-wrought texture of the verse.

Fineness Jai'n,nes). [f. Fine a. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being fine.

1. Choice or superior quality.

t 1400 Test. Love 11. (1560)291/1 Margarite .. sheweth m
it selfe by fineness of colour, whether [etc.]. 1513 Fitzherh.
Surz'. 3 The fynenesse of the grasse. x6ia Drayton Poly-olb.

xii. 515 For finenesse of her turfe surpassing.. 1847 Tenny-
son Prate. 11. 133 Some men's [heads] were small ; not they
the least of men ; For often fineness compensated size.

t b. concr. Articles of good quality. Obs.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 40 Such other like costly

furniture and fineness.

2. Freedom from foreign admixture, purity.

a. in metals : usually in the sense of comparative

freedom from alloy.

1487 Act 4 Hen. VI/, c. 2 Pream., It causeth Money .. to
be made worse in Fineness than it should be. 1555 Eden
Decades 38 Of lyke finenes to that wherof the florenes are
coyned. 1638 Penkethman Artach. K iv, The finenesse of

their Coine, which did farre exceed ours. 1704 RoyalProd.
18 June in Loud.Gaz. No. 4029/1 The Currency of all Pieces

. . shall . . stand Regulated, according to their Weight and
Fineness. 1855 Macaulay /list. Eng. IV. 640 The money
of the kingdom should be recohied according to the old

standard . .of fineness.

b. Of a liquid: Clearness.

1657 Howell J^ondinop. 13 The finenesse of the River.

1664 Evelyn Pomona Gen. Advt.(i729)87 13roach the Vessel
. .and see what Fineness it is of.

3. Fine or striking appearance, handsomeness.
Of dress : Showiness, splendour.
1553 Eden Treat. Ne-we /mi. (Arb.1 14 The chiefe cytie..

is in situacion and fynenes much lyke vnto the cytie of

Milayr.e. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. 87 The fineness of
Cloaths destroys the ease, a 1704 T. Hrown Praise Wealth
Wks. 1730 I. 84 The fineness of his address. X719 London
& Wise Compl. Gard. p. xxv. In the beauty and fineness of
the Trees. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvi. v, He greatly
admired the fineness of the dresses. 1841 L. Hunt Seer
n. (1864) 76 He wrote to the Prince of Orange upon the
fineness of his troops.

4. Slenderness, tenuity, thinness. Of a point or
edge : Keenness, sharpness.

"533 Elyot Cast. Hellhe 11. (1540I 17/1 By fourme Is vnder-
stand grossenesse, fynenesse, thicknesse or thynnesse.
1657 J. Smith Alyst. Rhet. 69 Litotes, \noTjjq. .smalness or
finenesse, derived from Aito? (litos . . small or fine). 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 193 A Screw, whose Thread shall be
of the same fineness that the Screw and the Shank is of.

1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 352 The wire is ..

then in the proper state for being reduced to the utmost
degree of fineness it is capable of sustaining. 1837 Landor
Pentameron Wks. 1846 II. 312 As little asasdkworm knows
about the fineness of her thread.

5. The quality of being composed of fine particles,

filament?, threads, or material in general : the
opposite of coarseness.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 182 Taffataes of transparent
finenesse. 1770 Chestere. Misc. Wks. II. lxix. 538 Irish
linen . . much about the same fineness and price of the last.

1846 McCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 505 Without
injuring the fineness of the fleece. i860 Ruskin Mod.
Faint. V. ix. vii. 268 Fineness of structure in the body ..

renders it capable of the most delicate sensation. 1879
Cassell's Techn. Educ. IX. 158 The degree of fineness to
which this grinding is carried varies.

6. Of immaterial things, e.g. of thought and
speech: Subtly-refined quality, delicacy, subtlety.
1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 1. iii. 209 Those that with the

finenesse of their soules, By Reason guide his execution.
1607 R. C. World of Wonders To the Reader A iv, The
finenesse, fitnesse, and featnesse of the phrase. 1654 Jxk*
Taylor Real Pres, 205 It were a finenesse of Spirit to be
able to believe the two parts of a contradiction. 1689-90
Temtle Ess. Learning \Vks. 1731 I. 167 That Language
[the French] has much more Fineness and Smoothness at this

Time. 1718 Prior // 'ks. Pref.,The Softness of Her Sex, and
the Fineness of Her Genius, conspire to give Her a very dis-

tinguishing Character. 1780 Mad.D'Arblay J9/rtry Apr., He
. .played with a fineness that resembled the man we looked
at at Piozzi's benefit. 1856 Masson Ess. x. 452 Those
peculiar finenesses and flights of intellectual activity which
are native to verse. 1878 E. Jenkins Haverholme 98 The
delicate fineness and fragrance of her flattery.

b. A nice or subtle point or matter ; a subtlety.
1623 MADBEtr. Aleman's Guzman d'A If. 11.il. 17 Thinking

that .. there was no need of these finenesses and niceties

betweene them. (717x6 South Serm. Extemp. Prayers
(1737) II. iv, 130 In matters of wit, and finenesses of imagin-
ation.

7. Subtlety, astuteness, cunning ; a stratagem,

artifice. Cf. Finesse 3, 4. Now rare.

1546 St. Papers Hen. V///, XL 374 He said that the fyne-
nesse of the Frenchemen was suche, that they wold gyve a
thowsande to wynne a myllion. 1581 T. Howell Denises
(1879) 233 Your curious hed may finenesse frame. 1658
Cleveland Rustick Rampant (1687) 460 By this Fineness
they are gained to quit the Gates. 1603 PlageHum ; or
O. Cromwell (1672) 55 For his party had tryed all ways to
over-reach the Presbyterean with fineness and Artifice.

1685 H. More Cursory Refl. A 1 a, Against all the Fine-
nesses of Rome. 187a Tennyson Gareth fy Lynette, And
so fill up the gap where force might fail With skill and
fineness.

Finer 1 (fsinsj). [f. Fine v$ 4- -er 1
.] One

who or that which fines or refines, a refiner.

1489 Act 4 Hen. V/I, c. a Pream., Fynours and parters

of golde and silver by fire and water. 1577 I». Googe
Heresbach's l/usb. (1586) 11. no The finers rather desier the
coles that are made of the pine tree. 1647 Haward Crwvn
Rev. 23 Chiefe Finer [in the Mint]: Fee, 10/. or. od. 1815
Specif, of /fushet's Patent No. 3944 Ftners' iron, or metal
of a quality fit for the purposes of the puddling furnace.

1858 IIushnell Serm. Ntw /.ife 280 Is it a finer's fire?

Finer- (fainoi). dial. [f. Fine ».2 + -ek1.]

1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Finer, the one who
fines; a name given to the inspector by Lancashire factory

hands.

Finery l (fbi-neri). [f. Fine a. + -eby ; perh.

on the analogy of Bkaveky.]
1. +a. 'Fine* appearance; beauty or elegance

viewed disparagingly (obs.). b. Smartness, stylish-

ness, affected or ostentatious elegance or splendour

(now rare).

1729 Law Serious C. iv. 57 They want . . to maintain their

families in some such figure and degree of finery as a reason-

able Christian life has no occasion for. 1741 Watts /mprov.
Mind 1. xv. § 4. 214 Don't chuse your constant Place of
Study by the Finery of the Prospects. 1741 Middleton
Let.fr. Rome Postscr. 244 To gaze at the finery of these

paintings. 170a Wolcott (P. Pindar) A/ore A/oney Wks.
1812 II.496 Never wish to keep a thing for finery. 1847
James Convict Hi, There was a looking for comfort rather

than finery. 1865 Merivai.e Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixvi. 250
They represent . . a certain fantastic finery of manners.

2. concr. Gaudy or showy decoration ; showy
dress. Also in pi.

1680 Miss A. Montague in Hatton Corr. (1878^ 240, I doe
not heare of much finnery, and what I shall have will not

deserve that name. 1716 Amherst Terras Fil. v. 25 Sciences

and arts have declin'd in Oxford, in proportion as their

fineries have increased. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 170

P4 My sisters envied my new finery. 1805 N. Nicholls
Let. in Corr. w. Gray (1843) 53 When Mr. Walpole added
the gallery, with its gilding and glass, he said, ' he had
degenerated into finery'. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps i §7.

16, I would not have that useless expense in unnoticed
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fineries or formalities. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. fy It. frnls, I.

192 Children rendered stiff., by the finery which they
wear.

t 3. pi. Instances of fine or delicate workmanship.
1713 Derham Phys. Theol. vm. iv. 407 The minute Curio-

sities and inimitable Fineries, observable in those lesser

Animals.

rinery 2 (farneri). Also 7-8 finary. [a. Fr.

fincrie, {.finer to refine, Fine v.- ; see -BBY.j

1. A hearth where cast iron is made malleable,

or in which steel is made from pig-iron.

1607 Cowell Interpr. s. v. Blomary, One of the forges
belonging to an iron mill .. called a Finary. 1613 J. Ro-
venzon Treatise of Metallica C4 The furnaces may be
made with conuenient places therein for the Finery and
Chaffery. 1697 View Penal Laws 255 Any Iron-Mill Fur-
nace, Finary or Blomary for the making of iron or metal.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 80 One man anil a boy
at the finery should make two tons of iron in a week. 1864
Percy Iron $ Steel 579 Before the introduction of [puddling]
the conversion was always effected in a finery.

2. The action of refining iron. rare.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 699 The finery .. is executed in
peculiar furnaces called running-out fires.

3. Comb., as finery-cinder (see quot. 1826);
finery-furnace (see quot. 1874) ; finery-hearth
=finery-fumace.
1788 Priestley in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 154 Also when

the scale of iron, or *finery cinder, is heated. 1810 Henry
Elem. Chem. (1840) II. 21 Iron thus treated fwith water
when red-hot], .may be crumbled down into a black powder,
to which the name of finery cinder was given by Dr.
Priestley. 1791 Beddoes in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 173
The reverberatory has been substituted in the place of the
*finery furnace. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 847/2 Finety-
furnace, a species of forge-hearth in which gray cast-iron

is smelted by fuel and blast, and from which it is run into
iron troughs for sudden congelation. 1693 Lister in Phil.
Trans. XVII. 866 Bars .. taken up out of the "Finnery
Harth, or second Forage, are much better Iron than those
which are made in the Bloomary.

Frne-spu:n, a. [f. Fine adv. + Spun ///. «.]

1. Spun or drawn out to extreme tenuity ; delicate

in texture, flimsy.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. Ep. Ded., When men had
wrought up all the Woman within them that was feeble and
glowing, into a fine-spun thread. 1704 F. FULLER Med.
Gymn. (1718) 20 The Solids are so fine-spun. 1798 Sotheby
tr. WielancTs Oberon (1826) II. 152 Fine-spun as if aerial
spiders wove a web to deck, not hide the form of love. 1856
R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 33 The fine-spun, gay-
coloured ribbons of allegory.

2. fig. Elaborated to flimsiness, excessively subtle

or refined.

1647 Sir R. Fanshaw tr. Guarino's Pastor Fido n. vi. 13
That Mistresse in the art of making The fine-spun lyes, that
sels so deer False words, false hopes and a false leer. 1719
W. Wood i«rz>. Trade 161, I am an Enemy to the fine-spun
Notions, some Men do .. advance concerning them. 184a
Emerson Nat., Transcendentalist Wks. (.Bohni II. 280 The
materialist . . mocks at fine-spun theories.

Finesse (fine-s), sb. Forms: 6 fynes(se, 7-8
fines^s, 6- finesse, [a. F. finesse = Pr. and Sp.
fineza,Cat.finesat It.fine?za :—Com. Rom. *finitia,

i.fino Fine a. (Many of the early examples may
belong to Fineness ; cf. the spellings playnes,
prophaness for plainness, profaneness.)']

+ 1. = Fineness in various senses
; purity, degree

of purity (of precious metals) ; clearness (of a
liquid ) ; slenderness, delicacy of structure or texture.
1518 Pavnel Salerne's Regim. H b, Wyne made hotte, by

reason of the clerenes and fynes, ouer cometh a mans brayne
the soner. 1549 Latimer 1st Ser/n. bef. Edw. £V(Arb.> 35
The fynes of the Silver I can not se. 1561 Turner Herbal u.

59 b, Tamarisk hath much finesse in the partes. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learning t. iv. § 5. 20 Copwebs of learning, admirable
for the finesse of thread and worke. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj.,
Slat. David //, 44 That it be equivalent, & conforme to the
current money of England in wecht & fines. 1665 Phil.
Trans. I. 66 Sand and Powders of several finesses. 1700-1
Act 12-13 Will. HI, c 4 § 3 Silver Vessell Plate . . less m
finess then according to the Standard of this Kingdom,
t b. Ostentatious elegance or splendour. Obs.

1549 Olde Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol. ij, Therefore where vn-
necessary fynesse wanteth, accept true meanyng playnesse.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 273 Too much
finesse and curiositie is not commendable in an Emhassadour
. . I haue knowen

. .such of them, as studied more vpon what
apparell they should weare . . then they did vpon th' effect of
their errant.

2. Delicacy or subtlety of manipulation or dis-

crimination ; refinement, refined grace.
Now rare, and only as a foreign word.
1564 A. B. tr. JeweVs Apol. L v, The old fynesse and elo-

quence that Cicero and Cesar vsed . . in the Latin tonge.
1580 Frampton Dial. Yron <5- Steele 148 b, I doe not speake
of the finesse and delicatenesse that there is in sodering of
it. 1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. Pref., The Perfection of
an Operation shall depend upon a certain Finesse. 17*7-41
Chambers Cycl., Finesse, .among us, it is chiefly used to
denote that peculiar delicacy or subtlety perceived in works
of the mind . . This man understands all the Finesses of his
art. The substance and necessary part of a language is

learnt at a little expence : It is the Finesses and delicacies
that cost the most. 1750 Chesterf. Lett. III. cexxiv. 15 To
understand all the force and finesse of those three languages.
1782 Cowper Table-t. 652 His musical finesse was such. 1791
Mad. D'Arblay Diary 2 Aug., Her smile, which was rare,
had a finesse very engaging. 1821 Hazlitt Table-t. I. iv.

90 Tact, finesse, is nothing but the being completely aware
of the feeling belonging to certain situations, passions, etc.

1878 Masque Poets 31 Where the gold festal goblets stand
Carved by Lysippus' rare finesse.

3. Artfulness, cunning, subtle strategy.
1530 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in, I. 298, I knaw ellis the

fynes of the man and nayn mayr dowbyll in our realm.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. v. (1739) 12 Nor could
Austin with his miracles or finesse settle one footstep of his

Church-policy amongst them. 1713 Steele Guardian No.
174 P4 Nor shall I speak dishonourably of some little artifice

and finesse used upon these occasions. 1798 Jane Austen
Northaug. Abb. (1833'* I. v. 21 She was not experienced in

the finesse of love. 1869 Kawlinson^wc. Hist. 202 He was
a master of finesse.

4. An artifice, stratagem, trick.

1562 J. Siiute Cambine's Turk. Wars 4 When the Turcke
dyd understande this fynesse of Scanderbeg. 1615 Daniel
Hymen's Tri. (1717) 111 Full of their Finesses, Serve their
own Turns in others Businesses. 1756 AIonitor'No. 27 p 12
The project . . is . . as delicate a Finesse m politicks as has
been played for many a year. 1790 Beatson JVav, A> Mil,
Mem. 281 By way of finesse, she saluted the Admiral.
1839 Times 6 Apr. in Spirit Metrop. Consen'. Press (1841")

I. 196 Though cordially sensible to the merits of a bold
finesse.

b. Tn whist : (see quot.).
1862 'Cavendish* JF/i/^(i87o)28 A finesse is an endeavour,

by the second or third player, to obtain or keep the com-
mand of a suit by heading a trick with an inferior card,
though holding a higher one of the suit not in sequence.

Finesse (,fines), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To use finesse, artifice, or stratagem.
1778 Conquerors 61 The flights finesse. 1803 lutiu. Rev.

II. 103 But our author can hector as well as finesse. 1867
Miss Braddon Anr, Floyd i, 15 She diplomatized and
finessed with them as if she had been canvassing the county.

b. trans. To conduct by artifice; to bring or

modify by finesse or delicate handling into (a speci-

fied state). Also with aivay*
18x4 Jane Austen Watsons Concl. (1879) 29° Till such time

as Reginald deCourcy could be talked, flattered and finessed
into an affection. 1851 Rlskin Stones Ven. I. xiv. § 16
A battlement . . may be decorated . . or finessed away into
traceries. 1885 I,. Wingfield B. Phil/ot II. iii. 75 The Bill

had been finessed through the first stage.

2. a. Whist, intr. To attempt to take a trick by
finesse; also trans. To play (a particular card)

for the purpose of finessing.

1746 Hoyle Whist (ed. 6) 4 He finesses upon your Partner.
Ibid. 40 Your Adversary finesses the Knave. 1752 A. Murphy
Grays-Intt Jrul. No. 7 ? 4, I can now return my Partner's
Suit, lead through the Honour, Finesse [tie], 1837 Dickens
Pickiv, xxxv, Mr. Pickwick had not .. finessed the heart.

1885 Proctor Whist vii. 86 You may finesse more deeply in
trumps than in plain suits.

b. Croquet, intr. To play one's ball out of the

adversary's way.
1875 J. D. Heath Croquet Player 65 Blue's best game

would be to finesse to the corner near him.

Hence Finessed ppl. a.; Finessing vhl. sb.

Also Fine sser, a schemer, strategist.

1746 Hoyle Whist (ed. 61 68 Finessing, means the en-
deavouring to gain an Advantage by Art and Skill. 1774
Goi.dsm. Retal. 106 If they were not bis own by finessing

and trick. 1835 Miss Sedgwick Liuwoods(i%y$) I. 212 Con-
triving, .like an expert finesser. 1851 M^vskix Stones Ven. I.

xxi. § 11 Educated imbecility and finessed foolishness. 1861
Macm. Mag. Dec. 134 Finessing is scarcely ever admissible
in quadrille, the number of cards being too limited.

Fine-still, sb. [f. Fine a. + Still sb.] A
vessel used in distilling spirit from treacle.

1731-3 P. Shaw Chem. Led. xu. (1755) 247 Coarse-Stills
and Fine-Stills.

Hence Fine-still v., to distil spirit from treacle

or the like; Fine-stiller, one who fine-stills;

Fine-stillinff vbl. sb.

1731-3 P. $>\\.wv Chem. Lect. xii. (1755)248 There needs no
particular Experiment to shew the business of the Fine-
Stiller; this being no more than working .. from a Wash
made by fermenting Treacle with Yeast. 1847 Craig, Fine-
stiller. Fine-stilling. . is employed in distilling spirit from
treacle, or other preparations . . of sugar.

t Fi'uew, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6 fe-

nowe, 7-8 finnow, Anew, 8 vinew, vinnow,
9 dial, vinny. [f. Finew z>.] Mouldiness, mould.
1556 Withals Diet. N ij a/i Fenow or horenesse in bread,

mucor, *coris. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 230 En-
damaging the beans by a musty finnow, which bespots them.
1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. 11. (i868> 68 The fruits were
covered with a kind of mucor or Finew. a 172a Lisle
Observ. Husb. (1757) Gloss., Vinnow, mouldiness.

tFi*new, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 6-7 fenow,
finnew, vinew, 8 finnow, 9 dial, vinny. fOE.
fynegtan, f.fynig mouldy (see Finny a.~), f. fyne

:

see Fen sb&\ a. intr. To become mouldy or

musty, b. trans. To cause to become mouldy.
A\so fig.
c 1000 Canons AZlfric § 36 J>xt past halite husel sceole

fyne^ian. 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Ctv. Conv. 1. (1586) 30
Secretes which he suffered to mould and vinew within it.

<? 1633 Lennard tr. Charron's Wisd. 1. xxxi. § 1 (1670) 88
Witn time it (sadness] rusteth and fenoweth the soul. 1*1722
Lisle Observ. Husb. (1757) 206 Whereby the undermost
corn . . finnows [marg, gloss molds].

Hence Frnewing vbl. sb.

1552 Huloet, Vinewing, or molmge of breade or wyne for
stalenes, mucor. 1609 C. Uutler Fern. Mon. (1634) 174 It

[syrup of violets] may be kept a year without finnewing or
corruption.

Fine-weather, a. Fit or suitable only for

fine weather.
1829 Marryat F. Mildmay iii, A . . frigate ran on board

of us .. and left her fine-weather-jib hanging on our fore-
yard.

f Fi*newed, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. 6-7
fenoed, fen(n)owed, finnowed, 7 finewed. /?.

6-9 vin(n)ewed, (6 ven-, vinued, 7 whinid,
vinnowed), 9 vinned, -ied. [f. Finew sb. or

v. + -ed.] Mouldy.
a. 1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 94 Bread

long kept groweth finnowed. 1669 Boyle Contn. A'rrc Exp.
11. (1682)42 The paste was finewed or mouldy.
0. 1552 Huloet, Vynued, mucidns. Vynewed wyne.

1606 Shaks. Tr, fy Cr. 11. i. 15 Speake then you whimd'st
leauen speake. 1880 W. Coruw. Gloss, s. v., L>lue-ripe cheese
is called vinnied cheese.

b
- fis-

a. 1571 Mirr. Mag., L.d. Hastings xxviii, A Souldiers
hands must oft be dyed with goare, Least, starke with rest,

they finewd wax and hoare. 1619 Favour Antiq. Tri-
umphing xiii. § 10. 334 The foisty and fenowed Festival.

1655 E. Terry Voy. E. Ind. 117 Who instead of the two
lirtasts cf the Church, the Law and the Gospel, are fed with
mouldy and finnowed Traditions.

ft. 1602 F. Beaumont in Speght Chaucer, That many of
his words are become (as it were) vinewed & hoarie with
ouerlong lying.

Hence f ri*newedness.
1580 Baret Alv. H 460 Iloarncsse, or vinewednesse.

t Fi'newy, a. Obs. Also finnowy, vinnowy.
[f. Finew sb. + -y 1

.] Mouldy. Hence Pinewiness.
-T1722 Lisle Observ. Hush. (1757) 54 The moldiness and

finnowyness of the grass. Ibid. 82 The seed-beans were
finnowy. Ibid, Gloss., Finnowy, vinmnvy, vinncwed, viu-

ttcy, mouldy.

|j Fingan, finjan (finga'n, -d.^a-n). Also 7

tin-ion, 9 fingian. [Arab. (-.Is."*
5 finjan, in

Egypt fingan.'] A small porcelain coffee-cup, used
in the Levant.
1609 W. Biddulph in T. Lavender 7'rav. Englishmen 66
A Fin-ion orScudella of Coffa. 1836 Lane Mod. Egyptians
1. 168 The coffee-cup • which is called finga'n) is small, .and,
being without a handle, is placed within another cup, of
silver or brass. 1842 Lady H. Stanhope Mem. (1845) I. iii.

81 The pipe, coffee and a finjan of orange-flower water.

Fingent ^frndgent , a. rare — 1

. [ad.L.fingent-
em, pr. pple. oifingSre to fashion, foim.] Given to

J

fashioning or moulding.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 11857) I- '• ' "• 7 Man is tne most

fingent, plastic of creatures.

Finger (fvijg.ij), sb. Forms : 1 finger, 3
fenger, fingre, tinker, 3-4 south. ving v e;re, 3. 7
finguer, 4-5 fyngir, -yr, fin-, fyngur, fingere,

I fyngre, 4-6 fynger, 6 fin-, fyngar, 3- finger.

[Com. Teutonic. OE. and OFiis. finger, OS.
fingar (Du. vinger), OllO.fiugar (MUG. vinger,

Ger. finger), ON. fingr (Sw., Do., finger], Goth.
1

figgrs :—OTexit. *fingro-z.
'the pre-Teut. antecedent is uncertain; of various forms

I
that are phonologically possible the most likely, on the

I

ground of meaning, is *penqrds
t
related to *peuqe Five.]

I. 1. One of the five terminal members of the

hand ; in a restricted sense, one of the four exclud-

ing the thumb. In this latter sense, the fingers are

commonly numbered first to fourth, starting from
that next the thumb. Also, fore-finger, index-

finger, the first; middlefinger (t/oof s finger), the

second ; ring-finger {annular, + leee/i-, t medical,

f physic-finger), the third ; littlefinger {ear-finger),

the fourth.

£"950 I.indisf. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 4 Mi<5 fynger. .Mora nallas

5a [byr5enna hefi^a] ymbcerra;. c 1050 hyrhtferili s Hand-
boc in Anglia VIII. 326 pa;t bu cume to bajs la;stan fingres

naegle, e 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 pas .x. bebode be godalmihti
seolf idihte and awrat mid is a^ene fingres. c 1290 S. Eng.
L*eg. I. 309/320 p>eos fif fingres £e deuel hath. 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. 11. 11 Hir Fyue Fyngres weore frettet with Rynges.
c 140a Lanfranc's Cirurg. 158 liitwene be litil fyngir and be
leche fiyngir. 14. . Camb. MS. Vf. v. 48 If. 82 (Cath. Angl.
131/2) The fifte fynger is the thowmbe. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
\V. de W. 1531) 34b, Caused, -a meruaylous swete sauour to

respyre and smell aboute his fyngers. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Matrimouy,'Vo put it vpon the fowerth finger of the womans
left hande. 161 1 Cotgr., Le doigt sale, the middle finger,

which we (after the Latines) call the fooles finger. 1621

MoLLE Camcrar. Liv. Libr. v. ii. 321 His fourth finger

called the Ring-finger or Physicke-finger. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. viii, Upon the medical finger of the same hand,
he had a ring. 1707 Fi.oyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 229 They
lay their four Fingers along the Artery. 1794 Cowper Let.

5 Jan., My pen slips out of my fingers. 1804 Med. JrnL
XII. 24 Contractions, .so small as only to admit the passage
of the little finger. 1819 Shelley Cenci 111. i. 83 Those
pallid hands whose fingers twine With one another. 1861

HuLMEtr. Moquin-Taudon 1. ii. 4 The fingers are 5 in number
in each hand : they are named thumb, index, middle, ring,

and little finger.

b. Little finger : used to signify the smallest

member of the body.
1611 Bible 2 Chron. x. 10 My litle [1382 Wyclif, lest]

finger shall be thicker then my father's loynes. 1670 Ray
Eng. Prov. 175 He hath more in'fl little finger, then thou in

thy whole body. 1736 Ramsay Scot. Prov. xiv. 34 He has
mair wit in his little finger than ye have in a' your bouk.

2. trans/, ziiid fig.
1612 Bacon Ess., Judicature IArb.) 458 An ancient Clearke

..is an excellent finger of a Court, and doth many times

point thewaytotheludgehimselfe. a 1661 Fuller Worthies
(1840) III. 216 The least finger thereof [body of lies] finding

credit could prove heavy enough to crush any innocence
with posterity. 1827 Pollok Course T. vii. 327 Touched by

I the mortal finger of decay. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. vi. 19
Spires whose solemn finger points to Heaven. 1862 B. Taylor

i Poet's yrul. in. 112 The fingers of the rain In light staccatos
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on the window played. 1891 B. Harte First Family 0/
Tasajara\\. i. 27 On whose mute brown lips Nature seemed
to have laid the ringer of silence.

b. Viewed as 'the instrument of work' (J.) ;

esp. (after Heb. use) as attributed to God.
c 825 I'esp. Psalter viii. 4 Ic Jesie heofenas were fingra

Sinra. a 1340 Hampole Psalter viii. 4, I sal) see hi heuens
werkesof bi fyngirs. 1577 H- Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586)

I. 5 b, All things handled with honest and vertuous fyngers

prosper the better. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 288

He cast out devils by the finger of God. 1611 Bible Ex.
viii. 19 The Magicians said vnto Pharaoh ; This is the finger

ofGod. 1645 Waller F.pist. Vatuiike 18 Foole, that forget'st

her stubborne looke This softnesse from thy finger tooke.

1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iiL (1840) 77 What they did by
their sorcery, .was not done by the finger of God.

3. Phrases : a. + To bring tip on the finger : =
1
to bring up (young animals) by hand

' ; see Hand.

T To have mostfingers : to be in the greatest need.

To lay ox put afinger upon aperson) : to ' touch ',

meddle with however slightly. To lay ox put ones

finger upon: to indicate with precision. To look

through the or one'sfingers (at, upon) : to take 00
heed, pretend not to see ; also, to see indistinctly.

To put (f set) one's finger in one's eye : see Eye
so. 2 c. VVitJt one's finger in one's mouth : (a)

helplessly inactive
;
(b) with nothing accomplished,

* looking foolish \ f To speak at one's fingers of'.

to speak off-hand about. To stir a finger : to

make the least effort. To turn or twist [a person)

round one's (little) finger : to make subservient to

one's will or caprice.

1549 Latimer 4/A Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 105 If the
kynge . . shoulde loke through his fingers, and wynke at it.

1550 Coykrdale Spir. Perle xx. 193 As thoughe God must
. .loke thorowe the fingers vpon the wicked world, a 1568
— Bk. Death in. v. (1579) 263 Many.. which .. haue set

finger in the eye, knocked vpon there breastes [etc.]. 1579
Gossos Sdt. Abuse (Arb.) 24 To shew you that . .which I see

in acloude, loking through my fingers. 1607 Topsell Four-/,
Beasts Pref., He was an unskilful Divine, .which could not
at his fingers speak of these things. 1617 Markham Caval.
II. 109 Those that neuer suck their dams, but. .are. .brought
vp vpon the finger. 1649 Cromwell Lett. 14 Nov., To
stand with our fingers in our mouths. 1677 Yarranton
Fug. Impr&V. 171 It is we poor Men that have most Fingers.

1854 H. Miller Sck. <$ Schm. (1858) 338, I.. would not stir

a finger in assertion of. .alleged rights. 1855 Motley Dutch
Rep. v. iii. 11866)698 Margaret .. had already turned that
functionary round her finger. 1865 R. S. Hawker Prose
Whs. (1893) 41 He wished he'd, .never laid a finger on him
to save his life. 1874 in Spectator 11891) 28 Mar. 443 He
returned to Ireland -with his finger in his mouih. 1889
Repent. P. Wentivortk III. 236 Any definite complaint on
which a physician could have put his finger. 1894 Doyle
S. Holmes 120 You lay your finger upon the one point which
we [etc].

b. with reference to the capacity or condition of

the fingers.
*f*

To have a fine finger : to be apt at

'lingering' bribes, \ To havefingers made of lime-

twigs : to be thievish. My fingers itch : I am eager

or impatient. + Eachfinger is a thumb ; hisfingers

are all thumbs : he is extremely clumsy. With
a wetfinger', with the utmost ease.

1542 Uijall Apophih.To Rdr.,Whereby.. toany good matter
in the booke conteined, readie waie and recourse maie with
a weate finger easily be found out. 1546 J. Heywogd/Vw.
(1562) G iij b, Whan he should get ouyht, eche fynger is a
thumbe. 1549 Latimer ^th Serm. be/ Edw, VI (Arb.) 151

Brybes wyl make you perue rt iustice. Why you wil say. ~ We
louche none. Nomary. But my Mystres your wyfe hatha
fyne fynger she touchethitforyou. 2573 G. Harvey Z.tf/'iVr-

bk. (Camden) ro Ani qua:stion which I culd not shew with a
wet finger out of sum excellent . . writer. 1596 Harington
Aletam. Ajax (1814)65 A certain gentleman that, had his

fingers made of lime-twigs, stole a pice of plate. 1600
Holland Livy xxxvm. xh.(i6oc.> 1009 They had lesse store

of pillage and bootie with them to set their .. fingers on
itching. 1754 Foote Knights 1. Wks. 1799 I. 69 Jf Dame
Winifred were here she'd make them all out with a wet
finger. 1796 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. II. 280, I thought it

most proper not to take him (although my fingers itched for

it». 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/ vii, It makes one's
fingers itch to think of it.

c. with reference to ' taking part in ',
* interfer-

ence ' or ( meddling \ To burn one's fingers : see

Bukn v. 14, 14 b ; so to put one'sfinger in thefire.,

T in a hole. To put or dip one's finger{s in : to

meddle in (a matter). To have a finger in: to

have something to do with ; to take some part in

(a business! ; so to have afinger in the pie.

1546 J.Heywood Pro7'„ (1562I F iv, It were a foly for mee
. . to put my finger to far In the fyre, Hetweene you. ibid.
H ij b, To make me put my fynger in a hole. 1591 Lam-
Barde Archeion 11635) 83 Whatsoever other Commissioners
. .will dip their owne fingers in the Suits. 1600 Abp. Abbot
Exp. Jonah 416 The High Priest had a finger both in the
Trumpet and the Fast. 1659 II. Harris ParivaCs Iron
Age 75 Lusatia . . must needs, forsooth, have her Finger
in the Pye. 167a R. Wild Declar. Lib. Consc. 10 None .

.

durst begin, for fear they should burn their Fingers. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth vii, You will needs put your finger> in

the fire. 1861 W. S. Perry Hist. Ch. Eng. I. vi. 258 The
King . . had a finger . . in all the disputes in Europe. 1886

Miss Tytler Buried Diamonds xii, Susie, .liked to have a
finger in every pie.

d. with reference to grasping or holding. In
one'sfingers : in one's grasp or power. To let {a

thing or person) slip through one s fingers : to let

go one's hold of {lit. and _/%-.}. f Out of {aperson's)

fingers : out of his clutches, f To hang long be-

twixt thefingers : to be long in hand.
i6»3 BiNtiiiAM Xenophon 139 Let vs be gone out of their

fingers, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) I. v. 216, I am one of
them, who value not a curtesie that hangs long betwixt the
fingers.

e. (For phrases referring to the 'fingers' ends',

see FlNGEH-ENix) At one'sfingerf) tips = ' at one's

finger-ends '.

1870 Harper's Mag. Nov. 864/1 The best learning that the
world affords, my Bert has at his fingers' tips.

4. +a. One of the divisions of the foot in reptiles.

b. One of the articulations of a bat's wing.
1607 Topsell Serpents (1653' 738 The fingers of their

[Lizards'] feet were very small, being five in number. Ibid.

( 1608) 794 They [Tortoises] have four legs . . every foot having
five fingers or divisions. 1626 Bacon Syhui § 360 On each
Foot he [the Chameleon] hath five Fingers. 1883G. Allen
in Kncnvl. 22 June 368/1 Between these fingers, and from
them to the hind legs, stretches the membrane by means of
which the bat flies.

c. ' One of the two parts forming a chelate

or forceps-joint, especially the smaller part, which
hinges on the other' {Cent. Diet.).

5. As a measure, a. The breadth of a finger.

Also as a definite measure — | inch.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxi. 97 Nere a fote lang and v.

fyngers on brede. 1561 }ldkx Arte A'auig. 1. xviii. 19 Foure
graines of barlye make a fynger : foure fingers a hande

:

foure handes a foote. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 19 Their
tayle is about three fingers long. 1719 London & Wise
Compl. Card. 167 You must lay a Finger thick of Moss upon
those Shelves. <-i8so Arab. Nts. iRtldg.) 236 The lady.,

had on a rose-coloured girdle at least four fingers in width.

18. . Hall Mexican Law 79 {Cent. Diet.) A finger, in Mexi-
can law, is the sixteenth part of a foot.

fb. Astron. = Digit. Obs.

1561 Eden Arte Kauig. 11. viii. 35 The Astronomers deuide
into .xii. equall partes, as well the Diameter of the Sunne as
of the Moone. And these partes they call fyngers, punctes
or prickes.

c. U.S. slang. A 'nip' of lienor. [So F. doigt.']

i883 Newport Jrtit. 25 Feb. (Farmer, 'Which is correct,

spoonfuls or spoons-ful '!'

.

.' In Denver, .we say fingers.
1

d. In U.S.j the length of a finger (about 4^
inches).

6. That part of a glove which is made to receive

a finger,

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Digitatia, thinges couering the
fingars. .fingers of gloues. 1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv.

§ 89 White Silk knotted in the fingers of a Pair of white
Gloves. 1884 Chester Gloss., Finger-stall, a covering, .made
by cutting off the finger of an old glove.

b. dial, m pi. The foxglove.
1888 E lworthy W. Somerset 11 'ord-bk. , Fingers, Foxglove.

7. Skill in fingering (a musical instrument) ; touch.

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. cii. 499 Miss L ..

has an admirable finger upon the harpsichord. 1751 R.
Paltock /'. Wilkins (1884) I. xxiv. 245 Softness and easiness

of finger. 1850 Mrs. F. Tkollope Petticoat Govt. 78 Her
brilliant-finger oa the piano-forte.

II. Something which resembles a finger.

8. A finger-like projection ; esp. such a part either

of the fruit, foliage, or root of a plant.

170a J. Pp.tiver in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1264 Having its

Spikes or Fingers shorter. 1864 Browning Jas. Lee's Wi/e
ni. ii, Our fig tree .. has furled Her five fingers. 1888

Fncycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XXIX. 662/2 Some of these [varieties

of Turmeric] consist .. of the somewhat cylindrical lateral

tubers, which are distinguished in trade as ' fingers '. 1894

J. E. Humphrey in Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 497 A hand
may contain from a dozen to twenty fruits or ' fingers '.

b. ' A cartilaginous slender appendage some-
times observable in fishes between the pectoral

and ventral fins ' (Crabb 1823V
9. a. A short and narrow piece of any material.

b. Short for fiuger-biseuit (see 14 b).

1846 Francatelli Mod. Cook 397 Fingers, or Naples bis-

cuits. 1865 Athenxum No. 1989. 803/2 Elderberry wine and
fingers of -toast.

10. Something which performs the office of a
finger : the ' hand ' of a clock (now dial.) ; in Mech.,

any small projecting rod, wire, or piece which is

brought into contact with an object in order to

initiate, direct, or arrest motion, or to separate or

divide materials.

1496 in Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.l. 292 Item, .for lokkis,

fyngeris, and holds to the bombards. 1784 Cowper Task
iv. 118 Fancy, like the finger of a clock, Runs the great

circuit. 1855 Mrs. Marsh Heiress 0/IIaughton II. iv, One
cannot discern the finger moving on the dial plate. 1878

A. Barlow Weaving 214 In Webster's loom a temporary
race is formed by means of fingers', inserted and withdrawn
at proper times, and two shuttles may be thrown separately or

simultaneously. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch i^Clockm. (1892)

204 A small gold finger, projecting far enough to reach the

edge of the smaller roller.

11. Printing, a. One of the grippers which hold

the papier in a printing-machine, b. (See quot.)

1869 S. T. Davenport in Eng. Mech. 31 Dec. 377/2 Filling

in the separate colours [in coloured printing], .by small

inking-rubbers, known as thumbs and fingers.

12. In a reaping machine : (see quots.").

iSSoGard. Chron. 14 July 658/3 The fingers [of the reaping
machine] . . having sharp points, flat vertical sides. 1873
Daily News 13 Aug., By the addition of what are called
' fingers ', the ' reaper * will cut corn, however much it may
be laid. 1878 Ure Did. Arts IV. 18 The knife, .consisted

of a serrated blade, at first straight, but afterwards waved,
and passing through pointed sheaths now called * fingers \

13. With various defining words prefixed, esp. in

popular names of plants, as bloody {man 's) finger,
dead man's {men's) finger (s, deviTs, dog-, fairy-,

fox- , king's, lady's, lords' and ladies
}
purplefingers :

see the different words.

III. attrib. and Comb.

14. General relations, a. simple attrib., asfinger-

fittipi -game, -joint, -ring, -tip, -work ; b. simi-

lative, chiefly in the sense of resembling a finger in

shape, as finger-biscuit, -muffin, prayer- book,

-shell ; finger-like, -shaped adjs. ; c. objective, as

finger-lieking, -pointing ; finger-squeezing adj.

1846 Fbancatelli Mod. Cook 397 The *finger biscuits must
be immediately placed on a baking sheet, and put in the oven.
1884 Yates Recoil. II. vi, On the other side of the news-
paper came a *finger-fillip. 1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult. I. 68
The ancient Egyptians, .used to play at some kind of "finger-

game. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, iv, Cracked his *finger-
joints as if he were snapping all the bones in his hands.
i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 139 There is no patting . . on his
part, or cringing and '"finger-licking on that of colly. 1776
Withering Brit. Plants U796) III. 735 Outer scales of the
calyx with *finger-like divisions, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. ii.

20 The lower glacier, cleft .. into finger-like ridges. 184a
Charles Whitehead Richard Savage (1845) II. ix. 294
There was my devilish mother in a side-box, gay and gig-
gling, *finger-pointing [etc.]. i860 Emerson Coud. Life,
Power 44 Their instincts are a finger-pointing of Provi-
dence. 1889 {title), The * Finger Prayer Book. 1535 Cover-
dale Esther viii. 2 The kynge put of his *fynger rynge .

.

.. & gaue it vnto Mardocheus. 1879 Maclear Celts ii. 13
Costly finger-rings. 1857 Wood Com. Ota. Sea-shore vi. 116
Alcyonium digitatutn, or the * Finger-shaped Alcyonium.
1770 Jenner Placid Man II. 92 For one cold, bleak, *finger-

squeezing night. 1842 Tennyson Launcelot <$- Q, Guin.,
As she sway'd The rein with dainty *finger-tips. 1883 E.
Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 314 There was a bite

at one's fingertips. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/Fathers III. x. 354
A. .rich pall of sdk. .the *finger-work of some queen.

15. Special comb. : as finger-alphabet, an alpha-

bet consisting of certain dispositions of the fingers

as a means of communication between the deaf and
dumb ; a deaf and dumb alphabet ; finger-bar, the

bar which carries the fingers of a reaping machine
(sense I2

N
; finger-board, 'a) 'the flat or slightly

rounded piece of wood attached to the neck of in-

struments of the violin and guitar class, on to which
the strings are pressed when stopped by the fingers*

(Staincr & Barrett); {b) a key-board, manual;
finger-bowl =finger-glass ; finger-breadth (also

fingers-breadth) the width of a finger used as a
measure; finger-brush (see quot.); finger-cold a.

dial., cold enough to benumb the fingers ; finger-

coral, a millepore {Millepora akieoruis) ; finger-

counting, calculation by means of the fingeis;

finger-cymbals (see quot.) ; finger-director, ( a

metallic cylindertapering towards theextremity, and
open in front ; used in the rectangular operation

of lithotomy ' (Syd. Soe. Lex. 18S4) ; finger-fed a.

Se.j 'delicately brought up, pampered* (Jam.);
finger-fern, the name of a kind of Spleenwort (As-

plenium Ceterach); finger-fish, the star- fish ; cf.

fivefingers', finger-flower, the fox-glove {Digitalis

purpurea ; finger-glass, a glass vessel to hold

water, for rinsing the fingers after dessert ; finger-

grass, grass of the genus Digitaria (N.O. 6Va-

?ninese) ; Redfinger-grass, Digitaria sanguinalis
;

finger-grip (see quot.) ; finger-guard, the quillons

of a sword, recurved towards the pommel as a pro-

tection to the fingers; finger-hole, one of a series of

holes in a wind-instrument, which are opened and*

closed by the fingers in playing ; finger-language,

language expressed upon the fingers by means of

the finger-alphabet ; finger-length, the length of

a finger used as a measure ; f finger-loping (see

quot.) ; finger-mark, the mark left upon a surface

where the finger has touched it ; finger-mark v.,

trans, to mark with a (dirty
1

) finger (also in quasi-

passive sense) ; hence finger-marked ppl. adj.

;

finger-mirror, a dentist s mouth-mirror fitted with

a clasp or attachment to the finger ; finger-nut

(cf. finger-serew) ; finger - orchis (see quot.) ;

finger-parted a. Bot., divided into lobes more
or less resembling the fingers of the hand ; finger-

passage Jlfus., a passage suited to the study and
practice of fingering ; finger-piece, a piece actu-

ated by the finger; finger-plate, a plate of metal

or porcelain fixed on either side of a door above

and below the handle to prevent finger-marks;

t finger-plum, a kind of plum ; finger-print =
finger-mark, alsofig.; finger-puff {//air-dressing),

*a long and slender puff, often made by rolling the

hair over a finger ' {Cent. Diet.) ; finger-reading, a

method ofreading, practised by the blind, by passing

the fingers over raised letters ; finger-root =finger-
flower ;

flngers-and-thumbs, a popular name for

Lotus eorniculatus ; fingers-and-toes {a) - prec ;

(/')= Anbury 2 {alsofinger-and-toe); finger-screw,

one made with wings so that it may be turned by the
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fingers; a thumb-screw; f finger-shade, the action

of concealing the mouth with the fingers ; finger-

shield (see quot.) ; finger-smith slang, (a) a
midwife ; (b) a pickpocket ; finger-snap, a snap of

the fingers ; whence finger-snapping ; finger-

speech =finger-language; finger-sponge, a sponge
with finger-shaped lobes or branches ; finger-steel

(see quot. ) ; finger-stocks (see quot.); finger-talk

m finger-language; so finger-talking ; finger-

tray, f finger-watch (see quots.). Also Finger-
end, -POST, -STALL, -STONE.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) III. lxxxiii. 285 She asked,
by the help of the *finger-alphabet. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.
Man. ii. 17 To spell out sentences with the finger-alphabet.

1893 Jrtil. R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 710 The 'finger-bar was
necessarily carried higher, a 1672 Wood Life (O. H. S.) I.

257 The *finger-board of the violin. 1879 Stainer Music of
Bible 15 In the guitar the finger-board forms a back or strip

of wood behind the strings for their whole length. 1864
Worcester, * Finger-bcnvl. 1884 Harper's Mag. July 309/1
Guests .. unused to finger-bowls. 1594 I5i.undf.vil Exerc.
III. 11. VI. (ed. 7) 382 Foure barley kernels couched close
together side by side . . are said to make a *finger breadth.
1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 179 Spain was indeed
within her fingers breadth of destruction. 172 1 1800
Bailey, Fingers-breadth, a Measure of two Barley Corn's
Length, or 4 laid side to side. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit.
205 It does not desire a single finger-breadth more than
what is necessary. 1885 Crane Bookbinding x. 87 The
*' finger-brush'. . is . . about the size of a shaving-brush, of
Stiff hairs cut square at the ends. The brush, being dipped
in the colour, is drawn across the fingers, so as to jerk the
colour off in spots. 1862 Thoreau Excursions (1863} 302 It

is *finger-cold. 1887 Kent Gloss., "Twas downright finger-

cold first thing this marning.' 1884 Gow Grk. Math. § 8
That . . more complicated system of *fingercounting. 1888
Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 126 Small cymbals
are sometimes attached to the fingers and are hence called
*finger-cymbals. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in, Ixvii. 408 This
herbe [Ceterach] is called in English . .* Finger feme. 1621
Burton Anat. Mel. (1624) 300 For the spleene, maiden-haire,
fingerfearne. 1796 Morse Atner. Geog. I. 228 Star Fish or
*Finger Fish. 1629 Parkinson Paradisns xcvii. 383 Some
..doe call them [foxgloves] * Finger-flowers, because they
are like vnto the fingers of a gloue, the ends cut off. 1831
Brewster Optics vii. 71 Blue glass, like that generally used
for #finger glasses. 1B74 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 848/1 *Fin-

ter-grip, a tool' for recovering rods or tools dropped into a
ored shaft. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Finger

Grip, a tool used in boring for gripping the upper ends of
the rods. 1879 Stainer Music of Bible 96 Four of its tubes
have small lateral *finger-holes, 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol.

I. 52The*finger-Ianguage of the deaf and dumb. 1857 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett, II. 329 The baby is about three *finger-

lengths long. 1644 Bulwer Chiron, no The* wagging and
impertinent extension of the Fingers in speaking. .Cresollius
condemnes this * Finger-loping gesture as very uncomely.
1840 Dickens Barn. Rudgeii, Dirty *finger-marks upon his

face. 1889 Daily News 10 Dec. 7/9 Brilliant, lasting polish.
Will not finger mark. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 334/2
*Finger-mirror. 1598 Gerarde Herbal 1. ciii. § 2. 170
Roiall Satyrion or *finger Orchis, is called of the Latines
Palma Christi. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 17 Lower
leaves [of Veronica trtpkyllos] entire : middle *finger-parted.
Ibid. 1099/1 Finger-parted, divided into lobes having a
fanciful resemblance to the five fingers of a human hand.
1883 Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 584 The familiar out-
lines, .of the principal harmonies afford the most favourable
opportunities for. .*finger-passages. 1881 Greener Gun 201
This gun is loaded by turning the *finger-piece, which lies

in the fore-part of the stock, round to the top of the barrel.

1851 Ord. <5- Regul. R, Engineers § 19. 91 Brass Sashes are
not to be allowed; nor*Fingar Plates, except for one or
two rooms in a House. 1879 Cassetl's Techn. Educ. IV.
298/2 Finger plates for doors. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 11. 96 The *fynger Plomes. .being of the length of a
mans fynger. 1884 J. Parker in Chr. lVorldi$ May 360/4
The word ' dogma '. . seems to me to bear the *finger-prints

of the pedant or the priest. 1891 Galton in 19//* Cent.

XXX. 304 My. . collection of analysed finger-prints. 1882

Friend Devonsk. Planl-n., *Fingers and Thumbs, Lotus
corniculatus L., or CyPripedium Calceolus L. 1750 *Fin-
gers-and-toes [see Anbury 2]. 1812 W. Spence (title). Obser-
vations on the Disease in Turnips, termed in Holderness
' Fingers and Toes '. 1875W. T. Thornton in Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 9) I. 367 The roots present a thickened, palmated appear-
ance, giving rise to the popular name for the disease, ' fingers

and toes'. 1883 Daily Neivs 18 Sept. 2/5 Stunted growth, .and
finger-and-toe. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 320
Unturning the *finger-screw. 1711 Puckle Club 28 Brethren
in iniquity [gamesters] using *r inger-shade, Mouth-spirt, or
Shoulder-dash. 1882 Caulfeild& Saward Diet. Needle-
work, *Finger-shield, a silver appliance made to fit the first

finger of the left hand . . It is employed to protect the finger

from the needle. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., *Finger-
smith, a midwife. 1884 Gd. Words June 401/1 A couple of
'finger-smiths'—pickpockets. 1821 Blackw. Mag. IX. 71
Coats of finest nap, For which I ne'er receiv'd a *finger-snap.

1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Nov. 2/2, I do not value Government
Reports . . at a finger-snap. 1882 Society 14 Oct. 12/1 The
cousin's song, .with a *finger-snapping accompaniment, goes
very well. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 37 The *finger-

speech of ceremony. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 334/2
*Finger-steel, a steel instrument like a skewer or awl, used
for restoring the edge of the currier's knife while in use. 1686
Plot Staffordsh. 390 * Finger-Stocks; into which the Lord
of misrule, used formerly to put the fingers of all such per-

sons as committed misdemeanours. 1656 81 Blovxt Glossogr.,

Daciylogie, *finger-talk, speech made with the fingers. 1843

J. T. Hewlett College Life II. xxix, Having had the diffi-

culties . . explained to him in dumb-show and finger-talk.

1855 H. Clarke Diet. s.v. Finger, *Finger-talking. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 334/2 *Finger-tray, a small pan,
attached by a clasp to the finger, used by dentists for carry-
ing amalgam or plastic filling, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)
II. 393 He [an Hypocrite] is the Devil's * Finger-Watch,
that never goes true, but too fast, or too slow, as he sets

him. (11718 Penn Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 842 A Finger
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Watch, to be set forwards or backwards, as he pleases that
has it in keeping.

Finger (h'rjgs-O, v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. Gcr.

finger ;/.]

f 1. trans. To point at with the finger. Obs.
f 1450 [see Fingering vbl. sb. 1]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 131/2

To Finger, digitare.

2. To hold or turn about in one's fingers ; to put
one's fingers upon, touch with the fingers; also, to

do this repeatedly or restlessly.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 6 To finger the fine needle and
nyce thread. 1690 Dryden Don Sebastian in. ii, You would
fain be fingering your rents beforehand. 1762 Goldsm. Cit.
IV. cii, In China, our women, .are never permitted to finger
a dice-box. 1853 KlNGSLEY Hypatia vii. 52 Philammon,
fingering curiously the first coins which he ever had handled.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xiii, The. .crew fingered
their oars. 1870 Mod. Hoyle 46 To finger the squares of
the [chess-]board whilst planning your move is strictly legal

but a most villanous habit. J887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max
xxx. 244 She was never weary offingering her silks and satins.

fig. 1883 T. H. Green Proleg. Ethics § 297 To be always
fingering one's motives is asign . . of an unwholesome pre-

occupation with self.

b. To touch or handle (money) with unworthy
motives. + Also absol.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. 159 They [the Romains]
fell to fingering [context speaks of ' receiuing .giftes and
rewarde 1

]. 1651 Jer. Taylor Senn. for Year 1. xxi. 264
It is a huge dishonour . . to be too busie in fingring money
in the matters of religion. 1884 Tennyson Beckct 1. iii. 56
The cardinals have finger'd Henry's gold.

fc. To lay hands upon, apprehend (a person).

Also to handle roughly, ' claw '. Obs.

1624 Sir R. Aldworth Let. 27 Dec. in Lismore Papers
(18881 Ser, 11. III. 136 The two Releeuers feighin [Fagan]
and lyney [Leyne] I knowe and Dout not but to finger on
Thursday next. 1670 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 200
How would I finger him ! Quibus ilium lacerarem tnodis .'

3. intr. To make restless or trifling movements
with the fingers (const, at); also, to play or toy ivith.

T Tofingerfor : (fig.) to grope for, hanker after.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. xi. (1669) 130/1 Thy heart is

fingering for more of these than God allows thee. 1816 I,.

Hunt Rimini 11. 119 They stood with their old foreheads
bare, And the winds fingered with their reverend hair. 1858
Kingsley/V<7»m, Sappho 22 She flung heron her face. .And
fingered at the grass. 1869 Tennyson Pelleas ty Ettarre

433 Pelleas. . Fingering at his sword-handle.

4. trans. To lay the fingers upon or touch with

a view to plunder; to pilfer, filch. Also const.

from : To take or remove fraudulentlyyr<?w.

1S30 Palsgr. 550/2 Beware of hym, for all that he can
fyngar gothe with hym. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

1136/1 So likewise did the Spanish soldiors . . that could
come to finger anie thing of value. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,
v. i. 44 But whiles he thought to steaie the single Ten, The
King was slyly finger'd from the Deck. 1655 Fuller Ch.Hist.
in. ii. § 6 His Predecessors .. grasp it fast in their fist, in

defiance of such Popes as would finger it from them. 1693
Mem. Ct. Teckcly 1. 17 The Troops . . took away all they
could finger without paying for it.

tb. To cheat (a person) out of (a. thing).

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 70. 2/2 Three Thornbacks .

.

artfully finger'd me out of five Guineas.

5. To play upon (an instalment) with the fingers.

1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) Ciij/2 Yet could he pipe
and finger well a drone. 1603 Drayton Odes 1. 61 To seeke,

Of Pindar that Great Greeke, To Finger it [the harp or lyre]

aright. 1641 Evelyn Mem.( 1 857) I. 27 He had fingered an
organ. 1873 C. Keene Let. in G. S, Layard Life vii. (1892)

152 A dummy bagpipe chanter. .1 carried in my pocket, and
fingered on every possible occasion.

b. To play (a passage of music) with the fingers

used in a given way (where there is a choice of

methods of execution).

c. To mark (a piece of music) with figures indi-

cating the fingers with which the notes are to be
played.
i8x6 Gentl. Mag. June 539/2 All the lessons are sufficiently

fingered. 1891 Times 22 Oct. 14/2 The latest issues., of
Bach's organ works, .are carefully edited and fingered.

6. To manipulate with the fingers, ' to perform
any work exquisitely with the fingers *

(J.) ; fig. to

elaborate, bestow minute labour on. Also with
up. rare.
1816 J. Gilchrist Pkilos. Etym. 185 If they can finger up,

or arrange words into.. soft, smooth, pretty, insignificant
composition. Ibid. 236 Addison's composition . . is . . carelessly
irregular, .but nevertheless much-laboured and fingered.

+ 7. Finger out: a. To read carefully or with
effort, passing the finger along the lines, b. To
point out as with the finger. Obs.
1680 Jenkins in Mansel Narr. Popish Plot 101 He re-

ceived all the Tryals that were printed, and had fingerd
them out. 1767 W. Hanbury Charities Ch.-Langton 134
Amity of dunce with dunce, Fingers out genius all at once.

8. Finger up (nonce-use) : intr. to run up in

finger-like extensions.

1854. Hooker Himal. Jrnls. I. xi. 264 Peninsulas, be-
tween which the misty ocean seemed to finger up like the
fiords of Norway.
Hence Fi'ngerable a. rare, that can be fingered.

Fingerative a., apt to'finger', thievish. Fin-
gerer, one who fingers ; esp. a pilferer, thief.

1561 Awdelay Frat. Vacal>. 8 A Fyngerer, an olde beaten
childe, not onely in such deceites but, etc 1674 Josselyn
Voy. New Eng. 98 The Indians are very fingurative or
thievish. 1891 G. du Maurier in Harper's Mag. Aug. 383/1
Four strings ; but not the fingerable strings of Stradivarius.

FINGERING.
1893 Scribner's Mag. May 614/2 Dencombe was. .a fingerer
of style.

Fingered (frrjgaid), ppl. a.
1

[f. Finger v. 4-

-ed 1
.] In senses of the vb. In Music. Marked

with figures showing what finger is to be used for

producing each note.

1775 Ash, Fingered, .touched, stolen. 1823 Crabb Tech-
not. Diet., Fingered, a term applied to piano-forte exercises.

Fingered ,fi-ng3id), ///. a~ [f. Fingeu sb. +
-ed 2

.] Having or provided with fingers.

1. a. Of a person; chiefly in parnsynthetic deriva-

tives, as light-, rosy~, three-fingered.
a 1529 Skeltox Elynortr Rummy ng 4 1 How she is gnmbed,

Fyngered and thumbed, Gently ioynted. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 1. ii, The great looking-glass .. reflects .. Mrs.
Veneering; fair, aquiline-nosed and fingered.

b. Of a glove, etc. ; also in parasynthctic deri-

vatives, as cut-fingered : see Cvt fpt. a. 12.

1591 [see Cut///, a. 12]. 1739 Mrs. Di-lany Life <y Corr.
(1861) II. 35 Six pair of cut fingered gloves. 1849 Southey
Comtn.-pl. Bk. Ser. 11. 584 The stalks of the leaves furnished
stockings, and ladies fingered gloves.

2. Bot. a. Of a leaf or plant : Digitate, b. Of
the fruit or root : Shaped like a finger.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. 98 A fingered leaf, being
from one foot-stalk divided into many segments. 1758
Phil. Trans. I. 590 Spongia Americana capita/a et digi-
tata; The fingered sponge of Plumier. 1861 Miss Pratt
Flower. PI. VI. 40 Fingered Sedge. 1883 Evang. Mag.
Nov. 511 The carpels fail to unite, and we get what arc
called 'fingered citrons',

ringer-end, finger's end. PI. finger-
ends, fingers'-ends. The end or tip of the
finger.

c 1400 Desir. Troy. 8795 Folowand the fell to be fyngur
endys. e 1400 Laujrant's Cirurg,-2% J>e skyn of the fyngris
endis. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. v. 88 With Triall-fire

touch me his finger end. 1655 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers
(Camden) II. 321, I will never desert whilst I can wagg ncse,
toes

?
or finguers end. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 135

Fruit, about the size of ones Finger End. 1825 Scott
Jrnl. 20 Nov., His finger-ends can describe .. what he
cannot bring out clearly.. in words.

b. Phrases : -fTo arrive at one's fingers* ends; to

come to gnawing one's fingers' ends ; to reach the
extremity of poverty. At one''sfinger s

y

ends: rer.dy

at hand. To have (or f JknottA, at (or fon) one's

fingerif ends or tips : to have thorough familiarity

with (a subject, branch of knowledge, etc.).
( To live)

by one 'sfingers
1

ends : by industry or manual labour.

'\To suck (anything) out of one's own fingers' ends :

to arrive at by one's own ingenuity. To one's

finger-ends : completely, entirely, quite, f To get
upon the finger-ends ( — Fr. avoir stir les doigts) :

fig. to incur a sharp reprimand, to 'catch it.'

J54^ J- Heywood Prov. (1562) E ij, I suck not this out
of my owne fingers eends. 1553 Latimer Serm. (1575) ill.

181 He forgetteth them not, but hath them at hys finger's-

ende (as they say). 1561 Hoby tr. Casiiglione's Couriyer
1. C b, You haue at your fingers endes that belongeth
thereto. ./ 1568 Coverdale Bk, Death x\. (1579) 194
He maie be the better aquainted with them, and have
them on his fingers endes. 1577 tr. Bulliuger's Decades
(1592) 581, I. .knowe at my fingers ends, what kind of men.

.

are in this citie. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 36 If any
parte of Musick haue . . ariued by fortune at their fingers
endes. 1621 Kurton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1676)
32/2 Thousands .. live singular well by their fingers' ends. .

1662 Greenhalgh in Ellis Orif, Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 14 Their
Service-books . . they have at their fingers' end. 1693 Apol.
Clergy Scot. 37, I am afraid I may get upon the Finger-ends,
because I did not name my Witnesses. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 156 ? 5 Names which a Man of his Learning has at his
Fingers-Ends. 18x6 Earl of Dudley Lett. (1840) 143,
I already have all these authors completely at my fingers'

ends. 1862 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) III. ix. ii. 82 All
manner of Military Histories, we perceive, are at his
finger-ends. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 322/2, I would be
Duchess to my finger-ends.

Fingering lj"rng3rirj\ sb. Also 7-8 Sc. fin-

gram, 8 Sc. fingrim, fingrine, fingrum, -om,
9 fingerin. [The oldest forms fingravi, etc., com-
bined with the difficulty of connecting the sense

with that of finger; suggest that the word may be

an early corruption of Y. fin grain, lit. ' fine grain'

(cf. grogram from gros grain).]

1. A kind of wool or yarn used chiefly in knitting

stockings; ' worsted spun of combed wool, on the

small wheel ' (JarnA Also attrib.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 107 There fingram
stockings spun on rocks lyes. 1808 Jamieson, Fingerin.

1875 Plain Needleivork 10 Fingering Yarn. 1885 Bazaar
30 Mar. 332/1 Stocking .. knitted with German fingering

wool. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 10 May 3/3 Stockings made from
the best 'fingerings'.

f 2. A kind of woollen cloth. Sc. Obs.

1707 G. Miege/V«. StateGt. Brit. 11. 24 Large Flocks of

Sheep they have in Scotland produce abundance of Wool,
from whence come .. Fingnnes, Serges fete], 1719 Act 6

Geo. /, c. 13 An Act for .. preventing Frauds .. in manu-
facturing Serges, .and Fingrums. 1733 P. Lindsay Interest

Scot. 105 At Aberdeen, and Countries adjacent, large

Quantities ofour own coarse tarred Wooll are manufactured
into coarse Serges, called Fingrams.

Fingering (fvngorin), vbl. sb. [f. Finger v.

+ -1NG I

.]

1. The action of the vb. Finger in various senses.

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 249 in Babees Bk. 306 Bekenyng,
fynguryng, non bou use. 1553 T. Wilson Rket. (1580) 144
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FINGERING. 234 FINICKING.
As when one hath . . got his livyng with light fingeryng.
1567 Dr.kht Horace Epist. Bj, Measure the lawe of sounde
by fingering, or byeare. 1621 Sanderson Serrn. I. 214 Uzza
had better have ventured the falling, than the fingering of
the ark, though it tottered. 1760 Impostors Detected I. 251
He shall not have the fingering of her any more than
myself. 1818 Jas, Mill Brit. India (1840) I. 1. iii. 80 I"he

Directors, .had expected the fingering of the money. 1872

O. W. Holmes Poet Break/. -t. 1./1885) 38 Covers browned
. . with . . the fingering of. . book-misers,

+ b. Work done with the fingers. Cf. Finger v. 6.

1590 Si'esser Muiopotmos 366 Nor anie skil'd in loupes of
fingring fine.

2. Mus. a. The action of using the fingers in

playing upon an instrument; the proper method
of doing this.

(-1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 91 As an harpe obeieth to

the honde, And maketh it soune after his fingering. 1545
Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 30 Instrumentes . . whyche standeth
by fine and quicke fingennge. 1593 Pass. Morrice 78 Shee
tooke her lute, singing to her fingering this sonnet. 1674
Playforo Skill Mus. ii. 103 The Rule of true Fingering.
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 1, I learnt much music,
fine sleights of band And unimagined fingering.

b. The indication, by figures set against the

notes of a piece of music, of the way in which the

fingers are to he used in its performance.
1879 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 527/2 The earliest German

fingering . . was the same as the present English system.

3. attrib.

1603 Holland Plutarch's3for. 1252, 1 am better acquainted
with the fingring Musicke and manuall practise than other-
wise, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 255 A cheat, That lets

bis false Dice freely run .. Hut never lets a true one stir

Without some fingering Trick or Slur. 1883 Rlackir in
Contemp. Rev. June 814 Not from any fingering induction
of external details.

Fingering .fi'rjgarin^,///. a. [f. Finger v. +
-IHO -.J That fingers (an instrument' ; also, ad-
dicted to 'fingering* or petty manipulation.
1711 Spectator No. 33S Pa Those fingering Gentlemen

should be informed that they ought to suit their Airs to the
riace. 1799 Wordsw. Poet's Epitaph v, Philosopher ! a
fingering slave. 1816 [see Finicalness].

Fingerish (fi'ngarij), a. nonce-tod. [f. Finger
sb. + -ISH.] Of or pertaining to the fingers.

1892 M. North Recoil. Happy Life I. vii. 259 Fingers
were their only tools and. .by the end of the day the saucers
must have had a strong fingerish flavour.

Fingerless (frijgailes), a. [See -less.] With-
out fingers.

1838 DtCKEHS Nich. Nick, xxxi, After putting on his
fingerless gloves with great precision.

Fingerlet [frngailet). nonce-tod. [See -let.]

A small or delicate finger.

1854 \V. Johnson Jonica (1858)77 Those straying fingerlets
that clutched At good and bad.

Fingerling (rVrjgailin). Also S fingerin. [f.

Finger sb. + -ling. Cf. Ger. fingerling glove-
finger, thimble [JsWXG. fingerline ring).]

+ 1. One of the fingers of a glove ; a finger-stall.

c 1440 Fromp. Par:: 161/2 Fyngyrlynge of a glove, digi-
tabulum. 1530 Palsgr. 220/1 Fingerlyng of lether. del.it.

1580 Hollyband Trcas. Fr. 'Pout;, Vn dottier, a thimble,
a fingerling.

2. A very diminutive being ; used to translate

Ger. Diinmerling (Goethe Faust).
1835 Anster Faustus n. II. (1887) 128 Pigmies, emmets,

fingerlings, And other active little things. 1867 Contemp.
Rev, VI. 50 Thumblings and Fingerlings whom the Pygmies
have enslaved.

3. A name for the parr (Salmo salmulus). Cf.

Bbajjdlinq 2.

11705 R.w Synop. Method. Piscium (1713I 63 Salmulus,
The Samlet HerefordJensibus, Branlin

<J-
Fingerin Ebo-

racensihus. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 43 The transverse
dusky bars from which this fish has obtained the name of
Brandling and Fingerling.
attrib. 1888 PallMall G. 7 Apr. 6/1 A couple of wretched

fingerling smolts.

+ Fi'ngerly, a. Obs. rare-\ [f. Finger sb.+
-ly !.] Of or pertaining to the fingers.
16x9 Sir J. Sempill Sacrilege Handl. 81 They poynted

him out, as by a fingerly demonstration.

Finger-narl. One of the nails of the fingers.

To one sfingernails : completely, thoroughly.
a 1240 \\ 'ohungc in Cott. Horn. 281 Pat te blod wrang ut at

tine finger neiles. 184a Tennyson E. Morris 22 He seem'd
All-perfect, finish'd to the finder nail. 1884 — Beeket 111. i,

He's as like the King as fingernail to fingernail. 1888
Graphic Summer No. 21/1, I was a theosophist to my
finger-nails.

Fi'nger-post- A post set up at the parting of
roads, with one or more arms, often terminating

in the shape of a finger, to indicate the directions

of the several roads; a guide-post.
1789 Mrs. Piozzi *)ourtu France II. 291 The words Route

de Belgrade upon a finger-post. 1857T0ULM. Smith Parish
357 The Highway Surveyors ought to put up finger posts.

.

where they are likely to help travellers.

trans/, and Jig. 1793 Beddoes Math. Evid. 158 It had
pleased him to christen the pronouns, the finger-posts of
language. 1857 Stanley Mem. Canterb. \. 31 So many
finger-posts, pointing your thoughts, along various roads,
to times and countries far away.

b. slang. (Seequot)
1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Finger post, a parson,

so called, because like the finger post, he points out a way
he. -probably will never go, i. e. the way to heaven.

Hence Finger-posted ///. a., having a finger-

post ; in quot. fig. Finger-postless a., without a
tinger-post.
1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Wand. E. Archip. 88 Flowers..

with . . a beautifully painted and finger-posted labellum.

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy III. 147 A labyrinth of cross-
roads, fingerpost less, guideless.

Finger-stall. A cover or protection for the

finger, usually of leather, e.g. the finger of a glove,

used in some handicrafts, in dissection, or when the

finger is injured or diseased.

1483 Cath. Angl. 131/2 A Fyngyr stalle, digitale. 1578
Lyte Dodoens n. xxiv. 175 Foxe glove hath..fayre, long,
round, hollow floures fashioned like fingar stalles. 1606
Holland Sueiou. 74 The fore finger of his right hand hee
perceived . . to be so weake, that . . he could hardly set it to
any writing, with the helpe of an hoope and finger-stall of
home. 1643 I. Steer tr. Exp. Chyrurg. xv. 64 Finger-stalls
made of Leather. 183* Babbage Econ. Manuf. 1. fed. 3) 14
The child puts on the forefinger of its right hand a small
cloth cap or finger-stall. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Word-bk. 148, I cut my finger, but 1 clapt a finger-stall on.

Finger-stone.
1 1. A stone sufficiently small to be cast by the

hand. Also attrib. Obs.
c 1400 Maundbv. (Roxb ) xi. 46 A lytil heme, as it ware a

fynger stane cast, es anober chapel 1. x688 I. Clayton in

Phil. Trans. XVII. 984 They are so nigh the Shoar, that a
Man may almost fling a Finger-stone on Board.

2. A cylindrical stone, convexly tapering to a
point ; a bclemnite.

1773 Johnson ed. 4), Finger-stone, a fossil resembling an
arrow. 1802 3 tr. Pallas 1

s Trav. (1812) II. 229 A whimsical
mixture of broken belemnites, or finger-stones.

Fingery (frggari), a. [f. Finger sb. + -y 1.]

Branching into fingers or finger-like divisions.

i8ai Moir in Blaekw. Mag. VIII. 527 The broad fern

with its fingery leaf. 1840 yrul. R. Agric. Soc. I. iv. 403
Turnips, grow fingery and of little value.

Fingian : see Fingan.

t Fingle-fangle. Obs. [reduplication of
Fangle. Cf. Fiddle-faddle.] A trifle ; some-
thing whimsical or fantastic. Also attrib.

a 1651 Brome Covent Garden 1. 13 This comes of your new
fingle-fangle fashion. 1678 Hitler Hud. in. iii. 221 To
wrangle, About the slightest finele fangle. X7io Brit. Apollo
III. No. 61. 3/1 A Woman.. I Love; A kind of Female
Fingle, Fangle.

Hence Fingle-fangled///. a.

1651 Biggs New Disp. r 11 The upstart fingle-fangl'd
Paracelsian.

Fingram, obs. variant of Fingering sb.

FingrigO (frngrigo). The name in Jamaica
for a prickly climbing shrub, JHsonia aculeaia.

1707 Sloane Vamaica I. p. liv, They grind the roots of
Fingrigo and Limetree between two stones. 1756 P. Browne
Jamaica 252 Fingrigo or Thorny Mimosa. This prickly

shrub is frequent in most of our sugar colonies.

t Fi'ngnre. Obs.- 1 [irreg. f. L. fing-ere to

frame + -ike.] A fabrication, coinage.
1592 Nashe P. Penilesse E iij b. Doctor Watson, retorting

verte merilie his owne licentious fingures upon him.

Finial (fi"nial\ a. and sb. Forms : 4-6 fynial(l,

-yalj, 5-7 finiall. 6- finial. [A variant of Final,
app. of Eng. origin, as no similar form has been
found in OF. or med.Lat.]

A. adj.

+ 1. = Final. Obs.
la 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.> 1. 157 Rittes ceremoniall,

..Shall utterlye cease, and take ther ende fyniall. 1426
Audelay Poems 50 There was faythfole' made a feneal code.

1447 Bokenham .SVyrt/j'* (Roxb.i n6Graunt them to dyen in

fynial grace. 1460 Pol. Ret. <$• L. Poems 105 Fynyal blyse.

1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. It iii a, Ther be ix. quadrattis for

to consider, v. quadrate finiall and iiij royall.

2. [Suggested by the sb.] Forming the crown
or completion ; crowning, rare— 1

.

1888 A. S. Wilson Lyric Hopeless Love 182 Until. .life

erects its finial part. The formulation of the heart.

B. sb. Arch. An ornament placed upon the

apex of a roof, pediment, or gable, or upon each
of the corners of a tower, etc.; a similar ornament
serving as a termination to a canopy or the like,

or to the end of an open seat in a church.
1448 Will of Hen. VI in Willis & Clark Cambridge

I. 169 Euery rjoterace fined with finial.v. 1571 Indenture

4 }an. in H. Walpole I'er.'ue's Anecd. Paint. (1765)
I. App., All the seid fynyshing and performyng of the
seid towre with fynyalls. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
1. L 223 From this faire Palace then he takes his Front,
From that his Finials. 1600 Holland Livy xxxv. x. (1609)

894 Gilded shields . . were set up on the finiall or lanteme
of Jupiters temple. 1601 — Pliny xxxv. xii. 552 To set up
Gargils or Antiques at the top of a Gavill end, as a finiall to
the crest tiles. 1811 J. Milner Eccl. Archit. vii. 105
Pinnacles .. surmounted with an elegant flower, called a
finial. 1853 Turner Dom. Archit. II. vi. 255 The finish of
the northern gable with its beautiful finial. 1870 F. R.
Wilson Ch.Lindisf. 31 The low open seats are ornamented
with finials.

b. trans/, and^".
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 085 As the Phoenix on

my Front doth glister. Thou shalt the Finials of my Frame
illustre. 163* Holland Cyrup. 206 The absolute perfection
and finiall of many noble and excellent Actions. 1876 R. F.
Burton Gorilla L. I. q6 Monotheism, the finial of the
spiritual edifice. 1880 Blackmore M. Anerley III. iii. 33
An ivied bush, which served as the finial of the garden-
hedge.

Hence Fi'nialled ///. a., having, or decorated
with, finials.

1850 T. Inkersley Romanesque Archit. France 323 An
external Pointed arch, surmounted by a triangle crocketed
and fi'nialled.

t FrniaUy, adv. Obs. [f. Finial a. + -ly -.]

= Finally.
1588 J- Read Compcnd. Method nob, Finially all affects

that are called Rumatick.

Finical ^fvnikal), a. [Connected with Finick
v., Finicking ; as finical is the earliest recorded,
it may be the source of the other words ; in any
case ultimate derivation from Fine a. seems prob-
able.] Of persons, their actions and attributes

:

Over-nice or particular, affectedly fastidious, ex-

cessively punctilious or precise, in speech, dress,

manners, methods of work, etc. Also of things

:

Over-scrupulously finished; excessively or affect-

edly fine or delicate in workmanship.
159* Nashe P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 10 b, She is so finicall in

her speach. 1607 R. C. World of Wonders 50 Women
gorgeously apparelled, finicall and fine as fippence. 1650
Howell Ep. llo-El. I. 1. i, Expressions made up of a
bombast of words and finical affected complements. 1660
H. More Myst. Godl. To Rdr. 11 More trim and elegant
fancies, who are so nice and finical that they would not
come near a sore. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 82 § 6 Your
open Sleeves . . made a much better Show than the finnikal

Dress I am in. 17*7 Pope, etc. Art of Sinking in The
Finical Style .. consists of the most curious, affected,
mincing metaphors. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781)
II. ii. n Lord G. seems a little too finical in his dress.

1820 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life II. v. 119 Such
a pretty, little, delicate, ladylike, finical gentleman ! 1840
Thackeray Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 167 It might
be painted with a good deal less finical trifling with the
pencil. 1887 Saintsbi:ry Hist. Elizab. Lit. v. {1890) 1S9
The finical scholarship of the present day.
absol. a 1845 Hood Compass xxii, Fear quitted the most

finical.

Hence -f Pi nical v., nonee-wd. trans, to dress or

'get (oneself N up'. Plnically adv., in a finical

manner, affectedly, fastidiously. Pi-nicalness,

(a) the quality of being finical
; (£) a finical thing,

a refinement. Finica lity, {a) finical quality ;

{b) something finical.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 15, I was ordained Gods
scourge from aboue for their daintie finicalitie. 1659
Torbiano, Stringdto . .finicaly drest up. 1670 Covel Diary
(1893) 261 We had no such finicallnesse as knives or forkes,

onely. .our hands and teeth. 168a Mrs. Behn False Count
1. ii. 20 You think yourself a very fine fellow now, and
finical yourself up to be thought so. i76»-7x H. Walpole
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 206 His works have no
more merit than finicalness. .can give them. 1777 Robert-
son Hist. Amer. (1778) I. iv. 373 Finically attentive todress.
1816 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym. 217 [Hel would arrest the
press to alter a comma; yet with all this fingering fini-

calness, has not left a single well-constructed paragraph
in his whole writings ! 1819 Sporting Mag. V. 60 After
sipping with all the finicallity of spinsterian consequence
her sixth cup of the enlivening liquid. 18*6 Blaekw. Mag.
XIX. 655 To cut joints . . neither in slices too thick, nor in

such as are finically thin. 1884 J. Payn Lit. Recoil. 256
He . . sometimes exhibited a whimsical finicality.

Finicism ^linisiz'm). [f. next + -ism.] Finical

affectation.

1844 N. Brit. Rev. II. 65 Notwithstanding .. of this

theatrical finicism, he was always himself again before an
audience. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. VI. 132 There was no
finicism in the Author of Waverley.

Finick (ti nik), sb. [? Back-formation from
Finical ; in sense 2 more prob. f. next vb.]

f 1. A finical person. Obs.

1706 Reflex, upon Ridicule 103 Does he think to be
courted for acting the finick and conceited? Ibid. 119
She's an affected Finick.

2. dial. 'Mincing, affected manners' (S. Chesh.

Gloss. 1S87).

Finick vrVmk). v. Chiefly dial. Also finnick
;

in glossaries spelt liniiack, -ock, etc. [See

Finical, Finicking.] inlr. * To execute work in

a fastidious manner, wasting time over unnecessary

details* {Holderness Gloss.) ;
* to mince, affect airs

'

(S. Chesh. Gloss.). Hence Finicking vbl. sb.

1869 E. Wadham Eng. Versificat. 1^7 The verse laughs at

such finnicking, and a>serts its true division.

Finicking, finikin (ti nikin, -in), (///.) a.

and sb. Also finnicking, flnnikin, (9 finican).

[Of somewhat doubtful etymology ; most likely

f, Finick v. + -ino 2 ; the chief difficulty is that the

adj. is recorded from the middle of 17th c, while

the vb. is known only from a very recent period.

It has been suggested that finikin is the original form,

and is of Du. origin; cf. MDu. _fljnkens adv. accurately

neatly, prettily (Kilian\ On this hypothesis the worcs

finical and finick sb. and vb. must in some way have been

evolved from finikin. The conjecture however is unsup-

ported by evidence, and finical appears 70 years earlier

than the earliest known instance offinikin.)

A. adj. Affecting extreme refinement ; dainty,

fastidious, mincing ; excessively precise in trifles.

Also of things : Over-delicately wrought or

finished ; also, insignificant, paltry, trifling.

1661 A. Bbome Ler'cltcr i. Poems 72 Your Madams and
Lords, And such finikin words. < 1680 Roxb. Ball. 11891)

VII. 467 He's a finikin' vapouring Taylor. 1741 E. Poston
Pratlcr (1747) I. 230 Thou finicking Stuff, Put thy Hands
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in a Muff. 1821 Blackw. Mag. II. 444 To apply their

finican hands and utensils to the laborious task. 1831
Preiser's Mag. II. 745 Quiet and finikin as his [Horace's]
satire is. 1837 Dickens Pickzt: xix, With all the finicking

coxcombry or youth. 1865 G. Meredith A*. Fleming x,

Out . . came the old, broad, bent figure, with little finicking
steps. 1886 T. Hardy Mayor Casterbridge xii, Such
finnikin details.

f b. In eulogistic sense : Dainty, pretty. Obs.
c 1749 Robin Hood $ Alien a Dale xviii. in Child Ballads

v. cxxxviii.174/1 A finikin lass, Did shine like glistering gold.

B. sb. (in form finikin, finnikin).

t 1. A finicking person. Obs.

1744 Mrs. E. Heywood Female Sped. (1748) I. 82 Every
public place so abounded with coxcombs and finikins.

1 2. A variety of pigeon. Obs.
1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Pigeon, Many sorts of

pigeons, such as Carriers . . Finiki'ns. 1765 Treat. Dom.
Pigeons 136 The Finnikin. These Pigeons are possessed of
certain whimsical gestures when salacious. 1867 Tegetmeier
Pigeons 175 The Finnikin.

Hence Plnlckingly adv.
1880 Vern. Lee Italy Iv. ii. 153 Finickingly finished like

a fan-painting.

Finicky (fi'niki), a. dial, and U. S. [f. Finick
v. + -y 1

.] Finicking a.

1825 Brockf.tt Gloss. N. Country Words, Finniky, trifling,

scrupulously particular. 1887 Critic (IX. Y.) 9 Apr., A great
number of the rules .. seem equally what New England
matrons call ' finicky'. 1892 B. Matthews Americanisms
it Briticisms 24 Professor Freeman.. frequently finicky in
his choice of words.

T Pi*nifest. nonce-wd. [f. L.flitis end +fest-

urn Feast.] (See quot.)

1551 R. Robinson tr. More's Utof>. (Arb.) 153 The whyche
woordes may be interpreted primifeste and finifest, or els in

our speache, first feaste and last feast.

Finific (foini*fik), a. [f. L,.finis + -fic] Putting

a limit to ; limiting ; in quot. absol. or quasw/>.
1830 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) III. 2 The eternally

self-affirmant self-affirmed, .whose definition is the essential

finific in the form of the infinite.

Fillifugal (faini-fi^gal), a. nonce-tod. [f. L.

finis end +fug-a flight + -al.] Of or pertaining

to shunning the end (of anything).
1883 L. A. Tollemache in Jrnl. Educ. 1 Sept. 307 In

modern as well as in ancient times, the finifugal tendency.

.

is apparent.

t Fi'nify, v. Obs. Also 7 flnefy, flnifle. [f.

FiNEa:. +-(j)FY.] trans. To make fine
; to adorn,

deck, 'trick up'. Tofinify if. see quot. 161 1.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11, x, Her rotten trunk and rustic
face she finified than. 161 1 Cotgr. Pimper, to sprucifie, or
finifie it ; curiously to pranke, trimme, or tricke vp himselfe.

1678 Mrs. Behn Sir P. Fancy iv. iii, Get you gone, and
finefy your knacks. 1708 MoTTEUX Rabelais iv. x. (1737) 41
Some . . dress'd the Pages in Womens Cloths, and finified

them like any Babies.

Hence Finifled///. a. ; Frnifying vbl. sb.

1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 11. 2067 Some . . parted from
Our City walls, .sofinifi'd, As if their meaning was, to shew
their pride In Country Churches. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in
A rm. viii. (1669) 267/2 Now while thou art in a natural estate
(though never so finified) Old Adam is thy father. 1674
Dryden Mall u. iii, Such licking, patching, and finifying.

t Finigra phical, a. humorous, nonce-wd.
1594 Nashe Un/ort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 37 In their

sincere and finigraphicall cleane shirts and cuffes. 1596— Saffron Walden Ep. Ded. heading, To .. the sincere
& finigraphicall rarifier of prolixious rough barbarisme [i. e.

a barber].

Finikin, var. form of Finicking.

Fining (fsrnirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fine z/.3 + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. Fine.

1. The operation or process of refining (metals)

;

esp. that of converting cast iron into wrought iron

by heating it in contact with charcoal and so re-

moving the carbon.
150a Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 38 Certain

personnes .. that wrought in fynyng of iron. 1585 As?.
Sandys Strut, (1841) 366 The fining of gold in the furnace.
1864 Percy Iron fy Steel 579 It seems somewhat absurd to
designate the process of incomplete decarburization as re-

fining, and that of. .complete decarburization as only fining.

Ibid., I .. apply the word fining to the operation of con-
verting cast into malleable iron .. in a hearth or open fire

urged by a blast of air with charcoal as the fuel.

2. The operation or process of clarifying (a

liquid ; esp. beer, wine, etc.). Also the process by
which a liquid becomes fine or clear.

1607 DSKKBB Wh. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 215 No Vines
could please our taste, But of her fining. 1683 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1862/8 New Experiments, for Fyning and Improving of
Syder. 1707 Mortimer Husb. xvi. 339 It [Beech] is good
also for Fuel . . not to omit the Shavings of it for the fining

of Wine. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 137 The
operation of fining will be unnecessary to such beer. 1864
Reader 9 Jan. 53 To investigate the cause of this fining of
the blood.

b. concr. Anything used for this purpose. Vsu.pl.
177a Jackson in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 5 One ounce and

a half of good isinglass .. was converted into good fining.

1821 Imison Sc. fy Art II. 160 A preparation of isinglass and
sour beer, called finings, is put into it. 1851 Mayhf.wZ.oW.
Labour I. 184 The coffee is made of a dark colour by means
of what are called 'finings' which consist of burnt sugar.
1885 Act 48-9 Vict. c. 50 § 8 Finings for the purpose of
clarification [of beer].

3. Comb. : fining-forge (see quot.) ; fining-pot,
a crucible in which metals are refined ; fining-
roller (see quot.).

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 848/2 *Fining-forge., an open
hearth with a blast by which iron is freed of impurities or

foreign matters. i6ix Bible Prov. xvii. 3 The "lining pot
is for siluer, and the furnace for gold. 1879 Sir G. G. Scott
Lect. Archil. I. 134 Let us throw them boldly into the
fining-pot. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 848/2 *Fining*
roller {Paper-making^, a cylindrical wire-cloth sieve in the

paper-making machine, which allows the finely ground stuff

topass, but restrains the coarse fibers and knots.

Finion, var. form of Fingan.
Finis (fai'nis). [a. L. finis end.]

1. The Latin word for 'end', formerly, and still

occasionally, placed at the end of a book.
Almost universally used in the earlier half of this century

;

in recent books ' End' or 'The End' is substituted.

[? a 1400 Chester PI. xii. Temptation, Finis paginal duo-
decimal] c 1460 Play Sacram., Finis. 15*3 Fitzherb.
Husb., Hnis. i6at Burton Anat. Mel., Finis. 1697 Evelyn
Medals vii. 255 And now I have but a Word to add before

I come to Finis. 1839 Bailey Feslus, Finis.

2. Hence, the conclusion, end, finish ; end of life,

death.
1682 D[TJrfey] Butler's Ghost r. 47 To deck the Finis of

his Face. 1719 — Pills (1872) IV. 328 Under this Stone lies

one who writ his Finis. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IX. xx.
x. 169 Next Year . . must be the finis of this long agonistic

tragedy. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. Carlyle^s Lett. III. 200
Fast falling into imbecility and finis, poor man. 1874
Longf. in Life {1891I III. 223 Though that may be the
proper finis of the book.

3. End in view, ultimate destination, rare.

1850 Carlyle Lattcr-d. Pamph. v.{i%-]2) 162 Which is itself

&fnis or kind of goal.

Finish, (fi-nij"), sb. [f. next vb.]

1. The conclusion, last stage, termination ; also

{colloq. or vulgar) the ' end ' of a man.
1790 A. M. Johnson Monmouth III. 140 To look upon

death .. as the finish of your sorrows! 1806 Southey
Lett. (1856) I. 361 The fit and worthy finish of such
a life. 1814 Mad. D'Arblay Wanderer V. 318 And here
. . is the finish of all I have to recount. 1826 Sporting
Mag, XVII. 321 You would like to hear what was the finish

of the noted Will Barrow. 1827 Ibid. XXI. 78 The finish

of the hunting season I unfortunately lost.

b. elliptically in Sporting: The end of a hunt,

race, etc. ; the death of a fox ; also in phrase, to be

in at the finish. Also fig.
1875 W. S. Hayward Love agst. World 13 The old squire

was determined to be in at the finish. 1879 Jefferies Wild
Life in S. C. 133 Think for a moment of a finish as it is in

reality. 1891 H. Le Caron 25 Years in Secret Serv. (^893)
188 It was. .in the speeches from start to finish.

2. That which finishes, or serves to give com-
pleteness or perfection to anything.

1793 Copper-Plate Mag. No. 13, The choir received it's

embellishments and finish from Henry the Eighth. 1823
Gr. Kennedy Father Clem. i. 20 To obtain that finish

to his education which it was . . thought could only be ac-

?uired by travelling [etc.], 1868 Freeman A'orm. Conq.
1876) II. x. 515 Two smaller towers were designed as the

finish of the building. 1890 Century Mag. Jan. 362/1 To
have an American finish put to her education and manners.

b. Building. The last coat of paint or plaster

laid upon a surface.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 417 Over this a coat of
oil-colour, .called the finish, is laid.

3. The condition or quality of being finished

or perfected.

c 1805 Mar. Edceworth Wks. (Rtldg^ I. 354 There was
a want offuish,as the workmen call it, in my manufacture.

1837 H. Miller Test. Rocks vi. 229 They could not, com-
patibly with such nicety of finish, be laid over each other.

1876 Humphrey Coin-Coll. Man. xxvi. 397 Hi^h finish could
not be obtained in the mode by which this massive money
was produced. 1885 Newhall in Harper's Mag. Jan. 278/2
They [gloves] are tanned with sumac and gambter .. as
these produce softer finishes. 1885 Manch. Exam. 22 Feb.

5/3 Mr. Reeves sang with perfect finish.

4. slang. A house of entertainment, where the

night is finished.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock fi86i) 17 The innumerable
finishes and saloons, i860 Thackeray Lovel (1869^ 204
A weakly little man .. whose pallid countenance told of
Finishes and Casinos.

5. (See quot.)

1875 Ure^s Diet. Arts I. 58 Methylated spirit can be
procured also in small quantities . . containing in solution

1 oz. to the gallon of shellac, under the name of 'finish'.

1888 Dumfries Standard 22 Feb. 3 The traffic in methy-
lated spirit or 'finish' as it is popularly called.

Finish. (fi'nij"), v. Forms : 4 finch, 4-6 fenys,

fen-, fynissh, -ysch, -ysh, -ysshe, -esch, 4
flnisch, 6- finish. [ME. fenys, finiseh, a. OF.
feniss- (Fr. finiss-) lengthened stem of fenir
(finir) = Pr. fenir, Cat. finir, It. finire:—L.

finire, {.finis end.]

1. trans. To bring to an end ; to come to the

end of, go through the last period or stage of.

Often with gerund (formerly with inf.) as object

:

To 'make an end of, cease (doing something).
1* Also, rarely 1 To put an end to, cause to cease.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3934 Then was bat ferli fi^t finched

bat time. ? a 1400 Morte Artk. 4255 Qwene ihey had
ffenyste bis feghte. X481 Caxton Myrr. 1. xx. 60 The Sonne
the whiche .. neuer shal fynysshe to goo with the heuen.
a J533 Ln. Berners Huon lv. 185 Who so euer dyd fyght
agaynst him were lyke myserably to fynysshe his days.
1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. 87 In Death what can be .

.

That I should fear a Couenant to make With it, which
welcom'd, finisheth my Woe? 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
iv. 674 His Griefs with Day begun, Nor were they finish'd

with the setting Sun. 1796 H. Hunter tx. St. Pierre's Stud.
Nat, (1799) IIL 567 That calm ambition of gold, in which
all the ambitious finish their course. 1847 Marryat Childr.
N. Forest viii, Edward . . had just finished a hearty meal.
1891 E. Peacock N. Brendou I. 256 As he finished speaking.

b. To finish off; to provide with an ending (of

a certain kind).

1834 H- N. Coleridge Grk. Poets (ed. 2) 51 Plutarch
finishes off the story in his usual manner.

2. To bring to completion ; to make or perform

completely; to complete. Also with off, fup.
t To finish to (do) : to succeed completely in

(doing\
a 1400-50 Alexander 2144 For quen I done haue with

Dary & my dede fenyschid. c 1489 Caxton Blnnchardyn
I xi. 41 Hys enterpryse that ful sore he desyred to fynysshe.
a 1533 Ln. Beknehs Huon lxii. 217 Whan the sacrement of
baptysme was fynyshyd. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden)
84 In August [1553] was theaulter in Powlles set up agayne,
and fenysyd in September. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen, VI, II. v - 28

How many Dayes will finish vp the Yeare. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 269 When Nature hath
finished to forme a man in all perfection. 1648 W.
Moi'Ntague Devoute Ess. 1. xviii. § 3. 336 They expose them-
selves to the reproach of having begun what they were
unable to finish. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 185
Yet have I not finished to attain the right Method, or way
of ordering them. 1761-a Hume Hist. Fug. (1S06 Ill.xlvii.

694 The marriage 01 the princess Elizabeth with Frederic.

.

was finished some time after the death of that prince. 1816

J. Smith Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 686 Finish sowing green-
house plants. 1828 Scott /'. M. Perth iii, He cuts all his

gloves out for the right hand, and never could finish a pair

in his life. 1848 C. K. Sharpe Let. 7 Feb. (18S8) II. 590
That bloody-minded person who finished off the work.
absol. 1611 Bible i Chron. xxvii. 24 Ioah. .began to num

ber, but he finished not. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv.

ix. § 5 God alone can finish.

3. To deal with or dispose of the whole or the

remainder of (an object) ; to complete the con-

sumption of (food, one's stock of anything), the

reading of (a book, etc.).

1526 Iindale Matt. x. 23 Ye shal nott fynysshe all the
cites of israhel t y II the sonne of man be come. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I.xxxi. 434 He and Brooks will doubtless finish

the two [potatoes]. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I.

72 Would you mind finishing the canto?

b. To complete the destruction of; to dispatch,

kill. Also in weaker sense: To complete the dis-

comfiture or defeat of; to reduce to complete ex-

haustion or helplessness. Now chiefly colloq.

1611 BlBLE Dan. v. 26 God hath numbred thy kingdome,
and finished it. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. xvii, 187
Five Germans, who were resolved to finish me. 1816
Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 181 Lancaster .. was completely
finished. 1840 Goodrich P. Parley s Ann. 188 They were
for finishing him [a wounded man] outright with their

bayonets. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 308 If he still

obstinates himself, he is finished by [etc.]. 1884 E. P. Rot;

Nat. Ser. Story ix, The moist sultriness . . finished the
ox-heart cherries.

4. To perfect finally or in detail ; to put the final

and completing touches to ^a thing). Also with

off, up.
1551 T. Wilson Logike(i$6) 39 b, Those [the hands, arms

and feet] bee . . the partes whiche finishe the whole and make
it perfecte. c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 80
To perfect and finish our answer. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. viii. 6
Wee desired Titus, that as he had begun, so hee would also

finish in you the same grace also. 1683 Soames tr. Boileau's
Art of/'oetry ii. 20 A faultless Sonnet, finish'd thus, would
be Worth tedious Volumes of loose Poetry. 1703 Moxom
Mech. Exerc. 249 They finish the plastering, .by Trowelling
and brishing it over with fair Water . . and also brish over
their new Plastering when they set, or finish it. 1713 Steele
Englishm. No. 7. 45 To a good natural Discernment Art
must therefore be joined to finish a Critick. 1807 W. Taylor
in Attn. Rev, V. 713 He was compelled by his father to

finish up his pottery minutely. 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. <r Art I. 17 The hole may be finished with a file. 1843
[see Finger-nail].
absol. 185a Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 187 The plasterers

were.. finishing off, and clearing away their scaffoldings.

b. To complete or perfect the education of (a

person).

1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. (1827) IX. v. 169 She sent her
most illustrious citizens to be finished and refined in Greece.
1796 Dr. Burney Metastasio I. 214 Most of the great
singers . . had been formed or finished by him. 1814 Jank
Austen Watsons vii. (1879^ 215 The accomplishments which
are now necessary to finish a pretty woman, a 1839 Praed
Poems '1864! II- 158 Where were you finished?

C. To complete or perfect the fatting of (cattle\
1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IT. XL 226 The cattle, .by means

of the turnip are ' finished out ' and in a proper state for the
butcher in the spring. 1851 Ibid. XII. 11. 334 Many flock-

masters ' finish ' their sheep before selling. 1865 Ibid. Ser.

11. I. ii. 259 If the lambs are well summered it will answer
to finish them off in the house or yards.

fd. With complement or into'. To make into

by a final operation. Obs.

1704 Swift Battle of Bks. Wks. 1778 I. 427 Polite con-

versation has finished thee a pedant. i8xa W. Taylor in

Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 410 This earth is to be finished

up into one vast terrestrial paradise.

6. intr. To come to an end, reach the end ; to

cease, leave off. Also with off. Also, to end in

(something\ to end by (doing something).

1450 Merlin iii. 54 They sey thei shull neuer fenisshe

till thei haue auenged.the deth of Aungis. C1489 Caxton
Sonnes of Aymon ix. 248 And beganne to make so grete

a sorowe as thoughe all the worlde had fynysshed a fore

his eyen. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. xi. 212 Infernall
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FINISHABLE.
payne that shall not fynysshe. 1527 R. Thorne His Booka

in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 Which maine land., finisheth
in the land which we found. 1563 Shute Archit. Dja,
Wherwith finisheth the first. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, m.
i. 201 Exeter doth wish His dayes may finish, ere the
haplesse time. 1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 143
Partnerships often finish in quarrels. 1839 Landor Wks.
(1868) I. 205/2 If we begin to reinstate old words, we shall

finish by admitting new ones. 1863 Kincsley Water Bab.
10 Finishing off somewhere between 12 and 4. «88i Sat.
Rev. 25 June 818/1 Kermesse. .finished a couple of lengths
in front of Kingdom.

fo. To finish with ; (a) To cease to deal with,

have done with {obs.) ;
(b) to complete one's work

at or upon.
178a Miss Burney Cecilia (1809VIV. 62 He approved . .of

her finishing wholly with the old Don. 1833 Southey Life
(1850) V. 139 To-night I shall finish with Queen Mary's
reign.

fa To die. Obs.

1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India Pref. 4 Considering that all

flesh must finish, I seek for no quiet rest in this transitorie
life. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 36 Who with wet cheekes
Were present when she finish'd.

f 6. trans. (After L. fi?iire.) To assign a limit

or boundary to ; to limit. Obs. rare~ l
.

1587 Golding De Momay iv. 47 So as he finish or bound
himselfe.

Finishable (fvniJab'P, a. rare. [f. Finish
v. + -able.] Capable of being finished.

1831 Carlyle Let. 26 Feb. in Froude Life (1882) II. vii.

141, I purpose seriously inclining heart and hand to the
finishing of ' Teufelsdriickh '—if indeed it is finishable.

Finished (fi-nijt), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ed l.]

1. In senses of the vb. : a. Brought to a conclu-
sion, ended, b. Completed, c. That has passed
through the last process or stage of manufacture
or elaboration.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis III. (Arb.) 93 At leingth kept he
silence, with furnished historye resting. 1682 Creech
Lucrethis (16S31 62 End their almost finisht race, and die.

1801 Southey Thalaba vh. xxx, From the finish'd banquet
now The wedding guests are gone. 1833J. Holland Manuf
Metal II. vii. 185 It is not an uncommon thing, .to purchase
a finished stove, take it to pieces, and use the . . pieces as
models. 1857 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 338 They most likely

will not live to see the finished book. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 7 Rather the materials for a work . .than a finished
composition. 1887 Daily News 23 Nov. 2/7 Bleached and
finished linens are in good request.

2. Consummate, perfect, accomplished.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 126 f 1 Lydia is a finished Coquet.

1718 J. Chamderlayne Kelig. Philos. Pref. (1730) 42 If not
by finished Atheists, yet at least by unsettled and wavering
Minds. 1831 Hens-low Let. Darwin in Darwin** Life
fy Lett. (1887) I. 167 Not in the supposition of your being
a finished naturalist, but as amply qualified for collecting.

1844 Disraeli Co'iiugsby 111. ii, The finished gentleman.
c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 236 He possessed a countenance
of the most finished beauty.

Finisher (fi*nijaj). [f. as prec. + -erI.]

1. One who or that which finishes (in the dif-

ferent senses of the vb.),

1516 Tindale Heb. xii. 2 Jesus the auctor and fynnyssher
of oure fayth. 1587 Golding De Momay Ep. Ded., God
the verie founder, furtherer and finisher of trueth. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlii. 85 The other a finisher of all his

troubles. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 375 O Prophet of glad
tidings finisher Of utmost hope ! 1786 Sir J. Reynolds
Disc. xiii. (1876) 69 A portrait by Denner, or any other high
finisher. 1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 267 By way of a finisher,

washing., the flax in the rivers kills hundreds offish. 1875
Lowell Spenser Prose Wks. (1890) IV. 297 note, With all

his abundance, he was evidently a laborious finisher.

2. spec. a. In various trades: The workman, or
machine, that performs the final operation in

manufacture.
1691 Southerns Sir A. Love m. i, I am poor Courtant

your Taylor's finisher. 1835 Uke Philos. Manuf. 169 This
finisher carding-engine is furnished with finer teeth than
the scribbler. 1869 T. Leicester in Eng. Meek. 3 Dec.
282/1 It is then passed on to the finisher or workman. 1875
Ure's Diet. Arts I. 425 The 'forwarder' then passes the
book on to the 'finisher', whose duty it is to add the
required lettering and ornament. 1884 Standard 14 Apr.
3/7 A strike . . has commenced among the ' lasters and
finishers ' of the boot trade.

b. Finisher of the laiv : jocularly, the hangman,
executioner.
1708 Motteiix Rabelais v. Prol. (1737") 57 The Finisher of

the Law. 1734 Grub St. Jrnl. 2 May 1/1, I imagine, .that
in point of order .. the finisher of the law ought to draw up
the conclusion. 1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 30 Thistlewood
was suspended by the finisher of the law. 1835 Taifs Mag.
II. 168 It [the Newspaper Press] is the grand inquisitor

—

the expositor—the fiagellator—the finisher 1

C. colloq. Something that finishes, discomfits,

or 'does for' anyone; 'a settler', in Pugilism,
one who gives a blow that ends a fight ; the blow
so given.

1817 Sporting Mag. I.. 54 As a finisher, there is a great
analogy between Randall and the late Dutch Sam. 1827
Ibid. XX. 60 He gave him . . four or five such finishers, as
[etc.]. 183a Marryat N. Forster xliv, This conversazione
was a finisher to Dr. Feasible. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold.
Butterfly III. 106 When I saw her marriage . . I thought it

was a finisher.

Finishing (fi-nijin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING 1

.]

1. The action of the vb. Finish.
111535 Fisher Prayer E iij/i The Smyth .. vseth the

hammer . . towardes the finishyng of his worke. 1614 T.

236

Jackson Comm. Apostles Creede II. 216 The accom-
plishment or finishing of his glory. 167a C. Manners
in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 24, I haesten on
Mr. Cooper all I can to the finishing of my Lady Exesters
picture. 1757 Foote Author \. Wks. 1799 I. 135 A sketch
can never convey him. His peculiarities require infinite
labour and high finishing. 1886 Athenceum 18 Dec. 832/1
The cuts are . . as good as photography, delicate finishing,
and choice modern cutting can make them.

2. contr. That which completes or gives a finished

appearance to any kind of work. In Building and
Carpentry, decoration, ornamental work. In
Bookbinding, the lettering and ornamental work
on the covers.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 15 If the Builder .. will have the
Building to have no other finishing. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 285 f 3 Give the last Finishing to every Circumstance
in so long a Work. 1766 Entick London IV. 287 The wain-
scot and finishing very neat. 1785 J. Phillips Treat. Inland
Navig. 25 To have a lawn terminated by water, .is a finish-

ing, of all others the most desirable, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 118 Finishings, the carved ornaments of the quarter-
galleries. 1884 H. P. Spofford in Harper's Mag. Jan. 181/1
The house is. .of a pale cream-color, with white finishings.

3. attrib. and Comb., as finishing governess,

machine, master, mortar, wood. Also finishing-
card (see quot.) ; finishing cloth, calico prepared
for 'finishing'; so finishing goods, linens; finish-

ing-coat, in Building, the last coating of plaster

;

finishing-hammer, the last hammer used by the

gold-beater; finishing-press {Bookbinding), a
small press used in the process of ' finishing *

;

finishing-rolls, a second set of rolls in a rolling-

mill ; finishing-school, a school where a pupifs
(usually a young lady's^ education is 'finished'.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 848/2 *Finishing-card, a
machine in which the process of carding is repeated. 1892
Daily News 19 Mar. 5/5 Printers' and *finishing cloths slow.
1892 Ibid. 6 Aug. 6/4 Printing and *finishing goods slow.
1862 Times 2 Jan., A *finishing daily governess wishes to
devote three or four hours every afternoon to the instruction
of pupils. 189a Daily News 5 Mar. 2/7 Cross Channel
demand for. .^finishing linens. 1869 Ibid. 10 Dec, Double-
blast thrashing and *finishing machines. 1709 Han. More
Fern, Ednc. (ed. 4) I. 79 All .. have the honour to co-
operate with a "finishing master. 1662 Gerbier Princ. 19
Bricks to be daubed over with ^finishing Morter. 1703
Moxon Meek. Exerc. 250 The finishing Morter to represent
Stone, should be made of the strongest Lime. 1881 Ray-
mond Mining Gloss., *Finishing-rolls. 1836-7 Dickens Sk.
Boz^ (1850) 204/2 1*11 bring in a bill for the abolition of
*finishing-schools. 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vict, iii,

He sent his daughters to the most expensive finishing-school
in Paris. 1887 West Shore 427 The white, .cedar, a splendid
•finishing wood.

Finishing, ///. a. [f. as prec + -ikg 2
.] That

finishes ; csp. in {to put, give, receive) thefinishing

(f hand,) stroke or touch.

1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 296 The finishing, or the
First, act of Repentance. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 330
A Mind well turn'd, receives the finishing stroke and polish-

ing from Science. 1754 A. Murphy Grays-Inn Jiiil. No. 71

r 4 In each Species of Writing I have given the finishing

Hand to some Pieces. 1771 Walpole Anecd. Painting IV.

145 {On Gardenings, We tire of all the painter's art when
it wants these finishing touches. 1831 Keble Serm. v.

(1848) 106 With the finishing touch .. he completes his

picture of that intense depravity. 1858 R. S. Suriees
Ask Mamma Ixxxh 354 To enable them to put the finishing

stroke to their respective arrangements.

t Finishment. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ment.]

End, finishing, completion ; death.
< 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 499 J>e forme to be fynisment

foldez ful selden. 1448 Will ofHen. VI in Willis & Clark
Cambridge I. 353 After the finisshement of the edifications

ofoonofthe same Colleges, c 1450 Merlin 23 Merlyn began to

telle of the fvnyshment of Iosepli. 1559 Abp. Parker Corr.
{Parker Soc.) 105 To the finishment and stay of that often-

dicle. 1648 W. Mountague Devouie Ess. 1. xviii. § 3, 336
None must undertake this edifice, but after computation of
the pertinences requisite for the finishment.

Finite (fai'nait), a. and sb. Also 5-6 fynyte.

[ad. h.finlt-us, pa. pple. of finIre to put an end
to, bound, limit, f. finis end, limit.]

A. adj.

fl. Fixed, determined, definite. Obs.

1493 Eestivall(W', deW'. 1515^79 There was made a fynyte
loveday betwene the kyng & Thomas. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 1191 Giving us assurance of that which is

finite and determinate. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 334
A finite vast number is here put for an indefinite numerous
multitude.

2. Having bounds, ends, or limits; bounded,

limited; opposed to infinite.

1587 Golding De Momay iv. 42 For if any of them [per-

fections] be finite, then he is not infinite. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 1. iii. 11 Whatsoever we imagine, is Finite. 1692

Bentley Serm. Folly of Atheism vi. 21 That supposed In-

finite Duration will, .be limited at two Extremes, .and con-

sequently must needs be Finite. 1854 Moseley Astron. iii.

(ed. 4) 11 The surface of the earth is finite in every direc-

tion.

b. Having an existence subject to limitations

and conditions.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Artillerie iv, I am but finite,

yet thine infinitely. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 421 P 7 The
whole Heaven or Hell of any finite Being. 1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend (1865* 67 Of eternity and self-existence what
other likeness is possible in a finite being, but immortality
and moral self-determination? 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)
I. 416 Of the absolute goodness of any finite nature we can
form no conception.

FINITIMATE.

3. Math. Of aline: Terminated. Of a quantity,
number, distance : Limited, neither infinite nor
infinitesimal. Of a group : Containing a limited
number of substitutions. Of a solution : Resulting
in a finite quantity. Finite points : such as are not
at an infinite distance apart. Finite series (see

quot. c 1S65).
157° Billingslf.y Euclid \. Post. ii. 6 To produce a right

line finite, straight forth continually. 1660 Barrow Euclid
1. i, Upon a finite right line .. to describe an equilateral
triangle. 1840 Lardner Geom. -27b The distance V F, re-
mains finite, c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 573/1 A series is called
a finite series when it has an assignable last term. 1885
Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 133 Two other finite

points on the curve. Ibid. 265 The finite segment FF' is

cut or not by the tangents according as the conic is a hyper-
bola or an ellipse. 1885 Watson & Burbury Math. Th.

d k Pt
Elect r. $ Magn. I. 38 It may be proved that — , is the

dfj.*

only finite integral solution in y. of the equation. 1893 A. R.
Forsyth Th. Functions 587 These finite discontinuous groups
are of importance on the theory of polyhedral functions.

4. Gram. Of a verb : Limited by number and
person ; not in the infinitive mood.
1795 L. Murray Gram. Syntax 86 A simple sentence has in

it but one subject, and one finite verb. 1798 Ibid. (ed. 4) ill.

n^note, Finite verbs are those to which number and person
appertain.

5. Music. (See quot.)
1869 Ouseley Counterp. xv. 105 If the canon is concluded

by a coda, it is called Finite.

II App. misused for infinite.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 93 That it may plese his
fynyte deyte Knowleche in this to sendyn us.

B. quasi-^.

1. The adj. used absolutely.
1687 Dryden Hind fy P. 1. 105 But how can finite grasp

Infinity? 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xv. § 12 Finite of any
Magnitude, holds not any proportion to infinite. 18*5 Cole-
ridge Aids Refl. (1836) 155 Reasoning from finite to finite,

on a basis of truth . .will always lead to truth. 1847 Emer-
son Poems, Threnody Wks. (Bohn) I. 492 My servant Death,
with solving rite, Pours finite into infinite.

b. 77ie finite : that which is finite.

1845 Maurice Mor. fy Met. Philos. in Encycl. Me/roP. II.

575 1 The finite and the infinite are both alike thoughts of
our own. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 9 To us, the notion
of infinity is subsequent rather than prior to the finite.

2. A finite thing; a finite being : see A. 2.

a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. n. x. § 4 (1622) 309 All termes,
and all indeterminations, all fimtes and all infinites. 1648
Boyle Seraph. Love xxvi. (1700)154 It being impossible for

an Aggregate of Finites to comprehend .. one Infinite.

1846 [see Finited///. a. J.

Finite (farnait), v. [f. prec. ; or f. ppl. stem
of L. ftnlre.'] trans. To make finite ; to subject

to limitations.
1628 T. Spencer Logick 47 The matter doth finite, and

contract the amplitude of the forme. 1847 Bushnell Chr.
Nurt. 11. v. (1861) 318 The Lord to be is there, there to per-

sonate and finite himself. 1867 Eng. Leader 20 Apr. 224
There are two sides—a divine side and a human side .. the
latter being finited, attempered, and dimmed.
Hence Fi*mted/>//. a.

1846 Clissold tr. Swedenborg's Principia 1. 111. 81 In
relation to things much finited and compounded, this finite

is as it were nothing ; . . nevertheless it is a something and a
finited ens. 1868 Contemp. Rev. VIII. 617 To find God
finited in Nature. 1884 Gosp. Divine Humanity iii. 60
Man in his finited state is dust of the ground.

[Finitelesa: a spurious word in the Dictionaries.
Cited by Johnson from Sir T. Browne {Pseud. Ep, 1. ii,

where the real reading is ' fruitlesse ').]

>. {(. as prec. -r -ly 2
.]Finitely (fai'naitli), adv.

In a finite manner or degree.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Presence xi. 216 Christ moved
finitely by dimensions, and change of places. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. v. 114 Within such a compass as is

finitely distant from this hour. 1736 Butler Anal. v. 130

Such creatures would be made upright or finitely perfect.

1748 Hartley Observ. Alan 11. ii. 185 The Balance will ulti-

mately be in favour of each Individual finitely.

FiniteneSS (fai
-naitnes\ ff. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being finite ; the con-

dition of being limited in space, time, capacity, etc.

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits <$ Divels 89 It ariseth .

.

from the finitenesse, and dimensiuenesse of the angelical!

nature. 1708 Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 400
Finiteness of our minds no excuse for the geometers. 1886

Proctor Earn. Sc. Stud. 5 No theory of the finiteness of

space can possibly be more utterly inconceivable than the

idea of infinite space itself.

Finitesimal (fainite'simal), a. Math. [f.

Finite a., after millesimal, etc.] Denoted by the

ordinal of a finite number.
1861 H. J. S. Smith Th. Numbers in. in Rep. Brit. Assoc.

326 Any term which occupies a finitesimal place in any one
arrangement should occupy a finitesimal place in every other

arrangement.

f ? Erroneously used for infinitesimal, in the

sense ' exceedingly minute \
1836 E. Howard/?. Reefer xxxv'u, A spasmodic contraction

of the finitesimal nerves.

+ Fini'timate, a. Obs. [f. 'L.fhiitim-us border-

ing upon + -ate ^.] Bordering, neighbouring, close

by. Const, to.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 21 We finde the seuenth

[vertebra), .finitimate, and next adioyning to the Vertebres

of the brest. Ibid. 11. 9 This middle Cartilage is to the

bony, .diuision of the nose aunswerable, and very finitimate,
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t Pi'nitive, «. Obs. Also 6 finative, finityve.

[ad. L. flnltiv-us defining.]

1. a. Definitive, final, b. Defining.

1593 Rich Greenes Nerves Fb, Richard had no sooner thus
added his finative concluison, but [etc]. 1656 Rlount
Glossogr., Finitiz'e, which defines or determines. 1730-6
Bailey ifolio), Finitwe, defining.

f 2. Erroneous uses : a. Put for L. finitimus

:

Of or belonging to the frontier, b. ? = Finical.
1549 Compt. Scot. xx. 166 The fyrst sort of battellis and

veyns that broucht the romans to ruuyne, vas callit battellis

finityuis, Afinibus. 1640 R. ISrathwaitCPIuI. Panedonius')
Boulster Led. 67 The Tale of that Finiuve Girle [app.=
affecting fine language].

fFinitor. Obs. Astron. [a. 'L. finitor, agent-n.

f. finite to bound ; a literal transl. of Gr. upifav
Horizon.] The horizon.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. vi. Introd. (ed. 7) 604 The other
Crosse Diameter, .signifieth the Horizon, which for distinc-
tions sake is otherwise called the Flnitor. 1671 Flamsteed
in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 124 Not thinking but
that the appearance, .would be invisible as celebrated under
our finitor. 1688 R. Holme Armoury hi. 147/1 In Terms
of Art used by Limners. . Finitor [is the] Horizon. 1704 J.
Harris Lex. Techn., Finitor, the same with Horizon.

Finitude (frnitiwd). [f. Finite + -tude.] The
condition or state of being finite ; the condition of
being subject to limitations ; = Finiteness.
1644 R. Harwood Davids Sanct. 13 The finitude of the

King's presence, 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 514 Void
of al power and composition, and therefore of al finitude

and limitation. 1733CHEYNE Etig. Malady \. viii. § 4(1734)
73 It seems Precision is a Contradiction to Finitude. 1836
Sir G. Head Home Tour 128 Those catastrophes which
. . serve to remind man of the finitude of his wisdom. 1842
De Morgan Diff. <y Int. Calculus 66 The values of x which
satisfy such a condition are separated by intervals offinitude.
1878 Newcomb/V/. Astron. iv. iii. 505 This idea of the fini-

tude of space.

Finity (frmti). [ad. OF. finite*, f. fini (pa.

pple. oifinir to bound) Finite «.] = prec.

1675 Burthogge Causa Dei Ep. Ded. A iij b, The Finity
of Sin, that in its own Nature cannot Merit an Infinite

Punishment. 1813 Busby Lucretius I. 1081 The laws of
nature Finity oppose. 1855 Miss Cobbe Intuit. A/or. 17
Creatures . . exposed by the finity of their natures to con-
tinual temptations.

Finjan: see Fingan.

Finkle (frrjk'l). Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 3fene-
cel, 4 fenkil, 5 fenkylle, 4-6, 9 fenkel, 5-6
fenkell'e, 6 fynele, 6, 9 finckle, 6 finkil, 7-9
finkel, finkle. See also Fennel. [ME. fcuecel,

ad. L. fieenicuhwt : see Fennel. The immediate
source may be continental Teut. ; cf. Du. venkel,

OHG. fenachal, finac/ial, mod. Ger. fencAel.] =
Fennel I.

c 1265 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 556 Feniculum, fenecel. c 1440
Promp. Patv. 155/2 Fenkylle, feniculum. 1567 Maplet
Gr. Forest 42 Fenkell is an Herbe of the Gardaine and fielde
common to them both. 1659 Rowbotham Gate Lang. Unt.
xii. § 132 These are spices; Pepper, .fenil or finkel, thyme.
1883 A Imondbury Gloss., Finkel, fennel.
attrib. c 1330 Med. MS. in Arckseol. XXX. 351 Take

y* jus of fenkel rote And droppyn in y* eyne. 136a Lasgl.
P. PI. A. v. 156 A Ferping-worp of Fenel-seed \v.r. fenkil seed].

Finks: see Fenks.
Finless (finles), a. [f. Fin sb. + -less.] With-

out a fin or fins.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 111. i. 151 A finne-Iesse Fish. 1775
in Ash. 1863 C. A. Johns Home Walks 150 A thin cylin-
drical fish, .with a blunt head and unless tail.

Finlet (frnlet). [dim. of Fin.] A small fin.

1874 J. G. Wood Nat. Hist. 579 Delicate filamentary
finlets. .decorate the tail in some species.

Finn, Fin (fin). [OE. Finnas pi., correspond-

ing to ON. Finnr, Sw., Da., Ger. Finne.
In the first and second centuries the name is recorded as

L. Fennl (Tac), Gr.Mm (Ptol.). Presumably of Teut.
origin ; some have conjectured that it is related by ablaut
to Fen sb.]

The name used by the Teut. nations for an indi-

vidual of a people in North-Eastern Europe and
Scandinavia, calling themselves Suomi or Suome-
laisset, and speaking a language of the Ural-Altaic

class. Often applied more widely to include other

peoples closely allied ethnically and linguistically

to the Finns proper or Suomi.
C893 K. Alfred Qros. \. i. (Sweet) 17 pa Finnas . . & ba

Beormas spnecon neah an £ebeode. 1599 tr. K. Alfred's
Oros. in Hakluyt Voy. I. He judged, that the Fynnes and
Biarmes speake but one language. 1854 Latham in Smith's
Diet. CI. Geog. I. 894 Finn is not the name by which either
the Finlanders or the Laplanders know themselves. It is

the term by which they are known to the Northmen.
Finn : see Finnip.

Finnack: see Finnoc.

Finnan (frnan). Also findhorn, findram,
Antrum, flndon, finnon. [A place-name used
attrib. app. orig.the name of the river Findhorn, or
of a place so called on its banks ; but confused with

Findon, the name of a village in Kincardineshire.]

A haddock cured with the smoke of green wood,
turf, or peat earth. More fully finnan-haddock
(-haddie), -spelding.
a 1774 Fergusson Leith Races Poems (1845) 33 The
Buchan bodies .. Their bunch o' findrams cry. 1811 \V.

Thom Hist, Aberdeen II. 170 Findon haddocks are ..

esteemed a great delicacy. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvi, The
elder girl .. was preparing a pile of Findhorn haddocks
(that is, haddocks smoked with green wood 1

. 1861 Ramsay
Kemin. v. fed. 18) 121 ' Findon,' or ' Finnan haddies,' are
split, smoked, and partially dried haddocks. 1873 J. G.
Bertram Harvest ofSea 205 Genuine Finnans, smoked in

the original way by means of peat-reek. 1893 Times 13 Dec.
3/6 Central Fish Market.. Aberdeen finnons sold well.

Finned (find), [f. Fin j£.4-ed 2
.] Having

a fin or fins (see senses of Fin sb.). Also in para-

synthetic derivatives, &s prichiy~, red-finned.
1340-70 Alex. <$• Dind. 298 Of be finnede fihes our fode to

lacche. 1611 Cotgr. , Perche de mer, a wholesome, rough-
find . . rocke-fish. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 61 They. . plough
up the Turf with a broad finned Plough. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 303 The fish that have bony prickly
fins, are called Prickly Finned Fish. 1785 Grose Diet.
Vulgar Tongue s. v. Fin, A one finned fellow, a man who
has Tost an arm. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist, fy Pop. xxi.

§ 1 r. (ed. 3) 369 Dolphins . . finned and ducally crowned or.

1868 Morris Earthly Par. I. 313 Seeing The red-finned
fishes o'er the gravel play.

Finner (fvnai). [f. Fin sb. +-er 1.]

1. A name given to whales of the genus Bafomop-
tera, esp. the Rorqual, from the fact of their having

a dorsal fin. Also fi/iner-mhale.
1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl. V. 190 These [whales] commonly

measure from 60 to 90 feet in length and are denominated
finners. 1822 Scott Pirate ii, The Berserkars used to ..

snap them (swords and spears] all up into pieces, as a
finner would go through a herring net. 1855 E. Forbes
Lit. Papers v. 152 The mighty finners {Bal;enoptera), whose
prodigious fleetne>s makes them too dangerous to encounter.
1865 Athenaeum No. 1987. 732/3 Skeleton of a finner whale.
1880 Daily Ncivs 8 Dec. 6/7 The great northern Rorqual
Razorback, or ' Finner'.

2. = Finnoc.
1803 J. Mackenzie Prize Ess. Ilight. Soc. II. 377 Finners

or fin noes, which usually abound in every salmon river, have
fins of a yellow colour.

Finnic (finik,, a. Al.-o 7 Finnonick. [f.

Finn + -ic. The form Finnonick is ad. mod. I,.

Finnonuits, f. Finno Finn ; cf. LapponicJ] a.

Pertaining to the Finns, Finnish, b. Now usually,

Pertaining to the group of peoples ethnically allied

to the Finns, or to that division of the Ural-Altaic

languages to which Finnish belongs.
1668 wilkins Real Char. 1. i. § iii. 4 The Finnic [language]

used in Finland and Lapland. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland
76 The Finnonick Language. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI.
368 The Lesghian and other tongues of the Caucasus, by
some pretended to be of Finnic origin.

Hence Fi nnicize v. nonce-ivd., to give a Finnish
form to.

1827 IVestm. Rev. VII. 320 The foreign names, .have been
gradually finnicized, and Hiblia is now written Piplia.

Finnicking, finnikin : see Finicking.
Finnier, var. of Fineer v., Obs.

t Finnimbnin. Obs. rare~\ [Of arbitrary

formation: cf. coni/nbruw, xa.r. of Conundrum.]
A trifle, a gimcrack.
1653 Walton Angler ^1676^ 263 He saw Ribbins and

Looking-glasses .. and Hobbyhorses .. and all the other
finnimbruns that make a compleat Country Fair

Finnip. slang. Also firm, finny. [Said to

be a Yiddish pronunc. of Ger. fiinffwe.] A five-

pound note.

1846 R. L. Snowden Magistr. Assist. 346, I ..got six

Finnips and a Cooler for the Yacks. 1865 Mayhfw Loud.
Labour III. 396 The notes were all finn'ies (£5 notes), and
a good imitation. 1879 Macm. Mag. Oct. 505/1 Fifty quid
in double finns.

Finnish (fvnij\ a. [f. Finn + -ish; cf. ON.
Finnskr, Sw., Da. Finske

t
Ger. Finniscli.] Pertain-

ing to the Finns ; rarely in wider sense = Finnic b.

Also absol. quast-j^., the Finnish language.
1789 96 Mobsk Am. Un. Geog. XL 84 The Ostiaks, who

are likewise a Finnish race, a 184s Hood Sir J. Bmvring
24 Although you should begin in Dutch, and end (like me)
in Finnish. 1856 Gazetteer of the World III. 359 The
Finnish peasantry.

Finnoc (fin^k). Also 8 finnac'k, -eck, -ock,

8-9 phin.njock. [a. GaeLfimnag, i.fionn white.]
' A white trout, a variety of the Salt/to fario

'

(JtmX
1771 Pennant Tour Scotl. (1794) 230 Phinocs are taken

here in great numbers. 1792 Statist. Ace. Scotl. III. 360
A trout called a finneck.. appears in.. July and August. 1834
Jardinf. in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club I. No. 2. 51 This fish

I consider to be the Salmo albus of Fleming, .the Phinnoclc
of the north and west of Scotland, c 1850 Nat. Encycl. I.

38 The river abounds with trout, finnock, eels.

Finny (fi'ni), a. 1 [f. Fin sb. + -y 1.]

1. Provided with or having fins ; finned.

1590 Spenser F, Q. in. viii. 29 Proteus. .Along the fomy
waves driving his finny drove. 1695 Blackmore Pr. A rth.
iv.^ 52 The Finny or the Feather'd Kind. 1850 Blackie
A£schylt<s I. 142 With finny monsters teems the sea.

b. nonce-use. Of a person : With arms like fins.

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius vii, Miss Skeat .

.

looked tall and finny.

2. Of the nature of a fin ; like a fin.

1648 Herrick Hesper. (18691 338 Never agai'ne shall I with
finnie-ore Put from or draw unto the faithfull shore. 1668
Wilkins Real Char. 133 Finny substances, standing out
from each side like wings.

3. a. Of or pertaining to fish. b. Teeming with
fish. Cf. Fin sb. 1 c.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 187 He..With patient angle, trolls

the finny deep. 1831 Blackv>. Mag. XXX. 965 Instinctive
all with finny life. 1867 J. II. Rose tr. Virgil 1 AKtuid 99
The headlong osprey. .skims the finny flood.

t Fi'nny, vi*nny, a.2 Obs. exc. dial. [OE.
fipit'g, f.fyne mould. Cf. Fenny.] Mouldy.
a 17M Vinney [see Finewv]. 1861 Ramsay Remin. Ser. ir.

p. xxix, ' I can't eat un [a loaf], zur : it be soa vinny.' I dis-

covered that he meant 'mouldy'. 1863 Barnes Dorset Dial.

97 Blue vinny, or vinnied, cheese.

Finny: see Finnip.

II FinocMo (fin^-kic). Also 8 fenochia, -io,

-occhio, finocha, finochi, 8-9 fin n
7 ochia. [It.

finocchio :—popular L. fenoclnm : see Fennel. ]

The sweet fennel {Fosjiiatlitm dulce) ; also called

the dwarf or French fennel.

1723 R. Dicbv Let. to Pope 14 Aug. How spring the
Brocoli and the Fenochio. 1767 J. AnEKCROMitiK /•.'-'. Matt
pun Gardener (18031 658/1 Fincchio, or French fennel ; for

soups, sallads, etc. 1796 C. Makshali. Garden, xvi. i"i ;)

267 Finochio is a sort of dwarf fennel. 1847 Ckaig, Fin-
not hia, a variety of fennel.

t Fi'nter-fa'nter. Obs. [A jingling redu-

plication of unmeaning sounds. Cf. Fiddle-
FADDLE.] The name of a herb.

? a 1^00 [see FetterfoeJ.

II FlO'CCO. Obs. Also 7 erron. fiocchio. [It.

fweco (pi. fiocchi) : sec Flock sb.-"] A tassel.

1694 S Johnson Notes Past. Let. Bp Burnet i. 2 Fiocchio's
or Cardinals Horse-top-knots. 1714 Hist. Mitre -y Purse 30
A Cardinals Horse with his Fibcco upon him.

t Fi'Ole. Obs. Also 4-5 tfyole, vio!(e, fiolle,

6 fyoyle. [a. OF. fio/e, pinole - Yr.fiola, med.L.
fiola ^class. I,, phiala, Gr. <piakr\) : sec l'HIAL,

VlAL.] A bowl, cup, or phial.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1476 Fyo!es fretted with flores

& fleez of golde. a :37s Joseph A rim. 290 Scncers . . and
a viole of sence. 1382 Wvclif Num. vii. 13 A situern fiole

[1388 viol], hauyngc seuenti sides aftir the ptyse of the
scyntuarye. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 43, xii Holies of
gold. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-W dicker 583 Fiola, a fTyole or a
cruet. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xiii. 47 The fyole fulle of the
holi libacion. 1541 R. Copland Guydou's Quest. Chirurg.

t

A ^las^e full, or the mountenaunce of a fyoyle.

Fion. A piece cut from a fish and used for bait.

1875 Wilcocks Sea-Fuherm. 137 This [mackerel] bait is

termed a last, lask, float, or fion.

Fiond, obs. form of Fiend.

Fiord, fjOrd'fv<>jd\ Also 8fuir,9 fyord. [a.

Norw. fiord:—OS. fjorSr:—prehistoric *ferfH'Z.~\

A long, narrow arm of the sea, running up between
high banks or cliffs, as on the coast of Norway.
1674 tr. Sc hcffer's Lapland 147 Till it comes to Titu^-fiord.

1742 MlDULETON in Phil. Trans. XLII. 167 The-e Shores
have many Inlets or Fuirs. 1818 E. Henderson Iceland
I. p. vi, The Faxe Fiord abounds with lava. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xlviii. (1856) 447 Those great indentations
known as the Fiords. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 81 In
the sheltered and shallow fjords of Denmark, the sea is

generally calm.

b. attrib., as fiord-mouth ; fiord-like adj.

1885 Pall Mall G. 7 May 4/2 Coal Harbour is situated on
the same tiordlike Burrard Inlet. 1887 Ibid. 23 Aug. 6/1
Islands . . lying in the fjord-mouths.

Fiorin foi'oiin;. [App. a corruption of Ir.

fiorthdn long coarse grass.] A species of grass

{/}grostis slohnifera or alba). Alsofiorin -grass.

1809 \V. Richardson in Farmers' Mag. X. 503 The variety
of Irish grass called Fiorin. 1812 Examiner 7 Sept. 563/2
The wheat has been fairly eaten out by the couch and_/fV»vtt

grass. 1856 W. Allingham in Athenseum 26 July 931 The
clover and the fiorin deep. 1866 Evening Star 24 Mar.,
The fiorin grass, which some farmers anathematise as a weed.

Fiorite (fio^rait). A/in. [Named by Thomson
1796 from Santa Fior-a^ its locality* see -1TE.]

An incrustation formed from the decomposition of

the siliceous minerals of volcanic rocks about
fumaroles, or from the siliceous waters of hot
springs.

1808 T. Allan Min. Nomen. 52 Mfiller's glass, or I^ava
glass. .Fiorite. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 214 A siliceous

incrustation, first noticed by Dr. Thompson under the name
of fiorite. 1884 Dana Min. 199 The original fiorite. .occurs
in tufa.

II Fioritura (f/pritw-ra). PI. fioriture. [It.

fivritura, f. fiorire to flower.] A florid ornament
or embellishment in music. Usually//.
1841 Lady Blessington Idler in France I. 220 The only

defect I can discover in her singing is an excess oifiorituri.
a 1859 De Qlincey Conversation Wks. XIV. 155 These im-
promptu torrents of music create rapturousfiorilnre.
transf. 1873 Svmonds Grk. Poets x. 323 The modern poet

[endeavours] . . to embroider their materials with the dazzling
fioriture of his invention.

Fip (fip). U.S. [short for fippenny bit.] (See
quot. i860.)
i860 P.artlett Diet. Amer., Fippenny Bit, or contracted,

Fip, fivepence. In Pennsylvania, and several of the Southern
States, the vulgar name for the Spanish half-real. 1876
T. Hill True Order Studies {1878) 49 The . .ftps and eleven-
penny bits of fifty years ago.

Hence Fi'psworth, as much as may be bought or

sold for a ' fip \
1844 Maury Let. to A. Maury 23 June, in Corbin Life

(1888) 48 If nonsense will sell at all, I am sure you have
here three fipsworth of it.

Fipenny ,frpeni\ slang. Also fi'penny, fip-

pen'n)y. ^Corruption of Five-penny.] i^Seequots.)
x8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Fi'penny, a clasp-knife.



FIPPENCE.

1889 Barrere & Leland Slang, Fipenny (thieves\ a clasp

knife. The term is in common use in Australia, where it

was introduced by the convicts.

Fippence. Colloq. [Corruption oifive pence.]

= Five pence.
1607 R. C. World 0/ Wonders 50 Women gorgeously ap-

parelled, finicall and fine as fippence. 1711 J. Kelly Scot.

J'rov. 18 As fine as Fippence, you'll give a Groat raking.

1823 Blackn: Mag. XI II. 457 On leaving the lush-crib, we
can figure them giving fippence to the dra%ver.

Fipple (n-p'l), sb. Also Sc. faiple. [Cf. Icel.

flipi lip of a horse.]

fl. The plug at the mouth of a wind-instrument,

by which its volume was contracted. Obs. rare- 1
.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 161 Let there be a Recorder made
with two Fipples, at each end one.

2. north, dial. ' The umlerlip in men and ani-

mals, when it hangs down large and loose ' (Jam.).

To hang a (the, one's) fipple : to look disappointed,

discontented, or sulky ; also, to weep.

1805 A. Scott Poems 23 (Jam.) Condemned to hang a

faiple. 1825 Brockett -V. Country Gloss., 'See how he

hangs his fipple.' 1892 Northumb. Gloss, s. v. 'What a

fipple ! '—what a face you're making.

3. dial. (See quot.)

1892 Nortkumb. Gloss., After stooks of corn remain stand-

ing for a time, the bottoms of the sheaves become naturally

longer on the outside than the inside, which is called their

'fipple'.

t Fi'pple, v. Sc. Obs. Also 6 fepple. [Cf.

S\v. flipa to weep with distortion of the mouth.]

intr. ? To whimper, whine ; ? to slaver, dribble.

14. . Peebles to Play xxv. He fippilit like ane faderles fole.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemcn 114 He feppillis like a

farcy aver, that flyrit on a gillot.

Fir (fax). Forms: 3-8 flrr, 4fer, south. ve(e)r,

4-; fyrre, south, vyrre, 4-7 flrre, ;6 fire, 7 fyre),

7 fur, 4- fir. [ME. fin; firre, perh. repr. OE.

*fyre or OJH.fyn- in combs, fyriskigr fir-wood,

etc.; cf. Da. fyr) -.-OTeut. *furhjon- f. *furM,

forhd, whence OE. fttrh\wudu), OHG. forha

(MHG. vorhe, Ger.fohre), ON., Norw., Sw.fura.

For the formation cf. Beech, OE. bke:-*bokjon

I. bokS (Ger. buche).

A form differing in ablaut-grade is OHG. vereh-eih (rare

early mod.Ger./wr/i), Lombard /ereha, all denoting a kind

of oak (L. xsculus). The L. guercus oak is doubtless cog-

1. The name given to a number of coniferous

trees, of different genera. Scotch Plr (Pintu

sylvestris), a native of Arctic Europe and Asia

;

perhaps indigenous in a few spots of northern

Britain; called also Scotch Pine. Silver Plr

(Abies pectinata), a native of the mountainous

parts of middle and southern Europe ; so called

from its whiteness under the leaves. Silver Fir

of Canaila (Abies balsamea), a small tree which

furnishes ' Canada balsam.' Spruce Plr (Picea

excclsa), a native of northern and mountainous

central Europe ; called also Norway Spruce.

(The first quot. is doubtful : the word may be Far.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 11501 (Gott.) [Rekels] . . es a gum bat

cummesoffirr. cr.381 Chaucer Pari. Ponies 179 The sayling

firr. 1398'l'REvisA Bartk. De P. R. xvu. iv. (Tollem. MS ),

Veer [153s Fer] is a tre bat streccheb in lengbe upwarde.

a 1490 Uotoner /tin. (1778) 175 Arbores et mastys de vyrre

cum anchoris jacent. 1530 Palsgr. 220/2 Fyrre a tree,

sappin. 1590 Spenser /•'. Q. 1. i. 9 The firre that weepeth

still. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 1. 19 The rocky clifts .

.

overgrown with Firre. 1713 C'tess Winchelsea Misc.

Poems 188 The silver Firr dotes on the stately Pine. 1777

Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 47 Spruce fir, Scotch fir,

Silver fir, Weymouth fir. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot.

xxviii. 446 Silver Fir is so named from the whiteness of the

leaves underneath. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.^

I. 267 'As a nurse '..'no other tree equals the Scotch fir.

1877 Bryant Odyss. v. 290 Firs that reach the clouds.

2. The wood of any of these trees. Fir-inbond,
' a name given to lintels, bond-timbers, wall-plates,

and indeed all timbers built in walls' (1846 Buchanan

Tcchnol. Diet.).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvu. exxi. (1495 1 6^4 The
ver rotyth anone vnder erthe. 1611 Bible i Kings vi. 15

Hee . . couered the floore of the house with plankes of firre.

1677 Yarranton Engl. Improv. 69 Many Cities are built of

Fir. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 261 The fir which

is mostly used in carpentry is distinguished by the name of

Memel Fir.

b. Sc. = candle-fir: see Candle sb. 7.

1813 W. Beattie Entertain. /, Instruct. Tales I. 31 Pale

. . but-a-house dare hardly look, But had, and snuff the fir.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. : (sense 1),

asfir-bark, -clump, -cone (hencefir-coning, nonce-

wd.), -green, -plantation, -seed, -top, -wood; (sense

2), as fir-lathing, -plank, -pole, -timber; to. instru-

mental or parasynthetic, as fir-bordered, -built,

-scented, -topped adjs.

184a Mrs. Norton Dream 2 The changeful beams still

play'd On the "fir-bark. 1891 Daily Naos 7 Sept. 2/1 Along

the "fir-bordered road. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.. rir-

Imilt, constructed of fir. 1842 Faber Styrian Lake 356

Groupes of birch . . Rise up . . Among the "fir-clumps dark.

1818 Keats Endynt. 1. 256 Oak-apples, and "fir-cones brown.

1819 Miss Mitford in Life (1870) II. 56. I hke it [reading]

.. better than "fir-coning— better than violeting. 1884

Girl's Own Paper 29 Nov. 136/1 The newest greens are

called cresson and ' "fir-green '. 1884 Health Exlab. Lalnl,

238

84/1 Webbing made of reed and used in substitution of

"fir-lathing. 185s H. Clarke Diet. s.v. Fir, "Fir-plank.

1824 Miss Mitpord Village Ser. 1. (1863) 61 The dark

verdure of the "fir-plantations. 1703 MoxoN Mech. Exerc.

\-j-j The Pole is commonly made of a "Fir-pole. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 223 Fir-poles, small trunks of fir-

trees. i88oOuida7I/V>Ms II. 384 He was thinking of green,

cool, dusky, "fir-scented Ischl. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.

(1729! 196 "Fir-seeds. 1838 Skyring's Builders' Prices 62

Memel and all other "fir timbers. 1855 Kingsley Heroes

n. 212 Upon the "fir-tops hung the bones of murdered men.

1886 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 3/2 The "fir-topped hill that shuts

out the view of the lake, c 1540 Leland /tin. vn. (1744) 22

Ther be founde in Morisch and Mossy Grounde . . *Fyr-

woodde Rootes. 1611 BiBLE2^a;«.vi. 5 Instruments made
of Firre-wood. 1877 Black Green Past. ii. (1878) 12 That

distant line of firwood on the horizon.
_

4. Special comb. : as fir-apple, -ball, the fruit

of the fir-tree; a fir-cone; + fir-beech, the lime

or linden tree (L. tilia) ; fir-bob =fir-apple ; fir-

brush (see quot.) ; fir-candle « Fir 2b; fir-

cedar (see quot.) ; fir club-moss =fir-moss ; fir-

deal, a deal or plank of fir ; also, fir-wood cut

in planks ; fir-marigold (see quot.) ; fir-moss

(see quot.) ;
fir-needle (see quot.) ; fir-pine = i

;

fir-rape, a parasitic plant on roots of fir and beech

(Hypopithys multiflora) ; fir-spell dial. = Fir 2 b

(in quot. referring to fir-roots so used). Also FlR-

TREE.
1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 147 The Fir-Tree

. .bears a scaly Fruit of a piramidal Figure, call'd the "Fir-

Apple. 1878 Britten & Holland Plant-it. 184 Fir Apple

. "Fir Balls.. "Fir-bob. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husk.

II. (1586) 101 b, The Fyrre, the Oke, the Chestnutte,

the * Fyrrebeeche. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-

it., ' Fir-brushes, the needle-foliage of fir trees. 1601 Hol.

land Pliny II. 179 The great Cedar, called by the Greeks

Cedrelate, as one would say, the "Fir-Cedre, yeeldeth a

certain pitch or parrosin named Cedria. 1855 Miss Pratt

Ferns 138 Order Lycopodiacese, L. Selago ("Fir Club-moss,

Upright Fir-moss). 1450, 1558, 1604. >6'8 "Fir-deal [see

Deal sk.' 1, 1 b]. 1834 Pringle A/r. Sk. ix. 308 The "fir-

marigold [mesembryanthemum] was expanding its radiated

crowns over thousands of acres. 1879 Prior Plant-n. 80

'Fir-moss, a mossy looking plant like a little fir-tree, I.yco-

podium Selago. 1883 llampsh. Gloss., 'Fir-needles, the

leaves of the Scotch Fir. 1843 MarryAT M. Violet xxxv.

290 The "fir-pines . . told us that we had reached the highest

point of the hills. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. III. 384

Order Monotropea: .. (Yellow Bird's-nest). .called also*rir-

rape. 1884 Evangelical Mag. Feb. 60 The Fir-Rape .

.

grows at the foot of beech and fir trees. 1697 Phil. Trans.

XIX. 382 Examine the "Fir-spells, as they call them, who
are brought up the River Ouse by the Turff-men and sold

at York.

Fir, var. form of Fur.

t FiTdon, v. Sc. Obs. Also firdoun, frid d)-

oun. [ad. F. fredonn-er.] intr. To warble, to

quaver in singing. Hence Fi-rdoning vbl. sb.
_

1599 A. Hume llymnes, Day Fstivall 18 Their firdoning

the bony birds In banks they do begin. 16. .
Montgomerie

Cherrie A> Sloe vii. (in Ever Green 1724) Compleitly mair

sweitly Scho fridound flat and schairp.

Fire V
I;)ioJ )» sb - *"orms : 1 fyr, 2-4 fur(e, 3-5

fuyr(e, 4 fuir(e, 5 feure, 2-5 fer(e, 3 south.

ver(e, (5 feer\ 2-7 fier(e, (3 feir), 4-6 fyr(e, (5

fyyr, 5-7 fyeri,e, (5 feyer, 6 fyar, fleare), 2-5

fir, 3- fire. [Com. WGer. : OE./yrstr. neut. =

OFr'is. fiur,fior, OS.fiur (Dtt. vuur, Flem. vier),

OHG.fiur.filir (MHG. viur, fiwer, Ger. feuer) ;

the Icel. fiir-r str. masc, fyre str. neut., fire, and

Sw., Da.fyr, lighthouse, beacon , may be of German

or Eng. oiigin. The OTeut. *fuir- (cons, stem)

corresponds to Gr. irti-tp, irSp, Umbiian pir, Arm.

hut; of same meaning ; cf. Skr. pii, ptlvaka fire.]

In poetry sometimes as two syllables tfoi'*t).

A. As simple sb.

1. The natural agency or active principle operative

in combustion ;
popularly conceived as a substance

visible in the form of flame or of ruddy glow or

incandescence.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xvii. 9 [xviii. 8] Astaj rec in eorre his

& fyr from onsiene his born, a 1000 Cxdmon's Exod. 93

(Gr.) Him beforan foran fyr and woken. CI175 Lamb.

Horn. 89 On pisse deie com be halie gast on fures heowe

to godes hirede. c ijoo Ormin 17414 He swallt purrh

firess wunde. c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 1140 Do meidenes herden

quilum seien, Dat fier sulde al ois werld forsweSen. 1297

R. Glouc. (1724) 151, Y formed as a dragon, as red as be

fuyr 1340 Ayenk. 265 fer me geS uram chele in to greate

heteof uere. c 1380 Wyclif Set. IVis. III. 102 panne maist

bou wib tendre gete fuyre of bat stone. 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb.)2i The feer wych owt dede renne From his

[the dragon's) mouth. 1526 i'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3

Whiche from y» gyrdell downwarde was all lyke fyre. 1607

Hieron IVks. I. 364 Fier is known to be fier by the heat,

though for the time it haue no flame. 1622 Mabbe tr.

Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. I. 49 With a face as red as fire.

1781 Gibbon Decl. ty
/•'. III. lxxi. 802 Fire is the most

powerful agent of life and death. 1837 J. H. Newman Par.

5Vr/u. (1839) I. i. 9 Fire does not inflame iron, but it inflames

straw.

b. as one of the four ' elements'.

a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 121 Next the mene the

fur is hext. 1576 Baker Jcivell of Health 170 a, Mans
blood . . out of which draw, according to Art, the fowre

Elements . -The water of it auayleth in all sicknesses . .The

Ayre also distylled of it much auayleth vnto [etc.) .. But the

fyre purchased of it is more precious . .This fyre is named

the Elixir vita:. 1700 Dryden Fables, Pythag. Pkilos. 517

The force of fire ascended first. .Then air succeeds.

FIRE.

C. with reference to hell or purgatory ; some-

times in //. Also in Alchemy, \ Fire of Hell =
Alkahest.
C975 Rnshw.Gosp. Mark ix. 44 Der . ."() fyr ne biS jidrysnad.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 22 Se 3e segS, bu stunta, se by5

scyldij helle fyres. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 pat ece fer.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29165 (Cott ) pe fier of purgaton. 1577

Fulke Con/ut. Purg. 102 But what doctrine is tryed . .by the

fire of purgatory? 1657 G. Starkey Helmont's l-ind. 241

The sweet oyl . . by cohobation with the fire of Hell (that

is, the Alchahest) becomes volatile. 1667 Milton /'. L. I.

48 In Adamantine Chains and penal Fire. 1829 A. Fon-

blanque Eng. under 7 Administ. U837) I. 273 [A child-

witness) ' knows that people w ho swear falsely in a Court

of Justice go to brimstone and fire'.

fig. 1847 Tennyson Print, v. 444 The fires of Hell Mix
with his hearth.

d. Volcanic heat, flame, or glowing lava ; f a

volcanic eruption.

c 1582 Skory in Nature XXVII. 316 The fyers doe ofte

breake forth from out the hole in the topp of this hill. 163*

Lithgow Trav. ix. 391 This last and least fire [of Etna)

runne downe in a combustible flood. 1734 PorE Ess. Man
IV. 124 Shall burning jEtna . . Forget to thunder and recall

her fires? 1811W.J. Hooker icetaud (1813' II. 106 Hecla,

from the frequency of its fires . . has been .
.
the most cele-

brated. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. i. 1 The volcanic fires of

a past age., have., rendered the soil unfit for vegetation.

+ e. larriery. = Cautery. Cf. to give the fire

in 1 f. Obs.

1635 Markham Faith/. Farrier (1638) 103 The Actuall fire

stoppeth corruption of members, and stancheth blood . .
J he

Potential! fires are Medecins Corosive, Putrefactive, or

Caustick. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1740) II. 109 As

Horses must submit to Fire. /kid. 218 Is not this Oil, in

a great measure, what we call potential Fire?

f. Phrases. + To give fire (to) : (a) to apply a

match to. set light to ; to kindle, lit. and fig. ; also

absol. ;
(b) in Farriery (also, to give the fire), to

canterize ; in quots. absol. To set (f a) fire to

(t of t in, f on, t upon) : to apply fire to, kindle,

ignite. To strike (or t smite^ fire : see the verbs.

C1430 Lydg. Miner P., Agsl. Idlen. xx, Peryodes .

From flyntes smote fuyre, darying in the roote. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 107 b, Thei set fire in their lodg-

ynges, and departed in good ordre of battail. 1580 Baret

Alv. F 450 To strike fire with a flint, excutere silicis

scintillam. 1580 Blundf.vil Horsemanship Iv. clxxxv.

(heading). Of Cauterization, or giuing the fire. 1590 SIR

J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 11 The Harquebuziers giving

fire with their matches . . to the touchpowder. 1604 E.

Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 45 A fine Bullet .. set fire

of a barrell of Poulder. 1607 A. Brewer Lingua IV. I, He
. .gives fire to the touch-hole. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 50

All arose and . . set fire on the Carts, and Tents. 1633

Bp Hall Hard Texts 549 Who shall invade their country

and set a fire on their chief city. 163s Markham Faith/.

F'arrier (1638) 103 There are two waies to give fire. 1669

Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. 85 These Fuses are very certain

to give Fire, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xm. (1704) III.

354 The Lady . . having given fire her self to the Cannon.

1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 786 They set Fire on the

Suburbs. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6447/4 One of the said

Persons did strike Fire. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr.

(1757) II. 217 The absurdity of giving the Fire for the Cure

of Bog-spavins. 1761 Gray Let. to Broiun 24 Sept. Fire

was given to all the lustres at once by trains of prepared flax.

g. In exclamatory phrases (cf. 1 c).

[1601,1604: see Brimstone ib.) 1825 ].Ne\l Bro. Jonathan

11. 91 Fire an' brimstone ! lay hold o' the trumpet, I say. 1840

Dickens Barn. Rmtge 1, Fire and fun;, master ! . .
What have

we done, that you should talk to us like this 1

h. Proverbs, t Do not put fire to flax or tow.

f There is no fire without smoke : i. e. everything

has some disadvantages. There is no smoke with-

out fire (see quot. 1670V
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 25 It wille make her do and thenke

the worse, as it were to putte fere in flexe. 1539 Taverner

Erasm. Prov. (1552) 57 Put not fyer to fyer. .This prouerbe

is touched in Englyshe where it is sayde, that we ought

not to put fyre to towe. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (15621 Hj,

There is no fyre without some smoke. 1670 Ray Prov.

143 No smoke without some fire, i. e. There is no strong

rumour without some ground for it. 1888 F. Hume Mad.
Midas 11. xii, 'There is no smoke without fire , replied

Rollestcn, eagerly.

2. State of ignition or combustion. In phrases

:

On fire (also f of a fire, f in (a) fire) : ignited,

burning ; fig.
inflamed with passion, anger, zeal,

etc. To set (or \ put) on fire (also fin (a) fire,

ion afire) : to ignite, set burning ;
also fig. to in-

flame, excite intensely. To set the Thames on fire :

to make a brilliant reputation. See also Afire.

Not found in OE., nor is there anything analogous in

German ; F. has en feu. The phrases in lit. sense chiefly

refer to destructive burning: cf. 5. .... ,.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 3 For boo pre chimneis ich low or pe

fendis blowing is sett in fire, a 1400-50 AUxanderim
Fest I all on {v. r. in] a fire be foly is joure awen. c 1485 Ihgby

Myst. (1882) in. 742 Goo into pis howsse, & loke ye set yt

on a feyer. C1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/ Aymon 1 17, I shall

sett all his londes in fyre. c 1500 Mclusine 228 He . sware

his goddes that he shuld putte al on fyre. 1548 Hall Chron.

107 b The fortresse . . thei toke and set it on fire. 1553 1

.

Wiison Rhet. (1580) 136 No mans nature is so apt, straight

to be heated, except the Oratour hymself be on fire. 1559

Mirr Mag., Jack Cade xvii. 6 Set much part on fire. 1641

Shute Sarah ff Hagar(,649) 148 Certainly, if God's mercy

be in a fire, our thankfulness must not be in a frost, a 1680

Charnock Wks. (1864) I. 195 Water poured on lime sets it

on fire by an antiperistasis. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. xv. 414

The Sea seemed all of a Fire about us. 1724 De Foe Mem.

Cavalier (1840) 142 They were all on fire to fall on. 1818
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Shflley Rev. Islam w.'iv, For to the North T saw the town
on fire. 1857 Trollope Three Clerks vii,When Sir Gregory
. . declared th.it Mr. Fidus Neverbend would never set the

Thames on fire, he meant to express his opinion that that

fentleman was a fool. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)

V. xvii. Bo Enough was carried beyond the sea to set on
fire the minds of all.

h. 7 catch, takefire, (t set on fire) : to become
ignited (see Catch v. 44, Take v.). Also {colloq.

or vulgarly to catch 011 fire.
1644 Digbv Two Treat. 1. 183 The Indian canes. .if they

be first very dry, will of themselves set on fire. 1886 Conway
Living or Deati x, Now, don't catch on fire like that, Philip.

3. Fuel in a state of combustion ; a mass of burn-

ing material, e. g. on a hearth or altar, in a burning

furnace, etc. f To keep one sfire : to stay at home.
Coals offire : see Coal i b.

a 1000 CsednwiCs Gen. 322 (Gr.) La^on ba o5re fynd on bam
fyre. £1205 Lav. 1196 He halde ba mile in bat fur. (1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 12/373 Ouer a gret fuyr and strong. n«o
Will. Palerne 907 Sum-time it hentis me wib htte as not
as ani fure, but quicliche so kene a cold comes ber-after.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 42 Do hem on a potte ouer be fyre.

c 1460 Play Sacram. 682 To make an ovyn as redd hott as
euer yt can be made w' fere, c 1500 Melusiue xxxvi. 264
To long he had kept his fyre. 1533 Gau Kicht Vay (1883)
31 As the gold is prouine in the fyr. ?ci558 Cavendish
IVolsey (1825) I. 204 Go down again, and make a great fire in

your lodge, against I come to dry them. 1634 Prvnne Docu-
ments a«st. Prynne (Camden) 24 He condempnes the booke
to the fyer. 1697 Dryden &neid n. 398 The Wreaths and
Relicks of th

1 Immortal Fire. 17x7 Berkeley Tour in Italy
Wks. 1871 IV. 564 Cold weather; forced to have a fire.

173S Pope Donne Sat. 11. 112 No kitchens emulate the vestal

fire. 1823 Scott F. M. Perth ii, A good fire, with the
assistance of a blazing lamp, spread light and cheerfulness
through the apartment. 1854 H. Miller Sch. fy Schm. v.

(1857' 95 t'he second apartment .. had . . its fire full in the
middle of the floor, without back or sides.

b. transf. andyS^-

. ; also in phr. near the fire.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 408 The other Princes

and states, especially suche as are nere the fire. 1596
Harington Metam. Ajax{iZ\^ 116 You may make a great
fire of your gains and be never the warmer. 1611 Bible
Jas. iii. 6 The tongue is a fire, a world of iniquitie. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple 1st. v. iii, So shall my flagging Muse
to heav'n aspire..And warm her pineons at that heav'nly
fire. 1639 Laud in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) III. 11. 899 Let
him make a happy use of coming so near the Fire, and yet
escape. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 2ioThe excellent contrivance
of Nature, in placing in Animals .. a fire .. nourished ..

by the materials conveyd into the stomach. 1709 Pope Ess.
Crit. 195 Some spark of your celestial fire.

T e. Fire ofjoy : a bonfire ; = Feu de .ioie i.

a 1674 Clarendon Relig. § Policy (171 1) I. vi. 314 Pre-
parations . . by the magistrates for making fires of joy.

d. The same serving as a beacon. [Cf. Da. fyr
lighthouse.]

1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4893/3 The Fire [in a lighthouse] will

be lighted, .from the First Day of September.

e. Proverbs. A burnt child dreads the fire : see

Burnt 3 b. + A soft fire makes sweet malt : said

as a recommendation of gentleness or deliberation.

Thefat is in thefire : see Fat sb.
1

- 3 c.

?« 1300 Salomon $ Sat. {1848) 276 Brend child fur dredef>,

quoth Hendyng. 1340 Ayenb. 116 J>e ybernde uer dret.

£1530 R. Hilles Common-PL Bk. (1858) 140 A softe ffyre

makyth swete malte. 1550 Coverdale Spir. Perte xiii.

{1588) 141 A Burnt hande dieadeth the fire. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. iit. 1251 Soft fire, They say, does make sweet Malt,
Good Squire.

T £ transf. in enumerations : A household. Obs.

1630 R. Johnson's Kiugd. A> Commiv. 214 Parishes; in

some of which., a thousand housholders or fires doe inhabit,

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xviii. 63 A town of fifteen

hundred fires.

1 4. a. The means of lighting a fire or setting

something alight ; a live coal. b. Firing, fuel.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3i63(Gott.) Suord ne fir forgat he noght,
And yong ysaac a fagett broght. 1540 Act 33 Hen. VIII,
C. 6 With quarelles gunpouder, fyre, and touche. 1611 Bible
Gen. xxii. 7 Behold the fire and wood ; but where is the

lambe for a burnt offring?

b. 1547 Nottingham Rec. IV. 91 In exspenses for fyar

and candelle. 1635 W. Brereton Trav. (1844* 96 There is

a mighty want of fire in these moors. 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stoue L. §274 Little extra expence .. except a little more
Lead, and a little more Fire.

5. Destructive burning, esp. of any large extent

or mass of combustible material, e.g. a building,

forest, etc. ; a conflagration. Also in phr. fire

and sword, (f iron ami fire) ; also attrib. At
fire's- length (rare) : at a safe distance in the event

of fire. For (to set) on fire, etc. see 2.

aii7$Colt, Horn. 239 Wicdrednesse wuro ber ban fat ferto

for him abernft bat middernad. c 1205 Lay. 2159 He fuhten
wiS his leoden mid fure & mid here, r 1325 Know Thyself30
in E. E. P. 11862) 131 Hit fareb as fuir of heth. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C iv. 96 Fur on here houses. 1504 Wriothesley
Chron. (1875) I. 5 A great fier at the ende of London Bridge.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 314 Spoylyng the Countrie with
yron and fyre as he went. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 1. (1586) 9 b, These offices (for feare of fyre) you see,

are all severed from the house. 1600 Holland Livy vn. 269
In euerie place nothing but fire and sword. 1667 Water-
house (title), A short narrative of the late dreadful fire in

London. 1724 T. Richers Hist. R. Geneal. Spain 53 They
-.put all to Fire and Sword. 1738 Johnson London 14 Now
a rabble rages, now a fire. 1780 in Lett. \st Earl Malmes-
bury (1870) I. 465 This night we are quiet, and I hear no
attempts at fire have been made. 1781 Cowper Conv. 756
Till the last fire burn all between the poles. 1820 Shelley
Ode to Naples 148 The fields they tread look black and hoary
With fire. 1830 Westm. Rev. XIII. 313 * The dissolution of

social order,' which our fire-and-sword logicians so long and
confidently preached. 1855 Trollope Warden xix, That
would be saving something out of the fire. 1862 H. M arryat
Year in Sweden II. 428 Wooden houses, wisely placed at

fire's-length from each other.

Jig. 1548 Hall Chron. 99 b, The greate fire of this dfs-

cencion, betwene these twoo noble personages, was. .utterly

quenched out. 1654 tr. Scudery"s Curia Pol. 3 To see this

fire extinguished, before the flame grew higher.

b. Sc. Law. Letters offire and sword: before

the Union, an order authorizing the sheriff to dis-

possess an obstinate tenant or proceed against a
delinquent by any means in his power.
1681 Visct. Stair Instil. Laiv Scot. iv. xxxviii. § 27 (1693)

662 Letters of Fire and Sword are given out against them.
a 1768 Ekskine Instit. iv. iii. § 17 (1773) 691 If a party was
so obstinate as to . . continue his possession in despite of the

law, the Scots privy council .. granted letters of fire and
sword, authorising the sheriff to .. dispossess him by all the
methods of force. 1861 W. Bell Did. Law Scot. s.v.

c. An exclamation used as a call for aid at a
conflagration.
1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrln iv. 201 One cryes, Fire!

Fire ! Fire ! the Church doth burn. 1819 T. Moore Tom
Crib's Mem. 21 As a man would cry 'fire !

'

d. To go through fire : to submit to the severest

ordeal or proof ; to go through fire and water : to

encounter or face the greatest dangers or hardest

chances.
(-825 Vesp. Psalter l.\v[i]. 12 We leordun 5orh fyr &

weter. 1534 Hervet tr. XenophotCs Honseholde 61 b They
wolde gladly folowe theym through fyre and water, and
throughe all maner of daunger. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. II.

ii. 103 And run through lire I will for thy sweet sake. 1598— Merry W. in. iv. 107 A woman would run through fire &
water for such a kinde heart. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy
Communicant ii. §1. 119 We also are to examine . . how we
have passed through the fire? 1781 Cowper Expost. 521
[They] Would hunt a Saracen through fire and blood.

a 1796 Burns Ronalds ofHernials 19 The Laird o' Blackbyre
wad gang through the fire If that wad entice her awa, man.
6. Torture or death by burning. Also, Fire and

faggot : see Faggot 2. Hence f {To persuade) by

fire: by extreme inducements.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. 9 And are not some-

time perswaded by fire beyond their literalities. 1718 Prior
Charity 8 Did Shadrach's Zeal my glowing Breast inspire,

To weary Tortures, and rejoice in Fire.

7. Lightning ; a flash of lightning ; a thunderbolt.

More fully, + levenesfire', fire of heaven, t Elec-

tricalfire : the electric fluid, electricity.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1122 Com se fir on ufenweard bone
stepel. £-1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3046 Dhunder, and hail, and
leuenes fir. ("1300 Cursor M. 19613 (Cott.) J>e fire of heuen
bar has him stunt. 1393 Langl. I'. PI. C. IV. 102 penne
falleth ber fur on false menne houses. 1747 Franklin Lett.
Wks. 1840 V. 186 He imagined that the electrical fire came
down the wire from the ceiling to the gun-barrel. 1748 Ibid,

215 Vapors, which have both common and electrical fire in

them. 1820 Shelley Ode W. Wind ii. 14 From whose solid

atmosphere Black rain, and fire, and hail will burst.

8. a. An inflammable composition for producing

a conflagration or for use in fireworks; a firework.

More fully artificial fire = Fr. feu d"artifice. Obs.

exc. in false fire: see False a. 14 b.

1602 Dekker Satiro-Mastix E iij, We must have false

fiers. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xx.71 Nine hundred
pots of artificial fire. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelsld s Trav.
51 The Artificial Fires, which are made use of to frighten
these Creatures. 1700 J. Jackson in Pepys Diary VI. 232
The rockets, and other smaller fires, were in abundance.
1777 G. Forster Voy. Round World II. 92 We let off some
false fires at the mast-head.

b. Greek fire : a combustible composition for

setting fire to an enemy's ships, works, etc. ; so

called from being first used by the Greeks of Con-
stantinople, Also wild fire : see Wildfire.
ai22$ Ancr, R. 402 pis Grickische fur is the luueofure

Lourde. c 1477 Caxton Jason 101 b, Sparkklyng and
brennyng as fyre grekyssh. 1855 Hewitt Auc. Armour
I. 90 The receipt for the composition of the Greek Fire may
be found in the Treatise of Marcus Grecus.

9. Coal Mining. = Firedamp.
1883 inGRESLEY Ghss. Coal Mining.
10. Luminosity or glowing appearance resembling

that of fire.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 12 His sparkling Eyes, repleat
with wrathfull fire. 1605 — Macb. \. iv. 51 Starres, hide
your fires, Let not Light see my black and deepe desires !

1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 5 Fire in each eye, and papers in each
hand. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Uub. 1. 762 Their soft smiles
light the air like a star's fire. 1865 J. C. Wilcocks Sea
Fisherm. (1875) 271 Should the ' brime' or 'fire' show itself,

the fish will not be likely to strike the nets. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule x. 164 A great fire ofsunset spread over the west.

b. Fires of heaven, heavenly fires : (poet.) the

stars. Fires ofSt. Elmo : see Corposant, f Fatu-
ous, foolish fire (obs.) = Ignis fatuus.
i563 W- Fulke Meteors (1640) 11 b, Ignis fatuus, foolish

fire. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iv. 39 Or by the fires of heauen,
He leaue the Foe. 1667 Milton P. /,. xn. 256 Before him
burn Seaven Lamps as in a Zodiac representing The
Heav'nly fires. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xxi. 134
Floating bodies of fire . . the fires of St. Helmo, or the
mariner's light. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 255 Like the
mystic fire on a mast-head.

11. Heating quality (in liquors, etc.) ; eoncr. in

jocular use, ' something to warm one ', ardent spirit.

Also (see quot. 1819A
1737 Fielding Hist. Reg. n. Wks. 1882 X. 223 We'll go

take a little fire, for 'tis confounded cold upon the stage.

1819 Rees Cycl. s. v. Eire, Also the heat of fermenting sub-
stances . . has often been called their fire. 1851 Thackeray
Eng. Hum. ii, [He] was of a cold nature, and needed per-

haps the fire of wine to warm his blood. 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sq. 37 One corner of land after another U tried

with one kind of grape after another . . Those lodes and
pockets of earth . . that yield inimitable fragrance and soft

fire, .still lie undiscovered.

12. Burning heat produced by disease; fever, in-

flammation. Also disease viewed as a consuming
agency. St. Anthony's fire : erysipelas ; also,

•\wildfire, Wildfire. 7 St. Francis''fire (Spenser;

;

? = St. Anthony's fire.

c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. p 427 By the fyr of seint antony
or by cancre. c 1400 LanJ'ranees Cirurg. 223 Panaricinm
is an enpostym. .aboute be nail and is swibe hoot and. .ful

of fier. 1580 Baret Alv. F 447 S. Antonies fire, ignis sacer.

1580 Blundevil Horsemanship IV. clxv. 69 You must get it

fthe pellet] out with an instrument . . Then to kill the fire.

Take [etc.]. 1590 Spenser F. Q, i. iv. 35 The shaking palsey,

and Saint Fraunces fire. 1686 Lady Russtll Lett. I. xxxvi.

94 II! of St. Anthony's fire. 1697 Dryden i't'rg. Georg. lit.

727 When the thirsty Fire had drunk Their vital Blood.

1737 Bracken Farrit ry Imfr. (1756) I. 301 The Inflamma-
tion, which they term Fire. 1843 Sir T. Watson Led.
Physic II. Ixxxix. 767 Erysipelas .. called .. St. Anthony's
fire. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxvi. 1,1878.1 460
The unseen fire of disease.

13. In certain figurative applications of sense 1.

a. A burning passion or feeling, esp. of love or

raSe -

a 1340 Hampolb Psalter Prol.. {>ai . . kyndils baire wilhs
wib pe fyre of luf. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLive 1 Hampole hys
boke has named Inccmlinm Anion's, pat is to say ' be fyer of
lufe'. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. ii. i. £8 The wicked fire of
lust. 1694 F. Bkac.ge Disc. Parables xii. 408 B_age, and
fury, ami impatience .. are frequently attended with the
epithet of" fire. 1780 Cowper Table T. 606 The victim of his

own lascivious fires. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam x. xl, With
an inward fire possess!, They raged like homeless beasts.

1859 Tinnyson Enid 955 He fain had . . loosed in words of
sudden fire the wrath, .that burnt him all within.

b. Ardour of temperament ; ardent courage or

i zeal ; fervour, enthusiasm, spirit.

1601 Shaks. ful. C. 1. ii. 177, I am glad that my weake
words Haue strucke but thus much shew of fire from Brutus.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 61 pi Among many Phrases which
have crept into Conversation .. [is] that of a Fellow of a
great deal of Fire. 1814 Sporting Mag. XI.1V. 92 Both
were full of fire and courage. 1865 KiNGSLEY Herezv. xx,
Hereward was haranguing them in words of fire.

c. Liveliness and warmth of imagination, bright-

ness of fancy
;
power of genius, vivacity

;
poetic

inspiration.

1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, To Mr. Hobs vi, Nor can the
Snow which now cold age does shed Upon thy reverend
Head, Quench or allay the noble Fires within. 1680-90
Temple Ess. Poetry Wks. 1731 I. 237 1'he Poetical Fire was
more raging in one, but clearer in the other. 1737 Pope
Hor. Ep. it. i. 274 Corneille's noble fire. 1847 Jllust. Lend.
News 10 July 27/1 As an actress, she has fire and intelligence.

1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 228 For the poet there is a season
of inward fire. 1877 K. W. Dale Led. Preach. \. 26 They
have neither the fire of a human genius nor the fire of a
Divine zeal.

14. The action of firing guns, etc. ; discharge of

fire-arms; also in phrases, f to give, make (a) fire.

To open fire : to begin firing. Between two fires :

lit. and fig. Under fire: within the range of an
enemy's guns, t Weapon offire = Fire-arm.
[The similar use of F. feu shows that this is not ias is often

said) a separate word f. Fire v., but a transferred use of the

sb. as it occurs in the phrase to givefire (see 1 f ) = F. faire

1590 J. Smythe Concern. Weapons 27 Liking the aforesaid
weapons of fire, because [etc.]. 1600 Sir John Oldcastle v.

ix, Unconstant fate, That hast reserved him from the bullet's

fire. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 8 Some of the Soldiers
of the Castle gave fire upon them. 1706 Loud. Gaz. No.
4243/1 We made .. great fire all Night with our Cannon.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 80 P 9 The Charge began with the
tire of Bombs and Grenades. 1815 Scott Paul's Lett.

(1839) 112 One fire .. struck down seven men of the square.
1816 Sportuig Mag. XLV1II. 237 A learned Barrister was
practising a fire at a mark. 1847 M arryat C/j/7^\ N. Forest
iv, You shall have the first fire. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IV. 280 Most of Mackay's men had never before been under
fire. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 24S A direct

fire from a battery is when the line of fire is perpendicular
to the parapet. 1883 Times 20 Feb. 5/6 He was about to

find himself placed between two fires—viz. the Mahdi and
the reinforced garrison of Metammeh.
fig. 179a Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 17 If they have received

the fire of the grand juries with a good countenance. 1848
Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. ix, Miss Belinda opening
the fire, by saying she understood Mrs. Hoggarty had been
calumniating her.

b. False fire\ see False a. 14 b. Reverse,

running fire: see the adjs. Also transf. Kentish

fire, a mode of applauding by ' volleys' of hand-

clapping, etc. : see Kentish.
c. To hang, miss fire : see the vbs.

B. Fire- in Comb.
I. General relations.

1. attributive, a. gen. (sense i), as fire-chariot,

•colour, -crag, -flame, -flash, flood, -glance, -heat,

+ -leme, -ordeal, -storm, -stream
;
(sense $),nsflre-

beacon, -blaze, -coal, -link, -shine, -signal
;
(sense

14), a.?, fire-shock.

1804 Fdin. Rev. III. 430 The Amonian *firebeacons. 1605

Verstegan Dec. Intell. iii. (1628) 80 A torch, or as they

terme it a *fij-e-blase. 1849 Southey Comm.-fl. Bk. II. 391
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Elijah dropping his cloak as the *fire-chariot carries him
away. 1640 Witt'* Recreations, Epit., On a Candle, And
with it a *fire-coale. a 167a P. S[terry] Wks. (1710) II. 283
The Fire-Coals, which our Saviour taught his Disciples to
cast on their Enemies. 180* Beddoes ffygeiav. 17 P. How
hot ! N. She has been like a fire-coal these two hours.
1811 Pinkerton Petral. If. 96 One pretty large, of the
scarce *fi>e-colour with the purple tinge. 1821 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb, iv. 333 My cloven *fire-crags. 1817 Cole-
ridge Sibyl. Leaves (1828) II. 304 The shadows .. By the
still dancing *fire-flames made. 1586 Fetherstone {title),

Brutish Thunderbolt, or rather Feeble-*Fier-Flash of Pope
Sixtus the Fift, against Henrie. .of Navarre. 163a Lithgow
Trav. 1. 35 Earthquakes, thunder, and fire-flashes. 184a
Barham Ingot. Leg., Smuggler's Leap, The fire-flash shines
from Reculver cliff. i8w Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg.,
Wallace xxvi,Toseeihe*fire-floodin their rear, a 1835 Mrs.
Hemans Poems, League of Alps iv, Where the sun's red
*fire-glance earliest fell. 1833 J.

Badcock Dom. Amusem. 65
* Fire-heat at 212° of Fahrenheit produceddetonation. jiooo
Satan 128 (Or.) "Fyrleoma stod geond bxt.atolescra:f. 1494
Fabyah Citron, vu. ccxxiv. 250 Many .. vncouthe syghtes
were this yere seen in Englonde, as hostis of men fyghtyng
in the skye, & fyre lemys. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676)
884 Tying Torches of *Fire-lmks unto .their horns. 1711
Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 41 That new kind of *fire-

ordeal. 1871 Rossktti Poems., My sister's sleep v, By vents
the *fireshine drove And reddened. 1824 J. Symmons tr.

Aeschylus' Agam. 31 note, This description of the *fire-

signals is very finely imagined. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of
Notes 478 Helias .. was taken vp into Heauen in a *fire
storme. i8ix W. J. Hooker Iceland (1813) II. 142 The
*fire-stream over-ran the southern district.

b. Of or pertaining to the worship of fire, as
fire-deity, -god, -spirit, -tempje. AIsoFire-worship,
-WORSHIPPER.
1871 Tyi.or Prim. Cult. II. xvi. 252 A distinct *fire-deity.

Ibid. 253 The* Fire-spirit. 1815 Moore Lalla R. (1817)260
By the ^Fire-God's shrine. 1741 I). Wkav in Athen. Lett
(1792) II. 470 He will.. lay the foundation of a *fire-temple.

c. In the names of various receptacles for burn-
ing fuel, as fire-bag, -basket, -cage, -chauffer.
1843 Portlock Geol. 682 On the outside [of the kiln] . . a

niche is formed to receive the fuel, and is called a "lire-bag.

1855 H. Clarke Vict., * Fire-basket, portable grate. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 862/2 *Fire-cage, a skeleton box or
basket of iron for holding lighted fuel. 1558 Inv. R. Ilynd-
mer'xn Wills % Inv. (Surtees) 162, Ij *fyer chavffers.

d. Pertaining to the fire of a hearth or furnace,
as fire-bellows, -block, -blower, -brush, -cheek,

t -cricket, -door, -grate, -7100k, -rake
t

-set, f -slock,

-stove.

r 1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 779 Hoc reposilium, a
•fyirbelowys. 1836 F. MahoneyAV/. FatherFront 11.(1859)

247, I . . made the kindling *fireblocks shine. 1884 Health
Kxhib. Catal. 65/1 Patent *Fire Blower, for .. regulating
the draught in ordinary grates, a 1745 Swift Direct.
Servants, Footman, Clean away the Ashes from betwixt the
Bars with the *Fire-lirush. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 82/1
*Fire Cheeks and Hearths of Marble Mosaic. 1530 Palsgr.
220/2 *Fyre crycket, cricquet. 1859 Rankine Steam Engine
§ 304 The *fire-door, which closes the mouth-piece or door-
way. 1664 Evelyn Kat. Ifort. (1729) 229 Let. .the* Fire-grate
stand alxmt.three Feet higher than the Floor. 1840 Marryat
Poor Jack xlix, I., went to the fire-grate. 1845 R. W.
Hamilton Pop. Educ. ii. (ed. 2) 21 Their huts are seen and
their *fire-nooks exposed. 1660 Hexham, Sen kam-slock, a
*Fire-rake which Brewers and Bakers use. 1855 H.Clarke
Diet., *F"ire-set, fire-irons. ,1440 f

yromp. Parv. 161 fa *Fyyr
stok. 1756 Toi.dekvy Hist. Two Orfih. III. 205 He came
with, .his head into the *fire stove.

6. In the names of implements or instruments
bearing, containing, or sending forth fire, as fire-
arrow, -cane, -gun, -shaft, -spear, -weapon,
1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xvii. (1840) 291 They would

. .shoot *fire-arrows at you. 1809 NavalChron. XXII. 374We should indulge them . . with a few shot and shell, not
forgetting Congreve's fire arrows. 1887 Graphic 17 Dec.
662/1 He .. had produced a *' fire-cane', which warmed its

owner's hand, and supplied him with lighting for his cigar.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 88 They let off their "Fireguns
and Pistols. 1628 (title), A new invention of Shooting
*Fire-Shafts in Long-Bowes. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 42 Mak
reddy 3our . . *fyir speyris, hail schot, lands, pikkis. 1616
Bingham Tactics Mlian ii. 25 note, The *fire-weapons
haue theire advantages, i860 Hewitt Anc. Armour Supp.
489 The analogous fire-weapons.

f. In the names of various kinds of fireworks,

as fire-cracker, f -lance, f -sword, t -target.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Fire-cracker. 1634 J. Bate
Myst. Nat. 9f Art IL 89 The description and making of
three sorts of *Fire-Iances. Ibid. n. 88 How to make a
*fire sword. Ibid. u. 94 How to make a *Fire-target.

g. Pertaining to a conflagration (senses), (a) gen.
as fire-bell, -drum, -goxvn, -ladder, -loss, -shell,

-telegraph, -watch
; (b) used in kindling a confla-

gration, us fire-bavin, -fagot, -mixture; (c) con-
cerned with the extinction of a conflagration, z.%fire-
barrow, -boatrbucket , -fioa/,-main, -marshal (U.S.),

-pipe, -pump.
1890 Daily News 9 Jan. 2/5 *Fire barrows and hose were

quickly on the spot. 183a Webster, *Firebavin, a bundle
of brush-wood, used in fireships. a 1626 Middleton Channe-
ling v, Buckets ! ladders ! . . The *fire-bell rings. 1867
Dickens Lett. 22 Dec. (1880) II. 320, I have heard the fire

bells dolefully clanging all over the city. 1876 N. Y. Nautical
Caz. in Pract. Mag. VI. 73 An iron *fire-boat. 1585 Hicins
Junius' Nomenclator 279 Incendiarij siphones . . *Fire
buckets. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxvii, Rows of fire-

buckets for dashing out a conflagration in its first spark.

1814 Scott Wav. xxxiv, A kind of rub-a-dub-dub like that
with which the *fire-drum alarms the slumbering artizans.

1828-40 Tvtler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 137 Piles of *fire-fagots,

mixed with bundles of pitch and flax.. were in readiness.
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1887 Daily News 18 June 3/5 Five "fire-floats were quickly
sent from ships in the harbour. 1874 Mrs. Whitney We
Girls xii. 249 Mrs. Hobart has a *' fire-gown '; . she made it

for a fire, or for illness, or any night-alarm. 1832 Examiner
700/1 It was 20 minutes .. before the *fire-Tadders were
brought. 1891 Daily Neivs 30 Nov. 5/4 A professional *fire-
loss assessor.

^ 1855 H. Clarke Diet., *Eire-main, water-
pipe for occasions of conflagration. 1894 Stead If Christ
came to Chicago 295 *Fire-Marshal Swenie has remained
in command of the firemen for many years. 1855 Hewitt
Anc. Armour I. 90 These early *rire-mixtures. c 1865 Lr>.
Brougham in Circ. Sc. I. Introd. 6 Water .. forced out of
a pump, or from a *fire-pipe. 189a PallMall G. 9 Feb. 2/1
The #fire-pump . . has a throwing power of sixty feet above
the highest pinnacle of the hotel, a 1818M. G. Lewis Jrnl,
W. Ind. (1834) 70 A *fire-shell is blown, and all the negroes
..hasten to give their assistance. 1694 Ace. Sweden 27
There is also a *Fire-Watch by Night. 1673 F. Kirkman
Unlucky Citizen A i

i
J b, The next year 1666 being the *Fire

year.

2. objective (sense 1), as fire-bringer, -spewer,

-striker, -user; fire-bearing, -belching, -breathing,

•darting, foaming, -resisting, -spitting, -using
adjs.

; (sense 3), as fire- holder, -keeper, -kindler,

-trimmer
; fire-making vbl. sb.

; fire-kindling vbl.

sb. and adj.; (sense 5), asfire-annihilator, -extin-

guisher, -extinguishing, -quencher, -quenching.

1849 Mech. Mag. LI. 424 The so-called *Fire Annihilator
of Mr. Phillips. 1853 Grote Greece H. Ixxxiv. XL 153 They
set fire to the city.. with *fire-bearing arrows. 1591 Syl-
vester Du Bartas 1. iv. 22 Their * Fire-breathing Horses.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. VI. i. 267 On a sudden ..rises
Sansculottism, many-headed, fire-breathing. 1594 Marlowe
& Nashe Dido 1. i, Exhal'd with thy +fire-darting beames.
1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome (1786* I. 199 The fire-darting eyes
of the Romans. iB^gMec/i. Mag. LI. 381 The patentee next
describes a portable ''fire-extinguisher. 1876 Ar

. Y. Nautical
Gaz. in Pract. Mag. VI. 73 This boat and her "^re-extin-
guishing apparatus deserve detailed description. 1565
Golding Ovid's Met. 11. (1593) 31 His *fier-foming steedes
..They take from manger trimly dight. 187a H. W. Taunt
Map Thames 49/1 A frying-pan, pot, and kettle, all to
fit a 'fireholder. 1881 Greener Gun (ed. 2) 45 These fire-

holders were usually attached to the girdle. 1873 L. Wal-
lace Fair God v. iv. 278 When my sword is at the throats
of the *iire-keepers [of an Aztec temple]. 1643 [Angiek]
Lane. Vail. Achor 21 To darken and smother the *fire-

kindlers. 1849 E. C. Otte tr. Humboldt's Cosmos II.

508 note, The ' fire-kindler ', Prometheus. Ibid., The *fire-

kindling Titan on the Caucasus. 1884 Q. Victoria More
Leaves 107 Brown begged I would drink to the "'fire-kind-

ling '. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Veom. Prol. fy 'P. 369 Som sayd
it was long on the *fuyr-makyng. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist.
Man. ix. 228 The art of fire-making. 1690 Norris Beatitudes
(1692) 178 The business of a * Fire-quencher, who . . may .

.

rescue the pile of building from the devouring Flames. 1718
I. Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. {1730) II. xvii. § 25 The
Pumps in a *Fire-quenching Engine. 1612 Sturtevant
Metaltica (1854) 116 Maintained with such *fier-resis:ing

meanes that it cannot possibly melte or burne down. 1850
Chubb Locks fy Keys 24 Safes which were sold as fire-resist-

ing. 1483 Cath. Angl. 132/1 A *Fire spewer, igniuomus.
1631 T. Fuller David's Heinous Sin xxxix, "Fire-spitting

cannons. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 132/1 A *Firestry\ierfn£illator.
1891 Daily Neius 26 Sept. 2/5 Prisoner and Jensen joined
the ship.. as "fire trimmers. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man.
ix. 235 Any known race of *fire-users. 1862 D. Wilson
Preh. Man v. (1865) 82 Man is peculiarly *fire-using.

3. instrumental, locative, and originative, as fire-
baptism; fire-armed, -baptized, -bellied, -born, -burn-

ing, -burnt, -daily + -coached, -cracked, -crowned,

-footed, -gilt, f -given, -hardened, -hooped, -lighted,

-lipped, -lit, -marked, -mouthed, -pitied, -robed,

-scarred, -scathed, -seamed, -warmed
i

-wheeled,

-xvinged adjs.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas u. 1. 1. Eden 249 A *fire-arm*d
Dragon. 1682 Drvden & Lee Dk. of Guise m. i, I'll meet
him now, though fire-armed cherubins Should cross my way.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. n. vii, My Spiritual New-birth, or
Baphometic * Fire-baptism. Ibid. 11. viii,The *fire-baptized

soul, .here feels its own Freedom. 189a Daily Netus 5 May
5/4 The little * *fire-bellied toad ', of. .poisonous properties.

1846 R. Chambers I'estiges Creat. vi. (ed. 5) 95 1'he numer-
ous upbursts and intrusions of *fire-born rock, c 1275 Death
216 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 180 Swo he me wule for-swolehen
Xfe *fur-berninde drake, c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 290,86 *Fur-
barnd he was boru Iuggemont. 1573 Twyne sEneid xi.

Kkiij, Poales of length firebrent at end. 1615 Sylvester
Hy/nne Atmes 55 The *Fire-Coacht Prophet. 1836-48 B. D.
Walsh Aristoph., Achamians iv. ii. It rings With a harsh
jar, like *fire-cracked things. 1870 Tennyson Windmv 151
The *fire-crown'd king of the wrens. 1565 Golding Ovid's
Met. 11. {i593> 39 My *firefooted horse. 1613 Chapman
Rev. Bussy D^Ambois Plays 1873 II. 148 Hee draue as
if a fierce and *fire-giuen Canon Had spit his iron vomit
out amongst them. 16*7 May Lucan in. 536 (1635) E iij b,

Stakes, and *fire harden'd oaks. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's
Met. 11. 393 Those *fire-hooft steeds. 1850 Lynch Theo.
Trin. v. So A .. *fire-lighted room. 1839 Bailey Festus
iv. (1848) 33 Mountain, and weod, and wild, and *fire-

lipped hill. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies (1875) 100 The
pleasant *fire-lit room. 1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 41 14/4 A brown
Mare..*fire-marked 1. 1. m the near Buttock. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. ix. 52 That *fire-mouth'd Dragon. 1759 Mountaine
in Phil. Trans. LI. 290 The sheets, .[were] scorched and
*fire-pitted in like manner. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 29
The *Fire-roab'd-God Golden Apollo. 1853 Kingsley
Hypatia xiii. 147 A doleful *fire-scarred tower. 1848 Mrs.
Jameson Sacr. # Leg. Art (1850) 64 Swarthy red, as if

*fire-scathed. 1815 Milman Fazio (1821) 79 Thy..*fire-
seamed visage. 1856 Kane A ret. Expi. I. xv. 173 Our only
*fire-warmed apartment. 1822 Milman Martyr ofAntiock
i2i^His *fire-wheel'd throne. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
1. ii. 656 Then like a Squib it falls, Or *fire-wing'd shaft.
1826 Milman A. Boleyn (1827) 41 The fire-wing'd ministers
of Heaven's just wrath,
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b. In names of occupations, processes, etc., carried
on by the aid of fire, asfire-hunt, + -trade

; fire-fish'
*nS* -gliding, -ttunting, -offering, -polishing, -stiver-

ing vbl. sbs. Also forming verbs, as fire-hollow,
-Intnl.

_ 1831 J. Holland Mannf. Metal I. 295 Persons employed
in *fire-gilding. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 570 Enoch's
comrade . .*Fire-hollowing this in Indian fashion, fell Sun-
stricken. 185a Haliburton Traits Atner. Humor III. 171
The *fire-hunt was Sam's hobby. 1814 Sporting Mag.
XLIV. 62 The method of approaching .. the red deer
. . by means of *fire-hunting them. 1885 T. Roosevelt
Hunting Trips v. 158 Fire-hunting is never tried in the
cattle country. 1:1870 J. G. Mcrphy Comm. Lev. i. 9 A
*fire-offering ; a firing, or offering made by fire. 1849
Pellatt Curios. Glass Making 31 By rewarming, technic-
ally called *fire polishing, the glass preserves its refractive
brilliancy. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. U657)
63 *Fire-trades, as Smiths, Forge-men [etc.].

4. parasynthetic and similative, as fire-angry,
-burning, -fienving, -like, -opalescent, -soulcd,

-spirited, -swift adjs.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 476, I am well sure
that Charlemagne shall wexe *fyre angry for it. 1562
Cooper Ansiv. Priv. Masse (Parker Soc.) 66 But your
scalding hot and *fireburning charity may be more justly
charged with the continuance thereof. 1820 Shelley Vis.
Sea 19 Like whirlpools of *fire-flowing iron. 1567 Maplet
Gr. Forest 56 The Peare tree, .is called Pyrus, for that it is

in his fashion and kinde of growth, Piramidall or *firelike.

1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. v, I'll have it burnish'd firelike.
1882 Myers Renewal of Youth, etc. 94 * Fire-opalescent
wilderness ! 1876 Swinburne Erechth. (ed. 2) 47 Wrath of
a *fire-souled king. 1839 Bailey Festus xvii. (1848) 159
Things hidden, seen alone by eyes *Fire-spirited. 1876
Swinburne Erechth. (ed. 2) 16 *Fire-swift wheels That whirl
the four-yoked chariot.

II. Special comb.
6. fire-action, the action of firing, esp. skirmish-

ing in line; fire-adjuster (seequot.) ; fire-alarm,
an automatic arrangement by which notice of fire

is given, also attrib.; ffire-amel, enamel pro-
duced by fire ; fire-ant (see quots.) ; fire-back,
(a) the back wall of a furnace or fire-place

; [b) a
pheasant of the genus Euplocamus {E. Ignitus

,

hence fire-backed adj. (Cent. Diet.); fire-balloon,
a balloon whose buoyancy is derived from the heat
of a flaming combustible suspended at its mouth

;

fire - bank (see quot.) ; fire • barrel, a cylinder
filled with combustibles, used in fire-ships ; fire-

bar, one of the iron bars of a grate or of a boiler
furnace; fire-beater (for -bceter: see Beet v. II)

dial, a stoker; fire-bill (see quot.); fire-blast,

a disease of certain plants, giving them a scorched
appearance ; fire-blight, a disease of hops ; fire-

board, (a) a board used to close up a fireplace in

summer, a chimney board; (b) (see quot. 1883);
fire-boat = Fire-ship i ; fire-bolt, a thunder-
bolt ; hence fire-bolted adj., struck with lightning

;

f fire-bome (i borne = Bomb sb. 1), a beacon;
fire-boom Naut. (see quot. 1S67) ; fire-boss
(U.S.) Mining (sec quot. ; cf. Fireman 5) ; fire-

bottle, an early application of phosphorus for the
purpose of fire-lighting ; fire-break (cT^S*.), a
cleared space round a homestead, a village, etc. to

guard against prairie fires ; fire-brick, a brick
capable of withstanding intense heat without
fusion, also attrib. ; fire-bridge (see quot. 1874) ;

+ fire-brief, a circular letter asking assistance for

sufferers by fire ; fire-brigade, an organized body
of firemen

; + fire-broil, the heat of a conflagra-

tion ; fire-bug ((7.S.), an incendiary; fflre-cane
(see quot. 1644) ; fire-cask, a cask of water, pro-
vided as a resource against fire on board ship

;

fire-chamber (see quot.); f fire-chemise (see

quot.) ; fire-churn = fire-drill ; fire-clay, a clay
capable of resisting great heat, used for fire-biicks,

etc. ; fire-club, f (a) a kind of firework ; (b) U.S,
a club of firemen (?) ; fire-cock, a cock or spout
to give water to extinguish a fire ; t fire-cofier, a
kind of fireship ; fire-company, (a) afire-brigade;

(b) a fire insurance company ; fire-crook = Fire-
hook ; fire-department, (a) the department in an
insurance office which deals with insurances against

fire; (/>) U.S. a body of firemen ; fire-dog = And-
iron

; f fire-dragon = Fire-drake ; fire-drill,

the name given by Tylor to a primitive contrivance,

consistingofan obtuse-pointed stick which is twirled

between the hands with the point in a hole in a
flat piece of soft wood till fire is produced ; hence

fire-drilling vbl. sb. ; fire-edge, lit. the edge of a
weapon hardened in the fire ; hencefig. (now only
dial.) fire, spirit, * freshness *

; fire-escape, an ap-
paratus for facilitating the escape of persons from
a building on fire ; fire-fan, (a) a small hand fire-

screen (obs.); (b) (see quot. 1874) ; fire-fiend, {a)

fire personified as an evil spirit of destruction
; {b)

afire-god; (e) an incendiary (collog.) ; + fire-fit a.,

fit for burning; fire-flag, (a) a meteoric flame;

(b) a flag of distress, when a ship is on fire ; fire-
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flair, the sting- ray, Trygon Pastinaca or Raia
Pastinaca ; f fire-flyer, a kind of firework ; fire-

free a., safe from fire, fire-proof; fire-grappling,

a grappling iron with which to capture fireships;

fire-guard, a wire frame or semicircular railing put

in front of a fireplace, to keep children or others

from accidental injury; also a grating placed

before the bars of a fire to prevent the coals from

falling out ; fire-hole, ra) a furnace; (b) (see quot.

1835); ffire-hoop, a hoop made of brushwood
steeped in tar, etc., set on fire and thrown into an

enemy's ship ; fire-hose, a hose pipe for conveying

water to a fire ; fire-insurance, insurance against

losses by fire ; also attrib. ; fire-isle, a volcanic

island; fire-junk, a kind of fireship ; fire-king,

(a) fire personified as a monarch ; (3) a champion
fire-eater ; lice-lamp, Mining, a basket of burning

coals used \d) to give light to banksmen where gas

is not used, {$) to create a draught ; fire-lighter,

(a) one who kindles a fire ; [b) material for light-

ing fires ; fire-lute, a composition or lute capable

of resisting great heat ; fire-maker, one who lights

or makes fire or a fire; fire-marble, 71/?«. = Lu-
MACHEL ; fire-mark, the mark left by a branding-

iron ; fire-measure = I
j yuom£TER ; fire-money, a

payment for firing at school ; t fire-night, a night

round the fire-side ; fire-opal, a variety of opal

showing flame-coloured internal reflections; fire-

piece, {a) =Fire-akm ; (b) a picture having as its

subject a fire ; fire-pile, a pile cf wood on which
a person is burnt to death, or a corpse is cremated ;

fire-plug, a contrivance for connecting a hose, or

the supply- pipe of a fire-engine, with a water-main

in case of fire ; fir3-policy, the official certificate

received from an insurance office, guaranteeing

the payment of a certain sum in the case of loss

of property by fire; fire-porr, fire-prong dial.,

a poker ; fire-raft, a raft for setting an enemy's

shipping on fire ; fire-roll (Araut.), a peculiar

beat of the drum on an alarm of fire ; fire-room,

a room containing a fire-place; t fire-salt a.,

pungently salt ; fire-setting, the softening or

cracking of the working-face of a lode, to facilitate

excavation, by exposing it to a wood fire built

close against it (Raymond Alining Gloss.)', f fire-

snort a., sending forth fire through the nose ; fire-

spout, a jet of volcanic fire (cf. waterspout) ; fire-

sprit (<//#/.) = Fihe-brand
; + fire-spy, one who

is on the look out for a fire ; fire-steel (see

quot.) ; fire-stick, (a) a burning brand
; (b) =

fire-drill ; fire-stink, Mining (see quot. 1881^, ;

fire-swab (A'aut.), the wet bunch of rope-yarn

used to cool a gun in action and swab up any
grains of powder ; flre-swart a., f (a) blackening
with fire

;
{b) blackened by fire; fire-syringe, a

piston and cylinder employed to produce combus-
tion by means of the heat resulting from the com-
pression of air ; fire-teazer, a stoker ; fire-tile, a

tile capable of resisting great heat ; flre-tower,

(a) a tower with a beacon on its top, serving the

purpose of a light-house ; (b) a watch-tower to

guard against fires in towns ; flre-trap, a place

with insufficient means of egTess in case of fire
;

fire-tree, (a) a kind of firework
;

(b) aflame-tree ;

(c) in New Zealand the Metrosideros tomentosa

{Cent. Diet.) ; + fire-trunk, a) a kind of projectile

or ( fire-work '

; (b) A'aut. (see quots.) ; fire-tube, a

pipe-flue ; fire-vessel, (a) a receptacle for fire, a fire-

pan; (b) = Fire-ship; fire-ward, -warden, US.
the chief officer of a fire-brigade ; f fire-water-

work, the name given by the Marquess of Worcester

to a rude steam-engine which he invented ; fire-

well (see quot.) ; t fire-wheel, a kind of fire-work,

a Catherine-wheel ; fire-worm, (a) — Fire-fly
;

(b) a glow-worm ; fire-wreath = fire-hoop.

1875 Clerv Min. Tact. ix. 100 * Fire-action was the actual

means of victory. 1882 Sala Amer. Revis. (1885* 229 note,

A '*Fire Adjuster' is a gentleman, .who is continually..
' adjusting ' claims for losses by fire. 1849 Mech. Mag.
LI. 425 A difficulty which has proved fatal to all our "fire

alarms. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1. 849/2 Fire-alarm Tele-

graph. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xlviii, Hir nek, quhite as the

*fyre amaille. 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xx. 91 Small
emmets, called here *fire-ants, from their painful biting.

1863 Bates Nat. Amazon ix. (1864) 241 Fire-ants (formiga
de/ogo) under the floors. 1862 Wood Itlustr. Nat. Hist.,
Birds 613 The very handsome 'Fireback is an Asiatic bird,

Inhabiting Sumatra. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 862/1
Fire-hack. 1822 Imison Sc. «$• Art I. 170 *Fire-balIoons,

or those raised by heated air. 1847 Tennyson Princ. Prol.

74 Afire-balloon Rose gem-like. 1888 J. Payn Myst. Mir-
bridge ix, A fire-balloon which he had sent up on a Guy
Fawkes' Day. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, *Fire-
bank, a spoil-bank which takes fire spontaneously. 1703
Moxon Mech.Exerc. 13 A course sort of Iron, .fit for *Fire-
bars. 1844 Proe. Inst. Civ. Eng. III. 312 The fuel is spread
over a large surface of fire-bar [ma furnace]. 1881 F. Campin
Mech. Engineering xiL 168 At a are fire-bars forming the

Vol. IV,

grate. 1704 Loud. Caz. No. 4082/3 Throwing down "Fire-

Barrels. 1883 Manch. Guardian 17 Oct. 5/2 A determined
attempt was made by a *firel>eater . . to murder his wife.

1867 Smyth Sailor s Word-bk., *Fire-bill, the distribution

of the officers and crew in the case of the alarm of fire. 1727
Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 269 *Fire-BIasts ..

may Le occasion'd by Solar Kays reflected from, or condens'd
by Clouds. 1824 Forsyth Fruit Trees xxvii. 373 This is

what is called a fire-blast. 1750 Ellis Mod. ftusbandm,
IV. i. vi. 74 They [hops] are subject to the . ."Fire-blight,

and the Mould or Dwindle. 1855 H. Clakke Diet., * Fire-

board, chimney-board. 1883 Gkksi.ey Gloss. Coal Mining,
Fire-board, a piece of board with the word fire painted
upon it. .to caution men and lads not to take a naked light

beyond it. 1885 A. T. Si.osson in Harper's Mag. Apr.

804/1 There was a. fire-place, but it was closed by a fire-

board. 1826 Mps. Shelley Last man II. ii. 51 "Fire-boats

were launched from the various ports. 1583 Stanyhurst
sEneis, etc. (Arb.) 137 A clapping 'fyerbolt 'such as oft,

with rownce roliel hobble, Ioue toe the ground clattreth .

1832 Bryant Hurtnane 37 As the fire-bolts leap to the
world below. 1839 Bailey Festus (1648) 16/2 The root of
oak *firebolted. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 29 Beekne or *fyre-

bome, far (pharus P.). 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
'1789), In which sense it [battle dehors] is usually called

*nre-boom. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fire-booms,
long spars swung out from a ship's side to prevent the

approach of fire-ships, .or vessels accidentally on lire. 1883
Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, * Fire-bosses (U.S.A.), under-
ground officials who examine the mine for gas, and inspei t

every safety-lamp taken into the colliery. 1823 J. Baij-

cock Dont. Amusem. 122 A most useful application of
phosphorus .. is the art of making the Tire bottle, that

affords immediate li^ht. i3S$Boslou (Ma-.s.) Jml. »6 Sept.

4/1 Fears are entertained for the safety of the town, and
teams are out plowing *fire-bieaks around it. 1793 Trans.
Soc. Eneourag. Arts IV. 123 Let the whole of the cylinder
..be lined with "fire bricks. 1865 Daily Tel. 21 Oct. 51
The fire-brick footway. 1854 Ronalds & Richakdson Chem.
Technol. I. 263 Admitting a current of air behind, or through
the 'fire-bridge. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 862/2 Fire-
bridge, a plate or wall at the back of the furnace to. .prevent
the fuel being carried over, a 1643 W. Cartwkigh r On the
Great Frost 51 We laugh at "fire-Briefs now, although they
be Commended to us by his Majesty. 1838 Penny cVi /. X.
279 Within a few years the firemen belonging to the different

insurance companies in London have been formed into a
body— the Tire Brigade. 1583 Stanyhukst sEneis m.
(Arb. ) 75 Then my hoi ye domesticall housgodsln last nights

*fyrebroyls. that from Troy skorched I saulued. 1872 O. W.
Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. i. (1885) 7 Political "firebugs we
call 'em. 1883 Pall Mall G. 6 Sept. 12/1 It is believed

there exists an organized band of 'firebugs '. 1644 DlCBY
2 Treat. I. xvii. 147 Indian canes', .called 'firecanev, being
rubbed with some other sticke of the same nature, . .will of

themselues sett on fire. 1670 Lassei.s Voy. Italy I. Pref.,

They bring home nothing but firecanes, parots, and
Monkies. 1804 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. III. 101

The only article we now wanted was water. I recollected

the 'fire-cask in the mi/en-chains. 1859 Rankine Steam
Engine § 303 In the External Furnace Boiler, the furnace

or *fire-chamber is wholly outside of. . the water vessel or

boiler. 1874 Knight Diet. Mich. I. S63 '1 Fire-chamber
(Puddling; the chamber at the end of the puddling-furnace.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Chemise, * Fire-Chemise is a
piece of linen cloth, steeped in a composition of . . combus-
tible matters ; used at sea, to set fire to the enemy's vessel.

1865 Tylor Early Hist, Man. ix. 253 Churning fiercely at

the *fire-churn. 1819 Rkes Cycl. s.v., A very excellent *fire-

clay. 1869 E. A. Pakkes Tract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 309 The
radiating power of the small barrack grate is aided . . by a
fireclay back. 1634 J. Bate Myst. Nat. fy Art IL 92 The
description and making of two sorts of *Fire-clubs. 1826

Cushing Ncwburyport Pref., The fire-clubs and engine
societies [of the town], 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Cockayne
Wks. (Bonn) II. 67 To carry the boisterous dulness of a
fire-club into a polite circle. 1707 Act 6 Anne c. 58 f 1 To
the Intent such Plugs or 'Fire Cocks may always upon
Occasion ofany Fire be opened. 1844 Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng.
III. 318 In enclosed premises .. firecocks are much to be
preferred [to plugs 1

. 1804 Naval Chron. XII. 331 Four
•Fire-coffers filled with combustibles. 1832 Webster, *Fire-
company, a company of men for managing an engine to ex-

tinguish fire, a 1668 Davenant Siege Rhodes (1673)20 The
* Fire-crooks are too short ! 1855 H. Clarke Diet., * Fire de-

partment, body of firemen. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge x,

The 'fire-dogs in the common room. 1556 Chron. Gr.
Friars vCamden) 3 In the ayre was sene *fyere draggons and
sprettes flyenge. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ix. 228
The use of the 'fire-drill. Ibid. 237 It comes much nearer
than "fire-drilling' to the yet simpler process of striking

fire with two pieces of split bamboo. 16x4 Markham
Cheap Husb. 1. il nr»68) 29 (To put a horse to these lessons)

after his *fireedge is taken away, will but bring him to a
loathing of his instruction, a 1684 Leighton Comm, 1 Pet.
(ed. Valpy) 388 Blunt that fire-edge upon your own hard.

.

hearts. 1878 Cumberltt. Gloss., 'He gallop't his laal nag
till t* fire edge was off.' 1788 SPecif. Du/our's Patent No.
1652. 1 A Machine called a *Fire escape. 1832 Examiner
678/1 They. , rush to the fire-escapes, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, *Fire-/anus. little Hand-Skreens for the Fire.

1706 Collier Re/I. Riciic. 43 They praise, .the Fire-Fan that
is offer'd them. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 867/2 Fire-fan,
a small blast apparatus adapted to a portable forge. 1815,

Moore Lalla R. (1817) 251 "Pis he. .The fellest of the •Fire-
fiends* brood. 1595 Chapman Ovid's Bang. Sence C j b, That
lye like *fire-fit blocks. 1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar. v. vi,

A hundred *fire-flags sheen. 1879 Ann. Reg. 22 The red
ensign reversed (fire-flag) was run up. a 1705 Ray Syn.
Atethod. Piscium (171 ?) 24 Pastinaca marina . . the *Fire-
Flaire. 1861 J. Couch Brit. Fishes (1862) I. 74 The Tor-
pedo and Fire flair have soft and sweet flesh. 1799 G.
Smith Laboratory I. 30 Charges for 'fire-flyers and wheels.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. v. 122 So *firefree they could not be
burned. 1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) in
Light boats were constantly kept in readiness, with *fire-

grapplings, to meet and anchor anything that might be
drifted down the stream. 185a Burn Nav. <y Mil. Tech.
Fr. Diet. 11. 06 *Fire-guard. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract.
Puild. 362 The *fire-hole, or furnace. 1835 Sir J. C. Ross
Narr. 2nd Voy. Explan. Terms p. xvi, Fire-hole, a hole in

the ice, kept open in order to obtain water to extinguish fire.

1876 Davis Polaris Exp. ix. 217 The crew.. had been em
ployed in. .keeping the fire-hole open. 1585 H joins Junius'
Nomenclator 279 Malleoli .. *fire hoopes. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's l^ord-bk.J-ir.-hoops. 1883 Century Mag. XXVIL
33 The stream might have played, like a 'fire-hose, on the
loll House roof. 1822 Loud. Directory 6 Norwich Union
•fire-insurance Society. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy IJk.

Prop. Laiv vii. 45 A word of advice about your Fire In-

surance. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam vii. viii. 8 From the

*fire-isles came he. 1884 Chr. World 28 Aug. 641/3 The
burning gunboats and 'tire-junks. 1829 Cablyle Misc.

(1857) II. 101 The Birmingham 'Fire-king has visited the
fibulous Fast. 1861 Leisure H. 17 Oct. 661 Thus aided
[by the wind], the fire-king marched victoriously from east
lowest. 1876 Chatnb. Jrul. n Nov. 733 The fire-kinij de-

voured flaming brimstone by way of dessert. 1E83 <«ki slev
Gloss. Coat Mining, 'Fire-lamp. 1779 Hist. Europe in

Ann. Reg. '17801 127/r Will, .the Clerks, or even the 'fire-

lighter come to prove it ? 1758 Etaboratory laid open Introd*

51 The *fue-lute. 1710 Palmer Proverbs Ci Even from the
•fire-makers and necessary-women, to tl.e groom of the stole.

1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ix. 2-^3 The wide-spread
legends of first fire-makers. 1816 W. Pun.Lirs Min. (1818)

97 It has obtained the name of 'Fire marble, a 1661 Hotv-
i>ay Juvenal 253 What learns his Son, who does . .

* Fire-

marks,and Country-jails with joy admire? 1690 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2571/4 Lost . .a brown fielding .. a Flower-de-lucr Fire
mark on the near Hip. 1833 N. Arnott J'hysies II. 115
The apparatus has been called Wedgewood's Pyrometer, or
'fire-measure. 1721 in Picton ISpool Mimic. Rec. 1

-, / II.

74 All gratuities- .such a-, entrance money, cockpenny,*fire
money,and quart eridge. 1653 NodesHibernx \. 3 Some have
learned more of their Teacher, .on a*firc-night, than sitting

at the de^,k all the day. 1816 K. Jameson Char. Min. 1. 238
Third Sub-species, *Fire Opal. 1738 [G. Smith] Curious
Re/at. II. 353 Twenty-seven Fore-ter 1

-, with * Fire-Pi' ces hi

their Arms. 177S J- Wright Let. in Athenaeum 10 July
(1886) 5V3 A report that I paint fire-pieces admirably. 1664

H. More Myst. Iniq. xv. 167 Multitudes, .martyred, .either

at one common *fire-pyle, or eUe in b;irns and dwelling-
houses. 1863 Blackzv. Mug. Sept. 2<>2 Hercules ..who has
ascended from the fire-pile to the Nectar Flail of Olympus.
1713 Land. Gaz. No. 5116/11 Scarcity of Water, occasion'd
by the want of *Fire-PIugs in the Street. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xx, The pony looked with great attention into a fire-

plug which was near him. 1855 Ogilvie Suppt, * I in-
policy. 1558 In--. R. Hyndmerm Wills fy Inv. (Surtees)

162 A 'fyer porre, a payre of tonges [etc.]. 1855 Whitby
Gloss., Fir.-porr. 1568 Inventory W. Sirichland in Rich-
mond Wills A> tin'. Surtees- 222 A 'fyer pronge. 1776 T.
Jepferson /,c//. Writ. 1893 II. £3 Or.e oftl.e two fire-rafts

.. grappled the Phoenix ten minutes. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India III. 52 To . . destroy any armed boats or fire-

rafts they might meet with. 1830 Maeryat King's Own
hi, He desired the "fire-roll ' to be beat by the drummer.
1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. (1806J III. 12^ One wing of a
new castle, .in which there are between fifty and sixty 'fire-

rooms. 1650 Fuller Pisgah n. xii. 246 Partly because the
water hereof was salt with a witness, "fire-salt, as I may say.

1611 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iv. 111. Seftismefo)'\ he 'fire-

snort Palfreys. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 184 Three
*fire-spouts broke out. 1811 W. J. Hooker Iceland {\Z\ )

II. 123 Several fire-spouts were distinctly seen. 1848 C.

Bronte J. Eyreii$S7 267. ' have seen what a 'fire-sprit

you can be when you are indignant. 1676 C. Hatton in

Hatton Corr. (187',) 141 One of my L'1 Craven's "fire-spyes.

1585 Hioins 'Junius Noiiit-nciator 244 I^niarium . . a *fire-

steele wherewith to strike fire out of a flint, c 1300 Haveiok
966 Was it nouth worth a 'fir sticke. 1587 Golding /A'

Momay xi. 158 The babe, who thinkes his Nurce does him
wrong . . when sometimes shee plucks a firestick from him.

1794-6 E. Darwin ZoonA 1 801) I. 30 If a fire-stick be whirled

round in the dark. 1833 Sturt Exped. S. Australia I. iii.

105 Several carried fire-sticks. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.

Man. ix. 238 For many years, flint and steel could not drive

it [the fire-drill] out of use among the natives, who went on
carrying every man his fire-sticks. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss., *Fire-stink, the stench from decomposing iron pyrites,

caused by the formation of sulphuretted hydrogen. 185s
Ogilvie Suppt., * Fire-sival: a 1000 Crist 984 iGr.) F'a:rer5

anfterfoidan 'fyrswearta lej. a 1849 W. Taylor in Southey
Comm. -pi. Bk. IV. 93 Thy shatter'd fire-swart hall. 1863
Tyndall Heal i. 13 The 'fire syringe. 1827 West/n. Rev.
VII. 279 The.. 'fire-teazer who holds the soul of the steam-

boat.. in his hands. 1843 Mill Logic I. 1. iv. § 1. 105 The
fire-teazer of a modern steam-engine. 1854 ROMALDS &
Richardson Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 348 The under-surface

of the cylinder being protected by *fire tiles from the direct

and too powerful action of the fire. 1827 G. Higgins Celtic

Druids Pref. 46 They have of late obtained the names in

general of *fire towers. 1887 Spectator 28 May 722/2 The
building appears to have been a regular "fire-trap. 1801

Strutt Sports ty Past. iv. iii. 332 Fxhibitions . . consisting

chiefly in *fire-trees, jerbs, and rockets. 1639 J. C[ia so] A rt

of Warre 154 To make a *fire-trunk. Take a piece of light

wood, .bore it through, .with a hole ofan inch in diameter ;.

.

place at the one end an half pike. .To charge the trunk, put
a charge of beaten powder in the bottome [etc.]. 1687 J.
Richards Jrnl. Siege Buda 26 Stones, Granadoes, Arrows,
Bullets, and Fire-Trunks. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1789), Sausisson, the trough, .which communicates the flame

from the train to the fire-trunks or powder-barrels in a fire-

ship. 1830 Falconer's Diet. Marine, Fire-trunks are wooden
funnels fixed in fire-ships under the shrouds, to convey the

flames to the masts, rigging, and sails. 1855 H. Clarke
Diet.,*Fire-tube. 1382 Wyclif Ex. xxvii. 3 Toonges, and
hokes, and *fyer vessels. 1827 Examiner 723/z The Dart-
mouth sending a boat to one of the fire-vessels. 1763 J.
Adams Diary Feb. Wks. 1850 IL 144 Collectors, wardens,

•fire-wards, and representatives, are regularly chosen. 1832

Webster, Fire-ward, Firavarden. 1663 Mrq. Worcester
Cent. Inv. Index, A 'Fire Water-work 68. 1879 Geikie in

Encycl. Brit. <ed. 9> X. 250/1 Emanations of carburetted

hydrogen, which, when they take fire, are known as "Fire-

wells. 1634 J. Hate Myst. Nat. $ Art 11. 77 How to make
Gironells or *fire wheeles. 1799 G.Smith Laboratory I. 27
The fire wheels that are used on land, turn upon an iron

pin or bolt, drawn or screwed into a post. 1567 Maplet
Gr. Forest 111 Another which is called the *fier Worme, &
semeth as it were to be a kinde of Spider. 1821 Byron

81
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Cain ii. i, I have seen the fire-flies and fire-worms. 1639

J. C[Ruso] Art oj IVarre 93 Fire-balls, granadoes, *fire-

wreathes, and fire-trunks. 1862 H. Marryat Year in
Sweden II. 346 note

x

Fire-arrows shot from the bows, as well
as fire-wreaths cast into the vessels of the enemy.

b. In various plant-names, as fire-bush (see

quot.) ; flre-grrass dial*, parsley piert {Alchctmlla

arvensis), so called because used as a remedy for

erysipelas (J. Smith, Dom. Bot. 1871) ; fire-leaves,

(a) Plantago media ; (b) Scabiosa siucisa ; fire-

pink (see quot.) ; fire-weed, applied to various

plants (see quots.) that spring up on burnt land.
188s Garden 13 May 322/2 The *Fire Bush (Embothrium

coccineum") . . which thrives so well in . . Devonshire, i860
Gard, Chron. 11 Aug. 738

* Fire-leaves. In Gloucestershire
the name is given to the leaves of Plantains; and we have
heard it in Herefordshire used for the Scabiosa succisa
(Devil's bit). 1882 Garden 6 May 307/2 The *Fire Pink
(Siitne 7>irginica).—'lhe flowers of this Catchfly are unsur-
passed as regards brilliancy by those of any other plant.

1792 J. Belknap Hist. Nezit-Hampsh. III. 133 No other
culture being necessary .. but the cutting of the *fire-

woed. 18x9 Loudon Encycl. Plants 706 Senecio hieracu
/alius.. in North America, as S. vulgaris in Europe .. is

known by the name of the Fire-weed. 1857THOREAU Maine
IV. (1894) 350 There were great fields of fire-weed (Epilo-
biutn angustijoliutn) on all sides. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower.
PI. II. 104 In Virginia, the Thorn-Apple is called Fireweed.
1866 Treas. Bot., Fimueed, an American name for Erech-
thites hieracifolia. 189a R. Kipling in Times (weekly ed.)

24 Nov. 13/3 The fire-weed glows in the centre of the drive-
ways.

C. In provincial or local names of birds and
insects, as fire-crest, the golden-crested wren
{Regulus ignicapilitis) ; also fire-crested wren

;

fire-flirt, the redstart \Ruticilla p/ianicurus); flre-

hangr-bird, the Baltimore oriole (see Fire-bird)
;

fire-tail, (a) the redstart
;

(b) a small finch-like

bird of Tasmania ; also, fire-tailed finch ; (c) (see

quot. 1868).
1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 229 *Fire crest. Ibid.

13 Redstart .. *Fire flirt. 1855 Lowell Let. to Stillman
21 May, The linnets, catbirds, *fire hang-birds, and robins.

1802 G. Montagu Ornith. Diet. (18331 4 12 *Fire-tail . . the
Redstart. 1865 Gould Hdbk. Birds Australia I. 406
Zonxginthus beltus, Fire-tailed Finch . . Fire-tail. 1867
Cornh. Mag; XV. 593 'There's a firetail ', said the boy.
1868 Wood Homes without H. xxv. 481 Those splendid
insects which are popularly called Ruby-tailed Flies or Fire-

tails and scientifically are termed Chrysididx.

Fire (foioj),^. 1 Forms: 1 fyTian, 3 furen(;V),

4-7 fyre, (4 fijre, 5 firin), 6-7 fler, 4- fire. [f.

Fire sh. ; OE. had fyrian (once, in sense 1) ; cf.

OHG. fiuren to be on {\re
ffiuren to set on fire

(MUG. viuren, mod.G. feitern).']

fl. trans. To supply with firing. (Only OE.)
f 970 Canons of Edgar, Penitents § 14 Fede bearfan and

scryde and husise and fyri^e, ba3ige and beddije.

2. trans. To set on fire, so as to damage or de-

stroy; sometimes, to consume or destroy by fire.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2217 A full thousand he fangid to

fire pe foure ^atis. t 1440 Promp. Parv. 162/1 Fyrin, or
sette on a fyre, or brfnnyn. r 14,90 Adam Bel 117 in Ritson
Anc. Pop. P. 9 They fyred the house in many a place. 1592
Lyly Midas 1. i, Least desiring things above my reach, I be
fiered with Phaeton. 1699 Bentley Phal. 77 Cylon fired

the Pythagorean College. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. Ivi,

180 He fired his camp. 1848 Kincsley Saint's Trag. hi. ii.

When all your stacks were fired, she lent you gold.

b. To light, kindle, ignite (anything intended

for the purpose ; now only a beacon, or something
explosive).

1393 Gower Conf. I. 81 Sinon . .Withinne Troie. .a tokne
hath fired. C1489CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xvii. 399 He
toke a torche and fyred it. 1571 Digoes Pantom. Pref.

Aiij b, He hath . . sundrie times by the Sunne beames fired

Powder. 1665 Sir 'P. Roe's Voy. E. Ind. 428 They fire an
innumerable company of lamps. ijg$PIiil. Trans. LXXXV

.

461 Twenty, .white lights, which were fired at Beachy
Head, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. in. 242 Gunpowder could
easily be fired by the heat of the sun's rays converged,

f c. Tofire about : to surround with fires. Ohs.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 709 The Grekys had fyred hym abowte.

That he myght on no syde owte.

fd. Used in the imperative as an imprecation.
1751 Foote Taste 11. Wks. 1799 I. 23 Fire me, my Ix>rd,

there may be more in this than we can guess. 1760 —
Minor 1. ibid. I. 241 Fire him, a snub-nos'd son of a bitch.

3. fig. To set (a person) on fire ; to inspire with
passion or strong feeling or desire ; to inflame, heat,

animate. Also, to kindle or inflame (a passion, etc.).

a 1225 St. Marker. 18 Wi5 be halwunde fur of be hall gast
moncunne froure fure min heorte. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV.

1013 Dido, That al the world her beute hadde y-fyred,
.71420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3835 They kyndlen ire,

and firen lecherie. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. n. iii,

What danke marrish spirit, But would be fyred with im-
patience? 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vm. 90 Verse fires the
frozen Veins. 17*8 Young Odes to King Wks. 1757 I. 176
What hero's praise Can fire my lays, Like His? 1749
Fielding Tom yones xv. iv, Perceiving she had fired the

young Lord's pride. 1775 Johnson 'Pax. no Tyr. 22 The
nations of Europe were fired with boundless expectation,

1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xii, Fired was each eye, and flushed

each brow, a 186* Buckle Misc. Wks, (18721 I. 13 Venice,
that land so calculated to fire the imagination of a poet.

x88i Mallock Romance Nineteenth Cent. II. 62 These
imaginations fired him with a new longing for her.

t b. = Feague v. 2 b.

1737 Bracken Farriery Itnjr. fed. 2) II. 61 You may
chance to get a View of the Horses without the Dealer's

having first put them upon their Mettle, or fired them, as it

is called ; for the last of these they will do, if possible, unless
the Horse happens to set his Tail naturally.

4. intr. To catch fire, to be kindled or ignited

;

t also, to be consumed by fire. Of a coal mine :

(see quot. 1892). To fire up: (of a volcano) to

burst into flame.
a 1618 Raleigh Afiol. 29 For I will fire with the Gallioones

if it come to extreamity. 1681 Lond, Gaz. No. 1628/2 In
this Fight, the Frigat fired twice. 1731 S. Hales Stat. Ess.
I. 270 As in the case where houses are first beginning to fire.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. viii. 39 Gunpowder will

readily fire with a spark. 1869 Phillips V'esuv. iii. 59 On the
20th of April rain came with the Sirocco, and the mountain,
as usual, fired up. 189s Northuvtberld.Gloss. s.v., A pit is

said to have fired when an explosion of gas has taken place.

b. trans/. Of flax : To become covered with
black spots as if burnt.
1814 W. S. Mason Surv. Ireland I. xm. ix. 265 They find

from experience that the latter [American flax-seed] fired

much more than the former [Dutch flax-seed J.

5. fig. To become inflamed, heated, or excited.

Tofire up : to show sudden heat or anger.
1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 38, I rage and rewe,

I fire and fieese. 1604 Marston Malcontent v. ii, Women
are flax, and will fire in a moment. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones v. x, The parson .. fired at this information. 1798
Jane Austen Northang. Abb. (1833) I. vi. 25 If I were to
hear any one speak slightingly of you, I should fire up in a
moment. 1824 W. Irving '/". Trav. I. 261 She fired up at
the arrogance of the squire. 183a Examiner 388/1 His
heart swells, and his imagination fires. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge xli, I should have fired and fumed 1

6. trans/, a. trans. To redden or cause to glow
as if on fire ; to suffuse with a fiery hue.

*593 Shaks. Rich. II, 111. ii. 42 When . . He [the sun] fires

the prowd tops of the Easterne Pines. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple 1st. ii. 10 The flaming bloud, Which tir'd her scarlet

cheek with rosie dies. 1784 Cowper Task v. 2 The sun ..

Ascending, fires th' horizon. 1878 15. Taylor Deukalion 11.

ii. 59 As a strong sunset fires the unwilling East.

b. intr. To glow as if on fire ; to grow as red
as fire.

1865 J. C. Wilcocks Sea Fisherm. (1875I 118 When the
water fires, or, as the fishermen term it, ' brimes'. 1886 A.
Lang Lett, to Dead Authors xvii. 177 Watching, .the dawn
as it fired.

7. a. trans. To affect (the body) with a burning
sensation. ? Obs. b. intr. To become heated or

inflamed. ? U.S.
1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 459 Olives . . are of a horrid .

.

taste, firing the throat and palate. 1889 Century Diet.
s. v., His feet fire easily in walking. (Colloq.)

8. trans. To drive (any one) away from a place

by fire ; with out, out of, from, or equivalent const.

Alsofig. Obs. or rare.

1530 Palsgr. 551/1 Come out, or I shall fyre the out.

1590 Marlowe Ediv. II, 111. ii, March to fire them from
their starting-holes. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 23 He . . shall

bring a Brand from Heauen, And fire vs hence, like Foxes.
1615 Bypield Expos. Col. iii. 5 Lust will not usually out
of the sou! . . till it be fired out with confession. 1677 W.
Hubbard Narrative 128 The rest of the Enemy being first

fired out of their strong hold, were taken, 1718 Swift
Let. Dubl. H'kly. Jml. 21 Sept., The law is like the wooden
houses of our ancestors . . where you . . are very often fired

out of all you have.

+ b. To force (a way) by fire. Obs.
1671 CROWNE Juliana li. Dram. Wks. 1873 I. 53 Ha ! the

gates fastened !. .Fetch me a torch, I'll fire my way to 'urn.

9. trans. To subject to the action of fire ; to pre-

pare by heat ; e.g. to bake (pottery, bricks, etc.)

;

to dry or cure (tea or tobacco) by artificial heat.

166a R. Mathew Unl. Alch. lxxxix. 159 The gentlier thou
dost fire, the better wil thy Work be. 178a Wedgwood in

Phil. Trans. LXXII. 307 The kiln in which our glazed
ware is fired furnishes three measures. 1805 J, Nicol
Poems I. 28 (Jam.) The dough is then rolled thin, and cut

into small scones, which, when fired, are handed round
the company. 1835 Beverley Lighting Act ii. 18 Hoop,
fire, cleanse, wash or scald any cask. 1875 Sat. Rev. XL.
553/1 For green tea the leaf is * fired* within two hours of

picking. 1883 U. S. \otlt Census Report Agric. Tobacco
92 If a damp spell occurs after the barn is filled with to-

bacco it is sometimes fired with wood to save it. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 19 Nov, 2/1 The work is fired, again painted with
enamels, again fired, and so on.

10. Farriery. To burn ; cauterize.

1607 Toi-sell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 299 Then to give him
the fire, which Absyrtus doth not allow, saving the Spleen
lyeth so, as it cannot easily be fired, to do him any good.

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1201/4 A. .Hunting Gelding, .fired for

the Spaven . .on the near leg behind. 1737 BrackenFarriery
Impr. (1756) I. 320, I see no Harm in Firing or Cauterizing

young Colts. 1869 E. Farmer Scrap Bk. (ed. 6) 27 They '11

be most of them ' blistered ' or ' fired ', and turned out 1

11. To supply (a furnace, etc.) with fuel ; to at-

tend to the fire of (an engine).

1760 Goldsm. Ct't. IV. xciii. p 3 [He] might as well send his

manuscript to fire the baker's oven. x86a Smiles Engineers
III. 25 George firing the engine at the wage of a shilling a
day. 1890 Daily News 26 Dec. 5/7 The Edinburgh Works
have as much coal as will fire the retorts for at least eight

or ten days. 1894 Chamb. Jrnl. 30 June 414/1 The boilers

were fired by oil,

b. absol. Also with up : To make up a fire ; to

light up the fire of a furnace ; hence colloq. to light

one's pipe.

1879 Baring-Gould Germany II. 368 In the depth of
winter . . it is quite enough to fire up twice in the twenty-
fourhours. i88z M, Reynolds Engine-Driving LJJe 17 He
allows the fireman to find out how to fire, when to fire, and

where to fire. 1890 Century Mag. 127/2 When we had fired

up he grew more and more in cordial mood. 1893 Catholic
News 21 Oct. 6/5, I had been firing on the line for five years
back.

C. To fire off (a kiln) : to cause it to cease

burning.
1884 C. T. Davis Bricks, etc. 283 When the first kiln has

been fired-off.

12. To apply fire to (a charge of gunpowder) in

order to cause its explosion ; to discharge or let off

(a gun, firework, etc.), explode (a mine, etc.).

Also, tofire off.
To Jire a salute, to fire a certain number of guns as a

salute ; to Jire a broadside, to fire all the guns on one side
of a ship. Also Jig.
1530 Palsgr. 550/1 Fyer this pece . . ajfustez ceste piece.

i6oa Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 281 Let all the Battlements their
Ordinance fire. 1699 W. Hacke Coll. Voy. iv. 37 They load
them with loose Powder . . and they fire them with Stone-
shot. 1705 Berkeley Cave Dunmore Wks. 1871 IV. 506,
I desired one of our company to fire off hik gun. 1799 G.
Smith Laboratory I. 17 These sorts of rockets are fired on
a board or stand. 1840 R. H. Dana BeJ. Mast xxvii. 91 At
sundown, another salute of the same number of guns was
fired. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xv, Edward fired

his gun into the body of the man. 1883 J. Gilmour Among
Mongols xxvi. 315 A grey-headed old man comes out and
fires off crackers. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton Paston Carew
xl, Only when Mary fired a broadside into her character .

.

did Mrs. Richard give tongue in her behalf.

b. causal. To cause to discharge a fire-arm.

1847 In/antry Man. (1854) 42 The instructor will fire each
recruit singly.

13. intr. or absol. To discharge a gun or other

fire-arm ; to shoot. Const, at, upon, info, etc.

Fire / as a word of command, is now apprehended as the
vb. in the imperative; originally it was prob. the sb. (**

Yx.JenX
£1645 T. Tully Siege oj Carlisle (1840) 47 Stradling ..

threatened to fire upon them. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840)
II. iv. 93 He fired, and hit two. 17a! — Col. Jack (1840)
227 We had orders not to fire upon the burghers. 1794
Southey Botany Bay Eel. 11, 1 fired, they fell. 1848 Mac-
aulay Hist. Eng. II. 250 Devonshire .. had been fired at
from Colepepper's windows. 1855 Haliburton Nat. <$

Hum. Nat. I. viii. 231 He has fired into the wrong flock

this time. 1885 L.aw Times 9 May 29/2 The plaintiff, .fired

at him, but did not hit him.

b. trans/ {Bell-ringing.) To ring all the bells

in a peal at once.
1788-1880 [cf. Firing 6 bj.

c. fig. Tofire away : to start off and proceed
(in a speech or action) with energy and rapidity;

to ' go ahead '. colloq.

1775 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary 4 Mar., Mr. Burney
fired away in a voluntary. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xvii,

Now then, Billy, fire away. 1841 E. FitzGerai.d LtiU
(1889) I. 67 Then Edgeworth fires away about the Odes of
Pindar. 1880 Payn Confid. Agents III. 156 You tell it to
me, and I will tell it to him. Fire away.

14. intr. Of a gun, etc. : To go off.

1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 260/4 The Gun fired, killing two men.
1799 Naz'al Chron. I. 440 A quantity of six-inch live shells

fired. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 194 The keepers, .heard
a gun fire.

b. fig. To go offrn. an explosion of passion.

1848 Thackeray Pan, Fair\xiv, Madame de Belladonna
. .fired off in one of her furies.

15. trans. To eject or propel (a missile) from a
gun or other fire-arm. Tofire away: to consume
(ammunition) by firing.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 111. i. 63 Is that Lead slow which is

fir'd from a Gunne? 1864 Macdougall Modern War vii.

176 He paralysed one-half of his army by shutting it in

behind the ravine, where it did not fire a shot. Ibid. xiii.

428 There is a tendency in the soldiers . . to fire away their

ammunition in a reckless and aimless manner. 1885 Times
23 Jan. 9/2 A man who had never commanded a regiment or

fired a shot in anger.

b. trans/. To propel or discharge (a missile) as

from a gun. Also absol. (cf. 13.)

1708 Ockley Saracens (1848) 143 The Persian archers
firing on them all the while. 1849 Pitman's Ghost in Bards
oj the Tyne 409 (Northumb. Gloss.) They fired styens at

him. 1878 A. Hamilton Nerv. Dis. x. 270 A boy having
fired a brick at her. 1885 Times 4 Feb. 4 '4 If you want
something to eat, fire a stone through a window.

c fig. ; also, tofire off.

1850 J. W. Croker in Crokcr Papers (1884) III. xxvii.

214 He had a most effective style of firing off his joke. 1859
Reade Love me Little I. i. 29 Her ardent aunt, .fired many
glowing phrases in at the [carriage] window. z86z Hughes
Tom Brown at OxJ. ii, He . . would not notice the looks of
recognition which Tom kept firing at him. 1873 Argosy
XVI. 443 ' Miss Timmens is not worth her salt', fired Tod.
1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. III. cxi. 600 The great set

speeches being fired off . .with a view to their circulation in

the country,

16. U.S. slang. To turn (any one) out of a place;

to eject or expel forcibly ; to dismiss or discharge

peremptorily ; to reject (a picture sent in for exhi-

bition). Frequently with out.

It has been suggested that this sense is derived from 8,

but this seems unlikely,

1885 Milner (Dakota) Free Press 25 Apr. 5/2 If. .the prac-

tice is persisted in, then they [pupils] should be fired out.

1887 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 11 Feb. 4 Postmaster Breed says

the next time such a thing occurs he will fire the offender

bodily. 1889 Pall Mall G. 29 Apr. 2/1 A Commissioner who
should be discovered to have reported a subordinate unjustly

would be fired from his high post, 189a Nation (N. V.) 15

Dec. 447/2 Artists of genuine ability have found their can-

vases fired.



FIRE.

Fire, v!1 Obs. variant of Veer.
1536 II ix lenden Cron. Scot. iv. xiv, Thay fyrit tliair

takillis, and sank down in y
c middis of J* see.

tFrreable, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Kibe v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being fired or set on fire.

i66z J. Chandler Van HeIntern?s Oriat. 137 If Iron be

not throughout its whole Body fireable, but a Coal altogether

fireable.

Fi*re-arm. Usually//, [f. Fire sb. + Anusb:-]

A weapon from which missiles are propelled by the

combustion of gunpowder or other explosive. (The
sing, is late and rare in use.)

1646 Kvei.vn Diary, Brescia, Here I purchas'd . . my fine

carabine, .this citty being famous for these fire-armes. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. u. (1702) I. 92 Nor had they Am-
munition to supply their few Fire-Arms. 1719 Dr Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. xvn. 331 I left them my fire-arms; viz.

five muskets. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 197
He heard the report of a fire-arm. 1879 Cassell's Techn.
Educ. III. 267 Battles are more and more fought out with
fire-arms.

Hence Pire-armed ///. #., provided with fire-

arms.
1869 Petherick Trav. I. 139 The negroes . . having only

clubs and lances, they were soon overpowered by the fire-

armed Arabs.

Fi're-ball. [f. Fire sb. + Ball sb.'1 ]

1. A ball of fire or flame ; applied esp. to certain

large luminous meteors, and to lightning in a
globular form.

1555 Eden Decades 217 The fyer baule or starre commonly
cauled s.iynt Helen. 1611 Speed Hist, Gt. Brit 616/2 There
was such a Tempest & thunder with great firebals of light-

ning. 1835 Browning Paracelsus 1, Igo to prove', Unless
God send His hail Or blinding fireballs. 1862 Tyndall
Mountaineer, i. 8 Sometimes the lightning seems to burst,

like a fireball. 1883 H. A. Newton in Encycl. Brit. XVI.
108/1 Another class of luminous meteors known as shooting

or falling stars, fire balls [etc.]. 1888 P. G. Tait ibid.

XXIII. 330/1 The most mysterious phenomenon is what
goes by the name of 'globe-lightning' or ' fire-ball \

2. Mil. A ball filled with combustible or explo-

sive materials, used as a projectile, either to damage
the enemy by explosion or to set fire to their works.

'595 Barneield Cassandra xli, Vulcan darted Against
their Tower his burning fier-bals. 1609 Holland Amin.
Marcell. XXIV, iv. 249 Tumbling downe huge stones, with
firebrands, and fireballs [malleolis], 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv.

v. 120 They shot above 2000 Cannon Bullets into the Town,
and 500 Fireballs. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supf>., Fire balls

are bags of canvas filled with gunpowder, sulphur, saltpetre,

pitch, &c. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 505 A fire-ball

struck the raja's elephant.

b. .fig.

1675 1 raherne C/ir. Ethics xxv. 390 Virulent speeches are

a fire-ball tossed to and fro, of them that love death. 1718
Hickes y. Kettle-well 11. xxix. 131 At this Time there were
Fire-Bails of Dissention flung, .all over the Kingdom.

e. Her. (See quot.)

1830 Robson Brit. Her. III. Gloss, s.v. Ball, Fire Ball,
or Ball fired prober, is always represented with the fire

issuing from the top. When otherwise, it should be so ex-

pressed in the blazon ; as, a ballfired in four places.

3. a. A ball of* coal-dust and clay or other

material, used for kindling fires, b. A ball of

fire-brick, put into a fire to save fuel.

Pi're-bird. Also 6 fieres-bird.

1. fa,. A bird which stays by or hovers round

the fire (quot. 1593). b. (See quot. 1865.)

1593 Tell-troih's Neiv Y. Gift 12 This weather-beaten
fieres-bird. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. ix. 252 The story

of the fire- bird, .a bird which pecked at it [a tree] and made
fire come forth.

2. a. U.S. A popular name of the Baltimore

oriole, Icterus galbnla. b. A kind of bee-eater.

1824 W. Irving T. Trav. (1849^436 The fire-bird streamed
by them with his deep-red plumage. 1856 Bryant Poems,
Indian Story viii, The hollow woods. -Ring shrill with the

fire-bird's lay. 1893 Pall Mall G. 12 Nov. 3/1 You may
watch the red fire-bird (a kind of bee-eater) as it sweeps
. .round the bush-grown moat of the fortress.

Fire-bleilde. Min. [translation of Ger.feuer-

blende (Breithaupt in 1832), i.feuer Fire + blende-.

see Blende.] = Pyrostilpnite.
1850 Dana /!//«. 543. 1875 lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) II. 393.

I"i*re-boot, f -bote. Law. Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

Fire sb. + Boot sb. 1 Cf. OE. fyr-btfta one who
' beets ' or mends a fire.] The repair or mending
of a fire ; wood used for this purpose, fuel (granted

by the landlord to the tenant) ; the right of a tenant

to take fire-wood from off the landlord's estate.

1484 Lease 0/ Manor of Scatter (N. W. Line. Gloss.), 12

carect subbosci pro le heybote et octo focal pro fyrbot.

1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. lxv, A blocke at the harthe

.. Shall helpe to saue fier bote. 1559 Will 0/E. Boraston
(Somerset Ho.\ My saide wyf shali . . have certayne under-
woodes appoynted to her by my executours towardes her
fyreboote. 1657 Sir H. Grimstone in Croke's Reports I.

477 Those trees were long since, .fit only for fire-boot. 1726
Ayliffe Parergon 506 If a Man cuts Trees for . . Cartboot,

Ploughboot, and Fireboot. 1824 Hitchins & Drew Corn-
wall II, 214 Gathering for fire-boot and house-boot ..

branches of oak trees, 1888 Athenxnm 12 May 596/3 The
privilege of firebote in the lord's wood, that is gathering
sticks for fuel.

Fire-box. [Box sbfi]

1 1. A box with materials for procuring fire, a

tinder-box. Obs.
1555 Eden Decades 291 Euery man caryeth with hym . . a

243

fyre boxe. 1806-7 J. Beresforij Miseries Hum. Life (1826)

Post. Groans No. 43 Comforts of a fire-box. 1840 Dickens
Old C, Shop xlvii, He carried in his pocket, too, a fire-

box.

t 2. A kind of firework. Obs.

1634 J. Bate Myst. Nat. § Art \\. 75 How to make fire

Boxes . . In these boxes you may put golden rayne, starres,

serpents petrars [etc.].

3. The chamber of a steam-boiler in which the

fuel is burnt.

1830 Stephenson & Locke Locomotive fy Fixed Engines
65 Those [wheels] on which the ' fire-box' rests. 1887 J. A.
Kwing in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 516/1 The boiler .. is fitted

with a cast-iron internal fire-box.

Fire-brand, [f. Kike sb. + Brand sb.]

1. A piece of wood kindled at the fire.

1 1205 Lay. 25608 Sloven [Ilo^en?] of heore hse^ene swulc
fur-burondes. c 1300 A". Alt's. 6848 Theo kyng sygh a lem,
so a fuyrbrond. c 1400 MaunDBV. (Roxb.) xiii. 57 A wikked
man..kestabrynnand fyrebrandat oure Lord. 159: Spenser
Virg. Gnat 343 Tisiphone . . doth shake . . Her flaming fire

brond. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. n. (18621 296 As the Proverb is,

he could have bit a Fire-brand, had it stood in his way.
1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek (186S) 6 Kyes which glowed like

firebrands. 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. 1, Fire-brand in-

Jlanted ppr., fire brands, borne in coat-armour, are generally
represented raguly. 1887 BowSM Virg. AEneid 1. 525 We.

.

Pray thee the firebrand fell from the Trojan vessels to keep.

j b. transf. One who is doomed or deserves to

burn in hell; usuallyfirebrand of hell. Obs.

1340 Hampoi.f. Pr. Consc. ta,"2\ Or he us made for noght
els to dwelle In erth, hot to be fyre brandes in belle. 1551
Crowley Pleas, A> Pain 270 Eternall fyre is redy for eche
hell fyrebrande. 1560 Becon New Catech. Wks. 1844 II.

204, I was by nature, .a very firebrand of hell,

2. fig. One who, or a thing which, kindles strife

or mischief, inflames the passions, etc.

138a Wyclif Isa. vii. 4 Thin herte be not ferd of the two
tailes of these smokende fyr brondis. 1581 Savii.e Tacitus'
Hist. 11. Ixxxvi.(i59i| 104 This man. .became a piincipall fire-

brande of the warre. 1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 16 Dr.
Sanders the Popes firebrand in Ireland. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. iv. (1702) I. 293 And so this firebrand of Privi-

ledge inflamed the City at that time. 1690 Norris Beati-
tudes (1692! 67 Meer Firebrands in Society, that kindle and
lay waste where-ever they come. 1791 Burke Corr. (1844)
III. 278 These fierce republicans, even the very firebrands

of the Jacobins. i860 Motley Netherl. I. iv. 132 Not
peace, but a firebrand . . had the King held forth to his

subjects.

t 3. = Brand-mark. Obs.

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1049/4 A speckled Mare . . marked
with a Fire-brand on the near shoulder. 1704 Ibid. No.
4037^ A . . Cart Gelding . . a Firebrand on the near
Shoulder.

4. A local name for the redstart.

1890 in Glouccst. Gloss.

5. attrib. Firebrand-new (dial.) = Brand-new.
(1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 328 Umbidelve The rootes,

and dryve ynne a firbronde pynne. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <£- Cr.
11. ii. no Our fire-brand Brother Paris burns vs all. 1882
W. Wore. Gloss., Fire-brand-new . .quite new.

Hence Fire-branded ppl. a.
t

{a) = Brand-
marked (obs.) ; (b) furnished with fire-brands.

Fire-brandism (nonce-wd.), the disposition or

behaviour of a (social) fire-brand.

1673 Lond. Gaz. No. 764/4 The Gelding is brown .. the
Letter R firebranded on the farther buttock. 1818 Keats
Endym. in. 7 Who . . will see unpacked Fire-branded foxes

to sear up and singe Our gold and ripe-ear'd hopes. 1887
Sal. Rev. 5 Nov. 643 Firebrandism of this kind is .. an act
either of unpardonable folly or. .wickedness.

+ Pire-cra ncel. Obs. [Cf. Ger. feuerkranz
in same sense ; also krcinzel, dim. of kranz wreath.]

=fire-hoop, -wreath : see Fire sb. \\. 5.

1755 Macrns Insurances II. 444 Cannons, Muskets..
Granadoes, Fire-Crancels, pitched Hoops.

Frre-cross, fi:ery-crtvss. [See Cross 13.]

A signal used anciently in Scotland, and more
recently in the Highlands, to summon the men
to a rendezvous on the sudden outbreak of war.
It was called in Gaelic cros-tdraldh or crann-td?-aidh =

cross or beam of gathering, and consisted of a cross or piece
of wood burnt at one end and dipped in blood at the

other -symbolical of fire and sword—which was handed
from clansman to clansman, each man immediately on re-

ceiving it running with it to his nearest neighbour, so as to

spread the alarm over a district in a short time. (Poetical

references to it are often mere guesses founded on the name.)

1547 in Reg. Privy Seal XXI. 45 (Jam.) The fire Croce
being borne throw the hale Realme. 1548 Patten Exped.
Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 63. 1615 Sir D. Campbell Let.
in Pitcairn Critn. Trials Scot. III. 23 Sir James the traitour

hes latlie directit out ane fyrie croce from the head of Lock-
errane to the Tarbart. 1641 Milton Reform. 11. (1851) 51
To . . proclaime a fire-crosse to a . . perpetuall civill warre.
1810 Scott Lady of L. m. xviii, He vanish'd, and o'er moor
and moss Sped forward with the Fiery Cross. 1826 Lingard
Hist. Eng. (ed. 4) VII. 16 Arran had dispatched the fire-

cross from clan to clan.

Fired (f3i«ud),///. a. [f. Fire v. + -ed ]
.]

1. Set on fire or alight, kindled.
c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 929 The fyred nuttes smolder.

1556 J. Heywood Spider § F. Ivii. 130 Euerie peece. . Hath
a spider gonner; with redy fired mach. 1665 Manley
Grotius' Low-C. Warres 957 The Holland ships also at-

tempted to succour their fired Vessels. 17x9 T)'V rfey Pitts
I. 197 To quench a fir'd House. iBS+Pall Mall G. 30 Dec.
2/1 The gases from the fired gunpowder.

f 2. As transl. of L. ignittis : a. Tried in the

fire.

138a Wyclif Rev. iii. 18, I counseile thee, for to bye of me
gold fyrid.

FIRE-EATER.

+ b. Full of fire, fiery, (lit. and fig.) Obs.
a 1300 A.'. E, Psalter cxviii. [cxix.] 140 Fired \>\ speche es

swithe wele. a 1340 Ha.mpole ibid., Ffyrid gretly pi worde
..bat is, bi worde bat is fyry thorgh be halygast. 1388
Wyclif Num. xxi. 6 The Lord sente firid serpentis in to the
puple.

3. Of flux : (see quots. and Fire vA 4 b).

1789 Trans. Soc. Eucourag. Arts I. 204 Except fired or
mildewed flax, both of which ..being improper for linen

cloth. 1814 Mason Surv. Ireland I. xm. ix. 264 The leaves

. .are, by the wet, laid flat upon the stem, the flax instantly

appears fired (which is a number of black specks appearing
upon the stem).

4. Her. Of a fire-ball : Represented with fire

issuing from the surface. See FiKE-BALii 2 c.

5. Fired off', said of a kiln when the fire has

ceased to burn, but before the heat is exhausted.

1884 C. T. Davis Bricks, etc. 284 If it is desired to admit
hot air to the upper part of any kiln, this may be done by
opening the dampers, .at the top of a fired-eff kiln.

Fi*re-damp. [See Damp sb.] A miner's term

for carburetted hydrogen or marsh-gas, which is

given off by coal and is explosive when mixed in

certain proportions with atmospheric air.

1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 895 The Fire-damp did by little

and little begin, .to appear in crevisses and slits of the Cole.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 3. 2/2 What Miners relate con-

cerning Fire damps. 1774 Pennant 'Tour Scotl. in 1772, 4-}

The. .colliers dare not venture with a candle in spots where
fire-damps are supposed to link. 1879 Cassell's Techn.

Educ. I. 143 Two different gases, known by the miners as

fire-damp and choke-damp.
attrib. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal $ Coal-mining 200 The

ingenious 'fire-damp indicator' of Mr. Ansell. 1874 Knight
Diet. Aleck. I. 863/1 Fire-damp-alanit, one which indicates

the presence of dangerous quantities of gas or fire-damp in

coal workings.

Fire-drake. [OE. fyr-draca, f.fyr, Fire sb. -t-

draca dragon.]

1. A ' fiery dragon' ; a mythical creature belong-

ing to Germanic superstition.

Beowulf 5371 t>a wtes. .frecne fyr-draca, fxh5a Kemyndig.
1393 Gowkk C"(7«/T III. 95 Sometime the fire-drake it semeth.
1522 Skei.ton Why not to Court 97S That he wolde than
make The devyls to quake Lyke a fyerdrake. 1683 Crownk
City Politioues 11. i, Were not your writings like so many
Ftre-drakes? .. no person [would] come near 'em. 1865
Kincsley Herew. xiii. He expected the enchanter to enter

on a fire drake. 1883 Lougm. Mag. Sept. 517 Woodcuts,
representing, .fire-drakes, and other fearful wild-fowl.

t2. a. A fiery meteor, b. A will-o'-the-wisp.

1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640) 10 Flying Dragons, or as

Englishmen call them, fire Drakes, be caused in this manor.
1607 G. Wilkins Miseries Enforced Marr. in Hazl. Dodsley
IX. 572 Who should be lamps to comfort out our way, And
not like firedrakes to lead men astray. 1631 Chapman Cxsar
ff Pompey Wks. 1873 III. 159 So have I seen a firedrake glide

at midnight Before a dying man to point his grave. 1851 Sir
F. Paigkave Norm, ty Eng. I. 127 He deals in signs, por-

tents, fire-drakes, .armies fighting in clouds.

+ 3. A kind of firework. Obs.

1607 Middleton Five Gallants 111. ii. 82 But, like fire-

drakes, Mounted a little, gave a crack, and fell. 1634 J.

Bate Myst. Nat. <y Art 80 How to make fire Drakes.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey).

+ 4. transf. a. An alchemist's assistant, b. A man
with a fiery nose. C. One who is fond of fighting

;

= Fire-eater 2. d. A fire-man. e. =Fireshii> 2.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. 1, That's his fire-drake, His lungs,

his Zephyrus, he that puffes his coalcs. 1613 Shaks. Hen.
VIII, v. iv. 45 Twenty of the Dog-dayes now reigne in's

Nose . . that Fire-drake did I hit three times on the head.

C1626 Dick of Devon. 1. ii. in Bullen O. PI. II. 14 Our shipps
Carrying such firedrakes in them that [etc.]. a 1670 Hackel*
Abp. Williams 11. (1692) 146 It is not strange that such fire-

drakes as he writes of could not forbear to threaten the

nation. 1631 Dekker Match vice 1. Wks. 1873 IV. 140
Another Fire-drake ! More Salamanders ! a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Creiv, Fire-drakes, Men with a Phenix for their

Badge, in Livery, and Pay from the Insurance-Office, to

extinguish Fires. 1710 Brit. Apollo II. Q. No. 3. 7/r

A Fire-drake of Spain [might], .put you in the same Plight.

Fire-ea ter.
1. A juggler who eats or pretends to eat fire.

1672 Evelyn Diary 8 Oct., Richardson the famous Fire-

eater, .before us devour'd brimston on glowing coales, chew-
ing and swallowing them. 176a Goldsm. Cit. W. Ixxxv,

Stage-players, fire-eaters . . and wire-walkers . , ought not
entirely to be despised. 1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids
221 Like the celebrated fire-eater in London.
2. One fond of fighting, a duellist ; one who

seeks occasion to quarrel or fight.

1804 Morning Herald in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1805) VIII.

249 The Sieur W-d-m, fire-eater in ordinary to the troop.

1827 Barrincton Personal Sk. II. 8 About the year 1777,

the * Fire-eaters ' were in great repute. 1840 Tiiackekay
Paris Sk.-I'k. (1869) 25 He killed a celebrated French fire-

eater. 1864 Spectator No. 187.627 Sober-minded men. .not

fire-eaters wishing to fight for pure fighting's sake.

b. (H.S.) Before the Civil War: A violent

Southern partisan.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883) I. 55 The new-

comer proved to be . . as he pleasantly acknowledged, a
Southern Fire-Eater. 1879 Tourgee Fool's Err. vii. 30 An
original Secesh, a regular fire-eater.

3. Trade slang. A quick worker.
1841 Savage Diet. Printing, Fire-eater, Compositors who

are expeditious workmen are styled Fire Eaters. 1889
Basrerr & Leland Diet. Slang, Fire-eater (Tailors), one
who does a great amount of work in a very short time.

So Frre-ea^ting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1819 Metropolis II. 207, I would as soon sit down in com-
pany with my butcher as with these fire-eating fellows.

31-2



FIRE-ENGINE. 244 FIREMAN.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvli, A fire-eating and jealous
warrior. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home 11883') I. 55 My
fire-eating friend has had ample opportunities to banquet on
his favorite diet. 188a W. Haslam Yet not I (1883) 8 He
did not like that fire-eating kind of preaching. 1890 Spectator

4 Jan., The absence of fire-eating among the leading states-

men of Europe.

Fire-engine, [f. Fire sb. + Engine.]
1. A machine for throwing water to extinguish

fires.

c 1680 Sir S. Morland's Pumps Broadside, Brit. Mus. 816
m. 10. 90 For a Fire Engin with one Pair of Handles..
Twenty three pound. 17*5 Desaguuers Exper. Philos.

(1744) II. 505-519 heading, Mr. Newsham's Fire-Engine.

1755 Franklin Let. Wks. 1887 II. 405 A stream [of water]

from a fire-engine will force through the strongest panes of
a window. 1806 O. Gregory Mech. (1807) 1 1. 175 Fire engine
[is] the name now commonly given to a machine by which
water is thrown upon fires to extinguish them. 1836 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Onr Parish i, The services of that particularly

useful machine, a parish fire-engine, are required.

2. A steam-engine. Obs. exc. local.

17a* Barnes in Brand Hist. Newcastle (lySg^ll. 68$ note,

The charge of water was calculated as if to be drawn by
hordes, whereas it may be done much cheaper by help of
a fire engine. 1750 Franklin Wks.' (18871 H- '64 They
waited for a fire-engine from England to drain their pits.

1806 O. Gregory Mech. .18071 II. 553 This [i.e. the steam
engine] has often been called the Fire-engine, because of the
fire used in boiling the liquid. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal
fy Coal-mining 6 Newcomen appears .. to have first tried

his 'fire-engine' on the large scale at a colliery near Wolver-
hampton. x88o IV. Cornio. Gloss., Fire-engine, a steam-
engine.

t 3. A heating apparatus. Obs. rare.

1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. i. iii. (1743) 9 One
fire-engine conveys warm air to every individual Part of the
Machine [Lombe's machine for thrown silk],

Fi*re-eyed, a. Having eyes glowing as with
fire.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. 1. 114 To the fire-ey'd Maid of
smoakie Warre. .will wee offer them. 1601 Downfall Karl
of Huntington iv. i. in Hazl. DodsleyWW. 178 Anon comes
forth the fire-eyed dreadful beast. 1602 Marston A ntouio's

Rev. v, v, Grim fier-eyed rage Possess us wholly. 1823
Mooke Fables 137 Like certain fire-eyed minstrel maids.

1831 Carlyi.e Sart. Res. (185S; 64 Only at rare intervals

did the young soul burst forth into fire-eyed rage.

Fi're-fang, sb. [f. next vb.j The state of

Being fire-fanged or overheated.
1813 \V. Leslie Sura. Nairn 454. 1855 Jrul. R. Agric.

Soc. XVI. II. 328 Suppose the oxygen had been supplied to

the decaying mass, .would there have been any firefang?

Fi're-fang,^. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Ymz sb. +
Fang v. 1

] trans. To lay hold of with fire ; to

singe, scorch ; in quot. absol. Also jocosely of the

burning of heretics. Obs. in gen. sen=e.

1562 Scott N. Y. Gift to Queue x. in Bannaiyne Poems
(1770) 245 And tjuha eit flesch on Fridayis was fyre-fangit.

1618 M. Baret Horsemanship L 37 A hasty fire does not
only firefange. .but also taketh away the true rellish.

Ilence Fi're-fanged ///. a.
f

-j* {a) gen. caught by
the fire, singed, scorched {obs.) ; {/>) spec, of barley,

oatmeal, etc., of manure and straw ; also of cheese :

Having a scorched or singed appearance, smell, or

taste, as if overheated. Fire-fanging vbl. sb.,

the action of the vb.

1513 Douglas AEtteis xn. v. 202 This Chorineus. .Ruschit
on his fa, thus fyrefangit and onsaucht. 1615 Markham
Kng. Housew. 11. vii. (i608i 166 Too. .hasty a fire scorcheth
and burnetii it [i.e. the Malt], which is called among Maltsters
Fire-fang'd. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Malt, With a
moderate Fire, for fear of Fire-fanging. 1790 Grose Proa.
Gloss, (ed. 2), Fire-fanged, fire-bitten. Spoken of oatmeal
&c. that is overdried. North. 1808 Jamieson s. zk, Cheese
is said to hefirefangit, when it is swelled and cracked, and
has received a peculiar taste, in consequence of being ex-

posed to much heat before it has been dried. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Fire-fanged, of oats or barley too hastily dried in

the kiln.

Fire-naught. Orig. Sc. [f. Fire sb. +
FLAUGHT. Cl FlRESLAUGHT.]
1. Lightning; a flash of lightning; a storm of

thunder and lightning.

c 1375 ? Barbour Ti-oy-bk. 1. 468 Ande fyre-flauthtis our
be feldes flee Ine syk fladdanis & flambys briht. c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. vi. v. 33 A gret fyre flawcht .. Dan
hapnyd in Rome. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5556 Than
sail ye sone ofgod discend : As fyreflaucht haistely glansyng.
1645 Rutherford Tryal fy Tri. Faith (1845) 149 Reasons
work not in a moment, as fire flaughts in the air. 1816
Scott OldMort. xxxviii, He passed by me like a fire-flaught.

1876 Miss Yonge Three Brides (ed. 3) I. xi. 167 She passes
like—like a fire-flaught, whatever that is—just bows.

b. The northern lights ; aurora borealis.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Fire-flaught . . the northern lights.

2. transf. a. A sudden burst or rush.
1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. civ. 265 A fire-flaught of

challenges will come in at mid-summer and question me.
1880 Swinburne Study Shaks. 173 Even Goneril has her
one splendid hour, her fireflaught of hellish glory.

b. A fiery glance.
180a Jamieson Water Kelpie viii. in Scott Minstr. Scott.

Bord. (1869* 538 From ilka ee the fire-flauchts flee And flash

alangis the flude. 1826 J. Wilson Nod. Anthr. Wks. 1855
I. 136 Every coorser flingin' fire-naughts frae his een.

Fi*re-fiy. [f- Fire sb.]

1. A lampyrid or elaterid insect which has the

property of emitting phosphorescent light.

1658 Rowland Moufet's 'Pheat. Ins. 1019 Of the Fire-fly.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 432 The larger Fire Fly. 1814

Cary Dante's Inf. xxvi. 31 Fire-flies innumerous spangling

o'er the vale. 1880 Ouida Moths II. 262 Where the fire-

flies flash amongst the lemon blossoms and the myrtle.

2. attrib. and Comb.
1806 Moore Lake Dismal Swamp \\, Her fire-fly lamp

I soon shall see. 1858 Bushnell Serm. New Life 189
A mere fire-fly spark in comparison. 1876 Ouida Winter
City vii. 183 Such as echo through the firefly-lighted corn.

Fi*re-fork. [f. as prec] Obs. exc. dial. A
fork-shaped instrument used for stirring up the

fire, putting on fuel, etc.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 161/2 Fyyr forke, ticionarinm. 1483-4
Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 12, Fireforkes. 1547 Lane. Wilts I. 108

Ij yrnesforthe oven mouthe and a fire-fork. 1617 Drayton
Agiucourt 179 The women eager as their husbands were
With Spits and Fireforkes. 1727 De Foe Hist. App. ix.

(1735) 169 A fourth came out, not with a Sword, but a Fire-
Fork. 1875 in Sussex Gloss. 1887 in Kent Gloss.

fig. 1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice in. Wks. 1874 III. 301
Bell. Who brought this picture? Hot. The common fire-

fork of rebellion.

Fire-hearth, [f. as prec.]

1. The pavement of brick or stone on which
a fire is made ; the hearth in front of a fireplace.

c 1440 Promp. Parz>. 161/2 Fyyr herthe, focarium. 1615
Crooke Body ofMan 45 The Testicles are . . the Feu-place
or Fire-hearth, where the Lares or houshold-Gods of the

body, do solace and disport themselues. 1703 T. N. City
<£ C. Purchaser 43 Bricks are frequently used in Paving of
..Sinks, and Fire-hearths. 1769 K. Price Observ. Revert.
Payments (1792) II. 276 note, There was a tax of two
shillings on every fire-hearth.

2. A kind of cooking range or stove for ships.

1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1127/4 The. .Invention of Iron Fire-

Hearths fur Ships, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 118 Fire-
hearth, the fire-place and conveniences in the galley for

cooking the provisions for the people.

Fire-hook, [f. as prec. J a. A large hook
used in pulling down burning buildings, b. (See

quot. 1874).
1467 in Fug. utta

1585 Hicins Junius' Nome*** later zjq, Hama. .a fire hooke.
1620 Nottingham Rec. 11889) IV. 371 We present the townes
fyer hookes to be decayd for want of steales [handles],

1788 Franklin Autoh. Wks. 1887 I. 205 Fines . . apply'd to

the purchase of fire-engines, ladders, fire-hooks. 1812 H. &
J. Smith Rej. Addr., Tale Drury Lane 89 The engines
thunder'd through the street, Fire-hook, pipe, bucket, all

complete. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 867/2 Fire-hook
(Steam-engineering), a kind of hook for raking and stirring

the furnace fire.

t Fi*re-ho't
f
a. [f. as prec] a. Of material

things: Hot ns fire; red-hot. h. fig. Inflamed

with zeal, passion, or lust. Obs.
a 1000 Flene 937 CGr.) Fyrhat lufu. 1398 TftSVlSA Barth.

de P. R. x. iv. (Tollem. MS.), As it fare|j in fyre hoot yren
and in brennynge cole. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. (1892' 979
Whan it was fyre hote. 1589 K. Harvey /'. Ptrc. 17, I dare
saie. .{with thatfirehot Preacher' that [etc.]. 1595 J. WeeVEH
in Shaks. C. Praise 16 Faire fire-hot Venus. 1605 T. Hutton
Reas. Refusal 37 In the daies of firehot persecution. 1678
K. K[ussell] Geber in. 11. in. v. 224 That the Plates may be
kept fire-hot.

Fi re-house, [f- as prec. Cf. ON. elJhds.']

A house with a fireplace in it, as distinguished from
the out-buildings. Obs. exc. dial. Sometimes,

t the particular room in which the family fire was.
< 1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 184/26 Caminatum,

fyrhus. 1530 Test. Ebor. (Surtees; V. 292 Every fyer howse
w* in the parishing of Acclome. 163a in S. O. Addy Hall
of Waltheof\1893) 182 note, The Hall or Fierhouse of the

now mansion house of the said John Parker. 1635 Pagitt
Christianogr. (1646) 1. 237 Ive (or Ine) .. granted to the

pope, that every Fire-house within his Kingdome should
yearly pay him a peny. 1680 in AT

. ($- Q. 3rd Ser. (1866)

IX. 452/1 All that ancient Messuage or Firehouse wherein
one C. M. now dwelleth. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss., Fire-house,

the dwelling—in contradistinction to the outbuildings.

Fire-iron. [Cf. MHG. viurisem.']

+ 1. An iron (or a steel) for striking a light. Obs.

r 1300 St. Brandan 639 He brow3te a fur-ire and a ston

Forto smyte fur therwith. c 1440 Promp. Pari', 161/2 Fyyre
yryn, to smyte wythe fyre, fugillus. c 1500 Melusine 23
Kaymondin . . hadd kyndled the fyre with hys fyre-yron.

1530 Palsgr. 220/2 Fyre yron to stryke fyre with, ./««/.

2. //. Implements for tending a domestic fire,

usually shovel, tongs and poker.
1812 Specif G. BabPs Patent No. 3526, A new Method of

producing . . fire irons. 1848 C. IIrontf. J. Eyre xxi, The
grate and fire-irons were burnished bright. 1886 J. K.
Jerome Idle Thoughts (1889) 36 Hammering, shouting and
rattling the fire-irons.

f Fire-isle. Obs. rare~K [f. Fire sb. + OE.
ysta,ysela hot ashes.] In//. Ashes, embers.

c 1250 Gen.
fy
Ex. 1 130 Oc quane here apples ripe ben, fier-

isles man mai Sor-inne sen.

Fireless ^ failles), a. [f. Fire ^. + -less.]

Devoid of fire, without a fire.

1 1. Unlit, not flaming. Obs.

1649 Stanley Eurppa etc. 29 With hizzing firelesse Torches.

2. a. Having no fire, without a fire.

1661 IJrome Epist. to Mr. J. B. 6 My fireless chymnies
catch the cold. 1775 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary (1889)

II. 117 This cold season, when there is no writing in a
fireless room. 1789 Wordsw. Evening Walk, When, .fire-

less are the valleys far and wide. 185a Hawthorne Blithe-

dale Rotn. I. v. 81, I went shivering to my fireless chamber.

b. Of a tribe: Having no knowledge of or

means of procuring fire.

1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ix. 228 The mention of
a fireless race. ibid. 229 A fireless people.

3. fig. Without energy, life, or animation.
1598 Sylvester Du Barias 11. i. 1. (1641) 86/1 The Beast

is lust.less, sex-less, fire-less, mute. 1656 Trapp Comttt.

Matt. iii. 11 The Latines call a dull dronish man, a fireless

man.

Fi're-light. a. The light given by a fire or

fires, fb. Lightning {obs.}. C. (quot. 1845)**
Aurora 5.
Becnvulf'3037 He .. Fyr-leoht jeseah. c 1340 Cursor M.

22680 (Trin.) As bondir dob wib fire li^t. 1769 De Foe*s
Tour Gt. Brit. III. 210 It takes its Name from Flam, a
British Word for a Fire-light. 1800 Hf.rschel in /'/*//.

Trans. XC. 480 Their disposition to transmit candle-light

or fire-light. 1845 Hirst Com. Mammoth 21 Flashed, like

the fire-Hghts of the North, When Winter rules the frozen

earth, i860 Tyndai.l Glac. 1. v. 41 The ruddy fire-light

gleaming over the walls.

trireling. Obs.- 1 [see -ling.] A little fire.

15.. Image ipocr. 108 in Skelton Wks. (ed. Dyce^ II. 415
For many a hyerfinge With a wilde fyerlinge. .Shall pryck
owt as a post.

Frrelock. [See Lock sb.]

1. A gun-lock in which sparks were produced

(either by friction or percussion) to ignite the

priming.
The name was at first given to the Wtheel-lock ; in the

17th cent, it became transferred to the Flint-lock.

1547 Inventory in Meyrick Aniient Armour III. 15 One
chamber pecebfacke. .with a fier locke. 1625 G. M[arkhamJ
Soitldiers Accid. 53 Pistolls, Petronells, or Dragons .. all

these are with fire-lockes, and those fire-lockes (for the most
part) Snap-hances. 1639 R. Ward Animadv. Warre 1. 293
The Firelocke is surest to give fire, and not so apt to be out

'

of kilter ; besides they will indure Spand 24 houres together

without hurting them. 1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv.

No. 44 A perfect Pistol .. with Prime, Powder and Fire-

lock. 1677 Ld. Orrery Art of War 31 In the Fire-lock

the motion is so sudden, that what makes the Cock fall

on the Hammer, strikes the Fire, and opens the Pan at

once.

2. A musket furnished with such a lock.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 47 Whereby they [the

stones] should faile to strike iust vpon the wheeles being

fire-lockes, or vpon the hammers or steeles, if they be Snap-

hances. 1625 G. M[arkham] Soultiiers Accid. 41 They
[cuirassiers] shall haue a case of long Pistolls, fierlockes (if

it may be) but Snaphaunces, where they are wanting.

1630 A'. Johnsons Kingd. § Commw. 382 Part, .carried

Fire-lockes of two foot, and the residue Pikes. 166* J. Davies
tr. Mandelslo Trav. E. hut 51 They have no fire Armes
with wheeles, nor yet Fire-locks. 1703 Lcttrell BriefR el.

(1857) V. 305 An agent . . is arrived here, to buy 30,000 fire-

locks. 1811 Gen. Doyle in Napier Renins. War iRtldg.)

II. App. 427 Six months have passed without a fire-lock

being made! 1869 £. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene 'ed. 3)

324 The English army have extemporised tents.. by sus-

pending blankets over their firelocks.

3. A soldier armed with such a weapon.
1645 R. Symonds Diary Civ. Jrar(Camden> 181/2 Colonel

John Russell, with . . the Prince's flferelockes, assaulted.

1704 Collect. Voy. (Church.) 111. 728 2 Where they posted

12 Firelocks. 1801 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. I. 285 The
other corps .. will amount to about 2000 firelocks. 1844

H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 342 The detachment., scarcely

mustered nine hundred and fifty firelocks.

4. attrib., asfirelock musket, firelock piece.

a 1577 Gascoigne Compl. Gr. Knt. Weedes (1587) 183 My
chaunce was late to haue a peereles firelock peece. 1631

Schedule of Prices in Meyrick Ant. Arm. III. 101 For
a pair of firelock pistols, a 167* Wood Life (1848) 24 Capt.

IJunce returned safe. .with, .six fire-lock musquets.

•f Firely, «• and adv. Obs. [f. Fire sb. + -LT.]

A. adj. Ardent, furious.

B. adv. Ardently, with fierce eagerness.

1340 Ayenb. 55 pe bridde bo} of bise zenne is to uerliche

yerne to be mete. 1435 ^ ISYN l'*rg if Love 11. iv. 75 pe
qwhilk fyrely & opynly is bymyd with fyre of lufe.

Hence fPi'relihead, ardour, eagerness.

1340 Ayenb. 55 pe more bet is be ilke uerlichhede [ardeur]

be more is be zenne.

Fireman (f3i°uman).

1 1. One who uses fire-arms ; a gunner. Obs.

1626 Ratvleigh's Ghost 4 The best experienced souldiers

or firemen, a 1648 Lr>. Herbert Life 11770) 31 Notwith-

standing all that our Firemen speak against it [archery].

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier(1B40) 181 The cannoneers and
firemen were killed. 17*7 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. hid.

I. xxii. 263 The fire Men place themselves at convenient

Distances along the skirts of an Hill.

2. One who attends to a furnace or the fire of

a steam-engine.

1657 R. Ligom Barbadoes (1673) 53 One or two of these

were Firemen that made the fires in the furnaces. 1784
Wedgwood in Phil. Trans. LXX1V. 367 The fire about the

oven was . . kept as even and steady as possible, by an ex-

perienced fireman, under my own inspection. 1885 Mauch.
Exam. 19 Feb. 4/7 The fireman jumped on", .but the driver

. .and a brakesman, .were killed.

f 3. fig. A ' fellow of fire '
; see Fire sb. 13 b.

1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 61 F i, I had last Night the

Fate to drink a Bottle with Two of these Fire-men.

4. One who is employed to extinguish fires.

1714 Gay Trivia 111. 362 The Fire-man sweats beneath his

crooked Arms. 1766 Entick London IV. 262 This office

keeps in its service 30 fire-men. 1855 O. W. Holmes
Poems 140, I asked the firemen why they made Such noise

about the town.

5. Mining. One whose duty it is to examine the

workings of a mine to see that no fire-damp is

present, to attend to the blasting, etc.

1866 J. Hogg tn Intellect. Obscn'er IX. 2 As there was no
great quantity [of inflammable air] detected, the ' fireman

'

thought it sufficient precaution to put up a ' danger-signal '.

1885 Law Times LXXIX. 119/2 The fireman should not

allow any shot to be fired without seeing the charge put in,

and without first carefully examining the place.



FIRE-MASTER.

0. Comb., asfireman-waterman.
1836 Dickens Sk. Bos, Tales vii, 'Did you want to be

put on board a steamer, sir?' inquired an old fireman-

waterman.

Hence Firemanship {nonee-wd.), the craft or

function of a fireman.

1874 Daily Nctvs 17 Mar. 5 The amateur firemanship of

a nobleman. 1881 M. Reynolds Engine-driving Life 66

Now is the time for the display of good enginemanship,

—

ah ! and good firemanship.

Fire-master.
+ 1. An officer of artillery who superintended

the manufacture of explosives or fireworks. Obs.

1622 F. Markham Dec. Warre m. ii. 87 The Fier-master
being he that hath the art how to make and compound all

manner of Fire-workes. 1688 Capt. J. S. Fortif. 132 By
this, a Fire- Master may lay his Granado .. at any place.

169s Capt. Smith's Seaman s Grant, n.xiv. no Discovered
by Mr. Valentine Pyne, late Fire-Master of England. 1708
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. ill. (1743I 108 Mr. Watson,
Firemaster to the Grenadiers. 1824 Byron To Hancock
7 Feb., A firemaster (who is to burn a whole fleet).

b. (See quot.)

1876 Voyle Mil. Diet. s. v., The designation of fire-master

is still known in the ordnance branch of the service ; he is

an officer of the royal artillery, and is entrusted with the
inspection of ordnance stores at foreign stations.

2. A local title given to the chief officer of a fire-

brigade.
1865 Ann. Re%. 5 The fire-master [in Edinburgh] and

others had reason to be grateful for their deliverance.

•\ Pi'ren, a. Obs. Forms : 1 fyren, 2-3 furen,

(3 fern\ 3-5 firen, fyren (-in, -un). [OR*fyren,
OHG. fiurin (MHG. viuren) :-OTeut. *fuirino-,

f. *fuir, OK.fyr, Fire sb.] Consisting of or con-

taining fire ; flaming with fire.

971 Blickl. Horn, 43 J?onne bi"5 he ^eteald to baere fyrenan
ea. 1c 1000 Martyrologium 4 (1894) Ond Romanen gesawon
fyren cleowen gefeallan of heofonum. C1175 Lamb, /font.

8g Wes ise^en btforan heore elche swile hit were f.irene

tungen. 11205 Lay. 1S863 Of his e}ene scullen fleon furene
gleden. ^1300 Cursor M. 22680 (Cott.) All be stanes..
aboue be ertn and beneben. .sal smitt togedir wit sli maght,
als thoner dos wit firen slaght. 1382 Wvclif 2 Kings ii. 1

1

Loo ! the fijren chaare and the fijren hors deuyden euer
either, c 1400 Apoll. Loll. 98 Taking \e scheld of be fei}*,

in be wilk we may sleckun all the firun dartis of the enemy.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E.E.T.S.) 157 J>at prynce of deuelys
. .jaf hym drynken of a fyren cuppe brynnyng drynk wyth
brymston.

Fi're-new, a. arch. [Cf. Gex.feuerneu ; also

Brand-new.] f Fresh from the fire or furnace

(obs.) ; hence, perfectly new, brand-new.
1594 Shaks. Rich. III. 1. iii. 256 Your fire-new stampe of

Honor is scarce currant. 1599 H. Buttes Dyet's drie
Dinner N v b, Curdes .. fire-newe : for these be most
digestible. 16x5 Sylvester Hymn Alms 195 Fire-new
Fashion in a Sleeve. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 113
F2 Another suit fire-new, with silver buttons to it. 1800
Coleridge Piecolom. iv. vii, Duke Friedland is as others
A fire-new noble. 1842 Browning Solil. Sp. Cloister iii,

A fire-new spoon.

Fire-Office. An office for issuing policies for

insurance against fire ; a fire-insurance company.
1684 H. S. 'title) An answer to a letter, .giving an account

of the two insurance -offices. The Fire-Oflice and Friendly
Society. 1716 Lend. Gaz. No. 5488/8 Hand-in-Hand
Fire -Office. 17*7 Swift What passed in Lond., All the
fire-offices were required to have a particular eye upon the
bank of England. 1842 Syd. Smith Lett. Wks. 1859 II.

324/r Leave me to escape in the best way I can, as the
fire-offices very kindly permit me to do. 1861 Dickens Gt.

Expect, xxxi, Insured in some extraordinary Fire Office.

Fi're-pan. \OE./yrpannet f.fyr, Fike +panne,
Pan.]
1. A pan or receptacle for holding or carrying fire,

e.g. a brazier, a chafing dish, a portable grate.

c 1000 ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 124 Arula, net
batilia fyrpanne. 1382 Wyclif Ex. xxxviii. 3 Fleshbokes,
hokes, and fier pannes. 1432 E. E. Wills (1882) 91 A
vergyous barell, and a fyerpanne. 1567 fnv. Sir G. Conyers
in Wills Sf Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 267 A poer, a fier pann and
a pair of tonngs xx '. a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot.

vi. xiii. (1655) 306 That .. the watch-tower called Repent-
ance, be repaired, a great bell and firepan put into it. a 1661

Holydav "Juvenal 58/1 The Romans . . had fire-pans, or
chafing dishes, placed in their baskets. 1767-9 S. Patf.rson
Another Traveller! II. 141 He next takes the pipe in one
hand and the fire-pan in the other. 1833 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal II. 158 The portable brazier, or fire-pan, which
might be used in any apartment requiring to be warmed.

t 2. A pan for heating anything over a fire. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 285 Hold it in a fire-

pan over the fire untill it be baked so bard as it may be
made in powder. 1638 Rawley tr. Bacotfs Life fy Death
(1650)44 To poure them upon a Fire-pan somewhat heated.

1 3. The pan which held the priming of a flint-

lock gun. Obs.

1613 T. Jackson Comm. Apost. Creede I. 192 This was
but as a little flash in the fire-panne.

+ 4. A kind of firework. Obs.

c 1793 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. {1799^ ' 9 1 They ran about .

.

letting off fire-pans of all sizes; firing crackers [etc.].

5. Alining. ' A kind of fire-lamp ' (Gresley Gloss.

Coal Mining 1883).

+ Pi-re-pike. Obs.

1. An instrument for stirring or making up a fire.

1413 Lydg. Pilg. Scnvle m. vii. (1483I 55 With fyre pykes
they cast them in the forneis. 1532 Inv. in Noake Wor-
cester Monast. (1866) 157 Two awndyerns, a fyer pycke.
1563-87 Foxe A. # M. (1596) 65/1 When this triumphant
martyr had beene pressed downe with firepikes.
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2. A fire-bearing pike or lance used in sea-fights.

Also used as a signal of distress.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. (Spenser Soc.) 528 The
Frigots. .threw fire pots in at the Ports and stucke fire pikes
in her sides. 1635 Ld. Lindsey in Sir W. Monson Naval
Tracts III. (1704) 335/1 If your Ship should happen to run
aground . . in the night, You shall burn a Fire-Pike. 1644
Prynne & Walker Fiennes'1 Trial App. 10 They made their
often attempts with Scaling Ladders, Fire-pickes, Granadoes.

Fi're-place. A place for a fire, esp. the par-
tially enclosed space at the base of the chimney
appropriated to the fire ; a hearth.
1702 T. Savery Miner's Friend 34 An Engine of a three

Inch-bore, .requires a Fire-place of not above twenty Inches
deep. 1710 Swift Lett. 11767) III. 39, I have no fire-place in
my bed-chamber. 1825 J. Neal Bra. Jonathan II. 28 They
sat round the great fire-place. 1844 Mem. Babylonian P'cess
II. txj A temporary fire-place constructed with loose stone.

Pi're-pot. + a - An earthen pot containing
combustibles or explosives used as a missile. Obs.

exc. Hist, b. The receptacle for the fire in a fur-

nace or heating-stove, c. A crucible (Knight
Meek. Diet. 1874).
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xii. 57 You must be

carefull to cleare the decks with, .fire-pots. 1669 STURMV
Mariner's Mag. v. 86 Fire-Pots . . may be made of Potters-
Clay, with Ears baked, and to it hang lighted Matches.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Fire-pots.

t>. 1871 Nichols Fireside Science 229 Around the ash-
chamber and fire-pot [of furnace]. 1874 Knight Mcch.
Diet., Base-burning Stove, one having a magazine to hold
a supply of fuel, which falls out at the bottom as that in the
fire-pot becomes consumed.

Frre-pote. dial, [f. Fire sb, + Pote v. dial.

to push J A poker, an iron bar for stirring the fire.

1651 Dtpos. Cast. York. (Surtees"1 51 Mending the fire with
the fire-poite. 1855 Robinson Whi'.by Gloss.. Fire-foat,
the poker. 1865 Wai.gh Goblin's Grave 15 Iv aw'd had
a red-whot fire-pote or two.

Fire-proof, a. [f. Fire sb. + Proof a.] Proof
against fire ; incombustible.
a 1638 MeoE Paraphr. 2 Pet. iii. App. Wks. (1672) ill. 618

That such as had departed out of this life not fully purged
..should not be found fire-proof at that day. 1642 Fuller
Holy <y Pro/. St. 11. iv. 159 The one of brick fire-proof.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 184 To render Wood
Fire-proof, .or. -incombustible. 18.. Mooke Case of Libel
x, A grim old dandy, seen about With a fire-proof wig.

fig, 1830CAR1.YI.E Misc. (1857) II. 152 Perennial, fire-prouf

Joys, named Employments.
Hence Fire-proof v. trans., to render proof

against fire. Fire-proofing- vbl. sb., a. the

action or process of rendering fire-proof or incom-
bustible ; b. material for use in making anything
fire-proof; c. attrib.

1867 A. Parry Sir C. Barry vi. 167 The ' fire-proofing

'

ordered by Government. 1883 Pall Mall. G. 13 Dec. 3/2
He carefully examined my fire-proofing work on the dome
[of St. Paul's Cathedral]. 1884 Health Exhib. Catat. 831
Models showing application of 'Silicate Cotton' for fire-

proofing. 1887 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 5/1 With the aid of
electric light and all the fire-proofing appliances of to-day.

Firer (fw**rai). [f. as prec. + -er '.] One who
or something which fires, in senses of the vb.

1. One who sets anything on fire ; also, one who
superintends the ' firing' of glass.

1882 Pall Mall G. 29 June 2/1 On the hills the ' firer*

'

are at work, burning off the scrub. 1890 Ibid. 9 Feb 6/1

One is the chemist, another the decorator, a third the ' firer '.

Jig. 1823 ROSCOE Sismondfs Lit. Eur. (1846) I. xiv. 401
Silvia, the forest's honor, the soul's firer.

b. An incendiary. Obs. exc. const, of.

1602 Carf.w Cornwall II. 156/2 Others, .burned .. Mouse-
hole, the rest marched as a gard for defence of these firers.

1716 Glossogr. Angl. Neva, Boutefeu, a wilful Firer of
Houses. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk II. 136 A bully,

and a firer of ricks.

2. One who discharges a fire-arm. Also applied

to the fire-arm itself, usu. in comb., as single-firer, a
gun that can be fired only once without reloading.
1868 Daily News 6 Oct., One can never be sure that the

firer has exercised sufficient caution in regard to the ex-
clusion of bullets. 1885 Manch. Exam. 19 Oct. 5/5 The
rifles can then be discharged, .at the option of the firer.

1887 Sci. Amer. (N. Y.) 21 May 320/2 Theoretically it

[magazine gun] has a great advantage over the single firer.

b. A contrivance for firing a gun. Only in

comb., as quick-firer.

1887 Daily News 10 Mar. 2 '5 The rifle and its quick-firer
should be ordinarily used in this way.

Fi re-raising, vbl. sb. Orig. a technical term
in Sc. law. [f. Fire sb. + Raising vbl. sb , f. Raise.]
The action or crime of kiudling an incendiary fire

;

arson, incendiarism.
1685 in Lond. Gaz. No. 2032/3 We hereby fully Pardon

and Indemnifie them for ever, of all Slaughter, Blood,
Mutilation, Fire-raising, burning of Ships. 1754 Erskine
Princ. Sc. Law (1809* 31 Rape, murder, and wilful fire-

raising. 1820 Scott Monast. ix, Doest thou menace the
holy Church's patrimony with waste and fire-raising? 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 113 Outrages, robberies,
fireraisings, assassinations.

So Fire-raiser, an incendiary.
1891 Daily News 1 Dec. 5 '3 The exemplary sentences

passed . .at the Centra! Criminal Court on two fire-raisers.

+ Fire-red, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + Red a. Cf.

MHG. viurrot.] Red like fire.

1382 Wyclif Lev. xiv. 49 He sbal take . . fier reed silk.

f 1386 Chaucer Prot. 624 A Sompnour. .That hadde a fire-

red cherubinnes face. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 154 People

PIRE-SLAUGHT.
borne with eies like owles, whereof the sight is fire red.
i6a6 Sandys tr. Ovid's Met. xiv. 779 Iron, boyld In fire-red
furnaces.

Fire-screen.
1. A movable screen, whether hanging, standing,

or for use with the hand, to intercept the heat of
the fire.

1758 Johnson Idler "Ho. 13 ^8 We have twice as many
fire-screens as chimneys. 1824 S'^ott St. Ronan"s xxil,
A couple of her ladyship's drawings, made up into fire-

screens. 1833 N. Armott Physics II. 44 In our drawing-
rooms it is common to have plate-glass fire-screens, which,
while they allow the light to pass, defend the face from the
heat.

2. A wire frame placed in front of a fire to keep
back sparks, falling cinders, etc. ; a fire-guard.

1874 Knight Diet. Mcdt. I. 871/1 Tire-screen.

3. Nattt. (see quot.)
1815 Falconer's Marine Diet. (ed. Eurney) 436 S. v. Screen,

Fire-screens are pieces of fearnought . . hooked round the
magazine passages, and al^o round the hatchways, where it

is necessary to pass the powder. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's
II 'erd-bk.

Fi*re-sliip.
1. A vessel freighted with combustibles and ex-

plosives, and sent adrift among ships, etc. to destroy
them.
1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 170 Captayne of

the fire shippes of Chincheo. 1628 Meade in tills Orig.
Lett. Ser. 1. III. 270, I cannot hear of above some two or
three of our fireships lost. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 21 r 16
Sir Edward Whitaker, with rive Men of War, four Trans-
ports, and two Fireships, was arrived at that Port, a 1859
Macau lav ///.*/. Em;. V. 20 Montague bitterly described
him as a fireship, dangerous at Lest, but on the whole most
dangerous as a consort.

2. slang. One suffering from venereal disease;

a prostitute.

1672 Wvcherley Love in Wood 11, Are you not a Fire-
ship, a Punk, Madam? 1673 K. Head Canting Acad. iS
Thy Sweep-stakes still shall bare the Bell, No Fire-ship yet
aboard ii fell. 1738 Swift Polite Cotiv. ii. Wks. 1883 IX. 447
No; damn your fire-ships, 1 have a wife of my own. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand. 1. xxiii, 'A fire-ship! .. more like

a poor galley in distress that has been boarded by such
a fire-ship as you.'

Frre-shovel. [OE. fiyr-seofi, f. fyr, Fire +
seofi, Shovel.] A shovel for placing coals on a
{\\q or for removing coal or ashes.

C 1000 /Ki.niic Gloss, in Wr.-V/iilcker 358 Ba.'Ula, fyrscofl.

1543 in Rogers Agric. fy Prices III. 572/1 Fireshovel 1/8.

1567 Inv. I.. Hutton in Wills fy InvS Surtees) 250 A paire of
tonges, a porr & a fyer shule. 1612 Sc. Bk. Customs in

Italyburton's Ledger (1867) 304 Fire shooles the dozen.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (1883) 227, I took a Fire Shovel and
Tongs. 1838 Dickens O. Twist ix, The Jew, tapping the
fire-shovel on the hearth.

Fireside (fotasai'd, attrib. faia-jsaid). [f. Fire
sb. + Side.]

1. The side of a fire-place ; originally, the place

occupied by the two scats right and left of the fire

under the chimney; hence, the space about the

fire ; the hearth.
JS63 O. Foxe in Child Marr. 58 This contract was made

toward eveninge nere the fireside, a 1639 T. Carew Poems,
String 20 Love no more is made By the fire side. 1705
Hickebingill Pricsi-o: 11. i. 12 The news . . coming to the
Pope, as he was saying bis Beads by the Fire-side. 1798
Maltiius Popnl. (1817) III. 74 The warm bouse, and the
comfortable fireside, would lose half of their interest. 1859
W. Collins Q. of Hearts (1875) 3 My brothers had made
my place ready for me by their fireside.

2. trans/.

a. As a syrnlxd of home and home-life.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 149 They would fight man-

fully for their shops and firesides. 1894 Daily News 6 June
6/4 The English are regarded as the nation most appre-
ciatory of the home, the fireside.

f D. collect. Those who sit round one's fire or
hearth ; one's household. Obs.

1720 Lett, from Lond. Jrnl. 13 He has a numerous
Fireside of squabbling Prats. 1722 Port: Lett. (1735 1 I. 276
Enjoy your own Fire-side, .that is, all those of your Family
who make it pleasing to sit and spend whole Wintry Months
together. 1785 Mad. D'ArBLAY Lett. 3 Jan., A very happy
new year to you and your fireside.

3. attrib. (quasi- ff^'.)

1740 Mrs. Delany Life fyCorr. fi86it II. 137, I own such
a downright fire-side epistle from her disappointed me. 1807
Crabbe Par. Peg. III. 621 The fire-side chair, still set, hut
vacant still. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rndge i, The fire-side

group. 1871 Lowell My Study W., A. Lincoln, The
simple confidence, the fireside plainness, with which Mr.
Lincoln always addresses himself to the reason of the
American people.

Hence {nonce-wa's.) FiresPder, one who sits by
the fireside. Firesi'deship, the personality of one
who sits by the fireside.

1817 Hazi.itt Pound Table in Q. Rev. XVII. 157 Fire-

sider [cited by the reviewer as coined by Hazlitt.] a 1859

L. Hunt Fancy Concert, What concert 'twould please his

Firesideship to have.

t Fi're-slaught. Sc. Obs. [f. Fire sb. + ME.
slaht, OE. slcaht stroke, blow : see Slaught.] A
flash of fire or lightning; lightning.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1769 (Cott.) Fire slaght fell wit thoner

and rain, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Laurentius 16 Alsa it

has vertu . . Fore to resyst agane fyre-slacht. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 60 The fyir slaucht vii consume the vyne. 1871

Tennant Papistry storm'd 24 As thunder on the fire-

slacht's back.



FIRE-STONE.

Fire-stone. [OE.fyrstdn (=Gei. feuerstein),

i.fyr, Fire + stdn, Stone.]
j-1. A stone capable of being used in striking

fire : a. A popular name for iron pyrites, b. A
flint, esp. the flint of a fire-lock. Obs,
c 1000 Cleric Gloss, in Wr.-Wdicker 148 Firites, nel

focaris tapis, fyrstan. .1440 Fromp. Farv. 161/2 Fyyr-
stone, for to smyte wythe fyre,focaris. 1579 Lily Euphues
(Arb.) i2i Ye fire-stone in Liguria, though it be quenched
with milke, yet againe it is kindled with water. 1671

J. Webster Metallogr. 114 Marchasites or Fire Stones.

17*8 J. Woodward Catal. Fossils (1729) i- 176 In Yorkshire,

where these [Pyritae] are called Fire-Stones. 1865 Tylor
Early Hist. Man. ix. 246 Iron pyrites .. shared with flint,

the name of Fire-stone.

b. 1530 Palsgr. 220/2 Fyre stone, Pierre a fev. 1586
WiTHALS Diet. H vij/a A fire-stone to strike fire with, silex.

1700 Astry tr. Saavedra-Faxardo I. 283 The Prince's

Heart should resemble the Fire-stone or Flint. 1833

J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. v. 87 Afterwards a firestone

was screwed into the cock . . This ' firestone ' was not at

first of a vitreous nature . . but a compact pyrites or mar-
casite.

2. a. A stone that resists the action of fire ; one
used for lining furnaces, ovens, etc. b. A local

name for certain calcareous sandstones found in the

carboniferous and cretaceous strata, c. A local

name for granite, tufa, etc.

a. f 1475 Pic/, Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 805 Hie abbestus
a fyirstone. 1651 R. Child in Hartlib*s Legacy (1655) 75
Sandy stones commonly called fire-stones, because they will

endure strong fires. 1674 I. Sturdie in Phil. Trans. XVII.
696 A Wall of the best Fire-stone to keep off the force of the
Fire from the Walls of the Furnace. 1702 Savery Miner's
Friend 26 The Furnace being made of . . Fire-stone. 186a
G. P. Scrope Volcanos 384 Employed, under the name of
Bakofenstein, as a fire-stone for the lining of ovens.
b. 1707 Mortimer Hush. vi. 95 Any soft Stone as Fire-

stone, Limestone, etc., if broke small, and laid on cold
Lands, must be ofadvantage. 1833 Lyf.i.l Frinc. Geol. III.

286 An inferior deposit called, provincially, ' Firestone,' and
by English geologists the ' Upper green-sand.' 1839 Ml r-

ciiison Silur. Syst. 1. xxxiv. 452 A subordinate band of
reddish sandstone, the firestone of the country people.
189a Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., Firestone, a local name
in Surrey for the soft calcareous sandstone, .sold, .under the
name of hearthstone.

C. 1776 G. Skmplk Building- in Water 56 The Carriage-
way., was to be paved with Fire-stone, i860 Ecclesiotogist
XXI. 143 The walling generally is built of a volcanic stone
called [in the West Indies] firestone.

3. A hearth-stone.
1613 Rovenzon Treat. Metal. D lij, The furnace may

bee pulled downe, & a new fire-stone or hearth put in.

1842 S. C. Hall Ireland II. 6 The stones .. have been
removed by the peasantry to make ' Fire-stones.*

Fi're-tongs. pi. [OE. fyrtang, f. fyr, Fire +
tang, Tokg.J Tongs used for handling ignited

combustibles.
rtiioo Gere/a in Anglia (\%Zh) IX. 263 Fyrtange, wsel-

pundern: and tela towtola. 1463 Rolls Fari. V. 507/1
Eny of theese Wares . . That is to sey, eny . . Fyretonges.
1671 J. Webster Metallogr, xvii. 250 Of which [Brass] is

made fire-tongs. 1853 J- '*• Dale tr. Baldeschis Ceremo-
nial 199 Two thuribles, with the boats and fire-tongs.

Fire-water.
1. ' A name given to alkahest ' (Chambers Cycl.

Supp. 1753).

2. Any strong liquor or ardent spirits.

Originally used by for attributed to) the North American
Indians : chiefly current with reference to the pernicious
effects of alcoholic liquors on barbarous races, or in
vituperative or jocular use.

i8a6 J. F. Cooper Mohicans xt. His [Magua's] Canada
fathers, .taught him to drink the fire-water, and he became
a rascal. 1849 Whittier Marg. Smith's Jml. Prose Wks.
1889 I. 32 Never taste of the strong fire-water, but drink
only of the springs. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. x,

His father .. had a horror .. of the fire-water which is

generally sold to the undergraduate.

FiTe-WOOd, fi'rewood. Wood for burning
;

fuel. Also atlrib.

1496 Nottingham Fee. III. 290 For hrekyng of fire wodde
in the owte wodes. 1553 Kden Treat, New* Ind. (Arb.) 19
This tree serueth them for firewood. 1602 Fulbecke 2nd
Ft. Farall. 52 And the termor hath house-wood . . and
fire-woode belonging to his tearme of common right. 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840! I. ix. 143 I.. placed my fire-wood all

round it. 1815 Elphinstonk Acc. Caubul (1842) II. 175
During the day, they issue forth in swarms to search for
forage and fire-wood. 1889 Evening News 3 Dec. 4/5
Firewood Cutters,

Fi*re-workf frrework.
f 1. Work done by, in, or with fire.

1601 Holland Fliny II. 467 But for that the . . smoke .

.

may stifle and choke them . . they are forced to giue ouer
such fire-work. 1607 Breton Murmurer Diiij, His heart
the Anuile wheron the deuill frames his fireworke. 1609
Rowlands Creiv Kind Gossips 15 He vndertake. The credit
of this fire-worke [tobacco-smokingl quite to shake. 1686
Plot Staffordsh. ix. § 10. 336 To the fire-works succeed the
Arts relating to water.

t2. An apparatus for working with fire, a
furnace ; also, a place where the material for fire

is obtained. Obs,

1607 Dekker Kilt's, Conjur. (1842)21 The map ofa country
that lyes lower . . than the cole-pits of Newe castle, is farre

more darke. .then the colliers of those fire-workes are. 1613
Rovenzon Treat. Metal. Civ, The furnaces or fire-workes

may be made rounde. 1674 Petty Disc. Dupl. Froportion
36, 1 know that in Fire-works great Fires are more profitable

than small ; as in Brewers Coppers.
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3. t A combustible or explosive composition for

use in war (obs.) ; a projectile or other machine
charged with such composition.
1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldionrs tule-p., And more-

over how to make Salipetre, Gunpowder, and divers
sorts of Fireworks or Wild Ftre. 1636 Featly Clavis
Myst. xiv. 189 Granadoes and other fire-works . . do
more harm to them that cast them than to the enemie.
1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1119/3 The Enemy set fire to a
Firework they had prepared in the Court of Guard of
the said Bastion. <: 1710 in Torrington Mem. (1889) 140
Some boats mann'd, arm'd, and with fireworks.. to burn
a French privateer. 1777 Burke Corr. (1844) II. 142 The
construction of all fireworks is understood at the ordnance-
office. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. 181 In the
attack of fortified houses, the fire of the loop-holes may be
stopped by the introduction of small rockets, or any other
artificial firework, that will create, .smoke.

fig- x*33 G. Herbert Temple, Starve iii, First with thy
fire-work burn to dust Folly. 1679 Establ. Test. 3 These
Men of Tempestuous Principles are continually making
their Fireworks in our very Intrals.

4. Any contrivance lor the use of fire to produce
a pleasing or scenic effect, f a. A * set piece*

;

an arrangement of pyrotechnic contrivances to

form a pictorial or ornamental design. Also
piece offirework.

'575 Gascoigne Pr, Fleas. Keuitw., At which time there
wer fire-works shewed upon the water; the which were
both strange and wel executed. 1590 Webbe Trav. (Arb.)

29, I my selfe was there constrained to make a cunning
peece of fire work framed in form like to ye Arke of Noy.
1644 Fvelyn Mem. {1857) I. 137 The night ended with fire-

works .. The first appeared to be a mighty rock. 1675
Loud. Gaz. No. 1027/4 A rare Fire-work was erected on the
little Isle . . representing the Alliance of the Confederates
1795 in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1S62) III. 314 The shrubs of
the island were rooted out to make a place for a fire-work.

b. A single piece of pyrotechnic apparatus,

e. g. a rocket, squib, etc.

1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl v. 1, A justice
.. used that rogue like a firework, to run upon a line

betwixt him and me. 1684 Contempt. State 0/ Man 11. ix.

(1699) 232 A Wheel of Squibs and Fire-Works. 1731 Swift
Ansiv. to Simile, Like fire-works she can burn in water.

1849 F. B. Head Stokers $ Fokers x. (1851) 93 Sparks
created by the sudden ignition of a sackful of fire-works.

e. //. (formerly also sing.) A pyrotechnic dis-

play.

1588 Shaks. L. L, L. v. 1. 119 The King would haue mee
present the princesse . . with some delightful! ostentation .

.

or fire-worke. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclays Argenis III.

xxiv. 228 In expectation of fire-workes, which hee had
promised not far from the shore. 1761 FoOTeZjwi. Wks.
1709 I. 287 After supper a ball ; and to conclude the night,

a hrL-work. 1848 Macallay Hist. ling. I. 476 The banquet
[was followed] by brilliant fireworks, and the fireworks by
much bad poetry. 1851 I). Jerrold St. Giles xx. 206 The
omission of the bonfires and the fireworks did pain me.
trans/. 187a Huxley Fhys. ix. 222 The remarkable dis-

play of subjective fireworks which follows a heavy blow
upon the eyes

A- A?-
1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 31 He has neither squibs nor

fireworks . . the curs'd carrier lost his best book of phrases.

168a DjtYDEN Abs. <y Achit. 11. 450 In fireworks give him
leave to vent his spite ; Those are the only serpents he can
write. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius ix, Barker
turned on the fireworks of his conversation for the amuse-
ment of Claudius. 1889 Barhere & Lf.land Slang Diet.,

Fireworks {tailors), a great disturbance, a state of in-

tense excitement.

5. atlrib, and Comb., nsfirework-factory, -maker.
1885 Fall MallG. 4 Nov. 4/1 Norwood, where Mr. Brock

has his thirty acres of *firework factories. 1892 Ibid.

1 Nov. 5/2 We are busy manufacturing the smaller *fire-

work goods all the year round. 1803 tr. Lebrun's Monsieur
Botte II. 230 The *fire-work maker loaded ten porters

with grenades. 1885 Fall MallG. 4 Nov. 4/1 None more
healthy than the firework maker.

Hence Fi rewo rkless a., devoid of fireworks.

Fireworky a., like a firework, abrupt, jerky.

1856 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 437 Whom I found with
some fireworkless little boys in a desolate condition. 1887
Graphic 15 Jan. 66/2 The Major departed in his usual
fireworky way. 1889 in Fall Mall G. 13 May 6/2 He dis-

ported himself, .in his kaleidoscopic and fireworky fantasia.

Fi re-wo rkei*. [f- Fire.sA + Wokkek, after

FlKEWOKK.]
+ 1. One who has to do with fireworks or ex-

plosives in war ; spec, an artillery officer, under the

fire-master. Obs.
»6a6 Purchas Pilgrimage (ed. 4) 527 They tooke some

of these Fire-workers, it one of which being examined,
confessed after M. Brings Relation thus. 1686 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2124 '2 They will be 8000 fighting Men, besides .

.

Gunners and Fire-workers. 1703 Ibid. No. 3913/2 A Lieu-
tenant, with 5 Fireworkers, killed. 1800 Dundas in Owen
Wellesleys Desp. 564 Each company to have an additional
Lieut. • Fireworker.

2. One who makes fireworks ; a pyrotechnist.
177Z in J. T. Smith Bk. Rainy Day (1861) 52 Torre the

fireworker divided the receipts at the door with the pro-

prietor. 1835 Burnes Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) I. 176 All the
fire-workers of Lahore seemed to be exerting their talents

in pyrotechny.

So f Fire-working vbl. sb., the management of
fireworks or explosives (obs.) ; Fire-working///.
a., working with fire.

1758 Whitworth Acc. Russia 60 He. .understands nava-
gation, shipbuilding, fortification, and fire-wcrking. 1850
W. Maginn Homeric Ball. 169 A vessel wrought By the
fire-working god.

PIBING.

Pi re-wo:rship. [f. as prec. + Worship sb.]

The worship or adoration of fire.

*774 J- Bryant Mythol. I. 210 Here was the source of
fire-worship. 1871 Tylor Frim. Cult. II. 254 The fire-

worship of Assyria, Chaldea, Phoenicia.

So Fire-worshipper, one who worships fire,

a follower of Zoroaster.
1806 T. Maurice Fall Mogul Introd. 19 Persees, who,

though in these pages denominated fire-worshippers, are
[etc.]. 1879 Sir G. G. Scott Led. Arc/tit. I. 13 The Fire-
worshippers of ancient Persia.

Firing (fei"'rin\ vbl, sb. [f. Fire v. + -ing 1.]

1. a. The action of setting on fire or alight.

1548 Hall Chron. 18 b, Perceyving by the firyng of the
beacons that the people began to assemble. 1677 Var-
ranton Engl. Improv. 16 '1 he nrine of some thousand
Families since the firing of London. 1817 Cobbett Wks.
XXX II. 1 50 Those meetings led . . to the firing and pulling
down of houses,

b. The action of catching fire or becoming
ignited. Obs. or rare.

1588 G. Fletcher in Hakluyfs Voy. (1598) I. 480 The
greatest inconuenience of their wedden building is the
aptnesse for firing, which happeneth very oft. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 61 Then doe wee drawe up a leape
aboute the middle of each roomstead. .whearby the dainger
of firing is prevented. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
1. jii. 95 By the eruption of. Sulphureous Vapours, and the
firing thereof, these protuberances of Mountains and Hills
may be made. 1750 Ellis Mod. Httsb. 111. i. 87 Firing,
the spontaneous combustion of hay when stacked damp.
2. The action of subjecting to the operation of

fire ; preparation, baking, or curing by heat.
178a Wedgwood in Phil. Trans-. LXXII. 307 Their use is

confined to a particular structure of furnaces, and mode of
firing. 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 228 This window has
had four firings at a very high temperature. 1885 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 679 1 The glazing and firing of pottery has been
a fine art. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 23 Nov. 9/4 The
process called ' firing' [of tea], .is a kind of roasting.

3. Farriery. Cauterizing. (See Fire v. 10.)

1644 Prynne & Walker Fiennes' Trial 65 Who should
not use cauteries or firing till the utmost extrtmity. 1866
Rogers Agric. <y Prices 1. xv. 282 In 1385. .firing was used
to cure horses of spavin. 1891 Daily News 21 Apr. 5/4
Firing, for curb especially, need not be a severe operation.

4. Applied to a disease in tobacco and in flax :

see quots. and cf. Fire v. 4 b.

1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 947 What they
call Firing is this : When . . there has been a very wet and cold
Season, and very hot Weather suddenly ensues, the Leaves
[of tobacco] turn brown, and dry to dust. 181* Dubourdieu
Agric. Surv. A nirim 197 Flax is subject to a disease called
firing, which often attacks it when near ripe. 1888 Baton
& Dittmar in Eucycl. Brit. XXIII. 424/2 Tobacco plants
.. have been subject to . . a disease called ' firing,' caused
by the long continuance of very wet or very dry weather.

5. The action of supplying with fire; the feeding

and tending of a fire or furnace.
189a L,abour Commission Gloss., Firing, attending to

the fires and keeping them up to the required heat for

carbonising coal.

6. The discharging a fire-arm, a mine, etc.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 69 All things being now
in readinesse for the firing of the mine. 1684 Scanderbeg
Retfiv. vi. 143 The fierce Firings of the said Battalions.

1790 Beatson Nazi,
fy Mil. Mem. I. 157 Night coming on,

the firing on both sides ceased. 1885 Alauch. Exam.
3 Oct. 4/7 The train drew up. .amid, .the firing of guns.

b. transf. in Bell-ringing. The ringing of aTl

the bells in a peal at once.
1788 W. Jones, etc. Clavis Campanalogia 4 Those

clamberings and firings (as it is called) that destroy all

music. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mus.
7. concr. Material for a fire, fuel.

rtisss Ridley in Contemp. Rev. (1878) XXXI. 771 To
give him both meat, drink, clothing, and firing. 1591
Greene Disc. Coosnage (1592I 23 Fewel or fiering, being
a thing necessary. 1667 Pei-ys Diary 24 Aug., The bells

rung; but no bonfires, .anywhere,—partly from thedeamess
of firing. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 212 Want of firing

is the greatest inconveniency that both islands labour under.

1833 Ht. Martinf.au Brooke Farm ii. 18 Their mother
explained that the boys cut firing on the common.

t b. A quantity of burning fuel. Obs. rare.

c i4B$Digt>y Myst. (1832) 11, 433 Here shall entere a-nother

devyll. .with a fyeryng.

8. atlrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) firing-chamber;
(sense 3^1 firing-iron ;

(sense 5) firing-door, -hole,

-machine, -tool, etc. ;
(sense 6) firing line, party,

-pin, etc. ; firing-place, a fire-place {obs.) ; also,

the place from which a gun is fired ; firing-point,

the temperature at which an inflammable oil is

liable to spontaneous combustion.
189a Lock-wood's Diet. Mech. Engin.,*Firing Chamber ox

Lighting Chamber, the small cavity or chamber through
which the charge of a gas engine is ignited. 189a Pall
MallG. 13 Dec. 6/2 A small but well-preserved hypocaust,

with its *firing-door. 189a Lock-wood** Diet. Mech. Engin.,
*Firing Hole, the door in the side of a reverberatory

furnace through which the fuel is introduced to the grate

area, 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.,%. v., When the farrier

has madehis "firing-iron red hot in his forge, he applies

the thinnest part to the horses skin. 1881 Ld. Hartington
in Daily Tel. 6 May 2, General Stewart was obliged to

put every reserve man into the *firing line. 1859 F. A.

Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 48 The 'Firing party move
to the grave. 1867 Smyth Sailor's H'ord-bk., Firing-farty,

a detachment of soldiers, marines, or small-arm men selected

to fire over the grave of an individual buried with military

honours. 1890 J. G. Smith in Upland Shooting 138 Carry
an extra *finng-pin, as you may break one. 17x5 Lf.on

Falladio's Archil. (1742) II. 99 Hearths and "Firing-places.



FIHISH.

1879 Drowning M. Relph 78 The turf marked out for the
party's firing-place. 1878 lire's Diet. Arts IV. 570 Mineral
oil, one or two degrees above the standard *firing-point,
may, if stored in a populous locality, cause sad disaster.

t Firish, a. Obs~° [f. Fire sb. + -ish.]

Savouring of fire. Hence + Pirisliness.
1568 Turner Herbal in. 65 There is a firishnes in it.

t Firk, ferk, sb, Obs. [f. next vb.]

1. A smart sudden blow or stroke, as with a
whip ; a flick, flip ; a cut or thrust (with a sword';.
(11634 Randolph Muses Looking.glasse 1. iv, My Apish

imitation .. Does as good service .. As your proud whip,
with all his ferkes, and jerkes. a 1679 Earl Orrery Guz-
man (1693) 40 Both of them had a Fierk at each of my
Haunches.
2. A trick, dodge, subterfuge. Also, a freak,

prank, caprice.

1611 Barrey Ram-Alley nr. in Had. Dodsley X. 329
Leave this firk of law. 1636 Davenant Witts in Dodsley
Old Plays (17801 VIII. 498 This was such a firk of piety
I ne'er heard of. 1S82 H. More Annot. Glanvill's Lux O.
211 A pretty juvenile Ferk of Wit.

3. ? A dance ; ? a partner for a dance.
1632 Shirley Hyde Park 11. ii, Come, choose your firk,

for dance you shall.

Firk, ferk (fa-ik), v. Forms : a. 1 feercian,

fercian, 4 ferkien, 4-6 ferke, 5 fark
,
7- ferk.

$. 6-7 flrke, (7 flrck), 9 dial, virk, 6- firk.

[OE. fercian, fercian, prob. (.fer (see Fake sb. 1
).

In OE. known only in one example in the sense ' to bring,
conduct'; but the vb. fercian to support, feed, may perh.
be the same word, as this sense may have developed from
that of supplying with provisions for a journey (cf. Fare
sbA 8.)

T 1. trans. To bring, earn', conduct ; to help
forward on one's way. Obs.

O. E. Chron. an. 1009 J>et folc .. fasreodon [v. r. fer-

codon] 3a scipo eft to Lundene. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3630
J>ei .. bisiliche fondede fast to ferke him forbward. 1393
Gower Con/. III. 295 This lord .. The which upon the see
she [Fortune] ferketh. c 1400 Destr. Troy 614 The flese

for to fecche, and ferke it away. Ibid. 3840 So bolnet was
his body, bat burthen hade ynoghe The fete of bat freke to
ferke hym about e. Ibid. 6032 All necessaries, .[bai] ffechit

fro the flete, & ferkit to bonke.

2. fa. To urge, press hard; to drive, drive

away. Obs.

1340-70 Alisaunder 66 By force of hur fight 5ei firked
hym Sennes. Ibid. 85 [J>ei| Felled be falsse folke, ferked
hem hard. 1606 Chapman Gentleman Usher 1. i, The red
fae'd Sunne hath firkt the flundering shades. 1640 Brome
Antipodes u\. ii, This shall serve To firke your adversary
from court to court. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 74
There is somewhat in it, that firks us more at such a nick
of time to wake.

b. With advbs. : To drive, force, or move sharply
and suddenly off, out, up

; j to cut off (some one's

head). Also dial, to drive or 'ferret' out (vermin),

to clear out (a burrow, etc.). Tofirk up (ffg\) : to
stir up, rouse, f Tofirk to death, (out) of life : to

put to death.
t 1400 Destr. Troy 145 He caste in his thoghte The freike

vpon faire wise ferke out of lyue. Ibid. 5260 With a fouchon
felle to ferke of his hede. Ibid. 12191 J>e fell kyng of Frigie
I ferkidof lyue. Ibid. 12362 With hor fos to be felly ferkit to
dethe. 1610B. Jox&oxA telt. n.i, He. .puffeshiscoales,Tillhe
firke nature vp, in herowne center. 1640 Brome A ntipodes n.
ii, As Tumblers doe ; when betwixt every feat They gather
wind, by firking up their breeches. 1644 Digby Two Treatises
(1645) I. 377 He [the badger] will pisse upon his taile, and
by firking that up and downe, will endeavour .. to make
their eyes smart. 1817-8 Cobbett Rcsid. U.S. (1822) 249
These vermin our friend /irks out (as the Hampshire people
call it). 18*3 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 496 If I do not
ferk you out of all likelihood of ringing the beauty, why
mandamus me ! 1878 P. Robinson Indian Garden 106 Not
all the marigolds of Cathay will firk up Christmas spirits.

1891 Sheffield Gloss. Suppl., Ferk, to clear out .. 'Come,
lass, let's ferk all them nooks out !

'

•f C. To contrive to get or ' raise* (a living) ; to

get (money) from a person. Also, to cheat, rob
(any one). Tofirk up : to hatch or vamp up (a

business
1

!. Obs.
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. in Dodsley Old Plays (1780)

III. 344 As from poor clients lawyers firk money. <zi6i6
Beaum. & Fl. Little Fr. Lawyer 111. ii, A fine lawyer, sir,

And would have firk'd you up a business, And out of this

court into that. 162s Fletcher Beggars' Bush in. 1, Were
ever fools so ferk'd? 1624 — Rule a Wife 111. iv, These
five years she has firkt a pretty Living. 1709 Brit. Apollo
II. No. 65. 3/2 She Firkt a Living upon Earth.

+ 3. refl. and intr. To urge oneself forward ; to

move quickly, hasten, j To firk (oneself) up: to

start up, set oneself in motion. To firk out with
{a sword) • to draw hastily. Obs.
13.. E. E. Allt't. P. B. 897 Fast be freke ferkez vp ful

ferd at his hert. c 1340 Gaw. A Gr. Knt. 173 J>e fole bat he
ferkkes on. Ibid, 2013 pat oper ferkez hym vp & fechez
hym his wedez. 1340-70 Alex. fy Dind. 300 Ne foure-
fotede best [we] ferke to kill. c 1400 Melayne 484 He
ferkes owte with a fawchon And hittis the Sawdane one
the crownn. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6585 The freke ben in
fuerse hast ferkid on horse. a 1400-50 Alexander 766
He .. Farkis to see Philip & fangis his leue. Ibid. 926
Philip. .Ferkis furth with a fewe folk. 1599 ^ASHE Lentat
Stujfe Wks. (Grosart) V. 244 The bonnie Northren cobbles
. . with their Indian canaos . . firking as flight swift thorow
the glassy fieldes of Thetia, as if it were the land of yce.

T b. intr. To move about briskly ; to dance, jig
;

to flaunt or frisk about ; to be lively, frisky, or
* jiggish \ Also tofirk it. Oh.

247

1595 Nashe Havewlthyou Ep. Ded., Wks. f'GrosarO III.

17 Neuer surcease flaunting and firking it in fustian. 1606
Sir G. Goosecappe 11. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 32 Your
dauncers legges bow for-sooth, and Caper, and jerke and
Firke. a 1625 Fletcher Woman"s Prize 11. vi, They have
got a stick of Fiddles and they firke it In wondrous waies.
^1630 B. Jonson Expost. Inigo Jones, How would he firk,

like Adam Overdo, Up and about. 1672 Villiers (Dk.
Buckhm.) Rehearsal (Arb.) 115 We'l frisk in our shell, We'l
firk in our shell, a 1679 Earl Orrery Guzman iv. (end),
Well since I am restrain'd a while from doing, I'll ftrk it

with thinking.

4. trans. To beat, whip, lash, trounce, drub. Otis.

exc. arch.

1567 Edwards Damon $ Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley IV.
164 O, I had firk'd him trimly, thou villain, if thou had>t
given me my sword. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. iv. 29
M. Fer: He fer him, and firke him, and ferret him. a 1625
Fletcher Women Pleas'd in. iv, I have paid her, I have so
ferk'd her face. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial n. ii, He has
firk'd And mumbled the rogue Turks. 1708 Brit. Apollo
No. 9. 3/1 Who . . Bound up a tingling Rod, and firk'd his

Tail. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers iv. 128 At this the Jud^e
said, * Take him away, Prevaricator ! I'll ferk him '. 1736
Ainsworth I.at. Diet. I, To f\xV,JIa%ello. 1863 Sala Copt.
Dangerous I. iv. 97, I would sooner see a poor rogue soundly
fnked at the post.

f b. To play (a fiddle\ Obs.
1668 Davenant Man's the Master in. ii, Firk your

fiddles !

Hence Firking1

vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also Pirker,
one who firks. Firkery (see quot. 161 1).

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosarti V. 70 Why
should I goe gadding, .after firking flantado Amphibologies?
1602 Marston Ant. fy Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 34 He would
proove a rare firking Satyrist. 1611 Cotgr., Bichecoterie
..firkerie, an odde pranke, or ierke, in whoorisme. 1611
Barrf.y Ram-Alley iv. i. F iv, She shall haue bayle . . And
.1 firking writte Of false imprisonment, a 1625 Fletcher
Mad Lover v. iv, No firking out at fingers ends. 1632
Rowley Woman nez'er I'exl iv. i. 51 These briske factors
are notable firkers. 1636 Davena:.t Witts (167-,) 197 Sir,

these are the firkers of the City Fiddles. 1654 Gavton
Pleas. Notes m. i. 68 Your soberest Jades are firkers in

Corners. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. 11. 448 Give thy outward-
fellow a ferking. a 1704 T. Brown Sat. French A'iug'Wks.
I 73° I. 59 That I had the firking of thy bumb with holly.

1719 D'C'reev Pills (1872) IV. 263 In Paul's Churchyard
.. dwells a noble Firker. Take heed .. Lest you taste of
his I^ash.

tFi-rkett. Obs. =next.
1523 Nottinghm. Rec. No. 1396, 6 Unum cadum, AngHce

a firkett, nigri sopi.

Firkin (faukin), sb. Forms: 5 ferdekyn, fer-

ken, 6 fl-, fyrken, fyrkin, Sc. ferrekyn, (7 firk-

ing, 8 ferkin), 9 Sc. flrikin, 6- firkin. [In t 5th c.

ferdekyn, app. a. MDu. *vierdckijn, dim. of vicrde

fourth, fourth part : see -KIN.]

1. A small cask for liquids, fish, butter, etc., ori-

ginally containing a quarter of a 'barrel' or half
a ' kilderkin \
14*3 Act 2 Hen. VI, c. 14 Ferdekyns de Harank. 150*

Arnolde Chron. (1811) 85 To enacte that euery. .barell,

kilderkyn and firken of ale and here kepe ther full mesur.
15.. Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Ane ferrekyn of saip. 1653
Walton Angler 223 Put them.. into some tub or firkin.

1745 De Foe's En%. Tradesman (1841) I. xxvi. 258 Butter,
in firkins. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius II. 1177 He
carried the firkins as far as Bowes. 1879 J. Burroughs
Locusts $ W, Honey 10 As the dairy-miid packs butter
into a firkin. 1886 Pall Mall G. 20 Aug. 4/1 The farm
labourer carries his day's allowance to the field in a sort of
miniature cask, known to him as a ' firkin ', which may
hold from a quart to a gallon.

b. humorously applied to a person.
1630 J.Taylor (Water P.) Wks. in. 78/2 Most of them are

transformed to Barrels, Firkings, and Kinderkins, alwayes
fraight with Hamburge beere. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Firkin 0/'/out Stuff, a.. Coarse Corpulent Woman.
1830 Galt Laivrie Todd II. vi. viii. 315 Rather than see
our school defiled with yon firikin of foul stuff.

2. Used as a measure of capacity: Half akilder-
kin. (The ' barrel \ ( kilderkin ', and * firkin

'

varied in capacity according to the commodity.)
1465 Mann.

<fr
Househ. Exp. 299 Paid for a fferken ale,

x.d. 15*5 Tindalf. John ii. 6 Pottes of stone .. contayn-
ynge two or thre fyrkyns a pece. 154a Recorde Gr. Artes
ti575 11 2<>4 Of Ale the Fyrken conteineth 8 gallons. 1600
T. Hyll Aritk. 1. xiii. 66b, 8 gallons in measure make
1 firkin of ale, sope, herring

; 9 gallons. . 1 firkin of beere ;

10J gallons, 1 firkin of salmon or Eeles. 1668 Denham
Second West, Wonder 4 in Poems 107 Another., was done
with a Firkin of powder. 1713 Warder True Amazons 32
Honey, that will make us a Ferkin of good Mead. 1737
Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v., Two Firkins make a Kilderkin.
1828 Scott F, M. Perth xvi, ' They made me drink a firkin
of Malvoisie.'

3. attrib. and Comb., as flrkin-manj -trade (see

quot. 1 706) ; ale-firkin : see Ale.
1670 J. Smith Englands Improv. Reviv'd 164, 4 wooden

Vessels of Firkin size. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey, Firkin-
man, one that trades with a Brewer for small Beer, to furnish
his own Customers. 1743 Lond. ty Country Brnv. \\. (ed. 21

158 The honest Brewer or Firkin-man. Ibid., This Monster
in Iniquity sold his Firkin-Trade,

Hence (noncc-wds.) Pi-rkin v., trans, to store up
in firkins. PirkineeT [see -eer], one who sells

by the firkin.

>563-«7 foxE A. ff M. (1684) III. 732, I cannot firken up
my butter.. and let the poor want. 184a Blackiv. Mag.
LI I. 468 The ordeis—the princely prices, came from king-
doms that were magnificent—not from costermongering
republics, .not from illiberal guilds of salt-butter firkineers.

FIRM.

Firlot 'teilf t). Sc. Forms : 5 ferlot, 6 feirt-,

fert-, ferthelett, fertleitt, furlet, fyrlot, 7-8
furlot, 8 farlet, 6- firlot. [First in L. ferthe-
lota, app. repr. ON. fwrpe hlotr fourth part : see
Lot.
The OE. hlot does not appear to have been used in the

sense of ' ifractiona!) part '.]

1. A measure of capacity for corn, etc , the fourth

part of a boll.

[1*64 Comput. Vicecom. de For/ar (Jam.), In servicio
regis iij celd. ij boll, et j ferthelota.] 1426 Sc. Acts jas. I
^597' § 70 They ordaned . .foure firlottes to conteine a boll.

1484 Act Audit. 36/2, iii ferlotis of mele. c 1540 in \V. H.
Maxwell Sports fy Adv. Scotl. xxviii. < 18551 229 Oat-, 47
chalders 1 boll 2 firlots. 1708 J. Chamblrlaynk St. Gt. Brit.
11. in. ii. 510 The Firlot of Linlithgow, .contains Thirty-one
Pints Sterling Jugg.for the Measuring of Wheat, Rye, Meal,
etc. 2824 Mech. Mag. No. 46. 279 Vou can determine the
weight of a firlot of grain m the short space of half a minute.
1876 GRANT Burgh Sck. Scott. 11. 458 note, Another [gives]
a firlot, and another two firlots of meal.

b. A certain measure used for other commodities;
also, a great quantity.

I549 f"". 0/Brine (Somerset Ho.), xij ftrthelettes of grece
butter. 1585 Inv. 0/ Postilt/nvaite uSomerset Ho.', Itm v.

feirtletts couerlete 5arne. a 1832 Fire of Frendraugkt iii.

in Child Ballads vil. exevi (1890) 46/1 Ye's hae a firlot o the
gude red gowd. 1883 J. Plrvks in Coutemp. Rev. Sept.

353 Poachers .. who in a night secure a 'nilot ' of part-
ridges.

2. A vessel used to measure a firlot of corn, etc.

'573 Tyrie Re/ut. Ansiv. Knox 40 b, Na man doth lii.ht

ane lanterne, putting it vnder ane firlot. 1577-95 Descr.
Isles Scotl. in Skene Celtic Scotl. III. App. 437 To take sa
mony firlotts as micht stand side by side. 1670 Kay Prov.
287 Mony words fills not the furlot. 1815 Scott Guy M.
ii. The old castle, where the family lived, in their de-
cadence, as a mouse lives under a firlot.

Firm (fr-ini;, sb. 1 Also 6 firme. [ad. It., Sp.
and Yg.firma, a Com. Rom. n. of action f. 1,.

firmdre to confirm, in late I., to ratify by cne's

signature, f.ffrm-us Firm a. Cf. Farm 'sb.-. which
is another form of the same word. The word first

occurs in translations from Sp. writers ; in sense 2

it was prob. taken, like other commercial words,
from Italian]

+ 1. Signature, sign-manual. Obs.

1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's Fam. Pp. 62 The firme of my
hand I cannot denie. Ibid. 257 This letter. , is. .without
date or firme. 1588 Pakkk tr. Mendozas Hist. China Si
He .. doth firme the petition with his own firme with red
inke. [1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1864) 50 The Articles
..were confirmed by the King's Firma.] 1688 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2354/2 He.. puts the Grand Signior's Firm or Name
to all Imperial Commands. 1707 Freind Peterborini-'s

Cond. Sp. T43 We order these Presents to be 1 n^-cd with
our Royal Firm. 1755 tr. Italian certificate in Magera
Insurances I. 304 The frequent knowledge we have ot his
Firm and Signature.

2. a. The 'style' or name under which the
business of a commercial house is transacted, b.
A partnei>hip of two or more persons for carrying
on a business ; a commercial house.

1744 in Hanway Trav. (1762J I. v. Ixvi. 30T We are come
to the unanimous resolution of fixing one house, under
the firm of Messieurs Hanway and Mierop. 1785 Mis.
Bennett Juvenile Indiscret. (1786) II. 135 He could not
oppose the wishes of the respectable partners without alter-

ing the firm of the house. 1802 Mar. Edgkworth Moral
T. (1816) I. xix. 163 All we want to know, is the number of
your note, and the firm of the hou?-e. 1817 W. Sklwyn Law
Nisi Prius II. 1065 An action brought by the other parties
in the firm, for goods sold and delivered. 1861 W. Bell
Diet. Law Scot. 387/1 A proper or personal firm is a firm
designated by the names of one or more of the partners.

.

A descriptive firm has reference to some such circumstance
as the place where the company is established, or the trans-
actions in which it is engaged. 1864 Mrs. Riddell George
Geitk I. ii. 9 Trading under the firm of ' Grant & Co.'
1870 Dickens E. Drood viii, My ?mal! patrimony was left

a part of the capital of the Firm I am with. 1882 Serjt.
Ballantine Exper. viii. 81 A respectable firm of solicitors.

C. transf Applied (chiefly in sarcastic use- to
a number of persons regarded as associated for the

promotion of their common interest.

a 1797 Burke (T.), The bill was carried by a very small
majority, consisting of partners in the firm. 1819 Metropolis
II. 209 He won a little money in Bennet Street, (where, to
be sure, it seldom happens that any one, not of the firm,

does win). 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865! VII. lx. 291
The plebeian emperor, the head of the Flavian firm.

d. Longfir?n. (See quot. 1882.)
1869 Orchestra 2 Jan. 235/1 The doings of ' the Long

Firm ', a body of phantom capitalists who issue large orders
to supply an infinite variety of goods, 1882 Ogilvie s. v.

Firtrt, Long Firm, a term given to that class of swindlers
who obtain goodsby pretending to be in business in a certain
place, and ordering goods to be sent to them, generally
from persons at a distance, without any intention of pay-
ment. 1888 Rider Haggard Mr. Meesons Will xv, John
would give James briefs, and James's reflected glory would
shine back on John. In short, they were anxious to establish

a legal long firm of the most approved pattern.

Firm, $b% Hist. [ad. med.L.firma : see Farm
sb$\ Occasionally used instead of Farm sb. 2 in

translations of med.L. documents.
1859 A. Jeffrey Roxburghsh. III. iv. in He granted to

Sir Robert Krskine j£ioo out of his firms in Aberdeen.
1875 W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtoivnshire 54 James III
granted to his Queen the whole Lordship of Galloway, with
the customs and firms of the burghs of Kirkcudbright and
Wigtown, as well as the Castle of Thrieve.



FIRM.

Firm (f5im\ a. and cufv. Forms : 4-6* ferm(e,
6 fyrme, 6-7 flrme, 6- firm. [ME. ferme, a.

OF. (and Fr.) ferme :—h.firmus.']
A. adj.

1. Having a close consistenc?, of solid or compact
structure or texture ; not readily yielding to pressure

or impact.
1611 Bible Job xii. 24 His heart is as firme as a stone.

1614 Raleigh Hist, World 111. § 5 To dry up the abundant
slime and mudde of the Earth, and make the Land more
firme. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 350 Down they light On the
firm brimstone. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 28 To
case it all over with firm thick plank. 17*7 Swift Gulliver
111. ii. 187 Upon the firm earth. 1812-16 J. Smith Pano-
rama Sc. fy Art I. 5 Cast steel takes a fine firm edge.
1823 F. Clissold Ascent Mt. Blanc 20 The surface of the
snow was of so firm a consistence that [etc.]. 1854 Badham
Ilalieut, 170 The flesh is rather too firm when fresh.

2. Securely or steadily fixed, not easily moved or

shaken, stable.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv.v.204 Yet, though thoustand'st
more sure, than I couid do. Thou art not firme enough.
1598 — Merry W. in. ii. 49 It is as possitiue, as the earth
is firme. 1694 Narborougii in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 46 They
lie in Veins in the Earth, and in the firm Rocks. 1784
Cowper Task v, 156 So stood the brittle prodigy, though
smooth And slipp'ry the materials, yet frost-bound Firm as
a rock. 1791 Mrs. Radci.iffe Rom. Forest ii, The glass
was yet firm in the windows. Mod. Try whether the post
is firm in the ground.

3. That does not shake, quiver, or waver ; steady

in motion or action ; having control of the muscular
forces of the body, not relaxed or nerveless.

*593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, HI. i- 190 King Henry throwes
away his Crutch, Before his Legges be firme to beare his

Body. 1614 Bp. Ham, Recoil. Treat. 102 This firme and
beautiful! light [the Sun]. 1656 Cowley Davideis m. 504
The Lion's royal whelp, .leaves the rugged Bear for firmer
claws. 1667 Milton /'. L. vi. 534 Him soon they met
Under spred Ensignes moving nigh, in slow But firm

Battalion. 1697 Dryden Vt'rg. Georg. lit. 121 Upright he
walks on Pasterns firm and straight. 1809 Roland Fencing
22 Extend the lunge, .provided you feel yourself firm and
steady in that position. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I.

273, I never heard but one woman who had so firm a touch
[on the piano], 1840 P. Parley's Ann. I. 176 A wise
man's feet are always firm in the stirrup. .1870 Bryant
Iliad I. IV. 120 O aged rnan, would that thy knees were
firm As is thy purpose.

4. Healthy, robust ; sound, undecaved. (Cf. in-

firm.) ? Obs.

1577 B. Googe Ileresbach's Ihtsb. ill, (1586) 124 h, If the
Horse have an ache [sifebri!], give it him with water, if he
be ferine [si rtonfebrit] with good strong Wine. 1715 20
Pope Iliad xv 11. 348 Lamented youth ! in life's firm bloom
he fell. 1776 G. Semplk Building in Water 84 Those
which were painted were all quite rotten, but those that
were not painted continued firm. 1798 Malthus Po/>uL
{1817) I. 428 In the firmest stages of life.

5. Of non-material things: Fixed, settled, estab-

lished. Of a decree, law, or sentence : Immutable.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. vi. 78. I ne trowe nat bat b^

pris and grace of be poep'.e. .ne is ferm perdurably. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.Jxvi, 74 t>ou..sall hafe were withouten
ferine pees all way. 1538 Starkey England I. i. 16 The
law of nature ys..in al cuntreys fyrme and stabul. is63
Grafton Chron. II. 173 We. .promise to observe and holde
his deede firme and stable. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. iii. 85
Firme and irreuocable is my doombe. 1625 Burges Pers.
Tithes 64 If the Law bee. .firme for Personal Tithes. 1660
Milton Free Commit*. 430 The happiness of a Nation
must needs be firmest and certainest in a full and free

Council of thir own electing. 1837 Whewell Hist.
Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 229 This apotefesmatic or judicial

astrology obtained firm possession of men's minds,

f b. Assured, secure (as a possession, etc.).

Also of a person ; Assured of a. thing. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 755 The King. .Send hym to he
in ferm keping. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 285 b/i They
mette and were ferme of the Ugnage promysed. 1594 First
Pt. Contention (1843)39 Y°u shall have yourfirme rewarde.
1671 Charente Let. Customs 64 He who was Governour
at the time, .did not. .deliver it up to the King of Portugal
but kept it firm to the King of Spain. 1737 Whiston
t
)osephus' Antiq. vn. be. § 6 The kingdom would be firm to
him when David was dead.

f c. Well-ascertained, certain, sure. Of an argu-

ment : Well-founded, valid. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. Pt. B. xii. 283 porugh fuire is fullyng and
bat is ferme bileue. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiu. Osor.

494 Alleadgyng no firme,- or honest proofe of y crimes.

1396 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 53 There is no firme reason to
be rendred Why [etc.]. 16:6 Surfl. & Markii. Country
Farme -zj If the drops of Water comming from the roofes of
Houses doe fall one a good while after another, he shall

hold it for firme, that cold is neere at hand. 1693 South
Serm. II. 187 If the sole use of Words, .were to inform the
Person, whom we speak to, the Consequence would be firm
and good.

6. Of a person, his attributes, etc. : Immovable
or not easily moved ; constant, steadfast ; unflinch-

ing, unshaken, unwavering ; resolute, determined.
1377 Langl. P.Pl. B. xv. 341 Wherfore folke is be feblere

and nou^t ferme of bileue. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5229 If he be
so ferme & stable, That fortune chaunge hym not. 1490
Caxton Eneydos xii. 43 Make thy selfe ferme wyth hope.
1552 Aim Hamilton Catech. (1884) 4 Thairto gyf ferme
credens. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. v. 28 Her Mother,
(euen strong against that match And firme for Doctor
Caius). 1637 Decree Star Chamb. § 24 in Milton Areop.
(Arb.) 20 'I he Court doth hereby declare their firme re-

solution. 1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 245 The people
of Liedge are very firm Roman Catholicks. 1751 T. Sharp
jn Lett. Lit. Men (Camden} 375 A firm and lasting friend-

248

ship. 1838 Lvtton Alice I. ix, Lady Vargrave, though
touched, was firm. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I, 225 Those
classes which had been the firm allies of the monarchy. 1851
H. Rogers Eel. Faith (18531 1 ^ 1 [They] were firm believers

in the theory of insight. nnHuiAnK. <5* Mast. 1.1875)4
It is my firm belief that [etc. J

.

b. Steadfast in attachment to (a person, cause,

or the like).

1705 Walsh Hor. Odes ill. iii. 2 The man that's resolute
and just, Firm to his principles and trust, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time I. 393 While the Parliament was so firm to the
King. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 482 Phocion the Good .

.

To virtue still inexorably firm.

C. Indicating steadfastness or resolution.

1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. 211 ' I am the
count', replied he, in a firm tone. 1844 Mem, Babylonian
P'cess II. 253 The firm voice of the captain giving hisorders.

1878 B.Taylor Deukalion 11. iv. 81 Pity shines From those
firm eyes.

7. Comm. a. Of prices: Maintaining their level;

with no downward tendency. Of commodities

:

Not depressed in market value. Also transfi ap-

plied to the market, a season of trade, etc. b.

A firm offer : one which the person making it is

resolved not to increase.

1883 Daily News 7 Nov. 4/7 American prices were firm.

1887 Ibid. 7 June 2/6 English wheats in the country markets
are somewhat irregular, though most generally firm. 1887
Times 25 Aug. 9/1 The Money Market has been a little

less firm to-day. 1891 Daily News 23 Nov. 2/7 There is no
probability of the market becoming weaker. Indeed, a con-

tinued firm winter and a good spring is looked forward to.

f 8. Firm land, firm-laud: dry land, solid

earth ; the mainland (as opposed to an island), a
1 continent \ Obs. as a recognized phrase. [ = med.
L. terrafirma, F. terre ferme.]
1553 Eden 'Treat. Newe lud. (Arb,) 8 They see the con-

tinente or fyrme lande, extended euen to the North Pole.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. v. (ed. 7) 574 The South firme

Land is called of some Magellanica. 1612 Bherewood
Lang. <y Relig. x. 93 Thus it is. .in the firm land of Asia:
but in the islands about Asia [etc.]. 1667 Milton P. L. 11.

5S9 A frozen continent, .which on firm land Thaws not.

1682 Wheler yourn. Greece 1. 22 It is joyntd. .to the Firm-
land by a Woodden one [bridge], 187a Browning Fiftne
lxxxii. 5 No more to do But tread the firm land, tempt the

uncertain sea no more.

t 9. ellipt. quzsi-sb. — prec. Obs.

1598 Haki.uyt Voy. I. 438 No such Islands may bee found
in the Scithian sea toward the firme of Asia. i6iz Drayton
Poly-olb. ii. 407 Betwixt the fore-land and the firme, Shee
[Wight] hath that narrow Sea, which we the Solent tearme.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. I. 19 Ashore oij the firme of Asia.

B. adv. and qu&si-adv.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 116 That she furste and formest
ferme shulde bilieue. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 127 He
. .firm believes. 1703M0XON Mech. Exerc. 137 Theshorter
all the Bearings of Timbers are, the firmer they Bear. 1768-

74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 304 Charity, .is built firmest

upon faith and prudence. 1801 SoUTHEY Thalaba xi. iv,

Her rosy feet press firmer, as she leaps Upt.n the wing.

b. Chiefly in phr. to stand firm (lit. and fig.),

and io hold firm (to).

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 10 pat bai lie halden ferme.

1570 Billingsley Euclid \. Def. iv. 2 A right lyne is that

which standeth firme betwene his extreme-. x6n Bible
Josh. iv. 3 The place where the Priests feet stood firme.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. i. 67 Heel'd make the Heauens hold
firme The walls of thy deere Honour. 1626 Bacon* Sylva

§ 900 Wee that hold firme to the Works of God. 1724 De
Foe Mem. Cavalier 11840* 277 He, an old tried soldier,

stood firm. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Manners Wks.
(Bohn) II. 45, I find the Englishman to be him of all men
who stands firmest in his shoes. 1857 Splrgeon Serm,
New Park St. II. 132 Those who hold truth pretty firm

and will not let it go.

C. Comb.
1. Of the adj. : a. with sb., as \firm-wood (used

as adj.). Also firm-land (see A. 8).

1745 tr. Columella's Husb. in. xvii, Authors who denied
that the upper firm-wood branch is fit for bearing fruit.

b. In parasynthetic adjs., as firm- based, -footed,

-framed, -nerved, -paced, + -proposed, -sinewed,

-textured; also firm-hoofed, having hoofs not

cloven.
1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 138 My *firm-based footstool.

1877 Black Green Past. iii. {1878) 20 He was a bony *firm-

framed young man. 2646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. \\.

vi. 297 Solipes, or *firme hoofed creatures, as Horses, Asses,

Mules, &c. 1870 Bryant Itia<i v. 286 Thy firm-hoofed [Gr.

juwyvytM] coursers. 1821 Joanna Hmuae Met. Leg., Wallace
xxxvii, The *firm-nerved youth's exerted force. 1799 Camp-
bell Fleas, Ho^e i, *Firm-paced and slow, a horrid front

they form. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 462 The King hath

graunted euery Article. .According to their *firm proposed
natures. 1884 Black "jfiid. Shaks. viii, His *firm-sinewed

figure. 1854 Hawthorne Eng. Noted'ks. (1883) I. 553, I..

found her sensible, .and *firm-textured, rather than soft and
sentimental.

2. Of the adv. with pa. pples., forming adjs., as

firm-braced, -compacted, -plantedj -rooted (hence

firm-rootedness), -set, -written.

1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 47 *Firm-braced I sought my
ancient woods. 1779 Potter JEschylus I. 142 {Supplicants)
Their *firm-compacted ships. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. xn. 382
Oaks. .*Firm-planted. z8o8 Mrs. E. H, Iliff Poems (i8i8>

97 *Firm-rooted in the yellow sands, i860 Pusey Miu,
Proph. 587 The allusion.. is to its *firm-rootedness. 1605
Shaks. Macb. \\. \. 56 Thou sure and *firme-set Earth Heare
not my steps. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery 11. xxiii. (1874)
85 O firm-set, ever-during scene ! 1649 G.Daniel Triuarck.,
Hen. V ccxv, *Firme-wruten destinie Reverts the Breath of
Kings.

FIRM.

Firm (fS-iiii), v. Now rare exc. in technical use.

Forms: 4 ferme, 5-7 firme, 6 fyrme. [Partly ad.

(either through F. firmer or directly) L. firnuire,

f. firmits Firm a.
;
partly a new formation on the

adj.]

1. trans. To make firm or fast ; to set or fix

firmly or securely ; also, to hold (a thing) fast.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. i. v. 14 (Carnh. MS.) Fastne and
ferme thise erthes stable with thilke bonde by whiche thow
gouerneste the heuene. a 1400 50 Alexander 1369 And
pat [towerj he fiches & firmes sa fast to fce wall. 1609
Bible <Douay) Gen. vii. 16 Annot., The dore..was to te
firmed without.. for better induring the forcible waters.

1615 Chapman Odyss. xm. 246 He.. to a stcne Turn'd all

her sylvan substance; all below Firm'd her with roots, and
left her. 1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. 11. (1682J 46 The
Reciever seemed to admit the external air. .therefore I

firmed the cover with Turpentine. 1670 Walton Lives 1.

77 The stones.. were again by the masons art so levelled

and firm'd, as they had been formerly. 1808 J. Barlow
Columb. vn. 735 They firm the base Of Freedom's tem-
ple, while her arms they grace. 1855 Singleton Virgil
II. 70 With its griping fang The anchor firmed the ships.

1885 Bit ni. Weekly Post 7 Feb. 1/7 Keep spring flowers

well firmed in the ground. 1890 Hosie West China 166

Men. removing with their toes the weeds from the roots

of the young shoots, and firming the latter in the ground.

fb. To fasten or fix (the eye) upon (some-

thing). Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 1 As pilot.. Upon his card and
compas firmes his eye.

+ C. To steady, support. Obs. rare.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xvi. 258 The stafle cf
his [Christ's] direction, whereon if he firmeth himselfe, he
may be able to overcom the billows of resistance.

2. To make firm in consistence ; to compact,
solidify.

1580 North Plutarch (1676' 85 The force of the water.

.

did firm and harden it, and made it grow so to Land. 1605
B. Jonson Volpone 11. i, The powder, .clear'd her wrinkles,

firm'd her gums, fill'd her skin, colour'd her hair. 1610 W.
Folkingham Art of Survey 1. x. 24 Boggie and spungie
grounds are .. setled, fastened and firmed by frequent
ouer-flowing them with Fords. 1757 Dyer Fleece in. 137
Ever and anon, to firm the work, Against the web is diiv'n

the noisy frame. 1842 y?id. R. Agric. Soc. III. 1. 125

By every means firm the land after wheat-sowing. 1B82

Garden iS Mar. 185/3 Plant carefully, well firming the soil

about their roots with the hand. 1890 Hosie West China
19 Drums for firming the paper as it comes from the pulp-

troughs.

fo. trans. To strengthen, make robust. Obs.

1592 Greene Palmers Verses viii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 303/2
When in the Virgin's lap earth's comfort sleeps. . Both corn
and plants are firmed.

f 4. To establish, settle, confirm (a person, etc.)

;

to strengthen (in resolution), encourage. Obs.

1303 R. Brlnne Ilandl. Syuue 58S9 God ^>ue vs grace..

Yn pe beleue to ferine vs ry^t. 1639 G. Daniel Ecctns.

xxih 52 The heart Which finned is by what the Wise
impart, Fear cannot daunt. 1650 W. Hrovch Sacr. Princ.

(1659) 545 Solid knowledge will.. Firm the Mind in Truth.
1682 N. O. Boileaus Lutrln in. 171 Thy Valour firm'd the
wavering Troops that day.

+ 5. To make (an agreement, etc.) firm ; to es-

tablish firmly, settle, strengthen. Obs.

c 1425 Wynioun Cron. viii. L 4oTwa Erlys. .Comechargyd
in Scotland. .To tret, and ferme a Marriage. 1577-87 Holin-
shed Chron. III. 1184/1 It was further concluded also, that

a peace should be firmed, .betwixt the realmes of England
and Scotland. 1504 Loijge Wounds Civil War in. L in

Hazl. Dodsley VII. 135 And we will firm our honours by
our bloods. 1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 486
These testimonies firm the comparison betwixt such persons

and Adam. 1673 Dryden Amboyna 11. i, Hold back your
Hand, from firming of your Faith. 1729 Savage Wanderer
1. 204 He won the Belgic Land.. And firms the Conquest
with his fenceful Mound. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. 11. 294
Ten wide provinces.. Bless the same king, and daily firm

the sway.

•\h. To make (a possession, title, etc.) sure;

to assure, secure ; also, to attach (a person) se-

curely. Const, to, unto. Obs.

1530 R. Whytford Werke for Househ. E, The hlessynge

of the parentes dothe fyrme and make stable the possessyons
and thekynredof thechylder. 1624 T. Scott Be Ig. SouIdler
18 That [he] be especially carefull to firme and contract

unto himselfe. .the King of Poland. 1664 J. Wilson A.
Comnenius v. iii, Since your joint unanimous concent Has
firm'd that title. 1669 J. Owen inT. Gale Jansenisme Pref.,

That ground shall be finned to them speedily by new Briefs.

T C gen. To ratify formally ; to confirm. Obs.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 15 When hee [William I] firmed

and rubrickt Kentishmen's gauill-kind of the sonne to in-

hcrite at fifteene. 1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off.

43S Solemn leagues .. solemnly firmed by oaths.
^
1685

Dryden Albion $ Atbduius 1. 8 Jove has firm'd it with an
Awfull Nod. 1703 Pope Thebais 591 Be present still, oh
Goddess ! . .Proceed, and firm those omens thou bast made.

•j- 6. To make [% document) valid by authoritative

seal, indorsement, signature, stamp, or the like

;

to subscribe, sign. Also, tofirm with the hand.

1510 Will 0/ J. Deram (Somerset Ho ), Fyrmed . . w* my
hand. 1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam.Ep. 62 To firme it

with the hand, is meere follie. Ibid. 64 If.- Catiline and
other his fellowes had not firmed the letter of their coniura-

tion. Ibid. 231,1 caused your bill to be firmed by the Queene.

1588 Ord, Sp. Fleet in Harl. Misc. (1744) I. in These my
instructions are., firmed by my hand. 1613 Hayward Norm.
Kiu$s, Will. I, 98 Charters and deeds . .were firmed by the

parties speciall seale. 1641 Termcs de la Ley 156 b, Writings

. .were wont to be firmed in England with Crosses of gold.

1690 Dryden Don Sebastian v. 120 Your Father's hand,

Firm'd with his Signet.
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f b. To affix, sign ' (one's name) to a docu-

ment or writing. Obs.

1529 Will ofA. Chew (Somerset Ho.\ In witness whereof
we. .haue fyrmed our names. 158a N. Licmeiield tr. Cas-

tanhedas Conq. E. Ind. 153 He. .firmed therevnto his name.
absol. 1529 Witt ofA. C/ieiv (Somerset Ho.), Because here

is noo space to fyrme on this side we haue fyrmed on the

other side. 1620 Shelton Quix. IV. ii. 10 Another shall

firm for me. •

7. intr. To become firm.

1882 in Ogilvie. 1883 [see ///. adj. below]. 1887 S.

Chesh. Gloss., Firm, to grow firm. A cheese-making term.

Hence Firmed ///. a. {spec, in Falconry : see

quot. 1706). Firming ///. a. a. trans. That
confirms or ratifies, b. intr. That is becoming
firm : see Firm a. 7.

1574 Hei.lowks Gueuara"s Faiti'. Ep. 36 It [a letter] had
not come firmed or with superscription. 1625 Bp. Mol'Ntagu
App. Caesar. Ep. Ded., I did it with a firmed purpose to

leave all private opinions. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,

Hen. iy, ccclxv, Belgia, only (in a firmed state Wrought
out by others) has been fortunate. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey),

Firmed or full Firmed (in Falconry), well fledged or well

cover'd with Feathers. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini iv. 06 A noble
word ! exclaimed the Prince, and smote Preparingfy on earth
his firming foot. 1839 Bailey Festus (1854) 332 A vital wind
invisible, Yet firmed and bounded in a beauteous form. 1883
Scotsman 9 May 10/1 Sold at firming prices.

t Firmable, a. Obs. [f. Firm v. + -able.]

? Worthy to be ratified.

1584 R. W. Three Ladies 0/London in Hazl. Dodsley VI.
282 You will make an ill matter seem good and firmable.

Firmament (fa'Jmam&it). Forms : 4-6 fer-,

fyrmam9nt(e, 3- firmament, [ad. L. firma-
ment urn, f. firma-re to strengthen, f. firmtis firm.

Cf. OF. firmament.
In class. Lat. the word means 'something which strengthens

or supports ' (cf. 3'. In the Vulgate it was adopted, in imita-

tion of the OTepewna. of the LXX iproperly firm or solid

structure ', f. arepeoitv to make firm or solid, f. arcpeos firm,

solid*, as the rendering of Heb. S"P"1 raqia£ t applied to the

vault of the sky. The Heb. word prob. means ' expanse
',

from the root Fjn rdqag. which in the Bible has the senses

*to tread', 'to beat out (metals)', 'to spread out'; but in

Syriac the vb. means ' to condense, make firm or solid
',

whence the Gr. and Lat. renderings of the sb.]

1. The arch or vault ofheaven overhead, in which
the clouds and the stars appear ; the sky or heavens.

In mod. use or\\y poet, or rhetorical.

[C1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 309
On bam oorum dae^e he ^eworhte firmamentum pact ys beos

heofon.] c 1250 Gen. <$- Ex. 05 Do god bad ben 3e firma-

ment, c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 226/248 pat huy ne ysei3en

no-bing bote he se ant pe firmament. ^1386 Chaucer
Merch. T. 975 Bright was the day, and bliew the firmament.

1555 Eden Decades 35 That lyttle sleepe that they had was
. .abrode vnder the firmamente. 1667 Milton P. L. IV. 604
Now glow'd the Firmament With living Saphirs. 1693
Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) III. 192 This morning a rain-

bow seen in the firmament. 1846 tr. Schlegel's Phil. Hist. 80

The northern firmament possesses by far the largest and most
brilliant constellations. 1877 Bryant Poems, Receive thy
Sight it, The pleasant rays That lit the glorious firmament,

b. Heaven, as the place where God dwells. Obs.

exc. in Biblical and liturgical phrases.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 22t Thikke bowsandez .. Fellen

fro the fyrmament, fendez ful blake. 1388 Wyclif Ps. cl. 1

Herie 3e be lord in hise seyntis ! herie 3e him in be firma-

ment of his vertul 1535 Coverdale Song 3 Childr. 33
Blessed be thou in ye firmament of heauen. 1611 Bible Ps.

cl. 1 Praise him in the firmament of his power.

C. trans/, and fig.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W, de W. 1531) 10 \ Pite, whiche may

wele be called the firmament of perfeccyon, for it is the

stablysshment of all holy conuersacyon, whereby man.,
discerneth waters from waters. 1643 Milton piverce H.

xxit. (1851) 127 That it may be suffer'd to stand in the place

where God set it amidst the firmament of his holy Laws.
,667 — P. L. 11.175 What if., this Firmament Of Hell

should spout her Cataracts of Fire? 1871 E. F. Burr Ad
Fidem vi. 97 A whole firmament of twinkling philosophers

and philosophies.

f 2. In old Astronomy : The sphere containing

the fixed stars ; the eighth heaven of the Ptolemaic

system.
1-1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xl. 43 pe xii. signez of be firma-

ment. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 93 A nother heuen ys

called the fyrmamente, where are the sterres. 1551 Recorde
Cast. Knoxvl. (1556)7 Aboue these seuen planetes, is there

an other heauen or skie, whiche commonly is named the

Firmament, and hath in it an infinite numbre of starres.

1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. iv. 79 The distance of the

Firmament, wherein are placed the fixt Starres is not

measurable by mans industrie. 1665 Boyle Occas. Re/l.

(1845* 15 Those Stars that shine in the Firmament or highest

visible Heaven.

+ b. Hence, applied sometimes to the other celes-

tial spheres. Firstfirmament : the Primum mobile.

C1386 Chaucer Man of Laws T. 197 O firste moving
cruel firmament, With thy diurnal swegh that croudest ay.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 2 He can . . yiven every Jugement,
Which longeth to the firmament .. Both of the sterre and of

the mone. 1551 Recorde Cast. Knoivl. (1556) n This
motion is. .called of auncient writers the motion of the First

firmament.

c. trans/, in Alchemy. (Cf. Heaven.)
1610 B. Jonson Alchemist 11. in, Your sunne, your moone,

your firmament, your adrop.

T 3. In the literal etymological sense : Anything
which strengthens or supports; a substratum, a

firm support or foundation, lit. unAfig.
1554 Knox Godly Let. Bviij, Here is the firmamente of

Vol. IV.

my fyrst cause, a 1555 Phili-ot Exam, fy Writ. (Parker
Soc.) 382 Paul calleth the church the firmament and pillar

of truth. 1578 Banister Hist. Man i. 17 [That] this same
bone, .might be vnto Larinx as a firmament, and foundation.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 388 It was not safe that his

thinne coat should runne along without some Firmament.
a 1626 Bacon Interpr. Nature x.W'V. 1

*,. 1857 III. 218, 1 thought
it good . . to make a strong . . bank . . to guide the course of
the waters; by setting down this position or firmament,
namely, That all knowledge is to be limited by religion.

1649 JKR. Taylor Gt. Exemp. II. be 121 This duty to

parents is the very firmament and bond of commonwealths.
1701 S. Sewall Diary 30 June (18791 II. 38 The absence of

him who was the Firmament and Ornament of the Province.

b. The process of strengthening or making firm.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 14^. The tongue hath a liga-

ment or bridle for two causes : First for the firmament of its

Basis.

f 4. (See quot.)

1690 Evelyn Mund. Muliebris 7 Pins tipt with Diamond
Point, and head, By which the Curls are fastened, In radiant
Firmament set out. — Fop-Diet. 18 Firmament, Diamonds,
or other precious Stones heading the Pins which they stick

in the Tour, and Hair, like Stars.

5. Comb.
1593 NASHB Christ's Tears Wks. (GrosarO IV. 70 Theyr

Firmament-propping foundation, shal be adequated with
the Valley of Iehosaphat.

Hence FirmamentwaTds adv., towards the

firmament ; heavenwards.
1886 Burton Arab. Nis. I. i83 Then she flew firmament-

wards to circle it.

Firmamental (i3imame*ntal\ a. [f. prec. +
-AL]
1. Of or pertaining to the firmament.
1600 Dr. Dodypoll 1. 1. in Bullen O. PL III. 100 Looke on

the heavens colour'd with golden starres, The firmamentall
ground of it all blew. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. iv. 1. v,

If there be infinite planetary and firmamental worlds. 1657
Cokaine Obstinate Lady n. i, He was an intricate prog-
nosticator of firmamental eclipses. 1869 Tyndall in Fortn.
Rev. 1 Feb. 240 To obtain the most perfect polarisation of

the firmamental light. 1874 T. Hardy Madding Croivd II.

vii. 81 In the vast firmamental hollows overhead.

f b. Alchemy. Firmamental water : liquid as

pure as the firmament ; app. rectified Aqua Vit&.

1559 Morwyng Et'onym. 97 These, .make disceitful image
and likeliness of youth : the firmamentall. water dothe it in

dede. [1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. 281 An hollow crystal

pyramid he takes, In firmamental waters dipt above.]

2. Of the nature of a supporting framework or

permanent substratum ; cf. Firmament 3.

1696 Brookhouse Temple Open. 40 The Flesh is the Incre-

mental or Changeable Part, and the Spirit the Firmamental
or Immoveable Part. 1825 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836* 1 1.

357 note, The firmamental law that sustains and disposes

the apparent world.

t Firmamentary, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ary.] m prec
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 7 Some by that firmament-

ary uivision of the waters, have dreamt of a watery heaven
above the stars. 1690 Boyle Chr. Virtuoso 1. 69 And much
more must they do so . . who believe . . there were . . Firma-
mentary comets.

Firman (fa'-iman,
|j
fermivn). Forms: a. (7

flrraa, 8 flrhman
1

), 8-9 fermaun, firmaun, 7-

flrman. /3. 7 phirman, 7 9 phirmaund. [a.

Pers. ^jui/ermdn, OPers. */ramdna [so in Pehlvi'

= Skr. pramdna command.] An edict or order

issued by an Oriental sovereign, esp. the Sultan of

Turkey ; a grant, licence, passport, permit.

1616 Sir T. Roe in Purchas Pilgrims (1624) I. iv. xvi. 541
Then I mouedJiim for his fauour for an English Factory to be
resident in the Towne, which hee willingly granted, and gaue
present order to the Buxy to draw a Firma . . for their resi-

dence. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trap. 50 But upon sight of his

Phirman for Letter ofcommand) hee agreed willingly. 1704
Collect. V'oy. (Church.) III. 571/2 Your Majesty's Firman,
or Letters Patent. 1710 Pitt Let. in Edin. Rev. (1893'! 151,

I had. .a phirmaund underhis great seal. 1816 Gentl. Mag.
LXXXVI. 1. 325 A translation of the fermaun itself has
since been forwarded by Dr. Hunt. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1877) I. xvii. 369 Having caused the Porte to issue firmans.

transf. 1835 Hood Poetry, Prose, fy Worse iv, He bows
to the metrical firman, As dulcet as song of the South. 1840
Barham Ingot. Leg., St. Odille iii, A German . . Paid his

court to her father, conceiving his firman Would soon make
her bend.

t Fi*rmance. Se, Obs. Also 6 fermans, fir-

mans, 7 fermance. [ad. OF. /ermance (i) an
enclosure, (2) a guarantee, f. /ermer to shut, con-

firm, secure x—L.. firmare : see Firm v.~]

1. The state or condition of being confined ; con-

finement, imprisonment; chiefly in phrase: (to

keep.pttt) in firmance. Also concr. An enclosure.
1513 Douglas SEneis xu. Prol. 176 Within fermans and

parkis cloys of palys. c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (17281 63 Himself to be put in sicker Firmance. 16x3
Bp. Forbes On Revel, xx. 221 The surenesse is cleered in

the person apprehender, and manner of fermance. 1679 in

G. Hickes Spirit of Popery 64 We .. do Command .. all

Sheriffs . . to Search for . . the Persons afternamed . . and put
them in sure Ward and Firmance. 17*1 Wodrow Hist.
Ch. Scot. (1829) II. 11. xiii. 485 Three men in firmance for

robbery. 1752 J . Louthian Form ofProcess led. 2) 137 The
Rebels . . put them in sure Ward, Firmance and Captivity,

2. Assurance, confidence ; also, a source of con-

fidence. To make firmance to : to give a pledge
of faithfulness to.

»53<S Bellenden Cron. Scot. Proheme Cosmogr. vi, So
lang I swomit in hir seis deip That sad auising with hir

thochtfull lance Couth find na port to ankir hir firmance.
Ibid. 11. i. 10 b, For the fame of ane nobyll prince isanegrete
firmance to his realme. Ibid. 11. xvi. 21 b, Als sone as Gillus
was maid kyng .. to stabil the realme to him with sickir

firmance, he tuk be aithis of his pepil.

b. Firmly established condition, stability.

1533 Bellenden Livy (1822) 107 The Romanis. .ar brocht
to sic firmance, that they may . . sustene the plesand frute

of libertie.

Firmary, var. of Fermery, Obs., infirmary.

t Pirma'tiou. Obs. [ad. L. *fir-mat'ion-em, n.

of action f. firmdre to make firm, f. firmtis Firm.]

1. The action of making firm or fixing steadily.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. iv. i. 179 If we define

sitting to be a firmation of the body upon the Ischias.

2. Ratification, confirmation.
1684 T. Hockin God's Decrees 153 The incarnation, passion,

and resurrection of our blessed Saviour .. being the firma-

tion and seal of all.

Firme, a. Her. (See quot. 1889.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. v. § 31 A Cross Patee Entyre

(or Fixed or Firme). 1889 Elvin Diet. Her. 61 Firme,
a term used for a cross patte'e, when it extends to each
side of the shield : the same as a cross pattte throughout,
or entire.

Firme, var. of Forme Obs., first.

Firment, obs. form of Fekment.
Firmer (foumai). [ad. Y./ermoir chisel for

making mortices, altered form (as if f. /ermer in

obs. sense to fasten, secure) of/ormoir, which was
earlier anglicized as Former.] Used only in comb.,
firmer-chisel, -ffouge, -tool (}ee quots.).

[1688, 1727-51, 1764: see Former. 1 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Builder 239 The firmer chisel is a thin broad chisel,

with the sides parallel to a certain length, and then taper-

ing, so as to become much narrower towards the shoulder.
It is used by being driven by the blows of a mallet on the
handle. 1876 Gwilt F.ncycl. Archit. Gloss. 1243 Firmer
Tool, a chisel used by joiners with a mallet, by which the

sides of mortises are formed. 1888 Lock-.vonds Diet. Mech.
F.ngin., Firmer Tools, the ordinary short chisels and gouges
of wood workers, so termed in order to distinguish them
from paring tools.

Firmest, obs. form of Foremost.

t Fi'rmify, v. Obs. rare. [f. Firm a. + -(i)fy.]

trans. To make firm. intr. To become firm.

1578 Banister Hist.Man 1. 5 You shall not dread, to finde

the examples of Syssarcosis very playne, in the fleshy finni-

fieng of the teeth in their Celles, Ibid. 17 Os Hyoides . . is

so firmified in the middest, as to neither part it easely
slippeth.

t Firming Chisel -firmer-chisel.

1799 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts XVII. 337 Work off the

remaining wood with a large firming chissel.

t Firmitude. 0(>s. [ad. L.firmitudo, (.firm us
F'iRM a] The quality or state of being firm, in

the various senses of the adj. ; firmness, solidity,

stability, strength; stability of purpose, resolution.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terapeutyke 2 E j, They do vse

these names, Dyspathies, Metasyncrises, I ml ecyllitees,

fyrmytudes [Lat. firmitudines\ and sondry other such
names. >579 Twyne Phtsicke agst. Fort. II. cxiv. 3oSa,

Vnlesse the minde. .had put on the same firmitude and con-

stancie agaynst it [the payne]. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 1340 The stability and stedy firmitude of those brand
flat faces which it [the cube] hath. 1668 H. More Div.
Dial. i. § 4 '1713' 10 So great a firmitude is there in Life

against all the subtle attaques of shifting Reason. 1701 \V.

Nichols Consol. to Parents 112 What great Firmitude of
Mind they have to oppose against such acutting misfortune.

t Firmity'. Obs. Also 5-6 fermete, -itie,

6-7 flrmitie, -yte. [a. OF. /ermete', f. /erme
Firm a. ; refashioned after Firm and -ITT.]

1. Firmness, solidity, stability. Also, moral
firmness, firm allegiance, constancy.
a 1450 Knt.dela Tour(iS68)8^ [It] were to long to comptc

the tenthe party of her fermete, for they ouercome the
deuelle and hys temptaciones. 1480 Bury ll-'ills (1850] 50,

For the more fermete and stedfastenes therof, and that yt

perpetually shulde indure. 1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640)

25 b, There was no firmity or strength in it [the ayre] to

beare them [birds] up. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie w.

(Arb.) 113 The square .. for his owne stay and firmitie re-

quireth none other base then himselfe. 1638CHILLINGWORTK
Ret. Prot. 1. vi. § 7. 329 The strength and firmity of my
assent, a 1656 Ussheb Ann. vi. (1658' 337 Pyrrhus, doubt-
ing the firmity of the Macedons unto him, yielded thereto.

C1739 Earl of Ailesbury Mem. (1890) 51 His firmity and
presence of mind.

2. A means of strengthening; an assurance.

15236"/. Papers Hen. VIII
}
IV. 94 If mariage myght be

goten on this side and that side, it woll be. .good for bothe

the realmes, and a firmyte of Idndnes.

t Fi*rmity
'A
. Obs.- 1 Aphetic f. Infirmity.

1426 Audelay Poems 31 To socour ham, in here fyrmete'.

t Firmles* (faumles), a. Obs. [f. F'irm a. +
-less.] Unsteady, shifting.

1598 Sylvester Dn Bartas n. n. iv. Columnes 667 In

Egypt it [Astronomy] erects A famous School, yet firm-lesse

in affects. 1605 Ibid. 11. in. iii. La-we^t We float On firm-

lesse sands of this vaste Desart. a 1744 Pope (Webster),

Does passion still the firmless mind control?

Firmly (f>imli), adv. Tf. as prec. + -IT 2
.] In

a firm manner.
1. With little possibility of movement; so as not

easily to be shaken or dislodged ; fixedly, securely,

strongly; steadily, immovably.
cjjj4 Chaucer Troylus 111. 1439 (1488^, I wist..That your

humble seruant . .Were in your harte yset so fermely As ye

in mine. <i»533 Ld. Berners Htton lv. 187 Euery man
32



FIRMNESS.
praysed gretely Huon that he helde hym se'.fe so fermely.

ltti Spenser Muhpotmos 58 His breast-plate .. Before
his noble hart he firmely bound, c 1630 Jackson Creed
iv. xi, Charity . . firmlier rooted . . in their hearts. 1704
Newton Opticks (1721) in. 1. 365 How such very hard
Particles .. can stick together .. so firmly. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. <$ F. I. 334 The dangerous frontier of Rhaetia he so

firmly secured, that [etc.]. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xviii. 127

To fix at each step my staff firmly in the consolidated snow.

1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. ii. 7 The atmospheric envelope

clasps the planet firmly.

2. Without wavering, hesitation, or doubt; con-

stantly, resolutely, steadfastly.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vin. xv. 29 J>e lele Scottis men .

.

To-gyddyr stood sa fermly. 155a AsCHAII in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 12, I am thus nrmelie persuaded. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843I 14/2 He was. .firmly resolved

never to trust him. 1751 Johnson Rambler Ho. 177. p 9
A copy, .which he firmly believed to be of the first edition.

1781 Gibbon Decl. <$• F. III. 119 The Goth, on whose
fidelity he firmly relied. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
I. 1 10 The nation was firmly attached to hereditary monarchy.
1871 Morley Voltaire (18861 ji It was time to trust firmly

to the free understanding of men for guidance. 1887 Daily
News 7 June 2/6 Foreign wheats firmly held.

3. Comb., as firmly-braided', 'dosed, -rooted.

1877 Black Green Past, xxi, The sunlight touched the
"firmly-braided masses of hair. 1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas
1. in, With *firmly-c!o.sed lips. 1768-74 Tuckfr Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 249 The "firmly-rooted Christian may say.

Firmness (faMmnSs). [f. as prec. + -ness]
The state or quality of being firm.

1. Solidity, cohesion, resistance to pressure.

1653 Holcroft Procopius IL 53 Which encreasing by de-
grees, crumbled and brake the firmeness of the stones. 1661

Boyle Spring 0/Air m. xxxi. (1682 82 In the short history

we have published of Fluidity and Firmness.
_ 1799 Kirwax

Geot. Ess. 108 Firmness is that coherence which resists per-

cussion, and its opposite is hrittleness, or fragility. 1851
Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 155 The requisite firmness

and solidity are given to the animal fabric.

2. The quality of being to a large extent un-

moved or immovable ; fixedness, stability.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, ill, i. 48 Make the Continent
(Wearie of solide firmenesse) melt it selfe Into the Sea.

a 1627 Havward Edw. VI (1630) 13 Both the easinesse and
firmnes [of the union] might be coniectured. 1703 Maun-
drell Joum. Jems. 89 The whole work seems to be endued
with such absolute firmness, as if it had been design'd for

Eternity. 1802 Palev Nat. Theol. viii. § 3 (1819) 86 By
firmness I mean not only strength but stability.

3. The state or quality of being firm in mind
;

resolution, steadiness, steadfastness.

Hence, in Phrenology, the ' bump ' or ' organ ' supposed to

indicate the possession of this quality.

1561 tr. Calvin's Foure Serin, ii. D ij b, That constauncye
and firmnes of minde. a 1684 Earl Roscommon IVks.

0753) 42 Nor can th' ^Egyptian Patriarch blame my muse,
Which for his firmness does his heat excuse. 1741 Mid-
DLETON Cicero I. VI, 518 Ca?sar is said to have born the

news of her death with an uncommon firmness. 1874
Green Short Hist. iv. § 1. 162 Terrible . . as were the suf-

ferings of the English army, Edward's firmness remained
unbroken.

+ b. Steadfastness of attachment to a person or

cause ; faithfulness, fidelity. Obs.

'11627 Sir J. Beaumont To the Prince 14 Your noble
firmenesse to your friend. 1653 Sir E. Nicholas in N.
Papers Camden) II. 11 His Majesty's affection to religion

and his firmness to his word. 1667 Milton /-*. L. ix. 279
But that thou shouldst my firmness therfore doubt To God
or thee. .1 expected not to hear.

4. Comm. Steadiness in price, or of prices.

1880 Globe 5 Mar. 5/4 The feature in Foreign Government
Securities is the firmness of Peruvian Bonds. 1883 Mauch,
Exam. 14 Dec. 4/1 There being little inclination to take
short bills, owing to a belief that the present firmness will

not last. 1890 Daily News 16 Sept. 3/4 The outlays on
behalf of this pair did not affect the firmness of Signorina
and Nunthorpe, who maintained their Saturday rates.

Firmor, Firmorie, var. of Fermer, -y.

w. 1618 Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 83 A mere tenant
at will, or firmor of the profits.

II
Firn (firn). [Ger. firn,firne, lit. Mast year's'

(snow), subst. use of fir-tie adj. 'of last year':

see Fern <7.] A name given to now above the

glaciers which is partly consolidated by alternate

thawing and freezing, but has not yet become
glacier-ice.

1853 K-\x¥.Grinnell Exfi. viii. (1856) 61 The ' firn '. or consoli-

dated snow of the Alpine glaciers. 1855 J. D. Forbes Tour
Mt. Blanc 33 Magnificent is the prospect which these firns

sometimes present. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 155 The im-
perfectly consolidated substance, partly snow and partly ice,

is known in Switzerland as NH>4 or Pirn.

t Firous, a. Obs. rare. In 6 fierous, fyrous.
[f. Fike + -ous.] = Fiery 4.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. xii. 237 In to the sygne of the
fierous lyon. Ibid. xiv. 296 He dyd vs lyght with his pure
bemys Quenchynge of mars the fyrous lemys.

Firre, obs. form of Fir.

t Firren, a. Obs. In 4 firrene, 6 St. flrrin,

flrron. [f. Fir + -en.] Made of fir.

( 1300 Havetok 2078 A fayr firrene wowe. 15x3 Douglas
Aineis 0. vi. 17 The firryne closouris opnys, but noyise or
dyn, And Greikis, hid the hors coist within, Patent war
maide. 1578 Inventories (1815) 255 Ane thik firrin plank.

Firret;te, obs. form of Ferret.
Firring : see Furring.
Firry (fari\ a. [f. F1B + -T 1

.] a. Abound-
ing in firs. b. Of or pertaining to the fir.

1833 Lamb Ella, Blakesmoor, Thy firry wilderness. 1843

250

Tennyson Millers Dau. 6 Oft I heard the tender dove In
firry woodlands making moan. 1842 Hood Elm Tree in.

xvi, With many a fallen acorn-cup, And mast, a firry cone.

Firs, obs. form of Fierce a.

First, si. Ohs. exc. dial, in comb. Forms :

1 first, fyrst, 3 flrste, south, virste. [OF. fyrst
str. fem. = OHG. first (MHG. virst, Ger. first) :—

*fcrsti-z ; cf. the ablaut-var. Du., LG. vorst :—

*fursti-z, of same meaning, which corresponds
phonetically to Skr. prshti fern, rib ; in sense it

is nearer to the (prob. cognate) Skr. prshtd back.]

The inward roof or ceiling of a chamber; also,

a ridge-pole ; first-piece.
.1000 j4llfric Closs. in Wr. -Wiilcker 126 Laquear, fyrst.

c 1275 Death 155 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 179 pe rof and be
virste schal ligge on bine chynne. 1378 Durham Halm.
Rolls (Surtees) 149 In manu Johannis fil. Gilberti x spars
et j first, et in gardino prad. Thonise sunt v ribs et firsts.

b. Comi., first-piece (C/iesh. Gloss.), -pole,

{Shropsh. YVordbk.), the ridge piece of roof-

timbers.

First (15-iSt), a. (si.) and adv. Forms : 1 fyrst,

fyrest, first, 2-6 fyrst, 3 Orm. flrrst, south, vorst,

4 forst, 3-4 ferst, (3 feirst, ferest, -ist, south.

verst), 3-5 flrste, (3 flreste, -ist, south, virst),

furst ^e, 3-7 frist, 4 freste), 4-5 fryst, (6 fruist),

3- first. fOE. fyrst,fyrest, Ob'ris.fcrost,-est, -si,

OS. *furist, used absol. as furisto wk. masc,
prince (MDu. vorste, mod.Du. vorst prince), OHG.
jurist foremost, first, highest, absol. furisto prince

(MUG. viirste, mod.G. first sb., prince), ON.
fyrstr {Sw.fjrsla, Da. fbrste ; the sbs. Sw. furste,

Do., fyrste, prince, are adapted from Ger.) :—Com.
Teut. *furislo-, a superlative formation on the stem

*fur-, for- (see Kobe adv., For prep.). The cor-

responding comparative occurs in OHG. furiro,

ON. fyrre, earlier. From the same stem, with

different superlative suffix, is formed OE. forma
first, whence the double superlative form fyrmest

:

see Former, Foremost.
The OTeut. fur., /or-, represents OAryan pr-, whence in

most of the Aryan langs. words meaning ' first ' are derived,

chiefly with superlative suffixes. Cf. Skr. prathama, OS1.
privu, Gr. irpwTOs, irpwncrros, L. primus.}

A. adj. That is before all others ; earliest in

time or serial order, foremost in position, rank, or

importance. Hence often serving the function of a

numeral adjective, the ordinal of One, in which
use it may be written ist.

In Eng., as in most other langs., the number one has no
regularly formed ordinal, and in OE. the want was supplied

by the use of various superlative adjs. meaning 'foremost'

or 'earliest', viz. fyrst, forma, fyrmest (also formest,
Northumbrian forifmest) and xrest. In middle English the

other words became obsolete, or lost their ordinal sense, so

that first became the sole representative of the ordinal of

one. This is now its most prominent use, and colours all the

applications of the etymological sense; but the^ word can
still be applied dike L. primus, F. premier, etc.* in contexts

where a true ordinal would be inadmissible, as in ' the first

days of the year', 'one of the first men in the country', etc,

I. As simple adjective.

1. In regard to time : Prior to all others in occur-

rence, existence, etc. ; happening, existing, or pre-

senting itself before the others ; earliest.

a 1000 CxttmotCs Exod. 399 (Gr.) Fyrst ferhSbana. c 1220

Bestiary 675 Dus fel adam. .vre firste fader. 1345 in Heath
Grocers' Comp. (1829) 45 The freste Wardynes that euer

were, of owre fraternyte. c 1440 Promp. Parr-. 162/1

Fyrste be-getynge, primogenitura. 1483 Cath. Angl.

132/1 pe Firste martyr, proihomartir. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems lxxxi. 5 Sen oure first father formed was of clay.

«i6i6 Bacon Max. * Uses Com. Law (1636) 23 This
marier of gaining lands was in the first dayes, and is not

now of use in England. 1662 Stillinchu Grig. Sacr. 1. iv.

§ 7 Cadmus Milesius, supposed to be the first writer of His-

tory. 1698 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife 1. i, He is the first

aggressor, not I. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 16 Another

planted the first vines in the neighbourhood of the Cape
of Good Hope. 1868 Lockyer /item. Astron. v. (1879) 193
The first clock in England was made about 1288.

b. With the application defined by a relative

clause, for which in mod.Eng. to with infinitive is

often substituted.

C1200 Ormin 797 He wass be firrste mann pat brohhte

word onn eorbe. a 1300 Cursor M. 1469 (Cott.) Enoch ..

was be first bat letters fand. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4330 The
furst bat was founden of bes fals goddes. 1568 Tilney Disc.

Mariage A vij, I will not be the first, that shall disobey.

1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar. 11, We were the first that ever

burst Into that silent sea. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xii.

658 [Voltaire) was the first who popularized in Fiance the

philosophy of Newton. Mod. You were the first person to

explain the matter. He is always the first to find fault.

This part of the system was one of the first to be developed,

and one of the first to disappear.

c. Said of anything which occurs or presents

itself next after a given point of time expressed

or implied in the sentence.

1007 Marston What you Will v, The first thing her

bounty shall fetch is, my blush-colour satin suit from
pawn. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. ii. 42 The first

business was to get canoes. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. ill.

§ 6 Make an experiment on the first man you meet. 1834

L. Ritchie WaM. by Seine (1833) 138 The first thing to be

done was to secure lodgings. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

II. 138 One of his first acts, after he became King, was to
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recall Ormond from Ireland. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. $
Merch. I. viii. 240, I shall get back to London by the first

train.

d. With emphatic force, where it is implied that
the first event or occurrence is the only one to be
regarded or waited for.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 56 pey ffolwith be vois at
be nrist note. 1506 Pylgrym. Sir R. Gnylforde (Camden)
16 To euery pylgryme at the firste fote that he setteth on
londe there is graunted plenary remyssion. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. 1. viii. 5 Let the first Uudger dye the others Slane.
1675 Marvf.ll Corr. Wks. T872-5 II. 4^3 [* Mock speech*
of Charles 11], I have made Crew, Bishop of Durham,
and, at the first word of my Lady Portsmouth, Prideaux,
Bishop of Chichester. 1699 Hacke Coll. Voy. 11. 39 Some
Men of War lay ready to put out after us upon the first

News of our being near, u 1822 Shelley Unfin. Drama
153 Like a child's legend on the tideless sand, Which the
first foam erases half and half Leaves legible.

e. In phr. : At (f the) first sight (or viewJy at
[the) first blush. (Also, t atfirst dash, push.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 8029 (Cott.) He kneu bam at be first

sight. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 52 Euphues at the first

Mght was so kindled with desire, that [etc.]. 1583 Golihng
Calvin on Deut. ix. 51 True it is that we perceiue it not at
the first push, a 1593 Marlowe Hero $ Leander 1. 176
Who ever lov'd, that lov'd not at first sight? 1611
Middletom Roaring Girl iv. i, Sir A. You can play any
lesson [music]? Moll. At first sight, sir. 1665 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. (1677) 139 At first view I thought they had
some resemblance with those four monsters. 1670 Cotton
Espernon 11. v. 202 So brisk an Article as this at first dash,
and before the King would proceed to any further Treaty.

.

would startle the Spanish Gravity. 170a C. Mathhr Afagtt.

Chr. 1. ii. 11833)1. 54 They saw no Indians, .but such as at the
first sight always ran away. 170a Eng. /J"heophrast. 575 A fool

may so far imitate the mien . . of a wise man, as at first

blush to put a man at a stand what to make of him. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 426 There is more of system in the
Phaedo than appears at first sight.

f. {The) first thing-, advb. phrase = as the first

thing that is done.
[1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. iii. 205 Rob me the Exchequer

the first thing thou do'st. 1720 Humorous Lett, in Land.
*Jrnl. (1721) 50 My fancy .. carried me, the first thing
it did . . to Rome.] 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz 2 Go to this

woman the first thing in the morning. 1885 Anstey
Tinted Venus 74 I'll buy a cloak for her the first thing
to-morrow morning. 1893 Pall Mall Mag. II. 79, I was
to . . hand it over to him the moment we pulled up . . so that

he might give it to the little one first thing.

g. ellipt. for ' the first of the season \

1599 H. Buttes Dyeis dric Dinner G iij b, The first buds,
or yong braunches shooting from the roote. i860 Gosse
Rom. Nat. Hist. 8 The first cuckoo, the first swallow,
sent a thrill through our hearts which is not repeated.

h. After the name of a day of the week : Next,
following, north, dial.

1781 D. Ritchie in Southey's Life ofA. Bell ,1844) I. 252,

I . . must prepare a new sermon for Sabbath first. 1868
Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., ' Sat 'rda' first' for Saturday
next. 1800 Glasgoiv Herald 24 Mar. 1/1 Tickets for the
special service in the Cathedral, on Thursday first.

2. Preceding all others in a series, succession,

order, set or enumeration.
O. E. Chron. an. 963 On be fyrste sunnon da:^ of Aduent.

n 1300 Cursor M. 7219 (Cott.) Sampson, bi first wijf lerd be

witte. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. iLamb. MS.) 171 The furst

part [of the Hail Mary] contenys be wordys of Gabriel.

< 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 11 We seie is hoot in be firste

degree bat is I-heet of kyndely heete. 1484 Caxton Fables

of AlsoP ii. Proem, A fable whiche is the fyrst and formost

of this second book. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner
L v, He maketh Quaile the first dish of the first course.

1670 Lady M. Bertie in i2f£ Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 22 The second part .. is then the first time acted. 1773
Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. 11, The first blow is half the battle.

i8»7 Jarman Powell's Devises II. 291 The testator had a

first marriage in contemplation. 1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by

Seine 124 The first thing that fixes our eye is the noble river

covered with boats. i8$o Tennyson In Mem. lxxxv. 108

First love, first friendship, equal powers, That marry with

the virgin heart. 1874 Chadwick Base Ball Man. 28 When
a player is on the first base and one on the third. Mod.
Take the first turning on the right.

b. in dates, with ellipsis of day. Also in sport-

ing language. The First
%
spec, the first of September

(when partridge-shooting begins).

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, n. iv. 71, I summon your Grace,

to his Maiesttes Parliament, Holden at Bury, the first of

this next Moneth. 1673 S" too Him Bayes 20 Do'st thou

take this to be the first of April? 1818 Jas. Mill Brit.

India II. v. v. 525 He encamped on the ist of June within

three miles of the place.

C. In the first place \ an adverbial phrase = first,

firstly : see Place.
1665 Sir T. Herbkrt Trav. (1677) 393, I shall therefore in

the first place see what [etc.].

d. U.S. The first = even, or so much as, the

first ; even one, a single.

1849 Let. in N. V. Tribune 23 May 2/2 On my
knees, which I couldn't move the first inch. 1857 W. A.

Gilbert Sp. in Ho. Reps. 27 Feb. (Bartlett), I am not

aware of having committed the first act which would bring

upon me the displeasure of the house.

e. With a cardinal numeral. In this combina-

tion three varieties of word- order have been used.

(a) The earliest recorded form is the two {three,

etc.) first ( = Fr. les deux premiers, Ger. die zwei

erslen). This still survives, though it is now rarely

used where numbers above 3 or 4 are concerned.

f(£) In !5-i6th c. two {three, etc.) the first
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occasionally occurs, (c) In 16th c. the growing
tendency to regard first as an ordinal led to the

introduction of the form the first two {three, etc.),

corresponding to 'the second two (or three, etc.) '.

This is now the universal form in the case of high

numbers ; but for numbers up to 3 or 4 many
writers use it only when the number specified is

viewed as a collective unity contrasted with the

second or some succeeding 2, 3, or 4 in the series.

{a) 1340 Ayenb. 1 1 be bri verste. 15*6 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W.
15311 1 Of the whiche thre bokes, the two first be but as

prefaces. 1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Lmv C. Warres
!. 13 The two first dayes the King . . had the Victory.

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 136 Each of the six

first lines of the Iliad might lose two syllables. 1781 Gihbon
Dec/. <y F. III. 197 During the five first ages of the city.

(b) 1447 Shillingford Lett. (Camdenj 28 As ye have . . al-

legged by two the furst divers articulis. 1531 Elvot Gov. i.

xi, Two the fyrste bokes of the warke of Aristotell. 1540 1

— Image Gov. 79 In eight the first yeeres of his empire.

(t") 1593 Fale Dialling 35 Omitting likewise y" first three,

&c. 1661 Bramhall Just Vind. i. 2 For the first six

hundred years and upwards. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist.

(1714) I. 134 He wrote the Life of Alexander in x Books,
whereof the first two are lost, i860 Ellicott Life Our
Lord viii. (1865) 373 The first two Evangelists.

3. Foremost or most advanced in position (said

of things either at rest or in motion). la OE. as

an independent sense, = ( front
'

; subsequently as

a special use of sense 2, first opposed to second,

third, etc.

a 1000 Laws Ethelbert § 51 ^Et 5am feower tobum
fyrestum. 1647 R. Stapylton juvenal-2\% The first-file of

orators. 1704 Marlborough in Loud. Gaz. No. 4045 '2

With., the Foot of the First Line, I passed the Lech. 1801

James MiHi. Diet. s. v. Line, In order that the first line .

.

may . . not endanger the disposition of the second line, by
precipitately crowding upon it. Mod. He was sitting in

the first row of seats. The first horse in the race.

b. In adverbial phrases (where foremost may be

substituted), headfirst', feci first', etc., i.e. with the

head, feet, etc., foremost.

1877 Si'URGeon Serm. XXIII. 46 We used to dip our toes

in the waves instead of taking a plunge head first.

4. Foremost, preceding all others, in dignity,

rank, importance, or excellence.

138a Wyclif Mark ix. 34 If any man wole be the firste

among 30U. 1548 Patten Ex/>ed. Scot, in Arb. Garner
III. 118 It was counted for the first part of medicine to have
it [i.e. the finger] cut quite away. 1670 G. H. Hist. Car-
dinals 1 11. 37 The Apostles were all first, and all last, with-

out any difference of priority. 1720 Ozell Vertot's Rom.
Rep. II. xiv. 346 Courage, a General's first Quality. 1770
Langhorne Plutarch (1879)1 1. 639/1 Eumenes. .raised him-
self to the first military employments. 1798 Anti-Jacobin
xxxi. 182 The song of Rogero. .is admitted on all hands to

be in the very first taste. 1821 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev.
XCV. 538 Fruit and vegetables, articles of the first necessity

at Naples. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 30, I was
told a great deal about 'the first people in Boston'. 1848

Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 370 There were coffee houses
where the first medical men might be consulted.

b. In official titles, etc., indicating that the person

designated has precedence over colleagues, as first

minister (more commonly * prime minister'); First

Lord of the Admit ally, of the Treasury ; first

lieutenant, etc
1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) II. 11. i. 70 The first minister

. . is a kind of representative on behalf of the regal pre-

rogative. 178a Ann, Reg. 255 Royal Oak—Mr. Gwatkin,
first lieutenant, killed. 1843 Carlyle Past <r Pr. 11. xvii.

174 Of whom as First Lord of the Treasury, .we could be so

glad and proud. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, First mate,

the chief officer of a merchant vessel; the next in rank to

the captain. 1866 H. Coppee Grant <y his Campaigns 25

His first-lieutenancy dated from Sep. 16, 1847. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 19 Feb. 5/2 The plaintiff, .was engaged as first tenor

at the Comedy Theatre.

II. absol. (quasi-^.)

5. In certain absolute uses.

a. Thefirst : the thing or person first mentioned.

(Where only two are mentioned, theformers now
commonly preferred.)

x579 Lvly Euphues (1607) Biv, I am neither so suspitious

to mistrust your good wil, nor so sottish to mislike your
good counsaile, as 1 am therefore to thanke you for the

first, so it stands me vpon to thinke better of the latter.

1774 Pennant Tour in Scott, in 1772, 238 They yield bear

and potatoes, much of the first is used in distillation.

b. spec, in Her. The first= that tincture which

is first mentioned in a blazon.

156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 28 b, I sayde, voyded of the

first, because Argent was the first that was named. 1705
Hearne Collect. 8 Dec, Sable, A Cross argent, charg'd with

another of the first. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. II,

Filshed quarterly or. and az. ; on the second and third

quarters, an eagle, displayed, of the first.

C The first = the first part, the beginning (obs.

or dial, in ordinary phrases). Esp. in phrases

The first of the ebb, flood, or tide.

(71586 Sidney Arcadia n. xxvii. (1590) 220b, But now
perceiuing the flood of their furie began to ebbe, he thought
it policie to take the first of the tide. 1670 Narborough in

Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) 44 At the first of the Flood we
caught five hundred Fishes. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 446 The
six prames . . dropt down upon the first of the ebb. 1784
Unfort. Sensibility II. 67 It was boiling from the first of

the morning, till they wanted their dinners. 1798 Invasion

II. 14, I had. .from the first of his entrance, kept retreating

to the other side of the room. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack
xxii, We shall be able to stem thefirst of the flood.

d. Printing. (Sec quots.)

1683 Moxon Often, Exerc. II. 319 The one they dis-

tinguish by the name of First, the other his Second, these

call one another Companions : The First is he that has
wrought longest at that Press. 1888 Jacohi Printers'

Vocab., First, the senior or leading partner of the two men
who work at a hand-press.

e. First and last : all, 'one and all \
1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 2 First and last, helpe, quench

all.

6. In adverbial phrases with a preposition :

a. From the first : from the beginning, at the

outset, to start with. From first to last : from be-

ginning to end, throughout.
1611 Bible Luke i. 3 Hauing had perfect vnderstanding

of things from the very first. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. (1757* II. 18 Their Practice, from the first, is ill

grounded. 1849 Grote Greece 11. lxxii. (18621 VI. 347 The
mainstay of the Thirty from first to last. 1885 Manch. Even.
Xeivs 16 July 3/1 The disaffected section . . made a dead
set against him from the first. 1893 Strand Mag. VI. 473,':

Mr. Gladstone was. .in his place from first to last.

b. At first (also, at the first, now rare) : f ((7)

first, for the first time; + id) in the first place;

•J*
(c) at once, immediately ; (d) at the beginning,

at the first stage.

(a) a 1300 Cursor M. 12605 (GStt.) Wid be grete maistris

bus he badd Till man had hir iornai made, ban at be frist on
him togbt scho. c 1340 Ibid. 1558 (Fairfj And now at first

wakkenes woghe. 168a Creech Lucretius 11. 576 In Phrygia
Corn at first took birth.

(b) 1340 Ayenb. 46 Of |nse ^enne uondeJ> ^e dyeuel in vif

maneies . . Auerst ine fole zi}be efterward ine fole wordes
[etc.]. £11380 Wyclif Set. Wkz. III. 359 We graunten at

be firste, |-at [etc.].

(c> 136a Langl. P. PI. A. vn. 159 And hoped aftur hunger
bo, bat herde him atte furste. a 1626 Bp. Andrewes 7 Scrm.
lv. (1627) 65 He bids them . . but whistle for an Angell, and
they will come at first. 1643 Prynnf. Sov. Pcnver Pari.
in. 132 How little coherence there is in this Argument, the

silliest childe may at first discern.

id' 1577 B. Googe IleresbacFs liusb. iv. fi =86) 185 Their
broode heth very small at the first. 1599 H. Blttes Dyets
drie Dinner B iv, This fruite was at first white. 1611 Bible
"John xii. 16 These things vnderstocd not his disciples at

the first. 1671 Milton Samson 883 Why then Didst thou
at first receive me for thy husband? 171a Steele Spect.

No. 455 ? 3, I am no more delighted with it than I was at the

very first. 1776 Trial ofNuudocomar 22/1 He was at first

very ill, then got better. 1845 M. Pattison Ess, (18S91 I.

25 The assurance he had at first displayed was now suc-

ceeded by an air of embarrassment. 1874 Boutell Arms
<y Arm. xi. 216 At the first they made petards with it.

f C. With the first : among the first (persons or

things) ; hence, chiefly, especially (cf. L. cum
primis).

1611 Abp. Ussher Lett. (1686I 15 Of which we will not

fail to certifie you with the first. i6«i T. Bedford Sinne
unto Death 34 This is apprime necessarium, necessary witli

the first. 1660 F. Brooke Le Blanc's Trav. 270 The servant

. . coming in with the first.

7. Elliptical uses passing into quasw£. (admit-

ting of plural).

a. Anything that is first (nonce-uses^.

1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 71 There are two Firsts:

the one is Gods worde, and the other is God. 189a Daily
News 1 Dec. 2/3 The 1st June and December are the two
quietest 'firsts' in the year.

b. Comm. First of exchange', the first of a set

of bills of exchange of even tenor and date.

[The ellipsis of bill is common to all the European langs. ;

but the phrase is often written in full, both in Eng. and in

the other langs.]

1809 R. Langford Inirod. Trade 27 Three months after

date, pay this my first of Exchange (second and third

not paid) to the order of Mr. R. Rich. 1866 Crump Banking
v. 137 In case of delay of the arrival of a first of exchange.

c. A place in the first class in an examination-

list ; the first place in an athletic contest. Also,

a man who has taken a place in the first class.

1850 Clough Dipsychus ix. no Philip returned to his

books. .Got a first, 'tis said. x86i Hughes Tom Brown at
Ox/. iv. (188^)32 He'll be a safe first, though I don't believe

he reads more than you or I. 1885 M. Pattison Mem. 26

The men who got firsts would have done so equally at any
college. 1885 Cyclist 19 Aug. 1089/i He . . won four firsts

and a second last week.

d. Mns. (See quot. 1823).
11774 Goldsm. Exper. Philos. (1776) II. 159 The per-

formers on glasses, .who play firsts, seconds, and sometimes
a base altogether. 18*3 Crabb Technol. Did., First (Mas.),
the upper part of a duett, trio [etc.].

©. Base-ball'. = first base.

f. pi. Used to denote the best quality of certain

articles of commerce, e. g. butter.

i8»s J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 535 The finest marls,

called firsts, are selected for the arches of doorways, &c.
183a Porter Porcelain

<J-
Glass (Lardner) 186 Crown glass

is sold, according to its quality, under four different

denominations—firsts, seconds, thirds, and fourths. 1887
Times 27 Aug., Butter :—Firsts, 119s. ; seconds, 113J.

B. adv. [OE. fyrst, the accus. neut. of the adj.

Cf. OX. fyrst, OHG. furist.]

1. Before any other or anything else, in time,

serial order, rank, etc. ; before anything else is

done or takes place. Also in strengthened phr.

first of all, first andforemost.
O. E. Chron. an. 963 Se biscop com ba fyrst to EH5.

c iaoo Ormin 6876 Forrpi comenn be33 himm firrst To sekenn
i batt ende. 1*97 R. Glouc (1724) 383 To chyrche & to

pouere men he 3ef vorst, as lie ssolde. c 1340 Cursor M.

22879 tTrin.) Bi his wille dob J»at kyn? out of pe harde tie

to spryng forst be leef & benne be flour and siben fruyt.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 542 Julius Cesar . . Off Rome wes
fryst maid Emperour. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 116 pat
she furste & formest ferme shulde bilieue c 1450 St. Cuth-
icr/uSurteesi 732 ]>ai straue wha first to landemyght Wynne
1553 T. Wilson Rhtt. (1580) 5 [He] must fasten his mynde
firste of all, upon these five especiall pointes. 1635 R.N. tr.

Camden's Hist, Eliz. 11. xii. no She wished them, first and
formost to get the Queene's assent. 1667 Milton P. /„. 1.

377 Who first, who last Rous'd from the slumber, on that

fiery Couch. 1718 Prior Alma 111. 397 Who first offend will

first complain. 1776 Triatof~iVundoco?uar68/i Having re-

ceived that money, I will pay you first, and after that will pay
others. 1814 Wordsw. Excursion 1. Poems (i888» 422/1 Oh,
Sir! the good die first. 1841 Keble Sertn. xi. (1848' 275
The two who first saw our Lord. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist.
I. xii. 492 Consent of the historians . . makes him, first and
foremost, a legislator. 1884 W. C. Smith Kitdros'an 88
Your wet ropes, .give blisters first And then a horny band.

b. proverb. First come, first served.

1545 Beunklow Compl. xvii. E iij, First come first serued,

so one or ij shal be all payed, & y' rest shal baue nothing.

163a Massinckr Maid of Hon. 1. ii, And you know, First

come first serv"d. i85o Macm. Mag. June 113 The sailors.

.

rushed away to the boat. First come, first in. 1887 'Times

(weekly cd.' 24 June 7/4 It was . . a case of first come, first

served.

C. In a statement, discourse, or argument, where
points or topics are enumerated : In the first place,

as the first thing to be mentioned or considered,

firstly.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Whs. III. 441 pai say furst, hat [etc.].

(-1386 Chaucfr Melib. F275 Ffirst and forward ye ban
erred in thassemblynge of youre conseillours. 1393 Langl.
/'. PI. C. vn. 15 For ich formest and ferst .. Haue ybe
vnboxome. 1583 Hahington' Comma>idm. v. U637 1 41 First

& formest . . let them [etc.]. 1644 H. Parker Jus Pop. 39,
I make answer First . .Secondly . .Thirdly. 1711 Addison
Sf>ect. No. S9 F 4 First of all I would have them seriously

think on the Shortness of their Time. 1847 [see Firstly ij.

fd. At first, originally. Obs.

moo tr. Bull cfPope Agatho in Cod. Dipt. V. 30 Ic Saxulf,

5e wa;s first abbot and nu earn biscop. a 1300 Cursor M.
5373 (Gutt.) Frist was he here as vr thrall. Nou vnder me es

he mast of all. 1598 Grenewey 'Tacitus' Ann. 11. xviii.

(1622) 58 Plancina growing more insolent then first, a 1721
Prior

(J.),
Heav'n, sure, has kept this spot of earth uncurst,

To shew how all things wtre created first.

e. First and last : taking one thing with another,

at one time and another, reckoned altogether, in

all. First or last : at one time or another, sooner

or later.

1678 Lady Chawohth in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. Add. v. 45 Lord Shrewsbery is like to marry Mr.
Chiffens his daughter who will be fi^t and last made
worth 40,000/. to him. 1699 Damtier Voy. II. 11. 2 The
Ray of Campeachy, where I lived first and last about
\ Years, a 1700 Dkvdkn i ].\ All are fools and lovers first or

last. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1,1840) I. iv. 65, I brought away-

all the sails first and last.

2. Before some other specified or implied thing,

time, event, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1625 (Gutt.) Eot firist a tre, ar 1 bigine,

I sal here sett of noe kinne. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.
vii. 189 Conarus was inclosit First being dewlie for his

fault deposit. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 38 Although it

be long fyrst. .yet . .they come. 1611 Biblf, 2 Sam. Kill. 13
Thou shalt not see my face, except thou first bring Michal
Sauls daughter, 1618 Bolton Floras (1636) 251 They
wasted the puissance of Sertorius in battel!, though it was
long first. \(Ax]. DaviBS tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 7 Ask'd
. .when those of Holstein would be receiv'd ; he told him.

.

it would be three weeks first. 1748 Richardson Clarissa.

(181 1) VIII. 15 Mr. Pocock undertakes to deliver this; but
fears it will be Saturday night first. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV.

xxviii, I wounded one who first assaulted me. 1855 Dickens
Dorrit v, She had this bit of work to begin first . . that bit

of work to finish first. 1884 A. R. Pennington IViclif' ix.

297 It is impossible for the priest to remit the sins of any
unless they are first remitted by Christ.

b. In preference to something else ; rather,

sooner (than do something specified or implied, or

allow it to be done).
1580 A. Mklville in Life (1819) I. ii. 87 They shall have

all the blood of my body first, a 1635 Fletcher Hum.
Lieutenant 11. iv, My noble childe, thou shalt not fall in

virtue, I and my power will sink first. 1797 Fkere &
Canning in Anti-Jacobin ii. n, I give thee sixpence? I

will see thee d—d first ! 1819 Shelley Cenci v. iii. 99
O weak, wicked tongue . . would that thou hadst been Cut
out and thrown to dogs first ! 1869 Browning Ring $
Bk. IV. x. 311 Die? He'll bribe a gaoler or break prison

first!

3. For the first time, then and not earlier (with

reference to a specified time, place, etc.\

c 1300 St. Braudan 246 After than that seint Brendan
furst this yle i-se?. £1350 Will. Paleme 648 jHis was ferst

here sad sorwe sesed bat time, c 1400 Maundev. (1839' xi.

126 From benne, Pylgrymes mowen fyrste se vn to Jeru-

salem, a 1461 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 249 Whan seyntes

felle fryst from hevene. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. civ. 2 For as

you were when first your eye I eyde, Such seemes your

beautie still. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 1, % 1, I knew him

first at the Temple. J776 Trial of A'undocomar 25/1

When was it that you first heard mention of the bond?

1850 Tennyson In Mem. xl, A maiden in the day When
first she wears her orange-flower !

C. Comb.
1. Chiefly of adv. with ppl. adjs., us first-hegot,

-begotten ^whence first-begottenshif), -built, -con-

ceived, -created, -done, -endeavouring, -famed,

-formed, -found, -framed, -gendered, -gotten, -grown,

-intended, -invented, f -kinned (^First-born),
32-2



FIRST.

-made, -mentioned, -moving* -named, etc. Also

with ordinary adj., as first-ripe. Also with vbl.

nouns, asfirst- beginner, -beginning, -corner, -mover,

-running. The combs, first-movable, -moved,
-mover, -moving have all been used as equivalents

for the pri/num mobile of the old astronomy.

1587 Golding De Mcrnay vi. 71 Hee calleth him the

*Firstbeginner. i860 Munro Lucretius (1864^ L 55, I. .will

open up the *first-beginnings of things. 1671 Milton P. R.
1. 89 His *first-begot we know. 138a Wyclif Zcch. xii. 10

In deth of the *first bygoten. c 1440 Prouip. Parv. 162/1

Fyrste begoton, primogenitus. 1583 Golding Calvin on

Dent. cxcv. 1212 Hee was not of the common sort, but had

as it were a *first-begottenship. 1887 Bowen Virg. AZneid
111. 17, I . . Found my *first-built walls in an evil hour on the

shore. 1868 Lowell Shaks. Pr.Wks.1890 III. 45 The privi-

lege which only *first-comers enjoy. i88oLibr. Univ. KnowL
X. 368 The foundling named by the first-comer. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, m. ii. 44 The *first-conceiued sound.

155a Huloet, * First created, protopiastes. 1671 Milton
Samson 83 O first-created beam. 155a Huloet, *First done
or spedde, prxuersus. 16*7 Milton Vacat. Exerc. 2 Hail
Native Language, that by sinews weak. Didst move my
*first-endeavouring tongue to speak. 1859 Tennyson
Guinevere 321 The two *first-famed for courtesy. '497 Bp.

Alcock Mons Perfect. Ii iij, Our *fyrst fourmed faders.

1874 Darwin in Life $ Lett. (1887) III. 194, I have found
first-formed theories erroneous. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. n.

(ed. 7) 109 So shall you have the *first found number. 1633
Earl Manch. At Mondo (1636) 12 Our *first-framed father

Adam. 1388 Wyclif Ps . civ. [cv.] 36 He killide ech the *firste

gendrid thing in the lond of hem. i$Sz Ibid,, Hesmotalle the

^firste goten in the lond of hem. 1785 J. Phillips Treat.

Inland Nai<ig.\]
y 900/. less than the*first-intendedexpence.

i8»7 G. HigginsCV/z'/c Z?7*«t(/s3sThe *first invented letters.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter civ. [cv.] 36 He smate al *first-kinned

in land of ba. 1630 Drayton Noah's Flood 203 The earthly
Heauen, where he had plac't That *first-made Man. 1877

J. D. Chambers Divine Worship 390 The *first-meutioned

formularies are the more ancient. 1594 Blundevil Exerc.
in. 1. iii. (ed. 7) 281 The tenth [sphere] is called the *first

movable. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 483 That Crystalline Sphear
whose ballance weighs The Trepidation talkt, and that *first

mov'd. Ibid, vii, 500 As the great *first-Movers hand First

wheeld thir course. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 118

The opposition cursed him, as the indefatigable drudge of
a first-mover. 1796 Hutton Math. Vict., First Mover in

the old Astronomy, is the Primum Mobile. C1625 Milton
On Death fair Inf. 39 Whether above that high *first-

moving sphere Or in the Flysian fields. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xviii, The *first-named young gentleman. 1599
H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner Cij, In Latine Praecocia,

or Prematura. Id est. Soone ripe, or *first ripe. 161

1

Bible Num. xiii. 20 Now the time was the time of the first

ripe grapes. 1764 Foote Patron 11. Wks. 1799 I. 341 When
. . the sprightly *first-runnings of life are rack'd off, you offer

the vapid dregs to your deity.

2. In syntactical combs, of a permanent nature

or with a special meaning : for many of these,

as first cause, cousin, intention, magnitude, person,

principle, water, see the respective sbs. Many
of them are used attrib. and as adjs., and are

then regularly written with the hyphen: see esp.

first chop (Chop sb. r> 4), First-class, First-

*rate. Also, first aid {to the wounded), assist-

ance given on the spot in the case of street-acci-

dents and the like, before proper medical treat-

ment is procured ; first birth, a first-born child
;

also
fig. ; hence ffirst-birth-right ; first coat,

the first layer of plaster or paint ; hence first-

coated a. ; first cost, prime cost; also attrib.;

first-foot (north.), the person who first enters

a house after the beginning of the new year

;

hence first-footing; first form, (a) the lowest

form in a school ; (b) in Printing (see quots.)

;

first futtocks (Naut. ; see quot.) ; first man
{Mining; see quot.) ; first motion {Mech. ; see

quot.) ; first night, the night on which a play, or

a particular representation of a play, is first pro-

duced on the stage ; also attrib. ; hence first-

nighter (one who assists at a 'first night'), first-

nighting ; + first penny (see Penny) ; first

sight, (a) see sense 1 above
;

(b) that which is seen

for the first time (nonce-use); alio attrib.; whence
first-sighted ppl. a. inonce-wd.) ; first story =
First floor. Also First day, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxi. (1495) 366 The
vertue of the angell that slewe the *fyrste byrthes were
wythstonde therby. '827 Hare Guesses Ser. 1. (1847) 55
Those twin firstbirths of Poetry. 1650 J. Trapp Claris to

the Bible I. 299 Then came forth Perez .. who took the
* first-birth-right and kingdom by force. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build, 390*First Coat of two-coat work, in plastering,

is denominated laying when on lath, and rendering when
on brick. 1870 Eng. Mcch. 11 Feb. 385/1 The laths are
•primed' or *first-coated. 177a Franklin Lett. Wks. 1887
IV. 547 Which, at the *first cost here, can scarce be reckoned
at less than half a guinea a head per annum. 1778 T.
Jefferson Lett. Wks. 1893 II. 156 The master had once
sold the whole cargo . . for $s. 36. the livre, first cost. 1840
L'pool. Jrnl. 4 July 1/4 Quantity of soiled account books
. . at first cost prices. 1805 Nicol Poems I. 33 (Jam.) Ere
new years' morn begin to peep At doors, the lasses sentrie

keep, To let the *first-fit in. 1883 I. Parker Tyns Ch.

4 How glad . . the dear soul was when she had a good
' first-foot ' on New Year's morning. 1864 A. M' Kay
Hist. Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 112 Another custom., was
that of *first-footing on the morning of New year's day.

1883 Black in Harper's Mag. Dec. 63 At midnight
' first-footing ' begins, and it is considered very lucky if your

£52

first visitor should be a dark-haired man. 1683 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. II. 376 *First Form, the Form the White
Paper is Printed on, which generally by Rule ought to have
the First Page of the Sheet in it. 1888 Jacobi Printers*

Vocab., First Fortne,tbe inner or outer [forme] of a sheet

—

whichever is printed off first. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVordbk.,
*First Futlocks, timbers in the frame of a ship which come
down between the floor-timbers almost to the keel on each
side. 1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal Mining, *First man,
the head butty or coal getter in a stall, who.. is re-

sponsible for the safety of the men working under him
and for the proper working of the coal. 1E88 Lockwood's
Diet. Mech. Engin., * First-motion, a term of general

application, as first motion shafts, first motion belts, first

motion wheel, &c, meaning the one which first receives,

and then communicates, power to its successors. 1894
IVestm. Gas. 3 Apr. 2/3 A **first-night' notice. 1886

Boisgobey's Steel Necklace v. 79 All the *first-nighters

had turned out in force. 1887 Daily Nevus 3 May 6/1 The
social philosophy of *first nighting. 1674 Marvell Corr.

Wks. 1872-5 II. 424 E of Pembroke marryed to Madame
Qerronal's [sic] sister. The King gives 1000 *first peny. 1773
Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. in, Then your *first sight deceived

you; for I think him one of the most brazen first sights

that ever astonished my senses. 1859 Farrar f. Home
27 Without any first-sight vows of eternal friendship. 1748
Richardson Clarissa {1811) I. 305 To compliment our own
sagacity, in our *first-sighted impressions. 1662 J. Davies
tr. Maudelslos Trait. 137 The River which often overflowes

drowns them sometimes to the "first story. 1834 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Seine (1835) 181 [The prisons] were sometimes
placed in the first story of the donjon. 1860 Baktlett
Diet. Amer. s. v. Story, In the United States the floor next

the ground is the first story. [Cf. First-floor 2.]

First (foistf), v. [f. First a.]

T 1. nonce uses. a. intr. As rendering of Gr.

trpwTtvtiv : To have the first place, be first, b.

trans. With allusion to the vb. to second (see con-

text) : To advance (a person) to the first place.

1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. iv. 49 That Hee may bee Ev wa<Ti

ffptaJTevwc firsting, or having the first place or preheminence
in all things. 1656 S. H. Gold. Laiv 11 These also will

befool you. .to gain you to second the King, that so ye may
second, and so first them.

t 2. trans. To propose (a resolution), 'move*
(as opposed to ' seconding

1

). Obs.

1656 Burton's Diary (1 828.1 I. 66 The question in the

morning, which was firsted and seconded. 1658 Ibid. III.

193 The question which is firsted and seconded.

3. dial. To ' set out ' with the hoe.
i860 Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. XXI. ii. 386 The swedes.. were

not ' firsted ' until August 6th.

First : see Feist sb. and v. Obs.

First-born, a. [f. First adv. + Borx a.]

1. That is born first, eldest.

138a Wyclif Luke ii. 7 Sche childide her firste born sone.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) III. viii. 55 Cayn the fyrst

borne child. 1611 Bible Deut. xxi. 15 If the first burne
sonne be hers that was hated. 1847 Mrs. A. Ki:rr Hist.

Servia 250 He often called him 'Son'; saying, 'Alexa, his

first-born son, was not dearer to him'.
transf. 1784 Cowpf.r Task IV. 701 The firstborn efforts of

my youthful Muse. 1807CRABBE Newspaper 44,9 Read your
first-born work a thousand limes.

b. nonce-use. That is the right of the first-born.

1770 Goldsm. Dcs. Vill. 256 Spontaneous joys . . The soul

adopts, and owns their first-born sway.

2. ahsol. (quasi-jfc)

a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxxiv. 8 He smote be first borne
of egipt fro man til best. 1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 71

The Firstborne of God. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 489 Jehovah
.. equal'd with one stroke Both her first born and all her

bleating Gods. 171a Steele Sped. No. 263 F 1 Camillus
and his first-born dwell together. 1837 Lytton-E

1

. Maltrav.
111. iv, Teresa was trying to teach her first-born to read.

transf. 1830 Tennyson Ode Mem. 92 The love thou bearest

The first-born of thy genius.

b. rarely as sb. with plural ending.

1866 J. H. Newman Gerontius ii. 21 All praise to Him .

.

By whom proud first-borns from their thrones are cast.

First chop, first-chop : see Chop sb'\

First class, first-class.
A. (as two words).

The first of a scries of classes in which things or

persons are grouped. Usually implying priority

in importance; esp. in fixed or technical applica-

tions, e.g. the highest grade of accommodation for

travellers by railway or steamboat, the highest

division in an examination-list.

1807 [see Class sb. 4]. 1846 Commercial Mag. Oct. 135
There is a first-class for those who are willing to pay for the

superior comfort.

b. ellipt. A place in the first class of an exam-
ination list (cf. Class sb. 4.) ; one who has

obtained such a place.

1838 British Mag. VI. 100 There was no double First-

Class [Referring to Oxford]. 1859 Farrar J. Home 186 My
getting a first class in the May examination.^ 1885 Oxford
Univ. Cat. 40 Candidates must have obtained . . a First

Class in Litt. Gr. et Lat. at the First Public Examination.

B. attrib. ox adj. (written with the hyphen).
(In attributive use sometimes with stress on the first syll.

;

in predicative use the stress is equal or on the last.)

1. Of or belonging to the first class in a recognized

series of grades : as, a first-class (railway) carriage,

a first-class man (in an examination : also written

first-classman).
1846 Commercial Mag. Oct. 133 His Lordship .. refused

to travel in the first-class carriages, and went as a second-
class passenger. 185* Ann. Keg. 207 A 'composite' carriage,

the centre being a first-class compartment. x86o All Year

FIRST-FRUIT.

Round No. 74. 560 An Oxford first-class man. 1869 DoMUH
Midn. Sky 14 The first-class star Capella. 1871 Smiles
Charac. ii. 11876) 33 A first-classman at Oxford. 1887 Spec-

tator 25 June 860/1 A Balliol Scholar, a first-classman.

b. In U.S. sometimes used of the lowest or least

important grade : as, a first-class clerk ( = one who
receives the lowest salary).

2. gen. Of the highest grade in importance, value,

or excellence; of the first or best quality.

1858 R. S. Sturm Ask Mamma xlv. 199 First-class

servants who had fallen into second-class circumstances.

1872 Raymond Statist. Mines A> Mining 147 The first-class

ores were shipped to Reno and San Francisco. 1879
MCarthy Own Times II. xxviii. 351 Only one first class

reputation of a military order had come out of the war. 1885
Leeds Mercury 24 June 4/4 Unless some foreign question

of first-class importance should arise.

b. colloq. Extremely good, 'first-rate*.

1879 Spurgeon Serm. XXV. 90 When he was on the road
to Damascus to hunt the saints, he was en first-class terms
with himself.

3. quasiWz/. a. By first-class conveyance, etc. b.

colloq. Excellently, very well indeed (cf. first-rate).

1895 Month Feb. 197 She looks first-class and healthy.

Mod. To travel first-class. How are you getting on?
Oh, first-class.

First-day. The name given (chiefly by
members of the Society of Ftiends) to Sunday, as

being the first day of the week.
a 1690 G. Fox Jrnl. (1694^ I. 168 Upon the first-day after,

I was moved to go to Aldenham steeple-house, a 1713
Ei.lwood Autobiog. (1765) 101 One First-day in four there

was a more general Meeting. 1843 Whittikr First Day in
Lcnvell Prose Wks. 1889 I. 369 One must be here of a
pleasant First day at the close of what is called the 'after-

noon service'.

attrib. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dom. N. Amer. 11. iv. 278 First-

day Baptists, whose weekly holiday is the Sunday. 187a

Whittier Penn. Pilgrim 385 Fair First-Day mornings.
1 Fi rsten, a. Se. Obs. Also firstin. [Length-

ened form of First a., ultimately due to the ana-

logy of Eightin.] = First a.

1594 Battell of Balrinness in Scot. Poems \6th C. II. 351
The firstin man in coun=all spak Good Errol it was he.

Ibid. II. 353 The firsten shot was to neir . . The nixtin shot

thair foes hurt.

t ri'rster, a. Obs. [f. First + -er. Cf. G.
crstere.] Earlier, former.
1608 Certif. in Peel Spen Valley (1893) 125 Followynge

the same brooke untyl yt come to the firster boundarye
where yt begun. 1633 Pvritanisme the Mother Ep. Ded.,
In those firster times of Protestancy, the name of Puritan
was scarce heard of.

First-floor.
1. The floor or story of a building next above

the ground floor.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iv, This is the gentleman who
has taken your first-floor.

2. The floor or story which is built on or just

above the ground ; a ground floor. Now only U.S.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 101 The first Floore of a building

should not lye level with the ground, i860 Worcester,
First-floor, the basement of a building [U. S.].

iJ. colloq. The person who occupies the fir?t floor.

1861 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 83 A piano hired in by 'the

first floor yesterday.

4. attrib., as first -floor-room, -window*
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop viii, An oval board over the

front first-floor window. 1877 Black Green Past. iii. (1878)

19 In the first-floor room of a small house in Piccadilly.

Fi'rst-fruit. Chiefly//. [Oiig. as two words;
used as transl. of L. prtmitia-.}

1. The fruits first gathered in a season ; the

earliest products of the soil ; esp. with reference to

the custom of making offerings of these to God or

the gods.
138a Wvclif Num. xviii. 12 What euer thing thei shulen

offre of first fruytis to the Lord. 1483 Ca th. Angl. 132/1
Firste Frute, prhnicie. 1535C0VERDALE Lev. ii. 14 Yf thou
wilt offre a meatofferynge of the first frutes vnto y« Lorde.

1667 Milton P. L. xi. 435 Thither anon A sweatie Reaper
from his Tillage brought First Fruits. 17*5 Pope Odyss.

xiv. 497 The first-fruits to the gods he gave. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. ix. 292 The first-fruits of his fertile field.

2. transf. and fig. Tho earliest products, results,

or issues of anything ; the first products of a man's
work or endeavour.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lvu (161 1) 309 The first fruites

of Christs Spirit. 1653 Walton Angler 56 It is a good
beginning of your art to offer your first-fruits to the poor.

1677 Wallbk Loss Dk. Camb., As a First-fruit, Heaven
claim'd that Lovely Boy; The next shall live, and be the

nation's joy. 1718 Prior Poems Postscript to Pref., The
blooming Hopes . . [of] my then very Young Patron have
been confirmed by most Noble First-Fruits. 18S6 J. H.
Newman Gerontius iii. 25 That calm and joy uprising in

thy soul Is first-fruit to thee of thy recompense. 1868 Free-
man Norm. Cong. II. vii. 72 One of the first-fruits of the

great national reaction.

3. Eccl. and Feudal Law. A payment, usually

representing the amount of the first year's income,

formerly paid by each new holder of a feudal or

ecclesiastical benefice, or any office of profit, to

some superior.

The first-fruits of the English bishoprics and other benefices

were paid before the Reformation to the Pope, afterwards

to the Crown : see Annates.
C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 66 It is symonye to. .^eue hym

[the PopeJ .. be frystefruytes for ^ifte of a chirche. 1 1394

P. PI. Crede 729 pey [freres] freten vp be fu[r]ste-froyt.



FIEST HAND. 253 rise.

1545 Brinklow Compl. 1 b, Of first frutes, both of benefices
and of lordes landes. 1587 Harrison England II. i. (1877)
1. 24 Our first fruits, which is one whole yeares commoditie
of our living. 162a Bacon Hen. VII, 16 The King did vse
to rayse them [Bishops] by steps ; that hee might not loose

the profit of the First-fruits. 1710 Swift Let. to Harley
7 Dec. Wits. 1841 II. 455 The first-fruits paid by all incum-
bents upon their promotion amount to £450 per annum.
1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 67 The king used to take . .the
first fruits, that is to say, one year's profits of the land.

4. attrib. ^ as Jirst-fruil offering \ first-fruits-

book, a record of first-fruits.

1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. 1. x. vii. § 2 That there were in Eng-
land foure thousand five hundred Benefices with Cure, not
above ten, and most of them under eight pounds in the first

fruits-book. 1695 Congreve Love for L. Prol. 25 We ..

bring this day The first fruit offering of a virgin play.

Hence First-fruit v. trans., to offer or pay as

first-fruits ; First-fruitable a. (uonce-wds.).
1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribse 465 It was giuen them in

charge, to first-fruit their Tenths, .of whatsoeuer the ground
brought forth. Ibid. 302 Euery herbe was Tuneable . . and
if sOj then shew reason why not first-fruitable also.

First hand.
A. adv. phr. Atfirst hand (also atfirst-hand) :

From the first source or origin, without inter-

mediate agency or the intervention of a medium
;

direct from the maker, producer, or original

vendor. Also with at omitted.
173a Fielding Miser 1. vii, All bought at the first hand

too. 1811 Snorting Mag. XXXVII. 76 Gave ninety guineas
for that, which he might have purchased at first hand for
tive and-forty. 1840 Carlvle Heroes (1858) 219 Such a man
is what we call an original man ; he comes to us at first-

hand. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xxiv, Asking Phil Squod
..what it [the rifle] might be worth, first-hand. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess, Crit. viii. (1875)337 Matters we cannot well
know at first-hand.

B. adj. {first-hand). Of or belonging to the
first source, original; coming direct from the first

source and not through an intermediate channel or
agency ; obtained direct from the producer or ori-

ginal vendor.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) I. 338 Second-hand
messengers, and first-hand insults. 1861 M. Pattison Ess.
(1S89) I. 31 Dr. Pauli's study of first-hand sources gives . . a
correctness to his language, which [etc.]. 1871 R. H.
ill' rroN Ess. 1877) I. S3 What knowledge y^yjfce of such
beings is not direct, not first-hand at all. ia^J>pcc/ator
31 May 765/1 The author has had access to some first hand
information.

t First-head, -hood. Obs. [f. First a. +
-head, -hood.] The position of one who is first

;

primacy.
138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxiv. 10 [6] In alle folc of kinde the

firsthede I hadde. 1619 W. Whately God's Husb. 1, (1622)
66 Diotrephes. .desired to be reputed the onely man (which
is the louing of first-hood, as the Apostle calls it), a 1679
T. Goodwin Exp. Eph. vi. Wks. 1681 I. 83 In Election
Christ held the Primacy, the First-hood.

f Fi'rsting. Obs. rare— 1
. [?f. FlBSTa. + -I50 3

as in sweeting, etc. ; or misprint for firstling.'}
= Firstling.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 233 Their firstinges, or those

which are first of all engendered.

Firstling (f5\istlirj\ [f. First a. + -ling.]
The first of its kind to be produced, come into

being, or appear ; the first product or result of
anything. Usually in collect, pi., like first-fruits.
In its earliest recorded use, perh. after G. erstling.

x535 Coverdale Prov. iii. 9 Honoure the Lorde . . with y°
firstlinges of all thine encrease. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apo~
calipsg Christ is therefore called the. .firstlings of them that
ryse againe. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 147 The very first-

lings of my heart shall be The firstlings of my hand. 1684
Bunyan Pilgr. 11. Introd., Perhaps, .they will imbrace Thee,
as they did my firstling. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit, 1 10
Lord Chancellor Bacon, .procured the firstlings of the species
[the Plane] from Sicily. 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. viii. 120
She had sacrificed her youth, the firstlings of her beauty.

b. esp. The first offspring of an animal, the first-

born of the season.

1593 Drayton Eclogues 111. 130 Beta shall have the firstling

of the Fold. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. 1. 9 The tender
Firstlings of my Woolly breed. 17*5 Pope Odyss. iv. 841
The firstlings of the flock are doom'd to dye. 1839 Mrs.
Hemans Poems, Forest Sanctuary, No fair young firstling.

1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 141 Each kind was penned by
itself, the firstlings apart.

e. attrib.

1S11 Bible Dent. xv. 19 All the firstling males that come
of thy heard. 1814 Cary Dante's Paradise xxiv. 142 From
this germ, this firstling spark, The lively flame dilates. 1863
Macm. Mag. Mar. 349 On our soil her foot is set With the
firstling violet. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. iv. 109 A hecatomb
Of firstling lambs.

Firstlings, adv. Sc. [see -lings] = First
adv. 1.

18*7 Tennant Papistry Stormed 23 Firstlins ae cork, than
the tither, Hetly they chasit ane anither.

Firstly (faustli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.]

1. In the first place, before anything else, first.

Used only in enumerating heads, topics, etc. in discourse

;

and many writers prefer first t
even though closely followed

by secondly, thirdly, etc.

The word is not in Johnson's Diet. Smart (1846) s.v. First
has the note :

' Some late authors use Firstly for the sake of
its more accordant sound with secondly, thirdly, etc'
c 153a Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 928 Fyrstly,/rrw*Vr-

ment. 156a J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 216 Walke
thou fyrstly, walke thou lastly: Walke in the walke that

standeth fasily. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 393 The Adverb,
Firstly, secondly, thirdly. 17*3 Lady M. W. Montagu
Lett. 11893) I. 466 A most delightful [ballad] .. which has
been laid firstly to Pope, and secondly to me. 1726 Ibid. I.

495 Firstly, she was pleased to attack me in very Billings-
gate at a masquerade. i8t6 Scott Old Mart, iv. The con-
sequence thereof .. will be, firstly, that I will tweak thy
proboscis or nose. 1847 Ds Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun § 5
First (for I detest your ridiculous and most pedantic neo-
logism offirsfly). 1857 Gladstone Ox/. Ess. 1 These objects
are twofold : firstly, to promote [etc.].

t 2. In the beginning, originally. Obs.~ l

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. (1621) 108 To save-vs And
salue the wounds th' old Serpent firstly gave-vs.

3. quasi-^. The word firstly used in making sub-
divisions of a subject.

1698 Farquhar Love <$ Bottle iv. ii, They hate to hear a
fellow in church preach methodical nonsense, with a firstly,

secondly, and thirdly. 1739 Goldsm, Polite Learning, Lit.
Decay, The most diminutive son of fame . . has his ive and
his us, his firs flics and his secoudlics. 1846 Lowell Lett.
(1894) I. 113 In the next place (turn back a page or two and
you will find that I have laid down a ' firstly ').

+ Frrstmost, a. Obs.- l
[f. as prec. + -most.]

First, foremost.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 9 \>e science of elementis, whiche

bat ben firstmoost force of natural bingis.

t Firstness. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -ness.]
The quality or state of being first.

1626 YV. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 106 This firstnes,

or precedence of Apostasie, to the day of Christ. 1659
Hammond Dispatcher Disp. Pref. Wks. 1660 II. 163 When
I give ..a firstness of Precedency and Presidency to the
Pope. 1675 Bkooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 183 Oh ! the
firstness, the freeness . . the matchlessness of Christ's love
to fallen man in becoming man !

First rate, first-rate, phr., a. (adv.), and sb.

A. As phrase and adj.

1. First rate : the highest of the * rates ' (see

Rate sb.) by which vessels of war are distinguished

according to size and equipment. In phrase of
{the) first rate, also from an early date used transf.

(now rare \ superseded by the attributive use 2).

1666 Loud. Gas. No. 65/2 Twelve new Ships, all of the
first Rate. 1697 Vanbrcgh Relapse 1. iii, Now has he
ruined his estate to buy a title, that he may be a fool of the
first rate. 1749 Fielding Lout "Pones III. iii, His natural
parts were not of the first rate. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXX VI.
230 He having struggled hard with Crib and other boxers
of first-rate. 1816 Scott Old MortA\, Ere Folly, .cut down
her vessels of the first-rate.

2. attrib. (passing into adj.) First-rate-, of the
first rate (said of vessels); hence gen. Of the highest

class or degree of excellence.
1671 Evelvn Mem. I1S57) II. 66 A few of his Majesty's

first-ratefrigates. a 1681
J.

Lacy Sir H. Buffoon 11. iv, There
are your first, second, third, fourth, and fifth-rate wits too.

1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733) II. 149 A first-rate man
of war. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § n, I never saw a first-

rate picture in my life. 1853 Bright Sp. India 3 June,
The question is one. .of first-rate importance. 1888 Duff
Pol. Surv. 5 As long as France remained a first-rate

power.

3. Hence used as an emphatic expression of praise

or approval : Extremely good, excellent.
1812 Knox & Jebb Cor?: II. 90 Worthington was a first-

rate christian ; but I think he was not a first-rate divine.

1879 F. W. Robinson Coward Conscience 11. be, 'Miss Hil-
derbrandt is first-rate, and no mistake.'

4. quasi-tfefo. (colloq.) Excellently, very well.

Also, in excellent health, quite well.

1844 W. T. Thompson Major Jones' Courtship 168 (I'art-

lett) Mary liked all the speakers first rate. 1857 Borth-
wick Three Yrs. California x'ri. 211 As if you really wanted
to know the state of their health, they [Indians] invariably
answer ' fuss-rate '. 1880 Howells Utuiisc. Country iv. 79,
I want to go away to-morrow feeling first-rate. 1884 Pah
Eustace 15 ' Dod, sir, my claes fit ye first-rate.'

B. sb.

1. Naut. A war vessel of the first rate ; used esp.

of the old three-deckers carrying 74 to 120 guns.
1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. Ixii. (1737) 254 The biggest

First Rate. 1790 Beatson Nav. fy Mil. Mem. I. 72 She
was larger than any of our first rates. 1825 Bentham
Ration. Rev. 76 The command of a first-rate is accepted by
those only who cannot obtain a frigate. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 154 Forced to put about the first-rate.

2. transf. A person or thing of the highest class

or rank.
a 1683 Oldham Art Poetry, Poets have been held a sacred

name, And plac'd with first Rates in the Lists of Fame.
1706 Farquhar Recruiting Officer m. ii, She [a woman] is

called the Meltnda, a first-rate, I can assure you. 1781
Cowper Let. to Ntnvton 22 July, Our great wheelbarrow,
which may be called a first rate in its kind, conveyed all

our stores. 1838 DTsraeli Chas. I, II. xi. 274 In the
House, these leaders of party were both firstrates.

Hence First-rately adv. ; First-rateness, the
state of being first-rate, first-rate quality; First-
rater, one who or something which is first-rate.

1806 Sporting Mag. XXVII. 243 Who may be deservedly
titled first raters in their profession. 1837 Dickens Pickiu.
xli, ' He must be a first-rater,' said Sam. 1843 Blackw. Mag.
LIV. 713 Of all instruments the violin, first-rately played,
is the most .. heavenly. 1882 Pall Mall G. 19 June 5/1
The note of first-rateness, of permanence, is hardly here.

t Frrstship. Obs. [f. First a. + -imp.] The
position of being first.

163a Lynde Via Tula 39 Peter had a Primacy of order,
that is, a First-ship among the Apostles, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, Suffolk (1662) 111. 67 Two Firstships met in this

Man [Necton], for he Handselled the House-Convent ..
Secondly, He was the first Carmelite, who [etc.].

Firth 1 (faij>). Chiefly northern. Obs. or arch.
Forms : 4 firj»e, fyrpe, 4-6 fyrtb, 6- firth.

[Metathesis of Frith sb.2] A synonym of Frith
sb* in some of its senses: A deer-forest, hunting-
ground ; a piece of ground covered with brushwood
with a few trees ; a coppice, small wood. In poetry
frequent in alliterative phrases, firth andfell,firth
andfield,firth andfold: see riUTH sb. 2

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Blasius 77 pane send he ma
knychtis..To hwnt in [to] b-^t sainmyne fyrth. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 1708 We have foundene in 5one firthe. .ffifty

thosandez of folke of ferse mene of armez. c 1425 Wynioln
Cron. 1. xiii. 52 Ane Landc.Of Fyrth, and Felde. c 1475
Ran/' Coiiy<ir 682 Fyne foullis in Fyrth. 1513 Dolclas
Aincis vn. Prol. 162 Quhen frostis days ourfret bayth fyrth
and fauld. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 593 The fox that
rynnis in the firth. 1581 Savile Agrtc. (1622) 192 The
firths and the thickets he proued the first in his owne per-
son. 1794 Burns A Vision (1st version) 17 Looking over
firih and fauld, Her horn the pale-fac'd Cynthia rear'd.

Pirth. 11 [i$x\>). Also 5 fyrth. See also Frith
sb.* [app. a. ON.fif7-dr: see Fiord.
Firth or/rith was originally a Sc. word, introduced into

F.nglish literary use c iCoo.]

An arm of the sea ; an estuary of a river.

€ 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xx. 108 pai. of fors, as wynd
bame movyd, Come in be Fyrth. 1513 Uolglas sEnet's

ill. vi. 123 The ile of Cecil! devidit lies allhaile, Ane narrow
fyrth flowis . . Betuix thai costis. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (1858) I. 9 So hapnit tham. to wend Out throw ane
firth endlang ane cragie cost. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 43
In many firths and amies of the sea. 1637 Rutherford
Lett. (18621 I. lxxxiv. 215 Clad may our souls be that are
safe over the firth. 1774 NlCHOLLS Corr. 10. Gray (1843)
175 The Castle, from whose summit the Firth of Forth is

seen for many miles. 1839 W. Chambers Tour Holland
31/1 A neck of sea. .possessing all the appearance of a navi-
gable firth. 1865 Geikie Seen. $ Geol. Scot. 125 The sea
runs inland in long narrow firths.

Fi*r-tree. [f. Fun- Tree.] =Fir i.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xiv, 8 Fyrre trtes also gladeden vp on
thee. 1430-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 335 There be bryddes
whiche theicalle bernacles. . whom nature producetheageyne
nature from firre trees. 1577 H. Googe Hcresbach's Husb.
11. (1586I 101 b, In the mountaines deltghteth the Fyrre tree.

1664 Kvelvn Kal. Hort. (17291 196 A little after the
Equinox, prune Pine and Fir trees. 1712 tr. Pemel's Hist.
Drugs I. 148 '1 bey grow in Clusters upon a Kind of Tur-
pentine or Fir-Tree. 1855 Longf. Hiaiv. vii. 63 Give me
of your balm, O Fir-Tree !

Firy, obs. form of Fiery.
Firze, obs. form of Furze.
rise, fisk (fisk). Also 7 flsqur. [a. Yx.fisc,

or independently ad. L. fisctts rush-basket, purse,

treasury. The current spelling in Sc. Law is fish,
in other usesfisc]
1. Antiq. The public treasury of Rome ; under

the Empire, the imperial treasury or privy purse of
the Emperor.
1598 Gkenewf.y Tacitus

1 Ann. 11. xi. (1603) 49 Cassar. .be-
stowed the goods of Aemilia Musa, a rich woman, fallen to
the fisque ; vpou Aemilius Lepidus. 1601 Holland Pliny II.

463 The Fisque or city chamber by that means was soone
acquit of all debts. 1679 Burnet Hist. Re/ I. 274 The
endowments of the heathenish temples were.. adjudged to
the fisc, or the Kmperor's exchequer. 1865 Mkkivall; Rom.
Jimp. VIII. Ixiii. 55 The endowment of the professors..
seems to have been made from the fisc.

b. Any royal or state treasury ; an exchequer.
Now rare {Hist, or with allusion to ' confisca-

tion'). Also attrib. in fisc- lands (Hist.) ^--fiscal

lands.

1599 Broughion's Lett. iii. ti As if your inuentions were
al Treasure trouue, fiske royal, 1606 Svlvf.stkr Du Bar-
tas 11. iv. 11. Magnificence 609 Peru. .By yeerly Fleets into
his Fisk doth flow. 1697 Eyflyn Xumism. vii. 233 The
Fisque and publick Treasure. 1788 Prifsti.ey Lect. Hist.
v. xlviii. 360 A fine must therefore be paid to the fisc.

1801 A. Ranken Hist. France I. 251 Public or fisc lands,
which formed the revenue of the government. 1854 Mil-
man Lat. Chr. I. 111. ii. 287 King Chlotaire demanded for

the fisc the third part of the revenue of the churches. 1868
Mill in Star 13 Mar., How can that be confiscation by
which the fisc is not to receive anything.

c. jocosely. A man's purse or 'exchequer*.
1820 Lamb Etta Ser. 1. Two Races 0/Men, The streams

were perennial which fed his fisc

2. Scots Law. The public treasury or ' Crown ',

to which estates lapse by escheat : in the phrase
1 as to the fisc' (translating quoad fiscum), i. e. so

far as the Crown rights of escheat are concerned.

+ Hence incorrectly used for : The right of the

Crown to the estate of a rebel.

[1641 Sc. Acts Chas. /(1870) V. 415 § 107 Provyding all-

wayes that.. the bandis or contractes heirby ordeened to

perteene to be neerest of kine. .shall not fall wnder be com-
pas of escheat nor ;it any pairt therof perteene to be relict

jure relictse Bot shall remaine in be owne nature quoad
fiscum et relictam as they wer befor pe making of this acte].

1680 in F'ountainhalls Hist. Notices{\%i,%)\. 269 The King
. .was sending. ..a letter converting the sentence to banish-

ment, and confiscating his ship and all his goods, but prefer-

ring his creditors theirin to his fisk. 1754 Erskine Princ.

Sc. Law 11. ii. § 11 Personal bonds are now moveable in

respect of succession, but heritable as to the fisk, and hus-
band and wife. 1773 — Instit. *Law Scot. it. ii. § 10 head-
ings By the word_/&£ in this statute [see quot. 1641] is

meant the crown's right to the moveable estate of persons
denounced rebels.



FISCAL. 254 FISH

3. - Fiscal sb. + a. Sc. Law ;obs.). b. Used
by Browning after It.fisco.

173a J. Louthias Form ofProcess iii. 19 Every Sheriff or
Fisk of Court, to whom the Execution of the Warrand is

committed, orders a Party.. for the Prisoner's safe trans-

portation., and gives Receipt to the Fisk of the County he
receives him from. 1868 Browning Ring fy Bk. ix. 14 The
Court Requires the allocution of the Fisc.

Fiscal (fi'skal), a. and sb. Also 6 fyscall, 6-7
fiscall, (7 phiscall). [a. Fr. fiscal, Sp. fiscal, It.

fiscale, ad. late L.fiscalis, (.fiscus Fisc]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the fisc or treasury of a

state or prince; pertaining to the public revenue.

1563 Foxe Martyrs 333 (1632) I. 475/2 Which excludeth
all right both fiscall and Ecclesiastically a 1618 Raleigh
Cab. Council XIX. 11658) 50 It behoveth the Prince to have
a vigilant eye on . . such fiscal Ministers. 165a Howell
Rcvol. Naples 11.49 That he should send a Trumpet for the
Fiscal Proctor. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 281 We pro-
ceed now to examine the king's fiscal prerogatives, or such
as regard his revenue. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <$- /*. 11846' II.

xvi. 113 Alonso de Qumtanilla. .a fiscal officer of the crown.
1863 Fawcett Pol. Earn. iv. iii. (1876) 549 The last remnant
of Protection has been banished from our fiscal system.

b. Fiscal lands (transl. of L. terrm fiscales) ; in

Frankish history, lands belonging to the king.
In some mod. Diets.

2. Of or pertaining to financial matters in general.

Fiscal year: a financial year: sec FINANCIAL a. I.

(Chiefly U.S.)
1865 H. Phillips Amer, Paper Curr. II. 44 The estimates

for the fiscal year were only calculated to the tenth ofJune.
1872 Raymond Statist. Alines <y- Mining 99 The above
figures represent the condition of the company at the close
of the fiscal year ending June 30. 1880 E. Kirke Garfield
42 The work of the past fiscal year.

B. sb.

tl. = Fisc 1 b.

1590 Lambarde Compos. /or Alienations in Bacon*s IVks.

(1740) III. 549 War. .as it is entertained by diet, so can it not
be long maintained by the ordinary fiscal and receipt.

2. As the title of an official, in various connexions.

fa. A minister or official of the treasury; a
treasurer. Ol>s.

165a Howell Rcvol. Naples it. 50 The Captain propos'd
to the Fiscal, That . . a Tax should be impos'd upon all the
Nobles. 1665 Sin T. Herbert Trav. 60 To those onely his

Fiscal or Treasurer yearly giving out above forty millions of
Crowns. 1676 W. Hubbard Happiness 0/ People 26 In-

feriour Officers, such as are Fiscalls and Treasurers.

b. In Italy, Spain, Spanish colonies, etc., the
title given to legal officials of various ranks, having
the function of public prosecutors; under the Holy
Roman Empire, the highest law officer of the

crown.
1539 T. Pf.rv in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 147 Myne

aewzacyon presentyde by the fyscall. 163a R, Hawkins
Voy. S. Sen (1847) 103 That suite, which in Spaine is pro-

secuted by the kings atturney, or fiscall. 1757 /list. Ft/rope
in Ann. Beg. (1758) 15/1 The King of Prussia was con-
demned for contumacy and the Fiscal had orders to notify

to him that he was put under the ban of the Empire. 1779
H. Swinburne Trav. Spain xlii. 379 Don Pedro Rodriguez
Campomane's, fiscal of the council of Castille. 1845 S.

Austin Ranke"s Hist. Ref. I. 199 The emperor caused the
plenipotentiaries of the city to be cited before the fiscal of
the empire. i858 Browning Ring fy Bk. ix. 133 Exactly
so have I . . Your Fiscal, made me cognizant of facts.

C. In Holland and Dutch colonies : A magis-
trate whose duty it is to take cognizance of offences

against the revenue.
l(SS3 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) II. iS The

children's late insurrection in this town for (laving their
trumpet taken from them by the Fiscal. 1700 S. L, tr.

Frykey

s Voy. F. Ind. 114, I never saw him more ; without
doubt he run away for fear the Fiscael should call him to
an account for the death of my Companion. 1773-84 Cook
Voy. (1790) IV. 1241 They waited on the governor, the lieu-

tenant-governor or the fiscal. 1796 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. XXI. 514 Peter Paulus, a man of forty years of age,
originally Fiscal of the Admiralty. 1843 Okukrson Creol.
viii. 83 The Fiscal . . consigned him to the penal gang.

d. Sc. Short for Procurator fiscal.
1681 in Lond. Gaz. No. 1649/2 All Sheriffs. .Officers of

the Mint, Commissars and . . their Clerks and Fiscals. x8i8
Scott//?-/. Midi. xviii,*Isitonlyyour'. .answered the fiscal.

1885 C. Gibbon Hard Knot I. xvii. 237 The eyes of the
Sheriff and the Fiscal were turned to Sarah.

3. The name given in Cape Colony to a shrike

[Lanius collaris). Also, fiscal- bird.
x8»a Latham Hist. Birds II. 23 The Canary-Biter, or

Fiscal-bird . . the tail feathers in the cinereous species are
twice as broad as in the Fiscal. 1884 Shakpk Layards
Birds S. Africa 374 Fiskal Shrike.

Fiscality (tiskse-liii). [f. as prec. + -ITT. Cf.

Yr.fiscalitf.J Exclusive regard to fiscal considera-

tions.

1825 Bentham Ration. Reiu. 301 We shall have ceased to

consider colonies with the greedy eyes of fiscality. 1831
Peacock Crotchet Castle ix, The other classes of society,

combined by gunpowder, steam, and fiscality. 1887 J. C-
M orison Serv. of Man 35 A grinding fiscality which, at
last, exterminated wealth.

Fiscalize (fvskabiz), v. rare-*, [f. Fiscal**.

+ -ize.] trans. To deal with fiscally; to cause to

yield revenue. Hertce-fFiscalization.
1886 H. C. Dent Year in Brazil 31$ Which, under careful

fiscalization, would give an annual sum of over one million

milreis to the Treasury.

Fiscally (fi'skali), adv. [f. as prec. +-LT 2.] In
a fiscal manner ; from a fiscal point of view.
1845 Mi all in Nonconf. V, 197 Society, fiscally considered,

is an insurance association. 1864 Daily Tel. 7 Oct., Rai-
sins, molasses, and hewn timber also figure for lessened
totals, but fiscally they are comparatively unimportant.

I Fi'SCelle. Obs. Also l fyschelle. [a. Y.fis-
celle, ad. L.fiscel/a, dim. offiscus basket.] A little

basket.
The quot. from the Promptorium apparently shows mis-

apprehension of the meaning of the word. Way's ed. reads
'fyschelle of fyschew or festu ', and explains this as mean-
ing ' basket of osier' ; but this is obviously incorrect.

[c 1440 Protnp, Parv. (1499^, Fysshell, fysshewe or festu,

festuca.] 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 55/1 She sawe the lytyl
crybbe or fiscelle. 1491 — Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 1.

xxxvii, 43 b/i He made fyscellis wouen wyth Rede and
Ionkes.

Fischerite (frjsrait). Mitt. [Named in 1844
after G. Fischer: see -ite.] A hydrous phosphate
of aluminium, found in green veins in sandstone.
1846 Atner. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. |i, II. 415 Fischerite is a phos-

phate of alumina.

il Fiscus (fi'skft). [L. : see Fisc] =Fisc 1, 1 b.

1650 Jer. Taylor Fun. Serm. 31 So have I seen a river.

.

paying to the Fiscus, the great Exchequer of the Sea .

.

a tribute large and full. 1861 Pearson Early $ Mid. Ages
Fng. 195 Four years were sufficient [bar] against the imperial
fiscus.

Fise. Also foise, flee. [Cf. Sw.fis, "Da. fit's."]

+ 1. cxFlST sb. 2 1.

14. . Nominate 'm Wr.-Wiilcker 6jg//ec lirida, a fyse. 18*3
Egan Grose's Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Fice or Foyse, a small
windy escape backwards.

2. U.S. dial. (See quot. Cf. Fist sb* 3.)
187a ScHBLE de Vere Americanisms 470 Fice or phyce . .

designates very generally in the South a small worthless cur.

f3. aXtnb.fise-ball ^fist-ball.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2879 (Cott.) |>ar-bi groues sum apell tre,

Wit appuls selcut fair to se, Quen bai ar in hand, als a fise

bal, To poudir wit a stink pai fal.

Fisgig^g, var. of Ftzgig.

Fish (fij), sb. 1 Forms: 1-2 flsc, 3 Orm. fissk,

3-4 fis's(e, fix, (4 fizs), south, visa, vyss, 3-5
fich, 5-6 fych(e, 3-5 flssh(e, (3 flshsh, flschsch),

4-6 fysch(e, -ssh e, (6 ii.sz.sh. 5-6 fysh(e, 4-6
fishe, 3- fish. [Com. Teut. ; OE.fisc str. masc.**

OYrU.fisk, OS. fisc (T>u. visch), OHG. Aw(MHG.
visch, Ger. fisch), ON. fiskr (Sw. and Da. fisk> t

Goth, fisks :—OTeut. *fisko-z :—pre-Teut. *pisko s,

cogn. with L. piscis and Olr. iasc {:—*peiskos).]

I. 1. In popular language, any animal living

exclusively in the water
;
primarily denoting verte-

brate animals provided with fins and destitute of

limbs ; but extended to include various cetaceans,

crustaceans, molluscs, etc. In modern scientific

language (to which popular usage now tends to

approximate) restricted to a class of vertebrate

animals, provided with gills throughout life, and
cold-blooded; thelimbs, if present, aremodified into

fins, and supplemented by unpaired median fins.

Except in the compound shell-fish, the word is no longer
commonly applied in educated use to invertebrate animals.
£"825 Vesp. Psalter viii. 9. Fuglas heofenes & fiscas saes.

C 1175 Lamb. Hum. 129 Alfe be fiscas he swummen in bere
se. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 Fishshes and fugeles.

c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 160 God made . . i!c fuel and euerile fis.

r 1290 .S". Fng. Leg. I. 10/302 A fair jwater with grete
fischsches. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 180 A Monk, whan he is

recchelees, Is likned til a fissh bat is waterlees. 1485 Caxton
Chas. Gt. 205 Fysshes alle blacke. 1535 Coverdale
1 Kings iv. 33 He talked, .of foules, of wormes, of fiszshes.

1653 Walton Angler 179 He [the Pearch] is one of the
fishes of prey. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth m. i.

(1723) 153 Whales, .and other great Fishes. 1719 W. Wood
Surv. Trade 334 Shells of Fishes, known by the Name of
Cowries. 17*6 Gay Fables 1. iv. 37 The Fishes.. skim
beneath the main. 1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 3 The
whale, the limpet, the tortoise and the oyster, .as men have
been willing to give them all the name of fishes, it is wisest

for us to conform. 184a H. Miller O. R. Sandst. iii. fed. 2)

68 Fishes seem to have been the master existences of five

succeeding formations, ere the age of reptiles began.

b. collect, sing, used {or pi.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9395 (Cott.), Foghul and fiche, grett

thing and small, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xiii. 57 Criste..

filled baire nettes full of fisch. 1486 Bk. St. Albans F vij a,

A scoll of ffysh. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 48 Her-
ryngeand other fyche that was tane on the see. \$b\Myrr.
ALag., Somerset xxtii. For the fyshe casting forth his net.

1611 Bible Num. xi. 22 Shal all the fish of the sea bee
gathered together for them? 1667 Milton /'. L. vn. 401
Fish.. with thir Finns and shining Scales Glide under the

green Wave. 1715 20 Pope Iliad xxi. 136 Let the Fish

surround Thy bloated Corse. 1780 Cowter Let. to Mrs.
Newton 2 June, When I write to you, you answer me in fish.

I return you many thanks for the mackerel and lobster.

1802 3 tr. Pallas' Trav. 11812) II. 132 Such port is fre-

quented by fish of passage. 1808 Forsyth Btautics Scotl.

v. 384 Herrings, .mackerel, cod-fish, whitings, hadocks, and
some others, may with propriety be called fish of passage.

C. phr. A nice or pretty kettle offish (colloq.) :

an awkward state of things, a 'muddle*. To ~be or

feel like a fish out of water : to be or feel out of

one*s element. Drunk (dull, mute) as a fish :

very drunk (etc ). To d?ink like a fish : to drink

excessively. Tofeed thefishes : (a) to meet one*s

death by drowning
;

(b) to be sea-sick. All is fish

that comes to or f in (his) net : i. e. nothing comes
amiss to him, he turns everything to account.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxvi. 727 Suche as came

after toke all.. for all was fysshe that came to net. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage vi. xii. 636 The Arabians out of the
desarts are as Fishes out of the Water, c 1620 Z. Boyi>
Zion's Floivers (1855) 48 All's fish that comes in net. 1654
Gataker Disc. Apot, 7 He is as mute as a fish. 1700
Congreve Way of World iv. ix, Thou art both as drunk
and as mute as a fish. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1789) Ggg ij, To cruise as a pirate ; to make all fish

that comes to the net. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xi,

You're as mute as a fish. 1837 Hood Drinking Song xi.

He's the.. drinker that verily 'drinks like a fish!' 1865

J. G. Bertram Harvest 0/ Sea (1873} 228 Being a com-
mission agent, it is all fish that conies to my net. 1870
H. Meade Ride N. Zealand 313 His first act was to ap-
pease the fishes .. by feeding them most liberally. 1886
Baring Golxd Court Royal \'\, The lawyer, .was as a fish

out of water here. 1889 Bridges Feast 0/ Bacchus iv, And
there you stand, As dull as a fish t

d. In other proverbial expressions.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1562) Dijb, Fishe is caste
awaie that is cast in drie pooles. a 1625 Fletcher Mens.
Thomas 1. iii, No swearing ; He '11 catch no fish else. 1630
T.Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 1. 117/2 The Prouerbe sayes.
If you sweare you shall catch no fish. 1710 Brit. Apollo
III. No. 29 3/2 'Tis good Fish, if it were but Caught. 1857
Trollops Three Clerks xvi, There were still as good fish

in the sea as had ever yet been caught out of it.

fe. in the quasi-oath God's fish I (more com-
monly Odds-fish).

< 1728 Karl Ailesblry Mem. 649 Gods fish ! when two
rogues fall out, their master then is like to know the truth.

2. In combination with various qualifying words,

as lantern-, lump-, monk-, pipe-, rock-, toad-,

whistle-, wolf- : sec those words. Blubber-
fish, fish yielding blubber, as the whale, poqioise,

etc. Koyal-fish, alsofish-royal (see quots.). Also
Angel-, Flat-, Flying-, Gold-, Jelly-, Shell-,
Sun-, Swokd-fish.
1756 R. Rolt Diet. Trade fy Comm., Royal fish, are

dolphins and sturgeans ; as also in France, are salmon and
trout; so called, because they belong to the King, when
cast upon the sea-shore. .Blubber-fish are whales, porpoises,
tunnies, sea-calves, and other fat fish. 1776 Customs Manor
of Epivorth in Stonehouse Axholme (1839) 145 When any
""fish rovaLJK taken in the river of Trent, within this Manor
. .it beloi^^Wthe Lord of the Manor. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk^Uvyal Fish, whale and sturgeon.

3. a. Applied fig. to a person (also collect, to

persons) whom it is desirable to ' catch ' or * hook '.

172a De Foe Col. "Jack (1840) 116 The subtle devil, .found
us proper fish for her hook. 1753 Foote Fug. in Paris 11.

1799 . 42 The fish [a rich young booby] is hook'd.
1885 Boy s Own Paper 5 Sept. 771/1 People would think he
was an easy fish to catch.

b. Used (with prefixed adj.) unceremoniously for
' person '.

1750 Coventry Pompey Litt. 11. ix. (1785) 67/2 They.,
smoaked him for a queer fish, as the phrase is. 1771
Franklin Antobiog. Wks. 1887 I. 137 He was an odd fish.

1820 Lamb Etta, Sonth-Sca-House, Humourists, for they
were of all descriptions . . Odd fishes. 1831 Examiner
395 '2 1"he lady, who was a ' loose fish,' became acquainted
with him. 1857 Hughf-s Tom Brown 1. (1882) 19/2 The
queerest, coolest fish in Rugby.
4, The flesh of fish, esp. as used for food ; opposed

to flesh, i.e. the flesh of land-animals, and fowl,
that of birds.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13502 (Gott.) J>is bred and fisse was delt

abute. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. vn. 159 Hij eteb more fisch

ban flesh. 1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. xxvi.

(1495) 461 Female fysshes ben more longe than male
fysshes and haue more harde fysshe. .1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 60 Salt fisch. c 1460 Lydg. & Burgh Secrets
1653 In ctyng of ffyssh make no contynuaunces. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 232 Ships, .furnished with IJisket..

freshe Water, salt Fishe. 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
F.p. (ed. 2) 111. xxv. 143 We mortifie ourselves with the diet

of fish. 1756 R. Rolt Diet, Trade fy Comm,, Green Fish
is that which is just salted, and yet moist. 1768 Travis
in Pennant Zool. (1777) IV. 12 The fish of a Lobster's claw
is more tender, delicate, and easy of digestion than that of
the tail. 1813 Sir H. 1).k\y Agrt'c. Chem. (1814) 288 Fish
forms a powerful manure.

b. Meat having the qualities of fish.

1607 Topsell Four-fi Beasts (1658) 444 The taile of a
Beaver is fish, but the taile of an Otter is flesh.

C. phr. Neither fish nor flesh (nor good red

herring), also neither fish, flesh, nor fowl*, i.e.

neither one thing nor another ; without the parti-

cular qualities (or merits) of either. To have other

fish to fry : to have other business to attend to.

To make fish ofone andfiesh (orfowl) ofanother :

to make an invidious distinction ; to show par-

tiality.

1528 Rede me fy be nott wrothe I iij b, Wone that is nether
flesshe nor fisshe. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1562) Cijb,
She is nother fyshe nor fle^he, nor good red hearyng. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, in. iii. 144. 1600 Holland Lh'yxxiv. xlv.

(1609)540 He had the partyhimselfein jelousieand suspition,

as one neither fish nor flesh, a man of no credit. 1660 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) III. 132, I fear he hath other fish to fry. 1682

Dryden Duke of Guise Epilogue 40 Damned neuters, in

their middle way of steering, Are neither fish nor flesh nor

good red-herring. 1721 J. Kelly Se. I'rov. 220, I will not

make Fish of one, and Flesh of another. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 21 May 5/2 This is making fish of one and fowl of

another with avengeance. 1889 Mrs. Oliphant PoorGent.
xliv, ' I've got other things in hand .. I've got other fish

to fry'*



FISH. FISH.

5. Astro*, a. The Fish or Pishes (L. Pisces),

a, zodiacal constellation, situated between Aquarius

and Aries, b. The Southern (f South) Fish (L.

Piscis australis, anciently LHscis notius major),

a southern constellation, bounded on the north by
Capricorn and Aquarius.
r 1386 Ch alter Sar.'s T. 265 Now dauncen lusty Venus

children dere, For in the fyssh her lady sat ful hye. 1551
Kecorde Cast. Knowl. (1556) 267 I.aste of the 12 signes

commeth the Fyshes. Ibid. 271 The Southe fyshe, con-

tainynge 12 starres.

II. attrib. and Comb.
6. General relations : a. simple attrib. (sense 1),

as fish - bone, -egg, -guts, -haunt, -shell, -skin
,

-spawn
;
(sense 4), as fish-dinner, -meal.

1530 Palsgr. 220/2 *Fysshebonne, areste. a 1653 Gouge
Comm. Ileb. xiii. 1 Fish-bones, .in the dark make a bright

lustre. 1771-84 Cook Voy. (1700) I. 228 The points of these

lances are sometimes made of fish-bone. 1661 Lovbll Hist.
Anim. <jj- A/in. Introd., Before the eating of a *fish-dinner,

the body is not to he heated with exercise. 1865 J- G*.

Bertram Harvest Sea (1873) 66 The collection and dis-

tribution of *fish-eggs. 1768 Travis in Pennant Zool.

(1777) IV. 12 The bait is commonly *fish-guts tied to the

bottom and middle of the net. 1833 J. Rennie Alph. Angling
50 The angler.. must find these fish-haunts. 1597 Shaks.
iHen. IV, lv. iii. 99 Making many "Fish-meaies, they fall

into a kind of MaleGreene-sicknesse. 1601 Holland Pliny
II. 307 The said hairs burnt in some earthen pan or
'*
fish-shell. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 366 They

are impregnated 111 the manner of "fish-spawn.

b. connected with the catching or selling of fish,

as fish- bag, -basket, f-boal, -boy, f -craft* -creel,

-market, -net, f -officer, -salesman, + -shambles,

f -ship, -shop, -spear, -stall, -street, -trap, -van,

-wagon, -woman.
1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. n If my *fish-bag should fall

in the way of such a man. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxi,

Women with *fish-baskets on their heads. 1663 Spalding
Troitb. Chas. /(1829) 82 Eighteen gentlemen . . passing the

water of Findhorn in a * fish-boat, were pitifully drowned.

1853 READS Ckr. Johnstone xiii. 217 The *fish-boys struck

up a dismal chant of victory. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit.

12 Seuarn is swyft of streme, *fishecraft is therin. 155a

Huloet, *Fishe market and fishe streate. 1863 Miss Br ad-

don Eleanor s Vict, i, The slimy and slippery fish market.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xix. 21 Hwy £e nil ne settan on sume
dune *fisc net eowru. . 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 175 Wer-
pinde ut here fishnet in be se. 147a Presentmts. of Juries
in Surtees Misc. (1890) 23 pt J>i sell noy feche W* owt y* be
abyld be *fyche ofleseis. 1868 PbaRD Water-Farm. xv.

154 An eminent *fish-salesman. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 243
The Maquerels .. furnish the *fish shambles. 1676 Loud.
Gaz. No. H44/1 Several English * Fish Ships are arrived.

1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 58 Pedestrians, .turn in to

sup at the ^fish-shops. 1611 Bible Job xli. 7 Canst thou
fill.. his head with *fish-speares? 1818 Sporting Mag. II.

100 Well pleas'd with the bargain, she left the *fish-stall.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonner-ille III. 44 Trout and other
fish, which they catch.. in '"fish traps'. 1858 Simmonds
Did. Trade, *Fish-7'an, a light spring-cart for transporting
fish; a railway truck set apart for fish. 1855 Tylor Early
Hist. Man. i. 11 The *fish waggon comes by. 1698

J. Crull Muscovy 141 You may hear them .. Abuse one
another like * Fish-Women. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IV. 170 In those private letters.. the Princess expressed
the sentiments of a fury in the style of a fish-woman.

C. in the names of dishes, etc., composed offish,

ti%fish-ball, \-broo, -broths-cake, -chowder, -^-pickle,

-pie, -pudding, -soup.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 316 y Fish Balls, with Brown
Sauce. 14. . Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 740 Cants, a *fysc-

browe. 1660 Howell Lex. Tetrag., *Fish-broth, or fish-

pickle, murctte de foisson. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

316 ^Fishcakes in Curry. 17*5 Bradley Earn. Diet.,

''Fish Pie, a Dish usually serv'd upon Days of Abstinence.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 316 *FUh Pudding, in tins.

1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 328/1 *Fish soup is made out of the
' trimmings ' of fish.

d. objective, as fish-breeder, -eoulger, -catcher,

-curer, frier, -hawker, -seller', fish-breeding,

-packing, vbl. sbs. ; fish-eating, -selling, ppl. adjs.

1883 E. R. Lankester Adv. Science (1890) 214 So far as
it affects the procedure of fish-catchers, *fish-breeders, or
fish-culturists. 1889 Barrie ll'iudaiv in Thrums 189 Hen-
dry had been to the *fish-cadger in the square. 1530 Palsgr.
220/2 *Fysse catcher, peschevr. 1847-8 H. Miller First
Impr. x, (1857) 166, I have seen a *fish-curer's vat throwing
down its salt when surcharged with the mineral. 1835-6
Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 323/1 The vfish-eating Osprey. 1892
Encycl. Cookery I. 660/1 Larger fish require a vessel called

a *fish-fryer, which is fitted with a perforated or wire strainer.

1893 Daily News 14 Apr. 6/6 The wife of a fish-frier. 1866
Cornh. Mag. May 616 "Fish-hawkers wrangle and organ-
grinders count their ill-gotten coppers, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
163/1 *Fysch sellare, piscarius. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1852) I. 475 *Fish-selling rhetoricians,

e. similative, as ffish-drunk, -shaped, -like, adjs.

1591 Percivai.l Sp. Diet., Embarbascar, to make *fishe

drunke. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. \\. 27 A very ancient and
*fish-like smell. 1835 6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 93/2 The
elongated fish like form of those amphibia. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge{i&4g) 3/2 Dull fish-like eyts. 1878 H. H. Gibbs
Ombre 8 The counters should be long or *fish-shaped.

f. instrumental and originative, as fish-derived,

-fed, feeding, adjs.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. p. xxxvi, * Fish-derived
products. 16x4 Sylvester BethuliaH"s Rescue v. 297 *Fish-
fed Carmanians. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 280/1 The
'fish-feeding GralLx.

g. appositive, as fish-god, -goddess.

1856 Stanley Sinai <$ Pat. v. (1856) 256 Dagon the
"Fish-god. Ibid., Derceto, the "Fish-goddess.

7. Special comb. : fish-backed a., shaped like

a fish's back, swelling upwards; f fish-basil (sec

quot.
N

; fish-bed, a deposit containing the fossil

remains of fishes ; fish-bellied a., shaped like a

fish's belly, 'curved underneath, the depth of curve

increasing towards the centre' (Lockwood); so also

fish-belly, used attrib. ; fish-berry, a name for

Cocculus indiats, the fruit of Anamirta eocculus,

used for stupefying fish; fish-bone-thistle —
fish-thistles ; fish-bone-tree, the Panax crassi-

folium, a small araliaceous tree of New Zea-

land' {Cent. Diet.); fish-brine, a fish-sauce; fish-

broth (see 6 c), humorously, salt-water; fish-car,

a box in which fish are earned alive in the water;

fish-carle Sc., a fisherman (Jam.); fish-carrier,

{a) a vessel used to transport the ' catch ' from the

fishing-boats to the shore ; (6) a contrivance for

keeping fish alive whilst transporting them from
place to place ; fish-carver, a carving knife for

fish
; //. a carving knife and fork for fish ; + fish-

climber, ?-fish-berry ; fish-coop, {a, -fish-pot

;

{b)
( a box about three feet square used in fishing

through ice' {Cent. Diet.); fish-crow {O'.S.), a crow
(Corviis ossifragus' that feeds mainly on fish ; fish-

culture, the artificial breeding of fish, piscicul-

ture ; hence fish-cultural a., of, pertaining to, or

concerned in fish-culture, piscicultural ; flsh-cul-

turist, one engaged in fish-culture, a fish-breeder,

a pisciculturist ; fish-eagle, an eagle that preys

upon fish ; f fish-ear (see quot.); fish-eater, (a)

one who lives chiefly upon fish
;

{b) chiefly //.

a knife and fork to eat fish with ; fish-eye -stone

A/in., obs. synonym of Apophyllite
; f fish-face,

a term of abuse ; fish-fag, a female hawker of fish,

a fishwife ; fish-farm, a place where fish-culture

is carried on ; hence fish-farmer, fish-farming
;

f fish-fast, the observance of fish-days (see Fish-

day) ; fish-flake (£*. S.), a frame upon which fish is

laid to dry ; fish-flour, (a) — fish-meal \
(7/) 'a dry

inodorous fertilizer made from fishes, used for

manure' {Cent. Diet.) ; fish-gaff, a pole with an

iron hook at the end by means of which heavy fish

are secured when caught with a line; fish-globe,

a spherical glass vessel in which fish are kept

;

fish-glue, glue obtained from the bladders and
sounds of fish, isinglass; fish-gorge, a primitive

implement for catching fish, consisting of some-
thing (c. g. a stone) fastened by a string for the

fish to swallow ; fish-guano =fish-manure ; fish-

hack, a name of the Gobius niger (Adm. Smyth)
;

fish-hawk, the osprey, or bald-buzzard {Pamiion
haliaetus) ; fish-house, t («) a place where fish

are kept
; (/>) a place where fish is sold ; fish-

kettle, a long oval vessel for boiling fish ; fish-

knife, a broad knife, usually of silver, for cutting

and serving fish at table; also, a knife for eating

fish with ; fish-ladder, a series of steps to enable
fish to ascend a fall or dam by a succession of leaps

;

^fish-leep, a fish-basket ; fish-liquor, the liquid

in which a fish has been boiled ; fish-liver-oil, a

term applied to the oil obtained from other fish

than the cod (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S84) ; fish-lock —
fish-weir \ fish-louse, a general name for crust-

aceans parasitic on fishes ; fish-man, f (a) one
who makes a meal of fish; (b) a fish hawker;
{e) a fisherman

;
(d) a student of ichthyology ;

fish-manure, a manure or fertilizer composed of

fish ; t fish-mariner, the sail-fish ; fish-maw, the

sound or air-bladder of a fish ; fish-meal, dried

fish ground to a meal ; fish-meter (see quot.)

;

f fish-mint, water-mint ; fish-oil, oil obtained
from fishes and marine animals, spec, cod-liver oil

and whale oil ; fish-owl, an eared fishing owl, of
the genus Keittpa, with rough feet ; fish-pass -

fish-way \ fish-pearl, an artificial pearl (see quot.);

fish-pomace, the refuse of fish after the oil has
been expressed, used as a fertilizer ; fish-pot, a
wicker basket for catching fish, esp. eels, also

crabs, lobsters, etc. ; fish-potter, one who uses or

has charge of fish-pots ; *f- fish-range, a place for

catching and drying fish; fish-room (see quots.);

fish-sauce, sauce made to be eaten with fish ; fish-

scrap, fish refuse, used as a fertilizer ; fish-slice,

a fish-carving knife ; also, an implement used by
cooks for turning fish in the pan ; fish-slide,
' a fish-trap for shallow rivers and low waterfalls :

used in the southern United States ' {Cent. Diet.)
;

fish-sound, the "swimming bladder of a fish

;

i fish-stew= Fish-pond : see Stew; fish-stick
(see quot.)

; + fish-stone, ? a stone table for the

sale of fish ; fish-story, an incredible tale or
' yarn '

j f fish-stove = fish-stew ; fish-strainer,

{a) ' a metal cullender with handles for taking

fish from a boiler ; (/>) an earthenware slab with
holes, placed at the bottom of a dish to drain

the water from cooked fish ' (Simmonds)
; fish-

thistles, the Chaimvpeucc easabou;v Syd. Soc. Lex.

1884); fish-tiger, a bird that preys upon fish;

fish-tongue, ' an instrument sometimes used for

the removal of the wisdom-teeth : so named from

its shape' {Syd. Soc. /.ex. 1884) ; fish-torpedo,

a torpedo resembling a fish in shape and with an

automatic swimming action ; fish-trowel, a fish-

carver in the shape of a trowel ; fish-warden

{U.S.), 'an officer who has jurisdiction over the

fisheries of any particular locality' {Cent. Diet.);

fish-way, an arrangement for enabling fish to

ascend a fall or dam ; fish-weiv, f (a) a draught

of fishes; (b~) = FlSH-GARTH ; fish-wood, {a) (see

quot.)
;

(b) ' the strawberry bnsh, Luonymus
americanus* Cent. Diet.)', fish-worker, * a fish-

culturist ' {Cent. Diet.) ; fish-working, 'fish-

culture' {Cent. Diet.) ; fish-works, {a 'the appli-

ances and contrivances used in fish-culture
; {&)

a place where the products of the fisheries are

utilized; a fish-factory' {Cent. Did.)
; + fish-yard

« Fish-garth. Also Fish-day, -gig, -hook,

-MONGER, -POND, -POOL, -SKIN, -TAIL, -WHOLE, -WIFE,

1815 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 644 *Fish-backed
rail. 1597 Gerarde Herbal II. ccxiii. 549 L'Obelius..
calleth it [another wilde Basil]] Corcoros, which we have
Englished *Fish Basill. 1834 Edin. Rev. I.X. 118 "Fish-
bellied instead of parallel rails. 1862 Smiles Engineers III.

2S2 The line was.. laid with fish-bellied rails. 1888 Green-
well Class. Coal-trade terms ied. 3> 38 Malleable iron rails

of the *fish-belly pattern. 1882 Garden 1 Apr. 220/1 Cha/tice-

pence (*Fish-bone Thistle), c 1000 ^ElFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-
Wulcker 128 Liquamen, vel garuni, y fiscbryne. 1820
W. T00KE tr. Lncian I. 553 From inadvertence pour the

fish-Urine into their lentil-soup. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe
44 The churlish frampold waues gaue him his belly-full of

*tish-broath. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 199 Model cf

•fish-car towed by the smack for keeping the catch alive.

1804 Tarras Elegy on Sautie 11 Poems 143 Ye *fish-carles

never lift an oar, In codlin greed. 1886 Pall Mall G. 29
Tune 4/1, I went out to the fleets on board a steam *h\sh-

canier. 1888 Ibid. 27 Dec. 2/2 Among Mr. Burgess's

other notions, however, one took the form of a fish carrier.

The carrier he lias invented is made of zinc. 1697 Dampier
Voy. (1729) HI- 1. 447 "Fish-Climer has a welted Stalk..

its Beans are red, with a black Kernel : these being bruised

and cast into Rivers intoxicate the Fish. 1803 S. Pegge
Anecd. Eng. Lang. 277 A *fish-coop .. for taking fish in

the H nmber, made of twigs, such as are called eel pets in

the south. \%&i Century Mag. Sept. 682/2 The *fish-crow

fishes only when it has destroyed all the eggs and young
birds it can find. 1865 J. G. BeiEtram Harvest of Sea
(1873)61 The art of fish-culture is almost as old as civil-

ization itself. 1872 ifi.'le), Transactions of the American
"Fish Cultural Association. 1874 .-Inzer. Cycl. III. 219 This
method has been extensively adopted by American Mish

culturists. 1678 Ray H'illttghby's Omith. 11. 59 A Fisher-

man of Strasbttrgh .. sets forth the Bald Buzzard under
the title of *Fish-EagIe. 1890 H. M. Stanley in Pall
MattG._?.S June 2/2 Fish eagles. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV.
233 The other [order of Fishes] is furnish'd with Organs
analogous to Lungs, which we call "Fish-Ears", or Gills.

1741 Chambers Cycl., Ic/tthyophagi, * Fish-eaters. 1849
Southey Conim-pl. Bk. Ser. ii, Baby-Ionian Fish-eaters.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 78 Fish Eaters, Fish Carvers.

1805 R. Jameson Char. Mitt. II. 601 Ichthyophthalmite
or *Fish-eye-stone. a 1625 FLETCHER IIinn. Lieutenant
1, i, Whether would you, *fish face? 1786 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Bozzy <$ Piozzi 21 With vulgar *fish-fags to be
fore'd to chat, i860 Times 8 Mar. 8/4 We rail away at

one another . . with tire impotence of fish-fags. 1865 J. C.

Bertram /{arrest dfSea (1873)238 'Fish-farms for the cul-

tivation oPthe oyster alone. 1554 T. SaMPSON in Strype

Eccl. Mem. III. App. xviii. 49 Fish-fasts, vows, pilgrimages.

1837-40 HalibUrton Clockm. (1862) 195 A sort o' ''fish

flakes. 1865 Thoreau Cape Cod x. 197 The houses here

were surrounded by fish-flakes, close up to the sills. 1880

G. B. Goode Menhaden 141 (Cent. Diet.) Biscuits made
from *fish-.flour . . were in good condition after having been
kept for ten years in an unsealed jar. 1887 Pall Mall G.
-8 June 6/2 His two sisters, .were cut and stabbed with

a *tish-gaff. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 438 This *fish-glew

[Ichthyocolla] is thought to be best, that is brought out

of Pontus. 1676 Worlidge CjvfVr (1691 ' 151 Isinglass, or

Fish-glew. 1861 Hulme tr. Moouiu-Tandon li. ill. i8r

Isinglass or Fish-glue is the prepared air-bladder or swim-
ming-bladder of the sturgeon. 1883 B. Phillips in Century
Mag. Apr. 900/1 Starting with the crude- *fish-gorge, I can

show, step by step, the complete sequence of the fish-hook.

1884 C. W. Smii.ev in U. S. Commiss. 0/ Fish $ Fisheries,

Reportfor 1881 665 Six farmers used about five sacks eacli

of *fish guano, a 1813 A. Wilson Osprey Poet. Wks.
1 1846) 280 God bless the *fish-hawk and the fisher"!

(
*i848

Thoreau Maine W. (1894) 35 Fish-hawks were sailing

overhead, c 1000.Elfric's Gloss. Supp. in Wr.-Wulcker 184

Piscinale, 'fischus. 1483 Cath. Angl. 132/2 A Fische house,

piscarium. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3748/4 A sand . . stretcheth

from the South end of the Town to the most Southern Fish-

houses. 1877 S. O. Jewett Deephaven 224 Going to market

was apt to use up a whole morning, especially if we went

to the fish-houses. 1681 Grew Musxum 1 § 1. 2 A long

Cauldron like a *Fish-kettle. 1823 J. Badcock Dom.
Amnsem. 16 Over the pan, or fish kettle, put a gridiron.

1403 Nottingham Rec. II. 20, j. *fyschknyfl", lj d. 1825

T. Cosnett Footman's Directory 129 Have two soup-ladles

and fish-knives. 1826 The Ass 1 Apr. 2 You there with

the pinking eyes and the fish-knife nose. 1885 Bompas
Life E. Bucklojid ix. 189 MMiyJTish-Iadders had proved

useless, c 1440 Promp. Panr 163/1 *Fysch leep, nassa.

1832 Miss Mitford Village'Ser. v. (1863I 365 He's actually

discussing the whole concern ! fish, *fish-Tiquor, bread, and
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butter, and parsley. 1661 A". Riding Rec. VI. 43 The
milner of Brignall presented for that he do usually keep in
the back beck a *rish-lock. 1540 Sir R. Sadl.fr State
Papers I. 48, I eat eggs and white meats, because I am
an evil *fishman. a 1584 Hist. Tom Thumb in Hazl.
E. P. P. II. 220 Tom.. is caught by a Fishman. 1794 6
E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) IV. 145 A fishman asleep on his

panniers. 1805 Sporting Mag. XXV. 72 My fish-man of
whom I constantly purchase. 1856 L. Agassiz in Bence
Jones Life Faraday (1870) II. 378 The enthusiastic fish-

man whom you met at Dr. MantelPs. 1591 Sylvester Dh
Bartas 1. v. 381 Thou * Fish-Mariner {side note The Sayle-
Fishl, Thou Boat-Crab. 1840 Malcom Trav. 30/1 I tried

sharks' fins, birds' nests, *fish-maws. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
Trade, Fish-maws .. are sent to China and used as glue,

&c. 1854 Badham Halieut. 23 They ate it [fish] raw, dried,

or ground down in whalebone mortars into *fish-meal bread.
1880 Daily News 8 Nov. 2/5 The officers ("fishmeters as
they are called) appointed by the Court of the Fishmongers'
Company seized. .18 tons 7 cwt. offish as unfit for human
food. 1578 I.vte Dodoens 11. Ixxiv. 245 The seconde wilde
kynde .. is called .. in English *Fisshe Mynte, Brooke
Mynte. 1861 Hllme tr. Moquin- Tandon II. ill. 188
Whale oil, known under the name of *Fish oil, is obtained
from the Common Greenland Whale. 1887 Pall Mall G.
22 Nov. 2/2 The duty-free admission into the States of ..

fish-oils. 1867 A. L. Adams Naturalist in India 114 We
were startled one night by the unpleasant laugh of the 'fish-

owl {Ketufa ccylone>isis\ 1873 Act 36-7 I 'ict, c. 71 § 17 No
person shall . . wilfully scare or hinder salmon from passing
through any *fish pass. 1885 Bompas Life F. Buekland ix.

189 Varying weirs required different forms of fish-pass.

1853 UttE Diet. Arts II. 361 In Saxony, a cheap but
inferior quality [of pearls] is manufactured . . They are
known by the nameof German *fish pearls, a 1555 Philpot
Exam. 4 Writ. (Parker Soc.) 336, That "fish-pot or net in
the which both good and naughty fishes be contained.
1681 R.Knox Hist. Ceylon 28 They place Fish-pots between
the Rocks. 1847 Gosse Birds Jamaica 430 It was brought
to him alive, having been knocked off a fish-pot-buoy. 1820
Southey Lett. (18561 III. 183 The *fish-potters being
unanimously of opinion that this is not the season. 1699
Dampier Voy. II. 11. 12 A little to the East of this River is

a *Fish-Range. .Here are Poles to hang their Nets on, and
Barbecues to dry their Fish. 1813 Falconer's Diet. Marine,
^Fish-room, that place between the after-hold and the
spirit-room, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Wealet 118 Fish-room,
a place parted off in the after-hold . . It was formerly used
for stowing the salt-fish to be consumed on board. 1818
Byron Befpo vii, I would recommend The curious in
*fish sauce, .to bid their cook. .buy. . Ketchup. 1886 Punch
20 Nov. 252/2 The unavoidable absence of the *fish-slice.

1879 F.ncycl. Brit. X. 133/1 Gelatin-yielding substances ..

comprising .. bladders and *fish sounds, 155a Huloet,
*Fishe .. stewe, iclhyotrophia. 1885 Chamb. Jrnl. 75
A proposal tj revive the fish stews or ponds which in by-
gone times were so plentiful in this country. 1875 J. C.
Wilcocks Sea Fisherm. 57 A *fish-stick- .consists generally
of a young holly bush deprived of its bark, and the branches
left about a foot in length at bottom, diminishing to six
inches at the top, the fish being thrust on through a hole in

the back. 1822 in Picton L'pool Munit. Rec. (1886) II. 379
The erection of such a number of * Fish Stones in Derby
Square . . as they may think proper for the accommodation
of the neighbourhood. 1887 C. F. HOLDER Living Lights 97
Exaggerations are often termed ' *fish-stories\ for the rea-
son perhaps that improbable tales are related concerning
the denizens of the sea. 1615 Sandys Journey iv. 255 The
*fish-stoues by him hewne out of the rocke, and built. 1879
E. Arnold Lt. Asia \. (1886) 20 The pied "fish-tiger hung
above the pool. 1878 A' Amcr. Rev. CXXVII. 236 The
Shah.. sent a *fish-torpedo against the Huascar. 1855 II.

Clarke Diet., *Fish-tro7oel. 1826 Cusuing Newburyport
118 *Fishwm.rdens. Messrs. Offin Boardman, [etc.] 1870
Law Rep. V. 671 No mill is prejudiced by the making of
a *fishway in the dam. ciooo Ags. Gasp, Luke v. 4 La:taS
eowre nett on bone *fisc-wer. a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia(iS&6)
IX. 261 Fiscwerand mylne macian. 1387 Trevisa Iligden
(Rolls) I. 423 Tweye grete fische werys. 1883 Harpers
Mag. Aug. 376/1 Fish-weirs along the rocks. 1861 MISS
Pratt Flower. PI. II. 73 The celebrated 'fish-wood (Pisci-
dia erythrina) used for the purpose of intoxicating fish.

1685 in Picton //pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 287 Allowing
Mr. Maior. .all the fish taken in y' *fish yards in one tide.

1789 Ibid. II. 241 To destroy the Fish Yards now set upon
the.. river Mersey.

Pish (fij), sb? [Of doubtful etymology.
The comb. /ish-panneh, synonymous with sense 1,

suggests that the word was a transferred use of Fish
sb. ' ; the appropriateness of the name on this supposition
is not obvious, but the same may be said of many nautical
terms of undisputed etymology. On the other hand, it is

possible that the word is a. p. Jiche (see next* ; it is not
known that the F. word was ever used in sense 1, but its

etymological sense is 'a. means of fixing.']

L Nant. 'A long piece of hard wood, convex on
one side and concave on the other ' (Adm. Smyth),
used to strengthen a mast or yard ; a fish-piece.
1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 59/3 We put hard hands on Jury

Masts and Fishes. 169a in Capt. Smithes Seaman's Gram.
1. XtrV 79 Lash the Fish on to the Mast. 1748 Anson's Voy.
in. vii. 367 His fore-mast was broken asunder .. and was
only kept together by the fishes which had been formerly
clapt upon it. 1749 Chalmers Phil. Trans. XLVI. 367
The Spikes, that nail the Fish of the Mainmast. 1854
G. B. Richardson Univ. Code v. 2143 Can you let me have
a fish for my mast ? r i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 73
One fore and one aft fish dowelled and bolted to spindle and
side trees,

trans/. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xvi. (1859) 410 A
black paw with fishes or splints whipped round it by a band
of spunyarn.

2. A flat plate of iron, wood, etc. laid upon a
beam, rail, etc., or across a joint, to protect or

strengthen it ; in raiVwary construction =fish-plate.
1847 Specif. Adams fy Richardson's Patent No. 11 715. 2

To connect the two iron rails together we use wood or iron

fishes. 1875 R. F. Martin tr. Havrez" Winding Mach. 4

25G

Rods . . tied together by oak fishes of the same scantling as
the rods. 1875-6 Proc. lust. Civ. Eugin. XLVI. 202 The
original road had been laid with fishes 16 inches long.

3. attrib. and Comb., as fish-bar, -beam, -bolt,

-hoop, (see quots.) ; fish-joint, a joint or splice

made with fish-plates (alsojish-plalejoint) ; hence
fish-joint v., -jointed, -jointing ; fish-front,

-paunch, = sense 1; fish-piece — 1, 2 above;
fish-plate, one of two plates bolted together
through the ends of two rails on either side

of their meeting-point to cover and strengthen

the joint ; hence fish-plating.
1874 Knight Diet. Mec/i. I. 872/1 *Fish-bar

t
the splice

bar which breaks the joint of two meeting objects, as of
railroad rails or scarfed timber. 189a Northumb. Gtoss.s.v.,

A ' *fish beam ' is a composite beam, where an iron plate is

sandwiched between two wood beams. 1875 J. W. Barry
Raihv. Appliances (1890) 61 The nuts of the ^fish-bolts are
apt to shake loose with the jar of passing trains. 1888
Lockwocd's Diet. Mech. Engiu., Fish-bolt, a bolt employed
for fastening fish plates and rails together. 18x5 Falconers
Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), * Fish/rout, or Paunch is a long1

piece of oak or fir timber, convex on one side, and concave
on the other, used to strengthen the lower masts or yards,
when they are sprung. 1794 Rigging <y Seamanship I. 24
At the lower end of the fish is driven on a hoop, called a
*fish-hoop, which is beat close to the sides of the mast.

1849 J. Samuel in Proc. Itist. Civ. Engiu. VIII. 265
A number of these *fish joints had been laid down. 1868
Daily Nnvs 5 Nov., The almost universal adoption of the
new 'fish-joint rail'. 1893 Northumb. Gloss. 286 A 'fish

joint' is a joint made by bolting or riveting a plate on
each side near the ends. 1855 Demfsey Praet. Raihv.
Engineer (ed. 4) 265 A portion only of the lines of this

kingdom being as yet *fish-jointed .. It is obvious that with
the same rail a fish-jointed road is much stronger. Ibid.

267 Mr. Ashcroft has accomplished the *fish-jointing of 150
miles of line without accident. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk., *Fish-piece. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Ship-build, vi. 102
The fish pieces or covering plates. 1855 Demisey Praet.
Railw. Engineer 268 The chairs are cast so that one side

forms a *fish-plate. 1889 G. Fisdlay Eng. Railway 42 In
1847 Mr. Bridges Adams introduced the suspended joint

with fish plates. 1889 Life of Vignoles xiii. 183 Vignoles
always claimed to have been one of the earliest to introduce
the fish-plate joint. x88i Young Every Man his own
Mechanic § 437 An exemplification of this fish-joint or •fish-

plating is to be seen on any railway.

Pish (fij\ s&.s [ad. F. jiche (of same meaning
;

also peg , tficher to fix : see Ficche v.]

A small flat piece of bone or ivory used in-

stead of money or for keeping account in games
of chance ; sometimes made in the form of a fish.

Popularly confused with Fish sb. }
', hence the collective

sing, is used for pi.

17*8 Vanbr. & Cm. Prov. Hnsb. r. i, I am now going to

a party at Quadrille . . to piddle with a little of it [money],

at poor two guineas a fish. 1751 Eliza Hkywood Betsy
Thoughtless I. 230 She was just going to call for the cards

and fishes. 1766 Asstey Bath Guide viii. 90 Industrious

Creatures ! that make it a Rule To secure half the Fish,

while they manage the Pool. 1Z16 Sporting Mag. XI-VII.

297 A notorious gamester, .at a game of loo, accumulated
a large quantity of fish. 1825 Hone Everyday Bk. I.

91 Mother-o'-pearl fish and counters. 1878 H. H. Gibbs
Ombre 9 A penny a fish will be found sufficiently high play.

Fish (fifti sb,^ [f- Fish v. ; the senses are un-

connected.]

1. An act of fishing, colloq.

1880 Scrihners Mag. XX. 542/2, I will go find Tim. .and
have a fish.

2. a. The purchase used in ' fishing * or raising

the flukes of an anchor to the gunwale, b. (See

quot. 1892.)
1825 H. B. Gascoigne Nav. Fame 51 The tricing Fish

the careful Gunners hook, No time is lost, it firmly grasps

the Fluke. 189a Northumb. Gloss., Fish, a tool used for

bringing up a bore rod or pump valve.

3. attrib. and Comb. The sb. in sense 2, or the

vb.-stem, occurs in various technical terms (chiefly

Araut.) : fish-back, a rope attached to the hook
of the fish-block, and used to assist in 'fishing*

the anchor ; fish-block, the block of a fish-tackle

;

fish-davit, a davit for fishing the anchor ; fish-

fall, the tackle depending from the fish-davit; fish-

head, -martingale, -pendant (see quots.); fflsh-

rope = fish-fa//; fish-tackle, that used for fishing

the anchor. Also Fish-hook 2.

i85a Narfs Seamanship 74 *Fish-back, from the fore-

castle, and secured to the back of the fish hook. 1617 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram. n. 10 The Dauid is a short peece

of timber, at the end whereof. . they hang a blocke in a strap

called the * Fish-block, by which they hale up the flook of

the Anchor to the Ships bow. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast
xxxi. 120 The .. *fish-davh [was] rigged out. 188a Narks
Seamanship (ed. 6)93 Iron .. fish davits are now fitted to

nearly all ships. x86a Ibid. 74 It [the fish martingale] keeps
the davit from topping up as the "fish fall is hauled taut.

184a Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng. II. 171 The *' fish-head ' for draw-
ing a ' drowned clack.' 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining
109 F'ish-head, an apparatus for withdrawing the clacks of
pumps through the column. 1862 Nares Seamanship 74
*Fish martingale, a large jigger, the double block secured
to one of the bolts in the davit head, the single block hooked
down to a bolt in the ship's side. 1750 T. R. Bi.anckley
Naval Expositor, *Ft'sk Pendant hangs at the end of the
Davit. 1867 Smyth Sailor'1

* Wont-bk. 234 The upper end
[of the fish-davit] being properly secured by a tackle from
the mast-head ; to which end is hung a large block, and
through it a strong rope is rove, called the fish-pendant.

1630 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Wks. 1. 81/1 Cables, hawsers,

FISH.

*Fish and Cattrope .. Halliers, Ropeyarns .. were all of
rare stuffes of great price. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's
Man. 105 * Fish-tackle.

Fish, (fij), v.1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. fished (fijt\

Forms : 1 fiscian, 3 fissen, Orm. fisskenn, 4-5
fysshVn, fls(s)he(n, 4-6flschfe,fishe,(4fihche,
fyschyn\ 6 fyshe, 6- fish. [Oil. jisa'an = OFris.
jiskia, OS. jiskon (Du. visschen), OHG. jiskon
(MHG. vischen, mod.Ger. jischen), ON. jiska
(usnally_/fjAya of differing conjugation ; Sw. jiska,

Da. jfefe), Goth, fokdn :-OTeut. *j5sMjan, f.

*jisko-z Fish sb. ]

]

I. intr,

1. To catch or try to catch fish ; to use nets or
other apparatus for taking fish. Const, f ajter,jor.
1:888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxii. § 3 Donne *e fiscian willab.

c 1200ORMIN 13297 To fisskenn affterr fisskess. a 1300 A'.

Horn 1136 Ihc am a fissere, Wei feor icome bi este For
fissen at pi feste. c 1305 .S7. Andreiv 3 in E. E. Poems (1862*

98 As hi fischede aday Bi be se oure louerd com. c 1386
Chaucer Reeve's T.-j Pipen he coude, and fisshe. and nettes
bete, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 163/1 Fyschyn, ft'scor. 1546
J. Heywood Prozn (1562) Dj b. He hath well fysht and
caught a frog. 1674 tr. Schejfer's Lapland 107 Their way
of fishing alters with the season. 17*7 Swift Gulliver \\i.

i. 181, I beheld some people fishing with long angling
rods. 1848 Life Normandy^ (1863) 1. 283 They fish for them
very much in the same manner.

b. _/fv. (with reference to Mark i. 17).
1413 Piigr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. 80 These tonges

were taken them as for theyr pryncipal Instrument for to
fysshen with. 155a Latimer Serm. vii. (1562) 125 b. Their
special callyng is to fishe, to preache the worde of God.

c. To fish in troubled waters : fig. to take ad-

vantage of disturbance or trouble to gain one's end.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 102 Their perswasions whiche

alwayes desyre your unquietnesse, whereby they may the
better fishe in the water when it is troubled. 1625 Br.
Molntacu App. Caesar, v. 43 They . . fare full and fatt by
Fishing in troubled waters. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers
(1795) I. iv. 276 You delight to fish in troubled waters.

1797 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1709) Though drunk as fish our
rulers be, The thing sure little matters ; Only it forces you
and me To fish in troubled waters.

2. To search by dredging, diving, or other means
for something that is in or under water, e.g. sunken
treasure, pearls, coral, etc.

1655 F. W, in W. Fulke's Meteors 166 Gold .. found in

Waters and Rivers is fished for, and is in form of little

Grains. 1690 Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) II. 129 The ..

grant for fishing for silver at a wreck in the West Indies.

1697 Dampjkr I'oy. I. vi. 134 A very rich Ship . . lies to this

day ; none having attempted to fish for her.

3. To use artifice to obtain a thing, elicit an
opinion, etc. Const, after,jor.
1563-87 Foxe A. fy M. (1684) III. 239 They both did come

but to fish for some things which might make a shew that

my L. Chancellor had justly kept him in prison. 1583
Stanyhurst s&neis iv. (Arb.) 108 Crosse thee seas: fish for

a Kingdoom. 1638 Penit. Con/ vii. (1657) 190 To fish, .after

secrets. 175a Fielding Ameliaxm. x, The Half Guinea,
for which he had been fishing. 1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries
Hum. Li/e (1826) in. xxiii, At the game of commerce losing

your life in fishing for aces. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
iv, The first woman who fishes for him, hooks him. 1886
Mallock Old Order Changes II. 217, I should have fished

for you to ask me. Mod. To fish for a compliment.

b. To fish for oneself-, to get all one can; to

seek one's own profit exclusively ; to rely on one's

own efforts.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. iii. Ci739) 8 This raised

the price of the Clergy, and taught them the way to fish for

themselves. 1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 117 Such men fish

most for themselves. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. ii. 48
He leaves you to fish for yourself among his miscellaneous
stores. 1892 Northumb. Gloss., * Aa'll gan an fish for mesel.'

c. Harvard College Slang (see quot. 1851) :

absol. to curry favour, strive to ingratiate oneself

with another.

1774 T. Hutchinson Diary 10 Oct. I. 261 He courts me
a good deal, and fishes. I fish in return; and I think

neither of us meets with much luck. 1851 B. H. Hall
College Words and Cust., Fish. At Harvard College, to

seek or gain the good-will of an instructor by flattery,

. . or officious civilities ; to curry favor . . Students speak
of fishing for parts, appointments, ranks, marks, &c.

II. trans.

4. To catch or try to catch (fish) ; to take as fish

are taken ; to collect (corals, pearls) from the

bottom of the sea,

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. vii. 118 b, The
Misidan Sea. .whereas are fished great quantitie of Pearles.

1611 Bible jer. xvi. 16, I will send for many fishers . . and
they shal fish them. 1667 Hy. Oldenburg in Phil. Trans.
II.432 Red Coral., is fished from the beginning of April till

the end of July. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth, Thou hast fished

salmon a thousand times. 1865 J. G. Bertram Harvest 0/
Sea (1873) 233 There is a period every year during which
the oyster is not fished.

trans/ andyf^. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 777 To fisshen

hire, he layde out hook and lyne. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7494
To fisshen sinful men we go.

5. transf. To draw or pull out of water, mud,

etc. ; to discover and bring out of a. heap of lumber,

a deep place, or the like. Also with out, up.

163a J. Lf.e Short Survey 21 The inhabitants fish out of

the bottomes of their lakes a certaine rude matter. 1707

Lond. Gaz. No. 4304/1, 29 Brass Guns, lately fished up.

1717 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. 1. 224 We . . fished

up some small Fir-trees, which we had converted into Masts.

1778 Foote Trip Calais 1. Wks. 1799 II. 343 My wife fished
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out a large piece of blue apron upon the top of her fork.

1822 Byron Werner u. i. 29 He .. help'd to fish the baron

from the Oder. 1834. Medwin Angler in Wales I. 219 He
was fished by his disciples out of the mud. 1880 LOMAS
Alkali Trade 200 The crystals, .are drawn out. .or 'fished ',

and allowed to drain. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in

Boat 64 We had to. .fish them out of the bag.

jig. 165s J. Wright tr. Camus Nature's Paradox 10

Sometimes he fished wealth at Court, sometimes in his Go-
vernment. 1886 Edin. Rev. CLXIII. 177 [A service] either

fished up from some ancient ' use ', or invented afresh, like

some of the fancy litanies we have heard of. 1889 Spectator

23 Nov. 712/2 Out of the vast reservoir of facts, .something
might be fished up. .of interest.

D. Naut. To fish the anchor \ to draw up the

flukes to the gunwale.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), To fish the Anchor,

to draw up the flukes upon the ship's side after it is catted.

1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trag. I. iii. 57 They .. were
fishing the anchor forwards.
absol. 1893 R. Kipling Many Invent. 364 {Envoy), Stop,

seize and fish, and easy on the davit-guy,

C. Coal-mining. (See quot.)

1888 Greenwell Gloss. Coal-trade Terms fed. 3) 38 Fish,

to catch up a drowned clack by means of a fish-head.

6. To try to catch fish in (a pool, stream, etc).

(Cf. similar use of shoot, etc.) To fish out: to

exhaust the fish from.
c 1440 Lydg. Secrees 579 Lyk hym that, .fyssheth a bareyn

pool. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 2 § 1 Vnreasonable per-

sones . . haue . . fished the said pondes . . as well by night

as by daie. 1676 Cotton Angler vi. 47 Do but Fish this

stream like an Artist. 1772 Poetry in Ann, Reg, 224 She
fish'd the brook. 1838 James Robber ii, You are quite

welcome to fish the stream. 1866 Daily Tel. 5 Jan. 5/1 Rye
Kay.. is more fished perhaps than any piece of sea bottom
in the world. 1892 Daily New* 12 Apr. 2/1 Whether the
Thames is over-fished, or, as the very gloomy prophets say,

fished out.

b. trans/. To search through (a receptacle,

region, tic.)for (something material or immaterial).

1727 Swift & Pope Pre/, to Miscel., Some have fished the
very jakes for papers left there by men of wit 1728 Pope
Dune. 11. 80 Oft, as he fish'd her nether realms for wit, The
goddess favour'd him. 18S5 Masson Rec. Brit. Philos. iv.

260 Nowhere else are the various sciences so fished for

generalizations.

7. Chiefly with out : To get by artifice or patient

effort ; to ascertain, elicit (a fact or opinion).

Const, from, out of. Cf. L. expiscari.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1113(1162) He that nedis most
a cause out fisch. 1531 Instr. in Elyot Gov. (1883) Life 72
To fish out . . what opinion the Emperor is of us. 1541 St.
Papers Hen. VIII, I. 663 We maye fyshe out of them,
whither they were procured or sent hither by any maiier of
meanes. 1590 Greenwood Collect. Sclaund.Art. B b, They
..haue. -commaunded certaine theire priests, .to fish farther
cause of accusation. 1663 Pepvs Diary 7 Sept., I could not
fish from him .. what was the matter. 1709 Strype Ann.
Re/. I. xxiii. 271 Hoping by this means to have fished out
money either of the king or him. 1713 Addison Guardian
No. 71 F 4 An admirable knack of fishing out the secrets
of his customers. 1770 in Doran Mann fy Manners (1876)
II. ix. 211 To desire a Lady to fish out of me whether I

actually intended to go or not. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St.
Martin's Eve xxxii.(i874) 412 She was trying to fish out ..

what real business he . . had at Hatherton.

III. 8. [A new formation on the si).] trans.

To dress (land) with fish-refuse as a fertilizer. U.S.
1651 R. Child in Hartlib's Leg. (1655) 36 Irt the North

parts of New-England, where the fisher men live, they
usually fish their Ground with Cods-heads. 1894E.EGGLE-
ston in Cent. Mag. Apr. 851/2 In New England the peculiar
mode of fertilizing learned from the Indians introduced a
new verb; the first comers ' fished ' their corn ground.

Fish (fij), »-2 [f. Fishj*^]
1. trans. To fasten a piece of wood, technically

called a fish, upon (a beam, mast, yard, etc.) so

as to strengthen it ; to mend (a broken spar, etc.)

with a fish or fishes. Also To fish together.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid, Yng. Seamen 3 Ready for.,
fishing or spliceing the Masts or Yards. Ibid. 13 A Jury-
mast . . is made with yards, rouftrees, or what they can .

.

fished together. 1748 Anson's Voy. 111. i. 295 We were
obliged to fish our fore-mast. 1823 P. Nicholson Pracl.
Build. 120 Sometimes the pieces that are applied on the
sides are made of wood ; in this case, it is called fishing the
beam. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxv. 83 All hands were
now employed .. fishing the spritsail yard. 1875 R. F.

Martin tr. Havrez' WindingMach. 5 Fishing the rods with
the wooden fishes.

b. To fasten (a piece of wood) on.
1711 S. Sewali. Diary 10 Sept. (1879) II. 322 Our Axel-

tree, .broke quite off. . Fish'd on a piece in the morning.
2. To join (the rails) with a fish-joint.

1850 C. H. Gregory in Proc. Inst. Civ. Engin. IX. 405
* Fishing ' the joints of the rails with two pieces of cast or
wrought iron secured by bolts or rivets. 1866 W. H. Barlow
ibid. XXV. 409 It would not do. .to fish old rails.

Fishable (fi jab'l), a. [f. Fish z/.i + -able.]

a. That may be, or admits of being, fished in. b.
Of the weather : Suitable for fishing, rare.

16x1 Cotgr., Pescheable, fishable, which may be fished in.

1819 Blackiv. Mag. V. 59T The water . . was fishable. 1867
F, Fkancis Angling ix, (1880) 315 A . . river, fishable from
the shofe. 1892 Illust. Sporting News 14 May 328/3 Warm,
genial, and withal eminently fishable weather,

Frsh-day. [f. Fish ,kM + Day.] A day
on which fish is eaten, usually in obedience to an
ecclesiastical ordinance; a fast-day.
a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 151 On fyhshe day launprey

ant Tax. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Itouseh. Ord. (1790) 429
Take almondes and. .tempur horn, on fyssheday wyth wyn,

Vol. IV,

and on flesheday with broth of flesh. 1564 Act 5 Eliz. c. 5
It shall not be lawfull..to eate any flesh vpon any dayes
now vsually obserued as fish dayes, or vpon any Wednes-
day now newly limited to be obserued as fish day. 1641
'Smrctymnuus' Find. Ansiv. § 2. 12 In the Calendar
Fish dayes are now called Fasting days. 1699 T. BkowN
in R. L'Estrange Colloq. Erasm. (1711) 358 If it happened
to be a fish-day, we had sometimes three whitings.

Fished (fij"t), ///. a.' [f. Iish v.^ + -ed*.]

Only in Ftshed-up fig. brought up.

1849 Darwin in Life <y Lett. (1*887! I. 366, I feel sure that
the newly fished-up names would not be adopted.

Fished (fijtj, ppl. a.'1 [f. Fish v.2 + -En 1
.]

Strengthened, or fastened together, with a fish or

fishes. Fished-beam (see quot. 1846).
1846 Buchanan Techn. Diet., Fished-beam, a beam belly-

ing on the underside. 1875-6 Price Williams in Proc. Inst.

Civ. Engin. XLVI. 160 The relative strength of the fished

ends of the rail as compared with that of the solid part.

1882 N ares Seamanship (ed. 6*235 Fished yards are heaviest

on the damaged side. x888 Lockwood's Diet. Meek. Engin.
141 Fish joint, or Fishedjoint.

Fished (fifi), ppl. a.* [f. Fish *<".! +-ed 2.]

Supplied with fish.

1630 A*. Johnson's A'ingd. fy Commonzu. 365 Savoy. Many
and large lakes it hath, and those very well fisht. 1846
McCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 641 Not one had
a full cargo, only one or two being half fished. 188a

F. Day Fishes 0/ Gt. Brit. II. 215 The trawl-net boats ..

were very poorly fished.

Fisher (fi'Jai). Forms: i fiscere, 2 fixere,

3 fiscsere, 3 4 fissar(e, -er, south, vyssare, vis-

sere, 3-5 fisch-, fyschar e, -er(e, (5 feeher,

fychere), 4-6 flssh-, fyssher
v
'e, (5 fysshyer, 6

fiszher), 4- fisher. [OE. fiscere, OFris. fisher,

OS. fiskari (Du. visscher) = OHG. fisairi (MHO.
vischcr, Ger. fucker), ON. fiskari (Sw. fiskarc,

Da., fisher) :-OTeut. *fiskarjo-, i. *fisho-z Fish sb. 1

Like other OTeut. sbs. with this suffix it has be-

come an agent-noun related to the vb. : see -eb '.]

1. One who is employed in catching fish. Now
arch. ; superseded in ordinary use by Fisherman.
C893 K. Alfred Oros. i. i. 17 [Da;r] huntan jewicodon,

obbe fisceras,obbe fugel[er]as. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 97 Petrus
wes fixere. 1297 K. Glouc. (1724)265 Hys vyssares come
to hym, & so gret won of fyss hym broste. 1382 Wvcuf
Isa. xix. 8 And mowrne shul the fissheres. 1553 Eden
Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 22 The inhabitantes are great
fyshers on the sea. 1704 PofE Windsor For. 137 The
patient fisher takes his silent stand, Intent, his angle
trembling in his hand. 1758 Descr. Thames 227 Fishers
distinguish their Herrings into six different sorts. 1851
Kingsley Song, Three fishers went sailing away to the West.

b. trausf. andfig. (esp. after Matt. iv. 19).
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. iv. 19 CumeS a;fter me, & ic do

bset Ryt beo5 manna fisceras a 1300 Cursor M, 13325 (Cott.)

Fra pis dai for:h i sal be ken for to be fissar god o men.
1663 Cowi.ev Ess. etc. (1669) 133 They found them Hunters
and Fishers of wild creatures, they have made them Hunters
and Fishers of their brethren. 1664 H. More Apol. iii. § 3
Who profess myself a Fisher for Philosophers, desirous to

draw them to . . the Christian Faith.

2. An animal that catches fish for food.

156a Pulleyn Bk, Simples 11579) 7^ Herones, Bitternes,

[etc.]. These fowles be Fishers. 1576 Fleming tr. Cains'
Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 245 The Dog called the Fisher
. .seeketh for fish by smelling among rock and stone. 18*3
Byron Island iv ii, The feather'd fishers of the solitude.

b. spec The pekan or Pennant's marten {Muslela
pennanii) of North America (also fisher marten

fisher weasel). Also, the fur of this animal.
1796 Morse Atner. Geog. I. 200 The fisher has a general

resemblance to the martin, but is considerably larger. 1879
M. M. Backus in Fucycl, Brit. IX. 838/1 Fisher, size, 15
by 30 inches, .glossy, dark and durable. 1882 Beck Draper's
Diet., Fisher (fur), these skins are larger than sables, and
the fur is longer and fuller. 1883 W. H. Flower in Encycl.
Brit. XV. 577/2 Mustela pennanti . .the Pekan or Pennant's
Marten, also called Fisher Marten.

f 3. A fishmonger. Obs.
a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 353 No flfysshyere ne no puller

ne shal bygge ffysche ne pultrye [etc.]. 158a in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 420 Any fisher that occupieth
any standinge or shoppe.

f4. An implement used by tanners (see quot).
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 350/2'rhe Fisher, .is an Iron

with Nett-work, made from side to side of it with strong
Iron Wyers, with this the Bark is taken out of the Water,
1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s. v.

5. A fishing-boat; a vessel employed in fishing.

1864 Thoreau Cape Codix. (1894I 211 We saw countless
sails of mackerel fishers abroad on the deep.

6. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as fisher-
bark, -house, -keel, -net, f -pan, -ship, -stall, -town.

b. appositive ( = that is a fisher, belonging to the

class of fishers), asfisher- boy, -carl, -child, -folk, -girt,

-people, -swain, -train, -woman. Also fishers coat.

186a H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 341 The passage of
small *fisher barks down to Carlskrona. 1621 Lady M.
Wroth Urania 308 From a Run-away and poore * Fisher-
boy he made me a King. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.,

Fisher-boys, the apprentices in fishing vessels. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 212 A few rough *fisher-carles there
were. Ibid. 227 The "fisher children hand in hand. 1854 H.
Miller Sch. fy Schm. xxii. (1857)481 Some ofour Cromarty
fisher-folk.^ 1888 Daily News 18 Dec. 3/6 Here fisherboys
and 'fishergirls. .crowd the stage. 1525 Ld. Berners /Vwm.
II. xlvii. 163 Without the towne there were certayne *fissher
houses. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 227 And "fisher-

keel on fisher-keel The furrowed sand again did feel. 1601
Holland Pliny II. xix. i. 4 Thread, passing good for to

be twisted and knit into *fisher-nets. 1890 Daily News
15 Feb. 6/4 A black fisher-net dress trimmed . . with well-
imitated mimosa. *535 Cover dale Amos iv. 2 Youre
posterite caried awaye in *fyssher pannes. 1885 Truth
28 May 848/2 *Fisherpeople hauling their boat through the
surf. 1611 Bible John xxi. 7 He girt his "fishers coate
vnto him. 1614 Eng. Way to Wealth in Hart. Misc. (Malh.)
III. 235 Busses, bonadventures, or "fisher ships. 1572
Nottingham Rec. IV. 145 A *fyssher stalle that Thomas
Reve stans in. 1627 P. Fletcher Apollyonists 111. xxi,
Those "fisher-swaynes. .by full Jordan's wave. 1538 Leland
Itin, (1744) VII. 55 A lytle prety *Fysshcr Town cawled
Wyrkinton. 1647 Clarendon "'*** *'^- vn - (1703)11. 306
In Dorset-shire, .little fisher Towns, Poole and Lyme. 1725
PorE Odyss. xxii. 425 When by hollow shores the •fisher-

train Sweep with their arching nets the hoary main. 1816
Scott Antiq. xxvi. ncte, The "fisherwomen .. put in their

claim. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon ix. (1864)258 The two
dusky fisherwoinen marched down to their canoe.

7. Special combs. : fisher - fish (see quot.)

;

f fisher's berry —fish-berry ; + fisher's folly,

an angler's house in the country ; fisher's-knot,

a slip knot, the ends of which lie horizontally, and
will not become untied (Davies) ; fisher's ring
or seal =fisherman s ring. Also Fjsheu-boat,
Fisherman.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., * Fisher/lsh, a species of

Remora, said to be trained by the Chinese to catch turtle.

1787 Best Ang/ing'cd. 2) 67 Coculus indiens . . called also

baccx piscatorise, *fisher's berries. 1638 BraTHWAIT Surv,
Hist. 183 As one who had taken a surfeit of the City, h'as

built hiniselfe a new *Fishers folly in the Countrey. 1611
MarkHAM Countr. Content. 1. x. (1668) 53 A *Flshers knot,
which is your ordinary fast knots, foulded four times about,
both under and above. 1741 Compl, lam. Piece 11. ii. 331
You may tie your Links together with the Fishers or
Weavers Knot. 1689 lond. Gaz. No. 2486/I He afterwards
broke the "Fishers King, and caused the Lead of the Bulls
to be likewise broke.

Fisher-boat. A boat used by fishermen.
c 1440 Promp. J'im>. 162/2 Fyscharys boote, phase/us.

1541 Act 33 Hen. I'll I, c. 2 The great diminucion of the
Kinges nauie, fisherbotes and mariners. 166a J. Davies tr.

Olearius'' Voy. Ambass. 395 To send the Paggage by Sea.
in six great Fisherboats. 1741-3W1 si.f.y Extract 0/ Jrnl.

(1749) no It seem'd strange to me, to attempt going in a
fisher-boat, fifteen leagues upon the main ocean._ 1874
Farkar Christ 136 The rough fisher-boats of Pethsaida.
jig. 1663 CowLtY Pindar. Odes, 'To Mr. Jlobs iv, The
P.ahique. .and the Caspian. .Seem narrow Creeks to thee,

and only fit For the poor wretched Usher-boats of Wit.

Fi'sheress. rare. [See -ems.] A female fisher.

1611 Cotgr., Pcscheressc, a fisheresse, a woman fisher.

1685 Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin 210, I would sometymes call

her the fisheress of her sex.

Fisherman (fijumsen). [f. Fisher + Man.]
1. One whose occupation is to catch fish.

1526 Tindale Luke v. 2 The fisshermen. .were wasshynge
their nettes. 1605 Shaks. Lear IV. vi. 17 The Fishermen
that walk'd vpon the beach Appeare like Mice. 1780 Hakris
Philol. Eng. Wks. (1841) 429 Massmello who in a few days,

from a poor fisherman rose to sovereign authority. 1855
Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. iv. v. 293 St. Gall was a skilful

fisherman and supplied the brethren with fresh fish from
the lake.

trans/. 1878 Eraser's Mag. XVIII, 628 The natives are

splendid fishermen of money.

2. An animal that catches fish. (Cf. alsofisher-

man-diver in 4.)

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. (16491 51 Of the Fish
called the Fisherman. This fi-^h is called the Fisherman,
because he hunts and takes other Fishes.

3. A fishing-boat ; a vessel employed in the

business of taking fish.

1604 E. Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 185 There entred

six Fisher-men into the Towne whereof one was sunke.

1700 S. I* tr. Ervke's Voy. E. Ind. 356 The 15th we met
with an English Fisherman that was coming from Vsland;
he was loaden with Salt-fish.

4. attrib. and Comb., as fisherman apostle, pilot ;

also," fisherman-diver, the merganser ; fisher-

man's bend, a kind of knot ; fisherman's night-
ingale, a name for the sed^e warbler; fisherman's
ring (?eeqnots.); fisherman's walk (see quot.").

1653 Walton Angler \. 28 His four *Fishermen Apostles.

1885 G. Ali.en Babylon vi, We call him a "fisherman-diver.

1886 Fall Mall G. 8 Sept. 8/2 The suggestion that a *fisher-

man pilot should be placed on board each of the four cruisers,

c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 1 A *fisherman's bend.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fisherman's Be-ndt & knot,

for simplicity called the king of all knots. 1884 Public
Opinion 5 Sept. 299/1 My old angler friends call this

bird [the sedge warbler] the *fisherman's nightingale,

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Seal, The pope has two kinds

of seals : the first used in apostolical briefSi and private

letters, &c, called the *fisherman's ring.—This is a. very large

ring, wherein is represented St. Peter, drawing his net full

of fishes. 1877 W. Jones Fingering 198 The ' Fisherman's

Ring' is the Pope's ring of investiture. 1867 Smyth Sailors

Word-bk., *Fisherman s. Walk, an extremely confined space,
1 three steps and overboard ', is often said of what river

yachtsmen term their quarter-decks.

Fishery (rVJeri;. [f. Fish v.1 + -ebt, or f.

FISHEH+ -Y3J
1. The business, occupation, or industry of catch-

ing fish, or of taking other products of the sea or

rivers from the water.

In this and the following senses often preceded by som«
defining word, as bank-, bay-, coast-, cod-, pearl-, river-,

salmon-, sea-, whale-jishery,

1677 Yarranton .£«£. Imfroz: 142 We have not one fourth

part of Moneys sufficient to drive the Trade of England,

and set up the neglected Fishery. 1769 Lloyds Evening
33



FISHET. 258 FISHLESS.
Post 22 Sept. 295/2 The British fishery at Iceland has this

year turned out but poorly. 1890 PallMallG. 2 June 2/1 The
French fishery upon the coast of Newfoundland, once very
large, has fallen away to a mere nothing.

2. A place or district where fish are caught

;

fishing-ground.

1699 DAMriER Voy, II. 11. 124 It is a great Fishery, chiefly

for Snooks, which they catch in the Lake. 179a G. Washing-
ton Lett. Writ. 1891 XII. 245 The landing by Bishop's

house, which used to be, and no doubt still is, good fishery.

x8»3 Byron Juan ix. xxxi, Where God takes sea and land,

Fishery and farm, both into his own hand.

3. A fishing establishment ; collect, those who are

engaged in fishing in a particular place.

17x0 Land. Gaz. No. 4713/3 Some English Gallies had
destroyed the French Fishery there. 1788 T. Jefferson
Writ.(iB^g) II. 539 This produced an outcry of the Dunkirk
fishery. 1885 E. R. Scidmore Alaska iv. 35 The Kasa-an
fishery has distanced its rivals.

4. Law. The right of fishing in certain waters.

Freefishery1 an exclusive right of fishing in public

water, derived from royal grant ; several fis/ie>y,

an exclusive right to fish derived from ownership
of the soil; common of'fishery; the right of fishing

in another man's water; commonfisheryt the right

of all to fish in public waters.

1748 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (1893I II. 167 The fishery
of this part of the river belongs to me. 1767 Blackstone
Comm. II. 39 A free fishery, or exclusive right of fishing in

a public river, is also a royal franchise .. He that has a
several fishery must also be the owner of the soil. 1817 W.
Selwvn Law Nisi Prius II. 772 A plea, which prescribed
for a several fishery in an arm of the sea. 183a Miss M it-

ford Village Ser. v. (1863)462 Colonel Talbot .. possesses
a right of fishery for some mile or two up the river.

5. collect. Fish of different kinds [nonce-tise).

1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. III. (1863) 491 Martha
Glen having been long his constant customer, dealing with
him in all sorts of fishery and fruitery.

6. attrih. and Comb., &s fishery house, industry,

law, etc. ; fisheries act, exhibition ; fishery-salt

(see quot. 1884).
i«>a8 in Archxologia LIII. 380 The fyssherye house at

Guisnes. 1864 Glasgow Daily Herald 24 Sept., I have been
stationed here as fishery officer. 1865 Ksqliros Cornwall
132 The fishery women pointed out to me the surface of
the bay striped with red. 1868 Peard Water/arm. xiii.

128 There were no fishery laws in France. 1883 E. R.
Lankester Adv. Science (1890) 215 More accurate know-
ledge of fishery-animals shall be provided. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal.74 Fishery Salt. 1884 Chesh. Gloss., F'ishery
Salt, coarse salt made specially for curing fish. 1804 Daily
News 19 Jan. 5/3 As an outcome of the County Fisheries
Exhibition held last year at Truro, the Technical Instruc-

tion Committee of the Cornwall County Council . . resolved
to establish a fisheries school.

Fishet (fijet), nonce-wd. [see -et.] A little

fish.

1823 Lamb Lett. (1888) II. 84, I wash my hands in fishets

that come through the pump thick as motelings.

Fishew, Obs., van of Fichu,
1755 Mrs. Delanv Let, to Mrs. Deives 364, I brought a

little cold from Longleat, and lost my good fishew.

Fishful (fi-Jful), a. [f. Fish sbA + -ful.]

Abounding in fish.

1550 Phaer AEueidw. (1558) Kj, Most lyke a byrd that
. . his haunting kepes Among the fyshfull rocks. 1605 Cam-
den Remain* (1638) 1 Fishfull and navigable rivers. 165a-
6a Heylin Cosmogr. 11. (1682) 147 Not far from a Fishful
Lake, i860 All i'ear Round 5 May 79/2 Rising from the
fishful Thames. 1889 Hissey Tour in Phaeton 227 The
fishful-looking river Bure.

Fishgarth. ;fi Jgaib). [f. as prec. + Garth.]
A garth or inclosure on a river or the seashore for

preserving fishes or taking them easily.

1454 Let. in Burton & Raine Hemingbrough 393 Oon
fysshgarth. is at yis tyme void of take. 153a Act 23 Hen.
VIII, c. 18 Certaine engines for taking of fish in the said riuer

. .commonly called fishgarthes. 1634 Ford P. Warbeckw. i,

The ear! shall deliver from his ransom The town of Berwick
to him, with the fishgarths. 1771 in Picton IJ'pool. Muvic.
Rec.{\%%6) II. 340 The several fish garths erected within
this Port. 1894 R. S. Ferguson Hist. Westmorland 109
There was a perpetual quarrel about a fishgarth in the Esk.

Fish-gig. [var. of Fizgig, the first element
being modified after Fish, from its use in catching
fish.] (See quot. 1788.) = Fizgig 4.
a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts vr. (17041 532/2

These Fishes are taken with . . Fishgigs. 1788 Falcon-
bridge Afr. Slave Tr. 41 The fish-gig. .an instrument used
for striking fish, .consists of several strong barbed points
fixed on a pole, about six feet long, loaded at the end with
lead. 180a Harrington Hist. N. South Wales i. 16 The
men fish with a fish-gig.

Fishhood. rare. [f. Fish sb. 1 + -HOOD.] The
state or condition of a fish.

1866 F. Bucklakd Cur. Nat. Hist. Ser. 3 I. 125 Thousands
. .of your babies have I reared up to fisbhood. 1887 Story
ofa Kiss I. vi. 95 A shark in the bloom of early fishhood.

Fish-hook. [f. Fish *#.l and v. + Hook.]
1. A barbed hook used for catching fish.

1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) IV. 295 [A] goldene fisch-

hook. 148a York Myst. Introd. 40 Those that makes
pynnes..or maketh ffisshe-hukes, 1555 Eden Decades 201
Crooked like a fysshehooke. 1611 Bible Amosiv. 2. a 173a
T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 12 Aptness to catch hold
and entangle, like .. fish-hooks. 1871 Yeats Techn. Hist.
Comm, 342 The manufacture of English fish-hooks is com-
puted at one-sixth that of needles.

2. Naut. An iron hook forming part of the tackle

used to raise the anchor to the gunwale of a ship.

16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 Hitch the
fish-hooke to the Anchors flooke. 180s A. Duncan Mari-
ner's Chron. III. 206 In fishing the anchor, the fish-hook
gave way. c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 56 The
fish tackle consists of two double blocks, and one single
block ; the lower one is fitted with a fishhook.

3. atttib. and Comb., as fish-hook maker; fish-

hook wire, a wire consisting of twisted strands,

with a piece of wire resembling a fish-hook in-

serted at intervals ; alsofish-hooked wire.
1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3206/4 Tim. Kirby, the Son of

Charles Kirby, Fish-hook Maker. 189a Star 20 Sept. 4/3
All knowledge of the use of this fishhook wire was disclaimed
by the defendants. .This fishhooked wire is manufactured,
and . .finds a market.

Fishify (frjifoi), v. [f. ^ish sb. 1 + -(i)ft.]

trans. To turn (flesh) into fish.

159a Shaks. Pom. % Jul. n. iv. 40 O flesh, flesh, how art
thou fishified. 1768 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 241 Ev'ry dish
Seem'd transmuted. .There was fishified flesh, and fleshified

fish. 1865 Examiner 11 Mar. isi/sWe have, in an English
version . . the good flesh of Moliere's shrewd simple prose
fishified by Mr. Kenney into . . verse.

Fishily (fi'jili), adv. [f. Fishy + -ly2] in
a fishy manner.
1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIV. 439 Naples.. is as fishily in-

clined as ever. 1879 F. W. Robinson Coward Consc. \\\.

i, Marcus shook hands fishily all round.

Fishiness (fi-Jmes). [f. as prec. + -BBSS.]

The quality or fact of being fishy,

1766 Pennant Zool. fi3ia) II. 17 Its [the bittern's] flesh

has.. nothing of the fishiness of that of the heron. 1834
Beckford Italy I. 31 I am not greatly surprised at the
fishyness of their site. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp. xxvi.

(1856) 214 The fishiness..! 1; no longer disagreeable.

Fishing (fvjup, vbl. sb. 1 [f. Fish v. + -ing i.]

1. The action of the vb. Fish.

a. The action, art, or practice of catching fish.

c 1300 Cursor M. 13278 CCott.l Petre and andreu ..wit pair
fissing war pai fedd. 1464 Nottingham Rec. II. 374 For
a lyne boght for the same fisshyng. 1570 Act 13 Eliz.

c. 11 § 3 Such Cods and Lings as they shall happen to take
. .by their own fishing. 163a Lithgow Trav. m. 105 The
best fishing that the whole Ocean yeeldeth, is upon the
coasts of Orknay and Zetland. 176a H. Walpole Vertue's
A need. Paint. II. i. 19 Representations in miniature of the.

.

huntings, fishings, and productions of the country. 1814
Scott Wav. iv, Of all diversions, .fishing is the worst quali-

fied to amuse a man who is at once indolent and impatient.

b. proverbs.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1562) Div, It is . . yll fyshyng
before the net. 1614 lip. Hall Recoil. Treat. 695 There
is no fishing so good as in troubled waters, a 1665 J. Good-
win Filled 70. the Spirit xiii. (1670) 362 Those Proverbial
Sayings ; There is no fishing like to a fishing in the sea, no
service like the Service of a King. 1671 F. Phillips Reg.
A'ecess. 432 It grew into a Proverb amongst us not yet
forgotten, No fishing to the Sea, no Service to the King.

C. trans/, and fig. Also with advbs., as about,

out, up (see senses of the vb.).

1548 Upai.l, etc. Erasm. Far. Matt. iv. 19 The newe
fyshyng, whiche serued. .wyth the nette of the Gospell to

catche men. 1641 Hinde J. Bruen vii. 27 Witnesse hereof,

in parents such fishing for heires. 1780 Lond. Gaz. No. 5909/2
Forbidding . . either the fishing up, or receiving any of the .

.

Effects that might be driven on the Coast. 1741 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I, 79 Why.. is all this fishing about for

something when there is nothing? 1889 Century Diet.,

Eishing out, the removal of fish from a fish-pond, the
' drawing ' of a pond,

2. To go (also ME. wade) afishing', a. lit (OE.
had onfiscoffgdtP.
1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2198 For }e hep men bet itei^t to

ssofle & to spade To.cartstaf & to ploustaf & a wissinge
[z>. rr. a fischyng, in fuschinge, to fysschynge] to wade.

b. trans/, \nonce-use) To rob on the highways.
1608 Peunyless Part, in Hart. Misc. (Malh.> III. 78

Soldiers, that have no means to thrive by plain dealing, .go
a-fishing on Salisbury Plain.

3. The privilege or right of catching fish in

certain waters ; common and several fishing =
common and severalfishety : see Fishery 4.

1495 Act 2 Hen. VII. c. 62 § 1 The Mede called the Kingis
Mede and half the fysshing of the Watir called Temise.
1523 Fitzhebb. SuriK 9 Also of mylnes seuerall fysshinges
and commen fysshinges what they be worthe. 1607 Norden
Surv. Dial, no Hath the Lord of the Mannor any peculiar

fishing within any river, 1788 Filey Inclos. Act 24 Wrecks,
fishings, and all other royalties.

4. A place or facilities for catching fish; fishing-

ground, fishery.

1596 Spenser State Irel. (1633") 95 A good towne, having
..a plentifull fishing. 1641 in J. Knox View Brit. Etnp.

(1785) II. 307 The Imployment of the Fishermen, .till they
come to their Fishings outwards bound. 1795 J. Richard-
son in J. Robertson Agric. Perth 377 Upon the Tumble
..there are scattered fishirgs belonging to different pro-

prietors. 1815 Scott Guy M. vh, Ellangowan's hen-roosts
were plundered, .and his fishings poached.

5. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. (sense 1)

as fishing-bark, -basket, -boat, -box, -craft, -gear,

-ground, -hook, 'house, -hutch, -line, -net, -pen,

-season, -ship, -smack, -tackle, -town, -trade, -village,

-weir.
1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. Isl. III. 349 The list .. in-

cluded *fishing-barksand small coasters. 1838 James Robber
i, The *fishing-basket under the arm. 173a Berkeley
Alciphr. v. § 1 Several 'fishing-boats and lighters, gliding
up and down. 1836 Marrvat Midsh. Easy xiii, They had
received information from the men of a fishing-boat. 1870
Law Rep. Comm. Pleas V. 659 A *fishing-box . .so arranged
that a fish going into it cannot get out. 1699 Dampier Voy,

II. n. 31 If they are not provided with Hooks, Lines or
Harpoons or any other *Fisbing-Craft. 1875 W. McIl-
wraith Guide Wigt&ivnshire 91 Stranraer was the rendez-
vous of the. . fishing craft. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man 19
The Swiss archaeologist has found abundant evidence of
*fishing-gear. 1641 in J. Knox View Brit. Emp. (17851 II.

397 They are to. .make them [nets], .in a readinesse against
they come to the *fishing grounds. 1785 De Foe Voy.
round World {1840) 350 They had neither "fishing-hook or
nets. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 237 Your small fishing
hooks. 1676 Cotton Angler i. 9, I have lately built a little

"Fishing House upon it [the river], dedicated to Anglers.
1778 Eug. Gazetteer (ed. 2' s. v. Selsey, This peninsula has
several fishing-houses towards the shore. 1868 Lazv Rep.
Queen's B. III. 289 The water . . is used to supply the mill

. .and also a "fishing-hutch or trap. 1466 Maun, ty Househ.
Exp. 212 My mastyr paid hym for v. "fyshenge lynes. 1865
Lubbock Preh. Times 375 Their fishing-lines were made
of the bark of the Erowa. 1530 in Weaver Wells Wilts
(1890) 145 A vowlyng nett and a "ffyshing nett. 1699
Dampier Voy. II. 11. 105 He would soon destroy their
Canvas and Fishing-Nets. 1864 Tennyson Eft. Ard. 17
Enoch Arden. . play'd Among . . swarthy fishing-nets . . and
boats up-drawn. 1791 W. Jessop Rep. Thames fy Isis 20
The Sills of the old Lock and "Fishing Pen may be raised

18 Inches. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 12 Where the Indian
Fishers, .lye in the "Fishing-Seasons. 1785 J. Knox Vinv
Brit. Etnp. I. 319 Several "fishing-ships from Kinsale take
abundance of ling every year. Ibid. I. 302 "Fishing-smacks
from Harwich. 1876 J. Saunders Lion in Path vii, The
tiny fleet of fishing-smacks were all hauled up together
on the shingle. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3935/4 A Vellum
Pocket-Book, with some "Fishing-Tackle in it. 1813 Ex-
aminer 15 Feb. 102/1 B. George .. fishing-tackle-maker.

1699 in J. Picton iJpool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 325 It was
formerly a small "fishing-town. 166a J. Smith England's
Improv. Reviv'd (1670) 258 The "Fishing-Trade, being in

our own Seas, and on cur own ground. 1699 Dampier
Voy. II, 11. 124 At this Opening is a small "Fishing Village.

1870 La7u Rep. Comm. Pleas V. 659 A "fishing-weir .. of
solid masonry.

b. Special comb., as fishing-breeze, one favour-

able for fishing; fishing-crib (see quot.); fishing-

flake -= fish-flake ; fishing-float (see quots.) ;

fishing-room (see quot.) ; fishing-tube (see

quot.' ; fishing-wand (&•)« Fishing-rod.
1888 E. J. Mather Nor'ard of Dogger 279 There has

been a 'smart "fishing-breeze' during the night, resulting

in a heavy catch. 1886 C. Adams in Longm. Mag. VII. 652
Owing to the increase of fixed engines, called "fishing-cribs.

1861 L. L. Noble After Icebergs 20 We are glad to jump
ashore at Mrs. Bridget Kennedy's "fishing-flake. 1717-41
Chambers Cycl., *Fishing-floats, are little appendages to

the line, serving to keep the hook and bait suspended at the
proper depth. 1893 Standard Diet., Fisht'ng-ffoat, [U. S. ],

a scow used in seine-fishing, from which an apron is let

down to the bed of the river for the more convenient hand-
ling of the seine. 1879 E. W. H. Holdsworth in Encycl.
Brit. IX. 266 '* Fishing rooms ' or portions of the shore set

apart for the curing and storing of fish. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. I. 873/2
*Fishing-tube (Microscopy), an open-ended

glass tube for selecting a microscopic object in a fluid.

1889 Barrie Windoiv in Thrums 96, I was in the garden
putting some rings on a "fishing-wand.

Fishing, vbl. sb.% [f. Fish v2 + -ing *.] The
action of strengthening or supporting with a fish ;

see Fish sb* Tishing-key, a kind of fish-plate.

1798 Nelson in Nicolas Dish. (1845) III. 132 The.. two
masts, by good fishing will hold fast. 3837 Marryat Dog-
fiend xii, I wish I had the fishing of your back that is so'

bent. 185a Specif Brnff's Patent No. 14096, a Into this

metal clip, which I term a fishing key, the ends of each
rail at its junction with the preceding or succeeding rail

are received.

Fishing (fi-Jin), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That fishes.

1. Of an animal : That catches fish. (The names
of such animals are sometimes hyphened.)
Fishingfrog, a fish : = Angler * a.

1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 989 The Fishing

Hauk is an absolute Species of a Kings-fisher. 1766 Pen-
nant Zool. (1769) III. 94 The fishing frog grows to a large

size. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 153 The Fishing

cat. .is very common in Lower Bengal about Calcutta.

2. Of an accusation, inquiry, etc. : Preferred or

put forward in order to elicit information which
cannot be gained directly.

1831 Peacock Crotchet Castle xv, He again threw out

two or three fishing questions. 1844 Ld. Brougham A.
Lunel I. ii. 37 So she framed what our lawyers call her

fishing question. 1863 H. G. Wilson .9/. bef Privy Council

3 Merely colourable and fishing Articles of accusation.

Hence Fi'shingly adv.

1837 Lockhart Scott (1839^ VIII. 23 One of the College

librarians yesterday told Sir W., fishingly, ' 1 have been so

busy that I have not yet read yout Redgauntlet '. 1893
Field 27 May 771/1 The onlooker who is not fishingly

inclined,

Frshing-rod. [f. Fishing vbl. sb.'] A long

slender tapering rod to which a line is attached

for angling. Formerly called also Angle-rod.
155a Huloet, Fishing rodde, calamus. 1591 Percivall

Sp. Diet., Veleta, the toppe of a fishing rodde, tragida.

1706 Farquhar Recruiting Officer iv. ii, You have some-
thing like a fishing-rod there. 1861 W. F, Collier Hist.

Eng. Lit. 175 I/aak Walton, who wielded pen and fishing-rod

with equal love and skill, was born at Stafford in 1593.

Fishless (fiJUs\ a. [f. Fish sb. 1 + -less.]

Without fish; devoid offish.

1591 Florio 2nd Fruites 109 Where you shall have

the aire birdies, the sea fishles. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.

vi. 339 The rapid seas shall sooner fishless slide. 1879

Walford Londoniana II. 38 Fishless ponds and ragged

turf. . .



FISHLET.

Pishlet v
fijlet). rare. [f. as prec. + -LET.] A

very small fish.

x886 Contemp. Rev. June 856 We might have filled a boat

in an hour with.. queer fishlets. 1890 Q. Rev. July 221

The fishlets are fed From time to time with yolk of egg.

Fishling (frjlirjl. rare. [f. as prec. + -ling,

dim. suffix.] A small or young fish.

1884 Manch. Exam. 30 Aug. 5/2 The curious fishling

which wants to find out what is behind the door. 1893

Field 4 Feb. 152/2 The unhappy fishling.

t Pi'Sllly, adv. Obs. [t. as prec. + -LT 2
.] Like

fish, fishily.

1699 Cowley Voy. in Cook's Voy. (1790) III. 846 Which
fowfes . . tasted somewhat fishly.

Fishmonger (fvjmyrjgs.i'). [f. as prec. +
Monger.] One who deals in fish.

1464 Mann. <$• Househ. Exp. 243 The ferst day ofFMarche
at the Fyshemongerys howse. 1594 Plat Je^vell-ho. 1. q

This maketh the Fishmongers Wiues so wanton.
^

1725

Bailey Erasm. Collog. 309 It was at a time when 'tis the

Fishmonger's Fair. 186$ Dickens Mut, Fr. 1. xvii, The
fishmonger pulls off his hat with an air of reverence.

Hence Fisliinonjeering" vbl. sb., in quot. attrib.

1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden I. 160 Abraham Cabe-

liau, known in the fishmongering world, from a cod which
Still bears his name.

Fishpond (frfpynd). [f. as prec. + Pond.]

1. A pond in which fish are kept.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 163/1 Fisshe ponde, vivarium. 1653

Walton Angler \\. 42 An herb Benione, which being hung
in a linen cloth near a Fish Pond.. makes him [an otter]

avoid the place. 1777 W. Dalrymi'LE Trav. Sp. <$- Port.

liv, There is a terrass on the south side, with a fish-pond.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 723 A small country seat,

surrounded by pleasant gardens and fishponds.

fig. 1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 1. xix. 117 To make so

filthy a Fish-pond, as I was, so pure.

b. Applied jocularly to the sea (cf. herring-pondf

).

1604 Dekker Honest Wh. 1. Wks. 1873 II. 9 1 had not

saild a league in that great fishpond but I cast up my very

gall. 1661 Ogilby His Majesty s Entert. 18 The great Fish-

pond Shall be thine. 1866 O. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neiglib.

1. 3 Our queer German brothers over the Northern fish-pond.

2. A depression in a card-table to contain ' fish
'

(see Fish sb:1 ) or counters.

1785 Cowper Let. to Neivlon 19 Mar., When covered

with a tabU-cloth, the fish-ponds are not easily discerned.

Fi'sh-pool. [f. Fish sb. 1
] A pool of water

to contain fish ; a fishpond.

C950 Lindisf. Gosf>. John v. 7 In ba;t fiscpol [L. in pisci-

nam\ ciooo Suppt. /Elfric*s For. in Wr.-Wiilcker 178

Uiuarinm, fiscpol ; Euripus net piscina, fiscpol. c 1425

Seven Sag. (P.) 883 To a fische-pole he come. 1529 Sup-

plic. to Kin* 48 Fyshe pooles well stored with dyuerse

kyndes of fyshes. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme
77 The .. Fish-poole, which we haue appointed to be in

the midst of our Court. 17x8 Prior Solomon 11. 638 To the

large Fish-pools, or the glassy Floods.

D. (See quot.)

1718 Steele & Gillmore {title) An Account of the Fish-

Pool : consisting of a Description of the Vessel so call'd,

lately invented and built for the Importation of Fish alive.

Fish-scale. [
f- Fish sb.*] One of the scales

of a fish's skin. Chiefly attrib. (in quot. 1834

referring to ichthyosis: zi.jish-skin disease below)
;

fish-scale tile, a tile shaped like a fish scale.

a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 61 Was this a price for fish-

scales? 1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 465 One case is

recorded, in which the face was the only part exempted

from the fish-scale covering. 1881 Young Every Man his

envn Mechanic § 1260 Fish-scale tile slabs, ^12 10s. per 100.

Ibid. § 1261 The fish-scale slabs, .are notched or rebated on

the lower edge. i85a Caulfkild & Saward Diet. Needle-

work 20; Fish Scale Embroidery . . The principal parts of

the design., are covered over with brightly tinted Fish

scales sewn to the foundation with coloured silks.

Fish-skin (fi-J.skin). [f. Fish rf.i]

1. The skin of a fish.

1651 T. Hall Grounds ofMonarchy II. 31 Hanging fish

skins about the wals of the Chamber. 1759 Colebrooke in

Phil. Trans. LI. 43 A piece of old wainscoat. .was smoothed

with a fish-skin. 1859 Lowell Biglow Papers Gloss., Fish-

skin, used in New England to clarify coffee.

2. attrib. and Comb. : fish-skin disease (also

shortened fish-skin), ichthyosis ; fish-skin grain,

grain (in leather) resembling the skin of a fish.

1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3896/4 He..had about him a Fish

skin Plaister-Box with Sliver Instruments. 1814 T. Bate-

man Culan. Dis. (ed. 3) 49 The Ichthyosis, or fish-skin

disease. 1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 463 Lepidosis

Ichthyiasis. Fish-skin. 1879 Eng. Mech. 11 Feb. 534/2

Steel rollers, for making the ' fish skin ' grain.

Fish-tail, [f- Fish sbS] The tail of a fish.

Chiefly attrib. of things resembling a fish's tail in

shape or action, e. g. a spreading flame from a kind

of gas-burner, hence called fish-tail burner, -jet

(also shortened fish-tail) ; fish-tail wind (see

quot. 1875).
1840 Mech. Mag. XXXII. 343/2 The best small light is

. . the fish-tail jet. 1851 J. Bourne Screw Propeller s6

Fowles's Fish-tail propeller. 1864 Sai.a in Daily Tel. Oct.,

I turned on a fishtail burner, c 1865 Letheby in Cm. Sc.

I. 128/2 In the case of cannel coal, the holes are small
;
and

for common London gas they are rather large. The former

are known by the name of Lancashire or Scotch fish-tails.

187a O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. x. (18851 247 We have

no more reverence for the sun than we have for a fishtail

gas burner. 1875 Times 16 Julys/s A nasty shifting breeze

blowing down the ranges all day, now on this side, now on

that,-a 'fishtail' wind. 188a Daily News 15 Sept. 6/1

The day was bright with a strong fish-tail wind. 1891

259

Daily Nr.vs 29 Mar. 6/6, I spliced it to the bedstead, in

what they call a fishtail knot.

b. Hence as predicative adj. rare.

1891 Daily News 28 Mar. 5/6 The wind was very fish-tail

and tricky.

t Fi'sh-whole, a. Obs. [f. Fish sb.^] As
sound as a fish ; thoroughly sound or healthy.
a 1225 yuliana 59 Heo ase fischhal as bah ha nefde no-

wher hurtes ifelet. c 1400 Maundev. iRo.xb.) xii. 52 He was
clensed of lepre and made fisch hale, f 1430 Chev. Assigne

353 ^ Fyve cbeynes I haue & bey ben fysh hole. 1599
H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner M, As sound as a Trout.

And another phrase, Fish-whole, I think is most ment of
the Trout.

Fishwife (fijwoif). [f. as prec. + Wife.] A
woman who sells fish.

1SX3 J- R-Ol'EK Will in Archxol. Cant. (1859) II. 154,

I bequethe to the making of an horse way, for the fisshe

wyves. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Atnb. 80 They
. .abuse one another like Fish-wives. 1739 J. Miller Jests

cxv, She bid the Fish-Wife about half what she asked.

1867 J. Macgregor Voy. Rob Roy (1S68) 72, I took the tow-

line thrown down from the quay by some sturdy fishwives.

Fishy (frji), a. [f. as prec. + -Y '.]

1. Abounding in fish. Now poet, or humorous.
1552 Huloet, Fishye, or full of fishe . . piscosus, pisctc-

lentus. 1632 J. Lee Short Sun.. 20 Hath many lishie

rivers and lakes. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 499 Bait the barb'd

steel, and from the fishy flood Appease tli' afflictive fierce

desire of food. 1833 Blackui. Mag. XXXIII. 853 On the

banks of that fishy loch we stood. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. ix.

265 As when two winds upturn the fishy deep.

2. Resembling a fish or something belonging to

a fish ; fish-like.

1611 Bible i Sam. v. 4 Only the stump [marg. fishy part]

of Dagon was left. 1646 Sir T, Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xix.

260 The Mermaids, .with womans head above, and fishy

extremity below. 1703 Maundrell Jonm. Jems. (1721)

Add. 2 Two Syrens, which twining their fishy 'Fails to-

gether, made a Seat. 1863 N. Macleod Reiuin. Highland
Par. in Gd. Words 505 l.achlan had become so accustomed

to this kind of fishy existence. 1868 HELrs Realmah iii.

47 I know nothing of these fishy, half-under-water people.

Comb. 1825 J. NEAi.i>Vr?. Jonathan II. xxvi^Getting over

the ground upona pair of droll, fat, fishy looking legs.

b. Of the eye: Dull, vacant of expression.

Also in comb, fishy- eyed adj.

1836 T. Hook G. Gurney III. 23 The door was opened

by a tall, fishy-eyed maid. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole

xv. 11879) 136 The same vacant faces, looking with the

same fishy stare into the lecturer's countenance. 1862

Sai.a Seven Sons I. vi. 128 A paliid young man with a fishy

eye. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xi. 291 The Sheykh of

the Cataract—a flat-faced, fishy-eyed old Nubian.

3. Of odour, taste, etc. : Characteristic of or

proceeding from fish.

1616 Chapman.Ifnsxus 383 It is enough for thee To suffer

for my love the fishy savours. 1667 Milton P. L. tv. 168

Better pleas'd Then Asmodeus with the fishie fume. 1791

Cowter Odyss. iv. 546 Which the fishy scent subdued.

1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 21 1 An example of a pure

fishy taste without the slightest degree of rankness.

4. Having the savour, smell, or taint of fish.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health § 292 Clawe nat the skyn with

fyshye fyngers. 1667 H. StubbE in Phil. Trans. II. 501

A Bird, .called a Pellican, but a kind of Cormorant, that is

of taste Fishy. 1791 Mao. D'Arblav Diary 8 Aug., The

part by the sea. .was so. .fishy that I rejoiced when we left

it. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) II. vi. 90 The
very air was fishy.

5. Consisting of fish ;
produced from fish.

1690 Dampier Voy. II. 1. ii. 28 Soy is made partly with

a Fishy composition. 1725 Pope Odyss. v. 64 Watery fowl,

that seek their fishy food. 1879 Chr. Rossetti Seek ty F.

279 In connexion with the fishy family. 1884 Illust. Loud.

News 13 Dec. 571/3 The guests. -washed down their fishy

repast with Latour Blanche.

6. colloq. or slang, a. (?\Vith the notion 'slippery

as a fish ', or perh. with allusion to meat with a

'fishy' taste.) Of dubious quality, unreliable,

questionable, ' shady '. b. Having ' fishy ' eyes

(see 2 b) ; hence, languid or ' seedy ', esp. as the

result of a debauch.
1844 Disraeli Coningsby 1. ix, I thought it was all up.

.

The most fishy thing I ever saw. 1865 J. C. Wilcocks
Sea Fisherm. (1875) 117 There he lay .. certainly doosed

fishy about the eyes. 1880 J. Pavn Con/id. Agent 111.

151 Langton's French is very fishy. 1882 Black Shandon

Bells xi, I always heard he was fishy about money matters.

1882 American V. 83 Altogether, the story is too fishy.

Fisie, Fisician, obs. ft 1'hysic, Physician.

Fisk : see Fisc.

tFisk. v. Obs. Also 4-6 fysk(e, 6-8 fiske.

[Possibly a frequentative (formed with k suffix as

in walk, talk, lurk) of OE. fysan to hurry, or of

ftfsian, fiysian Feeze v. Cf. the synonymous Sw.

fjiiska, a frequentative of fjasa to bustle, make a

fuss.] intr. To move briskly, scamper about, frisk,

whisk ; also with about, abroad, in and out, to

and fro.
c 1340 Gaw. t, Gr. Knl. 1704 & he fyskez hem by-fore, hay

founden hym sone. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 153 What
trek of bys folde fiskeb pus a-boute ? c 1440 Promp. Parv.

162/2 Fiskin a-bowte yn ydilnesse, vagor. 1549 Latimer

4//< Serin, be/. Edw. F/(Arb.1 104 Than he is busi -.then

he fyskes a brode. 1575 J. Still Gamm. Gurton I. ii. in

Dodsl. O. PI. II. 10 Tome Tannkard's Cow . . fysking with

her taile. C1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 114 Why
feare yee so, thus Asking in and out t a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Gadding-Gossips, way-going Women, Fidging

and Fisking everywhere. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

FISSIPAROUS.

quasi./Vaw. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <y F. Ivii. 242 If he
scaped this, at all times to be ware, With faint fond flies,

to fiske agayne a warfare.

Hence risking vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also Pi sker,

one who frisks or scampers about.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 162/2 Fyscare a-bowte ydylly, dis-

cursor, discursatrix, vagulns vel vagator. 1523 Fitzherb.
Husb. § 45 If a shepe haue mathes, ye shall perceyue it by
her hytynge, or fyskynge. 1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super.

175 Not such an other mutterer . . or a fisking will. 1601

Deacon & Walker Answ. to Darcl 190 Being growne
very wearie with your violent Askings. 1611 Cotgr. s.v.

Trotiere, A fisking huswife, a raunging damsell. c 1620
Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855' 91 Thoughts. .Come buzzing
so within my . . breast, With fisking traine. 1675 Rules of
Civility v in Antiquary (1880) II. 58/2 Madam .. fisking

and piatling are but ill ways to please.

Fisnamy, fisonomie, obs. ff. Physiognomy.

rFiss-buttocked, «• ? Obs.

1552 Huloet, Fissebuttocked sowe. tarda mutter, trossa.

Fissenless, var. of Foisonless.

Fissi-, less correctly fisso-, used as combining
form of L.fissus, pa. pple. of findcre to split, cm-
ployed in Biol., Phys., Zool, in terms formed chiefly

on the analogy of late h.fissipes (see Fissiped) to

indicate the condition of being cleft. Fissi-
co state a. [L. cos/a rib : see Costate], having the

nervines or ribs divided (JSyd. Soc. Lex.). Pi ssi-

daxtyl, -yle a. [Gr. ooktua-os finger], having

the digits divided, ri ssigemma tion, a mode
of reproduction intermediate between fission and
gemmation. Pissilingfual a. [L. lingua tongue

+ -At], having the tongue cleft ; said of a sub-

order of saurian reptiles, hence called Ussilinguia.

Pissipa-lmate a. [see Palmate], partially web-
fooled ; semipalmate. Hence Pissipalmation,
partial palmation, or incomplete webbing of the

toes. Pi ssiparturi'tion, the action of giving

birth to young by fission (in quot. trans/.).

Pi:ssirostral a. [L. rostr-um + -al], having a

deeply cleft beak ; belonging to the order of birds

thence called Fissirostres. Pissiro'strate a. [as

prec. + -ate -] = prec.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 268/1 Families of the Fissi-

rostral tribe. 1856 8 W. Clark Van der t/oeven's Zool.

II. 377 Natatores.— Feet .. palmate or fisso-palmate. 1881

O. Fisher in Nature XXV. 243 The act of fissiparturition

by which the moon was born must have been sudden.

Fissibility (fisibiliti). [badly f. h.fiss- ppl.

stem of findere to split, cleave + -(f)Mlily -in.]

The quality of being easily cleft.

1798 Pennant Hindoos/an I. 144 They [bamboo canes] are

often made use of for frames of houses, for which their ready

fissibility, and their lightness, peculiarly adapt them.

Fissile (fi'sil), a. Also 7 fissel, 8 fissil. [ad.

L. fissil-is, f. firuUre to cleave : see -ILE. Cf. Fr.

fissile.] Capable of being divided or split ; cleav-

able ; inclincel or lending to split.

1661 Loveli. Hist. Anim. ty Min. Introd., Some are Fissil,

as the spectacle stone ; others not, as mettals. 1756 C.

Lucas Ess. Waters II. 128 It springs slowly through a soft,

fissil rock. 1830 Lyf.li. Princ. Geol. (1875) II. Ill xlviii. 572

Layers of drift peat, sand or fissile clay. 1857 H. Miller
Test. Rocks xi. 427 They communicate often a fissile cha-

racter to the stone in which they occur. 1887 Bowen Virg.

sEneid vi. 180 Ash-hewn timbers and fissile oaks with the

wedges are rent.

Hence Fissileness = next.

1727 BaILEV vol. II, Fissilenest, aptness to be cleaved.

Fissility (fisi'liti). [f. Fissile + -ity] The
quality of being fissile or cleavable.

1670-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1689 G. Harvey Curing
Dis. by Expect, xxii. 178 The knowledge of. .the fissility of

a stone. 1837 J.
Maccullocii Attributes God III. xlv. 202

Had the fissility of slate not been known it would scarcely

have been credited. 1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 11. 11. § 6.

121 This superinduced fissility or 'cleavage' has resulted

from an internal rearrangement of the particles.

Fission (.fi'Jan). [ad. h. fission-em, n. of action

f. findere to split.]

1. The action of splitting or dividing into pieces.

1865 Pop. Sc. Rev. Jan. 177 Fission or the separation of

cuttings is used to perpetuate the same variety.

2. spec, in Biol. The division of a cell or organism

into new cells or organisms, as a mode of repro-

duction.
1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 49 In some elongated

species the fission is effected in a longitudinal direction.

1846 Patterson Zool. 38 A Medusa may actually be gener-

ated . . by fertile ova, by gemmation, and by spontaneous

fission. ... . , e . r
transf. 1883 Abbott Alphabet, \ an had the singular fate of

generating four other letters by a sort of spontaneous fission.

Fissiparous (fisi -paras), [f. mod.L. type

fissipar-us (f. Fissi- + L. parere to bring forth ;
in-

correctly on analogy of viviparus) + -0U8.] a. Of

organisms : Producing new individuals by fission.

b. Of or pertaining to the process of reproduction

by fission. Hence Pissiparously adv.

l83S-« Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 145/2 The first of these modes

of reproduction is entitled fissiparous. 1872 Nicholson

Palxont. 94 The polypes produced fissiparously resemble

one another in organization. 1887 W. Hooper in Encycl.

Brit. XXII. 464 Organisms which are fissiparous, and when

cut in two form two fresh independent organisms.

transf. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 70 All error ts

33—2
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what physiologists term fissiparous. 1800 Times 21 Nov.
9/2 Scotch Home Rule and, perhaps, nalf-a-dozen other

fissiparous developments of ' national life'.

So I*i ssipara tion, the process of fissiparous

reproduction. Fissiparism = prec. Fissipa rity,

the attribute of being fissiparous.

1864 Athenaeum No. 1920. 216/1 Fissiparation and gem-
mation. 1868 E. P. Wright Ocean World iv. 77 This is

what Naturalists term generation by division—fissiparism

or fission. 187a Dana Corals i. 57 This dividing one's self

in two, for the sake of an increase of population, is the

process called spontaneous fission or fissiparity. 1891

Monist I. 627 The change from fissiparity to sexuality.

Fissiped, fissipede (frsiped, -pfd), a. and
sb. [ad. late h.fissiped-em, f.fiss-us}

pa. pple. of

findcre to split +ped-em, pes foot.]

A. adj. Having the toes separated.
1656 Blount Glossogr., J-'issiped, cloven-footed. 1847

Craig, Fissiped. 1882 W, A. Forbes in Nature No. 639.

2S7 The three great groups of fissiped Carnivora.

B. sb. An animal having its toes divided.
In the two first quots. the word may be Latin.

1646 SlR T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. i. 234 It is discribed like

fissipedes, or birdes which have their feet or clawes divided.

i683 R. Holme Armoury it. 309 2 Fissipedes, or having
open Toes . . [are] Aquatick Birds living much in Water.
1847 Craig, Fissiped. 1854 Encycl. Brit. VII. 542 The
second subdivision, denominated Fissipedes, are destitute

of pincers.

Hence Fissipedal a., Pissipedate a. — Fis-

siped a.

1883 W. H. Fowler in Encycl. Brit. XV. 434/1 The
Fissipedal Carnivora were divided by Cuvier into two
groups. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fissipcdate.

Fissive (fi'siv), a. [f. L. type *fissJvus, f.

findcre (pa. pple. fissus) to split ] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of, fission.

1875 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. v. 29 The whole
plant is built up by the fissive multiplication of the simple
cell in which it takes its origin.

Fissle, fistle (fi-sl), sb. Sc. [f. next vb.]
* Bustle, fuss ' (Jam.).
1719 Hamilton Ep. to Ramsay 24 July, O sic a like and

sic a fistle I had about it. 1768 Ross Helcnore 1. 35 The
oddest fike an' fisle that e'er was seen.

Fissle, fistle (fi's'l), v. Sc. and dial. Also
fisle, fissil. [echoic : cf. Fizzle.]

1. intr. To make a slight continued noise; to

rustle ; to move with such a noise.

1711 Ramsay Wks. I. Gloss. Fistle to stir. 1789 Davidson
Seasons, Winter 232 Or icicle drop frae the bended twig, Wi'
fissling din, amang the leafless bn'rs. 1816 Scott Antiq. jx,
4 He heard the curtains o' his bed fissil '. 1823 Gai.t R.
Gilhaize III. 65 The wind again began to fisle, and the signs

of a tempest were seen. 1851 GreeNWELL Coal-tratle Terms,
Northumb. fy Durh. 26 Fissle, Fistic, to make a crepitant

noise or faint crackling. 1856 T. Aird Foet. Wks. 132 The
little mouse .. Creeps from her hole and fissles through the
grass. 1859 All Year Routul No. 34. 179 The dead leaves

were fistling in troops down the lanes.

2. To move about restlessly or uneasily; to fidget.

1783 Burns Ep. to y. Lapraik xxii, Twa lines frae you
wad gar me fissle. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fizzling,

fidgeting as a person in a slate of bodily uneasiness. 1863
Robson Bards of'Jyue 319 Whole patriot bands . . Do fyke
and fistle sair about her.

Fissle, dial, form of Thistle.

Fissural (fi'Jiural), a. [f. Fissure sb. + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a fissure, also, inclined to form
or having fissures.

x88i Wilder & Gage Anat. Teckn. 501 (Cent. Dict.\ To
confine the discussion of the fissural pattern to a brief

statement of what appear to be the constant and inconstant
fissural characters. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., F'issuralangcioma,
angeioma of the natural fissures of the body.

Fissuration (fijmr^-jbnl. [a. Y.fissuration,

n. of action i.jissurer : see Fissure v. and -ation.]

1. The action of fissuring or splitting asunder;

the state of being fissured or cleft.

1864 Intell. Observ. No. 33. 193 A slight fissuration of the
caudal end. 1887 Amer. Jrnl. Psych. I. 342 Whether
fissuration be due to mechanical causes or [etc.].

2. Biol. = Fission.
1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. ii. 403 The multiplication of the

species is effected in some by spontaneous division or
fissuration. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fissuration.

Fissure (fi'Jmi), sb. [a. F. fissure, ad. 'L.fis-

sura, f. findcre (pa. p\Ae. fissus) to cleave.]

1. A cleft or opening (usually rather long and
narrow) made by splitting, cleaving, or separation

cf parts ;
* a narrow chasm where a breach has been

made ' (JO.
1606 R. Cawdbey Table Alf>k., Fissure, rift, cleft, or

pertition. 1677 Plot Ox/ords/i. 235 Of but few gallons of
water forced through a narrow Fissure, he could raise

a mist in his Garden. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth
(1723) 6 Those Strata were divided by parallel Fissures.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 811, I see . . The gaping fissures

to receive the rains. 18x4 Cary Dante, In/, xiv. 107 Each
part, except the gold, is rent throughout ; And from the
fissure tears distil. 1856 Stanley Sinai <$- Pal. ii. (1858)
112 The vast fissure of the Jordan valley.

b. fig, (of non-material cleavage).

1876 Douse Grimms L. § 61. 150 A dialectic fissure, as it

were, was originated. 1890 Spectator 5 July, They . . were
.. divided by too deep a social fissure from the Indians
whom they were expected to convert.

2. spec. a. rath. A narrow solution of continuity

produced by injury or by ulceration ; also, an in-

complete fracture of a bone, without separation of
parts. {Syd. Soc. Lex.)

i 1400 Laufranc's Cirurg. 270 Whanne be bowels fallib

adoun boru? a fissure .i. a brekynge. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxi. xx, [It cureth] the Fissures in the seat. 1676 Wiseman
Surg. v. ix. 379 By a Fall or Blow the Scull may be fissured
or fractured .. this Fracture or Fissure may be under the
Contusion, or [etc.]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fissure
..In Surgery a kind of Fracture, or breaking of a Bone,
that happens in the length of it. 1767 GoocH Treat. Wounds
I. 249 The best Authors .. divide the injuries, of which the
skull is susceptible, into five kinds, as zjissure, afracture,
[etc.]. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 49 Fissures are linear

wounds having their seat in the epidermis or corium.

b. Anat., Bot. etc. A natural cleft or opening in

an organ or part ; e. g. one of the sulci or depres-

sions which separate the convolutions of the brain.

1656-74 Blount Glossogr., Fissure, a cleft, a division,

a parted leaf. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. iv. ii. 101 In
other Animals the Fissure of the Pupil is erect. 1797 M.
Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 184 The mouth of the earth
worm consists of a small longitudinal fissure. 1871 Darwin
Desc. Man I. i. 10 Bischoff .. admits that every chief
fissure and fold in the brain of man has its analogy in that

of the orang. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fissure . . in Botany,
the line of cleavage of seed vessels and anthers, and the
clefts of a divided leaf.

c. Her. A diminutive of the bend sinister, being

one fourth of its width. + Also, a riband, or eighth

part of a bend (obs.).

i486 Bk. St. Albaus, Her. E vij b, Thys fyssure is calde
a staffe, and in french it is cald a baston. 156a Leh;h
Armorie nob, A ribande. .conteineth in bredeth, the eight
parte of y J bende .. This ys also called a Fissure. 1610
Glillim Heraldry 11. v. (1611)53 I* i-s commonly called a
Fissure, .in that it cuts or rents the coat armour in twaine.

1828-40 Bi:rrv Encycl. Herald. I, F'issure is the fourth part

of the bend sinister and by some called a staff,

3. The action of cleaving or splitting asunder

;

the state of being cleft ; cleavage.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2nd Peter i. n. 226 The apertion of
heaven, .in these places signifies, .a visible fissure of heaven.

1853 Kane Grinnelt Exp. xxviii. (1856) 232 On striking the
surface with a walking-pole . . lines of fissure radiated from
the point of impact.

4. attrib. and Comb., as fissure theojy ; fissure

claim, -needle, vein (see quots.).

1871 Tvndall F'ragm. Sc. (1879) I. ix. 281, I had heard the
Via Mala cited as a conspicuous illustration of the fissure

theory. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Fissure-needle, a spiral

needle for catching together the gaping lips of wounds.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Fissure-vein, a fissure in

the earth's crust filled with mineral. z886 York Herald
4 Aug. 1/4 As usual in such fissure veins, .as the workings
increase in depth the lode will considerably increase both in

thickness and richness. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 4 May 6/1 The
reef, .is reported, .to be a true fissure claim.

Fissure (fijiuj), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make a fissure or fissures in ; to

cleave, split.

1656 Ridglev Pract. Physic 173 When the inward place

is Fissured, the outward remaining unhurt. 1676 [see

Fissure sb. 2). 1841 Lever C. CM'alley xlvii, The French
cannon had fissured the building from top to bottom. 1863
Lvell Antiq. Man xi. (ed. 3) 202 By that convulsion the
region around Natchez was. .much fissured. 1869 Phillips
Vesuv. viii. 217 The strata would be fissured and displaced.

2. intr. To break into, or open in, fissures ; to

become cleft or split.

Hence Fi'ssuring vbl. sb. and///, a.

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 419 The rending and fissuring

of the ground. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 49/2 The process

of fissuring or segmentation. 1863 G. P. Scrope Volcanos

47 The fissuring effect upon solid rocks.

Fissured (fvjiuid), ///. a. [f. Fissure sb. or

v. + -ed.] Having a fissure or fissures ; broken up
by fissures.

1788 T. Taylor Comment. o/Proclus I. p. cxti, Quadrupeds
having solid or many fissured hoofs, »8x6 Shelley Alastor

579 Ivy clasped The fissured stones with its entwining arms.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xvi. (1873) 352 Fluids that escape
from the fissured ground. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 1. iii. 21

Which lobes, after the expansion of the flower, become
fissured near their margins.

Fissureless (fifiiules), a. [f. Fissure sb. +
-less.] Without a fissure or fissures.

1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. in. iii. 650 The
fissureless pieces of ice.

Fissuriform (fi'Jiui if£im\ a. [f. Fissure sb.

+ -i)form.] Resembling a fissure in form.

1861 Hulme tr. Moqnin-Tandon n. vn. xii. 388 The two
lateral pits.. are fissuriform.

Fissury (fijiuri>, a. nonce-'ivd. [f. as prec. +
-Y !.] Having, or full of, fissures.

18*5 Blackw. Mag. XVII. 339 Should the rock . . happen
to be loose or fissury.

Fist (fist), sb.l Forms : 1 fyat, (feest), 2-6

fest(e, (3 south, veste), 3-5 fust(e, (3 smth.

vuste), 4-5 feest, 4-6 fyst;e, 4, 6-7 fiste, 5- fist.

[OE. fyst str. fern, corresponds to OFris. jht,

HhG./ust (Du. vuist\ OWG. fttst (MHG. vt2st,

mod.Ger. faust) :—WGer. *fdsli.

By some scholars this is referred to an OTeut. form
*fiihsti-z, */unhsti-z:— pre-Teut. *pnqstis (whence OS1.

Pfstl of same meaning 1
, f. ablaut*variant of *peuqe Five.

1. The hand clenched or closed tightly, with the

fingers doubled into the palm :

a. gen., esp. for the purpose of striking.

/7900 LoricaGloss. 49 in O.E. 7V.r/.r (1885) 173 Pugnas,
fyste. c 1000 iriLFRic Exod. xxi. 18 Cif men cidab &. hira

oper hys nextan mid . . fyste sticb. c 1050 Monastic Sign-
language in Techmers Internat. Zeitschr.f. allg. Sprgsch.
II. 124 Ra^r up bine fxste. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Mark xiv.

65 Sume . . mid festen hine beaten, c 1*05 Lay. 22785, &
seodden ba uustes uusden to sweoren. « 1225 Ancr. R.
106 He bolede . . bet te Giws dutten . . his deorewurde mu5
mid hore dreori fustes. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 105 (>e

fyngris of his hand ben folden into his fist. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xxvii. 107 Smytynge her brestes wyth her handes
and fustes. i5*S Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.) 253 b, They
layde on hym with theyr fystes and other wepens. 1588
Afarprel. Epist. (Arh.) 4 You will shortly . . haue twenty
fistes about your eares. 1626 J. Pory in Ellis Orig. Lett.

1. 331 III. 239 The Queen.. brake the glasse windowes with
her fiste. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 175 He only fights

with a closed fist; 1740 Somerville Hobbinol 11. 294 His
Iron Fist descending crush'd his Skull. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop v, Testifying . . a vehement desire to shake her
matronly fist at her son-in-law. 1865 Kingsley Hercw. II.

ii. 36 Which we inherited by right of fist.

b. for clasping or holding something within.

Hence also, grasp, grip, clutches. Now chiefly

jocular.
Cf. F. Poing, still the ordinary word in this sense. In

Eng. hand is now commonly used.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 345 Bobe hys honden he nom Vol
of be poudre & of be erbe . . And closedes to gader & hys
fustes bobe adrou. c 1320 R. Brunne Medit. 212 He bat

pou seest yn be prestes fest. a 1400 Prymcr (1891) 18 He
. .hooldith the world in his feest. C1400 Destr. Troy 10995
Philmen the fre kyng, bat he in fyst hade. 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour E vij, She with her fyst tooke hym fast by
the mantell. c 1500 Melusiue xxxviii. 302 The geaunt, that

held his sybe in his fyst. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 2 He
that a little before perswaded himselfe to have helde all

England in his fist, now [etc.]. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii.

34 More light then Culver in the Faulcons fist. 1676 Hobbes
JHad 1 1677) 244 Lycon. .broke his sword : one part staid in

his fist; The other flew. 17*7-38 Gay Fables 11. ix. 10, I

know, that in a modern fist, Bribes in full energy subsist.

1807-8 Syd. Smith Ptymtey's Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 139/2 No
eel in the well-sanded fist of a cook-maid . . ever twisted .

.

as [etc.]. 1833 Mrs. Browning Pronteth. Bound Poems
(18501 1. 182 To shatter in Poseidon's fist The trident-spear.

1864 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. $ Eng. III. 19 The leash

in his fist.

C. In various phrases : To grease the fist or

(one) in the fist : to bribe, pay well; so, + to

mollify the fist. To make a {good, poor, z\c.)fist:

colloq. to make a (good, etc.) attempt at some-

thing. Also, Hand over fist, hand to fist', see

Hand.
1598 Br. Hall Sat. iv. v. 2 That some fat bribe might

grease him in the fist. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India Ijr P. 98
Till a right understanding be created . . which commonly
follows when the Fist is mollified. 1700 S. L. tr. Eryke's
Voy. E. Ind. in, I had now and then greased the Chief
Surgeons Fist. 1880 Howells Undisc. Country v. 87 Mrs.
Burton is really making a very pretty fist at a salon.

d. in Talconry, with reference to carrying hawks.
148a Monk of Evesham xxxiii. (Arb.) 75 Sothely he bare

there on hys fyste a lytyll byrdde lyke a sparhauke. i486

Bk. St. Albans D j b, When ye haue yowre hawke on yowre
fyst. 156a J. Heywood Prov. 4- Epigr, (1867) 214 They
Ifalcones] wyll check oft, but neuer come to the fist. 1828

J. S. Sebright Obsetv. Hawking 47 The goshawk is termed

a hawk of the fist, because it is from thence, and not from

the air, that he flies at his game. 1865 Kingsley Herew.
xv, He will have his hawks to sit on his fist.

e. U^-ed occasionally for : f a) A blow with the

fist (obs.) ; (b) the art of using the fists, boxing.

1767 H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. I. iii. 74 Harry gave him
such a sudden fist in the temple as drove him staggering

backward. Ibid. I. vi. 206 [He] gave him such a sudden
fist in the mouth. 01839 Praed Poems [iB6i) II. 13 Skilful

in fencing and in fist.

2. The hand, not necessarily clenched or closed.

Obs. exc. in jocular use.

a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 322 Thelbowes to the

schare, the fustes to the cbynne. c 1314 Guy Warm. (A.)

4059 Mani he smot of fot & fest. 1393 Langl. P. PLC.
xx. 124 The fader is benne as be fust with fynger and with

paume. <z 1400-50 Alexander 4674 With ilka fingire on
joure fist. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 28 This fist

shal sacrifice great flocks on thy sacred altars. 1586 J.

Hooker Girald. fret, in Holinslied II. 24/2 She., did

wring hir fists, and cried out with a lowd voice. 1618

Ford Lover's Mel. \\. \, Humbly on my knees I kiss your

gracious hand. I have a fist for thee too, stripling. 1650

BfLWER Anthropomet. ii. 113 The people of Numidia eat

out of their Fist. 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. v. (1737' =o

Panurge and his Antagonist shak'd Fists. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills (1872) III. 105 Each Lad took his Lass by the Fist.

Mod. colloq. Give us your fist, old fellow : i. e. shake

hands.

b. Print, slang. An index mark gw.
1888 in Jacobi Printer's Vocal), s. v.

3. The ' hand ' that one writes ; handwriting.

Now onlyjocular.

[1514 R. Dolphine Let. 19 Apr. in M. A. E. Wood Lett.

R. Ladies (1846) II. 23 The letter is subscribed and signed

'By the rude fist of your servant .. Richard Dolphine'.]

a 1553 Udall Royster D. lit. v. Loke you on your owne
fist, and I will looke on this. 1567 Tlrberv. Ovid's Ep.,

Ulysses to Penelope U j b, I knewe thy freendly fist at first.

c 1690 in Bagford Ballads (1877) 757 Several Yards of Fist

Were wanting to compleat the List. 1864 Derby Day i. 8

Your friend writes a tolerable fist.

4. attrib. and Comb., as fist-like adj. ; fistwise

adv. ; fist-ball (see quot.) ; fist-fight, a duel with

fists ; fist-free a., unharmed by blows ; fist-law

( = Ger. faustrecht) , the right of the strongest ; fist-

mate, an opponent in a boxing-match ; f fist-
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meat, in phr. to eatfist-meat, to receive a blow in

the mouth from a fist ; fist-work, righting with

the fists. Also Close-fist.
1585 H [gin's tr. Nomenclator 296 Follis . . a *fist ball or

a wind ball beaten with the fists to and fro in play. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. v. iv. 773 At hurbbats and '"fist-

fight. 1615 Tomkis Albmuazarw ix, Neuer a sute I wore
today, but hath been soundly basted. Onely this faithful I

Countrey-case 'scap't *fist-free. 1831 Examiner 436/1 It

was probably acquired .. by "fist-law (the jus gladii, or
Faustrecht, of the old Civilians). 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I. 35 A rough ace of fist-law. 1647 R.
Stapylton Juvenali\\ Hie [His?] *fist-like dowcets. 1834
Landor Wks. (1846) II. 239/2 A third [fights] because the
next parish is an eyesore to him, and his *fist-mate is

from it. 1563 Jack Juggler iGrosart 1873) 47 Gentlemen
are you disposed to eat any *fist-mete ? 1393 Langl. P. PL
C. xx. 150 As my hand and my fyngres, Vnfolde oper
yfolde, a *fust-wise ober elles, Al is hit bote on hand.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 514 The
same hand which being first stretched forth palm-wise, is

after gathered fist-wise. 1819 T. Moore Tom Crib's Mem.
(ed. 3) 6 A Ring and fair * fist-work at Aix-la-Chapelle.

Fist (foist), sb.* Forms : 5 fyyst, 5-7, 9 fiste,

6-7 fiest, fyest, fyst(e, 9 Sc. feist, 7, 9 fist.

Also Foist. [First appears in 15th a, though
OE. has the vbl. sb. fisting (see under Fist v.-).

The various WGer. longs, have synonymous words
representing the three ablaut-types/^/-, fist-,fist-

:

MDu. veest, mod.Du. vijst, MLG. vfst, mod.HG.
fist. Cf. ON. fisa (Da. fi.se) to break wind, and
see Fise sb.

A view widely held is that OTeut. *Jisti- is f. *fest :—
OAryan *pezd- whence L. pedcre, Gr. &&*«> ifrom bzd\ Lith.
bezdyti, and that the root fis was evolved from this; but
the hypothesis does not clearly account for the facts.]

+ 1. A breaking wind, a foul smell, stink. Obs.
1440 Promp, Pan\ 163/1 Fyyst, stynk, lirida. 1511 De-
maundes joyous in Kemble Salomon (18481 288 It is fartes
and fyestes. a 1529 Skelton Elynour Rummyng 343 Jone
sayne she had eaten a fyest; By Christ, sayde she, thou
lyest, I haue as swete a breth As thou. 1605 Jonson, etc.

Eastward Hoe iv, F iv b. Marry, fyste o* your kindnesse.
I thought as much. 1611 Cotgr., Secrette . . a fiste. 1664
Cotton Scarron. 44 With that he whistled out most mainly.
You might have heard his Fist.. From one side of the skie
to th' t' other.

1 2. The fungus usually known as puff ball (Lyco-
perdon bovistd). Also called Bulxfist, Puckfist
(see those wordsl and Wolves fist. Obs.

1S97 Gfrardf, Herbal in. clxii. 13S6 Puffe Fistes are
commonly called in Latine Luf>i crepitus or Woolfes Fistes.
1611 Cotgr., Vcsse de loup, the dustie or smoakie Toad-
stole called. .Bull fyste, PutTyst, wolues fyste.

3. U.S. dial. A small dog. Cf. fisting-hound.
1860 Bartlett Diet. Amcr., Fiste (i as in mice).

4. Comb., fist-ball = Fuzz-ball, Puff-ball.
1635 Herrjck K. Obrou's Feast Poems (1S69) 471 A little

fust-ball [1648 Hesper. 137 Fuz-bali] pudding standes By.
1640 Parkinson That. Hot. xiv. lxiv. 1324 The Fusse balls
or rather Foist or Fist balls.

Pist (.fist), z>.i [f. Fistj^]
+ 1. intr. To fight with the fists. Obs.
? a 130a< Salomon ty Sat. (1848) 272 pou most fist and fle

ylome wib eye ant wib herte. 1705 fsee Fisting vbl. sb.].

2. trans. To strike with the fist, beat, punch.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n. i. 23 If I but fist him once.

i68t Drvoen Sp. Friar v. ii, I saw him spurning and fist-

ing her most unmercifully. 1876 Tennyson Harold 1. i,

The boy would fist me hard.

3. To grasp or seize with the fist; to handle.
Now esp. Naut. f Tofist about, to hand round.
1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 131 We haue beene downe to-

gether in my sleepe . . fisting each others Throat. 1685
Cotton tr. Montaigne I. 621 Neither is it [the Bible] a
book for every one to fist. 1701 Farquhar Sir H. IVildair
11. i, I warrant they [salvers] were fisted about among his
dirty levee of disbanded officers. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.
Mast 124 We had to fist the sail with bare hands. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fist, to handle a rope or sail
promptly. 1870 Meade Ride N. Zealand 356 To see me
take off my coat and fist an oar-

1 4. To fist (a person) with : to place in his
hand, to make to accept. Obs. rare.

1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. II. 85
For all theire importunate pressinge of him theycould by
no means fist him with one penny thereof.

Hence Fi sting vbl. sb., the action of the vb.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi. 177 To the choleric fisting of

every rogue Thy earis liable. 1705 E. Ward Hud.Redir.
1. 1. 88 Each Zealot's Purity consisting In bitter Words,
and sometimes fisting.

T Pist, v.- Obs. Forms : 5 fyistyn. 6 fyest,
(fiesten, fysthe\ 6-7 fystfe. [? OE. *fistan (? im-
plied in fisting vbl. sb.), f. *fist sb. (see prec.) ; cf.

Du. vijsten, veesten, MHO. visten.}

intr. To break wind.
( 1440 Promp. Parv. 163/1 Fyistyn, cacco, lirido. 1530

Palsgr. 549/1 Beware nowe thou fysthe nat. 1570 Levins
Manip. 92/25 To Fyest, pederc. 1605 Marston Dutch
Courtezan iv. v. Gij, I must fiddle him till he fyst, x6n
Cotgr., Vessir, to fyste, to let a fyste.

Hence Fisting vbl. sb. Also Pister, one who
fists.

riooo ^Elfric Gin*, in Wr.-Wiilcker 162/43 Fesiculatio,
fisting. 11440 Promp. Parv. 163/1 Fyystynge, liridacio.

1S27 Andrew Bmnsivyke's Distyll. Waters Fij, As with
fystynge and shytyng. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,
Cest vn gros, vn grand vesseur, a great farter or fyster.
161 1 Cotgr., Venneur, a fizzler or fyster.
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Fisted (fi-sted), ppl. a. [f. Fist ^.1 + -ed 2
.]

Having or possessed of fists, fighting with the
fists.

1806 Sporting Mag. XXVII. 243 The fisted knights being
well matched.

b. In combination with some defining prefix, as
close-, clumsy-, hard-fisted': see those words.

Fi'ster. [f. as prec. + -er l.J A blow with the
fist.

1825 Coleridge Lit. Run. IV. 281 A partizan enjoying
every hard thump and smashing fister he gives the adversary.

Fistful (fi'stful', sb. [f. as prec. + -ful.] As
much as a fist will hold, a handful.
1611 Cotgr., Poignec, a handfull, fistfull, 1862 Trollope

Orlcy /*'. I. xxii, Felix . . brought forth a fistful of fruit.

187a Besant & Rice Ready-Money M. xviii, Sometimes
with a fistful of money, sometimes without a dollar.

Fistiana yfistiiccna, -<~-na). humorous, [f. as-

prec. + -{i)ana: cf. boxiana.~] Matters relating to

the fists and boxing.
1840 {title) Fistiana or the Oracle of the Ring. 1857

Kingsley T?co V. Ago II. 129 When you are driven
against the ropes, 'hit out', is the old rule of Fistiana and
common sense. 1881 R. Buchanan in lllust. Lond. Neivs
3 Oct. 355/1 In matters of fistiana, science, combined with
pluck, is everything.

t Fi'Stic, sb, Obs. Forms : 6 fistike, (festike,

fystike), 6-7 fistick, 7, 9 fistic, [ad. (through

med.L. fisiicum) Arab, jj" ,- ,

* fistuq, fustuq, -aq,

a. Pers-. 5.^.) pistah, whence ultimately Pistachio.]

= Pistachio. Also, fistic nut, tree.

1548* Turner Names of Ilerbes 63 Pistacia are called of
the poticaries Fistica, they may be called in english Kistikes

or Festike nuttes. c 1550 Lloyd '/Was. Health (1585) C ij,

Oyle of Fystikes healeth the hemicrane. 1562 Turner
Herbal II. 91 b, The figure of y " fistic tre is almost rounde.

1578 Lyte Dodocns vi. lviii. 734 The tree which bringeih
foorth Fistick Nuts. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Pot. xvi. xx.

1416 The Fisticke Nut groweth to be a tree of a reasonable
large sise. 1635 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv.
(1746) 300 Fisticks .. are Nuts growing in the Knob of the
Syrian or Egyptian Turpentine- tree. 1708 Mori evx Rabelais
iv. Ix. (1737J 247 Pistachoes, or Fistick-Nuts.

Fistic (fi'Stik), a. Not in dignified use. [f.

Fist sb.* +-ic ] Pertaining to or concerned with
the fists or their use in boxing; pugilistic.

1806 Sporting Mag. XXVIII. 146 Having-a.little know-
ledge of the fistic science. 1812 S. Jones in D. E. Baker
Biog. Dram. III. 451 The fistic hero in this afterpiece was
several times interrupted by hisses. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. 11. xii, This was another common procedure of the
ladies, when heated by verbal cr fistic altercation.

Fistical (frstikal). [f. as prec. + -al.] «= prec.

1767 A. Campbell Lexiph.^ Having instantaneous recur-
rence to fistical ratiocination. 1823 Blacfav. Mat?. XIV. 65
The man I sing, who . . in a fistical combat, beat .. the
butcher of Bristol.

Fisticuff (frstiktff), &• Also flsty-.- [f. Fist
sb. 1 + Cuff sb. 2 -

y the form may be imitated from
handiwork]
1. In//. Blows or fighting with the fists.

1605 Akmin Foole upon F. (1880) 23 The foole . . falls at
fisty cuffes with him. 1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1658)
92 In this kinde of fight succeeded fisticufles. a 1625
Beaum. & Fl. Little French Lawyer iv. iv, To revenge my
wrongs at fisty-cuffs. a 1745 Swift (J.), My invention and
judgment are perpetually at fisticuffs, tiH they have quite
disabled each other. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 34
Fighting men and lovers of fisty-cuffs. 1858 R. A. Vaughan
Ess. <r Rev, I. 23 The blows .. are not mere fisticuffs.

X877 Symonds Reuaiss. Italy v. 243 It now and then
happened that the literary gladiators came to actual fisticuffs.

2. attrib. (quasi-a^".)

1749 Fielding Tom Jones iv. viii, It is lucky for the
women, that the seat of fistycuff war is not the same with
them as among men. 1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 369 The
fistycuffs art. 1848 J. Grant Adv. Aide-de-C. xxxiii, Many
a fisticuff battle and bicker.

Fisticuff (rVstikztf\v. [f. prec. sb.] a. trans.

To strike or cuff with the fists. Alsofig. b. intr.

To fight or spar with the fists.

1650-3 Hales Dissert, de Pace in PJkerUx

(

1708) II. 351
This Writing will be so fisty-cuff'd by many. 1833 New
Monthly Mag. XXXVII.. 488 A brace of judges fisticuffing
on the bench. 1885 M. Pattison Mem. 52 He would .

.

have fisticuffed me round the room for my pains.

Hence Pisticuffingf vbl. sb. Also Pisticuffer,
a pugilist ; Pi'sticr^ffery, fighting.
1823 Blackiv. Mag. XIV. 527 On the moral propriety of

conjugal fistycuffery I had prepared some copious remarks.
1854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. (1883) II.. 173 The mis-
cellaneous assaults and batteries, kickings, fisticuffings ..

which the inferior officers continually perpetrate. 1878
Jeffefies Gamekeeper at H. 196 The keeper himself is not
altogether averse to a little fisticuffing. 1888 Century Mag.
Feb. 562/1 Every, .fisticuffer. .had heard of Bob's strength.

Fistify (frstifai), v. humorous noncc-ivd. [f.

Fist v. + -(i)fy.] intr. To fight with the fists.

i860 Thackeray Round. Papers, Late Gt. Victories (1876)
38 There has been fistifying enough.

t Fi-stinff, ///. a. Obs. [f. Fist z>.2] That
fists : applied as a contemptuous epithet. Fisting
cur, dog, hound; a small pet dog (cf.. foisting
hound).
1529 More Comf. agst. Trib. 111. Wks. 1262/2 A lyttle

fysting curre. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2141 Quhat kynd of
woman is thy wyfe? .. Ane fistand flag, a flagartie fuffe.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. (,155c) 49 Where as your fisting
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Nonnes were of Antichrist and the deuill. 1576 Fleming
tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 267 This cur [the
Spaniel gentle] which some frumpingly term Fisting Hounds
serve in a manner to no good use. 1611 Cotgr., Vessaille,
a fysting; or a crue of fysting slouens or sluts. 1630
J. Taylor (Water P.) IVks. 11. 227/1 No Daintie Ladies
fisting-hound. 1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 186/2 The
Puppy, or Fisting.Dog, [is] such as Ladies delight in.

t Fi'Stinnt. Obs. Also 7 fistenut. [corrupted

form of fistic nut: see Fistic sb.]

1676-1732 Coles, Fiste-nuts. 1775 Ash, Fistinut.

Fistle, var. of FISSLE and dial. f.TfllSTLE.

Fistle : see Fistula.

tFi'stmeal. Obs. [f. Fist sbA ; cf.OE. fotmdd
measure of a foot.] The breadth of the fist.

1621 Bolton Stat. Irel. 37 fan. 3£dw. iv) Every English
man .. shall have an English Bow of his own length and
one fistmele at the least betwixt the neckes.

t Fi'stock. Obs* rare ~ ', [dim. of Fist sb.1 :

see -ock.] A fist.

1565 Gotding Ovid's Met. ix. ^1593^ 227 Scarce able for
to stay His fistocke from his servants face.

t Fi'stucate, v. Obs.~° [f. L. fistiicdt- ppl.

stem of fistucare to use a fistilea or rammer : see
-ate 3.] (See cjuot.)

1623 COCKERam 11. E rv, To Rammedovne stones, Jistu-
cafe.

II Fistula (fi*sti;Ha), sb. Forms: a. 5-6 fystel,

(6 fistle, fystle, -yl), C-7 fistule, ',6 fystule).
£J. 6 fystela, fistulay, -ey, fistelow, -olo(e,

phistilo, 6-7 fistulo(e, 7 fistila, 6- fistula, [a. L.

fistula pipe, flute (also in pathological sense= 1),

of which the popular representative in OK. was
festre, Fester sb.

In Eng. the word appears first in adapted forms, perh.
taken from Ob\_/ist/e,/istult'.]

1. PathoK A long, narrow, suppurating canal of

morbid origin in some part of the body ; a long,

sinuous pipe-like ulcer with a narrow orifice.

a. 1481 Caxton Reynard (At\A 82 Colyk, stranguyllyon,
stone, fyste! or kanker or ony other sekenes. 1527 Andrew
Brunstvyke's Distyll. li "titers C iv, It is good for to wasshe
the fystules with the same water twyse in a daye. JS47
Boorde Brev. Health g 236 A fystle. 1599 A. M. Gabet-
houer's Physick 318/2 This cureth all wounds, and all

fistles.

$. [1398 Trevisa Barth. dc P. R. vn. H.v. (1495) 274
Fistula, the fester is a postume that . . rooty th wythin. ] 1563
T. Gale Antidot. u. 25 This vnguent . . doeth also profyte
muche in Fistulays. c 1570 Sir H. Gilbert Q. Eliz. Acad.
(1869) 5 Towching all kindes of VIcers, Sores, Phistiloes,
wowndes, &c. 1579 Lancham Card. Health ('1633) 12 It is

good for all wounds, fistilaes, and sores of the mouth.
1671 Salmon Syti. Med. in. xxii. 423 It cools Feavers and
cures Ulcers, Fistulas, Cancers. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules of
Diet 360 It happens sometimes to end in a Fistula. 1879
Green Read. Eng. Hist, xviii. 89 Henry, notwithstanding
his fistula and his fever, was able to sit on horseback.

fg. 1581 J. Hell Haddatrs Answ. Osor. 389 b, Fosteryng
continually this fretting Fistula within the Bowels of the
Christian commonweale. 1622 W. Whatei.v God's Husb.
11. 48 An heart diseased with that grievous fistula of
hypocrisie. 1644 Bulwer Chiron. 5 The mouth is but a
running sore and hollow fistula of the minde.

b. in animals, birds, etc.

1607 Markham Cava/, vn.xxvi. ^heading, Of the Poll euill

or Fistula in the Necke. 1614— Cheap Husb. viii. xvi. (1668)

133 The Fistula in hawks is a cankerous, hollow Ulcer in
any part of a hawks body. 1678 Loud. Gaz. No. 131 1

'4

A sorrel Gelding .. having formerly had a Fistula. 1861
G. F. Berkeley Sportsm. IV. Prairies x. 162 Sylph [a mare]
..having been blistered too severely on the withers where
a fistula had evidently been apprehended.

2. Bot. —Cassia fistula: see Cassia 4.
1812 J. Smyth Pract. 0/ Customs (1821) 62 This is the

purgative fruit or pods of the Cassia Fistula, black or purg-
ing Fistula.

3. A natural or normal pipe or spout in cetaceous
animals, insects, etc. (see quots.).

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. III. Xix. 154 Bike cetaceous
animals and Whales, the Lamprey hatha fistula spout or pipe
at the back part of the head. 1658 Ibid. in. xxvi. 215 The
Fistula or spout [of the Whale]. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim.
Ar Min. Introd., The Mollusca .. have a fistule above the
head. 1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. Gloss. App.,
Fistula, the intermediate subquadrangular pipe, in insects,

formed by the union of the two branches of the a»//i7c which,
conveys the nectar to the pharynx.

4. Eccl. A tube through which in early times

communicants-received the consecrated wine; now
used by the Pope only.
1670 LasseLS Voy. Italy n. 53 The fistula, or pipe of

gold wherwith the Pope receiues the consecrated blood of
our Sauiour in the Chalice. 1848 Ecdesiologist VII I. 99 He
held the chalice with his right hand, and the fistula in the
chalice with his left, while the brethren in order imbibed.

|| 5. Mus. A reed instrument or pipe of the

ancient Romans.
1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (1893) I. 301 A rural

instrument, perfectly answering the description of the
ancient fistula, being composed of unequal reeds. 1722

J. Richardson Statues Italy, etc. 185 One sits upon a Rock
playing on a Fistula. 1727 Pope Mem. M. Scriblerus 1. v.

Wks. 1741 II. 19, I will have it [the Whistle] exactly to cor-

respond with the ancient Fistula.

t Fi'stula, v. Obs. In 6 fystle. [f. prec. sb.]

intr. To form or become a fistula.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health vi. 9 If this impediment do
encrease, and a remedy by tyme not had, it wyll fester and
fystle. 1646 J. Whitaker Uzziah 39 Till at last it fistula

or gangrene.
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t Fistula'd, ppl. a. Oh. Also 6 fystyled,
fystuled, 7 flstuled. [f. ¥iHTULX,fistule + -EV-.]

Formed into, or accompanied by, a fistula.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health Pref. 4 Woundes that be festered

and fystyled. Ibid. § 377 Some be playne woundes, & some
fystuled, & some be festered. 1636 Earl Monm. Advt.fr.
Pamass. 147 Wounds that are flstuled, and incurable

cancars. Ibid. 155 Fistula'd. x66a R. Mathew Unl. Atch.

§ 16. 10 Sundry stinking Fistula'd Ulcers running in it.

Fistular (frsti/7laj), a. [ad. L. fistuldr-is, f.

fistula : see Fistlla sb. and -AB *.]

1. ^>V. Hollow and cylindrical like a pipe or

reed, tube-like. Also, consisting of tube-like parts.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v. Flower., Compounded
Flowers, are either, Discous. .Planifolious. . Fistular, which
is compounded of many long, hollow, little Flowers like

Pipes, a 172J Lisle Ifnsb. (1757) 150 The fibres and fistular

farts of a plant. 1845 LindleY Sch. Bot. viii. (1858) 150
.eaves fistular. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 149 Umbelli-

ferai. Herbs. Stems usually fistular, solid at the nodes.

2. Path. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a
fistula.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Fistular, F/'stulary, or
Fistulous, belonging to a Fistula. 18. . tr. Bichafs Physiol.
(I..), Such, too, is the character of the mucous membrane in
fistular canals.

t Fi'stulary, a. Oh. [See -art 2
.] = prec.

1616 CHAPMAN tlowers Hymns, Hermes Wks. (1625 83
Apollo .. Gaue him the farr-heard fistularie Reede. 1656
Blount Glossogr.

}
Fistulary, belonging to that disease

[Fistula] or to a pipe.

t Fi'stulate, v. Oh. [f. h.fistuldt- ppl. stem
of fistulare, f. fistula : see Fistula sb. and
-ATE3.]

1. intr. (in Path.) To form or grow to a fistula.

1607 Torsi-: ll Four-/. Beasts (1658) 322 That the upper
part of the wound heal not faster then the bottom, for fear
of Fistulating. 1663-76 Billokar, Fistulate, to turn or
grow to a Fistula.

2. trans. To make tubular.

1751 .Student II. 378 It [chalal] signifies, .to perforate or
fistulate. Ibid. 379 Their tubes, pipes or ducts, fistulated,

or hollowed, to circulate the blood and juices.

Hence Fistulated ppl. a. ; Pi'stulating- vhl. sb.

and ppl. a. Also Pistulation, the formation of
a fistula.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653'! 79 Cure old and
fistulated sores. 1617 Markham Cava/, vii. 64 There many
times folloueth cankerous sores and fistulating. 1638 A.
Read Chirurg. xxix. 213 Wounds tending to fistulation.

1656 Earl Monm. Advt. fr. Pamass. 312 Cankers and
fistulated wounds must be cured by fire. 1659 Bp.Gauden
Slight Healings 1 1660) 2 The old sores and fistulating ulcers
of this Church and State.

Fistule: anglicized form of Fistula, q. v,

Fistulidan (nstiw'lidan). Zool. [f. mod.L.
fistulid es (see Fistula and -id) + -an.] (See
quot. 1842.)
1835 Kirby Hob. $ Inst, Anim. I. vi. 214 The third and last

section of the Echinoderms . . are the FistuKdans. 1842
Brands Diet. Sc. Lit. $ Art, Fistulida/ts .. a tribe of
Echinodermatous animals, comprehending those which have
an elongated cylindrical tube-like body.

Fistuliform Cfi*stu!flifj?iro), a. [f. Fistula +
-(l)FORM.J Of the form of a reed or tube.
1823 W. Phillips Introd. Mm. (ed. 3) Introd. 88 Minerals

occurring in round hollow columns are termed fistuliform .

.

Stalactites and iron pyrites occur fistuliform.

Fistulose (fisti«l(?u-s), a. [ad. L. fistulos-us,

f. fistula: see -ose.] —next.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. 1. 375 For bylding letter is the

harder myne The fistulose and softer lete it goone To cover
with. 1846 Worcester (citing Hooker', Fistulose, formed
.like a fistula; fistular. 1881 Nature XXIII. 426 A mass
of fistulose coral.

Fistulous (fisti/?bs), a. [ad. L. fistulos-us :

see prec. and -ous.]

1. Path. Of or pertaining to a fistula; of the
nature of a fistula ; attacked by a fistula.

1611 Cotgr., Injection .. a squirting, or conueying of a
liquid medicine .. into a hollow and fistulous vlcer. 1721
S. Sewall Diaryi^ Mar. (1882) III. 284 His fistulous thigh.

1797 BaiLUE Morb. Attat. (1807) 337 A fistulous orifice is

gradually formed. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene
(ed. 3) 98 Fistulous sores are apt to be produced.

2. a. Resembling a pipe or tube in form, tubular.

b. Having or containing a tube or tubes ; honey-
combed with small tubes, c. Of a flower : Having
marry long hollow florets.

1578 Basistf.r Hist. Man iv. 48 b, The flesh of it [the
tongue] is rare, Fistulous, & soft. 1601 Holland Pliny I. xi.

i. 310 Hanging togither only by a little pipe and fistulous
conveyance. 1603 — Plutarch's Mor. 1009 As for the flesh
of the Polype, it is to see to, fistulous, and spongeous, like
unto hony-combs. 1671 Grew A/tat. Plants 1. v. (1682) 39
The Fistulous Pouches of Wake-Robin, or of Dragon.
1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 128 Vipers, .have
I believe their Poisonous Teeth Fistulous. 17x2 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. 185 The Flowers . . having their lower Part
fistulous. 1830 LniDLBY Nat. Syst. Bot. 159 Stems fistulous
rooting. 1858 Times 4 Nov. 7/3 The careworn soil .

.

pierced with fistulous passages of miles of hard piping.

Fisty (frsti), a. [f. Fist ^.U-yI.] Of or
pertaining to fists, or their use in boxing.
1681 Colvil Whig's Suppiic. (1751) 34 A fisty strife Be-

tween a preacher and his wife. 1821 Byron Juan xi. Iv,

Like to the champion in the fisty ring. 1840 Thackeray
Paris Sh. Bk. (1867) 409 He engages in a fisty combat with
a notorious boxer.
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Fit, fytte (fit), sb\ Obs. exc. arch. Forms:
1 fitt, 4-5 fyt(t, 4-6 fltt(e, 5-6, 9 fytte, 5-8 fit.

[OE. fitt str. fern. = OS. *filtia, preserved in
latinized form in the preface to the Heliand :

' Juxta
morem vero illius poematis, omnc opus per vitteas

distinxit.quasnoslectiones vel sententias possumus
appellare \
Some regard the word as identical with OHG. Jiza list of

cloth, mod.Oer. fitze skein of yarn, also explained in the
17th c. as ' the thread with which weavers mark oft* a day's
work'; the sense 'division or canto of a poem' might well
be a transferred use of this. The Ger. word corresponds to
ON.yf/str. fern., hem, also * web 'of a bird's foot :—OTeut.
*fitja, of unknown origin : see remarks under next sb.]

1. A part or section of a poem or song; a ctnto.
("888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxi. § 1 (Gr.) Se wisdom ba bas

fitte asungen ha;fde. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 139 Cumse[b]
ber a Fitte. C1386 Chaicer Sir Thomas 177 Lo, lordes,
heer is afyt ; If ye wil eny more of it, To telle it wol I fonde.
a 1400—50 Alexander 5626 Now fynes here a fitt & folows a
nothire. t 1450 Bk. Curtasye 349 in Babees Bk. 309 Of cur-
tasie here endis be secunde fyt. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Pocsie 1. x.wi. (Arb.) 65 This Epithalamie was deuided by
breaches into three partes to serue for three seuerall fits or
times to be song. 1771 Johnson Let. to Langton 20 Mar.
in Boswell. Dr. Percy has written a long ballad in many
fits. 1812 Byron Ch. liar. 1. xciii, Here is one fytte cf
Harold's pilgrimage. 1864 Skeat Ultland's Poems 213
The first 'fytte' here is ended.

2. A strain of music, stave. Also, to dance a fit.
a 1500 lak fy his step dame in Herrig's Archiv XC. 78,

I shall yow shewe of my gle : Ye shall haue a fytte.

la 1548 Kin% Estmere 243 in Percy Reliq. (1765) I. 68 To
playe my wifTe and me a fitt. (X550 R. Wevlk Lusty In-
ventus in Hazl, Dodsley II. 48, I would fain go dance a fit.

1578 Gua'efy G. Z>W/. (1S68) 182 Sa sail thay pype ane mirrie
fit. 1673 True Worship God 65 An afternoon Sermon ..

many times, .serves only like a fit of Musick, to Lull them
asleep after their Dinner. 1681 \V*. Robertson Phraseot.
Gen. (1693) 611 Come now, strike up and give us a fit.

Tit (fit\ sb.2 Forms: 1 fitt, 4-7 fltt(e, 5-6
fytt e, 4>6-flt. [OE. fitt. ?tr., of uncertain gender;
recorded only once ; the sense * conflict ' seems
probable from the context.
The OTeut. type *fitjo~, -ja is not found in any other lang.

with any of the senses explained below. It is possible, how-
ever, that the word may be cognate or even identical with
prec, and that the primitive sense may have been 'juncture',

meeting'; cf. the vbs. 1 eel, fitja to knit, early mod.Du.
vitten ' to accomodate, to fitt, to serve ' (Hexham); on this

supposition Fit sb?, a., and v. would also be cognate.]

*f 1. Conflict, struggle. Only in OE. rare -1 .

a 1000 Coedmou's Gen. 2072 (GrJ [Abraham] sloh and fylde
feond on fitte.

1 2. A position of hardship, danger, or intense

excitement; a painful, terrible, or exciting experi-

ence. Obs.
In quot. 1550 there is an apparent re-development of the

OK. j-ense.

c 1325 Song I 'esterday 93 in E. E. P. (1862) 135 pat ferful

fit may no mon fie. c" 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 264 We han
had an yvel fit today. Ibid. 310 So mery a fit ne had she
nat ful yore. — Wife's Prol. 42 This noble king. .The firste

night had many a mery fitte With eche of hem. £1400
Horn. Rose 5197, I mene not that [love], which .. bringith
thee in many a fitte, And ravysshith fro thee all thi witte.

a 1440 Sir Eglam. 254 An hardere fytt never ye had. la 1500
Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) 205 And now that fitt may I not
flee. Ibid. 390 Four wyndes they be . .Which shall blow.

.

before Christ, .ther is none so fell their fitt may flee. 1550
Pale Eng. Votaries II. Hvij b, The first fit of Anselme with
kynge William Rufus. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 8 In this

fearefull fit also of an eclipse.

fb. In i6thc. occas. : A mortal crisis ; a bodily

state (whether painful or noO that betokens death.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 181 The patient . . is y° neerest
death when he thinketh himself past his disease, and the
lesse griefe he feeleth y« greater fits he endureth. 1590
Spenser F.Q. 11. vii. 66, The life did flit away out of her nest,

And all his senses were with deadly fit opprest. 1591 --

Rnines Time 598 Feeling the fit that him forewarnd to die.

3. a. A paroxysm, or one of the recurrent attacks,

of a periodic or constitutional ailment. In later

use also with wider sense : A sudden and somewhat
severe but transitory attack (of illness, or of some
specified ailmenO.
a 1547 Surrey Faith/. Loner declareth, Songs $ S. (1585)

15 b, As sick men in their shaking fits procure them selues to
sweat. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 120 He had a Feauer. .And
when the Fit was on him, I did marke Hew he did shake.
1667 D. Allsopi' in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 8
Taken with a fit of the collicke. 1691 Ulair in W. S. Perry
Hist. Coll. A mer. Coh Ch. (i860) I. 6 The liishop of London
. . was . . taken . . with a fit of the stone. 17*5 N. Robinson
Th. Physick 146 The Fits of Intermittent Fevers. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 3, I expect to be laid up with
another fit of the gout. 1806-7 J- BBWMD Miseries
Hum. Life (1826) iv. xvi, A violent fit of coughing. 1855
Bain Senses <$• Int. 11. ii. § 3 (1864) 123 A cut or a scald is

different from a fit of rheumatism or gout.

fig* 1S^7 Drant Horace's Art Poet. C j b, Sawes there be
to cure thy greedie care : To master thyne assaltynge fyttes.

t b. spec. A paroxysm of lunacy (formerly viewed
as a periodic disease). Oh.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. i. 17 Vnlesse some fit or frenzie do

possesse her. 1590 — Com. Err. iv. iii. 91 lielike his wife
acquainted with his fits On purpose shut the doores against
his way. 1697DRYDEN /Eneidux. 565 In her frantick Fitts.

172a Wollaston Relig. Nat ix. 201 Cruel tyrants, .who (at

least in their fits) divert themselves with the pangs and con-
vulsions of their fellow-creatures.

C. A sudden seizure of any malady attended with

FIT.

loss of consciousness and power of motion, or with
convulsions, as fainting, hysteria, apoplexy, para-
lysis, or epilepsy. In 18th c. often used spec, with-
out defining word = 'fainting-fit' or 'fit of the
mother* (i.e. of hysteria: see Mother); in recent
use it suggests primarily the notion of an epileptic

or convulsive fit.

i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. in. iii. 111. 689 A iealous woman
that by this meanes had many fits of the Mother. 1650
Bulwer Anthropomet. 141 Who .. fell straightway into
a Convulsion and Eptleptical fits. 1681 Otway Soldier's
Fort. 1. i, One Kiss of him were enough to cure Fits of the
Mother. 170a Steele Funeral 1.(1734120 Fits are a mighty
help in the Government of a good-natured Man. 176a
Coldsm. Cit. W. xxi. § 15 Observe the art of the poet .,
When the queen can say no more, she falls into a fit .. take
my word for it, that fits are the true aposiopesis of modern
tragedy. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790 629 Convulsion
fits often constitute the last scene of acute or chronic dis-
orders. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom $ Lugger 1. v. 76 When
the fainting fit came on in which she died. Mod. ' Has
she fainted t '

' No, I fear it is a fit.'

d. Hence colloq. in various hyperbolical phrases,

as to scream oneself into fits, to thrcno {a person)
into fits. Also, To beat {a person, a thing) into

fits : to defeat or excel thoroughly, ' beat hollow '

;

to give (a person) fits ; to inflict humiliating defeat

on ; in U.S. to rate or scold vigorously,
1839 Hoon Tale Trumpet xxix, It beats all others into

fits. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xx, Till the little wretch
screams herself into fits. 1859 Farkar Jul. Home i, He
beat you to fits in the Latin verse, i860 L. Harcourt
Diaries G. Rose II. 104 Such a proposal .. would have
thrown him into fits. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. I. iv, If
you could only give him his head, he would read the clergy-
man to fits. 187a E. Eccleston Hoosier Schoolm. xii. 66,
I rather guess as how the old man .. will give particular
fits to our folks to day. 1885 Rlnciman Skippers $ SJL,
Old Pirate 87 We goes out and tackles a East Indiaman.

.

and he gives us fits.

4. In various uses originally trans/, from 3.

a. A sudden and transitory state of activity or
inaction, or of any specified kind of activity, feel-

ing, inclination, or aptitude.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. i. ii. 20 His seruants fear his

solemn fittes. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 186 The
Sea hath fits, alternate course she keeps From Deep to
Shore and from the Shore to Deeps. 1634 Milton Comus
546 Wrapt in a pleasing fit of melancholy. 1667 Flavel
Saint Ituieed 11754) 143 We have our hot and cold fits by
turns. 1697 Bp. Pat rick Comm. Ex. xx. 8 Stedfastly
resolve not in a Fit but constantly. 1744 Berkeley Siris
§ 213 Certain persons have fits of seeing in the dark.
171764 Lloyd A. Tale Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 73 Who . . to
Tottenham Court In furious fits of zeal resort. 1807-8 W.
Irving Salmag. xvii. (i36o) 391 This outrageous merriment
.. threw the whole family into a violent fit of wendering.
X853M issYoNGECawcciI.ii.il He had many fits ofdevotion.
z88a Picton Cromwell ii. 25 The boy had fits of application
alternating with fits of idleness.

b. spec, in Optics, (see quot. 1704).
1704 Newton Optics 11. in. (1721) 256 The returns of the

disposition of any Kay to be reflected I will call its Fits of
easy Reflexion, and those of its disposition to be transmitted
its Fits of easy Transmission, and the space it passes between
every return and the next return, the Interval of its Fits.

1803 Edin. Rev. I. 455 The law of the fits . . might be
fancifully resolved into a still more general law. 1831
Brewster Optics xv. § 83. 126 In virtue of which they
possess at ditTerent points of their path fits or dispositions

to be reflected or transmitted by transparent bodies.

c. Often in phr. Byfits {and starts) : by irregular

impulses or periods of action, at varying intervals,

fitfully, spasmodically. Also more rarely, fat,

fupon, fits, by fits and girds (obs. exc. dial.),

*f-
spasms, or f turns

; 7 by halves andfits.
1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. vii. 39 He doth not thinges

by fittes as Creatures doe but he continueth alwayes in

one will. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 72 A lazy people, thatworke
but by fits. 01617 Hieron li-'ks. II. 489 Vpon fits you
shall haue them talke like angels, and yet . . are deuils

indeede. i6ao Sanderson Serm. ad Pop. i. (1681) 145 If

thou hast these things only by fits and starts. 1635 Swan
Spec. M. 1 1670) 363 The swallow . . sleepeth but by ' halves

and fits' (as we say) which is no sound kind of rest. 1650
Fuller Pisgah 1. ii. 5 That froward people worshiped him
by fits and girds. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 25 Without
any saliency or leaping, without any fits or starts in its Pro-

gresMon. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 17. 303 To
suppose that Orpheus had by Fits and turns been of different

humours. 178a Mad. D'Arblay Let. 10 Mar., Let me
murmur as I will by fits, I would not, if I could, change
your destination. 1785 T. Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 I.

426 No particular State, acting by fits and starts, can harass

the trade of France, Holland, &c, 1791 Burke Th. French
Affairs Wks. VII. 49 The non-payment, .is only by fits and
spasms. 1805 Soutuey Modoc in W. x, As the flashes of
the central fire At fits arose. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xxiii, Breaking into song by fits. 186a Mrs. H. Woou
Mrs, Hallib. 1. xiv, Jane was.. more hopeful by fits and
starts than continuously so. 1884 Chtsh. Gloss, s.v., ' The
clock strikes by fits and gurds,'

d. fThe time during which a 'fit* lasts, a
* spell ', short period {oh.). Also, a spell of

weather of a specified kind (oh. exc. dial.).

1583 Fulke Defence iii. 205 After you have railed a fit.

1615 Dyke Myst. Self- Deceiving 116 Which is not settled

and rooted, but onely for a fitte. 01625 Fletcher Hum.
Lieutenant jv. iv, I will not leave ye for a fit. a i6a8

Preston Nero Covt. (1634) 213 He may for a fit, put out his

hand to wickedness. 1685 Temple Ess. Garden. Wks. 1731

I. 188 Attended by some Fit of Hot and Dry Weather.
1685 Dryden Horace, Ode 111. xxix. iv, Sometimes 'tis grate*
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ful to the Rich, to try A short vicissitude, and fit of Poverty.

1711 Swift Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 556 A fit of good weather
would tempt me a. week longer. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss, s.v., 'A strange dry fit we've had for seear.'

e. A capricious impulse, humour, mood.
a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759I I. 174 Invention .. Disdains

t' obey the proudest Wit, Unless it chance to X> in the Fit.

1786 Burns To J. S. iv, Just now I \e taen the fit o' rhyme.
1787 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 6 Mar., I assured him I was
seized with a silent fit. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks
iv. 30 When the fit was on him, he would shoe a horse better
than any man in the county.

f. A violent access or outburst of laughter, tears,

rage, etc.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 47 The Doctresse would have
a shaking fit of Laughter at you presently. 1676 Hobbes
Iliad (1677) 377 Achilles, when his fit of tears was
laid ..came from his throne. 1678 Wanley Wond. Lit.
World v. ii. § 12. 469/2 In one of his drunken fits he was
buried alive. 1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 26 Aug., [She]
took me into a back room, and burst into a hearty fit of
laughter. 1816 Shelley Alastor 171 Her breath Tumultu-
ously accorded with those fits Of intermitted song. 1874
Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. vii. (1879) 325 A prolonged fit of
grumbling. 1886 J. K. Jerome Idle Thoughts 64 He wuiild
go off into fits of merriment over every word you uttered.

6. Comb,, as + fit-meal adv., by fits and starts

(cf. Piece-meal); fit-weed (see quot.).
x593 Nashe Christ's T. 34 a, Rather .. then day-diuersi-

fying Agues .. should fit-meale feede on them. 1756 P.
Browne Jamaica 185 The stinking Eryngo or Fittweed .

.

All parts of this plant are reckoned very powerful anti-
histerics.

+ Fitf
J&3 Obs. rare- 1

. In 3 fitte (2 syll.),

[ME. fitte, perh. :—OE. *fitta, of obscure origin;
possibly i". OE. fill, Fit sb*
It might be supposed to be a subst. use of Fit**., but that

word has not been found before the 15th c, and is perhaps
a derivative of this.]

An adversary of equal power ; one's match \
a 1250 Oicl fy Night. 782 Thou deth mid strengthe and

mid witte That other thing nis non his fitte.

Pit (fit), sl>A [f. Fit v.*]

1. The process of fitting or rendering fit. f a. In

the phrase out of fit, app. meaning ' fitted out,

seltlcd in life' (obs. rare — *). b. A preparation

or fitting^;- something (U.S.). Cf. outfit.

a 1688 Bunyan Hca7>. Footman (1698) 42 Till mv children
are out of Fit. 1883 New Eng. Jrnl. Educ. XVII. 133
(This Academy] has for many years given an excellent fit

for college.

2. A fitting or adaptation of one thing to another,

esp. the adjustment of dress to the body ; the style

or manner in which something is made to fit. To
a fit : to a nicety.

1823 W. T. Moncrieff Tom $ Jerry 1. iv, A tight fit, not
much hunting room. 1868 E. Yates Rock Ahead n. in,

He noticed all these details down to the fit of her gloves.
1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 69 A man May be ashamed
too of his rustic fit. 1890 C. M. Woodward J/rt««<i/ Train.
xv. 247 How to saw to a fit on the right or left of a line.

b. concr. A garment that fits.

1831 Examiner'11/2 It's rather a tight fit. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis xvii, It [the gown] was an excellent fit.

3. Soap-making. The condition of the liquid

soap in the operation of ' fitting '; see Fit v. 10.

1885 W. L. Carpenter Manuf. Soap vi. 173 Practice and
observation alone enable the operator to obtain 'a good fit'.

ibid., A fine fit gives a very large nigre.

4. A fit-out : a furnishing with all that is requi-

site, esp. in dress ; an equipment.
1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xx, They condescended to

have a regular fit-out —and it so happened that the fit-out

wasnot far from a regular fit. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz,
xxiii, Who says we ain't got a first-rate fit-out?

5. Comb. y as fit-rod (see quot.).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fit-rod, a small iron rod
with a hook at the end . .to ascertain the length of the bolts
or treenails required to be driven in.

Pit (fit), a. Forms : 5 fyt, 6 fitte, 6-7 fytt(e,
6- fit. [First recorded c 1440 ;

possibly f. Fit sb.3,

though as that word is known only from a solitary

instance the derivation is very doubtful. The adj.

is recorded a century earlier than the modern verb,

and appears to be its source ; the view that it is

a pa. pple. of the vb. fitte to marshal troops (see

Fit v. 1 1) is tenable only on the assumption that

the vb. had an unrecorded wider sense. To some
extent the adj. appears to have been influenced in

meaning by Feat a.]

1, Well adapted or suited to the conditions or
circumstances of the case, answering the purpose,

proper or appropriate. Const, for (also, rarely,

with ellipsis of.for) or to with inf.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 163/1 Fyt, or mete, congruus. 1550

Bale Image Both CA.xxi. Hh v b, Nothinge faire apered this

stones . . whan they were hewen, squared and made fitte

foundacion. 1594 Willobie in Shaks. C. Praise 10 No
lyme or fit occasion leave. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1, ii. 17
Thou art fitter to be worne in my cap, then to wait at my
heeles. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner M v, Tench .

.

is fittest meate for labouring men. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
n. ii. 117 Prethee call Gardiner to me, my new Secretary.
I find him a fit fellow, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca in. i,

Steel us both with angers, and warlike executions fit thy
viewing. 1634 T. Johnson Party's Chirurg. xxvi. xxxvi.
(1678) 654 The time fittest for the use of Apophlegmatisms
is the morning. 1639 Fuller Holy iVar\. xxix. (1647) 281
A Spaniard . . proposed the French Tongue as most fit.

2C3

1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 865 This is no fit Place Nor time, to
argue out the Case. 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes ii. 53
What is the fittest portion of our Substance to be set apart.
185a Miss Yonge Cameos I. ii, 14 Until he could find a
fit opportunity of quitting Normandy. 1862 H. Spencer
First Princ. I. v. § 32 (1875) 119 Forms of religion . . must
be fit for those who live under them. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 251 Those stories are not fit to be repeated.

b. absol.', esp. in swvival of the fittest.

1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr. 11. viii. in There is in every
Nation and Community a fittest, a wisest, bravest, best.

1867 H. Spencer Biol. § 193 1 1. 53 By the continual survival
of the fittest, such structures must become established.

2. Befitting the person or the circumstances, agree-
able to decorum, becoming, convenient, proper,

right. Const, as above. Now only in predicative

use, as // is fit that, etc., or to with inf.
C1440 York Myst. i. 65 Fetys and fayre and fygured full

fytt. 1554-9 Songs % Ball. Ph. $ Mary (i860) 4 In hyme
voyd was nothyng that was nydfull and fytt. 1601 Shaks.
All's Well 111. vi. 14 It were fit you knew him, least .. he
might at some great and tiustte businesse. .fayle you. 1607— Cor. in, ii.83 Say to them Thon. .Hast not the soft way,
which thou do'st confesse Were fit for thee to vse. 16x5
Bacon Ess., Innovations (Arb.J 526 What is setled by
Custome, though it be not good, yet at least it is fit. 1649
Bp. Hall Cases Consc. (1650) 203 There are Theologicall
verities fit for us to know and beleeve. /T1715 Burnet c?w«
Time (1766) I. 102 While he was balancing in his mind what
was fit for him to do. 1787 BENTHAM Def. Usury x. 94 It

is one thing, to find reasons why it is fit a law should have
been made : it is another to [etc.].

absol. 1681 Dryden Ads. fy Achit, 765 If the Croud be
Judge of fit and just, And Kings are onely Officers in trust,

Then [etc.]. 1810 D. Stewart Philos. Ess. n. 1, i. 215 The
idle generalities we meet with . .about the ideas of the good,
the fit, and the becoming.

b. In phrases, to see, thinkfit.
i6iz Bible 2 Mace. iv. 19 Which . . the bearers therof

thought fit not to bestow vpon the sacrifice, a 1687 Petty
Pol. Arith. (1690) 95 All these things may be done, if it be
so thought fit by the Sovereign Power. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 43 P 3 Where and in what manner we see fit. 1761
Hume Hist. Eng. III. lxi. 322 Cromwell thought fit to
indulge a new fancy. 1815 Mrs. Sherwood Susan Cray 73
If God sees fit., that I should marry, in his due time he
will provide me with a worthy husband. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 477 The Athenians have thought fit to
condemn me.

t c. Needing, requiring, or calling for (action

of some kind). Const, to with passive inf. Cbs.
x6ai Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 54 Fytt to be

so done, but the matter of Velverton. .cannot be paste over.
1661-z Makvell Corr. xxxiii. Wks. 1S72-5 II. 77 Wherein
you shall find it [the Petition] fit to be alierd, he pleased
to returne it corrected to us. 1756 B0RKE Suhl. <y />'. Wks.
1842 I. 53 Good sense and experience.. find out what is fit

to be done in every work of art.

f 3. Of a manufactured article : Of the right

measure or size; made to fit, accurate in fit, well

or close-fitting. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 312/2 Fytte as a garment or other thynge.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv, 1. 50 One a these Maides girdles

for your waste should be fit. 1596 Hakington Metarn,
Aj'ax (1814) 8 To which you must have a hollow key with a
worm fit to that screw. 1641 French Distill, i. (1651) 6
The stopple . . ground very smooth and fit to the mouth of
the Vessell. 1646 Crashaw Poems 118 Her garments,, that

upon her sit. .close and fit. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exe?r. 169
A square hole made fit to it in the hithermost Cheek.

4. Possessing the necessary qualifications, properly

qualified, competent, deserving. Const, as above;
also f of. For phr. Fit to hold a candle to : see

Candle 5 c
1573 G. Harvey Letier-bk. (Camden) 44 Having now at

the lenght so fit a barer as I have. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent.
1. ii. 45 'Tis an office of great worth, And you an officer fit

for the place, a 159a H. Smith Wks. (1866-7I I. 476 They
thought themselves fitter to govern than he. 1607-12 Bacon
Ess., Youth «£ Age (Arb.) 258 Yonge Men are fitter to

invent, then to iudge ; fitter for execution, then for Councell.
1621 LadyM. Wroth Drania^i None, .how much soeuer
condemn'd, but may liue to be fit of commiseration and
respect. 1670 Temple Let. to Earl Northumberland Wks.
1731 II. 220 Nothing makes Men fit to command, like hav-
ing learn'd to obey. 171a De Foe Rclig. Courtsh. 1. i. (1840)

22, I think my father is the fittest to give him his answer.
1771 Franklin Autobiog.'Wks. 1840 I. 89 This isabusiness
I am not fit for. 1855 Browning FraLtppo 107 Let's see
what the urchin's fit for. 1868 Bain Ment. <$• Mor. Sc.

(1875)624 Every man. .being fitter to take care of himself
than of another person.

5. In a suitable condition for doing or under-

going something
;
prepared, ready. Const, for, or

to with inf. ; otherwise Obs. exc. dial.

IV1534 tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden 1846) I. 102
Brittaine seemed, .feete far the invasion of hostilitie.] 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 113 The sayde Lewes.was in all pointes
fit for their handes. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 85 The
man that hath no rnueicke in himselfe . . Is fit for treasons.

1603 — Meas.for M. in. i. 266 The Maid will I . . make fit

for his attempt. 1604 — Oth. 111. iv. 166 If I doe finde him
fit, lie moue your suite. 1678 Bunyan PU$r, 1. (1847) 4 If
I be not fit to go to Prison, I am not fit .. to go to Judge-
ment. 1681 W, Robertson Phraseol, Gen. (1693) 610 Is

the money fit? 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 212 Having
frepared the Work fit for the Lathe. 1784 Cowper Let. 10

eb., When I am .. more fit for mental occupation than at
any other time. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xix. 300 They
will be fit to eat in two or three days. 18*3 Crabb Techno).
Diet., Fit for service (MiU, an epithet for healthy men
capable of undergoing the fatigues of service, a 1825 Forby
Voc. E, Anglia, 'Come, stir, make yourself fit.' 1846 J.
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 345 Which makes
the land perfectly clean and fit for the wheat crop.

FIT.

b. Inclined, disposed. Now chiefly colloq. and
dial, in stronger sense : Angry or troubled enough
to (do something desperate or violent) ; exhausted
enough, ' ready to (sink to the ground, etc.).

1580 Baret Alv. F 603 Fitte . . inclined, disposed, aceomo.
datus. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 30S When men are
heavy laden with grief and sorrow, then are they fittest to
call for and to receive refreshing. 1728 De Foe Syst. Magic
(1840)251, I am fit to hang myself because I can't find it out.

1787 Burns To W. Creech 50 And Calvin's folk are fit to fell

him. 1821 Clare Vitt. Minstr. II. 24 To look at things
around he's fit to freeze. 1848 J. H. Newman Loss ty Gain
11 He .. keeps you standing till you are fit to sink. 1878
Cuinberld. Gloss., ' They war fit to feyt about her.'

quasi-(7^7A 1808 in Spirit Pub. Jmls. (1809,1 XII. 301 It

made us laugh fit to kill ourselves.

C. of things: Likely, 'enough' (toV colloq.

1776 BENTHAM Wks, I. 276 We hear now and then of a sort

of Government fit to break one's teeth, called an Ochlocracy.

6. In Racing or Athletics'. In good 'form' or

condition; hence colloq. in good health, perfectly

well. Fit as afiddle : see Fiddle sb. 1 b.

1869 Bradwood The O. V. H. (1870) 28 Vale House was
not as 'fit' inside ns modern conveniences might have made
it. 1876 Ol'ida Winter City vi. 124 To hear the crowd on
a race-day call out. .' My eye, ain't she fit !' just as if I were
one of the mares. 1885 Manch. Exam. 17 Jan. 5/5 General
Stewart with his men and camels, all apparently well and
fit. 1891 Dixon Diet. Idiom. Phr. s.v. Fit, 'How are you';'—

' Very fit, thank you ; never felt better.'

7. qiwsi-adv. = Fitly.
c 1440 [See sense 2 above.] 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ.

Osor. 200 This would have accorded farre filter with your
exposition. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 167, I was trim'd
in Madam Iulias gowne Which serued me as fit . . As if the
garment had bin made for me. 1613 W. Browne Brit. Past.
11. i. Wks. 1772 II. 33 I.imos. .fed well. .Which serv'd Marina
fit. 1630 M. Godwyn tr. Bp. Herefords Ann. Engl. 153
The mention of Poole falls fit with our time. 1657 W. Hand
tr. Gasseudfs Life Peircsc 11. 75 One cup would go fit into
the other.

8. Comb., as +fit'forked adj.

1598 Sylvester Dn Bartas ii. i. iv. Handy-crafts 214
Their fit-forked stems.

Fit (fit;, v.* Forms : 5 fitte, 7 fitt, fyt(t, 6-
fit. [Sense t, found only in the Morte Arthur
c 1 400, is of uncertain etymology, but may possibly

be f. Fit sb.3 Apart from this use, the word first

appears late in 16th c. when it was presumably a
new formation on Fit a. The coincidence of form
and meaning with the 16- 17th c. Du. and Flemish
vitten to suit, agree, adapt, is remarkable, but
most probably the two words have developed their

identical sense independently by different processes,

though they may be from the same ultimate root.

In mod. editions of 15th c. works, the words sit, besit

( = to be becoming), sitting (= becoming) are often misprinted
jit, beft, fitting; the latter do not appear to be older than
the Elizabethan period, but when once introduced they
rapidly superseded the older synonyms; probably owing to

their obvious connexion with Fit*?., they were felt to ex-
press the meaning more forcibly.]

T I. 1- trans. To array, marshal (soldiers). Obs.
Only in the Morte Arthur.
hi 1400 Morte Arth. 1755 Thus he fittez his folke. Ibid.

1989 The kynge . . ffittes his fote-mene, alles hym faire

thynkes. Ibid. 2455 pe frekke men of Fraunce folowede
thare afiyrs, fTaire fittyde one frownte.

II. To be fit, becoming, or suitable (to).

f2. fair. To be fit, seemly, proper, or suitable.

Chiefly impers. or quns\~i;npers. Obs. or arch.
(The first examples given under the trans, sense 3 may

belong here, as the obj.-pronoun is probably dative. Cf.

similar use of sit.)

1574 H. G. tr. Cataneo's Most briefe Tables A iij a, Howe
to determine vppon' a sodayne fitteth well to euerye one
that hath anye doinges. 159a Shaks. Rom. % Jul.\. v. 77 It

fits when such a Villaine is a guest. 1594 Spenser Amorctti
Hv. 5 Sometimes I joy when glad occasion fits. 1594 First Pt.

Contention (1843) 8 Whose Church-like humours fits not for a
Crown. 1594 Carew Huarte^s Exam. I i 'its (1616) 130 This
fitteth not to be remembered to the Preachers of our time.

.1620/. Boyd Zions Flowersif&^i)*, Amittais Sonne fites for

what I intend. 163a Milton Penscroso 78 If the air will

not permit, Some still removed place will fit. 1671 —Samson
1318 To appear as fits before th' illustrious lords. 1663
Gf.rbier Counsel 93 None will deny but that Greatnesse
and Conveniency being conjoynt fitsbest. 1725 Pope Odyss.

m. 83 The genial banquet o'er, It fits to ask ye, what your
native shore, And whence your race?

+ b. To agree or harmonize with. Obs.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. 1. 266 Why dost thou laugh? it

fits not with this houre. 1605 — Learwx. ii. 76 He. .Must
make content with his Fortunes fit. 1594 Carew Huarte's
Exam. Wits (1616) 119 A name, which might fit well with a
furious Giant.

3. trans. Chiefly impers. or quasi-z/w^/x To be

suited or suitable to, be proper for ; to be in har-

mony with, become, befit.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. x. 142 b, How euill fits it me to

haue such a sonne. 1500 Marlowe Edw. II. in. ii, Things
of more weight Than fits a prince so young as I to bear.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1613 Few words.. shall fit the trespasse

best. 1671 Milton Samson 1236 This insolenceother kind

of answer fits. 1703 Rowe Ulyss. in. i. 1240 This Boldness

does not fit a Stranger. 17*5 Pope Odyss. m. 57 Thee first

it fits, oh stranger ! to prepare The due libation. 1806

H. Siddons Maid, Wife, $ Widorv II. 239 What the con-

tents of Middleton's letter were it fitted me not to inquire.

185a Tennyson Death Dk. Wellington in, Lead out the

pageant : sad and slow, As fits an universal woe. 1866 Geo.



FIT. 264 FITCHED.
Eliot F. Holt I. i. 49 Her person, .would have fitted ari

empress in her own right.

1 4. To be well adapted or suitable for ; to

answer or satisfy the requirements of ; to answer,

suit. A\so,f7ofit it, \To fit one's turn : to serve

one's turn. Obs.

1571 Hammer Ckron. Irel. (1633^ 179 Little Iohn came to

Ireland, .and found in the woods enough to fit his humours.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. i. 166 Trust me, I thought on her ;

shee'll fit it. 1603 Sir G. Fenton in Lismore Papers Ser. n.

(18S7) I. 74 A coursse which may ease you, and yet will

fytt my turne. 1677 Horneck Gt. Law Consid. iv. (1704)
126 A temptation which will fit one, will not fit another.

1703 Moxon Meek. Exert, 197 Of these Rowlers they have
several . . that upon all occasions they may chuse one to fit

their purpose. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones viit. iv, There is

a piece of cold buttock and carrot, which will fit you.

o. To be of the right measure or proper shape

and size for ; to be correctly shaped or adjusted

to. Said esp, ofdress ; vXsofig. Often ahsoL The
capfits', see Capj/;. 1 9. To fit to a T; see T.
1581 Pettie tr. Gnazzo's Civ. Conv. II. (1586) 51 b, To finde

a fashion for a saddle to fit anie Horse. 1603 Shaks. Aleas.

for M. iv. ii. 46 Euerie true mans apparrell fits your Theefe.
a 1691 Boyle Firmness Wks. 1744 I. 278 As much of the
stone, as was contiguous to the marchasite. .fitted the mar-
chasite so close as if [etc.]. 1795 Burns Song, Last May, a
braw wooer, And how her new shoon fit her auld schachl't
feet. 1828 Scott /'". AT. Perth xxxiv, [The] armour .

.

is light, and will fit thee well. 1842 Tennyson Walk
to the AT. 57 Those manners next That fit us like a nature
second-hand. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 207 A leaden ball

to fit the bore. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley I. in. 49 You cannot
always cut out men to fit their profession. 1863 W. C. Bald-
win African Hunting vi. 152 The only utensil, .big enough
to cook him in was a soap-boiler, which he just fitted. 1885

J. de Griez in Law Times LXXX. 138/2 A. suit of clothes,

which the latter, .refused to accept, on the ground that the
clothes did not fit him. Mod. Your description fits him to a T.
absol. 178* Cowper Gilpin xlvii, My head is twice as big

as yours, They therefore needs must fit. 1889 Bridges Feast
ofBacchus III. 47 Pam. I like the hat. Ph. Is it comfort-
able ? Pom, It fits like fun.

b. intr. To be of such size and shape as to fill

exactly a given space, or conform properly to the

contour of its receptacle or counterpart ; to be ad-
justed or adjustable to a certain position, -Often
with in (adv. and prep.), into., in with.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. 11711) 142 On the upper Lip

is a cavity or hole which the lower [printed upper] Lip fits

exactly into. 1703 Moxon A/ec/t. Exerc. 283 Then your
Wainscot will fit exactly between any two lines of the
Arch. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App. 644 A
statement which curiously fits in with our stopy. ^891
Speaker 11 July 37/1 The. .complicated mechanism invented
in the library would not fit into modern life. Mod, This
peg fits into this hole.

III. trans. To make fit.

6. To make fit or suitable ; to adapt to the object

in view; to make ready, prepare ; f rarely with up.

Const, for, to with sb. or inf. : otherwise dial. only.
j6oo Hakluyt Voy. III. 200 A notable strong ship.. in

all thinges fitted for a man of warre. 1611 Bible Rom. ix.

22 The vessels of wrath fitted to destruction. 1628 Oigby
Voy. Medit. (1868) 5 In like manner wee fitted our seleues
for fight. '^M Earl Cork Diary in Lismore Papers
Ser. 1. (1886) IV. 43, I rodd with my daughter.. to fyt the
howse against her removall thither. 1670 Narborough
Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) 28, I judged this a very
fit Harbour to,fit the Ship in. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland
66 Skins, either plain or fitted up for use. 1677 Yarranton
Fug. Improv. 53 There is much in preparing and fitting of
the Flax. 1703 Moxon Afech. Fxerc. 74 You must know
how to grind, and whet them, for they are not so fitted

when they are bought. 1715-10 Poi'E Iliad 11. 186 They
urge the Train, To fit the Ships. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. (1756) I. 33 This.. fits the Glands to perform their

Office. 1784 Cowper Task I. 374 Winds from all quarters .

.

fit the limpid element for use. 1877 Mrs. Oi.ivh\st ATakers
Flor. i. 1 The action of time may fit Rome.. for becoming
the capital of Italy. 1880 W, Cornw.Gloss.s.v., 'When shall

I fit the dennar?'

b. To render (a person) competent or qualified.

Const, as above.

1597 Hooker Feci. Pot. v. i. § 1 [If] that which fitteth

them bee their vertues. 1647 Trapp Comment, on Epist.
681 Such as fits a man for some particular calling. 1671
Milton P. R. 1. 73 Who. .Pretends to. .fit them so Purified
to receive him pure. 1710 Ozeli. Vertot's Rom. Rep. II.

ix. 48 To fit himself to shine in it more conspicuously. 1820
W. Irving Sketch Bk, I. 174 Accomplishments, fitting him
to shine both in active and elegant life. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Commw. Ill, Ixxx. 54 It . . does not completely fit him to
weigh the real merits of statesmen.

absol. (U.S. only.)
1878 Scribner's Afag. XV. 426/2 There are schools that

fit for Harvard. There are those that fit for Yale.

7. To fashion, modify, or arrange so as to con-
form or correspond to something else. Const. A>,

formerly also finlo, ftfor.
1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 473 For as thou framest thy

manners, so wil thy wife fit hers. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1.

1. 118 To fit your fancies to your Fathers will. 1615 K.
Bruch tr. Gerhard's Soule's Watch title-p., Heavenly
Meditations, .fitted to all the Dayes in the Weeke. c 1645
Howell Lett. iv. xiv. 19, I return here enclos'dthe Sonnet
. .rendered into Spanish, and fitted for the same Ayr it had
in English. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl. (1845) 36 Scarce any
thought will puzzle him to fit words to it. 1718 (title) A
Book of Psalms in Blank Verse fitted into the tunes com-
monly used. 1850 Tennyson In ATem. Ixxv. 6 Expert In
fitting aptest words to things. 1855 H. Reed Lect. Eng.
Lit. \. (1878) 36 How exquisitely the individual man and
the external world are fitted to each other. 1877 Huxley

Amer. Addr. \. 29, I have no reason to suppose that she
[Nature] is bound to fit herself to our notions.

8. To fix, apply, adjust, or insert (something) so
that it fills exactly the required place, or conforms
to the contour of its receptacle or counterpart.

Const, in, into, on, to, upon ; also with in adv.
1611 Bible i Kings vi. 35 Gold, fitted vpon the carued

worke. i6»8 Digby Voy. Medit. (1868) 86 The Jonas (to

whom wee continually fitted saile). 1667 Milton P. L. vi.

543 Let each.. Fit well his Helme. 1670 Narborough
yml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) 30 The rest of the
seamen fitted Rigging. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 136
Having, .fitted in the Bressummers, Girders, Joysts, etc.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 242 He had a Bow and Arrow, and
was fitting it to shoot at me. 1796 H. Hunter Ir.St. -Pierre's
Stud.. Nat. (1799* I. 31 The tyrant, .who fitted the unhappy
traveller to his bed of iron. .1867 Smyth Sailer's IVord-bk.,
Fit rigging, to cut or .fit the standing and running rigging
to the masts, etc. 1879 CasselFs Techn. Educ. IV. 78/1
The practice of fitting them [water-tight bulkheads] has since
become common. 1883 Knowledge 13 July 30/1 A dress-
.maker would fit the belt best. 1885 Law Times LXXIX.
366/2 Hoods will also be fitted over the tops of the doors.

Jig'. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 14 The accuracy with
which the question.and answer are fitted into one another.

b. To fit on : to .try on (a garment, etc.) with
the view of ascertaining whether it fits the person.

(Also colloq. with the person as obj.) Tofit the cap
on : to take some allusion as applying to oneself.

1841 Wmittock, etc;. Bk. Trades 431 When the suits are
commanded to be fitted on. 1841 Tennyson St. S. Stylites
206 The crown ! the crown ! So now 'tis fitted on and grows
to me. 1856 Reade Never too Late xxiv, The truth is

when a searching sermon is preached, tach sinner takes it

to himself. .1 am glad the prisoners fitted the cap on.

f 9. To appoint, determine, or settle as may be
fitting. Obs.
16. . Beaum. & Fl. Laws Candy 1. I, My prisoner . . I sur-

render : Fit you his ransom. — A/ad Lover m. i, If by
my meanes Your busines may be fitted. ioai-31 Laud
Sev. Serm. (1847) 10 This time is in God to fit.

t b. Sc. To adjust or balance (an account); also,

to examine, test, or audit (accounts\ Obs.

1653 Burgh Ree. Glasgoiv (Rec. Soc,) II. 269 To meit
with Mr. George Young and to fitt and cleir ane .compt
with him.

10. Soap making. To bring (a mass of fluid soap)

into such a condition that it will separate into two
strata, the upper purer than the lower.
1866 Tomlinson Cycl. Use/til Arts II. 539 The soap is

fitted, i. e. the contents of the copper are fused in a. weak
lye or in water. 1885 W. L. Carpenter Manuf. Soap vi.

173 The English practice is to fit rather 'fine.' 1887
Fncycl. Brit. XXII. 204/1 It is impossible to 'fit' or in

any way purify soft soap.

IV. 11. To supply, fumish, or provide with
.what is fit, suitable, convenient, or necessary. lObs.

when obj. is a person.

1591 Shaks, Two Gent. 11. vii. 42 Fit mewith such weedes
As may beseeme some well reputed Page. 1595 ^Johu
in. iii. 26, I had a thing to say, But I will fit it with some
better tune. 16*7-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xxv. 44 Those
{senses] which carry the most pleasing tasts, fit. us with
the largest reluctations. 1653 Walton Angler 71, I wil fit

him to morrow with a Trout for his breakfast. 1660 Boyle
New Exp. Phys. -Aleck. Proem 7 The last nam'd Person
fitted me with a Pump. 1703 Moxon Meeh. Fxerc. 32
Having fitted yourself with a Hole in your Screw-plate.

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 61 They wiil pre-

tend, .that they can fit you to a Title with such a Horse.
1893 La7v Times Rep. LXVII. 251/1 A steamship of 1074
tons net, fitted with steam steering gear.

b. f reft*. To fit oneself', to suit oneself, get

suited. Also pass. To befitted-, to be suited, dial.

1667 Pepys Diary 29 Jan., He ..promised she should
stay till she had fitted herself. 1786 Burns To G. Hamilton
14 If sae be ye may be Not fitted otherwhere. 1877 N. W.
Line, Gloss., I'm just fitted where I am. 1881 Lane. Gloss.,

Fitted, suited, served.

c. Tofit out ; to supply with what is necessary.;

to equip, rig out. Obs. exc. Naut. or transf. from
that use.

1670 R. Coke Disc. Trade 63 A Dutch Ship .. may be
built and fitted out to Sea for half the terms an English
Ship can. 1711 De Foe Plague (1754) 9 All loaded with
Baggage and fitted out for travelling. 1741 Richardson
Pamela I. 21 My poor honest Dress, with which you fitted

me out, 1776 Trial 0/ Nundocomar 70/2, I saw Maha
Rajah, .order the house to be fitted out for him. 1824 Lam tun

Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 106/2 If they had, they would
fit out a cutter. 1840 1 iiihlwall Greece VII. 18^ The Athe-
nians, in addition to the galleys which they had before,

fitted out others. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 2 At a mer-
chant's in the Luckenbooths I had myself fitted out.

d. To fit up : to supply with necessary fittings,

furniture, or stores.

1670 R. Coke Disc. Trade 11. 56 The Dutch . . do fit up
more SIdps for Navigation, and cheaper than the English.

1718 Pope Let, to Sivi/t 20 June, He has fitted up his farm.

1811 Shelley Epipsyck. 515, I have fitted up some chambers
there. 1859 Jf.phson Brittany xv. 243 The kitchen was
fitted up with large tjoilers and ovens.
trans. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 156 Their neighbouring

*kies are fitted up with moons.

12. To visit (a person) with a fit penalty ; to

punish. Obs. exc. Australian. Also dial, with out.
a 1635 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant iv i, If I do not fit ye

let me fris for't. 1685-8 Roxb. Ball. VII. 470 His Lass
then presently devis'd to fit him for his whoring. 178a
Miss Burney Cecilia (iSoy) II.. 229 With a.look that implied
—I'll fit you for this ! 1889 Boldrewood Robbery under
Arms US90) 3 A sergeant of police was shot in our last

scrimmage, and they must fit some one over that. Mod.
(Derbyshire! I'll fit you out for this.

+ Pit, v 2 Obs. rare- 1
[f. Fit sb. 2] trans.

To force by fits or paroxysms out of (the usual
place).

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxix, How haue mine eies out of
their Spheares benefitted In the distraction of this madding
feuer?

Fit (fit), v .3 [Sc. pronunciation of Foot.] la
the game of Curling [see quotsA
1831 Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 985 Fit fair and rink straight.

189a J. Kerr Hist. Curling 361 The crampit or the hack is

immoveable, and no advantage must be taken by changing
to a place from which the shot could be more easily taken.
This is fit fair. Ibid., He must first fit the tee, i.e. he
must so place himself that his eye travels along the central
line toward the farther tee, while his right foot rests in the
hack or on the heel of the crampit.

Fit, Sc. and dial. var. of Foot ; also var. (dial.

or vulgar) offought : see Fight v.

Fitch (fitj), sb, 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4-5
fleche, fetch, 5-6 Ache, 6 feche, fytch, fltche,

5- fitch, [var. of Vetch.]
1. = Vetch; the plant Vicia saliva, or its seed.

Also attrib., asfitch-grass.
1381 Wvclif Isa. xxviii. 25 Early, and myle, and ficche

[1388 fetchis] in ther coestes. c 1420 Pallati. on Ilusb. 1.

550 Fitches, flynge afore hem [briddes] ofte. 1559 Hi-.

Aylmer Harborcnve H j, Satan, .soweth tares and fytches
of heresies and sectes continually. 1611 Bible Isa. xxviii.

25 Doth he not cast abroad the fitches? 1715 Buadley
Fam. Diet. s.v.Sand, It was sowed with Oats and Fitches.

1789 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts (ed. 2' II. 57 Rib-grass,
fitch-grass, .and rye-grass. 1876 in Whitby Gloss., Fitches.

t b. With reference to the size of a vetch-seed.

1590 Barrouch Aleth. Phisick. \. xxxvii. 61 Put in

a peece of a spunge as much as the fiche. 1634 Peacham
GentI. Exerc. 1. xxii. 69 A little eare-waxe to the quantitie
of a fitch.

f2. transf. Something resembling the seed of a

vetch. Obs.
1615 Hart Anat. Ur. 11. viii. 102 Red Vetches or Fitches

in the residence, .are recorded., to signifie. .great inflam-

mation of the Liuer.

Fitch, (fitf), sb.2 Also 6 fy5che, feche. fyche,
flehe. [a. (perh. through an unrecorded OF. form)

MDu. visse,fisse, whence OF. fissel Fitchew.]
1. = Fitchew.
1550 J- Coke Eng. <$ Fr. Heralds § 213 (1877) 1 18 We have

marterns. .otters, fitches, squerelles, etc. 1607 Topsell
Four-f, Beasts (1658) 172 They say 'they stink like an
litis,' that is, a fitch, or poul-cat. 1661 Lovell Hist.
Anim. fy Alin. 49 Fitch. .The part of use taken from them
is the skinne. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Pitch, a Polecat.

2. The fur or hair of a polecat.
150a Will of Soiuerby (Somerset Ho.) [Furred with]

fytches. 1663-73 Bullokar, Fitch, the furr of the Polecat.

1879 M. M. Backus in Fncycl. Brit. IX. 838/1 Fitch Size
about that of the American mink. 1884 J. C. Staples in

GirVsOwn Paper 8 Mar. 354/3 Some [brushes] are made
of sable, fitch, and other hairs.

3. A brush made of the hair of a fitchew or pole-

cat ; also, a small brush made of hog's hair.

1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 106 The smallest hog-
hair brushes are called fitches.

4. attrib., as fitch brush, -hair,

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk., French Sch. Paint (end),

Can you describe it ? No, not if pens were fitch-brushes.

Fitch, v. Sc. and north, dial. [app. an inter-

mediate form between Pike and Fiikje.]

1. intr, 'To move by slow succussations from one
place to another ' (Jam.). Cf. Fidge v.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. iv. viii. 35 They are so
nettled therewith, that they fitch hither and thither. 1790
A. Wilson Poems 63 A speakin' Pack's owre learnt for

me, Or ane that steers an' fitches.

2. trans. 'To move any thing a little way from
its former place ' (Jam.).
189a Northumb. Gloss., Fitch that flake—remove that

hurdle.

b. * To lift and lay down again, to touch a thing

frequently ' (Jam.) ; = Fidge v.

(169a J. Curate Sc. Presbyt. Eloquence iii. 99 This John
[Simple] was ordinarily called Fitch-cape ancf Claw-poll,
because in the time of Preaching, or Praying he used to
claw his Head, and rub his Callet.]

t Fi'tchant, .a. Obs. [var. of Figent : cf.

Fitch v.~\ Nimble, restless.

c 1600 Beaumont Grammar Lecture Sloane MS. 1709 f. 17
To visit often the pagan puppett playes, and to behold
their fitchant anticks.

Fitche, -^e (fi*tj^)
( <*• Her, Also anglicized

Fitchy. [ad. Fr. fiche, fichee, pa. pple. officher to

fix.] Fixed: applied to a cross, the lower ex-

tremity of which is sharpened to a point.

157a Bossewell Armorle 11. 64 b, S. beareth Sable twoo
Delphines d'Argent, addorsez hariant, betwene sixe Crosses
Botony Fitche. <zx66x Fuller Worthies (1662* 141 A
Cross Patee fitchee betwixt the Attire. 1864 Boutell
Heraldry Hist. * Pop. vi. 29 When the shaft of any Cross
is pointed at the base, it is said to be Fitchee.

Fitched (fitjt), a. Her. Also 7 fitchet. [f.

prec. + -ed '.] szprec.

156a Leigh A rmorie 57 a, The field Azure a crosse formye
fitched Or. 1611 Cotgr., Croix ficltie, a crosse Fitchet.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 145/1 Pencils of all sorts..

as Duck Quill pointed and Fitched. 1705 Hearne Collect.

2t Dec, A Fesse .. between three Crosses fitched Gules,

1889 in Elyin Diet. Her., s.v. Fitch-},



PITCHER.

Pitcher (filfat), v. Mining, intr. (See quot.)

1865 Garland W. Cornw. Words in Jrnt. Roy. Inst.

Cornw. Apr. 48 Fitchered, to be baulked, stopped short.

The word is mostly used in mining, where some difficulty

occurs in the boring of a hole for blasting.

Fitchet (frtjet). Also 6 fechet, 7-8 Achat.

[dim. of Fitch jfc*]

1. m Fitchew i, 2.

1535 in Weaver Wells Wilts (1890) 29 My blew furryd

gowne of fechets. 1653 Walton Angler \. \. 14 The Fichat

. . and the like creatures. 177a T. Simpson Vermin- Killer

23 The Polecat, Fitchat, Fitchew, Formct. 1885 [see

frlTCHEW \\

f 2. Incorrectly : The weasel. Obs. exc. dial.

1693Rat Synops. Animal. 195. 1713 Richardson in Phil.

Trans. XXVIII. 17* He [Ray] says that Mustela vul-

garis is called here a Foumart or Fitchet. 1881 Leicester

Gloss. , Fitchet. .sometimes incorrectly applied to a weasel.

Fitchew (fitjw). Forms : 5 fechu, fychew,
{plural fecheus, fychews, -eux), 6 fechowe,
flcheuxe, fitchewe, 7 fitcholl, fitchaw, 8

fllVcher, fitchole, 4- fitchew, [a. OF. fissel

(pi. fissiaulx), later fissau Colgr.), a diminutive

formation on the word which appears in Du. of
16—

1
7th c. as fisse, visse, vitsche (see Kilian and

Hexham).]
1. A foumart, polecat.

1418 E. E. Wills (1882134 My furre of Fycheux. i486

Bk. St. Albans B vij b, That no fulmertis nor fecheus..

com nott in to hir. 1577 Harrison England 111. iv.

(1878) 11. 25, I might here intreat . . of . . the weasell ..

fitchew, and such like. 1688 in A. L. Humphreys Hist.

Wellington (1889) 125 Pd. for killing of a fitcholl and a
hedgehogg 8<r*. 1752 Sir J. Hill Hist. Amm. 547 They all

call it.. Mustela; we the Weasel, the Foumart, or the
Fitcher. 1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss., Fitchole, a polecat,

fitchet or ficher. 1788 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Peter's Pen-
sion Wks. 1812 II. 18 Your fowls have sufTer'd by the

fitchews. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 332/1 To this [its fetid

smell] it is indebted for its. .English namesfitchet, Jitcheiv.

b. Used as a term of contempt.
1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 150 'Tis such another Fitchew.

2. The fur of the polecat.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 295 A cote hab he furred Wib foyns

or wib fitchewes ober fyn beuer. 1493 Will of Squyer
(Somerset Ho.) Penulatam cum fychew pollys. 1502 Will

of Grcne (Somerset Ho.) (Gown furred with) Fichcuxe.

1534 in Weaver Wells Wills (18901 98 My gowne furryd

with ffechowe, 17*1 Bailey, Fitchow, a Pole-cat. .also the

skin of it.

tFrtchew, v. Obs.~ l

a 1650 May Satir. Puppy (1657"* 85 Yet this is she. .whom
Pride did become as a full Oath doth a desperate Gallant

:

that fichew'd with a degenerate posture of the Chinne.

t Fi'tchock- Obs. Also fich-, fytchock,
fitchuk. [f. Fitch sb.~ + dim. suffix -ock.] -
Fitchew ; also as a term of contempt.
a 1615 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca 1. ii. And make ye fight

like fichocks. — Scornful Lady v. i, Farewell, fytchock !

1804 Duncumb Herefordsh. I. 213 A fitchock, a polecat.

1847 Halliwell, Fitchet, a polecat, also called, .fitchuk.

tFi'tchy, fl. 1 Obs. [L FITCH **.
l + -xl.] Re-

sembling a fitch or vetch.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of Gcd 612 There is., lenti-

cula of lens, a little fitchie kind of pease.

Fitchy (fi'tfi), a.- Her. [Anglicized form of

Fitche.] =Fitche. Also transf.

1650 Fuller Pisgak iv. iv. 68 Silver sockets, .made fitchy,

or picked, to be put into the earth. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 638
Three cross croslets, fitchy. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist.

<$ Pop. xv. led. 31 215 Crusily fitchy or.

t Fi-telfoot. Obs. rare- 1
. [?Cf. Fittle a.]

An alleged designation for the hare.

a 13*5 Names of Hare in Eel. Ant. I. 133 The sittere,

the gras-hoppere, The fitelfot, the foldsittere.

Fitful (fitful), a. [f. Fit sb:1 + -ful. A word
used once by Shakspere, and popularized by writers

of the beginning of this century.]

1. Of a disease : Characterized by fits or pa-

roxysms. Obs. exc. in Shakspere's phrase.

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. it. 23 Lifes fitfull Feuer. 1744
Armstrong Preserv. Health 1. 131 Quartana . . this fitful

pest With feverish blasts subdues the sickening land.

2. Characterized by irregular fits of activity or

strength ; coming and going by fits and starts

;

full of irregular changes ; spasmodic, shifting,

changing, capricious.
1810 Scott LadyofL.x. Pro!., And down the fitful breeze

thy numbers flung. 18x6 Byron Siege Cor. xxi, So seen by
the dying lamp's fitful light. 183a Ht. Martineau Each $
All ii. 18 His impulses were generous, but fitful. 1841

Miall Nonconf. I. 1 The fitful and convulsive energy they

have at times displayed. 1874 Motley Barneveld I. i. 5

The first fitful years of peace.

Fitfully (fi'tfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.] In a

fitful manner ; by fits and starts.

179a Wordsw. Descr. Sketches Poems (1888) 17/2 Fitfully,

and in flashes, through his soul, Like sun-lit tempests,

troubled transports roll. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connect.

Phys. Sc. xxxvii. (1849) 424 Here we have a star fitfully

variable. 1889 Rlskin Prztcrita III. 181 The fireflies ..

shone fitfully in the still undarkened air.

FitfolneSS (trtfulnes). [f. as prec + -NESS.]

Fitful condition or quality.
i8«5 Lytton Falkland 12 Fitfulness of temper. 1859

Smiles SelfHelp x. (i860) 264 A habit of fitfulness and
ineffective working.

Fithel(e, -ul, obs. forms of Fiddle.
Vol. IV.
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Fitly, a. rare. ff. Fit a. + -LT 1.] -Fit jr.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 183 Giue childe that is fitly.

1840 Bkowning Sordello VI. 441 'Twere fitliest maintain the

Guelfs in rule.

Fitly (fi-tli), adv. [f. Fit a. + -ly 2.]

1. In a way that is fit; properly, aptly, be-

comingly, suitably, appropriately.
c 1550 in Strype Cranmer (1694) App. No. 49. 138 Their

heads [standith] most fyttely on London bridge. 15. . Tub-
bervile Comfit, lost Dove, Epitaphes etc (1567 130 b, Eche
part so fitly pight as none mought chaunge Ins place.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. ii. 34 Cats that can iudge as fitly of
his worth, As I can of those Mysteries. 1667 Milton P. L.
vm. 394 So fitly them in pairs thou hast combin'd. 173a
Berkeley Alciphr. 1, § 2 The mind of man may be fitly

compared to a piece of land, a 1822 Shelley Cyclops 193
Well, is the dinner fitly cooked and laid? 1870 Swinburne Ess.

fy Stud. (1875) 277 Seen fitlier by starlight than by sunlight,

i* b. At the fitting time or season. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lean, ii. 184 From whence I will fitly bring
you to heare my Lord speake. 1611 Bible Prov. xxv. 11

A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of

siluer, 2623-6 Cockeram n, Fitly, opportunely.

2. Comb., &%fitly-contrived, fitly-fair.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv. Columnes 375 Our
Learned Elders. . Heav'n's shining Signes imagin'd fitly-fair.

1677 Gil.pin Demouol. (1867) 182 A fitly-contrived subject.

Fitment (frtment). [f. Fit v. +-ment.]

+ 1. A making fit, preparation. Obs.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 409 Twas a fitment for The pur-

pose 1 then follow'd.

+ 2. That which is fitting or proper ; duty. Obs.

1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi. 6 When she should doe for clyents

her fitment, .shee [etc.].

3. A piece of furniture. Usually in pi. Fittings.

1851 Ord. fy Regul. R. Engineers § 4. 19 The expense of

repairs of Fences, Fixtures, Fitments, &c. 1862 Mrs.
Fresh field Gfisons fy Bern. xvii. 282 In keeping with the
other fitments of the room. 1888 fttustr. Lend. News 29
Dec, Every variety of Fitment and Furniture. 1891 Times
21 Oct. 16/5 The library has an enamelled wood fitment.

Fitness fi'tnes). [f. Fit a. + -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being fit or suitable
;

the quality of being fitted, qualified, or competent.
1580 Baret Alv. F604 Ablenesse, fitnesse, handsomnesse,

habilitas. 1597 Hookek Ecci. Pot. v. vi. (1611) 193 Com-
petent to shew their conueniencie and fitnesse. 1601 Shaks.
All's Well 11. ii. 31 Haue you, I say, an answere of such fit-

nesse for all questions? 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. ii. 158

The Harmonies, and mutual Fitnesses, of visible things.

1783 Ui'RKE Affairs India Wks. 1842 II. 11 His fitness for

the supreme council. 1845-6 Trench Huts. Led. Ser. 1.

iii. 49 Every other man has . . fitnesses for one task rather

than another. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 132 Their
fitness as instruments of thought to express facts.

b. The state of being morally fit ; worthiness.

1647 W. Lyford Trans/. Sinner (164S; 3 Not because of
our works, or fitnesse, or betternesse of disposition in us.

1745 Wesley Answ. Ch. 36 No Fitness is required at the

lime of communicating. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr.

332 To insist . . on a mere moral fitness.

2. The quality or condition of beingfit and proper,

conformity with what is demanded by the circum-

stances; propriety.

1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. § 7. 13 In things the fitnes

whereof is not of it self apparent. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII
11. iv. 231 The Queene being absent, 'tis a needfull fitnesse

That we adiourne this Court till further day. 1784 Cowper
Task v. 672 Make him hear Of rectitude and fitness. 1820
Byron Let. Wks. 1846, 153/t Their system has its rules, and
its fitnesses, and its decorums.

b. The {eternal) fitness of things : a phrase

extensively used in the iSth c. with reference to the

ethical theory of Clarke, in which the quality of

moral Tightness is defined as consisting in a ' fitness
*

to the relations inherent in the nature of things.

Hence popularly used (at first with playful allu-

sion) for : What is fitting or appropriate.
Clarke's own usuar phrase is ' the eternal reason of things'

;

but the words fit and fitness are constantly used by him as
synonyms of ' reasonable ' and ' reason *.

1705 Clarke Nat. fy Rev. Relig. (1706) 52 They [the

Hobbists] have no way to show how Compacts themselves
come to be obligatory, but by inconsistently owning an
eternal Fitness in the thing itself. 1730 M. Tindal Christi-
anity old as Creation 357 His [God's] Commands are to be
measured by the antecedent Fitness of Things. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones iv. iv, The rule of right, and the eternal

fitness of things. 1749 Lady Luxborough Let. to Shenstone
29 Nov. (1775) 148 My writing a Postcript after so long a
letter is not according to the fitness ofthings. . . Note. Be
it known, these words thus applied are fashionable. 1885
Manch. Exam. 15 Sept. 4/7 Mr. Slagg .. showed a cha-
racteristic sense of the fitness of things by confining his

attention [etc.].

f3. The quality of fitting exactly (cf. Fit a. 5);
correspondence of size and shape. Obs.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz 1 Surg. 11. xxv. 150 Have a good Knife
also about you, in case you have need to cut the splinters to
a fitness. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I.xi. 188 If there was
any similitude or fitness, that I might be assured it was my
own foot. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 235 Where there
was the least want of fitness, .either the stone or the rock was
cut, till each stone would come into its exact relative position.

f4. Readiness, inclination. (Cf. Fit a. 5, 5 b.)

1604 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 209 (Qo 2) I am constant to my
purposes, they followe the Kings pleasure : if his fitnes

speakes, mine is ready.

Fitsides (frtsaidz), adv. Sc. ? Obs. [f. fit,

Sc. form of Foot + Side.] Only in phr. To be fit-

side(s with (a person) : to be on the same footing

with, to be ' upsides ' or quits with.

FITTER.

1609 Burgh Rec. Glasg. (Rec. Soc) I. 304 And thou wart
out of thy office, I sould be fit syde with the. 175a A. B.
Stewart in Scots Mag. July (1753) 338/2 He would be fit-

sides with Glenure, where-ever he met him.

Fitt (fit), v. local. [Of uncertain origin: identity

with Fit v. 1 is possible.] To vend and load
(coals) ; to load (a vessel) with coals for transport.
1600 1 Order of Hostmens Comp. in Urand Newcastle

II. 272 note, None shall fitt any keell . . without the consent
of the owner thereof. 1625 Ibid. 28 Apr., To fitt and load
coles abord of the keeles. 1825 in Brocket! N. C. Words.
Hence Frtting vbl. sb. ; in quot. attrib.

1843 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay, etc. 108 The Fai there o*

the fittin' trade The Quayside a'ways pacin'.

Fittable (fi'tab'l), a. rare~°. [f. Fit v. +
-ABLE.] That may be fitted.

1611 Cotck., Accommodalle, fittable, aptable, appliable.

1660 Howell Lexicon, Fittable, accommodable.

Fittage (fi'tedg . local, [f. Fitt v. + -age.]

The commission allowed a fitter or coal shipper.
1708 J. C. Compl. Collier 11845) 4^ Their pretence is to

have and get no more than two .Shillings and six Pence per
Chaldron .. fur Fittidge. 1892 in Northumb. Gloss.

attrib. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 73 Mr. A. Baker, staith-

man and fittage agent to the Beamish South-Moor Colliery.

Fitted (fvted), ///. a. [f. Fit v. + -ED*.] a. In

various senses of ihe vb. ; also fitted- vp. b. Often

used predicatively with the ppl. sense somewhat
obscured: Adapted, 'calculated', likely. Const.

to with inf.

1736 Butler Anal. 1. Wks. 1874 I. 101 Circumstances
peculiarly fitted to be, to them, a state of discipline. 1777
Watson Philip // (17931 '• " 2D How much soever Philip's

power and character were fitted to excite jealousy. 1810
Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 156 Elegantly fitted-up pleasure

boats, i860 ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 5 III. 713 A white, uni-

coloured or fitted soap would be the result. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Fitted Furniture .. articles of spare

supply, sent from the dockyard. 1888 Times 26 June 12,5
Aclvt., Fitted plate chests.

Hence Fittedness, the state of being fitted.

i6n H. D. Disc. Liturgies (1O61) 77 The singing then
used, and its fittedness to the duty of Christians in praising

God. 1645 T. Coleman Hopes Deferred 3 There is no
fittednesse to receive. 1894 Drummond Ascent ofMan 2^7

Fitness to survive is simply fittedness.

t Fi*tten, sb. Oh. Forms : 5 fyton, 6 fytten,

fitton e, 6-7 fitten . [Of unknown origin.

The suggestion that it is a corruption of fclion is in-

admissible. The form coincides curiously with the cor-

ruption of L. python found in various Teut. langs. : OX.
fttdn, MDu._/5'/or« necromancy, sorcery].

An untruth, a lie, an invention.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 163/1 Fyton, or lesynge, mendacium.
1530 Palsgr. 220/2 Fytten, mensonge, metiterie. a 1577
GascOICKE Fruites of Warre 24 Wks. (1587) 118 Let not

dame flattery in your bosome creepe. To tel a fittone in your
Landlords cares. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 1. iv, He
doth feed you with fittons, figments and Ieasins. 1654

Gataker Disc. APol. 69 Others of them may wel be deemed
Fittons of his own framing, as [etc.]. 1825 J. Britton
Beauties Wiltsh. III. 373 Fitten % a feint, a pretence.

t Pi"tten, a. Obs.- 1 [as if a pa. pple. (strong

formation) f. Fit v.]. Suitable, fit.

1642 H. Moke Song of Soul iv. xxx, Sensation The soul

some fitten hint doth promptly lend To find out plantall

life.

t Pi'tten, v. Obs. Also 6 fiton. [f. Fitten
"
sb.] intr. To utter falsehoods, fib, tell lies.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 15/2 Least the apostle should

haue beene thought to haue fitoned. ^1580 Lodge Ansiv.

to Gossan Wks. 1879 III. 30 Vf Boetyus fitten not. 1624

H. Mason Art of Lying v. 104 How can I tell that they

doe not fitten and deuise all that vpon their fingers ende?

Fitter (fi-tw), sb> [f. Fit vK + -eb *.]

1. One who or that which fits '^see the vb.). Also

with adverbs, asfitler-out, vp.

1660 Hexham, Een geriever, a Fitter, an Applier, or an
Accommodatour. 1707 Mortimer Husb. ix. 146 Sowing .

.

with French Furze seed, they reckon a great Improver of

their Land, and a fitter of it for corn. 1859 Sala Tw. round
Clock(iB6i) 224 Nothing more can be done for a palace than

the fitters-up of a modern club have done for it.

2. spec, in various trades (see quot.-.). Also in

Comb., as gas-fitter, hot-zcater-fitter, etc.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Fitter ..a weigher at the

mint; a tailor, one who tries on and adjusts articles of

dress. 1885 Law Times LXXX. 8 1 A cutter and fitter of

wearing apparel. 1888 Lockivood's Diet. Mech. Engin.,

Fitter or Engine Fitter—a working engineer whose duties

consist in the fitting together of machine or engine parts.

1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Fitters, term applied to

those persons . . who paste together the portions cut out to

form the boot-upper, to prepare them for .sewing.

Fitter (fi-lai), sb:2- local, [f. F1TTW. + -EB 1
.]

One who vends and loads coals ; a coal-broker.

1678 in Brand Newcastle (1789* II. 669 The customers,

collectors, fitters, and other . . officers . . in the said pert.

1739 Enquiry Reasons Advance Price Coals 31 The Host-

men or Fitters at Newcastle are an incorporated Company.

1843 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay, etc. 108 The ' Runnin'

Fitters' stannin* still. Ibid. 117 Mourn, a' the fitters o'

the Quay

!

t Fi*tter, v. Obs. rare. [Perh. cognate with

MHO. vetze, mod.G. fetzen rag, scrap, and OX.

fit hem (see Fit sb.*) ; the vb. (perh. first used in

pa. pple. : see next) is formed with frequentative

suffix -er 5 common in vbs. expressive of the action

of breaking into small pieces.] intr. To break

into small fragments.
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c 1380, .1450 [?implied in next]. 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp.
Jonah 319 When Sampson was disposed he brake the cordes
and ropes wherewith he was tyed ; they filtered and dis-

solved even as the flaxe which is burnt with the fire.

t Fi'ttered, ppl. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -et>'.]

Ragged, wearing rags; also of clothes, slashed,

cut into tags or streamers.
c 1380 Wyci.if Wks. (1880) 60 Many raggid & fittrid

squyeris. c 1450 Myrc 1146 Hast bou ben prowde . . Of
fytered clothes as foles done?

Fi'tters, sb. pi. Obs. exc. dial. See also

Flitters, [f. Fitter ».] Fragments, pieces, atoms.

In various obvious phrases, as to tear to Jitters

;

to break in{to fitters, etc. To be in Jitters : Jig. to

be broken up into small parties.

153a More Confut. Tindate Wks. 374/2 Whiche the deuil

hath by y
J
blast of his mouth . . frushed al to fitters. 1614

Raleigh Hist. World 11. 292 Which Image .. was with
Fire from Heaven broken into fitters. 1639 Fuller Holy
War iv. xxxii. 225 They were in fitters about prosecuting
their titles to this city. 1715 tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem.
II. i. 273 That Sarsaparilla is to be chosen which is . . hard
to be broken but when it falls into Fitters. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Filters, very small pieces, fragments. 1886 In

S. W. Line. Gloss.

Fitting (fi'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fit v. + -ing *.]

1. The action of the vb. Fit in various senses.

Also gerundially with omission of in. Also
with advs.
1607 Hieron Wks. I. 301 There should be also .. a fitting

of this generall truth touching Christ to his owne particular.

1719 Freethinker No. 154, I am fitting out for one of the
most complent Beaus in Christendom. 1746-7 Hkrvey
A/edit. (1818) 73 They saw the fatal arrow fitting to the
strings. 1829 Markyat F. Mildmay xxiii, The ship was
fitting. 1862 Dana Man. Geo/. 583 In the final fitting up of
the earth with life there was still a reference to him [Man].
188S Rlskin Prxterita I. vi. 179 The perfect fitting of
windows.

2. cotter. Anything used in fitting. Usually m fl. :

Fixtures, apparatus, furniture. Also Jilting- up.
1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 77 Bladders filled with

a quantity of this gas. .and the neck, or fit ting-up of its end,
made capable of being closed or opened, i860 Hawthorne
Mart. Faun xxxi. (1883) 321 These fittings-up of polished
marble. 1864 Bp. of LINCOLN Charge 7, 42 grants for
fittings and books. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II.

viii. 207 All the roofs, floors, and fittings were burned.

3. Mech. Engin. (see quot. i888\
1878 W. Allan Rose % Thistle 131 What though your

labour is merely stone-breaking, Turning or fitting, or
wielding the spade. 1888 Lockivood's Diet. Mech. Engin.,
Fitting, that section of mechanical engineering devoted to
the bringing together and adjusting of the different portions
of engines, machines, &c.

4. Soap-making. See Fit v. 10.

i860 Ure's Diet. Arts fed. 5^ III. 713. 188s W. L.
Carpenter Manuf. Soap vi. 172 The finishing operation
for yellow soaps is termed 'fitting* in England.
5. attrib., as fitting{-out)-shop.
1840 Marryat Poor Jack xii, I went to a fitting-out shop.

1888 Lockwood's Did. Mech. Engin., Fitting-Shop, the shop
in which the operations of fitting are carried on.

Fitting (rrtin), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing?.]
That fits : a. Becoming, appropriate, proper, suit-

able, b. That conforms to the contour or size of
something; now only with prefixed advbs. (often

hyphened), as close(-ly)-, well-, ill-Jilting.

Many examples in editions of 15th c. works are spurious,
the reading of the MSS. being sitting, which was formerly
used in the same sense. It is doubtful whether the reading
of our first quot. is not similarly incorrect, as Fit I'.l has
not otherwise been found so early.

*535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 486 Thre men war clad in
fitand [coit-]armour. 1595 Shaks. John v. vi. 19 News
fitting to the night, Blacke, fearefull, comfortlesse. 1617
E. Owens in Lisntore Papers (1887) Ser. n. II. 113 Thus
much I thought fytinge to acqueynt your Lordshipp.
1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 355 Use all fitting means of
putting it to Shame. 1825 Southey Paraguay 111. 44
Which seem'd to be for beasts a fitting lair. 1845 M.
P-Attison Ess. (iS&g) 1. 20 Counsel., such as is fitting a bishop
should give. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 10 Her tight-
fitting black dress was much worn. 1881 Rita My Lady
Coquette xvii, It's the fittingest name.
Hence Pittingfly adv., in a fitting manner;

Pi tting-ness, the state of being fitting.

1641 Jos. Shute Sarah $ Hagar (1649J 106 Let us carry
our selves fittingly. 1653 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exe/np. 1. vi. 11.

§28(1667) l8a H« .. need not question the fittmgness of
Godfathers promising in behalf of the Children for whom
they answer. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon II. 95 The fire-

ant, which might he fittingly termed the scourge of this
fine river. 1866 Argyll Reign Law vii. (ed. 4) 377 Whose
labours were to match with a curious fittingness into his.

Fitting, Sc. form of Footing.
Pittish, obs. form of Fetish sb.

1744 W. Smith Voy. Guinea 196 They are kept in Fittish-
houses or Churches built for that Purpose in a Grove.
tFittle, a. Obs. rare~ x

. See quot.
155a Huloet, Fittle or runninge wilted, /u tills.

Pitty (fiti), 0. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [? f. Fit a. or v.

+ -Y 1
; but cf. Featous, Featish, and Featy of

which it maybe a corruption.] Fitting, becoming,
proper, suitable ; hence, nice, trim, neat.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. ix. (Arb.) 169 Others
strained themselues to giue the Greeke wordes Latin names,
and yet nothing so apt and fitty. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 73
Thy buzzom Chilcks are pretty vittee. Ibid. 569 Tha
stewarliest and vittiest Wanch that comath on tha Stones
o' Mouhon. ax8oo Ballad in Edin. Mag. Oct. (1818J 328

Tlie fittie fairies liftit her. 1880 W. Cormv. Gloss., ' Vour
dress isn't looking fitly.'

Hence Fittily adv.; Fittiness ; Fi'ttyways,
-wise adv., properly.
1746 Exmoor Scolding 209 Tha hast . . no Vittiness in enny

keendest Theng. 1810 Devon fy Cormv. Voc. in Monthly
Mag. XXIX. 435 That coat is fittily made. i83o W. Cornw.
Gloss., 'Do behave fitty-ways.' 1893 Couch Delectable
Duchy 50 We'm going to do the thing fittywise.

Pi*tty, a.'1 [f. Fit sb'-. + -y *.] Subject to fits.

1811 E. Nares Thinks I II. 161 They .. turned out so
sickly and fitty that there was no rearing them anyhow.

Fittyland (fVtihend). Se. [f. Jit, Sc. form of

Foot v. + Land.] ' The near horse of the hinder

pair in the plough, which " foots " the unploughed
"land" while its neighbour walks in the furrow'
(Reid Burns Concord. 1889).
1787 Burns Auld Farmer's Mare xi, Thou was a noble

fittie-Ian'.

[! Fitz (fits). Forms : 3-4 fiz, ^3 fyz\ (5 flee,

fytz), 4- fitz. [AF. spelling of OF. fiz (pro-

nounced fits) :—earlier Jilz :— Lat. Jllius son.
The form is due to the phonetic law in OF. that a palatal-

ized / caused a succeeding s to become ts (written z).\

The Anglo-French word for *son*; chiefly Hist, in

patronymic designations, in which it was followed
by the name of a parent in the uninflected genitive.

Some of these survive as surnames, e.g. Fitzherbert,

Fitzwilliam, etc. ; in later times new surnames of

the kind have been given to the illegitimate children

of royal princes. fAlso in 12—15th C used occas.

in adopted AF. phrases, Beau Jilz = ' fair son';

fiz a pulain = ' whoreson '.

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 432 Syre Roberd le Fyz Haim my
fader name was. a 1300 Signa ante Judicium 179 in E. E. P.
(1862) 12 Merci ihsu fiz niari. a 1300 Cursor M. 11 879 iGott.)
' Fiz a putaines', he said, 'quat er 3e?' 1393 Langl. P. PI.
C. x. 311 * Beau fitz', quab be fader, 'we shullebfor defaute'.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2008 Antony fice Greffown. c 1450
Merlin 299 Leff the lady, traitour fitz aputain ! c 1470
Harding Chron. ccxli. iii, Henry le Fytz Empryce. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. Ded. 49 You ?hall be even in the
language of the Apostle himself, Fitz-Dieu, A Son Of God.
1814 Mrs. West Alicia de Lacy II. 92 The contentions of
Henry Fitz-empress with Eleanora of Guienne.

b. nonce use. One whose surname begins with
Fitz ; i.e. an Irishman of Anglo-Norman extraction.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. (18581 II. 130 The Fitzes

sometimes permitted themselves to speak with scorn of the
O's and Macs.

II Fiumara f;77ma-ra). [It.] A flooded river,

a mountain torrent ; also the dry bed left by it.

1820 T. S. Hlghes Trav. Sicily II. x. 244 The road was
no more than a fiumara, over which at this time a torrent
from the melted snow was Mowing. 1833 Newman Lett.
(1891) I. 396 We passed various fuimaras .. dry, of course.

1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jml. Geog. Soc.XXIX.
104 The burns .. descending from the upper heights form
fiumaras of considerable extent.

Five (foiv), a. and sb. Forms : 1-2 fif, 3-5 fif,

(3 fifve, 4 fijf, fyf, 5 feyffe, fiffe), 3-4 south, vif,

2-3 south, vyve, 3-6 fyve, 7 Sc. fywe, 3- five.

[Com. Teut. and Aryan : OE. fif, inflected fife
(ME. five, vyve),flfa, fifum ME. fiven, viven) =
OFris. and OS. fif (Du. vijf), OHG. fimf finf
funf (MHG. viinf, mod.Ger. fiinf), ON. fimm
(Sw. and Da. fern), Goth. finif:—OTeut. *fi/nf{i

:—pre-Teut. *pempe, modified by assimilation of

consonants from O Aryan *pen</e, whence Skr.

pafica, Lith. penk), Gr. -nivrt, irfpirf. Tat. quinque,
Olrish cdic, Gaulish pempe, OWelsh pimp (mod.
Welsh pump).]
The cardinal number next after four, represented

by the symbols 5 or V.

A. as adj.

1. In concord with a sb. expressed.
The Five points, (a) the principal points of controversy

between the Calvinists and Arminians, relating to predes-
tination, satisfaction, regeneration, grace, and final persever-
ance

;
(b) the reforms demanded by the ' People's Charter

'

of 1838 (see Charter sb. 1 d). The Five Ports : the Cinque
Ports. TheJive senses, ivits : see the sbs.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xvi. 9 Ne x,e ^ebenceaS )>,rra fif

hlafa and fif busend manna, c 1050 Byrhtfertk"s Handboc
in Anglia (1885) VIII. 298 Nim bas an hund tida &
bas fif & wyrc fif dajas. c 1*50 Gen.

<J-
Ex. 746 Fif

burges wer oor-inne hi tale, 5er-fore it higte pentapolis.

x*97 R. Gi£>uc. (Rolls) 7888 Ac be vif pors of engelond.
1340 Ayenb. 179 Vif binges specialliche destorbej? zobe
ssnffbe. 142a J. Yonge Priv. Pri7>. in Secreta Secret*
(E. E. T. S.) 180 If bou fynde noght fTyue vpberers bat be
lykynge to be. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Man. 268 Lord
Warden of the fiue ports. 1845 Disraeli Sybil (1&62) 182

The national petition . . praying the House to take into

consideration the five points in which the working classes

deemed their best interests involved ; to wit, universal
suffrage, vote by ballot, annual parliaments, salaried mem-
bers, and the abolition of the property qualification.

b. Phrases. 71? know how many (blue) beans

makefive (see Bean 6 d)
; + to come in with {one's)

Jive eggs (see Egg sb. 4).

2. With ellipsis of sb., which may usually be
supplied from context. -\ Aot ojive, in five (parts)

:

see A prep.* 6.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. a Hyra fif wseron dysi^e,
and fif gleawe. c 1*05 Lav. 25891 J>jes bures dure he warp
adun: bat heo to-barst a uiuen. a 1225 Juliana 71 Alle

italde bitale seoue si5e tene & for5re 3et fiue. a 1200 Moral
Ode 28 in Lamb. Horn. 289 Betere his on almesse before
banne ben after vyue. c 1330 King 0/ Tars in Eng. Stud.
XL 33 Him ^ou^t his hert is brast o fiue. 1591 in Nichols
Progr. Q. Eliz. III. 117 In this square they .. played, five

to five, with the handball. 1611 Bible Isa. xxx. 17 At the
rebuke of fiue, shall ye flee. 1823 Byron Juan x. xxxiii,

Thermometers sunk down to ten, Or five, or one, or zero,

b. esp. of the hour of the day, asJive o'clock, etc.

1552 Huloet, Ffiue of the clocke, hora quinta. 1603
Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. ii. 127 Let me haue Claudios head
sent me by fiue. 1737 Pope Hor. Epist. 11. i. 162 A sober
Englishman would knock His servants up, and rise by five

o'clock. 1842 Tennyson W. Waterproof \, How goes the
time? 'Tis five o'clock.

3. Coupled with a higher cardinal or ordinal

numeral following, so as to /orm a compound
(cardinal or ordinal) numeral.
a ioco C&dmon's Gen. 1131 (Gr.) Wintra hafde fif and

hund-teontij. a 1225 Leg. Katk. 2530, I Nouembris mone<5
be fif & twentuSe dai. 1297 R. Glolc. (1724) 3 Fyue and
britti schiren heo maden in Engelonde. 1535 Coverdale
Josh. xiv. 10 Tins daie am 1 fyue and foure score yeare
olde. 1579 Fulke Heskins'1 Pari. 382 The fiue and twen-
tieth Chapter proceedeth vpon the same text. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. in. ii. 16, I swam ere I could recouer the shore, fiue

and thirtie Leagues off and on. 1786 Burns Cry to Scotch
Represent, xxiv, Now, ye chosen Five-and-Forty, May
still your mither's heart support ye.

4. = Fifth i and 2.

r 1550 R. Wever Lusty Juvenilis in Hazl. Dodsley II.

04 Read the Five to the Galatians. 1660 Bloome Archit.
B, The five part of one such part.

B. as sb.

1. The abstract number five.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xix. cxviii. (1495) 022
One done to foure makyth the seconde odde nombre, that

is the nombre of fiue and hyghte Quinarius. 1876 Mason
Eng. Gram. (ed. 21) § 62 note, We say ' twice five is ten'.

2. A set of five things, a. Cards and Dominos.
A card or domino marked with five pips.

1674 Cotton Gamester vi. 80 The Deuces, Treys, Fours,
and Fives. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod- Hoyle 81 Suppose
your hand consists of a four, five, and six of spades. Ibid.

95 The next player then plays f to the single five.

b. Cricket. A hit ior which five runs are scored.

1859 All Year Round No. 13. 306 The loose balls we hit

for fours and fives.

3. //. t a- **fiv€ cards ;
see C 2.

1674 Cotton Gamester 150 All-fours is play'd in Kent,
and Fives in Ireland.

b. The five fingers ; also, bunch cf Jives : the

fist, the hand; to use one's) Jives : to fight with

(one's) fists. Afives (slang) : a street fight(Karmer).
1825 C. M. Wistmacott Eng. Spy I. 290 With their

bunch of fives. 1837 I^ICKENS Pt'cku: ii, Smart chap that

cabman—handled his fives well. 1863 Reade Hard Cash
xxxiv, Now look at that bunch of fives.

c. ',See Fives 2
.)

4. + a. //. Five-penny nails, b. //. Gloves,

shoes, etc., of the fifth size. c. Short iorfive-pound

note. d. //. Short iorfive-per-cents.

a. 1629 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp. Canterb., For one
hundred of flues ar.d one hundred of sixes, xj<r*.

b. 16. . Description of Love (1629^ / toned a Lasse, Her
wast exceeding small, The fiues did fit her shooe. Alod.
What size gloves does she take? Fives.

C- 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, Want change for a five.

i860 F. W. Robinson Grandmother's Money II. iv. iii. 290
I'll bet ten to one in fives upon it.

d. 1848 Thackeray Ian. Fair xx, Look .. what the

French fives were when I bought for the account.

C. Comb.
1. a. Combined with sbs., forming adjs., as five-

acty -bar
y
-card, -day, -guinea, -minute, -pound,

-storey, -wheel, -year-old.

1882 L. Tennvson in Daily Nnvs 10 Oct. (1892) 2/2 The
contrast of action that can be provided in a busy "five-act

tragedy full of incident. 1709 Steele Toiler No, 37 r 2

[She] moves as if she were on her Nag, and going to take

a *Five-Bar Gate. 1823 Ryron Juan vm. Iv, So was his

blood stirr'd ..As is the hunter's at the five-bar gate.

1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle 81 No hand in *five-

card cribbage can be made to count so many. 1850 Mrs.
IIrowning Poems I. 256 God's *five-day work he would
accept. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4208/3 A Purse, with 3 'Five-
Guinea Pieces. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch fy Clockm. 224
*Five minute repeaters give after the hour the number of five

minutes past it. 1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2626/4, 100/. in Old
Gold and "Five Pound Pieces. x8o6 T. S. Surr Winter in

Loud. III. 255, I have inclosed you afive pound bank note.

1887 Roy. Proclam. in Standard 18 May 3/2 Every Five

pound Piece should have .. our effigy. 1679 Exec. Bury
6 Four * Five-shilling pieces they will afford for Fifteen

shillings good Money. 1870 Ramsay Remin. vi. (ed. 18)

202 He dropped . . a five-shilling-piece. 1769 Si, James'
Chron. 10-11 Aug. 3/4 *Ftve-year-olds 9 st. 1892 Daily
News 26 Feb. 5/7 Taylor saw Robinson pick up a five-year-

old girl.

b. In parasynthetic adjs. with suffix -ei> 2
, as

five-barred, -beaded, -cornered, -Joilcd, -lobed,

-pointed, -rayed, -toed, -toothed.

1733 Swift On Poetry 15 A founder'd horse will oft

debate Before he tries a *five-barr'd gate. 1820 Clare
Rural LAfe (ed. 3) 177 The five-barr'd gate with ease

they leap. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's Field 186 The tender

pink *five-beaded baby-soles. 1483 Cath. Angl. lyi'i *Fyve
cornerd, pentagonum. 1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus
iii, The circular branches of the Oak . . five-cornered in the

tender annual sprouts, i860 Riskin Mod. Paint. V. vi.

vii. § 13 The *five-foiled star. 1823 Crabb Techn. Diet.,

*Five-lobed, qninquelobatns. 1777 Pennant Zool. IV. 54
Asterias [Beaded] .. smooth above the aperture; below
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^five-pointed. 180a Binglev Anim. Biog. (1813") III. 435
The. ."five-rayed star-fish. 1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (c 1865)

II. 82/1 The "five-toed or pentadactyle structure. 1877 84

F. E. Hulme Wild Ft. p. vii, Calyx tubulate, * five-toot tied.

C. In parasynthetic sbs. with suffix -er 1 (chiefly

colloq.), denoting individuals of a certain rank or

size, asJive-boater, -master, -rater.

1887 Pall Mall G. 25 July 2/1 The iron-sheathed five-

masters the Agtncourt and the Minotaur. 1889 Century
Did., Five-boater, a whaling-vessel carrying five boats

;

a large whaler. 189a Daily News 24 May 2/6 The new
Gosport five-rater.

d. Comb, in advbl. sense ( = in five parts) with

pa. pples., imitating scientific L. words with

quinque- or quinqui-,
1823 Crabb Techn. Diet., Five-cleft, quinquefidus. Ibid.

Five-parted, quinquepartitns.

2. Special comb., as five-acre, a piece of land

consisting of five acres ; f five-cards (see quot.")

;

five-corner(s {Austral.), the fruit of Styphelia

tHJlora, or the plant itself; + five-double a., (a)

five-fold ; (J>)
consisting of five twice over ; also

adv. ; five-finger exercise, a piece of music
written for the purpose of affording practice in the

movement of the fingers in pianoforte playing

;

five-finger-tied a. {nonce-wd.), ?tied with all the

fingers of the hand
; f five-foot = Five-finger 2 ;

five-lined a., consisting of or marked with five

lines, esp. of a parliamentary 'whip' with five

underlinings to denote urgency ; five-maled a.,

nonce-wd. having five male organs or stamens,

pentandrous ; Five-mile Act, an act passed in

1665 forbidding Non-conformist teachers who re-

fused to take the non-resistance oath, to come
within five miles of any town, etc. ; flve-per-

cents., stock or shares paying five per cent, interest

on their nominal value
; f five-piece, a five-pound

piece ; five-score, rarely used for ' a hundred'

(Shaks.) ; five-stroke {Billiards), a stroke by

which five points are scored ; five-yearly a., cele-

brated every five years, quinquennial. Also, five-

o'clock (see A. 2 b), used attrib, in five-o'clock

tea (colloq- shortened a Jive o'clock).

1863 Tennyson Grandfather xx, Harry is in the *five-

acre. 1674 Cotton Gamester 123 "Five Cards is an Irish

fame. .There are but two can play at it, and there are dealt

ve cards apiece. 1888 Boldrewood Robbery under Arms
xxxiii. You won't turn a *five-corner into aquince. .dig and
water as you like. 155a Huloet, "Ffyue double, quincuf>lex.

159: Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 1103 O fair, five-double

Round. 1594 ^nd Report Dr. Faustus xxviii in Thorns
Prose Rom. (1828) III. 103 Every archer being five double
furnished. 1606 Shaks. Tr.fyCr.\.'\\. 157 And with another
knot *fiue finder-tied, The fractions of her faith, .are bound
to Diomed. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), * Five-foot [printed
foor] or Star-fish. 1659 Torriano, Stellione, the star-fish, or
*five-fojt-fish. 1787 Sir J. Hawkins Johnson 418 Roubi-
liac called for paper, and scored thereon a few *five-lincd

staves. 1884 L'Pool Mercury 18 Feb. 5 '6 The following
five-lined whip . . has been issued to members, a 1794 Sir
W. Jones Tales (1807) 171 This *five-mal'd single-femal'd

flow'r. 1671 Marvell Reh. Transp. I. Wks. fGrosart' III.

224, I thought he deserved to be within the ' *five-mile Act
',

and not to come within that distance of any corporation.

1689 Apol. Failures Walker's Actus. 24 Five-mile-Acts.

1871 Ld. Shaftesbury in Hodder Life(i$86) III. 307 *Five
o'clock tea, that pernicious, unprincipled and stomach-ruining
habit. 188a Wore. Exhib. Catal. Hi. 4 Five o'clock tea sets in

fine porcelain. 1886 Punch 16 Jan. 36/2 Ladies invite their

friends to 'a five-o'clock'. 1667 Pepys Diary 21 Sept., This
day also came out first the new *five-pieces in gold, coined

by the Guiny Company. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxii,

'How well he made that * five stroke, eh?' 1618 Bolton
Florus 11. vii. (1636) 114 This proclamation was made .. at

the Quinquennal, or *five-yeerely playes.

t Five, V, Obs. [f. prec] a. In the game of

Five-cards: To Jive it (see quot.). b. trans.

{nonce-use.) To count by fives.

1674 Cotton Gamester xiii. 123 Before you play, ask
whether lie will five it, if he speaks affirmatively turn up
the next Card of the Pack under that first turn'd up, and
that must be trumps ; if not play it out, 1769 R. Wood
Ess. Homer, Lang, fy Learning, When therefore I say that

he Jived them I take the liberty of coining a word.. cor-

responding precisely with the old Greek term \*t*n.
,n6.a<xrtax\.

Fi*ve-fi:nger. [OE. J/jfingre wk.fem. (sense

1), f. J/J Five + Finger.]

1. A name for various plants, a. The cinque-

foil {Potentilla reptans and other species\ b. The
oxlip {Primula elalior). c. Lotus corniculatus.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 123 Ac ceowe hwytes cuduwys
saed & fiffingran a: Ice dsj ser he etan. a 1825 Forby Voc,

E. Anglia 114 Five-fingers, oxlips, primula elatior. 1843
S. Judd Margaret III. 1,1851) II. 295 The leaves of the five-

finger draw together to shelter the flower when it rains.

1866 Treas. Bot„ Five-fingers, potentilla reptans and
canadensis.

2. A popular name for a species of star-fish.

1678 Phillips, Five-finger, a Fish resembling a Spur-
rowel, which gets into Oysters, when they open and sucks
them out. 185a Hawthorne Scarlet L, xv. (1883) 213
She . . made prize of several five-fingers.

+ 3. Card-playing. The five of trumps. Also
five-fingers. Obs.
1611 Chapman May-Day v. ii. Wks. 1873 II. 400, I. .lost it

[the set] hauing the varlet and the flue finger to make two
tricks. 1674 Cotton Gamester xiii. 123 The five fingers

{alias, five of trumps) is the best Card in the pack.

4. Comb, five-finger-grass = 1 a.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 398 In English Cinkefoile..

and five finger grasse, or five leafed grasse. 1879 Prior
Plant-n., Five-finger-grass or Five-leaf, a plant so called

from its five leaflets, potentilla reptans.

Hence Five-fingering vbl. sb. (sec quot.).

1889 A. T. Pask Eyes Thames 58 They go out ' five-

fingering ', i. e. catching star-fish for manure.

Five-fingered, a. [f. Five + Finger + -ed 2
.]

Having five divisions more or less resembling the

fingers of the hand. Five-fingered grass — Five-

finger 1 a. Five-fingered root (see quot. 1746).
156a Turner Herbal 11. 110 b, Cinkfoly or fyuefyngred

grasse. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lvi. 83 Cinquefoyle is called

..in English.. of some. . Fiuefingred-grasse. 1746-HowKLL
in Phil. Tians. XLIV. 228, I found it to be the Oenanthe
aquafica cicutx facie of Lobel which-. is called by the
inhabitants [of Pembrokeshire] five-finger 'd Root.

Fivefold (faivfiJuld), a. and adv. Forms : 1-3

fiffeald, ^fifeald), 2 3 fiffald. -fold, 6 fivefolde,

-fould, 7- fivefold. [OE. J/ffeald, f. J/J Five +
-_/W</-F0LD.] A. adj.

1. Consisting of five together, comprising five

things or kinds.
c 1000 ./Elfric Gram, (Z.1 284 Quinarius, fiffeald. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 75 Heore fif-fa!de mihte horn wes al binumen.
c 1200 Ormin 7836 Himm blrrb off all hiss sinne beon
purrh fiffald pine clensedd. 1601 Shaks. 'Pivcl. N. 1. v. 313
1'hy tongue, thy face, thy limbes, actions, and spirit. Do
giue thee fine-fold blazon. 16x4 Qiarles fob 11717) 183
He hath torn me with the five-fold knot Of his sharp
scourge, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 398 He pronounces a
five-fold woe on the five great sins of the Chaldsans.

2. Five times as great or numerous
;
quintuple.

1557 Records Whetst. \\ ij, Quintupla. 5 to 1 : 10 to 2 .

.

Fiuefolde. i6i»-i;> Up. Hall Contempt. O. T. hi. v, All

the brethren are intertained bountifully, but Benjamin hath
a fiue-fold portion. 1830 Bektham in Westm. Rev. X.\\\.

431 As the quantity of business-time is five-fold, so is the
quantity of delay-time five-fold.

B. adv. In five-fold proportion.

1571 Digges Pantom. iv. xxv. Hh, The diameter of this

body is fiuefolde in power greater than the side of his

inscribed Cube. 1885 Manch. Exam. 20 July 6/1 London
itself has increased fivefold since the century began.

Hence Fivefold v. rare, trans. To quintuple.
1858 Bushnell Serm. New Life 165 The capacity of

religion may be five-folded.

Five-leaf. Forms : 1 fiflSafe, 3 fiflef. 4
flvelef, 5 filife, 6 fyvelefe, 7 fiveleafe. [OE.

Jifiiaje wk. fern., f. J/J Five + tiaj Leaf.] The
plant cinqnefoil {Potentilla reptans).

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 72 pa wyrt be hatte fifieafe.

c 1265 Gloss. Names Plants in Ret. Ant. I. 36/2 Quinque-
folium. .fiflef. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 645 PeniifoHum,
filife. 156a Turner Herbal 11. nob, Quinquefolium is

named in . . English . . herbe fyuelefe. 1579 LaNGHAM Card.
Health, Fiueleafe. The root boyled in water, .helpeth the

raging ach of the teeth. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Five-leaf,

the potentilla reptans, from its five leaflets.

Fi;ve-leaved, a. [f. Five + Leaf + -ed 2.]

Having five leaves.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus Hi. 155 The five-leaved

flowers of Henbane. 1698 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX.
316 Five leaved Mock-Mustard. 1704. Loud. Gaz. No.
4068/4 Two five Leav'd Lacker'd Screens.

b. Fivt-lcaved grass = Five-leaf.
1526 Crete Herbal cccxlvii, Peenthafilon is an herbe

called fyue leued. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. Ivi. 83 Cinque-
foyle is called, .of some FyueleauedGrasse. 1614 Makkham
Cheap Husb. 1. (i66S> Table Words, Quinque-folio . . is that

Herb which is called Five-leaved Grass. 1884 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Five-leaved grass, or Potentilla reptans.

Fiveling (farvlirj). [f. as prec. + -ling, dim.

suffix.] ' A twin crystal consisting of five indi-

viduals' {Cent. Diet').

Fivepence (farV| pens). Also colloq. Fippence.

[f. Five + Pence.] a. A sum of money, equal in

value to five pennies. Phrase. Asfine as fivepence:

see Fine a. 16. b. US. The value of 5 cents or

2\d. {Cent. Diet.).

iFivepenny (foi'vpani), a. [f. Five a. + Penny.]
Valued at or amounting to fivepence. A five-
penny rate, tax : one at fivepence in the pound.

Fiver (ibi-vai). colloq. [f. Five + -er 1
.]

1. A five-pound note. In U.S. a five-dollar note.

1853 Whyte Melville Digby Grand i, Spooner .. loses

a five-pound note, or, as he calls it, a fiver. 1894 Doyle
S. Holmes 62 I'll lay you a fiver . . that . . you will never
. .hear from him again.

2. Anything that counts as five (as a hit for

five at cricket).

3. Thieves' slang. A fifth (term of imprisonment).
187a Daily Neius 27 Apr. 3/4 They announced that they

were in for a ' fiver' or a ' sixer", according to the number
of their visits to a particular gaol.

t Fives '. Obs. =AVIVE3.
1596SHAKS. Tam.Shr.ui. ii. 54 His horse, .past cure ofthe

Fiues. 1639 T. De Gray Compl. Horse/u. 79 This terme.

Avives we nave also gotten from the French, .secundum
vntgus, it is called the Fives or Vives.

Fives 2 (fsivz). [pi. of Five sb., used as sing.
The reason for the name is obscure. The conjecture that

the game may originally have been played by five persons on
each side appears to be unsupported by evidence ; the 16th.

c. game of Bord and Cord (see quot. s. v.) is stated to have
been on one occasion played ' five against five

'
; but the

two games had apparently nothing in common except that
they were games of ball played with the hands. The slang

use of fives for the hand (see Five B 3 b) has not been
found until long after the appearance of the name
of the game; otherwise it would afford a plausible ex-

planation: cf. Fr. j'ert de paume, which originally denoted
hand-tennis, though afterwards transferred to the later

tennis played with rackets. The statement common in

Diets., that the name was given ' because three fives, or

fifteen, are counted to the game', is unsatisfactory: the
number of 'points' in the Eton game is 15, but they are

not divided into groups of five, and in other varieties there

are 11, 20, or 25 points.]

1. A game in which a ball is struck by the hand
against the front wall of a three-sided court. A
variety of the game, in which a wooden bat is used,

is called bat-fives.

1636 Div. Trag. lately acted 8 He had a purpose, .to goe
on the Lords day., to play at a sport, called fiues. 1726
Amherst Terrse Fit. xxxiv. (1741J 179 The old ball-court,

where I have had many a game at fives. 1801 Strutt
Shorts fy Past n. iii. 88 Hand-tennis, .is now called fives.

1862 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe xxxv, The little man was
playing at fives against the bare wall.

2. attrib. and Comb., a.* fives-ball, -bat, -player;

fives-court, a prepared court where the game of

fives is played ; alsu collect, for the persons who
frequent a fives-court.

1825 in Hone Every Day Bk. I. 863 I made the first

*fives-ball. 1857 Hcgiiks Tom Brcnvn 1. ix. (1871) 184

A favourite old *fives'-bat. 1822 Hazutt Tab/e-t. I. ix.

205 Cavanagh was the admiration of all the *fives-courts.

1819 Sporting Mag. III. 210 Cavanagh, the famous hand
"fives-player.

Fivesome ,'fbi-vs#m), a. andquasi-^. Sc. Also

4 fiff-sum. [f. Five + -home.] Five in all, five

together.

»375 Barbour Bruce vi. 149 Fiff-sum in the furd he slew.

?i6.. Ballad, Kinmout Willie 11 They guarded him five-

some on each side.

+ Fi've-square, ci. and sb. Obs. [f. Five
after the logically correct Jour-square; cf. three-

square^
A. adj. Having five (equal) sides ; equilaterally

pentagonal.
1552 Huloet, Ffiue square, quinquangulus. 1560 Bible

(Genev.) 1 Kings vi. 31 The vpper postc & side postes

were fiue square. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden lxiii,

The seed-vessel, when it is ripe is formed five square.

B. sb. A (regular) pentagon.
1587 Golding De Mornay xv. 241 Afiuesquare conteineth

both a Fowersquare, and a Triangle.

Hence Fi've-squared///. a. = Five-squake A.

1535 Coverdale i Kings vi. 31 He made two dores ..

with fyue squared postes. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 7 The
twytjges [of Broome] are roughe and fiuesquared,

Fi:ve-twe*nty. U.S. Used attrib. in Five-

twenty bonds (or shortly five-twenties), certain

bonds issued by the U.S. government in 1862,

1S64, and 1865; so called from being redeemable

at any time aftery?^ years from date of issue and
payable in full at the end of twenty years.

1886 in Wkbster Suppl.

Fivety, obs. form of Fifty.

Fix (fiks), sb. See also Fixes, [f. the vb. ; the

senses have no mutual connexion.]

1. (orig. U.S.) A position from which it is diffi-

cult to escape a 'tight place'; adifficulty,dilemira,

predicament.
1839 Marryat Diary Amcr. Ser. 1. II. 166 The Ameri-

cans are never at a loss when they are in afix. 1842 Bar-
ham Ingot. Leg., St. Medard, A Stranger there, Who
seem'd to have got himself into a fix. 1854 E. Forbes
Let. in Wilson and Geikie Life xiv. 532 The Scottish au-
thorities have run me into a fix. 1873 Black Pr. Thuie
vii. 101 And is this the fix you wish me to help you out of?

2. The material used for lining a puddling-fur-

nace ; fettling.

1871 Trans. Amer. Inst. Mining Eng. I. 327 In puddling
30 percent, less ' fix 'was required. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss. 35 Fettle or line with a fix or fettling, consisting of

ore scrap and cinder.

f Fix, a. (and adv.). Obs. [ad. L. Jtx-tts, pa.

pple. oijTgfre to fix, fasten ; the immediate source

may have been OY.fix (13th c. in Hatzf.). Cf. mod.

Y.fixe (16th c.in Littre), Sp.fijo {earlierfixo) t
Pg.

fixo, It.fisso.]

A. adj. —Fixed in various senses: a. As ap-

plied to the stars, b. Firmly placed or settled
;

not easily moved ; not liable to fluctuation or

change. C. Of a substance : Not volatile.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus \. 298 His fixe and depe impres-

sion. C1391 — Astrol. II. § 3 heading, The sterres fixe.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 235 With eye fyx looke on his

visage. ^ 1449 Pecock Repr. 393 Curatis . . schulden haue

a stable fix endewing of lyflode. c 153a Dewes Introd. Fr.

in Palsgr. 1054 All the starres fixe. 1660 tr. Paracelsus'

Archidoxes 1. x. 142 Take then the fix Element that re-

mained after the separation ofthe Three Imperfect Elements.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 5188 Those Salts being rendered

so fix, that by a gentle fire they are not so much as at

all moved.

B. adv. Fixedly, steadily.

1601 T. Wright Passions (1621)305 Why cannot many
abide that you looke fixe in their eies.

Fix (fiks), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. fixed (fikst).

[Ultimately f. L. Jtx-us (see Fix a.), pa. pple. of

Jigere to fix, fasten. The proximate origin is un-

certain: it may have been an Eng. formation on
34-2



FIX.

Fix a., or ad. med.L. fixdre or F. fixer (if the

latter existed in 15th c. ; Hatzf. quotes Montaigne

c 1590 for the earliest known use). Cf. Sp. fijar

(earlier fixar),Yg.fixar, It. fissare

The earliest recorded use is 'to fix (one s eyes) upon an

object': this is the oldest and still the most prominent

appUca ion of the corresponding verb in Italian, and it

-iiroears in Du Cange's only example of med.L. fixare.

The use n alchemy is nearly as old n Eng. ; it is found in

the Romanic langs. and in the med.Lat. writers on alchemy
the Romanic g .

Rolll,rlum ,_ while in Romanic the

verb has only the senses derived from L. fixus, it was in

Fng taken as the representative of L. figere, superseding

the earlier Ficche, and (in some applications) Bast and

Fasten vbs.]

I. To make firm or stable.

1 trans. To fasten, make firm or stable in posi-

tion; to place, attach, or insert and secure against

displacement. Const, in, on, to, etc.

To fix bayonets (Mil.)! to attach them to the mouth of

%ma
tol^Vcarots ,5« C. (Percy So..) vL 6, I thou,, in

mynd I schuld ay fynd The wehle of for.unal. fyxyd fas

1489 Barbour's Bruce (F.dm. MS.) x. 402 lhan I'ddens

.^aid ane clap, quhen the cruchet Wes fixit I'^text
festnyt] fast in the kyrnell. .548 Hall Chron. .6c His

head to be fixed on a poole. .634 Sir 1. Herbert

Trav. 3<3 The Hats .. hang . . (by clawes fixed to their

wings ) 1659 B. Harris ParivaTs Iron Age 39 I he Forts
*

could not . hinder them from fixing their cluches in the

flat country. .665 Hooke Microgr P"0 >1, * '""g both

the Glass and Object to the Pedestal. 1694 Act
.
Si . : /.ate

Voy .1 17..) 5 We fixed our Ship with Ice-hooks to a large

Icefield .772 Franklin Exficr. Wks. .887 IV. 5°? I"

Philadelphia
7

I had such a rod fixed to the tor
>

o my
clrmnev 1842 Tennyson Gardeners Dai,. 126 Holding

the bush, to fix it back, she stood. .86. 1'yndall GUie. I.

xxvii. 2.0 The last stake being fixed, the faces of the men

were turned homeward. 189* Law I imcsAep.LXV. 582/1

The posts of the gantry stand on planks, and are fixed

thereto by iron dogs and dowels.

+ b. To fix thefoot oxfooting : to obtain or take

a sure foothold, lit. ix&fig. Obs. (Cf. Fasten v. 1,

mi hut. figere gradum.)
,58, Stanvhurst Aeneis III. (Arb.) 8, He slutted, apaled ,

And lixt his footing. 1607 Shaks. Cor .. Vlll. 4F1J
:

thy

foot. .641 J. Jackson True Evang I. II. 9|
rhe more

weary [the Oxe] is, the more strong doth he fixe his foot-

ing, .654 ir. Martini's Couq. China 52 The Tartars could

never fix a foot in China. .68. Dkvden St. Friar I. 1,
,

I 11

plant my colours down In the mid-breach, and by them

fix my foot. ... ,,,

+ e. To affix 'a seal), attach (a codicil) to. Obs

,568 Grafton ChroH. II. .73 All the Nobilitie of Scotland

..entered into bond . . whereunto were fixed their severe

seales Ibid. 434 To be fixed as a Scedule to his last will

and testament. .776 Trial 0/ Nundocomar 114/1, 1 have

seen him. .wet two. .papers, and fix his seal to them.

d. In immaterial sense: To attach firmly; to

impiant securely (principles, etc.).
...

„.e,3 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.Anrel. xxxvin. (1539)

70 As sone as the goddes haue gyuen theim a doughter,

forthwith they ought to fyxe in theyr hartes a newe remem-

braunce. .67! J. I acy Dumb Lad, To Rdr You are fixed

to the freehold never to be parted. 17.1 Budgeli. Sped.

No H0F4, I resolved .. to fix his Face in my Memory.

.789 W. BiciAN Do,,,. Med. (.790) 25 Early application

often fixes in the mind an aversion to books. 185s Bain

Senses t, Int. 11.. i. § 5 While the mind is elsewhere, theie

is no progress in fixing them [lessons].

e. To 'fasten' (an imputation, responsibility,

etc.) on a person.

.66s Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) I>ed. Aiij b, The worst

Reproach, Malice .. can fix upon your Name. 1694 Ace.

Sweden 00 The Odium, .was easily fix d upon the Ministers.

1744 Berkeley Siris 9 353 It will not seem just to fix the

imputation of Atheism upon those philosophers. .809

Scott Earn. Lett. 10 Sept.(.894 i I. 148 EU« fixes on me an

article about Miss Edgeworth s Tales.

f. intr. for refl. To become firmly attached or

implanted ; to adhere to. lit. una fig. ? Obs.

1682 D'Urfey Butler's Ghost 15S For, salve the matter

how you will, I fix to my Narration still. 1715 Desaguliers

Fires lm*r. 43 'they pass over them, without fixing to

them 1748 Richardson Clarissa (.8..) VII. 29° Pre-

judices in disfavour of a person at his first appearance,

fix deeper.. than prejudices in favour.

2. To secure from change, vacillation or wander-

ing ; to give stability or constancy to (the mind,

thoughts, affections, purposes).

.604SHAKS. Oth. v. i. 5 Thiuke on that . .
fixe most firme

thy Resolution. .605 Bacon Adv. Learn. II. xi. §3 Images

are said by the Roman church to fix the cogitations ot

them that pray before them. 1641 Fuller Holy f, I rof. s.

111. xxi. 212 A constant impression of Gods omnipresence is

an excellent way to fix mens souls. 1793 Object, to It ar

Examined t, Refuted 37 What other system is likely to fix

vourflucluatingopinionst 185.D1XON W. f'tnuxm. (1872)

.41 At length his mind began to fix itself. 187S M' Laren

Sen,,. Ser. 11. vii. 120 Thy tremulous and vagrant soul shall

be braced and fixed.

b. To make (a person) constant in attachment.

Const, to, in. 1 Obs.

i7.o Prideaux Orig. Tithes Reasons for Bill 7 They are

seldom well fixed to Virtue and sober Behaviour. 1738

Johnson London .45 How . Can surly virtue hop, to fa

a friend? .747 in Col. Rec. Pennsylv.V. .53 Jo improve

this favourable opportunity for fixing these Indians in the

English Interest. \W Fielding Tom Jones xvlil.xn, Can

the man who is in possession of these be '"constant? Im-

possible ! . .they would fix a Dor.mant .790 Jane:

Austen

Pride * Prej. vi, If a woman conceals her affection, from

the object of it, she may lose the opportunity of fixing

him.

268

C. To settle immovably the purpose or convic-

tion of (a person). Const, to with inf. ; also on,

for, against. Now only in passive.

.67. Milton .SViotsot! 1481, 1 am fixed not to part hence

without him. .697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 126 They

challenge, and encounter Breast to Breast ; So fix d
,

on

Fame 1700 — Eables, Ceyx tr Alcyone 48 If fate has fix d

thee obstinate to sail. .701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 111. 50

Marcus was fixt upon taking him. 1766 J-ranklin Let.

Wks. 1887 III. 456 The ministry are fixed for us. .856

Darwin in Life H, Lett. (1887) II. 68, 1 am fixed against any

'"tdTwith complement : To render unchangeably

(so and so). Obs.(so ana so;, wi's.

1726 W. R. Ciietwood Adv. Boyle fr Castelman^a this

Interview had fix'd my Heart intirely hers. 1744 S. Fielding

David Simple (ed. 2) I. 44 The Girl was commanded .
.

to re-

ceive him in such a manner, as to fix him hers. 1777 "•"
Eliza Warwick I. 238 That important one lsc. dayJ which

fixed me wretched for ever.
.

3. To direct steadily and unwaveringly, lasten,

set' (one's eyes, attention, affections, etc.) on, upon,

+ to (an object).
,

c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems 35 Hyr eyen she fixethe on

him 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxx. xix, Specially I

gyve toTiu a charge To fyxe your love, for to be WW
and stable Upon your lady. .593 Shaks. 2 Hen I I 1.

ii. 5 Why are thine eyes fixt to the sullen earth ? .665

Sir T. Herbert Trav. (.677) 44 Could but these Idolaters

fix their mind upon Heaven. 1709 Berkeley Tk. Vision

S 83 The more we fix our sight on any one object. 1792

G. Washington Lett. Writ. .89. XII. 197 The enemy s

attention would be less fixed to it. .80. Mar. Edgeworth

Moral T. 11816) I. viii. 60 The hand, upon which every eye

was fixed. .866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 173 We fix at.ent.on

on a single fundamental problem. _ _

b absol To concentrate one s attention or mind

on. Also intr. for refl. .said of the eyes, atten-

tion, etc.).
,

,

_
,663 Gf.rbier Counsel E vija, You .could not suffer your

Eyes to fix on slight objects. 1690 Locke Hum. L'nd. 11.1.

vi § 28 In most other bodies, not propagated by Seed, lis

the Colour we most fix on, and are most led by. 17*°

Johnson Idler No. 97 P 7 He will find nothing [in these

books] on which attention can fix.
, . ,

c Of an object of vision or thought : lo nvtt ,

attract and hold fast (the eye, the attention, etcA

.752 Hist. Jack Connor I. 23. The Major gave a loud

He'm, and having fix'd Sangfroid's Eyes, call d out, [ett.]

.78. J. Moore View SeX. It. (.79°) I- *': 437 !»»' admi-

ration is fixed by the animated equestrian statue. .792

C Smith Desmoid I. 53 There is not in the world another

Isubiectl that really fixes my attention an instant. .823

'bvronAS .v. ,iT, A shrink would fix The eve upon us

seeming crucifix. .888 Bryce Amer. Commw. II. xlvL 206

That which chiefly fixes his attention is the influence of

a State Victory on an approaching national contest.

d. To make (the eyes, features, etc.) motionless

or rieid (as in death).' Also intr. for refl.

,8. T Shelley Prometh. Unb.l. 600
,
Fix those tortured

orbs in peace and death. .842 Punch II. 20 Ere death her

charms should fix. .877 W. G Wills Love that Kills xxi.

Her heart stops, and her eyes fix. .... :„j,

e To make (a person) motionless with astonish-

ment or other feeling, to hold spellbound.

,664 J. Wilson A. Comnenius 1. 1, She fixt me, Ducas.

,' /.,/,„/ Sedlcv II. 76 Paulmus was fixed in astonish-S .to/Helen 0/ Glenross IV. .8 At the first view of

her I was fixed in admiration. ,..,•. „ fl„lj|t„
4 a trans. To deprive of volatility or fluidity.

Orig 'in Alchemy, to fasten a volatile spirit or essence by

combination Uh. tangible solid or fluid :,also .0 render

(mercury) solid by combination with some other sub-

"fifc-TO Bk Quintessence .5 Also it is needeful bat he
:

vse

oftfgood wiyn at his mete and at be soper, in be which be

fixid bVs essence of gold as I ttuW. Jou to. M7- R'r"
Co,«rAlch. Ep. in Ashm. (.652) .15 Dyssolve, Dystill,

Sublvme . . and Fyxe, With Aquavite. .698 tRVER A*.

E/nd tit P. 53 The Earth . . penetrating the ratified

Cut cle, fixes the Humours by intercepting ">eir free con-

course. .700 Astry tr. Saavedra-I axardo I. 42 He will

have a fancv .0 fix Mercury .702 C. Mather««*. «.

.

11 vii (1852) .45 The animal spints are .. fixed with acid,

bilious venemous ferments in the blood. .7.7 I,elding

LoSe n Sev. Masaues v. x, Women, like qu.CKSilver are

never fixed till they are dead f*
Chenevixiu >WL

Trans. XCV. ... Mercury can be hxed,. by plat.na.885

Hfrvey tr Behrens' Microsc. in Bot. ill. § i. '78 the cell

wail becomes rigid, and the protoplasm with slight con-

"^'ln)r
R

Tol'refi. To lose volatility or fluidity;

to become firm, rigid, or solidified ; to congeal, set

.626 *™p^1^$£*r™WZ ,t' fig's

pres
n

,'d

n
juic°e "infu^" »i> curd] coagulates tie

hquid stream Sudden the fluids fix. 1777 Robertson Hut
Amer. "778) I. I». 3=8 The blood fixes and congeals in

°5™ra»i. To make (a colour, a drawing, photo-

graphic image, etc.) fast or permanent.

Sms Hoo^Wicrogr. 79 Colours .. capable of being, .fixt

with several kinds ot Saline menstrnums .7S0 «*»"£
Let. Wks. 1887 II. .70 This color, given, by the flash froin

two iars only, will wipe off, but four jars fix It. .B4S

Mh^urn Z' Feb. 203 'fhe first who succeeded in fixing

the images taken by the camera. .8S9 Gi-llick & 1
imbs

Paint. 3.6 There is no satisfactory method of fixing pastel

rnintings .875 tr. Vogets Chem. Light 1. 6 No means were

then known tc.make the pictures durable .. or as we now

saVi to fix them. __ _ . >.\

+ b. To set down in writing (F. fixer par (crtt).

,630 Caft. Smith Trav. Ded. Wks. (.884) 808 Sir Robert

Cotfon . . requested me to fix the whole course of my passages

FIX.

in a booke. .656 Xorth's Plutarch, Add. Lives 76 The

Laws.. (on Paper fixt).. pass the Seas.

C. To give permanent form to (evanescent

"2.8m?Lamb Acting o/Munden O for the power of the

pencifto have fixed them when I awoke !

6 a. To force into or overtake m a positionlrom

which escape is difficult; to 'corner', 'nail', lit.

a
.7i6 Lediard Life Marlborough 4c6 It was his opinion.

.

that they should fix the Rebels at Preston. .74. Richard,

son Pamela (.742) III. 37* As
J
entered one Koomhe went

into another. .At last I fixed him speaking to Rachel.

b. To hold (a person) engaged or occupied, so

as to prevent his leaving the spot.

,668 Ethekedge She Would if She Could 1. 11, \\ hen

Mr. Courtal has fixed 'em with a beer-glass or two he

intends to steal away. .764 Foote Patrm I. W ks .799

I. ,34 Fix the old fellow so that she may not be miss d.

c To fix (a person) with one s eyes : to direct

upon him a steady gaze from which he cannot

escape. ......
Cf V.fixer avec lecil, condemned by I ittre as incorrect.

,792 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 27 June, Mrs.Wells .. fixed

he/eyes on Mrs. Crewe. .Mrs. Crewe fixed her ,n return

wi h a firm, composed . . look .879 F. W. Robinson Coward

Cense 111. xix, Ursula .. 'fixed' Mrs. Coombes with a

steady, searching stare. ,894 Mm. H. Ward Marcella I.

.42 lUarcella fixed him with her bright frank eyes

d Of the eyes : To arrest (an object of vision

with the gaze, i.e. to have a steady vision of it.

,79. Mad D'Arblay Diary 4 Jan. 1.842* V. 211 His eyes

..could not fix any object steadily
..„,.._!

+ 7. Totransfix. [After L. figere.] Obs taie .

,638 G. Sandys Job xx. in Divine P. 27 While from the

raging sword he vlinely flyes, A Bow of Steele shall fixe

his trembling thighes.

II. To place definitely.

8 To place in a definite and more or less per-

manent position ; to set, station. To fix uf : to

fce

.lo8
P
GRAFTON Citron. II. 18 The Citizens .

.
fixed on his

VIII so8 The Glory I take in seeing your Name fixt in the

Frontispiece .766 Goli.sm. Vie. IV. xvi It [a picture] was

so very targe thaTwe had no place in the house to fix it.

.768 Steen .Sent. Journ. (.7t|)1I- '99 The beds were

fixed up .. near the fire. ,796 T. Twining Trav Amer

(,894) 3 The dining-table was fixed in the middle of the

r

°°b' To place, install (a person, oneself) in a

position, with preparations for a stay ;
in early

military use, t to set (oneself) in a posture of de-

fence. To fix (a person) up (colloq. ,
:
to put

(him) up ',
provide with quarters.

,697 Dami'ier Voy. I. 5 We fixt ourselves againsl.cur

lSies, if we should be attack'd. .825 Scott Lam Lett.

KlI 349 After he has had his umbrella and port-

manteau accommodated, and himself comfortably fixed [in

a coach] .867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xxxvi. 3.6 She

fixed herself ather desk to write her letter .889
1

Mrs. C.

Praed Rom. of Station .6. He'd.. fix up Mr. Sabine com.

fortably for the night. r__u
C To establish (a person) in a place of residence,

a position or office ; to take up (one's quarters,

abode); to locate, settle (an industry, etc.) in a

certain place. In passive, to be (comfortably or

otherwisel ' placed ' or circumstanced.

,6,8 Sir H. Wotton in FonrC. Eng Lett. 54 Jn any

5^sllotfge^tZ^t^^
B
fixlo

R
h!sc^c^vT^Wt^itGeneva. 1005 aiR 1. '""."' • .• -""' *~

fixed his Quarters somewhere in Mergiana. .677

RRANT^WV-^Here , isTrad^^nakingNoah .

Chr iv (.8s,) II. .0 Conforming to the ceremonies of the

church of England, he was fixed at Biddiford.
«J

Hist

Vouur Lady of Distinction II. 2.4 He is fixing himself as

if he waswlive here for ever. .759 Robertson »«*•*»*

I „ T45 They determined to fix their residence at Ed.n-

fir.ories in Lisbon, Bergen, and Novogorod.

TStr.tr refl. ft settle, take up a position;

est to settle permanently, take up one s abode.

* a «,»T Herbert Trav. .02 Bidding farewell to the

v, "'"rh\donc
;fsome thoughts of fixing in town .80.

(18751 III. 300 Well, let us fix here.

10 To take up one's position mentally. ? Obs

.623 Massinger Dk. Mill, „. i, Jake heed That yon fix

Sri£i ."o'vTur^'fixelh^5£jK
heaven, "itNicholas Papers (Camden) 1 1. 33^ *•*«»
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sur tout; and there I fix and pray. 1757 Chesterf. Lett.

IV. cccxxi. Q4, I am lost in ai-tonishment and conjectures,

and do not know where to fix.

b. To fix on or upon : to settle one's choice on

or upon ; to decide upon, choose, select.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto s Trav, Ixxvi. 311, I was nomi-
nated unto him as the fittest he could fix upon. 1711

Pope Vertumnus 82 Of all these lovers. . Fix on Vertumnus
and reject the rest. 1823 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crystallogr.

229 Our choice would probably fix on that which was most
predominant. 1855 Costello Star. Screen 74 The night

which Lalqubiere fixed upon for the carrying out of his plot.

C. To decide, determine to (do something' ; also

const, for with gerund, or with subord. sentence.

1788 'Trifler 206 He fix'd to come with some eclat to

Town. 1794 Miss Gunning Packet IV. 35 They fixed for

going to the parsonage early the next morning. 1813
Southey Nelson I. 132 It was immediately fixed that the

brigadier should go. 1834 KEBLE in Card. Newman 's Lett.

(1891) II. 23, I have fixed to go to London next week. 1866

Times 29 Dec. 10/3 The lady had entirely fixed to lead a
life of celibacy.

11. To appoint or assign the precise position of;

to refer (something) to a definite place, time, etc. ;

t to appoint or attribute exclusively to (some par-

ticular person, thing, etc.).

i66» Stiixingfl. Ort'g. Sacr. 1. v. § 1 [The ancients had
various estimates of the length of the year ;] what certainty

can we possibly have which of them to fix their accounts to?

1692 Locke Educ. § 15 When Custom lias fixed his Eating
to certain stated Periods, his Stomach will expect Victuals at

the usual Hour. 1737 Johnson *n Boswell (1791) I. 52 Here
will I fix the limits of transgression. 1776 T. JEFFERSON Let.
Writ. 1893 II. 88 The commissions . . do not fix the officers

to any particular battalion. 1790 Paley Ho?\e Paul, ii. n
We have these circumstances each .. fixed to a particular

time. 1874 Newman Tracts Theol. <$• Eccl. 340 The full

moon is not fixed (o any certain day in either month. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 271 Wherever we fix a limit, space
is springing up beyond.

b. To allocate, determine the incidence of (a

responsibility, liability, etc.). Also, To fix (a

person) with costs, liability, etc.: to impose upon
bim the obligation of meeting or paying them.
1833 Ln. Brougham in Mylne & Keen Rep. II. 248 No

degree of mistake . . would entitle the Court to fix a next
friend with costs. 1850 Florist June 159 Take care to fix

your judges with the full responsibility of their decisions.

1884 Sir J. Bacon in Law Times' Rep. LI I. 568/2 The
Habdity with which the plaintiffs seek to fix them. 1888

Bryce Amer. Commit: III. Ixxxvi. 151 The American plan
of dividing powers, .makes it hard to fix responsibility.

12. To settle definitely; to appoint or assign

with precision ; to specify or determine. Const.

at, for, to.

1660 R. Coke Power fy Subj. 134 After some reasonable
time fixt. 1694 Molesworth Ace. Denmark 223 The
prices of all these Drugs are fixed. (11715 Burnet Own
Time II. 303 What definition or standard should be made
for fixing the sense of so general a term. 1719 Free-Thinker
No. 120 p 6 The ordinary Meetings of the Senate, .were fixed

to the Day of the Calends. 1739 Chesterf. Wks. (1892) V.
500 Chronology . . fixes the dates of facts. 1769 Goldsm.
Rom. Hist. (1786) I. 319 He afterwards fixed the price of
corn to a moderate standard. 177a Franklin Wks. (1887I IV.

431 The opening of the session, .is fixed for next Tuesday.
1821 Southey Life (18491 I. 42 This recollection . . fixes the
date to 1778, when I was four years old. 1825 Scott /«/«.
Lett. 13 May (1894I II. 265 Mr. Chantrey . . has been down
here fixing the place for the King's statue. 1869 K. A. Parkes
Pract. Hygiene (ed. al 5 The War Office authorities have
fixed the daily supply .. at 8 gallons. 1876 Gladstone
Homeric Synchr. 9 An endeavour to fix the place of Homer
in History.

absol. 1748 in Sir J. Picton Vpool. Mimic. Rec. (1886^ II.

167 To paint an Altar Piece in such scripture-historical

manner as the said Committee shall fix.

13. To settle or determine the form of, give a

permanent form to (language or literature).

171a Sw'ift Proposal 31 That some Method should be
thought on for ascertaining and fixing our Language for

ever. 175a Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777) I. 223 Eminent and
refined geniuses .. fix the tongue by their writings. 1837
Hallam Hist. Lit. I. iii. 1. § 57. 241 The use of printing
fixed the text of a whole edition. 1874 Maukice Friend-
ship Bks.xxx. 75 It [Wycliffe's Translation of the Bible] has
fixed the language.

14. a. To adjust, make ready for use (arms, in-

struments, etc.) ; to arrange in proper order. \ To

fix a shell: to fit it with a fuse. Also with up.
1663 Pepys Diary 12 July, I found.. the arms well fixed,

charged, and primed. 1666 Earl Orrery State Papers (1743)
I. 241 We have in every garrison one gunsmith .. who buys
arms for us, and fixes them up privately. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. iii. 45 We went back, -to fix our Rigging, which was
shattered in the Fight. X701 Var^vhak Sir H. Wlldairu. i,

Are all things set in order? the toilet fixed, the bottles and
combs put in form? 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776 Dd,
No shells, fixed during the service, are to be kitted. 1779
Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 287, I thought it a good oppor-
tunity to fix my german flute. 1797 Washington Let. Writ,

1892 XIII. 417 To have the press fixed for copying.

b. In wider sense (chiefly U.S. collot/.) : To
arrange, get ready, put in order ; to put to rights,

make tidy, ' rig up*. Also with up. To fix out,

' to set out, display, adorn, supply, fit out' (Cent.)

[1769 Bickerstaff Dr. Last 11. vii, We'd fix things
directly; I'll settle whatever you please upon her.] 183a
Macaulay Life fy Lett. (1883I I. 272 As soon as I was
fixed in my best and had breakfasted. 1839 Marryat
Diary Amer. Ser. I. II. 228 'Shall I fix your coat or your
breakfast first?' 184a Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 101/2
Yon are advised to have recourse to Doctor so and so,

who will ' fix you ' in no time, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie

V. (1887) 77 Come here, girls, and fix yourselves in the

glass. 1882 Mrs. A. Edwards Ballroom Repent. I. 4
None of the physicians in Europe can fix her up. 1884
Miss Wilkins in Harper's Mag. July 304/2 I'll hev to

fix me up some thoroughwort tea. 1891 B. Harte First
Family of Tasajara ii, Mother'll fix you suthin' hot.

C. U.S. Tofixit : to arrange matters. Anyway
you can fix it : whatever you do, contrive as you
may. To fix {another s) flint \ to settle or 'do
for' him.
1840 Haliburton Clock™. Ser. m. xii, Their manners are

rude . . They want their flints fixed for 'em. 1843 — Sam
Slick in Eng. I. ii, A wet day is considerable tiresome, .any
way you can fix it. 1859 O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.-t.

i. (1891) 15 If you can't fix it so as to be born here [Boston],

you can come and live here.

d. U.S. * To make favourable to one's purposes

'

(Bartlett), to 'square'.
1886 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 15 July, An organized attempt

is being made to fix the jury. Ibid. 24 Aug. 4/3 Fixing
Legislatures.

15. See quot.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Fix, tofettle or line wiih a

fix orfettling, .the hearth of a puddling furnace.

Fixable (frksaoT), a. Also 5 fixabull, -ibill,

8-9 fixible. [f. Fix v. + -able.] Capable of

being fixed : in various senses of the vb.

In quot. 1486= Fitciie {Her.)
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. C Ij b, Hit is calde a cros

patee fixible. 1648 W. Mountagle Devout Ess. 1. ix. § 2

Since they cannot then stay what is transitory, let them
attend to arrest that which is fixable. 1785 Phil. Trans.
LXXV. 370 The stock K is to slide in a rebated .. groove
AD, and be fixable to any part thereof by the screw O.
1796 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 49 The highest extent ., was
fixable by the magistrate. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit, 76
The chemical student is taught not to be startled at dis-

quisitions on . . latent and fixible light. 1837 Caklvi.e /•>.

Rev. '1857) I. 1. 1. ii. 7 For ours is a most fictile world. .A
world not fixable.

b. Capable of being made non- volatile, f Fix-
able air : carbonic acid gas.

1766 Lee in Phil. Trans. LVI. 100 The quick-lime,
attracting fixable air, was reduced. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. I. 267 The air in animals is mostly inflammable, but
that in vegetables fixible. 1887 Sat. Rev. 8 Jan. 65 Sub-
stances . . which have a . . fixable odour.

f Pi'xal, a. (and so.) Her. Obs. Also 5 flxiale.

[f. h.fix-us Fix a. + -al 1.] (See quots.)
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. V> j b, Fixall in armys Is calde

the thirde degre by the right lyne from the right heyre by
line male. Ibid. 1! ij, The bastarde of the fixiales. 1586
Ferne Btaz. Gentriex. 255 The fourth coat-armor perfect .

.

is called Fixall [p. 250 anna fixa]. This did alwaies
belong to that personne, which was the next of the third

degree, to the right heyre male.

Fixate (frkstf'l), v. [f. h.ffxus (see Fix a.)

+ -ATE ».]

1. trans. To fix ; to render stable.

1885 .V/WX. 560 The percipient, .often judges on general
grounds without laboriously fixating the sensation. 1887
Science 16 Dec. 293 To fixate and hold one sensation is an
art that must be learned.

2. intr. To become fixed.

1888 Amer. Jrnt. Psychol. I. 506 Some subjects fixate first

and then the eyes close, or are closed by the operator.

Fixation (fiksi'Jan). Also 5 fixacioun. [ad.

mcd.L.fixdtion-e/ti ^used in Alchemy'), n. of action

i.fixare to Fix.]

1. The actionol fixing, invarioussenses(sceFix#.\
1652-6 Heylin Cosmogr. i. (1682) 89 The fixation of

the Popes in the Metropolis. 1671 F. Phillips Reg.
AT

ecess. 67 After the fixation of the Common Pleas or
Actions of the people to a certain place in the Kings Palace
at Westminster. 1671 Phil. Trans. VI, 2132 Some ob-
servations, touching Colours, in order to the Increase of
Dyes, and the Fixation of Colours. 1776 Adam Smith
IV. N. 11. iv. (1869) I. 360 If this legal rate should be fixed

below the lowest market-rate, the effects of tins fixation

must be [etc.] 1810 Bentham Packing* 1821) 90 The fixation

of the punishment not lying within the province of the jury.

1832 Austin furispr.(i8jg) II. lvi. 924 Procure the fixation

of the stamp to the evidentiary instrument. 1864 Bowen
Logic iv. 84 Language . . has an important influence in the

regulation and fixation of Thought. 1874 Carpenter /!/*'«*.

I hys. 1. i. § 20. (1879) 2I The ' training ' . . mainly consists

in the fixation of the Attention on the audible result. 1886
IJlackie What does Hist. Teach? 24 The fixation of the
order of succession to the throne.

b. The fact or condition of being fixed.

a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 219 Three enemies to that

fixation and entireness of the heart. 1660 Fuller Mixt
Contempt, xlix. (1841) 211 Which giveth the fixation to a
colour and setteth it in the cloth. 1683 Dr. Fitzwilliam
Let. in Lady Rnsseirs Lett. ( 1773) 9 When your thoughts
have been saddened . . by a long fixation on the doleful

object. 1831 Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 301 Yet it had at-

tained no fixation or consistency. 1894 H'cstm. Gaz. 17
Jan. 7/2 The first of a course of lectures on locomotion and
fixation in plants and animals.

C. A fixed habitation or location (obs.) ; a fixed

proportion or standard.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World'

1. 8 For to Light created in

the first day, God gave no proper place or fixation, a 1661
Fuller Worthies Suffolk 111. (1662) 68 He . . was buried at
York, far. .from Ipswich his first fixation. 1774 Franklin
Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 412 No everlasting, invaiiable fixation
for coining can be made. 1836 Blackw. Mag. XXXIX.
63 The Prussian tariff pretends to proceed upon an ad
valorem fixation.

2. esp. in scientific uses : The action of depriving
of volatility or fluidity : see Fix v. 4. f In Alchemy.

The process of reducing a volatile spirit or essence

to a permanent bodily form ; the conversion (of

mercury) into a solid by amalgamation or combin-
ation. In mod. use: The process of rendering

solid a liquid or semi-Hqui.l substance; coagulation;

also, the process of causing (a gas) to combine
with a solid.

1393 GoWER Con/. II. 86 Do that there be fixation With
tempred hetes of the fire. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. in

Ashm. (1652) 58 Without him Generation shall be none;
Neyther of our Tinctures fixation. 1576 Baker Jewell of
Health 166 b, This besides serveth to fixation in Alchemye
matters. 1594 Plat feivell-ho. in. 38 Fur the better fixation

of the Mercuric 1610 IJ. Jonson Alch. 11. i, Two Of our
inferior works are at fixation. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 11. 1. 50 The determination of quick-silver is properly fix-

ation. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sri. vii, Salt dissolved, upon
fixation returns to its affected cubes. 1759 P. Martin Nat.
Hist. Eng. I. Somerset 85 A Fixation of cold phlegmatic
Humours. 1805 R. Chenevix in Phil, 'trans. XCV. 104

The fixation of mercury by platina is by many legarded as
visionary. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 645 'the stiffness

of a frost-bitten part . . may be owing . . to the fixation by
cold, of the oil contained in the cellular membrane. 1813
Sir H. Davy Agric. Chens, ii. 11814; 57 The fixation of
oxygene by the combustible body in a solid form. 1872
Oliver Elem. Bot, 1. ii. 18 This fixation of the carbon and
liberation of the oxygen of carbonic acid has been termed
vegetable respiration.

f b. The quality or condition of being non-

volatile or able to resist the action of fire. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 328 Gold bath these Natures : Great-

nesse of Weight; Closenesse of Parts; Fixation; [etc.].

a 1691 Bovle Wks. IV. 307 Adding fixation to a body, that

was before either volatile, or less fixed. 1721 W. Giuson
Farrier's Dispens. 11. Introd. 74 Fixation .. where the
Surfaces of the Particles of Bodies are so small.. that they
cannot be raised by the Force of Fire.

tc. concr. A product of fixation. Cbs.

1669 W. Simpson tfydrol. Chytn. 114 Mercnrius Prccipi'
tatits F>iaphoreticiis, which is a fixation or Precipitate.

Fixative (frksativ), a. and sb. [f. Fix v. +
-ativk. Cf. Yr.fixat/f.]

A. adj. Tending to fix.

1644 Nye Gunnery 11. (1647 1 29 Opium is of a congtaKng
and fixative nature, a 1832 Bentham Wks, (1843) VIII.
30 Hut for these fixed and fixative signs, nothing that ever
bore the name of .art or science could ever have come into

existence. 1870 Eng. Mech. 25 Feb. 576 1 One of the. .uses

of tins fixative proce>s is supposed to be the preserving of
the. .colour of. .drawings from decay.

B. sb. That which serves to set or fix ; sfec. a

preparation used to fix colours, or charccal or

crayon drawings.
1870 Fug. Mech. 11 Mar. 638/3 There are seme papers

which absorb the fixative with difficulty.

Fixator fikst
T'-t3j\ [agent-n. f. Fix v. after

Latin analogies. Cf. Fr. fixatenr.] That which
fixes ; a fastener, fixer.

1874 Roosa Dis. Ear 217 Riidinger considers this thin

muscle to be a fixator of the medium cartilaginous plate.

1884 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

t Fixatory, «• Obs. In 7 fixatorie. [f. Fix v.

after Lat. analogies : see -ORY.] Serving to fix
;

having the property of fixing.

1605 TlMME Quersit. 11. iii. 112 Salt peter, .being now put
into a fixatorie fire, you shal see that it conteineth within
it all maner of colours.

Fixature (fi*ks&tiuj). [f. as prcc. after the

analogy of Ci'itVATCRE, etc.] A gummy prepara-

tion for fixing the hair.

i860 Thackeray LoveI the Widower ii, A barber, with
his tongs and stick of fixature for the mustachios. 1883
E. Lynn Linton tone I. xi. 263 No brushing could make it

smooth ; no fixature keep it straight.

Fixed (fikst), ///. a. [f. Fix v. + -ed i.]

1. Placed or attached firmly ; fastened securely

;

made firm or stable in position.

1577 I?. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. fi586) 179 b, The
fixed or standing Hives, bee discommodious. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 313 Hitter searching termes .. DeliuerVl
strongly through my fixed teeth. 1647 Cowley Mistress,
Inconstancy, The most fixt Being still does move and fly.

1694 Ace. Sez: Late Voy. 11.(1711) 51 Where the firm or fixed

Ice lies. 1805 T. Lindley Voy. BrasiL 1808) 273 By means of
two fixed pieces of wood, c 1850 Rud/iu. Navig. (Weale)
118 Fixed blocks, those blocks that come through the sides

and arc bolted, as the sheet, tack, and brace blocks. i88z
Minchin Unipt. Kinemat. 71 When a body, M, rolls on a
fixed surface, AB.

b. Her. Of a cross: Having its limbs attached

to the edges of the escutcheon \= FlBME.
1688 R. Holme Acad. Armory \. v. § 31 A Cross Patee

Entyre tor Fixed or Firme) . . Tins term (Fixed, or Entyre)
must be added, to shew that . . they are joyned to the sides

of the Escochion. 1828-40 Bekry Encycl. Her. I s. v.,

Crosses which are usually borne in the centre of the

escocheon without extending to the sides, when attached
thereto are termed fixed, as a cross pattee fixed.

2. In immaterial sense: Firmly attached or

implanted; securely established; secured against

alteration or dislodgement. In early use often

(now rarely', of persons: Firmly resolved; constant,

steadfast; bent, set, or intent upon anything. Fixed
idea : an idea firmly rooted in the brain, with a

tendency to become unduly dominant [F. ideefixe'].

Fixed fact: a well-established fact ((7.S.).

1580 Baret Alv. F 632 Mindes certeinly fixed, to trie the
matter by dint cf sword. 1635-8 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz.



FIXED. 270 FIXION.
Hi. (1688' 385 A Lady fixed and constant in her Religion.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xlv. 71 How fixt he was to

Jonathan ! 1655 Sir L\ Nicholas in A'. Papers (Camden)
II. 348 This man is.. a fast fixt Catholike. 1706 Hearne
Collect. 7 Mar., A Man of no fixt Resolution. 1712-4 Pope
Raf>e Lock v. 5 Not half so gx'd the Trojan could remain,
While Anna begg'd. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 262,

I defy thee with a calm fixed mind. 1831 Caiclyle Sari.
Res. in. iv. (1858) 139 A deadly fear of Population possesses

the Hofrath ; something like a fixed-idea. 1847 Boston
Post June (Bartletf, That he did dispose of a large quantity

of oil. and afterwards desert from the vessel are fixed facts.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 165 For all persecution he
felt a fixed aversion, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. i. 4
Philip .. seemed to become .. more fixed in his determi-

nation. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) II. vii. 153 The
fixed purpose of raising forces. 1875 Jowett Plato ',ed. 2)

V. 28 The lawgiver . . was a fixed idea in the mind of the

Greek.

3. a. Of a person's eyes, thoughts, etc. : Steadily

or intently directed towards or ' fastened' upon an

object.

1552 Hi'loet, Fixed, intentus. 1616 Chapman Mutants
358 A tower so high, As soon would lose on it the fixedst

eye. 1643 Denham Cooler's H. 112 Hut my fixt thoughts
my wandring eye betrays. 1725 Pope Odyss. xin. 35 All,

but Ulysses, heard with fix'd delight. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe
Rom. r&rest viti, He regarded her with a fixed attention.

1850 Hare Mission Com/. 124 Disease and death are glaring
with fixt eyes upon them.
quAsi-adv. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. If, clxviii,

Kites, .cannot Iookc the Sun fixt in the face.

b. Of a person, his countenance, etc. : Made
rigid or immobile (as by strong emotion or resolu-

tion, or in death).
1608 D. T[wil] Ess. Pol. <y Mor. 67 That Vertue is but

weake. .that cannot with a fixed countenance out-stare the
threatening eye of Danger. 1801 Southey Thalaba I. iv,

Looking up to her fix'd countenance. 1824 Lamb Elia
Ser. 11, Blakesmoor in H—shire, As fixed and motionless as

the marble effigies that kneel ,. around thee. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Manch. Strike x. 109 The papers in liis hand
shook; but his countenance was fixed and his attitude

firm. 1888 W. Black Locliaber III. viti, Her eyes . . were
fixed and staring.

4. a. Deprived of volatility, f Fixed air : a

name given by Black in 1754 to carbonic dioxide

{carbonic acid ; see Air A 2.

1766 Cavendish in Phil. Trans. LVL 141 By fixed air, I

mean that particular species of factitious air, which is

separated from alkaline substances by solution in acids or
by calcination. 1807 T. Thomson Chem, (ed. 3) II. 187 To
this species of air lie gave the name of fixed air, because it

existed in these bodies in a fixed state.

b. Not easily volatilized; not losing weight
under the influence of fire. Fixed alkali : see

Alkali 3,6. + Fixed nitre **potassium carbonate.

1641 French Distill, v. (1651) 171 Little fixed salt can be
extracted from them, onely volatile. 1669 Boyle Conin,
New Exp. 11. (1682) 135, I put Aqua E'ortis with fixed

Nitre into a Receiver. 1685 — Salubr. Air in The fixedest

of Metals, Gold itself. 1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans.
XVII. 944 The fixeder Saline Particles of the Marine Salt.

1727-51 Chambers CycL s.v., Of all metals, gold and silver

alone are fixed ; i. e. on remaining a long time exposed to

the most intense flame, they alone lose nothing of their

weight, 1744 Berkeley Siris § 8 Fixed salts are much the

same in all bodies. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller i. i. (17601 6

Only a fixed husky matter remains. 1830 Faraday Exp.
Res. xxxiv. 207 Mercury is volatile at temperatures above
30 ' but fixed at temperatures below 20 .

c. Of acids and oils: That cannot be distilled

or evaporated without decomposition.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. xhx. 215 Fixed oils. 1805

W. Saunders Min. Waters 324 The iron is held in union
with a fixed actd. x8ia J. Smyth Pract. ofCustoms (1821)

160 Oils .. are divided by Chemists into two kinds; fixed

or fat oils, and volatile or essential oils. 1859 Gullick &
TiMBfl Paint. 206 The Fixed Oils .. are so called because
they do not almost entirely evaporate in drying.

5. Of a colour, photographic image, etc. : Fast,

lasting, permanent. Said also of the photographic
plate.

1791 Hamilton Berthollefs DyeingX. Introd. 10 Mordants
[serve] to render the colour more fixed. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 51 Colours which are dyed in this way become
fixed. 1888 Abney lustr. Photog. xxii. 190 The plate is

known to be fixed by looking at the back of it, which should
appear black. Ibid. xxxv. 278 When the prints are fixed
they will appear colourless in the white-?.

6. Definitely and permanently placed ; stationary

or unchanging in relative position. Fixed point

:

a place where a policeman is permanently stationed.

"559 W- Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 19 And is this
Horizont a fixed Circle or not? It is fixed, and without
motion. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 221 Houses and
fixed Inhabitants. 1667 Milton P. L. 111. 669 In which of
all these Orbes hath Man His fixed seat, or fixed seat hath
none. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Fixed Line 0/ Defence,
in Fortification is drawn along the Face of the Bastion, and
terminates in the Courtine. 1848 J. Curwen Gram. Vocal
Music (1866) p. xxiv, Unlike the ' fixed Do* of the old nota-
tion, the 'movable Do'., is no difficulty whatever. 1858
Merc. Marine Mag. V. 30 A Fixed Red Light will be shown
at the head of the. . Breakwater.

b. Fixed.star: a star which appears always to

occupy the same position in the heavens (and so

distinguished from a planet).
Cf. Fix a., earlier used in the same sense.

Almanack for Vear 1386(1812) 8 Al planetys and sternes

fyxt. £'1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 153 Stelle eratice, nat

fixed. 1561 Eden Arte Nauig. Pref., The Sunne & Moone
& the other Planetes & fixte Starres. 1697 Dhyden Virg.

Georg. 1, 209 Sailers . . found a Name For ev ry fix'd and

ev'ry wandring Star. 181* Woodhouse Astron. viii. 51 The
transits of fixed stars are used for regulating clocks.

absol. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 481 They pass the Planets
seven, and pass the fixt.

c. Fixed capital: see Capital sb. 3 c. Fixed
property: that which consists in immovables, as

land and houses.
1845 M^Culloch Taxation 1. ii. (1852^ 74 Land and other

fixed property. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. vi. § 1 Capital
which exists in any of these durable shapes, .is called Fixed
Capital. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. 1. iv. (1876) 41 Fixed
capital may continuously repeat the assistance which it

lends to industry.

7. Definitely appointed or assigned ; not fluctuat-

ing or varying ; definite, permanent.
a 1698 Sir W. Temple Misc. in. i, One loves fixed Laws,

and the other arbitrary Power. 1741 Middleton Cicero
(1742) II. vii, 201 He [Cicero] laid it down as the fixt rule
of his administration. 1838 Thirlwall Greece III. 191 A
fixt and uniform rent. 1861 M. Pattison Ess, (18891 I. 47
Every Hanse town was in its turn represented, according to

a fixed cycle. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 434 The conceptions of
good and bad, ju.^t and unjust, are fixed and unchanging.

8. Prepared, put in order. + Of a shell : Fitted

with a fuse. ' Fixed ammunition : a charge of

powder and shot inclosed together in a wrapper or

case ready for loading' (Knight).
1638 Penit. Conf. vii. (1657) 145 The Trent Fathers. . plant

their fixt Canon, to discharge Anathema's. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789) Cc iv b, The fixed shell is placed upon
the wad.

Fixedly (frksedli\ adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.]

In a fixed manner; firmly, securely, steadfastly;

attentively, earnestly ; intently, steadily.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handy-crafts 643 On
Gods face his eyes he fixtly bears. 1654 Earl Orrery
Parthen. (1676) 217 He. .would only look fix'dly upon her.

1661 Marvell Corr. xxix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 72 His Majesty-

is most fixedly honorable. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. in. vi.

§ 22 If we pretend that the distinction of Species, .is fixedly
established. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. (1853* II. 167
It was his manner, .to meditate . . fixedly upon some truth.

1849 Mac.ulay Hist. Eug. II. 230 The old man looked
fixedly at the King. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xxviii.

335 It was almost impossible for him to make up his mind
fixedly to any purpose.

Fixedness (frkst dries), [f. as prec. + -ness.]

1. The quality or condition of being fixed in

various senses, a. Of material things : Immobility,

steadiness of position, stillness, permanence.
1641 Br. Hall Serm. in Rem. Wks. (1660) 66 The Earth

was made for fixednesse and stability. 1647 H. Mori-; Song
of Soul 111. 1. xxxiii, What eye could bear m contemplation
So long a fix'dnesse? a xjit Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks.
1721 I II. 170 The. . Fix'dness of a Star. 1812 16 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. <t Art II. 448 The beauty and fixedness of
the colours. 1845 Maurice Mor. Phil, in Eucycl. Metrop.
590/1 The Eleatic 'fixedness', which was the formal op-

posite of the Heracleitan ' flux '. 1859 O. W. Holmes Prof.
Breakf.-t, xii. 274 The fixedness of the smileless mouth.

b. Of immaterial things : Definiteness, invari-

ability. Of persons and their attributes : Firmness,

resoluteness, steadfastness (in)', steadfast adherence
to (a cause) ; intentness, attcntiveness.
1612-15 Up. Hall Contempt. O. T. xx. x, The fixednesse

of his terme, is no less mercie than the protraction. 1680
K. Mansel Narr. Popish Plot 12 A person whose fixed-

ness to the true Interest of his Majesty . . they well knew.
1784 I. Brown Hist. Brit. Churches I. 110 That notwith-
standing her fixedness in her own religion, she would
compel none to it. 1813 Examiner 709/2 The fixedness of
her despair. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 1. vn. v, AH hearts
set, with a moody fixedness, on one object. 1863 G. Eliot
Romola 1. xv, He was looking at her with mild fixedness

while he spoke. 1875 Jowett Plato(ed. a)V. 122 The great

defect of both his [Plato's] constitutions is the fixedness
which he seeks to impress upon them.

t 2. The quality of resisting the action of heat, or

of being non-volatile. Obs.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 28 The Proprieties of Gold (such as
are the Malleableness . . Fixtness in the fire). 1764 Heber-
den in Phil. Trans. LV. 58 The natron . . resembles the
vegetable alkali in taste and fixedness. 1812-16 J. Smith
Panorama Sc <V Art II. 365 The fixedness of platina

admirably fits it for crucibles,

Fixen(e, obs. forms of Vixen.

Fixer (fiks»j\ [f. Fix v. + -er1.]

1. One who fixes,

1885 htstr. to Census Clerks 69 [Workmen employed in the]

Dye-House: Fixer, Dunger, Washer. Ibid. 95 [Workmen
in the Zinc Trade] Fixer. 1889 Amer. Mission. Dec. 363
Where the 'boss' and the fixer of elections are unknown.
189a Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 8/1 Blind Fixers wanted.
*£. Something used for fixing va volatile sub-

stance, a drawing, a colour or dye.)

1849 Johnston ExPer. Agric. 129 Experiments with gyp-
sum as a fixer of ammonia. 1882 Hamerton Graphic Arts
123 The fixer [for charcoal drawing], .is simply a very weak
solution of gum-lac in spirits of wine. 1885 Westmld, Gaz,

13 June 8/6 The albumen . . is used as the fixer of bright

aniline dyes in calicoes.

t Fixes, sb. pi. Obs. [? f. Fix v. ; or a cor-

ruption of */sexes t Eng. pi. of F.F.x] (See quot.)

The discrepancy of the explanations in the two quots,

is prob. due to some error.

1594 Plat feivell-ho. 111. 79 Aquafortis, whose faeces (fixes

the Goldsmiths vnproperly tearmo them) haue beene first

stricken down with some fine siluer 1819 Rees Cycl.

XIV, Fixes is a name given by the workmen in gold and
silver to a solution in [?read of] silver, from its use in

carrying down and fixing the heterogeneous acids mingled
with aqua-fortis.

Fix-fax 1 (frks,fceks). Also 9 dial, flc-fac,

fig-fag. [See the variant Pax-wax.]
The thick tendon in the neck of cattle or sheep.
[c xaSo W. de Biblesworth in Promp. Pari'. 388 Et si ad

le ivennc (fex wex) an cot dererc.) C1460 J. Russell Bk.
Nurture 444 In be nek be fyxfax pat bow do away, [c 1500
Fr.-Eng. Glossary (Harl. MS. 219, f. 150) in Promp. Parv.
388 Le vendon, the fax wax.] 1691 Ray Creation [1714) 157
Which aponeurosis is taken notice of by the vulgar by the
name of Fixfax—or Packwax. 1737 Bracken Farriery
/>«/>>'. (1756) I. 317 The Fix-fax of the Neck. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Fixfax. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Ficfac "fig-fag.

t Fi'X-fax.2 Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. [Onomatopoeic;

the reduplication expresses hurried and repeated
movements; cf. ¥ii)FAi*,Ger.fickfacJl',eic.] 'Hurry,
the middle of any business ' (jam.'1

.

1768 Ross Hclenore II. 326 When the're just i' the fix fax
o' their din.

Fixial(e : see Fixal Her.
Fixidity (fiksi-diti). ' Now rare, [badly f. Fix

a. or Fixed ///. a , after fluidity.] = Fixity.
R. cites an example from Boyle's Works (1772) III.

78, where the orig. reading \s fixity : see Fixity i quot.
j 666.

1762 tr. Buschiug's Sysl. Geol. I. 45 Copper retains its

fixidity the longest in the fire next to Iron. 1778 W. Pryck
Min. Cornub. 1. iii. 51 Quicksilver .. has every property of
Metal except fixidity. 187a W. F. Butler Great Lone
Land xiii. 11 875) 198 Assuming greater fixidity of purpose.

t Fi'xily f a. Her. Obs. App. = Fitche.
1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. B iij b, Of theym [croslettis]

ther be iiij dyuerse. .Cros fixyly, Cros paty [etc-].

Fixing (frksirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing l.]

1. The action of the verb Fix in various senses.

Also with advbs., as fixing out, up\ and ge-

rundially with omission of in.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11 xxii. § 14 The fixing of the

good [hours of the mind] hath been practised by two means :

vows .. and observances or exercises. 1666 Earl Orrery
State Papers (1743) I. 251, I find multitudes of arms are
fixing amongst the Irish gunsmiths. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine (1789) Dd, The filling and fixing of the shells. 179a
in Picton Lpool. Munic. Ree. (1S86) II. 267 To superintend
the fixing up of the said figure. 1817 Keats Lett. Wks.
1889 III. 53 Another reason of my fixing is, that I am more
in reach of the places around me. 1883 Mrs. Rollins New
Fug. Bygones 157 For the daughters., table-linen and
bedding were to be stored away for their fixing out.

b. Photogr. The process of rendering (a nega-

tive, etc.) permanent ; concr. that which fixes.

1853 Family Her. 3 Dec. 510/2 In the next operation, the

fixing, it will become much lighter. < 1865 J. Wylde in

Circ. Sc. I. 146/1 Hyposulphite of soda is largely prepared
for photographic 'fixing'. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Edue.
III. 65 For the fixing of the image we should recommend
the use of a dipping bath.

C. A method or means of fixing, rare.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. n. ii. I. 360 [The Jewish

feasts] were .. only .. fixings of their thoughts, apt to

wander to the Gentile Customes. 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. 121 To cut the rock ..so as to get a firm fixing for

our work.

2. concr. a. In pi. (orig. U.S.) Apparatus, equip-

ment ; trimming of a dress ; the adjuncts to any
dish, garnishing. Also (Australian slang), strong

liquor (Barrere and Lelnnd 1889I.

1827 T. F. Cooper Prairie I. ii. 30 ' Your fixen seem none
of the best for such a calling.' 1839 Marryat Diary Amer.
Ser. 1. II. 228 White wheat and chicken fixings. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 101/1 Said my opposite neigh-

bour, handing me a dish of potatoes, .'will you try some of
these fixings?' 1851 Mayne Keid Scalp t/unt.n, Delicious

frog 'fixings'. 1855 Browning Men fy Worn., Bp. Blougram's
Apol. 212 Neat ship-shape fixings and contrivances. 1861

Lowell Bigloiv P. Poems 1890 II. 230 We don't make no
charge for the ride an' all the other fixins. 1883 B. Harte
Flip ii, He's, .lost his rod and fixins.

D. =Fix sb. 2.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. I. 874/2.

8. attrib. and Comb., as fixing process, solution

(Photogr.) ; fixing-bath, {a) F/iotogr., the bath in

which a developed negative or positive is plunged

in order to fix it ;
(b) Fanning (see quot.).

1868 If, C. Lea Photogr. 35 The negative *fixing-bath

consists of a strong solution of hyposulphite of soda. 1885

C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather xxxix. 601 [The tanner] pre-

pares a new liquor termed the 'fixing-bath', consisting of

water sufficient to cover the skins [etc.]. c 1865 J. Wylde
inCirc. Sc. 1. 141 '2 The *fixing process is intendedto dissolve

away that portion of the silver salt which has not been acted

on by the light. 187a W. F. Stanley Photogr. 21 The
quantity of *fixing solution required will be in proportion

to the number of prints to be fixed.

Fi'xing, ppl. a. [ + -ing 2
.] That fixes.

(Often difficult to distinguish from the vbl. sb. used attrib. :

see prec. 3.)

1641 French Distill, i. (1651) 10 By the adding of some
fixing thing to it lany volatile body]. 1873 Hamerton
Intell. Life x. x. 387 The gradual fixing power of habit.

t Fi'xion, Obs. [ad, med.L. jtxion-em, n. of

action t.L. figure to Fix. Cf. OF. fixion.] =
Fixation 3.

1M3 Eden Decades 340 This is a token of purenesse and
fixton. i6c^TiMMEC"^'*-r^' i-xiv. 67 A propertie belonging

to the most fixed salts, and a token of their assured and
most constant fixion. a 1631 Donne Serm. (1640) lxiv. 648

There must be a Fixjon, a settling thereof, so that it shall

not evaporate into nothing.

Fixion;e, obs. forms of Fiction.

1599 Thynne Animadv. 32. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.
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Fixity (fvksiti). [ad. assumed L. */ixitdtem,

i.fixus t see Fix rt. and -it v. Ci.Yr, fixity.'] The
quality or condition of being fixed.

1. Originally spec, in Physics : The property of en-

during heat without volatilization or loss of weight.

1666 Boyle Orig. Formes 282 So much do the Fixity

[Wks. 1772 III. 78 fixidity] and Volatility of Bodies depend
upon Texture. 1757 Walker in Phil. Trans. L. 129 This
cremor was found to have a great degree of fixity. 181

1

1'inkerton Petrol. II. 220 Tartann, notwithstanding its

fixity, is .. found in soot. 1826 Faraday Exp. Pes. xxxii.

205 Retaining them in a state of perfect fixity.

2. gen. The condition of not being liable to dis-

placement or change ; stability or permanence in

situation, condition, or form.

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. 1. 1. ii. 40 The oxyd
of tin . . increases the brightness and fixity of several [colours].

1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. 575 The translation of
the Bible.. gave fixity to the tongue of the new relieion.

1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 525 The unl>ending fixity

of a law of nature. 1877 C. O'Neill in Encycl. Brit. VII.

579 'i The aniline purples .. are only fitted for use where
great fixity is not demanded. 1885 Chitty in Law Times
Rep. LI I. 690/1 Irresolution and want of fixity of purpose.

b. Fixity of tenure : the condition of having a

fixed, permanent tenure.

1844 Miss M. Hennell Social Syst. 82 The expediency of
giving fixity of tenure to the tillers of the soil in Ireland.

C. concr. Something fixed.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. 296 Fancy, on the contrary,

has no other counters to play with, but fixities and definites.

Fixive (fi'ksiv), a. rare— 1

. [Lat. type *fix7vns

{. figure to Fix.] Adapted to fix, tending to fix.

(Cf. Fixative).
a 1834 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1347) I. 322 App., When it

acts as a Solid, .it exerts the same fixive power.

t Fi'xly, adv. Obs. [f. Yixa. + -ly'-\] = Fixedly.
1591 Sylvf.stek Du Bartas 1. v. 583, I know thy constant

sight Can fixly gaze against Heav'ns greatest Light. 1604
T. Wright Passions iv. ii. § 4. 132 To stare fixly vpon one
. .commeth from blockishnesse, as in Rustickes.

t Fixnet. Obs. rare - 1
. ? A swaggerer (other

edd. published in the author's lifetime read Thraso).

1583 Stubdes Anat. Abus. C iij, [Silks, velvets, etc.] may
l>e worne . . of the nobylity . . but not of every proud fixnet

indifferentlie.

Fixture (frkstiui). [Altered form of FlXL'RE,

after the analogy of mixture.']

1. The action of fixing ; the process of fixing or

settling, or of becoming fixed or settled. ? Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. III. iii. 67 The firme fixture [so

F. 1 and Q. of 1630; the later Ff. have fixure] of thy
foote, would giue an excellent motion to thy gate. 1791
Smeaton Edyslone L. % 2jy Employed in fixing and com-
pleting the fixture of the ironwork. 1797 Washington Let.
Writ. 1892 XIII. 430 We must .. yield to the time she
requires to prepare for her fixture here. 1817 (.1. S. Faber
Eight Dissert. (1845) II. 202 The ultimate fixture of the
sacred floating island appears in the greek legend of Delos.

b. The condition of being fixed ; fixedness, fixity.

1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1818) III. 235 It was the
Roman instinct to appropriate by conquest and to give fix-

ture by legislation. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II. xv. 167
They [Wordsworth's eyes] were like fires half burning, half
smouldering, with a sort of acrid fixture of regard.

C. concr. A means of fixing or setting fast.

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 223 Two Lewis holes upon
the upper surface of each stone, those served as temporary
fixtures for the work of the succeeding course.

2. Anything fixed or securely fastened in position;

anything made firm, stable, or immobile.
181a Coleridge in Southey Omniana II. 17 Features,

which are looks become fixtures. 1831 De Quincey Dr.
S. Parr iil. Wks. 1862 V. 139 Even the most absolute fix-

tures (to use that term) in an English structure, must often
be unsettled, .in a thoroughly Latin composition. 1841-44
Emerson Ess,, Circles Wks. (Bonn) I. 125 There are no
fixtures in nature. The universe is fluid and volatile, 1858
Glenny Gard. Every-day Bk. 125/1 The side cloths are in

some Tulip-houses fixtures. 1878 Spcrckon Treas. Dav. Ps.
civ. 5 The earth, .remains as stable as if it were a fixture.

b. U.S. in pi. Appendages, apparatus, ' fixings '.

1854 Uartlett Mex. Boundary I. ii. 12 The blacksmiths
..were employed in making many small fixtures to the
wagons. 1874 Coues Field Ornith. 1. vi. 41 When travelling

your fixtures must ordinarily be limited to a collecting-chest.

3. Law. In plural, 'Things of an accessory cha-

racter annexed to houses or lands, which become,
immediately on annexation, part of the realty it-

self (Wharton Law Lex.).
J758 Gray Let. to Wharton. 21 Feb., I am much puzzled

about the bishop and his fixtures. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxvi.

179 Tenants, who have had warning to quit . . destroy the
fixtures. 1861 Kent Comm. (1873) II. xxxv. 345 The right

to what are ordinarily called fixtures or articles of a personal
nature affixed to the freehold. 1882 E. Robertson in Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 274/2 In respect of fixtures, .the tenant may some-
times remove them.
trans/. 1786-89 Bentham Wks. (1843) II. 542 Glebx

ascriptitii, fixtures to the soil on which they are born.

4. A person or thing permanently confined to or
established in a particular place or position.
1788 Mad. D'Ah^lay Diary 6 Nov., Miss Goldsworthy was

a fixture at her side. 1811 Byron Ch. Har. 11. App. Dj,
All the Franks who are fixtures, and most of the English
. . etc. of passage, came over . . to their opinion. 1818
Hazlitt Eng. Poets v. 11870) 128 His sentiments have very
much the air of fixtures. x8si Ticknor Life, Lett. <r Jrnl.
(1838) II. ix. 162 Mrs. Grant . . from age and its infirmities

. . is a fixture. 1889 Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 376 We have

. .an American circus that seems a fixture.

5. Athletic and Sporting, rarely Commercial. An
appointment or date for a meet, race, etc. ; hence,

the meet, race, etc. itself. Also attiib. fixture-card.
1825 Sporting Mag. XV. 346 Appointments have been

substantiated into fixtures. 18x6 — XVIII. in Owthorpe
—not the fixture of that name in Nottinghamshire. 1862
'Scrutator' (Horlock) Country Gentleman 146 Our next
fixture is made already for Frampton Wood. 1869 Times
26 Feb. 10/2 Fixtures of the principal . . yachting clubs.

1882 Daily News 4 Mar., Bristol Wool Fair and the opening
of the Colonial sales in London. These important 'fixtures'

had been looked forward to. 1886 Cycl. 'Tour. Club Gaz.
May 173/1 A neat fixture card from the Dublin. .Club.

Fixure (frksiui). Obs. or arch. See Fixture.
[ad. late L. fixlira, l.ftgcre to Fix].

Fixed condition, position, or attitude; fixedness,

stability.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars. \. xxxiii, This dreadfull
Commet . . Whose glorious fixure in so faire a sky Strikes
the beholder with a chilly feare. 1606 Siiaks. Tr. <y Cf. 1.

iii. 101 Rend. .The vnity. .of States Quite from their fixure

[Ff. 3 and 4 fixture]. 1611 — Wint. T. v. iii. 67 The fixure

of her Eye ha's motion in't, 1648 W. Montague Devout
Ess. I. vi. § 3.62 The unfaithfulnesse of ail niateriall goods,
in point of duration and fixure. 1680 Hon. Cavalier-] Those
Wandiing Stars who have no Fixure from Heaven. 1753
Gray's-Inu Jml. (17561 II. No. 53 The Fixure of her Eyes,
and Feebleness of her whole Person. 1817 Coleridge Lay
Sermon in Ch. <y St, (1839) 404 The very habit and fixures

. . that had been impressed on thuir frames by the former .

.

winters.

Fizenless, fizzenless, obs. ff. Foisonless.

Fizgig, fisgig" (fizgig
1

*- Forms: 6 fisegig,

fysgygge, 6-7 fisgigg, 7 fisguigge, 9 fizzgig,

6- fisgig, 7- fizgig. [A compound of Gig, which
had the senses : 1. frivolous person (Chaucer); 2.

whipping-top (Shaks. ); the first element is ob-

scure, but may perh. be identical with Fise. The
Swiss-Ger.yfr*V//£^,foolish busybody, can hardly be

connected. Sense 3 seems to have been suggested
bythat of Fizz without regard to the second element.

Sense 4 was app. taken from Sp. fisga harpoon.]

1. A light, frivolous woman, fond of running or
' gadding ' about ; = Gig.
a 1529 Skelton Elinour Humming 538 Than sterte forth

a fysgygge ) And she broughte a bore pygge. 1596 Gos-
son Pleasant Quippes for Gentlewomen 13 When you
looke for praises sound, Then are you for light fisgiggs

crownde. 1611 Cotgr., 'Trotiere, a raumpe, fisgig. 1656
S. Holland Zara (1719) 140 A Fis-gig, a flurt, a fickle .

.

foolish Female. 1872 Bkowning Fifme xxxiii. 46 In short,

prefers to me. .this fizgig called Fifine ! 1877 " ^'- Line.
Gloss., Fizgig; an ugly woman ; a woman dressed in a
strange or unbecoming manner.

2. (See qnots.)
1656-81 IIlolnt Glossogr., Fizgig [1681 Fisgig] is a kind

of Top, which boyes play with. 1883 llampsh. Gloss.,

Fiz-gig, a whirligig ; a round piece of iron or brass, ser-

rated at the rim ; through two holes near the centre, a
piece of whipcord is passed. When set in motion by the
twisting of the string, either in the air or in water, it

makes a whizzing, hissing, or fizzing noise.

3. A kind of firework ; a squib.

1644 Nye Gunnery 11. (1647) 91 How to make Fisgigs,
which some call by the name of Serpents. 1668 J. White
Pick Cab. (ed. 4) 87 The serpents or fisglgs are made about
the bignesse of ones little finger, by rowling a paper upon
a small rowler. .and choaking the paper coffin an inch from
the end, then fill it three inches with powder dust. 1886
Dowden Shelley I. vii. 306 Fiery fizgigs in the hands of
a pair of gleeful boys.

4. A kind of harpoon.
Perverted into Fishgig. The Gig which appears in this

sense from 18th c. is perh. a shortened form.
x5°5 J- Starke in Hakluyt Voy. III. 520 Those bonitos

. .being galled by a fisgig did follow our shippe. .500 leagues.
1668 D. Smith Voy. Constantinople in Misc. Cur. (1708) IIL
31 A Fisgig, a kind of barbed Iron, at the End of a Pole
tyed fast to a Rope. 1798 Ace. Bhs. in Ann. Reg. 460
Spears, fizgigs, or other articles.

5. In various senses suggested by the grotesque
sound of the word or by association with Fizz : a.

A piece of tawdry finery, a gim-crack. b. A silly

notion, anabsurd crotchet. C. To makefizgigs: app.
some drawing-room pastime (perh. in sense 2).
1822 SOUTHBT in Q. Rev. XXVI II. 26 Modes of devotion,

with their outward and visible signs.. the banderoles, and
humgigs, and fizzgigs of superstition. 1824 Blackiu. Mag.
XVI. 287 You soon take a fine fizgig into your head. 1825
T. Lister Granby viii. (1826) 104 The Miss Cliftons. .were
always an courant du jour , . were the first who made
fizgigs, or acted charades.

Hence f Fizgig v. intr., to run or gad about.
1594 Nasiie Vnfort. Trav. 32 Why should I goe gadding

and fisgigging after firking flantado amphibologies?

Fizz, fiz (fiz), sb. colloq. Also 8 phiz. [f.

next vb. Cf. the earlier Fise.]
1. A hissing sound.
1843 S. Lover Handy Andy \, Every fizz it [the soda-

water] made. 1855 O. W. Holmes Poems 177 No rub-
bing will kindle your Lucifer match If the fiz does not
follow the primitive scratch. 1870 Thorn-bury Tour Eng.
1 1 . xxx. 268 A palpable devil . . flew off in a fizz of fire.

2. a. A disturbance, fuss.

* '734 North Exam. 1. ii. § 83 (1740) 74 What a Phiz of
a Scandal is here upon the King. 1804 Tarras Poems 107
'Douce wife', quoth I, 'what means the fizz?'

b. Animal spirits or 'go'.
1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred I. xvii. 235 |ust enough fizz in

her to keep one from flatting out. 1884 Pall Mall G.

2 Apr. 5 Mr Little has fizz and go enough to make excellent
capital out of a broomstick.

3. concr. Something that fizzes ; an effervescing

drink, esp. champagne.
1864 Punch XLVII. 100 We. .ordered some fizz. 1879 E.

K. Bates Egyptian Bonds II. ix. 226 Let's have a bottle
of fiz, old fellow.

Fizz, fiz (fiz\ v. [Echoic ; cf. Fizzle v.] intr.

To make a hissing or sputtering sound.
1685CROWNE Sir Courtly Nice in, I kiss'd all the wenches

as I came along, and made their moyst lips fiz again.

1687 Cotton Burlesque upon B. (ed. 2) 136 Thou oft

hast made thy fiery Dart Fizz in the hollow of his heart.

1786 Burns Scotch Drink 57 O rare ! to see thee fizz an'
freath 1' th' lugget caup. 1827 Praed Red Fisherm. 213
And the water fizzed as it tumbled in ! 1839 Marryat
Diary Amer. Ser. 1. I. 2S6 Some black fellow, .brings out
the leather hose, .and fizzes away with it till the stream has
forced the dust into the gutter. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
atOxf v. (1889)38 His host put the kettle on the fire.,

and then, as it spluttered and fizzed, filled up the two
tumblers.

b. To move with a fizzing sound.
1864 Reader 3 Dec. 707/2 The bluebottle, .fizzes fussily

into some poor man's cottage. 1880 Sir S. Lakeman What
I saw in Kaffir-Land 48 Up and down the lines he used to

fizz with his fat podgy legs.

C. trans, {causal.)

1665 Cotton Scarron. /En. iv. 80 There will I stand with
flaming taper, To Fizze thy tail instead of paper.

Hence Frzzing vbl. sb.

1842 C. Whitehead R. Savage (1845) II. iv. 217 Such
a roaring, and fizzing, and chuckling. 1877 Wraxall
Hugo's Miserables iv. xxv. 15 The children heard the
phizzing of a match.

Fizzen, var. of Foisoy.

Fizzer (fi'zaj). [f. Fizz v. or sb. + -eu \]
1. slang. Anything excellent or first-rate.

1866 Land. Misc. 19 May 235 '1 If the mare was such a
fizzer why did you sell her? 1889 Boi.dkkwood Robbery
under Arms (1890) 318 That was a regular fizzer of a spree.

2. ^Fizz sb. 3 ; attrib., asfizzcr-man, -brigade.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 11 Sept. 32 I may explain that the
' fizzer-man ' is a species of camp-follower who. . takes every
opportunity of disposing of his wares, consisting generally
of sherbct-and-water. In hot weather Tommy Atkins
patronises the fizzer brigade very largely.

Fizzing fi'zit]),///. a. [f. Fizz v. +-lvg -.]

1. That fizzes.

1841 S. C Hall Ireland I. 71 Endeavouring to divert the
attention from the fizzing train, i860 Sala Lady Chester/".

v. 76 He always associated that fizzing, .wine with Jacobin-
ism. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-maid viii, A shining salver

bore a small fizzing urn.

2. slang. First-rate, excellent; chiefly quasi-rti/.'.

1885 Daily Tel. 1 Aug. 2/2 ' She'll do fizzing', remarked
Mr. Slenders, ' to stick up at the end of the barrel.

1

Fizzle (fi'zT), sb. [f. next vb]
1. The action of breaking wind quietly.

1598 Fi.orio, Sloffa, a fizzle, a fiste, a close farte. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fizzle, a little or low-sounding
Fart, 1739 R. Bull tr. Dedvki)idns' Grobiauus 20S Now
let a Fizzle steal in Silence forth. 1836-48 II. 1). Walsh
Aristoplt. Knights II. iv, And then in court they poisoned
one another with their fizzles,

b. The action of hissing or sputtering.

1842 BARHAM higold. Leg., Anto-du-Fe, Whose beards ..

Are smoking, and curling, and all in a fizzle. 1852 Mrs,
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xiii. 118 The chicken and ham had
a cheerful and joyous fizzle in the pan.

2. A failure or fiasco ; U. S. college slang, a
failure in recitation or examination.
1846 1 'ale Banger 10 Nov. in Hall Coll. Words ff Cust.

(1851) 130 To get just one third of the meaning right con-

stitutes a perfectfizzle. 1884 L'pool Daily J'ost 13 Sept. 5/7
The affair will be a simple fizzle.

Fizzle fi'zV, v. Also 6 fysel(l, 7 flsle. [f.

Fise : see -le. Cf. also Fizz and Fishi.e.]

T 1. intr. To break wind without noise. Obs.
e 1532 DeweS Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 957 Uener to fysel.

1601 Holland Pliny 1 1. 286 As for Onopordon, they say if

Asses eat thereof, they will fall a fizling and farting.

1711 E. Ward Quix. I. 415 He gap'd and fizzl'd twice or

thrice. 1739 R. Hull tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 268 To
fart and fizzle in the Time of Need.

b. c\\\a.%\'trans. (with cognate obj.)

1721 D'Urfev Two Queens Brentford Epil., I fizzle such
small puffs of Wind.
2. tntr. To make a hissing sound ; to hiss or

sputter (as a wet combustible, or a fire-work).

1859 All Year Round No. 36, 222 The black oil fizzles.

1881 Daily Neivs 7 Nov. 5/1 Unambitious rockets which
fizzle doggedly downwards.

3. fig. a. intr. (chiefly U. S. colloq.) To fail,

make a fiasco, come to a lame conclusion ; in U.S.

college slang, to fail in a recitation or examination.

Also, to fizzle out. b. trans. U.S. college slang.

To cause (a person) to fail in examination, or

the like.

1847 Yale Banger 22 Oct. in Hall Coll. Words % Cust.

(1851) 130 My dignity is outraged at beholding those who
fizzle and flunk in my presence tower above me. 1850 I ale

Lit. Mag. XIII. 321 Ibid. 131 Fizzle him tenderly, Bore

him with care. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Fizzle, to work busily

but ineffectively. 1884 Melbourne Punch 4 Sept. 98/2

Another of Mr. Minims' pet fads has fizzled ignominiously

out. 1893 Sat. Rev. n Nov. 538/2 A general recognition by
the Chicagoans that their show had to some extent fizzled.

Hence Frzzling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v. iii, It is the easiest thing,

Sir, to be done As plain as fizzling. 1638 Brome Antipodes



FIZZLER.

111. iv, Fah on your passages, Your windy workings, and
your fislings at The barre. 1758 Gray Lett. Wks._ 18S4 II.

368 That old fizzling Duke is coming here again. 1815

tr. Paris Chit-Chat (1816) II. 22 The fizzling of the bacon
she was frying. 1893 A. Walters Lotos Eater vii. 157 The
more complicated set pieces.. lay in a fizzling, sputtering,

snorting heap.

Fizzle, var. of Fissle.

t Fi'zzler. Obs. [f. prec. + -ek 1
.] One who

fizzles or breaks wind without noise.

1581 MS. Cot.'. Ap/>. xlvii. (Fenton's Voyage) f. 36 A
fyzeler. i6ii Cotgr., / 'enneffr, a fizzler, or fyster.

Fizzy ifi-zi) a. rare~' [f. Fizz v. + - y l

J.
Given

to fizz. In quot.^/?^-
.

1855 Sat. Rev. 17 Nov. 45/2 It is a very good article, this

rollicking, noisy, fizzy letter.

|] Fjeld ,fyeld). [a. IS!orw. field -.-OX. flail: see

Fell sb.] An elevated rocky plateau, almost de-

void of vegetation.

i860 Gossk Rom. Nat. Hist. 51 The wildest and most
barren of those snowy fjelds. 188s Three in Norway vii.

53 We rambled on across the fjeld.

Fjord, var. of Fiobd.

Fla, var. of Flo, Obs., an arrow.

Fla, obs. form of Flaw sb.
1

, Flay, Flea.

Flab (ftab), sb. dial. Also flap. [f. onomato-

poeic stemy7a/>, expressing the notion of something

thick and broad ; cf. flap, dab, slab.'] (See quot.

1825).
? 18. . Receipts in Cookery 45 (Jam. Suppl. 18251 To make

Catchup. Gather your large flabs, cut off the root ends,

and takeoff the rough skins; knock them to pieces; and
put them in an earthen jar [etc.] a 1825 Fordy Voc. E.
Anelia, /'taps pi. large broad mushrooms.

t Flab, v. Obs. [Onomatopoeic ; cf. Flap v.]

/raits. To flap (the wings).

1765 Girton Contpl. Pigeon-fancier 107 The smiter. .has

a particular manner of failing and dabbing its wings.

t Fla'bberdegasky, v. Obs. noncc-wd. [var.

of Flabbergast v.]

182a New Monthly Mas. IV. 37 I lay like a log, Quite
flabber-de-gasky'd, as sick as a dogl

Flabbergast, sb. ? Sc. rare. [f. next ; for

the sense cf. 'flabrigast to gasconade. Perthshire'

(Jam.).] Bombast.
1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 161 The ' Asiatic style of oratory

'

with, .its meretricious flabbergast,—its diluvial verbiage.

Flabbergast (fte'bajgast), v. colloq. Also 8

flaba-, 9 fiaber-. [First mentioned in 1772 as a

new piece of fashionable slang; possibly of dialectal

origin ; Moor 1823 records it as a Suffolk word,

and Jamieson. Suppl. 1825, has flabri°ast to gas-

conade, flabrigastit worn out with exertion, as used

in Perthshire. The formation is unknown ; it is

plausibly conjectured that the word is an arbitrary

invention suggested by Flabby or Flap and

Aghast.]
trans. To put (a person) in such confusion that

he does not for the moment know what to do or

say ; to astonish utterly, to confound.
1772 Ann. Reg. II. 191 On Ncvj Words, Now we are

flabbergasted and bored from morning to night. 1801

Mar. Edgeworth Angelina iv. (1832)77 They quite flab-

bergasted me, 1840 Disraeli 15 July in Corr. w. Sister

(i836) 158 My facts flabbergasted him. 1878 Mozley Ess.

Hist. <y Thiol. I. 89 It perfectly flabbergasted the Commons.

Hence Plabberg-astation, the action of flabber-

gasting; the state of being flabbergasted.

1856 Punch 13 Dec. XXXI. 240/1 We scarcely remember
to have ever seen any respectable party in a greater state

of llabbergastation.

Flabbiness (flarbines). [f. next + -NESS.]

Tlie state or condition of being flabby, flaccidity.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Flabbiness, limberness with Moisture,
Staleness, &c. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 197
The fat, and the flabbiness of that, seems to give an appear-

ance of softness, 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 140 A certain want of

spirit and flabbiness of flesh. 1856 G. Meredith Shew.
Shagpat 370 The lion came trundling along -in utter flabbi-

ness, raising not his head.

b. In immaterial things: Want of vigour, feeble-

ness, laxness, slackness.

1883 Solicitor's frnl. 24 Nov, 63/1 The practice of the

courts, .has. -tended to establish a general vagueness and
flabbiness. 1889 H. F, Wood Englishman ofRue Cain \,

Weakness of character, or flabbiness of intellect.

Flabby (flarbi), a. [An onomatopoeic modifi-

cation of the earlier Flatfy ; the voiced ending

in flab- as compared \i\t\\flap- gives to the syllable

a feebler effect suited to the meaning. Cf. Du.
flabberen (of a breeze) to flutter ; Sw. dial, fliibb

the hanging underlip of an animal. With sense 2

cf. slabby.]

1. Hanging loose by its own weight, yielding to

the touch and easily moved or shaken, flaccid, limp,

soft ; said chiefly of or with respect to flesh.

[1598, see Flappy.] 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. HI. 780
His flabby Flanks decrease. 1740 E. Baynard Health
(ed. 6) 10 Loose and flabby, wrinkled skin. 175a H. Walpole
Corr. (1837) I. 163 The town is empty, nothing in it but
flabby mackerel. 1766 Smollett Trav. 165 Ducks.. very
fat and flabby. 1813 J. Thomson Led. In/lam. 545 Her
tongue had become yellow, swollen, and flabby. 1858

Holland Tilcomb's Lett. vi. 58 Their muscles are flabby.

1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. 111. iii, This flabby lump of

mortality.
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2. Of language, character, etc. : Weak, wanting
1 back-bone' ; nerveless, feeble.

1791 Koswell Life Johnson (1831) IV. 356 note, Garrick,

after listening to him for a while . . turned slily to a friend,

and whispered him, 'What say you to this?—eh? Flabby,

I think.' 1855 Sat. Rev. 10 Nov. 35/2 Flabby hebdomadal
drivel. 1861 Ibid. 14 Dec. 596 The flabby talk of people who
are expressly told to keep their minds clear of all knowledge
of the principles which it involves. 1864 Carlyle Freak.

Gt. IV. xii. viii. 181 An indolent flabby kind of creature.

1880 Standard 22 Dec, Flabby logic like this.

3. Damp, clammy.
C1780 M. Monsev Let. to Mrs. Montague in J. C.

Jeaffreson Bk. about Doctors II. 87 How do you stand this

flabby weather? 1849 Dickens Dav. Copp. [C. D. ed.) 157

There was a flabby perspiration on the walls.

Hence Fla'bbily adv.., in a flabby manner.
1846 Worcester Flabbily, in a flabby manner. 1856

G. Meredith Shav. Shagpat 325 His tawny skin hung
flabbily and his jaw drooped.

tFla'bel, sb. Obs. Also 6 flable. [ad. L.

Jlabcll-um fan, dim. of *fldbrum, pi. flabra gusts

of wind, f. flare to blow.] a. A fan. b. £ntom. t

in grasshoppers (see quot. 1658).
155a Huloet, Flable and fanne idem. 1570 Levins

Manip. 56 A F\abz\, J?abelluut. 16*8 Venner Tobaao
(1650) 402 The lungs which are the flabel of the heart.

1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat, Ins. 992 They [Grashop-

pers] sing not with their mouth, .but by the reverberation

of a little membrane under the flabells ; <so they call those

two coverings behinde the hinder thighs cleaving to the

belly*. 1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Flabel, a Fan.

t Flabel, v. Obs. 7are~ i
. [f. prec. sb. Cf.

OF. /abetter, ad.\ateL.J?dbe?fa re.] trans. To fan.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais I. xxxix. 176 It is continually

flabbell'd [ = Fr. evente], blown upon, and aired by the

north winds.

Flabellate (flabeW, a. Bot. and Zool. [f.

l^fldbcll-um (see Flabel) + -ate 2
.] Like a fan

in form, fan-shaped.
1819 G. Samol'ELle Entomol. Compend. 197 Rhiplphorns. .

antenna; pectinated or flabellate. 1853 G. Johnston Nat.
Hist. E. Bord. I. 214 The branchlets. of the Elms [are]

alternate zigzag, and flabellate. 1856 W. Clark Van dcr
Hoeven ,

s Zool. I. 235 liranchia; two flal>ellate.

Flabellation (fiaibeV'Jan). Surg. [a. Y. fla-

bellation, n. of action f. L. flabelldre to fan, f. fla-

bellum fan.] The action of fanning.

1658-78 Phillips, Flabellation a fanning with a Fla-

ble or fan. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Flabellation the act of

fanning, employed to keep injured parts and the dressings

covering them cool,

Flabe'lli-. combining form of L. fldbellum

fan, used to indicate a fan-like form or arrange-

ment, as mflabellifoliate, flabcllincrved &&)%.

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. iii. § 4. 92 Flabellinerved, where
straight nerves and ribs radiate from the apex of the petiole,

as in Fan-palms. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., F/abelli/bliateha.viug

leaves which fold like a fan, as those of Oxalis acetosella.

Flabelliform (flabe'lif(?Jm\ a. Bot. and Zool.

[I. L. fldbdl-um fan + -;i)Foioi.] Having the form

of a fan, fan-like.

1777 Miller in Phil. Trans.\yN\\\. 179 A palm with

flabelliform leaves. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 295
Antennae flabelliform or pectinated. 1861 Hulme tr. Mo-
ouin-Tandou 11. vii. 408 They have an anterior flabelliform

filament. 1880 C. & F. Darwin Movent. PI. 206 The
branches are flat, or flabelliform.

II
Flabelltun (flabe'lt>m\ PI. flabella (erro-

neously -i). [L. fldbellum fan : see Flabel sb.]

1. A fan ; applied esp. to a fan carried in reli-

gious ceremonies.

1875 Maskell Ivories 91 The bishop's pastoral staff",

again, has not dropped out of use like . . the flabellum. 1889

C. I). Bell Winter on Nile xvi. 154 Officers wave round
the shrine flabella and fans.

2. Science. A fan-shaped part of anything.

1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. i. 270 The frond consists of

olive-coloured irregularly-divided flabelli.

fFla'ber, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Flab sb.] ? =

FLABERKIN.
1687 Mrs. Behn Lucky Chance 11. i, There's no other way

of quenching the fire in her flaber chops.

t Flabergu:dgfion, fla:bergullioii. Obs.

[The assonance of these forms with Clapperdud-
geon, Slubbekdegullion (also slabber-), and the

similarity of sense, suggest that they may either

be variants of one word, or at least belong to the

same group of experiments in the invention of

grotesque words.] (See quots.)
_

1611 Cotgr., Baligaut, an unweldie lubber . .
mishapen

lowt, ill fauoured flabergullion. Ibid., Traiuouenaillcs,

scoundrells, ragamuffins, base rascalls, flabergudgions. 1677

Miege Eng.-Fr. Vict., Flabergullion or (rather) Slaber-

degullion, un sot, un impertinent.

t Flaberkin, a. Obs. rare-'1 . [?f. Flaber
(recorded later, but perh. in dial, use) + -kin.]

Puffed out, puffy.

159a Nashe P. Penilesse fed. 2) 2 a, Nature hath left him
a flaberkin face, like one of the foure winds.

+ Fla'bile, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. fldbil-is, f.

flare to blow.] Of musical instruments : Played

upon by blowing ; wind-. Also trans/.

i7»7 Bailey vol. II, Flabilc, easily blown. 1728 R. North
Mem. Mnsick (18461 24 These [instruments] were either

flabile or nervous ; the former were either trumpets {tuba),

tibia, or fistula, and the other divers sorts of harps. Ibid.

78 As for . . mercenary musick, it was cheifly flabile.

FLACK.

Flabotomye, obs. form of Phlebotomt.

t Flaccescency. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. L.

flaccescent-em, pr. pple. of flaccescere to wither, f.

flacccre to be flabby, i.flaccus flabby : see -ENCT.]

The quality of becoming flaccid.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 11. 117 The reason of its flacces-

cency, upon admission of external Ayr, is, because [etc ].

1721-1800 in Bailey.

Flaccid (fiVksid), a. Also 7 flaecide, (8

flaeid). [a. F.flaecide (Cotgr.), ad. L.flaccidtts, f.

flaccus flabby.]

1. Wanting in stiffness, hanging or lying loose or

in wrinkles ; limber, limp ; flabby. Chiefly of

flesh and similar structures ; rarely of a person.

1620 Venner Via Recta v. 87 The one it maketh flaecide,

and the other subiect to putrefaction. 1660 Boyle Nero
Exp. Fhys. Mech. iv. 46 The sides of the Bladder grew
flaccid. 1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (171 1) 32 Yet are

the Muscles not Flaccid, but Tense and Firm. 1751 John-
son Rambler No. 117 P 8 The flaccid sides of a football.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs Wks. IX. 385 His double chin

over his flaccid whitey-brown shirt collar. 1848 — Van.
Fair lxi, The flaccid children within. 1879 Froide Cxsar
xv. 234 His hair moist, his eyes heavy, his cheeks flaccid.

b. Of vegetable organs and tissues : Pending

without elasticity, also, relaxed from want of

moisture ; drooping.
1616 Bacon Sylva § 493 The part, against which the Sun

ljeateth. waxeth more faint and flaecide in the Stalk, and
thereby less able to support the Flower. 1776 Withering
Brit. Plants (1796) II. 233 Stem flaccid, rough with strong

hairs. 1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI. ix. 226 The leaf being

flaccid and apparently dead. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 675
The current of water also ceases as soon as the tissues

which have become somewhat flaccid are again turgescent.

2. Of immaterial things : Wanting vigour and

I

nervous energy, limp, feeble.

1647 H - MoRE.SV»g of Soul 11. i. 11. xli, What's dull or

flaccid, nought illustrative. 1855 Tennyson Maud I. i. 20

! A scheme that had left us flaccid and drain'd. 1875

Farrar Silence A> V. viii. 140 It is because his resolutions

have been feeble, and his purposes flaccid.

Hence Fla'ccidly adv., in a flaccid manner

;

Flaccidness, the state of being flaccid, flaccidity.

17*7 Bailey vol. II, Flaccidness. 1847 ^ KAIC
'
Flaccidly.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 23S The flaccidness of

the tissues. 1883 Miss Brolghton Belinda I. 1. xii. 2i3

Belinda has thrown herself flaccidly into a chair.

Flaccidity (flosksi-diti). [f. Flaccid a. + -ITT;

Cf. Y . flaccidite-.]

1. The quality or condition of being flaccid

;

want of stiffness or tension, limpness, looseness.

1676 Wiseman Surgery VI. ii. 444 There is neither Fluxion

nor I'ain, but Flaccidity joyned with an Insensibility. 1715

Chevne Ess. Health vii. 173 The Viscidity of the Juices and
the Flaccidity of the Fibres, would . . be removed. 1800

Yocng in Phil. Trans. XCI. 62 The flaccidity of the eye
after death. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 689 So long as no
actually perceptible amount of flaccidity, i.e. of withering

. . takes place.

b. Of immaterial things ; Want of firmness and

vigour ; limpness, flabbiness.

1778 Bp. I.owth Isaiah, Dissert, liii, The Prophet would
express the drowsiness and flaccidity . . of his countrymen.

1806 7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life II. xvi, The
flaccidity of mind with which you [etc.]. 1875 Light-

foot Comm. Col. (ed. 2) 124 A vagueness, a flaccidity, of

conception betrays itself in their language.

2. Used to render It. flaccidezza, Fr. fiacherie

:

A disease of silkworms.
18.. Riley Silk-Culture 36 (Cent. Diet.) The worms are

attacked by flaccidity.

Flaeco(U)ii, obs. Sc. form of Flagon.
Flaehe, obs. form'of Flash.

II Fiacherie (flaj>n) . [Y.flacheric (Littre Supp.

)

a disease of silkworms.] = Flaccidity 2.

1885 Lady Ci.aud Hamilton tr. Life Pasteur 152

A characteristic specimen of the disease called morts-

flats or fiacherie. 1888 E. A. Butler Silkworms v. 71 It

is possible for fiacherie to become hereditary.

Flachet, var. of Flatchet, Obs.

Flacian (fl^'Jian), a. and sb. Eccl. Hist. Also

6 Flaccian. [f. Flaci-us + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Flacius lllyricus, a

Protestant divine of the 16th c, who opposed the

adiaphorist views advocated by Melanchlhon. B.

sb. A follower of Flacius lllyricus; an anti-

Adiaphorist. Hence Plaxianism, the doctrine

or principles of Flacius lllyricus and his followers

;

Fla-cianlst = Flacian sb.

1565 T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 146 Thus write the Flac-

cians and zelous Lutherans. 1619 Brent tr. SarpfsConnc.
Trent vi. (1629) 527 Whole Parishes of Lutherans, Zuing-

lians, Flacians, Anabaptists. 1847 F. Prandi tr. Cantu s

Ref. Europe I. 98 Hence arose the heresy of the Flacians

or substantialists. 1871 Shipley, etc. Gloss. Eccl. Terms
s.v. Adiaphoristic Controversy, His [Melanchthon's] sup-

porters were called Philippists; his opponents, Flacianists.

1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Kncavl. III. 1827 Pure Luther-

anism, free from all Flacian extravagances.

Flack (ftek), sb. dial, [echoic ; cf. F.flac in

same sense.] A blow, slap, or stroke.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words, Flack, a blow, a 1815 Forby

Voc. E. Anglia, Flack, a blow, particularly with something

loose and pliant.

Flack (flxk\w. Obs. exc. dial. [NE.flacien, ot

onomatopoeic formation = MDu. vlacken (Kilian),

Icel.flaia to flap, hang loose.]



FLACKER. 273 FLAG.

1. intr. To flap, flutter ; to flap the wings ; to

throb, palpitate.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 315 Her herte. .[began] to flacke

and bete. 1567 MapletgV. Forest 71 The Crow. . flitth and
flacketh about his eies and face. 1788 W. Marshall Yorksh.
Gloss., Flack, to flicker as a bird ; to throb as a wound.
1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss., Flack, to pulsate heavily.

2. To hang loosely, dial.

a i8«5 Forby in Voc. E. Anglia. 1847 in Halliwell,

3. trans. To move or shake intermittently ; to

flap, flick ; also, to flap or flick with (something).

(Connoting a clumsier instrument and a * flatter'

blow than flicA.)

1751 R. Paltock P. Wtlkins (1884) I. xii. 137, I observed
it. .frequently flacking its short tail. 1819 Metropolis I. 58
He now flacked his»boot with a silk handkerchief. 1859
Sala Gas-light <y D. xxxiii. 38^ Flacking his horsewhip.

1870 Daily Tel. 20 Aug. 3 Flacking his cloak in the eyes of
a huge bull.

4. Agric. To beat with a flail ; also to rake (liny).

1744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. VI. ui. 71 They. . flack

the Heap of Corn not only once as it lies, but they turn it,

and thrash it again and again. 1891 Rutland G loss. , Flack
in, to rake hay in a long row.

Hence Flacking vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

1844 Zoologist II. 500 The flight was quite distinct from
the 'flacking along the water' of which Mr. Parsons
speaks.

Flacker (flarkai), v. Obs. exc. dial. [ME.
flakeren (possibly repr. OE. *flacorian ; cf. flacor
adj., flying, fluttering, and flicorian Flicker v.),

corresponding to MDu. /^v;r«, ON. jlgkra to

flutter (Da. flagre), MHG. vlackem ^mod.G.

flackem) to flicker; a frequentative f. the onomato-
poeic stemy?<7>&- : see Flack v.

The OHG. flagordn, Flemish vlaggheren (Kilian) to

flutter, may be compared as parallel onomatopoeic for-

mations.]

1. intr. To flap, flutter, throb ; esp. of birds, to

flap the wings, to fly flutteringly. In mod. dial,

also trans. To flap (the wings) {Whitby Gloss.).

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1410 Foles in foler flakerande
bitwene. 1535 Coverdale Isa. vi. 2 From aboue flakred

the Seraphins. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature
xviii. 321 As two Birds, that are flackering, and flying at

the two ends of a threed. 1785 [Hutton] Bran New Wark
75 (E.D.S.) How strangely the mind of man flackers and
flounces? 1877 Holdemess Gloss. s.v., ' Ther was a lot o'

bods altegither, an didn't they flacker, mun, when Ah let

gun off amang em ?

'

f2. = Flattens. Obs. rare~ l
. (Perh. a corrupt

reading ; cf. however the similar sense of

Flicker v.).

1x1225 Ancr. R. 222 Men .. bet flakered [v. r, faltreS,

flattereS] hire of freolac.

Hence Flackering vbl. sb. and ///. a.

ci^oGesta Rom. xxvi. 100 (Harl. MS.) pe Faucon seynge
tins, makethe a flakeryng with his wynges. 1565 Golding
Ovid^s Met. vni. (1503) 192 Within the compasse of this

pond great store of osiers grew, .and flackring flags. 1855
Kobinson Whitby Gloss., A flackering at the heart.

Placket (flceket), sb. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

4-5 flacked, 4-6 flak(k)et(t(e, flag(g)et^te, (5
flagot), 5-7 flackett, (4 flackette), 6 Sc. flacat,

6- flacket. [a. ONF. *flaquct, jlasquet ( = Cen-
tral OF. flaschet, flacket), dim. of flasqtie {Jlache,

flasche) : see Flask sb. and -et.]

A flask, bottle, or vessel ; now applied in dial.

use to a barrel-shaped vessel for holding liquor.

c 1310 Sir Beues 1298 Bred & flesc out of his male And of
his flaketes win & ale. c 1350 Will. Palerue 1893 pe
flagetes he let falle. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 171
A flakett ful of manis blood. 1465 Mann. <$• Househ. Exp.
490 My master payd fore a flaket of sylver, xx. s. 1539
Bible (Great) 1 Sam. xvi. 20 Isai toke an asse laden with
breed, and a flacket of wyne. 1673 Depos. Cast. York
(Surtees) 196 She gott a flackett of ale. 1753 Maitland
Hist. Edin. 1. iii. 37 Two Flackets of eight pounds weight.

t Flacket, sb.* Obs. rare. [V f. next vb.] A
bunch (of hair). Cf. Flaggat.
1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 113 Sixe goodly yong ladies ..

had vpon their heads caps of Goldsmiths worke, hauing

great flackets of haire, hanging out on each side.

Flacket (flse'ket),^. dial. [freq. of Flacky.; cf.

ON.flpA'ta of same meaning.] intr. To flap about.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words s.v., Womens ribbons or loose

geer are said to ' Flacket about '. It is more expressive than
flap . . A dressy loose woman would have the former word
figuratively applied to her 'She'll go flacketen about'.

Flackoun, flacon, obs. forms of Flagon.

I! Flacon 'flakon). [F. Jlacon ; the word was
adopted in wider sense in ME. ; see Flagon.] A
small stoppered bottle ; esp. a scent-bottle or

smelling-bottle.
1824 Scott Redgannttct Let. xii, The exercise of the fan,

theflacon and the other duties of the Cavaliere Serviente.
1841 Lady Blessington Idler in France I. 2=;i A flacon

of rock crystal. 1872 Longf. in Life (1891) III. 208 An
oblong ebony tray, with two glass_/?a«:(?«f for the ink.

Flae, Sc. form of Flea.
Flael(le, obs. form of Flail.

Flaff (fkef), sb. Chiefly Sc. [cf. next vb.] A
flutter or flapping of the wings; also, a puff, gust.

1827 Wilson Noct. Ambr. (1855! I. 277 The snow was
•• g'ving them sair flaffs and dads on their faces. 1827
W. Tf.nnant Papistry Stonnd 25 He.. gave his wings a
flafT. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xviii. 509 Merely helping
themselves over the top by a small flaff of their wings.

Vol. IV.

1834 — Cruise Midge (1836) I. ii. 50 When with a flafT and
a rustling brush through the topmost leaves he [the owl]
came down. 1894 Crockett Raiders 301 A flaf o' wind.

Flaff (fisef), v. Sc. [onomatopoeic; cf. Flap.]
1. intr. To flap, make a flapping; to flutter. Of

the lungs or heart : To pant or throb.

1513 Douglas AEneis xii. xiii. 175 l'his vengeabill wraik
.. Kvyn in the face .. of Turnus Can fle and flaf. 1786
Burns Addr. of Beelzebub 47 Flaflan wi' duds . . Frightin'
awa your deucks an' geese [etc.]. 18x5 G. Beattie John
<?' Arnha in Life (1863) 252 The watchfu' mate flaff'd i'

the gale Wi' eerie screech. 1880 Antrim <y Down Gloss.,

Flaff, to flutter or flap.

2. trans. To flap (the wings\
1827 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd 5 Thou . . flafTd thy

wings, and in a crack Flew frae th' unsicker stance !

Hence Flaffing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1513 Douglas AEneis x. vii. 63 Ail the blayd, vp to the
hylt and hand, Amyd hys flaffand longis [in tumido pul-
mone] hyd hes he. 1584 Hudson Du Bartas' Judith 7u8
A thousand flafHng flags. 1833 More Mansie Wauch xii.

79 A severe shaking of the knees and a flatting of the heart.

Flaffer (flarfai), v. north, dial. [f. Flaff v.

+ -Eit5.] intr. To move with a rustling motion
;

to flutter. Also with out.

17. . Colin Clout in Aitken Scott. Song 189 Mony a birdie

.. Flaftered briskly roun about. 1863 Robson Bards of
Tyne 342 Oft fra its nest. .It flaffer'd out at neets, man.
Flafte, obs. var. of Flaucht sb^.

Flag (flaeg), sb* Also 4-7 flagg(e, (5 flegge\

[Of obscure origin ; cf. Da, flag, occurring in

Bible 1637, Job viii. 11 margin i^the Eng. Bible

has the same word in this passage), also mod. Da.

flag (in Dansk Ordb. 1S02, but not found in MDa.,
which has /?«',flsede in the same sense).]

1. One ofvarious endogenous plants, with a bladed
or ensiform leaf, mostly growing in moist places.

Now regarded as properly denoting a member of

the genus Iris (esp. /. psetidacorus) but sometimes
(as in early use) applied to any reed or rush.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 157 pere herdes fond
hym among mory flagges and sprayes, and sente hym to
Sllla. .1440 Promp. Par:: 165 Fltgge, infra in S. idem
quod Sedge, a 1533 Lo. Uerners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.
(1546JQ, The drye flaxe will brenne in the fyre, and the
grene flagge smoke in the flame. 1563 B. Googe Eglogs
viii. (Arb.) 64 He that once preserued in Flags, the sely

suckyng Chylde. 1624 Catt. Smith Virginia n. 26 The
chiefe root theyhaue for food .. groweth like a flagge in

Marishes. 1763 Churchill Duellist 1, On Lethe's Stream,
like flags, to rut. 1842 Guide to Trade, Cooper 74 A flag

or rush should be put round the groove. 1873 G. C. Davii-.s

Mount. $ Mere ii. 6 Gazing with a feeling akin to awe at

. .the tall rushes and flags.

b. With words indicating the species, as garden
flag {Iris germanicd) \ sweet smelling flag,

spicewort {Acorns Calamus) ; water flag, yellow
flag {Iris pseudacorns). Also Coiin-Flag.
c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health (1585) E iv b, The ioyce of

yeolowe flagge put into thine eare is of the same operation.

1578 Lyte Dodoeus Ii. xxxv. 193 That kinde [of Iris] whose
flower is purple and blewe is called .. of some .. garden
flagges. 1580 Haret Aiv. F 639 The water Flagge, or
the yellowe wild Iris. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Hot. \. xl viii.

130 The sweet smelling Flagge. 1831 J, Davies Manual
Mai. Med. 373 The American Blue Flag, Iris versicolor.

C. In pi. or collect. si?tg. A kind of coarse grass.

1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 185 The hay of our low mea-
dows is .. also more rooty, foggy and full of Tlags. 1639
Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. (ful. xxxii, Arable ground being
..cleared from the roots of the flag. 1847 Halliwell,
Flag . . also applied to the small pieces of coarse grass

common in some meadows. 1878-86 Hritten & Holland
Plant-n., Flag{-$). .Probably Aira exspitosa L.

If d. Used for Alga. Obs.

1778 Milne Sot. Diet., Algzr, Flags. 1807 J. E. Smith
Phys. Bet. 402 Algx, Flags, whose herb is likewise a frond.

2. The blade or long slender leaf of a plant, e. g.

of Iris and of cereals.

1578 Lyte Dodoeus 11. xxxv. 193 The narrow leaved Ireos,

his flagges be long and narrowe. 1599 T. M[oufet] Silk-

luormes 34 Sweetest Iris beareth shortest flagges. 1750
W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. II. i. 38 This Oat has not only
a strong large Stalk and Ear to nourish, but also a broad
Flag besides. 1850 Bromfield in Phytologist III. 1006
The green leaves [of Typha latifolta\. .are used, .for mats,
chair-bottoms and basket-work, under the name of flags.

x88o Jefferies Gt. Estate 8 The wheat was then showing
a beautiful fla^.

f3. ?=flag-basket. Obs.
1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 182 For every twenty

sugar flags. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. of Customs (1821) 23
Annotto, Package tared, and 6 per Cent, allowed for Flags.

4. attrib. and Comb, as flag-bed, -flower; flag-
bottomed, -fenced, + -shaggy adjs. Also flag-basket

dial., a basket made of reeds, chiefly used by work-
men for carrying their tools ; ? flag-broom (sec

Flag .?/>.
2

5) ; flag-leaf, an iris; flag-reed (see

quot.) ; flag-worm, a worm found in the roots of

flags and u?ed by anglers.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bedc 562 Emptying his tools out of
the *flag-basket. 1656 Trapp Comm. Eph. vi. 4 Like Moses
in the *flag-bed. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxviii. q6
Furniture, including a dozen * flag-bottomed chairs. 1878
Smiles Robt. Dickvii. 79 Beyond them the *flag-fenced fields

in the distance. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. ,
*Flagflower.

See Iris. 1801 Southey Thalaba xi. xxxiv, The flag-flower

blossom'd on its side. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. 53 Mint and
*flagleaf, swording high Their blooms to the unthinking
eye. 1833 Stl-rt S. Australia II. vii. 181 The reeds are the

broad *flag-reed (arundo phragmatis). 1605 Sylvester
Du Bartas 11. iii. iv. Captains 123 Th' aged Floud. .pensive
leaning his "flag-shaggie head Upon a Tuft. 1653 Walton
Angler 178 He will also in the three hot months, .bite at a
*Flag-worm, oratagreen Gentle. 1787 Uest Angling ied. 2)

19 Flag-worms, or Dock-worms. Found among flags.

Flag (fteg>, $b:& Also 5, 7 flagg(e. [Cf.

Icel. ^77£-neut. the spot where a turf has been cut

out, ON. flaga wk. fern, slab of stone (cogn. with
Flay v.) ; these appear in Eng. as Flaw sbA, but
some dialects have app. retained -ag- in adoption
of ON. words. Cf. also Flake sb.\ Flaught 1

.].

1. A piece cut out of or pared off the sward
;

a turf, sod. Also collect. Now dial. (E. Anglian).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 16 Flagge of be erthe . . terricidium.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. viii. lvi. 120 Upon his shield
an heap of fennie mire In flagges and turfs. -Did smoth'ring
lie, not burn. 1691 Ray S. 4- E. C. Words (E. D. S. 1

,

Flags, the surface of the earth, which they pare off to burn
;

the upper turf. A'orf 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 11.

306 The flags are burnt in small heaps. Ibid. Ser. 11. III.

11. 659 Covered with grass flag, cut 3 inches thick.

b. The slice of tarth turned over by the plough-
share; also, the ground thus made ready for sowing.
dial. {E. Anglian) only.
1787 Marshall E. Norfl Words (E.D.S.), Flag, the

furrow turned. 1795 Annals Agric. XXIII. 27 To dibble
beans, one row on each flag. 1800 Trans. Soc. Encourag.
Arts XVIII. 109 The plough . . turned over a flag of nine
inches. 18*3 Moor Suffolk Words, flag .. the portion of
clover land turned at once by the plough, a 18*5 Forby
Voc. E. Anglia, Flag- 2, The surface of a clover lay of the
second year, turned up by the plough. The wheat for the
next year's crop is dibbled into the flag. 1845 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. V. 11. 340 Nothing rose to cover the ground
after the first mowing, so as to make a flag fur the wheat.

2. A flat slab oi any fine-grained rock which may
be split into flagstones ; a flagstone.

1604 Vestry Bks. iSurtees) 282 A cesse of W'yl. the pound
shalbe levied for the winninge of flag^s. 1658 in Picton
L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883' I. 188 That a new flagge be laid

ovur the watercourse. 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl. in 1772,

257 A stone chest formed uf six flags. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 34 The brown flags, .were at one period used
. . in covering houses. 1839 E. D. Clarke Trav. 33/1 The
new promenade, .is p;tved with large flags. 1871 Iyndall
Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. xii. 30S With a hammer and chisel

I can cleave them into flags.

b. //. A flagged foot-pavement.
1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 106

Dancing dogs, that he was exhibiting upon the flags. 1850
Clough Dipsychus 11. iv. 3 Shall I . .like the walking shoe-
black roam the flags To see whose boots are dirtiest ?

3. Salt-mining. ' A very hard kind of marl found

near the first bed of rock salt' {Chester Gloss. 1884).
1883 Greslev (/loss. Coal Mining 1892 Cornhill Mag.

Sept. 263 A shaft is sunk till the ' flag ' or ' bean metal ' has
been pierced.

4. Glass-making, 'see quotA
1883 Chance in Powell Principles Glass-making 1

1

1 These
grate-rooms are sunk several feet below the level of the bed
of the furnace, and are separated from each other by a
portion of the bed, which is called the flag.

5. attrib. and Comb., as flag-way ; flag-like adj.

Also ?flag-broom (see quots.
;

perh. belongs to

Flag sbA) ; flag-harrow, a harrow for thoroughly

breaking up the flag (sense I b) ; flag-sandatone,

sandstone that may be split into flags '^sensc 2).

And Flag-stone.
1697 Dampikr Voy. I. isoThe Leaves that make the brush

part of the *Flag-brooms which are brought into England
.. are .. a small kind of Palmeto. 1755 Johnson, Flag-
broom, a broom for sweeping flags or pavements, .commonly
made of birch-twigs, or of the leaves of the dwarf palm.

1845 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. n. 333 The land .. may be
broken down by a *flag-harrow, called by some a crab-

harrow. 1849 Murciiison Siluria vii. 125 These v flaglike

strata. 1843 Portlock Geol. 505 The micaceous *flag

sandstones of the old red are highly calcareous. 1800 in

Spirit Public Jrnls. (1801) IV. 263 The *flag-way is

pleasant to saunter and idle. 1875 Le Fanu Will. Die xlx.

116 He walked slowly up and down the silent flagway.

Flag (fl^cg), J*-3 [perh. subst. use of Flag a.,

though that is not recorded so early. Cf. Fag
sb.1 1.]

1. a. pi. The quill-feathers of a bird's wing ; in

quot. i486 the cubital or secondary feathers of

a hawk's wing. Also attrib. b. (See quot.^i

a- 14867?*. St. Albans Bj, The federis at the_ wynges
next the body be calde the flagg or the fagg federis. 1575
Turberv. Faulconrie 274 Otherwhile it chaunceth, through
the hurte of a Hawkes wing, that one or twooof hir Flagges

.. are broosed. 1615 Tomkis Atbutnazar n. iv, If I mne
these Flagges of Yeomanry. 1635 Quarles Embl. 111. i.

(1818) 138 Like as the haggard, cloister'd in her mew .. tor

renew Her broken flags. 1678 Ray Willughbys Ornith.

84 The flag-feathers of the Wing [of the Kestrel] are in

number twenty four. 1741 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Feather,^ The
vanes or webs in the flag part of the wing. 1858 W, Clark
Van der Hoeren's Zool. II. 379 Wings acute, with flag-

feathers often short.

b. 1890 Coues Ornith. 11. iii. 182 Crural feathers are .

.

sometimes long and flowing, as in the 'flags' of most

2. //. (See quot.)

1892 Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., Flags, a technical

name for a variety of quills.

Flag (flseg), sbA Also 5-7 flagge. [A word

found in all mod.Teut. langs., but app. first re-

corded in Eng. ; cf. Da. flag (1569 in Kalkar), Sw.

flaSS) flaSSa C
not in Sbderwall MSw. Diet.), Du.
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FLAG.

vlag (vlagghe inKilian 1599), Ger.flagge (17th c. ;

zXsoflacke).
Whether the word originated in Eng., Du., or Scandi-

navian, it may plausibly be supposed to be an onomatopoeic
formation, expressing the notion of something flapping in

the wind; cf. Flack v., Flag v. 1
, MDu. vtaggheren to

flutter. If the word be of Eng. origin, there are other

possibilities : it might be a transferred use of Flag sb. l
\

or, if the primary sense were 'square of cloth' or the like,

it might l>e the same word as appears in OE. flacg ' cata-

plasma ' (Wr.-Wiilck. 386) and flare, recorded in n 39 as an
Eng. name for a baby s garment il)u Cange s. v.'.]

1. A piece of cloth or stuff (usually bunting),

varying in size, colour, and device, but most fre-

quently oblong or square, attached by one edge

to a staff or to a halyard, used as a standard,

ensign or signal, and also for decoration or

display.

For black, red, white, yell&iv flag, see the adjs. Bloody

flag (Shaks. K. Hen. V, 1. ii. 101): cf. quot. 1724.

[1481-90 Howard Househ. Bis. (Roxb.) 42, ij. stremers,

standartes, and ij. fagges.] 1530 Palscr. 220/2 Flag or

baner of a felde, guidon. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 207 These
flagges of France. .Haue hither march'd to your endamage-
ment. i6i» W. Parkes Crtrtaine-Dr. (Grosart) 47 Each 1

Play-house aduanceth his flagge in the aire. 1676 Dryden
Aurengz.v. i, In cither's Flag, the golden Serpents bear, 1

Erected Crests alike. 170a Royal Proclam. in Loud. Gaz.
No. 3872/1 Any other Flags, Jacks, Pendants or Ensigns. 1

17*4 R. Falconer Voy. (1769' 118 They consented to hoist

the bloody Flag, and neither to give or take Quarter.

1783 W. Thomson Watson's Philip III, vi. 442 The flag
''

of rebellion is displayed throughout all Hohemia. 1834 M.
Scott Tom Cringle 304 Don't cease firing, although his flag

be down— it was none of his doing. 1840 Dickens Old C. ;

Slwp xix, Flags streamed from windows and house-tops.

transf. and fig.
150a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. v. iit. 96 Beauties ensigne yet Is

|

Crymson in thy lips.. And Death* pale flag is not aduanced
there. 1604 — Oth. 1. i. 157, I must show out a Flag and
signe of Loue 1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Religious Stoic

xx. (1685) 160 Who would not . . bow the flag of his private

opinion to the commands of the Church. 1737 Bracken
Farriery fmpr.<ij$6) I. 351, I have often . .been sorry to see

a Flag of Horse-Soles hung out upon every silly Smith's Door.
1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1254 A white apron may be
the ' flag ' of the ' Licensed Victualler's profession ', but it is

not the barber's 'flag'. 1881 Miss Braddon Asfh. II. 318
-She . .

' blushed celestial red '
. . her lover . . hung out a rosy

flag on his own side.

b. Flag {of truce) : a white flag, carried by
a messenger or hoisted on a vessel, to express a

wish for parley with the enemy. Hence, the
;

person or the ship dispatched with a flag of !

l nice.

158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedas Cong. E. hid. xlii.98
\

Then the enimies helde up a flagge. [Margin] This flag '

was a sign and request of peace. 1627 Caft. Smith Seaman's
\

Cram. xiii. 62 They hang out a flag of truce. 1775 R. Mont-
j

gomerv in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev.w'&w I. 495 Firing upon
a flag of truce. 1779 T. Jefferson Let. Writ. 1893 II. 259

|

A fla^ sails hence to-morrow, .to negotiate the exchange of
j

some prisoners. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. VI. 107
|

He should fire upon all flags in future. 184a Campbell !

Napoleon fy Brit. Sailor 62 He gave the tar a piece of
j

gold. And, with a flag of truce, commanded He should be
j

snipp'd to England Old.

c. In various nautical phrases, as To give {deny,
\

refuse, etc.
v

the honour of theflag : to make (or re-
|

fuse) an acknowledgement of supremacy by striking

the flag to another. To lower or strike o-nes flag'.

to take it down, esp. in token of respect, sub-

mission, or surrender. The flag of defiance is out

(naut. slang) (see quot. 1700).

1644 Manwavring Sea-mans Diet. s. v. Flaggs, At sea to

lower or strike ones Flagg in fight is a token of yeelding, but

otherwise of great obedience and respect. 1673 Ld. Shaftes-
bury Part. Sp. in Collect, Poems 235 They came to that

height of insolence, as to deny the Honour and right of the

Flag, a 1700 B. E, Diet. Cant. Creiu s. v. Elagg . . The
Flag of Defiance is out, (among the Tars* the Fellow's Face
is very Red, and he is Drunk. 1779 F. Hervey Naval
Hist. II. 146 Firing upon a Dutch man of war who refused

him the honour of the flag. 180a Windham Sp. Definit.

Treaty 13 May, Sp. (1812) III. 428 The notion that peace

would hush up all our dangers had induced us to give up
to Holland the honour of the flag. 1881 Palgkave Visions

Eng. 275 Above the war-thunder came shouting, as foe

struck his flag after foe.

2. Naut. A flag carried by a flagship to indicate

that an admiral is in command, an admiral's em-
blem of rank afloat. Hence, of the admiral, To
hoist or strike ones flag', to enter upon, or re-

linquish command.
1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3088/4 A Squadron of Dutch Ships,

whereof 3 carried Flags. 1697 Ibid. No. 3329/4 Sir George
Rooke hoisted his Flag on Board the Defyance. 1707
Ibid. No. 4390/3 This Morning he struck his Flag on board
the Nassau. 1769-89 Falconer Diet. Marine s. v. Admi-
ral, Admirals that have carried no flag. 1796 Nelson in

Nicolas Disp. II. 187 The Admiral thinks I shall be ordered
to hoist my Flag here. 1809 Sir A. Hammond in G. Rose
Diaries (i860) II. 359, I never meant to charge him with
having deprived me of my flag. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., Flag .. Also, a certain banner by which an ad-

miral is distinguished at sea from the inferior ships of his

squadron.

b. A ship carrying an admiral's flag, a flagship.

165a Perfect Account No. 101. 2065 The Garland.. was
engaged by two Dutch Flags. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4755/fa

That they did not do it is attributed to the Loss of their

two Flags. 1829 Marryat F. Mildmay vii. t,Rtldg.) 67,

I .. quitted the flag with a light heart.

274

0. Applied to the admiral himself. Also, Flag !

the answer returned to a sentry's challenge by an

admiral's boat.
1665 Pepys Diary (1879) III. 274 Not giving to all the

Commanders, as well as the Flaggs. 1719 Sir E. Byng in

Torrington Mem. (1889) p. xi, My whole pay as a flag of
the fleet. X747 J. Lind Lett. Navy (1757) I. 23 If more
than two flags, then the commander in chief is to have one
half of the eight. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Flag.

3. slang. An apron.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (1861) I. 218 Flag, an apron.

1882 Echo 29 Aug. 1/5 Ere long we may expect to hear that I

a Congress of Servant-girls has been discussing the use of
the ' flag \

4. Sporting. The tail of a setter or Newfoundland
dog. Also of a deer; occas. of a horse. Cf.

i

quots. under Flag a.

1859 'Stonehenge' (J. H. Walsh) Dogi. iv. 97 The stern,

or flag [of the setter] . . is furnished with a fan-like brush of

long hair. 1883 G. Stables Our Friend the Dog vii. 60
Flag, the tail, applied to Setters and Newfoundlands. 1891

R. Kipling Plain Tales 148 A switch-tailed demirep of

a mare called Arab because she has a kink in her flag.

5. ? = Fag sb* 2.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 875/2 Flag, the uneven end
of an uncut tuft of hair in a brush. 1893 Standard Diet.,

Flag, the split end of a bristle.

6. Printing. A mark made by the corrector of

a proof, showing an omission by the compositor

of some words which are written by the corrector

in the margin ; an ' out*.

7. attrib. and Comb.
y
as flag-bearer, -case, -pole;

flag-bedizened adj. Also flag-boat, a mark-boat
in sailing or rowing matches; flag-captain, the

captain of a flagship ; flag-dues (see quot.)

;

t flag-fallen a., unemployed; said of actors in

allusion to the lowering of the play-house flag as

a sign of closing ; flag-furling a. (fig.), dis-

posed to cease fighting, pacific; flag-lieutenant,

an officer acting as an aide-de-camp to an admiral

;

flag-list, the roll of flag-officers or admirals ; flag-

pay, the pav of a flag-officer or admiral ; flag-

raising vbl. sb. (If.S.), a ceremonious hoisting of

a party flag ; flag-rank, the rank of admiral
;

flag-share, an admiral's share (one-eighth) of

prize-money ; flag-station (Railways;, a place

where trains stop only when signalled to do so

;

flag-wagging, Milit. slang, signalling with flags

held in the hand ; flag-waver, one who tries to

arouse popular enthusiasm ; so flag-waving vbl. sb.

Also Flag-officek, Flagship, Flagstapp.
1887 Times (weekly ed.) 24 June 4/4 The houses . . were

largely *flag-bedizened. 1835 Lvtton Rienzi 11. iii, The
different servitors and *flag- bearers ranged themselves on

the steps without. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 187 The
Caroline passed first round the 'flag-boat. 1829 Marryat
F. Mildmay vii. (Rtldg.) 66, I . . saw the *flag-captain. 1870

Colomb & Bolton Flashing Signals 39 The *flag-case is

made of strong patent leather. 189a Simmonds Diet. Trade
Suppl., *Flag Dues, a charge on ships, in some harbours,

for hoisting flags. 1609 Rowley Search for Money B iij/i

Foureorfiue *flag-falne Plaiers. i8o»in Spirit Public Jrnls.

(1803) VI. 174 A fresh assortment of *flag-furling orations,

expected by the pacific packet. 1798 Nelson in Nicolas

Disp. III. 2 Your note, .about the *Flag Lieutenant. 1873

Colomb Let. 11 june'm Fifteen Yrs. Naval Retirement(iZZb)
13 A large nominally active "Flag List. 1719S1R E. Byng in

Torrington Mem. (1889) p. ix, My "flag pay. lSS+PallMall
G. 9 Sept. 3/2 That is a contretemps to which annexaiion by
•flagpoles "is occasionally exposed. 1864 Sala in Daily 'Tel.

18 Nov., * Flag-raising consists in stretching a big banner

. . across a street
;
and this banner contains a colossal transcrip-

tion of the particular * ticket ' which the flag-raisers support.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 7 Sept. 8/2 His profession of the Protestant

faith having prevented his attaining *flag rank. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., *Flag-share. 185a Hist. etc. County
Oxford 681 Here [GosfordI is a *flag station on the Oxford
and Bletchley branch of the London and North-Western
Railway. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Mar. 11/1 So. .slow a pro-

cess as that of '"flag wagging'. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 28 June
2/3 The Pretoria *flag-wavers. 189* Pall Mall G. 12 Nov.

2/2 *Flag-waving is all very well, but it is a miserable

proceeding when influenced by such sordid motives.

t Flag, sb.5 Sc. Obs. [Cf. ON. fiagti similarly

used.] An opprobrious term applied to a

woman.
1500 20 Dunbar Poems xiv. 71 Sic fardngaillis on fiaggis

als fatt as quhailis. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2137 Ane fistand

flag. 1866 Edmondstoun Shetland <$• Orkn. Gloss., Flaag,

a large clumsy woman.

Flag, sb$ Sc. Obs. [var. of Flaw ; cf. Sw.

flaga, wuidflaga, Du. vlaag, earlier vlaeghe, vlage.]

A blast or gust (of wind; ; a squall. Flag offire :

a flash of lightning.

1513 Douglas Mneis 1. iii. 61 With fluidis ourset the

Troianis, and at vndir By flaggis and rayne did fra the

hevin descend. Ibid. vii. Prol. 49 Dym skyis oft furth

warpit feirfull levyne, Flaggis of fyir and mony felloun

flawe. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 9 In mony flag

that furius wes and fell.

Flag (fl^g), sb.l [Cf. MLG. vleger, i coin worth

somewhat more than a Bremer groat ' (Schiller &
Lubben).] A groat, fourpence.

1567 Harman Caveat 85 A flagge, a wyn, and a make (a

grot, a penny, and a halfe penny), a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Flagg, a Groat. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (1861)

I. 251 A tremendous black doll bought for a flag of a retired

rag-merchant.

FLAG.

+ Flag, a. Obs. [Peih. a. OF.flae (:-L. flaccus)

of same meaning. For the change of c into g cf.

flagon, flagel, repr. earlier floeon, flaiet. See
next vb.J

Hanging down, drooping, pendulous; esp. of
hair, and a horse's or dog's tail. Also in comb., as

flag-eared, -thighed, -winged.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Encapotado de orej'as, flag eared,

flaccidus. 1613 Heywood Brazen Age n. ii, The fierce

Thessalian hounds With their flagge eares. 1637 A. Warwick
Spare Min. 112 He [the heron] strave to get above her [the
hawk] labouring, .to make her flagge-winged, and so escape.

1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 273/4 About 17 years of Age, bright
flag hair. 1683 Bp. of Ferns in Wicked Contriv. S. Black-
head in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 521 His hair, .hangs flag

without any curls. 1683 Land. Gaz. ,No. 1866/8 A Scrrel

Gelding . . with a bald Face . . and a long flag Tail. 1765
Treat. Dotn. Pigeons 91 The feathers on their thighs hang
loose, whereby tney are said to be flag-thigh'd.

Flag (flarg), v. x Also 6-7 flagge. [? f. Flag a.

;

cf. Ob .flaguir to become flaccid. But prob. there

is a mixture with an onomatopoeic formation, ex-

pressing the same notion asflap, flack, but imply-

ing less energetic movement.]

1. inlr. To hang down ; to flap about loosely.

'545 l see Flagging ///. m\ 1609 Bible (Douay) Exod.
xxxix. 19 Which a lace of hyacinth ioyned, lest they should
flagge loosely. 1650 Bl'Lwer Anlhropomet. 178 Least the
heavy Breasts should flag down too low. 1655 fheophania 2

He discovered a tall Ship, with her sails flaging about her
masts. 1801 Southey Thalaba m. xviii, When the out-

strain'd tent flags loosely. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam 111.

xvii. 3 Its sails were flagging in the breathless noon.

+ b. To sink down heavily. Obs.

1617 Abp. Abbott Descr. World, Pern V iv, W'hich bedds
are deuised of Cotten wooll, and hung vp betweene two
trees, .in the which flagging downe in the middle, men and
their wiues and their children doe lie together.

fo. trans. To allow to droop; to hang down,
drop (the head, ears, tail, etc.). Obs. Cf. 5.

1637 Heywood Dial., Anna tj Phillis Wks. 1874 VI. 310
No one but droopes her wings, and flags her tayle. 1644
Quarles Sheph. Oracl. vii, Whereby I was compelled To
flag my sailes. 17*5 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Celery, It

warps and flags its Head too much. 1757 W. Thompson
R. N. Ad-ioc. 20 Dogs, .have flaged their Tails, .and would
not even smell to it.

2. intr. To become limp or flaccid. Now only

of plants : To droop, fade.

i6ti Cotgr., Ftcstrir. .to fade, wither; flag,droope
;

1644

Digby Nat. Bodies (1645) I. xii. § 4. 127 When the string [of

a bow] beginneth to flag. 1667 Beale in Phil. Trans. II.

424 The Cherry-Blossoms then flagging, but not much
altering their Colour. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Bartkol.

Anat. 11. iii. 92 The Lungs flag and become small again.

1767 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg.106/1 Having made an aperture

in the bladder, it flagged immediately of itself. 1846 ")rnl.

R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 523 The white crops flag, and the

turnip-ltaves turn yellow. i8fio Delamer Kitch. Gard._ 79
They may be cut out with balls of matted fibres, and being

then well watered, will scarcely flag at all.

t 3. intr. Of wings : To move feebly or ineffectu-

ally in attempting to fly. Of a bird : To move its

wings feebly (in early use also trans, with wings

as obj.) ; to fly unsteadily or near the ground. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. To Earl Essex, My Muse, whose

fethers. .Doe yet but flagg and slowly learn to fly. 1596 —
Hymn Hear. Beauty 30 The . . faulcon . . flags awhile her

fluttering wings beneath. 1603 B. Jonson Sejanus v. iii,

Croking Ravens Flag'd up and downe. 1614 Gataker
Transubst. 220 Like eagles wee must soare aloft up to

heaven, and not flagge downward. 1635 Cowley Davideis

111. 330 The Wings of Time flagg'd dully after it.

Jig. 1644 Bui.wer Chiron. 5 Speech divided from the

Hand, .flags and creeps upon the ground, a 1683 Oldham
Art of Poetry (1686)3 Others, .flag low, and humbly sweep

the dust, a 1764 Lloyd Ode to Genius Poet. Wks. 1774 II.

174 Whose nerveless strains flag on in languid tone.

b. ?To fly level, without soaring; or perh.

(after Flag sb.*) to fly with long sweep of wing.

1846 Kingsley Saint's Trag. v. iii, One bird Flags fearful

onward. 1849 — Misc. (1859) II. 308 Long strings of sea-

fowl are flagging on steadily at railroad pace.

4. To become feeble or unsteady in flight.

Hence in wider sense (\n early use perh. consciously

trans/.) : To be unable to maintain one's speed
;

to lag, or fall into a halting pace, through fatigue ;

to become languid, lose vigour or energy.

1639 F'uller Holy War iv. xi. (1640) 188 No wonder then

if the wings of that armie did quickly flag, having so heavy

a weight of curses hanging upon them. 1665 Boyle Occas.

Reft. 11. v. I1845) 113 Too commonly our Resolutions flagg

with our Joys. 1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 312 We shall be

..far from flagging in our Duty. 169a Locke Educ. S '5

(1699) 23 His Stomach . . flagging into a downright want of

Appetite. 174S De Foe's Eng. Tradesman vi. (1841) I. 44

His credit by degrees flags and goes off. 1780 Mad.
D'Akblay Lett. July, She does not suffer one's attentionlo

rest, much less to flag, for hours together. 1810 Scott Lady

of L u vi, 'Twere long to tell what steeds gave o'er. Who
flagged upon Bochastle's heath. :8al Shklley Boat on

Serchio 94 The boat . . flags with intermitting course, And
hangs upon the wave. 1853 Soyer Pantroph. 394 The

major-domo perceived that appetite began to flag. 1856

Kane Arct. Expl. I. xii. 127 The dogs began to flag; but

we had to press them. 1874 L. Stephen Hours m Lib.

(1892) I. ii. 63 His zeal in setting forth an example never

flags for an instant.

b. Of an author, or his works, a diversion, game,

conversation, etc. : To fall off in vigour or interest,

to grow dull or languid.
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1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 253 Yet doth he sometimes.

.

seem to flag a little, and speak more Languidly and Scepti-

cally about it. a 1745 Swift (J.), The pleasures of the town
begin to flag and grow languid. 1707 Gray Let. Poems
(1775) 325 The diction is . . not loaded with epithets and
figures, nor flagging into prose. 1773 Mrs. Chapone Im-
frov. Mind (1774) II. 99 Suffering the conversation to flag,

for want of. .a subject. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, vi, When
this topic flagged, he turned to the grey-headed gentleman,
and asked if he could sing. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at

OxJ. xlvii, By degrees the cricket flagged, and most of the

men went off. 1881 Besant & Rice Cha.pl. Fleet 1. x.

(1883) 83 Come, gentlemen, we let the glasses flag.

+ C. To flag in ?noney : to be slow to pay it.

1608 Yorksh. Trag. B i a, Shall it be said in all societies,

That I broke custome, that I flagd in monie?

f 5. trans, a. lit. Of a bird, etc. : To cease to

ply vigorously, relax the efforts of (its wings) from
fatigue. Of conditions, circumstances, etc. ; To
render (the wings) incapable of soaring ; to clog,

impede, b. Hence To allow or cause to become
languid ; to be tardy in prosecuting (a purpose)

;

to deprive of vigour, animation, or energy; to

depress, enfeeble. Obs.
a. x6» F. Markham Bk. Warx. ix. 197 The minde .. if

still it be ouerlaid with its owne toile, must, .either flag her
wings or stoope to a faulse prey. 1687 Drvden Hind fy P.
in. 509 Nor need they fear the dampness of the sky Should
flag their wings, and hinder them to fly. 1709 Prior Ode
iii, The Thousand Loves, that arm thy potent Eye, Must
..flag their Wings, and die. 1715 Mrs. Barker Exilias
I. 93 Our Roman Eagles . . began to flag their wings.

b. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. in. iii, O, for thy sisters

sake, I flagge revenge. 1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 140
A kind of fulsome Recreation, that flags our Crests. 1670
Eachard Cont. Clergy -2-2 There is nothing that flags the

Spirits .. as intense Studies. i7ao Wei.ton Stiver. Son 0/
God II. xxi. 571 How forcible this Wretched Spirit of con-
tradiction is . . to Quell and Flag the inclinations of doing
Good. 1757 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. 9 The bloody
Brine . . flags by its softer and raw Juices, the Strength of
the Pickle.

C. Toflag rein : to slacken speed, rare.

1848 Lvttom Harold 11. ii, Took ship from Cherbourg and
have not flagged rein, till I could say [etc.].

Flag (flaeg% v? [f. Flag sb. !]

+ 1. trans. To plant about with flags or reeds.

1685 Evelyn Diary 22 Oct., The waters are flagged about
with Calamus aromalicus.

2. To tighten (the seams of a barrel) by means
of flags or rushes.

1757 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. 15 A Cask .. which was
not well flag'd. 1843 Guide to Trade, Cooper 50 Inside

joints.. must be flagged. 1846 SirT. D. Lauder in Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 8) IX. 639/1 After which it [the barrel] should be
flagged, headed, blown, and tightened.

3. To cut off the flag or blade of (wheat).
1846 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. n. 538, I had to flag my

wheat three times, .and then it was partially laid.

Hence Fla gging vbl. sb. Also attrib.

184a Guide to Trade, Cooper 73 Pulling off from the head,
with the flagging iron, the stave or staves that [etc.]. 1846
yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 299 So rank will be the corn-
crop there, that in spite of two or three flaggings, it is

almost sure to go down and spoil.

Flag ffkeg),z/.3 Also 7 flagge. [f. Flag sb.2}
trans. To pave with or as with flagstones.

Also of a stone or stones : To form the floor or

paving of. Toflagover : to cover with a pavement.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 130 The stones so great, that eight

floores it . . eight flagge the ends, and stxteene the sides.

Ibid. 177 The wals are flagged with large tables of white
marble. 1682 Wheler journ. Greece n. 187 It is flagged

also within with white Marble, and paved in like manner.
1709 Steele Tatler No. 179 P 8 What Ground remains, .is

flagged with large Quarries of white Marble. 1810 Ann. Reg.

755 The streets in Paris are not flagged on the sides,

as in London. 1855 Mrs. Gatty Parab. Nat. Ser. 1.(1869)

125 The hearthstone that flagged the grand old chimney
arch of ancient times. 1884 G. H. Boi'Ghton in Harper's
Mag. Oct. 7 1 4/1 They . . flagged the dead over with their

own grave-stones.

Flag (floeg), v.* [f. Flag sbA]
1. trans. To place a flag over or upon ; to deco-

rate or adorn with flags. To flag out (a race-

course) : to mark out by flags.

1875 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports n. n. i. §6. 511 In a
steeplechase, where the ground is not flagged out. 1889
Times 1 Oct. 3/3 In honour of the day all the official build-

ings here were flagged.

2. a. To inform or warn by flag-signals, b. To
communicate (information) by flag-signals, c. To
inform by flag-signals that. d. To decoy (game,

esp. deer) by waving some object like a flag to

excite the animal's attention or curiosity.

1884 G. O. Shields in Harper's Mag. Aug. 367/2, I will

give you a point or two on flagging antelope. 1885 T.
Roosevelt Hunting Trips vi. 181 One method of hunting
them [antelopes] is to .. flag them up to the hunters by
waving a red handkerchief .. to and fro in the air. 1886
Leeds Mercury Nov., At Mineke some men working in a
limekiln flagged the train on account of an obstruction on
the track. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Mar. 11/1 A map of the
battle of Hasheen. .was flagged across Wimbledon Common.
1893 Cait. King Foes in Ambush 51, I flagged old Feeny
half an hour ago that they hadn't come through here.

Flagan, obs. form of Flaggox.

tPla-gartie, a. Obs. Se. [Cf. Flacket v.]

Flouncing ; boisterous.

"535 Lyndesay Satyre 2137 Ane fistand flag, a flagartie

fuffe.

Flagary, var. of Feoaky = Vagary.
i8a8 Blackiv. Mag. XXIII. 46 None of your bantering

and flagaries ; for have him you must.

t Flagel. 1 Obs. Also 4 flegel. [a. OF.
flageol, flagel, flajol, a. Pr. flajol, flaitjol; of

unknown origin : the vulgar Lat. type would be

flaviolus.
Diez's suggestion of derivation from Rom. Jlauto flute is

untenable on phonological grounds.]
= Flageolet.
£-1315 Coer de L. 668r They herde no pype, ne flagel.

a 1330 Fragm. A lexander in Rouland fy V. {1 836) p. xx, The
wane gan a flegel blawe.

Flagel. 2 Used with etymological allusion for

Flan., q. v.

1647 Fuller Good Th. in Worse T., Occas. Med. x. 218,
I finde two sad Etymologies of Tribulation. One from
('Tribnlus)a. three forked Thorn. .The other, from Tribulus,
the Head of a Flail, or Flagell.

Flagellant (flad.^elant, flae'd^elant), sb. and
a. [ad. L. flagellant-em, pr. pple. of flagellar-e to

whip, {.flagellum : see Flagelle sb.]

A. sb.

1. One who scourges himself by way of reli-

gious discipline or penance ; esp. one of a sect of

fanatics (L.flagellantes) that arose in the 13th c.

Usually//.
1563-87 Foxe A. <$- M. (1596) 139/2 Flagellants going bare-

foot in long white linen shirts, with an open place in the
backe. 1664 H, More MySt. Iniq. 323 In their Ninevites
or Flagellants. 178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 213
There arose . . a sect . . called the Flagellants, or whippers.

1857 Miss Winkworth Tattler*s Life <$- Serm. 126 Then
appeared the ghastly processions of the Flagellants.

2. In wider sense (chiefly traits/, irom 1) : One
who flagellates (himself or others).

1785 Burke Sp. Nabob Arcot's Debts 9 These modern
flagellants are sure . . to whip their own enormities on the
vicarious back of every small offender. 1855 I'lanche tr.

Ctess D'Aulnoy s Fairy Tales, Gracieuse $ Ferctnet(i%5%)8
The flagellants so fatigued themselves, that they could no
longer lift their arms. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such ii. 29
That modern sect of Flagellants who make a ritual of
lashing—not themselves but—all their neighbours.

Jig. 1849 Bp.of Exeter in Croker Papers {\%$>$)\\\. xxvi.

194 This coincidence of opinion avowed by his [Macaulay's]
intending panegyrist with that of his actual flagellant.

Comb. 1876 Grant Burgh. Sch. Scotl. 11. v. 199 The
unhappy teacher had sometimes to perform the duties of a
flagellant-general.

B. adj.

Given to flagellation, flagellating.

1880 SwtnbvrwkStudyS/iaks. i. 27 The broad free sketches
of the flagellant head-master of Eton.
Jig. 1891 G. Meredith One oJourCojzq. II. x. 253 So fla-

gellant of herself was she.

Hence Flagellantism.
1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv. i. 8 Wretched

peasantry . . maddened to Flagellantism. 1856 Kings lev
Misc., Froude's Hist. Eng. II. 74 The philosopher . . may
look on wars as in the same category with flagellantisms.

Flagellar (fladge-liu), a. [f. \,. flagell-um +
-Aitl.] Entom. ' Pertaining to the flagellum of an
antenna ' {Cent. Diet.).

Flagellate (fUe'd^eVO, pa. pple. rare. fad.

L. flagelldt-us, pa. pple. of flagelld-re to whip.]

Flagellated, scourged.
1876 J. Ellis Cxsar in Egypt 145 Christ . . was one time

bound, With scorn assad'd, and flagellate with thongs.

Flagellate (flx-dgel^t), a. [f. Flagell-um
+ -ATE *.]

1. Biol. a. Furnished with vibratile flagella. b.
= Flagellifokm.
1877 HUXL.ST Anat, Inv. Anim. ii. 79 Those flagellate

Infusoria which are termed 'monads'. 1878 V>kll Gegen~
banr's Comp. Anat. 21 The cell runs out into a fine process,
and forms a flagellate cell.

2. Bot. Having runners or runner-like branches.
188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 379 The male branch may. .become

an ordinary flagellate branch.

Flagellate (nVd^l^t), v. [f. L. flagelldl-

ppl. stem of flagelld-re, f. flagellum : see Fla-
gelle sb.] trans. To scourge, whip.
1623 in Cockeram. 1721-82 in Bailey. 1771 Smollett

//. Clinker II. 173 To be insulted, flagellated, and even
executed as a malefactor. 1837 Landor Pentameron Wks.
1846 II. 313/2 [That] the angels were created only to
flagellate and burn us. 1858 R. S. Suhtees Ask Matnma
iii. 9 The outside passengers .. proceeded to flagellate

themselves into circulation.

Jig. 1804-8 Foster in Life <fr Corr. (iB^ I. lxi. 341,
I flagellated myself in great anger. X830 Westm. Rev.
XII. 274 The Quarterly could for once, .flagellate an oppo-
nent without having recourse to its old art of wilful

misrepresentation. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Wks.
(Bohn) II. 39 Their drowsy minds need to be flagellated by
war.

Hence Flagellated///, a.

1836 E. Howard R. Reejer xiii, The flagellated boys con-
trived to hush up their sobs. 1884 Pall Mall G. 29 July
3/2 The flagellated flesh visibly shuddered.

Flagellated (flse'd'el^ted),*!. Zool. and Biol.

[f. Flagellate a. + -ed >.] Provided with flagella.

1887 W. J. Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 418/2 The
flagellated chambers of all other sponges. Ibid., Collared
flagellated cells or choanocytcs.

Flagellation (nVd^eV-Jan^. Also 5 flagel-

lacyon, 6 -cion. [ad. L. flagellation-em, n. of

action f. flagelldre to Flagellate.] The action

of scourging ; a flogging, whipping.
i5»6 Pilgr. PerJ. (W. de W. 1531) 13 Suffrynge . . intoler-

able turmentes, flagellacyons, and moost cruell and bytter
deth. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 466 Excoriating their
bodies in processionary Flagellations. 1765 Sterne Tr.
Shandy VIII. xxxi, Speaking 0/ his abstinence, his watch-
ings, flagellations. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xiii, A fearful

instrument of flagellation, supple, wax-ended. 1875 H. C,
Wood Therap. (1879) l & 1 Mild flagellations .. may be used
to keep up the external capillary circulation.

Jig. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xx. 73 In all the places of thy
flagellacyons, peynes and tormentes. 1502 Ord, Cryst.
Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. v. 175 By sykenesses, losses of
goodes, warres, and other flagellacyons.

b. spec. The scourging of Christ ; a picture re-

presenting this.

14*6 Aldelay Poems 55 Vij blodes Crist he bled .. The
thred in his flagellacion. 1630 Donne Deaths Duell 11632)

33 In his flagellation and thornes. 1703 Maundrell Journ.
Jerus. (17321 72 The first place they visited was that of the
Pillar of Flagellation. 1741 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Flagel-
lation. We say. . a Flagellation to denote a picture, or print,
representing the torment inflicted on the Saviour.

Flagellative (flae'dseVtiv), a. rare. [f. as

prcc. + -ive.] = Flagellatoky.
1836 E. Howard A\ Reejer ix, He attended to no depart-

ment of the school but the flagellative,

Flagellator v
nVd3eU?it3.i\ [agent-n. f. I..

flagelldre to Flauellate.] One who scourges or

flogs. (In quot. 1691 = Flagellant A 1.)

1691 G. D'Emiliane Frauds Rom. Monks 358 In the
midst of these Flagellators was carried a Representation of
the Scourging of our Saviour. i8z4 Examiner 103/2 He
was the flagellator of the boy Lynch. 1876 (Irani Burgh
Sch. Scotl. 11. v. 198 The flagellator having been sum-
moned before the Council, declares that the fault was not
his.

Jig. 1830 G. Croiv George IV, vi. 76 The rise of this

grand flagellator [the newspaper press].

Flagellatory nVd^L-Utori). [f. L. type^a-
gellatoHus ; see prec. and -0R\\] Pertaining to

flagellation or flogging.

1838 Eraser's Mag. XVI 1 1. 399 We quote one flagellatory

f>:iragraph. 1844 Tciser Tivins ii. 16 Often had he screened
lis bad twin brother from the flagellatory consequences of
sheer idleness. 1890 Sat. Rer: 30 Aug. 266.1 The unwilling
specimen of so much flagellatory skill.

t Flagelle, sb. Obs. [ad. L. flagellum dim. of

flagrum scourge.] A scourge.
i 1430 Lvdg. Bochas 1. (1544' 15 a, Their olde offences to

punishe . . As a flagell. c 1430 — Miu. Poems (Percy Soc.)
146 Thu must of righte yeve hym is penaunce, With this

flagelle of equite and resoun.

t Flagelle, V. Obs. [ad. L. flagelldre t
f. fla-

gellum : see prec] trans. To scourge.

1550 IJ.M.E Eng. Votaries n R iij/i A man wold thinke..

that Sathan wer sent, .to flagt-lle the church.

t Flagelli'feran. Obs. [f. med. L. flagellifer
(f. flagellum scourge + -fer bearing) + -an.] =
Flagellant sb. \.

1607 T. Rogers 39 Art. 167 The Baptisme of water
is now ceased : and the Baptisme of voluntary blood by
whipping is come in place thereof, without which none can
be saued, as the Flagelliferans {printed -erians, corrected
in later Edd.] published.

FlagelllferOUS (flred^eli-fercs), a. Zool., etc.

[f. L, flagell-um + -(i)feuous.] Bearing a flagel-

lum or flagella ; flagellate.

1868 tr. Figuier's Ocean World 99 Flagelliferous Infu-
soria.

Flagellifbrm 'flad^e^ifpim), a. Zool. and Bot.

[f. Flagellum + -(i)form.] Having the form of

a Flagellum.
i8a6 Kirbv & Sp. Entomot. {1828) IV. xiii. 155 First, fla-

gelliform ovaries consisting of conical tubes. 1875 Blake
Zool. 200 The tail is flagelliform, very long. 188s Vines
Sachs' Bot. 356 Flagelliform branches.

Flagellist {fice duelist), rare. [f. L. flagell-um

+ -1ST.] One who scourges himself.

1833 I. Taylor Fanat. v. 113 The Christian flagellist

might, .draw as much blood from his back in a year.

!! Flagellum (flad^el^m). PI. flagella. [L.

flagellum whip, scourge.]

1. In humorously pedantic use : A whip, scourge.

1807 'Ben Block' (title) Flagellum flagellated. 1830
Lvtton P. Clifford iii, Boxing-gloves, books, fly-flanking

flagellum. 184a Barham Ingot. Leg., Ingol. Penance, The
Knight. .Received the first taste of the Father's flagellum.

2. a. Bot. A runner or creeping shoot.

[1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvn. cxviii. (1495) 6S2

The hyghest braunches of a vyne hyghte Flagella.] 1887

Bentley Bot. (ed. 5) 117 The Runner or Flagellum. .is an

elongated, slender, prostrate branch, sent ofTfrom the base

of the stem, and giving off at its extremity leaves, and
roots, and thus producing a new plant.

b. Zool. and Biol. A lash-like appendage.
185a Dana Crust. 1. 227 Outer antennae as long as the

front, flagellum 10-jointed. 1878 Bell Gegenbaur's Comp.
Anat. 79 The flagella. .are modifications of the cilia. 1885

Athenaeum 12 Dec. 773/3 A cholera bacillus showing a

flagellum at either end.

Flageolet 1 {{\xd5d\et, flard.z/let). Forms:

7 flajolet, flageollet,-eret, flagolet,7~9 flagelet,

-llet, (8 flagelate), 7- flageolet, [a. Fx. flageolet,

dim. otOY.flajol: see Flagel sb. 1
]

1. A small wind instrument, having a mouth-

piece at one end, six principal holes, and some-

times keys.
1
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1659 Leak Water-wks. 27 A Cyclope plaies upon a

Flajolet. 171X Addison Sped. No. 5 f 3 The Musick pro-

ceeded from a Consort of Flagelets. X788 Cowper Death
Bull/inch 12 Well-taught he all the sounds express'd Of
flagelet or flute. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shop xix, Vagabond
groups- .add their uproar to the shrill flageolet.

trans/. 1662 Tatham Aqua Tri. 11 To shew they [the

winds] were Joves Flagerets.

f 2. A player on the flageolet. Obs.

1676 Etheredge Man 0/ Mode in. iii., That's one of the

walking Flajolets.

3. A stop in an organ having a tone similar to

that of the flageolet.

185a Seidel Organ 97 Flageolet . . imitates the tone of the

instrument bearing the same name.

4. attrib., as flageolet-master; -tone (see quot.).

1667 Pepys Diary 1 Mar., I find the flageolet-master come,
and teaching my wife. 1888 Stainer & Barrett Diet.

Mus. Terms, Flageolet tones, the natural harmonics of
stringed instruments, so called from their pure flute-like

quality of tone.

II Flageolet -(flpcd^le't, fla^l^. [Fr.flageolet,

corruption of flageolet, dim. of flageol x—L.. flaseolus.

Cf. Fasels.] A species of kidney-bean.
1885 Pall Mall. G. 9 Sept. 4/2 Flageolets, the ptfee de

resistance, are the next cause of amusement.
Flaget, var. of Flacket, Obs., a bottle, cask.

Flaggan : see Flagon 2
.

t Flaggat. Obs. rare. [? var. of Flacket sb.2
;

but cf. r1 aggot.] A bundle, faggot.

137S Barbour Bruce xvn. 615 Gret flaggatis tharof thai

maid.

Flagged (flaegd), ppl- a> [f. Flag sb? + -ei> 2
.]

Paved with flags or slabs of marble, stone, etc.

1634-5 Bkereton Treat. (1844) 86 The daintiest flagged
channels. 1777 ^. Dalrymple Trao. Sp, % Port, iii, Our
apartment, .had a flagged floor. 185a K. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Tour lxii, 350 They paced backwards and
forwards under the flagged verandah.

Flagged (flsegd), ppl. at [f. Flag sbA + -ed 2
.]

Having a flag, decorated with a flag.

1791 Cow per Yardley Oak 96 The deck Of some flagged
admiral. 1874 Papworth Coats ofArms 364 A turret arg.
flagged gu.

Flagger 1 (flx'g3i\ Anglo-Irish. [Cf. Flag
sb. 1

; also FLIGGEB and OF. flcckiere, fleqniere,

flagiere water plants, flags collectively.] = Flag sbA
1842 S. Loves Handy Andy xv, Its hanks sodgy, thickly

grown with flaggersand bulrushes. 1843 Lever J. Hinton
xx, The sedgy banks, whose tall flaggers bow their heads
beneath the ripple that eddies from the bow.

Fla'gger -- [f. Flag v.% and sb. ~ + -er 1.]

1. One who flags or lays down flagstones.

1868 Whitman Poems, To Working Men 6 Flagging of
side-walks by flaggers.

2. slang. A street-walker.

1865 Daily Paper, Police Report (Farmer), She wasn't
a low sort at all—she wasn't a flagger as we call it.

Flagger ;J (nVgiu). [f. Flag sbA + -er l.] A
man who carries a flag before a traction-engine to

warn drivers of vehicles, etc.

189a Scott. Leader 9 Jan. 4 The ' flagger ', who turned up
some time after in hot pursuit of the fugitive [engine],

Flagget, var. of Flacket Obs., bottle.

Flagging (fiVgin\ vbl. sbA [f. ¥la.gvA +
-ing i.j The action of the vb. Flag 1

.

1611 Cotgr., Alackissement . .a flagging, or falling downe,
through feeblenesse. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol.
Anat. 11. vi. 102 The swelling of the Heart au<d the Flag-
ging thereof. 1855 H. Spencer Print. Psychol, {1870) I. 11.

v. 236 That flagging of the circulation which accompanies
the decline of life. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. 36 He
was inclined to regret, as a spiritual flagging, the lull which
he saw.

Fla'gging, vbl. sb:1 [f. Flag p. 3 + -ing t.]

1. The action of paving with flagstones.

1656 H. Webb in D. King Vale Royallw. 209 The Flag-
ging of the long West He. .was this year begun by Dean
Mitter. 1824 in Picton LSpool Munic. Rec. (18861 II. 341
The paving and flagging of streets. 1893 Birkenhead News
9 Dec. 1/2 Tenders for the Flagging, Channelling, and
Sewering of various Passages in the Borough.

2. conn: The material used in paving ; hence, the

pavement. (The two first quots. are doubtful.)
162a Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 178 For making upp a wall and

flagging about the bells floore for five dayes att x d. per
diem, iiij s. ijd. 1660 Ibid. 197 For setting upp the fount
and flagging about itt, 8 s. 6d. 1825 Beverley Lighting Act
ii. 27 The flagging and other materials thereof to be taken
up. 1851 Ix>ngf. Gold. Leg. 11. i. 50 He. .heard angelic feet
Fall on the golden flagging of the street. 1861 Holland
Less. Life iii. 39 Stretched at her length upon the flagging.

3. at'trib., asflagging stone.
1830 N. S. Wheaton Jrnl. 366 A vault covered with

a coarse flagging stone. 1868 Lossing Hudson 172 Almost
inexhaustible quarries of flagging stone.

t Flagging, vbl. sbA obs. [? f. Flag sb. * +
-ing I.] ? A long flowing hat-band.
1695 Lond. Gaz. No 3045/4 His Coat whitish, with

black Triming, a black Hat and Flaging.

Flagging (fl£e'gin\ ppl. a. [f. Flag v> +
-ing^.J That flags ; hanging down, drooping

;

failing, languid.

1545 Ravnold Byrth Mankynde (1564) Cj, That her
brestes. .be neyther to great, soft, hangyng, and flaggyng.
c 1620 X. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 10 Against the yard
The flagging mainsaile flapt. 1636 H. Jonson Discov. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 759/1 The language is thin, flagging, poor, starved.

1715-ao Pope Iliad xxm. 1039 The wounded bird ..With
flagging wings alighted on the mast. 1838 Wordsw.

Sonnets x, Dull, flagging notes that with each other jar.

1874 L. Stephen Hours in Lib. (1892) I. v.189 He. .had
recourse to . . stimulants to rouse a flagging imagination.

Hence Flaggangly aJr.
a 1693 Urquhart Ral>elat's in. v. 54, I would come off

but very faintly and flaggingly.

t Flaggish, a. Obs. [f. Flag a. + -ish.]

Somewhat ' flag ' or lank ; = Flaggy a.2 1.

1669 Lond. Gaz. No. 402/4 Of a brown flaggish Hair.

1685 Ibid. No. 2058/4 A tall slender man, flaggish lank Hair.

Flaggon, var. of Flagon.
Flaggy (flse'gi), a. 1 [f. Flag sb. 1 r -Y *.]

1. Abounding in flags or reeds.

1382 Wyclif Exod. ii. 3 He. .putte the litil faunt with ynne,
and sette out hym in the flaggi place of the brinke of the

flode. 155* Nottingham Kec, IV. 104 For the flaggy
peyse of grounde lyeng. .in Estcrofte. 1610 G. Fletcher
Chrisfs Vict, xlix, Old Chamus flaggy banks.

1
1641 Hest

Farm. Bks. (Surtees> 4c There is a little flaggie piece to-

wardes the west ende. 1821 Clare Vill, Minstr. I. 125
The rings went whirling round, Till they touch'd the
flaggy bank. 1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept. 299/2 Its

favourite flaggy haunts.

2. Consisting or made of flags or reeds.

i6zi G. Sandys Ovid^s Met. ix. (1626) 176 The rupture of
his browes He shades with flaggie wreathes, and sallow
boughes. 1698 J. Fryer E. India <y Persia 17 Their
Flaggy Mansions: Flags, .upheld with some few Sticks,

supplying both Sides and Covering to their Cottages.
a iyix Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 200 Cam will

ere long his flaggy Tresses rear.

3. Resembling a flag or reed, flng-like.

1577 Ij. Googf. Heresbach's Hush. (1586) in. 120 Rather soft

sweete grasse, then hie and flaggy. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
1. xxxiv. 45 The common Flower-de-luce hath long and
large flaggie leaues, like the blade of a sworde. 165a Cul-
peper Eng. Physic. 95 {Flower-de-luce') The flaggy kindes
thereof have the most physical uses. ^1730 Burt Lett. N.
Scotl. (1760) II. xxvi. 310 A kind of short flaggy grass.

4. Of com, straw, etc. : Having a large flag (see

i

Flag sbA 2).

184a y?-ttl. R. Agric. Soc. III. 11. 300 Straw bright and
reedy, not flaggy. 1850 Ibid. XI. 11. 691 My corn being
too strong and flaggy.

Flaggy (flargi), a.2 Obs. exc. dial. [f. Flag vA
+ -Y 1. Cf. Flag a., Flaggish.]
1. Hanging down limply or lankly, drooping,

pendulous.
1576 Newton Lcmnie's Complex. (1633) 151 The cheekes

seeme flaggy and hanging downe. 1590 Spenser F. Q, i.

xi. 10 His flaggy winges when forth he did display, Were
like two sayles. c 1620 T. Robinson M. Magd. 1. 238
Curlinge ye flaggy lockes of the Neptunia plaine. 1681

Lond. Gaz. No. 1614/4 A Tall Man with Brown flaggy
Hair. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 40 Basking in the Sun
thy Bees may lye, And resting there, their flagcy Pinions
dry. 1725 De Foe Voy. Round World(i84o) 135 Her breasts

were plump and round, not flaggy and hanging down. 1814
H. Busk Fngit. Pieces 229 The flaggy sail Chides the dull

absence of the quickening gale. 2821 Craig Led. Drawing
i. 52 A large head with . . wide-spread, flaggy wings . . to

represent a Jupiter Pluvius.

2. .Soft and flabby, having no firmness, flaccid.

a 1565 Sir T. Chaloner in Q. F.Uz. Boethius (E.E.T.S.)

147 My skynne do sagg in wrinkles slacke, my flaggy
lymbes do tremble. i6z6 Bacon Sylva § 453 It will beare

a great flaggy Apple. 1634 T. Hor'SE /anua Ling. (ed. 8)

9 Lillies. .Wither and j;row flaggy. 1668 Culpepper &
Cole Barthol. Anat. 11. iii. 91 It [the Heart] becomes soft

and flaggy, and gives no pulsation. 1705 Bosnian Guinea
238 Trie flesh is so flaggy and the Bacon so sorry. 1888
Elworthy IV, Somerset IVordbk., Flaggy, flabby, limp.

Hence Flagginess, the state of being flaggy.

1654 2. Coke Logic Ded. (1657) A iij b, Through the flag-

ginesse of her Pinion. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc Compit. XIV,

480 When there is a weakness of the Stomach, especially

a flagginess. 1736 Bailky Hottseh. Diet. 60 The lungs, by
their flagginess fastening themselves to the sides. 175S
Johnson Flagginess, laxity, limberness, want of tension.

Flaggy (toe-gi), aA [
f. Ilag #*.* + -T*.]

Cleaving readily into flags, capable of being split

up, laminate.

1847 Ansted Anc. World iii. 23 A grayish-coloured
sandy stone, often slaty or flaggy. 1877 A. H. Green
Pkys. Geol. ii. § 7. 85 A rock which is regularly and not
very thickly bedded, so that it can be split up into slabs for

paving, is called Flaggy, or a Flagstone.

Flagitate (flrdpt), v. [f. h.fldgitdt- pj>l.

stem oiflagitare to demand earnestly, f. root flag'.

see Flagrant.] trans. To entreat (a person)

earnestly ; to importune (rare).

i6»3 Cockeram, Flagitate, earnestly to_ importune.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Flagitate, to ask instantly, to

desire earnestly. 1862 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. III. xiv. iii.

639 Carteret himself shall go and flagitate the Dutch. 1865
Ibid, V. xviii. i. 7 Schmettau earnestly flagitating the

Hanoverian Officialities.

Flagitation (fix<\$\tehfen). Also 5 flagita-

cyon. [ad. L. flagitdtt'on-em, n. of action i.fldgi-

tdre: see prec] The action of asking or demand-
ing with earnestness or passion.
1658 Phillips, Flagitation, an earnest begging. 1727 in

Bailey vol. II.

% A mistake for Flagellation.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvit, 96 The tourment and flagw

tacyon wherof the see was bette in righte grete violence.

tFlagi'tion. Obs. [badly f. L.fldgilium- see

Flagitious.] Flagitious conduct ; flagitiousness.

1598 J. Keeper Courtiers Acad. 244 [Riches] being the
infamous offspring of couetousnesse, and guilty euen of the
same flagition. 1600 E. Blount Hosp. Incur. Fooles 158
A woman . . stuffed . . with all kinde of flagition and villanie.

t Flagitio'sity. Obs~° [f. L, fldgitios-us

(see next) + -ity.] Flagitiousness.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Flagitiosity. 1775 in Ash.

Flagitious (fladsijss), a. Also 4-6 flagi-

cious(.e. [ad. OF. flagicieux, flagiiieux, or L.

fldgitiosns , i. fldgitium shameful crime, also im-
portunity ; related toflagitdre : see Flagitate v.]

1. Of persons : Guilty of or addicted to atrocious

ci imes ; deeply criminal, extremely wicked.
138a Wyclif 2 Mace. vii. 34 Thou cursid..of alle men

most flagiciouse. 1581 Campion in Confer. 1. (1584) C ij,

That flagitious Apostata. a 1617 Bayne On Coloss. U634)
98 Is it fit the Wife should be kept under the government
of a flagitious servant? 1715-ao Pope Iliad xm. 788 Crimes
shall, .whelm in ruins yon flagitious town. 1879 Gladstone
Glean. III. i. 16 The most flagitious of mortals.
absol. 1796 Bp. Watson Apot. Bible 3 You will have

annihilated in the minds of the flagitious all their fears of
future punishment.

II b. Loosely used for : Infamous.
1741 Richardson Pamela (1742) IV. 364 The common

Executioner, who is the lowest and most flagitious Officer

of the Commonwealth.
%. Of actions, character, principles, etc. : Ex-

tremely wicked or criminal ; heinous, villainous.

1550 Vekon Godly Saiyngs (1846) 142 Flagitiouse
doinges and factes. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost Pref., Men, of
so flagitious lives, that [etc.]. 1701 Rowe Arnb. Step-Moth.
11. i, This Age, Ofmost flagitious Note. 17*6 De Foe Hist.
Devil 1. iv. (1840) 51 Having committed a flagitious crime.

1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F. II. xxxii. 247 His faith is pure,
though his manners are flagitious. 1813 Lincard IHst.
Eng. VI. 232 His principles, .were of the most flagitious

description. 1875 Bryce Holy Bom, Emp. ix. (ed. 5) 134
The flagitious life of the pontiff.

Flagitiously (flad^ijasli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -ly z
.] In a flagitious manner ; atrociously,

villainously.

i6i*-is Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. (1622) VI. xvi. iv.

79 If Amasa were now. Justly, .payd for the arerages of his

late rebellion, .it was flagitiously cruel!. 1679 J. Good-
man Pcnit. Pardoned in. vi. (1713) 391 Such men as have
lived flagitiously and wickedly. 1845 Ln. Campbell Chan-
cellors (1857) V. cxvii. 346 Some of the scenes.. are most
flagitiously indecent. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. \. 562
A sentence so flagitiously unjust,

Flagitiousness (fiad^i-Jasnts). [f. as prec. -f-

-NESS.J The quality of being flagitious.

1692 Bentley Boyle Lect. i. 3 The corruption and Flagi-

tiousness of Life which naturally attend it. 1750 Student
I. 176 A and others would intentionally avoid all acts

of flagitiousness and villany. 1855 Mil.man Lat. Chr.
(18641 IV. vii. ii. 72 The flagitiousness of his life as Pope.

Flagless (Margies), a. [f. Flag sb.- and 4 +
-l.ESs.J Destitute of a flag or flags.

1. Not paved with flagstones.

1840 R. Bremner Excursion Denmark, etc. II. 350 The
rough-paved flagless thoroughfare.

2. Not bearing a flag or ensign ; unadorned by
flags or banners.
1866 Morning Star 10 July, Within an hour or so, Milan,

now so dejected and flagless, will rejoice and be adorned
again. 1880 Baring-Gould Mehalah 141 He pointed sadly
to his flagless staff, and shook his head.

Fla'glet. [f. Flag sb. 4 + -let.] A small flag.

187a Daily News 25 Mar. , The light blue flaglet on the
forepeak of the Cambridge boat.

Flag-man. [f. Flag sbA + Man.]
+ 1. An admiral, a flag-officer. Obs.
1666 Pepys Diary (1879) III. 428 To Mr. Lilly's the

painter's; and there saw tlie heads, .of the Flaggmen in the

late great fight. 1713 JDarrell] Gentleman Instructed m.
(ed. 5) 409 He was a kind of Flagman, a Vtce-Admiral, in

all those Expeditions of Good-fellowship.

2. One who has charge of or carries a flag ; one
who signals with a flag.

183J Lincoln Herald 13 Jan. 1 The crowd all rushed into

the yard, with Beck, the flagman. 1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit.

Sports 11. 1. xiv.§ 1. 487'l'he Starter is. .allowed an assistant,

besides a flagman. 1890 Pall Mall G. 14 Jan. 61 The
flagman, .obeyed the order.

Flag-officer. Naut. [f. Flag sbA + Offi-

cer.] An officer who carries a flag. a. An
admiral, vice-admiral, or rear-admiral, b. In U.S.

navy 1857-1862 the official title of an officer in

actual command of a squadron (Cent. Diet.).

1665 Evelyn Diary 30 June, I went on board the Charles,

to which.. came all the flag-officers to his Majesty. 1796

Morse Amer. Geog. II. 341 He formerly appointed the flag

officers. 1806 A Duncan Nelson 119 The rank of a flag-

officer. 1859 >n <** Navy Reg. U.S.A. (1888) 931 The
commission of senior flag officer of the United States Navy.
1870C01.0MB Let. Apr. in Fifteen Years Naval Retirement

5 Fifty Flag Officers is too few.

Flagon 1 (flargpfn). Forms : 5 flagan, fiakon, 6

flacoon(e, flaccoun, [Sc. flackoun), 6 flagone,

5-9 flaggon, 6- flagon. [ME. flafion, ad. OF.
flacon :—earlier flascon :—med.L. flascon-em : see

Flask sb.]

1. A large bottle for holding wine or other

liquors ; in early use sometimes spec, a metal bottle

with a screw top, such as was carried by pilgrims

(cf. Flacon, and quots. 1578, 1647, 1653). arch.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vii. xiv. 234 And there shalt

thou bere with the of my wyn in two flagans of siluer they

ar of two galons. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vii. 540, -ii. flag-

gonys ofgolde. i$»7 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters

liij b, Take a flatte flaccon or botell of glas. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens v. xxxii. 592 Gourdes.. be oftentimes used (espe-
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cially of the Pilgrimes) in steede of flagons or bottelles.

1603 Drayton Odes v. 25 Bring forth your Flaggons (fill'd

with sparkling Wine). 1647 K. Stapvlton Juvenal 226
With thy netted knapsack, bisket, wine, And bursten-

bellied flaggons. 1653 Urquiiabt Rabelais 1. v. 26 What
difference is there between a bottle and a flaggon? great

difference, for the bottle is stopped, .with a stoppel, but

the flaggon with a vice. 11794 Sir W. Jones Hymn to

India Wks. 1799 VI. 540 While from their diamond flagons

The feasting Gods exhaustless nectar sip. 1847 James
y. Marston Hall'xx, Having, .divided the last drop in the

flagon equally between himself and me.

D. Recently applied by wine-merchants to a

glass bottle of flattened globular shape with a neck,

holding nearly twice the quantity of an ordinary

wine-bottle.

2. A large vessel containing a supply of drink

for use at table ; now esp. one with a handle and
spout, and usually a lid.

151a Act 4 Men. VIII, c. 7 § 7 Basons, Flaggons, Bottles.

.

or any other such Wares ofTin or Pewter. 1663 Butler Hud,
1. n. 115 Did they coyn. .Bouls, and Flaggons, I nt' Officers

of Horse and Dragoons. 1828 Scott F. a?. Perth, ii, He set

the flagon on the table, and sat down.. 1883 Match. Exam.
30 Oct. 8/4 They were supplied with beer in the usual
stately German flagons with pewter covers.

b. spec. A vessel of this description, used to.

hold the wine at the Eucharist.

1485 Churchtv. Ace. St. Mary's Hill, Lond. (Nichols

1797) 114 A leeske of laton with a flakon. 166a Bk. Com.
Prayer Communion, And here to lay his hand on every
vessel (be it Chalice or Flagon). 1686 Lond. Gaz. No.
2164/4 Stole.. out of the Parish Church of Ashbornc.a
Silver gilt Flagon. 187a O. Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms,
Flagon, the vessel 1. on the credence for the wine at mass ;

2. on the altar, if the chalice be too small.

3. As much as a flagon will hold ; also, a flagon

and its contents ; hence, as a measure of capacity

(see quot. i8^8\
1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 197 A pour'd a Flaggon of Renish

on my head once. 1703 Lond..Gaz. No. 3906/2 They sent

his Grace 36 Flagons of Wine. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 49 F 10 He had.. drank many a flaggon. 1830 James
Darnley xxxviii, Sending ever many a flaggon of wine and
hypocras. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Flagon, .a measure
of two quarts.

4. altrih. as flagon-bracelet, -chain, ? a chain-

bracelet to which a smelling-bottle (F. flacoii)

could be attached.
1564-78 Bulieyn Dial. a?st. Pest. (1886") 11 Here is also

a Flagone chaine of the hundred angelles that you did giue
me in your laste greate Feuer. 1598 Lane. Wills II. 97
One flagon cheane viij 1[ ..twoe flagon cheane hraselette

iiij li
. 1606 Marston Parasitaster iv. i, I was a simple

countrie Ladie, wore golde buttons, trunck-sleeues, and
flaggon bracelets.

Flagon^ (Margin). Anglo-Irish. Also flag-

gan. [Corrupted form of Flaggeb 1.] — Flag sbA
1878-86 Britten & Holland. Plant-it., Flaggan, Iris

Fseudacarus L. — Ireland (Belfast). x88a Hardwicke's
Science Gossip Feb. 43 Local names of plants. Co. Ferma-
nagh.— Iris, ' Flagons .

t Fla'gonal, a. Obs. rare — 1
. In 7 flaggonal.

[f. Flagon * + -al.] Of or pertaining to a flagon.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. v. 26 This is called a cup
of dissimulation, or flaggonal hypocrisie.

t Fla'gonet. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ex.] A small
flagon; a flagon-shaped vessel.

1599 Bp. Hall Sat. vl i. 84 With a big-bellied gallon
flagonet. 1648 Herrick Itcsper., Invitation, Inaburnisht
flagonet stood by Beere small as comfort, dead as charity.

Flagonless(fla?-gf?nles)
T
a. [f. as prec. + -less.]

Wanting or not having a flagon.
'/ 1849 J. C. Manga jj Poems (1859) 459 Wifeless, friendless,

flaggon less, alone.

T Flagrable, a. Obs.- 1
[f. L. flagrd-re to

blaze (see Flagrant) + -ble.J Tending to blaze

;

capable of being set on fire.

1669 W. Simpson. Hydrol. Cliym. 251 Sat Alkali made
out of spirit of Wine which before was Flagrable.

Flagrance (fl^'grans). rare. [ad. (either di-

rectly or through OF'. flagrance) L. flagranti:a
}
n.

of quality {. flagrant-em Flagrant.]
1. lit. Blazing or glowing condition.
1847 Bkukm. Mag. LXI. 735 We had been brought now

to the very flagrance of the dog-star. 189a Baring-Gould
Roar ofSea III. liii. 235 Some vent had been found, and
the attic was in full flagrance.

2. Of an offence : The quality or state of being
flagrant

;
glaring shamefulness.

1612 15 pp. Hall Contempt N. T. iv. xv, They bring to
him a woman taken in the flagrance of her adultery. 1863
Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Cliar. xiii. 321 The shuffling
sophistry., is the very flagrance and crassitude of baseness.

Flagrancy (fV'gransi). [ad. L. flagrantia :

see prec. and -ancy.]

1. lit. The quality of being flagrant ; glowing or
blazing condition. Obs. or arch.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 722 Lust causeth a Flagrancie in the

Eyes. 1822 T. Taylor Apuleius 300 So many various
stars are beheld supernally in ether, 1. e. m the most clear
flagrancy of fire.

\.fis .

1599 Sandys Europe Spec. (1632) 240 To draw the modest
beauty of a Virgin out of the flagrancy of Harlots. 1650
'I'hapv Claris to Bible III. 56 So they dyed in the flagrancy
of their lust.

2. Of an offence, crime, evil, etc. : Heinousness,
enormity, outrageousness.

1714 Steele Apol. Pref., Polit. Writ. (1715) 215 The
Flagrancy and dangerous Consequence of what was doing.
1760 Derrick Lett. (1767) I. 64 A punishment, .which was
greatly inadequate to the flagrancy of his crime, a 1797
H. Walpole Mem. Geo. Ill (1845) II. x. 221 Ministers.,
were borne down by the flagrancy of the provocation. 18x0
Bentham Elem. Art ofPacking (1821) 245 To do what can
be done . . towards holding up to view the flagrancy of the
disease.

Flagrant (flagrant), a. [ad. L. flagrant -em,
pr. pple. of flagrare to burn, f. root flag-, Aryan
bhleg- to blaze.]

1. lit. Blazing, burning, flaming, glowing, arch.
1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 11. 334 Torches were caried

on eche syde flagrant. i6»6 G, Sandys Ovid's Met. vni.

161 His mother snatcht it . . Out of the fire ; and quencht
the flagrant brand. 1692 R. L'Estrange Josephus' Antiq.
iv. iv. (1733)' 82 It [a Fire }< was clear and flagrant. 18x4
Southey Roderick v. 10 Round the crackling hearth, Where
heath and cistus gave their flagrant flame. 1856 T. Aird
Poet. Wks. 352 Forthwith burst The flagrant lightnings.

+ b. Of a fluid: Fiery, hot. Hence, Inflagrant
blood, opp. to in cold blood. Obs.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. 73 The Lacedaemonians .

.

would in cold bloud perform what the Athenians did usually

in flagrant. 1676 BEALin Phil. Trans. XI. 5S8 More sober
allayers of thirst, than their Flagrant kill devil.

c. fig.
1627-77 Fei.tham Resolves it. xlvi, 249 They, who to others

seemed flagrant in their tongues, had Ice congealed in their

frozen hearts. 1634 Herbert Trav. to8 Quenching his

flagrant thirst at the streame. 18x1-56 De Quincey Confess.

(1862)132 Flagrant health, health boiling aver in fiery rapture.

2. a. Of war : Raging; actually in progress, b.

In flagrant delict ( =- L. flagrante delicto) : in the

very act. rare.

1818 Hallam Mid, .//,£,•$ (1872) III. ^Except in moments
of flagrant civil war. 18.. Palfrey (Webster 1864^, A war
with the most powerful of the native tribes was flagrant.

187a E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 137 When an offender
was taken in flagrant delict.

+ 3. Of feelings, passions, etc. {rarely of persons):

Ardent, burning, intensely eager or earnest. Obs.

1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (15701 C v 4 By flagrant ardour
inflamed. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. V. xxxix. (161 1 > 262
A thing, which, stirreth up flagrant desires and affections.

1675 Marvell Corr. ccxhx. (1872-5) II. 467 Strangways,
a flagrant churchman, made privy counsellor. 1708 Oziu.L
tr. Boilea/t^s Lutrin iv. 62 Give Energy to my Enervate
Tongue, While the fir'd Chanter's flagrant Rage is Ming.

1784 CowPBR Task 111. 794 He burns with most intense and
flagrant zeal To serve his country.

4. In occasional uses referring to the visible aspect

of flame, f &• Resplendent, glorious. Obs.

'tai$oo Ybrh Myst., Innlwhiers 39 O flagrant fader!
graunte yt myght.so be.

+ b. Burning red from a flogging. Obs.

1718 Prior Henry <*j- Emma 452 The Beadle's Lash still

flagrant on their Back. 1718 Pope Dune. II. 128 T[utchin]
flagrant from., the lash. 1812 Southey Lett. I1856) II. 264
Half.. went over ted-hot fiom the conventicle; the other
half, flagrant, from. Bridewell, c 1838 De Quincey Shaks-
fvare Wks. 1863 XII. 57 A young man yet flagrant from
the lash of the executioner or the beadle

C. Flaring, gaudy.
1858 Carlylk Fredk. Gt. (1865) IT. vi. III. 164 A highgoing

. .Dowager (who dresses, if I recollect, in flagrant colours).

5. Of an offence, crime, etc ; also of an offender:

Glaring, notorious, scandalous, * flaming into

notice ' (J.).
1706 De Foe yure Div. Pref. 25 The constant Enormities

committed by such flagrant Wretches. 171a Steele Sped.
No. 430 P3 The Fault I speak of was so very flagrant.

1746 Smollett Reproofs You are a flagrant misanthrope.
1771 Fletcher Checks Wks. 1795 II. 260 Many indi-

viduals .. were- cut off on account of their flagrant
wickedness. 1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 746 Ney—an in-

different General, and a flagrant traitor. 1838 Thiki.wai.l
Greece II. xi. 22 They had been guilty of a flagrant violation

of religion. 1893 F. Hall in Nation (N. Y.) LVII. 142/2
Nor.. are his errors less numerous or less flagrant than
those of Mr. B.

+ 6. = Fragrant. Obs,

>

[The L. vbs. flagrare and fragrare were often confused
in MSS..;.cf. F.flairer to smell, which in form represents
the former. The last quot-, however, is burlesque.)

1450 Pol. Poems II. 232 The monelhe of May . . Flagrant
in her floures. c 1530 Lo. Berners ArtIt. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)
376 In the flagraunt odour therof, bothe the body & the
herte is reioysed. i6ix Beaum. & Fl. Kni. Burning Pestle
iv. -v, For now the flagrant flowers do spring.

Hence Flagrantness.
1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Flagrantly (fl^'grantli\fl^. [f.prec. + -LY2.]
In a flagrant manner or degree

; glaringly, noto-
riously, scandalously.

.'755 J. Warton Ess. Pope ii. (1772)^1 An- epigram of four
lines; [is] a species of wit flagrantly unsuitable to the dignity
. -of the epic muse. 1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 701
You will see how flagrantly the honour . . and glory, of our
country . . are all sacrificed to the selfish views of the
Borotighmongers. 1874 Motley Barnevtld II. xx. 332
A privilege which had been flagrantly interfered with.

t Fla'grate, v. Obs. [f. h.flagrdt- ppl. stem
offlagrare to burn.]

1. intr. To burst into flame; to Deflagrate.
1756 C. Lucas JSm. Waters II. 101 It does not flagrate or

fulgurate, as nitre does.

2. trans. To injure by fire ; to burn.
Hence Flagrating ppl. a.

1705 Greenhill Art Embalming in. 336 Typhon's de-
structive and flagrating Power, .was made more temperate.

T Flagra'tion. Obs. [as if ad. L. *flagrdlion-

em, agent-n. f. flagrare to blaze.] The action of

bursting into flame or blazing up ; burning ; a
conflagration.

1669 W, Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 142 Unless the Hydropick
moisture . . be exhausted by flagration. 1694 Westmacott
Script. Herb. (1695) 214 If it [Spirit] take Fire . . and Con-
sume even to the Flagration and Explosion of the Gun-
powder. 1727 in Bailey vol. II. 1847 in Craig.
fig. 1679 G. R. tr. Boyatuau's Theat. World u. 186 For

it fortuned so after the Universal Flagration of Italy.

Flag-root. U.S. [f. Flag sb.i] The root of
the Sweet flag {Acorns Calamus) ; the plant itself.

1851 ThorEAO Autumn (1894) 77 Flagroot, a plant which
looks like a cock's tail or a peacock's feather in form.

II Flagrum (fifi-grinn). Zool. [Lat. flagrum
whip.] A part of the jaw-feet of some crustaceans.
1855 Fug. Cycl., Nat. Hist. III. 86/2 They [Hippides]

have neither flagrum (fotiet) nor palp.

Flag-sMp, fla gship. [f. Flag sbA + Ship
sb.] A ship bearing an admiral's flag.

1672 Lond. Gaz. No. 684 ^ We . . believe there are several
other sunk, and amongst the rest a Flagship. X740 John-
son Life Blake Wks. IV. 369 With the loss of one flagship,
and six other men of war. 1887 Spectator 30 July 1019/1
The ' Inflexible

1

, the flagship for the Admiral.

Fla-g-staff, fla-gstaff. PI. (-staves),
-staffs, [f. Flag sbA + Staff.] A pole or

staff on which a flag is hung.
a 16x3 Overbury Characters, Saylor Wks. (1856^ 76 He

..cannot sit unlesse be beare a flag-statTe. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E*, hid. <y /'. 82 Flying the several Colours .. on
Flag-Staffs erected for that purpose. 1706 Phillips ied.

Kersey\ Flag-staves. 1790 Be^atson Nav. <^- Mil. Mem.
Ii. 166 Hoist a red flag on the flag-staff. 1848 Dickkns
Douibey ix, It began with the erection of flag-staffs.

Flag-stone, flagstone, [f. Flag sb£ +
Stone.] a. A flag or flat stone suitable for pav-
ing, etc.; hence often in //. =- pavement, b. Sand-
stone capable of being split up into flags.

a. 1730 A. Gokdon MaffeVs Amphith. 359 A Pavement
of large Flag-Stones. 179X BosweLL yohnson ('1848* 807/2
Over his [Johnson's] grave was placed a large blue flag-

stone with this inscription. 1840 Mrs. Y. Tkollope Widow
Married xii, Enjoying the sea-breeze on the broad flag-

stones of the Marine I'arade.

b. i3i2-i6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art 1. 220 If . . a
block of flag-stone were converted inta a pillar. 1868
LossiNG Hudson 184 Extensive quarries of flagstone.

aitrib. 1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandsl. x. (ed. 2) 229 The
flagstone quani«s of Caithness and L'armylie.

Hence Fla'g'stoned. paved with flag-stones.

1885 S. O. JnAVKTT Marsh Isl. xi, From whence one could
look across the flagstoned court.

Flaich, var. of Fleech v. to flatter.

Flaid, obs. pa. t. ami pple. of Flay, Fley, vbs.

Flaik, obs. Sc. or dial, form of Flake.
Flail (n7»l),j£. Forms: 1 flijel, 3 Orm. fle;;!,

4-5 fleil(e, -yl(e, 4-6 flaill, 5 flayel, flaylle,

flaelle, 5-7 flayl e, 6 flale, flael, 6-8 flaile. 7
fleale, fieyle, (8 flay), 4- flail. [The late OE.
fligcl is possibly a corruption of *flegit, corre-

sponding to MDu., Du., LG. vlegel, OHG. flegel
(MHG.zi/^/, mod. Ger. flegel) :-YYGer. *flagil,

prob. ad. L. flagellum lit. 'scourge,! but already

in the Vulgate used for 'flail'. Some scholars

have thought that the WGer. word may be f. OTeut.
root *flah-,flag- :—pre-Teut. *plak- (of. Wih.. plakti
to strike, Gr. TrXrjyvvvat) ; hut this appears im-
probable. Cf. the synonymous Rom. forms, OF.
flaiel.flaelyfleel (mod.F. fldau), Pr.flage/, flachcl

f

Sp. flagelo, Yg.flagello, \\.fragcllo :—L. flagellum.
The 15th c. spelling_/7ajv/j and perh. some earlier

forms, are influenced by the OF. word.]
1. An instrument for threshing corn by hand,

consisting of a wooden staff or handle, at the end
of which a stouter and shorter pole or club, called

a swingle or swipple, is so hung as to swing freely.

a 1100 Gerefa in Anglia (1886) IX. 264 To odene fli^el

and andlamena fela. ( 1200 Okmin 1500 }>a bresshesst tu
bin corn wibb fle^l. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vn. 174 Faytors
. .flapten on with fleiles from morwe til euen. 1481 Caxton
Reynard 1 Arb.) 15 Alle ranne theder . . some with a rake,
some with a brome..some with a flayel. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 134 b, The flayle tryeth y« corne from the
chaffe. 1635 Cowley Davideis iv. 170 Nor did great Gideon
his old Flail disdain, After won Fields. 1727 Swift Gulliver
111. ii. 183 A blown bladder fastened like a nail at the end of
a short stick. 1868 Rogers Pol. Eton. x. (1876) 24 Thirty
years ago all corn, or nearly all corn, was threshed by the flail.

Proverb. 1674, 1730 [see Fence sb. 3].

b. flg. Also in phrase To be threshed with your
own flail: to be treated as you have treated others.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxxii. 121 Beten wyth the
flayel of fortune. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet (1844* 23 Faith
Martin, you shall bee thresht with your owne flaile. x68a
Drvden Mac El. 82 A scourge of Wit, and flayle of Sense.

1781 Cowper Expost. 302 Flails of oratory thresh the floor.

1831 Carlyle in Froude £^(1882) II. 208 A tall, loose ..

vehement-looking flail of a man.
2. A military weapon resembling a threshing-flail

in construction, but usually of iron or strengthened

with iron, and often having the striking part armed
with spikes. Cf. Morning-star.
Also Protestant flail (Eng. Hist.>: a weapon consisting

of a short staff, loaded with lead, attached to the wrist by
a strap; it is said to have been carried during the excitement
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of the ' Popish Plot' (1678-81) hy persons who professed to

be in fear of murderous assaults by ' Papists'.

c 1475 Partenay 2999 Flaelles thre of yre. c 1500 Melusine
xxxviii. 303 The geaunt toke hys flayel of yron, & gaf

getTray a grc-te buffet. 1596 Spenser F. O. v. ix. 19 He
with his yron flaile Gan drive at him, with . . might and
maine. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. xl 24 She .. Drove

farre their Hying troops, & thresht with iron flail, tc 168a

Ballad in Roxb. Ball. IV. 35 Listen a while, and I'll tell

you a tale Of a new Device of a Protestant FlayL a 1734

North Exam. (1740) 572 A certain Pocket Weapon .. called

a Protestant Flail. 1887 Did. Nat. Biog.Xl. 332 [S. College]

made himself notorious, .by inventing a weapon. .which he

called ' the protestant flail'.

T 3. [After F.yW/«.] Something that swings on

a pivot, a. A swing- bar for a gate. b. A beam
like that of a balance (by which two buckets can

hi lowered alternately into a draw-well), c. A
lever with the free extremity weighted, forming

part of a cider-press. Obs.

c 1450 Merlin 206 Merlin caught the flayle of the yate and
plukked it to hym and yede oute as lightly as it hadde not

haue ben lokked. f 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. x. 177 Law-
rence gird downe [the well]. .The other bade aboue and held

the flaill. 1691 Worlidge Cyder (ed. 3) 113 'the Flail-Press

. .with heavy Weights or Stones at the end of the Flail.

f4. As transl. of L.flagellum : A scourge. Obs.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 139 Takenge a flayle in

theire honde.

5. altrib. and Comb., as flail-man; flail-flnned,

-like adjs. Also, flail-cap (
= Du. vlegelkap, Ger.

flegelkafpe), the cap (Cap sb. i 12) or Capmh of

a flail ; flail-capping dial. = prec. ; f flail-press

(see 3 c); t flail-staff, the part of the flail held in

the hands ; flail-stone, an elongated stone with a

hole at one end, for use as a flail-swingle; f flail-

swinger, a thresher ; flail-swingle, the swinging

or freely-moving part of the flail.

c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 165/1 *Fleyl cappe, cappa. 1878
Cumbld. Gloss., * Flail cappin, the leather attached to the

upper end of the flail soople. 1630 Donne Progress Soul
xxxvi. Poems (1669) 302 The *Flail-finn'd Thresher and
steel-beak'd Sword-fish. 1880 BROWNING Dram. Idylls Ser.

11. 224 A human sheaf it thrashed "Flail-like. 1855J. Hewitt
Anc. Armour I. 327 The 'flail-man in our engraving is

engaged in the assault of a castle. 1864 Ld. Palmerston in

Daily Tel. 16 Dec, When the first threshing machines were
introduced there was a revolt . . among the flail-men. c 1440
Promp. Pan'. 165/2 "Fleyi staffe, or honde staffe, manu-
tenUtm. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Arm. (1863) I. 190 Like

the ruder 'flail-stone, the morning-star, when efficiently

wielded, must have proved a deadly weapon, c 1515 Cocke
LorelVs B. (Percy Soc.) 4 Adam auerus *flayle swenger.

c 1440 Promp. Part'. 165/2 * Fleyle swyngyl, virga.

Flail (fte'l), v. Also 5 flayle, 7 fleyle. [f.

prec. sb. In early examples of sense 1 perh. ad.

OF'. flaeler :-L. flagelldre to Flagellate.]

1. trans. To scourge, whip ; to beat or thrash.

Also toflail along, to drive by beating.

14. . Songs $ Carols tPercy. Soc.) Ix. 72 They hym naylyd

and yl flaylyd, Alas, thai .inpocent ! 1839 K. H. Digby
Mores Catholiii ix. xi. 373 He flails me, and makes all my
body burn with his fire. 1873 Holland A. Bonnie, v. 85

That's the way my mother always flailed me. 1888 Boldre-
wooo Robbery under Arms (i8oo>-_7 We soon got sharp

enough to flail him [a pony] along.with a quince stick.

2. To strike with or as with a flail.

1583 Stanvhurst SEneis, -etc. (Arb.) 138 For Mars they

[the Cyclopes] be sternfulye flayling Hudge spoaks and
chariots. l6a» H. Sydenham Serm. Sol. Occ. II. 97 If we
can fleyle down the .transgressions of the time. 1878

Stevenson Inland Voy. 165 Tlie misery' • made me flail

the water with my paddle like a madman. 1878 Cumbld.
Gloss., Flail, to hit ; to beat with a down stroke. 1883

Blaekw. Mag. Nov., With giant stroke she flails about,

And heaps a score of dead.

3. To thresh (corn) with a flail.

1811 Sir J. D. Paul Rouge et .Voir 24 Clod . . Pens verses

on the sheaves he should .be flailing.

fig- »8S7 Wiiittier What o/the Day 30 See . . through

its cloud of dust, the threshing-floor, Flailed by the thunder,

heaped with chadless grain !

tFlai/ly, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 flaly. [f. Flail

sb. + -Y 1.] Acting like a flail.

1631 Vicars Aencid v. 123 At once all furrows plow..

With flaly-oares and slicing foredecks fierce.

Flain, obs. pa. pple. of Flay.

Flair ' {fie>i). [a. OF. and F. flair, i.flairier,

flairer to smell :—popular L. fld»rare, altered

form oifragrarc : see Fragrant.]

f 1. An odour, a smell. Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 9017 Alle swete savours . . War
noghl bot als stynk to regard of ^at flayre. ? a 1400
Morte A rtli. 772 Syche a vennymous flayre Howe fro his

lyppez.

|| 2. [mod.Fr.] Power of ' scent', sagacious per-

ceptiveness, instinctive discernment
1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Love I. 291 Gip, with the

keen ' flair' of her kind, saw how things stood. 1885 Miss
Braddon Wyllard's Weird II. ii. 47, I see you have the

true flair.

Flair 2 (fle«). Also flare. [Cf. OF. flair (14th

c.) some kind of flat fish.] The ray or skate.

1668 Wii.kins Real Char. 11. v. § 3. 133 Flare, Thornback.

a 167a Willughby Ichthyogr. (1686) Lab. C. N. 5 The
Skate or Flair. 1710 Sibbald Hist. Fife 11. 50 Ram
Ixvis, the Skate or Flair. 1740 K. Brookes Art ofAngling

11. v. 105 The Scale or Flare . . is a gristly Fish, with

a flat smooth, and very broad Body. 1861 Couch Brit.

Fishes I. 87.
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Flair, var. form of Flare.

t Flai'ring, ///• a. Obs. In 3 fleirand. [pr.

pple. of *flair vb., a. OF. flairier : see Flair I.]

Smelling ; odorous, scented.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3695 (Cott.jQuen he had feld his fleirand

cloth.

Flaitchment : see Fleechment.

+ Flaite, v.* Obs. rare- 1
. [? for *flate, Flat

vA] intr. ?To flatter.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867* 74 Quod ouerhope, 'ban y flatir,

6 sumtyme flaite bou schalt lyue, and bi silf it haue'.

Flaite (fiV'O.f.2 Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 flaight,

7 flayte. [var. of Flight v.] trans. To frighten,

scare, terrify. Hence Flaited///. a.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. II. (1593) 39 His steades that

yet for feare doth run Like flaighted fiends. 1643 Rogers
Naaman 138 Till the Lord by his terrors flaite her. 1674

Ray -S\ if E. C. Words (1691) 98 Flaite. 17JI in Bailey.

Flake (fl?k), slO Forms: 4-6 flek(e, 5-6

fleyke, 6 fleake, Sc, flaik, 7-8 fleak, (7 fleack),

jl- flake, dial. 9 fleigh, fleak, flaik. [?a. ON.
flake, fleke wk. masc, hurdle, wicker shield (Da.

flage hurdle), corresponding to MDu. vlake fem.

(mod.Du. vlaak hurdle on which wool is beaten),

MLG. and moAXSj. flake sort of fishing net. The
senses of the word seem to point to some root

meaning to plait; a connexion with OTeut. *flehtan

( = L. plectfre, f. root *plek- ; cf. Gr. 7rAf'i«ii<) to

plait, is suggested by the Ger. synonym flechte (cf.

Ger. kdseflechte = cheese-flake in 2 below), but in-

volves phonological difficulties. The L. pliga net,

is prob. cognate.]

1. A wattled hurdle. Now dial. ; in some places

applied in wider sense to a hurdle of any kind.

c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (18101 321 A brigge he suld do
wiihte, Botes & barges ilkon, with flekes mak bam tighte.

1415 Churclnu. Ace. Somerset (1890) 68 For fityng off flakes

and hurdylls . . vj d. £1470 Harding Chron. clxxvii. i

When they were ouer y> quake of mosse & mire, They
drewe the flekes ay after as they went. 1511 Nottingham
Rec. III. 330, ij. fleykes to be set bytwen y ; masons and the

wynde. 1513 Douglas /Eneis xi. li. 14 Sum of Eneas feris

bessely Flakis to plet thame pressis by and by. 1743 Loud.

<y Country Breiu. iv. (ed. 2) 322 If the Wind blows there are

set Fleaks to shelter the Heap. 1863 Greaves in A', fy Q.

Ser. 3 III. 96 This [oblong mound] is surrounded by iron

fleaks or hurdles.

b. The same used as a temporary gate.

£1514 Exam. C. More in Chetham Misc. II. 16 Never
V>te..but a letull fleke that was for the most parte teyed

fast. 16S9 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (168 1) 325 A Fleack, a

Gate set up in a Gap. 1847 Halliwell, Flake . . a tem-

porary gate or door.

2. A frame or rack for storing provisions, in mod.

use esp. oat-cakes. Cf. bread-flake.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. XII. 248 Plommes summen drie,

And hem on fleykes kepe. 1519 Horman Vulg. 156 b, Ley
this meate in trayes and flekis. 1578 Richmond Wills (Sur-

tees) 281, iiij chesis and a flake, iiijs .. A chese flake, iiij"1 .

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 171 One peare of fleakes.

1800 Trans. Soc. Encourag. ArtsW'lll. 335 Netted frames,

resembling the flakes used in Yorkshire for drying oat-cakes.

1865 B. Brierley Irkdale I. 91 A 'flake' or 'fleigh', well

thatched with cresp-looking and nicely browned oatcakes.

b. A stage or frame used for drying produce,

esp. fish; a fish-flake. Upland flake: a flake for

drying codfish, built permanently upon the shore.

l6«3 Whitbourne Newfoundland 57 Flakes whereon men
yeerely dry their fish. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr.
xxxv. (1653' 230 When it [Woad] is ground it is to be. .laid

upon the fleakes to dry. 179a J. Belknap Hist. Nnu-
Hampsh. III. 215 The fish is. .spread on hurdles, composed
of brush, and raised on stakes, about three or four feet from

the ground ; these are called flakes. 1876 Bancroft Hist.

U. S. II. xxxvi. 393 Wherever safe inlets invited fishermen

to spread their flakes.

3. Naut. (Seequot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Flake, a small shifting

stage, hung over a ship's side to caulk or repair a breach.

f 4. A flap on a saddle to keep the rider's knee

from touching the horse. [Perh. a distinct word.

Cf. Flet sbf\ Obs.

1568 Turberv. in Hakl. Voy. I. 388 Of birch their saddles

be. Much fashioned like the Scottish seates, broad flakes to

keepe the knee From sweating of the horse.

5. Mining A framework of boards, used as a

shelter against rain and wind.

1653 Manlove Lead-mines 8 Fleaks, Knockings, Coestid.

1747 Hooson Miners Did. Ij b, Fleaks [are] those very

useful things that the Miner uses to make for Shilter, when
he has as yet no CSe to hold off the Wind and Rain from

his Shaft. 18x4 in Mander Derbysh. Miners' Gloss.

6. altrib. and Comb., asflakc-hurdle ; also flake-

room, flake-yard, 'an inclosure in which flakes

for drying salt are built, and in which fish are

dried' {Cent. Did.).
1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss, " Flake or Vlake hurdle, a wat-

tled hurdle. 1894 Morris Wood beyond World xvii. 132 A
tall fence of flake-hurdles.

Flake (fifk),tk% Forms: 6-8 fleak(e, 9 dial.

fleak, &. flaike, 4- flake. [Of difficult etymology

:

possibly several distinct words have coalesced,

though ultimate derivation from the Aryan root

plag- (cf. Gr. irXijyvwat to beat), parallel and

synonymous with plak- (cf. Lith. plakit I beat)

may plausibly account for all the senses, and also

FLAKE.

for the fact that most of these resemble senses be-

longing to Flaw or F'lal'ght, or to related words
in other Teut. langs. (f. Aryan root plak-). Sense 1

has not been found earlier than Chaucef, though

Junius cites an OE. 'flacca yflsdra, flaws or flakes

of snow ' ; it appears to be cognate with ON.
fldke flock of wool, lock of hair, and peih. with

OHG. floccho of same meaning (if this be genuinely

a Tent, word, repr. a pre-Teut. *phgnen-, and not

an adoption of L. floccus) ; the OE.flaeor, flutter-

ing, has also been compared. The Da. flage,

sneflage, usually cited as equivalent to E. flake,

perh. corresponds rather to Flaw (Da. g represent-

ing ON. g as well as ON. k) ; the Dansk Ordlwg

1800 explains it as a large mass of falling snow, as

opposed toflok which means a ' flake ' in the Eng.

sense. The senses expressing the notion of ' some-

thing peeled or split off' may be compared with

Flay v. (OTeut. *flah- :-OAryan *plak-). There

is possiblv a third primary sense, ' something flat '

;

cf. OilG'flaA adj. (mod.Gcr._/fai7i), Du. vlak flat,

Sw. flaka plate, Norw. flak ice-floe. Hut the

mutual relation of the F.ng. senses is very un-

certain.]

1. a. One of the small flocculent pieces in which

snow falls.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame m. 102 As flakes fallen in great

snowes. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet 2 For your flakes of snowe
weele pay you with stones of hayle. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat.

1. vii, White as. .flakes new blowne. a 1649 Drumm. Hawth.
Poems Wks. (171 1) 5 Temples spread with flakes of virgin

snow. 1784 Cowper Task IV. 326 The downy flakes De-

scending . . Assimilate all objects. 18*0 Shelley Sensitive

Plant m. 26 The rose-leaves, like flakes of crimson snow,

Paved the turf.

b. A light fleecy tuft ; a small piece of some

light loosely-cohering substance, as down or fluff;

a flock ; a fleecy streak (of cloud).

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. vii. (1712) 61 All the Busi-

nesses of Men do very much depend upon these little long

Fleaks or Threads of Hemp and Flax. l«6g Hookk
Microgr. 202 Looking most like to a flake of Worsted

prepar'd to be spun. 1711 tr. Pomel's Hist. Drugs I. 153

In the Flake [orig. flocon] there are seven Seeds as large

as Lupins. 1741 Stack in Phil. Trans. XLI. 600 Seme
small Fleaks of Clouds. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch.
Strike i. 14 You had rather see her covered with white

cotton flakes than with yellow ribands. 1855 Kingsley

Heroes I. (1868) 5 Rocks and breakers and flying flakes of

foam. 1877 Black Green Past. xxxv. (1878) 278 There was

not a flake of cloud in the sky.

c. ? Gossamer thread. rare~ x
.

1817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. II. xxiii 336 They pull in their

long thread, .so as to form it into a ball, .of flake.

2. A portion of ignited matter thrown off by a

burning or incandescent body; a detached portion

of flame ; t a flash (of lightning).

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 954 Flakes of soufre. 1590

Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 5 The rosy red Flasht through her

face, as it had beene a flake Of lightning through bright

heven fulmined. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. E vnj b,

Which all at once doe vomit Sulphure flakes. 1601 Marston
Antonio's Rev. 1. iii. All the upper vault Thick lac't with

flakes of fire. 1660 Howell Lexicon, Flakes that flee

from hammered red hot iron. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg-

IV. 254 Huge Flakes of Flames expire. 1876 Geo. Eliot

Dan. Der. I. 303 Like falling flakes of fire. 1877 Bryant

Poems, Voice ofAutumn i, Forest leaves, .fall, like flakes or

light.

3. A minute exfoliated piece ofsomething a scale,

flattish fragment; fa splinter (of wood). In the

first quot. avp.flg., a ' bit', small poition.

c 1500 Maid Emlyn 109 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 86 A frere

dyd she gyue Of her loue a flake. 1533 More Apol. i. Wks.

845/2 Sifted to y" vttermost flake of branne. 1599 T.

M[oufet] Silkwormes 69 Some graines of muske and

Ambres flake, a 1648 Digby Closet Open, in Leisure H.

(1884) 377/1 Three or four flakes of Mace. 1676 Grew
Anal. Plants (1682) 263 Flakes or Grains of Bay-Salt. 1705

Addison Italy 370 Little Flakes of Scurfe. ci7*oW. Gibson

Farrier's Guide 11. lxxxix. (1738) 252 A Prick of a Nail,

a Stub, or a Fleak. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 21 Fine

iron flakes.

4. A thin broad piece peeled or split off from the

surface of something. In recent use also spec, a

chip of hard stone used in prehistoric times as a

cutting instrument ; cf. Flint-fi.ake.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Gumma. iHakluyt Soc.) 14

They, teare it [a rock] into thin flakes.. and so use it for

glasse-lanthorns. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 467 The flint or

rock . . will cleaue in length, and come away by the sides

in broad flakes. 1607 Topsei.l Serpents (1658) 675 A thin

fleak of a horn, which being laid over black, seemelh black.

1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 218 The Beam and Tooth . .
cut

and tore away great Flakes of the Mettal. 1845 Darwin

Voy. Nat. xvi. (1852) 369 The shells .. scaling off in flakes.

1865 Lubbock Preh. Times i. (1878) 13 We have a list com-

prising . . 310 long flakes and about 2000 small ones. 1875

Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 111. xlvii. 367 Flint Flakes having a

fine cutting edge.. are met with.

b. A piece of skin or flesh peeled or torn off;

+ a torn strip (of a garment) m
1611 Svlvester Du Bartas 11. iv. III. Schisme 236 Her

mantle nattered all in flakes). 180J Med. Jrnl. VIII. 30

The skin, instead of becoming branny, separated in large

flakes. 1877 Bryant Odyss. v. 520 Flakes of skin . .
Were

left upon the rock. 1894 Daily Neios 26 June 8/2 The flesh

hung in flakes. .011 his arm.



FLAKE.

5. A stratum, lamina, or layer. (In qnot. 1 616
applied to the shell of an oyster.)

1577 B. Googe Heresbachs Husb. (1586) L 21 b, The Plowe
. . breakes it not small yenough, but turoeth up great flakes.

1613 Pirchas Pilgrimage \i-y. I 2 (1626)649 A Sedgie Reed
. . called Papyrus, which easily diuides it selfe into thinne
flakes. 1616 Beowke Brit. Past. n. iiL 56 And claps it

twixt the two pearle hiding flakes Of the broad yawning
Oyster. iM Stabk Eton. Nat. Hist. II. 485 Flakes or thin
laminae. A43 Poktlock GeoL 543 A dark green, talcose,

clayey matter, disposed in irregular flakes, x88* Garden
14 Jan. 37/3 Thymes and Veronicas grow over stones in
great flakes when let alone.

b. //. See qnot)
1883 Gbesley Glass. Coal Mining, Flaikes, sbaly or fissile

sandstone.

6. A loose sheet of ice; a floe.

1555 Edem Decades 305 The flakes or pieses of Ise doo
flote aboue the water. 1685 Lvtteell Brie/ ReI. '1857' L
297 Vast flakes of ice of severall miles. 1796 Mobse Amer.
Geog. I. 139 To coast . .m small vessels, between the great
flakes of ice and the shore, x8ao W. Scoresby A ret. Reg.
I.243 Immense flakes of ice. .resembling fields in the extent
of their surface.

7. //. The portions into which the flesh, esp. of
certain fish, naturally falls.

1611 Bible Job xli. 2^ The flakes of his flesh are ioyned
together. ifias Deaytos» Poly-olb. xxvi. '1748^ 371 iThe
salmon] whose grain doth rise in flakes with fatness inter-

larded, roof TrsoK O/ossum in PkiL Trans. XX. 139
lamina; [of fat]. . easily separable from one another, in broad
Fleaks. 189s H. Hutchixsos Fairway Isi. 19 The salmon
..was insipid .. though Mr. Trewin .. showed the curd
between its flakes.

8. A bundle of parallel threads or fibres ; a lock
or band of hair not twisted or plaited, arch.

159* Lvlt Midas iil ii, Vour mnstachoes. .hanging downe
to your mouth like goates flakes. 1697 Dahpiek Voy. I. 37
Maho. .Whose Bark is made up of strings or threads. .You
may draw it offeither in flakes or small threads. 1713 Steele
Guardian No. 86 r 5 The flakes cf hair which naturally
suggest the idea of lightning. 179a Dibdi* Female Crusoe
in Moral Chron. XXIV. 464. I dressed some, .cotton into.

.

thin flakes. 1839 Maebyat Phantom Shi/ via, His hair .

.

tell in long flakes upon his shoulders. 1870 Swixbuske
Ess. $ Stud. (1875,' 363 The heavy straying flakes of un-
filleted hair.

trans/. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's Tkeat. Ins. 908 That
Honey is best for substance, which . . if you lift it up . . falls

to the earth still homogeneous, tmsevered, no way parted
asunder, hut remaines in one continued flake or line.

9. A kind of carnation with striped petals.

17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Carnation, The Flakes are
of two Colours only, and those always strip'd. i8az Lovdox
Encycl. Gardening m. n. 977 The varieties of this flower
[carnation] are now arranged in three classes : flakes, bi-

zarres, and picotees.

10. [from the vb] A small fracture or 'chip'.
1866-7 G- Steprexs Runic Men. I. 205 A mere ^ydrrKrl

flake, and not touching the letter itself.

11. a. attrib. in the trade names for varieties of
certain products, z&ffake-manna, -tapioca, -tobacco,

from their flaky appearance.
s886 Daisy Sews 24 Dec 2 6 Tapioca . . Singapore lake

sold at rather firmer prices. 18B9 Syd. Sac Lex. s.v. Manna,
Flake Manna, a term employed in English riwmin 1 to
denote the larger fragments and better qualities of manna.
1894 Westm. Gas. 14 Feb. 2/1 Flake tobaccos, .are growing;

b. Comb., as jiaie-heaped ppL a. ; also flake-

feather, a plumule of extreme fineness and silky

texture, found in falconine birds ; hence Jlakc-

ftaihercd adj. 'in qnot. transf. ; flake-knife (see

sense 4 ; flake-stand, the cooling-tub of a still-

worm; flake-white, a pigment made from the
purest white-lead in the form of flakes or scales.

B837 W. Macgxluvbav Brit. Birds h Introd. 79 If k be
necessarr to give these feathers a name, they may be called
'.lake-leathers. 1848 D. Geeex* ell Poems 35 The *flake-
feathered trees show like giant phwaes. am* BnowwmG
Dram. Idylls Ser. n. Pan* Luna 38 *Flake-heaped how or
whence. The structure of that snecoorahie cloud. What
matter? 1865 Tylob Early Hist. Mass. vin. 195 The
•flake-knives are very rude. 1830 Dosovaw Dam. Eeon.
I. 255 The mash-tun and *flilritl inri might both be worth
twelve shillings, affie Albert Durer Rexrved 18 While
Lead, or 'Flake White. 175a Lady L^bococgh Let. U-
Shenttone 6 Xot„ My great parlour, is painted with flake-
white. 1883 J. Pay* Thicker than Water ™* 1SS4 239
Her whole face with a pallor on it like flake white or dead

- Flake, sb* Obs. [Cf. Dn. rlaM blot, speck

;

also Fleck sb.*\ A blemish, flaw, fleck.

13. . E E. AUit. P. A. 046 Hys flok is with-outen flake.

1555 Bma Decades 233 They espie in theim enery smanle
"

-
-

-r Flake, aM Obs. rare- 1
, fa. F'. ftaquc or

ThLnmmt&e Kilian .] A shallow pool, salt-marsh.
159B tr. Linschatens Disc. Voy. x. m. 5.^ Vpon the coast

of Brasuha.. Beth great fakes or shaUowes, which the
srortmgajes cafl jsheasbos*
- Flake, si.i Obs. Also fleaie. [Cf. OHG.

JUc blow, stroke, also Ds. vhsag gust of wind,
Flaw.] a. ?A heaTy blow. b. A gnst of
wind.
1559 Mirr. Mm£., SmExhay xxxix. A pellet cum, and

drove a Mjauty fleake, Agaynst my sice. afaaCux Sktth
Acad. Ym£. Scnmcm 17 A flake of wind.

Flake (fl^k), si.* [Cf. Fad si.\ and Gcr.
JUchte of same meaning.] — Fake si. 1

i6«6 Capt. Swth Accident* rj Coyfe roar cable ai sanl
flakes Ifrvutd siakes). dai H. U Wsaa is Elcttr. m

279

Daily Life, Making a Cable 17S The cable is arranged in
flat coils . . each coil is technically known as a ' flake .

* Flake, a. Obs. Also flact. [app. a var. of
MH. \Vlake:-0E. wtxc] Tepid.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Ctrurg 255 FiUe his eere ful of flact

watir. c 1430 T-woCookery-bhs. 21 Wasshe hem [Rys] clene
in flake Water.

Flake fc*\L /t v\ Also9fleak. [f. Flake sb.'*]

L intr. t a. Of snow : To fall in flakes. Obs.

b. transf. To fall like flakes of snow.
143° Lvdc. Chron. Troy iv. xjcxiv. (1513) X V}, Snowe that

flaketh fro Iupyters toure. 1598 Florio, AJfioccare, to
flake as snowe doth. 185s Mo:. Winter Wild iii. Poet.
Wks. II. 219 Eutttrflies .. Down flaking in an endless
stream. 1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trap. III. xxvi. 15 Red
stars trembled in the silver lamps . . flatting, as it seemed,
opoo the eye out of the mirrors.

2. trans, a. To cover with or as with flakes 'of

snow, etc); to fleck, b. nonce-use. To form
(snow

v

into flakes,

160a Makstox Ant. $ Met m. Wks. 1856 I. 30 The
shuddering roome that flakes. With silver tinctur, the east
rierge of heaven. 17*5 t'orr. Odyss. rv. 773 No winds in-

clement, .flake the fleecy snow. 1845 Hijon Poems 70 The
arching azure overhead Was flaked with gem*- 1858 Lomgf.
.*/. Standish L 14 His russet beard was already Flaked
with patches of snow, as hedges sometimes in N uvember.

3. a. +To break into small pieces 'obs.]. b. To
break flakes or chips from ; to chip. Also, in a

more restricted sense see qnot. from Nature 1879 .

C. To break or nib asvay or offisi Hakes ; to take

off in rlakes or layers.

1627-77 Feltham Rtsohcs il xhr. 247 N*;
a» ay more of its line Souls] steel and hardi
the hackings of a violent hand can perf^mi. 1632 H£r*xo
Iron Aee n. 1. Wks. 1874 III. 362 Fall on the murderer,
And flake him smaller then the Lybean sand 1665 H oc - l

Microgr. 1 10 Large pieces of the Shell . . sticking on
which were easily to be broken or flaked off by degrees.
1667 Wate«house Fire I.ond. 69 Chapels, Churches. Monu-
ments : all which it . . flaked and enervated. 1855
ISO Men 4 Wont., Old Pictures at Florence xxiv, Tr>e;r

ghosts. -Watching each fresco flaked and rasped. 1864
Realm 2 Mar. B The Cyclopean blocks [of ne» *paperv £re
flaked off in reams and quires. 1865 Ttlo* Early Hut.
Man. viii. 1^8 Most stone knives of the kind see- :

been used, as they were flaked off 1879 .Vature 18 Sept.

485/2 He [Mr. F. H. Curbing] accidentally
small fragments could be broken off from a piece of flint

with much greater .. precisioc. by pressure with a pointed
rod of bone or horn, than by blows with a hammt -

To this-process Mr. Gushing gives the name of flaking, to
distinguish k from chipping produced by percussion- Ibid ,

Arrow.heads could in this way be flaked even into the most
delicate . . shapes. 1887 W. Rye Norfolk Broads p. iv,

Watermen .. are believed to flake off their d:-.

themselves against the sharp angles of square flint church
towers.

4. intr. for rejl. To come avvay or off in flakes

;

to scale or chip off.

1759 Colebsooke in PhiL Trans. LI. 45 It flaked off from
the board. 1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands (18661 109
Covered with re Idem hark that flakei ;- leadOj on beii ^
touched. 1877 A. B. Edvaids L'f Site iL 20 Its stuccoed
cupola was flaking off piecemeal. 1879 'see Flaky 2^ 1885
Lam Times 14 Feb. 2S5/1 The enamel surface had. .flaked
away in several places.

5. trans. To mark with, flakes or streaks.

1615 Heywood Foure Prentises Wks. 1^74 II. 240 WeeTJ
flake oar white steeds in your Christian blood. 1857 H.
Miller Test. Rocks it. 182 Jupiter, .is known., by the dark,
shifting hands . . nraking his surface in the line of his trade
winds.

6- {Anglo-Irish.) To beat, flog. In qnot. absol.

1841 5. C Hall Ireland 1 1. 316 note. My back was sore
with the flaking . . Flake away, my jewiL

7. inir.diai. Seeqnots.) [Peril, belongs to next rb.1

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) l-'irse Lane. Dial Gloss.'",

TaPleakj to bask in the sun. 1876 White? Gloss., 'Fieeak'd
V bed ', laid naked. Ibid., 'Fleeaking in bad weather

*,
going

out too thinly dad. 1879 Miss )acksox Snrcfsh. Word-bk^
1
1 seed a ruck o' lads an* dogs flakin* o* that sonny book."
1884 Chesh. Glass., One who is buy in the morning; and will

not get up is described as * lying Baking i* bed '.

t Flake, v.- Obs. [yar. of I'laoc, Flag.] «
Flag r. in various intr. senses. To become lan-

guid or flabby. Of a garment : To fall in folds.

148* Rett. Deryff 13, I will uuutjacwe and never wyQ
flake Tbongfaeltheitoiemy ryfeloseshowlde. 1545 Raitkold
Byrth Mankynde n. xn. -1634* 137 If the right brest
and flagge. «99« Wyrlet Armarie 100 Downe
wfifHiwd doth Sweeping vestment flake.

Flaked &>k'&,,fpL a. [tFunrf.Sorr.'
+ -ED 1 or *.] a. Arranged in or formed into
flakes or larers. b. Marked with flakes or streaks.

1577 Haxhsox EnfUnd m.n (i»7*) n. ;t It b doc
closed as toe Effie, nor bked as the sdHoB. 1J03 T. X.
City^JC. PmrdiMMtT 107 QJMiM j km of l^ypoaii, or

*4e.- st*, Florist a6i A bizarre Caniatioo
wsong to a bicker dass tfaaa the siasplcr

„ R. F. Bcrrox Ctmtr. Afr. ~m JtmL Get.
Sk. XXIX. 111 A sea of purest azure, Saked bjr fleecy opo)-
tioted rapoBTS. 1H0 Rcsxix Mtd.Pmi*t. V. \x ix.80 The
spire oTthe ogress, and Baked breadth of the cedar. sMC
Whm, Spirit t, Bar t Mar. Ad»t., Flaked rice soaks.

Fla kelet. [£ Flak sk* + jji.J A small
flake.

shT.a Eomr is JrnL Gc*L Stc. XXJV. j7 Flakelets
of r

:: :-•

{flr*kai . [L Flaii r.l + -KB 1.]

L One who flakes; spa. one who strikes

flakes of flint to be used as gan-flmm.

FLAM.
X879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 326/1 An expert flaker will make

7000 to ic.coo flakes in a day of twelve hours.

2. An implement for flaking flint.

1891 1). Wtu&x Right Hand $t A.. wooden flaker sufficed
for the Aztecs in shaping the easily-worked obsidian. 1801
A rdroisan Her. 30 Oct- 2 Flint implements and weapons,
including, .flakers, &c
Flaking ^h'Vvt),,ppla. [f. Flake z-A + -ing-'.]

That flakes, in various senses of the vb.
1836 Lytto* Athens 1837) II. 561 The wild steeds.,

from their fiery breath . . Scatter the flaking foam. 1870
Hookee Stud. Ilora 115 Potentilla /ntticosa ..bark
flaking.

Flakon, obs. form of Flagojt.

Flaky rnV»*ki), a. Also 6 flakie, 8 fleaky, fj-g

flakey. [f. Flake ri.* + -T J
.]

1. Consisting of flakes, or of what resembles
flakes : said esp. of snow.
1580 Sidvet Ps. exxxv. iii. In flaky -:-t ;

. the reak'^g
rise. 1504 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. in. ui t .-. I

nesse breakes »nhin the Ea.tt. 1665 Hooke Microgr. no
A white coat, or flaky substance on the top,

;

sides of such 5 . 1714 G>.i Trivia ::. iy-? She bk
Scow descend in flaky Sheets. xSox Med. yml VIII. 43s
A flakey tort f . :5:^ '. - 7*. e/Halt x. Wits. 1154

the Thorn. 18*3
E. Smith Let. in Bray Tamar $ Tavyiity.) I.aoc A mass
/ flaky, .white fog- 1839 M namrrAl Phantom '. kip xi, The
sky was sods. 1856 Kake A ret. Ex/.'.
I. xxi. 2-'. A snow, mc

b. Of a flame : cf. Flake v.- 2.

1776 W. Combe Diaboliad ; Wiih flak)
:-... gloVd.

2 --.; -•-.*.::. ^ easily into flakes : flake-like.

Flaky-:par, a local name for CalCTte.
167a Boyle Eh. Gems 22 IAz.morA~ themselre

grain or a flakv C'.-.:-. trte uy. as the
all ::. :-. Dod. e 17*0 W. GtBW Farrit r'sDi

il 11. (1734J '-': The get in* true -h. .: v- :rs- : :

1748 tr. V'egei fers Horsei -.-.-

or flaky Alum. 1758 Dei rr. Thames 171 A fl:

flaky FU1 ice the Sain 1 1784 j. 'J h -.v. -

It is warmth that cause* O.eese t* i 1837 "•'.

I Fthe ( v- -.-. -
.

1837 Hawthoese
(1251) I. -.;:L :-> Pie ite -:.;-
1841-71 T. K. Jokes A Kingd. td. i -^\

lateral muscles fthe c. . .-_^;v^^-. 1871 I lack
Adv. Phaeton xii. 162 Theflak) red surface

1879 y - - : . h. ' or : ; r . : •:

local Dame : - :- ie tc the
manner in 1 Its bm : :

3. Fnll o:' locks or tofts of hair.

1803 Pic :':: No. - tBoiS II -2 H
op withaL 1877 Black Grtrn Past. xx>. '... 1*7:

304 Hb bear 1 in twisted and flaky u

Hence Fla-kUy odi - in -.-.'-.'. Fla ki-

neti, the quality or condition of h^:r^ ~\
r ".

1831 J. W;ls-:n m Blackm. '•lag. XXIX :

for a [snowball] Bicker never rose flakily fron

East. 1748 PhiL Trans. XLV. 364 : rine-Sa

more two main Defer.

Flale, obs. form of Flail.

Flam flaan , sb.* and a.

[See Flax r.]

A. rb.

+ 1. A fanciful notion, caprice, whim. Obs.
a 16*5 Fletchee Hum. Lieutenant rv.

some new flam or ether .. She takes her chan.ber. 1672
Eachaed Hobbes State .Vat. Lett. 2c I: c-.a;. be

for you to call this. .ailam,a whisker, a caprice.

+ 2. A fanciful composition : a conceit. Obs.
ti 1W37 B. Jossox L'nderifoods, Execr. Vulcan

grams. Or Eteosticks, or your finer flams Of -

balberts. 17*5 Swift Let. to Pope Wks. ir5i VIII. xii. 46
Philips writes little flams (as Lord Leicester ca
sort of verses 00 Miss Carteret. 1755 Geat Let. to H 'harton

9 Mar^ Must they too come out in the shape of little six-

penny flams, dropping one after another, till Mr. Dodsiey
thinks fit to collect them. - . into a pretty volume ?

3. A sbamctorr, iabheation, falsehood ; a pie;e

of deception, a trick.

1632 --:ejt»ooo, A flam, or a flimflam take, riotie. 1*37
Pocklzwctom Aitart Chr. 22 The Lincotneshire minister
^- -- -> -

..

- * ;.- -- Rpeala la =>.ft off these
deare places in Origen. 1855 Flllee Ch. Hist, l H. % 9. ia

His Fmmensand AnavFlamens,seeme..F^ammsarjd Arch-
Fmmms, even notorious Ealshoads. tj/am Foote Minor a.
Whs '.-j. I. *sj Hi.: bst Bmni btmi fi.:t. fam beawnutv
MlMiJiuiiuih alee F. Wilson Soct.Ambr. Wks. 11^5

I. 5 And all that comes after a Aim and a flam. sS88 D. C.
Mi fxat Danger. Catsfa-se 164 The letter s a flam.

b. Humbug, deception ; flattery, * blarney '.

ait* Soctm Conscience Serm. 1737 II. xiL 443 All 1

ta em DoenmryawC Eotmmc bat caal a.- 1 Dbai I

dehtsioc. ales BeocxETT A'. Country Wds^ Flam,
tery bordering on a lie. 1851 Matthew ZmmL Labour L
367 *There are very few who take money; indeed they pro-

fess to take none at aH. Bat that k afl flam ', mad my
iifliiiil st>i8t CmmbU. Glass-, Flam, flatanrj) ufiia-

:-:.: : _-;

f B. <*//. [Developed Iron an attrib. vx of the

sh. ; c£ Fasct C. ad/.J That k intended to de-

ceive; counterfeit, ficritioos, shaaa. Obs.
*wj*r+ C HaVTtok 18 Mar. in /f*.'Z-» Carr. f187ft L 184

His Low kad born impos'd on by a ftaaum report, mmu
Camtrrv. S. Blackheadm SeJec*. Hari. Misc. (1793 516 She

last story, tiiat sne faju soc kit hand byoonwpDaw
of Ike lener^arrien. rffa R. L'EsrmucE jMijHmr'
if.m Ti, He coold not so

A'.so - flamm'e.

ad



FLAM. 280 FLAME.
Hence f Flam-flirt int. (cf. Flim-flam-flirt),

nonsense.
H90 R. W. 3 £tftt& <y Ladies B iij b, Fly, flam flurt : why ?

Can a tlie doo hurt?

Flam (rlsem), sb? [Prob. echoic] A signal

by beat of drum (see quot. 1819).
1796 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Flam, a single stroke on

a drum. 1819 Rees Cycl. XII. s. v. Drum, The Flam is

a beat made by the two sticks striking almost at the same
instant on the head, but so as to be heard separately. 1848-9
in South eyCVw/w.-^/. Bk. IV. 434 In beating the drum there
is the roll, the swell, the flam and the ruffle. 1876 in Voyle
Milit. Diet. (ed. 3).

Flam i^flxm), sb. 3 [Of uncertain origin; pos-

sibly identical with Flambe flag, iris; 'the
flams ' may have been used for the place where
these plants grow, and the meaning of the

sing, may have been wrongly deduced.] (See

qnots.)

1725 Hearne R. Brunne"s Chron. Gloss, s.v. Flow, It is

withall remarkable, that low, watry, rushy places are fre-

quently call'd Flams by persons .. in and about Oxford.
1791 Rep. Navig. Thames «y tsU Estimate 3 The Flam or
Close to be cut through, and Gangways to the Bridge for
the Towing- Horses. 187a M. W. Taunt Map of Thames
p. x, The reedy flams which'line its left bank.

+ Flam, $$.l Obs.
~ l

? Short for Flambeau.
1755 Amohy Memoirs 449 We had but one flam left. Aa

accident might likewise extinguish it, and then what could
we do ?

Flam 'fkem), v. [Belongs to Flam sb} ; if sense

1 below be not a different word, the vb. is the earlier.

Cf. Flim-flam and Flamfew, of either of which
flam may be a shortened form.]

+ 1. trans. ? To counterfeit, 'mock'. Obs.
c 1500 Ratis Raving etc. 3687 Flam not the flouris at wy!l

faid, To mend hir mak at god has maid.

2. To deceive by a sham story or trick, or by
flattery; also, to flam off, up. Obs. exc. dial, or
U.S.
1637 HeywOOD Dial. ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 112 You do not

well to jeere and flam Me. a 1658 Ford, etc. Witch Edmon-
ton 11. ii, Was this your cunning?—and then flam me off
With an old witch. 1660 IJond Scut. Reg. iSS Damnable
Usurpers . . flaming the people in the mouth with a tale.

1692 .South Serm. (1607) 465 A God, who is not to be
flamm'd off with Lyes. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822)
II. 296 No such tricks for me. I am not to be flammed so
neither. 1837-40 Haliuurton Cl&cknt. (1862) 153 Few
would accept it.. without some sponsible man to indorse it,

that warn't given to flammin. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Flam
up, to cajole. 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Flam, to humbug, or
deceive. ' He's only flammin.'

Flam, var. of Flamm, Flan.

t Fla*man, flammant. [a. F. Jlamant

:

see Flamingo.] A flamingo.
1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Flame I or Flammant, a large

and fine Fowl, as big as a wild Goose, having jhe Legs a/id
Neck very long. 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xli. (1737)
166 A Phenicoptere (which in Languedoc they call Flaman).
1737 Ozell Rabelais 11. i. II. 14 You would have said they
had been Cranes, or Flamans {note a flame-coloured Bind
with long red legs). 1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

Flamant, flammant (ila? mantV [a. OF.
flam{m)ant, f. flam{m)er to Flame.] Flaming.
Obs. exc. Her.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 485 This constellation is

stiled .. as heate-bearing ., hot, flammant. — Serpents
(1658) 751 The second is reddish, like fire flamant. 1610
Guillim Heraldry m. iv. 95 He beareth seuen Fire brands
Flammant and Scintillant, Proper. 1889 Elvin Did. Her.,
Flamant, Flammant. . Flaming or Burning.

1 Flama'tion. Obs.~ l
[f. Flame z/. + -ation.]

Hence Flama tious a. [-ous]. (See quot.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 387/2 A Flamation,

. or
Flamatious feeling ; as the pain of burning and scalding.

Flamb (flrem), v. Sc. Also 56 flawme, 6
flame, 6, 8 flamm. [a. F. flambe-r to singe;

originally a var. of flam[m)er to Flame.] trans.

To baste (' with flaming lard', Jam.).
f 1440 Ane. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 450 Take

fygges. .and frie horn, and flawme horn with honey, 'la 1550
Freiris of Benvik 137 in Dunbar s Poems (1803) 289 Scho
. . bad the madin . . To flawme, and turne, and rost thanie
tenderly. < 1568 Lauder Godlie Tractate 460 Euerie fatt

Souch fedis and flammis ane vther. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
xiii, The iron ladle, with which she had just been Jlambing
(Augtici, basting) the roast of mutton.
Proverb. 1721 Kellv Sc. Prov. 93 Every Man flamms

[note hasteth] the fat Sow's Arse. Ihey will Jbe .sure to get
most Gifts that least want them.

t Flambant (nVmbant), a. Obs. exc. Her.
[a. F. flambant, pr. pple. offlamber to flame.]

a. Her. Flaming, on fire. b. (See quot.

1597)
1597 Gerard Herbal 1. lxxxvii, (1633V144 There is another

to be seen with a floure mixed with streakes of red and
yellow, resembling a flame of fire, - whereupon we have
called it flambant. a 1661 Fuller Worthies iv. (1662)46
An Urn with an .Heart flambant [printed flamboul) sup-
ported by two Angels. 1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Flambant,
Flaming or burning.

t Flambe. [a. OF. flaml>e (var. of flamme
Flame;/'.), still used in Fr. as the name of the
plant.] a. A torch, b. The yellow flag {Iris

pseudacorus) ; in quot. attrib.

' 1430 Lvdg. Bocluis 11. xxvii. (1554I 63 b, No flambes nor
brondes clere shining To bren his body w l fiers funeral.
i486 B/c. St. Albans C v, Take smale flambe rotis.

Flamb(e, obs. forms of Flame.

Flambeau (flx-mb^). Forms : 7 flambo, -oy,
8 -oe, 7- flambeau ; //. 7 flamboys, 7-8 -o(e)s,

7- flambeaus, -eaux. [a. F.flambeau ( = med.L.
flambellum), f.flambe Flame sb.]

1. A torch ; esp. one made of several thick wicks
dipped in wax ; a lighted torch.
163a St. Trials, Ct. Coningsmark, etc. ji, I had a flam-

beau in my hand. 1638 Sib T. Herbert Traz>. (ed. 2) 133
Others fired their flamteauxes [sic], 1697 C'tess D'Aunoys
Trav. (1706) 148 After the Collation was ended, FJamboys
were brought in. 1749 Fieldjnc; Tom Jones vu. xiv. Eyes
as big . . as two large flambeaux. 18x6 Scott Antia. xxv,
An open grave, with four tall flambeaus . . placed at the
corners. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge xvi, Many a private
chair . . preceded by running-footmen bearing flambeaux.

b. A fire-signal or beacon.
x688 Wood Life (1894) III. 533 A great flambo on Combs

his house, .was seen as far as Newnham.
f2. trans/, and fig. (Cf. torch, firebrand.} Obs.
1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy. (1705) 132 Receiving some

benediction from the flambo's of your Eyes, a 1670 Hacket
Abp. Williams 1. cexxvi. (1693) 220 Our Laws of Correc-
tion against such dangerous Flambeaux. 1685 Gracian's
Courtiers Orae. 54 The sayings of Alexander are the
Flamboes of his deeds.

3. A large decorated candlestick.
(In.mod. Diets.)

4. South. U.S. ' One of the set of kettles used in

the open-kettle process of sugar-making, so called

because the flames of the furnace strike it with
most force' {Cent. Diet.). [So in Fr.]

5. attrib. and Comb., asflambeau-bearer, -light.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson's Funeral 25 The men worked by
candle and flambeau light. 1859 Dickens T. Tvjo Cities

U. ix, Monsieur the Marquis, with his flambeau-bearer going
on before, went up the staircase to a door in a corridor.

Hence Flambeaued ppl. a., furnished with or

lighted by flambeaux.
1852 Meandering? ofMem. 1. 166 Flambeaued folly of the

long procession.

Flamberg, naniberge (flarmbaig, flan-

^r;5)- [a * UF. flamberge, proper name of the

sword of the Paladin Roland and of that of Renaud
of Montauban; hence, generally, a sword; the

form Floberge occurs earlier, and is prob. more
correct ; of unknown (presumably Teut.) etymo-
logy.] A kind of fencing-sword or rapier.

1885 E. Castle Schools
ty

Masters of Fence (1892) 271
The sword ..is a transition rapier of the Flamberg
type. Ibid. 333 The special character of this so-called

Flamberg is the comparative simplicity of the hilt.

tFla-mble, v. Obs. rare~* [f. OF. flamble
:—h.flammu/a, dim. offlamma flame.] intr. To
be in flames ; to flame.

1557 A". Arthur (Copland) v. iv, Lyke as y' land and
water had flambled \Caxton has flammed] all on fyre.

Flamboyance (fliemborans). [f. as next:

see -axce.] The quality of being flamboyant.
1891 Athenaeum. 17 Jan. 86/1 Flamboyance .. may be a

better augury of right richness when chastening comes than
conventional moderation.

Flamboyancy (fla-mboian>i). [f. next: see

-uVN'CV.] = prec. In mod. Diets.

Flamboyant (fl&mboranO, a. and sb. Also

9 ilambeauant. [a. F. flamboyant, pr. pple. of

flamboycr, OF. flambeiier, f. flambe Flame sb.

The OF. word may however descend from the pop.L.
*Jlammididre (whence It. Jiammeggiare) or the recorded
late "L.Jlammigare ^Gellius).]

.A. adj.

1. Arch. Characterized by waved lines of con-
trary flexure in flame-like forms (Gwilt) : of the

style prevalent in France in the 15th and the first

half of the 16th c. Also absol. (quasi-j/'.).

183a Rickman in Archzologia XXV. 182 They are of all

dates, from Early French to the latest Flamboyant. 1836
H. G. Knight Archil. Tour Normandy 215 A change
..which has recently acquired the fanciful appellation of
Flamboyant. 1848 Rickman Archil. 153 A tendency to

the Flamboyant style of tracery is frequently observable.

1861 Beresf. Hope Fug. Cathedr. 19th C. 31 The exuberant
Flamboyant of the continent. 1883 Gd. Words 503 Etch-
ingham church, with its. .curious flamboyant window.

b. In loose and transferred use; Florid, floridly

decorated.

1879 Dowden Southey i. 9 That flamboyant penmanship
admired by our ancestors. 1883 L. Wingfield A. Roive I.

v. 94 Sir Francis Burdett indulged in flamboyant perora-
tions. 1887 Saintsbukv Hist. Elizab. Lit. ii. 42 Although
he [Sidney] seldom or never reaches the beauties of the
flamboyant period of prose.

2. Of wavy form, suggesting the outline of a
flame. Said chiefly of a sword.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 362 With massive face,

flamboyant hair. 1876 Browning La Saisiaz 80 He there

with the brand flamboyant, 1879 Cassell's Techn. Ednc.
in. 152 A Siamese grotesque head. .[with] flambeauaut ears.

1885 E. Castle Schools <y Masters 0/ Fence (1892) 334 By
some writers it [the name Flamberg] is restricted to the
flamboyant Spadone or Zweyhander.
3. Flamingly or gorgeously coloured.
1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. in. xli. See, too, the Rose, above

the western portal Flamboyant with a thousand gorgeous
colours. 1867 D. G. Mitchell Rural Studies 3 Whose
daughters, in flamboyant ribbons, were among the belles of
the parish. 1888 Punch 13 Oct. 170/3 Oh, the flamboyant

flare of those fiendish designs, With their sanguine paint-
splashes.

B. sb. A name for certain plants with flame-

coloured flowers.

1879 Mrs. Bishop Sk. Malay Pen. i. in Leisure H. (188s)
20/2 That wonderful flowering tree variously known as the
' flamboyant ' and ' the flame of the forest ' (Poinciana
regia). 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 141 The richly-
coloured orange and yellow flowers of the flamboyante
(Poinciana).

Hence Flamboyantly, adv.
1894 Speaker 26 May 586/2 Upon this canvas they are

radiantly and flamboyantly alive.

Flamboyantize (fl&mboi-antsiz), v. [f. prec.

+ -izk.] a. intr. To become flamboyant, b.
trans. To render flamboyant.
1846 Ecclesiologist VI. 70 Just when Middle-Pointed in

France, was beginning to Flamboyantize. 1857 Ibid.
XVIII, 229 Two great marigolds ; one Flamboyantised.

Flamboyantism (flsemboi-antiz'm). [f. as
prec. + -ism.] Flamboyant style.

1846 Ecclesiologist VI. 72 The west window in. .its Flam-
boyantism, much resembles the eastern.

Flambu-ginous, a. rare- 1
. [A burlesqne

formation on Flam.] Of the nature of a * flam '.

1813 Sporting Mag. XLI I. 19 The .. flambuginous sea-
.monster, known by the name of the Non-Descript.

Flame ^nV'm), sb. Forms: 4 flaume, 4-5
flamme, (5 flome), 4-6 flawme, flaumbe, 5-7
flambe, (7 flam), 4- flame, [a. OK. flambe,
flamme :— L. flamma, of disputed etymology ; ac-
cording to some scholars for *flagjna, f. root *flag-

mflagrdre to blaze ; according to others for *fldma t

l.Jla-re to blow.]

1 Va'apour heated to the point of combustion
;

ignited gas. Also, tflame offire.
a. without plural.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 11. 261 Flaumbe ys but
lyghted smoke. 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R. x. iv.

(•495' 376 Flamme is fyre in ayry matere. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) viii. 29 Oute of be whilk commes flawme of fire.

1563 Fi'lke Meteors (1640) 23 Where earthquakes have
beene, great abundance of smoke, flame, and ashes, is cast
out. 1678 Hoiiues Decant, vi. 60 Flame is nothing but a
multitude of Sparks. 1704 Newton Opticks 111. xi. 134 Is
not flame a vapour, fume, or exhalation heated red hot, that
is, so hot as to shine? 183J Brewster Newton (1855) II.

xxv. 368 Flame consists of particles of carbon brought to

a white heat,—an opinion of Sir Humphry Davy's.

b. with plural : A portion of ignited vapour,
often spire-like or tongue-like, f To put toflames:
to set on fire.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxviii. [xxix.] 7 pe voice of lord
sherand be flaume of fire. 1377 Langl /'. PI. B. xvu. 239 [>e

weyke and fyre wil make a warme flaumbe. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 12009 Flammes of fyre fuerse to behold, c 1450 Lone-
lich Grail xlviii. 174 Fir and flambes they casten echedel
vppon Moys there that he sat. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
Ixiv. 221 His vysage became lyke a flame of fyer. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 554 Thrice to the vaulted Roof
the Flames aspire. 17a* Sewel Hist. Quakers '1795* I. iv.

272 The flames ascended above my head. 1800 tr. Lagrange s

Chem. II. 245 The acid burns with a blue flame. 1874
Morley Compromise ^1886) 17 The sky of Paris was red
with the incendiary flames of the Commune.

c. flg. (see also 6.)

1548 Hall Chron. Hen. VI, 154 The inhabitauntes . . per-

ceyuing, that the great flamme of the Englishe force was.
extinct and consumid. 1601 Shaks. Alts Well 1. ii. 59 Let
me not hue . . After my flame lackes oyle. 1633 Favine
Theat. Hon. 11. i. 61 Saint Hierome, the .. cleare flame of
the Church. 1887 LSowen Virg. sEneid 1. 263 War's great
flame he shall kindle in Italy.

d. //. (with the) =fire. Chiefly with reference

to death or destruction by burning. Phrase, to

commit to theflames.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 249/2 The blessid chyldren wente

thorugh the flambes. 1656 Cowley Poems, Misc. 10 Pity
him Jove, and his bold Theft allow, The flames he once
stole from thee grant him now. 1713 Steele Englishman
No. 55. 354 He was put into the flames with the General
Acclamation of the Multitude. 178a Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. II. ix. 191 Ziska. .condemned the rest to the flames.

1817 Shelley Revolt 0/ Islam xu. xxv. 1 When the con-

suming flames 4iad wrapt ye round.

e. wkh reference to hell or purgatory.
138a Wyclif Luke xvi. 24 Send Lazarus that hc.kele

my tunge; for I am turmentid in this flawme. c 1575 W.
Fulke Confut. Doctr. Purgatory (1577) 182 To quench the

flambes of purgatory. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 304
By hellish flams thy soule. .devoured bee. 183a Tennyson
Sisters 7 She died : she went to burning flame,

ff. Vital flame (see quot.). Obs. in scientific

use.

1706 "Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Vital Flame, a kind of subtil

gentle kindled Heat which some suppose to be in the

Heart of Living-Creatures.

2. The condition of visible combustion. In

phrases, On flame, fon or of a flame, in a flamet

inflames: blazing, on fire; transfi of a wound,

etc., inflamed
; fig. inflamed with anger, passion, or

zeal. Also to put or set on or in (f a) flame, to

burst intoflame{s, etc. See also Aflame.
1490 Caxton Eneydos ii. 14 The cyte was cruelly sette

a fyre, and on a flamm. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. fed. 2)

297 Redolent gums . . incendiated or put to flames, wherein

the dead body is laid, 1652 J. Waijsworth tr. Sandoval's
Civ. Wars Spain 3^1 The timber of the Church taking fire

therewith, all was immediately of a flame. 1658 A. Fox
Wurtz' Surg. m. i. 220 If a wound be in a flame when
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FLAME-COLOUR.

t 6. To cause to glow with enthusiasm, zeal,

etc. ; to kindle, inflame, excite, animate. Obs.

c 1380 Wvclif Set. VVks. III. 36 pe swete odour berof

schulde flawme mennys hertis. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. i. 14

Flam'd with zeal of vengeance inwardly, He asit'd [etc.].

1617-77 Feltham Resolves I. xiv. 22 That sacred vigour

which had wont . . To flame the Poets noble bres:. 1640

Shirley Coronation 11. D j b, Their courage is so nobly

flamed.

7. To subject to the action of flame. Cf. Sc.

F'lamb.
1875 lire's Diet. Arlslll. 88 After flaming, the pieces are

successively laid on an inclined table exposed to the fire.

1885 Dolley Bacteria Investigation I. 69 The pipette is

first thoroughly sterilized by flaming every portion of it.

Flame, obs. form of Fleam.

riame-CO:lour. The colour of flame ; a

bright reddish yellow or orange.
1608 B. Jonson Masque 0/ Beauty, Splendor in a robe of

flame colour. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 265 P7 Melesinda

wraps her Head in Flame Colour. 1858 J. Martineau
Stud. Chr. 143 The preternatural flame-colour mingled in

the crucibles of hell.

b. attrib. or adj. = next.

1763 Del Pino Sp. Diet., Caballo de color morado, a

flame colour horse.

Fla'me-COloTired, a. Of the colour of flame.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 11 A faire hot Wench in

Flame-coloured Taffata. 1647 Stapvlton Juvenal 22 He
. . Weares a fring'd petticote & flame-colour'd veyle. 1704

Swift /'. Tub ii, Flame-coloured Satin. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Van. Der. IV. liii. 96 Her dusky, flame coloured garment.

jig. 1784 R. Bage Barham Downs I. 113 Damnation!
swore my Lord, and a few other flame-coloured ejaculations.

Flamed (fiV'md', ///. a. [f. Flame v. and sb.

+ -KD1,*.]

1. Aflame, burning.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle in. viii. (Caxton 1483) 55 A furnoys.

.

alle flammed with fyre. 1583 Stanvhurst <Kncis II. (Arb.)

54 The . . Greeks thee flamd citty with ruthlesse victorye

ransack. 1634 Habington Castara (Arb.) 61 A flamed dart

shot from her eye.

2. Furnished with flames.

1851 E. J. Millington tr. Didron's Chr. Archzol. I. 452
Wheels which are both winged and flamed . . to express the

extieme of velocity.

3. Of a tulip: Bearing flame-like marks.

1665 76 Ray Flora 94 The flowers are. .yellow, .and some
striped, feathered, or flamed. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pratt.

Agric. (ed. 4) I. 302 A Tulip, is called flamed, when a broad

irregular stripe runs up the middle of the petals, with short

abrupt projecting points, branching out on each side.

t ria'meful, a. Obs. rare-''-, [f. Flame sb.+

-POL.] Full of flame. In qnot.flg.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. 1. 1. Eden 401 When pale

Phlegm, or saffron-colour'd Choler. .print upon our Under-
standing's Tables; That, Water-wracks ; this other, flame-

full Fables.

Flameless (fl<
T'-mlus), a. [f. Flame sb. +

-less.] Devoid of flame ; burning without flame.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas II. iv. I. Trophies 55 A fire so

great Could not live flameless long. 1638 G. Sandys Par.

Oh: Poems, Lament. Jer.W. 7 J ehova. .forsakes His flame-

lesse Altar. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Re-.). (1857) I. 1. VII. x. 219 It

burns . . flameless, as charred coals do. 1884 Swinburne in

19/4 Cent. May 775 The flameless fire of imaginative thought.

Flamelet [f. as prec. + -let.] A small

flame.

1849 Longf. By the Fireside, K. H'itlaf's Drinking-

Horn viii. 3 The flamelets flapped and flickered. 1871

B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. iv. ii. 251 Upon our phalanx'

shining lances A nimble host of flamelets dances.

Flamen (flymen). Forms : 4-5 flamyn(e

(erron. flaume), 4-7 flamin(e, 7 flammin(g, 7-

flamen. [a. L. flamen, of doubtful etymology

;

some modern scholars believe it to stand for *fliid-

men, i.fldd- :—\VAryan *bhlad- as in Goth. bl6t-an,

OE. blot-an to sacrifice; others regard it as standing

for flagmen, f. root flag- to burn (from burning

sacrifices).]

1. Rem. Antiq. A priest devoted to the service

of a particular deity, t Flamin diall = L. flamen

dialis, the flamen of Jupiter.

1533 Bellenden Livy I. (1822) 34 Yit he institute the

sacrifice that pertenit to the flamin diall. 1607 Shaks. Cor.

11. i. 229 Seld-showne Flamins Doe presse among the

popular Throngs. 1644 Milton Arcop. (Arb.) 37 The
Romans, .knew of learning little but what their Augurs and

Flamins taught them. 1733 Pope Ess. Man m. 266 Then
first the Flamen tasted living food. 1880 Muirhkad
Gains 1. § 112 No person is elected to the office of one of the

greater flamens, i. e. a flamen of Jupiter, Mars, or Quirinus

. .unless born of farreate parents.

2. trans/. Applied to other priests, etc.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xii. 141 The Archiflamyn or the

Flamyn, as oure Erchebisshopp or Bisshopp. .seythe thus.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 210 Egyptian Priests and other

Flamines of the Natural Law used Circumcision. 1660

Hickekingill Jamaica (1661) 79 The Muses and their

Flamens they cashiere. 1789 Burns Let. to Mrs. Dunlop 13

Dec, Ye venerable sages, and holy flamens, is there prob-

ability in your conjectures? 1808 J. Barlow Columb. iv. 316

Let the poor guardless natives never feel The flamen's fraud.

3. The L. flamen and archiflamen (see Arch-

flamen) were used by Geoffrey of Monmouth to

denote the two grades of alleged sacerdotal func-

tionaries in heathen Britain, whose place was taken

on the conversion of the island by bishops and

archbishops. Hence pseudo-/r7tf. in Eng. writers.
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(-1330 R. Brunne Chron. Ir'ace (Rolls) 3756 Eygltt &
twenty flamins men tolde. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls)

II. in, 28 bisshoppis icleped flamynes. 1480 Caxton mmt,
Brit. 25 To these archbisshops sees were subgette xxviij

bisshops and were called flamines. 161a Drayton Poly-otb.

viii. 112 With Fanes vnto her Gods, and Flamins euery-

where. 165a Colukges Caveat/or Prof. (1653)132 It holds

as much for Bishops and Archbishops (instead of Flammins
and Archflammins).

4. attrib., asfiamen-priesl.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. A urel. 11. v. (1535) 114 b.

Their gownes long lyke flamine prestes.

Hence Flamenship, tlje office of a flamen.

1600 Holland Livyxxw. xxiii. (1609)601 C. Claudius, the

Arch-flamine of Jupiter, lost his Flamineship. i6ioHealey
St. Aug. Citie of God (1620) 71 Flamines, inheritors of the

ancient Flamine-ship.

Flamenco, -go, obs. forms of Flamingo.

Flamer (tV'-mar). [f. Flame v. +-er ».]

1. One who or that which flames.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 996 And then no more
you would the Aire allow For Element, then th' hot bright

Flamer now. 1612 Sturtevant Metallica (1854) no The
Scottish coal is the best flamer. 1887 Pall Mall G.q Dec.

5/2 Armed only with an electric battery, or was it only

a flamer? with which he signalled to the magic lantern.

2. slang. A person or thing glaringly conspicuous.

1809 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1810) XIII. 163 Dick Daredevil

. . sported a brace of/tamers (wenches) on his coach-box.

1840 H. Cockton Val. Vox ii. 5 A criticism on the even-

ing's performance which certainly was . . 'a regular flamer.'

Flamery, obs. form of Flummery.
Fla-meship. nonce-wd. [f. Flame rf. +-ship.]

The personality or dignity of (the god of) flame.

a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods, Execration Vulcan, Pox
on you* Flameship, Vulcan.

t Flamet. Obs. [a. F. flamet (also in Pr.).]

= Flamingo. >7°* [see Flaman.]

Flamfew (flarmfiw)- Also 6 flamefew, 9 Sc.

flamfoo. [Corruption of F. fanfelue :-med.L.

famfaluca bubble, lie, app. ad. Gr. wo/z</>oXt;£ bubble.

Cf. mod.F./an/eluche.] A gewgaw, trifle, fantastic

thing.
Also Sc. 'Any gaudy trapping in female dress," 'a gaudily

dressed female' (Jam.).

1580 Baret Alv. F 614 A Flamefew, or the mooneshine in

the water. 1583 Stanyiiurst /Eneis, etc. (Arb.) 138 Voyd
ye fro theese flamfews. .set a part the begun wurck. 1890

Temple Bar Mag. Nov. 430 Fancy.. had bodied forth a

curious flamfew.

+ Flaminal, a. Obs. [ad. L. flaminalis, f.

flamen Flamen.] Of or pertaining to a flamen.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xlviii. 385 The Flaminal

Mists, and mysterious Flamens.

Flamineous (flAni-nfts), a. Also flaminious.

[f. I., flamin-, Flamen + -eous, -ious. Cf. L.

fldminins.] Of or pertaining to a flamen.

1846 Worcester Flamineous (citing More). 1864 Wor-
cester Flaminious. I? Error forfiammeons, in H. More.)

Flaming (rt^-mirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Flame v. +
-ma '.] The action of the verb Flame. Also

concr., something which flames or resembles a flame.

c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 970 The flammyng of be flese was ferly

to see. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. 39/1 A. .starre, whiche

semed with flamynges of fyre to fall into the sea. 1854

Ruskin Led. Archit. Add. 128 Wherever colour is intro-

duced, ornamentation . . may consist in mere spots, or bands,

or flamings.

Flaming (fl^-mirj),///. a. Also 4 flammande,

flaumbeand, 5 flawmand. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

1. That flames ; in flames or on fire, as a com-

bustible ; esp. in flaming sword.

csa/oo Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 150 pe flawmand swerde

bat Godd ordaynd rare before be entree. 1509 H awes /W.
Pleas, xliii. ix, Thus in flamynge tonges all aboute I flye.

161 1 Bible Gen. iii. 24 A flaming sword. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

t, F. III. 137 The spoil, and cattle, of the flaming villages.

1811 Shelley 1'rometh. Unb. 1. 88 Nor yon volcano's flam,

ing fountains.

fig. I4»» tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prtv. (E. E. T. S.)

191 A flawmyng vertu dwellys yn be hert. 1509 Hawes
Jovf. Medit. 17 O flambynge honour of euery hardy herte.

1748 Richardson Clarissa 11811) VIII. ii. 16 O these

flaming spirits ! 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 264 The

flaming hopes of its friends.

f b. Flaming chapel = F. chapelle ardente : a

chapel or chamber thickly set with lighted tapers.

1801 Paris as it was II. lxvii. 318 A flaming chapel was

constructed at the entrance of the house.

2. Burning hot, inflamed, fiery.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 841 Red Blisters .. And
flaming Carbuncles. 1786 Burns ' Once fondly lov'd',Viho,

distant, burns in flaming torrid climes. 1871 R. Ellis

Catullus lxiv. 354 As some labourer. .Under a flaming sun.

b. quasi-orfi'., asflaming-hot. lit. smAflg.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 32 The wind less'ned,

and weather grew flaming hot. 1681 Baxter Apol.

Nonconf. Min. 1 1 1 Flaming-hot Disputer.

3. trans/. Emitting rays of light, flashing, glow-

ing, brilliant, t /laming fly = Firefly.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1468 Alle be fruyt in bo formes

of flaumbeande gemmes. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 198

Ffesauntez enftureschit in flammande silver, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 3986 Hir ene flamyng fresshe, as any fyne stones.

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 116 Our English Glow-wormes, as

well as the American, or flaming-flyes, have a luminous

juice in their tailes. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 187 The glory

of the Lord, which was wont to appear in a flaming light.

1816 Disraeli Viv. Grey m. vii, The large yellow eye grew

more flaming and fiery.

FLAMMEOUS.

b. in regard to colour: Resembling flame, very

bright or vivid.

c 1450 Crt. of Love 793 Her mouth is short . . Flaming
somedele, not over red. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

(ed. 2) 297 The Bannana's . . from a dark-greene, mellow

into a flaming yellow. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. xxxvi, At

Noon in flaming Yellow bright. 1863 Miss Braddon
Eleanor's Vict. II. i. 3 The flaming poppies among the

ripening corn. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VI. xvl. xii. 282

Voltaire has used his flamingest colours on this occasion.

+ C. Of a person ; Gaudy, ' loud ', flaring.

1781 R. King Loudon Spy 95 A Serjeant of the guards

entered, .with a flaming wench.

4. fig.
Highly coloured, highflown ; startling,

extravagant.
1606 Shaks. Tr. t, Cr. 1. ii. 115 He hauing colour enough,

and the other higher, is too flaming a praise for a good
complexion. 1710 De Foe Capt. Singleton xi. 11840) 191,

I had heard some flaming stories of Captain Avery, and the

fine things he had done in the Indies. 1796 Jane Austen
Pride tr Pre/, x. (18131 224 The good lady .

. did give him
a most flaming character. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 6 The
flaming pictures . . given by the natives of the riches of the

land. 1868 Helps Realmah II. xvii. 287 There comes out

a flaming attack against some poor man.

5. Flagrant, glaring, monstrous. ? Obs.

X706 Collier Reply to Dr. Filnier (1730) 412 The most

flaming Instances of Vice. 1737 Waterland Eucharist

583 A flaming Absurdity.

6. Like waving flame in appearance ; flamboyant.

1375 Barbour Bruce XL 192 Vith baneris richt freschly

flawmand. 1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2176/4 A Silver Hilted

Sword, with the Blade waved or flaming. 1874 Boitell
Arms q Arm. ix. 177 The blade of this sword not un-

commonly affected a wavy or flaming iftamboyante) outline.

Hence Plamingly adv.

i6*1~T) Feltham Resolves 1. XX. 37 How quaint and

flamingly amorous [is Solomon] in the Canticles. 1681

Baxter Acc. Sherlocke v. 203 Why would he meddle (and

so flamingly meddle) with what he understands not? 1834

H. Ainsworth Rookwoodi. iv. (1878) 31 A flamingly gilt dial.

1888 Harper's Mag. Nov. 838/1 You are flamingly patriotic.

Flamingo (flami-ngo). Forms: 6 (fleming),

flemengo, 7-8 flemingo, flamenco, 7- flamingo.

See also Fleming, Flaman. [a. Pg. flamengo, Sp.

flamenco, Pr. flamenc, according to Hatzf.-Darm.

f. Rom.flama Flame sb. + suffix -ene (a. Teut. -ing)

often appended in Pr. and occas. in OF. to sbs. of

L. origin. The F. name,flamant, is believed to be

an alteration of the Pr. form ; cf. OF. /errant iron-

gray, iiom/errenc. So called from the colour.]

1. A bird of the genus Phanicopterus, with

bright scarlet plumage, extremely long and slender

legs and neck, and a heavy bent bill.

1565 J. Sparke in Hakluyt J 'oy. 1 1 1. 520 The fowle of the

fresh riuers. .whereof the Flemengo is one, hauing all redde

feathers. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 212 Sundry other

Birds, as .. Passe-flemingoes. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I.

70, I saw a few Flamingo's, which is a sort of large Fowl.

1867 Jean Ingelow Songs on Voices Birds, Sandmartins,

Where rosy-winged flamingos fish all day.

^.attrib. and Comb., as flamingo-legged adj.
;

flamingo flower or plant, a name for Anthnrium
scherzerianum.
1861 Thornbury Turner I. 14 A flamingo-legged footman.

188a Garden 1 Apr. 212/2 The Flamingo flower. Ibid.

9 Sept. 226/1 The Flamingo plant.

t Flami'nical, a. Obs. [f. L.fiamin-, flamen

Flamen + -ic + -al.] Of or pertaining to a flamen.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. Wks. 1738 I. 63 Superstitious

Copes and flaminical Vestures.

Flamm, flam, ? incorrect form of Flawx. (But

cf. Flammick.)
1819 Scott Bride Lammerm. x, A tart— a flam— and

some nonsense sweet things. l8»o — Monast. xvi, The
wafers, flamms, and pastrymeat.

t Flammabi'lity. Obs. Also 7 flamability.

[f. next ; see -bility, -ity.] = Inflammability.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. vl. xii. 335 The oily fat and

unctuous parts wherein consist the principles of flamma-

bility. 1W9 W. Simpson t/ydrol. Chym. 246 The same

F^ssential properties of Flamability.

Flammable (flarmab'l), a. [f. L. flammare

to set on fire : see -able.] = Inflammable.

1813 Busby tr. Lucretius I. 731 That igneous seeds, no

longer linked To matter flammable, become extinct. 1867

Morning Star 12 Apr., Their houses are built of much less

flammable materials than ours.

t Flamma-tion. Obs. In 7 flamation. [n. of

action f. L.flammare: see prec] Exposure to fire.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. n. v. oo White or Cris-

talinearsenick. .sublimed with salt, will not endure flamation.

Flammeons (flse-mfts), a. Now rare. [f. L.

flamme-us {f.flamma flame) + -ous.]

1. Of the nature of flame.

1664 H. More Myst. Inif. 45 An inanimate and un-

intelligent masse of flammeous matter. 1686 ( JoAD Lelcst.

Bodies 11. vii. 245 Comets are Flammeous, or Lucid

Expirations, .produced by the Planets. 1775 in Ash.

2. Resembling flame or its attributes; flame-

like ; hence, shining, resplendent.

1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. £p. m. xxv.177 This flammeous

light [of the Glow-worme]. 1671 Phil. Trans. VII. 4071

The flammeous Life of the Bloud. 1728 Earbery tr. Bur-

net's St. Dead II. 34 The Glory of the Person of Christ

is. .described, .as lucid and flammeous.

3. Flame-coloured.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Flammeous, somewhat coloured

like a flame of fire. 1867 A. L. Adams Wand. Mat. India
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113 The flammeous flycatcher {Pericrocotus flammeus)..
red is the prevailing hue of the former [males].

Flammery, obs. var. of Flummery.

t Flanimick. Obs. rare - K [a. Y.flamic/ie.']

A confection made with butter, eggs, and cheese.

1600 Surflet Conntrie Farmc v. xxil. 720.

f ria'mmid, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [ad. L. flam-

mid-us, f.flamma flame.] Flame-coloured ; red.

1610 \V. Folkingham Art ofSurvey I. iii. 5 The flammid
Carbuncle, purple Amethyst.

Flammi'ferotlS, a- rare* , [f. L. flammifcr
bearing flame (f. flamm-a Flame + -fer bearing) -f

-ous.] Bearing or producing flame.

1656 81 in Blount. 1721-1800 in Bailey. In mod. Diets.

Flanimi'gerous, a. rare. Also 6 flamiger-

ous. [f. L.flammiger bearing flame (f. flamma +
-ger bearing) + -ous.] Bearing flame; in quots. fig.
159a R. D. H

'
yfmerotomachia 44 One of these flamigerous

Nymphes. 1596 K. L[inche] Diella v, With that inrag'd

(flamigerous as he is'. 1775 in Ash.

FlanimivoniOUS, a. rare. [f. h.flammivom-
us (f. flamm-a flame + -vomits vomiting) + -ous.]

Vomiting out flame.
1663-76 Bullokar, Flammivomous, vomiting or belching

flames of fire. 1745 W. Thompson Sickness n. 284 Hark,
how the anvils thunder round the dens Flammivomous !

t Fla*mpoint. Obs. Forms : 4 flaumpeyn,

5 flampoynte, flampayn, -peyn, -poyne, 6 flam-

pett. [?a. F. *flan pointe
1

.] A pie or tart orna-

mented with pointed pieces of pastry.

c 1390 in Pegge Forme o/Cury (1780) 54 To make Flaum-
peyns. 14. .in Househ. Ord. (1790) 443 Flampoyntes. 1494
Fabyan Chroti. vii. 587 Flampeyn flourisshed with a Sco-

chounr oyall. 1535 in Pegge Forme ofCury (1780) 173 Item,

a Flampett.

Flamy (nV l *mi), a. Forms: 5-7 flammy, 6

flambye, 7 flamie, 6- flamy, [f. Flame sb. + -y 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to flame or flames ; consisting

of flames ; beset with flames.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxiii. 156 The hydde fyre in

processe breketh oute and shewith great lyghte and flammy
blase. 1558 Bp. Watson Ser'. Sacram. xvi. ioo The fyerye

floudc . . dothe ouerflowe with his flambye waues. 1621

G. Sandys Ovid's Met. It, (1626) 225 He . . foure times

assaild To sack die flamie Pile. 175a H- M[oore] To Memory
0/ Dr. Doddridge vi, The flamy Car, fire-breathing Coursers
drew. 1814 Cary Dante, Paradise xxv. 133 The flamy
circle at that voice so rested.

2. Resembling flame ; flame-like.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 30 Vital spirits, .are a substance com-
pounded of an airy and flamy matter. 1638 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. {ed. 2) 47 A flammy rednesse will orespread the

heavens, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal (167^) 22 The .. flamy
vail he wears. 1715-30 Pope Iliad xiv. 400 And flamy
crocus made the mountain glow. z8oi Southey Thalaba
IX. vii, Her flamy hairs curl up. 1875 H. R. Proctor in

Encycl. Brit. III. 94/2 Should the aurora be flamy, and
shoot out rays.

fig. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xvii. 176 b, My thoughts.

.

With flamie breathes doo issue oft in sound. 1845 Carlyle
Cromxvell (1871) IV. 3 A very flamy, fuliginous set of doc-
trines.

T 3. Performed by the agency of flame. Obs.

ci6ii Chapman Iliad vu. 69 His body I'll resign To be
disposed by his friends in flamy funerals. 1635 Swan Spec.

M. vi. § 2 11643! 202 [Water] can. .keep our mansions from
. .a flamie conversion into ashes.

4. Comb., asflamy-glittering.
1581 Sidney Astr. <y Stella Ixxvi, Her flamy-glittering

lights increase with time and place.

Flan (flcen), sb. 1 Se. Also 8-9 flann, 9 flam.

[cf. Icel. flan sudden rush, flana to rush.] a. A
sudden gust or puff of wind. b. A puff of smoke
driven down the chimney by a gust of wind.
c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 2 Thair fell ane ferlyfull flan within

thay fellis wide. 1701 J. Brand Descr. Orkney, etc. 81

Tho' the wind be not so strong, there will come Flanns and
Blasts off the Land. 174a J. Mill Diary (1889) 13 The boat

was laid under water by a sudden flan. i8ao St. Kathleen
III. 110 It blows squally, as the flams o' reek flappin* doun
the lum may tell ye. 1866 Edmondstoun Shetland <j- Orkn.
Gloss., Flan, F'lann, a gust of wind. S.

Flan (flam), sb.z Coining, [a. F. flan (OF.

flan, flaon : see Flawn) orig. a round cake, but

transf. to this sense from the similarity in shape.]

A disc of metal before stamping ; a blank.
1868 G. Stephens Runic Mon. II. 511 That round stampt

flan or lamina which thus is mounted. 1880 B. Head
Guide Coins B. M. 2 The form of the ingot (flan) of most
of the early coins was bean-shaped or oval.

Flan (risen), sb.3 dial. Also flam. [f. Flan a]
a. A shallow, b. A broad-brimmed hat (—flan-
hat; see the adj.).

a. 1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Flan, a shallow.

North. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.. Flam, a shallow

b. 1877 Holderness Gloss. s.v., ' Sun's si parlus hot Ah'll

put mi flam on'.

Flan (flsen), sbA dial. Also flam. A net used

in ferreting rabbits. Also attrib., asflam-net.
1801 W. B. Daniel Rural Sports I. 352 After the holes

are . . covered with Purse-Nets called Flans, the Ferret

should be put in. 1876 Surrey Gloss., Flam or Flam-net,

a small net used in ferreting rabbits.

Flan (flsen), a. dial. Also 9 flam. [Of un-

known etymology. There is a remarkable coinci-

dence of sense with F. flanier slightly concave

(said of a grindstone), according to Hatzf.-Darm.

i.flan tart, Flawn ; but it is difficult to assume a

parallel derivation for the Eng. dialect word.]

Broad, flat, and shallow; also, 'shallow with

sloping sides ' {Lonsdale Gloss.).

1781 Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss., Flan, shallow. 1787
Grose Provinc. Gloss., F'lan, broad. 1825-79 Jamieson,
Flan, ' flat, not very hollow '. 1876 Mid. J orksh. Gloss.,

Flan-hat is a summer-hat with a flapping brim, worn by
the farmer's wives. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss, s.v-, They gave us
fry't eggs and collops in a flan dish.

Flan (Aren), v. dial. [Connected with Flan a.

Cf. Flanch, Flange z/Ak] intr. a. Of a vessel,

etc. : To expand towards the top, to widen up-

wards. Also, Toflan out. b. Of a window-jamb :

To splay or bevel internally. Cf. Flanning.
1788 W. Marshall F. Yorksh. Gloss., Flan, to spread

wide as the sides of a bowl or scuttle. 1876 Mid-Yorksh.
Gloss, s.v., ' How she does flan with that gown of hers !'

. . A flower vase ' flans out ' at the top.

Flan, obs. form of Flane, F'lay.

Fla'ncard. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6 ?flaunkart,

flankett, 8 flankart, 9 -/fist.) flancbard. [a.

OF.flancard, f.flanc Flank j£.1]

1. a. A piece of armour for the thigh, b. In horse-

armour, one of the side-pieces covering the flanks.

c 1489 Caxton Sonties 0/Aymon vi. 142 His swerde. .cut

thrugh..an hundred mayles of his flancardes. 1513 Doug-
las sBnetsvlh xi. 76 Burnist flaukartis Vi read f\:\n- wrllaun-]

and leg harnes. 1548 Hall C/irw. 12 a, Some had .. the

guissettes, the flancardes droped &. gutted with red. 1535
Eden Decades 188 A barbed horse with his barbes and
flankettes. 1870 Black tr. Demviin's Weapons War 350
The side pieces or flanchards. .which joined the front plate

or breast-piece to the thigh-pieces and croupiere.

2. = Flanker sb. 1

1767 T. Hutchinson Hist. I\fass. II. ii. 163 And firing

briskly from the flankarts, saved the house.

Flanch (fltinj"),^/'. 1 Her. Alsoflaunch,flanque.

[? a. QY.flanche fem.,=flanc masc, Flank.]

A sub-ordinary formed on each side of the shield

by a line arched or convex towards the centre,

always borne double or in pairs.

We have not been able to find direct evidence thatfi'anche
was used in Fr. in the heraldic sense ; but the {ormjlanquc,
and the adjs. flanehe, flauque, are in Geliot (ed. Palliot

i664\
1561 Leigh Armorie (1597) 70b, He beareth Erniin. ij

Flaunches, Vert. This is one degree vnder the aforesaide

Flasques. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. iv. 39 He beareth
Gules, two Flanches Argent. >7*7 Bradley Faut. Diet.

s. v., Flanches are always born by Pairs ; the Flanch bends
more than the Flask. 1828 40 BBRRY Encycl. Herald. I,

Flanch, Flanque, or Flasque. Leigh would make flanch

and flasque two distinct subordinate ordinaries, but Gibbon
very judiciously accounts them both as one.

Hence Flanched ///.a., having flanches.

1688 R. Holme Armoury t. ix. 93 He beareth Vert, a

Pile, and two demy ones Imbowed or Flanched. 1889
Elvin Diet. Her. s.v., A shield of Fitz-Alan, flanched ar.

Flanch (flanf), sb.2 Also flaunch. [This and

its variant Flange are prob. f. Flanch, Flange
vbs. The usual explanation is that the sb. is ad.

OY. flanehe iem.=flanc masc, Flank ; but the

sense is hardly suitable.]

1. =» Flange 2.

1726 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 81 With a
Shoulder or Flaunch screw'd within the Circle O O by 4
other Screws. 1784 Darwin ibid. LXXV. 3 Another leaden

ring or flanch was soldered round the leaden pipe. 1862

Smii.es Engineers III. 8 With flanches cast upon the tire

of the waggon-wheels to keep them on the track.

2. Comb, as flanch-ehuck. -mill (see quots.).

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metalll. x. 249 Coffee is ground

by what is called a flanch mill, having the body composed of

rolled iron, and being screwed against a post in the kitchen.

1842 Francis Diet. A rts, etc., Flanch Chuck, a .. chuck,

formed like a flanch; but instead of holes being bored in it

. . furnished with several points, upon which the article to

be turned is fixed.

Hence Flanched///. a., having a flanch.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. 196 The flanched border ..

which surrounds the face of the pillars. 1851 Greenwei.l
Coat-trade Terms Northumb. fy Durham 7 Tubs having
flanched wheels.

Flanch (fianf), v. Also flaunch, Flange v.

[Of obscure origin ; there would seem to be some
connexion with the synonymous Flan v. ; but the re-

lation between the two words is not explained by any
known process of derivation. Assuming the prim-

ary sense to be to extend laterally ', flanch might
conceivably be derived from F.flanc Flank; but

no vb. *flancher of similar sense has been dis-

covered in Fr. of any period.
An OF.flanchir,flangir,flainchir occurs as a synonym

(perh. a variant) offleehir to bend (cf. Flinch). Can the
Eng. vb. be an adoption of this in a specialized sense?]

intr. To spread, widen out ; to slope outwards

towards the top. Also with out, off.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 357 Dark grey
and smooth within; the border flancning out. 1802 Trans.

Soc. Enc. Arts XX. 288 The sides, from the floor-heads to

the top of the gunwale, flaunch off on each side.

Hence Fla*nching vbl. sb. and///, a.

i8o« Gentl. Mag. Apr. 325/1 The boat is about 30 feet

long . . built in a (launching manner. 1802 Capt. Reed in

Naval Chron. VII. 400 The curvature of the keel and the

flaunching sides . . render it almost impossible to be upset.

1803 Ibid. IX. 283 The flaunching, or spreading form of the

boat , .gives her a considerable bearing,

Flanconade (ilze'ijkon^d). Fencing. Also 7
flancanade, -konade, 9 flanconnade. [a. Y.flan-
conade, f.flanc : see Flank.] A thrust in the flank

or side.

1664 J. Wilson Cheats iv. i. Dram. Wks. ^874) 68 Ob-
serve—how true it bends ! Ah ! for a pass in flanconade !

1698 Farqchar Love <$ a Bottle 11. ii, Sa ! sa ! defend
flankonade, madam. 1779 Sheridan Critic 11. ii, Hah ! thrust

in tierce parried . . then flankonade . . and a palpable hit,

1889 Pollock etc. Fencing ii. (Badm. I.ibr.) 53 This is the

famous thrust known as flanconnade or liement d'oetave.

attrib. 1809 Roland Fencing \\. 74 This flanconade

thrust cannot be well made use of, unless [etc.].

t Fla'ndan. Obs, [Of unknown origin ; some
of the quots. suggest that it was supposed to be

originally a term of fortification.] A part of a

lady's head-dress ^see quots.).

1690 Evelyn Mundus Mulicbris 6 Monte la haut, and
Palisade, Sorti, Flandan .. Burgoigne, Jardine', Cornett.
— Fop-Diet. 18 Flandan, a kind of Pinner joyning with
the Bonnet, a 1693 Urolhart Rabelais in xlvi. 375 Great
Ladies, .with their Flandan, Top-knots and Sultana"s. 1694
N. H. Lailies Diet. 10 s. v. Apparel, A Flandan is a kind of

Pinner join'd with a Cornet. Ibid. 425 s. v. Top-knots, Will

it not be convenient to attack your Flandan first, says the

Maid? More Anger yet? still Military Terms?

t Fla'nderkin. Obs. (See also Floukdeukin"
and Flandiucan a.) [f. next f -kin.]

1. An inhabitant of Flanders, a Fleming. Also
attrib. (quasi -(T^r)',) = Flemish. Obs.

1694 S. Johnson A'otes Past. Lett. Bp. Burnet 1. 32 Till

we are in the Condition of the Flanderkin Towns, he need
not urge us with their Practice and F.xample. 1698
Luttrell Brief Ret. 1 1857) IV. 432 The Flanderkins have
laid a duty of 3 guilders upon every ^100 of Irish wool that

is imported there. 1810 Jane Porter Scot. Chiefs in, xv.

342 The Flanderkins . . suddenly giving way with cries of

terror. 1821 Hogg Jacobite Belies Ser. n. ii. 8 But Flan-

derkins they have nae skill To lead a Scottish force, man.

2. slang. (See quots.)

#1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, FlaJiderkijt, a very large

Fat Man or Horse. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 63
Florikins are amongst the nondescripta .. in ornithology ..

You read of them . . under the name, I believe, of Flander-
kins.

Flanders (flo-ndaiz). [ad.Du. Vlaandercn pi.;

the name of an ancient countship now divided be-

tween Belgium, France, and Holland.]

1 1. Short for : a. Flanders-lace ; b. Flanders-

horse.

1690 Evelyn Mundus Mnliebris 3 Four Cushion-Cloth-;

are scarce enough, Of Point, and Flanders. 1718 Cibber
Nonjuror 11. ii, Does he keep his Chariot and Berlin, with

six flouncing Flanders?

2. attrib. as Flanders chest, flax, lace (whence

-laced), mare, shape, wagon, b. Flanders brick
= Bath-brick

; + Flanders colour, ?tawny orange

;

Flanders counter : see Counter^* 3 ; f Flan-
ders-fortunes, -pieces (see quots.' ; + Flanders
tile (a) - Flanders brick ;

(b) — Dutch tile.

1858S1.MMONDS Diet. Trade, *Elauders-brick, 1875 Ure's

Diet. Arts II. 401 Flanders Bricks, commonly called Bath
bricks. [1433 Nottingham Bee. II. 140 Unam cistam

Flaundr'.] 1460 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts 365 De j *flandyrs

kist, 3s. 165a Inv. T. Teanby o/Barton-on-Humber (A*. W.
Line. Gloss.\ One fflaunders chist. 1721 Stkvie Ecel. Mem.
II. xii. 338 His standard an unicorn silver ermine . . and his

pensils *Flanders colour. 1557 Wills b Inv. N. C. (Surtees

1835) 158 In the Halle ij "flanders counters w*h ther carpetts

xx1
. 184a M fCulloch Diet. Commerce s.v. F'lax, *Flanders

or Dutch flax is. .of the finest quality, a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, *Flanders-fortunes, of small Substance. 1664

Newsman 26 May in Mrs. Paliiser Lace vii. 102 A black

lute-string gown with a black *F]anders lace. 1690 Evelyn
Mundus Mnliebris 3 With a broad Flanders Lace below.

i686Lond. Gas. No. 2170/4 An open *Flanders.lac'd Neck-
cloth. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. v. 505 A stubborne

Nagge of Galloway . . or a *Flaunders Mare. 1816 Scott
Old Mart, ii, A wheel-carriage .. dragged by eight long-

tailed Flanders mares, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv,
*Flanders-pieces, Pictures that look fair at a distance, but
coarser near at Hand. 1664 Dryden Rival Ladies ill. i.

He lov'd that "Flanders shape, that lump of Earth And
Phlegm together. 1544 Liber Magnus C. C. C. Oxon.
(MS.), Impensa sacelli It' pro oleo et *flawnderstele ad
mundanda candelabra sacelli, iiij d. 1577 B. Googe Heres-

bach's Husb. iv. (1586) 161 b, To beate in powder Bricke,

or Flaunders Tyle. 1600-1 Trinity Coll. Ace. in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 483 Flaunders tyles to paue
the chimney in the . . great chamber. 1876 Voyle Milit.

Diet. (ed. 3), *Flanders Wagon, a wagon suited to the

transpo rt of all light stores.

+ Fla'ndrican, a. Obs. Also Flandrikan.

[f. prec. + -ic + -an ; but prob. an etymologizing

alteration of Flanderkin.] = Flemish.
1800 J. Milker Lett. Prebendary (1813I 165 John Hooper
..married a Flandrican woman. 1804 M'Culloch Highl.

fy W. Isles Scott. 1. 57 It is in vain . . to affect to despise it

as Tudesque or Flandrikan (in style of architecture).

+ Flandrish, a. Obs. exc. arch. F'orms : 4-5

flaunderich, -drissh.e, -dryssh, 9 flaundrish.

[f. as prec. + -ish.] = Flemish.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 272 Vp on his heed a fllaundryssh

beuere hat. 163J I.ithgow Trav. x. 480 The Gentlemans

seruant, a Flandrish Fleming. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb.

(1861* 234 In rich apparel of the antique flaundrish cut.

t Plane. Obs. Forms: 1-4 flan, 3-4 flon,

4-5 flone, 5-9 Sc. flane, 5-6 flain(e, (6 flayn).

fOE. flan masc. and fern. - ON. fleinn masc.,
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FLANERIE. 281 FLANK.
cognate with OE. fld : see Flo. The word sur-

vived longest in Sc. ; otherwise the normal form
would have beenflone.] An arrow.
AuMH^Hjl (Or.) SySdan hyne Hie5cyn of hornbo^an

his freawine flane jeswencte. a iooo Byrhtnoth 71 <Gr.)

(>urh flanes flyht. a 1225 Juliana 7 pe flan be ofluue fleoS.

1 1340 Gatv. fy Gr. Knt. 1161 At vche [bat] wende vndir
wande wapped a flone. c 1450 Henrvson Mor. Fab. iv. 152
His bow he bent, ane flane with fedderis gray He haillit

to the heid. 1367 Satir. Poems Reform, iit. 32 Ane flaine

lat fle with bow in tyme of neid. 17*4 Poems on Royal
Company of Archers 34 Burnished swords and whizzing
flanes.

Flanel, obs. form of Flannel.
Flanerie (flan'rz';. [F. fldnerie, f.flaner to

lounge, saunter idly.] The disposition or practice

of an idler or lounger.
1873 Hamf.rton Intell. Life x. vii. (1876) 371 Intellectual

flanerie. 1875 H. James Transatl. Sketches 126 The aim-
less flanerie which leaves you free to follow capriciously
every h int of entertainment.

II Flaneur (flanor). [F. flaneur, f. fldner :

see prec] A lounger or saunterer, an idle ' man
about town*.
187J E. Braddon Life in India vi, 236 He will affect

a knowledge of London life that only comes to the regular
flaneur after years of active experience. 1876 Ouida Winter
City vi. 149 An existence which makes the life of the Paris
flaneurs look very poor indeed.

Flang (risen). A two-pointed pickusedbyminers.
1858 in Simmonds Diet, Trade. 1874 in Knight Diet,

Mech.

Flang, obs. and dial. pa. t. of Fling v.

Flange .flxnds), sb. [See Flanch sb. 2]
1. A widening or branching out ; the part that

widens out : + a. in a pan ; b. in a metallic vein.

1688 R. Holme Armoury \\\. vii. 320 '2 The top that goes
out wider than the bottom, is called the Flang of the Pan.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet, I j b, Flange [is] a Place where
a Vein takes a run out of Course into one, and sometimes
both Sides, insomuch that the Ore lies more scattered.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Flange, applied to a vein
widening.

2. A projecting flat rim, collar, or rib, used to

strengthen an object, to guide it, to keep it in

place, to facilitate its attachment to another object,

or for other purposes.

1735 Dvchr & Pardon Diet., Flange, those Side Pieces
that are cast on to Iron Pipes or Barrels to screw 'em fast,

or to hang 'em by. 1833 J. Holi.and Manuf. Metal. II.

247 At each end of this cylinder there is a deep flange or
margin. 1838 Simms Public Wks. Gt. Brit. 70 The flange
or rib on the tire shall not project more than one inch.

1879 Casselfs Techn. F.dnc. IV. 207/1 The whole are
firmly secured by two metal flanges .. which are tightly
screwed up.

3. Hence a. Any rim or projecting surface, b.

A flattened-out disc. Also, blank-flange.
1876 Vovlk Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v., The rim of metal

round the mouth of gun caps used with percussion muskets
is called a flange. 1877 Hotderness Gloss., Flange, the
brim of a hat. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV, Flange, a
plate for covering., the end of a pipe or cylinder.

4. attrib. and Comb., as flange -coupling, -joint
;

flange-maker; flange-bushing (seequot.); flange-

pipe (C/.S.), pipe in sections with flanges for fixing

together ; flange-pulley, a flanged pulley ; flange-
rail, (a) a rail with a flanged base

;
{b) U.S. (see

rjuot. 1864) ; flange-wheel, a flanged wheel.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV, *Flange Bushing, a flange

carrying a shell which acts as a bushing to a hole. Ibid,,
*Flange Coupling, a device for connecting pipes at any
angle from o° to oo°. 1864 Webster, *Flange-joint, a joint

in pipes etc. made by two flanges bolted together. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. IV',.* Flange Pipe

%

* Flange Pulley.
1864 Webster, * Flange-rail, a rail having on one side a
flange to keep wheels, etc., from running off". 1888 Loek-
ivood's Diet. Mech. Engin., Flange Rail, a flat-bottomed
or flat rail, as distinguished from a double-headed rail.

Flange (flxnd^), v. [See Flanch v. ; in senses

2 and 3 f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To widen out. Also, with out.
1820 Wilbraham Chesk. Gloss., Flange, or flange out, to

spread, diverge, to increase in width or breadth. 1878
Stevenson Inland Voy. 167 The east-end of a church . . as
it flanges out in three wide terraces.

2. To take the form of a flange. (In recent Diets.).

3. trans. To supply with a flange, attach a flange

to, form a flange upon.
1873 R. Wilson Steam Boilers 92 By flanging either the

barrel or end plate.

Flanged (,floend,5d\ ///. a. [f. prec sb. or vb.]
Made or fitted with a flange.

1797 J- CuRR Coal Viewer $ Engine Builder 51 The
angle of the flanged end of the communicating pipes. 185a
T. Wright Celt, Roman, <y Saxon (18611 166 Flanged tiles

were not unfrequently used for this purpose.

Flanger (ilarndsai). [f. Flange v. + -er *.]

1. (See quot.)

1893 Labour Commission Gloss., Flangers, also called
'boiler-smiths', are men, in the shipbuilding industry, who
bend the plate edges where angles cannot be made to fit.

2. U.S. A vertical iron or steel bar for scraping
snow and ice from the inside of rail-heads to make
room for the wheel-flanges (Standard Diet.).

Flanging 'flarnd^in), vbl. sb. [f. Flange v. +
-ing i.l The action of the vb. Flange.
s86i W. Fairbairn Iron 150 It will bear punching and

flanging Hke a sheet of copper. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shif
build, vi. 105 To facilitate the flanging.

b. attrib. and Comb. , as flanging-hammer,
-machine, -press.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 876/1 Flanging-machine.
1884 Ibid. IV, Flanging Hammer, a machine for turning
flanges on sheet-metal for boilers, tanks [etc.]. Ibid.,
Flanging Press.

Flanging (flarnd^in), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ing 2

.] That flanges or has a flange.
1880 H. C. St. John Wild Coasts Nipon 152 The house-

fly's proboscis, .has a broad or flanging end.

Flank (fltenk),j/-.t Forms: 1 flane, 4-7 flanke,

(4 flaunke, flawnkke}, 6-7 flanck(e, 5- flank,
[a. F.flane, = Pr.flane, It. flanco (Sp., Yg.flaneo,
only in transferred senses, appears to be from
French) :—pop. Lat. *flancum.
The ulterior etymology is disputed. The most probable

hypothesis appears to be that it is adopted from the Teut.
word which appears in OHG. hlancha, lanka, MDu. lanke,
early ME. Lonkf. ; instances of Romanic,/?- from Teut.
hi- are believed to occur in some proper names, as F. Floo-
vent, med.L. Flodoardus. Diez regarded the word as
a nasalized form of the Y,. flaeeus flaccid, comparing, for

the development of sense, Ger, jueiche flank from iveich
soft ; but no adj. *flancus is known in I,, or Rom.]

I. As denoting a part of the body.

1. The fleshy or muscular part of the side of an
animal or a man between the ribs and the hip.
a 1100 Prudentius Glosses cited by Napier in Academy
XLV. 457 Ilia, fiances. ^1330 Arth. <V Merl. 9247 Schuldir
and side and flaunke also. <r 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 269
pou muste ordeyne. .fastnyngis tofore & bihinde & in hise
flankis. 1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg. iv.

iv. Pij b, The .x. place is in the flankes for the rupture.

1583 Holi.yband Camfio di Fior 187 The poore jawde .,

Which hath no fleshe on his flanes. 1639 Massinger Unnat.
Combat 1. i, Charge her home in the flank. 1691 Ray
Creation u. {1704' 387 The Hedgehog hath his Back-sides
and Flanks set with strong and sharp prickles. 178a Cowper
Gilpin 127 Which made his horse's flanks to smoke. 1866
Rogers Agr'tc. <y Prices I. xxi. 532 They [marking-irons]
may have been employed to brand the flanks of colts and
cattle.

b. A part of the same sold as thick or thin

flank.
1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xviii. 289 Take a piece of thin

flank of beef and bone it.

c. in Arachnida and Crustacea: The pleura
or side of the tergum and thorax.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 202 The flanes (pteur&). .have
mutually approximated and become united. .If the carapace
is raised in a crab, the flanes or pleura; are seen beneath.

1 2. The belly ; the womb. Obs.

1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. I- (i495^ 738 An
olyphaimt hath tetys vnder the hreste : and the maare in

the flanke bitwene the thyes behynde. 1481 Caxton Myrr.
n. vi. 76 They here them ii yere in their flankes.

3. In the Leather trade : That part of the hide

or skin which covered the flank of the animal.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Flank 3. The thin portion of

a skin of leather. 1885 C. T. Davis Manuf Leather 1.

t. 38 The parts of hides are called butts, backs, flanks, etc,

4. //. (See quots.) [Cf. F. mal deflanes..]

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Flanks (among Farriers)

a Wrench, Crick, Stroke or other Grief in the Back of
a Horse; also a kind of Pleurisy, proceeding from his

being over-run with too much Blood. 1810 James Milit.

Diet. (ed. 3), Flanks in farriery, a wrench or any other
grief in the tack of a horse.

II. Transferred uses (with gen. sense ( side \)

5- gen. The side or lateral part of anything, e.g.

of a building, a mountain, etc.

1624 Wotton Archit. (1672I 17 When the Face of the

Building is narrow, and the Flank deep. Ibid. 29 They
[i. e. Pilasters] are commonly narrower in Flank, then in

Front. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 674 So long, that mountains
have arisen since With cities on their flanks. 189a Wood-
ward & Burnett Heraldry II. 687 Flanks (F. flanes) the
sides of the escucheon.

6. Mil. The extreme left or right side of an army
or body of men in military formation ; a wing,

f A flank (see also Aflank), inflank : at the side.

To turn theflank (of an enemy) : see Turn.
1548 Patten Exped. Scott. I i] b, The Master of the

ordinaunce. .did gall them with hailshot. .and certeyn other
gunners with there peces, a flanke, from our Rerewarde.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 1300 Whilest he and his horsemen
gave the charge on the flanke of their battaille. 1600 in

Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1887) I. 33 He drew vpp that

squadron, .tochardge them in fflancke. 1667 Milton P. L.
vi. 570 He scarce Had ended, when to Right and Left

the rront Divided, and to either Flank retird. 17*6 Leoni
Albertts Archit. I. 69 Whoever offers to approach between
these towers, is exposed to be taken in flank and slain.

1810 James Milit. Diet. (ed. |\ Flank en fotenee is any
part of the right or left wing formed at a. right angle with
the line. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Dcsp. VI. 316 The
enemy having it thus in their power to throw their whole
force upon both flanks of this army. 1844 H. Wilson Brit.

India II. 271 They.. were taken in flank by a troop of

cavalry.

7. Fortification. Any part of a work so disposed

as to defend another by a flanking nre ; esp. the

part of a bastion reaching from the curtain to the

face and defending the opposite face.

1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl. m. ii, It must have.,
store of ordnance, that from every flank May scour the
outward curtains of the fort. 167a Lacp.y tr. Tacqueifs
Milit. Archit. \\\. 4 The flanques of the Buiwork and
Courtine. 1704 Lond, Gaz, No. 4082/3 The Ditch is doubly

Palisadoed, with verygood Flanks within. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Techn., Flank of the Courtine or Second Flank, is

that part of the Courtine, between the Flank, and the
Point where the Fichant Line of Defence ends. 1810
James Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Fortification, Flanks ofthe
Bastion are the parts between the faces and the curtain.

1868 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. v. 364 At the flanks of
the bastions.

8. In other technical uses : a. Arch. (See quot.

1874). b. Mech. (Seequot. 1842).
1842 Francis Diet. Arts, etc., Flank, the straight part

of the tooth of a wheel which receives the impulse. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 876/1 Flank (Architecture) the
haunch of an arch; the shoulder between the crown and
the springing.

III. 9. attrib. and Comb., asflank-piece; (senses

6, 7) as flank attack, company, defence, file, flre,

march, movement, officer', flank-ivise adv. Also,

flank-bone, the ilium or haunch-bone; flank-wall,

a side wall.
1876 Voyle Milit. Diet. (ed. 3),

* Flank-attack, .one of
the modes of attack whereby the side or fiank of an army.

.

is attacked. x668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. iv.

xvi. 351 Os Innominatum. .which some term, the *Flank-
bone. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. IV. 324 The *flank
companies of the 29th, 43rd and 52nd Regiments. 18^1

J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif 150 If the church is not built

on a plan favourable to *flank defence. 1810 James Milit.
Diet. (ed. 3

1
, *Flankfiles are the two first men on the

right and the two last men on the left, telling downwards
from the right. 18x0 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. VI.
331 Be prepared, particularly with your *flank fire every
morning. 1866 E. B. Hamley Operat. War vi. 404 Thus
Bulow's march to the field of Waterloo was a *flank march.
1796 Instr. «$ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 39 In the *flank move-
ments of ranks by three's or by two's. 1601 Cotgr., Soubs-
poictrine, the *flanke-peece, or bottome of the brisket of
an Oxe, &c. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 265 If the House
had stood by it self, then we might have had light to the
Stairs from the *Flank Wall. 1819 Rees Cycl., Flank-
walls, in Engineery, are the same with wing or return- nails
of a lock or bridge. 1603 Florio Montaigne (1634) 148
He pursued them, and charged them *flank-wise. 1863
Kinglake Crimea II. 279 Battalions of infantry which..
Mentschikoff had been moving flankwise.

Flank (flsenk), sb.* Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4
flaunke, 6 flanke, 9 dial, vlank. [Cf. Flake sb.-,

of which this may be a nasalized form ; Sw. has

{snb^flanka a snowrlake.] — Flake sb:1 2.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 954 Felle flaunkes of fyr & flakes

ofsoufre. 1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. m Holinshed II.

148/1 His companie. .carried vpon the ends of their poles
flankes of fier. 1888 Elwobthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
The vlanks was blowin all over the place.

Flank (fisenk), v. Also 6-7 flanekfe, flanke,

(7 flanque). [f. Flank sb. 1 Cf. Yv.flanquer.']

+ 1. intr. To shoot on the flank or sideways; to

deliver a raking fire. Obs.

1548 W. Patten Exped. Scotl. N vij, Loopholes as well

for shooting directly foorthward-as for flankyng at hand.

2. trans. To guard, protect, strengthen, or defend

on the flank.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. xi. 36 A brasen wall, Which mote
the feebled Britons strongly flancke Against the Picts.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres in. ii. 70 Some do vse to

flanke the two sides of the battell with sleeues of shot.

1608 Grimstone Hist, France (161 1) 464 The Brittons
horse that flanked the annie, growes amazed, and leaues
the foote naked. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 34
A Castle, .flanckt with Ordnance. 1662 J. D.-vviEStr. Man-
delsto's Trav. 215 The Walls are very broad, and flank'd

with Towers. 1666 Drvden Ann. Mirab. xxvi, Our per-

fum'd prey, .flank'd with rocks, did close in covert lay.

1704 Hymn Viet. \x. This Wing the Woods may flank, the
Castle that. X783 Watson Philip III (1839) 95 A strong
intrenchment, flanked with bastions. 01837 "* T- Cole-
brooke in Life(iSj2,) 409 The parts of the wall do not well

flank each other. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 385 It was
flanked throughout its length by towers at equal distances

of two hundred feet.

fig'- 1680 J. Scott Serin, Wks. 1718 II. 24 We cannot ..

Hank and Rear our Discourses with Military Allusions.

1757 Monitor No. 100 p 8 Ambitious men flank and fortify

one crime with another. 1884 Chr. World 25 Dec. 995/:
Flanking himself with an apt quotation from the Psalim.
absol. 1644 Prynne & Walker Plenties' Trial

t
App. 11.

Fortified with a gallant Parrapet well flanking. 1672
Lacey tr. Tacanett's Milit. A rehit. iii. 4 Each part of the

Fortification must flanque and be flanqued.

3. To menace or attack the flank of; to take in

flank. Of artillery : To fire sideways upon, to rake.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 123 Flancking and scouring all

the ditch with their harquebussie. 1600 Holland Livy
xxv. 564 Beaten back affront, beset behind, flanked on the

sides . . and environned round. 1736 Leixard Life Marl-
borough III. 40 The Enemy had, irom hence, very much
flank'd the Right of the Approaches. 178a P. H. Bruce
Mem. 1. 29 One of our own guns . . unhappily missing^ that

object, the ball flanked our own trenches. 1820 Scott
Monast. \, An advanced angle. .with shot-holes for flanking

the door-way.
absol. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 70 To leave no

enemy in the rear to march after, and so to flank or offend.

+ b. To place (artillery, a battery) on the flank,

for either attack or defence. Obs. rare.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. v. 12 They had moored

up the Galley, and by it raised up a platform, whereupon
they had flanked 25 Pieces of Ordnance.

4. To take up or be posted in a position at the

flank of ; to be placed or situated on either side of.

Also pass., To be flanked by or with : to have

situated or stationed on the flanks or sides.

1651 Davenant Gondibert in. 11. xvi, Prostrate Meads,
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With Forrests flanck'd, where shade to darkness grew.
a 1748 C. Pitt Ep. to Mr. Speuce 34 Where stately colonades

are flank'd with trees. 1779 J. Moork ViewSoc. Fr. (1789)

I. xxiv. 188 A well made road .. flanked on each side by
very high hills. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xv, These viands

being flanked by a oottle of spirits & a pot of porter, i860

Tyndall Giac. 1. iii. 23 High mountains flanked us on
either side. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. iv. § 3. 231

A mountain, flanked by real precipices.

t b. intr. To occupy a flank position, border

on or upon. Obs.

1604 Gkimstone Htst. Siege Ostend 192 Ten others [em-

brasures] .. flanke vppon the approches. a 1680 Butler
Alilford-haven Rem. (1759^ I. 417 That Side which flanks

on the Sea and Haven needs no Art to fortify it. 1828
Webster, Flank, v. i. to be posted on the side.

5. trans. To march past or go round the flank

of ; in quot. transf.

1893 iVestm. Gaz. 22 Dec. 2/3 Did they flank the snow
and go round to the right, or did they bring the whole
avalanche down on top of them ?

b. U.S. slang. To dodge, etc. (see quot.)
187a De Vere Americanisms v. 286 The term to J?auk,

which, from the strategy of the generals, descended in the
mouth of privates to very lowly ..meanings. When the
men wished to escape the attention of pickets and guards
by slipping past them, they said they flanked them ; drill

and detail and every irksome duty was flanked, when it

could be avoided by some cunning trick. Soon, .the poor
farmer v/mflanked out of his pig and his poultry.

6. In various nonce-uses. a. To strike on the

flank or side. b. Of a ship : To present the flank

or broadside to (a gale), c. To flank down', to

bring down upon the flanks or hips.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 501 As the said wind may flanke

it on the side. 1704 Swift Bait. Bks. (end), Flanking
down his Arms close to his Ribs, hoping to save his Body.
176a Falconer Shipzvr. 11. 298 For this assault should either

quarter feel, Again to flank the tempest she might reel.

Hence Flanking vbl. so., and///, a.

1704 Lend. Gaz. No. 4082/3 There is a Flanking Line
which runs from the Round Tower. 1813 Scott Rokeby
v. iii, The flanking guns dismounted lie. 1841 Lever
C. O'Malley xc, Who poured in a flanking fire. 1864
Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 294 When he has built his first

flanking works, he wants to protect these works in the
same way. 1870 Daily Navs 20 Oct., This distant flanking
of their kne of communication made the defences that they
raised all the easier to examine. 1886 Willis & Clark
Cambridge II. 508 The flanking turrets.

Flank (flaegk), v.2 [Onomatopoeic; cf. flick,

spank.'] trans. To whip with a light, sudden
stroke, to flick ; also, to crack (a whip\
1830 Lytton /*. Clifford \\\, He then, taking up the driv-

ing whip, flanked a fly from the opposite wall. 1833 Angto-
sapphic Ode in Whibley Cap and Goivn 136 Kicks up a
row, gets drunk or flanks a tandem-Whip out of window.
1861 Mrs. Penny Romance Dull Life vii. 52 He still

eased his feelings by flanking everything in the room with
a very dusty pocket-handkerchief.

+ Flankard. Ops. Hunting, [a. OF. (noeud)

flancar[dt
f. flanc Flask. Cf. Flascard.] See

quot. 1576 ; also ? transf. a wound In the side.

1567 Harman Caveat tShaks. Soc.) 29 Some preuye wounde
festred with a fylthy firy flankard. 1576 Turberv. Venerie
128 Two [knottes or nuttes] whiche are in the flankes of the
Deare and are called flankardes. 1616 in Bullokar.

Flanked (flaenkt),///. a. 1 [f. Flask v. + -ed 1
.]

In senses of the vb.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyt, Flanked Angle, the Angle
made by the two Faces of the Bastion. Ibid., Flank'd or
Double Tenaille. See Tenaille. 1828 J. M. Spearman
Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 44 The barbette batteries must be
established in the flanked angles of the bastions.

Flanked (flaenkt), ///. «. 2 [f. Flask shy +
-ED 2.] Having a flank or flanks : only with de-
fining word, as full-flanked.
1634 Heywood Witches Lane. iv. Wks. 1874 IV. 223 He's

broad buttock'd and full flanck'd.

Flanker (nVnkai), sb\ Also 6 flancker, 7
flankier. [f. Flask zO + -eh 1.1

1. A fortification projecting so as to flank or defend
another part, or to command the flank of an assail-

ing enemy.
1550-1 Edward VI. Lit, Rem. (Roxb.) II. 307 Also for

flankers at the kepe of Guisnes willed to be made. 1647
Spricge Anglia Rediv. (1854} 181 The west-gate, wherein
were four pieces of ordnance, and two in the flanker. 1698
Fryer E. India fy Persia 59 The Castle is seated towards
the bottom of the Bay, commanding it every way from the
Points and Flankiers. 1753 J. Bowdoin Let. to Franklin
12 Nov. in Franklin's Wks. (1887) II. 317 note, At each
corner a flanker, in which is a couple of canon. 1813 Scott
Trierm. ill. xv, Embattled high and proudly towered,
Shaded by ponderous flankers.

f 2. A cannon posted so as to flank a position.

1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 107 The flankers then in

nmrdring holes that lay Went of and slew, God knowes
stout men enow. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1191/2
Capteine Vaugban. .entered the ditches, and viewed the
flankers ; whereupon the French shot off the same flankers.

3. One posted or stationed on either flank, a.

Mil. One of a detachment of skirmishers thrown
out ontheflanksof an army when marching, tognard
the line of march. Usually //. [ = F.flanaueur.']
1586 J. Hooker Girald. Iret. in HolinshedW. 159 Setting

out his flankers in severall places. 1635 Barriffe Mil.
Discip. lxi. (1643) 16 The Pikes being the Flanquers. 1796
Stedman Surinam II. xx. 96 With a few flankers or rifle-

men outside the whole. 1863 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 52 Their
services as scouts and flankers proved invaluable.

b. in non- military uses
i8»7 Lady Morgan O'Briens $ 0' Flaliertys I. 219 Lady

Honoria was still excluded.. by a blockade of carriages,

and her old flanker the Castleknock. 1893 Standard
Diet., Flanker 2. In grouse-driving, one of the men walk-

ing on the flanks of the line of drivers, to keep the birds

in the desired line of flight.

4. Anything which flanks or adjoins laterally:

esp. a. a side-wall of a courtyard ; a wing of

a building
; fb. a side-piece of timber ; C. a side-

piece of armour (see quot. 1659), = Flancakd
;

fd. a footpath bythesideofa highway, aside-walk;

e. one of the side horses in a three-horse vehicle.

1600 Scrflet Countrie Farme II. liv. 377* To make them
[citron-trees] a hood and flankers of Bay trees. x6n
Cotcr., Flanchere, A flanker, side peece, or flanking peece
of timber, in building. 1631 Earl Cork Diary in I.ismore
Papers Ser. 1. (1886) III. 102 He bwylding..an english

howse. .with 2 (flankers. 1659 Torriano, Fiancari, flankers,

or sidepieces for an armed man or barbed horse. 168* Wood
Life (18941 III. 25 The highway, .pitched, .the middle part

with peebles, and the two collaterals or flankers with hard
wliite stone. «8»3 Scott Let. to D. Terry 29 Oct. in Lock-
hart, The front of the house is now enclosed by a court-yard

wall with flankers of 100 feet. 1879 O'Donovan in Daily
News i6Apr. 3/1 While the central animal is. .runningalong
a deep narrow cutting, the flankers are on the top of high
banks on either side ; or vice versa.

Flanker, sb:1 [f. Flanker v. 2
] (Seequots.)

1840 Gosse Canadian Nat. 11 They, .throw out lighted

fragments, ' flankers ', as they are called. 1847 Hai.liwell,
Flanker, a spark of fire. West.

Flanker (flarrjk3.i\ v.^ Obs. exc. arch. [f.

Flanker sbj ; cf. however Du.flankeeren, ad. F.

flanquer to Flank.]
1. trans. To support or protect on the flanks ; to

defend or command from a flanker ; to strengthen

with flankers.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres iv. i. 96 At euery angle of
the battell..a good squadron of Muskets, .to flanker it

euery way. 16x4 Capt. Smith Virginia x. 191 He began
his first peece of fortification, vpon a Rocke which flankers

the Kings Castle. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. I/ib. 11. x.\i. 233
The ground . . was flankerd from the Karles quarter by
the Cannon. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (167;) 40 The
City is compassed with a thick Stone Wall, flanker'd and
moated about. 1721-1800 in Bailey, To Flanker, to fortify

the Walls of a City with Bulwarks or Countermures.
Jig. x6i2tr. Benvenuto's Passenger n. i. §27. 433 The Philo-

sopher also flanckers this intention of ours. 1621 Earl Cork
in Lismore Papers Ser. II. (188S) III. 18 This purchase
will.. secure and flanker yt [propertyj in tyme of trouble.

2. intr. To make an attack on the flank.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 619 One of these great
mounts he cast up directly against the face of the towne,
and the other at a corner of the same, to flanker alongst

the wall. 1664 Evelyn Sylva '1679) 20 Where those sharp
winds do rather flanker than blow fully opposite upon our
plantations.

Hence Fla -nkered///. a.

i860 Whittier Truce of Pis. 18 The grim, Hankered
block-house, bound With bristling palisades.

t Flanker, v? Obs. [f. Flank sb.% + -er 5
; cf.

flacker, flicker.] intr. To sparkle. Hence Flan-
kering ppl. a.

1567 Turbhrv. Epitaphcs, etc. 127 The fits of love And
flanckring sparkes of Cupids fire. 1577 T. Kendall
Fhnvers ofEpigr. 49 By flanckeryng flame of firie love, to
cinders men are worne.

Flanky : see Flunkey.
Flann: see Flan.

Flannel (flre'nel), sb. Forms : 6-8, 9 [dial.)

flan(n)eii, 6-7 flaunting, flan(n)ell, (7 flan-

nion), 7, 9 (dial.) flannin, S Sc. flainen, 6-
flannel. [Of uncertain etymology. App. first

recorded in Eng., whence the continental forms
were prob. adopted: Y . flanellc (late 17th a), It.

frannella, frenella , flannella, Sp. flanela, franela,
Vg.farinella (? influenced by farinha flour), Ger.

flanell (1715), Du. flanel, flenel. As flannel was
already in. 16th c. a well-known production of
Wales, a Welsh origin for the word seems antece-

dently likely. Some scholars have conjectured
that the formflannen is the original, and is a cor-

ruption of Welsh gwlaneu ' a flannel ' (O. Pughe),
f. givldn wool ( = Ir. olann :—OCeltic *uland:—
older *7olaud). This is plausible, but involves
some difficulties t the Welsh word is not originally

a name for the material, but (as is indicated by
its formation with the individualizing suffix -en)

means literally an article or piece of material
made of wool ; and the assumed change 0$flannen
intoflannel is perh. less explicable than would be
the contrary change, which might be ascribed to

the analogy of linen, woollen. Another suggestion
is that the word is an AF. diminutive of OY.flaine
blanket or coverlet.]

1. An open woollen stuff, of various degrees of
fineness, usually without a nap.
1503 Privy Purse Exp. EUz. of York (1830) 94 For i'lij

yerdes of fflanell. .iiij s. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. ii. § 1

99 She found Dorus, apparelled in flanen. 1597 T. J.
Serm. Paules C. 54 Thou shall haue course flaning to be
thy best attyre. 1652 Sessions Rec. Wenlock 9 Aug. in
Jackson & Burne Shropsh. Folk-lore xxxii. (1883) 480 John
Eavens badger of flanen. 1677-8 Marvell Corr, ccexxii.

Wks. 1872-5 II. 581 Greater penaltyes upon those that il/>

not bury in flannell. 1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. {1711)
212 Flannel is scarce necessary or convenient on this side

old Age. 1790 Burns Tain 0' Shanter 153 Had.. their

sarks, instead o' creeshie flannen, Been snaw-white seven-
teen hunder linneii ! 1849 ClarIDGK Cold Water-cure 69
Mr. Priessnitz expects all his patients to leave off wearing
flannel . . next to the body. 1882 Bkck Draper's Diet. s. v.

Flannel, Such [Flannels] as have the pile raised on one side

..are termed Kaised Flannels; when both sides are so
covered they are Double-raised Flannels.

b. pi. Different kinds of flannel ; flannel goods
in general.

1581 Act 23 EUz. c. 9 § 1 Logwood ,. wherewith divers
Dyers, .dye. .Caps, Flannels. 1643 I'kynne Open. Gt. Scale
21 All Worsteds and Flannins within these Townes and their

Suburbs. 1875 Ure's Diet. Art* II. 401 In Ireland a few
varieties of low flannels and coatings, called Clalways, are

manufactured from Irish grown wool.

f e. With reference to the obligation of burying

in woollen (18 & 19 Chas. II, c. 4) : A shroud. Obs.
121683 Oldham Sat. in Poems <$- Trans/. (1CS4) 174 He

could not save Knough to purchase Flannel, and a Grave.
1683 Trvon Way to Health 320/1 If they escape the Wooden
Tenement and Flannel.

d. Ludicrously used to designate a Welshman.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 172 I am not able to answer

the Welsh flannel.

2. //. a. Underclothing made of flnnnel ; also,

pieces of flannel used for bandages, etc.

172Z De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 296 Having . . my flannels

taken off my legs. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. I. 17 Apr.,
She forgot to pack up my'flannels. 1841 Kmerson Nat.,
Conservative Wks. (Bonn., II. 274 A universe in slippers and
flannels.

b. Garments of flannel, for boating, cricket etc.

:

to get or receive one'sflannels (see quot. 18S9).
1888 J. Pays Myst. Mirbridge ix. He had worn cricketing

flannels. 1889 Boy's Oivtt Paper 24 Aug. 746/1 Careless
schoolboys .. lightly dressed in flannels. 1889 Barr£re &
T.FLAND Slang, Flannels (Harrow), to get one's flannels is

to obtain promotion to the school cricket, or football eleven.

3. (See quot.)

1884 Knic.mt Diet. Meek, IV. 346/1 Flannel, the first stage
in the manufacture of plain cloth.

4. transf. a. Natttralflannel >ee quot. l8=;6\ b.

In popular names of certain woolly-leaved plants

:

Poor Mans- I-lamiel = Adam's flannel; Our
Lord's or Our Saviours Flannel: Ecticum vul-

gare (Britten Sc H.). c. slang (see quot. 1823''.

1823 '

J. Bee ' Slang, Flannel (warm 1

,
grog, punch, or gin-

twist, with a dash of beer in. 1856 Griffith & Henfrev
Mi'crogr. Diet. 265 Flannei, Natural, a harsh fibrous

texture, sometimes found covering meadows, rocks, etc.,

after an inundation. It consists of the interwoven filaments

of Conferva?, with adherent or entangled Diatomaceaj, In-

fusoria, crystals of carbonate of lime, etc.

5. attrib. or adj. a. Made of flannel.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomenclator 164 A flanell petieoatc.

161:1 Flouio, Bambagina, bumbasine. Also a flanell wast-
cote. 1618 BfiATHWAIT Rem. after Death, Descr. Death
v. He weares Nomantle, flanning trowses. a 1700 ?Dryden
Suum cuique In flannen robes the coughing ghost does walk.

1784 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 9 Feb., 1 have just be-

spoke a flannel dress. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown \\. vili,

In white flannel shirt and trousers.

b. In nonce-uses : Resembling flannel.

1764 Wai.I'Olk Lett. 11S20) III. 0, I have little fevers every
night, which bid me repair to a more flannel climate. 1795
Wolcott (P. Pindar) Pindariaua Wks. 1812 IV. 186 A pair

of flannel cheeks composed her face.

6. attrib. and comb, as flannel-maker, trade,

•weaver, -weaving; also f flannel-act cf. 1 c)

;

flannel-cake, a kind of thin griddle-cake; flan-

nel-flower, -plant, the mullein; hence flannel-

leaf; flannel rash (see quot.); flannel-weed,
some water-plant.

1678 T. Jones Of Heart <y Soveraigu 403 (By a Canonical
*Flannel Act) [it] must be buried out of the way, as useless.

1792 Munehhauscn s I'ra7'. xxix. 131 Ten thousand thousand
Naples biscuits, crackers, buns, a::d *flannel-cakes. 1821

Clare Vilt. Minstr. I. 114 Antique mullein's "flannel-

leaves. 1703 Lond. Gas. No. 3776/4 John Judd . ^Flannel-
maker. 1848 W. A. Hromfif-ld in Phytologist III. 598 / Vr-

bascnm ihapsus. .from the texture of the leaves known here
[Hampshire] sometimes as the '*flannel-p!ant '. 1888 W. A.
Jamifson Dls. Skin iii. (i8gt) 41 The '^flannel rash' which
Hutchinson and others have noticed on the chest ..is another
instance of an eruption due to clothing. 1879 Encycl. Brit.

IX. 292/1 Blankets, a special branch of the *flannel trade.

Ibid. Nearly the whole population .. finds occupation in

*flannel weaving. 1893 Pall Mall G, 10 July 10/3 The
rains, .have put a little more water into the river, and there

is not so much *flannel weed to contend with.

Flannel '

v
flarnel), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. Si. To

wrap in flannel, b. To rub with flannel.

1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, Our Parish vi, The children

were yellow-soaped and flannelled. Ibid., Tales i, The
second-floor front was scrubbed, and washed, and flannelled.

Hence Fla'nnelled />//. a.

1784 J. Belknap Belknap Papers (1877) I. 383 She knows
what it is to tend a flannelled pair of legs and hands, a 1845

Hood To Grimaldi i, Joseph ! they say thou'st left the

stage, To. .taste the flannell'd ease of age.

Flannelette (flxn£le-t). Also flannellette.

[f. Flannel + -ette.] a. (See quot. 1882.) b,

A cotton fabric, made in imitation of flannel.

188a Caclfeild & Saward Diet. Needlcvork, E'lannellette,

a description of a very soft Flannel, measuring 28 inches in

width. 1887 Daily News 12 Jan. 3/1 Huge stacks of a
poverty-stricken article called flannelette. 1893 Lady 17

Aug. 172/2 Flannelette is not flannel.
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Flannelly (fl?e*neli\ a. [f. as prec. + -LY 1
.]

Characteristic or of the nature of flannel ; flannel-

like. AXsoflg. (In quot. 1842 quaswwfo.)
< 1839 Landor 2nd. Coftz'ers. Southey ty Landor Wks.

1346 II. 174/1 The dreary hydropathy and flanelly voices of

the swathed and sinewless. 184s Bischoff Woollen Mann/.
(1862) II. 148 It [the wool] works more flannelly. 1889 H. A.

Dodds Rep. Paris Exhib. 5 The sooty ' flannelly ' appearance
of the manipulation in some of the exhibits.

Planning (flarnirj), vbl. sb. [f. Flan v. +
-ing !.] {See quots.1

1849 50 \Vkale Diet. Terms, Flanning. the internal splay

of a window-jamb. 185a Raisf: North Durham referred to

in Diet Areh. (Arch. Publ. Soc. 1862*. 1874 Knight Diet.

Meek. I. 876/2 Flanning (Building), the internal flare of a
window jamb. The embrasure. Or of a fireplace Coving.

Flanque, Flanqued Her. : see Flanch sb. 1

Flant, obs. form of Flaunt.

t Flanta'do. Obs. [? f. Flaunt v. with

pseudo-Sp. ending.] ? Flaunting. Also attrib.

1583 Stanyhlrst /Suet's 1. 'Arb.l 18 Thee Troian nauye.

.

the sea salte foaming wyth braue flantadoe dyd harrow.

1594 [see Firkinc].

t Flantitanting, ppl> a. nonce-wd. [A re-

duplicated formation on flanting = Flaunting.
Cf. Flaunt-tant.] Flaunting.

1596 Nasue Saffron U'alden 71 In that flourishing flanti-

tanting goutie omega fist.

Flap (flsep)* sb. Forms : 4-7 nappe (6 flepe),

7-8 flapp, 5- flap. [f. next vb. ; cf. Du.flap blow,

fiv-flapper, lid of a can.]

I. The action of the vb. Flap.

+ 1. A blow, slap, stroke. Alsoy^". Obs.
e-1330 Arth. <$• Merl. 8084 With fauchouns, axes and

battes, Ich gaue other son flappes. 1377 Langu P. PI. B.

xiii. 67 This freke . . Preched of penaunces . .And flappes of

scourges. 1:1460 Towucley Myit, (Surtees) 206, I shalle

lene you a flap, My strengthe for to kythe. 153S Stewart
Cron. Seot. I. 382 Thair freikis fell with mony fercie flap.

b. A blow given with something broad and
loose (cf. 2). Also fig. + A flap with afox tail:

Jig. ? a contemptuous dismissal ; a trivial rebuke

(cf. Flap v. 2 d).

\553 1'- Wilson Rhet. (1580) 38 So that he [the lawyer]

gaineth alwaies . . whereas the other get a warme Sonne often

tymes, and a flappe with a Foxe taile, for all that euer thei

haue spente. 1598 Florio, Faggiolata, a flim-flam tale ..a
flap with a foxetaile. 1653 A. Wilson Inconst. Lady in. i,

Liquorish flies do sometimes meet with flaps. 1717 Will of
S. Jackson, If the Beadle make any demand, .send him
away with a Flapp of a Fox taile. 17*6 Swift Gulliver
III. ii. 17 This Flapper is . . employed . . to give him a soft

Flap on his Eyes. 17*7 Gay Lady «$- Was/> 8 The slightest

flap a fly can chase, a 1734 North Exam. 1. ii. § 84 (1740)

75, I found another Flap for the House of Peers.

2. ' The motion of something broad and loose
'

(J.), as a wing or a fly-flapper ; the noise produced

by its motion, or by contact with some other

object. Cf. Flap v. 5.

1774 Golds.m. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 9 The flap of a swan's

wing would break a man's leg. 18x6 Rvron Siege Cor. xxn,

The flap of the banners, that flit as they're borne. 18*3

Scott Peveril ix, The flap of their wings must have been
gracious in the ear of the famished prophet. 1859 Kingsley
Misc. 11860) I. 152, I can hear the flap and snort of the

dogs' nostrils, i860 Tvndall Glac. 11. i. 226 A gnat can
execute many thousand flaps of its little wings in a second.

II. Concrete uses.

t 3. Something broad to strike with; esp. a fly-

flapper. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Par?: 163 Flappe, instrumente to smyte
wythe flyys. C1515 Cocke Lorell's />. (Percy Soc.i 2 In his

hande he bare a flap for flyes. 1558 Phaer Mneid v. Argt.

L iv b, Ye game called Ccestus (which is fighting with bagges
or flappes of leather hanging by stringes, wherin is either

lead or sand). 1624 Heywooo Captives 1. i. in Bullen O. PI.

IV, The butchers wyves . . stood with theire flapps in theire

hands like fanns. 17J6 Swift Gulliver in. ii. 19 A young
Man with a Flap came up to my side, and flapt me gently

on the Right Ear.

4. ' Anything that hangs broad and loose, fastened

only by one side' (J.).
151a Skelton Why not to Court it66 With a flap afore his

eye. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. v. i. 36 Thou greene Sarcenet

flap for a sore eye. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 131 The lesser

. . having small roundish flapps on either side of the body.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4058/6 A Negro Boy., the Flap of

one of his Ears being cut off. 1849 Parkman Oregon Tr.

(1872) 192, I put aside the leather flap that covered the low
opening. 1891 Kit-ling Light tltat Failed x, [He] gave
him a letter with a black M on the envelope flap.

b. A pendant portion of a garment, hat, or cap.

Hence applied to the garment or hat itself {slang).

1530 Palsgr. 220/2 Flappe of a gowne, cappe. 1590
Greene Mourn. Garm. (1616) 11 Ilis coat was greene ..

Turned ouer with a flappe. 1631 Sherwood, The flap, or

back point of a friers cowle, cabnir. 1699 Damt-ier Voy.

II. 111. 64 We spread abroad the Flaps of our Coats. 1707
Hearne Collect. 14 Sept,, An armfull of ym he took home,
covering them with one flap of his Gown. 1713 Swift
Frenzy J. Dennis, The flap of his breeches dangled be-

tween his legs. 179a Mad. D'Arblay Let. to Mrs. Phillips

Nov., An old-fashioned suit of clothes, with long flaps to

a waistcoat [etc.]. 1875 Plain Needleivork 18 The old-

fashioned shift with flaps. 189a C. T. Dent Mountaineering
iv. 104 Tying the flaps of his hat over his ears.

c. Of a saddle ; also transf.

1849 Murchison Siluria v. 95 A geotogical saddle, having

one thin and partly metamorphosed flap only on the east

side. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 143 k The saddle . . consists

of the tree, .the seat, the skirts, and the flaps.

d. The tail of a crustacean.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VI. 373 The spawn.. sticks to the
barbs under the flap, or more properly the tail [of the crab].

184a H. Miller O. R. Saudst. viii. (ed. 2) 173 The terminal
flap of this gigantic crustacean was .. continuous.

e. (See quot.)
1669 Hacke Orig. Voy. (1699)111. 62 Penguins .. have

neither Feathers nor Wings, but only two Fins or Flaps,
wherewith they are helped to swim.

5. Something broad and flat, hanging or working
(vertically) on or as on a hinge.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Biforis, Bifore fenestra?

. . with two flappes. 1754 A. Murphy Gray's Inn Jrnl. No.
103 F 9 One Table, the Flap broken. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 140 He makes each sail .. to consist of
six or eight flaps or vanes . . moving upon hinges. 1840
Dickens Barn, Rudge iv, It [the cellar] had a great black

wooden flap or shutter. 1859 Musketry Instr. 71 The first

and second class men . . should be trained to fire at 300
and 400 yards with the flap of back-sight down. 1867
Trollope Chron. Barset I. iv. 27 There was a table..one
flap of it was gone altogether.

b. A valve. Tide flap: a valve used to shut

off the tidewater from a sewer.

1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 151, c, c, c, are the

valves or flaps. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Flap, the leather or
valve of a pump. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 55/2 A Col-

lection of Sanitary Iron work, such as. .tide flaps, &c. 189a

Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 1/3 We descend to the other side of

the ' flap '—the men's term for a ' penstock '.

e. Anat. f (d) The epiglottis. Obs. (b) In

fishes: The operculum or gill-cover; a similar

cover for the nostril.

c 1550 H. Lloyd Treas. Health H iv, Agaynst al grefes in

the flap beinge in the mouth whychecouereth the wind pipe.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (16931 1224 The cover or

flap of the throat, e/>iglossis. 180a BiNGLEY^«i"/K.5/^.fi8i3)
I. 37 They fill their mouth with water, then throw it back-
wards with so much force as to lift open the great flap,

and force it out behind. 1881 GCnther in Encycl. Brit.

XII. 637 Nostrils of Raia leruprieri, with nasal flaps

reverted.

d. One of the floats of a paddle-wheel.
1840 Thackeray Catherine vi, The Ensign's arms were

working up and down, .like the flaps of a paddle wheel.

6. Something broad and loose, irrespectively of

connexion with anything else ; esp. an overlying

layer ; a broad piece of any material.

1603 Florio Montaigne (1634) 187 We are all framed of

flaps and patches and of so shapelesse and diverse a con-

texture, that [etc.]. 12x634 Randolph Heyfor Honesty v.

Wks. (1875)474 A rump or a flap of mutton were a fee For
Jove's own breakfast. 1764 Foote Mayor of G. 1. Wks.
1799 I. 173 The damn'd fat flaps of shoulders of mutton.

1843 Thackeray Contrib. to * Punch' Wks. 1886 XXIV. 145
The flap of a shoulder of mutton . . I ate cold. 1848 — Bk.
Snobs \, We. .had flaps of bread for plates. 1866 Daily Tel.

18 Jan. 5/2 Large flaps of swine's flesh, .make their appear-

ance at breakfast. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner.
114 The great flaps of cork on the cortex of Boswellia papy-
rifera. 1889 Barkers & LEL\suSlang, Flap (thieves), sheet

lead for roofs.

b. A large, broad mushroom. Also Flab.
1743 Pickering in Phil. Trans. XLII. 598 The thin Fila-

ment is that to which the Edges of the Head of the Mush-
room adhere, while it is, what is commonly called, a Button,

and from which it separates by expanding to a Flap. 1769
Mrs. Raffald Eng. Honsekpr. (1778)361 Scrape large flaps

..and boil them in their own liquor. 1854 Eng. Cycl.X.

90/1 The common mushroom, .in this state, .is called a flap.

+ c. collect. Scraps. Obs~°.
1730-6 Bailey (fo!io\ Flap, moist meat for hogs.

7. Surg. a. A portion of skin or flesh, separated

from the underlying part, but remaining attached

at the base.
1807-26 S. Cooper First LJnes Surg. fed. 5} 377 Placing

the nap of the cornea in regular contact with the part with
which it was naturally joined. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. II.

xii. 127 A flap let down from his forehead. 1878 1". Bryant
Tract. Surg. I. 536 The flaps were reflected and a large

gland enucleated.

b. A piece of flesh or skin grafted upon an

injured or defective part.

1813 J. Thomson Lect. fnffam, 225 The mode of repairing

noses by a flap or portion of flesh taken from the arm. 1894
Westm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 3/1 The grafting upon the injured ..

part of flaps of skin taken, .from a neighbouring surface.

8. //. in Farriery. A disease in the mouth of

horses.

1587 L. Mascm-CovI. Caltel u. (\6oo) 163 Giges or flappes,

is pimples or teates in the inside of his [a horse's] mouth.

1610 Markham Masterp. 1. xii. 32 Swelling in the mouth,
a signe either of canker, flaps, or lampasse. 17. . Farrier's

Diet. (J.\ When a horse has the flaps, you may perceive his

lips swelled on both sides of his mouth. 1847 Youatt Horse
viii. 206 The sublingual glands . . sometimes enlarge . . and
are called gigs, and bladders, and flaps in the month.

9. dial, or slang. A woman or girl of light or

loose character.

1631 Mabbe Celesiina ix. 1 10 Fall to your flap, my Masters,

kisse and clip. Ibid. 112 Come hither, you foule flappes.

189a Nortkumbld. Gloss. s.v., A young giddy girl is called

a flap, or a woman who does not settle down to her domestic

duties.

III. attrib. and Comb.
10. General relations, as flap-basket, -door, -seat,

-trap, -valve., -window (sense 5) ;
flap-eared adj.

186a Sat. Rev. XIV. 186/2 He goes out to all Lancashire

with his little *flap-basket, and doles out. .his two ounces of

tea. 1844 Zoologist II. 748 The *flap-door of a glass hive is

opened. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Flap-door, a man-
hole door. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 160 A horson
beetle-headed *flap-ear'd knaue. 1891 Daily News 4 Feb.

3/4 Mr. Samuel asked why *flap-seats were permitted
at Drury-lane Theatre. 1858 Skyring's Builders' Prices
Advt., *Flap Traps .. always kept in Stock. 1867 W. W.
Smyth Coal <$ Coal-mining 211 The chambers are fitted .

.

with *flap valves. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 876/2 Flap-
valve, a valve which opens and shuts upon one hinged side.

A clack-valve. iSag Beverley Lighting Act ii. 19 Leave
open, .the door, hatchway or * flap-window.

11. Special comb.: flap-apple = Flap-jack ib;
flap-dock (alsoflap-dick, flap-a-doch), local names
for the foxglove; flap-fracture = compound frac-
ture ; flap-hat, one having flaps or a flapping

brim ; flap-holder (see quot.) ; flap-leg, the leg

that supports a flap of a table ; flap-mouth, a

mouth with broad, hanging lips (whence flap-
mouthed adj.") ; flap-operation Med. (see quot.

1884) ; flap-sight, in a lifle, one that turns up or

down on a hinge; flap-wing dial., the swift.

1750 W. Ellis Comttry Housewife 25 Turnover, or *FIap-
Apple, or Meat Pasties. 1846 E. Anglia Gloss. Suppf.,
*Flapdock, foxglove. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg. 11. xxvi,

165, I call this a * Flap-fracture, when the Wound of the
broken leg goeth onely through the flesh and skin, and
cometh forth with the one end. 1866 Browning in Mrs.
Orr Life (1891) 275 Great black *flap hats. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. IV. 346/1 *Ftap Holder (Surgical*, a delicate

prehensile instrument for holding flaps of sutures in confined
situations. 188a Sala ./Jwfr. Revis. (1885) 98 A *flap-leg

was let down ; and . . a table was improvised. 1631
P. Fletcher Sicelides m. iv, F ij b, So, haue you done?
Fie *flapmouth. Triton, thou beslauerest me. 159a Shaks.
Veu. <$• Ad. 920 Another *flapmouthd mourner .. volies out
his voyce. 160a 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. iv. ii. (Arb.)

51 Begin thou Furor, and open like a phlaphmouthd hound.
1785 T. Jones in Med. Commun. IX. 326 {title) Case of
a *Flap Operation, united by first Intention. 1884 Syd. Soc.

I*ex. s.v. Flap operation, a method of amputation in which
a .. portion of the skin is reflected from the subjacent soft

parts before these and the bones are divided. 1887 Rider
Haggard Allan Quatermain (1888)66 One of the repeaters

. .fitted with ordinary *flap sights. 1834 H. O'Brien Round
Toxvers Irel. 38 This, it may be said, is applying a steam
engine to crush a *flapwing.

Flap (flsep\ v. Also 4-6 flapp(e. [prob. of

onomatopoeic origin; cf. clap, slap, flack, etc. Equi-

valent words in form and sense are Du.flapfen to

strike, clap, Ger.flapfen to clap, applaud.]

+ 1. trans. To strike with a sudden blow. Also

with down, in sunder. In later use chiefly imply-

ing a stroke with a blunt weapon. Obs. exc.

dial.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 2782 Alle pe flesche of be flanke he
flappes in sondyre. C1477 Caxton Jason 67 b, A grete

whirling or tourbillion cam sodaynly and flapped him on the

visage. 1536 Skelton Magnyf 1525, I shall flappe hym as

a fole to fall at my fete. 1843 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay 11.

lxxvii, Flap her doun at yence wi' pouther.

f b. inlr. or absol. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. vm. 174 And Hapten on with fleiles

from morwe til euen. 1398TREVISA Barth. De P.R.xu.ix.

(1495) 419 A storke . . smytyth other flappythwith hisbylle.

r 1400 Desir. Troy 7674 Tedius . . flappit at hym felly with
a fyne swerde. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. (Surtees) 206 Now
falle I the fyrst to flap on hys hyde.

+ C. To flap in the mouth (with a lie) : to tell

a barefaced falsehood to. Also, to flap the lie in

one's teeth. Obs.

1579 LTLY Euphues (Arb.) 68, I will flappe Ferardo in the

mouth with some conceipt. 1611 Cotgr., Emboueher d\m
ruensonge . . to . . flap in the mouth, with an (apparant) lie.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) III. xxiii. 37 They will flap the

lie in Truths teeth. 16^4 Fuller Comm. Ruth (1868) 162 So
many children flap their parents in the mouth with a He.

2. To strike with something flexible and broad

(e.g. a fly-flapper) ; to drive away or off', to put

out (a light) as with a blow so given.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11795 Ten tymes be-tyde . . pat hit fest

was on fyre, & flappit out onone Vnto smorther & smoke.
< 1440 Tramp. J'arv. 164 Flappyn wythe a ftappe,fabello.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. ds8o> 201 When many flies stode

feeayng vpon his rawe fleshe . . he was contented . . to haue
them flapte awaie. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 966
With the rest of his taile he flapped and beat her legges.

1677 Compi. Servant-Maid 68 Take a clean linen cloth and
gently flap it [the lace] over oftentimes. i?a6 Swift Gut-
liver 111. ii. 16 With these Bladders they now and then

flapped the Mouths and Ears of those who stood near

them. 1735 Pope ProL Sat. 309 Yet let me flap this bug
with gilded wings, 184a Tennyson St. Simeon Stylites 172

They flapp'd my light out as I read. 1843 Le Fevre Life
Trav. Phys. I. I. i. 7, I was assured that two men would
run before me to flap away the flies.

b. Of a bird : To strike with the flat of the

wing ; also to drive off (etc.) by flapping.

1585 J. B. tr. Viret'sSch. Beastes Dj, When the female

taneth over long in the feeldes, they [Pygeons] flappe them
with their winges. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 371 Flapping

the water with their wings. 1604 R. L'Estrange F'ables

ccclxxviii, The Eagle Flapt off the former [the BeetleJ, and
Devoured the other [the Hare]. 1813 Busby Lucretius iv.

847 The cock.. flaps away the darkness with his wings. 1819

VIWfEX AonianHours(i$2o)76 Night's shrieking bird Flaps

the friezed window with her wing. 1887 Tennant Papistry

Storm'db* They [doves] fore'd and flappit to the yird That
spulyier and fae.

c. Jig. To call the attention of, as if with a flap ;

to prompt, remind. Cf. quot. 1 726 in 2 and Flap-

per 1.

1790 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 20 May, ' He wants nothing

. .but a flapper '. 'Yes, and he takes flappirg inimitably'.

1888 Contemp. Rev. LIII. 13 They ..despatched an agent

to London to ' flap ' the Colonial Office.



FLAP.

d. intr. To make a flap or stroke. Also with

down, f Toflap at {something) with afox's tail:

taidjCf. of a lenient or pretended reproof.

1581 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xvi. C1588' 582 This is but . . to

strike or flap at a fault with a Foxe taile, and none other,

t 1839 Landor Imag. Conv, Wks. (1846) II. ic8, I flap down
with the border of my glove, and brush away . . these gos-

samer pretensions.

+ 3. a. trans. To clap (the hands), b. intr. To
clap, applaud. Also quasi-trans. To clap (ap-

plause) ; to signify by clapping. Obs.

138a Wyclif Prov. xvii. 18 A fool man shal for iojie flappe

with hondis. — Jer, v. 31 Prestus flappeden for io3e

their hondes. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 42 Thee
Moors hands clapping, the Troians, plaudite, flapped.

4. a. trans. To toss with a smart movement

;

to throw down suddenly ; to fold together roughly.

Also, to toss (a pancake). Obs. exc. dial.

c 1310 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 766 The greihond . . hente the adder
in strong ger, And flapped here al aboute his er. 1644 R.
Culmer Cathedrall Netues Canterbury 5 The maid . . went
to bed, leaving the Ruffe flapt together as her mistris had
stampt it. 1847 Haluwell, Flap a froize, to turn it in the

pan without touching it. 1877 A*. W. Line. Gloss.
t
'He

flapped th' newspaper doon upo' th' floor.'

b. intr. To fall or throw oneself down suddenly;

to flop, colloq.

1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 448 He . . flaps

suddainly down into a piece of Cow-dung. 1753 Foote
Eng. in Paris 1. Wks. 1799 I. 36 Souse she flapp'd on her

back. 1834 S. R. Mawland Voluntary Syst. (1837) 89 They
.. flap down on their knees before the Bishop. 1865 Car-
lyle Fredk. Gt. VIII. xvux xiii. 50 Soldiers flap-down to

drink it from the puddles.

5. intr. Of anything attached at one extremity or

loosely fastened : To swing or sway about loosely

;

to flutter or oscillate as when moved by the wind.

Often with the additional notion of making a noise

by striking against something, or by the reciprocal

concussion of the parts.

1529 Skelton Eiynour Rummyng 136 Naked pappes, That
flyppes and flappes. c 16*0 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 9
Tie let the Main Saile flap against the yard. i635Qi'arles
Etitbl. in. xi, My Canvace torn, it flaps from side to side.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies (1645) 370 This Diaphragma ..

flappeth upon all occasions, as a drum head would do,

if it were slack and moyst. 1796 Southey Ball. $ Metr.
'P., Rudiger Poems VI. 21 The long streamer fluttering fast,

Flapp'd to the heavy gale. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner Concl.

50 When windows flap. 1815 J. W. Croker in Croker
Papers U884) July, We are now lying at sea with our sails

flapping. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge Iv, The cheery deep-
red curtains flapped and fluttered idly in the wind. 1876
E, Jenkins Blot Queen s Head 7 Proud of their sign-board
wherever it flapped and shone. 1877 Holdemess Gloss.,

Flap, to close or shut with violence. ' Shut deear or it'll

flap teea, ther's sike a wind.*

b. trans, {causal) To cause to flap; to move
(any surface) percussively. Also, to shut (a door)

to sharply.
1565-73C00PER Thesaurus s.v PLingo, Windesflaptogither

wide garments in the aire. 1727 Swift Further Ace. E.
Curll, His books .. flapping their covers at him. 1801
Southey Thalaba m. ix, I hear the wind, that flaps The
curtain of the tent. 1801 LusiguaJi II. 164, I., flapped my
door to, and locked it.

6. a. intr. Of a hat : To have the flap or flaps

swaying up and down or drooping.
1679 Trials 0/ White, $ Ot/ur Jesuits 82 He had an old

black Hat on that flapp'd. 1712-3 Guardian No. 11 P 9
He was so ill that his hat began to flap.

b. trans. To pull down the flaps of (a hat).

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) III. lxxviii. 41 They had
flapped their hats over their eyes. 1758 Johnson Idler No.
49 f 3 It began to rain . . he flapped his hat. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge i, Wearing a hat flapped over his face.

7. trans. To move up and down, beat (the wings).
1567 Golding Ovid's Meiam. vi. 116 But that she clad in

feathers white hir lazie wings must flap. 1703 Dampier
Voy. III. 115 They flew flapping their Wings like lap-
wings. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol n. 190 The luxurious
Wasp .. in the viscous Nectar plung'd, His filmy Pennons
struggling flaps hi vain. 1874 Wood Nat. Hist. 287 The
Swift does not flap its wings so often as the Swallow,

b. absol. and intr. To beat the wings ; to make
movements like the beating of wings. Also of
wings : To move up and down, beat.

1697 Dryden Mneid Ded. d iv. The Dira. . flapping on the
shield of Turnus. a 1704 R. L'Estrange (J.\ Tis common
for a duck to run flapping and fluttering away. 1821 Clare
Vill. Minstr. I. 87 They [leaves] flap and whistle down.
X823 Byron Island iv. xiii, While o'er them flapp'd the sea-
birds' dewy wing. 184a Hood Turtles vii, Five splendid
Turtles . . Were flapping all alive. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.
Man. ii. 21 Flap with the arms. 1874 T. Hardy Madding
Crcnvd II. vii. 81 A light flapped over the scene, as if re-

flected from phosphorescent wings.

8. intr. (with advb. extension), a. Of a bird :

To make way by flapping the wings, b. Of a ship :

To make way with the sails flapping. (Cf. 5.)

1775 Clayton in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 104 They., only
swim and flap along on the water at an extraordinary rate.

1853 Kane GrinnellExp. ix. (1856) 63 We pursued our way,
flapping lazily alongside of the 'pack*. 1870 Kingsley in

Gd. Words 1 June 38/1 A slate-blue heron .. flapped fifty

yards up the creek,

9. f&. trans. To flap open : to throw open like

a flap : see Flap sb. 5. b. intr. To move like a
flap.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 97 Gas. .getting passage

287

. . flaps open the (Esophagus! 1834-5 Todd Cyd. Anal. I.

658/1 The valves flap together and close that opening.

10. slang. (See quots.)

1885 Daily Tel. 18 Aug. 3/1 ^70 .. obtained by flapping

a jay. 1889 Barkers & Lelanu Slang, Flap the dimn/ock,
to pay. Ibid., Flap, to rob, to swindle ;

' to flap a jay ', to

swindle a greenhorn.

f 11. The verb stem used adverbially : With a

flap or clap. Obs.- l Cf. Flop.
1716 Cibber Love makes Man 1. i, About eight a Clock .

.

flap ! They all sous'd upon their Knees.

Flapdoodle (tlacpdw-d'l), sb. colloa. [An arbi-

trary iormation ; cf. Fadoodi.e.]

1. (See quot. 1833.)
1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 2:0 'The gentleman has

eaten no small quantity of flapdoodle in his lifetime.'

'What's that, O'Brien V replied l...'Why, Peter,' rejoined

he, 'it's the stuff they feed fools on.' 1863 Kingsley
Watcr-bab. vi. (1878) 266 Where flapdoodle grows wild.

2. a. Nonsense ;
' bosh '

; humbug. Also as

inter], b. A trifling thing, a gewgaw.
1878 BesaHT & Rice Celia's Arb. II. iii. 43 A bit of lace

now, or any other fal-lal and flap-doodle. Ibid., III. vii.

101 'Fudge and flapdoodle!' 1884 Mark Twain Huck.
Finn xxv, A speech, all full of tears and flapdoodle.

attrib. 1891 B. Harte First Family 'J asajara II. vii,

Reading flapdoodle stories and sich.

Hence Plap-doo die v. intr., to talk nonsense

;

to maunder. Flap-doodler [-ER 1

] (see quot.\
1889 Barrere& Lelasd Slang, Flttpdoodlcrs (jcumaVistiO,

charlatan namby-pamby political speakers. 1893 Westm.
Gaz. 11 July 2/1 He flapdoodled round the subject in the

usual Archiepiscopal way.

t Flap-dragon (nVpdra^gffa), sb. Obs. [f.

Flap v. + Dragon.
The original sense may have been identical with a dialectal

sense of snapdragon, viz. a figure of a dragon's head with
snapping jaws, carried about by the mummers at Christ-

mas ; but of this there is no trace in our quots.]

1. a. 'A play in which they catch misins out of

burning brandy and, extinguishing them by closing

the mouth, eat them' (J.); =Sxap-dkagox. b.

A dish of the material used in the game.
1599 B. Jonsom Cynthia's Rev. v. iii, From stabbing of

armes, Flap-dragons .. and all such swaggering Humors.
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. xiii. Wks. 1873 II. 83 Give me
that flap-dragon. lie not jpve thee a spoonefull. 1622

Fletcher Beggar s Rush v. ii, lie go afore and have the

bon-fire made, My fire-works, and flap-dragons, and goud
back-rack.

C. A raisin or other thing thus caught and eaten.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 45 Thou art easier swallowed
then a flapdragon. 1599 Massjnger, etc. Old Law in. ii,

I'd had. .my two butter-teeth Thrust down my throat instead

of a flap-dragon. 1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1866 ! 287
Such were flap-dragons, which were small combustible bodies
fired at one end and floated in a glass of liquor, which an
experienced toper swallowed unharmed, while still blazing.

d. As a type of something valueless.

1700 Congreve Way oj World ill. xv, A flap-dragon for

your service, Sir !

2. A contemptuous name for a German or

Dutchman. Also attrib.

1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush iv. i, You shall not sink for

ne'er a sous'd flap-dragon, For ne'er a pickled pilcher of
'em all, sir. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. n. 264/2 As
bumsie as a fox'd flapdragon German. 1644 Nest Perfi.

dious Vipers, etc. in //art. Misc. (Malh.) V. 437 The Com-
mons of England will remember thee, thou flap-dragon,

thou butter-box.

3. slang. (See quots.)

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Flap-dragon, a Clap or

Pox. 1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

Hence Flapdragon. v. {nonce-wd.) trans., to

swallow as one would a flap-dragon.
16x1 Shaks. Wint. T. m. iii. 100 To see how the Sea flap-

dragon'd it [the Ship].

Flapjack ( flarpid^aek). Now dial, or U.S.
[f. Flap v. (sense 4 a) + Jack.]
1. a. A flat cake, a pan-cake. b. An apple turn-

over or flat tart, an 'apple-jack',
c 1600 Day Bcgg. Bednall Gr. v. (1881) 114 My Mother .

.

could have taught thee how to a made butters and flap-

jacks. i6*>_Taylor (Water-P.) Jack-a-Lent B ij, A Flap-
iack, which in our translation is call'd a Pancake. 1641
Brome Joviall Crew 11. Wks. 1873 HI, 376 Flapiacks, and
Pan-puddings. 1825 J. Neat. Bro. Jonathan I. 272 Like
a flap-jack in a fryin' pan. 184a Hawthorne Amer. Note-
bks. (1883^ 303 We had a splendid breakfast of flapjacks,

or slapjacks, and whortleberries.
Comb. 1S7aC.K1sGM0untain.SierraNev.vii. 135 Long-

hurst came upon the boards as a flapjack-frier.

2. a. A kind of hydraulic machine (see quot.

1842). b. dial. The lapwing.
1842 Taylor in Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng, II. 102 For low falls

[of water] there were many machines .. for instance .. the
old ' flap-jack', with a reservoir of water at one end of a
beam and a pump at the other. 1847 Halliwell, Flap-jack,
the lapwing. Suffolk.

Flapped U'sept), ///. a. [f. Flap sb. + -ED 2
.]

1. Of the cheek or ear: Formed like a flap;

pendulous.
1661 K. W. Con/. Charac, Informer (i860) 47 Why his

reverend ears would serve very well for two leathern patches,
to sow to each side his flapt jaws, 1840 Dickens Old C.
ShopxWiii, The dwarf put his hand to his great flapped ear.

2. Of a hat or garment : Having a flap or flaps.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. viii. 90, I turned up
my flapt slouched hat. 1780 J, Adams Diary 1 Jan. Wks.
1851 III. 246 A little hat covered with oil cloth, flapped
before. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. «$• Leg, Art (1850.' 141

FLAPPING.
The scallop-shell . . on his flapped hat. i860 Hawthorne-
Fr. <$ It. Jruls. II. 303 Square-skirted coat, flapped waist-

coat, and all the queer costume of the period.

Flapper flx'pai), sb. [f. Flap v. + erI.]

( >ne who or that which flaps, in senses of the vb.

1. One who flnps or strikes another. Hence
(after Swift, : A person who arouses the attention

or jogs the memory ; a remembrancer. Also, of

a thing :^Areminder.
17x6 Sw 1 ft G ullhfer In. ii. 17 [The absent-minded philo-

sophers of Laputa] always keep a Flapper, .in their Family
..And the business of this Officer is..gently to strike with
his Bladder the Mouth of him who is to speak, and the Right
Kar of him. .to whom the Speaker addresseth himself. 1747
Chesterf. Lett. xcix. f1774 < I. 291, I write to you. by way
of flapper, to put you in mind of yourself. 1852 Blackw.
Mag. LXXI. 85 There is some advantage in having a flapper

to remind us of our faults.

2. Something flat to strike with; a fly-flap.

1570 Levins Manip. 72/2 A flapper, Jlabeilnm. 1783
Wolcott iP. Pindan Ode R. Academicians ii. Wks. 1812
I. 55 For flies most charming flappers. 1884 Pall Mall G.

15 Aug. 4/2 The captain sat . .with a Harper specially made
for the slaughter of the vermin at his right hand.

Jig. 1612 tr. Benvenuto's Passenger 1. v. 35 An effectual!

flapper to driue away the Flies of all woildly vanities.

b. Something broad and flat used for making
a noise by striking.

1825 Scott Talisvt. xi, They . . clanged their flappers in

emulation of each other. 1888 Elworimv //". Somerset
Word-bk., Flappers, clappers for frightening birds. The
loose parts are generally called the flappers. 1889 Cent,
Dict.,Flappcr. . 5.//.,very long shoes worn by negro minstrels.

3. A young wild duck or partridge.

1773 G. White Sclbomc xxxix. 99, I saw young teak taken
alive .. along with flappers, or young wild ducks. 1809
Mar. Ehgeworth Tales Fashion. Li/c, Matueuvriug xiv,

Lightbody happened to be gone out to shoot flappers.

121825 in Forby I'oc. E. Anglia. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.,

I 'tapper, a young partridge just able to fly.

4. Something hanging flat and loose ; spec, the

striking part of a flail, a swingle.

1854 Lowell Jrnl. Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 104 He lifts

the heavy leathern flapper over the door. 1862 1 hornbiry
Turner I. 5 Her hair is .. surmounted by a cap with
large flappers. 1893 BarinG-GoULD Cheap Jack /.. I. 37
Runhani, flourishing bis flail over his head, and throwing
out the flapper in the direction of Drownlands.

b. A broad fin or flipper ; the tail of a crustacean.

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxiv, With hands as broad as
the flappers of a turtle. 1876 Miss Buckley Short Hist. Nat.
Sc. xi. 421 The hand of a man, and the flapper of a porpoise.

1880 Hi'xt.FY Cray/ish i. 20 These two plaits on each side,

with the telson in the middle, constitute the flapper of the

crayfish.

c. slang. The band. (Ct Jl/'pper).

{1768-74 Tlxker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 441 He thrust out a
couple of broad arms, or rather flappers.] 1833 Marryat P.
Simple (1863) 201 ' My dear Mr. Simple, extend your flapper

to me'. 1868 Lessons Mid. Age 19 'Come, Frank, and
extend the flapper of friendship

1

.

d. (See quot.)

1856 Whyte MEtvrLLE K'ateCcn: xviii, Two well-mounted
officials, termed, .'flappers' by disrespectful sportsmen ; but
whose duty, it appears, is to keep the chase in view till it

either beats them oflf fur pace, or leaves them 'planted' at

some large awkward impediment.

5. Something hanging or working by or as by a
hinge. In pL = Clapnet.
1796 J. Owen Trav. Europe I. 265 The stranger came up,

claimed the flappers, and told us, they were 'pour attraper
les papillons'. 1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anot. III. 958/1 The
opercular bones, forming flappers which open and shut the
openings of the branchiae. 1883GRESLEY Gloss. CoalMining
no The flappers or doors .. fall to or close of themselves.

6. attrib. and Comb, asflapper-shooting 'sense $ ;

also flapper-bag (see quot.',; flapper-dock, \a\

= flap-dock \
{bj (see quots.); flapper-skate (see

quot.).

1871 .V. $ Q. Ser. iv. VIII. 143/1 *Flapper-bags, burdocks,
or what is better known in Scotland as docken. 1886 Britten
& Holland Plant-n. Suppl., Flapper Dock, the large

leaves of the Colt's foot. Probably Petasites vulgaris.

1865 Standard 43 July 5 Mr. Clutterbuck .. proceeded ..

up the Brousa for the purpose of * flapper shooting. 1839
Yarrell />?-//. Fishes II. Suppl. 66Raia intermedia, •Flap-
per Skate. 1886 GUnthbh in Encycl. Brit. XX. 209/2 The
Flapper Skate (R. macrorhynchus .

Hence riapper v. intr., to move like a flapper,

i.e. with a loose flapping motion.
1835 Hogg in Eraser's Mag. XI. 359 The two serpents

came flappering on. 1862 J. F. Campbell Tales W. High-
lands W. 140 The three great flappering sails. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Flapper, to quiver, flutter.

tFlappet (flae'pet). Obs. In 7 flapet, 8 flap-

pit. [L Flap sb. + -et.] A little flap (Flap sb.

4 b, and 5) ; also in pi. finery, fallals.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 24 Yet durst he. .wype hiz face,

with the flapet of his fatherz iacket. 1611 Beaum. & Fl.
Knt, Burn. Pestle l. iii, What brave spirit could be content

to sit in his shop with a flapet of Wood, and a blew Apron
before him. I7a8 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb. 1. i, They sell

ribbons and flappits, and other sort of geer for gentle-

women.
Flapping .flse-pin),^/.^. [lFlapz'. + -ing1.]

fl. The action of knocking or beating; also

attrib. Obs.
16*9 Gaule Praet, Th. 335 He's made their flapping,

flouting, spawling Sport, a 1693URCUHART Rabelais US* x\.

331 The banging and flapping of him.

2. The action of moving (wings) np and down.
1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xn. xiii. (1495) 422 By con*



FLAPPING. 288 FLASH.
tj'nual flappynge of wynges the gnatte makyth noyse in the
avre. 18*4 Lamb Elia Ser. n. Blakesmoor in H shire,

The hum and flappings of that one solitary wasp. 1843
Lever J. Hinion xxxiv, The heavy flapping of strong wing
would point the course of a heron.

3. The action of swaying or working to and fro

something broad and loose.

1631 J. Taylor (Water P.) Turn. Fort, Wheel (1848) 13
They hold your blessinge in no more avayle Then is the

flapping of a fox his taile ! 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 4* 603 By vigorous flappings of this extensive

organ, the animal [the poulpe] actively impels itself through
the water in a backward direction.

Fla'pping, ppLa. { + -ing-.] That flaps.

159a Wyrley Armorie 144 The flapping brace strikes .off

his setled hood. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4236/4 A dark brown
Mare, .with flapping Ears. 1711 Gay Trivia 1. 128 Beneath
his flapping Hat secures his Hair. 1859 Geo. Eliot A.
Bede 414 Totty trotted oft" in her flapping bonnet. 1864
Miss Braddon //. Dunbar I. xvi. 285 She took the great
flapping ears of the animal in her two hands.

snappish (nVpiJ), a. Obs.~ l
[f. Flap v.

+ -ISH '.] Inclined to swing or toss loosely about.
1665 Howard Committee iv. 119 You are so flappish, you

throw um [your keys] up and Down at your tail.

Flappy ;flre*pi), a. [f. Flap v. + -y 1.]

fl. = Flabby a. 1. Obs.
1598 Fi.orio, Impassirc . . to grow flappy, withered, or

wrimpled [1611 to grow flappie and wrimpled].

2. dial. (See quots.)
1846 Brockett N. C. Words Ted. 3") Flappy, wild, irregular,

unsteady. ' An old flappy body'. 189s Northumbld. Gloss.,

Flappy, uneven, unsteady. 'The carpet's lyin' aall flappy'.

t Fla*p-sauce. Obs. [f. Flap v. + Sauce sb.]

A glutton.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus in. i. N iv b, Nowe hathe this

glutton .1. this flappe sawce (the thyngi that he may plentu-
ously swallowe downe hole.

t Flapse (flseps). Obs. [Ci.GtT.flaps of similar

meaning] An impudent fellow.
a 165a Bromf. New Acad, iv. ii, Vou are a Flapse to terme
my sonne so.

Flare (fle»i), s&. 1 Also (in sense 4) 9 flair, [f.

Flare v. Not in Johnson or Todd.]
1. The action or quality of flaring, or giving forth

a dazzling and unsteady light; dazzling but ir-

regular light, like that of torches ; a sudden out-

burst of flame. Also fig. Obtrusive display, osten-

tation.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 1. xxviii, Lighted by the torches'
flare. 1837 Cari.vle Fr. Rev. 118571 I. 1. m. viii. 80 Gardes
Suisses : marching . . in the flare of torchlight. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fairxix, We should all come home after

the flare, and the noise, and the gayety. 1888 Pall Mall
G. 6 Sept. 8/2 Flares of dazzling crimson and purple shot
up from the mouth of the crater. 1888 Sci. Amer. N. S.

LvIII. 2i Too modest for business push and flare.

2. a. Niaut, m Flare-up 3. b. A combustible
made to be burnt as a night-signal at sea, and
formerly as a railway fog-signal.

1883 W. C. Russell Sailor's Lang. 52 Flare, a light made
by firing a tar-barrel, etc. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 41
Boat Launching Flare. $885 Law Times Rep. LIIL 60/1
The I.C-U. ..burnt flares over her quarter. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 10 Jan., 'Flares' were burned for the purpose of
warning the drivers of trains. 1889 W. Rye Cromer 10
' Flares' are burned sometimes to warn mariners on bad
jii"hts.

3. Fhotogr. See quot. 1868. Also, a similar ap-

pearance in the object-glass of a telescope.
1868 Lea Photogr. 88 Flare or ghost in the camera is an

indistinct image of the diaphragm. 1878 Lockyer Star-
gazing 11. xi, 140 A 'flare' appearing, shows a want of a
slight alteration of the setting screw, on the same side of
the object-glass as the 'flare' or elongation appears.

4. Ship-build. Gradual swell or bulging outwards
and upwards. Cf. Flare v. 4.
1833 T. Richardson' Merc. Marine Arc/tit. 1 To give them

more flair in the stem-head. 188a Payne-Gallwey Foivler
in Irel. 25 The sides are nearly upright with little flare.

5. altrib. and Comb., as flare-light •+ also flare-

lamp, a lamp with an unprotected flame; flare-

spot ( = sense $) ; flare-tin, a tin vessel in which
powder or other combustible material is burnt as

a signal at sea.

1891 R. Kipling City Dread/I Nt. 83 We don't know what
fire-damp is here. We can use the *flare-lamps. 1894
Westm. Gas. 1 Dec. 6/3 A *flare light was observed from
the barque. 1893 Absey Photogr. xxxi. (ed. 8) 210*' Flare
spot.' 1884 W.C. Russell yack'sCourtslt. III. xiii, There
was a *flare tin aboard, and from time to time we burnt
this over the rail.

Flare (fie*.!), sb.- dial. [Of unknown origin
;

cf. the synonymous Flked.J The 'leaf or fat

about the kidneys of a pig. Also attrib.

1847 Halliwell, Flare, fat round a pig's kidney. 1851
Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 199 Flare-cakes .. are round
cakes, made of flour and ' unrendered ' (unmelted* lard, and
stuck over freely with currants. x88x O.x/ordsh. Gloss.
Suppl., Fleenrn, the leaf of a pig(Holton),_/?<?£«r(Yarnton.)
1888 Lond. Tradesm. Advt. This Lard ., is made from the
best Pork Flare only.

Flare, sb.% : var. of Flair 2
t
the skate.

Flare (fle^i),^. Also 6 fleare; 7 flaire, 7-9
flair. [Of unknown etymology ; the mod.Norw,
Jlara 'to blaze, to flaunt in gaudy attire' (Ivar

Aasen) has been compared ; but sense 5, with which
this agrees, is app. a somewhat late development.]

1. trans, fa. To spread out (hair); to display

in an expanded form. Also with out. Obs.
t 1550 Robin Conscience 289 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 244

To dye and to fleare your haire so abroad .. you doo it

shamfully use. 1553 Becon yewel yoy J vj b, It is inough
for chast and pure maydes to weare . . simple apparell .

.

wythout the flaringe out and coleryng of theyr heare.

b. To spread out to view, display ; occas. with
mixture of sense 5. Hence, To wave to and fro

{ox round). To flare a handkerchief (slang) : to
whisk it out of a person's pocket.

rt 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exper. Philos. (1776) II. 182 In
seeing a flaming torch, if flared round in a circle, it appears
as a ring of fire. 1838 Poe A. G. Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 116
We . .began instantly to make every signal in our power, by
flaring the shirts in the air. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I.

411/1 Just after that I flared it (whisked the handkerchief
out*. 186a Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 292 Those who flare

their qualities before the world. 1884 F. I. Britten Waich
(5- Clockm. 96 Hardening the drill by flaring it in the air.

f 2. intr. Of hair, etc. : To spread out conspicu-

ously, to stream or wave in the wind. Obs.
1579-80 North Plutarch (16761 667 This Lady., shew-

ing her mourning Apparell, and hair of her head flaring

about her eyes. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. vi. 42 Ribonds-
pendant, flaring 'bout her head. i6o» Marston Antonio"*
Rev. in. ii, Let flare my loosed hair. 1676 Hobbes Iliad

( l(577) 336 Hi* plume by Vulcan made of golden hair .

.

ore his shoulders terribly did flare. 1837 Cooper Recoil.
Europe II. 131 Her cap flared in the wind.

+ 3. To display oneself conspicuously. Obs.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 6 The daughters of Moab
and Midian. .light housewives, dancing, frisking, and flaring.

1709 Pkior Hans Carvel 90 The Truth is this I cannot stay
Flaring in Sun-shine all the Day.
4. a. intr. Qi the sides of a vessel : To swell

or bulge out gradually upwards ; also, to flare
over.

1644 Sea-man's Diet. 40 When .a ship is a little howled in

neere the water, and above that the work doth hang over
againe . . they say, that the worke doth Flaire over. 1836
W. liaise, As.'oria(t&ig) 86 Their gunwales flare outwards.
1883 Harper's Mag. July 934/2 It will be best to have the
sides of our oblong diving-bell flare a little.

b. trans. To cause to spread gradually out-

wards.
1857 Colquhoun Compl. Oarsmaifs Guide 1 A skiff, .can

be more conveniently flared, which gjves buoyancy. 1858
Maury Rhys. Geog. Sea ii. § 61 These pipes are then flared

out so as to present a large cooling surface. 1888 Wood-
gate Boating 143 The gunwale was . . flared out wide at

these points.

5. intr. Of a candle, lamp, etc. : To burn with
a spreading, unsteady flame, as when blown by the

wind ; to shine as such a flame does ; to glow with
or as with flame. Also with about, away, out, and
qunsi-traus. with cognate obj. To flare into ; to

pass with a flare into.

163a, 1633, I<^ 1 fsee Flaring ///. a.] a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Flare, to Shine or glare like a Comet or Beacon.
1727 Bailey vol. 1 1, Flaring,wasting or consuming wastfully

;

as a Candle. 1794 Mrs. Radclipfe Myst. Udolpho xxvi, The
wind made the torch flare. 1801 Southey Thalaba xn.
xviii, The unpruned taper flares a longer flame. 1819 Shel-
ley Medusa 32 The midnight sky Flares. 1859 Tennyson
Lancelot <y Elaine 1020 Lo ! the blood-red light of dawn
Flared on her face. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 4. 72
Town and hamlet flaring into ashes. 1879 Beerbohm
Patagonia viu. 132 The fire, .flared away without emitting
any warmth.
trans/, and fig. 1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (1839)

I.xi. 165 Before the flame of religion in the heart is purified

.. it will flare about. 1868 Milman St. Paul's 305 The
Queen's Protestant zeal flared out against these idolatrous

images. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixviii. 141 Juno's self..

Crushes her eager rage, in wedlock-injury flaring. 1876
Green Stray Stud. 3 A gilded vane flares out above the

grey Jacobean gables.

b. nonce-use (with on). To go emitting flames.
i8ao Keats Hyperion I. 217 His flaming robes streamed

out. .On he flared, From stately nave to nave.

C. trans. Tolightupwith aflare. Also {causative)

To cause (a candle) to burn with a flare. Toflare
out : to send forth by means of a flaring flame.

1745 Mrs. Haywood Female Spect. (1748)111,309 For fear

of flaring or putting out his beloved lights. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxviii. {1856) 238 The south-western horizon

is flared with red streaks. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. Hit,

He flared the candle at me again, smoking my face and
hair. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 6. 409 The English
beacons flared out their alarm along the coast.

6. To flare up\ a. to burst into a sudden and
temporary blaze ; also fig. Hence of persons :

b. to break out into sudden anger ; c. to have a
'jollification ', make merry boisterously.

a. 1846 Thackeray Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886. XXIII. 99 Is

a man . . to despond because he can't in his person flare up
like the sun ? 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. 428 They [per-

secutions] flared up again.. with increased fury. x886 Sir
F. H. Doyle Remin. 388 The grass suddenly flared up.

b. 1840 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. 5 Oct. {18831 I. 119 It is just

because I love you. .that I flare up when [etc.]. 1870 Mrs.
Riddell Austin Friars iv, You flare up like a bull at sight

of a red cloak.

C. i860 C. Keene Let. in G. S. Layard Lr/e vi. (1892)

138 We flared up again last night, and hailed the New Year
with the usual ceremonies.

Flare-out. [See next and Flare #.] = Flare-
up 2 b.

1879 M'Carthy Donna Quixote xvii, Paulina had a hard
struggle many a time to keep down her temper, and not to

have what she would have called a flare-out.

Flare-up (fle-r^p). [f. verbal phraseflare up :

see Flare v. The stress is variable (cf. Break-
down), but most commonly falls on the first syll.]

1. A sudden breaking out into flame.

1859 M. Napier Life Dundee 1. 11. 351 The star of Lauder-
dale .. well nigh consumed the patriot Duke [Hamilton]
with the fierceness of its flare-up. 1864 Realm 13 Apr. 2 The
percussion and flare up of lucifer-matches.

2- fig. (not in dignified use) : a. A brilliant but
temporary access (of popularity, etc.). "b. A vehe-

ment outbreak of anger ; a violent commotion, c.

An uproarious merrymaking, a * spree*.
a. 1866 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 327 1'hat flare-up of

popularity in Edinburgh.
b. 1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 239 Some of our

young citizens, .got into a flare-up with a party of boatmen
. .a desperate row it was too. 1839 Sir C. Napier in Bruce
f^ife iv. 118851 133 The men would have been destroyed or
defeated, and a pretty flare-up would have run like wildfire

to Carlisle. 1845 W. Irving Life fy Lett. (1866) III. 381
The President's Message, .has nut been of a tone to create
any flare-up in England. 1884 Manch. Exam. 7 May 5/3
When the Council .. shows a determination to have a de-
cisive voice . . there is a flare up.

C. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury vii. (18S6) 21 We
ought to have a flare-up in our rooms. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour I. 160 Some have been having a flare-up.

3. Naut. A night-signal made by burning some
highly inflammable material. AXsoflareup light.

1858 Adm. Reg. in Merc. Marine Mag. V. 103 Pilot-
vessels . . are to exhibit a Flare-up Light every 15 minutes.
1880 C. B. Berry Other Side 11 At nrght she [a pilot boat]
burns a ' flare up ' whenever she sights a ship's light. 1883
Daily News 25 June 5/6 Rockets were at once sent up and
blue lights and flare-ups burned.

Flaring (flea-rirj), vbl. sb. [f. Flare v. + -ISO 1
.]

concr. in pi. Gaudy or showy trimmings, rare.

1881 Blackmore Christowell xii, Two girls .. with their

Sunday stripes and flarings on.

Flaring (fleViirj), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

T 1. Of the hair, etc. : Spreading out or waving
conspicuously, flaunting. Of a mirror : Giving a

bulging or enlarged outline ; exaggerating. Obs.

1593 Nashe Christ's Teares, Wks. (Grosart) IV. 211 Thy
flaring frounzed Periwigs. 1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 33
Marching forward ..with . . flaring head-tyres speckled like

skins of serpents. 1635 Quarles Entbl. 11. vi. ,1718)85 This
flaring mirrour represents No right proportion, view, or

feature. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. \. (1851) 23 In a flaring

tire [they] bespeckl'd her with all the gaudy allurements of

a Whore,

2. Over-conspicuous, glaring, showy, gaudy

;

f extravagant, irregular. Now used as transf.

from 4.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict, on Earth \\v, To search for

flaring shells, a 1659 Osborn Characters $c.( 1673)630 Such a
Flaring and intemperatea Course, as that of a Souldier. 17x7
Prior Alma ii. 518 A young flaring painted whore. 1746 7
Mrs. Delanv Let. to Mrs. Deques 446 Crimson and yellow
flaring hangings of paper. 1769 Gray Let. Poems (i775>

365 No flaring gentleman's house, or garden-walls, break
in upon the repose of this . . paradise. i8so Hazlitt Lect.

Dram. Lit. 346 The language is a mixture of metaphysical
jargon and flaring prose. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon
II. 313 This flaring Anonyma, as he called her.

3. Of a vessel, etc. : That has its sides curving

gradually outwards from the base,

i6»7 Cai'T. Smith Seaman's Gram xi. 52 If she were laid

out aloft, and not flaring. , 1850 Ruditu. Navig. (Wealet
118 It is said that a ship has a flaring bow when the topside

falls outward from a perpendicular. 1883 W. C. Klsseli.
Sea Queen III. iii. 57 A good-looking vessel, having what
sailors .call a flairing bow, which made her appear as round
as an apple forward.

4. Burning with a broad irregular flame ; shining

brightly and fitfully.

163a Milton Penseroso 13a And when the sun begins to

fling His flaring beams. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch.
Windinvs iii, Speech alone Doth vanish like a flaring thing.

1661 Davenport City Night-Cap in. i, I have tugg'd with

tempests , . Out-star d the flaring lightning. 1764 Goldsm.
Trav. 400 Flaring tapers brightning as they waste. 1834
Ht. Martineau Farrers \. 18 He put out his flaring candle.

fig. 1884 Pae Eustace 67 He stared at the speaker for

several moments with a flaring countenance.

Hence Plarlngrly adv., in a flaring manner;
gaudily. In mod. Diets.

Flary (rle-*-ri),a. rare. [f. Flare sb. + -t V]

Gaudy, showy.
1866 Carlvle Remin. (1881) I. 157 They were not so well

dressed as their Edinburgh sisters ; something flary, glary,

colours too flagrant and ill-assorted. 1873 — in Mrs. Car-
lyle's Lett. I. 263 Flary, staring, and conceited, stolid-

looking girls. '

Flash (flsej), sb.* Forms: 5 flascho, 5-6

flassh(e, 9 dial, flass, 7- flaah. [Of onomatopoeic

origin; cf. the synonyms flosche (Flosh), Flask
sb* (which are earlier recorded), Plash ( = MDu.
plasch^

t
which seem to imitate the sound of 'splash-

ing ' in a puddle. The synonymous F. flache may
have influenced the Eng. word ; it is commonly
regarded as a subst. use of flache, fem. of OF.flac

adj. soft :—L.flaccus.]

1. A pool, a marshy place. Obs. exc. local.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 403 Plasche, or flasche, where reyne

water stondythe . . torrens, lacuna. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb.

§ 70 The .. flasshes, and fowe places, and all the holowe

bunnes and pypes that growe therin. i6m Drayton
Poly-olb. xxv. 60 They [birds] from flash to flash, like the

fyll Epicure Waft, as they lou'd to change their Diet euery
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meale. c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dialect Gloss.,

Flash, a lake. 1826 H. N. Coleridge Six Months W. I. 280
A long flash, as they call it, or river with a large bay. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Flash. .Also, a pool, Also, in the

west, a river with a large bay, which is again separated
from the outer sea by a reef of rocks. 1870 E. Peacock
RaIf Skirl II. m 'Hev' ye forgotten .. when we was a
duckin' on Ferry Flash?'
attrib. 1882 Lane. Gloss., Flash-pit, a pit nearly grown

up with reeds and grass.

2. [Cf. F.flache place where a paving-stone has
sunk.] (See quot.)
1888 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Flash (Cheshire

1

*, a
subsidence of the surface due to the working of rock salt

and pumping of brine.

Flash (flaep, sb% [f. Flash vX]
I. Burst of light or flame (and senses thence de-

rived) ; cf. Flash z>.! III.

1. A sudden outburst or issuing forth of flame or
light ; a sudden, quick, transitory blaze. Flash in

the pan (see quot. 1S10)
; Jig. an abortive effort or

outburst; cf. Flash vA 5c.
1566 Painter Pal. Fleas. I. 108 Astouned like one that

had been stroken with a flashe of lightening. 1635 Swan
Spec. M. vi. (1643) 300 It fired with a sudden flash. 1697
Drvden Virg, Georg. i v. 712 Three flashes cf blue I.ight'ning.

1705 Bos.man Guinea 318 Missing his shot by a flash in the
Pan. 1725 De Foe Voy. roumi World (1840I 309 Our men
saw plainly the three flashes of the guns. 1810 James Milit.
Diet. (ed. 3*, Flash in the pan, an explosion of gunpowder
without any communication beyond the touch-hole. 1833
Marryat P. Simple Iviii, I now discharged grape alone,
waiting for the flash of the fire to ascertain their direction.

1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 60 It is a Fixed White Light,
varied by a Red Flash every half minute.

b. slang. Flash of lightning : a glass of gin.

1789 Geo. Parker Life's Painter 149. 1801 Sporting Mag.
XVII. 34 That fashionable liquor called flashes of lightning.

1830 Lytton P. Clifford II. iv. 112 The thunders of elo-

quence being hushed, flashes of lightning, or, as the vulgar
say 'glasses of gin' gleamed about.

c. trans/. The quick movement of a flag in

signalling.

1870 C0LOM8 & Bolton Flashing Signals 30 To make
a short flash, the flag is moved from a to b .. To make a
long flash, the flag is waved from a to c.

2. trans/. The brief period during which a flash

is visible : f a. For a /lash : for a brief moment

;

while the fit lasts (obs.). b. In a flash : imme-
diately, instantaneously,
i6»5 Bacon Est. Greatness Kingd. (Arb.1 485 The Persian?,

and Macedonians, had it for a flash. 1648 Milton Tenure
Kings (1650) 3 Most men are apt enough to civil! wars and
commotions as a noveltie, and for a flash hot and active.

1801 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 372 To the helm, my boy,
in a flash. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. vi. 160
A thoroughly popular lecture ought to have nothing in it

which five hundred people cannot all take in a flash.

3. A brief outburst or transient display of some-
thing regarded as resembling a flash of light.

i6oz Shaks. Ham. v. i. 210 Your flashes of Merriment
that were wont to set the Table on a Rore. 1652-6*
Hevlin Cosmogr. m. (1673) 8/2 A brave flash of vain-
glorious hospitality 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. v. iv. (1845)

509 An unseasonable disclosure of flashes of Wit. 1819
Jyron Juan 11. xxxviii, But now there came a flash of hope
once more.^ 1873 Black Pr. Thule \\. 27 A sort of flash

of expectation passed over Lavender's face.

4. Superficial brilliancy; ostentation, display;
also f brilliant distinction, 'eclat' (o&s.). j* Phr.

To cut a/lash (cf. Dash sb. 10).
1674 S. Vincent Yng. Gallant's Acad. 97 Whose Enter-

tainments to those of a higher rank are. .not only flash and
meer Complement. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 59. f i

Pedants, .are apt to decry the Writings of a polite Author,
as Flash and Froth. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 118 Berry
gave him a crown, .to make a flash with to the boys. 1780
Mad. D'Arblay Diary June (1S91) I. 271 Miss Weston,
whose delicacy gave way to gaiety and flash, whether she
would or not. 178a C. A. Burney Jml. 15 Jan. in Mad.
D'Arblay Early Diary II. 306, I had not a very entertaining
evening, but I would not but have been there, for thc/lash
of the thing. 1795 Fate 0/Sedley I. 50 Some men . . cut a
flash without any fortune. 18*7 R. H. Froude Rem. (1838)
I. 445, I . . shall be drawn . . into foolishness and flash, and
everything that is disgusting. 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust
Prel. Theat. 8 Mere flash a moment's interest engages.

T b. A piece of showy talk ; a vain, empty
phrase or vulgarism. Obs.
1605 B. Jonson, etc. Eastward Hoe iv. i, Sir Petronell

Flash, I am sory to see such flashes as these proceede from
a Gentleman of your Quality. 1649 Milton Eikon. xii.

(1851) 433 Hee next falls to flashes, and a multitude of
words. 1735 Dyciie & Pardon Diet., Flash .. a Boast,
Brag, or great Pretence made by a Spend-thrift, Quack,
or Pretender to more Art or Knowledge than a Person
has.

t 5. A brilliant or 'showy' person; usually in

contemptuous sense, one vain of his accomplish-
ments or appearance, a coxcomb, fop. Obs.
1603 B. Jonson Sejanus 11. i, Such a spirit as yours, Was

not created for the idle second To a poor flash, as Drusus.
165a Benlowes Theoph. XL Hx. 200 Thou, inconsid'rate
Flash, spend'st pretious Dayes In Dances, Banquets, Cour-
tisms, Playes. 1677 Miege Eng.-Fr. Diet., A Flash, an
empty shallow-brained fellow. 1764 Lo?u Life 65 The Jem-
mies, Brights, Flashes, .and Smarts of the Town. 1807 8
W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 78 She is the highest flash of the
ton—has much whim and more eccentricity.

+ 6. slang, A wig. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Flash, a Periwig. 1760

Bailey vol. II. (ed. 5} Canting Words, Flash, a Peruke,
Vol. IV.

Rum Flash, a long, full, high-priz'd Wig, Queer Flash,
a sorry, weather-beaten Wig.
7. An ornament consisting of three short pieces

of black velvet ribbon sewn to the collar of a full-

dress tunic, and hanging down the back ; supposed
to be the remains of the bow which fastened the

'queue'. Now worn only by the officers of the

23rd Royal Welsh Fusiliers. (M. cf Q. 8th Scr.

VII. 20 Apr. 1895).
1837 T. Hook Jack Brag III. T15 A. .young man, dressed

in the uniform of some volunteer corps of cavalry, wearing
flashes.

8. A preparation of cayenne pepper or capsicum
with burnt sugar, used for colouring spirits.

1820 Accum Adult. Food 10 The substance which they
[brandy merchants] . . purchase under the delusive name of

flash, for strengthening and clarifying spirituous liquors .

.

is in reality a compound of sugar with extract of capsicum.

T 9. A small piece ; ?a dash or sprinkling.
1615 Latham Falconry 11. vfli. 95 Put into it . . one flash

or two of Saffron.

10. //. The new shoots of a tea-plant.
1880 Eliot James Indian Industries xxviii. 344 The new

shoots .. or 'flashes', as they are called, come on four,

sometimes five, times between April and October.

II. Sudden movement of liquids, etc. (cf. Flash
v. I).

f 11. A sudden movement of a body of water,

a splash ; a breaker. Obs.
16*7 Capt. Smith Sea/nan's Gram. x. 47 Which make the

Sea.. rebound in flashes exceeding high. 163a Sherwood,
A fla-;h of water, gaschis d'eau. 1713 Derham Phys.
7'heol. iv. xv. 245 The Miller .. with his Man .. were so
washed with Flashes of Sea water, that they were almost
strangled therewith.

b. A sudden rush of water, let down from a

weir, to take a boat over the shallows of a river.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. ix. § 46. 234 Were there a convenient
number of Locks, or Holds for water, .to let down flashes as
occasion should serve. 1689 S. Sewai.i. Diary 1^ Mar. (1882)
I. 302 Flashes to help them over the Shallow places. 1758
Descr. Thames 162 But this is a Charge only in Summer,
and paid for Flashes when the Water is low. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., To make a flash, is to let boats
down through a lock. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 76/1
The substitution of a continuous navigation upon the upper
Seine .. by the aid of movable dams, for the intermittent
navigation by flashes,

fl2. trans/ A sudden burst of rain, wind, steam,
etc. ; a fit of activity, a spurt. Obs.
1653-4 WhiteloCKE Jml. Swed. Fmb. (1772) II. 362 Yett

the wind being by flashes large, they went, .twenty leagues
up and downe. 1685 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 156
Waters extreame low, tho' many flashes of raine. Rivers
almost dried up. i7o6PniLi.ii's(ed. Kersey), Flash, a sudden
Spurt. 1808 J. B. Dabney in Naval Chron. XXI. 107 Some
few. .were scalded by flashes of steam.

13. A contrivance for producing a ( flash ' (senses

II, 11 b). (See quots. and Flash-board.)
1768 74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 32 The miller, when

he takes up his flashes, lays them it may be on the bank.
1841 Brees Gloss. Civ. Engin., Flashes, a description of
sluice, erected for the purpose of raising the water over
any shoals while craft are passing. 1861 Smiles Engineers
I. il iv. 122 In some cases these drainage waters were
conveyed . . over it [the New River] by what were termed
flashes. Note. The flash . . consisted of a wooden trough
about twelve feet wide, .extending across the river.

III. attrib. and Comb.
14. a. simple attributive, as flash-lock, -mark,

-water, -weir (senses II, 11 b).

1788 Act 28 Geo. III. c. si § 14 All the old Flash Locks or
Weirs thereon. 1791 W. Jessop Rep. Navig. Thames <V

Ist's 9 Water at the flash mark 4ft. 6 on the Sill. 1793 R.
Mvlne Rep. Thames 29 The Time of Flash-waters coming
down.

b. Special comb., as + flash-flown a., ? uttered

in idle talk; flash-flue (see quot.); flash-

lamp (Phologr.), a lamp used to give a flash-light
;

flash-light, (a) a light so arranged as to give forth

sudden flashes, used for signals and in lighthouses
;

(b) Photogr. (see quot. 1890) ; flash-pan, (a) the
pan in an old flint-lock for holding the priming
by which the charge is exploded ; (b) a small
copper pan with a handle, in which powder is

flashed as a signal (Cent. Diet.) ; flash-pipe (see

quot. 1S74); flash-point —flashing-point ; flash-
rim (see quot. 1867); flash-test, a test to deter-

mine the flashing-point of kerosene, etc. ; flash-
wheel (see quotA Also Flash-boakd.
163a Lithgow Traz'. vm. 339 Let not surmisers thinke,

ambition led My second toyles, more *flash-flowne praise to
wed. 1888 Lock-woods Dut. Mech. Engin., *Flash Flue,
the flue underneath an egg-end or similar externally fired
boiler. 1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr. 373 The electric
lamp, magnesium lamp, and *flash lamp. 1891 H. L. Webb
in Electr. in Daily Life, Making aCable 188 Flag-signalling
had to be exchanged for flash-lamps. 1886 Set Amer. N. S.
LIV. 16/2 A "flash-light, that is to say, one which can be
made to glow or disappear at pleasure. 189a Woodbury
Encycl. Photogr. 289 Flashlight, usually made by blowing
magnesium powder through a small flame. 1892 Marg.
Stokes Six Months in Apennines 163, I was compelled to
photograph these most interesting bas-reliefs by the flash-
light. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *I-tash-pipe, a mode of
lighting gas by means of a supplementary pipe pierced with
numerous small holes throughout its length. 1878 lire's
Diet. AHtSvpfL IV. 570 The legal "flash-point of petro-
leum. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.., "Flash Rim, hi car-

ronades, a cup-shaped enlargement of the bore at the muzzle.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Flash-wheel, a water-raising
wheel having arms radial or nearly so to its axle, and re-

volving in a chase or curved water-way by which the water
passes from the lower to the higher level as the wheel ro-

tates.

t Flash, sb. ?> Obs. [The examples of 16-1 7th c.

prob. echo Henryson; possibly the copy in

Chaucer's Whs. 1561 may be correct in reading

/asshe, a. OF. /ais or /aisse bundle, sheaf.] A
bundle or sheaf (of arrows).
c 1450 Henkyson Test. Cres. 167 in Poems $ Fables (1865)

81 Undir his girdill ane flasche of felloun flanis. 1600
Fairfax Tasso xi. xxviii. 201 Her ratling quiuer at her
shoulders hong, Therein a flash of arrowes feathered weele.

1671 Skinner Etym. Ling. Angl. iv., Flash of flames [read
flahies], expl. a Sheaf of Arrowes. 1678-1706 Phillips,
Flash of Flames (old word), a Sheaf of Arrows.

Flash, sl>A [Of doubtful origin
;
possibly an

application of Flash sb.- 13.] ~ Flashing vbl. sb.~

x574 5 J^sus Coll. Accts. in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) III. 611 Item to the Plummer . . for settinge in lead
over the chappell .. where the flasshes were taken awaye.
1614 15 Trinity Colt. Accts. ibid. II. 4S8 Laying the leads
after the masons, setting on flashes and sodering.

t Flash, a,l Obs. In 5 flaseh, flaiscb. See
also Flake a. [The forms, compared with those

given under Flake a., suggest that the word may
be a confusion of OF. flac, flache 'feeble, insipid'

(see next) with the similar-sounding ME. ivlahe y

wlache tepid.] Lukewarm, tepid. Also flash-hot.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 265 Boile hem in a double

vessel & distille it in his eere flaisch. Ibid. 26C Loke pal
alle bingis [>at bou leist berto he flaseh hoot.

+ Flash, a.2 Obs. Also 6 flashe. [? ad. OF.
flac, flache (mod.F. with unexplained alteration

flasqtte) flabby, weak, insipid :—L. flaccus : see

Flaccid. Cf. Flashy.]
1. Weak, wanting in tone.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 30a, If the stomack be so flashe

and louse that it can hold no meat. /bid. n. 74 a, Oxys is

geuen vnto a flashe, louse or weike stomacke.

2. a. Of food : Insipid, b. Jig. Of speech,
reasonings, etc. : Trashy, void of meaning.
a. :6oi lip. Barlow Defence 89 The white of an egge,

without salt, is flash and unsavery. 164a J. Eaton Honey-
combe Free Just if. 84 The mingling and mixing together
of wine and water, .maketh flash matter of both.

t>. 161a Brinsley Lud. Lit. 166 Matters vnfit for an
Epistle, flash and to little purpose; but very childish. 1622
S. Ward Life Faith in Death 101 Loath I am to mingle
Philosophicall Cordialls with Diuine, as water with wine,
least my Consolations should bee flash and dilute. 1640
Fuller Joseph's Coat viii. (1867) 189 Flash in his matter,
confused in his method, dreaming m his utterance.

Flash [flwf , a .-'' Chiefly colloq. [f. Flash j£.2]

1. Gaudy, showy, smart. Of persons : Dashing,
ostentatious, swaggering, 'swell'.

1785 European Mag. VIII. 96 One of that numerous tribe

of flash fellows, who live nobody knows where. 1836

J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) II. 200 If I could write a flash

article on the subjunctive mood, I would, merely to show
how clever I was. 1838 C, Sumner in Mem. fy Lett. (1878)
II. 23 Bulwer was here a few minutes ago in his flash

falsetto dress, i860 Trolloie Fromley P. ix, This flash

Member of Parliament. 1867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Flash Vessels, all paint outside and no order within. 1877
Black Green Past, xliii. (1878) 348 A bit of flash oratory
on the part of a paid pleader. 1882 Illustr. Sporting News
4 Feb. 502/3 A flash young rider, .frightens his horse out of
his stride before they have well reached the distance.

b. Of an hotel, etc. : First-class, fashionable,
' crack/ c swell '.

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1872"" 89 He. .frequented
all the fla.sh restaurateurs and boarding-houses. 1841 in Col.
Hawker Diary (1893) II. 210 We then got into Meurice's
flash hotel.

2. Counterfeit, not genuine, sham.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 210 How could'st thou be

so silly, Flash screens to ring for home-spun rope. 1821
Ann. Reg. 193 Passed for the purpose of suppressing the
'Fleet' or 'flash-notes'. 1837 Hood Agric. Distress vit,

'A note', says he..'thou\st took a flash 'nn.' 1863 R. B.
Kimball Was he Successful? xii. 138 The difference between
the real and the flash fashionable.

3. slang. Knowing, wide-awake, 'smart', 'fly*.

181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Half-flash and halflfoolish
. . applied . . to a person, who has a smattering of the cant
language, and . . pretends to a knowledge of life which he
really does not possess. 1818 Sporting Mag. II. 217
Immense sums of money have been lost by the very flashest

of the cognoscenti. 1839 H. Ainswortii /. Shepp,
-to be sure I am, my flash cove!

d\.
replied339 'Awake !

Sheppard.

4. Belonging to, connected with or resembling,

the class of sporting men, csp. the patrons of the
' ring \
i8o3 Sporting Mag. XXX. 126 A sort of flash man upon

the town. 1809 Ibid. XXXIII. 228 Crib, who was backed
by what is termed the flash side. 1823 Byron Juan xi. xvii,

Poor Tom was . . Full flash, all fancy. 1838 Dickens Nich.
Nick, xix, A gentleman with a flushed face and a flash air.

1862 Whvte Melville Inside Bar \v. (ed. 12) 267 After the

departure of the flash butcher. 1880 G. R. Sims Three
Brass Balls xi, One of the flash young gentlemen who haunt
suburban billiard-rooms.

5. Connected with or pertaining to the class of

thieves, tramps, and prostitutes. Chiefly in Comb. r

as flash-case ( = Flash-house), -cove, -crib, -hen.

Also Flash-house, Flash-man.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Flash-ken, a House where
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Thieves use, and are connived at. 17x8 C. Hitciiis Re-
ceivers <$ Thief-Takers 8 A Ken or House frequented by
the Thieves and Thief-Takers, or, in their own dialect,
thoroughly Flash. 1800 Sporting Mag. XVI. 26 Mack and
I called at a flash ken in St. Giles's. 1819 Ibid. V. 122
The flash part of the creation. 1823 Eg an- Grose"s Diet.
Vulg. Tong., Flash Cove or Covess, the master or mistress
of the house. 183a Examiner 684/1 She has been the asso-
ciate of 'flash thieves'. 1839 H. Ainsworth J. Shef>f>ard
I. xi. 322, I know the house .. it's a flash crib. Ibid, III.

xit. 28 I've been to all the flash cases in town.

b. esp. of the language spoken by thieves : Cant,

slang. Also quasi-j^.

A statement made by Dr. Atkin, Country round Man-
chester (1795) 437, that 'flash' language was so called be-
cause spoken by pedlars from a place called Flash near
Macclesfield, is often repeated, but is of no authority.

1746 Narr. Exploits H. Simms in Borrow Zincali (184^)
II. 129 They .. began to talk their Flash Language, which
I did not then understand. 1756 Toldervy Hist. Tivo
Orph. II. 79 Copper learnt flash, and to blow the trumpet.
178a G. Parkkr Hum. Sk. 34 No more like a Kiddy he'll

roll the flash song. 1812 T.H. Vaux Flash Diet. (1819) 173
To speak good flash is to be well versed in cant terms. 1840
Hooo Miss Kilmansegg, Her Misery xviii, His comrades
explain'd in flash. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne
Wks. (Bohn) I. 343 He will .. use flash and street ballads.

1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Brcakf.t. (1891) 257, I used all

the flash words myself just when I pleased.

Hence Fla'shly adv. {slang), in a flash manner

;

handsomely, elegantly. Also, in flash language.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 19 A sort of despondency

fiashly termed fencing. 1857 Song in Ducange Anglicus
Vulg. Tongue 42 Your fogtc you must fiashly tie.

Plash (fla?J";,».l Forms: 4-5 flas(s)(c)he, 6-
flash. [app. of onomatopoeic origin ; with senses
1-2 cf. plash, dash, splash ; the 13th c. variant
Flask has been referred to an alleged OF. *flas-
quer, a supposed older form of Yz.flaquer. "With
sense 4 cf. flap and slash. The use of the word
to express movement of fire or light (branch III),

which is now the most prominent application, has
not been found (unless in one doubtful example)
before the second half of the 16th c. It seems to
have originated in a transferred or extended use of
sense 1 ; the coincidence of the initial sounds with
those oiflame may have helped the development of
sense ; cf. Sw. i\h\.flasa, Eng. din\. flaze, to blaze.]

I. Expressing movement of a liquid.

1. intr. Of the sea, waves, etc. : To rush along the

surface ; to rise and dash, esp. with the tide. Also
with up. In later use with mixture of sense 9.
1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) Ibid. II. 369 pe wawes of be

see Siculus, bat flascheb and wascheb vppon a rokke bat
hatte Scylla. 1577-87 Homnshed Citron. I. 181 h The sea
. .also flashed vp vnto his legs and knees. 1613 W. Browne
Brit, Past. 11. iii, Yet will a many little surges be Flashing
upon the rocke full busily. 1634-5 Brereton Trav (1844)
I. 166 Sometimes the waves flashed into the ship at the
loop-holes at stem. 1727 46 Thomson Summer 601 The
tortured wave .. Now flashes o'er the scattered fragments.
1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle (1859) xvii. 473 The roaring
surf was flashing up over the clumps of green bushes. 1834
AIf.dwin Angler in Wales II. 245 The Tivy .. flashed in

a sheet of foam through the chasm. 1850 Tennvson In
Mem. lxx. 15 The cataract flashing from the bridge, The
breaker breaking on the beach.

T 2. trans. To dash or splash (water) about,
abroad, upon something. Obs. exc. with mixture of
ssnse 11.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 985 Rynse hym with rose
watur warme & feire vppon hym flasche. 1528 Paynel
Salerne Regt'm. H b, The spume [froth of wine] to be
thynne and soone flashed. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii, vi. 42
With his raging armes he rudely flasht The waves about.
1602 Carew Cornwall 266 Somewhat before a tempest if

the sea-water bee flashed with a Sticke or Oare the same
caateth a bright shining Colour. 1611 Cotgr., Gascher, to
da*h, plash, flash (as water in rowing.) 1638 Sir T.
Herbert 'Trav. (ed. 2) 20 The wave flashing upon our
decks . . much salt water. 1813 Scott Rokeby II. vi. 11
Flashing her sparkling waves abroad.

3. trans. To send a ' flash ' or rush of water
down (a river) ; also absol. Also, to send (a boat)
down by a flash.

1791 W. Jessop Rep. Thames fy /sis 20 Every Inch that
can be gained, .will save much time and water in flashing
from above. 1840 Mrs. BrowNiNr. Drama Exile Poems
1889 I. 69 We [earth spirits] . . Flash the river, lift the
palm-tree, The dilated ocean roll. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., s.v. Flashing, The gunboats were flashed over the
falls at Alexandria by means of a wing-dam.

t II. 4. trans. To slash, strike swiftly ; also,

to dash, throw violently down. Obs.
fa 1400 Morte Arth. 4238 The ffelonne with the ffyne

swerde freschely he strykes, The ffelettes of the fferrere
syde he flassches in sondyre. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Far. Luke iv. 35 With much great roaryng flashyng hym
on the grounde.

III. With reference to lire or light.

5. intr. Of fire or light: To break forth suddenly.
Of lightning; To break forth repeatedly, to play.
Of a combustible, a gun, etc. : To give out flame,
or sparks ; to burst into flame. Also with about,

off, out, up, etc.

The first quot. is difficult
; possibly it gives a transferred

use of sense 1. The passage is our only example of branch
J1I before 16th c.

.1400 Destr. Troy 12498 A thoner and a thicke rayne
fc-riiUet in the skewes . . All flasshet in a ffire the firmament
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ouer. 1548 [see Flashing///, a. 1). 1596 Spenser F. Q.
v. v. 8 So did Sir Artegall upon her lay . . That flakes of fire

. .Out of her steely armes were flashing seene. 16x8 Elton
Exp. Rom. vii (1622) 214 They shall feele the flames of
Hell flashing vp in their owne soules. 1650 S. Clarke
Ecct. Hist. (16541 1. 9 The flame vehemently flashed about

;

which was terrible to the beholders. x66x Boyle Phys.
ESss., Salt Petre § 21. 121 The Nitre will immediately take
fire, and flash out into blewish and halituous flames.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest viii, The lightning
began to flash along the chamber. 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt.

(1865) I. in. xi. 206 The gun flashed off", with due outburst,
and almost with due effect, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. xi
Lightning flashed about the summits of the Jungfrau. 1887
Bowen Virg. sEneid 111. 199 From the clouds fire flashes
again and again.

b. Of a hydro-carbon: To give forth vapour at

a temperature at which it will ignite.

1890 Daily Neivs 22 Oct. 5/5 The low temperature at
which both flashed.

c. To flash in the pan : lit. said of a gun,
when the priming powder is kindled without
igniting the charge ; fig. to fail after a showy
effort, to fail to ' go off '.

1687 Settle Reft. Dryden 20 If Cannons were so well
bred in his Metaphor as only to flash in the Pan, I dare lay
an even wager that Mr. Dryden durst venture to Sea. 1741
Compi. Earn. Piece 11. i. 320 It will occasion it oft-times to
flash in the Pan a great while before it goeth off. 179a
Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) I. 377 Their
majesties flashed in the pan yesterday. 1830 Galt Lawrie
T. in. ix. (1849) 114 Flashing in the pan scares ducks. 1852
W. ] kruax A utobiog. IV.xiii. 237 Cannon attempted a joke
which flashed in the pan.

1 6. trans. ? To scorch with a burst of hot
vapour. Obs. ?-are~ x

.

1600 Holland Livy xxvill. xxiii. 685 Others flashed and
halfsenged with the hote steem of the vapour and breath
issuing from the light fire.

7. intr. To emit or reflect light with sudden or

intermittent brilliance ; to gleam. Said also of

the eyes.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest ii, The almost expiring
light flashed faintly upon the walls of the passage. 1820
Shelley Let. to M. Gisborue 281 Like winged stars the fire-

flies flash and glance. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 268
Rapid zigzags, that flashed each like a plate of silver. 1854
Tennyson Charge Eight Brigade iv, Flash'd all their
sabres bare, Flash'd as they turn'd in air. 1857 Holland
Bay Path xviii. 207 Her eyes flashed. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Con<?.{i8j6) II. vii. 26 The prince who had never seen steel

flash in earnest.

8. trans. To emit or convey (light, fire, etc.) in

a sudden flash or flashes. Also with forth, out.
1610 Holland Camden s Brit. 1. 274 They flashen fire

from either hand. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir.
Events 100 Yet ere he thundred by deeds he flasht out
lightning by threats. 1697 Dryden ACneid vm. 39 The
glitt'ring Species .. on the Pavement play, And to the
Cieling flash the glaring Day. 1744 Gray Let. Poems
(*775) '76 If any spark of Wit's delusive ray Break out, and
flash a momentary day. 1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 186
Rift the hills, and roll the waters, flash the lightnings,
weigh the Sun.
transf. and fig. 159a Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 348 But now

her cheeke was pale and by and by It flasht forth fire. 1665
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 179 Who flashes him this
thundring retort, For thy ambition. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott
Napoleon (1855) II. xxi. 397 His eyes flashed fire.

b. To send back as a flash from a mirror; to

reflect. More fully toflash back.

1716 Pope Iliad vm. 54 Of heaven's undrossy gold the
god's array, Refulgent, flash'd intolerable day. 1808 J.
Barlow Columb. v. 201 Then waved his gleamy sword that
flash'd the day. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. i, Their armour ..

Flash'd back again the western blaze.

c. transf. To cause to appear like a flash of

lightning; to send forth swiftly and suddenly.
Also with out. Const. in, into, on or upon.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 32 She . . flashed out such

a blush from her alabaster cheeks that they lookt like the
ruddie gates of the morning. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Traxt.

(ed. 2) 105 His name would flash terrour into the hearts of
his most potent adversaries. 1700 Farquhar Constant
Couple v. iii, Methinks the motto of this sacred pledge
should flash confusion in your guilty face. 1794 Coleridge
Death Chatterton vi, Thy native cot she flash'd upon thy
view. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab in. 145 Red the gaze That
flashes desolation, strong the arm That scatters multitudes.

d. Toflash dead : to strike dead with a flash.

168a Dryden & Lee Duke of Guise iv. iii, This one de-
parting glance shall flash thee dead. 1690 Dryden Don
Seb. 111. 1, Now flash him dead, now crumble him to ashes.

9. intr. To come like a flash of light ; to burst

suddenly into view or perception. Also wither///,
in, out, etc.

1590 Si'enser F. Q. m. ii. 5 Ever and anone the rosy red
Flasht through her face. 1683 Dryden Life Plutarch 1. 118
The arguments . . flash immediately on your imagination, but
leave no durable effect. 1781 Gibbon Z)*r/. <$ F. Il.xxxiv. 281
A martial ardour flashed from the eyes of the warriors.
185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom'sC. xv, A sudden recollection

seemed to flash upon him. 1856 Masson Ess. v. 165 In
1720. .he [Swift 1 again flashed forth as a political luminary.
1861 Thackeray Four Georges iii. (1876) 75 Garrick flashing
in with a story from his theatre. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives
fff Dau. xi. (1867) in Molly's colour flashed into her face.

1874 F. C Burnand My Time viii. 68 It flashed across me
that almost the last name I had heard .. was this identical
one. X879 CasselTs Techn. Educ. III. 186 The picture
flashes out almost instantly.

b. To move like a flash, pass with lightning
speed. Also with cognate obj. To flash its -way.

FLASH.
x8ai Shellev Hellas 956 When desolation flashes o'er

a world destroyed. 1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (1855)
151 The French intellect .. flashes its way into a subject
with the rapidity of lightning. 1859 Kingsley./J//V. (i860)
II. 141 The lurchers flashed like grey snakes after the hare.
1877 Black Green Past. ii. (1878) 11 The swallows dipped
and flashed and circled over the bosom of the lake.

10. To break out into sudden action ; to pass
abruptly into a specified state. Also withforth, out.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iii. 4 Euery howre He flashes into one
grosse crime, or other. 1711 H. Felton Diss. Classics (1713)
8 They flash out sometimes into an irregular Greatness of
Thought. 1859 Tennyson Idylls, Enid 273 Whereat Geraint
flash'd into sudden spleen. z86s G. P. Scrope Volcanos
39 It [water] flashes instantly into steam with explosive
violence. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poetsvii. 189 Athens, .flashed
.. into the full consciousness of her own greatness. 1877
A. H. Green Phys. Geo/. 219 The imprisoned steam flashes

forth in repeated explosions. 1883 Stevenson Treasure
Isl. in, xiv, At this poor Tom flashed out like a hero.

b. Toflash up : to burst into sudden passion or

anger.
i8zz Scott Fam. Let. 25 June (1894^ II. xviii. 143 Though

we do not flash up in an instant like Paddy, our resent-

ments are much more enduring.

11. trans. To cause to flash ; to kindle with a

flash ; to draw or wave (a sword) so as to make
it flash.

163a Lithcow Trav. vm. 375 We eyther shot oft a Har-
quebuse, or else flashed some powder in the Ayre. 1709
Brit. Apollo II. No. 7. 2/2 They will flash ofl" the Gun-
powder. 1801 Southey Thalaba v. xxxvi, Forth he flash'd

his scymetar. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 155 The oil

. . is . . usually flashed ; a few drops of water make it de-
flagrate. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke v. (1876) to Turning
round I had a lantern flashed in my face. 1880 Encycl.
Brit. XI. 325/2 Sometimes a small portion [of gunpowder]
is roughly granulated, and 'flashed' on plates of glass.

*t*b. To illuminate intermittently; transf, to

make resplendent with bright colours. Obs. or

arch.
1607 Rrewer Lingua 1. i, Limming and flashing it with

various Dyes. 1861 Buckle Civiliz. II. 189 The darkened
sky flashed by frequent lightning 1894 E. H. Barker Two
Summers in Guyenne 71 The turf was flashed with splen-

did flowers of the purple orchis.

12. To express, utter, or communicate by a flash

or flashes ; esp. in modern use, to send (a message)
along the wires of a telegraph.

1789 Cowper Ann. Mirab. 55 Then suddenly regain the
prize And flash thanksgivings to the skies ! 18x3 Shelley
Q. Mab v. no The proud rich man's eye Flashing com-
mand. 1847 Tennyson Princ. Prol. 78 Thro' twenty posts
of telegraph They flash'd a saucy message to and fro. 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 459 The cannon .. flashed

their welcome through the darkness. 1888 Burgon Lives
12 Gd. Men II. v. 69 The intelligence was flashed next day
all over England.

13. intr. To make a flash or display, cut a figure,

show off. Also, toflash it {about or away). Now
colloq. or slang.

1607 Shaks. Timon 11, i. 32 A naked gull Which flashes

now a Phoenix. 165s C. B. Stapylton Herodian 115
While they with.Plaies and Sports doe squib and flash.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 1. Hi. 130 Methinks 'tis fine.

.

to Flash in the Face of Danger. 1780 Mrs. Thrale in

Mad. D'Arblay Diary $- Lett. 29 June (1842) I. 409
My master .. jokes Peggy Owen for her want of power to

flash. 1798 O Keefe Fontainblean m. i, Spunging upon
my customers, and flashing it away in their old clothes.

1798 Geraldina I. 46, I nod to him .. whilst he is flashing

the gentleman amongst the girls. 1877 Five Years' Penal
Serv. iii. 220 He flashed it about a good deal for a long
time . . Sometimes he was a lord, at others an earl.

b. slang. To make a great display of, exhibit

ostentatiously, show off, * sport \

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tong.
y
Flask .. to shew osten-

tatiously; to flash one's ivory, to laugh and shew one's

teeth. 1819 Moore Tom Crib's Mem. (ed. 3) 2 His
Lordship, as usual .. is flashing his gab. 183a Examiner
845/1 It was known that the deceased had money, in con-

sequence of flashing his purse about. 1864 Reader 23 Jan.

96 Ladies go to church to exhibit their bonnets, and young
gentlemen to flash their diamond rings.

14. In certain technical uses.

a. Glass- making, intr. Of a blown globe of

glass : To spread out or expand into a sheet. Also
trans, (a) To cause (a globe of glass) to expand

into a sheet
;

{b) To cover (colourless glass) with

a film of coloured glass; to melt (the film) on
or over a sheet of colourless glass.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 581 s.v. Glass-making Few tools

are needed for blowing and flashing crown-glass. 1846 W.
Johnston Bechmann's Invent, ted. 4) I. 135 Plain glass

flashed or coated with a very thin layer of [rose-coloured]

glass. Ibid. 133 Glass-makers used to flash a thin layer of

red over a substratum of plain glass. 1876 Barff Glass fy

Silicates 82 Until at last the softened mass instantaneously

flashes out into a circular sheet. 1883 Proctor in 10/*

Cent. Nov. 882 Not merely flashed with a violet tint, but

the glass itself so tinted.

b. Electric lighting. To make (a carbon fila-

ment) uniform in thickness, by plunging it when
heated into a heavy hydro-carbon gas.

1888 Pall Mall G. 19 July 2/2 We have carried the manu-
facture of our filaments to such perfection tnat although we
do not flash them there are absolutely no inequalities

discoverable.

Hence Flashed ppl. a.

1876 Barff Glass <V Silicates 96 Glass made in this way is

called 'coated ' and sometimes flashed ' glass, 1890 Uhqu-
hart Electric Light ix. (ed. 3) 284 ' Flashed' Filaments.
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Flash (flsef), 0.2 dial. [f. Flash ^.*]
1884 Cheshire Gloss., Flashy to put small sheets of lead

under the slates of a house . . to prevent the rain from
l imning into the joint.

Flash-board, [f. Flash v. 1 + Board sb.] a.

(See quot. 1768.) b. A board set up on edge

upon a mill-dam, when the water is low, to throw
a larger quantity of water into the mill-race.

1768-74 TlM.mil Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 32 The miller of an
overshot mill, .has shoots lying over every one of his wheels,
stopped by flash-boards, at their upper ends. Ibid. Should
an eel wiiggle under any of the flash-boards, this might
give the water a passage without any act of the miller.

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Flash Board. 1868 PEARD
Water-Farm. xv. 158 When . . the connecting canals have
been cut, and the flash-boards erected.

fig. 1822 T. L. Peacock Maid Marian iv, He pulled up
all the flash-boards at once and gave loose to the full

torrent of his indignation.

Flasher (flx-Jai). [f. Flash p.1 + -xb.] One
who or that which flashes.

f 1. One who splashes water. Obs.
1611 Cotgr., Gascheur , .also, a flasher or dasher of water.

1736 Ainsworth, A flasher of water, asp-crsor.

2. Something which emits flashes of light.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies it. iv. 198 They were Spit-Fires,

Thunderers and Flashers.

t 3. One of the attendants on a gaming table

(see quot. ). Obs.

1731 in Malcolm Manners fy Cust. Lond. (1808) 166 A
Flasher, to swear how often the bank has been stripped.

1756 W. Toldf.rvv Hist. Two Orphans I. 68 [He] had
often sate a flasher at M . . d . . g . . n's. 1797 Sporting
Mag. X. 312.

f 4. A person of brilliant appearance or accom-
plishment.

"755 Johnson (citing Dict.\ Flasher, a man of more
appearance of wit than reality. 1779 Mad. D'Arblay
Diary Oct. I. 260 They are reckoned the flashers of the
place, yet everybody laughs at them for their airs. 1780
Ibid. May I. 333 Sir John Harrington . . one of the gayest
writers and flashers of her reign.

5. The workman who ' flashes ' glass (see quot.).

1839 Uhe Diet. A rts 582 s.v. Glass waking He next hands
it to the flasher, who .. wheels it rapidly round opposite
to a powerful flame, till it assumes, .finally [the figure] of a
flat circular table.

6. (See quot.

)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 876/2 Flasher .. a form of
steam-boiler in which small bodies of water are injected

into a heated boiler and flashed into steam.

7. a. ' A name of the lesser butcher-bird : see

Flushed (Ogilvie 1882).

b. A fish ( Lobotes snrinamensis).
1882 Jordan & Gilbert Fishes N. Amer. 555.

Flashful (flwjful), a. rare. [f. Flash sb. +
-FL'L.] Full of flashes.

1890 W. C. Russell Oeean Trag. III. xxxi. 154 The sky
. . Bashful in places with a view of the cross of the southern
hemisphere. 1891 Itlustr. Lond. Neivs 13 June 774/3
A strange, gloomy huddle of discoloured countenances flash-

ful w ith eyes.

Flash-house, [f. Flash a. 3 + House.] A
house frequented by ' flash ' persons (see Flash a.'^

5) ; a resort of thieves ; also, a brothel.

1816 Rep. Committee on Poliee Metrop. 209 Is the flash-

house an assistance to the officer? 1828 Macaulay Ess.,
Itallam (1843) *• x 92 The humours of a gang of footpads,
revelling with their favourite beauties at a flash-house.

Flashily (floe'JUi), adv. [f. Flashy + -ly 2
.]

In a flashy manner
;
gaudily, showily. Also, like

or as a flash.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Flashily* vainly, frothily. 1863
Speke Discov. Site 154 (Farmer) Flashily dressed in coloured
cloths and a turban. 1864 Miss Braddon //. Dunbar v,

He chose no gaudy colours or flashily-cut vestments. 1888

BkYCBi4*r*r, Commw. III. xcix. 392 An ill-omened looking
man, flashily dressed, and rude in demeanour.

Flashiness (flarfinfis), [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being nashy.

+ 1. Want of flavour, insipidity. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva % 461 When you would take away either

their [Artichokes, etc.] Flashiness or Bitterness. 1655
Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 345 What is

Fish, .before Salt correcteth the Flashiness thereof?

fig. a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rliem. N. T. (1618)

481 The flashinesse and unsavourinesse of the allegories.

1769 Public Advertiser 8 June 4/2 The Insipidity and
\ lashiness of Quality-prattle.

2. a. Of speech : Superficial brilliance, b. Of
dress : Gaudiness, showiness.

1709 Brit, Apollo II. No. 9. 2/2 The Flashyness of his

Discourse. 1854 Hawthorns Eng. Note-bks. (1879) I. 163
With some little touch of sailor-like flashiness.

Flashing ^fWjin), vbl. sb.i [f. Flash v. x +
-ing V] The action of the vb. in various senses.

1. A splashing (of water).

1611 Cotgr., Gaschentent. .a flashing, dashing, or plashing,

as of water in rowing. 1727 Bailey vol. II., Flashing..
dashing or spurting as Water, a Spurting.

2. The process of letting down a flash of water

to carry a boat over the shallows of a river.

1791 Rep. Navig, Thames <$• Isis w By removing the

shallows, and continuing the use of Flashing.

3. The bursting out or sending forth of flame or

light.

XS73 Baret Alv. F 617 The Flashing of fire, or lightning,

coruseatio. 165a F. Kirkman Clerio fy Lozia 81 They
began their Flashings and Musique until all were gone. out.

1748 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 218 The sphere of elec-

trical attraction is far beyond the distance of flashing. i83o

Browning Dram. Idylls, Ser. 11. Eehetlos 8 A flashing came
and went.
trans/, and Jig. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage I. v, (1614) 26

So much the greater is their sinne, that seeke to flash out
these flashings. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. (1851) 12 Rome,
from whence was to be expected the furious flashing of

Excommunications. 1676 R. Dixon Nat. Two Test. 282

Mingled with Poetical flashings and ginglings.

4. A rapid movement resembling or producing

a flash of light ; the drawing or waving of a sword
with a flash,

1865 Lecky Ration. (1878) I. 43 The coruscations of the
Aurora are said to have been attributed to the flashings of
their wings. 1886 Sheldon tr. Flaubert's Salammbo 19
Excited by the flashing of the naked swords.

5. techn. a. Glass-making. (See Flash v. 14 a.)

185a Babbage Econ. Manuf. iv. fed. 3) 35 The process for

making window glass, termtd flashing. 1839 Sat. Mag. 23
Feb. 66/1 Flashing, that is, uniting a thin layer of coloured
glass with another layer which is colourless.

b. Electric lighting, (see quot. and Flash v.

14 b.)

1892 Gloss. Electr. Terms in Lightning 3 Mar. Suppl.,

Flashing, (a) Of a dynamo machine. Abnormally long
sparks sometimes seen at the commutator of a dynamo.
(b) A process for rendering the filaments of incandescent
lamps of uniform resistance throughout.

6. attrib. and Comb., n.sflashing-furnace ; flash-

ing-board, a sloping board at the bottom of a door
or casement to keep off the rain; flashing-point,

the temperature at which the vapour given off from

an oil or hydrocarbon will ' flash ' or ignite.

1852 Burn Nav. § Mil. Techn. Did. in Eng.-Fr., Flashing
board, rcverseau. 1839 UitE Diet. Arts 5S0 (Glass-making)
There are . . several subsidiary furnaces to a crown-house .

.

3. a flashing furnace, and bottoming hole for communicating
a softening heat. 1878 lire's Diet. Arts IV. 570 The flashing-

point was proved to have been abnormally high.

Flashing (nVJirj', vbl. sb 2 [f. Flash v. 2
;

cf. Flash sb.*] concr. (See quot. 1874.)
1782 Phil. Trans. LXXII. 359 At its junction with the

wall a flashing of lead is carried along horizontally. 1842
in Gwilt Encycl. Archit. § 2214. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech. I. 876/2 Flashing, (a^ A lap-joint used in sheet-metal

roofing, where the edges of the sheets meet on a projecting

edge, (b) A strip of lead leading the drip of a wall into

a gutter.

Flashing 'flx-
i ir)),f>/

,l.a. [f. Flash v.i + -ing-.]

1. That flashes, in various senses of the vb.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. fas. iii. 5 Wherof cometh
that horrible and broade flasshing flame of fyre? 1616

J. Lane Cont. Sor's. T. xi. 330 His horse was of a sangine
color redd, so weare his flasshinge plumes aloft his head.

1727-46 Thomson Summer 382 Fast, fast they plunge amid
the flashing wave. 1835 I.vtton Rieuzi 1. iii, Before the

flashing eye and menacing gesture of the cavalier.

b. trans/. zrndflg.

1613 Hif.ron Trial/ 0/ Adopt. Wks. 1624 I. 315 Imagina-
tion and fancy may breed a certaine flashing ioy, but there

is no perpetuity, no setlednesse of reioycing. 1654 Z. Cokf.
Logick Ded. (1657) A v b, Scorched with flashing zeal. 1826

Disraeli Viv. Grey v. xii, Her lovely face was crimsoned
with her flashing blood. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 93
Again and again she beholds the flashing beauty of the

beloved.

C. Flashing light (in a lighthouse, etc.). Flash-

ing signals', signals made with flashes of light.

1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 30 Flashing Light on Hogsten
..It is Fixed, with a Flash once every three minutes. 1863

Colomb in jrnl. R. United Service instil. VII. 386 We
then agreed that . . a system of flashing signals was prac-

ticable.

2. Comb., asflashing-eyed adj.

1880 Miss Broughton Sec. Th. in. iv, ' You are ruining the

child !
' cries Gillian, still flashing-eyed and panting.

Hence Flashingly adv., in a flashing manner.
1891 Illustr. Lond. A'ews 21 Nov. 658/3 They rain dash-

ingly, a visible brilliance.

Flashly adv. : see Flash a.z

Flash-man. (Also as two words.) [Flash
a.-'1] a. One who is ' flash.' or knowing ; a com-
panion of thieves ; a bully, a ' fancy-man '. b. A
sporting man; a patron of the 'ring'; a 'swell'.

a. 1789 G. Parker Lifers Painter 141 A flash-man is a
fellow that lives upon the hackneyed prostitution of an
unfortunate woman of the town. 1833 Marrvat P. Simple
(1863) 235 A large mob . . vowing vengeance on us for our
treatment of their flash man. 1859 H. Kingsley G. ffamlyn
v, ' You're playing a dangerous game, my flash man.'
b. 181a Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 21 The display of flash-

men, from the Peer on the coach-box, to the most gentle-

manly-looking pick-pocket, was very complete. 1819 Moork
Tom Crib's Mem. 55 Shouts and yells From Trojan Flash-
men and Sicilian Swells Fill'd the wide heav'n.

Flaslimoiiger. [f. as prec + Monger.]
One who uses the ' flash' language.
1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 395 A little crib, as

the fishmongers would call it.

Flashness [fixjnes). [f. Flash a. 2 and 3 +
-NESS.] The quality or state of being flash.

1 1. a. Of the stomach : Weakness, b. Of reason-

ing : Insipid, flavourless character ; superficiality.

156a Turner Baths 8 b, They are good for the lousnes and
flashnes of the stomack. 1604 T. Wright Passions v. iv. 184
The acutenesse in the other [plausible persuasions] will allay
their flashnesse and render them pleasant.

2. a. Gaudiness. b. Affectation of flash* ways.

See Flash a.3 1.

1885 Runciman Skippers rj- S/i. 2C0 All the tawdry flash-

ness of the place. 188S Boldrewood Robbery under Arms
xvi. (1890) 109 'Through Starlight's cussed flashness and
carryin's on in fine company.'

Flashy (flcojl), a. [f. Flash sb 2 and v. + -t '.

Association with Flash a. 2 and 3 has probably
affected some of the senses.]

f 1. Throwing up water, splashing. Obs.
i583STANYHURST--7('«£/jii.(Arb.)59 Not so great a ruffling

the nuer strong flasshye reteyneth. 1611 Cotgr., Gaschcnx,
flashie, piashie, washie, dashing, bespatllng.

2. ,&. Over-moist, watery, frothy, fb. Insipid,

tasteless, vapid.
i6»5 Bacon Ess., Studies (Arb.^ 11 Distilled IJookes, are

like common distilled Waters, Flashy tilings. 1658 Evelyn
Fr. Card. 198 The other [turnips] being soft, flashy, and
insipid. 1669 Worlioge Syst. Agric.(itQi) 41 The taste of
them is more sweet and flashy than Groats made of common
Oats. 170J W. J. Bruyns Voy. Zer-ant xx\. 94 They
[artichokes] eat not so flashy as when they are Poyled after

our Way. 1743 Lond. <y Country Brew, iv. (ed. 2} 329 It is

nut the first flashy, frothy Yeast. 1771 Ann. Reg. 107/1
The young grass which springs in consequence of a flood,

is of so flashy a nature that it occasions this common com-
plaint. 1847 Hali.iwell, Flashy ..loose, unstable, as un-
bound grass ; insipid.

fc. fig. Of persons and immaterial things:

Trifling, destitute of solidity or purpose ; void of
meaning, trashy. Obs.
*597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. Postscr., It can yeeld nothing but a

flashy and loose conceyt to the judgement. 1637 Milton
Lycidas 122 Their lean and flashie songs. 1647 Trait
Coium. Epistles 146 Their mirth is frothy and flashy, sucli
as smooths the brow, but fils not the brest. 1679 Shadwell
True li'idc^v^i They are a company of flashy, frothy Fellows.

'745 J.Mason Self-Knowl. in. vt. (1853) 202 To read Froth
and Trifles all our Life, is the way always to retain a flashy
and juvenile Turn.

3. Giving off Hashes, shining by flashes
;

glitter-

ing, sparkling, brilliant, lit. andy7^>. Also, lasting

only for a flash, transitory, momentary.
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. x.xiii. xii. 239 Flashie

Hgbtenings. 1630 Prynne God No Impostor 13 Reprobates
haue oft times many sodaine, transitory, and flashy ioyes.
1682 New News from Bedlam 28 My (.lullick Tongue, and
my rare fla-4iy Wit, Shall make the Whigs and all the Tories
split Themselves with laughing. a 1711 KiiN liymnotheo
l'oet.Wks. 1721 III. 119, I soon felt my flashy Goodness fade.

1741 Richakdson i'awela(i742) III. 343 So flashy and tran-

sient a Glare. 1780 Mad. D'Arblay/Vary Apr., She was very
flashy, and talked away all the evening. 1784 C. Bi/RNEY
Let. 16 Jan. in F. Uurney Early Diary 11889' 'I- 3 r 7i 1 nad
a good flashey evening. 1819 H. Busk V'estriad iv. 35
One ruby glitter'd like the flashy Mars. 1816 Scott Jml.
29 Mar., A fine, flashy, disagreeable day; snow-clouds
sweeping past among sunshine. 1840 Macaulay Life <y

Lett. (1883) II. 8i, I will try to make as interesting an
article, though I fear not so flashy, as that on Give. 1884
Manch. Exam. 11 Sept. 5/1 He looks beyond the momentary
triumphs of a flashy and adventurous policy.

b. In depreciative sens^*, chiefly of speech, a
speaker, or writer : Superficially bright ; brilliant,

but shallow ; cheaply attractive.

a 1690 G. Fox Jrnl. Life, etc I. 108 An high Notionist,

and a flashy Man. 1739 Cibbkr Apol. v. 107 The false,

flashy Pretender to Wit. 1823 De QoiNCEY Lett. Educ. v.

(i860) 97 The secondhand report of a flashy rhetorician.

1835 Browning Paracelsus 129 Patient merit Obscured
awhile by flashy tricks. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 295,

1

As stories, these were cheap and flashy.

f4. Excited, impulsive, eager. Obs.
163a Vicars Virgil xi. 366 The ladie ..With light-heeld

flashy haste the horse o'retook. 1767 Bust! Hibernia Cur.
(1769) 22 By that time he has discharged his five or six

bottles, he will get a little flashy, perhaps. 1781 P. Beckforh
Hunting xlx. 244, I have seen hounds so flashy, that they
would break away from the huntsman as soon as they saw a
cover.

5. Showy, fine-looking
;
gaudy, glaring.

1801 Gadrielli Myst. Husb. III. 255 They then got into

their carriage, a mighty flashy one, to my mind. 1805
Wellington in Gurw. Disp. 14 Jan., The equipment which
I propose, .although not so flashy, would he more useful.

1829 Cunningham Brit. Paint. I. 31 People naturally fond
of flashy colours. 1856 Lever Martins ofCro* M. 315 The
splendour of a very flashy silk waistcoat.

6. Of persons: Given to show, fond of cutting

a dash, "swellish ' ; also, vain and conceited.

1687 Congreve Old Bach. 1. iv, Young termagant flashy

sinners, a 1704 T. Brown Pleas. Epist. Wks. 1730 1. 109 Those
flashy fellows, your Covent Garden poets. 1787 G. Coi.man
Inkle ^ Yarico 11. i, A young flashy Englishman will some-
times carry a whole fortune on his back. 1850 Hawthorne
Amer. Note-bks. (1883) 375 Veteran topers, flashy young
men, visitors from the country.

7. Comb., asflashy-looking ad].

185a Earp Gold Col. Australia 72 That flashy-looking

man in a tandem was transported for bank robbery. 1880

Marc. Lonsdale Sister Doravux 209 A flashy-looking man,
with conspicuous rings and watch-chain.

t Flask, ^. l Obs, [var. of Flash sb.^] =
Flash sbA i.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxliiti]. 7 Noght turne bou pi face fra

me, And to falland in flask like sal I be. 147" Mem. Ripon
(Surtees) III. 2-43 Set respondet de 2s. de annuo redditu

exeunte de uno clauso vocato Flask infra territorium de
Northstanley.

Flask (flask\ sb.2 Forms: 1 flasce, flaxe, 6-7

flaske, 7 flasque, 6- flask. [A word found in

nearly all the Teut. and Rom, langs. ; whether

adopted from late L. into Teut., or conversely, is

undetermined. The earliest known examples are

iu Latin ; three different declensional forms appear
37-2
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in med.L., and all of them are represented in the

Rom. langs. (i) In Gregory's Dialogues cboo

(II. xviii ; cf. I. ix) the form fiasco, flascotum

(whence It. fiascone, F. flacon : see Flagon) de-

notes a wooden vessel, apparently a small keg in-

tended to be carried by pedestrians and to contain

a supply of wine to be consumed on a journey ; it

is there stated to be a word belonging to the

vulgar speech. In later use the word appears as

a synonym of butticula, Bottle, and applied to

a vessel either of wood, leather, metal, earthenware

or glass. The Greek transl. of Gregory's Dialogues,

believed to be of the 8th c., has <p\aoiciov, which

is frequent in Byzantine writers of the loth c. (2)

In the 7th c. Isidore {Etyni. xx. vi. 5 2) gives the

form fiasca, which he regards as a derivative of

Gr. iptaKr], stating that fiasca; were originally made
for carrying and storing phialie (? shallow drinking

cups), though afterwards used to contain wine ;
the

form survives in It. fiasca, OF. fiache, fiasche,

fiaske,fiasque (the last of these survived till 16th c,

and in the sense ' powder-flask ' to a later period).

(3) The form fiascus is given in Du Cange, but is

prob. only a latinized form of It. fiasco, which may
represent med.L. fiasco (nom.) ;

equivalent forms

are Sp. fiasco, fiasco, l'g. fiasco.

The word occurs in all the Tent, langs. exc. Goth.,

and always as wk. fern. : OE. fiasce, more usually

flaxe, OHG. fiasca (MHG. vlasche, also vlesche

"with the vowel change normal in some dialects

before sell ; mod. tier, fiasche), MDu. fiassclie,

fiessclie (mod.Du. flescK) ; ON.flaska is doubtful,

as it has only been found in the nicknames flosku-

skegg, flfsku-bakr, explained by Vigf. as ' bottle-

beard', ' botile-back' ; Icel., Svr.fiaska, T>sl.flaske

may be from Ger. In the mod. continental Teut.

langs. it is the ordinary word for bottle ; in OHG.
it had the same wider sense as in OE. (see 1 below).

The OE. word, which would normally have be-

come 'flash in mod.E., appears not to have sur-

vived into ME. In 16th c. the F. flasque was

adopted in the sense powder-flask 'the wider sense

being then already antiquated in FrA The older

Fr. sense, a bottle, first appears in Eng. about

1 700 ; whence it was adopted is not clear, but as

the word is chiefly associated with Italian wine

and oil, it may most naturally be regarded as from

the It. fiasco, the etymological identity of which

with the already existing Eng. word would be

readily perceived.

Scholars who regard the word as of Rom. origin usually

accept the view of Diez, that Jlasco is for *vlasco, a meta-

thesis of "vault), from L, vasculum. This is satisfactory

with regard to meaning (St. Gregory describes as vascula

lignea what he says were vulgarly called Jlascones). and

involves no insuperable difficulty with regard to form, though

the phonetic process supposed has no precise parallel in any

known instance ; for approximately similar phenomena,

such nsfiaba from fabu/a, see Diez. The early occurrence

of the typesflascam,Jlasconem, and the absence of the type

jlascum in early use, are somewhat unfavourable to this

hypothesis. The assumption that the word is of Teut. origin

is chronologically legitimate, and presents no difficulty exc.

the absence of any satisfactory etymology. A connexion

with Flat a. would be phonetically probable, but there is

no evidence that the sb. originally meant a flat vessel. From
Teut. the word has been adopted into many other langs. :

I,app jlasko, lasho, Hung, palaczk, Polish flasza, Czech

Jlaie.)

+ 1. In OE. : A vessel of wood, skin, or other

material, for carrying liquor. Obs.

Prob. not widely current in OE. ; it occurs chiefly as a

rendering of the cognate L. word, which in some glossaries

is rendered by bulrue.
rtOooWERFERTH Gregory's Dial. II. xviii, Twa treowene

fatu wines fulle 5a syndon on folcisc flaxan xehatene [orig.

qitxvulgojlasconesvocantur]. fiooo Ags.Gosp. Mark xiv. 14

Sum man berende sume waeterflaxan [Vulg. lagenam aqux\
nooo jElfric Colloa. in Wr.-WOlcker 97 Ic bicxe hydaand
fell, .and wyrce of him .. flaxan.

2. A case of leather or metal (formerly often of

horn) carried by soldiers or sportsmen to hold gun-

powder. Now usually powder-flask.
[The fig. quot. from Donne is referred by Latham to a sup-

posed sense ' quiver '. The Cent. Diet, omits the quot. , but

gives the sense 'a quiver, a set of arrows in a quiver',

quoting iprob. from Nares) a misprinted version of a passage

from Fairfax, q.v. in Flash sb.3]

1549 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 348 Flaskes, cviij;

louche boxes, c. 1598 Barret 1'hcor. Warres 111. i. 34 To
charge his peece, either with his flask or bandelier._ 1630

R. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 217 Every souldier is able

to make . . his owne Flaske and Touch-box. 1634 T. John-

son farcy's Chirurg. 11. (1678) 273 His Guard had his

F'lasque full of Gunpowder set on fire. 1865 Dougai.l

Shooting (ed. 2) 66 The most pleasant flask to handle is that

covered with leather.

fig. 1611-5 Br-. Hail Contempt. O. T. xx. ix, This sul-

phurous flaske [ Rabshakeh], therefore, dyes in his own smoke.

/11631 Donne St. Lucie's Day Wks. (Grosart) II. 203 The
sun is spent, and now his flasks Send forth light squlbbs, no

constant rayes.

b. (See quot.) 1 Obs.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) F iij, Powder-flasks,

292

or flasks charged with gun-powder and fitted with a fuse,

are . . provided . . to be thrown upon the enemy's deck.

8. A bottle, usually of glass, of spheroidal or

bulbous shape, with a long narrow neck ; applied

esp. to the bottles of this form, protected by a

covering of wicker-work or plaited grass, etc. in

which wines and olive oil are exported from Italy

(also more fully Florence flask) ; a similar vessel

for use in a laboratory. In verse sometimes used

loosely for ' bottle '. Also, the contents or capacity

of a flask.

1693 Soltherne Maid's Last Prayer 11. i, A drop of oil

left in a flask of wine. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 535 A Flask

of Wine which holds 3 quarts will cost 18 Stivers. 1701

De Foe True-born Eng. 11. 60 They toss the flask. 1705-30

S. Gale in Bibl. Topog. Brit. III. 33 We. .were entertained

with several flasks of excellent Florence. X708 W. King
Cookery iv, Then for the Bourdeaux you may freely ask

;

But the Champaigne is to each man his flask. 1816 J.

Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art II. 12 Having fitted a brass

cap . . to the mouth of a thin bottle, or Florence flask.

1841 W. Spalding Italy A> //. /si. II. 42 In many graves

earthen flasks. 184a Tennyson A udlcy Crt. 26 A flask of

cider from his father's vats. 1878 Huxi.FV Physiogr. 40 To
boil water in a glass vessel, such as a Florence flask. l88»

OcinA Maremma I. 191 Had some black bread and a flask

of water.

+ b. A definite quantity of liquid (see quot.\

a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Flasque . . also a Pottle or

five Pints and half, that quantity, formerly of Florence, now
of any Wine.

c. A bottle of glass or metal, somewhat flat in

shape and of size suitable to be carried in the

pocket, intended to contain a supply of wine or

other beverage for use on a journey; usually fur-

nished with a screw-top, and (when made of glass)

encased in leather for protection.

1814 Scott Win), xlv, 'You shall have it', answered ..

Waverley . . giving him some drink from his flask, i860

Tvndall Glac. 1. xi. 80 Our brandy flasks were also nearly

exhausted. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xx, A pocket-flask

of sherry.

d. (See quot.)

187a Raymond Statist. Mines A> Mining 16 Which claimed

to have a capacity for delivering 4,000 flasks per month.

1881 — Mining Gloss., Plash, an iron bottle in which quick-

silver is sent to market. It contains 764 pounds.

4. Founding. A frame or box used to hold a portion

of the mould for casting. [I'erh. a distinct word.]

1697 Evfi.yn Numism. vi. 214 Medals . . counterfeited by

casting off in the Flask, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cren;

Flasque, a Bottle of Sand, bound about with Iron, into

which the melted Metal is by Coyners and others poured.

185a 61 Archil. Pubt. Soe. Diet, s.v., Plash, a term used by

ironfounders to express the iron or wood frame intended to

receive the sand which forms the upper or the movable part

of the mould.

6. s.w. dial. A kind of basket (see quot.l.

[In Welsh jfflasg; cf. Flasket (Welsh j^n.rffvi'), from which

this may possibly be a back-formation. Cf. however the

use of OF. Jlache for a certain measure of capacity for

T>C<1^ CtC 1

1888 El worthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Flask, the large

oval basket used for linen by all washerwomen. 1891 Daily

Neios is May 7/2 A 'flask' containing either a turkey or

a goose.

6. atlrib. and Comb., zsfiask-case, -glass, -shaped;

also, flask-leather, a fastening for a powder-

flask ; flask-shell, a mollusc whose shell is flask-

1709 I.end.-Caz. No. 457^/4 Her Majesty hath been

graciously pleased . . to Grant unto Jane Tasker .
.
the sole

working and making of *Flask.Cascs, and covering and

casing with Flags, Rushes and Straw, "Flask glasses now

used in England, in imitation of those which come from

Florence, during the space of fourteen Years. 1598 Barret

Theor. Warres m. i. 34 With his. ."Flask-leather upon the

right thigh. 183s* Todd Cyel. Anal. I. 43/2 The cirrigrada

have . . a large ^flask shaped stomach. 1868 Wood Homes
without H. v. 105 A common British species, the "Flask

Shell {Ga.tlroch.rua modiolina) is notable for its habit of

boring through various shells.

t Flask, sb.3 Obs. Also 7 flasque. [ad. Fr.

flasque one of the cheeks of a gun-carriage, var. of

fiaque plank, beam, perh. of Teut. origin ;
cf. Ger.

fiach level, flat. In 16th c.fianque (app. = 'side

piece,' i.fianc Flank **.l) occurs in the same

sense.] The bed in a gun-carriage.

1578 Inv. R. Wardrobe ff Jtivel-ho. (1815)258 Ane flask

of elme for ane moyane. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. C rew,

Flasque . . a Carriage for Ordinance. i7ai-i8oo Bailey,

Flash, a lied in the Carriage of a Piece of Ordnance.

t Flask, v.' Obs. In 3 flaskien, vlasken.

[See Flash v.]

1. trans. To splash, sprinkle ; = Flash v. 2.

a 1115 Alter. R. 314 Heo vlaskeS water beron. Ibid., And
?if dust of lihte bouhtes windeS up to swuoe, flaskie teares

on ham.

2. To cause to wave or flutter, to flap.

1565 Golding Ovid's Mel. n. 14 The weather flaskt and

whisked vp her garmentes lieing slacke. Ibid. vi. 886 Boreas

gan To flaske his wings, with wauing of the which he raysed

than So great a gale.

Flask (flask), v? [f. Flask sb.-'] trans, t a.

To protect as a flask is protected, b. To put

into a flask.

1707 Curios, in Husb. f, Card. 212, I put at the bottom of

a Vessel the Ozier that flask'd a Glass Bottle. 1855 Brown-

ing Popularity xii, There s the extract, flasked and fine.

FLAT.

TFla'Bker, sb. Obs.- 1
[f. as prec. + •«».]

(See quot.)
1816 Chron. in Ann. Re?. 133 The smugglers, or, as they

are styled from the manner of conveying the whisky,

Flaskers . . They entered a house and deposited their laden

flasks.

t Flasker (floe-skar), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Ono-

matopoeic, with frequentative suffix common in

vbs. expressing agitated motion ; cf. Flask v. ]

]

L intr. To flap about (as a fish) ; to flutter (as

a bird' ; to flounder.

1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. vii. § 5 (1689'' 76 Hale

him not too near the top of the Water, lest by flaskering he

break your Line, c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane.

Dialect Wks. (1775) 29 Deawn coom I .. i'th Wetur ..on

flaskert int' eh geete how'd on o Sawgh. 1888 Sheffield

Gloss., Flasker, to struggle, to flutter as a bird does its wings.

2. trans. To smother, stifle ; also, to bewilder.

1818 R. Wilbraham Cheshire Gloss., Flasker, to choke,

or stifle; a person lying in the mud and unable to extricate

himself, is said to be flaskered. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., ' For

goodness sake, childer, howd yer din, aw'm fair flaskert

wi' th' nize.'

Flasket (fltvsket). Also 5-7 flaskett, 6 -it.

[a. Of.fiasquet (northern form oiflachet), dim. of

flasque, fiache, Flask sb?
Sense 1 appears to be unknown in Fr. ; Welsh has

ffiasged in same sense, doubtless adopted from Eng. (cf.

Flask sb. 3 5). In sense 2 the earlier form is Flacket.]

1. ' A long shallow basket ' (J.).

1460-65 Ckurchw. Ace. St. Andrew's, Easlcheap in Brit.

Mag. XXXI. 395 Item for a baskett to put in the Juellys.

.

and for iij Flasketts. 1596 Spenser I'rotlml. 26 'lhey

gathered flowers to fill their flasket. 1664 Evelyn Sylva

(1776) 254 The Osier likewise yields more limber and

flexible twigs for baskets, flaskets, &c. 1700PARNELL Battle

Frogs >f Mice I. 54 In vain the circled Loaves attempt to

lie Conceal'd in Flaskets. 1770 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 210

The Fauns thro' ev'ry furrow shoot To load their flaskets

with the fruit, a 1849 J. C. M.angan Poems (1859) 66

A fisher with his teeming flasket. 1881 Miss Yonge Lads

q Lasses La'igley iv. 147 There was a great flasket, which

they carried between them, each holding one handle.

trans/. 1756-66 Amory ?. Buncle (1825) III. 79 His belly

as a vast flasket of garbage projected monstrously before.

b. A similar article made of metal.

1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict, in Heaven 85 Bring,

bring, ye Graces, all your silver flaskets. 1715 tr. Mad.
D'Anos Whs. 416 Precious Stones, Laces, Ribbands, all

in large Flaskets of Filagreen Gold. 17*5 Pope Odyss. x.

420 The silver stands with golden flaskets grae'd.

c. So much as is contained in a flasket.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 For a flasket of sope. iiii. d.

d. dial. ' A shallow washing tub' (Halliwell).

1814 Pegge Suppl. to Grose, h lasket, an oval tub with two

handles, used in washing. York. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.,

Flasket, an oblong or oval-shaped tub used in washing

clothes.

2. A small flask.

1577 Kenton Gold. Epist. 30 Dauid was a theefe when

he conueyed the.. flasket of water from the beds head of

Saule. 1583 Wills <y Inv. N.C. (Surtees i860) 74 Thre

glasse flasketts 3/. 1634 Malory's Arthur vm. xxiv, 1 hey

. .saw a little flasket [1485 flacked] of gold stand by them.

1891 A. Lang in Longm. Mag. Aug. 444 And then he takes

his flasket out, And drinks a rousing cup.

f Fla-skisable, a. Obs. [ad. OF. flcchisable

(also s\ieltfiacisable), l.ficchir to bend.] Pliable,

inconstant, changeable.

1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. vi. (1513) Divh, They be so

flaskysable Who trusteth them shal fyndethemful vnstable.

1430 — Bochas iv. xv. (1554) 116 Fortune of kynd is so

flaskisable. .... „ ,

Flasklet (fltrsklt't). rare. A little flask.

1861 T. A. Ttollope Marietta II. xv. 272 Flasklets..

ensconced in a. .cupboard.

fPla-sky, a. Obs. rare
-

'. [? f. Flask rf.i +
- Y l.l ? Belonging to a ' flask ' or muddy pool.

1575 R. B. Appins I, Virginia E, Then flasky feends of

Limbo Lake his ghoste do so turmoyle That he have neede

of Carons helpe, for all his filthy toyle.

Flasque (flask). Her. [a. F. flasque] A
bearing similar to a flanch, but occupjing a

smaller part of the field (see Flanch sb>).

The heraldic use is not recorded in F., but in the sense

' cheek of a gun-carriage ' (see Flask sb?) it was a synonym

ofJtanqne, which had also a heraldic sense= i lanch sb.'

1561 Leigh Armory 121 The fielde Or,ij. Flasques Azure.

1610 Guillim Heraldry II. vi. (1611) 63 A flasque is an

ordinary consisting of one arch line drawne somewhat

distant from the corners of the chiefe and meanely swelling

by degrees until you come towards the nuddest of the

BTscocheon, and from thence again decreasing with a like

comely discent unto the sinister base points. 17H-1800 in

Bailey, Flask. 1864 Boutf.ll Heraldry Hist. «, fop. vn.

32 Flasques or Voiders..are formed by two curved lines,

and are always borne in pairs. 187. Rlskin Eagle s N.

S 235 The Flasque, a space of colour terminated by a curved

line on each flank of the shield.

+ Flat, sb.* Obs. [a. OF. fiat.] A blow, buffet.

ri3*o Sir Bones 3432 I>e king of Scotlonde, wib is bat

A 5af him swiche a sori flat Vpon be helm, c 1330 Arth.

>, Merl. 4010 Ther com the king Gvinbat, And gafGueheres

swiche a flat.

Flat (flret), sb. 2 [Alteration of Flet, influenced

by Flat a. and sb.3 The word was until recently

peculiar to Scotland, where the original form sur-

vived into the present century.]

1. A floor or storey in a house.

1801 A. Ranken Hist. France I. 442 The houses con-

sisted of several flats or stories lB»7 Ann. Reg. 143 A
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tenement, consisting of three fiats. 1861 Morning Post
27 Nov., The numerous family .. in the fourth flat. 1887
Times 27 Aug. 11/3 A fire broke out in a flat of the mill.

2. A suite of rooms on one floor, forming a com-
plete residence. First, second, etc. flat : a suite on

the first, second, etc. floor.

1824 Scott Redgauntlet v, We chose to imitate some of
the conveniences, .of an English dwelling-house, instead of
living piled up above each other in flats. 1845 Mrs. John-
stone Edin. Tales I. 267/2 That comfortable, airy, roomy,
first-flat, consisting of dining-room, parlour, three bed-

rooms. 1887 Miss Braddon Like <y Unlike II. iv.
t
The

rents of these flats seem to be extortionate.

3. atirib. and Comb., as flat-house, -law, flat-
builder, -diveller, -holder.

1889 Pall Mall G. 21 May 6/3 The cunning way in which
the flats are planned deserves study by all *flat-builders.

1894 Daily News 4 Jan. 4/7 *Flat-dwellers and Hygiene.
1894 Westm. Gaz. 10 Feb. 2/2 The defencelessness of the
'flat-holder has been found out. 1884 Times (weekly ed.)
12 Sept 14/1 Enormous ' *fiat ' houses, 1894 Westm. Gaz.
10 Feb. 2/2 She will settle a question of *flat-law.

Flat (flaet), a., adv., andsb.z Forms: 5-7 flatte,

(9 dial.) flatt, 4- flat. [a. ON. flair (Sw. flat,

Da.flad) =OHG./<7£:-OTeut. *flaio-. Cf. Flet.
No certain cognates are known ; connexion with OAryan

*Plat-, piatk- tGr. jrAa7i»s, Skr. prthti, broad) is plausible

with regard to the sense (cf. F. flat flat, believed to be
ultimately from ttAiitvs), but the representation of OAryan
/ or tk by Teut. / (exc. when reduced from tt after a long
vowel) is anomalous. The synonymous Ger.flach is uncon-
nected.]

A. adj.

I. Literal senses.

1. Horizontally level ; 'without inclination. Of
a seam of coal : Lying in its original plane of de-

position ; not tilted.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7326 He felle to be flat erthe. c 1440
Prom. Pan'. 164/1 Flatt, bassus vel planus. 1605 Shaks.
Lear 111. ii. 7 Thou all-shaking Thunder, Strike flat the

thicke Rotundity o' th' world. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

35 Houses .. flat a-top. 1634 Milton Comas 375 Though
sun and moon Were in the flat sea sunk. 1669 Sturmv
Mariner's Mag. VII, v. 6 As the common flat Mariners
Compass doth divide the Horizon. 1805 Forsyth Beauties
Scott. I. 268 The strata near the Esk are termed flat seams
of coal. 1842-76 Gwilt Archit. § 1903 g, In India .. all

buildings of any importance have flat roofs, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. ix. 62, I reached the flat summit of the rock. 1879
Harlan Eyesight ix. 133 A flat desk promotes a stooping
position.

b. Arch. Flat arch (see quots.).

1715 I.EONt Palladia's Archit. 1. xxiv, Arches., flat (those

are call'd so, which are but a Section of a Circle). Ibid. 1.

xxv, Certain Arches are tuni'd over the Cornices of Doors
and Windows, which Workmen call Flat-Arches, to prevent
the Doors and Windows from being press'd with too much
weight, 176a H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1765)
I. v. 114 This Saxon style begins to be defined by flat and
roundarches. 187a Shipley Gloss. Eccles. Terms, Flatarch.
Anarch in which the sides of the voussoirs are cut so as

to support each other, but their ends form a straight line

top and bottom.

2. Spread out, stretched or lying at full length

{esp. on the ground) ; rare, exc. in predicative use

(often quasi-advb.) with fall, fling, lay, lie, etc.

a. Chiefly of a person : Prostrate ; with the

body at full length. + Also in phr. aflatfall.
c 1320 Sir /Seizes 1040 A felde him flat to giounde. 1399

Langl. Rich. Redetes It. 183 [The birds] ffell with her
ffetheris fflat vppon be erthe. .and mercy be-sougte. .1440
Jacob's Well 23 Sche.. flatt on be ground cryed : 'god.,
haue mercy on me !

' c 1450 Holland Howlat 838 The
folk.-Flang him flat in the fyre. 1535 Coverdale Isa.

xlix. 23 They shal fall before the with their faces flat vpon
the earth. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 16, I'le fall flat, Per-
chance he will not minde me. 1621 Lady M. Wroth
Urania 138 None parting from him without flat falles, or

apparant losse of honour. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 56
Thus a great wound is called a scratch ; a flat fall, a foile.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. xiv. 293 He laid me flat

on the ground. 1716 Adv. Copt. R. Boyle 290, I order'd

every Man.. to lye flat upon their Bellies till we had
received the Fire of the Enemy. 1856 Kane Arct. ExpL
I. xxx- 411 The hunter is flat and motionless. 1860-1

Flo. Nightingale Nursing 33, I have seen a patient fall

flat on the ground who was standing when his nurse came
into the room. 1891 R. Kipling Tales from Hills 186

That night a big wind blew. , the tents flat.

b. Of a building or city : Level with the ground;

also, levelled, overthrown*
1560 Bible (Genev.) Josh. \i. 20. The wall fell downe

flat. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 111. i. 204 This is the way to lay the

Citie flat. 1666 South Scrm. Consecr. Bp. Rochester Serin.

(1737) I. v. 166 That Christ-Church stands so high above
ground, and that the church of Westminster lies not fiat

upon it, is [etc.]. 1671 Milton P.R. iv. 363 What ruins

kingdoms, and lays cities flat.

Jig. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. iv. 23 To fortifie her iudge-

ment, which else an easie battery might lay flat.

c. Of things usually more or less erect or

elevated.

1671 Milton P. R. 11. 223 Cease to admire, and all her

Plumes Fall flat.

Jig. 1671 Niltox Satnson 596, I feel. .My hopes all flat.

1684 T. HocKiN God's Decrees 333 To raise our expecta-

tions of happiness high, and then to have them fall flat

and low.

fd. Of a plant: Creeping, trailing on the ground.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxxxvt. 127 Verbenaca su/ina.. in

English Base or flat Veruayne.

e. Lying in close apposition; with its whole

length or surface in contact irrespectively of posi-

tion. Naul. Of a sail : Flat aback or aft (see

quot. 1815) : said also of the vessel.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosnwgr. Glasse 86 Placing my
Instrument flat on th' earth. 1581 Maplet Diall Destinie
66 In theyr coursing they [Hares] apply their eares fast

and flat to their backes. 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 138
Spreading your Net on the Ground smooth and flat. 1715
Desaguliers Fires Impr. 131 When it is open, it may
be flat to the Chimney. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1789) s.v. Aback, Lay all flat Aback. 1796 Withering
Brit. Plants IV. 76 Saucers dark green, lying flat on the

leaves. 1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Uurney), Flat aft
is the situation of the sails when their surfaces are pressed
aft against the mast by the force of the wind. 1840 R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast, vi, We found the vessel hove flat aback.

1885 H. J. Stonor in Law Times LXXX. 1 19/1 The ladder

was standing flat against the side wall.

f. Paper-making. Packed without folding.

1890 Jacobi Printing x.xxi. 249 A ream, may be either
' flat ',

' folded ', or ' lapped *.

g. Of the hand : Extended, not clenched.

1847 Tennyson Princ. ir. 345 The child Push'd her flat

hand against his face and laugh 'd. 1859 — Enid 1565
The brute Earl .. unknightly, with flat hand, However
lightly, smote her on the cheek.

3. Without curvature or projection of surface.

a. Of land, the face of the country : Plain,

level; not hilly or undulating.

c i44o[see i). 1553 Brends Q. Curtius iv. 49, A Nacion .

.

inhabiting vpon a flat shore. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 63
Thy .. flat Medes thetchd with Stouer, them [Sheepe] to

keepe. 1673 Temple Obset-:'. Uuiled Prov. Wks 1731 I. 44
The whole Province of Holland is generally flat. 1748 Relat.

Earthq. Lima 2 This Town was built on a low flat Point

of Land, 1838 Murray's liand-bk. N. Germ. 71 High dykes
. .protect the fiat country from inundations. 1859 Jephson
Brittany xn. 202 The country became more and more flat.

b. Of a surface: Without curvature, indentation,

or protuberance ; plane, level.

1551 T. Wilson Logike 11580^ 37 When the! se the ground
beaten flat roundabout. 1559 Cunningham Cosnwgr. Glasse

47 As touchyng your opinion, that th' Earth is flat, I will

prove it to be rounde. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicho-
lay's Voy. iv. xxxvi. 159 b, Not any carved images of saints

. .but on flat pictures painted. 163a I.miaow Trav. VI. 262

The flat face of the Rocke. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 268
That makes the Moulding flatter, this more circular. 1812 6

J. Smith. Panorama Sc.
<jf-
Art I. 32 To grind one surface

perfectly flat, it is. .necessary to grind three at the same
time. 18x4 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 179 The flat

face to which the blocks are ground. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Chest, Jiat. A chest which has lost its rounded front.

c. Of the face or nose.
1:1400 Vwaine fy Gaw. 259 His face was ful brade &

fiat. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Lev. xxi. 18 A man.. that hath
a flat nose. 1607 Shaks. Timon IV. iii. 158 Downe with
the Nose, Downe with it flat, take the Bridge quite away.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 325 Their Faces are oval, their Fore-

heads flat. 1829 Lytton Devercux 11. iii, A very flat, ill-

favoured countenance. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 281

Their noses are broad and flat at top.

f d. Flat numbers : those corresponding to plane

surfaces, i.e. numbers composed of two factors.

1557 Recorde Whetst. C iij, Superficial! nombers, or
Flatte nombers.

e. Flat side (e.g. of a sword) : opposed to the

edge. Also to turn (a sxvord) flat.
a 1440- .SVV Eglam. 1240 Syr Egyllamowre turnyd hys

swerde fia«. 17Z7 W. Snelgrave Guinea <y Slave Trade
(1734) 236 Lifted up his broad Sword, and gave me a Blow
on the Shoulder with the flat side of it. 183a G. R. Porter
Porcelain <y Gl. 226 The flat side.. is to be turned towards

the observer. 1835 I.ytton Rienzi 1. iii, Touching the

smith with the flat side of his sword.

f. Having little projection from the adjacent

surface. Kaiely const, to.

1728 Pope Dune. 11. 43 With perf flat eyes she windowed well

its head. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. V. xiv. v. 201 It can
now be discovered, .by any eyes, however flat to the head.

4. transf. in Painting. Without appearance of

relief or projection. Flat lint : one of uniform

depth or shade.

1755 Johnson, Flat, without relief, without prominence of
the figures. 1821 Craig Led. Draivingn. 95 Throwing every
mass of shadow into a flat tint. ibid. iii. 153 The pictures

..were in their general appearance, fiat, insipid, and un-
interesting. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paints 18 The impossi-
bility of spreading a flat tint on the vellum. 1879 Casseli's

Ttrchtt. Educ. III. 186 Pictures... flat, and deficient in light

and shade, or brilliance.

5. WT

ith additional notion : Having a broad level

surface and little thickness. Of a foot : Touching
the ground with the whole surface; but little

arched.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 29 S*rue hem in almost flatte.

1530 Pai.sgh. 312/2 Flatte as a thyng is that is brode.
1577-S7 Harrison England m. iii. (1878) m. 224 Of fishes..

I find fiue sorts the flat, [etc.]. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 58
Flat wheate is. .bearded and bordered with very rough and
sharpe ailes, wherein consisteth the difference. 1613-39
I. Jones in Leoni Palladio s- Archit. (1742) II. 44 Those
great Pilasters in the Angle of the inside of the Temple are

too flat. 1631 Lithgow Trav. vi. 247 They weare on their

headsflafiiound Caps. 1697 Dampier Voy* I- 49 The Booby is

a Water-fowl . . her Feet are fiat like a Ducks Feet, a 17a!
Keill Maupertuis' Diss. (1734) 65 These conjectures con-
cerning flat Stars .. are rather the stronger. 1769 Mrs.
Raffald Eng. Housckpr. (1778) 303 To collar Flat Ribs of
Beef. 1840 Lardner Geom. 34 This ruler consists of a flat

piece of wood with a straight edge. 1859-74 Tennyson
Vivien 348 May this hard earth cleave..and close again,
and nip me flat, If I be such a traitress. 1888 Lockwood's
Diet. Mech. Eng., Flat File.. is either a tapered or a

parallel file. 1882 Quain Anat. (ed. 9) I. 8 Tabular or flat

bones, like the scapula, ilium, and the bones forming the
roof and sides of the skull.

T b. Of false dice : Broad and thin. Obs.
< 1550 Dice-Play A j b, A bale of flatte synke deuxis..
A bale of flat cater trees. 1711 Pucklf. Club 30 Flats.

Note, Dice flatter than they are long, to throw Trays and
Quaters.

C. Of a blade, as opposed to ' three-edged *.

d. Phrases : flat as a flawn, flounder, pancake
(see those sbs.).

e. Of a vessel : Wide and shallow.

1471 Bury Wills (Camden) 242, I peluem laton voc' a flat

basyn. 1492 Ibid. 75 My flatte gylte cuppe. 1533 Will cj
C. Bedford in Weaver Wells Wills 27 John Bys the

yongcr a fflat cuppe of sylver. 1552 Hilokt, Flatte bole
for wine, ecpatala. 1611 Bible /.e7'. ii. 5 A meate offering

baken in a panne [marg. on a flat plate],

II. Senses of figurative origin.

6. Unrelieved by conditions or qualifications

;

absolute, downright, unqualified, plain; peremp-
tory. Now chiefly ofa denial, contradiction, etc., and
in Shaksperian phrases, flat blasphemy, burglary.
1551 T. Wilson Logike (1567161a, The aunswerer must

still vse flatte deniyng. 1577 Norn imujooke Dicing (1843)
121 Whosoeuer t.iketb and keepeth the mony of another.

.

sheweth himself a flat theefe. 1586 B. Young Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. IV. 183 If I would tel you a flat lie, I wold say
no. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.)
II. 248 Why, Sir, to be flat with you, you Hue by your
legges. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for Meas^u. ii. 131 That in

the Captaine's but a chollericke word, Which in the souldier

is flat biasphemie. 1611 Beaum. & Fl, King «y No King
iv. iii, This is my flat opinion, which 111 die in. 1614 Bp.
Hall Recoil. Treat. 864 Who knowes not, that S. Homer,
and S. Virgil are flat for it? 1641 Milton Ck. Govt. 1.(1851)

23 His Son Constantius prov'd a flat Arian. 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. N. 'P. 1 Cor. vii. 12, 13 I bring you not this as a
flat command of Christ, but as my best Advice. 1699 1!i:nt-

lf.v Phal. 304 A piece of flat Nonsense. 1713 Swift Apollo
outwitted vii, She gave no flat denial. 1788 T. Jeffkkson
Writ. (1859) II. 551 In flat contradiction to their Arret of
December last. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. I. 97 He claimed
to be put in possession . . but met with a flat refusal. 1871
Morlf.y Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 163 A flat impostor. 1891 R.
Kipling Tales from Hills 212 It's flat, flagrant disobe-

dience !

b. In the conclusive expression, That's flat (a)

formerly = that's the absolute, undeniable truth
;

(/') a defiant expression of one's final resolve or

determination.
1588 Shaks. /,. L: L. 111. 1. 102 The Boy hath sek! him

a bargaine, a Goose, that's flat. 1596 — 1 Hen. Il\ iv. ii.

43. 1665 Sun'. Aff. Netherl. 120 Its the greatest Bogg of
Europe, .that's fiat. 1716 Addison Drummer 1. i, I'll give

Madam warning, that's flat. 1852 Smedifv /.. A rundel i.

15 ' I won't, then, that's flat', exclaimed Rachel.

C. Of a calm : Complete, 'dead
1

.

1651 HowELL Venice 119 The wind, .became, .a flat calm.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 415 It fell flat calm. 1880 Lady
Bkassey Sunshine <y Storm 34 Half an hour later it was
a flat (.aim.

7. Wanting in points of attraction and interest
;

prosaic, dull, uninteresting, lifeless, monotonous,
insipid. Sometimes with allusion to sense to.

a. of composition, discourse, a joke, etc. Also

of a person with reference to his composition, con-

versation, etc.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden^ 20 Mi over flat and
homeli kind of writing. 1656 Bi\ Hall Occas. Med. (1851)

63 They have proved .. poor and flat in all other subjects.

1662 Pepys Diary n May, A dull, flat Presbiter preached.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 124 p 2 We should complain of
many flat Expressions. 1712 W. Rogers Voy. Introd. 16

Such strange Stories, as make the Voyages of those who
come after . . to look flat and insipid. 1806-7 J- Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vil. xxx, The longest story of
the flattest proser that ever droned. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t.

Ser, II. x. (1869) 204 The flattest thing of yours they can
find. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 31 A rather flat

treatment of trite themes. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neighb. xtii. (18781 254 1 am rather a fiat teller of stories.

1889 County x. in Cor/thill Mag. Mar., He is always appre-

ciative of the flattest joke.

b. of one's circumstances, surroundings, etc.

1602 Shaks. Ham. \. ii. 133 How weary, stale, flat, and
vnprofitable Seemes to me all the vses of this world. 1706
Atterbury F'uneratSerm. 8 All Earthly Satisfactions must
nteds . . grow flat and unsavory. 1798 Coleridge Feats in

Solitude 67 How flat and wearisome they feel their trade.

1848 Mrs. Gaskei.l M. Barton xvii, It seems so flat to be
left behind. 1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 25 It seemed
to strike me much less than when I first saw it, as all is flat

now.

c. Tofallflat (said of a composition, discourse,

etc.) : to prove unattractive, uninteresting, or in-

effective ; to fail in exciting applause or approval.
1841 Macaulay W. Hastings (1880' 654 The best written

defence must have fallen flat, i860 Dickens Lett. (t88o)

II. 125 All my news falls flat. 1885 C. L. Pirkis Lady
Lovelace II. xxv. 80 The haranguing .. fell as flat as the

reasoning.

8. Deficient in sense or mental vigour; stupid,

dull, slow-witted.

1599 Shaks. Hen, V, Prol. 9 Pa/don, Gentles all: The
flat vnraysed Spirits, that hath dar'd . . to bring forth So
great an Obiect. 1601 Sir J. Ogle Parlie at Osttnd in Sir

F. Vere Comm. 158 Nor do I believe that, .any of you judge
me so fiat, or so stupid, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 132

No dull Idolater was ere so flat I n Things of deep and solid

Weight. 1878 Seeley J>"/«« I. 312, I look for nothing from
empty, slow, flat people.



FLAT.

9. Wanting in energy and spirit ; lifeless, dull.

Also, out of spirits, low, dejected, depressed.
160a Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 31 You must not thinke That

we are made of stufle, so flat, and dull, That, [etc.). 1642
Dk. Newcastle Let. in Life (18861 330 The town will not
admit of me .. so I am very flat and out of countenance
here. < i63o Beveridge Serin. (1729) I. 37 Lest he should
grow flat in his devotions. 1801 Med. Jmt. V. 324 Her
spirits were dull and flat. 1805 Lamb Lett. (i888j I. 213,
I am now calm, hut sadly taken down and flat. 1844 Alb.
Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury xxiii. (1886) 71 The audience ..

not witnessing any situation half so comic as the one they
had just seen, were proportionately flat.

b. Of trade, etc.: Depressed, dull, inactive.
1831 Lincoln Herald 30 Dec. 1 The trade for 1 arley is

exceedingly flat. 1894 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Feu. 123/2
Tallow trade, flat, but prices unchanged. 1894 Daily
News 1 June 3/5 A flat market for maize.

10. Of drink, etc. : That has lost its flavour or
sharpness ; dead, insipid, stale.

1607 Hevwood Woman kilde Epil., The wine.. drunk too
flat. 16x6 Bacon Sylva § 367 Spirit of Wine burned ..

tasteth nothing so hot in the Mouth .. but flat and dead.
1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 49 Fruit . . to the Tongue inelegant
and flat. 177a Priestley in Phil. Trans. LX1I. 154 When
. . cyder is become flat or dead. i85i Geo. Eliot Silas M.
20 Tankards sending forth a scent of flat ale.

11. Of sound, a resonant instrument, a voice : Not
clear and sharp; dead, dull.

16*6 Bacon Sylva § 154 If. .you stop the Holes ofa Hawkes
Bell, it will make no Ring, but a flat noise, or Rattle, a 1663
Sanderson in Treat. Dav. Ps. cl. 5 The cymbal will be flat,

it will have no life or spirit in it. 1718 Prior Pleasure
501 Too flat I thought this voice, and that too shrill. 1831
Brewster Nat. Magic \\. (18331217 The ..variety of sounds
. . produced by the report of his fowling-piece. Sometimes
they are flat and prolonged, at other times short and
sharp.

b. Music. Of a note or singer : Relatively low
in pitch ; below the regular or true pitch. />',D

f
E,

etc. flat: a semitone lower than ]J, D, E, etc. Of
an interval or scale : = Minor.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. \. ii. 93 Now you are too flat

;

And marre the concord, with too harsh a descant. 1597
MORLEV Introd. Mm. 3, b . . signifying the halfe note and
flatt singing. 1609 Doulano Ornith. Microl. 15 To singy^t
in a flat Scale. 1613 Drumm, ok Hawth. Poems 144 Like
Arions Harpe Now delicately flat, now sweetly sharp. 1674
Plavford Skill Mus. 11. 95 A flat Third lower, is C fa ut.

1678 Phillips s. v. Cliff, The B-ClifT . . being only to shew
when Notes are to be sung flat. 1691 Ray Creation 204
Cartilages and Muscles to contract or dilate it [the wind-
pipe] as we would have our Voice Flat or Sharp. 1773
Barrincton in Phil, 'Trans. LXIII. 270 The flat third is

Elaintive. 1874 Helps Sac. Press, iii. 46 For the sixth time
e hears C flat instead of C sharp played. 1875 Ouseley
Harmony v. 67 All the fifths in tuning keyed instruments,
are tuned a little flatter than perfection.

c. quasi-flafe.

Mod. She has a tendency to sing flat.

12. Gram, f a. Of an accent, a syllable : Un-
stressed.

1589 Puttf.nham Eng. Poesie II. xiii. (Arb.) 135 [Re] being
the first sillable, passing obscurely away with a flat accent
is short.

_
i6iz Brinsley Pas. Parts (1669) 94 Every Noun

Substantive Commune increasing flat or short in the Geni-
tive case, is the Masculine Gender. What mean you by
this, to increase flat ? A. To have the last syllable but one
pressed down flat in the pronouncing.

b. Of a consonant : Voiced, i.e. uttered with
vibration of the vocal chords, eg. b, cl, v

}
etc., as

opposed to breath, e.g./, /,/, etc.

1874 R. Morris Hist. Eng. Cram. § 54 B and d, &c. are
said to be soft or flat, while p and t, &c. are called hard or
sharp consonants.

13. Stock-exchange (Z/.S.) Stock is said to be
borrowed flat, when the lender allows no interest

on the money he takes as security for it {Cent, and
Standard Diets.).

14. Comb.
a. In parasynthetic adjs., as flat-backed, -billed,

-breasted, -browed, -chested, -crowned, -decked,

-ended, -faced, -floored, -handled, -heeled, -hoofed,

-mouthed, -pointed, -ribbed, -roofed, -soled, -stemmed,
-surfaced, -toothed, -topped, ~visaged.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. ix. 183/1 *Flat Backed, when

it [Grey-Hound] is even between the neck, and spaces. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m.xix. 154 *Flat-bild birds. 1688

J. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 990 All Flat-bill'd Birds
that groped for their Meat. 1667 N. Fairfax ibid. II. 548
This Woman was as *flat-breasted as a Man. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist viii, A snub-nosed, * flat-browed .. boy. 1771
Smollett H. Clinker Wks. 1806 VI. 63 She is . . awkward,
*flat-chested, and stooping. 1664 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist.
Soc.) II. 8 For a new hat *flat-croun'd js. 6ti. 1884 J. Col-
borne Hicks Pasha 97 A *flat-decked vessel. 1859 Handbk.
Turning 97 A fine *flat-ended tool. 1859 Helps Friends
in C. Ser. 11. 1 1, viii. 143 The Sea. .a melancholy *flat-faced
thing. i867SMYTH.S"«//<>r'WK<W-&t. 304*Flat-floored boats.
1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1059/4 *Flat-handled Silver Spoons.
1725 De Foe I'oy. round World (1840) 267 Shoes •flat-
heeled. 1697 Land. Gaz. No. 3301/4 A. .punch Horse. .*flat

Hoofed. .,11400 Morte Arth. 1088 "Fflatt mowthede as
a fluke. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II,*Flat-pointed Nails,
1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1908/4 One Dark brown Gelding .. a
little *flat Ribb'd. 1688 R. Holme Armoury n. ix. 185/2
Flat Ribbed, is when the both side Ribbs [of a Grey- Hound]
cling and are near to gather. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. III. 391
Their houses are *flat-roofled. 1847 Disraeli Tancredw,
xii, Flat-roofed villages nestle amid groves of mulberry trees.

1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 377 Their shooes
are low and *flat-soal'd. 1849 James Woodman ix, The .

.

tread of the abbess in her flat-soled sandal. 1861 Miss Pkatt

294

Floiver. PI. VI. 89 * Flat-stemmed Meadow grass. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I. 193 Place a "flat-surfaced bottle
empty on its side. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1769-1 III. p The
fossil tooth of. . some "flat-toothed fish. 1862 Ansted Channel
1st. I. ii. (ed. 2)32 The southern islet is. /flat-topped. 1774
Curtis in Phil. Train. I.XIV. 383 They are *flat-visaged.

b. With pr. pple. forming arlj , as flat-lying.
1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 284 Low flat-lying

land.

15. Special comb., as flat-arch (see 1 b) ; flat-

back, (9) (see qnot. 1888) ;
(b) slang, a bed bug

(Farmer)
; f flat-bean, a name for some species of

Lupinus; flat-bedded a. (Geo/.), having a naturally
plane cleavage ; flat-bill, a name for certain birds
having broad, flat bills, e. g. a bird of the genus
riatyrhymhus ; flat-body (Enlom.), the name of
a moth ; flat candle, a candle used in a flat-candle-

stick ; flat candlestick, one with a broad stand and
short stem; a bedroom-candlestick; flat-car (U.S.),
' a railroad-car consisting of a platform without sides

or top ; a platform-car' (Cent. Did.) ; flat chisel,
a smoothing chisel ; flat-crown (Arch.) = Corona
4 ; flat-feet (see quot." ; flat-hammer, 'the hammer
first used by the gold-beater in swaging out a pile

of quartiers or pieces of gold ribbon' (Knight);

f flat-house, ?a sheriff's office, a roofed shed for

impounded animals ; flat impression (Printing),
scejlat-pitll

; + flat-lap, a term describing a par-
ticular posture of the leaves of a plant (see quot. N

;

flat-lead, sheet lead ; flat move (slang: seequot.);
flat nail (see quol), flat-orchil, a kind of lichen,

Roaella fusiformis, used as a dye (Ogilvie 18 . .)

;

t flat-piece, a shallow drinking-cup ; flat pliers,

pliers having the holding pan or jaws flat ; flat-

pressing (see quot.) ; flat pull Printing (see

quot.) ; flat race, a race over clear and level

ground, as opposed to hurdle-racing or steeple-

chasing; whence flat-racer, -racing', flat-rail, 'a
railroad rail consisting of a simple flat bar spiked
to a longitudinal sleeper' (Knight) ; flat rod (see

quot.) ; flat-roof v. trans., to cover with a flat

roof; flat rope (see quots.); flat seam A'aut. (see

quot."; flat-sheets //. (a) Mining (see quots.);

(b) Gcol. and Mining, ' thin beds, flat veins, or
blanket veins or deposits of some mineral usually
different from the adjacent layers; often contact-

deposits' (Standard Diet.'); flat-square a., of a
file: one whose section is a rectangle; flat-stone
(a) a kind of stone which cleaves into thin slabs;

(b) (see quot. 1847); flat-tool (a), 'a turning
chisel which cuts on both sides and on the end,
which is square ' (Knight) ; (b) an elongated conical
tool used in seal-engraving for bringing ribbons
or monograms to a flat surface (Cent. Diet.);

flat-top (Cf.S.), a name for Vernonia novebora-
censis; flat-ware, 'plates, dishes, saucers and the
like, collectively, as distinguished from hollow-
ware' (Cent. Diet.); flat-work, (a) Mining (see

quot. 1851); (b) a piece of material of any kind
wrought into a flat shape ; flat-worm (Zool.), an
animal of the class riatyhelmintha. Also Flat-
boat, -BOTTOM, -CAP, -FISH, -FOOT, HEAD, etc.

1888 Addy Sheffield Gloss., *Flat-back, a common knife
with its back filed down after it is put together. 1597
Gekaroe Herbal 1042 Of the "flat Beane called Lupine.
1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden ccxii. 333 Some call them
[Lupines] Flat-beans. 1793 Smeaton Edyslone L. § 221 No
quarries affording "flat bedded stones having occurred, i860
Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 17 The *nat-biil uttered his plaintive
wail. 1819 Samouki.le Entomol. Compend. 443 Tinea ap-
plana, the common *Flat-body. i860 J. Curtis Farm Insects

411 The. .Flat-body Moth. 1836-9 DlCKEMsAt. Boz,Scenes
xv. (1892) 125 The flaring *flat candle with the long snuff.

1493 Bury //7/7r(i85o)8i Another "flatt candelstykeof laton.

1859 Dickens Haunted Ho. v. 22 A bedroom candlestick
and candle, or a flat candlestick and candle—put it which
way you like. 1881 Chicago Times 18 June, Demolishing a
couple of "flat-cars. 16B8 R. Holme Armoury in. viii.

359/ 1 The third is termed a Chissel, or a *Flat Chissel.

1881 Young Every man his envn Mechanic § 568 The flat

chisel .. is used for smoothing the work, or taking off the
remaining wood that was left by the gouge. 1704J. Harris
Lex. Techn. I. s. v. Corona, The *Flat-Crown, is . . a par-
ticular Member in the Dorick Gate, .it hath six times more
Breadth than Projecture. 1873 Slang Diet,, *Flat-feet, the
battalion companies in the Foot Guards. 1698 S. Sewaix
Diary 9 Mar. (1878) I. 472 Our Horses are broke out of
themselves, or else are taken out of the stable. .Sent presently
to their "flat-house, but hear nothing of them. 1706 Ibid.

25 Mar. (18791 II. 157 Surpris'd the Sheriff and his Men at

the Flat-house. 1890 Jacobi Printing xxi. 185 Pull three
or four good sound flat impressions, with not too much ink.

1671 Grew Auat. Plants 1. iv. § 16 Where the Leaves are
not so thick set, as to stand in the Bow-Lap, there we have
the Plicature, or the "Flat-Lap. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash
Diet. s. v., Any attempt or project that miscarries, or any
act of folly or mismanagement in human affairs is said to be
a'ftat move. 1:1850 A'udim. Navig. (Weale) 135 *Flal nails
are small sharp.pointed nails, with flat thin heads. 1422-3
Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 92 Item j. "flatpece argenti. 1530
Palsgr. 220/2 Flatte pece, tasse. 1535 Coverdale i Kings
vii. 50 Flat peces, charges, basens. i88x Young Every
man his (nun Mechanic § 275 A pair of *flat pliers, of the
ordinary kind. 1881 Porcelain Whs. Worcester 21 The
manufacture of plates and dishes is called "Flat Pressing.

FLAT.

1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc, *Flal pull (or impression), a
simple proof without under or overlaying. 1848 Thackeray
Bk. Snobs xv, Sporting Snohs . . who . . rode "flat races.
1886 Earl of Suffolk, etc. Racing (Badm. Libr.) i. 37A few *flat-racers have come over Ifrom Ireland] to us.
Ibid., Steeple-chasing ii. 289 As a rule, *flat-racing is a bad
preparation for the jumper. 1800 Daily News 17 Feb. 3/5
When the flat-racing season begins, i860 lire's Diet. Arts
(ed. 5) II. 226 *Flat rods in mining, a series of rods for
communicating motion from the engine, horizontally, to the
pumps or other machinery in a distant shaft. 1717 Tabor
in Phil. Trans. XXX. 562 The Grecians us'd to cover or
*Flat-roof their Houses with these [tessellated) Pavements.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 878/2 Some *flat ropes, for
mining-shafts, are made by sewing together a number of
ropes, making a wide, flat band. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk., *Flat-seam, the two edges or selvedges of canvas laid
over each other and sewed down. 1869 R. B. Smyth Gold-
Jields Victoria 611 * Flat-sheets, sheet iron flooring at the
brace and in the plats and junction of drives to facilitate the
turning and management of trucks. 1892 Northumbld.
Gloss., Flat sheets, smooth iron plates laid over an even
floor at a pit bank, on which the tubs are run to be emptied
or returned to the cage. 1831 J. Holland Mann/. Metal I.

299 The files are *flat square. 1677 Plot Oxfordsk. iv. § 31.

77 The Houses are covered, for the most part in Oxford-
shire (not with tiles) but 'flat-stone. 1847 Halhwell, Flat-
stone, a measure of iron-stone. 1853 O. Byrne Artisan's
Handbk. 28 *Flat tools for turning hard wood, ivory, and
steel. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Iron Weed, a plant,
called in the North-eastern States *Flat Top. 1653 Man-
loyf. Lead-Mines 264 Roof-works, *Flat-works, Pipe-works.
1686 Plot Stajfordsh. ix. § 7. 335 In hammering of this flat-

work they beat the plates first one by one. 1851 Tapping
Gloss, to Manlove, Flat Work, a mining term descriptive of
a species of lead mine, so called from its form, which is

broad, spreading horizontally, not without inclination.

B. adv. (Cf. A. 2, in many examples of which
the word admits of being taken as adv.)

jl. By horizontal measurement. Obs.
1663 GtRBiER Counsel 82 Fret seelings. .the workmanship

only at five shillings a yard, measured flat.

2. Downright, absolutely, positively, plainly

;

entirely, fully, quite. Cf. Dead adv. 2. Now rare.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 33/2 As for Gerrot it diflfer-

eth flat from Girald. a 1591 R. Greenham Serm. i. (1599)
08 They that are thus borne again .. cannot fall flat away
by sin. 1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven 246, I am flat of your
minde. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 114 The Iron of a Plane
is said to be set Rank, when its edge stands so flat below
the Sole of the Plane, that, .it will take off a thick shaving.

1770 Jenner Placid Man II. 117 Sir Harry contradicted
him flat. 1784 Back Barham Downs II. 242 That wild
thing, Peggy, told me, flat and plain, if I did so again, she
would pull it off. 1859 Bartlktt Diet. Amer., Flat broke,
utterly bankrupt, entirely out of money.

1 3. Directly, exactly. With respect to the
quarter of the heavens : Due. Flat against : lit.

andyf^-. directly contrary to. Cf. Dead adv. 3.

1531 Tindale Exp. John (1537) 28 When the Sonne is

flat sowth. 1538 Leland Itin. IV*. 54 Then Porte Crokerton
flat Est. 156a Cooper Atisw. Priv. Masse 80 b, Christes
wordes and institution is so flat agaynste you, as you [etc. J.

J653-4 Whitelocke Jrnl. Swed. Emb. (1772) I. 123 The
wind continued flatt and high against Whitelocke's course.

4. [7ositjflatdoivn\ plump on the ground.
1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom'sC. xxviii, Sitting flat down

on the floor.

C. absol. and sb.Z

1. absol. (quasi-j<$.) That which is flat. On the

flat: on paper or canvas; on a smooth surface, as

opposed to in relief From theflat: from a paint-

ing or drawing on paper, canvas, etc. (opposed to

from the round),
1862 J. C. Robinson Hal. Sculpt. 60 Luca. .simultaneously

with his enamelled terra-cotta sculptures, also practised
painting . . on the flat. 1884 CasselFs Fain. Mag. Mar.
216/1 Occupied in shading in chalk from the flat. 1885
G. Allen Babylon v, To model a composition in relief from
an engraving on the flat.

b. The flat surface or portion (of anything) ;

esp. the broad surface (of a blade) as opposed to

the edge ; also, the inside of the open hand, etc.

Sometimes treated as a lb. admitting of a plural, as ' with
theJlats of their swords

'
; hwxflat is more usual.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 899 (927) Beth rather to hym
cause of flat than egge. 1470-65 Malory Arthur xvi. viii,

Syre Bors . . gafe hym grete strokes with the flatte of his

swerd vpon the vysage. 16*6 Bacon Sylva § 145 The Strings
of a ..Violl .. doe giue a far greater Sound, by reason of
the Knot, and Board, and Concaue vndemeath, than if

there were nothing but onely the Flat of a Board. 1671'

Grew Anal. Plantsi. i. § 16 This Cuticle is not only spread
upon the Convex of the Lobes, but also on their Flats,

where they are contiguous. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I.

iv. 69 On the flat of the green, . I resolved to pitch my tent.

1737 W. Snelgrave Guinea $ Stave Trade (1734) 258 He
gave me a slight blow on the Shoulder, with the flat of his

Cutlace. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 77 An island, .like

the flat of a plate turned bottom up. 1816 Keatinge Trav.
(1817)11.264 The breast, loins, flat of the neck. 1818 Scott
F. M. Perth iii, Striking the flat of his hand against that

which the armourer expanded towards him. 1833 Regul.
Instr. Cavahy 1. 47 The flat of the thigh to the saddle.

1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xlvi, Here's old Bill Barley on
the flat of his back. 1885 Manch. Exam. 23 June 5/3 The
military.. cleared the piazza with the flats of their swords.

0. Level country. \n Horse-racing: level ground

without hedges or ditches; cf. flat'-race', also, the

level piece of turf at the end of some race-courses.

Hence gen. The race-course.

1836 J. Wilson A'oet. Ambr.Wks. 1855 1. 180 Sic a., body
. . could never ha* been bred or born on the flat. 1847

G. H. H. Oufiiant Law cone. Horses, etc. App. 278 A. K



PLAT.

Across the Flat i M. 2 Fur. 24 Yds. 1877 Ouida Puck ix,

Your young lordling spends all his .. time on the 'flat'.

1886 Earl op Suffolk, etc Racing (Badm. Libr.) 273 In
steeple-chases, hurdle races, and on the flat. 1892 J. Kent
Racing Life C. Bentinck ii. 48 He will win .. unless a crow
flies down his throat as he comes across the flat.

2. A horizontal plane ; a level as opposed to

a slope. + On the flat of: on the level or plane
of. f Of a flat ; on the same flat', on the same
level or plane.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, r. v. § 5. 24 No perfect discouerie
can bee made vppon a flatte, or a leuell. 1607 Chapman
Bnssy i€ Ambois Plays 1873 II. 3 They move with equall
feet on thesame flat. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 805 It were
good to trie that Exposing of Flesh or Fish both .

.

some height aboue the Earth, and vpon the Flat of the
Earth. 1636 Massingf.r Bash/. Lover m. i, It was not in

The power of fortune to remove me from The flat I firmly
stood on. 1650 Trapp Claris III. 17 The cloud levelled
mountains, raised vallies, and laid all of a flat; that is ..

made all plain. 1791 Bentham Panopt. 1. 155 A declivity
is. .preferable by far to a dead flat. 182a T. Strangewavs
Mosquito Shore 28 This high eminence has a flat at top of
about 1500 acres.

b. Sometimes opposed to fall.
1645 Fuller Good Ph. in Bad 'P. (1841^ 68 Either on the

flat of an ordinary temper, or in the fallof an extraordinary
temptation. 1887 Ruskin Prxtcrita II. ii. 60 Some three
inches of fall to a foot of flat.

t c. A geometrical plane, irrespective of position

;

an even surface.

1624 Wotton Archil. 11. 83 It comes neere an Artificiall
Miracle ; to make diuerse distinct Eminences appeare vpon
a Flat, by force of Shadowes. 1659 Moxon Putor Astron.
y. d686> 137 A Plain in Dyalling is that Flat whereon a Dyal
is Described. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulkfy .Selv. 69 Whatsoever
moves as much in a flat as it can for the earths rim, we
reckon [etc.]

f d. A plane figure. Ohs. rare.

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 175 Those Superficial Figures
called Like Flats . . are such . . as bear a certain Proportion
in their Sides unto each other.

3. Building, a. The horizontal part of a roof,

usually covered with lead.

1842 Brande Diet. Sc. etc., Plat, that part in the covering
of a house, of lead or other metal which is laid horizontal.
1855 Act 18-19 Vict. c. 122 § 17 Fifteen inches above the
highest part of any flat or gutter.

f b. A landing on a stair-case ; also, the ' tread

'

of a stair.

1730 A. Gordon Mafei's Amphith. 290 A Stair of 20
Steps, interrupted by a Flat. 1793 Smeaton Pdystone I,.

§ 88 There was but one flat or tread of a step above the
center of the house.

4. Mining, a. A horizontal bed or stratum of
coal, stone, etc. ; a horizontal vein of metal, or
a lateral extension of a vein.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., The Flat always lies on that
Side of the Vein which Faces the Water. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 108 The quarry-men . . cross-cut the large
flats, which are laid bare. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,
Plat, a horizontal vein or ore-deposit auxiliary to a main
vein; also any horizontal portion of a vein elsewhere not
horizontal. 1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal Mining, Flats, sub-
terraneous beds or sheets of trap rock or whin. 1886 G. A.
Lebour Geol. Northumb.

<jf-
Durh. (ed. 2) 62 P'lat, the lateral

extension of a lead vein.

b. (See quots.)
1846 Brockett N. C. Words (ed. 3) Piatt, in a coal

mine, the situation where the horses take the coal tubs
from the putters. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Fiat,
a district or set of stalls separated by faults, old workings,
or barriers of solid coal. 1892 Northumbld. Gloss., Plat,
the part of a screen at a pit where the coals rest, and are
cleaned before being put into the waggon.
5. A piece of level ground ; a level expanse ; a

stretch of country without hills, a plain ; the low
ground through which a river flows.
1296 Newminster Cartul. (1878) 144 Stokwelflatte .. Ser.

uonreflatte. c 1340 Gaw. & Gr. h'nt. 507 Fallez vpon fayre
flat. ? a 1400 in Cartul. Abb. de Seleby (Yorks. Rec. Ser.)
II.42 Xij seliones jacentes in iiij locis sive flattes. 1510
in Yorksh. ArckmoL Jml. VII. 59 note, One parcel of land
called Peeston's flatt. 1602 Shaks. Hatn. v. i. 275 Till of
this flat a Mountaine you haue made. 1695 Bi.ackmore
Pr. Arth. 1. 200 Some range the Flats, and Scour the
Champain Land. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Png. I. 45A large Flat of barren, heathy ground. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond 1. iii, A large pleasant green flat, where the village
of Castlewood stood. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile viii. 199
The river widens away before us; the flats are green on
either side.

fig. 1685 Dryden Pre/. 2nd Misc. Wks. 1800 III. 49
Milton]s Paradise Lost is admirable; but am I .. bound to
maintain, that there are no flats amongst his elevations!
18. . De Quincey Couvers. Wks. 1863 XIII. 176 Very often
it [conversation] sinks into flats of insipidity through mere
accident. 1878 Mokley Vauvenargues Crit. Misc. 26 The
mere bald and sterile flats of character.

b. A tract of low-lying marshy land ; a swamp.
x6io Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 2 All the infections that the Sunne

suckes vp From Bogs, Fens, Flats. 1670 Milton Hist.
Png. 11. 53 Through bogs and dangerous flats. 1821 Earl
Dudley Lett. 27 Nov. (1840) 294 The flats and swamps
of Holland. 1859 A utobiog. Beggar Boy 99 The Cambridge-
shire flats or marshes.

C. Australian. (See quot. 1869.)
1869 R- B. Smyth Gotd/ields Victoria 611 Plat, a low

even tract of land, generally occurring where creeks unite,
over which are spread many strata of sand and gravel, with
the usual rich auriferous drift immediately overlying the
bed-rock. 1874 Walch Head over Heels 79 Every man on
the flat left his claim. 1879 D. M. Wallace Australas. iv.

68 In the gold districts such deposits form 'flats*.
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6. Chiefly//. A nearly level tract, over which
the tide flows, or which is covered by shallow
water ; a shallow, shoal.

*55° J- Coke Png. 3- Pr. Heralds (1877) § 155. 102 The
sea is . . full of flattes. 1595 Shaks. John v. vi. 40. 1628
Dicby Voy. Medit. (1868* 94 Wee shaped our course to
gett ouer the flattes into the riuer of Thames. 1678 R,
L'Estrange Seneca's Mor. {1702)477 When we have scap'd
so many Rocks and Flatts. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) IV.
1408 We were insensibly drawn upon a large flat, upon
which lay innumerable rocks of coral, below the surface of
the sea. 1813 J. Thomson Lect. Injlam. 621 The boat
grounded on the flats a little to the east of the pier. 1867
Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Plat . . a shallow over which the
tide flows .. If less than three fathoms, it is called shoal or
shallow.

fig. 1644 Milton F.dnc. 2 Those Grammatick flats &
shallows where they stuck.

7. Agric. f a. One of the larger portions into

which the common field was divided; a square
furlong.

1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 2 If they [the acres] lye by great
flattes or furlonges in the commyn feldes. 1641 Best Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 43 In fower dayes the said dozen shearers
finished the saide flatte, and there is in it 14 through landes
and two gares. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. ii. § 32, 3
Ridges, Butts, Flats. 1885(7. Rev. CLIX. 325 Theoretically
each flat was a square of 40 poles, containing 10 acres.

+ b. A tract of arable land ; a cornfield. Ohs.
1513 Douglas sEneis 11. vii i vi). 13 The flate of cornys

rank. Ibid. vn. xiii. 38 The 5allo corn flattis of Lyde.
C. dial. (See quots.)

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Flats, same as
Feetings. 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Plat, a broad flat bed as
distinguished from a narrow rounded butt. We speak of
ploughing a field in flats when there is no indication of
reens. . . A wide space covered by any particular crop is

called afat, as 'a flat o' taters'.

8. Something broad and thin.

a. A thin disc.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. iv. ix, Is it [a planet] not a round
luminous Flat, no bigger than a Sixpence?

fb. Chiefly//. Dice of a shape to fall unfairly

when thrown. l^Cf. A. 5 b.) Obs.
1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 54 What false dise vse they?

.. flattes, gourdes. 1664 J. Wilson Cheats iv. i. Dram.
Wks. (1S74J 67 Taught you the use of. .the fullam, the flat,

the bristle. 1711 Buckle Club 21 note. At dice they have
the doctors, the fulloms, loaded dice, flats.

c. slang, in //. Playing-cards. Cf. Broad
sb. 6.

1812 J. H. Vaux Plash Did., Plats, a cant name for
playing cards.

_
1821 Haggart Life 56 We played at flats

in a budging-crib.

d. Cotton-spinning. (See quot. 1874O
r
1851 L. D. B. Gordon in A rt Jml. Illustr. Catal. p. iv"*/2

The filaments, after emerging from the flats, lie in nearly
parallel lines among the card teeth of the drum. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 878/1 Flat {Carding), a strip of
wood clothed with bent teeth, and placed above the large
cylinder of a carding-machine.

e. In a breech-loading gun : The piece of metal
projecting from the breech to support the barrel.
1881 Greener Gun 230 When the barrels are for breech-

loaders, the flats are formed on the undersides of the breech-
ends.

f. A flat strip of wood inserted under the inner
edge of a picture-frame and projecting beyond it

;

usually gilded. Called also Mat.
1886 W. G. Rawlinson in igth Cent. XIX. 400 Small

drawings, .greatly injured by the very modern-looking deep
gold flats brought close up to them.

g. In various uses (see quots.).
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 464/2 Women wear Hair, .in

Falls or Flats when the hair hangs loose down about the
shoulders. 1847 Halliwell, Plats, small white fresh-water
fish, as roach, etc. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Flat . . a
rough piece of bone for a button mould. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 878/1 Flat, a surface of size over gilding.
1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin., Flats, Flat Bar Iron.
1893 Farmer Slang, p'lats, base money.

9. Something broad and shallow.
a. A broad, flat-bottomed boat.

1749 W. Douglass Summary (1755) I. 461 A large scow
or flat, to carry persons, cattle, and goods with a canoe-
tender. 1801 Nelson in A. Duncan Life (1806) 194 The
enemy's .

. flats (lugger-rigged) . .were . . anchored . . Three
Of the flats and a brig were sunk. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
lvord-bk., Flats .. lighters used in river navigation, and
very flat-floored boats for landing troops. 1879 F. Pollok
Sport Brtt. Burmak I. 21, I . . went up in the first Govern-
ment steamer and flat to Prome.

b. A broad, shallow basket used for packing
produce for the market. Cf. A 5 e.

1640 in Entick London II. 181 Pa*cks, trusses, flats, or
maunds. 1840 Neiv Monthly Mag. LIX. 267 A basket .

.

resembling those which, .they call butter-flats. 1886 Daily
News 4 Dec. 5/4 Watercress . . costs the hawker at the rate
°

o 5? l6
.
s\ to *7* a naL l8S9 A. T. Pask Eyes Thames

158 lhe Mimosa comes over in small flat hampers called
flats .

c. A shallow two-wheeled hand-cart.
1884 Chamb. Jml. 5 Jan. 9/1 Butchers' carts, coster-

mongers flats, and other light conveyances.
d. (See quots.')

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing II. n. r. ii. 32 Silk
treated with these galls gained in the dye-bath or flat. 1804
Cr Rum ford in Phil. Prans. XCIV. 178 The broad and
shallow vessels (flats) in which brewers cool their wort.

e. U.S. ^flat-car' see A. 15.
1864 in Webster.

FLAT.

f. Applied to articles of diess. A low shoe or
sandal (Irish) ; a low-crowned hat (U.S.).
1834 Planche Brit. Costume 375 Brogue-uirleaker, that

is flats made of untanned leather, graced their feet. 1859
Bartlett Diet. Amer., Flat, a broad-brimmed, low-crowned,
straw hat, worn by women. 1864 Miss Wkiherfll Old
Helmet II. xvi. 269 Put you will not wear that flat there?
10. Ship-building, a. (see quot. J 867.)
1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burnt}'), Flats, in ship-

building, the name given to all the timbers 111 midships. 1867
Smyth Sailor'slVord-bk., Flats, n\\ the floor-timbers that have
no bevellings in mid-ships, or pertaining to the dead-flat.
1869 Sir K. J. Reed Shipbuild. v. 95 Horizontal flats extend-
ing between the bulkhead and a cast iron cellular stern-post.

b. The partial deck or floor of a particular

compartment.
1869 Sir E.

J.
Rekd Shipbuild. ix. 177 Iron plates similar

to those used in the flats of stoke-holes. 1893 Daily News
3 July 5/6 Tank room, capstan engine flat, and. .the patent
fuel space.

11. Theal. A part of a scene mounted on a wooden
frame which is pushed in horizontally or lowered
on to the stage.

1807 Director II. 331 The entire assemblage of whigs and
drops and fiat. 1836-9 Dickens .V*. Boz 11850,1 2 = 9/1
A strange jumble of flats, flies, wings [etc.].

12. House-painting. A surJace painted without
gloss, so as to appear dead: see Dead a. 13 b.

Also the pigment employed for this purpo.-e. Cf.
FLATTING. Bastardflat (see quot.).
1823 Mechanic's Mag. No. 7. ic8 The rooms .. were

painted with Chinese Flat on walls. 1881 Yolm.; Lvov
man his oivh Mechanic § 1591 Bastard Fiat is thinned with
turpentine and a little oil .. To procure a gcod flat, it is

neces-ary to have a perfectly even glossy ground, and it

should be of the same tint, but a little darktr than the
finishing flat.

13. slang. A person who is easily taken in, and is

said to be 'only half sharp' ; a duffer, simpleton.
Cf. A. 8. A primeflat see quot. 1S12).
1762 Goldsm. Nash Wks. iGIobc 546/2 If the flat has no

money, the sailor cries, I have more money than any man
in the fair. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Flat, .any person
who is found an easy dupe to the designs of the family is

said to be a prime fat. 1848 Thackkkav Van. Fairy,
'You wouldn't be such a flat as to let three thousand a year
go out of the family.'

14. Music, a. A note lowered half a tone below
the natural pitch, b. In musical notation, the
sign b which indicates this lowering of the note

;

a double flat bb indicates that it must be lowered
by two semitones, c. .Sharps andflats : the black
keys of the keyboard of a piano.
1589 R. Hakvf.v PI. Perc. (1590) 21 It can neuer be gocde

musicke, that stands all vpon sharpes, and neuer aflat, a 1634
Randolph Muses' Looking-GI. iv. v, The lutenist takes flats

and sharps, And out of those so dissonant notes does strike
A ravishing harmony. 1669 Cokaine Fun. Elegy T. Pith-
iugtou Poems 78 His Flats were all harmonious. 1674 Play-
FORD. Skill Mus. 1. iv. 15, I have seen some songs with four
flats. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 72 Flats or Half-notes to
other Keys. 1706 A. Uedford Temple Mus. iii. 57 Methods
of altering their Tunes, by Flats and Sharps placed at the
Beginning. 1806 Callcott Mus. Gram. v. 57 The mark
now used for the Flat was originally the letter H. 1834MEdwin Angler in Wales I. 215 Twelve lines in each, of
hair and Indian hurl, alternately, like the flats and sharps
of a piano. 1872 Banister Music 7 A Flat, b, indicates the
lowering of the note to which it is prefixed, one semitone.

d. .Sharps and flats : used punningly for (a)

sharpers and their victims
; (b) recourse to weapons.

(a) 1801 Sporting Mag. XVTI. 37 There are sharps and
flats in Paris as well as London. 1825 C. M. Wf.stmacoit
Pug. Spy I. 368 That emporium for sharps and flats, famed
Tattersail's.

(/) 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxx, He was somewhat hasty
with his flats and sharps.

15. Short forflat-rarer.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 168 He had one of the

finest flats in the world in training.

16. U.S. colloq. To give the flat ; to give a flat

refusal (to a suitor\ (Cf. A 6.)

1859 i'1 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
Iv. attrib. and Comb., as flat-like adj.; flat-

catcher, one who takes in simpletons ; a swindler
;

also used of a horse ; soflat-catching vbl. sb.
l8zi Moncrieff Tom <y Jerry 1. vi. (1828' 22 Do you think

we shall get the *flat-catcher [a horse] off to-day? 1841
Blacfav. Mag. Aug. 302 Buttoners are those accomplices of
thimbleriggers . . whose duty it is to act as flat-catthers or
decoys, by personating flats. 1864 Lond. Rev. 18 June
643/2 'The Bobby' or chinked-back horse, is another
favourite flat-catcher. 1821 Kgan Tom <y Jerry 346 The
no-pinned hero . . gave, as a toast, ' Success to *Flat-catch-
ing'. 1813 Sporting Mag. XIJ I. 24 It would appear de-
grading and *flat-like.

t Flat, vA Obs. Pa. t. 4 fiat(te, flattide. [ad.

OF. flatir,flater to dash, hurl, intr. to dash, be
thrown down.]
1. trans. To cast suddenly, dash.
ri33o Arth. $ Merl. 9748 Arthour..Wib his sextene, bat

on hem plat, And euerich a paien to deb flat. 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. v. 224 Til vigilate be veil fette water at his ei^en,
And flatte [v.r. flat, flattide it] on his face. 1375 Cantic,
de Creatione 221 in Anglia I, 303 etc., Doun she flat here
face to grounde.

2. To smite or strike ; in quots. absol.

CX330 Arth. Sr Merl. 9562 Bothe on helmes and ysen
hatten, The dimes of swordes flatten. 136a Langl. P. PI.
A. vn. 174 penne Faytors . . flapten [v. r. flatte, flatten] on
with fleiles from morwe til euen.
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3. intr. To dash, rush ; to dart out.
<\j&>Arth. <$• Merl. 5672 For the mouthe he [a dragon]

had grininge And the tong out flat tinge. < 1450 Merlin
275 The saisnes were so many that thei moste flat in to the
foreste wolde thei or noon.

Flat (fleet), v.* [f. Flat a.]

+ 1. trans. To lay flat or level, raze, overthrow (a

person or building). Const, to, with (the earth or

ground). Obs.
1607 Tourseur Rev. Trag. 11. ii, I durst vndertake. .With

halfe those words to flat a Puritanes wife. 1611 Sfeed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. v. 447 Some few [Forts] wherof . . he
flatted to the ground. 16*7-77 Fei.tham Resolves 1. iv. 5
She hath .. flatted their strongest Forts. 1637 Hevwood
Royal King \. i, His bright sword. .Pierced the steel crests

of barbarous infidels, And flatted them with earth.

2. Naut, To force (the sail \ flat or close against

the mast. Cf. Flat a. 2 e. Tojlat in a sail (see

quot. 1772); also absoL
a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts in. (1704) 329/2 He

hears the Seamen cry. . flat a Sheet. 1667-70 Davenant ik

Drvdf.s Tempest 1. i, Flat, flat, flat in the fore-sheet there.

1726 Adv. Copt. R. Boyle 25 Who flatted their Sails and
laid by till the Spanish Ship came up. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine, Aback, the situation of the sails when their surfaces
are flatted against the masts by the force of the wind. 177a

J. H. Moore Tract. Xavig, (1810) 275 Tojlat in, to draw in
the aftermost lower corner or clue of a sail towards the
middle of a ship, to give the sail a greater power to turn
the vessel. 'To flat tM forward, to draw in the fore-sheet,

jib-sheet [etc.], towards the middle of the ship.

fb. intr. Of a ship : To turn her head from the
wind ; to go round on her keel. Obs.
1622 R. Hawkins I'oy. S. Sea §34. 85 For in lesse then

her length, shee flatted, and in all the Voyage but at that
instant, she flatted with diflicultie.

+ C. Of the wind : To abate, drop. Obs.
1748 Anson s Voy. III. i. 297 The wind flatted to a calm.

3. trans. To make flat in shape, a. To reduce
to a plane surface ; to reduce or obliterate the con-
vexity, projections, or protuberances of. b. To
make broad and thin; to reduce the thickness or
height of, csp. by pressure or percussion ; to squeeze
or beat flat. Also with down, out.

Now chiefly in technical use; ordinarily Flatten*.

a. 1613 M. Ridley Atagn. Bodies 5 Egge forme flatted at
the botiome. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 477 lake two Twigs of
seuerall Fruit Tres, and flat them on the Sides. 1684 R.
Waller Nat. Exper. 76 The Ball . . was flatted so, that it

would stand upon the bottom. 1697 Creech Manilius iv.

980 She. .Distends their swelling Lips, and flats their Nose.
1803 Fessknden Terrible Tractoration 1. ied. 2) 50 note.
Suppose that the earth was flatted near the poles. 1857
Eraser's Mag. LVI. 608 The smooth crisp curves, .become
cockled, flatted, and destroyed.

b. 1651 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 285 The bullet itself was
flatted. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card, (1675) 279 In drying them
[Abricots]. .leave them whole, only flatting them, that they
may be equal in every part. 174: Contpl. Fam.-Picce I. ii. 163
Make them into Loaves, and flat them down a little. 1774
Golds m. Nat. Hist, VI 1 1. 99 (

7 '^f H'asp) The composition is

at length flatted out until it becomes a small leaf. 1780 I'on
Trail's Iceland 356 Fishes, .which are to be found ID slate,

have been compressed or flatted. 1837 MarryAT Dog-Fiend
Iv, Smallbones was flatted to a pancake. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch fy Clockm. 128 A suitable stone is selected and flatted

to a proper thickness by holding it against a diamond mill

which is kept wetted.

c. To spread or lay out flat.

1709 Congreve Ovid's Art of Love, A Face too long
shou'd part and flat the Hair.

f 4. intr. To become flattened. Of a swelling

:

To go down, lose its roundness. Obs.
1670 Cotton Espernon 1. ill. 143 A Harquebuss-shot ..

that passing through one of his cheeks . . flatted upon his
Gorget. S077 Temple CureGout WIp. 1814 III. 260, I. .ob-
served the skin about it to shrink, and the swelling to flat

yet more than at first. 1725 HuXHAH Small-pox in Phil.
Trans. XXXIII. 393 His Pox flatted and grew pale.

b. U.S. To JIat off\ to slope gradually to a
level. To flat out : to become gradually thinner.

HenceJig. to fail in business; to prove a failure,

to collapse, etc.

1859 IJARTLETT^Z)/t/. Amer., To Fiat out, to collapse, to
prove a failure .. as 'The meeting flatted out". 1864
BUSHMBLL Work # Play, Grenvth of Law 123 The great
surge of numbers rolls up noisily and imposingly, but
flats out on the shore and slides back into the mud of
oblivion. 1865 Thoreau Cape Cod ix. 166 The bank flatted
off for the last ten miles. 1865 Holland Plain T. iv. 129
Those who have failed in trade . . or to use an expressive
Yankee phrase, have 'flatted out' in a calling or profession.
1887 Proctor Amir, in Knowledge x June 184/1 Tofiat out,
to diminish in value—a Western phrase suggested by the
diminished productiveness of metallic layers as they grow
thinner.

t 5. ?To find the horizontal area of (land). Obs,
1770 E. Heslerton Inctos, Act 13 To flat, set out, and allot

the lands,

f6. trans. To render (wine, etc.) insipid or vapid.
1626 [see Flatted 4], 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb.

211 To demonstrate by what Principles Wines and Spirits
are made, exalted, depressed, and flatted. ljo^Art fy Myst.
Vintners 11 The Genuine Spirits of the Wine also are much
flatted and impaired.

T b. To make dull or spiritless ; to make less

lively or vivid ; to deaden, depress. Obs.
1648 Eikon Bas. xvi. 141 Nor are constant Formes of

Prayers more likely to flat and hinder the Spirit of prayer
and devotion. i6oaIii'RNE*r/>aij'.C<in'ix.iiiSogreat a length
does . . flat the Hearers, and tempt them to sleep. 1697
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. u. (1709) 90 Any considerable

Degrees of Sickness or Age flat the Senses. 1699 Burnet
39 Art. x. (1700) 118 That Impression is worn out and flatted.

1710 Norkis Chr. Prud. vi. 278 A multitude of words .

.

which serve only to flat and deaden out devotion.

f c. intr. To become dull, depressed or feeble

;

to droop, to slacken. Obs.
1654 Fuller Ephemeris Pref. 5 Their loyalty flatteth and

deadeth by degrees. 1692 Teml-le Mem. Wks. I. 448 The
Hopes of those great Actions . . began to flat, a 17x8 Pemm
Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 819 Our Resolutions are apt to flat

again upon fresh Temptations^

t 7. Music. To lower (a note) by one semitone.
1674 [see Flatting vbl. sb. 3]. 1685 Boyle Effects of

Mot. vii. 88 A determinate note, which . . was Cefa ut a little

flatted. (In some mod. Diets.)

8. a. To cover (a surface) with flat, i.e. lustreless,

paint, b. Carriage-building: To remove the gloss

from (a surface) preparatory to varnishing, c. To
apply a finish of size to (gilding) as a protection.
a. 1842-76 Gwilt Archtt. § 2290 The ceilings ..to be

painted .. and flatted and picked in with ..extra colours.
1858 Skyring's Builders' Prices 95 Moulded Skirtings . . If
flatted, add o\d. 1889 Pall Mall G. 15 May 1/2 Preferring
to set it [a picture] on one side after it has been flatted in.

b- '879 Cossetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 222/1 Apply a second
coat of black Japan, and flat again. The whole should then
be varnished with hard drying varnish, flatted down and
finished.

c. 1841 in Maunder Sri. <$ Lit. Treat.

9. U.S. colloq. To give a flat refusal to; to reject

(a lover). Cf. Flat sb. 16.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Toflat, to reject a lover; as
. .'She flatted him'.

10. intr. To fish from a Flat isbfi 9 a\
1630 Dcscr. Thames

1

1758*75 That every Hebberman shall

fish by the Shore . . and not to lie a Floating or Flatting for

Smelts between two Anchors in the Midst of the Stream.

tFlat, v?> Obs. rare- 1 In 7 flatt. [? f. L.

flat- ppl. stem offlare to blow.] trans. 7 To blow
(a trumpet).
1675 Teonge Diary 25 Dec. ("1825) 127 Chrismas day wee

keepe thus. At 4 in the morning our trumpeters all doe
flatt their trumpetts, and begin at our Captain's cabin ..

playing a levite at each cabine doore.

+ Flat, vA Obs. [? ad. OV.flat-cr to Flatter
;

cf. however Flaitk vA] To flatter ; in quot. absol.

1513 Douglas /Eneis iv. Prol. 240 Quhat slycht dissait

qutrntly to flat and fene.

Fla't-boat. (Also as two words.)

1. A broad flat-bottomed boat, used for trans-

port, esp. in shallow waters.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 209 Almost every

inhabitant hath his Almady or flat boat, wherein they
recreate upon the Lake. 1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4919/2 They
have a great number of flat Boats with them. 1801 Nelson
in Nicolas Disp. 21 July IV. 427 A Flotilla .. to consist of
Gun-boats and Flat-boats. 1806 Naval Ckron. XV. 90 He
commanded a division of flat boats.

b. U.S. A large roughly-made boat formerly

much used for floating goods, etc. down the Missis-

sippi and other western rivers.

183^7 Ht. Maktineau Soc. Amer. II. 199 Notwithstanding
the increase of steam-boats in the Mississippi, flat boats are
still much in use. 1883 C. F. Wooi.son For the Major iv,

African slaves poling their flat-boats along the Southern
rivers.

2. atirib. and C<?w£., as flatboat-man, 'a hand
employed on a flat-boat ' (Bartlett).

1837 Ht. Mahtineau Soc. Amer. II. 200, I felt a strong
inclination for a flat-boat voyage down the vast and beautiful

Mississippi. 1864 Lowell McClellan's Rep. Prose Wks.
1890 V. 116 A country where a flatboatman may rise to the
top, by virtue of mere manhood.
Hence Flat-Doat v. trans. , to transport in a flat-

boat {US. colloq.).

1858 Nat. Intelligencer 29 July (Bartlelt) Fruit, which he
flat-boated from Wheeling to that point.

Fla't-bottom, sb. A boat with a flat bottom.
(Cf. prec. and Bottom sb. 7.)

157980 North Plutarch (1676) 337 The Tarentines..
sent him great store of flat-bottoms, galleys, and of all

sorts of passengers. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.
I. xviii. 58 They use flat-bottoms, which do great services

upon the River. 186$ Caklvle Fredk. Gt. xix. v. 510
Admiral Conflans. .Makes little of Rodney's havoc on the
Flat bottoms at Havre.

Fla't-bo'ttom, a. = Flat-bottomed.
1598 Florio, Piatta, a flat bottome boat or barge. 1660

F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 70 Where they use flat-

bottome boats. 1755 Monitor No. 16 (1756) I. 141 Frighted
out of their senses with scarecrows, invasions, flat-bottom-

boats, &c. ^ 1884 Pall Mall G. 11 Sept. 11/1 A flat-bottom

pontoon, divided into, .watertight sections.

Fla't-bottonied, a. (Stress equal or variable.)

Having a flat bottom : chiefly of a boat.
158a N. Lichefield tr. Castenheda's Cong. E. Ind. xiii.

33 b, They haue no quiell, but are flat bottomed. 1693
Loud. Gaz. No. 2797/3 Our Mortar-pieces are.. put upon
flat-bottom'd Boats. 1810 C. James Milit. Diet., Flat-bot-

tomed boats.. are made to swim in shallow water, and to

carry a great number of troops, artillery, ammunition, etc.

1836 Vignoles 20 May in Life (1889) 200 Agreed with Mr.
Giubs to adopt my flat-bottomed form of rails for the Croy-
don line.

Fla*t-cap,
f 1. A round cap with a low, flat crown, worn in

the i6-i7th c. by London citizens. Obs.
1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. i, Mock me all over

From my flat-cap, unto my shining shoes. 1615 J. Stephens
Satyr. Ess. 292 With the same confidence that ignorant
Painters make a broad face and a flat-cap to signifie King

Harry the Eight. 1630 Dekker 2ndPL Honest Jl'h. t. Wks.
1873 II. no Flat caps as proper are to Citty Gownes As.,
to kings their Crownes. 1688 R. Holme Armoury hi. i. 11/2.

1891 C. Creighton Hist. Epidemics Brit. 483 The sight
of a Londoner's flat-cap was dreadful to a lob.

f 2. One who wears a flat-cap ; esp. a London
citizen or 'prentice. Obs.
1600 Heywood i Edw. IV% I, Wks. 1874 I. 18 Flat-caps

thou call'st vs. We scorne not the name. 1631 Dekker
Match Mee 1. Wks. 1873 IV. 149 King. What's her Hus-
band ? Lad. A flatcap. 1719 Jj'Ureey Pills IV. 109 The
Town of London, Where the Flat-caps call Men Cousins.
1823 Scott Nigel xv, The flatcaps of the city.

3. A size of writing-paper, nsnally 14 x 17 inches.

1875 in Knight Diet. Mcch.

tFlatcliet. Obs. Alsofiachet. [Cf. MHG.
Jlatsche broadsword.] A sword.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. in HolinshedW. 14 They
run like bedlam barretors into the streets with their naked
Hatchets. 1583 — SEneis ill. (Arb.) 77 In grasse theyre
flachets and tergats warelye pitching.

t Flate, sb. Obs. rare- 1
. App. = Flatus 2.

a 1044 Quarles Virg. Widow v. i, There's a Malignant
Hypocondriacall Flate within her, which fumes up, and
dist urbs her head.

Flate, v. Obs. [app. a dial. var. of Wlate,
to feel disgust or nausea.] intr. To feel nausea.
Hence f Fla tingrness, nausea.

1398 Trevisa Berth. De P. R. xvn. cxii. (1495'' 676 Oyle
drastes is not good to mete, For suche excytyth flatyngnesse
& spewynge. .1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 98 pat may be
knowen. .bi swetnes of be moub, bi flating [z: r. wlattynge]
whanne bat a man is fastynge.

Flated (hV'-ted), a. Phonetics, [formed as if

pa. pple. of *jiate v., f. Flat-us.] Of consonant-

sounds : Produced byflatus, i.e. by breath without
any vibration of the vocal chords.
1887 Ellis Speech-sounds \n Encycl. Brit. XXII. 382

[The sounds produced by expelling air] are eithery7«/^.

.

or voiced . .or else whispered.

Flateous, var. of Flatcoos. Obs.

Flat fish, flat-fish. A name for fish of the

family rieuronectidur, which includes the sole,

turbot, plaice, etc.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4742/3 All sorts of flat and fresh

Fish. 1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 167 Several flat-

fish live many hours out of the water. 1870 Yeats Nat.
Hist. Comm. 57 Turbot, soles, and other so-called flat fish.

Flat-foot.
1. (See quot. 1884.)
1870 Holmes Syst. Surg. III. 693 A slight degree of flat-

foot is common in girls. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Flat-foot, a
condition of the foot in whicli the tarsus does not possess,

or loses altogether, its usual arch.

2. US. slang. (See quot.)

1887 Proctor Amer. in Knowledge 1 June 184/1 An
American ' flat-foot ' is a man who stands firmly for his
party.

Fla't-f0O*ted, a. (Stress equal or variable.)

1. Having flat feet, i.e. feet with little or no
hollow in the sole and a low instep. Of a horse :

Having flat hoofs, with the soles near the ground.
1601 Holland Pliny 1. 351 There haue been now of late,

Serpents knowne flat footed like Geese. 1675 Lond. Gaz.
No. 079/4 Stolen a Gelding .. flat-footed before. 1688
K. Holme Armoury 11. ix. 185/2 [A Grey-Hound] Long,
and Flat-footed. 1609 Dampieb Voy. II. It, 70 Pelicans are
large flat-footed Fowls, almost as big as Geese, i860 Mavne
Exp. Lex., Leiopodes, old term . . applied by Galen . . to

those who were flat-footed.

b. trans/. Of a rail = Flat-bottomed.
1889 G. Findlay Ting. Railway 42 The ' fish-bellied* rails

were found troublesome to roll, and this led to the intro-

duction of the flat-bottomed or ' flat-footed ' section of rail.

2. U.S. colloq. Downright, plain and positive.

To conic out jIat-footed {for) : to make a bold or

positive statement of one's opinion, or the like.

1846 A'. V. Herald 30 June (Hartlett), Mr. Pickens. .has
come out flat-footed for the administration. 1858 Harper's
Mag. Sept. 563 His . . bold, flat-footed way of saying things.

1863 Gray Lett, IL 504, Complaining of I.yell that he does
not come out ' flat-footed ' as we say, as an advocate of
natural-selection transmutation.

Hence Fla t-footedly adv., Fla t-foo teduess.
1890 Daily News 13 Sept. 3/1 The human foot is libelled

by these dreadful coverings, in which many a good player
flat-footedly dashes about. 188a Standard 19 Sept. 5/1
Flat-footedness is due to . . improperly-made shoes.

Flatk. Also flaith. Irish Hist. [Irish.] A
lord (see qnots.).

1873 Sullivan Inirod. 0'Curry's A nc. Irish I. 101 The
first class [of Aires] were the true lords or Flatlts, the

Hlaford of the Anglo-Saxons. 1876 — in Encycl. Brit. V.

799 An aire whose family held the same laud far three

generations was called ^flaith or lord.

t Flathe, flath. Obs. [Cf.OHG.yWo, MHG.
flade flat cake ; an OE. *flada has not been found.]

1. m Flathon, Flaws.
c 1450 Interl. Gloss. John de Garlaude in Wright Voc.

127 Elaonesfartos, flathen ystuffyd.

2. A name for the ray or skate.

c 1440 Promp. Pant. 164/2 Flathe, or flathe [sic], fysche

(flay, or flacch, fysch.) (R)agadies. 1466 Mann. <9- Househ.
Exp. 334 Item, the same day my mastyr paid for a fllathe

. .xiij.f/. 156a Turnkr Herbal ii. 127 a, The fishe called in

Latin pasiinaca marina, whych is lyke vnto a flath. 1577
Harkison Descr. Eng. m. iii. in Holinshed (i$%y) 1. 224 Our
chaits, maidens, kingsons, flath and thornbacke. cttoi J.
Keymor Dutch Fishing (1664) 8 Soals, Thorneback, Floith

[sic], Scats, Brett [etc.].
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Flat-head.
L One who has a flat head ; spec, a member of a

tribe of North American Indians named from their

supposed practice of flattening their children's heads
artificially.

The tribe now commonly known by this appellation is the
Selish or HopUpo ; but 'they do not flatten the heads of
their children, and appear never to have done so ; the name
Flathead being at first applied to them by mistake ' ^Encycl.

Amer. 1886'.

1837 Gem. P. Thompsoh Exerc. (18421 IV. 225 There are
flat-heads there [Sierra Leone] as in other countries. 1837
W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 121 The Flathead levelled

his piece, and brought the Black foot to the ground. 1841
Catlim .V. Atner. Ind. ted. 2' II. no The Chinooks. .cor-

rectly come under the name of Flat Heads as they are

almost the only people who strictly adhere to the custom of
squeezing and flattening the head. 1863 D. Wilson Preh.
Man ("1876) II. xxi. 221 The strange practice of American
Flatheads far to the north-east of the Altai chain.

2. Australia. The local name for a fish of the

genus Ceratodus.
183a Bischoff Van Dlemens Land u. 32 The market of

Hobart Town is supplied with small rock cod, flat-heads,

and a fish called the per: h. 185a Mlndy Our Antipodes
viiL 195 A good basket of schnappers and flatheads.

3. U.S. * A snake which flattens its head, as a
species of Heterodon * {Cent. Diet. .

1888 Berges in Pop. Set. Monthly XXXII I. 660 The blow,
snake of Illinois is variously known in other localities as
hog-nose, flat-head, viper, and putf-adder.

4. Arch. An ornament of an archivolt with a flat

uncarved surface.

J883 Mollett Diet. A rt <$• A rch.Tol. , Flat-heads, an orna-
ment peculiar to the Romano-Byzantine period, which
decorates archivolts,

B. attrib. Having a flat head or top.

1874 KvtGHT Diet. Meek. I. 873/f Flat-head .Vail, a forged
nail with a round, flat head. 1891 Scribner's Mag. Sept.

311/1 The flat-head houses of Brooklyn.

Fla"t-hea*ded, a. (Stress equal or variable.)

a. Having a flat head or top. f b- Wearing a flat

hat.
165a Ld. Digby Elvira m. (1667) 36 A sharp-pointed Hat,

(Now that you see the Gallants all Flat-headed) Appears
not so ridiculous, as [etc.]. 175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim.
103 The larger, smooth, and flat-headed Amphisbsena. 1853
Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges iv. 185 Flat-headed boats.

1880 G. Meredith Trag. Com. 242 I have not a spark of

sense to distinguish me from a flat-headed Lapp, if she
refuses. 1881 Freeman Snbj. Venice 216 This doorway is

flat-headed and has lost all mediaeval character.

t Fla'thon. Obs. Also flathoun. [ad. med.L.

flalon-em.fladonem: see Flaws. ] = Flawx.
c 1430 Two Cookery Bks. u 56 Flathouns in lente. c 1450

Ibid. 11. 73 Flathonys.

t Fla-tile, a. Obs. ~° [ad. 'L.fldlil-is blown,

{.flare to blow.] (See qnot.) So f Flatility.
17*7 Bailey vol. II, Flatile, unconstant. 1656 Blount

Glossogr., Ftatility, inconstancy. 1731-1800 in Bailey.
+ Fla*tion. Obs. rare — 1

, [as if ad. Inflation-

em, i.flare to blow.] Blowing or breathing.

1708 Dodwell Mart.Humane Souls 23 The vvo^, or Flatus,

ij by the Fathers supposed to continue so long, and no
longer, than the Act of Spiration, or Flatten, lasts.

Fla-t-iron, sb.

1. An iron with a flat face for smoothing linen, etc,

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. -3 A certain flat iron, which
she . . held in her hand. 1845 Alb. Smith Fort. Scatterg.
Fam. viii. (1SS7) 29 [She] attacked a small collar somewhat
savagely with a flat-iron.

2. attrib. and Comb.
1863 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 370 Huge wooden

triangular frames, like flat-iron stands. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech.1. 878/2 Fiat-iron heater, a stove specially adapted
for heating smoothing-irons, a laundry-stove.

Hence Fl*"t-iron v., to smooth with a flat-iron
;

Fla-t-i roning* vbL sb. (in quot.ySg".).

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xxxii. (i37Q> 514 Her
features levelled themselves into a plane of benignity, as if

they had been suddenly flatironed. 1879 E. Garrett House
by Works I. 113 She is not the sort of woman to be put down
by any of your flat-ironing processes.

f Fla'tive, a* Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *flativ-

us. f.flare to blow.] Engendering wind, flatulent.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner F vj b, Artichokes.

.

remove native humours. 1607 Brewer Lingua v. xvii. M ij,

Elate not too- many of those Apples, they bee very flatiue.

Flatland ;fl;e'tjrand>. An imaginary land in

space of two dimensions (see qrret. iS84\
1884 Abbott Flatland 1. 5 1 (ed. 2) 3 I candour world

Flatland. Imagine a vast sheet of paper on which straight^

Lines, Triangles, Squares, Pentagons, Hexagons, and
other figures, instead of remaining fixed in their places, move
freely about, on or in the surface, but without the power of

rising above it or sinking below it. 189s W. \V. R. Ball
Math. Recr. x. 191 We may picture the inhabitants of

flatland as moving, .on the surface of a plane or between
two parallel and adjacent planes.

Hence Flatlander, an inhabitant of Flatland.

1884 Abbott Flatland ed. 2 Pref.

Flatting, flatlings, mat. and a. Obs. exc
arch, or dial. [f. Flat a. +- -LI>'G;S.]

A. adv.

1. In a prostrate position, at full length, fiat.

Often withfall, lie, etc.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvii. 3690ft leddres, and men . .Thai
gert fall flattings to the ground, c 1450 MirourSaluacioun
3501 The knyghtes upon the grounde laide than the crosse

flailing. 1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 184 Scho..flat-

VOL. IV.

lyngis fell, and swappit in to swoun. a 1605 Montgomery:
Flytingw. Pol-wart lit, I's fell thee like a fluike, flatlings

on the flure. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 37 The halfe of his

body and right arme fell flatlings in the fire. 1895 J. H.
McCarthy Lond. Leg. III. 118 In a moment he had
stumbled backwards and fallen flatlings into the ditch.

2. With the flat side.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vui. xxxii, Sire tristram. .smote
vpon hym fyue or sixe strokes flatlynge on the neck. X578
Timme Caluine on Gen. 121 This shaking sword, .was not
always shaking with the edge towards Man, but sometimes
flailing alio. 1591 Haringtox OrL Fur. xxx. iiv, It [the

blow] lighted fiacling on him. i8ao Scott Ivanhoe xlii,

[His] sword turned in his hand, so that the blade struck
me flatlings. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. 1. 321 He smote
him flatling with his sheathed sword.

3. Of motion : On the level, horizontally.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas It. ii. IT. Columnes 325 He
doth not ride Flatting a-long, but vp the Sphears steep side.

4. dial. Plainly, peremptorily.
1847-78 in Halliwell, Flatlins, plainly, peremptory-

t B. adj. In form flatling only.) Of a blow :

Dealt with the flat side of a weapon. Obs.

1579-80 North Plutarch, A tcibicuies 211 Flailing blowes.

1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xi. 91 A fiatUng blow that on
his beauer glancst.

t Fla*tlong, adv. Obs. Also 6 Se. flatlangis.

[f. Flat a. + -long; an altered form of prec]

1. In or into a prostrate position.

1570 Henry's Wallace v. 1110 Flatlangu [MS. thwortourL
1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandeville 64 a, [1 hey] let them selues

fall flatlong downe to the earth, a 163a in T. Taylor God's
yudgent. I. I. xxix. 133.

2. With the flat side; also, with the flat sides in

contact.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (t6c2> 304 The pittilesse sword, .did

but hit flatlong. 160* Carew Cornwall 34 a, They have
a device of two sticks filled with corks, and crossed flatlong.

16x0 Shaks. Temp.u.i i3i. a 1648 L. Herbert Li/e{iZZt)

141, I . . clapt my left foot . . flat-long to the left side-

Flatly ,flce tli\ adv. [f. Flat a. + -Lr -.]

1. In a flat or prostrate position. ? Obs.
c 1425 YVyntocn Cron. viii. xxxviii. 69 He. .ran And layd
hym at be erd flatly. 1592 Shaks. Ven, <$• Ad. 463 At his

looke she flatly faileth downe.

2. a. With small curvature, b. As on a flat

surface ; without relief.

1797 Hclcroft Siolberg^s Trar\ (ed. 2) II. 1. 205 It was
very flatly arched. 1883 C. C Perkins Itat. Sculpt. 116

Plants, fruits, and flowers are.. treated flatly, and not in

the round.

3. a. In a plain, blunt, or decisive manner ; with-

out ambiguity, qualification, or hesitation ;
plainly,

bluntly; decisively, b. In the unqualified sense

of the statement ; absolutely, completely.

a. 156a Cooper /(cm. Friv. Masse 38 If I should flatly

deny, that the mynister receiued. 1578 Chr. Prayers in

Priv. Prayers (1851) 541 To speak flatly, those only are

the things, that are.. hurtful unto us. a 1618 Raleigh
Prerog. Pari. 1 1628) 9 He was flatly denied the Subsedy
demanded. 1761a Hume Hist. Eng. (1S06) IV. Ixii. 641 The
common council of London flatly refused to submit. 1809

P.iskney Trav. France 57 He.. flatly told me, that I must
either have that or none. 1879 M Carthy Own Times II.

xxix. 339 He seldom expresses any opinion one day without
flatly contradicting it the next.

b. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades ^1592) 101 Mankind being

flatly corrupted by sinne. 1583 Babington Commandm.
L 11615)17 Such things as flatlie and directly are contraryto

the loue of thee. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. iv. 14 Flatly

against Scripture. 169s Bentley Boyle Lect. vii. 246 Which
is flatly impossible. 1849 Rlskim Sev. Lamps ii. 5 1. 29
Of all sin there is . . no one more flatly opposite to the

Almighty. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 187

This is of course . . flatly impossible.

4. In a dull or spiritless manner ; without zest

;

insipidly.

1644 Digby Two Treat, n. Concl. 461 We shall but flatly

relish the most poinant meates. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past.
Pref. (1721) I. 87 That famous Passage of Lucan.. which
Brabeuf has rendered so flatly. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 45.

3/1 The Line [is] flatly Dull and Poor. i85$ Dickens Mui.
Fr. hi. vi. He did not appear to have hidden anything, so
went off flatly. 1885 Manch. Exam. 22 July 3 1 It. .simply
says ineffectively and flatly what has been said effectively

and brightly by a score of writers.

b. Comm. With little competition.
1887 Daily News 8 July 6/8 The more important parcels

offered in public sale to-day went off flatly.

Flatman (flcetman). [f. Flat sb. + Max.]
One who navigates a flat. See Flat sb. :i 9 a.

1883 Manch. Guardian 12 Oct. 5/2 Two flatmen have
been.. charged with attempting to murder a woman. 1884
L'pcol Merc. 14 Feb. 5/10 About 350 flatmen employed on
the flats of~*heJ3ridgwater Navigation Company.

Flatness (flaetnes^ [f. Flat a. + -ness.]

1. The quality or condition of being flat or level

;

esp. of a country.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 164/2 Flatnesse, planicies. x6oi

Holland Pliny 11. Ixv. 31 Wonderful! it remaineth. .How
it should become a Globe, considering so great flatnesse of
Plaines and Seas. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 150 They
try.. the flatness of the whole Frame of Flooring again.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 725 The perfect flatness of the
coasts. 1838 Murray's Hand-bk. N. Germ. 372 The weari-
some flatness and monotony of their, .country.

2. The quality or fact of having a small curva-

ture ; diminished convexity.
1683 Ray Corr. {1848) 134 The flatness of its bill. 1796

H. Huvter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Xat. (1799^ '• P- iv -

The flatness of the Earth at the Poles. 18x6 J. Scott Vis.

Paris (ed. 5) App. 324 To Neuilly, to view the bridge, .cele-

brated for the flatness of its arches. 1867 J. Hoco Murrose.
1. ii. 72 Flatness of field, .denotes the exact capability of
an objective to show the peripheral or marginal portions of
the field with the same sharpness as the central. 1870
Whymper in Alpine Jrnt. V. 6 The flatness of the curves
of the roches moutonnees.

3. ' Want of relief or prominence '

(J.).
170a Addison Dial. Medals iii. 164 One would think the

Coiner look'd on the flatness of a figure as one of the
greatest beauties in Sculpture. 1885 A. Mary F. Robinson
in Mag. cf Art Sept. 47S/2 The brilliant light in which the
outline is lost, the solidity almost to flatness, .all remind us
of Hans Holbein.

4. The condition of having great breadth in pro-

portion to the thickness.

1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. in. iv. 344 The extreme
thinness and flatness of the object.

5. Outspokenness, plainness (of speech]1

.

1887 Poor Xeilie (i38S) 10 He feared he had contradicted
the Archbishop with a flatness amounting to rudeness.

b. Absoluteness, unqualified condition.
1611 Shaks. H'int. T. in. il 123 That he did but see The

flitr.es>e of my miserie.

6. Want of incident or interest ; monotony.
i88a-3 H. S. Holland in SchafT Encycl, Reiig. Knowl.

III. 2051 The prosy flatness of common life.

b. Comm. Dullness, lack of competition.
181a G. Chalmers Dam. Econ. Gt. Brit. 419 The flatness

..of the trade of Ireland. 1891 Times 10 Oct. 12 1 The
flatness of the American market.

7. Deficiency in rlavour ; deadr.ess, insipidity,

vapidness.

1707 J. Mortimer Husr-. xx. 598 Decdr.e-^s or Flarr.e--; in

Cycer, which is often occasioned by the too free admission
of Air into the Vessel. 1861 Delavf;* Kiich. Gani. 93
A mixture ofsorrel corrects the peculiar fla:::ess cr'ks flavour.

8. Of sound: Deadness.
i6a6 Bacon Syiza § 157 That Flatnesse of Sound is

ioyned with a Harshr.esse of Sound. 1734 Watts /

Juz\ (1739) 160 Long custom has induced a sort of flatr.e-s

into these sounds.

9. Want of spirit or energy ; apathetic condition,

dejectedness : lack of mental acuteness or alertness
;

dulness of mind.
1641 J. Shl'te Sarah <$ Hagar (:;.*"'> Sx Tezebel .. re-

proached him with a flatness of spirit, as if he were not
worthy to sway a Scepter. 1671 Glanvill Disc. M. Stubbe
Pref. A ij b, It would be look'd upon as flatr.es-;. or (-tzr, if

I should deal softly with such an Adversary. 17*0 Weltgn
SuJTer. Son of God I. xiii. 332 The disgust ar.d Flattness

of our Souls, in Relation to those never-fading Treasures.
180a Paley Sat. Theol. xxiii. (1803) 458 The flatness of
being content with common reasons. 1810 Knox i Jf.s^

Corr. II. 5 A flatness of mind was gradually steaUng upon
:r.e. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. III. xxx\i. 37 We should
stamp every possible world with the flatness of our own
inanity.

10. Of an author, literary style, conversation,

etc.: Want of animation, brilliancy, or pointecness;

prosaic dulness.

1649 Milton Eikon. xvi, To help those many infirmitEe-
-

,

[in prayer] . .rudeness, impertinencie, flatness, and the like.

we have a remedy of Gods finding out. 1715 Pope Iliad
Pref.. Some of his [Homers] Translators having swell'd

into Fustian, .and others sunk into Flatness. 1741 Watts
Improv. Mind 1. v. § 10 For some scores of lines together

there is a coldness and flatness. 1844 Stanley Arnold
11338' II. 144 The flatnesses of most of those who have
written on this subject.

Fla-t-nose, sb. and a.

A. sb. One who has a flat nose.
16.. Old Round, Call Philip flat-nose ; straight he frets

thereat. 1768-74 Tlcker Lt. Nat. i\?>S'2 ! ! 45^ ' Vou look

at me so wistfully', says the flatnose. 1875 Browning
Aristoph. Apot. 93, I and the Flat-nose. .Oft make a pair.

B. adj. — \ LAT-NOSED a.

1636 W. Durham in Ann. Dubrensia iiS-jj) 8 The Flat-

nose Satyres, i6<o Bulwer Anthropomet. 12 Flat-nose

Dogs which Ladies keep for pleasure. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Flat-nose shell, a cylindrical tool with valve

at bottom, for boring through soft clay.

Flat-nosed, a.

1. Having a fiat nose.

1530 Palsgr. 312 2 Flatte nosed, camus. 1575 Fleming
Virgil's Bucol. x. a The litle flat nozde gotes Shall crop
and nip the tender twige. 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Crv. Com:
I. (1586) 37 If their beloved bee flat nosed, they tearme her
amiable. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. vii. 200 The
Ethiopian .. flat-nosed and crisp-haired. 1853 Hickie tr.

Aristoph.(iS7i' II. 648 The . . flat-nosed women shall sit by
the side of the beautiful.

2. of a tool, asflal-ncsedgraver.
1871 Proc. Amer. Phil.Soc. XII. 226 A flat-nosed graver

would ha%-e left a smooth trough.

+ Flatri'se. Ok." ' [var. oiflatery, Flattery
after the analogy of Faintise.] = Flattery.
c 1440 Generydes 4042 With his fayre wordes, full of flatrise.

Flats, var. of Flotesse. Obs.

Flatted ;fl£eted\^/. a. [f. Flat z>.3 + -ed'.]

1. Laid flat ; levelled with the ground or surface.

Of the sea : Made smooth or calm.
1681 W. Robertson Phrnseol. Gen. (1693I 611 Flatted or

made flat, xquahts. 1700 Dryden Fables, Ceyx $ Alcyone

131 Then frothy white appear the flatted seas. 17X5-JO

Pope Iliad v. 121 The yellow harvests . . And flatted vine-

yards, one sad waste appear. 1750 Thomsok Autumn 337
The fields around Lie sunk, and flatted in the sordid wave.

2. Beaten or pressed out flat ; flattened ; deprived

of convexity or rotundity ; made broad and thin.

1578 Banister Hist. Man. t. 28 The inferiour part of

Radius .. is not onely at the end flatted, but also ample,

iar*e. 1650 T. BTayley] Worcester's Apoph. 47 Turning

33



FLATTEN.

the flatted bullet round with his finger. 1797 W. Johnston

tr. Beckmann's Invent. II. 232 Flatted metal wire began

to be spun round linen or silk thread. 181a J. Smyth

Pract. Customs (1821) 68 Coffee .. is convex on one side,

and flatted on the other, with a deep furrow, which runs

along the flatted side. 1879 W. Collins Hague's Life ix.

104 He turns out a tolerably neat article, from the simple

flatted plates.

1 3. Made of flat bars. Obs.

1805 R. W. Dickson (1807) II. 161 The hurdles, .are gene-

rally of two kinds either flatted or rodded.

1 4. Rendered vapid or insipid. Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva §377 An Orenge, Limon and Apple .

.

fresh in their Colour, But their Iuyce somewhat flatted.

5. Of pigments and painted surfaces : Dead, dull,

without gloss.

1851 Ord. tf Kegul. R. Engineers xix. 89 Two rooms

flatted or French grey. 1859 Gullick & TlMBS Paint. 243

A 'flatted', dull, or unshining surface.

T Flatten, a. Obs. rare. [? var. of Flotten.]

1. Of milk : ? Skimmed (in quot. app. stale, sour

;

perh. associated with Flat a.).

1593 Plat Jewell-he. II. 13 Soke .. in broken beere, or

flatten milk.

2. fig.
= FLEETEN 2.

a 1615 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant III. v, What a flatten

face he has now . . How like an ass he looks !

Flatten (flrt'n), v. [f. Flat a. + -en 5.]

f 1. trans. To lay flat on the ground. Obs. rare.

171a J. Mortimer Hltsb. 11. xii, If they [sheep] should lie

in it [flax], and beat it down, or flatten it, it will rise

again the next rain.

2. Naut. To flatten in (a sail) : to extend it

more nearly fore-and-aft of the vessel. Also absol.

(Cf. Flat v.2 2.)

1839 Marrvat Pliant. Ship x, Hard a-port ! flatten in

forward ! 1856 R. H. Dana Seamen's Friend 51 Flatten in

your jibsheets. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Toflatten
in, the action of hauling in the aftmost clue of a sail to

give it greater power of turning the vessel. .hence
p
/?rtrf*-«

in/onvard . . to haul in the jib and foretopmast-staysail-

sheets towards the middle of the ship, and haul forward the

fore-bowline.

3. = Flat v .- 3. a and b.

a. 1630 Donne Progr. Soule xiv. Poems (1654) 298 As if

for that time their round bodies flatned were. 17*6 Monro
Anat. 11. 201 The two superior of these four [superior Dorsal

vertebra] . . are flatned . . by the Action of the Musculi

longi colli. 175S Johnson, Flatten, to make even or level,

without prominence or elevation. 176a H.Walpole Vertue's

A need. Paint. I. iv. 98 The superior honours paid to M ichael

Angelo, whose nose was flattened by the blow. 180a Paley

Nat. Theol. iii. Wks. 1825 III. 20 Its muscular conformation

. . is throughout calculated for flattening the eye. 1883

Hardwick's Photofr. Chem. (ed. Taylor) 214 A longer

exposure in the Camera . . invariably.//<ifrViw the picture,

destroying its rotundity and stereoscopic effect.

b. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Coining, The bars or plates

. . are passed several times through a mill, to flatten them

further. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 353 Beautiful crystal-

lizations regularly flattened. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr.

Europe ii. § 1. 78 We were frequently flattened out against

the rocks, like beasts of ill repute nailed to a barn.

Jig. 1884 St. L, Herbert in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 242 Reason

. . snubbed and flattened out the emotion. 1889 Barrere

& Leland Slang, To flatten out American) 'I flattened

him out ' I. <•., I had the best of him, of the argument.

4. intr. for refl. To become flat, or more flat ;

to lose convexity or protuberance ; to grow broad

at the expense of thickness. Also with out.

ni7»l Keill Maupertuis Diss. (1734I 51 The Spheroid

that continually flattens. 1734 Watts Keliq. Juv. (1789) 85

Our real form grows cold and pale . . it flattens, It withers

into wrinkles. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) II. 97 On
approaching the coast, the surface of the country flattens,

and approaches water-level. i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist.

I. 149 The horn .. flattens and turns inwards. 1884 11.

James Little Tour 109 (Cent. Diet.) As I proceeded it [the

country] flattened out a good deal. 1885 L. Wingfield

Barbara Philpot III. v. 132 A glittering doll in a shop-

window causeth the noses of the bystanders to flatten. 1893

Westm. Gaz. 18 Mar. 8/1 The dip of the reef ' flattens .

b. Of the wind or a storm : To decrease in

force. Cf. Flat v" 2 c.

1748 Anson Voy. 1. viii. 79 The storm at length flattening

to a calm. 1805 Naval Chron. XIII. 239 The Wind
flattening . . she missed stays.

5. trans. To make ' flat', vapid, or insipid. Also

fig.
1631 Sanderson Serm. II. 2 As if all use of rhethoncal

ornaments.. did adulterate, corrupt, and flatten the sincere

milk of the word. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies n. v. 221 The
Celestial Bodies, .do ferment or flatten the Air. i75SJ°hn-

son, Flatten, to make vapid.

b. intr. to become insipid.

169a R. L'Estrance Fables clxi. 132 Satisfactions that.,

flatten in the very tasting. 170a Eng. Theopkrast. 254

Without some tincture of Urbanity, good Humour flattens

for want of Refreshment and Relief.

6. trans. To make dull, deprive of attraction,

interest, or impresstveness ; also toflatten down.
l693 W- Freke Set. Ess. xxxiv. 210 When you gallop

over a good Author, you . . flatten him, and lose half his

Life and Substance. 1710 Steele Taller No. 204 r 5 It

flattens the Narration, to say his Excellency in a Case

which is common to all Men. a 171s Burnet Own Time

(1724) I. 162 The odiousness of the crime grew at last to be

so much flatten'd by the frequent executions. i8«o Lamb

Lett. (1888) II. 57 That I did not write . .
was simply that

he was to come so soon, and that flattens letters. 1889

Spectator 14 Dec. 840 When the pilgrims . . break out into

verse, they . . flatten down what had been far more effectively

and imaginatively said in prose.

298

+ 7. To deprive of energy or ' fire ' ; to depress.

Also with away. Obs.

1683 R. Grove Persuas. Communion 22 Our Passions

..may be Charmed, or Raised, or Flattened. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 47 P 3 He was sunk and flattened to the lowest

Degree. 177a J. Adams Diary 23 Nov. Wks. 1850 II. 305,

I find they are both cooled, both flattened away. 1796

Burke Corr. IV. 362 So far from endeavouring to excite

this spirit, nothing has been omitted to flatten and lower it.

b. To cause (a market) to become depressed.

1891 Daily News 12 Nov. 2/1 These two influences sufficed

to flatten all the markets.

8. To lower (a musical note) in pitch ; also absol.

18x4 Mirror III. 105/2 Flattening and sharpening and

rosining bows. 1825 Danneley Diet. Mus., To flatten, to

lower a note one or two half tones. 1871 Banister Music

55 That same note sharpened or flattened.

9. To paint (a surface) so that it shall have no

gloss ; to deprive (paint) of its lustre. Also absol.

1813 Crabb Techn.Dict., To flatten, is to give a newly

painted wall such a coat of colour as takes off its glossy

appearance. 1874 W. Crookes Dyeing tjr Calico Print, vii.

517 The colouring matter may also be flattened or

deprived of its lustre.

10. Tanning : see quot.

187s Ure's Diet. Arts 111. 95 In some cases, as in the calf-

skin, it is skived and then shaved, or, as it is called, flat-

tened at right angles to the skiving.

Flattened (fte-t'nd ;, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed '.]

In senses of the verb.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants IV. 113 Long slender

thread-shaped but flattened leaves. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand,
by Loire 39 The bridge is composed of fifteen flattened

arches. 1863 Lyell Antia. Man ii. 27 Its shape is that of

a flattened cone. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner.

290 Rings, of which the outer at least consist of broad

flattened pieces. .

fig. 1874 Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/.-P. 621 Is wisdom
flattened sense and mere distaste ?

Flattener (ftet'naj). [f. as prec. + -er 1
.]

One who flattens ; something used for flattening.

1741 [see Flatter sb.'1 ij. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV.

XVI. vL 329 There followed a dryness between the divine

Emilie and the Flattener of the Earth [i.e. Maupertuis,

from his having proved the flattening of the earth at the

poles.] 1875 / 'lain Needle-work 14 An old tooth brush handle,

which.. might be called the ' flattener '. 1879 J. Paton in

Encycl.Brit. X. 661/2 The flattener, with a piece of charred

wood, rubs it [the opened cylinder of glass] quite smooth.

Flattening, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing i.]

1. The action or process of making flat. In

Glass-making, the process of laying out (sheet-

glass) flat.

1879 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. X. 660/2 The opening,

flattening, or spreading of the glass. Ibid. 661/1.

2. The process of becoming flat ; the condition

of being flattened.

1716 Monro Anat. II. 199 This Flaming on their Sides .

.

is of good Use. 1854 W. K. Kelly tr. Arago's Astron.

131 The flattening at the poles [of the earth]. i860

Tyndall Glac. 11. xxiv. 359 These disks [in ice] have been

mistaken for bubbles . . and their flattening has been ascribed

to the pressure [etc.]. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xix. 325 The
earth's flattening is very much less proportionally than that

of the orange.

3. atlrib. and Comb, (chiefly in Glass-making:

see 1), as flattening arch, furnace, iron, kiln,

oven, stone, tool.

1879 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. X. 661/2 The waggon
th,en goes back to the 'flattening arch. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 878/2 'Flattemng/urnace. i8g8 Simmonds

Diet. Trade, * Flattenine-irou, a laundress's or workman's

smoothing iron. 1871 W. R. Greg Enigmas 2J2 That..

God will pass a flattening-iron over all.. and smooth out

every salient individuality. 1879 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit.

X. 661/2 The "flattening kiln .. consists of two chambers

built together, the one for flattening the cylinders, the

other for annealing the sheets . . The cylinder, after being

gradually reheated, is placed in the centre of the 'flattening

oven, upon a smooth stone. Ibid., The 'flattening stone or

table, mounted on a movable waggon.

t Fla'tter, sb.i Obs. Forms : 4-5 flatour,

(vlatour), 5 Hater, 6 flatter, [a. OF. flatere,

flaleour,flaie.ur, agent-n. l.flater to Flatter.] =
Flatterer.
1340 Aycnb. 256 Ulatours and lyejeres byeb to grat cheap

ineliare cort. c 1400 Cato's Morals 8 in Cursor M. App.

iv. 1660 Alle fals flaters. a iajo Knt. de la Tour I.1S6S) 123

Beter is the frende that prikithe thanne the flatour that

oyntethe. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Mowbray's Banishm. xi,

And whyle the rest prouyded for this thing, I flatter I..

brake fayth and promise both.

Flatter (flartaj), *M [f. Flat v. + -er i.j

1. A workman who makes something (e.g. a blank

or planchet, a hide or skin, etc.) flat.

1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1725) I. 249 The silver-spin-

ner, the flatter, the wire-drawer . . and the refiner. 1741

Chambers Cycl., Flatter or Flattener. See Coining. 1885

C. T. Davis Mann/. Leather xxix. 497 The sides next go to

a flatter, who levels off the shanks, .with a currier's knife.

2. A tool used in making things flat, e. g. a very

broad-faced hammer used by smiths.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 878/2 Flatter (Wire-drzwmg\

a draw-plate with a flat orifice, to draw out flat strips,

such as watch-springs, skirt-wire [etc.]. 1888 LockwoocCs

Diet. Mech. Engin., Flatter, a species of hammer used by

smiths. Its use is to finish over broad surfaces which have

been brought to size by the sledge and set hammer.

t Flatter, sb.z Obs. [f. next.] Flattery.

1593-4 Sylvester Profit Imprisonm. 437 that hee

never had prefer'd the Seipents flatter Before th' eternall

Law of all the Worlds Creator.

FLATTER.

Flatter (flx'taj), v.i Forms : o. 3 flatteren,

4-6 flater(e(n, (5 flateryn), 6 flattir, 6- flatter.

0. 4vlaterien. [Ofsomewhat doubtful etymology.

In sense it represents OF. flale-r (mod.F. flatter),

= Yi.flatar; the primary meaning of this word is

believed to be ' to flatten down, smooth ' ; hence

' to stroke with the hand, caress ' (a sense still

current in Fr.) ; this sense, as well as that of OF.

flater, -ir to dash to the ground, is plausibly ac-

counted for by derivation from the Teut. word

which we have as Flat a. The normal form which

flat-er should assume when adapted into E. is the

rare Sc. Flat v. As ME. did not adapt Fr. vbs.

by addition of a suffix -er to the stem, or adopt

them in their infinitive form, the Eng. flatter

cannot be paralleled with Ger. flaltiren, MDu.
flatteren, Svt.flattera, which are normally formed

adaptations from the French ; it might however

have arisen by association of the vb. with its deri-

vatives, OF. flatere, -our Flatter sb.l, and flaterie

Flattery. More probably, however, the native

Flatter v.-, an onomatopoeia expressive of light

repeated movement, may have developed a sense

resembling the primary sense of the F. word, and

hence have been accepted as its equivalent. Cf.

ON. flaSra, MSw. flakra, flikra, to flatter, all

prob. of onomatopoeic origin. It may be signifi-

cant that in the earliest instance of ME. flatteren

it occurs as a various reading for flakcren, which

corresponds precisely to MSw.flakra just cited.]

fl. intr. Of an animal, bird, etc. : To show de-

light or fondness (by wagging the tail, making a

caressing sound, etc.). Const, upon, with. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 815 Lyk to the scorpioun .

.

That flaterest with thin heed whan thou wilt stynge. 1387

Trevisa //ifJen (Rolls) II. 431 P=>t f°ules at Diomedes

temple springeb water and flatereb wib be Grees. 1583

Hollyband Campo di Far 41 Here is a meery htle dogge:

See how he flattereth with his tale. 1607 TorsELL Four./.

Beasts 105 She [the Cat] hath one voice to beg and to

complain .. another among hir own kind, by flattring, by

hissing, by puffing, by spitting, /bid. 160 Dogges . .
who

would fawne & gently flatter vpon all those which came

chastly & religiously to worship there.

t b. trans. Rarely used in Fr. sense : To touch

or stroke lightly and caressingly. Obs.

[1580 KaketAIv. F 666 To feele and handle gently, to

flatter, to dallie, and deceiue, palpo]. 1599 H. Buttes

Dyets drie Dinner M, Trout is a fish that loveth to be

flattered and clawed in the water. 1650 [see Flattering

///. a. 4]. 17*5 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Bee, The Bees

that compose his Train . . flatter him with their 1 rumps.

2. To try to please or win the favour of (a person)

by obsequious speech or conduct ; to court, fawn

upon, t Also intr. toflatter with.

1340 Ayenb. 61 pe blondere defendeb and excuseb and

wryeb be kueades and be zennes of ham bet he wyle

ulateri. 1:1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 344 Pes men

flateren hem, for bei hopen to haue wynnyng of hem. 1387

Trevisa Higden. (Rolls) III. 315 5i> b°" woldest flatere wib

Denys be kyng, bou schuldest nou;t wasche bese wortes.

c 1440 /'romp. Parv. 164 Flateryn, adulor. 15S9 Mirr.

Mag , Worcester \\, To frayne the truth, the living for to

flatter. 1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. L 88, I mocke my name

(great King) to flatter thee, a 1744 Pope Epitaph xv, One

poor Poet . . Who never flatter d Folks like you. 1764

Goldsm. Trav. 362 Yet think not.. I mean to flatter kings,

or court the great. 1830 Tennyson Mermaid 41 1 he bold

merry mermen . . would sue me, and woo me, and flatter ine.

1842 Lytton Zanoni I. i. 5 Yet was he thoroughly unsocial.

He formed no friends, flattered no patrons.

absol. 1393 Langl. P. Pt. C. ix. 147 Ancres and here-

mites bat eten bote at nones, And freres bat flateren not.

1413 Filgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483' iv. xxxiii. 82 1 hem nedeth

nought to glosen ne to flateren, for.. hope of yeftes.

3. To praise or compliment unduly or insincerely,

t Const, of. t Also in weaker sense, to gloss over,

palliate (faults), speak too leniently to (an of-

fender), t Formerly also intr. toflatter with.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 222 (MS. Cleop. C. vi) Men -bet flattereS

[other texts faltreS, flakere5] hire of freolac. 1535 Cover-

dale Prov. xxviii. 23 He that rebuketh a man, shall fynde

more fauoure at y« last, then he that flatreth him. 15*1

Latimer Serm. 31 Jan., Here learne . . not to flatter with

any body when they do . . wickedly, for Christ, perceauing

his disciples to be vnbeleuers, flattered them not, but .

.

rebuked them for their faultes. l6» R*v Corr. (1848) 2,

I would not be flattered, I am not so fond of my own con-

ceits. 1738 Pope Ebil. Sat. 1. 86 Let. .ev'ry Fool and knave

Begrac'd thro' Life, and flatter'd in his Grave. Mod. Your

beautiful voice —' 'Ah! you are flattering me.

absol. isoo-ao ? Dunbar Poems (1893) 310 « ryte I of

liberalise. .Than will thay say I flatter quyte. 1548 Hall

Chron. Edw. /F, 198, I neither dare nor wil write .
.

lest

. . some men might thynke that I flattered a htle. 178.

Cowper Table T. 88 The lie that flatters I abhor the most.

4. To gratify the vanity or self-esteem of; to

make self-complacent; to make (one) feel honoured

or distinguished. Also, To tickle (a persons

vanity).
<ri400 Rom. Rose 3941 Another shal have as moche .

.
lor

riehtnought . . If he can flater hir to hir pay. 1560 Bible

(Genev.) Ps. xxxvi. 2 He flattereth himselfe in his owne

eyes. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i 208 When I tell him, he

hates Flatterers, He says, he does ; being then most

flattered. 1717 Ladv M. W. Montacu Let. to Abbi Lonti

1 Apr.. It is the emptror's in:erest to flatter them. 1791
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Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest vtii, I am . . flattered by the

distinction ^ou offer me. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. {1839) I. 22

This was intended to flatter the bishop's vanity, a 1864
Prescott (Webster), Others he flattered by asking their

advice.
trans/. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 175 A splendid

presence flattering the poor roofs.

5. To play upon the vanity or impressionable-

ness of (a person) ; to beguile or persuade with

artful blandishments ; to coax, wheedle. Const.

from, into, to, out of. + Also intr. toflatter with.
1500-90 Dunbar Poems xxx. 43 In me was falset with

every wicht to flatter. 1537 Matthew Judg. xvi. 5 Flatter

with hym [1539 Taverner Flatter him] & se wherin hys
great strenght lyeth. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 21

As waywarde children the more they bee flatered the worse
they are. 1591 Troub. Raigne K. John n. '1611' 82 For
Priests and women must be flattered. 1593 Warner Alb.
Eng. vii. xxxiv. (1612) 167 He flattered his Neeces from
their mother. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. L § 24. 65 Or did
he hope . . to flatter Heaven into a consent? 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 42 Man should be seduc't And flatter'd out of all,

believing lies Against his Maker. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Flatter, to coaks, soothe up or wheedle. 1833
Alison Hist. Europe (1849) II. ix. § 51. 276 You may
easily flatter a tyrant : but to flatter twenty-five millions

of people is as impossible as to flatter the Deity himself.

absol. 16x1 Bible i Esdras iv. 31 The King was faine to

flatter, that she might be reconciled to him againe.

6. To beguile, charm away 'sorrow, etc.) ; also,

to beguile, charm to (tears), arch.

1580 Sidney A rcadia 1. (1629) 52 A place for pleasantnesse,

not vnfit to flatter solitarinesse. 1597 Shaks. Rich, If/,

iv. iv. 245 Flatter my sorrows with report of it. i8ao

Keats Eve St. Agnes Hi, Music's golden tongue Flatter'd

to tears this aged man. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxviiL

39 If nor books I send nor natter sorrow to silence.

7. To encourage or cheer (a person) with hopeful

or pleasing representations ; to inspire with hope,

usually on insufficient grounds. Also, To foster

(hopes), f Formerly also intr. toflatter with.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 109 Fortune gan flateren .. bo
fewe . . And byhight hem longe !yf. 1393 [see Flattering
///. a, 2.] 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1351/1 My
lord, you are verie sicke, I will not flatter with you. 159a
Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 9S9 Hope, .doth flatter thee in thoughts
vnlikely. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, 1. nL 29 Flatt'ring himselfe
with [Qo. in] Proiect of a power Much smaller, then the
smallest of his Thoughts. 1601 — Twel. N. 1. v. 322 Desire
him not to flatter with his Lord, Nor hold him up with
hopes; I am not for him. ijyo-i Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 123
Now were you in vast hopes you should hear no more from
me.. but don't flatter yourself. 176a H. Walpole Vertue's
Anecd. Paint. (1765) I. vi. 137 The Carews . . were flattered

with the hopes of this match. '794 Paley Evid. 11. v.

f 1 8 1 7) 23 It was his business to have nattered the prevailing
hopes. 184s Tennyson Two Voices 204 Wilt thou make
everything a lie To flatter me that I may die? 1855 Pres-
cott Philip II, I. II. ix. 243 Men had flattered themselves.

.

with the expectation of some change for the better. 1890
Daily .Yews 24 Nov. 3/5 The Irish filly never flattered her
backers.
absol. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 172 Desire, .sweetely flatters.

b. To please with the belief, idea, or suggestion

that. Now chiefly refl.

1592 Shaks. Ven. <$• Ad. 978 Reuiuing ioy bids her re-

ioyce, And flatters her, it ts Adonis voyce. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 165 p 1 Their People might flatter themselves
that Things are not so bad as they really are. 1753 Hume
Let. 5 Jan. in Burton Life $ Corr 1846) I. 378 My friends
flatter me. .that I have succeeded. 178a Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. I. Pref. 13, I flatter myself . . I have given reasonable
satisfaction, a 1796 Burns i As I was a wandering-',
I flatter my fancy I may get anither. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby v. iv, They flattered themselves it might be
done. 1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st. iv. xvi, We flattered

ourselves we should be able to give a good account of
a half-dozen.

8. To ' caress % gratify (the eye, ear, etc.).

Johnson describes this as a sense purely Gallick
' ; but it

occurs in his own writings, and is now established.

1695 Dryden Observ. Du Fresnoy's Art Paint. 130
A Consort of Voices . . pleasingly fills the Ears and flatters

them. 17a* Wollaston Relig. Sat. ix. 206 He might.,
be flattered with some verdures and the smiles of a few
daisies on the banks of the road. 1883 Stevenson New
Arab. Sts. (1884) 120 The beauty of the stone flattered the
young clergyman's eyes.
absol. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 80 F 2 The Hill

flatters with an extensive View.

9. To represent too favourably; to exaggerate the

good points of. Said esp. of painters, or the like.

1 581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (15861 4 But if I flatter

not my selfe, I have a whole minde within my crasie bodie.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 192 Yet the Painter flatter'd

her a little. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reji.w. x. 222 If Art have
not flatter'd Nature. 1765 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd.
Paint. IV. 18 Oliver . . said to him ' Mr. Lely, I desire you
would use all your skill to paint my picture truly like me,
and not flatter me at all.' 1768

—

hist. Doubts 95 How
much the characters of princes are liable to be flattered or
misrepresented. 1885 Fu. Garrett At any Cost x. 169 My
friends do not think that my portrait flatters me.
absol. 1634 Prynne Documents agst. Prynne (Camden)

25 A Queene, in whose prayse it is impossible for a poett to
fayn, or orator to flatter. 1758 Home Agis Ded., A grate-

ful imagination adorns its benefactor with every virtue, and
even flatters with sincerity.

10. With adverbs. Toflatter in (nonce-use' : to

usher in or help forward with flattery. To flatter

up: + a) to indulge unduly, pamper, * coddle*;
(b) to flatter extravagantly ; to work (oneself) up
into self-complacency ; {c) nonet-use, to call up
(a smile) by flattery.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. it. 824 To flatter vp these powers
of mine with rest. 1669 Dryden Tyrannick Love iv. i,

I, like the Fiends, will flatter in his Doom. 1848 J. Water-
worth Canons fy Decrees Trent 38 No one ought to flatter

himself up with faith alone. x8oi G. Meredith One 0/our
Cona. III. xiii. 273 'We go*, Victor said to Nataly, and
flattered-up a smile about her lips.

Hence Flattered ppl. a.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 164 Flateryd, adnlaius. 1665 Manley
Grotius Low C. Warres 165 His Mind was so elevated into

a flattered Conceit of himself. 171* Shaftesb. Misc. Rejl.
v. i, They become, like flatter'd Princes, impatient of Con-
traduction. i7»5 Young Love Fame L 13 Flatter'd crimes
of a licentious age, Reproach our silence. 1888 Sat. Rev.
23 June 773/2 The flattered monarch refused to interfere.

t Fla*tter, v.'1 Obs. [Onomatopoeic; ci.flacker,

flutter, flitter.] intr. To float, flutter.

c 1375 Barbour Troy-bk. 11. 1752 He . . Flatterand amange
be wawes wode With gret force of his armes gane swyme.
'^(1450 Chaucer's Knt.'s T. 1104 (Petworth MS.) Aboue
her hede her dowues flateringe [other texts flikeringe].

a 1803 Sir Patrick Spens in Child Hallads hi. lviii. 27 i

And mony was the feather-bed That flattered on the faem.

Flatterable (flae'terab'l', a. nonce-wd. [f.

Flatter v. 1 + -able.] That may be Mattered, sus-

ceptible to flatten.'.

(7 1734 North Lives I. 124 He was the most flatterable

creature that ever was known.

Flatter-blind florUiibloind', v. nonce-wd.

[f. Flatter v. l + Blind v.] trans. To flatter so as

to make blind ; to blind with flatten-.

1818 Coleridge Let. in Lit. Rem. '1836111. 1 My next
Friday's lecture will, if I do not grossly flatter-Llind myself,
be interesting.

Flattercap 'flartoiksep). Obs. exc. dial. [f.

as prec. + Cap sb. 1
] A flatterer.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1691) 613 Avaunt all

flattercaps. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Flatch or
Flattercap, a flatterer ; a term applied to wheedling children,

when they try by flattery to gain their own little ends.

Flatter-dock [flsetaicVk). [? f. Flatter v. 2

+ DOCK sd.l] A provincial name given to several

large-leaved aquatic plants ('docks'), probably

from the floating leaf.

1820 Wilbraham Chesh. Gloss., Flatter Dock or Batter
Dock, pond weed or potamogeton. 1878-86 Bkitten &
Holland Plant-n., Flatter Dock.

Flatterer 'flae-tarai . [f. Flatter^. 1 -h-er 1
.]

1. One who flatters, in various senses of the vb.
;

esp. one who employs false praise to obtain favour

or otherwise serve his own purposes.
^1340 Hampole Psalter x\v. 4 Flaterers & bakbiters ere

fere fra bis life. 1413 Pilgr. Sozote 'Caxton 14S3' in. iii. 51

Ye that haue ben flaterours and traitours to youre frendes.

*5*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 83, I had lever .. he
reproued . . of euery persone, than to be praysed of a flaterer.

.11680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 443 A Flatterer is a I>og,

that fawns when he bites. 17*7 Gay Fables 1. i. 77 For
beasts of prey, a servile train, Have been the flatt'rers of
my reign. 1838 Dickens Sich. Nick, xxviii, ' I am afraid

Sir Mulberry is a flatterer, my lord ', said Mrs. Wititterly.

1881 Rita My Lady Coquette xx, You are a sad flatterer,

Rose.

2. Comb., asflatterer-like adj.

1630 Drayton Moses 1. 118 Three lab'ring months them
flatterer-like beguiled.

Fla*tteress. Obs. [f. Flatter sb.* + -ess. Cf.

OF. flateresse.'] A female flatterer.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour G ij, In her companye she had
a woman a flatteresse and a grete liar. 1569 ). Sanford tr.

Agrippa's Van. Artes 154 Wherefore Plato calleth this

[Cookery] the flatteresse of Phisicke. 1658 Hexham,
Een Vleydersse, a Flattresse, or a Flattering woman.

Flattering 'flartarirj";, vbl. sb. [f. Flatter vA
+ -ing 1.] The action of the vb. Flatter, in its

various senses. Now rare exc. in gerundial use.

a 1*25 Ancr. R. 320 Vor fearlac, vor flatterunge. a 1340
Hampole Psalter v. 11 Wib flaterynge bai deuoure wham
swa bai may felaghe wib bairn, c 1430 Syr Getter. 1 Roxb.)
1977 Thurgh his fals flatering With the Sodon was he
dwelling. 1563-87 Foxe-4. $ M.(j$96)95i/2The preachers
.. preached nothing but lies and flatterings. 1607 Hieron
IVks. 1 . 430 Secret soothing and flattering of the heart, 1678
R. Barclay Apol. Quakers Ded., The flattering of court

parasites.

Fla*ttering, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

1. Of a person, his actions, utterances, etc. : That
flatters or tries to please by praise, generally in-

sincere ; adulatory.
1484 Caxton Fables o/AEsop 1. xv, The foole whiche herd

the flaterynge wordes of the foxe beganne to open his bylle
for to synge. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 839 Be ware of all

flatterynge frendis. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. tr. i- 1S8 That
flattering tongue of yours wonne me. 1781 Gibbon Ded. <y

F. III. 115 The most flattering bard . .would have hesitated
to affirm, that he surpassed the measure of the demi-gods of
antiquity.

t b. Coaxing, wheedling. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Friar's Prol. 30 I schal him telle which

a gret honour Is to ben a fals flateryng lymytour. 1697
Drydem Virg. Georg. m. 269 Thy flatt'ring Method on the
Youth pursue.

2. Suggesting pleasurable (usually, delusive) an-
ticipations or beliefs

;
pleasing to the imagination.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 174, I shall . . deceive and lie With
flaterende prophecie. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 153:) 57
Flee all y* false flateryng promesses of y* worlde. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. l i. 44 Euen as a flatt'ring dreame.
1717 Pope Epist. to Jervas 23 What flatt'ring scenes our
wand'ring fancy wrought ! a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
V. 305 He had consulted by letter all the most eminent

physicians . . and, as he was apprehensive that they might
return flattering answers if they knew who he was, he had
[etc.]. 1871 K. Hurley Let. in Raymond Statist. Mines ty

Mining (1872J 203 The prospects at this camp are very
flattering.

b. Of the weather, the stars, etc. : Promising,

(delusively) encouraging hope. Now rare.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11. xxx. 278 Don Juan ..

hourely expecting a wind to bee gone, and finding a flatter-

ing gale went aboard. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 413 Such
flattering weather is commonly the forerunner of a Tempest.
17x1 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 27 Oct., It has been a terrible

rainy day, but so flattering in the morning, that I would
needs go out in my new hat. 1847 Emerson Poems, Thre-
nody Wlcs. tBohnj I. 400 For flattering planets seemed to

say This child should ills of ages stay.

3. Gratifying to self-esteem ; highly compli-
mentary.

1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. 1842 II. 5^3 These
opinions are flattering to national vanity. 18*0 Lamb Final
Mem, viii. To Mr. Rogers 277 It is not the flatteringest

compliment . . to an author to say, you have not r':ao })':•,

book yet. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 273 The very
flattering terms in which he expressed himself. 185a Mrs.
Stowf. Uncle Tom's C. xxxvi, The dark beauty of the sup-
posed little girl drew many flattering comments from the
passengers.

+ 4. Caressing, handling lightlv. Cf. Klattki; z. 1

1 b. Obs.

1650 Fuller Pt'sgahu. vi. i5oTheir[Baal's pritsts'] flatter-

ing hands .. did theatrically .. let out some drops cf wild
hloud.

5. That represents too favourably; said ef. of

a picture or the like.

159S Shaks. John 11. i. 503 Till now, infixed I beheld my
selfe, Drawne in the flattering table of her tie ! 1718 Prior
Alma in. 23 The flatt'ring G!as-> cf Nature. 1774 '

Fetal. 63 A fluttering painter, who made it his care '1 o draw
men as they ought to be, not as they are.

6. quasi-a</V. = Flattekingly adv.
159a Shaks. Rom.fy Jul. 11. ii. 141 All this is but a dreame,

Too flattering sweet to i.e substantial!.

Hence Flatteringnessj the quality of being

flattering.

1894 'Temple Bar Mag. CI. 1^5 She gently te-.; ei

flatteringnos by the remark.

Flatteringly 'flx-Urirjir, adv. [f. prec. +
-ly -.] In a Mattering manner.
1387 Treyisa Higden Ro!i> VII. 107 pey answer-de ful

falsely and flateryngly bat nay. 1548 Hall (.hron. Introd. 7

The king flateringly and with great dissimu'.a'.;

proclamation. 1661 Cowley Disc. Gozt. O. Cromwell Ess.

(1669)56 Pray Countryman (said he, very kindly and \ery
flatteringly). 1719 Lokdon it Wise Compl. (,ard. 298 How
flatteringly fair soever the weather appear. 1865 Mrs.
Kiddell Gto. Geith II. vi. 56 Still hope whispered flatter-

ingly that the girl might grow to love him.

t Fla*tterous, a. Obs. [f. Flatter.-^. 1 or

Flattee-y + -oi'8.] Of, pertaining to, or suitable

for a flatterer ; flattering.

1546 Hale 15/ Exam. Anne Askewe 18 b, Trust not to

moche in the flatterouse faunynge of soche wylye foxes.

Hence Flatterously adv., flatteringly.

1667 Oldenburg Let. to Boyle 3 Dec. in Boyle's H'ks.

(1772 VI. 253 If he durst believe himself, who is flatterously

given, he is much better than he was before.

Flattery flceteri . Forms : 4 flaterie, (south.

vlaterie
,
4-6 flatery'e, 5 flatere, -eri, -irry,

•urye, 6 flat 'i,ry], 6-7 flatterie, 6- flattery.

[ad. F. flatterie OF. flaterie = Pr. flataria , f.

flatteur [OF. flatere) a flatterer, f. flatter OF.
flater) : see Flatter v. 1 and -ery i b.]

1. The action or practice of flattering ; false or in-

sincere praise ; adulation ; cajolery, blandishment.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.i 2155 For thou leuest wel flaterie.

c 1386 Chaucer /oar*. T. P 539 Flaterie is generally wrongful
preysing. M'S R'tgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 How
dar ther ony man deceyuen suche persone by fauour of
flaterye. 1484 Caxton P'ables 0/AEsop 1. ix, Ofte the good
men lese theyr goodes by the deception and flaterye of the

peruers and evylle folke. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. 'W. de W. 1531)m Somtyme vnder the cloke of good maner, he bryngeth
in adulacyon or flatery. 1646 J. Benbrigge Vsura aecom-
modata 15 The flattery of deceitfull borrowers. 1710 Steele
Taller "So. 139 Pi That general Cause of all their [Women's]
Follies, and our Misfortunes, their Love of Flattery. 1771
Golds*. Hist. Eng. II. 217 He was resolved to maintain
himself in it. .by tyranny over his inferiors, and flatter)- to

the queen. :8*6 Disraeli Viv Grey vl i, Flattery is the

destruction of all good fellowship.

%.fig. 'Gratifying deception, delusion' (Schmidt\
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xlit 14 My friend and I are one :

Sweet flattery ! then she loves but me alone, 1604 — OtJu
v.: \. 133.

3. W ith a and //.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, m. ii. 216 He does me double
wrong, that wounds me with the flatteries of his tongue.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. Ded. 6 It is. .Your Custome to look

evn upon Smal Praises as Flatteries. 1700 Dryden Fables

Pref., You never cool while you read Homer, even not in

the Second Book (a graceful Flattery* to his Countrymen).

Flatting flartirj; , vbl. sb. [f. Flat v.'1 + -J5G *.]

1. The action or process of laying, pressing, or

beating out flat; spec, the process of rolling

metal into plates; also in Glass-making, the process

of flattening a split glass cylinder.

x6n Corr.iL, Emplatement, a flatting; a laying flat vnto;

a making broad or flat. 1687 Tacbmah Loudon's Tri. 6 la

another apartment is . . Flatting and Drawing of Gold .

.

Wyre. 1790 G. Surra Laboratory I. 318 A flatting-mill,

such as those employed in the flatting of gold.
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b. toner. A layer of mortar.
1829 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 161 The wall

has been constructed in regular flattings, with layers of
basaltic rumlar work between each flatting of the mortar.

f 2. The process of becoming flat. Of wine : The
process of becoming vapid or insipid.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 30 The flatting of the Surface in the

middle is from the abatement of the waters pressure out-

wards. 1675 W. Charleton Two Disc. 11. 160 The Palling

or Flatting of Wines.

T 3. Music. The lowering (of a note) by one
semitone. Obs,
1674 Playford Skill Mus. \. ii. 10 These two B Cliffs, .are

usually put to several Notes in the middle of any song or
Lesson for the Flatting or Sharping of Notes.

4. Coal-mining. (See quots., and see Flat sb.% 4.)
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Flatting, drawing or

leading coals underground with horses and lads. 189:
Labour Commission Gloss., Flatting , . is the stacking of
coal by boys at the flat.

5. Gilding and Housepainting. The action of

Flat v.2 8. Also conn: The overlaid coat.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 410 The Nottingham
white-lead is the most esteemed for what is called flatting,

or dead white. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mec/uznic
§ 1582 The finishing coat is to be ' flatting '.

6. oilrib. and Comb., asflailingfurnace, hammer,
hcarlh, slone, tool, (chiefly in Glass-making: see

1) ; flailing coal, colour, while (sense 5) ; flatting-

mill, a mill for flattening, esp. one for rolling

metal into sheets and forming the ribbon from
which the planchets are cut in coining.

1875 Ore's Diet. Arts II. 402 The *flatting colour should
be incorporated with a large quantity of spirits of turpentine.
1810 James Milit, Diet., Flattoir, a *flatting hammer. 16x8
in Lord's Debates (Camd. 1870) 138 Twoe 'flatting milnes.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 318 A flatting-mill, such as
silver-wire drawers use. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build.
406 In the operation of making it [milled lead], a laminating-
roller is used, or a flatting-mill. 1891 Star 24 Oct. 4/6
Jeweller's flatting mills.

Flattish (flce'tij), a. [f. Flat a. + -isii.] Some-
what flat.

1611 Speed Theai. Gt. Brit. n. xi. § 4 Where the hils settle

any thing flattish. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. iv. xi. note.
These worms, .have large flattish Heads. 1840 Evid. Hull
Docks Com. 9, It is a flattish shore. 1877 J. D. Chambers
Divine Worship 253 The Chalices of the thirteenth century
. . were round and wide-mouthed and flattish.

Flatty (flae'li), sb. slang. [f. Flat sb.z + -y ">.]

One who is ignorant of the methods of professional

thieving; a flat; also comb.: flatty-ken (seequot.).
1851 Mayhbw Lond. Labour (1861) I. 218 They betray to

the 'flatties', .all their profits and proceedings. Ibid. (1851)
I. 243 ' Flatty-kens', that is, houses the landlord of which is

not 'awake' or 'fly' to the 'moves' and dodges of the trade.

Flatulence ^floe'tufle'ns). [a. F. flalulence, f.

flatulent : see Flatulent and -ence.]

1. gen. The condition of being charged with gas.
a 1816 Sheridan Sck. Scand. 111. iii. Wks. 1821 I. 77 The

Spa water, .has all the pertness and flatulence of Cham-
paigne, without the spirit or flavour.

2. esp. The state or condition of having the

stomach or other portion of the alimentary canal

charged with gas.

1858 Copland Diet. Pract. Med. I, 1044 When flatulence

precedes or attends organic lesions of the stomach.

b. The tendency in various kinds of food to

produce this state.

3. fig. Inflated orpuffed-up condition, windiness,

vanity
;
pomposity, pretentiousness.

1711 tr. S. Werenfels' Dis. Logomachys 229 Remember to
distinguish between true Sublimity of Mind and Stile, and
a vain flatulence of both. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 75
P 10 Covert insults which serve to give vent to the flatulence
of pride.

Flatulency (fiVtiiflensi). [f. next : see
-ENCY-]

1. —Flatulence 2. Also an instance of this.

1660 Lovell Hist. Anim. fy Min. 159 They discussing
their flatulency by garrulity. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments v.

'1735I 140 The most sure Sign of a deficient Perspiration is

Flatulency, or Wind. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller 11. viiL

(1760J 135 Cinnamon, .dispels Flatulencies, and is a pleasant
Cardiac. 1806 Med. frnl. XV. 367 His disease originated
from flatulency. 1858 Copland Did. Pract. Med. I. 1043
Flatulency .. an undue formation and accumulation of air
in the stomach or intestines, with frequent rejection of it.

b. Tendency to cause flatulence.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner E viij, Other referre
it to their [Beanes'J flatulencie, whereby they provoke to
lechery.

2. = Flatulence 3.
166a Gurnali. Chr. in A rm. (\bty 343/2 The flatulency of

them which puffs up others into pride, c 1698 Locke Cottd.
Underst. xxii, Puffed up with a flatulency arising from a
weak and narrow comprehension.

Flatulent (flartiwlent), a. Also 7 flatilent.

[a. F.flatulent, ad. mod.L.fldtulent-us, f. L.fldt-us
a blowing, i.flare to blow : see -ulent.]

1 1. Of a windy nature, full of air or wind. Of
a tumour : Turgid with air. Obs.
1600 Surflet Countrie Farme vi. xxii. 773 The vnprofit-

able and excrementous humour consumed, and the flatulent

or windie parts thereof discussed. >7<>4 F« Fuller Med.
Gymn. (1705) 70 The Contents of the Stomach are much
rarefi'd and flatulent, a 1713 Quincy Lex. Physico-Med.
(1730) Flatulent Tumours are such as easily yield to the
Pressure of the Finger, but readily return, by their elasticity,

to a tumid State again. 1745 Brownricg in Phil. Trans.
LV. 238 Those spirits of fountains are flatulent and elastic.

2. Liable to, or prolific in, windy blasts, rare.

1671 R. BoiiUN Wind 65 The Spring and Autumn . . are
the most Flatulent Seasons of the yeere. 1840 Barham
Ingol. Leg., Bagmaifs Dog, Those flatulent folks known in

Classical story as Aquilo, Libs, Notus, Auster, and Boreas.

3. Generating or apt to generate gas in the ali-

mentary canal ; causing wind.
1599 H. Blttes Dyets drie Dinner C ijb, Peaches. .Being

soft, moist, and flatulent, they engender humours. 1674-81
Blount Glossogr. s. v., Pease and Beans are flatulent meat.
1731 Arbuthnot Aliments vi. (1735) 221 Vegetables abound
more with aerial Particles, than animal Substances, and
therefore are more flatulent. 1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ.
II. 321 Eaten in quantity it [beet-root] often proves flatulent.

4. a. Of a disease, e^c. : Attended with or caused

by the accumulation of gases in the alimentary

canal, b. Of persons : Troubled with flatulence :

see Flatulence 2.

1655 Culpepper Rivcriuswx. i. 147 Whence comes a flatu-

lent Asthma. 1731 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 37a If they
are not flatulent several have been cured by a Milk-Diet.
1844-57 G- Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 5)310 Being merely the
subject of occasional attacks of indigestion, with flatulent

eructations. 1847 Youatt Horse xiv. 300 Flatulent Colic.

absol. 1838 Copland Diet. Pratt. Med. III. 1. 550 The
dyspeptic, the flatulent, and the sedentary.

5. fig. Inflated or puffed up, ( windy ' ; empty,
vain, pretentious.

1658 Osborn Adv. Son (1673) 237 Religion grows flatulent

and Hypocritical. 1697 Drvden ACneis Ded. e4 How
many of those flatulent Writers have I known. >74»
Young St. Tit. vi. 239 Flatulent with fumes of self-applause.

1863 N.
<*f- Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 284 Much of the poetry is little

more than very flatulent declamation. 1870 Swinburne
Ess. 1$- Stud. (1875) 261 A score or two of poems, each more
feeble and more flatulent than the last.

Hence Platulently adv., in a flatulent manner
;

Pla-tulentness, the condition of being flatu-

lent.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 39 It .. healeth flatulentnes of
Hypochondria, etc. 1727 Bailey (vol. II , Flatulentness,
Windiness, Flatulency. 1864 Webster, Flatulently.

t Fla'tuling, vU. sb. Obs. rare— l
. [as iff.

*flatule vb., back-formation from Flatulent.] In-

flation (of the flesh); pufnness.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. xv. xii. 572 This half

crude humor remaining there, raiseth much fiatuling.

T Flatuo'Se, a- Obs. rare. [a.5i(&<\, L.*fldtuvs-

us, {.flatus a blowing.] = Flatuous.
1727 in Bailey vol. II.

t FlatuOSity (flse*tif*i^**fti). Obs. [ad. F.

flatuosite, f. flahteux : see Flatuous and -ITT.]

The state or condition of being ' flatuous \

1. = Flatulence 2.

1600 Surflet Countrie Farme VI. xxii. 777 It attenuateth
. . crude and colde humours, and flatuosities abounding in

flegmatike and melancholicke persons. 1675 J. Love Clavis
Med. 45 Remove that flatuosity, which is the cause of thy
Disease. 17*7 Bradley Earn. Diet. a. v. Apoplexes, Caused
either by.. Phlegm, Melancholy, Flatuosity, or Choler.

1884 Sya. Soc. Lex., Flatuosity, flatulence, the development
of gas in the interior of the body.

D. Tendency to cause flatulence.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 49. 2/1 It is . . added to windy Ali-

ments to correct their flatuosity.

2. concr. A quantity of wind, air, or gas.

1597 Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 108 Oedema, which is, the
flatuosities dispersed in other parts musculous. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny I. 21 If this fiatuositie [l^ptatus] or vapour doe
struggle and wrestle within the cloud, from thence it com*
meththat thunderclaps be heard.

f Pla*tU0US, a. Obs. Also *j flateous. [ad.

F. flatueux, as if ad. L. *fldtuos-us, f. L.flatus a

blowing : see -ous.]

1. Of a windy nature ; full of wind or gas ; =
Flatulent i.

1580 G. Harvey Three Proper Lett. 12 Such feverous ..

and flatuous spirits as lurke within. 1603 Holland\ Plutarch's

Mor. 704 Like as in our bodies there . . arise certeine flatuous

tumors. 1653 Gauden Hierasp. 44 Their flatuous and un-
refined Wines. 1710 Death of T. Whigg 11. 45 Whose Blood
being flatuous and foul.

2. a. Resulting from inflation, h. Resembling
wind in its action.

1658 Sir T. Bhowne Gard. Cyrus iii. 134 Seeds, wherein at

first may be discerned a flatuous distension of the husk.
1662 J. Chandler Van HelmonVs Oriat. 78 It hath welt

pleased the Eternall, to place in the Stars, a flatuous, violent,

motive force.

3. «-= Flatulent 3.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 170 If a man eat them [mulberries]

alone, .they swell in the stomack and be very flatuous. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Rom. Quest. (1892) 64 So it is that

pulse be flateous and windy. 1676 T. Glover in Phil.

Trans. XI. 634 They use no correctives to take away the

flatuous, nauseous, and other bad qualities of them.

4. = Flatulent 4.

1600 W. Vaughan Directions for Health (1633) 55 The
morphew, or else some flatuous windy humour. 1694 West-
macott Script. Herb. 20 The plaster seldom fails in cold

flatuous pains. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 118 It

[i.e. the Electuary] is a notable experimented thing against

. .flatuous Stitches in the Side.

5. fig. = Flatulent 5.

1630 May Lucan Contn. 1. 353 But swift as thoughts can
flie . . in a moment goe The flatuous dreames through th*

aire. 1633 A. W1130N fas. I, 291 Willing to be less than
the least in the Times flatuous opinion. 17*0 J. Johnson
Canons Ch. Eng. Advt. to Reader § 7 They were drawn

in a very flatuous Style, and contain but very little Sense
in many Lines.

Hence + Flatuonsness.
1600 Surflet Countrie Farme vi. xxii. 797 Such [wines]

. . ingender a masse of many crudities, and much flatuousnes.

1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 113 In Feuers (by reason of
their heat and flateousnes) they are not to be admitted.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 87, I can impute it to nothing, but
to the flatuousnesse of our diet.

Flatus (nVHos). PI. flatuses, [a. L. flatus
a blowing, {.flare to blow.]

II
1. A blowing, a blast ; a breath, a puff of wind.

Flatus vocis (the breath of the voice), a phrase used to
describe the ultra-nominalist opinion attributed to Roscel-
linus (12th c.\ that universals have no substantial or con-
ceptual existence, but consist in nothing more than the mere
sound of their names.
169a Ray Dissol. IVorld \. iii. (1693) 10 It might possibly

be effected by the same Causes that Earthquakes are, viz.

subterraneous Fires and Flatuses. 1706 S. Clarke Let. to
Dodivell 31 You make the Soul, as being a mere Flatus,
to have a more precarious subsistence even than mere Matter
itself. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. iv. 64 Made by letting

slip a bit of breath orflatus.

2. Path. An accumulation or development of

wind in the stomach or bowels ; wind.
1669 W. Simpson Hydrol.Chym. 85 From the antipathetical

concourse of which two ariseth a secret incoercible flatus.

1728 Rutty in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 563 She said neverthe-
less, that Flatuses would sometimes be discharged from the
Pudenda. 1858 Copland Diet. Pract. Med. I. 1043 To
ascertain the source of the flatus which is often formed so

abundantly in the digesiive canal. 187a F. G. Thomas Dis.
Womm 133 That a free escape of flatus might be un-
obstructed.

3. A morbid inflation or swelling. ///. and flg.
170a Eng. Theophrast. 9 Blown up with a flatus of envy

and vanity. 1730 Swift Viud. Ld. Carteret Wks. 1761 1 1 1.

1S9 An incensed political surgeon . .will . . lay open . . the
corruption of his heart, and spots and flatuses of his spleen.

4. nonce-use. = Afflatus 2.

1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) II. 201 But this is not it, That
the flatus will fit, Or make the dull Reader grow merry.

Flat-ways, -wise (nVtw^'z, -wsiz). Rarely

flat-way. [f. Flat a. + -ways, -wise.] With
the flat side (instead of the edge) uppermost, fore-

most, or applied to another surface. Opposed to

Edge-ways, -wise.
1601 Holland Pliny xvni. xviii. 578 The broad bit of the

plough-share, .lying flatwise. 1684 Bovi.e Porousn. Anim.
$ Solid Bod. vii. 108 These Plates, .were laid on flat-wise.

169a Rushworth Hist. Coll. (1721) V. 358 They drew their

Swords, and laid on some of them Flatways. 1751 R. Pal-
tock /'. Wilkins (1884) I. xix. 195, I.. leaped off flatwise

with face towards the water, c 1790 Imison Sch. Art II. 11

Steep the print, flat way, in warm water. 1807 Med, Jrnl.
XVII. 212 It [was] very difficult to get the handle of a spoon
(flat-ways) between his teeth. 1870 E. J. Reed in Macm.
Mag. Nov. 5/2 Such a raft will not float flatwise. 1879
F. W. Robinson Coward Conscience 1. iii., He. .fell flatwise

u pon the gravel.

Flaughen (fla-xsn). Sc. Also flaughin,

fiauchin. [Cognate with next ; the precise forma-
tion is obscure.] A flake of fire or snow.
1649 Visct. Kenmure Sp. in Select Biog. (1845) I. 401

The sparks and flaughens of this love shall fly up. 1811

A. Scott Poems 43 am ) -^s new f"a
'

n snaw That, fleecy

pure, in flaughins fa'.

Flaught '.flgt, Sc, flaxt), s&A Chiefly Sc. Also
4- 5 flaght e, 8-9 flaucht. [ME. flajt, prob. repr.

either OK. *fleaht or ON. *flahtr (Icel. fldttr,

used only in the sense * act of flaying ' : see Frilzner

s.v.) ; the OTeut. type would be *flahtu-z, f. either

of the parallel rootsfla/i-,flak- (Aryan plcik-,plag-),

whence Flake sb.% and Flaw sb. 2 , both which have

senses identical with those of this word.]

1. = Flake sb.2 1 a. Obs. exc. tSSr.

1483 Cath. Angl. 133 A flaghte of snawe, floccus. 1808

Jamieson s. v. Flaucht, A flaucht of snaw.

b. A lock of hair or wool ; = Flake sb.- 1 b
;

spec, (see quot. 1825).
1786 Ross Helenore (1789) 55 In flaughts roove out her

hair. 1806 R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads I. 20 He's sent to

you what ye lo'ed maist, A flaught o' his yellow hair. 18*5

IIrockett Gloss. N. C. Words, Flaut, Flought a roil of

wool carded ready for spinning.

2. A flash; a flash of lightning; a 'tongue
1

of

flame; = Flake sb 2 2.
' Cf. Fire-flaught.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17372 (Colt.) His cher lik was flaght

[pr. slaght] o fire, a 17a* Vision ii. in Ramsay's Ever-
green {1824) I. 212 The Thunder crakt, and Flauchts did

rift Frae the blak Vissart of the Lift. i8ao Btackiv. Mag.
Nov. 202 Naething but a flaucht o' fire every now and
then, to keep the road by. 1876 Mid-Vorksh. Gloss.

Flaught or Firejlaught applied to the particle of ' live

'

gaseous coal which darts out of a fire. 1887 Swinburne
Locrine iv. i. 159 When your eyes Wax red and dark, with

flaughts of fire between, I fear them.

3. A sudden blast of wind (and rain); = Flake
sbS> b, Flaw sb.-. Sc.

180a Sibbald Chron. Sc. Poetry IV. Gloss., Flaggis,

Flaughts, sudden blasts of wind, or of wind and rain. Mod.
Sc. The snaw is fleein by in flauchts.

4. A turf ; also collect, turf. Obs. exc. dial. Cf.

Flag sb.2 , Flake sb?
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 57, I felle vpon bat floury fla^t.

1483 Cath. Angl. 133 A Flaghte.. vbi a turfe. ^ 174*

J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 47
Meh Heart as leet as o bit on o Flaight. Ibid. Gldss.,

Elaight, a light turf. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Flauchts pi.

turves for the fire. In Whitby Abbey Rolls, ' flaghts.'
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Flaught (flaxt), sb:2 St. [var. of Flocht.]

1. A spreading out, as of wings for flight ; a

fluttering or agitated movement ; a commotion.
1 821 Galt Annals of Parish vii. 75 Nothing was

spared but what the servants in the first flaught gathered
up in a hurry and ran with. 1822 Sir A. Wylie II. i. 5

Getting up wi a great flaught of his arms.

2. A flock of birds flying together ; a flight.

1818 Edin, Mag. Aug. 155 As gin they had been a flaucht

o' dows.

Flaught, sb? Sc. [f. the vb.] In //. ' Instru-

ments used in preparing wool.' (Jam.)
1875 in Ore's Diet. Arts II. 402.

Flaught (flaxt), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also
flaueh(t. [f. Flaught sb.l (sense 1 b).] 'To
card (wool) into thin flakes' (Jam. Suppl. 1825).

Flaught (
fl§t, Sc. flaxt\tf</t>. Sc. [Cf. Flaught

sb.'2-] With outspread wings ; with great eagerness

(JanO. Cf. Flaughtbred.
1806 Train Sparrmufy IT., Poet. Reveries 80 Then flaught

on Philip, wi' a rair, She flew, an' pluck't his bosom bare.

Flau'ghtbred, adv. Sc. [f. Flaught adv. +
bred, pa. pple. of Bbede v.- to spread out.] With
the arms spread out like the wings of a flying

bird ; hence, eagerly.

1768 Ross llelenore (1789) 14 Lindy . .catcht a fa', Flaught-
bred upon his face, and there he lay. Ibid. 82 Flaught-
bred upon her, butt the house he sprang. 1785 Poems
Bnchan Dial. 4 The first man that. .Came flaught-bred to

the toulzie.

Flau'ghter, sb. Sc. Also 5-9 flauchter, (6

-tir), 9 flachter. [prob. a parallel formation to

Flaught s&A, with suffix -tro- instead of -/*/-.]

A paring of turf. Also Comb., flaughter-fail, a
turf cut with a flaughter-spade, i. e. a breast-

plough used for this purpose.
1492 Act. Dom. Cone. (1839) 2^8 Twa hingand lokis,

a flauchter sped, a cruk [etc.] a 1550 Christ is Kirkc O'r.

xxii, For faintness thae forfochtin fulis Fell doun lyk

flauchtir fails. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 247 The
spade for paring ought to be similar to that used in Scotland
for casting Turf, provincially the Flaughter-spade. 1818
Edin. Mag. Oct. 331 A sufficient quantity of flauchter- fail

was pared from the eastern side of a hill. 1846 Brockett
Gloss. N. C. Words (ed. 3), Flaughter, the thin turf turned
up when ground is pared.

Flau'ghter, v. x Sc. Also 9 fla(u)chter. [f.

prec] * To pare turf from the ground' (Jam.).
17*1 Gloss, in Ramsay's Wks. I. 388.

Flaughter (flatter), v.'1 Sc. and north, dial.

Also 8 flauchter, 8-9 flawter. [app. f. Flaught
sb.* ; cf. Flichter, Floghter vbs.]

1. intr. To make a fluttering motion ; also of a

light, to flicker.

1789 D. Davidson Seasons 84 The wild duck.. Fast
flaughters, quacking to the farther shore. 18x6 Scott
Antiq.xx'x, ' He wad hae seen a glance o' the light frae the
door o' the cave, Slaughtering against the hazels on the
other bank.'

2. a. intr. To be in a flutter ; to be angry or

afraid, b. trans. To put into a flutter ; to frighten,

flurry.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Flaivter, to be angry or
afraid. N. 1847 Whistlebinkie (Sc. Songs) (1890) II. 238
His muckle thick skull she would flaughter. 1855 Uolin-
son Whitby Gloss., ' I was sair flowter'd.'

Hence Flau'ffhter sb., a fluttering motion,
flutter.

1789 D. Davidson Seasons 42 The swallows pop. Wi
lazy flaughter, on the gutter dub.

f Fla*uging, ppl. a. Ohs. ? - Flogging.
1682 D'Ukeey Injured Princess 1. i. 6 Ask him if he

knows where we may find a sound Wench : he's a flauging
old Whipster, I warrant him.

tFlaumpaump. [? Corrupt ion of Flampoint.]
159s G. Harvey Pierce's Stiver. 181, I have seldome..

tasted a more savoury flaumpaump of words.. in any slut-

tish pamfletter.

Flaumpeyn, var. of Flampoint.

Flaunt (njttt), sb. Now rare. Also 6-7 flant.

[f. Flaunt v.\

1. The action or habit of flaunting, or making
a display. Also f in or upon theflaunt.
a 1625 Boys Wks. (1630) 403 The Flant and froth of a

faire phrase without soundnesse of Argument, a 1625
Fletcher False One it. iii, Dost thou come hither with thy
flourishes, Thy flaunts, and faces, to abuse men's manners,
if 1625 — Woman's Prize 11. i, Is this stern woman still

upon the flaunt Of bold defiance? Ibid. 11. vi, They are V
th' flaunt, sir. 1830 Holmes Our Yankee Girts 19 Who
heeds the silken tassel's flaunt Beside the golden corn ?

1 2. Something used to make a show ; showy
dress, finery. Obs.

1590 H. Smith Wedding Garment y) So the wedding Gar-
ment shall seeme better then all the flants of vanity. 1611
Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 23 In these my borrowed Flaunts.

Flaunt (fljnt), v. Also 6-8 flant. [Of un-

known origin.

The monosyllables of similar ending are (exc. perh.
gaunt) all from Fr. ; but no Fr. word is known which
could be the source. Possibly the word may be an onomato-
poeia formed with a vague recollection of fly, flout and
Vaunt. Prof. Skeat compares mod. Sw. dial,flaukt loosely,

flutteringly (f. flanka to flutter, waver), also mod. Ger.
< Bavarian ^flanderu to flutter, flaunt ; but the late appear-
ance of the word in Eng. makes it doubtful whether any
connexion exists.]

1. intr. Of plumes, banners, etc. : To wave gaily

or proudly. Of plants : To wave so as to display

their beauty.
1576 Gascoicnf. Steele Gl. (Arb.) 63 [A soldier] Whose

fethers flaunt, and flicker in the winde As though he were
all onely to be markt. 1634 [see Flaunting ///. a. i.\

1717 E. Fenton tr. Secundus' Bas. ii. Poems 195 Where,
flaunting in immortal Bloom, The Musk-Rose scents the

verdant Gloom. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 59
Orange and lemon trees flaunt over the walls. 1814
Southev Roderick I. 36 Banners flaunting to the sun and
breeze. 1844 Hood The Mary ix. No pennons brave
Flaunted upon the mast. 1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands
(1866) 149 Though woodbines flaunt and roses glow.

2. a. Of persons : To walk or move about so as

to display one's finery ; to display oneself in un-

becomingly splendid or gaudy attire ; to obtrude

oneself boastfully, impudently, or defiantly on the

public view. Often quasi-trans. toflaunt it [away,
out, forth), b. Of things : To be extravagantly

gaudy or glaringly conspicuous in appearance.
1566 Drant I/or. Sat. 1. ii. B, In suits of silkes to flaunte.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11.(1882) 108 That flaunt it out in

their satendoblets. 1590 H. Smith Wedding Garment Serm.

(•592)335 Else when our backs flant it like Courtiers, our
soules shall strip like beggers. 1592 Greene Groatsiv. Wit
(1617)28 I.amilia came flaunting by,garnished with tbeiewels

whereof shee beguiled him. 1652 62 Hevlin Cosmogr. 1.

(1682) 124 The Wife of every Mechanick will flant it in her
Silks and TafTaties. 1712 Arhuthnot John Bull 1. iv, You
loiter about alehouses, .or flaunt about the streets in your
new-gilt chariot. 1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 156 One flaunts

in rags, one flutters 111 brocade. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
Wks. 1883 VII. 312 They will flaunt it away in a chariot and
six. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1821) II. 113 The Miss
Lambs might now be seen flaunting along the street in

French bonnets. 1840 Thackeray Bedford'-Row Consp. i.

(i86gl 270 He could not bear to sue Sir George and my
lady flaunting in their grand pew. 1847 Tennyson Princ.
Prol. 140 If our old balls could change their sex, and flaunt

With prudes for proctors, dowagers for deans [etc.].

fig. 1581 Sidney Asir. $ Stella iii. 3 Poems (Grosart 1877)
I. 8 Let dainty wits crie on the Sisters nine. .Or Pindares
apes, flaunt they in phrases fine. 1624 Gee Foot out 0/
Snare v. 39 Flanting with the vain, aeriall, fantastick

bubble of an Episcopal! Title.

3. trans. To display ostentatiously or obtrusively;

to flourish, parade, show off.

1827 Hood Two Peacocks Bedfont ii, The Summer air

That flaunts their dewy robes. 1840 Thackeray Paris
Sk.-bk. (1872) 8 The haberdashers flaunt long strips of
gaudy calicoes. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus x. 17 Then
supremely myself to flaunt before her. 1879 FroUDE
Ciesar ix. 98 They [the pirates] flaunted their sails in front

of Ostia itself. 1886 SiDGWICK Outlines I/lst. Ethics ii.

§4. 33 The eccentricities with which. .Diogenes flaunted
his fortitude and freedom.

Hence Flairnting vbl, sb.

1729 Mrs. Pendarves in Mrs. Detany"s Corr. 230, I

told him of your flauntings. 1876 Miss Brahdon J. Hag-
gards Dan. II. 59 'There'll be fine flaunting when she's a
married woman and her own mistress.'

t Flaunt-a-flaunt, adv. [f. Flaunt v. ; with,

onomatopoeic reduplication expressive of the nod-
ding movement cf plumes : cf. rub-a-dub, pit-a-pat,

and see Aflaunt.] In a flaunting position ; also

quasi-j^. bragging display, swagger.
1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. Epil. (Arb.1 83 With high copt

hattes and fethers flaunt a flaunt. 1582 Breton Floorish
vpon Faneie (Grosart^ 18 Thy Fethers flaunt a flaunte Are
blowne awaie with wmde. 159a G. Harvey Pierce's Super.
tGrosart) II. 61 To shewe himselfe brauest in the flaunt-

aflaunt of his courage.

Flaunter (flg-ntai), sb. [f. Flaunt v. + -eh j
.]

One who flaunts.

1598 Florio, Porta pennachij, a tosse feather, a flanter,

a swaggrer. 1681 T. Jordan London's Joy 14 No Ranters
or Vaunters or Chanters or Flaunters. 1719 D'Urfey Pills
I. 5 St. James's Square, And Flaunters there. 1742 War-
burton Note on Pope's Ess. Man iv. 194 (Jod.) The pride
of heart is the same both in the flaunter, and the flutterer.

1877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 400 The painted flaunter of
the city. 1883 Punch 8 Sept. 120/2 Foolish flaunter caught
by studied smile and calculated leer.

Flau'nter, v. intr. a. Sc. To quiver ; zlso Jig.
(see quot. 1808). b. U.S. ?To caper. Hence
Flauntering ///. a.

1768 Ross Helenore n. 332 An' prest her flaunt'ring mou'
upon her lips. 1808 Jamieson, Flanter, 1. To waver, to
he in some degree delirious. 2. To waver, to flinch, to
faulter in evidence or narration. 1840 /'. Parley's Ann. I.

215 Neddy .. Sauntered and scampered again over the
drying ground.

Flaunting (fl^ntirj),///. a. That flaunts.

1. Waving gaily or proudly like a plume or a

banner.
1623 Massinger Bondman n, i, For all your flaunting

feathers. 1624 R. Davenport City Night-cap m. 1, My
Taylor bringing home My last new gown, having made the
sleeves too flanting. 1634 Milton Comus 543 A bank
With ivy canopied, and interwove With flaunting honey-
suckle. 1681 Moores Baffled 24 In the Evening the Earl
commanded a Squadron of Horse to fetch oft" the flanting

Standard. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861) 55 Mantled
with the flaunting grape-vine, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
II. 394 Oh then I carried, .casque with flaunting feather.

2. Making an obtrusive display ; showy, gaudy.
1567 Turberville To his friend that refused him, iyc,

Epitaphes, etc. (1870) 203 Veeld me thy flanting hood, shake
on those belles of thine. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. in
HolinshedVl. 47 A flaunting ostentation of a roisting kind
of rhetorike. 1660 Pepys Diary 29 June, He told me in

what high flaunting terms Sir J. Grenville had caused his

[preamble] to be done. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 28 r 3 As
flaunting as Mrs. Gingham, the deputy's wife. 1786 Burns
To a Mountain Daisy, The flaunting flow'rs our gardens
yield. 1829 Lytton Disowned 13 A flaunting carpet, green,
red, and yellow, covered the floor. 1847 Ai.b. Smith Chr.
Tadpole xx\x. (1879I 258 [A} dingy public-house, .com-
pletely thrown into obscurity by two flaunting gin-shops at

the corner. 1868 Miss Braddon Dead Sea Fr. I. xii. 254
Their serio-comic woes about recalcitrant butlers and flaunt-

ing housemaids. 1885 Mauch. Even. News 10 Sept. 2/2
A strong effort was made to- remove flaunting vice from the
streets.

Hence Plauntinglytf*/^, in a flaunting maimer.
1581 Sidney Astr. <y Stella li. 2 Poems (Grosart 1877) I.

70 So may your tongue still flauntingly proceed. 1584
R. W. Three Ladies Lend. 11. E ij, For I must to the

wedding Both vauntingly and flauntingly, although I had
no bidding, a 1693 UrqUHART Rabelais in. viii. 71 The more
flauntingly to gallantrize it. 1874 Burnand My 'Time xviii.

157 Acioss the road, .stood, .a flauntingly dressed woman.

t Flaunt-tant. Obs. rare— 1
, [A reduplicated

formation on Flaunt. Cf. Flantitanting.] A
showy array of words).
1661 H. D. Disc. Liturgies 49 Not to be satisfied with

a flaunt tant of high words.

Flaunty tflgnti), a. [f. Flaunt v. + -y i.]

1. a. Of persons : Given to display or show,
ostentatious, vain., b. Of things : Showy, gaudy.
1796 J. Owen Trav. Europe II. 260 These flaunty caps

are of no mean txpence. 1825 Hone Every day Bk. I. st!

5
A boy in female attire, indescribably flaunty and gaudy.
1833 Marrvat /'. Simple (1863) 272 'There's a flaunty
sort of young woman at the poteen simp there,' 1843
Ld. Houghton Let. in T. W. Keid Life I. 292 His mind
seems somewhat less flaunty. 1856 Mrs. Hkowning Aur.
Leigh 1. S72 While your common men.. dust the flaunty
carpets of the world For kings to walk on^

2. Sc ' Capricious, eccentric, unsteady.' (Jnm.\
1821 Galt Annals Parish xx. 198 She was a flaunty woman

and liked well to give a good-humoured jibe or jeer.

Hence Plau -ntily adv., Flairntiness.
1830 Examiner 323/2 We like people to. .air their gaudiest

pretensions bravely and flauntily. 1851 D. Ji:kmold St.

Giles iii. 24 A woman flauntily dressed, .suddenly entered
the shop. 1854 Blackw. Mag. LXXV. 434 Effeminacy of
composition, and flauntiness of colouring.

Flaur, obs. Sc. form of Flavour.

II Plantando (flaKta'ndo). Mm. [It.; pr. pple.

oiflautare to play the flute, f. flauto flute.] ;See

quot. 1876.)
1825 in Danneley Encycl. Mus. 1876 Stainer & Barrett

Diet. Mus. 'Perms, Flautando, flauta to (It.), like a flute
;

a direction to produce the flageolet tones on the violin, &c.

j| Flautino (fla^trnc). Mus. [It. ; dim. oiflauto
flute.] a. A small flute, piccolo, or flageolet, b.

A small accordion. C. = Flautando. d. An
organ flute-stop.

1724 E.rpl. Foreign Words Mus. 3r Flautino, a little

or small Flute . . like what we call a Sixth Flute, or an
Octave Flute. 1825 Danneley Encycl. A/us., Flautino.

.

also denotes a species of tone which is produced by a
peculiar method of bowing on the violin or violoncello.

1852 SeideL Organ 57 Flautino . . stands in the third

manual of the new organ in St. Peter's, at Petersburg.

1876 Stainer & Parrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Flautino, an
instrument of the accordion kind.

Flautist (flutist). Mus. [ad. Tt. Jlautista, f.

flauto flute.] One who plays the flute, a flutist.

i860 Hawthorne Marb, Faun x. (1S83) 109 The flautist

poured his breath in. quick puffs of jollity. 1879 Stainer
Music of Bible 80 The attitude will not strike a modern
flautist as being either comfortable or convenient.

|| Flauto (flag-to). Mus. [It.: see Flute sbJ] A
flute; used also as a name for several organ-stops.

1724 Expi.. Foreign Words Mas. 31 Flauto is a Flute.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Flauto.. is used to denote
a flute or the part to be played by that instrument. Flauto
trasverso. .a-Oerman flute. 1825 Danneley Encycl. M?ts.,

Flauto dolee, see Flute a bee. Flauto piccolo, an octave
flute. Flauto traverso, a traverse, or German flute. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Did. Mus. Terms, Flauto atnabile,

an organ stop consisting of sweet toned closed, or some-
times open, pipes. It is generally of 4 ft. pitch.

Ii Flantone (fla«tJ*n*). Mus. [It. ; augmenta-
tive oiflauto flute.] (See quot. 1825.)
1825 Danne'ley Encycl. Mus., Flantone, an organ-stop of

sixteen, and eight feet, stopt, and made of wood. 1876
i n Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. 'Terms s. v. Flute.

Flavaniliiie (fl^vsenibin). Chem. [f. L.

fldv-us yellow + Aniline.] (See quot. 1S89.)
1882 Athemeum No. 2859. 211 [Herren Fischer and

Rudolph reported its discovery to the Berlin Chemical
Society.] 1889 Roscoe & Schorlemmer Chem. III. lit.

238 When acetanilide is heated with zinc chloride for

several hours to 250-260 , Flavaniline C 6 HuNjC1H,
a beautiful yellow colouring matter, is obtained.

+ Flave, «. C&s. rare- 1
, [ad. L. fldv-us. Cf.

OF.flave tPare).] Yellow.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 504 The green .. and

flave part also of the flower.

Flaver, obs. form of Flavour v.

t Fla*vescate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.fldv-

esc-ere (see next) + -ate 3.] trans. To make yellow.

1657 Tomlinson Rinou y

s Disp. 370 Art. .flavescates the

red, and changes many colours.

Flavescent (nVve*sent), a. [ad. L.fldvcsccnt-

em, pr. pple. of flavesccre to become yellow, f.

fldv-us yellow.] Turning a pale yellow, yellowish.

1853 m GRAV Boi ~ 'Dejct-bk. (ed. 4) cited in Worcester
(i860). 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora 46 Spores.,

colourless or flavescent.
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Flavicant (nVf'vikant), a. [f. L.fldv-us yellow,

after the analogy of Albicant.] Verging on
yellow, yellowish.
1871 W, A. Leighton Lichen-Flora 37 Thallus various in

colour, white, .flavicant. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

+ Flavicomous, a. Obs.~° [f.L.flavuomtts

(f.fldv-t/s yellow + coma hair : see Coma ») + -oos.]

Having yellow hair.

1717 In Bailey vol. II ; whence in mod. Diets.

Flavid (nV i- vid), a. [ad. L.flavid-us, i.fldvus

yellow.] Yellowish, tawny.
1761 Falconer Shifwr. 1. 169 No snowy breasts the

flavid nymphs adorn.

Flavido- (nV'vioV), used as combining form of

"L.fldvuhts ; in Natural History descriptions occas.

prefixed to other adjs. to indicate a yellowish tint.

1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora 41 C[aliciutti\

trichiale, Ach. flavido-cinerascent. Ibid, 88 A[lectoria\

carta, Ach. pallido-canescent or pale flavido-rufescent.

Flavin(hV ; 'vin). Chem. Formerlyalso flavine.

[f. L. fldv-us yellow + -IN.] A yellow dye-stuff

prepared from quercitron bark.

1853 Napier Art Dyeing 344 Flavine. 1864 Watts
Diet. Chem. II. 655 Flavin. 1886 Fncycl. Brit. XX. 175/2
From 100 parts of quercitron about 850? flavin are obtained,
having a tinctorial power more than twice that of the
original bark.

Flavindin (nVvrndin). Chem. [f. as prec. +
IxDiN.] (See quot.)
1854 Thomson Cycl. Chem., Flaviudine. 1864 Watts

Diet. Chem. II. 655 Flavindin, a substance apparently
isomeric with indin and indigo-blue.

FlavO- (fl?l*w), used as comb, form of l^. fldv-us
yellow, indicating the presence of a yellow tint.

1. Bo/, and Entom. (Prefixed to other adjs.)

1816 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. (1&28) II. xix. 125 note. The
abdomen is covered with longish flavo-pallid hairs. 1847

J. Hardy in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 257 Legs
dilute-flavo- testaceous. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-
Flora 38 Thallus . . yellow or flavo-virescent.

2. Chem. Used in the names of various com-
pounds; as flavo-cobal/ (whence flavo-cobal/ic),

flavo-phcnin,flavopurpurin.
1879 Watts Diet. Cheat. 3rd Stippl. 1. m Flavopurpuriu

is easily soluble in alcohol, and crystallises therefrom in
golden-yellow needles. Ibid. 544 The so-called flavocobalt.
1889 Roscok & SchorlemmerCww. II. 11, 139 The Flavo-
cobaltic Salts maybe considered as roseo-cobalt compounds
in which two-thirds of the acid radical is replaced bymtroxyl,

Flavorous (fiVWoras), a. Also flavourous.
[f. next + -ous : cf. humorous.']

1. Full of flavour; pleasing to the taste and smell,

savoury; ' fragrant, odorous '

(J.).
1697 Drvdem rirg. Georg. 11. 326 Fruits, declin'd From

their first flav'rous Taste. 17*5 Pope Odyss. 11. 386 Pure
flav'rous wine. 1819 H. Busk Tea 136 The flavorous drop
Affection's hand instils. 1847 Blackw. Mag. LXII. 609
The addition to the daily stew of a bird or beast unusually
flavorous.

fig. 1740 A. Hill Let. in A. L. Barbauld Richardson 's

Life <y Corr. (1804) I. 50 Sheath the two contraries in a
flavorous and spirited smoothness. 1888 P, Cl'shing Black-
smith of Voe II. iv. 98 Women found something unusually
flavorous in this piece of gossip.

2. fig. Having a flavour of. rare — 1
.

1883 G. S. Merriam Life S. Bowles I. ii. 14 Ancient
villages, flavorous of the olden time.

Flavour, flavor (fiVi-vaj), sb. Forms : a. 4-
flavor, 5 Sc. flewoure, 5- flavour. £. 6 Sc.

fleoure, fleure, fleowre, fleware, -ere, 8 Sc.

flaw, [app. an adoption of OF. Jlaur, Jlciur,

*flaor,fraor smell. The euphonic v of the a forms
cannot be proved to have existed in OF. (the OF.
ioxmflavetir alleged by Roquefort being unauthenti-

cated) ; the analogy of OF. emhlaver for earlier

emblaer, povoir (mod. pouvoir) for earlier pooir, is

open to question. Possibly the word may have
undergone assimilation to savour.
The OF. forms cited above are treated by Godef. as

variants offiairor:—vulgar L.*frdg(r)0rem (cf. lt.fragore),
f. fragrare (see Fragrant) ; but some scholars refer them to
a Lat. type *fidtorem, (.fiat- ppl. stem offlare to blow.
With regard to the use of -our or -or, see Favour.]
1. A smell, odour. In mod. use with more limited

sense (cf. 2) : A more or less subtle admixture or
accompanying trace of a particular odour; an ol-

factory suggestion of the presence ofsome particular

ingredient ; an aroma.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 87 So frech flauorez of frytez

were, As fode hit con me fayre refete. c 1435 Wvntoun
Cron. ix. xxvi. 107 Of bat Rute be kynd Flewoure, As
Flouris havand, bat Sawoure He had. < 1450 Hf.nrvson
Mor. Fab. 66 The Foxe the flewer of the fresh Herring
feils. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 183/1 A flauour like a smoke
of frankencence smellyng so swete. 1513 Douglas sEtteis

vn. ii. 134 Ane Strang flewir thrawis wp in the air. 1542
Boorde Dyetary viii. (1870I 246 Stand or syt a good waye
of from the fyre, takyinge the flauour of it. 1568 Skevne
The Pest (i860) 18 Fleure of stank or corrupt reueir. 1606
Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 26 To avoyd the deads flewer,

they were constrained to bury abroad. 1667 Drvden State
Innoc. 111. 1, Myrtle, Orange, and the blushing Rose.. Each
seems to smell the flavor which the other blows. ' 1781 J.
Moore Viciv Soc. It. (1790) I. xxiii. 266 The body, .is said to

emit a very agreeable, .flavour. 1843 James Eorest Daysii,
Spill a drop [of ale] on the floor, to give a new flavour to

the room. 1870 Dickens E. Droodxix, A. .city, deriving an
earthy flavour throughout from its cathedral crypt.

2. The element in the taste of a substance which
depends on the co-operation of the sense of smell

;

a more or less subtle peculiarity of taste distinguish-

ing a substance from others ; a touch or slight

admixture of a particular kind of taste ; a
savour.
Milton's use of flavour in the first quot., where he ap-

parently distinguishes it both from taste and smell, has
given rise to a conjecture that the sense is that of L,flavor
yellowness (a correctly formed word, though without
classical authority). Possibly a recollection of the text ' Ne
intuearis vinum quando Jlavesrit ' iProv. xxiii. 31) led

Milton to use the word in what he may have imagined to be
its etymological sense. But it is not certain that he did not
mean it simply in sense 2.

[1671 Milton Samson 544 Desire of wine . . Thou couldst
repress ; nor did the dancing Rubie . . the flavor, or the
smell, Or taste .. Allure thee.] 1697 Congreve Juvenal
Sat. xi. 32 If brought from far, it [Fish] very dear has
cost, It has a Flavour then, which pleases most, tjix
Addison Sped. No. 409 r 2 That Sensitive Taste, which
gives us a Relish of every different Flavour that affects the
Palate. 1745 P. Thomas fml. Anson's Voy. 331 White
[Cape Wine] .. if kept two years, has much the Flavor of
Canary. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France II. 372 Oak ..

smoke gives the peculiar flavour to that bacon. 1846 J.
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agrie.(ed. 4) II. 419, I have seldom
observed the wine to have any very sensible flavour,

—

meaning, by flavour, that compound sensation of smell and
taste which characterises the finer kinds of wines.

3. fig. (of i and 2). + a. * Fragrance ' (ofrenown)
{obs.). b. An undefinable characteristic quality

instinctively apprehended, c. Piquancy, zest.

c 1449 Pecock AY/;\ 1. xvi. 90 He schulde thanne haue .

.

more noble flaouur of digne fame. 1699 Pomfret Poems
(17241 44 The soft Reflections . . leave a grateful Flavour in

my Breast. 1866 Carlvi.e in Glasg. Weekly Her. 15 June
(1883) 1/7 Happy is he (still more is she) who has got to

know a Bad Book by the very flavour. 1874 Mahaffy Soc.

Life Greece viii. 244 A certain aristocratic flavour must
have ever dwelt about the Athenian. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I. 338 They have lost the flavour of Socratic irony
in the narrative of Xenophon. 1876 Trevelvan Macaulay
II. xiv. 399 The hospitality at Holly Lodge had about it

a flavour of pleasant peculiarity.

4. = Flavouring 2.

1785 Trusler Mod. Times II. 82 Three fourths of the
white wine drank in this kingdom are compositions put
together here, and made palatable by a liquor they call

flavoiir.

Flavour nVi*vDj\z\ Also6flaver. [f.prec.sb.]

1 1. intr. To be odorous, savour, smell. Obs.

1:1425 Wyntoun C?-on. vm. viii. 16 Wyth Spycery welle
savorand, And of kynd welle flevorand Dat tike Hart . . Scho
bawnryd.

2. To give flavour, taste, or scent to ; to season ;

in first quot. f to make to 'smell ' warm.
1542 Hoorde Dyetary viii. (1870) 248 Flauer the insyde of

them [hosen] agaynst the fyre. 1730-$ in Bailey (folio).

1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 23 Some of their wines
were flavoured with a kind of pitch. 1873 Tristram Moab
xiii. 241 The water only slightly flavoured our tea.

fig. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 66 Oaths . . flavoured
every third sentence that was uttered on board ship.

3. To try the flavour of; to taste. rare~ v
.

1813 Lamb Lett. (1888] II. 87 Yours is the delicatest ..

melting piece I ever flavoured.

Flavoured (devoid),///, a. [f. Flavour sb.

and v. + -ed.] a. Mixed with some ingredient

used to impart a flavour, b. Having flavour

;

chiefly, having a specified flavour, indicated by some
defining word as »7A, well-, orange-, vanilla-, etc.

fiavoured.
1740 Dyer Ruins ofRome 498 High testaceous Food And

flavour'd Chian Wines, a 1764 Dodsley Agric. 11, Herbs, or
flavour'd fruits. 1867 'GuiLA* Invalid's Ck. xli. (cd. 3) 23
Well-flavoured gravy [may be] poured over them. Ibid. xlv.

25 Any nicely-flavoured mince-meat. Mod. Vanilla-flavoured

chocolate.

fig- l 7&9 Gouv. Morris in Sparks LAfe 9f Writ. (1832)
I. 301 Her conversation is better flavored than her tea.

Flavourer (nV'varai). [f. Flavour v. +
-ER*.] Something used to impart flavour ; a
flavouring.

1884 P. Browne in Girls' Own Paper Jan. 155/3 Fill up
the stock-pot. .with half the original quantity of vegetables

and flavourers. 1886 A. H. Church Food Grains Ind. 174
Condiments, spices, and flavourers.

Flavouri ferous, a. nonce-ivd. [f. Flavour^.
+ -(i)ferous.] Bearing flavour; fragrant.

a 1774 Febgusson Canongate Playhouse 24 With flavour-

iferous sweets shall chace away The pestilential fumes of
vulgar cits.

Flavouring (nV l*v3rirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec +
-ING 1.]

1. The action of the vb. Flavour (see Flavour
v. 2) ; also a/lrib., asflavouring-essence, -purpose.

1845 Cooi.ey Cycl. Pract. Receipts (ed. 2) s.v. Essence of
Soup Herbs, A superior flavouring essence for soups, &c.
1867 'Guila* Invalid's Ck. i. (ed. 3) 2 Celery seeds .. are
a capital aid in flavouring. 189a Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 7/a
The liquor, .which is to be used for flavouring purposes.

2. concr. Something used for giving flavour to

food or drink.

1845 Cooley Cycl. Pract. Receipts (ed. 2) s. v. Essence,
The essences used as perfumes and flavouring. 1887 L.
Oliphant Episodes 150 Sauces and flavourings.

fig. 1888 Athenxum 11 Aug. 181/3 The modern 'romantic
ballad ' too often produces the effect of having been made to

order . . with . . an orthodox flavouring of ejaculatory irrele-

vance in italics.

Flavourless (nV^vajles^ a. [f. Flavour sb.

---LESS.] Without flavour.

1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1775 in Ash. 1871 M. Collins
Mrq. <$- Merck. I. viii. 264 [He] sat disconsolately down to

the .. flavourless soup. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 813
Being flavorless in comparison with those grown in Europe.

b. fig. (cf. Flavour sb. 3;.
1861 Holland Less. Life iii. 45 A life .. by the side of

which the life of childhood is as flavorless, .as that of a fly.

1883 Froude Short Stud. Ser. iv. 184 To the many they
seem flavourless and colourless.

Hence Fla'vourlessness, the state or condition

of being without flavour ; in quot.^/%*.

1865 I'all Mall G. 23 Sept. 3/1 Something of flavourless-

ness . . must mark a man who can represent a composite
public opinion.

Flavoursome (fl^'vaisi'm), a. [f. as prec.

+

-some.] Full of flavour.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xvi. (1856) 130 These little

Guillemots . . are very., juicy. . and flavorsome. 1863 Pil-
grimage over Prairies II. 273 Whether. .dog mutton ain't

as flavoursome as hoss beef.

fig. 1866 Ch. fy State Rev. 3 Aug. 488 Versification, .lacking

. .that flavoursome roughness which is the almost inevitable

accompaniment of vigour.

Fla*VOUry. a. [f. as prec. + -y 1
.] =prec.

1717 in Bailey vol. II. 189a Daily News 12 Dec. 7/6
Advt., Samples of. .Tea. .full and flavory in the cup.

Flavous (hV'^vss), a. [f. L. fldv-us yellow

+ -ous.] Yellow.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (ed. 2) 2:9 The Membrane it self

is somewhat of a flavous Colour. 1846 in Buchanan Technol.
Diet. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Flaw (""9)) sb. 1 Forms : 4 flay, 4-7 flawe, (6

flaa), 4- flaw. [Perh. a. ON. flaga wk. fern., re-

corded in sense ' slab of stone ' .Sw. fiaga flake,

also flaw in a casting, etc. ; Da. flage may corre-

spond either to this word or to Flake sb.'1
,
q.v.).

The ON. word may have been used in wider senses

derived from the various applications of the Teut.

root *fiah-, flag- parallel and synonymous with

*flah- whence Flake sb/-; the close resemblance in

sense between flaw and flake is noteworthy. It is

possible that an OE. *flage, *fla*u existed.]

I. A detached piece of something.

+ 1. A flake (of snow) ; a flake or spark (of fire).

Obs. (Cf. Flake sb. 2 1, 2.)

c 1325 Gloss W. de Biblesiv. in Wright Voe. 160 La bouche
me entra la aunf de neyf [gloss a flay of snow], ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 2556 pe flawes of fyre flawmes one theire

helmes. a 1400-50 Alexander 1756 Ri3t as a flaw of fell

snawe ware fallyn of a ryft. c 1415 Wvntoun Cron. vi. i. 78
Sternys . . Wes sene, as flawys of fyre brynnand. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 1 33/1 A flawe of fire. 1513 Douglas sEne/s vn. ii.

112 Hir crownell .. Infyrit all of byrnand flawis schane.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 35 As sudden, As Flawes
congealed in the Spring of day.

2. A fragment ; spec. Sc. * the point of a horsenail

broken off by the smith after it has passed through

the hoof (Jam.). Hence in No/ wor/h a flaw.
(Cf. Flake sb.'1 3.) Obs. exc. Sc.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 288 But this heart shal break into

a hundred thousand flawes. 1607 Topsell Four-fi Beasts

415 It will ranckle worse, by reason of the flaw of yron
remaining in the flesh. 1810 J. Sim Deil $ M'Omtnie in

Harp Pertlish. U893) 96 Your reasons are no worth a flaw.

3. (Cf. Flake sb* 4, 5, and Flag sb.2 1, 2.) a. A
turf, or collec/. turf. Aflaw ofpea/s: the quantity

got in a season.

1811 A. Scott Poems 161 (Jam.) A lusty whid About what
flaws o' peats they've casten, and sae gude. 1836 Richard-
son, Sods flayed or stripped from the top of the surface of

the earth are in the North called ' flaws '.

t b. A slab or layer of stone. Obs.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 151 [An alleged

Saxonfiostane] signifieth a rocke, coast, or flaw of stone.

II. A breach, broken or faulty place.

4. A crack, breach, fissure, rent, rift.

i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 79 Though the Vessell were whole,

without any Flaw. 1685 Dryden Thrett. August, i. 31 If .

.

with a mighty Flaw the flaming wall, Shou'd gape immense.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Flaw, a water-flaw and
a crack in Chrystals. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock n. 106 Or
some frail China-jar receive a Flaw, a 1745 Swift fjA He
that would keep his house in repair, must attend every little

breach or flaw. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 236 Where a flaw is

observed [in their apparel], a patch is provided for it. 1842

Longf. Sp. Stud. in. vi, The merest flaw that dents the

horizon's edge, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxiv.355 On the

closest examination no flaw is exhibited by the ice.

fig. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <$ CI. 111. xii. 34 Obserue how
Anthony becomes his flaw. 1615 Wither Shcph. Hunt iii.

Juvenilia (1633) 412 When to my minde griefe gives a flaw

Best comforts doe but make my woes more fell. 1644

Milton Divorce To Pari., He will soder up the shifting

flaws of his unjust permissions, a 186* Buckle Civiliz.

(1869) 1 1 1. v. 480 He has to be called in to alter the working

of his own machine, .to fill up its flaws.

*f b.
* A disease in which the skin recedes from

the nail* {Cent. Diet.). Obs.

In the quots. white flaw seems to be a perversion of

Quickflaw; see also Whitlow.
1579 Langham Gard. Health. (1633) 52 Rapes are good

for white flawes, and such like diseases of the nailes. 1580

Baret Alv. F 669 A white flawe, rediuia.

5. A defect, imperfection, fault, blemish.

a. in material things.

1604 Dekker Honest Wh. x. G iij a, I warrant they are

sound pistols, and without flawes. a 1680 Butler Rem.



FLAW. 303 FLAX.

(1759) I- 391 Thou hast a Crack, Flaw, soft Place in thy
Skull. 1684 R. H. Sch. Recreat. 149 The best sound Cork
without Flaws or Holes. J713 Steele Guardian No. 16 f 5

The smallest blemish in it, like a flaw in a jewel, takes off

the whole value of it. 1801 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tears fy

Smiles Wks, 1812 V, 14 Grieve so fair a Diamond holds

a flaw. 1869 J. J. Raven Ch. Bells Camb. (1881) 2 The
bell was never good for anything, from the number of flaws

in the casting. 188a Ouida Maremma I. 67 Grew.. with-

out a flaw anywhere, in feature, or limb, or body.

b. in immaterial things, and jig.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11625* 75 There is . . but one
.. slender flaw in the touchstone of thy reputation. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. v. it. 415 My loue to thee is sound sans

cracke or flaw. 1625 Bacon Ess., Riches lArb.) 237 Vsury
is the certainest Meanes of Gaine. .But yet it hath Flawes.

1667 Poole Dial. betw. Protest. <$ Papist (17351 46 There
is a Flaw in the very Foundation of your Argument. 1705
Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 455 They discover
flaws and imperfections in their faculties. 177a Priestley
Inst. Relig. (1782) II. 291 We should have thought [it]

a considerable flaw in their characters. 1840 Thiri.wali.

Greece VII. lvi. 146 No flaw was ever detected in his

reckonings. 1855 C. Bronte Villettex. 2 He inherited, .her
health without a flaw.

C. esp. In a legal document or procedure, a

pedigree, title, etc: An invalidating defect or fault.

1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. 2049 The lease, that hath
noe flawe, For a whole hundred yeares is good in lawe.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 448 Some flaw or other must be
found in his Relations and Pedigree, a 1715 Burnet Own
Time (1766) II. 194 A Prince who knew there was a flaw in

.his title would always govern well. 1848 Dickens Dombey
ii, There seemed to be no flaw in the title of Polly Toodle.
1883 Sir T. Martin Ld. Lyndhurst iv. 116 The evidence
[was] clear, and a flaw in the indictment was the only chance
of escape.

d. A failure in duty ; a shortcoming in conduct,

a fault.

174a Young A7. T/t. v. 142 Each salutation may slide in
a sin Unthought before, or fix a former flaw. 1781 Cowpkr
Truth 550 Life for obedience, death for every flaw. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth xxxvi, That will not only cure spiritual

flaws, but make us friends with the Church again.

6. Sc. A ' fib ', falsehood.
17*4 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. n. iii, I shall tell ye a' That ilk

ane talks about you, but a flaw. 1788 E. PlCKEN Autd
Harry's Elegy t6 Poems 118 They taul sic flaws, An' wantet
to mak' black o' white, Without a cause.

7. Comb , zsflaio-seefa'ng adj.

1844 Lowell Love 25 Not with flaw-seeking eyes like

needle-points.

Flaw (fl£), $b.'1 [Not found until i6thc. ; pos-
sibly:—OK *J?agu = MT)u.v/ag/ie (Du.vlaag), MLG.
vlage,Sw.flaga, of same meaning; the primary sense

may be ' stroke' (Aryan root *plak-: see Flay v.).]

1. A sudden burst or squall of wind ; a sudden
blast or gust, usually of short duration.
1513 Douglas sEneis vm. Prol. 49 Flaggis of fyir, and

mony felloun flawe. 15*6 Tindale Acts xxvii. 14 A flawe
oflf wynde out of the northeste. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. 1. xi. 13 Within a moment arose . . a sodain
Borasque or Flaa. 1628 Digby Voy. Medit. (1868) 51
Towardes night .. wind.. came vncertainely and by flawes.

1674 Jossf.lyn Voy. New Eng. 54 We have upon our Coast
in England a Michaelmas fl.iw, that seldom fails. «7«S De
Foe Voy. round World (1840J 128 It blew., not only by
squalls and sudden flaws but a settled terrible tempest.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vi. ix. (1849) 379 [He] was knocked
overboard by the boom of a sloop in a flaw of wind. 1839
Longf Wreck Hesperus iii, He . .watched how the veering
flaw did blow The smoke, now West now South. 1881
Scribner'sMonthly XXII. 530/1 The playful breeze freshens
in flaws.

fig- ,"5*7 Turberv. Louer to Cupid Epitaphes (1867) 85
Dispaire that grewe by frowarde fortunes flawes. 1590
Nashe Pasquil's Apot. 7 The Church is ouertaken with
such a flawe, that [etc.]. 1840 Markyat Olla Podr. III.
24 He would flounder and diverge away right and left, just
as the flaws of ideas came into his head. 1863 Mrs. C.
Clarke Shaks. Char. xv. 375 Flatterers who shroud them-
selves from the first flaw of adversity that rocks the struc-
ture.

b. A fall of rain or snow accompanied by gusty
winds ; a short spell of rough weather.
1791 Statist. Ace. Scot. I. 422 The falls of snow, which

generally happen in March aLI over Great Britain, is in this
neighbourhood called St. Causnan's Flaw. 1830 Scott
Jrnl. 7 July, I rather like a flaw of weather. 1892 Steven-
son Across the Plains 209 The flaws of fine weather, which
we pathetically call our summer. Ibid. 212 Scouring flaws
of rain.

+ 2. Jig. A sudden rush or onset ; a burst of
feeling or passion ; a sudden uproar or tumult. Obs.
1596 Spenser^". Q. v. v. 6 She at the first encounter on

him ran . . But he .. from that first flaw him selfe right well
defended. 1605 Shaks. A/acb. in. iv. 63 O, these flawes
and starts . . would well become A womans story. 1676
Dryden Aurengz. v. i, And deluges of armies from the
town Came pouring in; I heard the mighty Flaw When
first it broke.

^[3. Used as rendering of Y.fle'au scourge.
1481 Caxton Godfrey 33 Suffred a grete flawe to come in

to the contre, for to chastyse the peple.

4. Comb, zsflaxv-blown adj. ; also, f flaw-flower,
a name for Anemone Pulsatilla.
iSao Keats Eve St. Agnes xxxvii, Quick pattereth the

*flaw-blown sleet. 1597 Gerarde Herbal u. fxxiii. § 3. 309
Passe flower is called . . after the Latin name Pulsatilla or
*Flawe flower.

t Flaw, a. Obs- 1
[? ad. L.fldvus.] ? Yellow.

(So in glossaries, but the meaning is doubtful.)
c 1450 Crt. of Love 782 Lily forehede had this creature,

With liveliche browes, flaw, of colour pure.

Flaw (fi§\ vA [f. Flaw jiM]

1. trans. To make a flaw or crack in ; to crack
;

to damage by a crack or fissure ; to cause a defect

in, mar.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 34 The blunt end . . seemed irre-

gularly flawed with divers clefts. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 755
That stuns the Diamond and so flaws it. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. 111. 558 The Brazen Cauldrons with the Frost
are flaw'd. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 362 [Glass] being
reduced to powder, or otherwise flawed. 1800 Howard in

Phil. Trans. XC. 208 The breech .. was torn open and
flawed in many directions. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 131
They fell to pieces with such ease that you might suspect
them of having been flawed before.

b. with immaterial object, oxfig.
1613 Shaks. Hen. I'll!, 1. i. 95 France hath flaw'd the

League. Ibid. 1. ii. 21 Which hath flaw'd the heart Of all

their Loyalties. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial 11. ii, He an-
swer'd, Sly worship needed not to flaw his right. 185a
Thackeray Esmond 1. vii. (1869) 67 It must be owned
. . that she had a fault of character that flawed her per-

fections. 1887 Swinburne Locrine 1. ii. 178 Have I not
sinned already—flawed my faith?

"j" C. To flazv off: to break off in ' flaws ' or

small pieces. Obs. Cf. toflake off.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 98 By looking on the surface of
a piece newly flaw'd off.

+ d. slang. To make drunk. Obs.

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 168 He that is flawed in the
Company before the rest, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

I
Flaw'd, drunk. 17*5 in New Cant. Diet.

2. intr. To become cracked, f Also, to break

off in flakes or small pieces (obs.\

1648 Hf.rrick Hcspcr. (1869) 68 This round Is no where
found To flaw, 1665 Hooke Microgr. 33 Those that flaw'd
off in large pieces were prettily branched. 1691 T. H[aI-e]
Ace. New Invent. 103 It hath crack 'd, flaw'd, and rose in

ridges. 1774 Projects in Ann. Reg. 112/1 No less fit for

the inside of buildings, than tenacious and incapable of
cracking or flawing. 1831 Landor Count Julian Wks. 1846
II. 514 The original clay of coarse mortality Hardens and
flaws around her. 1857 P. Colquhoun Com/. Oarsman's
Guide 9 Elm is very apt to flaw and splinter short in the bins.

3. Sc. To lie or fib. Cf. Flaw sb.- 6.

1724 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. 11. \, But dinna flaw, Tell o'er

your news again, and swear till 't a'.

Flaw (09), v.* [f. Flaw sb.~] a. intr. Of
the wind : To blow in gusts, b. trans. To ruffle

as a flaw of wind does. rare.

180$ Flinders in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 245 The wind .

.

flawing from one side and the other. 1891 Stevenson
South Seas 11. xvi, in Age (Melbourne) 20 June 4/3 Long
catspaws flawed the face of the lagoon.

Flaw, obs. or dial, form of Flat.
Flawe(n, obs. pa. pple. of Flay.
Flawed (fl^d), ppl. a. [f. Flaw v. + -ED 1 .] In

senses of the vb. : a. of material things ; "b. of
immaterial things.

a. 163a Shirley Ball iv. iii, What wise gamester Will
venture a hundred pounds to a flaw'd sixpence? 1665
Hooke Microgr. 6 Appearing white, like flaw'd Horn or
Glass. 1891 E. W. Gosse Gossip in Library xvii. 219 [He]
made his pictures of real life appear like scenes looked at
through flawed glass.

b. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 196 But his flaw'd heart .

.

Twixt two extremes of passion, ioy and greefe, Burst
smilingly. 1767 Wardurton Serm. 1 Cor. xiii. 13 A flawed
and faulty heart. 1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. v. (1876) 320
A hero with a flawed reputation.

tPlawer. Obs~ l
[f. Flaw z-. 2 + -Eit \] =

Flaw sb$
1737 Stackhouse Hist. Bible (1767) VI. vm. v. 417 note,

Storms, commonly called Michaelmas flawers, at that time
of the year make sailing, .dangerous.

Flawful ( fitful), a. [f. Flaw^. + -ful.] Full
of flaws or defects.

1881 Furnivall Let. 24 Nov., You American girls . . insist
on all us flawful men . . being as good and flawless as you
are. 1893 Daily Neivs 29 Mar. 5/2 Few persons have left

flawless poems, but Vaughan's are particularly flawful.

Flawless (flg*le-s), a. [f. as prec. + -less.]
Free from flaws ; without a crack, defect, or im-
perfection.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Love in. (1700) 20 Devotion is like a
flawless Diamond. 1755 in Johnson. 1856 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. IV. v. viii. §18 The sea.. is as unsullied as a flawless
emerald. 1865 Pall Mall G. 22 Apr. 11 Reynolds was
almost flawless. 1884 Symonds Shaks. Predecessors ix. 361
Flawless poetry.

Hence Flawlessly adv., Flaw lessness.
1884 Princetown Rev. July 78 We know her to be good

and flawlessly pure. 1888 Sat. Rev. 22 Sept. 340/2 The
strength and flawlessness of the reins. 1890 I. D. Hardy
New Othello I. viii. 184 May was flawlessly fair.

Flawn (flgn). Obs. exc. arch. Forms : 3-7,
9 flaun(e, {4 flaunne), 5-7 flawn(e, 8-9 flawn.
[a. OF. flaon (Fr. flan] of same meaning:—early
mtd.h.fladon-em (It.fladone honeycomb), a. OHG.
Jlailo flat cake (MHG. vlade, mod.Ger. fladeti) =
Du. vlade, via pancake :—WGer. *flapon- (see
Flathe) : by many scholars regarded as cognate
with Gr. -nXaGavov cake-mould, wKarvs broad.]
A kind of custard or cheese-cake, made in various

ways. Also, a pancake. Prov. Asflat as aflawn.
c 1300 Havelok 644 Pastees and flaunes. U 1390 Form of

Cury (1780) 74 Take hony clarified and flaunne. ri4oo
Rom. Rose 7044 With tartes, or.. With deynte flawnes,
brode and fiat, c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790)
452 A flaune of Almayne. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 188
Master Raynard will be content with butter, cheese, creame,

flaunes, and custardes. x68i W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen.
1 1693) 470, I love such dinners as Milkmeats, Flawns,
Custards, Cheesecakes. 1721-1600 Bailey s. v., As flat as
a Flawn. i8ao Scott Abbot xxxiii, He that is hanged in

May will eat no flaunes in Midsummer. 1840 Barham
lugol. Leg., Jackd. Rheims, 1'he flawns and the custards
had all disaupear'd.

b. trans/, of a flat cap.
1602 Dekker Satiro-mastix H iv, Cast off that blew

coate, away with that flawne.

Flawy (fi^'i), a. [f. Flaw sb. 1 and 2 + -y 1.]

1. Full of flaws or defects.

171a W. Derha.m in Phil. 'Trans. XXVII. 479 Those Trees
are become cracked, and very flawy within. 17SS in

Johnson; and in mod. Diets.

2. Coming in gusts ;
gusty.

1828 in Wehstkr. 1881 Scribner's Monthly XXII. 532 2

Pushing the yacht, .is often required in light, flawy wind.

Flawyn, obs. pa. pple. of Flay.

Flax (flanks), sb. Forms: 1 flees, fleax, 1-5
flex, 4 south, vlexe. 4-6 flexe, 5-7 fiaxe, 7
flacks), 4- flax. [Com. W.Ger. : OF. flcax =
OKris. flax, OS. *fla/is (MI)u., Du., LG. vlas\

OHG.flahs (MUG. vtalts, mod.G.y^/^; :-OTeut.
*fla/iso

m
s»tr. neut. ; commonly referred to the

OTeut. root *fleh-,fla/i- to plait :-()Aryan *pUk-
%

flok-\ cf. Ger. fleck-ten, L, plec-tere, Gr. vXtK-av.

Some think however that the root is flah- (:—
OAryan *flak-) as in Flay z\, the etymological

notion being connected with the process of ' strip-

ping', by which the fibre is prepared.]

I. The plant.

1. The plant Linum usilallssimum Learing blue
flowers which are succeeded by pods containing

the seeds commonly known as linseed. It is

cultivated for its textile fibre and for ils seed*.
< 1000 /Elfric Exod. ix. 31 VV'itodlice eall hira flex and

hira bernas wsron fordone. 1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. xcvii. (Tollem. MS.), Flexe groweb in euen stalkes,

and bereb ^elow floures or blewe. 1484 Caxton Fables of
ACsoP I. xx, Whanne tlie flaxe was growen and pulled vp.
156a Tckner Herbal 11. 39 b, Flax, .is called of the Northen
men Iynt. 1677 Varkanton Engl. Intprov. 47 The Land
there for Flax is very good, being rich and dry. 1794
Martyn Ronsseait's Pot. xvii. 240 Flax has also a corolla
of five petals. 1869 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, iii. (1870)

49 The flax extracting from the earth the materials of those
fibres which are to be woven into garments for us.

2. With qualifying word prefixed, in the names
of other species of Linum or of plants resembling
the true flax, as dwarf-,fairy-, mottntain-, purging,
spurge-, lead-, wild flax : see quots., and the
different words.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 2S Liuaria, wilde

flax. 1670 Ray Catal. Plant. 196 Linum atvense. . Common
wild Flax. 1863 Prior Plaut-n. 81 Dwarf-, or Purging-,
or Fairy-Flax, Linum catharticum. 1878-86 Britten &
Holland Plaut-n. 187 Mountain Flax, (1) Linum cathar-
tictim . . (3) Erythrxa Ccntaurinm. Ibid., Wild Flax, (1)

Linaria vulgaris. (2) Cuscuta Epilinum.
b. New Zealand Flax, J'hormium ienax (also

called flax-bush, -lily, -plant), a native of New
Zealand, the leaves of which yield a textile fibre.

1846 LlNDLEV Veg. Kiugd. iv. 203 In New Zealand they
[Lilyworts] are represetited by the Phormium or Flaxbush,
1854 Golder Pigeons' Pari. Introd. 5, I had .. to pass the
night .. under the shade of a flax-bush. 1870 Bkaim New
Homes viii. 375 The native flax (phormium tenax) is fou/id
in all parts of New Zealand-

II. The fibre of flax.

3. The fibres of the plant whether dressed or un-
dressed.
£-13*5 Gloss W. de BibUtw. in Wright J'oc. 156 Pik thi

flax. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 676 This pardoner hadde heer
as yelwe as wex, But smothe it heng, as doth a strike of
flex. ^1483 Caxton Vocab. 18 The lynweuar, Weueth my
lynnencloth Of threde of flaxe. 1530 Palsgr. 221/1 Flaxe
redy to spynne,_/?//ao\ 1601 Shaks. TwcL N. I. iii. 108 It

[haire] hangs like flax on a distaffe. 1666 Pepys Diary
(1879) VI. 34 In the town did see an old man beating of flax.

1767 Warblrton Serm. 1 Cor. xiii. 13 Human laws, like a
thread of flax before a flame, vanish and disappear before
popular commotions. 1825 J. Neal Pro. Jonathan III. 323
You broke away from us like the Philistine from the un-
twisted flax.

fig* x533 More Debell. Salem v. Wks. 940/2 He spinneth
that fynelye with flex, fetchinge it out of his owne body as
the spider spynneth her cobwebbe.

b. pi. Different sorts or qualities of flax.

1886 Daily News 6 Sept. 2/4 There is a brisk inquiry for
tows, hemps, and flaxes.

f4. Asa material of which a candle or lamp wick
is made ; the wick itself. Obs.
C97& Rus/nv. Gosp. Matt. xii. 20 Flaex itf/lin smikende ne

adwsescet. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 189 Preestis
of the chirche, bat smokiden bi pride as brent flex. 1539
More Comf agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1200/r It is a tiling right
hard, .to put flexe vnto fyre, & yet kepe them [the fingers]

fro burning. 1560 Bible ^Genev.l Isa. xiii. 3 The smoking
flax shall he not quench. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 55
Beautie .. Shall to my flaming wrath, be Oyle and Flax.
163a Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry iv. i, He has made
me smell for all the world like a flax or a red-headed
woman's chamber.

5. A material resembling the fibres of the flax-

plant or used for a like purpose.

1553 Eden Treat. Neive Iud. (ArbJ 19 The flaxe whiche
Is lefte, they spinne agayne. 16x4 Capt. Smith Virginia
vi. 216 A kinde. .of Flax, wherewith they make Nets.



FLAX.

b. in the name of a variety of asbestos with flax-

like fibres, as Earth-, Fossil-, Mountain-Flax,
q v. For Incombustible flax, see Asbestos 2.

i860 Whittier Double-h. Snake 4 Whether he lurked in
the Oldtown fen Or the gray earth-flax of the Devil's Den.
6. Cloth made of flax ; linen.

C897 K. MLMKBD Gregory s Past. xiv. 87 Of Saere eorSan
cymeS 3at fleax, Daet bi5 hwites hiwes. 1340 Ayenb. 236
Chastete bet is be-tokned be be huite ulexe. 1573 Baret
Alv. F643 That beareth or weareth fiaxe or linnen. 1851
Mrs. R. Wilson New Zealand 23 His robe of glossy flax
which loosely flows. 187a A. Domett Ranolfs. iii. 93 In
flowing vest of silky flax, undyed.

III. attrib. and Comb.
7. a. simple attrib. General relations (with or

without hyphen), as flax-blade, t -bolle (see Boll
sb. !), fibre, leaf, plant, stalk, stem, straw, f top,

187a A. Domett Kanoifi. v. 11 With *flax-b!ades binding
to a tree the Maid, c 1325 Gloss W. de Biblesw. in Wright
Voc. 156 note, Boceaus, *flaxbolles [printed filaxlolles.]

1875 lire's Diet. Arts 409 Attempts have been made to
prepare *flax fibre without steeping. 1884 Bracken Lays
of Maori 69 Zephyrs stirred the "flax leaves into June. 1838
Penny Cycl. X. 305/1 The *flax plants are passed between
these cylinders. 1875 lire's Diet. Arts II. 409 The im-
mersion of the *flax stems in water, i860 Ibid. II. 228 The
sheaves of ""flax-straw are placed erect in crates. 1381
Wvclif Ecclus. xxi. 10 A *flax top gedered togldere [Vulg.
stuppa collecta] the synagoge of synneres.

b. Concerned with flax as a commercial product,

zsflax culture, -factory, -industry, -man, -merchant',

-mill, -shop, -spindle, -tithe.

1875 C're's Diet. Arts II. 455 Lands .. prepared for *flax
culture. 1509 in Mkt. Harborough Records \ 1890) 232 Ric'
Beale *Flaxman. 1799 A. Young Agric. Line. 197 Let it

to flaxmen at ^3 or ^4 per acre. 1807 Vancouver Agric.
Devon (181 3) 207 The flaxman only finding seed, and agree-
ing to have the field cleared by a given time. 1835 Ure
Philos, Afanuf. 221 The proprietors of many 'flax-mills,
1600 Sir John Oldcastle 1. iii, A man may make a *flax-shop
in your chimnies, for any fire there is stirring. 1679 Bedloe
Popish Plot 27 A Gentle-woman that kept a Flax-shop
in the Minories. 1875 lire's Diet. Arts II. 456 The steam-
driven *flax-spindle. 169a Rokedy Diary iS Whether
*Flax-tyfh were small tythes or not.

C. Made of flax, zisflax canvas, -sandal, -thread.
1871 A, Domett Ranolfxxi. ii. 378 His feet—with green

flax-sandals shod. 1881 Cauleeild & Saward Diet.
Needlework 210/1 Flax Canvas . . may be procured in

various degrees of fineness and make. 1891 Daily News
8 Dec. 5/3 Flax-thread and spun stuffs.

d. objective, as flax-dresser, -hacktcr, -spinner,

t -swingler
; flax-cutting, -dressing, -growing,

-spinning vbl. sbs.

163a Sherwood, A *flax-dresser, lintere. 1894 H. Speight
Nidderdale 304 As many as 800 flax-dressers. 1780
A. Young Tour /ret. I. 164 They next send it to a v

flax-

hackler. 1856 Parmer's Mag. Nov. 379 The severe trial the
*flaxsptnners experienced. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 305/2
* Flax-spinning is now carried on with most success in ..

Yorkshire. 1663 Canterbury Marriage Licences (MS.),
Charles Abbot, .^flaxswingler.

8. Special comb. : flax-bird, (a) the North
American goldfinch, Chrysomitris tristis; {b) U.S.
' a book-name ofthe scarlet tanager, Piranga rubid*
{Cent. Vict.)

; (c) dial, the common 'Whitethroat,

Curruca cincrca ; f flax-box, a box to hold the
flax or tow match for firing a caliver or match-
lock ; flax-brake (see quot.); flax-breaker «=

prec. ; flax-comb, an instrument for cleansing and
straightening flax fibres, a flaxrhackle; flax-cotton,
cottonized flax; tflax-flnch ? some species of
finch; flax-hackle (see quot.)

; t flax-hoppe, a
head or seed-pod of flax ; flax-hurd, the coarse
parts of flax, low; flax-ripple (see quot.) ; flax-

scutcher (see Scutcher).; soflax-scutching vbl.sb.
;

flax-thrasher, a machine for beating out the seeds
from the bolls ofthe flax-plant; flax-wench, --wife,

•woman, a female flax-worker.
x8» Latham Hist. BirdsW. 120 American Yellow Finch

. .
feeds on the seeds -of flax, alder, fltc, and is called in

the back parts of Carolina, the *Flax Bird. 1576 Lane.
Lieutenancy 1. 77 Six calliuers, fyve *flaxe boxes. 1688
R. Holme Armoury nr. iii. 48 A * Flax Hrake is two pieces
of Timber with Teeth made in them to bruse Flax stalks.

1889 Elvin Did. Her., *Flax-breaker, itfn Cotcr.,
Brosse .. a *flax-combe, or hatchell. 1755 Johnson, Flax-
comb, the instrument with which the fibres of flax are
cleansed from the brittle parts. 1851 Lowell Lett. (1894)
I. 192 The *flax<otton is a great thing. 1639 Horn &
Kob. Gate Lang. lint. xiv. § 153 The goldfinch, larke,
nightingale .. and *flax-finch are singing birds. 1825 J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 402 The *flax-hackle is an
instrument or tool constructed for the purpose of hackling
or straightening the fibres of the flax. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 584/3 Folticnlus, a *flexhoppe. 1614 Markham
Cheap Husb. 11. iv. 93 A little Rozen melted together with
*Flaxehurds. 1673/V///. Trans. VIII. 6067 Lap the joynted
place about with a little hemp or flax-hurds. 1880 Antrim
*r Down Gloss., *Ftax-ripple, a -comb with large iron teeth
through which flax is drawn, to remove the bolls or seeds.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 277 The first

flax-scutching mill. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1, ii. 277 My
Wife .. deserues a Name As ranke as any *FIax-Wench.
1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage (near end) How a *Flaxe wife
letc.]. i6ix Cotgr., Filandiere, a *Flaxe-woman.

b. In the names of plants, as flax-bush, -lily

(see sense 2 b) ; flax-dodder, Cuscuta Epilinum
;

flax-tail, a dialect name of the reed-mace, Typha
latifotia; flax-weed, Linaria vulgaris, toad-flax;

304

flax-worts, the name given by Lindley to the
order Linacese.
185a J. M. Wilson Farmer's Diet. Agric, ^Flax-dodder.

i86» Miss Pratt Flower. PI. V. 313 The Reed-mace is

m Kent often called *Flax-tail. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 445
Tode flaxe is called of the herbaristes of our time, Linaria,
or *Flaxweede. 1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. vii. 485
Linacese, *FIaxworts.

Flax (flxks;, a.rare^. [f. prec.] Having the
colour of flax ; flaxen.

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy II. 241, I have my flax hair
built in many strange and differing fashions.

Flax (ilreks), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To wrap in fine linen. rare~ l
.

x86o Reade Cloister $ //. IV. 368 And oh the sheets I lie

in here . . Dives was ne'er so flaxed as I.

2. U.S. a. trans. To beat ; app. in allusion to
the beating of flax. Cf. Flaxen e. b. intr. To
flax round: to ' knock about/ bestir oneself.

1866 Lowell Biglenv P. Introd., I think .. tojtax for to
beat [is American]. 1884 Miss L. W. Baldwin Yank. Sch.
Teacher^ in Virginia iv. 29 I'm goin' to make some dried

-

apple fritters fr dinner, an' you must flax roun' ao" give
me a lift.

t Flaxed, ///. a. Obs. [f. Flax sb. + -ed 2.] =
Flaxen.
1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. i. iv. 82 Her flaxed hair

crown'd with an Anadem. a 1687 Cotton Winter 28 The
Cup-bearer Ganimed Has capp'd his frizled flaxed head.

Flaxen (flarksen, flce'ks'n), a. and sb. Forms;
6 flaxan, 6, 8 flaxon, 7 flexen, -on, 6- flaxen.
[f. Flax sb, + -en 4.]

A. adj.

1. Consisting or made of flax.

1521 Bury Wills (1850) 119 Item aflaxanshet. 1597 1st PL
Returnfr. Parnass.il. i. 700 He shall. .lie in a good flaxon
sheete. 1601 Holland Pliny xix. i. 3 The toile made of
Cumes Flaxen cords, are so strong, that the wild Bore
falling into it, will bee caught. 1660 Blount Boscobel 41
His Majesty . . put off his course shirt and put on a flexen
one, 1739 Sharp Surgery Intrcd. 52 The best Materials
for making Ligatures are the Flaxen Thread that Shoe-
makers use. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 405
A patent for spinning a flaxen thread. 1876 Rock Text.
Fabr. i. 6 Fine unmixed flaxen linen.

2. f a. ?Of the colour of the flax-flower; azure.
1603 Tryall Chev. n. iii. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 315

Like Eagles they shall cut the flaxen ayre.

b. Of the colour of dressed flax: chiefly in

reference to the hair, f Flaxen wheat (see quots.).

15*3 Fitzherb, Husb. § 34 Flaxen wheate hath a yelowe
eare. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 196 All Flaxen was his
Pole. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 551 That
kind of Wheat which amongst the English is called Flaxen-
wheat, being as white or whiter than the finest Flax. 1621
Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii. 11. ii. (1624) 376 Leland com-
mends Guithera. .for a faire flaxen haire. 1720 Gay Poems
(1745) I. 179 Nor is the flaxen wig with safety worn. 1810
Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 182 He [the sick horse] had a
white mouth and a flaxen tongue. 1862 Miss Braodon
Lady Audley i, That . . drooping head, with its wealth of
showering flaxen curls.

3. Of or pertaining to flax as a commercial pro-
duct.

1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4383/1 The Hempen and Flaxen
Manufacture. 1757 Dyer Fleece in. 369 Who tends the
culture of the flaxen reed. 1875 lire's Diet. Arts. II. 405
The flaxen trades of the United Kingdom.
4. attrib. and Comb., as flaxen-haired, -headed,

-ivigged adjs. j flaxen-egg {dial.), 'an abortive

egg'(Halliwell).
1630 A'. Johnsons Kingd. # Commiv. 293 The people

generally are. .'flaxen haired. 1863 1. Williams Baptistery
I. vii. (1874) 84 An Angel . . Like a flaxen-haired child.

f B. sb. Material made of flax ; linen ; a linen-

cloth. Obs.
1520 Lane. Wills II. 8 A hordecloth of flaxen to be .an

alter cloth. 1599 Nottingham Rec. IV. 250 One diaper
table cloathe ; one of flaxen. 1672 J. Lacy Dumb Lady
II. Dram. Wks. (1875) 44 I'll see you byried in the flaxen

your grandam spun herself. 1696 J F. Merchant's Ware-ho.
16 Flaxens. .made of the same Flax as the former.

Flaxen (flarksen), v. dial. [Cf. Flax v. 2.]

(See quot.')

1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Flaxen, to beat, thrash. 'Ah
followed 'im up, an' flaxened Jiiin well.'

Flaxenish. (floe-ksenij), a. rare. Also 7
flexinish. [f. Flaxen a. +-IBH.] Somewhat flaxen.

1661 Peacham Compl. Gent. 167 A dark flexinish hair.

1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. V// (1867) in A hard-
favoured, lean man, tall, with a thin-haired flaxenish beard.

Flax-seed, flaxseed.
1. The seed of flax, linseed.

1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 5. § 29 One Rood . . is limited to be
sown with Linseed otherwise Flaxseed or Hempseed. ? 16.

.

L. Delaware in Child Ballads VII. 314 I'll hie me To
Lincolnshire, To sow hemp-seed and flax-seed. 1737
Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 248 It is hoped your flax-seed
will come in time. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Flax-seed,
the boll of flax, generally termed linseed.

b. The plant Radiola Millegrana, the seed-pods
of which are similar to those of the flax plant ; cf.

Allseed c.

1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 290 Radiola Mille*
grana, Flax-seed, grows in similar situations.

2. A name given to the pupa of the Hessian fly

from its resemblance to a flax-seed. U.S.
1886 Times 18 Aug. 10/6 Pupae .. resembling small and

rather elongated flax seeds. On this account they are called
' flax seeds ' in America. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. II. 410

FLAY.
The larvae [of the Hessian fly] assume the pupa slate, called
the flaxseed stage.

3. attrib. and Comb, (sense 1), as flax-seed mill,

oil ; flaxseed ore ^ dyestone ore : see Dyestone.
1831 J. Davies Manual. Mat. Med. 71 Flaxseed oil.

1874 Knight Diet. Mcch. I. 881/2 Flax-seed Mill, one for

grinding flax-seed for the more ready abstraction of the oil.

Flaxy tfheksi), a. [f. Flax sb. + -y^.] Of
the nature of or resembling flax ; made of flax.

Also absol.

1634 M. Sandys Prudence 16 The Flaxie [colour] having
whitenesse, appertaines to Temperance. 1659 Torriano,
Lineo, flaxie, made of flax. 1835 Uke Philos. Mann/. 20
The substance which attaches the flaxy filaments to the
vegetable vessels and membranes.

Flay (fie>),sb. dial. [f. Flay v.] A part of
a plough, for flaying ' or paring off the surface of
the ground.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 8 An iron earth-

board firmly screwed to the coulter, which in some places
is called a flay. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsk. Word-bk.,
F'lay, part of a plough ; it goes before the coulter and
fiares off the surface of the ground, turning it under the
urrow which the plough makes.

Flay (nV 1

), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. flayed.
Forms: 1-3 flean, 3 flan, 3-4 flen, flo, 4 fla5e,

4-5 flyje, flyghe, 5 fla, fle, 5-6, 8-9 dial, flee,

5-7, 9 dial, fley, 3-9 flea, 6-7 flaye, 6- flay.

Also (see esp. sense 5) 6-7, 8-9 dial, flawje.
Pa. t. 3 south, vlo}, 3-4 flow, 4 flouh, 4-5 flogh,
flew; 6 fleyd(e, fleid, ;-8 flead, 6- flayed. Pa.
pple. 3 ivla$en, flo, 4 vlage, yflawe, 4-7 flain(e,

flayn;e, 5 fleyn, fltyen, 56 flawen, 6 flene,

fleine, 6-7 flean'e; 5~6fleyed, fleyd, 6-7 flawed,
6-8 fleed, flead, flea'd, 7-9 fleaed, 7 fled, flaid,

flaied, 6- flayed. [A Com. Teut. str. vb. :—OE.
fle'an (pa. t. *flog, pi. *flo%on, pa. pple. *flageti) =
MDu. vlaen, vlaeghen, vlaedcn, OS. fid (Sw. fla,
Da.flaae) :—OTeut. *flahan, f. Aryan root *plak-,

whence Gr. vXifaativ to strike. Cf. Flake sb.-,

Flaw sb.^ and -.]

1. trans. To strip or pull off the skin or hide of;

to skin : a. with object a person : often in to flay
alive (or f quick).
a 800 Corpus Gloss. 659 Deglobere, flean. c 1*05 Lav.

6418 03er he heom lette quic flan, c 1300 Havetok 612
He shal him hangen, or quik flo. 1430 Lydc;. Chron. Troy
I. iii, Out of his skynne he hath him stript and flawe. 1474
Caxton Chesse 28 He dyd hym to be flayn al quyk. 1555
Eden Decades 261 Whom the IJarbarians fleyde alyue and
slewe. 1687 Concreve Old Bach. 11. 1, No doubt, they
would have flea'd me alive. 1709 Prior Paulo Purganti,
They should be hang'd or starv'd, or flead. 1800 Sporting
Mag. XV. 51 You must flea a Muscovite to make him fee!.

1865 Kingsley Herew. v. 109 If I catch him, I will flay

him alive.

b. with object an animal.
c 1301 Pol. Songs (Camden> 191 We shule flo the Conyng,

ant make roste is loyne. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1682 Men.

.

that fast fonden alday to flen wilde bestes, .1420 Liber
Cocornm (1862) 50 Fyrst flyghe thyn elys. i486 Bk. St.
Albans Eiijb, Now to speke of the bestes when thay be
slayne How many be strypte and how many be flayne.

*558 Wakde tr. Alexis Seer. 111. 73 b, Than kyll him
la young crow] and flawe him. 1681 Chetham Angler's
Vade-m. xxxix. § 12 (1689) 26 Take Eels, flea, gut and wipe
them. 1741 Compl. Fant. Piece 1. ii. 136 Flea your Hare,
and lard it with Bacon. 1849 James Woodman vii., Whole
deer were often brought in to be broken and flayed.

absol. 1597 Hooker Bed. Pol. v. § 65 (1632) 340 To
tbein which thinke it alwayes imperfect reformation that
doth but sheare and not flea.

2. To strip off or remove portions of the skin (or

analogous membrane) from ; to excoriate. Often
hyperbolically (cf. scarify).

c 1*50 Meid Maregrete xxxvi, Mit swopes ant mlt scorges
habbe ye me flo. 13.. Ii. E. Allit. P. A. 809 With
boffetez watz hys face flayn. 1482 Monk 0/ hvesham
(Arb.) 73 Sum of hem had her fyngers flljayne. 1565-73
Cooper Thesaurus, Adnri .. to be flawed, to be scorched,
as mens thies or legs be with fretting. 1596 Coi.se Penelope
(1880) 168 These fingers should have flead his face. 1610
& Jonson Alch. iv. iii, You shall. .He curried, claw'd, and
flaw'd, and taw'd, indeed. i6a8 Donne Serm. liv. 546 If
thou flea thy selfe with haire cloathes and whips. 1659
Lovelace Poems (1864) 233 Rayl, till your edged breath flea

your raw throat. 1697 Drvden Virg. Ess. Georg. (1721) I.

206 The Goats and Oxen are almost flead with Cold. 1721
Cibber Rival Fools 111, I' gad he wou'd have flea'd your
Hackside for you. 1748 Relat. Earlhq. Lima iii. § 3. 292
The Taste of it is so harsh, that it fleas the Tongues of such
as are not used to it. 1840 Mrs. Carlyle Let. 5 Oct., In
the ardour of my medical practice I flayed the whole neck
of me with a blister. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. (1871)
II. xv. 171 The prospect of dying in Newgate, with a back
flayed and an eye knocked out.

3. fig. and transf
a. To inflict acute pain or torture upon.

178a Cowper Progr. Err. 583 Habits are soon assum'd ;

but when we strive To strip them oflT, 'tis being flay'd

alive. 1884 L. J. Jennings Croker Papers II. xiv. 49
Macaulay has laid bare the entire process of flaying an
author.

b. To divest (a person) of clothing; to 'strip*,

undress, humorous nonce-use.

i6ii Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 655 Nay prethee dispatch :

the Gentleman is halfe fled already.

c. To strip (a person) of his money or belong-

ings by extortion or exaction ; to pillage, plunder.
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Also, to do this by cheating ; to clean out'. Cf.

fleece, shear.

1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria. 345 Officers were sent

afresh to flea those who had been shorne before. i6ao
Mei.ton Astrolog. 3 A griping Lawyer . . will bee sure

to fleece him, if hee do not flea him. 1620 Frier Rush
21, I haue beene among players at the Dice and Cardes,
and I haue caused . . the one to flea the other. 1 621 Burton
Anat. Mel. 1. ii. iv. (1651) 157 They are. .so flead and fleeced

by perpetuall exactions. 1665 Temi'LE Let. to Ld. Arling-
ton Wks. 1731 II. 6 The Hollanders, .being, .flay'd with
Taxes, distracted with Factions. 1879FROUDE desar xx'ii.

381 Plundering cities and temples and flaying the people
with requisitions. 1893 Farmer Slang, Flay. .2 (American)
To clean out by unfair means.

d. To strip (a building, or the like) of its

exterior ornament or covering.
1636 Davknant Witts v. v, How ! flea monuments of their

brazen skins ! 1670 J. Covel Diary (Hakl. 1893) 182 The
ruins of an old castle that was here; it was all flead to
build the Turkish moschs. 1687 Burnet Trav. iii. (1750}

j

i6g The Outside, .is quite flay'd, if I may so speak, but on
design to give it a rich Outside of Marble. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. v. 514 As comes a pillar of electric cloud, Flaying
the roofs and sucking up the drains.

4. To strip or peel off (the skin). Also with off,

\up.
c 1150 Metd Maregreie xxxiv, Al bet fel from be fleisc

gunnen ho to flo. 1382 Wyclik Micak iii. 3 Whiche eeten
fleshe of my peple and hildiden, or flewen, the skyn of
hem fro aboue. 1450 Henryson Wolf $ Wedder 39
Poems (1865)20+ With that in hy thedoggisskynof he flew.

1587 Mascall Gozd. Cattle, Hogges 267 They doe vse to .

.

flea vp the skinne on both sides. < i6z6 Dick of Devon, v.

i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 97 Flea the Divells skin over his

eares. 1646 Evelyn Diary 23 Mar., As it snows often it

perpetualy freezes, of which I was so sensible that it flaw'd
the very skin of my face. 1651 H. More Second Lash in

Enthns. Triumph. (1655) 168 Touchy, proud men . . as it

were with their skins flean off. 1743 Fielding J. Wild m.
vii, The first man that offers to come in here, I will have
his skin flea'd off. 1865 Swinburne Atalauta 58 And we
will flay thy boarskin with male hands.
trans/, and Jig. 1607 Dekker Northiu. Hoe 11. Wks.

1873 III. 28 Flea off" your skins \i. e. take off" your disguise].

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 530 [The world's] out-side filme
of contentednesse, which when flaid off", what appeareth but
vanity, or vexation of Spirit.

f b. To tear off (a man's beard) together with
the skin. Obs.
CX330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12452 Fful manye

kynges had he don slo, and flow be berdes of alle po. c 1430
Merlin 620, I shall.. make thy beerde be flayn, and draw
from thy chyn boustously. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1.

xxvii, They gaf hym their berdys clene flayne of.

5. transf. (chiefly dial.) a. To strip the bark,

rind, husk, or other integument from ; to bark, peel.

b. To remove or strip off (rind, bark, etc.). Also
with off. (Chiefly in ioimflawi)

a. 1574 R- Scot Hop Gard, (1578) 59 To flawe the Poales
..is more than needeth to be done 111 thys behalfc. 1686
Plot Staffordsh. 382 They flaw it [Timber] standing about
the beginning or middle of May. 1713 Df.rham Phys.-
Theol. iv. xi. 192 Birds, who have occasion to husk and
flay the Orains they swallow. 1869 Echo 9 Oct., In Sussex
..a man was believed to earn from ^40 to ^45 in the year,
including what he gets from flawing timber in the spring.

b. c 1320 Cast. Love 1308 As a mon be rynde fle{>. 1577
B. Googf. Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 74 Cutte it [a bud]
round about, and flawe of the rinde. 1623 Cockeram ii,

To Fley or pull off" the rinde or skin, Deglubate. 1631 MS.
Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., [Layd out] for flawinge
the tanne nijs. ixd. 1796 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts
XIV. 234 From the largest of those arms, I flawed off slips

of rind.

c. To pare or strip off thin slices of (turf).

Also with off, up.
l634~5 Erereton Trav. (1844) 96 They cutt and flea top-

turves with linge upon them. 16E8 R. Holme Armoury 111.

ix. 390^2 A Turf Spade, .is to cut and flea up the surface of
any thing flat. 1724 Swift Draft. Left, vii, That odious
Custom, .of cutting Scraws. .which is flaying off the green
Surface of the Ground, to cover their cabins. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Flay, to pare turf with a breast plough.

6. Phrases. To flay a flint : to be guilty of the

worst meanness or extortion in order to get money,
(cf. Flay-flint), f To flay the fox: to vomit
(translating F. slang ecorcher le renard).
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xi. (1694) 42 He would flay

the Fox. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828)1 IV. 398 Some of them
were so strict that they would flea a flint, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Creiv, s. v. Play, He'll flay a Flint, of a meer Scrat
or Miser.

+ 7. ?To clarify (oil). Obs. rare~\ [Perh. a
different word.]
1530 Palsgr, 551/1, I flaye oyle with water, whan it

boyleth, to make it mete to frye fysshe with. Je detaingz
Ihnyle.

8. Comb, t Flaybreech, a flogger.

1671 H. M. tr. Colloq. Erasmus 49 He is a more cruel
flaybreech than even Orbilius.

Hence Flayed {\flayn) ppl. a.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 163/2 Flayne, or flawyn, excoriaius.

1585 Lupton Thous. Notable 'Ph. (1675) 10 A fleaed Mouse
roasted. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. in. Furies 467
The Dysentery. . Extorteth pure bloud from the flayed veins.
a 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) 100 His jests are. .old flead
Proverbs, a 165a Brome City Wit v. Wks. 1873 I. 363 The
fresh skin of a flea'd Cat. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 635 Let the
flea'd victims in the flames be cast. 183s Gentl. Mag. Feb.
192/2 The loose flayed skin which belonged to the arms.
Flay, var. of Fley v. to frighten.

Flayel, obs. form of Flail,
Vol. IV.

Player (hV'-Oi). [f. Flay v. + -eu i.]

1. One who flays ; also flg. one who * fleeces ' or

practises extortion.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 165/1 Flear of beest, excoriator.

1598 Flokio Scdrticaporcc'tli, a fleaer of hogs. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage II. xrii. § i Euery Fox must yeeld his owne
skin and haires to the flayer. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Village
152 Her lamb By the bleak season slain, her welted coat
Yields to the flayer. 1865 Dickens Mut. Ft: in. i, Pubsby
& Co. are regular flayers and grinders.

2. Hist. (transl. F. ccorcheur). One of a number
of French brigands in the 14th century,who 'flayed*

or pillaged the people.
1832 tr. Sismoudi's Hal. Rep. xiv. 310 The French, .had

bands called flayers (e'eorchcurs). 1891 Cornh. Mag. Oct.
416 His whole life was spent in raids, .upon the Brabanters,
late-comers, flayers, free companions [etc.]

Play-flint. [See Flay v. 6.] One who is

guilty of the worst meanness or extortion for the

sake of gain
; a skin-flint.

1672 Shadwell Miser i, A pox on this damn'd Flea-flint.

17:9 D'Urfey Pills 1. 141 The Flea-flints, the Germans strip

'em bare. 1842 Tfnnyson Walking to Mail, There lived

a flayflint near ; we stole his fruit, His hens, his eggs.

Flaying ( flt'Krj), vbl. sb. [f. Flay v. + -ing L]

1. The action of the vb. Flay.
C 1440 Promp. Parv. 165/2 Fleyngeof beestys, excorlacio.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. F.pist. (1593) 3 The fleaing off of
piper Marsies skin. 1848 H. Rogers Ess. I. vi. 321 The
flaying and dissecting of a sophist at the hands of so
dexterous an anatomist as Socrates.

2. attrib. and Comb., as flaying-knife, season,

-shovel, -spade.

1842 Browning Waring 1. vi, Some Junius, .shall tuck
His sleeve, and forth with *flaying-knife. 1794 J.

Boys
Agric. Surv. Kent 97 The oaks are all cut in the ^flawing
season, for the bark of all sizes. 1887 S. Chcsh. Gloss.,
*Flcyin-shovel

t a sort of plough with a single long handle
like a spade driven by the hand. 1573 Richmond. Wills
(Surtees) 242, iij. peat spades, ij. ""flainge spades. 1879
Miss Jackson Shropsh. Wordbk., P laying-spade, an im-
plement for paring off the surface of rough grass land for

burning.

Flaying, ppl- a. [f. Flat + -ing 2
.] That flays.

1663 IUtlek Hud. 1. ii. 967 Could not the Whipping-
Post prevail.. To keep from flaying Scourge thy Skin.

1728 Gay Begg. Op. II, i, Those fleaing Rascals the Sur-
geons.

Flaylfle, obs. f. Flail.
Flayn e, obs. pa. pple. of Flay-

.

Flayre, obs. f. Flair i,

Flayt, pa. t. of Flite v. Obs. to scold.

Fie, obs. f. Flay.
Flea (flOi sb. Forms : I fle"ah, fle~h, flea, fleo,

3-5 fie, 3-6 flee, 6 Sc, fla, 8 Sc. flae, dial, fleigh,

9 Sc. flech, dial, fleck, 6 - flea. PL 1 fl6an, 4-6
fleen, 5 fieri. [Com. Teut. : OE.flJah str. (prob.

masc), flea wk. masc. or fern. ; corresponding to

MDn.,. MLG. vld (Du. vloo), OHG. floh, flock
str. masc. (MHG. vloch str. masc, pi. flakef

vlo

str. fern., mod.Ger. floh fern.), ON. flo str. fern,

{\>\.fld-?') ; repr. OTeut. *flauh-, or more probably
*plauh- (cons.-stem) cogn. with Flee v]
1. A small wingless insect (or genus of insects,

Pulex, the common flea being P. irritans'), well

known for its biting propensities and its agility in

leaping ; it feeds on the blood of man and of some
other animals.
a 700 Epinal Gloss, fill Pnlix, fleah, c iooo.SVx.r. Leechd.

I. 264 Heo [gorst] cwelS ba flean. c 1305 Laud Cokayne
37 Nis ber flei, fle, no lowse. 1 1386 Chaucer MancipWs
Prol. 17 Hast thou had fleen al night or artow dronke?
1547 Bookde Brev. Health cexcix. 98 Flees the whiche
doth byte and stynge men in theyr beddes. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 696 Fleas breed principally of Straw or Mats.

1733 Swift On Poetry 353 So naturalists observe a flea

Hath smaller ffe3s, that on him prey ; And these have
smaller still to bite 'em, And so proceed ad infinitum.

1791 Boswell Johnson ^831) II. 186 The counsel upon the
circuit at Shrewsbury were much bitten by fleas. 1858
Hawthorne Fr. $ ft. Jrtds. I. 227 Fleas, .in Rome come
home to everybody's business anid bosom. 1874 Wood
Insects Abr. 771 The best-known foreign Flea, the Chigoe
{Pulex penetrans).

b. As a type of anything small or contemptible.
1388 Wyclif i Sam. xxW. 15 Thou pursuest a deed

hound, and a rjuyk fle [1382 flyje]. c 1450 Henryson Mot.
Fab. 195 For it is said in Proverb, But lawte All other
vertewis ar nocht worth ane fle. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon.
ill. 660 Me thocht yu had nouther force, .nor will for till

haue greiuit ane Fla. 1857 R. Tomes Amer. in Japan v.

126 These Lilliputian bumpers would not have floored
a flea.

2. --=flea-beetle \ see 6 below.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 760 The hop-

plant., is liable to be wholly devoured.. by the ravages of
the flea. 184a Johnson P'anner's Encycl., P'ly in Turnips
{Attica nemorum). .It is sometimes called the black jack
and sometimes the flea or black fly. i860 Curtis Farm
Insects List Engravings, Attica nemorum, the Turnip fly

or flea. Attica concinna, the Hop flea or beetle.

3. Applied, with defining word prefixed, to small
crustaceans which leap like a flea : see Sand-flea,
Water-flea. Peach-flea (U.S.) sand-flea.
1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. II. 76 The 'beach-fleas' so

common on the sandy beaches.

4. phr. Aflea in ones ear : said of a stinging or
mortifying reproof, rebuff, or repulse, which sends

one away discomfited : chiefly in phr. to go {send,

etc.) away with a flea in one's ear, fb. For-
merly also » anything that surprises or alarms,

matter for disquietude or agitation of spirit : after

F. {avoir or mellre) la puce a Voreille.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf. Manhode II. xxxix. (1869I 91 And
manye oothere grete wundres [ye haue seyd] whiche ben
fleen in myne eres [F. puces cs oreilles). 1577 tr. De
L'Isle's Legendarie II vj b, Sending them away with fleas

in their eares, vtterly disapointed of their purpose. 1577
Dee Relat. Sfiir. \. U659) 423 [He] at length had such his
answer, that he is gone to Rome with a flea in his eare,

that disquietetb him. a 16*5 Beaum. & Fl. Love's Cure in.
iii, He went away with a flea iu's ear, Like a poor cur. 1659
I!. Harris Parivafs Iron Age I. 1. ix. 18 The Protestants
. .have made Leagues to uphold themselves; and put a flea

into the ear of France. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull in. vi,

We being stronger than they, sent them away with a flea in

their ear. 1741 Richardson Pamela I. xxii. 56, I was
hurrying out with a Flea in my Far, as the Saying is. 1838
C. K. Sharpe Corr. iiS88> II. 510 [lie] came off unvictorious
with a flea in his ear. 1887 RlOER Haggard Jess x\\\, I sent
htm off with a flea in his ear, I can tell you.

5. Comb., as ^flea-catcher, -feeder^ -skinning;

flca-brow7i t
-coloured adjs.

1794 G. Adams Nat. fy Exp. Philos. I. 538 The peroxide
[of lead] may be precipitated of a brilliant ^"flea-brown
colour. 1806 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1807) X. 221 Lug Dustroyef
to His Majesty, and *Flea Catcher in general. 1776 Ansif.y
Election Ball (1808' 230 A new-fashioned *flea-culmired
coat. 1603 Lreton Wit's Priv. Wealth (1639) ^ D

i
They

that love their beds are great * Flca-fecders. i860 Sai.a

Lady Chester/, v. 81 This .. pebble-peeling ^lea-skinning
principle.

6. Special comb. : flea-bag (slang), a bed ; flea-

beetle, a small leaping beetle ol" the genus Ilaltica,

I

the species of which ravage hops, grape-vines,

j

turnips, and other plants ; flea-louse, a leaping
< plant-louse of the family Psyl/idx ; flea-lugged

]

{Sc), unsettled, harebrained (Jam.) ; flea-powder,
a remedy against fleas

; + flea-trap, in quot. an
opprobrious epithet applied to a person.
1839 Levlr //. Lorrequer xxxix, I think the gentleman

would be better if he went off to his *ftea-bag himself.

184a Johnson Farmer's Encycl., P'ly in Turnips [Attica
nemorum) . .a species of *flea-beetle which attacks the
turnip crop. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. {1733) I. 90 Wi
*flae-lugged shainy-fac'd Lawrie. 1823 Gai.t Entail III.

70 Yon flea-luggit thing, Jamie. 1699 Poor Robin A iv,

Since Scoggin found out his 'Flea- Powder, a 1616 Hf.al'.m.

& Fl. Bonduca n. iii, 1 Daughter. Are they not our
tormentors? Car. Tormentors? 'tlea-traps! 1681 Otway
Soldier's P'ort. v. i, Do you long lo be ferking of Man's
Flesh, Madam FIca-trap?

b. In various plant-names, as flea-dock, the

butter-bur (Pelasiles vulgaris) ; flea-grass, flea-

sedge, Carex pulicaris ; t flea-seed, Plantago
Psyllium ; flea-weed, local name for Galium
verttm ; flea-wood (see quot.\
1597 Gerahdf. Herbal App., *Fleadocke is Fetasites.

1847 Halliwi-xl, Flea-dock, the herb butter-burr. 1670
Ray Catal. Plant. Augl. 148 *Flea-grass. This was so
denominated by Mr. (Joodyer, because the seeds.. do in

shape and colour somewhat resemble Fleas. 1820 Gbken
Univ. Herbal I. 252 Carex Pulicaris *Flea Sedge, or Flea
Grass. 156J Turnf.r Herbal 11. 105b, Psillium. .may be
well called *fleasede or fleawurt because y- sede is very
lyke vnto a fle. 1892 Northuvibld. Gloss., * Flea-ivood, the

bog myrtle or sweet gale, Myrica Gale. A housewife's cure
for fleas.

Flea (fl*), v. Also dial, fleck, [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To rid of fleas, remove fleas from.
..- i6to Healkv Theophrastns (1636) 79 He sweepes the

i house and fleas the beds himselfe. 1700 ConGRKVE Way
j of World iv. ix. Go flea dogs, and read romances ! 1884

Chesh. Gloss, s. v. Fleck, 'Her father had gone up to fleck

the bed-'

Flea, obs. f. Flay.
Flea'-bane. [See Bane.] A name given to

' various plants ; esp. a. A book-name for the genus

j

Inula (or Pulicaria), esp. Inula dyscnterica and
' I, Pulicaria.

1548 Turnt.r Names ofHerbes (E. D. S.l 30 Coniza maye
j

be called in englishe Flebayne. 1563 Hyll Art Garden.
* I 593 > 35 The Gnats also be. .chased away with the decoc-
tion of the herbe named Flebane, sprinckled on the beds.

1597 Gkrarde Herbal 11. exxiv. 391 Conyza from time to
time hath been called in English Fleabane. 1640 Parkinson
Theat. Hot. xiv. xv. 1232 Conyza palnsiris major, the
greater Marsh or water Fleabane. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot. xxvi. 394 The Flea-banes middle {dysetiterica) and less

{pulicaria) are of this genus (Inula). 1854 S. Thomson
Wild FL m. (ed. 4) 243 The flea-banes {Pulicaria) noted
for smoking off fleas.

b. A book-name for the genus Erigcron, esp.

E. acre (called also bluefleabane).
1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Client. (1814) 364 The fleabane

of Canada has only lately been found in Europe. i8ao
Green Univ. Herbal I. 513 English botanists have named
it [Erigeron acre] blue-flowered or purple flea bane. 1831

J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 220 Philadelphia Flea Bane.

Scabious. Erigeron philadelphicnm. 1863 Baring-Goulo
Iceland 190 The drier ground was starred with white and
pink Alpine flea-bane {Erigeron Alp.).

e. Applied to Plantago Psyllium (from the ap-

pearance of the seed).

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxx. 104 This herbe is called in..

Latine Psyllium and Herba Pulicaris. .in English Flea.-

wurte and Fleabane, 1597 (see Fleawort].

t Flea-bit, a. Obs. rare. = Flea-bitten 2.

1696 Land. Gaz. No. 3194/4 A flea-bit Mare.
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FLEA-BITE. 306 FLECK.

Flea'-bite. [f. Flea sb. + Bite sb.]

1. The bite of a flea ; the red spot caused by it.

1570 Levins Manip. 149/27 A Fleabit, morsus tulicis.

1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 215 The small pox.,
begin to appear.. At first they ve.-y nearly resemble flea-

bites. 1801 South ey in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor I. 378,
I am used to flea-bites, and never scratch a pimple to a sore.

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex, s. v., Flea-bites have been mistaken for

. . the rash of typhoid, and other appearances.

2. fig. Anything that causes only slight pain ; a

trifling inconvenience or discomfort ; a hurt, loss,

accident, etc. of very small consequence or import-

ance ; a mere trifle. (Cf. Flea-biting 2.)

I. 1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de \V. 1494) I. xxxviii,

The felynge of thyse temptacions fyleth the soule nomore
than yf they herde an hounde berke, or a flee byte.] 158a

Breton Floorish vpon Art«aV(Grosart)25/i When all these

pangues are but Flea-bytes to mine. 1630 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Brood Cormorants, Cuf/>urse 12 If they doe lose by
Pirates, tempests, rocks, "Us but a Fleabite to their wealthy
stockes. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 2 The greatest

"bodily sicknesses were but Flea-bites to those scorpions.

1779 G. Keate Sketches Nat. I. 64 The labours of Hercules
were a flea-bite to it. 1862 Sala Seven Sons I, vii. 169 The
money was a mere flea-bite, a miserable fifty.

3. A small reddish spot on a horse or dog, re-

sembling the mark made by the bite of a flea. Cf.

Flea-bitten 2.

1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1608/4 A middle-size White Spaniel
Dog.. with two reddish Ears full of little Fleabits. 1690
Ibid, No. 3571/4 A dapple-grey Mare.. with red Flea-bites

about her Head and Jseck.

4 attrib.

1605 Breton Honour of Valour xiii, When mortal wounds
doe shew but flea-bite smarts.

Hence Flea-bite v. trans. i To cover with bites

of fleas* (Hyde Clarke 1S55). Plea-biter, one
who bites like a flea ; in qnot. fig.
1629 GaulB Holy Madn. 324 Wearish Wretch ; so like

a Flea-biter hee lookes.

t Flea'-biting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. as prec. +
Biting vbl. sb.]

1. The biting of a flea ; the spot caused by this.

155a Huloet, Fleabitinge, pulicina signa. 158a M.
Philips in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 475 They . . leaue
behinde them a red spot somewhat bigger than a flea-biting.

1676 Wiseman Surgery, Lues Ven. i. 5 The attendance of
a Cancre is commonly a breaking out all over the body, like

a fieabiting.

2. fig. A small hurt, damage, etc. ; —Flea-bite 2.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 69 b, Al these are but fle bitynges
in respect and comparison of that which I shal now show
you. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 86 b, If wee., make a sport

and flea-byting of his fearefull visitation. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. I. 1. I. v. (1676) 8 That which is but a fieabiting

to one causeth insufferable torment to another. 1711
R. Cooper Country-Mem s Proposal (1712* 13 I will shew
you that would be but a Flea-biting to the Nation.

3. = Flea-bite 3.

1598 Florio, Liardo, a horse marked with red or tann'e
spots or fleabitings.

Flea-bitten, a. [f. as prec. + Bitten///, a.]

1. Bitten by (or infested with) fleas.

i6ai Bl-rton Anat. Mel. 1. iii. in. (1676) 127 Redness of
the face and itching, as if they were flea-bitten, or stung
with Pis-mires, c 1626 Dick 0/Devon v. i. in Bullen O. PI.

(18S3) II. 87 In my fleabitten Trundle bed. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pic. (1779) IV. Ixxxvii. 36 You old flinty-faced, flea-

bitten scrub. i8»3 Btackw. Mag. XIV. 508 Snug and
flea-bitten, in their own personal garrets.

. 2. Of the colour of a horse, dog, etc. : Having
hay or sorrel spots or streaks, upon a lighter

ground.
1570 Will of Bartillmeiv (Somerset Ho.), Geldmge flea-

bitten colour. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586)
116 b, The fleabitten horse prooveth alwaies good in travel).

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2032/4 A Lusty strong well spread
gray Gelding, .beginning to be Flea-bitten about the Head
and Neck. 1846 E. Jesse Awed. Dogs 282 We now see
them [pointers], .of a flea-bitten blue or grey. 1863 Times
21 May, A tall and very powerful flea-bitten gray.

Hence Flea'-bittenness.
1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 532 The mares'-nests of its dis.

covery were amply suited by the flea-bittenness of its style.

Pleach, dial. var. of Flitch.
Fleagm, obs. form of Phlegm.

t Fleak, sb. [? A use oi fieak, Flake sb.% 3.]

A term of reproach used to a woman.
1636 Davenant Witts 111. i, Scirvie Fleake ! 'tis not for

naught You boyle Eggs in your Gruell.

Fleak (e, obs. or dial, form of Flake.
Fleaie, obs. form of Flail.

Fleam, obs. and dial. var. of Phlegm.
Fleam (Aim), jA. 1 Forms : 6 fleume, 7 flame,

fleame, florae, (S fleem, flegme), 8, 9 dial, flem,

vfleyam, vlem\ 7- fleam. Also 8 phleam, 9
phleme. See also Flue. [a. OF. flieme (Fr.

fiatnme) =» Pr. flecme, Sp. flcmet
It. fiama, repr.

med.L. fletoma (Wr.-Wiilck. 400), fiedomum
(Leiden Gloss. OET. 114), from late Lat. fleboto-

mum, &d.Gr t <pk(i3oTofjtov: see Phlebotomy. From
the med.L. forms were adopted OF. fiytme, OHG.
fiietuma, Jliedema (MHG. fliedejne^ vlietein, vlie-

dene, Vhoi.GtT.fiui4) ; cf. also MDu. vlime, vlieme.

The mod.F. use = sense 2 below.]

1. A surgical instrument for letting blood or for

lancing the gums ; a lancet. In Great Britain Obs.

or arch. ; the U.S. diets, treat it as still current for

a gum-lancet.
[a 1000 Aldhelm Gl. in Zeitschr. f. d. A. IX. 453 Flebo-

tomo, blodsexe z'^/flytman.] 155a Huloet, Bloude lettynge
. . the instrumente wherwyth bloude is letten, called a fleume.
161 1 Cotgr., Deschaussoir, a Fleame; the toole wherewith
Barbers diuide the gum from the tooth which they would
draw out. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xiii. 481/2 An .

.

Ancient Flegine, or Fleame. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea
76 A little Fleem made of a Flint. 1790 J. Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Ep. to J. Bruce 230 Wks. 1812 II. 166 Nor Scotch'd
with fleams a sceptered Lady's hide. 1859 Thackeray
Virgin, xl, Get a fleam, Gumbo, and bleed him. 1865
Tylor Early Hist. Man. viii. 219 The sharp stone with
which the native phleme used to be armed. 1874 Knight
Diet. Meek. I. 881/2 Fleam, a gum-lancet.

2. A kind of lancet used for bleeding horses.
1616 Slrfl. & Markh. Country Farme 1. xxviii. 123

The Farrier . . must neuer be vnprouided . . with tooles. .as

fleame to let bloud with [etc.] 1748 tr. Vegetius' Distemp.
Horses 46 You shall Strike into it a Fleam made of hard
steel. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 104 The principal

Manufactures here [in Sheffield] are .. Razors, Lancets,
Phleams [etc.]. 1847 YouATT Horse xi. 362 Bleeding . . is

performed with a fleam or a lancet.

3. Comb., asfleam-shaped adj. Also fleam-stick

(see quot. 1842) ; fleam-tooth, a fleam-shaped

tooth of a saw.
1856 Kane Arct. Expi. I. xvii. 206 The *fleam-shaped

tips of their lances were of unmistakable steel. 184a
Akerman Gloss. Wilts, *Flem-stick, the small staff used to

strike the flem into the vein, 1874 Knight Diet. Meek.
1. 881/2 *Fleam-tooth.

Fleam (Arm) sb. 2 In 4-7 fleme, 4, 9 dial.

flem. [App. a var. of Flume (ME. finm), which
has both senses; but the phonology is obscure;

there may be some confusion with a Teut. word, OE.
*flfam :—*flaumo- f. root ofOHG.flawen to wash.]

T" 1. A stream, river. Chiefly in flem Jordan =
"L.fiumen Jordanis. Obs.
1:1300 St. Margarcte Iviii, Ant let the folewen in holi

fonston, Ase ihu christ was ymself y the flem iurdan.

13. . E. E. AHit. P. C. 309 pe grete flem of by flod folded

me vmbe. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 142 To fleme jordon and to

Bedlem. 1516 in Myrr. our Ladye (1873) p. 1, The water of
fleme Iordane was stopped ayenst the natural course.

2. An artificial channel, watercourse, mill-stream.

Now only dial.

1523 Fitzherb. Siirv. xi. (1539) 55 By a mylne fleme made
with mens hande. 1686 Plot Stajfordsh. 356 Cutting a
fleme or main carriage 18 foot broad. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Wordbk., Flem, a mill-stream i.e. the channel of
water from the main-stream to the mill. 1881 Leicester
Gloss., Fleam, a 'mill-tail', the stream that flows from
a watermill after having turned the wheel.

Fleam (film), v.* Obs. exc. dial. [f. prec. sb. 2
]

ittfr. To flow, stream. Also, transf. to drift away.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xxv. 10004 Blode flemyt o fer in flattes

aboute. c 1465 Eng. Chron. 92 His trew blode has flemed
bothe be swerde and exyle. 1863 R. Buchanan Undertone*
120 As the vapours fleam'd away, behold! I saw..A nymph.

t Fleam, z'. 2 Obs. rare. In 5 flym. [ad. OF.
flime r, flieme-r, {.flieme Fleam sb. 1

] trans. To
cut with a lancet.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 434 b/i Anone the same lytel

whelke beganne to blede as one had flymed hit.

Fleam, var. of Fleme sb. and v.

Fleamy, obs. and dial. var. of Phlegm v.

Flean, obs. inf. and pa. pple. of Flay.
Flear, Fleash, obs. ff. of Fleer, Flesh.
Fleat, var. of Fleet v.

Fleawort (flf- writ). [OE.fle
e
ait>yrt, f. Flea sb.

+ Wort.] A name given to various plants.

Amongst the plants that have been so called from their

supposed virtues in destroying fleas are inula Conyza and
some species of Cineraria and Erigeron. Turner and
many subsequent writers apply the name to Plantago
Psyllium, the Lat. and Gr. names of which (Pulicaria,
i/fuAAioi') refer to the resemblance of the seeds to fleas.

c 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 273/24 Parirus [ipapi-

rus\, fleawyrt. 1548 Turner Names of Herbes (1881) 65
It [Psyllium] may be called in English Flewurte. < 1550

Lloyd Treas. Health (1585) M vij b, A bath made of the

decoction of flewort taketh away all goutes. 1597 Gekarde
Herbal 11. exxiv. § 1. 390 Conyza maior, Great Fleawoort.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 239 Psyllium, Fleawort, is

good for the vlcers thereof. 1756 Sir J. Hill Herbal 159
Fleawort, Psyllium, the flower is composed of four small

oval petals. 1820 Green Univ. Herbal I. 304 Cineraria
Integrifolia, Mountain Cineraria or Fleawort. Ibid. I. 512
The old name of this plant {Erigeron Viscosum] is . . great

fleawort. 1815 I. E. Smith Eng. Flora III. 443 Cineraria
/alustris, Marsh Flea-wort.

at/rib. 1600 Slrflet Counfrie Farme 1. xii. 61 Putting

thereto the muscilage of fleawort seede.

Fleay (flfi), a. Also 7 fleaie, 9 Sc. flaeie,

flechy. [f. Flea sb. +-Y *.] Full of fleas.

1611 Cotgr., Pulcier, fleaie, of a flea, full of fleas. 1870

Jas. Orton Andes <$• Amazons 11. xxxvi. 487 After stopping

at fleay Tiberias.

Flebergebet, -gebit, -gibet, obs. forms of

Flibbertigibbet.

t Fle'bile, a. Obs. [a. OF. flebiU, ad. L. fle-

hil-is that is to be wept for, also tearful, plaintive :

see Feeble.] Of style: Doleful, mournful, plain-

tive. Also absol.

a 1734 North Exam. 1. it. § 37 (174°) 49 A flebile Style
this upon a mournful Occasion. Ibid. 11. v. § 94 (1740) 374
The more calm and moderate Style, not without a Tinct of

the Flebile.

T Fle'ble, v. Obs. [var. of Feeble v. ; cf. the

OF. forms fleible, etc. of feible Feeble a.] intr.

To grow weak.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2660 Here men flebled fast & faileden

of here mete.

Flebotomy : see Phle-.

T Flecche, v- Obs. Forms : 4 flecchi, flech*

chi, (? misprint) fleeche, 3-5 flecche. See also

Flinch v. fad. OF. flechir (mod.F. flechir to

bend), also flechier to bend, turn aside, flinch ; of

obscure etymology; connexion of some kind with

h.fleclere to bend, is commonly assumed, but the

supposition has not been shown to be in accord
with phonological laws.]

1. intr. To bend, flinch, give way ; to waver,
vacillate. Obs.
c 1300 Beket 951 Therfor he moste him wel bithenche and

ne flecchi no^t. c 13*5 Poem Times Ediv. II, 452 in Pol.
Songs (Camden) 344 Hadde the clergie . . noht flecched
aboute nother hider ne thidere. 1340 Ayenb. 253 pet bou
ne flechchi uor to leue to guod red. c 1350 Will. Palerne
763 He set his si^t sadli to bat windowe euene, boute
flecchinge or feyntise. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 411
For be staat of holy ch'irche in Engelond . . schulde nou^t
fleeche [L. vacillaret]. 13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS.
616/17 1 J>e deuel. .flecchepfrogodesspous. ai4»oHoccLEVE
De Reg. Prine. xli, Some man . . Dampnable erroure
holdith, and can not flecche for no counseille ne rede.

2. trans. To turn out, drive away.
Perh. another word; cf. O.E. flecgan (once) to drive

away.
c 1340 Cursor M. 994 (Trin.) Out is he put Adam be

wrecched Fro paradis fouly flecched.

Flecchere, -our, var. of Fletcher, Obs.

Flech(e, var. of Fleech.

Fleche (fl^f). Also 8 fletch. [Fr. flhhe t

primarily ' arrow '.]

1. Fortif. = Arrow 8.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4755/2 We. .attacked the two fleches.

1761 Lo?ui. Mag. XXX. 460 Several small fletches that

were thrown up along the front. 1804 Wellington in

Gurw. Disp., To Major Graham 29 Mar., The best thing

to do would be . . to knock down that bad work in front of
the gateway, and to make a good modern fleche in lieu

thereof. 18J7 Southey Hist. Penins. War II. 107 The
suburb beyond the Ebro was defended by redoubts and
fleches. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. 101 The fleche

. . differs from a redan only in having no ditch.

2. Arch. A slender spire, csp. one placed over

the intersection of the nave and transept.

1848 IJ. Webb Continent. Ecclesiol. 160 A very elegant tall

fleche for the sanct-bell. 1886 Mrs. Caddy Jeanne D'Arc
83jts high-pitched lead roof with many pinnacles and fleches.

Flecher, var. of Fletcher, Obs.

Fleck (flek\ j/;.i [Not found before 16th c.

;

though the related Fleck v. and Flecked ///. a.

occur earlier; adopted from or cognate with ON.
flekkr (Sw. flacky MDa./'c^), corresponding to

MDu. vlecke fern. (Du. vlek fern., neut ), MLG.
vlccke fern., vlek neut , OHG. flec(ck, flecchot

blow, mark of a blow, speck, spot, place (MHG.
v/ec, vlecke, mod.Ger. fleck, flecken speck, spot,

hamlet) :-OTeut. *flekko-, -kon-. Cf. the deriva-

tive Ger.flicken to patch.
The ulterior affinities are somewhat obscure ; some of the

senses strongly suggest connexion with Flake sb. 1 and the

OAryan root plag- or ptak- to strike ; but the root vowels
seem to belong to different ablaut-series. Further, the

sense 'patch', found in continental Teut., points to con-

nexion with ON.fltk patch, rag, the form of which implies

i (neither e nor a\ as the root vowel. Possibly two distinct

OTeut. words have coalesced.]

1. A mark in the skin ; a blemish, freckle, spot

;

also, a sore or abrasion of the skin.

1598 Florio, Varo, a fleck, or freckle in ones face. 1601

Holland Pliny II. 377 The greace of a swan is commended
..for to cleanse the skin of the face from all flecks and
freckles. 1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. s. v. Flesche-Axe,

Fleck is. .a sore in the flesh, from whence the skin is rubbed
off. 1866 Swinburne Poems $ Ball.,Laus Ven. 4 Her neck
. . wears yet a purple speck, .fairer for a fleck. 1889 N. W.
Line. Gloss, s. v., Them harvist-bugs hes maade big flecks

cum oot all oher my ainns.

fig. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Hi, Fret not . . That life is

dasn'd with flecks of sin. 1879 Hesba Stretton Needle's

Eye I. 196 There was not a fleck upon his reputation.

b. A patch, spot, or streak of colour, light, etc.

1804 Nelson in Nicolas Dis/. (1846) VI. 120 They have
been badly painted, .as it is all run in flecks. 1849 Longf.
Building Ship 89 Shadows .. broken by many a sunny
fleck. 1863 Maem. Mag. Jan. 172 The universal blue

from Earth to Heaven was filled with flecks of fire. 1863
Baring-Gould Iceland 208 The red gable of Hlitharfyall .

.

with a fleck of white on its apex. 1889 A' W. Line. Gloss.

s. v. Fleck, Black marble wi' yalla flecks in it.

2. A small particle ; a flake, speck.

1750 Walpole in Phil. Trans. XLVTI. 47, I never per-

ceived, that I voided .. any flecks of a stone. 1841 4

Emerson Ess. Circles Wks. (Bonn) I. 125 As we see flecks

and scraps of snow left in cold dells . . in June. 1861 Sir

T. Martin Catullus, Lam. Ariadne 202 And flecks of wool

stick to their wither'd lips. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1870)

92 A fleck of rust on a bright surface of steel will steadiiy

enlarge.

t Fleck, sb. 2 Obs. rare- 1
. [Origin unknown

;

the meaning is clear from Isidore Etym. Xli. xxix,

where the L. word is vulpes.] A fox.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 86 The Fleck, .saith Isidore, .is

naturally subtile, and hath many fetches to deceiue one.



FLECK.
' f Fleck, sb.?>. Obs. exc. dial. Also flick.

a Flake sb. 2

I575 Tubbervile Falconrte 364 Barrowes flicke or larde.

1591 Percyuall Sp. Diet,, Efuvundia, fat, flieke, sewet.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent Wks. 1. 144/2
What say you to the Leafe or Flecke of a Brawne new
kild . . to be eaten hot out of the Bores belly raw? 1881
/. of Wight Gloss., Flick or Vlick, the lard of the inside

of a pig. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Fleck, the fat of a pig
before it is boiled down into lard.

t Fleck, ?proper name. Obs. Used in proverbial

phrase Flcek and his make, a contemptuous desig-

nation for a man and his paramour.
1529 More Dyaloge 1. xvii. 22 b/i, I tell you nothyng now

of. . many a flekke and hys make that maketh theyre metyng
at these holsum hallows. 1532 — Confut. Barnes vnr.
Wks. 780/2 What would the general counsait . . haue sayed
vnto that frere, and what vnto flecke hys make? 1546 J.
Heywood Prov. (1867) 57, I did .. heere, How flek and
his make, vse their secrete hauntyng.

Fleck (flek), v.l Also 5 flek(k)e, 7 flecke.

[f. Fleck sbA ; cf. ON. flekka (perh. the source),

Da. flxkke, Sw. Jliicka, Ger. flechen.] trans. To
spot, streak or stripe ; to dapple, variegate.
c 1430 Lydg. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 199 The whyght

flekkyd with the brown. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 10 Their
legges streaked and flecked with redde and blacke. 1641
G. Sandys Paraphr. Song Sol. iv. i, Vntill the Morning
fleck the sky. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. 11. 55 Two Kids
Both fleck'd with white. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. iii.

viii, The sun was flecked with bars. 1830 Tennyson Poems,
Love fySorraiv, The first green leaf With which the fearful
springtide flecks the lea. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton x. 139
Overhead the still blue is scarcely flecked by a cloud. 1873
Symonds Grk. Poets viii. 250 The feathers of the soaring
bird were flecked with gold and crimson grain.

b. To force in flecks or patches into. rare.
1886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyll viii, The wind . . flecked the

blood into the face.

Hence Fle'cking vhl. sb. Also cotter.

1892 Daily News 3 May 2/4 In other materials this fleck-

ing with irregularly recurrent hints of colour is confined to
stripes. 1893 Westm. Gas. 9 Feb. 6/1 White spots and
fleckings in the waistcoats.

t Fleck, P.2 Obs. exc. dial. [? var. of Flag v. 7
]

intr. To fly low ; to flit, flutter about.
1565 Oolding Ovid's Met. vnr. (1593) 189 [She] flecketh

neere the ground. 1621 Markham Prev. Hunger (1655)
200 The old Cocke, the old Henne, and all their pools .

.

flecke and runne together. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met.
viii. (1626) 156 They, .fleck as lowe as earth, And lay their
egs in tufts. 1884 Cliesh. Gloss., Fleck, to fly.

trans/, and Jig. %6zj--jj Feltham Resolves 11. xiv. 188
He flecks from one Egg to another, so hatcheth nothing.
1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra (1879) 154 The
Relict .. Doth voluntary fleck into Deaths armes. 1652
Shirley Sisters PraL 11 The Town will still be flecking,
and a Play, .will starve the second day.

t Flecked, a. Her. Obs. [? Misspelling of
Flect.] Arched, bent.
1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry 1. ii. 13 The Flecked, The

Nubile, are of the nature of the Air. 1678-1706 Phillips,
Flecked, a term in Heraldry, arched like the Firmament.
Jig. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry 1. vii. 101 Devide not thy
Coat among the deadly sins by . . the Flecked and Waved
line of pride.

Flecked (flekt\ ppl. a. [f. Fleck sb.i or vl
+ -ed 1 or 2

.] Having or marked with flecks
;

occas. preceded by some defining word as foam~
y

pearl-flecked, for which see those words.
1. Of animals, their feathers, skins, etc.: Dappled,

pied, spotted.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 321 Foules, With flekked
fetheres. c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 604 He was . . ful of
Iargon, as a flekked pye. 1548 Will of R. North or
Keling (Somerset Ho.), Flecked cowe. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 403 They [sheep] will proue flecked and of dmers
colours. 1786 Culley Live Stock (ed. 4) 41 The generality
are red and white mixed or what the breeders call necked.
1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Flecked, spotted, mottled, speckled.

b. Of a person : Marked with spots ; freckled.
1868 Geo, Eliot Sp. Gipsy 54 Pepi'ta, fair yet flecked,

f C. Of wood-work: Grained; marked. Obs.
1664 Evelyn Sylva viii. 27 The firme and close Timber

. . [of the Wall-nut tree] is admirable for fleck'd and
chambletted works. 1670 Ibid, xxvii. (ed. 2) 134 Curiously
polish'd and fleck'd cups and boxes.

t 2. Of persons, their faces or cheeks : Marked
with patches of red ; flushed. Obs.
1544 Phaer Rcgim. Lyfe (1560) Uvj, The face red in

coloure & flecked. (11577 Gascoigne Herbs Wks. (1587)
103 His flecked cheekes Now chery red, now pale and
green as leekes. 1621 Burton A?tat. Mel. 11. v. i.vi. (1651)
396 If they drink a cup of wine or strong drink, they are as
red and flect .. as if they had been at a Majors feast. 1693
Congreve Juvenal xi. 3I7 What tho thy Wife .. come
reeking home, Fleck'd in her Face, and with disordtr'd Hair.

3. Of darkness : Dappled with bright spots. Of
the sky: Dappled with clouds. Of clouds : Cast
like flecks over the sky ; in o^xo\. fig.
1597 Shaks - Rom. $ fid. 11. iii. 3(Qo. 1) Flecked darke-

nes hke a drunkard reeles, From forth daies path, a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jos. V Wks. (1711) 106 Many
were groping through these flecked clouds of ignorance.
1810 Scott Lady of L. in. ii, Invisible in flecked sky, The
lark sent down her revelry. 1866 T. Edmondston Shell.
$ Ork. Dial., Flecked, applied to the bottom of the sea
when it has bunches of seaweed growing upon it.

t Plexken, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Fleck sb. +
-en 5.] a. intr^ To take a fleck or shade of colour

;

to colour, turn. b. trans. To mark with flecks.

307

Hence Ple*ckened ppl. a., flecked, grained,
marked.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 50 When they [Oates]

once beginne to shoote they will streightway after beginne
to flecken. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., You nivver see a
prittier fleckened bit o' mapple-wood.
Flecker, obs. form of Flicker v.

Flecker (fle-kai), v. [f. Fleck v. + -er 5.]

trans, a. To mark with flecks ; to dapple, b. To
scatter like flecks or flakes. (See nexP.
1828 Sterling Ess. $ Tales (1848) II. 4 The wide and

gleaming river . . fleckered with a myriad of keels.

Fleckered (fle'ksid), a. Also 5 Sc. flekerit.

[f. prcc. -f -ED 1
.]

1. Marked with flecks or spots; dappled, streaked,

variegated.
C1450 Golagros <§- Gaw. 475 Ferly fayr wes the feild,

flekerit and faw. 179a R. Cumberland Calvary v. 495
Morning . . crimson'd all the flecker'd East. 1823 Moou
Suff. Words, Flecker'd, variegated, of two or more colours,
descriptive of domestic poultry. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M.
300 Silas and Eppie were seated . . in the fleckered shade of
the ash tree.

2. Scattered in flecks or patches.
1823 Joanna Baillie Poems 292 Like spots of flecker'd

snow. 1851 Helps Comp. Solit. ii. (1874) 57 They arrange
themselves like those fleckered clouds.

t Fle'cket. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fleck sb. +-et.]

A small fleck or spot.

1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1898/4 He is of a Liver colour with
white Fleckets.

Fleckled (ftVk'ld), a. [f. *Jleckle, dim. of
Fleck sb. + -ed^.] Marked with little flecks or
spots; dappled; also of a person : freckled.
1592 Shaks. Rom. 4- Jul. n. iii. 3 Fleckled darknesse like

a drunkard reeles, From forth daies path. 1700 Ace. Doctr.
$ Disc. R. Davis 26 A woman, .fleckled in her face. 1892
Daily News 17 Sept. 3/2 Tree trunks all fleckled and
dappled by patches of quivering sunshine.

Fleckless (flerkles), a. [f. Fleck sbA + -less.]

Without a fleck or spot ; without blemish.
1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 274, I fear My conscience will

not count me fleckless. 1874 Lisle Cakr Jud. Gwynue
I. iv. 115, A. .fleckless sky over-head.

Hence Fle'cklessly adv.
1891 Miss S. J. Duncan Soc. Departure 2S5 The passage

was flecklessly whitewashed.

Flecky, a. [f. Fleck sbX + -y *.] Full of
flecks, i. e. spots or streaks ; also, having a wavy
appearance. (But in quot. 1694 flecky may be
a variant of Flicky.) Hence Pie ckiness, the
condition of being flecky.

1694 Loud. Gaz. No. 3004/4 One brown bay Mare, with
a Flecky Tail 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 69
A singular grain of fleckiness always observable on the
surface [of real Damascus blades],

Flecnode (fle-kn0"d). Math, [(.flee- root of L.

flectere to bend + nod-zis knot, Node.] (See quot.)

Hence Flecnodal a., pertaining to a flecnode, as

flecnodal curve.

1873 Salmon Higher Plane Curves vi, (i87q"> 217 Such
a node may be considered as the union of an ordinary node
with a point of inflexion .. and the node may be termed
a flecnode.

t Fleet, v. Obs. rare. In 6 flecte. [ad. L.

flect-ere to bend.] trans. To bend, turn, lit.andfig.
1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 206 b, He with .. faire

wordes, did receive and intertain, to the intent to flecte

and allure the hartes of other men. 1578 Banister Hist.
Man 1. 33 Those Muscles, by whose benefite . . the thigh is

outward fleeted.

f Fleet, sb. Obs. [ad. Ger. fleck hamlet, 'spot':

see Fleck.] A hamlet, small village.

1637 R. Monro E.rped. 11. 89 On this River of the Maine
where the Townes and pleasant Fleets lie by the water ..

Their Dorpes and Fleets walled about.

Fleet (flekt), a. Her. [Short for Flected.]
= Flected a.

1830 [see Flected]. 1889 in Elvin Did. Her.

Flectant (fle'ktsent), a. Ha: = next.

1830 [see Flected]. 1889 in Elvin Diet. Her.

Fleeted (fle-kted), a. Her. [f. Flect v. +
-ED !.] Bent, bowed. Flected and reflected (see

quot. 1889).
1688 R. Holme Armoury n. xviii. 466/1 Two Arms

flected, or bowed. Ibid. 11. xix. 474/1 Two Heart Leaves
Pendant, their Stalks contrary flected and reflected. 1830
Robson Brit. Herald Gloss., Elect, Flectant, and Flected,
any thing bowed or bent. 1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Flected
and reflected, bowed or bent in contrary directions or turns,

in a serpentine form, like the letter S.

t FleC'tlble, a. Obs. rare~^. [f. Flect v. +
-IBLE.] Capable of being bent.

1705 C. Purshall Mech. Macrocosm 227 Bodies that
are. .Flectible and Yielding.

Flection, -al, -less : see Flex-.

Flector(fle*ktoj, -oj). Anat. [f. Flect v. +
-or.] = Flexor.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (ed. 2) 65 The chief flector the

Psoas. 1836 I. Tavlor Phys. Th. Another Life xvii. 241
The muscles . . of the arm . . consisting only of flectors and
deflectors.

Fled (fled), ///. a. [pa. pple. of Flee v.] In

senses of the vb.
1621 G. Sandvs Ovid's Met. 11. 711 Fled Soules thou shalt

restore to their aboads. a 1709 J. Nimmo Narrative (1889)

51 Ane honest fled Scotsman's hous. 1822 Byron Werner

PLEDGE.
Hi. iv. 100 The Fled Hungarian. 1884 Tennyson Beckett.
i, Bar the bird From following the fled summer.

t Flede, v. Obs. [repr. OK. *flf?dan -.-*flodjan,
{. fldd Flood: cf. MDu. vloeden, MHG. vhtoten
(mod. Ger.fluten), ON.fld'da (Sw.floda).] intr.

To flow.

£1175 Colt. Horn. 209 pine vif wunden, and be eadi flod
bet of ham fledde. c 1205 Lay. 22019 Whsenne ba sae vleded.
a 1225 St. Marh. 9 J>u steorest te sea stream bet it fleden ne
mot fir ban bu markedest.

t Fledge, sb. Obs. Also 6 flege. App. the
designation of some textile material. Also attrib.

1542 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 2 in Stat. Irel. (1621) 185
Hydes, fells, checkers, fleges, yarne, linnen, cloth, wooll
and flockes. 1579 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 287 Vj cotton
blankets, ij fledg blankets, ij caddow blankets.

t Fledge, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 4-7 flegge,
6 fledg, 5-6 flygge, 6 flydge, 6-7 flidge, flig(ge,

fleg, 6- fledge. [OE. *flycge (in Kentish form
*flecge) f

not found exc. in the compound unfligge,
rendering L. inphwies in Avianns Glosses a 1100
(see Napier in Academy 2 June 1894) ; correspond-
ing to MDu. vlugge (Du. vhig), MHG. vliicke,

OHG. flucchi (Ger. fliigge, al,G. form for HG.
fl/tche):—\YGcT. *flnggjo- }

f. *flug- weak root of

*fleugan to Fly.]

1. Of young birds (rarely of the wings): Fittofly;
having the feathers fully developed, fledged.
1398 Trf.visa Barth. DeP.R. xu. iii. (1495) 411 They

take fro them meete whan they ben flegge and rype. 14.

.

Piers of Fullham in Hartshorne Mctr. Rom. 124 Which
causeth them to be taake or they be flegge. 1526 Pil^r.
Per/. iW. de \V. 1531^ 133 Byrdes full flygge. 1593 Peele
Chron. Edw. I 180 If his wings grow flig, they may be
dipt. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. 11. Magnificence
698 Some douny-clad, some (fledger) take a twig To pearch-
upon. 1692 R. L'Estrange E'ables Ixxh. 71 The Birds
were not as yet Fledge enough to Shift for Themselves.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fledge or Fledged. 1820
Wildraham Chesh. Gloss., Fligor Fligge.
transf ^.wAfig. 1566 Drant Horace To Rdr. 2 Natheles

such vices as were then flydge. .he assaileth fearcely. 1623
T. Scot Higlnv. God 64 As soone as he is fligge, and comes
fresh out of the Vniuersitie. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Death iii, The shells of fledge souls left behinde. 1662 Tuke
Adv. 5 Hours in. i, Your noble Love has Wings, And's
ever Fledge.

2. Furnished for flight. Const, with. Also

fis-
1631 Milton in Birch Life Wks. 1738 I. 4 All the fond

hopes, which forward Youth and Vanitie are fledge with.
1667 — /'. L. in. 627 His shoulders, fledge with wings. 1806

J. Grahame Birds Scotl. 1. 4 Like an arrow-fledge he darts.

1814 Gary Dante, Hell xm, 16 The huge belly fledge with
wings.

3. fig. All in a flutter, high-spirited.

1461 M. Pastom in Paston Lett. I. 544 He and alle bis
olde felaweship. .arn ryght flygge and mery. 1642 Rogers
Naaman 350 Haue not your recoveries made you more
fledge and sawcy with God?
Hence f Fledgeness. Obs.
c 1440 /'romp. Parv. i6j/i Flygnesse, maiuritas. 1530

Palsgr. 221/1 Flyggenesse of byrdes, plumeusete.

Pledge (fled^), v. Also 6-7 flidge, 9 dial.

fleg, flig. [f. prec]
1. intr. Of a young bird : To acquire feathers

large enough for flight ; to become fully plumed.
Alsofig.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 72 When the wheate was

ready to be ripped her yonge began to fledge. 1637 Greene's
'Pheevesfalling out Pref., In Westminster, .doe they every
day build their nests, every houre flidge. 1865 Swinburne:
Poems Sf Ballads, E'elise 69 Birds quick to fledge and fly at
call Are quick to fall.

2. trans. To bring up (a young bird) until its

feathers are grown and it is able to fly. AlsoJig.
1589 Pappe w. Hatchet C b, They [the Martins] both

breed in Churches, and hauing fledgde their young ones,
leaue nothing behind them but durt. 1596 Shaks. Meixh.
V. in. i. 32 Shylocke for his own part knew the bird was
fledg'd. 1623 Webster Duchess Malfy in. v, Your wiser
buntings, Now they are fledg'd, are gone. 1659 D. Pell
Impr. Sea Ded. A v b, This Book . . was hatched and flidged

in one of your ships. 1760 Fawkf.s Auacreou xxxiii. 15
Some, quite fledg'd and fully grown, Nurse the Younglings
as their own.

3. To provide or furnish with feathers or plumage

;

to 'wing' for flight ; also, to deck or adorn with
feathers.

1614 C. Brooke Eglogues
x
To W. Broivne 21 Whose tender

Pinions, scarcely fledg'd in show, Could make his way
with whitest Swans m Poe. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 125 The
sandals of celestial mould, Fledged with ambrosial plumes.
1784C0WPER Taskw, 214 The world's time, .has his pinions
fledg'd With motley plumes.
fig. 1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 19 LightUer move The
minutes fledged with music.

4. To cover as with feathers or down ; also, to

form a feather-like covering for.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 23 The Iuuenall (the Prince

your Master) whose Chin is not yet fledg'd. 1773 Poetry
m Ann. Reg. 235 Then talks of sport ; how many wild ducks
seen ! What flocks of widgeon too hath fledg'd the green I

1784 Cowper Task v. 26 The bents And coarser grass, .now
. .fledged with icy feathers, nod superb. 1814 Cary Dante,
Paradise ix. 96 The unripen'd down That fledged my cheek.

1820 Keats Ode to Psyche 55 Far, far around shall those

dark-cluster'd trees Fledge the wild-ridged mountains steep

by steep. 1888 Lowell Recall in Heartsease fy Rue 91
Though snowflakes fledge the summer's nest.
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FLEDGELESS.

5. To fit (an arrow) with a feather; to feather.
|

Cf. Fletch v.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 596 Eagles' feathers to fledge

arrows with. 1808 Moore Corruption v. 96 Like a young
eagle, who has lent his plume To fleage the shaft by which

he meets his doom. 1871 Rossetti Poems, Troy Tcnvn xiii,

Cupid took another dart, Fledged it for another heart.

Hence Pledged ppl. a., lit. and fig. ; sometimes

in combinations as full-, half-, new-fledged

;

Fle"dging vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Ep. Ded., You may
perceiue he was.. full fledged, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Laws
Candy 1. ii, That yong-man, who was not fledg'd nor skil'd

In Martiall play. 1659 D - Pell I»lPr- $ea 98 T.
hia may

pull down . . your flidged plumes. 1774 White in Phil.

Trans. LXV. 268, I . . found they had made very little pro-

gress towards a fledged state. 1806 J. Gbahame Birds Scotl.

35 The parent's partial eye Shall view the fledging wing.

1833 Whewell Astron. fy Gen. Physics i. 32 The. .hatching,

fledging, and flight of birds. 1865 Swinburne Poems fy

Bali., Love at Sea 17 Our seamen are Hedged Loves. 1887

Sat. Rev. 12 Nov. 66 r Such denials merely serve to mark
the fact that thought is already fluttering, though it is not

yet full fledged.

Fledgeless (fle-d^les), a. [f. Fledge a. +
-less.] Unfledged.

1769 J. Gerhard in Monthly Rev. XLtl. 185 For me his

hand the fledgeless dove betray'd. 1806 J. Grahame Birds
Scotl. 602 In seven days more expect the fledgeless young.

1859 Ld. Lytton Wanderer (ed. 2) 97 The fledgeless

nurslings of Regret.

Fledgeling, fledgling (fledglin), sb. and a.

[f. as prec. + -ling.]

1. A young bird just fledged.

1846 Worcester (citing Monthly Rev.). 1847 Longf. Ev.
I. i. 119 That wondrous stone which the swallow Brings from
the shore of the sea to restore the sight of its fledglings.

1879 Jekferies Wild Life in S. Co. 239 The tiny fledglings

swim at once if alarmed.

2. fig. ; esp. A raw and inexperienced person, one

just starting on his career.

1856 Whvte Melville Kate Cov. iii, Young fledglings

pining madly for their enslavers. 1866 Reader 10 Feb. 148/2

The few ideas they have were hatched only yesterday ; but

the beauty and vitality of the fledglings they are so proud
of, bear no proportion to their youth. 1877 Owen Wellcsley's

Desp. p. xlvi, On emerging from the College, the fledgling

should (as at Woolwich) take rank according to the impartial

award of the educational authorities.

3. attrib. (appositive) or as adj.

1830 Tennyson Claribel 17. The fledgling \later edd.

callow] throstle lispeth. 1876 E. C. Stedman Vict. Poets

xt. § 3- 39o The style of fledgling poets. 1888 Pall Mall
G. 3 Nov. 10/1 The little fledgling party which had hardly

broken its shell, .the Liberal Unionists.

Fledgy (nVd^i), a. [f. as prec. + -Y 1.]

f 1. a. Of wings ; Furnished with feathers,

feathered, b. Of young bees : Ready to fly. Obs.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 27 Hee flitters swiftly

with wynges ful fledgye beplumed. Ibid. 31 They [bees] do
foorth carry theyre yoong swarme fledggie to gathring.

2. Covered with feathers, feathery.

1818 Keats Staffa 41 Where a fledgy sea-bird choir Soars

for ever ! 1819 — Ot/10 11. ii. 102 The swan, soft leaning on
her fledgy breast.

t Ple'dwite. Obs. An alleged term of OE.
law (see quot).
[The explanation below is prob. a mere conjecture due to

association with mod.Eng. fled. It has been suggested
that the word may have arisen from a misreading of ferd-
•mite (see Ferd sb}).

]

1579 RastalTs Termes of the Lawe 93 Flediuite, that is

to bee quyte from amercements when an outlawed fugitive

cometh to the Kinges peace. [Hence in many later Diets.]

Fle(e, obs. f. of Flay, Flea, Flet, Fly.

T Flee, sb. Obs. [f. next vb.] Flight.
• 1560 A. Scott Poems (E. E. T. S.) 10 And all the feild

cryd, fy on him ! Sa cowartly tuk the fle for fer.

Flee {Rt),v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. fled (fled).

Forms : see below. [A Com. Tent, originally str.

vb.: OK.flJon {fle'ah, flugon, flogen) = 0¥x\s.flta,
OS. fllohan (MDu. vlien, pa. t. vl6, later MDu. and
mod.Du. vlieden, pa. t. vlood, pa. pp'.e. vlodeii),

OHG. fliohan (MUG. vliehen, mod.Ger.fliehen),
ON. flya, flyja (with ~jo~ suffix in pres. stem), str.

pa. t. fl6, flugom, more commonly inflected weak,
pa. t. flyda, po. pple. flyiSr (Sw.fly, pa. t. flydde,

J>a, flye, pa. t. flyede), Goth, pliuhan :—OTeut.
*pteuhan (inflected plauh, plugum, plogono-\
The root (pre-Teut. *tleuh-) has not been found
outside Teut. As the original initial/ has become
yin all the Teut. langs. exc. Gothic, those forms of

the vb. which according to Verncr*s law change h
into^came to coincidewith the correspondingforms
of *fleugau to Fly ; hence in all these langs. the

two vbs. have been more or less confused together.
In OE. the vb. was, so far as is known, always strong.

The str. pa. t. and pa. pple. survived in occasional use down
to the 15th c. ; but in the 13th c. the weak pa. t.fledde, pa.

pp\e.fled(d began to be used, and soon became more common
than the earlier forms. Their origin is obscure: normally,
they would imply an inf. flede{n, and one instance offlede
inf., with the sense ' to flee

1

, has been found in 15th c. ; but
little stress can be laid on this, on account of the late date,

and the possibility that the form may have been invented

by the writer for the sake of rime, on the analogy of the

pa. t. fledde (for which Caxton has fleded). Identification

with Flede to flow or flood seems impossible on account of
the difference in sense. Some have compared/?£<& with the
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Du. form vlieden', but the Du. practice of inserting a

euphonic d in vbs. with roots ending in h (as in belijden,

ivijden, vleiden) is peculiar to that lang. (first appearing in

late MDu.), and has no parallel in Eng. ; further, the Du.
vb., in spite of its alteration in form, is still conjugated strong;

hence it seems probable that the resemblance between the

Du. and Eng. forms is purely accidental. The resemblance

ofME.fledde to Sw.flydde may possibly be more significant.

In MSw. those vbs. which, in consequence of contraction, had
their present stems ending in a long vowel, formed their past

tense in •deU for the earlier ~Pe ; the change, according to

Noreen, dates, so far as the spelling is concerned, from

about 1350; it may however have occurred much earlier in

some East Scandinavian dialect. The supposition that ME.
fledde may be of Scandinavian origin is supported by the

fact that the earliest examples are chiefly from writers whose
dialect is strongly marked by Scandinavian influence; on

the other hand, it occurs as early as 1340 in the Kentish

dialect of the Ayenbite.
The confusion between the \hs.flee zxsAfly occurs already

in OE. In northern dialects the form flee is the normal
phonetic descendant both of OE.fleon to flee and offleo^an
to fly. In mod. Eng. the association of the two vbs. has

the curious result that the ordinary prose equivalent of L.

fugere is fly with pa. t. and pa. pple. fled (the forms flew,
flenvn have only the sense of L. volare), -wnWeflee has become
archaic, being confined to more or less rhetorical or poetic

diction. Even fly and fled, indeed, now belong rather to

literary than to colloquial English: expressions like 'run

away' being substituted in familiar speech.]

A. Forms.
1. Present stem. a. 1 Inf. (s3)fl£on,flion, 'north.

fl6a)
;
pr. t. \st pers. fl6o, {Mercian fl6om\ 2nd

pers. flihst, yd pers. flihfl, {north. fliB, fl#S\ //.

flSoS, (north. ASaS) ; 3 inf. fleeen, pr, t. %ra'pers.

flihp, flic)), fli3t, imper. fli.h, fli3, south, vlih,

3-4 fl6o-n, (3flo\ flei, 3-5 flee-n, 4 south, vle-n,

vlee-n, 3-6 fle, 6 fley, 3- flee.

1 888 K, Alfred Boeth. xxxiii. §2 He . . fiihb 3a waedle.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. vil 30 (Gr.) He sceal swi5e (lion bisse

worulde wlite. a 1225 Ancr. R. 162 Arseni, flih men. /bid.

208 Vlih ber urommard, er bu beo iattred. a 1240 Ureisun
in Cott. Horn. 203 Hwuderschal ich fleon hwon be [etc.].

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 176 Wei fi}t that wel fli^t.
_
^1300

Cursor M. 2818 (Cott.) pe angls badd loth do him flee.

Ibid. 4310 (Cott.) pou do be stallworthli to flei. C1330 R.

IJkunne Chron. 11810) 39 pei went egrely, & did bo kynges
fle. 1340 Ayenb. 41 Ober huanne me dra^b bo out bet vleb

to holy cherche. c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 105 He .

.

bad her fleen, lest Phebus her espye. c 1380 Sir Fernmb.
3901 He not wyder flene. 1393LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 346 Ich

rede we fleo . - faste alle hennes. 1556 A urelio fy Isab. F v,

It that you fley be the daye, you showe to desire it the

nighte.

/J. 5 flede.

^1450 Myrc 1374 Wythowte weike or fleschly dede py
chastyte from be doth flede.

2. Past tense, a. ifle"ah, fle"h, 3fleah,fl8eh,f^»M.

2 vleh, 4 vlea3) , 4-5 flagh(e, (also rarely as//.), 3-4
flei, fleih, flei3, fleigh (rarely as/-/.), fley, fle3 h.

cSz$ I
7
esf>. Psalter cxiii [cxiv], 3 Sae ^eseah & fleh. a 1000

Boeth. Metr. i. 20 (Gr.) Fleah casere mid bam aeoelingum ut

on Crecas. cizoo Ormin 823 He flah till wesste fra be

folic, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 16 Wes Maxence ouercumen &
fleah into Alixandre. a 1225 Ancr. R. 160 He fleih his holi

kun icoren of ure Louerde. 1*1250 Gen. fy Ex. 430 Caym
fro him [adam] fle3. 1340 Ayenb. 129 pet hette agar bo hi

ulea^ uram hare lheuedi. < 1340 Cursor M. 7592 (Trin.)

Mony fley wib debes wounde. 1382 Wyclif fit. cxiv. 3

The se sa3 and flei;. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Roll-) I. 189

pat prince sauede men bat fle'igh to hym. a 1400 Octouian
1

1 49 Florentyn yaf hym swych a dent As he forth fle3h, That
[etc.], ,1400 Destr. Troy 6001 As bai flaghe in the filde.

0. 3 fleu, 3, 6 flew(e, 4 flewgh. [Common to

this vb. with Fly ; ? influenced by str. pa. t. of

Flow.]
1297 R. Gi.ouc. (1724) 18 pe kyng with a fewe men hymself

flew at the laste. Ibid. (1724) 258 He fleu [printed flen]

wyb muche wo. C1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks. III. 412 Seynt
I'oule . . flewgh suche ueggynge.

7. plural. 1 fluson, -un, 2-4 flu$en, (3 flu;-

hen, Orm. -enn, fluhen, flue), 3 flufwjen, south.

vluwen, 3-5 flojen, floghen \hence 5 flogh as

sing.), 4 floun, 3-5 flowe(n.
(-950 Lindisf Qosp. Matt. xxvi. 56 Alle. .seflu^un. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 14 Soblice [>a 5e hi heoldon fluson.

( 1200 Ormin 893 Uabe flu^henn fra be folc. c 1203 Lay.

1845 paeatendes fluhen [ci275flowen]. t 1225 Ancr. R. 106

His deore diciples fluen alle vrom him. Ibid. 392 His deciples

. .vluwen alle urom him. a 1225 Juliana 52 pat ter fluhen

monie. .1250 Gen. fy Ex. 861 On of hem, 5e fio^en a-wei.

(-1300 Beket 2144 His disciples flowe anon. 1382 Wyclif
Isa. xxxiii. 3 Fro the vois of the aungil floun puples. c 1400

Destr. Troy 4732 The ffrigies floghei. Ibid. i^gEcuba
. . egerly flogh. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 822 As thay flowen

toward the felde.

5. 4-7 fledd(e, 4 south, vledde, 5 fleded,

fleede, 6-7 flet, 7 Sc. flaid, 4- fled, plural. 3-4
? flededen, 4-5 fleden, fledden, -on.

c 1300 K. Alis. 2441 So heo ferden . . And flodeden [? read
flededen.] c 1330 R. RrunneC7*>-(7«.(i8io)88 Malcolme. .fled

for ferd. 1340 Ayenb. 206 He him uledde ase wys and hise

uorlet. c 1384 Chaucer //. Eamei.ijQ Iulo And eke askanius

also ffleden. ': ,1 1400 Morte Arth. 1431 Thane be Hretons..

fleede to be foreste. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1349 The Troiens.

.

ffleddon in fere and be filde leuyt. 1490 Caxtom Eneydos
xxxi. 118 Dedalus fleded to Thetys for fere of the kynge
Mynos ofCrete. 1497 WRiOTHESLEYC/*r<w. (1875) I. 3 Perkin
Werbeck. .fledd to Howdley St. Marie. 1647 H. More Song
ofSoul 1. in. Ixvii, But what could well be sav'd to Simon flet.

3. Pa. pple. a. 1 flossn, 2 flujen, 3 iflo;en,

south, ivlowen, 3-4 yflowe(n, 4-5 flowe(n, -yn,

iflowen, (4 flawen).

FLEE.

c 1205 I-ay. 4764 Erennes wes awa:i iflo^en. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 168 5e habbe5 bene world ivlowen. 1297 R. Glouc.
(1724) 311 Of scaped he was & yflowe. c 1320 Cast. Love
470 For-bi Ich am of londe i-flowen. 13.. E. E. AIM. P.
C. 214 He watz flawen fro be face of frelych dry^tyn. c 1340

Cursor M. 16743 'Laud) His appostils wern flowyn hym fro.

? a 1400 Arthur 579 Mordred was flow, c iqzoChrou. Vilod,

387 He nold not for be crosse han flowe,

P. 4 fledd, flede, -eed, 5 fledde, 4- fled.

,; 1300 Cursor M. 17554 (Cott.) He. .es vnto be felles fledd.

c 1325 Coer de L. 2301 The emperour was fled away, c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 290 Fleed of men as disceyt of be fend.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 2488 The dyre feemeneare flede. < 1440
York Myst. xxii. 188 pis fende bat nowe is fledde. 1539
Bible (Great) Acts xvi. 27 Supposing that the presoners

had bene fledde [1557 (Geneva), 1582 (Rheims) and 16x1:

fled].

B. Significations.

I. intr.

1. To run away from or as from danger; to

take flight ; to try to escape or seek safety by flight.

Also, toflee away, out, and tofleefor it.

f-825 [see A. 2]. t 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 33 Da byrdas
witodlice fluson. c 1205 Lay. 5564, & swiSe monie ber fluwen
& ferden to Rome, a 1300 Cursor M. 2614 <Cott.) Sco was
fain to fle a-wai. c 1325 Coer de L. 2303 Flowen was that

fals coward, c 1340 Cursor M. 9213 iTrinJ pe kyng fley out
hi ny^t. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10077 A ne grekes flowen in fere

& the feld leuyt. 1489 Caxton Eaytes ofA. n. xxxvh. 155
They shall make as they dide flee. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,
Mortimers xx, For they flewe, I feared them the lesse.

1605 Camden Rem. 216 One that had in his forehead a
bounch of flesh, fledde away a great pase. X709 Steele
Tatter No. 80 F 3 My Confusion at last was so great, that

without speaking, or being spoken to, I fled for it. 1847

James J. Mars/on Hall ix, Some of them fled as fast as

their legs would carry them. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom.
Singer (iS$6) I. 90 A hundred women will tell you that they
are ready to flee with you.
Proverb. 11230 Owl fy Night. 176 'Wel fi}t that wel

fii3t', seith the wise. 13. . Prov. tiendyng ix. in Rel. Ant.
I. 111 'Wel fytht, that wel flyth' Quoth Hendyng.

b. Const, tforth of, from, out of.

c%*% Vesp. Psalter lxviifi]. 2 Feond his. .flen from onsiene

his. 1x54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 Sume flugen ut of lande.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 430 Caym fro him fle3- c 1450 Myrc 1681

5ef he haue grace in herte to se How aungelns. . From hym
faste flen. 1550 Crowley Last Trump 29 When EHas fled

away from Ahab. 1564 Haward Eutropius vn. 69 He
[Nero] fled forthe of his palace. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11.

iv. 248 The Rogue fled from me like Quick-siluer. 1611

Bible fob xx. 24 He shall flee from the iron weapon.

c. Conjugated with be.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3396 ?et sal Se kinde of amalech Ben al

fled dun in deades wrech. c 1320 Sit Trisir. 2223 Tristrem
was fled oway. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxxii. 250 Whan
pyers was fledde oute of spayn. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II. 479 And mony freik out of the feild wes fled. 1671 H.
M. tr. Colloq. Erasmus 543 He won by an assault a strong

defenced Castle, whereinto the Lady great with child was
fled.

+ d. reft. ; also qxmsi-trans., toflee ones way.
C1205 Lay. 16078 Ah flih flih bume wsi. a 1300 Cursor
M. 5680 (Gott.) Moyses .. fledd him into madian. £1340
Ibid. 7676 (Fairf.) He him fled to samuel. 1470-8$ Malory
Arthur vm. vii, Syr Marhaus .. fledde his waye, 1535
Coverdale Judith xv. 3 The Assirians. .kept not them selues

together, hut fled their waye.

2. To hasten for safety or protection (to, + on).

Beoivulf^764 (Gr.) Mynte se ma;ra, hwar he meahte . . on
we^ hanon fleon on fenhopu. C825 I'esp. Psalter cxlii[i]. 9
Dryhten to 8e ic fcefleh. c 1Z0$ Lay. 16080 Fleo bider be bu

fleo. a 1300 Cursor M. 6675 (Cott.) pof he to mine auter flei.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. in. 220 Falsnesse for fere bo flegh to

be freres. 1535 Coverdale Zech. xiv. 5 Ye shall fle vnto

the valley of my hilles. 1678 Tillotson Sermons (ed. 3) I.

64 We can have, .none in alt the world to fle [ed. 1671 p. 64

flye] to, but Him. X718 Prior Solomon m. 482 In vain for

Life He to the Altar fled. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 1. 176

The Presbyterians .. fled to the foot of the throne. 1858

M. Porteous Souter Johnny 30 Or silly mortal blinks an ee

To muckle Jupiter ye'U flee.

+ b. refl Obs.

a 1300 CursorM. 5680 (Gott.) Moises . . fled him into madian.

1600 Holland Livy xliv. vi. (1609) 1174 b, The king . . fled

himselfe to Pydna. 1610 Hf.alky St, Aug. Citie of God
(1620)143 But those, .either fled themselves into such places

. .or else were brought thither.

•f c. To have recourse to. Obs.

1563 Homilies u. Agst. Idolatry in. (1859) 220 They, .flee

to this aunswere, that [etc.]. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's

Trav. 270 The servants and others fled to their swords.

3. To withdraw hastily, take oneself off, go away.

Also with away. Const, from, out of. Also, To
swervefrom (a commandment) ; to keep freefrom
(a practice).

cZz$ Vesp. /?W/W'cxxxviii[i]. 7 From onsiene ffinre hwider

fleom ic. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 On his 5uwe3e he fleh fro

folke to weste. 1297 R. Glouc. 11724)501 Clerkes & lewede,

that fram thi seruise wolle fle. cxy\oCursor M. 98i6(Trin.)

His hert au^te bettur breke in bre ben fro his biddyngis to

fle. C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1307 Dido, Ye wol nat fro

your wyf thus foule fleene ! C1440 Partonope 4881 Thys
made me vtterly fro yow fleene. 1611 Bible Gen. xxxi. 27

Wherefore didst thou flee away secretly? 1717 Pope Eloisa

131 From the false world in early youth they fled. 1820

Keats St. Agnes xlii. These lovers fled away into the

storm. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. fy Leg. Art (1850) 193

Two years later he fled from society.

+ b. To depart this life.

.11300 Cursor M. 20260 (Gott.) Hu sal we Hue quen f>u

will fle?

4. To make one's escape, get safely away.
,11300 Cursor M. 7755 (Cott.) par bai fell hat moght not

fle. £1300 Havelok 1882 Late we nouth thise doges fle.
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1382 Wyclif Acts xvi. 27 Wenynge the boundyn men for

to haue fled, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 186 He is a fole

that .. fled is fro prisoun. x66j Milton P. L. iv. 963 Flie

thither whence thou [Satan] fledst. 1821 Shelley Epips.

272 As a hunted deer that could not flee, I., stood at

bay.

5. To pass away quickly and suddenly; to dis-

appear, vanish. Also with away.
C1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 175 He is fleonde alse shadewe.

« 1300 Cursor M. 12075 (Cott.) And son be spirit bat was
fledd Again come in pat ilk stede. 138a Wyclif Rev. xvi.

20 And ech ijle fley awey and hilles ben not founde. t 1450
Holland Howlat 140 The Swallowe so swyft. .is forthwart

to fie. 1639 Massing e-:r Unnat. Combat v. ii, Take not thy
flight so soon immaculate spirit : "lis fled already. 1712-4
Pope Rape Lock 1. 51 When Woman's transient breatli is

fled. 1776 Gibbon Decl. fy F. I. vii. 199 The animating
health and vigour were fled. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam v.

xliii. 6 As I approached, the morning's golden mist .. fled.

1850 Elder's House 215 Pale flowers, Whose life and bloom
are fled. 1886 A. WlHCHELL Walks $ Talks in Geol. Field
2T4 A million of years may flee away before one revolution
is completed.

6. Occasionally used for Fly (^ = volare). (Often

in Shelley.)
Examples of the present stem from dialect literature (Sc.

and northern Eng. ) are not given here, as in themjlec is the
regular form of Fly. In recent instances, the use of flee
forJiy is chiefly for the sake of rime, or to produce a sort of
archaistic effect; in older writers it may be due variously
to confusion between the two vbs., to adoption of dialectal

phrases (esp. in 'to let flee*), or to a development from
sense 5.

itiooo /Elfric Horn. (Th.) I. 142 Culfran lufiaS annysse,
and fleo(5 him floccmadum. 1382 Wyclif Jcr. xlviii. 40 As
an egle he shall fleen out. £-1400 Maindev. (18301 xxii. 238
The tronchouns flen in sprotes and peces. 1553 T. Wilson
Rhet. (1580) 211 He let flee at hym like a Dragon. 1592
Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 947 Loues golden arrow at him should
haue fled. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 11. Babylon 221

Make fast this rope, and then they let it flee. 1612 J. Davies
Muse's Sacr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 75/1 At which forthwith he
[the Lihard] flees, And piece-meal teares it. 1770 J. I.ovk
Cricket 5 The Youth cries Rub ; O Flee, you Ling'rer, Flee

!

1815 Shelley A lastor 358 The boat fled on. 1821 — Cinevra
211 The dark arrow fled In the noon.

II. trans.

7. To run away from, hasten away from ; to quit

abruptly, forsake (a person or place, etc.).

a 1000 Andreas i54o(Gr.) Waes him ut myne fleon fealone
stream, a 1300 Cursor M. 14884 (Cott.) He folus bairn and
bai him fle. 1386 Rolls of'Partt. III. 225/1 Some fledde the

Citee for feere. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 95 Straungers
in great nombre fled the land. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. Vi, 11.

i. 19 So fled his Enemies my Warlike Father. 1597 —
2 hen. IV, 1. i. 18 Yong Prince Iohn ..fled the Field.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 1. Ark 43 The more he
[a River] flees his source. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 3
Upon better view he feared and fled us. 1647-8 Cotterei.l
Davila's Hist. Fr. (16781 21 He was forced to flee his

Country. 1726 Adv. Ctipt. R. Boyle 130 All his Attendants
had fled his Presence. 1801 Southey Thalaba ix. xxxix,
She fled the Place of Tombs. v *

Jig. l 1400 Rom. Rose 4786 If thou flee it, it shal flee

thee ; Folowe it, and folowen shal it thee. 1513 Douglas
sEneis vi. i. 132 Now, at the last, that fled ws euer nioir,

The forthercost Itaile haif wecaucht. 1526 Pilgr. PerfiW.
de W. 1531) 291 All temptacyons fledde theyr holynesse.
1816 Byron Ck. Har. 111. xxxix, When Fortune fled her
spoil'd and favourite child. 1882 Stevenson New Arab.
Nis. (1884) 130 Sleep continued to flee him.

8. In weaker sense : To avoid with dread or dis-

like ; to eschew, shun. Occas. in passive j also

t with infin. as obj.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. vii. 30 (Gr.) He sceal swiSe flion bisse

worulde wlite. c 1200 Ormin 8056 pa flash I childess coss-

tess. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 He fle^ here ferrede.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1952 (G5tt.) Fie falshed and theft, a 1340
Hampole Psalter i. 1 His verray lufers folous him fleand
honur. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's 'P. 265 Fro hir childhod.

.

sche fledde Office of wommen. ?<? 1400 Cato's Morals 55 in

Cursor M. App. iv. 1670 Fle to take wife. . bot bo be honest.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 59 A wood hound flee)? mete &
water, c 1440 Jacob's Well xv. 100 An angry man..owyth
to be fled as a raveynous dogge. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 667
Auoid and fle dice. 1563 Homilies it. Agst. Idolatry m.
(1859) 230 Aungels flee to take vnto them by sacrelege the
honoure dewe to God. 1766 Fordvce Serin. Vng. Worn.
11767) II. xi. 159 Flee them, my fair pupils, flee them with
horror. 1818 Shelley Rosalind 41, 1 would flee Thy tainting
touch.

9. To contrive to avoid, save oneself from, escape

from, evade. Now rare.

c i2oo Ormin 9803 Hu be}3 mihhtenn fleon Drihhtiness
irre. a 1300 Cursor M. 3001 (Cott.) Your harm sa wend
i best to fle. c 1340 Ibid. 22503 (Fairf.) For to flee be dai of
awe. 1563-87 Foxe A. <$• M. (1596) 108/2, I.. haue long
fleene the hands of mine enemies. 1821 Shelley Prometh.
Unb. 1. 783 On Death's white and winged steed Which the
fleetest cannot flee.

Flee-boat: see Fly-boat.

Fleece (flfs), sb. Forms: 1 fle"os, flies, flys,

3 fleos, 4-6 flies, flyes, 4-6 flees, fles(e, (4 flus,

5 fleese, fleys, flesse, 6 fleise), 5-6 St. fleis(s, 6
flece, Sc. flesche, 7 fliece, Sc. fleesh, 6- fleece.

[Com. WGer. OE. fleos neut., corresponds to Du.
vlies, MHG. vlies (Ger. fiiesz, vliesz) ; there is also
a form with umlaut, OE. flies, y?yj^MHG. vlitts

(Ger. fleusz, fiiisz) ; the two types represent WGer.
*flettsoz-, fliusiz- ; an ablaut variant *fluso-z ap-
pears in MLG. and MHG. vizis sheepskin, mod.
Ger. flans masc. woollen coat. Connexion with
the root of L. pluma feather, Plume, is probable.]

1. The woolly covering of a sheep or similar

animal.
a 1000 Laws Ina c. 69 Sceap sceal gongan mid his fllese

o<5 midne sumor. r 1000 Ags. Ps, lxxii. 6 And [he] asta*
swe swe regn in fleos. a 1225 Ancr. R. 66 Monie cumeo
to ou ischrud mid lombes fleose, & beo3 wode wulues.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxii. 6 He sal com down als rain in

flees soft. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xxx. 35 Al the flok of o colour,

that is, of whyet or of blak flese. t 1450 Holland Howlat
753 Thow joyuss fleiss of Gedion. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon.
in. xxxvi, To win the fleis of gold. 1508 Dunbar 'Pita

MariU Wemen 423 Cled in cair weid, As foxe in a lambis
fleise fen^e I my cheir. 1563 WlNZET tr. Vincent. Lirhi.
xxxi. Wks. 1890 II. 65 Maid as certane fleisis of wow.
1637 T. Morton New Eng. Canaan 11. x. 98 These beasts

are of the bignes^e of a Cowe. . their fleeces very usefull,

being akindeof wolle. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 557 Stretch'd on
the downy fleece, no rest he knows. 1804 J. Grahame
Sabbath 456 Where Iambs of whitest fleece sport on the hills.

1877 Sim.monds Anim. Products 66 Its [the Alpaca's] fleece

is superior to that of the sheep in length and suftness.

b. Her. The figure of a sheepskin with its wool
suspended by a ring. c. Order of the Golden

Fleece : an order of knighthood instituted at

liruges in 1430 by Philip the Good, duke of

Burgundy.
The right of investiture in the order of the Golden Fleece

now belongs to the sovereigns of Austria and Spain.

1525 Two Proph. Eng. in Furniv. Ballads from MSS.
I. 306 A king to were a flemyshe flece, all Sacksons shall

hyt Rewe. 1539 Inv. Habiliments, etc., Jas, V. Scot.

(1815) 49 Item the ordoure of the Empriour with the goldin
fleis. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 213 The kyng ware
the golden Flees, and the duke ware the Garter. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 69 Knight of the Noble Order
of S. George, Worthy S. Michael, and the Golden Fleece.

184a Longf. Belfry Bruges 22 Knights who bore the Fleece

of Gold. 1849 Disraeli Corr. w. Sister 11 Mar. (1886) 220

He [Guizot] had his red ribbon on and also his golden fleece.

2. The quantity of wool shorn from a sheep at

one time.
i 1460 Fortescue Abs. 4- Lim. Mon. xii, (1885) 140 The

ixth fflese off thair wolles, and also the ix ,lj Shef off ber

graynes. 1672 Petty Pol. Anat. (1691* 54 A Fleece of
Wool in Ireland is about 2 /. weight. 1782 Burns Poor
Maitie's Elegy vi, A bonier fleesh ne'er cross'd the clips.

1829 Scott Anne o/G. vi, Thou shall have a necklace of

jet at next shearing-feast, if our fleeces bear any price in the

market. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xii. (1876) 1 1 The average
weight of a fleece was not more than two pounds,

t b- fig. A share of booty. Obs,

In quot. ijo^fleece is apprehended as 'act of fleecing'.

1601 Holland Livy vi. xv. (1609) 226 Thy selfe wouklest
have a fliece with them [in parte pr.vd<v sis]. 1603 Breton
Packet Lett. 11. xxxix (Grosart) II. 43 When their wits goe
a wool-gathering among shrewes that haue had fleeces.

1703 Mrs. Centliyre Bean's Duel 11. ii, There's scarce

a Match- maker in the whole Town, but has had a Fleece
at his Purse.

3. In various transferred uses.

f a. A coating periodically shed or removed.
1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1891* 74 The stonne Marie ..

beinge cast on the lande, casteth yerely a ffleece of sande.

b. A crop of vegetation ; also fig.
1513 Douglas sEncis xii. Prol. 80 So thik the plantis

sprang m euery pece, The feyldis ferleis of thar fructuus

flece. 1793 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts (ed. 21 V. 86 The
land .. will produce little else but a fleece of weeds. 1793
Ann. Agric, Stiff. XIX. 214 There was a very fine fleece of

marl grass. 1831 Scott Jml. 5 May, A fleece of letters,

which must be answered, I suppose. 1855 Prowning Two
in Campagna. v, The champaign with its endless fleece Of
feathery grasses everywhere.

C. A ' head ' or mass of hair.

1577 B. Gooce HeresbaclCs Husb. iv. (1586) 175 b, Others
[Bees] cary water with their mouths, and droppes in their

little fleeses. 1600 S. Nicholson Acolastus Eijb, Wit-
nesse this snow-white fleece vpon my head, c 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. Ixviii, Ere beauties dead fleece made another gay.

1711 Lond. Gas. No. 4841/4 Stolen, .a Mare, .with a white

Heece down the Face. 1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. 1. v, The
Aboriginal Savage, glaring fiercely from under his fleece of

hair. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 839 The . . many-winter'd

fleece of throat and chin. 1865 Swinburne Poems $ Ball.,

Faustine 3 Back to the shoulder with its fleece Of locks.

cL Applied to anything resembling a sheep's

fleece either in appearance or consistence ; a white

cloud, etc. ; a quantity of falling snow, or of some
light substance, as air, vapour, etc.

1671 R. Bohun Wind 4,0 Superincumbent Air; which
I suppose to ly in severall fleeces or storys one above
another. i685 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. ii. 4 Whenever it

snows.. the greater is the Fleece, the warmer is the Air.

1692 Bentlev Boyle Lect. i. 7 Certain thin fleeces of
Atoms, that flow incessantly from the surfaces of Bodies.

1715-20 Pope Iliad in. 284 Soft as the fleeces of descending
snows. 1728 — Dune. 11. 362 Till show'rs of Sermons,
Characters, Essays, In circling fleeces whiten all the ways.

1746 7 Hf.rvev Mcdii. (1818) 83 Abundance of ruddy
streaks tinge the fleeces of the firmament. 1834 H. Miller
Scenes $ Leg. xi. (18571 167 A deep fleece of vapour rose

from the surface. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxix. {1856) 246
The mackerel fleeces and mare's tails of our summer skies.

1865 Masson Rec. Brit. Pkilos. iii. 229 Beads or fleeces of

oily substance hung in some gauze-work.

e. spec. The thin sheet of cotton or wool fibre

that is taken from the breaking-card. Also, a
textile fabric with a soft silky pile "used for lining,

etc. : cf. fieece-lined in 6.

1853 Ure Diet. Arts I. 510 One [card], called a breaker,
which turns off the cotton in a broad fleece of extreme thin-

ness. 1878 I. Watts in Encycl. Brit. VI. 493 The cotton is

taken from the doffer in a very light fleece by means of a
Vibrating comb.

4. Used for a sheep, or colled, sheep.

1798 Woi.cott iP. Pind.) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812 IV. 427
And all the tribe of fleeces follow. ?rti8oo Wowing of
Jock fy Jenny viii, in Pinkerton Set. Scot. Ball. (1783) II. 73
Fyve hundirth fleis now in a flok. 1855 Browning Love
among Ruins ix, All our many-tinkling fleece.

5. U.S. The meat taken from the sides of the

hump of the American bison.

1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. 11844) II. liv. 181 The fleece

{hump) of a fat cow, was the luxury of luxuries. 1891
Army fy Navy Jml. (N.Y.t 5 Sept. 30/1 The fleece [of

a buffalo] is the meat lying on each side of the hump ribs

and resting on the outside of the side ribs.

0. Comb., asfleece-encumbered, -like, -lined adjs.

Also t fleece-feeder, one who makes his profit

out of fleeces (in quot. flg.)',
fleece-merchant, a

dealer in wool ; fleece-wool, that obtained from
the living animal at the annual shearings.

1814 Wordsw. Excursion vn. 613 The *fleece*encum-
bered flock. 1549 Latimer 5M Serm. bcf. Edw. VI. (Arb.)

136 There are to many suche *flese feders. ,/ 1729 Congrevf.
Impossible Thing 128 That "fleece-Hke flow'r of fairy land.

1820 Shelley Cloud 47 The moon, Glides glimmering o'er

my fleecedike floor. 1894 Daily Ncivs 26 Mar. 5/7 With
the exception of * fleece -lined underwear, a *TJ4 Ferclsson
Iron Kirk Bell Poems (18451 43 *F!eece merchants may
look bauld. 1495 Nottingham Rec. III. 42 Centum stones
de "flesse wolle. 1552 Act 5-6 Edw. VI. c. 6. $ 1 Mingling
Fell-wool and Lambs-woo! . . with Fleece-wool. 1769 De
Foe's TourGl. Brit. I.94 Fleece Wool, out of Lincolnshire.

Fleece (fl/s), v. Also 6-7 fleese, (6 flece,

fliese). [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To strip a sheep
v
of the fleece; to clip

off or strip the wool from; lit. and fig.
1628 Wither Brit. Rctncmb. vm. 144-' A Clergy-, that

shall more desire to fleece, Then feed the flock. 1652
Season. Exp. Netherl. 15 What signified the bleating of

such of your Countreymen as they daily fleee'd ? 170S

Ozell tr. Boileau's Lutr/'u v. 87 For Thee his Flocks are

fleee'd. 1885 Pall Mall G. 6 Nov. 1/1 The impulsive eager-

ness of some owners to fleece their sheep rather more often

than is good for them.

b. transfi
1667 Waterhoi'se Fire Lond. 171 Thrifty Oaks, though

fleeced of under boughs, yet if not headed, may thrive.

2. To pluck or shear (the wool) from a sheep.

Hence fig. to obtain by unjust or unfair means.

Also, to take toll of, take pickings from. Now
rare.

1537 Hen. VIII. in State Papers II. 423 To flece, from
tyme to tyme, all that you may catche from Us. 1576
TuRBERV. Venerie 198 Men which fliese a fee From euerie

widowes flocke : a capon or a chicke. 1593 Nashe
Pour Lett. Coufut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 242 Many lockes

fleee'd from Tutlie. 1605 Verstegan Dec. In tell. v.

U628) 115 By fleesing from each of these two countrys

a parte. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage v. xiv. (1614) 519 Their
wealth and substance being euery where so fleeced that

[etc.] 1840 Carlyle Heroes iv. 11858) 293 To divide what
they fleeced from these poor drudges.
absol. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 158

Much lesse are they to fleece or pluck from their Maister or

Sheepheard. 1642 Rogers Naa/nan 317 Fleece not from
God.
3. To strip (a person, city, country, etc.) of

money, property, etc., as a sheep is stripped of its

fleece '

y to make (any one) pay to the uttermost ; to

exact money from, or make exacting charges upon
;

to plunder, rob heartlessly; to victimize. Also

with of.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 855,/2The cardinall know-
ing he was well prouided of monie, sought occasion to

fleece him of part thereof. 1601 F. Godwin B/s, of Eng.

359 Alfred, .determined at his departure [from York] to

fleece it. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2717 Many a gallant

of his gold they fleece. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 584 His
father . . fleee'd the Church of Hereford to leave him an
estate. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) V. 99 When . . Lawyers
forget a rich Client to fleece. 1772 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong.

it. Wks. (Globe) 650/2 In bad inns you are fleeced and starved.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. iv. 444 In this manner
had Tanjore been humbled and fleeced. 1854 Hawthorne
Eng. A'ote-bks. (1883) I. 463 A begging subscriptionist .

.

has just fleeced me to that amount. 1866 R. M. Ballan-
tvne Shift. Winds xxvii. (i88it 310 A place.. where [sea-

men], .were soon fleeced of all their hardly-earned money.
absol. c 157a Gascoigne P'ruites Warre xcv, 1 I haue

. .fleest in Flaunders eke among the rest.

4. a. To overspread as with a fleece, b. To
dapple or fleck with fleece-like masses.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 958 Meantime, light-shadow-

ing all, a sober calm Fleeces unbounded ether. 1748 —
Cast. Indol. 1. 394 Not Titian's pencil e'er could so array,

So fleece with clouds, the pure etherial space. 1799
Wordsw. Nutting, One of those green stones That fleeced

with moss, under the shady trees, Lay round me. 1855
hF.ECHEti Star Papers xxx'u. (1873) 349 The trees are dressed

with snow . . The bucket, the well-curb are fleeced over.

1888 Shairp in Knight Shairp <y Friends 87 The sky was
bright blue, fleeced with the whitest clouds.

Hence Fleeced///. a. x

a 1800 Cowper tr. Andreinis Adam Wks. 1835-7 X. 327

The lifeless skins Of fleeced animals. 1864 H. Spencer

Illust. Univ. Progr. 99 The ill-educated children, the fleeced

relatives, who have to suffer from it.

Fleeceable (nV-sab'l), a. [f. Flbece v. +
-able.] That may be fleeced, liable to be fleeced,

chcatable.
1868 Daily News 24 Dec, The appearance .. of a member

of the aristocracy, .paralyses their caution, and renders

them the most fleeceable of mankind. 189a Punch 5 Mar.

1 12/2 He had fleeced all that was fleeceable in Dansington.



FLEECED.

Fleeced (flwt), ppl. a.* [f. Fleece sb. + -ed 2.]

Furnished with a fleece : often preceded by some
qualifying word as half-, rich-, well-fleeced.

ifiSo C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxiv. 8 The fleezed rammes
doe frisking bound. 1590 Spenser F. Q, i. ii. 16 As when
two rams. .Fight for the rule of the rich fleeced flocke.

i6to Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 663 A sow halfe fleeced
with woole, was digged up. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y

P. 34 Sheep . . fleeced rather with Hair than Wool. 1724
Swift Drapiers Lett. ii. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 27 If. .the grazier
should bring me one single wether, fat and well fleec'd by
way of pattern. 1892 Daily News 25 June 5/4 Who is

reputed to have owed much of his great wealth to his
fleeced flocks.

Fleeceless (firsts), a. [f. Fleece sb. + -less.]

Having no fleece.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 183 The country
abounds in fleecelesse sheep. 1846 in Worcester (citing
Dr. Allen).

Fleecer ^fiYssj). [f. Fleece v. + -er V] One
who fleeces (see the vb.).

1612 Adams Pract. Wks. (1S62) I. 449 We have still

fleecers enough. 1637 Prvnne Brer. Prel. Usurp. 262
Not fleecers, but feeders. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v.

Prognostication v. 163 Fleecers of Sheer' d-Asses. 1795 Hull
Advertiser 5 Sept. 4/4. 1847 in Craig. 1884 Morris in
Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. 8/1 Whereas if a labour employer, or
fleecer, were to find himself possessed of no more to live on,
his friends would, .hide his razors away.

Fleech (n7tj\ sb* Sc. Also 7 fleaich. [f.

next vb.] P'lattery ; a piece of flattery.
a 1700 Macqueens A/>ol. Let. in Matdment Sc. Pasquils

(1868,1 286 The compliments and fleaiches Which used to
gain our Irish wenches. 1721 Kelly Scot, Prov. 105 Fair
fall you and that's a Fleech.

t Fleech,^-. 2 Obs. l
. App. a bout, spell.

1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet (1844) 41 Martin, this is my last
straine for this fleech of mirth.

Fleech. (flftj), v. Sc. and north, dial. Forms:
4-6, 9 flech(e, 4 fleeche, 4, 6 flesche, 6 fleache,
5-6 flei»che, 6 fleitsche, 7 fleitch, 7-8 fleetch,

9 dial, flaich, 6- fleech. [Of obscure origin ; the
identity of the senses with those of OTeut. *plaihan
and its derivatives (Goth, ga-plaihan to treat

kindly, console, OHG. flehon, flehcn to fondle,

flatter, beseech, MHG. vlchen, mod.Ger. flehcn to

beseech, Du. vleien to flatter) suggests that the
word may represent an OE. *flwcean :—OTcut.
type *plaikjan, related to *J>laihan, as OE. txcean
Teach v. to Uon{:—*tthan).]
trans. To beguile, cajole, coax, wheedle ; to

entice, wheedle into going, to a place. Also, in

good sense : To beseech, entreat. Also absol. and
intr. (const, on, with), to speak coaxingly or be-
seechingly ; to flatter, fawn.
1375 Barbour Bruce v, 619 Bot he, vith fals vordis

flechand, Ves vith his sonnys ay cumand. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
SaintSj Blasius 179 Hyme cane flesche.. Fore to fore-sak
crist his kynge. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xt. 154 And
wyth be lang schankis pis Edwart .Sayd flechand til be
Brws Robert, Dat [etc.] 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II,
121 [He] louit men weill that culd fleche and le. 1580 Sir
P. Hume Promise Jas. VI L'envqi 10 Thow dois but
fletthe the King. 1603 P/iilotus ix, I can with fair anis
fleitch and flatter. 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk in. xxii,
She fleech'd'him fairly to his bed, Wi ca'ing him her burdy.
1792 Burns Duncan Grey ii, Duncan fleech'd, and Duncan
pray'd. a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1815' 101 He fleichit her
neatht that wudis dark glume, And revit hyr ther of lyffe.

1820 Scott Abbot xvi, The Papist . . fleeched us with par-
dons. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge i, Better flech with
a madman than fecht with him. 1873 Sivaledale Gloss.,
Flaich, to flatter, to coax, to fawn. 1886 Stevenson Kid-
napped xix, This lad that has. .seen the goodman fleeching
like a suitor. 1894 Crockett Raiders 388 He would often
fleech on me to take part in the exercises.

Fleech, dial. var. of Flitch s&. 1

Fletcher (flrtfw). [f. fleech^. + 'Er 1
.] One

who coaxes or wheedles ; a flatterer.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xvli. 77 A-mang bame wes fals
Flechowris ban Dat sayd [etc.]. a 157a Knox Hist. Re/.
Wks, 1846 I. 74 Fantastik fooles and feyn^eit fleachens.
a 1586 in Pinkerton Anc. Scot. Poems 259 Gif I dar the
treuth declair, And nane me fleitschour calf.

rieeching (nV-tJirj), vbl. sb. Sc. [f. as prec. +
-ing 1

.] The action of coaxing or wheedling;
also, a coaxing or wheedling speech.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Agatha 66 Bot tuk bath.ewlne in

a lyne par harsknes and bare flechinge. c 1475 Eauf
Coil^ear 902 Now faindis tohauefauour with thy fleichingis.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 522 The plesand langage and
the countenance, The fair flesching. 1824 Scott Red-
'auntlet let. xii, ' Hout wi' your fleeching', said Dame
dartjn. 189a Northumbld. Gloss., Aa wadna gan ti church
wi' him for a' his fleechin.

Fleeching (n7"tjin), ///. a. Sc. [f. as prec. +
-ing -.] That fleeches ; coaxing, wheedling.
i£i3 Douglas /Eneis 11. hi. (ii.* 56 The fals flechand

Vlixes. 1686 G. Stuart feco-ser. Disc. 64 That fleetching
knave. 1787 Burns Dcd. to G. Hamilton i, Expect na, Sir,

. .A fleechin, fleth'rin dedication. 1893 Stevenson Catriona
vii, That long, false, fleeching beggar of a father of hers.

Hence Pleeching-ly adv.
1688 Shields Notes fy Heads 5 (

Jam. 1 They be now speak-
ing fair fleechingly and flatteringly to this generation,

Fleechment (flftjment). north, dial.; in 9
flaitchraent. [f. Fleech v. + -ment.] Cajolery.
1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 1. vii, And stuff her with

all sorts of flaitchment and lies.
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Fleecing (fl/sin), vbl. sb. [f. Fleece v. + -ing. 1
]

1. The action of the vb. Fleece.
x593N ash EChrist'sT. 46 b, They [Vsurersjhaueenforst him

thereunto by their fleecing. 1641 Miltox Reform. 11. 85 The
whipping, fleecing, and fleaing us. 1783 Fox Sp. E. India
Bills 18 Nov., The poor unhappy natives must undergo
a second fleecing for the benefit of the proprietors.

2. concr. A fleecy streak.

1781 S. J. Pratt Emma Corbett II. 173 She is surrounded
with sunbeams softened by tender fleecings of sky which
form her chariot.

Fleecy fnVsi), a. Also 6 fleesie, flyce-sie, 7
fleecie. [f. Fleece sb. + -Y ]

.]

1. Covered with a fleece or with wool ; fleeced,

wool-bearing. Fleecy slar<= Aries.
1590 Spenser F. Q. in. vi. 15 The gentle Shepheard

swaynes, which sat Keeping their fleecy flockes, as they
were hyr'd. 1611 Drayton Poly-olb. xiv. 263 The fleecie
face. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 558 The fleecie Starr that
bears Andromeda. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 530 And first with
stately step at evening hour Thy fleecy fellows usher to
their bower. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) I. 139
A collie, .compromises the affair with the fleecy nation.

b. Of a manufactured article : Having a fleece-

like nap.
1790 W. Buchan {title) Letter to the Patentee, concerning

the Medical Properties of the Fleecy Hosiery. 1881 Rita
My Lady Coquette iv, A white thick fleecy shawl.
Jig. 1826 Hood Irish Schoolm. ix, Further down the
naked red prevails Of his own naked fleecy hosierie.

2. Consisting of or derived from fleeces, woolly.
1567 Drant Horace' Epist. xiii. E iv, Or drunken Pyrrhe

beares her wool her flycesie filched gaine. 1634 Milton
Comus 504 The fleecy wealth That doth enrich these downs.
1638 Cowley Lovers Riddle ii, The gentle Lambs and Sheep
.. which every Year pay him their fleecy Tribute. 1791
Cowper Odyss. xvi. 40 While on the variegated seats she
spread Their fleecy covering.

3. Resembling a fleece in colour or conformation

;

woolly. Of the sky: Covered or flecked with fleece-

like clouds.
1632 Milton Penseroso 72 Stooping through a fleecy

cloud. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 417 When the Fleecy
Skies newcloath the Wood. 1700

—

Fables, Pythag. Philos.
91 The fleecy snows In silence fell. 1788 Cowper Negro's
Compl. 13 Fleecy locks and black complexion Cannot forfeit

nature's claim. 1839 Longf. Wreck Hesp. xviii, She struck
where the white and fleecy waves Looked soft as carded
wool. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. <$• Mere xiii. 104 Beyond
and above the bright fleecy blue.

4. ellipt. quasi-j-A. (see quot.)
1855 in Hyde Clarke Diet. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward

Diet. Needlework, Fleecy, sheep's wool prepared in loose
threads, for Darning and Knitting.

5. Comb., asfleecy-looking, -winged adjs.

i$o$Edin.Rev. 1 1. 379 Mingled with the thick and fleecy-
looking fog. 1822 Shelley Chas. I, iv. 11 That flock of
fleecy-winged clouds Sailing athwart St. Margaret's.

Hence Plee'cily adv., in a fleecy manner.
1875 Anderida III. vi. no From rock with plumes of fern

Shivering, fleecily falls the burn.

Fleed (Aid), dial. Also flead. The inside fat

of a hog before it is melted into lard ; = Flare sb*
1847 Hai.liwell, Flead, lard. Kent and Sussex. 1875

Parish Sussex Dial.

Fleed, obs. pa. pple. of Flat.
Fleegary, -erie : see Fegart.
Fleeing (flrin), vbl. sb. [f. Flee v. + -nrai.]

The action of the vb. Flee in various senses.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2615 (Cott.) Bot in hir fieing bar sco

yode, An angel hir befor stode. < 1410 Love Bonavent.
Mirr. x. (Gibbs MS.), Off the fleynge of oure lord Jbesu
into Egypte. C1440 Gesta Rom. xix. 336 i.Harl. MS.) So
shall he have fleyng to the paleys of holy chirche. 1559
Abp. Hethe in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. vi. 8 This for-

sakinge and fleynge from the sea of Rome.

Fleeing1 (flrin\///. a. [f. as prec. + -ino 2
.]

That flees, in various senses of the vb.
«:i374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. in. 121 Yif he be dredeful

and fleynge [L._/«£<z.i-]. 1434 MlSTM Mending Life 108 So
bat bou sulde desire fleand pingis. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon tiv. 181 Suche fleynge vacabondes. 1877 Daily Neivs
5 Nov. 4/7 A large proportion of the fleeing troops would
perish in the attempt.

Fleem, obs. f. Fleam sb. 1

Fleer (flrsj), sb. 1 Now rare. Also 4-6 fleear.

[f. Flee v. + -er *.] One who flees; a. one who
runs.away, a fugitive ; b. one who withdraws from
or shuns (const. .0/).

1375 Barbour Bruce an. 51 He reskewyt all the flearis.

c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 341 Sic a flear befor was neuir
seyn. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. xv. iv. 227 Which
fear of the fleers away was no less ignominious, then if..

they had turned their backs to the enemie. 1721 Kelly
Scot. Prov. 47 A Fleer [printed Sleer] would ay have a
Follower. 1829 J. Galt Let. in Ann. Parish Pref. 71
A refuge for the fleers from the calamities of the world.
1881 W. Wilkins Songs ofStudy 68 Shunner of sloth, and
fleer of revels and feasts.

Fleer (fll e-i), *M Also 7 flear, fleere. [f.

Fleer v.]

1. A mocking look or speech ; a sneer, a gibe

;

1 mockery expressed either in words or looks *

(J.).
1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 83 Marke the Fleeres, the Gybes

and notable Scornes That dwell in euery Region of his face.

1654 Fuller Two Serm. 4 The fleere and flout which their
prophanenesse was pleased to bestow upon him. 1754 Foote
Knights 11. Wks. 1799 I. 84 None of your fleers ! I am glad
here's a husband coming that will take you down. 1886
Miss Brqughtqn Dr. Cupid II. i. 12 Perhaps there was

FLEERING.
some truth in Betty's fleer, of her never having known any
better company than that of the village apothecary.

+ 2. * A deceitful grin of civility *

(J.). Obs.
1681 D'Urfey Progr. Honesty xiv. 62 A sly Phanatick

fleer. 1688 South Serm., Falshood (1737) I. xii. 468 Such
a sly, treacherous fleer upon their face. 1727 Swift To
Stella 47 Flattery tipt with nauseous fleer.

b. nonce-use. In good sense : A cheerful look,
a smile.

1866 Carlyle Remin. d88i) I. 71 A tallish man of rugged
countenance, which broke out oftenest into some innocent
fleer of merriment, or readiness to be merry when you
addressed him.

Fleer (fll->a), v. Forms : 4-6 flery(e, 5-7, 8-9
dial, flyre, -er, Aire, 6 flirre, flurre, 6-8, 9
dial. flear(e, 6-7 fle e)re, flier (e, 7-8 fleir(e,

6- fleer. [Peril, of Scandinavian origin, though
not recorded in ON. ; cf. Norw. and Sw. dial. _/?//#,

Da. ditil. flire to grin, laugh unbecomingly.]

f 1. intr. To make a wry face, distort the coun-
tenance ; to grin, grimace. Obs.

''. a 1400 [see Fleering ppl. a.]. 1530 Palsgr. 551/2,
I fleere, I make an yvell countenaunce with the mouthe by
uncoveryng of trie tethe. 1570 Levins Manif. 190 To flurre
with the lippes, labia prom ittere. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man
out 0/ Hum. v. i, Let her fleere, and looke a scew. 1683
Hickeringill Trimmer \. Wks. 1716 I. 358 Treat a Monky
seriously and correct him never so effectually, and he 'II only
flear at you. a 1715 Pennecuik Truth's Trav. Wks. (1815)
395 Falset began to fleir and greit. 1790 Morison Poems
96 How then he'd stare wi1 sour grimace . . Syne flyre like
some outlandish race, At wretched me.

2. To laugh in a coarse, impudent, or unbecoming
manner,

?553 Latimer Serm. (1562) 115/b, In some places they go
with the corses girnyng and fiY-eryng, as though they went
to a beare-baiting. 1603 H. Crosse verities Comnnv. (1878)
141 For you shall neuer see a drunkard so wel-aduised..but
either fleere and laugh it out, or be furious and quarrelsome.

1747 T. Story Life 51 He whispered to me .. 'This is a
Tythe-goose

' ; and then fleer'd. 1806 R. Jamieson Pop.
Ballads I. 348 He . . flyret at me as I wad hae him. 1864
Daily Tel. 17 Mar., Impudent-looking wenches .. leering
and fleering and chuckling con amore.

1* 3. To laugh or smile flatteringly or fawningly.
Const, on, upon. Obs.
15.. Chester Pi. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 51 Though he flyer,

flatter, and flicker. 1549 Chalonfr tr. Erasm. Morize Enc.
A iv, This next hir that fareth as if she flired upon you . . is

Adulacion. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. m. xi, How
popular and curteous, how they grinne and fliere vpon
euery man they meet. 1673 F. Kirkman Unlucky Citizen
166, I found no alteration, she still fleir'd on me.

4. To laugh mockingly or scornfully ; to smile or

grin contemptuously ; hence, to gibe, jeer, sneer.

Const, at, f upon.
(.- 1440 Bone Flor. 1769 Tho two false .. beganne to Iagh

and flerye. 1579T0MS0N Calvin's Serm. Tim. 1033/1 When
they mocke all lessons that are giuen them and flyre at
them. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 112 The
affront of Sir J. B[ourchier] fleering into the L. Keeper's
face. 1667 Pepys Diary 8 Mar., All the people of the Hall
did fleer and laugh upon him. 1732 Gay Achilles m. liv.

Must you be fleering? Truce with your jeering. 1825 Lamb
Vision ofHorns Wks. (1875) 35 1 Instead of apology, he only
grinned and fleered in my face. 1875 Tennyson Q.Mary 11.

ii, I have heard One of your Council fleer and jeer at him.

6. trans. To laugh mockingly at, ridicule, deride.
1622 Fletcher Span. Curate iv. vii, I blush to think how

people fleer'd and scorn'd me. 1788 ' A. Pasquin' Childr.
Thespis 1. (1792) 52 Their high born disdain if keen Satire

should fleer 'em. 1871 Dixon Tower IV. vii. 73 That mimic
fleered and mocked his [the King's] Chancellor.

Hence Fleered ppl. a.

1632 Lithgow Trav. in. 109 Nor ne'er ten miles was
travell'd from his cradle Yet faine would sit the fleerd

Pegasian sadle.

Fleer, obs. var. Flare v.

1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Biduiph (1767) V. 197
These little snug marriages, where Hymen comes as it

were incog., without his tawdry saffron-coloured robe to

fleer in people's eyes.

Pleerer (flla-r^j). [f. Fleeu v. + -er *.] One
who fleers; a mocker, +a 'fawner' (J.).
a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour v. i, Democritus, thou

ancient Fleerer, How I miss thy laugh. 1676 D'Urfey
Mad. Fickle 111. i, This eternal fleerer will jear me to a
Consumption. 1769 R. Cumberland Brothers m. viii,

A woman of your years shou'd have more sense than to

mind what such idle young fleerers can say of you.

Fleering (flT^riq), vbl. sb. [f. Fleer v. +
-ing L] The action of the vb. Fleer.
1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 962/2 Haue they neuer so

fayre a flering at the first face : yet . . they bee . . farre woorse
than noughte. 1570 T. Norton in Vdall's Royster D.
(1847^ p. xii, Their fleering, .their whisperings, shewed their

hartes. 1669 Penn No Cross xvii. § 5 What Laughing, what
Fleering, what Mocking of their homely Fashion would
there be? 1827 Macaulay Country Clergym.^ Trip vi, No
fleering ! no distance ! no scorn ! 1892 G. S. Layard C.
A'eeuevin. 176 He found little or no pleasure in. .the fleering

or flouting at a fellow-creature.

Jig. 1840 Browning Sordello I, 277 He Partook the

poppy's red effrontery, Till Autumn spoiled their fleering

quite with rain.

Fleering (fH^'nij), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That fleers ; j grmning, grimacing ; t smiling ob-

sequiously ; laughing coarsely or scornfully.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1088 Flatt mowthede as a fluke, with
fleryande lyppys. Ibid. 2779 Thow ftleryande wryche !

c 1450 Holland Howlat lxiv. 820 In come twa flyrand fulis

with a fonde fair, a 15*9 Skelton Poems agst. Gamesche
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T52 Fleriing, flatyryng, fals, and fykkelle. 1576 Fleming
Caius* Eng. Dogges {1&80) 37 This dogge exceedeth all other

in. .his leering and fleering lookes. 1608 R. Cawdrey Table
Alph., Gigloi, strumpet, a fliering wench. 1673 Dryden
Amboyna I, Wks. 1883 V. 18, I do not like these fleering

Dutchmen, they overact their kindness, a 171a W. King
Hold Fast Below 19 Says then the fleering spark, with
courteous grin .. 'Nothing more easy'. 1833 Macaulay
Walpole's Lett. Ess. 1854 I. 272 His tone was light and fleer-

ing. 1879 HowRLLfl L. Aroostook (1883) II. 26 His fleering,

drunken laugh. 1890 H. M. Stanley Darkest Africa II.

402 Jeering youths and fleering girls.

Hence Fleeringly adv., in a fleering manner.
C1613 Rowlands Pat re of Spy-Knaves 3 A purblinde
Momus fleeringly will looke, And spie no knaue but's selfe

in all the Booke. 17*8 Morgan Algiers I. vi. 189 The
Jerbin..had looked fleeringly all the Time. 1887 Steven-
son Merry Men iv, He saw and recognized us with a toss

of one hand fleeringly above his head.

Fleerish (fll**rij). St. Also flourice, fleurish.

(Flint and) steel.

181$ Jamikson Suppl., Flourice. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xh 81 Parishioners .. who cared not to carry
'fleerish and flint' in their 'Sunday claes'. 1880 Shirley
Crookit Meg- xxii. in Erasers Mag. May 651 A piece of
tinder is ignited with the old-fashioned ' flint and fleerish '.

189a Blacfciv. Mag. Oct. 486 In IJuchan the steel was called

the fleurish or fleerish. '

Fleet (Aft), sb. 1 Forms : 1 fle"ot, 3 fleote, 4-6
flete, 6-7 fleete, 6- fleet. [OE. flt

fot (? str. fern.,

as may be inferred from the early ME. form), re-

corded once in sense ' ship, vessel ' (or collect. =
means of sea-travel, boats or ships in general), f.

fldotan Fleet v. Cf. 0\L.flytc (? or flyte) 'ponto-
rtium ' (iElfric Gloss.) from the same root.]

1. A sea force, or naval armament ; in early use,

a number of vessels carrying armed men, under a
single command ; in modern use, a number of ships

armed and manned for war, each having its own
commanding officer, under the orders of the admiral
in chief, or of the flag-officer in command of a
division. To go round ox through the fled : to be
flogged on board each vessel in the fleet.

a 1000 Prayers (Gr.-Wiilck.) iv. 100 Hwy ic jebyc^e bat
on Kewe, fleot on faroSe. .1205 Lay. 2155 Humber king &
al his fleote, & his muche!e scip ferde. c 1325 Coer tie L.
1653 AU redy they fonde ther her flete, Chargyd with armur.
1393 Gower Couf. I. 197 That vessel . . Which maister was
of all the flete. C1440 Promp. Pari'. 166/2 Flete of schyppys
yn be see, cleans, 1517 R. Thorne His Booke in Hakluyt
Voy. (1589) 255 He armed a fleete. 1628 DlCBY Voy. Mcdit.

(1868J 1 '1 he straightes fleete . . being gone 4 houres . .when
wee sett sayle. 1718 Freethinker No. 60. F 7 They would
not permit the Carthaginians to fit out any Fleets. 1841
Makryat Poacher xxxix, They., for the double offence,

would go through the fleet. Ibid., One of the marines ..

was to have gone round the fleet this morning. 1855 Mil-
man Lat. Chr. (1864) II. iv, ix. 427 A formidable armament
. .embarked on board a great fleet.

b. Thefleet: the navy.
171a Addison Spect. No. 500 r 3 Whether it be in the army

or in the fleet, in trade, or in any of the three learned pro-
fessions. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Fleet, a general
name given to the royal navy.

e. In wider sense : A number of ships or boats
sailing in company.
1697 Dampier Voy. I. 40 A Fleet of Pereagoes laden with

Indian Corn, .going to Cartagena. 1719 Db Foe Crusoe 1.

338 The Brasil Ships come all in Fleets. 1777 Robertson
Hist. Amer. I. 1. 45 He immediately equipped a fleet to
carry a colony of Portuguese to these islands. 1840D1CKENS
Old C. Shop v, A fleet of barges were coming lazily on.

1865 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 465 The whole 'fleet' [of colliers] as
it is sometimes called, must anchor. x^Z^Stubbs' Mercantile
Circular 27 Feb. 194/1 The total catch of mackerel by the
New England fleet was 226,685 barrels.

2. trans/. A number of persons, birds, or other

objects moving or employed in company. Now
rare, exc. dial.

The dial, use (quot. 1884), which has passed into sporting
lang., may be a northern pronunc. of Flight.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1 196 (Dublin) To founde forth with

a flete [Ashmole flote] of fyfe hundreth knyghtez. 1649 Bp.
Guthrie Mem. (1702) 67 As soon as Episcopacy had been
thrust out of this Church, there came, .from Ireland a fleet

of Scottish People. 1675 Crowne Country Wit 11. Dram.
Wks. 1874 III. 53, I will convey you safe home with my
fleet of lanthorns. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 311 A fleet

of wild ducks had alighted. 1878 Cttmbtd. Gloss, s.v.,

'Thou's cap't t'heall fleet o' them.' 1884 Chesh. Gloss.,

Fleet, an assemblage of birds when they come to their feed-

ing ground or roosting quarters.

o. Fisheries. (See quots.)

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 251 They [nets in drift-fishing] are
fastened together end to end, and thus form what is called

a train, fleet, or drift of nets. 1887 Kent. Gloss. s.v., Every
Folkestone herring-boat carries a fleet of nets, and sixty

nets make a fleet. 1892 Northumbld. Gloss., Fleet, a row
of floating herring nets at sea attached to each other and to
the fishing boat.

4. attrib., asfleet regatta, surgeon.
1891 Pall MallG. 18 Nov. 5/2 The annual fleet regatta.

189a Ibid. 30 Aug. 6/1 Dr. Irving was subsequently fleet

surgeon to Lord Wolseley in the Ashantee campaign.

Fleet (flit), j£.2 Now only local. Forms: 1

fl6ot(e, 5-9 flete, 6-7 fleet(t)e, 6 flett, 9 flet,

6- fleet. [OE. fltfot str. masc. {aho fleote wk. fern,

or fleota wk. masc.), corresp. to OFr. flet, MDu.
vliet masc., neut. (mod.Du. vltet masc), MLG.
vUt, MHG. vliet, (early mod.Ger. fliesz) masc,
ON.^V/neut.; f. OTeut. *Jleut-an ; see Fleet v.'1}

1. A place where water flows ; an arm of the

sea ; a creek, inlet, run of water.
c 893 K. ./Elfred Oros. 1. i. § 27 Ispania land is . . eall mid

fleote . . ymbhaifd. c 1440 Pro/up. Pan'. 166/2 Flete, there
water cometh and goth, jleta. 1530 Palsgr. 221/1 Flete
where water cometh, breche. 1622 Drayton Poly-otb. xxiiL
191 To the Sea. . With Mosses, Fleets, and Fells, she showes
most wild and rough. 1677 YarrANTON Eng. Improz'. 108
Cloth .. Fulled with our Mills by the open fleet. 1703 S.

Dale in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1575/2 Certain remains of the
old Channel, which the neighbouring Inhabitants still call

Fleets. 1736 J. Lewis Hist. Isle of Tenet (ed. 2) 78 A certain
Flete .. through which little Boats used to come to the
aforesaid Town. 1827 Sporting Mag. XXI. 115 Nests
formed amongst the reeds, by the side of the Fleets. 1891
A. J. Foster Ouse 214 Several narrow creeks running into
the heart of the town [King's Lynn] .. are called 'fleets'.

b. (from the use of creeks in drainage ; see

supra 1891) : A drain, a sewer. Ohs. exc. dial.

1583 Sewers Inquisition 8 (K. D. S.l A new and sufficient

head like unto Stockwith new fleet shall [be] made and lade
there. 1773 Burstivick Inclos. Act 22 The fleet or sewer.

1877 A'. W. Line. Gloss., Fleet, a kind of drain.

C. Comb. : fleet-dyke, -hole :,see quots.).

1839 Stoneiiouse Axholme 263 The west channel would
then naturally warp up, and leave what is usually termed in

such cases a fleet hole. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Fleet-
dyke, an embankment for preventing inundation. 1877
N. IV. Line. Gloss., F'leet-hole, a hole or hollow left by a
drain having been diverted, or a bank having broken, and
washed away the soil.

2. The Fleet : a run of water, flowing into the

Thames between Ludgate Hill and Fleet Street,

now a covered sewer ; called also Fleet ditch
;

hence, the prison which stood near it.

1530 Palsgr. 201/1 Flete a prisone for gentylmen, cou-
sergerie. 1563-83 Fo.xe A. ty M, 1191/2 Grafton was sent

to the Fleet. 1613 Letter in Purn Fleet Registers 11833* 5
An ancyentt ac(|ii;iyntance of y

rl and myne is yesterday
maryed in the Fleette. 1712 Arrl'tiinot John Bull n. iv,

Before the next (term] we shall have him in the Fleet. 1761
A. Mi'rphv {title), Ode to the Naiads of Fleet-ditch. 1837
Dickens Pickxv. 3d, Mr. Pickwick alighted at the gate of
the Fleet.

b. attrib. : Fleet books, the records of the

marriages celebrated in the Fleet Prison. Fleet

chapel, the place where the marriage ceremonies
were performed. Fleet marriage, one performed
clandestinely by a Fleet parson in the Fleet ; also

Fleet-Street marriage. Fleet /arson, one of a
number of disreputable clergymen who were to be
found in and about the Fleet ready to perform
clandestine marriages. Fleet register= Fleet book.

1719 Original Weekly yrnl. 26 Sept. in Burn Fleet
Registers (1833* 7 Mrs. Ann Leigh, .having been decoyed.

.

and married at the Fleet Chapel. 1732 Grub Street yrnl.
20 July iibid.), A Fleet parson was convicted .. of forty-

three oaths. 1736 ibid. 6 This advice cannot be taken by
those that are concerned in y Fleet marriages, c 1747 Ibid,

(title), A Fleet Wedding. 1833 Burn Fleet Registers 5 The
Fleet Registers . . commence about the period of the Order
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. 1861 Cornh. M^ag,
June 688 A worthy woman whose daughter had been en-
trapped into a Fleet-Street marriage.

Fleet, sb$
1829 'Trial of J. Martin 34, I saw the rope banging from

the window west of the Five Sisters window in the North
transept. It was fastened to the fleet .. the machine for

cleaning the Minster.

Fleet (Aft), sbA Fishing, f? f. Fleet v\ in

sense 'to float'.] (See quots.) Cf. Fleet sb. 1 3.

Also, fleet-line.

1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss., Fleet-line (float-line), a line

used in a particular kind of sea-fishing; the hook floats

mid-way between the surface and bottom. 1891 Cent. Did.,
Fleet, in fishing, a single line of 100 hooks: so called when
the bultow was introduced in Newfoundland (1846,1.

Fleet (flit), a.i Also 6 flete. Cf. Flit a. [Not
found before 16th c, but prob. much older; cogn.
with or a. ON. fliotr swift ; f. root of Fleet v. 1

]

1. Characterized by power of swift onward move-
ment ; swift, nimble. Said primarily of living

beings, their limbs and movements ; hence of things
viewed as self-moving, thoughts, etc. Not in col-

loquial use.

a 1529 Skeltom Repiyc. 50 Your tonges were to flete. 1579
Lyly Euphues (Arb.t 35 The fleetest fish swalloweth the
delicatest bait. X588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 261 Their con-
cedes haue winges, Fleeter then arrowes, bullets, wind,
thought, swifter thinges. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. Induct.
i. 26 If Eccho were as fleete, I would esteeme him worth a
dozen such. 1671 Milton /'. K. m. 313 Thir horses, .fleet

and strong. 1752 Chesterf. Lett. Ill.cclxxix. 281 In the
situation of a man who should be very fleet of one leg, but
very lame of the other. 1781 CoWPKR A. Selkirk 41 How
fleet is a glance of the mind ! 1810 Scott Lady ofL. m. v,

Fleet limbs that mocked at time. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I.

126 The antelope is supposed to be the fleetest quadruped
on earth. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) III, xiv. 377
A messenger . . who had sped with a pace fleeter even than
that of his own march.

2. Evanescent, shifting, passing away; not durable
or lasting, poet.

181s H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Cut Bono \, This goodly
pile . . Perchance than Holland's edifice more fleet. 1877
Bryant Poems, The Poet iv, Seize the great thought. .And
bind, in words, the fleet emotion fast.

3. qnsLsi-aav. Quickly, swiftly, poet.
1587 U, Grove Pelops t, Hipp. (18781 82 When a man

doth meete With such as stand more than his match, his
winning goes to fleete. 1790 A. Wilson Thunderstorm

Poet. Wks. (1846) 33 Fleet fled the shades of night. 1878
Stevenson Int. Voy. 103 A thicket of willows . . under
which the river ran flush and fleet.

4. Comb, : fleet-foot a., poet. = next ; fleet-

footed, a., fleet of foot, swift in movement ; also

fig. ; f fleet-hound,? a greyhound ; fleet-winged
a., having fleet wings, swift of flight.

159a Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 561 As the *fleet-foot Roe that's

tyr'd with chasing. 1865 Swinburne Atalanta 6 Fleeter
of foot than the fleet-foot kid. a 1743 Savage To Bessy,
C'tess Rochford Wks. 1775 II. 165 Tho' fate, * fleet-footed,

scents thy languid son. 1791 CowPER Odyss, It. 13 His
hounds Fleet-footed follow'd him. 1832 Loncf. Co/las de
Manrique Hi, Fleet-footed is the approach of woe. 1675
Loud. Gaz. No. 1037/4 An old white *fleet-hound Hitch.
1680 Ibid. No. 1550/4 A Urown spotted Foxhound Bitch
..a sharp long Red Head, like a Fleet Hound. 1593
Shaks. Liter. 1216 *Fleet-wing'd duetie with thoghts
feathers flies. 1887 BowEN Virg, AZneid iv. 180 Fleet-
winged, speedy of foot, a colossal monster and dread.

Fleet (fl/1), a? Chieflv dial. Also 7 flat, 7-9
flet, (8 flit), [f. ME. flet, pa. pple. of Fleet v.*

Cf. Fleetex, Flatten, Flotten.] Of milk:
Skimmed. AUofleet cheese, ch^t^Q made ofskimmed
milk.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts ''1658) 517 In Elsatia . . they

fat them [Hogs] with. .Barly-meal wet with flat milk. 1688
R. Holme Armoury m, 335 '1 Dairy People . . make . . Flet
and linnet .Milk Cheese. 1741 Compl. I'am. Piece in. 498
Whey, flit Milk, Wash, drains. 1807 Vancouver Agric.
Devon (18x3) 230 The milk . -stands forty-eight hours before
the flet-milk is run off. 1823 Moor Stiff. Words, s.v. Fief,
Cheese made of this milk [flet-milk] is called Flet-cheese.
1882 Lane. Gloss., Flet-milk.

Fleet [fl/1), «- :{ Now chiefly dial, and Agric.
[Perh. repr. OK. *flt'at, corresponding to Pu. vloot
shallow (;—*flaulo-) f

f. root of Fleet r. 1
]

1. Having little depth ; shallow.
1621 Quarles Argalus fy P. (16781 9 Hazard no more To

wrack your fortunes on so fleet a shore. 1647 Trait Comm.
Matt. xv. 8 The deeper . . the belly of the lute . . is, the
pleasanter is the sound ; the fleeter, the more grating . . in

our ears. 1767 A, Young Farmer's Lett, to People 120
Plough a very fleet furrow. 1802 \V. Taylor in Robberds
Mem. I. 407 The milk-trays, .should be fleet. 1842 Loxgf.
Sp. Stud. in. vi, To pass through the dewy grass, And
waters wide and fleet. 1882 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 104 Where
the water is fleet and weedy.

b. (That is) at no great depth. ; near the surface

;

esp. (\\\n%\-adv. in to plough or sow fleet.

1633 Rogers Treat. Sacraments I. 160 The root is so .

.

fleet, that it will scarce furnish the tree with leaves. 1674
N. Fairfax Bulk % Selv. 185 Sometimes we fir.d Gold . . as
fleet as the roots of shrubs in Peru. 1707 Mortimer Husb.
ii. 80 Those Lands must be ploughed fleet. 1803 Sir J.
Sinclair in Annals Agric. XL. 322 ' Fallow deep, but sow
fleet.' 1845 Jml. R\ Agric. Sec. V. 11. 326 The land is

ploughed 'fleet', or about 3$ inches deep. 1876 Surrey
Gloss. 5.v., To plough fleet is to skim-plough lancf.

1 2. Having little depth of sod; Might, super-

ficially fruitful " J.). Obs- 1

1707 MORTIMER Husb. ii. 80 Marie Cope-ground, which is

commonly a cold, stiff, wet Clay. . unless . .where it is very
fleet for Pasture.

Hence Fleetly adv.
t
with little depth ; shallowly.

1844 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 19 Sown upon the surface
or drilled fleetly.

Fleet (nVt), v. 1 Forms : Jnfln. 1 fie'otan, {yd
Pers. pr. t. flyt), 3-4 fleoten, (3 south, vleoten,
wleoten), 3 fleote, 3-6 flet(e'n, 4-7 fleete, Se.

fleit, 4- fleet. Pa. t. 1 fleat, 3 Orm. fleet, 4
fleet, flote, 3-6 flet, //. 1 fluton, 3 fluten. floten ;

weak forms 4 fletide, 4-6 flette, 6 .SV\ fletit,

fletted, 7 fle(c^ted. Pa. pple. \, 4 floten (see

Flotten). [A Com. Tent, originally str. vb. :

OE. fleotan (flc'at, fluton, floten" to float, corresp.

to OFris. fliata, OS. fliotan (MDu , Du. vlieten)

to flow, OHG. fliotan to float, flow (MUG.
vlieten, mod.Ger. fliesten to flow), O^S.fliota (Sw.

flyta, Da. flyde) to float, flow (not recorded in

Goth.);-OTeut. *fleutan (flaut,flulum,flotono-) t

f. pre-Teut. root *pleud- , plond- ,
plud- (cf. Lettish

pludet to float, pludi flood, Lith. plusli to float

away, pludJs float of a fishing-net), an extended
form of the OAryan root *f>leu-,pln- (cf. Gr. -nXtav

to sail, Skr. phi, pru to swim, float, flow, L. pluere
to rain.]

I. To float.

1. intr. To rest upon the surface of a liquid ; to

be buoyed up ; opposed to sink. (lbs. exc. dial.

c 1000 ./Et-FKic Horn. (Th.) II. 564 A^eot ele uppon waeter
oQfte on o5rum wietan, se ele flyt bufon. c 1205 Lay. 21327
Heore scalen wleote5, swulc gold-fa^e sceldes. 13. . F. E.
Allit. P. Ii. 1025 Lay J>er-on [the Dead Sea] a lump of led

& hit on loft fletez. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R- xm.
xxi. U4Q5) 451 An egge fletyth in sake water and synkyth
downe in fresshe water. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 9 A liquor

of oyle fletynge aboue in maner of a skyn. t 1470 Harding
Chron. ccxvi. iv, The bodies flete anionge our shippes.

1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. cci. 142 A water herbe which fleeteth

upon the water. 1641 Frenxh Distill, v. (1651) 127 The
Oil doth naturally fleet above. 1836 W. D. Cooi-er Sussex
Gloss., The tide comes in and the vessels fleet.

f b. hyperbolically. To ' swim ' in blood, tears
;

to be 'bathed* in (happiness, etc.). Obs.

1297 R. Gi-ouc. (1724) 261 Heueden, (bat were of ysmyte,)
Flete in blode.

_
a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 1962 Fleting

they were in swich wele As folk that wolde in no wise
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Desire more perfit paradise. 1508 Dunbar Gold Targe 70
Tullius, quhois lippis suete Off rethorike did in to termes
flete. a 160$ Montgomekie Misc. P. xxxv. 8 That..My
pen in rhetoric may fleit. ci6ii Chapman Iliad xix. 204
My friend being dead . . Lies in the entry of my tent, and in

the tears doth fleet Of his associates.

f C. Of a vessel : To be or get afloat ; to sail.

Beoivnlf (Th.) 3822 Saegenga for, Fleat fami^heals forb

ofer ySe. c 1205 Lay. 32033 Alle ba scipen ba bi pare sae

fluten. 11547 Surrey Aeneid iv. 525 Now fteetes the

talowed kele. 1633 T. James Voy. 82 Our Ship did not

fleet;

t 2. intr. To drift or be carried by the current

or tide on the surface of the water. Obs.

<: 897 Alfred Gregory's Past, lviii. 445 Diet scip..sceal

fleotan mid oy streame. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 3187 Moyses it

[an gold gad] folwede Sider it flet. a 1305 Life Pilate 251

in E. E. /\ (1862) 118 pat bodie flet vp and doun. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. Ii. 421 pe arc.flote forthe with be flyt

of be felle wyndez. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 630 The
thingis that thar fletand war Thai tuk. 1501 Douglas Pal.

Hon. in 89 Part drownit, part to the Roche fleit. or swam.
1590 Marlowe -ztul. PL Tamburl. 1. i. Sailors. .Shall meet
those Christians, fleeting with the tide.

f 3. iransf. Of mists, clouds, spirits, an odour:

To float (in air, etc.) ; to drift. Obs.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 46 A fayre reflayr }et fro hit flot.

1528 LyndkSay Dreme 223 Quhow that thay [spirits] lay,

in totha flammis fletyng. a 1613 W. Vembly. Zachary (1629)

164 Thin Clouds, fleeting under the thicker and heavier.

1744 J. Clan'dgc's Sheph. Banbury's Rules 9 Exhalations

which while they fleet near the earth are stiled mists.

f4. To swim: said of fish, occas. of other

animals and men. Obs.

Beowulf(l'h.) 1089 No he fram me flody5um feor fleotan

meahte. c 1*05 Lay. 22010 What letteS bene fisc to uleoten

to ban ooere. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 387 pe wylde of be

wode on be water flette. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. V>. xx. 44 pe

fisslie hath fyn to flete with, t 1470 Henry Wallace vii.

847 The Irland folk. .On craggis clam, and sum in wattir

flett. a 1547 Surrey Aeneid 11, 257 By the calme seas

come fletyng adders twaine. a 1600 CompLiint vL in

Ramsay's Evergreen I. no Leander on a stormy Nicht
Diet fleitand on the Bilious gray.

f5. Of a person: To be afloat (in a vessel); to jour-

ney or travel by water; to sail. Also with in. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 28960 For5 flet mid v5e, folc vnimete. 1320

Sir Trislr. 365 pe mariners flet on flode. ^1386 Chaucer
Man of Law s T. 365 Yeres and dayes flette this creature

Thurghout the see of Grece. c 1460 Towneley Myst.

(Surtees) 31 Apon this flood have we flett many day. 1563

B. Googe Eglogs viii. (Arb.) 66 Through the Chanell deepe

..he fleets apace. 1688 S. Sewall Diary 14 Aug. (1882)

I. 223 They, .lay aground a pretty while before they could

fleet in. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 319 They
might fleet down this river.

t 0. To move unsteadily, as a floating object ; to

shift or sway {to andfro, etc.); to fluctuate, waver.

Both of material and immaterial things. Obs.

In i6-i7th c. sometimes adopted to render the like-

sounding L. fluitare.

(-1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. vi. 28 Wenest bou bat bise

mutaciouns of fortune fleten wib outen gouernour. 15..

Ragman Roll 20 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 70 She changyth

euer, and fletyth to and fro. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps.

xxv. 15 Those that by fleeting to and fro forge sundry
wayes to save themselves. 1597 Lyly AV///"^ (Arb.) 58 Can
Euphues conuince me of fleeting, seeing for his sake I

break my fidelitie. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 111. xxvii.

(159:0 130 Those.. who rowled down huge stones, .forced

the frame to stagger and fleete. 1638 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (ed. 2) 6 Shadowlesse when Sol is Zenith, from which
point when it fleets either North or South [etc.].

II. To flow (and derived senses).

+ 7. Of liquid, esp. water, a river : To flow. Obs.

c 1200 Ormin 18093 Se waterrstnem A33 fletebb forb &
ernebb Towarrd te sae. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1609 The
water went vnder houses . . And clensit by course all be

dene Cite Of filth and of feum, throughe .fletyng by nethe.

c 1425 Festivals of the Church 177 in Leg. Rood (1871)

261 Till fele teres gan flete. 1586 J. Hooker Girald.

Iret. in Hollnshed II. 2/1 The riuer of the Surie. .fleeteth

by the citie of Waterford. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 596
Her words were like a streame of honny fleeting. 1610

W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. v. 10 Waters, which flit

and fleete to and fro with wind-catches, c 1630 in Risdon
Snn>. Devon § 225 (1810) 238 Still gliding forth, altho' it

fleet full slow.

+ b. trans/. Of a multitude of persons: To
'stream*. Obs.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 403 Cumis
flowing and fleeting vnto thame troupis of the commoun
peple. 1638 in Maidment Sc. Pasquils (1868J 29 Huge
troups from quarters came fleeting,

f 8. To overflow, abound. Const, with. (Cf.

'flowing with milk and honey'). Obs. [So ON.
flidta : see Fritzner s.v.~\

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. metr. ii. 8 Who makeb bat plenteu-

ouse autumpne in fulle }eres fletib wib heuy grapes. Ibid.

iv. pr. vii. 146 Ne hast [bou] nat conien to fleten wib
delices. 1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1093 With fantasyes my
wyt dothe flete.

fb. trans. To overrun, flood, fill abundantly.

Obs. rare-1.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 685 So folk schal falle fro, to

flete alle be worlde.

9. intr. fa. To dissolve or waste away; to

become disintegrated, fall to pieces. Obs.

1382 Wyclif i Mace. ix. 7 Judas saw; for his oost flette

[ 1388 fleet 1 L. defluxit ] awey. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xn.

211 Yit pulle hem [plommes] rather then thai flete atwynne.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 36 Leather scarcely

baJfe tanned, .within two or three daies wearing (especially

if it come in any weatj wil.. fleete and run abroad like

a dish clout. 1598 W. Phillips Linschotoi (1864) 102

The bankes of sand doe fleet and vade away out of the

Riuer. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (18401 II. 312 Leather, thus
leisurely tanned . . will prove serviceable, which otherwise

will quickly fleet and rag out.

b. Of immaterial things : To fade or vanish,

die out. Also with away. Obs. or arch, (blending

with sense 10).

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 192 No stampe,
forme, or print, but such as presently fleeteth, and imme-
diately vanisheth. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. ii. 108 How
all the other passions fleet to ayre. 1616 B. Jossos
Poetaster Apol., What they write 'gainst me Shall like

a figure, drawn in water, fleet. 1787 Map. D'Arblay Diary
26 Feb., Mr. Turbulent's compassion, .fleeted away from
the diversion of this recital. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc. (1873)

59 The deeds we do, the words we say, Into still air they seem
to fleet.

10. To glide away like a stream ; to slip away,

change position imperceptibly or stealthily; hence

in wider sense, to flit, migrate, remove, vanish. Also

with away. Now only arch, of immaterial things,

and with mixture of sense 1 1.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 Alle woreld bing ben fleted

alse water erninde. c 1340 Gaitf. <y Gr. Knt. 714 Mony
klyf he ouer-clambe in contrayez straunge, Fer floten fro

his frtrndez fremedly he rydez. 1388 Wyclif Exod. xxxix.

19 Lest tho [ryngis] weren loose and fletiden doun. 1563
Golding Crsar iv. (1565) 95 b, The Sycambres had. .fleeted

out of theyr country. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus" Ann. vi. iii.

(1622)126 Hut Rubrius Fabatus. .fleeting to the Partisans,

and brought backe. .by a Centurion, bad keepers appointed

him. 1667 Milton /*. L. 111. 457 All th' unaccomplisht
works of Natures hand. .. Dissolvd on earth, fleet hither.

a 1730 Fknton/'(?(7«j 14 The wand'ring ghosts. . Fleet sullen

to the shades, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864* II. 48 The cares

of boyhood fleet away. 1873 Symosds Grk. Poets iii. 75 The
wealth that the gods give lasts, and fleets not away.

b. Of the soul : To pass away from the body;

hence said of a dying man.
1590 Marlowe Edw. If, iv. vi, Our souls are fleeting

hence. 1622 .Fletcher Span. Cur. iv. v, Bar. I am sorry

. .To find ye in so week a state. Die. I am fleeting, Sir.

17x3 Steele Guardian No. 18 P 5 You teach that souls ..

fleeting hence to other regions stray.

C. Of time: To pass rapidly and impercep-

tibly; to slip away. With mixture x>f the sense of

Flket a.

a 1541 Wyatt Poet. Whs. ( 1861) 11 My pleasant daysthey
fleet and pass. 1621 Molle Camerar. LJv. Libr. m. i. 149

Six hundred yeares being fleeted away since. 1718 Prior
Poems 297 The busie Moments. .That fleet between the

Cradle and the Orave. 1818 Coleridge Method in

Encycl. Mctrop. (1849) 5 He organizes the hours, .the very

essence of which is to fleet, and to have been. 1875 Farrar
Silence % I', xi. 195 Time may fleet, and youth may fade.

d. trans. To pass, while away (time) ; also, to

fleet it. rare.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. i. 124 Many yong Gentlemen.,

fleet the time carelesly. 1858 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 396

Fleeting the quiet hour in observation of his pets. 1891

Sat. Rev. 8 Aug. 151 1 They read the Coinage Bill a third

time, and so fleeted it goldenly. .till one o'clock a.m.

11. intr. To move swiftly ; to flit, fly. Also

with away. Cf. Fleet a.

c 1340 Gaiv. .y Gr. Knt. 1566 So felle flonez ber flete, when
|?e folk gedered. 1703 Rowe Fair Penit. v. i 1885 Whether
thro' the upper Air we fleet. i8ox Lusignan IV. 218 He
fleeted across the plain. 1818 Hogg in Blackw. Mag. IV. 76

Yon little cloud . . That . . fleets away Beyond the very springs

of day. 1836 T. Hook G. Gurney III. 325 The thought

had scarcely fleeted through my brain. 1856 Stanley Sinai

$ Pal. 1.(1858, 67 Sheets of sand fleeting along the surface of

the Desert.

III. 12. Kant, trans. To change the position

of, shift (a block, rope, etc.). Also absol. [Sub-

stituted for the earlier Flit, owing prob. to asso-

ciation with sense 10 above.]

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Yb, To fleet or

replace it. in a proper state of action. .The man who per-

forms this office, .calls out,fleet jigger ! 1859 F. A. Grif-

fiths Artil. Man. (1862* 107 To fleet blocks is to bring

them as close together as possible. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Fleeting, the act of changing the situation of a

tackle when the blocks are drawn together ; also, changing

the position of the dead-eyes, when the shrouds are become

too long . . Fleet ho t the order given at such times. Ibid.,

Fleet the messenger, when about to weigh, to shift the

eyes of the messenger past the capstan for the heavy heave.

1882 Nares Seamanship (ed.6)6i Fleet the purchase down
to the water's edge.

Hence Fleeted />/>/. a.

j8io Shelley Zastrozzi vii. Pr. Wks. 18S8 I. 47 Matilda

..succeeded in recalling to life Verezzi's fleeted faculties.

Fleet (flRUV.* Obs. exc. dial. Forms: g fletyn,

6-7 flet.e, 6, 9 dial, flit, 6- fleet ;
pa. pple.

5 flet. [The precise formation is somewhat un-

certain; prob. f. OK. flet cream, f. root of fltfolan

Fleet v. 1
; cf. Sw. dm\. flbta, MDa. flode (mod.

af-flbde) of equivalent etymology. But as the Du.

vlieten ( = Fleet rJ ) occurs in this sense, the Eng.

vb. may possibly be a use of Fleet v.*~\

1. trans. To take off that which floats upon the

surface of a liquid ; esp. to skim (milk, the cream

from milk). Also with compl.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 166/2 Flet, as mylke or ober lyke,

despumatus. Ibid. 167/1 Fletyn, or skomyn ale, or potty's,

or ober lycoure that hovythe, despumo. 1530 Palsgr. 55*A
Let us go flete this mylke agaynst she come to make her

butter. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 146 b,

The creame that swims aloft, is fletted off". i6ot Holland
Pliny II. 388 The fat which is fleeted or skimmed from the
broth wherin dormice and rats be sodden. 1615 Markham
Eng. IIousrw. 11. ii. vi668) 78 Boyl it. .ever and anon fleeting

it clean. 1725 Bradley Fain. Diet. s.v. Milk, You ought
to fleet it [milk] by the Heat of warm Water, a 1796 Van-
couver in A. Young Ess. Agric. (1813) II. 285 The milk of
which cows, .after standing 24 hours, is fleeted. 1836 W. D.
Cooper Sussex Gloss., Fleet or Flit t to skim milk.

b. t?-ansf. zx\c\flg.

1580 Lyly Euphues iArb.> 336 It is he. .that will fleete all

the fat from thy beard. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent.
exevi. 1221 Wee shall not occupie the trade of marchandice
by sea, we shall not flit off" the fatte thereof. 163a Quari.es
Div. Fancies IL xxviii. ti66o)6o We Fleet the Mornings
for our own design, a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III.

4 Let us fleet the cream of a few of the primest libraries in

all ages.

2. ' To Fleate. To skim fresh water off the sea,

as practised at the mouths of the Rhone, the Nile,

&c/ ^Smyth Sailors Wordbk. 1867).

Hence Fleeted///, a.

1580 Holl\band Treas. Fr. Tong, Laid esburre, fleeted

milke. 1583 — Campo di P'icr 161 Upon fishe-dayes,

fleeted milke. x6ix Cotgr., Escreme, vncreamed, fleeted,

as miik.

Fleet (flitt, v.Z [?f. Fleet sb. 1 sense 3.] intr.

?To fi>h with a * fleet*.

1630 in Descr. Thames (1758) 78 No Peter-man . .shall

fleet for Flounders with any Rug-Net in the Night-time.

Fleet, dial. f. of Flight ; Sc. var. of Flute.

Fleet(e, var. or dial, form of Flet sb. and v.

Fleetch, obs. form of Flitch sb.

Flee*tenF
a. Obs. [Altered form of Flottex,

assimilated to Fleet v.-]

1. (See Flotten.)

2. Of the colour of skimmed milk. In quot. con-

temptuously of the face.

c 1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth in. i, You know where you
are you fleeten face.

3. qunsi-j/'. The adj. used absol. Skimmed milk.

1864 in Wkuster.

+ Fleeter. 1 Ofo.rare- 1
[f. Fleet z/.i-f-ER1

.]

a. ? A shifty person (cf. Fleet v.1 6). b. A fugi-

tive, deserter.

1581 Mulcaster Positions iii. (1887) 12 His countrey..

pronounceth hint to be but a fleeter, who so euer shall ofler

to force her that waye. 1598 Florio, Profugo, a fugitiue,

a wandrer, a fleeter. 1609 J. Davies (Heref.) Holy Roode
(Grosart) 9/1 Peter, Art thou for Christ his Church a fit

foundation, That in Faith, from Faith, sans Faith, art

a Fleeter?

Fleeter (firtai) 2
. [f. Fleet ^.t + -ER'.] One

who is engaged in < fleeting * (see Fleeting vb/.

sb.3). Also, a boat intended for ' fleeting '.

1888 Scot. Leader 11 July 7 The * fleeters ' do not always

get free with smashes and cuts; one fleet alone loses 35
men on the average per year. J893 Ibid. 15 Aug. 7 These

vessels.. differ from the ordinary trawlers in respect that

while the latter return to port at least once a week, the

fleeters remain at sea as long as their coals hold out.

Fleeting (flr-tirj), vbl. sbl [f. Fleet v.1 +
-ing '.] The action of the vb. in various senses.

1375 Harbour Bruce 11. 588 To furthyr thaim off thar

fleting. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xx. 84 It [walking] is

good.. for the iaundise, costifnesse, fleeting of the meat in

the stomacke. 1587 Golding De Mornay xv. 229 The
fleeting of sonles out of one body into another. 1610 Rich

Cabinet 95 b, The proudest confidence maketh our chiefest

footing a changeable fleeting. 1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult. I.

127 One of the best known of English witch ordeals is the

trial by ' fleeting ' or swimming.

Fleeting (flrtirj), vbl. sb.2 Obs. exc. dial, [f,

FUBSt V.'- + -ING !.]

1. The action of skimming a liquid, esp. milk.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. \6j/i Fletynge of lycowre, spumaciot

despumacio. 1474 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 32 The maister

cooke hath the fleetinge of the leade. 1615 Markham
Eng. Housew. ii. vi. (1668) 145 The fleeting or gathering of

your Cream from the Milk.

b. concr. in pi. Skimmings, curds (see quots.).

x6n Cotgr., Sarrason, fleetiugs, or hastie curds scumd
from the whey of a new-milke cheese, then thickened [etc.].

1845 H. White in Jml. R. Agric. Sac. VI. I. 121 The last

skimmings are termed fleetings, and are generally reserved

for the use of the servants. 1873 E. Smith Foods 329 When
butter-milk is added to boiling whey, .a soft curd is thrown

down. This mixture is called fleetings in Wales.

2. attrib. and Comb., as fleeting-dish,a dish used

for skimming cream from milk ; fleeting-milk,

skim-milk ; in cy\o\.fig.

1736 Uailrv Househ. Diet. 181 Taking off the cream with

a*fleetingdish. 1847 Jrnl.R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 1. 75 Th,s

is. .skimmed with a common fleeting-dish, a 1670 Hackf.t

Abp. Williams I. (1692I 19 It was the *flitting
j

milk of a poor

Vicarage, the parsonage tithes being scumm'd from it.

Fleeting (nVtirj), vbl.sb? [f. Fleet sb* +

-ing l.] A particular kind of trawling (see quot.)

1884 Daily Nnvs 18 Sept. 5/2 The new ' fleeting * system,

by which fishing boats are now kept at sea for a consider-

able time while fast steamers ply between them and the

shore, carrying the fish as they are caught.

t Fleeting, vbl. sbA Obs. [f. Fleet d?\
Confinement in the Fleet Prison.

1589 Sir T- Smith Comm. Engl. m. iv. 121 After they

had . . bin well disciplined as well by wonles, as by fleeting a

while. 159a Q. Hakyct Feur Lett. iii. Wk*.(Gwwt) 1. 183

And that was all the Fleeting, that euer I felt.
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Fleeting; (fir tin), ppl.a. [f. Fleet vJ + -ing 2.]

That fleets, in senses of the vb.

f 1. Floating ; of a fish : Swimming. Obs.
aiooo Cxa'mon's Gen. 1447 (Gr.) Se feond ^espearn fleo-

tende hreaw. 1340-70 A lex. $ Dind. 491 t>e fletinge fihs bat

in be fom lepen. 1578 Lvtr Dodoens 1. ixxi. 106 Amongst
the fleeting herbes there is also a certayne herbe which
some call Water Lyverworte.

f 2. That moves constantly, shifting, unstable,

wandering; hence of a person or his attributes:

Changeable, fickle, inconstant, vacillating. Obs.
ai*z$Ancr. A". 76 Mid tefleotinde word, tofleoteSbe heorte.

<"I374Chaucer Boeth. i.iii. (Camb. MS.) 6 Fleetynge Errour.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle {Caxton 1483) 1. iii. 4 The fletyng ayer
geuyth place to the flyght of byrdes. 1553 J- Wilson
Rhet. (1580) 3 Preachers, must now and then plaie the
fooles in the pulpit, to serve the tickle eares of their fletyng

audience. 1592 Greene Groat's W. Wit (1617) 15 If I finde

thee firme, Lamilia will bee faithfull : if fleeting, she must
. . be infortunate. 1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. v. ii. 240 The
fleeting Moone No Planet is of mine. 1649 Milton Eikon.
ii. 17 Of such a variable and fleeting conscience what hold
can be tak'n ? 1650 Fuller Pisgak 1. 424 Their wonder,
that so firm a fabrick should stand on so fleeting a foun-
dation.

t3. Flowing; fluid. Fleeting sacrifices: drink

offerings. Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, ijj Wat is fo!c bute fletende

water. 1388 Wyclif Exod. xxv. 29 Cnppis . . in whiche
fletynge sacrifices schulen be offrid. 1398 TbevisA Barth.
de P. R. vi. xxii. (Tollem. MS.), Drynke is a fletynge sub-
staunce nedful to be fedynge of a beste. ( 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 54 Take ryse and fletande fignade. 1567
Turberv. Epitaphes, &c. {1870) 175 So stands the foole by
fleeting floud. 1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. iv. 594 The
slipp'ry God will.. In fleeting Streams attempt to slide

away.

4. Passing swiftly by. Chiefly of life or time.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xcvii, Thee, the pleasure of the

fleeting yeare. a 1704 T. Brown Persius' Sat. i. Wks.
1730 I. 53 Thy fleeting years of youth will soon be gone.
1811 W. K. Spencer Poems 193 'Tis pain to part For e'en
one fleeting night. 1862 Stanley Jetv. Ch. (1877) I. viii.

169 The fleeting generations of man.
0. Passing or gliding swiftly away.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. rv. 722 She said, and frtfm his

Eyes the fleeting Fair Retir'd like subtle Smoke dissolv'd

in Air. a 1704 T. Brown On the Beauties Wks, 1730 I. 44
Scarcely my breast my fleeting soul retains. 1797 Mrs.
R.ADCLIFEE Italian xvii. {1824) 619 He followed their fleet-

ing figures. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. # Leg. Art 3 To
catch the fleeting soul of the triumphant martyr.

6. Existing for a brief period ; not permanent or

enduring ; transitory, passing, fading.

1563 B. Googe Eglogs (Arb.) 73 Beholde this fletyng
world how al things fade. 1667 Milton P.-L. x. 741 O
fleeting joyes Of Paradise. 1771 Gray Let. 24 May, Poems
(1775) 395, I have indeed a short one [journal], .that serves
to recal and fix the fleeting images of these things. 1875
Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) IV. 30 Pleasure the most fleeting of
all things.

Hence Pleetingrly adv., Flee tingness.
1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 156 The perpetual mutability

and fleetingness of those immediate objects of sight. 1843
Manning Serm. Faith/. Departed (1848) I. 309 Poets
were wont to bewail the fleetingness of life. 1883 M. K.
Macmillan Let. 23 Oct., I have read, fleetingly, a very
considerable section of his prose writings.

Fleetly; (firtli\ adv. [f. Fleet 0.1 + -ly2.]
Swiftly, quickly ; also comb., asfleetly-mounted.
1598 Florio, Snellamente, swiftlie, nimblie, fleetlie. 1814

Scott Wav. xviii, As fleetly as a roe. 1874 Holland
Mistr. Manse vii. 40 Full fleetly sped the morning hours.
1876-7 J. Grant Hist. India I. xxiii. 122/1 Lightly-armed
and fleetly-mounted horsemen.

Fleetness (fi7-tnes\ [f. as prcc. + -ness.]

The quality of being fleet.

1. Swiftness.
i6»5 Quarles SioiCs Sonn. vii. 7 Behold the fleetnesse

of his nimble feet. 1767 W. L. Lewis Statins' Thebaid
v. 1002 Fame.. In Heetness far outstrips the vig'rous
Horse. 1856 Stanley Sinai $ Pal. viii. 321 The fleetness

of foot, with which . . he outran the chariot of Ahab.
2. Transitoriness.

1717 Bailey, vol. II, Fleetness, fleeting Quality. 1863
I. Williams Baptistery 11. xxiv. (1874) 95 All their notes
..Are of our fleetness sighing, And singing of our dying.

Fleety (n7*ti\ a. rare. [f. Fleet a* + -Y 1.]

= Fleet a.* i.

1841 Tail's Mag. VIII. 572 The rustle of thy fleety foot
Upon my ear doth fall.

Fleg (Aeg\ sb.l Sc. [f. Fleg vA] A fright,

scare. Cf. Fley sb.

z-jzi Ramsay Richy $ Sandy 9 Or has some Bogle-bo.,
gi'en ye a fleg. 18x8 Scott Rob Roy xviii, ' I got a fleg,

and was ready to jump out o' my skin.'

Fleg (fleg), sb* Sc. [Onomatopoeic ; c(.fling]
A random blow or kick, a stroke.
172a Hamilton Wallace III. i. (1822) 45 He. .Syn at the

loon a fearfull Fleg let flee, That from his Rumple shear'd
away his Thigh. 1785 Burns Epist. to J. Lapraik 21 Apr.
ix. She's [Fortune's] gien me mony a jirt, an" fleg.

Fleg (fleg), v.* Sc. [The normal Sc. form of
QY^flecian to put to flight, of which one example
is known, if the reading of the MS. be correct. If
not an error for fltgan (see Fley v.), it may perh.
be a variant of that word, with abnormal doubled
palatal and shortening of the vowel, as in reccan
to reck, var. oirccan {:—*rdhjan).*]

trans. To frighten, scare.

1714 Ramsay Gmt. Shep. iv. i, We'll fleg him sae. he'll

Vol. IV.

mint nae mair to gang A conjuring to do a lassie wrang.
1889 Bakrie Wind. Thrums xv. 141 'That was strong lan-

guage ', said Hendry, ' but he would be wantin' to fleg her ?

'

Fleg (fleg),^.- Sc. [?var. of Flag v., Fleck t/.*]

intr. To flee, run off; to fly away. Also with off.

1789 Davidson Seasons 25 [The Iambs] round a tammcck
wheel, an', fleggin, toss The moudy-hillan to the air in stoor.

Ibid. 76 Nelly, .aff wi' Gib the Mason Flegg'd fast, that day,
1893 Stevenson Catriona 170 'The solan, .flegged afF about
the roundness of the craig.'

Flegge, var. of Fledge a. Obs.

Fleg^h, obs. pa. t. of Flee v. ; Sc. var. of Flea.
Flegm, var. of Fleam.
Flegm, Flegm- : see Phlegm, Phlegm-.
Fleiche, -sche, -tache, var. ff. of Fleech v.

Fleicht, obs. f. of Flite.

Fleid, obs. pa. t. of Flay.
Fleigh, dial. f. of Flake, Flea.
Fleighter, var. of Flichter v. Sc.

Fleih, obs. pa. t. of Flee.
Fleil(e, -yle, obs. ff. of Flail.

Fleine, obs. pa. pple. of Flay.
Fleingall. [Prob. a spurious word, arising from

a misprint in Topsell for steingall, the Ger. name
of this bird; seeSTANlEL, Stonegall.] An alleged

name of the kestrel.

1607 Topsell Serpents 89 Those kind of Hawkes which
are called Kaistrells <jr Fleingalls. 1611 Cotgr., Crecerelle,

a Kestrell, Fleingall. 1847 in HalUWELL. 1885 Swainson
Prov. Xames Birds 140 Fleingall, i.e. Fly in gale.

Fleir\e, obs. form of Fleer.

tFleke, v. Obs. rare. \}A. fleke, Flake sb. ]

hurdle.] trans. ? To cover with hurdles.
("1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 241 Botes he toke .. be

sides togidere knytte . . J?ei fleked bam ouerthuert . . Ouer
be water. . was so ordeynd a brigge.

Fleke, obs. form of Flake.
Flek;k)er, -ir, obs. ff. of Flicker.
Flern e, obs. var. of Fleam.

t Fleme, sb.'1 Obs. Forms : 1 fliema, flema,
flyma, 2-4 fleme, 3 fleeme, [OR,fliema :—earlier

*flt
f<7mja), f. fleam : see next.] A fugitive, exile,

outlaw.
a 1000 Cxdnton's Gen. 1020 (Gr.) pu flema scealt widlast

wrecan. c 1000 Cleric Gen. iv. 12 f>u..bist flyma ^eond
ealle eorban. c 117S Lamb. Horn. 157 We wunieS here
alse fleme. c 1*05 Lay. 5952 Alle be flaimen be iflowe buS
of Rome, c 1305 St. Dunstan 101 in E. E. P. (1862) 37
He drof him out of En^elond : and let him grede fleme.

t Fleme, sb.% Obs. Forms : 1 fl6am, 3 fiem,
(vlem), fleom, (flflern, fleam'1

, 3-4 fleme. [OE.
fleam str. masc, :—OTeut. Xype*J>/au/imo-, f. plauh-
ablant-var. oipleuh- to Flee.] Flight ; exile.

Beoivulf 2889 (Gr.) Sy55an asdelingas .. ^efricjean fleam
eowerne. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 149 We ben here alle on
fleme. a*o$ Lay. 6407 He turnede to fleme. Ibid. 24070
Ofte he ulem makede. c 1300 K. Alis. 4341 So they hadde
take fleme.

+ Fleme , v. Obs. From 16th c. chiefly Sc.

Forms : 1 flieman, fleman, flyman, 3 flaemen,
fleman, -en, fleomen, Orm. flemmenn, south.

vlemen, 4-5 flern, 4-7 fleeme, fleme, (4 flemme,
flemon, 7 fleame). [OE. flieman (:—earlier

^fldamjati), {.fleam : see prec. Cf. ON.flsvma.']
1. trans. To cause to flt.e, put to flight ; to drive

away, drive out, chase ; hence, to brinish, exile

;

rarely, to reject (a proposal). Also, tofleme away,
oitt, toflight, a. simply.
a 1000 Cxdmoris Gen. 2115 (Gr.) Ac hie god flymde.
1200 Ormin 8242 Augustuss .. batt flemmde hinim ut.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29022 (Cott.) Fasting flemes flexsli sakes.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 328 J>o bat fled, bei flemed
als^>e kynges felons, c 1400 Destr. Troy 12377 And I ..

Thus am flemyt to flight thurgh his false caste. < 1425
Festivals of Ch. 183 in Leg. Rood (1871) 216 He will not
flyte, But flemon all bi foos away, a 1450 Le Morte A rih.

2673 He were a fole .. So feyr forwardys for to fleme.

1496 Dives fy Paup. (W. de W.) v. xiv. 215/1 God sayd to

Caym .. Thou shalt be wanderynge & flemed upon erth.

XS53 Kennedy Comp. 'Tract, in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844)
152 Geve the Kirk had the auld ancient libertie, than sulde
all heresies beflemit. 1578 Scot. Poems i6thC. II. 171 They
. . flemit them full sair. 16.. Merline 1624 in Furniv.
Percy Folio I. 472 The heyres that thou didst fleame With
wrong out of the realme. 1814 Scott Wav. ix, ' He help'd
Miss Rose when =he was flemit with the Laird of Killan-
cureit's new English bull.'

b. Const, from, of { — out of), out of; rarely

with ellipsis of prep.
c noo Trin. Coll. Horn. 87 pis la^e [circumcisio] flemeo

7

be fule g^ost ut of be child, c 1205 Lay. 23447 pat he ba a;3
mihte wi3 Ar5ure uihte and ulemen of londe. 135a Minot
Halidon-Hyll vi, The land that thai war flemid fra. a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2788 Lawe is nye flemede out of
tins contree. 1494 FABYANC'Anw/.vi.ccxiii. 229 Algarus was
accused by malyce, and flemyd the lande, 1513 Douglas
sEneis vm. vi. 47 Banist and flemyt of my native land.
16. . Merline 426 in Furniv. Percy Folio 1. 435 Many another
doughtye Man that hee had fleemed out of the Land.
2. intr. To flee, run away. rare~ *.

,1300 K. Alis. 3348 He is the furste with sweord that
remith ; Thou art the furste with hors that flemeth.

Hence Plemed///. a. ; rieming- vbl. sb. Also
Pie mer, one who puts to flight.

c 1*05 Lay. 7733 Alle eowre flemede men. a 1300 Cursor
M. 18626 (Gott.) Lang might adam thine be space Of fleming
fra bat lauerd face, c 1374 Chaucer Trvylus m. 884 Dul-

carnon clepid is ' flemyng of wrecchis '. c 1386 — Man of
Law's 'P. 362 Flemer of feendes. 13.. Minor Poems fr.
Vernon MS. xxiii. 483 Went forb A-pilgrimage And be
flemed visyted. 1496 Dives <y Paup. iW. de W.) vii. vi.

284/1 He called them theues & outiawes & flemyd men.
15. . Ragman Roll 169 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 76 Constant in
vertu , flemer of malyce.

Fleiuensfirth. [One of the many corrupt
forms (see quots.) of OE. flymena fyrmS, lit.

* entertainment of fugitives \]
1. A term of OE. law, prob. meaning the offence

of entertaining a banished person, and hence the

king's right of exacting a penalty for this offence.

The word was prob. not understood after the OE.
period, but was preserved in formal enumerations
of the rights pertaining to the king. The explana-
tions in the quots. are the conjectures of legal anti-

quaries. A synonymous term flyman feorm (see

Farm sb. 1
) occurs, in OE. laws, and is cited in

various corrupt forms in law-books.
1020 Secular Laivs Cnui c. 12 (Thorpe 1840) 164 D.'s

syndon ba gerilita be se cyning ah ofer eall men on
Wessexan, bast is .. flymena-fyrmoe. c 1250 Gloss. Law
Terms in Ret. Ant. I. 33 Fremenfremthe, chatel de futif.
167a Manley Coivell's Inle>pr., Flemenesfirinth. But
more truly Flymena frymthe .. signifies the relieving of
a Fugitive. This word is variously written in old Charters,
as Flemeneferd, Flemenefrit, Flemenefrt-mith, Flemanisflit,
Flemenewurd, Fremenefenda, and Flemenesfricthe. Ibid.,

Flemenesfreme and Flemenesfrenthe are said to be the
Chattels of Fugitives,

% 2. Misused for : An asylum for outlaws.
1803 Scott Last Minstr. iv. xxiv, To make your towers

a flemen's-tirth.

Flemengo, obs. form of Flamingo.
Fleming Jlcmiij^ '. Also =-6 fiem(m"yng e,

6-7 flemming
( e. 7 flemin.'e. [a MDu. Viaming

( cf. ON. Flxm ingr, OHG . Flaming, med . I . .

/lamingus, Sp. flamenco, Tg. Flamcngo. Pr.

Flamenc, Fr. Flamand), f. Flam- (whence /-lan-

ders) + Suffix -ING 3.]

1. A native or inhabitant of Flanders.
c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 105 Where Flemyngcs began on

me for to cry, ' Master, what will you copen or by?' 1574
R. Scot Hop Gard. (15781 8 The more paynes you take.

.

the nearer you resemble the trade of the Flemming. c 1645
Howell Lett.(j6$6) II. 30 Charles the Emperor .. being ;t

Flemin born. 1846 McCuli.och Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)

645 The Flemings, invited over, .by Edward III., gave the
first great impulse to the woollen manufacture.

f 2. A Flemish vessel. Obs.

1595 Drake I'oy. (Halduyt Soc.) 7 We met with a small
ftemminge bounde for the streights.

3. attrib. quasi-c^". passing into adj.

1561 ChildMarriages (E.E. T. S.) 70 A paire of Flemynge
knyves. 1588 Extracts Burgh Rec. Edin. 8 May, The
twa Flemyng wobsters dwelland within this burgh. 1656
Ben Israel I'ind, yudzeorum 3 Some Flemine Christians.

t Fle'ming" -. Obs. rare. Also 8 flemming.
[Strictly only a use of prec, the continental names
of the flamingo (Sp. flamenco, Fr. flamant) being

popularly confused with the homophones = Flem-
ing 1

, and hence rendered by the same word. (In

quot. 1591 prob. Fleming l was intended.)] =
Flamingo.
[1530 Pai.sgr., Flemmyng, flammant. 1591 PebCIVALL

Sp. Diet., Flamenco, a fleming, a kinde of birde like a
shoueler.] 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. Iix.(i737) 244 Flem-
nrngs, Cignets.

Fleming 3
. dial. Tn 7 flemminge. A local

name of the soft clam {Mya arenaria).
1603 Owen Pembrokesh. (1892) 126 Cockles, ffiemminges,

welkes. [Still in local use. (Editor's note).]

t Fleming-latiche. Obs. Sc. [f. Fleming i

+ lauche, Sc. form of Law.] An old Scotch law
which allowed the Flemings who settled in Scotland

the practice of their own usages.
1629 in W. Robertson Index Rec. Charters (1798) 61

Carta to John Marr .. una cum Lege Flemynga dicitur
Fleming Lauche. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 735
The Flemings . . behaved so quietly, as to be allowed the
practice of their own usages, by the name of Fleming-
lauche, in the nature of a special custom.

Flemish, (flcmip, a. Also 5 Flemis, 5-6
Flemys, 6-8 Flemmish(e. [ad. MDu. Vlacmisch,

(Du. Vlaamsch) : see Fleming l and -ish.]

1. Of or belonging to Flanders or its inhabitants.

For Flemish ell, rider', see the sbs.

1488 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. I. 79 Item, fyftene Flemis
lidaris. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 A piece of flemmishe
mony called an Englyshe. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1.

iii. (1668' 33 The best Stallion to beget horses for the Coach
is the Flemish. 1703 Moxos Mech. Exerc. 240 The best

sort of these are brought from Holland .. and are called

Flemmish Pan-Tiles. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Tray. (1760) II.

385 Alexander duke of Parma, who signalized himself in the

Flemish wars. 1865 Mrs. Palliser Lace vii. 99 The old

Flemish laces are of great beauty.

b. absol. The Flemish language.

17*7-41 Chambers Cyct., Flemish, or the Flemish tongue,

is that which we otherwise call Low-Dutch. 1881 EncycL
Brit. XII. 85 Flemish or South Dutch.

2. Resembling a Fleming in habits and behaviour.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. n. i. 23 This Flemish drunkard.

3. Comb., Flemish account, an unsatisfactory

account, one showing a deficit ; Flemish bond
(see Bond sb. 1 13) ; Flemish brick (see quot.

40
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1842); Flemish coil (see Coil sb.3 1); hence
Flemish-coil v., to lay up (a rope) in a Flemish
coil; Flemish eye, Naitt. (see quot. 1867);
Flemish fake, Naut. (see quot.) ; Flemish horse,

Naut. a foot-rope at the yard-arms of topsail yards;

Flemish point, stitch (see quots.).

1785 Grose Did. Vulg. Tongue, *Flemish account, a losing

or bad account. 1790 Herbert Typogr. Antiq. III. 1773,
I am very much afraid my kind friend received but a
Flemish account of his Caxtons. 1774 in Archceol. (1777)
IV. 106 The *Flemish bond .. is the strongest as well as
the oldest regular bond used in building. 1890 Rimmer
Summer Rambles Matteh. 35 Red 'Dutch' bricks in
' Flemish bond '. 17*7-41 Chambers Cycl., *Flemish Bricks.
184a Gwilt Encycl. Archil. Gloss., Flemish Bricks, a
species of brick used for paving ,. they were originally

imported from Flanders, are of a yellowish colour and
harder than common brick. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman s

Man. 106 This is called a "Flemish coil. 1878 W. C. Russell
Wreck Grosvenor ii. (1889) 11 Ordinary seamen, whom he
had set to work to *nemish-coil the ropes along the deck.

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxxv. 134 The knots, *P"lemish
eyes, splices. 1867 Smyth Sailor s Word-bk., Flemish eye,

a kind of eye-splice in which the ends are scraped down,
tapered, passed oppositely, marled, and served over with
spun yarn. Ibid., * Flemish Pake, a method of coiling

a rope that runs freely when let go . . Each bend is slipped

under the last, and the whole rendered fiat and solid to

walk on. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 105 ^Flemish-
horse. 188s Caulfeii.d &. Saward Diet. Needle7Vork,
*Flemish Point, a Guipure Lace, also known as Point de
Brabant. Ibid., *Flemish Stitch, one of the Fillings in

Honiton Lace.

Flemish, (nVmif), v.1 Naut. [f. prec]

1. trans. To coil or lay up fa rope) in a Flemish
coil (see prec. 3). Also toflemish down.
1831 Marryat N. Forster xi, The ropes [had been]

flemished down on deck. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

2. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Wordbk., Flemishing, a forcing or

scoring of the planks.

Flemish fflemij
-

', 0.8 intr. Of a hound:
To make a quivering movement with the tail and
body, while searching for the trail ; to feather.

1857 Kingsley Two V. Ago xviii, ' I thought they
beauties starns weren't flemishing for nowt.' Ibid., The
hounds have overrun the scent, and are back again, flem-

ishing about the plashed fence on the river brink.

Flemy, Flench, obs. ff. Phlegm y, Flinch.

Flench, flinch, flense (flenj, flinj, flens),w.

Also flence.fliiise. [a. Da.flense of same meaning;
the word with wider application is found in Norw.

v&flinsa, flunsa to flay, tear off.]

1. trans. To cut up and slice the fat from (a

whale or flayed seal); to slice (the blubber) from

the bones of the whale.
1814 Scott To Dk. Buccleugh 13 Aug. in Lockhart, The

Islesmen of Sanda were . . flinching . . the blubber to boil.

1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Keg. II. 29s Before a whale can

be flensed, as the operation of taking off the fat and whale-

bone is called. 1813 Manby Voy.Creenl. 65 For the pur-

pose of ' flinsing ' or stripping it of its blubber. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Flense.

2. To flay or skin (a seal) ; to strip off (the skin

of a seal).

1874 Markham Whaling Cruise ii. 33 The marvellous
rapidity, .with which our men would skin, or as it is termed,

'flinch' the beast [seal]. 1875 Capt. Gray in Buckland
Logbk. 312 The [seal] skins are then flenched, 1881

Leslie tr. Nordenskiold's Voy. Vega iii. 114 The hunter lies

to at an ice-floe to flense upon it a seal that has been shot.

Hence Flenching', Flensing* vbl. sb. ; also

Flencher, Fie user, one who flenches or flenses

whales.
1814 Scott Diary n Aug. in Lockhart, The crew . . with

their long flinching knives with which they cut up the

whales. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Keg. II. 299 The
flensers commence with the belly and under jaw. Ibid. II.

301 During the progress of the flensing. 1874 Markham
Whaling Cruise\v.soT\\ficu\.\.m%\i\iQr 'flinching' of the fish.

Flencli~gut,flens-gut. [f.prec.vb. + Gut.]

The place on board, usually the hold, where the

blubber of a whale, cut up in long slices, is stored

before barrelling ; also applied to the blubber itself.

x8o8 Jamieson, Flench-gut, the blubber of a whale laid

out in long slices, before being put into casks. x8ao

Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 304 When the flens-gut is

filled with blubber. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

Flenders, obs. form of Flinders.
Flene, obs. pa. pple. of Flay.
Flense, Plent, obs. ff. Fling, Flint.

Pleobotomie, obs. form of Phlebotomy.
Heoure, -owre, obs. Sc. ff. Flavour.

+ Flerd. Obs. Forms : 1 fleard, 3 fleerd, flerd.

[OK. fleard, app. cognate with the synonymous
ON. flxrd str. fem., though the vowels do not

regularly correspond.] Deceit, fraud, mockery.
nooo Lazv Northumb. Priests liv. (Thorpe 1840) 420 %[(

fri3-^eard si on hw<es lande abuton stan obbe treow, obbe
wille, obbe swilces senile fleard. * 1200 Ormin 7334 Crist

forrwerrpebb falls & flaerd. 1 mo Bestiary 452 So was
herodes fox and flerd.

Flere, flerye, obs. ff. Fleer.

t Flerk, v. Obs. Also 8 flirk. [Onomatopoeic ;

cf. flick, flirt, jerk.] intr. To make a jerking

movement. Hence Plerk sb.
}
a jerk. Plerking-

ppl. a., jerking, twitching.
1606 Sylvester Dit Bartas 11. iv. Tropheis 348 With

sudden flerk the fatale hemp lets goe The humming Flint.

<ri6ao Z. Boyd Zions Flowers (1855) 134 With sudden flerk

the hempe I'le nowe let goe. 1710 Land. Gas. No. 4768/4
Stolen.. Cart Mare.. Saddle Backed, and a flirking Tail.

rierry (fieri), p, trans. To split (slate). Also
intr. for refl. of the slate itself. Hence Plerry-
inff vbl. sb.

1865 J. T. F. Turner Slate Quarries 13 The better the
quality of the slate, the easier will it flerry, and also cleave.

Ibid., This peculiar operation is called ' denying'.

Flert, obs. form of Flirt.

Flesh (flej), sb. Forms: 1 fleesc, flsec, '2 flee,

flesce), 3 flaesce, fltt«(h, flexs(s, fless(e, 4 smith.

vlesse, 3-4 flea, flei(e)s, fle(y)hs, 4-5 fleisch,

3-5 fle(c;che, flesch(e, $ south, vlesche, (3flashe,

fleschs, 4 fleschsch), 3-6 flessh(e, (4 fleisshe .

4-6 fleshe, (6 fleash, flehsse, fleszhe, 9 dial.

flash\ 4- flesh. [Com. YVGer. and Scandinavian :

OE. flstsc str. neut. corresponds to OFris. fl&sk,

OS.flesk (Dn. vleesch", ORG. fleisc (MHG.vlcisch,
mod.Ger. fleisch), of the same meaning, ON. flesh

with shortened vowel (Sw. flask, Da., flesh), swine's

flesh, pork, bacon :—OTeut. *flaiskoz-, -iz- (or

possibly//-).
No satisfactory cognates have been discovered either in

Teut. or in the related langs. Some have supposed that

the specific Scandinavian sense, which exists in some Eng.
dialects where ON. influence is out of the question (see,

e.g., the West Cornwall Glossary), is the original meaning
of the word, and that the occasional OE. tormJfdfC repre-

sents the primary word elsewhere replaced by a derivative

with suffix sk-. On this hypothesis the word might be
related to OE. flicce, Flitch. But general analogy rather

indicates the priority of the wider sense found in Eng. and
German; and it is most likely that the OE. flxc is an
inaccurate spelling, or at most a dialectal phonetic alter-

ation, of the ordinary Jlxsc. The shortening of the OE.
long vowel before s followed by another cons, is normal.]

I. As a material substance.

1. The soft substance, esp. the muscular parts, of

an animal body ; that which covers the framework
of bones and is enclosed by the skin. Raw flesh :

that exposed by removal or fissure of the skin.

c 1000 ^Elfric Gen. ii. 23 Dis ys nu ban of minum banum
& flassc of minum fla-sce. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2089 Fugeles
sulen Si fleis to-teren. 1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. v. i.

(1495) 100 The heed hath lytill flessh and lytyll fatnesse.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 218 If he be strong & ful of
fleisch. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. in. i. 54, I am sure if he
forfaite, thou wilt not take his flesh. 161 1 Bible Lev. xHi.

10 If. .there be quicke raw flesh, a 1688 Blnyan Heavenly
Footman (18S6) 164 His. .sins, that stick as close to him as

the flesh sticks to the bones. 1750 Lady Euxborough
Lett, to Shenstone 13 May, One [wound] just above my
knee.. New flesh must grow there. 1819 Shelley Cenci
ill. i. 22 It. .eats into my sinews, and dissolves My flesh to

a pollution.

b. Often in connexion with or contrast to bone,

fell, or skin.

< 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiv. 39 Cast nsef \> flxsc & ban.

riiio Bestiary 136 His fel he Ser leted ; his fiesforScrepecS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 449 (Cott.) Spirit has nautherflesch

nebone. 138a Wvclif Le7'. ix. 11 The flesh forsothe, and
the skynne of it [calf J .. he brent. 0x400 Prymer (1891)

79 With skyn and fleschsches thou clothedest me. a 1577
Gascoigne Wks. (1587)36 To search between the fel and
the flesh for fardings. 16x1 Bible Ezek. xxxvii. 8 The
sinews and the flesh came vp vpon them [bones], and the

skin couered them aboue.

C. Flesh and fell: the whole substance of the

body; hence as quas'\~advb. phrase: entirely. (To
raise or rise) in flesh and fell, rarely in flesh and
bone : in bodily form. Cf. Fr. en chair et en os.

{Fair) offlesh and fell: in form and complexion.

Obs. exc. arch.

c xooo ^Elfric Exod. xxix. 14 J>a:s cealfes flxsc and fell.

.

bu baemst. 1*97 R. Glouc. (1724)287 He was .. vayr of

fless & felle. 01300 Cursor M. 26564 (Cott.) To rise in

flexss and ban. cxyj$ Lay Folks Mass Bk. tMS. B.) 223

Vp he rose in flesshe & felle bo thryd day. 01440 Sir
Eglam. 29 Crystyabelle, A feyre thynge of flesche and felle.

1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 24 The good yeares shall deuoure

them, flesh and fell. 1840 Browning Sordello n. 300 Men
burned Taurello's entire household, flesh and fell.

d. Proud flesh: the overgrowth of the granu-

lations which spring upon a wound. K\%ofig.
1S7* I'Vte Dodoens vi. Ixviii. 746 The same [oakgalls] doth

. . consume away superfluous and prowde fleshe. 1649
Lovelace Poems 28 The anger of her eye, Had wrought
some proud-flesh by it. x686W. H arris \x. Lemery's Course

Chym. (ed. 2) 171 This Sublimate .. eats proud flesh and
cleanses old Ulcers. 1848 Carpenter Anim. Rhys. 302 The
sprouting forth of a rapidly-growing tissue commonly known
as proud-flesh.

e. phr. To make one'sflesh creepy etc.

1717, 1840 [see Creep v. 6]. 1715 Ramsav Gent. Sheph.

1. i, A . . dream . . That gars my flesh a' creep yet with the

fright. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 252 A cold—
a creeping of the flesh—like that.

f. In, or with reference to, the liiblical phrase

a heart of flesh ', i.e. a heart capable of feeling,

opposed to ' a heart of stone \

1381 Wyclif Ezek. xxxvi. 26, I shal take awey a stonen

herte . . and I shal aeue to 30U an herte of fleshe. 1784

Cowper Task n. 8 There is no flesh in man's obdurate

heart. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/Isles vi. xxix, Are your hearts of

flesh or stone?

g. In euphemistic phrases with reference to

sexual intercourse.

01300 Cursor M. 2847 5 (Cott.) Wit womman knaun and
vnkend, I hauc my fles wit bam blend. 1611 Shaks. Wini.
T. iv. iv. 285 -She wold not exchange flesh with one that lou'd
her. 16*0 Ballad ' As I was ridinge' 18 in Fumiv. Percy
Folio (1867J App. 29.

h. To go after ox follow strangeflesh : a Bibli-

cal expression referring to unnatural crime.
138* Wyclif Jude 7 Sodom and Gomor . . goyng aftir

other flesch. 15x6 Tindale ibid., Folowed straunge flesshe

[similarly in the later versions].

2. transf. The soft pulpy substance of fruit, or a

plant; that part which is enclosed by the rind, and
encloses the core or kernel, esp. when eatable. So
Gr. trapf, L. caro, Fr. chair.
x573 Baret Ah>. F 649 Fleash, the substance vnder the

pille or rinde of herbs, &c. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbaeh's
Husb. 11. (1586) nob, Reedes for the most parte have no
fleshe at all. 167* Jossflyn New Eng. Rarities 57 The
seeds are black, the flesh or pulpe exceeding juicy. X779
Mrs. Boscawen in Mrs. Delany s Life fy Corr. Ser. 11. II.

489 The seeds are found in several parts of the flesh. 1846
Proc. Berw. Nat. Club 11. No. 14. 174 (Agaric) Flesh thiuk,

solid and firm. 1895 Seed Catal. (Potato) Flesh white,
fine and floury.

3. Put for : Quantity or excess of flesh ; hence,

plumpness, good condition, embonpoint, esp. in

phrases, to get, (fget oneself in), lose flesh', also

(To be) in flesh : in good condition, corpulent.

Cf. Fr. etre en chair.

1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 234 A beautefull Prince,

beginninge a littel to growe in flesh. 1592 Shaks. Rom. .y

Jul v. i. 84 Buy food, and get thy selfe in flesh. x6o8 Br.

Hall Char. Virtues ff V. 103 Hee is a slave to envie, and
loseth flesh with fretting. 1677 Holyoke Lot. Diet., To
get flesh, pinguesco. 1684 R. H. Sc/wol Recreal. 26 If he
be low of Flesh, .add a third part of clean old Beans. 1707
Loud. Gas. No. 4350/4 A bay Gelding, well in Flesh. 1757
Franklin Lett. Wks. 1887 II. 527, I .. have not yet quite

recovered my strength, flesh, or spirits. X76a Goldsm. Cit.

W. lxxi, The widow, being a little in flesh, as warmly pro-

tested against walking. X774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 452
Oxen that were in flesh and well fed. 1885 E. Garrett At
Any Cost ii. 27 Its [a face's] once noble outlines were blurred

by too much flesh.

4. The muscular tissue, or the tissues generally,

of animals, regarded as an article of food. Exc.

when otherwise defined by the context, always

understood as excluding fish (see Fish sb. 1
), and

in recent use primarily suggesting ' butchers' meat
',

not poultry, etc. (cf. 'fish, flesh, and fowl ').

Somewhat arch., the current word being meat

(it survives however in some northern dialects).

0800 Corpus Gloss. 2135 Viscera tosta, jebreded flaesc.

01154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 pa wass corn dxre & flee,

t 1205 Lay. 19693 Neo^er fkes na no fisc no nanes
cunnes dramc. ( izoo .S\ Eng. Leg. I. 12/374 To rosti ase

men doth fersch flesch. c 1400 Laufranc's Cirurg, 266

Sche schal drinke no wijn ne ete no fleisch. 1471 Present-

ments Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890)23 We desyer a remedy
of our buschers for sellynge of thar flech. 1562 3 Ad 5
Eliz. c. 5 § 11 No maner of person shall eate any Fleshe on
the same [Fishe] daye. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stujffe\1V%.

(Grosart) II. 273 The puffin that is halfe fish, halfe flesh.

1676 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 341 Not eat a bit of

flesh from Shrove Tuesday till Easter Pay. 173a Pope
Hot. Sat. 11. ii. 70 The stomach (.. a tomb of bod'd and
roast, and flesh and fish). 177a Johnson Lett, to Mrs.
Thrale 19 Oct., Flesh is likewise very dear. 1802 Fosbrookk
Brit. Monachism (1843) 7° Neither do they eat of fat or

flesh.

b. With the name of the animal or other defin-

ing word attached ; also fin //. to signify what is

derived from various animals.
<-8«5 Vesp. Psalter xlix. [I. J 13 Ah ic eotu flesc ferra.

c\**fiGcn. #f Ex. 1013 Bred, kalues fleis, and ftures bred.

c 1330 K. Brunnk Chron. (1810) 175 pe comon of be oste

bouht |>am hors flesch, Or mules or assis roste. i486 Bk.

St. Albans C j b, Thees sayd fleshes bene goode to mewe
an hawke. 1528 Paynel Saterne Regim. E ij b, Goottis

fleshe.. oxe fleshe.. be melancolye fleshes. 1685?. Henry
Diaries fy Lett. (1882) 341, I am careful w l I eat, not Fishes

& Fleshes. 1865 Baring Gould Werc-wotves xv. 264 When
a wolf has once tasted human flesh, he desires to taste it

again

.

t 0. phr. Neither flesh nor fish : neither one

thing nor the other. Cf. Fish sb. 4 c. Obs.

1518 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 117 Wone that is nether flesshe

nor fisshe, At alt tymes a commen Iyer. 1661 Baxter
Mor. Prognost. 1. xciii. 22 Men of no Zeal, neither Flesh

nor Fish.

d. Strange flesh : unusual or loathsome food.

rare.
Perh. an echo of the Biblical use Jude 7, though the

meaning is different (see 1 h).

1606 Shaks. Ant. ft CI. \. iv. 67 On the Alpes, It is re-

ported thou did'st eate strange flesh. 18x9 Shelley Cenci

111. i. 48 Beatrice .. whom her father .. pens up naked in

damp cells., and starves her there, Till she will eat strange

flesh.

t e. collect. Cattle intended for food. Obs.

16. . Robin Hood ff Butcher 16 in Fumiv. Percy Folio I.

20 A proud butcher Came driving flesh by the way. 1709

Strype Ann. Ref. I. xvi. 109 That no butcher should kdl

flesh, upon pain of a great fine,

+ f. (See quot.) Obs.

1569 in J. Mackenzie Gen. Grievances Orkney % Shetland

17 Item, the Comptare charges him with the third of the

flesh of the Bishoprick of Orknay. 1859 Oppress. i6thC. in

Orkney <y Zetland Gloss., Flesh, Rent paid in Cattle,

generally estimated by Weight, 15 Meils = an ox, 10 Meils

— a cow, 4 Meils = a sheep.



FLESH.

6. The visible surface of the body, with reference

to its colour or appearance. Cf. Flesh-colouk.
1606 Shaks. Ant. a> CI. I. ii. 17 Sooth. You shall be yet

farre fairer then you are. Char. He meanes in flesh. 1657
Lust's Dominion 1. ii. 9 Although my flesh be tawny, in my
veines, Runs blood as red, as royal, as the best, .in Spain.

b. ellipt. forflesh-colour.
185a Meanderings 0/ Mem. I. 157 Air coloured, scarcely

carnate, or a flesh. 188a Garden 14 Oct. 341/1 The names
of the best varieties, .are. .Perfection, flesh.

6. Short forflesh- side (of a skin); see 13.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 378 It [the leather] is then . . slicked
upon the flesh with a broad smooth lump of glass. 1851
Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 443 The skin is 'split '. .into two
portions. That known as the ' grain '

. . The other portion,
the 'flesh'. 1870 Eng. Mech.w Feb. 534/2 Oil them [skins],

flesh and grain.

II. Extended and figurative uses (chiefly of
Biblical origin).

7. One's {ozon) flesh : one's near kindred or de-
scendants. Now rare exc. in Flesh and blood.
Also, one flesh: said (after Gen. ii. 24, 1 Cor. vi.

16) of husband and wife to express the closeness

of the relation created by marriage.
c 1000 jElfric Gen. xxxvii. 27 He ys ure brobor & ure flaisc.

C1300 I/arrow. Hell 196 Mi leve moder wes Boren and
shaped of thi fleyhs. 1382 Wvclif Isa. Iviii. 7 Thi flesh
thou shalt not despise. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 1.1580) 71
Your grace, lackyng twoo suche portions of your owne
fleshe [your two sons], i$55 Eden Decades Pref. to Rdr.
(Arb.) 50 Owre brootherne, owre flesshe, & owre bones.
1694 Congreve Double Dealer 11. i, Marriage makes man
and wife one flesh. 1819 Shklley Cenci 1. iii. 104 What, if

we . . were his own flesh, His children and his wife 1

8. That which has corporeal life. Allflesh, + each

flesh (omnis caro, Vulg. = Hebraistic Gr. iraera

cap£); all animals; in narrower sense, all man-
kind. So + Noflesh : nobody on earth, y A piece

offlesh : a human being, sample of humanity.
c \ooo Ags. Ps.cxxxv[i], 26 He eac afedeo" ftecsea ae^hwylc.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke iii. 6 NAz flaisc ^esihS godes haele.

C1250 Gen. fy Ex. 591 Do was ile fleis on wer|l]de sla3en.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxliv. 21 Blisse sal alle flesche with-
al Unto hali name es hisse. , 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. II.

400 But 3if bes dates shulen be abreggid ber shulde not
be saved ech fleish. C1450 tr. De Imitatione in. Ixii, pou
art flesshe and non aungell. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xvii. 5
Cursed be the man . . that taketh flesh for his arme. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado iv. ii. 85 As pretty a peece of flesh as any
in Messina. 1611 Bible Dan. ii. n The gods, whose dwell-
ing is not with flesh. 1630 Prynnk Anti-Armin. 124 What
flesh, what person could be saued? a 163*1'. Taylor God's
Judgem. 1. ii. xli. (1642) 367 Julius Cesar, one of the most
. .valiant pieces of flesh that ever was. 1662-3 Pepys Diary
17 Feb., He had a great secret to tell me, such as no flesh
knew but himself. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 195 All flesh
died. 1847 Emerson AV/n Men, Plato Wks. (Bohnj I. 297
He. .visits worlds which flesh cannot enter.

0. The physical or material frame of man ; the
body. Obs. exc. in Biblical allusions. + To befree
of one'sflesh : to expose oneself boldly in battle.
In the 16th c. versions of the Apostles' Creed the earlier

expression 'the resurrection of \hs flesh' {= resurrectio
carnis) was changed to ' the resurrection of the body '

Beowulf 4840 No bon lange wa:s feorh a^belinges flaisce
bewunden. £-1175 Lamb. Horn. 63 Gif . . to be flesce scrud
and cla5. ia.. Creed in Ret. Ant. I 282 Hie hleve in ..

arysnesse of flesse & eche lif. 01300 Cursor M. 22785
(Gtitt.) pat ilke flesh bat we haue nu, ban sal we haue.
( 1400 Prymer (1891) 78 In my fleysch y schal se god my
saueour. < 1500 Melusine xxxvi. 250 He deffended vygour-
ously his flesshe. 1556 Aurelio <$• /sab (1608) E viij, The
grete colde penetrethe youre delicat fleshes 1607 Marston
What you will v, A true magnanimous spirit should . . with
his own flesh dead his flesh. 1634 Habington Castara
(Arb.) 133 My frighted flesh trembles to dust. 1714 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 132 They, .were as free of their flesh
as we.

b. In {the) flesh : in a bodily form, in a cor-
poreal nature or state; also, in life, living. After
theflesh : in bodily appearance or likeness.
138a Wycltf 2 Cor. v. 16 If we knowen Crist vp [1388 aftir]

the fleisch [Tindale 15*6 after the flehsse. Similarly in
later versions]. 138a — Phil. i. 23 For to be with Crist, it

is moche more bettere; forsoth for to dwelle in fleisch, it is

nedeful for 3ou. 1:1449 Pecock Repr, 1. xv. 83 That we
schulen rise in fleisch aftir oure deetb. 1651 Hobbes Leznath.
in. xlii. 273 To preach Christ come in the flesh. 1737 De
Foe Hist. Appar. i. (1840) 14 St. Paul, .did speak there of
seeing Christ in the flesh. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. vi,

The minutes passing on, and no Mrs. W. in the flesh ap-
pearing. 1874 Morley Compromise

I 1886) 162 We all know
in the flesh liberal catholics and latitudinarian protestants,
who [etc].

c. The body (of Christ) regarded as spiritually
* eaten' by believers; also applied mystically to
the bread in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vi. 55. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 97

pat husel be $e understonden is his holi fleis and his blod.
01300 Cursor M. 15234 (Gott.t Takes and ete of bis bredd,
for flesse ban es it mine, .1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks.
II. no j$if 5e eeten be fleish of mannis sone, and drynke
his blood. 1558 Br. White Serm. in Strype Ecct. Mem. III.
App. Ixxxi. 279 Adore the same flesh in substance. 1651
C. Cartwricht Cert. Relig. 1. 59 Saint Remigius &c. affirme
the flesh of Christ to be in the Sacrament. 1875 Hymns
A

.
.5- M., Now, my tongue ' iv, True bread He maketh By

His Word His Flesh to be.

t d. As a profane oath, GoiVsflesh ! Hence in

1 7-1 8th c. in ejaculations, as Flesh! Flesh and
fire! Cf. Odds-flesh. Obs.

136a Langl. P. PI, A. xi. 2i2 Godis flessh & his fet & hise

315

fyue woundls Arn more in his mynde ban be memorie of his
foundours. 169$ Congreve Love/or L. in. xv, Flesh, you
don't think I'm false-hearted, like a Land-Man. 1701 Cibber
Love Makes Man 11. i, Flesh and Fire ! do but speak to
her, Man. 17B8 Vanbr. & Cm. Pro-v. Husb. 1. i. 29 Flesh !

I thought we should never ha' got hither !

10. The animal or physical nature of man ;

human nature as subject to corporeal necessities
and limitations.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 41 Witudlice se gast is hrasd,

and bxt flsesc ys untrum. a iaas Ancr. R. 132 Ine bitter-
nesse of flesche, bereo Godes rode, c 1300 Bekel 259 The
here he dude next his liche, his flesches maister to beo. C1384
Chaucer //. Fame 1. 49 Put that our flessh ne hath no
myght To understond hyt aryght. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
iv. 59 Hit is bote frelete of flesch. I5a6 Pilgr. Perfl^W.de
W. 1531) 8 b, They must despyse . . all delectacyons of the
flesshe. 1559 Mirr. Mag., jack Cade iv, Flesh is soft And
yeldes it selfe to pleasure that it loueth. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
in. i. 63 The Heart-ake, and the thousand Naturall shockes
That Flesh is heyre too. 1634 Hahington' Castara (Arb.)
129 Flesh is loath By meditation to fore see How [etc.].

1853 Kingsi.ly Hypatia xxx, But though she had found
trouble in the flesh, her spirit knew none. 1883 Froude
Short Stud. IV. 1. iii. 40 The archbishop retired to his see
to afflict his flesh with public austerities.

b. In expressions relating to the Incarnation.
The days of hisflesh : the period of his earthly life.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 14 past word wss flajsc 3eworden.
< 1200 Ormin 19201, & Godess Word iss makedd flajsh.

a laso Orison our Lord 6 in O. E. Misc. 139 J>i goddede
wes ihud in fleysse. ^1300 Cursor M. 14342 (Cott.t, I haf
tan flexs emang mine aim. 138a Wyclif Heb. v. 7 The
which in the dayes of his fleisch offringe preieris and
bisechingis to God. 164a Rogers Naaman 2 Our Lord
Jesus himselfe all the daies of his abasement and flesh
endured them.

11. The sensual appetites and inclinations as
antagonistic to the nobler elements of human nature.

In theological language (after St. Paul's use of
<rap£) applied more widely to the depraved nature
of man in its conflict with the promptings of the
Spirit. Sins of theflesh ; esp. those of unchastity.
triaoo Vices fy Virtues (1888) 23 And fol^eS hire flesches

wille. 1x1300 Cursor M. 10103 (Cott.! Ic am. .wit thrin fas

bi-thrett, bis werld, my fleche, be warlau als, 138a Wyci.ie
Rom. viii. 8 Tliei that ben in fleisch, mown not plese to God.
^1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 1*279 If bat a man wibstonde .. be
firste entisynges of his fleisshe. C1500 AVtw Not-br. Mayd
237 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. it The devyll, his flesshe, The
woilde all fresshe. Provoke hym day and nyght. 164a
Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. v. ix. 391, I know what Flesh will

object. 11x739 Clarke Serm. 1 Cor. xiii. 3 Wks. (1738)
xlviii. 300 Disapproving the opinions of those whom a man
sincerely thinks to be in the wrong, is not a work of the
Flesh. 1833 Shelley Hellas 156 By. . conquering penance
of the mutinous flesh. 1883 Fakrar Early Chr. II. 423
Things which tend to the gratification of the flesh.

III. attrib, and Comb.
12. General relations : a. simple attrib. (sense 1),

as ^flesh-budget, -bunch, burden, -frame, -pimple,

-pistol {fig- ot a person), -rind, -stuff', (sense 41. as

iflesh-ax, + broth, -diet, \-kind, f -kit, f -market,
meal, f -pie, -provision, f -stall, t -victual; (sense

5), as flesh-tint; (sense 9), as* flesh-kinsman;
(sense 10, n\ asflesh-delight, -lust.

1434 in Kennett Par. Antiq. (1818) II. 255 Et in magna
secure vocat. *fleschaxe xv. den. 1676 Wiseman Surgery
11. xii. 204 Her Leg being extreamly emaciated . . I advised
the bathing it with *Flesh-broth. 159a Nashe /'. Penilesse
Wks. (Grosart) II. 72 That surfit-swolne Churles .. might
bee constrained to carrie their 'flesh budgets from place to
place on foote. 1841 Browning Pippa Introd. 90 Plump as
the *flesh-bunch on some Turk bird's poll. 1605 Sylvester
tr. Nove's Profit Imprisomn. 627 Here below this fraile

*flesh-burden tyes him. Ibid. 218 Mid the *flesh-delights
to rust in idle ease. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments 1. vi. vi. § 5
Acidity in the Infant may be cur'd by a *Flesh-Diet in the
Nurse. 1839 Bailey Festus xix. (1848) 210 Some, that Christ
Received His *flesh-frame of the elements, i860 Farhar
Grig. Lang. vi. 130 Language is the * flesh-garment ofthought.
171a W. Rogers Voy. 357 A good Quantity of Bread and
Sweetmeats . . but little of * Flesh-kind, c 1300 Cursor M.
20068 (Edin.) Iohan bat was his *fles kinseman. 1575 Rich-
mond. /Kf//s(Surtees)255, I

* fleshe kytt, ij
d

. a 1300 Cursor
M. i7227(G6tt.>Mi *fless lust to fulfill. 1535 Coverdale iCor.
x. 25 What soeuer is solde in the *fleshrnarket that eate.

1766 Wesley yrnl. 13 June, I began preaching in the flesh-

market. 1748 Anson's Voy. in.ii. 313 Instead of one reason-
able *flesh-meal, they were now scarcely satisfied with
three. 16x6-61 Holyday Persius 336 I'm pleas'd now Upon
the people to bestow a doal Of oile and *flesh-pies. 1587
Mascall Got't. Cat/ell 1. (1653) 13 Barbes, which., will
grow and hang like *flesh-pimples under his tongue. 1608
Machin Dumb Knight in. in Hazl. Dodsley X. 164 My
noble fvelock of a *flesh pistol. 1795 Burke On Scarcity
Wks. VII. 411 Another cause, .tended to produce a scarcity
in *flesh provision. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart)
IV. 173 It had stript his soule foorth of his *fleshe rinde.

14.. Medulla in Cath. Angl. 135 note, Laniatorium, a
*fflessh stal. 1855 Browning By the Fireside xxiv, Your
soul . . Piercing its fine *flesh-stuff. 1838 Dickens Nich.
Nick, x, A bright salmon *flesh-tint. 1563-3 Act 5 Eliz.
c. 5 § 11 In sparing and encrease of *Fleshe Victuall of this
Realme.

b. objective, as flesh-cater, -former, -maker,
-pleaser, f -tawer

i + -vourer sbs. ; flesh-pleasing
vbl. sb. ; flesh-amazing, -consuming, -devouring,
-eating, -enraging, -mangling, -pleasing, f -tawing,
-transpiercing ppl. adjs.

1679 Keach Glorious Lover n. v. 285 Hark ! dost not hear
that *flesh-amazing cry? 1603 J. Davies Microcosmos
(Grosart) 63 1 Streight away they weare . .With "flesh-con-
suming fleshly fraile delight. 1609 — Holy Roode (.Grosart;

FLESH.
22/1 The Monster *Flesh-deuouring Death. 1616 J. Lane
Contn. Sor/s T. x. 433 Not Diomedes horse ('fleshe eatr of
men) had e'ar th'obedience this atchiv'd o're them. 1862
H. Spencer I-'irst Princ. u. xiv. § 110 (1875) 315 Among
animals the flesh-eaters cannot exist without the plant-eaters.
159a Nashe P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) It. 73 We are such
*flesh-eating Saracens, a 1618 J. Davies Wittespilgrimage
(Grosart) 39/2 * Flesh-enraging Lust. 1873 E. Smith Foods
6 The division of foods into the two great classes of "flesh-
formers and heat-generators. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11.

Eij b, Callynge bothe hym & his masmongers pulpiftces
that is to saye, "fleshe-makers. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab viii.

179 The *flesh-mang!ing scourge. 1586 Whetstone Eng.
Mirror 63 One of these *fleshpleasers was the heretique
Corinthius. 1647 Trapp Comm. Epist. 176 His watchful!
soul, displeased deeply with that "flesh-pleasing force. 1677
Horneck Gt. Law Consid. iv. (1704) 128 He. .is enticed to
idleness, to "flesh-pleasing. £1050 Suppi. /Elfrk's Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 180 Lanio, uel lanista, uel cetrnifex ..

fla:ctawere [sic MS.]. 1609 J. Davies Holy Roode (Grosart)
ir/i On his virgin skin . ."Flesh-tawing Whips engrosse the
deeds of Hate ! Ibid. 13, 1 "Flesh-transpiercing Thornes.
1533 Tindale Supper of Lord Cv, Thys carnall * fleshe
vuwerer and fleshly Jewe.

C. instrumental, etc., as flesh-clogged, -clouded,

-freed, -gorged, -manured, -smelling.
1847 Craig, 'Flesh-clogged. 1869 W. P. Mackav Grace A-

Truth 215 This will ever be. .the lunging of my nYsh-clogged
soul. 1647 H. More Cupids Conflict Ix, Earthly mind* .

.

Discern not this "flesh-clnuded Deity. c 1599 Sylvlstkh
Epit. Death />'. Nicolson Wks. (Grosart) II. 339/1 Friends. .

Whose *flesh-freed Souls are henceforth free from sinning.
1878 Browning J. a Saisiaz 437 A touch . . lifts his spirit

where, flesh-freed, Knowledge shall be rightly named so.

1804 J. Grahame Sabbath (1808) 45 The croak of
v
flesh-

gorged ravens. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. iGrosart) IV.

94 A newe storie of "flesh-manured earth haue they cast
vpon it. i6a7 May Lucan vi. (1635) K vij b, Their ashy
garments, and "flesh-smelling coales.

d. similative, as flesh-like adj.; flesh -pink, -red
adj. and quasi-sb. Also Flesh-coloi'HKD a.

155a HiLOET, * Fleshlike .. carnarius. 1653 Walton
Angler 166 Carps have .. apiece of flesh-like-fish in their
mouth like a tongue. 188a Garden 17 June 432/1 In colour
it is a beautiful "flesh-pink. 1819 Children Chem. Anal.
380 A faint *flesh red colour. 1843 Portlock Geol. 219
Crystals, .of a yellowish-white or light flesh-red.

13. Special comb. : flesh-bag [slang), a shirt

;

f flesh-baste v. (see quot. 161 1) ; also (after

Uastk v.3) to beat about the body; flesh-beam
—fleshing-beam; flesh-bird, one that lives upon
flesh; a carnivorous bird; -\ flesh-board, ? =
fleshing board

; f flesh-brand, a mark burnt
into the flesh ; hence + flesh-branded pa. pple.

;

t flesh-bred a., thoroughly trained (in crime
1

;

f flesh-broker, slang (see quots.) ; so + flesh-

brokery ; flesh-brush, a brush used for rubbing
the surface of the body, in order to excite the cir-

culation
; f flesh-company, sexual intercourse;

j* flesh-crook, ? akind of fork with hooked prongs ;

cf. Flesh-hook ; flesh-crow, a dialect name for

the carrion crow ( Corvus corone)
; + flesh-day,

a day on which flesh may be eaten; + flesh-

dresser, ? applied to the beadle who flogged pros-

titutes ; flesh-fallen a., emaciated
;
fflesh-father,

a father ' after the flesh ', an earthly father ; flesh-

flea, the chigoe, Sarcofsylla penetrans {Cent.

Diet.)
; f flesh-fonding, the act of gratifying

fleshly appetites or desires ; flesh-fork, a fork

for removing meat from the pot; flesh-germ,

a synonym of Sarcophyte (Syd. See. Lex. 1SS4) ;

flesh-glove, a glove used to stimulate the cir-

culation by rubbing the flesh
; f flesh - glue ^

Sakcocolla ; + flesh-hold, flesh enough to be
held with the teeth; flesh-juice, 'the reddish,

acid liquid which is contained in dead muscle*
(Syd. Soe. I ex. 1884) ; flesh-knife = fleshing-

knife ; f flesh-leech, a physician for the body

;

T flesh-marked pa. pple., having a mark on the

body (cf. flesh-branded) ; flesh-quake [after the

analogy of Earthquake], a trembling of the body ;

flesh side, the side of a skin that was nearest

the flesh (see 6); 'the rough side of a leather

belt ' (Lockwood)
; + flesh-spades {humorous), the

finger-nails
; + flesh-string, a muscle ; f flesh-

tailor, humorously, one who sews up wounds ; a
surgeon ; flesh-taster, an officer appointed to test

the wholesomeness of meat ; + fleshtimber,
corporeal matter

; f flesh-time, a time when flesh

may be eaten ; flesh-traffic, ' the slave trade

'

(Adm. Smyth) ; flesh-wound, a wound that does

not extend beyond the flesh.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., *Flesh-bag, a shirt. i8ao

London Mag. I. 29 They are often without a flesh-bag^ to

their backs. 161 1 Cotgr., Glaccr . . to *flesh-bast, or stitch

downe the lyning of a garment, thereby to keepe it from
sagging. 1639 Shirley Maid's Ret: iv. ii, We were going
to "flesh-baste one another. 1796 Coleridge To Yng.
Man of Fortune Poems (1663) 263 O'er his uncoffined

limbs The flocking *flesh-birds screamed. 1411 Notting-

ham Rec. II. 86, j. "fleschbord. 1646 Gaule Cases Consc.

105 Whether all Witches have Corporall Maikes, or dia-

boltcall "Flesh-brands. 167s Lond. Gaz. No. 999/4 A
Chesnut Sorrel Gelding .. with I. S. "flesh branded on the

Shoulder. 1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 804

A fe low "flesh bred in murther before time. 01700 B. E.
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Diet. Cant. Crew, *Flesh-broker, a Match-maker ; also a
Bawd. Ibid., Spiritualflesh-broker, a Parson, a 1643 W.
Cartwright Ordinary v. iv. (1651) 86 She .. that is So
expert grown in this *flesh Brokery. 1704 F. Fuller Med.
Gymn. (17181 197 Chafing of the Skin, or . . the Use of the
* Flesh-Brush. 1884 Cassell's Family Mag. Feb. 143/2 Fric-

tion with rough towels and flesh-brush. 1522 World fy Child
in Hazl. Dodsley I. 27^ The Son of God sickerly Took flesh

and blood of the Virgin Mary, Without touching of man's
-flesh-company. 1465 Reg. Gild Corp. Chr. York (1872)205

Et j fustinula vocata *fleschcroke. 1576 E. Johnson in

Durham Depos. (Surtees) 312 If ther were a hundrethe
devils of hell . . with fleshe croks in their hands . .he wold run
throughe them all to hir. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names
Brit. Birds 82 Carrion Crow (Corvus corone\ so called from
the bird's habit of feeding on the flesh of dead animals

;

whence also..*Flesh crow. C1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ,
Ord. (1700) 429 Tempur horn, on fyssheday wyth wyn, and
on *flesheday with broth of flesh. 1 584 5 Act 27 Eli's,

c. ir § 4 To utter and sell all maner of Sea Fish upon
any Flesh Daye in the Weeke. 1674 Josselyn Voy. New
Etig. 13 Three flesh dayes in the week. 1620 Melton
Astrolog. 32 Tom Todd and his fellow *flesh-dressers. 1876
Tennyson Harold \. i, Am I not Work-wan, *flesh-fallen?

1876 Whitby Gloss., Flesh-fallen, bodily pined. 13..

Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxii. 240 ^e hedde bobe
on *flesch-fadur. 1558 Grimai.de Cicero's Offices Prcf. to

Rdr., In ryotting and banketing or in outragious *flesh-

fondinges. 1662 South Serm. (1823) I. 109 To scour the

*flesh-forks. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh, Word-bk., Flesh-

fork, a long, two-pronged iron fork for getting up meat out
of a pot or caldron. 1818 Sporting Mag. II. 225 Rubbing .

.

my body, .with the mohair *flesh-glove. 1659 Rowbotham
Gate Lang. Unl. xi. § 124 Frankincense, mastick, rosin,

*flesh-glue are the juices and gums of certain trees. 1621

Sanderson 12 Serm. (1637) 369 There was *flesh-hould

enough for the riming Satyrists .. whereon to fasten the
sorest and the strongest teeth they had. 1881 Leicestersh.

Gloss., * Flesh-knife, the knife used by tanners to scrape or
pare the flesh from the hide on the ' fleshing-beam '. c 1340
Cursor M. 27382 (Fairf.) Ri}t as *flesshe leche salle dele

wib diuerse saluis to saris hele. 1682 Lond. Gaz.No. 1723/4
A large bay Nag. .*Flesh-markt on the off Shoulder. 1631

B. Jonson New Inne To himselfe 6 They may, blood-shaken
then, Feel such a *flesh-quake to possesse their powers, As
they shall cry like ours. 18x0 I,. Hunt Indicator No. 26

(1822* I. 20 1 The fever of the soul, -renders us liable to our
most terrible 'flesh-quakes'. 1630 Charter in Maitland Hist.

Edin. iv. (1753*298 That none of the Trade presume to brock
sheep-skins on the Rim or * Flesh-side. 179a J. Belknap
Hist. New-Hampshire III. 159 Skins, .with the flesh sides

together. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xt. viii, The injury
done to the beauty of her husband by the *flesh-spades of
Mrs. Honour. 1587 Golding De Mornay xiv. 225 Wee see

in mans body, agreate nomber of sine wes,*Fleshst rings, and
knitters. 1633 Ford "/'is Pity m. vii, Here's a stitch fallen

in my guts; oh for a *flesh-tailor quickly. 1766 Entick
London IV. 403 Four aleconners, and four *flesh-tasters.

i860 W. White All round Wrekin xx. (ed. a. 195 The
'hardware village', as folk called it [Birmingham], with, .an
ale-taster and a flesh-taster among its functionaries, a 1225
Leg. A'ath. 1188 Nes nawt iteiet to be treo ber he deide
upon, to drahen, buten *fleschtimber. . 1450 Holland
Hcnvlat 696 In "flesche tyme, quhen the fische war away
flemyt. 1611 Cotcb., Chamaut, flesh-time, a 1674 Claren-
don Hist. Feb. xiv. '1704) III. 397 Poor Wogan . . receiv'd

upon a Party an ordinary *flesh wound. 1856 Kane A ret.

Expi. I. xxix. 398, I hit . . one of our dogs, .luckily a flesh-

wound only.

Flesh (flej), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To reward (a hawk, or hound) with a

portion of the flesh of the game killed, in order to

excite his eagerness in the chase. Hence in wider

sense, to render (an animal) eager for prey by the

taste of blood.
1530 Palsgr. 551/2 Flesshe, as we do an hounde, whan

we gyve him any parte of a wylde beest to encourage hym
to ronne wel. 1576 Turherv. Venerie 131 Those rewardes
. .will much better flesh and encourage the houndes. 1609
Holland Amm. Marcell. xxvin. xiii. 346 Ravening foules

made more cruell and eagre with the tast of bloud that had
so fleshed them. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 4 An old
bitten cur, that being fleshed to the game, will not be
staved off. a 1743 Savage Valentine's Day 7 No crocodile
there flesh 'd with prey appears. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.

(1779) I. viii. 70 Before they had fleshed the hounds, he
recollected himself.

2. trans/, and Jig. a. To initiate in or inure to

bloodshed or warfare.

1530 Palsg. 416/2 He his fleshed and accustomed to
kyll men lyke shepe. ai6ti Forman Diary 8 Simon
would not shrink for a bluddi nose with any boye, for he
was then thorowly fleshed. 1646 Sir J. Temple Irish
Kebetl. 86 Flesht and blooded in the slaughter of many
thousands of the English nation. 1704 J. Blair in W. S.

Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Coll. Ch. I. 110 Soldiers well
fleshed in blood, .can't endure to be reduced to private life

again. 1826 E. Irving Babylon I. 11. 143 France.. had
been well fleshed in the work of blood by maiming and
wounding herself. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) II. iv. 41
He fleshed his troops by indulging them with enterprises
against the enemy's posts.

f b- Hence, To initiate in, inure or habituate to

any practice ; to render inveterate, harden (in wrong
doing). Also, to render (errors or vices) inveterate.

1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. \\\. xv. (1591^ 123 To theende
that the souldiers. .might be enured and fleshed in ciuill

spoile. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. vi. 52 When he is once
fleshed to trie Pressc.He sends forth thraues of Ballads
to the sale, 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. xiL 153 Were
not this a mere method of fleshing men in leudness

and wickedness, 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. x. 53 Vet
others [Errors] are so flesht in us, that they maintain their

interest upon the deceptibihty of our decayed Nature.

1704 Swift T. Tub Wks. 1760 1. 53 Fleshed at these smaller

sports, like voung wolves, they grew up in time to be
nimble.

316

C. To inflame the ardour, rage, or cupidity of

(a person) by a foretaste of success or gratification

(cf.flush) ; to incite, animate. ? Ops.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 28 Being fiesshid

and animatid as he was bi his tutors preamble. ?ci6oo
Distracted Emp. v. i. in Bullen O. PL III. 242 There is no
devyll in me..That could have flesht me to thy violent

deathe. 1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. vm. iv, The
Israelites were so fleshed with their former victorie, that

now they think no walls.. can stand before them. 1660

T. M. Hist. Independ. iv. 56 The newes of this victory so

fleshed our bloodhounds that they began to boast above
measure. 1671 Shadwf.ll Humourist iv, This. .Bully.

.

was flesh'd, and would needs show his valour upon my
shoulders. 1700 Dryden Fables, Ajax <$* Ulysses 137 Him,
flesh'd with slaughter, and with conquest crown'd.

3. To plunge (a weapon, etc.) into the flesh. Also
(originally with allusion to 1 or 2 a';, Toflesh ones
(maiden, virgin) szvord: to use it for the first time

upon flesh, to fight one's first battle.

1590 Marlowe 2nd Ft. Tamburl. iv. i, He . . Beats down
our foes, to flesh our taintless swords. 1597 Shaks, 2 Hen. /V

t

iv. v. 133 The wilde Dogge Shall flesh his tooth in euery
Innocent. 1622 Dekker Virg. Martir 1. Wks, 1873 IV. 8

Antonius, so well hath flesh'd his maiden sword. 17*5 Pope
Odyss. xx. 461 Impatient strait to flesh his virgin-sword.

1866 Cornh. Mag. May 630 These rude retainers, .some-

times finish by fleshing their knives to the haft in each
other. 1867 F. Francis Angling iv. (1880) 113 The barbs

of the hooks not being fleshed in them.

b. trans/. z.nc\flg.

a 159a Greene Selimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 231 To see the

brethren disinherited, To flesh their anger one vpon
another. 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. iv. 575 [He] flesht

his Courage first in Saxon Blood. 1814 Byron Corsair 11.

j. 17 All.. seek To flesh their glowing valour on the Greek.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. i, Clerks have been in the habit

of fleshing their wit upon it. 1870 Lowell A ntong my Bks.

Ser. 1. (1873) 372 The poor youth, just fleshing his maiden
pen in criticism.

c. To gratify (lust or destructive rage).

1601 Shaks. All's Well iv. iii. 19 This night he fleshes his

will in the spoyle of her honour. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.

Iii, He intended to. .break into Butler's peaceful habitation,

and flesh at once his appetite. for plunder and revenge.

4. To clothe (a skeleton) with flesh ; to embody
in flesh. Also with out, over. Chiefly _/*£".

rt 1661 Fuller Worthies i. (1662) 2 This bare Sceleton of

Time, Place, and Person must be fleshed with some
pleasant passages. 1862 ^V. Brit. Rev. May, 519 The
strong imagination has difficulty enough to get fleshed, .so

as to dwell in common human forms. 1879 Blackw. Mag.
Aug. 212 The making of man—a skeleton gradually fleshed

over. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake xi, A dainty bit of

..word-painting, fleshed out and rendered thinkable.

f b. To make fleshy ; to fatten. Obs,

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 115 To restore and well

Flesh them, they commonly gave them Hogs Flesh. 1682

^nd Pleafor Nonconformists 16 The Rooks, the Informers,

..hope to flesh themselves by picking the bones of the

Nonconformists.

fig. a 1627 Middleton Spanish Gipsy iv, Flesh me with

gold, fat me with silver.

5. Leather-manu/. To remove the adhering

flesh from fa skin or hide).

1777 [see Fleshimg 2]. 1880 Times 27 Sept. 12/6 Un-
hairing, fleshing, and scudding all kinds of skins. 1885 A.

Watt Leather Manuf. x. 120 After the hair is removed the

hides are fleshed.

6. To paint flesh-colour.

1861 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 209/1 For colour-

ing we [photographers] charge 3d more. .We flesh the face

. .and blue the coat and colour the tablecloth.

Flesh and blood.
1. Used as representing the material of which
man's physical frame is composed ; the body. In

flesh and blood', in a bodily form, or in a living

form. To takeflesh and blood : to become incarnate.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 11 He maked his son to

take fleisse and blode. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 11. 153

Whanne hit hadde of be [foldc] flesch and blod ytake.

1509 Pari. Devylles Ixxii, L.toke flesshe and blode a

mayde within. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 186, I would see

his own person in flesh and blood. 1874 Blackif. Self-Cult.

39 A student ought to be . .careful about . . the sound condi-

tion of his flesh and blood.

fie. 1861 O'Curry Led. MS. Materials 153 A skeleton,

to be at some future time clothed with flesh and blood.

b. Mankind ; an individual man or men. Also

predicatively To be flesh and blood: to be human,
have human feelings or weaknesses.

. 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvi. 17 HitJ>e ne onwreah flsesc

ne blod. 1601 Shaks. Airs Weill, iii. 38 A wicked crea-

ture, as you and all flesh and blood are. 1636 Massinger
Gt. Dk. Florence it. iii, I am flesh and blood, and have
affections Like other men, 1694 Congjteve Double Dealer
I. i, Maskwell is flesh and blood at best. 1832 Blackiv.

Mag. July 61/2 British flesh and blood were sacrificed

to the theories of cold-blooded political economists. 1874

L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. x. 346 Our grand-

fathers were human beings.. in Walpole's pages they are

stili living flesh and blood.

c. Humannature with itsemotionsand infirmities.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione m. xxx. My god, lete not flesshe

and blode ouercome me. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i.

II. Imposture 484 Heer I conceive that flesh and bloud will

brangle. 1681 Dryden Abs. <r Achit. 96 And what was
harder yet to flesh and blood, Their gods disgraced. 1714
Pope Fpil. Rowe's Jane Shore 47 A piece of failing flesh

and blood. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. vii, There are

certain things which flesh and blood cannot bear.

d. attrib. or adj. Having actual human existence.

1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, ix, A real flesh and blood

FLESHER.

living person. 1861 T. A. Trollope La Beata 1. i. 6

Those other flesh and blood visitors.

2. (One's) near kindred.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4129 (Cott.) He. .es your aun fless and

blod. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 149 He ne shulde his counscil

hide From nir that . . was so nigh flesshe and bloud. 1563-87
Foxe A. $ M. (1631) III. xi. 131/2 This sorrow-full sight of
his owne flesh and bloud could nothing nioue him. 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. n. ii. 98. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. v. vi,

Athanasius. .had not spared his own flesh and blood.

3. slang. Brandy and port in equal quantities.

i8»5 C. M. Westmacott Ene. Spy I. 294 Draughts com-
posed of bishop and flesh and blood.

4. The plant Potcntilla Tormentilla ; also, the

name of a kind of apple.

1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. 72 Tormentih.
The plant itself, under the name Flesh-and-Blood, is

a popular astringent medicine for children. 188a Devonsh.
Plant-n., Plesh and Blood, .a certain kind of Apple.

Flesh-colour, [f. Flesh sb. + Colour.] The
colour of the flesh (of a ' white ' human being) as

seen through the skin ; usually employed to denote

a tint composed of ' a light pink with a little

yellow' (O'Neill Dyeing 1S62).
1611 Cotgr., Baillet, a pale red, or flesh colour. 1674 Jos-

selyn Voy. New Ene. 74 The flesh of it [water-melon] is

of a flesh colour. 1882. Garden 15 July 58/2 Flowers of fine

substance and form . . flesh colour, suffused with pink.

b. attrib. or adj. = next.

tin Addison Sped. No. 13 r 3 He once gave him a Ripp
in his flesh-colour Doublet.

Fle'sh-coloured, a. Of the colour of flesh.

I7S* Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 95 The little flesh-coloured

actinia. X774 Goldsm. Hist. Earth V. 1. xi. 115 The head
and neck are without feathers covered with a flesh-coloured

skin on the upper part. 1840 J. Baxter Libr. Praet.

Agric. (ed. 4) I. 177 The flesh-coloured clover. 1861 Miss
Pratt Fltnver Pi. IV. 93 Flesh-coloured Speedwell.

Fleshed (fleft\///. a. [f. Flesh j*.andi>. + -Er>.]

1. Clothed or furnished with flesh : chiefly with

some defining prefix. Also,fleshed and boned.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.' 224 Lytill

..lymes of the body, and lene y flesshide. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. )Fits(i6i6\ 276 To be meanely fleshed, that

is, neither ouermuch nor verie little. 1611 Bible Gen. xli. 2

There came vp out of the riuer seuen well fauoured kine, and
fat fleshed. 1674 Josselyn Voy. New Eng. 99 The Partridge

is larger than ours, white flesht. 1748 Richardson Clarissa

Wks. 1883 VII. 287 His loose fleshed wabbling chaps, which
hung on his shoulders. 1851 RusKtN Mod. Paint. II. II. ill.

iv. § 16 Painters, .who can set the supernatural form before

us, fleshed and boned like ourselves. 1858 Hogg Life
Shelley II. x. 316 My. .hostess asked me.. what I thought

of the handsome, well-fleshed girl ? 1869 Daily News 30

July, A very sleek, level-fleshed bull.

b. of fruit (with defining prefix).

1859 Jei'hson Brittany v. 63 The magnificent orange-

fleshed melon. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 67
A yellow or purple fleshed fruit.

2. [Cf. F. ac/tarne'.] a. Inured to bloodshed,

hardened, b. Eager for battle, c. Animated by
relentless hatred, bent on the destruction or injury

of a person. Const, upon.

a. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, IV. iii. 6 They were flesht

Villaines, bloody Dogges. a 16x6 Beaum. & Fl Custom 0/
Country iv. i, A flesh'd ruffian.

b. 1591 Horsey 7Vot. (Hakluyt Soc.) 263 The Poll, .wilh

his. .now fleshed armye, assaults, .townesofthe Muscovetts.

1719 D'Urkey Pills I. 355 The Jacks are fierce, and Wil-

liamites are flesh'd.

0. <:i6«o Trag. Bamavelt iv. iii. in Bullen Old PI. (1S83)

II. 277 There can be no attonetnent . . Vandort is fleshd upon

me. 1659 B. Harris ParivaVs Iron Age J76 They were so

fleshed upon one another, that they aspired to nothing less

then peace.

Fleshen (fle-f 'n), a. rare. [f. Flesh sb. + -en •*.

OE, hady?«J««.j Composed of flesh.

[a 1000 Prudentius Glosses in Gertnania XXIII. 394/2

Carnulenta, flaescene.) 1538 Goodly Prymer I ij, Gyue us

a fleshen herte, a softe herte. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II.

103 Written.. not on stonen tablets, but on fleshen tablets.

Flesher (fle-Jaj). Chiefly Sc. Forms : 4-7
flesc)har, -ir, -or, -(e)our, 7- flesher. [f. Flesh

sb. + -ER. Cf. Ger. fleischer; also Fleshheweh,
of which this may be an alteration.]

1. A dealer in flesh, a butcher.

1369 Mem. Ripon (1882) I. 137 Joh.de Staynlay, Fleshour.

1483 Cath. A/tgl. 135/2 A Fleschour, niacellarius. 1533

Bellenden Livy III. (1822) 274 He pullit ane swerde fra

ane flescheour. -11651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk 11843) II.

121 A fleshiour, named Sandersone, had putt away his

lawfull wife. 1826 J. Wilson Nod. Amor. Wks. 1855 I.

186 A bit schachlin ewe-necked powney. coft fraeasportin*

flesher. 1853 Reade Chr. Johnstone 176 The baddish boy

had obtained them (steaks), .at the flesher's.

trans/. 1533 Bellenden Livy 11. (1822) 160 The pepill

had na litill indignacioun that this Marcius suld rise sa

liaistelie to be thair new fleschour and skurgeare.

2. U.S. A tool for fleshing hides; a fleshing-knife.

1885 C. T. Davis Manu/. Leather 309 The saw-toothed

flesher sometimes employed for dry hides.

Hence Ple'»Jiery (Sc.) 'The business of a butcher;

now called Fleshing' (Jam. Sufpl. 1825).

1483 [see Fleshhewery]. 1541 Aberdeen Reg. V. 19 (Jam.),

The counsale licent him to vse his craft of fleshary to outrcd

his pennyworths.

tFle^slier 2
. Obs. [f. Flesh v.] An en-

courager.
1646 Gaule Cases Conse. 87 To advise them to prudence.

.

in such a case ; is to be reputed, .a Favourer and a Flesher

of Witches.



FLESH-FLY.

Flesh-fly.
1. A fly which deposits its eggs (or, if viviparous,

its larvae) in dead flesh ; a blow-fly (as Musea
vomitoria or Sarcophaga carnaHd). Used by
Wyclif to render L. cynomyia.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5956 Hungri flies. .To fless-flies bai war

likest. 1388 Wyclif Ps. Ixxvii. 45 He sente a fleisch flie in to

hem, and it eet hem. c 1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W.
1494)11. xlii, There dare no flesshe flye rest vpon the pottes

brynke. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <y F. v. 9 A fleshe flie as

big as a humble bee. 1658 Rowland Mon/et's Theat. Ins.

934 The Flesh-fly., is the biggest of all other, he hatha red-

dish head, very greedy of flesh. 1789 G. White Selborne

xvii. (1853I 70 The maggots which turn to flesh-flies. 1861

Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. iv. i. 237 The Flesh Fly ..

produces a constant buzzing noise.

2. fig. of persons.

1532 Moke Confut. Tindate Wks. 715 Esaus, and repro-

bates, and very carnall fleshflyes. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.

Brit. viii. ii. § 2. 378 Those fle-h flies having once tasted the

sweet, though ofien beaten off, would not long bee kept
away. 178* Cowper Progr. Err. 324 These flesh-flies of

the land, Who fasten without mercy on the fair. 1825 Ma-
caulay Milton Ess. (1854)15/2 If there be anything unsound,
these flesh-flies detect it with unerring instinct.

t Fleshfal, a. Obsr ° [f. Flesh sb. + -ful.]

Full of flesh, fat. plump. 155a in Hui.oet.

t Flesh-hewer, Obs. In 4 fiessehewer,

flesch-hewere, fleschewar, 5 fleschewer, Sc.

fieschowar. [Cf. Du. vleeschhouwer, MHG.
vleischhouwer.~\ A butcher.

1335 Nottingham Records L 431 Flesshewergate (Vicus
Carnificum). 1379 Poll Tax Returns/or Sheffield in She/
field Gloss. (1888) s. v., Ricardus Stub & Emma vxor ejus,

fflessehewer, vj d. a 1400 Burgh Laws Ixiv. {Sc. Stat. I.)

Gif be fleschewar graythis ivil flescbe he sal restor bym be
scathis bat aw be bestys. 1444 Aberdeen Reg. 4 June, Item,
that the fleschowaris dicht and mak clene the fleschous ilke

ouke on Friday,

Hence + Pleshhewery, a slaughter-house.

1483 Cath. Angl, 135 A Fler.chewrye, carni/uium.

Fle'shliood, t -head. arch, [f. Flesh sb. +
-head, -hood.] a. Fleshly state or condition, b.

The condition of being in the flesh, or becoming
flesh ; incarnation.
c 1440 Hylton Scala Pe?/.(W. de W. 1494) II. xxx, The

Soule myghte not that tyme for freeltc of the flessherie

sutTre it soo. 1856 Mks. Browning Aur. Leigh vn. 1030
God , .who hast thyself Endured this flesh-hood.

Fle'sh-hook.
1. A hook for removing meat from the pot.
C1325 in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Summe notes, .am. .kroken

a-weyward als a fleshoke. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn, 'P. 22
Ful hard it is, with fleischhok or with oules To ben y-clawed.
c 1440 Promp, Pan'. 166/1 Flesche hooke, creagra,/uscina.
1514 Bahclay Cyi. <$' Uplondyshm. Pref. (Percy Soc.) 50
The scullians. .Came forth with whittles, some other with
fleshhooks. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. iv. 16 The pots also, and
the shouels, and the fleshhookes.

Jig. Brathwait Descr. Death in Farr S. P. "/as. I. (1848)

271 Earth-turned, mole-eied, flesh-hook, that puis us hence.

2. dial. (See quot.)
1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Flesh-hook, an iron hook with

a long 'stall,' used to pull hides out of the tan-pits.

3. A hook to hang meat upon ; a ' pot-hook \
1596 Nashe Saffron U'alden Wks. (Grosart) III. 64

These roguish Arsemetrique gibbets or flesh-hookes, and
cyphers, or round 00s. 1874 in Knight Diet, Mech.

t Flesh house. Obs. In I flseschus, 5 flesh-

usse, 6 fleshows. A place where meat is killed

or sold ; a butcher's shop ; shambles.
(iooo Cleric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 184 Carnale,

flseschus. 1435 Nottingham Rec. II. 357 Y" Comon
Fleshusse "in y* Setterday Merkeht. 1503 Kalender 0/
Sheph. P^iij, Oon dyrk plays ful [of] tablys et of stankys
as oon fleshows.

Fle'Shify, v. nonce-wd. [f. Flesh + -(i)ft.]

trans. To turn into flesh. Hence Fle'shified///. a.

1768 [See Fishify.J

Fleshiness (flejines). Also 5 fleshnes. [f.

Fleshy a. + -ness.] The quality or state of being

fleshy; fullness of flesh.

14.. tr. Secreta Secret. zxxxxx. (E. E. T. S.) 117 With-
oute greet fleshnes yn be knees. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthc
I. (1541) 2/1 Carnositie or fleshynesse. 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxi. (1887)90 Running . . abateth the fleshinesse,

and corpulence of the body. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt.
II. iii. (1851) 170 A diet puffing up the soul with a slimy
fleshinesse. 1788 Baillie in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 358
[He] used his right hand in preference to his left.. which
was readily discovered by. .the greater fleshiness cf the arm.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot, 72 Flowers, with no peculiar
fleshiness in the anthers. 1883 G Allen in Longm. Mag.
July 311 {Strawberries), Suppose any ancestral potentilla

ever to have shown any marked tendency towards fleshiness

in the berry.

Jig. 1644 Vaughan Serm. 8 A Wisdom of the flesh, .a kind
of flesh, and fleshines in the very mind and spirit.

b. cotter. A fleshy substance or growth.
x6»6 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 83 The male hath

no combe, as our Cockes, but in stead thereof a red fleshi-

nesse.

Fleshing (flcjirj), vbl. sb. [f. Flesh v. and sb.

+ -ING 1
.]

1. The action of inciting (hounds) to the chase by
giving them a taste of flesh.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 213 Greyhoundes will requyre
greater fleshyng and encouragement to a Wolfe than to
any other chace. 1611 Cotgr., Acharnement, a fleshing.

2. Leathcr-manuf. The action or process of scrap-

317

ingoff the pieces of flesh, etc., adhering to the flesh-

side of a skin ; also//, that which is scraped off.

1777 Macbride in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 114 The opera-

tion called fleshing, .consists in a further scraping, with
a particular kind of knife.. and cutting away the jagged
extremities and offal parts, such as the ears and nostrils.

i860 Ore's Diet. Arts (ed. 5) II. 676 The fleshings are

pressed into cakes, and sold for making glue. 1885 A. Watt
Leather Mann/, xxv'u 323 The unhairing and fleshing of
calf skins.

3. (See quot., and cf. Flesh sb. 6.)

1598 Fi.orio Andar in Cama/iu, to go a fleshing or

a wenching.

4. Sc* * The business of a butcher ' (Jam. Suppl.

1825).

5. The distribution of the flesh on an animal.
1876 Daily News 5 Dec. 2/1 The dainty shapes, undeni-

able stvle, and even fleshing of Sir W.C. Trevelyan's beauti-

ful white Irish and shorthorn cross.

6. //. A close-fitting, flesh-coloured garment of a

light material, usually of silk, worn upon the stage

to represent the natural skin ; also fleshing- tights.

1838 D. Jerrold Men o/Character, J. Runnymede v.

Wks. 1864 III. 189 Mind and be very particular with the

fleshings. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour <iS6i) III. 118/2

Then I'm dressed up in fleshing tights. 1856 Alb. Smith
Sketches 0/Day Ser. 1. 11. i. 9 Any lovely spirit, whose silk

fleshings move in pliant grace. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo.
Such x. 178 Ophelia in fleshings.

7. Comb., as neshing-beam (see quot.) ; flesh-

ing-board ~ prcc. ; fleshmg-iron = next ; flesh-

ing-knife (see quot. 1839' ; fleshing-shop, the

place where skins are fleshed ; a beam-house.
1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Flesh-beam or *Fleshi>ig-t<cam,

a wooden instrument .. on which is suspended the hide to

be dressed, for the purpose of scraping off any remains
of the flesh, &c. 1547 Aberdeen Reg. 17 Feb., Item, ane
*flesching buird, with ane fuyt and ane *flesclung jrne.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 764 The *fleshing knife; a large two
handled implement with a blunt edge, and bent to suit

the curvature of the rounded beam of the wooden horse

upon which the hide is scraped. 1885 A. Watt Leather
Mann/, xxiV. 291 The goatskins, when ready for. .fleshing,

are removed to the "fleshing shop.

Fleshless (nVJles\ a. [f. Flesh sb. + -less.]

1. Destitute of flesh.

1586 Marlowe xst Pt. Tamburl. v. ii, Death.. is seated

on my horsemen's spears, And on their points his fleshless

body feeds. 1607 Dkkker Kut's Conjur. (1S42) 41

Fleshlesse shin-bones dig'd out of graues. 1786 tr. Beck-

/or<fs Vathek 1,1868) 113 The fleshless forms of the Pre-

adamite Kings. 1842 OAKHAM Ingol. Leg., Nell Cook, A
fleshless, sapless, skeleton lay in that horrid well.

+ b. Without material substance
;
phantom-like.

.; 1592 Greene Alphonsus in. (Rtldg.) 235/2 When thou
know st the certainty thereof, By fleshless visions shew it.

2. Without superfluous flesh; emaciated, lean.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handy Cra/is 38 He
chooseth one [horse]. .With.. Dry Sinewy shanks; strong,

fleshless knees. 1809 Crahbe Tales 36 Sheep .. fleshless,

lank and lean. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) *• l6r

Racking pain was in her fleshless bones.

f3. Without meat. Obs.- 1

c 1394 /'. PI. Crede -jR-j Wortes flechles wroughte.

i Fleslilihood. Alsofleshlihead. [f. Fleshly
+ -head, -hood.] Fleshly state or condition,

fleshliness, gratification of the flesh.

^1440 Hylton Scala Per/ iW. de W. 1494'' It. xxxii, And
the more it is departed fro flesshlyhede the sharper stghte it

hath. £1449 Pecock Repr. in. vii. 310 Religiose men for-

saking miche of worldlihode and of fleischlihode.

t Fle'shlily. ran. [f. Fleshly a. + -ly 2.] ^
Fleshly adv.

1614 J. Robinson Rel/'g. Communion 86 The most of

them conceaving carnally or fieshlily of the Lords Covenant
did glory in the flesh.

Fleshliness (fle'Jlincs\ [OE. fixsc/uness, f.

Jlxsclic, Fleshly + -ness.]

1. fa. In O.K. ; Incarnate condition, b. Fleshly

quality or state, carnality ; ' carnal passions or

appetites ' {].).

i iooo ./Elfric Horn. II. 278 Se 5e, sefter menniscum
wisdome, wile smeagan ymbe 5a gerynu Christes flajisclic-

nysse. 1388 Wyclif Dent. xvii. 17 Ful many wyues..
drawen his [the King's] soule to ouer myche fleischlynesse.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladyc 84 Thre maner of people

. . were called to oure I,ordes soper, and came not, for

pryde for worldlynesse and for flesr.helynesse. 1658 Whole
Duty Man xvi, 343 'Tis the carnality and fleshliness of our

hearts that makes it seem so. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in

Theol. 338 That extreme creed which satisfies a sensuous

and sensual fleshliness.

f 2. Fullness of flesh ; fleshiness. Obs.- 9

1552 Huloet, Fleshlines, or abundaunce of flesh called

carnositye, caruositas. 1580 Baret Alv, G 569 Grosse-

nesse, or fleshlinesse, corf>ulcnlia. 1611 Cotgr., Car-
nositt, fleshlinesse, fulnesse of flesh.

t Fle*shling. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Flesh sb. +

-ling. Cf. worldling.] A fleshly-minded person.

1548 Con/ut. N. Shaxton I v a, The justice of God . . is

to rewarde the spirituall. -with the blessynges promised, &
the fleshlynges, the reprobate, with the plages thretned.

Fleshly (flejii), * and adv. [OE. Jlsesclic,

i.flxsc, Flesh + -lie, -ly 1.]

A. adj.

I. Of or pertaining to the flesh, i.e. the body.

1. Of or pertaining to bodily appetites and indul-

gences; carnal, lascivious, sensual. Rarely of per-

sons : Given np to bodily lusts; » Carnal 3.

FLESHLY.
<r888 K. /Klfred Boeth. xxxi. § 1 Hwaet godes majan we

secjan on }a flassclican unbeawas. c iooo /Klfric Horn.
II. 100 Unrihtlic bi5 b.tt se cristena maim fkesclice luslas

Sefremme. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 WiStie5 3m fro

flesliche lustes. a 1300 Cursor M. 26364 (Cott.) Flessely
sin es lucheri. 138a Wyclif i Pet. ii. 11 Fleschly desijiis

..fiaten a3eus the soule. t 1440 Hylton Scala /'e>/.\\V.

de W. 1494) 11. viii, All the flesshly felynge of this synfull

ymage. 1533 Frith Anrtv. Fisher (1829) 194 Fleshly men
..that follow their own lusts and appetites. (11592 H.
Smith Wks. (1867) II. 410 The religion of Mahomet is

fleshly, consisting in natural delights and corporal pleasures.

i6oj Marston Antonio's Rev, iv. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 119
Shall justice sleepe In fleshly lethargie? 1714 Pope fipil.

Rowers "/ane Shore 21 The godly dame, who fleshly failings

damns. 1826 Scott Woodst. xxix, What he called a fleshly

frailty, .was in truth an attachment to strong liquors. 187a
H. liucHANAN {title) The Fleshly School of Poetry and
other Phenomena of the day.

fb. Sexual; = Carnal 3 b. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10874 (Cott.) *"iu s *''l ' brede, pat neuer

liadd part of flessli dede of man? 1483 Caxton G. de t,i

Tour K vj b, [She] coueyted to haue his fiesshely coinpanye.

1485 Act 1 lien. I'll, c. 4 Advoutry, Fornication, Incest, or

any other fleshly Incontinency,

t 2. Connected by, or based upon, ties of flesh

and blood; natural. — Carnal 2. Obs.

c goo Bxda's Hist, 1. xvi. [x.wii.} (1890' 6% Da goodan
frcdras gewuniafl heora flaeslecu beam, a 1*25 Juliana 5
Hire fleschliche feder wes aflfrican ihaten. a 1300 Cursor
M . 20068 (Cott. I Saint iohan |'at was his flexsli kinesman.
14. . Prose Legends in Auglia VIII. 117 This mayden was
his fleschly cosyn. 1513 More in Grafton Chron. 11568)

II. 760 Fleshly consanguinitie. 1578 Glide ty G. Ball.

(186S) 29 We our fleschely father dreid.

3. * Natural ', unredeemed, unregenerate ;
—

Carnal 5.

971 Blickl. Horn. 19 ]?a flaeslican willan. c 1200 Obmin
17276 To shcewenn himm whatt wise Flaeshlike mann ma^3
wurrbenn gast. 1526-Tindalf. Rom. viii. 7 That the flesshly

mynde is enmyte against God. 1550 CRowley F.pigr.

1035 That wyth theyr fleshly fansey They may make it

[Scripture] agre. 1871 RuskiN Fors Clav. xxiv. (1872) 10

Avaricious, .in an instinctive, fleshly way.

4. Of or pertaining to the material body, mortal

;

material as opposed to spiritual ; human as op-

posed to divine. The fleshly eye. the bodily eye.

Now rare. = Carnal i.

c 1200 Ormin 121 12 Ne mihhte he noliht burrh flxshlic

ejhess sihhbe Seon paere [etc.]. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 014 Dus
he schrudde & hudde him. .wi'5 ure fleschliche schrud. 13..

F. E. AlUt. P. A. 1081 An-vnder moiie so gret merwayle No
fleschly hert ne iny,t endeure. 1382 Wyclif 2 Chron. xxxii.

8 With hym is the fleschely arm; with us the Lord oure
God. 1413 Pilgr. Scnvle < Caxton) 1. i. (1859) 1, I had made
an ende and fully fynyshed my fleshely pyfgremage. 1435
MiSyn Fire 0/Love (E. K. T, S.) 61 With fflescly eyn bodily
bingisarseyn. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. x. 50 Th' eternall Lord
in fleshly slime Enwombed was. 1607 Rowlands Famous
/fist. 67 My golden Scepter, in a fleshly hand, Is taken
from me by another King. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. iv.

§ 14, I never imagined it could be pretended that we saw
God with our fleshly eyes. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 10 The
soul of a man underlies his features and his fleshly frame-

work.

5. Pertaining to, concerned with, or influenced

by the present life, and considerations connected

with it; worldly. Now rare. = Carnal 4.

c 1200 Ormin 4852 All flaeshlh care & serrthe. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 33 The hartes .. of flessliely people

be harde. 1531 TlNDALE Fxp. 1 John (1537) 38 They
preach hym falselye vnto theyr fleshly vauntage. a 1591 K.

Greenham Shortforme Catechising Wks. (1599) 4 lS Fleshly

hatred of our enemies. 1648 Cromwell Let. 25 Nov. in

Ann. Reg. (1765) 52 Our fleshly reasonings ensnare us.

1798 Missionary Mag. No. 24. 217 Simplicity and godly
sincerity, as opposed to fleshly wisdom, strongly marked
his character, 1875 Manning Mission //. Ghost i. 22 The
man of flesh and blood, of fleshly reasons.

II. With reference to flesh (as a substance).

f 6. Well furnished with flesh ; fat, plump ; =
Fleshy i. Obs*
(-1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1199 ('1248) Her sidis longe,

fleishely, smoothe, and white He gan to .stroke. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priz>. (E. E. T. S.) 226 Men whyche
haue fleshly theghes and not bony. 156a Turner Baths
8 b, They are good for them that are to fatt and fleshlye.

1651 Li/e Father Sarpi (1676 97 Looking him in the face

you would rather have thought it fleshly than otherwise.

1694 Ace. Sev.. Late I'oy. 11. (1711) 92 They are very good
Food, .fleshly and fattish.

7. Consisting of flesh ; - Fleshy 2. ? Obs.

1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg. E iv a, Sub-
staunce flesshely, bony, and cartilagynous. 1591 Spenser
M. Hubberd 1090 The Tygre, and the Bore . . seeking to take

occasion Upon his fleshly corpse to make invasion. 1654
Vilvain Epit. Ess. V. Ixxx. 116 h, Caling such Animals as

liv on Land Flesh ; and thos that dwel in Water Fish
;

yet in Nature the Bodies of both are Fleshly. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Ex/, xlvi. (1856) 423 A smiling country, like a
smiling face, needs some provision of fleshly integuments.

b. esp. of the heart: Soft, as opposed to 'stony';

tender ; = Fleshy 2 c.

1382 Wyclif 2 Cor. iii. 3 Not in stoony tablis, but in

ficischly tablis of herte. 1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 362/2

Then taketh hee awaye our stony hart, and geueth ys

a fleshly hart. 1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. 'Tamburl. it. ii,

Can there be such . . treason in the fleshly heart of man.

1856 Mrs. Browning A rtr. Leigh iv. 1192 Enough for me
and for my fleshly heart To hearken the invocations of

my kind.

fc. Of a leaf: = Fleshy 3 d. Obs.

1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden lxviii, The common Orpine
riseth..with fat and fleshly Leaves.
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f 8- Of a hound: Font! of flesh. Obs. rare.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 25 You should not feede haryers
with fleshe ..for if you do, they will become fleshly and
gyuen to hunte great beastes of chace.

III. 9. Comb. , as fleshly-minded'adj., -minded-

ness.

1528 Tindale Wicked Mammon Wks. I. 105 Were al-

together worldly and fleshly-minded. i6at Burton Anal.
Mel. ui. iv. 11. i. (1651) 685 They are in a reprobate sense
mere carnalists, fleshly minded men. 1840 Hare Mission
Com/, iii. (1850) 77 In every man there is a root of carnal
or fleshlymindedness.

f B. adv. Obs.

1. In bodily form, corporeally ; as regards the

body, * in the flesh '
; = Carnally adv. 1.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 19 pat 3d ber he wune5 fleschliche on
eorfte. c 1250 Old Kentish Semi, in O. E. Misc. 27 And
offre we Gostliche to ure lorde, bet [h]i offVede flesliche.

c 1440 York Myst. xlvi. 77 To rise flesshly, i-wis.

D. In a material or physical sense or manner;
materially as opposed to spiritually.

1 1200 Ormin 16257 Flaeshlike folic, i flseshli; lif Flaeshlike
all unnderrstondenn pe Laferrd Cristess word, tatt wass
Gastlike tunnderrstanndenn. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.
P 259 Of bilk adam . . flesschly descendit be we alle. 1635
Pagitt Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636) 196 If any man taketh
it fleshly; it profiteth nothing.

2. Carnally, sensually.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 58 J>u ba^t dest eni bing hwarof ber mon
is fleschliche ivonded of be. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. f 128

Children that whylom loueden so fleshly euerich other.

1612 T. Taylor Comr.i. Titus ii. 4 Nature can loue natu-
rally, that is, fleshly, .but not holily.

b. In the way of sexual intercourse, sexually

;

= Carnally adv. 2.

'•1175 Lamb. Horn. 77 Na mon mine likame irineS ne
mid me flesliche nefde to donne. 1303 R. Brunnf. //and/.
Syune 2009 Jyf bou euer by wyfe lay by Yn tyme of
penaunce, to seye flesshely . . J>ou synnest grctly. 1494
Fabyan Chron. vi. cc. 224 He put her nat from his bedde,
nor yet delte w* her flesshely. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's I'oy. iv. xxxiii. 155b, If. .he was found not able
to live with her so fleshly, as his youth required.

3. Comb.., a.sfleshfy-wise adj.

1542 Becon Pathiv. Prayer xviii. Ija, Seme it neuer so
godly, vertuous and good in the syght of fleshly wyse men.

Flesh-meat. Flesh (as opposed to fish and
vegetables) as an article of food ; also//, various

kinds of food consisting of flesh.

In some northern dialects applied to ' butchers' meat as
opposed to bacon or pork'.

c 1020 Laws Cunt § 47 jjyt wyrse ba:t man mid fla^sc-mete

hine sylfne afyle [riht fasten- tide]. 11154 (> - £• Chron.
an. 1131 pa scyrte 5a flesc mete. 1394 /'. PI. Crede 13
Wednes-day ich wyke wib-outen flech-mete. 1564 Child
Marriages (E.E.T. S.) 200 They made an end of flesh

meat that night for that weke. 1698 Kkii.l Exam. Th.
Earth (1734* 213 Who seldom tast any Flesh-meats. 1848
Secret Soc. Mid. Ages, Templars 254 They had flesh-meat
but three times a week, unless when festival-days occurred.
attrib. 1796 Morse Amer. Ceog. II. 419 His health

requires a flesh-meat diet.

Fleshment (nVJmenO. ?-are~ l
. [f. Flksh v.

+ -ment.] The action of ( fleshing *
; hence, the

excitement resulting from a first succe-s.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. ii. 130 And in the fleshment of this

dead exploit, [He] Drew on me here againe.

t Fleshmonger. Obs. [see Monger.] One
who deals in flesh.

1. A butcher.
c 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 438 Lanio, flascmangere.

a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 354 Euerych fleshemongere .

.

shal to be kynge of custom fyue & twenty pans by be ^ere.

c 1515 Cocke LorelPs B. (Percy SocJ 4 With slyngethryfte
fleshemonger, Also fabyane flaterer. 1597 Breton Wits
Trenchmour Wks. (Grosart) II. 17/1 The Sonne of some
Flesh-monger.

2. A fornicator ; a pander.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. v. i. 337 Was the Puke a

flesh-monger, a foole, and a coward, as you then reported
him to be? 1624 Heywood Captives 11. ii. in Bullen O. PI.
IV, Inquire for us of wenshes? tush, wee fishe For no such,

perewinkles ; farewell fleshmongere.

Fle*sh.-pot. A pot in which flesh is boiled.

Chiefly in phrase theflesh-pols of Egypt (see Exod.
xvi. 3), or with allusion to that phrase : Luxuries
or advantages regarded with regret or envy.

1535 Coverdale Exod. xvi. 3 Whan we sat by y* flesh

pottes, and had bred ynough to eate. 1592 Nashe P.
Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 74 From the flesh-pots of
Egipt, to the Prouant of the Lowe countreyes. 1632
Lithgow Trav. vn. 299 Now well met Egypt, .For we have
•appetite, for thy Flesh pots. 1710 Swift Let. to Sterne 17
Apr., I expect to hear the two ladies lamenting the fleshpots
of Cavan-street. _ 1862 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) III. x. ii.

213 Law, with.. its high honours and deep flesh-pots. 1888
Bkvce Amer. Commiv. III. Ixxxviii. 177 The fleshpots of
the city administration had therefore greater attractions

for him.
attrib. 1876 Ruskin Fors Clav. VI. lxiv. 112 Some flesh-

pot comfort will always be needful for the education of such
beasts as we are.

Hence Flesh-pottery (nonce-?vd.), high living,

self-indulgence.

1876 G. Meredith Beauch. Career xxix, A band of
dealers in flesh-pottery.

t Flesh-shambles. Obs. Also 5 flessh-

chameles, -ylle, -shamels, 6 fleshamelles. A
place where meat is killed or sold.

a 1410 in York Myst. Introd. 24 note, All the folks of the

salseniaker crafte .. without the Flesshchametes. ''1483

Caxton Vocab. 5 Goo to the flesshshamels. 1546 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees) III. 30 To the kinges majestie furth of one
burgage in Fleshamelles xvjd. 1552 in Huloet.

b. A brothel.
1608 Day Hum. out 0/ Br. 11. Civ, Venice, .is counted the

best flesh-shambles in Italic

t Fle'shward, adv. Obs. [f. Flesh sb. +
-ward.] Towards or in relation to humanity.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. vL 184 The earths globe, or

that of it that lyes fleshward.

Flesh-worm. A worm that feeds on flesh.

Also (see quot. 1884.)
1 1000 Sax. L.eechd. II. 124 Wib flaesc wyrmum genim

monnes suran [etc.]. 1577-87 Holinshed Ch?-on. II. 19/2
Nits, fleshwormes, bees, butterflies. 1586 J. Hooker
Girald. Iret. in Holinshed II. 91/1, I shall be able like

a fleshworme to itch the bodie of his kingdome. 1795
Southey Vis. Maid 0/ Orleans 1. 136 Where thou seest the
pamper'd flesh-worm trail, Once the white bosom heaved.
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., ELesh worm, the Trichina spiralis.

D. transf. A carnally-minded person.
1565 Harding in Jewel Def. Apol. (1611) 317 Discoursing

Parliament Machiauelhsts, and al other wnatsoeuer flesh-

wormes, Merchants, idle artificers.

Fleshy (fleji), a. [f. Flesh sb. + -t». Cf.

Ger. fleischig.']

1. Well furnished with flesh ; fat, plump.
C1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 954 Armes ever lith,

Fattish, fleshy, nat great therewith. 14.. Lvdg. & Burgh
Secrees 2685 In knees .. he that is ovir mcche fflesshy.

1555 Eden Decades 3 The other moste flesshy partes [of

fattened children] they pouder for store. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 399 The j^Ethiopes. .are Plumpe, and Fleshy. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 3 Sheepe that growe fleshy with foure
teeth, will growe fatte with eight. 1793 Ld. Auckland Corr.
III. 69 Colonel Pack .. was shot through the fleshy part of
the arm. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk., Country Ch.{i86$) 126
A fine, fleshy, comfortable dame. 1837 Dickens Pickzu.
xxiii, His face . . had expanded .. and its bold fleshy carves
had .. far extended beyond the limits originally assigned
them.
Jtg. 1636 B. Jonson Discov. (Rtldg.) 759/1 It is a fleshy

stile when there is much periphrasis, and circuit of words
;

and when with more than enough it grows fat and cor-
pulent.

2. Of or pertaining to flesh ; consisting of flesh ;

without bone.
c 1400 L.aufrauc's Cirurg. 106 J?e heed is maad of pre

parties, of a fleischi partie, of a bony partie & a brawni
partie. 1581 Mulcastkr Positions xv. (1887) 69 Such fleshy

partes as lie about the ribbes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11.

xxix. 173 The fleshy parts being congealed. 1700 Dryden
Pythag. Phitos. in Fables 508 If Men with fleshy Morsels
must be fed [ed. 1721 reads fleshly, and it is so cited by y.].

1792 Belknap Hist. New-Hampshire III. 215 Besides the
fleshy parts of the cod, its liver is preserved in casks. 1807 26
CoorER First Lines Surg. 189 Every kind of fleshy tumour.
1828 Stark E/em. Nat. Hist. I. 335 No species of reptile

is possessed of true fleshy lips.

b. Corporeal, bodily.
16x4 Massinger Renegado in. ii, When it [the soul] grows

weary Of this fleshy prison, c 1630 Milton Passion 17 He,
sovran priest.. Poor fleshy tabernacle entered. 1814 Byron
L^ara 1. xviii, He . . charged all faults upon the fleshy form
She [Nature] gave to clog the soul. 1864 Hawthorne
J>". Fe/ton (18831 341 Fruits, milk, freshest butter, will make
thy fleshy tabernacle youthful.

c. Of ' flesh ', implying softness and tenderness.

Cf. Flesh sb. i f.

1526 Tindale 2 Cor. iii. 3 The pistle of Christ, .written .

.

not in tables of stone, but in flesshy tables of the herte.

1585 Abp. Sandys Ser/n. Cant. ii. 15 § 28 His wil is that

stonie hearts be turned into fleshie. i6ix Bible Ecc/us.

xvit. 16 Neither could they make to themselues fleshie

hearts for stonie.

d. Of a plant, leaf, fruit, etc. : Having a firm, or

somewhat firm pulp; pulpy, not fibrous. Cf.

Flesh sb. 2.

1577 B. Googk Heresbach's Httsb. 11. (1586) nob, The
whole bodie of the Figge is fleshie. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 633 Those Juyces, that are so fleshy, as they cannot make
Drinke by Expression . . may make Drinke by Mixture of

Water. 1672 Josselyn New Eng. Rarities 66 Vine, much
differing in the Fruit, all of them very fleshy. 1712 tr.

Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 37 A round, fleshy Berry, like that

of Myrtle. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 428

Leaves opposite, egg-shaped, blunt, fleshy. 1807 J. E.
Smith Phys. Bot. 282 Dntpa, a Stone-fruit, has a fleshy

coat. 1854 Hooker Himal. Jmls. I. i. 16 The natives

distil a kind of arrack from its fleshy flowers.
_
1870 H.

Macmillan Bible Teach, xi. 211 They have .. thick fleshy

leaves.

t3. Of the * flesh* as opposed to the 'spirit*;

human as opposed to * spiritual ' ; m Fleshly 4.

a 1400 Prymer (1891) 78 Whethir byn eyen be fleschchi,

or thou seest as man schal se. 1535 Coverdale Job x. 4
Hast thou fleszshy eyes then, or doest thou loke as man
loketh?

+ b. Carnal, sensual; = Fleshly a. i. Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 4. 212 Fleshy concupiscence

deserveth rather the name of Mercenarie Lust then Love.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. xvii. 45 Such as

are given to fleshy desires, have larger Kidneys then

ordinary.

4. Resembling flesh in its properties or quali-

ties.

1555 Eden Decades 233 They [Rubiesl are . . of a fleshye

colour. 166s Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 26 The Man-
natee is the other fish, .and from their using the shoar have

a fleshie taste resembling Veal. 1761-71 H. Walpole
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 215 His colouring was
good, and his figures fleshy and round. 1804 Abernethy
Surg. Obs. 19 They agree in the external characters, those

of an increase of bulk, and a fleshy feel.

tFlet 1

. Obs. Forms: 1, 3-6, 8 flet, 3 smith.

vlet, 4-5 flett(e, (6 fleete, fleit, flelt\ 7-8 flett.

[OE. flet(l = Obris.flet, OS. flet, flelti, OHG. flaci,

flezi vMHG. vletze, Ger. dial. fletz\ ON. flet str.

neut. :-OTeut. *flat/o
m

, f. *flato- Flat a.]

1. The floor or ground under one's feet.

Beowulf 1568 iGr.) Heo on flet jecrong. a xooo Canons
Powerful Men ii. (.Thorpe, 1840I 414 & ne cume on bedde
ac licje on flette. 01300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. [cxix] 25
Ciived mi saule to bi flet. c 1340 Gam. fy Gr. Kttt. 568
A tule tapit t>T5t ouer be flet. a 1420 Pallad. on Husb.
I. 473 Thi berne also be playne, and harde the flette. c 1450
Myrc 273 Knelynge doun upon the flette.

b. ? A place, spot, field (of battle).

c 1x05 Lay. 26023 pat he com to ban ulette ber be feond lai

and slaepte. c 1300 A". Alls. 2378 They broughte heom out
of the flette.

2. A dwelling, house, ' hall*.

Beowulf 1025 (Gr.) Beowulf Jebah ful on flette. a 1000
Laws Htothhxre <r Eadric xi. (Thorpe 18401 14 3if man
mannan an u'ores flette man-swara hate5 .. scilling agelde
bam pe ba;t flet a^e. a 1300 Sirt'z 273 So ich evere brouke
nous other flet. c 13*5 Poem Times Edw. I/ 309 in Po/.

Songs (Camden) 337 An hep of girles sittende aboute the
flet. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. (Surtees) 26, I shal not in thi

det Flyt of this flett !

b. Se, The inner part of a house.
a 1400 Burgh Laws xxiii. {Sc. Stat. I.) \>e Inner halfe of

be hous bat is callyt be flett. c 1450 Holland Howtat lxiv.

830 The fulis fonde in the flet And mony mowis at mete On
the flure maid. 1508 Dunbar E'lyting 242 Rank beggar,
ostir dregar, foule fleggar, in the flet. 1598 Ferguson Sc.

Prov. 4 A fair fire makes a room flet. 1768 Ross Helenore
II. 588 That seven years have sitten i' the flet.

3. Eire andflet (corruptlyfleet) :
' fire and house-

room ' ; an expression often occurring in wills, etc.

Bp. Kennett (a 1728) quotes in MS. Lansd. 1033 fol. 132

an 'old northern song over a dead corps', containing the

lines ' Fire and fleet and candle light, And X 1 receive thy
sawle'. In Sir W. Scott's Minstrelsy ofScot. Border (1802)

232 the words appear as 'Fire and sleet', and the editor

suggests that sleet ' seems to be corrupted from sell, or salt,

a quantity of which is frequently placed on the breast of

a corpse '

!

xj33 Trubb in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 129 To fynd
the said wife, .mete and drink, fyer and fleft. 1539 Will of
R. Marleyn (Somerset Ho.) My wife to havc.fyre & fleete

in my haule & kechin. c 1570 Durham Depos. (Surteesi

207, I trobled . . this house with a bedd roome and fier and
fleit.

Flet 2 (flet). Se. Also fleat. [app. repr. ON.
fle'Ua plait, f. fle'tta ^ Ger. flechten to plait.]

A mat of plaited straw placed on a pack-horse's

back to prevent chafing or galling.

1794 W. Sutherland in Statist. Ace. Scotl. X. 23 Straw
creels . . fixed over straw flets, on the horses backs, wiih

a clubber and straw ropes. 181a Capt. Henderson Agric.

Surv. Sutherland v. § 5. 60 The horse being equipped with

a fleat and clubbar on his back.

Flet : see Fleet vA and -.

+ Fletcll, ?<*. (or sb. attrib."'. [cf. Fug, etc.]

1704 Lond. Gaz.
t
No. 4044^4 A .. Mare about 14 hands

and half . . with . . a long fletch Tail . . and well in Case.

Fletcll (.fletj), v. [Perh. a corruption (due to

association with Fletcher} of Fledge ^.4; though

the latter has not been found earlier than 1796.]

trans. To fit (an arrow) with a feather; to feather.

/*'/. and^f.
1635-56 Cowley Davideis n. 91 Thy Darts are . . Soft as

the "Feathers that they're fletch d withal. 1760 Warbijrton
Doctr. Grace n. x, He dips his curses in the gall of irony

;

and . . fletches them with a prophane classical Parody.

1845 J. Saunders Pict. Eng. Life, Chaucer 89 Arrows
. . fletched with the feathers of the goose. 1876 Bancroft

I/ist. U. S. V. xliii. 25 They fletched their complaint by
adding: 'America loved his brother'.

Pletch, var. of Flitch.

Fletcher (fle
-

tj\i). Also 5 fleccher(e, flecher,

flecchour ; Sc. fle(d)ger. [ad. OF. flecher, fle-

chier arrow-maker, {.fleche arrow: see FlJiche.]

1. One who makes or deals in arrows; occasion-

ally, one who makes bows and arrows. Obs. exc.

Hist, or arch.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 593 Ferrers, flecchours, fete men of

Crafte. 1457 Sc. Acts Jos. //, c. 65 (1814) II. 48/2 A bowar
and a fleger. 1465 Mann. $ Honseh. Exp. 179 The flecher

that, .owyth hym ffor tymber, ixs. \\d. 1541 Act 33 Hen.
Y///

t c 9 § i The bowiers, fletchers, stringers and arrowe

head makers of this your realme. 16x6 Surfl. & Markii.

Country Farme 667 Which timber is of great, .estimation

amongst Fletchers, for it maketh the strongest and best arrow

of any wood whatsoeuer. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 218

Our Fletchers commend it [the Quick-beam] for Bows next

to Yew. 1733 P. Lindsay Lnterest Scot. 56 Any other Cor-

poration decayed and worn out, such as the Bowers,

Fletchers, and several others in London are, as to their

Business. 1854 H. Miller Sch. * Schm. xxi. (1857) 460 As
if some fletcher of the stone age had carried on his work on

the spot. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Ftetclters' Company,

one of the minor livery companies of London.

attrib. 15. . Kyng $ Hermyt 477 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 32

Jake, seth thou can of flecher crafte, Thou may me es with

a schafte.

+ 2. An archer, a bowman. Obs.

1529 More Dyatoge 1. Wks. 143/1 Though one eye wer

ynough for a fletcher.

Hence Ple'tchery, the wares or goods made or

sold by a fletcher.

1594 -2nd Rep. Dr. Faustus in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom.

(1858) III. 411 They brought store of fletchery to them.
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Flether (nV&>.i\ v. Se. Also flaither. [Cf.

ON. fladra to flatter.] *«/r. To flatter, use
* blarney \ Hence Fie therin g- ppl. a. Also
Fie thers, flattering talk, blarney.

1786 Burns Ded. to G. Hamilton 2 Expect na, Sir, in

this narration, A fleechin, flethrin, dedication. 18.

.

Donald <y Flora 13 (Jam.) Lord, Come now, my good
fellow, and

—

Wat. Aye, flaither awa ! Since I'll no do wi'

foul play, try me wi' fair play. 1821 H. Duncan Yug.
S. Country Weaver v. (ed. 2) 98 What ! do you think to
beguile me, wi' your fleeching and your Aethers to do
the devils' wark.

t Fle-tifer0US, a. Obs.~°. [f. L. fletifer (f.

fletus weeping, f. flere to weep +forte to bear) +
-ous.] ' Causing weeping* (Bailey).

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fleti/erous [1656 ed. has
Fleetiferous\. 27x1-66 in Bailey.

t Fiction. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if ad. L. *fietidn-

em, n. of action f. fieri: see prec] Weeping.
17x6 M. Davies At/ten. Brit. 11. 254 The different degrees

of Penitential Fletion, Audition, Substration and Consist-
ence.

Fleubothomye, obs. form of Phlebotomy.
Fleuk, obs. form of Fluke.
Fleum^e, obs. form of Fleam, Phlegm.

II Fleur (flor). [F.fleur; see Flower.]
1. An ornamental flower.

1841 Hawkins Silver Coins (1876) 178 Annulet enclosing
pellet in place of the fleurs in the angles.

2. A kind of woollen stuff (see quot.).
1883 Casselfs Fa///. Mag. Oct. 697/1 Fleur is. .a serge

ground on which are large patterns in a sort of weaving like

a Brussels carpet, and of a numerous mixture of colours all

deftly blending, so that no one tone prevails.

Hence Fleured ppl. a. [+ -ed -], adorned or
marked with a fleur or fleurs.

184* Hawkins Silver Coins (1876) 246 The arch on the
king's breast is not fleured, but terminates in a crescent.

Fleur-de-lis (nor d* if, Us), flower-de-
luce (flau«i d{ l«-s). Forms : a. 4-6 flour(e-
de-lys(e, -lies, -lyce, (//. -lycis), 7 -lis, 5-7
-luce, pi. -luces, 6 floredelise, Sc 5 flour (e-the-
lis, -lys. 8. 6 9 flower-, (6 flowre-' de-luce, (//.

-luces), 6-7 -lice, {pi. -lices, 6 -lyce, 8 -lys,

7-9 -lis. 7. 8-9 fleur-de-lys, 9 -lis, //. 7 fleur-

de-lysses, -lyzss, 9 fleurs-de-lis, -lys, -luce.

[The prevailing form is a. mod.F.fleur de lis (flor

tb If), formerly lys ; but this form is scarcely found
in Eng. before the 19th c. ; see above. The form
flower-de-luce survives as a poetical archaism and in

U.S. The Fr. is literally < lily-flower' from Us,
formerly lys, in OF. liz for Ills lily, the s of the
nom. sing, being retained in the oblique cases; the
English spelling de-lice, de-lyce, was in its origin
merely graphic (cf. price, mice, syce, etc.), but in

the 16th c was associated with a fanciful etymo-
logy flos delicise, and the form deluce, de luce ap-
parently also leaned upon a fanciful derivation.

Occasional English forms were deluce, delyceflowre.]
1. The flower of a plant of the genus Iris (esp.

/. psetuiacorus) ; the plant itself. Cf. Flag
sbA 1.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 752 py colour passez be flour-de-
lys. a 1400 Hymn 1

7
irg. vi. in Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry x.

(1840) II. no Heil fairer then the flour de lys. ^1475 Raitf
Coityar 670 Flowris with Flourdelycis formest in feir.

1500-ao Dunbar Thistle § Rose 138 Lat no netill vylc.Hir
fallow to the gudly flour delyce. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vi.

16 The lilly, lady of the flowring field. The flowre-deluce,
her lovely paramoure. 1699 Bentley Phal. Pref. 104 The
Muses are invited to come under the shadow of Flower-de-
luces. 1731-37 Miller Card. Diet. (ed. $) s. v. Iris, Iris
Purpurea. .Common purple Fleur-de-Lys. 1837 Campbell
Lines in La Perouse's Voy. Poet. Witt. 298 When, rapt in
fancy . . I . . plucked the fleur-de-lys by Jesso's streams. 1866
Longf. Flower-de-luce viii, O flower-de-luce, bloom on, and
let the river linger to kiss thy feet !

1500-ao Dunbar Ballat Our Lady 42 Haile, fair fresche
flour-de-lyce !

2. The heraldic lily ; a device supposed by some
to have originally represented an iris, by others the
top of a sceptre, of a battle-axe or other weapon.
It is best known from having been borne upon the
royal arms of France under the old monarchy.
c 1400 Melayne 94 Wende thy waye . . To Charles that

beris the flour delyce. 1488 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl.
I. 81 Item ane vche of gold like a flourethelis of diamantis.
1529 Rastell Pastytne (1S11) 75, .iii. floure delyse in a feld
asure was sent to Kyng Clouys from hevyn for his armys.
i6aa Malynes Anc. Law-Merck. 189 The French Kings
Tent with the three Flowerdeluces. 1709 Addison Patter
No. 161 P9 A bloody Flag, embroidered with Flower-de
Luces. 1843 Lvtton Last Bar. 11. ii, A lofty head-gear,
embroidered with fleur-de-lis. 1851 Layard Pop. Ace.
Discov. Nineveh vii. 163 The first god wears the square
horned cap, surmounted by a point, or fleur-de-lys.

b. 1 he royal arms of France ; hence also the
French royal family, the French flag (before 1789),
the trench nation or government.
135a Minot Poems iv. 25 Than the riche floure de lice
Wan thare ful litill prise, Fast he fled for ferde. 1494
r ahvan Chron. vn. 519 He, beyng of y' naturall house of
Fraunce, & one of f flouredelyce. 15*3 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. ccclxiv. 593 A great parte of the floure delyse

and of the chiualry of Fraunce is within the towne. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 4 By the wych qwene the

flower de lyce came in to the armes of Yeuglond, & the
tyttyll of France. 1581 Sidney Astr. fy Stella lxxv, He
[Edw. IVJ made the Floure-de-luce so fraid. a i6a8 F.

Greville Sidney (1652) 65 To fly for protection to the
Flower-de-Luce with whom they [the Netherlanders] join in

continent. 1800 Weems Washington xi. (1810) 165 Blasting
on every sea their sickly flcurs-de-tuce of gallic piracy.

1865 Parkman Huguenots ii. (1875) 23 They .. saw the
fleur-de-lis floating above the walls of Fort Cohgny.
3. The representation or figure of a heraldic fleur-

de-lis on any article, e. g. that used to mark the

north on a compass. Also, (/";-. Hist.) a brand-
mark on a criminal.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 4 To vapour, sprede out, according to
the flour delice, and avaunce hem forthe. 1594 Blundevil
Exerc. vn. xxiv. 'ed. 7) 681 Of which lines, that which is

marked with the Flower-deluce signifieth the North. 1676
B. W[n.Lis] Man. Golds/n. 100 Other sorts of weights .

.

Marked . . with . . the Dagger . . a Flower-de-luce, and . . a
Vessel or Ewer. 1739 Beighton in Phil. Trans. X LI. 754
Each Chart has a Flower de Lys on its North Edge. 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. 124 The slanders of those who bring us
their anecdotes with the attestation of the flower-de-luce on
their shoulder. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 491
As the ring turns round, the seconds upon it are shown by
the top point of a fleur-de-lis C, engraved on the face of the
dial-plate. €i8spRu(iim.Navig.{Wea\e)5 In the compass,
the northern extremity of the needle beneath is represented
on the card, .by the fleur-de-lis.

Hence Fleur-de-lis V. (after F. fleurdeliser), to

brand (a criminal) with the fleur-de-lis. Pleur-
de-lised ///. a., adorned with fleurs-de-lis.

1650 Howell Cotgrave's Fr. Diet. Ep. Ded., It was as
much as if he had been flourdeliz'd, viz. burnt in the back
or hand, or branded in his face. 1686 J. Sergeant Hist.
Mon. Convent. 104 A Cross Fiower-de-lys'd. 1843 Eraser's
Mag. XXVII. 418 The Count of Champagne .. carried
the fleur-de-lised banner.

Fleuret ' (flu^-ret), fleurette [fl6re*t). [ad.

F. fleurette, dim. offleur flower.] a. An ornament
like a small flower, b. Sec quot. 1868.
1811 Pinkerton Pctral. I. 428 ITie little fleuret s, and

other miniatures, which we admire in the tombs and build-

ings of that period. 1858 Sat. Rev. V. 425/2 The cyma-
tion, or wave-moulding, represented the sea ;. . the fleurette,

the verdant plain. 1868 A. B. Ai.cott 'Tablets 22 The fruit

..so arranged that the fleurets, or blossom ends, may look
downwards. 1881 Terkien de la Couperie in Numism.
Chron. Ser. lit. I. 345 Bearing on the obverse eight fleurets.

Fleuret -. Fencing. ? Obs. Also 7 fluret(t,

floret, [a. F. flcurel, f. fleur flower = It. florello,

dim. of flore flower; so called because the button
at the point was compared to a flower-bud.] A
fencing- foil.

a 1648 Ld. Herbert Life (1886) 71 The good fencing,
masters, .when they present a foil or fleuret to their scholars,

tell him it hath two parts. 1674 Gov. Tongue vii. § 9. 141
In such fencings jest hath proved earnest, and florets have
turn'd to swords. 1691 Sir W. Hope Compl. Fencing-
master (1697I 13 They see at every other Thrust their Flurett
beat out of their Hand. 1885 E. Castle Schools ofFence
xv. 246 The flexible fleuret could only be used when the
play was restricted to the point.

t Fleu*ret 3
. Obs. [a. F. fleuret ' nom d'un

ancicn pas qui se composait d'un demicoupe et de
deux pas marches sur la pointe du pied ' (Little)

— It. florello : cf. prcc] A step formerly used in

dancing.
1677 SzmSYAnl. $ CI. Prol., A brisk gallant . . Does here

and there in nimble fleurets pass.

Fleurettee (floTettf). Her. Also 6-9 flurt(e,

9 florett^e, -etty. [a. F. fleurette, -tfe, f. fleur-
ette : cf. Fleuret 1

.] = Fleury.
156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 34 He heareth Azure, a crosse

flurte Or. 1610 Guili.im Heraldry vi. iv. 263 He beareth
Gules, a Crosse flurte Or. 1706 Phillips led. Kersey 1

,

Fleurettee (Fr. in Heraldry), flowered or set off with
Flowers. 1830 E. Hawkins A/tglo-Fr. Coinage 121 A
Greek cross, pate'e at the extremities, flurt. 1864 Boutell
Heraldry Hist. % Pop. xv. 191 They substitute an orle

ofsilver crescents for the field fleurettee [1863 (ed, 1) floret tee].

Fleurish, var. of Fleerish.

It Fleuron (floron). Also 4 floroun. [a. F.

fleuron, OF. floron, f.fleur flower.]

1. A flower-shaped ornament, used esp. in archi-

i

tecture or printing, on coins, etc.

i 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 220 So were the florouns of
her coroun whyte. .1660 Bp. Cosin in C. Walker Ritual
Reason Why 43 note, In some MS. 'directions to the printer'

. . he [Bp. CosinJ inserted after the Absolution * Here set a
fleuron'. 1830 E. Hawkins Auglo-Fr. Coinage 7'3 Crown
of eight lilies and four fleurons. 1833 Ellis Elgin Marb.
II. 169 The front is enriched with a fleuron. 1882 Yule in

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 498 These latter [coins] bore (obverse)
a Nepalese emblem surrounded by eight fleurons containing
the eight sacred Buddhist jewels.

2. (See quot.)
17x4-1800 Bailey, Fleurons [in Cookery], fine Tarts or

Puffs of Pastry Work for Garnishing. 18*3 in Crabb.

f3. = Floret. Obs. rare~ l
.

X7»7 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Butter-Burr, The Flower
. . forms a Tuft with several Fleurons cut or divided into
long Strings.

I] Fleuronee, a. Her. [a. F. fleuronni e, f.

fleuron-. see Fleuron.] Ornamented with fleurons:
= Botone.
1614SELDEN Titles Hon. 195 A Crown Fleuronee [printed

Fleurnoee], only differing from what is now a Royall one,
in that it was not arch't or close.

Fleury flrwri', flory (floVri), a. Her. Also

5 flure, flourre, 5-6 flurri(e, 6 florie, 7 floury,

8 flore, florey, (flowery), 9 fleurie, flury, flurry,

[ad. Y.fleure
1

, -ee, OF.flore*,flouri, f.fleur.) Deco-
rated with fleurs-de-lis; es/>. of a, cross: Having
its arms tipped with fleurs-de-lis. (Cf. also Coun-
TERFLEURY, -FLORY.)
c 1420 Anturs ofArth. xxxi, A tablet flourre [Douce MS.

flure 1

. 1483 Cat'h. Aug I. 136 Flory,Jlorulentus. i486 Bk.
St. Albans, Her. C vij b, Hit is calde a cros flurri. 1571
BossRWELL^r/z/or/cu. 33 These Barrulettes are often founde
Florie. 1611 Dkayton Poly-olb. iv. Notes 69 Bearing . . a
Scepter fleury in his right. 1706 Hearne Collect. 9 May,
On y° other a Cross Flore. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 251
A bordure, or, charged within a double tressure fleury.

1823 RuTTEH Fonthill p. x.\i, The Royal double tressure of
Scotland, flory and counter flory of the first [gules], 1864
Boutell Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xv. § 1 (ed. 3) 182 The
crosslets are drawn fleurie.

Flew (fl«). [Of unknown origin.] Usually//.

The large chaps of a deep-mouthed hound (e.g.

the bloodhound).
JS75 Turberv. Faulconrle 369 They . . open his flew and

jawes with a marines hande. 1611 Markham Couutr.
Content. 1. i. 1 1668' 5 The flews of his [i. e. a hound's] upper
lips almost two inches lower than his neither chaps. 1766-82
in Haii.kv. 1818 Hogg 11 nut ofF.ildon v. in l>'rovnie of'Bods-
beck II. 322 Their crukit tungis were dry for blood, An' the

red lowe filled at tlieir flews. 1883 Stables Friend Dog
vii. 60 Flews, the hanging lips, as in the Blood-hound.

Flew, var. of Flue.
Flew, pa. t. of Fly v. and [obs.) of Flay v.

Fleware, -ere, -oure, obs. Sc. ff. Flavour.

Flewed (fl/7d), ppl a. [f. Flew sb. + -ed 2
.]

Having flews (of a particular quality}.

1590 Siiaks. Aft'ds. N. iv. i. 125 My hounds are bred out
of the Spartan kinde, So flew'd, so sanded. 1592 1 .si v

Midas iv. ili, A hound . -fleet, faire flewde, and well hangd.

t Fie*well. Obs. [a. "Dvi.fluwijn, prob.a cor-

ruption of Y.fouiiie.'] A polecat.

1494 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 50 Item 100 rygis of
flewenys, price 8J gs.

Flewen, obs. pa. pple. of Flay.

Flewet (fl«*et). Obs. exc. Se. and dial. Also
flewit, flnet. [Of unknown origin] A smart
blow or stroke, a buffet.

1563"83 FOXE -•/. % M. II. 1474 With his hand he . . gaue
Syr Thomas, a good flewet upon the vpper part of the neck.

1719 Hamilton Ep. to Ramsay 24 July xiv, For an they
winna had their blether, They's get a flewet. 1786 Burns
What aitsye now X, I'd rather suffer for my faut A hearty
flewit. 1878 Cumbrld, Gloss, s.v., ' Hit him a fluet ower
t' lug.'

Flewk(e, obs. form of Fluke.
Flewm, Flewm- : sue Phlegm, Phlegm-.

T Flew*sey f
a. Obs. Also flusey. [f. flew,

Flue fluff.] Fluffy.

1711 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVI I. ?S2 Its flewsey
Heads grow in round clusters, with elegant feathered Seed.

1713 Ibid. XXVIII. 62 Its blush Flowers stand in a round
flusey Head, like our Haresfoot.

Flex (fleks), v. [f. h.flex- ppl. stem of fleciere

to bend.] trans. To bend. Now only in scientific

\

use, esp. with reference lo the bending of a joint

or limb by the action of the flexor muscles (op-

I posed to Extend), and Geol. ^vith reference to

! strata.

111521 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828' III. 13 With
I

his knees flexed he prostened him. 1560 Rolland Crt.

I

Venus 11. 943 Richt fair scho hes me flext. 157s BosSKWELL
Armorie in. 20b, This worme is here figured with the tayle

j
flexed vnder his chinne. 1834 M'MuRTItlE Cuvier's AHim.

I Kingd. 357 The tarsi . . can only be flexed on the tibia?.

1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 169 Asingle muscle.

.

flexes the thigh. 1879 Dana Man. Geol. (ed.3) 15 s The whole

I

series has been upturned and flexed, broken and displaced.

Flex
ve, obs. form of Flax.

t Flexa*nimous, a. Obs. [f. L. flexanim-us
(f. flex- ppl. stem of fleetere to bend + anim-um
mind) + -ous.]

1. Having power to bend or influence the mind ;

moving, affecting.

c 1621 S. Ward Life Faith (1627I 66 It stands not without
doores as a Mendicant Flexanimous perswader. 1633 T.
Adams Exp. 2 Peter \\. 5 He is that flexanimous Preacher
whose pulpit is in heaven. 167a Life fas. Armiuius <y-

Simon Episcopius I. 8 There was in Beza beyond other
mortals a flexanimous and perswasive eloquence.

2. (See quot.)
1656^-81 Blount Glossogr., Flexanimous . . that is ofa minde

easily bent or turned. 1721 in Bailey.

Hence Flexa nimousness.
17*7 Bailey vol. II, Flexanimousness, flexibleness of M ind

or Disposition.

Flexed (flekst), ///. a. [f. Flex v. + -ed 1
.]

Bent. Now only Her, and in scienti6c use. Flexed

and reflexed (Her.\ having the two extremities

curved in opposite directions, like the letter S.

157a [see Flex v.]. 1610 Guillim Heraldry m. xiii. (161 1)

125 The proboscide Trunke. .of an Elephant in paleCouped
Flexed and reflexed after the forme of a reman S. 163a
Lithgow Trav. vii. 334 Upon my flexed knees. 1838-40

Berry Encycl. Herald I, Flexed, bent or bowed, somewhat
circular. 1863 Boutell Heraldry Hist, ft Pop. xi. § 1. 59
Three Legs, armed, proper, .flexed in a triangle. 1880 Hux-
ley Crayfish iii. 99 When the abdomen is completely flexed.

Flexen, obs. form of Flaxen.
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Flexibility (fleksibrliti). [a. F. flexibility

ad. L. flexibilitdt-em, f. flexibilis : see Flexible
and -ity.] The quality of being flexible.

1. Capability of being bent ;
pliancy.

1616 Bullokak, Flexibilities aptnes to bend. 1656 Ridglf.y
Pract. Physick 359 Smaller Tents must not be put in,

because of their flexibility. 1796 Brougham in Phil. Trans,
LXXXVI. 234 The parts of light differ in flexibility. 1859-60

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) II. II. ii- 234 That_ strength
and flexibility of limb, .by which a man excels in manly
games.

t b. The quality of yielding to pressure. Obs.

1672 Horneck Gt. Law Const'd. vi. (1704) 339 When this

air yields to all gross bodies, and lets them pass without
opposition .. In that flexibility, thou mayest see the sinful-

ness of thy inexorable temper.

2. Susceptibility of modification or alteration
;

capacity for ready adaptation to various purposes

or conditions ; freedom from stiffness or rigidity.

1783 Blair Led. Rhct. I. ix. 175 The flexibility of a
Language, or its power of accommodation to different styles

and manners. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 54 It has not
that softness and flexibility, which are found in other
languages. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xi. 46 The flexi-

bility necessary for a continual adaptation to altered cir-

cumstances. 1865 M. Arnold Ess, Crit. ii. (1875) 57 Flexi-

bility of intelligence. 1871 Markby Elem. Law § 59 Its

[judiciary law's] only advantage—that offlexibility or capacity

of being adapted to any new combination of circumstances
that may arise. 1875 Hamkrton Intcll. Life x. v. 392 Men
of exceptional power and e.vceptional flexibility.

b. Of the voice or fingers : Capacity for free,

rapid, and varied execution or delivery. Also//.
1795 Mason Ch. Mas. ii. 134 It required no flexibility of

throat. 1807 tr. Gccdc's Traz>. II. 218 Mrs. Siddons pos-

sesses all the flexibilities of tone. 1848 Rimbault First Pi:
Piano 43 When the fingers of the right hand have acquired
some degree of flexibility. 1848 C. Bronte jt. Eyre xi. 102

A flexibility of voice and an appropriateness ,of gesture.

3. Readiness to yield to influence or persuasion,

pliancy of mind or disposition. Const, to.

1647 Clarkndon Hist. Reb. vn. (1843I 426/1 The flexibility

and instability of that gentleman's nature, not being then
understood. 1751 Johnson Rambler ~So. 162 ? 6 Flexibility

to his present humour. 177a Pkif.stlev Inst. Relig. (1782)
I. i>i The flexibility, as we may call it, of a child.

Flexible v
fleksib'l), a. Also 6 flexable,

-ibil(l. [a. F. flexible, f. L. flexibil-is, l flex-

ppl. stem otflectere to bend.]

1. Capable of being bent, admitting of change in

figure without breaking; yielding to pressure,

pliable, pliant.

1548 H.\LL.Cltr<m,, Edw. IV, 212 Like a rede with every
wind is agitable and flexible. 1561 Buli.eyn Hk. Sicke Men
81 a, Feele also the pacient . . whither the partes be pained,

or flexable, or haue loste their strength and are stifle. 1606

Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 1. iii. 50 When the splitting winde Makes
flexible the knees of knotted Oakes. 16*6 Bacon Sylva

§ 796 And you shall finde . . the Stalke harder and less

Flexible, than it was. 1664 Tower Exp, Philos, 1. 42 It

hath a Cartilaginous flexible Tube or Channel. 1731 Ah-
buthnot Aliments jj, (1735) 40 An Animal, in order to be
moveable, must be flexible. 1801 Binglev Anim. Biog.

(1813) II. 373 These parts, with the tail, are covered by a
strong flexible skin. 1823 W. Phillips Introd. Mitt. Introd.

9 A flexible granular quartz is found in Brazil. 1874^ Bou-
tell Arms 4- Arm. ii. 17 The long, flexible and pointless

weapons that are described by the Roman historians.

f 2. Of a fluid : Not rigid, yielding. Of winds :

Variable in direction, shifting. Obs.

161a Steed Theat. Gt. Brit. iv. v. 145 The quicke and
flexible windes cooling the heat of Summer. 161s Brere-
wood Lang. % Relig. 115 Water being, .heavy and flexible,

will slide away at any inequalitie. 169a Locke Educ. § 1

A gentle application of the hand turns the flexible Waters
into Channels.

3.i*a. That can be 'bent'*, inclined, or rendered

favourable to {obs.) b. Willing or disposed to yield

to influence or persuasion ; capable of being guided,

easily led, impressionable, manageable, tractable.

a 1410 Hoccleve De Reg. Pfine. 3358 To mercy were her

hertes ay flexible. 1533 JFrith Answ. Fisher (1829) 189 Our
judge, therefore, must not be partial, flexible, nor ignorant.

1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 199 b, If he sawe hym flexible

to his purpose. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 141. 1611

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. v. (1632) 38 They saw both heauen
and earth flexible to their deliuerance. 164a Newcomen
Serai, be/. Ho. Com. 5 Nov. (1643)6 The tender and flexible

age of her son. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvi. P2 The vulgar,

who are commonly flexible to any .new impression. 1727
Philip Quarll 139 Quarll . . was soon .made flexible^ by her
Tears. 1769 Junius Lett. xxxv.;i6o Can you conceive that

the people . . will long submit to be governed by so flexible

a house of Commons? 1863 E. V. Neale^««/. Th.^ Nat.

99 A directing reason, easy to be entreated, and flexible.

a/sol. 1771 Johnson A rgt. Hastie in Boswell App. 11. (1848)

814/1 The flexible will be reformed by gentle discipline.

4. Susceptible of modification or adaptation to

various purposes or uses ;
pliant, supple,

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. Pref., There are many
things [in the book] to be taken in a soft and flexible sense.

1769 Robertson Chas. V, III. 238 His flexible genius was
capable of accommodating itself to every situation. 1837-9
Hallam Hist. Lit. I. iii. L § 116. 227 In his Latin style, .he

is less flexible and elegant. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. § 10.

38 To proclaim a more flexible rule of judgement. 188s

A. W. Ward Dickens iii. 55 Never was his inventive force

more flexible and more at his command. i885 Lowell
Democr. 226 A language at once so precise and so flexible

as the Greek.

b. Of the voice: (see quot. 1825).
171a Hughes Sped. No. 541 r 7 Sorrow and complaint

demand a voice quite different, flexible, slow, interrupted.

18*5 Danneley Encycl. Mus,, Flexible, a voice is said to

be flexible when it can swell and diminish its tones, with
such grace and power, as to give every shade of expression
to the melody it executes. 1831 Lytton Godolph. 30 His
vuice was so deep and flexible.

c. In depreciatory sense : Supple, complaisant.
1826 Svd, Smith Wks. (1867) II. 118 But some have been

selected for flexible politics.

5. quasi-a</z>. = Flexibly.
1833 Regul. Jnstr. Cavalry 1. 115 The sword should be

held flexible.

Flexibleness fie ksib'lnes}. [f. prec. + -kess.]

= Flexibility in various senses.

1612-15 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xix. iii, If this son of
Chenaanah had not had. .a heart of lead for flexiblenesse to

humours and times. 1669 Woodhead St, Teresa 11. App. 1

They . . perceive in the Superior such a flexibleness, as to

pass by their faults. 169a Locke Educ. § 199. 255 The
flexibleness of trie former part of a Man's Age.

Flexibly (fle'ksibli), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a flexible manner, with flexibility.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 149 They stand not

stifle, but bend flexibly. Ibid., Serpents (1658) 705 Their
bodies are leaner, flexibly turning to every side, according

to the necessity of motion. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. 17

Two thick leather bags, which . . lent themselves flexibly to

every corner. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiv. 183 O'er wide
water his oars move flexibly fleeting.

Flexicostate (fleksikfrste't). [f. flexi- com-
bining form of 1.. flex-us, pa. pple. of fleet'ere to

bend + Costate.] * Having bent ribs' (1846

Smart\ Hence in later Diets.

Flexile (fle'ksil), a. Now somewhat rare. Also

7 flexil. [ad. L, flexil-cm, f. flex- ppl. stem of

fleett-re to bend : see -ile.]

1. Kasily bending or bent, pliant, supple, flexible.

Of the features : Mobile.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 20 The serpent . . winds
about it with his flexile and folding body, a 1734 North
Lives II. 202 From the box proceeds a flexile pipe with the

tool at the end. 1774 IVestm. Mag. II. 374 Hers is the

humble eye,the flexile knee. 1814W0RDSW. Excursion vm.
443 Whose ; flexile boughs .. conceal'd the stems and roots.

1834 Lytton Pompeii 21 A Sicilian who with vehement
gestures and flexile features was narrating.. a strange tale.

2. trans/, andflg, a. Kasily directed or swayed

;

yielding, tractable, b. Capable of varied adapta-

tion, versatile.

1651 Biggs Nexv Disp. P291. 214 Their too flexile natures.

1738-46 Thomson Smnmer 980 At sea, whose every flexile

wave Obeys the blast. 1744 Armstrong Preserv. Health ii.

381 Whose flexile genius sparkles in the gem, Grows firm in

oak, and fugitive in wine. 1836 Lytton Athens I. 111 The
Ionians .. were susceptible, flexile [etc.]. 184a Tennyson
A mphion vHi. 59 Oh, nature first was fresh to men . . So youth-

ful and so flexile then, You moved her at your pleasure.

Hence Plexi'lity [ + -ity], the quality or con-

dition of being flexile.

1659 Stanley Hist. Philos. (170O 565/2 There are others

which depend upon these; as Flexihty, Tactility, Ductility,

and others. 1815 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XL. 409
The flexility of the Samaritans.

T Plexrloquent, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. flexi-

loquus {(.flexus, pa. pple. offlectere to bend + loqtri

to speak) : see -loqlent.] Speaking words of

doubtful or double meaning.
1656 81 in Blount Glossogr. .1692-173* in Coles.

Flexinish, obs. form of Fi.axenish.

Flexion, flection ^nVkJsn). [ad. L.flexion-

em, n. of action l.flectere (ppl. %\.<trn.flex-) to bend.

Cf. Fr. flexion, Sp. flexion, It. flessione. The ety-

mological spelling flexion is the original in Eng.

;

flection (first in 18th c.) is due to the influence of

such words as affection^ direction, etc.]

1. The action of bending, curvature; bent condi-

tion ; an instance of this.

1656 Hobbes Six Less. Wks. 1845 VII. 260 It is the

quantity of that crookedness or flexion, by which a straight

line is bent into an arch of a circle equal to it. 1659

Pearson Creed vi. 562 Thus to sit doth not signifie any
peculiar inclination or flexion. 1796 Brougham in /'////.

Trans. LXXXVI.227 Flexion, or the bending of the rays [of

light] in their passage by bodies. 1807 Robinson Archxol.

Grxca m. xx. 323 Eluding the stroke of the adversary by

a flexion of the body. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 602 The
flexions .. of the stem and leaf-stalk produced by the

wind.
attrib. i860 Bigelow (title) On the Mechanism of Dis-

location and Fracture of the Hip. With the Reduction of

the Dislocation by the Flexion Method.

b. esp. The bending of a limb or joint by the

action of the flexor muscles. Cf. Extension 2.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 989 By this articulation both

flexion and extention is made, 1644 Bulwer Chiron. 121

Delicate flexions, .of the Fingers. 1799 Med. Jrnt. 1 1. 166

It did not produce a perceptible flexion of the tibia. 1835-6

Todd Cycl. Anat. L 256/1 When two segments of a limb

.. can be brought to form an angle with each other, the

motion is that of flexion. 1881 Mivart Cat 117 This liga-

ment aids powerfully in preventing the flexion of the knee

forwards.
* c. A kneeling (in prayer), genuflexion, rare.

186a Lond, Rez: 30 Aug., Next followed two prayer

flections at the Tomb of Abraham.

+ d. A turning of the eye in any direction. Obs.

i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 7 19 Pity causeth sometimes . .a Flexion

or Cast of the Eye aside.

f 2. Alteration, change, modification. Obs.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1251 In every one of

them Sacadas made a certeine flexion . . called Strophe.

1644 Bulwer Chiron. 123 Oratours. .(whohuuted also after

delicate flexions of words). 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.uu v.

§ 35 The Flexion of his condition t,I mean, the altering of
his occasions).

„ b. A modification of the sound or tone of the

Voice in singing or speaking ; inflexion.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 25 P 5 Variation of gesture, and
flexion of voice, are to be obtained only by experience.

1846 Grote Greece 1. xxi. (1862) I. 530 Flexions and intona-

tions of the voice.

3. eoncr. The bent part of anything ; a bend,

curve. Also, a joiut.

1607 TorsELL Four-/. Beasts 204 Being vnable to ri.e

againe because of the short Nerues and no flexions in his

Legs. x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 222 Of a Sinuous Pipe, that

may haue some foure Flexions, Triall would be made.
17*6 Leoni Albertis Archit. III. 20/1 There are like

flexions in the boughs of trees. 1803 Med, yrnl. X. 61 He
put a blister . . below the flexion on the anterior part of the

thigh. 1867 Howells Ital. Jonrn. 56 A cavernous arcade

which curves round the water with the flection of the

shore.

4. Gram. Modification of the form of a word ;

. esp. the change ofending in conjugation, declension,

etc. ; inflexion. Also, the modified form or ending

of a word.
1605 Camden Rem. (1657) 39 Neither are we Ioaden with

those declensions, flexions, and variations which are in-

cident to many other tongues. 1669 Gale Crt, Gentiles
1. 1. xt- 61 Those very words, .differ somewhat in the sound
of the vowels and flexion. 17J0 De Foe Duncan Campbell

(1841) 37 The flexion or conjugation of the verb. 1773 Ld.
Monuoddo Lang. I. in. xiv. 672 Proper terminations and
flections. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 175 The common
grammatic flexions of some tribe or province. 1875 Whit-
ney Life Lang. xii. 241 An agglutinative dialect, .with no
determinate flexion.

5. Math. = Flexure 6.

1704 Hayes Treat. Fluxions vi. 153 The Use of Fluxions

in Investigating the Points of contrary Flexion and Re-
trogression of Curves. 1857 Nichol Cycl. Phys. Sc. s. v.,

The mathematical theory of Flexion starts from the basis

or datum of this Line of No-disturbance.

Flexional, flectional (fle-kj^nal), a. [f.

prec. + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

flexion, esp. in Grammar ; see Flexion 4. Also,

of a language : Possessed of, or based upon flexions.

Cf. Inflexional.
1833 J. C. Hare in Philolog. Museum II. 256 The meaning

of a flexional termination. 1861 Marsh Eng. Lang. 347
An important advantage of a positional, .over a flectional

syntax, is that [etc.] Z869 Farrak Fam. Speech iv. 119

note, A flexional language, .makes use of elements, .purely

conventional and mechanical. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol.

iv. 156 The clear flectional growth of the verb.

riexionless, flectionless (fle-kjanles), a.

[f. as prec. + -less.] Devoid of flexion or flexions :

only in grammatical sense.

i860 Farrar Orig. Lang. viii. 182 A language petrified in

its first stage of flex lonless and ungrammatical monosyllables.

1874 R. AIorkis Hist. Eng. Gram. ii. § ii. F 22 Dialects .

.

almost as flexionless as modern English.

fFle-xity. Obs. rare. [f. Flex v. + -ity.]

The quality or condition of being bent from the

straight line (said of rays of light).

1797 Brougham in Phil, Trans. LXXXVI I. 360 We may,
therefore, say that the rays of light differ in degree of

refrangity, reflexity, and flexity, comprehending inflexity

and deflexity.

t Ple'xive, a. Obs. [f. L. flex- ppl. stem of

flectere to bend + -ivk.] Tending to bend, flexible.

1639 Dayenant Albovine m. Dram. Wks. 1872 I. 55 Re
flexive in your smiles. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal xiv.

303 To cast his flexive body through a hoope. 1791 W.
Bartram Trav. 329 These heavy spikes of flowers . . bend
the slender flexive stems to the ground.

Hence Ple*xivoly adv.

1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv., Myconius 141 His heart was
alwayes flexively inclind To what was good.

Flexon, obs. f. Flaxen.

Flexor (fleksoj). Cf. Flector, [a. mod.L.

flexor, agent-n. i. flccte're {\>y>\. stemflex-) to bend.]

1. A muscle who?e function it is to produce flexion

in any part of the body. Opposed to extensor.

1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 743 The two Flexors and the

two extensors. I7«6 Monro Anat. 331 The Flexors of the

great Toe. 1880 Huxley Crayfish iii. 99 The flexors of the

abdomen.
2. attrib. in flexor muscle, surface, tendon.

17*6 Monro Anat. 328 This Bone is concave, for lodging

the Flexor-muscles, a 1735 Arbuthnot Mem. Scrib. x.

Wks. (1892) 345 Flatterers who have the flexor muscles so

strong that they are always bowing and cringing. 1847

Youatt Horse i. 14 Through the whole course of the flexor

tendon. 1881 Mivart in Nature No: 615.337 A spine which

projects vertically from the inner, or flexor surface of each

finger or toe.

tFle'Xpeng. Obs. ? A gudgeon.

c 1475 V'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 763 Fundulus, a flexpeng.

Flexs^s, obs. form of Flesh.

Flexuose (fleksi«i^'s), a. Chiefly Bot. [ad.

h.flexttos-us, f. flexu-s sb. a bending («-stem\ f.

flectere to bend.] Winding in and out, bending to

and fro, serpentine, undulating, crooked.

1717 in Bailey vol. II. 1794 Martvn Rousseau's Bot.

xxvi. 393 The stem is a little flexuose or winding. i8»6

Kiruy & Sp. Eutomot. (1828) III. xxxv. 673 In Lyga;us

Pharaonis the posterior pair are flexuose. 1845 Lindley
Sch. Bot. ix. (1858) 154 Stalk of sporangium curved, flexuose.



PLEXUOSITY.

Flezuosity (fleksi«,^-siti). [ad. Y.flexttosiit1
,

ad. L.JltxiwsiteU-em, n, of state f. ftexudsus : see

prec. and -ity.] The quality or condition of being
flcxuous ; an instance of this ; a winding.
idu Cotgr., Ftexuosite, flexuositie ; a most crooked or

manifold turning. 1737 Oz\z\.i. Rabelais in. iv.(i8o7> II. 261
By long ambages, circuits, and fLxuosities. 1830 R. Knox
Be'ctartfs Anat. 168 The flexuosity consists in a course
alternately undulated above and below a straight line. 1853
Phillips Rivers Yorksh, ix. 243 [Roads] which exhibit a
negligent flexuosity.

Flexuoso-, combining form of Flexuose or
Flexuous, occas. prefixed to other adjs. to indicate
a flexuous form or arrangement.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 227 Afstraea] flexuoso-convex.

Ibid. 327 Lobes carinato-angnlar, and flex uoso-divaricat e.

1856 W. Clark Van dcr Hoeven's Zool. I. 405 Antenna; in
both sexes simple, flexuoso-clavate, with smooth apex.

Flexuous (nVkfrfttps), a. [ad. L. jlcxuos-us :

see Flexuose and -ous.]

1. Full of bends or curves ; winding, sinuous.
Now chiefly in scientific use, said of animal or
vegetable structures.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. vi. § 6. 28 Imitating the ordi-
nate flexuous courses of Nature, a 166 1 FULLER Worthies
Barks. (1662)81 The flexuous River of Thames. i8a8 Stark
Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 420 Lateral line flexuous ; tail slightly
hilobate. i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V\ x, Her lithe body
undulating with flexuous grace. 1874 T. Hardy Madding
Crowd I. xxv. 282 About equal proportions of gnarled and
flexuous forms, the former being the men, the latter the
women.
2. Moving in bends or waves, undulating, rare.
i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 820 The Flexuous Burning of Flames

doth shew the Aire beginneth to be vnquiet. 187a Darwin
Emotions Introd. n Man cannot express love, .by external
signs, so plainly as does a dog, when with .. flexuous body
. .he meets his beloved master.

Hence Fie xuously adv.. in a flexuous manner.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 382 Flexuously branched stems.

iB7» H. C, Wood Fresh-\V. Algx 34 Flexuously curved.

Flexural (fle-ksiuial), a. [f. next + -al.]
Of or relating to flexure.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phitos. § 591 The constants
of flexural and torsional rigidity.

Flexure ..rVksiui). [ad. L. fexura, f. flectere
to bend : see -urk.]

1. The action of flexing or bending ; curvature
;

an instance of this.

159a Nobody A Somcb. 1062 in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878)
I. 318 There's those are made For flexure, let them stoope.
1599 B. Jonson Ev. Mail onto/Hum. ' Grex ' 26 The easie
flexure of his supple hammes. ci6ii Chapman Iliad xxm.
409 Eumelus made most pace With his fleet mares, and he
began the flexure as we thought. 1764 RsiO Inquiry v. § 7A new sensation, which accompanies the flexure of joints,
and the swelling of muscles. 1775 Johnson West. Isl.
Witt. X. 351 The way makes a flexure. 18*7 Faraday
Chew. Manip. \\. 25 By flexure of the beam or change in
the points of support. 1870 Ruskin Lect. Art vi. 165 They
give life by flexure of surface, not by quantity of detail.

/g. 1649 Jul Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ep. Ded. 1 That pro-
position which complies with . . all the flexures of its tern-
porall ends.

2. Flexed or bent condition ;
* the form or direc-

tion* in which anything is bent' (J.), bent figure or
posture; bending, or winding form.
1628 Earle Microcosm, xxx (1811) 86 No antic1* screws

men's bodies into such strange flexures. 1658 Evelyn Ft:
Card. (16751 15 Which., will oblige the trees to what flexure
and forme you please. 1691 Ray Creation n. (1692) 5 The
contrary flexure of the Joints of our Arms and Legs to that
of Quadrupeds. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. v.
200 Muscles, by winch he [man] can give. . to his tongue, any
kind of flexure he pleases. 1836 Good Bk. Nat. 11834) I.

1 The details, .of planting the woods, of giving flexure to
the rivers, [etc.] 1875 Blackmore Alice Lorraine II. xxiii.

323 With classic flexure ofluxuriant hair.

f3. A tendency to bend or be bent ; a strain. Obs.
165a Abp. Sancroft Mod. Pol. in D'Oyly Life II. 254

There is no such equilibrious virtue, but has some flexure to
one of the extremes. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 42 The parts
of the Glass are under 11 kind of tension or flexure.

f4. a. Power of bending. Const, of b. Capa-
bility of being bent ; flexibility. Obs.

.
1651-3 Jeh. Taylor Serm. for Year (1S50) 154 Stiff as

icicles, and without flexure as the legs of elephants. 1779
Phil. Trans. LX1X. 10 He . . had the perfect flexure and
use of his fore arm. 180a Paley Nat. Theol. i. (1819) 2
A flexible chain artificially wrought for the sake of flexure.

6. concr. A thing of bent snaps; the bent part of
anything (e. g. a limb, river, road) ; a bend, curve,
turn, winding.
1607 Topshll Serpents d658) 674 An angle or flexure of

sixteen ribs. 165a F. Kirkman Clcrio $ Lozia 91 Her Coif
. .with flexures in it for her hair to pass out most compleatly
curled. c 1730 Gibson Farrier's Guide I, v. (1738) 56
[They] lose their fleshy substance .. as they approach the.
Flexure of the lower Jaw-bone. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dom. N.
A ttter. 11. v. § 2. 295 From the hook or flexure . . vessels get
out to sea whh difficulty. 1800 Med. Jrnt. 1 1 1. 23 The lowest
part of the sigmoid flexure of the colon. 1814 Cary Dante
Purg. xxv. 105 Now the last flexure of our way we reach 'd.

1839 Stonehouse Axholme 152 The arched entrance to the
north porch, which is richly ornamented by trefoil flexures.
1868 Browning Ringfy Bk. ix. 57 Her bal>e—that flexure of
soft limbs. 1874 Coues Birds N. W. 688 The wing from the
flexure, differs, .almost or quite an inch.

6. Math. The bending or curving of a line or
surface. In the theory of elasticity, the bending
of a surface or solid. Flexure of a carve : its

Vol. IV.

Point of

Sc. and north.

fle, (7 flea, 8

[OK. */?/#*«,

d-Jly*an : see

321

bending towards or from a straight line.

contraryflexure : see Contrary A. 5 d.
1671 W'allis in Rigand Core. Sci. Mm (1841) II. 538 The

figure of tangents applied to the arch stretched out into
a straight line, hath no contrary flexure. 1831 Brewster
Optics vi. 64 All the variety of caustics, with their cusps and
points of contrary flexure. 1856 Dehison Lect. Ch. Building
lii. 93 Hogarth's line of beauty. . is . . in mathematical Ian-
puage, a curve of contrary flexure. 1857 Wheweu. Hist.
Induct. Sc. I. 79 This flexure is different at different angles.
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Philos. § 141 Flexure stretciies
one side and condenses the other temporarily.

7. Geo!. A bending of strata under pressure,
chiefly from below.
1833 I.vell Princ. Geol. III. 316 The great flexure of the

secondary and tertiary beds. 1845 Darwin Voy. -Vat. ix.

(1879* 196 The quartz rock, .underwent, .remarkable flexures
without being shattered. i88z Gkikie Te.xt-bk. Geol. VII.

915 Various types of flexure may be noticed.
Hence Fle xured ppl. a. [-8D -], having a flexure

or flexures.

1881 Blackmore Christmvcll II. xiv. 276 The carven
curves and flexured tracery of soft little ears.

Fley, flay (fl* 1
, so. Sc. and north, dial. [f.

next.] A fright; also in to get, take (a) fley. Cf.
I-'lkg s/i.l

1804 TARRA8 Poems 70, I watna, bit [bull I've gotten
a fley. 1813 D. Anderson Poems 8o(Jam.) Hut bauldly then
shook off their flay. Ibid,m Timorous fowk tak flay. 1891
Northumbld. Class., /-lav, a fright.

Fley, flay [Be1
), 'v. 6bs.exe.

Forms : 3-9 flay, (5 flaey', 4-6
flee', 6 flie, 7-8 fly. See F1.K0.

*fli%au (found in the compound
Aflky) = ON. fleyja, OHG. {ar-.flaugen, Goth
(fu-)flaugjan :—OTent *flaugjan, causative of
fleugan to Fly.]

1. trans. To put to flight, frighten away. Also
with away.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1602 An ?e swiSe swote smal com anan

brefter, b.et fleide awei |e fearlac. c 1325 bfetr. Horn. 69
-Many tyme Flared he fendes fell fra hyme. c 1450 Bk.
lla:vkyng in Ret. An.'. I. 298 If thu handell thy hawkc .

.

with thi handes unwasch . . thu fleyst thyn hawke . . above
all thyng.

^
157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 218 Quhair is

5our wit.. To fle away my husband Common-weill? a 1005
Poi.waht Flyting iv. Montgomerie 211 And thinkes like
fooles, to fley all faes With targets, tunics, and toome talk.
X871 C. GlHBON Lack of Gold xxi, ' Ye may fley the laird
from the country.' 1876 Whitby Gloss., Flay, to scare away.
2. To frighten, scare, terrify.

rjlTOO Cursor M. 17288 + 359 (Cott.) Hot wymmen flayed
vus foule with wordez bat bai saide. 1375 Barbour Bruce
XVI. 2t7 Thai war so felly fleyit thar, That [etc.] c 1450 St.
Cutkbert (Surtees) 2374 f>ai flowe away as bai were flaydc.
1563 Davidson Coufnt. Kennedy in H'odr.Soc. Misc. (1844)
208 Thay walde faine fley us with the wynde of the worde
of perturbatione. 1721 Keli.y Sc. Prov. 391 You are more
flay'd than hurt. 1785 Burns Death f,- Dr. Hornbook ix,
'My name is Death But be na fley'd.' 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley v. 46 ' Like as they're flayed wi' bogards." 1889
Nicholson folk-speech A'. Yorkih. 33 Poor billy was om-
mast flaid oot ov his wits.

3. intr. To be afraid or frightened.
1768 Ross Helenore 1. 378 Nory . . had sorue farther gane,

For Lindy fly'd. a 1776 in Herd Collect. II. 216 The feint
a body was therein, ye need na fley'd for being seen.

4. Comb, flay-crake, -crow, a scarecrow.
1788 W. Marshall Vorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.i'Flay-crake,

a scare-crow. 1883 Longm. Mag. June 166 Coming across
a ' flaycrake ' among the young wheat. 1824 Craven Dial.
Ti,*Flaycraw. SRI R. 5. Surtees Sponge's S/i. Tour xiv.
72 A hat that would disgrace anything but a flay-crow.
Hence Pleyed ///. a., frightened ; afraid; timor-

ous. Const, of. Also Pleyedly [flietlie), adv.

;

riey ertness.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xviii. T926 He. .had hyr noucht
fleyd to be off that, c 14S0 Henrvson Poems (1865) 206
Quhtll that the Wolf for fleidnes fylit the field. 1533 Gau
Kicht I'ay (18881 107 Zour flevit conscience. 1563 WinJet
Four Scoir Pre Quest. Pref. Wks. 1888 I. 50 Of the silence
and fleitnes of wtheris. 1506 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. ix. 215 Quhtlk .. waik throuch feir ouer fiietlie stude
abak. a 1605 Poi.wart F'lyting w. Montgomerie 781 Fleyd
foole, mad muile ! 1674 Ray A^. C. Words 26 A flaid
Coxcomb, a fearful fellow. 1676 Row Suppl. Blair's Anto-
biog., '1848) xii. 539 Sharp who was as flyed as a fox. 1850
[Mrs. I.ear] Tales Kirkbeck Ser. 11. 121 ' l'se flayed onV
Elky exclaimed.

Fley(e, obs. forms of Flay.
Pleyen, obs. pa. pple. of Flay-.

Fley(h)s, obs. form of Flesh.
Fleying (nV'ir)\ vbl. sb. dial. [{. Fley v. +

-ING '.] The action of the vb. Fley ; an instance
of this ; hence, fright, fear. Also concr. Something
that frightens ; a hobgoblin.
1340 Hamfole Pr. Consc. 61 12 J>e day of flaying and ol

af[r]ay. 1811 Willan in Archxologia XVII. 146 Flaying,
an apparition or hobgoblin. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Flayin",
a spectre, an apparition. 1876 Whitby Gloss., ' I gat a sair
flaying.

1

Fleyke, Fleyl(e, Fleys, obs. ff. of Flake,
Flail, Fleece.

Fleysome, flaysome (fie 1 aftnl, a. dial. [f.

Flay sb. + -some.] Frightful, dreadful.
1790 A. Wilson Up. to Picken Poet. Wks. (1846) 106

He got on his fleesome cowl. 1848 E. Bronte Wuthering
//. xxxiii. 266 Yon flaysome graceless quean. 1891 At-
kinson Last Giant-Killers 150 Such flaysome, ghostlike
beings.

FLICHTERED.
Fleyte, obs. form of Flue.
Fliar, obs. Sc. form of Flyer.

t Flibber gibber, a. Obs. rare-*. [Cf. next.]
?Glib-tongued.
1561 Awdblay Fra/. Vacab. (1575) B iv, This is a flibber

gibber Knaue, that doth fayne tales.

Flibbertigibbet ;flt bsjtiid^i-bet). Forms:
6 flibbergib(be, flybbergybe, 7 flibber de' Jibb,
6-7 flebergebet, -gebit, -gibet, 6 flibber-gibbet,

7 fliberdigib(b)et, fliberdegibek, 9 flibberty-,
flipperty-gibbet, 7- flibbertigibbet. [App. an
onomatopoeic representation of unmeaning chatter.
The earliest form in ova ,o

i
\xcA%.,flibbcrgib, is prob.

the original ; the later expansions are of a kind
commonly met with in imitative words. The end-
ing may be due to association with gibbet]
1. A chattering or gossiping person; a flighty

or frivolous woman.
'549 Latimer 2nd Serm. bef. F.du: VI, D v, These .

.

flybbergybes an other daje shall come & clawe you by the
backe and say [etc.] i6n Cotgr., Coquette, a pratling. or
proud gossip; a titifill, a flebergebit. 1640 Brome Sparagus
Card. 1. iv, Good Mrs. Flibber de' Jibb with the French
fly-flap o' your coxecombe. 189a Thavers Mono Maclean
I. 6 Y'ou. .are less of a flibbertigibbet than the world takes
you to be.

1' 2. The name of a devil or fiend. Obs.
1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost, x. 49 Frateretlo, Fliberdi-

gibbet, Hoberdidance, Tocobatlo were foure deuils of the
round, or Morrice. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. iv. 120 The foule
Flibbertigibbet.. hurts the poore Creature of earth.

b. A person resembling the character so nick-
named in Scott's Kenilviorth ; an impish-looking,,
mischievous, and flighty urchin ; a person of gro-
tesque appearance and restless manners.
[1821 Scott Ktnil-.o. x, Dickie Sludge, or Flibbertigibbet,

as he called the boy.] 1826 H. N. Coleridge West'Indies
292 What with her dishevelled hair and young black
Flibbertigibbet by her side, she looked like a real witch.
1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in left 305 A white-haired flib-
bertigibbet of a boy. 1878 Stevenson Inland Voy. 63 He
was a lean, nervous flibbertigibbet of a man.
Hence rii'rjberty-g-rbrjerty a., flighty, frivolous,

senseless.

1879 Mrs. Walford Cousins II. 146 The gentle, serious
Jane was taken with the flibberty-gibberty fellow. 1888
in Berksh. Gloss.

Flibote : see Fly-boat.

t FlibrigO, sb. Obs. rare ~ '.

1762 Lend. Mag. XXXI. 612/2 Whoever desires to fatten
and strengthen, .let him refrain from high-seasoned hodge-
podge, French magma, and fish flibrigo.

Flibustier, var. of Filibuster sb.

II Flicf.ac. [Fr. ; echoic of a succession of
sharp sounds.] A kind of step in dancing.
1852 Thackeray Char, fy Humour Wks. i386 XXIII. 321

He teaches pirouettes and flic-flacs. i860 — Pound. Papers,
De Jnveujnte 77 The feet of five hundred nymphs were
cutting flicflacs on the stage.

Flie(e)h,e, obs. forms of Flitch.
Flieht, Sc. form of Flight, Flite.

Flichter (fli'x^-0, "'• Sc. [f. next vb.] =
Flicker sb?
1826 J. Wilson Koct. Amir.Wks. 1855 I. 240 In a flichter

o' rainbow licht.

Plicliter, flighter (fii"x^i\ v.* Sc. Also
flichtir, flych-, flyghter, 9 fleighter. [? i.jlicht

y

Flight v. ; see -bb*. Cf. Flacghtek v.~]

1. intr. Of a bird: To beat its wings, fly irregu-

Inrly or feebly, flutter. Of inanimate objects: To
flutter, move quivering through the air.

151J Douglas sEueis v. ix. 33 The foul affrayit flichtlris

on Jur wingis. i6« D. Dickson Pract. Wks. (1S45) I. 55
If ye will stir & flichter like a bird in a cage. 1790 A. Wil-
son Rabby's Mistake Poet. Wks. (1846) 101 Doos flighter't

through amang the stacks. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxv, * It "s

just a branch of ivy flightering awa frae the waV
trans/. 1871 Waddell Ps. xc. 10 A gliff it gaes by an' we

flichter hame.

2. To struggle ; to tremble, quiver, throb.
1528 Lyn-dksay Dream 303 Mony ane thousand Comoun

peple laye flichtrand in the fyre. 1553 Douglas' Aineis
v. viii. 115 The beist .. can ly .. flychterand in the dede
thrawis [cf. Flicker v. 3]. 17*4 [see///, a.}.

Hence Flichtering vbl. sb. and ppL a.

17*4 Ramsay 'Pea-t. Misc. (1733) It. 162 My flighteren
heart gangs pittie-pattie. 1768 Koss Helenore 1. 1738 Sleep
. . for a wee her flightering breast did heal. 1785 Burns
Cotter's Saturday Nt. iii, Th'expectant wee-things, toddlin,
stacher through To meet their Dad wi' flichterin noise and
glee. i8jo Scott Monast. iii, ' Our leddy is half gane
already, as ye may see by that fleightering of the ee-lid.'

tFlixliter,fli*gliterl
z'.2 St. Obs. [?(.ftic/i-

ter, Fughter, in the unrecorded sense of * wing
'

;

cf. pinion vb.] trans. To bind, pinion.
1680 in Wodrow Hist. Stiff. Ch. Scott. (1722) II. in. iv. § 5.

141 His Hands (lightered with Ropes. 1703 Williamson
Serm. be/. Gen. Assembly 48 Driven back to Lothian . . tied

and flightered like thieves. 1768 Ross Helenore 1229 His
legs they loos'd, but flighter'd held his hands.

Flichtered (flrxtaid),///. a . Sc. [f. Flichter
z/.

1 + -ed ]
.] Thrown into a flutter: a. volatile,

flighty ; b. frightened.

i83»-S3 Whistlc-binkie (Sc. Songs^ Ser. in. 70, I canna say
fiichter'd an' foolish ye've been. 1889 Barrie Window in
Thrums 102 'They were juist as flichtered themsels.'
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FLICK.

Flick (fiik), $k* [Echoic; cf. F. flicflac the
cracking of a whip.]

1. A light blow, esp. one given with something
pliant, a whip, etc., or with the finger-nail.

1447 Bokenham Scyniys 85 Thy craft . . is not worth .1 flykke.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Cachete, a flicke in the cheeke.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. ii, ' If the parson had not his

petticoats on, I should have lent un o flick.' 1859 Boyd
Recr. Coitntry Parson (1862) 74, I have sometimes given
you an angry flick when you shied. 1886 D. C. Murray
First Person Sine. xix. 146 With a dexterous flick of the
towel he extinguished his own candle.

b. Any sudden movement; a jerk.

i856 A'eader 6 Jan. 19/1 The peculiar flick of the biurh in

drawing the terminations of the foliage. 1867 F. Francis
Angling \'\\. (1880) 263 The slightest 'flick' or 'crack' [in

throwing the line] will necessitate putting on a new fly.

c. qutui-o/z/. With a flick.

186* H. Kingsley in Macm. Mag. July 225 The line came
* flick ' home across his face.

2. The sound thus produced ; hence, any slight,

sharp sound.
1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury I. xix, The only

evidences of sound, .being the creaking and straining of the
wheels, .or the flick of the driver's whip. x865 Cornh. Mae.
Dec. 655 The flick of her cards falling upon the table was
the music she loved best to hear. 1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss.

,

Fti:k, the hasty snap of a greyhound when he fails to secure
the hare.

3. cotter. Something thrown off with a jerk ; a
dash, splash. (Perh. influenced by Fleck sbj)
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xix, The flicks of yellow that

the rushlight threw on the dreary darkened ceding. 1891
Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 7/2 Great flicks of spray and foam as
big as a man's hand.

Flick (flik;, sb.2 [Origin unknown
;
perh. two

distinct words
]

fl. slang, A thief. Obs~°
1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all, A Flicke [printed

Afllicke], a Theefe.

2. dial, and vulgar. (See quots.)
1883 Punch 2S July 38/1 Last night, They'd a feet in these

gardens, old flick. 1886 Elworthy W, Somerset Word-bk.,
F/tck, a very familiar epithet—as ' Come on, old flick '.

Flick, sb.'-i dial. Also fleck, [var. of Flix.J
The fur of a hare or rabbit, etc.; hence collect, hares

and rabbits. Cf. Feather sb. 4.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 140 The black [cat] had lost

a very large portion of his flick. 1840 Spurdens Supp. to

I'oc. E. Anglia, Flick, hare's or rabbit's down. 1887 Kent
Gloss., Fleck, bares; rabbits; ground game. 'They killed

ever two hundred pheasants, but not but terr'ble little fleck.'

Flick, $6,4 dial. See Fleck sb.'->

Flick 'fiik), z'.
1 Cant. [prob. a dialectal variant

of Flitch v.] trans. To cut.

1677 Coles, Flick, to cut. 1750 Apot. Life Bampfylde-
M. Carew 338 Flick me some panam and cassan ; cut me
some bread and cheese. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
FUck the peter, cut off the cloak bag, or portmanteau. 1815
Scott Guy M. xxviii, One of them . . desired one of the lads
' to hand in the black Peter, that they might flick it open '.

!

1837 Disraeli Venetia xiv, Flick the bread, cut the bread.

Flick flik), v.- Also 9 fleck, [f. Flick sb.^
;

app. not recorded before the 19th c.]

1. trans. To strike lightly with something flexible,

as a whip.
1838 DlCXBNS Nich. Nick, xxiii, ' Many and many is the

circuit this pony has gone,' said Mr. Crummies, flicking him
•kilfully on the eyelid. 1873 Ouida Pascarel II. xi. 247
Pascarel flicking his mandoline into harmony with the
lazzarone song which be was humming. 1875 A. R. Horn
My Schoolboy Fr. 149 Flicking each other with our towels.

1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 61, O white-throat swallow
flicking The loch with long wing-tips,

2. To remove (something) with a smart stroke

of something flexible. Also with away.
1847 Alb. Smith Chr. 'Tadpole ii. 30 [He] attempted to flick

a fly from the horse's haunch. 1848 Thackekay Van. Fair
xxxviii, He would flick away . . the particles of dust with a
graceful wave of his hand. 1887 Miss Braddon Like <y

Unlike ii, Miss Deverill was flicking the chalk-marks off
the cloth with her handkerchief.

b. To throw {off, etc.) with a jerk ; to jerk.
1816 T. L. Peacock Headlong Hall iv, Like so many spots

of ink, flicked at random out of a pen. 1882 W. J. Cum-,
mins Catalogue Fishing Tackle 10 Don't attempt to throw"
against the wind, as you would be sure to ' flick ' the fly off.

3. intr. To move with quick vibrations
;

(also,

toflick it). Of a. bird : To flutter ; in quot. with
out. Of a wound ; To palpitate, throb. Cf.

FLICKER.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxviii. (1856) 349 As it Is, we

are undoubtedly flicking it to the north again. 1866 Black-
more Cradock Noiuell xxxi, The jar-bird flicked out from
the ivy-drum. 1889 N. IV. Line. Gloss., Fleck, to flutter, to
throb. ' My thumb, I knew it was getherin', it fleck'd so5.'
a 1890 R. F. Burton in Life (1893) I. 00 They were flick-

ing across the country at the rate of twelve miles an hour.

4. trans. To move or shake with a ' flick ' ; to

make a light stroke or movement with (a whip,
etc.).

1844 Mrs. Houston Yacht Voy. Texas II. 313 The ladies

. .begin flicking about their fans. 1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton
Leg. xxxi. 357 The driver flicked his whip at her parasol.
1861 Fraser's Mag. Dec. 768 Our rotten old sail began to
flick itself into shreds. 1877 C. Keene Let. in G. S. Layard
Life ix. (1892) 251, I was afraid of flicking my line into my
host's eye. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist xxxii. (1889* 312 He
stood . . flicking a wet towel at Crossjay. 1886 Stevenson
Pr. Otto 11. xii. 203 He flicked the order on the table.
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absot. 1880 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 79/r So, flicking first at

one hind-leg, then at another, he succeeded, .in getting her
to face him.

Flick (flik), v* Chiefly dial. Also fleck, [f.

Flick i#.»]

1. trans, a. To cause the fur to fly from (a hare
orrabbit' ; hence, to wound, b. Of a dog : To seize

by the fur.

1843 J. T. Hewlett College Life III. xxxni. 299 They
[the dogs] ran up to their hare . . flicked, and eventually
killed her. x8?6 Surrey Provincialisms (K. D. S.) s. v.,

'You flicked him pretty much' means you shot him very
hard. 1888 lierksh. Gloss, s. v. Vleck, 'I vlecked a rabbut
zo's I thinks the dogs 'ull ketch un.'

2. To strip of fur. Hence, Jig. To fleece, strip.

x8« Moor Suffolk Words, ' I fleck't him of all his marbles.'

Fhck(ke, obs. form of Flitch.

t Flicker, shy Obs. rare- 1
, [cf. Flick sb.-]

1998 Fi.ORio, Guauciatore, .. a pilferer, a flicker.

Flicker, sb,- slang. Adrinking-glass. Hence
Flicker v., to drink (Farmer).
1677 in Coles, a 1700 in B. E. Did. Cant. Crnv. 1750

Af>ol. Life Bampfylde-M. Carew 338. 1785-18*3 Grose
Diet Vulg. 'Tongue.

Flicker (flrkw), sb.z [f. Flicker v.]

1. An act of flickering, a flickering movement.
1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iv, [The bird would] with an

impudent flicker of his tail, dart into the depths of the
quickset. 1861 Wilson* & Geikie Mem, E. Forbes i. 35
The flicker of the leaves whose shadows mottle their waters.

2. A wavering unsteady light or flame.

1849 Alii Smith Pottleton Leg. vii. 36 After some delay,
there was a flicker through the fanlight of the street door.

1856 Kane Arct. Fxpl. I. xxviii. 371 Writing by this miser-

able flicker of my pork-fat lamp. 186a Miss Braddon Lady
Audley viii. 57 The pale sky, tinged with the last cold
flicker of twilight.

fig. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. v. 53 This little flicker of
enthusiasm. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VII. xvn. vii. 75
His Enterprise was a final flicker of false hope. 1876 Mauds-
ley Physiol. Mind'x. 25 The last flicker of departing life.

Flicker (flrkai), sbA U.S. [Said to be echoic

of the bird's note.] The popular name of various

American species of woodpecker.
1849 Thoreau Week Concord Riv. Thursday 333 The

flicker's cackle is beard in the clearing. i87oLowell.S7k<tV
Wind. 19 The flicker makes good his claim to the title of
pigeon-woodpecker. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. IV. Introd. 8

The two flickers are mainly characterized by the color of
the under-surface of the wing and tail feathers, these being
red in the red shafted {Colaptcs mexlcanus), gamboge yellow
in the yellow-shafted flicker [C. auratus). Ibid. IV. 428
The Cape flicker (C. chrysoides), with red moustache.

t Flicker, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Flicker .v. ;

cf. OF. flacor adj., mentioned under Flacker v;*\

Unsteadfast, wavering.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 36 Forth! asked Crist quether man him

soht Als he war man of fliker thoht.

Flicker(flikoj),z'. Forms: 1 flicerian, -orian,

3—5 flikeren, (4 flikkere), 4-5 fleker, -ir, 5-6
j

fly(c)ker,6flickar,.$V.flickir, flikker, 6- flicker,
j

[OK. flicorian, an onomatopoeic formation with

frequentative suffix (see *er5), expressing repeated
\

quick movement similar to that expressed by !

FLACKER, but slighter or less noisy.]

1. inb. Of a bird: To flutter ; to hover, occas. I

To flap the wings; to move by flapping the wings,
j

e 1000 .'Klfric Horn. II. 156 An blac brostle fiicorode ymbe '

his neb. C1386 Chaucer A'nt's. T. 1104 Above hir heed hir 1

dowves flikeringe. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 109 '

Ovyr byr as she [a dove] dede hovyr flekerynge. 1581
Marbeck Bk. of Notes 348 Estrt'ch, This bird .. cannot
mount up to flie aloft, but flickereth in such wise as he
cannot be overgone. 1616 Surfl. & Markei. Country Farnte
26 If the Duckes. .flicker with their wings often and a long
time together. 1700 Dryden Palamon <$ Arc. in. 123 The
tuneful lark . . flickering on her nest, made short essays to

sing. 1801 C Smith Solit. Wanderer I. 255, I saw too .

.

the flying fish, emerging from the waves on their wing-like
fins, and flickering along the surface of the water. 1893
Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xix. 304 The pinnacles ..

were flickered about all day long by a multitude of wings.

fig- ^'374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1193 (1221) Her gost,

that flikered ale a loft, Into her wofull herte ayen it went.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeucis n. (Arb.) 64 From the fathers

sermons shal such fond patcherye flicker?

+ 2. To make caressing or fondling movements
with the wing ; hence, to act in a fondling or coax-

ing manner ; to dally, hanker, look longingly (after).

ana< Ancr. R. 290 Spit him amidde pe bearde .. bet

flikereo so mit be. c. 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P 783 Vit wol
thay kisse, and flikkere, and besien hemself. 1530 Palsgr.

552/2, I flycker, I kysse togyther, j'e baise. 1556 J. Hev-
wood Spider fy F. Ixiiu 42 Where they may win ought ..

they flickar, and flatter, in fauer to grow. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. in. in. iv. ii. It is most odious, when an old
acherontic dizzard that hath one foot in his grave .. shall

flicker after a young wench. 1697 Dryden Virgil Life **ujb,
Lavinia.. looks a little flickering after Turnus. 1806 R. Ja-
mieson Pop. Ball. I. 296 Dorothy. . flicker'd at Willie again,

b. slang and dial. (See (mots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cretv, Toflicker, to grin or flout.

1785-18*5 Chose Diet. I'ulg. 'Tongue, Flickering, grinning,
or laughing in a man's face. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss., ' He flicker'd and flyred lahk a girningcat.'

3. To make a fluttering or vibratory movement

;

to wave to and fro ; to flutter (in the air or wind)

;

to quiver, vibrate, undulate. Of wind : To blow
in light gusts.

c 1450 Merlin 324 Their baners . . flekered in the wynde.

FLICKERING.
a 1577 Gascoicne Wks. (1587) 299, I see not one .. Whose
feathers flant and flicker in the winds. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. .win, xxxv. 613 You shall marke the leaves of trees

to move, flicker Si play themselves. 1633 J. Fisher True
Trojans 11. v, Troopes, With gawdie pennons flickering

in the aire. 1793 Kahl Buchan Ess., Spring (1812) 77
The darkest indigo blue was seen .. to flicker on the sur-

face of this molten gold. 183s Tennyson Dream Fair
Worn. 113 The high masts flicker'd as they lay afloat. 1850
— In Mem. ex, Nor cared the serpent at thy side To flicker

with his double tongue. 1873 Miss Thackeray Old Ken-
sington xi. 89 A wet foggy wind flickered in his face.

b. trans, (causatively.) (Cf. Flick v.*)

1843 Blachw. Mag. LIV. 399/2 We mount beside the red-

faced, much-becoated individual who is flickering his whip
in idle listlessness on the box.

t 4. To throb, palpitate, quiver. Obs.
c 1470 Henry Wallace n. 268 His hart, .flykeryt to and fro.

1508 Dunbar Test. A. Kennedy 43, I leif my hert . . That
never mair wald flow nor flickir. *5*3 Douglas rfiueis in.

ix. 73 The hait flesch ondir his teth flikkerand. Ibid. v. viii.

115 Sprewland and flikkerand in the deid thrawis.

t5. fig. Of a person : To waver, vacillate. Obs.
c 1315 Metr. Horn. 92 This bischop flekerid in his thoht.

1:1440 Promp. Pan: 165/2 Flekeryn, or waveryn yn vn-
stabylle herte, unto.

6. To flash up and die away alternately. Of a
flame : To burn fitfully or unsteadily ; also with
compl., only etc
Now the prevailing sense, though scarcely found earlier

than the 19th c.

1605, 1791 [see Flickering ///. a. 5]. 18*0 Keats St,
Agnes xl, A chain-droop'd lamp was flickering by each door.
1828 Scott /*'. M. Perth iv, Eying the firmament, in which
no slight shades of grey were beginning to flicker. 1858
Fkoude Hist. Eng. III. xv. 305 Sheet lightning, flickering

harmlessly in the distance. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875)
II. v. iv. 285 The fire sinks down and flickers low. 1883
S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 197 The wasted flame soon
afterwards flickered out.

b. trans/, and fig. ; also with up.

1833 Lamb Ella Ser. n. Pop. Fallacies, We love, .to watch
. . a quirk . . flickering upon the lips some seconds before |it

is spoken]. 1851 D. Jerrold St, Giles ix. 84 A faint smile

flickered at his lips. 1861 Mekiyale Rom. Emp. (1865)
VII. lix. 244 A gleam of hope still flickered in their bosoms.
J876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum. .y Shaks. iii. 81 Dogberry flickers

up into a kind of lukewarmness. 189s Speaker 3 Sept. 276/2
Precious lives which have, .flickered out in the cruel storm.

7. trans. To cause to flash or burn unsteadily or

fitfully.

1869 Sat. Rev. VIII. 70^2 The Supreme Pontiff, .flickers

his lightnings over the prostrate rebels. 188s 'I'. Mozley
Remin. II. Add. 428 The thought that the huge Alps all

about us had been flickered like a candle.

8. intr. = Bicker. ? Obs.

1776 [see Flickering vbl. sb.}. 1809 J. Adams Wks. 1854
IX. 242 We flickered, disputed, and wrangled, .but always
with a species of good humour.

Flickered (fli-kaid), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed J.J

Illuminated with flickering light.

1811 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Columbus \i\,The flicker'd

east.

Flickering, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -txgI.]

The action of the vb. Klickeh in various senses.

c 1440 Promp. Farv. 165 '2 Flekerynge of byrdys, volitacio.

Flekerynge, or wauerynge yn an vnstable hert, vacillacio.

15*7 Prose Life St. Itrandan (Percy Soc 140 He[ihe Byrde]
with flykerynge of his wynges made a full mery noyse.

1776 J. Adams Earn. Lett. (1876) 175 The newspapers.,
will inform you of public affairs, and the particular flicker-

ing of parties in this colony. 1816 Byron Ch. /far. in.

xliv, A flame unfed, which runs to waste With its own
flickering. 1875 Lanier Poems, Symphony 1 56 Kern-wavings

and leaf Bickerings. 1883 Gd. Ii 'ords July 469/1 What a
flickering-of mellowed sunlight comes over the eyes.

Flickering fli'karitf, ///. a. [f. as prec.

+

-ING -.] That flickers, in senses of the vb.

1. Of a bird : That flutters or hovers.

1531 Latimer Let. Baynton in Foxe A. <y M. (1563) 132V1
Howe manye Larkes for a penye, yf euerye Starre in the

F.lemente were a flyckeringe hobye. 1664 Floddau F. I. 5
Flickering fame that monstrous wight With hundred wings
wapping was blown. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg, m. Wks. 1834
II. 209 The bat shrill shrieking woo'd bis flickering mate.

f 2. Caressing, coaxing, seducing. Obs.

a 1536 Calisto fy Melib. A nj b Theyre [women's] fals

intents & flykkeryng smylyng. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores
Utop. (Arb.) no The peruerse and malicyous flickeringe

inticementes of lewde and vnhoneste desyres. 1607 R.
Niccols Cuckoo 198 Their chambring fortitude they did

descrie By their soft maiden voice and flickeringe eie.

a 1643 \V. Cartwright Ordinary IZL i. '1651' 36, I am not

any flickering thing: I cannot boast of that slight-fading

gift You men call beauty.

t 3. Changeable, unreliable, unsteady, wavering.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. x, The enuious ordre of fortunat

meumge, In worldly thynge false and flikerynge. 1465
Marg. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 502 II. 183 Pyrs Waryn
. .whych ys a flykeryng felowe and a besy. 1586 in Biblio-

grapher (1882) I. 75 All flickering wealth which flies in

firmest hope, a 1619 Fotherbv Atheom. 1. x. § 5 (1622) 109

A weake and a flickring opinion, a 1763 Shenstone Price
Equipage 25 To keep a race of flickering knaves, He grows
himself the worst of slaves.

4. Quivering, vibrating unsteadily.

1580 Sidney A rcatlia n. (1638) 221 He . .hopes the flickering

wind with net to hold. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 1. 66 Vnlesse

the Wines happen to haue a flickering Lee. 1737 Dyer
Fleece iv. 37 Rising o'er the flickring wave. 185a Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tonfs C. xx, A keen and furtive glance of her

flickering eyes. 1871 B. Taylor Faust 11875) I. ii. 44 The
lark sends down his flickering lay. 1887 Baring-Gould
Gaverocks x. in Cornh. Mag. Mar. 229, I have seen a gilder

blow the flickering sheet into the air.
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5. That shines with, or is illuminated by, an

unsteady or wavering light.

160S Shaks. Lear (ist Q'y 1608) n. 11. 114 Whose influence

like the wreath of radieut fire In flitkering [16*3 flicking!

Phoebus front. 1791 Karl BtldlAN Ess., Lett, imitation
Ancients 11812) 99 The .. flickering rays of the departing
light. 1865 Swinburne Atalanta 1894, I see .. Flushed
pillars down the flickering vestibule. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. I. it. 623 In the chamber burned The flickering candles.

Hence Flickeringly adv., in a flickering manner.
1840 Tali's Mag. VII. 714 One moment, flickeringly, it

shone. 1878 H. 5. Wilson Alp. Ascents i. 12 The ruddy
light glistening flickeringly upon the black rock.

t Flixkermouse. Obs. [Altered form of
Flittkrmouse.] A bat.

1630 B. Jonson New Inn 111. i, Come, I will see the flicker

mouse. 1708 Motteux Rat*elais (1737) V. 234 The Flicker-
mise flying through the Translucidity of the corner'd Gate.

t Flicket-a-flacket, adv. Obs. A representa-

tion of the sound made by something dapping.

Cf. CUICKET-A-WICKKT.
1719 D'Urfey Pills II. 20 Their Sleeves went Flicket-a-

flacket.

t Flicketing, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [Cf. prec. and

Flickering.] = Flickering 3.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 135 To think how such
a flickering skipjackly thing as that [i.e. motion] is. .should
be bound to the behaviour of such a grave stayd thing as
time is.

t Pli*ckle. Obs. rare~ l

. App. an arbitrary

extension o(flick, Flitch (for rime).

1546 J. Heywood Prov, (1562) I ij, Littell and I it tell the
cat eateth the flickell.

t Plixky, a. Obs. rare " l
. [Cf. Flig, Fliggv,

Fletch.]
1690 Loud. Gaz. No. 2559 4 A dark grey Mare about 14

hands, .a rough Mane, and flicky Tayl.

Flidder (flrcbA Also flithor, flitter. A
local name for the limpet.
1766 Pennant Zoot. (1769I III. 195 The next baits in

esteem are .. limpets (called here [.Scarborough] Flidders 1

.

1867 M. S. LoVBLL Eldible Molluscs 120 In the Isle of Man
. .they [limpets] are known by the name of ' flitters'. 1876
Whitby Gloss., s.v. ' He sticks like a flither.'

Flidge, Fliech, obs. ff. Fledge, Flitch sb.

FKed, obs. pa. t. of Fly v.

Flier: alternative form of Flyeu.
Flier(e, obs. form of FLEER.

t Flig, a. Obs. [Cf. Flicky, Fliggy, Fletch.]
1577 Loud. Gaz. No. 1 192/4 An Iron gray Gelding 5 years

old .. flig tailed. 1683 /bid. No. 1798/4 One bright bay-

Mare, .with a black short Tail, .and a black flig Main. 17*3
Ibid. No. 6222/6 A black Gelding, .with, .a flig Tail.

Flig ge, var. of Fledge a. Obs.

1* Fli'ggy, a. Obs. [f. Flig a. + -y '.] = Flig a.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4921/4 A black Gelding .. with a
Higgle Tail.

Fligh, obs. form of Fly v.

Flight ;floit), sb.l Forms : 1 fliht. flyht, fly*,

2-3 fluhV«)i south, vluht, 3-4 fli^t, (fliht, flith),

3, 5 flygt, 4-6 flyght(e, (6 fleight, flights), 5
flyte, 6 .SV. flicht, 3- flight. [OK. flyht masc.
= OS.fluhl fern. (MDo., Da. vhtcht fem.

v

.--OTeut.

*fluhti-, i. *flug- weak root of yieng-an to Fly.]
1. The action or manner of flying or moving

through the air with or as with wings. Also in

phrases, To take {inake, wing, etc.) a or ones
flight \ to fly. lit. nndflg.
a goo Marfyrology Fragm. 8 in 0. E. Texts 177 pa hi

bflBTOa to heofonum mid hiora fi5ra flyhte. c 1000 /Llfric
Dent, xxxii. 11 Swa earn his briddas spamb to flihte.

£"1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Mid |»isse fluhte he fleh in to
houene. c ia>0 Bestiary 59 Siden lus fli3t is al unstrong.
1150 Gen. <$• Ex. 277 'Miu ftijt' he seide, 'ic wile

up-taken'. 1340 Hamtole Pr. Cousc. 543 He says, man es
born to travaile r'ght Als a foul es to be flight, c 1435
Torr. Portugal 547 To the chyld he [the dragon] toke
a flyght. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 111. ii. 41 Ere the bat hath
flown His cloister'd flight. 163a Lithgow Trav. v. 203
The flights and arrivals of which [Pigeons] I have often
seene . . in Aleppo. 1697 Dryhen Georg. 111. 14 New ways
I must attempt. .To. .wing my flight to fame. 1748 Anson's
Voy. in. ii. 416 They could scarce fly further than an
hundred yards at a flight. 1857 H. Reed Led. Eng. Poets
viii. 270 Undying words which wing their flight over each
generation as it . . passes away. 1871 E. SrF.xuzR Restored
I. vi. 115 Crowds of chaffinches went Hitting along with
their quick dancing flight.

f b. Power of flying. Also in fig. phrase, To
fond one s flighty i.e. to make trial of one's powers.
a 1225 After. R. 132 J>e heuinesse of hire flesche & flesches

unSeawes binime5 hire hire vluht. £14*5 Seven Sag.(V.)
1487 Al that day scho fonded hyre flygt, How scho inyght
. . Fonden a tale al newe, The childe deth for to brewe.

c. Falconry. Pursuit of game, ete. by a hawk ;

also, the quarry flown at.

1530 1'alsgr. 221/1 Flyght of a hauke, not. 1548 Hall
Citron., Edw. lV

t 199 b, That king Edward should be
destitute of one of his best Hawkes, when he had moste
nede to make a flight. 1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett.
(Grosarti 21/1 If your Falcons be in tune, I shal be glad to
see a flight. 1798 Sotheby tr. Wielands Oberon (18261 I.

17 The boy. .gives his falcon flight. 1838 Sebright Hawking
51 The goshawk . . if much used to these easier flights, will
not even attempt to fly partridges. 1855 Salvin 8c ISrodrick
Falconry iv. 66 The Norfolk plover seldom takes the air,

and makes an easy flight.

Jig. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 22 This steddy praise, is

the flight and aime of truly noble soules.

+ d. The time when the young birds first fly.

1600 Surklet Countrie Forme 1. xxii. 120 There are some
farmers which sell at euery flight, two hundred, & three
hundred paire vnto the vittailers.

e. Of birds or insects : A migration or issuing

forth in bodies.
i8»3 Moor Suffolk Words, Flight, the second or third

migration from a bee-hive. The first only is called a
Swarm. 183a Lyei.l Princ. Geol. II. 114 A similar flight

[of butterflies] at the end of the last century is recorded by
M. Louch.

2. Swift movement in general ; csp. of a projectile,

etc. through the air. Of the heavenly bodies :

Swift and regular course. Phr, to take a or one's

flight.
c 1*50 Gen. -f Ex. 137 De seuene he bad on flihte faren,

And toknes ben. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 152 A
perfyte archer must firste learne to know the sure flyghte
of his shaftes. 1662 Dkyoen Astrcea Redux 270 Winds,
that tempesis brew, When through Arabian groves they
take their flight .. lose their spite. 1684 R. H. School
Recreat. 85 The Racket strikes .. And so the Ball takes
Flight. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xv. 320 Skill'd to direct
the Javelin's distant Flight. 1785 Burns To W.Simpson
xxix, Some 'auld-light' herds. .Are mind't, in things
they ca' balloons To tak a flight. 1801 T. Roukkts Eng.
Bowman x. 237 By comparing the flight of .. sharp and
blunt-piled arrows. 1818 Shelley Hymn Castor 8 Ships,
whose flight is swift along the wave. 1846 Greener
Sc. Gunnery 328 If a high velocity be given to them to
ensure a horizontal flight, the quantity of powder exploded
must be in proportion. 1E86 Rl'SKlN Prurteriia I. 325
Watching the flight of the clouds.

T b. {Arrows) of the same flight : having the

same power of flight ; of equal size and weight.
1545 Ascham 'Toxoph.wAkvh.^ 131 You must haue diucrse

shaftes of one flight, fethered with diuerse winges, for

diuerse windes. 1596 Shaks. Menh. I '. 1. i. 141 When
I had lost one shaft I shot his fellow of the selfesame flight

. .To finde the other forth.

c. Swift passage (of time).

1647 H. Vacghan Sou-Dayes i, The rich, And full re-

demption of the whole weeks flight ! 1667 Milton /'. /,.

11. 221 Besides what hope the never-ending flight Of future
days may bring. 174a Young Nt. Th. i. 147 The flight uf
threescore years. 1820 Shfi.lkv Good Night 6 How can
I call the lone night good, Though thy sweet wishes wing
its flight?

3. fig. A mounting or soaring out of the regular

course or beyond ordinary bounds ; an excursion

or sally (of the imagination, wit, intellect, am-
bition, etc.).

1668 Denham On Cowley 47 Old Pindar's flights by him are
reacht. a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xiv. (1704) II 1. 414 Any
other Man thanhimself, whowasaccustom'd to extraordinary
flights in the Air. 169s Wagstaffe I'ind. Carol, ii. 34 That
happy Flight of Sir Richard Fanshawe. 173a hAwSerious
C. v. (ed. 2) 77 These are not speculative flights. 1760
C. Johnston Chrysali 1822! III. 10 A silence more expressive
of his soul than all the flights of eloquence. 1781 Cowi'EH
Ff>. Lady Austen 16 The world, who knows No flights

above the pitch of prose. 1850 Hannay Singleton Fouttuoy
1. viii, Temple, .had some thoughts of trying opium, which
he believed a higher flight, but Singleton dissuaded him.
1868 Max Muller Chips 11S80) III. v. 107 Drinking songs
. . do not belong to the highest flights of poetry.

f b. A fit or burst of unreasonable humour,
caprice, or the like; also, flightine?s, caprice.
1712-14 Pope Rape of Lock v. 32 Good humour can

prevail, When airs, and flights, and screams, and scolding
fail. 1754 Richardson Grandison I. vii. 33 But is not this

wish of yours .. a very singular one? A flight ! a mere
flight ! Ibid. (1781) VII. 1. 254, I am, at times, said she,

too sensible of running into flight and absurdity.

f4. A state of flutter or agitation; a trembling,

fright. Cf. Flaught^.- 1, Flocht, and Flights.
Aflight, inflight: in a state of perturbation. (The
examples of aflight, placed under Afflict ///. a.

,

possibly belong here.) Obs.

'5 X3 More Rich. Ill, Wks. (1557^ 42/2 Y J quene in gret
flight Sc heuines, bewailing her childes rain. 15*9 — Corny,
agst. Trib. 1. Introd. Wks. (1557) 1 141/2, I waxtd. .sodeinly
sumwhat a flyghte. 1535 Coverdai.e i Sam. xiv. 15 There
came a fearfulnes and flight in the boost vpon the felde.

5. t *- A wing {obs.). b. In later use collect, the

flight feathers, or those used in flying.

c 1205 Lay. 2885 pe wind him com on wiSere weotSeleden
his fluhtes. 1735 J. Moore Columbarium 39 If the three
Colours run thro' the Feathers of the Flight and Tail. 1765
Treat. Dow. Pigeons 74 1'he bald-pated tumblers .. with
a clean white head, .white flight and white tail.

6. a. The distance which a bird can or does fly.

f Caponsflight (see quot.).
1600 Suhflet Countrie Farme 1. xxii, 121 Let it [the

done-house] be distant a flight or two from any water.
1667 Mii.ton /'. L. vn. 4 Above the flight of Pegasean
wing. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio) s. v. Capon sjligkt, a com-
pass of ground, such as a capon might fly over, due to the
eldest of several brothers in dividing the father's effects,

when there is no principal manour in a lordship, f i8ao
S. Rogers Italy, Meillerie 28 Within an eagle's flight.

ffg. 1667 Milton P. L. viii. 199 From this high pitch
let us descend A lower flight. 1856 Ld. Cockburn Mem.
ii. (1874) 116 His constitutional animation never failed to
carry him a flight beyond ordinary mortals.

b. The distance to which a missile may be shot.

Cf. Fr. voice.

1608 I'orksh. Trag. 1. viii, Within a flight o' the town.
1801 Southey Tttalaba iv. xv, Because the Hern soars
upward in the sky Above the arrow's flight.

c. /-light of a shot {see quot.;.
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Flight 0/ a shot, the

trajectory formed between the muzzle of the gun and the
first graze.

7. The series of stairs between any two landings;
hence a series of steps, terraces, etc., ascending
without change of direction. [So F. voice.']

1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 249 From this second
Half-pace the Stairs fly directly back again, parallel to the
first flight. 1780 Mad. D'Akbi.ay Diary 4 June I. 366 Miss
Bumey, better go up another flight (pointing upstairs) ..

for there's no room anywhere else. 1820 W. Irving Sketch-
bk. I. 171 A great flight of steps leads to the interior.

1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. IV. 243 On the slope .. were
constructed flights of terraces. 1859 W. Collins Q. oj
Hearts (1875) 21 She was away up the second flight before
he could say any more.

b. A series of locks on a canal, rising like steps

one above the other.
1861 Smk.es Engineers II. 746 The canal .. descending

from the hill-tops by a flight of locks.

C. A set of rails or hurdles. [Possibly a distinct

word, repr. OK. fleohla, = (\er.flechte hurdle.]
i8s« R. S. Sirtees Sponge's Sp. Tour Ixviii, Eyeing

Mr. Sponge clearing a stiff flight of rails. 1865 Pall Mail
G. 9 Feb. 3 Some . . would as lief have led a furlorn-hope as
put a horse at a flight of hurdles. 1894 Daily News 14
Dec. 8/r. Rylstone started in strong demand for the
Handicap Hurdle, but he died away at the last flight.

8. A collection or flock of beings or things flying

in or passing through the air together : a. of birds

or insects. Also the special term for a company
of doves, swallows, and various other birds.
f 1250 Gen. % Ex. 3012 Moyses bad me3e here on, And

ftis flexes fli^t vt is don. c 1430 Lydc. Hors, Shepe <y G. 1 1822!

31 A flight of goshawkes A flight of douves A flight of cor-
morants. i486 Bk. St. Albans F vj b, A Flight uf swalowes.
1556 J. Heywood Spider -y /•'. lii. 2 Herewith . . Cam such
.1 flight of flies in scattred ray, As shadowed the sonne.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 08 You sad fae'd men .. By
vprores seuer'd like a flight uf Kowle. 1605 Sylvester
Du Bartas n. iii. 1. Vocation 871 Like to a Cast of Falcons
that pursue A flight of Pigeons. 1710 Addison Tatter
No. 161 P8 Storks, that came thither in great Flights.

1875 ' STOSEHENdE 1 Brit. Sports 1. ix. 118 A 'flight' ur
'rush' ofdunbirds.
trans/, 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II, xvii. 2q6 The rest

of the heaven covered with large flights of. . white clouds.

b. A company of angels.
1602 Shaks, Ham. v. ii. 371 Goodnight .. And flights o?

Angels sing thee to thy rest. 1671 Milton /'. A*. 11. 3S5, I

can. .call swift flights of Angels, i860 Hawthorne Marl*.
Faun (1879) II. xiii, 129 Around their lofty cornices hover
flights of sculptured angels.

C. A volley of missiles, csp. arrows,
1 S35 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 605 Fra bowmen bald and

vvicnt, Of fedderit flanis flew ane felloun flicht Aniang the
Danis. 1591 Garrard Art Warre 2 A whole flight of
arrowes. 1640 T. Habington F.dw. I i\ 17 In this trouble
the Southerne men shot another flight. 1726 Swift Gulliver
I. i, They shot another flight into the air, as we do bombs.
1864 Tennyson Aylmcr's F. 94 A flight of fairy arrows.
1869 BoUTELL Arms <y Arm. viii, 131 The English archers
. . poured upon them their deadly arrows in flights thick
as hail,

d. colloq. /;/ the firstflight : in the van, taking

a leading place.

1852 Smedley/.. Arundel xxxix, Fellows .. that you're
safe to find in the first flight. 1893 Sir G. Ciiksney Testers
III. i(, xxi. 15 While his sisters . . had all been in the first

flight, he had come up with the ruck.

9. The young birds that take wing at one time,

e.g. the A/arch flight or the Mayflight of pigeons.

1577 I!. Gooce Heresbaxh's Husb. 1. (1586) 10 b, For my
Dovehouse.—The great flyghtes of this house must needes
fyll the maisters purse, and serve the Kitchen well. 1600
Surflet Countrie Farme 1. xxii. 125 At this time, they
[pigeons] afibord you a flight . .called the March flight. 1829

Southey Corresp.ivitlt C. Boiules (1881) 177 The flight ot"

summer birds are off", also, or on the wing.
transj. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 175 T6 Every season

brings a new flight of beauties into the world,

10. A flight-arrow (see if,).

1464 Mann. <y Honse/t. Exp. 248 Item, In fflytys fior my
mastyr the sayd day, viij.d. 1540 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 9
With any prick shafte or fleight. 1599 I>. JONSON Cynthia's
Rev. v. x, Here be [arrowes] of all sorts, flights, rouers,

and butt-shafts, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca 1. i, Not
a flight drawn home, .ere made that haste that they have.

z8oi T. Roberts Eng. Bowman vi. 151 For very small and
light flights, deal seems to be the most eligible [wood].

b. = Flight-shooting.
1557 in I'icary's Anat. (1888) App. iii. 178 For the best

game of the flight, he shall haue a flight of golde of the

value of x s. 1399 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 40 He set vp his

bils here in Messina, and challeng'd Cupid at the Flight.

11. The husk or glume of oats, oat-chaff. Also,

the outer covering of the coffee-berry.

1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. Gloss, fed. 2) 1243 Oat flights

are the glumes of the oat. 1855 Morton's Cycl. Agric.
II. 722 Blights, oat chaff.

12. Naut. a. = Fly-boat, a Dutch flat-bottomed

boat. [? A distinct word —floyt, Flute sb.'*] b.

(see quot. 1850).
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine '1776'', Fly-boat or Flight.

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 118 Flight, a sudden rising,

or a greater curve than sheer, as the cheeks, cat -heads, &c.
Flight ojthe transoms, as the ends or arms of the transoms

.. become more narrow as they approach the keel, the

general figure or curve which they thus describe . . is called

the Flight of the Transoms. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,

Flight, a Dutch vessel or passage-boat on canals. 1879
Casselt's Techn. Ednc. IV. 190/1 Special care is needed in

fixing the lower cant-timbers at their proper heights and
1
flights ' or deviations from the transverse lines.
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FLIGHT.

13. la various technical uses.

a. Lead-smelting. A light, volatile substance,
given off during the melting of lead-ore.
1668 Glanviu. in Phil. Trans. II. 771 There is a (light

in the smoak, which falling upon the Grass, poysons those
Cattel that eat of it. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II.

s. v., In melting the Lead-Oar in the Works at Mendip,
there is a Substance flies away in the Smoak which they
call the Flight. 1813 in Crahb Techn. Diet.

b. Angling. The set of fish-hooks in a spinning-

trace.

1865 H. C. Pennell Bk. rite x. 136 The bait, .(being]
placed on the flight, and. .hanging about 2 yards from the
top of the rod. 1867 in F. Francis Angling iv. (1880) 106.

c. Campanology. The lower part or tail of the
clapper of a bell.

187a E1.LACOMBE Ch. Bells Devon ii. 25 Bells are some-
times chimed by . . hitching the rope round the flight or
tail of the clapper. 1874 Beckett Clocks, ITatches <y Bells
'ed. 6) 345 The tail F, called the flight, is almost always
requisite to make the clapper fly properly.

d. Machinery, (see quots.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 882 Flight, the slope 9r
inclination of the arm of a crane. Hid., Flight, a spiral
wing or vane on a shaft, acting as a propeller or conveyor.

14. allrib. and Comb, as flight-fond, -season,

-time ; flight-performing ppl. adj.

1784 CowrER Task vi. 427 Noblest of the train That wait
on man, the *flight-performing horse. 1801 Daniel Rural
Sports II. 475 A decoy for Dun Birds is called a *flight
pond. 1886 Daily A'eivs 12 Oct. 3/1 We are just now in the
"flight season. 18S1 BlacAio. Mag. Dec. 749 All repairs .

.

must be carried on after *flight-time.

15. Special comb., as flight-arrow, a light and
well-feathered arrow for long-distance shooting

;

flight-feather, one of the wing-feathers on which
a bird depends for its power of flight

; f flight-
head, 'a wild-headed person' (Nares) ; flight-
muscle, one of the muscles by which the wings
are worked in flight

; + flight-ripe a., fit to fly

;

flight-shaft =flight-arrow. Also Flight-shoot-
ing, shot.
180X T. Roberts Eng. Bowman vi. 153 Roving arrows are

much heavier, and 'flight arrows much lighter, than others.
1881 Greener Grin 6 The longest well-authenticated dis-
tance for shooting with flight-arrows is about 600 yards.
*735 J- Moore Columbarium 35 The nine 'flight Feathers
of the Wing. 1890 Coues Field Ornilh. 11. iii. 164 The Re-
miges.or Flight- Feathers, give the wing its general character.
1605 in Court t, Times Jas. I (1848) I. 38 Some Popish
•flight-heads thinking to do wonders. 189a W. P. Bait.
Effects Use <y Disuse 64 The shortening of the sternum in
pigeons is_ attributed to disuse of the 'flight muscles at-
tached to it. 1598 Trevtsa Barth. De P. R. xn. i. (Tollem.
MS.), Whan hire [the eagle's] briddes beth "fiygte-ripe
sche putteb hem oute of hire neste. 1597 Daniel Cw.
Wars vm. xv, Brave Falconbridge . . assigned The archers
their "flight-shafts, to shoot away. 1840 Hansarij Archery
xi. 407 Barely within the range of his lightest flight-shaft.

Flight (ftaiO, sb* Forms : 3 fluht, fliht,

Orm. flihht, vliht, 4 flijt, fluijt, flyight, flyjt},

4-6 flyght, Sc. flieht, flyeht, (6 flyette), 4
flight, [OE. *flyht - OS. fluht (Du. vluc/it),

QUO. fluht (MUG. vlucht, mod.Ger. flucht) str.

fern. :—OTeut. *fluhtiz f. weak grade of root
*pleuh- to FLEE. A parallel form, differing in de-
clension, is ON. flotte, the OTeut. type of which
would be *plohlon- ; the Sw. flykt, Da. flygt are
adopted from Gcr.]

1. The action of fleeing or running away from, or
as from, danger, elc. ; hasty departure or retreat,

also, an absconding.
c noo Ormin 19683 Forr batt he wollde burrh hiss

flihht Uss mikell |>ing bitacnenn. c 1*75 Lay. 21405 Ne
mihte he fliht tnakie in neuere one side, a 1375 Joseph
A rim. 506 pat luyte mi5te faren him fro and to Sunt
founden. c 1413 Wvntoun Cron. vm. xlii. 143 In fycht is
mensk, and schame in flyeht 1536 Tindale Matt. xxiv.
20 Pray* that youre flyght he not in the winther. 1591
Shaks. Two Cent. iv. iv. 173 'Twas Ariadne, passioning For
Thesus periury, and vniust flight. 1760 71 tr. Juan t,

(/Ilea's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 344 It was . . after eleven when the
Delivrance thus began to seek her safety in flight. 1769
Blackstone Comm. IV. 380 For the very flight is an offence,
carrying with it a strong presumption of guilt. 1855 ' Stone-
hence' Fur. .Sports 1. 1. x. (1856) 83 The direction of the
Deer's flight is almost always up-wind. 1882 J. H. Blunt
Ke/.Ch. Eng. II. 367 Many benefices had become vacant
through the flight of the Marian clergy.

fb. Abhorrence oravoidanceo/"; shrinking/ram.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De F. R. in. vi. (1495) 53 In the

Irascibil is flyghte of contrary* and of euyll. 16*6 Bacon
Sytva § 766 The emission., of the Breath by a flight from
Titillation. 1651 tr. Bacon's Life $ Death 57 They contract
themselves partly by their flight of Vacuum. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 16 The antipathy or flight of others from each other.

C. A means of fleeing, way of escape, rare — 1
.

1819 Shelley Cyclops 438 How secure a flight [I have]
From your hard servitude.

d. Curve of flight: a correlative term to curve
ofpursuit : see Curve sb. i.

1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. 1. § 40 The remainder
of the curve satisfies a modified form of statement of the
original question, and is called the Curve of Flight.

+ e. Sureflight (jocularly) : ? one who is able to
run away safely. Obs.

'599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe it Such, .as were sure flights,
(sailing a reuerence of their manhoods) ran crying and com-
playning to King Henry the Second,

324

2. Phrases : To take flight, + to take (on oneself)
the flight, to betake or f smite oneself to flight, to

take toflight', f to set oneself in flight: to flee. + 7b
bring or do on (usually a, o) flight, to put to (f the)

flight (or f upon the flight | : to cause to flee. To
turn to or f into flight : to cause to flee, in early
use also intr. to flee.

a 1225 Aver. R. 248 Etstondeo" one a}ean be ueonde & he
de5 him o fluhte. Ibid. Herdi bileaue bringeS bene
deouel a ylihte anon-rihtes. .11125 Juliana 45, I bat like
time we biginneS to fleon & turned to fluhte, 1375 Barbour
Bruce 11. 267 For it suld be full mekill mycht, That now
suld put thaim to the flyeht. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon ix. 243 Whan they..sawe Reynawde come they
smote theym selfe to flyghte. c 1500 Lancelot 3014 ^hone
folk sal tak one them the flyeht. 15*6 Tindale Hel. xi. 34
Which.. wexed valient in fyght, turned to flyght the armees
of the alients. 16*5-6 Purchas Pilgrims II. 1128 They
presently set themselves in flight, a 1639 Spottiswood
Hist. Cm, Scott. 111. (1655) 145 The French, .took the flight
and retired to the Town. 1745 P. Thomas ^ml. Ansoris Voy.
207 It was his wisest Course to .. betake himself to flight.

1816 J. Marriott Hymn,
1 Thou, Whose Almighty ivora" i.

Chaos and darkness .. took their flight. 1817 Shelley
Rev. Islam vi. xiv. 1 That onset turned the foes to flight
almost. 1840 F. D. Bennet Whaling Voy. I. 258 The
remainder . . took to flight when their companions were
harpooned. 1849 Grote Greece 11. lxxiii. (1862) VI. 422
The Persians were put to flight.

3. Comb., as flight-given, inclined to flee.

cxSix Chapman Iliad 11. 158 What prince .. He found
*flight-giv'n, he would restrain with words of gentlest blame.

t Flight. ***** Obs, [var. ofFLAUCHT sb.i (?OE.
*fliht:~*flahti-z).] =}-laught^.1 a. A flake of
snow. b. A violent storm ;of snow\ c. A turf.

1483 Cath. Angl. 135/2 A Flyghte of snawe, floccus
niueus. 168$ Sf.wall Diary 9 Nov. (1882) I. 103 Flight of
snow. 1780 in T. Hutchinson Diary II. 349 The trees ..

covered with snow this morning; afterwards several flights
ofsnow. 1811 W. ].HooKKRhela)td(i%i3)\\. 116 A flight of
snow had recently fallen. 1847 Halliwell, Flights, turf
or peat, cut into square pieces for fuel.

t Flight, a, Obs. [f. Flight sbA Cf. Fleets.]

1. Swift, fleet, fast-moving.
1581 B. R. tr. Herodotus 69 The most flight and swifte

creature that Hveth on the earth. 1596 Copley Fig for
Fort. 21 So flight is Melancholie to darke disgrace And
deadly drowsie to a bright good morrow. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xxvn. x. 321 This man, a certain twofold
fortune . . carrying with her flight-wings [L. />rx/>etibus
pinnis] shewed [etc.]. 1643 H. More Song of Soul 11. in.
in. lix, That courses of unlike extension, .in like time shall
be run By the flight starres.

b. used as sb, : A swift runner. ? nonce-use.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1657) 28 Young men called

Celeres, as we would say, flights, for their swiftnesse and
speed in executing of his commandements.
2. Of oats: Light. (Cf. Flight sb. 1 11).

1797 A. 'Young Agric. Suffolk 56 The light, called also

flight oats, are known only on the poorest sands, and
111 the fen district.

Flight (rbit\ v. Also 6 .5V. flieht. [f. Flight
sb.i and *.]

1. trans. To put to flight, rout ; hence, to frighten,

scare. Obs. exc. dial.

1571 Campion Hist. Irel. 11. \. (1633') 63 But Griffin..
flighted the Kyrneghes, and slew Ororick. 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1657) 245 Mount Ptoum. .from whence the wild
Bore came of a sudden that flighted her. 1583 Golding
Calvin on Dent. vii. 41 Else . . they should naue bene
flighted with the wildernesse which was verie dreadfull.
1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 16 To Flight the Peviles from
Fulmer. 1848 K. Bronte Wuthering Heights (1858) 29
' And at the end of it to be flighted to death !

' he said.

fig. 1676 Glanvill Ess. iv. 34 Therefore [philosophy] is

to be flighted [? mispr. for slighted], and exploded among
Christians.

-j- 2. intr. To fluctuate, change. Obs. Sc.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxiv. 6 This warld evir dois flieht

and wary.

3. +a. To migrate; = Flit, Fleet (obs.). h. Of
wild fowl : To fly in flights.

1604 Middleton Witch in. iii, Prepare to flight then : I'll

over-take you swifily. [But Jtigttt may here be the sb.'2 ]

1751 Scotland's Glory 5 The followers of John divine In
Scotland when they flighted, And published here the Gospel
news. 1879 R. Lubbock Fauna of Norfolk 117 If undis-
turbed, .they [snipe] merely flight for a few minutes morning
and evening. 1891 Ld. Houghton Stray Verses, In Winter
11 The wildfowl flighting from the lake Wheel high.

4. trans. To set flying, start in flight. Toflight
off-, to start off in flights, send away in flights.

1823 New Monthly Mag. VII. 123 The superabundant
population may be flighted off to the lunar region. 1892
Northumbld. Gloss., 'Aa'll flight ye pigeons for a shillin.

5. To shoot (wildfowl) in flight.

1892 Comh. Mag. Aug. 155 Wildfowlers know this habit
well, and ' flighting ', or shooting them as they go and come,
is a favourite method of procuring wild ducks.

6. To feather (an arrow).
1869 Boutei.l Arms <$• Arm. EL 34 The arrows, which had

iron tips, were flighted with feathers. 1890 C. 1>ixon Stray
Feathers ii. 20 The stiff quill feathtrs. .are used by savages
to flight their arrows.

Flight, var. of Flite.

Flighted (floi-ted), ///. a. ff. Flight sbA
+ -EI)^.]

1. Having a certain flight or speed. Only in
drowsy-flighted.
1634 Milton Comus 553 The drousy-flighted steeds, That

draw the litter of close-curtain'd sleep.

FLIGHTY.

2. Provided with feathers, feathered.
x 735 J- Moore Columbarium 35 The nine flight Feathers

of the Wing ought to be White, otherwise he [the Powter]
is said to be foul flighted. 1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Flighted
applied to an arrow denotes that it is feathered.

Flighter (flai'tsj). Brewing. [?f. Flight +
-er.i i'Orig. = 4 wing'; cf. Flichter z'.

2
] (See

quot.^

1825 Jamieson Supply Flichters, that part of the Fanners
which raises the wind. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 882
!• lighter, a horizontal vane revolving over the surface of wort
in a cooler, to produce a circular current in the liquor.

t Flightful, a. Obs. [f. Flight sb. -r -fcl.]

1. Fleeting, transitory, fugitive.
i57« Goluing Calvin on Ps. xxx. 7 His owne flightfull

and tottering felicitie. 1587 — De Mornay xxvii. (1617)479
A light and flightfull ioy.

2. Producing flight ; cowardly.
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xm. (1626) 254 Vlysses ..

Whose flightfull feare did Hector's flames abhor
3. Well-adapted for flight.

1580 Sidney Ps. cxxxix. v, O Sun.. Suppose thy lightfull,
flightfull wings Thou lend to me.

Flightily (flaitili), adv. [f. Flighty + -ly 2.]

In a flighty manner.
1780 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 8 June I. 394 She seemed

flightily gay. 1874 Green Short Hist. ix. § 3. 627 Buck-
ingham talked flightily about bringing the army to London.

r
Flightiness (flai-tines). [f. as prec. + -ness.]
The quality or state of being flighty; giddy capa-
ciousness, fickleness or whiinsicalness.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. i. 9 If my manner
does not divert you, as my flightiness used to do. 1857
Maurice Ep. Si. John xiv. 216 There is a flightiness about
our talk as if we disdained the earth.

Flighting (flartin), vbl. sb. [f. Flight v. +
-jng k\ The action of the vb. Flight ; in quots.
= Flight shooting.
1815 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 132 Warren Farm has

excellent flighting when the wind is from S. to W. 1882
Sir R. Payne Gallwev Foivler in Irel. 30 Admirable early
flighting may be enjoyed on the inland ponds.

Flightless .flsitles), a. [f. Flight *U +
-lessJ Incapable of flying : said of birds.

1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. $ Darw. 186 The scanty but
wide-spread remains of the order of flightless birds. 1889
A. R.Wallace Darivinism 145 The origin of so many flight-

less and rather bulky birds in oceanic islands.

Flight-shooting, vbl. sb. [f. Flight *U +
Shooting vbl. sb.]

1. Archery. Distance-shooting with flight-arrows.
1801 T. Roberts Eng. Boivman x. 237 Flight-shooting

takes its appellation from thejlight, or light arrows used in
this game : which is shot without regard to mark, or fixed
distance. .The greatest possible distance is the only object.

1875 Sharpe 111 Encycl. Brit. II. 377/2 ' Flight ' and
' clout ' shooting has ceased.

2. Shooting wildfowl as they fly over.
1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports vn. iv. § 2750 Flight-

shooting. 1859 Folkard Wild-Fcnvlcr Hii. 276 The term
' flight-shooting' signifies shooting wild-fowl at evening
twilight as they fly overland from the sea [etc ].

attrib. 1859 Folkard Wild-Fowler liii. 279 A flight-

shooting excursion.

So FU g-ht-shooter.
1859 Folkard Wild-Fcnvler liii. 276 The flight-shooter

waits in ambush behind an embankment.

Flight-shot. Also 6-7 flight-shoot, [f.

Flight sb. I + Shot sb.]

1. The distance to which a flight-arrow is shot,

a bow-shot.
1455 Paston Lett. No. 257 I. 351 And so he dede till he

was a flyte shote or more from his place. 1538 Leland Itin.

(1744) IV. 41 The passage into it at fid Se is a flite Shot
over, as much as the Tamise is above the Bridge. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav. 23 This hill lyeth South of the mines . . and
about three flight-shots remoued. 1625 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Thiefe Wks. {1630) II. 119/2 Some two flight-shoot to th*

Alehouse he did wag. 171697 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Surrey
(1719) I. 46 A Brook .. riseth four Mile off in a Cellar;
and a Flight-shot off drives a Mill. 1852 Hawthorne
Plithedale Rom. xviii, Far as her flight-shot was, those
arrows hit the mark.
fig. 1647 Ward Simp. Cob/er 29 Such as. .follow fashions

. a flight shot or two off". 1704 Swift 'P. 'Pub vi. 86 Jack
was already gone a flight-shot beyond his patience.

2. A shot taken at wildfowl in flight.

1887 Rye Norfolk Broads 100 In the hope of getting a
flight shot at duck or plover.

Flighty (flai ti), a. [f. Flight sbA + .Y 1.]

1. Swift, quick, fleet, rare.

1552 Huloet, Flighty, pemix. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i.

145 The flighty purpose neuer is o're-tooke Vnlesse the deed
go with it. 1856 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 257 My journey
thither was sudden and flighty.

b. ? nonce-use. —Fleeting.
1850 Browning Christmas Eve vi. 26 Another rainbow

rose, .flushier and flightier.

2. Givento flightsof imagination, humour, caprice,

etc.; guided by whim or fancy rather than by judge-

ment or settled purpose; fickle, frivolous, inconstant.

1768-74 Tucker /./. Ar«Mi852} I- 592 The flighty gambols
of chance are objects of no science, nor grounds of any
dependence whatever, a 1774 Goldsm. New Simile 20
With wit that's flighty. 1801 Mar. Edgeworth Angelina
ii. (1832I 17, I believe by her flighty airs, she is upon no
good errand. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. th. § 5 The effect .

.

of flighty, unsteady habits upon the energy and continuity
of their work. 1878 Mrs. H. Wood Pomeroy Ab. I. 88 Her
own maid, a flighty, gossiping damsel.
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b. Of a horse : Skittish.

i8a8 Sporting Alag. XXIII. 106 The management of a

Flighty Horse in his exercise or sweat.

- 3. Of weak or disordered intellect, crazy,

light-headed. Also ahsol.

1801 Heddoks Hygeia III. 15 To protect the insane or
flighty against their [relations'] rapacity. 18*0 W. Ikving
Sketch-bk. (18591 34 This was one point on which he always
remained flighty. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. iv. (1879) 74 The
I>oor flighty gentleman looked quite dolorous.

Fligm(e, obs. form of Phlegm.
Flim. nonce-wd. [Cf. next.] r= Flam jY>.i 3.

18*5 J. Wilson Noel. Atubr. Wks. 1855 I. 5 The rest is a
sham And all that comes after a flim and a flam.

Flim-flam (,flrmfla:m), sb. and a. Also 6
? flym fiawe. [One of the many onomatopoeic
reduplications expressive of contempt; cf. fidfad,
skimble-skamble, tvhimwham. Possibly based on
a Scandinavian word which may have existed in

some Eng. dialects ; cf. ON. Mm a lampoon,
flimska mockery,Jlimta to flout.]

A. sb.

1. A piece of nonsense or idle talk ; a trifle, a
conceit. Cf. Flam sb. l 2.

1546 J. Hevwood PfW, (1867) 19 She maketh earnest
matters of euery flymflam. 1589 Pappe 7v. Hatchet E ij b,

Trussevp thy packet of flim flams, & roage to some countrey
Faire, or read it among boyes in the belfrie. a 1634 Ran-
dolph Poems, To Mem. Brother-in-Law (1681) IJ iv b, Such
jig-like flim-flams being got to make The Rabble laugh.
1885 L'pool Daily Post 11 May 8/7 Grossmith . . crowds Lis
picture with all kinds of flim-flams of the drawing-room.

2. A paltry attempt at deception ; a contemptible
trick or pretence ; a piece of humbug. Cf. Flam
sby 3.

.

(1538 in State Papers (1834) II, Hi 552 He and his fel-

laweswere sent hither . . but for a flim flawe to stoppe the
ymagination of the Kynge and Counsaile in that behalf.

*S73 G< Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden^ 14 He gave me this
flim flam, that I had persuadid him sumwhat. 1600 Holland
Lh>y vi. xvi. ii6o9> 227 The Dictatour commanded him to
leave off" these foolish flimflams & trifling shifts. 1673 Cow-
LEV Cutter Coleman St. iv. iv, I'll ha' none of his Flim-
flams, and his May-he's. 1805 D' Israeli (title), Flim- Flams,
or the Life and Errors of my Uncle. 1880 Disrakli
Endym. xci. All these habitual flim-flams are, in general,
the airy creatures of inaccuracy and exaggeration.

3. collect. Nonsense, rubbish; humbug, deception.
c 1570 Marr, Wit fy Science 11. i, A longe tale of a man

1:1 the moone, With such a circumstaunce and such flym-
flam. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvm. xii, 1 tell thee 'tis

all flimflam. 1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister xxx'i, They
may be the wanderings of his dotage, and flim-flam after all.

4. Theaction of Mlim-flamming'; in quot. attrib.

1894 Boston (Mass.) yml. 2 May q/7 She notified the
police, but the flim-flam artist was far away. Ibid. 17
Nov. 9 7 His success in the ' flim-flam ' game.
B. adj. [Developed from an attrib. use of the

sb. ; cf. Fancy «.] P'rivolous, idle, vain, non-
sensical ; also, deceptive, fictitious, sham.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 14/1 His slanderous reports

are vnderpropt with flim-flam surmises. 1631 Mabbe Celes-
Una 1. 12 She will tell you a thousand flim-flam tales. 1685
Crowne Sir C. Nice 111. Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 300 Do you
think I regard your flimflam story o' the church? 1886
Klworthv W. Somerset Word-bk., Don't thee tell up no
such flim-flam stuff, else nobody ont never harky to thee.

Flim-flam {i\tm(\xm),v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

+ a. To humbug, to beguile into (something).
b. U.S. To cheat (a person) out of(money) * while
he is making change for a bill, by distracting or
confusing him, so that he pays out more than the
proper sum' {Stand. Diet.).
1660 Fisher Kustleft's Alarm Wks. (1679)307 None but

Fools will by thy flood of Words be flim-flam'd into thy
Faith. 1890 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 26 July, Sent [to
jail], .for flimflaming a. .saloon-keeper out of some money.
ilence Plim-flammer.
1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 31 Jan., The New York

flim-flammers and green goods men . . are still out of the
clutches of the United Secret Service.

Flim-flam-flirt. [Cf. Flim-flam and Flam-
flirt.] A nonsensical speech, a gibe.

1573 Twvne Mneid x. Dd iij, Flimflam flirts [thou] out
throwst at them that nothing care.

t Pli'mmer. Obs. [? f. Flim-(flam) sb. or v. +
-ER 1

.] ?A chatter-box, gossip.

1515 Barclay Eglogrs m. 145 Rural flimmers, and other
o f ou r sort. .They chat, they bable.

Flimmer (flrmai), *>• rare. [Onomatopoeic;
cf. glimmer, flicker zn<\ Gcr.jlimmcrn.] intr. To
burn unsteadily.
x88o Webb Goethe's Eaust iv. xix, Upwards the lamp's

eternal light doth flimmer.

Flimp (flimp), v. slang. [Cf. WFlem. flimp*
knock, slap in the face.] trans. To rob in a certain
manner (see quot.).

_
1839 Brandon Porerty, Mendicity fy Crime m (Farmer)

To take a man's watch is to flimp him, it can only be done
in a crowd, one gets behind and pushes him in the back,
while the other in front is robbing him. 186s Com/t. Mag.
Nov. 651 We are going a flimping, buzzing, cracking [etc.].

Hence Flimp sb. (see quot. 1857); Fli'mping-
vbl. sb. Also riimper, one who rlimps.
1857 ' Ducange Angliccs* Vulg. Tongue 8 Putting on the

flimp. Garotte^robbery. 186a H. Kingslf.y Ravenshoe III.
xl. 180 What with flimping, and with cly-faking...' Flimping'
is a style of theft which I have never practised.

Flimsify^flrmzifor,^. nonce-wd. [f. Flimsy a.

+ -FY.] trans. To render flimsy.

1838 lilackw, Afag. XLIV. 533 Mysticism, which flimsiftes

religion .. into transcendental sentimentalities.

Flimsily (flimzili), adv. [f. Flimsy + -ly -.]

In a flimsy manner.
1787 Atinor 159 How flimsllythe contractor., had executed

his plans, a 1797 Walpole Mem. Ceo. If (1847) II. ii. 54
Then ensued a variety of the different manners of speaking
ill. Potter flimsily [etc.]. 1863 E. Fit/. Gerald Lett. (1S89)
I. 292 Certainly I looked very flimsily at all. 1888 Harpers
Mag. July 215 The work was done cheaply and flimsily.

Flimsiness (fli'mzinfes). [f. Flimsy a. +
-ness.] The quality of being flimsy.

1717 in Bailey vol. II. a 1763 Shenstone Ess. Writing
<V Bkt. Wks. (1764") 173 A certain flim/iness of poetry. 1816
KEATINGE Trav. (1817) II. 81 Certainly the materials are
spun out almost to flim/iness. 1883 Laiv Times 29 Sept. 362/1
The courts .. were run up with a speed and flimsiness of
construction which would do credit to a speculative suburban
builder.

concr. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus l.wiii. 51 The spider, aloft

her silk-slight flimsiness hanging.

riimsy(fli-mzi), a. and sb. Also 8 flimseyr -sy.

[tirst recorded in 1 8th c.
;
possibly (as Todd conjec-

tured) an onomatopoeic formation suggested by
Film. For the ending cf. tipsy, bumpsy ; also limpsy,

given by Webster as a U.S. synonym offlimsy.]
A. adj. 1. In physical sense: Destitute of

strength or solidity ; easily destroyed ; slight, frail,

unsubstantial.
1702 in Kersey. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey\ Flimsy,

limber, slight. 1728 Morgan Algiers 1. iv. 141 The flesh [of
the ostrich] is hard, black, and flimsy. 1780C0WPER Progr.
Err. 495 Spun as fine As bloated spiders draw the flimsy
line. 1813 Shelley Q. Afab v. 28 To screen With flimsy
veil of justice . . Its unattractive lineaments. 1852 THACK-
ERAY Esmond 11. iv. There comes a day when the roused
public indignation kicks their flimsy edifice down. 1874 I,.

Stephen Hours in Library'(1892) I. iii. 109 The jewels have
remained after the flimsy embroidery, .has fallen into decay,

f b. Of persons or their constitutions : Frail,
1 delicate '. Obs.
1741-1 H. Walpolk Lett. ff. Mann (1S34) I. xviii. 6t,

I have a very flimsy constitution. 1753 Ch ester k. Lett. IV.
195, I have not yet quite got over my last violent attack,
and am weak and flimsy.

2. In immaterial sense : Destitute of solid value,

slight, trivial, paltry.

[1735 Pope ProLSat. 94 Proud of a vast extent of flimsy
lines \\ 1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. iii. 203 Walsh
was in general a flimsy and frigid writer. 1765 BlacksTONE
Comm. I. 201 However flimsey this title . . may appear at
this distance to us. 1830 Herschel Stud. Nut. Phil. 109
The perverse and flimsy style of verbal disputation which
had infected all learning. 1845 M. Pattison Ess* (1889)
I. 21 This flimsy hypocrisy, by which he . . sought to pass
himself offas the victim of others' injustice. 1880 L. Stephen
Pope v\[. 171 A flimsy hypothesis learnt from Bolingbroke.
absol. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 35 Choosing the flimsy

before the substantial.

b. With reference to mental or moral attributes :

Frivolous, trifling, superficial.

1827 Scott .Sm^. Dau. xii. But it was thine, flimsy villain,

to execute the device which a bolder genius planned. 1847
L. Hunt Men, Women <y B. II. ix. 195 Poor, flimsy, witty,
wise, foolish . . Horace Walpole. 1853 Lynch Sclf-lmprov,
iii. 66 The flimsy individual who has read fifty novels in a
year, but nothing else.

B. sb.

1. slang. A bank-note; also, paper-money.
1824 P. Egan Boxlana IV. 443 Martin produced some

'flimsies'; and said he would fight on Tuesday next. 1842
BaRHAM Ingot. Leg., Aferch. Venice, English Exchequer-
bills . . the right sort of ' flimsy ', all signed by Monteagle.
1845 Alb. Smith Fort. Scatferg. Earn, xxxti. {1ZZ7) 108 I'll

stand a five pun' flimsy for the piece.

2. A flimsy or thin kind of paper : tsp. that used
by reporters- for the purpose of multiplying copies

;

hence, reporters' ' copy '. Also attrib.

1859 Sala Tiv, round Clock (1861) 30 Sub-editors are now
hard at work cutting down ' flimsy'. 1872 IJksant & Rice
ReadyMoney Afortiboy xxiii, I'm afraid I shan't have enough
flimsy. 1892 Pall Mall G. 13 Apr. 6/3 The Post Office tele-

graph ' flimsy' messages, .are now to be multiplied by means
of the typewriter.

Hence Pli'msy v. trans , to write on ' flimsy \
1886 Dally News 17 July, Had the questions to be copied

out?—Yes ; and the answers to be flimsied.

Flinch, (flinj"), p.* Also ;* flench, [app. a.

OF. Jlenchir, flainchir, usually regarded as a
variant of the synonymousy?^/?- : sec Flecche.]
1. intr. To give way, draw back, yield ground

in a combat; to draw back or turn aside from a
course of action, a duty or enterprise. In later use
influenced by sense $ : To draw back through
failure in courage, endurance, or resolve ; to shrink

from something as dangerous, painful, or difficult.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.i 91 If thou wast minded .. to
loue ine, why dost thou flinch at the last? J587 Mirr.
Afag., llumber v, Pitch d our fielde In hope to make them
flinche, flye, fall or yeelde. 1611 Barry Ram.Alley \\\.\,

1 shall catch him in a narrow room, Where neither of us can
flinch. 1649 Bp. Guthrie Afem. 11702) 65 Drawing them to
his lent, upon assurance, and afterwards flinching from it.

1712 Arbuthnot John Bull iv. xi, O the ingratitude and
injustice . . that John Bull . . should flinch at last. 1826 E.
Irving Babylon II. 437 If you flinch not, like Jonah, from
fulfilling your commission. 1840 Alison Hist. Europe (1840-
50) VIII. liv. §4. 464 The peabants withstood without flinch-

ing several attacks in front. 1873 H. Rogf.rs Or/g. Bible
vi. (1875) 220 Faintheartedness. .had often made him flinch

in .sudden temptation.

t b. To flinch out : to swerve, deviate, be de-

flected. Obs. rare" 1
,

1642 H. Mork Song of Soul 11. m. in. l.xxi, Why Venus
flincheth out More then Mercurius.

f 2. To slink, sneak off. Also with avoay, off.

1563 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. xxxvi. 413 For the preventing
of any of these dispensed Persons from flinching off from
them, or falling from this Correspondence. 1605 Camden
Rem. 235 Which when they have beene well and kindely
entertained flinch away never giving thankes. 1611 Florio,
Spicchldre, to sneake or flinch secretly out of sight. 1622
MaBBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. II. 131 They went
flinching away, and got them home through bye-lanes.

3. To shrink under pain ; to wince.
a 1677 Bakrow Serm. Wks 1716 II. 38 Doth not every

man flinch at any trouble? 1692 Locki: Educ. § 115 A child
. . may. . be accustom'd to bear very. . rough usage without
flinching or complaining. 1791 Boswell Johnson 7 May
an. 1773 note, He never flinched ; but after reiterated blows,
remained seemingly unmoved. 1879 Browning Ivan Ivan.
witch 224 Gnaw through me, through and through : flat

thus I lie nor flinch

b. To blench : see Blench r. 1 2 and 6.

1883 tr. Sttpniak's Undergr. Russia Introd. 11. iii. 43 He.

.

can die without flinching. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan
93 Serpents, .charm you with a gaze that will not flinch.

4. q\ia.si- trans. To withdraw from, lose (one's

ground). Also, 7 flinch the flagon : to let the

bottle pass. To flinch oneV glass : to avoid empty-
ing it. f Toflinch {back) one's hand to draw it

back ; in quot. fig. to intermit one's activity.

1674 X. Fairfax Bulk <$- Selr. 75 If Nature should but
flinch back her hand, or the world that is round about it

should but be pluckt away from it. 1712 Arbuthnot John
Bull in. vi, Lewis . . either by the strength of his brain, or
flinching his glass, kept himself sober as a judge. 1790
Burns Election BttlLx'w, Welsh who ne'er yet flinch 'd his
ground. 1838 Jamks Robber i, You flinched the flagon.

1 lence FliTiehing vbl. sb., Flinch sb., the action

of flinching;.

1600 Holland L,i?y xlii. i 127 This flinching of his and
absenting himselfe. 1817 W. Tavlor in Monthly Rct:
I.XXXIII. 498 That unwelcome flinch which the touch of
egotism gives to benevolence. 1845 Hoon True Story xlv,

A recollection strong enough To cause a very serious flinch-

ing. 1862 in A. E. Fee Hist. Columbus (1892) I. 74^1 Mr.
Karey .. leaped over its head, laid [sic] down upon rt, and
within its legs, all without a start or a flinch. 1879 Froude
Caesar xvii. 277 There was no flinching and no cowardice.

t Flinch, v.- Obs. [Cf. Flip, Flirt.] (See

quot.) Hence Flrnching vbl. sb.

1727-36 Bailey,. Flinching, .also a flirting the Nail of the
Middle-fingsr slapped from the Thumb. 1735 Dyche ii

Pardon, Flinch, .also to strike or cut the Flesh by a Stroke
with the Nail of the middle Finger.

Flinch (flinf), v.'<l Naut. [possibly identical

in etymology with Flinch vJ ; cf. Flanch.] trans.

To bevel ; = Snape v.

1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v. Snape.

Flinch, var. of Flench v.

Flincher (flrnjM). [f. Flinch v^ + -ek i.]

1. One who hangs back or gives way, esp. at a
crisis or in time of danger, etc. ; one who shrinks

from (an undertaking, etc.).

1598 Florio, Taccognatore . . a conycatcher, a micher,
a flincher, a paltrer. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansiv. Name,
less Cath. 272 All the flinchers that forsooke htm. 1664
H. More Pip. 7 Churches iv. (1669) 51 That sharp repre-

hension of Flinchers from the Faith. 1760 C. Johnston
ChrysalW. 11. xiv, I am no flincher; I never say aye when
I mean no. 11834 Lamb FinalMem. ix. Wks. (1865) 395 In
society, as in politics, he was no flincher.

trans/. 1631 Celestina xvm. 180 Gold and Silver will not
tarry with mee ; they are flinchers.

2. One who passes the bottle; one who abstains

from drinking.

1549 Covkrdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Jas. i. 27 He is counted
a (lyncher that foloweth sobrietie. a 1668 Davenant Siege
V. Dram. Wks. 1873 IV. 427 What! a flincher? Quaff it

off, Mulciber. a 1748 C. Pitt Ep. to Af>\ Spence 94 The
sot.. Swears at the flinchers who refuse their glass. 1826
Disraeli I'iv. Grey v. iv, A German student is no flincher

at the bottle.

Flinching (fli-njirj),///. a. [f. Flinch v. 1 +
-INO ^.] That flinches. Hence Fli-nchinffly adv.

1847 in Craig. 1883 Fhnn Middy <V Ensign xvii. 105 It

held out one long thin black hand, flinchingly, as if expect.

ing to be teased.

Flinchless (flinfles\ a. or adv. nonce-u*d. [f.

Flinch sb. + -less.] Without a flinch.

1847 J. Hallipay Rustic Bard 177 She flinchless views
the gathering shower.

Fli'nder, sb. Obs. exc. dial. In 4 vlindre.

[ — mod.Du. vlinder.] A moth or butterfly.

1340 Aycnb. 206 Zuo long uli3b be ulindre aboute the
candle : pet hi hemp. 1736 Pegge Kent icisms, Eiinder,

a butterfly. 1887 in Kent Gloss,

Flinder (nrndai), v± Sc. rare- 1
, [f. Flix-

]>eu(s sb.] trans. To break into flinders or

pieces.

1871 P. H. Wadhell Ps. x. 15 Flinder ye the arm o' the

ill-doers. Hid. xlvi. 9 He flinders the bow.

Fli'nder, v.* Sc, [Cf. Flemish vlindercn,

LG. flindem to flutter, fly away.] (See quot.)
1808-80 Jamieson, To Eiinder, to flirt, to run about in a

fluttering manner; also applied to cattle, when they break
through inclosures, and scamper through the fields.
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Flinder-mouse (fli-nd^maus). Gbs. exc.

dial. [f. Flisdeh sb. or v.~ + Mouse.] A bat.

Cf. Flicker-, Flittek-mouse.
1481 Caxton Peynard^Arb.^ 112 'l'he flyndermows [Da. die

vledermitys\ and the wezel. 1565 B. Googe Zodiac of Life
ix. HH itij b, Large wings on him did growe, Framde like

the wings of Flinder-imce. 1592 Chettle Kind-Harts Dr.

(1841) 21 Blinde flinder-niise. 1624 Barcrave Serin. 6 An
eunuch strooke a flinder-mouse in an elder tree. 1736 I'egge

Kentkisms, Flindermouse, a bat. 1875 in Sussex Ghss.

Flinders (flindaiz), sb. pL rarely sing. Forrru.

5-6 Sc. flencVe)ris, -ers, 9 Sc. {sing, and//.: flin-

ner(s, 8- flinders, [cf. mod.Norw.flindra thin

chip or splinter, Dn.flenler fragment.]

Fragments, pieces, splinters. Chiefly in phrases,

as to break 01fly in'Joflinders. Cf. Flitters.
C1450 Golagros fy Gaw. 915 Thair speris in the feild in

flendris gart ga. a 1550 Chris/is Kirke Gr. ix, The bow in

flenders flew. 1776 C. Keith Farmer's Ha'' in Chambers /V/.

Poems Scot/. (1862' 32 He'll their doors to flinders toss. 1808

J. M.wsk. Siller Gun 11. 129 At length she [his gun] bounced
out-ower a tree, In mony a flinner. 1840 Browninc; Sordelio

VI. 437 Flinders enrich the strand, and veins the rock. 1847
KingsLEY Poems, New Forest Ballad 30 The metal good
and the walnut wood Did soon in flinders flee.

Jig. 1786 Burns On a Scotch Bardv, 'Twill mak her poor
aufd heart. .In flinders flee. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P.

iii. 27 Parson Cushing could knock that air [discourse] all

to flinders.

b. trans/. Pieces, scraps.

1869 Greenwood Seven Curses ii. 19 Her draggletail

flinders of lace and ribbon.

Fline, obs. var. offlwn : sec Fly.

Fling Hirj\ sb. [f. next vh.]

1. An act of flinging or throwing ; a cast, throw.

1589 R. Harvey PL Perc. 10 Why may not we haue one
cast in his Orchard, and a fling at his Medlar tree? 1856
Kane A ret. Expl. I. xxix. 391 In spite of the powerful flings

which they were subjected to in the fight, not a dog suffers

seriously.

2. fig. (Chiefly in phrase to have a fling at.) a.

A passing attempt at or attack upon something.

b. A sarcastic remark thrown out in passing ; a

gibe, scoff.

1550 Bale Apol. 143/1 Not one kynge hath bene in Eng-
lande-.but they [monks] haue.. had theyr false flynges at

him. a 1592 Greene Selimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 290
Wee'll have a fling at the /Egyptian crowne. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. xxxvii. iii. 609, I nieane. .to haue a fling at

Magician* for their abhominable lies. 1659 D. Pki.i. Impr,
Sea 174 Will you not have one fling at Spain, .before you
dye? 1727 A. Hamilton AVw Acc. K. Ind. I. xiii. 148 He
left his Estate to two Grandsons.. But the Court had a

Fling at them, and got above a Million Sterl. of their

Estate. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 117 He has
had a taste of your satirical flings. 1760 C. Johnston
Chiysal (1822) II. 10 A fling at the clergy never fails to

raise a laugh. 1878 Sturgeon Serm. XXIV. 356 These also

have their fling against the Gospel.

3. A hasty, reckless, or wanton movement, a rush.

tit. and fig. At one fling: at one movement or

impulse. Full fling-, with haste or force, im-

petuously, violently. Now rare.

1556 J. Hey.wood Spider <$- F. i. 33 In at a lattes hole..

Euen at a fling, fast flew there in a flie. 157$ Gascoicne
Pr. Pleas. Kenilw. II. v, My willing feete, which fet these

hastie frisking flings, c 1590 Seer. Mem. Earl Leicester

(1706) 114 With many other Fetches Flings and Friskes

besides. 1614 T. Adams Dluells Banket iv. 183 A man
that hath taken his careere, and runnes full fling to a place,

cannot recoile himselfe. 1611 Fletcher Wild Goose Chase
iv. i, Now ye see what your flings are, and your
fancies. 1641 Bkome Jovial Crew ii, i, Shall we make
a fling to London? 1650 R. Discotliminium 35 She would
start from Newcastle to Michaels mount at one fling.

4. A flinging about of the body or limbs.

a. A dance in which the arms and legs arc

moved with great vigour, csp. in the Highlandfling.
i8o5 P. Heill Tour i, We saw the Highlanders, .dancing

the fling to the music of the bagpipe. 1824 Scott St.

Kenan's vi, Dancing the highest Highland fling. 184s
Hood Last Man xxiii, He. .danced me a saucy fling.

b. A violent movement, a plunge ; of a horse:

A kicking or throwing out the hind legs. Also Sc.

fig. of persons : To take the fling{s : ' to become
unmanageable' (Jam.), to become fitful or ill-

humoured.
a 1568 Fleming Ball, ei'ill \Vyffis viii. in Bannatyne

Poems (1770) 227 Quhen his wyfe taks the fling. 1719
Hamilton Pp. to Kamsay 24 Aug. vii , (Jin we ettle anes

to taunt her, And dinna cawmly thole her banter, She'll

tak the flings. 1826 H. N. Colkkidgk West Indies 126 The
furious jerks and flings which he [the shark] made. 1852

Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vi, ' If dat ar gen'lman's crittur

[a horse] should gib a fling.'

C. fig. Freedom from constraint in one's

bearing ; Mash '.

1871 Geo. Eliot Middlem. I. it. xiii. 218 About his ordi-

nary bearing there was a certain fling, a fearless expectation

of success, a confidence in his own powers.

5. A fit or spell of unrestrained indulgence of

one's impulses. To have one's fling', usually, to

abandon oneself to pleasure until the impulse is

satisfied.

1827 Harrington Pers. .Sk. II. 435 They took care pre-

viously to have their fling. 1840 E. HOWARD Jack Ashore
III. iii, From this morning may Jack's fling of extravagance

be dated. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxx'ix, I should hke
to have my fling out before I marry. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 11. ii. (1871J 230 During this hour or hour-and-a-half

he used to take his fling. 1864 Tennyson AylmePs F. 399
Give me my fling, and let me say my say.

6. In various uses.

a. The length of netting which may be made on
the mesh-pin at a time.

1780 A. Young Tour Iret. 1. 153 Weaving the nets id.

a yard for one fling, or 63 meshes deep.

b. A number (of oxbirds flying in company.
1859 Folkard Wild-fowling\x. 316 The whole fling[of ox-

birds] every now and then presents the identical appearance
of a beautiful silver cloud. 1875' Stonehenge' Brit. Sports

1. i. § 1 A ' fling ' of oxbirds.

f e. used to express : A thing of no importance.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Barke-Shire (1669) 84 England

were but a fling, Save for the crooked stick and the gray-
goose-wing.

7. attrib. and Comb., as fling period (sense 5) ;

f fling-brain, a person of flighty and hasty cha-

racter ; so t fling-brained a.

i5a4 in Foxe A. % M. (1583) II. 1459/1 A sort of flyng-

braines and light heads, which were neuer constant in any
one thyng. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 159
Their fickle heads, and flingbrained wits be easily allured

and drawne into folly. 1885 Athenceum 24 Jan. 117/1

Chopin, .came when the fling period was drawing to an end.

Fling (flin),^. Pa.t. and pa.pple. flung .fl»n).

Forms : Inf. 4-6 flyngf e, 5 flenge, 4- fling. Ta. t.

4-8 (9 dial.) flang, 4-7 flong, 4 flonc), 6 floong,

4- flung. Pa. pple. 6-7 flong, 7 flang, 7- flung.

[app. closely related to O'S.fleng/a, MSw.flangia,
MDa.. flange to flog (mod.lccl.flengja, Sw.fliinga,

Da, flange, also intr. to move impetuously^ As
the E. verb is recorded only as strong, it is difficult

to regard it as adopted from the Scand. wk. vb.

;

it may represent a prehistoric ON. *flinga, of which

flengja is a derivative.]

I. intr.

1. To move with haste or violence from or to-

wards an object ; to go or run violently or hastily
;

to dash, rush.

1300 A'. Alls. 1165 Messangeris conne flyng, Into the

hafie byfore the kyng. c 1330 Arth. <y- Merl. 3916 \>e hors

of baundoun lete bai frem & come flingand wib al her men.
c 1435 Tort: Portugal 378 He fled a wey, ase he werewod,
Flyngyngase afynd. 1556 J. Heywood Spider $ F. iv. 15

Full furiouslie he flang Towarde the flie. 1579 Lyi.y

Kuphnes (Arb.) 88 There staying his words, he flang out of

the dores. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 541 Posts came
flinging to him from the Realm of Pontus. 1599 Sandys
Eitropx Spec. (16371 218 Unnaturall and rebellious Children,

who have flung out of the Church. 1725 Poi'E Odyss. xxu.

334 Confus'd, distracted, thro* the rooms they fling. 1796

Stedman Surinam I. i. 20, I . . angrily flung into the apart-

ment. 1830 GALT Laurie T. vi. i. 118491 253 He flung from

me like a whirlwind. 1835 Moiley Dutch Rip. If. ii. « 18661

146 Granville, .flung fiom the council-chamber. 1894 Hall
Caine Manxman I. i. 3 His son had flung out of the room.

b. with adverbs, as aivay, forth, off, out, etc.

Alis. mi Alisaundres folk forth gon flyng,

Fyve hundred in a rynge. Ibid. 5892 [They] Breken there
r 1300 A".

the wal adoun ; And in flunge in litel stounde. 1588

Greene Pandosto (1887* 25 With that he flung away from
his sonne in a rage. 1620 Shelton Quixote I. 111. iv. 142

Don Quixote .. did fling up and down among the sheep.

1633 Kr. Hall Hard Texts 256 Do not venture to fling

out from him as in a fury. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull
1. ix, Signior flang away out of the house in great disorder.

1836 Ikving Astoria 66 He concluded by flinging off from

the party. 1849 Macaulay /fist. Eng. viii, The Chancellor

. . flung away in a rage.

c. Of a missile or weapon : To be sent or driven

forcibly or swiftly.

C1300 A'. Alis. 2749 Thorugh the heorte the launce flang.

163a Women's Rights 333 They [the keys] flang out at the

chamber window. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aurora Leigh ix.

934, 1 flung closer to his breast, As sword that, after battle,

flings to sheath.

f 2. To make an onset or attack. Obs.

a. Tofling together : to close in fight ; to engage

in hand-to-hand contest.

C1300 A". Alis. 6084 liothe pcrty flang togedre. rxjBo.SVr

Ferumb. 674 Wib be strokes bat bis frekes slente flyngande

to-gader in fi3te, Hur helmes & hal>erions bay to-rente.

1470-85 Malory Arthur ix. vi. 347 They., drewe theire

swerdes and flange to gyders as wood men.

b. To aim a stroke or blow {at) ; to hit out.

c 1380 Sit Fernmb. 583 So bikke he smot to Olyuer as he

mi^te flynge. c 1400 Rowland % O. 830 Kyng Clariell ..

flyngesowte full fersely. c 1400 Destr. Ttoys'z53 He.. flang

at hym fuersly with a fyne swerde.

3. Of a horse or other animal : To kick and plunge

violently, 'to fly into violent and irregular motions*

(J.)f to be unruly or restive. Also with about, out.

1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 143 He stekit the hors, and he can

flyng. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. clxii. 198 l'he horses

whan they felt y* sharpe arowes . . flang and toke on so

feersly, that many of them fell on their maisters. 1579
Gosson Sch. <44«w (Arb.) 44 A Colt, giue him the bridle,

he flinges about; raine him hard, and you may rule him.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iv. 16 Duncans Horses. .Turn'd wilde

in nature, broke their stalls, flong out, Contending |gainst

Obedience. 1694 K. L'Estrange Fables ccxxxvii, The
same Humour of Kicking and Flinging at the Servant, took

him again next Morning. 1815 Scott Ld. ofIsles v. xxx'x,

The startling horses plunged and flung. i86j in A. K. Lee
Hist. Columbus I. 742 A good-natured . . slap, at which the

animal 'flung out* like a trip-hammer.

b. similarly of persons. Also, to fling out : to

break out into angry invective or complaint.

1531 Elyot Got. i. ii, Where they [the communes], .refuse

to be brydled, they flynge and plunge : and if they ones
throwe downe theyr goueniour [etc.]. 1575 J. Still Gamut.
Gurtonw. ii, There is the thing, That Hodge is so offended,

that makes him starte and flyng. a 1605 Montgomery;
Misc. Poems vii. 20 l'he mair thou flinjjs, the faster is the
net. a 1694 Tillotson Serm. 2 Pet. iii. 3 Wks. 1735 I. 29
Their consciences are galled . . this makes them winch and
fling as if they had some mettle, a 1701 Sedley Poems Wks.
1722 I. 19 She like a wounded Otter flings and Rails. 1886
Payn Luck of Darrells vii, I had rather she had flung out
at me, as many a woman would do, than taken it as she did.

4. Sc. To caper, dance. (Cf. Fling sb. 4.)

1528 Lyndesay Dreme Epist. 12 Sumtyme, in dansing,
feiralie I flang. a 157a Knox Hist. Kef. iv. (1644) 374 They
would have wished their Sonnes and Daughters rather . . to

have been exercised in flinging upon a Floore . . then [etc.].

1790 Burns 'Tarn o' Shanter 161 Kigwoodie hags wad spean
a foal, Louping an' flinging on a crummock.

II. trans.

5. To throw, cast, toss, hurl. Frequently with
adverbs, as about, aside, aioay, by, out, up, etc.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 651 He evin apon his bak hym
flang And with hym till the bat can gang, c 14*0 Pallad.
on Husb. 1. 550 Fitches flynge Afore hem ofte. 1565 Golding
Ovid's Met. viii. (1593) 195 l'he bore .. grunting flang his

fome about. 1577 Stanyhurst Dcsc. Irel. in Holinshed
Chron. VT.43 He floong them all in the fire. 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holinshed III. 1290/1 l'he boy there ypon flang

vp his garland. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. viii. 15 Who
loues the King . . I ling vp his cap. 1607 — Cor. 11. i.

279 Matrons flong Gloues..Vpon him. a 1608 Sir F.

Verb Comm. 8 They flang away their arms. 1647 C.

Harvey School ofHeart xxxiv. 44 The door's flung off the

hooks, the floor's unlay'd. C1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem.
Col. Hutchinson (1846) 243 Which, when the governor read

over, he flung by. 17x1 Budgkll Sped. No. 77 F 9 He
writes a Letter, and flings the Sand into the ink-bottle.

1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 237 He was dressed in long

robes of white . . muslin, one end of which was flung over

his head. 1842 Tennyson Lady Clare 40 Pull off, pull off,

the brooch of gold, And fling the diamond necklace by.

1887 Bowen I'irg. yEneid 11. 147 The King Bids them ..

aside his manacles fling.

b. To throw with violence or hostile intent ; to

hurl as a missile. Tofling down ; to throw to the

ground.
1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 645 Ledderls to the ground thai

flang. (-1500 Maid Emlyn in Anc. Poet. Tracts (Percy

Soc.) 15 And if her husbande said ought, Loke what she

sonest cought, At his heed she wolde it flynge. 1558 Phaer
sEneid vi. Rij, Ioue almighty than, a nry dart on him
down flang. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. I'l, v. i. 51, I had rather

chop this Hand off at a blow, And with the other, fling it

at thy face. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxii. (1748)350 His
approved men. .flang out such a flight Of shafts. 1700 S. L.

tr. Ftyke's I'oy. E. Ind. 159, I . . flung him upon his back.

1706 E. Ward Hud. Kedh: 1. 11. 11 Fling dirt enough, and
some will stick. 18215 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan 1^263 He
tore off his jacket . . went up to Carter, and flung it in his

face. 1879 Frouok Carsar xvii. 280 They .. flung darts

carrying lighted straw over the ramparts.

fig- i7'3 Addison Cato 1. i, I know thy generous Temper
well; Fling but th' Appearance of Dishonour on it, It strait

takes Fire. 1781 Cowr-ER Convers. i53Theirnimble nonsense

. . Flings at your head conviction in a lump. 1840 Carlyle
Heroes ii. (18581 234 These thoughts of his, flung-out un-

shaped. 1883 Manch. Exam. 29 Nov. 5/2 We are .. not

prepared to fling harsh words at any who do not at this

moment agree with us.

c. absol. To throw or aim a missile at.

1635 Quari.es Embl. 1. vii. 5 While death, that flings at

all, Stands arm'd to strike thee down. #lf>l Prior CAw
Hunting 20 I and my Cloe take a nobler Aim : At human
Hearts we fling, nor ever miss the (lame. 1786 Shelvocke
I'oy. round World 1 17571 1 32 They say they are sure of any-

thing they fling at [with a lasso].

d. said of the sea, waves, wind, etc.

1684 Burnet Th. Earth 1. vi. 75 Suppose a. .heap of Rocks
to fall, .these would expel the waters out of their places with

such a.. violence as to fling them among the highest Clouds.

1781 Cowper Expostulation 273 The waves that .. fling

their foam against thy chalky shore. 1796 Morsk Amer.
Geog. II. 146 This spring .. is found to fling out about
twenty-one tons of water in a minute. 1887 Bowhn I'irg. Ed.
\ 11. 42 More cheap than the seaweed flung on the shore.

e. To throw dice) from the box. Also absol.'

1654 Whiti.ock Zootomia 423 Whole Armies then as

truly having their lives played, as ever any private Souldier

had, when condemned to fling for his. a 1700 Dryden
ij.) 'Tis fate that flings the dice. 171a Addison Sped. No.

543 P 4 If one should always fling the same number with

ten thousand dice. 1766 GoiMM. Vic. W.i'i, I only wanted

to fling a quatre and yet I threw deuce-ace five times.

6. refl. To throw oneself; =sense 1.

1700 S.L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 321 A steep Rock;
whence, .the late King of Sittawack*s Wife and Daughter

flung themselves down headlong. 181a J. Wilson Isle of
Palms 11. 75 He flings himself down on his rocky tomb.

1839 Lytton Devereux 1. iii, I flung myself into his arms

and wept. 1874 Gkeen Short Hist. ii. § 6. 87 William flung

himself.. into the first boat he found.

b. fig. To fling oneself ones energies, etc. into

or upon : to enter upon vigorously, take up with

impetuous energy, abandon oneself to. Also, To

fling oneself upon (a person) : to confide oneself

unreservedly to.

184J Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life III. ix. 144."
they [Whigs] had flung themselves upon the people heartily

and honestly, they might have set the lories at defiance.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IX. xx. vii. 1 \o Goltz. .honestly

flings himself upon his task. 1874 Green Short Hist. 11.

§ 7. 100 [Hej returned to fling himself into the life of the

young nobles of the time. 1880 M Carthy Own Times III.

xxxv. in She had flung all her energies into the rebellion.

7. To extend (one's arms) with a sudden move-
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ment ; transf. of a plant, etc. Also, to kick up
one's heels), etc.

1657 J. Smith Myst. Rket. 248 When in shew of disdain-

ful contempt of a person or thing we fling up our nose.

1810 Scott Lady of L. l. xii, The pine-tree hung His
shattered trunk, and .. flung His boughs athwart the nar-

rowed sky. . 1820 Shelley Question i, A shelving bank
of turf, which .. hardly dared to fling Its green arms
round the bosom of the stream. 1822 — Triumph of Life
149 Maidens and youths fling their wild arms in air. 1884
Tennyson Becket 23 The young colt.. flung up her heels.

8. To cast scornfully (one's eyes, a glance) in

a certain direction.

1654 Whiti.ock Zootomia 209 How many fling their

Kyes off a Hook, having but spied the name? 1821 Clare
I'iil. Minsir. I. 121 One careless look on me she flung.

9. To emit, send forth, give out, diffuse (light, a
sound, odour, etc.'

1

; to throw or cause to fall (light

or shade) on or over an object. Also, to fling in

(quot. 1 704).
163* Milton Pcnscroso 131 When the sun begins to fling

His flaring beams. 1634 — Comus 989 West winds, with
musky wing, About the cedarn allies fling Nard and casia's

balmy smells. 1704 Addison Italy (1705) 217 The Entry
at both Ends [of a subterraneous passage] is higher than
the middle Parts of it, and sinks by degrees, to fling in

more Light upon the rest. 1712 4 Pope Rape Lock n. 67
Ev'ry beam new transient colours flings. 17SS Young
Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 231 This flings light on a part
of Scripture, which has a cloud on it in some eyes, c 1800
K. White Poems (1837) 141 No gale around its coolness
flings, 1876 Green .Stray St tut. 3 The huge beeches that

fling their cool shade over the grass.

10. a. To put (any onej suddenly or violently

into prison, confinement, or the like ;
' to force

into another condition, properly into a worse ' (J.) ;

also, f toflino to death ,'obs.)

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8843 Alphenor the fuerse flung he to

dethe. 1591 Spenser Teares JIuses 543 Squallid Fortune,
into basenes Aon;, Doth Gcorne the pride of wonted orna-
ments. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. E vi, They were
attacht, and into prison flong. 176a H. WaLPOLE Vertue's
Anecd. Paint. (X765) I. iii. 53 Mabuse

;
whose excesses

..occasioned his being flung into prison. 1776 Trial of
Nnndocomar 66/1, I was, after the battle, flung into con-
finement. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Fug. I. 98 Laud was
flung into the Tower.

b. To bring up or dispatch (a body of troops)

by a sudden or rapid movement ; to cause ;troops)

to fall on (the enemy).
1707 Freind Peterhormv's Contt. Sf>. 55 His Lordship

found Methods to fling 500 Men into the Town. 1893
SA¥CE Higher Criticism (1894) 426 He had flung his army
on the western conspirators.

11. fa. Of an animal : To cast or shed (its coat)

(obs.). b. To throw away, cast aside (as useless or

burdensome), rare.
a 1547 Surrey Descr. Spring, Songes fy Sonn. (1585) 2 b,

The Bucke in brake his winter coate he flinges. 1847 Ten-
nyson Princess 11. 48 You likewise will do well, I-adies, in

entering here, to cast and fling The tricks, which make us
toys of men.
12. To throw down, throw on the ground ; spec.

in wrestling. Of a horse : To throw (his rider)

off his back.
a 1797 H. Walpolf. (Webster) His horse started, flung

him, and fell upon him. 1767 Cowper Let. 13 July, Poor
Mr. Unwin, being flung from his horse as he was going to
his Church. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. (Morell)iv, s. v.

Aleii Campi, Where Bellerophon wandered when flung by
Pegasus. 1825 J. Neal liro. Jonathan I. 257 If he 'flung'
Carter, he would have to fight him afterwards. 1853
Tennyson Grandmother iii, Never a man could fling him

;

for Willy stood like a rock.

b. fig. To give a fall to, cause to fall, overthrow.
Also Sc., to jilt.

1790 Morison Poems 152 (Girl speaks") Had I that maxim
kept I'd ne'er been flung. 1808 Jamieson Fling', to baffle,

to deceive. 1828 Webster Fling v. 6 To baffle ; to defeat
;

:is, to fling a party in litigation. 1889 Tablet 7 Dec. 897
An opportunity to fling the Ministry.

13. slang. To get the better of, cheat, swindle,
1 do ' ; to cheat out of (money, etc.).

1749 Goadby Carew 146 One of the Gentlemen proffered
to lay a Wager he could not fling Dr. Glanfield. 1760 C.
Johnston Chrysal (1767) IV. 1. xii. 77 He finds.. that he
cannot fling his worthy associate out of the whole spoil.

Ibid., To try if there was any possibility for him to fling
his. .mistress, and get the whole fortune himself. 1806 Slru
Winter in Load. (ed. 3) II. 63 If I had not been, .monstrous
lucky, .we should have been flung. 1830 Lytton P. Clifford
xxxi, Bob.. cries, ' Flung the governor out of a guinea !

'

14. Used in many phrases and idiomatic expres-

sions merely as a variant (more emphatic or expres-

sive of greater violence) of throw or east (see csp.

CABtP. XIII) ; such are tofling aside, to disregard,

reject; tofling away, to discard, dismiss; to throw
away, squander, ruin ; to fling down, to throw on
the ground, overthrow, demolish ; to fling off, to

abandon, disown ; to baffle in the chase, throw off

the scent ; tofling up, to throw up (an earthwork)

;

to give up, relinquish, abandon ; also (dial.) to
' rake up ' and utter as a reproach. Tofling {any-
thing) in one's teeth: see Cast v. 65. To fling
open, to open suddenly or violently .also, to fling
-wide) ; similarly, to fling to, to shut suddenly or
forcibly.

1610 Shaks. Tem/>. 11. i. 116 He trod the water Whose
enmity he flung aside. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi. § 4.

327

298 This resolve of Colet to fling aside the traditional

dogmas of his day.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. li. 441 Cromwel, I charge

thee, fling away Ambition. 1849 Macallay Hist. Fug. I.

4 Of the western provinces, .she was the last that was con-
quered, and the first that was flung away. 1865 Dickens
Slut. Fr. 1. vi, Don't fling yourself away, my girl. 1873
Black Pr. Thule x\ii. 571 Don't fancy I am flinging away
a fortune out of generosity.

1587 Mirr. M*g., Sir jV. Burdet lxiii, On euery syde full

fast wee flang the French men downe. 1695 Woodward
Nat. Hist. JLarth ir. (1723) 124 These are so far from raising

Mountains, that they overturn and fling down some of
those which were before standing.

1619 Fletcher & Massinger False One iv. ii, You flung
me oft", before the court disgrae'd me. 1711-4 ADDISON
Sped. (].) These men are too weil acquainted with the chace
to be flung off by any false steps or doubles. 1848 Thacke-
ray Van. Fair xxv, He has flung us off; and leaves us to

poverty.

1649 Bp. Reynolds Ser/u. Hosea iv. 88 To goe from his

word, and fling up his bargaine. 1654 Whiti.ock Zootomia
94 Should there be any occasion of flinging up new works
about the lines of communication. 1661 Pepvs Diary 15

Sept., If she will not be ruled, I shall fling up my executor-

ship. 1743 Fielding Wedding-day n. vi. If you stay one
moment longer, I'll fling up the affair. 1884 Punch 29 Nov.
263/2 I've had enough of this game and will fling up
politics.

1858 Lytton What will he do 11. xii. You wrote to fling

my churlish favours in my teeth. 189a Speaker 29 Oct.

5^8/2 The elderly maxim about brevity being the soul of
wit may be flung in my teeth.

1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 449 The mouth of passage shall we
fling wide ope, And giue you entrance. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. no P 5 The Knight, .orderedall the Apartments
to he flung open. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 314 Fling
our doors wide ! 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. I/att/b. 1. xxi,

The young lady . . flung-to the door and departed. 1885
Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman xii, When the dawn
broke he flung open his window.

b. similarly with adj. as comfl. rare.

1865 Carlyi.e Fredk. Gt. IX. xxi. 268 There are a great

many hands flung idle in the present downbreak of finance.

III. 15. Comb, ^the verb-stem used attrib.\ ns

fling-brand -altrib.), that kindles strife or makes
mischief; fling-dust, -stink, a contemptuous name
for a harlot.

»6i6 T. Adams Sacrif Thank. 23 It would a little Coole
the pretematurall heate of the fling-brand fratcrnitie, as
one wittily calleth them. 1621 Fletcher Wild Goose
Chase iv. i, She is an English whore, a kind of fling-dust,

One of your London light-o'-loves. 1679 '1'- Ticklefoot
Trial Wakeman 7 That he was not President of the Bene-
dictines, his Lordship affirmed from the Testimony of three
Flingstinks.

Flingee (flirj,r). nence-wd. [f. Fling v. +-ee.]

One at whom anything is Hung.

1879 Daily Xrvs 5 July 4/6 The person roughly called to

account by the schoolmaster was not the fiinger but the

flingee.

Fiinger (firipi). [f. Flings. + -KB 1
.] One

who flings, in various senses of the verb.

a. in iutr. senses: A dancer; also, one who
rushes out of. Of a horse : A kicker.

1500-20 IH'nbar Poems lxiii. jo Musicianis, menstralis. .

callandaris, and flingaris. 1519 Hohman / 'ulg. xix. 170 This
is a great kykar or a flyngar: and therfore I wyll nat come
on his backe. 1599 Sandys Eitrofx Spec. (1632' 219 Ha;re-
tickes and Schismatickes, fiingers out of the Church. 1822

Scott Pirate ix, ' I suld hae minded you was a fiinger and
a fiddler yourself.'

b. trans. One who throws or casts. Fiinger

out : one who casts or drives out ; an expeller.

1598 Fi.orio, Piombatore . . a violent fiinger, a huiler.

1600 J. Melvill Diary (1842) 52 Fpiscoporum exactor,
the flinger out of bishops. 1673 F. Kirkman Unlucky
Citizen Pref. A iij, I ought not to look on the stone, but the

hand of the fiinger. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi
Windoius 1. 1015 Were it good For any pope on earth to be
a flinger Of stones against these high-niched counterfeits?

Flinging (fli'nin), vbl. sh. [f. Fling v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fling in various senses.

1375 Barbour Bruce vin. 324 The hors. .ruschit the folk

in thair flynging. 1570 6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826)

415 King Henry the fourth.. kept the Saddle in all this

leaping and flinging. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Men. 443
Himselfe . . by the flinging of his horse was cast out of his

sadle. 17x7 Bailey vol. II, Flinging is the fiery, unruly
Action of an unruly Horse, or a kicking with the Hind-legs.

2. concr. The thing thrown, a missile.

1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 315 Plying them what with
darts, and all sorts of flingings. .scattred them all.

3. Comb., as flinging-tree : (a) the striking part

of the flail; (b) a piece of timber hung by way of

partition between two horses in a stable ' {Burns'

Poems 1800, Gloss.

\

1785 Burns Vision 1. ii, The thresher's weary flingin-tree

The lee-lang day had tired me.

Flinging (fli-rjig), ///. a. [f. Fling v . + -ing2.]

That flings: a. Of a horse: That kicks, unruly,

t b. Of the Fiend : Raging, rampant, turbulent (of.

quot. e 1435 in Fling v. i). fc. fig. Of a fault:

Fatal, damning.
a. a 1533 I,o. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. •'1546)

F viij, A lusty horse fyerse and flingyng. 1585 Higins
Junius' Nomenclator 47/2 Equus calcitro, A flinging or
kicking horse.

b. <t 15*9 Skelton Howe the douty Duke of Albany
Poems II. 317, I render the, fals rebelle, To the flingande
fende of helle. 1560 Ingelend Disob. Child F ij b, The
fiyinge and [? =flingand] fiende go with my wyfe.
C. a 1577 Gascoigne Dan Barth. x, Wks. (1587)67 At
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last (alas) she was vntrue, Whych flinging fault, because it

is not new. . I maruell not.

Flingy(fli-iji , a. nonett-wd. [f. Fling sb. + -Y 1
.]

Inclined to fling or move abruptly
;
jerky.

1838 Fraser^s Mag. XVII. 689 There was., nothing
springy nor flingy in her movements.

Flink (fliijk). r.S. [? alteration of Flinch.]

inlr. To behave in a cowardly manner.
1893 E. B. CUSTER 'Tenting on Plains xix. 388 All the

boys done bully, but Corporal Johnson - he flinked.

Flint (flint , sb. Forms: 1-2 flint, 3-4 south.

vlint, -ynt, (4 flent, 5 flynd\ 46 flynt(e, ?-

flint. [OE. flint str. mase. = MDu. vlint, related

to OHG.flins [MHG.vlins, mod.Ger. dial./7/w),

Da. flint str. masc, S\v. fllinta wk. fern.; usually

regarded as cogn. with Or. tt\iv$os tile.]

1. A kind of hard stone, most commonly of a

steely gray colour, found in roundish nodules of

varying size, usually covered with a white incrus-

tation. In early and poetic use often put for hard

stone in general.
Chemically, it is one of the purest native forms of silica,

and by modern mineralogists is classed among the chalce-

donic varieties of that mineral.
a 1000 Crist 6 (Gr.) J>a:t bu. -xesomni^e side weallas fseste

£efo£e, flint unhra;cne. c 1000 .'Flfric Num. xx. 1 1 He .

.

sloh . . bone flint, and ba;r fleow sona of bam flinte waiter.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121; buih |>isse tacne Moyses werp ut

btt welle weter of }>an herda flinte. 1377 Langl. /'. PI.

j

B. xiv. 64 And oute of be flynte spronge pe f\oc\e bat folke

I
& bestes dronke. a 1400-50 Alexander 4447 |>at modire

I

ws cried J>at fournied be flude & be flynt K: be faire lyndis.

1594 Spenser Avtoretti xviii, The firmest flint doth in con-
tinuance weare. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 96 ? 1 A pillar

!
of flint in the rocks of Hanga. 1831 G. R. Porter Porce-
lain <y- Gt. 28 Flint is silica in a state nearly approaching
to purity. 1855 I.oNdF. Ulan: iv. 163 Arrow-heads of flint.

b. As a type of anything hard or unyielding.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1451 pe deuel dragouns hide Was hard
so ani flint. 1590 Spenser !'. C>. 1. ii. 26 Hart of flint would
lew The undeserved woes and sorrowes, which ye shew.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <$ CI. iv. ix. 16 Throw my heart Against
the flint and hardnessc of my fault. 1814 Scott War.
xlvi, Galium, flint to other considerations, was penetrable to

superstition. 1853 C. Bronte Villette xix, He struck on
the flint of what firmness I owned.

2. This stone, or a fragment of it, with reference

to its property of giving off sparks when struck

with iron or steel. Flint and steel', an apparatus

consisting of a piece of each of these substances

used for procuring fire by the ignition of tinder,

touchwood, etc.

a 700 /-final Gloss. S05 Petrafocan'a, flint, c 1050 Gloss.

in Wr.-Wulcker 469 Petra focaria, fyrstan, flint. ^1330
Amis ff A mil. 1321 Sir Amiloun, as fer of flint, With
wrethe anon to him he wiut. 1 1450 Golagros <y Gaiv. 758
As fyre that fleis fra the flynt. 1589 R. Harvey /*. Pert,

(1590) 20 When the Steele and the flint be knockde togither,

a man may light bis match by the sparkle. 1606 Shaks.

fr. $ Cr. in. ill. 257. 1665 Hooke Microg. 46 Sparks struck

from a Flint and a Steel. 1794 Mrs. Radci.iffe Mysf.
Udoipho xxxi, Vgo found a flint, and the torch was lighted.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 11. xxvi, As from the flint the fire,

Klash'd forth at once his generous ire. 1833 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Loire 81 The flint and steel, which a French
peasant carries for the service of his pipe.

fg- i659 B- Harris Parivats Iron Age 35 His offers

were as flints, out of which they drew fire. 1677 Horneck
Gt. Law Consid. vii. (1704) 422 My heart is all flint, but

when.. struck sufficiently, it will then send forth holy fire.

b. A fragment of this stone used to kindle the

powder in a Flint-lock.
1660 Boyle AVw E.xp. Phys. Mech. xiv. 100 We . . caus'd

a piece of Steel to be made of the form and bigness of the

Flint, in whose place we put it. 1679 Levinz in Trial of
11 'hite, <V other Jesuits 10 The Flint of the Pistol failed.

1752 J. B. Maccoli. in Scots Mag. Aug. (1753) 401/2 The.,
gun had an old wore flint in it. 1808 Wellington in Gurw.
Desfi. IV. 49 Each soldier will have with him three good
flints. 1811 Byron Hints from I/or. 555 Dogs blink their

covey, flints withhold the spark. 1833 Kegui. Instr.

Cavalry 1. 30 In fixing the flint of Carbines . . the flat side

of it must be placed upwards or downwards.

3. A nodule or pebble of flint. In early and poetic

use often applied to any hard piece of stone.

c 1300 Havelok 2667 So that with alber-Iest dint Were al

to-shiuered a flint. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xvii. 18

A ryuer ful of flynt and great stones. <rx6n Chapman
Iliad w. 541 The flints he trod upon Sparkled with lustre

of his arms. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 3 They shaved

their heads with flints and other stones. i66aj. Davies
tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 276 They use in their buildings, the

flints, which they find by the Sea-side. 1740 Dver Pains
Rome 281 Those ancient roads, o'er whose broad flints

Such crowds have roll'd. 18x6 W. Smith Strata Ident. 7

Knotty and irregular Flints. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk.

Geol. xviii. 340 Flints and other nodular concretions.

4. Phrases. As true asflint, used to express firm-

ness in allegiance. To get or wring water from a

flint, used to express extreme difficulty in doing

'something. To skin a flint: a hyperbolical ex-

emplification of avarice. {To set one's face) like

aflint: firmlv, steadfastly.

1382 Wyclif Ezek. iii. 9 Y 5aue thi face as an adamaunt,

and as a flynt. a 1592 Greene George a Greene Dram. Wks.

II. 189 Faith, I see, it is as hard to get water out of a flint,

as to get him to have a bout with me. 1597 \st Pt. Return

fr. Parnass. I. i. 141 Hoping to wringe some water from

a flinte. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 111. vi. § 37 They would, in

a manner, make pottage of a flint. 1847 Marryat Childr.

A". Forest xi, As true as flint was Jacob Armitage. 1859
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Kimgslcv Misc. (s96oJ I. 321 Set his face like a flint. 1884

BidSANT Childr. Gibeon 11. xxxi, Just as the toper squeezes

the empty bottle and the miser skins the flint

II. Transferred senses.

5. A flint-like substance, a. (see quot. 1892}.

b. (s«e quot 1847.) C. short for flint-hide (see

10).

a. 1709 Blair in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 102 They [horns]

..have a Protuberance arising from it [the Scull], and
filling up their Capacity, if cavous, commonly call'd the

Flint. 189a Northnmbld. Gloss., Flint, the core of an

animal's horn .. The term is likewise applied to the hard
excrescence formed on a cow's head where a horn has

been knocked off.

b. 1847 Halliwell, Flints, refuse barley in making
malt.

C. 1885 C.T. Davis Leather tA. 54 Dry flint is a thoroughly
dry hide that has not been salted.

6. An avaricious person, a miser, skin-flint, rare.

1840 DtCKENS Old C. S/tofi vii, The money which the old

flint—rot him—first taught me to expect that I should share

with her at his death.

7. slang. (See quots.)

1764 Ckron. in Ann. Reg. 66/2 Journeymen taylors. .who,
refusing to comply with the masters terms, and the regu-

lations of the magistrate, call themselves Flints, in con-

tradistinction to those who submit, and are in derision

stiled by the first Dungs. 1778 FoOTE Tailors II* v, Shall

the Flints, like them [Dungs], e'er sink to slaves? 1820

Scott Ivanhoe xliii, To see whether the heroes of the day
are, in the heroic language of insurgent tailors, flints or

dunghills. 1859 Slang Diet. s. v., Flint, an operative who
works for a 'society ' master—full wages.

III. attrib. and Comb.
8. simple attrib. (or adj.) : Of flint.

CIX75 Lamb. Horn. 81 Me sculde in be ehtube del bet

knaue child embsniben mid ane ulint sexe. 155a Huloet,
Flynt, or of flynte, silicens. 1711 Heaknk Collect. (Oxf,

Hist. Soc.) III. 161 A Flint Weapon and divers other Anti-

quities. 1851 D. Wilson Prch. Ann. (1863' II. in. iii. 87
Flint arrows and other primitive weapons. 1884 Dawson'
in Incisure //. Aug. 490 '2 Flint knives wete used for sacri-

ficial and surgical purposes.

b. ellipt. for Flint-glass.

1755 Oppenhehn's Patent Specif. No. 707 The compounds
of the flint contain two parts of lead, one part sand, and one
part of saltpetre or borax. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <%

Art II. 211 French glass, .is found to produce the greatest

quantity of electricity next to English flint.

9. General comb. : a. simple attrib., as flint-

fragment, -nodule, -rock, -Hie. h. objective, as

flint-digger, -worker; flint using- adj. C. instru-

mental, as flint-headed, -wrapped atljs. d. para-

synthetic and similative, as tflint-edged, f -grey,

hard, + -hardy adjs.

1809 Snorting Mag. XXXIII. 263 A *flint-digger on the

new Brighton road. 1665 Dryden Ind. Fmperor in. iii,

Lay your *flint-edged weapon by. a 1000 Kiddles iv. 19

(Gr.) # Flintgr^sne fi°d. 1594 J- Dickenson A risbas (1878)

77 Heart more 'flint-hard then beating waues haue wrought
On sea-washt rocket 1606 N, Haxter Man Created in

Farr S. P. Jas. I 1,1848)238 The braine. .Both maters, and
the ^flint-hardie scull. 1884 Dawson in Leisure //. Aug.

490/2 They used *flint-headed arrows for shooting birds.

1879 Sir G. G. Scott Led. Archit. I. 220 The Romans .

.

were successful in employing . . the *flint nodules of Kent.

1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 77 As honey from the *flint-rock

shed. 1428 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869 6 Chalke, "flint-

tyles and estriche boarde. 1894 Academy 18 Aug. 120/3

The old ^flint-using folk. 1876 D. Wilson Preli. Man iii.

(ed. 3) 79 The whole region . . is rich in remains of the old

*flint-workcrs. 1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 I. 12,

I stood A verie Statua .. Not *Flint-wrapt Niobe, more
stone did rise.

10. Special comb.: flint-coal (see quot/; ; flint-

core (see quot. and Cokk sb. 1 £) ; flint-flnd, a dis-

covery of flint implements ; flint-flake, a ' flake

'

or chip of flint used in prehistoric times as a cutting

instrument ; flint-folk, people who, in prehistoric

times, used flint implements ; flint-gravel, gravel

containing flints ; flint-gun, a gun with a flint-

lock ; flint-head, an arrow-head made of flint;

T flint-heart a. = next ; flint-hearted a., hard-

hearted; flint-hide (sec quot.); flint-knacker-
next; flint-knapper, one who fashions flints to

any desired shape; so flint-knapping, fashioning

flints (for gun-locks, etc.) ; flint-man, one of the
* flint-folk '; flint-mill, (a) Pottery, a mill in which

calcined flints are ground to powder for mixing

with clay to form slip for porcelain
;
(b) Mining,

'a mode formerly adopted for lighting mines, in

which flints studded on the surface of a wheel were

made to strike against a steel and give a quick

succession of sparks to light the miner at his work'

(Knight) ; + flint-moving a., that would move a

heart of flint ; flint-paring ^flint-skinning ; flint-

pit, a pit from which flint has been taken ; flint-

rope, the stem of the sponge Hyalonema Sieboldii

(Cass/ ; flint-skinning, fig. the action of skin-

ning a flint", parsimonious saving ; flint-soot (see

quoO ; flint - sponge, the sponge Hyalonema

viirabilis {Cent. Diet.) ; flint-wall, ' a wall made

of broken flints set in mortar, and with quoins of

masonry ' (Knight) ; flint-ware, U.S. name for

Stone-ware, q.v. ; flint-wheat (>ec quot.) ; flint-

wood, a name in New South Wales for Eucalyptus

328

pilularis
; + flint-wort, a name for aconite, sug-

gested by Pliny's statement that it grows on bare

rocks (nttdis eautibiis\

1841 WwcswOKSV-SalopiaAiitiqua 427
*Flint Coal a coal

measure so called, partly from its hardness, and partly from
reposing upon a siliceous rock. 1865 A thenxum 7 Jan. 23/2

Small arrow-heads and *flint-cores, from which such articles

had been flaked, were found. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times
iv.(i8oo)in '"Flint-finds'., resembling in many respects

these Banish 'coast-finds', are not .. unknown in this

country. 1851 D. Wilson Prch. Ann. (1863) I. 17s Rude
and unshapely fragments of flint, known by the name of

"Flint-Flakes. 1879 Lubbock Sci. Lcct. v. 155 The simplest

flint-flake forms a capital knife. 1874 Carpenter Mini.
Phys. i.'u. § 88 Races of men, which (like the old '"flint-folk')

had made but a very slight advance in the arts of life. 1865

Lubbock Prch. Timet xii. (1869) 408 All the 'flint gravels

in the South East of England have been produced by the

destruction of chalk. 1849 E. E. Natier Excurs. S. Africa
II. 161 This inconvenience—with a "flint gun— is generally

to be remedied without firing off the piece. 1796 Morse
Anier. Geog. II. 151 The 'flint-heads of arrows made use of

by the Caledonians. 18*7 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 226

The Celts and flint-heads prove nothing. 1596 Fldw. Ill,

II. i. 14 Make a "flint-heart Scythian pitiful. 1560 Becon
Flo-a'cr Godly FrayersYrzi. Wks. II. 166b, Noman.excepte
he be "flint hearted, can rede the history .. without most
large teares. 163a MasSingek & Field Fatal

_
Dowry XV.

iv, You prove ungrateful, Flint-hearted Charalois. 1885 A.

Watt Leather Mann/, iii. 30 Dried Hides, .are sometimes
called '"flint' hides, from their excessive hardness. 1879

Encycl. Brit. IX. 325/2 In 1876 there were 21 'flint knappers

in Brandon. 1887 /llustr. Lonti. Xews 15 Oct. 468 The ..

almost extinct trade of "flint-knapping. 1873 Bageuot Phy-
sics <$• Pol. (1876) 100 We are dealing with people capable

of history. . not with pre-historic "flint-men.
_
1757BKINDLEY

in Smiles Engineers (1874) I. 146 A new "flint mill [in the

Potteries], a 1852 Moore Sylph's Ball viii. 29 Musical flint-

mills—swiftly played By elfin hands- that .. Gave out, at

once, both light and sound. 1600 S. Nicholson Acolastns

(1876) 36 And as I story my "flint-mouing wrong, Weepe
thou, i860 Motley Netherl. I. vi. 323 During this tedious

"flint-paring, Antwerp, .was falling into the hands of Philip.

1891 D. Wilson Right Hand 62 A number of *flint-pits .

.

near Brandon. 1873 Miss Braddon Str. <y Pilgr. 1. viii. 92
Her small economies, her domestic cheese-paring and "flint-

skinning. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 111. (1578) 137

Take "Flint soote, that is hard dryed vpon a Post or roofe,

and beate it into powder. 1741 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Wall,
"Flint, or Boulder-Walls, are frequently used in divers parts

for fence-walls. 178a J. Scott Ep. 1 Garden 16 Where .

.

rough flint-walls are deck'd with shells and ores. 1859 All
Year Round No. 32. 126 Turkish "flint-wheat is one of

those recommended as 'a hardy, full variety, with.. a long,

flinty, light-coloured berry'. 1565 GoLDING Ih'id's Met. vll.

(1587) 94 a, A goblet ready filld With juice of "flint-woort

venomous.

Flint (flint), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans, a. To fit

(a gun with a flint ; to furnish or provide (a person)

with a flint or flints, b. To pave (ground) with

flints ; in quot. fig.
1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. II. 292 These parties

will parade . . and then be completed to thirty-six rounds

and well Hinted. 1816 Col. Hawker Diary (18931 '• '4*

The same gun . .which was neither cleaned afresh nor even

new dinted. 1834 Landor Exam. Shahs. Wks. 1846 II.

276/1 The groundwoik and religious duty not being well

rammer-beaten and Hinted. 1848 J. Grant Adv. Aide-de-C.

xxv, Most carefully flinted and loaded.

t Flinted (fli-nted), ppl. a. Obs. [f. Flint sb.

+ -EI) 2
; cf. MDa,flinted in sense 2.]

1. Of or consisting of flint.

1568 T. Howell A ri. Amitie (18791 32 Then flinted stones

and barked tree. .Shall waile my wofull hap by thee.

2. Hard, cruel, unfeeling.

1383 Stanyhlhst Aeneis 111. (Arb ) 79 We the byrth place

detest of flinted V'lisses. 1587 M. Grove Pelofis ft Hipp.

(1878) 35 Would it not moue a frozen heart yea flinted for to

bowe.

t FliTltered, ///• a. Obs. rare- '. [? forflint-

eared; or f. Flint + -ek > + -ki> '.] (See quot.)

1513 Fitzherr. //risk § 34 Peeke wbeate hath a red eare

. . and oft tymes it is flyntered, that is to saye, small come
wrynkeled and dryed.

Fli'ntfnl, a. nonce-wd. [f. Flint sb. + -fix.]

= FLINT1'i7.

1576 R. L[inche] Diellit (1877! 65 Thinking . . sh.ee by his

absence might at length intenerate her flintfull hart.

Flint-glass. 1. A pure lustrous glass, now
made from a composition of lead oxide, sand, and

alkali ; originally made with ground Hint or pebble

as the siliceous ingredient.

1683 Worlidge in Houghton Lett. II. 42 A Pipe made of

Chrystal, or Flint-Glass. 1709 G. Smith Laboratory I. 171

Flint Glass is of the same general kind with that which in

other places is called crystal glass. 183a G. R. Porter

Porcelain «, Gl. 138 The manufacture of flint glass was first

begun in England in the year 1357. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc.

11. 1. 19 A lens of crown-glass will have a longer focus than

a similar one of flint-glass.

1 2. (with a and pi.) A vessel or other article

made of this glass. Obs.

167S Shane MSS. 857. 18 Sept., Permission to Ravens-

croft to export flint glasses, .to Ireland. 1708 Brit. Apollo

No. 57.2/1 Two Gentlemen sitting in a Tavern, .heard ..

a flint Glass Crack. 1766 Entick London IV. 280 A glass-

house for making flint-glasses.

3. attrib.

1683 Worlidge in Houghton Lett. 1. 166 A Syphon .. made
of a Crystal or Flint-glass Pipe. 1784 Watt in Phil. Trans.

LXXIV. 343 A flint-glass retort. 1831 Hsewster Opticsix.

82 The focal length . . of the concave flint-glass lens. 1871

tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal. xix. 67 The flint-glass prism is

replaced by one of bisulphide of carbon.

FLINTY.

Flintify fli-ntifai), v. [f. Flint sb. + -00".]
To turn to flint. Hence Flintifled///. a., Flinti-

fying vld. sb. or///, a.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ep. 447 There is no partial impreg-
nation nor any gradation of the flintyfying operation. 18S0

W\.\c**\oks. Mary Anerley Ill.iv. 62 Rugged and flintifitd

knolls and edges [of oysters],

Flintless (flrntles;, a. [f. Flint sb. + -less.]

Without a flint or flints.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 273 One of Forsyth's gun-
locks, which, flintless, goes off by percussion. 1865 Reader
22 Apr. 461/1 A bed of comparatively flintless chalk overlies

one with many flints.

Fli'nt-lock. [See Lock.] a. A gun lock in

which a flint, screwed to the cock, is struck against

the hammer and produces sparks which ignite the

priming in the flash-pan. Also attrib., as flint-

lock gun, musket, b. A gun fitted with this lock.

1683 Sir Jas. Turner Pallas Armata 176 It were there-

fore good, that for the half of the Muskets lif not for them
alb flint-locks were made. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal
II. 89 The soldiers of that duchy [Brunswick] first obtained,

in 1687, flint-locks, instead of matchlocks. 1887 Whitahcr's
Almanack 541 The old flint-lock musket became famous in

the Peninsular War under the name of ' Brown Bess'.

Flence Flint-locked a., fitted with a flint-lock.

1885 Century Mag.XXIX. 684 The long flint-locked rifle.

Fli'ntstone. [f- Flint sb. + Stone.]

1. = Flint sb. i.

c 1340 Cursor M. 20897 (Fairf.l Soroufully ben fel he doun
In bknes of flint-stane. 137S Cantic. de Creatioue 983 in

Anglia I, Out of be flynt ston Moyses dede ywis water out

rennen. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxiii[i]. 8 The God of Iacob

. . turned . . the flynt stone in to a sprynginge well. 1855

Longe. /Haw. xxi. 64 And the earth became as flint-stone.

2. =F"lint sb. 2, 3.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 50 Men kutten the Braunchcs

with a scharp Flyntston. c 1475 Pict. I 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

768/19 Silex, a flyntstone. 1535 Coverdale /sa. 1. 7, I haue
hardened my face like a flynt stone. 1585 T. Washington
U.Nicholay's Voy. IV. xxix. 151 Prometheus, .was. .thefirste

that stroke fire out of the flint stone. 1638 Sanderson
Ser/n. II. lit You may as soon squeeze water out of a

flintstone. 1871 R. FIllis tr. Catullus xxiii. 4 Each for

penury fit to tooth a flint-stone.

Flinty (fli-nti), a. [f. Flint sb. + -y 1.]

1. Of or consisting of flint ; derived from flint.

1591 Shaks. t Hen. VI, n. i. 27 Let vs resolue to scale

their flinty bulwarkes. 1714 Gay Trivia 1. 12 Earth from

her Womb a flinty Tribute pays. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess.

447 Pieces of fossil wood have been lound penetrated with

flinty matters. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. xi, Each purple

peak, each flinty spire, Was bathed in floods of living fire.

1891 T. Hardy Tea viii, Sometimes ..flinty sparks from

the horse's hoofs outshone the daylight.

b. Full of flint-stones.

i6»6 Bacon Sylra 8 599 The gathering up of Flints in

Flinty Ground . . is no good Husbandry. 1801 Plaveair

/llnstr. Hulton. T/i. 108 Such a body of flinty gravel as is

found about Kensington.

2. Resembling flint ; a. in texture or in colour.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surteesl 99 Flinty wheate ; that

is, if yow bite a corne asunder with your teeth, yow shall

see that the meale of it is of a darkish, bley, and flinty

colour. 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Fr. II. Iv. 57 Black-

stones of a flinty texture. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxx.

(1856) 258 We had to quarry out the blocks [of ice] in flinty,

glassy lumps. 1859 [Seeflint-?uheat, Flint sb. 10].

b. Having the characteristic qualities of flint

;

hard, impenetrable, rugged.
154a R. Copland Galyen's Terap. A. iij, The cause, .that

before made the vlceres harde and flynty. 1601 Marston
Ant. ff Mel. I. Wks. 1856 I. 17 The flintie rocks groand at

his plaints. 1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg. in. 357 Rough upon

the flinty Rock he lyes. 1847 FImerson Poems, Monadnoc
Wks.(Bohn) I. 435 The country's flintyface, Like wax, their

fashioning skill betrays. 1871 Baker Nile Tribut. xu. 202

The mare, .scattering the rounded pebbles, .from her flinty

hoofs. 1884 York Herald 19 Aug. 7/2 All the new grain

comes to hand in a flinty condition.

3. Jig. Of a person or his heart : Obdurate, un-

feeling, hard-hearted. (Cf. stony.)

1536 Latimer Let. toCrom-.vellmSerm. tfr Rem. (1845) 372

If his heart be so stony, so flinly. 1601 Shaks. Alts Well

iv. iv. 7 Gratitude Through flintie Tartars bosome would

peepe forth. 1795 Burke Th. Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 250

The flinty heart and grilling hand of base self-interest. 1829

Cari.yle Misc. (1857) I. 272 We ourselves have known the

flintiest men, who professed to have wept over them. 1878

Miss Braddon Ot'en Verd. I. ii. 29 ' Fathers have flinty

hearts', retorted Kenrick lightly.

quasiWz/. 1580 Lupton Sivqila 72 Their stonny hartes

are so flintie harde.

b. Of immaterial things : Hard ; harsh.

1613 Uncasing of Machivils Instr. 14 This is the flinty

course of this our age. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. xvi. (1851)

103 The gracious . . not ruthle*se and flinty ordinance of

mariage. 1888 Star 28 Nov. 2/5 Mr. George struck out

sharp, strong, flinty sentences.

4. attrib. and Comb,^flinly-lool:wga.r\).;&in\,j-

hearted a., (a) of a person: Hard-hearted; (/-)

Having a hard or flint-like core.

i6j6 Massinger Rom. Actor 111. ii, If he were not A flinty-

hearted slave, he could not use One of his form so harshly.

184s Li). Campbell Chancellors (18571 V.cxi. 192 The flinty-

hearted father asked what settlement was to be made upon

his daughter, i860 All Ye.ir Round No. 48. 515 Three

flinty-hearted potatoes. 1800 Pall Mall G. 29 Aug. 7/2 A
dark flinty-looking grain rebounds from your face.

Hence Pli ntily adv., in a flinty manner ;
riinti-

ness, rhe quality of being flinty.

1607 Hieron Wks. I. 362 When there is an vniuersall



FLIP.

flintinesse in mens hearts. 184a Dickens Old C. Shop xi,
Some people would have been all flintiness and granite.
1871 Proctor Light Sc. 290 The peculiar grittiness and
flintiness of its structure. 1879 Tinsley's Mag. XXIV. 35
Her aunt was a ilimily just woman.
Plip (flip), sb.i [?f. Klip v., with the sense of

' whipping up ' into froth. Cf. mod.Norman patois

flip, pklippe, cider mixed with brandy and spices
(Moisy Diet, du Patois Normand), which is prob-
ably of English origin. See Skeat in Phil. Soc.
Trans. 1889.]

1 1. The slimy scum rising to the surface of salt-
pans. Obs.

1682 J. Collins Making of Salt in Eng. 31 The shallow
Pans.. are left open.. to carry away the Flip, or Slime in
Currents.

2. A mixture of beer and spirit sweetened with
sugar and heated with a hot iron. (Cf. egg-flip.)
1695 Concreve Love for L. m. iv, Thus we live at sea

;

eat biscuit, and drink flip. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 22.

3/1 The Gypsie With Flip and Geneve got most Damnably
Typsie. 1755 Mem. Cap/. /'. Drake I. xiii. 99 The Sailors
were plentifully supplied with their favourite Liquor Flip.
1820 I.. Hunt Indicator No. 23 I 1822) I. 180 With oceans
of flip and grog. 1871 C. D. Warner Backlog Stud. 16
In those good old days it was thought ber-t to heat the
poker red hot before plunging it into the mugs of flip.

3. Comb. : flip-dog (see quot. 1836).
1836 Smart, Flip-dog, an iron heated to warm flip. 1851

S. Judd Margaret II. xi. 164 Warm your nose with Porter's
fl ip-dog.

Flip (flip), sb.t Also
,
phlip. [f. Flip v.]

1. A smart stroke or blow, a fillip. Ahoflg.
1691 Locke Toleration in. iv, 105 A Phlip on theFore-

head. .may be Penalty enough. 1818 Sporting Mag. III.
29 Newton by a smart left-handed flip, drew the claret in
profusion from his mouth. 1884 Bssant Dorothy Forstcr
II. xiv. 64 The rubs and flips which we poor women
have to endure from harsh masters.

2. A sudden jerk or movement ; a flash or flicker
of light.

i8n Haggart Life (ed. 2) 23 Turning towards the prad
[i. e. horse) Barney made a very unceremonious flip at the
bit. 1867 F. Francis Angling vi(i88o) 225 'Phis sometimes
will require seven or eight ' flips '..to effect. 1873 G. C.
Davies Mount, f, Mere xiii. 98 A derisive flip of their
white tails. 1881 Blackmore Christmvclt xli, Flips of
reflected lightning here, there, and everywhere, shone upon
the roadway.

fig. 1888 G. Moore in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 249 Madame
Bovary, with the little pessimistic flip at the end of every
paragraph, is the most personal of books.
3. - Fillip sb. 3.
1881 Blackmore Christowell xlvii, I must have a flip to

my system.

Flip (flip), s.1 dial, and U.S. [f. Flip v. (sense

5).] a. s.w. dial. In various senses : (seeqnots.).
b. U.S. Voluble.
1847 Halliwell, /•'/;/>. -(3> Nimble; flippant. Devon. 1863

W. Barnes Dorset Dial. 55 Flip, very kindly or friendly
in talking. 1888 F:i.worthv W. Somerset Wordbk.,
Flip, pliant, flexible, same as Limber. 1893 Columbus
(Ohio) Disp. 13 Apr., She was disposed to be flip with her
tongue.

tFlip, a.2 [rf. the vb. ; cf. Flickt, Flig,
Fliggv, Flisk, Fletch.]
m*LmuL Gaz. No. 6181/4 Stolen, .a.. Gelding.. with..

What is called a Flip Tail.

Flip (flip),!/. [Prob. onomatopoeic ; cf. Fillip c.
Not in Johnson, Todd, or Webster 1864.]
1. trans. To put into motion with a flip or fillip,

to 'shoot'; to toss (a coin) with a flip. Also
absol. Toflip up (? U.S.) : to toss up.
1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii. 200 As when your

little ones Doe twixt their fingers flip their Cherry-stones.
1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. xix. 122 When it's under ques-
tion, 'twere as good flip cross and pile, as to dispute for't.

1839 Thackeray Major Gahagan i, She.. would flip the
rice into her mouth with her fingers. 1861 Thornbuky
Turner II. 123 Making a pellet of it, and flipping it into
his eye. 1867 F. Francis Angling iii. (1880) 81 Flip a few
bits of ground-bait in. 1879 A'. V. Tribune 4 Oct., (Cent.)
The two great men could flip up to see which should have
the second place. 1885 ' Hugh Conway ' Family Affair 1.

xii. 229 Flipping the ash from his cigarette.

2. = Fillip v. 2.

*594 Lvly Moth. Bomb. v. iii. Like ivie he her fast does
hold..And flips her too. 1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle v. ii,

Sirra, you shall be huflt and cufft, and flip'd and kick'd,
Sirra, if you talk of private Rooms. 11695 Wood Lite
(18481 1S8 Then the scholars made some resistance by
flipping them on the cheek.

3. ik/;-. To make a flip or fillip with the fingers.
Also quasi-trans. To give a flip with (the finger).
1851 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxv, He revenges himself by

flipping at their ears. 1859 Lang Wand. India 34 ' My
heart is as hard as this rock,' she said, flipping her finger
against the granite,

4. trans. To move or throw about with a flip
or sudden jerk.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 376 p 2 To twirl, flip or flirt a
ran. 1867 F. Francis Angling vi. (1880) 225 You must
_.
-flip your fly to and fro to shake the water out and so dry

" fjr another cast. 1884 Leeds Mercury Wkly. Supp. 15
Nov. 1/6 The carriole-driver.. is seated so low that the tail
is constantly flipped over the reins.

5. intr. To move with a flip or jerk ; to step
lightly and nimblv.
1863 Kingsley Water Bab. ioS He.. began flirting and

Hipping up and down and singing. 1881 Blackmore
•hnstowell .v Still there were lapses in the vigilance of

Vol. IV.
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the brook, where a lady, with her skirts up, might flip
through. 1886 Science VII. 263 When the water had
disappeared, e'ght mackerel were found flipping about
the deck.

6. trans. To strike smartly and lightly (with a
whip, or the like) ; to flick.

1861 Pycroft Agony Point II. iv. 45 Minnie laughed and
flipped her old friend with her glove. 1863 W.Barnes Dorset
Dial. 55 Flick or Flip, to snap lightly with a whip. 1866
R. M. Ballantyne Shi/ting Winds viii. (1881) 76 Taking
up his whip, .and flipping the toe of his boot with it.

D. intr. To make a sharp stroke at.

1893 S. Grand Heavenly Twins (1894I 332 Viciously flip,
pmg at the flowers, as he passed, with the stick he carried.

7. slang. To shoot with a pistol, etc.
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Flip, to shoot. 1834 H.

Ainsworth Rookwood iv. iii, ' Flip him, Dick— fire or I'm
taken,' cried King.

Flipe (flap), sb. north. Also 6 flepe, 6-9 flype.
[cf. Du. flcb,flcp, a forehead-cloth worn by woiren,
\H.flip lap, protruding piece (of a shirt, etc.), lip
of a wound, mod.Icel. flipi a horse's lip; cf. also
next vb., from which the senses in 2 are derived.]
1. A fold or flap ; the flap or brim of a hat.
1530 Palsgr. 552, 2, I tourne up the flepe of a cap. 1571

Witts <y Inv. N. Counties (Suttees) I. 361, Vj cappes w*h

flypes in y neke iiij s. a 1689 W. Cleland Poems 1 16971 '2
With good blew Bonnets on their Heads; Which on the
one side had a flipe, Adorn 'd with a Tobacco pipe. 1796
W. Marshall Yorksh. (ed. 2I II. 319 Flipe lof a ban ; the
brim. 1828 Bewick Mem. (1862) 38 In what king's reign
his hat had been made was only to be guessed at, but the
flipes of it were very large. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.,
Flipe, the brim of a hat
2. dial. (See quots.)
1S47 Halliwell, Flipe, a flake ofsnow. 189s Korthumbld.

Gloss , flipe, Flype, a thin piece, a piece of skin torn off.
lo take off in flypes, is to take off in thin pieces.
Hence Flip p)edppl. a., having a flap.
1886 Pall Mall G. 4 June 11/1 A Jew, in a flipped hat of

mottled straw.

Flipe (flap), v. Chiefly .9c. Also flype, flip.

[? f. prec. sl>. (which however is not recorded so
early)

; cf. MDa.flippe to skin.]

1. trans. To strip off (the skin, etc.) ; to peel,
flay. Also, f toflipe off. Obs. exc. dial.
C1400 Destr. Troy 954 He..fflypit of the fllese. 1724

Ramsay Gent. Sheph. iv. i, And ten sharp nails. .Can flype
the skin o' ye'r cheeks out o'er your chin. 1813 W. Leslie
Agric. Sui-v. Nairn Gloss., To Flyp, to ruffle back the
skin. 1827 Tennant Papistry Storm'd 210 Great faulds o'
capper affwere flypit. 1891 .Vorthumbld. Gloss. s.v„ ' Aa
flyped him' figuratively used, means ' I robbed or stripped
him'.

t 2. To turn up or down, to fold back ; also, to
turn inside out. Also with up. Obs.

. '53° Palsgr. 552/2 I flype up iny sieves, as one dofhe that
intendeth to do some thynge. c 1538 Lyndesay Supfilic.
07 Thair faldingis flappis about thair feit, Thair laithlie
lyning furthward flypit. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842)
451, I used often to flype up the lids of my eyes. 1788
K. Picken Poems Gloss., Flype, to turn outside in. 1847
Halliwell, Flip up, to turn up one's sleeves.

3. Comb., flipe-wool dial. ( Hawick) : = skin-wool.
Hence Fliped ppl. a., of a fleece : Torn off bodily.
1888 Daily A'ems 10 Sept. 2/6 Wool . . fliped fleeces, 8id.

t FlrperOUS, a. Obs. rare.
1611 Cores, s. v. Coquette, A pratling or proud gossip;

a risking, or fliperous minx.

Flip-flap (flipflaep), adv., sb. and a. [onomato-
poeic reduplication of Flap, expressive of repeated
oscillating movement.]
A. adv. With a repeated flapping movement.

1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. 1. (1879) 51 Then they goe
flip flap in the winde. 1775 in Ash. 1894 Crockett
Raiders 35 Flounders fried in oatmeal . . with their tails
jerking Flip, flap, in the frizzle of the pan.

B. sb.

+ 1. Something that 'goes flip-flap' (see A.), e.g.
a hanging piece of cloth, a fan, a fly-flapper. Obs.
1529 Skelton F.lynour Rummyng 514 Couer thy shap

Wyth sum flyp flap. 1598 Flohio, / 'entaglio. .a flip flap or
any thing to make wind with. 1600 Dekker Old Fortu-
natus in Dodsl. O. /'/. (18161 III. 127-8 If I hear any
gingling but of the purse-strings that go flip, flap.. would
I were turn'd into a flip-flap and sold to the butchers.
161X Cotgr., Esveutoir, a fanne, flip-flap.

+ 2. A frivolous woman :
— t l\p sl>. a. Obs.— 1

1702 Vanbrcgh False Friend I, The light airy flipflap,
she kills him with her motions.

3. slang, a. ' A kind of somersault in which the
performer throws himself over on his hands and
feet alternately ' ; also, ' a peculiar rollicking dance
indulged in by costers ' {Slang Did. 1864). b. In
sailors' use :

' The arm ' (Karrere & Leland 1S89).
Cf. Flipper sb* 2. c. A kind of firework, a cracker.
a. 1676 Character Quack Doctor^ He dane'd a Saraband

with Flip flaps, and Sommersets. 1727 Gay Fables x\. 31 The
tumbler whirles the flip-flap round, With sommersets he
shakes the ground. 1764 Garrick in G. Colman, Jun.
Posth. Lett. ( t82o) 256 Flip flaps, and great changes without
meaning. 1851 D. Jerroi.d St. Giles xxxi. 324 This .

.

iniquitous world—a world of flip-flaps and sumersets.
C. 1885 Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 4/r To-night, .the sound

of the obtrusive and saltatory flip-Hap will be heard in the
streets of Great Britain.

4. U.S. ' A kind of tea-cake ' (Farmed.
1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xviii, As we sat over

her dou^h-nuts and flipflaps.

FLIPFANT.

C. adj. That 'goes flip-flap' (see A.).
1841 Blackiv. Mag. I. 635 Music, .with, .butterfly flip-flap

flights, and die-away cadences. 1888 Spectator 7 July 934
That easy imitation of French flip-flap brush work which is

so fashionable at the present time.

Hence Fli'p-flap v.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 255 The
sly sheepe-biter..summer setted & flipt flapt it twenty
timesaboue ground. 1894 Hall Caink Manxman iv. xii.

245 Nancy Joe went flip-flapping upstairs.

Flip-flop (fli'piftyp), sb. [onomatopoeic redu-
plication; cf. prec. and Flop.] In nonce-uses:
a. The 'flap' of the ear. b. The sound of a
regular footfall.

1661 K. W. Con/. Charac, Informer (1860I 47 We will
stop the mishapen hols widdowed of their flip-flops.. least
there.. still he retaine also too much of the faculty of
enterance. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat i63
When he heard the regulation flip-flop approaching.

Flippancy, fli'pansi;. [f. Flippant : see-AKCT.]
The quality of being flippant; esp. disposition to
trifle, frivolity ; occas, in earlier use, Volubility.
1746 H. Walpoi.e Lett. If. Mann (1834) II. clxix.' 176

The famous orator Henley is taken up for treasonable
flippancies. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 8 It filled

up my notions of French flippancy agreeably enough. 1807
tr. Goedc's Trait. II. 183 A continued flippancy of chit-
chat in the boxes. 1808 Med. jfrnl. XIX. 15 He.. with
asperity and flippancy adverted to a remarkable case I had
written on nearly two years back. 1874 L. Stephen Hours
in Library (1892) I. vii. 268 Effeminate prejudices and
mere flippancies draped in elaborate rhetoric. 1882 Miss
Bkaddon Ml. Royal I. ii. 64 Why, Jessie, you are generally
the very essence of flippancy.

Flippant [flrpant , a. Also 7 flippent. [app.
f. Flip v. (sense 5). Cf. F'lip a. used dial, in senses
I and 2 below; an ablaut-var. of the root, with
related meaning, occurs in OX.yrVyV- babble,_/?.-// (j

[Sw. C\\a\.flepa) to talk foolishly.
'the suffix may possibly be an alteration of the ME. ] pi.

ending -inde -ing j
, or the word may have been formed in

16th c. on the analogy of ppl. adjs. in -ant, such as the
heraldic trippant.]

1 1. Nimble, moving lightly or alertly; easily

moved or managed, light to the hand'; pliant',

flexible, limber. Obs.
i6m Mabbe tr. Aleutan's Guzman D'Alf I. 71 It is a

bird of the flippantst wing, which as it moneth with most
niinblenesse, so it doth the greatest mischiefe. 1677 Earl
Orrery Art ofWar 26 Targets, though very ilippent ones,
have not only resisted the Push of the Pikes, but also [etc.].

Ibid. 27 The Pike, .is carried tapering, to poise it the better,
and thereby renders it the more flippent for those who use
it. 1895 Windsor Mag. July 21 'She weer flippant on 'er

feet that night. .an' tored hollas fast as a windhover.'

t 2. Of the tongue: 'Nimble', voluble. Hence
of persons : Ready in the use of words, speaking
freely, fluent, talkative, voluble. Of conversation
or discourse : Fluent, sparkling. Obs.
1605 Chapman All Footes v. i, As for your mother, she

was wise, a most flippant tongue she had. a iff]-] Barrow
Serin. I. 157 It becoming them not. .to be dumpish. .but
. .pleasantly flippant and free in their speech. 1677 Mif.gk
Eng.'Fr. Diet., A flippant discourse, nil discours coulant.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 247 P9 An excellent Anatomist
has promised me to dissect a Woman's Tongue, and to
examine whether there may not be in it certain Juices,
which render it so wonderfully voluble or flippant, a 1784
Johnson in Boswell an. 1765, She [Mrs. Thrale] is more
flippant ; but he has ten times her learning. 1794 Gouv.
Morris in Sparks Life ?t Writ. (1832) 1. 437 The wines are
good and the conversation flippant.

+b. In bad sense: Impertinently voluble. (Cf.4.)
1677 Miege Eng.-Fr. Did., A flippant and forward

Woman, nnt coquets line libertine. 1727 Gay Fables xii.

18 The husband's sullen, dogged, shy, The wife grows
flippant in reply.

•f3. Sportive, playful. Obs.
1711 Steele Sped. No. 260 r 1, I am now as. .flippant if

I see a pretty Woman, as when in my Youth. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills (1872) VI. 156 Like Love's sprightly Goddess she's
flippant and gay. 1784 Cowper Task VI. 315 The squirrel,
flippant, pert, and full of play.

4. Displaying unbecoming levity in the considera-
tion of serious subjects or in behauour to persons
entitled to respect.

1724 Waterland Farther rind. Wks. IV. 12 It very ill

becomes this gentleman, .to grow so exceeding flippant.

178^ Mad. D'Ariilay Diary 26 June, I was reading Slier-
lock's flippant but entertaining letters. 1836 H. Rogers
J. Heave i. (1863) 14 That.. peculiarity, which a flippant and
superficial philosophy has sometimes charged upon the Scrip-
tures as a blemish. 1828 Dickens Nich. P.'ick. xix, The
flippant contempt with w-nich the guests regarded her uncle.
1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 251 The flippant way in
which she has treated his attentions.

5. absol. passing into sb. A flippant person.
In first quot. Richardson seems to have thought the word

was of It. origin, and fabricates a pseudo-It. plural.

[1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. lxxviii.291 Itconcerns me,
however, not a little, to find our affair so generally known
among the Flippanti of both sexes. ] 1791 Cowper Judgm.
Poets 22 They gentle called, and kind and soft, The flippant

and the scold. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XII. 26; The flippants

and pragmatics who infest all the highways of society. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. ex, The stern were mild when thou wert
by, The flippant put himself to school And heard thee.

Hence PLVppantly adv., in a flippant manner;
Fli ppantness, the quality of being flippant.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Flippantness. 1758 H. Walpole Lett.
H. Mann IT834) 111. ccexxii. 268 It is time for me to check
my pen that asks so flippantly. 1791 Boswell yohnson an.
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FLIPPER. 830 FLIRTATIOUS.

1774(1816) II. 298 note, Mrs. Thrale asked him somewhat
Hippantly, 'Why do you put him up in the counting-house?'

1817 J. Gilchrist Intellect. Patrim. 84 The flippantness of
French philosophers. 1880 G. Meredith Trag. Com. (1881)

49 Flippantly tapping at the doors of thought.

t Flipper, sbJ Obs. rare

-

1
. In 4 fiiper. [f.

Flip v. + -er »,] A flippant and unreliable person.

c 1400 Caid's Morals in Cursor Ml App. iv. 7. 1669 For-

sob flipers and alle fals flaters I rede sore ^ou fie.

Flipper (fli-poi), sb* [f. Flip v. + -er 1
.] 1. A

limb used to swim with; e.g. any limb in a turtle; in

a seal or walrus, esp. the fore-limb ; the fore-limb of

acetacean; thewing of a penguin; the fin of a fish.

182s Manby Voy. Greenland 39 The fore paws or nippers

lof the seal]. 1868 Nat. Emycl. I. 955 Their [penguins']

wings are true flippers. 1885 Wood in Longm. Mag. V. 408
The fore limbs of the whale are technically named flippers.

2. trans/. The hand.
183a Marryat N. Forster xlii, I like to touch the flipper

of one who has helped to,shame the enemy. 1840 Barham
lugol. Leg., St. GengulpJfus xx, They cut off his ' flippers

',

As the Clerk, very flippantly, term'd his fists. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., The boatswain's mate exalted in

having ' taken a lord by the flipper '.

3. Theat. ' Part of a scene, hinged and painted

on both sides, used in trick changes ' (Farmer).

4. U.S. = Flapjack {Cent. Diet.).

5. Comb., asflipper-like adj.

1889 P. H. Emerson Fug. Idylls 133 Holding their

shaking sides with their brawny flipper-like hands.

Pli'pper-de-flapper. Obs. exc.dial. [Echoic]
(See quot. 1847).
1640 King $ poorc North. Man 36 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.

107, I nere saw such a flipper de flapper before. 1847
HALL!WELL, Flipper-de-flapper, noise and confusion caused
by show. Sussex.

Flipperty-flopperty (fli-p3iU,fyparti), a.

That 'goes flip-flop' ; loose, dangling.

1859 Sala. Tiv. round Circk (1S61) 83 She. is a gaunt,
awkward girl, in a' flibberty-flobberty ' hat. 1869 TrolLOFE
He knew, etc-, xii, He had .. one of those flipperty-flop-

perty things on his head, that the butcher-boys wear

Flippery (flrperi). rare.

t~1. = Frippery,
a 1616 Beaith. & Ft- Wit without M. 11. v, If I he brought

. .to carry.. any gentle Lady of the Laundry, .behinde my
gelding, with all her Streamers, Knapsacks, Glasses, Gu-
gawes, as if I were a running flippery.

2. Flippancy.
1819 Metropolis III. 86 He had a flippery in writing, ct

voila tout. 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage I. vi. 131 ' Mustn't
bhe be a horrid, heartless, little bit of flippery ?

'

tFli'ppet. Obs. rare. [f. Flip; cf. Flappet.]

A narrow streamer.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Dot. 291 With a long peece or
flippet as it were, at one side of the top.

Flird, sb. Sc. [Possibly repr. OK. flear,/ trifle

:

see Flerd. But cf. Du. Jlarden splinters, shivers.]

' Anything that is thin and insufficient, as a thin

piece of cake, board, etc.' ;
' any thing viewed as

a gaudy toy'; in plural, 'worn-out clothes',
' vain finery' (Jam.).
1788 K. Picken Poems 62 Thae flirds o' silk, brought

owre the seas.

t Flird, v. Sc. Obs. Also 6 flyrd. [Of obscure

origin ; cf. Fleer z>.] intr. ?To sneer, gibe.

Jamieson has the senses ' to bounce, brag, also to flirt ' as

current in modern Sc. use.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lvii. 9 Sum flyrdis ; sum feynjeis
;

and sum flat t iris.

t FliTdom. Obs. Sc, In 6 Ayr-, j-flirdom'e.

[? Connected with prec] Bounce, bluster, pre-

tence ; also, a braggart.
c 1450 Henryson Poems (1865^ 142 Schir Tod, tak ye the

flyrdome, and the fon, I haif respite ane yeir. c 1500
Auchinleclt Chron. (1819) 15 pan baj come with a flyrdome
& said pat baj come for na III of him ne his childer. 1508
Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 494 A myten, full of flyting,

I
the] fiyrdom lyke. a 1605 Montgomekie Flyting w. Pol-
wart 90 Foule flirdome wanfucked, tersell of a taide !

Flire, flirr(e, obs. ff. Fleer v.

Flirt (fiait), sb. Also 6 flirte, flyrt, 7 flert,

6-8 flurt, (7 flurte). [f. next.]

T 1. A smart tap or blow, a rap, fillip. (Also

Jig.). Obs. exc. dial.

x577 Breton Flourish upon Fancy (Grosart) 18/1 Thus
euerie one would haue a flyrt, ere I could get out free.

i6sz Fletcher Pilgrim m. iii, One flurt at him, and then
I am for the voyage. < 1691 Bagford Ball. (1878) App.,
I'll give you a good flurt on the Ear. 1855 E. Wauch
Lane. Life (1857) 29 Aw caren't a flirt abeawt it. 1888

Sheffield'Gloss., Flirt, a slight blow or fillip with the thumb
and finger.

2. A sudden jerk or movement, a quick throw or

cast, a darting motion. Of wind : A gust.

c 1590 Greene Fir. Bacon vii. 119 Out with your blades.

.

Haue a flurt and a crash. 1666 Shjrstowe Spir. Chym.
(1668) 116 As weak as the Grashoppers who give only
a small flirt upwards, and then fall down to the Earth
again. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 111. 15 There may be some*
times some small flurts of a Westerly Wind on these

Coasts. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 102 r 5 The next Motion
is that of unfurling the Kan, in which are comprehended
several little Flirts and Vibrations. 1789 G. White Sel-

borne xl. (1853! 140 Hedge-sparrows have a remarkable
flirt with their wings. 1830 N. S. Wheaton ymt. 205 He
..tosses out his arm with a flirt and a flourish, i860
Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. in Meicm, Mas, II. 58 With
a joyful squeak and flirt of his hind-quarters in the air.

+ 3. A smart stroke of wit, a joke, a jest ; a gibe,

jeer, scoff. Obs.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. v. 4 Vayne flirtes

and testes. 1613 Sir E. Hoby Counter-snarle 21 His next
flurte is at my witt. a 165$ in Anted, fy 'Trad. (Camden) 24
She had a flurt at them presently, a 1713 Ellwood Auto-
biog. 101 He would sometimes .. cast out a jesting Flurt at

me. i7«6 Swift Lett. Wks. 1841 II. 584 Open reproaches,

jesting flirts and contumelious terms.

f b. Of a person : One who mocks or finds fault.

1601 W. Bas Sword <$ Buckler xlv, The prescise flirts of
eu'ry trades-mans stall Whose busie tongues, .defiles Our
honest sort with vomited reviles.

t 4. A fickle, inconstant person.

1577 IJreton Flourish upon Fancy iGrosart) 8/1 Fie on
thee Fancie, flatteryng flyrt. 1689 T. Plunket Char. Gd,
Commander 2 Nor is he one that's Valiant at a spurt ; No,
no, he's far from being such a flurt.

t 6. A woman of a giddy, flighty character ; *a

pert young hussey' (J.).
1561 Phaer ACneid \\. Ccij, Your study chief is daunse

in pampryng feasts with giglet flirts. i6ai Burton Anat.
Mel.\. li. iv. i (1651) 143 A peevish drunken flurt, a waspish
cholerick slut. 16*3 B. Jonson Time Vind. Wks. (Rtldg.)

636/1 To salute the Skirts Of her, to whom all Ladies else

are Flirts. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 84 r 3 My aunt
told me she was a forward flirt. 1774 W. Whitehead Song
for Ranetagh, Plays <$• Poems II. 224 Ye belles, and ye flirts,

and ye pert little things, Who trip in this frolicsome round,

f b. A woman of loose character.

1600 Breton Fasquifs Fools-cap -2-2J2 CallM a Foolish

flirt . . When all the world is witnesse to her shame. 1676

Etheredge Man ofMode 11. i. (1684) 17An idle Town Flurt,

with a painted Face. 1703 Thoresby in Ray's Lett. (1718J

328 A Flurt, a light House-wife.

8. One who flirts, or plays at courtship, a. Said

of a woman.
1748 Richardson Clarissa I. ii. 8 She was not one of those

flirts . .who would give pain to a person that deserved to be
well-treated. 178a Wolcott (P. Pindar) Odes to R. Acade-
micians v. Wks. 1812 I. 24 How else could he have caught
that handsome flirt? 1796 Jane Austen Pride <y Prej.

viii. (1813) 202 A flirt too, in the worst and meanest degree
of flirtation. 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust in. viii, To bend
the dainty little flirt To be conformable to your commands.

b. Said of a man.
<7i73» Gay Dt'stress'd Wife 11. Wks. (1772) 203 A flirt,

One who gives himself all the airs of making love in public.

X863 Ouida Held in Bondage I. xii. 274 Sabretasche had
an universal reputation as a most unscrupulous flirt.

C. A person to flirt with.

1779 Gentl. Mag. XLIX. 357 The General [Howe] has
found another Desdemona at Philadelphia, .who is now his

Excellency's flirt. ai8i7 Jane Austen Lady Susan vii.

(1879) 217 When I have inspired him with greater respect for

j

me. .he maybe an agreeable flirt. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xxv, General Tufto is a great flirt of mine.

7. Watch-making. ' A lever or other device for

causing sudden movement of mechanism ' (Britten).

1786 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts IV. 175 The usual way
of discharging the chime is by a flirt. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch ft Clockm. 124 The independent seconds hand is

generally discharged by a flirt taking into a pinion.

8. Comb., as flirt-wort (see quot.).

188a Friend Devon Plant-n., Flirtwort, Pyrethrum
Parthenium, a name apparently nearly died out, but which
was common in South Devon some years ago as the designa-

tion of the Feverfew.

Flirt (flwt), v. Also 6 flyrtt, 6-8 flurt, 7 flert.

[Onomatopoeic; cf. flick, flip, flerk, spurt, squirt.]

1. trans. To propel or throw with a jerk or

sudden movement ; often, to propel by a blow from

the finger-nail released from the thumb. Also with

away, off, out. Cf. Fillip v. 1.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeueis in. (Arb.) 84 Scylla . . lurcketh.

Close and slilye spying, too flirt thee nauye to rock bane.

160* Dekker Satiromastix Wks. 1873 1 . 235 Tis thy fashion

to flirt inke in everie mans face. i6i» Drayton Poly-olb. vi,

88 A little wand That bended end to end, and flerted from
the hand Farre off itself doth cast. 1710 Swift Tailer No.
238 r 3 That Sprinkling which some careless Quean Flirts

on you from her Mop. 1735 J. Moore Columbarium 5
To keep 'em from flirting the Grain over on the Floor. i8xs

G. Colman Br. Grins, Lady of Wreck 1. xviii, Flirting his

sweet and tiny shower Upon a milk-white April flower. 187$

Darwin Insectiv. PI. xvii. 406 Minute particles of glass .

.

disappeared so suddenly that I thought I had flirted them
off. 1876 Geo. Emot Dan. Der. 11. xviii, ' I don't care what
you call it', said Mab, flirting away her thimble.

b. With immaterial*^/.; esp.io blurt out (some-

thing spoken).
1641 Vox Borealis Dj, Then the Foole, he flirts out his

folly. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, cccxli, The
Arch-Bishop still Flirting Divinitie against the Throne.

i6$» NewsJr. Loif-Countr. 11 If carping Momes shall flurt

in Podex's face A Flout, to blur his Matter with Dis-

frace. 1889 Mark Twain (Clemens) Yankee Crt. K. A rthur

I'auchn.) II. 51 Of course I whet up now and then and flirt

out a minor prophecy,

+ 2. To give (a person) a sharp, sudden blow or

knock ; to rap, strike. Cf. Fillip v. 2.

1563-87 Foxe A. <r M. (1631) III. xii. 881/1 Flirting him
vnder the chin, and on the eares. 1611 Cotgr., Nasarder,
to fillip ; to rap, or flirt, on the nose. 1631 Quarles Samson
Poems (1717) 327 Some gibe and flout him . . Whilst others

flurt him on the starting lips.

3. To give a brisk, sudden motion to ; to flick.

Also with out, up. To flirt a fan : to open and
close it with a jerk, to wave it smartly.

1665 Earl Dorset To all yon Ladies viii, Whilst you .

.

Perhaps permit some happier man To kiss your hand or

flirt your fan. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. I. 343 She ..

flirted her fan with such a fury. 1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan

Sidney Bidulph II. 62 One of the windows was already up,
and I flurted up the other. 1798 Bloomtield Farmer s Boy,
Summer 78 The small dust-colour'd beetle . . flirts his filmy
wings, and looks around. 1834 R. Mldie Brit. Birds 11841)

I. 11 In those birds which have a habit of flirting up the

tail. 1855 P.ROWNJNG Lovers' Quarrelx, Teach me to flirt a
fan As the Spanish ladies can. i8ssSmedley H.Coz-erdale
iv. 20 Harry again impatiently flirted the whip over the ears
of 'My Old Aunt Sally'. 1893 K. Kipling Many Invent.

229 He flirted the dinghy roundthe big ship.

b. absol. or intr. Of a turkey-cock : To set up
its feathers, rare ~ ,

,

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. 111. 186 If you had but rusht
and flurted like a Turky cocke.

t 4. a. intr. To tum up one's nose ; hence, to

sneer, gibe, scoff at. Also of the nostrils : To be
turned up or dilated, as if sneering (the earliest re-

corded use), b. trans. To sneer or scoff at, flout

(not clearly distinguishable fromyf^. use of 2). Obs.
a- x553 Eden Treat. Neive Ind. (Arb.) 23 They haue .

.

nosethnTTes flyrtting vpwarde & wyde. 1603 Florio Mon-
taigne 1. 1. 165 Diogenes, .in. .rowling of his tub, and flurt-

ing [Fr. hochant an nez] at Alexander. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 27 Derided, and flurted at by diuers of the baser
people. 01734 North Lives (1826) I. 63 Mr. Jones, .could
not forbear flirting at him, as— ' Come, Mr. Deputy Attorney,
what have you to say now ' ?

b. 1593 Nashe 4 Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 211

Titius shall not vpbraid Caius . . nor Zoylus anie more flurt

Homer. i6ai Fletcher Pilgrim \. 1, I'le not be foold nor
flurted. «686 Catholic Representer 11. 73 You that fleer,

and flurt, and blaspheme Everything you do not understand.

5. intr. To move with a jerk or spring ; to spring,

dart. Of a winged creature : To take short quick

flights. Also with about
}
away, up.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 31 Lyke bees ..That
flirt in soonbeams. 1601 Holland Pliny II. xx. i. 35 It

wil leape & flurt in the handling, .against their faces. 1680
Tom <y Witlgo'm Roxb. Ball., Three or four, .did flirt away.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 148 In flurting about (as all Fish will

when first taken), a 1800 Cowper tr. Milton's Damon
_

144 The sparrow . . Flirts here and there, and late returns

to rest. i8aa J. Flint Lett. Amer. 234 The velocity of

every plunge made her long loose hair flirt up as if [etc],

1841 R. H. Peake Court «$- City 11. i. (Stage direction\ As
he approaches nearer, she flirts from him. 1887 Stevenson
Treas. Franchard \\, With the tails of his nightshirt flirt-

ing as he turned. 1890 Gloucester Gloss, s. v., 'The paper
must have flirted into the fire.'

t ^- flg- To flit inconstantly from one object to

another. Obs.

1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery (1814) 133 Did love you
intrap? . . That now you be flurting, and will not abide.

1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedd's Com. Wks. (1709) 348 Do not

flirt, or fly from one thing to another.

7. To play at courtship ; to practise coquetry

;

to make love without serious intentions. Often,

to flirt with (a person) ; also in indirect passive.

1777 Garrick Prol. Sherictan's Sch. Scand., If Mrs. B.

will still continue flirting. 1793 Earl Buchan Anon, fy

Fugit. Ess., (1812) 261 Vou see them .. flirting with the

beauties of the day. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 258 Every
man likes to flirt with a pretty girl, and every pretty

firl likes to be flirted with. 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage
. viii. 192 Scores of military men, who flirted more des-

perately and meant less by it than any fellows in the room.

b. To play, toy, trifle with (something).

1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 11. v, Occasionally flirting

with some lighter document. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr.
Claudius ii, Claudius was flirting with his fancies, and
drawing pretty pictures in the smoke.

C. trans, -toflirt with. rare—*.
1801 Moore Wks. T. Little, To Rosa iii. 9 Do you thus

seek to flirt a number?

riirtable (fla-itab
1

!), a. [f. Flirt v. + -able.]

That is ready to flirt or be flirted with.

i860 W. Collins Worn. White 1. vi. 22 A flirtable, dance-

able, small-talkable creature of the male sex. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 18 Feb. 5/2 One hundred and fifty ladies, .of whom
seventy-five per cent, are 'flirtable'.

Flirtation (fte-it^ 1 jon). [f. as prec. + -ATioN.l

tl. 'A quick, sprightly motion. A cant word
among women '

(J.) ; in quot. atlrib. Obs~ l

1737 PorE Let. in Style ofLady Wks. 1886 X. 262 A muslin

flounce, made very full, would give one a very agreeable

Flirtation-air.

2. The action or behaviour of a flirt; f flighty

or giddy behaviour, frivolity ; the action of playing

at courtship.
1718 Cibber Non-juror 11, You know I always loved a

little flirtation. 1745-6 Mrs. Delany Let. to Mrs. Dewes
in Life fy

Corr. 1 Feb. II. 418 The sobriety of my own
dwelling is much pleasanter to me than all the flirtations of

the world. 18x4 Jane Austen Mansf. Park I. xvii. 335
Becoming soon too busy with his play to have time for more
than one flirtation. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly

vi, The great art of flirtation.

b. trans/. <mdflg.
179a Dk. Leeds Pol. Mem. (1884) 202 The flirtations were

seriously renewed between Mr. Pitt and Ld. Loughborough.

1819 Bvron Juan 1. ccv, Thou shalt not . . Commit— flirta-

tion with the muse of Moore.

Hence PUrtational a., pertaining to flirtation
;

Flirtationless a., devoid of fliitalion ; having no

opportunity of flirting.

186a Sat. Rev. XIII. 327/2 The flirtational element and

its kindred infinitesimal phases. 1880 Ouida Moths vi. 66

Flirtationless, unenvied, unregarded.

Flirtatious (flaJt^-Jas), a. [f. Flirtation;

see -ous.]

a. Of persons : Given to flirtation, inclined to flirt*



FLIRTED.
1834 C'tkss Morlev Dacre I, vl. 132 Match-making

mothers, flirtatious daughters, and coquettish wives. i885
W. E. Norris Bachelors Blunder ii. (1887J15, 1 believe he
is rather a flirtatious young gentleman.

b. Of speech, etc. : (Jt or pertaining to flirtation;

of the nature of flirtation.

1870 Miss Broi'ghton Red as Rose I. xit. 243 And yet
their talk . . holds nothing obnoxiously fond or flirtatious.

1891 B. Harte 1st Earn. Tasajara I. 58 An audaciously
flirtatious declaration.

Hence Flirtatiously, adv. ; riirta'tiousness
1863 Holme Lee A. Warletgh's Fortunes II. 294 When

young men and women are flirtatiously disposed. 1886
Atlantic Monthly Sept. 432/1 A North Carolina girl of
higenuous flirtatkmsness.

Flirted (flauted), ///. a. [f. Flirt v. + ed I.]

In senses of the vb. Also with with ; cf. Flirt v. 7.

1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife in. v, Is this the Fellow That
had the patience to become a Fool, A flurted Fool. 1781
Cowper Hope 344 The flirted fan, the bridle and the toss.

1863 Ouida Held in Bondage I. ix. 205 Curly . . was the .

.

most flirted with young Guardsman of his time.

Flirtee (flsjtr). nonce-wd. [f. Flirt v, + -BK.]
One who is flirted with.
1862 Sat. Rev. 14 June 676/2 Because the flirt is clever, or

the flirtee silly._ 1891 Temple Bar Mag. Jan. 91 Three
generations of flirtees.

Flirter (flSutai). [f. Flirt v. + -er 1
.] One

who flirts ; a flirt.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 45 She dresses not so fine as
many a flirter. 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag viii, As far distant
as possible from the flirters themselves.

t Flirt-gill (-dgil). Obs. Alsoflirt-gillian. [f.

Flirt sb. or v. + Gill nickname for Juliana] A
woman of light or loose behaviour. Cf. Gill-
ILIKT.
159a Smaks. Rom. fy Jul. 11. iv. 162 Scurvie knaue, I am

none of his flurt-gils. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burnirg
Pestle iv. i, You heard him take me vp like a flirt Gill, and
sing baudy songs upon me. 1618 Fletcher Chances 111. i,

As I had been a Mawkin, a flurt Gillian.

Flirthood [f!5-Jtnnd). noncc-wd. [see -hood.]
The state of being a flirt.

x86a.W. Rev. XIV. 102/1 Young ladies, just budding into
flirthood.

Flirtigig, -gigs (u5-Jtigig(z). dial. [f. Flirt
+ Gig : cf. whirligig,} A giddy, flighty girl.

1683 York-shire Dialogue 17 Thou and she, and all slke
Flirtigiggs. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Flirtigigt, a wan-
ton, fond lass. 1886 Elwokthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Flirtigig.

Flirting (uautirj), vbl. sb. [f. Flirt v. + -ing 1.]

The action of the vb. Flirt in various senses ; esp.

trifling or coquetting with the opposite sex, flirtation.

1593 Nashe 4 Lett. Con/ut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 274 Thou
. .keepst such a flurting and a flinging in euerie leafe. 1644
Bulwer Chirol. 54 The flirting out of the Back part of the
Hand. 1684 Contempl. State of Man 1. iv. (1699*44 The
flirting up and down of a little Sparrow. 1710 Steele
Tatler No. 9 p 3 Miss with all her Flirting and Ogling.
1806-7 } Bkresforp Miseries Hum. Life iv. xxxiii, The
filthy flirtings of a well twirled mop. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. 1. ix, You can have as much flirting as you like.

attrib. 1644 Bulwer Chiron. Si The middle Finger
strongly comprest by the Thum.be, and their collision produc-
ing a flurting sound.

Flirting (flautin), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That flirts, m various senses of the vb.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 224 The wife that gads
not gigglotwise with euerie flirting gill. 1651 Fuller Abel
Rediv. (1867) II. 322 Some . . have cast out flirting censures
against this Catalogue. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant v. iii,

Nothing vexes me, but that this flirting gentlewoman should
go before me. 1668 Sedley Mulb. Card. 1. i, But that
flirting Hat there looks as 'twere made rather for your Wit
than your Head, a 1734 North Exam. 111. vii. (1740) 509
He could not bear such a flirting Wit and Libertine. 1819
Metropolis I. 215 Did you .. observe how flirting and
amatory a certain very great personage Is ?

Hence Flirtingrly adv., in a flirting manner.
1855 in Ogii.vie Suppl.

Flirtish Iflautif), a. [f. Flirt sb. + -ish.]

Somewhat of the nature of or betokening a flirt.

< 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 260
A flirtish girl of sixteen. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xx,
Miss Haredale took occasion to charge upon Dolly certain
flirtish and inconstant propensities.

Hence Flirtishness.
1750 Hist. Cornelia 211 She had an air of tenderness,

mixed with all the flirtishness of coquetry.

Flirtling (flautlin). nonce-wd. [f. Flirt sb.

+ -ling.] A little flirt.

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius xv, The pair of trim-
built flirtlings, walking so daintily down the gravel path.

Flirtship. nonce<vd. [f. Flirt sb. + -ship.]

The personality of a flirt ; in quot. a mock title.

1703 Mrs. Centlivre.S7<?/^« Heiress 111. i, Call your Lady,
—what does your Flurt-ship do here? I want your mistress.

Flirty (fl5\iti\ a. [f. Flirt sb. + -y 1.] Of or

pertaining to flirtation ; characterized by or in-

clined to flirtation.

1840 Lady C. M. C. Bury Hist. Flirt i, A laughing and
flirty dialogue succeeded. 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage I.

ix. 206 Such a bold flirty girl. 1870 Public Opinion 6 Aug.
169 CriticisingMhe flirty ways of a fascinating widow.

t Flish, v. Obs. In 4 flysche. [app. imitative
of the sound of a blade waved through the air.]

trans. To slash or cut. Hence Flyschand ppl. a.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 2141 With flyschande speris. Ibid.

2769 Fulle butt in be frc-unte he flysches hyme evene.

331

t Flrsh-flash, v. [? reduplication of prec]
intr. To make cuts and slashes with a sword.
1641 Vox Borealis B ij b, I can Fence bravely, and flish

flash, with the best of them.

Flisk (flisk), sb. dial. [f. next.]

1. A whim, a freak. Sc.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxviii, There is something in Miss
Ashlon's change . . too sudden and too serious for a mere
flisk of her own.

2. A fillip with the finger. In a Jlisk :
' in a

jiffy ' {Whitby Gloss. 1855).
1891 Atkinson Last of Giant-Killers 86 So down his

throat she goes in a flisk.

3. In various concrete senses : a. A * whisk

'

made of twigs or horsehair for brushing away dust,

flies, etc. (Halliwell 1847, Berks. Gloss. 1888).
b. Alargc-toothedcomb(IIalliwelli847, W.Cornxv.
Gloss. 1880). C. A syringe {Whitby Gloss. 1876'.

Flisk, a. ? Obs. [f. next. Cf. Flig a.]

1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1563/4 A Black Mare, about 15 hands
with a flisk Tail, lame on the near foot before. 1721 Ibid.
No. 6000/3 Stolen, .a black Mare, .with a Flisk Tail.

Flisk (flisk), v. Now dial. [onomatopoeia
expressive of a sudden movement through the air

;

cf. whisk]
1. intr. To move or dance about in a frolicsome

way; to frisk. Of a horse : To be restive.

'59* Gosson Pleas. Quips 110, Fannes..To flit away the
fiisking flies, a 1689 W. Ci.ki.and Effigies Cleri Poems
(1697) 62 Which make some Brethren flisk and fling. 1786
Burns Auld Farmers New-Year Saint, xii, Thou never
braindg'tan'fetch't.an' fliskit. 1887 Mod. Scott. Poets Ser. x.

58 The hungry honey bees That flisked and feasted there.

2. trans. To make restless and uneasy; to put
out, displease.

1791 A. Douglas Poems (1806) 71 But, Willie lad, tak' my
advice, An' at it binna fliskit. 186a Hisloi1 I'roz>. Scot. 60
Fashious fools are easiest flisket.

3. To flick, knock about. Also, to spurt, sprinkle.

1847 Halliwf.ll, Ftr'sh, to flick, as with a whip. Line.
1876 Whitby Gloss., Flisk, to squirt liquids. 1890 Gloucester
Gloss, s.v., Don't get fiisking that corn about.

Fli'Skmahoy. Sc. [f. Flisk v. Jamieson
gives also Fliskmahaigo with similar sense ; the

unmeaning endings may have been suggested by
the place-names Dalmahoy and Lesmahago^\ A
flighty girl ; a woman who gives herself airs.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxxv, 'That silly fliskrnahoy, Jenny
Rintherout.' 18x8 — I/rt. Midi. 1,

' Seeing I hae prought
worthy Mrs. Putler sic a fliskrnahoy.'

Flisky (fliski), a.i [f. Fljsk sb. or v. + -y *.]

1. Sc. Flighty, frolicsome; of a horse : Skittish.

1807 Hogg Auld Ettrick John 8 Mount. Bard 195 Auld
Johnie's flisky dame. 1856 G. Henderson Pop. Rhymes
Berwick, 48 You're like Adam Black's pony, Flisky,
pranky—and no very canny. 1880 Antrim <$- Down Gloss.,

Flisky, skittish, specially applied to a mare which kicks
when touched on the flank.

2. south, dial. (See quots.)
1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell xxxt, First come fitful

sends of rain, ' flisky ' rain they call it.

Flit vflit),^. [f. next vb.] The action of flitting.

a. A removal, b. A light movement, as of a
bird's wing ; a flutter; a light touch.
a. 1835 N. P. Willis in L'Estrange Friendships Miss

Mitford{\%%?.) I. 289 A flit from London and a visit to
Reading. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v. Flit, 'A
moonlight flit ', a decampment by night with the furniture,
to cheat the landlord.

b. 1873 Miss Tjjackeray Old Kensington xii. 99 There
was a vague flit and consternation in the darkness at the
farther end of the room. 1877 Black.more Erema III. liv.

242 A flit of fancy touched me. 1880 — Mary Auerley
xxvi. Kneading it firmly with some rapid flits of thumb.

t Flit, a. poet, Obs. Also flitt. [var. of Fleet
a., the form being influenced by Flit v. Cf. also

Flight a.] a. Swift, nimble, quickly-moving, b.

Fleeting, shifting ; light, airy, unsubstantial.
a. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iv. 38 And in his hand two

dartes exceeding flit, And deadly sharp, he held. Ibid. in.

xi. 39 Now, like a stag; now, like a faulcon flit. 1600
Fairfax Lasso xiv. lxxii. 265 That flit birde that Ioues hot
weapon beares.

b. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. x. 57 On the rockes he fell so
flit and light, That he thereby receiv'd no hurt at all. Ibid.

in. i. 56 Therewith a while she her flit fancy fedd. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple 1st. to, vii, Life it self's as flit as is

the aire we breathe.

Flit (flit), v. Forms : 3-4 flitten, Orm. flit-

tenn, 3 flut(t)en, 3-6 flytt(e, 4-6 flyt(e, 4-9
flitt(e, (6 fliet), 4- flit. Pa. t. 3 flutte, 4 flitt,

5 flette. flyt, 6 flit. Va.pple. 4 yflit, iflut, 7 flit,

[ME. flitten,jlutten, a. QT&.flytja {Sw.flytta, Da.
flytte), f. *flut- weak grade of the root of Jliota :

see Fleet vX\
1. trans. To remove, transport, or take away to

another place ; to transfer from one position to

another ; to remove (a person) from his house or
habitation. Now chiefly Sc. or dial.
nioo Ormin 15648 To flittenn menn till heffness srd Ut

off be defless walde. ,1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1522 Dat folk ..

deden him flitten hise ostel. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v.

1544 As regnes shal ben flitted Fro folk to folk, c 1375
Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 155 pen bo prest flyttes his
boke north to bat ober auter noke. c 14*3 Wyntoln Crou.
vii. v. 181 A Towne Wes flyttyd out of fat ilke plas Quhare
it fowndyt and byggyt was. c 1430 St. Cuthberi ^Surtees)

FLIT.

3442 In toM my body flitt. 1558 in Balfour Practices (1754)
106 Scho may not flit nor remove the tenentis, occupiaris of
the samin. 157a Sempill Ball. xxix. (1872) 152 That sum of
thame mon flit thair kist. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berketeys
(1883) 1. 155 This lord, .exchanged, removed, and flitted part
of his Cattle .. from one manor to another. 178a Sir J.
Sinclair Qbser7'. Scot. Dial. 84 To Flit, to remove any
thing in general, particularly furniture. 1807 Overseer's
Acct. fn Rutland Gloss. (1891I s.v., For fliting sarah Hails
is. 6d. 1861 Dasent Burjtt Njal II. 40 They flitted home
their goods and laid up the ship. 1863 BAkiscGor u>/c^ArW
257 One fine afternoon he flitted his guest out to the
island.

b. spec. To shift (a tethered animal, occas. the
tether) from one spot to another, when it has eaten
all the grass within reach; hence, to tether. Also,
to shift the position of (a sheep-fold).

15*3 Fitzhicrb. Hnsb. § 18 To flyte it [the shepefolde]
euery mornynge or nyght. Ibid. § 148 Flytte hym [thy
horse] as oft as thou wylt. 1786 Burns Auld Farmer's
New-Year Salut. xviii, YVT tentie care I'll flit thy tether,
To some hain'd rig. 1816 Sir A. Boswelt, Skeldon Hanghs
44 A Sow upon your land I'll tether.. But deil a mat* o'
Kyle shall flit her. 1881 Leicester Gloss, s. v., The goot
fgoat) were flitted to the middle cloo'es-poost.

f C. Of a boat, etc. : To serve to transport. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25709 (Cott.) Penance is bat ober bord,

bat fletand flittes man ouer ford .. it schal hiin hauen of
rnerci win. 1375 Bakbol r Bruce m. 420 It [the bate] sa
II t i II wes, that It Mycht our the wattir bot thresum flyt.

d. Ndut, (See quots., and Fleets. 1 12.)

1750 T. R. Bi.ancklkv Naval Expos., Flitting, altering or
removing a dead Eye in the Low or lop-mast Shrouds and
Backstays, either to lengthen or shorten them, is called
Flitting. 1793 Smeaton Edyslone L. % 143 In this way we
proceeded flitting the tackle and lowering till our anchor
was grounded. Ibid. 158 Having so many times to stop,
overhawl, and flit, .the work could not go on very speedily.

i"2. To remove, get rid of (a thing); to drive

away (an insect). Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 623 Fele times baue ich fonded to

flitte it fro boU3t. 1-1400 Rom. Rose 1812 So sore it stikid
whan I was hit, That by no craft I might it flit. i596Gosso\'
Pleas. Quips no Fannes. .To flit away the fiisking flies.

f3. To change the condition or direction of; to

alter, cause to deviate or waver; to pervert

(law). Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 13414 >e sen l>att ice am flittedd mi Fra da=b

to lif onn erbe. c 1375 5V. Leg. Saints, Lucia 279 par-with
for to flit byre thocht. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 183 If he
wolde flitte The lawe for the covetise. 14. . Lydg, Temple
oj Glas 1248 Late not 5oure corage ne 3oure force fail, Ne
non assautes 30V flitten or remeve.

T" 4. refl. To betake oneself, go, direct one's

course. Obs.
c uoo Ormin 15853 Uss birrf* a^ Uss flittenn towarrd

Criste. Ibid. 18038 Swa batt tesv-Wel sholldenn niu^henn
flitten hemm & ferisenn fra be defell. 13.. in Hor.-tmann
Alteugl. Leg. II. 97 Bot bou flit be ferr, For his sake bou
sal far (be) werr.

5. intr. To shift one's position, either in a mate-
rial or immaterial sense ; to be gone, depart, pass

away, remove. Also with away, or const, from,

f of, out of to.

c 1200 Ormin 12765 O batt oberr da^3 Toe Jesu Crist to

flittenn Inntill be land ofTGalile. a 1240 Saivtes Wards in

Cott. Horn. 25r Ferliche ha flutteS from be heate in to be
chele. a 1300 Cursor M. 12487 (Cott.) J>an flitted bai vntil

a tun J>at cleped was chaphar-naum. 1340 Hampole I'r.

Consc. 3762 When a man fra bis world sal flitte. c 140a
Rom. Rose 5359 Whan it [Richesse] failith, he [Love] wo!
flit. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. iv. vii. in Ashm. (1652) 145 Out
of thy mynde let not thys lesson flyt. 15*9 More Comf.
agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1 147/2 But yf our self flyt from hym.
1576 Gosson Speculum Hu7ii. in Sck. Abuse (Arb.) 76 His
lyfe shall flit, when most he trustes the same. 1619 J.
Welsh in Wodr. Soc. Misc. 562 To flit owt of this lyfe.

164a H. More Song ofSoul u\. 11. xliii, Nor is his masters
knowledge from him flit Into his scholars head. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 38 The Sea fre-

quently flitted and changed its place. 1790 Burns Tarn o'

Shanter vii, Like the Borealis race. That flit ere you can
point their place. 1858 Fkoude Hist. Eng. III. xiii. ica
Towards the fall of the summer, clergy from the southern
counties had been flitting northward. 1868 Hawthorne
Amer. Note-bks. (1879) II. 65 Our spirits must have flitted

away unconsciously.

+ b. To depart, deviate, swervefrom a custom,
justice, law, etc. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 13430 >uw iss nubabe god&ned. .To flittenn

o biss oberr da}} Fra deofless & fra sinness. a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Priuc. 2704 To suche a jugge with-
drawe the hope Of money, and he fro justice flittethe.

c 1450 Si- Cuthbert (Surtees) 7903 Fra aide custome bai

walde no}t flytt. 1571 Campion Hist, Irel. xi. xi. (1633)
72 Vivian the legate . . doth, .excommunicate all those that
flitte from the obeysance of the Kings of England.

f c. Of a horseman : To lose his seat and fall

to the ground. Obs.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. ix, From his sadell . . he made
him flytte Downe to the ground. J458 in Turner Dom.
Archil. III. 41 Somouteof her sadels flette to the grounde.
a 1605 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xii. 51 Some perforce

flittis On grund.

•f-
d. quasi-lrans. To migrate from (a place) ;

to change (places) ; to shift (one's camp, etc.).

^1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13654 Wyb force

he dide hem flitte bet stede. 1570 Blchanan Chamseleon
Wks. (1892) 52 The moist part flittit camp and went to

Lynlythquow. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv.^ 139 Spirits

change their Beings . . far otherwise than bodies do when
they flit places. 1715 Roxb. Ball. VI. 620 While I have
might, I will you fight, from Stirling flit your Den, Sir.
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A

6. To remove from one habitation to another,

change one's residence, ' move '. Chiefly north, or

Sc. (In proverbial expressions often opposed to sit.)

1504 PlumptonCorr. 191, 1 will flittat this next Mighelmas.
a 1553 Udall Royster D. 11. in. (Arb.) 36 Fast for to sitte

and not oft to flitte. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 135
Theire desire . . is to goe to theire newe masters eyther on
a Tewsday, or on a Thursday ; for . . they say Munday
flitte, Neaver sitte. 1711 Kelly Scot. Pro?'. 105 Foolsarefatn
of flitting, and wise Men of sitting. 1871 C. Gibbon For
Lack of Gold \, When you need to flit, there's a house of
mine standing empty that you can take at any time.

+ 7. To change from one state, condition, or di-

rection to another ; to alter, shift about, give way.
c 1386 Chaucer rats. T. r 295 God . . that may not

chaunge and flitte. c 1430 How Wise Man taugt Son 116

in Babees Bk. (1868)51 Neiber hasti for to chaunge ne flitte.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems IxvL 95 Of this fals fail^eand warld
I tyre, That ever more flytis lyk ane phane. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. i. iv. 5 On a sandie hill, that still did flitt And fall

away, it [the Pallace] mounted was full hie. a 1605 Mont-
gomkrie Misc. Poems xxxi. 58 If ^e be constant, I sail neuer
change; If 3e be fickle, I am forc't to flitt. 1725 Ramsay
Gent. Sheph. 11. iv. (1875) 33 Your thoughts may flit, and I

may thole the wrang. 1816 Coleridge Statesm. Man.
App. 35 '1'he- intellectual eyes of the Many flit, and are in-

capable of looking fixedly toward the God-like,

b. Of a flame : To die down.
1839 Marryat Pliant. Skip xi, Like a candle burnt down

to the socket, flitting and flaring alternately. 1887 Swin-
burne Locrine 1. i. 261 Thy smile is as a flame that plays
and flits.

8. To move along, pass, proceed ; to pass lightly

or softly and
x
usually) with rapidity or suddenness.

Often with adverbs, as about', away, by, to andfro',

etc. Said both of material and immaterial things.
c 1430 Lydg- Bockas 11. vi. (1554' 42 b, Or that I any farther

flitte. .Todiuines this matter I committe. < 1440 York Myst.
-\v. 34 Flitte faste ouere thees felles. 1613 Plrchas Pil-
grimage iv. viii. (1614) 386 Forced to flee to the mountaines
where he liued three months . . flitting vp and downe with
ten or twelue followers. 16x8 Bolton Floras Pref, The
varietie of matter makes the minde abruptly flit from one
thing to another. 1642 H. More Song 0/ Soul 1. 11. v, Sith
my wandring Bark so far is gone. And flitten forth upon
the Ocean main. 1781 Cow per Retirem. 192 The clouds
that flii, or slowly float away. 1810 Scott Lady of L. in.

y.\, When flits this Cross from man to man. 1838 Dickens
Nick, Nick, xvi, Postmen., flit to and fro. 1851 HELPS
Gomp, Solit. xiii. (1874) 246, I seemed to see the various
races who had occupied the spot flit by. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer's F. 202 Unawares they flitted off", Busying them-
selves about the flowerage.

b. csp. Of a bird or other winged creature : To
fly lightly and swiftly ; also, to make short and
swift flights, to flutter.

3535 Covekdalk 2 Esdras v. 6 And the fouler shal flyt,

and the Sodomitysh see shall cast out his fish. 1556 I,

Heywood Spider fy F\ liv. 34 Downe the flie againe flitth.

1590 Spenser /*'. Q. in. xi. 42 Faire Pegasus that flitteth

in the ayre. 1700 Dryden Fables, Meleager fy Atalanta
401 With wings endu'd .. and sent to flit in air. 1817
Campbell Poems, Reullura 17 The bat flits to and fro.

1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 269 Like the caged bird escaping
suddenly. The little innocent soul flitted away.

c. Of time : To pass away.
1573 Baret Alv. F 706 Time flitted away quickly. 1583

Sianyhurst Aeneis i, (Arb.) 26 Hee shal bee the regent,
vntil veers thirtye be flitted, 1868 Morris Earthly Par.
I. 72 So smoothly o'er our heads the days did flit.

+ 9. To sustain existence, to live by (i.e. upon).
Obs.
[Cf. ON. ftytja to provide with necessaries (a fig. appli-

cation of the original sense ' to ferry, help forward '
.', whence

refi.flytjask t > maintain oneself
J

a 1225 Aucr. R. 202 Al so ,isceo a jissare bet moni busunt
inuhten hi flutten [printed biflutten]. Ibid. 428 Non ancre
seruant .ne ouhte . . uorto asken i-sette huire, bute mete &
clo5 bet heo mei vlutten bi.

Hence f Flit, Flitted, f Flitten ///. a., that

has gone away, departed.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vii. 21 So hardly he the flitted life

does win Unto her native prison to retoume. 1642 H. More
Song ofSoul \\. ii. 11. xxxv'iii, The. .flitten or shrunk spright.
/bid. 11. iii. 1, xxix, All flit souls be not in the same taking.

Flit, var. of Fleet v.'1 , to skim.

Flitch (flitf), sb. 1 Forms: a. 1 flicci, fliccs,

5 flykke, 5-6 flik, flyk(e, (5 flickke, 6 flycke),

6-7 (8, 9 dial.) flick. 0. 3-4flic(c)he, (5 vlycch,
6 fli(e)ch), 5-6 flitche, flytche, ;6fl9etch, 9 dial.

fleech, fleach), 6- flitch. [OE. Jlicce ?str. neut.,

corresp. to MLG. vlike, vlicke, ON", flikki (MDa.
flykke) :-OTeut. *Jlikkjom , f. root *Jltk, found in

QN.Jlik rag, and perh. in Fleck s!>.]

* 1. The side of an animal, now only of a hog,

salted and cured ; a ' side * of bacon.
a. a 700 Epiual Gloss. 774 Perna, flicci. 805-31 Charters

xxxvii. 18 in O. E. Texts 444 Tua flicca. 901-9 Charter
Fadiveard in Cod. Dipt. V. 164 Feor fliccu. c 1000 Ags.
I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker Vvc. 272/$ Perna, flicce. 1462 Test.

Kbor. II. 261, iijj. bakon-fliks, ij. befle-fliks. a 1529 Skelton
Col. Cloute 846 A bacon flycke. 1643 Inv. Skipton Castle in

Whitaker Crav.en (1805) 302, 15 great large beefe flicks.

t 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bohoinl Lane. Dialect. Gloss.,

Flick, a flitch of bacon. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede iv,

' Thee lookst as white as a flick 0' new bacon.'
0. 1:1230 Hali Meid. 37 Seoft be cat at be fliche. 1481

Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 26 There fonde he .. many goed
flytches of bacon. 1577 U. Googe Heresbach's Hush. m.
(1586) 152 b, Cutting out the Head, the Gammon and the
fleetches, pouder them with salt. 1597-8 Bp. Hall.V«/.iv. iv.

32 Dried fliches of some smoked beeue. 17x0 Swift Baucis

<V Philemon 25 He from out the Chimney took A Flitch cf

Bacon off the Hook. 1859 Jephson Brittany -v. 55 From
. .the ceiling hung a goodly row of. .flitches of bacon.
trausf. 1648 Herrick llespcr., Bacchus, He ..walks

with dangling breeches. .And shewes his naked flitches.

b. The ' flitch ' presented yearly at Dunmow, in

Essex, to any married couple who could prove that

they had lived in conjugal harmony for a year and
a day. (Also at Wichnor : see quot. a 1509.)
1362 [see Flitchen]. a 1509 in Dugdale Baronage (1676)

II. 106/2 The said Sir Philip shall fynde. .one Bacon flyke,

hanging in his Halle at Whichenore . . to be given [etc.],

1615 Hist. Robert Fitz-waiter 25 One Richard Wright .

.

came and required of the Bacon of Dunmow . . And there
was deliuered vnto the said Richard, one fleech of Bacon.
1820 Combe Dr. Syntax, Consol. L (Chandos) 125 They
might have claim'd or I'm mistaken With conscience clear

the Flitch of Bacon.

2. a. A square piece of blubber from a whale.

b. A steak cut from a halibut.

1787 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 394 The adipose
covering from all of the Whale kind that is brought home
in square pieces, called flitches. 1884 [see Flitch p.lj,

3. A slice cut lengthways from the trunk ofa tree,

usually having the natural surface as one of its sides.

1823 Moor Suffolk Wds., Fleeches, the portions into which
a tree or piece of timber is cut by the saw. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Flitch, the outside cut or slab of a tree.

1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories 126 In America
lumber is. .not cut first into deals or flitches for transporta-

tion, and then sawed again to sizes, as in Europe. 1875
T. Laslett Timber xxvi. 190 Those [trees] with faulty

centres furnish . . pieces unequally sided, called flitches.

b. Carpentry. (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 883/1 Flitch, a. One of
several associated planks fastened side by side to form a
compound beam, or built-beam. b. A bolt of planks, united
by the stub-shot.

4. Comb.
f
as flitch-beam, -ware (see quots.).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 348/1 Flitch Beam, a beam
made in layers of material pinned together, 1750 Ellis
Mod. Husbandm. VII. ii. 60 Flitch-ware, that which is

turned out of the intire round part of the [beech] tree.

Flitch (flitf), sb.'2- rare. [Onomatopoeic ; cf.

Jlicfct
switch, twitch.] A flick or stroke.

1893 G. D. LesIie Lett, to Marco xvi. 106 They give
continually a little sort of jerky flitch with their wings.

Flitch flitj), vA Also fletch. [f. Flitch sb.i]

trans, a. To cut (a log) into flitches, also, to cut as

a flitch is cut. b. To cut (halibut) into flitches or

steaks. Hence Flitching vbl. sb., in quot. attrib.

1875 T. Laslett Timber xxvi. 193 Great care is .. neces-

sary in . . flitching the log. Ibid. xxvi. 202 Planks, .flitched

from some of the hollow trees. 1883 Fisheries F.xhib,

fatal. 197 Finning and flitching knives. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. IV. 348 Flitching Knife, for slicing halibut

into steaks or flitches.

Flitch (flitj), v. 2 dial. [?var. of Flit a. ON.
Jlytja.\ a. rcfl. -= Flit v. 4. b. intr. for refl. « Flit

v. 5.

1555 Abp. Parker Ps. Iv. 157, I would me flitche, From
hence to wildernes. 1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795)
II. Gloss., Flitch, to move from place to place; as from
farm to farm. 1857 Wright Diet, Prorinc.

t
Ftitch

t
to

move from place to place.

Fli'tchen. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 flucchen,

1 flitchin. [f. Flitch sb. 1 + -en i.J = Flitch.
1361 Langl. /'. Pi. A. x. 189 t>au} bei don hem to

[donmowe. .J To folewen aftur be Flucchen, fecche bei hit

neuere. 1658 MS. Inv. of Goods (Nares* Fower flitchins of

l>acon in the chimney. 1786 Loud. Mag. Mar. 158 Hacon
As good as e'er cut off a flitchen. 1804 J. Duncumb /list.

Hereford I. 213/1 Gloss. 1879 in Miss Jackson Skropsh.
Wcrd-bk.

Flite, flyte (flait), sb. Now dial. Forms

:

1-3 flit, 3-4, 9 flite, flitt(e, 4-5 flyt, (5 floyt,

7 fleyte), 8 flight, S- flyte. [OE._/?/7 str. neut.,

f. Jitfan (see next) : cf. OFris. and OS.y?/V (Du.

vliji), OHG./f? (MHG. vli% Gtx.Jieiss diligence,

zeal.)

The flitt of the Cursor M., where spelling and rime
indicate a short vowel, is prob. a parallel formation repr.

OE. Srf?it.)

f 1. Contention, strife, a dispute ; also, abuse, an

abusi^; speech. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. xlix. [1.] 21 To^eanes suuu modor 'Sine Su
settest flit. C i»oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 43 Ech bat is weorldes
frend is ure drihtenes fo, and halt flit wio him. a 1300
Cursor M. 24537 (Cott.) Quen i..thogh apon bat juus flitt,

be tere fell o min ei. ,1400 Vwaiue <y Gaw. 93 Na mar
moves me thi flyt Than it war a flies byt. 1600 in Tytler
Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 281 Fleytes and pretty taunts.

t b. A contest, struggle. Obs.

13.. j£. E. Allit. P. B. 421 pe arc .. flote forthe with be
flyt of be felle wyndez. 1494 Fabyan Citron, vn. 581 The
duke of Bedforde .. had a great floyt and batayll with
dyuers carykkes of Ieane.

*2t. A scolding-match.
1768 Ross Fort. Sheph. 1. 111 We'll ablins get a flyte, an'

ablins nane. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxix, *I think maybe
a flyte wi' the auld housekeeper at Monkbams . . would do
me some gude.' 1876 Mid. Vorksh. Gloss., There's such
a flite going on between them.

Flite, flyte (flait\ v. Now dial. Forms:
Injin. 1-2 flitan, 2-3 fliten, (5 flytin), 3-6, 9
flite, (3 flitte, 5-6 flight, 6 flicht, 9 fleicht,

fleyte,) 4- flyte. Pa. t. 1 flat, pi. fliton, fleotun,

4 flytte, 4-5 flot(e, 5, 8 flet(t, 5 flayt, 6 flait, 9
dial, flate. Pa. fpie. 1-3 fliten, 4 flytyn, 6 flyt-

tyn. [A Com. WGer. str. vb.; OE.Jlltan = OIIO.
Jliz&an to strive (MHG. vl/\en to be eager; cf.

mod.Ger. sick bcjlcisscn str., to busy oneself).]

f 1. intr. To contend, strive ; also, to conlend in

words, chide, wrangle. Const, against, on, with.
Beotvulfgi6 <Gr.) Hwilum flitende fealwe stra:te mearum

m;eton. 4:900 tr. Bxda's Hist. m. xiv. [xix.] 212 Da fliton

him on ba wergan gastas. cixoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 81 Swo
mote we flite togenes ure fule lustes. a 1300 Cursor M. 7556
(Cott.) [Goliath] bus bigan on him [David] to flite. c 1350
Wilt, Falcme 2545 Anober werkman. .gan flite wibbat felbe

bat formest hadde spoke, c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixxx. 400 [Add.
MS.) Anothere [devil] hade, .made hem to chide, ande to
flyte, ande feghte. 1535 Stkwart Cron.Scot. II. 72ol"hocht
mony fuill throw folie with him flyte. 1598 Bernard Terence
(1607)89 He did flite or chide with him. 17*5 Ramsay G>«/.
Sheph. i. i, Sair, sair she flet wi' me 'tween ilka smack.
fig. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 950 J>e wyndez.. wrobely vp-
walte & wrastled togeder. .flytande loude.

2. To scold. Const, at. Now only Sc. and north.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiv. 81 The fische wyfiis flett and

swoir. a 159a Greene Atphonsus 11. (Rtldg.) 230/1 I-et me
die if e'er I flight again, a 1605 Polwart Flyting iv.

Mnutgomerie 739 Why flait thou, foole? 1794 Burns
O Steer her up, Gin she take the thing amks, E en let her
flyte her fill, jo. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xvii, ' Sudna ye
hae come faster up yoursells, instead of flyting at huz?'
1853 Reade Chr. Johnstone 70 The men fight.. the women
fleicht or scold.

b. trans. To chide, scold (a person). Obs. exc.

Sc, and north.
14. . Psalms Pcnit. (ed. Ellis 1S94) ci. 18 How he was for

us falsly fleten [rime-wds. writen, wyten, smyten]. 1848
Tales A'irkb. 159 ' Dinna flyte me, grandfather.' 1876 Mid.
1'orksh. Gloss. s.v., 'He'll flite you if you do.'

3. intr. * To debate, to dispute, although with-

out scolding or violent language ' (Jam.). Obs.
a 1225 Le%. Kath. 721 Me come & fatte hire to fliten wiS

be fifti.
^ 15.. Declar. in Scot. Poems 16M C. II. 267 Off

mony thingis they did togedder flyte,

+ 4. * To pray in the language of complaint, or

remonstrance * (Jam.) ; to complain. Obs.
1 1400 Melayne 563 Bot forthe he wente, his handis he

w range, And flote with Marye ener nmange. r 1470 Henry
Wallace x, 229 Flayt by him self to the Makar oft" bufle.

1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 17 Or when I like great
Tragedies to tell : Or flyte, or murne my fate.

Filter, flyter (rbrtoj). Obs. exc. dial. Also

5 flytar, 6 flytter. [OR.Jlitere, i.Jlltan to Fltte.]

In OK. : Adisputer. In later use: One who scolds
;

a scold.
a 700 Epiual Gloss. 854 Rabulus, fiitere. a 1000 Moue B.

28i6(Bosw.-Toller) Flitera, schismalicontm. ct^oTromp.
Pari'. 106/2 Cukstoke, for fiyterys, turbuscetum. a 1605
Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomcrie 733 Fond flytter ! 1616

R. Kollocke Passion I. 500 The Lord was not a flyter,

a chyder. x868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Fitter, a scold,

a scolding or abusive person.

Flitfold (fli-tMd). Sc. and north, dial. [f.

Flit v. + Fold sb.] A fold that may be flitted or

moved from place to place.

1743 R. Maxwell Set. 'Trans. 154 Flaiks, FHt-folds, or

Hurdles, may be provided for laying them [Sheep] on the
Summer-fallow. 1868 in Atkinson Clei'eland Gloss.

Fliting, flyting (ftoi-tirj), vbl. sb. Now dial,

[f. Flite v. + -ing *.]

1. The action of the verb Flite ; contention,

wrangling; scolding, rebuking
; fa reproach.

c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 Twifold speche and ilch fliting

of worde. 111300 Cursor M. 27742 (Cott. GalbaJ Wreth. .it

makes fliteing. J435 Misyn Fire of Love 9 No man suld

dar presume nor be pryde raise vp hym-self. . when flitynges

to hym ar cast. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxii. n May
nane pas throw }our principall gaittis. . Forfensumflyttingis

of defame. 1636 Rutherford Lett, lxxiii. (1863) I. 189 My
meek Lord . . would not contend for the last word of flyting.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxxix, 'I.. maun just take what ony
Christian body will gie, wi' few words and nae flyting.'

+ b. Sc, Poetical invective; chiefly, a kind of

contest practised by the Scottish poets of the

16th c, in which two persons assailed each other

alternately with tirades of abusive verse. Obs.

1508 Dunbar Poems (title\ The flyting of Dunbar and
Kennedie. 158s Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 63 Let all zour
verse be Literal!, .bot specialise Tumbling verse for flyting.

a 1605 Montcomerie Poems {title), The Flyting betwixt
Montgomery and Polwart.

2. Comb. : fliting-free a., unrestricted in ad-

ministering rebukes.
1637 Rutherford L.ett. clxxxi. (1863) I. 436 Christ is

honest, and in that is flyting-free with sinners. 1711 Kelly
Scot. Prov. 219, I am flyting free with you.

Flitter (ilitsj),^.' [f. Klit ^. + -er^.] One
who or that which flits, a. One who changes his

dwelling, b. A fleeting thing.

1554 Bradford in Coverdale Lett. Mart, (1564) 3 2 3 If we
be flitters and not dwellers (as was Loth a flitter from Segor).

1613 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon. 11. xiii. 203 Such .. were ad-

monished to make themselues much fairer by the goods of

the soule ; because those of the body were but flitters lorig.

ceux du Corps ne sont que Passagers}.

Flitter (fli-tai), iM [i Flitter v.]

1. A flittering motion.

2. Comb., as flitter-winged a., having wings
189s Daily News 17 May 5/5 The flitter of crows.

'laving' wii

that flutter; tdsojtg.

i8jo Keats Lamia \. 394 The flitter-winged ver-e must
tell, For truth's sake what woe afterwards befel. i£6i

Lytton & P'ane Tannhduser-]^ Wheel'd at will The flitter-

winged bat round lonely towers.
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Flitter (flrtej\ sb.z [a. Ger.flitter.] 'A minute
square of thin metal, used in decoration ; collec-

tively, a quantity of such squares' {Cent. Diet.').

x8.. Beck's Jrnl. Dec. Art Suppl. II. 40 (Cent. Diet)
Strong and brilliant colors are freely used, together with gilt

flitter, in the representation of flowering plants, fountains,

and other devices [for window-shades].

Flitter (flrtaj), v. Also 5 fliter, (fleter\ 5-
6 flyt[t)er. [f. Flit v. + -er 5.]

1. intr. Of birds, etc. : To flit about, to fly with
low or short flights; to flutter. Also with by.

1563 B. Googr Eglogs (Arb.) 94 Euer when she rested had
aboute she flyttered styll. 1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandeville
153 a, Their sight is so sharpe and pearcing, that flittering

ouer the sea .. they see the fish through the water. 1797
Monthly Mag. III. 230 To mark the quick bat flitter by.
trans/, 1483 Liber Festivalis (Caxton) Ej (Pentecost), In

lykenesse of tonges brennyngnot smertyng. . lightenyng not
fiiteryng. 1544 Phaer Regim. Ly/e (1553) li j a, The peyne
is flyttering from one place to an other, without heuynes.

1583 Goloing Calvin on Dent. xlt. 245 A thought com meth
Vpon a man . . sleeping, and it fl'ttereth before him. a 1593
II. S.Mirit Semi., Christians Practice (1637) 252 Like unto
a shittle, which flittereth from the hand of a childe. 18*3
Lamb Elia {i860) 137 The stiflf-wigged living figures that
still flitter and chatter about that area. 1878 P. W. Wyatt
Hardrada 7 Where, .flitter the pale ghosts,

f b. To move the wings ineffectually. In quot.

iransf.

1598 Barcklbv Felic. Man (1631) 209 Hee began to flitter

with his hands, in steede of wings . . & fell downe head-long
to the ground.

f 2. a. Of a person: To shift about in mind ; to

waver, b. Of a flower: To fade, wither. Obs.
154s Recorde Gr. Artes B iiij, Many there be so vncon-

stant of mynde, that flytter and turne with euery winde.
1577 Harrison England in. viii. (1878) ir. 53 The sunne ..

would cause them [floures] to welke or flitter. 1847 Halli-
wklu Flitter, to hang or droop.

f 3. To fly all about ; to fly to or into dust, pieces,

etc. Of the sea : To break up in foam. Obs.
1548 Recorde Urin. Pkysick v. 18 Unequal [substance of

urine] is..when it is thynner in one parte then jn another,
or flyttered out. 1557 A'. Arthur (Copland) V. iv, Than the
dragon . . smote the lx>re al to powder both flesh and bones
that it flyttered all abrode on the sea. 1583 Stanyhurst
u-Eneis L (Arb.) 23 Cabbans, where seas doo flitter in arches.

1664 Cotton Scarronides 183 Bottle-Bear, .bounces, foams,
and froaths, and flitters. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 126 Others
(litter'd as 'twere, or flown all to pieces, a 1677 Manton
Semi. Ps. cxix. 80 A sooty matter, which flitters into dust
as soon as touched.

4. trans. To make to flit ; to move rapidly back-
wards and forwards; to shuffle (cards), rare.
1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 243 As a skilful juggler flitters

the cards before you. 1893 Le Galliennf. in Westm. Gaz.
16 Feb. 2/3 Many a silly thing That . . perks his tiny tail .

.

And flitters little wing.

Hence f Flittered///, a., dispersed, scattered;

Flittering ppi. a., flitting about, fluttering; trem-
bling; f shifting, unstable, fleeting.

I549-6* Stern-hold & H. Ps. cii. (1566] 250 The dayes
whenn I passe my life are lyke the flittering shade. X583
Stanyhurst Aeneis in. (Arb.) 84 Neauer dooth she laboure
to reuoke her flittered issue, a i6oz W. Perkins Cases
Consc. (1619I 59 These beginnings of grace .. must not be
flittering and fleeting, but constant and setled. X634 Milton
Comus 214 Thou hovering (MS. flittering] angell girt with
golden wings. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. xiii. 270 Which ..

lightly pressed, .becomes flittering dust. 1786 \'vrxs Again
rejoicing Nature vi, When the lark . . mounts and sings on
flittering wings. 1867 A. Sartoris Week in Fr. Country-
Jfo. 29 The poor flittering little nun.

Flitter-mouse (flrtaimatts). Also 8 (9 dial.)

flutter-, [f. Flitters. + MouSE,in imitation ofGer.

fledermaus (OHG. fledermi7s, MHO. vledermus)
or Du. vlcdermnis (in Kilian vledder-mttys\ f.

the vb. which appears in OHG. as fledardn to

flutter. Cf. Flicker-, Flindebmouse.j A bat.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health lvi. 25 b, The bloude of a backe
or flytter mouse. 1637 B. Jonson Sad Shcph. 11. ii, Giddy
flitter-mice with leather wings ! 17*5 Sloane Jamaica II.

530 Vespertilio, the Batt or Flutter-mouse. 1870 Swinburne
Fss. <V Stud. (1875) 39 The dreadful daylight lias come, the
flitter-mouse is blind.

b. Used as a term of playful endearment.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. v. iv, My fine flitter-mouse, My bird

o* the night.

Flittern. Also 9 dial, flittering, ta. A strip

of the wood of a young oak tree {obs.). b. dial.

A young oak.
168a J. Collins Making Salt 21 These Trees to be bound

together . . with flitterns or pieces of Oak, or cross Bars.

1863 J. R. Wise New Forest xvi. 183 The tops of the oaks
are termed, when lopped, the ' flitterings '. 1876 Billo/Sale
in Hampsh. Gloss. (18831 s -v-i Oak-trees and clean oak flit-

terns with their tops, lops, and bark.

Comb. % as flittern bark (see quot.).
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Flittern Bark, the bark of

young oak-trees, as distinguished from that of old oak-trees
which is called timber bark and is less valuable to tanners.

Flitters (flrt3jz\ sb. pi. Now dial. [Altered
form of Fitteks, associated with Flitter v.]

Fragments, torn pieces ; splinters, tatters. Chiefly

in phrases, as to dash, break or tear info, toflitters.
i6ao R. Waller in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser. 11. II. 247

They two are torne all to flitters. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le
Blanc's Trait. 90 They . . broak the ship to flitters, a 1734
North Exam. \. ii. § 113 (1740) 97 Dashed into Flitters at
a Stroke £-1817 Hogg Tales $ Sk. V. 205 Flesh, .that was
banging in dark flitters about the spine.

Fli*tter-tri:pe, sb. rare. App. a rustic or

jocular synonym for ' tripe \
i8x« T. Mitchell Aristojm. II. 284 (Wasps), Your woofs

of Ecbatane Resemble much the breed of flitter tripes. 1830
tr. Aristophanes' Wasps 158 At Ecbatana is the woof com-
posed of flitter-tripe?

Flrttery, a. rare- 1

.

1839 Coleridge Lit. Rem. IV. 287 Can anything be more
flittery and special pleading than Skelton's objections?

Plitting' fli-tirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Flit v. + -INO*.]
1. The action of the vb. Flit, in various senses.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2015 iCott.) Sua lang wit flitting he bam

sloght, bat wine treis he bain wroght. 1529 Moke Com/,
agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1 177/2 Vet will he rather abide it and
suffer, then by the flyttynge from it, fall in y" dyspleasure
of God. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 46 The
Sea's continual flitting and shifting its Chanel. x8zi Clare
I'ill. Minstr. II. 77 The flittings of the shrieking bat.

2. esp. The action of removing from one abode
to another ; a removal. Now chiefly north, and Sc.

Moonlight flitting : removal by moonlight, i.e. by
night or by stealth.

< izoo Ormin 10781 Forr Galileo bitacnebp uss Flittinng

o;m Ennglissh spacche. (21300 Cursor M. 12518 'Colt.! pai

.. to bethleem pair flitting made. 16*3 Lisle JEl/ric on
O. fy N. Test. 21 The people returned from Chaldea
to Iury .. seventy yeeres after their flitting. 1711 Kelly
Scot. Prov. 145 He has taken a Moon light flitting. 1787
Grose Prov. Gloss, s. v. Flit, Two flittings are as bad as

one fire. 1804 Scott Let. to Ellis 1 Aug. in Lockhart,
I had to superintend a removal, or what we call a flitting.

b. eoncr. The goods, furniture, etc. removed
from one place to another at 'a flitting \ Hence,
Uaggage, stores.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3919 (Cott.'t pai bl night bam sta! away,
Wijf and barn, wit flitting hale. < 1425 Wvntoin Cron.
vin. xxxviiiv 50 I)e Schip-me;i sone . . Twrsyt on twa Hors
bare flyttyng. c 1470 H enry Wallace 1. 396 All this forsuth

sail in our flytting ga. 1637 Rutherford Lett. ccl. (1863)
II. 158 Those who would take the world and all their flitting

on their back, and run away from Christ. 1823 J. Wilson
Trial Marg. Lyndsay ix. 68 'Aye, aye, here's the flitting.

.

frae Braehead.'

1 3. Sustenance, maintenance. Cf. Flit v. 9.
a iz*5 St' Marker. 22 I pine of prisun ber ha wes iput in,

ich hire fluttunge fond ant fieschliche fode. t 1230 Hall
Meid. 27 Me beheouec? his help to fluttunge & to fode.

Flitting ( fli'tirj), ppl. a. [f. Flit v. + -ing 2,]

1. That moves from place to place ; moving,
roving, migratory. Obs. exc. dial.

("1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xviii 379 £)e flyttand Wod bar

callyd ay Dat lang tyme eftyrc-hend bat day. 1613 Pukchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 702 In their flitting wanderings. 1764
Harmer Observ. iv. ii. 51 This flitting kind of life. 1829

J. R. Best Pers. fy Lit. Mem. 352 In the course of my
moving, or, as they call it in Lincolnshire my flitting life.

+ 2. Shifting, unstable ; variable, inconstant.

1413 Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton) iv. xxix. (iSsgl 61 Vf a gouer-
nour be not stable, but varyaunt and flytting fro veray
stedfastness. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xi. 18 The yielding

ayre, which nigh too feeble found' Her flitting parts. 1669
WooDiiEAD.9/. Teresa 11. xi. 91The Imagination, .not flitting,

but such, as in apprehending and fixing on a thing, there

stays. 1697 Drydkn Aineid x. 484 It [the spear) stop'd at

once the Passage of his Wind, And the free Soul to flitting

Air resign'd.

f3. Fleeting, transitory; evanescent, unsubstan-

tial. Obs.
ri374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr, vi. 78 How veyne and how

flittyng a bing it is. c 1400 Test. Love 11. Chancers Wks.
(1532) 343 b, Howe passynge is thebeautie of fiesshly bodyes?
more flyttynge than mouable floures of sommer. "1563
Becon ytwt of yoy Wks. 1563 II. 34 That oure ioye and
reioysyng in the Lorde be not flittynge, transitorye, and of

smal continuaunce. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 455 What
is more flitting than time? 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 587 The
rest are forms of empty itther made, Impassive semblance
and a flitting shade.

f4. Floating in water. Obs.—1

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomews 43 Oone of them oonly
cleuyd to the flittynge maste.

5. Making short rapid flights; darting lightly

from point to point
;
gliding rapidly and softly

;

coming intermittently into momentary view.
x6ao Quarles Feast/or Wormes 1207 Conuay'd with speed

vpon the nimble wing Of flitting Fame. 1703 Pope Thcbais

132 Swift as she pass'd, the flitting ghosts withdrew, 1746-7
Hervey Medit. (1818) 223 The flitting birds and humming
bees. 1794 Mrs. Radcuppb Myst. Udoipho\\\, The ocean's

misty bed, With flitting sails. 1798-9 Coleridge Love vii,

She listened with a flitting blush. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood
Mrs. Hallib. m. xv, A flitting smile playing on his lips.

Hence riittingly adv. ; Plittingfness.

1847 Craig, FHttingly. i860 in Worcester (citing Cole-
ridge>. 1884 G. Gissing Unclossed III. v. ii. 22 A .slight

wrinkle might show itself fiittingly here and there, a 1680

Charnock Attrib. 6WWks. 1684 I. 231 This flittingness in

our Nature.

t Fli'tty, a. Obs. [f. Flit v. + -f K] Flitting,

unstable, flighty.

1642 H. More Song o/Soul 11. i. 1. xi, Busying their brains

in the mysterious toyes Of flittie motion.

Hence Pli-ttiness, instability, volatility.

1692 Bp. Hopkins Expos. Lord's L^rayer etc. 314 This
would fix that Volatileness and Flittiness of our Memories.

tFli'twite. Obs. OE. Laxv. \OY,.*flitwite
i
i.

flit Flite sby + \Vite.] A fine for brawling.
c 1340 Higden Polychr. I. 96 [In a list of OE. law terms]

Flitwite, id est, emenda proveniens pro contentione. 1687
Spelman Gloss, Flitwite & Scotice Flichtwit* significant,

mulctam ob contentkmes, rixas, et jurgia impositam.

Flix 'fliks\ See also Flick sb. [Of unknown
origin : possibly connected with Fly v.~\ The fur

of various quadrupeds ; the down of a beaver.
1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab.CKXxn, His warm breath blows

ber flix up as she lies. 1757 Dyer Fleece (1807' 80 The
beaver's flix Gives kindliest warmth to weak enervate limbs.

1818 Milman Samorw. 441 The gray flix of the wolf.

trans/ 1864 Browning Dram. Pers., Gold Hair iv, Hair,

such a wonder of flix and floss.

Flix, obs. form of Flux.

riizz (fiiz), v. dial. In 7 flizze. [onomatopceic
;

cf. whiz.] (See quot."1 Hence Pli'zzing vbl. sb.

1674 Ray N. C. it 'ords 1 B Flizze, to Fly off. Ibid., Flizzing,

a Splinter. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Flizzing, the
passage of a splinter.

trio. Obs. Forms: 1 fld'a, 3 fla(a, 3-5 fio,

(7 floe). PL 1 flan, (3 flan', 3-4 flon, ^5 floon,

flone\ [OK.flii wk. fern.] An arrow.

(893 K. /Eleri:d Ores. ill. !.\. § 14 Dair wearff Alexander
}>.irhscoten mid anre flan, t izo$ Lay. 1841 Hto letten

gliden heora flan. 1297 R. Glolc. (1724) 304 pat ine ne
m\'5te no3t yse bote* harewen & flon, c 1305 St. Christopher
207 in E. E. P. (1862) 65 Hi schote him to stronge debe wib
wel kene flo. c 1400 (,'amclyn 648 Veldeth up ^onge men
^oure bowes & 5oure flone. c 1450 Robyn A Gandcleyn v. in

Child Hallads v. cxv. 12/2 Robyn bent his joly bowe, per
i:i he set a flo. 1623 Cockeram, Floe, an Arrow.

Flo, obs. form of Flay v.

Float [fid»t)jSP. Forms: 1 flot, 3-7 flote. (4-6

flot, 5 floote, floit, floyt e, 7 flotte;, 6-7 floate,

6- float. [Several distinct formations, ultimately

from the Teut. root flettt-, flaut-, flot- ("see Fleet
V.\ seem to have coalesced. 1. OE. flot str. ncut.

(dat. flote) action or state of floating ; the formally

equivalent OS. flot has also the sense ' scum, grease'

(see Flot). 2. OE. flota wk. masc. = ON. flote

ship, boat, fleet. 3. In many of its senses the sb.

appears to have been a new formation on Float v.

4. In some senses it may be an adoption of, or

influenced by, the F. flotte (OF. flote and flot),

verbal nouns {.plotter to Float.
Cognate words, with senses corresponding to some of those

offloat, are OHG,/^ masc. (MHG. t't^z masc., mod.G.
/loss neut.) raft, buoy, fishing-net, also stream : -OTeut.
*flauto~z\ and OHC/loz^a iMHG.p/^, mod.Ger.flosse)
fern., fin, swimming-bladder, cork float :— () Teut. *flotA\
an OE. *Jlotu, corresponding to the latter, may possibly be
the source of sense 8 ]

I. The action or state of floating or flowing.

1. The action of floating or + swimming. Now
rare. + Formerly also, the condition of floating

or of being on the water ; esp. in phrase on ^rarely

at) float — Afloat. + Upon thefloat : floating on

the stream ; alsoy?;'. in an unsettled condition.

With on or at/loat cf. the synonymous ON*", a Jloti, F. a
/lot (OF. a/lote). For instances of on Jlote before 15th c,

see Afloat.
a 1000 Elene 226 (Or.) Ongan ba ofstlice eorla mengu to

flote fysan. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 162 God . . ta^te fuel on
walkene his fii^t, He fis on water his flotes mi5t. 1497 ^-d-

Treas. Accts. Scot. (1877) I. 378 To ger hir [a ship] com on
floit. 1570-6 LambardE Peratnb. Kent 11826) 117 A ship

being on flote at the full sea. 1651 N. Bacon- Disc. Govt.

Fug. n. xxiv. 117391 I1G When both Winds unil Currents are

uncertain, to ride at flote, till [etc.]. 1653 AshmOLE J heat.

Ckem. Prol. 1 Past Ages have like Rivers conveied downe
to us (upon the floate), the more light, and Sophistical!

pieces of Learning. X693 Luitrell Brie/ Ret. (.18571 III.

241 The next spring tide two fourth rates will also be putt

on float. 1761 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 68 1 The Richmond
soon afterwards got on float. 1768-74 Tucker L.t. Nat. 1 1,

xvi. 60 Our ideas being perpetually upon the float. 1817

Keats Calidore, And now the sharp keel of his little boat

Comes up with ripple and with easy float.

b. transf. Buoyant motion through the air.

1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. 553 [HeJ must bid his

4>upil saw the air . . and stamp the earth . . if he means to

produce the desirable float of arm, and radiation of leg.

f 2. The flux or flood of the tide. lit. m&flg.
Atfloat, infloat : at high water ; in quots. _/?£-.

1594 Gesta Grayorum in Nichols Progr. Q. EHz. (1807)

III. 317 Cynthias rays, Whose drawing virtues govern and
direct The flots and re-flots of the ocean. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. ix. §4 Our trust in the Almighty is that with us

contentions are now at their highest float. x6*s Bacon
Hen. VII, 139 Hee being now in Float for Treasure. 1633
Ford Love's Sacr. 11. iii, Though the float Of infinite desires

swell to a tide. 164a Fuller Holy fy Pro/ St. n. xxi. 141

Men of his profession have as well an ebbe of riot, as a flote

of fortune. 1797 Mrs. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) V. 182

With all her animal spirits in the fullest float of exhilaration.

f3. A wave, billow, lit'. .and fig. Also, the sen.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 114 In trauersing the wawes and
flotes of the see. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1304

A man which did swimme continually in the flotes of incon-

stancie. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 234 The rest o' th' Fleet

. . are vpon the Mediterranian Flote Bound sadly home for

Naples. 165s Jennings tr. Elite a The mutinous flotes

which beat the flanks of this great Bark.

+ b. fig. Agitation of mind. Obs.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Senn. Tim. 396/2 [They] haue not

onefy those flotes which the faithfull haue, when they feele

themselues narrowly besette, but are hornemadde.

+ 4. An overflow from a river, etc. ; a flood ; lit.

andy^. On (a) fioat\ in flood, flooded ; = Afloat

3 ; also^?-. Obs.

1577 Hanmeh Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619I 317 Where a little

before men went on foote, all then was on flote. 1590 T.

]
Watson Eglog. Wahingham 46 Poems (Arb.) 153 That your
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Paegasean springs may leap their bound and from their floate

maie seas ot teares distill. 16*7 May Lucan iv. 150 In their

Nilus floats iquum tenet omnia Nilns: 1664 Ftoddan
F. iii. 2S That every brook burst forth on float. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones v. iii, A very trifling accident set all

his passions again on float. 1763 Whitakkr Serm. 30 June
(1767) 37 How soon may we expect to see . . a float of vice

and error overspread our Jerusalem?
trans/. 15*3 Skelton Garl. Laurel 335 Closters engrosyd

with his [Bacchus'] ruddy flotis.

+ b. A side-stream or back-water.
16*9 H. Burton Babel no Bethel "Ep. Ded. 4 A continuall

current, that so merrily driues the Popish mills about, and
sets ours in a back water or float.

f II. 5. The liquor in a dye-vat. Obs.
a 1500 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club; 88 When the madere is

in flotte, breke hit smalle, that ther be no ballys. Ibid.,

Tylle that the flote that is in the lede begynne to sethe.

III. A floating object.

6. A mass of weeds, ice, etc. floating on the

surface of water.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 415 For the space of fifty leagues

..we alwayes found swimming on the sea certaine flotes of
weedes of a ships length, and of the bredth of two ships.

1692 R. L'Estrange Fables clxxxix. 158 They took it at
first for a Ship . . but it prov'd at last to be no more then a
Float of Weeds and Rushes. 1827 Honk Every-day Bk.
II. 108 The river, .casting forth, -floats of ice like millstones.

1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 412 The heads
of the sedges, reeds, and oilier plants of the float are now
cut off and laid upon its surface.

7. a. A raft or raft-like construction.

1535 Coverdai.e 2 Chron. ii. 16 And so wyll we hewe y°
tymber vpon Libanus . . and wyll brynge it by flotes in the
See vnto Iapho. 1697 Dampies Voy. I. 189 A little before
the Bark blew up he saw a small Float on the Water, and
as it appeared, a Man on it. 1844 //.-/// Dock Act 89 To
remove any floats or rafts of timber.

b. A flat-bottomed boat. Also a boat-load. In
quot. 1890 -firefloat. See alsofishing-float.
1557 North Guevara's Diall Pr. 260 a/i The Flote that

came oute of Cetin with salte, oyle, and honye. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. vt. liv. § 10. 280 An of-spring of the Britaines
embarked in Flotes. 1774 J. Bryant Mythal. II. 197 The
Patriarch and his family were inclosed in an ark, or covered
float. 1776 t». Semple Building in \Vaier-$\ We. .filled up
the Vacancy.. by throwing in several Floats of Clay. 1882
Sir R. Payne-Gallwey F'ouder in Irel. 25 The punts, or
' floats' as they are there [Wexford] called, are about fifteen

feet long. 1890 Times 25 Apr. 10/2 The four river floats

were directed to be brought from their moorings to the fire.

8. A floating appliance for supporting something
ia the water.

a. The cork or quill used to support a baited

line, showing by its movement when a fish bites.

a 1450 Treat. Fysshynge (18831 16 Ye schall make ;owr
flotes in bya wise, a 1609 Dehmys Seer, Angling 1. in Arb.
Gamer I. 153 Your rod, line, float and hook. 1867 F.
Francis Anglingi. (i88ol9The floats should be proportioned
to the depth and strength of the stream.

b. A cork or other light substance used to sup-

port a fishing-net, etc. in the water.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. n. (1586I no The Corke
hath the thickeste barke. .Of his barke, are made . . Floates
for fishing nettes. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 12 Herring-
net Floats. .Mackerel-net Floats.

c. A hollow or inflated part or organ that sup-

ports an animal in the water. Hence used in

Florida as a name for the genus Velella of medusa.
1832 LVELL Princ. Geol. II. 108 This 'common oceanic

snail' detives its buoyancy from an admirably contrived
float. x888 Riverside Nat, Hist. 1. 107 Velella . . is commonly
called in Florida, where it is sometimes very abundant, the
1
float \

d. In various other applications (see quots.).

1874 Knight Diet, Mech. I. 883/2 Float . . an inflated bag
or pillow to sustain a person in the water. 1880 Lumber-
man's Gaz. 28 Jan., Cribs are formed of about 20 sticks of
timber fastened between two logs called 'floats'. 1883
F'/s/wries Exhib, Catal. (ed. 4) 45 Respirator . .a small
nipple in the mouth with flexible tube supported by a float.

9. a. A hollow metallic ball, a piece of whin-
stone, etc., used to regulate the water-level in a
boiler or tank.

t
175a Smeaton in Phil. Trans. (1754) XLVII. 436 What

is peculiar to this engine is a float within the receiver,
composed of a light ball of copper. 1856 J. Uovksk Cafech,
Steam Engine iv. (ed. 4) 154 The float is usually formed of
stone or iron.

b. The small piece of ivory on the surface of the

mercury in the cistern of a barometer.
1855 in Ogilvie Snf>pl.

10. Thcatr. pi. The footlights ; collect, sing, the

row of footlights.

1862 Dickens Let. 24 Jan. III. 212 Pauline trotting

about in front of the float. 1871 Casselfs 'Techn. Educ.
II. 291/1 Patent gas floats, for theatrical purposes. Ibid.

291/2 The range of Argand burners composing the float are
arranged upside down. 1884 L. Wingfikld in Fortn. Rev.
Apr. 476 A marvel, because it moved behind the floats.

11. One of the boards of an undershot water-

wheel or of a paddle-wheel; a float-board.

16x1 Florio, Ala. .the flot of a Water-mill-wheele. 1731
Beighton in Phil. Traits. XXXVII. 10 The Force on the
Floats 18 Ct. 40IIJ. x8o6Trevithick Let. in Life (1872)
I. 327, I wish to know the size of the floats on the wheel.
1856 J. Bourne Catech. Steam Engine viii. (ed. 4) 323 The
paddle floats are usually made either of elm or pine.

IV. Something broad, level, and shallow.

12. Sreiving. A broad shallow vat used for cool-

ing. ?Obs.
[Cf. Du. vloot fern, a broad shallow wooden vessel for

creaming mirk ; also Y.flotte, mentioned In 16th c. as part
of a brewer's stock-in-trade (Littre).]

1413 E, E. Wills (1882) 22 Y be-quethe. .1 gravers, ,an

a flot, an a planer. 1616 Surt-l. Markh. Country Farme
587 Other vesselles called flotes or coolers, and they be
broad like vnto the fats, but only one foot deepe.

13. One of the wooden frames attached to the

sides, front, or back of a wagon or cart to increase

the carrying capacity.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 354 A Cart that had its floats sup-

ported, with standards erected upon the ends of the Axles.
1887 in Kent Gloss.

14. A low-bodied, crank-axled cart, used for

carrying heavy articles, live stock, etc.

1866 Daily Tel. 23 Feb. 3/4 The pikes and handles were
removed in a float in the presence of a large crowd. 1891
Sheffield Gloss. Suppl., Floaty a deep cart . . used for carry-
ing pigs to market.

b. A platform on wheels, having a spectacular

display arranged upon it, used in a procession.
1888 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 13 Sept. 2/4 A parade two

miles long was composed of gay floats of all sorts of food-
supplies. 1889 Pall Mall G. 3 Oct. 6/3 A series of Floats
representative of the Seven Centuries of the Mayoralty of
London.

f 15. A unit of measurement for embanking work.
1707 Mortimer Husb. xiv. 309 They [banks] are measured

by the Float or Floor, which is eighteen foot square and
one deep.

V. In various senses corresponding with senses

of Float v.

16. A tool for ' floating* or making level.

a. Plastering. A trowel or rule for giving a
plane surface to the plaster. AlsoJloat-rule.
1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 249 Floats, made of Wood,

with handles to them. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 380
It is then spread, or rather splashed, upon the wall by a float

made of wood 1853 Diet. Arch. (Arch. Publ. Soc.\ Float
or Float Rule. 1876 Rivingtons" Notes Build. Constr. 1 1.

400 The surface is then gone over with a smaller hand
float.

b. A file having parallel, but not diagonal, rows
of teeth ; a single-cut file.

1750 Blanckney Naval Expositor, Float is an Instrument
used by the Smiths to make their Work smooth, instead of
a File. 1881 Greener Gun 230 The two coils being joined
..the barrels are heated, and the surplus metal removed
with a float.

C. A tool used by bowyers, represented in the

arms of the Bowyers' Company. Obs. exc. Her.
It is pictured as a flat plate with teeth on the under side

and a handle at the top.

1823 in Crabb Techn. Diet. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her.
I. Uj, Bowyers .. Sa. on a chev. betw. three floats or, as
many mullets of the first.

d. Various. (See quots.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 883/2 Float.. 10 a polishing-
block used in marble-working. A runner. Ibid., Float.

.

6 the serrated plate used by shoemakers for rasping off the
ends of the pegs inside the boot or shoe.

17. A dock or place where vessels may float.

1840 F.vid. Hull Docks Commiss. 207 The old rivers at

Bristol have been penned up, and they are now made floats.

1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

15. One of the trenches used in * floating ' land.

1785 W. Marshall Midland Co. (1790)1. 278 The floats are
trenches, receiving, by the means of floodgates, .the waters
of a river, brook, or rivulet, and conveying it along the
upper margin, and upon the tops of the..swells of the
field of improvement.

19. Tin-mining. (See quot.)

1778 Pryce Mineral. Coruub. 137 [The blast] smelts the
Tin [and] forces it out . . into a moorstone trough six feet and
a half high, and one foot wide, called the Float.

20. Geol. and Mining,
a. Loose rock or isolated masses of ore brought

down by the action of water from their original

formation. Also short faxfloat-ore. Chiefly U.S.
1814 Brackenridge Louisiana 146 That kind of ore called

floats. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur vm. v. 503 Through the

rocky float in the hollows of the road the agate hoofs
drummed. 1885 W. Nall in Trans. Cutub. fy Westm.
Antiq. Soc. VIII. 7 Lead ores were then classified by
miners as float and shoad ore, or float and shoad.

b. (See quot.)

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Float, a clean rent or
fissure in strata unaccompanied by dislocation.

21. Weaving. The passing of weft-threads over

a portion of the warp without being interwoven

with it; also the group or mass of thread so

passed.

1863 J. Watson Art Weaving 141 A contrivance that
would . . prevent Floats without any other drawback, would
be a very good thing. 1882 Morris Hopes <$- Fears Art
iv. 150 The latter eke out their gaudy feebleness with spots

and ribs and long floats.

22. U.S. (Seeqnot.)
X837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Ainer. II. 93 Who. .whenever

a good tract of land is ready for sale, cover it over with
theirfloats, (warrants of the required habitation), and thus
put down competition.

23. D'.S. A voter open to bribery. Cf. Floater.
1885 Pall Mall G. 6 Nov. 2 Something like one-twelfth

of the remaining voters are 'floats'—that is, men who are
looking for money.
VI. 24. Comb., as float-ball, the ball of a

ball-cock ; float-barrel, ?a barrel used as a float

for a fishing-net ; float-bladder (see sense 8 c)

;

float-boavd, one of the boards of an undershot

water-wheel ; one of the paddles of a paddle-

wheel; float-bridge, a bridge of floats or rafts;

float-case, = Caisson 2d; float-copper (see

float-mineral) ; float-cut a., (of a file) cut in the

manner of a float (see sense 16 b) ; float-fescue,

a variety of fescue-grass {Festuca) ; float-flle, a

single-cut file; float fish (see quot.) ; float-fishing,

fishing with a line and float (sense 8 a); float-fox-

tails, a variety of Alopecurus or fox-tail grass;

float-gauge (see quot.)
; f float-glassed a.

y

mirrored in the waves ; float-gold (see float-

mineral) ; float-light, a light-ship ; float-line,

a perpendicular line drawn from a float on the

surface of a fluid to a specified point below the

surface ; float-mineral, fragments of ore detached
and carried away by the action of water or by
erosion ; also, fine particles of metal which are

detached in the process of stamping and do not
readily settle in water; float-net, a net supported

by floats
; f float-ore l

, a kind of seaweed ; float-

ore 2
, float-quartz (see float-mineral) ; float-

shooter, one who goes shooting wild-fowl from
a punt at night ; float-valve (see quot). Also
Float-boat, Float-grass, Float-stone.
1834 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 156 Having a *float-

ball o, which opens and shuts the valve p. 1891 Black
Donald Ross I. 266 Lobster-creels and "float-barrels. 1866
Hartwig Sea fy Wond. xvii. (ed. 3) 354 A large Afloat-

bladder. 1719 Desagllieks Exp. Philos. (17441 II. 425
It is no Advantage to have a great Number of *Float-
Boards. 1858 I.ardner Handbk. Nat. Phil. 135 Breast
wheels.—This class of water wheels resemble in their form
and construction the undershot wheel—the float-boards,

however, being closer together. 169a Siege Lyiuert'ck 14
This day was chiefly spent in removing our *Float-Bridge
nearer the Town. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 883/2
*Float-case. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Afloat-Copper
.. fine scales of metallic copper ..which do not readily

settle in water. 1888 Lock\uootfs Diet. Mech. Engiu.,
* Float-Cut . . a file having single lines of cutting teeth

only. 1759 B. Stillingfl. Grasses in Misc. Tracts (1762)

387 The grass .. proved to be the *flote Fescue. 1834
Brit. Husb. I. xxxiii. 520 The flote fescue, flote fox-tails,

and rough-stalked poa. 1794 W. Hutchinson Hist.

Cumberland I. 27/1 note. After they have spawned they
[Salmon] are called *float fish. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. p. xxxiv, Some apparatus for * float-fishing. 1816-20

T. Green Univ. Herbal I. 81 Alopecnrus Genicnlatns,

*Flote Fox-tail Grass. 1834 [See Jloat-fescue above.] 1888

Lockwootfs Diet. Mech. Engiu., *Float Gauge, a water
gauge, where the height of water in a steam boiler is regis-

tered by means of a float. 163a Lithgow Trav. i. 5 Where
*flot-glass'd Nymphs, the Circe fled, Greeks enstal. 1881

Raymond Mining Gloss., *Float-gold, Pac[ific]. 1890 Pall
Mall G. 28 May 2/1 If, on the other hand, you crush too

fine, you get 'float geld'. 1819 I. Hodgson in J. Raine
Mem. '1857) I. 265 The * float-light insight fa vessel anchored
in the deeps). 1833 Herschel Astron. iii. 155 The difference

of the two *floatlines gives the height in question. 1647
R. Stapylton Juvenal 31 A retiarius, or net-bearer, so
named from a kind of *floate net, which he carryed_ in his

hand. 1602 Carkw Cornwall 17 b, This *Floteore is now
and then found naturally formed like rufs, combs, and such
like. 1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 1. (1686) 6 Also all *float or
Easy-flowing oars. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Float-

ore, water-worn particles of ore. 187* — Statist. Alines <y

Alining 212 A section of country twenty miles long .. is

covered with *float quart/. 188a Sir R. Payne-Gallwey
F'orvler in Irel. 27 Two *float-shooters, lying low in their

boats on the look-out for fowl. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.
I. 885/2 *Float-valve, a valve actuated by a float so as to

open or close the port, according to the level of the

liquid.

Float (fiV"t), v. Pa. I. and pa. pple. floated.

Forms: 1 flotian, 3 floten, flotten, 4 flotie(n,

4-7 flote, (8 floate), 6- float, ra. t. 4 flotte.

Pa. pple. 7 flote. [OE. flotian = MDu. vlotcn,

ON. flola :-OTeut. *flotojan, f. *flot- weak grade

of root of *fleutan to float or flow: see Fleet v.

The development of sense in ME. was doubtless

influenced by the synonymous OF. floter (mod.F.

flatter), Sp. flotar, It. fiottare :—med.L. type

*flottare, f. OTeut. *flotto- f. the same root as Eng.

float.]

I. Intransitive senses.

1. To rest on the surface of any liquid ; to be

buoyed up ; to be or become buoyant.

a 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 1031 (Parker MS.) Beo an scip

flotijende swa neh ban lande swa hit nyxt mse^e. c xioo

Vices $ Virt. (1888)33 Ele-.wile flotten oner alle waetes.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. (1493) 131 b/i Whan the tyme
approched of the passyon of our lord thys tree, .rioted aboue

the water. 1585 ]. B. tr. i'irefs Seh. Beastes D vb, Hal-

cions..buiIde the'ir houses, the which may flote. .uppon

the Sea. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. vi. 193 Men
being drowned and sunke, doe float the ninth day. 178a

Cowper Royal George 30 Her timbers yet are sound, And
s-he may float again. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. iv. 57 Ice

floats readily on water.

fig. 1773 Gray Let. in Corr. (1843) 151 All that floated on

the surface of my mind is faded away and gone.

b. Of a stranded vessel : To get off the ground,

to get afloat.

1699 Dampif.r Voy. II. in. 98 Our ship did not float then,

nor the next Tide neither.

C. fig. Tofloat in ones cups : to be half drunk,
{ half seas over \

1630 Wadsworth Sp. Pilgr. vi. 58 M. P. floting in his

Cups, began a discourse.
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2. To move quietly and gently on the surface of

a liquid, participating in its motion.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24833 (Cott.) Forth bai floted on bat

flod. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 248 A wylde walterande
whal . . bi bat bot flotte. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826)325 The Corps now.. floted up and down the River.

1653 H. Cogam tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixvi. 268 Upon a very
little raft, where we floated at the mercy of the waves.

1790 Burns P*f Nicholson, Now she's floating down the

Nith. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 126 The boat floating

near to him he seized hold of it.

Jig. 175a Young Brothers iv. i, The vulgar float as
passion drives. 1790 Paley Hone Paul. \. 3 To have
floated down upon the stream of general tradition. 183a
Examiner 802/1 The new Parliament will float with the

stream of public opinion. 1869 Leckv Europ. Mor.l. iii.

397 Christianity floated into the Roman Empire on the

wave of credulity.

fb. /rafts/, of a person: To move up and
down ; be conversant. Obs.

1 1315 Shoreham 21 Tha3 he her were inne hys manhode
Amanges ous to flotie.

C. quasi-lraus. = to float upon.
1705 J. Philips Blenheim 236 Upborne By frothy billows

thousands float the stream In cumbrous mad, 1829 Clare
Autumn in Anniver. 76 Weeds, That float the water's brim.

3. To be suspended in a liquid with freedom to

move ; also, to move freely beneath the surface,

f Of a fish : To swim.
1596 Spenser /'*. Q. vn. vii, 21 The fish, still floting, doe

at random range. 1696 Whiston Th. Earth in. (1722) 278
The Parts of the present upper Strata . .floated in the
Waters among one another uncertainly. i7»7 Swift Gul-
liver it. viii. 165 My box. .floated about five feet depth in

water. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 437 The mass of mother-cells
. .floats entirely free in the fluid that fills the sporangium.

b. To be drenched or flooded ; to ' run',' swim*.
rare- 1

. (Cf. 10.)

1725 Pope Odyss. xm. 452 The pavements float with guilty
gore.

f 4. To move unsteadily to and fro like an object

on the surface of a liquid ; to oscillate, undulate
;

Jig. to vacillate, waver. Obs.

1598 Bacon Sacr, Medit. vi. (Arb.) 113 A state of minde,
which in all doubtfull expectations is setled and floteth not.

171a J. James tr. Le Blond's*Gardeuing 190 Let the instru-

ment rest till the Water has done floating. 1716 Collier
tr. Nazianzen 8 Their Mother .. floated between Joy and
Fear. 1763 Scrafton Indostan (1770) 71 Floating between
his fears and wishes,

b. nonce-use. To spread in undulating form.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 503 His circling Spires.. on the

grass Floted redundant.

c. Mil. Of a column on the march : To present

a wavy line ; to be unsteady.
1796 Instr. # Reg. Cavalry (1813) 263 The march in line

is uniformly steady, without opening, floating, or closing.

x8io [see Floating vbl. sb. 1 a],

5. To move freely and gently in or through the

a-ir, as if buoyed up or carried along by it.

1634 Milton Comus 249 How sweetly did they flote upon
the wings Of silence. 1667 Dkydkn Ind. Emp. 1. H, What
Divine Monsters, O ye gods, were these That float in air

and flye upon the Seas ! 1725 Pope Odyss. vi, 358 To the ear
Floats a strong shout along the waves of air. 178a Cowper
Retirement 192 The clouds that flit, or slowly float away.
1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 313 Dark spots floating constantly
before the eye. 1888 Besant Inner House xvi. 188 A long
lent before which floated a great flag on a flagstaff".

b. nonce-use. of the air itself, or portions of it.

1667 Milton P. L. vn. 432 The Aire Floats, as they pass,
fann'd with unnumber'd plumes.

c. Jig. esp. with sense : To move or hover dimly
before the eye or in the mind ; also of a rumour,
etc. : To pass from mouth to mouth.
177S Sheridan Rivals Pref., Faded ideas float in the

fancy like half-forgotten dreams. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey
111. viii, Here floated the latest anecdote of Bolivar. 1857
Livingstone Trav. xu. 224 The remnants of serpent-wor-
ship floating in their minds. s88a Shorthouse 7. Inglesant
II. 225 He tried to read, but the page floated before his eyes.

6. Weaving. Of a thread: To pass over or under
several threads either of the warp or weft, instead

of being interwoven with them. Of a figure : To
have its threads lying in this manner.
1878 A. Barlow Weaving 104 When either of the white

or black threads disappear on one side of the cloth, they
are not found floating underneath. 1883 T. R. Ashenhurst
Design in Textile Fabrics vi. 159 Lappet figures.. must
' float ' the entire length of the figure.

7. Comm. a. Of an acceptance : To be in circu-

lation, to be awaiting maturity, b. Of a com-
mercial company, etc. : To meet with public sup-
port, get ( floated' (see 12).
1778 H. Laurens in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) II.

234 Our bills, .are now floating, in imminent danger of dis-

honor and disgrace. 1884 Truth 13 Mar. 385/3 If the
Company floats, the promoter gets his money.

f 8. To fish with a float (see Float sb. 8 a).

1630 [see Flat v. \o\ 1651 J. Barker Art 0/ Angling
(1653) 8, 1 will shew my opinion of floating for Scale Fish in
the River or Pond.

9. Sporting^ To hunt by approaching the game
with a boat or float at night. (See Float sb. 7 b.)
iSyjHAi.LOCKSportsman'sGazelteerSj In jacking or float-

ing, the shooter sits in the bow Of a canoe just behind
a lantern which throws a powerful light ahead.

II. Transitive senses.

10. To cover or flood with a liquid, a. To
cover (land) with water, either naturally or artifi-

cially, csp. for agricultural or military purposes

;

to flood, inundate, irrigate. Also with over.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 16 The first

Piece of improvement of floating or watering lands, c 1710
C. Fiennes Diary (1888) 70 They can by them [ditches]

floate y- grounds for 3 miles round. 1794 Trans. Soc. En-
courag. Arts XII. 245 The above land was floated over by
salt water, every full and change of the moon. 1816 Jane
Austen Emma (r866) 158 He thought .. I should find the

near way floated by this rain. 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke
/'arm xiii. 97 Can he float his meadows at the cost of five

pounds an acre?

b. (chiefly hyperbolical) To overspread with

fluid ; to drench, inundate. Also, To saturate (a

powder magazine) with water.

17*9 Savage Wanderer 11. 228 A smoaking spring of gore
Wells from the wound, and floats the crimson'd floor. 1758
Parry 111 Naval Citron. VIII. 154 We had taken care to

float our powder. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. in. W. 624
The field was floated with blood. 1836 Marrvat Midsh.
Easy xxvi, The danger [from fire] had been so great that

the fore magazine had been floated.

C. transf. andy^.
1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 84/1 The

ladie Margaret began to take heart, hir naturall stoutnesse

floted, as well by the remembrance of hir noble birth, as by
[etc.]. 1603 J. Davies Microcosmos (Grosart) 71 1 Each
sense in pleasure's seas shee [Fancie] flotes. «86o Haw-
thorne Marb, Faun (1879) I. xii. 115 A . . military band
..floating her [the city] with strains. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Crlt. i. (1875) 16 He [Burke] so lived by ideas, .that he
could float even an epoch of concentration and English Tory
politics with them.

11. a. Of water, the tide, etc. : To lift up, or

support on its surface (anything buoyant) ; to bear

(anything buoyant) along by the force of the

current ; occas. with mixture of the two senses.

Also with off) out) up.
1606 Choice, Chance, etc. 5 With a sodaine tempest man

and horse ouerthrown vpon a Rock, and the goods all flote

ordrownd. 1699 Dampier I'oy. II. in. 44 For want of Water
to float them over some flats in the Lagunes. Ibid. 98 The
Tide then rose so high, as to float herqiute up. 1739 Lauelye
Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 34 The Tide had.. risen

so high as to endanger the Caisson, .from being floated out
of its true Place. 1856 Kane Arc.'. F.xpl. II. xiv. 149
They [masses of ice] are floated off to be lo>t in the tempera-
tures of other regions. 1890 Spectator 20 Sept. 362/2 The
Manchester Canal.. will float the biggest ocean steamers.

fig. 1877 Owen Wellesley's Desp. Introd. 19 The vehe-
ment tide of public opinion, .floated out the good old

nobleman who had first broken Tippoo's power.

b. To set afloat
; Jig. to buoy up, support.

1813 Lamb Elia Ser. n. Poor Relation, She has where-
withal in the end.. to float him again upon the brilliant

surface. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. Bench Div. 11 He expanded
more than 5000/. in floating the ship.

c. To place (a sheet of paper, etc.) flat on the

surface of a liquid. Chiefly Photogr.
1853 Fam. Herald 3 Dec. 510/2 You float on the surface

of this a sheet of paper prepared as follows. 1881 Abnev
Instr. Photogr. (ed. 5) 199 If the paper is floated much
longer, .the albumen . . is apt to dissolve the size.

12. a. To get (a company, scheme, etc.) afloat

or fully started (see Afloat 6) ; to procure public

support or acceptance for.

1833 Ht. Martineau Vanderput «$ S. vi. 102 The means
by wnich a present neighbour of yours is floating a scheme.

186s Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 9/1 Manufacturing lists of
directors for new companies, in order to get them ' floated '.

187s Yeats Grmvth Comm. 311 Serves as a reservoir for

floating loans in cases of emergency. 1871 Greg Enigmas
229 The sages, .have falsified their creed, in order to float it.

b. To set (a rumour) afloat (see Afloat 8) ; to

give currency to ; to circulate.

1883 Si, Jameses Gaz. 21 Dec. 3/1 Floating all manner of
embarrassing rumours.

13. To guide or convey along the surface of water

;

to convey by water. Also with off.

1739 Labelye Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 35 The
Sides of the Caisson were floated off over the Sides of the

Pier. 1776 Gibbon Decl. fy F\ 1. {1846) V. 8 The treasures

of Africa were floated on rafts to the mouth of the Eu-
phrates, 1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 385
The great tubes constituting the Conway Bridge were
floated across the river.

14. To convey gently through the air or ether;

to cause to move lightly in the air ; to waft.

18*3 F. Clissold Ascent Mt. Blanc 22 A soft breath of
wind spread its folds, and floated it gently in the air. 1836
Emerson Nature, Commodity \Vks. (Bonn) II. 143 Provi-
sion., for his support.. on this green ball which floats him
through the heavens. 1840 Mrs. Browning Drama 0/
Exile Poems 1850 I. 83 Floated on a minor fine Into the
full chant divine, We will draw you smoothly.

15. In various technical applications of senses

10, 11. a. Pigment-making. To levigate (pig-

ments) by causing them to float in a stream of

water, rejecting the heavier particles that sink to

the bottom, b- Electrotyping and Stereotyping.

To cover (a forme, a page of type) with fluid plaster

of Paris, either to fill up the spaces before electro-

typing, or (in the almost obsolete plaster-process) to

form a plaster mould, c. To float up (a tin can)

(see quot. 1 884).
1880 F. J. F. Wilson Stereotyping <$• Electrotyping 128

The page or pages must be floated in plaster-of-Paris.

Ibid. 134 When low spaces are used and the form has not
been floated prior to moulding. 1883 R. Haldane Work-
shop Receipts Ser. II. 405 The powder is then levigated
(floated), in order to obtain various degrees of fineness.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 348/2 ' Floating up' tin cans,

i. e. soldering the ends inside, the can standing upon the
heated plate till the solder runs.

16. To render smooth or level. In various tech-

nical uses : a. Plastering. To level (the surface

of plaster) with a * fluat ' ; to spread the second

coat of plaster on (a ceiling, wall, etc.) Also
with dozen, b. Farriery. To file the teeth of (a

horse). C. Agric. (See quots.) d. Wool-spinning.

To take <?^\the carded wool) in an even layer.

a 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 249 To float Seelings or

Walls. 1741 in Willis & Clark Cambridge <i886) I. 36 The
Ceilings., to be floated and finished in the best and work-
manlike manner. 1748 B. Langley Land. Prices 329 Fronts
of old Houses, .are frequently floated down, the old decay'd
Mortar raked out, and the Joints fresh pointed anew. 1839
Pract. Builder II. 187 The space, between the screeds.,
must be floated with a hand-float,

b. 1886 .V. Y. Weekly Tribune 28 Dec. (Cent.) Many an
old horse will renew its life if its teeth are floated, as the

process is called.

C. 1785 W. .Marshall Midland Co. djgo\ II. 437 Float
. . to pare off the surface of sward. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.,

Float, to pare stubble from land by means of a paring knife.

d. 1879 Cassell's Techn.Iiduc. IV. 341/1 The teeth move
in the same direction as those on the workers and cylinder,

so as to clean or ' float ' oft" the wool.

17. Weaving. To form {a. figure) witli ' floating*

threads see 6\
1894 Textile Manuf. 15 Apr. 151 Tin. method of reeding

..necessitates the figure being floated.

Floatable nVu "tab'l), a. [f. Float v. + -able.

Cf. Yr.fottabic.']

1. Capable of floating ; that may be set afloat.

1846 Tone's Jml. Trade 576 (Advl.) Floatable and buoyant
in the water. 1883 Miss Krou<;hton Belinda I. 1. ix. 164
Employed in dropping . . anything floatable that comes
handy— into the earth-reddened stream.

2. Of a river or stream : That can be floated on
;

capable of supporting floating objects. Chiefly U.S.
i8»6 Kent Comm. (1873) 111. 414 The owners of the

lands on rivers not navigable or floatable have the exclu-

sive right of fishing therein. 1884 Law Rep. 9 App. Cases

393 They [the streams] were made navigable and floatable

for timber during freshets.

3. absol. passing into sb. Something that floats

or may be floated.

1864 Laws of Michigan 23 To allow the free passage of
boats, vessels, craft, logs, timber, lumber, or other floatables

along such waters.

Hence Floatability [see -m], the quality of

being floatable.

1884 Law Rep. 9 App. Cases 393 The right applies to all

streams, .whether floatability is the result of improvements
or not.

Floatage (nVted^. [f. Float sb. +-a^e. Cf.

Vr.Jiottngc.']

1. The action or state of floating.

1626 in 4th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 11/1 [The ship
' being taken at floatage' by. a Dutch captain, .was seized.

for the Lord High Admiral of England.] 1868 Gladstone
juv, Muudi xiii. 487 Ten days of floatage from the

l.osphorus will give five hundred miles, or thereabouts,

from that point.

2. concr. Anything that floats.

a. = Flotsam ; also the right to appropriate

flotsam.
167a CcnvelTs Interpr., Flotages. .are such things as swim

on the top of the Sea, or other great Rivers. 1858 in W.
White Month in Yorksh. xv. 138 Free fisheries, plantage,

floatage . . and other maritime franchises. 1867 .Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Floatage, synonymous -withflotsam.

b. collect. Vessels that float on or pass up and
down a river.

1854 Michigan Rep. II. 524 All streams susceptible of
any valuable floatage. z88i Echo 8 Dec. 2/4 The Govern-
ment recouped itself out of tolls taken on the floatage.

c. A floating mass (of weeds'.
1891 J, Winsor Columbus ix. 204 They found around the

ships much green floatage of weeds.

3. Floating power, buoyancy.
1877 Hlackmore Erema I. ix. 102 Behind it .. came all

the ruin of the mill that had any floatage. 1883 Daily
News 5 July 3/1 The metal pontoons giving floatage,

attrib. 1881 W. C. Russell Sailor's Sweeth. II. v. 240
Without imperilling the floatage power of the timber.

4. The part of a ship above the water-line.

1839 Marryat Phant. ShrpxYi, The whole of her floatage

was above water, 1847 Htustr. Loud. Neivs 24 July 59/1
Nine inches more of floatage are required.

Floatation, flotation ^nW 'Jan), [f. Float
v. + -ATION = Fr. ffottaison.
The spelling flotation is not etymologically justifiable,

but is more common in use, prob. because it disguises the

hybrid formation, so that the word appears more conform-
able to the general analogy of scientific terms.]

1. The action, fact, or process of floating, in

various senses; the condition of keeping afloat.

Cmftl of floatation: the centre of gravity in a floating

body. Plane or line offloafation—Vr.flottaisou, ligne de
flottaison, the plane or line in which the horizontal surface

of a fluid cuts a body floating in it. Stable floatation;

the position of stable equilibrium in a floating body.

1806 Gregory Mechanics I. 377 The plane of floatation is

the horizontal surface of the fluid in which the vessel floats.

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 158 Water Lines, or Lines

of Flotation. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xv. (1856) 115

These constantly shifting centres of flotation. 1853 Sir H.
Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 53 Compared with the

stability of the vessel and its power of floatation. 1867

W, Pengelly Devon Trans. II. 264 It may be doubted



FLOATATIVE.
whether [these reasons], .are capable of explaining tne float-
ation of clouds. 1878 Markiiam Gt. Frozen Sea ii. 25 They
[icebergs] were of very deep flotation. 1884 Sir K. Bag-
gallay in Law Rep. 15 Q, Bench Div. 171 During this
period of flotation and transit.

attrib. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 8 Dec. 771/1 Spherical buoys
which . . show half. . their shape above the flotation line.

2. The action of floating a company or enterprise.

1889 financial Times 23 }an. 1 The London Mexican
Prospecting and Finance Company, Limited. Since its

flotation it has [etc.]. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 1 May 6/1 The
flotation of this mine., is now contemplated.

Floatative, a. [f. as prec. + -ative.] Tend-
ing to or producing floatation.

1886 T. O' C. Sloans in Sri, Amur. 4 Dec. 356 The slight
floatative effect of the additional portion of the glass
submerged.

Floa't-boat. [f. Float sb. ox v. + Boat.]

+ 1. A ship's long-boat. Obs.
So called because it was not carried on board like the other

boats, but towed astern.

13** Close Roll 15 Ed. II. mem. 8 ( = Calendar p. 453)
Navicula sua que vocatur flotebate. .71572 Knox Hist.
Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 120 Schortlie thare after the Admirall
schot a flote boite, which . . sounded the deipe, and so
returned to hir schippe. 1659 Torriano, Zdttara, a Float-
boat, or long boat to attend a great ship.

2. A raft.

1600 Hoi.i.Asn_/,/ry xxi. Ivi. (1609) 425 The remnant ..

passed Trebia with float-boats and flat barges. 1810 James
Mil. Did. (cd. 3* Float-boat, a raft upon which persons
or things may be conveyed by water.

Floated (fl£»-ted), ///. a. [f. Float v. + -ed *.]

That floats or is floated.

1799 Couper Castaway 27 The cask, the coop, the floated
Cord.

b. esp. Of a field, tract of country, etc.: Flooded,
inundated, irrigated. Cf. Flote.v.
1675 Evelyn Terra (1729) 42 Which is the reason that

floated and irriguous Grounds are so pregnant. 1735 Somer-
ville Chase iv. 170 O'er floated Meads, o'er Plains with
Flocks distain'd. 1799 T. Wright Art Floating Meadows
15 Floated meadows require no manure from the farm yard.

c. Plastering, (see Float xr, 16 a.)

1823 P. Nicholson Tract. Build* 373 A coat of plaster,

which is pricked-up for the floated work. 1842 Gwn.r
Encycl. Archil* Glo&S-, Floated lath, and plaster, plaster-

ing of three coats. Ibid., Floated Work, plastering
rendered perfectly plane by means of a Float.

Floater (ffcu'tM). [f. as prec. + -En.] One
who or that which floats.

1. a. In intransitive senses of the vb.

1717 EUSDEN Ovid's Met. iv, Pity the floaters on th'

Ionian seas. 1831 Blacfciv. Mag. XXX. 15 Halcyons all,

fair floaters hung in the sunshine on waveless seas. 1882
Sir K. Payne-Gai.lwey Fowler in /ret. 27 They [ducks]
get no chance of quiet from the floaters. 1883 H. Stopes
Malt x\. 133 The proportion of floaters [=' floating corns 'J

depends partly upon the quality of the grain.

b. transitive senses.

1783 Useful Projects in Ann. Reg. 95 'i, I consulted my
meadow floaters. 1868 Yates Rock Ahead n. in, Directors
of banks, and the 'floaters' of 'concerns'. 1889 Harper's
Mag. Feb. 432/2 The 'floater' has to wade out in the water
. .to cut loose with his axe the logs which have stuck fast.

2. In various technical uses.

a. The floating diaphragm in Papin's steam-
engine.

1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 52 Elevating the
piston or floater.

b. (See qupt.).

1857 Nichol Cycl. Phys. Sc., Floater, a contrivance indi-

cating the height of level of a fluid in a vessel, whose depth
we cannot at the time directly examine,

c. = Float sb. 14.
1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Floater, a cart

having the axle 'cranked down * so that though the wheels
are high the body is very near the ground,

d. Stereotyping. = floating-plate.
1882 Southward Tract. Printing 566 The 'floater', a

plate of metal fitting on the inside of the 'dipping pan'.

3. Stock Exchange, A government stock certifi-

cate, a railway-bond, etc. accepted as a recognized

security.

1871 Temple Bar Mag. Feb. 320 Floaters are exchequer
bills and similar unfunded stock. 1883 Tall Mall G. 3
May 5/1 The chief use of floaters is . . as a means by which
banks .. can raise money in the general market when they
are short of funds. .To describe exactly what a floater is .

.

would be a matter of some difficulty. Some, .affect to con-
sider that a Government bond to bearer, provided the
Government be not in default, may be tendered as a floater ;

others draw the line at United States bonds.

4. U.S. a. A voter who has not attached him-
self to any political party, esp. one whose vote may
be purchased.
1883 H. George in N. Amer. Rev. Mar. 203 ' How many

of them floaters?'

—

i. e. merchantable voters—continued the
candidate. 'Four hundred' was again the answer. 1888

Tall Mall G. 5 Nov. 7/2 Expressions indicating the intention

to buy the Indiana 'floaters'.

b. One who is perpetually changing his place

of abode ; a vagrant.
1883 W. H. Bishop in Harpers Mag. Oct. 718/2 They

are irresponsible floaters.

C. In Southern U. S. : A representative of

several counties grouped together, and therefore

not directly responsible to any one of them.
1853 Texas State Gaz. 16 July (Farmer) A candidate for

floater in the district composed of the counties of Fayette,

Bastrop, and Travis.

336

Float-grass. Also 5 flotgrese, 6 floter-,

7-8 flot, 6-9 flote-grasa. [f. Float sb. or v. ; cf.

Du. vlotgras,] A name given to various species of

grass sedge growing in marshy ground, swampy
meadows, etc. ; e.g. Glyceria fluilans and Alope-
citrus geniculattts.

(1440 Promp. Pan'. 168/1 Flot grese, ulva. 1597
Gerardh Herbal \. xi. § 2. 13 The second [spiked Flote
grasse] is called Gramen jluuiatile spicatum'. likewise
Flote grasse and Floter grasse, bicause they swim and flote

in the water. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Dot. xiv. xl. 1276
10 Gramen Fluviatile comutum. Horned Flote grasse.

1725 Bradley Fatn. Did. s. v. Springs, The Furrows and
Water Tracts, where they usually stalk and paddle for .

.

Flotgrass, Roots, and the like Things, on which they feed.

1863 Prior Plant-n. 82 Float—or more properly Flote-
Grass . . Poajluitans.

t Floathing. Obs. rare. A thin stratum.

1743 R. Maxwell Set. 'Trans. Soc. Improv. Agric. Scot.

185, I first lay upon the Bars small Wood or Whins, then
a Floathing of small Coals, then Stones.

Floating fl<?u'tin),vMj£. [f. Float v, + -ore*.]

1. The action of the vb. Float in various senses.

a. intransitive uses.

1562 J. Hf.ywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867^ 135 Flotyng and
fleetyng agree not there meete. 1587 Golding De Mornay
viii. 98 A floting of a Vessell, at the pleasure of the winde.
1654 Wnm.ocK Zootomia 391 While we are at Sea in the
Floatings of this world. 1810-17 M. Wilks Hist. Sketches
S. India (1869) I. xxii. 479 Hyder. .observed a floating to

take place along the whole mass [of cavalry], 1837
Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 56 The falling and
floating of bodies. 1894 M. Grant in Century Mag. Jan.
354,'i ' Jacking ' or ' floating ' for moose is seldom practised.

b. transitive uses.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 270 Floating, or drowning,
or watering of Meadows. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop
Receipts Ser. It. 406 The washed clay is dried.. and im-
mediately ground to fine powder. The floating is done by
hand or power. 1888 Daily Tel. 18 Oct., The successful
floating of the Salt Union.

2. concr.in Plastering. (Cf. Float v. 16 a.)

1823 P. Nicholson Tract. Build. 391 Floating, in plaster.

ing.—The second coat of three-coat work. 1873 Spon
Workshop Receipts in? The floating is of fine stuff with
a little hair mixed in it.

3. Comb., as floaling-trench ; also floating-rule

(= Float sb. 16 a) ; floating-screed (see quot.\
1649 Blithe Fng. Improv. Itnpr. vi. (1653) 27 The one

called a Flowing or Floating Trench, wherin I carry my
water. 1785 W. Marshall Midland Co. (1790) II. 61 Hy
means of floodgates and floating trenches. 1842 Gwii.t
A rchit. Gloss., Floating Screeds, strips of plaster previously
set out on the work, at convenient intervals, for the range
of the floating-rule or float.

Floating (nV"-t;n), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That floats (in various senses of the vb.).

Floating leaf: see quot. 1790.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 415 We supposed that these

floting weeds did grow vpon some rocke vnder the water.

1745 P. Thomas Voy. S. Seas 256 The River is crouded
. . with a prodigious Number of Barks . . which . . make
a Kind of floating City. 1781 Cowpkr Auti-Tlietyphtliora

73 When . . floating films envelop every thorn. 1790 Martvn
Lang. Bot., Floating leaf, Folium natans, lying flat on
the surface of the water. 1837 Irving Capt. Bonneville II.

215 The ice became broken and floating. 1877 Bennett tr.

Thomi's Bot. iii. 73 The floating primary root of Trapa.
1878 A. Barlow Weaving 104 In some kinds of figured

weaving these floating threads are cut off.

b. Of water : Overflowing, flooding ; also, fluc-

tuating, ebbing and flowing.

1578 Lvte Dodoens in. vi. 321 This .. groweth .. in the
brinkes of diches and floting waters. 1712-4 Pope Rape
Lock 11. 48 The sun-beams trembling on the floating tides.

2. Comm. Of a cargo : At sea. Of trade, rates,

etc. : Of or pertaining to cargoes at sea.

1848 Arnould Mar. Insur. (1866) I. I. iii. 106 When a
floating cargo li. e. a cargo at sea) is sold in London. 1883
Daily News 19 Sept. 6/6 Floating terms, at 44J. 6d. to

48*. 6d. 1887 Ibid. 21 Nov. 2/7 A quiet tone has prevailed

throughout the floating trade to-day.

3. Having little, or comparatively no attach-

ment; disconnected. Floating ribs (see quot. i860).

1806 Med. yrul. XV. 273 A number of torn floating

membranes. 1831 R. Knox Ctoouet's Anat. 31 Twelfth
Rib. This rib . . has been called the floating rib. 1840

F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. 175 Tentacles . . spread out
loose and floating, i860 Mavne Expos. Lex., Floating
Ribs, the last two of the false ribs, whose anterior ex-

tremities are not connected to the rest or to each other.

1889 J. M. Duncan Lect. Dis. Women xxxiii. (ed. 4) 273
There are achings in cases of what is called floating kidney.

4. Not fixed or settled in a definite state or place

;

fluctuating, variable, unstable.

1594 T. Ii. La Primand. Fr. Acad. n. 388 Because our
mindes are more floting & vnstable. 1678 Life Edw.
Black Tr. in Harl. Misc. (18091 III. 151 Floating-bands ..

* The Companions, or Adventurers'. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
1. iv. (1695) 26 There is scarce any one so floating and
superficial in his Understanding, who hath not some reve-

renced Propositions, which [etc.]. 1793 Burke Cond. Minor-
tar Witt, 1842 I. 625 That floating multitude which goes
with events. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <$ Is. (1846) III. xiv. 120

Many floating rumours. 1876 Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV.
302/1 The floating population of the city is very numerous.

5. Finance. Not fixed or permanently invested

;

unfunded. (See Capital, Bjc; Debt 4 e.)

1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) II. 180 Manual labour, .is at

present the floating capital of France. 1845 M'Culloch
Taxation in. ii. (1852) 448 Variations in the amount of

floating capital. 1856 Emerson Fng. Traits, Wealth

FLOAT-STONE.
Wks. (Bohn) II. 71 A thousand million of pounds sterling

are said to compose the floating money of commerce. 1893
Daily Netus is Mar. 6/3 It appears that all the floating

debt is secured by collateral securities.

6. In various technical combs., as floating

anchor (sec quot.) ; floating battery, a vessel

fitted up and used as a battery ; floating clough,

(see quot.) ; floating collimator (see quot.)

;

floating dock, a large (usually rectangular)

vessel made with water-tight compartments, and
used as a graving-dock ; floating harbour (see

quot.); floating lever (see quot.); floating

meadow (see quot.) ; floating pier, a landing-

stage which rises and falls with the tide ; floating

plate, Stereotyping (see quot.); floating rail =
Float sb. 13 ; floating reef Austral, (see quot.).

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1. 884/1 *Floating Anchor, a
frame of spars and sails dragging overboard, to lessen the
drift of a ship to leeward in a gale. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No.
3073/2 They, .have made also two * Floating Batteries with
20 Pieces of Cannon upon them. 1803 Naval Chron. IX.

495 She is fitting as a floating-battery. 1841 Brees Gloss.

Liz>. Engiu., *Floating Clough, a moveable dam or machine,
used for scouring out channels or inlets. 1833 Hkhschki.
Astron, ii. 95 The *floating collimator,..is .. a small tele

scope . . fastened horizontally . . on a flat iron float which is

made to swim on mercury. 1866 E. Clakk in Proc. Inst.

Civ. Eng. XXV. 296 * Floating docks were originally built

of timber. 1841 Bkees Gloss. Civ. Engin., *Floating liar-
bour, a breakwater, composed of large masses of timber,

anchored and chained together . . which rise and fall with
the tide. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 348/2 *Floating
Z.tT>fr Railway) a name applied to the horizontal brake-

levers beneath the car-body. 1813 T. Davis Agric. Wilts
Gloss., ^Floating or flowing meadows—Those that are laid

up in ridges, with water carriages on each ridge and drains
between. 1855 Clarke Diet.,

* Floating-pier. 1839 Uric
Diet. Arts 1177 (s. v. Stereotype Printing) Each mould ..

is laid, with the impression downwards, upon a flat cast-

iron plate, called the *floating-plate. 189s Melbourne Age
31 Dec. 10/3 Horse and Spring Cart, *floating rail, and
Harness. 1869 R. B. Smyth Goldf. Victoria 611 'Floating
Reef, applied often to masses of bed-rock which are found
displaced and lying among the alluvial detritus.

Floating bridge, [f. Floating ///. a.] In

various applications ^see quots.).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Floating-bridge, a Bridge
made in form of a Work in Fortification call d a Redoubt,
consisting of Two Boats cover'd with Planks. 1717-41
Chambkbs Cycl., Flying or Floating-Bridge, is ordinarily

made of two small bridges, laid one over the other, in such
a manner, as that the uppermost stretches and runs out, by
the help of certain cords running through pullies placed
along the sides of the under-bridge. 184a G. W. Francis
Diet. Arts, etc.j Floating Bridge, a collection of beams of

timber, of sufficient buoyancy to sustain itself on the sur-

face of a river, and reaching across it. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Floating-bridge, a flat-bottomed ferry steam-

boat in harbours or rivers, running on chains laid across

the bottom, and constructed for the conveyance ofpassengers,

goods, and vehicles. X867 Smyth Sailor's Word-l'k.,

Floating-bridge, a passage formed across a river or creek

by means of bridges of boats. 1889 Century Diet. s. v.

Bridge, Floating-bridge, a part of a bridge, supported
by a caisson or pontoon, which can swing into and away
from the line of roadway.

Floating island, [f. Floating///, a.]

1. An island that floats.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. at 13 The Whales, the

Seas Leviathan . . like so many floating Ilands concomi-
taling us. 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit if. S. II. *xxxi. 186 There
is a floating island in it, well wooded.

2. Cookery. {U.S.) A custard with floating

masses of whipped cream or white of eggs.

1771 Franklin Lett. Wks, 1887 IV. 415 At dinner, .we had
a floating island, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. viL (1891)

no The marvellous floating-island.

Floating light. [*• Floating///, a. + Light

sb.] a. A lightship: called also more tu\\y,floaling-

light-vessel, b. A life-buoy with a lantern, ior

use when any one falls overboard at night.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 94 A vessel was then fitting

out . . as a temporary floating Light. Ibid. Till the deter-

mination in respect to the floating light-vessel was known.
1858 Simmonds Diet. 7'ratte, Floating -light, a life-buoy

carried at a ship's stern, with a light or lanthorn.

Floatingly (nV'-tinli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY ^.] In a floating manner.
1660 W. Secker Nonsuch Prof. 256 The tide that so

floatingly brings in the ship, suddenly leaves her in the

inud. i8«9 Blackzv. Mag: XXVI. 953 Ulest . . the breath

that sighs it floatingly aside ! 1857 Chamb. Jrnl. VII. 272

All lost in pearly mist, that floatingly Seems her gray
garments trailing low.

Floatless (flJ«-tles), a. [f. Float sb. + -less.]

Without a float.

1871 Cassctrs Mag. 22 July 335/1 We wait patiently,

fishing in this floatless floating manner, for our next bite.

Float-man, fl.oatm.an (flJ <tmain). [f. Float

sb. + Man.] A man who manages a float.

188a Sir R. Payne-Gallwey .#««•/»- in Irel. 26 One of the

oldest Wexford floatmen, once told me [etc].

Floatsam, -some, obs. or dial, i Flotsam.

Float-stone, [f. Float v. + Stone.]

1. A bricklayer's rubbing-stone for smoothing the

surfaces of bricks used in curved work.

1703 Moxom Mech. Exerc. 246 Some use a Float Stone,

with which they rub the moulding of the Brick 1811

J. Smith Panorama Sc. <r Art I. 196 The stone upon

which bricks cut with curved surfaces are rubbed, is called

a float-stone.
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2. A stone so light as to float upon water, e.g.

a spongy variety of opal.

1805 R. Jameson A/in. II. 552 Floatstone. .is light yellow-

ish grey. 1814 tr. Klaproth's Trav. 57 Arange of float-stone

hills. 1859 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms, Float -S'tone

\

a variety of earthy silica. . Being porous, it swims on water
till saturated.

Floa't-ways, adv. rare. [f. Float sb. (sense

16 b) + -ways.J In the manner of a float (or single-

cnt file), like a float.

1773 Gentl. Mag. X Mil. 18 [Marbles] are chips of stone,

which are put into an iron mill that goes in water. There
are several partitions, with rasps within, cut floatways, not
w ith teeth, so turn constantly round with great swiftness.

Floa't-whey. Sc. and north, dial. [f. Float
v. + Whey. ]

* Those parts of the curd left in whey,
which, when it is boiled, float on the top' (Jam.).
1549 Compl. Scot/, vi. 43 Thai maid grit cheir of . . reym,

flot quhaye, grene cheis. 18*3 Galt Entail vii. 22 The
float whey which in a large china punch-bowl graced the
centre of the table. 1847 in Hall Iwell. Northumb.

Floaty (fl^rti), a. Also 4, 7 flotie. [f. Float
sb. or v. + -Y !.]

fl. Watery. Obs.
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 127 J?e fyrre T fo^ed pose floty valez.

2. Fitted to float, capable of floating, buoyant

;

hence, of a ship : Drawing little water.
a x6o8 Sir F. Vbrb Comm. 28 Mine was a floaty ship and

well appointed for that service. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
(1629) 194 Some few buttes of beare being flotie they got.

1793 Smsaton Edystone L. § 170 To render them very
floaty and lively in a rough hollow sea. 1862 Temple Bar
Mag. IV. 351 The floaty air-cases rising on the othtr [side],

the boat recovers her proper position.

Hence Floatiness, the quality or state of being

floaty ; buoyant emptiness.
1839-44 Tupper Proverb. Philos. (1852) 478 The foolish

floatiness of vanity, and solemn trumperies of pride.

Flob (fiYb), v. [onomatopoeic var. of Flop v.,

indicating a softer movement and duller sound (see

Flabby).] intr. To move heavily or clumsily,

with a dull heavy sound.
i860 Squires <$• Parsons 196 Fine cock-pheasants, heavy

with buck-wheat and maize flobbed up through the branches
of the trees, were fired at and flobbed down again. 1882
A. S. Gibson Adv. Pig Earn, xxx. How they flobb'd, and
how they flopp'd And flounder'd all around !

t Flo-Mage. Sc. Obs. ?' Phlegm 7

(Jam.).

153s Lyndesay Satyre 4380 Sic flobbage sche layis fra hir,

About the wallis.

tFlo*bber, *• Obs. rare- 1
. In 4 flober.

[app. onomatopoeic ; cf. slubber. (The readings

flober here, and bcjlobered in B. xiii. 401, are estab-

lished by the alliteration.)] trans. To dirty, soil.

1377 Langl. /'. PL B. xiv. 15 Couthe I neuere . . kepen it

clene an houre . . pat I ne flober it foule fro morwe tyl eue.

tFlo'CCify, 9, Obs~°. [f. L. phrase floccl

facere : see -fy. Cf. Flock v.'1 2.] (See quots.)
1623 Cockeram Floccife, to set nought by. 1656 Blount

Glossogr., Floccify, to set nought by, to esteem little.

Floccillation (nVksil* i-Jan). [f. L. *floccill-us

dim. oifloccus Flock sb.'1 + -ation.] = Carphologv.
1842 Brande Diet. Sc., F'loccillation, picking the bed-

clothes. This is an alarming symptom in many acute
diseases. 1847 in Craig ; and in mod. Diets.

Flocci-nau:ci-nihili-pili-fication. hu-
morous, [f, I.,. flocci, nauci, nihil!, pill words
signifying ( at a small price ' or ' at nothing ' enu-
merated in a well-known rule of the Eton Latin
Grammar + -fication.] The action or habit of

estimating as worthless.

1741 Shenstone Let. xx\\. Wks. 177^ III. 49, I loved him
for nothing so much as his flocci-nauci-nihili-pili-fication of
money. 18x6 Southev in Q. Rev. XIV. 334. 1829 Scott
Jrnl. 18 Mar., They must be taken with an air of contempt,
a floccipaucinihilipilification [sic, here and in two other
places] of all that can gratify the outward man.
Also Floccinau cical a., inconsiderable, trifling.

rioccinau city, a matter of small consequence.
1826 Southey Vind. Eccl. Angl. 38 The Poet used them

significantly, and never intended them to bear a flocci-

naucical signification. 1829 — in Q. Rev. XXXIX. 108 The
flocci-naucities to which so much importance is attached.

Floccipend (fiyksipend), v. rare. [ad. L.

phrase Jlocci pendcre {flocci, see prec -rpendfre to

weigh, esteem). Cf. vilipend.'] trans. To regard
as insignificant or of no account ; to make no
account of.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 444 Articles, .whiche the eares of
euery honest creature knowynge the duetie of the subiect to
hys prynce, woulde abhorre and floccipend. 1882 W. Thom-
son Bacon $ Shaks. 12 A profession prone to floccipend odd
locks of thought from woolly-headed thinkers.

FloCCOSe (flpk<?u-s), a. [ad. late L. floccos-us,

i. floccus : see -ose.]

1. Furnished with a tuft (or tufts) of woolly
hair. V Obs.

1752 Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 542 The tail [of the lion] is

long, thick, and floccose.

2. Bot. Covered with or composed of flocci.

1830 LiNDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 331 In the . . foliaceous
species [of Lichens), the medulla is distinctly floccose. 1874
Cooke Fungi (1875) 74 The spores .. nestling on the floc-
cose mycelium.
Hence Floccosely adv., in a floccose manner.
1840-68 Paxton Bot. Diet., Floccosely-tomentose, down,

disposed in little tufts. 1847 in Craig.
Vol. IV.

Floccular (fl^ki??laj),iz. Anat. [f. Floccul-us
+ -ar.] Of or pertaining to the flocculus of the

cerebellum. Floccular process : the flocculus.

1870 W\ H. Flower Osteal. Mammal, x. 127 The small
depression . . is the nearly obliterated floccular fossa.

Flocculate (0f(UNA), a. Ent. [f. Floccul-
us + -ate ^.] (See quot.)
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomot. IV. 346 Flocculate, when the

posterior coxa: are distinguished by a curling lock of hair.

Flocculate (flpkuflrt), v. [f. as prec. + -ate a
.]

trans. To aggregate into flocculent masses.
1877 Lb Contk Elem. Geol. (1879) 70 note, The property,

possessed by lime .. of flocculating and precipitating clay
sediments.

Hence Floccnlation, the process of flocculating.

1885 Brewer in Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXIX. 4 The
flocculation and precipitation of the suspended material is

almost equally rapid.

Flocculc (fVki«l). [anglicized form of Floc-
CL'L-us.] A small portion of matter resembling

a flock or tuft of wool.
1845 6 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 93 Some

floccules separated themselves, but no coagulation took
place. 1882 C. A. YouHG Sun ix. 292 As to the form of the

floccules, it would seem that the successive precipitation .

.

must result in clouds of great vertical extent.

Flocculence (flpkitfl&is). [f. Flocculent :

see -ENCE.] The state or condition of being floc-

culent ; the condition of containing flocci.

1847 in Chaig. 1878 Tyndall in Pop. Set. Monthly XIII.
287 If. .the air above be chilled, we have descending streams
— if the air below be warmed, we have ascending streams
as the initial cause of atmospheric flocculence.

Flocculency (flfkizHensi;. [f. as prec: see

-encv.] —prec.
1881 SpoTTISWOODB in Nature No. 623. 551 This tube ..

shows flake-like fluttering striae, with a slight tendency to
flocculency near the head of the column.

Flocculent (fiykirflent), a. [f. L. flocc-us
Flock sb.% + -ilent.]

1. Resembling flocks or tufts of wool ; consisting

of loose woolly masses.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 249 A flocculent precipitate

of magnesia. 1804 Abeknethy Surg. Obs. 65 A con-
geries of flocculent fibres. 1821 Blackui. Mag. X. 270 [He]
succeeded in sending up some pretty light floculent cirri,

1857 Henfkey Bot. § 343 The mushroom is the large fleshy
fruit arising from the flocculent mycelium, or 'spawn '.

2. Of the atmosphere : Holding particles of
aqueous vapour in suspension; cf. Flocculus i.

1878 Smithsonian Inst. Rep. 510 A flocculent condition
of the atmosphere, due to the varying density produced by
the mingling of aqueous vapor.

3. Covered with a short woolly substance; downy.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 125 Leaves .. more or less

pubescent or flocculent below when young. 1874 CoUES
Birds N. IV. 265 For the first two or three days they [the
chicks] are only densely flocculent on the under parts.

Hence Flo cculently adv.
1885 Manch. Weekly Times Suppl. S/i The petioles were

flocculently woolly.

Flocculose (flpkitfl^r*), a. Bot. [f. as next -t-

-ose.] Composed of flocculi.

1830 Lindlky Nat. Syst. Bot. 331 A nucleus, consisting of
a flocculose-gelatinous substance.

Flocculous (flfkiiTtog), a. [f. Floccul-us +
-ous.] Resembling flocculi.

1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I. 344 A very curious
combing or rather curling instrument . . with which they
comb out the peculiar silky material as it issues from these
mammulse into that flocculous texture.

II Flocculus {fifkiaifo). PI. flocculi. [mod.
L. flocculus•> dim. of h. floccus Flock sb.'-] A small
flock or tuft.

1. A small quantity of loosely-aggregated matter
resembling a flock of wool, held in suspension in,

or precipitated from, a fluid.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 116 The very little that was dis-

solved was soon precipitated again in the form of minute
flocculi. 1862 H. Spencer First Prime, n. ix. § 76 (1867)
227 If we assume the first stage in nebular condensation to

be the precipitation into flocculi of denser matter. 187a
Cohen Dis. Throat 3 Small quantities of it having co-

agulated spontaneously into clots or flocculi.

2. Anat. A small lobe in the under surface of
the cerebellum, immediately behind the middle
peduncle ; the subpedtmcular lobe.

1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 49 The flocculus, or sub-pedun-
cular lobe. 187J Mivart Elem. Anat. ix. 367.

II FIOCCUS (fV'k&O. PL flocci. [Lat. floccus
Flock sb.'1] Something resembling a flock of

wool. a. Bot. A tuft of woolly hairs ; also//, the

hyphse, or thread-like cells, which form the my-
celium of a fungus, b. Zool. (see quot. 1842). C.

'A tuft of feathers on the head of young birds'

(Webster 1890). d. 'The down of unfledged
birds' (Worcester 18S9).
1842 Brande Ditt. Sc, Flocci, in Eotany, the woolly fila-

ments that are found mixed with the sporules of many
Gastromyci. Ibid., Floccus, in Mammalogy, the tuft of
long flaccid hairs which terminate the tail. 1874 Cooke
Fungi 44 The structure of the flocci in a number of species.

t Flocht (rVxt). Sc. Obs. Also 6-7 nought.
See also Flaught sb.- [app. repr. an OE. *flohta,

parallel with the -ti stem flyht, Flight sb. 1
4.]

A state of agitation or excitement. Chiefly in

phrases in, on flocht, in a flocht, in a flutter. Cf.

Flight sb. 1 4.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii. 66 Thair hairtis wer baith

on flocht. 1596 IIurel Pass. Pilgrimer 11. 27 Keir pat my
hart in sick a flocht. 1641 R. BAILLIB Lett. <$- Jrnls. (1841)

I. 392 These horrible designes breaking out, all the citie

was in a flought.

b. 'Fluctuation, constant variation ' (Jam.).
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxiv. 2 This fals warld is ay on

flocht, Quhair no thing ferine is nor degest.

Flock (ftyk), sb. 1 Forms: 1 flocc, 2-4 floe,

Orm. flocc, 3 south, vloc, (3 floch), 3-6 flok(e,

4-5 flokk;e, 4-7 flocke, 3- flock. [OE, flocc**

ON.flo/d-r (Sw.floc&t Da.floh).
Not found in the other Teut. langs. The etymology i-;

! obscure. As both in OE. and ON. the word means only

an assemblage of persons, it can hardly be connected with

;
Fly v. ; the hypothesis that it is cognate with Folk is satis-

factory with regard to meaning, but its phonological ad-

missibility is doubtful.]

1. A band, body, or company (of persons). Now
only as iransf. from 2 or 3.

O. E. Chron. an. 894 Hi [MS. him] mon mid opmm floccum
sohte. < 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xxxii. 8 Gif Esau cymb to anum
flocce & bone ofslihb, se ober flocc hyp gehealden. c 1175

;
Lamb. Horn. 3 Moril of ban floe manna J>e earpon fultedeii

ure drihten. a 1225 Aucr. R. 162 Ne bunche be neuer god
among monne floe. C1394 P. PI. Crede 536 Fynd foure

freres in a flok, bat folweb bat rewle. 1523 Ld. Berkrrs
Froiss. I. clxiv. 203 They parceyued a flocke of men of
armes commynge togyder. 1609 Bible (Douayi 1 Sam. x. 5

. Thou shalt meete there a flocke of prophetes. 1822 Shelley
I Triumph Life 264 Whom from the flock of conquerors
Fame singled out.

h. pi. used to indicate: Great numbers,' swarms'.
1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xiv. 14 The Heithen which fled

I

out of Iewry from ludas, came to Nicanor by flockes. 1632

J

Lithgow Trav. x. 443 Whence springeth these Flockes of
Studientes, that over-swarme the whole land.

2. A number of animals of one kind, feeding or

I

travelling in company. Now chiefly applied to an

assemblage of birds (esp. geese) or (as in sense 3)
of sheep or goats ; in other applications commonly
superseded by herd, swarm, etc.

, 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 39 pe deules beden ure louerJ

ihesu crist bat he hem sende into floe of swin. a 1300
Cursor M. 1964 (GOtt.) Alsua ?e ete of na fiss ellis, Hot pat

in flock and herd duellis. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 41
Ther is a pole at Brecknock, Therin offish is many a flok.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, it. iv. 152 If I do not. .driue all thy
Subiects afore thee like a flocke of Wilde-geese. 16x4

Raleigh Hist. World II. v. v. § 8. 602 Sixteene Elephants
together in one flocke. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 205, I found
whole flocks of the same kind [mites] running to and fro

among the .. green moss. 1690 Moral Ess. I'rcs. Times
iil. 48 A Flock of Lions. 1839 tr. I.amartine's Trav. East
102/1 Glades, where we saw flocks of camels and goats

browsing. 1875 C. F. Wood Yachting Cruise iv. 91 Flocks
of pigeons and parrots were fluttering about.

b. transf.
a 1225 Ancr: R. 120 Her a3eines \vre3Se moiue kunnes

remedies, & frouren a niuehe vloc. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N.
I. t. 36 The rich golden shaft Hath kill'd the flocke of all

affections else That live in her. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof.
St. To Rdr., Some serious books, which dare flie abroad,
are hooted at by a flock of Pamphlets. 1775 J. Q.Adams in

Fam. Lett. (1876) 100 Fire, sword, pestilence, famine, often

keep company and visit a country in a flock. 1805 Wokdsw.
Prelude m. 33 Courts, cloisters, flocks of churches, gateways,

towers.

3. esp. A number of domestic animals (chiefly,

and now exclusively, of sheep or goats) kept to-

gether under the charge of one or more persons.

Often used vaguely in //. for (a person's) posses-

sions in sheep ; esp. inflocks and herds = sheep and
cattle.

rt 1300 Cursor M. 3820 (Cott.t Jacob .. Faand quare thre

floks o beistes lai, Be-side a well. 1340 Hampolb Pr. Consc.

5891, I sal aske my flok of shepe Of be bird bat had bam
undir his hand, c 1440 Promp.Parv. 167/2 Floke of bestys.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3529 The fonden shepe on his

shuldres laid he & broght to flokke. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L.
II. iv. 83 His Flockes, and bounds of feede Are now on sale.

1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 289 He . . sitting down, to milk his

flocks prepares. 1810 Scott Lady of L. in. viii, A goat,

the patriarch of the flock. 1815 Elphinstose Acc. Caubul
(1842I I. 305 The increase both of men and flocks soon
occasions disputes.

transf. andpig. 1751 Affect. Narr. Wager 141 The Crew
. . he should have consider'd as a Flock, whereof he had
undertaken the Care. 1820 Shelley Witch Ait. x, Every
shepherdess of Ocean's flocks.

4. flg. a. In spiritual sense, of a body or the

whole body of Christians, in relation to Christ as

the ' Chief Shepherd ', or of a congregation in re-

lation to its pastor.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxviii. 1 Apostils pat ware ledirs

of godis floke. 1393G0WER Conf. Prol. 1. i6Christes. .flocke

without guide Deuour'd is on euery side. C1440 York
Myst. xxvii. 146 The flokke schall be full fayne to flee.

1588 J. Udall Demonstr. Discip. (Arb.) 26 The minister is

a shepheard, and his charge a flocke. Ml Bible i Pet. v. 2

Feede the flocke of God which is among you. 1641 Milton
Reform. 4 He that, .faithfully from that time forward feeds

his parochial flock. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian x, The
Father-director and his flock seemed perfectly to understand

each other. 1865 Mrs. Gaskell Cousin Phillis 40 The minis-

ter, .had been calling on the different members of his flock.

b. Occasionally applied to any body of per-

sons under the charge or guidance of some one ;

e.g. to a family of children in relation to their

parents.

43
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5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as flock

district, farm ; b. objective, as flock-feeder ; c.

instrumental, as flock-fed, -nibbled adjs. Also,

flock-duck {U.S.), a scaup-duck ; flock-feeding,

the habit of feeding in flocks ; flock-man, a shep-

herd (Cent. Diet.) ; flock-master, an owner or

overseer of a flock; a sheep-farmer; flock-rake

Se. (see quot.)*

1795 Scots Mag. LVII. 4S0/1 The recent loss of sheep,

after shearing, in the "flock districts. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. II. 238 Where lands of this description are

attached to *flock farms. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Village 2 The
Eroud eminence, whose steep For ever *flock-fed, shelters

is loved elms. 1545 J oye Exp. Dan. v. Iiij b, To maintayne
. . ydle bisshops, preistis and monkis, the trewe *flokfeders

neglected. 1893 G. D. Leslie Lett, to Marco iii. 19
This *flock-feeding saves a lot of time spent in looking
out for danger. 1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 307 The *flock-

masters of the South Downs. 1883 Times 19 May 5 Many
of. .the flockmasters . . have upwards of 10,000 sheep. 1800
Hurdis Fav. Village 107 On each blade Of the *flock-nibbled
field. 1813 Kerr Agric. Sun 1

. Benuicksh. vL § 2. 179 Very
large pastures, provincially termed *flock-rakes.

Flock (flfk), sb* Forms: 3-5 flokke, 3-6
flocke, 6- flock, [prob. a. QY.flcc lock of wool,
snowflake, eic.i—h.floccus.
Words of similar sound and meaning exist in other Teut.

langs. : OHG. Jloccho wk. masc. (MHG. vlocke, mod.Ger.
flocke), MDu.vlocke MLG. (mod.Du. vlok\ WDa.flok,Jlock
imod.Da. ftok\ MSw. flokker (inod.Sw. flock, Jtocka). It

is doubtful whether these words are adopted from Lat. or
Rom., or genuinely Teut. ; in the latter case they would
prob. be related by ablaut to O^.fldke felt, hair, wool, and
to Flake sb.'1 If the Teut. words are not of L. origin, they
must be altogether unconnected with L. floccus, unless
it be supposed that the pre-Teut. word began with///.]

1. A lock, tuft or particle (of wool, cotton, etc.).

f As a type of something valueless or contemptible

:

see quot. 1592 and Flock v.- 2.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 167/2 Flokkys of wulle or oper lyke,

floccus. J563 W. FuLKK Meteors (1640)48 They look white,
like flocks of wooll. 1592 Lylv Midas iv. ii, I will never
care three flocks for his ambition. 1705 Bosman Guinea
250 A sort of Hair as thick set as Flocks of Wool. 1756 I*.

Browne Jamaica 283 When the pods [of cotton] are.. ripe,

they burst, and expose their seeds wrapt up in their native
flocks, to the sun. i860 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed.

3) 96 Bronchitis, from the inhalation of fine particles of coal
. .flocks of cotton.

2. pi. A material consisting of the coarse tufts

and refuse of wool or cotton, or of cloth torn to

pieces by machinery, used for quilting garments,
and stuffing beds, cushions, mattresses, etc.

1277 Munim. Gildh. Lond. (Rolls) III. 433, xv capella
nigra . . falsi operis ct mixti de lana et fiokkes. a 1400 Cov.
Myst. 241 Cadace wolle or flokkys .. To stuffe withal thi

dobbelet. 1494 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. I. 238 Item, gevin
to Gildow to by flolkis to the harnes sadillis \ys. 1495 Act
11 Hen. VII c. 19 Federbeddes bolsters and pillows made
of. .flokkis and feders togidre. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet E b,

Their fleece [is] for flockes, not cloath. 1664 Cotton
Scarronides 69 A Cushion stufft with Flocks. 1605 Con-
greve Lovefor L. 1. i. Plays (1887* 205 Put more flocks in her
bed. 1801 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tears fy Smiles Wks. 1812
V. 60 A bed, but not of flocks. 1858 W. White Month in

Yorksh. xxvii. 292 The cylinder . . ground it [rag] up into

flocks of short, frizzly-looking fibre.

Jig. 1603 H. Crosse Verities Commw, (1878^ 09 Swelling
words, bumbasted out with the flocks of sundry languages.

b. sing, collect ; e. g. in cotton-flock.

1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 797 The
stuffing, .may be clean cotton flock.

3. pi. (in later use collect. sing.) Powdered wool or

cloth, or cloth-shearings, used formerly for thicken-

ing cloth and now in making flock-paper.

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill c. 8 Preamble, The Sellers of such
course Clothes, being bare of Threde, usen for to powder
and cast Flokkys of fynner Cloth upon the same. 1541 Act
33 Hen. VIII c. 18 Thei . .shall [not] . . make or stoppe any
maner kerseies with flockes. c 1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Dis-
pens. iv. (1734) 44 Flocks, or Shavings of Cloth, .are chiefly
used to spread over Plaisters. 1893 Jrnl. Soc. Arts XLI.
367 The flock—which is composed of the cuttings of woollen
cloth, cut up in a mill to the necessary degree of fineness,

and dyed,— is then sprinkled over the paper.

T b. Often in the spellingflox[e taken as sing.
1558-68 Warue tr. Alexis' Seer. 112 b, Take .. of cluth-

makers' floxe or shearing one part. 1683 Pettus Fleta Min.
1. (1686) 155 Make each apart into Pouder . . add to it so
much flox of woollen cloth.

4. a. — Flock-bed. b. pi.
=-flock-papers.

a. 1783 Crabbe Village 1. Wks. 1834 II. 85 Here on a
matted nock, with dust o'erspread, The drooping wretch
reclines his languid head.

b. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 1646
Papers for sitting-rooms may be procured at all prices, from
is. . . satins .. ranging from 3s. to 6s., and flocks being even
more expensive. 1884 Health. Exhib. Catat. 86/1 Artistic

Wall Papers of various kinds. .Raised Flocks.

5. //. Of chemical precipitates, etc. : Light and
loose masses, resembling tufts of wool.
159a Nashe P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 24 a, Not to leaue any

flockes in the bottom of the cup. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI.
617 In the evaporation of all those waters, their terrestrial

parts form'd themselves diversly ; some into rioting filmes,

some into flocks. 1788 Keih ibid. LXXVIII. 327 The
minute particles collected and fell to the bottom in form of
wjiite flocks. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 200 It

. . precipitates again, as the liquid cools, in large deep-blue
flocks.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. passing

into adj. '

v
= made of, or stuffed with, flock), as

flock-bed, hangings, mattress, -wool; alsoflock-mill,

-work. b. similative, etc., as flock-hair, -headed;

flock-like adj. Also, flock-paper, ' paper pre-

pared for walls by being sized in the first instance,

either over the whole surface or over special parts,

constituting the pattern only, and then powdering
over it flock., which has been previously dyed'
(Brande Diet. Sc. 1842) ; f flock-pate, a foolish or

giddy person ; whence flock-pated adj., foolish,

giddy, stupid; flock-powder = sense 3; f flock-

pox, some eiuptive disease; flock-printing, the

process of printing paper in size or varnish for

ornamentation and dusting with flock while

wet.

13*7 Lane, fy Chesh. Wills (Chetham 1854) 37, I beqweth
to my sonne Hugh doghter a *fflokbedd. 173a Pope Ep.
Bathurst 301 On once a flock-bed, but repair d with straw,
Great Villiers lies. 1835 Willis Pencillings I. xxxiv. 238 No
furniture but a flock-bed in the corner. 1877 Spry Crttise
' Challenger' xiii. (1878) 215 The *flock hair was trained to

grow at right angles from the head. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Rich. II, xevi, Soe in * Flocke Hangings, wth an
Azure Nose, Are Kings sett forth. 1891 Cotes 2 Girls on
Barge 109 He . . apostrophised his steed as a ' nasty *flock-

headed besom'. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants IV. 339
Pileus. .brown, with *flock-like radiated scores. 1720 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5837/4 The great Paper Mills, 'Flock-Mills, and
Corn Mill. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

331 All *flock and woollen mattresses should be discarded.

1750 Mrs. Delany Autobiog. fy Corr. (1861) II. 593, I have
hung my dressing room . . with a dove-colour *flock paper.

1862 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist, ty Art 29 An artist, .whose
drawing-room wall . . has a flock-paper of deep green. 1681
W. Robertson Phrased. Gen. (1695) 510 Very sflockpates.

dullberds. ? 1640 Roxb. Ball. (Ball. Soc.) II. 168 He that
would be a poet Must no waves b^ *flocke-pated. 1549
Latimer -xrd Serm. bef. Ediv. VI, G iv, Thei cal it *floke

pouther they do so in corporate it to the cloth, that it is

wonderfull to consider. 1672 in 13M Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. vi. 272 My grandchild's . . illness of the *flock pox.

1789 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts VII. 169, 1 have made use
of Spanish and Norfolk *flock-\vool mixed. 155a Inv. Ch.
Surrey (1869} 28 Item ij alter clothes of *fllock worke. 1720
Lond. Gaz. No. 5877/3 Raw and thrown Silk, Flock-Work.

Flock (n>k), vA [f. Flock sbA]

f 1. trans. To gather (individuals) together into

a company ; to assemble, muster (troops). To
flock in : to bring in in crowds. Obs.

c 1275 Lay. 4729 Brenne .. flockede his cnihtes alse hii

solde to fihte. 11440 Promp. Parv. 167,2 Flokkyn, or
gadyr to-gedyr, aggrego, ccngrego. 1586 J. Hooker Girald.
Iret. in Holiushed II. 9/2 So had he flocked in Englishmen
to ouerrun his countrie.

f 2. To lead away to another flock. Obs.

1599 Sandys Euro/x Spec. (1629) 220 There were more
danger of flocking away theyr people, if they should haue
but a bare view of our Reformed Churches. 1672 Toleration
not to be abused 28 You may possibly gather together a few
stragling sheep out of other mens folds, but. .there will not
be wanting such, as may exercise your vigilancy, by under-
mining you, and endeavouring to flock them away from
you.

3. intr. (rarely + rcfl-) To gather in a company
or crowd, to congregate ; to come or go in great

numbers, to troop. Const, about, after (a person\
f in, into, to, upon (a place). Also with advbs. in,

out, over, together.

a 1300 Cursor M, 1781 (Cott.) )?e fowuls floked bam on
hei. 13. . E. E. Allt't. P. B. 386 per-on [mountaynez] flokked
be folke, for ferde of be wrake. • 1340 Cursor M. 4709
(Trio.) To gider bei flocked in bat lond Pi hundrides.
£-1420 Anturs of Artlt. xxvi, His fayre folke in firthes,

flokkes in fere. 1575 Churchyard Chippcs (1817) 194 They
floke so fast, that daily sought my bloode. 1600 Shaks.
A, y. L. 1. i. 123 Many yong Gentlemen flocke to him euery
day. 1682 Luttrell BriefRel. 11857) I- I 5^ 1 1 he Morocco
ambassador] hath been . .much flock't after to be seen. 1684
R. H. School Recreat. 160 The Fish will flock about it from
all Parts. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbi Conti
31 July, Many of the women flocked in to see me. 1865

Kingsley Hererv. xvi, All the fowl of heaven were flocking

to the feast. 1874 HelvsSoc. Press, ii. 16 On their holidays,

the whole population flock out to some beautiful garden. 1892

S. R. Gardiner Student's Hist. Eug. 12 Traders continued
to flock over from Gaul.

4. trans, fa. To crowd upon, throng (a person).

b. nonce-use. To fill or occupy as a flock

does.

1609 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Pettnyl. Pilgr. Wks. (1630) 122

Good fellowes trooping, flock'd me so. 1839 Bailey Festits

(1854) 206 Since first they flocked creation s fold.

Flock (nVk), z/.2 [f. Flock sb*]
1. trans, a. To stuff with flocks, b. To cover

(a prepared surface of cloth or paper) with flock

or wool-dust (see Flock sb.^ 2-4).
1530 Palsgr. 552/2 Flocke your mattres for woll is dere.

1567 Se, Act Jas. /-V (1814) 41/2 pat be said clayth be na
wyiss flokkit. 18. . Manufacturers Rev. XX. 223 (Cent.)
If the goods have been heavily flocked .. there may be
trouble in getting them evenly sheared.

1 2. To treat with contempt, set at naught (after

L. floe cifacet-e); also absol. Cf. Flock sb." 1. Obs.

1545 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xx. 47 Suche simple
wedowes therefore do they easily flocke and loute. 1548
Geste Pr. Masse 132 What is to flocke and despyse God
yf that be not? a 1575 Pilkington Expos. Nehem. Wks.
(Parker Soc.) 390 They . . flock and fiout whosoever would
have them to continue there.

Hence Flocking vbl. sb. (attrib.^..

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 886/1 Flocking-machine, one
for distributing flock on a prepared surface of cloth or paper.

t Plockard. Obs. [ad. OYt.flccquart.floccai-d,

I explained by Godef. as a flowing veil hanging from
the kind of head-dress called ' hennin ' (worn in

I4~i6th c.).] A veil, a lappet.

1465 Mann. § Househ. Exp. 485 Payd for ij. flokardes for

j

mastres Ysbelle the same day, ij.s. 1481-90 Howard
I

Househ. Bks. sRoxb.) 99 A peir of flokkardes for my Lady
1

t>arne 's xij.s. viii.d.

Flocked (n>kt), ///. a. [f. Flock v.'1 and sb.-

+ -ed.] a. Covered or thickened with flock.

; f b. Formed into woolly-looking masses (obs.).

' f C. Adorned with a tuft (Fr. -ffloauJ) (obs.).

d. Flocked enamel (see quot. 1884).
1607 R. C. tr. H. Eslienne's World IVond. 125 Flocked

cloth. 1626 A. SFEv.oAdam out ofE. i. '1659I9 French furze
. .will grow very spacious and to great flockt bodies in few

i years. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. I. xiii. 38 The
Prince wears a red turban flocked with white [F. floque dc

\

blanc], from whence he is called Sophy, which signifies a
: red-flock't cap. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 348/2 Flocked
Enamel, enamel ornamentation on glass whose surface has
been previously dulled by grinding, or acid.

Flocker (rVkaJ). [f. Flock 2».i + -er ]
.] In

//. Those who flock to (a person or place).

[14. - Voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 587 Gregarius, a fflockere, et est
cam's pas ! oris.] t 1611 Chapman Iliad n. 71 The earth was
overlaid With flockers to them.

t FlO'Cket. Obs. [? a. OY.floqnet tuft, shaggy
cloth.] 'A loose garment with long sleeves' (Struttj.

a 1529 Skf.lton Elynour Rummyng 53 She wyll iet . . In
her furred flocket, And gray russet rocket.

Flocking (, rip-kin), vbl. sb. [f. Flock v. 1 +
-lng *.] Gathering in crowds, congregating.
1604 T. Wright Passions 1. ix. 35 For what ende hath

Nature given this alteration or flocking of humours to the
hearte? 1669 Woodhead St. Teresa n. xxxiv. 226 Wher-
ever we went, there was such flocking, 1894 Westm. Gaz.
1 3 Ju ne 5/1 What a flocking of interviewers to Cheyne-row !

Flocking (flp-kirj), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING *.]

Assembling in flocks or crowds.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 145 To cut of

this flocking multitude. 1878 Masque Poets 217 The flocking

gulls that came and fled.

Flence Flo ckingly adv.. in a flock.

14. . MS. Egerton 829 f. 94 (Haltiw.) Gregatim, flokyng-
l yche .

Flockless (fl^kles), a. [f. Flock sbA + -less.]

Without a flock or flocks.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. 1. 111. 809 Our fields are

flock-less. 1843 Svd. Smith Let. C'tess Grey Mem. & Lett.

1855 II. 500 You must remove the flockless pastors, or the

paymen t of the priesthood will be useless.

tFlO'ckling. Obs. [See -ling.] One of a flock.

a 1652 Prome Q. <$• Concubine iv. iii. Wks. 1873 TI. £5
Turpentine and Tarre to keep my Flocklings cleanly.

t Floxkly, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LY -.]

155* Huloet, Flocklye, or in a bushement, confertim.

1847 Craig, Flockly, in a body or flocks.

t FlO'ck-meal, adv. Obs. Forms: 1 floc(c)-

mfElum, 4 flocmele, flockmel, 5-6 flo{c)kmell,

-mele, 6-7 flock(e)meale. [OK. floccm&lum, f.

flocc Flock sb. 1 + mivlum, dat. pi. of msel measure :

cf. piecemeal, stoundemele.'] By companies or troops

(of persons), rarely by groups or heaps (of things'.

In later use sometimes preceded by by or in,

(893 K. ./Ei.fred Oros. 11. v. §2 Hie bonne hie floccmaelum
slogan. 138a Wvclif 2 Mace. xiv. 14 Than heithen men
that fledden Judas fro Judee, flocmele ioynyden hem to

Nychanore. 148a Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 107 Thetler

came flockemele the multytude of tho blessyd sowlys. 1566
Drant Wail. Ilierim. K vij b, The stones. .Flock meale to

corners of eche strete are scatered. 1583 STANYHURST^r/^/j.-

iv. (Arb.) 109 In cluster you see thee coompanye swarming
On the shoare in flockmeale. 1600 Holland Livy n. xxviii.

(1609) 62 All the younger sort of the Senatours, approched
by flockmeale, hard almost to the Consuls seats. 161

1

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. (1632) 903 Some Lords,
Knights and Gentlemen . . assembled in sundry Companies,
and went fiocke-meale in harnesse.

Flock-wise (fl^kwaiz), adv. [f. Flock sb.* +
-WISE.] In flocks or in a flock or group.
1837 Longf. Frithiofs Homestead 12 The white-lookirg

stray clouds, flock-wise, spread o'er the heavenly vault.

I85S — Hiaw. xvi. 250 Hiawatha's mountain chickens flock-

wise swept and wheeled about him.

Flocky (<V"W), a- ft. Flock jM + -y 1.]

1. a. Resembling flock ; flock-like. b. Abound-
ing with flocks or locks of woolly matter ; floccose.

ggOt Gerarde Herbal 1. Ixxiv. § 1. 107 The whole plant

consisteth of a woollie or flockie matter. 1707 f. Stkvens
tr. Qnevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 469 Flocky Heads and
clotted Hair. 1833 Herschfl Astron. xii. 403 It [this nebula]

is formed of little flocky masses, like wi-.ps of cloud. 1838

T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 96 Bicolorin. .is usually in

the state of a light flocky powder.

2. Comb., asfloeky-whit'e adj.

(-1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 191/2 The zinc becomes
oxidised, producing a flocky-wbite powder.

FIOCOOH (.flfk/rn). [ad. Y.flocon tuft of wool,

flake of snow, etc, f. OF. floe :-L. floccus Flock
sb.'-*] (See quot.)

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xli. 135 Those flocoons

that look like cotton, and cover the body of several . . Aphides,

if closely examined will be found of the nature of wax.

Flod, obs. form of Flood.

t Flod, v. Obs. [? onomatopoeic ; cf. plod.]

intr. ? To walk slowly.

1677 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. in. 14 There is no getting a

shoot at them without a Stalking-horse, .who will, .walk up
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and down in the Water which way you please, flodding and
eating on the Grass that grows therein.

Flodd e, flod^e, obs. forms of Flood.

+ Flodder, v. Sc. Obs. [f. flod Flood sb. +
-eh 2

. Cf. Flotteb] trans. To flood, a. To
overflow, b. transf. To ' blubber ' or disfigure

(the face) by weeping.
1513 Douglas ACncis vii. Prol. 52 The law vaille flodderit

all wyth spait. Ibid, xt. ii. 80 With gret terys flodderit his

face and ene.

riodge (A^3 V
- &<*?• [var * °f Flosh ; cf.

Slush, Sludge, and see Flash si'.
1
] A small

pool, a puddle.
1696 A. de i.a Pryme Diary (Surtees* 81 He himself saw

..in all the gutters and rivelets of water in the streets

and in the Hodges, great quantities of little young jacks.

1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirt. I. 195 Miniature lakes which
Lincolnshire men call flodges stretched across the path.

Floe (nV'O- [perh. a. Norse do layer, level

piece (Ivar Aasen) :—ON fio fern, ^'he usual Da.
word for (ice-)floe isfiage = FL\\v sb. 1

]

1. A sheet of floating ice, of greater or less ex-

tent ; a detached portion of a field of ice. Also

ice-floe.

1817 Scoresby in Ann. Reg., Chron. 531 Pieces of very-

large dimensions, but smaller than fields, are called floes.

1823 — North. Whale Fishery 71 We came to the edge of
a heavy floe, 8 or 10 miles in diameter. 1857 E. Parry
Mem. Sir II'. E. Parry 76 One of the whalers, .was crushed
between two moving floes. 1878 Makkham Gt. Frozen Sea
i. 2 They were destined to grapple and fight with the heavy
and unyielding ice floes of the Polar Ocean.
trans/. 1886 Hall Caine Sou ofHagar 11. xiii, The moon

might fly behind the cloud floes.

2. attrib. and Comb., as floe-edge ; floeberg, a

berg composed of floe-ice : floe-flat, a seal =^fioe
rat; floe-ice (see quot. 1882) ; floe-rat, a sealer's

name for the small ringed seal {Phoca hispidd).

1878 E. L. Moss Shores Polar Sea Descr. Plate xii, The
great stratified masses of salt ice . . are . . fragments broken
from the edges of the perennial floes. We called them ^floe-

bergs in order to distinguish them from, and express their

kinship to, icebergs. 1856 Kan'e A ret. Expl. I. vii. 72 We
perceived that they were at some distance from the *floe-

edge. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 173 Harbour
Ranger or "Floe Flat. 1853 Kane Grinnetl Exp. vii. (1856.1

52 A vast plain of undulating ice . . This was the *floe ice.

1880 Standard 20 May 3 Of the *' floe-rat* the Greenlanders
kill every year about fifty-one thousand.

Floe, var. of Flow sb.'-

1'Floetz (nets), a. Geo!, [attrib. use of Ger.

flotz a layer, dialectal var. o? fletz\ see Flet.]

(See quot. 1865.) Also in Comb., asfloetz-trap.
1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 99 It belongs to the floetz-trap

rocks. 1865 Page llamibk. Geol. Terms, Fldtz . . a term
applied by Werner to the Secondary strata, because they
were flotz or flat-lying, compared with the Primary and
Transition rocks.

Flog (ftyg), v. [Mentioned in 1676 as a cant

word. Presumably of onomatopoeic formation ;

cf. Flack, Flap; if it originated in school slang,

it may have been suggested by X..flagellare

A

1. trans. To beat, whip ; to chastise with re-

peated blows of a rod or whip.
1676 Coles, Flog, to whip [marked as a cant word]. 1740

Christm, Entertainm. ii. (1883) 10 Then I was as certainly

flogged. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 329 How he was flogged, or

had the luck to escape. 1809 Byron Let. to Hodgson 25
June, The women are flogged at the cart's tail. 1830
Marryat King's Own i, A man sentenced to be flogged
round the fleet receives an equal part of the whole number
of lashes awarded alongside each ship composing that fleet.

185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxiii, Tom shall have
the pleasure of flogging her. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl.
Fleet I.49 Is it not barbarous to flog our soldiers and sailors

for insubordination?
absol. X717 Swift Molly Mog iv, The School-Master's joy

is to flog. 1887 L. Stephen in Diet. Nat. Biog. XL 303
Boyer flogged pitilessly.

D. Const, into, out of, through.
1830 Genii. Mag. Jan. 56/2 Providence flogged him

[Rtchter] into contentment. 185a Smedley L. Arundel i.

19, I have not forgotten the Greek and Latin flogged into
us at Westminster. x886 J. Westby-Gibson in Diet. Nat.
Biog. VI. 42/1 What he knew of mathematics he was
'flogged through'. 1887 Hall Caine Coleridge \. 21 I'll

flog your infidelity out of you !

c. To urge forward (a horse, etc.) by flogging.

Also fig. (In early 19th c. to urge on by impor-

tunity, etc.)

1793 Spirit Pub. yrnls. (1799) I. Ill Two of the largest

[turkeys] .. were flogged up into the boot of a mail-coach.

1800 I. Milner in Life xii. (1842) 220, I was flogged by
good Richardson .. to let him have the Life. 1806-7 J-
Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) II. xvt, To flog

yourself up into an inclination to work in your garden. 1841

James Brigand iii, Take off the bridles of their horses, and
flog them down the valley.

d. fig. in phrases, To flog the glass (see quot.) ;

toflog the clock, to move the hands forward.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Manger dit sable, to
flog the glass, or cheat the glass ; expressed of the steersman,
who turns the watch-glasses before they have run out, in

order to shorten the period of his watch. 1894 Daily
Chron. 4 Aug. 3/5, I got suspicious that it [the clock] was
being flogged—that is, altered—in the interest of making
the time of those in the mate's watch shorter.

2- fig* &• slang. To 'beat', excel, b, dial, in

pass. To tire out. Cf. Dead-beat A.
a 1841 T. Hook (Ogilv.) Good cherry-bounce flogs all the

foreign trash in the world. 1847 Le Fanu T. O'Brien 253
Of all the brimstone spawn that I ever came across that

same she-devil flogs them. 1875 Sussex Gloss, s.v., I was
fairly flogged by the time I got home. 1883 E. A. Freeman
in Stephens Life fit Lett. (1895J II. 274, I think for position

it flogs every place I know.
3. In general sense: To beat, lash, strike; also

with. down. Fishing. To cast the fly-line over (a

stream) repeatedly ; also absol. Cricketing. To
1 punish ' (bowling).
1801 Woi.cott'P. Pind.1, Tears and Smiles Wks. 1812 V.

44 As schoolboys flog a top. 1837 Marryat Dog-fend v,

The vessel so flogged by the waves. 1853 Herschel Pop.
Lect. Sc. I. § 23 f 18731 r 7 frees were seen to flog the

ground with their branches. 1859 Jephson Brittany v. 56
Trout streams, which have not yet been flogged by cock-

neys. 1867 F. Francis Angling ix. (1880) 327 A salmon
bullied into rising by a customer who . . kept flogging on.

1884 I. Bi.yth in Lillyivhite's Cricket Ann. 8 Bonnor ..

flogged the bowling to the extent of 54. 189a Whympi :k

Great Andes iii. 68 The only possible way of proceeding
was to flog every yard of it [the snow] down.

b. intr. Of a sail : To beat or flap heavily.

1839 Marryat Phaut. Ship xxii, The storm-staysail .

.

flogged and cracked with a noise louder than the gale.

4. Comb., as flog-master, a prison flogger.

170a T. Brown Lett. Dead to Living Wks. 1760 II. 205
Busby was never a greater terror to a blockhead, or the

Bridewell flog-master to a night-walking strumpet.

Hence Flogged, Flo'gging///. adjs.

1682 [see Fi.al'cinc], 1836 Gen. P. Thompson Exert.
(1842) IV. 99 Keeping us what Mr. Cobbett denominated
'a flogged people'. 1884 Athen&um 19 July 75/3 He
undergoes brutal treatment from a flogging master. 1891
Sat. Rev. 21 Mar. 343/2 The blood of flogged boys.

Flogga*tion. nonce-tod. [f. prec. + -ation.]

Flogging, a punishment by flogging.
1688-9 Jeffrey** Last Will in Ld. Campbell Chancellors

(1846) III. cii. 579, I. .being in sound and perfect memory,
of high commissions, .floggations, gibitations [etc.].

Floggee (fipgf). [f. as prec. + -BE.] One who is

flogged.

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy (1863) 15 Why should there

be a distinction between the flogger and the floggee ? 1881

Sala in Illustr. Ld. News 7 May 443 The 'flogee' had
received his twenty-five lashes,

Flogger ("V'gai). U- as Pr^c. + -eh 1
.]

1. One who flogs.

1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxi. (1737) 93. X713 Doctor
no Changeling 13 Doctor Busby, the Famous Flogger of

Westminster. 1844 Ld. Brougham A. Lunct II. vi. 145
The common gaol, where a public flogger attends. 1876
Grant Burgh Sch. Seotl. 11. v. 208 note, Dr. Parr was
quite as distinguished a flogger as a scholar.

2. slang. A horse- or riding-whip.

1789 G. Parker Life's Painter 173 Whip, flogger. 1795
Potter Diet. Cant (ed. 2), Flogger, a whip. 18. . Sporting
Times (Barrere), Compared with the light and elegant

floggers of the present day, it is a heavy, common 'riding

companion '.

3. A kind of tool (see quot.).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 348/2 Flogger, a bung-
starter. An instrument for beating the bung stave of a cask
to start the bung.

Flogging ("V'gin), vbl. so. [f. as prec. + -ISO 1
.]

The action of the vb. Flog.

1. The practice or system of punishment by
blows ; an instance of it ; a chastisement.

1758 Shenstone Let. to Graves 22 July, I have not only
escaped a flogging [in the Monthly Revieiv] but am treated

with great civility. 1840 Dickens Barn, Fudge xlvii,

There's nothing like flogging to cure that disorder. 1851

Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace (1877) III. iv. xi. 92 The ques-

tion of military flogging was brought forward year by
year.

2. In various uses. a. The action of forcing up
(a rent), b. The flapping (of a sail). C. Fishing.

(See Flog v. 3),

1835 Marryat Pirate Hi, Keep the sheet fast .. or the

flogging will frighten the lady. 1886 Q. Rev. CLXIII. 35a

When a long day's flogging has been at last followed

by a solitary rise. 1881 Daily News 9 Sept. 2/1 The tenants

were really unable to stand any longer the flogging of

rents which they had managed to pay for so many years.

3. attrib. and Comb., as flogging-block, -cove,

-stake; flogging-chisel, a large cold chisel used

in chipping castings ; flogging-hammer, a small

sledge-hammer used for striking a flogging-chisel.

1827 in Hansard Pari. Debates 12 Mar. XVI. 1126 Some
of the men were brought out so frequently to be flogged, that

they were known by the name of the *flogging-blocks. 185*

Thackeray Eng. Hum. iii. (1876) 219 By good fortune [to]

escape the flogging-block. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech, I.

886/2 * Flogging-chisel. 17. . B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, *Flog-

ging-cove, the Beadle, orWhipperin Bridewell. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 886/2 *Flogging-hamme?-. 1785 Grose Diet.

Vulg. Tongue, *Flogging stake, the whipping post.

Hence rio-ggingly adv.

1840 Neiv Monthly Mag. LVIII. 527 A frown from Mr.
Innovate, floggingly put on, hastened his preparations.

Flogh, obs. pa. t. of Flay.

t Flo'ghter, v. Obs. [cf. Flocht and Flaugh-
tek z>.] intr. To waver. Hence Floghtering,

///. a.

1521 Fisher Eng. ^£$.(1876)313 That we floghter not

in the catholike doctryne. Ibid. 334 Against all floghteryng
doutfulnes.

Flogster (ffy'gstDi). rare. [f. Flog v. : see

-ster.] ' One who is addicted to flogging ' {Cent.

Vict.).

t Floine. Obs. Also 4 floyne, floygene. [a.

OFr. flouin in same sense.] A kind of small

ship.

13.. Sege fcrus , MS. Cott. Calls;. A ii. f. 111 (HalHw.)
Ther were floygenes on flote-.Cokkes and karekkes y-cas-

telled alle. Ja 1400 Morte Arth. 743 In floynesand fercestez,

and Flemesche schyppes. a 1400 Octouian 1485 Many
galeys, schyppes, and floyne.

Floi-ster , v.

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries iofb note,

bawes enacted concerntnge floistermge begger^. 1847
Hau.iwei.i., Floistering, skittish, boyish.

Flok(k ard : see Flockard.
Floke, Flokes, obs. if. Fluke, Flux.
Flom, obs. form of Flume.
Flomery, floinmery, obs. ff. Flummery.
Flon, fione, vars. of Flake Obs., arrow.

Flong ('Vq.)- Stereotyping. [nnglicized pro-

nunciation of Yr.flan: see Flawn] (See quots.)

1880 Printing Times 15 Feb. 30/1 The flong is really the

substance made of several thicknesses of paper fastened
together by the paste. 1888 Jacobi Printer's 1'ocan.,

Flong, the prepared paper used for making the moulds for

casting stereo by the paper process.

Flong, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Fling v.

Flood (fhxl), sb. Forms: 1 flod, 2-6 flode.

3 flodd, fludd, 3-4 south. vlod(e, 4-6 floode.

flude. (5 flowede, flowyd, fluyd, floth), 5-7
flud, 6 flodde, floud(d)e, fludde, 6-7 floud,

Sc. fluid, 4- flood. [Com. Teut. : OF. flod sir.
]

masc. and neut. = OFris. and OS. flod masc,
fern, and neut. (MDu. vloet, Du. vloed) = OHG.
fluot fern. (MUG. vtuot masc. and fern., Ger. flttt

fern.), OX. flod neut., Goth. JloJus fern. :—OTeut.

*flodu[z:—prc-Teut, flotus, f. Aryan verbal stem
*plo, whence Flow v. The primary sense, in ac-

cordance with the original function of the suffix -tu,

is
( action of flowing ', though the concrete uses arc-

found in all Teut. langs.

For the abnormal development of the vowel in mod.Eng.
cf. Blood. ]

1. The flowing in of the tide. Often in phrnscs,

ebb andflood, + tide offlood; also, young, quarter,

half, fullflood, top offlood.
a 1000, etc. [see Ebb sb. 1]. O. E. Chron. an. 1031 Whenne

bxt flod byh ealra hehst & ealra fullost. c 1200 i'rin. Coll.

Horn, jyy For swiche flode, and for swich ebbinge b<-

prophete nemmed bis woreld se. 1*97 R. Gi.ouc. (1724) 2;

Heo . . wende uorb with god wynd & wel dryuyng fiodc.

c 1350 Will. Palerue 2745 At be fulle flod bei ferden to

sayle. c 1425 Wvntoun Crou. ix. iii. 47 For Swlway was
at bare passyng All Eb, bat hai fand f>an on Flud. 1523
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xcii. 114 They cast anker and abode
the fludde. 1627 CAPT. Smith Seatnan's Gram. x. 47 Flood
is when the water beginneth to rise, which is young flood

as we call it, then quarter flood, halfe flood, full Sea, still

water, or high water. 1769 E. Bancroft A'at. Hist.

Guiana 323 The fish enter with the tide of flood. 1801

R. Donnelly in Naval Chron. VI. 161 The young flood

making close in shore. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 175
The flood runs 3 hours. 1867 Smyth Sailor's U'ord-bk.

s.v,, Top of flood or high-water.

fig. c 1430 LVDC. Miti. Poems 77 Ebbe after floode of al

prosperite. 1559 Ferrers Mirr. Mag., Dk. Glocesterxiyfhan
Fortunes flud ran with full streame. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C.

iv. iii. 219 There is a Tide in the affayres of men, Which
taken at the Flood, leades on to Fortune. 1647 R.
Stapylton Juvenal Pref., The empire.. was at the highest

flood of humane prosperity. 1710 Palmer Proverbs 143

It seldom happens, but that a flood of words have an ebb
of sense, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. (1873I III. iii. 17S The
flood of material prosperity had fairly set in.

2. A body of flowing water ; a river, stream,

usually, a large river. Obs. exc. poet. -\ Against

theflood: against the stream.

£825 Vesp. Psalter \xx\x [lx.vx]. 12 Du a5enedes. .o5 flod

[Vulg. _fiumen\ setene his, c 1000 ^lfric Gen. ii. 10 f>a;t

flod eode of stowe ba^re winsumnisse. C1200 Ormin* 10612

O jonnd hallf flod wass Sannt Johan Bapptisste forr to

fullhtnenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 5624 (.Cott.) pe kings doghter
plaiand yod And sagh be vessel on |i>e flodd. a 1470'l'iCTOFT

Csesar xii. (1530) 15 A flod called the Thames, c 1485
Digby Myst. v. 491, I wyll no more row a-geyn the fflode.

156a Turner Baths 3 b, The bathes of Baden . . are

betwene the famous flode the Rene and the black or martian
wood. 1605 Sparke Brotherly Persiv. (1607) 59 The water

of the flood lordan. 1735 Somerville Chase iv. 407 Ev'ry

. .hollow Rock, that o'er the dimpling Flood Nods pendant.

1814 Wohdsw. Wh. Doe of Ryl. 11. 225 She will to her

peaceful woods Return, and to her murmuring floods.

transf and fig. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 111 He dranc

of de3es flode. 1340 Ayenb. 247 Drinke of the ulode of bine

zuetnesse.

3. In wider sense : Water as opposed to land,

often contrasted with field and fire. Also//.: cf.

waters. Now poet, or rhetorical.

a 1000 Crdruou's Gen. 204 (Gr.) Cynn, ba be flod weccc5
..inchyraS eall. c 1200 Ormin 14816 Swa batt te king wibb

all hiss ferd Wass drunncnedd unnderr flodess. a 1300

Cursor M. 13323 (Cott.) ' Petre ' he said,
( bou has ben god

Fissar hiddir-til on flod '. c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 135 Schip

fletes on the flode. e 1450 Golagros $ Gaiv. 302 The roy.

.

socht to the ciete of Criste, our the salt flude. 1590 Shaks.

Mids. N. 11. i. 5 Through flood, through fire, I do wander
euerie where, a 1668 Davenant Distresses Wks. (1673) 55
Those . . cold and slippery Creatures that Possess the rest-

less Flood. 1788 Cowper Morning Dream 25 Thus swiftly

dividing the flood, To a slave-cultured island we came.

181a J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 1. 42 My spirit . . Looks down
on the far-off Flood. 1857 G. Lawrence Guy Liv. iv, The

43-2
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accidents of flood and field were discussed. [Afier Shaks.
Oth. i. iii. 135.]

fig. aijn Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 167 The
Floods of Joy celestial gently roll, Wave after Wave.
4. An overflowing or irruption of a great body

of water over land not usually submerged ; an

inundation, a deluge. In flood, f on a flood', (of

a river, etc.) overflowing its banks; (of land) in an
inundated condition.
ciooo Ags. Gasp. Matt. vii. 25 pa com ba;r ren, & mycele

flod. ix*5 O. E. Chron. an. 1125 On r5es iices £eares wear5
swa micel flod . . baet feola tunes & men weor5an adrencte.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1042 (Cott. 1 pis paradis es sett sua hei,

pat moght neuer flod ani bar nei. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
111. 591 Campsall MS. (640) Syn it ron, and al was on a Mode.

1496 in Ld. Trcas. Ace. Scotl. I. 283 For bering of the
Kingis treis that the flude hed away. 1594 Shaks. Rich.
Ill, lv. iv. 512 By sudden Floods, and fall of Waters,
Uuckinghams Armie is dispers'd. 1673 Ray Journ. Loiv C.

8 Great Rivers, which . . in times of Floods brought down
with them abundance of Earth. 1781 Cow per Charity 282
Shipwreck, .fire, and flood, Are mighty mischiefs. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. xi. 78 On one occasion, when the
floods were out, he exposed his life to imminent risk. 1874
Froude in S. A/rt'c. Notes 13-19 Dec, The rivers in the
colony are reported to be in flood.

trans/, and Jig. 1*1225 Aucr. R. 74 Of a drope waxeo
a muche flod .. pet adrenceS be soule. c 1460 Toiuncley
Myst. (Surtees) 149 Alas ! my hart is alle on flood. 1611

•Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 74 With his eyes in flood with laughter.

1864 Tennyson Aylmers F. 339 His passions all in flood

And masters of his motion. 1883 Macfadykn in Congrega-
tional Year-bk. 39 Floods of unbelief and carelessness have
overspread the land.

b. The flood: the great deluge recorded in the

book of Genesis as occurring in the time of Noah ;

hence often Noah's flood \ also, the gnat, general

or universalflood.
Beowulf 1689 (Gr.) Flod ofsloh .. giganta cyn. nooo

Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii. 27 Flod com and ealle forspilde.

1 1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 Hit itimode efter noes flode. 1398
Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xiv. iv. (1495) 470 Therin [Ararat]

Noes shyppe restyd after the flood, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione
III. xxxvi, Euery flesshe had corrupte his wey, and ber fore

folowed he gret flode. 1533 Elyot Cast, ilelthe (1539)

32 b, The vniuersall deluge or floudde. 1571 Camhon Hist.

Irel. vii. (1633) 22 Three hundred yeares after the generall

Floud. 1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 212 If your ancient but
ignoble blood Has crept through scoundrels ever since the
flood, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 199 You would have
sworn. .He had fished in the flood with Ham .and Shem !

c. Deucalion s flood: a great deluge said, in

Greek mythology, to have occurred in Thessaly.
1653 Walton Angler i. 12 Some say, it [Angling] is as

ancient as Deucalions Floud.

5. A profuse and violent outpouring of water; a

swollen stream, a torrent ; a violent downpour of

rain, threatening an inundation.
c 1205 Lay. 3S94 From heouene her com a sulcuS flod, pre

dae^es hit rinde blod. 1531 Elyot Gov. ii. xii. (18S3) 138
A lande flode runnynge downe of a mountayne after a
storme. 1611 Bible Re7>. xii. 15 The serpent cast out of
his mouth water as a flood. 1879 Fkoude Caesar xxii. 369
The melting of the snows in the mountains brought a flood

down the Segre. 1880 IV. Cornw. Gloss. s.v., It's raining

a flood.

b. trans/, in various uses : Applied e. g. to a

profuse burst of tears, a copious outpouring of

flame or light, a torrent of lava, an overwhelming
concourse or influx of persons.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie m. xxii. (ArbJ 263, I haue
heard of the flouds of teares. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 42
You see this confluence, this great flood of visitors. 1711
Pope Temp. Fame 478 Tow 'rs and temples sink in floods

of fire. 1837 Dickens Pickwick xxxvi, Miss Bolo..went
straight home, in a flood of tears, and a sedan chair, i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 12 Floods of golden light were poured
down the sides of the mountain.

C. fig. in various applications.

1340 Ayenb. 247 Huannegod ssel do come ope his urendes
ane ulod of pays. ("1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4856 What
flodes thurgh thyn hert ran of trewest sorow and wepyng.
1589 Puttenham Eng. J'oesie 111. xxii. (Arb.> 263, I haue
heard of. .the flouds of eloquence, or of any thing that may
resemble the nature of a water-course. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C.

in. ii. 215 Let me not stirre you vp To such a sodaine Flood
of Mutiny. 1719 De Foe Crusoe '1840) I. xviii. 327 The
flood of joy in my breast. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers
Flor. x. 241 A preacher who .. poured forth what was in

him in floods of fiery words. 1894 Gibbs Cottoq. Currency
73 How do we know that there will be a flood of silver

rather than of gold?

f6.pl. m Flooding 2.

1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. xxxii. (1672)97 Others that
have the good fortune of. .being delivered, escape by means
of their Floods. 175s in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

7. atirib. and Comb, (sense 1), as flood-stream,

-wave) (sense 2), as +flood crab, + gravel ; (sense

3), as flood- bickerrr; (sense 4), as flood-dam, -dis-

charge, -sluice, -water
;

(sense 4 b), as flood-

tradition. Also flood-beat, -compelling, -like adjs.

a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Eleg. ii. xvii, * Flood-beat
Cythera. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 32 A . . hoast of vn-

fatigable *flud bickerers and foame-curbers. 1735 Thomson
Liberty v. 473 The *flood-compelling Arch, c 1420 Pallad.

on Husb. 1. 862 *Floode crabbes here & ther to crucitie He
seth, is goode. 1879 Lumberman's Gas, 11 June 5 They
plan to build a *flood-dam. 1878 Maem. Mag. Jan. 245/1

The *flood discharge of the Polar River, c 1420 t'allad. on
Husb. 1. 368 *Floode gravel is goode for coveryng. 1855
Clarke Diet., *Flood-like. 1791 W. Jessop Rep. Riv.

IVitham 14 *FIood-sluices. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V.

366 The "flood stream.. sets E. by N. 1865 Tylor Early

Hist. Man. xi. 324 The ^flood-traditions of remote regions

of the world. 1791 W. Jessop Rep. Riv. H'itham 11

Regulate the passage of Flood waters. 1893 G. D. Leslie
Lett, to Marco xxii. 144 The gulls .. settled on the meadow
by the flood-water. 1892 E. Ref.ves Homeivard Bound 1 57
Driving the water against both banks like a * flood wave.

8. Special comb., as flood-anchor, * that which
the ship rides by during the flood-tide' (Adm.
Smyth) ; flood-arch, an arch of a bridge under
which the water flows in time of flood ; flood-

boards, boards fitted together so as to keep
out a flood ; flood-bridge, a bridge for use in

flood-time ; flood-drift, sticks, etc. brought down
by a flood ; flood-flanking (see quot.) ; flood-

land, land covered by water in time of flood

;

flood-loam = Alluvium; flood-mark, the high-

water mark; flood-plain (see quot.) ; flood-wheel,
a water wheel; f flood-womb, the river bed; flood-

wood, pieces of wood brought down by a flood
;

also trans/, andflg. Also Flood-gate, Flood-tide.
1844 Diet. Trade s.v. Anchor, The *flood anchor. 1891

A. J. Foster Ouse 135 The bridge .. with its long line of
*flood arches crossing the meadows. 1869 Blackmohe
Lorna D. i, His place it is to stand at the gate, attending
to the "flood-boards grooved into one another. 1741 AT

.

Riding Rec. VIII. 237 The repairs of the *flood-bridge.

1869 Blackmore Lorna D. viii, I lay down . . with . . some
flood-drift combing over me. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

I. 8S6/2 *Flood-flanking (Hydraulic Engin.\ a mode of
embanking with stiff" moist clay, a 1881 Rossetti Spring,
The drained "flood-lands flaunt their marigold. 1880 J.
Geikie Preh. Europe 22 The ancient loss or *flood-

loam of the Meuse. 1622 Malvnes Anc. Law-Merch.
167 Things found vpon the Seas, or within the ^flood-mark.

1808 Scott Marin. 11. ix, The tide did now its flood-mark
gain. 1882 Geikie Text-Bk. Geol. in. n. xi. § 3. 383 The
level tracts or 'flood-plain over which a river spreads in

flood. 1515 in Rogers Agric. <y Prices (1866) III. 564/1,
1 pr. *flode wheels 7/. 1382 Wvclif Isa. xix. 7 Nakened
shal be the *flod wombe, and the ryueres fro ther welle.

1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. I. 229 The major part

of the men were what they call here *fi'ood-wood', that is,

of all sizes and heights. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. x,

Between two bars, where a fog was of rushes, and flood-

wood.

Flood (fltfd). v. ff. prec. sb. Cf. earlier Flede,]

1. trans. To cover with a flood ; to inundate.

1663 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 479 The streets in

Oxon were all flouded with water. 1748 Relat. Earthq.
Lima 2 It floods the Out-Skirts of the Town. 1841
Elphinstohb Hist. hid. II. 451 The rainy season set in;

the whole plain was flooded.
trans/, and fig. 1841 L. Hunt Seer (1S64) 1 The sun-

shine floods the sky and ocean. 1835 STANLEY Mem.
Canterb. iii. (1857} 120 Flooding the hedgeless plains . . the
army . . rolled along. 1882 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II.

484 The bookstalls were flooded with Puritan pamphlets.

1894 Gibds Colloq. Currency 72 We shall be flooded with
silver and all gold will go out of circulation.

+ b. To duck (a person) in the river, rare.

? 14. . Symmie <y His Bruther xi. in Laing E. P. P. (1822)

All be laddes cryd with a lairrum To flud him & to Ayr him.

2. To cover or fill with water ; to irrigate (grass

land) ; to deluge (a burning house, mine, etc.) with

water. Also of rain, etc. : To fill (a river) to over-

flowing.

1831 1 .ofdon Encycl. Agric. § 2207 Flooding and warping
are modes of irrigation, the former for manuring grass

lands. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <$• It. hi. I. 364 On the

arena of the circus or amphitheatre temporarily flooded.

1855 Bain Senses fy Int. in. iii. § 14 A violent storm has
flooded the rivers. 1883 Manch. Exam. 24 Oct. 4/6 It was
decided yesterday, .to flood the. .Colliery.

3. To pour {away, back, out) in a flood. In

quots. _/?£. rare*

1829 Fonblanquk England under Seven Adminisir. (1837)

I. 232 He floods away his sorrows in private. 1862 Merivale
Rom. Emp. (i87i)V. xl. 6oThe Hfeblood of the provinces is

flooded back upon Paris. 1888 Lighthall Yng. Seigneur 28

The merry girl left me to flood out her spirits on a friend.

4. intr. a. Of rain : To fall in ' torrents ', rare.

b. To come in 'floods' or great quantities; also

within. lit. andfig. c. Of a river: To overflow.

1755 L, Evans Mid. Brit. Colonies 30 If it floods early, it

scarce retires within its Banks in a Month. 1813 Byron
Giaour xi, Though raves the gust, and floods the rain.

1829 I. Taylor Enthus. x. 26S Discourses, and reports,

and tracts, that are., flooding from the religious press.

a 1861 Clough Misc. Poems, Say not the Struggle 12

Far back, through creeks and inlets making, Comes
silent, flooding in, the main. x886 J. K. Jerome Idle

Thoughts 18 Thoughts, -flood in upon us.

5. To suffer from uterine haemorrhage.

1770 Hewson in Phil. Trans. LX. 404 To give women,
who are flooding, considerable quantities of port wine.

Hence Plooded, Flooding" ///. adjs. Also

Flooder.
1627-61 Feltham Resolves 1. Hii. 95 They, .pour a plenty

on the general world .. Surely, we nickname this same
floodding man, when we call him by the name of Brave.

1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound Poems 11850) I. 179
By the flow Of flooding Nile. 1834 M. Scott Cruise

Midge (1859) 429 From the flooded floor the water was
soaking through the seams. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon

(1855) II. iv. 76 ' Pardon 1

, she exclaimed with. . flooded eyes.

1&71 Daily Neivs 30 June, They flooded the constituency
with money, .and the result was that the honourable flooder

was sent to what is called another place. 1881 Mrs. C.

Praed Policy <$ P. I. 130 Madox had .. saved Cathcart's

life in a flooded creek. 1891 Galabin Midwi/ery (ed. 2)

731 Certain women have a constitutional proclivity to flood-

ing., and have been described as 'flooders'.

Floodable (nVdab
,

l), a. [f. Flood v. + -able.]

Liable to be flooded, subject to inundation.

1872 Daily A'cius 21 May, The late rains have flooded all

floodable parts of the country.

Floodage .fiVdeds). [f. Flood sb. + -age.]

A flooded state, inundation.

1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV. xn. vi. 164 This place . . had
many accidents by floodage and by fire. 1870 Law Rep.
Com. Pleas V. 667 The effect of the milldam . . is to cause
back water, or as it is called, floodage on the land above.

Flood-ga te, iloo'dgate.
1. sing, and //. A gate or gates that may be
opened or closed, to admit or exclude water, esp.

the water of a flood ; spec, the lower gates of

a lock.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 167 2 Flodegate of a mylle, shio-

gloeitorium. 1519 Churchw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 3
For a tent next the fflode gatis in the North side of the
said mill lane. ^77 Plot Ox/ordsh. 233 There are placed
a great pair of •biding doors, or Flood-gates of Timber
cross the river. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (178-;), Basin
0/ a dock, a place where the water js confined by double
flood-gates. 1781 Chambers' Cycl. s. v. Lock or Weir^
Lock is . . a kind of canal inclosed between two gates ; the
upper called by workmen the sluice-gate, and the lower
called the flood-gate. 1838 Lardner Hydrost. etc. iv. 66
The water in the higher level is confined by a floodgate.

b. trans/, and _//£". chiefly in expressions relating

to rain or tears.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 72 Hwon 5e nede moten speken a lute*

wiht, lese3 up ower muSes flod5eten, ase me de5 et ter

mulne, and leted adun sone. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI,

158 b, To set open the fludde gates of these devises, it was
thought necessary, to cause some great comocion and
rysyng of people. 1592 Shaks. I'en. fy Ad. 959 Through
the floud-gates breaks the siluer rain. 1607 Hieron IVks.

I. 89 It setteth open the very floudgate of Gods wrath.

a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. I1660J 109 Let no Antinomian
stop the floodgates of our eyes. 1663 Cowley Disc. O.
Cromwell (1669) 67 It is God that breaks up the Flood-
Gates of so general a Deluge. 1781 Cowper Confers. 264
When wine has. .forced the flood-gates of licentious mirth !

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxvi, The floodgates were
opened, and mother and daughter wept.

2. a. A sluice, b. dial, ^see quot. 1886).

1559 A. Andrison in W. Boys Sandwich (1792) 739 Wheales
..for the drawenge up of the fludgates. 1870 Spcrgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. v. 3 It is idle to pull up the flood-gates of

a dry brook, and then hope to see the wheel revolve. 1886

Elworthy IV. Somerset IVord-bk., Flood-gate, a gate hung
upon a pole across a stream, so that in flood-time it rises

and falls by floating on the water. Its purpose is.. to

prevent cattle passing when the water is low.

f 3. The stream that is closed by or passes through

a flood-gate ; a strong stream, a torrent. Also

trans/ n.n
A
flg. Obs.

1388WYCLIK Job xxxvt. 27 Whi^fc .. schedith out reynes

at the licnesse of flood^atis. 1533 Act 25 Hen. I'llI, c. 7
Take, .in fludgate, salmon-pipe, or at the tayle of any mylle
or were, .the young fry. .of. .salmon. 1590 SrENSER F. Q.
II. i. 43 Of her gored wound . . He . . did the floudgate stop

With his faire garment. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Rclig.

1. 22 My Lord, you let a flood-gate of Arguments out.

b. attrib. passing into adj.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 56 For my perticular griefe Is of

so flood-gate, and ore-bearing Nature.

4. Comb., as flood-gate iron (see quot. 1S33I.

1783 in Boswell Johnson (1848) 721/2 ' Sir', said he, ' I am
the great Twalmley, who invented the New Floodgate
Iron '. 1833 J. Holland Mann/. Metal 1 1. 253 The second
[box-iron] is made hollow, for the reception of a heater ;

and with reference to the contrivance by which the heater

is shut in, has been called the floodgate iron.

Flood-hatch, [see Hatch.]. A framework of

boards sliding in grooves, to be raised in time of

flood ; a sluice, floodgate, lit. $.\\i\.fig.

1587 Turberv. Epit. tfSonn. (1837)299, 1 cannot liue if you
doe stoppe, the floudhatch of your frendly brook. 1596
Fitz-Geffrav Sir F. Drake (18S1) 26 Let downe The
iloud-hatches of all spectators eies. 1806 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Tristia WVt, 1812 V. 340, I close the flood-hatch,

of your praise. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon. '1813) 319
At the end . . another flood-hatch is fixed on a level with
the bed of the river. 1880 in IV. Cormv. Gloss.

Flooding (fiVdirp, vbl. sb. [sce + 'lNG 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Flood ; an instance of it.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 166 Rivers, which, by
their flooding, have, .formed the richest and deepest mould.

b. //. Floods. In quots. flg. : Fullness, super-

abundance.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv.Kp. Ded., To. .drown their

sorrows for the jewel that was lost, in the floudings of their

joy for the Cabinet that was left. 1854 Mrs. Browning
Drama 0/Exile Poems 1850 I. 18 Thy body heaves Under
the golden floodings of thine hair !

2. A popular term for uterine hcemorrhage, esp.

in connexion with parturition.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 299, I should by no
means advise it to any.. apt to Flouding. 1859 Waller
in Huline tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. lit. 162 Cases of haemor-

rhage., which from their severity are termed 'floodings'.

Floodless (flircllt's), a. [f. Flood sb. + -less.]

Without water.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iii. in. Lawe 702 This

flood-less Foord the Faithfull Legions pass. 162a j. Taylor
(Water P.> Merry-lVherry-Ferry B ij, We gat from Force-

dikes floodlcs flood to Trent.

Floodlet (.nVdlct;. [f. as prec. f- -let.] A
little flood.

1855 Bailey Spirit Leg. in Mystic, &c. 73 Where, .sacred

Sinde ; Or Brahmapootra, fling o'er bordering meads Their

annual floodlets fruitful.



FLOODOMETER.

Ploodometer (fl»d^m/tw). [f. as prec. +
-(o)meter.] An instrument for ascertaining the

height of a flood.

1880 Times 17 Sept. 6/5 The floodometer at the county
bridge registered 8 ft. of 'fresh* this noon, and, with falling

rain, the water is still rising.

Floo'd-ti'de. [f. Flood sb. + Tide.] The rising

or inflowing tide : *= Flood sb. I.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. iv. 75 They had .. the

fiood-tide with them. 1841 Marryat Poacher xxxviii, The
flood-tide has made almost an hour, and we must sail at the
first of the ebb.

fig. 1861 Tren'CH Comm. F.p. 7 Churches 77 It seemed
as if the flood-tides of a thankful love would never ebb.
1874M0RLEY Compromise (i8%6) 34 We have been, .on a flood

tide of high profits and a roaring trade.

tFloody v
nVdi), a. Obs. Also 5 fludy, 6

floudy, fluddy. [f. Flood sb. + -y 1.1 Pertain-

ing to the flood, i. e. to the river or to the sea.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. I. 372 Stone tiburtyne, or flood

y

columbyne. 1483 Cath. Angl. 13/6/2 Vludy, fluuialis. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuff* Wks. (Grosart) Vr

. 232 To chaunt .

.

an excelsitude of this monarchall fluddy Induperator [red

herring].

ITook: see Fluke.
Flookan, flooking (flirkan, -irjV Mining.

Also 9 fluc(c)an. [Oi unknown origin ; app. not

Celtic.] a. A cross-course or transverse vein com-
posed of clay. b. (See quot. 1869.)
1728 Nicholas In Phil. Trans. XXXV. 403 The Load is

frequently intercepted by the crossing of a Vein of Earth,
or Stone .. This transient Load is by the Miners term'd
a Flooking. 1807 Carne ibid. XCVII. 2^3 A flookan ..

was discovered .. which cut the lode at an angle of 45 .

1869 R. B, Smyth Gold/. Victoria 611 Flucan or Flookan,
a sort of clayey substance, often found against the walls of
a quartz reef, and accompanying cross-spurs and slides.

Floor (floej).^. 1 Forms: 1 flor, 3 flor, 4-7 flore,

flour(e, 5-6, 9 dial. flur;e, 6 Sc. fluire, 6 floy-

yre), 6-7 floor ^e, 6-S flower, 7 floore, 7- floor.

[OK. flor str. masc. and fern., corresponds to MDu.,
mod.Du. vloer, MHG. viuor masc. and fern. (mod.
Ger. Jlur fern, field, plain, masc. floor\ ON. flor
floor of a cowstall :—OTeut. *floru-s :—pre-Teut.
"plants or */>/t~nt-s. Cf. Olr. Idr, Welsh Uawr
of same meaning :—pre-Celtic *pldr-i]

I. In a house or other structure.

1. The layer of boards, brick, stone, etc. in an
apartment, on which people tread; the under surface

of the interior of a room.
Beowulf J2$ (Gr.> On fagne flor feond treddode. c888

K. ^Elfred Boeth. i. He ^efeoll niwol of dune on ba flor.

c izoo Okmin 15566, & all he warrp ut i be flor be bordess &
te sillferr. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. 11724I 288 pe flor to- brae vnder
hem. a 1400 Isumbras 653 The knyghtes. .fande the golde
right in the flore. 15*8 Lyndesay Dreme 13 Sumtyme,
playand fairsis on the flure. 1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon
116 They dig an hole in the floar of their house. 1718
Freethinker'No. 17 P 8 She . . walks two or three Turns in

a Fret over the Floor. 1828 Scott /*". M.Perth xxiii, He
threw his glove upon the floor of the ehureh. i860 Tyn-
dall Glac. 1. v. 40 The stone floor was dark with moisture.

b. In extended sense : The base of any cavity

;

the bottom of a lake, sen, etc.

a 1000 Satan 318 (Gr.) Flor attre weol. c 1586 C'tess
Pembroke Ps. lxxvhi. vi, Where the deepe did show his
sandy flore. 1844 Emerson Led. XeiuEng. A'^/I Wks. (Bonn)
I. 268 They would know the worst, and tread the floor of hell.

1866 Tate Brit. Mollusks iii. 48 The tongue forms the floor

of the mouth. 1869 Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 2 Found under-
neath the floors of caves.

T~ C. metonymically. Those who sit on the floor,

as opposed to those who occupy elevated seats in

token of rank or dignity. Obs.
1655-oa Gurnai.l Ckr. in Arm. (1669) 296/2 We are in

their condition and rank, being of the floor and lowest of
the people. 1683 R. North in State Trials (1811 J IX. 193
Differences between him [the lord mayor] and the aldermen
on the one side, and the floor or livery men on the other.

2. The framework or structure of joists, etc. sup-

porting the flooring of a room.
1703 Moxon Mcch. Exerc. 160 Floor, in Carpentry, it is

as well taken for the Fram'd work of 'Limber, as the Board-
ing over it. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 220 Bridging
Floors, floors in which bridging joists are used. 1858 Sim-
monds Diet. Trade, Floor, the timber, bricks &c. of the
platform, .on which the planks or flooring is laid.

b. Applied to the ceiling of a room, in its rela-

tion to the apartment above. Also transf. of the

sky.

1596 Shaks. Mcrch. V. v. i. 58 Looke how the floore of
heauen Is thick inlayed with pattens of bright gold. 1603
Holland Plutarch's A/or. 931 Sticking up a broch or spit

. .to the floore over head. 1887 Bowen Virg. yEneid 1. 287
Then Caesar .. Bounding his throne by Ocean, his fame by
the firmament floor.

3. Araut. a. (see quot. 1867). f b. The deck.
C. //. —floor-timbers.
a 1618 Raleigh Invent. Shipping 18 We have given longer

Floares to our Ships, then in elder times, and better bearing
under Water. 1683 Hacke Collect. Orig. P'oy. (1699) L 37We took up our Water Cask from out of the Main Hatch to
the Floor, and cleared the Timbers amid-Ships. 1805 D.
Steel Naval Arxhit. 378 In the Royal Navy . . the floors

are bolted through the keelson and keel. 1867 Smyth
Sailor s Word-bit. , Floor, the bottom of a vessel on each
side of the kelson ; but strictly taken, it is only so much of
her bottom as she rests upon when aground. Jbid.

t Floors
or Floor-Timbers.

£41

4. In legislative assemblies, the part of the house
where the members sit, and from which they speak.

Hence fig. The right of speaking; as to get or

obtain the floor. To take the floor: to get up to

address a meeting ; to tnke part in a debate ; said

also of taking part in a dance. Chiefly U.S.
'774 J- Q- Adams in Fam. Lett. (18761 12 He came upon

the floor, and asked a member, 'What state are you now
' in?' 1804 Pitt Speeches (1806) IV. 354 The right honour-

able gentleman on the floor. 1811 B. Rush in J. Q.Adams'
Wks. (1854) IX. 638 note, It blazed forth . . in the year 1776
upon the floor of Congress. 1816 Pickering Voc. S. v.. To
get the floor', that is, to obtain an opportunity of taking
part in a debate. 1851 Mayne Re id Scalp Hunt. I. vii.

99 We returned- to our seats again ; and after refreshing .

.

again 'took the floor'.. 1880 -McCarthy Own Times 111.

xlvi. 391 The Conservatives get what American politicians

call 'the floor'. 1885 Meuich. Exam. 15 May 6/1 Saunter-
ing boldly up the floor of the House. 1886 Lit. World
(U.S.) 11 Dec. 469/1 The President took the floor to second
the above resolutions. 1888 Bryce Amer, Commw. I. xii.

157 The senator from Minnesota has the floor. Ibid. I. xiii.

177 The member who first 'obtains the floor '.

b. In Courts of Law (see quot.).

1867 Wharton Law Lex. !ed. 4
1
, Floor of the court, the

part of the court between the judges and the first row of

counsel. Parties who appear in person stand there.-

5. A set of rooms and landings ia a house on the

same or nearly the same level ;-a story. See Fiust-

FLOOR.
1585 Hicins yunius' Xomenclator 181 Tristega

.

.an house
of three Rollers, floores, stories or lofts one ouer another.
1611 fi. JONSON Catiline 1. i, He that, building, staves at

one Floore or the second, hath erected none. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 161 r 5 The lodgers on the first floor had
stipulated that [etc.]. 1830 Tennyson Mariana vi, Old
footsteps trod the upper floors. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr.
II. 330 Many buildings, .are let in floors to mechanics.

II. A level space or area.

6. An artificial platform, or levelled space, for the

carrying on of some industry, esp. threshing. Cf.

threshingfloor, f Rarely, a structure to walk over.
1000 Ags. Gosp, Luke iii. 17 He feormaS his bernes flore.

c 1300 A'. A lis. 6104 Of hurdles of bruggen they made (lores,

And so they wente into the mores, c 1400 Mauxdev. (Roxb.)
xviii. 83 pan bai gader be fruyt and .. layez it apon a flure

til it becom blakk and rankled. 1573 Baket Afo. F 721
A floore where corne is threshed, area. 1702 in Lond.Gaz.
No. 3790/4 Every Cistern .. Kiln, Floor, Room, or other
Place . . made use of for the Wetting or Steeping of Corn.
1775 Romans Hist. Florida 166 One or two platforms.,
called drying floors. 1884 C. T. Davis Bricks, Tiles, etc.

v. (1S89) 128 The 'floors'., the level places where the
bricks are moulded. 1888 Lockioood's Diet. Mech. Eugin.,
Floor, the sand bed of a foundry is termed the floor.

fig. 178a Cowper Expost. 302 Where flails of oratory
thresh the floor.

b. transf. The corn, etc. placed on a 'floor'.

In Malting, A batch or quantity of grain laid at

one time for steeping, a ' piece '.

1382 Wvclif Ruth iii. 2 In this ny^t he wynnewith the
flore of his barli. 183a W. CHAMPION Maltster's Guide 43
The turning of his floors or pieces, by which alone the
proper form of the root can be acquired. 1876 Wvllif. in
Encycl. Brit. IV. 268 Each steeping is called a 'floor' or
piece, and must be laid in succession according to age.

7. A naturally level space or extended surface.

Also = the ground (obs. exc. dial.).

?-7i4oo Morte A rth. 3250 With be drowghte of be daye
alle drye ware be (lores ! 1555 Eden Decades 234 The vpper
crust or floure of the earth. 1637 Milton Lycidas 167 Sunk
though he be beneath the watery floor. 1692 Ray Dt'ssol.

World in. v. (1693) 302 Great Banks or Floors of Earth.
1697 Dryden I'irg. Past. vr. 25 His rosie Wreath was ..

Born by the tide of Wine, and floating on the Floor. 1820
Shelley Cloud 47 The moon Glides glimmering o'er my
fleece-like floor. 1839 Longf. Celestial Pilot 3 Down in

the west upon the ocean floor. 1865 Garland in jr/il. Roy.
Inst. Cornw. Apr. 48 Floor, a grass meadow. 1871 L.
Stephen Playgr, Eur. ix. (1894) 198 Forests of pine rise

steeply from the meadow floor.

X 8. An area or region. Obs.~ l

1626 BACON Sylva § 255 Roth of them [visibles and
audibles] spread themselves in Round, and fill a whole
Floare or Orbe vnto certaine Limits.

f9. = Bed j*. 8. Obs. rare. [Cf. MUG. viuor
sown field.]

1600 Sl'rflet Countrie Farme II. iv. 206 Of the disposing
or appointing of the floores of the kitchin garden.

III. 10. A surface on which something rests

;

a foundation. ? Obs.

1556 Withals Diet. (1566) 390/1 A flore, or foundacion,
wherevpon buildynge is set. 1768 Smeaton Reports (1707)
I. 330 The arches 1 would recommend are of 12 feet wide,
and 6 feet from the floor to the springer.

11. The stratum upon which a seam of coal, etc.

immediately lies.

1869 R. R. SUVTB Goldf. Victoria 611 Floor, a false

bottom, with washdirt lying on it. 1878 Huxley Phvsiogr.
235 Vegetable remains are also met with in rocks beneath
the coal, forming what is called the floor, 1883 in Gresley
Gloss. Coal Mining s.v.

IV. Alayer=BEDlII.
12. A layer, a stratum ; a horizontal course.
1692 Ray Dissol. World 11. ^.(1732) 127 Many Reds or

Floors of all kinds of Sea-Shells. 1778 Pryce Miu. Cornub.
321 A Floor is a bed of Ore in a Lode. 1851 Richardson
Geol. 1. 7 In the case of tin it occasionally spreads out into
a fiat mass, technically called a floor.

13. A unit of measurement used for embankment
work (see quots.\
1707 Mortimer LIush. xv. 309 Banks are measured by the

FLOOR.
. . Floor, which is eighteen Foot square and one deep. 1797
Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arls XV. 148 A floor c;f tiirih is

twenty feet square, and one foot deep. 1877 in X. U '. Line.
Gloss. [

— 400 cubic feet].

V. attrib. and Comb.
14. Simple attrib., asfloor area, -joist, level, -tile.

1887 Pall Mall G. 9 Nov. 13/2 The . . 'floor area of the

large hall having been fully occupied. 1859 Geo. Kliot
A. Bede 183 A difficulty about a ""floor-joist or a window-
frame. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 127 The
steps and "floor levels, x&q^ Antiquary Aug. 41 The *floor-

tiles of these hearths, .have been burnt white.

15. Special comb., as floor-arch 'see quot.)
;

floor-bank (see quot. 1750" ; floor-board, a board
used for flooring, also attrib. ; so floor-boarding

;

floor-frame, [a] the framework of the floor in a

vessel
;

(b) U.S. the main frame of the body of

a railway-carriage underneath the floor ; floor-

guide, floor-hanger (see quots. ; floor-head,

(a) the upper end of one of the floor-timbers

in a vessel; (/>) (sec quot. 1S67) ; floor-hollow
(see quot.) ; floor-lamp, one that stands on the

floor; floor-layer, U.S. a workman who lays down
floors; floor-laying, the operation of laying down
floors ; floor-light see quot.) ; floor-pipe, a

hot-air pipe laid along the floor of a conservatory
;

floor-plan, (a) Shipbuilding (see quot. 1 S67 ;
(b)

Arch, (see quot. 1874) ; floor-plate, {a] Shipbuild-

ing see quot. 18S3) ; b) Mech. Eugin. -foot-plate
;

floor-riband [see quots. ; floor-rider see quot.
;

floor-sweep (see quot.) ; floor-timber's (sec

quot. 1867); floor-walker, U.S. = Shop-walker
;

j
floorward a., directed towards the floor ; floor-

! ward(s adv., towards the floor.

1884 Knight Diet. Mcch. IV. 349/1 *Floor Arch, an arch
with a flat extrados. 1750 Ellis Mod. Husbandm, I. i. 1 3

What we call a * Flower-hank ; that is, some earth that lies

next the hedge, thrown over the routs with a spade, .so that
with the first Original or first raised Flower-bank, the whole
Rise of Earth is not above a foot. 1805 Priest in Young's

Ann. Agric. XLIII. 5S6 The ditches will be filled up,
so as to form what are called floor-banks. 1881 Young
Every Man his own Mechanic g 146 * Floor boards are, or
ought to be, an inch in thickness. 1884 Health Exhib.
Catnl. 83/2 Parts of a Solid Floor of fire-proof construction,
with a floor-board surface. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II.

84 In *Floor-boarding, take the length of the room for one
dimension, and the breadth for the other, [etc.]. 1775
Faixk Day's Diving Vessel 4 A Floor frame of six-

beams athwart ship. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl., *Floor-guide in

ship-building, a narrow flexible piece of timber placed be-

tween the floor-riband and the keel. 1884 Knight Diet.
Mech. IV. 349/1

* Floor Hanger, a shaft bearing fastened to

the floor. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Rung-heads
. .the upper ends of the floor-timbers, which are. .more pro-

perly called *floor-heads. 1856 K. H. 1 (ana Seamen's Friend
5 When the ballast is iron, it is stowed up to the floor-

heads. 1867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk., Floor-head, the third

diagonal, terminating the length of the floors near the bilge

of the ship. C1850 Rudim.Navig. l\Veale> 118 *Floor hello'.i;

the inflected curve that terminates the floor next the keel,

and to which the floor-hollow mould is made. 1892 Daily
News 21 Nov. 2

'6 The home demand for telescope *floor

lamps is still growing. 1863 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 10 May
4/6 The newly formed union of * floor-layers, 1884 Health
Exkib.Catal.Z^/i Improved method of * Floor-laying with-

out nails. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV, 349/1 *Floor-light,

a frame with glass panes in a floor. 1696 Evelyn Kal.
Hcrt. (ed. 8) 162 The fresh Air .. circulating thorow the

Orifice of the v Floor-pipe. 1867 Smvth Sailor's II 'ord-bk.
,

^Floor-plans, longitudinal sections, whereon are repre-

sented the water-lines and ribband-lints. iS^KNiCHT/Vcr*.
Mech. I. £89/1 F'loor-plau .. (Architecture) a horizontal
section, showing the thickness of the walls and partitions,

the arrangement of the passages, apartments, and openings
at the level of the principal, or receiving floor of the house.
1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shipbuild. xix. 407 The *floor-plates

are now required to extend to a perpendicular height up
the bilges of twice the depth of the floors amidships. 1883
W. C. Russell Sailor's Lang., Floor/dales, formerly
plates in the bottom of an iron ship corresponding with the
floor-timbers ia wooden ones. 1888 Loctovood's Diet.
Mech. Eugin.y Floor plates, foot plates. ( 1850 Rudim.
Xarig. (Weale) 118 *Floor riband, the riband next
below the floor-heads which supports the floors. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., * Floor-riders, knees brought in
from side to side over the floor ceiling and kelson, to sup-
port the bottom, if bilged or weak, for heavy cargo, e 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 119 *F'loor-s2veeps, the radii that

sweep the heads of the floors. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Grain, ii. 2 They lay the Rungs, called ^floore timbers.,
thwart the keele. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Floors
or Floor-Timbers, those parts of the ship's timbers which
are placed immediately across the keel. 1884 Milnor
'Dakota) Teller 30 July, These Boston merchants stationed
their "floor- walkers at the place appointed by the Philadel-
phia agent. 1887 Pall Mall G. 12 Mar. 12/1 A constantly
repeated *floor-ward glance of bashfulness and modesty.
1863 Reader 31 Oct. 502 He is bundled down *floorwards.

Floor, sb.2 colloq. [f. Floor v.] Something
that ( floors ' or discomfits one; also, a fatal blunder

N
in a calculation, etc.).

1841 R. W. Church Let. 21 Mar. in Life t? Lett. (1894) 23
The Heads show that they feel it rather a floor for the pre-

sent. 1846 Ibid. 64 We may be caught out in some ' floor '.

Floor (floitf), v. [f. Floor sbA]

1. trans. To cover or furnish with a floor or

floors, in various senses of the word ; to pave.

Also with over.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. I. 334 Eke pave or floore it wele
in somer tyde. e 15*0 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 201 Flowr-
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yng the lofte per v dies. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxi.

(1887' 114 (He) must have his ground flowred so.. as in

wrastling not hard to fall on. 1660 Pspvs Diary 4 Sept.,

Looking over the joiners, flooring my dining-room. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. Imi. fy P. 226 [Persia] is floored with
vast Sands pent in by the surrounding Sprouts of Taurus.
178a Cowper Expost. 16 Fiery suns.. and oceans floored

with ice. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 473 The
feeding and sleeping place floored with flat stones. 1833
Examiner 442/2 The pit was floored over to the height of

the stage. 1857 B. Taylor Northern Traz>. iii. (1858; 18

Thick fir forests, floored with bright-green moss.

b. To form, or serve as, the floor of.

1639 G. Daniel Ecclns. i. 4 The Sands which floore the

Sea. 1854 Hooker Himalayan Jrnls. II. xviii. 44, 300
feet of deposit, which once floored its valleys.

2. To bring to the floor or ground ; to knock
clown in boxing; to bring down (game). To be

floored (of a horseman) : to have a fail.

1642 Lane. Tracts (Chetham Soc.) 79 He commanded
them all to shoote at once, and flore the enemie, if possible

they could. i&\* Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 18 Crib, .floored

him with a blow of great strength. 1826 Ibid. New Ser.

XVII. 270 My friend was floored, and Mr. Leader.. rode
over him. 1839 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 10 My
wild swan, that I floored yesterday. 1866 Skf.dohm Oxf.
Reformers iv. § 4 Whereupon the poor boy was forthwith
floored then and there, and flogged.

b. slang. (See quot.)
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Floor J, a person who is so

drunk, as to be incapable of standing, is ^aid to be floor'd.

3. In various figurative uses, colloq.

a. To confound, nonplus; to flabbergast, puzzle.

In schoolboy slang, 7o be or get floored : to grow
confused, be at a loss, fail, break down.
1840 Ld. TJeaconsfield in Corr. w. Sister (1886) 158 My

facts flabbergasted him, as well as.. Hume, who was ludi-

crously floored. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iv, 'If you
hadn't been floored yourself now at first lesson.' Ibid. II. v,

' He's never going to get floored.' 1886 Ruskim Prrterila
I. 359 The consummate manner in which I had floored our
tutor.

b. To overcome in any way ; to beat, defeat,

prove too much for. To floor the odds (see quot.

I893)-
1827 Lvtton Pelliam xxx, It is very singular that you

who play so much better should not have floored him
yesterday evening. 1834 J. H. Newman in Lett. '1891) II.

22 I am floored as to the professorship. 1836 Ld. Beacons-
kield in Corr. iu. Sister (1886J 50, I was the only man who
could floor O'Connell. 1882 Daily Tel. 16 Nov. 3/5 The
odds were, nevertheless, floored from au unexpected quarter.

1893 Farmer Slang, Floor (Racing), When a low-priced
horse pulls off the event in the face of the betting, it is said

tofloor the odds.

c. To do thoroughly, get through (a piece of

work) successfully. Tofloor a paper (
Univ. slang) \

to answer every question in it.

1852 Bristed5 Years in F.ng. Univ. I. 186 Our best classic

had not time to floor the paper. i86z Hughes Tom Brown
at Ox/, x. 83 I've nearly floored my little-go work.

d. To empty, finish (a bottle, etc).
1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph. Achamians v. ii, I was

the first man that floored his gallon. 1861 Hughes Tom
Broivn at Oxf. xxiv. (1889) 228, I have a few bottles of old

wine left; we may as well floor them.

e. intr.t To commit a fatal blunder.

1835 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891J II. 97 We floored so

miserably at the Reformation, that [etc.].

f4. trans, * To bring forward in argument, to

table' (Jam.). Obs.~ l

a 1687 M'Wakd Contending! (1723) 177, I know not ..

whom your Proposal . . strikes against ; save that you floor

it, to fall on some, whom you mind to hit right or .wrong.

5. To place upon ;'something) as a floor.

1871 Tvi.or Prim. Cult. II. xiii. 68 The doctrine of a
Heaven, floored upon a firmament, or placed in the upper
air,

6. Art slang. To hang in the lowest row on the

walls of a picture-gallery.

1884 American VIII. 376 One R.A. is 'skied' and
another * floored '.

Floorage (fld*Tt<i<5), rare~ x
. [f. as prec. +

-age.] Floors collectively, amount of Hooting.
1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. ( 18271 II. 111. 147 All this floor-

age was contrived to keep the moisture of the mould from
running away.

Floor-cloth., floo'rcloth.
1. A fabric for covering floors ; chiefly applied to

substitutes for carpeting, as oilcloth, linoleum,

etc.

1746 Watson- in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 716 A thick Carpet,
instead of a Floor cloth, is liable to prevent the Success of
this Experiment, a 1818 Miss Rose in G. Rose Diaries
(i860) II. 75 The floor-cloth in the entrance-hall was
taken up. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Our Parish vii, It was
a neat, dull little house . . with new, narrow floorcloth in the

passage.

2. A housemaid's cloth for washing floors.

1851 [See File sb.1 ]. (In common use in England.)

Hence FlooT-cloth, floo'rcloth v., to cover with

floorcloth. Also, FlooT-clothed ppl. a.

1838 Dickens Nich. Kick, xvi, He found himself in a little

floor-clothed room. 1844 — Mart. Chuz. ix, It was floor-

clothed all over.

Floored (florid), ///. a. [f. Floor v. + -ei>.]

1. Provided with a floor.

1551 Huloet, Floored or dressed with bourdes, contain-

talus. 1609 Holland Amnt. Marcell.70 They passed over

the river upon a floored bridge of ships. 2809 Soutiiey in

Q. Rev. II. 56 Till the natives live in floored houses.

2. Brought to the ground, overthrown ; also flg.
overpowered, done for.

i8jz Byron 12 Dec. in Moore Life fy Lett. (1833I III. 301

The usual excuse of floored equestrians. 1857 Dickens
Lett. 7 Feb. (1880) II. n Wardour was in a floored condition.

Floorer (BdViai). [f. as prec. + -er 1
.] One

who or that which floors.

1. One who or that which brings down to the

floor or ground ; esp. a knock-down blow.
1795 Potter Diet. Cant (ed. 2), Floorers, fellows who

throw persons down, after which their companions .. rob
them "in the act of lifting them up. 1819 Moohe Tom Crib's

Mem. (ed. 3I 50 Singling him from all her flash adorers,

Shines in his hits, and thunders in his floorers. 1836-48
IJ. D, Walsh Aristoph., Achamians 11. ii. 33 Strike, (>

strike the precious rascal He shall have a floorer dealt

him !

2. Something which floors in a figurative sense

(see Floor v. 3), .e.g. unexpected news of an un-

pleasant nature, a decisive argument orretort, aques-

tion which utterly embarrasses one, a poser. Also

in university slang, a question or paper too hard to

be mastered.
1837 T. Hook Jack Brag xxli, 'Well'*, said Jack, 'that's

a floorer, and no mistake '. 1867 J. Hatton Tallants of B.
lviii, This case is a floorer to me. 1870 Brewer Diet.

Phrase <$- Fable, Floorer, In the University we say, 'That
paper or question was a floorer'. 1875 Miss Bkaddon
Hostages to Fort. xiv. 227, I didn't know the news would
be such, a floorer.

Flooring fludrirf , vbl. sb. [f.asprcc. + -1NG 1
.]

The action of the vb. Floor.
1. The action of flooring or laying down a floor.

163a Sherwood, A flooring with plankes or boords, planch-

age. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 149 Of Flooring of Rooms.
1866 La:u Reports Com. -Pleas 163 The plaintiff is . . the

patentee of certain buckle plates used for bridge flooring.

2. cotter. The floor of a room, etc ; also, the

materials of which it is made.
16*4 Wotton Arc/tit. in Reliq. Wotton, (1672' 63 Mosaique

is.. of most use in pivements and floorings. 1697 Drydkn
I'irg. Georg. IV. 237 To pitch the waxen Flooring some con-

trive. 17M Lady M- Vy\ Montagu Let. to Ctess. Bute 23

June, The ceiling and flooring are m good repair. 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. iv, The Captain, Miller, and
Blake who had many notions as to the flooring, lines, and
keel of a racing boat. 1875 W. S. Havward Love agst.

World i, The polished oak flooring.

b. A natural floor; a stratum.

1697 Deyden I'irg. Georg. 1. 262'To smooth the Surface of
th' unequal Ground; Lest crack'd with Summer Heats the

flooring flies. 1804 C. B. Brown tr. Votney's View U. S.

47 The flooring- of the Miami and Clay Rivers. 1857 Living-

stone Trav. xxii. 428 Sandstone rock .. forms the flooring

of the country.

3. Malting. The operation of spreading the grain

on the malt- floor, and treating it there in the re-

quired manner.
1839 Ure Diet.Artsg2 Matting, .the couching, sweating,

and flooring. i88«j H. Stopes Malt xix. 344 Flooring, this

is also called spireing.

4. The action of knocking down or throwing to

the ground.
1819 Moore Tom CriPs Mem. Pref. (ed. 3) p. xii, Cross-

buttocking .. lieing as indispensable an ingredient, as

nobbing, flooring, is:c.

6. aitrib. and Comb., as flooring-beam, -board,

-stone, -timber : flooring-clamp (see quotA
1847-8 H. Miller First Imp*: v. (1857) ?' ,

* Flooring
beams connect the walls of a Skeleton building. 1881

Young Every Man his own Mechanic § J73 "Flooring

boards 10s. per square. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 889/1
* Flooring-clamp, an implement for closing up the joints of

flooring-boards. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. vii. 117

Quarries of Stone . . where they get *flooring-stones for

paving of houses.

Floorish, obs. form of Flourish.

Floorless (flo-oles), a. [f. Floor sb. + -less.]

Having no floor, without a floor.

1847 in Craig. 1857 Eraser's Mag. LVL 464 A roofless,

floorless house.

+ rioortli. Obs. In 5-6 florthe. [f. Floor sb.

4- -th.] = Floor sb.

1303 K. Bkunne Handl. Synne 6184 J>ys persone lay

and "lokede fuib Vn tyl a cofre yn be florthe. 1494
Fabyan Chron. V. xcix. 73 Y° sayd Goothis, by crafty &
false meanes, caused y* florthe of the sayd Chambre to falle.

1502 Will ofAmyas (Somerset Ho.\ A salt cote. . W* a saltc

florth. 1530 Pai.sgr. 609/2 This florthe is well leavelled.

Floorwise (flo^-iwaiz), adv. rare— 1
, [f. Floor

sb. + -wise.] As -on a floor.

1840 Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile Wks. 1S89 I. 29
While our feet struck glories. .Which we stood 011 floorwise,

Platformed in mid-air.

Flop (nVp)i sb. eollcq. and dial. [See the vb.,

and cL Flap sb.]

1. The action of the vb. Flop ; the heavy dull

sound produced by * flopping'.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words s.v., ' I'll gi yeow a flop.' 1854
L. Lloyd Scandinavian Adv. II. 271, I was startled by
something descending, with a great flop, on to my hat.

188a Pall Mall G. n Oct. s The flop of a water-rat or the

whirr of the grey-hen.

b. A noise resembling this.

1836 T. Hook G. Gumey III. 33 Stuffing his finger into

his mouth and pulling it out suddenly, with what he. .called

a flop.

ta. -Flap j*, i b. Obs.
166a Rump Songs If. 3 To give us a Flop with a Foxtail.

3. dial. A mass of thin mud. Also transf.

1844 W. Barnes Poems Rural Life Gloss. 304. 185a C.
Fox Jrnt. 23 Aug. (1882) 276 The oven where the fiery flop

[molten metal] was shut up for six weeks to cool.

4. Cf.S. college slang, (see quot.)

1851 B. H. Hall College Words, s-v., Any ' cute ' perform-
ance by which a man is sold [deceived] is a good flop.

5. attrib. and Comb., in various words in which

flop is a variant offlap ; asflop-car, -eared, -mouth.

Also flop-damper, flop-wing (see quots.).

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 889/1 *F'lop-dampcr, a stove

or furnace damper which rests by its weight in open or shut
position. 1879 CasselTs Teehn. Educ. IV. 351/1 The old
English hog with *'flop' ears. 1880 Miss Braddon Just
as I am Hi, A brace of *flop-eared setters bounding before

him. 1604 Meeting of Gallants 15, I love to heare tales

when a merrie corpulent Host bandies them out of his *Flop-
mouth. 1885 Swainson Prov. Aatncs Birds 184 Lapwing
{l

r
anellns vulgaris). .*Flopwing.

Flop ("Yp\ adv. and int. colloq. [The vb. stem
so used.] \Yith a flop, with a Hopping noise.

!7j8Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Hush. 1. i. 14 Dawn came I flop o'

my Feace all along in the Channel. 1863 Kingsley Water
Bab. iii, The beetles fell flop into the water. 1883 K.
Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leiccstersh. 177 Reynard dashed
out flop against the only hound on that side of the tree.

a 1887 Jkfeeries Field % Hedgerow 177 'Dalled if he didn't

fall into the pond, flop !

*

Flop (ftyp)> v- colloq. and dial, [onomatopoeic

var. of Flap v., the change of vowel indicating

a duller or heavier sound.]

1. intr. To swing or sway about heavily and
loosely; =Fl.\p v. 5.
1601 Marston Ant. $ Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 60 A husband

. .with a bush of furs on the ridge of his chinne, readie still

to flop into his foming chaps. 1838 Holloway Proi-incial-

isms, s.v., 'The sail flops against the mast.' 1883 K. W.
Hamilton in Harpers Mag. 845/1 One side [of a wet
umbrella] flopped dejectedly.

2. To move clumsily or heavily ; to move with

a sudden bump or thud. Of a bird : To flap the

wings heavily. Also with atvay, down, over, etc.

169a [See Flopping]. 18*7 Clare Sheph. Cat. 4 They flop

on heavy wingsaway. 1850P. Crook War ofHats 43 Then
flopping on his seat., he sinks. 1859 Mrs. Carlyle jLc/7. III.

13 He flopped over on his side, quite stiff and unconscious.

1870 H. Smart Racefor Wife x, She flopped down on her
knees, and implored for mercy. 1879 Boddam-Whetham
Roraima 105 Tortoises flopped into the water. 1887 Besant
The Wor*tU went i. 7 Blue water over your head, and the

whales flopping around your grave. 1887 Lady Brassey iu

Last r
r
oy.\\.-i22 A. .grey sea flopping up on our weather how.

b. fig. T$ flop over : to make a sudden change

in one's attitude or behaviour.

189a Xation (N. Y.) 6 Oct. 268/3 **'s [Sardou's] characters

. . flop over and act in a way quite the reverse of what we
had a right to expect.

3. trans. To throw suddenly, generally with the

additional notion of making a bump or thud. Also
with down, in, etc.

1813 Moor Suffolk Words s. v., 'A floppt his affections'

on such a one. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy jcxxviii, She .

.

flopped herself into the standing bed-place, a 1845 Hoou
Aerie. Distress iii, In bolts our bacon-hog Atwixt the legs

of Master Blogg, And flops him down in all the muck. 1854
Baker Northampton Gloss, s. v., ' How you flop it in.* 1859
Dickens /*. Two Cities it, i, * What do you mean by flopping

yourself down and praying agin me?'

4. To move (wings, etc.) heavily and loosely up

and down.
1859 Tennent Ceylon II. vii. 254 Cawing and flopping his

wings in the sky. 1891 Camb. Rev. 12 Mar. 264/2 One or

two of them at least sat. .feebly flopping their hands about.

5. To strike with a sudden blow. Toflop up (the

eyes) : to bung up ; «= Flap v. i. dial.

1838 Bywater Sheffield (ed 3) 227 If thah gets drunk, an

flops a watchman's een up. 1888 Sporting Life 15 Dec. 5/5
'K carnt flop a bloke.

6. c7..V. College slang (see quot.).

1851 B. H. Hau. College Words, s.v., 'A man writes cards

during examination to feeze the profs . . and he flops the

examination if he gets a good niark by the means.' One
usually flops his marks by feigning sickness.

Hence Plo'pping ///. a.

1679 Trial of'Langhorn 53 He had a gray Coat on, and
plain Shooes, and a flopping Hat. 1693 R. L'F^strance
Fables ccccix. 384 A Huge Flopping Kyte. 1821 Clark
fill. Minstr. L 24 Jealous watch-dog .. K'en rous'd by
quawking of the flopping crows.

Floppy (n\rpi)» a' colloq. [f. Flop v. +-yI]
Inclined to flop, having a tendency to flop

about.
1858 Geo. Eliot Scenes Clerical LJfe, Amos Barton ii.

In those days even fashionable caps were large and floppy.

1890 Pall Mall G. 2 Sept. 7/1 A divided skirt . . is the

clumsiest, floppiest, .article that a woman can put on.

Hence Plo'ppily adv. ; Plo'ppiness.
1884 St. James's Gaz. 11 Sept. 6/2 An aimless feeble old

humbug, he sits* floppily on the wrong side of his boat. 189a

Daily News 2 July 6/7 There is now a regrettable tendency

to 'floppiness' of attire.

Flora (flo<>Ta). PI. florae ; also floras, [a.

L. Flora the goddess of flowers, {.flor-,flos flower.]

1. In Latin mythology, the goddess of flowers

;

hence, in modern poetical language, the personifi-

cation of nature's power in producing flowers.

1508 Dunbar Goldyn Targe 74 Thare saw 1 . . The fresch

Aurora, and lady Flora schene. 1667 Milton /\ L. v. 16

With voice Milde, as when Zephyrus or Flora breathes.

1762 Falconer Shipwr. 111. 235 Indulgent Flora breathed
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perpetual May. i8iz Crabbe Talcs x. 116 Here a grave

Flora scarcely deigns to bloom. 1851 Carpenter Man.
Phys. 65 The empire of Flora has no limit.

2. A descriptive catalogue of the plants of any
geographical area, geological period, etc.

[From the use of the name Flora in Latin titles of works
of this kind. The earliest known example is Simon Paulli's

Flora Dantca 1647 ; other early instances are Rupp's Flora
Jenensis 1718, and Linnseus' Flora Suecica 1745]
[1665 Ray (title), Flora, seu de Florum Cultura. Or, a

complete Florilege.] 1777 LlCHTFOOT Flora Scotlea Pref.

17 It comprehends by far the greatest part, which is as much
as the Flora of any country can pretend to. 1799 J- Hull
(title). The British Flora. 1829G. Johnston (/*/Zr), A Flora

of Berwick-upon-Tweed. 1870 Hooker Stud, Flora Pref. v,

I have consulted the usual British and Continental Floras.

3. The plants or plant life of any particular

region or epoch. Cf. Fauna i.

1778 G. White Let. in Selborne (1877) I. 217 Chalks, clays,

sands, .woodlands, and champaign fields, cannot but furnish

an ample Flora. 1830 Lyei.l Princ. Geol. I. 92 The flora

of a country is peculiarly influenced by temperature. 1859
Darwin Orig. Spec. xii. 11873) 329 The floras of distant

continents would not by such means become mingled.

Floral ;flo»'ral), a. [ad. L. floral-is of or per-

taining to Flora : see Flora and -al. In sense 3
it may be regarded as a new formation on h.flor-,

flos flower. Cf. F. floral in all the senses.]

1. Hist. Pertaining to or in honour of the goddess

Flora. Floral shows = L. Floralia.

1647 Stapyi.ton Juvenal 270 The Florall showes were
celebrated in the end of April), in honour of the Goddesse
of Flowers and gardens. 1718 Prior Henry $ Emma 769
Let One great Day, To. .Floral Play Be set aside. 1727-41
Chambers Cycl., Florales Ludi, Floral Games.
2. Pertaining to a flora cr floras. Floral zone :

one of the tracts into which the earth's surface may
be divided with regard to the character of the

vegetable life.

1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. too The floral zones are

less irregular than the faunal.

3. Of or pertaining to a flower or flowers. Floral

diagram : a diagram exhibiting the relative position

of the parts in the cross-section of a flower. Floral

envelope (see Knvelope sb. 3). Floral leaf (see

quot 1753).
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Leaf, Floral L,eaf ex-

presses one found near the flower, and which never appears
but with the flower. 1793 Martvn Lang. Bot., Floral
bud, containing the flowers. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants*
( IIoss. 1099 Floral em>elopes. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 230 Floral

Intelligence. 1861 BsKTLEY Bot.\i8?o> 133 Floral leaves or

bracts. 1876 Hooker Bot, Primer 62 The outermost of the

floral whorls, the calyx. 1879 CasselTs Techn. Edttc. IV.

95/2 Another floral expedition. 1882 Vines Sachs 1 Bot.

601 The Floral Diagram is constructed differently accord-
ing to the purpose it is intended to serve.

Hence Plorally adv., in quot., like a flower.

1820 Examiner No. 631. 317/1 Profound in its depth of

chiaroscuro, and florally blooming in its colour.

Floralize (floe-raUiz), v. [f. Floral + -ize.]

trans. To make floral ; to adorn with flowers.

1890 The Voice (N.Y.) 10 Apr., How appropriate that all

our cemeteries should be floralized and tree-shaded.

t Florameda. Obs. rare. 'Probably a flowered

cr figured stuff' (Beck).
1640 Charter in Entick London II. 178 Stuffs. . Floramedas.

t FlO'ramour. Obs. Forms : 6-7 flo u)ra-

mor(e, flor(e)amour, flower amo'ujr, ?florimer.

[a. OF. *flor amour (in Cotgr. flear d'amour) lit.

' flower of love \ Cf. Ger.floramor (1 6th a).
The suggestion that amour is a perversion ofamarauthus

seems not impossible, but is not supported by evidence.]

A name given to various cultivated species of

Amarant'litis.

1548 Turner Navies ofHerbes (18S1) 11 The other kynde
I
of Amarantus] is called here in Englandcflouramore.
1597 Gerarde Herbal n. xl. 255 In English flower Gentle,
purple Veluet flower, F'loramor. 1611 Cotgr., Fleur
tCamonr, flower-gentle, flower-amour. 1665-76 Ray L'lora

178 The great Floramour hath a thick and tall crested

•.talk, with many reddish large green leaves.

H Misused for : Love of flowers.

1873 L. Wallace Fair God 1. iv. 18 Ministering to the

\oluptuous floramour of the locality.

Floran (floe'ran). Min. Also Floran Tin.

'.See quot. 1778.)
1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 321 Floran is an exceeding

small grained Tin, scarce perceivable in the stone though
perhaps very rich. Also any Tin which is stamped ex-

ceeding fine, and undersize, is called Floran Tin—quasi

Flower Tin. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Florantt'u, tin

ore scarcely visible in the stone, or stamped very small.

Florascope : see Floriscofe.
Florche, obs. form of Flourish.
Flore, obs. form of Floor.
Floreal (flOVrral), A [f. L. flore-ns, f.flor-,

flos flower + -al.] -fa. = Floral i [ffbs.). b.
— Floral 2.

1602 Segar Hon, Mil. <$• Ch: IV. iii. 213 In the Playcs
lToreall, and in the Pastoral Comedies. 1852 Eraser's
Mag, XLV. 501 Ancient and universal has been the floreal

homage paid to the floreal queen.

I! Floreal ifUVnal), sb. [Fr. Floreal, f. as prec]
The name adopted for the eighth month of the

year in the calendar of the French Republic intro-

duced in 1793; it extended from April 20 to

May 19.

1827 Scott Napoleon iv. Wks. 1870 X. 62, 17th Floreal,

(8th of May\ 1838 Nicolas Chron. Hist. 182 Floreal
(Flowery Month-.

Floredelise, obs. form of Flelr-de-lys.
Floree : see Florev.

Florence : (flp*rens), [The name of the chief

city of Tuscany (F. Florence^ L. Florentia, early

It. Fiorenze, now Firenze) ; used as the name of

various things produced or originating there.]

1 1. A gold florin. [In OY .floretue.'] Obs.
a 1400 Octouian 1910 Four outlawes .. chepede me that

chyld to sale For syxty florencys. la 1475 Sqr. loivc Degre
243 And offre there florences thre, In tokenyng of the
trynyte. 1563 Foxe A. <y M. (1570) 976/1 What money
goeth out of Germany yearely to the Pope, mountyng to

the summe of 3,000,000 Florences. 1598 Stow Surv. vii.

(1603) 52 Edward III. .commaunded Florences of gold to

be made and coyned.

2. The name given to certain, woven fabrics :

fa. of wool. Obs. exc. Hist.

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 8. § 18 The making of any
Clothes called Florences with Cremyll listes. 1583 Rates
Customho. Cj b, Florence wullen cloth the yarde. 1658

Phillips, Florences, a kind of cloth brought over from
Florence. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1846 in Fairholt Cos-

tume Gloss.

b. of silk (sec quot.\ [So in Fr.]
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework^ Florence.

This dress stuff is also known as Florentine, .a description

of Corded Ilare'gc or Grenadine ..There is also a thin de-

scription of Taffeta. -which had its origin at Florence, and
thence derived its name.

T 3. A kind of wine brought from Florence. Obs.

1707 Loud. Gaz. No, 4343/7 A Parcel of extraordinary

good Red Florence, at 6s. a Gallon. 1757 H. Walpole
Lett, to Mann 20 Nov., The chest of Florence ..proves to

be Lord Hertford's drams.

4. Comb. Florence-flask, a flask of the kind

used to contain Florence-oil (sec Flask sb.- 3}

;

Florence iris, ? —Florentine iris; Florence-
leaf, a fine yellow leaf-alloy ; Florence-oil, a

superior kind of olive oil.

1664 Evelyn Kal.Hort. (1729) 202 Florence Iris, 1762

FkaNKLIN Wks, I1S06) I. 345 Your experiment of the

Florence JIask, and boiling water is very curious. 1858
Simmonds Diet. 'Trade, Florence-leaf. Ibid., Florence-
oil, olive oil sold in flasks.

t FlO'rence -. slang. Obs. [? from the female

Christian name.] (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Florence,.*. Wench that

is touz'd and ruffled. 1785 in Grose Diet, y'ttlg. Tongue.

t Plo*rent, a. Obs. [ad. l*.J2orettt-em
T
pr. pple.

of florere to Flourish.] a. Flourishing, b.

Blooming, flowery.

1542 UdalL Erasm. Apoph. 63b Sinopa..was a florent

citee, and of greate power. 1719 D'Uhfey Pills (1S72) I.

340 Whose florent Spring now bears delightful bloom. 17*1
— Two Queens of Brentford 11. in New Opera's 28 Scandal
has our florent Glory spoil'd-

Florentine (,fV'rcnt3in\ a. and sb. Also (in

sense 1J. 3) 7 florenden, 8 -ine. [ad. L. Flo-

rentln-us of or pertaining to Florentia Florence.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Florence, the chief

city of Tuscany.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638I 292 Francis the Floren-

tine Cardinall. 1756-7 tr. Keystcrs Trav. (1760) II. 305
Antonio del Pollajuolo, a Florentine painter, who died in

149S. 1877 Nicol in Encycl. Brit. VI 1. 166 The third

[diamond] in weight is the Florentine or Grand Duke.

b. csp. in t Florentine flower-de-luce =
Florenline iris; Florentine fresco (see quot,);

Florentine iris, the white or pale-blue iris (A
Florentind); Florentine lake (see quot. 1854);
Florentine marble (see quot.) ; Florentine
mosaic, a kind of mosaic made by inlaying

precious stones in marble or the like; Florentine
pie = Ii. 3.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xxxv. 48 The white Flower-de-

luce is like vnto the *FIorentine Flower de-luce. 1854
Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, *Florentine Fresco, Like
common fresco, the lime is used wet, but in this mode it can
be moistened and kept damp, and fit for painting on. 1882

Garden 20 May 353/1 A large table bouquet, .of tall white
"Florentine Iris. 1822 Imison Sc. § Art II. 411 * Florentine

lake. 1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, Florentine Lakey
a pigment prepared from cochineal. It is now obsolete.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) * Florentine or Landskip-Marble,
a kind of Marble in which the Figures of Mountains, Rivers,

lowers. .and even whole Cities are naturally represented.

1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, *Florentine Mosaic. 1823
Galt Entail III. 65 ' A jigot o' mutton, a fine young poney
cock, and a *florentine pye.'

B. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Florence. Also a
Florentine ship.

1591 Raleigh Last Fight Rev. (Arb.) 16 Their Nauy..
strengthened with Florentines and huge Hulkes of other
countries. 1599 Thvnne Animadv. (1875)45 The woorke-
menne, beinge florentynes. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. ii. 1

The Florentines and Senoys are by th'eares. 1849 Macau-
lav Hist. Eng. I. 353 London was, to the Londoner, .what
Florence was to the Florentine of the fifteenth century.

2. A textile fabric of silk or •f wool, used for

wearing apparel. Cf. Florence 2.

154S Rates Customho. D iij b, Florentynes [printed -tyse]

for a clothe. 1819 Rf.es Cycl., Florentine, .a species of
satin or twceled silk. 1882 Caulfeild it Saward Diet.Need'le-

ivork, Florentine . . is a twilled silk, thicker than Florence,
which latter is, however, sometimes called by the same name.

3. Cookery. A kind of pie or tart ; csf. meat
baked in a dish with a cover of paste.

1567-79 Hake Newcs Pcnvles Churchyardc iv. (1872)

I) iij, with Custardes, Tarts, and Florentines, thebancquet
to amende, a 1700 IJ. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Florentine,
a made Dish of Minced Meats, Currans, Spice, Eggs, &c,
liak'd. 1750 E, Smith Compieat Housewife (cd. 14) 41

A Florentine of a kidney of Veal. 1870 Ramsay Remin.
v. fed. 18) 126 A florentinc (an excellent old Scottish dish

composed of veal).

4. The Florentine dialect of Italian.

1855 Milman Lett. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv. v. 207 That exqui-

site all-admired Florentine, .has secured its undying fame.

Hence Flo'rentine v. trans., to cook or prcpaie

in the manner of a (lorentine (,1J. 3).

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. 1,1778.' 137 To floren-

dine Rabbits.

t Flo'rentizing, pa. pple. or ///. a. Obs. [f.

L. I-lerentia Florence + -izk. J ? trans. Making like

Florence; 01-intr. Imitating Florence.

1591 Sylvester Du Barfas 1. ii. 943 Strife-full Ambition,
Flurentizing States : Bribes . . swaying Magistrates.

I] FloreS [ ^rl6>r/zj. Obs. [l-.flores, pi. offlcs.]

1. Old Chem. See quot. 1706.)
1663 Boyle Usefuln. Nat. Philos. I. II. 213 The same
Aurum fulminans being calcin'd with .. Flowers of Urini-

stone, till the Flares be burnt away. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey 1

, Flares, .in Chymistry, the more subtil parts of a
substance separated from the grosser by Sublimation.

2. nonce use. ' Flowers' of speech.
a 1734 North Exam. 1. iii. § 04 One may also admii-e

how the Author comes by these Flores of the Canaglia.

I! Flores - (nV*r£s). [Sp.
;

pi. of flor Flower.
Cf. F. indigoflore.'] (See rjuots.)

1858 Simmonds Diet. 'Trade, Llores, a commercial classi-

fication of indigo, the best quality of dye from Nos. 7 to 9.

188s Balfour Cycl. India (ed. 3)11. 333 South American
[indigo]. .Its qualities are distinguished as follows:— 1st,

Flores; 2nd, Sobres ; and 3rd, Cortes.

Florescence (rlore*sens). [ad. mod.L. fldres-

eenlia, f. L. florescent-em : see next and -ENCE.]

The process of producing (lowers or bursting into

flower ; the period or state of flowering. Also
concr. Flowers collectively.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Florescentla, Florescence or tlie

F lowering season. The time when vegetables usually

expand their flowers. 1819 H. BfSK Banquet 1. 16 The
grass. -Fragrant with sweet florcsceiKiiP-^1853 (1. John-
ston Nat. Hist. E, Bord. I. 124 Al! the Hieracia are erect

throughout the process of florescence and semination.

Florescent(dore-scnt;,rt. [a.d.L.florcseent~cm r

pr. pple. oiflorescere to begin to blossom, inceptive

of florere: see Flolrish.] Bursting into flower,

flowering. ///. and fig.

1821 Blackto. Mag. IX. 201 [They] will., remain admired
and florescent, when the essays of thy most witty emissary
are superseded and forgotten.

Floresche, floresshe, obs. forms of Flourish.

Floret l (flo**ret). [ad. OY.florete, Y.fleitrctte,

dim. offleur flower.]

1. Bot. One of the little flowers that go to make
up a composite flower or the spikelet in grasses.

llorets of the disk, of the ray (see quot. 1S66).

1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. v. § j8 (16S2) 38 The outer

Part of every Suit, is its Floret, .a Floret is the Epitome of

a Flower. 1785 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. vi. 69 The
choke.. is an assemblage of florets which are beginning to

be formed. 1807 J. K. Smith Phys. Bot. 456 Florets of
the disk furnished with stamens only. 1866 Treas, Bot.,

Theflorets of the disk are those which occupy the centre of

the head of a composite; while florets of the ray cccupy
the circumference. 1877 F. E. HuLME Wild I'l. p. viii,

Dandelion.— All the florets ligulate.

2. A small flower, a floweret.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card., Loves ofPlants II, He. .Crops
the young floret and the bladedherb. 1865 Raskin Sesame
(ed. 2) 192 These feeble florets are lying with all their fresh

leaves torn, and their stems broken.

fig. 1786 Miss A. Seward L.ett. (1811) I. 150, I may one
day present you with my poetic florets. 1822 Blackiu, Mag.
XI. 424 Variegated by the florets of a superficial but ornate

adulation.

t FlOTet -. Obs. [ad. OYx.Jloixte (Jt.Jleuret)

floss-silk. Cf. Feubet s/k'-] = Fekuet sb:- Only
attrib. as floret-silk =Jloss-silk.

1583 Rates Customho. E iv, Silk called Floret silk the

pound contayning xvi. vnces. 1611 Cotgr. J-leurct, course

silke ; floret silke. 1640 Scavaet Table in Entick London
(1766) II. 169 Ferret or Floret silk.

llence + Floreting-.
1775 Romans His!. Florida 144 This mixture is carded

and calledy7tfr<?.'f>'«^.

Floret, obs. var. of Flec'retS, fencing-foil.

Floreted (flOrtted), fpl. a. [f. Floret 1 +
-ed *.] Having llorets, covered or ornamented

with little flowers.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xi.x. § 31 In bulging

balconies, and floreted gratings of huge windows.

t FlOTetry. Obs. rare. In 7 floritry, flowretry.

[?f. F'lohet, Floweret + -ry.] Flowery ornament.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. in. i6t The walls and arches.,

garnished with floritry. 1650 Fuller Pisga/i 1. 367 The
Cedar was. .curiously carved wirh imagery of flowers. .Nor
was all this flowretry. .lost labour.

Plorettee, -etty, vars. of Fleurettbe.

t Flo'rey, floree. Obs. Forms : 6 floray,

florrey, flurry, 6-7 florie, -y, 6-8 florey, 8

floree. [a. F. floree, var. oijleurie in same sense,
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f.fieur flower.] A blue pigment consisting of the

scum collected from the vat in dyeing with woad
or indigo.

1527 MS. Ace. R. Gibson, MasterofRrvels (Public Record
Office), IJoght . . iiij li of dry flory, the « lij s. 1573 A rt of
Limming 4 Smahe or florrey being tempered 111 a shell

with gumme water maketh a blewe. 1640 Parkinson
Theat. Hoi. v. lxiii. 602 Florey..is the scumme of the

dyfat, while the cloth is upon the dying a blew colour with
lndico or Woade. 1721-1800 Bailey, Floree, Ftorey. 1858
Simmonus Diet. Trade, Floree, powder blue or indigo.

attrib. 1606 PsACHAM Art Drawing 58 Take Florey
Blew and grind it with a little fine Roset.

1 rioriage. Obs. [badly f. L.fior-,fios flower,

after foliage. Cf. Yr.fieurage.]

1. Bloom, blossom.
178a J. Scott Odes xx. 26 And where the trees unfold

their bloom, And where the banks their floriage bear.

2. ( The leaves of flowers' (Webster Supfl. i88o\
Floriate {j\o*'t\\eX)

f
ppl. a. In quot. floreate.

[f. h.fiorjyfios + -ATE -. See -ate 2.] =next.
1894 Sotheby <y Co.'s Catal. 11 July 124 The first page.,

illuminated in floreate scrolls.

Floriated (1
flo->

,
ri|*,ted\///. a. Also floreated.

[f. as prec. + -ED '.] Decorated or adorned with
floral ornaments.
1845 Ecclesiologist IV. 17 The floriated Cross. 1857

Wood Com. Obj. Seashore 25 A floriated coronet.

Jig. 1891 Sat. Rev. 13 Aug. 183/2 The lale mission to
Fez, and the highly ' floriated ' accounts of it.

Floriation Jlo-rii^-J^n). [f. as prec. + -ATION.]

a. A floral decoration, b. A musical flouri.-h.

1868 Cussans Her. iv. 60 A Cross Moline with its floria-

tion.i more expanded. 1895 Cent. Mag. Aug. 575/2 He
continued the tune, with his accustomed donations.

Floricide Jlo-'risaid). nonce-tod. [f. L./lor[i)-
t

flos flower -1- -CIDS 1 .] One who destroys flowers.

1841 Hon. Smith Moneyed Man II. viii. 263 I cannot like

a floricide.

Floricomous (flori'k^mas), a. rare. [ad. late

L. floricom-its crowned with flowers, f.fiorJ-,fiJs
flower + coma hair (see Coma -) + -ous.]

+ 1. (See quot.) Obs."
1727 Bailev vol. II, Floricomous, having the Top full of

or adorn'd with flowers.

2. Zool. The distinctive epithet of certain sponges,

the rays of which end in a bunch of curved branches.

Floricultural [fip; flo»rikirltitiral), a. [f.

next + -AL *.] Pertaining to floriculture.

i8a> Loudon F.ncycl. Card. § 1626 Floricultural Cata-
logue. 1845 Florist's Jml. 250 Royal South London
Floricultural Society.

Floriculture (fVsflo»-riktdtKu). [(.L.fiJr(i)-,

fids flower + CULTURE : after horticulture.] The
cultivation of flowers or flowering plants.

1822 Loudon F.ncycl. Card. § 1559 Floriculture is ob-
viously of limited interest, .compared to horticulture. 1876

J. Grant One of the '600* vi. 49 Displaying, .some ignor-

ance alike of botany and floriculture.

Floriculturist (fl^rik»'ltiurist). [f. prec. +
-1ST.] One who devotes himself to or is skilled in

floriculture.

1869 Athcnvnm 6 Nov. 587 If you are a mere floricul-

turist. .the subject is exhausted.

Florid (florid), a. [ad. (directly or-through Fr.

JloriJe, Cotgr. in sense 6) L. fidrid-us (related to

florere to bloom : see -ID), f.fior-,flos flower.]

fl. Blooming with flowers; abounding i:i or

covered with flowers ; flowery. Obs.
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Florid, garnished with flowers.

1667 Milton /'. L, vn. 90 The ambient Aire wide inter-

fus'd Imbracing round this florid Earth.

T b. Consisting of flowers, floral.

1665 Boyle Oecas. Re/7, in, iv. (1675) 151 Those, who are
wont to make Fires.. have generally displac'd the florid,

and the verdent Ornaments of their Chimneys. 1678
Vaughan Thalia Rediv,, Daphtiis 70 Bring here the florid

glories of the Spring. 1*1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts (1684)

91 Florid and purely ornamental Garlands .. are of more
free election.

2. fig. Profusely adorned as with flowers ; elabo-

rately or luxuriantly ornate. Often in somewhat
disparaging sense * Excessively ornate.

a. Of composition, speech, etc. : Abounding in

ornaments or flowers cf rhetoric ; full of fine words
and phrases ; flowery.

1656 Cowi.kv Pindar. Odes Notes tries. (1710) I. 238

Apollo is. .the God of Poetry, and all kind of Florid Learn-

ing. 1658-9 Burtons Diary 11828) IV. 131 He made
a very florid speech. 171a Addison Sped. No. 321 P 3 The
Expressions are more florid and elaborate. 178a V. Knox
Ess. (1819) II. Ixi. 17 Several of the poems.. are florid to

excess. 1814 Scott Wav. xiv, He possessed that flow of

natural, and somewhat florid eloquence, which, [etc.] 1878

Morley Crit. Misc., Vauvenargues 6 The florid and
declamatory style of youth.

b. Of a person or his attributes : Addicted to the

use of flowery language or rhetorical ornament.

1671 Gumble Life of Monck Ep. Ded., This Subject re-

Juired a. .more florid Pen than mine. 1691 Wood A th.Oxon,

. 164 He took holy orders..and became a florid Preacher.

1735 Vovv.Prol.Sat. 317 In florid impotence he speaks. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. (1817) 2ii A copious and florid writer.

C. Of attire, manners, methods of procedure, etc.

:

Highly ornate ; showy, ostentatious.

1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 172 Whole years of.,

florid and unnatural patronage. 1853 Thackeray New*

conies I. 231 A florid apparel becomes some men, as simple

raiment suits others. 1876 C. M. Davtes Unorth. Lond. 89
The ritual is altogether of a more florid character.

3. spec, in technical use.

a. Music. (Seequots. 1879, 1888.)
1708 [see Figuratf. a. 4.]. 1774 Burney Hist. MusJijBcj)

I. vi. 80 Our florid-song.. is not always sufficiently sub-

servient to poetry. 1875 Ouseley Mhs. F'or/n ix. 49 Vary
the accompaniments by introducing more florid figures.

1879 Grove Diet. Mus., Florid. Music in rapid figures,

divisions, or passages, the stem of the simple melody
bursting forth, as it were, into leaves and flowers. 1888

Stainek & Barrett Diet. Mus. 'Terms, Florid counter-

point, a counterpoint not confined to any special species,

but in which notes of various lengths are used.

b. Arch. Enriched with decorative details.

a 1704 Evelyn Architects j£ Archil., Misc. Writings
(1825 1422 How oddly would . . thespruce and florid Corinthian
[become] a Tuscan entablature. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc.

<$ Art I. 151 The* next {style] is often called florid, as if it

were richer in ornament. 1838 Murray HatuUbk, N. Germ.
in The exterior, in, the most elegant florid Gothic. 1886

Willis & Clark Cambridge II. 526 A florid style ofJacobean
architecture.

f 4. Of blooming appearance ; strikingly beau-

tiful or attractive ; brilliant. Of colour : Bright,

resplendent. Obs.

1642 H. More Song ofSoul u. ii. 1. v, Slight proofs cannot
well fit In so great cause, nor phansies florid wile. 1664

Bulteel #*>/«///<.'« 1 33 The bewitching appearance of a florid

beauty. 1677 Plot O.vfordsh. 58 It gave the skin so florid

a whiteness, that, [etc.] 17*5 Butler Stmt. vi. 113 Florid

and gaudy Prospects and Expectations. 1770 H. Waltole
Vertue's A need. Paint. (1771J IV. 140 The weeping-willow

and every florid shrub .. are new tints in the composition of

our gardens.

5. Of the complexion (or the colour of a part of

the body) : Rosy or ruddy, flushed with red.

1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 4. 101 When it [our

beauty] is most florid and gay, three fits of an ague can
change it into yellowness. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 118 Of
a very florid clear Complexion. 1707 Flover Physic.

Pulse-Watch 60 High florid Colour in the Cheeks. 1781

Gibbon Decline
ty Fall III. xlviii. 45 His complexion was

fair and florid. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 155 The gums.,
became florid on the third day. 1865 Trollope Helton

^Estate iii. 26 A decidedly handsome man with a florid face.

T b. Of the blood : Bright red (i. e. arterial).

1650 tr. Bacons Life <r Death 64 The lively and floride

blond of the small Arteries. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments
i2i The Qualities of Blood in a healthy State are to be florid

when let out of the Vessel. 1797 M. Baii.lie Morh. Auat.

(1807) 40 A florid blood must have been always circulating

between the lungs and the left side of the heart.

6. Flourishing, lively, vigorous; in the bloom of

health. Now tare.

1656 Artif. Handsom. 76 Like snow in summer, falling on
green and florid trees. 1669 W. Simi-son Hydrol. Chym.
31 The circulation of the blood and humours become thereby

more florid. 1713 Steele Guardian No. a. f 1 I.. attri-

bute the florid old age I now enjoy, to my constant morning
walks up Hedington-Hill. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 1096 With
florid joy her heart dilating glows. 1748 Hume Hum. Und.
\. 10 Bodies, .endow'd with vigorous and florid Health. 1858

Cahlvle Fredk. Gt. II. vi.ix. 128 Wilhelmina, formerly

almost too florid, is gone to a shadow.

Florida (fiyridi). The name of a State in the

extreme south-east of the United States, used attrib.

to designate things connected with it in origin or

manufacture : as Florida-water, a perfume similar

to eau-de-Cologne, largely used in the United

States ; Florida wood, a hard wood obtained from

a species of dogwood, having close grain, and much
used for inlaying-work by cabinet-makers {Cent.

Diet).
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4I 160 Bahama and

Florida sponges are. about equal in texture and value. 1884

R. Wheatley in Harper's Mag. June 59/1 Merchandise

such as Florida water.

Florideous (florrdfts), a. Bot. [f. modJL
Fhridi-m (f. L. fioridus Florid) + -ous.] Belong-

ing to the Floridcx, an order of Alga;, or having

the characters of that group.
1884 [See Favklla].

Floridity (hVrvdhi). [f. Florid a. + -ity.j

m FlOKIDNESS.
1713 Steele Guardian No. 42 F 3 The Merit of his Wit

was founded upon . . the tossing up of a Fair of Rosie Jowles

. . Hjs Reputation, .rose in proportion to his Floridity. 17S9
Darwin in Phil. Trans. LI. 527 That these haemorrhages

were from the pulmonary artery., appears from.. the flori-

dity. i8ao Blackw. Mag. VII. 312 There is nothing of

this flutter and floridity in the poems of Mr. Anster.
_
1831

Howitt Seasons 152 We soon perceive the floridity of

nature merging into a verdant monotony. 1883 CenturyMag.
XXVI. 017/1 They were, .dressed with a certain floridity.

Floridly (flpTidli^ adv. [f. Flouid a. + -ly 2.]

In a florid manner ; esp. with respect to speech.

1667 H. Stubbe in Phil. Trans. II. 500 Their Spleen is

Triangular..and floridly red. 1667; H. More Diy. Dial.

n. xiv. (1713) 131 Vou have apologized more floridly and
rhetorically for me than [etc.]. 1739 Cibbeh Apol

;

(1756)

I. 40 Ky endeavouring to be floridly grateful I talk'd non-

sense. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLIII. 306/2 A floridly sensa-

tional religious novel.

Floridness (flfridata). [f. Florida. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being florid ; exuberant

freshness or liveliness, brightness of ruddy hue

;

lavishness of ornamentation.
1661 Feltham Resolves 11. boc. 337 Some of the Ancient

Grecians .. deriving it [dancing] from the Amoenity and

Floridness of the warm and spirited Uoud. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva (1776) 631 Allured it is likely by the .. Florid-

ness of the leaves. 1769 Wesley Jrnl. 2 July, Her language
is. .simple, without, .affected floridness. 1776 Priestley in

Phil. Trans. LXVI. 231 The floridness of the arterial blood.

1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 8 Refinement, .tames down the
floridness . . of the imagination. 184a Ibid, XXVI. 639 A
clustering floridness sometimes conceals a flaw in the pillars.

1889 Ijruce Plant. Negro 153 The man of ripe years lias all

the mental floridness of a boy.

Floriferous (Horiferas), a. [f. L. florifcr (f.

jldr{i)-, fids + -fer bearing) + -ous.] I'roducing

flowers. Hence Flori ferousness.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Floriferous. 1678 T. Jordan

Triumphs Lond. 11, A Verdant Hill, which the Floriferous

hand of Nature had Crown'd with [etc.]. 17*7 Bailey, vol.

II, Florif-ronsness. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xix. (1813)

345 The dwarf sort, .is not so floriferous as the large. x88i

Pract. Gardener 35 China Roses, .none are more floriferous

than ttiese. 1882 Garden 25 Feb. 134/3 Its extreme flori-

ferousness compared with that of any of the others.

fig. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist I. Prel. 5 This laughter

of reason refreshed is floriferous.

Glorification (flo^nfik^-Jan). [a. Yr.fiorifi-

cation, f. V,.fldr[i\-,Jl5s flower + *fication.] The ac-

tion of producing flowers; the process of flowering.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 92
Without, .enquiring what might be the particular use of
the florification. 1828 in Webster.

Floriform (floe-rif^im), a. [f. L. florii)-, fids

flower + -form.] Having the form of a flower.

1805-47 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 38 Floriform.

1835 Kikby Hab. <$• Inst. Anim. II. xiii. 14 The aperture

being round in some [Crino'ideans] and floriform in others.

triorigerOUS, a. Obs.-° [f. L. floriger

flower-bearing (Lfidr(i)-,fios flower + -ger bearing)

+ -ous.] Bearing flowers.

1717 in Bailey, vol. II. 1775 in Ash.

Florikan, floriken (flo^rikan, -ken). Also

9 fiorican, -ikan. -ikin. [Of unknown origin ; cf.

the synonym Flandeukin 2.] * A name applied in

India to two species of small bustard, the Bengal

Fiorican {Sypheotides benga/ensis, Gmelin) and the

Lesser Fiorican {S. anritus, Latham) ' (Yule).

1780 Munro Narrative (1789) 199 The floriken, a most
delicious bird of the buzzard kind. 1863 Si-eke Discov.

Nile 58, I shot a new variety of florikan.

t Flo'rilege. Obs. [a. Fr. floritige, or ad.

mod.L. fiorilcgium : see next.] —next.
a. 1665 Rea (title) Flora. .or a Complete Florilege, fur-

nished with all Requisites belonging to a Florist.

b. 1651 Kiggs New Disp. r 290 Which.. have not bm
sucked and elaborated (like the Uee) so much out of, either

the poison of somes dotages and uncertain principles, or

others Florilege and Analect. 17*7-41 in Chambers Cycl.

Florilegiuni (florilrd^if'm). [mod.L., I flori-

hg-us flower-culling, f. fior{i); fids flower + legcre

to gather; a literal rendering of Gr. av0ok<ryiov

Anthology, after the analogy of spici/cgium.] a.

lit. A collection or selection of flowers ; used

trans/, in the title of a book (see quot.\ b. A
collection of the flowers of literature, an anthology.

a. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4001/4 A compleat Florilegium

of all the choice Flowers cultivated.

b. 1647 C. Harvey Synagogue xxvi. 9 The florilegia of

Gelestiall storyes. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. ui.Crit. Hist.

4 Antonius Schorus s Ciceronian Florilegiums. 1815 Southey
Let. 15 Aug. (1856) II. 423 Some [of Kirke White's poems]
. .must hold their place in our popular Florilegia as long as

the English language endures. 1870 Lowell Study Wind.

373 We have made but a small florilegium from Mr. Hazlitt's

remarkable volumes.

+ Also in anglicized form nori'legy.
i6ai Hp. Mountagu Diatribx 29 Glossaries: Florilegies.

Florinianiatflo'rim^nia). [f. h.fior K i)~,fios

flower + Gr. paiia madness (see Mania).] A mania

or 'rage ' for flowers in general, or for one parti-

cular sort or species of flower.

182a Loudon Encycl. Card. § 54 This florimania seems to

have declined and given way to a taste for exotics.

So Plortmanist [see -ist], one possessed by flori-

mania. {.Cf. F.fiorimane.)
1823 Loudon Encycl. Gard.Ji 44 The number of flori.

manists.. was much more considerable towards the middle

of the last century.

Florin (rty'rin). Forms : 4-9 floren(e, 4-7
florein, -eyne, 5 (floran), floryne, (floring), 4,

8- florin, [a. Fr. florin = Pr., Sp. florin, It.

fiorino, i. fiore:—L.fior-em, firs flower, the coin

originally so called having the figure of a lily

stamped upon it.

Some of the early forms can hardly be distinguished from

those of the synonymous Florence ; there is no direct

etymological connexion between the two words, though

the * flower' from which the Florentine coin took its name

may have been used with allusion to the name of the city.]

1. The English name of a gold coin weighing

about 54grs., first issued at Florence in 1252.

1303 R. Hrunne Handt. Synne 6201 J>ere bey fonde be

cofre ful. .Of florens, and of goldrynges. a 1400 Octoman

196 A palmer.. bad for that chyld so bold Well many
floreyne. C1470 Henry Wallace ix. 252 This blythts me
mekill mor, Than off floryng \v.r. floringis] ye gaiff me
sexty scor. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxviu. 234 They

ieft not in y* abbey the valewof a floren. 1655 Fuller Ch.

Hist. 11. i. § 38 Yet in after-Ages the Arch-Bishop of

Canterburie's Pall was sold for five thousand Florenes.

1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 1. viii. 313 Edward the black
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?rlnce . . imposed a tax of a florin upon every hearth, in his

'rench dominions. 183J tr. Sisurondi's Ital. Rep. iv. 85
The republic of Florence, in the year 1252, coined its golden
florin, of 24 carats fine, and of the weight of one drachm.

2. An English gold coin of the value of six

shillings or six and eightpence, issued by Edward
III. Obs. exc. Hist.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng, ccxxv. 231 The floreyne that

was callid the noble pris of vj shillynges viij pens of ster-

Hnges. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 256 The king made
a newe coyne of Golde and named it the Floreyn. 1697
Evelyn ATumism. i. 4 Our golden Florens in the reign of
F.dward III. 1866 Crump Banking x. 222 Coinage of
England. .Edward III. Gold. Florin, half-florin.

3. The English name of various coins current at

various times on the continent, a. Gold coins.

i6n Cotgr., Florin, a Florin, or Franc : an ancient
coine of gold in France, worth ijs. sterl. : not currant at this

day. i8ix P. Kelly Univ. Cambist I. 177 The gold
florins are chiefly current in the countries on the banks of
the Rhine, passing geuerally for 2 Rixdollars current.

b. Silver coins.

1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let, to Mrs. Thistletlnvayte
26 Sept., The laws of Austria confine a woman's portion
not to excec-d two thousand florins. 1717-41 Chambers
Cycl. s. v. Florin, As to silver Florins. .Those of Genoa, &c.
were worth about 8id. sterling. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Con:
II. 299 He.. pays no more than eisht or ten florins Polish
money, which is four or five shillings in England. 1873
Ouida Pascarel I. 13 We only want a few florins.

4. An English silver coin of the value of two
shillings, first minted in 1849.
1849 Lotto*. Jrnl. 12 May 149 The new two shilling coi:i

is to he called a florin.

Floripondio. Also S floripendio, floripondy.
[a. Sy. floripondio, ad. mod. I..floripondium, app.
f. L. flor(i)-,flos flower +pondi/s weight.]

The Spanish nameoftwoPcruvian species ofdatura
or thorn-apple, D. arborea and D. sanguinea.
1S04 E. G[rimston] tr. Acosta's Nat. $ Mor. Hist. Indies

iv. xxvii. 283 Flowers .. of excellent scent, as those which
growe vpon a tree termed by them Floripondio or carry
flower [orig. has only, 'which some call Floripondio'].

1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson s V'oy. 92 The Floripendio
is a tree which bears no fruit, but only Flowers like Uells.

1768 J. Byron Narr. Patagonia zi8 Their gardens are
full of noble orange-trees and ilori-pondies. 1815 \V. Bowles
Missionary vm. 178 Above, The floripondio its rich trellis

wove. l856 Treas. Bot., Floripondio, Datura sanguinea.
Florische, florise, noris(a)h(e, florisae,

obs. forms of Flourish.

Floriscope (flo'-risktfup), Fess correctly flora-

scope, [f. L. flor(i)-, Jlos flower + Gr. -a/foVoy

looker.] An optical instrument for inspecting

flowers.

1847 Craig, Florascof>e [and so in later Diets.]. 1889 Catho-
lic liouseh. 30 Nov. 6 A pocket microscope and Floriscope.

Florist (hY'-, fl6>rist). [f. L. flor-, Jlos flower

+ -1ST. Cf. Fr. fleuriste, It. florista.] One who
cultivates flowers; one skilled in knowledge of

flowering plants ; also, one who raises flowers for

sale, or who deals in flowers.

1623 Sm H. Wotton in Reliq. Wotton. 407 It hath given
me acquaintance with some excellent Florists (as they are
stiled). 1678 Val'chan Thalia Rediv., To his Books 47
Choice Flow'rs, all set and drest By old, sage florists.

1718 Freethinker No. 11 P 7 She will watch . . as a Florist
does a Bed of Flowers in the Spring. 1808 Pike Sources
Mississ. in. 2ioThis father was a great naturalist or rather
florist : he had large collections of flowers, plants, &c. 1871
Earle I'hilol. Eng. Tongue§ 251 They differ as the flowers
of the florist differ from those of nature.

Ploristry (fV'ristri). [f. prec. + -rt.] collect.

The objects on which a florist exercises his skill

;

garden-flowers as a whole. In quot. attrib.

1822 Loudon Encycl, Card. Index, Florists or floristry

gardeners 2079.

Florisugent (nWisittd^ent),**. [f. la.fldrif)-,

Jlos flower + silgent-em, pr. pple. of siigere to suck.]

Sucking (honey from) flowers : applied to certain

birds and insects. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

Floritry: see Floretry.
Floroun : see Fleuron".

Iinorilit(flo'>-ri«
l
it). [L., 3rd sing. perf. indie, of

florere to flourish. Cf. habitat.'] Occasionally used
for : The period during which a person * flourished \
1843 Lihdell & Scott Greek- Eng. Lex, Pref., The date

of each Author's 'floruit' is added in the margin. 1882
Saintsbury Hist. Fr. Lit. Pref. 9 The Index will .. be
found to contain the date of the birth and death, or, if these
be not obtainable, the floruit of every deceased author
of any importance. 1890 H. W. Watkins Baitipton Led.
*ii. 100 Professor de Groot puts his life at a.d. 65-135, and
hisjlorut't in the reign of Trajan.

Florula(flo«ri/?la). [nsUL.*Jldrula,d[m. offlora
(see FLORA).] A small flora or collection of plants.
1847 Gray Lett. (1893^ 347 That makes a very homoge-

neous florula. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. vi. (1856)46 My
limited florula, gathered as I made a few hasty walks.

Florulent (flo>-, rlp-r^lent), a. [ad. h.flont-
lenl-us, f. flor-, Jlos flower.] a. Abounding in
flowers, flowery, b. In decorative art : Consisting
of depicted flowers.

a. 159* R* r>. Itypncrotoviachia 91 Turning upon the
florulent ground. 1670-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1869 A.
Steele in W. S. Crockett Minstrelsy Merse 11893) 160 Nor
name those balmy, spicy dells Though florulent they be.

Vol. 7.V.

b. 1859 H. S. Cuming in Jrnl. Archaeol. Assoc. XV. 227
Florulent scrolls in relief upon a mat ground.

Hence Flo rulentness. I7j7 ;„ Bailey vol. II.

T Flo*ry, sbA Obs. rare. Also flore. [?f. OF.
flor,flenr flower ; cf. QY.flore' ppl. adj.]

x53° Witt* & I"v. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 109 A Alone of
golde & a signet of golde. Ibid., A flore of gold enameld
with blew & j stone in it.

Flory (flo^'ri), a. and sb.- Sc.

A. adj. Showy, vain.

1782 Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Sc. Dial. 102 Flory. .showey,
vain. 1821 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xii, The words 'flory
conceited chap'.

B. sb. A conceited, frothy fellow.

1757 H. I. Player s Scourge 5 A pedantic foolish flory.

flory, a. Her. : see Flelrv.

Flory-boat. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Flory-boat, a local term
for boats employed in carrying passengers to and fro from
steamers which cannot get alongside of a quay at low-
water.

Florys(c)h(e, flor(y)schyn, noryse, flo-

rysa(h e, obs. forms of Flourish.

t Ploscampy. [a. xnc<\.\..flds cantpiMX, ' flower

of the field \] ^See quot. 1398.)
1398 Trevisa Barfh. De I'. R. xvn. xciii. (1495) 647

[Flos ca/npi is a lytyll floure with a small stalke and the
floure is red as blood]. < 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 31 Sette
on cuery pompe a flos campy flour, c 1440 J ork Myst. xli.

366 Hail! ! floscampy, and flower vyrgynall.

t Flo'SCle. Obs. [ad. L. Jloscitlus : see Flos-
cui.e.] A flower.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer''s Bk. Physicke 41/2 Infunde
theron, of the beste oyle Olive, as much as wille cover the
floscles. Ibid, {at end), Expos. . . wordes . . derived of the
Latines, 'floscles, reade flowers', a 1770 C. Smart Hop
Garden t. 176 The hop.. began to hang Its folded floscles

from the golden vine.

Floscular (rV'skiaflXi), a. [f. I,. Jloscitlus

little flower (see Flosctlk) + -AB.J

1. Composed of floscules or flowerets.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Ftosculosus Jlos, a floscular
flower. 1845 Lindley Sen. Bot. vi. (1S58) 82 Flowers
mostly floscular.

2. 1 Flossy, fluffy.

182] Av7v Monthly Mag. IV. 6 An ample violet-coloured
chlaina of floscular cotton.

iFloSCulatioil. Obs. rare~ '. \i.\..fldscid-tts

(see Floscl'lk) + -ATION.] A flower (of speech,
;

an embellishment or ornament.
1651 Fuller Abel Rediv., Hitss 19 That. .with rhetoricall

flusculations [sic] I should endevour to adorne his me-
morhdl.

Floscule (fVski/d). [a. F. fosculc, ad. L.
Jloscul-its, dim oijlos flower.]

f 1. Something in the shape of a little flower.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 53 What remained was
a bright styriate floscule.

fb. An embellishment or ornament (of speech\
Obs. Cf. GQT.Jloskcl.
1669 Sir A". Digby's Closet Open. To Rdr., There needs no

Rhetoricating Floscules to set it off.

2. Bot. A small blossom of a composite flower;

a floret.

1785 Martyn- Rousseau's Bot. vi. 67 Giving the names of
Floscules or Florets to the little component flowers. 1805
Edin, Rcz: VI. 85 Each single anther will constitute a
male floscule. i8a8 in Whuster.

t Flo'SCTllent, a. Obs. [incorrectly f. as prec.

+ -ulent. (Or is it a misprint for Jloruleut 1
/ ]

Of speech or a speaker : Flower)'.

1646 J. Ffall Horce Vac. 104 Hut for private friendship,

had it not onely allowance, but also praise, the Holy
Spirit would not so oft have beene flosculent, when Hee
touched here. 165* — Height Eloquence p. vi, Endea-

' vouring either an exact flosculent or delightfully formed
speech.

t PlO'SCUlet. Obs. rare ~ K [f. as prec. + -et.]

A little flower; in quot.yf^. for an infant.

1648 Herrick Hester. (1869) I. 133 Your owne faire print

was set Once in a virgin flosculet, Sweet as your selfe.

Flosculose (fVskitfbu-s), a. [f. L. Jldscul-us

Floscule + -ose.]. = Flosculous.
1866 Treas. Bot.,Flosculi^d.\. Flosculose). In mod. Diets.

Flosculous (fV'skitfhs), a. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

f 1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of flowers
;

having the savour of flowers. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. vi. 97 A dry and flos-

culous coat [of the nutmeg], commonly called Mace, a 168a— 'Tracts 11684) 25 Putting the dried Flowers of the Vine
into new Wine to give it a. .flosculous race or spirit.

2. Abounding with flowers, flowery, rare.

1676 in Coi.ks. 1824 Prichard Welsh Minstr, 13 Thou
flosculous and fruitful fair one !

3. Bot. a. Composed of floscules or florets.

1783 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. vi. 68 The Flosculous
flowers, or such as are composed of florets. 1845 Lindlfy
Sch. Bot. vi. (i8=;8) 84 Flowers either flosculous or radiant.

b. Of a floret : Tubular.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 198 Corymbiferx, the

florets of which are flosculous in the middle. 1870 P-entley
Bot. (1887) 594 Coryiubi/erar, the plants of which have either
all tubular (.flosculous) and perfect florets ; or [etc.].

tFlose, £'• Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Flos3 2.] ?To

be shaggy.
13.. /•;. E. Allit, P. B. 1689 Faxe fyltered, & felt

flosed hym vtnbe.

I!
Flos-ferri (flp-sfe-rai). Min. [L. ;

=
' flower

of iron \] A coralloid variety of aragonite, often

found with iron ore.

1748 Sir J. Hill Hist. Fossils 344 This species is. .called

.. Flos Ferri. 1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class.

51 Flos-fem is formed in great perfection in the Styrian
iron-mines.

Flosh.'flfJ'),^. 1 Obs.exc.dial. Also 3-4 flosche.

[See Flash sb. 1
; cf. also Flush sb,-]

1. A pool ; sometimes, a stagnant pool overgrown
with reeds, etc. ; a swamp.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviifi). 5 [4], I am wened, in ilka

land To has bat ere in flosche falland. 1789 I). Davidson'
7'//. Seasons 12 When . . powheads spartle in the oosy flosh,

1875 Lane. Gloss., Flosh, water, or a watery place.

b. trau.sf. A pool (of blood).
a 1400 50 Alexander 2049 Sike scoures were of blude .

.

J>at foles ferd in be flosches to be fetelakis.

2. attrib, tCf. Flush sbs 2 c.)

1847 Hali.iwell, Flash-hole, a hole which receives the
waste water from a mill-pond. 1875 in Sussex Gloss.

Flosh. (rVJ), sb.* (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Meclt. I. 8S9/2 Flosh (Metallurgy',
a hopper-shapud box in which ore is placed for the action
of the stamps,

t Flosned, ///. a. Obs. rare~\ [app. f. F.

{soie)Jloc/ie (see Floss -) + -ED.] Made to resemble
floss-silk.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 517 Men appareiled like wihle
men. .their bodies, .covered with grene Sylke flosshed.

Floss 1 (flf^)- dial. In Oikncy and Shetland:
A collective term for reeds, rushes, etc.

1623 in Parry Orkney Isl. i'i8o5t App. 467 That no
persone shall.. pull floss .. before the first of Lammas.
1793 Statist. Ace. Scott. VII. 524 The tenants paid in

kind.. floss or reeds, 1866 Kdmondston Shell. <$ Orkn.
Gloss., Floss

y
the common rush.

FloSS - ^ftys). Also 9 dial, floose. [Of doubt-

ful origin. Possibly an adoption of some form of

OF. Jlosche down, pile of velvet ; also as adj. in

soyejlosche (mod.F. soicJloche') floss-silk ( = It. seta

Jloscia). Possibly, however, there may have been
a native Kng. or Scandinavian word floss cognate
with FLEECK. Cf. mod.led. Jlos nap of cloth, Da.
Jlos plush (recorded from 17th c), and Cleveland

r]ia\.Jloss-seare the cotton-gra^s ; also Flose v .]

1. The rough silk which envelopes the cocoon of

the silk-worm ; also see quot. 1835.
1759 Pullein in Phil. Trans. LI. 56 The common silk-

pod, with all its floss, weighs usually but three grains. 183s
Ukl Philos. Monuf. 3 Silk which occurs in entangled tuft.-,

called flo>s, is spun like cotton.

b. trans/, (see quot.\
1846 Smart, Floss, a downy substance in some plants.

1847 Loncf. F.vang. 1. ni, Hair, like the silken floss of
the maize, hung over his shoulder.

2. Silk in fine filaments; — Floss-silk.
1871 It. Taylor Faust (18751 II. 1. hi. 22 Silken threads

and silken flosses Here must play their parts. 1889 A. N.
Carter in Century Mag. Nov. 37/2 Old velvet embroidered
with gold and floss.

3. A flossy surface ; also, a quantity of flossy

particles ; fluff.

1784 Henley in Bcckford's Vatkek (1868) 160 note, The
wrong side of tapestry will represent more truly the figures

on the right, notwithstanding the floss that blurs them,
than [etc.]. 1850HAMEORD Titu Bobbin's //'X^. Gloss., Floose,

the flyings of wool or cotton. 1871 NAVHKYS Prev. <r Cure
Dis. 1. iv. 121 When woven thick and with a floss, it is

warm. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Floss, the small
particles of fibre in the dust given off in the processes of the
manufacture of textiles.

4. attrib. and Comb., as Jloss line, thread, wigt

yarn. Also Floss-silk.
1894 Daily Nezos 7 May 5/1 Men fish with a "floss line,

and one, two, six, or more natural flies on a hook. 1871
MacElrath Diet. Commerce (Webster 1879) *Floss-thread,
a kind of soft flaxen yarn or thread, used for embroidery.
1864 J. Brown Horw Subsec, ?. Leech (1882) 28 The coach-
man's red face and *floss wig.

Floss 3 (fVs). Metallurgy, [a. Ger. flosz in

same sense : see Float sb.]

1. a. (See quot.) b. (See quot.) c. =Jloss-holc

(see below).
a. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 509 Floss of the puddling fur-

nace is the fluid glass floating upon the iron produced by
the vitrification of the oxides and earths which are present.

b- J839 Ure Diet. Arts 711—2 White cast iron.. is em-
ployed.. for the manufacture of steel, and is then called
steel floss, or lamellar floss.

C. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 702 The floss, or outlet of the
slag from the furnace.

2. Comb. : floss-hole, (a) ' a hole at the back
of a puddling-furnace, beneath the chimney, at

which the slags of the iron pass out of the furnace
;

(/>) the tap-hole of a melting furnace* (Knight).
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 708 The excess of slag is allowed to

run off" by the chio or floss hole. 1881 Raymond Alining
Gloss., Floss-hole, a tap-hole.

Floss 4 (flfs). rare — 1
. [Of doubtful genuine-

ness. Ger. flosz has this sense
;
pern, the title of

The Mill on the Floss (where Floss is a proper

name) ledCarlyle to think that the word existed in

the same form in Kng. Cf. Flouse] A stream.

1865 Carlylk Fredk. Gt. V. xix. iv. 472 There is one
dirty stream or floss {Hiinerfliess, Hen-Floss) which wan-
ders dismally through those recesses.
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Flossifieation, erroneously for Florification.
i8a8 Webster cites Med. Rcpos.

Floss silk. Also flox-, flosh-silk. [f. Floss 2
,

after F. soiefloche.] a. The rough silk broken off

in the winding of the cocoons, "b. This rough silk

carded like cotton or wool and used chiefly in the

manufacture of common silk fabrics. C. Untwisted
filaments of silk used in embroidery and crewel-

work.
1759 Pullein in Phil. Trans. LI. 55 It was covered with

some floss-silk. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xiii, The flox -silk with
which the billet was surrounded, a 1846 Landor Imag.
Couv. Wks. 1846 II. 53 The truckle bed of Valour and
Freedom is not wadded with flosh-silk. 1863 Ouida Held
in. Bondage (1870) 89 Will you be kind enough to hold this

skein of floss silk for me? 1884 J. PayKE Tales fr. Arabic
I. 17 He found himself upon a couch, stuffed all with floss-

silk.

attrib. 1847 Alb. Smith Ckr. Tadpole v. (1879)50 A bright
blue stock, worked with floss silk sunflowers.

Flossy (nV'si), a. [f. Floss ^.2 + -yI] Re-
sembling floss or floss-silk; floss-like.

1839 Bailey Festut xx. (1848; 266 Flossy, tendrilled locks.

1874 T. Hardy Madding Crowd I. xxviii. 306 A thick flossy

carpet of moss. 1884 Daily News 10 Nov. 3/1 Chenille
embroideries brightened by. .the flossiest of silks.

Plot 1 (Apt). Now only Sc. [repr. OE. *Jlot

(\n flotswent floating grease), or a. ON. _/?<?/ ( = Sw.
flott), f. weak grade of root of FLEET v. Cf. Flo-
tessk.] * The scum of a pot of broth when it is

boiling' (Jamieson).
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. ion As a fumes fu! of flot bat

vpon fyr boyles.

Plot- (Ityt). Mining. [? var. of Float sb.

(sense 20a).] (See quot. 1881.)

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Ij, Some of these Flots carry
£ood Ore where never Vein was yet Discovered. 1881
Dakyns in Nature No. 620. 473 The word ' flot * is a
miner's term for ore lying between the beds, or at certain
definite horizons in the strata. In textbooks flots are
generally called ' flats ' or ' flattings '.

Flot, obs. form of Float.

Plota (fl#»*ta). [a. Sp. flota fleet]

1. The name given to the Spanish fleet which used
to cross the Atlantic and bring back to Spain the

products of America and the West Indies. Also
gen.
1690 Child Disc. Trade Pref. B. iv b, The arrival of

the Spanish Flota. a 1763 Shenstonk Elegies xiv, What
envy'd flota bore so fair a freight? 1796 Nelson 28
Sept. in Nicolas Dis/>. II. 284, I believe I can destroy their
Flota.
•' 2. ? erroneous use. A floating barrier (sec quot.).

1777 Watson Philip II, II. xix. 180 For the greater
security of. .the work, a flota, one thousand two hundred
feet long, was constructed of barks, bound together . . with
..beams pointed with iron, resembling a file of pikes.

Flotage, Flotation, Flotative ; see Float-.

Flotant (fiVu-tant;, <*• Her. \j^.Yx. flottant,

pres. pple. o(flotter to float.] (See quot. 182S.)
1610 Glii.ijm Heraldry in. xxvi.(i6n> 183 He beareth

azure an Harpey with her wings disclosed her Haire
flotant. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Flotant, a term
used in blazon to express anything flying in the air, as
a banner floatant, or displayed— it is likewise applicable to
anything swimming. 1868 Cussans Her, vii. 105 Tied.,
with ribbon, the ends flotant.

f Flotch. Obs. rare. [Variant form of Flttcii.
"J

1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid 0/ Mill hi, i, He shall
be hang'd in flotches : The dogs shall eat him in Lent.

t Flote, sb.^ Obs. Also 5-6 flot, 6 St. floit.

[OK. flota wk. masc. = MDu. vlole, ON. flote : see
Float s/>. In sense 2 ad. Sp.flota : see Flota.]
1. A fleet or flotilla.

O. E. Chron. ann. 975 Nass se flota swa rang, c 1275
Lay. 2155 Humber king and his flote..comen on Albanac
his loud. 1375 Harbour Bruce m. 601 He had na ner
socouris Then the kingis flote. ^1470 Henry Wallace
ix. 98 The lakest schip, that is his flot within. 1577 in
Hakluyt Voy. (15991 I. 296 The good ship named the
Primerose, shalbe Admirall of tins flote.

2. = Flota i.

1673 Ray Jour/t. Lo7v C. 484 TheLongha [inSevil], where
the Merchants meet about the affairs of the flote.

tPlote, sb? Obs. [a. OF. flote fern., company
of persons, multitude — Sp.flota, Pg. frota :-pop.
L. type*flolla, prob. f.Teut. *flot- weak grade of the
root of *fleutan Flekt v. in the sense ' to flow '.

The Sp. and Pg. words also mean * fleet of vessels ', and
in this meaning are prob. adoptions of the Teut. word ap-
pearing as OS.fiote, OE. fiota wk. masc, f. the same root
in the sense ' to float'. The mod. sense of F. Jlotte, fleet,

is believed to have been adopted from Sp. in the 16th c.

;

the older sense is still current in certain phrases, but is

popularly regarded as a transferred use. It. Iwtjtttfa,
frotta,jlotta in both senses, but their relation to the F.
word is doubtful.]

A company, troop; also, a herd (of cattle), a
shoal (of fish).

/i. 1300 Cursor M. 2444 (Cott.\ O fee bai had a selly flot.

c 1300 Havelok 738 pere he made a litel cote To him and
to hise flote. (11375 Joseph of A rim. 28 Joseph ferde bi-

foren and^ be flote folewede. .? 1400-50 Alexander 770
Aithire with a firs flote in be iild metis. 1513 Douglas
sEneis xn. v, 191 Italians nurlis on him in a flote. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 343 A great flote of dolphins.
1647 N. Bacon Hist. Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. v. 17 The Goths,

• Vandals . . and other flotes of people that about these times
. .were weary of their own dwellings.

t Plote, vl Obs. Also 7 float. [Of doubtful

formation: either f. Flot sb. 1 or back formation

from floten, Flotten.] trans. To skim ; = Fleet
v.'z 1.

1573 Tusser Husb. xlix. (1878) 108 Gehezie his sicklies

was whitish and drie, Such cheeses, good Cisley, ye floted

too nie. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 270 Floating of a
Cheese, is the separating the Whey from the Curd.

+ Plote, «*.* Sc. Obs. Also 5 floyt(e, flot.

[Conjectured to l>e a variant of Flute v."\ trans.

? To trim with ' fluting '. Hence Flowing vbl. sb.

(used concr. and attrib.*).

1473 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. I. 16 To the sammyn ij.

dowblatis iji elne of braid clath to flote thaim. 1474 Ibid.

23 To by stufe and floting for the Kingis doublat. 1491
Ibid. 188 Quhyt fustiane to floyt adowblat of dwn sattin.

Flote, Flote-grass, obs. ff. Float, Float-
gkass.

Floter, obs. form of Flutter.
tFlotesse. Obs. Also 5 flotyce, -yse, 6

flotes, flattesse, flats. [Perh. the pi. of Flot sb.*,

taken as sing. It may however represent an un-
recorded F. derivative of floter to float.] Scum or

grease floating on the surface of a liquid ; esp.

skimmed fat, dripping.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 168/1 Flotyse or flotyce of a pott or

other lyke, s/uwa, 1531 Tindale Exp. 1 John v. 21
Doest thou make of God.. one that had lust to smell to
burnt flotesse? 1536 Lett. «y Papers Hen. VIII, X. 175,

4 stone of flattesse. 1548RECORDE Urin. Pliysick v. 18 Be-
syde these is there often tymes [in the urine] as it were a
flotes or fattynes on the topp. 1585 2nd Pt. good Husivi/es
Ieivell 12 Frie them with butter or flats.

tPlo*ther. Obs. rare- 1
. In 3//. flopre. [cf.

OF. *flx$ra pi. flakes of snow (cited by Junius).]

A flake (of snow).
cizjs AT Pains 0/ Hell 74 in O. E. Misc. (1872! 140 Mo

saulen poliefc* ber sucche wowe pane be flobre in be snowe.

Flotilla (flrtHa). [a. Sp. flotilla, dim. offlota
a fleet : see Flota.] A small tleet ; a fleet of

boats or small vessels.

1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4800/1 The Flotilla, .was sail'd.

1739 Let. in Descr. Windward Passage (ed. 2) 3 They
commonly dispatch a few Ships into Kurope, who. .carry an
Account of what is on Board the Galleons and Flota. The
Ships are stiled the Flotilla. 1801 P. Somkrvillk in A.
Duncan Nelson (1806) 108 The enemy's flotilla in the bay
of Boulogne. 1826 H. N. Coleridge West Indies 125
A flotilla of fishing or passage boats. 1858 Ca v.\.\ i 1: Fredk.
Gt. (1865) II. vi. iii. 155 Sailing.. in silken flotillas gayer
than Cleopatra's, down the Elbe.

Flotsam (fty'tsam). Forms: ^floatsam, -son,

flotsan, -sen, -zan, 7-8 flotzam, 7, 9 flotsom(e,

7-9 flotson, 9 flotsum, (dial.) floatsome, 8-

flotsam. [ad. AF. floteson ( = mod.F. flottaison)

:—late L. type *flottdtio~ncm, f. *flottdre, OF. floter
to Float.]
1. Law. Such part of the wreckage of a ship or

its cargo as is found floating on the surface of the

sea. Usually associated with Jetsam.
[Liber Niger Admiralitatis exxxvi. (1871) I, 82 Pippe de

vin flotants, balles de marchandises ou autre chose quel-
conque comme floteson.] 1607 Cowf.ll fntcrpr., Flotsen
alias (Flotzam). a 1688 tr. Blackc Bk. Admiralty (187H I.

83 Pipe of wine floating, bales of goods, or any other thing
whatsoever, as ffloatson. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt.
Brit. 1. 11. ix. (1743) 81 To the Lord High Admiral belongs
. .a Share of all lawful prizes, Lagon, Flotson, and Jetson.
1814 Scott Diaty 11 Aug. in Lochhart, The goods and
chatties of the inhabitants are all said to savour of Flotsome
and Jetsome. 1853 Act 16-17 Vut, c. 107. § 76 All Goods
derelict, jetsam, flotsam, and wreck brought or coming into
the United Kingdom.

b. transf. and flg. Sometimes used jocularly for
* odds and ends*.
1861 All Y. Pound 1 June 235 Turkey buzzards were

searching for flotson and jetson in the shape of dead Irish

deck hands. 1884 R. Buchanan in Harper's Mag. Sept.

603/1 A mania for buying all sorts of flotsam and jetsam.

2. dial. (See quot. 1804X
1804 Duncumb Herefordsh. I. 213 Floatsome, timber, etc.

accidentally carried down a river by a flood. 1890 in

Gloucestersh. Gloss. 1894 Daily News 23 Nov. 6/7 How far

the water has gone down may be gathered from the flotsam
caught in the willow boughs.

3. Newly ejected oyster-spawn.

1879 CasselTs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 154/1 Floatsome. i88j
Standard 18 Feb. 5/2 The spawn or ' flotsom ' emitted from
the bivalves.

t Flotte, ///. a. Obs. rare. [Cf. Flotten and
Flote f. 1

] Skimmed.
1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. Ixxii, Their milk pannes so

flotte, that their cheeses be lost.

Flotte, obs. form of Float sb.

t Flo'tten, ///. a. Obs. Also floten. [pa. pple.

of Fleet v. 1 and -.]

1. Flooded with water.
1601 Holland Pliny I. xvm. xviii. 577 They were woont

to cast their seed-corne upon the floten ground.

2. Skimmed. Flotten milk : skim milk.
1600 \V. Vaughan Direct, /or Health (1633) 72 Browne-

bread crummed into .. flotten milke. 1608 Akmin Nest
Ninn. (1880)48 Fed with the flottin milkc of nicetie and
wantonnesse. 1614 Makkham Cheap Husb. n. i. (1668) 71
Bring them [Calves] up upon the finger, with flotten milk.
1661 K. W. Char. Coxcombs (i860) 30 Flotten cheese. 1721
in Bailey.

fig. 163a Quarles Div. Fancies 11. xxviii. (1660) 60 We
Fleet the Mornings for our own Design; Perchance the
Flotten Afternoons are thine.

PlO'tter, v. Sc. [? freq. of Float v. Cf. Flod-
i>kr.] trans. To overflow, wet. Hence Flottered,
Flottering, ppl. adjs.

1513 Douglas /Eneis xi. i. 72 With flottyrit herd of tens
all beweip. Ibid. xm. iv. 14 Chekis wait of flotterand teris

greite. >8»7 Tennant Papistry Stontid 23 The flotter't

table maist was steepit Wi' claret-dubs.

Flotter, obs. i. Flltter.
Flouck, Floud(d,e, obs. ff. of Fixke, Flood.
' Flought, :. Obs. rare~ l

. [perh. a dial, word,
f. OE. *flohta or ON. *flo/ite (Icel. flctti) flight,

f. root of Flee z>.] intr. To flee, take refuge.

1556 Amp. Parker Psalter exxxix. 7 From thee, .how can
I fly : or whether shall I flought.

Flought, var. form of Flocht.
Flouh, obs. pa. t. Flay.
Flouke, obs. form of Fluke.
Floum, var. form of Flum, river.

Flounce (flauns), sb. 1 Also 6 flownse, 7
flownce. [f. Flounce f. 1

]

1. A sudden fling or jerk of the body or a limb

;

a plunging or flopping movement.
1583 Stanyhurst Aeueis n. (Arb.) 50 They [two serpents]

doe frisk with flownse to the shoareward. 1802 M. Moore
Lascclles III. 36 The instrument was lodged in the shark's
body, which, after several dreadful flounces, sunk. 1810 T.
Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 144 A gripe of the paw, or flounce
of the tail, maybe our fortune. 1863 Barnes Dorset Gloss.,

Flounce, a flying stroke.

b. A splash,
i6sx Mabbe tr. Aletuau's Guzman if Alf. 11. 103 The

Mariner .. as soone as he heard the flownce of tne fall,

presently cryde out Hombre a la mar.

2. A quick movement of the body, expressing

impatience or disdain.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 182 F12 He sometimes pre-
sumed to mention Marriage ; but was always answered with
a Hoot, and a Flounce. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P. i. 5
Nabby turned her batch of dough over with a final flounce,
as if to emphasize the statement.

Flounce ; fleams), sb:- [Alteration of earlier

Frounce, prob. due to the influence of Flounce v. 1

(The alleged AF. Jlounce, quoted in Skeat's Etym. Diet.
(Suppl.), is a misprint for/ounce bottom (of a basin).]

1.
( An ornamental appendage to the skirt of a

lady's dress, consisting of a strip gathered and
sewed on by its upper edge around the skirt, and
left hanging and waving.' (W.)
1713 Swift Cadenusfy Vanessa 45 From Fans,and Flounces,

and Brocades. 1795 S. Rogers Words Mrs. Siddons 59 The
grey Dowager, in ancient flounces. 186* Miss Braddon
Lady AmiHey iii. 27 She was shaking out the flounces of
the silk dresses.

trans/. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 220 The tramp-
ricks should also be . . well drawn all round close to the
bottom . . not leaving the hay in a flounce at the skirts. 1891
Baring-Gould In Troubadour Lami x. 130 Two limestone
blocks fallen from the precipices above, lying on the flounce
of rubble near the bottom of the promontory.

2. Mil. The leather flap closing the holster-pipe.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 106 Take off the right-hand
glove, unbutton the flounce, and push forward the cloak [etc.].

Flounce (flauns),^ 1 Also6flounse, 7flownce.
[Agrees in sense and form with Norw. flunsa to

hurry, work briskly, Sw. dial, flunsa to fall with a

splash ; but as the Scand. words are not known earlier

than the 18th c, and the Fng. word not till the

1 6th C>i historical connexion cannot be proved.]

1. intr. To go with agitated, clumsy, or violent

motion ; to dash, flop, plunge, rush. Also with

aivay, out, etc.

1542 Udall Erasitt. Apophih. 183 b, Alexander, .flounced

me [ethic dative] into the floudde. 1639 Fuller Holy
War 11. xxviii. (1647) 80 He commanded them all at

once to flownce into the river. 1736-7 Mrs. A. Gran-
ville in Mrs. Delany's Life ty Corr. 588 We flounced
into great holes of ice and snow, enough to swallow up
coach and horses. 1761 Mrs. Sheridan Sidney Bidulph
II. 128 She flounced off the chair to the other end of the
room. 1784 tr. Beck/ord's Vathek (1868) 94 He flounced

from the water like a carp. 1843 Paget Ward. Berkingholt
2^3 So saying, Mrs. Carraway flounced off in a passion.

1865 Carlyi.e Frcdk. Gt. IX. xx. ix. T63 Upon which My
Lady flounces out in a huff. 1876 T. Hardy Etlulbcrta
xxxi, Picotee flounced away from him in indignation.

fig. a 1734 North Lives II. 365 He thereupon resolved to

flounce through. 1760 Footk Minor n. Wks. 1709 1. 260 One
flower [of speechj flounced involuntarily from me that day.

b. Toflounce dount ; to flop down. Toflounce
over: to turn over abruptly.
1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 25 Dec, I . . escape by mere

miracle from flouncing down plump in all their faces ! 185a

Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxvii, Tom flounced over,

. .disarranging everything. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes II.

299 Rosey's Mamma flouncing down on a chair.

2. intr. To make abrupt and jerky movements
with the limbs or body ; to throw the body about

;

to plunge, flounder, struggle. Also with about, up.

Usually said of bulls, horses, or aquatic animals.

Toflounce it, said of a woman dancing.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcelt. xvi. xii. 77 After his horse

had flounced & floundered with his heeles in the soft and
clammiemud. 1641 J.SHUTE.SVzr<i/*<r ./y<7£'rtr(i649)io9When

one hath struck a great fish, he plungeth and flounceth.

1704 J. Trapp Abra-Muli m. i. 1292 Whales.. Now
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flbunc'd and panted on the slimy Beach. C1710C. Fiennes
Diary (1888) 217 Giving him a good strap he fflounc'd

up againe. 17*8 Morgan Algiers II. iii. 252 Laughing
. . to behold them [infants] flounce about and struggle for

Life in the Water. 1770 Wesley Wks. (1872) IV. 163 One
of them [his po^t-horses] began to kick and flounce, without
any visible cause. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. (1844) ! xvn -

120 Trinkets, and ribbons, in which they flounce and flirt

about. 1851 Mayne Reiu Scalp Hunt. vu. 53 Some of
them [women] flounced it in polka jackets.

trans/, and fig. 165$ Fuller Ch. Hist. xr. viii. § 14
Waters long dammed up, oft-times flownce, and flie out too

violently, when their sluces are pulled up. 1688 Bunyam
Jems. SinnerSaved (1886) 60 Wood that is green will rather
smother .. and crack, and flounce, than cast a brave light

and a pleasant heat. Ibid. 90 It [despair] will make a man
..flounce and fling like a wild bull in a net.

3. + To express displeasure or ill-temper by
agitated movements. Obs. Also To flounce into

a temper.
1701 Steele Funeral 11. ii, Tis in vain to flounce, and

discompose your self, 1756 Foote Eng.fr. Paris 11. Wks.
1799 I. 118 If you flounce, I fly. 1883 Longm. Mag, July
294 The little German gentleman flounced into a temper.

+ 4. trans. To dash or drive with violence; to

fling with a flop or splash. Obs.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis I. (Arb.) 38 What seas thee ter-

ribil hither Haue flounst ? 1714 Hearne Duct. Hist. (ed. 3)
I. 184 At last it broke, and by the fall of large Pieces of it

into the Abyss, flounc'd up the Water. 1719 A. Smith
Lives 9/ Highwaymen II. 321 He is flounc'd thence into

the Sea. 1794 Mrs. Bennett Ellen III. 107 She flounced
the door in his face.

Flounce (flcrans), v.'2 [Alteration of Frounce
v. : cf. Flounce sd.*]

fl. trans. To curl, frizz, trim. Obs.

1672 Wychf.rley Love in Wood 111. iii, Let me Prune, and
Flounce my Perruque a little.

2. Toadornortrimwitha flounce or with flounces;

also transf.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 129 P5 She was flounced and
furbelowed from Head to Foot. 1737 Pops Let. in Style
Lady Wks. 1824 VIII. 406 They have got into the. .fashion
..of flouncing the petticoat so very deep, that it looks like

an entire coat of lutestring. 1749 H. Walpole Lett. (1857)
II. 170 He has .. flounced himself with flowering shrubs.
1814 Miss Mitford in L'Plstrange Life(\Zjo) I. 274 Striped
muslin to flounce my gowns. z8i8 Blackw. Mag. III. 403
It must take scores and scores of yards to flounce her. 1841
DTsraeli A/nen. Lit. (1867) 523 The tarnished piece was
drawn out of the theatrical wardrobe . . [and] flounced with
new scenes. 1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 308
Its basement flounced round with trees.

absol. 1784 Bage Barham Downs 1. 171 They could trim,
flounce, and furbelow to admiration.

Flounce (fluuns), adv. [The vb. stem soused.]
With a flounce ; with a sudden jerk or flop.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis in. (Arb.) 89 Flounce to the stars
townng thee fire, Iyke a pellet, is hurled. 1604 Meeting 0/
Gallants 21 He fell flounce into the saddle. 1707 Farquhar
Beaux' Stratagem it. 1 Wks. 1892 II. 260 He comes flounce
into bed.

Flounced (fiaunst), ppl. a. [f. Flounce v.

+ -ed\] Adorned or trimmed with a flounce or

with flounces.

1727 Swift Baucis fy Philemon Wks. 1755 III. 11. 36 Her
petticoat . . Became black sattin flounc'd with lace, x86z
Miss Yongf. Countess Kate ii. (1880) 13 They will do nothing
all day long but try on flounced gowns.

Flouncing (flcurnsin,), vbl. sb,* [f. Flounce
v. 1 + -ing '.] The action of the vb. Flounce.
1601 Deacon* & Walker Aus'.o. to Darel 190 The gallant

.. keepes a flouncing and frisking about. 1679 80 Sir C.
Lyttelton in HattonCorr. (1878)213 What w^y flounsing
of y- hors and my own endeavors I soone was free. 17*7
A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. xliv. 133 He turned
Tail on us, and with great Flouncings, made towards the
Shore. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 245 To prevent
his flouncing, they cut off the tail with an axe. 1874
Blackie Self-Cult. 10 A little floundering and flouncing
in deep bottomless seas of speculation.

Flouncing t^flau-nsin), vbl. sb? [f. Flounce
Z'-S + 'iNG 1

.] a. The action of putting a flounce

to a garment, b. cotter. A flounce; also, the
material of which flounces are made.
1766^ Goldsm. I'ic. W.iv, I do not know whether such

flouncing and shredding is becoming even in the rich. 1865
Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys II. 53 The pink muslin was .

.

too dressy, perhaps, with its four little flouncings. 1873 --
Other Girls v. 97 She tossed a long flouncing over her
sewing-table.

.-/%"• 1891 Month LXXIII. 247 Those who merely dabble
in good works may find time .. to deck themselves out in
such flouncings of vanity.

Flouncing (flcurnsin,), ppl a. [f. Flounce v.

+ -ING-.] That flounces : said chiefly of animals,
esp. aquatic animals

;
plunging, tossing.

1700 Blackmore fob 179 Canst thou stand angling on the
banks of Nile .. And thro the flood the flouncing monster
draw? X708 Prior Epil. to Smith's Phxdra $ Hippol. 15
Six flouncing Flanders mares. 1806-7 J. Beresford A//.w/V.>-
Hum. Life (1826) vi, Hearing the roof of a crazy coach
groan .. beneath the flouncing weights of a dozen pon-
derous passengers. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristophanes I.

33a Why beatest thou the sea with flouncing oars?
fig. 1830 Exa/nincr 790/1 The heroine of this flouncing
trumpery, yclept a tragedy.

Flounder (flau-ndoi), sS.t Also 5 floundre,
flownder, -dre, flondyxe, 7 flunder. [The
phonology seems to show that the immediate source
is AF. floundre (14th c, Black Bk. Admir. II.

102) = OF.flondre (still current in Normandy);

app. of Scandinavian origin : cf. ON. flydra (:—

yiunprjdn-), MSw., Sw., Norw. flundra, Da. flyn-
der; mod.Ger. has jlunder, but this is given by Ges-
ncr in 1 6th c. as only an English name (Kluge).
The MHG. vtnodcr of the same meaning is related bv

ablaut to Flathe, and cannot be directly connected with
flounder; but the latter may possibly be from a nasalized
form of the same root.]

1. A small flat-fish, Plcui-onectes Flesus. In the

U.S. applied to various other species of flat-fish.

Prov. Asflat as aflounder.
a 1450 Eysshyngc wyth aft angle (1883) 30 The flounder is

an holsom fisshe. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babces Bk. 282
Kase, flounders, sole. 1622 Peacham Covipi. Genii v. xxi.

(1634) 254 The Eele and Flounder are two greedy Fish and
biteat the redde worme. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. ///y/. (1776) VI.
174 Fish .. that continually crawl at the bottom; such as
the eel and the flounder, a 1845 Hood To Tom Woodgate
vi, Or are you where the flounders keep, Some dozen briny
fathoms deep. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. II. vii. 77 You came
in upon four of us down as flat as flounders.

2. Something resembling this fish. a. dial. —
Fluke 2. b. See quot. 1S74.
a. 1853 Cooper Sussex Gloss., Elouudcrs, animals found

in the livers of rotten sheep, called in Somerset, flooks. S.
1883 in Hampsh. Gloss.
b. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 889/2 Flounder, a slicking-

tool whose edge is used to stretch leather for a boot front m
a blocking or crimping board. 1875 tire's Diet. Arts III.

100 After this, the fronts are regularly placed on a block,
being forced into position by an instrument called the
flounder, and tacked to their place.

3. attrib. and Comb.
y mflounder-ftshciy,flounder-

like adj. Also flounder-lantern, a dial, name of
the common flounder ; flounder-man, a hawker of
flounders ; flounder - mouth, a mouth like a
flounder's, a largemouth; whencefloiindcr-moitt/tcd

adj.; flounder a-head whale), a bottled-nosed
whale.
1884 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 2/1 The *llounder fishery is

looking up again. 1630 Massingek Renegado is 1. i, To
firke your belly vp ^flounder like. 1700 Congreve Way of
World v. 77 Hawkers, with Voices more Licentious than
the loud *FIounder-man's. 1673-95 Brickniaker's Lament.
in Roxb. Ball. II. 40 The cryer he bawl'd, And there with
his *flounder-mouth loudly he yaul'd. 1663 Cowley Cutter
of Colman St. IV. vi, She .. rails at me like a *Flounder-
mouth'd Fish-woman. 1724 Mrs. M. Davys Reform

d

Coquet (1752) no You great Flounder-mouth'd Sea-calf.

1717 in S. Dale Hist. Hat-Mich Tab. xiv, The Bottle-Head
or *FIounders-Head-WhaIe.

Flounder (flau-ndsi), sb.- [f. next vb.] The
action of the vb. Flounder.
1867 F. Francis Angling xiv. (1SS0) 486 The fish gave one

flounder. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. iv. (1894) 105
With a graceful flounder I was presently landed in safety
upon a . . ledge. 1887 Sir R. H. Roberts In the Shires ii.

33 His horse . . after a severe flounder, regained his legs.

Flounder (flturndai), v. Also 6-7 flunder.
[Of obscure etymology.
Perh. an onomatopceic blending of the sound and sense of

various earlier words; cf. Folndkr v. (OF. foh*drer),
Blunder, and the many vbs. with initial fl- expressing
impetuous and clumsy movements. Wedgwood and Skeat
compare Vu.flodderen, to flounder in mire, to flop about

:

see the dialectal Flodder v., which may have affected the
development of the present word.]

1. intr. In early use, to stumble (cf. Founder v.).

Subsequently, to struggle violently and clumsily;
to plunge, roll and tumble about in or as in mire

;

also (with on, along, etc), to move on with clumsy
or rolling gait, to struggle along with difficulty.

Of a horse; To rear, plunge; f to 'shy* {at an
object).

1593 Wyrley Armorte 101 My foot did slide and..
Flundring, almost flat on earth I go. a 1625 Fletcher
Woman's Prize 11. iii, If she flownder with you, Clap spurs
on. 1687 Dryden Hind $ T. 111. 301 He champs the bit .

.

And starts a-side, and flounders at the cross. 1735 Somer-
ville Chase in. 135 Another in the treach'rous Bog Lies
flound'ring. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I. 291 He lost

his balance, and man and fish lay floundering together in

the rapid. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 184 ' You
flounder in mud at every step.' 1861 Hughes Tout Brown,
at Oxf. ii. (1889) 17 The four-oar floundered on ahead.
quasi-trans.

1694 Congreve Double-Dealer w. v, You will but flounder
yourself a-weary. 1816 Chalmers Let. in Life II. 66 With
the risk of floundering its uncertain way through [etc.],

b. transf. and_/r§*.

1684 H. More Answer 299 The Remarker, in the very
entrance, shuffles and flunders. 17*8 Pope Dune. \. 120
The Hero, .wrote and flounder'd on in mere despair. 1807
W. Irving Sal/nag. (1824) 202 He dashed oft" to a ball, time
enough to flounderthrougha Cotillion. 1822 Hazlitt Table-
t. Ser. 11. v. (1869) 123 They flounder about between fustian
in expression, and bathos in sentiment. 1865 Carlyle
Ercdk. Gt. VII. xvm. v. 178 The poor Prince's mind did
flounder a good deal.

f2. trans. To cause to flounder : to confound,
embarrass. Obs.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. ii. 74 He. .fell into Cocytus
. .where floundred extreamly and uncouthly accoutred, yet
he resolv'd to call for no helpe. 1685 H. 'More Paral/p.
Proph. 154 Those Interpreters, .flunder and confound all.

f3. To flounder up: to choke up (a water-
course). Obs. [Cf. Flodder v.]

1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 385 The
streame behinde Oseney ys so floundred up that the water
cannot passe . . The dyches . . are so floundred up w*k flaggs
and fylth.

f4. intr. Of soil : To fall in. [Cf. OF.fondrcr
in same sense.] Obs.

1774 G. White Selbome xx. (1789) 177 A soil . . much too
loose and mouldering, liable to flounder, and threatening to
overwhelm them [Sand-martins] and their labours.

Hence Plounderer, one who flounders.
1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 345 Learn this ye

flounderers in the traps Of insulated lines and scraps.

Flou'nder-flat, v. nonce-wd. trans. To make
'as flat as a flounder'.

1819 Coi-EiiincE in Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 119 Warburton
could never have wooed by kisses and won, or be would not
have flounder-flatted so just and humorous .. an image
into so profound a nihility.

Floundering ;fluirndoriij), vbl. sb. [f.

Flounder v. + -ing 1
.] The action of the verb

Flounder; a plunging, struggling, or stumbling;

aXsoflg.
1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 351, I was .. in danger of.,

having my Brains dash'd out with his Hoofs in his
Floundering. 1868 Less. Mid. Age 202 A little floundering
for words .. might add to the impression made by this
speaker. 1883 igt/t Cent. Sept. 513 A floundering that
may only plunge us deeper into the mire.

Floundering (flcnrndaiin,
, ///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -jng -.] That flounders
;
plunging and tossing

;

stumbling. Also
fig.

1592 Nash Pierce I'enilesse Eijb, Report (which our
modellers clippe flundring Fame). 1642 H. More Songof
Soul l. 1. xvii, Th' unruly flundring steeds wrought his

confusion. 1852 Mrs. Stowe UncU Tom's C. vii'i, The
swollen current and floundering masses of ice. 1887 T. A.
Trollope What I remember I. xvii. 346 The postboys .

.

dismounted from their floundering horses. 1887 Saintsrcry
j

Hist. Elizab. Lit. i. (1890) 12 There is nothing here of
Wyatt's floundering prosody.

t Flou*nderkin. Obs. [Comic perversion of
I Flandekkin, after Flounder sb. ] or i.~\ A con-
temptuous designation for a Dutchman.
a 1668 Davenant News from Plymouth in. Wks. (1673)

13 1 ( >n our allegiance We must not suffer it, by your leave,

j
Klounderkin. Ibid. v. 29/1.

Flour (flauo.O, sb. Forms : 3 fiure, 5-6 floure,

5-7 fiowre, 5-S flower, 4- flour. [A specific use
of Flower; cf. F. fleur de farine the 'flower' or

finest part of the meal.
Johnson 1755 does not separate the words, nor does he

recognize the spelling flour. But Cruden's Concordance
1738 recognizes the modern distinction.]

1. Originally, the 'Dower' or finest quality of
meal ; hence, the finer portion of meal (whether
from wheat or other grain) which is separated by
bolting. Also, in modern use, the ordinary name
for the meal or farina of wheat as opposed to that

obtained from other grain.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1013 Kalues flei's, and flures bred, And

buttere. 1340 Ayenb. 210 Zuych difference ase per is .

.

be-tuene bien and flour of huete. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg.
46 Take mel roset . . smal flour of barly 8c medle hem
togidere. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 14 Floure of ryce bou
grynd also. 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 168/1 Fiowre of mele,
farina, simila. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe II. xi. (1541)28 b,

Breade of fyne fiowre of wheate .. is slowe of digestion.

1691 Tryon Wisd. Dictates 21 Milk, Water, and Flower,
seasoned with Salt . . are rare Foods for them [Children}.

1769 Mrs. Raffai.d Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 259 Rub a little

of the butter into the flour. 1809 PiNKNEY Trav. Prance 3
In a long voyage .. flower will not keep. 1846 in Baxter
Libr. Tract. Agn'c. (ed. 4) II. 3 When perfectly ripe and
ground into flour, it [Indian corn] is said [etc.]. 1872 Veats
TecAn. Hist. Comm. 36 The art of obtaining flour from corn
. . was known to the Egyptians.

b. as type of whiteness.

1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 232 Hawbrekis, that war qubit
as flour, a 1440 Sir Eglam. 949 Kepe we thys lady whyte
as flowre.

t C. In figurative phrase : To bolt all the flour

;

to investigate a matter thoroughly. Obs.
1590 Spenser E. Q. u. iv. 24 He now had boulted all the

floure.

2. By extension, a. The fine soft powder ob-
tained by grinding or triturating seeds, farinaceous
roots, or other alimentary substances, b. Any
finely-powdered dry substance.
a. 1660 F. BROOKE Le Blanc's Trav. 399 They make

flower also of fish dryed in the Sun. 1836 Macgiluvray tr.

Humboldt's Trav. xxv. 378 The valuable plant Jatropha,
of which the root . . affords the flour of manioc. 1855 Ocilvie
Supply EIour-of-mustard, the seeds of mustard, dried, pow-
dered, and sifted. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 348/2 Dusting
them [artificial flowers] with fine powdered glass or potato
flour to represent the bloom. 1889 Cent. Diet. s. v. Elour,
Flour of meat, a fine flour made of dried meat.
b. -1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 99 Flour of bras brent.

1670 W. Clarke Nat. Hist. Nitre 88 If it [gunpowder]
should be in flour, or fine powder. 1880 W. H. Wardell
hi Encycl. Brit. XI. 323 The crystallized saltpetre, having
almost the appearance of snow, and technically called

'flour,' is raked into the 'washing-cistern.' 1894 Nation-
(N. Y.) 22 Mar. 209/3 1 ne sulphur found in other parts of
Italy . . is . . sold in ' flour,' in ' rolls,' or in ' cakes.'

3. attrib. and Comb., as flour-barret, -dredge^

-dredger, -grinder, -mill, -milling, -packer^ -paste,

-sack
;
/lour-like adj.

1809 W. Irving Knickcrb. (1850) vi. iii. 194 A cooper
hooping a * flour-barrel. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Elour-itrcdfe, a tin for sprinkling flour. 1828 James
Richelieu xxxvii, Those dusty jackets, which have been
the insignia of

J
flour-grinders from all generations. 1863

A. B. Grosart SmallSins (ed. 2) 84 You inevitably
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FLOUR.
brush off its powdery *flour-like dust. 1809 Kendall Trav.
II. Hi. 213 Rivers, .upon which are fulling, *flower and saw
mills. i8»s J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 142 We have
given a section of a double *flour-miII. 1888 Brvcf. Amer,
Comvrw. III. vi. cxiv. 643 Minneapolis . . has become . . the
greatest *flour-milling centre in America. 1806 Sporting
Mag. XXVIII. 212 Luting the interstices of the lid with
*flour-paste. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, 'Flour-sack, a
coarse bag for flour.

4. Special comb., as flour-ball, a ball of flour

;

also a kind of potato which, resembles a ball of
flour when boiled ; flour-beetle, a beetle which
feeds on and is very destructive to flour (see quot.

N

;

flour-bolt, -bolter, a flour-sieve ; flour-box, a tin

box for dredging flour; flour-bread, wheaten
bread ; flour-cake dial, (see quot.) ; flour-dresser
(see quot.

1

! ; flour-emery, emery reduced to a fine

powder; flour-factor (see quot. 1858I; flour-gold
(see quot.) ; flour-meat dial.) food made with
flour; flour-mite, one of several mites or acarids
which are found in flour; flour-moth, a moth
which feeds on flour, esp. Pyralis farinalis.
1877 W. Jones Finger-ring Lore 438 A wealthy German

farmer., was making *flour-balls in 1871 for his cattle. 1877
N. W. Line. Gloss., Flour-balls, a kind of potato. 1888
Powlks tr. Kick's Flour Manuf. ix. 248 The "flour beetle
( Tcnebrto molitor) belongs to the family of Melanosomata,
[and] is of a pitch black or brown colour. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 8S9/2 */• lour-bolt. 1888 Powles tr. Kick's
Flour Majtuf. vi. 177 The *flour bolter in the old mills ..

was made of an open woven woollen cloth called bolting
cloth. 1711 Bailey Dredger, A *Flower Box. 17..
Pose o

f Maiindie O' iv. in 'Child Ballads 1. No. 20 (1882I

224/1 Waur ye but mine, I wald feed ye wi *flour-bread an
wine. 1840 R. Bkemner Excurs. Denmark, $c . 1 1. 233 The
many kinds of flour-bread. 1884 Chesk. Gloss., * Flour-cakes,
a -cake, .made from a small piece of ordinary bread dough
rolled to the size of a plate, and about an inch thick, and
then bnked on both sides. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
"Flour-dresser, a cylinder for dressing flour, instead of
passing it through bolting cloths. 1888 Powles tr. Kick's
Flour Manuf. vi. 176'I'he sieve is stretched on an inclined
cylinder furnished with brushes on a spindle revolving
inside.. This variety is called the 'flour dresser', or wire
and brush machine. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm.
101 * Flour Emery, .used for smooth burnishers. 1815 Gen.
/list, in Ann. Keg. 53/2 They were chiefly mealmen and
flour factors. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Traiic, Flour/actor,
an agent for millers; one who sells flour to bakers. 1869
R. B. Smyth Goldfields Victoria 611 *Flour-gold, the finest

alluvial drift-gold. 1707 Floykr Physic. Pulse-Watch 83
Flower-meats, and cool Herbs, stop the Pulse. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Flour-meat, bread food ; pastry. 1893 Times
15 May 71 The ravages of the *flour moth, and the damage
it was doing in English mills.

Flour (fltma), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To sprinkle with flour. Also traits/.

To powder (a wig).
1S51-7 T. Barker Art 0/ Angling (1820) 14 Your fish

being cut on the side and floured. 17*5 Bradley Fam.
J)ict., Sheeps-tongues . . after they have been flower'd and
fry'd . . may be soaked by degrees with Truffles and Mush-
rooms. 173a E. Forrest Jlogartks Tour 5 We shaved,
and had our wigs flowered. 1750 E. Smith Compi. Houseio.
(ed. 14) 178 Flour some sheets of tin, and drop your biskets
..and put them into the oven. 1887 Besant The World
'.vent xxvi. 200 It was . . one of the 'prentices flouring the
Vicar's wig for Sunday.
2. U. S. To grind (grain

,

l into flour.

1828 Webster s. v., Great quantities of it [wheat] are
floured in the interior countries. 1859 Bartlhtt Diet.
Amer. 156 The mill can flour two hundred barrels a day.

3. intr. Mining. Of mercury : To break up into

dull particles coated with some sulphide and in-

capable of coalescing with other metals. Cf.

Flouring vbl. sb.

i83a A. G. Locke Gold 21 The mercury employed for
amalgamation .. sickens or 'flours* when ground up with
pyritous rocks.

Flour, obs. form of Flower.
t Flour-dammes. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. OF.
Hour Flower + damas (explained by Godefroy as
the auricula.] Some flower.

1513 Douglas AEneis xn. Prol. 118 Flour-dammes, and
iolumby blank and blew.

Flour-de-lice, -lis, -luce, -lyce, -lys(e, obs.

ff. Fleur-de-lis.

Floured (flau^d), ///. a, [f. Flour sb. or v.

+ -ED.]

1. Sprinkled or covered with flour.

1814 Sir R. Wilson Diary II. 328 We are too old mice to
be caught by a floured cat. 1849 Stdonia Sore. I. 225
A miller, .was belabouring him stoutly with his floured fists.

1873 Miss Brouchton Nancy III. 184 Looking at me. .from
the highest summit of my floured head, to the point of my
buckled shoes.

2. (See quot.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Floured, the finely granu-

lated condition of quicksilver, produced to a greater or less

extent by its agitation during the amalgamation process."

t Flourejonett. Obs.- 1 [ad. Ob\flour (Fr.

fleur) flower and OF'. jaulnette (Cotgr.), i.jaulnt
\Yx. jaune) yellow.] ?The great St. John's wort.

1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. xlvii, The plumys eke like to the
flonre-Ionettis.

t Flouren (flau*-ren), «. Obs. [f. Flour sb. +
-en 4.] Made of flour.

« 1300 Land Cokayne 57 in E. E. P. (1862) 157 Fluren
cakes beb be scingles alle, Of.. cloister, boure, and halle.

Flouret, -ette, obs. ff. Floweret.

348

Flouring ;flau»*rin), vbl. sb. [f. Flour v.

+ -ING 1.]

1. U. S. The action or process of grinding grain

into flour : also attrib. in fiouring-mill , * a mill

for making flour, usually on a large scale ; dis-

tinguished from grist-mill' (Cent. Viet.).

1855 Clarke Diet., Flouring, flour business. 1850 Bart-
lett Diet. Amer. 156 Flonriug-Mill, a grist-milf. 1888
Amer. Anthropologist Oct. I. No. 4. 307 The way from the
mealing-stone to the flouring-mill is long.

2. (See quot. 1869.)
1869 R. B. Smyth Goldfields Victoria 61 1 ' Flouring ' is the

forming of the mercury into small particles by the action of
the reducing-machine and the subsequent coating of each
particle by some sulphide, whereby the power of the
particles to re-unite and to amalgamate with gold is lost.

i88» A. (J. Locke Gold 21 The greater part of the flouring
or sickening of the mercury used is due to the action of
sulphate of iron.

Flourish (nVriJ), sb. Forms: 6 florishe,

(SV. flureise, -ss, fleureis, flurish), 6-7 florish,

7 floorish, 7-S flowrish, 6- flourish, [f. ne.\t vb.j

1. The blossom or mass of flowers on a fruit-tree.

Also occas. in//. Only Sc. and north dial.
a 1500 Cokelbie Sinv Proem. 42 A fair flureiss fadit in

a falty tre. 1548 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 The borial blastis ..

lied chaissit the fragrant flureise of euyrie frute tree far
athourt the feildis. a 1605 Montgomery Misc. Poems xvii.

58 Beuties freshest florish. 1635 Rutherford Let. 22 Apr.,
There shall be fair white nourishes again, with most
pleasant fruits. 1868 Atkixsoh Cleveland Gloss., Flourish,
the blossom on fruit-trees. 189a Boyd 25 Years St.
Andrews II. xxi. 139 Finding some very fine ' flourish ' in

a dirty back-court.

t b. pi. =flowers (see Flower sb. 2 b).

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. Lawe 85 Childe-great
Women, or green Maydes (that misse Their Termes
appointed for their flourishes).

f2. The state or condition of being in blossom,

blossoming. Of vegetation : Luxuriant growth,
luxuriance, greenness. Obs.

x594 J- Dickenson Arisbas (1878) 75 The roote whose
moisture fed their flourish. 16x0 Z. Boyd Battell Soul
(1629) 1 101 The tree is first seene in the budde and then m
the flourish, and after in the frute. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
I. 117 A constant Verdure, or Flourish of Spring. 1801

SoUTHEV Thaiaba VIII. xvii, In the flourish of"its [vine's]

outwardness Wasting the sap and strength. 1818 Scott
Jlrt. Midi, xxxi, Fruit-trees, so many of* which were at this

time in flourish. • -.

b. fig. Prosperity, vigour; the 'bloom* (of

youth). Also, the highest degree of prosperity

;

perfection, primp. Now rare.

*597 J- PAYNE Royal Exch. 38 To behowld. .wycked men
to have the fayrest shew and greatest florishe. ioiz Brehe-
wood Lang. <$• Relig. iii. 20 The Romans had generally (at

least . . in the flourish of the empire) great care to enlarge
their tongue. 1665 Life Earl Essex in Select. Harl. Misc.

(1793) 157 The earl of Essex was then in the flourish of his

youth. 1709 Heakne Collect. 27 Aug., The Foundation &
Increase & Flourish of [the University]. i8»6 Scott Woodst.
xi, The flourish of his powerful relative's fortunes had burst
forth in the finery of his dress. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs
iv, The Court Circular remains in full flourish.

f3. Ostentatious embellishment
;
gloss, varnish.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 238 Lend me the flourish of
all gentle tongues, c 1600 — Sonn. tx, Time doth transfixe

the florish set on youth, c 163a Crashaw Epitaph Air.

Ilerrys, The flourish of his sober youth, Was the pride of
naked truth.

f4. A florid decoration ; a piece of scroll-work,

tracery, or the like. Obs.

169$ Phil. Trans. XIX. 154 An Octagonal Tower.,
beautified on the out-side with Florishes. 1711 Bailey, A
flourish [in Architecture] is a Flower Work. 1764 Harmer
Observ. m. iv. 134 Cracknells are full of holes, being formed
into a kind of flourish of lattice-work.

fig. 1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics xxviii. 443 Mistake not
these things for arbitrary flourishes of luxuriant fancy.

b. In Penmanship, a decoration about a letter

or writing, consisting of flowing curves executed

with a sweep of the pen.
165a II. More Antid. Ath. 11. vi. 68 They were intended

onley for ludicrous ornaments of Nature, like the flourishes

about a great letter that signify nothing. 1758 J. Blake
Plan Mar. Syst. 8 In the middle of this sheet . .let a flourish

be printed, ro that the sheet may be cut in two, indentwise.

1831 LAMB Let. to Dyer (1888) II. 268 By your flourishes,

I should think you never learned to. .flourish the governors'
names in the writing-school. 1861 Sai.a Dutch Pict. 2 An
original Rembrandt (with a flourish to the R).

5. Literary or rhetorical embellishment ; am-
bitious copiousness or amplification

;
parade of fine

words or phrases ; a florid expression.
1603 Holland PlutarclCs Mor. 74 By a flourish of fine

words, they devise shifts [and] evasions. 1673 True Wor-
ship God 56 Those pleasing Varieties and Flourishes in

Pulpit Harangues. 1708 Berkeley Commonpi. Bk. Wks.
1871 IV. 492, I abstain from all flourish and powers of words
and figures. 1823 Scott Peveril xlvi. He commenced with
a flourish about his sufferings for the Plot. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App. 542 These unusual phrases are
clearly mere flourishes.

fb. A boast, brag. Obs.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary ti. (1625) 44 All your.,

flourish made of your company, their reputation, your
civilitie. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Flourish . . a Vaunt,
Boast, or Brag.

6. An ostentatious waving about of a weapon or

anything else held in the hand ; a showy movement
of the body or limbs.

FLOURISH.
1601 Cornwallyes Ess. xii, Like seeming Fencers wee

are meeter for a flourish, then defence. 1713 Steele Guar-
dian No. 50 p 2 Before he applied his weapon to my chin, he
gave me a flourish with it. 1737 Bracken Farriery Jmpr.
11757) II. 167 It would splint him . . if the Rider were to
make his Flourishes upon his Back like a Rope-dancer.
1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. I. 142 A few. .musicians
embellish their performance with a flourish of the fingers.

1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. v, The three customers
pulled off their hats to Madame Defarge, with three
flourishes.

fig. in A. Hamilton Wks. (1886) VII. 510 Their flour-

ishes in the Jerseys, I believe, cannot have cost them less

than six or seven hundred men.
b. esp. A graceful brandishing of the weapon by

way of salute or display at the beginning of a
fencing match. + Hence fig. a prolusion, orna-
mental preamble ; a piece of compliment or dis-

play preliminary to serious business or discussion.

(Cf. 7 c.)

155a Hulof.t, Florysh, prohtdium. 1571 Golding Calvin
on Ps. xviii. 44 That was but a florish of the sovereintie
promised to Christ. 1593 R. Harvey Philad. 2 This is

your florish, to no purpose, then to shew reading, a 1626
Bacon Ess., Fame (Arb.) 579 This is a flourish : There
follow excellent Parables. 1826 Scott Woodst. xxviii, Ere
they had done more than salute each other, with the usual
courteous flourish of their weapons.

7. Music, a. A fanfare (of horns, trumpets, ctc.\

esp. to announce the approach of a person of dis-

tinction.

1594 Shaks. Rick. I/I, iv. iv. 148 A flourish, Trumpets 1

strike Alarum, Drummes ! 1609 Heywood Lucrece v. i,

A flourish with drums and trumpets. 1711 PmLirs Dis-
tressed Mother iv. i, A flourish of trumpets. 1788 Clara
Reeve^-tjVWII. 127 Two trumpeters, .blew a flourish, and
the herald gave hischallenge. 1813 Ann. Peg. 52 The Duke
of York gave the toast ; it was announced from the head of
the table by a flourish of trumpets. 1814 Scott iVap. xlv,

When Waverley reached that part of the column which was
filled by the clan of Mac-Ivor, they., received him with
a triumphant flourish upon the bagpipes. 1868 Kegul.

fy Ord. Army* 58 In corps not having a band, the bugles
or trumpets will sound the flourish.

fig. 1884 J. A. H. Murray l^fhPresid. Addr. in Trans.
Philol. Soe. 516 Friends, who. .send .. with a flourish of
trumpets to Notes and Queries.

b. A florid passage; a florid style of com-
position ; a decorative addition introduced by
player or singer. Also, * the execution of profuse

but unmeaning ornamentation in music' (Stainer

and Barrett).

1646 Crashaw Poems, Musick's Duetl 137 The Lute's
light Genius now does proudly rise, Heav'd on the surges of
swolne Rapsodyes. Whose flourish, (Meteor-Uke) doth
curie the aire With flash of high-borne fancyes. 17*4
Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. p. v, Such are not judges
ofthefineflowrishesofnewmusick imported from Italy. 1813
Crabb Tcchnol. Diet., Flourish . . the decorative notes
which a singer, or instrumental performer, adds sometimes
to a passage.

c. A short extemporized sequence of notes

sounded as a prelude at the beginning of a piece of

music. Cf. 6 b.

1706 A. Bedford Temple Mus. ix. 191 Each Side might
begin with a different Flourish. 1876 Stainer & Barrett
Diet. Mus, Terms, Flourish .. The preparatory cadenza
for 'tuning the voice', in which singers formerly indulged
just l>efore commencing their song.
trans/. 1850 W. Irving Knickerb. iv. ii. 117 He preluded

his address by a sonorous blast of the nose ; a preliminary'

flourish much in vogue among public orators.

Flourish nVriJ) , v. Fa. t. awdpple. flourish-
ed. Forms: 3-4 floris(e, (4 floryse, fluris", 4
florissc, 4-5 florysse, floresehe, florische, (4
flurshe, fluri(s)che, flors(c'he, 5 floresehe,

florche), 4-6 florisshe, -yssh(e, 4-7 florish(e,

(6 floorish), 5-6 florys(c)h(e, 6 Se. flures, -eis,

-is, flwreis, 4-6 flourishe, (4 flouresshe), 5-6
flourysshe, (5 flowrysche, 6 flourys ^c)h, 7
flowrish), 4- flourish, [a. OY.fioriss- lengthened
stem of fiorir (mod.F. fleurir) « Pr. ftorir, It.

fiorire :—vulgar L. type *florire, f.fior-,flos, flower.

The intr. senses represent those of L. florere, which
like many other vbs. in ~ere passed into the -ire

conjugation in Romanic]
I. intr. To blossom, thrive.

T"l. Of a plant or tree: To blossom, flower. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21701 (G6tO par florist ane [wand] als

}e haue herd, c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P 43 To smelle the

sote savour of the vyne whanne it florissheth. 1485CAXTON
Chas. Gt. 36 The crowne began to florysshe & a meruayllous
swete odour yssued out of the floures. >5?8 Lyte Dodocns
11. xx. 170 It beginneth to floure at the toppe of the

stalke, and so goeth florishing downewarde.

b. To throw out leaves and shoots ; to shoot

forth ; to grow vigorously and luxuriantly. Now
only with mixture of sense 4.

1303 R. Brunne I/andl. Syntte 905 Here vynys florshede

feyre and weyl. 138a Wyclik Ezek. xvii. 24 Y made the

drye tree for to florisshe. 1577 B. Googe HeresbaclCs
Itusb. 1. (1586) 25 b, In hotte Countreys later, least they
shoulde florishe before the Winter, and be . . blasted. 1717
Broome Seat of War in Flanders 157 Poems 76 Pallas

with her Javelin smote the Ground, And peaceful Olives

flourish'd from the Wound. 1784 Cowper Task 111. 571
The spiry myrtle with unwithering leaf Shines there and
flourishes. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. xiii. 212 As these trees

do not grow in water, it is evident that the land on which
they flourished has been depressed.



FLOURISH. 349 FLOURISHING.
C fig- 1340 Hampolk Pr. Cause, 725 Arely a man passes

als be gres, He floresshe and passes away. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur xvm. xxv, Euery lusty herte tliat is in ony maner
a louer spryngeth and floryssheth in lusty dedes. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 74 Flourysshe the forenoone
neuer so frcsshe, at the last commeth the euentyde. a 1586
Salir. Poems Reform, x.xxvii. 63 Bakbyttaris. .flwreis sone,
hut forder fructe bai faill. 1611 Biule Isa. l.wu 14 Your
bones shall flourish like an herbe.

2. gen. To thrive, a. Of persons : To prosper,

do well.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 518 Whareere bai now all

bicumyn bat florysst in bis warlde? 157a Forrest Theophilus
697 in Anglia VII, Florishinge more then anye queene
lieere. 1670 K. Coke Disc. Trade 60 We flourish in the
French Trade. 1704 Nelson tampan. Festiv. f, Pasts
xxiv. 255 Bad Men as frequently prosper and flourish.

1833 Hr. Martineau Brooke Farm lii. 31 Men who were
starving on land of their own, are now flourishing on the
wages I give them. 1874 I,, Stephen Hours in Libr.
(1892) I. vi. 233 Tartufe . . flourishes and thrives.

b. Of things (e. g. art, science, an institution) :

To attain full development ; to be prosperous or
successful, be in vogue; to have many followers
or patrons.

< 1400 Rom. Rose 6233 Men may in seculer clothes see
Flonsshen holy religioun. 1504 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione
1. xviii. 166 The holy sayntes. .in whom florysshed the per-
feccyon of all relygyon. 1571 Digges Pantom., Math.
Disc. Pref. Tj, Where such sciences firste tooke their
orig^inall.and in what languages and countreys they chieflye
florished. 1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosea v. 47 The way for
the church to prosper and florish. 1754 Sherlock Disc.
(1759) I. iv. 144 When Science flourished in the East. 1885
Law Times LXXIX. ijo/i The poor law system .. has
flourished for over three centuries.

f3. To thrive, display vigour in, of, with (some-
thing specified) ; also, to abound in

}
overflow

with.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 21222 (Cott.) Barnabas.. In vertuz

florisand sa fele. c X380 WvcUF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 96 Men
bat shulden florishe in vertues. 1530 Lyndesav Test. Pa-
pyngo 795 Those dayis quhen so thay [the Prelatis] flurisit

in fame. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 175 Cam-
bridge, a Universirie florishing with al "kind of good letters.
1628 Hobbes Thucyd. 11822*1 They flourished ..in all man-
ner of provision. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trap.
Ded. Aij, An age that flourishes with Pens, and Criticks.
17*6 Leoni Alberti's Archil. II. 4/1 Greece .. flourishing
in excellent geniusses.

4. To be at the height of fame or excellence ; to

be in one's bloom or prime. Also in weaker sense,

used in pa. t. of a person to indicate that his life

and activity belong to a specified period (cf.

Floruit).
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 173 In his tyme Plautus

Latinus. .florischeb at Rome. 1550 Veron Godly Sayings
Aij, Origenc.did florysshe in the yere of our lorde cc.lxi.
i66x Bramhall Just I'ind. i. 3 His most renowned Ances-
tours. .flourished whilest Popery was in its Zenith. X700
Dryden Pre/. Fables (Globe) 494 Spenser and Fairfax both
flourished in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. x8aoW. Irving
Sketch Bk, I. 189 James flourished nearly about the time of
Chaucer and Gower. 1855 Tennyson Brook n In our
schoolbooks we say, Of those that held their heads above
the crowd, They flourish'd then or then.

II. To adorn.

+ 5. trans. To adorn with flowers or verdure ; to
cause to bloom or thrive.

a 1300 Cursor Al. 16860 (Cott.) J>e rode it was wit leif and
bare florist ful stlcuthlt. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 69
Feldis florist ar with flowris. c 1430 Lydg. A/in. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 78 God .. Hath florisshed the erthe on every
side. . Withe grete habundaunce ofvyridite. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xlvi. 21 Fresche Flora hes flurest every spray. X716
Fenton Ode to Ld. Goiver Poems {1717) 219 With shadowy
verdure flourish'd high, A sudden youth the Groves enjoy.
fig. 1470 85 Malory Arthur xvm. xxv, Lete euery man
of worship florysshe his herte in this world, t 1614 |. Davies
Scourge of Folly To Earle Pembrooke, Wks. iGrosart) 52/1
But when the sonne of fauor shines on mee My May may
then haue Might to flourish thee.

ft>. Cookery. To ornament, garnish (a dish).
?£l39o Form of Cury in Warner Antiq. Culin. 13 Take

brede . . Florish it with white coliandre in confyt. c 1430
Tivo Cookery-bks. 1. 30 Florche it a-bouyn with Pome-
gamed. 150a Arnolde Chron. (1811) 239 Storke roosted,
pecoke florisshed, carpe in soppis.

f6. gen. To adorn, decorate, embellish, orna-
ment. Also with out, over, up. Obs.
<"*3*5 Coer de L. 1842 Six stages ful of tow-relies, Wei

flourished with cornelles. ?«i4oo Morte Artk. 771 Hys
feete ware floreschede alle in fyne sabylle. 1489-99 Inscrip-
tion Holloivay Chafel, Widcome, nr. Bath in Wood Life
(O. H. S.) II. 409 Ihys chapill floryschyd with formosyte
spectabyll .. prior Cantlow had edyfyd. 1581 Pettie
Guazzo's Ci?: Con?', in. (1586) 125 Those which florish up
themselves by arte. 1590 Greene Never too late Wks.
(Grosart) VIII. 104 Her face ful! of chast colours : such as
flonsh out the fronts of Dianas virgins. 1608 ToFUXL
Serpents 738 Their skin seemeth to be flourished with
certain pictures. 1611 Coryat Crudities 145 Sixe very
precious sockets .. flowrished oner with a triple gilting.

J11716
South Serm. (1744) X. 56 This would make him

l>egin to. .try the foundation before he flourished the super-
structure.

J*f' f377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xiv. 294 pe fierthe [pouerte] is
a fortune bat florissheth be soule Wyth sobrete fram al
synne. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshedlll. 1323/1 Deceipt
(sheweth] finest when he is cunninglie florished. 1603
Shaks. Ateas.for Al. iv. i. 75 The Iustice oC your title to
him Doth flourish the deceit.

b. To embellish or ornament (a book, writing,
etc.) with * flourishes' (see Flourish sb. 4 b).

•\ In early use also: To illuminate; to adorn with
colour or decorative designs of any kind. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Par?: 167/2 Floryschen bokys,_/7on>. 1573

Art of Limning $ With this [turnesoll] you may flourishe

redde letters, or vestures. 1679-88 Seer. Sen'. Money Chas.
II <$• Jas. II iCamden) 55 Gideon Roger, for writing and
flourishing, partly in gold, a letter to the Emperor of Fez.
absot. 1660 G. Tomlyn's Patent No. 128 A way to text

and flourish in velams and parchment.

f7. To embellish (a narration, etc.) with flowers

of speech; to ornament or set off with fine words
1>r phrases; to express in flowery language. Obs.

13.. Minor P. fr. Vernon MS. hi. 496^13 bis tale beo
florisshed with faire flour. 1494 F^hyan Chron. 3 So haue
I nowe sette out this rude werke . .That the lerned and the
studyed clerke May. . Flowrysshe it with Eloquence. 1540
Elyot Image Gov. Pref. (15561 3 Desiryng more to make
it playne to all readers, than to flourishe it with over muche
eloquence. 1631 Shirley Lcn>e in Maze in. iii, You have.

.

Wanted no art to flourish your warm passion. 1678 Cri>
wokth Intell. Syst. 63 Which Argument is further fluurisht

and descanted upon in this manner. 1691 G. D'Emii.ianne
Frauds Rom. Monks 177 The Catechizer flourish'd his
Discourse with Circumstances so extravagant [etc.].

b. intr. ' To use florid language ; to speak with
ambitious copiousness and elegance ' (J.) ; to

descant floridly on or upon. Also with away.
1700 T. Baker Reflect. Learning iv. (ed. 2 1 32 2 Whilst

he [Cicero] acts the part of the Rhetorician, l.e dilates
and flourishes, and gives Example instead of Rule. 1725
Watts Logic iv. i. 518 They dilate sometimes, and
flourish long upon little Incidents, and they skip over and
but lightly touch the drier Part of their Theme. 1824 j,.

Murray Fug. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 435 They are often misled,
by a desire of flourishing on the several properties of a me-
taphor. 1858 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. l.xxxi. 41
Another flourishes away upon the assertion that the French
Emperor was chosen by the liallot.

f 8. trans, a. To lay (one tint) upon (another)

by way of ornament ; b. to work up ornamentally.
a 1592 Greene Ofihar/'on Wks. (Grosart l XII. 70 Touching

the faultles mixture of Vermillion flourisht vpon Inory.
a 1626 liACON War 10. Spain (1629) 3 ISottomes of threed
rlose^ wound vp, which with a good needle .. may be
flourished into large workes.

III. To display ostentatiously.

9. To brandish (a weapon, etc.) ; to wave about
by way of show or triumph. Also, to move (the

limbs) vigorously.
1382 WycliF 2 Mace. xi. 8 An horsman apeeride goynge

byfore hem . . florishynge a fhaft. 1388 — Ps. vii. 13 If ;e
ben not comiertid, he schal florische his swerd. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. <$• Jul. i. i. 85 Old Mountague . . flourishes his Blade
in spight of me. 1646 Crashaw Sospetto d'Herode xxxiii,

All the Powers of Hell in full applause Flourisht their
Snakes. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe II. iii. 45 Anon, balancing
his expanded palms, he gently flourished them in time to
the music. 1831 T. I,. Peacock Crotchet Castle viii. 144
He began mechanically to flourish his bamboo. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xxi, Richard Swiveller .. looking at
the dwarf . .as he flourished his arms and legs about.

fb. absoi. Obs.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 311 Goe giue that changing

peece, To him that flourisht for her with his sword. 1627-77
Feltham Resolves 1. xxxviii. 63 Whosoever will jest, should
be like him that flourishes at a show : be may turn his
weapon any_way. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat.,
To flourish is one thing, to fight another.

c. intr. Of a weapon (or the like): To be
brandished or waved about.
1388 Wyclie Job xxxix. 23 A spere and scheeld schal

flori<che. 1773 H. Euson in Duncombe's Lett. II. App.
xlviii, All this while the cane kept flourishing over Jerry's
head.

10. a. trans. To display, make a display or
parade of. b. intr. 'To boast, brag* (J.); to

talk big; to 'swagger*, 'show off'; also with
about, off. +c. To exhibit oneself conspicuously,
make a flourish or parade, Obs.
a. c 1380 Wyci.if Sel. Wks. III. 341 Summe florishen ober

names & seien bat he [the pope] is moost blissed fader.

159a Greene Disput. 6 Your sugred words, that you florish

rethorically like nettes to catch fooles. 1638 Sir T. Her-
bert Trav. (ed. 2) 03 He. .florisht his colours in signe of
victory, and as a call to Abdulchan to second him. 1755
Scott Diet., To Flourish Colours [in military affairs] is to
display them.

b. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 159 If any man think
to come flourishing off" with this. 1699 ISentley I'hal.
Introd. 22 The Examiner, after he has cited this Scholiast
on Aristophanes, thus flourishes. 17*9 Swift To Delauy
Wks. 1755 III. u. 233 To flourish o'er a cup of gin. 1816

J. Gilchrist Phiios. Etym. p. xvii, Mr. Home Tooke has
flourished rather too much about Gothic and Saxon. 1866
Carlyle Inaug. Addr. 9 He goes flourishing about with
them.
C. 1563 Foxe A. <y M. 1710/1 All the other Ladies of the

court florished in their brauerye. i6n Bible Song Sol. \\. 9
He looked forth at the window, shewing himself [marg.
flourishing] through the lattice. 1750 Warburton Julian
Wks. 1811 VIII. 192 A reverend Stole .. came, .into the
possession of a notorious prostitute, who flourished with it

on the public stage.

fH- a. trans. Of the sun: To shoot cut (beams).
b. intr. Of light. Obs.

'5*5 Sevt, Field 427 in Chetham Alisc. II. Phebus full

faire florished out his beames. 1587G0LDING De Mornayv'i.
64 From thence there flourished a certeine holy brightnesse.

+ 12. intr. To move with a flourish; to make
sweeping movements; 'to play in wanton and
irregular motions' (J.\ Obs.
1728 Pope Dune. n. 180 Impetuous spread The stream,

and, smoaking, flourish'd o'er his head. 1735 Somkryille
Chase II. 256 They're check'd—hold back with speed—on
either Hand They flourish round.

+ 13. Music and Fencing. To give a short fanciful

exhibition by way of exercise before the real per-
formance. To play, with a flourish. Also quasi-

trans. Toflourish out (notes). Obs.
1552 Huloet, Florysh, as a maister of fence doth w*

weapon, or a musitinn in syngyng, froludo. 1718 Free-
thinker No. 15 P 1 Musicians, befoie they begin to play,
always flourish out some loose Notes, 1766 Goldsm. / 'ic. IK
x, Instead ..of finishing George's shirts, we now had them
..flourishing upon catgut. 1810 James Mitit. Diet., To
flourish, .is to play some prelude or preparatory air without
any settled rule.

b. Of trumpets: To sound a nourish or fnnfnre.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 49 Why do the Kmperors trum-
pets flourish thus? 1706 Addison Rosamond 1. iv, Trumpets
flourish.

t Plourishable (fiinij-ib'l), a. Obs- 1
[f.

FL0UE18H v. + -able.] Adapted to flourish or
make a display.
1614 T. Adams Diuclls Banket iv. 141 Hee sets the

countenance of continuance on them, which indeedeare more
fallible in their certaimie than ftourishable in iheir brauerie.

Flourished (fly-rift), /// a- [f. Flourish v.

+ -ed 1.]

+ 1. Adorned with flowers or verdure
; Jt^.

adorned with charms or virtues. Obs.
C 1350 Wilt. Palerne 243S pei . . founden ban a fayr forest

floriched fid bik. c 1400 MaUndev. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 148 AH
be tymes of be gere er baire gardyues flurisched and baire
iriydews grene. c 1470 Harding Chron. xiv. vii, l!othe two
dyed in their floreshed youthede. 1508 Dunbar Tua
mariit wemen 27 Faceis .. All full of flurist fairheid, as
flouris in [line, a 1605 Montgomkrik Misc. Poems xix. 3
GathrLng flours. . Amidst the florisht rneid.

fb. Of the brow: Adorned with clustering hair.
i-1400 Rowland $ O. 82 With a floreschede thonwange,

Oure noble lcynge bat es so strange, His doghety men
I-mel!e.

C. Her. = Fl.EUHT.
i486 Bk. St. A /bans, Her. E j a, They be cakle florishit :

for they be made hi y maner of a flowre deluce. 1830 in
Roijson Brit. Her. III. Gloss., Flourished, the same as
fleurv,

t 2. Of words : Of a flowery character ; rhetori-

cally arranged. Obs,
1303 R. Brunne Haudl. Syune 3066 Flourshede wurdys.

.

Are ful of pryde and trechery. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (18801

445 J>ey [false freris] deprauen hem to ber paiischens bi
fiorizshid wordis bat pey bringen \ n.

3. Decorated with flourishes or ornamental lines

and tracery, or with figures in colours, embroidery,
etc. ; figured.

c 1400 Rowland*, O. 281 Men. .That wele kon feghte with
fioresched swerde [orig. espeeforbie]. 1446-7 Eton Colt.
Ace. in Willis 8c Clark Cambridge 11SE6' I. 394 Pro xxiiij

pedibus vitri operati picti vocati florisshed glasse. 1563
Homilies 11. Agst. Excess Apparel 11S50) 315 To see his
wife in such painted and flourished visages. 1678 Loud.
Gaz. No. 1265/4 One Silver Plate, .marked with the Cipher
E. G. flourished. 1758 Johnson idler No. 13 P 8 We have.

.

three flourished quilts for every bed. 1792 Mrs. C. Smith
Desmond II. 268 His wife put on. .a fine flourished shawl.
1885 1). W. Kettle Pens, Ink, <y Paper 6s The Flourished
Printed headings to Deeds.

Flourisher (flirrifai), [f. as prec, + -eh 1
.]

One.who or that which flourishes.

1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) I. 7 Faire florischcrs and
hi^teres of wordes and of metre. 1435 Misvn Eire ofLove
102 Florischars of bis warld, to qwhome teniperali prosperite
bou gyfs._ 1491 in York Myst. Introd. 39 I.uminers, turners,
and Morisschers. 1598 Florio, Gladiatore, a fencer or
flourisher with his weapon. ri6n Chapman Iliad xxm.
689 Not our greatest flourisher can equall him in
powre Of foote-strife, but j-Kacides. 1617 Wardens' Ace.
in Heath Grocers' Comf>. (1869' 429 John Pjradshawe. .and
18 fellow florishers with long swordes. 1624 Gatakf.r
Transubst. 233 So far is it from that which this flourisher
aftirmeth, that [etc.]. (1x734 North Life F. North (1742I

332 He was not an Orator, as commonly understood, that
is a Flourisher. 1833 Mahryat P. Simple xvii, Our. .frigates
have names as long as the main-top bowling . .fine flourishers.

Flourishing (flzmj'irp, vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ING1.]

1. J he action of the vb. Flourish in various
senses.

1303 R. r.RLNNE Handl. Syune 881 Every ;ere at be
florysyngge When be vynys shulde spryngge. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) I. 15 Noujt sotilte of sentence, nober faire

florischynge of wordes. 1577 ^* ^OOGF- IE resbach's Husb.
11. (1586) 83 b, It must be digged before his florishing, or
shooting out of his leaves. 1580 Hollvband Treas. E'r.

Toug. , Regratemeut de vieUles choses . . the flourishing vp of
old thinges. 1687 T. W. tr. Hen. VIITs Assertio Septent
Sacram. (16881 8 These two Chapters .. are .. but the
flourishings or first essays of I.utber, who now begins to
murther and destroy the Sacraments. 1717 Pf.rkelkv Tour
Italy Wks.187 i IV. 531 Before the flourishing ofarts in Rome.
i865TR0LLOPEAy//*>«£jr;viii.83With some little flourishing
at the commencement, Captain Aylmer made his speech.

2. In various concr. or qxasi-concr. senses, fa.
Blossom, also Jig. b. A decoration, an embellish-

ment ; a flower-like design. C. nonce-use. An orna-

mental covering.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 10726 Gott.^pis wand suld florisching

here. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxv. 13 Haile, ?hyng,
benyng, fresche flurising ! (Virgin Mary ; but perh. ///. a.].

b. c x384.CHAt!CRR I/.E'ameui. 211 Hit nedeth noght yow
for to tellen . . Of this yates florisshinges, Ne of compasses,
ne of kervinges. i6n Cotgr. s.v. Dra/erie, A flourishing



FLOURISHING. 350 FLOW.
with lcaues, and flowers in wood, or stone, vsed especially

on the heads of pillers. 1613 T. Godwin Rowan Antiq.
(1658) 2S Bestudded with flounshings of purple silk. 1665
Pepys Diary 26 Dec, Some fine writing - work and
flourishing. 1847 C. Winston* Anc. Glass Paint. I. 125
Many attempts were made to strengthen the shadows. .in re-

presentations of architecture with a flourishing of thin lines.

C. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. 11. xviii, Cover'd . . with
silken flourishing, Which as it oft decaies, renews again.

3. = Fumishing. rare- 1
.

17*6 Diet. Rustic urn (cd. 3' s.v. Hart-hunting, He may ob-

serve his flourishing, which are in proportion to the B—rt.

4. ailrib. and Comb., as flourishing hand\
flourishing thread (see quot.).

1713 Steele Guardian Xo. 1 P 1 Mr. Airs, that excellent

penman . . instructs the youth of this nation to arrive at

a flourishing hand. 188* Callfeild & Sawakd Diet.

Xeedlcivork, Flourishing Thread, a flat, silky, linen thread
specially adapted for mending Damask, Linen, [etc.].

Flourishing (nVrijlrj), ///. a. [L as prec. +
-ixg -.] That nourishes.

1. Budding or blossoming ; hence, that grows
vigorously or luxuriantly. Of a landscape : Ver-

dant.
t 1400 Maundev. (1839I v. 54 The Gardyn is alweys grene

and florisshing. 1533 Coverdale Ecclus. xiv. 18 All flesh

shal fade awaye. .like a florishinge leaf in a grene tre. 1647
Cowley Mistress, Tree i, The flourishing-* Tree in all the

Park. 1783 Cowper Rose ii, The buds it had left.. On the

flourishing bush where it grew. 1883 R. Zimmermann in

Athen&nm 29 Dec. 847/2 Populous towns and flourishing

landscapes.

2. Prosperous, thriving, conspicuous, eminent.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. 20 Thorgh him be bai put

In tyll synn in pi syght, bof bai seme florischand bifor men.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 156 Occa .. Wyss into weir

and fluresand in fame. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 179 This is

a flourishing City. 1741 Middlkton Cicero 1. 1. i3 Hor-
tensius, the most florishing young Orator at the bar. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng, 1 1 1. 615 Belfast has become one of the

greatest and most flourishing seats of industry in the British

isles.

3. Vigorous ; in the bloom of youth or health.

T Flourishing age, years : the prime of life.

156a WinJet Cert. Trait, iii. Wks. i383 I. 23 That maist
flurissand part of my aige, spent in the teching of the

grammar scule. 1564 Bulleym Dial. agst. Pest. To Rdr.
118881 3 Some are preuented by death in their flour-

ishyng yeres. a 1568 Coverdale Bk. Death 111. x. 296
The thi'rde ;dieth] in his fiorishynge youth. 1600 W.
Vauchah Direct. Health (1633) 23 It [Meath] will cause

one to haue a flourishing colour. 1737 WhistoN Josephns'
Wars vi. ix. § 2 They slew the aged . . but. .those, .in their

flourishing age. .they drove them together into the temple.

4. Of writing: Ornamented with flourishes.

1859 Sala Gas-Ught tf D. iii. 37 As per flourishing gold
letters on his door-jamb, he proposes to lend money.

5. Of style, etc. : Florid, highly embellished,

grandiloquent, high sounding. Also of a writer:

Addicted to floridness.

1538 I.eland /tin. I. p. xix, Men of Eloquence hath not
enterprised to set them forthe yn a florisching style. 1592
ti. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Gro&art) II. 252 An irre-

fragable Confutation of Beza, and our floorish ingest New-
writers. 1788 Mad. D'Arslav Diary June, He.. spoke in

flourishing terms of its contrast to former times.

6. Ofpersons and their actions: Boasting, swagger-

ing, ostentatious.

1616 Rich Cabinet 57 All sorts of people thought it the

greatest glory to hue in the florishingest showe. 1688

Wood Life 8 Dec. (O. H.S.) III. 287 A conceited flurishing

coxcomb.

f7. Of a spear: Vibrating. Obs.

1388 Wvclif yob xli. 20 He schal scorne a florischynge
[138a shakende] spere.

Flourishingly (hVriJinli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly -.] In a flourishing manner. + a. In the shape

of a flower (obs.). b. Vigorously, prosperously,

fc. In flowery terms, floridly {obs.). + d. Os-

tentatiously, showily {obs.). e. With a flourish or

flourishing movement.
a. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Eja, The forsayd letill

barris ar othyrwyle made florishyngh.

b. 1609 W. M. Man in Moone \\%^) 20 (Percy Soc.) Swag-
gering drunkards or swearing Jackes, which have thus
flourishingly sprowted up by service. 1819 Ann. Reg. 36
We were going on flourishingly. 1879 Stevenson 1"rar.

Cevennes 106 Such as they have are hardy plants and thrive

flourishingly.

C. 1580 Baret Ah: E 163 To vtter his mind eloquently,

flourishingly, & finely. 1647 tr. MalvezzPs Pourtract 3 The
Actions of Predecessours . . require no more then to bee flour-

ishingly related.

d. 1550 Bale Image BoikCh. w. xvii, She. .is florishinglye

decked with golde, preciouse stone, and pearles.

e. i8«S Bfmbm, Mag. XVII. 363 Round which the lash

. .hadso flourishingly played its., gambols. 183a J. Wilson
ibid. XXXI. 272, I came down waveringly . . flourishingly,

just as you have seen a lark from sky to furrow.

t Plotrrishly, adv. Obs. In 6 floryschelye.

[f. Flourish v. + -ly 2
.] In a flourishing manner,

pre-eminently.
1558 Forrest Grysilde Sec. C1875) 146 Theis. .sightes. .In

Gnsild weare seene florische floryschelye.

nourishment (flzrrijment). [f. Flourish
+ -MEN'T. OF. had florissement.] The state or

condition of flourishing
;
prosperity, thriving.

1714 Welton Chr. Faith <y Tract. 375 The nourishment
of a city. 1883 Chicago Advance 24 May, It cannot be

claimed that .. churches or schools had much nourish-

ment.

Flourishy (flrrtft)i a. [f. Flourish sb. + -Y 1
.]

;

Of or pertaining to flourishes or flourishing ; of the

nature of a flourish ; abounding in flourishes.

1883 G. H. Bocghtgn in Harper's Mag. Feb. 392 '2 When
a windmilly town does flourish, it is (from a flourishy point

I
of view* a thing to remember. 1884 Ibid. Sept. 523 '2 There
is a light, flourish}*, courtly touch. 1891 Longm. Mag, Apr.
626 A big bill with a flourishy heading.

Flourless (flewntar), a. [f. Flour sb. + -less.]

Mode without flour.

1880 Vers. Lee Belcaro iv. 79 Flourless bread.

Floury ,flau»'ri), a. Also 6 flowry. [f. Flour"
sb. + -y f] a. Of or pertaining to flour. + Of
grain : Yielding flour. D. Covered or sprinkled

with flour or powder, c. Resembling flour; flour-

like, mealy, powdery.
a. 1591 Svlvester Du Bartas 1. iv. G49 The stone which

grinds the flour}- corns. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. iv. 296
A mill . . whose flour}' duskiness Our hungry souls with
many a hope did bless.

b. i8a6 Hood Irish Schoobn. xxix, Some dronish
Dominie . .That wears a floury head. 1884 Century Mag.
XXV III. S3 There was blood upon her flour}* apron.
C. 1830 Lisdley Nat, Syst. Bot. 171 Embryo surrounding

floury albumen. 1865 Milton & Chf.adle hi. W. Pass, by
Land 157 A sleigh, running along in the soft, floury powder
at the sides. 1888 Powles tr. Kick's Flour Mann/. App.
§ 4. 283 Steam the peeled potatoes until they become quite
floury (,' mealy ').

Flouse, fioush. 'flaus, flauj), v. dial. [? ono-

matopoeic ; cf. Flush z*.
2
]

1. To splash, traits, and intr.

1567 Maplev Gr. Forest 21 I haue seene it . . when as this

i kinde of Mettall being molten in the pit, and but a sponefull

i of water being cast into, it hath floushed and leapt vp to the
top of the house. 1838 Hollowav Diet. Provinc, Flons/t,

to plash and beat water about with violence as boys fre-

quently do when bathing. 1885 X. <f Q. 26 Sept. Ser. vi.

XII. 249.

2. intr. To come with a heavy splash.

1863 Kingsley Wetter-bob. 95 Out floushed a huge, old
brown trout.

3. The verb stem used adverbially.

18x9 Moore Tom Crib's Mem. led. 3) 13 Old Georgy
went floush, and his backers look'd shy.

Hence Flousing///. a.

1880 Jkfferies Gr. Feme F. 64 The floustng splash of
the mill-race.

Flout [flaut ;, s&A Also 6-J- floute. [f. Flout v.]

1. A mocking speech or action ; a piece of

mocker)*, jeer, scoff.

1570 in Levins Manip. 223. "*57«-5 Gascoicse Dan
Bartholomew Lenuoye iv, Remember that our sect Is sure

to bee with floutes alwayes infect. 1678 Butler Hud.
in. Heroic Ep. 356 She . . read it out, With many a smile,

and learing Flout. 17*8 Morgan Algiers I. Pref. 14 The
Flouts and indifferent Reception I have met with. 1837
W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 23 Blinking like an owl in

daylight, when pestered by the flouts and peckings of mis-
chievous birds. 1859 Tennyson Idylls* £«/<** 1523 Who put
your beauty to this flout and scorn By dressing it in rags.

T 2. An object of flouting or mockery. Obs.

1708 tr. Boileaus Lutrin 52 Howlet will be the Word, a
standing Jest, The Flout of Boys, and Mirth of Every Feast.

t Flout, sh.~ Obs. rare. A truss (of straw.)

15 . . A'yng $ Hermyt 331 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 25 Be
syde my bed thou must goo And take up a floute of strowe,

Als softly as thou may. 1847 in Halliwell.

+ Flout, sb* Obs. [?repr. OE. *flowet t
i,

flowan to Flow.] A watercourse.

14 .. in MS. Cantab. F/. v. 48 f. 106 (Halliw.) And at

a window cast him owt, Ri**t into Temseflowt. 1583 In-

quisition in Lincolnsh. (N.>, One sewer in Scotterings at

the ould flout shall be sufficiently diked.

Flout , fl^ut), v. Also 6 flouts, 6-7 flowte.

[First recorded in 16th c. ; possibly special use

(preserved in some dialect) of floute, ME. form

of Flute v. to play on the flute. Cf. a similar

development of sense in Du. fluiten to play the

flute, to mock, deride.]

1. trans. To mock, jeer, insult ; to express con-

tempt for, either in word or action. Also to flout

(a person) out 0/" (something).

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. (ArtO 26 In moste spite-

full maner mockynge. .and flowtinge them. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. ti. 49 Where the Norweyan Banners flowt the

Skie. 1607 Heywood Worn. AxUrWltS. 1874 II. 116 Now
will I flout her poverty. 1612-15 *Jp - Hall Contempt.

O. T. 1. v, Vet cannot they all flout Noah out of his faith.

1717 D« Foe Syst. Magic ir. iv. 324 So the man was flouted

on all hands. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. it. 4 The gay beams
of lightsome day Gild, but to flout, the ruins gray. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop xxxii, The genuine and only Jarley

. . flouted by beadles. 1873 Dixon Two Queens 1. 11. ii. 80

One town grew jealous of another. .Granada flouted I,oga.

+ b. To quote or recite with sarcastic purpose.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 290 Ere you flout old ends
any further, examine your conscience.

2. intr. To behave with disdain or contumely, to

mock, jeer, scoff; to express contempt either by
action or speech. Also dial, to scold. Const.

at; whence in indirect passive.

1575 R. B. Appius ff V. B j b, What drake nosed driuell,

begin you to floute. 1641 Vind. Smectymnuus 31 It never

came into our thoughts . . to flout, in so bold a manner. 1678
Barclay Apol. Quakers ii. § 1. 19 Some are apt to flout at

it as ridiculous. 17*6 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 166 But I have
the good Fortune not to be flouted at. 1844 Browning
Garden Fancies 1. vi, Ah, you may flout and turn up

your faces. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly iv, The
women pointed and flouted at her.
w

.
3. ? erroneous use (or ? another word). To

ruffle ^a bird's feathers).

1875 Mayne Reid in Chamb. yrnl. 7 Aug. 500 Not enough
breeze .to flout the long feathers in the tail of the., bird.

Hence Flou'ted ppl. a.

1855 Singleton jBmieul vn. 602 Go now, to thankless
jeopardy Expose thee, flouted [wight],

t Flotrtage. Obs. [f. Flout v. + -age.] The
habit or practice of flouting ; mockery, jeers.

IS99 B. Jonson Ev. Man out 0/ Hum. Dram. Pers.,
Puntarvolo, so palpably affected to his owne praise, that
for want of flatterers, he commends himselfe to the floutage
of his owne family.

Flouter (flan-tai). [f. as prec. + -er 1
.] One

who flouts or mocks.
1581 Pettie Guazzo's Crv. Com: 1.(1586"* 35 You. .shew

yourselfe a flatterer and a flouter. 1621 BtutosAnat. Mel.
Democr. to Rdr. 64 Democritus that common flowter of
folly. 1755 in Johnson. 1869 Blackmore LornaD. xxvi,

Perhaps she had cast me away altogether as a flouter.

Flouting (flautig) , vbl.sb. [f. as prec. + -lng 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. F'lout ; an instance of
this.

1574 Whitgift Def. Auttsw. n. 1. § 6. oi What gybing
and flouting would there be. 1621 Molle Catnerar. Liz:
Libr. v. xv. 382 A desperate impudencie, seconded with
bloodie floutings, with terrible despightings, [etc.]. 1691 Ray
Creation 11. 11704' 453 Flouting, and Taunting, are to be
censured as vicious Abuses of Speech. 1884 Bath Herald
25 Oct. 3/1 The second flouting of the popular will.

2. Comb, fflouting-stock [a) a butt for flouting,

an object of mocker)*
; (/'; = Floct sb. (perh. the

use is a blunder ascribed to the Welsh speaker).

159a G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. iGrosart) II. 309
Lesse peraduenture. .thou be .. made a notable flowting-

stocke. 1598 Shaks. Merry 11'. iv. v. 83 You are wise, and
full of gibes, and vlouting-stocks. 1817 W. Godwin Mamie-
ville I. 263, I was .. a flouting-stock and a make-game ..

created for no other end than to be the scoff of my fellows.

Flouting (flau'tiij), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ujg2.]

That flouts.

1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ, Conv. 1. fi<8tfl 30 b, Insinuating
therby in flouting manner, that he might be his Fathers
bastard sonne. 1597 Fenton Let. 23 May in Harington
Xugse Ant. ^17791 II. 233 She would, out with all such un-
gracious flouting wenches. 1614 N. Breton / would $ yet

exxv, Then sure should I . . Be followed with many a flowt ing-

Iacke. 17*7 De Foe Hist. Appar. xiii. 329 A flouting

atheistic man of wit. 1870 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov. 12 Less
of . . flouting ferocity than is usual in the epic tales of the
Scandinavians.

Hence Flou tingly adv. in a flouting manner.
1580 Hollyband Treat. Fr. Toug., Par gaudisserie, m

iest, or floutingly. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts, X. T. 55
They floutingly put upon his head a wreath of thornes.

1858 Carlyle Iredk. Gt. (1865) I. in. xiv. 228 'Goody
Palsgrave', as her Mother floutingly called her.

Flow ^nVu), *M [f. Flow v.]

1. The action or fact of flowing ; movement in

a current or stream ; an instance or mode of this.

Orig. said of liquids, but extended in modern use

to all fluids, as air, electricity, etc. f Phrase : To
set (the eyes) at flow : to (cause to) weep. Also
* The course or direction of running waters ' (Ad-

miral Smyth).
a 1450 Cm: Mysl. l"Shaks. Soc.) 43 Thei xul not drede the

flodys fflowe. 1607 Shaks. Timon il ii. 172 I haue.. set

mine eyes at flow. 1613 — Hen. VIII 1. i. 152 This top

proud fellow, Whom from the flow of gall I name not. 1817

Shelley Rev. Islam xn. xxxvii. 5 In the flow Of sudden

tears. 1856 Mrs. Carlyle Lett, II. 290 A gentle sound..

like the flow of a brook, i860 Tynuall Glac. 11. xxv. 362

The gentle flow of a current of air. 1885 Watson & Blr-
bcry Math. Th. Electr. ff Magn. I. 208 A flow of positive

electricity in the one direction along the wire.

D. Physics.
Line o/floiv in Hydrodynamics, an imaginary curve so

drawn within a liquid at any instant that at each point of

the curve the instantaneous velocity of the liquid is along

the tangent. In general a line of flow is not the path of

a particle, but vanes with the time. But when the motion

is steady, i. e. not a function of the time, the lines of flow

are fixed, and are paths of particles, being then called

stream-lines. Tube o/flow in Electricity and Hydrodyna-
mics^ an imaginary tube bounded by surfaces across which

there is no flow.

1881 Maxwell Electr. 4 Magn. I. 378 Tube of Flow.

1882 Minchin Unipt. Kinemat. 150 We can in this way
map out the whole region by drawing lines of flow.^

C. The quantity that flows, volume of fluid. In

Hydrodynamics\ the volume of fluid which flows

through a tube of any given section in a unit of

time.

1807 Med. yrnl. XXI. 378 Blood, which came out, with

a jet, nearly equal to the flow of urine. 1851 Cartenter
Man. Phys. led. 2) 218 The flow of blood into them [Mus-

cles] increases with the use that is made of them. 1877

W. H. Besant Hydromeclu (ed. 3) 238 The line-integral

of the tangential velocity along any line, lying entirely

within the fluid, is called the flow along that line.

d. concr. That which flows; flowing water. Also,

a mass of matter that moves or has moved in a

stream.
1802 Campbell Hohenlinden i, Dark as winter was the

flow Of Iser, rolling rapidly. 1816 J. Wilson City 0/
Plague 1. i, T-he sunshine dances in its joy O'er the still flow

of this majestic river. 1833 Lvell Princ. Geol. II. 240 Re-

iterated flows of lava. 1880 Miss Bird yapan II. 152 The
flows from the flank and summit craters of Mauna Loa.



FLOW.

2. Of<lress,outHnes,ctc. : The manner of flowing.

1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxxi, No dress but hers had
such a flow as tliat. 1851 Ruskin Stones Veu. (1874) I.

App. 393 In the folds of the drapery .. is a flow like that of

waves.

3. trans/, andy%\ Any continuous movement re-

sembling the even flow of a river and connoting a

copious supply ; an outpouring or stream ; esp. of

speech.
1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. in. 201 Without any

flow of words to greaten it. 1733 Pope Hor. Sat. II. i. 128

The Feast of Reason and the Flow of Soul. X775 Pratt
Liberal Opin. (1783) I. 3 It is . . hard to stop the pen,

when the ideas are on the flow. 178a T. A. Mann in Lett,

Lit. Men (Camden) 420 The rupture with France . . has
thrown .. a flow of Commerce into this Country. 1790
Cowper On my Mother's Picture 65 Thy constant flow

of love, that knew no fall. 1796 Jane Austin Pride <y Pre]*

xxxi, They conversed with so much spirit and flow as to

draw the attention of Lady Catherine. x8ia Chalmers Let.

in Life (1851* I. 296 We have had a flow of forenoon callers,

183* Ht. Martinfau Ilillfy Valley iv. so This vast flow

of capital towards one point. 1873 Hi.ack Pr. Thule (1874)

22 This flow of talk. 189K Pall Mall G. 18 Nov. 2/1 The
Cross flows of traffic.

4. The incoming or rise of the tide. Opposed to

ebb ; often in phrase ebb andflow ; see Ebb sb\
1583 Grkkne Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 39 The greatest

flowe hath the soonest ebbe. 1597 Daniel Civ. H 'ars Wks.
(1717I II. 41 The Ocean all at Discord with his Bounds,
Reiterates his strange untimely Flows. 1618 Bolton Floras
it. viii. (16361 118 A .. sea having many ebbes & flowes.

1794 Burns Song, ' Let not ivoman' iii, Ocean's ebb, and
ocean's flow. 18x1 SoUTHEY Omniana I. 139 The flow

drove him upon shore. _ i885 Ruskin Prxterifa I. vi. 177
The Thames tide, with its tossing wherries at the flow, and
stranded barges at ebb.

fig. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, t. H. 43. 16*7-77 Feltham
Resolves I, xi. 16 We know not in the flows of our contented-
ness, what we ourselves are. 1758 S. HaywarikSV**///. Introd.

9 The flows of affliction. 1865 Farrar Chapters on Lang.
270 Great ebbs and flows in the tide of Jewish thought.

1870 [see Eub sb. 2.]

5. f &• A- deluge, flood {pbsX b. An overflow-

ing ; applied esp. to the periodical overflow of the

Nile, or similar phenomena.
a 1450 Cov, Myst. (Shales. Soc.) 345, 1 am Abraham . .That

reyned after Noes flowe. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel. it. x.

(1633) '38 A flowe will shake your building. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. fy CI. 11. vii. 20 1'hey take the flow o' th' Nyle By
certain scales i' th* Pyramid. 1725 Pope Ot/yss. iv. 100

Regions fatten'd with the flows of Nile. 185a Karp Gold
Col. Australia 48 The natives look to this periodical flow

with as much anxiety as the Egyptians to that of the Nile.

6. Flow of spirits : a. in early use, a sudden

access of cheerfulness or exhilaration ; b. now
chiefly (of. sense 3) a habitual state of spontaneous
cheerfulness.

1715-6 Pope Let. to />/<?««MVks. 1824 VIII. 359 As an
unblemished conscience and inflexible resolution are above
an accidental flow of spirits, or a sudden tide of blood. 1775
Sheridan Duenna n. ii, My joy. .has given me such a flow
uf spirits. x8. . Scott Let. , No creature can be entitled to

reckon upon such a flow of spirits and regular continuation
of good health. 1834 West Intl. Sketch-bk. i. 252 A remark-
able flow of animal spirits and activity.

7. Porcelain Manufacture. A flux for causing the

colours to 'flow' or blend in firing.

1878 Jewitt Ceramic Art II. viii. 380 This effect was
afterwards imitated, .by means of what is technically called
a 'flow'—that is, by introducing a little volatilising salt in

the saggar in which the ware is placed and fired.

T 8. A flowing or full-bottomed wig. Obs.

1755 Connoisseur No. 77 F 5 Young counselors . . in a
.smart tye between a bob and a flow, contrived to cover a
toupee. X756 Ibid. No. no F 2 In Queen Anne's reign, .the
nobility, .wore large flaxen flows of thirty guineas price.

9. attrib. and Comb., as flow-dike, an open
channel to carry off surface water ; flow-function
= velocity-function ; flow (-off) -gate {Metallurgy),

an opening through which the molten metal is run
out of the mould ; flow-line = line offlow (sense

1 b) ; flow-meadow, one that may be flooded at

will.

1812 Souter Agric. Surv. Banff. App. 31 To construct
*flow dikes. x88s Minchin Unipl. Kinemai. 176 Is it pos-
sible to determine a velocity-potential function (or a *flow-
functionl of the form [etc.]? x88x Wyi.ie Iron Founding
64 A violent bubbling takes place in the *flow-gates. 1889
Pract. Iron Founding iv. 57 In moulds of considerable area,

risers or flow off gates are employed. 1882 Minchin Unipl.
Kincmat. 248 The *flow-Iines will then be lines of electro-

static induction in the surrounding dielectric. 1834 Brit.
Husb. I. 528 * Flow-meadows [called also flowing-meadows].

Flow(nVa:,j0.2 Alsooflo(w'e. [7a.O'S.*flo-we
(Icel.yfoY) ofsame meaning, related tofloa Flow v.]

1. 'A watery moss, a morass' (Jam.).
16. . in Symson Descr. Galtoivay (1823^ App. iv. 140 Moss

Raploch, a great flow on the other side of Die. 1773
Walker in Phil. Trans. LXIL 124 The Solway flow
contains 1300 acres of very deep and tender moss. 1835
' S. Oliver' Rambles Northumb. 164 Dreading every
instant that he will sink over head into the flow. 185s
JmL R. Agric. Soc. XIII. n. 290 Dangerous 'flowes', or
shaking bogs. 1895 Crockett Moss-liags xxxiii. Bog-wood
dug from the flowes.

b. (See quots.)
1808-80 Jamieson s. v., The term flow is applied to a low-

lying piece of watery land rough and benty, which has not
been broken up. 1886 Lebour Geot. Northumb. ty Durh. w
That part of it which thus dips away from the bog proper is

aptly called the 'flow' of the bog.

351

2. A quicksand.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xvii, He shall stable his steed in

the Kelpie's flow. x88i Stevenson New Arab. Sis. I1884)

210 The wind was driving the hat shoreward, and I ran
round the border of the floe.

3. attrib.

1831 Locdon Agric. (ed. 2> 1243 *Flo7i--borf or flow moss,
a peat bog, the surface of which is liable to rise and fall with
every increase or diminution of water. £1565 LiNDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 130 He. .ran bis Horse into

a Flow-Moss. 1818 Sco it Rob Roy xxvjii, ' There wasna
muckle flowmoss in the shaw.'

Flow f fl(?u), sb* Sc. [Of obscure origin ; peril.

f. root of Flaw sb, or Fly t/.
1
] 'A jot, a particle,

a small portion of any thing' (Jam.).
1804 Takras Poems 45 Wha on life's dainties nicely

chow Yet left yir bard wi' fient a flowe. 1827 Tknnant
Papistry Storm'd 69 Powther'd gay Wi' flows o' flour.

1840 Wfbstkk in Whistlebiukic (Sc. Songs) Ser. 11. (1890) I.

220 Tak hame a wee flow to your wife To help to be Grose

to your supper.

Flow (fl''")j v. Pa. t. and fa.pplc. flowed
(nV"d). Forms: Infln. 1 flowan, 3 flohen, 3-5
flowen, ^fiouwen;, Orm. fiowenn, south, vlow-
en, 4 flo5e, flowyn, 5 7 flowe, 5 - flow. Pa. t.

1 fl6ow, //. fleowon, 3 fleaw, flew, south, vleau
;

weak forms : 3 fl^owede, Orm. flowedd, 4 flo5ed,

flowede, 6 flowd, 6- flowed. Pa.pplc. 1 flowen,

4 7 flowen, 7-8 flown ; 6- flowed. [OVl.flowan,

aredupl.str. vb.occuningas such only in Kng. From
the same root *flo- a re thewk. vbs.OX.//c'</ to flood,

])u. vlocijen («LG. flojen) to flow, and the Com.
Tent. *floitu-s Flood sb. The wk. pa.t. and pa.

pple. appear in early ME. ; the original str. pa. t.

appears not to have survived into the 14th c, but

the str. pa. pple., though rare after 15th c, occurs

down to the 18th c. 'and still later as an archaism
or a blunder, esp. in the compound overflown*).
The Teut. *jlo-:—pre-Teut. *pld- in Gr. TrAwetr, to swim,

float, TrAtt>7df floating, navigable, L. plorare to weep. Ac-
cording to some scholars this is an ablaut-variant of *ple- to

fill, be full <cf. Gr, ttA^us fullness, I,, plenus full), perh, an
extended form of *pel- : see Full a. Others regard

!;

plo- as
standing for *plou- lengthened grade of the root *p/eu-,

plou', pin- iTeut. *Jieit-, flntt; flu-% whence Skr. pin to

swim, bathe, Or. irAe'eiy to sail, irAvi'ttf to wash, L. pluit it

rains, OHO. ffeivcn, jlaiven (MHO. vlowwen, vixen) to
rinse, ON. Jlaumr stream.
The sense-development of the vb. in Eng. shows traces of

influence from the like-sounding but etymologically un-
connected L.ffuere, of which it is the usual translation.]

I. To glide along as a stream.

1. intr. Of fluids, a stream, etc.: To move on
a gently inclined surface with a continual change
of place among the particles or parts; to move
along in a current; to stream, run; to spread over

(a surface^. Also with along, down, on, out.

a 1000 Sal. <y Sat. 321 (Or. 1 Si55an flowan mot yfi ofer eal

lond. <"i2oo Ormin 14567 & ta was^waterr wid & sid All

oferr erbe flowedd. 11250 Chvl <y Night. 918 An ydel wel,

That, .flohb on idel thar a-dtine. c 1325 Body fy Soul in

Map's Poems (Camden) 347 The thndde day shal flowe

a flod that al this world shal hylen. a 1400-50 Alexander
205 ? For bale to Blissh on blod pat on be bent flowes. 1554
in Strype Feci. Mem. III. App. xxiv. 67 Vf the water in

Egypt called Nilus dyd not accustomably flow over Egypt.
1667 Mi [.ton P. L.l. 11 Siloa's I'rook that flow'd Fast by
the Oracle of God. 1704 Pope Winter 13 Thames heard the
numbers as he flow'd along. 1793 Burns Song, Wandering
Willie ii, O still flow between us, thou wide roaring main.

1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chew. Technoh I. 363 The
acid . . is allowed to flow consecutively into the lower vessels.

1859 Oit.LiCK & Timbs Paint. 204 To admit of being
discharged freely from the brush without flowing or spreading
on the canvas.

b. Opposed to • stand \ See Flowing ppl. a.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 37 With Osier Floats the
standing Water strow ; Of massy Stones make Bridges, if it

flow.

C. Of the blood or other animal fluids: To pass

along the vessels of the body; to circulate.

1603 Shaks. Meat, for M. 1. iii. 52 Lord Angelo , . scarce
confesses That his blood flowes. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab.
!i, Trade, which like blood should circularly flow, Stopped in

their channels. 1786 Burns Song, My Highland Lassie O
iii, While my crimson currents flow, I'll love my Highland
lassie. 1817 Shellev Rev. Islam vn. xxi. 5 Our pulses

[would] calmly flow and beat In response while we slept.

1845 Budd Dis. Liver 276 Gall-stones are formed in

numbers in the gall-bladder, only when the bile can flow

into it through the cystic duct.

d. With advbs. 7 flow over= to overflow.

15*6 Tinoale 2 Cor. viii. 2 And howe that their povertie,

though yt be depe, yet hath folowed [sic] over. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. $ CI. v. ii. 24 My Lord Who is so full of Grace, that

it flowes ouer On all that neede.

e. quasi-/nz«j. Of a river : To carry down
(water) in its current.

1885 Ce?ttury Mag. Sept. 747 It [a river] was flowing
muddy water at the time.

f2. To become liquid; to stream down, melt;
///. andy?£. Obs.
c 825 I 'esp. Psalter lxvii[i]. 3 Swe flowed wex from onsiene

fyres. a 12x5 A tier. R. no His moderes wop & be odres
Maries, baet fleoweden & melten al of teares. 1381 Wyclif
Isa. Ixiv. 1 Fro thi face hillis shulden flowe doun. 1477
Norton Ord. Atch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 59 For nothinge maie
be more contrary nowe Than to be fixt and imperfectly
flowe. 1641 French Distill, iv. (1651) 105 This Oil of
Tartar must bee made of salt of Tartar after it hath flowed

FLOW.
in the fire. 1737 PoPE Hor. Epist. II. i. 148 Yielding Metal
flow'd to human form.

+ b. fig. To be unsteady, waver. Obs.

1434 Misyn Mending Life 112 Se bat bou flow nott with
vayn boghtis. 1500-10 Dunbar Pot-ms vi. 47 My hert that
neuir wes sic[k]ir. .That never mair wald flow nor flickir,

C. Ceram. To work or blend freely : said of

a glaze. (Cent. Diet.)

d. Of a metal : To change its form under impact

or tensile or compressive strain. Cf. quot. 1888

s.v. Flowing///, a. \.

3. a. Of persona: To come or go * in a stream

or streams. Also with ;';/, together.

1382 Wvclif Jer, xxxi. 12 Thei shul . . togiriere finwen to

the goodus of the Lord [1388 and thei schulen flowe togidere
to the goodis of the Lord]. x6n Bible Jer. li. 44 The
nations shall not flow together any more vnto him. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage 11. x. (1614) 160 Thence they [Iewesj
flowed into other parts. 174a PoPE DtitlC. IV. 275 In flow'd

at once a gay embroider'd race. 1817 Shei.LKY Rev. Islam
v. xli. 2 To hear the restless multitudes. .Around the base
of that great Altar flow. 1878 Uosw, S.M1TH Carthage 166

Men flowed in so plentifully that [etc.].

b. Of things material and immaterial : To move,
pass as a stream. Also with away

%
down, in,

together.

1382 Wyclif Ecchts, li. 9 For the deth flowende doun
I louly precede. 1548 Hall Chron., lien. VI, 137 Thus
the victory flowed some tyme on the one parte, and
sometyme on the other. 1560 Bible tGenev.) Job xx. 28

The increase of his house shall go away ; it shall flow away
in the day of his wrath. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 435 The
euils of the precedent ages are flowne together into this.

1651 Hobbes Lcviath. it. xxix. 173 The Treasure of the
Commonwealth, flowing out of its due course. 1717 Pope
Elegy Un/ort. Lady 25 As into air the purer spirits flc,w.

1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 188 The final success which flowed •

in upon him. 1816 Shelley Alas/or 533 As fast years flow

away. 1833 Hi. Maui inial Berkeley the Banker l. vii, 141

Gold flowed in. 1878 Jewitt Ceramic Art II. viii. 350
Orders for the new kind of ware flowed in upon him.

4. Of composition or speech ; in early use of

a speaker or writer : To glide along smoothly, like

a river.

IS85 Jas. I Ess. Poes/e (Arb.) 59 The first lytic flow is well,

and the vther nathing at all. 1643 Uenham ( 'ocper's //. 189
Could I flow like thee [Thames], and make thy streame My
great example. 1737 Pope Ilor. Epist. if. i. 206 Wit grew
polite, and Numbers learn "d to flow. 1859 KlNGSl.EV Misc.
<i86o) I. 227 The most unmetrical.

.
passages flow with

a grace, a lightness [etc.]. 1870 E. Peacock RalJ~. Skirl.
III. 252 Conversation flowed freely.

5. Of a garment, hair, etc.: To 'stream'; to

hang loose and waving ; to lie in undulating curves.

Also i* of a person : To plow with (hair).

1606 Y>. JoNSON Hymentei Wks. (Rtldg.) 558 From the top
of which [coronet] flow'd a transparent veile. 1608 —
Masque Beauty Splendour Wks. (Rtldg.) 549/1 Her bright

hayre loose Rowing. 1648 Hebrick Hespcr. 29 A CufTe

neglectful!, and thereby Ribbands lo flow confusedly. 1667
Milton /'. L. xi. 241 Over his lucid Armes A militarie

Vest of purple flowd. 1697 Drydkn Virg. Georg. lit. 146
Grim Saturn .. flow'd with such a Mane. 1712 Congreve
Ovid's Art Love ill, 376 Swell'd with the wanton wind,
they [her coats] loosely flow. 1782 COWPER Gilpin xlvi,

A wig that flowed behind. 1810 Scott Lady of L. it. xvi,

Mark the gaudy streamers flow From their loud chanters

down. ax88i Rossftti House 0/ Life vii, Across my
breast the abandoned hair doth flow.

6. Math. To increase or diminish continuously

by infinitesimal quantities : to ' vary' (m the New-
tonian Calculus). See FLUENT,
1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 204 When the Letter x is put

for a Quantity which flows uniformly, the Symbol \ 's a:1

Unit. 1758 I.Lyons Fluxions 4, x flows from x~\\ to

-t'+& X- >8a8 Hutton Course Math. II. 304 To obtain the

second fluxion it will suffice to make jr*" 1 flow.

f7. trans, {caitsatively). a. To make to flow,

set flowing in, out. b. To make fluid. Obs.

1413 Pitgr. Soiole (Caxton 1483^ v. i. 74 God must nedes
contynuelly flowen oute his bounte. 1477 Norton Ord.
Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 79 Liquors helpeth to flux and to

flowe Manie things. 1579 Folke Hesltins? Pari. 21 The
Church is..verie wel compared vnto the sea, which floweth
out waues from euery porch or entrie. 1635 Bbathwait
A read. Pr. 11. (1635) 175, I plenteously flowed in my after-

noone's potation.

C. In Pounding, to permit (the molten metal) to

flow through the mould long enough to carry off

all air and foreign matter, in order to insure a

casting free from bubbles and similar defects; to

run through. (Cent. Did.)
d. Naut. (See quot.)

1883 W. C. Russell Sailor's Lang., Flotv, to let go the
sheet of a head-sail.

II. To stream forth, issue in a stream.

8. To gush out, well forth, spring. Also with

down, forth, out, over.

etlg Vesp. Psalter \xxxii['\]. 20 ForSon slo^ stan& fleowun
weter. t'1000 Ags. Gosp. John xiv. 34 Hrsdlice bar fleow

blod ut & waeter. c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 3875 Do flew fcor water
michil and strong, a 1400 50 Alexander 1350 par flowe

out of fresh wynne flodez enowe. 1574 Hyll Planting 77
When the humour thereof is somewhat flowen. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens in. xxi. 302 The sappe, when.. first flowen out, is

white. 1591 Spenser Ruins Time 651 Streams of blood
foorth flowed on the grass. < 1724 Swift Fontinella 4 End-
less tears flow down in streams. 1813 J. Thomson Led.
Inflant. 251 The blood will continue to flow .. till the ex-

hausted animal expires. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxix,

His tears flowed plentifully and bitterly.
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b. To issue or proceed from, f of, out of, some-

thing as a source.
c iaoo Okmin 4783 War ft wirrsenn toe anan Vt off hiss He

to flowenn. a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Ifont. 211 pet flod fr-et

fleaw of bine wunden. 1535 Coverdalk 2 Esdrasi. 20 Dyd
not I hew y* hardstone & caused water ynough to flowc
thereout? 1609 J. Davies Holy Roode (Grosart) 20/1 His
Gore, That from his Blood-founts .. flow'd before. 1824
R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 62 Cold water is now
allowed to flow from the reservoir.

trans/, tmdjtg. 138a W'yclif Song Sol. W. 16 Blo^ thur?
my gardyn, and ther shul flowe swote spices of it. 1545
Joye Exp. Dan. Text vii. 10 Longe fyery l>eames lyke
a floude of fyer flouwing out of him. 163a Litiigow Trav.
11. 75 This City was. .the great Cisterne of Europe, whence
flowed so many conduit pipes of learning. x68a Burnkt
Rights Princes ii. 40 Some other reason that flowed not
from him. 1713 Steele Englishman No. 10. 66 His Be-
haviour does not flow from an Hardness in his Mind.
1794 Burns A Vision vii, Frae his harp sic strains did flow.

181 8 Cruise Digest (ed. a) II. 306 This rule flows, .from the
nature of a remainder. 1888 Brvck Amer. Commw. II.

xxxvii. 27 The Authority of the State Constitutions does
not flow from Congress.

c. Of a person : To pour out one's feelings.

Also with out.

1677 Government Venice Ep. Ded. 3, I perceive I am
flown out insensibly in your praises. 1863 Hawthorne
Our Old Home, Recoil. Gifted Woman (1884) 91 The in-

terview lasted above an hour, during which she flowed
out freely. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 563 The mother
flow'd in shallower acrimonies.

f d. trans. To pour forth in a stream. (Perh.

reminiscent of the trans, use in 14 below).
iSS*> Cranmer Def. 77 b, The stone that floweth water.

9. Of the menstrual discharge. Said also of the

person.
' 1754-64 f s*=e CataMf.ni a]. 1894 Duane Diet. Med., Flow,
to menstruate ; especially to menstruate profusely.

III. To run full ; to be in flood.

10. Of the sea, a tidal river, etc.: To ri=e and
advance; frequent in phrase to ebb andflow, see

EBB v. i. To flow south, tide and half tide ^see

quots. 1627 and 1 721 *. Cf. FLOOD sb. I.

^1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 327
Seo Rie symle feower pricau o55e tif lator flowS. c iaoo
Trtn. Coll. Horn. 177 Eft son be se flouweS. 13 .. E. E.
Atlit. P. B. 397 Bi bat be flod to her fete flowed & waxed.
1 1430 Lyoo. Min. Poems 196 Watir . . Now ebbithe,
flowithe. 1568 Grafton Citron. II. 441 Thys yere the
Thaniys did flowe three times in one daye. 16x4 Heywood
Gitnaik. iv. 182 The waters, .were flowed eighteene cubites
above their woonted compasse. i6«6 CapT. Smith Accid.
3 'rtg. Seamen 17 It flowes quarter floud. 1627 — Seaman's
Gram. (1653) 47 It flowes Tide and halfe Tide, that is, it

will be halfe flood by the shore, before it begin to flow in

the channell. 1691 Swift Athenian Soc. Wks. 1755 IV. 1.

229 When the deluge first began to fall, That mighty ebb
never to flow again. 17*1-1800 in Bailey, It Fhnvs South
[Sea Phrase] it is high Water when the .Sun is,at that Point
at new or full Moon. 1739 Lauelye Short Ace. Piers
IVestm. Bridge 3^ Before the Tide had flown or risen so
high. 1816 Byron Prisoner Chilian vi, The massy waters
ebb and flow. 1830 LvELt Princ. Geol. I. 304 In the
Thames, .the tide requires about five hours to flow up. 1884
Par Eustace 7 The tide was flowing.

Jig- f399 LahcU Rich, Redelcs III. 206 Vertue wolde fflowe

whan vicis were ebbid. 1600 Shaks. A. Y.L. 11. vii. 72 Doth
it [pride] not flow as hugely as the Sea? 1786 Burns Ded.
io G. Hamilton 111 When ebbing life nae mair shall flow.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam v. H. 2 The throngs which ever
ebbed and flowed. 18x0 Sporting Mag. VII. 25 The tide of
success that flowed to Vauxhall.

f 11. To rise to a great height and overflow. In

fig. phrases, To flow above the banks, to flow past
shore : to overflow. Obs. •

1398 Trevisa Batik. De P. R. xix. cxli. (1495) 945 The
ryuer Nylus was flowen and arysen. a 1625 Beavm. & Fl.
False One in. iv, Let Nylus flow, And perpetuall plenty
show.
Jig' I59° Spenser F. Q. II, ii. 36 In wine and meats she
flowd aboue the bancke. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. v. ii. 41 You
flow to great distraction. 16x5 Chapman Odyss. in. 335
Grave Nestor, .flows Past shore in all experience.

b. The obs. pa.pple.y?iw«, orig. used of a stream
with the sense 'swollen', * in flood* (see quot.

c 1510), was used fig. in 17th c. of persons, and
survives in allusions to Milton's phrase. (It is

doubtful whether the etymological sense was re-

membered in the 17th c.) Cf. IIighflown.
c 1510 Sir R. Guilford's Pilgrimage (Camden) 31 Cedron

..in wynter. .is meruaylously flowen with rage of water y*
commyth with grete vyolence thrugh the vale cf Josophat.
a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 250 Being somewhat high
flowen with wine. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 501 Then wander
forth the Sons Of Belial, flown with insolence and wine.
172.$ Pope Odyss. 1. 292 Unseemly flown with insolence and
wine. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 8 In such wise, flown
with insolence, do they seem to me to revel.

+ 12. Of the eyes : To become overfull, to fill

of, with (tears, etc.). Obs.

a 1325 A ncr. R. 64 Al be leor schal ulowen o teares, he
sei5. a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 283 Nu min herte
mai to breke, min ehne flowen al o water, c 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. xxx, Then can I drowne an eye (vn-vs'd to flowl

c 1689 Prior To Ld. Buckhnrst 19 Her eyes with tears no
more will flow, 1710 Steele Tatter No. 235 P 3, I have
often seen the old Man's Heart flow at his Eyes with joy.

13. Of wine, etc. : To be poured out without

stint ; also _/?£-. f In early use of wealth, etc. (after

L. afflnFre) : To abound.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxi[i]. 11 [10] }>eah be eow wealan to wear-

mum flowen. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. 85 Sorowes and

heuynesses dyde flowe at her herte in grete haboundance.
1667 Milton P. L. v. 633 Rubied nectar flows In pearl, in

diamond, and massy gold. 1782 Cowper Charity 279 When
thought is warm and fancy flows. 1817 Shelley Rev.
Islam ix. xvii. 2 Gold was scattered thro' the streets, and
wine Flowed at a hundred feasts.

14. To flow 'with (fin, -\of): to abound in,

to overflow with. Now rare exc. in Biblical phrase

to flow with milk and honey ( W'yclif and Mande-
ville, following a barbarism of the Vulgate, use the

vb. in this phrase as transitive).

1382 Wyclif Exod. lit. 8 A loond that flowith [1388 with]
mylk and hony. 1388 — Eccl. xi. 25 Who schal . . flowe in

delicis as Y dide? < 1400 Maindev. (Roxb.) xxx. 137,
I sail giffe to 30W land flowande mylke and hony. 1539
Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1545I 53 Suche as flowe in worldly
goodes. a 159a H. Smith Three Serin. (1624) 23 Christ
so flowed now with Disciples, that [etc.l. 1678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 877 The Unjust and Ungodly, often flow in all

kind of Prosperity. 1781 Gibbon Ded.
<J"
P. III. Hi. 269

A land flowing with milk and honey.

15. trans. To cover or fill wilh water ; to flood.

1382 Wvci.if fsa. xxviii. 17 The proteccioun watris shul
flowe. 1666 Evelyn Mem. 8 May 11819) I. 386 Here
I flowed Hie drie moate. 1712 Mortimer Huso. ii.

232 Watering.. is scarce practicable, unless you have a
Stream at hand to flow the Ground. 1845 Jml. R. Agrie.
Soc. VI. 11. 274 Care being taken not to flow the land in

summer where sheep are kept.

b. To cover with any liquid, as varnish or glaze,

by causing it to flow over the surface. Also, To
allow 'a film) to flow.

1864 J. Towi.er Silver Sunbeam 144 The glass Is filed,

cleaned, and flowed with collodion, as before directed. 1889
Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 257 As if a very attenuated
film of milk and water had been flowed over its surface.

16. Of the tide: To overtake and surround ^a

person), dial. (See quots.)

1735 Dvchk & Pardon, Plow, to come upon a Person or

Thing greatly or hastily, like the Motion of Water when the

Tide is coming in. 1875 Sussex Gloss. s.v., ' If you doant
mind you'll be flown in, one of these days.' 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s. v., 'They got flow'd on.'

Hence Flower ( fid* fii), Metallurgy, a flow-gate

(see Flow sb. 1 9A
1881 WvliS Iron-Founding 50 The use of flo'ers or gates.

Ibid. 66 According to the thickness of the part so should

the size of the flow'er be.

Flowage (nV'-ed^). [f. Flow v. + -age.] The
act of flowing ; the state of being flowed or flooded.

In comb, flowage -line.

1846 Worcester cites Wilkins. 1884 J. G. Pyle in

Haipers Mag. Sept. 621/1 Flowage line [of a reservoir].

Flowede, obs. form of Flood.
Flowe(n, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Fly.

Flower (flau»J, flutrai), sb. Forms: 3-4 flur 'e,

3-7 floure, 4-7 flowre, (4 flor, flowur, 6 flore,

Se. flouirj 7 floor\ 5- flower, f8, 9 poet, flow'r).

See also Flouh. [ME. flour, flu r, a. OF. flour,

flur, flor (Fr. fleur) = Y\\ flour, flor, Sp., Pg., and
Olt.flor (It. flore) ;—L.flor-em,flds, f. Aryan root

*bhlo-: BCeliLOWV. 2
]

1. A complex organ in phenogamous plants, com-
prising a group of reproductive organs and its

envelopes. In the popular use of the word, the

characteristic feature of a flower is the * coloured
'

(not green) envelope, and the term is not applied

where this is absent, unless there is obvious resem-

blance in appearance to what is ordinarily so called.

In botanical use, a flower consists normally of one or

more stamens or pistils (or both), a corolla, and a

calyx ; but the two last are not universally present.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 340 J>e treou also, openeS ham & bringeS

forSmisliche flures. 1381 Wyclif ^obx\v.2 As a flour goth

out, and is totreden. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems Ixiv. 10 I.eif

nor flour fynd could I nane of rew. 1594 Baknkikli> Ajfcct.

Sheph. 1. xxvi, Thou suckst the flowre till all the sweet be

gone, ioyt W. Highks Flower Garden 31 Daffodils that

have several Flowers on one Stalk. 1709 Pope Ess. Cnt.

498 Like some fair flow'r the early spring supplies. *8ao

Uvron Mar. Fat. in. ii, As faithless leaves drop from the

o'erblown flower. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. i. (1858) 13

A flower, if complete in all its parts, consists of a calyx,

a corolla, stamens, and a pistil. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz

20 Flower that's full-blown tempts the butterfly.

Jig. a 1310 in Wright's Lyric P. 89 Thah thou be whyt
ant bryth on ble, falewen shule thy flotires. 1380 Wyclik
Set. Wks. III. 3oCristen men ..Schal no flour schewe of

virtu, c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 9 A foule blindnes

whiche. .dystroyeth the floures and the frutes of al goostly

vertues. 159a Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 11. ii- 122 This bud of

Loue. . May proue a beantious Flower when next we meete.

"759 Rutty Spiritual Diary (ed. 2) 140 An extract of some
sweet flowers from the scriptures. 1841 Trench Parables

xii. (18771 241 Righteousness, both in its root of faith and

its flower of chanty.

b. In Bryology^ extended to denote the growth

comprising the reproductive organs in mosses.

2. transf. a. The down or feathery seeds of the

dandelion and thistle. ? Obs.

1530 Palscr. 221/2 Floure of a tasyll that flyeth about all

rounde, barbedieu.

fb. pi. The menstrual discharge; the menses;

= Catamenia. Obs. [After Y.fleurs: but this is

regarded by French scholars as a corruption of

flueurs : see Fluor.]
.1400 Ret. Ant. I. 190 A woman schal in the harme blede

For stoppyng of hure flowrys. 1517 Andrew Brunswykes

Distyll. Waters A iij, The same water . . causeth women to

have her flowres, named menstruum. 1662 K. Mathew
Unl. Atch. $ 106 It helpeth the stopping of the Flowers.

1741 in Chambers Cycl. 1859 Todd Cyct. Anat. V. 666,2
The French term ' fleurs ' and the English 'flowers ' are now
fallen into disuse.

C. Arte. Chem. (pi., earlier sing, also in form

flour) : The pulverulent form of any substance, esp,

as the result of condensation after sublimation.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. Ixxx. (14951 579 Drieng

and tempryng wyth vynegre it [leed] torneth in to whyte
colour of floure of leed. 1641 French Distill, v. (1651) 164
W'hich whitenesse is partly the floures of the Nitre. 1730
Swift Death fy Daphne 25 Flow'r of sulphur powder'd well.

1799 Med. Jrut. I. 162 The benzoic acid, is sufficiently

known by the name of_/Ioioers ofbenzoine. 1822 I mison -SV.

<y Art II. 114 These [white flakes] have been called flowers
of Zinc. 1834 Griffin Chem. Recrcat. fed. 3) 117 Flowers
of benjamin, a substance obtained by sublimation from gum
benzoin. 1854 J. Scoffern in Orr's Ct'rc. Sc, Chem. 337
Powdered sulphur is known in Commerce as flowers of
sulphur.

d. Applied to various fungoid growths ; a scum
formed on wine, vinegar, etc. in fermentation.

/•lowers of tan : a fungus {Tutigo) growing on tan

heaps.
1548 TnoMAs//a/. Gram., Fiocchi. .flowers of wine. 1600

W. Vaughan Direct. Health (1633I 128 The Cholericke
humour is hot and fiery, bitter, and like unto the flowre of
wine. 1668 Phil. Trans. 21 Sept. 772 A somewhat moist

and putrid matter . .which . . is called . . the Flower of this

Substance [osteocolla]. 1675 Charlkton Myst. Vintners
151 Reserving the Froth or Flower of it, and putting the
same into small Casks. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 263 The
yellow plasmodia inside a tan-heap . . come to the surface,

and then coalesce into the large bodies which are known as
' flowers of tan '.

3. A blossom considered independently of the

plant, and csp. in regard to its beautv or perfume.
<ri»75 Luite Ron 151 in O.E. Misc. 97 pu art swetture

bane eny flur. c 1x90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 214/491 A fair Medwe
he sai$ with swete floures. a 1300 Floriz <y BL 434 Flures

To strawen in be maidenes bures. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 86 As the bees loue the swetest of the

floures. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 59 Als fresch as flouris

that in May vp spredis. 1613 Shaks. Hen. Vlll, iv. ii. i4f
Strew me ouer With Maiden Flowers. 1656 Cowley Ana-
creonticn es, Another Epicure, Beauteous Flowers, why do
we spread, Upon the Mon'ments of the Dead? 173a rOTK
/:/. Cobham 148 We. .justly set the Gem above the Flower.

b. fig. (esp. as applied to a person.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 340 Uertus beoS. .swote smellinde flures

ine Codes neose. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 93 Blessed be

thou.-Suete flur of parays. 1500-20 Dincar Poems \xxxv.

10 Aue Maria . . Hade, fresche flour femynyne !_ 159Z

Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 1. iii. 77 Nay hee's a flower, in faith

a very flower. 1741 Richardson Pamela 1,1824) '• 2I 7 My
wife told me a good deal of the beauties of your person ; but

I did not think we had such a flower in our country. 1847

Tennyson Princess v. 86 And they will beat my girl Re-

membering her mother: my flower !

C. //. The bloom of certain plants used in Medi-

cine (formerly also in Cookery).
c 1430 Two Coohery-bhs. 29 Take Flourys of Vyolet, boyle

hem. 1586 W. Bailey 2 Treat. Eye-sight (163^) n An
ounce of the water of Roseinarie flowers. 1600 W. Vaughan
Direct. Health (1633) 76 Halfe a handfull of the flowers of

Camomill. 1651 Chamomel flowers [see Camomile 2].

4. A flowering plant ; a plant cultivated or

esteemed for the sake of its blossoms.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems x. 41 Now spring vp flouris fra

the rute . . I.ay out ?our levis lustely. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.

870 Unwholesome weeds take root with precious flowers.

1667 Milton /'. L. xi. 273 O flours That never will in other

climate grow. 1725 Watts Logic 1. vi. § 3 (1822' 99 If the

blossom be of most importance we call it [the plant ] a flower.

1796 C. Marshall Garden, .wiii. (1813) 289 Flowers .. are

classed into annuals, biennials and perennials.

b. In the names of various plants, as f flower

of Bristol, f flower of) Constantinople, the

nonsuch, Lychnis ehahedonica ; flower of Jove
(see quoO; flower of the night (see quot. 1665);

flower of the sun = Sunflower.
1578 Lyte Dodoens it.viii. 157 Flos Constant'iuopotitanus,

that is to say Floure Constantinople. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
11. cxix. § 5. 380 It is called.. in English .. of some Flower

of Bristowe, and Nonesuch. Ibid, ccxlvii. 612 Of the flower

of the Sunne, or the Marigolde of Peru. 1665 Ray Flora,

11. xvii. 195 The Mervail of Peru. .These flowers, .are to be

seen late in evenings, or early in mornings, and therefore

have been called the flowers of the night. 167a W. Hughes
Flo7uer Garden 33 Flowers of the Sun, do commonly flower

about August. Ibid., Flower of Bristol, Champion or Non-

such. 1840 Paxton Bot. Diet. 134 Flower of Jove, Lychnis

plos Jovis.

5. The representation of a flower: a. in draw-

ing, painting, and weaving.
c 1130 Hali Meid. 23 pe flurs bat beoS idrahe bron [on a

gerlaundesche]. a 1300 Body $ Soul 14 in Map's Poems 334

Thi riche halles? I-peynted with so nche floures? 1303

R. Brunnf. Handl. Synue 1413 Some were . .
feyr peyntede

wyth frute and floures. c 1400 Rom. Rose 891 Nought clad

in silk was he But alle in floures. a 1400-50 Alexander

J539 A vestoure to vise on of violet floures. 1830 1 knnyson

Recoil. Arab. Nts. xiv, Engarlanded and diaper'd With in-

wrought flowers, a cloth of gold.

b. Arch.
1730-6 Bailey ffolio), Flowers [in Architecture], represen-

tations of some imaginary flowers, by way of crowning or

finishing on the top of a dome. 1741 Chambers Cycl.,

Flower of the capital, is an ornament., in form of a rose,

in the middle of the sweep of the Corinthian abacus.

c. Printing (See quot. 1871.)

1771 Luckqmbe Hist, ff Art Print. 287 Flowers were the
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first Ornaments which were used at the Head of . . pages.

1779 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 427 Did they take all

the letters, flowers, etc., etc., except the five cases of money
types which you say the Congress have ? 1838 Timperley
Printers' Alan. 62 Flowers are used for borders. 1871
Ringwalt Amer. Encycl. Printing 172 Floivers, ornaments
for embellishing chapter-headings, or forming tail-pieces to
books, 1888 in Jacob] Printers' Voc.

d. = Fleur-de-lis 2 and 3. Flower of the xvinds :

see qnot. 1867.
ciy^Guy Warm. i

,

A.)i
,

i887''462 He. .hit him on ]>c helmc
so bri^t, That al be floures fel doun riijt. 135a Minot Poems
ix. i, The flowres that faire war Er fallen in Fraunce. 1559
W. Cunningham Cosmogr, Glasse 162 If the flower of the
nedle be righte Northe from it. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/Fathers
I. viii. 393 The favourite Anglo-Saxon kind of ornament,
called the ' flower '. 1867 Smyth Sailors' Word-bk., Flower
0/ the Winds, the mariner's compass on maps and charts.

e. f A flower-shaped branch or bowl of a candle-

stick. Also, a piece of iron shaped like a fleur-

de-lis.

1531 Test. Ehor. (Surtees) V. 128, I will that there be
maid for every flowre of the candlestike a tapur of wod.
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Flower, the piece of iron which fastens
a vice to a table or bench.

f. An artificial flower (ns an ornament\
1881 Hlustr. Househ. Jml. Sept. iax/3 The most popular

flowers just now for bonnet trimmings, .are made of velvet.

0. An adornment or ornament ; a precious

possession, a * jewel*.

1542-5 Brinki.ow Lament, p London beyng one of the
flowers of the worlde as touclnnge worldlye riches. 1606
Shaks. Tr. .y Cr. 1. ii. 203 That's ./Eneas. ,hee 's one of the
flowers of Troy. 1647 May Hist. Pari. 11. iii. 40 The
nomination of any persons to those places, lie will reserve to
himself, it being a principal and inseparable flower of his
Crown. 1677 Varranton Ling. Improv. 63 The Dutch
robbed of one of their greatest Flowers. 1783-94 IJlakk
Songs Innoc, Holy Thursday 5 O what a multitude they
seem'd, these flowers of London town. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. III. 219 The power of pardoning .. a precious
prerogative which . . even the Whigs allowed to be a flower
properly belonging to the Crown.

•fb. phr. To bear, fang, have theflower {of}\ to

gain the victory, to have preeminence (among\
c 1310 Pol. Songs (Camden) 248 Is Edward ded ? Of

Chnstendome lie 1 er the flour! a 1400-50 A le.vander 500
And bar be floure in be filde I fangid purjfl himselfe. Ibid.

2603 For he bat folows hase be floure ' & he flees neuer.

( 1435 Terr, Portugal 2595 Torent the floure away bare.

+ C. Virginity. Obs.
a 1300 Fall fy Passion 52 in K- E. P. (1862) 14 Maid here

heuen king.. ber for sso ne les no3t hir flure. 1393 Gower
Con/. II. 334 O Pallas noble quene .. Help, that I lese

nought my flour.

d. An embellishment or ornament (of speech)

;

a choice phrase, rare in sing.

1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 117 Thare was Mercurius, wise
and eloquent, Of rethorike that fand the flouris faire. 1533
Udall (title) Flovres for Latyne Spekynge, selected and
gathered oute of Terence. 1665 Boyj.f, Occas, Rejl. v. i.

(1845) 298 Discourses not tricked up with Flowers of Rhe-
torick. 1779 Sheridan Critic 1. i, Your occasional tropes

and flowers suit the general coarseness of your style, as
tambour sprigs would a ground of linsey-woolsey. 1819
Moore Tom Crib's Mem, (ed. 3) 41 JJob's harangue,
'Twas deuced fine . . All full of flowers. 1873 Dixon Two
Queens III. xv. iii. 145 Ulrich von Hutten heard Italian

orators smother them ' in flowers of speech '.

7. The choicest individual or individuals among
a number of persons or things ; ' the pick '.

Flower ofChivalry, etc., may belong to this sense or to 9,
according as the accompanying sb. is taken as abstr. or concr.

cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 257 Moder milde flur of alle.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 433 |?e noble tour, pat of all be tours
of Engelond ys yholde flour. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 50 He was
of chevalrye the floure. 1508 Dunbar Poems iv. 50 The
noble Chaucer, ofmakaris flouir. 1548 Hall Chron.,Hen.IV
(an. 1) 17 b, There wer slain the flower of all Loughdean.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 1017/2 They were the
flowre .. of the Elect. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix.
(1887) 197 Noblemen, which be the flowre of gentilitie. 1649
l>r. Hall Cases Consc. 443 S. Ambrose, and S. Augustine
(the flower of the Latine fathers) . . doe bitterly oppose it.

1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 74 Yet I was always singled
out as the flower of the flock. 1783 Watson Philip III L
(1839) 49 They had consented to his selecting the flower of
the English forces. 1800-24""Campbell Brave Roland vi,

Roland, the flower of chivalry. 1847 Tb*inyson Princess
v. 277, I take her for the flower of womankind. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 348 The London clergy, then
universally acknowledged to be the flower of their profes-

sion, held a meeting.

S. The best, choicest, most attractive or desirable

part or product of anything, material or imma-
terial ; the essence, quintessence; also 'the gist'

(of a matter).
The earliest appearance of this sense in English is in the

specific application now differentiated as Flour sb., q.v.

1568 Tilney Disc. Mariaee A viij, Matromonie . . con-
taineth the felicity of man's life, the Flower of Friendship.

1599 H. liUTTES Dyets drie Dinner N v, Creame . . Flos
lactis. Rightly so tearmed by the Latines, for it is the very
flower of milke, as also butter is the flower of Creame. 1630
R. yokuson's Kingd. ^- Cotnmw. 351 The flower of gaine and
emolument to this State. 1685 Baxter Paraph. N. T.,

Phil. iv. 4 That holy joy in the Lord is that Flower of
Religion which all Christians should desire, a 273a Gay
Fables, Man, Cat, Dog fy Fly 124, I sip the tea's delicious
flower. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. in. v, The flower of
the matter is, that they are but nine; that they sit in
secret. 184a Tennyson E. Morris 69 Thrice-happy days !

The flower of each, those moments when we met. 1871
Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. ii. 27 Here we have the
flower and outcome of Newton's induction.

Vol. IV.

9. The brightest and fairest example or embodi-
ment of any quality. Cf. Pink.
i»97 R. Glouc. (1724) 213 Syre Wawein ys neueu, flour of

corteysye. 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 107 In his tyme of
strcngthe he [Hercules] was the flour, c 1450 Crt, of Love
3 The floure of porte in womanhede. 1508 Dunbar Poems
vii. 8r Prynce of fredom, and flour of gentilnes. 1581
Sidney Astr. fy Stella xcix, Monies messenger .. Cals
each wight to salute the floure of blisse. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. fy y?/l. 11. v. 44 He is not the flower of curtesie. 1611
Cory.yt Crudities 353 Cicero, Hortensius, Caesar, and those
other selected flowers of eloquence. 1659 Tennyson Elaine
113 Lancelot, the flower of bravery.

10. The state or condition of being in bloom or

blossom; in phrases inflower, +»» [their')flowers.
1697 DrYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 209 His Limes were first in

Flow'rs. 1701 Lend. Gaz. No. 3697/4 Ranunculos's, and
Tulips, in their Flowers. 171a Addison Sped, No. 414 r 5
An Orchard in Flower looks . . more delightful than . . the
most finished Parterre.

+ b. transf. of birds. Obs.
1607 TopsELL.9fr/c«^( 1658) 654 Young birds, are in then-

full flowre ere one be a ware. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos.
I. (1701) 29/2 Cocks, Pheasants, and Peacocks ,. are mucli
more beautiful in their natural flower.

11. Of persons : The period or state of 'bloom ',

vigour, or prosperity, a. The prime (of life), the

bloom (of youth) ; esp. in phrases, f in yoittlis

flenvers, in theflower of one's age,

1508 Dunbar Twa martit ivemni 170 A ;oung man rygl.t

5aip, hot nought in ;outh is] flouris. 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. IV (an. 13) 32 Taken prisoner and so remained in

Englande . , till the flower of his age was passed or sore

blenyyshed. 1577 NorthBrooke Dicing (1843) 41 Let not
the floure of life passe by us. 1647-8 Cotterell Davilds
Hist. Fr. (16781 4 In the first flower of his aee. 1733 Pope
Hor. Sat. 11. i. 102 In flow'r of age you perish for a song !

18J7 Scott Jml. 4 Aug., He is a man in the flower of life,

about thirty. 1830 Tennyson Lady Clara ii, A simple
maiden in her flower Is worth a hundred coats-of-arms.

1863 Mary Howitt F. Bremer's Greece I. viii. 257 They
were in the flower of youth and beauty.

+ b. The state or condition of greatest eminence,
fame, prosperity, etc. Chiefly phr. in ones flower', s.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 316 J>e Emperour of
Rome was banne in his flouris. ("1386 Chaucer A'nt's T.
2190 A man hath most honour To dyen in his excellence
and flour, la 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) 434 Alas ! now
fallen is my flower ! 1547-64 Pauldwin Mor. Philos, (Palfr.1

2 In which time vEsopus the orator was in his flower. 1550
Coverdai.e Bk, Death I, xl. 158 Whyle a man is in his
floures of health. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng 11725} 207
Jeffery Monmouth was in his Flower Anno 1156.

+ C. Bloom or beauty. Obs.
1608 Shaks. Per. m. ii 96 See how she gins to blow Into

life's flower again !

12. Simple attrib., as flower-bed, -bell, -border,

•court, -garden, -garland, -plat, -plot, -root, -sheath,

-shenv, -spike, -stand, -stick, -time, -tree.

1873 Longe. li'ayst'de Inn, Landlord' s 7'., Sir Christopher
41 A modest "flower-bed thickly sown with sweet alyssum.

1830 Tennyson Isabtl iii. The stem, utfiich else had fallen

quite With cluster'd "flower-bells. 171a J. James tr. Lc
Blond's Gardening 36 A "Flower-Border. 1824 Miss Mit-
fori) Village Ser. 1. (1863234 She was. .delving and digging
in her flower-border. 1828 Ibid. Ser. in. (1863I 25 behind
the house is an ample kitchen-garden, and before, a neat
"flower-court. 1672 W, Hughes (title\ The 'Flower-Garden.
1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 96 The court resembled a flower-

garden. 1303 R. Hrunne Handl. Synncggj >yf bou euer.

.

Dedyst "floure gerlande or coroune To make wommen to

gadyr. 1796 Plain Sense II. 49 The little "flower plat put
forth its beauties. 1854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-hks. (1870)
II. 307 Suburban vilias..with fancifully ornamented flower-

plats before them. 1644 J. Sergeant in Digby Nat. Bodies

(1645) "2 a. Yours is a "Flower-plot pav'd by Truth's rich

Gold. ^838 Thiri.wall Greece III. xx. 140 A little flower-

plot, the superfluous ornament of a rich man's estate. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729") 208 Such Plants and "Flower-
Roots as endure not well out of the Ground. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 1.(1863)241 Flower-roots, sundry boxes
of books, a piano-forte. 1859 Tennyson Enid 365 A blossom
vermeil-white, That lightly breaks a faded "flower-sheath.

1845 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 316, I went, .to a *flowershow
in the Botanical Gardens. 1845 Florist's Jml. 35 "Flower-
spike from 2 to 3 feet long. 1838 Lytton Alice 125 [She]

busied herself with a "flower-stand in the recess. 1881

Young Ev. Man his own Mechanic § 708 *Flower-sticks
may be square or round, according to the fancy of the maker.
1873 Symonds Grk. Poets v. 127 This was the *flower-time

of the Aeolians, their brief and brilliant spring, c 1710 C.
Fiennes Diary (1888) 142 All sort of Greens and "flower

trees.

b. objective, asflower-gatherer, -maker, -painter,

-vendor
; flower-making, -fainting, vbl. sbs. ;

flower-bearing, -breeding, -infolding, -sueking adjs.

1870 Hooker Sf?td. flora 422 Gramineas . . normally
*flower-bearing (but sometimes also empty) glumes. 1891

Daily News 4 Feb. 5/7 Behind the hearse there was a body
of flower-bearing mutes. 1767 G. S. Carey Hills ofHybla 1

O'er. ."flower-breeding vales. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit.
xliv. 87/1 So the *fiower gatherer of Westminster recordeth.
1821 Shelley Prometk. Unb. 11. i, The "flower-infolding

buds Burst on yon lightning-blasted almond-tree. 1809
Han. More Cartel's (ed. 3) I. 145 The street where the poor
*flower-maker lived. 1884 Beck Draper's Diet. 130 Dyed
feathers when used in "flower-making are . . apt to fade.

1711 Shaftesb, Chirac. (1737) III. 349 The mere 'flower-

painter is..obIig'd to study the form of festons. 1854
Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, * Flmver.painting .. may be
said to have asserted its proper place as an Art sui generis
in the seventeenth century. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met.
xv. (1626) 313 "Flowre-sucking Bees. 1861 Crt. Life at
Naples I. 207 The beggars and *flower-vendors sought
shady nooks.

C. inslvumcri\.a],a.5flo7i>er-o'espangled,-besfrinhled,

-crowned, -decked, -embroidered, -enamelled, -in-

woven, -sprinkled, -strewn, -teeming arljs.

1883 Stevenson Silverado So. <i8SG) 20 Thicket, still

fragrant and still 'flower-bespangled. 1851 Longe. Gold.
Leg. 111. So, in front Cathedral, It looks like a *flowei-
besprinkled meadow. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. W.
Magnif 808 The "flowr-crown d People, swarming on the
Green. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. viii. 248 Bowls of wine
flower-crowned. i8q< Wordsw. Prelude iv. (iS38» 262/r,

I had left a y flower-decked room. 1747 Ld. G. Lyttelton
Monody v, 58 Sequcster'd dales And 'flower-embroider'd
vales. 1603 Drayton liar. JVarsv. xviii, Along the

4
flow'r

enamell'd vales The silver Trent, .doth slide. 1629 Milton
Nativity 187 With "flower-inwoven tresses torn The nymphs
in twilight shade of tangled thickets mourn. 1859 Geo.
Eliot A. Bede 13 The scythe being whetted makes us ca^t
more lingering looks at the "flower-sprinkled tresses of the
meadows. 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads etc. 363 The "flower-
strewn earth is wondrous fair, 1838 Miss ParDOE River cy

Desert II. 43 A "flower-teeming land.

d. parasynthetic and similativc, asflower-faced,
-Hke, -shaped, -soft, -wise adjs.

;
flower-like, -wise

advs.

i88f Rita My L.ady Coquette I. iii, He glancrs down at
the slim, 'flower-faced maiden. 1604 Row [.anus Looke to
it 4j "Flower-like they wither and decay. 1846 Ellin
Elgin Marl'. I. 28 Surmounted by a flower-like ornament.
1836-7 Todd Cycl. Auat. II. 414/1 Tubes, ending in "flower-
shaped capsules. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. II. ii. 215 The
Silken Tackle, Swell with the touches of those "Flower-sof:
hands. 1865 SWINBURNE Atalan'.a 213 [Grief shall come]
"Flower-wise upon the old root of tears brought forth.

13. Special comb.: flower-ar.imais, a book-
name for the Anthozoa : flower-book, a book in

which [a] drawings of flowers arc made; b) col-

lected flowers are preserved; flower-bug, U.S.,

the popular name of various small hennpterov.s

insects which frequent the blossoms of fowerin^

plants, as the species of Anthocoris {Cent. Diet. :

flower-cup. a the calyx; (b the cup-shaped

receptacle formed by a flower ; flower-fence, the

plant Poinciana pulchcrrima ; flower-girl, a girl

who sells flowers; flower-head, an inflorescence

consisting of a close cluster of sessile florets;

flower-honey (see quot.) ; flower-knot, a small

flower-bed arranged in a pattern ; flower-leaf, a

petal ; flower-pecker, [a] a name for birds of the

family Dicwidsv ; b) ' an American honey-creeper

or guitguit of the family Ca-rcbida:
1

(Cent. J)icf.~ ;

flower-piece, (a) a picture with flowers for iU

subject; (/') an arrangement of flowers; flower-

stalk, the peduncle supporting the flower or flower-

head; flower-water, distilled water containing the

essential oil of flowers ; flower-work, a represen-

tation of flowers in weaving, carving, etc.

1840 F. P. PrcNNETT Whaling I'ry. I. 177 The tlega::t

"flower-animal, Diazoma, is found on the barrier-reef. 1846
Dana Zooph. i. 11848) 7 The forms of life under consideration

..are appropriately styled flower-animals. 1753 4 Sh::n-

stonk Poet. Wks. (1854) 137 {title) Written in a '(lown-

book of my own colouring. 1857 Tll08F.AU Maine W.
(1894) 277, I used some thin and delicate sheets of this bark
..in my flower-book. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 140 The
"flower-cups are cut into four deep segments at the margin.
i860 Tvas Wild Fl. 41 The flower cup consists of two
obtuse lips. 1785 Rkks Cycl., Barbadocs *floiver-fence.

poinciana . . is planted in hedges, to divide the lands in

Harbadoes, from whence it had the title cf flower-fence.

1881 J. Smith Diet. Econ. Plants, EUnver-fence, a name
in India for Cxsalfiinia \Poinciana) pulchcrrima, 1789
Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 2 ;6 * Flower-girls with
baskets. 1889 Tablet 3 Aug. 167 There are two classes

of flower-girl— the day-sellers and the night-sellers. 1845
Lindley Sch. Bot. i. (1S58) 12 The *Jlcnver-head, when
all the flowers are sessile upon a broad plate ..as in the
Daisy. 1577 Ii. Goocr; Heresbach's Huso. iv. 1S4 There
is three sot tes of Hony, the be>t kinde is that which
is called .."flowre Hony, made in the springtime. 1601
Holland Pliny I. 316 Floure-honey. 1770 Ai:msti:onc
Misc. II. 142 The sweet green. .is the predominant colour;
while the gaudy flowers, .are carelessly interspersed. This
is infinitely more pleading and beautiful than . . a *flower-

knot. 1893 S. E. Wore, Gloss., Flcnvcr-knot, a small flower

bed. 17*7 Bailey vol. II, Dipeialous Floiver . . is that

which has two "Flower Leaves, i860 Oliver Less. Bot.

(1873) 4 Whether it be green, as are foliage-leaves, or

coloured, as are flower-leaves. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat.
Wand. E. Archip. vi. 212 Little flocks of the small green
* Flower-pecker (Zosterops\ a 1784 Johnson Wks. (1816) I.

334 A room hung with * flower-pieces cf her own painting.

1789 Pilkington View Derbysh. I. 415 Three inches of its

"flowerstalk may be seen above the surface. j886 U. S.

Consular Rep. No. Ixviii. 5S1 "Flower waters are produced
by ordinary distillation, in which the flowers are boiled

with water in large alembics. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 228

Robes .. wrought thick with "floure-worke, resembling

poppies. 1848 Rickman Archil. 211 The benches, .present

in their ends and fronts, combinations of panelling and
flower-work. 1865 E. Kurritt Walk to Land's End 193 It

is a pity, .such flower-work [lace] should be so poorly paid.

Flower (flau-oi), v. Forms : 4-7 flour(e, 5-7

flowr, (5 flore), 6- flower, [f. prec. sb. Cf.

OY.florir (mod.V.fleurir), l^.florprei]

1. intr. To bloom or blossom ; to come into

bloom, produce flowers. Of a flower : To expand,

open.
13.. A". Alis. 2004 (>e medes floureb, be foules syngeb.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 270 A rose, pat flowred and fayled

as kynd hit gef. 1393 Gower Conf II. 266 A drie
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FLOWERAGE.
braunche. .which anon gan floure and here, c 1440 Promp.
Pan.K 16S/1 Flowryn. 1578 Lvte Dodocns v. lxxx. 651.

The vine flowreth in high and base Germanic .about the
beginning of June. 1672 Grew Anat. Plattts, Idea Philos.

Hist. (1682) § 14 Plants, which flowc- all the Year. 1712
Addison Sfiect. No. 418 r 8 His Rose-trees, Wood-bines
and Jessamines may flower together. 1842 N. V*. Ward
Closed Cases Pi. iii. (1852) 51 All these [plants] flowered

well. 1873 Svmonds Grk. Poets v. 128 Olive-groves.,

where the cyclamen and violet flowered with feathery

inaiden-hair.

b. fig. Also with out. f To flower off', (of

reflexions) to arise spontaneously in the treatment

of a subject.

•7x225 After. P. 340 Mi vlesch is iflured & bicumen al

neowe. c 1374 Chaucer Ami. fy Arc. 306 Your chere

floureth, but nit wol not sede. 1642 Moke Song of Soul
in. HI. xxxviii. 1 Whose drooping phansie never flowred

out. 1644 Milton Educ. Wks. (1738) I. 135 If you can
accept of these few Observations which have flowr'd off.

1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. II. 34 The thorny and
bitter aloe of dissension required less than a century to

flower on the steps of your temple. 1859 Hawthorne
Marb. Faun xxxiv. (1883) 358 The mediaeval front of the
cathedral, where the imagination of a Gothic architect had
long ago flowered out indestructibly. 1885 Cloud Myths
-y Dr. 11. i. 146 The germs of those capacities which . . have
flowered in the noblest and wisest of our race.

c. trans, (causatively). To cause (a plant) to

bloom ; to bring into blossom or flower.

1850 Florist Mar. 66 They winter better in the pots they
were flowered in. 1887 Baring-Gould Cold. Feather xii,

Azaleas which were, .put under glass and flowered.

f 2. trans/. Of beer and wine : a. To froth,

mantle. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Pror'. xxiii. 31 Ne beholde . . the win, whan
it floureth. 1530 Palsgr. 552/2 This ale floureth better in a
good drinkers eye. a 1592 Greene & Lodge Looking Classe
Wks. (Rtldg.) 127/2 All Nineveh hath not such a cup of ale,

it flowers in the cup. 1694 WestmaCOTT Script. Herb. 22
It makes beer to mantle, flower, and smile at you. 1750
W. Ellis Country Housewife's Fatu. Camp. 187 If a little

wheat-bran is boiled in our ordinary ]>eer, it will cause it to

mantle or flower in the cup, when it is poured out.

-f-b. To become turbid. Obs.
1682 A rt fy MySt. Vintners IV. § 17 Rack [sack] into another

Cask, and it will not then flower nor be ill-conditioned,

fc. trans. To spice (wineV Obs.
1682 Art $ Myst. Vintners 1. § 28 To flower a Butt of

Muskadine.

1 3. intr. To be in or attain the ' flower ' or

height of one's beauty, fame, or prosperity (also

with up ; to prosper, be distinguished ; to thrive

or be distinguished in, of or with (a specified

thing) ; to abound; = Flourish v. 3, 4. Obs.

1340 Ayvub. 28 Ase ine yere bet wel floureb ine guode.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. v. 131 Forto dwellen in hys
Citee and flouren of rychesses. < 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. viii.

1
1 544) 12 b, While he floured in his worthines He toke
a wyfe of excellent fayrenes. Ibid. 1. iv. (1544) 8 Flouryng
up in her tender age This sayd Isis so pleasaunt was and
mete. 1494 Fabvan Chron. v. cxI. § 125 In this tyme
flowryd Hcrmafreditus. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge I.

327 This Redwalde had .it. sones flouryn^e in chyualrye.

1531 Ei.yot Gov. 1. xi, That noble clerke of Almaine, which
late floured, called Agricola.

j-4. trans. To adorn or cover with or as with

flowers or a flower; to decorate; to serve as a

decoration for. Also with over. Obs.

1577-8 Holinrhed Chron. <i8o8) IV. 870 He. .floured the
top of the castell of Dublin with the archrebels head. 1630
A". Johnson s Kitted, and Commw, 290 The Chambers are

fiowerd with coloured Marbles, and garnished. 1645
Rutherford Tryal .y Tri, Faith (1845) 11 Christ, who
perfumeth and flowereth heaven with his royal presence.

( 1650 Robin Hood # Three Squires 66 in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 18 Thou shalt be the first man shall flower this

gallow tree. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 161 Its thick

foliage .. is flowered over with large milk-white fragrant
blossoms.

5. To embellish with figures of flowers or a floral

design ; to work flowers upon.
x6 . . Yottng Tain Lane iii. in Child Ballads 11. (1884) 352/1

Til away to Carterhaugh, And flower mysell the gown.
1699 Dampier Voy II. 1. 61 The Pelongs and Gaws, are.,

either plain or flower'd. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824)

I. xix. 30 Mrs. Jervis shewed my master the waistcoat I am
flowering for him. 1838 Miss mitford in Tail's Mag. V.
165 The form of a heather sprig suggested an apron that

she was flowering. 1857 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 377 Ann
flowered me a most lovely collar.

transf and fig. 1853 M. Arnold Poems, Sohrab §
Rnstum, The frost flowers the whiten'd window-panes. 1882

Hlackmork ChrisUnvell I. iv. 37 Many sweet beauties.,

flower the skirts of the desolate moor.

b. intr. Of silver alloyed for use as coin : To
assume the appearance of being marked with figures

of flowers. See Flowered///, a. 3 b.

1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxvi. 42 Rupee
Silver . . will bear twenty-eight per ent. of Copper-alloy .

.

and if it flowers, it passes current.

Flowerage (flau^red^). [f. Flower sb. and

v. + -age !. Cf. OF. fieurage.]

fl. (Scequot.) Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury, 11. 115/2 Flowerage is the

setting of sorts of Flower together, in husks, and so to hang
them up with strings r Hence 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey);
and in later Diets.].

2. a. Mowers collectively, blossom; a display

or assemblage of flowers; floral ornament or decora-

tion, lit. and fig. b. The process of flowering

;

the result of this process, lit. andy?^.

354

1831 T.Wilson I'ntmore vi. 9 Never., the goats. .On such
profusion of wild flowerage browsed. 1840 Carlyle Heroes
iii. (1858) 261 This glorious Elizabethan Era with its Shak-
speare, as the outcome and flowerage of all which had pre-

ceded it. 1864 Tennyson Ayliner's F\ 203 The flowerage
That stood from out a rich brocade. 1880 Swinburne Stud,
in Song 78 The zone of their flowerage [sea-weed] that

knows not of sunshine and snow. 1887 W. Pater Imag.
Portraits iv. 144 A wonderful flowerage of architectural

fancy, .passed over and beyond the earlier fabric.

Flowered (flmrojci), ///. a. [f. Flower sb.

and v. + -ED I, -.]

1. Having flowers ; covered with flowers or

blossoms; adorned or decked with flowers.

c I3S° Will. Palerne 757 }>at [appel] tre so fayre was
floured & so ful leued. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 30 Yey .

.

schullen offeren to floured candelys a-forn seynt Willyams
toumbe. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 20 Hawdod hath.. v. or

1 syxe braunches, floured in the toppe. 1601 Wekvtr Mirr.
1 Mart. vi. ii. These Nimphs of Ashdon forrest neuer haunted
!
Medways flour'd banks. 1832 Tennyson Milters Dau. 112
I came, and lay Upon the freshly-flower'd slope.

b. ltearing flowers (ofa specified kind or number).
1592 Breton PUgr. Parad. xxxiii (Grosart) 1.8 He.-faire

flourd weedes, as poison foule refused. 1753 Chambers Cycl.

j
Supf., Poinciana

.

. Purple-flowered acacia. 1776W1THERING
Brit. Plants (17961 II. 157 Calyx 6 or 8-flowered. 1842

! Tennyson Godiva 63 She saw The white-flower'd elder-

I thicket. 1877-84 F. E. HuLME Wild El. p. v, Peduncle

j
axillary, one or two-flowered.

1 2. In flower or bloom. Obs.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vi. lxviii, The early Violet

. .spreading his flour'd purple to the skies. 1787 Generous
Attachm. IV, 170 A bed of flowered asparagus.

3. Embellished with figures of flowers, or with
flower-like patterns.

1592 Shaks. Rom. ^- Jul. n. iv. 64 Why then is my Pump
well flower'd. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant in. ii, Your
gown .. flowered satin. 1742 Mrs. Pendarves in Sydney
Eng. in 18 C. I. 98 Very handsome flowered silks shaded
like embroidery, 1796 Morse A titer. Geog. II. 172 Polished
stones, embossed and elegantly flowered. 18x2-6 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. ty Art I. 151 Some of the later perpendicular
buildings have much less flowered carving.-. 1825 Hone
Every day Bk. I. 967 Flowered Indian gowns.

b. flowered stiver: see quot. 1086.

1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxvi. 43 Tho1
it

[Silver] be not flower'd, it must go off in all his Payments,
but from any Body else it may be refused if it is not
flcwer'd. 1886 Yule &l>UR>ik:u. Gloss. A agio-Ind., Flowered-
Silver, a term applied by Europeans in Burma to the

standard quality of silver.. The term is taken from the

appearance of stars and radiating lines, which forms on the

surface of this particular alloy, as it cools in the crucible,

c. Her. = Flkury.
1739 J. Coats Did. Her. (ed. 2^ s. v. Flory, All Things

Flower'd, or Flory, in Arms, respect only the French Lilly,

or Fleur de Lys.

Flowerer {flau*T3j). [f. Flower v. + -erA]
A person or thing that flowers.

1. A plant that flowers in some specified way or

at some specified season.

1851 Glenny Hattfibk. Fl. Card. 194 These Chrysanthe-
mums .. being abundant flowerers. 1882 Garden 21 Jan.
34/1 Auriculas are spring flowerers.

2. (See quot.)
1865 E. Meteyard Life J. Wedgwood I. 234 Women,

called flowerers, who . . incised by f.iint lines flowers .. or
grotesque imitations of Chinese pagodas [etc.].

Floweret (fiau^ret). Chiefly poet. Also 4
flourette, 6-7 flouret, 7-8 fiowret. [f. Flower
sb. + -et. Cf. Floret.] A small flower.

c 1400 Rem. Rose 891 For nought y-clad in silk was he,

But al in floures and flourettes. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv.

i. 60 That same dew. .Stood now within the pretty flouriets

eyes. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 379 The Silvan Lodge . . With
flouretsdeck't. 1782 V. Knox Ess. (1819) II. cxvii. 292 The
charms of a tree or a flowret. 1838 Longf. Reaper if

Flowers iv, My Lord has need of these flowerets gay. 1873
Geikie Gt. Ice Age xxx. 423 In arctic regions the short

summer brings into bloom a number of pretty flowerets.

Ag> "753-4 Shenstone Poet. Wks. (1854) 138 Let Art and
Friendship's joint essay Diffuse their flowerets in her way.

Flowerful (fluuo-Jiul), a. [f. Flower sb. +
-ful.] Abounding in or filled with flowers.

1848 in Craig. 1865 Swinburne Poems $ Ball., A Match
5 Blown fields and flowerful closes. 1887 Mrs. Compton
Reade Maid o

% Mill I. i. 2 A chestnut or two towering up
straight and flowerful.

t Flower-gentle. Obs. [f. Flower sb. +
Gentle a. ; app. in imitation of the Fr. namefieur
noble. No Yx.*fleurgentillexs known.] = Floramor.
156X Grant of Arms to Dr. Cains in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 179 Crest : a dove . . with a flower gentle

in his mouth. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xviii. 168 These pleasant
..floures arc called, .in English floure Gentill, Floramor, &
Purple veluet floure. 1630 W. T. 'Justif Relig, Professed
v. 36 Of Flower-gentle whose beauty and colour doth not
fade nor wither away. X783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet.
iMorellj 1, Flower gentle, or flower amour,*Amaranthus
pttrfureus.

Flo'wering, vbl. sb. [f. Flower v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Flower in various senses.

a. The putting forth of flowers or blossom

;

coming into flower, blooming.
1629 Parkinson {title) Paradisus in Sole.. or a choise

Garden of. . Flowers, with their Nature, place of Birth,

time of flowring [etc.]. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xv. 185 She
regretted the lengthening of the days and the flowering of
the primroses. 1882 Garden 21 Jan. 34/1 Any dwarf growing
annuals would also answer for a second flowering.

fig. 1865 M.Arnold Piss. Crit. iv. 119 She placed her
whole joy in the flowering of this gifted nature.

FLOWERY.
b. The action of adorning with fowers, or with

figures of flowers.

1739 J. Coats Diet. Her. (ed. 2) s. v. Flory, Fleury, Flory,
Fleurty, Floretty .. signify d fferent Ways of Flowering.
1848 Craig, Flowering, .the act of adorning with flowers.

2. concr. or quas'i-eoncr. f a. collect. Blossoms,

fb. Kffervescence ; frothiness. fc. EfBoiescence

or superficial growth, d. //. Figures of flowers.

e. (See quot. 1867).
a 1300 Cursor M. 10726 Cott.) pis wand suld fluring bere

bat suld o rote o iesse spring. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 312 The
Spirits, .become Dull, and the Drinkedead, which ought to
haue a little Flouring. 1634 T. Johnson Party's Chirurg.
in. iii. 88 A certaine drie flouring, or production of the true
skinne. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865 1 IV. xii. vii. 171 His
dressing-gown, a grand yellow silky article with silver

flowerings. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Flowering,
the phenomenon observed usually in connection with the
spawning of fish, at the distance of four leagues from shore.
The water appears to be saturated with a thick jelly, filled

with the ova of fish.

3. attrib.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 31 pe flesshe is a fel wynde,
and in flourynge-tyme porw lykyng and lustes so loude he
gynneth blowe. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 300 Primula
scotica. .has three flowering seasons. 1879 O. W. Holmes
Motley t. 5 The . .

* flowering time of Authorship '.

Flowering (Mau^-rig), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 12

.] That flowers, in various senses.

1. a. That is in bloom ; b. that bears flowers or

blossoms.
a. 1592 W'yrley A rmorie 143 Worldly triumphsare like to

flowering gras, 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 272 Mark well

the flowring Almonds in the Wood.
b. 1745 at. Pococke Dcscr. East (1889) II. 141 Clumps of

evergreen and flowering plants. 1818 Miss Mitford in

L"Estrange Life II. xi. 30 The luxury of that fresh, growing,
perfume, a flowering shrub in full bloom. 1872 Oliver
Elem.Bot. \. v. 53 Each flower [of Wheat] is enclosed be-

tween a flowering-glume and a pale. 1884 Rita Vhnenne
1. i, A broad white road . . bordered . . by flowering chestnuts.

c. Often in plant-names; as Flowering ash , box,

entrant,fern, etc. (see the sbs.).

f2. Flourishing, vigorous; that is in one's bloom
or prime. Flowering age, life^ youth : the bloom
or prime of age, life, or youth. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. AVjt? 6259 The gode thought and the worching,
That maketh religioun flowring. a 1450 I-ysshynge with
Angle (1883) 1 A glad spirit maket a fiowryng age. 1558
Phaer AEneid vii. V ij b, The bodies twayne Of Almon,
flouring lad, and good Galesus fouly slayne. 1586 Warner
Alb. Eng. 11. x. 41 The one was in her flowring age, the other

too too old. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11, v. 56 That cause.

.

that.. hath detayn'd me all my flowring Youth, Within a
loathsome Dungeon. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. 111.

(1651)327 'Tis no dishonour ..for a flouring man, City, or

Stats to come to ruine.

3. Covered with or abounding in flowers or

figures of flowers; = Flowery. Also, pertaining

to or issuing from flowers.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, m. 1. 228 The Snake, roll'd in

a flowring Banke 1642 H. More SongofSoul 1. 1. lvii, This
floting flouring changeable array. 1667 Milton P. L. v.

293 Groves of Myrrhe, And flouring Odours, 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus lxi. 91 A flowering Garden, trimm'd for a lord's

delight.

1 Flowerist. Obs. [f. Flower sb. + -ist.]

= Flohist.
1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 181 Saffron, .hath many

kindred . .which are propagated in the Gardens of curious

Flowerists. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4470/S Charles Blackwell,

Seedsman and Flow'rist. 1713 J. Petivfr in Phil. Trans.

XXV11I. 206 A French Flowerist first communicated this

to Cornutus.

Plowerless (flau^ules), a. [f. as prec. +
-less.] Without flower or bloom; spec, in l>ot.,

fiozcerless plant -= Oiyptogam.
a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme i860 An herbe he brought,

flourelesse, all greene. 1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot. 99
Lays his silvered head upon the flowerless bank. 1835

Lindley Introd. Bot. (184b) II. 88 The Antherids of

Flowerless plants.

b. Unadorned with flowers.

1892 M. Field Sight cy Song 86 Three virgins, flower-

less, slow of step. 1895 Pull Matt Mag. Mar. 403 The
room had a blealt-ilowerless look.

Hence Flowerlessness, the condition or quality

of being flowerless.

1855 in Ooavn Supp. 1895 A. Austin in Blacknv. M<i*.

Nov., 641/2 Anuther apologist for the flowerlessness of Irish

peasant dwellings.

Flower-pot, flowerpot (flou^jp^t).

1. A vessel, most commonly of red earthenware

and slightly tapering downwards, to contain soil in

which flowers may be planted.

1598 Florio s. v. Grasta, Flowerpots or lillypots. 1692 3
Oueeti's Cott. Ace. in Willis &' Clark Cambridge (1886) III.

385 A Blew flower-pott for the Parlour. 1780 Coxe Russ.

Disc. 223 An open gallery, adorned on both sides with flower-

pots. 1856 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 288, I brought two live

plants in flower-pots.

2. (See quot.)

1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Elo-wer Pot, a particular kind

of fire-work, that when ignited throws out a fountain of

vivid spur-shaped sparks.

Flowery (ilou*>-ii), a. [f. Flower sb. + -ylj

1. Abounding in or covered with flowers; pro-

ducing flowers.

13.. E. E. Allil. P. A. 57, I felle vpon bat floury flajt

«. 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. metr. vi. in (Cambr. MS.) The
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floury jer [orlz.flor/fer annus), c 1586 C't£.S5 Pkmbroi:!".

Ps. xcu. iii, The wicked grow* Like fraile, though dowry
grasse. 1500 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. 1. 1 Come, sit ttiee downe
vpon this Howry bed. 1630 Milton Song May Morn., The
flowery May, who from her green lap throws The yellow
cowslip, a 1751 Doddridge Hymns (1758) 38 The flow'ry

Spring at thy Command Embalms the Air. 1781 Cowtfr
Retirement 179 The fruits that hang on pleasure's flowery
stem. 1808 J. Uarlow Columb. 1. 91 No more thy flowery
vales I travel o'er.

b. In plant-names, f Flowery Cole = Cauli-
flower.
1578 Lvte Dodoens IV. vi. 554 The thirde kinde is called

..in English, Flowrie Cole, or Cypres Colewurtes. 1853
G. Johnston Hot. E. Borders 171 Chenopodium bonus
Henricus, Flowery- Docken.

f2. Flourishing, vigorous. Obs.~ l

a 1410 Hocclkvk De Reg. Princ. 877 Now age unorne
away puttethe favour, That floury youthe in his cesoun
conquerde.

3. Composed of flowers; having the nature of

flowers
;
proceeding from or characteristic of flowers.

1^35_5,5 Cowlky Davideis 1. 236 Neighbring Hermon
sweated flowry dew. 1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche xix.

ccxl, Herby and floury Gallantry combine Their fairest

powers to make her [Earth's] mantle fine. 171a Pope Ep.
Afiss Blount 65 As flow'ry bands in wantonness are worn.
1727-46 Thomson Summer -2x1 The flowery race . . their

new-flushed bloom resign. 1791 Mrs. Radcufke Rom.
Forest i, She viewed the flowery luxuriance o{ the turf.

1856 Kane Arct. Expi. I. x.\t. 266 The first warm snows.

.

enshrine the flowery growths.

4. dial. (See quot.)

1674-91 Ray A''. C. Words, Flowry, florid, hanHsom, fair,

of a good complexion. 1787-90 in Grose Provinc. Gloss.

1838 in Holloway Diet. Proline.

5. Ornamented with figures of flowers or floral

designs.

1667 Milton P. L. xi. 881 As a flourie verge, to binde
The. .skirts of that same watrie Cloud. 1725 Pope Odyss.
in. 596 O'er his fair limbs a flowery vest he threw. 1865
Dickens /)/«/. Fr. 1. v, There was a flowery carpet on the floor.

6. Abounding in flowers of speech; full of fine

words and showy expressions, florid.

1603 Shaks. Mcas. for M. in. i. 83 Thinke you I can
a resolution fetch From flowrie tendernesse? 1737 Por-K
1for. Ep. H. i. 146 And every flowery courtier writ romance.
1767 Sir W. Jones Seven Fount. Poems (1777) 43 Bowers
which oft in flowery lays. .Arabian poets praise. 1784 Bags
Bar/mm Downs I. 275 Certain flowery gentlemen, who told

us, in very pretty language . . that [etc.]. 1824 Syd. Smith
Wks. (1867) II. 191 The answer, .was plain and practical ;

not flowery. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. xvi. 176 A man of
flowery tongue.

7. //<?/-. = Fleury.
i68i T. Jordan London's yoy 9 A Double Treasure

flowry Counter flowry Mars. 1771 Kimber & Johnson
Baronetage Eng. III. 387 Flowery. This word signifies

flowered, or adorned with the French lily.

8. Comb., asflo7i'ery-hirlled, -mantled.
i6»i G. Sandys OvuCs Met. 11. (1626) 32 She. .makes The

flowry-mantled Earth her happy bed. 1634 Milton Counts
254 Amidst the flowery-kirtled Naiades. 1810 Associate
Minslr. 75 The flowery-mantled Spring.

Hence Flowerily adv., in a flowery manner.
Floweriness, the quality of being flowery.
1730-6 in Bailey (folioV, Floweriness. 1783 Blair Led.

I. xx. 422 That agreeable floweriness of fancy and style. 1821
New Monthly Mag II. 176 The floweryness and green over-
growth of the past season. 1886 Pall Mall G. 31 Dec. 4/2
The critical judgment so flowerily expressed. 1890 Temple
Bar Mag. July 440 All the neighbourhood, he remarked,
flowerily, was talking, .about Miss Arden's tulip-beds.

Flowing (fltf ,l irj), vbl. sb. [f. FLOW v. ¥ -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Flow in various senses.

(^950 Lindisf, Gosp. Matt. ix. 20 Wif 5iii blodes flouing
^eoolade tuelf uinter. c 1440 /'romp. Parz'. 168/1 Flowynge
of J>e watur, Jluxus. c 1489 Caxton Sonnts of Aymon
xxviii. sSoSoogretea flowynge and gaderynge of the people.

*585 Jas. I. Ess. Poesie (Arfa.) 54 They obseruit not Flow-
ing, nor e^chewit not Ryming in termes. 164a Howell
For. Trav. 42 We must have perpetuall ebbings and flow-
Ings of mirth and melancholy. 1704 Swift T. Tub v. (1709)
77 The happy turns and flowings of the author's wit. 1705
Addison Italy 513 The. .Flowings in of the Holy Spirit.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 63 This great motion, called
the flowing, of the sap. 1853S1R H. Douglas Milit. Bridges
2 The flowing of water in a river.

2. concr. a. That which flows, that which streams

forth, a stream, a wave ; also transf. a ( stream ' or
herd of animals. Now rare.
138a Wyclif Ps. xcii[i]. 3 Flodis rereden vp ther flowingis.— /so, lx. 6 The flowyng of camailes shal couere thee.

1388 — Josh. v. i The Lord hadden dried the flowyngis
of Jordan bifor the sones of Israel. a 1679 T. Goodwin
Wk. Holy Ghost 1. ix. Wks. 1704 V. 57 The Sun . . whose
Emanations and flowings forth they are. 1844 Upton
Physioglyphics ii. 81 These rivers, were what I may term
flowings, which may refer to any other fluid as well as water.

fb. An overflowing; a flood. Obs.

t
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxviii. 9 Lord be flowynge makis

Into wone. 138a Wyclif Isa. xliv. 3, I shal heelden out ..

flo.vingus vp on the drie. 1661 Sir E. Turner Sp. to
King in Pari. Hist. (1808) IV. 244 Your return into this
nation . . resembles the flowing of the river Nilus. 1663
in Picton L'pool Mimic. Rec. (1883) I. 328 For preserving
of ya same from y stormes and flowings of y* sea.

3. A 7

aut. (See quot.). Cf. Flow v. 6 b.

1769 76 Falconer Diet. Marine, Floiuing, the position of
the sheets, or lower corners of the principal sails, when they
are loosened to the wind.

4. altrib., asflowing-capacity.
1895 Westm. Gaz. 4 June 3/3 The new aqueduct has

a flowing capacity of 300,000,000 gallons a day.

Flowing" ("Vu "in\ ppl. a. [f. as prcc. -f -ing 2
.]

1. That flows, in various senses of the vb. Flowing
metal', see quot. 18S8.
a 1000 Byrhtnoih 65 (Gr.) pxr com flowende flod a;fter

ebban. a 1300 Cursor M. 20882 (Giitt.) Apon be flouand see
he gode. 1388 Wyclif Isa. lxvi. 12 A flowynge streem.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxiv. xxii, After an ebbe there
commeth a flowyng tyde. 1698 Froger Voy. 76 Where the

Shallops ride at flowing Water. 1700 Bi.ackmorf, Job 2

To pass the flowing hours in soft delight. i8as A. Cun-
ningham Song, A wet sheet and a flowing sea. 1841-4
Emerson Ess., Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 166 Plato defines a line

to be a flowing point. 1867 Ore's Diet. Arts (ed. 6) III.

404 s. v. Petroleum, The first great flowing well at Ennis-
killen. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin., Floiving
Metals, metals of the ductile class which, .change their

form, under impact, or tensile or compressive strain.

jb. Math. Continuously varying by infinitesimal

quantities. (See Fluxion.) Obs.

1704 Haves Fluxions i. 4 The respective flowing Quanti-
ties AP, PM, AM. 1758 J. Lyons Fluxions 4 If two
flowing quantities ,r and y are to each other in a given

ratio. 1807 Hutton Cou?sc Math. II. 278 Variable or
flowing quantities. 184a Francis Diet. Arts, Fluent, or

Flowing Quantity.

t 2. Fluctuating, unstable, inconstant. Obs.

1504 Atkvnson tr. De Imitations 1. xxv. 176 His flowynge
and vnstedfast mynde. 1536 Bellknden tr. Boece xvi. XV,

For the mynd of comnioun pepyll are euir flowand mair in-

constant than wynd.

3. Of langungCj etc. Gliding easily and smoothly,

fluent. Of a person: Having a flowing style {arch/.

*553 T, Wilson Rhet. (1580) 206 The flowyng stile. 1614
Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 495 Resolute Hierome, or flowing

Chrysostome. 1624 B. Jonson Fortunate Isles, In rime!
fine tinckling rime ! and flowand verse. 1627 Hakewili.
Apol. I. v. 1 1635) 62 A great wit, and flowing eloquence.

1718 Prior Charity 1 Did sweeter Sounds adorn my flowing

1 ongue, Than ever Man pronoune'd. 1782 Cowr-ER Table T.

741 Flowing numbers and a flowery style. 1827 Carlylk
Misc. (1857) I. 20 Undoubtedly he has a flowing pen. 183a

L. Hunt Sonnets Poems 212 Flowing Garth.
quasi./z</7'. 1706 Pope Let. Walsh 22 Oct , In describing

a gliding Stream, the Numbers shou'd run easy and flowing.

b. Of personal carriage and demeanour : Kasy,

graceful, smooth.
ai6n Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag. IV. i, Thou art..

A

lady of. .such a flowing carriage, that it cannot Chuse but
inflame a kingdom. 1766 Fordyce Scrm. Yng. Worn.
(1767) I. i. 23 A certain flowing urbanity is acquired. 1868
Digby's Voy. Medit. Pref. 20 A flowing courtesy and
civility. 1870 Dickens E. Drood iv, A certain gravely
flowing action with his hands.

4. Of lines or curves, also of objects with reference

to their contour : Smoothly continuous and free

from rigidity or stiffness. Flowing tracery (in

Arch.', see quot. 1815).

1709 Prior Ode to Howard, Each flowing Line confirm'd
his first Surprize. 18x2-6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <$• Art
I. 132 Tracery is., flowing, where the lines branch out into

leaves, arches, &c. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini \. 203 The
flowing back, firm chest, and fetlocks clean. 1853 TURNER
Dom. Archit. III. 11. vii. 315 The Chapel is Early English,
with flowing windows inserted at the East and North.
1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F\ 654 Princely halls, and farms,
and flowing lawns.

5. Of hair, garments, etc. : Swaying loosely and
gracefully; waving, unconflned, streaming.
1606 B. Jonson Hymenxi Wks. (Rtldg.)558 Beneath that,

another flowing garment, of watchet cloth of silver. 1697
Dryden Virg. Past. vii. 88 With Hazle Phyllis crowns
her flowing Hair. 178a CowPRR Gilpin 46 John .. Seized
fast the flowing mane. 1869 Boutell Arms <$• Arm. x. 193
The long and flowing surcoat.

b. ATant. Flowing sail, sheet. (See quots. 1769,
1 841, and cf. Flowing vbl. sb. 3.)

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. ii. 130 We were pleasingly surprized
..to see her open the N.W. point of the bay with a flowing
sail. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776) s. v., A ship is

therefore said to have a flowing sheet when the wind crosses

the line of her course nearly at right angles. 1825 H. B.

Gascoigne Nav. Fame 91 With flowing sails. .They seek
their station on the western seas. 1841 Dana Seaman's
Mail. 105 Flowing S/uet when a vessel has the wind free,

and the lee clews eased off.

Jig. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxx'u. Didn't you say. .that

the captain had paid it [a bill] with a flowing sheet ? 1861

Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. clxi. 174 To wait till the

folly could be put down with a flowing sail.

6. Rising like the tide; full to overflowing,

brimming, abundant, copious.

1516 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 121 Sensualite with all

her flowynge voluptuous desyres. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
II. iii. 62 The Kings Maiesty.. Doe's purpose honour no
lesse flowing Then Marchionesse of Pembrooke. 1644
Milton Educ. (1738) 136 Fat contentions and flowing fees.

170a Addison Dial. Medals ii. Wks. 1721 I. 474 Horace.

.

speaks of the moderation to be used in a flowing fortune.

1786 Burns Brigs Ayr 221 All-cheering Plenty, with her
flowing horn. 1871 Smiles Charac. ii. (1876)49 She was full

of joyous flowing mother-wit.

Ii 7. Flowing hope : mispron. offorlorn hope.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Wordbk., Floiving-hope: see Forlorn
Hope. 1889 in Barkere & Leland Slang.

Hence Flowingly adv., in a flowing manner;
Flowingness, the quality or state of being flowing.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem N. T. (1618) 432

Not. .so flowingly by some, as by all the pipes of the
Churches exercises, a 171a W. Nichols De/. Doct. Ch. Eng.
Introd. (1715) 118 The. .flowingness of his easie Eloquence.
1804 Southey in Robberds Mem. IV. Taylor I. 495 It

more flowingly fills the sentence. 185a H. Spencer
Gracefulness Ess. 1891 II. 384 A leading trait of grace is

continuity, flowingness. 1880 G. Meredith Trag. Com.
xi. (1892' 158 When the letters were unimportant, she
wrote flowingly.

Flowk, obs. Sc. form of Fluke.
Flown (i\o»n), ppl. aA [pa. pple. of Fi.y v.^]

Used adjectively in senses of the vb. Also with

out, and with defining word prefixed, as far-Jlown,

new-flown.
1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Tropheis 1049 Their far-

flow'n wings. 1691 Taylor Behmen's I'heos. Phil., Three-

fold Life xiii. 309 The flown out Will hates that whence it

sprung. 1813 T. Busby Lucretius i. 300 Hence new-flown
birds the woods with music fill. 1865 Swinburkk .-/ talonta
6 Swifter than dreams [follow] the white flown feet of sleep.

1877 Bryant Odyssey v. 551 When he breathed again, And
his flown senses had returned.

t FIOWH (nV"n
; , ///. a.'1 Obs. [str. pa. pple. of

Flow v.~\ Only in Flown sheet: see quot. 1653.

blsojig. Cf. Flowing///, a. 5 b.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Sea-men 28 A flown
sheate. 1653 — Seaman's Gram. 39 A flowne sheat, that
is, when they are not haled home to the blocke. .A flowne
sheat is when she goes before the winde, or betwixt a palre

ofsheats, or all sailes drawing. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. m
We could have sailed with a flown sheet to Ria Lexa.
1748 Anson's Voy. 1. x. 98 The sheets being half flown.

Flowretry : see Flokethy.

t Flowsome, «. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Flow sb. or

v. + -SOMK.] Fluid.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Set?: 73 An heavy body left to

it self within a flowsom one that is lighter.

Flowster, var. form of Fluster.
Flowyd, obs. form of Flood. Flox : see Flock.

tFloxe, v. Obs.~ l [Cf. Svr.flahsa to shake

the wings.] intr. To * leap '.

c 1200 I'rin. Coll. Horn. 127 f>at child on his bli.-se floxede
and pleide to-genes hire.

Floy, a. Alleged Americanism for : Dirty, foul.

1820 J. Flint Lett. Amer. x\i. 264 These I must call

Americanisms, and will subjoin some examples . . Floy« Dirty

or foul.

Floyne, var. form of Floix.
Floyt(e, var. form of Fi.ote, Flute.

Filiate (fHie'lt)
f
sb. Chan. Also 8 fluat. [mod.

f. FlU\OKIC) + -ATE.]

1. Chem. A name formerly given to the salts now
called fluorides, which were supposed to result

from the combination of fluoric acid with an oxide*

Fluate of lime = Derbyshire spar, or Fluob sr.Yn.

1794 <>. Adams Nat. fy Exp. Philos. I. App. 546 Fluats..

when heated phosphoresce. 1806 Davy in Phil. Trans.

XCVII. 14, I made an experiment upon fluate of lime

under like circumstances. 1849 Mrs, Somerville Connect.
Phys. Sc. xxv. 243 Limpid and colourless fluate of lime.

2. A hydrofluosilicate applied to building-stone

with the view of rendering it harder and more
durable. Hence Plu-ate v. trans., to treat with

fluate; Flua'ted ///. a. ; Fluating vbl. sb. \ also

Flua'tata V. trans, and riuatation.
1887 Set. Amer. 28 May 344 Fluatation. The surface

of the stone is covered .. with a solution of the fluate . .

After the stone has been once filiated, it becomes [etc]. .After

the stone has been once fluatated, it can [etc. J. 1893
R.I.B.A. Jrul. 16 Mar. p. iii. The fluating will render it

[Bath Stone] as durable as the most expensive stones..

Filiated Bath Stone

Fluc^c an: see Flookax.

I! Fluce, sb. Obs. Also 6 fluss. [Arab. (^J-i

fuliis, pi. of ijJkfals name of a small copper coin.]

An old Persian coin.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 272 A sort of flusses of copper.

1638 Sir T. Hkhbert Trai'. (ed. a) 243 Cozbeg one halfe

penny; Fluces are ten to a Cozbeg. 1698 Fryer Ace. E.
India <5* /*. 210, 5 Fluce is 1 Parrow.

t Fluce, v. Obs. rare. intr. ?To flounce, plunge.
1627 Drayton Mooue-Calfe 1353 They [cattle], .backward

fluce. .As though the Deuill in their heeles had bin.

Fluck (fi»k). ?nonce-wd.
1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Wand. E. Archip. 12 Not

a sound to break the silence save the plunge of a porpoise
or the fluck of the fishes in quest of their evening meal.

Fluck, obs. and dial, form of Fluke.

Flucti-, comb, form of Lat. fluctus wave, in

the following adjs. given by Blount and Bailey :

fluctvferous [L. -fer bearing + -OUS], bearing or

producingwaves ; flucti'fragrons [l J.ffuctzfrag-2is] T

wave-breaking; flucti - sonant [L. sonant-cm, pr.

pple. of sondre to sound], sounding with waves;
flucti sonous [L. fliictison-us~\ = y.xtc. ; flucti'

-

vagant [L. vagant-em, pr. pple. of vagdrl to

wander], floating idly on the waves ; flucti'vagous

[L, flnctivag-us\ =prec.

Fluctuable (ntrkriwaVl), a. rare~°. [as if

ad. L. *fluctudbilis, i.fluctndre to Fluctuate : see

-able.] Capable of fluctuating. (Ogilvie 1882.)

Hence Pluctuabi'lity, the quality of being fluctu-

able.

a 1786 Walpole Lett, to Mann (F. Hall). 1883 in

Og ilvi e.

t Flu'Ctuancy. rare- 1
, [f. next: see -ANCT.]

Tendency to fluctuation.

1639 Gaudbn Tears Ch. 11. xxvi. 22a However they may
have their storms and tossings sometime. .by innate fluctu-

ancy, as the rollings and tidings of the s;a.

45-2
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Fluctuant .nVkt;»ant), a. [ad. L. fluctuant-
cm, pr. pple. of fluctuare : see Fluctuate v. Cf.

V. fluctuant.]

1. Moving like the waves ; undulating. Chiefly

fig., unstable, wavering, changing.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus in. 171 Howbeit of thame sum

part be fluctuant, a 1640 Jackson Creed y.. xix. Wks. 1844
IX. 115 The other [son] being of better birth, were fluctuant
between virtue or civil honesty and base vices, a 1704
R. L'Estrange (J.) How is it possible for any man to be at

rest in this fluctuant wandering humour and opinion ? x86«
Mrs. Browning Poems. Where's Agues'*, xxiv, None of
these Fluctuant curves ! but firs and pines. 1867 Swin-
burne Song Italy 23 In the long sound of fluctuant boughs
of trees. 1870 — Ess. $ Strut. (1875) 260 His genius is

fluctuant and moonstruck as the sea is. 187a Contemp.
Rev. XIX. 206 No shifting of positions, no fluctuant moods,
no mobility of thought.

2. Floating on the waves.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 11. iii. § 1 The militant church,

whether it be fluctuant as the ark of Noah, or [etc.]. 1849

J. Sterling in Eraser's Mag. XXXIX. 111 Where change
has never urged its fluctuant bark.

+ Flu'Ctuary, a. Oh.- 1
[f. h.fiuctu-s wave

+ -ARV.] Having the character of waves; fluctuat-

ing, uncertain.
i63zLnnGow Tr,:z: n. 71 The solid, .man is not troubled

with, .the fl'-iciuary motions of the bumerous multitude.

TFlu'ctaate, <* Obs. [ad. h.fluciudt-us t ^3..

pple offluctuilrc : see Fluctuate z\] Tossed on
the waves ; fickle as the waves, wavering.
1631 R. H. Arraign. Whole Crea'ure x. § 2. So The godly

man hath his. .sure Anchor, when he seemestobe fluctuate.

Ibid. xv. § 4. 278 Lver vaine, and foolish, and fluctuate in

all our wayes.

Fluctuate fitfktiu^t), v. [f. L. fluctuat-

ppl. stem cs{fluctuare to undulate, i.fluctus, wave.]
1. intr. To move like a wave or waves, rise and

fall in or as in waves ; to be tossed up and down
on the waves; lit. or with conscious metaphor.
Now rare.

1656 81 in Blount Glossogr. X659 T. Pecks Parnassi
Puerp. 75, I can't call him Rich, ur Poor; whose Estate,
Upon deluding Waters, fluctuate. 1698 Fryer Ace. E.
India fy P. 128 The. .Mists, which we could discern flue*

mating against the impenetrable Promontories. 1711
W, King Ruffinus 98 So sounds, so fluctuates, the troubled
sea. 171a Addison Sped. No. 549 F 2 The greatest part of
my estate has been hitherto of an unsteddy and volatile

nature, either tost upon seas or fluctuating in funds, c 1750
Shenstone Ruined Abbey 57 Sees the strong vessel fluctu-

ate, less secure, 1754 Wakburton Wks. (1811) X. xxxil,

270 Wanting those principles . . human knowledge only
fluctuates in the head, but comes not near the heart. 1793
Wordsw. Deter. Sk. Poems (1S88) 20/1 The traveller sees
Thy [France's" three-striped banner fluctuate on the breeze.

1809 Campbell Gtrt, Wyom. 11. xvi, Wild-cane arch. .That
fluctuates when the storms of El Dorado sound. 1849
Bryant Prairies 13 'The surface rolls and fluctuates to
the eye.

2. fig. (Now chiefly without allusion to the literal

sense.)

a. Of things, conditions, etc. : To vary irregular-

ly, undergo alternating changes in level, position,

form, constituent elements, etc. : to be unstable or

unsettled.

1655 Filler Ch. Hist. it. iv. § 8 But not successive

[ Monarchs] and fixed in a Family, but fluctuating from one
Kingdome to another. 1723 J. Atkins I'oy. Guinea Pref.

(1 735' 22 Our Bodies. .are continually fluctuating and
changing while we live. 1769 Burke Late St. Nation
Wks. 1842 I. 83 Average estimates are never just but when
the object fluctuates. 1779 J- Jay in Sparks Corr. Atuer.
Rev. (1853) II. 283 The Committee .. fluctuates, new mem-
bers constantly coming in, and old ones going out. 1838
Dickens Nick. Nick, i, Mr. Nickleby's income . . fluctuated
1 jetween sixty and eighty pounds per annum. i856 Crump
Banking i. 20 Money fluctuates in price like any other
article. 1874 Deutsch's Rem. 343 We see the text [of a
Targum] fluctuating down to the middle of the 2nd cen-

tury.

b. Of persons : To pass to and fro, from one
opinion, sentiment, or course of conduct, to another;

to vacillate, waver.
1634 in Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 378 His Majestic .fluctuat-

ing by that occasion betuix love and ftare. 1624 T. Hockin
Goo's Decrees 248 Like silly Children, .fluctuating in our
opinions. 1793 Burke Corr. (1844I IV. 133 After fluc-

tuating a long time without any system, we have adopted
one that.. is completely ruinous. x8s8 bCBTT /". M. Perth
v, [His feature^] fluctuating between shamefacedness and
apprehension of hvjr displeasure. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Conq. 11876) I. iv. 194 Lotharingia, the border land, ever

fluctuating in its allegiance.

3. trans, a. To throw into fluctuation ; to un-

settle, b. To throw into a wave-like motion.
1733 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 28 July, The thought of

uiding their mother, .flattered and fluctuated them. 1850

ennyson In Mem. xcv, A breeze began to.. fluctuate all

the still perfume.

Fluctuating (nVkti«,<r'tin\ ///. a. [f. prec.

-+- -ing 2.] That fluctuates.

1. Moving as or in waves; irregularly rising and

falling.

171a Blackmore Creation i. 44 The fluctuating Fields of

liquid Air. 176a Falconer Shipzvr. 111. (1790* 267 Hills

of fluctuating fire. X767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 353 With
some fluctuating motion of a fluid.

2. Irregularly varying; unsteady; unsettled,

wavering.

!

1647 Clarendon Hist. Red. 1. § 49 So fluctuating and
unsteady a testimony is the applause of popular councils.

a 1679 T. Goodwin Just, Faith 11. 11. viii, Driven about
with the Whirlpools of a fluctuating Conscience. 17*0
Weltok Suffer. Son ofGod II. xxxi. 799 They knew how
Fluctuating the Opinion of the Mobb is. 1781 Gibbon
Peel,

fy
E\ II. 113 The doubtful, fluctuating conduct of

Yetramo. 1837 Lyiton E. Maltrav. 24 And copied out his

jioetry in a small, fluctuating hand. 1867 A. Barky Sir C.
Barry vii. 249 The fluctuating nature of the attendance.
absol, 1833 Lamb Ella Ser. 11. Pop. Fallacies, Sharp

distinctions of the fluctuating and the permanent.

Fluctuation (flrktiw.^'jin). Also =, -acion.

[ad. (either directly or through ¥r.) L. fluctuation-

cm, n. of action f.fluctuare : see Fluctuate v. and
-ATION.] The action of fluctuating.

1. A motion like that of the waves, an alternate

rise, and fall. Now rare in physical sense.

1546 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. xvii. 377 In vaine
wee expect a regularity in the waves of the Sea. .its Fluctu-
ations are but motions subservient. X774 Goi.dsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) I. 259 This fluctuation of the sea. 1847 Tenny-
son Princess vi. 335 Each base . . of those tall columns
drown'd In silken fluctuation. 1850 — In Mem. cxii. And
world wide fluctuation sway'd In vassal tides that follow'd

thought.

b. Path. The undulation of a fluid in any cavity

or tumour of the body.
1620 Venner Via Recta Introd. S They .. cause fluctua-

tions, and flatuousne>se in the body. 1640 G. Watts tr.

Baeoris Adv. Learn, iv. i. 183 The fluctuation or pensility

of the Bowells. 1754-64 Smei.lie Midwif. II. 140, I plainly

felt a fluctuation of water. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines
Surg. (ed. 5' 253 The inside of the thigh. .presented a kind
of fluctuation, i860 in Fowler Med. I'oc,

2. The action or condition of passing more or

less rapidly and suddenly from one state to

another; an instance of this; repeated variation,

\icis5itt1de. In//. * ups and downs'.
1609 Bible (Douay) Ps. liv. [Iv]. 23 [22] He wil not geve

fluctuation to the just for ever, c 1661 Papers on Alter.

Prayerd'k. 82 The Moderatour of the Universe raised up
such guides as were sufficient, in so great a fluctuation.

1712 Berkeley Pass. Obed.% 54 Wks. III. 138 In the various

changes and fluctuations of government. jy$^(ti:le\ Travels
and Adventures of Win. Bingfield Esq. containing as sur-

prizing a Fluctuation of Circumstances, both by Sea and
I .and, as ever befel one Man. 1841 DTsraei.i Amen. Lit.

11867) 1 3- Every modern language lias always existed in

fluctuation and change.

b. An alternate rise and fall in amount or

degree, price or value, temperature, ttc.

1802 Palet Nat. 'Phcol. xxii. 430 Inconveniency from
fluctuation of temperature and season. 1804 Wellincton
in Gurw. Desp. III. 425 The expenses for the repairs . . are
liable to fluctuation. 1878 Hlxley Physiogr. 22 The height

of the mercurial column is subject to. .fluctuation.

3. The condition of parsing alternately from one
opinion or sentiment to another; an instance of

this; vacillation, wavering.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation* l, xxv, He was comfortid . . & be

douteful fluetuacion cessid. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. <y Mor,
42 Hee suffered not himselfe to be carried away with any
such humourous fluctuation. 1717 L. IIowel Desidert'us

(ed. 31 99 Subject to no . . Fluctuations of the Mind. X775

Johnson Ta.r. no Tyr. 54 The House of Commons was in

a state of fluctuation. 1824 I_ Murray Eng. Gram. (cd. 5)

I. 205 During this inquiry, we should be plunged into

a state of uncertainty and fluctuation. 1861 Geo. Eliot
Silas M. 7 A strange fluctuation between an effort at an
increased manifestation of regard and involuntary signs of

shrinking and dislike.

t FluctuO'Se, <*- Obs.~* [&r].L.fluctuos~us:

see next and -ose.] = Fluctuois b.

1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Fluctuous ,nVkti«as), a. Obs. exc. arch. [ad.

L. fluctudsus full of waves f. fluclus wave : see

-0U3.] + a. Watery (oh.), b. Full of, or resembling

waves, lit. andyf^.

1599 A M- tr - Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 61/2 An Excel-

lent collyrion for tenebrous and fluctuous Eyes [orig.

fur dunckele undflussige Angenl 1599 Nashe Lenten

Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V.212 All the femue Lerna belwixt

. .being, .fluctuous demeans or fee simple. 1687-77 Feltham
Resolves 1. xlviiL 76 How fluctuous are the salted waves.

1839 Bailey Eestus (1854) 133 The base of the world's

fluctuous lore.

Hence riuctuoalty.
1850 L. Hint Autobiog. II. xvii. 278 Waves might be

classed..We ought to have waves, wavelets, billows, fluc-

tuosities, etc., a marble sea, a sea weltering.

tFludder :f\vpi), v. Sc. Obs. Also fluther.

intr. *To exhibit the appearance of great regard

for any one, to cajole' (jam.\
c 1525 Priests 0/ Peebles (1603) Dij, Than mony folk wil

cum and with me fludder.

tFludgS *«tf- Obs. rare. [?cf. Ger. flugs
int., quick !]

16x1 Chapman May Day Plays 1873 II. 352 What, hee

that sings, Maids in your smocks, hold open your locks,

fludgs.

Fludy, obs. form of Floody.

Flue, flew CftS , sb. 1 Also 4 flowe, 5 flw\e,

6 flewe. [cf. ftlDo. vhrwe fishing-net (Tiw.flcuw

snipe-net), F. flu fine nappe d'un tramail (Boiste

1840: not in Littre), zlsojluctj some kind of fishing

apparatus (16th c. in Godef.) ; the mutual relation

of the words is unknown.] A kind of fishing-net

;

a. a drag-net, b. a fixed net. Also flue-net.

1388 9 Ace's. Abingdon Abbey {Ountie:*) 57, J rcle vocatum
wude et j flowe. 139X R. de Ryllynton in Pest. Ebor. I.

157 Willo Broune servienti meo. . j flew, cum warrap et flot.

1 1440 Promp. Parv. 168/1 Flwe, nette . . tragum. 1465
Mann, ff Househ. Exp. 500 My master paid to Chelone fore
knyttynge of a flew, xvj.d. 1569 in W. H. Turner Select.
Rec. Oxford 329 Nor laye any flewe or oilier nett in any
of the same waters. 1611 Bible Hab. \. 15 They . . gather
them in their dragge [marg. flue-net]. 1630 in Deser.
Phames (175S) 66 No Fisherman . . shall . . Use or exercise
any Flue, Trammel .. or hooped Net whatsoever. 1787
Best Angling (ed. 2> 5 Fishing with trammels, or flews in

March or April. 1851 Newlanu Elrne 75 It is generally
caught by a flue, set between the openings of the weeds.
i83z Three in Norway \\. 44 Seven boats . . were out with
a huge flue net.

Fine (fl«', sb.- Also 6 floow, 79 flew, [of

unknown origin ; cf. mod.Flem. vlutve of same
meaning (Franck s.v.fluzcec/) which, like the Du.
fluweel and med.L. fluetum velvet, is believed to

be derived from Fr. vein hairy, downy. But see

Fluff sbX\

+ L A woolly or downy substance; down, nap.

Also//, bits of down. Obs.
1589 Fleming Georg. I'irg. iv. 69 Towels with nap shcrne

off (The floow or roughnes shorne away for feare to hurt his

handes 1

. 1607 Topsell Eonr.j. Beasts ^1658) 213 A bed
tilled with flew or wool of Hares. X743 Loud. <$ County
Breiv. 11. (ed. 2) 100 They will be as big as Lice with Rags
or Flews about them. 1823 in Crabb Technol. Diet., Elue,
The soft down from feathers, and the skins from rabbits, etc.

2. esp. The light floccnlent substance formed by
floating particles of cotton, down, etc. ; fluff.

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxvti. 387 That will gather up
all the flew and dust. 18x4 Ware in Trans. Med. fy

Chirurg. Soc. 256 The flue that is swept from bedrooms.
1837 Howitt Rur. Life in. iii. (1S62) 242 Amid heat and
dust and flue from the cotton, i860 Dickens Uncomvi.
Trav. vi, Its old-established flue under its old-established

four-post bedsteads. 1886 K. Hodder Earl Shaftesbury
I. iii. 139 Parched and suffocated by the dust and flue.

b. trans/. Anv light floating particle. Cf. Flow
sb*
.1825 Beddoes Poems, Torrismond 1. iii, It would not

weigh a flue of melting snow In my opinion.

Pine (.A")' ^*3 [of unknown origin.

The exact primary sense is uncertain ; assuming that it

meant ' channel, passage ', some have compared early mod.Du.
vioegh flutings of a column iKillan), and others would
connect it with Flow v. or Fn e ».* It is possible that the

primary reference may be to the_/?«/«g-(see Fl.uk r.a) of the

sides of the chimney in houses of the 16th c. This view
derives some support from sense 5.]

1. In early use = Chimney; subsequently a sraolcc-

duct in a chimney. Hence extended to denote

a channel of various kinds for conveying heat, etc.,

esp. a hot-air passage in a wall ; a pipe or tube

for conveying heat to water in certain kinds of

steam-boilers.
158a in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 424 All flewes

and chymneys.. made of earth. .shalbe taken downe. 1654
Evelyn Diary 9 Aug., Y° chimney flues like so many
smiths forge*. 17x5 Desacllikks E'ires lmf>r. 12 Buildeis

have .. carried the Flue or Funnel bending. 1757 W.
Thompson A'. N. Advoc. 33 Another notable Iron Inven-

tion, called a Flew, running through the Warehouses, fed

with constant Fires to keep their dry Stores from being

mouldy. x8ix A. T. Thomson Lend. Disp. (1818) 312
Stoves heated by means of flues. 1839 K. S. Robinson
Naut. Steam Eng. 115 Each fire placehas aflue, orgigantic

pipe, which circulates from end to end of the boiler, making
as many turns as the boiler will hold. 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bab. ( 1 87 8) 4 He had to climb the dark flues rubbing
his poor knees and elbows raw.

% The following passage is usually quoted as the

earliest example of the word, which is supposed to

mean here the spiral cavity of a shell, hut flue is

prob. a misprint (orflute.
156a Phaer rEncid x. Ggj b, W' whelkid shell Whose

wnnckly wreathed flue, did fearful shril in seas outyell.

f2. Coal-mining. A sloping trough for conveying

coal into a receptacle ; a shoot. ? Obs.

1774 Pennant Tour Scott, in 1772, 48 Galleries . . termi-

nating in flues or hurries, placed sloping over the quay, and
thro' these the coal is discharged . . into the holds of the ships.

3. Organ-building. The fissure or ' wind-way

'

characteristic of * mouth-pipes' ;hence also called

Hue-pipes: see 6) as opposed to 'reed-pipes'.

1879 Hopkins in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 535 All organ-stops

in which the sound is produced by the wind passing through

a fissure,./rW, or wind-way. .belong to the Flue-work.

4. slang. The Sroi'T in a pawnbroker's shop.

fnflue: in pawn. Up theflue \ {a) pawned,^) dead,

collapsed. •

1821 Ecan Real Life in London I. 560 note, Up the spout

rr up the Jtue are synonimous in their import. X851 May-
hew Lond. LabourW. 250 I've had. .to leave halfmy stock

in flue with a deputy for a night's rest.

5. dial. (See quot.) [Pern, a distinct word.]

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk H795I II. 379 Flue, the coping

of a gable or end-wall of a house.

6. attrib. and Comb., as flue cleaner, -scraper,

-tile. Also flue-boiler (see quot.); flue-bridge,

a wall of fire-brick in a reverberatory furnace,

between the hearth and the flue ; flue-brush (see

quot.); flue-cinder ,sce quot.) ; flue-faker slang,

a) a chimney sweep; {b) (see quot. i860) ; flue-

full a., full to the fine, brimful; flue-pipe, an

organ-pipe with a ' flue' v
see 3), a mouth-pipe, as
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opposed to a reed-pipe; flue-plate (see quot.);

flue-register, a register in an organ eomprising

a series of flue-pipes ; flue-salt (see quot.) ; flue-

tstop, an organ stop controlling a flue-register

;

flue-work, the flue-stops of an organ collectively,

as distinguished from the reed-stops.

1874 Knight Diet. Heck. I. S91/1 *Flue-boHer, a steam-
boiler whose water space is traversed by flues. 1881 Ray-
mond Mining- doss., *

'Flue-bridge. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. I. 891/1 ^Flue-brush, a cylindrical brush of wire or

steel strips used to clean the scale and soot from the interior

of a flue. 1873 Weale's Diet. Terms Archit. etc. (ed. 4',

*Flue cinder, the cinder from an iron reheating furnace.

1874 Y^iGWT Diet. Mech. I. 891/1 * Flue-cleaner. 1812 J. H.
Vaux Flash Diet., Flue-faker, i860 Slang Diet. (ed. 2),

Flue fakers . . low sporting characters, who are so termed
from their chiefly betting on the Great Sweeps. 1703
Thoresby Let. to Rayz-j Apr., *Fluefull, brim-full, flowing
full. 1852 Seidel Organ 27 The intonation of the *flue-

pipes. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 891/1 ^Flue-plate, a plate

into which the ends of the flue are set. 1852 Seiukl. Organ
27 Kaufmann, of Dresden . . made experiments with ''flue-

registers. 1884 -Chester Gloss., *Flue salt . . the waste salt

formed on the flues where the lumps are dried. 1855
Hopkins & Rimbalxt Organ xxi. 109 A *Flue-stop [is] a
similar series of lip pipes. 1859 Archaeol. Cant. II. p* xli,

A very remarkable example of a Roman 'flue-tile. 1876
Miles Cateek. Organ ix. ',1878,1 57 All lip-stops belong to the
~ Flue-work.

Flue (A*0» *&* Also flew, [of obscure ety-

mology; Sw. has_/Fy in sense 2. It is not certain

that senses 1 and 2 are of identical origin.]

+ 1. 'The tip of a deer's [V] horn* (Ilalliwell s. v.

Mewed). Obs.

1532-3 [app. implied In Flued///. a."2}.

2. Naut. The Fluke of an anchor ; also that of

a harpoon.
< i860 H. Stuart Sean/art's Cateek. 57 The fish-tackle

is .. hooked to the inner flue. 1882 Nases Seamanship
(ed. 6) 175 Ships which allow uf the inner flues being got
inboard.

Flue [fl»)i sb. r> colloq. Short for Influenza.
1839 Southey Lett. 118561 IV. 574, I have had a pretty

fair share of the Flue. 1893 Mod. L\et~, I've a bad attack of
the flu.

Flue (fl«\ shfl Obs. exc. dial. Also flew.

[app. a corruption oijleume, obs. foim of Fleam.]
A farrier's lancet, a fleam.

1790 W. Marshall Midi. Counties II. 437 Flews, phlemes,
for bleeding cattle, etc. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.
IFord-bk. , Flues, farriers' lancets.

Flue, flew k^")> a -
1 Obs. exc dial. Also 6

flewe. [of obscure origin
;

possibly related to

Flow v. ; cf. the relation of Fleet a. ' = shallow)

to Fleet v.~\

1. Shallow.
c 1440 Fromp. Parz: 167/1 Flew, or scholde, as vessell,

b.tssus. 1552 Hlloet, Flewe or not deape, but as one may
wade, brcuia. 1651 H. More Fnthus. Triumph. (1656)
171, I hope you do not think, that I meant your skull was
so flue and shallow that [etc.]. Ibid* 318. 1^1825 Forev

, i'oc. B. Anglia, Flue, shallow.

2. = Flan a. See quot.s., and Flue v.-.)

1676 H. More Remarks 142 And the like experiment he
makes . . of a heated Beer-glass with a more flew mouth.
1881 Leicester Gloss., Flew, open, wide, expanded. ' Your
bonnet is too flew'; *a flew dish', i.e. one with wide
spreading sides.

Flue, flew [ftS), a* Obs. exc. dial, [of un-
certain origin ; it corresponds in sense to OF. Jlo,

flott
v
whence mod.Y.ffoit in a specific serine relating

to painting) and to \>\x.fauw, LG.,mod.HG.yfo»;
but the mutual relation of the words is disputed.

See also Fluey, a.

The initial /"instead off in Du. word is usually an indica-
tion of foreign origin texc. in the case of onomatopceias)

;

hence Kluge and Franck regardflauw as adopted, like the
Eng. word, from Fr. ; the ultimate source being OTeut.
'hlfwo- (Ger. lau. Eng. Lew) lukewarm. This is not very
satisfactory. If D\\.~flauw were a native word, it might
correspond to an OE. *fleowe (:

—

'Jtnwja ) related to
(JWG.flewen to rinse, wash ; for the sense cf. washy.

\

Weak, tender, sickly, delicate.
16x3-16 W. Browse Brit. Past. 111. 1.WW.(Hmfitt) IT. 149
She is flewe, and never will be fatter. 1679 /.<>«</. Gas. No.
1 416/4 A flew Horse, and a star very remarkable in his fore-
head. 1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E. D. S-), Flue, tender,
weak ; of a horse or person. 1836 Cooper Provincialisms
Sussex s. v., ' That horse is very flue '. 1889 in Hurst Mors-
ham Sussex Gloss, s.v., ' My Fanny is ill again, poor dear,
she is so flue'.

t Flue, v\ Obs. rare. [ad. OF. jlue-r, lu.fu-ere
to flow.] intr. To flow. Of parchment : To allow
the ink to 'run*.
? 1483 Caxtom Vocab. 22 b, Josse the parchemyn maker

Solde me a skyn of parchemyn. That all fluede [Fr. qui
toutfiua}. 1483 Cath. Angl. [*& To ¥\ue,fluere.

Flue (rl«),>.- [App. f. Flue«.1 (sense 2). Cf.
Flan v. f. Flan a.) inlr. To expand ; to splay.
Hence Fliring vbl. sb., the divergent lines of a
splayed opening; Flued, Fluing ///. a.

1778 W. Pain Carpenter's Repos. Plate 51 A circular
Soffit in a circular Wall, which is flewing on the Jambs.
ibid.. Draw the Flewing of the Jambs c. d. and e. f. to meet
at the Point a. Ibid., Figure A. is a circular Soffit on
flewing Jambs. 1853 Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet., Flued, this
word is applied instead of Splayed to a circular or semi-
circular splayed opening. 1893 S. E. Wore. Gloss. . Flewed
(of a hoop) to be made larger on one side than on the other
so that it may fit the taper shape of a cask.

Flue, obs. fa. t. of Fly v}
Flued, ppl. a. 1 [f. Flue sb.z + -ed 2

.] Having
a fine or duct. Only in comb., as double-fined adj.

1895 Daily .Yews 9 Jan. ic/2 Wanted Two.. Lancashire
Double-flued Uoilers.

Flued, ppl. a? [f. Flue sbA + -ed 2.]

fl. Of a horn: Tipped. Obs.

1532-3 Act 24 I/en. VIII, c. 13 It shail be lefull for him
to weare. .a home tipped or flewed with siluer.

2. Of an anchor, etc. Having a flue; fluked,

barbed. Only in comb., as one-jliicd, fovo-Jlued, adjs.

Flue'-hammer* [f- Flue v.-] A hammer
used in flaring one edge of an iron hoop to make it

fit the bulge of the cask.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. I. 891/1.

tFluellin (fl»ie-lin). Obs. AlsoGfluellyn'g,

67 fluellen. [corruption of the Welsh name,
llysiau Llewelyn, lit. 'Llewelyn's herbs'. Cf. the

proper name P'ltulUn ( = Llewelyn) in Shaks.]

1. A name given to several species cf Veronica
or Speedwell, esp. V. officinalis.

1548 Turner Names of Herbs (E. D. S.) 88 Veronica ..

is called in englishe Lluellyng. 1597 Gerakde Herbal'

11.

c.\cvii. (1633) 629 In welch it is called Fluellen. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud. Fp. 11. vL 101 Betonica Pauli, or Pauls
Betony..or Fluellen. 1756 Watson in Phil. Trans. XLIX.
807 Male Speedwell, or Fluellin, or True Paul's Betony.

S2. Misapplied to Linaria elatine and L. spuria.

1756 Sir J. Hlu.Bril. Herbal 113 Fluellin. Llatine. The
flower is small ; it consists of a single petal. 181620 Green
Univ. Herbal 1. 108 Antirrhinum I.latine, Sharp-pointtd
Toad-flax, or Fluellin. .. Antirrhinum Spuriitut, Kound-
leaved 'load -flax or Fluellin. 1866 i:i Treat. Pot.,

Fluellite [fl/7*ebit). Min. [badly f. Fluorine
after wavel/ile.] A rare fluoride of aluminium,
found in minute white crystals.

1824 Ann. Phil. VIII. 243 He [Wollaston] is. .of opinion
that these crystals belong to a distinct species [i.e. distinct

from wavellite], for which he proposes the name of Fluellite.

1864 Wat-is Diet. Chem. II. 069.

f Flu*euce. Obs. [a. V.Jluenee, ad. h.fnenlia,
t.jiueiilem : see Fluent.]
L. A flowing, a stream.
ri6u Chapman Iliad x\\. 224 That he first did cleanse

With sulphur, then with fluences of sweetest water reuse.

2- =Flubncy 2, 3.

1607 Hkvwood Fayre Mayde Exch. Wks. 1874 II. 56 The
natural! fluence of my owne, wit.. 1691 Wood A tk. Oxon.
II. 547 He waststeemed a person.. of a ready fluence in

discourse.

Fluency fb/'cr.si}. [ad. Xs.jlttentia : seeprec.

and -ENCY.J The quality or state of flowing or

being fluent.

fl. Affluence, copiousness, abundance. Obs.
a. 1623 Massinger Bondman 11. iii, Thou, Gracculo,

Hast fluency of courage. 1638 G. Sandys Paraphr. Job
xii. 16 Those who grow old in fluency and ease. 1657
Hawke Killing is M. 20 Fluency in teares. 1658 Osbokn
Jas. I Wks. (16731 511 The Indies themselves would in time
want fluency to feed >>o immense a prodigality. 1726 Brad-
ley Gardening App. 2^ This last operation [grafiing] may
be done when the sap is in its highest Fluencies.

2. a. A smooth and easy flow; readiness, smooth-
ness ; esp. with regard to speech, b. Absence of

J igidity ; ease.

1636 Massinger Gt, Dk. Florence v. ii, You are pleased to
show, sir, The fluency of your language. 1727 Poi-e 'Ph.

Var. Sitbj. in Swifs Wks. (1755) 11. 1. 227 I he common
fluency of speech in many men. 1849 Lvtton Caxtons 1. v,

I had learned to write with some fluency. 1852 I.i>. Cockburn
Jeffrey I. 363 All his fluency of thought. 1878 f. W. Ebs-
v.orth in Braithwaii's Strappado Introd. 27 The genuine
sweetness and musical fluency of his best lyrics.

3. Readiness of utterance, flow of words.
1654 Evelyn Diary 31 Aug., Dr. Collins, so . . celebrated

for his fluency in the Latin tongue. 18x4 DTsraeu
Quarrels Auth. (18671 3^4 ^e indulged his satirical fluency
on the scientific collectors. 1834 Macaolay Pitt £55.11854)

293/1 The fluency and the personal advantages of the
young orator.

Fluent (fl/7ent), a. and sb. Also 6-7 fluant.

[ad. L.Jluenl-cm, pr. pple. oijiucre to flow.]

A. adj.

1. That flows, flowing.

1607 Topsell F'our-f. Beasts 304 Whatsoeuer [water] is

moueably fluent, is lesse subiect to poyson then that which
standeth still. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. vin. 272 Liga-
tures.. seem to..impell the fluent bloud. 1719 D'Uri-ey
Pills {18,72) III. 97 Into a fluent stream she leapt. 1854 yrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. XV. 11. 415 Streams which are permanent
or fluent all the year. 1893 Harper's Mag. LXXXVI.
815/2 The metal, .came fluent from the crucible.

b. transf. and fig. ; esp. of things compared to

a stream or to the tide.

1643 H. Mope Song ofSoul n. ii. in. xxvi, Things that be
fluent, As flitting time, by her be straight retent Unto one
point. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, ccxxviii, Yet
Crouded Strength stifles the fluent Course Of many Glories.

1729 Savage U'anderer iil 6 The sloping Sun To Ocean's
Verge, his fluent Course has run. 1842 De Quincey Cicero
Wks. VI. 227 The fluent intercourse with this island. 1854

J. S. C Abbott Napoleon (18551 II. xxvii. 502 Masses
of cavalry* in fluent and refluent surges, trampled into the
bloody mire the dying and the dead.

t c. Flowing readily as a consequence or in-

ference. Obs.
1619 W. Sclater Expos. \ Thess. 244 In ancient Diuinttie

the inference was fluent. Ibid. 567 See if from the fact of
God, mentioned by the Apostle, it manes not as fluent.

2. Having the property or capacity cf flowing

:
easily; ready to flow; fluid, liquid. Of a painter:

Producing a fluid or liquid effect.

1601 K. Johnson Kingd. ty Commw. (1611) 5 The people
of the South haue their bloud thinne and fluent, a 1626
Bacon Physiol. Rem. Wks. 1857 l' 1 - 814 When it is

not malleable, but yet is not fluent, but stupified.

1686 W. Harris tr. I, emery's Course Chym. 11. xiii. led. 3)
523 This fermentation subtilizes .. the viscous parts ..

turns them into a thin fluent liquid. 1822 Examiner
347/2 Backhuysen is often heavy in his shadows, but admir-
ably fluent in the representation of water and air. 1844
Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile Poems 1850 I. 77 'J be
broad, fluent strata of pure air. 1877 Dixon Diana, Lady
Lyle I. in. iii. 190 A fairy pool of water lie 1

-, ftueut and
opalesque, under an amber slab.

b. Jig. and of non-ninterial things: I*Iuid, liable

to change; not stable, fixed, or rigid.

1648 W. Mocstague Devout Est. vi. § 2. 57 While the
matter of worldly goods rernaineth fluent and transitory.

1691 Ray Creation 33 Motion being a fiue;,t thir.g. 1814
Worj;S'.v. Excursion iv. 733 His quick band bestowed On
fluent operations a fixed shape. 1851 Hi-.us Comp. Solit.

x. 1 83 The general body of opinion is very fluent. 1872
M.Collins Two Plungesfor Pearl I. i^'Kngli-.h so-.i-jty

is curiously fluent.

3. trausf. a. Of hair : Growing in abundant
quantity and falling in graceful curves; flowing.

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 566 Any cne whose hain
;ire too fluent and abundant. 1866 G. MtKELiin Viticria
i, A fluent black moustache ran with the curve of the upper
lip. 1872 Tennyson Gareth ^- Lynette 454 Uroad brov.-,

and fair, a fluent hair and fine.

b. Moving easily or gracefully ; not stiff or rigid.

1869 Klackmokk Lorna If. x, I never had dreamed of
such delicate motion, fluent and graceful.

f4. Flowing freely or abundantly. Also, abound-
ing in. Obs.

1590 Gf-t-.F.NE OrL Fur. Wr
ks. (Rtlds; J

>' ': 'I lose fluent
springs of your lamenting tears. 1611 Spled Hist. Gt. Brit.
vii. xii. § 10. 222 Destitute of \ertue and fluent in vie.
1639 Daniel Ecclus. x\m. 53 A Cloud, swolne v. tu a fluent

raine. c 1682 J. Collins Making of .Salt in Eng. 2 At
Namptwich they have one Pit within the Town, and two
witmjut, sufficient to serve the Fourth part cf the Nation,
the Bryne being so fluent.

b. (Jiving freely, generous. 01:. exc. dial.

1603 Bketon Packet Mad Lett. (Grosart.) f. ': A senne . .

bound, .through the fluent bounty of a r'i.tb<;r's !• ue. 1639
Saltmapshl Policy 237 If you b*e fluent in one \.\ -

sparing in another. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss., I hunt, liberal

. .as ' fluent i' givin'.

5. Of speech, style, etc.: Flowing easily ar.d

readily from the tongue or pen.
1625 Bacon Ess., Youth fy Age (Arb. 2C3 Such 1

a fluent and Luxuriant Speech. 1660 Wood Life Oxf.

Hist. Soc I. 360 Their fluent praying and preacl

1670-1 Narborough yrnl. in Ace. Sex: Late Fey. 1. (1711)

70 Their Language is muc'i in the Throat, and not very
fluent, hut uttered with good deliberation. 1728 Popb
Dane. in. 197 How fluent nonsense trickles from bis tongue !

i8z8 D'Israeli Chas. I, I. ii. 21 The pain which conversation
occasions him whose speech is not fluent. 1866 Geo. Eliot
F. Holt 1 1868) 63 A soft voice with a clear fluent utterance.

b. Of a speaker, etc. : Ready in the u-e ofwords
able to express oneself readily and easily in speech

or writing.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. v. xxviL 115 Rhetorical! I am not
with a fluant tongue to ster. 1610 Hevwood Gold. Age 1. L

' Wks.(i874' III. 5 Fluent Mercury Speabes from my tongue.

1737 Pope Her. Epist. u. i. 279 Fluent Shakespear scarce

etfae'd a line. 1784 Cowper 'Task iv. 19 His fluent quill.

1832 Ht. Martinlau Ireland i. 6 i luent story- tellers.

1882 Farrab in Coutemp. Rez: £07 As a speaker . . Dean
Stanley was by no means fluent,

6. Math. In thedoctrine effluxions: Continuously
; increasing or decreasing by an infinitesimal quantity.

1734 Berkeley Analyst § 45 Wks. 1871 III. 287 Each
foregoing is a fluent quantity having the following one for

its fluxion. 1807 Hcttos Course Math. II. 276 Suppose
the right line ;«« to move, .continually parallel to itself ..so

as to generate the fluent or flowing rectangle abqp.

transf. 1844 Gladstone Glean. 11874) V. ii. 83 The
Church, .might be eliminated like a constant quantity from

: among those fluent materials with which history is conversant.

B. Sb.

f 1. A stream, a current of water. Obs.
[In the first two quots. strictly a distinct word ad. L.

fuent-um.']
1598 Vong Diana 308 The fertil! fields, which the great

riuer Duerus with his cristalline fluents doth water. 1616
Chapmasj Homer s Hymn to Venus 378 At the fluents of
the Ocean Nere Earths extreame bounds. 1705 J. Philifs
Blenheim 239 Their hands, that sed'lous strive To cut the

outrageous fluent,

2. Math. The variable quandty in fluxions which
is continually increasing or decreasing.

1705 W. Jones Syu. I'aimar. MalJteseos 226 Hence the
Celerity of the Motion is. .called Fluxion, and the Quantity
generated Fluent, 1S19 G. Peacock View Fluxitmal Cal-

culus 23 Where the fluent or integral is expressed by an
algebraic function. 1878 W. K. Clifford Dynamic ii. 62.

ii. ttotiee-use. Something fluent or liable to

j
change.
1836 Coleridge Lit. Rem. II. 309 The guardian, as a

I fluent, is less than the permanent which he is 10 guard. He
U the temporary and mutable mean.

t Flne'ntxal, a. Math. Obs. [f. prec. -i--
r})AL.

j

Cf. exponential] Of or pertaining to fluents.

1784 Waring in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 401 WTio^e sum /
is either an algebraical, exponential, or fluential fluxion cf x.

1807 Hvtton Course Math. II. 3C2 Being written for c in

j
the general fluential equation.
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Fluently (fl«'entli% adv. [f. Fluent a. +
-LY *.J In a fluent manner; esp. with easy and

ready flow of words.
x6i3Tourn'el'r P.Henry 147 His aptnesse fluently appeares

In ev'rie souldier's grief. 1621 W. Sclater Tythes 1 1623) 169

Conclusions fluently deduced there from. 1648 W. Mounta*
gue Devout Ess. xi. §2 133 When this humour of Medisance

springeth in the head of the company, it runnes fluently into

the lesse noble parts. ai66i FvLLEB Worthies (1840) III.

205 He fluently could speak many . .modern tongues. 1732

Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 2 Perceiving that Euphranor heard

him with respect, he proceeded very fluently. 1839 Eraser's

Mag. XX. 663 She [a ship] swims along calmly and fluently.

1874 GRKKxS/iort Hist. vi. § 4. 304 Elizabeth, .spoke French

and Italian as fluently as English. 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed. 2) III. 221 Thrasymachus made all these admissions,

not fluently.. but with extreme reluctance.

I Flu'entness. Obs.rare, [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being fluent; fluency.

1652 Cotterell Cassandra \. v. (1676) 469 The usual

fluentnesse of his expression. 1654 W. Mountague DeTout
Ess. v. § 3. 96 The fluentness and consistene'e of time

has not this inconvenience, to deny us the taking a dimension
of it. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1721 in Bailey.

Fluey fl"i\ #' Obs. exc. dial. [prob. f. Flue
a.'* ^which however is later in our quots.) + -Y 1

.]
=

Flue a.'1

1553 Raysaldk Birth Mankynde 1. vui. 13 a, The sede

and sparme [of women i>] weake, fluy, cold, and moyste,

and of no greate fyrmytie. 1876 Surrey Provincialisms
iK.D.S.*, Fluey, of a weak delicate constitution .. I have
never heard the word applied except to animals.

Fluey (d"'i)> #•- [f- Flue sb$ + -t I.] Covered

with flue.

1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxlt, I went upon 'Change, and
I saw fluey men sitting there under the bills about shipping.

186a — Somebody's Luggage 4 '2, I had the Luggage out
within a day or two . . It was all very dusty and fluey.

Fluff I
flyf), sl>. x [app. connected with Flue

sIk 1 ; perh. an onomatopoeic modification of that

word, imitating the action of puffing awaysome light

substance; cf. Fluff sa.% and v~ An OK. *fltt-,

jlith, f. root of Fly vA, would, however, if it exisfea,

account for both words ; cf. LG. flng, flog flue.

Not in Johnson or Todd.]
1. Light, feathery, flocculent stuff, such as the

downy particles that separate from dressed wool.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Fluff, down. The fluff

of a peach. Kent. 1818J. Brows Psyche 171 Some fluff

upon his cousin's cape, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia,
I- luff, any light, flying, downy, gossamer-like stuff. 1880

Howeli.s Undisc. Country xil. 173 A little fluff under the

bed or a spot on the floor would have been a comfort to

her.

b. The soft fur of a rabbit or other animal.

1883 F. C. Gould in Leisure Hour 613/2 They sneaked
back. .with rabbits' fluff in their jaws.

C. ?Soft feathery material for dress.

1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. iv, If this Prince of fluff and
feather come To woo you.

2. a. A soft, downy mass or bunch.
1862 Mrs. Cari.ylk Lett. (1883) III. 127 Larks come with

feathers all in a fluff. 1885 E. Garrett At any Cost xv.

277 A young woman, .with a fluff of golden hair about her

face. 189* T. Hardy Tess II. 27 All this fluff of muslin

about you.

b. Something downy and feathery.

1870 Lowell Study Wind. (18*6)46 Tiny fluffs of feathered

life. i883T. Gray in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 129 Sometimes
he [Edison] used what he describes as a fluff, that is, a little

brush of silk fibre.

3. slang, a. On railways (see quots.) ; b. Theatr.
' "Lines" half learned and imperfectly delivered'

(Farmer).
1874 Slang Diet., Fluff, railway ticket clerks* slang for

short change given by them. The profits thus accruing are

called 'fiuffings', and the practice is known as 'fluffing'.

1890 Star 27 Jan. 2/4 Many porters on this line are but

getting iw. per week, and with regard to 'tips', or, as we
say 'fluff'—well [etc.]. 1891 World 3 June 28/1 Even as

seen through a veil of 'fluff', the burlesque is irresistibly

amusing.

Fluff (fl»f), sb.* Sc, and north, dial, [see Fluff
iv.2] Apuff; a quick, short blast, a whin; a slight

explosion, lit. i&Afig.
1819 Rennie St, Patrick III. \. 31 I'm sure an ye warna

a fish or something war, ye could never a' keepit ae fluff o'

breath in the body o' ye in aneath the loch. 1871 C. Gibbon
Lack of Gold x, You'll see how cozily we'll blaze together

to a white ash, and go offat the same minute with a fluff of

affection. Ibid, xviii, The nuts leapt off with a 'fluff'.

b. Comb., as fluff-gib, a squib, ( explosion of

gunpowder ' (Jam.).
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxl, Wi' fighting, and flashes, and

fluff-gibs.

Fluff (fl»f), vl [f. Fluff slO~\

1. trans. Leather-matmf. (See quot.) Cf. Buffz>.

1882 Paton in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 387/1 The flesh side is

whitened or fluffed.

2. To make into fluff, pick into oakum.
1892 Pall Mall G, 14 Mar. 2/2 Looking up from the rope

I was fluffing.

3. To shake out or up into a soft mass like fluft.

Also refl. (of a bird) : To shake or puff out its

feathers.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 137 The 'Johnny Crows'
..fluff and plume and dust themselves without cessation.

1885 O. T. Mii.i.kk In Harpers Mag. Mar. 599 He [a bird]

fluffs himself out into a ball. 1887 Poor Nellie .1888)265 The

young ladies showed off the silky satins, .then fluffed them
up into a kind of pyramid. 1893 S. Grand Heavenly
Twins (1894) 279 She.. fluffed her hair out till her head
seemed preposterously large.

4. intr. a. To move or float softly like fluff, b.

To settle down like a ball or mass of fluff.

1872 O. W. Holmes Poet Breakft. iii. fi88s> 60 She
gave the music-stool a twirl or two and fluffed down on to it

like a whirl of soapsuds in a hand-basin. 1888 \V. C.
Russell Death Ship III. 221 Twas a. .fog. .fluffing thick

and soft as feathers about the ship.

5. Slang, a. Fluff ill see quot. 1859). b. (of

railway booking-clerks^ To give short change, c.

To disconcert, 'floor* (a public speaker); (cf.

Fluff v. 2 i a), d. (
Theatr.) To blunder one's

part.

18S9 Slang. Diet., Fluff it, a term of disapprobation

implying 'take it away, I don't want it'. 1884 G. Moore
Mummer's Wife xx. 286 Mortimer was drunk, did not

know his words, and went ' fluffing ' all over the shop.

Fluff (flpf), v.* Sc. [belongs to Fluff sb. 2 ;

of onomatopoeic origin.]

1. a. trans. To knock out of breath; to cause to

pant. Only in pass. b. intr. To puff, pant. C.

To make a fuss.

1790 Shirrefs Poems 21 But yet, nae ferly gin I'm fluffd.

1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 72 We borit the breiste of the

bursting swale, Or flufht i' the fiotyng faem. 1889 Mrs.
Lysn Linton 'Thro' the Long Night I. n. i. 310 She had
often fluffed and fumed to Anne over that provision of her

father's will.

2. trans. To make fgunpowder) ignite and go

off. Also tofluff in the pan. Cf. Flash v. 5 c.

1825 T^mieson, To fluff poivder, to burn gunpowder;
to make it fly off, S. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl., Fluffed i' the

Pan, burned priming without firing the barrel of the gun or

pistol [Scotch].

Fluffiness. [f. Fluffy a. + -ness.] The
quality of being fluffy, in various senses.

i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. vi, An air of mingled
fluffiness and heeltaps. 1879 Sala Paris herself again
ti83o) II. x. 145 The old beaver hat, remarkable . . for . . its

fluffiness of texture. 1886 Fun 4 Aug. 44/2 A .. clerical-

looking young man, charged with fluffiness in a public

conveyance, said he was sober as a judge when taken into

custody. 1893 Farmkr Slang, Fluffiness 2 ^theatrical', the

trick, or habit, of forgetting words.

Fluffing (nVfin), vbl. sb. [f. Fluffs. 1 + -ing <.]

The action of the vb. Fluff; .attrib. in fluffing

machine, wheel (sec Fluff v.'1 i).

1885 C. T. Davis Manuf Leather 550 Leather Fluffing

and Grounding Machines. 1886 Harris Techn. Diet. Fire

Insurance, Fluffing Wheels . .fine skins have all roughnesses

removed by being stretched against fine emery-cloth wheels,

revolving at a high speed.

Fluffy (nVfi), a. [f. Fluff s6A + -y. 1

]

1. Consisting of or resembling fluff ; of soft,

downy texture.

1825 JamiesON, Fluffy, applied to any powdery substance

that can be easily put in motion or blown away ; as to ashes,

hair-powder, meal, &c. i860 Thackeray Lovel ii, A great

hulking Bluecoat boy, with fluffy whiskers. 1863 Miss
Hraddom Eleanor's Vict. L v. 106 The fluffy worsted

curtains were drawn. 1887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max xiii.

103 [Shel buried her face in a very fluffy little muff.

b. Of timber: {see quot.\
1888 LockivoocTs Diet. Meek. Engin., Timber is said to be

fluffy when the sawdust is stringy, and moist and greasy

instead of granular and sharp.

2. Of persons: Covered with fluff. Of plants

and animals : Covered with down, soft hairs,

feathers, or fur ; downy.
1848 Dickens Dombey lix, Fluffy and snuffy strangers.

1856 F. E. Paget Owlet Chulst., no, That dreary-looking

man, with a fluffy effect about his head, as though it were

sprinkled with the contents of a pillow. 186a H. Marryat
Year in Sweden I. 75 The road-side bright with the fluffy

blue anemone. 1863 Fr. A. Kembi.e Rcsid. in Georgia 259

These poor little fluffy things [rabbits]. 1879 Hesba
Stretton Needle's Eye L 145 The fluffy yellow chickens.

3. Slang, a. Drunk and incapable (see quot.

18S6 s. v. Fluffiness). b. Theatr. Liable to

forget one's 'lines'.

1885 Referee 26 July 5/2 One or two others were . .
what

actors call fluffy in their lines. 1893 Pall Mall G. 17 Jan.

7/2 After the chorus is perfect, the principals are ' fluffy
,

especially when the principals are fashionable amateurs.

4. imiiri rf A fluffy animal.

1389 Daily News 2j Oct. 7/1 Strictly smooth haired

creatures are at a disadvantage among the fluffies.

Plugelman, Flught : see Fugleman, Flucht.

Fluht, obs. form of Flight.

tFlu*ible, a. Obs. [ad. L. type *fluibil-is, f.

flue*re to flow.] Capable of flowing, fluid.

1576 T. Newton tr. Lcmnie's Touchstone 1. iv. 26 b, Seede

..is.. moyste, fluible and liquide. 1605 Timme Quersit. 1.

xv. 70 The spiritual and fluible parts [of the body]. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage v. xiii. 510 The sea being a liquid

fluible bodie. 1683 Pettus FtetaMin. 1. 11. xxxvii. 199 This

Fluss or fluible Composition maketh the scoria's deft.

Fluid (fiVid), a. and sb. Also 7 fluide. [a. Fr.

fluide, ad. L.fluid-us, f.fluere to flow; see -id.]

A. adj.

1. Having the property of flowing ; consisting of

particles that move freely among themselves, so as

to give way before the slightest pressure. (A
general term including both gaseous and liquid

substances.)

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1361 To..presse together
that which of the owne nature is fluid and runneth out.

1638 Wilkins New World 1. xii. (1640) 178 The appearance
of the milky way dos not arise from some fluider parts of

the heaven (as he supposes). 1667 Milton /', L. vi. 349
Spirits. .Cannot, .mortal wound Receive, no more then can
the fluid air. 171* Pope Temp. Fame 447 Thro' undulating
air the sounds are sent, And spread o'er all the fluid element.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 315 The salt fuses readily,

and runs very fluid. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xxi. (1852)

493 Masses of lava have been shot through the air whilst

fluid.

b. fig. and of non-physical things : Flowing or

moving readily ; not solid or rigid ; not fixed, firm,

or stable.

164a H. More Song ofSoul 1. 11. iv, So fluid chance is set

its certain bound. 167a Cave Prim. Chr. it. ii. 11673) 31
The fluid and transitory condition of man's life. 1719
De Foe Crusoe II. i. 290 The French, whose Temper is

allowed to be more volatile .. and their Spirits more fluid

than in other Nations. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. $ Dogma
(1876* p. xv, The language of the fiible is fluid, passing, and
literary, not rigid, fixed, and scientific. 1885 Academy
6 June 400/1 A time when the Evangelical tradition was
still fluid.

2. Of speech, etc. : Flowing easily and clearly,

t Of a speaker : Fluent.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. ("1815) II. 219 He [Edmund
Eunney] was the most fluid preacher in the reign of

qu. Elizabeth, for he seldom or never studied for what he was
to deliver, but would preach and pray extempore. ^1789

1
Gibbon Mem. Misc. Wks. 1796 I. 159 Monsignor Stonor ..

J

discovers much venom in the fluid and nervous style of

1

Gibbon.

B. sb.

1. A substance whose particles move freely among
1 themselves, so as to give way before the slightest

I pressure.
Fluids are divided into liquids, which are incompletely

! elastic, and gases, which are completely so.

1661 Boyle Spring of Air I. iv. (1682) 10 The air being

a fluid. AI72I Keill Maufer'.uis' Diss. iii. (1734) 19

Descartes to account for the Revolutions of the Planets

around the Sun, supposes them imerged in a Fluid, which
[etc.]. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 275 From the first he
swallowed fluids with difficulty. 1813 Sir H Davy Agric.

Chem. i. (1814* 13 Mr. Cavendish made the grand discovery

that it [water] was composed of two elastic fluids or gases.

1881 MlKClllN Uuipl. Kinemat. vi. heading, Kinematics cf

Fluids.

b. spec. Any liquid constituent or secretion of

the body (or of a plant).

1704 F. Fuller Med. Gyiwi. Pref., Moderate exercise will

enrich the Fluids. 1732 Arol'Thsot Rules 0/ Diet 259 They
. .act strongly both on the Fluids and Solids. 1804 Knight
in Phil. Trans. 186 Gravitation will act on the fluid

descending from the leaves. 1831 R. Knox Cloqnet's Anal.

3 The fluids constitute the greater part of the organs.
_ 1844

Hoblyn Diet. Med., Fluid ofCotunnins, a thin gelatinous

fluid, found in the bony cavities of the labyrinth of the ear.

1878 L.P. Meredith Teeth 49 They decay on account of the

bad condition of the fluids of the mouth.

2. One of several subtle, imponderable, all-per-

vading substances,whose existence has been assumed

to account for the phenomena of heat, magnetism,

and electricity.

1750 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1S40 V. 246 The particles of

the electrical fluid. 1831 Nat. Thilos., Magnetism iv. § 152.

36 (Useful Knowl. Soc.) The supposition, that its phenomena
are occasioned by the agency of two magnetic fluids,

residing in the particles of iron . . They have been de-

nominated respectively the Austral and Boreal fluids. 1881

Maxwell Elect): <y Magx. I. 39 In most expositions of this

theory the two electricities are called ' Fluids '.

3. Comb, as fluid- containing adj. ; also fluid

compass, lens (see quots.).

1753 N. Torriano Non-Naturals 50 The Fluid-containing

Vessels. 1867 Smyth Sailors H'ord-bk., Fluid compass,

that in which the card revolves in its bowl floated by
alcohol. 1874 Knight Diet. Mick. I. 891/1 Fluid-lens, one

in which a liquid is imprisoned between circular glass disks

of the required curvatures.

Fluid, obs. Sc. form of Flood.

riuidal ll« ic'aP.a. Ceo/, [f. Fluid sb. + -al.]

Of or resembling a fluid : (see qnots.\

1879 Dana Man. Ceol. (ed. 3) 65 Ipneous rocks sometimes

exhibit under the microscope a fluidal texture; that is, the

material . .shows wavy lines or bands, which are evidence of

a former fluid state, and of movement or flowing when in

that state. 1893 Geikie Ceol. (ed. 3) 100 Streaked [structure]

..conspicuously shown by the lines of flow in vitreous

rocks (flow-structure, fluxion-structure, fluidal-structure).

Fluidic (fi«irdik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic. Cf.

Y
.
fluidique (sense 2).]

1. Of the nature of a fluid.

1883 Winciiell World life 11. ii. § 6. 242 The .. older

fluidic condition . . impresses more important results on the

life-history of satellites.

2. Spiritualism. Of or belonging to a supposed

supersensible 'double' (of 'fluid' or ethereal con-

sistence^ possessed by every being.

1877 Bi.avatsky /sis Unveiled I. i. 12 The Astral Soul, or

the inner, fluidic body. i88j Mabel Collins tolnvebs II.

179 The fluidic atmosphere which passes from one human
being to another. 1887 H. S. Olcott tr. A. D'Assiers

J'osth. Humanity iv. 103 Besides its exterior and organic

form, the human body possesses an interior and fluidic

form, moulded after the former.

So Fluidlform a. [V.fluidi/brmc.]

1887 H. S. Olcott tr. A. D'Assier's Posth. Humanity ii.

68 The existence of a plexus of fluidiform capillaries con-

necting the phantom with the body from which it emanates.



FLUIDIFY. 359 FLUME.

Fluidify (flwii-difaP, v. [f. as prcc. + -(i)fy.]

trans. To make fluid.

1851-9 Darwin in Man. Sci. Enq. 283 Granite rocks which
have been fluidified. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 280/2 This
fluid condense-:, fluidifies the respiratory gases in transitu.

Hence Fluidified ///. a. ; also Fluidiflcation,

the action of making fluid ; Flui difler, an agent

that fluidifies.

1837 S. Smith Philos. Health II. x. 161 It .. needs no
apparatus for the . . fluidification of its food. 1842 Darwin
Geol. Obperv. 11. xiv. (1876) 500 The fluidified granite. 1876
Hartholow Mat. Med. I1879) 235 The alvine dejections.,

consist at first of fluidified faeces. 1876 Garrod Treat.

Gout (ed. 3) 407 bicarbonate of soda, .causes a species of

solution of the blood, and hence medicines of this class

have been called fluidifiers.

Fluidism (fb7idiz'm). [f. as prec. + -ism.]

1. The theory which refers all diseases to the state

of the fluids in the body.
1835-6 Todd Cycl- Anat. I. 416/1 The less shall we feel

inclined to admit the exclusive claims either of fluidism or

solidism. i860 Worcester, Fluidism
%
the doctrine of those

who refer all diseases to alterations of the fluids of the body.

2. Spiritualism. The hypothesis of the existence

of supersensible 'fluidic' bodies (see Fluiivic 2).

80 Fluidist [see -1ST], one who supports the

hypothesis of fluidism (in either sense).

:883 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. I. 500 All such facts favor the

flnidists.

Fluidity (fl//|i*dTti). [f. Fluids. + -ity. Cf.

Y.fluidite.\

1. The quality or condition of being fluid.

1605 Tim me Quersit. 1. iv. D b, Sulphur, .with his humidity,
softnesse, and fluidity or passablenes. 1667 Phil. 'Irans.

II. 491 A too great fluid'ty of the bloud. .may cause death,

1744 Berkeley Siris § 60 Being good against too great
fluidity as a balsamic. 18*7 Faraday Chew. Mani/. xv.

359 The cement should be heated to fluidity. 1858 Greener
Gunnery 261 The immense resistance which the fluidity of
the air offered to projectiles. 1869 Phillips Vesuv* iv. 107
A stream of lava of remarkable fluidity.

b. fig. and of non-physical things.

1824 Gai.t Rothelan II. iv. iii. 116 If Ralph Hanslap had
any fluidity of mind. 1873 Conte-mp. Rev. XXII. 794 The
remarkable diffusion and fluidity of these distinctively

Semitic names of God. 1886 Mrs. Lynn- Linton Patten
CareiuWi, He. .ridiculed the fossilization of Toryism equally
with the fluidity of Radicalism. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 294/2
The fluidity and informality of the Church's prime.

2. Of speech, literary composition, etc. : The
quality of flowing easily and clearly.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxxvi. 115 First a blithe and
ingenious fiuiditie [F. Jluidite'}, then a quaint-wittie and
loftie conceit. 1822 Ncio Monthly Mag. VI. 441 Singing
with .. sweetness and fluidity. 1880 Swinburne Study
Shales, ii. (ed. 2)91 There is the same comparative tenuity
iind fluidity of verse. 1883 Nation (N. V.) 29 Nov. 446/3
The letters [of Mine, de Re'musat] . . have much grace,

much fluidity of thought, and of expression.

Fluidize (fbHdoiz), v. [f. Fluid -t- -ize.] trans.

To convert into a fluid ; to fluidify.

1855 in Clarke Diet.

Flu'ldly, adv. rare. [see-LY-.] Inafluid manner.
1678 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist.Soc.) II. 419 If they see a man

talk seriously they talk fluidly nonsense. 1690 tr. Plutarch's
Mor. III. viii. 15 This being fluidly disposed did run into
those places which were hollow.

t PlU'idnesS. Obs. [see -ness.] The state

or quality of being fluid; fluidity, lit. ^.ndfig.
i6z6 Donne Serin, lxxx. 817 The fluidnesse, the transitori-

nesse of all such temporal] things. 1547 H. More Songof
Soul Notes 388 The fluidnesse of the I'kmetary heavens
is acknowledged. 1670 W. Simpson /lydrol. Ess. 137 The
eucrasy & fluidness. .of this balsamick ferment,

t FlU'ish, a. Obs. In 5 flewische. [f. Flue
a. + -ish.] Somewhat, weak or drooping. Of the

countenance : Haggard, melancholy.
< 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 777 With a flewische

countenaunce. 1674 Ray N. C. Words, Finish, fluid,

wa[s]hy, tender, weak.

Fluit, obs. form of Flute.

Fluitant (fi/ritant), a. rare. [ad. L. fluitant-

an, pr. pple. of fluitdre freq. of fluere to flow,]

Floating.
1676 H. More Remarks 54 That the fluitant parts of the

Air in this more subtle fluid may yield to motion every
way. 1889 Cent. Diet., Fluitant, in hot., floating.

Fluke (&59t), sb. 1 Forms : 1-2 floe, flooc, $-6
fioke, (5 flewke,) 6-9 flook(e, 6-7 flouk(e, (6 Sc.

fluike\ 8-9 fleuk, flowk, (8 dial, fleak, fluck, 9
dial, fluik), 4- fluke. [OF. flSt str, (of uncertain

gender), cognate with ON.flokc wk. masc. ; related

by ablaut to GtZ.Jtack flat.]

X. A flat fish, esp. the common flounder, rieuro-

ncctcs Flesus.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 802 Platisa, flooc. a 1000 ^Clfric

Colloq. in Wr.-Wiilcker 94 Fage and floe and lopystran and
fela swylces. 14. . Nom. ibid. 705 Hie pelauius, a flewke.

1478 Botoneb /tin. (Nasmith 177S) 291 Homines possunt
piscare .. de flokes. 1523 Fitzheris. Hush. § 5$ And thou
cut the lyuer [of a rotten shepe] therin wylbe lytell qukknes
lyke flokes. 1602 Cakkw Corn-wall 106 b, Wry-mouthed
Flooke. 1744 Preston in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 61/2 In the

Sea they catch. .Flukes, Trouts, &c. 1790 Mrs. A.Wiieeler
Westmld. Dial. 28 I'll gie the a Fleak an a Pot-ful a Saur
-Milk. 1819 Scott Antiq. xi, I'll bid you a shilling for the
fluke and the cock-padle.

b. as a type of flatness.

?tt>4oo Morte Arth. 1088 Flatt mowthede as a fluke.

a 1605 Montgomerie Flyiing to. Polxvart in I's fell thee
like a fluike, flatlings on the flure. 1804 R. Anoerson
Cumberld. Ball. 106 Her feet flat and braid, as big fluiks.

c. slang. = Flat sb$ 13.

1804 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 201 The unguarded flukes,

wliom they can inveigle to play.

2. A parasitic trematoid worm, of several species,

found esp. in the livers of sheep, so called from its

resemblance to a fluke or flounder.
[Cf. quot. 15*3 in sense 1.] 1668 WlLKINS Peal Char. n.

v. § 2. 123 Insects, .whose shape doth somewhat resemble
a Flounder, found, .in. .the liver of several of the Ruminant
kind.. Fluke. 1755 NlCHOLLS in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 247
A small flat worm, resembling a sole, .is found in the gall-

duct, by the butchers term'd fiooks. 1845 Buud Dis, Liver
399 Fourteen flukes were found .. in the duodenum of a
Lascar. 1884 in Chamb. Jrnl. 3 May 278/2.

3. A variety of kidney potato, perh. so called

from its shape.
1868 N. % Q. Ser. iv. I. 100. 1874 E. H. Ruddock Text-

hi: Mod. Med. (1893I 38 The best sorts [of potatoes] are .

.

the Forty- fold, and the Fluke. 1884 in Chesh. Gloss.

4. attrib. and Comb; a. simple attrib. (sense 2),

asfluke -disease, -worm ; t>. instrumental (sense 2^,

as fluke-infested adj. ; c. similative (sense 1), as

fhtke-moulhed adj. Also fluke-rake, a rake with

triangular prongs used for taking flukes ; fluke-

wort (see quot. 1S61).
1884 Chamb. fritl. 3 May 273/1 This disease—Liver-fluke,

'Fluke Disease, Liver-rot, as it is variously termed. Ibid.

278/2 The bodies of "fluke-infested sheep. la 1400 Morte
Arth. 2780 Thow wenes for to flay us, *ffloke-mouthed
schrewe. 1766 Brookes Art Angling 85 In the hot
Months, there are great Quantities caught with the 'Fluke-
Rake. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. n8oi) IV. 250 When
the *fleuk-worm is preying on the substance of their livers.

1801 BlNGLEY Anim. Biog. (18131 III. 395 Fluke-worms are

oftentimes very numerous in the viscera of quadrupeds.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. . cxliii. § 3.424 In Northfolke it

[Water fennywoon] is called *FIowkwourt. 1861 Mrs.
Lankester Wild Flowers 61 Marsh Pennywort, .is also

known as. . Fluke-wort, and Sheep's bane. These, .names
it has obtained on account of its being supposed to produce
the rot. .in animals that feed upon it.

Fluke (fl«k), $b$ Forms : 6 -S flook e, 6

Sc. fluik, 7 flouke, (flouek), 8- fluke, [of un-

certain origin ;
possibly a transferred use of FLUKE

$&Af from resemblance ofshape; cf. the inadmissible

suggestion in the following quot.
1886 R. C. Leslie Sea-painter s Log x. 200 The name

' fluke ' or ' flowk ' well expresses the shape of the flounder,

which is that of the fluke of an old-fashioned anchor.

See also Flue sb. : * 2.]

1. One of ' the broad triangular plates of iron on
each arm of the anchor, inside the bills or extreme

points, which, having entered the ground, hold the

ship* (Admiral Smyth).
1561 Eden Arte Nauig. Aiijb, The Thirrenl founde

the vse of the anker of one graspe or flooke. 1600 Holland
Livy XXXVII. xxx. 962 Her owne anker, which, by one of
the floukes tooke fast hold. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins
Voy. S. Seas 115 All Hands baul'd .. which weigh'd the
Grapenel, but streighten'd one of the Flukes. 1864 Tenny-
son En. Ard. 18 Among the waste and lumber of the
shore. .Anchors of rusty fluke.

b. The barbed head of a lance, arrow, etc. Cf.

Fluked 1629. Also U.S. *one of the barbs of a

harpoon or toggle-iron ; a flue* {Cent. Diet.).

a 1605 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xxviii. 58 And eviry
shaft.. To haif als mony heeds, And evirie head als mony
huikis, And evirie huik als mony fluiks. 1613 Plkciias
Pilgrimage v. xvii, (1614) 544 A great launce couered with
gold and the fluke set with stones. 1841 Catlin A'. Amer.
Ind. (1844) I. v. 33 The one [arrow] with long flukes or barbs.

C. A name for various instruments resembling

the prec. in shape : see quots.

1841 Hartshorne Salop. Ant. Gloss., Fluke, a lancet

used for letting blood from horses. 1849 Weale Diet.
Terms, Fluke, in mining, the head of a charger ; an instru-

ment used for cleansing the hole previous to blasting.

1878 Cumbld. Gloss. Supp., Fteukk, the web of the plough
sock.

2. //. ' The two parts which constitute the large

triangular tail of the whale' (Adm. Smyth). To
turn or peak the flukes : of a whale, to go under
(see quot. 1839); hence trans/. (iVaut. slang) to

go to bed, ' turn in \

1725 Dudley in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 256 While young,
and carried by the Dam on the Flukes of their Tails. 1839 T.
Beale Nat. Hist. SpermWhale 44 The flukes are then lifted

high into the air, and the animal, .descends perpendicu-
larly. .this act. .is called by whalers 'peaking the flukes'.

1851 H. Melville Whale iii. 21 It's getting dreadful late,

you had better be turning flukes.. it's a nice bed. i860
Hartwig Sea A> Wond. vi. 79 The tail-fin, or ' flukes '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as {light
\

flukeplough ; fluke-

chain, -rope, a chain or rope which is passed round
the flukes of a whale to secure it when caught.
1851 H. Melville Whale lxxxii. 309 The whale.. was

secured there by the stiffest *fiuke-chams, 1775 (i. Wash-
ington Writ. 11889) II. 461 Get 2 light *fluke Flows.

Hence Fluked a., having flukes.

1629 Z. Boyd Last Battell I. 14 Death.. with its sting,

like a flooked Dart, for to pierce thorow the heart of men.
1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 96 Three or four fluked
anchors are to be constructed.

Fluke {"«k), sb$ colloq. [of unknown ety-

mology. Possibly of Eng. dialectal origin ; cf.

'fluke, a guess' [IVhitby Gloss. 1876}.] In Billiard-

playing, A successful stroke made by accident or

chance. Hence gen. a lucky stroke, an unexpected

success ; a piece of good luck, esp. in phrase by

afluke. Afluke of wind: a chance breeze.

1857 N. 4- Q. Ser. 11. IV. 208/1 In playing at billiards..

Another term is, 'He made a flook (or flukei'. 1861 H.
Kincslev Eaveushoe V, That was rather a fluke, was it

not? 1868 Yates Rock Ahead 1. vi, The most unexpected
fluke at trente et quarante. 1882 Bain J. S. Mill 104 The
transfer of power has gone on. .by flukes and Laps in the

dark. 1889 H. F. Wood Fug. 0/Rue Cain x, Whose run-
away horse he had stopped, .by the merest fluke.

Hence Flu keless a , without a fluke.

1895 Westm. Caz. 5 Jan. 7/2 It was a faultless, Rukeless
performance on a standard table.

Fluke [fl«k), sM. dial. [app. a. OS.jMJbe of

same meaning: see Flick sb.-] (See quots.)

16. . 'J'. More in Ray's N. C. Words (K. D. S.) note s. v.

Flukes, locks of hair. Salop. 1847 Halliwell, Fluke, waste
cotton. Lane.

Fluke (fl«k), £\t [f. Fluke sb.-]

1. intr. Ufa whale : To use the flukes, to 'peak

the (Hikes' : see Fluke sb.- 2.

1840 F. I). Bennett Whaling I'oy. 6 note, There she
hlow-o-s ! Th-e-r-e again ! Flukes ! 1892 K. Kipling
Barrack-r. Ballads 206 Where the scared whale flukes in

flame !

b. transf. in phrase [To go) fluking ox all {-a-)

fluking (see quot. 1867).
1840 R. H, DANA Be/. MasJ xxviii. We arrived on the

following day, having gone all fluking'. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's \V0rd-bk, s. v. Flukes, From the power of these

[flukes of a whale] the phrase obtained among whalers of

/lukiug or all a-fluking, when running with a fresh free wind.

2. trans. In IVhaling, a. To disable the flukes

of (a whale) hy spading, b. To fasten (a whale)

by means of a chain or rope. {Cent. Diet.)

Fluke (fl"k , v.- Also flook. [f. Fluke sb.%]

1. trans. Billiard-playing: To hit or pocket

(a ball) by a (hike ; to make (a stroke) by a fluke.

1881 Times 14 Jan. 8/2 Bennett ..tried for a cannon, but
fluked the white, and.. ran out the winner by 90 points.

1888 Spcrtsm. 20 Dec. 4/4 Fortune once more assisted
.Mitchell, who, in trying to make a red loser, fluked a cannon.

2. transf. To get (in) or obtain by a ilnke.

1885 Pall Mall. G. 18 June 2 On the chance of crowding
or fluking, in one [picture] he will send the whole eight.

1889 Ibid* 2 May 7/3 It is very questionable whether the
artist is really any better off for fluking ^500 or ,£1000 now
and again for a picture which is worth £50, 189* Ibid. 25
Aug. 1 '3 He wanted to fluke a last success.

Hence Flirking vbl. sb., Plu"kingr///.a., charac-

terized by a fluke or flukes, riivkist, one who
succeeds rather by chance than by skill.

1865 Daily Tel. 21 Aug. 4 The sensation which was
created last year by the Miner's fluking victory over Blair

Athol. 1881 Society 23 July 24/1 'Lime, .will show whether
Mr. Beck is a lucky flukist or a really good shot. 1882

Miss Bhadoon Ml. Royal \ II. viii. 155 She would play that

fluking game which she most affected at billiards. 1893
G. D. Leslie Lett. Marco xxi. 142 There is a lot of fluking

in the art.. when we once begin to try and make a good
picture it is all up with it.

Fluky (fltt'ki), a± Also 9 flukey, [f. Fluke
sb. 1 + -\' i .'\ Infested with flukes; pertaining to

an animal infested with flukes.

1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fluked or Fluky, worm-
eaten, or rather when the worm holes channel or flow into

each other. 1874 'C. King' hn Duau (Melbourne) lxv.

25 Regardless of flukey meat and damper.

Flu'ky, «.- rare- l
. In 8 flooky. [f. Fluke

sl>* + -y '.] Of an anchor : Having flukes.

1718 Rowh tr. Lucan 81 No loud-mouth'd Voices call..

To heave the flooky Anchors from the Sand.

Fluky (fl«*ki\ c3 Also flukey, ff. Fluke
.f^ + -yi..]

1. Of the nature of a fluke or lucky chance
;

obtained by chance rather than by skill.

1879 Sat. Rev. 5 July 21 There was some flukey hitting oft"

Mr. Steele. 1881 Standard 8 July 6/1 Lascelles scored
a fluky two in the slips. 1886 G. B, Smith /'rime Minis-
fers 310 The ministry . . sustained an actual but fluky

defeat. 1893 Pall Mall G. -21 June 5/2 The result.. is

a capital example of the flukey nature of the game.

2. Uncertain ; favouring unexpected results.

1880 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., There are the fluky days, when
the best of the breeze brings all the stern boats up to you.
188a Sat. Rev. LIV. 706 A very fluky etymology. 1894
Times 16- Apr. 10/3 The Britannia . . beating Oretia and
Valkyrie I. hull down in very fluky winds.

Hence Plukily adz: Flukiness.
1881 Daily A'nvs 22 June 2/7 He had played veryflukily.

1888 /bid. 7 July 6/5 When all has been said.. as to the

flukiness of cricket on wet wickets.

Flumatie, see Phlegmatic.

t Flumbarding. Obs. rare. [app. f. OF.flam-
bard torch.] * A fiery character* (Weber).
c 1300 A'. Alis. 1788 Hit is an hardy flumbardyng.

Flume (fl//m), sb. Forms: 2-6 Hum, 3 Orm.
flumm, (3 flun), 3-4 flym, 3-5 flumme, 3-6

flora(e, 4-5 flomme, 5 floura, 8-9 floom, 4-

flume. See also Fleam, [a. OF. flum, flun =
Pr. flum, It. flume :~L. flu/uen river, f. fluere to

flow.]

1 1. A stream, a river ; also, water. Obs.

cxxn$Lamb. /lorn. 141 Ine flum iordan. aiymCursorM.
1035 pis flummes four pat bar biginnes, thoru out all ober

contres rinnes. a 1300 Magdal. ua 427 in Horstmann A Itcng.



PLUME.
Leg. 158 To be firm Jordan. 1-1330 R. Brvxse Clirou. (1810)

186 At bat ilk Horn Richard gaf bataile. c 1450 Mirour
Saliiacioun 1406 There hene baptismes thre Off fnvmme, of

flavme, of blode. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 450 All into

that flume Tha drownit ilkone becaus tha culd not swym.
165a Gaule Magasirom. 247 A deep flume, which was called

the water of Juno.

2. A mill-tail. Cf. Fleam sb? 2.

1855 ill Cl.ARKK Did.
3. U. S., etc. An artificial channel for a stream

of water to be applied to some industrial use.

J784J. Belknap Tour to White Mts. (18761 17 One [stream]

is so narrow as exactly to resemble a flume, and goes

by that name. 1798 Root Amer. Law Rep. I. 359 Laid

the bottom of the floom to the grist mill, .about four feet

lower than the saw mill. 1862 B. Taylor Hornet, Abroad
Ser. It. ii. § 6. 126 Wooden flumes, raised on tall tressels,

brought water from some reservoir above to the diggings.

1882 Harper's Mag. Nov. 865 A curious V shaped wooden
aqueduct or flume.

b. A deep narrow channel or ravine with a

stream running through it.

1791 J. Belknap Hist. AWc Hampsh. III. 52 Two
streams.. one of which descends in a trench two feet wide,

and is called the flume, from the near resemblance which it

bears to an artificial flume. 1841 C. 'J'. Jackson Geol. AVru
Hampsh. 97 It is not practicable to walk in the bed of the

flume. 1889 J. I). Whitney United States 222 Flume.. as

applied in the United States, and chiefly in the White Moun-
tains, means a narrow passage or defile between nearly

perpendicular rocks, through which runs a stream.

c. U.S. slang. To gt or be tip the flume : to

' come to grief, ' be done for
' ; to die.

188a Mark Twain [Clemens] Stolen White Fleph. etc. 97

Well, then, that idea's up the flume. 1888 Longm. Mag.
XIII. 43 It's no good wishing—he's gone up .the flume.

4. Comb., as flume-car (see quot.'i.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 350/1 Flume car, a car to

travel in a flume ; wheels rest on the sides of the flume

and the water runs a paddle wheel.

Flume (fb/m), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. till/: To build a flume or artificial channel for

a water-course.

1855 in Clarke Diet. 1883 Burton & Cameron Cold
Coast II. xvi. 116 The hydraulic system of sluicing and
fl'.miing.

2. /raits. To convey (or bring in) down a flume.

187s Miss Bird Sandwich Isl. (i83o) 76 The cane is being

flumed in with great rapidity.

3. (See quot.)

1876 Whitney in F.ncycl. Brit. IV. 701 The rivers.. were
' flumed '—that is, the water was taken out of the natural

channel by means of wooden flumes.

Hence Fluming vbl. sb. ; in quot. toner.

= material composing a flume.

1879 Atcherley lioerland 173 The unsightly fiuming and
other erections which continually meet the eye.

•f Fltrminal, a. Obs.— ' [ad. L. fliiminal-is

f. flftmen river.] Of or pertaining to a river.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter xx. 8 Fluminall baptisme is

a cold proofe of a mans Christendom, except this flaniinall

baptisme of fire .. approve it. (Cf. (-1450 s. v. Fume sb. 1.)

+ FluminOSe, a. Obs- ° [as if ad. L. *flu-

minos-us, i.flfimcn : see prec. and -ose.] 'Full of

rivers' (Bailey vol. II. 1727"!.

+ FltrminOUS, <i. Obs.-" [f. as prec.: sec

-ous.] Full of rivers ; of or pertaining to rivers.

1656 in BLOUNT Gtossogr. 1721-1800 in Bailey. Hence
in mod. Diets.

Flummadiddle (fiVmadid'l). U.S. Also

flumme-. [prob. arbitrarily f. Flummery.]

1. (See quot.)
187a S. De Vere Americanisms 338 Flummadiddle. .con-

sists of stale bread, pork-fat, molasses, cinnamon, allspice,

[etc ] ; by the aid of these materials a kind of mush is made,

which is baked in the oven and brought to the table hot and
brown. 1884 Sala in lllustr. Lond. Netus 19 July 51/2.

2. slang. Nonsense, humbug ; also, something

trivial or ridiculous.

1882 E. Cemmincs in Chicago Advance 21 Sept., Direc-

tions for. .crocheting all sorts of flummediddles.

\ Flnmmer (flzrmaj), v. Obs. [prob. two
words : in sense I app. onomatopoeic ; in sense

2 back-formation from Flummery.]
1. trans. To repeat indistinctly, mumble.
1533 I.atimer in Foxe A. >f M. (1563) i3io'2 As though

the very worke & labour of flummering the Aue Marie

is very acceptable to our Lady.

2. To deceive by flattery, to humbug.
1764 FOOTS Mayor o/G. 11. i. 37 No flummering me. I tell

you, Matthew, 'twont do. 1777 F. Bukney Evelina xvi,

Do they spend all their time in flummering old women?

Flummery (fiVmari). Also 7 flommeri,

flumery, thlummery, 7-8 flamery. [a. Welsh

llymru, of unknown etymology; the fl- and

Herbert's thl- are attempts to render the sound of

Welsh //- ; cf. Fluellin.]

1. 'A kind of food made by coagulation of wheat-

flour or oatmeal ' (J.). Cf. Sowens.
1623 Mark ham Eng. Housciv. vi. 222 From this_ small

Oat-meale, by oft steeping it in water and Sensing it, and

then boyling it to a ihicke and stiffe Ielly, is made that ex-

cellent dish of meat which is so esteemed in the West parts

of this Kingdome, which they call Wash-brew, and 111

Chesheire and Lankasheire they call it Flamerie or Flumene.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 150 The poore eat Rice some-

limes, but most commonly Roots.. and Fraize like to our

ihluinmery. 1760 Goldsm. Cil. W. lviii, A farmer.. who
used to sup upon wild ducks and flummery. 1821 Blackw.

360

Mag. VIII. 541 Let Leigh Hunt sing of cabbages and
flummery. 1839-73 Bywater Sheffield Dial. (1877) 257
Wboile he's had his throit scalded we heitin flummera.

b. Modem Cookery. A name given to various

sweet dishes made with milk, flour, eggs, etc.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xvi. 146 To make Hartshorn
Flummery. Ibid. 147 To make French Flummery. 1769
Mrs. Raffai.d Eng. Housekpr. (17781 187 When you make
a hen's or bird's nest, let part of your jelly be set in your
bowl before you put on your flummery. 1877 Cassell's Diet.

Cook-err, Flummery—Bo\\ two ounces of gelatine [etc.].

,C. (See quot.)

1876 Crace-Calyert Dyeing A> Calico Print, vi. 200

Flunimery,(the refuse product from whealen starch manu-
factures).

2. fig. Mere flattery or empty compliment

;

nonsense, humbug, empty trifling.

1749 I. ,\m- Luxborouch Let. to Shcustone 29 Nov. (1775)

143 This word flummery, you must know, Sir, means at

London, flattery, and compliment. 1828 Scott Jrnl. 19 Feb.,

The proofs, .are arrived, .but I have had no time, saving to

blot out some flummery, i860 Thackeray Rouiul. Papers,

Thorns in Cash. (1876' 50 These petitioners. .begin with

a fine flummery about the.. eminent genius of the person

whom they are addressing. 1891 T. Hardy Tess II. xxvi. 66

Her father, .is quite, .opposed to such flummery.

attrib. 1802 Mrs. Parsons Myst. Visit IV. 39, I know
you too well to be deceived by your fine flummery tales.

1858 Massom Milton (1874) I. 25 Flummery pictures repre-

senting the blind poet in a rapt attitude.

Flummox .flenvaks), v. colhq. or vulgar.

Also flummix, -ux. [prob. of Eng. dialectal

origin ; cf. flummocks to maul, mangle {Heref.

Gloss. 1839', jlummock slovenly person, also

hurry, bewilderment, jliimmock to make untidy,

disorder, to confuse, bewilder (see various E.D. S.

glossaries, Heref., Glouc, S. Cheshire, Sheffield).

The formation seems to be onomatopoeic, expressive

of the notion of throwing down roughly and un-

tidily; cf.flump, hummock, dial, slommock sloven.]

1. trans. To bring to confusion; to 'do for',

cause to fail ; to confound, bewilder, nonplus.

1837 Dickens Pickur. xxxiii, ' He'll be what the Italians

call reg'larly flummoxed'. 1840 Cambr. Univ. Mag. Lin
Whibley In Cap cy Gown (1890) 169 So many of the men
I know Were ' flummox'd ' at the last great-go. c 1850

C Kean in Barrere & Leland Slang s. v. ' Fool ! fool ! you
distressed . . you—you flummuxed me !

' 1892 Pall Mall G.

16 Feb. 2/1 The Unionists appear to be completely flum-

moxed by the failure of Mr. Balfour's Land Act.

2. U.S. colloq. To ' do up '.

1870 Talmage Cntmbs Swept tip 270 Brushes, .with which
heiresses, .flumixed their hair.

3. intr. US. To give in, give up, collapse.

1847 Field Drama in Pokerville 73 Pokerville didn't ..

finally ' flummix ' right beneath him. 1849 Oyster War 0/
Accomac iii. in .V. }'. Tribune 25 Apr. 1/3 Men of mighty
stomachs, Men that can't be made to flummux.

Hence Flummox sb. (see quot.'i.

1851 B. H. Hall College Words s. v., Any failure is called

a flummux. In some colleges the word is particularly

applied to a poor recitation. At Williams College, a failure

on the play-ground is called a flummux. 1857 in Ducangk
Anolicus Vulg. 'Tongue 8.

Flump, sb. colloq. [f. next.] The action of
' flumping

'
; the heavy dull sound so produced.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss. <ed. a! Flump, a fall. 1832

J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I. 2S8 The heavy flump, flump

of the huge cloth which is meant to dry the deck. 1856

Leisure flour V. 430/2 Broken now and then by.. the

flump of a dictionary on the leather-covered tables. 1891

Mrs. I.. Adams Bonnie Kate II. vii. 196 Libbie sat down
with a flump.

Flump (fltfmp), V. colloq.

dump, flop, plump, slump.

Webster 1864.]

L inlr. To fall or move heavily with a dull

noise.

1816 G. Coi.man Br. Grins, Mr. Champerno-.one viii. He
. .thought it not unwise To join in flumping down. 1823

Moor Suffolk Words, A hawk flumps or flops on a bird.

1838 Thackeray Yellmvpl. Cor,: ii, She [Mrs. Shuml
flumps past me. 1861 — in Cornh. Mag. June 649 A
little Skye-terrier dog .. whines, runs, jumps, flumps up on

him.
,

2. trans. To set or throw down with a dump.

1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. (1863) 182 Flumping

himself down in the midst of a tuft of cowslips. 1840

Thackeray Paris Sli. Bit. (1872) 49 Chairs were flumped

down on the floor. 1866 St, James's Mag. Oct. 34s She

flumped herself down in the car.

b. To bump or strike (a saddle). In quot. absol.

1894 Daily Neius 20 June 6/4 This is a very different

thing from jerking and flumping in the canter.

3. The vb. stem used advb. With a flump.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v„ He came flump down.

1841 T. T. T. Porcelain Tower 103 He cut it midway
through—part fell down flump.

Flunder, obs. form of Flounder.

Flung (HotT, PPl- " Ll,a - PPle - of J
,
'

l,n° »•]

In senses of the vl>.

1880 G. Meredith Trag. Com. (1881^ 170 Fish for the

flung-away beauty, and hook your shadow of a Bottom's

head! 1885 Lefroy Echoesfr. Theocritus, etc. II. xxviii,

The flung ball takes one madding tortuous bound.

tFlunge, v. Obs. [onomatopoeic ; ci-fly and

plunge.'] inlr. ?To fly or be flung out with

sudden impetus.

1583 Stanyhurst AZneis I. (Arb.) 22 Now stoans and
fyrebrands flundge owt.

[onomatopoeic ; cf.

Not in Johnson, or

FLUNKEYDOM.

Flunk (fl»rjk;>, sb. U.S. [f. next vb.]

1. A backing out, a total failure, csp. in a college

examination.
1846 Vale Banger 10 Nov. (B. H. Hall College IVds.)

This O . . Tutor H — said meant a perfect flunk. 1853

Songs 0/ Yale iBartlett) In moody meditation sunk, Re-

flecting on my future flunk.

2. (See quot.)

1893 Farmer Slang, Flunk, an idler, a loafer.

Flunk (fltfrjk), v. U.S. [Cf. Fi.ink, Funk.]

1. intr. To give up, back out, fail utterly. Also

to flunk out. Also qmsi-lraus. To shirk (a

recitation) (Standard Diet.).

1823 Crayon (Yale Coll.) I Bartlett), We must have at least

as many subscribers as there are students in college or

flunk out. a 1830 Col.. Hay in Humorous Poems (ed. V.
M. Rossettil 474 He never flunked and he never lied.

1838 J. C. Kill Charcoal Sk., Rocky Smalt 46 Why, little

'un, you must be cracked, if you flunk out before we
begin.

b. College slang. To fail utterly in an examina-

tion.

1848 Yale Lit. Mag, XIII. 322 Flunking so gloomily.

18.. Amherst Indicator I. 253 (Bartlett\ A man who has

flunked, -is not in a state to appreciate joking.

2. trans. To cause to ' flunk
' ; to pluck.

Mod. The professor flunked me in mathematics.

Hence Flunking///, a.

1848 Yale Gallinipper Nov. fB. H. Hall College Wds.'),

See what a spot a flunking Soph'more made !

Flunkey (flirijki). sb. 1 Also 8-9 flunky, Se.

flunkie, 9 flanky. [orig. Scotch : see quots. Pos-

sibly a diminutive corruption of Flanker.]

1. A male servant in livery, csp. a footman, lackey

;

usually with implied contempt.
1782 Sir J. Sinclair Obscrv. Scot. Dial, in Li/e (1837) I.

48 Flunkie a footman ; literally a sidesman or attendant at

your flank. 1787 Burns Twa Dogs 54 His flunkies answer

at the belL 1826 Hood Recipe for Civilization, But play

at dummy, like the monkeys, For fear mankind should make
them flunkies. 1848 Thackeray Let. 1 Aug. [They] did

not see by my appearance that I was not a flunkey. 1876

J. Saunders Lion in Path xx, The flunkey went off to

seek Jemima the maid.

b. Naut. slang. A ship's steward.

1883 in W. C. Russell Sailors' Lang.

2. Applied contemptuously to a person who
behaves obsequiously to persons above him in rank

or position ; a ' lackey ', toady, snob.

1855 Thackeray Neivcomes II. v. 49 You young flunkeys

of the aristocracy. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 217 The
miserable rabble of snobs and flunkies. 1884 I.aboucherk

in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 209 The rage and indignation of every

flunkey in the kingdom.

3. attrib. and Comb., asflunkey customer, species,

work
; flunkey-flanked a.

1826 1. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 268 Rolling

along in flunky-flanked eckipages. 1843 Cari.ylk Past A>

Pr. I. v. 41 Certain of the flunkey species. 1858 Dickens

Let. 6 Sept, Such a schoolmaster . . could not exist, unless

he had flunkey customers by the dozen. 1887 Fenn Master

Ceremonies iv, It was beggarly work—flunkey work, and it

disgusted me.

Hence many nonce-wds. : Flunkey v. intr., to

act like a flunkey. Flu/nkeyage [after peerage etc.],

the class of flunkeys a list of flunkeys. Plunkeyal

a., of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a flunkey.

Plu'nkeyfied ///. a., imbued with flunkeyism.

Flu-nkeyhood, the fact or state of being a flunkey.

Flunkeyish a., Plunkeyistlc a., Plnnkeyito

a., characteristic of or resembling a flunkey.

Flunkejrlae v. trans., to imbue with the spirit of

a flunkey.

1864 E. A. Murray .£. Norman I. 233 Byflunkeying after

that set of rabble. 1848 {title) The Flunkey and the British

Flunkeyage, a Companion to Burke's Peerage, by Birken-

hare. 1864 Times 27 June 11/1 If he is anxious to proclaim

Ms flunkial subserviency, let him do so. 1848 Thackeray
IU: Snobs \\\\, That .. inimitable, flunkefied pronunciation.

1843 Carlyle Past f; Pr. 11. vii. 102 All bis flunkeyhood

and horn-eyed dimness. 1823 Blackm. Mag. XIV. 524

There is something flunkyish . . in the whole passage. 1879

T. P. O'Connor Disraeli 196 A very considerable amount

of flunkeyish worship of the powerful. 1858 lllustr Times

18 Dec. 407 A Titanic flunkey with the orthodox flunkey-

istic calves. 1858 Ibid. 24 July, We do detest, .the flunkey-

ite view of aristocracy. 1878 GOLDW. Smith 111 Echo 19 Dec.

2 The attempt to flunkeyise the New World.

Flunkey (fh'-rjki), sb* U.S. [f. Flunk v. or

sb. + -y]. One who ' flunks ' or ' comes to grief

;

in College slang, one who fails in an examination :

in Stock Exchange language, an ignorant person

who dabbles in financial speculation.

1841 Week in Wall St. qi I'll help the bulls operate for

a rise and draw in the flunkies. 1859 Yale Lit. Mag.

1 Farmer', I . . Saved him from the flunkey's doom.

Flu-nkeydom. [f. Flunkey *U +-dom.]

1. The domain of flunkeys; flunkeys collec-

tively.
,

1849 Eraser's Mag. XL. 14 The finest marine parade .

as flunkeydom terms it, in all England. 1884 Punch 29 Mar.

154/2 The whole of Flunkeydom will at once withdraw their

Support.

2. The spirit or behaviour of a flunkey.

1850 Kingsley Alt. L.ocke xxv, Mackaye too, who, how-

ever he hated flunkeydom, never overlooked an act of dis-

courtesy. 1879 Contemp. Rev. XXXVI. 291 Flunkeydom

is much more insufferable, .than swelldom itself.



FLUNKEYISM.

Flunkeyism (nVrjI«|iz'm). Also flunkism.

[f. as prec. + -ism.] The quality characteristic of a

flunkey; the manners, speech, etc. of a flunkey.

1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 312 A sinking journal, which its

own inconsistencies and flunkism had irrevocably damned.
1843 Caklyle Pott <y Pr. 1. vi.{i872)30 We, for our share,

will put away all Flunkeyism from us. 1886 Law Times
LXXX. 297/2 Flunkeyism and toadyism in legal proceedings

have not been diminishing of late years.

Fluo- (RtTo). Chew, and Min. Abbreviation of

Fluor, used as combining form in many names
of compounds containing fluorine, as Flivoborate,

a salt of fluoboric acid. Fluoboric acid, a name
originally applied to the gas terfluoride of boron

(BK3 ), now applied to the compound (H.jB2 4 .

6 HF) obtained by saturating water with this.

Flu oce'rine, Fluo-cerite, a native fluoride of

cerium and the allied metals. Fluo-liy drio

(acid) = Fluorhydric. Also in the names of other

acids of which fluorine is a component along

with some other element as Fluochromic,
-silicic, -tantalic, -titanic acid, and in the

names of salts as Plu=o-ca*rbonate, -pho sphate,

-silicate, -tantalate, -ti tanate, -zi'rconate.
i8ix Sir H. Davy Chem. Phllos. 191 Fluoboric gas. 1819

Chu.drkn Chem. Anal. § 10. 7 Hydrochloric, fluoboric,

fluosilicic, and hydriodic acids. 182 1 Ure Diet. Chem.,
Fluoborates. 1854 Thomson Cycl. Chem., Fluoboric Acid
..Colourless incombustible gas, with acid reaction. Ibid.

Fluocerite. Ibid. Fluohydric Acid. 1863 Watts Diet.

Chem. I. 83+ A hydrated eerie oxyfluoride. .occurs at Finbo
as fluocerine. Ibid. The sesquifluoride Ce- F3 .. occurs
native as fluocerite, in. .six-sided prisms and plates.. also

massive. 1868 Fownes' Chem. (ed. 10) 259 The fluoniobates

are known to be isomorphous with the fluosilicates and
fluotitanates. 1873 Ibid.ted. 11) 377 Double salts, called

zircofluorides or fluozirconates.
_
Ibid. 445 Stannic fluoride

Sn F*. .unites with other metallic fluorides, forming crystal-

line fluostannates. 1804 Muir & Morley Watts' Diet.

Chem. IV. 639/2 Flnotantalates,

Fluor (fl/roj), sb. Also 7 -our. [a. L. fluor
flowing, l.fluire to flow. Cf. OF. fluent'.]

f 1. A flow or flowing ; a flux, stream. Also
= Effluvium 2 b. Obs.
1644D1GBY Nat. Bodies 1, xxi. 189 These fluours do proceed

out of the very substance and nature of the loadestone. 1664
Power Exp. Phi/os. 111. 156 Electrical fluors do presently

recoil by short streight lines to their Bodies again. 1671
R. Bohun Wind 54 They blow not in one constant ftuor, or

streame, but in gusts.

2. spec, in Pathology. + a. pl.= Flowers (obs.).

|| b. Pluor albus- Leucorrhcea.
1621 Aixsworth Annot. Pentat. Gen. xviii. 11 The cus-

tome (or manner) of women, for the ordinary and natural!

course of the body, or fluors. 1662 Trap? Comm. 2 Sam.
xi. 4 Ker monethly fluors. 1754-64 Smei.lie Midwif. I.

1 10 The Fluor albus is no other than this Mucus discharged
in too great quantity.

+ 3. A fluid state, fluidity, esp. with regard to

substances ordinarily solid ; cotter, something that

is fluid, a fluid mass; in pi. the humours (of the

body). Obs.

1665 G. Harvey Advice agst. Plague 2 Pestilential

Miasms, insinuating into the humoral . . parts of the Body .

.

then corrupting the fluors. 1684 T. Buknet Th. Earth 1.

210 A peculiar ferment that . . dissolves the parts of the meat,
and melts them into a fluor or pulp. 1686 Goad Celest.

Bodies i. ix. 31 Rarity is nothing but a Privation of Density
.. Fluor of Solidity. 1704-ai Newton Optics in. (ed. 3)

371 Those agitations which keep Liquors in a Fluor.

4. Min. f a. The generic name for a class of

minerals first defined by G. Agricola, and by him
described (Bermannus sive de Re Metallica 1 546) as

resembling gems, butoflesshardness, readily fusible,

and useful as fluxes in smelting (obs.). b. After

Scheele's discovery of hydrofluoric acid or 'Swedish
air' in 1 771 the name was applied spec, to such of

these minerals as contain fluorine, chiefly (now ex-

clusively) to calcium fluoride or Fluor-spar.
Agricola's term Jluores was a translation of the Ger.

miners' narae_/?«Kf—an apt designation, he remarks, for

minerals formed ' t< ovppoijs, i. e. confluxu in terra',

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$• Min. Introd. E viij, Some
[may be liquefied] by fire, as metallick fluores. 1676 J.
Beaumont tn Phil. Trans. XI. 728 This Stone is in sub
stance a whitish opaque fluor. 169a Ray Dissol. World
114 They .. do shoot into that form, after the manner of
Salts and Fluors. 1776 Priestley Air II. 187 A substance
which the chymists distinguish by the name of fluor. . which
with us is called Derbyshire Spar. 1803 Playfair Illustr.

Hutton. Th. 17 The strata are consolidated.. by quartz,
by fluor, by feltspar, 18*3 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crystal-
logr. 41 The octahedron of fluor, which we have just ob-
tained. 1866 Rusk in Eth. Dust 159 The fluor of Chamouni
is rose-coloured, .while the fluor of Weardale is green.

5. attrib. + fluor acid, hydrofluoric acid.

1791 Tennant in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 184 A compound
..of fluor acid and calcareous earth. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. I. 230 Fluor acid air, or sparry air. 1828 Webster,
Flnor-acid, the acid of fluor.

Pluor- (fi«*or), used as comb, form of Fluorine,
before vowels. Pluor-apatite, Min. (see quot.).

Fluorhydric [ + Hypr(-ogkn) + -10] acid, Chem.,
hydrofluoric acid (HF),
x88a Dana Min. fy Lithol. fed. 4) 213 When chlorine is

present in place of fluorine it is called chior-afiatite, and
when the reverse fluor-apatite. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem,
II. 669 Fluorhydric or Hydrofluoric acid.

Vol. IV.

361

Fluorated (nVor^ted)
,
ppl. a. [f. Fluor- +

-ate 4 -ed '.] Combined with hydrofluoric acid.

1796 Kirwan Eiem. Min. {ed. 2) I. 477 Fluorated soda.

i860 Mayne Expos. Lex. s.v. Fluoratus, Hydrofluoric acid
has heen called// //t>rated hydrogen.

Fluorene (flu'oiiri). Chan. [f. Fluor + -ene.]

A hydro-carbon extracted from coal tar (C 13 H 10 ) ;

when impure it is fluorescent, whence the name.
1883 Athenmum 10 Feb. 188/j The fluorene was crystallized

fi ve or six times from alcohol.

Fluoresce (fl»ore*s), v. [back formation from

Fluorescence.] To be or become fluorescent.

1874 Lommcts Light 184 A body capable of exhibiting

fluorescence fluoresces by virtue of those rays which it

absorbs. 1881 S. P. Thompson Electr. fy Magn. iv. § 292
Uranium glass, .fluoresces with a fine green light.

Fluorescein (n»<Jre*g*|in). Chem. [f. Fluor-
esce v. + -in.] A chemical product fluorescent in

solution obtained by heating phthalic anhydride

with resorcin. Hence Fluoresce'ic (acid).

1876 Grace Calvert Dyeing viii, 251 Fluorescein, .is a
red crystalline powder, .slightly soluble in alcohol. 1886
tr. Benedict's Coal-tar Colours 161 The colouring matters
known as eosins are derived from fluorescein. 1889 Muir &
Morley Watts Diet. Chem. II. 557 Fluoreseeic acid.

Fluorescence (flwore-sens). [f. Fluor-(spar):

see quot. 1852.] The coloured luminosity pro-

duced in some transparent bodies by the direct action

of light, esp. of the violet and ultra-violet rays

;

the property, in certain substances, of rendering

the ultra-violet rays visible, so as to produce this

phenomenon.
1853 Prof. Stokes in Phil. Trans. 479 note, I am almost

Inclined to coin a word and call the appearance_//«t>rescence,

from fluor-spar, as the analogous term opalescence is derived

from the name of a mineral. 1867 Ure's Diet. Arls(ed. 6)

III. 405 Pennsylvanian petroleum is dark-coloured, with a
peculiar greenish lustre or fluorescence.

Fluorescent (flwore'sent), a. [f. Fluoresce
+ -ent.] Possessing the property of fluorescence.

Of light : Proceeding from or having the nature of

fluorescence.

1853 Prof. Stokes in Phil. Trans. 390 In those cases in

which the fluorescent light is yellow. 1855 Dr. Gladstone
Ibid, an Other fluorescent Organic Substances. 1883-4
Med. Ann. 29/1 Both the acid and the alkaloid having
fluorescent properties.

Fluoric (fiup-rik), a. [ad. F. fluorique, f.

fluor\ see Fluor and -ic] Pertaining to or ob-

tained from fluor or fluor-spar. Chiefly in ^fluoric

acid, the old name of hydrofluoric acid.

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Stem. Chem. 210 The muriatic,

fluoric, and boracic acids. 1854 F. C. IjAkf.well Ceol. 12

Fluoric acid dissolves silex. i860 Hartwig Sea fy Wond. i.

12 Wilson has pointed out fluoric combinations in sea
wate r.

Fluoride (fl«'orid, -aid), Alsofluorid. Chem.
[f. Fluor-ine + -ide.] A binary compound of

fluorine with another element.
i8a6 Henry Elem. Chem. I. 283 Fluor spar, for example,

may be either a fluate of lime, or a fluoride of calcium.

1849 Dana Ceol. ii. (1850) 152 These fluorids are fluorids of
calcium and magnesium. 1869 Roscoe Etcm. Chem. 123
Dry silver fluoride.

Fluorine (fl» orin, -sin\ Chem. [f. Fluor +
-ine, after the analogy of Bromine, Chlorine, etc.]

A non-metallic element (symbol F), forming, with

bromine, chlorine, and iodine, the halogen group.
1813 Sir H. Davy in Phil. Trans. CI 1 1. 278 It appears

reasonable to conclude that there exists in the fluoric com-
pounds a peculiar substance, .it may be denominated fluo-

rine, a name suggested to me by M. Ampere. 1869 Roscoe
Elem. Chem. 13 All the elements, with the single exception

of fluorine, combine with oxygen to form oxides.

Fluorite (nVrorait). Min. [f. Fluor + -ite.]

= Fluor-spar.
1868 Dana Min. p. xxx, Fluor was written fluorite last

century by Napione. 1887 Dana Min. 4- Pctrogr. 228
Massive fluorite receives a high polish.

Fluoroid (fl/roroid). Crystallogr. [f. Fluor
+ -oiD.] A solid bounded by twenty-four triangu-

lar planes ; occurring frequently in fluor-spar.

t Flu'CrOUS, a. Obs. [f. Fluor + -OUS.] Only
in fluorous acid: (see quot. 1828: no such acid

exists).

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier s Elem. Chem. 185 (Table\ Fluor-

ous acid. 1828 Webster s.v. (citing Lavoisier\ The
fluorous acid is the acid of fluor in its first degree of

oxygenation.

Fluor-spar (fl«-oi| spai). Min. [(. F"luor +
Spar.] Native fluoride of calcium (Ca F2) ; found

abundantly in Derbyshire (where one variety is

known as Bine Jo/in), and hence often called

Derbyshire spar.

1794 Kirwan Min. I. 127, 3
d Family, Foliated or sparry,

Fluor spar. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 465 A sub-

stance found abundantly in nature called Jluor spar, it is

usually either blue, green, yellow, or white, transparent, and
crystallized in cubes. 1880 Ansted Minerals 18 The crystal

of fluor-spar has the striae parallel all round the four sides.

t FluO'ruret, Chem. Obs. [f. Fluor -T--URET,

q.v] = Fluoride.
1854 J. Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Se. Chem. 397 Fluorides

or fluorurets.

+ Flur, «M Obs. rare. Bird-catching.
1 A moveable perch to which a bird is tied and

FLURRY.
which the bird-catcher can raise by means of a long

string.' (Pennant). Also attrib., z&jlur-bird.

1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 331 He hath, besides, what
are called flur-birds, which are placed within the nets, are
raised upon the flur and gently let down at the time the

wild bird approaches them. 1797 P. Wakefield Mental
Improv. (1801) I. 57 The flur-birds are braced by a silken

string.

Flur (ftvi), sb? Sc. [?f. Flurr v.] Flue, fluff.

1845 New Stat. Ace. Scot. VI. 146 The dust and small

flur separated from the cotton.

Flur, obs. van of Floor, Flurr.
Flurdom, variant form of Flirdom.
Fluren, obs. form of Flouren.
Flures, flureis, fluris'ehe, obs. forms of

Flourish.

Flurn (Awn), v. Obs. exc. dial. [? alteration of

fltirre. Fleer, after spurn or scorn.'] intr. To
sneer (at).

1656 R. Fletcher Ex Otio Negotium To Rdr., And for

those abortive births slipp'd from my brain .. give me leave

to flurn at them, as the poor excrescencies of Nature. 1866
Urogden I'rov. Words Liucolnsh. 72 Flurn, to show con-
tempt by looks, to scorn.

Flurr, sb. rare. [f. next vb.] Flutter, whirr.

1651 H. More Ent/nts. Triumph. (1656) 208 After the
flur and farre flight of every partridge lie let out of his

basket.

Flurr (A*'-1), v. [? onomatopoeic]
1. trans. To scatter, throw about ; also with up.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. xxix. 218 Choler is as dust

flur'd up into the eyes of Reason. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake 39 The stately ship, .flurred on high the slender spray.

2. intr. To fly up; to fly with whirring or

fluttering wings.
1681 Glanvill Saddueismus ir. (ed. 2) 169 A Bird, that

would flurr near to her face. 18*4 New Monthly Mag. X.
322, I saw one [cuckoo] .. flurr awkwardly away across

the meadow. 1825 Hogg Queen Hynde 329 On the spray,
that flurr'd and gleani'd A thousand little rainbows beam'd.

Flurr(e, obs. f. Fleer.

t Flurred, a. Her. Obs~ l [anglicized form

of Fr. flctiri, -ee\ see Flei.ry.] Having ilowerlike

ornaments.

165s M. Carter Hon.Rediv. (1660) 86 A Coronet of gold

flurred, the points and flowers of equall height.

Flurri(e, obs. forms of Fleury.
Flurrinea'tion. nonce-tud. [f. Flurry +

-FlCATiox.] The state of being flurried.

i8zs Mrs. Nathan Langrcath II. 327 To be put into such
a flurrification.

Flurrish, obs. form of Flourish.

Flurry (nVri), sb. [? onomatopoeic, suggested

byflaw, hurry etc. ; cf. also Flurr v.]

1. A sudden agitation of the air, a gust or squall.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 128 ?narg., Flurries from
the Hills carry Men and Oxen down the Precipice. 1726-7
Swift Gulliver 1. i. 22 The boat was overset by a sudden
flurry from the north. 1831 Scott Jy-id. 18 Nov., Wind ..

dies away in the morning, and blows in flurries rather con-

trary. 1890 Pall Mall G. 3 Pec. 1/3 You may watch
' catspaws ' and ' flurries ' on their rapid way.

fig. 1820 J. Q. Adams Mem. 2 June 11875) V. 137 His
flurries of temper pass off as quickly as they rise.

b. Chiefly U.S. A sharp and sudden shower

;

a sudden rush (of birds
1

.

1828 in Webster. 1836 W. Irving Astoria III. 91 Occa-
sional flurries of snow. 1868 Lowell First Snowfall 15

I The sudden flurries of snow-birds, Like brown leaves whirl-
1 ing by. 1892 Stevenson Across the Plains 223 Spat upon

j

by flurries of rain.

2. A sudden commotion or excitement ; perturba-
I tion, nervous agitation, flutter, hurry.

1710 Palmf.r Proverbs 82 A man is never more expos'd to
1 temptation than in the flurry of his passions. 1768-74

I

Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 485 If we exert our endeavours,
I not in a fright and a flurry, but with a calm, steady deter-

j
mination, we [etch 1836 W. Irving Life .r Lett. {1866)

j
III. 94, I cannot tell you how happy I was to. .leave behind

! me the hurry and worry and flurry of the city. 1882 Mrs.

\
Raven's Tempt. II. 100 ' That's sure to be the upshot of
flurries and hurries and frights.'

t?-ansf. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic cxxxviii, Flurry of
1 ruffles, flounce of wig-ties.

b. The death-throes of a dying whale.

1823 J. F. Cooper Pilot xvii, He's going into his flurry.

1882 Illustr. Sport. % Dram. News 18 Mar. 7/3 Unless
you should be struck by the tail of a frantic cetacean during

the ' flurry ' or slaughter.

3. Comb, asflurry-scuiTy.
1888 Pall Mall G. 28 May 1/2 So utterly and hopelessly

incomprehensible does your recent flurry-scurry appear to

the enlightened foreigner.

Flurry (nVri), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To bewilder or confuse as by haste or

noise ; to agitate, ' put out \

a 1757 E. Moore Envy <y Fort. 71 ' Well may you wonder
To see me thus flurry'd^' 1771 Mad. D'Akblay Diary July,

This flurried me violently, insomuch that my memory failed

me. 1832 Ht. Martinf.au Hill $ Valley i. El How you
flurry yourself for nothing. 1S86 G. R. Sims Ring d Bells

xvi. 283 He .. flurried the other performers, and seemed
only in a hurry to. .quit the stage.

2. intr. To flutter down in sudden or gusty

showers. WJ.S.
1883 H. H. Kane in Harper's Mag. Nov. 947/2 The

music seemed, -to flurry, like snow-flakes, from the ceiling.

1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story vii, The petals of the cherry were

flurrying down like snow in every passing breeze.
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FLURTED.
Hence Plurried///. a. ; nurriedly a<h.

}
in a

flurried manner.
1775 Mad. D'Arblay Diary May, She was so much

flurried, that [etc.]. 1800 Mrs, Hekvey Monrtray Ftim.
III. 235 To calm her flurried spirits. 1834 Blackiv. Mag ,

XXXV. 137 Running Hurriedly out. 1844 Ai.b. Smith
Adv. Mr. Ledbury xxiv. (1S86) 75 Titus immediately re-

turned the salute with flurried courtesy. 1875 Joviv.it Plato
(ed. 2) III. 208 What are you saying? he asked flurriedly.

Flurshe, Flurt, obs. ff. Flourish, Flirt.
Flurt(e

f var. form of Fleurettee.

r Flurted, ppl- a. Obs.~ l
[anglicized form

of Yr.fleurete', Fleurettee.] Flowered, figured.

13 .. E. E. Allit. P. A. 208 Wyth flurted flowrez perfet
vpon.

Flush (ftpf), sbA [f. Flush vS] A flight of

birds suddenly started up. Also trans/.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 54 When a Falcon hath. . Flowne
at a flush of ducks. 1668 H. More Div. Dial. n. x. (1713)
118 When one shoots at a flock of Pigeons or a flush of
Ducks. 1868 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. i. 146 A body
which might almost be called a mere flu<h of skirmishers.

Flush (flz'J), sb? [f. Flush v.*]

T 1. A pool or puddle. Obs.
x375 Barbour Bruce xin. 20 The battale thair so fclloune

was And sua richt gret spilling of blud, That on the erd the
fluss it stud. 1513 Douglas AKneis vn. Prol. 54 Every
hievvay Full of fluschis, doubbis, myre and clay.

2. A sudden increase in the volume of a stream
;

a rush of water coming down suddenly, or let down
for a specific purpose.
1529 More Dyaloge in. Wks. 245/2 It woulde happely

be thought not a thyng metely to be aduentured to set

all on a flushe at ones, and dashe rashelye out holye scryp-
ture in euerye lewde felowes teeth. 1677 Yarranton Engl,
iniproz'. 189 Uy making three Holds for water in the River
. . to be let down as flushes in dry times. 1691 RaV Crea-
tion II. (1704* 316 The pulsation of the heart, driving the
blood through them in manner of a wave or flush. 1850
Netherway Suggest. Drainage Lond. 18 lly a small reser-

voir, and letting it off by sluices .. a sufficient flush would
be obtained. 1854 Jml. K. Agric. Soc. XV. 1. 13 Cattle
driven by a flush of water to some isolated spot of ground.
1870 Illusir. Lond. Neivs 24 Sept. 319 Owing to. -the want
ufa good flush of water, few of them [trout] were taken.

b. A sudden plentiful increase or abundance of
anything. Also, rarely, *f- the mass, great majority.

1593 G. Harvey Pour Lett. Ep.Ded. Wks. (Grosart)1. 156
1 n such a flush of notable good fellowes. 1617 Crt . <y Times
Jos. I (1849) 1 1. 7 When upon such a flush we are already
come to so low an ebb. a x6«6 Bacon Certificate 0/Mint
Wks. 1740 I. App. 63 The great flush of gold that is come
into the Mint since the proclamation, a 1679 T. Goodwin
ii'ks. II. in. 113 The shoal and the flush of Mankind. 1738
|G. Smith] Curious Relat. II. 311 When they had given
their Folly a sudden Flush. 1823 Blaikw. Mag. XIV. 507
The last flush of passengers is seen in the streets.

C. The stream from a mill-wheel.
a 1825 in Fordy Voc. E. Anglia. 1892 Lorigm. Mag.

Nov. 87 Nets so placed as to intercept them as they pass
through mill flushes.

d. Coal-mining. .See quot.)
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Flush, a small rjuantity

of ignited fire-damp.

3. A rush of emotion or passion ; elation or

excitement arising from this, or from success, vic-

tory, etc. Phr. in the {first. full) jlitsh.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 111. 17 Unreasonable flushes of

proud and vaine joy. 1692 K. I.'Estrange Fables ccccxliii,

Never had any Man such a Loss, .cries a Widdower, in the
Flush of his Extravagancies fora Dead Wife. 1829 Lytton
Devcreux 11. vii, In the full flush of his . . restless schemes.
1843 Lever J. //in/on xxii, A momentary flush of passionate
indignation. 1850 MerivALR Rom. F.mp. (1865) I. i. 40 The
plunder of all Italy, .was too tempting to be relinquished in
the first flush of victory. 1867 Parkman Jesuits N.Amer.
xvii. (1875I 241 The Confederates at this time were in a flush
of unparalleled audacity.

4. A sudden shooting up; afresh growth (of grass,

leaves, or flowers). Also infullflush.
1773 Steevens in Shaks. Wks. Note on Lear iv. vi. 124
A horse . . turned out in the spring to take the first flush of
grass. 1803 Trans. Soc. Enccura%, Arts XXI. 120 The
showers in July, .bringing up a new flush cf annuals. 1844
Jml. K. Agric. Soc. V. j. 49 The general flush of grass.

.

comes on generally late in April. 1882 Garden n Mar.
169/2 Avoid producing a too vigorous flush of vine. 1893
Cornh. Mag. Nov. 534 Brown coolies are picking the young
shoots, now in full ' flush ' after a heavy shower.

5. The act of cleansing (a drain) l>y flushing.

1883 Pall Mall G. 21 Nov. 4/2 The quantity for a flush is

two gallons.

6. A glow of light or colour, esp. the reddening
in the face caused by a rush of blood ; also, the
rush of blood itself. ,

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Cleane Li/men Wks,
H. 1691 When bright Phtebus . . roabes the welkin with
a purple flush. 1706 PmLLirs <ed. Kersey', Flush, a Red
Colour in the Face. 1803 Med. Jml. X. 552 Periodical
hectic flushes. 1832 Ht. Martineau ///// fy Valley iv. 55
I see a fiery flush, .which I suppose comes from some iron-
work near, i860 Tyndall Gtac. 1. xviii. 131 A warm flush
ran through me. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xvi. 299 ' It

belongs to me', returned the little creature, with a quick
flush of her face and neck. 1873 Black Pr. Thnle xxiv.

405 Along the west, .lay a great flush of gold.

Jig. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 1. iii. (1872) 13 Sudden flights

to Dublin, to London, whithersoever any flush of bright
outlook, .allured him.

b. A hot fit in a fever.

1858 O. W. Holmes A ut. Break/.-t. x. 99 The throbbing
flushes of the poetical intermittent. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,

Flush, the hot stage of a fever.
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7. Glow, freshness, vigour (of beantv, health,

life).

i735.Somerville Chase in. 449 The Flush of Beauty
in their Cheeks. 1826 Disraeli I'iv. Grey v. x, Meeting
death in the very flush of life. 1856 Masson Est. v. 166
Swift .. tn the full flush of his new popularity .. visited
England. 1874 Miss Braddon Taken at Flood ii, It was
in the very flush of summer.

8. Comb., asflush-box, -pot, -tank, -vent; flush-

wheel (see quot. 1874).
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 350/2

* Flush Box, a cistern
for especial use in dwellings where the supply of water is

intermittent. 1884 G. E. Waring in Century Mag. Dec.
2fi4,/2Tfce outlet of the *flush-pot is closed witha plug. Ibid.

255/1 House drainage, .begins at the sewer, or *flush-tank.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 60/2 Owen's Patent Single
*Flushvent, 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 892/1 *Flush-
wheel, a wheel used in raising water for draining.

Flush. (flpj\ J^. 3 Cards, [proximate source
uncertain; F. has flux, flus from 15th c, Sp.flux
(prob. from F., as the native form would be fluxo,
mod. flujo), Flem. (16th c.)fluys (from Fr.) ; Florio

161 1 gives It. flusso in the same sense (now
obs.).

The F. and It. words appear to be merely special uses of
the words in those langs. repr. Is.ftuxus flow, Flux (for the
sense in cardplaying cf. run). The Eng. word prob. owes
its form to association with Flush sbJ]

1. A hand consisting of cards all of one suit, or

including a prescribed number all of one suit.

a 1529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 424 He facithe owte at a
fllusshe, with, shewe, take all ! 1599 Minsheu Span. Dial.
38/2 The Queene of Diamonds with which I made the last

flush. rti6i8 J. Davies Wittes Pilgr. Wks. (Grosart) 31/1
Your Prim's far inferior to their Flush. 1785 in Archxo-
logia VIII. 132 If they [cards] are all of the same colour,

he wins the flush. 1836 9 Dickens Sk. Boz 11850) 187':

A flush !—that's good for four. 1891 Punch 26 Dec. 305/1,
I guess there's a straight flush against me.

f2. A certain game at cards. Obs.~°
1598 Florio, Flussata, a play at cardes called Flush.

Flush (flof), a. 1 [?f. Flush v.]
1. Abundantly full. In later use chiefly of a

stream, etc. : Full to overflowing, swollen, in

flood.

1607 Shaks. Timon v. iv. 8 Now the time is flush. 1647
H. More Poems 333 Her [the Moon's] hollow horns fill'd

up with flu^her light. 1697 Dampier I'oy. I. 393 Small
Brooks of fresh Water, that run flush into the Sea
for 10 months in the year. 1826 Disraeli I'iv. Grey in. vi,

In the flush moment of joy. 1841 H\rtshorxe Salop. Anti?.

Gloss. s.v., 'The Sivirn's pretty flush'. 187* Browning
Fiftne lxxxviii, Unchoked, the channel's flush.

+ b. ? ' Up to the mark', perfect, faultless. Obs.
("1550 Weyer Lusty yuventus ciij, I could so beare the

busshe That al shuld be flusshe. That euer I dyd.

2. Full of life or spirit, lively, lusty, vigorous.

Hence, Self-confident, self-conceited. Now rare.

1604 Shaks. Ham. (Qo. 2) in. iii. 81 A tooke my
father . . With all his crimes broad blowne, as flush [Pf.
fresh] as May. 1606 — Ant. fy CI. I. iv. 52 Many hot
inrodes They make in Italy, the Borders Maritime Lacke
blood to thinke on 't, and flush youth reuolt. 1611

Coryats Crudities Panegyricke Verses Civb, He had a
kind of simple blush That kept him still from being flush,

When Ladies did him woe. a 1680 Charnock Attrib. God
(18341 II. 569 Not as flush and gay .. as others, a 1690
E. Hopkins Exp. Lords Prayer, etc. (1692) 297 The
practice of some flush Notionists. 1767 H. Brooke Fool 0/
Oual. (1792) I. iv. 143 Both appeared quite flush and con-
fident of victory. 1826 J. Wilson Noet. Ambr. Wks. I. 5
The flush maiden, the rosy elf. 1894 Hardy Life's Little
Ironies, Trag. Two Ambitions 84 Her bright eyes, brown
hair, .and flush beauty.

3. Plentifully supplied {esp. with money). Const.

of (fin, -\with.) Of money: Abundant, plenti-

ful.

1603 Dekker Batch. Banq. viii. Gija, Some dames. .are

more flush in crownes th«n her good man. 1637 Heywood
King ff Loyal Subject \\\. Wks. 1874 VI. 45 So flush ofmoney,
and so bare in clothes. 1662 Dryden Wild Gallant \\. i, Since

you are so flush, Sir, you shall give me a Locket of Diamonds.
1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 28 Monies being not so flush

with them. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 1. iii, He was not
flush in ready, either to go to law, or clear old debts. 17*7
PhilipQuarll 81 111 Language, of which they generally are
flush, when Money is scant. 1767 S. Paterson Another
Trav. I. 235 While they were flush with money. 1793 T.
Jkeferson Writ. (1830) IV. 482 Money being so flush, the
six per cents run up to twenty-one, and twenty-two shillings.

1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xiv, The first floor lodgers,

being flush of furniture, kept an old mahogany table, .on the

landing place outside. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. ff Merch. II.

ix. 269 Tom . . is always very flush or very hard up.

b. dial. Lavish, profuse.

1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray (E.D.S.), Flush, full-handed,

prodigal, wasteful. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 6 'When
y'are six-an'-forty . . ye wonna be so flush o' working for

nought.' 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Flush, lavish.

C. Of times: Prosperous.
1840 W. Irving Life ft Lett. (i8fi6) III. 153 If times ever

again come smooth and flush with me. 1847 Disraeli Tattered

in. vi, Everything being thus in a state of flush and affluent

prosperity. 1888 Daily News 17 Dec. 2 '8 The output
probably is greater now than it was during the best of the
4
flush ' times which preceded the long depression.

4. Of a high colour ; blushing, ruddy; flushed.

1594 Drayton Idea 107 Thy Cheeke, now flush with
Roses. 1817 Keats Let. Nov., Wks. 1889 III. 97 Jane
looked very flush when I first looked in, but was much
better when I left. 1821 — Isabel xxvii, Sick and wan The
brothers' faces . . did seem, Lorenzo's flush with love.

FLUSH.

5. Even, level, in the same plane (whether hori-

zontal or vertical) with (dial. by). [?Orig. of a
river or stream running full (cf. sense 1), and so

level with its banks : see quot. 1877. Cf. Float.]
1791 Blntham Panopt. 1. 172 Why.. place it [the build-

ing) in a recess, rather than close to the road, and flush
with the surrounding wall? 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic
xi. (1833) 285 He observed the edge of a pin flush with the
edge of the receptacle. 1874 Moggrioge Ants ff Spiders 11.

91 The entire door does not shut flush with the surface. 1877
N. W. Line. Gloss, s v., ' Watter was flush by th' bank top.*

t>. Even or level with the adjacent surface.
Bead andflush work, etc. (see quot. 1846). Flush work;

(«J Jeivellery : work in which the stones are level or nearly
level with the setting, (b) Bookbinding : work in which the
edges of the binding and leaves are cut level.

i8»3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 160 The parallel faces
of both are made flush, and. .appear almost like one single
piece. 1846 Buchanan Techn. Diet., Bead andflush work,
a piece of framed work with beads run on each edge of the
inclined panel. Bead, flush, and square "work, framing
with bead and flush on one side, and square on the other.

1850 Chubb's Locks ff Keys 32 The bellies of the tumblers
in Mr. Chubb's lock were always flush, or in the same plane.

1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shipbuild. x. 180 The edges of the
strakes of plating were fitted against one another, and the
flush-joints thus formed were covered by internal edge-strips.

1883 W. C. Russell Sailors* Lang., Flush-up, said of a
cargo that comes up to a level with the hatches. 1884
B'hatn Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Jeweller's Setter.—Wanted,
a good Hand, used to flush work. 1885 J. Grant Royal
Highlanders iii. 32 The original castle . . starts flush from
the edge of the rock. 189a Pall Mail G. 13 Jan. 2/3 Flush
work, which is the elementary work of our trade [book-
binding].

C. Of a vessel's deck : Continued on one level

from stem to stern. Alsoflush /ore and a/t.

1626 Capt. Smith Acrid. Yng. Sea-men 11 A flush decke.

1771-84 Cook Voy. (1790) VI. 2216 The decks, fore and aft,

Vicing finished flush, had no covering for men or officers.

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast. xxii. 66 Her decks were, .flush

fore and aft.

d. Of a vessel : Having no erection above the

flush deck.
1800 Naval Chron. III. 294 The Danae is a flush vessel

;

the Captain's cabin is therefore below. 1833 Marryat
j

/'. Simple (1863) 261, I recollect faring harder than this

through one cruise, in a flush vessel.

6. Pugilism. Of a blow: Direct, full on the

mark, 'straight from the shoulder'.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 18 He planted some dex-

trous flush hits. i8a6 H. N. Coleridge West Indies 161

Audain. .knocked him down with a flush hit on the nose.

7. Comb., in parasynthetic adjs. as (sense I b),

flush-coloured; (sense 4 c), flush-decked, -jointed,

-plated.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (x8li)VI. xlii. 159 Lying upon
a couch, .bloated and *flush-coloured. 1883 ). D.J. Kelly
in Harper's Mag. Aug. 450/2 The *flush-decked . . well-

ventilated deep boat. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shipbuild. x.

180 In all succeeding arrangements, the butts of the plates

were *flush-jointed. Ibid., x. 185 The unprotected parts of
the later iron-clads above the armour-belts are 'flush-plated.

Flush (flpj), a* Cards, [f. Flush sbJ]

1. t & Of a player : Holding a flush, i. e. cards

all of the same colour or suit {obs.), b. Of a hand
or sequence : Forming or including a flush.

a. 1591 Florio See. Frnites 71, I was neither flush nor
fiue and fiftie yet. a 161a Harinoton Efigr. u. 99 Crassus

stopt a Club and so was flush.

b. 1883 Long/u. Mag. Sept. 499 A flush sequence..

a

sequence of high cards all of the same suit.

2. transf {nonce-use). Of corresponding quality

throughout.
a 1658 Cleveland Young Man to Old Woman 33, I love

to wear Clothes that are flush, Not prefacing old Rags with

I'lush.

Flush (flrf), a- 3 Obs. exc. dial. [Of obscure

etymology ;
perh. an altered form of *fludge, a

possible dialectal representative of OK. flyege

Fledge a. (cf. cudgel from OK. cycgel; the form

may be due to the influence of next vb.] —
F"ledge a.

1561 Hoby tr, Castiglione's Courtyer (1577I X viij b,

Such as come to this loue are like yong IJirdes almost flushe.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 80/2 When as

they [swollowes] are fetherede, and allmost flushe. x6aa

Mabbe tr. Alemati's Guzman ITAlf. I. 111. ii. 196 Then are

they.. like birds that are flush, to forsake the nest. 18*5

Uritton Beaut. Wiltsk. III. 373 Flush, fledged.

Flush (nVj), v. x [perh. onomatopoeic; with

initial fl- suggested by fly, flutter, etc , and an

ending imitative of the sound of a swift sudden

flight; cf. rusk. (Some dialects have^/^ : see

Flusker v.)1

1. intr. To fly up quickly and suddenly; to start

up and fly away, f Also, to flutter, to fly with

fluttering wings, trans/. Of a door: To fly open.

a 1300 A'. Horn 1080 Horn the wyket puste, That hit open

rmste. 01300 Floriz ff Bt. 473 per fliste ut a buteiflr,e.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 166 pe blernyed boynard..

Made |>e ffawcon to ffloter and fnussh ffor anger. 1558

Phaer Mneid. v. M iv, Flushing loud she flappes her winges.

1583 Stanvhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 30 Se wel yoonder swans

twelue in coompany flusshing. i6«6 B. Jonson Masque
of Owls, I make 'em to flush Each owl out of his bush.

*773 Poetry \n Ann. Reg. 233 Another bird, just flushing at

the sound, Scarce tops the fence. 1876 Forest fr Stream

13 July 376/1 The spot from which the first [a woodcock]
had flushed.



FLUSH.

+ b. trans. To flutter (the wings). Obs.

1358 Phaer sEncid. v. N iv, Of the stroke the bird afraied,

Did flickring flush her winges.

2. trans. To cause to fly or take wing ; to put

up, start ; also with up.

1450 Bk. Hawkyngin Kel. Ant. I. 297 Lete the spanycll

flusch up the covey, i 1645 C. Morton Enquiry in Hart,
Misc. (1810) V. 503 When they are flushed, or raised to the

wing. 177* Barkington in Phil. Trans. LXI I. 300 When-
ever a woodcock.. is flushed, he is roused from his sleep

by the spaniel or sportsman. 1871 C Innes Led. Sc.

Legal Antiq. ii. 65 A mirror for flushing larks as still used

in Italy.

absol. 1888 Times 15 Nov. 11/3 Pat Regan's hay and
oats were thrown down because his sons flushed for Sir

H. Burke.

f 3. intr. Of persons : To rush like birds on the

wing ; to flock, swarm ; also with in, out. Obs.

c x^oMerlin xx. 330 All the x wardes of the kynge leodogan
were flusshed to the standerd. 1581 J. Bei.l Haddon's
Answ. Osor. 32 After them whole flockes of interpretours

flusht in. Ibid. 292 b, Neyther had .. so many swarmes
of Heretickes flusht abroad. 164a H. More Song of Soul
n. ii. 1. ii. They straight flush out and her drad voice obey ;

Each shape, each life doth leapen out full light.

Hence Flushing vbl. sb., a fluttering of the

wings ; a rustling rushing noise.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. \. (1495) 741 Fisshe
hereth. .for they fle and voyde flusshyngeand noyse. c 14*0
Paltad on Ilnsb. 1. 628 A shuddering, a flusshing and affray

He maketh thenne. 1583 Stanyhcrst Aenels in, (Arb.) 77
With a suddeyn flushing thee gulligut harpeys From moun-
tayns flitter.

Flush (flff), ^. 2 [Of uncertain etymology.
Perh. orig. identical with prec, the notion of 'sudden

movement ' being common to the two vbs. But the develop-
ment of meaning appears to have been influenced by
phonetic association with Flash v. 2 (nearly all the senses

of which have passed over to this vb., either unchanged
or with modifications traceable to the ecboism of the

differing vowel), while the senses relating to colour have
been affected by association with blush. It is doubtful
whether there has been any influence from F. Jinx (see

Flux) or fluiss-,fluir to flow (whence the X)\i. Jluisscn to

flow violently).]

I. Expressing sudden movement, esp. of a liquid.

1. intr. To rush out suddenly or copiously, to

spurt ; to flow with force or violence ; also with

forth, out, over, up. Said esp. of liquids, a river,

etc., but also of immaterial things txiAfig.

1548 Hall Citron., Hen. IV (an. 1) 18 b, A.. furious

tonne sodainely flusshed and drowned . xii. of his great
shippes. 1567 Drant Horace's Epist. xv. E vj, Wine, .that

will flushe into my mynde, and vaines. 1581 J. Bell
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 221 From hence flush out all

these fluddes of complaints. 1634 H. Mason Art of
Lying ii. 35 The .. Well-head, whence first flushed forth

this muddy Nylus. a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour in.

ii, O your crush'd nostrils slakes your opilation And
makes your pent powers flush to wholsome sneezes. 1678
Bp. Nicholson Exp. Catech. Ep. Ded, 5 More will

flush over and be lost, than poured into the Vessel. 1691
Ray Creation (1714)45 Milk, .being heated to such a degree
doth suddenly . . flush up and run over the vessel. 1707
Mortimer Hush. 574 It [Beer] flushes violently out of the

Cock for about a Quart. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 237 It

flushes through nine mouths, a broken sea.

2. To cause (water) to flow; to draw off; to

draw off water from (a pond").

1594 Nashe Vnfort. Trail. 57 If those ponds were so full

theyneed to be flust or let out. lSisPocklington Canal Act
35 If any person shall .. cause to be flushed or drawn off

any water.

f b. To burst out with, pour out suddenly.
1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven 142 Hee will flush out some of

these [oathes] in his ordinarie speech. 164a R. Baker tr.

MalvizzVs Disc. 'Tacitus 166 He after makes his greedinesse
of bloodappeare the more,by flushing it out all at once.

3. To cleanse (a drain, etc.) ; to drive away (an

obstacle) by means of a rush of water.

1789 Trans. Soc, Encourag. ArtsVW. 59 Paddles .. are
drawn up by screws, to flush away any obstacle. 186*
M. Hopkins Hawaii 32 Rains.. play their part in flushing
streets. 1871 Napheys Prev. $ Cure Dis. I. v. 141 Sewer
pipes should be flushed from time to time,

absol. 1850 Netherway Suggest. Drainage Loud. 4
This would entirely dispense with the necessity of flushing.

t?-ansf And fig. 1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 277 The hot-air

bath flushes the external sewers of the body. 1880 Head-:
Slight Ailm. 173 The alimentary canal is thoroughly
flushed in every part. 1884 Henley & Stevenson Adm.
Guinea 1. viii, Flush out your sins with tears.

b. To inundate (a meadow).
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xxxvi, Another con-

siderable body of water, .had been carried off. . to flush the
water-meadows.

4. intr. Of a plant : To send out shoots ; to shoot.

Also traits, in causative sense.

1810 [see Flushing vbl. sb. 1 c]. 1877 A' IV, Line. Gloss.,

Flush, to make to grow. ' This sup o' rain hes flush't th'

gress nistly.' 1893 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 543 The frequent
showers . .

' flush * the tea about every fortnight. 1893
Chauib. Jml. 7 Oct. 629/2 The [tea] plants flush, or throw
out fresh shoots, all the year round.

5. intr. * To become fluxed or fluid ' {Cent. Diet.).

1885 Yarrow Millt. Encyct.sv . Brazing The solder flushes
or becomes liquid enough to permeate the joint or crevice.

II. With reference to light or colour.

6. intr. f a. To emit light or sparks suddenly.
b. To glow with sudden brilliance. Cf. Flashy.-
5 and 7.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 90 Camphire though
it flame well, yet will not flush so lively. Ibid. Thus in the

363

preparation of Crocus Metallorum, the matter kindleth and
flusheth like Gunpowder.
b. 1809 Campbell Gertr. Wyovi. n. xxv, Here and there,

a solitary star Flush'd in the darkening firmament of June.
1843 Tennyson Locksley Hall 26 A colour and a light, As
I have seen the rosy red flushing in the northern night.

1868 Fakrak Silence $• V. 11. (1875) 46 The sunrise of its

first day flushed over the manger.

7- Of the blood, etc. : To come with a rush, pro-

ducing a heightened colour. Cf. sense 2 and Flash
v.i 9.

1667 Milton P. L.ix. 886 In her Cheek distemper flushing

glowd. i&yy Duvims Stale Inuoc. v. i. 30What means. .That
blood, which flushes guilty in your face ? 1708 RoWE Royal
Convert iv. i, A burning Purple flushes o'er my Face.
1813 Byron Br. Abydos 1. xiii, What fever in thy veins is

flushing? 1845C1.0UG11 Early Poems xvii. 15 The mantling
blood to her cheek Flushed up. 185a Mrs, StowE Uncle
Tom's C, xiii, The blood flushed in Eliza's pale face.

8. Of the face, etc. : To become suffused with

warm colour ; to become suddenly red or hot ; to

'colour up', redden, blush. Also with up or with

adj. as complement.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 33 r 7 My Lord passes by ; I

flushed in a flame. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. 1,1790) 177
The face generally flushes after eating. 1851 D. Jekrolu

|

St. Giles x. 102 His face flushed red as flame. 1869 Dixon
Tower I. x. 96 Henry flushed into rage. 1890 Besant '

Demoniac iv. 45 George flushed up; but he restrained himself. 1

qiiisl-trans. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 262 Her rising '

beauties flush'd a higher bloom.

9. trans. To make red or ruddy; to cause to

blush or glow.
1697 DsYOEN Virg. Past. x. 33 Thy own Apollo came.

Flush'd were his Cheeks. 1731 A. Hill Adz*, Poets i, 'lhe
Low Muse who lends Her feeble Fire. To flush pale Spleen.

1784 Cowper Ttroc. 833 Flushed with drunkenness. 1834
M EDWIN Angler in Wales I. 138 I had left my home young
..flushed with health. 1873 Black Pr. Tattle xvii. 277
A face flushed with shame.

b. In wider sense : To suffuse or adorn with
glowing colour.

1746-7 Hervev Refl. Floiver-Garden 62 They [tulips] flush

the Parterre with one of the gayest Dresses that blooming
Nature wears. 1821 Clare Viii. Minstr. II. 69 Straying
beams.. In copper-coloured patches flush the sky. 1889
Lowell Latest Lit. Ess. (1892; 83 A meadow flushed with
primroses.

10. To inflame with pride or passion ; to animate,

encourage ; also with up ;
rarely, -\ to initiate in.

Cf. FLESH #.*, which has influenced the sense.

1633 1'. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 6 This so flesheth and
flusheth her, that she thinks no more of God. 1667 DrYDEN
Maiden Queen 1. i, But once or twice only, 'till I am a little

flush'd in my Acquaintance with other Ladies, and have
learn'd to prey for my self, a 1716 South Serm, {1737.1 IV. 14*
This [success] flushes him up. 1713 Addison Cato l. ii, Armies
flush'd with conquest. 174a Johnson Debates in Pari. II.

94 They, .who have flushed their new authority by a motion
which [etc.]. 1790 Burke Ft: Rev. Wks. V. 276 Flushed
with the insolence of their first inglorious victories. 1867
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 183 Flushed with success

they entered the Norman duchy.

Flush. (nVJ* \ v.z [f. Flush a. 1
5.]

1. trans. To make flush or level ; to fill in (a

joint) level with the surface; to 'point'.
184a Gwilt Fucycl. Archil. Gloss., Flush r. to leave no

vacant space where the stones or bricks do not nicely fit in

theirplaces. 1883 H. S. Drinker Tunnelling in Eissler Mod.
High Explosives {\Z8^) 2^8 In driving a heading, particular

care should be taken that unnecessary cost in flushing the

clear profile does not arise.

2. Weaving, a. traits. To throw (a thread) on

the surface over several threads without intersecting.

b. intr. To float over several threads without in-

tersection. (See quots.).

1878 A. Barlow Weaving 175 The threads [in tissue-

weaving], .float or fiu>h upon the surface of the cloth rather

than form a component part of its substance. Ibid. 176

Two methods . . for flushing or throwing the thread to form
the tissue figure.

Hence Flushing vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

(sense 1) ; also concr. (sense 2), see quot.

1853 Archii. Pubt. Soc. Diet., Flushing, .the operation of
filling in the joints of brickwork or masonry with mortar.

1878 A. Barlow Weaving Index, Flushing^ threads not
required in the body of the cloth, and left loose on the surface.

Flush. (fi*>J), vA [?var. of Frush.J trans.

and intr. (See quots.) Hence Flirshing vbl. sb.

1739 Labelve Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 77 Cham-
fering the Joints hinders the flushing or breaking of the
Edges of the Stones. 1853 Archil. Pub/. Soc. Diet, s.v.,

Masons, .say that a stone has flushed, where more or less

of its arrised edge has broken away in consequence of that

edge being more loaded than the rest of the bed.

Flush. (nVJ). adv. [f. Flush a. 1
] fa. Directly,

straight, b. Pugilism. With direct force or with

full effect.

1700 Farquhar Constant Couple v. i, This girl is just

cume flush from reading the Rival Queens ! 181a Sporting
Mag. XXXIX. 139 Thorn, .hitting his antagonist flush on
the head right and left. 1888 Sporting Leader 15 Dec,
Wilson, .leading off, and getting the left flush on the face.

Flushed vfMO> ppl- a - U- Flush v.* + -ed *.]

1. Suffused with red or ruddy colour.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2576/4 A Maid-Servant, .extremely
red and flushed, round her Mouth. 1793 Beddoks Lett, to

Damvin 53 A medical friend .. was much struck with the
flushed appearance of my countenance. 1849 Kuskin
Sev. Lamps iv. § 39. 129 Flushed and melting spaces of
colour. 1882 Miss Braddon Ml. Royal i, I knew what the
flushed cheek . . and the short cough meant.

FLUSHNESS.

2. Heated, excited.

1749 Smollktt Regicide in. viii, Their flush'd intemper-
ance will yield Occasion undisturbed. 1893 Critic {Bos-ton)

25 Mar. 184/1 The solitary caprice of a flushed fantasy.

Flusher l (fl» Jm). [f. as prec. + -BB '.] One
who is employed to flush sewers.
1882 Pall Mall G. 12 June 1/2 Superintendent of flusher^.

Hence Fltrsherman, a sewer-flusher.

1851 MaYHEW Lond. Labour I. 28 The policeman on duty
there wears huge, .flushermen's boots. Ibid. II. 151.

Flusher 11 (nVj3.i). dial. Also flasher, [of un-

certain origin ; by some regarded as a corruption

of Flesher (cf. the synonym butcher-bird, ; by
others referred to FLUSH v.-, the name being sup-

posed to refer to the red colour. Cf. also Flush
z\l] The Red-backed Shrike, Lanius collurio.

1674 Kay Eng. Words 83 The lesser Butcher-bird, called

in Yorkshire, Flusher, Lanius tertius. 1885 Swainson
Prov. Names Brit, Birds 48 Red-backed Shrike {Lanius
collurio). . Flayer or Flusher (Cornwall).

t Flush-flash, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [Cf. Flish-
flash.] intr. To flash repeatedly.

T583 STAKYHURST Aeneis l. (Arb.) 20 Thee lightnings riflye

doe Hush flash.

Flushing 'fl»Jirj\^. [f. Flushing (Du. Vlis-

singen) a port in Holland.] A kind of rough and
thick woollen cloth, so called from the place where
it was first manufactured.
1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple x. Pea jackets .. made of..

Flushing. 1879 Vnif. Reg. in Naiy List July (1882J 496.'^

To be ot flushing, with seven buttons, .on each side.

attrib. 183a Darwin in Life ty Lett. (18871 I. 242 A ..

flushing jacket. 1837 Maukyat Dog-fiend iii, Wrapped up
in Flushing garments [he) looked, .like a bear.

Flushing, vbl. sb. [f. Flush v.- + -is<; L]

1. The action of the verb Flush in various senses,

fa. A rushing or splashing (of water). Obs.

1573 Twysnk sEuefd. x. Ddivb, His monstrous saiuagc
Urns through froth, through fome with flushing launch.

b. The cleansing ^of a sewer, etc.) by a rush of

water.

1853 Archil. Pub/. Soc. Diet., Flushing. 1884 Times
(weekly ed.) 14 Nov. 12/2 The flushing of sewers is. .a most
important part, of'the rapid removal of refuse.

C. Of a plant : The sending out of new shoots.

1810 Scott Lady of Lake ill. xvi, Our flower was in

flushing, When blighting was nearest. 1894 Times 6 Apr.

4 6 [Tea] plants exhibiting great difference in form and
luxuriance of growth and flushing.

2. A sudden flowing (of blood to the face) ; a

wave (of heat) ; hence, reddening, redness.

1589 R. Harvey PL Fere. 22 Walke about, and coole this

flushing in the face. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 155. 1677
Lond. Gaz. No. 11S0 4 A tall slender Man, with a great

flushing in his face. 1731 Akijuthnot Aliments i. § 2. 9
'the Signs of the Functions of the Stomach being deprav'd,

are.. a Flushing in the Countenance [etc.]. 1803 Med,
Jrnl. X. 11 Its approaches are marked by head-ach .

.

flushings of heat. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. 11879) 343
Local flushings caused by small doses of the poison.

3. A flush or wave (of emotion, success, etc.).

a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. V. 11. 163 It was not properly

a Passion, which is a subitaneous flushing. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 351 P 15 lhe transient Flushings of Guilt and

Joy, which the Poet represents in our first Parents upon
their eating the forbidden Fruit. 1775 S. J. Pratt Libera/
Opin. (1783) IV. 78 This strange mortal.. was so truly

elevated by the present flushings of his prosperity, that he
said and did [etc.].

4. attrib. and Comb. : as flushing cistern, gate,

machine ; also flushing-rim (J/ouse-flumbijig ,.,

1 a hollow rim pierced with holes surrounding

a basin, through which water can be turned into

the basin to flush it out' {Cent. Diet.); flushing-

wheel =flush-wheel.
1894 Daily News 9 Oct. 5 2 To raise the capacity of

•flushing cisterns from two to three gallons. 1856 Prec.

Inst. Civ. Eng. XVI. 43 *Flushing Machines, for cleansing

house drains and sewers. 1884 G. E. Waring in Century
Mag. Dec. 263 1 The closet is supplied with water through

an ordinary 'flushing-rim. 1884 Health Exhlb. Catat. q8/z

Automatic * Flushing Wheel for utilizing waste water from
Baths.

Flushing (nVJV* ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing2.]

1. That flows quickly ; rushing.

1550 Bale Image both Ch. in. xix. Ccnj b, It sounded ..

as it hadde bene the flushynge noyse of manye waters. 1596

Spenser F. Q. iv. vi. 29 The swift recourse of flushing

blood.

2. Exhibiting or producing a sudden glow.

17^^(6 Thomson Spring 95 Array 'd In all the colours of

the trashing year. 1793 Southey Tri. Woman 307 No
flushing fear that cheek o'erspread. iBzoShellev Sensitive

PL 11. 14 Her tremulous breath and her flushing face.

Flushinger v»»jirj3J )- U- Mushing (name of

a Dutch port) + -eb L] A Flushing vessel or sailor.

1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2553/2 The English Vessel. .was the

next day retaken by a Flushinger. 1865 Athenaeum No.

1967. 43/1 Boarded by the Flushingers.

Flu'shingize, v. nonce-xvd. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To make like an inhabitant of Flushing.

i6oj J. Daviks Mirum in modnm Wks. tGrosart) 10/2

Since our English (ah) were Flusheniz'd, Against good

manners, and good men they kicke, As Beasts they were.

Flushness. [f- Flush a.*] The quality or

condition of being flush in various senses.

1661 Gauden Life Hooker 37 Those . . whose interest it is,

like Hernshaws, to hide the meagerness of their bodies, by

the flushness of their feathers. 1868 SffVD Bullion 52 An
46-2



FLUSHY.
over-issue of Paper Money in a country may apparently
create a momentary flushness. 1878 Sir G. G. Scott Led.
Archil. I. 279 Windows in which the glass was flush with
the exterior, and all the splay put inside .. This excessive

flushness is less frequent as the style advances.

Flushy (fl*>j"i), a. [f. Flush a.\ **. orz/. + -Y 1
.]

Somewhat flushed, or inclined to flush ; reddish.

1706 in 14M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. m. 28 Aug.,A middle-

sized man, of a flushy complexion. 1850 Browning Christmas
£z>e 177 Another rainbow rose—a mightier, Fainter, flushier,

and flightier, 1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss., Flashy is com-
monly applied to any red colour.

Flusker (^nVska.i), v. Obs. exc. dial. [freq. of

flush 'to fly at, as two cocks* ('Tim Bobbin* Lane.

Dial.), 'to startle a bird out of a bush* (Almond-
bury Gloss., E.D.S.). Cf. Flush v.*, Flasker v^
1. a. intr. To flutter or fly irregularly.

1660-1794 [see Fluskering vbl. sb. and ppl. a.]. 1820

Clare Rural Life (ed. 3 150 A blackbird, or thrush, That,
started from sleep, flusker'd out of the bush. 1821 —
Vill. Minstr. I. 94 The crowing pheasant . . fluskers up.

1877 Leigh Chcsh. Gloss , Flusker .. to fly irregularly, as

nestlings taking their 6rst purposeless flight.

2. trans. To fluster, confuse. Only in pass,

1841 Hartshorne Salop. Anita. 429 * Meetily flusker'd '.

1854 Bakes Northamptonsh. Gloss. I. 248, ' I was so
fluskered, I could not tell what to do'.

Hence Fluskering- vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1660 H. More Myst. Godl. vi. vi. 228 The offers and
fluskerings, as I may so say, of the Faculties of the Soul of

man. 1668 — Div. Dial. II. 48 What strange . . fluskering

conceits flie up into the youthful imagination of Hylobares.
1794G1SBOBNE IValks Forest (1796) 69 Then with fluskering

wings Broke forth. 1821 Clare VilL Minst?: I. 72 The
fluskering pheasant took to wing.

t Fluss. Obs. rare. [a. Ger. flusz, f. root of

flieszen to flow, Fleet.] «Fltjx sb. 11.

1683 Pettls Fleta Mitt. 1. 199 Fluss is made by taking
Litharge, Glass-gall, and melted Salt, .and filed Iron, and..
graind Lead. Ibid. 11. s.v., Flus . . sometimes .. is called

Lead-Glass, which being put into dissolvible metal, it gives
expedition to their Dissolutions.

Fluss, obs. (Sc.) f. Flush sb 2.

t Fluste. Obs. rare.

1570 Levins Mamp. 194 A Y\\\$\.c,flustntm.

Fluster (flirstai), sb. [see next vb.]

1. *t*a. Kxcitement proceeding from intoxication

(obs.). b. A confused or agitated state of mind;
a flurry, flutter.

1710 Taller No. 252 F 4 When Caska adds to his natural

Impudence the Fluster cf a Bottle. 1728 Vanbr. & Cm.
Prov. Hush. in. i, He has been in such a Fluster here. 1848
Lowell Big-law P. Poems 1890 II. 85 In the Tower Victory
sets, all of a fluster. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. viii.

209 All this fluster may have arisen from a horror of the
steward.

1 2. ? Pomp, splendour. Cf. Fluster v. 3 c, d.

Obs.
1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke Wks. (GrosarD IV. 12 His wit

consisting wholly in hi* dresse, he would, .have it all about
him; as to the end that being hufFd up in all his ecclesias-

tical fluster, he might appear more formidable, a 1716
South Serm. (1737) VI. vi. 235 Let no present fluster of
fortune . . transport the man himself with confidence.

Fluster (fl»staj), V. Also ?5 flostre, 9 dial.

flowster. [This and the related sb. closely resemble

in sense the moA.lctX.Jlaustr hurry, bustle,Jlauslra

to bustle. Cf. Bluster z/.] .

fl. 1 trans. ? To excite, stimulate. Obs.
1422 [see Flustering vbl. sb.].

2. trans. To flush or excite with drink, make
half-tipsy.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i!i. 60 Three else of Cyprus .. Haue
I to night fluster'd with flowing Cups. 1731 Fielding
Lett. Writers 11. v, My nephew ., hath taken me to the

Tavern, and. .almost flustered me. 1851 Thackkrav F,ng.

Hum. iii. (1876) 233 His head is flustered with burgundy.

3. intr. To be excited or eager ; to move with
agitation or confusion ; to bustle.

1613 F. Robarts Rev, Gospel 136 Who will not fluster to

lie one ? 1636 Div. Trag. lately Acted 27 A blacke ball .

.

flew into the bell free . . then it flustered about the Church.
1808 Jamikson, Fluster, to be in a state of bustle. 1865
(J. Merkdith R. Fleming y\\\\, (1890) 369 He broke out
upon Mrs. Sumfit. .which caused her to fluster guiltily.

1879 Cornh. Mag. June 699 They flustered out, abashed
like poultry who have been played upon with garden hose.

1893 R. Kipling Many Invent. 16 The Dutch gunboat
came flustering up.

fb. Of seed: To shoot up quickly ; to push.

1650 T. Bayly Hcrba Parietis 123 Both were exceeding
glad to see the corne so fluster upon the ground that was
^wn by their hands.

C. To bluster, swagger, d. dial. See quot.

i66i[see Flustering///, a.]. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Flowster
orfluster, to flourish or flutter in showy colours.

4. trans. To flurry, confuse.

17*4 R. Falconer Voy. (1769) 267 My scattered Thoughts,
that were flustered upon that Occasion. 1760 A. Murphy
Way to Keep Him 1. li, Madam, if I was as you, I would
not fluster myself about it. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxiy, The
aged housekeeper was no less flustered and hurried in

obeying the numerous . . commands of her mistress. 1870

Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Hi. 9 Men must not too much
fluster us.

Hence Flustering* vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also
Flu'sterment, the state of being flustered.

142a tr. Secreta Secret.., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 129 The
flostyrynge of the losengers that the[e] Plesyn, thou sholdyst

gretly drede. 1661-98 South Serm. III. 263 The Flustrmg
Vain-glorious Greeks. 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds II. 135

364

When it is very closely pursued, and compelled to rise, it
J

[the coot] does tins with much flustering and apparent
difficulty. 1895 Expositor Apr. 296 Palpitations, fluster-

ments, hesitancies seem to turn our message into farce.

t Fluster-bluster, nonce-ivd. [comic re-

duplication of Blustek.] A 'blustering' wind.

So Fluster-blusterer, a blusterer.

1696 Monthly Mercury VI I. 85 The French., are. .seeking

an early Atonement of the French Fluster Blusterer. 1708

Motteux Rabelais v. vi, Unless you are resolv'd to en-

counter. .^Eolus and his Flusterblusters.

Flustered (fiVstsid), ///. a. [f. Fluster v.]

1. Half-drunk, fuddled.

1615 Sir E. Hoby Curry-combe \. 11 Yet as flustred as hee
was, .hee could text her with Labia Sacerdotis custodmnt
saf>ientiam. 1710 Steele 'Patler No. 3 P 1 A Young
Nobleman who came flustered into the Box last Night. 1824

Lamb FHaSer. n. Capt. Jackson, You got flustered without

knowing whence; tipsy upon words. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet xiii, Becoming early what bon vivants term
flustered.

^ 1889 Babrere & Leland Slang, Flustered
(common) intoxicated.

2. Confused, disconcerted, flurried.

1743 Fielding J. Wild 11. v, Heartfree . . was. .too much
flustered to examine the woman with sufficient art. 1797
Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xxx. 11B24) 699 My lord . . seemed
very much flustered. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char.
xv. 377 A vivid picture of a flustered man.

3. dial. (See quot.)

1876 Whitby Gloss., Fluster d, reddened or irritated, .said

of the feet.

Flusterer (nVst3r3j). U.S. [f. Fluster v. +
-ER 1 (see quot. 1808).] The common American

coot, Fulica americana.
1709 Lawson Carolina 149 Black Flusterers .. Some call

these the great bald Coot. 1808-14 A. Wilson Anicr. Omith.
ix. 62 note, In Carolina they are called flusterers from the

noise they make in flying over the surface of the water.

Flustery (fiVsteri), a. [f. Fluster sb. or v. +
-Y l. Cf. Blustery.] Full of fluster ; confused.

1865 Carlyle Frcdk. Gt. (1873) V. xiv. iv. 188 A flustery

singed condition.

Flustra (flustra). n. flustrro, -as. [a. mod.
L. flustra.} The typical genus of polyzoa or

bryozoa of the family Flustridm\ the sea-mat.
The name was first used by Linnaeus (Fauna Suec. ed. 2.

1761), who says that he has substituted it for the older name
Kschara, because the latter was ' homonymous with the

name of a disease' ; but he does not give the etymology.
18*5 Hamilton Handbk. Terms, Flustra, the sea-mat.

1855 Kinc.sley Glaucus (1878) 73 Here are Flustra;, or sea-

mats, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xiii. § 560 The leaf-

like flustras and escharas.

Flustrate (flystr^t), v. vulgar or jocular.

Also flusterate. [f. Flusteu v. + -ate -K] = Flus-

ter v
.'
z and 4.

171a Steele Sped. No. 493 T 4 We were coming down
Essex Street one Night a little flustrated. 1797 Mrs. A. M.
Uennett Beggar Girl (1813) I. 106 She was, she confessed,

quite flusterated at the idea. 1876 Mrs. Oliphant Curate
in Charge (ed. 5) II. iv. 100 The head of the college was
slightly flustrated, ifsuch a vulgar word can be used of such

a sublime person.

Flustration (fiVstr^-J^n). vulgar ox jocular.

Also flusteration. [f. Fluster v. + -ation.] The
condition of being flustered; 'fluster', ngitation.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xxxiii. 204 How soon

these fine young ladies will be put into flusterations.
^

1812

G. Colman Br. Grins, Two Parsons lxxii, A kind of

shocking, pleasing, queer flustration. 1868 Vates^ Rock
Ahead 1. i, Miles came out., in a state of 'flustration '.

t Flu'tal, a. Obs. rare. [f. Flute sb± + -al.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a flute.

1794 G. Adams Nat. % E^p. Philos. I. vi. 239 The organs

of the human voice are partly flutal, and partly chordal.

Flute (JUt\ sbA Forms: 4-5 flowte, 5 flo(y)te,

6-7 fluitfe, 6- flute. [ME. a. OY.Jleute.Jlaiite,

flahute (also written flahitste), mod. F.^/^ = Pr.

Jlautaicm., of unknown origin; the Sp. jlauta, It.

Jlauto are prob. adopted from Fr. or Pr. From Fr.

are MHG.y?^V^(mod.Ger._/?^), T>a..Jluit ^whence

possibly the ME. forms).

Diez's suggestion, that the Rom. flauta,/7au/o was f. the

vh.flautare, and that this was a metathesis of L. flatudre,

is phonologically impossible. Ascoli's proposal to refer the

vb. to a L. type *Jldvitdre is also inadmissible.]

1. A musical wind instrument, consisting of a

hollow cylinder or pipe, with holes along its length,

stopped by the fingers, or by keys which are opened

by the fingers.

The flute of the ancients, whether single or double, was
blown through a mouthpiece at the end. About the middle

of the 18th Cent, this was entirely superseded by the trans-

verse or Germanflute, which is blown through an orifice at

the side near the upper end.
C1384 Chaucer //. Fame ut. 133 And many flowte and

liltyng home, 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 95/1 The mayde
remembred the wordes and threwe doun her pype or

floyte. 1555 Eden Decaties 27 They harde the noyse of the

flutes, shalmes, and drummes. 1625 Purcuas Pilgrims IV.

1533 Indians met vs on the way, playing vpon Flutes;

which is a token that they come in peace. 1718 Prior

Pleasure 77 The trumpet's sound Provok'd the Dorian

flute. 1756 T. Amorv Bnncle (1825) I. 5 My relaxation

after study was my german-flute. a i8zz Shellev Unf.
Drama 180, I nursed the plant, and on the double flute

Played to it . . Soft melodies. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xxii. A single flute within the curtain began to send forth

luscious strains. 1879 Stainer Music 0/ Bible 80 A quartet

was played by four flutes, treble, alto, tenor, and bass.

FLUTE.

fb. plir. To {go and) Mow one's flute: to

' whistle ' for something. Obs.
a 1549 Skelton Vox Fopuli vii. 9 When thei have any

sute, Thei maye goo blowe theire flute.

c. A flute-player.

154a Privy Purse Exps. P'cess Mary (1831) 104 The
Welshe mynstiels fib. ixrf. The Flutes xs. 1630 J. Taylor
{Water P.) Trav. Twelvcpciice Wks. ]. 71/1 To Church-
wardens, Cryers, To Fluits, Horse coursers, Sellers, and to

Buyers. 1765 Meretriciad 48 'Then, solus, hops, a dull

Orchestral! flute. 1837 Dickeks 5k. Boz, Tales ix. Two
flutes and a violoncello had pleaded severe colds.

2. An organ-stop having a flute-like tone. Also ,

flute-stop (see
J), _

There are various kinds of flute-stops known by special

designations, as the ctear, harmonic, oboe, snake flute.

16x3 Organ Specif. Worcester Cathedral, 1 flute of wood.

1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Musick IV. 1. x. 147 The simple

stops are the . . Flute . . and some others. 1855 Hopkins
Organ xxii. 118 As a Pedal stop, the Flute has not yet

been much used in this country.

3. Applied to objects resembling a flute in shape.

+ a. A tall, slender wine-glass, used especially

for sparkling wines. Called alsoflute glass. Obs.

1649 Lovelace Lncasta 99 Elles of Beere, Flutes of

Canary, That well did washe downe pasties mary.

b. A shuttle used in tapestry-weaving.

1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Tapestry, The flute does the

office of the weaver's shuttle.

c. Cookery, etc. (See quots.) Perh. only Fr.

1855 Clarke Diet., Flute, .gaufer. 1858 Simuosds Diet.

Trade, Flute..?, long thin French roll eaten at breakfast.

4. Arch. A channel or furrow in a pillar, resem-

bling the half of a flute split longitudinally, with

the concave side outwards.
1660 Bloome Archil. A/i Stria, the flat lying between

the Flutes. 1718 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archil. 81 'the

Column is divided into twenty-four Flutes, and. .each Side

contains three Flutes. 1879 Sir G. G. Scott Led. Archil.

II. 126 Vast round columns, .having their shafts decorated

with spiral, zig-zag, intersecting, and vertical flutes.

5. A similar groove or channel in any material.

In Botany: see quot. 172J-41.
1717-41 Chambers Cycl., Flutes or Flutiugs are also used

in botany, to denote the stems and fruits of certain plants,

which have furrows analogous to those of columns. 1776

Withering Brit. Plants (1796) III. 98 The style .. has

5 grooves or flutes to receive the 5 seeds with their ap.

pendages. 184a Bischoff Woollen Mann/. II. 393 These,

instead of being wound round a roller, fall into the flutes of

a fluted cylinder. 1855 Ocilvie Suppl., Flute, a channel

in the muslin of a lady's ruffle, similar to that in a column

or pillar. 1865 Mrs. Palliser Lace xvi. 208 A cap

of fine linen plaited in small flutes. 1878 Garnett in

Fncycl. Brit. VIII. 728 When it lies within the mean, or

spheroidal, surface so as to form a 'flute', less surface is

exposed by it.

0. slang, a. (See quot. 1 700.) b. A pistol.

,11700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cm, Flute, the Recorder of

London, or of any other Town. 1841 S. Lover Handy A ndy

iii,
' I'll give it him in the pistol-arm or so'. ' Very well,

Ned. Where are the flutes!'
.

7. aitrib. and Comb., asflute-girl, -maker, -music,

•vote ; flute-flaying vbl. sb.
; flute-like adj. Also

flute-bird (Australia), the piping crow (Gymiio-

rhina tibicen) ; flute-bit (see quot.) ; flute-glaas,

see 3 above ; flute-mouth, a fish of the family

Fistulariidve ; flute-organ (see quot. 1828) ; flute-

player, (a) one who plays the flute
;

(b) a South

American wren of the genus Cyphoi inns ; flute-

stop = sense 2 above ; flute-tool (cf. flute-bit)

;

flute-work (see quot. 1879).
1861 Kendall Poems 53 The 'flute-bird's mellow tone.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 893/2 'Flute-bit, a wood-boring

tool, .used in boring, .hard woods. 1853 Hickie U.Aristoph.

(1887) I. 22 Chaplets, sprats, *flute-girls and black eyes.

1667 Drvden SirM. Mar-all v. i, Bringtwo * Flute-glasses

and some Stools. 1719 Savage Wanderer v, The bullfinch

whistles soft his flute-like notes. 1849 Marrvat Valerie

xi, Some *flute-music. 1887 Fncycl. Brit. XXI I. 548 *Flute

Mouths 'Fistulariidx\ 1833 Tennvson Blackbird 18 Now
thy *flute-notes are changed to coarse. 1818 Busby Music.

Man., *Flute Organ, a little barrel-organ, the compass and

tone of the notes of which render it imitative of the German
flute. 1633 Prvnne Histrio-Masti.x 1. vii. iii. 652 A
'flute-player, a fidler, a harper. 1S75 Longe. Pamlora VI,

Hear how sweetly overhead the feathered flute-players

pipe their songs of love. 1831 Macallay in Life fy Lett.

(1880) I. 211 We had *flute-playing by the first flute-player

in England. 1819 Rees Cycl., 'Flute-stop on an Organ,

1887 Pall Mall C. 1 July 5/2 Chisels, modelling tools, files,

•flute tools (etc.). 1879 Hopkins in Grove Diet. Mus. 1.

.138
« Flute-work, under this head are grouped all the flue-

stops of whatever kind, shape, or tone, that are not classed

as Principal-work, or Gedact-work.

Flute (flttt), sb* Naut. Also 6 fluite, 7 fluyt(e.

[a. Fi.flilte, a. Du. fluit (whence the Eng. forms

fluyt(e,fluit),peTh. a transferred use offluit - prec]

1. (See quots.)

1567 MapletgV. Forest 91 The best.. are those that be

called Fluta;, in Greke Plootai, good saylersor fluites 1698

Froger Voy. 107 A Portuguese Flute, that carried Negros

to All-Saints Bay. 1717-41 CHummCycl, Flute or Fhiyt.

a kind oflong vessel, with flat ribs or floor timbers ;
round

behind, and swelled in the middle. 1867 Smyth Satlor s

Word-bk., Flute or Fluyt, a pink-rigged fly-boat, the after-

part of which is round-ribbed.

2. A vessel of war, carrying only part of her

armament, to serve ns a transport.

1666 Loud. Caz. No. 77/2 Two Men of War .
.
with three

Flutes of 18 or 20 Guns. J799 Sir Sid. Smith 6 Feb. in



FLUTE. 365 FLUTTER.
Nicolas Nelson"* Disp. III. 281 note, Captain Hood's list

reported them to be eight in addition to two Flutes. 1876

J. Grant Hist, India I, xlvi. 231/2 Twenty-six sail, in-

cluding eleven Hne-of-bnttle ships, .six flutes and transports.

b. Hence Armed en flute (Fr. armt en flute)
said of such a vessel.

1799 Naval Chron. I. k8 The Sceptre, 64 guns, armed en
flute. 183a Markvat N. Forster xxxvi.

Flute (tint), v. [f. FLUTE^.ijorad.OF.y&v/V^-,
mod. Y. fluter.]

1. intr. To play upon a flute or pipe.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 91 Syngynge he was or flowtynge al

the day. 1485 Caxton Paris <$- V. 89 Thys is he that so
swfetely songe and floyted. 1775 Sheridan Duenna 1. i,

Fiddling, fluting, rhyming, ranting. 184s Tennyson To
E. L. on Trav. vi, To him who sat upon the rocks, And
fluted to the morning sea. 1875 Miss BraddoM Strange
World i, Corydon fluting sweetly on his tuneful pipe.

qouMrmw. 1867 M. Arnold Poems, Thyrsis be, And flute

his friend, like Orpheus from the dead.

b. To whistle or sing in flute- like tones.
1800 IIurdis Fav. Village 206 And ouzle fluting with

melodious pipe. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. iv. iv,

Fluting like woodlarks, tender and low. 1859 G. Mere-
dith R. Fcverel xiv, The blackbird fluted, calling to her
with thrice mellow note.

2. trans. To play (an air, etc.) on a flute ; to

sing in flute-like notes.

1842 Tennyson Morte IT.4rtlt.-26g Some. .swan, .fluting a
wild carol ere her death. 1847 — Princess iv. 111 Men
that lute and flute fantastic tenderness. 1847 Emerson
Poems, May Day 59 The redwing flutes his o-ka-lee.

3. To form flutes(FLUTE sbA 4, 5) in; to furnish

with Millings ; to arrange a dress, etc. in flutes.

1578 Lytk Dodoens iv. xiv. 468 Bockwheate hath round
stalkes chanellured and fluted (or forowed and crested).

166$ Hooke Microgr. 148 The whole outward Superficies.

.

is curiously adorned or fluted with little channels, 1713
Chambers tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Archit. I. 79 It had been
better, .to have fluted the upper part. 1853 Lindley I'eg.

A'tngd. 601 The trunk appears as if fluted. 1862 M. T.
Morrall Hist, Needle Making y] He also took out a patent
for grooving or fluting the sides of sail needles, 186s Tyn-
dall Mountaineer, ii, 12 Planing and fluting and scoring the
rocks. 1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. 11. x, A hatband of wholesale
capacity—which was fluted behind.

Fluted (fl/7-ted), ///. a. [f. Flute sb> and v.

+ -JED.]

1. Having, furnished, or ornamented with flutes,

channels, or grooves. Fluted-scale (Enlomo/.) =
cushion-scale. Fluted spectrum, one in which the
spectrum lines appear to be grouped in flutes.

i6ti Cotgr., Canute, channelled, fluted, furrowed, straked.
1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 531 Four
noble fluted pillars. 1801 Southey Thalaba vi. xx, And
fluted cypresses rear'd up Their living obelisks. 1835 Ure
Phitos. Manuf. 121 United on one fluted portion of the
rollers. 1881 N. Lockyek in Nature No. 614. 318 Iodine
vapour . . gives us this fluted spectrum. 1882 Caulfeild &
Saward Diet, Needlework, Fluted Ruche . .is composed of
single Box-pleats stitched to a certain depth inwards so as
to leave the edges of the pleats loose.

2. Music. (See quot. 1828.)
1787 Beckford Italy II. 240 All the nauseous sweetness

of a fluted falsetto. 18x8 Busby Music. Man. s.v., When
the upper notes of a soprano voice are of a thin and flute-

Tike tone, they are said to be Fluted. 1879 E. Arnold Lt.
Asia vi. xxvi, The koil's fluted song, the bulbul's hymn.

II Flute-douce (fl»t|dws). Also 7 erron. -doux.
[Ft. flute douce lit. ' sweet flute'.]

1 1. The highest-pitched variety of the old flute

with a mouthpiece.
1676 Etheredce Man 0/ Mode 11. i, Nothing But Flute

doux, and French Hoboys. 1679 Evelyn Diary 20 Nov.,
There was also a flute douce, now in much request for ac-
companying the voice. 1747 Lady M. W. Montagu Let.
to C'tess Bute 24 July, They are all violins, lutes, mandolins,
and flutes doux.

2. An organ-stop so named.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms.

t Flutenist, Obs. [f. Flute jfcl ; cf. Ger.
flotcnist, Kng. lutenist.'] A flute-player, a flutist.

1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal Mi. 42 These sometimes
Flutenistes, Beare office now. 1687 tr. Heliodorus 1. 24 You
have heard of Arsinoe, the Flutenist. 17x8 Free-thinker
No. 37 F 6 An excellent Flutenist.

Fluter (nVtsj). [f, Flute v. + -er \ Cf. OF.
flettlcur.]

1. One who plays on the flute ; a flute-player.

Now rare; replaced by Flutist or Flautist.
1 1400 Rom. Rose 763 These floutours, Minstrales and eek

logelours. 1570 Levins Man/'/. 73 A Fluter, aula>dus.
1666 Pepys Diary 21 June, I saw . . a picture of a fluter
playing on his flute. 1796 YV. Taylor \\\ Monthly Rev. XXI.
499 Not a single fluter was to be found in the temple. 1856
Masson £ss.

t
Th, 0/ Poetry 440 You, fluter, with your

silver flute !

2. One who makes flutings or grooves.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Fluter, one who grooves or

channels metals ; . .a person who goffers or plaits.

Hence fPlu-tere«s a female flute-player.
16x1 Cotgr., Fleuieuse, a fluteresse ; a woman that playes

on a flute.

Flutina (fl»trna\ [f. Flute sbA with fern,

ending -ina : cf. Concertina.] A kind of accor-
dion resembling the concertina.
1859 Sala Gas-tight fy D. xxiv. 274 Accordions, concer-

tinas, and flutinas.

Fluting (fl/7'tirjl, vhl sb. [f. Flute v. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. Flute in various senses.

1. The action of playing on the flute or singing

in flute-like tones ; an instance of this.

1481 Caxton Rcynard (Arb.) 110 Thou losest thy flateryng
and swete floytyng. 1858 Carlyle Fred/e. (it. II. vi. vii.

108 Fritz's love of music, especially of fluting. 1874 L.
Morris Poems, To a Lost Loz'e 1, The earliest flutings of
the lark. x88s Gosse in Grosart's Spenser III. p. xxxix,
The delicious flutings of Herrick.

2. The action of making flutes in columns, or in

frills, ruffles, etc. ; ornamentation with flutes ; the

result of this action, fluted work. Also attrib. in

names of appliances for fluting, asflutin^-cj'liudcr,

iron, -lathe, -machine, -plane, etc.

1728 R. Morris Ess. Ahc. Archit. 81, I must just explain
..the foregoing Plate concerning Fluting or Grooving.
i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xix. 99 Granite, on which the
flutings and groovings are magnificently preserved. 1864
Webster, FInting-plane (Carf>.\ a plane with curved face,

used in grooving flutes. 1878 Bell Gecenbaur^s Comp.
Anai. 104 Provided with various sculpturing*, fluting-;,

spines, ridges, and so on. 1879 Sir G. G. Scott Led,
Archit. I. 87 Singular ornamentation, .by means of fluting.

3. -Flute sb. 1

4, 5. Also collect.

16x1 Cotgr., Caueleure, a fluting, channelling, straking,
furrowing. 1613-1639 I. Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archit.
(1742) II. 50 The fluting in f.ont are deep half Circles, i7«3
Chambers tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Archit. I. 31 The Flutings
of this Column ought not to exceed twenty. 1725 Bradley
Earn. Diet., s.v. Mushroom, A . . Cap or Head, garnished
sometimes underneath with several Flutings. 1823 P. Nichol-
son Pract. Build. 308 Sometimes flutings of the semi-ellipsis

shape, with fillets, were adopted. 1851 Richardson Geol.
: 1855) 445 The trees . . now appear completely decorticated,

present various flutings. 1869 Boltkll Arms <y Arand
v. 76 The corslet and cuirass .. sometimes show no other
decoration than the bold flutings at their base. 1872
C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. hi. 70 Every fluting of the
great valley was in itself a considerable canon. 1880
Baring-Gocld Mehalah II. vi. 105 She ran her fingers

through the flutings of her frills.

Fluting (fl/7'tirj),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That flutes, in senses of the vb.

1794 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (18481 I. 85 The genius which
thus could form a clock in time formed a fluting automaton.
1852 Seidel Organ 78 The tone of the organ is at one time
full and round, at another, .fluting and whispering.

Flutist fl/7-tist;. [f. Flute sb. 1 + -ist. Cf. Fr.

fliitiste.~) A player on the flute.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxxix. 125 When some com-
mended him to be an excellent Flutist. 1775 J. Collier
Musical Trav. 45 That great flutist and warrior the King
of Prussia. x86z Merivale Rom. Kmp. (1865) VII. Iv. 37
He drove in pomp through the city .. with the flutist

Diodorus by his side.

Flut^e, obs. form of Flit v.

Flutter (nVUi), sb. [f. next vb.]

1. A M uttering ; the action or condition of flutter-

ing (whether in a trans, or intr. sense).

1641 Milton Animadv. 19 Lest their various and jangling
opinions put their leavs into a flutter. 17x1 Addison S/ect.
No. 102 F 10 There is an infinite Variety of Motions to be
made use of in the flutter of a Fan. 1794 Mrs. Radcijfee
Myst. Udotpho iii, The drowsy murmur of the breeze, .and
its light flutter as it blew freshly into the carriage. 1848
Dickens Dombey (C. D. e<L) v. 32 The flutter of her beating
heart. 1875 McLaren Serm. Ser. 11. viii. 138 Nor any least

flutter of trembling love towards Him.
b. A 'run', a ' burst', colloq.

1857 C. Ki-knr Let. in G. S. Layard Life iii. (1892) 62,

I had a brief flutter down to the coast of Devon. 1883
K. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 376 The same
fox . .had given, us a first flutter across the country.

2. An agitated condition, a state of tremulous
excitement. Esp. in phrases, to be in,/all,pul, etc.

into adulter.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. x\I. 107 No emotions,

child! no flutters! 1780 Mad. D'Akblay Diary May,
A strain of delight .. that put her into a flutter of spirits.

18x8 J. \V. Croker in Croker Papers (1884I Sept., The
flutter of her nerves ,. makes her very miserable. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xxi, He immediately . . fell into a
great flutter. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 99 No wonder poor
Adela's pulse was all in a flutter.

b. A disordered or untidy state.

1-1825 Mrs. Sherwood Houlston Tracts II. xxxi. 9 Let
me never see this room in a flutter.

f3. Ostentatious display, fuss, sensation, show,
stir. Esp. in phr. To make a (or their) flutter-,

to make a noise in the world. Obs.
1667 Picrvs Diary 30 Aug., I never knew people in my

life that make their flutter, that do things so meanly. 1692
Bentley Boyle Lect. 58 They would .. make a mighty
flutter and triumph, c 1700 Pope Artemisia 24 A stately,

worthless animal .. All flutter, pride, and talk. x8is
Examiner 12 Oct. 652/2 The fanfarronade and flutter of
the favourite Hussars. 1822 Hazlitt Tabled. Ser. ir.

xviii, (1869) 369 Why then all this flutter.

4. slang. An attempt or * shy ' at anything ; an
exciting venture at betting or cards.

1874 Slang Diet, s.v., ' I'll have a flutter for it ' means I'll

have a good try for it. 1880 Payn Conjid. Agent I. 134,
I am not funky of you at any game, and I want a ' flutter '.

1883 Echo 26 Feb. 4/2 (Farmerl, I fancy the animal named
will at any rate afford backers a flutter for their money.
5. attrib. and Comb.

t
as flutter-headed adj.

;

flutter-pate, a flighty or light-headed person

;

flutter-wheel (see quot. 1874).
189a Ld. Lytton Ring Poppy Prol. 248 The snowy-vested

'flutter-headed flower. 1894 Yellow Bk. Apr. 65 Only
fools and *flutterpates do not seek reverently for what is

charming in their own day. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Flttttcr-wlteel. 1874 Knight Diet, Mech, I. 894 Flutter

} rc/ieel, a water-wheel of moderate diameter placed at the
bottom of a chute so as to receive the impact of the ltead

of water in the chute and penstock.

Flutter (nVUi), v. Forms: 1 flot(e)orian,

3-4 flotftjeren, -in, -yn, (4 flooter,) 4-6 floter,

-tre, 4-;, 9 Sc. flotter, 6- flutter. [Oli.flolorian,

a frequentative formation on flot- weak-grade of

root ot'flt
lotan Fleet v.]

+ 1. intr. To be borne or lie tossing on the waves;
to float to and fro. Obs.
a 1000 Gloss. Prudentins (Record) 150 FIotorode,yW7//r

fluctibus. .1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 304 153 And so to floteri

in be grete se ! ei^ooDeslr. Troy 12524 All the freiktsin
the flode floterand aboue. c 1470 Henry Wallace VII. 1210
Yij thousand large at anys flottryt in Fordi. 1506 Guyl-
lorde Pilgr. (Camden.i 67 We . . laye and flotred in the see
right werely by reason of the sayd teclyous calme. a 1800
Sir P. Spruce xv. in Jimieson Ballads 1806) I. 160 Mony
was the feather bed That flotter'd on the faem.
Jig. c 1000 ./Flfric Horn. II. 392 Din heorte floteraff on

ftissere worulde ^ytsunge. c 1374 Chaccek Boeth. m. pr. xi.

iCamb. MS.) 78 Either alle thinges ben referred and
browht to nowht and floteryn with owte gouernour. .or [etc.].

X513 Douglas A£,neis Iv. Prol. 164 Thow aid hasart lychour
.. That flotteris furth euermair in sluggardry.

2. Of birds, etc. : To move or flap the wings
rapidly without flying or with short flights; to move
up and down or to and fro in quick irregular

motions, or hang upon wing in the air.

it 1000 Gloss. Prudentius (Record) 150 Flotorodon, pr.rvo-
lant. c 1340 Cursor M. 1781 \Trin.) pe fuulcs flotertd bo on
be5e. 1535 Covekdale Isa. xxxi. 5 Like as byrdes flotre

uboute their nestes, 1602 Marston Ant. fy Mel. iv. Wks.
1856 I. 45 Troopes of pide butterflies, that flutter still In
greatntsse summer. 1719 Dc Foe Cr?esoe (1840" I. xv. ^52 The
parrot. . had fluttered a gdod way off. 18x4 LtvRON yuan xv.

xxvii, March, my Muse ! If you cannot fly, yet flutter. 1850
McCosH Div, Gold. in. ii. (1874

1 345 Like the moth fluttering

aboutthe light which is to consume it. 1870 Mokius Earthly
Par. III. iv. 204 The belfry. . Fluttered about. . IJy chatter-
ing daws.
trans/, andJig. f 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvi. 91 He flotereth

not so ofte aboute the eeris of the lay peple. 1591 Sidsfy
Astr. 3- Stella cviii, My yong soule flutters to thee his
nest, a 1680 Butlhr Rem. 117591 II. 80 He flutters up and
down like a Butterfly in a Garden. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan,
Per. IV. Ixi. 212 Hans*s talk naturally fluttered towards
mischief.

b. To move with a right quivering motion
through the air.

1853 C. Bronte Villctte iii, An etching, .happened to

flutter to the floor. 1866 Geo. Eliot/'. Hoft{\%(&) 10 Here
and there a leaf fluttered down. 1873 OuiDA Pascarcl I. 19
Paper money fluttered to her feet.

C. quasi-Irans. with adv. ox prep., expressing the

result of a ' fluttering' movement.
1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandeville 152 a, They choppe

downe Into the Snowe, fluttering the same ouer them with
theyr winces. 1789 \Volcot (P. Pindar) Ep. to Jailing
Minis. Wks. 1812 II. 125 So they, like Moths, may flutter

life away. 1793 Cowper Beau's Reply 15 When your linnet

.. Had fluttered all his strength away. 1844 Alb. Smith
Aiiv. Mr. Ledbury I. xiv. 103 Seeds, which the bird had
fluttered from his cage.

3. trans/'. To move about aimlessly, restlessly,

sportively, or ostentatiously; to flit, hover.

1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State U851) 372 Now he resides at

Paris, or rather flutters unpunish'd about the City. X734
Pope Ess, Man iv. 196 One flaunts in rags, one flutters 111

brocade. 1779 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Titrate 25 Oct., I hope
Mr. Thrale. .at night flutters about the rooms. 1877 Black
Green Past. xliv. (1878; 354 She had kept fluttering about
the hall, bothering the patient clerks with inquiries.

4. To move about or to and fro with quick vibra-

tions or undulations ; to quiver. Of the heart or

pulse : To beat rapidly and irregularly.

1561 BECON Sicke Mamies Salve Wks. 1564 II. 220 My
toung flottereth in my mouth, my hands tremble & shake
for payne. a 1661 Fuller Worthies 11840) III. 513 The
weight [of a cloak] is diffused in several parts, and, fluttering

above, all of them are supported by the clouds. 1712-4
PorE Rape Lock 1. 90 Teach . . little hearts to flutter at a
Beau. 1815 Shelley Alastor 659 The pulse yet lingered in

his heart. It paused— it fluttered. 18x0 Keats Eve St.

Agnes xl, The arras.. Fluttered in the besieging wind's
uproar, 1859 Kingsley Misc. (1S60) II. 289 A few rags of
sail fluttered from her main and mizen.

b. Of wind or flame : To blow or flicker lightly

and intermittently. Of water: To ripple.

1638 N. Rows in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1888) IV. 3
Once the winde fluttered a little, whereuppon wee went to
sea. 18x1 Pinkerton Petral. II. 554 A light, accompanied
by a flame, fluttering from time to time on the surface. 1821
Clare Vill. Minstr, I. 46 Down the rock the shallow
water falls, Wild fluttering through the stones in feeble

whimpering brawls. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic vi, Any-
how there they [tongues of flame] flutter.

Jig. 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama of'Exile Poems 1850 I.

32 Its meaning flutters in me like a flame.

to. Music. \ See quot. 1819.) Obs.

1759 R. Smith Harmonics fed. 2) 97 They do not beat at

all, Tike imperfect consonances, but only flutter, at a slower

or quicker rate according to the pitch of the sounds. 1819
Rees Cycl., Flutter in Music, is a term applied by Dr.

Robert Smith, .to the fluttering roughness in the sound of

two notes which are discords to each other.

5. To tremble with excitement; to be excited

with hope, apprehension, or pleasure, etc.

1668 H. MoreZ>/z*. Dial. in. xxxiv. (1713) 273 O how do
I flutter to be acquainted with this kind of People. 1754
Richardson Grandison (1781) II. v. 73, I fluttered like a
fool. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Iv, Fluttering with her

own audacity. 1865 Merivale Rom. Emp. VIII. lxv. 162



FLUTTERABLE.
All the tribes of the far East were fluttering with the anti-

cipation of his descent upon them.

6. trans, (causatively).

a. To cause to flutter; to move (a thing's m quick

irregular motions ; to agitate, ruffle. Also f to

flutter (a thing) into rags, to pieces, etc. Toflutter
ont\ to wear out by ' fluttering

7
. To flutter the

ribbands of \a coach) (slang") : to drive.

i6»i Markham Fowling 32 If they [wild fowl] be flutterd

or fleikt into any Riuer. 1644 Manwayring ^a-;;w«'j 5/c/.

s.v. Floaue, The gust hath fluttred all the saile to peeces.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 933 All unawares, Fluttering his pen-

nons vain. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 168 The gay butter-

flyflutters her painted wings. 1771 Hull Sir IV. Harrington
I. 216, I have already fluttered out all the cloaths I made up
for first mourning, and must buy more. 1845 Poe Raven
Poems (1859) 48 Not a feather then he fluttered. 1864
Eton Sch. Days i. ir, I used to flutter the ribbands of the

London Croydon and South Coast coach. 1893 McCarthy
Red Diamonds II. 20 Shining spaces of water fluttered by
the passing oar.

b. fig. To throw (a person) into confusion, agi-

tation, or tremulous excitement.
1664 Shakspere's Cor. (F. 3) v. vt. 116 Like an Eagle in

a Dove-coat, I Flutter'd your Volcians in Coriolus. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. 39 You flutter one so!

1784 E. Hazard in Belknap Papers (1877) I. 382, I am so

fatigued and fluttered with my walk. 1864 Frocde Short
Stud., Sc. Hist. (1867) 2 A work which, .fluttered thedove-
cotes of the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg. 1875
Jowf.tt Plato (ed. 21 II. 45 If I thought that your nerves

could be fluttered at a small party of friends.

7. intr. [slang]. To * to.-s for anything.

1874 in Slang Diet. 1895 U'estm. Caz. 31 July 3/1 The
three American girls, .were seen. .' fluttering ' for the upper
berth in their cabin.

Flutterable (mrtsrab'l), a. [f. Flutter v.

+ -ABLE.] That may be fluttered.

1891 Sat. Rev. 5 Sept. 264/2 The matter has fluttered the

always rather easily flutterable dovecotes of Vienna.

t Fluttera'tion. Obs. [see -atiox.] The action

of fluttering ; the state of being fluttered.

1754 Richardson Crandison III. vii. 50 Such a Love as.

.

she had in her days ofJIutteration,a.$ she whimsically calls

them. 1771 Hum. Sir //'. Harrington IV. 172 Even 1,

who am so much less concerned, am in a violent Jlnttera-
Hon about it. 1805 in Spirit Public yrnts. (1806) IX. 265
The names of Colonel, Major, and Captain scarce occasion
the smallest Alliteration.

Fluttered J}vioid\ />//. a. [f. Flutter v. +
-ed l.j In senses of the vb. both trans, and intr,

(In quot. 1589 pern, used (ox filtered.)

1589 Nashs Anat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I. 29 That
those .. shoulde preferre their fluttered sutes before other
mens glittering gorglous array. 1773 Graves Euphrosyne
(1776) I. 18 The emblem of a flutter'd mind. 1813 Scott
Rokeby iv. xxix, A fluttered hope his accents shook, A
fluttered joy was in his look. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic

3 3 H is fluttered faculties came back to roost.

Flutterer (fiVtarai). [f. as prec. + -er 1
.]

+ 1. ? A vagrant. Obs. rare.

c 1450 Mvrc 845 Of scoler, of flotterer, or of passyngere.

2. One who or that which flutters, lit. and fig.

;

'J*
a flirt. Karely in trans, sense.

c 17*6 Mrs. Delany in Life fy Corr. I. 133, 1 looked upon
him as a flutterer, and was at a loss to know what his inten-

tions were. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) L iii. 13
A man of morals, was worth a thousand of such gay
flutter«rs. 1838 Dickens Nieh. Nick, xiv, Dingy, ill-plumed

drowsy flutterers. 188a Harper'sMag. LXV. 588 She watched
the boat until the handkerchief flutterer was no longer
seen.

Fluttering (nVt3rirj\ vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+

-ing *.] The action of the vb. Flutter in various

senses ; an instance of the same.
138a Wyct.if Ps. liv [lv]. 23 [22] He shal not 5iue in to

with oute ende flotering \Sw\%. Jluctuationem\ to the ri3t-

wise. 14 . . Prose Legend* in A nglia VIII. 185 Drowned in

be floteryngis of bis lyfe. 16x7-61 Fei.tham Resolves 1. xi.

200 The Hates and Flutteringsof a Conscience within. 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xix. 341 It is impossible to express
the flutterings of my . . heart. 1759 R. Smith Harmonics
{ed. 2) 97 The flutterings and the beats of a tempered
consonance. 1830 Tennyson Milters Dan. 153, I watch'd
the little flutterings, The doubt my mother would not see.

183a Lytton Eugene A. u. iv, No fluttering of manner be-

trayed that he [etc.].

Fluttering (nVtarin), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ing^.] That flutters, in various senses of the vb.

c 1374 Chaucer Bocth. in. metr. ix. 68 (Camb. MS.) To
compowne werk of floterynge matere. 1590 Spenser /''. Q.
II. iii. 10 Vain-glorious man, when fluttering wind does
blow In his light winges, is lifted up to skie. 1625 Gill
Sacr. Philos. iv. 43 That fluttering distinction, .will not

helpe. 176a Falconer Shipwr. 11. 198 The fluttering

sails expand. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 315 The
thick-heaved breath And . . fluttering pulse of death. 1863

Geo. Eliot Romola 11. i, A large, .mulberry-tree, .was now
sending its last fluttering leaves in at the open doorways.

b. Untidy. (Cf. Flutter sb. 2 b.)

e 1830 Mrs. Sherwood Houlston Tracts III. lxvii, 8

She would idle, .and was very fluttering with her things.

Hence Flu'tteringlya</7'., in a fluttering manner.
1819 Wiffen Aonian Hours (1820) 33 O'er her young

more flutteringly to brood. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists
iv. 278 Of old it came flutteringly through prophets. 1861

G. Meredith E. Harrington II. xi. 197 Mrs. Hawkshaw
began flutteringly to apologise.

Flutterless (nVta-iles), a. [f. Flutter sb. +-

-lesh.] Not making a flutter, drooping.
1873 Daily News 21 Aug., The clinging, flutterless pennons

of the lances.

366

Fluttermouse, dial, form of Flittermouse.

Fluttersome [flai liiMffiiQ, a. [f. Flutter v. +
-some.] Inclined to flutter.

189s Century Mag. Feb. 540 Beribboned, belaced, and
very fluttersome.

Fluttery {i\vteri),a. In4flotery. [f. Flutter
v. + -Y.] Apt to flutter, fluttering. AUo fig.

1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 2025 With flotery herd, and
ruggy asshy heres. 18*3 New Monthly Mag. VII, 569 His
patchy, fluttery, and undecided mode of handling. 1855

J. Hewitt Anc. Armour I. 341 A light fluttery material.

1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol. 337 The fluttery tree-top.

Fluty (A«'ti;, a. [f. Flute sb. 1 + -y l.j Resem-
bling a flute in tone, flute-like ; soft and clear.

18*3 Neiv Monthly Mag. VIII. 39 As on the wind its

fluty music floats. 184s Alb. Smith Port. Scatterg. Pant.
xxiii, A delicate fluty voice.

Fluvial (fl/rvial). [a. Y.fluvial, wW,. fluvial-

is, f. fluvius river.] Of or pertaining to a river

or rivers; found or living in a river.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. lxv. (1495) 901 Yf
fluuyall stones ben hette fyry hote and thenne quenchyd
therm. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabcthouer's fik. Physicke 33/2, Iij

pintes of fluvial water. 1775 Romans Florida 316 This
fluvial expedition. 1867 J. B. Rose tr. VirgiCs /Eneid 190
The fluvial nymphs. 1875 Wend, Phys. World I. i. 39 The
descent of fluvial ice frequently causes great disasters.

Fluvialist v
fl«vialist). [f. prec. + -ist.] One

who explains certain phenomena in geology or

physical geography by the action of existing streams.

1839 Proc. Geol. Soc. I. 145 He [W, D. ConybeareJ first

offers some introductory remarks on the opposite theories of

the fluvialist and diluviahst.

Fluviated, a. [f. h.fluvial-us soaked in a

river, 'J.fluvius river) -f-EuL] Overflowed by a

river, marshy.
1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. iv. 129 A bank over-

looking the low fluviated ground of the river.

Fluviatic {ftuviyX'tik), a. [ad. L. fluviatic-us,

f. fluvius river.] Growing or living in streams.

1717 Bailey vol. II, Flnviatick. 18*8 in Webster.

Fluviatile [flw'viatil), a. [a. ¥. fluviatile, ad.

h.fluvidlilis, (.fluvius river.] Of or pertaining to

a river or rivers; found, growing, or living in rivers

;

formed or produced by the action of rivers.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabcthouer's Bk. Physicke 48/1 Madefye a

little ltnnen cloth in Fluviatile water. 1681 Chetham
Angler's Vade-m. xi. § 1 ^1689) no Fishes, whether Marine
Fluviatile or Lakish. J774 Strange in /'//;/. Trans. LXV.
45 It [buccinum] is of the fluviatile kind. 18*3 W. Buck-
land Reliq. Diluv. 164 The mud.. is evidently fluviatile

and not diluvian. 1878 Huxley Physiog. 134 The river is,

itself, a powerful agent of direct denudation— fluviatile

denudation as it is sometimes termed.

t Fluvia -1ion. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if ad. L.

ytuvidtion-em, f.fluvidtus, Fluviated.] The pro-

cess of steeping (flax) in water.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 54 This was the first pre-

paration of Flax, and before fluviation or rotting.

Fluvicoliue (fl«vikt)lin, -din), a. [f. mod. L.

fluvicol-a (f. fluvius river + colore to inhabit) +
-ink.] = Fluvial, Fluviatile.
In some mod. Diets.

Fluvio- i\u'\'\o)j used as combining form of L.

fluvius river, as in fluvio-marine a., an epithet

applied to deposits formed by river-currents at the

bottom ofthe sea; alsorjuasi-^.; fluviometer, an

instrument for measuring the rise and fall of rivers

;

fluvio-terrestrial a., pertaining to the land-sur-

face of the globe and its rivets.

1848 Craig, Fluvio-marine. 185a E. Forbes in Wilson &
Geikie Mem. xiv. (1861) 505 The fluvio-marine portion of

them [the Eocenes]. Ibid. 509 The whole series of fluvio-

marines. 1863 LvKLL Antic. Man x'\. (ed. 3) 204 The
fluvio-marine bed of Abbeville. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
iii. 70 The only fluviometer at Tettc.was set up at our

suggestion. 1885 Gill in Proc. Biol. Soc. II. 30 (Cent.)

The marine realms, .are entirely independent of the fluvio-

lerrestrial.

t Fluviose, a. Ot>s.-° [as if ad. L. *fluvios-

us, {.fluvius river: see -08E.] (See quot.)

17*7 Bailey vol. II, Fluvioset
flowing much.

fFlu*vious F
a. Obs.-° [f. as prec: see

-OUS.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Giossogr., Pluvious, flowing much.

FlUX '..fltfks), sb. Forms: a. (sense 1 only) 4-7
flix(e, flyx(e, (6 flyckes) ; 0. 5-7 fluxe, (5

flokes\ 4- flux. [a. Yr.flux, ^Yr.flux, Hp.flu.ro

(now flujo in senses 1 and 4, flux from Fr.), It.

flusso :—L. fluxus (u stem), f. flue're (Lat. root

*flit£V-) to flow. The early formyzY-r proceeds from

the Fr. pronunciation with //.] A flowing, flow.

I. spec, in physiological sense.

1. An abnormally copious flowing of blood, excre-

ment, etc. from the bowels or other organs;

a morbid or excessive discharge, spec. An early

name for dysentery; also t redflux, fflux of blood,

bloodyflux (cf. Bloody C. 2).

a. 138a WVCUV Matt. \x. 20 A womman that suffride the

[1388 blodi] fiix, or rennynge, of blood twelue ^eer. 1447
Hokenham Seyntys (Roxh.) 32 The reed flyx. .Sodeynly
dede Austyn so sore oppresse. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's

Husb. iv. (1586) 187 They [Bees] feed so greedilie, as they

fall into a Flix. 1600 Holland Livy in. xiii. (1609) 1367

note, Hee [Trajan].. died.. of a flixe of blood. 1665 Manlev

flux.
Grotius' Low C. IVarres 317 Both of them bred a sad
Disease among them, with a great Flix.

0. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 80 Kynd conscience, .sent

forth his foreioures, feures & fluxes, c 1450 Si. Cnthbcrt
(Surtees)3548 He waslangeseke in be flokes. 1597 Gerahde
Herbal(1636) 713 Agrimony boiled in wine and drunke helpes

..hepaticke fluxes in old people. 1708 Swift Predictions

1708 Wks. 1755 II. 1. 153 It (his death] seems to be an effect

of the gout in his stomach, followed by a flux. 1777 Watson
Philip II. (1839) 103 Rendered unfit for action by a bloody
flux. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 337 A flux or
scowering is the complaint to which these animals are by
far the most liable. 1854 Jones & Sjev. FatJwl. Anat. (1874)

65 Fluxes will be active or passive, according to the kind of
hyperamiia which occasions them.

b. transf. A * running ' from the eyes or mouth.
1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 179 Whan I drynke wyn at eue,

I haue a fluxe of a foule inouthe, wel fyue dayes after.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 95 F 3 This Flux of the Eyes, this

1* acuity of Weeping.

2. A flowingout, issue, discharge (of humours,etc)
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.i 9 The margaryte, if of

blood descende Gret flux, is good it to amende. 1563
T. Gale Antidot. 1. i. 2 Compoundes. .whiche doe..staye
the fluxe of humours. 1650 Bclwer Anthropomet. Pref.,

Here Females . . do by Art that monethly Flux prevent.

I754"64 Smellie Midwif. I. 106 Several ingenious theories

have been erected to account for the flux of the Menses.

1877 F. Roberts Handbk. Med. I. 27 The same condition

leads to a watery flux.

f b. That which flows or is discharged. Obs.

138a Wyclif Ezek. xxiii. 20 As fluxis, or rennyngis, of
horsis[ben] the fluxis of hem. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. m. ii.

70 Ciuct is of a baser birth than Tarre, the verie vncleanly

fluxe of a Cat. 1654 Trapp Comm. Job v. 10 Raine is the

flux of a moist cloud.

XL gen.

8. 1 he action of flowing. Now rare in lit. sense.

c 1600 Nokden Spec. Brit., Cornw. (^728) 64 At the heade of

this baye . . is a poole of fresh water, notwithstanding the

often fluxe of the sea into it. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Tra-v.

(ed. 2) 68 The river Ravee.. after a stately flux of three

thousand English miles.. flowes into Indus. 1748 Relat.

Earthq. Lima 93 Fire to subsist requires a Flux of Air.

186a Tyndai.l Mountaineer, iii. 24 If one portion of the

universe be hotter than another, a flux instantly sets in to

equalise the temperature.
trans/, and Jig. 1650-3 tr. Hales' Dissert, de Pace in

Phenix\ijo%) II. 379 Which Consequence doth also flow by
a fatal and inevitable Flux from that Doctrine of Fate.

#1711 Ken Div. Love Wks. (1838) 230, I love, and admire
.. the perpetual flux of thy goodness on every creature.

1865 6 H. Phillips Amcr. Paper Curr. II. 174 A flux of

specie took place into the United States.

4. The flowing in of the tide. Often in phrase

flux and reflux.
161s in Law Times' Rep. LXV. 567/2 Lands witJdn the

flux and reflux of the sea. 1771 Act 11 Geo. Ill, c. 45

§ 35 Any Barge.. that shall not be navigated beyond the

Flux of the Tide. ci8oo K. White Lett. (1837) 265 With-
out any means of gelling ashore till the flux or flood.

1854 Tomunson Arago's Astron. 157 The sea. .undergoes

a flux and reflux as often as the moon passes the meridian.

trans/. andyi>. 17M De Foe Moll F'laudcrs (1840) 321

A. .flux and reflux of fears and hopes. 1799 Vince Elem.
Astron. xvii. (1810) 159 The alternate flux and reflux of

the liquid igneous matter. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. iii.

71 The flux and reflux of the nations which fought and
wandered in the countries adjacent.

5. A flowing stream, a flood.

1637 Heywood Dialogues, Jupiter ty Io Wks. 1874 VI.

258 Their waters keep a smooth and gentle course Not
mov'd to fury. .When loud fluxes fall to swell their hounds.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 40 The Syfer Spring

is the most noted, having now four Fluxes of Water.

fig- 18S5 Thackeray Neivcomes II. 264 The mouth from
which issued that cool and limpid flux.

b. transf. A continuous stream (of people).

1600 Shaks. A. K L. 11 i. 52 Thus miserie doth part The
Fluxe of companie. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)

327 At the keeping of this Feast we beheld, .such a flux of

Men, Women, Boyes and Girls.

c. fig. A copious flow, flood {esp. of talk, etcA
1678 R. L'V.strange Seneca's Mor, 11702)376 No Man takes

Satisfaction in a Flux of Words, without Choice. 17M De
Foe Plague {1754* 23 The Court brought with them a great

Flux of Pride, and new Fashions. 1817 Southey Lett.

(1856) III. 60 If I had my old flux of the Muse. 1855 M.
Arnold Neiv Sirens 195 foil flux of guesses. 1875 F. Hall
in Lippincott's Mag. XV. 338/1 Neglecting the flux of ven
biage that engulfed it.

6. The passing away (of life, time or a portion of

time). Also, a passing period. Obs.

161a J. Davies Muses Sacrifice Wks. (GrosarO II. 47/2

Age to Death is but the Gally-slaue, that on a moments
fluxe, whafts life to death. 1641 Smectymnuus 1'ind. Answ.
vi. 78 That which Hierome speakes in the present tense, as

true in all the moments and fluxes of time. 17*7-46 Thom-
son Summer 35 Thus to remain, Amid the flux of many
thousand years. 1759 Johnson Rasselas iv, The moon
by more than twenty changes admonished me of the flux

of life.

7. A continuous succession of changes of con-

dition, composition or substance.

1625 Bacon A*, riciss. 0/ Things (Arh.) 569 The Matter

is in a Perpetuall Flux. 1691 Locke Lotvenng Interest

Wks. 1714 II. 31 What the stated rale of Interest should be,

in the constant change of Affairs, and flux of Money, is

hard to determine. 17*6-7 Swift Gulliver m. x, The lan-

guage of this country being always upon the flux. 1736

Butler Anal. 1. i. 27 The bodies of all animals are in

a constant flux. 186a Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) III. xxvu.

240 The perpetual flux of property from hand to hand. 1878

Sully in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 755 Heraclitus conceives of

the incessant process of flux in which all things are involved

as consisting of two sides or moments—generation and decay.



FLUX. 367 FLUXION.
1885 Clodd Myths <y Dr. 1. iii. 23 The languages of savages
are in a constant state of flux.

8. Math. A continued motion (of a point).

[1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxix. § 2 Time considered in it

selfe, is but the flux of that very instant, wherein the Motion
of the Heauen began.] 1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (18391

508 Rough and smooth, .are not perceived but by the flux of
a point, that is to say, we have no sense of them without
time, a 1696 Scarburch Euclid (170$) 3 Not that hereby
a Line is A Flux of a Point, as some define It. 1796
Hutton Math. Diet. 1. 484 s. v. Fluxion, A line considered
as generated by the flux or motion of a point, or a surface
generated by the flux of a line.

b. — Fluxion 5.

1878 Clifford Dynamics ii. 63 This rate of change of a
fluent quantity is called its fluxion, or sometimes, more
shortly, its flux.

9. Physics. The rate of flow of any fluid across a

given area ; the amount which crosses an area In a
given time ; it is thus a vector referred to unit area.

Line of'flux; see quot. 1SS1. Flux offorce, see

quot. 1885.
1863 Tvndai.l Heat vli. § 268 The line of flux.. was

parallel to the fibre. 1881 Maxwell Electr. $ Magn.
(1892) I. 11 The flux of heat in any direction at any point
of a solid body may be defined as the quantity of heat
which crosses a small area drawn perpendicular to that
direction divided by that area and by the time. Ibid. 13
If two of these surfaces intersect, their line of intersection
is a line of flux. 1882 Minchin Unifl. Kinemat. 159 The
flux across each end of the tube would be zero. 1885
Watson & Burbi;ry Math. Tit, Elect?: $ Magn. I. 102
Flux of Force. .This product, from its analogy to the flux
of a fluid flowing through a small tube with velocity u =Ft

is called the flux of force across dS.
III. A state or means of fusion.

+ 10. Liquefaction or fusion. In phr. in {the) flux.
1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Com/fit. vi. 199 The morbifick

matter .. while it is in flux; is most destructive. 1799
G. Smith Laborat. I. 107 Let it stand a little in the flux.

11. Metall. Any substance that is mixed with a
metal etc. to facilitate its fusion ; also a substance
used to render colours fusible in enamelling and in

the colouring of porcelain and glass. Cf. Fluss sbfi
For black, crude, ivhitejlux : see quots.

1704 W. Nicholson Diet. Chem., Crude flux is a mixture
of nitre and tartar. 1763 W. Lewjs Philos. Commerce
Arts 68 Borax. .is one of the best fluxes for gold. 18*6
Henry Elem. Chem. II. xiv. 586 The black flux is formed,
by setting fire to a mixture of one part of nitrate of potassa,
andtwo of bi-tartrate of potassa. .White flux is obtained by
projecting intoa red-hot crucible equal parts of the same salts.

183a G. R. Porter Porcelain % CI. 76 Fluxes which are ne-
cessary to render these [colours] fusible. 1875 Fortnum Ma-
jolica i. 8 Lead has been found in some of the blue coloured
glazes of Babylonia, and . .probably employed as a flux.

b. collect. Substances used as fluxes.

1890 Kafiunda Herald 26 July 2/6 The Trade in Flux.
The following are the quantities of flux dispatched from the
Kapunda Railway-station.

IV. 12. -Flush sbA [So V.jlux.]
1798 Sporting Mag. XII. 142 The flux [in game of Am-

bigu] is four cards in the same suit.

V. 13. attrib. and Comb., as flux ale, ale likely

to cause diarrhoea ; flux-powder (see quot. 1704) ;

flux root, ' the Asclepias tuberosa from its use in

dysentery and catarrhs' (Syd. Soc. Lex., 1884);
flux-spoon (see quot. 1874^; flux- or flix-weed,
the plant Sisymbrium Sophia, formerly a supposed
remedy for the flux or dysentery.
174a Loud. $ Country Brew. I. (ed. 4) 53 Brewers Ser-

vants, who formerly scorned what they then called *Flux
Ale. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., *Flux-Powders . . are
Powders prepared to facilitate the Fusion of the harder
Metals. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 894/2 *Flux-s/>oon,
a small ladle for dipping out a sample of molten metal to be
tested. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxxix. 117 The seede of
^Flixeweede or Sophia, .stoppeth the bloudy fiixe. 1878
Britten & Holland Plant-u., Flix-weed or FUxxvort.

tFlnx (flwks), a. Obs. [ad, L.fluxus, ppl. adj.

i.fluSre to flow.] That is in a state of flux ; ever-
changing, fluctuating, inconstant, variable.
a i67^Jarrow Serm. Wks. 1716 III. 61 Considering, .the

iluxjg|M^of all things here, a 1735 PorK iS; Arbuthnot
^flfrT^Scribl. 1. xiii. U74 1 ) 44 A Corporation, .is. .a flux
body. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. xxi. 318 The record.

.

was more serviceable, .in a dead and immutable language
than in any flux or living one. 1797 Sir G. Staunton Ace.
Ld. Macartney's Embassy (1798) III. 420 The form of those
characters has not been so flux as the sound of words.

Flux (floks), v. [f. Flux sb.]

I. In medicine.

+ 1. trans. To treat medically by subjecting to
a flux; csp. to salivate. Also, of food or drink;
To produce a flux in (a person) ; to purge. Obs.
1666 W. Boghurst Loimographia (1894) 40 Many people

being fluxed with quicksilver for the Pox. 1684 tr. Sonet's
Merc. Compit. xvn. 592 The Bone must be taken out ..

the Ulcer cleansed and the Body fluxed. 1711 Swiet Jrnl.
to Stella 15 Feb., She'll be fluxed in two months. 1756
Nuc^r Gr. Tour IV. 21 Their small wines, .will certainly
flux you, if you drink too plentifully of them. 1768 Foote
Devil 2 Sticks in. Wks. 1799 II. 275 Full power . . to pill .

.

flux, .and poultice all persons. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg.
Tongue, Flux, to salivate,

t b. fig. ; also to clear of. Obs.
1651 R. Waring To W. Cartwright 38 in Cartwright's

Comedies * 6 b, To cure the Itch, or flux the Pen. 1660
Charac. Italy 12 Praying for the Dead, which doth so flux
the pocket. 1664 Butler Hud. \\. 1.362 Twas he that gave
our Senate purges, And fluxt the House of many a Burgess.

a 1688 Vili.iers (Dk. Buckhm.) Poems (1775) 140 E'en
gentle George (flux'd both in tongue and purse) Shunning
one snare, yet fell into a worse.

f C. jocosely. (See quots.) Oh.
a 1763 Bvrom Black Bob Wig xli, But what can Saliva-

tion do? It[a wiy] has been fluxt and refluxt too. 1785
Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s. v., To flux a wig, to put it up
in curl, and bake it.

j d. intr. To submit to treatment by fluxing.

Obs.

1693 Shadwell J'oluntecrs iv. i, Would not flux because
times were unsettled. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com.
Wks. (1709) 326 A young Wench fluxing for the Falling-
sickness. 1755 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Ctess Bute
22 Sept., His natural spirits gave him. .cheerfulness when
he was fluxing in a garret.

/*£ >733 Revolution Politicks v. 3 This place [Purgatory]
of late \ ears Priests have found, For sinning Souls to flux
in till they're sound,

2. dial, and slang (obs.). (See quots.)
1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Flux, to cheat, cozen, or

overreach. 1875 Sussex Gloss , Flux, to snatch at anything.

II. In etymological sense.

3. intr. fa. Of a person: To bleed copiously.

{pbs.~ 1
) b. To issue in a flux, flow copiously.

1638 A. Read Chirnrg. xxvi. 192 The wounded party
doth flux to death most commonly before any Chirurgeon
can come to stay the bleeding. 1823 Lamb Let. B. Barton
21 Nov., Once fix the seat of your disorder, and your fancies
flux into it like so many bad humours. 1869 Blackmore
Lorna D. i, The invading waters, .fluxing along the wail.

III. In ancient Chemistry and Metallurgy.
4. trans. To make fluid, fuse, melt.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 79 Liquors
helpeth to flux and to flowe Manie things. 1666 Boyle
Orig, Formes $ Qua I. 260 Sea salt, .if it be distill'd alone.

.

is apt to be fluxt by the heat of the fire. 1762 GentI. Mag.
102 An intense equal heat, .fluxes the oar. 1883 Nasmvth
Autobiog. vi. 105 The walls under the intense heat, were
fluxed and melted into a sort of glass,

flS- '754 Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) I. 79 The Alloy,
which was fluxed out of him, left so little of the Original
remaining, that [etc.], i860 Emerson Cond. Life i. (1861)
29 Every solid in the universe is ready to become fluid on
the approach of the mind, and the power to flux it is the
measure of the mind.

5. To treat with a flux (see Flux sb. 11); to heat

in combination with a flux.

1781 Diet. Chem. in T, T. Dillon Trav. Sf>ain 233 note,

If. .cobalt, .be fluxed like other metallic calxes, it will lie

reduced to a semi-metal, c 1790 Imison Sch. Art. II. 151
To melt the copper as fluid as possible, and flux it with the
black flux. 1802 Ann. Keg. 780 The highest finished ware
. .is. .returned to the enamel kiln, where the colours are
fluxed six or seven times.

absol. 187* W. S. Symonds Bee. Bocks ix. 306 These lower
limestone beds are used for fluxing.

6. intr. To become fluid ; to melt.
1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 14 Firing [it] strongly in

a crusiblt until it flux. 1789 G. White Selborne iv, (1853)
21 The sand, .fluxes and runs by the intense heat.

Hence Fluxing-

///. a.

1702 IV. Foe Reform. Manners t. 190 From the fluxing
Pagnio just dismist. 1711 E. Ward Qui.r. 1. 71 As Fluxing
Patients. .Suck Broaths and Cordials thro' a Quill.

fFluxation. Obs. [f. Flux v. +-ation.]
1. Treatment by fluxing : see Flux v. i.

1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 140 A drawl'd Prostitute,
fitting her self for Fluxation.

2. Flowing or passing on.
1710 Leslie Vind. Short Meth. with Deists Wks. 1721 I.

121 They [the Siamese] believe no God, but a continual
fluxation and transmigration of Souls from eternity.

+ Fluxed, ppl a, Obs. [f. as prec. +-ED 1
.]

1. Caused to flow ; flowing, weeping.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. lxxxix. 137 That God is

merciful, that will admit offences to be expiated by the*
sigh, and fluxed eyes.

2. Salivated.
a 1679 I'^arl Orrery tr. Guzman i, I spit Verses faster than

a flux'd Wencher does his Rheum. 1730 Swift Death A>

Daphne xxxvii, No new-fluxt Rake shew'd fairer Skin.

Fluxible (hVksibT). Obs. or arch. Also 5
fluxyble, 7 fluxable. [a. OF. fluxible, ad. late

h.fluxibilis, {.flux- ppl. stem oijltt^re to flow.]

1. Apt to flow ; fluid.

1551 Ukcorde Cast. Knaivl. (1556) 141 The water beynge
a lyquide and fluxible bodye, can not be stayed by his owne
partes. 1605 Timme Quersil. 11. i. 105 Salt, by the vehemencie
of the heat of fire, is to be dissolued, moulten, and made
fluxible. 17*6 Leoni tr. Alberti's Archit. I. 45/2 Stones .

.

are created by Nature, .of a liquid and fluxible substance.

fig. 1660 Milton Free Commw. 437 Good Education.,
ought to correct the fluxible fault, .of our watry situation.

b. Of a watery consistence; hence, pliable, supple.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 408 Not a fluxible or

loose fat like the fat of Lambs, but a solid fat, like the fat

of Hogs. 1618 M. Baret Horsemanship 1. 9 The ends of
the flint was rather to be hard and firme then soft and
fluxable. 1684 tr. Sonet's Mere. Compit. x. 366/2 At that
Age all things are fluxible. .especially the Bones and Nerves.

2. Capable of being melted ; fusible; liquefiable.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. 1. vi. in Ashm. (1652* 130 We
make Calxes unctious both Whyte and Red . . Fluxyble as
Wex. 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 289 In them doth
abound fluxible moisture, apt to be dissolved with every
little heat. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 17 Minerals
are of two sorts, some fluxible or Hquifiable and others not.
quasi-j^. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 17 Dismissing

the first Fluxibles, such as Gold.

3. Liable to flux or change ; fluctuating, not
permanent, variable.

1561 Eden Arte Nauie. tn. ii. 56 This is fluxible, wauerhig,
and moueable. 1610 Gljlllm Heraldry in. v. (1660) 120
Meteors . . be of nature fluxible, and nothing permanent.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 517 Is there not a natural leuitie

and vanitie in every creature which renders tt fluxible,
variable, and inconstant?

Hence Pluxibly adv. Pluxibility, riuxible-
ness, the quality of being fluxible.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. vi. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 163 Every
parte all fyre for to endure, Fluxybly fyxe and stabull in
tynctuie. 1574 Newton Health Mag. 38 It . . stoppeth over
much thinncsse and fluxibilitie of bloude. 1651 Hammond
Answ. Ld. Falkland vii. Wks. 1684 II. 693 The Flexibility
of humane Nature is so great, that it is no wonder if errours
should have crept in. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Fluxibleness.
1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones ?.o Such humidity is dis-

proportioned by the fluxibility . .and therefore it resides more
in one part than in another.

Fluxile (nVksil), a. Obs. or arch. [ad. late I..

fluxil-is, (.flux- : see prec. and -ilk.]

1. = Fluxible i.

1605 TlMMB Quersil. 11. iii. 115 The which water, albeit it

alwayes remaineth fluxile and liquid. 1641 French Distill.
v. I1651) 161, I extracted a good quantity of nitrous salt,

which was almost fluxile. 1701 R. Mead To/sous 114 The
Mercurial Globules, .dissolve the Preter-natural Collations
of all the Liquors .. making them more Fluxile and Thin.
2. — Fluxible 3.

.21654 SeLDEN Engl. F.p'ui. x. § 16 The fluxile nature of
this deceitful prince [King John). 1858 Bushnell Serm.
New Life 212 Opinions, .are in a fluxile shifting state.

Hence PluxiTity [see -ITy], the quality or con-
dition of being fluxile.

1660 BoYLE New. Exp. Phys. Mech. xxxiii. 249 Tht;
Weight and Fluidity, or, at least, Fluxiliiy of the Bodies
here below. 1707 Fi.ovkr Physic. Pulse-Watch 37 The
Fluxility, or thin consistence of the Blood. 1721 N. Hodges
Hist. Ace. Plague 115 Salt adds to the Fluxility of Fluids.

Fluxing ;hVksirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Flux v. + -lngI.]

1. The action of the vb. Fltx in various senses.

1659 HeylIN Animadv. m Fruiter's App. luj. Innoc.
(18401 313 An ordinary purge being sufficient for the one,
whereas the foul body of the other doth require a fluxing.
'II 734^"OH

,

Tn Lives (1826* 353 A -certain cure [for the mange]
. .
was fluxing with mercury. 1777 Watson in Phil. Trans.

LXYIII. 875 The roasting or fluxing of an ore.

b. concr. = Flux sb. 11.

1880 Lomas Alkali Trade 127 The amount of 'fluxings'
should be kept as small as possible.

2. attrib. as fluxing-material; fluxing-bed, in

the manufacture of soda, one of the two parts into

which the sole of the furnace is divided.
1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain $ Gl. 264 Other descriptions

. . do not contain an equal abundance of fluxing materials.

Fluxion (fiVkfan). Also, 6 fluxion e, -you.
[a. Fr.fluxion, ad. L. fluxion-em, (.flux- ppl. stem
o(fluere to flow ; see -ION.]

1. The action of flowing ; a flowing or issuing

forth (of water, vapour, etc.}. Also, continuous or
progressive motion ; continual change. Now rare.
1599 Hakxuyt Voy. II. 11. 333 Whirlepooles, and fluxions

are caused .. in the middest of the sea. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 962 The fluxion of the odour comming
from the beast. 1606 J. Davies Set. Sec. Husb. $c. Wks.
(Grosarti II. 14 If the fluxion of this instant NowF.fiect not
That, noght wil, that lime doth know. 1635 Swan Spec.
M. v. § 2 (1643) 165 That [water] .. which .. hath some
certain beginning of fluxion. 1656 T. Stanley Hist. Philos.
v.io In Sensibles neither magnitude nor quality is permanent,
but in continuall fluxion and mutation, 1660 Ibid. ix. 550/1
The point by fluxion makes a Line. 1880 Blackmore M.
Anerley I. viii. 92 Their bodies continually going up and
down upon perpetual fluxion.

dfig. 1829 Gen. P. Thomi'son Exerc. (1842I I. 31 The
atholics know that the fluxion of public opinion is in their

favour.

fb. = Effluvium 2 a. Obs.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 725 Those fluxions wliich

rest upon waters, looking-glasses, or any such mirrors. 1655
Stanley Hist. Philos. 11. (1701) 65/1 Falling Stars are not
fluxions of the aether extinguisht in the Air almost as soon
as lighted. 1748 Hartley Obscrv. Man. 1. iii. 352 The
Rays of Light may be considered as a kind of Fluxions in

respect of the biggest component Particles of Matter.

2. An excessive flow of blood, * humour/
serum, etc. to any organ or part of the body.
Also concr., the matter which flows.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 B j, Yf the flux or
rennynge wyll nat stop with salues, seke the cause of the
sayde fluxyon. < 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health (1585) A iij,

Horsnesse, and continuall fluxion of snevill in old men.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 559 It is the better for to represse
the fluxion of humors into the eies. 1612 Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 75 Galles..cure fluxions of the gums.
1746 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to W. Montagu 23 Aug.,
I had so bad a fluxion on my eyes, I was really afraid of
losing them. 1874 Roosa Dis. Earj$ A fluxion towards the
labyrinth with serous exudation in the nerve structure.

fig- *796 Burney Metastasio II. 351 To attempt the cure
of the eloquent fluxion to which he is subject.

3. = Flux sb. 1.

1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640) 53 b, The common dew
drunkeof cattell. .bringing them to a fluxion. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 217/2 It prawenteth also, .super-

fluous fluxione [of the menstrualles]. 1657 Tomlinson
Retwu's Disp. 165* This cures eroding fluxions. 1760-71 tr.

Juan fy V'lion's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 67 At Lima it occasioned
constipations and fluxions.

f4. = Fusion. Obs.

1731 Bailey, Fluxion (among Chymists), signifies the

running of Metals or any other Bodies, into a Fluidj by
Fire or otherwise. 1848 in Craig.



FLUXIONAL.
5. Math. In the Newtonian form of the infini-

tesimal calculus :
' The rate or proportion at which

a flowing or varying quantity increases its magni-
tude' iHntton Math. Diet.).
This is Newton's own use of the word; but the 18th c.

writers on the Newtonian calculus used fl u.vion for what
Newton called the 'moment' of a fluent, and modern
analysts call the 'differential'.

Correspondingfluxions, rates at which two interdependent
quantities may change simultaneously. Second fluxton

\

the rate of change of the fluxion of a variable quantity ; the
second differential coefficient with respect to the time.

1704 [see Differential B i]. 1706 \V. Jones Syn. Palmar.
Matheseos 174 Let x be a Ratiuncula, or Fluxion of the
Ratio of 1 to i + .r. 1806 Hltton Course Math. II. 287
Rules .. for finding the fluxions of all sorts of quantities.
1828 Ibid. II. 323 The fluxion found from a given fluent is

always perfect and complete.

b. Hence {the Method or + Doctrine of ) Fluxions
is used as a name for the Newtonian calculus.
The direct and inverse method of fluxions are (apart from

differences of notation) essentially identical with the differ-
ential and the integral calculus respectively.

1701 [see Differential A 3.]. 1741 Watts fm/ror;
Mind 1. xx. 327 A Penetration into the abstruse Difficulties
and Depths of modern Algebra and Fluxions. i8ts Cress-
well Max. fy Attn, 11. ii. 107 Its [quantity's] increase and
decrease by motion, which is the foundation of the doctrine
of Fluxions. 183* Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 111. iii. 11851)
271 The method of fluxions, or, as it is now more generally
called, the differential calculus. 1874 Green Short Hist. ix.

§ 1. 599 Newton .. facilitated the calculation of planetary
movements by his theory of Fluxions.

c. loosely. An infinitesimal quantity.
1846 De Quincev Christianity Wks. XII. 234 The hour-

hand of a watch—who can. detect the separate fluxions of its

advance?

6. Comb. : fluxion-structure (see quot. 1890).
i88j Geikie Text-bk. Grot. 11. n, iv. 104 This is well

shown by what is termed the fluxion-structure. 1890 —
Class-bA: Geol. ed. 2 146 Flow-structure, Fluxion-structure,
an arrangement of the crystallites, crystals, or particles of
a rock in streaky lines, .indicative of the internal movement
of the mass previous to its consolidation.

Fluxional (nVkJanal, a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

1. Math. Of the nature of or pertaining to a
fluxion or the method of fluxions.

1748 Hartley Ob&erv. Man 1. iii. 357 The Justness of an
arithmetical.. or fluxional Operation. 18*3 Mitchell Diet.
Math, ttf J'hys. Sc, Fluxional Analysis is the analysis of
fluxions and flowing quantities, distinguishable from the
differential calculus both by its metaphysics and notation.
i8a8 Hltton Course Math. II. 321 Multiply every term by
the fluxional letter.

2. Pertaining to, resulting from, or subject to
* iluxion ' or flowing.
1827 Coleridge Rem. (1836) I. 215 How are we to explain

the reaction of this fluxional body on the animal? 1842-3
Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (1874) 134 The instability, or
fluxional state, of all nature. 1862 F. Hall Hindu Phitos.
Syst. 36 Other effects besides the fluxional creation of the
world are referred to.

Fluxionary (fVkfanan), a. [see -art.]
1. - Fluxional i.

1734 Berkeley Analyst § 10 The great Author of the
Fluxionary Method. 1763 W. Emkkson Meth. Increm. vii,

Some fluxionary quantities have no fluents, but what are
expressed by series. 1831 Brewster Newton (18551 *• -"• 35We find him occupied with his fluxionary calculus.

2. Of the nature of, or subject to 'fluxion' or
continuous change, fluctuating.

1748 Lond. Mag. June 255/2 The general ferment . . in
matter, whereby all bodies are . . disposed to undergo those
fluxionary changes necessary to their generation, growth
and corruption. 1826 De Quincev in Blackiv. Mag. XX.
738 Appearances .. which, by their very essence, are
fluxionary, become unnatural when fixed and petrified. 1841
Blackw. Mag. XLIX. 416 All other wealth was fluxionary.

Fluxionist (fiVkj^nist). [see -ist.] One who
uses or is skilled in mathematical fluxions.

1734 BERKELEY Analyst Qu. 43 Whether an Algebraist,
Fluxionist. -or Demonstrator of any kind can expect indul-
gence for obscure Principles ? 1816 tr. La Croix's Diff. fy
Int. Cole. 620 The best argument of its utter insufficiency
. .is derived from the practices of the fluxionists themselves.

t Fluxive, a. 06s. [as if ad. L. fluxivus, f.

jlux- ppl. stem oiflucre to flow: see -ive.] That
has the quality of flowing, apt to flow, fluid ; lit.

and Jig. Also, fluctuating, variable.

1597 Shaks. Lover's Comj>l, 50 These often bath'd she in

her fluxive eyes. x6©5 Drayton Man in Moone 311 In
fluxive humour, which is ever found, As I doe wane, or wax-
up to my round. 1668 Cui.I'ei'PEr& Cole Barthot. Anat. in.
viii. 148 Thin and fluxive like water, a 1670 Hacket Cent.
Serm. (1675) 532, I look not upon that which is fluxive and
changeable. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. II. 352 The
Fluxive Disposition, or the great Pox.

t Fluxure (nVkshu). Ohs. [ad. L. fluxura,l.
flux- ppl. stem offlucre to flow.] a. The quality

of being fluid ; fluidity, b. eoncr. That which
flows ; a quantity of fluid matter; sap.

a. 1599 Ii. Jonson F.v. Man out ofHum. Induct., Why,
Humor ..in it selfe holds these two properties, Moisture
and Fluxure.

b. 1596 Drayton Leg. iv. 930 As in theCorne, the Fluxure
when we see Fills but the Straw, when it should feede the
Eare. 1603 — Bar. Wars n. xvi. The swolne fluxure of
the Clouds. 162a — Polv-olb. xxvii. 375 Those Tree-geese
- .which like a Ielly first To the beholder seeme.then by the
fluxure nurst, Still great and greater thriue.

Fluy, obs. var. of Fluey a.

Fluyd, Flwe, obs. forms of Flood, Flue.
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Flujen, -on, obs. pa. t. pi. of Fly.

Flwreis, obs. Sc. form of Flourish.

Fly (fl;n),j<M PI. flies (fteiz). Forms: fleoS3
(in comb, fl^os-, fleoh-% fly39, Northumh. fleja,

2-4 fli^e, south, vli^e, 3 fleo;e, flye, south, vlie,

3-4 fle^e, south, vleja, fleih, south, vleih, 3-7, 8

Sc. flie, 4-9 north, and Sc* flee, 4-5 flegh, (4
fleeje, fleh, flei(ghe, fley(o, flij), 5-7 flye, 7- fly.

[Oh. fle'oge, flyge, wk. fern. (Northumb. JUff ?str.

masc.) «= MDu. vlieghe mod.Du. vlieg , OHG.
flioga, fliuga (MHO. vliege, mod.Ger. fliege) :—
OTeut. *fleugfo-, f. root of *fleugan to fly. From
the weak grade of the same root comes the equiva-

lent Scandinavian word, ON., Sw. fluga. Da.
flue.
The plural form in -s .appears in 13th c, but the original

plural ending •« was not wholly obsolete in the 15th c.J

f 1. Any winged insect ; as the bee, gnat, locust,

moth, etc. Obs. ; cf. 2, 3, 4 below, and Butterfly.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 24 Latuas blindo jie

wor<5ias 3one fleje. 1340 Ayenb. 136 He is ase be smale
ule^e bet makeb bet hony. 1563 Hvll Art. Garden. (1593)
36 Flies (with the long hinder leggesX 1599 T. Moceet
{title) Silkewormes and their flies. 1608 ToPBELL Serpents
(1658) 653 The black Flies called Beetles. 1649 Jkr.
Taylor Gt. Excmp. 1. viii. 113 Fating Flyes and wilde
honey. 1694 Ace. Set'. Late Voy. 11. '1711) 207 Here are
divers sorts of Flies, as Butter-flies, Butchers-flies, Horse-
flies. 1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. Hist. (1796)^*111. 149 The cold
weather frequently comes on before the worm is transformed
into a fly.

b. A dipterous or two-winged insect, esp. of the

family Muscidx.
c 1000 /Elfkic Kxod. viii. 29 For <Se ic -jebidde and oeos

fleo^e fa;rb fram 5e. c 1200 Vices <y Virtues (i88S- 89 Al dai
Sar cuineS to bohtes, al swo do5 fli^en to sare. .1220
Bestiary 473 Til 3at 5er fiejes faren and fallen 5er-inne.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5090 iCott.) To-morn be fleies sal be you
fra. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxiii. (1495) .130 Bees
and flyes haue no voys, but make a voys in fleenge. J477
Earl Rivers iCaxton) Dictes 72 The flye that setteth her
vpon corrupt thinges. 1513 Dot glas Oner's xn. Prol. 172
To knit hyr nettis . . Tharwith to caucht the myghe and
littill fie. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 203 The infinite swarmes
of flies that do shine Iikeglow-wormes. 1841-4 Emerson/.'^.,
Prudence Wks* (Buhn) I. 94 Do what we can, summer will
have its flies.

~ a 1225 Ancr. R. 290 [pes] dogge of helle. .mid his blodie
vlien of stinkinde bouhtes. c 132s Coer de L. 2917 In whyt
schetys they gunne hem wryen For the bytyng of his flyen.

1607 Dekker Hist. Sir 'P. Wyatt 1. Wks. 1873 III. 84 The
,
Ely is angrie, but hee wants a sting.

d. A type of something insignificant.

1297 R. Glolc. (1724) 428 Wat was by strengl>e worb? ..

ywys no^t worb a flye. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 272
Aleyn answerde I count hym nat a flye. 1520 More Com/,
agst. Trib. 1. ii. Wks. 1123/1 Without which .. all the
spiritual coumfort that any man maye speake of can neuer
auaile a flye. 1794 Burns 'O Philly, happy be t/tat day*
x, I pare nae wealth a single flie. a 1830 Hazlitt Confers.
Authors, He would not hurt a fly.

e. Phr. : Fly in amber: see Amber 5. Fly on
the (coach-) wheel'(see quot. 1870). To semi away
with afly in ones ear : cf. Flea 4. To break, crush,

afly upon the wheel (flg.) : to spend a great deal

of energy and labour upon something not worth
it. Let thatfly stick in (or to) the wall {Sc.) : say
nothing more on that subject. Don't let flies slick

to your heels; be quick.
1606 R el. Proc. agst. late Traitors Zz 4 b, The princes .

.

sent away your second Mercury with a flie in his eare. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 11.(1723)82 Flyes. .that I have
yet seen inclos'd in Amber. 18x4 Scott IVav. Ixxi, 'O whist,

Colonel, for the love o' God ! let that flee stick i' the waV
1836 Going to Service iv. 44 Don't let flies stick to your heels,

and don't let ten minutes get the start of you. 1840 Lvtton
Money v. iii, I have the greatest respect.. for the worthy
and intelligent flies upon both sides the wheel, a 1859 I

>>

Quincey Incognito Wks. XI. 2 To apply any more elaborate
criticism to them, would be ' to break a fly upon the wheel '.

1870 Brewer Diet. Phrase <r Fable, Fly on the coach ivheel,

one who fancies himself of mighty importance, but who is

in reality of none at all.

f. Proverbs.
a 1420 Hocci.eve De Reg. Prt'nc. no A flye folowethe the

hony. a 1529 Skelton RcplyT. 752 The blynde eteth many
a flye. 1546 J. Hkywood Prov. (1867) 75 Hungry flies byte
sore.

2. With defining word as blow-, flesh-, horse-,

house- , sheepfly, etc. : see those words. Black
fly, U.S. (see quot.). Hessian fly {Cecidomyia
Destructor), an insect that infests wheat, said to

have been introduced into America with the Hessian
troops, during the War of Independence. Spanish
fly = CANTHAit]i>ES. Tsetse-fly (Clossina mor-
sitans), a South-African fly which attacks cattle.
a 1605 Montcomerie Flytingw. Polwart 314 The feavers,

the fearcie, with the specie flees. 1661 LOVBH. Hist.
Anittt. .5- Min. Pref., The pilularie beetle and Spanish flies.

1799 G. Washington Let. Writ. 1893 XIV. 196 Letter
relative to the loss of his crop, by the Hessian fly. 1812

J. SMYTH Pract. Customs ('1821) 59 Cantharides, commonly
called Spanish Flies. 1877 T. BATHES Gold Regions S. E.
Africa 109 A considerable portion of this step is infested
with the Tsetse fly. 1889 Century Diet. s. v. Fly, Black
Fly, any one of the species of the genus Simnlinm, some of
which are extraordinarily abundant in the northern woods
of America, and cause great suffering by their bites.
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3. In farmers* and gardeners* language, often used
without defining prefix for the insect parasite chiefly

injurious to the particular crop or animal indicated

by the context ; the hop-fly, potato-fly, turnip-fly,

sheep-fly, etc. Chiefly collect, in sing, as the name
of the disease consisting in or caused by the ravages
of these insects.

^11704 Locke Wks. (1714^ III. 436 Before they come
to think of the Fly in their Sheep, or the Tares in their

Corn. 1707 Mortimer Hush. 122 To prevent the Fly
[in turnips] some propose to sow Ashes with the Seed.

1799 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts XVII. 47 An easy and
efficacious method of destroying the Fly on Hops. 1819
Rees Cycl.,Fly. .a disease incident to sheep, in consequence
of their being stricken by a fly, which produces a sort of
maggot, that eats into, and remains in the flesh. 1842
Johnson Farmers Eticycl., F'ly in Turnips (Attica
nemorum) the vulgar name of a species of flea-beetle, which
attacks the turnip-crop in the cotyledon or seed leaf, as
soon as it appears. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4^ II. 281 The marks left on the skin by the blows of
the fly. 1888 Times 26 June 12/1 In some (hop) gardens a
good deal of fly exists.

4. Angling, a. An insect attached to a hook as

a lure in the mode of angling called fly-fishing.

b. An artificial fly, i.e. a fish-hook dressed with
feathers, silk, etc., so as to imitate some insect.

Often collect, ia the phrase tofish withfly.
1589 Pappew, Hatchet 3, I doo but yet angle with a silken

flye, to see whether Martins will nibble. 1653 Walton
Angler iv. 93 Or with a Flie, either a natural or an artificial

Flie. Ibid. iv. 111 Your gold, or what materials soever you
make your Fly of. a 1740 Tickell Ep. to Lady bef.

Marriage 39 Here let me., lure the trout with well-
dissembled flies. 1881 C. Gibbon Heart's Problem x. 154
He. .tossed it [fish] into his basket, and cast his fly again.

fig. 1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife 1. i, Sit close Don
Perez, or your Worship's caught. I fear a Flye.

+ 5. a. A familiar demon (from the notion that

devils were accustomed to assume the form of flies).

b. trausfl, and with allusion to the insect's finding

its way into the most private places: A spy (cf. F.

tnouche). c. A parasite, flatterer (cf. L. musca).
1584 R. Scot Discnv. Witckcr. \\\. xv. 51 A flie, otherwise

called a diveU or familiar. 1610 B. ToKSOH Alch. 1. ii,

A riflng flye : none o* your great familiars. 1622 Bacon
Hen. I'll^241 There was this .. Good in his employing of
these Flies and Familiars; that . . the . . Suspition of them
kept .. many Conspiracies from beeing attempted. " 1643
W. Cartwright Ordinary n. iv, He hath a Fly only to win
good cloaths. 1649 Br. Hall Cases Consc. 179 These
mercenary Flies, whether of State, or of Religion, are
justly hatefull.

.6. J'rintitig. a, A ' printer's devil' (cf. 5 a). b.
The person who takes the sheets from the press,

the 'taker-off '; also, that part of a printing machine
which usually performs that office now. (Cf. Flyer.)

a. 1683 Moxon Printing 373 Devil .. the Workmen do
Jocosely call them Devils; and sometimes Spirits, and
sometimes Flies. 1841 Savage Diet. Printing, %. v., These
boys are not now called devils, as in the time of Moxon, but
Flies, or Fly Boys.

b- 173a Ul Hone Every-day Bk. (1825-7) It I24° The
inferior order among us, called flies, employed in taking
newspapers off the press. 1838 Timperi.ev Printers Alan.
113 Fly, the person that takes off" the sheet from the press
in cases of expedition. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing, F'ly,

an invention for taking off" or delivering the sheets from
a power-press.

f 7. a. A ' patch * for the face. [tr. F. viouche.~\

1658 White tr. A late Discourse 102 The patches and flies

which she put upon her face.

f b. Some kind of head-dress. Cf.fly-cap (in

11 below). Ohs.

1773 History of Lord Aiusivorth I. 139 Her beautiful
tresses were.. fastened behind with a diamond comb ; over
which was plac'd a small French fly, ornamented with large
sprigs set with brilliants. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 259 Ladies
.. still wear their hair low before .. Small flys, the wings
very wide apart at the top, and very small and short lappets.

1 8. With reference to a festival formerly observed
by the Oxford cooks. Obs.
On Whit-Tuesday the cooks * marched in silken doublets

on horseback to Bartholomews or Bullingdon tf^^h^vA It

thefly ', and ' on Michaelmas Day they rode tlinTWBl^ki^
to carry the fly away '. See Aubrey Rem. Gentitisme
(18811 202 (written in 1686); Aubrey supposed the sense to
be that of 5 a above.
c 160a in Narcissus (ed. M. I« Lee 1893I App. ii, 32 They

[the cooks] have sett a little porch before so great an
house, and have called their show the flye. 1654 Gav-
ton Pleas. Notes in. v. 99 The man that preaches the

Cooks Sermon at Oxford, when that plump Society rides

upon their Governours Horses to fetch in the Eneinie, the

Flie. 1661-6 Wood Antiq. Oxford (O. H. S.) II. 515
note. Many people resorted here [St. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital] ; as the cooks bringing in of the fly.

9. slang. A policeman. Cf. Blue-bottle 2.

1857 R- I-- Snowden Magistr. Assist, (ed. 3) 446 A police-

man, a fly.

10. atlrib. and Comb.
a. simple attributive, as fly-blight, Vcind,

-maggot, -screen, stale, -wing; (sense 2) {tsetse-)

fly-belt, -country; (sense 4) asfly-tackle ; (sense 6 b)

asfly-pulley.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 17 Nov. 5/1 The Beira line had now
completely spanned the *'fly' belt. 1887 Daily A'eivs 28
June 2/5 The plantations in these districts being most affected

by the* 1
fly blight'. 1891 Pall Mall G. 8 Dec. 1/3 When the

railway. .has crossed the *fly country. 1691 Ray Creation 6

The * Fly-kind, if under that name we comprehend all
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other flying insects. 169s Ibid. 11. 123 The *'fly maggoN.
1875 Southward Diet. PyPogr. s. v. Setting the Fly, Let it

run down the fly so that it is barely held by the *fly pulleys.

1791 W. Bartkam Carolina 83 When they appear in the

"fly state. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 113, I was
half sorry that I had no *:

fly-tackle, and soon tired, c 1460
Towneley Myst. 192 He settes not a *fl« wyng bi Sir Cesar
fulle even.

b. objective, (sense 1 b) as fly-breeder, -fancier,

-hunter^ -killer^ -scarer, ^-way-driver, -whipper
;

fly-catching vbl. sb. and ppl. zi<\]..fly-hunting vbl.

sb. ;
(sense 4) as fly easier, -maker, -taker; fly-

-dressing, -making Vol. sbs. ; fly-taking ppl. adj.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779* IV, xciv, 144' I never dispute
. .with the son of a cucumber,' said the 'Hy-breeder. 170Z

C. Mather Magn. Chr. iv. 11853) **• 105 A certain soaring
and serious greatness of soul, which rendered *fly-catching

too low a business for him. 1890 Webster, Ply-catching
(Z00L), having the habit of catching insects on the wing.
1BS6 J. H. Keenf. Pish. Tackle 202 There is no royal road
to * fly-dressing however. 175* Smollett Per. Pic. 11779)
IV. xciv. 145 The *fly-fancier. .accused the mathematician.
1895 C. C. Abbott Birds about us iv, 113 They are fly-

catchers, not *fly-hunters. 1838 Dickens Mem. Grintaldi
ii, He had been "fly-hunting with his friend. 1658 Rowland
Moufet's Theat. Ins. 951 He was afterwards called by the

name of Muscarius or *Fly-killer. 1787 Best Angling
(ed. 2) 77 Every man his own *fly-maker. 1653 Walton
Angler iv. 113 The Art of *flie-making. 1801-3 DAMIEL
Rural Sports II. 296 Hackles are a very important article

in Fly-making. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 68 On
the left hand, Raiea Bousing *fly-skarer. 1889 Century
Diet., * T'ly-taker, in angling, any fish that will take the fly.

1840 Tickell in yrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal IX. 705 The
little

#fly-taking Cyprinus, miscalled ' trout ' in Upper India.

1658 Rowland Moufefs Theat. Ins. 951 Jupiter, called

«TroMv'ios, or the *FIy-way-driver. 187a Baker Nile Tribut.

viii. 134 The long tails of the giraffes are admirable *fly-

whippers.

C. instrumental, nsfly-angling, f-biling vbl. sbs.,

fly-bit, -stuck, -swarmed adjs.

1653 Walton Angler iv. no These and the May-fly are
the ground of all *fly-Angling. 1821 Clare I'ilt. Minstr.
I. 203 Their *fly-bit hides. 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 417
It is comparatively but a..meer *fly-biting to what they
undergo. 1877 T. Baines Cold Regions S. P. Africa 151

A ~fly-stuck ox. 1879 K. Arnold Lt. Asia 69 The ^fly-

swarmed sweetmeat shops.

11. Special comb. : fly-bat, a species of fly found
in Barbadoes; fly-bird, a humming-bird (cf. F.

oiseatt-mouche) ; fly-blister, a plaster made of

Cantharides ; fly-book, a case in the form of a

book, in which anglers keep artificial Hies ; fly-

brush, a brush for driving away Mies; fly-cage,

a contrivance for catching tlies ; f fly-cap, a kind
of head-dress (see quot. 1 76 2) ; fly-case, the

covering of an insect ; spec, the anterior wing of

beetles, elytron ; fly-duster =fly-brush ; f fly-

fringe (see quot.) ; fly-hook, a hook baited with

a fly; fly-line, a line for fly-fishing; fly-nut (see

quot.) ; fly-paper, a sheet of paper prepared to

catch or poison flies ; fly-powder, a powder used
to kill flies ; fly-rod, a rod for fly-fishing ; fly-

slicer, slang (eee quot.) ; fly-snapper, If.S., a
name of certain fly-catching birds, (a) the genus
Afyiagra

; (/») Phainopepta nitens ; fly-speck,

-spot, a stain produced by the excrement of an
insect ; fly-specked, -speckled a., marked with
fly-specks; fly-tier, -tyer, a maker of artificial

(lies; so fly-tying vbl. sb. ; fly-time, the time
when flies are to be met with or are troublesome

;

fly-tip, -top, a top-joint used for fly-fishing ; fly-

water, {a) an infusion or decoction of flies
;
{b) (sec

quot. 1S55) ; fly-weevil, £/..*>., the common grain-

moth(Getechiaccrealeila) {Cent. Diet.); fly-whisk,
an instrument for driving away flies. Also Fly-bane,
-BITTE.V, -BLOW, -BLOWN, -CATC'HEIt, -FISH, etc.

1730 G. Hughes Barbadoes 211 The *Fly-bats come from
their lurking holes. 1781-3 W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. II.

46S The *fly-bird is esteemed one of the most beautiful.
iS^^p-oou Plm Tree Hi. xxiii, The Fly-bird flutters up
anWown, To catch its tiny prey. 1848 Kingsley Yeast xi,

I put it in the squire's *fly-book. 1888 J. L. Allen in
Centiny Mag. Apr. 946 The abandoned *fly-brush lay full

across his face. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxvn, A paper
*fly-cage dangled from the ceiling. 1753 Gentt. Mag.
XXIII. 123/2 The ladies, .should not sacrifice the vigor
of health .. to a *fly cap. 1761 Pond. Chronicle 16-1S
Feb. 167/3 Tlw Fly Cap . . is fixed upon the forehead,
forming the figure of an over-grown butterfly .. wilh out-
stretched wings 1826 Miss Mitford tillage Sen 11. (1S6-,)

353 With powdered hair and fly-caps and lappets. i860
Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 270 The kahili is made of black
feathers, fastened on a pole, much resembling a *fly-duster.
i860 Fairholt Costume, * Ply-fringe, a peculiar edging for
ladies' sleeves and dresses ; much worn in the early part cf
the reign of George III. 1706 R. H[owlett] Angler's Sure
Guide 88 A middle-siz'd *Flie-Hook. Ibid. 97 The *FHe-
Line should be made very taper. 1854 Badiiam tlal/ent.
ii. 19 Neither fly-rods, fly-lines, reels . . nor landing-net.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 896 *Ply-nut, a nut with
wings, to be twisted by the hand. 1851 Maymf.w T.ond.
Labour I. 435 *Fly-papers came, .into street-traffic, .in the
summer of 184S. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts, *Flypowder, the black
coloured powder obtained by the spontaneous oxidizement
of metallic arsenic in the air. 1684 R. H. School Recreat.
149 The Line.. for the * Fly-Rod .. must be stronger than
the first. 1843 Atkinson in Zoologist I. 294, I tapped it

with the end of my fly-rod. 178s Grose Diet. I'utg. Tongue,
"Ply slieers, life guard men. from their sitting on horse-
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back, under an arch, where they are frequently observed to

drive away flies with their swords. 1895 C. C. Abbott
Birds about us ii. 75 Well . . did the 'flysnapper only make
believe to launch out after insects? 1855 Ogilvie, *Fty-
speck. 1883 Harper s Mag. Mar. 528/1 A *fiy-specked old
engraving. x88x Miss Laffan in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 333
Pictures, yellowed by turf smoke and well *fly-speckled.

1851 D. Jkrrold St. Giles v. 47 There are a thousand cracks
and flaws and 'fly-spots upon everything about us, 1881
Pcho 11 Apr. 3/6 The. .cleverest *fly-tier in England. 1706
R. H[owt.ett] Angler's Sure Guide 86 This is their [Fishes'!

constant Course all *Flie-time. 1757 Dyer Fleece I. 366
In teizing fly-tiine. 1706 R. H[owlett] Angler's Sure
Guide 79 The Stock [of the Rod] bored no wider than
to carry a Ground-top therein, or a *Fiie-top. 1887 H.
Cholmondei.ey-Pknneu. Mod. Impr, Fish. Tackle 23 This
branch of *fly-tying. 1815 Kirhv & Sr. Entomol. L306,
I should have recommended . . *fly-water for disorders in

the eyes. 1855 Ogilvik Suppl., Fly-water, a solution of
arsenic, or decoction of quassia-bark, for killing flies. 1789
L. Carter in Trans. Amer.Soc. I. 274 {title), Observations
concerning the *Fly-weeviI that destroys the Wheat. 1841
Lane Arab. Xts. L 132 A kind of *fly-whisk made of palm-
leaves.

b. In various plant-names, as fly-agaric, Aga-
ricus muscarius <* Fly-bane i c; fly-dod, ragwort

(Seuecio Jacobwa) ; fly-flower (see quot. 1878) ;

fly-honeysuckle, (a) a variety of honeysuckle
(Lonicera Xyhstcum); (b) a species of Halleria;
fly-orchid, -orchis, a name for Ophrys muscifcra ;

fly-poison, fly-wort (sec cjuots.)*

1866 Treas. Hot., * Fly-agaric. 1826 WlLRRAHAM Chesh.
Gloss., *Fly-dod. .is usually covered with a dusky yellow fly.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Hot. 1351 Orchis Myodes minor,
the lesser *FIye flower. 1878 Britten & Holland Plant-n.,
Fly Flowers, (n All species of Orchis except O. vtasatta
—Glou. . . {fi)Prunclla vulgaris—C*\q\x. 1819 Rees Cycl.,
i
Fly-honeysuckle. 1861 Mrs. Lank ESTER Wild Flowers

71 Lonicera Xylosteum, the Fly or Upright Honey-suckle.
1578 Lyte Dodoeus 11. lvi. 222 We may call it in

English properly *flie Orchis, bycause al the kindes of
Serapias Orchis, haue in all their floures the . . likenesse

of one kinde of flie or other. 1841 Mavnder Sci. $
Lit. Treas., Fly-orchis, in botany, the Orchis uiuscifera.

1866 Trcas. ./>V.'.,*Fly-poison, Amianthinm wust&toxicnm,
1753 Chamukrs Cycl. Suppl. App.,

"'

Fly-wort, in botany, a
name by which some call the lychnis of authors. 1866
Treas. Bot., Ply-wort, a name applied to those species of
Catasetunt formerly called Myanthus.

Fly (flai), sb.'~ PI. flies; in sense 3 b usually

flys. [f. Fly v.^ ; many of the senses have no
mutual connexion, being separate formations on

the vb. OK. hadJiyge str. masc, action of flying

-OHG.y7/^(MIIG. vine, mod.Ger. jlug\ ON.
flugr (mod.leel. flug ncut. :—OTeut. *flugi-z, f.

weak grade of *jieugan to Fly ; but it is doubtful

whether this survived the OK. period.]

I. The action of flying.

1. f The action or manner of flying, flight

In recent use, an act of flying.

a 1000 Crist 645 (Gr.) Se f;ela fujel fl>~es cunnode.
Satan 112 (Gr.) Ic sceal on fly^e •- tarda neosan.
Pest. Ch. xxx. in Leg. Rood (1871) 221 t>e Kgle is

fowle in flye. c 1650 PatH Westmorland in Furniv. Percy
Polio I. 300 On Bramaball more shee caused my flye. 1786
Nelson in Nicolas D/sp. I1S45) '• J 7% Indignity offered
under the fly of his Flag, 1828 Disraeli Infernal Marriage
111. iii. Novels (1881) 345 'Twas an easy fly ; the chariot [a

car borne by owls] soon descended upon the crest of a
hill. 1887 Sporting Life 22 June 2/6 A two miles pigeon
fl >'-

b. A flying visit, rare.

1833 Mrs. Carlyle Let. 28 July, We have had. .no other
visitors except, .my mother, .for a fly.

C. slang. A trick, dodge.
i85i [F. W. Robinson] No Church I. i.\. 192 Who's put

you up to that fly?

2. On the fly. orig. on the wing, flying; hence,

in motion, moving up and down.
a. gen. Also slang ~ ' on the spree*.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 51 Taking them on the
fly; which means meeting the gentry on their walks, and
beseeching or at times menacing them till something is

given. 1855 IBurn] Autobiog. Beggar Boy 6 My father

had been on the fly in that town for nine or ten days.

1868 Temple Bar Mag. XXIV. 538, I prigged an old
woman's poke on the fly. 189Z Nation (N. \.) 4 Aug. 01/3
To borrow the language of the sportsman, he may be said to

have caught the Melanesian ptople '011 the fly'.

b. Baseball and (U.S. only) Cricket : The course

of a ball that has been struck, until it touches

the ground. Foulfly (see quot. 1874}.
1872 O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf-t. v. (1885* 119 Catching

a ball on the fly. 1874 Chadwick Base Ball Man. 41
Ketchum. .was caught on the fly. Ibid. 58 Any high foul

ball, held on the fly, is called a foul fly. i88j Phitad. Press
12 Aug. 8 That usually reliable fielder muffed the fly.

II. Something that flies, in various senses.

3. A quick-travelling carriage.

+ a. 'A stage-coach, distinguished by this name,
in order to impress a belief of its extraordinary

quickness in travelling* (JA Obs. exc. Hist.
1708 in Mem. f. Hall 21 Fly, a Waggon, i.e. Country

Cart. 1759 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 III. si The parcel will

come by one of the flies. 1774 Bnu Corr. (1844) I. 449
A letter, .sent on Tuesday night by the Grantham fly. x8i6
Scott Antiq. i, The Queensferry Diligence or Hawes Fly.
1888 Blrcon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iv. 3S6 He had travelled
up from Northamptonshire in a fly.

b. The name of a light vehicle, introduced at

Brighton in 1816, and originally drawn or pushed

'ocs.

C 14*5
frikest

by men; but a horse being soon employed, the

name was gradually extended to any one-horse

covered carriage, as a cab or harrsom, let out on
hire. Perh. short for Fly-by-night, q.v.

Local usage of the word varies; in some places /7y is

confined to a ' four-wheeler '
; but it is generally applied to

a vehicle hired from a livery-stable, ami not plying for hire.

1818 C. Wright Brighton Ambulator 170 A nouvclle
kind of four-wheel vehicles, drawn by a man and an
assistant, are very accommodating to visitors . . They ar<-

denominated Flys. 18*8 Scott Jml. (1S90) II. 185 We
then took a fly, as they call the light carriages, and drove
as far as the Devil's Ditch. 1830 T. Hook Maxwell
II. ii. 53 One of the Brighton boatmen. .bid him [a

boy] go and get a fly., he heard an additional direc-

tion . . not to bring a horse-fly. 1839 Mks. Carlyle Lett.

I. 114 A fly (a little chaise with one horse', furnished us

from a livery-stable hard by. 1844 Disraeli Coninesby iv.

ii, Get a fly at the station, 1881 Lady Hickbkrt Edith n S

Soon after breakfast a fly at the door, to catch the 10.50

train.

4. Something attached by the edge. Cf. Flapj^. 4

a. A strip or lap on a garment, to contain or

cover the button-holes ; hence something used to

cover or connect (see quot. 1884).
1844 Kegnl. $ Ord. Army 154 [Trousers} Open in front,

with a Fly and Five Muttons. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV.

351/1 Fly, the fore flapofa bootee. A strip of leather which
overwraps the front vamp and receives the strings or other
fastening.

b. In a tent :
' The sloping or roof part of the

canvas' (Yule); also, the flap at the entrance,

furming a door.
1810 Williamson- E. India fade M. II. 452 The main

part of the operation of pitching the tent, consisting cf
raising the flies. 1840 E. E. Napieh Scenes fy Sporis Foreign-

Lands II. iii. 55 The flyand white walls of ourient. (Note.

The roof or top part of the tent). 1882 Century Mag. XXV.
195 Two or three Indians, .peered through the, fly, and then
came in.

C. Of a flag : (a) The breadth from the staff to

the end ; (b) the part farthest from the staff.

1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 105 Fly, that part of a
flag which extends from the Union to the extreme end.

1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. % /V/.xyiii. -36 The Pennon
was small in size, pointed or swallow-tailed at the Fly.

d. Theat. in//. The space over the proscenium,

including the upper mechanism and the galleries

on each side from which it is worked.
1805 European Mag. XLVII. 447 A large portion of

scenery from the top (called the flies 1 fell upon the stage.

1859 Smiles Self-Help v. 11860) 126 First working under tht:

stage, then behind the flies, then upon the stage itself. 1887

Daily Tel. 27 May 3 Sparks fell from the flies upon th<--

stage.

5. In various technical uses.

a. A'aut. A compass card: see quot. ifiio and

CARD sb$ 4. Hence, on a terrestrial globe: The
fct of rhumbs drawn from a selected point on

the surface (Jobs.). Also, on a vane: s«.e quot.

1571 Diggks Pantom. i. xxix. I ij b, It is also requisite,

that withinl'heodelitus you haue a needle or fly so rectified,

that [etc.). 1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey li. vi. 56
The Flie is a Card diuided into eight, sixteene, thirty two
equal! parts in the Limbe with competent extention to shew
the Meridian and Coastages of the Plot. 1690 Leyboirn
Curs. Math. 611 Upon the top of the Box wherein the Fly
and Needle is fastned. 1773 Johnson (ed. 4), Fly 3, that

part of a vane which points how the wind blows. 1789-96

J. Morse Am. Un. Geog. I. 49 Observe .. what rhumb of

the nearest fly runs mostly parallel to the edge of the quad-
rant. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk., Ply or Compass-Card.

D. A speed-regulating device, usually consisting

of vanes upon a rotating shaft, chiefly used in

musical boxes and the striking parts of clock

-

machinery.
J599 T. Mfoi'FET] SUkwormes 35 Thy Springs, thy

Scrues, thy rowells, and thy flie. i8ia-4>J. Smith Panorama
Sc. <$• Art I. 380 This fly strikes the air with so large a sur-

face, that the resistance it experiences prevents the train of
wheels from going too fast. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <V

Cloekm. 105 When the striking train is discharged it would
run with increasing speed but for the fly.

C. A fly wheel, a pair of weighted aims, or other

device involving the same principle, used to regulate

the speed of machinery.
1648 Wilkins Math. Magick \. xiii. 87 A single hair

fastned unto the fly or ballance of the Jack. 1703 Moxox
Mech. Exerc. 49 The Fly is made sometimes with two,
sometimes with four Arms from the Center. 18*5 J.

Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 51 A fly is sometimes.,
employed as a collector of power. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. I. 895/1 Ply 11, the swinging weighted arm of some
kinds of presses.

d. = Fanner 2.

1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813I 127 Few winnowing-
machines, saving a common whisk or fly, are used in this

county. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 307 A winnowing machine
with a fly and sieves is the only additional instrument.

e. One of the cylinders of a carding machine.

1843 Encycl. Brit, (ed.7) XXI. 932/1 The worker next the

doflers is called the fly, from its great velocity. 1888

R. Beaumont Woollen Manuf. ii. 56 The doflfer remove*
the fibres brought on to the surface of the swift by the fly.

f. In Knitting (machine), Spinning, Weaving
(see quots.). Also in IIand-spinning: the spindle.

"1851 L. D. B. Gordon Art Jml. Illust. Catal. i**/z

Drawing out the fibre from the rock, and supplying it

regularly to the fly, which i; caused to turn rapidly and
twist it into a thread or yarn. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I
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£95/1 Fly 3 (Knitting-machine), another name for the Latch.
ibid,, Fly 4 (Spinning 1

, the arms which revolve around the
bobbin in a spinning-frame, to twist the roving or vara
which is wound on the bobbin. Ibid., Fly 6 (Weaving),
a shuttle driven through the shed by a blow or jerk.

g. In the pianoforte (see quots.).

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mns. Terms, Fly, a hinged
board which covers the keys of the pianoforte or organ
when not in use. 1879 A. J. Hipkins in Grove Diet. Mns.
I. 619/2 A screw perforating the jack, tongue, or fly as it is

variously called, of the grasshopper [in a pianoforte].

h. In a screw-log (see quot.).

1882 Capt. Moriarty in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 770.2 The
' fly ' [of a screw-log] consists of a hollow copper cylinder
about 9 or 10 inches long with four fins or blades placed at a
given angle, causing it to rotate once in a certain distance.

i. Metal-working. An apparatus worked by the

horizontal swinging of a weighted lever, fur cutting

out with a die pieces of metal of a required shape
from a bar or sheet.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 211 With a fly . . nails

of almost any size or shape might . . be cut out of rolled metal.

6. Waste cotton. Cf. Flue st>. 2 , Fluff.
1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 274/1 Fly or short staple

cotton, which has gathered below the machine. 1893
Labour Commission Gloss., Fly, loose down.

III. atlrib. and Comb. (In many of these the

first element may be really the verb-stem.)

7. a. Simple attributive, as (sense 3 b) fly-horse,

-proprietor, (sense 4 a) fly-front, (sense ^<\) fly-
gallery, (sense 5 b) fly-pinion, (sense 5 c) fly-
piston, -screw.

1893 Times 8 July 12/2 This coat has a v
fly front buttoning

underneath. 1888 Kohrf. in Scrtimer's Mag. IV. 437 The
*fly-galltries on either side, from the lowest of which the
drop-scenes and borders are worked. 1891 C. T. C. James
Rom. Rigmarole 134 That moribund "fly-horse. 1884
K. J. Britten Watch «y Cfoekm. 106 [The] *Fly Pinion ..

[is] the pinion in a clock which carries the fly. 1831 J. Hol-
land Manuf. Metal I. 48 In which [cylinder] works a
weighted, or what is called a "fly-piston. 1845 /'. O.
Directory 6 Home Counties'631/1 Box John, "fly proprietor.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 152 In the production
of Doxes for ''fly-screws and others having several worms.

b. objective, as (sense 3 b) fly-driver}
(sense

5 g) fly-finisher \ fly-finishing vbl. sb.

1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole v. (1879) 59 Prejudices,
which.. had somewhat operated against the "fly-drivers on
the part of the family coachmen.

8. Special Comb., as fly-ball (Base-ball), a ball

that may be caught ' on the fly'; fly-bill, a hand-
bill to be scattered broadcast, also atlrib. ; fly-

block (A7aut.), ' the block spliced into the topsail-

tye' (Adm. Smyth': fly-bridge *= Flyinq Bridge
;

fly-catch (Base-ball":, a catch *on the fly'; fly-

clock, a clock regulated by a fly, before the intro-

duction of pendulums ; fly-coach = Fly j&2 3 a ;

fly-cutter, a cutting tool driven at a high rate of

speed ; fly-door (Mining), a door opening either

way; fly-drill see quot.) ; fly-governor (see

quot.) = Fly sb. 2 5c; fly-line, the line of flight

taken by a bird in its regular migrations ; fly-

page, the side of a fly-leaf (see Fly-leaf) ; fly-

penning see quot.) ; fly-piston (see quot.) ; fly-

pole, — giant-stride ; fly-press, a screw press

worked by a fly (see 5 c) ; fly-pulley, a pulley

that may be shifted along the length of a shaft

;

fly-punching press, fly-rail (see quots.) ; fly-

reed (Weaving, the reed of a fly-shuttle loom;
fly-rope (see quot.) ; fly-sail (A

T

aul.), 1 —flying
Jib; fly-shuttle {Weaving) (see quot. 1874);
fly-spring (see quot.) ; fly-table, a table with
flaps that may be let down ; fly-tail, U.S., a
small gill-net without sinkers formerly used for

catching perch, etc. (Cent. Diet.); fly-tent, ?a
tent having a fly (sense 4 b'; fly-tip, fly-title,

fly-tool, fly-up (A7
aut.) (see quots.) ; fly-wagon

= FLY sb.- 3 a.

1874 Chadwick Base Ball Man. 29 They should he . . ex-
cellent judges of +

fly-halls. 1891 Daily Nexus 28 Sept. 7/1
A *fly-bill poster. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 46
Then, .reeve the other end through the *fly-block for a fall.

1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue in. no Th' Engineer .

.

Brings here his "Fly-Bridge, there his batt'ring Crow. 1874
CHADWICK Base Ball Man. 30 Chances for *fly-catches
from short, high balls. 1830 Hersciif.l Stud. Xat. Thil.
it. vi. (1851) 178 By clocks he [Lord Bacon] could not have
meant pendulum clocks, which were not then known.. but
^fly-clocks. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, i. The slow and safe

motion of the ancient * Fly-coaches. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch # Clockm. 105 Latterly *fly cutters are often made
double. 1851 Greenwei.l Coal-trade Terms Northumb.
•V Durh , *Fly doors or swing doors. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech. I. 895 * Fly-drill, one having a reciprocating fly-

wheel which gives it a steady momentum. Ibid., *Fly-
governor, one >vhich regulates speed by the impact
of vanes upon the air. 1884 H. Seebohm Brit. Birds
II. 506 One of the *' fly-lines' of tins species crosses the
Bermuda Islands. 1892 J. Cave-Browne Hist. Boxley, A
parish-register . . often contains on its *fly-pages chance
notes and memoranda. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Fly-
penning, a mode of manuring land practised in England
and in the colonies by folding cattle or sheep in rotation
over different parts of it. 1884 J. J. Pope Number One iv.

101 A *' fly-pole ' and a swing should be in every playground.
1819 Rf.es Cyd., The coining press or *fly-press. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 896 2 Fly-press, a screw-press in

which the power is derived from a weighted arm, swinging

370

in a horizontal plane, as in embossing and die presses. 1S84
Health Exhib. Catal. p. lvii/i Crank-shaft which carries
*fly-pulley for transmitting the power by means of a strap.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 896 *Fly-punching press, a
press for cutting teeth on saws and for other purposes. 1855
Ocilvie Suppl., *Fly-rail, that part of a table which turns
out to support the leaf. X863 J. Watson Art Weaving 126
When Mr. Bullough introduced his Loom with the *Fly
Reed. 1892 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin. App., *Fly
Rope, a term often used to denote a rope of cotton or hemp
used for telodynamic transmission of power. 1819 J. H.
Vaux Mem. I. 65 With only a storm jib, and *fly-sail set.

'795 J- Aikin Manchester 300 With the use cf the *fly
shuttle. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 896 Fly-shuttle, a
shuttle driven by a picker in contradistinction to one thrown
by hand. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <y Clockm. 106 [The]
*Fly Spring, .causes the outer cover of a watch case to fly

open. 1785 Cowper Let. to J. Newton 19 Mar., The *fly-

table was too slight and too small. 18x6 Keatinge Trav.
I (1817.1 II. 8 Three *fly-tents, with mattresses laid on the

ground, accommodate six Europeans. 1874 Chadwick
Base Ball Man. 58 *Fly Tip. This is a foul ball held by
the catcher, sharp from the bat. 1888 Jacobi Printer's
Voc., *Fly-title, the half-title in front of the general title,

or which divides sections of a work. 1819 Ri 1 s Cycl.,
^Fly-tool is a very light narrow wooden spade shod with
iron, which the navigators of a canal use for cutting or
throwing out any soft clay .. or the like. 1867 Smyth

;
Sailor's Word-bk., *Fly-up, a sudden deviation upwards

j

from a sheer line. 1827 Hood in Hone Every-day Bk. II.

! 1547 The ponderous *fly-waggon passed me.

Fly (floi), a. slang, fprob. f. Fly v. 1
, though

1
the etymological notion is doubtful.]

1. Knowing, wide-awake, sharp. Fly to (any-

!
thing) : 'up' to, well acquainted with, clever at.

1811 Lexicon Balatronicum s.v. Fly . . The rattling cove
is fly; the coachman knows what we are about. 1825 C M.

t

Westmacott Eng. Sfiy II. 5 V'ou are fly to cant. 1851
Mavhew Land. Labour II. 109 We're rather 'fly to a
dodge'. 1852 Dickens Bleak House xvi, 'I am fly', says

! Jo.

2. Of the fingers : Dexterous, nimble, skilful.

1834 H. Ainsworth Rookwood 111, v. No dummy hunter
had forks so fly. 1839 Reynolds Pickw. abroad 224 Well

1

knap a fogle with fingers fly.

3. Comb, as fly-flat (see quot.).

1889 Barkers & Lelano Slang, Fly-fiat (Turf), one who
really knows little or nothing about racing, but fancies him*
self thoroughly initiated in all its mysteries.

Fly (floi), v. 1 Pa. t. flew (flu) ; pa. pple. flown
:

(flJun). Forms: Infin. 1 fl6os-an (Mercian fles-an,

north. fl6sa, Kent, fliojan), 2-3 fleo(n, flon, (3
fleoin, south, vleoin), fli(en, 3 fle3 h)en, Orm.

\
fle^henn, 3-4 flei e, fli;e(rj, flihen, flyhen,

I
south, vlijen, vlien, 4-6 fley(e, (4 flee}, fleighe,

flei;, 5 flegh), 3-5 fleen, 3-6 fle, (4 south. vle\
47 flie, rlye, (4 south, vlie, vly, 5 flyyn), 4-
(now only Sc.) flee, 5- fly. Fa t. a. sing. 1 fl6as,

fl6ah, fle>, 2-3 fleh, 3 fleah, flteh, 3-4 flagh e,

;
fla3e, 4-6 flaw(e, 3-5 flegh(e, fle3(e, flei(g)h,

fleyghe. flei;, nigh, fly. 0. pi. 1 fluson, 2-3
floge n, flu3en, 3 fluwen, 3 4 flow(e)n. 7. sing.

3-5 flough(e, 4-5 flou, flow, 5 flo3e, floy. 8.

;
sing, and //. 5-6 flewe, (6 flue), 5- flew. Fa.

i
pple. 1 flosen, 3 flo3en, 4-6 flowefn, (5 none,
noon, 6 fleen, flighen), 6-7 fline, flyen, flowne,
(7-8 flew), 6- flown. Also weak/<7. /. (rare and
chielly for rime) : 4 flyghed, 5, 7 flyde, 7 Aide,
flied, flyed. [A com. Teut. str. vb.' OK. fleogan,

fliogan =-OVris. fliaga, OS. *fliogan (MDu. vlie-

ghen, Da. vliegen) = OWG. fliogan (MUG. vlie~

gen, Ger. fliegen), ON. fljuga (Sw. flyga, Da.
flyve), Goth. *fliu$an (inferred from (tis^flaugjan

to lead forth in flight) :—OTeut. *fleugan (flaug,
fittgum, fiogono-) :—pre-Teut. *plettgh-, plough-,
plugh-. Not etymologically cognate with Flee v.

The a forms of pa.t. normally represent, according to
period and dialect, the OK. jfe"a^,jftsah, and the forms
the OE. pi. jlu^on. The -/ forms are transferred to the
sing, from the pi. and the pa. pple. The origin of the 6 form
JteitKe, which now alone survives, is more difficult to account
for ; possibly it arose from a confusion with Flow (OE.
pa.t.^/Z/^f), with which this vb. had in the 15th c. come to
coincide in the pa.pple; cf. however the somewhat similar
phenomenon in the vb. slay, pa. t. slnv, for which no
parallel explanation can be given.

With regard to the confusion between the verbs ^j- and
flee, see Flee.]

I. 1. intr. To move through the air with wings.

Also with adverbs, as about, away, forth, off, out,

etc. As the erenvfiies : see Crow «J 3 c.

Beo7vulf 2273 (Or.) Nacod ni5-draca, nihtes Aeo^eS fyre
befangen. a 1000 Judith 209 iGr.) Ac him fleah on laste

earn a:tes ^eorn. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Alle be fu^elas

he flihen hi bam lufte. c 1200 Ormin 5991 Forr xrn ma}}
he^he fle^henn. • 1205 Lay. 3901 Her comen blake fle3en
and flihen in mone e}ene. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 29 lieter
hym hadde ybe Haue bi leued ther doune, than ylerned for
to fle. a 1300 Cursor M. 13449 'Oott.) Nane fat mai fli

sua hei [als be am], c 1330 R. Urunne Chron. (18101 305
Als fleihes doun bei fleih, ten bousand at ones. 1382 Wvci.if
Isa. vi. 6 Ther flei} to me oon of the serafyn. c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems 186 From their lyme-twygges I will flee fer
asyde. .143° P'lgr. Lyf Manhode 11. lli. (18691 95, I fly

aboue be skyes heyere fan eyber heroun or egret, c 1440
Gesta Rom. xix. 335 (Add. MS.) The bridde . . flew [Camb.
MS. fly] forthe. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxii. 105 O gentle
egill ! ..That of all fowlis dois heest fle. 1533 Anne
Boleyn's Coronal, in Fumiv. Bailads from MSS. I. 380
She hathe fleen long, Vncertain where to light, a 1649

FLY.

Drumm. of Hawtii. Poems Wks. (1711} 13 The feathered
troops that flee, and sweetly sing. 171X Addison Sped.
No. 159 f 8, I wished for the Wings of an Eagle, that I

might fly away to those happy seats. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 580 On my approach-
ing him, he [a butterfly] flew off. 1822 Shellky Calderon
I. 46 Would that my feet were wings, So would I fly to
Livia.

b. fig. ; esp. of fame, a report, etc. Tofly high
(or a high pitch) : to aim at or reach a high pitch
of action, feeling, etc. (cf. Flight sb. 3). Also
Tofly lenv : to avoid notoriety. To fly short of:
to fail in mounting to the level of.
c 1200 Trim, Colt. Horn. 165 Alse be fugeles..swo do3 pis

mannisse flieS fram iuele to werse. a 1225 Ancr. R. 152
Bi nihte beo fleoinde ant sechinde ouwer soule heouenliche
uode. t 1384 Chaucfr //. Fame in. 1028 Wenged wondres
faste fleen. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon i. 39 The
renomme therof floughe vnto the duke. 1548 Udall, etc.
Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 55 The fame which had to fore
..flighen ahrode. 1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 125
The prosperous successes of Earle Richard, were no sooner
effected, but fame flyed abroad. ^1592 H. Smith Sernt.
(1866) II. 14 Try every piece of gold, when many Flemish
angels fly abroad. 1608 Topskll Serpents (1658) 706 A
Dragon, whereof their flyeth this tale. 1611 Shaks. Cymb.
111. v. 61 Wing'd with feruour of her lone, she's flowne To
her desir'd Posthumus. 1611 Bible Ps. xc. 10 Their
strength, .is soone cut off, and we flie away. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x. 40 How short they flew of that
spirit, .their weaknesse sufficiently declared. 1655 Fuller
('//. Hist. ix. vii. § 9 Matters flying thus high, the Arch-
Bishop . . conceived it the safest way to [etc.]. 1705
Hickeringill Priest-cr. 11. iv. 41 They fly High in their
high-flown Divinity. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 194 r 2
When the Fame, says he, of this celebrated Beauty first

flew Abroad. 1716 Bp. of Bristol Charge 19 Where a
Mean is commendable, He must neither fly too High, nor
creep too Low. 1827 Southey Penins. War II. 752 Those
brethren whose piety flies the highest pitch. 1837 Carlyle
Ft. Rev. III. 11. iv. 117 As for the elder Egahte he flies

low at this time. 1847 Tennyson Princ. v. 271 She flies

too high. 1859 — Elaine 1188 When did not rumours
fly?

c. qua^i-trans. with cognate object.

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. ii. 40 Ere the Bat hath flowne His
Cloyster'd flight. 1609 A. Craig Poet. Recreat. 7 Want..
makes my Muse so lowe a course to flee.

d. In a few expressions, as The bird is or has

flown (chieflyfig.), To let (a bird)_/7i', the simple
vb. is used = ' fly away \

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xcv. 75 They..bonde it to the
sparwes fete, and afterward Iete hem flee. 1847 Tennyson
Princess iv. 90 O tell her, Swallow, that thy brood is flown.
1855 — Maud 1. xxii. 2 The black bat, night, has flown.
a 1881 Rossetti House ofLife viii, Thank his wings to-day
that he is flown.

e. Of birds : To migrate or issue forth in a body.
Cf. Flight sb. 1 1 e.

1766 Pknnant Zool. (1768) II. 330 The wild birds fly {as

the bird-catchers term it) during the month of October.

f. Of fish : To spring from the water. Also in

more literal sense said of Klting-fish.
1579 T. Stevens Lett, from Gea in Hakluyt J'oy. (1^89)

160 There is another kind of fish as big almost as a herring,
which hath wings and flieth. 1734 Mortimer in Phil.
Trans. XXXVIII. 316 The Wings with which it flies in the
Air are only a Pair of very large Finns. 1867 F. Francis
Angling ix. (1880) 336 Seeing the small fry flying from the
water as though a pike were after them.

2. trans, (causatively^.. To set (birds) flying one
against the other. Const, with. Also with away :

To send flying away ; to let fly.

1607 Hf.ywood Woman killed w, Kindn. 11. Wks. (1874)
II. 96 Meet me to morrow At Cheuy-chase. He flie my
Hawke with yours. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell^(1871) V. 58
(Sp. xiiii Ordered to fly-away their game-cocks. 1883 C. J.
Wills Mod. Persia 94 The pigeons are flown twice a day.

3. Haxvking. a. Of the hawk: To gain hy flying

a position of attack. Const, at. Tofiy on head,

tofly gross : see quots.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 11. {1677^ 164 Fly on head is

missing her Quarry and betaking her self to the next Check,
as Crows fete.]. Ibid. 203 It is less difficult to teach a Hawk
to fly at Fowl than. to. .love the Lure. 1677 Coi.j^^Fly
gross when hawks fly at great Birds, as Cranes^M684
K. H. School Recreat. 78 Gerfaulcon will fly at the Hern.
Saker, at the Crane or Bittern. 1774G0LDS.M. Nat. Hist.
(1776) V. 131 They have been indeed taught to fly at game.
1826 Sir J. S. Sebright Obset-z'. Hawking (1828) 57, I will

suppose that hawks are to fly three days in the week.
fig. 1830 Sir J. Barrington Pers. Sketches (ed. 2) II.

186 He had occasionally flown at higher game in the
regions of poesy 1847 Marrvat Childr. N. Forest vii,

Deerstalking is all very well, but I fly at higher game.

b. causatively. Of the falconer : To cause fa

hawk) to attack by flying. Also absol. and tofly
with (a hawk). Const, at.

1591 Florio Sec. Fruites 37, I loue to flie at the Partridge
and at the Fesant. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. i. 1 For flying

at the Brooke, I saw not better sport these seuen yeeres
day. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 233 Their best

Falcons are out of Russia.. they fly them at choise game.
1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat . (1677) 187 At first fly with her
at young Pheasant or Partridge. Ibid. 213 They are flown

at Field or Brook, a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721
II. 66 His Hawks he oft at Game Aerial flew. 1865 Kingsley
Hereiv. xxi, He flew his hawks at a covey of partridges.

1879 Kadcliffe in Encycl. Brit. IX. 9/1 Falcons or long-

winged hawks are either 'flown out of the hood' i.e. un-
hooded and slipped when the quarry is in sight, or [etc.].

fig. 1643 Dicby Observ. Sir T. Browne's Relig. Med.
10 Much lesse can it be expected that an excellent Physi-
tian . . should . . ftye his thoughts at so towring a Game.
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C. To chase with a hawk. Also of the hawk: To
attack by flying. Tofly the river \ to chase water-

fowl, Tofly to the mark: see quot. 1891.
cx50oGkekne Fr. Bacon xii, We'll fly the partridge, or go

rouse the deer, a 1654 Selden Table-t. tArb.) 80 A Hawk
that flyes a covey of Partridges. 1674 N. Cox Genii,

Recreat. 11. (1677) 209 These Hawks do not fly the River.

Ibid, 225 When she hath flown a Partridge to the Mark.
she will not away until [etc.]. 1710 Apparition 30 So
wary Hawks do fearful Pidgeons fly. 1879 Radcliffk
in Eticyct. Brit. IX. 0/2 Rooks are flown in the same
manner as herons. 1891 Hahtisg Biblioth. Accipitraria
Gloss. 226 Mark, to fly at, v. generally said of a Goshawk,
when, having ' put in ' a covey of partridges, she takes

stand, marking the spot where they disappeared from view
until the falconer arrives to put them out to her.

fig. 1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady Induct., Fly every-
thing you see to the mark, and censure it freely. 1691

Dryden A". Arthur 111. ii, Oh, still thou think'st to fly

a fool to mark.

4. intr. To pass or rise quickly in or through

the air. Also with about, away, forth, off, out, up,

etc. Tojly compass : see Compass C. 3 b.

a 1000 Ktette 140 (Or.) Daro3-a:sc flu.5011, hildenaxlran.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 85 pet smal chef bet Aid ford mid be

winde. t 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 45/377 Ore leuedi made be

soule a-non to be hodi a^en floo. -1340 Cursor M. 6381
(Fairf.) Hit [sc. the manna] flagh til ham als hit ware flour.

1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 43 Bullettes of Leadc.flie
not into the Aire by their owne power. 1601 ShakS. All's

IVell 111. ii. 113 You leaden messengers. .Fly with false

ayme. 1633 Shirley Yng. Admiral 1. i, Arrows that fly

compass Arrive with, .happiness to the mark. 1665 Hookk
Microgr. 203 The spirit of Wine would immediately fly

away. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 464 Golden Stars

flew up to Light the Skies. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.

vi. § 14 That the volatile salt or spirit may fly oft".

1779-81 Johnson Life Drake Wks. IV. 44S They.. let the
smoak fly out at the door. 1783 Burns To W. Simpson
xiii, Blinding drifts wild-furious flee Dark'ning the day.

1807 Hltton Course Math. II. 264 Sound flies, .at the rate

of about 1142 feet in 1 second. 1819 Byron Juan 11. xi,

The dashing spray Flies in one's face. 1820 Scoresey Acc.
Arctic Reg. I. 106 Fragments of ice flying in all directions.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xv. 100 Fleecy clouds flew over the

heavens.

b. To leap or spring lightly, or vault over. To

fly the garter-, see Fly-the-garter.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 273 Friday.. flew over my outer

Wall or Fence. 1791 G. Gambado Ann. Horsem. vi. (1809)

?
4 When your horse has flown over a gate or stile. 1837
)ickens Pickw. xxxviii, Who.. will ever employ a profes-

sional man, when they see his boy. .flying the garter in the

horse-road ? Mod. He flew over two backs at once.

C. Of stairs : To descend or ascend without

change of direction. Cf. Flight sb. 1
7.

1685 Temple Gardening Wks. 1731 I. 187 Many Steps
flying on each Side of a Grotto. 1703 T. N. City <$ C".

Purchaser 24? Straight Stairs, .are such as always fly, and
never Wind. 1703 Moxon Mech. E.verc. 145 The stairs

sometimes wind, and sometimes fly oft* from that winding.

5. trans, {causatively). a. To cause (a kite) to

rise and maintain its position in the air. Also
colloq. or slang, To fly a kite : to raise money by
an accommodation bill ; hence tofly a bill.

1739 Chesterf. Lett. (1792) I. xxxi. 108 If you were to

fly your kite. 1808 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 181 In Ire-

land flying the kite is used as a cant phrase for raising

money on accommodation bills. 1833 Marryat /'. Simple
1 1, ii. 23 One of the amusements of the prisoners was flying

kites. 1848 Punch 27 May 226/1 He never does 'a little

discounting" nor lends his hand to 'flying a kite*, i860
Tkollope Framley P. xxvii, Fly a bill, and let To2er have
it to get cash on it in the city ! 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary
1. v, O Madam, You fly your thoughts like kites.

b. To convey through the air.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 23 Dec, The first wires were
flown across by means of a kite.

c. slang. To fly the mags : see quots. To fly
a tile, to knock off a man's hat.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Fly the mags, to gamble,
by tossing up halfpence. 1825 C. M. Westmacott E?ig.

Spy II. 158 Another point of amusement is flying a tile, or
slating a man, as the phrases of the Stock Exchange
describe it. 1838 H. Ainsworth Rookivood in. xiii, 'Fly
the mags ', . . replied Rust ;

' if heads, we scrag hiin.'

d. colloq. To send (a letter) hastily.

1846 Darwin in Life <$ Lett. (1887) I. 351 Immediately
that I hear I will fly you a line. 1859 Ibid. {1887) II. 160.

6. intr. Of something attached by one edge or

end, esp. of a flag, hair, a garment, etc.: To float

loosely; to flutter, wave. Cf. Flying colours.

1639 k. Pell Impr. Sea 271 The Antient -staff, about
which the ships-colours do fly. 1659 B. Harris Parivafs
Iron Age 309 To. .march with drums beating and colours
flying. 1725 Pope Odyss, xiii. 273 Around her shoulders
flew the waving vest. 178a Cowper Gilpin 101 The wind
did blow, the cloak did fly. 1794 Riggi'ig «y Seamanship
I. 214 Royals are set flying. 1797 Nelson 28 Nov. in

Nicolas Disp. II. 455 A Captain was appointed to the Ship
in which my Pendant flew. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xxi,

Loose on the breeze their tresses flew. 1880 Tennyson
Def, Lucknaiu i, Banner of England . . Flying at top of the
roofs in the ghastly siege of Lucknow.

b. trans. To set (a flag) flying ; to carry at the

mast-head; to hoist; occas. with out. Also, To
set (a sail) loosely: see quots.
1655 M. Carter Hon. Rediv. (1660) 187 From which time

ever since they flye that Crosse in their Banners. 1794
Rigging Of Seamanship I. 166 /''tying of Sails, setting
them in a loose manner; as royal sails without lifts. 1863
Land. Rev. 10 Jan. 37 To sink, burn, and destroy every-
thing that flew the ensign of the so-called United States of

America. 1885 Law Times 23 May 63/1 The steamship
. .flying signals of distress. 1887 Kinglake Crimea VIII.
300 She flew out the signal -'Farewell!' 1887 Besant
World ivcnt i, If they do fly the black flag, it is only
[etc.].

7. intr. To move or travel swiftly, pass rapidly,

rush along. Also with about, along, away, back, etc.

a 1300 Cursor- M. 21280 (Cott.) And [be quil] fleis wit-vten
blin. 1513 Douglas sEneis in. ii. no We. .with swift cours
flaw throw the salt see. 1563 W. Fui.ke Meteors (1640) 33 b,

A whirlewind. .breaking forth, flyeth round like a great
cart-wheele. a 1575 Gascoigne I'r. Pleas. Kcnitiv. A vj,

The fierie flames, which through the wanes so flue. 1611

Chapman Iliad xvui. 191 So fear'd The fair man'd horses that

they flew back, a 1667 Jbr. Taylor Contempt, State Man.
I. \.{\b^ 54 A corrupt Humour . .which flies into the Heart.
I 7°3 RowE Ulyss. 11, i. 582 A Troop of Nymphs Flew
lightly by us. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 187 The pains

. .wander, shoot, and fly about, sometimes with astonishing
swiftness. 1782 CoWPER Gilpin 234 Six Gentlemen upon
the road, Thus seeing Gilpin fly. 184a Tennyson Day-
dream, Arrival in, The colour flies into his cheeks. 1849
Macaci.ay Hist. Eng. I. 386 We fly front York, .to London
by the light of a single winter's day. i860 Tynpai.l Glac.

II, i. 223 The velocity with which the earth flies through space.

1883 K. Pennlll-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh, 132 He had
never seen hounds fly along as they did now.

b. esp. of time. [With mixture of senses 1 and
11 ; cf.fugit invida wtas.~\

1597 Smaks. Lover's Conrpl. 60 That, .had let go by The
swiftest hours, observed as they flew. 1712 Pope Messiah
21 Swift fly the years, and rise th' expected morn ! 1800-24

Campbell Poems, Song ii, Time . . Flies like a courser nigh
the goal. 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey xii. (1848) 154 Time
flies, and friends must part.

fc. Of a stage-coach : To 'run'. Oh.
1748 St. James's Even. Post No. 60^9 Dover, and Deal

Stage-Coaches, will continue Flying till the First Day of
October.

td. quasi-/; ans. To run over hurriedly. Obs.— 1

1589 Hay any Work 41 Your, .purciuantes flye citie &
countrie to seeke for Waldegraue.

+ e. Fly [a)round {[f.S. collcq.) : to bustle

about, bestir oneself.

1851 Hooper Night at Ugly Man's in Wdiv. Rugby's
Ilusb. 44 Old 'ooman, fly around, yit somethin' for the

Squire and Dick to eat. 1871 Mrs. Si owe Oldtcnvft Fires.

Stories 63 He flew round like a parched pea on a shovel.

8. Of persons and animals : To move with a

start or rush ; to spring, start, hasten, rush. Tofly
to arms : to take up arms on a sudden. 7o fly in

theface of: see Face sb. 4 b.

1590 Spenser /•'. Q. 1. ii. 17 The Sarazin .. Snatcheih bis

sword, and fiercely to him flies. 1768 Sterne Sent, fount.
(1778) I. n3 The bidet flew from one side of the road to the

other. 178a Cow per Gilpin 163 The calender, .flew to the

gate. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xi, The nag began to

spring, and flee, and stend. 1826 Disraeli Viv, Grey 11. vi,

In this dilemma he flew to his father. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr
Hist. Serv'ta 185 In a violent commotion, they had flown to

arms. 1854 Miss Manning Old Chelsea Bnn-ho. vii. (1855)
116 She flew up-stairs, without at all regarding the trouble.

1881 Gardiner & MuLUNGER Study Eng. Hist. 1. ii. 37
Danes and English were especially ready to fly apart.

b. To fly at, on, upon : to spring with violence

upon, attack with fury, rush upon ; ///. and fig.

Also {rarely) trans/, cf inanimate objects.

1549 Coverdale etc. Erasm. Par. 1 John iii. 15 He hath
not thrust his sword in him., he hath not flowen upon him.

1583 Rich Phylotus fy Etnelia (1835) 17 He seemed, as

though he would haue fline vpon her in the streate. 1586
Warner Alb. Eng. 1. vi, Whom Cerberus forsaking
then at Hercules he Aide. 1611 Rirle i Sam. xv. 19
Wherefore then didst thou..flie vpon the spoile. 1692

South Serm., 1 John iii. 21 (1737) II. xii. 464 When an en-

raged conscience shall fly at him, and take him by the throat.

1748 Anson's Voy. III. ix. 393 One of them flew on the

fellow who had the sword. 1782 Miss P.crnev Cecilia vi.

xi, You.. never fly at your servants. 1807-8 Syd. Smith
Plymley's Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 160/1 If you have, .worried

a mastiff dog for years, .he flies at you whenever he sees

you. 1834 Darwin in Life <y Lett. (1887) I. 250 My ham-
mer has flown with redoubled force on the devoted blocks.

1 i860 Miss Vonge Strayed Falcon in Hist. Dramas No.

3 tGroombridge) 46 People came out of the* dining-room,

and Katie flew upon them. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, ix,

My sister with an exclamation of impatience was going to

fly at me.

c. Tofly in or into (a passion, rapture, etc.)

:

to pass suddenly into (such a state).

1683 Hacke Collect. Voy. 1. (1699) 32 Which made the

other fly into a Passion with him. 1797 Scott Let. to Mrs.
Scott in Lockhart Life viii, Without flying into raptures.

.

I may safely assure you, that [etc.]. 18x9 Hvron Juan I.

Hv, She flew in a rage. 1887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max xxii.

176, I only flew into a passion, and asked her how [etc.].

d. Tofly off: lit. to start away ; 'to revolt' (J.);

jfg. to take another course ; to break away (from

an agreement or engagement).
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 614 Strait they changd thir minds,

Flew off and into strange vagaries fell. 1713 Addison Cato
iv. 54 The traytor Syphax. . Flew off at once with his Nu-
midian Horse. 1785 Mad. D'Arblav Diary 16 Dec, I was
. . ready to fly off ifany one knocked at the street-door. 1816
Sporting Mag. XLVTIL 173 From this agreement he flew

off, 1804 H. Ainsworth John Laiu m. ii. Were I to ask
for time, [Nicomede] would inevitably fly off, and the
affair would come to an end.

e. To fly out : [a) to spring out, come out sud-

denly ; to rush out; (b) to explode 1

or burst

out into extravagance in conduct, language, or

temper. Const, against, aly upon (an object) ; into

(action, language, feeling, etc.).

(a) c 1400 Maundev. (1839) iv. 27 There fleigh out an
Kddere right hidous to see. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. x. 19 My
valor., for him Shall flye out of it selfe. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's I'rav. xiv. 43 Kighty Mahometans came flying out

from under their hatches. 17*6 Shii.vocke Voy. round
World (1757) 163 Without flying out of the bounds they had
prescribed to themselves.

[In 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 84 Upon his..

oath never more to fly out, is pardoned. 1649 pp. Hall,
Cases Consc. 498 Impatient, .of their conjugall disappoint-

ments, fly out into open contestations. 1667 Pepys Diary
(1877) V. 394, I was troubled. .to hear my Lord fly out

against their great pretence of merit from the King. 1681

W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (169;) 616 To fly out or

squander his estate. 1779 Mad. D'Arhlay Diary Nov.,
He constrained himself from flying out as long as he was
able. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 390, I beg your pardon for

flying out upon you so. 1868 G. Duff Pot. Surr. 13 >

Another friend, .has flown out to me at the action of the

Radicals. 1884 Cih:rch Bacon iii. 62 She thought of the

possibility of his flying out unexpectedly, .and attempting
to serve her interests, not in her way, but in his own.

9. Of things : To be forced or driven off suddenly

or with a jerk ; to start. Of a limb : To be parted

suddenly from the body. Const, from, out oj.

Also to sendflying.
c 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 459 J>at be fyr of be flynt flaw fro

foie noues. 1375 Harbour Bruce in. 115 He raucht till him
sic a dynt, That arme and schuldyr flaw him fra. c 1440
Gencrydes 2670 Mi swerd out of myn bond High. i533 Li>.

Berners Huon xlvi. 153 His hede flewe fro hys shoTders.

1593 Shaks. Lite?: i-jj From the could stone sparkes of fire

doe flic 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 427 Then flyes in hi>

face all his whoring, swearing, lying. 1683 Waller Invas.
Turks 23 He Bassas' heads, to save his own, made fly.

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery x.xi. 321 Let it stand an hour
before you open it, lest it fly in your face. 1847 Porter
Big Bear etc. 132 Thar, they've got him agin, and
now the fur flies. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xx,

'Oughter see how old Mas'r made the flesh fly.
1

1879
F. Pollok Sport Brit. Burmah II. 149 Up would go the

elephant's hind leg, sending the pig flying. 1885 Spectator

30 May 698/2 The engine minder who goes to the parish

doctor because a spark has flown in his eye.

b. fig. Of money : To be rapidly spent.

1632 Rowley Woman never vext ll, Marry her, and let

her estate fly. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. an. 5. 1. 4S

Edward Earle of Oxford (who set his Patrimony flying).

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)97 In this resolve she let •;

her Treasure fly. 1840 Lady C. Bury Hist. Flirt iv, I shall

certainly make his money fly.

0. \Vith various advbs., about, back, off, out, up,

etc. + To fly off: (of cannon) to be fired.

c 1340 Cursor M. 1769 (Fairf.) f>e fire flaghe out with
bonder and raine. c 1430 Syr. Getter. (Roxb.) 5934 Of his

shetd floy of a grete cantel, c 1460 Launfal 473 The erl

of Chestere. .sinot bym the helm on hegh That the cre>t

adoun flegh. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v, 7 From their shields

forth flyeth fine light. 1613 Shaks. Hen. I III, v.i. 111 My
ChatTe and Come shall flye asunder. 1650 Howhll Giraffi's

Rev. Naples \. (1664) 117 The Viceroy .. caus'd all the

ordnance to flie off. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xvi.

55 The dog struck her over the head with his hatchet till

her brains flew out. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 15 They.,
cannot agree together, but fly back from each other. 1684

R. H. School Recrcat. 41 Which . . by spouting out, will

make the Water fly about. 1703 M0XON Mech. Exerc. 169

The Tool will, .fly off where a Knot . .-comes to the Tool.
171a W. Rogers Voy. 107 Lowering her Main-Yard: the

'lack flew up. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 126 p 2 The
earth, .without flying off in a tangent line, constantly rolls

about the sun. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 349 The
ice shivering with the violence of the strain.. the anchor
flew out.

d. causative and qaasi-lrans.

1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 146 The Liquor were better

fly the Cork than break the Bottle. 1876 G. Meredith
Beauch. Career II. vi. 108 The ship in the Arabian tale

coming within the zone of the magnetic mountain, flies all

its bolts and bars and becomes sheer timbers.

e. intr. Of a door or window : To be thrown
suddenly open, to, up, etc. Rarely trans, (slang)

To throw up (a window).
1625 Massingek Neiv Way 11. iii, I.. To whom great

countesses' doors have oft flew open. 1782 Cowper Gilpin
no Up flew the windows all. 1847 EmerSOH Poems (1S57!

116 At unawares, Self-moved, fly-to the doors. 1857 R. L.

Snowdes Magistr. Assist, fed. 3^ 447 To lift a window, to

fly a window. 1870 Thoknbcrv 'Tour Eng. I. ii. 36 The
dark prison doors flew open at the first chink of the gold.

1885 Stevenson Dynamiter ii. 10 The door flew back
emitting clouds of smoke.

f. To fly in pieces, or simply to fly : to break

up suddenly, shiver, split up. f To'fly onflre : to

burst into flames.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 50 Bayn and brayn he gert in

peces fle. 1624 Massingek Renegado II. iii, This pure metal

. .rather Than hold one drop that's venomous, of itself It flies

in pieces. 1692 Ray Dissol. World 111. iv. (1732) 327 All

the moisture will at length be drawn out and the world fly

on fire. 1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 262 Lest crack'd with

Summer Heats the flooring flies. 1726 Shklvocke Voy.

round World (1757) 245 It rent and split, and flew like glass.

1766 Goldsm. Hermit xiv, The crackling faggot flies. 1881

Young .£t>. Man his mvn Mechanic § 1461 If. .the first time

of using the heat is raised rapidly, they are certain to crack

or ' fly '.

g. Naut. Of the wind: To shift or veer suddenly.

Also with about, off. Of a ship, her head : To fly
to, up in, into the wind (see quotsA
1699 Dampier Voy. II. m. 25 The Winds fly m a moment

quite round the Compass. Ibid. 27 About Mid-day they fly

off 2, 3 or 4 Points further from the Land. 1855 Ogilvie
Suppl., Fly, To fly about. Among seamen, the wind is said

to fly about, when it changes frequently during a short
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space of time. 1867 Smyth Sailor's U'ord-bk. s. v. Fly-up,

Pofiy up in the ivitui, is when a ship's head comes suddenly
10 windward, by carelessness of the helmsman. Ibid.,

Flying-to is when a vessel, .is coming to the wind rapidly,

the warning is given to the helmsman, 'Look out, she is

tlying-to '. 188s Narks Seamanship (ed. 6) 232 The ship is

sure to fly up into the wind.

10. To let fly. a. To discharge (missiles).

a 1000 Judith 220 i.Gr.) Hie ba fromlice leton for5 fleojan

fl:ina scuras. t 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 479 An lamech dro^e is

arwe ner, And letet fle^en of 5e streng. 1664 Butler Hud.
if. ii. 815 At that an e^g let fly, Hit him directly o'er the

eye, 1832 Ht. Mabtineau Life in Wilds x. 58 He let fly

one of his precious arrows.

b. absol. To fire, shoot ; also said occas. ofa gun.

Also, to make an attack (with any weapon).
161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Pied, Joner a quattre pieds contre, to

kicke, winse, or let fly at with all foure. 1624 Capt. Smith
Virginia in. vi. 62 We let fly amongst them so that they
fleJ. 1686 J. Sergeant Monasf. Conventions 185 Then, -the

Cannon of the Castle let fly. a 1735 Grahvillb Ess. Unnat.
Flights in Poetry 55 The noisy eulverin, o'ercharg'd, lets

fly. 1879 F. Pom.ok Sport Brit. Bnrmak II. 41, 1 let fly

again, and this time killed it.

C fig. {trans, and absol.).

1590 Spenser /•*. Q. in. ix. 52 Many fair belgardes let fly.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 24 A Member of the
House of Commons let fly this reply. 1678 Trans. Crt.
Spain 180 And to take all pretext from those who by
ignorance or malice let flye against me. 1859 Punch 6 Aug.
54/1 Lord Lyndhurst, at whom it pleased Mr. Bright to

scoff, .let fly at that respected Quaker. 1887 Besamt The
World went xvi. 135 He let fly a round dozen or so of
sailors' oaths.

d. Xaut. To allow (a sail or sheet
1

to fly loose;

rarely to set (a sail), to carry, hoist (colours).

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 39 When we say,

let fly the sheats, then they let go amaine, which commonly
is in some gust. 1659 I). Pei.i. Inipr. Sea 297 If they linde

them unwilling to bee spoke with all. Frigots let flye all the

sails that ever they can make. 1699 Dampier i'oy. II. 1. 48
It is the custom of our Countrymen abroad, to let fly their

Colours on Sundays. 1805 Sir K. IjEkryhi Nicolas Xelsons
Disp. VII. 118, I then let fly the topgallant sheets.

II. In senses of Flee. (Now in pres.-stera only :

see the remarks under Flee v.)

11. a. -^Flee i, lb, and id. Also quasi-fratis.

a 1000 Byrhtnoth 275 (Gr.) |>a:t he nclde fleojan fotmad
landt-s. 1523 Fr>. Rerners Proiss. I. cexxxvi. 334 For to

dye in the place they wyll nat flye one fote. 1548
Hall Chron., Edw. IV, (an 8) 204 b, Syr Robert was
exhortyng . . hys men . . which were . , retly to flye. 1594
H. Willobie in Shahs. C. Praise 10 Nor flye the field

though she deny, a 1625 1!. Jonson, etc. Widow 1. i, I'll

make him fly the land. 1662 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.l

I. 462 Flying the realme at the king's returne. 1678
Butler Hud. in. iii. 243 Those that fly may fight again.
<i 1703 Burkitt On A". T. Mark ii. 2 Honour flies from
ihem that pursue it. 1715-20 Pope Iliad 1. 35 Hence on
thy Life, and fly these hostile Plains. 1839 Thirlwai.l
Greece V 1. 1. 22j. Sisygambis refused to fly. 1855 Thackeray
Pose <y Ping xi, You must fly the country for a while.

b. = Flee 2 and 2 c. Const, into, to, t unto.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6675 (Gott.^ If he to min auter fly. 1584

Vov,K\.l,loyd''sCamb>ia 5 Being in the Battle, .and FHeng to

the wood. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxi. 76 Unless
upon . . the new Moons, one fly into the Torts for shelter.

(71711 Ken Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 409 When Pangs
. .disturb my Sleep, To various Anodynes I fly. 1818 Jas.
Mill Brit. India III. v. viii. 641 It was to the Engli.sh he
must have flown for protection.

c. - Flee 3 and 4.

1581 Pettie tr. Guazzd's Civ. Com: 1. (1586^ 4 Delightes,

from which a great manie men flie. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
'Prav. 48 All [sc. the inhabitants] . . flie away in Summer to

avoid the intolerable heat. 1725 Popk Odyss. v. 60 He
I
Hermes] grasps the waid that causes sleep to fly. 1817
Shellev Rev. Islam, xi. vii. 6, I cannot reach thee ! whither
dost thou fly ? 1875 Jowett Plato ed. 21 V. 73 He grows
like evil men, and is compelled to fly from the company of
the good.

d. =Flee 5. (Said of a shadow, colour, etc.)

1535 Coverdalk Job XIV. 2 He [man] flyeth as it were
a shadowe. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 215 Loue like

a shadow flies, when substance Loue pursues. 1821 Shklley
Adonais Iii, Heaven's light for ever shines, Earth's shadows
fly. a i85i Mrs. Brownmng My Heart fy I ii, As if such
colors could not fly.

e. trans. = ¥lv.e 7 and 8. + Tojly the heels (see

quot. 1727).
1553 Latimer Serm. Third Sand. F.piph. Fruitful Serm.

(1 584) 312 b, Haue an earnest desire to leaue stnne, and to flye

the same. 1583 Babixgtom Commandm. ix. (16371 87 Flye to

heare as thou wouldest flye to speake what tendeth vnto
slaunder. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory (i86q) 5( Though
he be ambitious of Dignities . . he seems to flie them. 1727
Bailey vol. II. s v.. To Fly the Heels . . a Term used of a
Horse, when he obeys the Spur. 1754 Chatham Lett.

Nephew iv. 27 Fly with abhorrence and contempt supersti-

tion and enthusiasm, a 1839 Praed Poems (18641 »t 241

True pitv. .flies the rich, it flies the vain.

ff To escape the notice of. Cf. Flee 9. Obs.- 1

c 1611 CHATHAM Iliad xvi. Comm., It flies all his translators

and interpreters.

Fly (fiai), p.* Pa. t. and pa. pple. flied, flyed.

[f. FLTi&lftBdS.]
1. a. inlr. To travel by a fly. b. trans. To
convey in a fly.

1836 Southey Let. to Miss. K. Southey 25 Nov. (1856) IV.

476VVe_/7;Vrf. .over Quantock to Stowey. Ibid. 4^78 Poole

Jlied us all the way to Sir T. Acland's Somersetshire seat.

2. Printing. To do the office of a fly (sec Fly
sb.l 6) or flv-boy to. To fly the frisket (see quot.

1871). Tofly the sheet : to lift it, by holding it at

one end, into the piiming machine ; as opposed to

stroking it in. Also, in U.S. (see quot. 1871).
1871 Amer. Etuycl. Print , Fly the Frisket, to turn down

the frisket and tympan by the same motion. Ibid, s.v. /''/>•-

boy, When, .it is requisite that boys should assist in taking
the printed sheets, one by one, from the form or the press,

this operation is called flying the sheets.

3. In the Hardware trades : To stamp or cut out

by means of a fly (Fly *M 5 i). Also with out.

Fly, obs. form of Flay, Fley.

Flyable (floiab'l), a. Hunting colloq. [!'. Fly
v. 1 + -able.] That can be flown or leapt over.

1893 Field 11 Feb. 188/3 An Irish bank is not 'flyable*.

Ply-about, a. nonce-wd. Given to ' flying

about.'

1799 Mrs. J. West Talc 0/ Times I. 298 Your good sense

will keep you from running wild, as many of our young
fly-about travellers do.

Ply-away, a. and sh. [f. vbl. phr. see Fly z\']

A. adj. Ready or apt to fly away. a. Of
articles of dress: Streaming, loose, neglige, b.

Of persons : Flighty, extravagant, volatile.

Fly-away grass {U.S.), the Agrostis scaba, a common
grass of North America, with a very loose light panicle.

Also called hair-j7-ass (Cent. Dict>.

1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Op'tn. (1783) II. 230 His reducing
the fly-away farmer's daughters to a proper sense of their

condition. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. v, Drest in such
a free and fly-away fashion, that the long ends of his

loose red neckcloth were streaming out behind him. 1848
— Dombey xl, It was not easy to put her into a fly-away

bonnet now. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. «y Merch. 111. v. 136
\

Servant-girls with flyaway caps on their heads. 1891 Pall
j

Malt G. 21 May 2/2 They have brought it home to the most !

flyaway supporter of the A.P.S.

B. sb. One that flies away. Cf. runaway.
1838 Emerson Nat., Lit. Ethics Wks. iBohn) II. 212

Truth is such a flyaway, such a slyboots.

b. Naitt. A delusive appearance, of land, a

mirage. Also quasi-proper name, Cape Flyaway.
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1883 in W. C. Russell

Sailor's Lang,

Fly-bane. [f. Fly sb. 1 + Bane.]

1. The popular name of various plants: (a) =
Catchfly

;
(b) the ploughman's spikenard {Inula

Conyza) ; (c) (see quot. 1863).
1597 Gerarde Herbal Table F.ng. names, Fliebane and

his kinds, see catch Flie. 1819 Kees Cycl., Fly-bane,

in Botany, see Silcne. 1861 Miss Pratt Flo7vcr. PI. III.

300 Inula Conyza (Ploughman's Spikenard), .possesses .

.

a valuable oil - . which is said to destroy insects ; hence the

plant is sometimes called Fly-bane. 1863 Prior Plant-n.,

Flybaue, from being used mixed with milk to kill flies.

Agaricus muscarins I..

2. Poison for flies ; in quot. the venom of spiders.

1704 Swift Bait. Bks. 247 An over-weening Pride [in the

Spider], .turns all into Fxcrement and Venom; producing
nothing at last, but Fly-bane and a Cobweb.

Fly-bitten, ///. a. [f. as prec. + Bitten.]

1. Kitten by flies ; loosely used for : f a. Fly-

specked
; fb. Fly-blown; c. Stung by flies.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n. i. 159 These Fly-bitten

Tapistries. 1598 Florio, Alida . . fiie-bitten meate. 1884

A. Gregory in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 378 Their [Haggara Arabs']

wealth consists of herds of lean fly-bitten cattle.

f2. = Flea-bitten 2. Obs.

1639 De Gray Compl. Horsem. 22.

Ply-blow, si. [f. Fly sbA + Blow sb.%]

1. The egg deposited by a fly in the flesh of an

animal, or the maggot proceeding therefrom. Also

collect. Rarely the action of depositing the e^.
1556 J. Heywood Spider <$• F. xliv. 229 This flie hath

blown fliblowe in mine eare a pecke. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 467/1 Little long eggs called Fly blowes.

1713 Warder True Amazons (ed. 2) iS The Kggs . . are

.. something bigger than the common Fly-blow. 1757
Dyer Fleece 1. 579 Lest touch of busy fly-blows wound
their skin. 1815 On Bull Baiting 1. Houlston Tracts I.

xxvii. 8 Its poor wounds were all full of fly-blows.

Jig, (zi68o IJuti.er Kern. (1759) I. 425 He is. -produced

out of. -the Flyblows of the Rabble.
attrib. 1606 [see Fly-blown i. Jig. 1602]. 1856 Mrs.

IJrowning Aur. Leigh ix. 378 No fly-blow gossip ever

specked my life.

2. = BY-BLOW 3. l875 Ouida Signa I. viii. 140.

Ply-blow, v. [f. Fly j<M + Blow v.^ ; after

next.]

1. trans. Of the fly: To deposit eggs in (meat,

etc.); hence, to corrupt secretly, taint. Chiellyy^.

1603 B. Jonson Sejanus v. x, Is not he blest That .. Can
claw his subtle elbow, or with a buzze Fly-blow his eares.

1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all 13 If it were not for us,

much good meate would be in danger of Fly-blowing.

1678 P>. R. Let. Pop. Friends 7 If we cannot wound the

Government mortally, lets Fly-blow it with Scandals and
Suspicions. 1795 Southhy Joan ojArc x. 77 Court vermin

that.. fly-blow the king's ear, and make him waste., his

people's wealth. 1813 T. Moore Let. in Mem. (1853' I. 349
A whole swarm of imitators . . will completely fly-blow all

the novelty of my subject.

2. intr. {or absol.) Of flies : To deposit their eggs.

1735 Pope Ep. Lady 28 So morning Insects. .Shine, buzz,

and fly-blow in the setting-sun.

Ply-blown (rlarbl^n), ///. a. [f. Fly sb. 1 +
Blown ///. a.]

1. Full of fly-blows; tainted, putrid, impure.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. iCamden) 138 Flyblowen fleshe

comm not in my messe. 161a Webster White Devil v. iii,

A dead fly-blown dog. 169a Bentley Boyle I.ect. iv. 137

The Manna was fly-blown. 1781 Cowpf.r Confers. 676
Fly-blown flesh, whereon the maggot feeds.

fig. a 15*9 Skelton Replyc. Wks. 1862 II. 234 Agaynst
whiche. .flyblowen opynions. . I purpose for to reply. 1601

•2nd PI. ReturnJr. Pernass. in. iv. 1412 Hisfliblowne[ed. 1606
(Arb. p. 46) fliblow] sonnettes. 1692 E. Walker Epictetus'
Mor. (1737) xxxi, By each Fly-blown Fool cares'd. i860
Thackeray Lovel i, Wherever fly-blown reputations were
assembled.

2. slang, a. Intoxicated, drunk, b. Australian.

'Cleaned-out '; without a penny.
1877 Judy 18 May 2j6 (Farmen The officer, .hinted that

he was slightly 'flyblown '. 1889 Star 3 Jan. (Farmer^ Our
diggers, .get on the spree and come back fly-blown.

Fly-boat (floib^'t). Forms: 6 flie-bote, flee-

boate, flibote, 7 rly(e)boat(e, 7- fly-boat. [app.

ad. Do. vlicboot, originally denoting one of the

small boats used on the Vlie or channel leading

out of the Zuydcr Zee, afterwards applied in ridicule

lo the small vessels used against the Spaniards by
the Gueux de mer (1572); the word has passed

into several Kuropean langs. : Wflibot, Sp. flibote,

Ger. flieboot. But in Eng. it was very early asso-

ciated with Fly j\', and this is prob. the source of

sense 4. Sense 3, belonging esp. to Shetland, may
be a distinct word, representing ON. fley ; cf.

ONorthumb. yftrf?, perh. adopted from ON.]
j 1. A fast-sailing vessel used chiefly in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries : a. for rapid

transport of goods, etc., csp. in the coasting trade ;

Obs. exc. spec, a Dutch flat- bottomed boat; =
Flight i 2 a.

1577 Deb Relat. Spir. i. (1659) 33 Our Fisher-boat his

sayl-yard and sayl was entangled on the Maynyard of the
Fly-boat. 1588 Wills Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) II. 182 Paid
to the fliebote, for freight of exxx last of rye. 1698 Froger
I'oy. 140 A small Fly-boat of forty Tunn .. laden with
Tobacco, Bacon, and Meal for Uarbadoes. 1733 P. Lindsay
Interest Scot. 133 Our merchants might build, .large Hag-
boats and Fly-boats from 3 to 600 Tons, for the bulky trade.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17761 Fly-boat, or Flight,

a large flat-bottom'd Dutch vessel, whose burthen is

generally from four to six hundred tons.

Jig. 160a Marston Ant. fy Mel. 1. v, Here's such a com-
panie of flibotes, hulling about this gnlleasse of greatnesse,

that there's no boarding him. 1664 J. Wilson Cheats iv.

iv. Dram. Wks. '1874) 79 She's [landlady] a pretty fly-boat

;

two men won't sink her !

+ b. for warlike purposes, voyages of discovery,

etc. ; a kind of frigate. Obs. exc. Hist.

1590 Nasiie PasquiTs ApoL 11 He was built but for

a Flie-boate, to take and leaue, when the skyrmish is too

bote for him to tarrie. 1673 Land. Gaz. No. 758/4 'Fhis

Caper is a Flyboat of two tire of Guns, carrying in all, as we
suppose, 32. 175a Carte Hist. Eng. III. 539 I'he Flushingers

..put a number of Fly-boats to sea and seized all ships

coming from Spain. 1868 St. John Life Raleigh I. 257.

f2. A small boat, esp. a ship's boat. Obs.

1598 Florio, Fusta, a pinace or Fliebote. 1688 Luttrti.l

BneJRel. 11857) I- 473 Some of our ships, since the parsing

by the Dutch fleet, have pickt up a small fly boat or two
belonging to them. 1820 Scott Monast. xxix, While the

humble fly-boat carries to shore those friends.

+ 3. A tishing boat used in Shetland, a buss. Obs.

16x4 T. Gentleman Eng. Way to Wealth \\\ Hart. Misc.

(Malh.) III. 239 Fly-boats, .ride at anchor all the season- at

Shetland. 1622 Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 24 Another

fleete of Fisher-men icalled Flyboats 1

. 1704 digging ty Sea-

manship I. 242 plate. Herring Uuss or Fly Boat.

4. a. A swift passage boat used on canals, b.

See quot. 1S93.

1841 S. C. Hall Ireland (1843I III. 275 Voyaging part of

the way in one of the ' Fly-boats'. 1841-56 S. C. Krees
Gloss. Civ. Engin. s. v. Canal, Slow boats 2* miles per hour

. . Fly boats 4 miles. 1893 Labour Commission Gloss, s. v.

Boats, Fly-Boats, .barges of unusual length and of a narrow

construction, drawing a very small amount of water.

5. Comb., asfly-boat'-built adj.

1688 Clayton Virginia i. in Phil. Trans. XVII. 782 We
Sail'd in the Ship Judith, .'twas Fly-boat built, about 200 or

750 Tuns.

Fly-boy. [f. FLT rf.l and 2 + Boy.]

1. Printing = 1- I.Y si. 1 6 b.

1S41 [see Fly s/l' 6b]. 1871 Amtr. F.ntycl. rrint., Fly-

Boy, a boy who takes off the sheet from the tympan as the

pressman turns it up.

2. A boy who sells Uy-papers.

1851 Mavmct Loud. Lmlnr 'l>6tl III. 28 I'm the only

reg'lar fly-boy.

Ply-by-night. [f. the vbl. phrase.]

1. One who Hies by night ; one addicted to noc-

turnal excursions. Also slang, One who defrauds

his landlord or creditors by decamping in the

night.

1796 Grose Diet. Viilg. Tongue (ed. 3) s. v. You old

fly-by-night ; an ancient term of reproach to an old woman,

signifying that she was a witch. i8aa T. L. Peacock

Maid Marian iii. 191 Would you have her married to a

wild fly-by-night that accident made an earl and nature

a deerstealerf 1813 'Jon Bee' Slang, Fly-by-night, run-

aways who leave empty houses. 1804 Daily News 23 Oct.

4/7 The majority of the race [of moths] are fly-by-nights.

attrib. 1810W. Combe Devil upon Two Sticks (1817) VI.

73 ' The Fly by Night Club ', whose symbol is an owl.

2. = Fly sbi- 3 b. b. Naut. (See quot.)

1818 Sporting Mag. II. 6 A species of carriage, which in

Gloucestershire, goes by the name of ' Fly-by-Night '. 1867

Smyth Sailor's IVorti-bk., Fly-by-night, a sort of square-sad,

like a studding-sail, used in sloops when running before the

wind.



FLY-CATCHER.

riy*-catcher. [f- Fly sbA + Catcher.]

1. a. One who catches flies, b. A contrivance

for catching flies.

;i. 1600 CorNwali.yf.s Ess. xix, To be of Domkians sect,

a Fly-catcher. i6q» R. L'Esirasgk Fables cclviii. 225 The
Swallow was a Fly-Catcher as well as the Spider. 1887

Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 2/2 'The fly-catcher \ as he [Darwin]

wasltnown to the crew, was a prime favourite.

fig. 1708 Mottkux Rabelais v. xv. (17371 61 Ye scurvy

Fly-catchers you ! [i.e. lawyers]. 1889 Daily News 5 Feb.

5/3 The quidnuncs and flycatchers.

b. 1848 Hardy in Proc Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 321

This implement is much used in Cornwall, where it is called

the 'fly-catcher'. 1855 Anne Manning Old Chelsea Bun ha.

vi. 91 After Tea . . my Mother began to snip a Fly-catcher.

2. A bird that catches flies; in England, usually

one of the genus Afttscicapa, csp. M. grisola ; in

America, usually one of the genus Tyrannus, T.

Carolinensis or T. pipiri.

1678 RAY Omith. 158 Musckapa, the flycatcher. 1777
O. Forster Voy. round World II. 358 Several sorts of

pigeons, parroquets, and fly-catchers. 1833 Sf.LBY in Proc.

Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 1. 20 The spotted flycatcher

(Musckapa grisola\ 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. x. (1852) 137

The plaintive note of a white-tufted tyrant-flycatcher. 1869

W. P. Turnbui.l Birds E. Pennsylv. 21 Least Flycatcher,

Kmpidonax minimus. 1882 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat.

Club IX. No. 3. 440 The rare pied flycatcher {Musckapa
atrkapilld).

3. a. A spider that catches flies, b. A plant

that catches flics ; = Fly-trap 2.

1750 (i. Hughes Barbadoes 91 The Fly-Catcher, .is of the

Spider-kind. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. 13 A spring.,

which soaks up. . in the bog, among red fly-catchers, c 1865

Ld. Brougham in Circ. Sc. I- lntrod. Disc. 22 The Mttsci-

pula, Ply-trap, or Ply-catcher . . has small prickles in the

inside of two leaves.

Flydge, obs. form cf Fledge a.

Fly-dung, sb. [f. Fly sb} + Dung sb.] The
excrement of the fly, usually of the house- fly.

185s Clarke Diet., Ply-dirt, flydung.

Ply-dung, v. Dyeing, [f. Fly shy + Dung v.]

trans. In the process of dyeing with madder : To
subject for the first time to the process of 'dunging'

:

see Dung v. Also Comb. &sfly-dung bath
y
.cistcm.

Hence Fly-dunging zbl. sb..

The name is said to be due to the fact that the object of

the first dunging is to get rid of the ' flies ' or irregularities

in the dyeing.
i860 Higgin in Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 5I L 531 The first

[dunging process] is called fly-dunging, /bid., The fly-

dung cistern. 1876 Paton in Encycl, Brit. IV. 687/2 Im-
mediately after the fly-dunging the goods are washed and
submitted to a second dunging. 1883 Bleaching, Dyeing ty

Calico-Print, iii. 73 The fly-dung bath.

Flyer, flier (ftorai). Forms : 5 flyare, 6 Sc,

fliear, 9 dial, fleer, 5- flier, 6- flyer, [f. Fly
z\ l + -EH l. The formsflyer, flier are both in good
mod. use; in our recent quots.yTjvrr is more common,
notwithstanding the analogy of crier, drier, trier.]

1. A living thing (e. g. a bird or insect) that pro-

pels itself with wings; often preceded by some
qualifying adj., as high r etc.

1440 Promp. Pant. 167A Flyare, volator. 1556 J. Hey-
WOOD Spider $ P. lx. 35 A creper with spiders, and a flier

with flise. 1686 W, de BRITAIKE Hum. Prud. vi. 27 Those
of the Weakest Wing are commonly the highest Flyers. 173a

l^kvt Serious C. xi. 168 Suppose a man. .studying night and
day how to fly . . where-ever you see an ambitious man, there

you see this vain and senseless Flyer. 1775 WHITE in Phil.

Trans. LXV. 260 In a day or two more they become flyers.

1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1828) II. xxiii. 355 There are

three classes of fliers in this order. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec.

i. (1873) 17 Birds breeding on precipices, and good fliers, are

unlikely to be exterminated.

fig. 1601 Cornwallyes Ess. x, 1 am now come from
conversing with Princes, great spirits, and high fliers. 1667

Pe*ys Diary 27 Feb., He is not so high a flyer as Mr.
Chichley.

b. Something that flies or is carried by the air.

T(fl) A volatile spirit (ebs.). (b) The petals of

hops when they become detached.

1471 Ripley Conipl. A kit. Ep. Edw. IV, xxix. in Ashm.
(1652) 116 Till the same of the fixed by the same of the flier

he over-gone. 1881 Whitehead Hops ii. 14 They [hops]

soon 'gooff*, and the petals of the flower cones become
disintegrated, or ' flyers ' in the pickers' parlance.

2. One who or that which moves with exceptional

speed, e.g. a fish, horse, ship, etc.

x795 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 50 Our flyers

were able to get near them, but not nearer than half gun-
shot. 1861 Whyte Melville Mkt. ilarb. x. (ed. 12) 76
Grooms with led horses are overtaken by their masters, and
we recognize many a well-known flyer. 1867 F. Francis
Angling lx. (1880) 314 He [a fish] was a regular flier . . He
took out clear, without stopping for a second, over one
hundred yards of line. 1887 Tuer Jk Fagan 1st Year
Silken Reign vii. 129 The. .coach, achieved for itself an en-

viable reputation as a ' flyer ' of the first order.

3. Applied to mechanical contrivances that have

a quick revolution.

a. An appliance for regulating the motion of a

roasting-jack.

1674 Fairfax Bulk % Seh: 125 A Jack, by being only
wown up, without thripping the. .flyer. 1706 Swift Baucis
. r Philemon 7 1 The Flyer . . Turn'd round so quick,you scarce

cou'd see 't. 1806-7 J- Bekesford Miseries Hum. Life
(1826) xvi. 95 Spinning like the flyer of a jack.

fb. One of the vanes used in an early form of

ship's log. Obs. Cf. Fly jM 5 h.

373

1729 H. Di; Sal'marez in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 47 The
four Iron Fins, or Flyers. .These Flyers are so contrived as

to have full Play in any Motion of the Boat.

fa « Fly-wheel. Obs.

1781 Watt Patent in Muirhead Mech. Invent. Watt III.

52 In order that the said motion may be more regular, 1 fix

to or upon the shaft or axis FML. .a heavy wheel or flyer.

d. A sail of a windmill ; also//. * the fan-wheel

on the vane of a windmill cap which rotates the

latter as the wind veers' (Knight).

1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. (1821) 97 Paur man
wur ath fleers, en raund it went, a 1848 Mrs. MARCET
Seasons Ted. 5) IV. ii. 35 That mill with the great fliers, that

the wind pushes round.

e. That part of a spinning machine which twists

the thread as it conducts it to and winds it upon
the bobbin. Cf. Fly sb.'- 5 f..

1831 G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. 201 At each extremity of

the flyer an eye is formed. .The thread from the bobbin is

passed through both these eyes. 1879 Cassell's Techn.

Educ. IV. 356/2 The flyer, .winds it upon the bobbin.

f. The winder of a balling machine.

1869 J. H. Webster in Eng. Mech. 31 Dec. 387/2 The
' flyer'.. winds the. string on to the mandrel.

4. Ill various uses, related to senses of the vb.

fa. pi. ?The fringe or tassels of a curtain.. Obs.

IS77 lr*M* <r Iftz '- N> c- (Surtees 1836) 414,. lij payer of

courtingS withe the flyers of saye, 1580 Ibid. One payer of

say hingers with fleers.

b. //. Steps forming a straight flight ; opposed

to winders.
1667 Primatt City $ C. Build. 66 Flyers and winders ..

are plain, and triangular Steps without any Landing place.

1703 T. N. City $ C Purchaser 248 Straight Stairs, .always

fly, and never Wind, and therefore are by some call d
Flyers, 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. I. 329/i Straight stairs

are c^xWtxS.flyers.

C. Printing. (See quot.) Also //.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 895/2 Flyer, a vibratory rod

with fingers which take the sheet of paper from the tapes

and carry it to the delivery table, the sheet resting flatly

against the flyer-fingers bv the resistance of the air. 1888

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. ; 06.

d. U.S. A small handbill or fly-sheet.

1889 Lit. World (IT. S.) 21 Dec. 485/2 Inserting gaily-

colored advertising fliers in the body of the magazine.

5. A flying jump or leap ; a flight. In quot._/g*.

1883 R. Grant White W. Adams 51 Haven't we taken

rather a flyer? What has all this to do with Mrs. Trollop*

?

b. Hence, U.S. 'A speculative investment : ap-

plied to a purchase of stock by one not a regular

buyer, in hope of immediate profit' {Cent. Diet.).

1886 Pall Mall G. 26 Aug. 11/1 He. .turned to the Wall-

street news to see how- much he had already made on his

flyer. x888-.V<r?ir Princeton. Rev. V. 328 The temptation to

take a flyer in the market.

6. slang. (See quots.)

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Flyers, Shoes. 1851 May-
hew Land. Labo/irt 1861) II. 34 A 'flyer', that is, a shoe

soled without having been welted.

7. One who runs away; a fugitive ; = Fleer.

t Also, one who flies or shuns; an avoider of.

c 1460 Tcnvnclcy Myst. (Surtees) 308 Here is a bag fulle,

lokys..Of fly tars, of flyars, and renderars of reffys, 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 440 As hapnis oft .. ane greit

braggar to be fund a fliear. a 1633 I.knnard tr. Charron's
ll'isd. 1. xxxvi. § 1 (1670) in Timon that hater and flyer of

the company of men. 1648 Eikon Bas. (1662)127 Nowthe
Fliers from . . their Places carry the Parliamentary power
along with them. 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkins (18841 II.

xxi. 254, I . . let the flyers know I should soon give fire.

1871 Freeman Norm.Conq. (1876* IV. xviii. 117 The Norman
horsemen followed on the fliers, slaying and taking captives.

Flyer, obs. f. Fleer.

Ply-fish, v. [A back-formation from Fly-

fishing vbl. sb.] intr. To fish with a fly (natural

or artificial) as bait.

1755 Johnson s.v., To Flyfish. v.n., to angle with a hook
baited with a fly. 1869 S. Wilbkiu-orce Diary Sept. in

Life (1882)' III. 303 Fly-fished ; with Pishop of Rochester.

1881 Miss Braudon One Thing Needful xviii, IHe] had
passed them, .wandering with his rod, fly-fishing.

Hence Fly-fishing///, a. So Fly -fisher, one

who practises fly-fishing. Also Fly-fi*Sherman.
1787 BEsr(title), The Complete Fly-Fisher. 1834 MEDWIN

Angler in Wales I. 39 Amongst the most expert fly-fishers,

no one was perfectly satisfied. 1858 Sal. Ret 1
. V. 393/2 A

fly-fishing, horse-loving, .man.

Ply-fishing, vbl. sb. [f. Fly sb.'1] Fishing

with a fly (whether natural or artificial).

1653.WALTON Angler W. 115, I promised to tell you more
of the FILe-fishing for a Trout. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece II.

ii. 335 In Fly-fishing observe to have always the Wind on

your Back. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxii. There was
nought to be done wi' fly-fishing. 1887 Miss Braddon Like

ty Unlike i, Vou must be fond of fly-fishing.

attrib. 1834 Mkdwin Angler in WalesW. 147 When the

fly-fishing season is over.

Ply-flap. Also 7 -flop. [f. Fly sb.^ + Flap sb.]

1. An instrument for driving away flies.

c 1440 Promp, Parv. 167/1 Fly flappe. .mnscarium . 156a

J. Heywood Prm: <$ Epigr. 11867)153 Thy toung is a flie

flap. 163a Randolph Jealous Lovers n. in. Wks. (1875) 94,

I said, .that you had a brow Hung o'er your eyes like fly-

l

flaps. i77a-84 Cook Voy. (1790) V. 2044 Both sexes make
j

use of the fan, or fly-flap. 1837 Wmfklwright tr. Aristo-
phanes I. 207 Erect Holding his leather fly-flap.

fig.' 1607 Tournki'r Rev. 'Frag. v. i. Wks. 1878 II. 129
Ah, the fly-flop of vengeance beate 'em to peeces ! a 2683
Oldham Wks. <i6S6) 55 How Fly-Flap of Church-Censure

\
Houses rid Of Insects.

FLYING.

f2. A stroke with a fly-flan ; in quot.) _/?£., an

adroit manoeuvre, a cunning prank. Obs.

a 1735 Ariiuthsot Misc. Wks. (175^ J - 67 Not to forget

the Quibbles and Fly-flaps he played against his Adversaries.

pThe alleged sense = Flip-flap 3 a isee quot. 1676 there)

is based on a mistake of Strutt {.Sports $ Past. in. v. 175).

Ply-flap, v. [f. prec]

1. trans. To strike with a fly-flap ; to heat, whip.
i6zo Shelton Qttix. II. lx. 405 I giue you my word

to beat my selfe and fly-flappe mee when I haue a dis-

position to it. 1627 Lisaudcr $ Cat. vu. 123, I must call

my husband to fly-flap you. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevcdo's
Com. Wks. (1709I 209, I was Fly-flap'd. 1796 ('.rose Diet.

I'ulg. Tongue (ed. 3), Flyjlapped, whipt in the stocks, or at

the cart's tail.

2. intr. To drive away files with a fly-flap.

Hence Fly-flapping vbl. sb. and///, a.

1797 Edin. Mag. May 344 Beelzebub, or the Lord of Flies

..whom I must renounce with all Ins works, even that of

fly flapping. 1881 Miss Kraddon Asph. III. 204 There
seemed to be nobody about save the fly-flapping boys.

Ply-flapper, [f. prec. vb. + -ki; '.]

1. One who drives away flics with a fly-flap.

^ 1661 Fuller Worthies 11840) II. 503 Jupiter the flic-

flapper. 1829 Mahryat F. Mildmay xvi, That fellow is

only fit for fly-flapper at a pork shop ! 1891 Hall Caink
Scapegoat xxiv, Ueside him walked the fly- flappers.

fig. 1810 James Mil. Did. fed. 3I Suppl., Flr-fiapper,

a figurative term alluding to any person who being in the

confidence of another, keeps off impertinent intruders.

2. = Fly-flap i.

1749 ISp. I.avington F.nthits. Method. iy Papists (1754)

1. 90 If a Fly flapper be held up to blow it utt. 1859

Darwin Orig. Spec. vi.uB78,> 133 The tail of a giraffe, which
serves as a fly-flapper.

fi<S. 1843 Cobdln Speeches 19 Oct. (1870) I. 103 The men
of Manchester, who, by thtse fly-flappers, have managed to

rouse them into a little activity.

Flygge, obs.. form of Fledoe a.

Flyghe, -50, obs. forms of Flay.

Plying (floiirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fly v.
1 + -ing *.]

1. The action of the vb. Fly, in various senses.

1548 Hall Citron., Edw. IV, (an. 9) 209 b, The fame was
spred of kynge F.dwardes flyenge. c 1565 Lindesay \ Pits-

euttie) Chron. Scot. 11728) 113 Great slaughter was made ..

in the flyings of the timber. 1605 Smaks. Lear 11. iv. m
The images of reuolt and flying off. a 1679 T. Good-
win Obj. Justifying Faith 11. ii. Wks. 1697 IV. 11. 76 A
flying to him that is gracious. 1703 Moxon Mech. Excrc.

147 The flying off, or else winding of these Steps will vary.

1801 Sirvtt Sports fy Past. I. ii. 23 The training and flying

of-hawks became one of the essentials in the education of a

young man of rank.

2. toner-, in //. (?ee quot. 1893.)
1888 R. Beaumont Woollen fy Worsted Cloth Manuf. 57

Otherwise they cast off a lot of loose fibres as 'flyings .

1893 Labour Commission Gloss., Flyings, short fibres thrown

out from the. wool on to the sides of the carding machine.

3. attrib.z&fiying-machine\ also flying country,

county [Hunting), one that affords opportunity

for long unbroken runs ; flying fence, one that

must be taken at a flying leap; flying time, the

time when a hawk is in condition to be flown.

1615 Latham Falconry (1633^ 40 You cease and leaue off

from all those . . observations of the flying time. 1856

Whyte Melville Kate Cov. xii, Leicestershire, North-

amptonshire, and other so-called 'flying counties'. 1881 I..

Wagner Pantomimes 57 The manipulation of flying

machines, or other contrivances whereby (etc.]. 1883

Standardly May 3/3 Viscount looked fitted for a flying

country. 1883 K. Pennf.ll-Elmhihst Cream Leicestersh.

no Honest flying fences, big enough to extend a good

Flying ;ffonn),/#, a. [f. Fly «0 + -ixc 2
.]

That flies, in senses of the vb.

1. That moves through the air with wings. Some-
times with modifying word prefixed, as High-
flying.
c 1000 tElfric Gram. be. (Z.) 44 Uolncer, fleo^ende. 1398
TrevISA Barth De P. R. v. liv. (1495) 171 The popyniay
and the pellycan amonge fleeng fowles fede theimself with

the fote. a 1577 GascoiCNE Dan Barth. xviii, The highest

flying hauke will stoupe at laste. 1611 Bible /j*. xiv. 29 His
fruite shall be a fierie flying serpent. 1667 Milton P. I,.

11. 643 So seeni'd Farr off the flying Fiend. 1732 Pope
P.p. Cobham 96 In Man, the judgment shoots at flying

game, A bird of passage ! 1886 A. W INCHELL Walks Geol.

Field 10 A menagerie of curious beasts, and crawling and
creeping and flying things.

b. In names of insects, as flying-bttck-heetle,

-glowworm. Also of fish, reptiles, quadrupeds,

etc., which by means of special appendages are

able to make movements resembling flight; as

fiying-frog-> -gecko, -gurnard) -herring, -lemur,

'-lizard, -marmot, -phalange?; -sauid. Also flying-

dog, a kind of vampire-bat ; flying hart, stag

= Fr. eerf-volant, a stag-beetle. Also Flying-

fish, -FOX, -SQUIIIKBL.

1626 Bacon Svha § 712 Lucciole . . may be the Flying-

Glo-worm. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 652 A kind of large

flying Beetle, .with a huge pair of horns . . Our people in

Virginia ..calling it a Flying Hart. 1688 Clayton ibid.

XVIII. 126 Another little green Frog, that will leap pro-

digiously, which they therefore call the Flying Frog, mi
Ibid. XXVII. 350 Another strange one.which they call Ololo,

and comes next to our Corvus [read Ce^'us] volaus,or Flying

Buckbeetle. 1765 H. Timrerlake Mem. 46 Of insects, the

flying stag is almost the only one worthy of notice. 1796

SrEDM/it* Surinam II. xxii. 142 The vampire, .of Guiana.,

is also called the flying-dog of New Spain. 1840 F. V.
Bennett Whaling Voy. I. 269 The flying-squid rose from



PLYING. 374 FLY-WHEEL.
the sea in large flocks. 1854 Owen in Circ. St, (1865' II.

62/2 The flying lizard {Draco votans). 1879 Encycl. Brit.
IX. 352 The other (Exocwtus) has been called Flying Her-
ring. 1883 Flower ibid. XV. 401 Galeopithecus votans..
The Flying Lemur of Linnaeus. 1884 Longm. Mag. Mar.
523 Flying gurnards.

c - fig- t Flying pension (see quot.).
c 1770 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. ///(1845) I. xxiv. 337 In

the meantime Sandwich obtained what was called a flying

pension, that is, it was to commence if he lost his place.

d. Flying horse, mare, a certain throw in

wrestling.

1713 Sir T. Parkyns Inn-Play (1714) 41 Flying Horse.
[Described at length.] '754 Foote Knights 1. Wks. 1799
I. 67 We don't wrestle after your fashion.. we all go upon
close hugs or the flying mare. 1823 in ' Jon Eke ' Slang.

2. That passes {usually, that passes quickly)

through the air.

1535 Coverdale fob xiii. 25 Wilt thou be so cruell and
extreme unto a flyenge leaf. 1563 W. Fllke MeteorsiiS^o)
7 b, A flying, shitting, or falling star. 163a Lithgow Trav.
II. 61 A backe-=ounding eccho of fiery flying shots. 1656
Cowley in Roxb. Ball. VII. 449 Martha took the flying
Ball. 1789 Trans. Soc. Enconrag. Arts VII. 54 A very
flat, loose, flying, sandy coast. 1811 W. J. Hooker Iceland
(1S13) II. 187 The flying sands from the eastern country.

fb. Old Chcm.^ Volatile. Ohs.

1471 Ripley Compl. Alch. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 161 Spyrits
whych fleyng are.

3. Floating loosely, fluttering, waving. Hence
in wider sense, Attached so as to have freedom of
movement, hanging loose. Flyin* jib, *a light

sail set before the jib, on theflyingjib-doom'.
1607 Markham Caval. n. 54 This flying Trench is to be

made in all proportion like a plain full english Snaffle.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 347 To spread the flying
Canvass for the Fleet. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 239
They carry, .a flying topsail. 1832 Marryat N. Forster xli.

Their flying jib-booms were . . pointed over the taffrails of
their predecessors. 1849 Curzom Visits Monast. 4 A red
cap, a jacket with flying sleeves. 1859 Gillick & Tlmds
Paint. 201 To give lightness to ' flying drapery'.

b. In fig. phrase, (7!? come off, out of it) with
flying colours : with outward signs of success and
victory. Cf. CoLorju sb. 7 d, and Come v. 61 f.

1706-7 Farquhar Beaux' Strat. 1. i, We came off with
flying colours. 1887 J kssop A ready ii. 63 The tenant farmers
. .do they come out of it with any flying colours?

f C. Under or with aflying seal ( — F. sous cachet

volant) : said of a letter with a seal attached but
not closed, so that it may be read by a person who
is requested to forward it to its destination.
1638 W. Perkins in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1888) IV. 15

He . . prayeth y* your lordship would be pleased to send
y' your order vp to him, with a flyinge seale. 1811 Welling-
ton in Gurw. Desp. VII. 540, I enclose the letter which
I have written to the Prince Regent under a flying
seal.

4. That passes or travels swiftly, that passes by
rapidly or rushes along ; rapid, /-lying leap : a
running jump. Flying handicap, mile : one in

which the starting-post is passed at full speed.
1658 tr. Bergeracs Satyr. Char. ix. 30 He got to the

flying River side. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. ill. 316 O'er
th' Klean Plains, thy well-breath'd Horse Impels the flying
Carr. 1701 Rowe Amb. Stefi-Moth. IV. i. 1794 Each minute
of the flying Hours is precious. 1704 Poi'K Whutsor For,
158 Earth rolls back beneath the flying steed. 1807CRABHE
Par. Reg. in. 1,1810) 31 Of men And manners treating with
a flying pen. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr, Eur. viii. (1894)
187 A large crevasse, .forcing us to take a flying leap. *i 1893
ll'cstm. Gaz. 13 Oct. 5/3 Windle has done the ' flying ' mile
in i min. 56 4-5 sees. 1894 Daily News 21 May 7/1 The
Flying Handicap I shall leave to Moonflower.

f b. esp. inflyingpost, a post travelling by relays

of horses, an express. Also (i7-i8thc.) inflying
coach (also machine, carriage, etc.), the ordinary
designation for a swift stage coach

; flying packet,
a packet sent by ' flying post \
1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, ian. 38) 177 Richarde Duke of

Yorke. .by. . fliengpostes,wasadvertised of the great victorie.
1669 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 153, 1669 Apr. 5—
M(onday) flying coaches set up. 1685 Bond. Gaz. No.
2009/1 Last Night. .a Flying Pacquet. .brought us the..
News of the Death of our Late Gracious Soveraign. 1705
Hkarne Collect. 29 Sept., On the 19th came by a Flying
Post a Pacquet from Court. 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1824* I.222 She had set out in the flying-coach. 1769 Public
Advertiser 25 Sept. 4/2 One of the flying Machines from
this City to London. 1849 Macaulay Ilist.Eng. I. 378 At
the close of the reign of Charles II, flying carriages ran
thrice a week from London to all the chief towns.

c. Passing, Hitting; hasty, transient; esp. of a
trip or visit. Also, Rapidly constructed, temporary.
1763 Phil, Trans. LIII. 259 This indeed was a flying ob-

servation, or taken, as the Xrench would say, en passant,
1806 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 52 Mr. Beckley then
supposed he should take a flying trip to London. 1844
J. W. Croker in C. Papers 7 July, I shall probably pay a
flying visit to town, .before the session is over. 1857 C'tess
Canning in Hare 'Two Noble Lives (1893^ II. 332 The
superintendent of telegraphs .. goes to lay down a flying
line to Lucknow if possible. 1878 Hosw. Smith Carthage
2S6 A Carthaginian army . . made flying expeditions to other
parts. 1879 IJ. Taylor Stud. Germ, Lit. 168 It is impossible
. .now, to give even a flying explanation.

d. Mil. and Aaval. (Sometimes with mixture of

sense 5 ; all the expressions are from Fr.) Said of

a body of troops, or a squadron of ships, designed
and organized for rapid movement, as in flying
\army, brigade, column, \fleet, hospital, party,

squadron. Flying artillery : a corps trained to

rapid evolutions. Flying camp'-, see Camp 2 b.

Flying sap (see quot. 1876). Also Flying-bridge.
i65s Manley Grott'us' Low C. U'arres 391 With a flying

Brigade marching out of Antwerp. 1667 Pepys Diary 28
Feb., We do intend to keep but a flying fleete this year.

1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 181/3 The Flying Army that has been
so long designed, will be speedily formed. 170a Rowe
Tamerl. 1. i. 116 He .. like a Storm swept with his flying

Squadrons all the Plain. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4690/2 A
flying Party will encamp in the Neighbourhood. 1809
Wellington in Gurw.ZV.s/.V. 00 The stores belonging to the
Flying Artillery. 1869 E. A. Parkes Tract. Hygiene(td. 3)
624 The flying columns which go out from Aldershot. Ibid.

636 For moving columns . . flying hospitals are organized. 1876
Voyle Mil. Diet., Flying sap, a sap formed by placing and
filling several gabions at the same time.. Also applied to
the usual formation of the second parallel in the attack.
trans/. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals II, 11. 161 He manag'd

himself so with his flying Squadron, that it gave no little

disgust to the Crowns. J^7X Daily Neius 22 Aug., A
'flying brigade'., has been formed to examine tickets at
unexpected stations.

5. That flies about.

a. Of a tale, rumour, etc.: Circulating without
definite authority. Flying sheet : a leaflet printed

for distribution broadcast.
1425 Paston Lett. No. 5 I. 20, I. .never hadde tydinges of

this matier, but by seyd lettres and other fleyng tales. 1581
N. Lichefield tr. Castauheda's Cong. E. In,l, Ixxiii. 150
This was but a fleeing newes. 1630 Ld. IX'ngarvan in

Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1888) III. 157 There was a flying
report heere that [etc.]. 168a Bunyan Holy War 40, I hope
they are but flying stories. 1769 Burkk Late St. Nat. Wks.
1 1. 10 The light squadrons ofoccasional pamphlets and flying

sheets. 1855 Macalt.ay Hist. Eng. IV. 374 There had
been flying rumours that a Lord Keeper, .would soon be
appointed. 1888 Bkyce Amer. Commav. II. Iiii. 322 One
must trust to a variety of flying and floating sources.

fb. Of a person's mind : Volatile, unsettled.

1509 Barclay ShyP ofFolys (1874) I. 177 Wytles men of
fleynge mynde.

T c. Of a hound: Apt to 'fly about'; not steady.
1684 R. H. School Recreat. 13 Bring them abroad with the

. .best Hunting Hounds: (all babling and flying Curs being
left at home\

d. Of pains : 'Passing irregularly from one part

of the body to another; migratory.
1805 W. Salnders Min. Waters 199 The internal use of

Bath water in flying pains and weaknesses of the limbs.

e. Itinerant. Flying stationer (slang): see quot.
1796 Grose Diet, Vulg. Tongue (ed. y, Flying Stationers,

ballad-shigers and hawkers of penny histories.

f. Flying reed '^Mining): see quot.

1798 T. Keir Min. Staffordsh, in S. Shaw Hist. Staff.
Gen. Hist. 119 These two beds [of coal] . . when thus sepa-
rated acquire the name of the Flying Reed. 1839 Mlr-
chison Silur, Syst. 1. xxxv. 470.

6. = Fleeing ppl. a.

1594 rGreene Selimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 287 Ding downe
the flying Persians with their swords. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. 1. 416 To persecute from far the flying Doe. 1781
Gihbon Deci. <y F. III. 1 16 The massacre of many thousands
of the flying Bastarnae. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 641
Flying foot soldiers . . were constantly coming in.

Flying bridge, [f- Flying ppl. a.] f a.

Used by Caxton to render Fr. pont-levis (draw-

bridge). -\~h. (See quot. 1727 s. v. FIoating-
BBIDGB). C. A temporary bridge for military

purposes, esp. (see quot. 18 76V
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 11. xxxv. K ij, Pount leveiz that

be made faste therto whiche are called flyghyng brygges.

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1043/3 'I'ne Munster Troops ..have
repassed the Weser. .over a Flying-bridge above this City.

17*6 Cavallier Mem. iv. 340, I had but just cross'd the
River upon a flying Bridge. 1876 Voyle Mil. Diet., Flying
Bridge, consists of one or more barges moored by a long
cable to a point in the centre of the stream. When the
barge is properly steered in a current sufficiently strong, it

is swept by it from one bank to the other.

Flying buttress. A prop or stay (usually

carried by a segment of an arch), springing from a

pier pr other support, and abutting against a struc-

ture, for the purpose of resisting thrust. — Auc-
boutant, arch-buttress (Arch sb. III).

1669 Sir C. Wren in C. Wren Parentalia (1750) 304 The
Ailes, from whence arise Bows or Flying Buttresses to the
Walls of the Navis. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth iv, One of the
flying buttresses of the chapel. 1874 Parker Goth. Archit. 1.

iv. 1501'he Flying Buttress. .h» often found in Norman work,
but concealed under the roof of the triforium.

Plying fish. [f. Flying ///. a. + Fish.] A
name given to two kinds of fish {Dactylopterus and
Fxoccelus)) which are able to rise into the air by
means of enlarged wing-like pectoral fins.

c 1511 xst Eng. Ah. Amer, (Arh.) Introd. 28/1 There by be
many w[h]alefysshes and flyinge fysshes. 1624 Capt. Smith
Virginia v. 182 On theeleuenthday. .two flying fishes fals in

his boat, 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. l 86 As the flying

fish leap From the Indian deep.

b. A constellation of the Southern Hemisphere.
1868 Lockyer Guillemiii's Heavens (ed. 3I 335.

Plying fo*x. [f. Flying ///. a. + Fox.] A
family of fruit-eating bats (fteropidw) found only in

the tropical regions of the East and in Australia.

1759 Hirst in Duncombe's Lett. (1773) III. 95 They have
heads like foxes, and. .are covered with hair of a reddish
hue; for which reason they are generally called 'flying
foxes '. 18*7 P. Cunningham 2 Years N. S. Wales (1828) I

.

294 Our flying fox is an immense bat. 1859 Tennent Ceylon

(i860' 1. 135 The Roussette of Ceylon (the Flying-Fox as it

is usually called by Europeans).

Plyingly, adv. rare. With flying colours.

1741 Richardson Pamela IV. 206 Studying what to say,

that she may come oft" as flyingly as she can.

Plying squirrel, [f. Flying ppl. a.] A
name given to two genera Pteromys and Sciuro-

pterus) of Sciuridee, which can float through* the

air by means of an extension of skin connecting

their fore and hind limbs.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 27 A small beast they have

they call Assapanick, but we call them flying Squirrels.

1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 362 The Flying-Squirrel, with
Wings like those of a Bat. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mam-
malia IV. 14 It is in the possession ofa lateral fold of skin,

forming, when extended, a parachute . . that the flying
squirrels are distinguishable from the ordinary group.

Ply-leaf, [f- Fly sb* + Leaf.] A blank
leaf at the beginning or end, but esp, at the begin-

ning, of a book ; the blank leaf of a circular, etc.

1850 Clough Dipsychus ix. 160 The fly-leaves., in the
family Bible. 1869 Rogers in Adam Smith's W.N. I. Pref.

19 It contains a characteristic note by the author on the
flyleaf. 1888 Bl'kgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. 1. 26 On the fly-

leafo f the first volume . . is found the following memorandum.
Flyman, [f. Fly sb.- + Man sb]
1. One who drives a fly (*M sense 3 b).

1845 P. O, Directory 6 Home Co. 631/2 Bull Henry, fly-

man. 1879 F. V/. Robinson Cvivard Consc. 1. iv, Two
flymen, .did not solicit him as a fare.

2. Theatr. A man stationed in the 'flies' to work
the ropes, etc.

1883 H- Irving in Lond. Figaro 6 Jan. is^The flyman
may be said to carry some of the destiny of the performance
in the hollow of his hand.

Ply-net. [f. Fly sb.l OE. hadflMnet.]
1. A net to keep away flies.

a 1000 Judith 47 (Gr.) J>a:r wis eallgylden fleohnet. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 896 Fly-net 1. ,. a net of meshes 01

a fringe of leather strips, to protect a horse from flies. 2.

A net in an open window to prevent entrance of flies.

t2. -butterfly-net. Obs.

1737 P. Collinson in Darlington Mem. (1849) 99 Pra >'

take one or two, with the fly-nets, in a bag by thy side.

Flyre, dial, form of Fleek.

Plysch. (flij). Geol. [Swiss dial.] A series

of tertiary strata occurring in the Alps, consisting

of slates, marls, and fucoidal sandstones.
[1827 B. Studer in Leonhard's Ztschr.f. Mineral. I. 39

(translated! The prevailing slaty alterations are in the
country called Flysch, a name which we may suitably
extend to the entire formation.] 1853 Lyf.ll Princ. Geol.
(ed. 0) 124 The nuinmulitic limestone, together with the
overlying fucoidal grit and shale, called 'Flysch', in the
Alps, belongs to the. .Eocene group. 1875 Croll Climate
atut Time xvii. 280.

Ply-sheet. [X Fly y. 1]=flying-sheet : see

Flying ///. a. 5 a.

1875 Southward Diet. Typogr., Fly-sheet, a description of
handbill or two or four-page tract. 1889 Worcester Suppl.,
Fly-sheet, an advance sheet announcing a newspaper; a
prospectus.

Fly-slow, a. rare~ i
. That flies slowly.

1631 Shales. Rich. II, 1. Hi. 150 {2nd folio\ The flye-slow

houres. [A plausible but doubtful conjecture; the other
folios and the quartos read stie (or stye) slow.}

Flyte: see Fljtk.

Fly-the-ga*rter. [f. the vbl. phrase to fly
the garter] A game in which the players leap

from one side of a 'garter' or line of stones over

the back of one of their number.
1818 Rials Lett. Wks. (1889) III. 153,1 must .. make

Wordsworth and Coleman play at leap-frog, or keep one of
them down a whole half-holiday at fly-1 he-garter. 1862
Miss Braddon Ralph Bailiff, Happy Xmas 161 Prisoner's

base and fly-the-garter in the great bare playground.

Ply-trap. [f. Fly sb. 1 + TitAi'.J

1. A trap to cateh flies.

1835 m Ogilvie Suppl. 1859 Lang Wand. India 382 A
fly-trap which he haa that morning invented.

2. A fly-catching plant, esp. Apocynum androsst-

mifolium. Venus's fly-trap — Diotma muscipula.
1774 Goldsm. Hist. Earth VIII. v. viii. 162 The flower,

which goes by the name of the fly-trap. 1776 Lee Bot. 276
Diontea, Venus's flytrap. 1841 in Maunder Set. $ Lit.
Treasury.

3. slang. The mouth.
c 1795 M. G. Lewis in Spirit Pub. frnls. (1798) I. 323

The bride shuts her fly trap; the stranger complies.

Fly-up-the-creek. U.S. [f. \bl. phrase]
1. A popular name of the small green heron,

IUitorides virescens. Hence used as a nickname
for an inhabitant of Florida.

1857 Buchmann in Herrig's^rc/z/i'. XXI. 166 Fly-up-the-

creek 1) Ein in Florida haufiger Sumpfvogel. 2) Spitz-

name der Einwohner von Florida. 1869 Tuhnbcll Birds
E. Pennsylv. 37 Green Heron. . Fly-up-the-Creek.

2. Agiddy,capricious person \colloq.
t
{Cent. Diet.).

Fly-wnee*l. U- * LY **»* + Wheel.] A wheel

with a heavy rim, attached to a revolving shaft, in

order either to regulate the motion of the machinery,

or to accumulate power. (Cf. Fly sb. 2 5 c.)

[178a Watt Patent in Muirhead Mech. Invent. Watt III.

71 The heavyfly.t\r is put in motion by means of a pinion or

smaller wheels fixed upon its axis.] 1784 Ibid. 105 The rod

E.. turns the fly wheel M M. 1809 Edin. Rev. Jan. 321

This engine had no fly-wheel, and went sluggishly and
irregularly. i85i Smiles Engineers III. 89 The engine
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was provided with, .a flywheel working at one side to carry

the crank over the dead points.

fig. 1876 T. Hardy Hand Ethelh. (1890) 106 A steadying
power, .a flywheel, in short, to the concern.

f Fnast, sb. Obs. [OK.fnd'st str. masc., f. root of

ON. fnasa,fndsa to snort, breathe hard.] Breath.
,1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 100 Hyt bring[5j forS bane fnaest.

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 44 Wei ne^ hire fnast at-scnet.

+ Fnast, v. Obs. rare. [OE. *fnd,slian, f. prec.

;

cf. OHG.fitdst&t], intr. To breathe hard, pant

;

also quasi- trans, to breathe out (fire\

c 1000 Sax. Lccchdoms II. 242 Fnaest iaft swi5e. c 1300
Havetok 548 He [ne] mouthe speke, ne fnaste, Hwere he
wolde him here or lede. e 1340 Gaw. <y Or. Knt. 1702 His
fela^es fallen hym to, bat fnasted ful b'ke. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 878 pe orible oxin . . bat fyre out fnast.

Hence Fmvsting vol, sb., breathing, snorting.

1382 Wyclif y*r, viii. 16 Fro Dan is herd the fnesting of
his hors. < 1400 Destr. Troy 171 These balfull bestes were
. .ffull flaumond of fyre with fnastyng of logh.

fPnese, v. Obs. \01L*jnlosan (whencefnio-
sung ' sternutatio ' (Wr.-Wiilek. T62), fnora ' ster-

nutatio* {Corp. G/oss.)
t ge-fne'san to sneeze (see

below), cognate with Dw.fniezen, O^S.fnysa (Da.

fnyse, Sxv.fnysa to snort).

The wk.-grade of the root *fneus- (?cogn. with Gr. H-iV-eir,

root */>ntnt- to breathe) is represented in Oli.fnora sneezing
(Corp. Gloss.). Closely parallel in sound and sense, though
belonging to a different ablaut series, are ON. fnasa (see

Fnast sb.) xnd/kdsa (:

—

^fnos-ja) to snort.]

intr. To sneeze ; also, to puff, snort. Hence
Fnesing vbl. sb.

ciooo /Fleric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 162 Sternutatio ..

snytingc, net fneosung. c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol.
62 He speketb in his nose And fneseth faste. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. vn. xi. (1495) 230 Constantyne sayth that
fnesynge is a vyolent nieuynge of y 3 brayne to putte out
superfluytees of fumositees therof. c 1400 Beryn 42 And
here-with she gan to fnese.

Fo, obs. form of Few a., Foe, Foil int.

Foa, foan, obs, forms of Foe sing, and pi.

Foad, var. of Fode v. Obs., to beguile.

Foal Jo»\), sb. Forms: 1 -2 fola, 3-7 fole, ['4

fol, fowle), 4-6 foil(e, foole, (5 fool, folle,

foyl(l)e, 6 foule,) 5-7 foale, (7 phoale,)6- foal.

[Com. Tent., OK. folawV. masc. = Ob'ris. folia (for

*fola) (MI)u. volen, veulen, Du. veulen , OHG.
fob (MHO. vol, vole, Ger. fohlcn neat.), ON. fole

(Da., fole, Sw, fdle\ Goth, fula :—OTeut. *folon->

cognate with Gr. wwKos, h./fu/lus.']

1. The young of the equine genus of quadrupeds

;

properly, one of the male sex, a colt ; but also used
where the sex is not specified, a colt or filly.

c 950 I.indisf. Gosp. Mark xi. 4 And foerdon onfundon
fola ^ebunden. 971 Blickl. Horn. 69 J>onne gemete gyt
baer eoselan ^esselede & hire folan. c 1200 Tritt. Coll. Horn.
89 Hie funden an asse mid fole. 1382 Wyclif Zcch. ix. 9
A fole, sone of the she asse. 1484 Caxtom Fables ofSEsop
v. x, He sawe a mare and her yong foole with her. 1535
Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 6. § 2 Two mares . . apte and able to
beare fobs. 1697 DsYOBN sEneid iv. 746 The Priestess.,

cuts the Forehead of a new-born Fole. 1794 Colkridce To
Vug. Ass 1 Poor little foal of an oppressed race ! 1859 Dar-
win Orig. Spec. v. 1 1873) 128 The spinal stripe is much com-
moner in the foal than in the full-grown animal.
Proverb. 1546 J. Hf.vwqod Prov. (1867) 27 How can the

fole amble, if the hors and mare trot?

b. Phrases. In foal, with foal, (of a mare) :

pregnant, f Tattered as a ( fettered or tattered)

foal, of a person : ragged ; also, rough, shaggy.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1537 Som gas tatird als tatird

foles. 1377 Langl. P. PI. IJ. xi. 335 Uothe horse and
houndes and alle other bestes Medled nou^te wyth here
makes bat with fole were, a 1400 [see IJacgf.d]. c 1460
Tmvneley Myst. iSurtees) 4 Now ar we. .tatyrd as a foylle.

1523 Fitzhkrb. Hush, § 68 They [mares] maye not be rydden
. .whan they be with foole. 1727 Swift Modest Proposal
Wks. 1755 II. 11. 66 Their mears in foal. 1835 \V. Irving
Tour Prairies 226 A fine black mare far gone with foal.

C. Applied to the young of the elephant or camel.
1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. xvm. xlii. '1495) 803 Ely-

phauntes goo wyth foole two yeres. 1607 Topseli. Four-f.
Beasts (1658) 163 An Indian, who had brought up from a
foal a white Elephant.

1 2. A horse. Obs.
a 1300 K. Horn 589 Home $ede to stable : par he tok his

gode fole. c 1340 Gam, % Gr. Knt. 173 J>e fole bat he
ferkkes on. a 1400-50 Alexander 5588 Fare wele, my faire

foole bou failid me neuire. 1513 Douglas sEneis x. xiv. 89
O moist forcy steyd, my lovyt foil!.

3. Coal-mining. (See quots.)
1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1804) II. 158 What are

termed lads or foals; supplying the inferior place at a.

machine called a tram. 1835 S. Oliver Rautb. Northumb.
i. 41 Where a youth is too weak to put the tram by him-
self, he engages a junior assistant, who is called the
foal.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as foal fair, (objective")

-getter\ also foal-bit (see quots.); foal-teeth, the
first teeth of a horse.
1706 PniLurs (ed. Kersey\ *Fote-bit and Pole-foot, two

sorts of Herbs. 1755 Johnson, Foalbit, Foalfoot, plants.
1880 Daily News 18 Sept. 6/6 A public dinner held after
the Holbeach *foal fair. 1809 Spirit Pubi. Jrnls. (1810)
XIII. 61 He is a sure 'foal-getter. 1696 Sir W. Hope tr.

SolleyseVs Compl. Horsem. v. 19 A little before a Horse
hath attained to the Age of thirty Months, -he hath twelve
"Foal-teeth in the fore part of his mouth. 1855 Farmer's
Diet. (Wilson) I. 21 The foal's nippers .. technically called
. .foal teeth—are easily distinguished.

Foal [fi?°l), v. [f. prec. sb.; cf. mod.Ger._/V/A'«.]

1. trans. To bear or bring forth (a foal) ; said of

a mare, she-ass, etc.

C1386 Chalxer Friar's T. 247 The fend, .yow fech body
and bones, As ferforthly as ever wer ye folid ! 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvm. viii. (1495) 756 The asse foolyth
selde two cokes. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 71 His
Mare, .had foaled a Colt. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v.

Colt, When your Colts are foalen yon may let them run with
their Dams till about Michaelmas. 1887 Miss Braddon
Like § Unlike i, He would buy the maddest devil that was
ever foaled if he fancied the . . paces of the beast.

2. absol. or intr. To give birth to a foal.

1521 Test. F.bor. (Surtees) V. 129, I have y° mares wt
foole, and, when they folyn, I gif the bettur [etc.]. 1607
Topseli. Fonrf. Beasts (1658) 18 They r

Asses] will not Fole
in the sight of man. 1707 Mortimfr Husb. 151 About
September they take their Mares into the house again
where they keep them till they foal.

b. Of a ewe: To yean. ? U.S. only.

1883 P. E. Gibbons in Harper s Mag. Apr. 652/2 The ewes
are. .kept until they have foaled.

3. To get (a mare) in foal. rare.

1891 T. H. Webster f-et. to Chaplin in Tunes 9 Nov. 10/5
The horse, .had foaled his mares well.

t FoaTage. Obs. rare. [f. Foal sb, + -age:

cf. COLTAOK.] =F0ALH00D.
1607 Markham Cazral., 1. i. 2 Both in their foleage, best

strength, and old age. 1720 W. Gibson Diet, /torses v.

'173U 71 He has been used from his folage to the eating of
this or that sort.

roalfoot(f'7"'lfut\ Also foal's-foot. Forms: see

Foal, Foot. [Named from the shape of the leaves.]

1. = Coltsfoot i.

a 1400 in Atrh.vologia XXX. 407/1 Fole^foth. .& y'smale
clote is all on. 1578 LVTK Dodoens 1. xii. 20 This [Tussi-

lago] is called in English Fole foote. 1877 in N. W. Line.
Gloss., Foal-foot.

attrib. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. s.v.. Home-made foal-foct

wine used to be common in Leicestershire.

2. = Asahabacca.
1538 Turner I.ibellus, Folfot, Asantm. 1615 T. Thomas

Lat. Diet., Vulgago. .folefoote, or Asarabacca.

3. Applied to other plants resembling the pre-

ceding, as sea foalfoot, Convolvulus Soldauella.

1548 Turner Names of Herbs (E. D. S.) 20 Brassica
marina, .maybe called in english seafolfote. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 690 Soldanella is called.. in English, .otsome Sea
Foalfoote. 1713 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 184.

White Canada Folesfoot.

Foalhood (fcw'lhud). [f. Foal sb. + -hood.]

The state or time of being a foal.

1892 Edin. Rc7\ 7 Jan. 44 A mare which has been well

cared for during foalhood.

Foaling (f£«*liip, vbl, sb. [f. Foal v. + -vug 1
.]

The bringing forth of a foal or of young.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. x. vi. {1495) 377 A mere in

traueylle of folyng. 1607 Topsell /*>«>';/ Beasts (1658 1 25S
It is mortal to their [Camels'] young ones to tast the dams
milk for two dayes after their foaling. 1870 Daily Neivs
14 Apr., This early time of foaling is prejudicial to the
strength . .of foals.

Foaling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ixg 2
.] = nexL

1885 BelfsLife 15 June 1/3 Foaling mares.

Foaly (f^u "li), a. Of a mare : In foal.

1853 Surtees Sponge's Tour xxiii. 122 Farmer Stubble,
on the foaly mare.

Foam (fJ"m\ sb. Forms: 1 fam, faam, (3
fam), 3-6 fame, 4-8 fome, 5 foome,) 7 foame,
7-9 Sc. faem(e, fame, faim, feim, feame, 6-
foam. [OE.fam str. (?masc. or neut.) = OHG.
feim (MHG. veim, Ger. feivi) masc. :—WGcr.
*faimo- :—prc-Teut. *poimo- or *p/ioimo-. A parallel

form with suffix -no- instead of -mo- appears in

OSlav. pena, Skr. phena, foam.
Job. Schmidt regards the -mo- and -no- forms as divergent

representations of an original with -mu- suffix, and con-
siders the Lat. spuma (:

—

*spoima\ foam, pftmex pumice-
stone, Zendpae/uan-, Llth. penas milk, to be also cognate.]

1. The aggregation of minute bubbles formed in

water or other liquids by agitation, fermentation,

effervescence, ebullition, etc.

Being the proper word for the product of the agitation
cf the waves,yJ'a/« is more dignified than the synonymous
froth, and usually implies more copious production.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 426 Famfaluea : leasung vcl faam.

1393 Cower Conf II. 261 She nome Both of the water and
of the fome. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 546 Whyegh as the seys
(Tame. 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. viii. 76 The bittir blastis.

.

Throw, .salt fame, and wilsum wayis . . can ws drive. i6iz
Bible Hos. x. 7 Her King is cut off as the fome vpon the
water. 1652 French Vorksh. Spa iv. 50 That water is best
for outward uses which will bear sope best, and make the
greatest fome therewith. C1720 W. Gibson Farrier's
Dispens. ir. 1. (1734) 32 Eggs . . when beat into a Fome with
Alum. 1786 Burns Scotch Drink \\, Guid auld Scotch
Drink ! Whether. -thou, .ream o'er the brink, In glorious
faem. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. iv. 64 The foam of the sea
becomes opaque white, by the light being scattered from the
particles of water into which a wave is broken.
transf. and fig. a 1300 Cursor M. 26693 (CotO Quat es

mans liijf bot fam. a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. 102 Mon is

mad of feble fom. 1858 Cablyle Fredk. Gt. (1865)
II. vi. iii. 155 The foam of mankind .. the idle moneyed
populations from all countries. 1866 B. Taylor Poems,
Test 4*14 The meadows tossed their foam of flowers.

b. spec. The foaming saliva issuing from the

month, e.g. in epilepsy, rabies, etc. Also, the froth

of perspiration which gathers on the coat of a horse
or other animal from intense exertion.

foe

fQQoBxda'sHist.iu.'ix.lx'i]. (1S90) 1 84 pa faam cf his muoe
ut eode. e 1290.V. Eng . Leg. I. 231 '409 Brcnninde fom out of

is mouth . . he caste, c 1320 Scuyn Sag. (W.) 913 Thourgb
the mount the fom was wight. 1388 Wyclif Luke ix. 39
A spirit takith hym, and sudenli he . . hurthth doun, and to

drawith hym with fome. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xii. 202
Two Boares . . with their gnashing teeth their angry foame
doe bite. 1735 Somekvili.e Chase iv. 312 The puis'nous

Foam Through the deep wound instil'd. 1875 W. S. Hay-
ward Love agst. World 237 Her horse was covered with
foam.

fig. 1555 Bp. Bonner Frofitalde Doctrine Sig. Niiijb,
Baptysme . . doeth . . so weaken . . y* fome, or rage of con-

cupiscence in vs.. that [etc.]. 1577-87 Holinshed Chren.
III. 872/1 King Henric.is reported. .to cast out his feme
against Luther. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xix. § 11 Our
Churches, in the foame of that good spirit which diiecteth

such fierie tongues, they terme spitefully the temples of

Baal.

+ c. Foam of lead=-},\inarge. Foam of nitre ~

Aphkonitke. Foam of oil = Lke.s. Foam cf
Copperas =^ CoTCOTHAR. Obs.

1538 Elyot Diet., Atunrea, the mother or fome of all oylec.

Ibid., Molybditis, the spumeor fome of leade. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 421 The fome of nitre. . is commended as I he best

of all. 1623 CoCKERAM 11, The Foame that riseth from Lead
tryed, litargie. 1631 Widdowes Nat. Philos. 24 Red vitriol!,

or the fome of Copperasse.

2. Foaming water, the sea
;

(in early use occas.

//.) also salt, sea, waterfoam. arch. {poet.).

a 1000 Riddles iii. 4 (Gr.) ^ifen bi8 sewrc^ed .. fam ^c-

wealcen. 1 1290 S. Fug. Leg. I. 476/508 Huy gonne to

sdli suibe in bat salte fom. c 1340 Cursor M. 14409 iTrin.)

Moyses. .ladde bem bourse be see fume. < 1440 Bone Flor,

137 Over fomes they flett withowtyn fayle. 1549 Compl.
SiOt. vi. 40, I sat doune to see the flouyng of the fame.

1613 J. I)|i nnis} Angling 1. .\.\.\, Long ere l'liccbus set in

Westerne fome.

3. Mitt, m AFHRITE.

t 4. [from ihe vb.] The action of foaming.

1573 V,.\hf.t Ah: F823 The fome, or sprincklingvp of new
wine, in ale we call it working.

5. attrib. and Comb.

a. General comb.: 'a) simple attrib., as foam-
bell, -/lake, -froth, -globe, -ivake, -whirl, -wreath

;

{b) objective, asfoamcurber; Y) instrumental and
originative, as foam-beat, -baiapplcJ, f -bespa-vkd,

born (also quasi-j^/', -crested, flecked, -flowered,

girt, -lit) -painted, -white, -wrought, adjs. ; also
roam-like adj. and adv.

1777 Warton Poems, Ode viii. vi, Banks. .Fenc'd by the
I

1
foam-beat pier. 1633 [J- Fishf.r] True Trojans, iv. i,

Hyperions Sonne Shall couch in West his "fome-bedappled
iades. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 307 Light as the. . "foam-

j

hells floating on the brine. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. n.

! Notes 33 Old Proteus hath been knowne..to spunge his
*foame- bespmvled beard. 1862 E. Arnold in Eraser's Mag.

. July 114 The *' Foam-BornV beauty. 1884 W. C. Smith
Kildrostantz, Still reigned the foam-born Aphrodite, a 1795

I
Burns Lament 5 Ve *foam-crested billows, allow me to

wail. 1599 Nashe Lenten. Stufife (1871) 51 A Lepanto like

host of utifatigable flood-bkkerers, and 'foam-curbers. 1803

I
Tknnyson Dream Fair Worn, x, Crisp fuam-flakus scud

! along the level sand. 1842 Sir A. de Vere Song of Faith

i

253 Foam-flecked waves. 1876 Swinburne Erechth. (ed. 2)

I 448 The 'foam-flowered sea. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeueis 1.

(Arb ) 21 In *foam froth picturs, wyth Troian treasur, hi-

vpborne. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam xi. x, On a *foam-girt

I
crag. 1813 Scott Rokeby n. vii, ^Foam-globes on her
eddies ride. 1871 Palgrave I.yr. Poems 117 Pennons toss'd
yfoam-like o'er the fray. 1876 T. Hardy Hand Ethelb.

(1890) 34 Ladies in their foam-like dresses. 1793 Wordsw.
Descr. Sk. 249 They cross the chasmy torrent's *foam-lit

l>ed. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 1 1613) 62 Her Alablaster wals
were all furred and "fome-pain ted. 1876 Morris Sigurd
in. 210 They see.. a *foam-wake as the wet oars toss on
high. 1841 in S. C. Hall Ireland a8 4 3> HI. 175 CVer the

'foam-white waves. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. xvii, The
*foam-wreaths which the faint tide wove. Ibid. vi. iv, Like
'foam-wrought waterfalls.

b. Special comb.: foam-bow, a bow, similar

to a rainbow, formed by sunlight upon foam or

spray; foam-cock 'see ^uot.^ ; foam-dock, ? soap-

wort {Saponaria officinalis) ; foam-omelet, -sauce
{Cookery), a dish so called from its frothy appear-

ance ; foam-spar, foam-stone, see Aphrite and
Aphrodite.
1830 Tennyson CEnone 60 The foambow brightens When

the wind blows the foam. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I.

897/1 *Foam-cock I Steam-engine), a cock at the water-level

to blow off scum. < 1500 Gloss. Hart. 3388 in Sax.
Leectui. III. 327/1 *Fome dok. 1892-4 Fncycl. Cookery
f(larrett) II. 21/1 ""Foam Omelet Ibid. II. 400/1 *Foam
Sauce.

Foam (h>rrf , v. Forms: a. 1 feemau, 3 femin,

feamen, south, vemen, 4 feme ; P. 4-7 fome, (4

south, vome, 5 fomyn,) 5 fame, 7 foame, 6-

foam. [OE. fa-man = OHG. feiman (MHG.
veimen, G. feimen :—WGer. *faimj'an, f. *faim-

Foam sb. In 14th c. the OE. word was superseded

by a new formation on the sb. (without umlaut).]

1. intr. To emit foam ; esp. to froth at the

mouth ; also with out. Often as a hyperbolical

description of vehement rage or wrath. Also of a

horse, etc. : To be covered with foam (of perspira-

tion). Cf. Foam sb. 1 b.

(950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark ix. 18 Spumat, fasmeS. a 1225
Juliana 68 As an burst bar, bat grunde bis tuskes ant
feng on to femin. <r 1350 Life Jesus 223 liete and bite

it wolde.. And grenny with is teth and feme. 1430 Lyug-



FOAMING.
Chron. Troy n. xti, Mine hors. . Fomyng full whyte vpon
euery syde, c 1440 Jacob's Well 99 pe man . . fomyd
out at Ins mowth. a 1519 Skelton Elynour Rummyng 341

Her mouth foinyd. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 255 He
[Caesar] .. foam'd at mouth, and was speechlesse. 1735
Somebville Chase hi. 113 He snorts, he foams. 1807-8

\V. Irving Salmag. (1894) 349, I -expected every moment to

see them fall down in convulsions (and] foam at the mouth.

185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xl.Xegree, foaming with

rage, smote his victim to the ground.
Hg. 1817 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. III. 303 A tedious invec-

tive, foaming at the mouth of its text with quotations and
authorities. 1870 Swinbukne Ess. $ Stud. (1875) 248 He
[Byron], .foams at things and creaturesjiotavorth. a glance.

b. Const, fof f on, with (blood).

c 1400 Destr. 'Troy -j-z6i The fas in the fell hast fernyt on
blode. f 14*5 Seven Sag. (P.) 959 Hys mouthe famed of

blode. 1573 Baret Alt'. F 821 He fometh with Woud at the

mouth.

+ 2. To come forth in foam. Obs.

(TI340 Gain, fy Cr. Knt. 1572 |>e frobe femed at his mouth
vnfayre. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. xxx, (149s 1

244 'the blood fomith wyth cough and traueyle and ache.

3. Of water or other liquid : To froth, gather

foam. Also, to run foaming along, down, over,

etc. Ahofg. Tofoam off,foam itself away: to

pass away in foam.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. xxv. (1495I 456 For

lightnesse of ayre that is closid water fomyth. 1-1440

Pro/up. Pan\ 160/2 Fomyn, spumo. 1535 CovERDALE Isa.

lvii. 20 The raginge see. .whose water fometh with y« myre.

1576 in W. H. Turner Scire/. Pec. Oxford 386 In wynter the

water fomyth over. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 11. vi. 21 My
Nauie. At whose burthen, The anger'd Ocean fomes, 17x8

Yolng Odes to King Wks. (1757) I. 173 The torrent roar'd,

and foam'd along. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 76
A mountain stream was now foaming down it. i8a6 Scott
ll'oodst. x, Enthusiasm is a stream that may foam off in its

own time. 1852 Tennyson Death Die. Wellington 126 Their
surging charges foam'd themselves away.

b. Of a steam-boiler: To become filled with

foam (Webster 1864V
4. a. fair. Of a drinking vessel : To be filled

with foaming liquor, b. trans. To fill or brim

with foaming liquor.

1715 POPE Odyss. xv. 341 Few can with me. .contend. .To
..foam the goblet with a purple stream. 1822 Shelley
Delias 939 The cup is foaming with a nation's blood. 1855
M . Arnold Afycerinus 97 Flush'd guests, and golden gob-
lets foam'd with wine.

5. trans. To send forth or emit in or like foam
;

to pour out with rage and violence. Chiefly _^g
r
.

1388 Wyci.if Jude 13 These ben. .wawis of the woode see,

fomynge [138a frothinge] out her confusiouns. a 1535 More
Wks. (1557' 579/1 Tindall. .fometh oute hys hyghe spiritual!

sentence in thys fashion. 1601 WeeVER Mirr. Mart.
K viij b, Two fyrie coursers foming clottred blood. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 8y8 They roam the earth, .foaming out
their own disgrace. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 342 Leolin

. .foam'd away his heart at Averill's e-ir.

T 6. To cover with or as with foam. Obs. rare.

r 1400 Destr. Troy 10219 Willi baire fawchons fell, femyt
of blode. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <$- F. Ix. 5 The head
spider (with wheat tuskes foinde like a bore 1

.

7. noncc~use. To draw (a chariot) along with the

accompaniment of foam.
1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 234 Have ye beheld the young

God of the Seas?. . Have ye beheld his chariot, foam'd along
By noble winged creatures he hath made?
Hence Foa'med///. a., covered with foam : only

infar-foamed. Foamer, one who foams.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts ( 1658J 577 [Epithets applied

to wolves]. . bloud-sucker, foamer. 1820 Keats Hyperion
11. 172 The far-foamed sands.

Foaming (f<?»*min\ vol. s/>. [f. prec. +--JNG 1
.]

The action of the vb. Foam.
1382 WycLiF Num. xi. 20 To the tyme that it [flesh] .. be

turnyd into fomynge. 1573 Baret Ah'. F &21 A foming,
spuntatus. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 141 P 11 He will fall

into Ravings and Koamhigs, ill-becoming the Meekness of
his Office. 177a Priestley lust. Rctig. (1782) I. 367 The
heathen diviners had. .framings at the mouth.

Foaming (£***min),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ixg2.]

That foams.
? r 1400 Morte Arth. 780 A blake bustous here . . wyth

fomaunde lyppez. a 1400-50 Alexander 1133 With bat be
femand flode flasshed in hys eghen. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. 1.

i. 1 His angry steede did chide his foming bitt. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. 11. i. 11 Do but stand vpon the Foaming Shore. 1667
Milton /'. L. x. 301 Over the foaming deep. 1717 Berke-
ley Tour Daly Wks. 1871 IV. 580 Like the foaming
priestesses .. among the ancients. X7»5 Pope Odyss. in.

506 To Pallas high the foaming bowl he crown'd. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. exxxi. 92 The foaming grape of eastern

France. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876J II. viii. 253
William was still urging on his foaming horse.

Hence Foa mingly adv.
1611 Cotgr., Baveusement, foamingly. 1801 Southey

Thalaba m. xix, The winter torrent rolls Down the deep-
channelTd rain-course, foamingly. 1885 S. Tkomholt
Aur. Bor. II. 223 The river rushing foamingly downwards.

Foamless (T<?«-mles), a. [f. Foam sb. + -less.]

Without foam ; free from foam.
i8ax Shelley Fpipsych. 412 The halcyons brood around

the foamless isles, a 1881 Kossetti Douse Life xii. The
blue line of a foamless sea.

Foamy (ft>"'mi), a. Forms: 1 f&mi;, fsemis,

4-7 fomy, -ie, 6 foomy, Sc. faray, 7- foamy.
[OK. fdmig,f<kmig, i.fim, Foam.]
1. Covered with foam, full of foam, frothy.

• a 1000 Piddles be. 19 (Or.) Famig winneS wag wiS wealle.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W* 1208 Dido, The fomy brydil with

376

the bit of gold Governyth he. 1513 Douglas sEncis xii. vi.

151 The fomy mowthis of the haisty stedis. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. tv. 589 The slipp'ry God. .With foamy Tusks
will seem a bristly Boar. 1748 Warton Enthusiast 30

Whence a foamy stream, Like Anio, tumbling roars. 1816

W. Taylor in Monthly Mag XIX 331 They drain the

foamy mug. i8ax Moir in Btackw. Mag. X. 642 The wild

waves curl -their bleak .and foamy .heads..

2. Consisting of, or of the nature of, foam; of,

pertaining to, or resembling foam.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. IV. vi. {1495) 89 Y>y

medlynge of colera blood semyth redde . . by Hewme it

semyth watry and fomy. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 397 The
foamie moisture that shel-snails yeeld. 1784 Cowi-er 7 ask

vi. 155 The foamy surf That the wind severs from the

broken wave. 1876 Gilder Poet <y Master 14 The foamy
whitening (X the water below the mill. 1881 Mallogk Pom.
19th Cent. II. 196 A cloud of foamy lilac-blossom.

Hence Foaminess.
1887 Fknn Devon ,Boys xviii. 184 The waves lost their

fierce foaminess.

Foangen, Foard, obs. ff. Fang v. and Fobd.

Fob (Jph), sb. 1 Of obscure origin. [Cf. Fob v. 1

Can it be a corruption of OF. forhe (mod. fourbe) masc.

rogue, fern, cunning trick? But this suggestion does not

explain the apparent connexion offob sb. and v. \v\\\\fop

si), and v., and Ger. foppen.}

1 1. A cheat, impostor. Obs. rare~ 1

.

The association with faitour seems to require this active

sense rather than the passive one of 'dupe, fool' ( = _i5th c.

sense offop: Cf. Ger. *\zn%fopper, in 16th c. a malingerer

esp. one who counterfeits madness (see Kluge Etym. Wb.
ed. 5

1
, which is much the sense atfaitour.

1393 I.angl. P. PI. C. in. 193 Makeb of Iyer a lang cart to

lede alle bese obere, As fubbes and faitours.

2. A trick, an artifice. Now only slang, To come

thefob on (U.S.) : to impose upon, cheat, trick.

,i6az MABBEtr. A leman.sGuzmatid'A tf. 11.243 Many men
would deale more honestly.. if these "fobs and giggs were
not put into their heads by others. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia
Pot. 49 Such fobbs and cheats, are more tollerable . . in

persons of mean fortunes, a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Creiv,

Fob, a cheat, trick. 185a Jldson Myst. X. York 1. vii. 62
* He come ze fob on some of ze nobiHtie.

3. Comb. : f fob-action, a sham action !>t law).

1673 F. Kirkman Unlucky Cit. 203 They should then

arrest you in a Fobb-action at his Suit. 1697 Ll'ttreli.

Brief. Pel. (1857 1 IV. 257 Endeavouring to steal a young
lady . . by the help of bailifs, who arrested her . . in a fob

r.ction. 1730-6 Bailey i/olio.i s. v., A Fob (or sham)
action.

Fob ;f>b\ 5/>.2 Also 7, 9 Sc. fab, 8 fobb. [of

unknown origin ; cf. IIG. <X\2\.fnppe pocket, />///£«,

cinfuppen to pocket stealthily; a Ger. word fupsack
is cited by Skinner.
If the word meant originally a secret pocket, it may be

connected with Fob 7'.
']

1. A small pocket formerly made in the waistband

of the breeches nnd used for carrying. a watch,

money, or other valuables.

1653 V>Ro>\e Crt, Beggar u. i.Wks. 1873 I. i. 212 My Fob has
beenfubd to day of six pieces. 1667 St, Papers, Dom.
CXCI. No. 63. 11, The right side pockett..and the small

pockett or fobb. 1711 Addison Spectator No. 77 P i, I saw
him. .squirt away his watch, .into the Thames, and put up
the Pebble, he had before found, in his Fob. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pic. (1779) ni. lxxxiii. 294 The. .young gentleman, with
an hand in-«ach fob, stood whistling an opera-tune. 1819

Moore Tom Crib's Mem. 6 Whether diddling your sub-

jects, and gutting their fol>s. 1838 Dickens Xich. Nick.
iii, Mr. Nickleby replaced his watch in his fob.

b. nonce-use. The contents of the fob, 'cash'.
'.'. 1680 Royal Resolutions in Mnrrell's Wks. (Grosart) I.

431 When plate was at pawn, and fob at an ebb.

2. U.S.=-fob-chain.
1889 M'Hatton-Ripley From Flag to Flag xxiv. 211

The tempting fob that hung from his pocket. 1893 Farmer
Slang, Fob. .a watch chain or ribbon, with buckle and seals,

worn hanging from the fob.

3. A trimming resembling a fob-chain.

1894 Daily News 22 June 6/6 Skirt trimmed on the hips

with fobs of bright rose-pink velvet, two on either side.

4. attrib., as fob-pocket, -watch ; fob-chain, the

chain attached to a watch carried in the fob.

1885 H.C. McCook Tenants Old Farm 121 Beneath it

[his waistcoat] a goodly *fobchain protrudes. 1837 Dickens
Picfou. xxviii, With, .a gold watch in his 'fob pocket. 1884

Dowell Tax. in Ene. III. 111. iii. § 11 (1888)273 A *fob

watch is in existence that belonged to Oliver Cromwell.

Fob (W, sb.'J dial. a. Froth, foam; b. (See

quot. 1890.)
1838 in Holloway Prozdnc. 1886 in Elworthy W.

Somerset li'ordd'k. 1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss., Fob, a little

bunch or tuft, as of wool, etc.

Henee Fob v., to froth or foam.
1838 Holloway Provinc, Fob, to froth as beer does

when poured out quickly. E. Sussex. 1883 Hampsh.
Gloss., Fob, to froth as beer.

Fob (W, v\ Also 6-7 fub, 6-7 fobb(e. See

also Fop v. [First recorded late in 16th c. ; cogn.

with or f. Fob sb. 1 1. Cf. Ger. foppen to deceive,

befool.]

1. trans. To cheat, deceive, delude, trick, impose
upon, ( take in '; also with up.

1583 Greene /l/amitlt'a Wks. (Grosart) II. 102, 1 will not.

.

fobbe you with fayre wordes, and foule deedes. 1593 Tell-

'Troth s N. I'. Gift 25 He . . would fobbe him vppe with a
thousand vntruthes. 1647 Cartwright Ordinary iv. iv, I

won't be fubb'd, ensure your self. 1731 Fielding Grub St.

Op. 1. v, While everyone else he is fobbing, He still may be
honest to me. i86x Standard $ Nov., They think themselves
fobbed by our dextrous policy.

FOCAL.

2. To bring or put into, or bestow upon, by job-

bery or trickery ; to palm or pass off upon. Also,

to get np, procure, or promote by trickery ; also

with up. Tofob in : to inttoduce in an underhand

way. ? Obs.

1651 A. Wilson Jas. I. 68 Another young Gentlewomaji,

thathad lesse offended, was fobbed into the place. Ibid.

241 These things were fobb'd in by several Popes, .to serve

their own turns. 1678 K. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor.{iyo2)

522 Here's . . the same Thing Fobb'd upon the World over

again. 1704 J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 311

Which place was . . fobbed upon him. 1715 M. Davies
A then. Brit. I. 280 That Legendary Triumvirate found

ways. .to fobiirto Tinmouth's Gold-finding Legendary their

own production of Winefred's Life. 1741 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I. xxxiu. 330 Don't fob upon us your girl

with the Pagan name for Lady Jenny. 179a Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Ep. to Ld. Macartney Wks. 1S12 III. 126 No
Janus he, with selfish views to fob. 1805 Morning Chron.

31 Aug. in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. <i3o6) IX. 208 So now it

was time. .To fob up an excuse for my sudden retreat. 18*5

Westm. Rer. IV. 401 We find him with much point,

pleasantry, and earnestness, fobbing an ale licence.

3. Fob off.

a. To put off deceitfully ; to attempt to satisfy

with an excuse or pretence ; to baffle, cajole ; to

put off (a person) with (something of inferior

quality or something less than he has been led to

expect).

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 37, 1 haue. .bin fub'd off, and
fub'u-off, from this day to that day. i6oj Rowlands
Greene's Ghost 8 Fubbing them off with these slender

wasted blacke pots. 1650 Cowley Guardian v. vii, I mu>i

not be fob'd off thus about my daughter. 1767 B. Thornton
tr.Plautus I. 318 The butchers. .Will, .fob you off With
ram for weather juutton. 184a Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. II.

Roxv in Omnibus, To exact such a sum For. .stalls and pit,

And then fob us off with a Fal-de-ral-tit. 189s Daily Neii-s

21 Jan. 5/5 Able-bodied paupers have been fobbed off with

..broth 'no better than hot water'.

fb. To put or shift off (a thing) by deceit or

pretence ; to get rid of, or set aside by a trick.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 97 Vou must not thinke To fobbe off

our disgrace with a tale. 1641 Milton Refornt. 1. (1851) 16

It was not of old that a Conspiracie of B.shops could

filtrate and fob off the right of the people.

C. To palm off upon (a person) ; cf. 2.

1894 Times 25 July 10/1 If a.. novel cannot be fobbed off

upon the. .people of London, .it is rusticated.

Hence Fo*bbing.z'/>/. sb.

a 1619 Bealm. & Fl. Wit at Ser: Weapons iv. i, Now you
talk of fobbing, I wonder the Lady sends not for me
according to promise?

Fob ifoh), v.* [f. Fob sb.~] trans. To put into

one's fob, to pocket ; also with up.

1818 Moore Fudge Earn. Paris vi. 160 The rogue but

counts how many guineas He 's fobbed. 1831 Clark Vill.

Minstr. I. 35 The sailor .. styles them 'gentlemen ', And
fobs his money up. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 4 When the

gualm is over IneJ quietly fobs the Timepiece. 1842 S. Lover
Handy Andy iv, The gentlemen in black silk stockings.,

have been fobbing fees for three weeks.

Fo'bbery. nonce-wd. [f. Fob sb. 1 + -BIT.]

•Something of the nature of a pretence ; a sham.
1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 177/1 These [rules] with

a 100 more Fobberies and Foollaries are further set down.

Fo'bby, a. Obs. exc. dial. ? ^ Foggy.
a 1535 Moke Wks . 99 Glotonv . . maketh . . the body fat

& fobby. 1895 Rye E. Angl. Gloss., Fobby, soft, no sub-

stance.

tFO'Cage. Oh* [ad. mo&.ls.focagium, f. L.

focus, Y.feu : see Ffaagk.] ^Feuage.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1711-83 in Bailey.

Focal (hTu'kal), a. [ad. mod. L.foca lis', f. Focus

:

see -AL. Cf. Y. focal.']

1. Of -or pertaining to a focus ; collected or

situated at a focus. Focal point = Focus 2.

1715 Derham Rhys. T/teol. iv. iii. 126 note. Whether the

Convexity or Concavity of the Drum collects those Rays into

a focal Point, or scatters them. 1794 CI. Adams Nat. cy

Exp. Philos. II. xv. 174 You may, by means of the focal

rays from this glass, char or burn a piece of wood. 1808

J. Webstek Nat. Phil. 185 The rays . . will, .converge to

the focal point. 1855 H. Stencek Princ. Psychol. (1872) I.

in. via. 357 Perfect vision implies a focal adjustment of the

eyes. 186a G. P. Sckope Volcanos 264 The residuum of

. .lava, .in what may be called its focal reservoir.

fig. 1753 Yol'ng Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 239 Human
thought, whose scattered rays must be collected, as it were,

to a focal point, in order duly to warm our devotion. 1855

Macailay Hist. Eng. IV. 175 Titus, in order to be near the

focal point of political intrigue and faction, had taken a

house within the precinct of Whitehall.

2. Math. Tocal axis (in a conic) : the axis which

passes through the real foci. Focal conic (i.e.

ellipse or hyperbola) : in the modular method of

generating quadrics, a locus of the modular foci.

Focal curve : the locus of foci of a surface. Focal

distance (a) of the parabola : The distance between

the focus and the vertex ; {b) of the ellipse and

hyperbola : The distance between the foci and the

centre. Focal lines : in a quadric cone, the de-

generate focal hyperbola. Focal property : any

property of a geometrical locus involving the inter-

sections of the locus with the absolute, f Focal

tangent: a tangent from which the position of the

foci of a central conic may be determined. Um-
bilicalfocal conic, in the umbilical method of gener-

ating quadrics, the locus of the focus.
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1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Matkeseos 250 Ifc/t meet
the Focal Tangent in t. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II.

nS A F the focal distance. 1885 Leudesdore Cremona's
Proj. Geom. 255 The point in which a directrix cuts the

focal axis. 1886 P. Frost Solid Geom. ted. 3) 147 The
fixed point is called an umbilical focus., and the locus of
the focus the umbilical focal conic.

3. Optics. Focal dislancc or length ,'ofa lens or

mirror) : the distance between the centre and the

focus. Focal plane', the locus of the foci of

different systems of parallel rays refracted through

a lens. Focal point : the intersection of a focal

plane with the axis of the lens.

1693 E. Halley in Phil. 'J'rans. No. 205. 960 The focal

distance sought. 1753/*/;//. 7Vww.XLVUI. 170 An object-

lens whose focal length is a little less. 1879 Harlan Eye-
sight vi. 81 A double concave glass of twelve inches
focal distance. 1895 R. S. Heath Geom. Optics (ed. 2)82
An incident system of parallel rays will then converge to
a point on the common focal plane. Ibid. 83 It is clear
that F is the first focal point of the combined system.
Jig. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Sivedenborg Whs. (Bohn)

I. 315 A colossal soul, he lies vast abroad on his times.,
requires a long focal distance to be seen, i860 Patmore
Faith/,for Ever 214 Love requires the focal space Of
recollection or of hope, Ere it can measure its own scope.

4. Path. Localized or centrally localized, asfocal
disease, hemorrhage, etc.

1800 in Gould Med. Did.
Hence Fo'cally adv., at a focus.

1839 De Quikcev War Wks. 1863 IV. 280 The force of
European opinion, focally converged upon the subject.

Focalize (fcu'kabiz), v. ff. Focal a. + -ize.]

1. trans. To bring (rays of light, heat, etc.) to a
focal point (or focus) ; to focus.

1845 De Quincey Nat. Temp. Movcm, Wks. 1863 XI. 170
Light is focalised in the eye, sound in the ear. c 1865

J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 29/2 The rays of heat may be
collected and focalised.
pig. i860 T. Martin Horace Introd. 26 The mirror
which focalizes for their old age the gathered wisdom of
a lifetime. 1865 Land. Rev. 9 Dec. 609/1 At the various
central offices, the information, .can be focalized.

2. To adjust or arrange the focus of (the eye)

;

also absol. and rejl. (of the eye).

1878 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Pract. Med. XVII. 668 The
supposed amaurosis of many observers . . is the result of the
loss of the power of focalizing. 1886 W. F. Warren in
Homilet. Rev. (U.S.) Jan. 54 Gradually focalizing our eyes
for remoter objects.

_
Ibid., Your eye, even if rightly

directed, is focalizing itself upon the wrong object.

Hence ro calizing- vol. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Focaliza'tion, the action of focalizing.
1871 Mori.ey Voltaire iit. (1872^ 119 Voltaire does not

use these focalising words and turns of composition. 1883

J. Millington Are ive to read backwardsi 71 Spectacles.

.

restoring to the eye its former focalizing power. 1887 Sci.
Amer. 23 Apr. 261/2 Focalization in the eye was accom-
plished by a most wonderful condition, that of flexibility in
the crystalline lens. 1893 Chicago Advance 24 Aug., Such
a focalization of all-around information on anyone subject
has rarely ever been witnessed.

Focaloid (f<?«'kaloid). Math. [f. as prec. +
-OID.] A shell, in general indefinitely thin, bounded
by two confocal ellipsoidal surfaces.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. % 494 The attraction of
a homogeneous solid ellipsoid is the same through all

external space as the attraction of a homogeneous focaloid
of equal mass coinciding with its surface.

t Poxary. Obs.~ l
[ad. L. focdri-us, f. focus

:

see Focus sb. and -ary.] One who tends the
hearth or fire.

:\ 1500 in Myrr. Our Lady (1873) Introd. xxi. note, In
the order & degre of a lay brother or ffocary.

Foc,c)he, obs. form of Fetch v.

Foeer, var. Forcer, Obs., a chest or coffer.

Fochesave, obs. form of Vouchsafe.
Fochtyn, Sc. form offought, p. p. of Fight v.

t Focile. Anal. Obs. Forms : g fosile, 6 fau-
C7lle, focyll, focil, 6-8 focile. [ad. med.Lat.
focile. Cf. Vr. focil, Fr. focile, Pg. and It. focile.
The med.Lat. word was a transferred use ofJodie steel

for striking fire (see Fusn.). The Arabian anatomists
applied the word zand, one of a pair of sticks for producing
fire by friction (dual zauddn>, to these bones on account of
their shape; the Lat. translators rendered this by focile
as being the word most nearly equivalent in literal
sense.]

One of the bones of the fore-arm or of the leg.

Greaterfoe He, the ulna or tibia. Lesser (or over)
focile, the radius or fibula.

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 157 pe bombe. .conteyneb his
firste boon wib be extremite of )?e ouer fosile. 1541 R. Cop-
land Guydons Quest. Chirurg. D ij b. The faucylles or
forke bones. 1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. (1586) 281
The great focile is that which susteineth the arme. 1638
A. Read Treat. Chirurg. ii. 15 [A] Taylor, .fractured both
the focils of the legge, a little below the knee. \j*\ Naish
in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 228 The Ligament that ties the
Fociles together.
attrib. 1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg.

K.ivb, Of what shape are y' two focyl bones? i«>4*~77
Vicary Anat. vii. (1888! 49 Of the two Focel bones.. the
lesse goeth from the Klbowe to the Thombe. 1706 Phillips
led. Kersey*, Focil-bone,

tFocillate, ^- Obs.~° [f. L. focillat- ppl.
stem olfocilld-re to revive or refresh, f. Focus : see
Focus sb. and -ate.] (See quots.)
1676 in Colks. 1681 Blount Glossogr., Focillate . . to

nourish, comfort, or refresh. 17x1-00 in Bailey.
Vol. IV.

Hence -rPoxillated///. a. Also + Focilla tion
1717 Bailey vol. II, Foeilia ted. 1658 Phillips, Foct'lla-

Hon. 1721-90 Bailey, Focillation.

Focimeter (fosrm/t3.t). Photogr. Also foco-
meter. [f. Foc-US h -meter.] An instrument for

finding the chemical focus of a lens which has not

been properly achromatized.
1853 R. Hunt Man.Photogr. 11. iv. isoM.CIaudet has also

devised a very ingenious instrument for focusing, which he
calls his Focimeter. 1891 S. P. Thompson in Proc. R. Soc.
XLIX. 227 These principles are embodied in an instrument
described in the paper, and called a focometer,

Focimetry (fosrmetri). Also focometry.
[f. as prec. + Gr. -jxtTpia measurement.] Measure-
ment of focal distance.
1881 G. R. Piggott in Nature No. 622. 515 If now an

over-corrected lens were substituted, the diffraction rings
. .and the nebulosity ..exactly changed positions as regards
focimetry. 1891 S. P. Thompson in Proc. R. Soc. XLIX.
225 The accepted methods of focometry.

JPocke, obs. Sc. form of Folk.

Focoid (u?"'koid). [f. Foc-us + -oil).] One of

the points in which every circle in a given plane
meets the line at infinity in that plane.
1881 C. Taylor Geom. Conies 308 The two focoids or

circular points at infinity.

FOCUS (fJu-ki5s), sb, Fl. foci ; also focuses,
in England usually written irregularly focusses.
[a. h.focus hearth, fireplace, in various modern uses.

The Lat. word was first used in sense 1 by Kepler (A s.'rou.

pars optica iv. 4, written in 16041 ; his reason for the choice
ofthe name is not stated, but it is conjectured that the optical
sense 2, 'burning point of a lens or mirror ' (which is easily
derived from the lit. sense) must have been already in exis-

tence ; this would account for Kepler's use, as the ' burning
point ' or ' focus ' of a parabolic minor is situate at the geo-
metrical 'focus' of its curvature. Sense 4 is from medical
Latin. In all senses cf. Fr. /oyer :—L. *focdrium f.

/oens.]

1. Geom. a. In plane geometry: One of the points

from which the distances to any point of a given
curve are connected by a linear relation.

Also defined as a point from which a pair of isotropic
tangents can be drawn to a curve ; or as the intersection of
tangents from the points in which the line at infinity meets
a co-planar circle. (For definitions specially relating to
the focus of a conic, see quots. 1S81 and 1893.)
1656 Hobbes Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 317 The focus

of an hyperbole, is in the axis. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc.

2J2 Which two points are called the Focusses, or burning
points. 1734 tr. Martpertuis' Diss, tq in Keill's Exam.(ed.
2\ The Orbits of the Planets are. .Ellipses, in whose Focus
the Sun is. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 96The ellipse and
hyperbola have each two foci ; but the parabola only one.
1851 Nichol Archit. I/eav. 199 The second star being in the
focusand not the centre of the ellipse. 1881 C. Taylor Geom.
Conies 1 A conic is a curve traced by a point which moves in

a plane containing a fixed point and a fixed straight
line in such a way that its distance from the fixed
point is in a constant ratio to its perpendicular distance
from the fixed straight line. The fixed point is called
a focus.

_ 1893 J. W. Russell Pure Geom. vii. 67 A focus
of a conic is a point at which every two conjugate lines are
perpendicular.

b. In solid geometry (see quot.).

1874 G. Salmon Analytic Geom. (ed. 3^ 109 A point
through which can be drawn two lines, each touching the
surface and the imaginary circle at infinity and such that
the tangent plane to the surface through either also
touches the circle at infinity.

2. Optics, Heat, etc. The point at which rays

meet after being reflected or refracted ; also, the
point from which the rays appear to proceed
(= virtualfocus : see 2 b).
1685 Boyle Effects Motion ii. 13 Sunbeams refracted or

reflected by a burning-glass to a focus. 1704 Newton
Opticks 1. vi. 7 The point from which rays diverge, or to
which they converge, may be called their focus. 1831
Brewster Optics i. 11 The points that were formerly the
radiant points being now the foci. 1833 Herschel Pop.
Led. Sc. ij. § 24 (1873) 65 A far greater heat than can be
produced in the focus of any burning-glass. 1865 Living-
stone Zambesi ii. 59 This deep trough-like shape caused
the sun's rays to converge as into a focus.

b. With various defining words.
Conjugate/oci': see Conjugate a 6 b; principal /ocus,

the point at which parallel rays meet after passing through
a convergent lens; solar /ocus — prec. ; virtual focus,
a point at which diverging rays would meet if their
directions were reversed ; actinic or chemical Jocus (of a
lens), the point to which the actinic rays converge.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Virtual Focus, or Point 0/

Divergence (in Dioptricks'. 1812-16 J Smith Panorama
Sc.

<S-
Art I. 426 When parallel rays fall upon a double-

convex glass, KG, they will, .meet . . in a point or principal
focus at F. 1874 Lommels Light 90 The lenses of the second
group have virtual foci. 1890 Woodbury Eucycl. Pkotogr.
293 Unless the lens be rendered achromatic, the actinic or
chemical focus does not coincide with the visual focus.

C. transf. and jig.

176a Goldsm. Cit. IV. Ixxi, A box where they might see
and be seen ; one, as they expressed it, in the very focus of
public view. 1781 Cowper Conversation 239 Centering

1

in
a focus round and neat, Let all your rays of information
meet. 1824 Carlyle in Froude Life (1882) I. 260, I am
meditating, .on the great focus of all purposes—the arrang-
ing of my future life. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par.
Churches 106 If it [a picture] be placed over the altar, it is

in the very focus of the building.

td. Theatr. The best-illuminated part of the
stage. Obs.
1881 Era Ahnanack 97 He tried to keep me out of the

focus ! 1885 Eng. Itlustr. Mag. 647/1 Every body tried

to get into what was called the focus — the 'blaze of
publicity * furnished by the ' float ' or footlights.

e. That point or position at which an object

must be situated, in order that the image produced
by the lens may be clear and well-defined. Hence
in, or out offocus, lit. and fig. Depth offocus (of

a lens) : the power of giving a 'sharp' image of

objects not in the same plane.

1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. IV. ii. 89 note, If the paper.

.

be., in the focus of the glass, [the image will be] distinct.

1727 Swift Petit. Colliers <$-c. Wks. 1755 III. 1. 129 To
know the due distances of the said focus's. 1799 Med.
Jrnl. II. 228 At the nearest focus of distinct vision. 1840
Dickens Barn. Rudge i, John gradually concentrated the

whole power of his eyes into one focus. 1858 A B C of
Photogr. (ed. 10) 48 The focus of a portrait lens is very
limited in depth. 1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr. 29; After
a certain distance all objects will be in focus. 1894 H. Drum-
mond Ascent 0/Man vi, Evolution was given to the modern
world out of focus.

f. To bring, etc., in, into, to a fonts', lit. & fig.
1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 122 The bringing

all these scattered counsels into a focus. 1860 Tyndali.
Glac. 11. xxiv. 354 The p!ace where the rays were brought
to a focus behind the lens. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 252
The transactions of many different individuals, .are brought
to a focus,

g. The focal length (of a lens) ; also, the ad-

justment (of the eye, or an eyeglass) necessary ti>

produce a clear image.
1693 E. Halley in Phil. Trans. N'o. 205. 960 This dioptric

problem, is that of finding the focus of any sort of lens.

1757 Ellis ibid. L. 287 A Tens of about one inch and half
focus. 1837 Brewster Magnet. 332 The focus of the lens
being suited to the distance of the needle, 1861 Palgrave
Gold. Treas. Pref., Rapid alteration of the eye's focus in

looking at the landscape. 1871 Tyndall Fragitt, Sc. (18791
I. ii. 50 The focus was attained, first by the pupil and after-

wards by the retina.

3. Similarly in Acoustics. The point or spacj

towards which the sound waves converge.
1644 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb., Standing at one of the

focuses, which is under a tree. .the voice seems to descend
from the clouds. 1843 J. Martineau Chr. Life xliii. (1876)

499 Could we only find the focus of those stray tone-.

1857 Thoreau Maine IV. (1894) 362 We were exactly in

the focus of many echoes.

4. Of a disease: The principal scat (in the body;

;

also, a point where its activity is manifest.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Commit. VI. 183 That the focus of
burning fevers is in the Head Hippocrates seems to assert.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 2;i

She informed me that the focus of my disorder was in the
nerves. 1854 Jones & SlEv. Pathol. Aunt. (1874) 304
Sclerosis of particular regions or isolated foci occurs in the
Cord as in the brain.

5. The centre of activity, or area of greatest

energy, of a storm, volcanic eruption, etc.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. <i799t I. p. Ix,

The focus of the tides is removing farther and farther from
our coasts. 1804 C. 15. BrOWN tr. Volney's View 98 One of
the great layers of the country, where earthquakes have
their principal focus, 183a Lyeli. Princ. Geol. II. 127 The
original isle was the primitive focus, or centre, of a certain

type of vegetation. 186a Scrofe Volcanos 266 Any..
focus or reservoir of lava from which an eruption has pro-

ceeded. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. ii. 13 Vesuvius was seen
to be the focus of the eruption. 1875 Bedford Sailor's

Poeket-bk. iv. (ed. 2) 78 The centre or focus of the West
Indian hurricanes.

b. fig. A centre or 'hotbed' (of intrigue, sedition,

etc.) ; a centre of activity or energy.
1808 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. II. 440 Poonah is the

focus of his intrigues. 1830 R. Knox Bit lard's Anat. Life

8 Central Schools.. had been established in the depart-

ments as so many foci of knowledge. 1837 W. Irving Cap!.
Bonneville (1S49' p. xv. New-York, the great focus of
American enterprise. 1870 Huxley Lay Scrm. i. (ed. 5) 5

The principal focus of scientific activity.

6. nonce-uses. a. In Lat. sense : A fireplace or

furnace; in quot. fig. b. A centre of radiant

heat.
x779 J- Moore View Soc. Fr. I. xx. 175, I consider these

men as the enemies of their country, and that place as

a focus for consuming freedom. 1794 J. Hutton Philos.

Liekt, etc. 174 Surrounding particles receiving that addition

of heat from the focus, are made to burn ; and 111 burning,
these coals return that heating species of light to the focus,

for the increase of its burning.

7. attrib., asfocus point, error.

1891 Pall Mall G. 31 Aug. 2/1 That all railway servants

shall have, .not more than an agreed amount of focus error.

FOCUS (fJ'»ki?s\ v. Pples. focused, -ing ; in

Kngland commonly, but irregularly, written fo-

cussed, -ing. [f. prec. sb.].

1. trans. To draw to a focus ; to cause to con-

verge to or as to a focus.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket bk. v. (ed. 2I 132 The catop-

tric system .. requiring less delicacy in putting up and
focussing the light. 1881 A. G. Bell Sound by Radiant
Energy 2 A beam of sunlight was focussed into one end of

an open tube. 1895 yr/il. R. Inst. Brit. Archit. 28 Mar.

353 Focussing and concentrating the sound in one or more
points in his building.

h.£r.
1807 Uii Possidetis xxx, All the Talent of the Nation

Focuss'd in Cab'net concentration. 186a W. M. Rossetti
in Eraser's Mag. Aug. 195 Focussing our observation to

a single point. 1863 J. Brown Horx Subs. (ed. 3) 80
Inferior to my father, -in power of—so to speak—focussing
himself. x888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iii. 331 He
could.. instantly focus his thoughts.

48



FOCUSABLE.

c. intr. for rcfi. To converge to or as to .1 focus.

1863 TiiORNBt rv" True as Stesl I. 14S Light flashing and
focussing^n armour. 1888 Ilarfrrs Mac Apr. 764 The
ryes, .flamed as if the life of the man had centralized and

fbewtd within them.

2. To adjust the focus of (the eye, a lens, ete.\

1814 W. Taylor in J/<wM/rJ/a£. XXXVIII. 214 Accord-

ingly as the eye is supposed to be fbctttmd for seeing the

foreground of the distance. 1-1865 J- Wylde in Circ, St,

1. 66 '2 Arrangements, .for focussing the lenses. 1881 Tylok
AMtkrofoL ii. 47 The eagle's eyes, are focussed to see small

objects far beyond man's range. 1885 Illnstr. Ltmtl. tXra-s

« May 491/3 Austell focussed his eye-glass on his wife.

.itW. 1853 Hmnd-ik, Pk<>togr. 13 It is well in focusing

to make the hrst adjustment by placing the lens midway.
1890 Woodblry Ettcycl. Photon- 294 Kocus upon some
distinct object about 150 or 200 yards away.

3. To bring into focus; to bring jhe image, etc.)

to the proper focus.

1775 S - J- rKA1T £'*' (,A*»- (*7S;) III. 8 Sir Charles

Craty fcmttVher through an opera-glass. 1858 A K C <•/

Pkjic'cr. (ed. 10* 57 Having focussed the right-hand view,

half of the sensitive plate is first impressed. 1 1865 J. Wyi i>k

in Circ. Sc. I. 143 '1 The image . . is focussed . .by . .adjust-

ing the lens. 1879 Casssll's Tfckn. Edmc III. 97 Unless
the picture be accurately focussed it will appear blurred.

Focusable (^"'k^abT, a. [f. prec. + -able.]

That may be focused.

1889 H. Hi and fab. Ess. Socialism* ted. Shaw) 21S Thus
far the outlook has been clear and focu&able enough.

Focused >T"*kpst), ///. a. [f. FOCUS V. and

sb. + -KD.]

1. In senses, of the vb. ; brought to or into a focus.

1864 Daily Tel. 12 Apr., Photographers alone has be
shunned, .and if ever he runs away from anything, it will

W from a focussed lens. 1890 Woodbury EmtycL Pketegr.

.04 Make the focussed image fall on 011*: cf these lines.

2. Having a focus yoi a specified length ; used

only in comb., as shortfocused.

1858 I . Price Man. /':..'. « •: Mum//, ii. 69 'Short-focused'

lenses are employed for children.

Focuser (f*s»ki*sai). [f. Focus v. + -n; 1
.]

A focusing-glass.

1890 Wooi>w:ry Encycl. Pkotegr, s. v. ftfCMssittg Glass.

Foeusing vol. sb. [f. as prec +-isg '.]

1. The action of the vb. Focus gerundially^

.

1851 Ruskin Mott. Paint. II. 111. i. v, § 18 The right

gradation or focusing of light and colour. 1881 Mlvart
* 'a! 295 Hie focussing of raya coming from points varying

in remoteness. 1883 A. Barratt Pays. Mtttmpiric 217

thought is the focussing of phenomena into a universe.

2. all> to. and Comb.y chiefly in names of appli-

ances used by photographers, as focusing screen,

tubc\ focusing cloth see quot. 1890) ; focusiug-

glass (see quot. 1858).

1853 in ym.\ .1. No, 3. ja/a A *focusing

t loth. 1890 Woodbury Emcyct. Pboi*^r. % focussing Cl'th,

a black cloth used for covering over the head and lack portion

<i the camera to exclude all extraneous light. 1853 inJVw/.

Pkettgr. Sa: I. No. 3. 39 fa The *Focusing glass. 1858 T.

s Diet, PAotogr., ffictissmg Glass, a magnifier used

for the purpose of magnifying the image on the ground
glass, and enabling the operator to get it into better focus.

Ibid, so The real image formed by a convex lens is received

on a 'focussing screen.

Focusless ^kr-Ks\ m. [t Focus sb. +
-LESS.] Without focus.

1879 G. Macoonald Sir Gtbbts III. xv. 241 Something
like a Bash of cold mooi.Iight on wintred water gleamed
over, .bis poor focusless eve-.

Focyli, Fodar, obs. forms of Focus, Fother.

t-Fo'dden, r. Obs. prepr, OK. *fo\inLin, t

fJdom- Food.] 7 intr. To be produced.
•

t 1400 MarU Artk. 3*47 AUe froytez foddenid was b.tt

Sorascnede i:i erthe.

Fodder Jf'\Ui\ so. Forms : i fodd or. fod-

vd'er. foddur, 2 fodre, 3 south, vodder. 4 foddre,

47 foder. 5 foddur, south, voddur. fo.oMyr,

6 footer, 6-S fother. 5- fodder. [OtLiWifcr str.

neut. = MDu. and Pu. r.wu-r, OHG. fuotar

MHG. rwrfrr. Ger. futter\ ON. ff9r Su\, Da.

:_OTeut. */&trom :-pre-Teut. ^Tt-row,
f. root f<at- to feed : see Food.
The homophonous word in all Teut. langs.. with the

sense of * sheath, case.' is distinct both in root and suffix, as

it represents OAryan */^:nfmt.}

fl. Food in general. Obs.

1 1000 C*K<+ns Eilg-ar § i> in Thorpe Amc. Laws II. 2S3

r.if. .bam pebacs beburfe. fyr ft UlR c iaos Lay. 27031

Heo weoren ifaren into ban londe, laMat to I iwin-e;;.

C X374ChaIcer Boeth. iv. metr. vflL n^ Camb. MS. 1 He.

.

hath put an vnmeke lorde foddre to his crwel hors. 16J4
I. Taylor *Water PJ (7/. Eattr K<mt n Let any come m
the shape of fodder or eating -^tuffe. it is welcome.

2. Fooil for cattle. Now in a more restricted

sense: Dried food, as hay, straw, etc., for stall-

feeding.

c 1000 .^Ilfric O*. xiit 27 J*a undyde hira an his sacc &
woU? sytlau hi* assan foddur. C 1100 I ** . in Wr.-Wiiicker

Wi Sagm.t, fodre. aitt$ Amc. £. 4»6 f>eonne mot heo
penchen of be kues foddre. a 1300 O.^J<?»- M. 3517 fCott.*

Fodder and hai bou sal find bun. ( 1386 Chavcer Keeve's

i*rvt. 14 Gras-tyme is doon, my fodder is now forage.

C 1440 Ffvmf. Pltf-r. 16S/3 Foddur, best>-s mete, or forage.

156a Turner H<*bal ft. 74 Som nationes make fother for

Cattel of Hates. 1697 fWlWU Vieg. Cmsg, in. 331 The
vouthful Bull must . . in the Stall . . his Fodder find. »7«s 1

.

rluTCKiKSOH Hist. Mass. I. 207 The hay . .serves for fodder

for their cattle. 1816 ). Smith PanarantA £b * A ri II. 634

Bean-straw makes good fodder, when cut to chaff. 1883

378

S. C. Hall Retrvsfcct II. 5=3 There was fixlder running
|

to waste on the slows of every mountain.
trans/. 189a A J. Waitkhs Stanly's F.ntin Pasha Exptd.

ix. 167 For fodde'r all they [locomotives] want is wood.

f3. Child, offsprini'. Obs.rare- x
. Cf.FoODrf.6.

13. . A". A/is. 6<5 Kyng Phelip saide to the modur, ' Thou
hast born a sori foder !

'

4. atttib. and Comb., as fodder grass, house,

passage, plant; fodder-cheese (see quot. 1884);

fodder-corn, a supply of fodder for the horses of

a feudal lord, or an equivalent in money ; also the

riyht of exacting this.

1764 Twamlev Dairying 25 As the quantity of . . *Fodder
Cheese sent to London Markets clearly shews. 1884 Ckesk.

Gfoss., Ftnidcr cheese, cheese made . . when they [cows] are

being foddered on hay. i6« Dlgdalf Monasl. Angl. I.

297a,RedditusquidicunturHidagium& *Foddercorn. 1830

I.isDLEV Xat. Srst. Bet. 304 The best *fodder-Grasses of

F.urope are usually dwarf species. 1807 P. G.tss 7rnl. 209
This lodge is built much after the form of the Virginia

'fodder houses. 1883 Ocilvie, *Filter passage, the passage

in a cattle-shed along which the food is carried for cattle.

1894 Daily AVtM 25 June 6/6 A new *fodder plant, known
as the Siberian knot-grass.

Fodder v
fp\Uj', v. Forms: 3 foper, 4 foddre,

5-6 foder, 7 S fother, 6- fodder, [f. prec. sb. ; cf.

MDu. and Dn. voederen, OHG. fuotiren MHG.
vuotern, viietern, Ger. fiittern), OS.ftfra.] trans.

To give fodder to oattleN
; to feed with (some-

thing) as fodder. + In early use gen. To feed.

a 1300 E. F. Psalter xxx[i]. 3 For bi name me lede and
fober [printed froher: Vulg. enutries] hou sal. 1381 [see

Foddered/^/. a.\ CX460 Twneley Myst. \Surtees) 89

Let us go foder our mompyns. 15*3 Fitzherb. liusl>. § 70
Horses and shepe, maye not be fodered together in wynter.

1641 IIest Farm. Fks. (Surtees) 73 Yow are neaver to.,

fother sheepe soe longe as they can gette any thing on the

grownde. 1707 Mortimer llnsb. 172 Straw will do well

enough to Fodder them with. 1773 Barker in Phil. Trans.

I.XIII. 2M l'here was so little gross. . that many were forced

to foilder their cattle. 183a Miss MnTORD Village Ser. y.

1 1 36 ;) 328 A lad . . had gone thither for hay to fodder his

cattle. 1876 Whitby Class. s.v. FodJer, ' Fodder'd up ',

fed and bedded, as the stalled animaU.
trans/: and fig. 1659 H. More Immetri. S*ml in. xviii.

5 ta This notion of foddering the Stars with the thick foggs

of the Earth. 174* Yorsc St. Th. vn. 42 This foreign

field. Where nature fodders him [man] with other food.

1891 Daily X,;,s 26 Jan. 6/3 They . . fodder their souls

00 all kinds of stale and withered doctrinal herbage.

+ b. To give cattle fodder upon (ground. Also

Tofoxidercn [ground), in indirect passive. Obs.

loss l-ee Foddering i]. 1664 Evelyn fCal. Hart. May
56 A place that has been well fother d on. 1*93 [see Fod-

dered///, a.].

Hence Foddered //.'. a.

1381 WtcUF i Sam. xxviii. 24 A foddred [1388 fat] calf.

169a PRVDESiYrvw/rw^iit. ii. Accursed be thou, grass-eating

foddered god I 1693 EvELYM De la Quint Camp/. Card.
-

. Fothera Grvunds, ground upon which Cattel are fed

in Winter, with Hay, &C, to better it. 1713 Yocxc. Last
Day 11. 256 The fodder'd beast.

Fodder, obs. form of Koran,
Podderer (^rdarai). [f. Fodder :•. + -er 1

.]

One who fodders or feeds (cattleV.

i6»3 Misshec, Cruera, a fodderer of cattle. 1691 J. P.

(hiahers I 'muasie.i 16 Cattle . . that kick against their

Fodderers. 1755 to Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Fo'ddering, «*i sb. [f. Fodder v. + -isg '.]

1. The action of the vb. FODDKB.
i 1570 PrUe tc Lcrwl. (1841' 54 Farthest .from skil, But yf

it be in fodderyng of a beast. 1*55 Hartlib Legacy (ed. 5)

249 This way of pasturing of Clover will be a kind of fod-

dering of the land, and rather improve then impair it. 17*7

BeaDUCT Far*. D:lt s.v. Barn, Bams. .for. -the more con-

venient Foddering of Cattle with the Straw.

2. cater. An allowance of fodder.

1601 Hoi 1 and Pliny I. 401 Ten pound of it is a sufficient

foddering for an horse. 1808 Ci kwen Bam. Feeding Staci

S5 A foddering of straw from six to eight pounds.

JkV. i6aa Mabbe tr. Alentan's Guzman <TA//. tl. 46 Then
d*id she reduce vnto her remembrance . . what drie fodderings

he did giue her. 166a Rump Songs U$j4' 1. 161 Afoddering

of Praver four hours by the Clock. 1843 Carlvle Mis..

> iV. 267 Heavy fodderin.;s of Jesuit theology.

8. attrib. and Comb . as.foddering band, boy, cord,

ground, herb, place, rack, + stead, time.

1837 Bcston Aa'7-ert. 17 Jan. : 2 One fork and one 'fod-

dering band. i8»7 Clare Sieph. Cal. 21 Nor lingring

wait the *foddering-boy. 1890 fritw Iff tm.̂ Cmn t ..
gA*

dering card, a hair and hemp cord used for binding up hay
to take out to beasts. 1789 W. Marshall Glaxctsterl. 230

A small dry grass inclosure. .near the homestalfL—pro-

vincially a *' foddering ground '—where they have their fill

of hay. 1816 F. Vanderstraeten Impr. Agric. 8 Roots

and "foddering herbs forcattle. 1587 Mascall G-.t. Cmtth

(1617) »03 The Shepheard. shall often cleanse the 'fodder-

i g places cf his sheepe. 1697 Drvpen lirg. Geort. iil 606

Salt Herbage for the *fodd ring Rack provide. 1619 -\.

-,- Kms. IV. 153 A messuage and land with one

fbtheringe stead. l6«l Best Farm. Bis. 1 Surtees 10 As
soon as *fotheringe time is past . . remoove them.

Fodderless (<e dwles), a. [f. Foddeb st. +
-less.] Without fodder.

185a Ta/fs Mag. XIX. 760 Fodderless cattle.

tFo'ddillg. Obs.- k [MoTfadyng:-OY..fadttng

apportionment] ? A division.

13. . A". A lis. 4S Wvse men fond also there, xij foddyng to

thes yere. .Thes furste was cleped Mars, That othir Averil

[etcj.

tFode, sb. Cbs. rare- 1
. ? One who beguiles

with fair words (see the verb).

FOE.

a 1529 Sktlton Manerly Margery 10 Strawe, Jamys
foder, ye play the fode, I am no hakney for your rode.

fFode, *'. Obs. Forms: a. 6 foad, foude. foode.

7 foord. 4-6 fode. ft. 6 foder, fowder, foadre.

[Of obscure etymology.
Commonly regarded as a fig. use of Food r. The occa-

sional use of to feed forth instead of to fode forth (see

Feed ;. 2 b) seems to show that the word was sometimes
so interpreted in i5-i6th c; but the spellingfoade, and the

late survival of fode, prove that the vowel sound was not

thai which represented OE. 6. but that which represented

OE. a or OE. o in open syllables. No certain connexions

are known ; Grimm gives several examples of an early mod.

Ger.fot sb., app. meaning ' guile, deceit.']

1. trans. To beguile with show of kindness or fair

words ; to entertain with delusive expectations ; to

encourage or confirm in a foolish purpose or

opinion, soothe in fancied security ; to give coun-

tenance to (a delusion).
a. .1350 Will. Fa/crns 1646 Foule bow mefodest wibbi fai:e

wordes. Ibid. 57 pe cherl. .foded it [be barn] wib floures &
wipfaire by-hest. isa6 Skflton Magnyf. 1719, I am not

wont to fode Them that dare put theyr truste in me. 1565
Calfhili. Anszt: Treat. Crosse (1S46) 3 Least you your

selues be fooded in your folly. 1565 Golding Ck-ia's Met.

VII. (1587) 09b, The morning foading this my feare, to

further my deuice, my shape .. had altered with a trice.

1571 — Calvin on Ps. xxxli. 1 The frowarde reckelesse-

nesse of the flesh fodeth many.
0- >545 State Papers /ten. VIII, X. 297 Thempereur

myndelh . . to fowder H is H ighnes with woordes of pleasure,

until he may [etc.]. 1571 Hirr. Mag., Rivers xxxii, And
as they foadred [1563 foaded] these and diuers other With
like deceit they vsed the King my brother.

2. To fode forth, (occas. forward, off, on, out :

a. To lead on (a ]ierson, etc.) by raising delusive

expectations ; to ' fob off ' with excuses or evasive

devices for gaining time.

a. 1479 Sir J. Paston in Paslon Lett. No. 840 III. 255, I

hopyd to have borowyd some off Tounesend and he hath

ffoodyd me fforthe evyrsynys. isas Ld. Berners Froiss. II.

cxxviii[cxxiv]. 365 The duke alwayes foded hymforthe and
made semblant that he had great affection to treate for

this mariage. 1556 J. Heywood Spider
<fr

F. i. 30 A booke

1 tooke in hand Some thinge to reade, to fode foorth fan-

tasie. 1573 Baret Alz: F 827 He was fooded foorth in

vaine with long talke. IS9» Hakinc;ton Ort. Fur. ix. lix.

In this meane time wrth words he foded out The worthy
Earle. l«o3 Knoli.es Hist. Turks 114 Feeding him vp

wiih faire words, and foording him on from time to time

with delaies. 1616 Hieron IVks. II. 42 Hee feeds and
foades vs off with vaine words.

p. 154s State Pap. Hen. VI11, X. 297 If he shall still

foder Us furlh with fayre wordes.

b. To waste ^time,\ delay or postpone (a matter)

by evasive excuses. Also absol.

ijaj Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xlii. 129 Syr Othes ..foded

forth the tyme as he that vryst not what to do. 1539 More
Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1163 2 The Wolfe would not

come to confession tyl . . Palme sondaye : .
. and then foded

yet forth farther, on tyl good Fryday. 1544 State Pap.

Hen. VIII, IX. 653 They seke..to fode the matier forwarde,

until [etc.]. 1J77 tr. Bnllingers Decades (1592) 237 What-

soeuer is. .foaded off till a longer time then it ought to be.

Fode, -er, -yr, obs. ff. Food, Fodder, Fotheh.

Foderate [^rd&A), a. Mtmn'tm rare. [ad.

med.Lat. foderat-us, f. Kom. *fodero (It. fodero.

OF. fuerrt), a. Teut. *fddr- sheath, case (see note

s.v. Fodder). The etymologically equivalent F.

fourrt is used in the same sense.] Of a coin :

Coated or sheathed.

1854 Badham Halieul. 2S7 note, Foderate coins, .consi-t

of an interior or anima of copper laminated on both _sidc*

with an apparently continuous coating of the purest silver.

tFodge, *• Obs.- 1 =^FADGE V. 6.

1591 LlU Fntiym. iv. ii, My fancies began to fodge.

Fodgel fi'-d^eTt, a. Sc. [l.fx/ge. Wr. otFAMI
sb.Z + -el-.] 'Fat, squat and plump '

(
Jam.\

1784 Rasis.w Tea-t. Misc. (i733> 1. 23, 1 am a fine fodgel

baa. 1789 Bi rns Grose's Peregrin, ii. If. ye chance tolL;hi

I'pon a fine, fat, fodgel wight. 1858 M. Porteols Soutcr

Johnny 11 He was a gash wee fodgel body.

Fodient '.'dient', a. and sb. [ad. L.fodie>tt-

cm, pr. pple. oifoJere to dig.]

A., adj. Digging; of certain animals) burrowing.

167* Coles, /'.wrV"*. digging. 17*1 in Bailey. 1881 Mature
XXIV. 209 Such are its fodient powers, .that [etc J.

B. sb. A bun owing animal.

1879 E. W. White in Proc. Zool. Soc. . 1SS0) 9 As a fodie? r

..it perhaps excels all other burrowing animals. 1888

Riverside Xat. Hist. V. 61 As a family the Fodients are

entitled Ory'cteropodidae.

tFodine,^- Obs. [f. root of Food.] ? Product.

C iaso Gen. * Ear. 124 De oridde dai was al Sis wrojt.

And eroes fodme 00 werldes bro^t.

t Fo'dme, * Obs- l In 4 fodeme. [f. as

prec. Cf. Foddex r.] trans. To produce.

c 1400 Pistil of Susan 92 pe fyge and be filbert were

fodemed so fayre.

t Fo'dneth. [? OE. *fcdno9 ;Somner^. f. r. ot

olfoda. Food. Cf. Fodden. :.] Sustenance.

c H7S Lamb. Horn. 137 Swulche monne be he ahte mid

rihte heipe to fodneoe and to senate.

Fodyr, obs. form of Fodder, Fother.

Foe &*\ a. and sb. Forms: adj. 1 fan, fas.

2-7 (see forms of the sb.
N

: f*. sing. 1 59f4, 2-3 ifa.

ifo. ivo, 2-6 fa(a, 3 south, va. 4 fau\ 3-6 fo o.

i 3 south, to. (3 foa\ 4-j St. fai, fay, 8-9 St. fae.

J

5- foe. //. a. weak forms : 1 sefin, 2-3 iian-
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ifon, ivon, 3 fan, foan, south, voan, (feon), 4-7
fon(e, foon(e, 4 smith, von, 6 foen, 56 foyn.
(i. strong forms : 4-5 fa(a)s, faes, fais, fase, 4-6
fois, foo(e)s, 5 fos(e, (5 fosse, 6 fowys, Sc. feys\
8-9 Sc. faes, 4- foes. [tepr. two distinct. OK.
words: (1) the simple fih, fig adj. (:—OTevit.

*fatho-) ; (2) the compound %cfa sb. (wk. masc.
1

),

originally an absolute use of *gefih adj. (not re-

corded as such) = OHG. %ifeh at feud, odious

(MUG. gevech, gevC') :— OTeut. *ga-faiho-
t
where

the prefix imports the notion of 'mutually' (see V-).

As in many other sbs., the prefix ge-, i-, fell away
in early ME., so that the compound sb. and the

absolute use of the simple adj. became coincident.
The Teut. adj. */aiho- (represented only in W.Ger.) is

referred to the Aryan root *fieiq- fioio- />/'/-, whence Olrish
oech enemy t:—Poiaos\ Gr iriKpo<; bitter, Lith. pikta-s angry,
'the current statement that the word is etymologically akin
to Fiend depends on the doubtful hypothesis that the root

*f>eiq' is an extension of *Pei- to hate.J

fA. adj. Obs. (In i6-i7th c, the adjectival

use is to be regarded as a new development from
the sb., not as a continuation of the OE. adj.)

1. At feud with\\ hostile, inimical (Jo).
Beowulf'811 He waes fas wi5 god. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231

I'rend ooer fend, hold ooer fa. 1 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vilL
xxxvii. 164 Fortown forsyd hyr to be Fa. a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 91 So fast to freiide, so foe to few, so
good to euery wight. 1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xlvii. 154
An enemie-country and foe-land.

2. Hindering progress, rough, rugged.
c 1140 Caw. 4- G?: Knt. 1430 Bitwene a flosche in bat

fryth & a foo cragge.

B. sb. (Now somewhat rhetorical \ superseded in

general use by Enemy.)
1. In early use, an adversary in deadly feud or

mortal combat ; now in wider sense, one who hates

and seeks to injure another; a personal enemy.
a 1000 Laws Akl/red 11. (Thorpe) xlii, Gif he ma^nes

hxbbe bid he his Refan beride. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 87
God heom aredde wio heore ifan and heom fordnde. c 1200
Trin. Cott. Hour. 219 Nu is euerihe man ifo bare he solde
fren be. a 1225 Ancr. R. 274 J>auh bi foa hurte be oSe vet.

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1714 Moni man . . Thurh belde worde
..Deth his ivo for arehwe swete. a 1300 Cursor M. 1593
(Cott.) Hijs faas to bring al o lijf. 1340 Ayenb. 255 He
ualp quiche ine be honden of his uon. 1375 Barbour
Bruce u. 208 Robert the bruce, that wes his fa. < 1460
Towticley Myst. (Surtees) 223 And freyndes fynde I foyn.
i5»6Tini>ale Matt. x. 36 A m,annes fooes shalbe they of his
owne housholde. 1625 Milton On Death fair Infant 66
To slake his wrath whom sin hath made our foe. 1728 Pope
Dune. in. 177 Embrace, embrace, my sons ! be foes no more !

1787 Burns Taut SamsoiCs Elegy vii, Your mortal fae is

now awa\ Tarn Samson's dead ! 1823 Byron Juan vim.
Ixx, He. could crack His jest alike in face of friend or foe.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 1083 He makes no friend who never
made a foe.

b. Ourfoe, the arch foe \ the Devil ; = Enemy 1 b.
n 1225 Ancr. R. 62 Vre vo, be weorreur of helle. < 1365

Chaucer A B C84 I,at not our alder foo make his bobance.
1667 Milton /'. /,. vi. 259 The arch foe subdu'd Or Captive
drag'd in Chains.

C. In a weaker sense : An adversary, antagonist,

opponent.
1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg. 11. 776 The Groom ..watches

with a Trip his Foe to foil. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I.

133 Made happy that the foe the prize hath won.

d. trans/, and fig. (a) One who feels unfriendly

or acts in opposition or prejudicially to (some
thing), an ill-wisher; (/>) Anything that harms or
i» likely to injure.

(a) 1607 Shaks. Cor. mi. 1, 176 A Foe to* th' publike Weale.
174a Pope Dune. iv. 460 A gloomy Clerk, Sworn foe to
Myst'ry, yet divinely dark. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob ix. 176
Death is no foe to virtue. 1859 Tennyson Guinei>ere 508,
I hold that man the worst of public foes Who [etc].
(b) i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Crist him hadde warned

togenes pre fon, synne . . sor and dea5. 1413 Pilgr. Sozvle
iCaxton 1483) iv. xx. 65 Myrthe is to me become a very foo.

1607 Shaks. Timon w. ii. 241 That thought is Bounties
Foe. 1807 Crabbe Village n. 192 Grief is a foe, expel him
then thy soul.

2. One belonging to a hostile army or nation, an
enemy in battle or war.
C 1205 Lav. 215 Inne pane fehte his feon heo him bi-

nomen. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvin. 228 Deliuerit of sic
felloune a faa. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 54 Foly it was
..Succour to ?ek of thar aide mortale fa. 1591 Spenser
/ 'is. Bcllay 66 A barbarous troupe of clownish tone. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 437 Before the Spear Of despicable foes.

1704 Addison Poems, Campaign, Give thy brave foes their
due. 1838 Thirlwali, Greece III. 251 Abundant oppor-
tunities of annoying their hereditary foes in the land of
their fathers. 1887 Bowkn Virg. sEueid n. 71 Trojans eye
me in wrath, and demand my life as a foe !

3. collect. A hostile force ; = Enemy 3.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 3 All my followers, to the
eager foeTume back, and flye. 1633 Masswgek. Guardian
1. i, For a flying foe, Discreet ana provident conquerors
build up A bridge of gold. 1794 Burns On the Seas $ Par
Away, He's on the seas to meet the foe. 1816 Bykon
Ch. Har. m. xxv, Whispering with white lips

—'The foe !

they come ! they come !' 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889)
I. 47 Long after London had ceased to fear a foreign foe.

4. atlrib. and Comb,, as foe-god; foe-reaped,
•subduing adjs.

; foe-like, adj. and adv. ; also f foe-
hearted a., having the heart of a foe, hostile;

f foe-Troy a. (nonce-wd.), hostile to Troy.

1870 Rossettj Eden-Bo-,ver 53 Is not the "foe-God weak
as the foeman When love grows hate in the heart of a
woman? X598 Rowlands Betraying Christ 6 Now *foe-

harted, trecherous of intent. 1556 J. YIkywood Spider $ F.
Ixiii. 57 These *folike freendes. 1638 G. Sandys Paraphr.
Lament, ii. 13 He. . Foe-like hath bent his Bow. 1812 BYRON
Curse Minerva 301 The rifled mansion, and the *foe-reap'd
field. 1590 T. Watson Eclog. Death Sir /•'. Walsinghatn
300 Poems (Arb.) 169 Where arms are vsd by *foe-subduing
powers. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xiv. 332 Till the Thunderer
drew Our Forces out in his * foe-Troy decrees.

t Foe, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.} trans, a. To set

at enmity, b. To make or treat as a foe or

enemy.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 209 pe deuel . . fode be forme man

wi5 god. 1596 Spenser /•'. Q. vi. xi. 6 Sith in bis powre
she was to foe or frend. 1602 Wakner Alb. Eng. x. Iv,

(16x2) 245 So far was she from fooing her that sought her
life and Rayne.

Fo(e, obs. form of Fkw.
I Fcede, a. Obs.- 1 [ad. L. fadus foul ] Foul.
1657 Tomlinson Kenan's Disp. 319 No King . . was ever

conepted with such a ftede disease.

Foederal, Foederally, Foedity : sec Feiv.

t Foe'liOOd. Obs. [f. Foe + -hood; app, an
alteration of food, earlier form of Fei'D sb.~] En-
mity, hatred ; a state of mutual hostility.

*S75 Lankham Let. (18711 17 At vtter deadly fohod. 1606
Warnkr Alb. Eng. XV. xcvi. (1612) 382 And faith with vs not

to be held, but foehood euermore. 1625 Jackson i'hrist's

Anstv. % 57. Wks. 1844 VI. 417 These strange reconciliations

and composals of these inbred fohuods.

Foeish. a. Obs. rare. [f. Foe sb. + -ISH.]

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a foe.

1566 Drant J/ ail. f/ierem. K j b, Fell into foyshe hande.
Ibid. K iij b, He bent bis bowe in foyshe guyse.

Foeless, ' [f. Foe sb. + -less.] Having no foe.

1865 S. Evans Bro, Fabian 102 Nfckar the soulless.. Sits

. . Friendless and foeless,

Foeman (l^'man). arch, and foci. Forms:
see Foe. [OE, fihwan, f. fa/i, loEa. + Man.]
An enemy in war, an adversary.
a 1000 Polit. Laws sElfrcd v, Gif hie fah-mon ^eierne.

/T1175 Cott, Horn. 241 Ne nanman ne fiht buton wi8 his

ifomenn, a 1225 Ancr. R, 404 Mon worpco ( iriclrischs fur

upon his fomen, & so me ouerkumtft ham. 1375 Harboi.'r

Bruce vi. 648 He of his fametl four has slayn. 14.. Sir
Beues 244<MS. M.I Dame, why haste thou my fader bet raydc
And wyll be wedyd to his foman ? 1579 Spenser Sheph.
Cat. Feb. 21 Ne euer was to Fortune foeman. 1620 Quarles
Jonah (1717) 48 To save us harmless from our Fo-mans

I

jaws, 1810 Scott Laity off,, v. x, Foemen worthy of their

steel. 1864 A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock 12 Every move-
ment of the advancing foeman.

T Foe'mate. Obs. rare. [f. Foe sb. + Mate.]
? One matched against another in battle ; an enemy.
1592 WvRLEY Armorie, Ld. Chandos 92 His folks assaild,

the foemate was too strong.

Foenugreek, var. of Fenugreek.
Foeship (C^'Jip). [f. Foe sb. -h-shit.]

f 1. Enmity, hatred. Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Colt. Hon/. 45 J>anne is here foshipe turnd al

to frendshipe. 13.. E. E. Altit. P. H. 919 No foschip
oure fader hatz be schewed. 1536 Aurelio Jj- Isabel Y \\],

The foshippe that you beare me.
2. The relation of foes, nonce-use.
1883 H. Stevens in Athenaeum 6 Oct. 433 3 His friendships

and foeships.

Foetal, fetal (fr'tal), a. [f. Fcrt-vs + -al.]

Of or pertaining to or of the nature of a foetus

;

in the condition of a foetus.

1811 B. Waterhouse Botanist x\. 26 A glutinous sub-
stance, laid up for the nourishment of the fcctal animal.

1834 J. Forbes I.aenuec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 663 The action
of the filial heart. 1858J. H. Bennet Nutrition i. 1 During
foetal life the materials of nutrition are . . supplied by the
mother. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. xiv. 397 '1 he presence
of teeth in foetal whales.

Jig. 1820 Cor.EKiDCK Lett. (1836) I. 88 Meteorology, a
science so misnamed, which so far from being in its infancy
is not yet in its fetal state. 1890 J. H. Stirling (rfflbrd Led.
v. 88 Their life was as yet fcctal in the State, their mother.

1 Fcetant, a. Obs~ L erron. -ent. [ad. L.

fctant-cm, pr. pple. off'lcire : see next.] Fruitful.

1678 R. R[usski.l] Geber 1. ig Our Stone is no other than
a Foetent (or fruitful) Spirit and Living Water.

Fceta'tion, fetation, [agent n. f. l^fetare
to produce offspring, f. root of fetus FOETUS.]

The formation of a fcetus or embryo.
1669 WoM.wcr. Syst. Agric. (1681) 3 The fruitful Fnctation

and Progeny of Animals. 1677 Ha;.ks Prim. Orig. Man.
in." vi. 280 The Eggs of Silkworms, .being ripen'd to fceta-

tion by the heat of the Sun. 1851 F. H. Ramsbotham
Obstet. Med. (ed. 3) 631 Fxtra-utenne fectation.

Foeticide, feticide (tfti»id). [f. Fcet-us +
-(i^cide: see -cidk 2.] The action of destroying

a fcetus or causing abortion. Also atlrib.

1844 in Hoblyn Diet. Med. 1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii
365 Foeticide and abortion are meant., to be included
under .. infant murder. 1889 J. M. Duncan L.ect. Dis.
Women viii. (ed. 4' 49 The value of foeticide treatment.

Hence Fceticidal a., of or peitaining to foeticide.

In some mod. Diets.

Foetid, Foetor, var. forms of Fetid, Fetok.
Foetiferous, fetiferous (f/tiferss), a. [f.

Lm fetifer ^f. fet-us offspring + -fer producing) +
-ot;s.] Producing offspring.

i6s& 81 in Blount Glossogr. 1775 in Ash. 1859 Todd
Cyd. Anal. V. 587/2 An 'undisputed case of purely ovarian
fxtiferous ovum'.

Similarly Fcetific a. [=ce -ne], making fruitful

(Bailey 1727, vol. II). Fortification [see -fica-

tion], a bringing forth fruit (Bailey 1727, vol. IF.
Foeti parous a. [ + L. -parus producing (pare~rt

to produce) + -OU8J. (See quot.)
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Portiparous, producing premature

offspring, such as occurs in Marsupialia.

+ Fo8*ttire. Ohs. Also 5-7 feture, 6-7 feature.

[ad. L.felisra, f. *fc-; see FoiTUS.]

1. The action or process of bearing young.
c 1420 Pallad. on llusb. IV. 731 J.uke water best hclpeib

thaire feture [note calvyng]. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's
Disp, 447 [The Hon] exhibits most commodious fecture.

2. toner, a. The embryo ; the fcetus. b. The
matured offspring; the product. Also collect.

1545 Ravnoi.D Byrth Manhynde I1564) 27 b, A continual!
course of blood . .rcdy to. norysh the feature, so sone as it

shalbe conceiued. 1658 Rowland Moitfet's 'I heat. Ins. 981
The .. feture is so tender, that with the least touch it i>

bruised to pieces .

fig- 1584 tr Latimer's Sernt. Luke xvi. in Fruit/. Serin,

is Some of them ingendred one, some other such features.

1605 H. Jonson / olpone Ded , Because in home men

.

abortiue features, .it is ouer-true.

Foetus, fetus (ff
-

t&i). [a. L. fetus
r
tt stem)

offsjiring (incorrectly written foetus, , f. root *f~- to

produce offspring :—Aryan *bhivc-
t
an extensiori

of root *bhcu-, b/iu-
t
to grow, come into being :

see Be z-.]

The etymologically preferable spelling with c In this word
and its cognates is adopted as the standard form in sume
recent Diets., but in actual use \> almost unknown.

The young of viviparous animals in the womb,
and of oviparous animals in the egg, when fully

developed.
1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. v. xlix. (1405' 707 The

chylde that is conceyued in the inoder hyglit Fetus in

latyn. 1594T. 11. LaPrimand.Fr. Acad. 11.397 -"^l this tim<-

the burthen is called Kcetus of the Latines, and Kmbryon of

the Greekes. 1660 Boyle New F.rp. Phys. Mech. Digress

^73 The Foetus respires in the Womb. 1796 Dk SJ:H^'^

111 Phil. Trans. I.XXXVI. 500 The gems as correspondent

to living born foetuses. 1847-71 T. R.Jones Anhn. Kingd.
(ed. 4> 867 We have yet to learn how the foetus is matin- I

after the exhaustion of this supply.
trans/. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. 142 The soil, pregnant

and big with foetus's of all imaginable .. structures of

body.

Fog fpg), sbA Also 4, 6-7, 9 fogg(e, 6 Sc. foge.

7, 9 feg, 8 Sc. fouge, fug. [of unknown origin ;

the Welshffwg ' dry grass ' (O. PugheJ , often given

as the source, is from Eng.]

1. a. The grass which springs up immediately

after the hay-crop has been taken off, aftermath.

b. The long grass left standing in the fields during

winter ; rank grass. ( To leave) underfeg : with the

long grass standing.
13. . F. E. Altit. P. II. 1603 He fares forth on alle faure,

fogge watz his mete. < 1400 Soivdone Bab. 2865 And fill<:

oure somers withe fog and have. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
Ixi. 34 threat court horss puttis me fra the staw, To feng

the fog be firthe and fald. 1570 Levins Manip. 157
Fogge, postfanium. 1641 Bkst Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 130
I haue knowne the fogge of this close letten from Michael-

masse till Lady-day for 33J. A,d. 1674 N. Cox Gentl.

Retreat, in. (1677) 40 These Partridges . . do lodge in the

dead Grass or Fog under Hedges. 1789 Trans. Soc.

Encourag. Arts VII. 39 The fog, or after-grass, was
ploughed in. 1807 Vancouver Agr/'c. Dei-on (1813) 226

The last year's fog is pared down as close and even as

possible. 1834 Brit. JIusb. I. 484 The precaution of
leaving a portion under fog forms a sure resource against

a scarcity of summer feed. 1876 World V. No. 115. 13 To
be let, the eatage of fog on thirteen acres of old grass-

land.

+ C. ? A growth of this grass. Obs.~ l

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. 158 They . . make their

nests in foggs.

d. ? A tangled mass.
1869 Blackhore Lorna D. \, Where a fog was of rushes,

and floodwood, and wild celery-haulm.

2. Sc. and north. =Moss.
c 1450 Henryson A/or. Fab. 9 It was a sober wane, Of

foge and fame full febillie way made. 1494 in Ld. Treat.

Ace. Scott. I. 249 Item gyflync for fog to the barge iija.

1794 Ravsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 66 Between hands.,
we'll, .sport upon the velvet fog. 1750 in Ramsay Sc. Prov.

12 A rowing stane gathers nae fog. 1788 E. Picken Elegy on
Yon Place Poems 1S1 Green fug, mantlan' owre the sclates,

Held out the air. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot I. II. 453
Lime is the mortal enemy of all sorts of fog or moss, 1853

G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Sard. 261 The term 'fog'

comprehends many species of Hypna.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as fog grass, -harrow,

-land, -moss. Also, fog-cheese = eddish-cheese
;

fog-earth, peat ; fog-fruit (see quot.) ; fog-

house (see quot.).

1822 Nares, * Fog-cheeses in Yorkshire, are such as are

made from this latter grass. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset
IVord-bk.y *Fog-earth, peat, bog-earth.

_
1866 Treas. Bot..

*Fog-/ruit, an American name for Li/-pia nodi/lora. 1886

Elwokthy IV. Somerset Word-l>k. %
"Fog-grass, coarse sedgy

grass, such as grows in wet places. 1880 Antrim $ Down
Gloss., *Fog-harrcnv, a harrow to clear moss away. 1842

C. W. Johnson Farmer's Fncycl. 494 A *fog-house means
a house built or lined with moss. 1829 J. Hodgson in J.

Raine Mem. (1858) II. 158 The corn and "foglands. 1805

Forsyth Beauties Scott. II. 257 Yellowish, or *fogg-mos-,

is much less compact than [black moss].
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FOG.

Fog (fpg\ sb- 1 Abo 6-7 fogge. [prob. a back-

formation from Foggv a.]

fl. 1. Flabby substance (in the body), un-

wholesome fat ; ' waste flesh ' (cf. quot. from Pals-

grave s.v. Foggy 3). Obs. [Cf. Foggy a. 3.]

1586 Bright Melanch. xx'i. 124 In stead of firme substance

the bodie is ouercharged with a counterfette kind of fatte,

and hydropical fogge, which beareth shewe of good habitc.

II. [Cf. Foggy a. 4.]

2. Thick mist or watery vapour suspended in the

atmosphere at or near the earth's surface ; an

obscured condition of the atmosphere due to the

presence of dense vapour.

1544 Late Exped. Scotl. C iij a, The sonne brake out. the

fogge went awaye. 1578 T. Ellis in Hakluyt Voy. III. 41

A hidious fogge and mist, that continued till the nineteenth.

1590 SHAKS. Jfidt. -V. 111. ii. 357 The starrie Welkin couer

thou anon With drooping fogge as blacke as Acheron. 1534

Milton CV/MWX433 No evil thing that walks by night, In fog,

or fire. 1670 Evelyn Diary 15 Dec, The thickest and
darkest fogg on the Thames that was ever known. 1758 John-
son Idler No. 49 P 8 Hills obscured by fogs. 1833 Ht.

Mastineau Loomtf Lnegeri. iii. 28 A dense fog hung so low

that there was no use in keeping watch. 1860 Tvkdall Clac.

1. x. 66 His guides had lo*t their way in the fog. 1887

Ashby-Sterry Lazy Minstr. (1892) 141 'Tis sometimes

yellow, sometimes brown, A London Fog \

b. fig. In a fog: at a loss to know what to do.

i6ox Marston Antonio's Rev. ill. i. Wks. 1856 I. 105

Stoop and beat downe this rising fog of shame. 161a

Drayton Poly-olb. To Rdr., The thicke fogges and mists

of ignorance. 179a Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ode to Ld.
Lonsdale Wks. 1812 III. 45 The people's brains are losing

their old fogs. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches

^26 Our sculptors are still blinded by the pseudo-Greek fog.

1888 M. Robertson Lombard St. Myst. xxii, I confess that,

until it came to light, I was in a fog.

3. transf. a. Any abnormal darkened state of

the atmosphere. b. Any substance diffused

through the atmosphere, so as to cause darkness;

a dark mass {of smoke). Also slang* Smoke.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. X. iv. ii. 48 Ignorance, in which thou

art more puzel'd then the /Egyptians in their fogge. 1699

Garth Dispens. in. 30 Smouldring Fogs of smoke benight

the Fire, c 1700 Street Robberies Consider tt, Fog, smoke.

3854 Kelly & Tomlimbon tr. Aragds Astro/:, (ed. «) 133

The fog of 1783 .. extended from the north of Africa to

Sweden. .It rose above the loftiest mountains.

4. Photogr. A cloud or coating obscuring a

developed plate.

1858 Sutton Diet. Photogr. s. v., A frequent cause of fog

is [etc.]. 1873 Spon Workshop Rec. 1. 254 A deposit of red

fog will take place.

5. Short for Fog-signal 2.

1883 F. S. Williams Our Iron Roads ix. (ed. 4) 295 As
long as the distance-signal stands at 'danger' he is to keep
two 'fogs' on the rail.

6- attrib. and Comb.
a. attrib., as fog cloud, -land, -smoke.

1846 Whittier Exiles lii. No "fog-cloud v 'iled the deep.

1886 Gent 1. Mag. Apr. 411 We. .step into the luminous "fog-

land of poetry. 1808 Scott Mann. 11. Introd. ix, Rises the

fog-smoke white as snow.

b. esp. in the names of instruments used for giving

warning in foggy weather, as fog-alarm, -bell,

detonator, -gong, -gun, -horn, -trumpet, -whistle.

Also Fog-signal.
1841 Loncf. Wreck lies/., 'Tis a 'fog-bell on a rock-

bound coast. 189a Pall Mail G. 17 Oct. 4/3 The cap of

a "fog-detonator. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 32 A. . Bell

Metal Chinese "Fog Gong. 1858 in Merc. Marine Mag. V.

363 A gong and *fog-horn is. .sounded in foggy weather.

C. instrumental and originative, as fog-born,

-bound, -bred, -hidden, -ridden, adjs.

18x8 Keats Endymion it 278 The "fog-born elf. 1855

Clarke Diet., * Fog-bound, detained by fog. 1848 Kingsley
Saint's Tretg. I. iii, This ^fog-bred mushroom-spawn of brain-

sick wits. 1893 Catholic News 21 Jan. 5/1 That "fog-hidden

day. 1887 All Year Round 26 Feb. 135 Our chilly "fog-

ridden towns.

d. Special comb. : fog-bow, a phenomenon
similar to the rainbow, produced by the action of

1 ight on the particles of fog ; fog-circle = prec. ; fog-

dog (see Dog sb. 10) ; fog-drift, a drifting mass of

fog; fog-eater (see quot.); fog-logged a., stopped

by fog; fog-man = Fogg BBS; ffog-pat9, a stu-

pid muddle-headed person ; fog-ring (see quot.).

1831 Brewster Optics xxxii. 268 A *fog-bow, which re-

sembled a nebulous arch, in which the colours were invisible.

1890 K, Gosse Life P. H. Gosse 62 The rare Arctic appear-

ance known as the fog-bow, or "fog-circle. 1853 Ecclesiologist

XIV. 3oo*Fog-drifts drove rapidly over the bleak crags. 1867

Smyth Sailor s Word-bk., *
'Fog-eater, a synonym of "fog-

dog and fog-bow. 1846/*. Parley's Ann. VII. 5 The Prince

Regent, .proceeding towards Hatfield got *' fog-logged ', as

it was called, and could not proceed. 1883 F. S. Williams
Our Iron Roads ix. ted. 41 294 In that cottage lives a "'fog-

man ' and he was wanted for his duties. 173a llyfi-Doctori

May i, 1 Reasoning with these eternal "Fog-pates. 1852

Brandk Suppl., *Fog-rings, banks of fog arranged in a

circular or ring form.

t Fog, a. Obs. rare. [Shortened from Foggy
a.] Gross, bloated. Cf. Foggy a.%

1583 Stahvhvrst Aeneis hi. i.Arb.)Q2 Polyphem. .
Afowle

fog monster.

Poff (,tyg),
v.i [f. Fog sb.1 ]

1. inlr. To become overgrown with moss. Se.

i7t$ Pennecuik Tweeddale 31 About this town [Peebles]

..fruit and forest trees, .are seldom seen either to fog or be
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bark-bound. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. I. 525 The
hedges fog at the stem. 1810 G. Chalmers Caledonia II.

iii. 204 St. Bothan's well, .neither fogs nor freezes.

2. Agric. [trans.) a. To leave land ' under fog'

:

see Fog sb.^ 1 and Fogging vbl. sb. b. To feed

(cattle) on fog.

1814 Davies Agric. S. Wales I. 545 We saw a piece that

had been fogged successively during sixteen years, and. .was

improving annually. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss, s. v.. When 1

farmers take the cattle out of their pastures in autumn ;
.

they say 'they are boun to fog them'. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl.,

Fog, in agriculture, to feed off the fog or pasture in winter,

as cattle. 1893 Wilts Gloss , Fog, to give fodder to cattle.

Fog (fpg), v.2 [f. Fog sb.2 Cf. befog.']

1. traits. To envelope with or as with fog; to

stifle with fog. Also fig.

1599 Soliman <y F. 1. C ij, Fog not thy glory with so fowle

eclipse. 1601 Br. Barlow Defence 19 Somtimes by clouds

it [the sun] is enueloped, and by mists fogged, a 1684

Leicihton Comtn. 1st Fit. i. 10-12 That the light of divine

truth may.. net be fogged and misted with filthy vapours.

1811 Byron Let. to Mrs . Byron i4jan., I might have stayed,

smoked in your towns, or fogged in your country, a century.

1881 W. C. Russell Ocean Free Lance I. vi. 296 The
hurricanes which, .fogged her decks with flying spume.

2. fig. To put (a person) in a ' fog' ; to bewilder

utterly, mystify, perplex; to render (ideas, etc.)

misty or confused.
1818 Keats Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 124, I must fog your

memories about them [viz. Ijooks he had borrowed). 1888

Hlusfr. Loiul. Ne-.vs Xmas No. 11/1 These folks fog me.

.

I can't talk their lingo. 1890 B. Sharpe in Mature 30 Oct.

634 To merge many species under the genus Picus^ tends

to fog and confuse the ideas of geographical distribution.

3. intr. a. To become covered or filled with

fog. (In mod. Diets.) b. To fog off: to perish

from damp, to damp off.

1849 Florist Aug. 221 Watch carefully that decayed leaves

do not cause the cuttings to fog off. 1880 -V. ffr 0/ 20 Nov.

406 A gardener speaks of his cuttings from bedding plants

which have not taken root as having ' fogged off'.

4. Photogr. [trans.) To cloud or cover with an

obscuring coating. Also tofog over.

1854 Jrul. Photogr. Soc. 21 Jan. 163/2 The relative values

of acid or alkaline* baths with respect to ' fogging over ' the

impressions taken on collodion. 1865 Reader No. 116.

320/1 The negative was slightly fogged. 1893 Sir R. Ball
Story ofSun 210 The flash of sunlight fogged the plate.

5. Kail-way slang, (intr.) To place fog-signals

on the line in foggy weather.
1S86 Lloyd's Weekly 26 Pec. 1/5 Engaged in the duty of

1 fogging '. 1891 Star 21 Feb. 3/1 While he was fogging on
the south side of Charing-cross-bridge.

Hence Fogged///, a ; Fogging///, a.

1617 Hieron Wks. (1619-20) II. 191 In some sicknesses,

you shall see a man forget himselfe a little by some fogging

sleepe. 1661 Feltham Resolves 11. Lusoria xxviii, The Sun,

before man's damning Fall Threw a fogg'd guiltupon this All.

1849 Florist Dec. 321 To remove any fogged foliage. 1886

Stevenson Dr. Jekyllio Under the face of the fogged city

moon. 1890 Woodbury Fncycl. Photogr. 300 Fogged plates

will be produced if [etc ]. ^

f Fog, v.'A Obs. rare. ['Back formation from

F'oggeu 1
.] intr. Toactina 'pettifogging' manner;

to adopt underhand or unworthy means to secure

gain. Hence Fogging///, a.

1588 M. Kyfein Terence's Andria v. iv, Hah fogging knaue.

1628 R. S. Counter Scuffle lxix, Wert not for vs, thou Swad,
quoth hee. Where would'st thou fog to get a fee ? 1641 Mil-

ton Reform. 11. (1851) 65 The fogging proctorage of money.

Fogage, obs. form of Foggage.

Fogan (firgan). dial. Also foggin, fogon.

[?cf. OE. foea loaf baked under the ashes (/Eli'ric

Gen. xviii. 6).] (Seequots.)
1810 Monthly Mag. June 436 Fogan, fogon . . In some

parts of Cornwall . . a cake made of the fat of pork and
barley-meal. 1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 228 The
latter, which they called ' foggin ', consisting of cakes made
of wheaten flour and currants.

Fog-bank. [f. Fog sb.2 + Bank sbl] (See

quot. 1S67.) Also fig.
1659 D. Pell liupr. Sea 490 note. Quoth the Ship-master,

It is but a fog-bank, there is no danger. 1769 Hirst in Phil.

Trans. LIX. 230 A dark cloud, or rather fog-bank. 1819

Byron Juan 11. xevi, The frequent fog-banks gave them
cause to doubt. 1865 Merivalh Rom. Emp. VIII. lxviii.

366 The clouds and (ogbanks of Plotinus . . were replacedby

the enduring fabric of the doctrine of the Christian Trinity.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fog-bank, & dense haze, pre-

senting the appearance of a thick cloud resting upon the

horizon.

Fogdom (fp gd3m"\ noncewd. [f. Fog sb.- +
-DOM J

The slate of fog, foggy condition.

1890 Longm. Mag. Mar. 488 The fogdom dun and brown

Of thy streets, O London Town.

tFoge. 1 Obs. [?cf. Feauges.] ? Some ailment.

1483 Lath. Angl. 137 Foge, reuma, vnemia. [sic MS. ;

? read anemia],

Foge 3 \(o"^i)- M>n- [Of obscure origin : perh.

local pronunciation of Forge.] (See quot. 1778.)

1778 W. Prvce Min. Cornub. 321 Foge iCornish), a forge or

blowing-house for smelting ofTin. 1808 Polwhele Cornish-

Fug. Voc, Foge, a blowing house.

Fogey: see Fogy.
Foggage (f/'gi-d,?). .SV". Also 7-8 fogage, (7

foggadge). [ad. Sc. Law-Lat. (14th c. fogagium)
prob. f. Fog sb. '

]

1. I.aiv. The pasturing of cattle on ' fog
' ; the

privilege of doing this.

FOGGINESS.

?.7 1500 tr. Leges Forcstarum xv. in Sc. Acts .'1844I I. 690
O.if be king will set gers lie be tym of fogage be quhilk is Ira

be fest of all hallowys quhil be fest of Sanct Patrik in lentryn

ilk beest sal pay viijd. for fogage [Orig. per tempusfogagii
. .profogagio], 1593 Sc. Acts jfas. VI (1597) § 161 That the

saidis glebes he designed with freedomeof foggage, pastour-

age, few-all, faill, diffat, loning, frie ischue and entrie. 187*

C. 1 nnes Led. Scot. LegalA ntio. vi. 252 The foggage of the

Bishop's forest of Birss.

2. Moss ; = Fog sb. 1 i.

1786 Burns To a Mouse iv, An' naething, now, to big a

new ane O' foggage green 1

Fogged (ffgd), ///. a. [f. Fog vA + -ed l.]

1. Sc. Covered with moss ; hence fig. (well)

furnished or provided.

1743 Maxwell Sel. Trans. Soc. Tmprov. Agric. Scot,

too The grass, -is tiecome very sour, full of sprets, and in

many places fogged. X790 Shirrefs Poems 332 In case

auld lucky be well fogget. a 1800 Jamikson Pop. Ball.

I. 293 For.noucht but a house-wife was wantin' To plenish

his weel-foggit byke.

2. Left • under fog ' : see For, sbA 1.

1834 Brit, Hush. I. 484 The practice of putting cattle from

fogged-fields into the straw yard at night.

Fogger l (ff'gs-i). [Of somewhat obscure

history ; but prob. derived from lugger, the sur-

name of a renowned family of merchants and

financiers of Augsburg in the 15th and 16th c.

The name passed as an appellative into several European
langs. In German fugger,fucker, focker (see Grimm) has

had the senses 'monopolist, engrosser', 'usurer', 'man of

great wealth ',
' great merchant , and, in certain dialects

(doubtless originally through ironical use), 'huckster,

pedlar.' Kilian 1598 has Flem. focker ' monopolist, uni-

versal dealer' (monopola, pantopola', giving fuggerus and

fnccardus as popular mod. L. equivalents ; and in mod. Du.
rijke fokker is an avaricious rich man. Walloon joukeur

and Sp._/«ivrrare contemptuous designations for a man of

great wealth. A 'petty Fugger' would mean one who on

a small scale practises the dishonourable devices for gain

popularly attributed to great financiers ; it seems possible

that the phrase 'petty fogger of the law', applied in this

sense to some notorious person, may have caught the

popular fancy, and so have given rise to thespeciahzed use

in sense 1. Sense 2 was already developed in Ger. dialects

(see Grimm), though the channel by which it came to

England is unknown. Cf. Fooker.]

fl. A person given to underhand practices for

the sake of gain ; chiefly, a contemptuous designa-

tion for a lawyer of a low class. Usually preceded

by felly (see Pettifogger^. Obs.

1576 FLEMtNC Panopl. Epist. 320 As for this pettie fogger,

this false fellowe that is in no credite or countenance.

1577 Harrison England 11. ix. (1877) I. 206 Brokers

Ijetweene the pettie foggers of the lawe and the common
people. 1588 M. Kyffin Terence's Andria IV. v, I should

be exclaimed vpon to bee a beggerly fogger, greedily

hunting after heritage, c 1600 Noroen Spec. Brit , Coru-.v.

(1728) 27 The baser sorte of people [are], .verie litigious, .by

meanes wherof the Fogers and Petie Lawiers . . gett vnto

themselues. .great advauntage.

2. dial. ' A huckster ; a petty chapman carrying

small wares from village to village' (Forby Foe.

E. Anglia, a i825\
1800 Larwooo Norf Dialogue in Skeat AVmr Spec. Eng.

Pialects (E. D. S.) 119 The fogger |in the 'translation'

rendered 'the man at the chandler's shop']. 1805 W. Taylor

in Ann. Rev. III. 60 All hawkers, foggers, and pedlars.

3. A middleman in the nail and chain trade.

1868 Morn. Star 10 Mar., Down with the 'foggers',

says I. 1871 Gd. Words 610 Where, as is often the case,

the 'fogger' keeps a public-house, the truck system is so

worked as to foster drunkenness. 1888 Times 29 Nov. 9/5

The nailers.. are at the mercy of 'foggers' or factors.

Fogger 2 (ffgaj)- <K«l- [pern -
f-

FoG •-1

+ -er '
; the word has a curious resemblance to

Du. fokker breeder of cattle, f. fokken vb.] An
agricultural labourer chiefly engaged in feeding

and attending to cattle.

1851 in Berksh. Gloss. 1858 Hughes Scouring White

Horse is, I found Joe with his fogger . . looking at some calves.

1879JEFFERIES Amateur Poacher (1889) 223 A fogger going

to fodder his cattle came across a pheasant lying dead on

the path.

Fogger a (fcgarV [f- Foe ».2 + -ee'.J One
who ' logs ' on a railway, a fog-signalman.

1881 Echo s Nov. 1/5 The 'foggers' place their signals on

the line at some little distance from the signal-post.

Foggie (ff'gi)- Sc - A,so *"°8ie- [prob. a use

of Joggy a., cither because the insect inhabits

mossy places (Jam.), or because it is clothed with

a moss-like covering.] A kind of humble-bee ;
=

Carder i b. K\safoggie-bee.

1819 Black-u: Mag. Sept. 677 Humble bees, of that brown

irritable sort called foggies. 1853 A'. t\r Q. 1st ber. VIII.

64/1 Its name among the Scotch peasantry is the fogie-bee.

1856 T. Aird Poet. Wks. 130 The mower in the meadow
ruffles up The foggie's nest.

Foggily (fegili), <*Jv. [f. Foggy a. + -lt -.]

In a ioggy manner.
1509 Minsheu, Grossameute. grossely, rudely, foggily,

bungarly. 1730-* Bailey (folio), Foggily, heavily. 1755

Johnson Foggily, mistily, darkly, cloudily. 1891 C. Dun-

stan QuitaU. 11. v. 11s It was damply, foggily cold.

Fogginess (fiigines). [f. Foggy a. + -ness.]

f 1. Flabbiness, grossness. Obs.

1547 Boorde Brer. Health eclxxx. 93 In Englyshe it is

named fames or fogyenes or such lyke. 1609 W. M. Man
in Moone (1857) 125 Keeping them from fogginesse, gros-

nesse, and fiery faces. 1710 W. Gibson Diet Horses xu



FOGGING.

<ed. 3^ 170 All fogginess. .proceeds from an over great Re-
laxation of the Canals and Vessels.

2 A foggy or misty condition.
1660 Ingelo Bentiv. <y Urania (1682) I. 75 By reason of

the natural fogginess of the air. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk

fy Selv. 128 Whence new moisture or fogginess presses in.

1764 Rhid Inquiry vi. § 22. 451 The clearness or fogginess

of the air. 1859 Rhotogr. Neivs 9 Sept. 7 The pictures

. .are likely to be affected with fogginess.

pig. 1893 Ch. Times 3 Mar. 221/1 There would be much
less fogginess. .and much more common sense.

Fogging ^gii)\ vbl.sbS [f. Fog v. 1 + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. : spec, (see quot. 1804).
1804 A. Young Fanners Calendar 325 Fogging, .consists

in keeping the whole growth of grass in upland meadows .

.

free from either scythe or stock, .and eating it in the

following winter. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 484 There is an
ancient practice respecting grass lands in some of the Welch
counties, -called fogging,—or keeping the land without
stock from Mayor June to December. 1883 N.fy (?-io Nov.
^77 Cattle turned out in the winter season to find a pre-

carious subsistence in the fields are said to 'go a-fogging'.

Fogging (frgig), vbl. sb.2 [f. Fog v.2 + -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb. in various senses.

1854 Jrul. Pfwtogr. Sec. 21 Jan. 163/2 Another secondary
cause of ' fogging ' . . is the diffused light reflected from the

top, bottom and sides of the camera. 1878 Besant & Rice
Ce/i'a's Arb. vii. (1887) 56 Some strange fogging of his

enthusiastic brain. 1883 Gd~ Words Nov. 722/1 Without
dust 'fogging' is impossible, 1889 Acworth Railways
J'ng. vii. 320 Again, ' fogging' is never resorted to merely
to protect goods trains.

2. Theatr. (see quot. )*

1889 Hahrkrk Sc 1,f.l\kt> Slang, Fogging, getting through
one's part anyhow, like a man lost in a fog.

Fogging lty'gin\ vb/. sb:<i [Cf. Fogger sbj 3.]

JVail trcuie (see quot.),

1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Fogging, the system by
which small employers in the nail and chain trade.. make
their profits by paying their workpeople less than the
recognised price, and by selling their work, .to the larger

employers.

t Fo'ggish, tf. 1 Obs. rare. [f. Fog a. + -ish.]

Somewhat bloated or fat.

1570 Levins Manip. 145 Foggish, pinguis. 1573 Baret
Alv. F 766 Foggishe or fatte bodie.

Foggish, a 2 Obs, [f. Fog sb. 2 + -ish.]

Somewhat foggy or misty.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. x. 294 Foggish and misling.

Foggy (fp'gi\ <*. Also (in sense 1 feggy) Sc.

fuggie. [f. Fog sbA + -y 1,

The identity of the word in its various senses is somewhat
doubtful, but the development of meaning suggested below
seems plausible.]

1. a. Resembling, consisting of, or covered with
1
f°£.' or coarse grass, b. Sc Covered with moss,

mossy.
1635 Tom a Lincolne it. in Thorns Trose Rom. (1858) II.

332 Toads croaking in foggy grasse. 1747 R. Maxwell
Sel. Trans. Soc. Imfrov. Agric. Scot. 18 It may be laid

down with Grass seeds ..so to ly, unless it turn sour or
foggy. 1790 A. Wilson Disconsolate Wren Poet. Wks.
(1846) 96, I spied a bonny wee bit Wren, Lone on a. fuggy
stane. 1806 A. Douglas Poems 87 Yonder foggy mountain.
a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 75 He liked to stray, By
fuggie rocks, or castle gray. 1875 ' Stonf.henge' Brit.
Sports 1. 1. v. § 5. 92 A field of good feggy grass.

1 2. iioggy, marshy. Obs*
« 1568 Coverdale Bk. Death i. xl. 160 Me that is fallen

into a depe foggy wel and sticketh fast in it. 1577 B. Googe
llcresbach's Husb. (1586)78 In the loamie and leane ground,
as in the fatte and foggie. (Cf. sense 3.} 1651 R. Child
in Hartlib's Legacy (1655* 11 Low, moist, foggy ground.
a x66x Fuller Worthies, Bed/ordsh. 1.(1662) 114 The foggy
fens in the next County.

f 3. Of flesh, etc. : Flabby or spongy in con-

sistency ; not solid ; m Boggy a. b. Hence of
persons or animals : Unwholesomely bloated,

swollen with flabby and unhealthy corpulence, puffy.

Also quasi-tfdk. infoggyfat. Obs.
a 15*9 SXBLTON Elynour Rummyng 481 All foggy fat she

was. igjo Pai.sgr. 313/1 Foggy to full of waste flesshe.

156a Bulleyn Dial. Soarnes -y Chir. 29 b, In case the
Ileshe appere foggie and fattishe. 1565 Goldisg Ovid's
Met. xv. (1567* 189 b, Then greene, and voyd <jf strength,
and lush, and foggye, is the blade. 1603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1621) 530 Which [horses] being foggie fat, and
delicately brought up. 1618 Chapman Ilesiod \\. 24 And
with a leane hand, stroke a foggie foot. 1657 S. Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins. 40 They return to feed, and that alwayes
of the purest honey, whereby they may become so foggy,
that [etc.]. a 1704 T. Brown Praise Poverty Wks. 1730
I. 100 Drowned in foggy quagmires of fat and dropsy.
1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 11. j. 300 Being very fat and foggy
by means of their gross Food. 1817 Sporting Mag. L. 26
How foggy, unwieldly. .and helpless are such crazy mortals.
i8a8 Carr Craven Gloss , Foggy, fat, gross.

T b. Of food : Apt to puff up the body. Obs.

1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 1. xv. 93 Woad, which
affords a foggy food that overdades the Bees. 1761 Earl
Pembroke Milit. Equit. ('1778.) 123 All sorts of grains are
foggy feeding, and though they plump up the body, they
ilo not give a wholesome and sound fat.

+ C. Of ale, etc.: Full of floating particles, thick.

Obs. Cf. Fat a. 7 a.

16x9 Pasquil's Palin. (1877) 155 The Draymans Beere is

not so cleere, and foggy Ale is thicker. 1764 Low I^i/e 67
In search of. .thick foggy Beer and Ale.

4. Of air, mist, cloud, etc. : Thick, murky.
Hence (through Fog sb. 2 , which appears to be a

back-formation from this sense) : Of the nature of,
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or resembling, fog or thick mist ; full of, or abound-

ing in, fog.

[For the development of this sense from 3, cf. Fat a. 7 c,

and Lat. pinguis aer, pingue c&lum. But some of the

quotations suggest allusion to sense 2.]

1544 Late Exped. Scotl. C ij b, That mornynge being very

mystie and foggie. 1548 Udaix, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke
xviii. 34 With muche foggie derkenes.se. 1570 Turberv-
Penitent Loiter Epitaphes, etc. 112 With errors foggie mist

at first, that Reason gaue no light. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.
in. v. 50 Like foggy South, puffing with winde and raine.

1624 WoTTOs^/rA/V. 3 That it [the Aire] be not. .subiect to

any foggy noysomenesse from Fenns or Marshes neere

adioyning. 1617 May Lucan-v. (1635). Iij b, The thicke aire

was . . clogg'd with foggy stormes. 1733-4 Berkeley Let.
to Prior 32 Jan. Wks. 1871 IV. 212, I myself have gotten a
cold this sharp foggy weather. 1797 Nelson in A. Duncan
Life (1806) 44 The action happening on a foggy day. 1812

Col. Hawker Diary {

1

893) I. 63 The. .foggy asthmatic town
of Glasgow. 1859 Mrs..Carlyle Lett. III. 15 On a foggy
October morning.. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid i, He
pointed across the foggy valley. 1885 L'pool. Daily Post
i May 4/9 Days of foggy drizzle.

b. Jig. Obscure, dull, bemuddlcd, confused.

In some of the earlier quots. the sense may be 3, which in

fig. use coincides nearly with this sense.

1603 Haywaro Answ. to Doleman ii. 35 Your course,

foggie, drowsie concehe, that there are few or none simple

monarchies in the world.. 1637 Pocklington-A Hare Chr.

xxiv. 172 A dull device of a foggie braine and willing

blunderer. 1737 Ozkll Rabelais X.. 365 His Understanding
must be very foggy- 1771 Foote Maid of B. 1. Wks. 1799
II. 214 Your rival is a fusty, foggy, lumbering log ! 1888

Burgos Lives 12 Gd. Men I. 111..358 Making merry over

some txtreniely foggy production.

5. a. Of the eye: Beclouded, dim. X>. Not clear

to one's mind, etc., dim, indistinct.

1840 Dickens Bam. Fudge (1849) 90/2 A dull and foggy
sort of idea that Mrs. Varden wasn't fond of him. 1847
Alb. Smith Chr. 'Tadpole xix. (1879) 177 The cold foggy

' grey eyes of the old lady looked after him.
_
1883 F. M.

Crawford Dr. Claudius i. 7 All this uncertain saturation

,

of foggy visions and contradictory speculations.

6. Photogr. Fogged, indistinct. Cf. Fog sb 2
4.

1859 PAotogr. Nrzvs 9 Sept 7 A greater tendency to give

foggy pictures. 1873 Spon Workshop Rec. I. 292/2 Many
weak thin fogsy negatives.

7. slang. Not quite sober.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words, Foggy, a quaint term for one
' somewhat bemused in l>eer

'
; not very clear-headed. 1867,

' in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

8. Comb., as foggy-brained.

1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 232 Feeding
' on foggie-braind melancholly.

Fogh, obs. var. of Faugh int.

1681 O'iway Soldiers Fort. 1. i. Wks. 1728 I. 340 Fogh !

let's leave the nasty Sows to Fools and Diseases.

Fogh, Foghil, obs. ff. Faw a. and Fowl.

Pogle (fJu "g'l). slang. A handkerchief or

neckerchief, usually of silk.

s8ix Lexicon Balatron., Fogle, a silk handkerchief. 1834
W. H-. Ainswokth Roofcivood 111. v, Fogies and fawnies soon
went their way. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Tragedy vii,

The 'fogle* that caused all this breeze.

b. Cornb. , as fogle-hunter, a pick-pocket; fogle-

drawing, -hunting vbl. sbs.
}
picking pockets.

1823 Grose's Diet. Vulg, Tongue (cd. Egan), Fogle
Hunter, a pickpocket. Cant. 1823 'Jos Bee' Slang s. v.

Fogle, 'He's out a fogle-hunting.' Sometimes 'tis said

. ,'fogle-drawing.' 1838 Dickens O. Twist .\i, A. young
fogle-hunter.

Fogless (f>glcs), a. [f. Fog sb.- + -less.]

Without fog, not foggy, clear.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp, iv. (1856) 31 It has been a long
day, but . . so clear and fogless. 1894 Brit. Jrul. P/wtogr.
XLI. 17 The second fogless one.

llFoglietto (folye-tto). Mas. [It.; dim. of

foglio sheet of paper.] (See quot.)
1876-88 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, FogHello,

a first violin part ; the leader's part, which contains cues,

&c, used by a conductor in the absence of a full score.

FogO (Jw'go). [? Arbitrarily formed on the

suggestion of Foh int., or Fog sb 2 Cf. Hogo.]
A disagreeable smell, stench.

1823 *J ON Bee' Slang, Fogo, the same with a stench.

1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 381 That word.. smelt

so strong in his nose he had to take out his handkerchief,

all scented with musk to get clear of the fogo of it.

t Fog-race. Obs. jocular. = Progress.
1689 Calverlev Note-bk. 20 May in Yorksh, Diaries

(Surtees) II. 45, I went the college fog-race with Mr. Lan-
caster, Mr. Smith, and my tutor. The first day we went
to Salsbury, the next to Gilsig.

Fogram ;f(J°'gram), a. and sb. Also fogrum.

f A. adj. Antiquated, old-fashioned, out of date.

177a Mad. D'Arbi.ay Early Diary, 3 Feb., His taste is

terribly fogrum and old-fashioned. 1778 Foote Trip Calais
1. Wks. 1799 II. 331 A couple of fogrum old fools. 183a
Country Houses I. i. 143 You really are growing quite old

and fogram, I fear.

B. sb. 1. An antiquated or old-fashioned person,

a fogy.

177S Crisp in Mad. D'Arblay's Early Diary (s88ot II,

136 A parcel of old Fograms. 1776 Anstey Election Ball.
I'oet. Wks. (1B08) 223, I very much fear that she thought
me a fogram. 1840 Mrs. F. Trollope Widow Married
xiv, 1 suppose I may think them fogrums and quizzes,

if I choose? 1883 L. Wingfield A. Ro7ve II. ii. 34 Some
dowagers and fograms were invited to meet the Princess.

2. ATaut. slang. (See quot.).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fogram, wine, beer or
spirits of indifferent quality ; in fact, any kind of liquor.

FOIBLE.

So Fo'gframite, a fogy ; Poffra'mity, an anti-

quated thing ; also, a fogy.

1796 Miss Burney Camilla I. II. v. 250 Nobody's civil

now, you know; 'tis a fogramity quite out. 1823 'Jon
Bee' Slang, The fogramites, a supposed club of imbecile^.

183a Country Houses I. i. 3 The Christmas parties, of old

fugramities collected in this house.

Fog-signal, [f. Fog sb.'- + Signal sb.]

1. Naiti. (See quot. 1867).

1759 A. Holmes in Naval Chron. XXIV. 123 Came to an
anchor with the fog signal on English Bank. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Fog-signals, the naval code established

by guns to keep a fleet together, to tack, wear, and perform

sundry evolutions, .also, certain sounds made in fogs as

warnings to oilier vessels.

2. Kaihvays. A detonator placed on the metals

in foggy weather to guide drivers of trains.

1856 Engineer 536/1 'I lie detonating fog signal.

So Fogr-siffnailing vbl. sb. ; Fog-signaller,
Fog-signalman, a man with fog-signals.

1883 F. S..Williams Our Iron Roads iv. (ed. 4) 205 The
duty now devolving upon the fog-signalman is this. 1889
G. FlNDLAV Fug. Railway 16+ A system of what is called

'fog-signalling' has been devised. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 14

Nov. 6/3 Fog-signallers were placed along the railway
lines.

Fogue, obs. var. of
[| FouGCK.

FogUS (jdvgvs). slang. [? a pscudo-L. forma-

tion suggested by Fog sb.- in sense 'smoke'.]

Tobacco.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 10 Store of booz and fogus

. [was] brought them, a 1700 in 1!. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv.

1834 W. H. Ainswokth Rook'.vood in. v, In the mean time
tip me a gage of fogUS, Jerry.

Fogy, fogey (h>*gO- Forms: 8-9 fogey,

fogie, 9 fogy, Sc. foggie. [Possibly a subst. use

of Foggy a. in sense 3, fat, bloated, or in sense 2,

moss-grown. Cf. Foggie and Fogram.]
1. Sc, An invalid or garrison soldier.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Fogey, old fogey, a nick
name for an invalid soldier. 1808 in JAMIESON. 1867 in

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

2. (Orig. Sc.) A disrespectful appellation for a

man advanced in life ; esp. one with antiquated

notions, an old-fashioned fellow, one ' behind the

times'. Usually preceded by old.

1780 J. Mayne Sitter Gun 1. (1808* 117 Foggies the zig-

zag followers sped, Dut scarce had power To keep some.

.

Frae stoit'rin ower. 1790 Scots Songs II. 56 Now ilka lad

has got a lass, Save yon auld doited fogie. 1821 Galt Ayrsh.

Legatees 217 They're just a whin auld fogies that Mr.
Andrew describes. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxvii, The
honest rosy old fogies. 1857 Kingslev Two V. Ago (1877)

262 Jesting at him about his old fogies,

trans/: 1862 SHIRLEY NttgX Crit. xi. 4S3 The classic ' old

fogies on my shelves began to look very dingy to me.

3. U.S. colloq. [Cf. sense I.] (See quot.)

1881 Hamf.hsi.ey Naval Encycl., Fogy, an increase of pay
due to length of service.

4. attrib. use of sb. passing into adj.

1887 T. A. Trollope What I remember I. ii. 51 The
youngtr generation, .ridicules much the old fogey narrow-

ness. 1892 Daily News 8 June 2/3 With a smile which the

old fogiest of curmudgeons could not resist.

Fogydom, fogeydom f^gidam). [f. preo.

+ -dom.] The state or condition of a fogy ; the

disposition and bearing of a fogy; fogies as a class.

1859 Eminent Men $ Pop. Bks. 158 The pleasures of

Fogeydom. 1861 Comh. Mag. Sept. 327 Mr. Brown is

now sinking, into the foggy depths of fogeydom. 1890

Fall Mall G. 29 Aug. 3/1 The gentlemanlike fogeydom
of Mr. Carteret.

Pogyish. (f^'giiif , <* U- as prec. + -ish.]

Partaking of the nature of a fogy ; somewhat anti-

quated or old-fashioned.

1873 Miss Hraddon Strangers # Pilgr. v, The fogy-ish

element in the party. 1876 Besant& Ricf. Gold. Butterfly
i, Their club, .now past its prime and a little fogyish.

Fogyism (f^'giiiz'm). [f. as prec. + -ism.]

The state of being a fogy ; the characteristic be-

haviour of fogies*

1859 Holland Gold F. xviii. 219 The ' fogyism ' and
' hunkerism ' of politics. 1862 SALA Seven Sins \\ I. iv. 72
When he reaches middle age, or approaches fogeyism.

Foh, var. of Faugh. Hence Fo'hing vbl. sb.,

the action of crying Foh !

1685 Ckowne Sir C. Nice iv. 39 Foh ! what's this fohing

at ? 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull HI. viii, Foh, say they, to

see a handsome, brisk, genteel, young fellow, so much
governed by a doating old woman ! 1840 Dickens Barn.
Fudge xxiii, Foh !. .The very atmosphere, .seems tainted.

Foh, var. of Faw a. Obs.

II Fohn (fon). Also f&n. [Ger. ; according to

Grimm a. Kumansch favugn :—L. Favonius.'] A
warm dry south wind which blows down the valleys

on the north side of the Alps.

1865 Page Geol. Terms, Fuhn, the name given in Switzer-

land to the hot southerly winds of summer (the sirocco).

1883 Oimda Wanda I. 77 The fohn was blowing fiercely all

the time. 1883 Guardian 14 Mar. 392 Builders .. had to

guard against theJohn and other Swiss winds.

Foi, var. form of Foy,

Foible (forb'l),**. and sb. [a. Fr. foible, obs. f.

offaible; see Feeble.]

fA. adj. Weak. Obs.

1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. \. Pref. 53 In case the Spell

of English Musical Poetry prove too foible for the Serpentin

Venom of that Italick Insect. 17x7-41 Chambers Cycl.,
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Foible, a French term, frequently used also in our language
. .applied to the body of animals, and the parts thereof: As,
foible reins, foible sight, &c,

B. sb.

1. A weak point ; a failing or weakness of charac-

ter. Cf. Feeble sb. 3.

1673 Dsydkm Marr. a la Mode in. i, I fear they have
found my foible, and will turn me into ridicule, 1691 Bever-
ley Thons. 1 ears Kingd, Christ 1 The Smaller Foiblees [sic]

or Faylures of speech, .signifie little in the main Pursuit of
Truth. 174a Fielding J. Andrews Pref. (1815) 7 The
accidental consequences of some human frailty or foible.

185a Thackeray Esmond |l. xiii. A foible of Mr. Holt's.

.

was omniscience. 1883 J. Hawthorne Dust I. 72 It has
always been my foible to speak before I look.

2. Fencing. = Feeble sb. 4.
a 1648 Lo. Herbert Life (1764^ 46 A Foyle..hath two

Parts, one of which he calleth the Fort or strong, and the
other the Foyble or weak. 1755 Diet. Arts <$- Sciences IV.
3073 Fencing-masters divide the sword into . . the fort, mid*
die, and foible. T833 Reg, Instr. Cavalry 1. 115 The 'forte'

ought always to gain the 'foible' of the opponent's weapon.
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 70 The wrist must be suddenly raised,

so as to bring the * forte ' of one's sword to the ' foible ' of
the adversary's.

I! Foiblesse. ? Obs. [a. Fr. foiblesse, obs.

spelling oifaiblesse, l.faible Feeble.] a. A cha-

racteristic weakness ; a failing, b. A liking or
' weakness 'for fsomething").
i685Cro\vnk.S'/VC Nicew. 38 Besides, i've anotherhumour,

but that's a Foilless will ridicule me. 1755 T. H. Crokfr
Orl. Fur, I. Pref. 5, I. .must acknowledge my ownfoiblesse
in conception of a sensible pleasure, when [etc.]. 1813
Jeffrey in Ediu. Rev. XXI. 294 A mere foiblesse. 1834
Ibid. L1X. 153 Our own foiblesse for such speculations
might tempt us to select a few more samples.

Foil (foil), sb. 1 Forms: 4-7 foilTe, 4-8
foylTe,' 5 fole, 7 fyle\ 5- foil. [a. OF. foil,

fta'l, fueil masc. ( = Pr. folk, fuoill, Itfoglio :—L.
folium leaf, cogn. with Cir. <pv\\ov-, and OF. foitle,

fiuille fern. (mod.F. feuille, = I'r. folha. foil/a, Sp.
hoj'a, It. foglia :—L. folia, pi. of folium). The
fem. sb., originally collective, has superseded the

masc. in all mod.Rom. langs., except that It.

foglio remains in the sense ( leaf of a book \]
tl. A leaf (of a plant). Obs.
14..L.YDG. Balade of our Ladle vi, Fructified oliue of

foiles faire and thicke. < 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. v. 144
Take Of violette, not but oonly the foil, c 1450 Tivo
Cookery. l>ks. n. 102 Wete faire foiles of parcely in vinegre.

fb. With allusion to the annual fall of the leaf:

A year. Cf. Fr. vin de deux, trot'sfeuilles. Obs,— 1

1481 Caxton Tally's Friendsh. iv, For the more foylles

that the wyne is of the more plesaunt it is in drynkyng.
2. The representation of a leaf. a. Her.
156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 95 This though it be termed

a foyle, yet is it a flower by the name of the primrose.

b. Arch. Oneof the small arcs or spaces between
the cusps of a window. Foil.arch (see quot. 1891).
1835 R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages 195 Multifoils, with

the foils alternately round and angular. 1840 Freeman
Archit. 344 Foil arches are doubtless one of the Arabian
features of the style. 1891 Adeline's Art Diet., Foil Arch
. .is an arch made of our several smaller arches or folk.

f3. By analogy: Anything .flat and thin. Obs.

a. A thin layer (of any material), a leaf, paring.
Je 1390 Form of Cnry in Warner Antlo. Culin. (1701) 18

Take a thynne foyle of dowh, and Kerve it in pieces.

1450 Two Cookery-bks. 11. 96 Cast there-on. .foyles of
tried ginger pared. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 493 The mast-
Holme also may be cut into fine thin foile or leaues like
plates.

b. A leaf (of paper
v

.

15*8 Will of J. Parke (Somerset Ho.), Paper conteynyng
vj foyles or leves.

e. A counterfoil.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Ilouseh. Ord. (1790) 69 To recorde

the foylles of provision weekely. 15x1-* Act 3 lien. VII /,
c. 23 § 3 The same Barons, .[shall] cause the Chamberleyu
..to joyne the said tailes..to their foile or foiles. 1601
F. Tate Ilouseh. Ord. Edw. II § 40 (iS76> 23 He shal
receve and write the foilles of the tallies. 1738 Hist. Crt.
Fxcheq, v. 9 They shewed him their Tallies of Payment
below, the Foils of which were likewise entred.

4. As a substance (without //.) : Metal hammered
or rolled into a thin sheet ; often with the name of
a metal prefixed; as, gold-, silver-, tinfoil.
1398 Treyisa Earth, de P. R. xvi. iv. tTollem. MS.1

Golde. .bitwene be anfelde and be hamoure with oute
breakynge. .streccheb in togoldefoyle. c 1430 Tn'oCookery-
bks. I. 27 When bou dressyst forth, plante it with foyle of
Syluer. 1519 Horman Vutg. 236 b, Makers and leyers of
golde foyle occupie aboris tothe. 1598 Stow Sunt. vii.( 1603)
53 Fine ulnar, such as was then made into foyle. 1685 Cole
Let. to Ray in Ray's Lett. (17181 197 Some, .cove^d with
a superficies as thin, and exactly of the Colour of silver
Foil. 1794 N. E. Kindersley Hlmtoo Lit., Hist. Nella-
Rajah 117 The wings, generally of a mixed green and
yellow, have the appearance of foil. 1838 T. Thomson
Chan. Org. Bodies 373 When heated on platinum foil it

gives a beautiful purple smoke. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc.
I. ii. 47 Blackened zinc foil, .is instantly caused to blaze.

fig. 16x0 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict., On Earth 18 That
aged Syre could tip his tongue With golden foyle ofeloquence.

b. A sheet of the same (in modern use an amal-
gam of tin and quicksilver) placed behind the glass
of a mirror, to produce a reflexion.

rtX583 w - Boikne Prop. Glasses i. in Rara Math.
(1838) 35 Lookinge Glasses.. are those sortes of Glasses,
that have a ffoyle, layde on the backe syde thereof. 1625
B. Jonson Staple of N. v. i, I now begin to see my

vanity, Shine in this Glasse, reflected by the foile ! xfi6*

J. Hargrave Pope Alex. VII(iZ6j' 131 The isinglass having
a foyle of quicksilver and pewter put behind it, tike a look-

ingglass. 1831 G. R. Pouter Porcelain fy CI. 210 The art of
properly effecting this deposit of the glass upon the foil.

C. In wider sense : A backing.
1684 R. Waller Nat. Ejtper. 42 The Air .. serving as

a Foile to the lower Superficies of a Lens of Glass. 1859
Gcli.ick & Timbs Paint. 13 Silver, .served as a foil over
which yellow and other colours ground with oil were
glazed. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Ednc. IV. 403/1 The
foundation colour should form a foil for that which is inlaid

on it.

5. A thin leaf of some metal placed under a

precious stone to increase its brilliancy or under
some transparent substance to give it the appear-

ance of a precious stone.

c 159a Marlowe Jew of Malta 11. ii. What sparkle does
it [the diamond] give without a foil? a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840) I. 300 They [Cornish diamonds], .set with
a good foil.. may at the first sight deceive no unskilful

lapidary. X767 Gray Let. to Mason 19 July, In gems that

want colour and perfection, a foil is put under them to add
to their lustre. In others, as in diamonds, the foil is black ;

and in this sense, when a pretty woman chooses to appear
in public with a homely one, we say she uses her as a foil.

1875 in Ure's Did. Arts II. 465.

t b. The setting (of a jewel). Obs.

1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 19, I frame the foyle, I

graue the golde, I fashion up the ring. 1611 Bible Song
Sol, v. 12 marg. Set as a precious stone in the foile of a ring.

fii' '593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 266 A foyle wherein
thou art to set The precious Iewell of thy home returne.

1650 \\". Broi -en Sacr. Princ. (1659) 5°° ( * Bright Diamond
of Heaven. .Set in the Foil of Flesh, for a Time.

6. Anything that serves by contrast of colour or
|

quality to adorn another thing or set it off to ad-
i

vantage.
1581 J. Bell tr. Haddon's Auszv. Osor. 145 b, He prac-

tizeth to make his defence carry a certeine shewe of truth,

paintyng it out with a deceavable foyle. 1639 Mayne City
Match 11. ii, I need no foile, nor shall I think Fine white
only between two Moores. 1711 Addison* Sped. No. 112 !

P 4 His Friends observe these little Singularities as I

Foils that rather set off than blemish his good Qualities.

1791 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ode to my .-Iss Wks. 1812 II. 466
Lady Mount her Majesty's fine foil. x8u Hazlitt Table-t.

I. xvi. 378 Real excellence does not seek for a foil in

inferiority. 1871 TvKDALL Fragm. Sc. (1S79) I. vL 202 They
formed a bright foil to the sombre mass.

7. attrib. and Comb., as foil-ground, -paper,

•spangle ; also foil-alum, alum in foils or laminae

;

foil-stone (see quot. 1858).

1453 in Heath Grocers' Com/. (1829) 322 Alum, "foyle or

rooch, y bale. .'uijd. 1859 Gullick it Timbs Paint. 13
Gold and silver, glazed or lacquered *foil-grounds- 1859
Sala Gas-light -V D. ii. 20 * Foil-paper, spangles and Dutch
Metal. 1851 R. F. Burton Goa 133 A pair of slippers

adorned with ""

foil spangles. 1858 SlMHONDS Diet. Trade,
* Foil stone, an imitation jewel.

Foil (fofl\ sb:1 Forms: 5-7 foyle, 6-7 foile,

7 Sc. foillie, 6- foil. [f. Foil vA 4.]

f 1. J f 'resiling. The fact of being almost thrown
;

a throw not resulting in a flat fall ; also in phrase

to give (a person) the foil. Obs. Cf. Fall sb. 13.

1553 [see Fall 1A13]. 1567 Trial 'Treasure Bij, In wrestling

with me he gaue me the foyle. i6u Bkf.tos Strange Nezves
((Irosart) 6/1 Chiefly wrestling, when they haue more foiles

then faire falls. 1687 A nsw. to Representees %th Ch. 4 Two
Foils makes a Fall. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Foil,

a Fall in Wrestling, that is not clearly given. 17*1 90 in

Bailey.

2. A repulse, defeat in an onset or enterprise ; a

baffling check, arch. + In early use often in

phrases: to give a or the foil', to have, receive,

take a {the, ones] foil ; to put to [a, the ^ foil.

c 1478 in Eng. Gilds 304 Myndynge not to take the foyle,

stande to defende theyre cause. 1548 Uhall, etc. Erasm.
Par. Pref. 11 Could neuer yet fynde how to geue him any
foile. X573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camdent 13 Consider-

ing what a foul shame and foil it had alreddi bene unto
me. 1603 Holland Plutarch's A/or. 427 Chabrias. .having

put to foile and defaited some few Thebans. 1609 Hume
Admon. in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) 582 And receaved the

foillie. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. in. 145 The alternate

changes of foiles and victories. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Goz't.

F.ng* 1. Ixiv. (1739) 132 The Lords received the first blow,

and gave the first foil, a 17x6 Sowtu Serin. (1744) XI. 24
It may give a man many a. .foil and many a disheartening

blow. i738tr. Johnson'sad Grbanuin'm Gentl. Mae. May,
Whom no base calumny can put to foil. 1814 Southey
Roderick xvm. 358 When Africa received her final foil.

1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Wallace Iv. Ashamed and
wroth at such unseemly foil. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.
III. iv. 232 He thinks No more of yesterday's disgrace and
foil.

tb. With mixture of the sense of Foil v.* 6:

A disgrace, stigma. Obs.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Soc.) 26 It

hath set a foyle upon thy fame. 1616 Breton Good <$

Badde 5/2 He [an Vnworthy king] is the foyle of a crowne.

f3. The cause of (one's) defeat or failure. Obs.

a 1683 Oldham Ode to Vice Poet. Wks. (1686) 106 Thou.

.

Whom baffled Hell esteems its greatest Foyl. a 1704
T. Brown Sat. agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 55 Oh ! gawdy
source of all mens hopes and fears, Foil of their youth.

t Foil, sb.-i Obs. In 6 foill. Also Sc. Fulyie.
[f. Foilz/. ] What is trampled under foot ; hence,

Manure, dung.
1565 Wills <V Inv. A*. C. (Surtees 1835) 244 Raffe Vasye of

lumlye castell oweth me for all my foill or muke that f
'

at my fermhold at crook.

[ left

Foil ,foil), sbA Forms: 6 pi. ?foyellea ,perh.

mispr. for foylles*', 6-7 foyl^e, 7- foil. [f. Foil

v. x (sense 2) ; cf. OF. foulis, Cotgr. feuUe, fotile-

tuent in same sense, (.fouler Foil v. 1
] The track

of a hunted animal.
X576 Turberv. Venerie 77 Marking all his tokens as well

by trie slot as by the entries, foyelles, and such like. 1674 N

.

Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (16771 72'lhe Dew will be beaten off,

the Foil fresh, or the ground broken, a X734 North Lives
*! 353 Fallows .. have lain down upon the foil to prove
whether the dogs followed the track or not. 1810 Sporting
Mag. XXXV. 206 Having rounded the hill he crossed the

full. 1894 Scotsman 27 Aug. 11/2 Mr. Davidson decided
to lay the hounds on the foil of the otter first found.

fig. 1682 Otway Venice Preserved in, What, hunt A
wife on the dull foil ! 1684 Southlkne Disappointment 1,

Fleeting pleasure leaves me on the foyle. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones vn. iv, Here's another b follows me upon
the foil. 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ode to Bruce iii, (>

Bruce, thou treadest Abyssinian grounds; Nor can our
British noses hunt thy foil.

b. Phrases. To inn (or + take) the foil, to run
upon thefoil : to run over the same track a second

time (with the effect of baffling the hounds). To
break herfoil: to run out of the track after having
doubled.
1601 in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 431 The chafed deare

doth take the foyle. 1650 Fuller Fisgak iv. iii. 44 No
Hare, when hardly put 10 it.. and running foile, makes
moe doublings. 1781 P. Beokford Hunting xi. 151 You
must . . try to hit her off where she breaks her foil. 1798
Sporting Mag. XI. 87 The ground so stained by run-

ning the foil that the scent lay with no certainty. i8s8
Cakr Craven Gloss. s.v., To run the foil.

transf. zw&fig. 1658 J. Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt,

h x. (ijoo) 289 To affirm that, .is to run upon the foil. 1666

J. Smith Old Age 233 From whence it [the blood] is recom-
mitted into the right ventricle of the Heart, to be chased
the Foyl. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss. Suppl. s.v., ' Runnin' oald

foils', following former courses.

Foil (foil , sbfi Forms : 6-7 foile, foyle, S file,

7- foil. [Of obscure origin.

Usually regarded as f. Foil v.1, and as denoting etymologi-
cally 'a sword with the point foiled or blunted.' But tne
vb. does not appear to have meant * to blunt ' : the reading
of the quarto in Oth, 1. iii. 270, even if genuine, does not

admit of this interpretation. Another suggestion is that

the phrase at foils originally belonged to Foil sb? in the

sense of parrying, and that the name of the instrument was
evolved from ihe phrase. It is noteworthy that Fois sb.

occurs in 17th c. in the sense of foil; possibly (in spite of
the want of evidence) this goes back to the 16th c, so that

foil might be an etymologizing alteration of foin, after

Foil 7/. 1
. That the word is, by some far-fetched associa-

tion, a transferred use of Volt, sb. 1 a leaf (cf. F. flenrct
fencing foil, lit. ' floweret ', the button being compared to

a bud) is a possibility for which at present there is no
evidence.]

1. A light weapon used in fencing; a kind of

small-sword with a blunt edge and a button at the

point.

1594 N ashf. Unfori. Trar'.Qi Iacke Leiden, .had. .apeece
of a rustic sword., by his side, .it was but a foyle neither,

and he wore it, to shewe that he should haue the foyle

of his Enemies. 1606 Drumm. of Hawth. Let. 6 Aug.
Wks. Ci7ii> 233 They would have most willingly taken the

buttons off the foils. 1703 Mrs. Centlivre Beau's Duel
in. i, I hope to see it as much a fashion to fight with files,

as 'tis to fence with them. 1729 A rt ofFencing 3 The Sword
(or File, in imitation of the Sword'. 185a Thackeray
Esmond 1. xiv, I can use the foils, indifferently well.

2. //. The exercise of fencing with foils, esp. in

phrase atfoils.
1600 Nashe Summers Last Will (Grosart) 130 It makes

him . . fight . . as though hee were but at foyles amongst his

fallows, a 1643 W. Cartwright Ordinary 11. v, Credulous.

Where's your cloak? Andretv. Going to foiles ev'n now,
I put it off. 1841-44 Emerson Ess., Prudence Wks. (Bohn>

I. 100 Entire self-possession may make a battle very little

more dangerous to life than a match at foils.

3. attrib., asfoil-button.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 111. xi. 226 This bumbast
foile-button. .For want of talke-stuffe, fals to foinery, Out
goes his Rapier.

Foil (foil), v.1 Forms: 4-6 foile, foyle, 7

foyl, 6- foil. See also Foult. and Sc. Fulyie v.

[irreg. repr. of OF. fuler, foler, fouler (mod.F.

fouler), to full cloth, to tread, trample down, press

hard upon, crush, oppress; corresponding to Pr.

folar, Sp. hollar, It. follare in similar senses :—

popular Lat. *fulldre originally to full cloth, i.fullo

a fuller: cf. Full v.

The Eng. forms foyle, foil, and Sc. ftlje, fulyie, would
normally represent not OF- foler, fouler , but fouillier

(mod. F. fouiller\ which has the quite different senses
' to dig, grub up, root (as a swine), search'. The cause of

the irregularity has not been discovered: a suggestion is

that the sb. foulis,foleiz = Foil sb. 3 may have been confused

whhfou Hit's the 'rooting' of a swine, a mass of dirt and
rubbish, and that this led to a confusion in the verb ; but it

is doubtful whether this would account for the facts ]

I. In sense of Fr.fouler.

+ L trans. To tread under foot, trample down.
13. . K. Alis. "2-J12 Mony genti! cors, Was y-foiled undur

fet of hors. ri330 ArtA. <y Merl. 9440 Pinogras he feld of

hors, And foiled al his cursed cors. 150a Ord. Crysten

Men {W. de W. 1506) v. ii. 363 They shall foyle and threste

all the dampned togyder. 1577-87 Holinshed CAron.

(1808) IV. 877 The more they contended to suppresse him,

the more (like the camomill being foiled and troden) his

vertues rose vp. 1596 Danett tr. Comines iv. iii. 124 But

the third [man] the Beare tooke and ouerthrew, and foiled
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wider hir feete. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 6g
King Richard .. caused the ensignes of Leopold .. to be

puld downe, and foiled vnder foot.

Jig. .1400 Apol. Loll. 44 In veyn bu foilist bi flesch wib
abstinens. .1440 Gesta Rom. xxxvii. 151 (Harl. MS.)
A synner. .ententhe in to holy chirche, and foylithe the
comaundementes of god, 1470-85 Malory Arthur XYttl.

xxv, Worshyp in armes may neuer be foyled.

2. Of animals : To trample or tread down ; to

tread into mud ; esp. in Hunting, to run over or

cross (the ground, scent, or track) with the effect

of baffling the hounds. Also absol. of a deer (see

quot. 1886) ; f refl. of a hound : To spoil his own
scent.

1649 Blithe Eng. Imfrov. Impr. (1653I 25 Soak not thy
Land too much, that Cattell treading, or Grazing upon it,

foyl it not. 1651 DAVEKANT Gondibert it. xlv, Their
IDoggs'] scent no North-east winde could e're deceave. .nor
Flocks that foyle t he Ground. i67»-3 MabVKLL Reft. Trausp.
ji A . . dog having foil'd himself .. with everything he
meets. 1735 Somerville Cltase It. 174 In the same Round
Persisting still, she'll foil the beaten Track, 1781 P. Beck-
ford Hunting (1802) 279 If you suffer all your hounds to

hunt on the line of him, they will foil the ground. 1828 Carr
Craven Gloss., Foil, to trample, as meadow grass is said to
be foiled when trampled or trodden down by hares. 1886
Elworthy IV. Somerset Word-bk., Foil

.

. the scent, or the
ground, are said to be foiled when other deer than the
hunted one have crossed the scent. Ibid., Foil .. a deer is

said to foil when he retraces his steps over the same track.

Jig. a 1719 Addison (J ), I. .put up such a variety of odd
creatures, .that they foil the scent of one another.

\ 3. To press hard upon, oppress. Obs. rare~ K
This sense, common in OF., appears to be required

by the context, though the other texts read fylvs^/yltn.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10104 (Cott.) pis world, my flesh, the

fend als bat folus [Laud MS. foylyn] me wib fondyng fids

to make me falle in fylthis fele.

II. To overthrow, defeat, baffle.

4. To overthrow, defeat (an antagonist) ; to beat

off, repulse, discomfit (an assailant or an attack),

f In VVrestliitg'. To throw, to inflict a ' foil* upon :

see Foil sb.'~ i. Alsofig.
1548 Hall Chrou., Edu: IV. (an. 23) If they lacke

actiuitie, euery creature he he neuer so base of birthe, shall

foyle and ouerthrowe them. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. II. li. 14
The Wrastler That did but lately foile the synowie Charles.
1610 Guii.i.im Heraldry in. ii. (1660) 102 To chase away
and foil all passionate perturbations of the mind. 1648
Up. Hall Breathings Devout Soul (1851) 175, I strive

..but, sometimes, I am foiled; and go halting out of the
field. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 273 Leader of those Armies
bright. Which but th' Omnipotent none could have foyld.

1697 DSYOBH Virg. Gcorg, n. 776 The Groom.. watches
with a Trip his Foe to foil. 1715 Pope Odyss. xx. 25 Not
fiercer woes thy fortitude could foil. 1736 West Let. in
Gray's Poems (1775) 10 You have foiled him.. at his own
weapon. 1737 Bukke Abridgm. Fug. Hist. Wks. 1842 II.

572 Suits, .in every one of which he was sure to be foiled.

1808 J. Harlow Columb. iv. 247 Howard, .foils the force of
Spain. 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2) I. 344 Meletus, who is

easily foiled and mastered in the hands of the great
dialectician.

b. To outdo, surpass.

a 1687 Waller Of a tree cut in paper 7 Fair hand f.

.

Strange, that your fingers should the pencil foil. 1786
Burns Lass o' Ballochmyle iii, Woman, Nature's darling
child! .. Ev'n there her other works are foil'd. 181a H.
& J. Smith Rej. Addr. No. 10 Not chasing her charms
should he foil'd P>y Lady Elizabeth Mugg.

•j-C. intr. To suffer discomfiture. Obs.
1591 Greene Maiden's Dreame xlix, His tod He took,

lest that the English state might foil. 1639 Verger tr.

Camus' Admir. Events To Kdr. avj, There be mindes
which foyle in reading a history of great length, humane
patience being not of any great extent.

5. To frustrate, render nugatory (an attempt or

purpose); to parry (a blow); to baulk, disappoint

(hopes, etc.) ; to baffle, frustrate the efforts of (a

person).
App. developed from sense 4 with some influence of the

notion of ' foiling a scent ' : see 2.

a 1564 Becon Jewel of Joy in Catechism, %c. (1844) 426
Paul .. had so many years been foiled with the.. elvish
expositions of certain doting doctors. 1600 Hakluyt Voy.
III. 160 Lest his credite, foyled in his first attempt, in a
second should be vtterly disgraced. 16x2 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus i. 2 Faith shall be easily shaken, hope quickly foyled.

1621 Marq. Buckingham in l-ortesc. Papers 172 That whole
businesse will be foyled. 1676 Wiseman Surgery v. v. 363
He had been foiled in the Cure, and had left it to Nature.
1784 Cowper Task hi. 4 Having long in miry ways been
foiled. 1823 Scott Peveril xxxi, To be foiled in a gallant
intrigue was to subject himselfto the ridicule of his gay court.

1841 Borrow Zincali I. iv, 11. 301 He foiled the stroke of
Chale'co. 1853 Kane Grhtnell Exp. xxviii. '1856) 227 The
project, .was foiled for a time, 1871 Dixon Tower HI. xii.

123 But here their wits were foiled. 1871 R. H. Hutton
Ess. (1877)1. 19 The narrow anxiety, .is apt to foil its own end.

III. Influenced by Foul a. and v.\ cf. defoil,

Defoul v. and File v.

6. To foul, defile, pollute. In material or im-
material sense. Obs. exc. dial. (In some mod.
dialects perh. a pronunciation of File.)
Quot. 1440 may belong to sense 3 or 4.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 86 J>ei preche not to
profit of be folk but. .to foile \v. r. foulen] hem wib many
synnes. C1440 Hylton Scala Per/. <W. de W. 1494) 1.

xxxiv, A man that hath be moche foyled wyth worldly or
flesshely synnes. a 1553 Udall Royster D. v. vi. (Arb.) 85
A man hath no honour to foile his handes on a woman. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple /si. xi. 33 Ranc'rous enemies, that
hourely toil Thy humble votarie with loathsome spot to
foiL 1878 Cr/wbld. Gloss., Foil, to defile.

f7. To dishonour; esp. to deflower (a woman;,
to violate (chastity).

.1440 Gesta Rom. xxxvi. 143 (Harl. MS.) Hast thowe
foylid my dowter. a 1577 Gascoicne Whs. (1587) 300
Rather chose to die.. Than filthie men should foile their

chastitie. ^ 1592 Greene Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 153
Hast thou.. no more regard to thy solemne othe than to

foile it with periurie?

1 8. To cause filth, drop excrement ; = File v? i d.

1599 Hayward 1st Pt. Hen. /V, 77 They did nothing but
feede and foyle in the summer of her sweete sun shine.

1616 — Satict. Troub. Soul 1. § 13 (1620) 285 Swine . . doe
nothing else but feede and foile.

Hence Polled///, a., in senses of the vb.; also of

a horse: Injured. Also Poller, one who foils.

1607 TorsELi. Four-f Beasts 425 If he [a horse] be foiled

on his forefeet by foundering or otherwise. 1700 Parker
Six Philosoph. Ess. 2 O thou.. divine Burnet! thou foiler

of all Philosophers. 1810 Scott Lady of L. n. xxx, Till

the foiled King. .Shall bootless turn him home agen. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Foiied-girse, grass much trodden.

Foil (foil), v$ [f. Foil sb.'>] intr. To make
a thrust at with a foil. In quot. transf.
1600 Rowlands L\et, Humours Blood ix, In single cum*

bat, being hurt . . As he was closely foyling at a Wench.

t Foil, v." Obs. [perh. ad. F. faultier to grub

up; cf. F. fottilleuse (Boiste), foailleur (Littre), a

kind of light plough.]

trans. To subject (land) to the third of the series

of ploughing; formerly prescribed for preparing it

for sowing. Hence roiling vbl. sb.

1616 Si'Ki-L. & Markham Country Farme 5=55 At August
you shall giue it the third ardor or earing, which is called

foyling. .this ardor is.. one of the best, especially for the
destroying, of weeds. 1620 Markham Fareiv. Hush. Pref. to

Rdr., Sixe seuerail olowingS, as fallowing in Ianuary and
February, Stirring in April! and May, Foiling in Inly and
August [etc.], 1669 WoRLIDGE Syst. Agric. < 1681) 326 To
Foyl, that is, to fallow Land iivthe summer or autumn.

Foil (foil), vA [f. Foil^.I]
1. trans. To apply foil or a foil to.

fa. To spread over with a thin sheet of metal
or other substance. See Foil sbA 4. In quot.yT^.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. v. iii. | 16 Foiling them [tales]

ouer with a new colour of the Latine tongue.

•j* b. To apply an amalgam of tinfoil and mer-
cury to (glass, a mirror\ See Foil sb.i 4 b. Obs.

1714 Ft: Bk. ofRates 83 Tin . . to Foile Look ing-G lasses.
1787 Genii. Mag. Suppl. 1 166/2 He could.. foil mirrors.

.1790 Imison Sch. Art 11. 6 When this amalgam is used
for foiling or silvering, let it first be strained through a linen

rag. 18x8 Blackw. Mag. III. 615 2 The difficulty of foiling

glass to the various forms necessary.

C. To back (a crystal) with a foil. (FOIL sbA 5),
1887 Archxologia L. no A crystal (?) foiled to resemble

sapphire.

2. To set off by contrast. See Foil sb.
x

6.

1856 Rvskih Mod. Paint. III. Iv. iii. § 14 Beauty .. must
be foiled by inferiority before its own power can be developed..

3. Arch. To ornament with foils.

1835 R. WlLLiS Arc/ut. Mid. Ages v. 41 At the same time
there came in the practice of Foilingarches ; that is, of unit-

ing a series of three or more by their bases, so as to form one.

1849 tsee Foiling vbl. sb. * b.]

Hence Poller, one who foils.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 171 Pollers of
looking-glasses.

Foil, obs. form of Foal.

Foilable (foMib'l*, a. [f. Foil v} + -able.]

That may be foiled or defeated.

161 1 Cotgr., Rebutable, reiectable, refusable ; foylable.

1848 in Craig ; and In mod. Diets.

Foilage, obs. form of Foliage.
Foile, obs. form of File sbf>

Foiled Toild), ///. a. [f. Foil e>.*+ -ed 1 and
Foil sb.l + -ed-.]

1. fa. Coated on one side, or backed with foil

(obs.). b. Produced by a coating of foil.

1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867) 13 1 Two
cylinders . . the one of steel . . the other of foyled isinglass.

1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 153 Looking-glasses foil'd

being in vogue for Ornaments. 1864 Realm 24 Feb. 8 If we
are content with painted and foiled glitter.

2. Arch. Ornamented with foils \ resembling foils.

Foiled arch =foil-arch. See Foil sb. 1
2 b.

1835 R. Willis Arc/tit. Mid. Ages 194 This is the Saracen
mode of treating foiled arches. 1840 Parker Gloss. Archill

93 Foiled Arch, an arch in the form of a trefoil, cinquefoil,

or multifoil. 1848 J. G. Wilkinson Dalmaiia, etc. I. 255
A foiled corbel table. 1849 Rl'skin Sev. Lamps iii. § 20. 86
Holes cut into foiled shapes.

t Foi'lery. Oh* In 6 folery, Sc. ful3ery.

[f. Foil sb. 1 2 + -euy : there may have been

an OF. */ueillerie.'] Ornamentation resembling
foliage.

1501 Docglas Pal. Hon. ill. xvii, Skarsment, reprise,

rorbell, and battellingis, Ful^ery, bordouris of mony
precious stone. 1517 Prior Moore in Noake Worcester
Monastery (1866) 157 The gest chamber . . hanged with
peynted clothes of folery, with bests, folks, etc.

Foiling ,foi-lirj), vkLsb.1 [f. Foil^ + -ing'.]

1. The action of the vb. Foil in various senses.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1559) Z, There

was neuer mortall man . . that could scape fro the . . foilyng
of hir [Fnuie's] feete. 1683 tr. Erasm. Moriae Euc. 00 The
foiling of them in an irresistible battle.

2. esp. The treading of a deer or other animal.

Hence the slot or trail ; Foil sbA

1576 TURBEBV. t 'encr'te 237 We cat it the foyling of a deare
if it be on grasse where the print of the foote cannot well

be seene. 1617 Markham Cava I. vin. 36 How a Horses nose
is able to direct him when hee comes . . to the foylings ofether
Cattle.

Foiling foi'lirj), vbl. sb.- [f. Foil vA + -ing 1
.]

a. The action or process of backing (glass) with
foil. b. Arch. Ornamentation by foils; a foil

ornament. See FOIL sb.'1 2 h.

a 1583 W. Bourne Prop. Glasses in Kara Math. (1838) No.
1. 34 According vnto the several formes, facyons, and mak-
yngs of them, and allso the foylinges of them. 1703 T. N.
City ^- C. Purchaser 153 The .. Foiling of these ( Ilasse^.

1849 R.USKIN Sev. Lamps iii. § 20. 86 Where the wall was
thick, and the foilings were large.

t Foin, sb. 1 Obs. Forms : 4-7 foyn'e, 5 fooyne,
fune, Sir. fon}e, foun^e, foyn5e(e. fun^e. 6 fow-
yng, fouoyne, 6-8 foin^e. [a. OY.foim (Fr.

fouine), altered form (after OF. fou '.—L.fagntn
beech) oifaine :—late X^.fagina, {.fag-urn ; tie ani-

mal was so named from its feeding on beech-mast.]

1. An animal of the polecat or weasel kind; the

beech-marten {Mustela fotnd).

1423 J as. I. Kingis Q. clvii, There sawe I.. The martrik
sable; the foynzee, and mony mo. 1550 J. Coke Eng. .$-

Fr. Heralds § 213 (1877) 118 We have marterns, foynes .

.

squerelles, etc. 1619 Miodleton Triumphs Love $ Antiq.
Wks. V. 289 The names of those beasts bearing fur ..

Ermine, foine, sables, martin fete.].

2. The fur of this animal; in plural, trimmings
or garments made of the fur.

c 1394 /*. PI. Crede 295 A cole hap he furred, Wib foyns,
or wip fitchewes. 1399 Cancl. Rich. Redeles in. 150 Ffurris
of ffoyne and uber ffelfe-ware. 1493 in Halyburtons Ledger
(1667)30 Item loorygisof fown^es. 1562 in Heath Grocers'
{'•'inp. (18691 426 note, Anye kind of furs in their gownes, but
onlye foynes ant! budge. 1641 Triumph Chas. I in Harl.
Misc. iMalh.) V. 96 About eighty comely and grave
citizens, in foins and liveries. 1718 Ozell Tourneforfs
Voy. II. 376 The French Foines are much in esteem "there.

3. attrib. and Comb., as foiniS'back, -skin, -tail,

etc. ; foins-bachelor, one of a company dressed

in gowns trimmed with foins, who took part in

London civic processions (see BaCHELOK 2) foiu.s-

gown, one trimmed with foins.

1561 in Vicary's Anat. (i888> App. vi. 109 My gowne..
faced with "fuyne backes. 1612 Sc. Bk. Customs in

Halyburtons Ledger (1867) 306 Furres called.. Foynes

—

backes .. tailes .. powtes. 1681 T. Jordan Loud. Joy 1

A youthful number of "Foyns I)atchellois 1692 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2812 4 Also 'Foins Gowns, and Scarlet Hoods for

Rich' Ratchelors. 1718 Ozkll Tournefort's Voy. II. 376
These *Foine-Skins.

Foin (foin', sb. 2 Forms : see vb. [f. Foin v.]

1. A thrust or push with a pointed weapon. 'J'o

cast afoin at', to make a thrust at. Obs. or arch.

c-1450 Fencing w. tivo handed Sword in Rel. Ant. I. 309
Thy quarters abowte, Thy stuppis, thy foynys. 1558
Phaer ALueid vn. U iv, They, .fight with fuyne of pointed
speare. 1565 Holding Ovid's Met. xn. 11593) -^4 Sir

Dryant with a stake, .did cast at him a foine, And thrust

him through. < 1570 Marr. Wit «y Science v. iv, Kepe at

the foyne ; come not wythin his reache. 1638 Hevwood
Wise Woman IV. Wks. 1874 V. 330, I had my wards, and
foynes, and quarter-biowes. 1814 South ev Roderick xxv.

400 Many a foin and thrust Aimed, and rebated.

Jig: 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet Ii ij, I thought that hee
which thrust at the bodie in game, would one day cast

a foyne at the soule in earnest, c 1610 J. Davies Scourge
Folly iGrosart) 10/2 They with foynes of wit, The foes of

their vpholders home do hit.

+ b. A wound made by such a stroke. Obs.

1543 Tkaheron Vigo's Chirurg. m. 1. xv. 107 This
playstre. .is convenient at the begynnyng of a foyne. 1576
Uaker Jewell of Health 66 a, The water, .healethall maner
of woundes. .foynes or cuttes.

+ 2. =FoiL.tf.3 Obs.
[1631 Gouge God's Arrows 206 Such recreations as.,

playing at wasters and foines.] 1656 Osbokn Adv. Sou
22 The vast difference between a Foyn and a Sword. 1701

Collier M. Aurel. Life p. I, Ordering the [Gladiators] to

fight with Foins, or buttons upon their Swords.

Foin (foin), v. F'orms: 4-7 foyn(e(n, (4
foygne, Sc. fur^s^, 6-7 foine, 5 - foin. [app. f.

OFr. foine, foisne, fouisne (Fr. fouine), a thrce-

prooged fish-spear :—L, fuscina in same sense.

This etymology involves some difficulties, as there is no
evidence of the adoption of the sb. in Eng , nor of the

existence of any OF. verb 'foisnicr, foiuier.]

1. intr. To make a thrust with a pointed weapon,
orwiththe point of aweapon; to lunge,push. Often

tofoin at (a person) or with (a weapon), arch.

1375 Harbour Bruce vur. 307 Thai . . Fwn^eit and fawcht
all sturdely. ? <r 1400 Morte Arth, 1494 They . . ffoynes

faste att before breste with flawmande swerdez. a 1440 Sir
Degrev. 274 With speres ferisly they foynede. 1565 JEWEL
Def. Apol. (1611) 571 Ye foine only at your owne shadow,
and hit nothing. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Elfc. 111. 353
That deadly manner of foyning with the rapier. 1700 Dhy-
den Palamon fy Arc. 11. 196 They lash, they foin, they

pass, they strive to bore 'Their Corslets. i8»6 Scott IVoodst.

xviii, The fellow foins well. 1855 Kingslev IVcstw. Hoi
(1861) 49 Foining with his point.

transf. and fig. a igoa G. Cavendish Wohey in Words-
worth Eccl. Biog. (1839) I. 527 The boare continually foining

at him with his great tuskes. 1567 Mai'let Gr. Forest 101

He whetteth his Home .. and in his fight wardeth and
foyneth at the Elephant his bellye. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig.

Man. ii. ix. 211 Heat, and .. Cold, are always persecuting

and foyning at the weaker, .parts of Nature.

f 2. trans. To thrust at, stab, pierce, prick.
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f 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5640 Fuygnede hym with bat fcnyf,

*5»o Caxtons Chron. Eng. vn. 118/2 They . . foyned theym
with theyr swerdes and speres thrugh theyr bodyes. 1548
Patten Exped.Scol. I iiij b, Lashe at ^e legges of be horse,
or foyne him in be belly.

transf. c 1340 Gam. <$• Gr. Knt. 428 .pat fele hit [a head]
foyned wyth her fete.

Hence Foi'ning vbl. sb. and///, a. ; Foiriingly
adv.
£1400 Destr. Troy 10287 Fell was the fight .foynyng of

speires. 1523 Lu* Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxiii. 617 With
their foyninge the Englyssheman was ouerthrowen to the
erthe. 1558 Phaer sEueid vn, Borespeares ionge they
whirle, or foynyng forks. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 84
Sir boy, ile whip you from your foyning fence. 1618
Fletcher Loyal Subj. 1. iv, Are you afraid of foining?
i6ao Thomas I.at. Diet., Functim. .foiningly, pointingly.
i6a8 Wither Brit. Rememb. in. 945 The capring Dancer,
and the foining Fencer.

t Fornery. Obs. rare. [f. Foin v. + -ery.J
Thrusting with tlie foil, fencing with the point.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie III. xi. 22 [He] fals to foinery,
Out goes his Rapier.

Poir- : see Fore-.
Fois, obs. pi. of Foe.
Foison (foi'z'n), sb. Forms : 3 fouss-, fusun,
3-4fuisum, -un, 4-6 fusiou n)n(e, -on, fuysion,
-on, 7 fouson, fuzzen. 47 foyson, 5 -un, 6
-en, 4 fosoun, 4-5 foi-, foyaoune, 6-7 foi-,

foyzon(e, 7 -zen, -eson, 5 fysoun, 7-8 fizon, 9
fizzen, 4- foison. [a. OF. foison, foyson,fuison,
fnson = Pr. foison :—popular L. ^fusion-em, for L.

fusion-em a pouring, n. of action f.fttndere- to pour.]
1. Plenty, abundance, a plentiful supply; a great

quantity or number (of persons or things), arch.
13.. A'. A lis, 1030 Alle the innes of the town Haddyn

litel foisoun. 1303 R. Brlnnk HafidI. Synne s3oS Gode
shal Jyue be hys blessyng And foysyn yn alle byng. 1375
Barbour Brace xix. 482 Tyres in gret foysoune thai maid.
1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A. ih xxxix. 163 They muste haue
grete foyson of arowes with brode hedes. 1545 Raynoi.d
Byrth Mattkyude 1. ii- (1634) 20 The greater foyson of fat

that there is betweene the two skinner, the lesse be the
vaines. 165a Ashmole Theatr. Chem. Brit. 217 Of al

deyntes plente and foyson. 1810 Lamb Farew. to Tobacco,
Africa, that brags her foison, Breeds no such prodigious
poison. 1848 Lowell Fable for Critics Rpet. Wks. 1890
III. 70 He has a perennial foison of sappiness.

b. Plentiful crop or harvest.

1587 Golding De Mornay xxxiv. 549 If it [the grayne]
spring not vp, it yeldeth no foyson. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
iv. i. no Earths increase, foyzon plentie, Barnes and
Garners neuer empty. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Fop. Edttc.
x. 330 We anticipate the foison of an unknown husbandry.

C. quasi- adv. In abundance. So OF. foison.
13. . K. Alls. 1 01 2 Heo. .was deliverid liversoon, Skarsch-

licne and nought foisoun [MS. Laud 622 nou?th a foyson].

2. Inherent vigour or vitality ; power, strength,

capacity. //. Resources. Now chiefly Sc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8516 (Cott.) Gains him his fas had na

fusun. Ibid. 13499 (Gott.) He bliscid siben be fisses tuine,

And sett his fuisum bairn widine. la 1400 Arthur 476 He,
for alle hys grete Renoun, Ajenst Arthour hadde no fusoun.
c 1550 Bale A". Johan (Camden) 77, I wyll gyve Kynge
Iohan thys poyson, So makynge hym sure that be shall never
have foyson. ci 1592 H. Smith Serin. (1866) II. 114 Such
a foison hath your alms that . . it increases, like the widows
meal. 1605 Shaks. Maeb. tv. iii. 88 Scotland hath Foysons
to fill vp your will Of your meere Owue. 1808 Jamieson,
Foison 2, Pith, ability; used to express .. bodily strength.

1825 [bid., 'He has nae foison in him'; he has no under-
standing, or mental energy. Loth.

b. Nourishing power; hence, nourishment, lit.

andy%. Now dial, and Sc,
c 1430 Lydg, in Lay Folks Mass-bk. (1879) Notes 368 Quat
man here messe or he dyne.. Hys mete xal han be more
tysoun. 1607WAt.Kington Opt. Glasse i. B 3 b, Them two are
poyson to men though foison tobirdes. Ibid., v. F 1 a, Like
thefoieson oroileof the lampe, wherewith it con tinewes burn-
ing. Ibid. xii. K 4 a, The foison of our best phantasies. 1624
Gee Foot out ofSnare v. 41 The Liturgie. .is but dry meat,
and hath no foison in it. 1674 Ray S. <$ E. C. Words 66
Foiso-n or Fizon, the natural juice or moisture of the Grass
or other herbs. 1787 Grose Frov. Gloss. Suppl., Foison
or Fizon. a 1825 For by Voc. E. Anglia, s.v\, Ihere is no
foison in this hay. 1825 Jamieson s.v., 'Ye'll tak a' the
fizzen out o t [meat].'

Foison (foiz'n), v. Obs. exc. arch. [ad. OFr.
foisonner, f.foison : see prec] trans, a. To supply
plentifully, b. To nourish.

1393 Gower Conf III. 341 Where all good him was
foisoned. < 1485 Digby Myst. 11. 513 Yt fedyth and foy-
sonnes. 1891 K. Arnold Lt. World 190 Earth To fill and
foison with His Father's will.

t Foi'sonable, a. Obs. [f. Foison sb. or v.]

Capable of yielding a crop, productive.
1613 F. Roharts Rev. Gospel 91 A ground which . . was

vlterfy vnprufitable, nor could be made foysonable without
preat expence. 1627 [see Battlesome rt.'

J
j.

FoisonleSS (ibi'z'nles), a. Chiefly Sc. Also
flson-, flshion-, nssen-, flz(z)en-, fusion-, fush-

ionless. [f. Foison sb. + -less.] Wanting sub-

stance, strength, or 'sap'; weak, ineffective, both
in a material and immaterial sense. Of grass:

Wanting in succulence or nourishing properties.

1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 104 Fair Folk is ay Fisonless. a 1796
Burns ' The Denies dang o'er my Doddle ', An' he is but

a fusionless carlie. c 1817 Hogg Tales <r Sk. I. 328 Old
rusty and fizenless sword. 1824 Scott St. Ronans xxxii,

And puir thin fusionless skink it was.' 1837 Cari.yle Misc.

(13^7) IV. 3 Our very Biographies, how stiflf-starched, foison-

less, hollow. 1864 Aihenxnm No. 192 r. 234/2 The fusion-

less bog hay. 1870 Fall Mall G. 27 Sept. 11 These fusionless

idlers who never derantje themselves for anything. 1888
R. F. D. Palgrave in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. 745 The ' wild-

fire 'proved a very fizzenless mixture.

Poisonous, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-OL'S.] Full of energy; fruitful.

1570 Levins Manip. 226 Foysonouse, foecundus. 1602
Warner Alb. Eng. xni. lxxviii. (16121 324 Union, iu breefe,

is foysonous, and discorde works decay.

t Foist, fast, sb.x Obs. Forms ^ 5-7 fust3,

(6 fuyst, 6-7 foiste, foyst^e, 6-8, 9 Hist, foist,

(7 foise). [a. QY.fnste , ad. Ii. fusta fern, origin-

ally log, piece of timber, f. L.fustis cudgel.]

1. A light galley; a vessel propelled both by sails

and oars. Cf. Felucca.
1485 Caxton Fan's tf V. 80 By adventure they fonde

a fuste. 1558 80 Warde tr. Alexis Seer. .1. 1. 17 b, Wee
were set vpon by fiue foystes of Pirates. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 430 Peeces of great ordinance placed
in fusts and Rallies. 1777 Hoole Comenius' Fis. World
(ed. 12) in A snip furnished with oars Ls a barge, or a foyst.

J*g* '5^9 Shippe ofSafegarde iN.) Nor taking heede his

fleshly foyst to guide, a 1625 Flf.tcher Womatis Prize
11. vi, This Pinck, this painted Foyst, this Cockle-boat.

2. A barge, a small boat used on the river.

1533 Wriotmesley Chron. 11875) '• z & A barge . . rytchlie
l^han^ed with cloath of golde and a foyste to wayte on her.

1616 B. Jonson Epigr. exxxiii. Voy. 100 That is when it is

the Lord Maiors foist.

Poist, sb.'1 [a. OF. fust (mod.F. fit) cask,

primarily log, tree-trunk :—L. fustcm cudgel,]

fL A cask for wine.; in phrase to savour of the

foist\ to be 'fusty'. Obs.
a 1533 Ld. Bfrners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Q b, Good

wyne somet>ine sauoureth of the foyst.

2. Hence, Fustinesa. [Y.fust (Cotgr.).]
1819 Rees Cycl., Foist, used to signify a musty sort

of smell among hay, straw, grain, and other farm products.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Foist, the mildew'd scent of a cellar.

Foist, sb.% Obs. exc dial. [dial. var. of Fist

sb. 2] a. =Fist sb.- 1. b. dial. =Fist sb.- 2.

C. Comb. —fist -ball.

1593 Nashe Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosarti II. 204 A fatall

foyst. i64o[see Fist sb.'J 4]. a 1700 B. K.Vic t. Cant. Crw,
Foyst . .a close strong Stink, without Noise or -Report. 1847
Halliwf.ll, Feist, a toad-.stool, Suffolk.

t Toist, sbA Obs. [f. Foist x-.
1

]

1. A cheat, a rogue ; a pick-pocket.

1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage Pref. 3 The Foist, the picke-

pockets (sir reuerence, I meane). 16x1 Miduleton* & IJkk-

KBB Roaring Girle v. M.'s Wks. (Bullen) IV. 134 Mol. This
braue fellow is no better then a foyst. Omnes. Foyst,
what'sthat? Mol. A. .picke-pocket. 1659 Fatly Alimony
v. iii, You shall play no more the sharking foist with me.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv, Foyst, a Cheat or Rogue.
2. A piece of roguery, trick.

1605 B. Jonson Voipone lit ix, Put not your foist's vpon
me, I shall sent 'hem. 1641 ' Smlctymnxus' Find. Ans~<v.

vi. 83 Which if you call a foyst, all your owne side are
as guilty as our selves. 1654 R. Vilvain Theorem. Theol.

Ui. 115 What fine foists, and brazen bolts are thes to bolster

a bad caus.? 1677 in Coles Eng.-Lat. Diet.

3. Something foisted in.

a 1734 North Exam. m. vi. § ior (1740) 495 The Author
gives the following Speech of May 28, by Way of Foist in the
Place of that before of the 23' 1 of May.

Foist, sb.~> rare. [X next.] A fogy.
i8jo BlaekwootPs Mag. VIII. 105 The reins were continu-

ally slipping out of the ringers of the ancient foists ['the old
drivers of the periodical Heavies *L

Foist (foist), a. dial. [? f. Foist sb*] Fusty.
1691 Ray A7. C Words, Foist, Fusty. 17219a in Bailey.

184a Johnson Farmer's Encycl., Foist or Fnust, a pro-

vincial word signifying mouldy or rusty. 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss., Foist, foisty.

Foist (foist), v. x [prob. ad. Du. dial, vuisten to

take in the hand, f. vuist fist ; cf. Ger.dial.y<>7/.t/V;/.

The Du. word now means to play at a game in which one
player holds some coins in his hand, and the others guess at

their number (Prof. Gallee) ]

fl. trans. {Dicing). To palm (a 'flat* or false

die) so as to be able to introduce it when required.

Also intr. to cheat by this means (in cuiot. 1545
app. used loosely). To foist in : to introduce (the

flat) surreptitiously when palmed. Obs.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 54 If they be trew dise, what
sbyfte wil they make to set the one of them with slyding,
with cogging, with foysting, with coyUnge, as they call it.

c 1550 Dice-Flay Cjb, A*. What shift haue they to bring
the flat in & out? M. A ioly fine shifte, J* properly is

called foysting, & it is . . a sleight to cary easely within

the hand as often as the foister list. So y1 when either

he or his paitener shall cast y« dice, the flat comes not
abrod til he haue made a great hande, and won as much as

him list. Ibid. C ij, If- this young schollerhaue not so redy
. .an eye, to deserne the flat at euery time that hee is foysted
in. 1565 Harming in Jewel Def. Apol. I1611) 127 Through
Foisting and Cogging their Die, and other false play.

T 2. intr. To practise roguery, to cheat. Obs.

Cf. Cog vP
1584 R. Wilson Three Laities Lend. r. Aiij b, Thoudoest

nothing but cog, lie, and foist withhypocrisie. 16x1 Middi.e-
ton & Dekker Roaring Girl v. i. M.'s Wks. (Bullem IV.

134 A pickpocket ; all his train study the figging law, that 's

to say, cutting of purses and foisting.

+ b. t/ans. To cheat (a person"; out of Obs. Cf.

Cog z/.3 3 b.

162a Fletcher Sea Voy. 1. iii, If I be foysted and jeer'd
out of my goods !

f3. To put forth or allege fraudulently. Obs.

Cf. Cog v. 6.

a 1640 W. Fenner Sacrif. Fatthf. (1648) 35 Men must
take heed that they foyst not the name of Christ: that they

foyst not a ticket to say that Christ sent them. 1678
Marvell Gro^vth Popery Wks. I. 450 Some . . by foisting

a counterfeit donation ofConstantine . . advanced themselves.

b. To introduce surreptitiously or unwarrant-

ably into; also with in adv.

1563-87 Foxe A. ff M. (15Q6) 776 2 Unlesse .. by some
fraudulent misdealing of mine enemies, there be any thing

foysted into them. 1570 T. Norton tr. Nowefs Catech.

(1853* 173 They .. desire to shift and foist in the Bishop
of Rome to be head of the church in earth, in the stead

of Christ. 1641 Shute Sarah <y IIagar (i6$c>) 76 A rude .

.

familiarity., with the name of God (foisting it up and down
in common communication and oathes). 1676 W. Row
Contin. Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848) 372 A general and am-
biguous clause was foisted into the Oath of Allegiance. 1704
Swift T. Tub xi. (1709) 127 A passage, .(whether foisted in

by the Transcriber is not known^. X836 Lytton Athens I.

275 The. .interpolations .. supposed to be foisted into the

Odyssey. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. lyth C. 73 The
zeal of San Carlo Borromeo has foisted in subsidiary altars,

to the detriment of the grand simplicity of its first plan.

1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars iii. 156 [He] was eventually
foisted into the see of Durham.

c. To palm or put off; to fasten or fix stealthily

or unwarrantably on or upon ; occas. to father (a

composition) upon : rarely with off.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 1. iii. 182 When Tegeran Brags
that nee foysts his rotten Curtezan Vpon his heire. 1633
Massinger Guardian in. vi, Am I grown So weak . . that

these gross tricks May be foisted on me? 1641 Milton
Fret. Episc. (1851) 79 The unskilfull fraud of him that

foisted this Epistle upon Ignatius. 1772-84 Cook Voy.

(1790) VI. 1971 The ignorant assertions foisted on the public

by editors. 1841 S. Warren Ten Thous. a Year III. i. 18

To attempt to foist himself upon a borough with which he

had no connexion. 1849 C Bronte Shirley I. vii. 157 Each
lady-contributor takes it in her turn . . to foist off its contents

on a shrinking male public. 1879 Sala Paris herselfagain
(1880) II. iii. 34 Vou have inferior articles foisted on you
while being charged for the best.

fd. To remove surreptitiously out of Obs~ l

1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps. 163 There is rather some-
thing foisted out of the former Edition, then foisted in.

f 4. To put (a person) off with something inferior.

1602 Life T. Crotrnvell 1. iii. 85 Where he had wont to

give a thousand crowns Doth he now foist me with a
portague ?

t5. intr.ioxrefl. To intrude oneself into. With
away : To slip off, vanish. Obs.

1603 H. Crosse Verities Commiv. (1878) 66 These beg no
place, nor foist into office, but if it come, they vnwillingly

hold it. 1664 Cotton Searron. 1. (1776) 34 But she was
gone for when she list, She foist away could in a Mist.

6. intr* slang. (See quot.).

1585 Fleetwood in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. L II. 303 Note
thatJ^.^ is to cutt a pockett, nyppe is to cutt a purse, lyft

is to robbe a shoppe. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
Foyst, to pick a pocket.

Hence Foisted ///. a. ; Foisting vbl. sb. and
ppl. a.

1586 Newton tr. Daman s Diceplay vi, As many foysting

coseners . . use to do. 1587 Golding De Mornay xxiv. 364
If it be possible for a booke to bee preserued from falsi-

fying ana foisting what booke shal y l be but the Byble ?

16 ii Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. \ 21 This foisted and
falsely termed fundamental! law Salique. 1628 R. S.

Counter Scuffle lviii, Thou cogging Base foysting Lawyer.
1631 Celestina ix. 105 .Vou well enough perceive herfoysting-*

and her flatteries. 1641 Vind. Smeetymnnus v. 70 The bold

foysting in of a Parenthesis, a 1687 Cotton Poet. Wks.
(1765) 18 Make no more such Foisting here.

Foist (foist), v? Obs. exc. dial. See also Fust
v. [f. Foist sb.-] intr. To smell or grow musty.
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. cxix. 735 And what be-

comes of the Come in the meanewhyle? It foysteth and
rotteth. 1641 Best E'arm. Bks. (Surtees) 103 Corne .

.

will foyst with lyinge long in the garner. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Foist, to smell fusty.

Hence Foisted///, a., musty.
1688 R. Holme Armorny \\\. 317/1 Musty, Fusty, Foisted,

Puft Corn. 17*0 Strype Stenv's Suit'. (1754* II. v. xi.

289/2 They brewed foisted Beer and corrupt Beer again.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Foisted, .musty, as a mouldy cask.

~fFoist, z'. 3 Obs. [var. of Fist v.-] intr. To
break wind silently.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 18 If at anie time hee should
foyst. 1604 Dekker Honest Whore 1. ix. Wks. 1873 1 1* 52

Spurne your hounds when they foiste. 1694 Vrquhart's
Rabelais 11. xv. 102 £ed. 1653 has fist].

Hence Foi sting* ///. a., usually in foisting cur,

hound, etc. ; cf. Fisting ///. a. ; also Poister,

one who foists.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad Pref. (1857) 65 The barkings of

puppies, or foisting hounds. 1656 Davenant Siege Rhode*
in. Dram. Wks. 1873 IV. 395 D'ye snarl, ye foisting mon-
grels? 1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. 1. (1677) 24. 1677
Miege, Vesseur, a foister, or a fizzler.

t Foister (Joi-stoj). Obs. [f. Foist v.^ + -er *.]

One who foists, in senses of the vb. a. One who
•foists* dice. b. One who interpolates spurious

words or passages, etc. c. A cheat, sharper, d.

A pickpocket.
£'1550 [see Foist t'.

1 ll 1566 T. Stapleton Ret. Unit:

Jewel iv. 36 A Forger, a Foyster or a Cogger. 1585 Fleet-
wood in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 1 1. 298 A publujue ffoyster

. . Nota that a ffoister is a Pick pockett. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 10 Some craftie foister and jugling de-

ceiver. 18*3 Leigh's Neiv Pict. Lend. 104 His proficiency

was rewarded by styling him a nypper and a foyster.
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Foisty (foi*sti\ a. See nlso Fusty, [f. Foist

sb.'1 + -Y.'] Fusty, musty, mouldy, lit. tto&jfig,

1519 Horman ^'ulg. 151 b, Lest suche placis waxe filthy

and foysty. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. iy. H, As if .

.

thou shouldst . . sauce thy meate with foystie oyles, 1619

Favour Antiq. Tri. over Noz'elty xiii. 334 The foisty and
fenowed Festiuall. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 285

Thrash not Wheat to keep untill March, lest it prove foisty.

c 1750 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Misc. Wks.\\%\-2) 19 Well

boh we'n had enough o this foisty matter; lets tawk o1

summot elze. 1859 H. T. Ellis Hong Kong to Manilla
219 Pure Indians, and pure Chinese (if such a term can be

applied to so ' foisty ' a race as the latter). 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s. v., ' As foisty as an old York church.'

Hence Foi sty v. intr., to become foisty/r musty
;

implied in Foistied />//. a. Foistlness, the

(jualitv or condition of being foisty.

157a Hui.of.t, Foistied, mustied or vinoed, mncidus. 1576
Baker Jewell of Health 38 Least . . there may remayne
some smatch of rottennesse or foystynes in the lycour dys-
tilled. 1595 Lupton Thews. Notable Tit. 11. 36 So the Wyne
wyll be preserued from foystines and euyll sauor.

fForterer. Obs. [erron. f.faittrer, Faitour.]
[1528 Rov Rede me (Arb.) 55 Thou makest hym then a

trayter? I recken hym a'falce fayterer.) 1616 HULLOKAR,
Foiterers, vagabonds./ 1623 Cockeram ii, A Vagabond,
fovterer. 1677 in Coles. 1848 in Wharton Law Lex.
Fok, Fok(k

y
e, obs. forms of Folk.

t Fokel, a. Obs. rare. [? altered form of

foken,Y\KW, orperh.miswrittcn for/fc&/t FlCKLB.]
Treacherous. (In quots. absol. and quasi-rt^.)

a i»7S Prov. AKtfred 255 in 0. E. Misc. 1 19 Ofte mon on
faire fokel chesed. Ibid. 349 in 0. E. Misc. 123 Seiet him
faire bi-foren, fokel at hentlen.

1 Foken, v. [f. foken, Fakkn sb. ; cf. OIIG.
feihnon.] intr. To play false.

a 127$ Aw, /El/red 485 in O. E. Misc. 132 For ofte
sibbie men foken hem bitwenen.

Fol, obs. form of Fool, Full.

t Folability. Obs. rere—\ [f.fol Fool; see

-AiiLK and -ity.J Folly.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. veil. Tongues viii. 10 Ye are so full

of vertibilite, And of frenetyke folabilite.

Folargesse, var. of Fool-largesse, Obs.

Folcik, obs. form of Folk.

f Fold, sbA Obs. Forms : 1 folde, 3-5 folde,

(3 south, volde, 4 foulde\ 4- fold. [OE. folde
wk .fern . = OLG. folda, ON. fold :-OTeut. *foldon-,

*fold<$, prob. related to *felpu Field sb.]

1. a. The surface of the earth : the ground.

b. Dry land; the earth, as the dwelling-place of

man. In, on, upon fold*, on the earth ; often as

a mere expletive.

Beoivulf wyj <Gr.) pa w,ts winter scacen, Fa^er foldan
bearm. c 1000 Judith 281 iGr.) He . . ?;efeo!l . . to foldan.
c 1205 Lay. 1922 Al be feond to-barst aer he to folde come.
Ibid. 15730 Nat ic on folde What his fader weoren. c 1320
Sir Tristr 643 Formest bo in fold He lete him in bring.
c 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 422 t>e kay fote on be folde he
be-fore sette. c 1350 Will, Palenic 53S2 A kastel ful nobul,
pe fairest vpon fold, c 1400 Rmvland ty O. 418 Then sayde
thies Damesels fre one folde. sz 1400-50 Alexander 2087
Fey falne to he fold many fers erlis. c 1440 Bone Flor. 342
Many other waturs come thorow the town. That freschc are
upon folde. c 1450 Henrvson Poems (1865) 24, I was .

.

Ane freik on fold, as fair.. as ye. < 1470 Henry Wallace
111. 385 Felle frekis on fold war fallyt wndyr feit.

2. A country, district, land.
a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 1069 (Gr.) pa WBSfl guo^hergum be

Jordane wera eoelland wide Reondsended, folde feondum.
c 1340 Gait: $ Gr. Knt. 25 Mo ferlyes on bis folde han
fallen here oft ben in any ober bat I wot.

3. Comb., as foldsitter, of the hare : one who sits

on the ground.
a 1525 Names Hare in Rel. Ant. I. 133 The fitelfot, the

foldsittere.

Fold (ftrald), sb? Forms: 1 faleed, falod,

falud, 1-2 fald, 3-5 fald'e, (3 south, void), 4-6
fo(u)ld(e, (5 foolde), 5-6 Sc. fald, 5-9 Sc. fauld,

9 dial, faud, fowd, fowt. [OE. falsed, falod,

falud, fald, str. masc, app. corresp. to MLG.
valt, mod.LG. fait, Du. vaalt, EFris. foil en-
closed space, dunghill.]

1. A pen or enclosure for domestic animals, esp.

sheep.
a 700 Epinat Gloss. 959 Stabntum, falaed. a 800 Corpus

Gloss. 310 ffofellum, falud. c 1000 Ags. Go&p. John x. 1 Se
be ne ga:o a;t bam gete into sceapa falde . . he is beof.

a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia (18861 IX. 260 Ge on felda, se on
falde. ( 1200 Ormin 3339 Till hirdess baer ba;r be}} bat
nihht Biwokenn be^re faldess. a 1300 Cursor M. 3671
(Cott.) Jacob went vn to be fald And broght be bestes. 138a
Wyclif John x. 1 In to the fold of the scheep. c 1470 Henry
Wallace v. 177 Twa scheipe thai tuk besid thaim of a fauld.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 6 To be set in a folde all nyghte
without meate. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. \\\. 530 Oft the
Flocks . . Nor Folds, nor hospitable Harbour know. 1788
Bi'rns My Hoggie ii. The lee-Iang night we watch'd the
fauld, Me and my faithfu' doggie. 1800 Wordsw. Pet Lamb
48 Our house shall be thy fold.

b. fig., esp. in a spiritual sense.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4640 In haly klrkes falde. 1541
Barnes Whs. (15731 247 You come into the fold of Christ
without him. 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. IV (an. 14* 232 To
kepe the wolfe from the folde, that is the Frenche kynge
from your Castels and dominions. 1821 Shelley Death
Napoleon 5 The last of the flock of the starry fold. 1868 G.
Duff Pol. Sunt. 182 Although South America is nominally

Vol. IV.

Catholic, there are few parts of the fold which give more
anxiety at Rome.

c. The sheep contained in a fold. Also j the

movable fold, and the sheep penned in it.

1669 WoRLiDCiE Syst. Agric. (1681) 219 To run the Fold
over it, and well settle it. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vn. 73
The bleating Fold. 174a Collins Eclog. in. 14 Till late

at silent eve she penn'd the fold.

d. transfi An enclosure of any kind ; a dwelling.

t Infere andfold : in prison together.
ri435 Torr. Portugal 309 In a dongon .. Fowyre good

erylles sonnys . . Ys fet in fere and fold. 1513 Douglas
/Eneis ix. x. 18 Inclositt amyd ane fald of stains. 155a
Huloet, Folde, or packe, or pownde to pintle distress, caula.

1847 Tennyson Priuc. v. 380 Far off from men I built a fold

for them.

2. An enclosed piece of ground forming part of

a farm, as a farm-yard.
c 1450 Henrvson Poems ("1865) 6 Be firth, forrest, or

fauld. 1500-20 Dunbar Thistle fy Rose 68 That no schouris

..Effray suld flouris or fowlis on the fold. 1802 R. Ander-
son Cumberld. Ball. 49 Auld Marget in the fauld she sits.

b. Iransf. The ' yard ' belonging to a mill, etc.

;

a cluster of houses standing in such a yard.

1863 I.ancash. Incuts, New Shirt 3 A pretty weaver lass

. .had taken her sewing up the ' fowt '. 1882 Lane. Gloss.,

Fold, Foivd, or Fowt, a cluster of houses. 1889 Baring*
Gould Pennycomcquicks 1 1890) 58 The houses in the
' folds ' were deserted.

3. attrib. and Comb. , asfold-manure, -stake, -stead;

also fold-garth, -yard, farm-yard ; fold-mucked
a., (ground) manured by folding sheep upon it;

fold-pitcher, an iron crowbar used in pitching or

setting up hurdles; fold-shore (see quot. 1813) ;

fold-tread v. = Fold v.- 2; foldwards adv., to-

wards the fold.

1788 W. Marshall /.". Yorksk, Gloss., *Foldgarth, farm-
yard. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Faud-garth, the fold-yard. 1829
Bone Manure, Rep. Doucast. Commission 5 Forty or fifty

cart loads of *fold manure. 1641 Hi-.st Farm. Bks. tSurtees)

17 Wee can neaver gette above one Demaine-flatte "fold-

mucked in a whole summer. 1832 (>. Jrnl. Agric. III. 648
Setting hurdles is most expeditiously done by the aid of a.

.

"Told pitcher. 1813 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 63 Fossels, or
*Fotd-shores, the stakes to which the hurdles are fastened
with a loose twig-wreath at the top. 1878 Jackson in // 'ills

Arch.Tot. Mag. XVII. 304 The fold-shores, c 1475 Pict.

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 814 Hie pa/us, a 'foldstake. 1663
MS. Indenture iBarlhy, Vorks.), 2 gardens and 2 * fold-

steads. 1854 J*-nl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. n. 420 [He] also

*fold-treads his turnip-land before the seed is drilled. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. I. II. 462 Who stood awhile . . Then
slowly gat him *fo!dwards. 1800 GentI. Mag. II. 1291 He
..had been feeding him in the 'fold yard. 1839 Selbv in
Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 7. 192 The . . Finch tribe .

.

found, .food, .in the stack and fold-yards.

Fold (f<?"ld), sb.Z Forms: 4-5 falde, 4-6 folde,

4 felde, (6 folte\ 6-; foujde. 3- fold. [ME.
faldt f. fald-en, Fold v. x

; cf. MOu. voude Du.
vouw\ OHG. fait masc. (MUG. valte, mod.Ger.
falte fern.), ON.fald-r mascfalda fcm. (Svr.fall,

Dz.fold).
OE. hadfyjd,*field:—WGer. •faldt-* of equivalent for-

mation, but it did not survive into ME.]
1. A bend or ply, such as is produced when any

more or less flexible object is folded ; one of the

parts, or both of them together, which are brought
together in folding; spec, (see quot. 18S2). fin
early poetic use, in fold, of rich fold, is a formula
often introduced with little meaning in descriptions

of costly garments.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23452 (Cott.) In clethitlg cled o riche

fald. 1*1325 Metr. Horn. 113 Uestement of ricbe fold.

(71400 Sir Perc. 32 He gaffe his sister hym tille . . With
robes in folde. 1c 1475 Sqr. Lowe Degre 835 Your curtaines

of camaca, all in folde. 1513 Douglas AZneis vm. viii. 94
Thai byd display thair banaris out of faldis. 1689 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2470/4 Several Pieces of Guilix and Gentish
Hollands in the Long Fold. 1741 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.

Drapery, The folds . . should be so managed that you
may easily perceive what it is that they cover. 1814 Scott
Ld. of Isles iv. xxvi, The monarch's mantle too he bore,

And drew the fold his visage o'er. 185a SeideL Organ 36
When blown, these bellows form two, three, or more folds.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 105/1 s.v. Angle-joint, g has a
fold to each plate ; these lock upon each other. 1882
Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Folds, the draping
produced by Pleating or Gathering at the waist of a skirt

;

or the flat plaits on any part of a skirt, bodice or sleeve,

secured at each end to the dress to keep them in place.

fig. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i 221 A thing so monstrous, to
dismantle So many folds of fauour ! 1683 Dryden Life
Plutarch 113 The folds and doubles of Sylla's disposition.

1742 Young Nt. Th. iv. 733 My heart is thine ; Deep in its

inmost folds. Live thou. 1820 Shelley Sensit. Plant \. 31
! Till, fold after fold, to the fainting air The soul of her

I

beauty and love lay bare. 1873 Max Muller Sc. Relig.
1 1 The flowing folds of language.

b. A similar configuration in animal and veget-
1 able structures.

a 1250 Owl $ Night. 602 A mong be folde of harde rinde.

1562 Bulleyn Bk. Side Men 50a, Masticke ..will. .not
sufTre Scamonie, to cliue to the foltes [1579 foldes] of the
stomacke. 1651 Life Father Sarpi 30 Those inward shuts
or folds that are within the veines. 1731 Arbuthnot Ali-
ments vi. viii. 217 The inward Coat of a Lion's Stomach has
stronger Folds than a Human. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim.
Kingd. 522 A fold of the alimentary canal. 1854 Owen
Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc, Organ. Nat. I. 283 The folds of
enamel that penetrate the substance of the tooth.

c. A winding or sinuosity.

a 1250 Owl -$- Night. 6q6 )if he ne con his wit atholde Ne
fint he red in one folde. 1555 Eden Decades 178 The
fouldes or indented places of the mountaynes. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 113 lhat towne. .stood as it were in a fold,

or plait, or nouke thereof [i.e. of the gulf]. 1832 W. Irving
Alhambra II. 231 The folds of the mountains. 1887
BoWEN Virg. /Enetd it. 748 The winding folds of the glen.

d. A layer or 'thickness' (of cloth, etc.) ; a coat

(of an onion). + With numerals, sing, in //. sense.

1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters D j b,

Two or iii folde of clowte wet in the same water. 1626

Bacon Syh'a % 771 The Ancient /Egyptian Mummies were
shrowded in a Number of Folds of Linnen. 1675 HoBBES
Odyssey 1 1677) 232 The fold of a dry onion. 1697 Dryden
ASneidv. 538 With sev'n distinguish^] folds Of tough Hull

Hides. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 64 Wrapping up the part

in several folds of flannel. 1838 T. Thomson ( hem. Org.
Bodies 116 It must be. -dried between folds of blotting paper.

e. In a serpent's body : A coil.

1592 Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 879 An adder Wreath'd vp in

fatal I folds. 1667 Milton /'. /.. ix. 498-Q Circular base of
rising foulds, that tour'd Fould above fould a surging Maze.
1697 Creech Manilius 1. 14 Secure from meeting they're
distinctly roll'd, Nor leave their Seats, and pass the dread fid I

fold [of the constellation Draco], 1884 W. C. Smith Kit-
drostan 93 Serpents, .clasp you in their folds.

f. A length (of string) between two bends.

1839 G. Bird Nat. Philos. 69 Each fold of string sustains
a share of the weight

g\ Building. (See quot/
1842 Gwilt Encycl. Arch. § 2172 Floors, .which are folded,

that is when the boards are laid in divisions, whose side

vertical joints are not continuous, but in bays of three, four,

five, or more boards in a bay or fold.

2. Something that is or may be folded ; a leaf of

a book, a sheet of paper, one of the leaves of a

folding-door.
c 1315 Shoreham 91 Ase hyt hys in hoiye boke I-wryten

ine many a felde [V read fealde ; the rimes are y-halde,
tealde, ealde]. 1624 Massinger Part. Love m. ii, As I, in

this fold- this—receive her favours. 1667 Milton /'. /.. 1.

724 The dores Op'ning thir brazen foulds. 1808 J. Barlow
Col/nub. in. 683 The wide gates receive their rapid flight.

The folds are barr'd.

1 3. ? A wrapping, covering. Obs.

1497 Will of Sympson (Somerset Ilo.\ A folde and
a standard of Mayle. 1633 Fohd Broken Heart ill. v,

That remedy Must be a winding-sheet, a fold of lead, And
some untrod-on corner in the earth.

4. The action of folding ; [ a clasp or embrace.
1606 Shaks. Tr. -y Cr. in. iii. 223 Weake wanton Cupid

Shall from your necke vnloose his amorous fould. 1885
Crane Bookbinding iv. 33 Still another fold gives a ' 321110 '.

5. The line or mark made by folding.

1840 Lardner Geotit. 18 both coincide with the fold of
the paper,

6. The words manifold, threefold, etc. (see -fold

suffix) have occasionally been viewed (erroneously)

as syntactical combinations of the adjs. with the

present sb. Hence the following uses:

T a. Many afold* many times, with many repe-

titions. Obs.
11400 Melayne 445 Thay caste one it full many a folde.

c 1420 Chron, Vilod. 306 And bonkede berfore Cod mony
a Abide. 1503 Hawks Examp. Virt. l.vxxii. (Arb.) 22 Set
with dyamondes many a fold.

fb. By many a fold: in manifold proportion,

many times over. So byfoldes seven. Obs.

c 1450 Mirour Sahiacioun 4300 Clerere than is the sonne
shalle be, be faldes seven, c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Stir-

tees) 20 More bi foldes seven then I can welle expres.

1577 Harrison England 11, iii. (1877) 1, 73 The towne of
Cambridge, .exceedeth that of Oxford, .by manic a fold.

C. One portion of a ' manifold' thing.

1826 K. Irving Babylon I. ii. 77 Which fourfold chain of
evidence, upon any single fold of which I am willing [etc.].

1839 R. Philip Life W. Milne I. 22 It stopped his basket-
making before he got through two folds of the ' Fourfould
State '.

tFold, sb.* Obs. rare. Also foold^e. ?The
mountain-ash (app. rendering L. ornus).
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 1021 Ook, fold, and birche.

Ibid. 111. 770 Foolde, ashes, quynce.

Told (h>ld), vA Pa. t. and pa. pple. folded
fpu-lded . Forms: Infin. 1 fealdan, Northumb.
(se)falda, 3-5 fald(e(n, 3-6 folden, (5 -yn), 4
felde, south, viealde, 4-6 south, volde, 5-7 fould,

6-9 Sc. fald, fauld, 9 dial, faud, 5- fold. Pa. t.

str. 1 f6old, 4-5 feld(e, 6 fald. ivk. 4-5 foldid.

(5 -et, -it), 6- folded. Pa. pple., str. 1 fealden,

3-7 fold(e(n, (4-6 -in, -un, -yn, 7 foulden), 3
south, volden, 3~4fald(e(n, (6fauden), 5 y-falt,

folte, (6 fait), fould. wk. 4 foldid, 6-7 foldit,

(6 folted), 7 foulded, 4- folded. [Com.Teut.
reduplicating strong vb. : OE. fealdan = MDu.
vouden (Du. vouwen \ OHG.faldan, faltan (MHG.
fallen, Ger. fallen", OS.fMa (pa. X. fill), Goth.

faipan (pa. K.faifalp) :-OTeut. *falpan, f. */«#:-
pre-Teut. *///-, found in hith. pleta I plait, Gr. &-

ttoXtos, also 8i-7rAa<7jo? {:—*~pltiyos) double; ac-

cording to Brugmann an extended form of the root

pi- (in Gr. a-vku-os, simple, lit. one-fold ') of which

another extension appears in Gr. ttXck-uv, L. plic-

dre to plait, fold. In OE. and early ME. the

forms are those of a strong vb. ; from 15th c. on-

wards weak forms were developed, and the vb. is

now conjugated entirely as weak ; cf. Va. folde.]
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FOLD.

1. trans. To arrange (a piece of cloth, a surface,

etc.), so that one portion lies reversed over or

alongside another; to double or bend over upon
itself. Also with in, over, together. Often con-

textually implying repeated action of this kind.

Tofold up : to close or bring into a more compact
form by repeated folding.
<888 K. >£lfred Boeth. xli. § 3 God scipstyra ongit mi-

celne wind hreose aer a:r hit weorbe, and hitt fealdan baet

se^l. a 1000 Riddles xxvii. 7 (Gr.) Mec [a parchment]
fingras feoldon. a 1*50 Owl <$ Night. 1324 On ape mai a
boc bi-halde, An leves wenden, and eft folde. 13.. Coer
de L. 3497 VVhenne they hadde eeten, the cloth was folde.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxxi. 213 He opened the letter

that he had folden afore to geder. 1535 Coverdale Ezek.
xli. 23 Euery dore had two litle wickettes which were folden
in one vpon another on enery syde two. 1621 Ainsworth
Annot. Pentat. Kxod. xiii. 9 These foure sections, .written
on parchment, folden up they. . tyed to the forehead. 1707
Curios, in Hush, <y Gard. 87 During, .the Night, they join
and fold in their Leaves. 171a Addison Sped. No. 305 P9
To open a Letter, to fold it up again. 1840 Lardner Geom.
44 If the triangle be conceived to be folded over. 1878
Browning Potts Croisic 41 Our Rene* folds his paper.
trans/, and fig 1633 Earl Manch. At Mondo (16361

122 When death hath foulded up thydayes, all opportunity
is past. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Fro/. St. 11. x. 26 So hand-
somely folding up her discourse, that his virtues are shown
outwards, and his vices wrapped up in silence. 1677
Crowne Destr. Jtrusalem I. iv. i, Every night their

Bodies were not worn, But gently lapt and folded up
till morn. x8ao Shelley Let. Gisborne 245 Let his page..
Fold itself up for the serener clime Of years to come.
FroT. 1622 MalyNBS Arte. Law-Merck. 90 Hee that

buyeth Lawne before he can fold it, will repent before he
hath sold it.

b. Geo/. To double up (strata). Also intr. for

rejl. To become doubled up.
1857 Livingstone Ttav. xxviiL 570 Making the strata fold

over them on each side. 1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra
Nez\ ix. j$5 When the Sierra Nevada and Wahsatch
mountains were folded. 1885 Becker in Amer. /rut. Sc.
Ser. hi. xxx. 208 The result of a tendency to fold carried
beyond the limit of elasticity of the rock.

c. To bend or turn back or down (a poition of
something). + Tofold off \ to bend back and break
off.

c 1420 Failad. on Hush. 111. 774 Or me sette him [a graft]

in the tree The tendron and the leves of thou folde.

d. Bui/ding. See quot. s.v. Fold sb.'* 1 g.)

e. intr. To yield to pressure, so as to become
folded ; to be capable of being folded.

1398 Trbvisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxvii. 11495) 620
That cassia is best that brekyth not soone but bendyth and
foldeth. 1793 SmEATON Edystone L. 194 Having a joint in

the middle, it folds.

+ f. trans. To roll up, as a scroll. Obs.
1382 Wvclie Luke iv. 20 Whanne he hadde clostd \v.*\

folded, or closed ] the book, c 1400 St. A lexius (Laud 622)

932 A book in his honde he halt Swibe fast, iS; narewe yfalt.

1561 Dais tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 283 Heauen fled

backe, and was folden vp lyke a scrolle.

2. trans. To place in a spiral or sinuous form
;

to coil, wind. Now only with const, about, round,
or the like. Also intr. for refl,

1579 Tomson Calvin's Senn. Tim. 346/2 The deceiuers
double and folde in themselues like serpents, c 1650 Me?-
line 1465 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 467 Beneathe the
stones under the Mold tow dragons Lyen there fould.
1816 J. Wilson City 0/ Plague 11. iv, Thus I fold one arm
Round thy blest neck. 1833 Tennyson Poems 6, I dare
not fold My arms about thee. 1842 — Talking Oak 148
When I feel about my feet The berried briony fold. 1842— Day-dream, Departure i, On her lover's arm she leant,

And round her waist she felt it fold.

f b. intr. Of a stream : To take a winding course.
c 1420 Failad. on Husb. 111. 557 So that the towne water

doune folde Streght hem amonge.

1 3. trans. To cause to bend ; hence, to throw
down, overthrow; also, to overcome. (Cf. mod.
double up.) fig. To prevail upon by entreaty.
c 1205 Lav. 20077 FeoIIen pa ua;ie uolden to grunde. C 1330
King 0/ Tars 11 18 The feendes strengthe to folde. < 1430
Syr Tryam. 326 Fourti Syr Roger downe can folde.

1 4. To bend, bow (oneself, the body, or limbs).
a iy>o Cursor M. 8965 i,Cott.) To be tre sco can hir fald.

£ 1380 Sir Ferumb. 841 Is bodi a-side he felde. 1571
Hanmer Chron. fret. (1633) 17 A red Lyon Rampant, with
his taile folden towards his backe. a 1605 Montgomerie
Misc. Poems li. 35 Befoir Europe.. he his feit did fauld.

As> *$7& f's - Ixxvii. in Scot. Poems 16th C. II. 109 They
..hes vs left all foldit into cair.

t b. intr. for refl. Of the body or limbs : To
bend, crook, double up, yield. Also, of a person :

To bow, bend down, crouch, drop down. Obs.
13. -Maximou iv. in Ret. Ant. I. 120 Care and kunde of

elde Maketh mi body felde, That y ne mai stonde upright.

1382 Wvclif Matt. xvii. 14 A man cam to hym, foldid on
knees byfore hym, seyinge. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xx. 120
The fyngres bat freo beo to folden and to clyechen. c 1460
Townetey Myit. (Surtees) 98 My legys thay fold, my fyngers
ar chappyd.

t5. intr. To give way, collapse; to fail, falter.

a 1250 Owl cV Night. 37 And fait mi tonge. a 1300 Cursor
M. 24348 (Cott.) In suime al falden dun 1 fell, c 1325 Song
0/ Mercy 136 in E. E. P. (1862) 122 Vr feib is frele to

flecche and folde. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 73 My lymes
foulden bat weren fast. 1596 Spenser Hymn Heavenly
Beautie y, I . .feele my wits to faile, and tongue to fold.

+ b. To succumb, yield ground. Obs.
c 1400 Rowland ty O. 1250 Charlies me thynke that thou

scholdeste folde. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 84 Thir
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harbour bodei*. . Docht nocht of force than for to gar ws
fald. a 1625 A. Garden Tluat. Scot. Kings (Abbotsf.
Club.i 14 Thou forced for to fald Such as deboir'd from thy
Obedience darre.

t C. To swerve or turn aside ^from truth, etc.).

1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 126 He shulde teche
bes worldly men. .to drede to folde fro treube as Pilat dide.

1450 Henrvson Mor. Fab. 42 For prayer or price trow yee
that they wald fald.

6. trans. To lay '^the arms, etc.) together, so as

to overlap; to clasp (one's hands) together. Also
intr. for refl.

c 1000 valeric Geu. xlix. 32 He feold his fet [Vulg. col-

legit Pedes suos] uppan his bedd. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
,v - 33 r ( 359) With his armes folden. 1535 Coverdale Froi'.

vi. 10 Yee . . folde thine handes together yet a litle, that thou
mayest slepe. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 205 They . .sit downe
on the ground, folding their feete vnder them. 1697 Collier
Ess. Mor. Subj. 11.(1703) 114 Envy, .folds its arms in despair.

173a Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 5 Alciphron stood.. with his

arms folded across. 1821 Shelley Fromelh. Unh. 1. 222
My wings are folded o'er mine ears. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley x. 142 Her head drooped, her hands folded. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. i. ii, She folds her hands in the manner
of a supplicating child.

b. 1 absol. = To fold the hands (app. given as an
uneducated use).

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. xiv, Td far sooner be. .tiring of
myself out, than a-sitting folding and folding by the fire.'

+ 7. To plait; to mat (hair). Obs.

1382 Wyclif Matt, xxvii. 29 The! foldynge a crowne of
thornis. 1535 Coverdale Song Sol. vii. 5 The hayreuf thy
heade is like the kynges purple folden vp in plates. 1555
Eden Decades 43 Images of gossampine cotton foulded or
wrethed. 1563-87 Foxe A. <$• il/.(i596) 936/2 He remained
so long manicled that his haire was folded togither.

fb. fig. To attach, plight 1 faith). Obs.

C 1340 Gaw. <$ Gr. Kni. 1783 Bot if ;e haf a lemman,
a leuer, bat yow lyke better, & folden fayth to bat fre,

festned so harde bat you lausen ne lyst.

t c. intr. To be suitable or accordant. Obs.
c 1340 Gaw. fy Gr. A'nl. 359 Syben bis note is so nys, bat

11031 hit yow falles, & I haue frayned hit at yow fyrst,

foldez hit to me. Ibid. 499 pe forme to be fynisment foldez

ful seldcn.

8. To enclose in or as in a fold or folds ; to cover
or wrap up ; to swathe, envelop. Now only const.

in ; formerly const, with, and simply.
13.. E. E. Atlit. P. A 434 Knelande to grounde [ho]

folde vp hyr face, c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 126 Seynt Fraunces
him-self schall folden the in his cope, c 1400 Lan/ranc's
Cirurg. 168 [>er ben manye maner causis whi bat guttis

ben folde with nerves. 1530 Comedy Beauties Women C j,

I thynk he be xxiiii. yeres of age, I saw hym born and holpe
for to fold hym. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1. ii, The
rest, we fear, are folded in the floods. 1697 Dkyden sEncid
Vii, 496 With his circling volumes folds her hairs. 1707
Curios, in Husb. <y Gard. 333 The Seed is the Plant folded
and wrapt up. 1854 B. Taylor Poems Orient, On the Sea
(1866) 162 The mountain isles. . Folded in shadows gray.

fig. 1590 Greene Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 92 '1 Folding
their wraths in cinders of fair Troy. 1593 Shaks. Lncr.
1073, 1 will not . . fold my fault in cleanly cotn'd excuses. 1649
W. Bradford Plymouth Plant. II, (1856) 276 These busi-

nesses were not . . well understood of a longe time, but
foulded up in obscuritie. 1878 Gilder Poet <y Master 36
Then must I ..In myself fold me.

b. Of the surrounding medium : To serve as a
wrapping for. poet.

1592 Shaks. I'en, # Ad. 822 So did the.. night, Fold in

the obiect that did feed her sight. 1793 Southey Tri.
Woman 389 The purple robe of state thy furm shall fold.

1815 W. H. Ireland Seribbleomania 15 Paper, .purchas'd,
brown sugar to fold. 1830 Tennyson Dirge i, Shadows of
the silver birk Sweep the green that folds thy grave.

f C. Of a hostile army : To surround, beleaguer.
.1400 Destr. Troy 11263 >our cite is set all aboute With

30ur fomen fuerse foldyn with in.

f d. To wrap or entangle in a snare. Obs.

a 1592 Greene Fr. Bacon U630) 2 In her tresses she doth
fold the lookes Of such as gaze vpon her golden haire.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. § 3. 418 Those perills : within
which they were so speedily folded vp.

9. To clasp {in one's arms, to one's breast) ; to

embrace.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24491 iCott.) Quen i him had in armes

fald. c 1400 Ywaine <5> Gaw. 1425 He hir in armes hent,

And ful fair he gan hir falde. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii.

54 We will descend and fold him in our armes. 1621 Lady
M. Wroth Urania 353 [They] together fold in each others

armes, sate downe. 1794 Burns Lassie wC the lint-white

locksiv, I'll fauld thee to my faithfu' breast. 1821 Shelley
Death Napoleon 21 To my bosom I fold All my sons when
their knell is knolled. 1859 Tennyson Idylls, Geraint 99
Not to lie folded more in these dear arms.

10. Comb. : the vb. stem in comb, with a sb., in

sense * that can or will fold
' ; as fold-net9

-skirt.

Also fold-up a., adapted to be folded-up.

1706 Phillips <ed. Kersey*, Fold-net, a sort of Net with
which small Birds are taken in the Night. i8« Browning
Men $ Worn., Saul 21 The tent was tin looped. .1 groped my
way on Till I felt where the foldskirts fly open. 1894 Wjlkins
& Vivian Green Bay-tree I. 23 The famous Harrow fold-up

bed.

Pold (fi*M), v. 2 Also 5 fooldyn, 6 folde, 8

Sc, fauld, 9 dial. faud. [f. Fold sb.-]

1. trans. To shut up (sheep, etc.) in a fold, to

pen ; occas. with up ; also absol. Of hurdles : To
serve for penning. (In OE. once intr. to make or

set up sheepfolds.)
a 1100 Gerefa \\\ Anglia(iSS6) IX. 261 Faldian, fiscwerand

mylne macian. c 1440 Promp. Fan'. 168/2 Fooldyn, or put

FOLDAGE.
beestys in a folde, caulo. 1565 CooraS Thesaurus s.v. Claudo,
To folde with hurdels. 1590 Nashe Fasonifs APol. 1. D iv,

God commaunded his people to be folded vp, and to stand
within the barres. 1600 Surflet CountHe Farme 1. xxvi.

165 By folding them [goats] vpon. .fallowes in the summer
time. 1634 Milton Comus 93 The star that bids the shep-
herd fold Now the top of Heav'n doth hold. 1661 Webster
& Rowley Thracian Wonder 1. B iij, Let's make haste to
fold up our flocks. 1765 A. Dickson I reat. Agric. 111. <ed. 2)

380 It is a custom, in some places, to fold sheep and cattle,

for the sake of their dung. 1822 Rogers Italy, Mou/e
Cassino 32 Counts, as he folds, five hundred of his sheep.
1842 Johnson Farmer's Encycl., s. v. Hurdle, A dozen and
a half hurdles will fold 30 sheep. 1842 Bischoef Woollen
Mann/ II, 137 We never fold our merino or other sheep, the
land is too wet. 1894 Times 6 Mar. 4/1 Flock masters are
folding on it [rye] early.

b. fig. ; esp. in spiritual sense. Cf. Feed v. 2.

1826 Macau lay Dies Irie 51 Fold me with the sheep that
stand.. at thy right hand. 1871 Macdukk Mem. Paimos
xiv. 192 The Lamb, .shall, .guide them, fold them. 1887
Pall Mall G. 18 Oct. 1/2 These hitherto wandering sheep
are in process of being folded into the comprehensive
pastures of the national religion.

2. To place sheep in a fold or folds upon (a piece

of ground), for the purpose of manuring it. To
fold off: to use (a crop) as pasture for folded

sheep.

1671 St. Foine Improved -\ The Men of the Va*e might.

.

desire that those of the Hill-country might not Fold, or

Dung their Ground, or Sow any Corn. 1759 tr. Duhamefs
Husb. 11. i. (1762) 127 Two contiguous pieces of ground.,
had been folded. 1794 J. Boys Agric. Kent 37 Theclover
l>eing again folded off. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Frail.
Agric. II. 61 When his grass fields have been partially

folded with sheep.

Hence Fo'lded ppl. a. Also Folder, one who
folds sheep ; a shepherd.

1571 W. Elderton Epit. on Jewel in Farr S. P. Eliz.

(1845) II. 512 Alas ! is Juell dead, the folder of the flock e ?

1579 Stenser Sheph. Cat. Epil., From the falsers fraud his

folded flocke to keepe. 1607 Tofsell Four-/. Beasts 74
Among folded beasts. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 257 The folded
flocks. 1801 J. Bree Derweut Water iii, What time the
folder hears the mandrake's moan.

Fold, var. form of Foud.

-fold, suffix (OE. -feald, Northumb. -fald, ME.
fald, -fold , corresponds to OFris., OS. fald (I)u.

-voud), OHG. -fall (MHG. -vail, mod.Ger. -falf,

ON. -faldr (Sw. -fald, Da. ~fo/d), Goth, -fa/ps;

cognate with Fold v.', and with the equivalent Gr.

-ttoAto?, -nXaatvs, also, more remotely, with Gr.

-wA.o- in anAos single, SiirAoy double ( = L. <luplus)
t

and probably with the L, [si/u-, dm-, tri-) plex.

Like the Gr. and L. equivalents, the Teut. suffix is

appended to cardinal numerals (and adjs. meaning
1 many'), forming adjs. of which the primary sense

is
( folded in two, three, four, etc./ or ' plaited of

two, three, four, etc. strands' (cf. 'a threefold

cord'), lut which tCTTt also and chiefly as arith-

metical multiplicatives. The OE. forms, twi- t

twio-, twiefeald, drifeald, fyderfeald, which retain

the combining form of the cardinal inherited from
OTeut., were superseded in early ME. by new
formations on the analogy of fivefold, etc., where
the cardinal has the normal form.
The adjs. were already in OE. used absol. in the neut.

(e.g. tfri/eald threefold, three times as much) and as advbs.

(-doubly, triply, etc.), and these uses still continue. In

OE. the adverbial notion was also expressed by phrases

like be flffealdum, be tnanigfealdum , in later Eng. f by
five/old, by mani/old. 1'he introduction of the Romanic
synonyms double and treble or triple, to which were after-

wards added the adapted Latin quadruple, quintuple, etc.,

has considerably narrowed the use of the derivatives in

fold; indeed the latter seem to be (in many dialects)

no longer current among illiterate people. In educated
use the strictly multiplicative sense survives chiefly in

the adv. and quasi-sb., and with reference to somewhat
large numbers [* He has repaid me tenfold '

;
' that is a

thousandfold worse'); the adjs. express rather a plurality

of things more or less different, than mere quantitative

multiplication: cf. 'a double charm' with 'a two-fold

charm'.
In ME. a few new and unanalogical compounds were

formed with the suffix, as thick/old ( = frequent, -ly),

double/old; but these did not survive into the modern
period. Of the nonce-combinations, formed by attaching

•/old to indefinite numerals, interrogatives, and the like, the

following quots. afford examples.

1695 Alingham Geom. Epit. 63 The quantitie of propor-

tion is more generally defined by how much fold rather

than by hoiv many times the consequent is contained in the

antecedent. 1833 N. Aknott Physics ied. 5) II. 78 The
effect was found to be several fold greater than of steam
from the same quantity of fuel. 1879 H. George Progr.
f( Pov. 11. iii. u88i) us All of the things which furni>h

man s subsistence have the power to multiply many fold.

Foldable (f^-ldab'l\ a. [f. Fold v. x + -ablk.]

That may be folded.

1893 Nat. Observ. 13 May 645/2 All foldable tissues. . will

own their *way.

tPoldage 1 (foi-ldeds). Obs. [f. FOLD sb.'* +
-AtJK. Cf. Ealdage.] a. - Faldage. b. The
practice of feeding sheep in movable folds.

1533-4 Act -25 Hen. VIII. c. 13 § 7 Euerie personne.

.

which, shal haue. .libertie of foldage. 1628 Coke On Litt.

11. x. § 170 To haue . . Franke foldage. .a man may make a
Title by vsage. 1657 Sir H. Grimstone in Croke's Rep. I.475
Land which was. .made good by foldage,or other industrious

means.
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Foldage 2 (fJu-lded.v. Her. [f. Fold sb*> or

v. 1 +-AGE.J (See quot. 1688)
1688 R. Holme Armoury it. xvii. 395 Foldage wlien these

kind of Leaves have several foldings and turnings, one from
another: as in mantles. Some call them Festune heads.

1703 in JrnL Derbysh. Arch.eol. Soc. III. 33 Rumng of
foldage in the margent of the pannels.

Fo'ld-COU:rse. [f. Fold sb% + Course.] Land
to which pertained the right of foldage ; the right

itself; hence, a sheepwalk.
1538 Fitzhkkb. Just. Peas 127 b, Theyr owne demeane

landes, pastures, and foldcourses. 1677 Coles, Fold course,

as Faldage, 1726 Diet. Rust (ed. 3) s.v. Faldage, This
Faldage in some places is call'd a Fold-course or Free-hold.
1848 Wharton Laiv Lex., Foldage and Foldcourse.

Fo*ld-di:ke. Sc. [f. Fold sb.* + Dike ; prob.

alteration of fail-dike', see Fail si/,] A wall of

turf surrounding a fold.

1437 Merches of Bp. Brynnes in Cart. Aberd. F. i4(Jam.)
Fra that wele ascended up an aid fald dyk to the hill.

1513-75 Diurnal Occurrents (1833) 130 Ane narrow passage
in fauld dykkis. 1816 Scott Old Afort, ix, One of the ..

whig dogs shot at me from behind a fauld-dike.

Folded (folded), ppl. a. [f. Fold v. + -ed i.]

In various senses of the vb. ; bent, closed, coiled,

doubled, twisted.
i$joSatir. Poems Reform, XXli. 60 With fauldit neif. 1629

Mii.ton Christ's Nativ. 172 The scaly Horrour of his

foulded tail. 1646 Buck Rich. Ill, 11. 58 Otherwise he
might sit downe with folded hands. 1784 Cowper Task 1.

331 The folded gates would bar my progress now. 1801
Southe-y Tkalaba iv. v, With folded arms, .he sate. 1850
Mrs. Browning Poems II. 150 Folded eyes see brighter
colours than the open ever do. 1855 Browning AnyWife
viii, The book I opened keeps a folded leaf.

fig' >S93 A. Bacon in Bacon's Wks. (1862) VIII. 245 His
enigmatical folded writing. 1649 Jer. Taylor Ct. Exemp.
II. § 12. 56 An implicit and folded duty. 1707 Tate in

Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. Ser. n. (1849) 337 Untie your folded
thoughts, And let them dangle loose as a bride's hair. 1832
Tennyson Dr. Fair Worn. 263 The white dawn's creeping
beams, .dissolved the mystery Of folded sleep.

b. Of a mantle : Arranged in folds.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. v, In folded mantles.

c. Folded angle-joint (see quot.); f Folded table,

?a table with flaps.

1504 Bury Wilts (Camden) 101 The hall tabyll and
trystells in the hall, parluns, and chambuis, except fait

tabells. 1554 Ibid. 146 A goblet .. and a folted table w*
iron. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 105/1, h is a riveted
joint, one plate being bent to lap upon the other. This
joint is called the folded angle.

Hence Fo'ldedly adv., in a folded manner.
1613 Chapman Masks Inns of Court Plays 1873 III. 94

A pentacle of siluered stufFe about her shoulders, hanging
foldedly downe both before and behind.

Foldeil (fJuiden), ///. a. Obs. exc. arch. [str.

pa. pple. of Fold 7'. 1
] = Folded.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love 74 Bolnyd with foldyn Argu-
mentis. 151 j Nottingham Fee. III. 114 Unam tabulam
vocatam ' a folden horde ' cum tribus foliis. 1513 Douglas
AKneis x. i. 11 The faldin ^ettis baith vpwarpit brayd. 1572
Wilis $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) I. 348 One lyttle fauden
table. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. iv. i. § 18. 138/2
Foulden wreathes of fine linnen. >70» W. J. Bruyns Voy.
Levant liv. 211 A wooden Chest of Drawers, which opens
with Folden Doors. 1857 Blacfau. Mag. I.XXXI. 337 He
sang, and drew . . Angels down, on folden wings.

Folder (OHdai), sb. [f. Fold v. 1 + -er 1
.]

One who or that which folds.

a. gen. Alsofolder up.
1552 Huloet, Folder, rugator, Folder vp of clothes or

garmentes, vcstiplicus. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer.
III. 148 Women are employed .. as compositors, as well as
folders and stitchers. 1885 Crane Bookbinding iv. 30 With
. .the 'bead ' on top of the pages farthest from the folder.

1891 Peon. JrnL I. 641 Folders up : Men, 17$. $d. ; Women,
ioj. gd.

b. An instrument for folding paper, etc.

1846 in Worcester. 1886 AT, V. Herald 27 Oct. 6/3 The
press is a new Hoe perfecting machine, with a folder
attached.

C. (See quot. 1867.) d. (See quot. 1874.) e.

U.S. A sheet or leaf (e.g. a map or time-table)

which can he folded up. f. (See quot. 1S84.) g.

An insect that folds leaves, a leaf-folder. {Cent.

Dirt.)

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Folder, the movable sight
of a fire-arm. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 899 Folder . . 2.

a form of spectacles in which the lenses fold together for the
pocket. 1884 Ibid. IV. 353 Folder (Sheet Metal Working',
a machine for turning locks or tapping edges of cans. 1889
Scribuers Mag. Aug. 219/1 The time table sheets or folders,

which every company must keep on hand at its stations.

tFo'lder, v. Obs~ l [variant form of Falter^.]
1617 Markham Caval. vn. xlix. 67 The Horsse wil in his

going reele and folder.

Folderol, v. : see Falderal v. Hence Fol-
de-rolling vbl. sb.

a 1847 E'-iza Cook Happy Aft'nd xii, Some rough native
harp Strikes up With English fobde-rolling.

t Fold-gabel. Obs. rare. [f. Fold sb.- 4-

GaBBL tax.] Rent paid for a fold.

1 384~S Abingdon Ace. (1892) 143 Of faldgabul nothing,
ljecause no fold.

Folding (f<™-ldirj',zV>/..r/;.l [f.FoLDT/.^ + -ING*.]

1. The action of the vb. Fold in its various senses

;

a doubling together, rolling up, etc. ; the result of

such action, spec, (see quot. 1874).
1375 Barbour Bruce xin. 632 Lo ! quhat falding in fortoune

is. < 1440 Promp. Parv. 168/2 Foldynge of clobys . . pii-

cacio. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Prov. vi. io A little folding of
the handes to sleepe. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. xiii.

11634) 44 With such folding and crooked winding these
slippery snakes doe slide away. 1642 Jer. Taylor Episc.
(1647) 98 To summe up this digest of their acts and ordina-
tions in those general! foldings us'd by the Fathers. 1671
Grew Anal. Plants 1. iv. § 17 (1682) 32 According to the
Form and Foulding of every Leaf, .is its protection order'd.
i&^iG.D'Emiliannk BrandsRomish Monks 263 Of a Candid
and Open Spirit, without any foldings or deceit. 171a Bur>
gei.l Sped. No. 539 p 1 The many Foldings, .and Doublings
which I make. 1789 G. White Selborne iii. 7 The curious
foldings of the suture the one into the other. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 899 Folding, the process by which printed
sheets are so doubled up as to bring the pages into con-
secutiveness for gathering and binding.

fb. A clasping, an embrace, lit. andJig. Obs.
1685 Earl Halifax Death Chas. It Wks. '1715) 5 When

round his Trunk the Vine Does in soft Wreaths and amor-
ous Foldings twine. 1713 C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems
381 The gentle foldings of my Love. 1781 Emma Corbett
II. 172 Replace brother in the embraces of brother, and
friend in the foldings of friend.

c. Geol. The doubling up of strata; the result

of this.

1849 Murchison Siluria viii. 154 Illustrating the foldings
.. of the Silurian series. 1884 Geikie in Nature 13 Nov.
30/1 'J'he general trend of all these foldings and ruptures is

from north-north-east to south-south-west.

2. (\\msi-concr. and concr.

a. The point or region of folding; the bend or

depression of a limb; a sinuous part or curve of a

range of hills, the winding of a valley. Cf. Fold
sb.'^ 1 c.

c 1400 Lanfrone's Cirurg. T09 A smal seem in foldynge of
pe forheed. Ibid. 159 In he foldynge of be myddil of pe arm.
1818 SHELLEY Let. to Mrs. Shelley 20 Aug., 'J'he foldings

of the Vale of Arno. 1886 T. Westwooo Quest of the
SanegreatI, From the far folding of the hills.

b. A fold of a garment, etc., of flesh, skin, etc.

;

fa lock or plait of hair; +/V. the leaves of a

folding-door; also, +a coil or wreath of flame.

1552 Huloet, Folding of a womans heere, trica. 1558
Pmarr AZneid in. 584 With .. flames in foldings round.
1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks (16381 37 Many pleits and
foldings. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrcl. Chym. 347 The tunicles

and fouldings of the Stomach. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.
(1760) II. 256 [This door] is made of brass, with two fold-

ings. 1808 Scott Marm. in. xxvii, The foldings of his

mantle green. 1808 Harlow Columb. 111. 370 The lightning's

glancing fires. .Bend their long forky foldings o'er the world.
trausf. and fig. 1719 Young Revenge IV. i, JJeep in the

secret foldings of my heart, She liv'd. 1853 Talfourd
Castilian in. ii, 'J'he parted foldings of the mist.

3. altrib. and Comb., as folding-machine', -place,

-room ; folding-stick (Bookbinding) = Folder b.

1858 Simmosds Diet. Trade, * Folding-machine, a machine
which delivers newspapers or printed book-work folded.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 000 Folding-machine..
2 (Metal.), one which bends pans and tin-ware to form. 1884
Ibid. IV. 353 Folding Machine (Printing), a folder attached
to a perfecting printing machine. (Bookbinding', n. machine
for folding sheets, signatures or quires. 1715 DeSAGULIers
lures Impr. 160 The prick'd Lines represent the 'folding

Places where the Plates must be bent. 1892 Pall Mall G.

23 Mar. 4/2 The *folding-room in a sul>-basemeiit of the
south wing. 1880 Zaehnsdore Bookbinding 1 Holding a
* folding -stick in the right hand.

Folding (fijfc-ldig), vbl. sb? [f. Fold vX\
1. The action of folding sheep ; an instance of

this. Also concr. Manure dropped in the fold.

c 1440 Promf>. Parv. 168/2 Foldynge or puttynge in felde

iucaulaeio. 16x6 Bacon Sylva § 599 We see againe that

Foldings of Sheepe helpe Ground, .by their Compost. 1794
Burns Hark ! the Mavis, Then a fauld ing let us gang. 1855
Browning Love among the Ruins v, The quiet-coloured eve
Smiles to leave To their folding, all our many-tinkling fleece.

2. attrib. and Comb., asfolding- hour, -time ; also

folding-slap (&.), the gate of the fold ; folding-

star, a star rising at folding-time, an evening-star.

1803 I.evden Scenes of Inf. 1. 291 When evening brings

the merry 'folding hours. 1786 Burns And Maun I still,

The sheep-herd steeks his "*faulding slap. 1746-7 Collins
Ode to Evening Poems (1771) 72 When thy *folding-star

arising shows His paly circlet. 182a Shelley Hellas 221

The powers of earth and air Fled from the folding star of

Bethlehem. 1876 Whitby Gloss., *Faudiug-time, the time

when the cattle are housed or folded.

Folding (f^'-ldin\///. a. [f. Fold v.* + -ing -.]

1. That folds ; that is or can be folded.

1611 Bible i Kings vi. 34 The two leaues of the one doore
were folding. 1701 Rowe Amb. SteP-Moth. m. ii. 1178
The circle of my folding arms. 1863 T. Wright in Macm,
Mag. Jan. 173 Written on folding sheets of vellum. 1871
R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 307 Round them a folding robe
their weak limbs aguish hiding.

2. esp. in the names of various articles of furniture,

appliances, etc. asfolding-bed, -board, -boat, -chair,

•chase, -joint, -net, -screen, -spoon, -stool, -table.

Often hyphened. Also Foi.ding-door.
1771 Smollett Humphry Clinker, Wks. 1806 VI. 179

When tlie *folding-bed is down, there is just room sufficient

to pass between it and the fire. 1422-3 Abingdon Ace. (1892)

98 In Aula: j tabula vocata *vo!dyngbord. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 899 *Folding-boat, one whose frame is collaps-

ible for compact stowage. 1677 Govt. Venice 316 The
Parasol, the * Folding-Chair, the Cushions. 1884 F. M.
Crawford Rom. Singer I. 24 They liring strange little fold-

ing chairs. 1875 Southward Did. Tp'Pogr., *Folding
chases, two or more chases, constructed n such a manner
that when laid together they form one large chase. 1842
Gwilt Encycl. Arch. Gloss., *Folding Joint, a joint made

like a rule-joint or the joint of a hinge. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech. I. 900 *Folding-net, a bird-net shutting upon its prey.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, ''Folding-screen, an upright
portable screen, in several leaves or parts, which shuts up.

1480 Will Don (Somerset Ho. 1

, A "folding spone of siluer.

1340 Aycnb. 239 Ane *uyealdinde stole. 1705 HlCKEKING!LL
Priest-cr. 11. iii. 29 One of them, .flung a little folding Stool,

whereon she sat, at the Dean's Head. 1502 Bury Wills
(Camden) 93 The beste *faldyng table. 1532 Inv. in Noakes
Wore. Mon. <y Cathedr. (1866) 157 A voldyng table with two
leves.

Folding doo'r. [f. Folding ///. a. + Door.]
A door consisting of two parts hung on opposite

jambs, so that their edges come into contact when
the door is closed. Now usually //. in same
sense.

In the mod. sense of the adj. the name is more appropriate
when, as is often the case, each of the parts of the door con-
sists of two or more leaves, hinged so as to fold up when
the door is open. ' Folding doors ' are often used to form
a removable partition between two adjacent rooms ; hence
the term is sometimes loosely applied to a partition used for

the same purpose, but opened by lateral sliding of its parts.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Batant ^ A foulding, or two leaned doore.

1723 Chambers tr. Le Clerc's 'Treat. Archil. I, 102 In one
of the Folding-doors is usually a Wicket. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Alyst. Udolpho xi.x, Through a folding-door she
passed from the great hall to the ramparts. 1829 Univer-
sity Instr. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 103
'J'he four Schools, .are. .to communicate with each other .

.

by large double folding doors. 1838 I.ytton Calderon i,

'J'he folding-doors were thrown open. 1882 OuiDA Maremnia
I. 125 A double or, as it i> commonly termed, folding-door.

So Folding gates.
1824 Scott Redgaunilet Let. xi, 'They rode, .through the

muckle faulding yetts.' 1870 Bryant Iliad I. xn. 397 The
beams that strengthened the tall folding-gates.

Foldless i^u-ldles), a. ' [f. Fold sb:1 + -less.]

Having no fold or pen.
1822 Milman Martyr ofAntioch 38 Who shall lead The

foldless sheep to life's eternal pastures When their good
shepherd's gone ? 1895 \V. Watson Purple East vi, Christ's
foldless flock, shorn of their fleece.

Foldless (,fV*i-k'iUV, a.- [f. Fold sb? + -less.]

Without a fold or crease.

1845 Mrs. Norton Child 1st. (1846) 131 One foldless

mantle. 1850 Browning A'mas Eve a;- Easter Day 217 To
have it [a curtain] go Foldless and flat along the wall.

Foldure f^ldiui . rare~ l
. [f. Fold r'. 1 +

-i're.] The action or process of folding.

1823 Lamb Lett. fi888) II. 72 My letters are generally
charged as double at the Post Office, from their inveterate

clumsiness of foldure.

Foldy (f<*-ldi), a. [f. Fold sbM
of folds, hanging in fol<

Tho

[f. Fo
.Ms.

-vi.] Full

limbs beneatha 1851 Joanna Baillie (Ogilv.),

their foldy vestments moving.

Fole, obs. form of Foal, Foil, Fool.

tFoleant, pple. Obs.- 1 [ad. OF. foliant,

foleiant, pr. pple. of foticr, foleicr, to Fool.]

Playing the fool.

1340 Ayenb. 244 Huet y-zyxt bou foleant uor to zeche
diuerse guodes to \>'mt zaule and to pine bodye.

t Folebayrie. Obs.— 1 [a. OF. fote baerie

(fole, fem. of fol foolish + baerie lit. 'gaping
1

,

whence eagerness, f. baer to gape.)]

1340 Ayenb. 17 Folebayrie pet we clepieb ambicion.

Folet : see Folt. Obs.

t Foleye*, v. Obs. [ad. OF. foUUr, folier,

foloicr, i. fol foolish.] intr. To act foolishly, play

the fool.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. ii. 67 And foleyen swyche
folk panne, pat wenen bat [etc.]. c 1420 Hoccleve To
Richard Dk. of York xlv, If that I in my wrytynge foleye,

As I do oft. la 1500 Ragman Roll 60 in Hazl. E. P. P. I.

72 That with your bode foleyed han ye.

Folghthe, var. f. FuLLOUGHT Obs., baptism.

II Folia1 ({(M'Tia.), sb.pl. [pi. of L.folium leaf.]

1. Bot. In Latin sense: Leaves (of a plant

V

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Folia [in Botany], the leaves of
plants and flowers, but more properly of plants. 1861 J. R.
Greene Man. Anim. A'ingd., Ca'lent. 191 Many species

spread out in broad leaves or folia.

2. Lamina; or thin layers.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. I. 155 Fracture, undulatingly
foliated, or the folia exceedingly thin. 1854 Hooker Himal.
Jmis. I. xvii. 408 Zigzag folia of quartz. 1882 Geikie
Text-hk. Geol. 11. 11. § 3. 88 Wavy layers or folia.

II Folia- 'Mra). [Sp.; lit. 'folly', a. F.folie.]

A Spanish dance similar to the fandango. Also,

music for such a dance.
1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) II. 413 The dances practised

here are sarabands and folias.

Foliaceous (f^Hi^/aiO, a. Also 7 folea-

ceous, 8-9 foliacious. [f. L. foliace-us leafy, f.

folium leaf: see -aceous. Cf. Yx.foliace.']

1. a. Having the appearance or nature of a leaf

;

leaf-like. Of certain cryptogamous plants: Having
organs resembling leaves, f Of a flower : Having
petals.

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. i_34 Seeds themselves

in their rudimentall discoveries, appear n foliaceous surcles.

1668 Wii.kins Real Char. 70 Herbs. .Not flow-ring; (i.)not

having any foliaceous flower. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
(1789) 128 The largest foliaceous Cyperus. 1806 J. Galpine
Brit. Bot. 335 Teeth of the calyx foliaceous. 1861 H. Mac-
millan Footn. Page Nat. 23 Mosses belong to the foliaceous

. .division of flowerless plants. 1877 Darwin Forms ofFL
iii. 116 The foliaceous stigma is more expanded.

49-2
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b. Bearing leaves, leafy ; having an abundance
of foliage, rare.

1677 Coles, Foliaceous, leavy. 1800 W. Taylor in

Motithly Mag. X. 318 Some withering words would drop
from the foliaceous tree of our language.

C. Of or pertaining to a leaf or leaves, consisting

of leaves.

1816 Kjrbv & Sp. Rntomol. xii. 378 A foliaceous or fari-

naceous diet. 1870 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, vii. 134
The study of plants in which it [the stem] departs from the

normal form, will clearly indicate its foliaceous origin.

2. Consisting of, or having the character of, thin

leaf-like plates or laminae.
1728 Woodward Fossils I. I. 163 A blue talky foliaceous

spar. 1766 b'/iil. Trans. LVI. 37 The metal is. .found, .in a
foliaceous manner issuing out of the quartz. 1770-4 A.
Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 231 Flakes of foliaceous talc.

1861 Hulme tr. Moquitt'Tandon 11. in. ii. 86 The shell [of

the Oyster] is attached, .foliaceous, rough.

3. Zool. & lint. Shaped or arranged like leaves.

1828 Stark Elettt. Nat. Hist. II. 170 A foliaceous appen-
dage at the origin of the feet which surround the mouth.
1854 Woodward Mollitsca (1856) 276 Valves foliaceous, the
upper smallest. 1879 Whicht A nim. Life 59 The bats of
this family have . . foliaceous cutaneous appendages sur-

rounding the nasal apertures.

Hence Poliaceousness, the condition or quality

o being foliaceous.

1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Foliage f<?«*li|edaf), sb. Forms: 6-7 foillage,

7 toHi age, fuellage, '(jdial. foilage
,
7- foliage.

[An altered form after L.folium leaf, or its Eng.
derivatives) of foillage, a. F. feuillage (earlier

fueillage, foillage) i.feuille leaf: see Foil s/>. 1 and
-AGE.]

1. The leaves (of a plant or tree) collectively

;

leafage.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 25 There is not an hearbe . . that

taketh vp greater compasse with fuellage than doth the
Beet. 1708 Philips (ViVri. 384 Swelling Buds their od'rous
Foliage shed. 1784 CoWPER Task vi. 144 These naked shoots
..Shall put their graceful foliage on again. 1858 Glenny
Card, Every-dayBk. 175/1 Bulbs are too frequently attacked
by vermin when allowed to remain in the ground after the
foliage has died down. 1867 Miss Braddon Aur. Floyd
i. 5 Labouring men's cottages, gleaming white from the
surrounding foliage.

trans/, and fig. 1747 Gould Eng. Ants 53 You will . .ob-

serve on each Side of its Breast a small white Foliage ofWings.
1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. xiii. (1883) 197 The light and
graceful foliage of her character.

2. In Art: The representation of leaves, etc.

used for decoration or ornament.
1598 ETlorio, Fogliami. .foillage, or branched worke. 1664

Evelyn tr. Freart's Arc/lit. xxxiv. 80 The foliage which
domineers in the Freeze. 1761-71 H. Walpolk Vertue's
Anted. Paint. (1786) III. 150 The simplicity of the carver's
foliage at once sets off. . the glare of Verrio's paintings. 1874
Parker Goth. Archil, 1. iv. 119 Foliage is by no means an
essential feature of the Early English style. 1879 Sir
G. G. Scott Lett. Archit. I. 80 Foliage, .most beautifully
carved.

b. A representation of a cluster of leaves,

sprays, or branches. ? Obs.

1699 Garth Dispens. 66 A Foliage of dissembl'd Senna
leaves Grav'd round its Brim. 1730 A. Gordon Maffets
Amphith. 371 Foliages, or Branch-work. 1801 Coxe Tour
Monmouthsh. I. 74 A semicircular arch, ornamented with a
foliage of twisted branches.

3. attrib. and Comb., as foliage- border, -stem,

-trimming ; foliage bound adj. Also, foliage crop
(see quot. 1S31); foliage leaf, a leaf in the re-

stricted sense of the word, excluding petals and
other modified leaves ; foliage plant, one culti-

vated for its foliage and not for its blossom.
1891 Daily News 2 July 6/1 A Louis XVI octagonal gold

box, *fo!iage borders and amber-coloured panels. 1805
Scott East Minstr. vi. xxiii, Shone every pillar *foliage-

bound. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. 1243/2 *Foliage crops,

plants cultivated for their leaves to be used green, and
which will not make into hay, as the cabbage tribe. 187a
Oliver Elet/t. Hot. 1. i. 4, I use the term *foliage-leaves at
present simply in order to avoid confusion with the leaves
ofwhich flowers are composed. x88a Vines Sachs' Hot. 634
The cotyledons remain thin like shortly stalked foliaize-

leaves. 1863 Times 10 Apr., * Foliage plants . . produce the
effect required of them throughout the whole period of their
growth. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 122 The
rhizome and *fuliage-stem may be similar or dissimilar.
x8i8 La Belle Assemblee XVII. 36/6 A 'foliage trimming
of pale blue satin.

Foliage (f<>u liiedz,), v. [1. prec. sb.] trans. To
adorn with foliage or with a representation of
leaves and flowers.

1836 in Smart. 1846 P. Parley's Ann. VII. 64 The tombs.

.

are inlaid with wreaths of flowers, and foliaged in their
natural colours.

Foliaged (f<?"*li|ed:$d), ///. a. [f. Foliage sb.

and v. + -ED.]

1. Decorated or ornamented with the representa-

tion of foliage.

1754 A. Drummond Tra7>. ii. 58 An huge composite
foliaged column, a 1763 Shenstone Economy 111. 40 Replete
with dust The foliag d velvet. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 282
The foliaged frieze re-echoing, .the idea of the capital.

2. Covered or furnished with (natural) foliage.

1815 Shelley Alastor 464 Some inconstant star Between
one foliaged lattice twinkling fair. 1859 Cornwallis New
World I. 175 The trunks were charred, but their foliaged
tops had escaped the fiery element.

Foliageous (Mi^'-d^s), a. ff. Foliage sb. +
-008.] Containing representations of foliage.

1882 Athenxum 3 June 704/1 The scroll-work upon them
[Northumbrian stone crosses] is foliageous. 1 1890 J. R.
Allen Notes Monutn. Wilts 2 Foliageous terminations are
introduced.

Folial , filial), a. [f. L. foli-um leaf + -al.]

= next.

1878 G. D. Boakdman Creative Week 314 (Cent. DictJ,
Wolff in 1759. .asserted the community of structure in the

folial and the floral leaves. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Folial
Cycle, the mode of arrangement of leaves on an axis.

Foliar (fiw*lUU)i a. [ad. mod. I,, foliaris, f. L.

folium leaf. Cf. Fr. foliaire.'] Of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of a leaf.

1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI, xv. 358 In innumerable instances

foliar organs move when excited. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot.

iii- § 3- 54 Whatever subtends a lateral axis or branch may
be taken for a leaf or foliar production. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Bary's Phaner. 284 In many Ferns the original

axile bundle widens out. .into a tube, which, .has. .a rela-

tively small slit or foliar gap .. from the margin of which
one or several bundles pass into the leaf.

Foliate fo^'liel), a. [ad. L. foliat-us leaved,

f. folium leaf: see -ate.]

+ 1. Beaten out into a thin sheet or foil. Foliate

gold= leafgold. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 293 Gold Foliate, or any Metall

Foliate, cleaveth. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. 11. iv.

79 This attraction have wee tried . . in gold and silver

foliate. 1819 H. Busk Vestriad 1. 452 On foliate gold his

aching head was laid.

t b. ? Consisting of lamina?. Obs.

1683 Salmon Doron Med. 1. xxvii. 334 The which is called

the foliate Karth.

2. Resembling a leaf ; leaf-life.

1658 Sir T. Browne Card, Cyrus ii. 40 The leaves and
foliate works are commonly thus contrived. 1846 Dana
Zooph. 433 Coalescing into a solid plate, without branches
above (foliate 1

.

b. Geom. Foliate curve ; also foliate quasi-j^.

:

see quot. 1796.
1715 A. de Moivre in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 330 The

Foliate is exactly quadrable, the whole Leaf thereof being
but one third of the Square of AB. 1706 Hutton Math.
Diet. (1 Si 5) I. 533 Foliate, a curve of the 2** order, .consisting

oftwo infinite legs crossing each other, forming a kind of leaf.

3. Bot. a. Furnished with leaves.

1677 Coles, Foliate, leaved. 1721-90 Bah.ev, Foliate,
Leaved, or having Leaves, as, a foliate stalk. 1866 Treat.
Bot., Foliate, clothed with leaves.

b. Having (a specified number of) leaflets.

1840 Paxtom Bot. Diet., Foliate, when a leaf is divided
into leaflets, it is called i, 2, 3, 5, or 10-foliate, according to

the number of leaflets.

Foliate (f^'H^'t), v. [f. L. foli-um + -ATE.]

f 1. trans. To beat (metal; to a leaf or foil.

1704-21 Newton C'///W(ed. 3)140 If Gold be foliated and
held between your Eye and the Light, the Light looks blue.

b. intr. To split into leaves or lamina;.

1798 GsBVlLLE in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIIL 414 Other
parts appear to foliate. 1836 Caldcleu<;h in Foreign Q.
Rev. XVII. 15 lit] foliates at its surface .. and becomes
a friable and very light kind of stone.

2. trans. To foil ( glass 1 ; to silver.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 83 If you foliate that part of a Glass-
ball that is to reflect an Iris. 1818 Blackiv. Mag. III. 614
The lens, .a peculiar part ofwhich he intended to foliate.

3. intr. To put forth leaves.

1775 Romans Nat. Hist. Florida 7 This tardy tree budded,
foliated, blossomed. 1893 Q. [Coich] Delect. Duchy 162 The
ash was foliating 00 the 29th of April.

4. trans. To decorate with foils see Foil sby 2 b).

1812-6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 136 There seems
to have been little if any attempt at feathering or foliating

the heads of Norman doors. 1835 Willis Arch. Mid.
Ages 45 There is a manifest distinction between foiling an
arch and foliating it. {He explains that a 'foiled arch' is

one indented into a number of small arches ; a ' foliated

arch ' is a plain arch with a foiled arch placed below it. But
his distinction is seldom recognised.] 1851 Ruskin Stones
Ven. (1874) I. i. 13 The Arabs pointed and foliated the arch.

5. trans. To mark the folios or leaves of (a

volume, etc.) with consecutive numbers.
1846-7 Maskell Mon. Kit. I. p. cxix, It is regularly

foliated to the end, from i. to c. iiij. 1848 Halliwell Ace.
Vernon MS. 3 It numbers ff. 412 and Sab init. ; ff.3ii-3i8 (

403-412, not foliated.

Hence Foliating///, a.

1835 Willis Arch. Mid. Ages 45 This foliating arch con-

tinued, .to be treated as an independent order.

Foliated (fcw'li|*'ited\ ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed L]

+ 1. — Foliate a. 1. Obs.
1666 Boyle OHg. Formes <y Qnal. ir. v. 334 Spirit of Salt

. . being heated . . would readily enough dissolve foliated

Gold.

b. Covered with foil, silvered.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 214 A convex Looking-glass, or

foliated Glass-ball.

2. Composed of thin leaf-like layers or laminae.

Chiefly Geol. and A/in. Foliated earth oftartar, an
old name of potassium acetate.

1650 Ashmole Arcanum 205 This Earth is white and
foliated, wherein Philosophers doe sow their gold. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. II. 332 Crystals and gems are found
to be of a foliated structure. 1833 Lvell Princ. Geol. III.

11 Crystalline precipitates .. with a foliated and stratified

structure. 1854 Thomson Cycl. Chem., E'oliated 'Tellurium,
Red Telluride of Lead. 1866—7 Livingstone Last Jrnls.

(1873) I. iv. 85 Near the Lake .. mica schist and gneiss
foliated.

3. Chiefly Zool and Conchol. Shaped like a leaf

or leaves ; in leaf-like forms. See also quot. 1859.
1846 Patterson Zool. 28 Some of these ['sea-mats']

. . present a foliated appearance. 1846 Dana Zooph. iv.

83 By growth laterally, the explanate or oblique foli-

ated species originate. 1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856)

91 Sutures angulated, or lobed and foliated. 1859 Page
Hamibk. Geol. Terms s.v. Foliated, Certain shells are said

to be foliated, when their surfaces are covered with leaf-like

projections, as the rose-bush murex.

4. Arch.
}
ttc. a. Ornamented with foils. Foliated

arch ;see quot. 1840). b. Consisting of or orna-

mented with leaf-work or foliage.

1840 Parker Gloss. Archit. (ed. 31, Foliated Arch, an
arch with a trefoil, cinquefoil, or multifoil under it. 1849
Brandon Goth. Archit. I. 25 Small shafts with delicately

carved foliated caps. 1851 E. Sharce Seven Periods 25
The earlier Windows exhibit tracery which consists almost
exclusively of plain foliated circles. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita
I. v. 163 Our parlour table loaded with foliated silver.

5. Furnished with or consisting of leaves, spec,

in Her.
1721-90 Bailey, Foliated, Leaved or having Leaves. 1756

P. Browne yamaica(ijSg) 128 This plant, .bears a large fo-

liated top. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Foliated, leaved.

6. A/us. (See quot.)

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Foliated,

a melody or portion of plain-song is said to be foliated when
slurred notes have been added above or below those of

which it originally consisted.

7. Carpentry. Rabbeted.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 900/2 Foliated-joint (Car-

pentry), a rabbeted joint, where one part overlies another.

Foliation (Mi^'jan). Also 7 -acion. [f.

Foliate a. : see -ation and cf. ¥t. foliation.']

1. The leafing (of a plant) ; the process of burst-

ing into leaf; the state of being in leaf.

1623 Cockeram, Foliation, budding of the leaues. 1779
Mason Eng. Gard. m. 221 Plants . . rul'd by Foliation's

different law. 1795 Gentl. Mag. 540/1 Between total denuda-
tion and perfect loliation the rind- .of various trees exhibits

various tints. 1864 in Webster.
b. concr. f(a) Something resembling a leaf;

(b) a leaf-like process.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard, Cyrus iii. 48 Thus are also

disposed the triangular foliations, in the conicall fruit of the

firre tree. 1875 * Blake Zool. 55 Variously shaped and
grotesque membranous foliations.

2. Bot. fa. The assemblage of leaves or petals

forming the corolla of a flower. Obs.

1671 [see Attire sb. 8]. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (18181 116

Thou wilt not find a rival in the feathers of a peacock, or

the foliation of a tulip.

b. The formation or arrangement of leaves in

the bud ; — Vernation.
1794 Maktyn Rousseau's Bot. xxxi. 485 The foliation, or

different folding of the leaves, before they are expanded.

1835 in Lindley Introd. Bot. U848) I. 176. 1845 — Sch.

Bot. iv. (1858) 25 Flowers regular, with, .gyrate foliation.

3. The action or process of beating (metal \ into foil.

1755 Johnson, Foliation, the act of beating into thin leaves.

1828 in Webster; and in mod. Diets.

4. Geol. The process and the property of splitting

up into leaf-like layers ; also the lamina," or plates

into which crystalline rocks are divided.

1851-9 Darwin in Man. Set. Enq. 283 The foliation of the

metamorphic schists., is intimately connected with the

cleavage of homogeneous slaty rocks. 1876 Pace Advd.
Text-Bk. Geol. viii. 159 Contortions and foliations among
the gneiss and mica-schists.

5. Arch. Ornamentation with foils ; tracery con-

sisting chiefly of small arcs or foils.

1816 [see Feathering vbl. sb. 2 bj. 1849 Freeman A rchit.

280 Foliations hanging free like lace-work. 1853 Ruskin
Stones Ven. II. vi, Foliation, .is. .the easiest method of

decoration which Gothic architecture possesses.

b. An arrangement of foliage.

1875 Pollen Anc. He Mod. Furn. 85 Figured sculpture, .in

the form of. .acanthus foliations.

6. The consecutive numbering of the folios (or

leaves) of a book or MS.
1846 7 Maskell Mon. Rit. II. p. xxiii, These.. beginning

with fresh signatures, and foliation, may be mistaken for

perfect books. 1885 C Plcmmer Introd. to Fortescue's

Abs. a> Lint. Mon. 88 Monarchia occupies ff. 172-194
according to the old foliation.

7. The action or process of applying foil to glass.

1828 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Foliato-, combining form of L. folidtus Foli-

ate, in sense 'formed like a leaf*.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 497 Foliato-explanate at base.

Foliator (iJu'li^'tai). [f. Foliatk v. + -or.]

One who foliates or numbers the leaves of a book.

1848 Halliwell Ace. Vertwn MS. 3 Ff. 337-60, 369-7 2

interchanged by the foliator, but rightly bound.

Foliature (fiw'IiatiuT. [ad. late L. foliatlira,

i.folidtus Foliate.]

1. a. A cluster of leaves ; foliage, b. Leaf-orna-

mentation.
1676 Gkew Anal. Plants iv. v. § 2 (1682) 171 Those

Plants which have no Flower or Foliature, are yet some
way or other Attir'd. 1753 Shuckeord Creation xl. 203

They wreathed together a Foliature of the Fig-tree. 1815

Southey Roderick xvm. 130 The crosier richly wrought
With silver foliature.

2. ' The state of being hammered into leaves* (J.).

t Folic, v. Obs.~ l = Foliate v. 5, Folio v.

1697 Sec. Narrat. Proc. Turners Hall 36 Errata, That
sheet is wrong Folied, which correct thus, p. 17, 18, 19.
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Folie, obs. form of Folly.

tPolier. Obs. rare. [Of doubtful genuineness
;

the author was a German ; cf. G.folie = Foil sb. 1

]

A foil to put under a precious stone.

1671 Schrotlk in Hirch Hist, Royal Soc. II. 489-493
passim. 1818 in Todd; and in mod. Diets.

Foliicolous (fiw:ii|i*kJlas), a. [f. L.folii- com-

bining form oifoli-um leaf + col- (stem of colore to

inhabit +-O0S.] Growing parasitically on leaves.

1874 Cooke Fungi^ Foliicolous species.

Foliiferous (f<>u:li|i'fer3s), a. Also erron. foli-

ferous. [f. as prec. + -ferous.] Hearing leaves

or leaf-like appendages. Foliiferous staff: a pas-

toral staff decorated with figures of buds or leaves.

1828 Webster, Folifcrous, producing leaves. 1857 BERKE*
lev Crvptog. Bot. § 34. 48 A true embryo, with the radicular

end pointing one way, and the foliiferous end another.

1876 AXEL Blytt Nonvegian Flora 54 The tender foliferous

trees in the Danish forest bogs.

Foliifbrni \io^\\^g-xm),a. [f. as prec. + -form.]

Having the form of a leaf, leaf-like.

1880 GiAT Struct. Bot. iii. § 3. 65 Special foliiform

Branches.

Foliiparous (fJ"di,iparas\ a. [f. as prec. +
•par-u's producing {parere to produce) + -ous.]

'Producing leaves only* ( Treas. Bot. 1.866).

Folily : see Follily adv. Obs.

Folimot, folimort, obs. forms of FJLBMOT.
1622 PbachAM Compi. Gentl. 11661) 157 Folimot colour

signifieih Withered. .1640 [ShirlevJ Capt. Underwit 11.

ii. in Bullen O. PI. II. 345 Shall I decipher my Colours to

you now?. .Folimort is withered, (etc.]

Folio {io~*\io), sb, and adj. Also 7 follio. [a.

L. folio, abl. of folium leaf. Branch I proceeds

from the med.L. use of the ablative in refer-

ences, though in sense 2 the word may be a.

It. foglio. In branch II the phrase in folio is either

a. I,at. or a refashioning of the Italian in foglio.

Cf. the use of in folio in Fr. both in sense 5 b and
as sb. = sense 7.]

A. sb.

I. With reference to pagination.

1. A leaf of paper, parchment, etc. (either loose

as one of a series, or in a bound volume) which is

numbered only on the front.

In the early instances the word may have been regarded
as Latin. The front and back of the leaf were referred to

as(folio) recto and verso \ these words became Eng. as sbs.

1533 T. Moke Debell. Salem Wks. 958/2 The .xlv.

Chapiter of mine Apology beginnyng, Folio .243. 1548
Staunkord Kingcs Prerog. ix. (1567) 35 a, There it appeares
folio .285. allso. 1585 Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy.
Turkic, Table, The first number signifieth the chapter, the
second the folio. 1669 Stukmy Mariner's Mag. 11. xvii.

tuarg., Place this between folio 202. and folio 203.

2. In Bookkeeping, The two opposite pages of a

ledger or other account-book in which these are

used concurrently ; hence used for a page of a

ledger in which one page serves for both sides of

an account, and sometimes for a page of an
account book generally.

1588 Mf.llis Bricfe Instruct. C v, The number of the leafe

or folio of your Creditor. 1622 Malynes Anc. Law^Merch.
364 The Leaves or Folio of the Leidger. 1849 Fkeese
Comm. Class-bk. 109 A narrow column, for the figures
which denote the Folio, where each account will be found
in the Ledger.

3. The page-number of a printed book.
1683 Moxon Meek, Exerc. II. 376 The Corrector and

Compositer . . examine . . how the Folio's of those Pages
properly and numerically follow and succeed one another.

1841 Savage Diet. Print., When there is a running title,

the folios are placed at the outside corners of the pages.

4. Law. A certain number of words (in Gt. Britain

and Ireland 72 or 90, in U.S. generally 100) taken

as a unit in reckoning the length of a document.
Many legal documents of 16th c. are found to be written

in pages of 12-15 lines, each containing 6 words. This is

doubtless the origin of the above sense.

1836 Sir H. Taylok Statesman xxiii. 169 Paying persons
in the rank of life of law-stationers and their hired writers

at the rate of so much per folio. 1848 Wharton Law Lex.,
Folio, a certain number of words; in conveyances, &c,
amounting to seventy-two, and in Chancery proceedings to
ninety.

II. With reference to size.

5. In folio, a phrase signifying ( in the form of a

full-sized sheet folded once'. Orig. apprehended
as a Latin phrase, used appositively or attributively;

afterwards as consisting of an English prep, and sb.

1582 Parsons Def. of Censure 148, I haue two editions in

greeke : the one of learned Pagnine in folio, the other of

Plantyne in octavo. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. I. ii. 192 Deuise
Wit, write Pen, for I am for whole volumes in folio. 1644
Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 89 That rare book in a large folio.

1679 Bi*. Hereford Coll. "Jesuits 4 Divinity Books .. in

Folio and Quarto. 1763 Massey Orig. 0/ Lett. 11. 59 All

the curious hands . . engraved on 28 brass plates in folio.

1819 Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 29, I asked her if she would have
it in folio, with marginal notes? 1837-9 HM.I AM Hist. Lit.

I. iii. 1. § 148. 250 The more usual form of books printed in

the 15th century is in folio.

b. transf. andyfy. ; spec, in a full and loose dress.

Obs. exc. dial.

1590 Gheene Neuer too late (1600) 96 His lippes were of
the largest sise in folio, able to furnish a Coblers shoppe

with clowting leather, a 1613 Overbury A Wife tyc. (1638)

133 Many ride poast to Chandlers and Tobacco shops in

folio, a 1625 Fletcher Love's Cure n. ii, I had rather walke
In folio again, loose, like a woman. 1630 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Jack-a-Lent 114/1 When a mans stomacke is in Folio,

and knowes not where to haue a dinner in Decimo sexto.

1651 Lilly Chas. I (1774' 244 The scorns .. he saw now
returned upon himself in folio. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy 11.

7 It [Rome] hath its Hospitals .. and many of those are
Hospitals in folio, 1698 Vanuhigh Prop. Wife v. 11710)

95 Cuckuldom in Folio, is newly printed : and Matrimony
in Quarto, is just going into the Press. 1828 Craven Gloss.

^d. 2) s.v., ' In full folio', in full dress.

6. A sheet of paper when folded once. Also,

f such a sheet used for a specific purpose.
1616 Bullokar, Folio, a sheete or large leafe of paper.

1691 Evelyn Diary 16 Apr., Severall folios of dried plants.

1710 Addison Jailer No. 216 P5 To his Daughter.. I

bequeath. . my large Folio of Indian Cabbage. 1876J. Gould
Letter-press Printer 40 Folio denotes a sheet of paper
folded into two leaves.

7. A volume made up of sheets of paper folded

once ; a volume of the largest size.

1628 Eakle Microcosm, Sergeant (Arb.) 57 He swels them
[Bookes] into Folio's with his Comments. 1713 Swift
Frenzy J. Dennis Wks. 1821 XIII. 211 The gentleman..
let drive at us with avast folio. 1826 Scott Woodst. iii,

Tomkins began to turn the leaves of a folio, which lay open
on the reading-desk. 1867 Stubbs Benedict's Chrou. I.

Pref. 24 The other manuscript ..is a small folio.

transf and Jig. 1659 D. Pkll Impr. Sea 286 The little

decimo sextos . . the small fish . . as well as. .the great folios

of the Whale, and Elephant. 1813 BvKON Jrnl. 16 Nov.
in Moore /, //^ (1833) I. 541 This same lady writes octavos,

and talks folios. 1885 Pall Mall G. 25 July 3/2 The
London police -those folios in dark blue, lettered, and
uniform.

b. atlrib. and Comb.
1712 Addison Sped. No. 529 P 1, I have seen a folio writer

place himself in an elbow chair, when [etc.]. 1849 Sin J.

Stephen Feci. Biog. (1S50) II. 37 They lower, in the sullen

majority of the folio age, over the pigmies of this duodecimo
generation. 1879 Dowden Soitthey iii. 78 He received

from his Lisbon collection precious boxes folio-crammed.

B. adj.

1. Formed of sheets or a sheet folded once ; of

the largest size ; folio-sized. Often following the

sb. ; cf. A. =;.

1597 8 Bp. Hall Sat. 11. i. 29 With folio volumes, two to

an oxe hide. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. v. xi. 404
Small Pocket-Bibles, and a great Folio-Alchoran. 1680

Evelyn Diary ( 18501 II. 147 A folio MS. ofgood thickness.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. 231 If it be a large Folio

Page . . he . . has Tyed up. 1728 Poi'E Dune. 1. 139 A folio

Common-place Founds the whole pyle, of all his works the

base. 1802 Dibdin lutrod. Classics 26 There are some
Folio editions of this beautiful work. 1808 Scott AutobtOg.
in Lockhart Life i, I remember writing upwards of 120 folio

pages with no interval either for food or rest. 1870 Dickens
F. Drood ii, The folio music-books on the stand. Mod. A
history in ten volumes folio.

fig. 1622 J.Taylor (Water P.) Water-cormorant, Separa-
tist 21 These fellowes with their ample folio graces, a 1839
Praed/W,w.i(i864) I. 366 A minute will supply To thought
a folio history Of blighted hopes.

2. Printing and Stationery. (See quots.)

1871 Amer. Eucycl. Print., Folio Post, a flat writing-

paper, usually 17 by 22 inches. 1888 Jacoui Printers' Voc,
Folio chase, a chase with one bar only. 1890 — I'rintiug

ii. 32 In the wooden kinds we have slip, octavo, quarto, and
folio galleys. Ibid. 42 These chases are often divided or

subdivided into folio or quarto by means of cross-bars.

Folio {{ou\\o),v. [f. prec. sb.] = Foliate z>. 5.

In mod. 1 'icts.

Hence Folioing vbl. sb.

1858 Sim.monds Diet. Tratie, Folioing, the operation of

paging or marking a book. 1895 Conway Paine 's Rights of
Man (fly-leaf), It has been thought advisable to preserve in

this volume the folioing of the complete edition of the

work.

Foliolar fJ»-liJlai), a. [f. FOLIOLK + -AB.

Cf. F. foliolaire.]
( Like to or connected with a

leaflet' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1884).

Foliolate (fifc-ltfk't), a. Bot. [a. L. *foliolat-

us: see Foliole and -ate.] Of, pertaining to, or

consisting of folioles or leaflets ; chiefly in comb,
with numerical prefix (usually written with Arabic
figure) used instead of the Latin uni-, bi-, tri-.

Cf. BlFOLIOLATE a.

1866 in Treas. Bot.; and in mod. Diets. 1870 Hooker
Stud.Flora%6 Leaves 3-foliolate in seedling plants. . Minute
1 -foliolate leaves.

Foliole {ib~*-\\o"V. [a. V.foliole, ad. L.foliolum,

dim. offolium leaf.]

1. Bot. One of the divisions of a compound leaf

;

a leaflet.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. ii. 28 Pieces, which we
must call leaves, leaflets, or folioles. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot. 31 Compound leaves reduced to a single foliole.

1852 Th. Ross Humboldt's 'Prav. III. xxix. 177 A . . palm-
tree.. having a free thread between the interstices of the
folioles.

2. Zool. A small leaf-like appendage.
1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1205/1 In Boltenia reni-

formis the stomach is destitute of any internal folioles or

lacuna;. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. II. 221 A series of flat

transparent leaflets .. Similar folioles also arise from the
basal joint of the antenna:.

HencePolioliferousa. [see-(i)FEUOUs], bearing

folioles or small leaf-like appendages {Cent. JJict.).

To liolose a. [see -ose], having leaves composed
of folioles {Syd. Soe. Lex.).

Foliomort, obs. form of FiLEMOT.

FoliophagOUS <fo"li^rfagDs), a. nonce-wd. [f.

Folio + Or. -(pay-os eating +- -ous.] fig. That
devours folios.

1829 Southey Sir T. More II. 353 Call to mind ..my
foliophagous friend, what was the extent of Michael
Motitagne's library.

Foliose (Mi<><»*s;, a. [ad. \..folios-us. {.folium

leaf: see -OSE.] Having, or abounding in, leaves
;

leafy, folious.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Foliose, full of Leaves. 1758 Phil.

Trans. L. 677 Linna:us has observed . . a foliose lichen of

this order. 1882 Vines Sachs' Pot. 343 The foliose J unger-

mannieae.

b. = FOLIOUS a. - b. 1864 in Webster.

Foliosity (Mi|?'siti). [f. Foliose + -itv.]

The state or condition ol being foliose ; abundance

of foliage ; in quot. with jocular allusion to Folio.

1847 De Qlincev Schtosser's Lit. Hist. Wks. VIII. 44
It is because he does not shoot into German foliosity that

Schlosscr finds him 'intolerable'.

tFo'liot. Obs. rare. [?a. OY.foliot.
The OK. word is recorded only as meaning watch-spring ;

but according to Hatz.-Darm. it is derived from the vb.

folier to play the fool, to dance about, and so may have
had other meanings related to this vb. Cf. the surname
Foliot, known from 12th c. in Eng. How Burton obtaiin.it

the word there is nothing to show; he evidently connects
it with \t.foltetto,= ¥. [esprit) foltel, hobgoblin, properly

a dim. offol foolish. Can it be a misprint (orfolic t'i\

1. V Foolish matter.

a 1250 Chul% Night. H66 Ne singe ill horn no foliot.

2. A kind of goblin.
1621 Bukton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. i. ii. Another sort of these

[devils] there are, which frequent forlorn houses, which the

Italians call foliots. [He refers to Cardano De rerum var.
xvi. 11581) 1123 Daemon est familiaris, uocant folletos.]

t Fo'lious, «•' rare. Also 5 folyus. [ad. OF.
folieus, folicux, f. folie Folly.] Foolish. Hence
FoTiously adv.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (i86a) 58 For the whiche folyus

dede, there is falle so moche sorw. Ibid. 8;} ThoriiL;he tin-

said folious lone he toke her untohis witT. 1481 CaxtON Tulle

of Old Age Giv/i The yong man hopeth foliou^ly, if \<y

cause of his yong age he wenith to live long.

FoliouS (fV'u'lias';, a.~ [ad. L. folios-us, f.

folium leaf: see -ous.] Abounding m, or ol the

nature of, leaves; leafy, foliose.

1658 Snt T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. 51 The folious and
stalky emission disttnguisheth herbs and trees. 1682 - Chr.
Mor. 11. iii, To obtrude them [assertions] as Sibyls Itavcs,

which after considerations may find to be but folious appar-

ences, and not the central and vital inteiiours of Truth,

b. (See quoO
1828 Weustek, Folious, having leaves intermixed with

flowers.

tFo'lity. Obs. In 5 folite. [ad. OK. fo/ite',

follite, f. fol, fou, masc, folle fern, foolish.]

Foolishness.
(11400-50 Alexander 536G }c fare bot with folite; quare

ere }oure fyue wit t is?

II
Folium (uJu'li^m). [L.folium leaf]

1. =Foljo 6.

1886 Statem. Land Laws Incorp. Law Soc. 26 Certificates

..each constituting a distinct folium consisting of two or

more pages.

2. Geom. a. A finite loop of a nodal curve

terminated at both ends by the same node. b.

Folium of Descartes, a plane nodal cubic curve

with real nodal tangents, and one real inflexion at

infinity.

1848 B. Pkice Diff. Calculus (1852) 319 To determine the

nature of the point at the origin of the Folium of Descartes.

C. Used with prefixes uui-j bi-, etc. to indicate

a curve with one, two, etc. indentations.

1873 Salmon Higher Plane Curves vi. (1879) 221 Zeuthen
confines the name oval to a branch having no real bitangent

or inflexions, one with a single real bitangent he calls a uni-

folium, one with 2, 3, or 4 such bitangents, a bifolium,

trifolium or quadrifolium.

Folk(f^'k). Forms: i-2folc (pi. folc\2folche,

Orm. folic, follk, 3 folck, south, volck, 34 folc,

south, vole, volk, 3-6 folke, 3-8 fokje, (5 fokke ,

6 folck(e, 8 Sc. fouk, 3- folk. Also 3-4 ivk. gen.

folken(e. [OE. folc str. neut. = OFris. folk, OS.

folc (Du. volk), OHG. folc neut., masc. (MHG.
vole neut., masc, mod.Ger. volk neut.), OX. folk

neut., people, army, detachment (Sw., Da. folk) :—

OTeut. *folkom . The original sense is perh. best

preserved in ON.; cf. OS1. plitkii (Russ. ilOJun*)

division of an army, Lath, pulkas crowd, which are

believed to be early adoptions from Teut
The view of some scholars, that the Teut. word and the

L. vulgus both descend from a common type *qolgos, is very

doubtful.]

1. A people, nation, race, tribe. Obs. qxc. arch.

Beowulf 1582 (Gr.) He .. sloh .. folces Deni^ea fyftyne

men. ciooo ,/Eli-hic Gen. xxv. 23 Twa folc beob toddled

on pe, & paet folc oferswiS bait o>er folc. 1297 R. Glouc.

(1724) 3 Brytones were be firste folc bat to Engelond come.

1388 Wvclif Johnxx. 48 Romayns schulen come, and schulen

take our place and oure folk. 1535 Covebdalk 2 Esdras v.

26 Amonge all y multitudes ofiolkes thou hast gotten the

one people. 1850 Neale Med. Hymns 118671 24 Met Thee
with Palms in their hands that day the folk of the Hebrews.

b. transf ofanimals. (After the Vulg. and Ileb.)



FOLK. 390 FOLLICULOSE.
138a Wyclif Prov. xxx. 26 A litil hare, a folc vnmy?tt.

1535 Coveroalk ibid., The conyes are hut a feble folke [so

1611 and 18851K.V.)].

2. An aggregation of people in relation to a

superior,^. God, a king or priest; the great mass
as opposed to an individual; the people; the vulgar.

Obs exc. arch,

r888 K. i^ELFRKO Boeth. xxx. § 1 For^aem is S.es folces

hlisa a;lcum men for nauht to habbenne. 971 Blickl. //om.

35 Swa swa &eara beboden was Codes folce. c 1250 Gen.
<y Ex. 2785 le haue in in folkes pine so3en. a 1300 Cursor
M. 12838 fCott ) Ion. .said bat all baa fok moght here, bis

es [etc.}. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS, B) 43 Til alle

bo folk he Tpreste] shryues him bare of alle his synnes.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour E viib, The said hoost of the
Hebreux. .were al folke of god. 1549-62 Sternhold & H.
Pi. c. 247 We are his folke, he doth vs feede. 1863 I.ongf.
Wayside Inn, Olafvn, Choose ye between two things, my
folk. 1886 Academy 7 Aug. 85/2 It.. did not hold back the
Bible from the folk.

+ b. (also//.) Retainers, followers; servants,

workpeople. Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 433 pa lettehe riden vnirimed folc. a 1400-50

Alexander 3053 Dary. .se^is his foke faile. 1568 Crafton
Chron. II. 377 He founde it kept by the Erie of Darbyes
folkes. 1577 B. GOOGB Heresbach's Hush. 11586) II. 71b,
Least my folkes labouring in some of them should come into
the rest, contrarie to my pleasure. 1581 G. Pf.ttif. tr.

Gnazzo's Civ. Conv. 11586) lit. 170 The maister of the house
..ought, .to shewe himselfe more seuere towards his owne
folke, then towards others. 1632 J, HavwaRD tr. Biondi's
Eromena 68 Wherein (wanting so many of your folke) you
could not have defended your selfe.

3. Men, people indefinitely. Also, people of a

particular class, which is indicated by an adj. or

some attributive phrase.
From 14th c. onward the pi. has been used in the same

sense, and since 17th c. is the ordinary form, the sing, being
arch, or dial. The word is now chiefly colloq., being
superseded in more formal use by people.

0. E. Chron. an. 999 |>a elkede man fratn dx%e to da;^e,

8: swencte baH earme folc be on 5am scipon lagon. a 1225
Ancr. R, 156 Vor te biweopen isleien uolc—bet is, mest al

be world. 1340 Ayenb. 139 [>e benes and Jjj oreysons of
guode uolke. 1377 Langl. A PL B. xv. 360 Now failleth

|>e folke of he flode And of be londe bothe. c 1386 Chaucer
Knt. 's T. 2035 Upon the steedes, that weren grete and
white, Ther seeten folk. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 11.

xlv. (1859) 51 Now beholde, and see with goode auyse-
meut vpon these folkes. c 1430 Diatorie in Babees Bk. 58
With .iij. maner of folk be not at debate: First with hi

bettir. 1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 311 The masse crede
is to be sayd when folcke lye a dyenge. a 1500 Gregory**
Chron. (Camd. Soc.) 155 Suminys of v c men of armys or
of folke of schotte [orig. gens de trait, i.e. archers], 1565
T. Staplkton Eortr. Faith. 126 Howseling of Christen
folcke before deathe. 1619 Crt. <y Times "fas. I '1849) II.

186 They played three pieces glick, as ordinary folks use to

play twopenny glick. 1710 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 71, I

have heard wise folks say, An ill tongue may do much.
1737 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxiv. 297 There
were Folks killed in 1723. 1756 Mrs. Caldkrwooo c

)rnl.

(18841 83, I could not speak to the folks and ask questions.

1774 A. Adams in J. Q. Adams' Bam. Lett. 11876) 49
Some folks say I grow very fat. 1774 Franklin Wks. 1887
V. 414 It was the ton with the ministerial folks to abuse
them. 1775 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 11 June, Folks
want me to go to Italy. 1845 S. Austin Ramie's Hist.
Kef. II. 29 He is unkind to the poor folk. 1870 Kossetti
Poems 100 A decree. .Whereby all banished folk might win
Free pardon. 1871 Smh.es Charac. i. (1876)25 The charac-
ter of a nation is not to he learnt from its fine folks. 1879
Browning Martin Relph 119 It was hard to get at the folks

in power. 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 23 The hearts of the
folk in Grosseto were sad for his fate.

b. Individual persons ; individuals.
( 1450 Bk. Curtasye 546 in Babees Bk., Thes thre folke

and no mo. 1504 Bury Wills (Camden) 97 Substancyall
folkys of the seid parych. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

35 Three folkes, viz, two men and a wooman. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Berkeley the Banker \.\\. 31 To think it prudent
for these young folks to settle.

4. //. (exc. dial.) The people of one's family,

parents, children, relatives.

1715 Pattern to true love in Halliwel! Yorksh. AnthoL
(1851 414 Our folks will angry be I fear. 1776 J. Q. Adams
in Fan/. Lett. (18761 203 All that I could learn of you and
my little folks. 18x8 Carr Cravett Gloss., (ed, 2) Folk,
family. ' How's yower folk '. 1833 Ht. Martjnf.au Loom <y

Lnpger \. i. 15 Your young folks are flourishing, 1 hope.

b. dial. Friends, intimates.

1854 Baker Northampt. Words, s. v., 'We're not folks
now.' 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., s.v., ' They'd use to be such
folks.'

5. attrib. and Comb., as \folk-king, ^-need.
Beowulf 287 3 (Gr.t Nealles *folc-cyning fyrd^esteallum

gylpan porfte. c 1105 Lav. 9501 Fare5 swide a*e, to ban
folc-ktnge. ciooo Ags. Ps. lxxvii[i]. 14 Him ealleniht, o3er
beacen, fyres leoma, *folc nede heold.

b. esp. in numerous mod. Combs, (formed after

Ger. precedent) with the sense (
of, pertaining to,

current or existing among, the people*; as folk-

belief, custom, -literature, -nantCy-song, -speech, etc.

1850 N. <y Q. 1st Ser. II. 99/2, I believe that one item of
folk-faith is that farm-yard odours are healthy. 1864
Reader 1 Oct. 407 The minute notices concerning medicine
[etc.]. .that are scattered through the pages ofour mediaeval
biographers will increase our knowledge of the folk-life of
the past. 1870 W. E. A. Axon (title) Folk- Song & Folk-
Speech of Lancashire. 1880 J. Gkikie Prehist. Europe 9
One of those great folk-waves which have successively

swept over Europe. 1884 Academy 23 Feb. 126/1 Folk-law
is astonishingly conservative. 1891 Athenaeum 10 Oct.

486/3 Those who believe in the origin of folk-tales from the

cultured.

6. Special comb. : folk-etymology, usually, the

popular perversion of the form of words in order

to render it apparently significant ; folk-free a.,

having the rights of a freeman ; folk-leasing (OK.
Imw), public lying, slander ; folk-stead (see quot.

1876).
1883 G. Stephens S. Buggers Stud, on N. Mythol. 2S It

does not mend the matter, if, when we have no better

argument, we call it *folk-etymology. a 1000 Laws Wiht-
rjed § 8 Gif man his mam an wiofode freols £efe, se sie *fo!c-

fry. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxxii, Folkfree and Sacless art

thou in town and from town, a 1000 Laws /Elf. % 32 Gif
mon *foJc-leasunge gewyrce. .him mon aceorfe ba tungan.
1771 Burke Powers of juries in Prosecutions Wks. X. 114
An offence of this species, called Folk-leasing. a 1000
Beowulf 76 pa ic wide gefraijn .. manure mzeftbe . .*folc-

stede frastwian. 1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss., Folkstead, an
out-door place of assembly for general purposes. 'The
chapel wouldn't hold them all, so they made a folkstead of
the garth.'

t Folkland. Obs, exc. Hist. A term of OE.
law, designating land held by a certain kind of

tenure; opposed to Bookland.
As to the nature of the antithesis between folkland and

book land there have been many conjectures. Since the
publication of Allen's Inquiry into the Growth of the
Royal Prerogative* 1830, the prevailing view has been that

folkland was land belonging to the state, which the king
or the witan might grant to a person for his life, but which
did not descend to heirs, while bookland was land held
by charter or deed. But in the Eng. /list. Rev. VIII.
(1893) Prof. Vinogradoff" has forcibly argued theft, folkland
was simply land heritable by folkright or common law,
while the estate in bookland was conferred by charter or
deed, and could be alienated freely.

a 1000 Laws Edgar § 2 Obbe on boc-lande ob'>e on folc-

lande. 1641 Termes de la Ley 54 This land was held with
more easie and commodious conditions than Folkeland.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 91 Folk-land, .was held by no
assurance in writing, but distributed among the common
folk or people at the pleasure of the lord. 1830 J. Allen A*.

Prerog. (1849) 135 Folcland, as the word imports, was the

land of the folk or people. It was the property of the
community. It might be occupied in common, or possessed
in severalty ; and, in the latter case, it was probably
parcelled out to individuals in the folcgemdt. But while it

continued to be folcland, it could not be alienated in per-

petuity; and therefore, on the expiration of the term for

which it had been granted, it reverted to the community,
and was again distributed by the same authority. 1871
Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 24 The folkland,

the common land of the nation, was now [1066-7] changed,
fully and for ever, into terra Regis, the land of the King.

Folk-lore (fih'k|15>i). [f. Folk + Loke.] The
traditional beliefs, legends, and customs, current

among the common people; the study of these.

1846 Ambrose Mhrton [W. J. Thorns] in Athenaeum
22 Aug. 862/3 What we in England designate as Popular
Antiquities, or Popular Literature (though, .it . .would be
most aptly described by a good Saxon compound, Folk-Ix)re,

—the Lore of the People). 1862 Ecclesiologist XXIII. 279
Mr. Lee gives us a piece of folks-lore. 1863 Max Mullkr
Chips (1880) II. xxi. 206 A healing virtue is ascribed in

German folk-lore to the mistletoe. 1884 A. Lano Custom <V

AJyth 11 Property speaking, folklore is only concerned with

the legends, customs, beliefs, of the folk—of the people.

Hence Folklo rism, a piece of folk-lore; Polk-
lorist, a student of folk-lore, rolklori stic a.

1876 A^. <$• Q. 5th Ser. VI. 12/2 Success to the Folk-Lore
Society ! An Old Folk-I^rist. 1886 Sat. Rev. 28 Aug.
306 The Revue, .contains divers 'folklorisms'. 1888 Bui.len
Peele's Wks. I. Introd. n The Ghost of Jack ought to be
an object of interest to folklorists. 1888 Science XII. 132
Some interesting philological and folk-lorislic informa-

tion.

t Fo*lkmoot, folkmote. Obs. exc. Hist.

Korms : 1 folcm6t, -xemdt, 5 folkesmot, 6 folck-

mote, 67 folkemote, '7 erron. falkmoth, 9 folk-

muth), 9 folkemote, folcmoot, 6-9 folkmote,

5-9 folkmoot. [OK. folc-mdt, -gemdt, f. folc,

Folk + m6t, gemdt meeting.] A general assembly

of the people of a town, city, or shire.

a 1000 Laws Atheist. (Thorpe) § 12 On bara jerefena

^ewitnesse on folcgemote [7'. r. on folcmote). 1494 Fahvan
Chron. vn. 340 He anone sent Johnne Mancell, one of his

iustycys, vnto London ; and there, .callyd at Pawlys crosse

a folkmoot. 1539 Rasteli. Pastyme, Hist. Brit. (1811) 184

Place of sittyng . . appoynted at the Folkmote at Poules

crosse, 1596 Spenser /*'. Q. IV. iv. 6 To which folke-mote they
all with one consent . . Agreed to travell, and their fortunes

try. 1642 A ntid. to prei'ent Civ. Wars 9 Commanders of the

Militia in every County were elected, .in a full Falkmoth.

1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 112 note, He. .directed a folk-

mote or common hall to be held on Sunday the 27th of

that month. 1848 Lytton Harold iv. v, I will ask the

King's leave to go to my East Anglians, and hold a folk-

muth. 189a Tennyson Foresters 1. iii, How should we
cope with John? The London folkmote Has made him all

but king.

Hence + Polk-mooter, ?a parochial politician.

1645 Milton Colast. Wks. (1847) 228 '1 These matters are

not for pragmatics and folkmooters to babble in.

+ PO'lkright. Obs. exc. Hist. [OE. folcriht

{.folc Folk -t- riht Right.] * Common law, public

right, the understood compact by which every free-

man enjoys his rights as a freeman ' (Bosw.).
a xooo LawsCnut § 1 Heonan-for5 la;te manna xehwylcne,

Tfi earmne je eadi^ne, folc-rihtes wyroe. 1849 Kemblk
Saxons 11. vi. 205 New laws which were to be added to

the existing folcriht. [1876 Whitby Gloss., Fooakreeght,
public right.]

Folle, Follery, obs. ff. of Foal, Foolery.

t Fo*llialF
a. Obs.- 1

[f. Folly + -al; cf. OF.
folial (perh. the source).] Foolish.

1602 \\ akner Alb. Eng. x. Iv. 245 Whereto these folliall

Traytors did themselues and Senses fit.

rollicle ifrlik-'l). Also 7-8 folliacle, 8-9
Follicule. [ad. L. folliculus little bag, dim. of

follis bellows.]

1. Anat. A small sac. Chiefly, 'a simple lym-
phatic gland, consisting of lymphoid tissue arranged

in the form of a sac'. {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1646 Sik T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. ii. 108 Although there

be no eminent and circular follicle, no round bagge or
vesicle which long containeth this humor. 1748 Hartley
Observ. Man 1. ii. 117 Gall-bladder, Follicles, and Ducts
of the Glands. 1830 R. Knox Beclardy

s Anat. 38 The
membranous stomach, furnished with numerous secreting
follicles. 184a Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 95 The hair

issues from follicles, by a club-shaped root or bulb.

b. —Con sb.\ 4 b.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in, iv. 113 These cods or
follicles are found in both sexes. I1812 J. Smyth Pract.
Customs (1821) 64 Castor.—This is a substance secreted in

a follicle situated near the anus of the beaver, perhaps the
inguinal gland.]

2. Bot. * A kind of fruit, consisting of a single

carpel, dehiscing by the ventral suture only' (Lind-

ley) ; formerly used for any kind of capsular fruit.

a 1706 Evelyn Sylva x'\. (1729) 65 They [the Maples] are
all produced of Seeds contained in the Folliacles and Keys,
or Birds-Tongues. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 219
In most of the genera these fruits are follicles. 1877 Hlil.ME
Wild Ft. p. x, Fruit a follicle of two elongated capsules.

b. A small bag or vesicle distended with air.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Folliculus, Follicles ..

are vessels distended with air: as at the root in Utricularia,

and on the leaves in Aldrovanda. 1816-20 Green Herbal
II. 784 Two-celled follicles in whorls, in order to support
the scape in the water. 1863 Berkeley Brit. Mosses Gloss.

312 Follicle, a little bladder on the leaves, as in J'ottia

cavifolia.

3. Entom. A cocoon ; the covering made by a

larva for its protection during the pupa state.

1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 397 Pupa
inclosed in a thin follicle.

Follicular (fpli"ki//lai), a. [ad. \4.f0lliculdr-is,

{.folliculus : see Follicle and -ar '.]

1. Of the nature of, or resembling, a follicle;

composed or consisting of follicles; also, provided

with follicles.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 305 Many other strong scented

Animals, .have follicular Repositories or Bags. 1750 Phil.
Trans. XLVIL 99 Vascular and follicular minute mem-
branes. 1830 Linolev Nat. Syst. Bot. 6 Fruit, .follicular

with one or two valves. 1835-6 Todo Cycl. Anat. I. 23 The
follicular structure of the glands. 1870 Hookek Stud.
Flora p. xiii, Crassulaceae. . Fruit follicular.

2. Of or pertaining to a follicle or follicles.

1877 Coues Fur Anim. \. 14 An enormous reservoir, .con-

taining a considerable quantity of the follicular product.

b. 7'ath. Of a disease: Affecting the follicles

of a particular organ.

1859 J. Tomes Dental Surg. 508 Follicular stomatitis.

1877 Kohkrts Handbk. Med. (ed. 31 I. 209 Follicular

pharyngitis is often associated with stomach-disorders.

3. In etymol. sense : Of or pertaining to bellows;

performed by means of bellows, uouce-use.

1676 Shadwell I'irtuoso 11. Wks. 1720 I. 343 An animal
may l>e preserved without respiration . . by follicular im-
pulsion of air.

Folliculated (tyli-ki/7h?i:ted), ppl. a. Also

folliculate {Cent. Did.), [as il f. *folliculate vb.

(f. Follicule + -ate) + »VDv|
1. Anat. and Bot. Provided with a follicle or

follicles.

1775 Ash, Folliculated (adj. in botany) having seed

vessels. 1787 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXV1I. 418
Ending below the thyroid, which is folliculated on its inner

surface. 1839 47 Toon Cycl. Anat. III. 572/1 The integu-

ments, .are. .highly folliculated.

2. Entom. Contained in a follicle or cocoon.
1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoevens Zool. I. 404 Pupa

smooth, in some folliculated.

Follicule (fflikiwl . Variant of Follicle.

1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. II. ii. 37 The follicules, or the

membrane covering the eggs contained in the ovary. 1848

Lindi.ey Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 19 The fruit of these plants

is better understood to be a union of several follicules

within a single flower.

t Folliculrferous, a. Obs.- 1
[f. h.folticul-

us + -(i)fekols.] Bearing a follicle or follicles.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 621 Two sorts of Folliculiferous

Willows from Barbados.

Folliculitis (ffli:ki«bi"tis\ rath. [f. L.fotli-

cul-us Follicle + -itis.] Inflammation of a

follicle or follicles.

i860 Fowler Med. Voc, Folliculitis, follicular inflamma-

tion. 1874 Van Buren Dis. Genit. Org. 77 Folliculitis

sometimes appears along the urethra.

Folliculose (
^li ;ki/d(m-s ), a. [ad. L folliculi-

tis, {.folliculus: see Follicle and -ose.] a. Full

of or containing follicles; b. Of the nature or ap-

pearance of a follicle.

1802 Hooi-er Quincy's Lex.-Med., Folliculose gland, one

of the most simple species of gland, consisting merely of

a hollow vascular membrane or follicle and an excretory

duct. 18.. Bull. III. State Laboratory Nat. Hist. II.

30 (Cent. Diet.) Antheridia in folliculose bodies on the sur-

face of separate thalH.
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Folliculous (fclrkiz/bs), a. [f. L.folliiul-us

+ -ous.] m prec.

1838 Stark Stem. Nat. Hist. I. 10 Other membranes are

called mucous or folliculous, because they secrete a viscid

fluid. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Folliculous, having, or con-

sisting of, follicles. Same as Follicular.

t Fo'lliful, a. Obs. AIso6foliful. [f. Folly
sb. + -FUL.] Full of folly or foolishness.

1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 87 Foliful aflTectionis vil be ther

auen confusione quhen god pleysis. 1683 E. Hookkk
Pre/. F.p. Pordage's Mystic Div. 82 O vain, wild, pittifull,

follifull, vile man ! a 1763 Shenstone Ess. Wks. (1764) II.

279 The common people call wit, mirth ; and fancy, folly

;

fanciful and folliful, they use indiscriminately.

t Fo'llily, adv. Obs. Forms: 3-5 folili, 4-6
folyly, 4-7 folily, (4 foleli), 4-5 folilich(e, 4
folyliche, 5 folilyche, 6 follilie. [ME.foti/uhe,

{.foli, Folly a. foolish + -liche -ly -.] Foolishly.
a 1300 Cursor 71/. 23326 (Cott.) J>ai be sorfuller sal be bat

losen folili has bat le. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xvn. 234 To
teche..how bat folke folyliche here fif wittes myspenden.
c 1449 PecoCK Rcpr. ii. vi. 171 Thei wolen seie sturdili and
folili. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. I. 600 To quhome the
Britis follilie gaif feild. 1598 Stow Surv. xxviii. 11603) 243
From loosing of time follilie in lust.

b. Lewdly, unchastcly.
13. . [see Felter v. 3 b]. c 1386 Chaucer Mcrch, T, 159,

I have my body folily dispended.

Follow (^"b°)j sb. [f. next verb.]

1. The action of the verb Follow.
1870 Hardy Sc Ware Mod. Iloyle, Dominoes 93 It is

sometimes an advantage to hold heavy dominoes, as they
not unfrequently enable you to obtain what is called a good
' follow '. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov. 635/1 And hark ! the view-
hollo ! 'Tis >iack in full follow.

2. Billiards. A stroke which causes the player's

ball to roll on after the object-ball which it has sit

in motion. Called also follow- stroke, andfollowing
stroke. Also, the impulse given to the ball by such

a stroke.

1873 Bennett & Cavendish Billiards 371 The reason for

playing with side is, that, when the balls are so close, sufficient
4 follow ' cannot be got on. 1881 H. W. Collender Mod.
Billiards 38 The Follow-Stroke. Ibid. 39 The ' follow ' can
also be executed with the cue delivered as far as one-fourth
below centre.

3. Follow on. Cricket. The act of ' following

on* (see Follow v. 19 d) ; also applied to the

innings itself. Also simplyfollow*
1881 Standard 14 June 3/8 A ' follow on ' was necessary.

1884 Litlyivhite's Cricket Ann, (so With the follow saved
there was no chance of completion of the game. 189a Sat.
Rev. 9 July 33/1 In the follow on things altered very much.

Follow (fp'1<?u )» v. Forms : a. 1-2 foljian. 2-3
fol3ie(n, ifol^bt), fole^e(n, (foleli), 3 folien,

folhen, 2-4 fol3e(n, (3 Orm. foll^henn, 4 south.

uol$e(n, uoltjy), 3-5 folew(en, (3 south, uolewen,

4 follewve), folwe(n, (4 foilwe, n). folu(n, folu-

w\en, (3 south. uoluwen\ 4-6 folowe, foloe,

(5 folaw(e, folowe, foloyn, 4-6 fowlow(e, 6
foolow^e), 6 Se. fallow, 4-7 followe, 4- follow.

ft. 1-2 fyl;$an, fylijan, fylsian, fylian, 2-3
fulien, (3 south, pa. t. vuledel, 3-4 fulu(n, fll-

30(11, filiVea, fiTyh(en, filiyh(en, felufn, 4-5
filow, fylow, felow, 5 filoe. [The two OF.
types, folztan (0- stem) andfylgan {-jo- stem), are,

as is usual in similar pairs of conjugational variants,

representatives of an OTeut. vb. of the -ejan class
;

cf. OFris. folgia, folia, fulia, OS. folgon (Du.
volgcn^, OHG. folgen (MUG. volgcn, mod.Ger.
folgen\ ON. fylgja (Da. fo'lge, Sw. folja) ; not
recorded in Goth. Beside these forms, several of

the Teut. langs. have synonymous arid phonetically

resembling words which are compounds of Gang
and Go vbs. ; OE. has fulgangan, pa. t. fuldode
(from c'ode, serving as pa. t. of go" ft) — OS.fulgan-
gan, OIIG. folk gdn. The most natural explana-
tion of these parallel forms is that the apparently
simple vb. was originally a compound or a phrasal

combination. The first element occurs in OE.
fylstan, full&statu OHG.fol/et'sten to help, succour,

minister to (cf. Goth, laistjan to follow), OHG.
follaziohan to assist, support ( = OF. *futtcon,

whence fulte'am, fultum assistance), Goth, fulla-

fahjan to worship, serve, minister to the needs of.

In these cases the prefix seems to add to the sense

of the simple vbs. the notion of doing something
by way of service to another (so that sense 3 of the
present vb. is probably nearest to the original

meaning). It is on formal grounds probable that

the prefix is identical with FULL ; its function in

the above-cited instances is perh. due to the cir-

cumstance that in some vbs. compounded with it

the primary sense of 'satisfying* developed into

the cognate sense of ' ministering to*, * serving'.]

I. trans. [In OE. and early ME. the object is

usually in the dative case.]

1. To go or come after (a person or other object

in motion) ; to move behind in the same direction.
t 1000 Ags. Gasp. John x. 27 Mine sceap ?;ehyrab mine

stefne, and his folgiab me. c 1200 Ormin 12768 He fand ta

Kilippe & se«de buss till himm ; follh me. c 1220 Bestiary

757 Ilk der oe him hereS .. fole,eft him up one 3e wold.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15193 (Cott.) rolus forth bat ilk man
Right in to be bi. c 1386 Chauckk Millers T. 74 As any
kyde or calf folwynge his dame. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon xlvii. 159 They went all together and foolowed Huon
as preuely as they coude. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. in. ii. 6,

I had rather (forsooth) go before you like a man, then follow

him like a dwarfe. 1667 Milton /'. L. I, 238 Him followed

his next Mate. 1830 Pkescott Peru II. 200 The remainder
of his forces when mustered were to follow him. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola hi. xxi, It was plain that he had followed

her, and had been waiting for her.

b. To go forward along 'a path), to keep in (a

track) as one goes. lit. and fig.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4575 iCott. 1

, I folud siben, me-thoght,
a sti Vntil a feild. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 127 pe fyrre

I folded pose floty valez. c 1385 Chaucer L. G, W. 2018
Ariadne, That .. The same weye he may returne anon,
Folwynge alwey the thred as he hath come. 1548 Hail
Citron., Rich, til (an. 3) 50 Pleiyng the parte of a good
blood hounde, [he] foloed the tract of y* flier, .by y

e sent.

1667 MlLTON P. L. 11. 1025 Sin and Death amain Following
his track. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 70 P3, I am Young, and
very much inclined to follow the Paths of Innocence. 1825
in CoBBETT Rur, Rides (1885) II. 25, I was resolved..

not to follow the turnpike road one single inch further. 1874
E. I>. Smith tr. Oehlers O. T. Theol. I. § 43. 151 Old Testa-

ment angelology follows the opposite path.

c. phr. To follow the drum : to be a soldier.

To folloiv the hounds : to keep up behind them in

the chase ; to hunt with hounds. Follow my
leader', a game in which each player must do
what the leader does, or pay forfeit ; 2X^0 fig. To
follow one's nose: to go straight on (without

reflexion or preconceived plan;. 'To follow the

plough: said of the ploughman.
1650 B. Discoltiminium 19 lie follow Providence, or my

Nose, as well as I can. 1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. v.
1' 1 686) 2 Without its Assistance in Dieting and Exercise, no
Horse can follow the Hounds . . without hazarding. 169a
Bentley Boyle Led. ii. 34 The main Maxim of his

Philosophy was, To trust to his Senses, and follow his

Nose. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 1 While he.. follows
the plough, or looks after his flocks. 1785 Burns Jolly
Beggars, ' / am a son 0/Mars ', As when I us'd in scarlet

to follow the drum. 1832 Wordsw, Resot. <"(- Independence
vii, Following [ed. 1 (1807) behind] his plough, along the

mountain-side. 1835 Marryatt Jac. Faith/, xxxviii, One
amusement . . was a favourite one of the captain's as it made
the men smart. It is called 'Follow my leader'. 1858
Thackeray Virgin, xvi, It was time to follow the hounds,

1895 Tablet 14 Sept. 408 Englishmen are the last people in

the world to play a blind game of follow-my-leader.

%. fig. To come after in sequence or series, in

order of time, etc.; to succeed.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4599 iGott.) Seuen ,ere hunger grett

f>at ober neist sal be foluand pat neuer was suilk bifor in

land. 1639 IJ. Hakkis Par/vafs Iron Age 241 One mis-

fortune followes another. 1667 Milton /'. /.. xn. 335 Such
follow him, as shall be registerd, Part good, part bad, of bad
the longer scrowle. 1728 Pope Dune. III. 321 Signs fol-

lowing signs lead on the mighty year ! 1802 Ln. Eldon in

Vesey's Rep. VII. 81 This case was followed by The Att.-

Gen. v. Doyley. C1817 Hogg Tales $ Sk. V. 350 Punish-
ment must follow conviction, not antecede it. i860 Tyndai.l
Glac. 1. vii. 51 Transverse ridges which follow each other in
succession.

+ b. To be second or inferior to. Obs.

1632 Massinger & Field P'atat Dowry n. ii, Her educa-
tion Follows not any.

c. To come after or succeed as a consequence
or effect ; to result from. (Cf. sense 4.)

1593 Shaks. Liter. 357 Misty night Covers the shame that
follows sweet delight, a 1616 Beaum. & Fu Thierry <(-

Thcod. 1. ii, A duty well discharg'd is never follow'd By sad
repentance. 1842 Tennyson Morte d'Arth. 92 What good
should follow this, if this were done ? What harm, undone ?

3. To go after or along with (a person) as an
attendant or companion ; to accompany, serve, or

attend upon.
O. E. Chron. an. 755 f>a cua,-don hie bset . . hie na;fre his

banan fol^ian noldon. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. 37 Ne
leort Eenigne monno to fylgenne hine. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
151 Monie kunnes men fole5eden ure drihten ine bisse line.

c 1205 Lav. 95 Of kunne& of folke be fulede ban duke, a 1300
Cursor M. 15339 (Cott.) Vee haf me folud hider-to. 4:1385
Chaucer L. G. IV, 894 Thishe, I wol the folwen Jed
and I wol be Felaw and cause eke of thy deth, quod she.
c 1450 Si, Cuihbert (Surtees) 6338 A seruand folowand his

lorde. 1591 Shaks. Two Gentl. \. i. 94 Thou for wages fol-

lowest thy master. 161 1 Biijle i Sam. xvii, 13 And the
three eldest sonnes of Iesse went, and followed Saul to the
battel!. 1845 S. C Hall IVhiieboy \\. 51 The rheumatic,
creature who had 'followed* the family for more than forty
years. 1875 Jowett Plato fed. 2) I. 37 You may depend on
my following and not deserting him.

b. To go after as an admirer, auditor, or the

like.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 349 Do they hold the same esti-

mation they did when I was in the city? Are they so
followed? 1756 Mrs. F. Brooke Old Maid No. 22 r 3, 1 went
..with a friend, to hear one of the most followed and
admired of them all [preachers], ibid. O ! he is. . a charming
man !. .thai.k God I have followed him these twenty years.

4. fg. To accompany, attend upon, 'go with*;
to be a (necessary) concomitant or accompaniment
to ; to be consequent upon.
C \000Ags. Ps. Mi) 4Da;tminrespra;ce sped fol^ie. c 1205

Lav. 1002 Waelde heom seal fulien. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
xxii[i]. 6 And filigh me sal bi mercy. <ri45otr. De Imitatione
ii. vi. 46 Sorwe foluib euer be glory of be worlde. 1526
Tindai.e 1 Cor. x. 13 There hath no temptacion taken you
but soche as foloweth the nature of man. 1599 Shaks.

Hen. V, v. ii, 297 The liberty that follows our places. 1611

Bibi.k Ps. xxiii. 6 Surely goodnes and mcrcic shall followe

me all the daies of my life. 1667 Milton /'. /,. 11. 25 The
happier state In Heav'n, which follows dignity. 1859
Jephson Brittany vi. 74 Under the feudal system, the title

follows the land. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. I. tioil'ygma-
lion) Seest ihou how tears still follow earthly bliss? 1885
Law Rep, 29 Ch. Div. 283 The right to a grant of ad-
ministration follows the right to the property.

5. To go in pursuit of, try to overtake or conic

up with ; to pursue, chase.

Beowulf 2933 (Gr.) [He] fohode feorh^eniSlan. « 1300
E. E. Psalter xvi [i]. 38, I sal filghe mi faas, and urn-lap pa.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter vii. 1 Make me safe of all folouaiul

me. 1400 Maundrv. (Roxb.i iv. 12 pe dragoun folowed
and tuke he knyght. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI (an. 6t

105 The Englishemen folowed theim so faste, in klllyng

and takyng of their enemies. 1690 DRYDEN Don Sebast.
I. i, Twas indeed the place To seek Sebastian : through
a track of Death I follow'd him. 1783 CoWPER Epitaph on
Hare 2 Here lies, whom hound did ne'er pursue, Nor swifter

greyhound follow.

b. fig. To pursue like an enemy. Also, f to visit

(a person; with (affliction, etc.).

a 1310 in Wright's Lyric P. xv. 48 Evel ant elde, ant other
wo, foleweth me so faste. c 1350 Will. Palerne 436 A fers

feintise folwes me oft, & takes me so tenefuliy. 1606
Shaks. Ant. <y CI. v. i. 36 O Antony ! I haue followd thee
to this. 1607 — Ccr. iv. v. 104 Since I haue euer followed thee
with hate. 1671 Lady M. Bertie in \2tl1 Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 22 Wee play sometimes at trante a courante
where my old ill lucke follows mee to loose my money.
1688 I'-iNVAN Jems, Sinn. Saved (1689) 155 Art thou fol-

lowed with affliction.

c. Sc. 'To pursue at law' (Jam.), prosecute.

Also absol.

1425 Se. Acts Jas. 1 11814) 9 The party scathit sail folowe,

and the party trespassande sail defende, eftir the coursofthe
auld law is of the realine. 1466 Act. Audit. (1839) 5 3 [Hel
comperit nouther be himself nor his procuraturis to folow
thaim.

fd. To visit (an offence, an offender) with

punishment. Obs.
1579-80 North Plutarch 19 (Theseus) There was no man

at that time that dyd followe or pursue his death. 1593
BlLSON Govt, Christ's Ch, 295 Were you but once or twive
well followed for cither mens faultes, you woulde soone waxe
weary of this generall and confused execution.

6. Jig. To pursue (an object of desire; ; to en-

deavour to reach or attain to; to strive after, try

to gain or compass, aim at.

a 1300 Cursor A/, 23868 fGOtt.) In eldrin men vr merrur
[we] mai se quat forto fulv, quat-forto tic. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 33 Dektinis to be chast, not. .fowlowing fowle wynn-
ing. 1539 Bible (Great) Heb. xii. 14 Folowe peace wyth
all men. 1549 Latimer3m Seriu.be/. Ediv. /'/iArb.tg7 He
folowed gyftes, as fast as he that folowed the puddynge.
1754 Chatham Lett. Nephew iv. 24 To follow what they
are pleased to call pleasure. 1842 Tennyson UlySSts ^1

Yearning in desire To follow knowledge like a sinking star.

1859 — Vivien 474, I follow fame.

fb. To pursue (an affair) to its conclusion or

accomplishment ; to follow up, prosecute ; to

enforce (law). Also const, on, upon, against a

person). Obs.

a 1347 Surrey Aeneid 11, 118 Ne could I fool refrein my
tong from thretes. .to folowe my reuenge. c 1585 R. Browne
Attsw. Cartwright 55 We shoulde first followe the Lawe on
them, to thrust them out of the sheepefolde. 1595 Daniel
Civ. Wars iv. Ixxxiii, Whereas the matter is so followed
That he conuented is ere he could tell He was in danger.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. 1. 21 O, such a day, So fought,
so followed and so fairly won. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. <V Mor.
28 For that he did egerly follow the extreamit'e of law
against a certaine friende of his. 1653 HoLCROFT l~racofiust

Vandal Wars It. xi. 43 Belisarius followed no execution,
thinking it enough with so small an Army to beat the
enemy, and send him going. 1693 Hum, Tovm\. 30 Giving his

Lawyer double Fees, that his Cause may be well followed.

7. fig. (Cf. sense 3). To treat or take (a person'

as a guide, leader, or master; to accept the

authority or example of, obey the dictates or

guidance of; to adhere to, espouse the opinions,

side, or cause of. Also, to follow a person's steps.

C 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 13 He anum fol^ab and ooerne
forho^ap. c 1200 Vices A> Virtues (1888} 27 Dat tu ne fol^ih

none dwelmenn, Se muchel misleueS. c 1230 Halt Meid.
15 He seo be folhen hire treoden. < 1374 Chaucer Anel. <y

Arc. 21 First followe I Stace, and after him Corinne. c 1380
Wyclie W£s. (.1880) 381 pat $e filow be steppis of hym pat
did no synne. c 1449 PECOCK Re/r. 248 The sympler partie

of hem folewiden the worthier and the more wijs partie.

1526 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1 b, Which doctours I

folowe most communly in this poore treatyse. 1548 Hall
Chron.

t
Hen. (-'/(an. 34*169 Favoryngand folowyng the part

of kyng Henry. 1548-91 Mar.) /?£. Com. PrayerCoUect 18th
Sund. after Trinity, With pure harte and mynde to folowe
thee the onelye God. 1666 Dryden Let. to Sir R. Howard
10 Nov. Wks. (Globe) 41 Virgil, .has been my master in this

poem : I have followed him everywhere. 1706 Atterhcry
Serm. 1 Cor. xv. 19(1723) II. 7 They [Beasts] follow Nature,
in their Desires and Fruitions, carrying them no farther than
she directs. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. iv. § 16 We profess to
follow reason wlierever it leads. 1851 Ruskin Mod. Paint.
II. ill. 11. v. § 15 The sacred painters must not be followed
in their frankness of unshadowed colour, unless we can also

follow them in its clearness.

8. To conform to, comply with, obey, act upon
or in accordance with (advice, command, teaching,

example, fashion, etc.) ; to take as a rule or model,
act up to, ' walk after'.

a 1000 Flene<)2g(Gr.) He forixted tare hine & manpeawum
minum fol^ap. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 185 Wide nu banne
fole5 seinte andreues faire forbisne. a 1340 Hampoi.e
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Psalter xxi. 16 As hundes folus |>er custom in berk ytig

& bitynge. a 1450 Cov. Myst. \ 1841) 268 }yf %t wole folwe
myn intent. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Collect
Sunday bef. Easter, That all mankynde shoulde folowe the
example of his greate humilitie. 16x1 Bihlk 2 .Sam. xvii.

23 His counsell was not followed. 1671 Milton P. R. 1.

483 Most men admire Virtue, who follow not her lore. 169s
Locke Ednc. § S9 (loogt 141 111 Patterns are sure to be
follow'd more than good Rule!?. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11840)

II. xi. 230 Our men .. followed their orders. 1771 Junius
Lett, xlvtii. 252, I .. think that the precedent ought to be
followed immediately. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Pug. I. 446
Had his advice been followed, the laws would have been
strictly observed. 1871 Morley / 'ot/aire {1S86) 5 Voltaire.,

did not always refuse to follow an adversary's bad example.
• intr. const, to. rare 1 (perh. an involuntary

anacoluthon).
1523 Ld. Bermeks Proiss. I. ccccxli. 777 To the whiche

counsayle they were gladde to folowe.

+ b. To conform to in likeness, resemble, take

after; to imitate or copy. Obs.

1386 Chaucer Clerk's P. 1133 Folweth Ekko, that

holdeth no silence. < 1400 Destr. Troy 8723 The body of
this bold, bat barely is ded, Most follow by fournie the
freeltieof man: Hit may not long vpon loft ly vncoruppit.

1483 Cath. Angl. 137/1 To Folowe y* fafler in maners,
fatrissare. 1597 Hooker Peel. Pol. v. xxviii. § 1 We had
rather follow the perfections of them whom we like not, than
in defects resemble them whom we love. 1615 T. Adams
Spirit. Navig. 41 Glasse among stones is as a foole amongst
men : for it followes precious stones in colour, not in virtue.

1674 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 281 Mrs. Hetty her
daughter follows her.

9. To walk in, pursue, practise (a way of life,

habit, method of acting") ; to engage in, occupy
oneself with, addict or apply oneself to; esp. to

practise (a calling or profession) for a livelihood.

'Jo foil07c> the sea: to practise the calling of a

sailor.

971 Blickl. Horn. 25 pa men be byssum uncystum fylxab.

e 1 175 Lamb. Horn, ng Monie bewas. . ledaS' todeSeon ende
ha pe heom duseliche folriaft. < 1400 Cato's Morals t\ in

Cursor M. 1670 Quat werk boil folow salle. 1601 Shaks.
Tivel. X. 1. iii. 99 O, had I but followed the arts ! 1618

Roue in Capt. Smith's ll'ks. 11819) II. 37 Euery man
followed his building and planting. 1651 Lilly Chas. I (1774

>

j 77 While he was young, he followed his book seriously.

1709 Steele & Swnr 'Patter No. 68 f 4 When I was young
enough to follow the Sports of the Field. 1800 CoLQUHOUN
Cotttm. Thames Pref.,Those, .who follow Nautical Pursuits.

1864 D. G. Mitchell Sev, Stor. 269 He followed the pro-

fession of an artist. 1883 Stevenson Trcas. 1st. 11. x, Mr.Tre-
lawney had followed the seas. 1885 I". S. Grant Personal
Mem. I. xxi. 288 Whose occupation had been following the

river in various capacities, from captain down to deck hand.

10. To watch the progress or course of (an object

in motion).
1697 Drvden .Kneul vi. 643 [He] follow'd with his Eyes

the flitting Shade. 1819 Byron Juan 1. clx, With prying
snub-nose and small eyes he stood Following Antonia's
motions here and there.

11. To trace or attend to the course or sequence
of ; to keep up with [an argument, train of thought,

etc.) so as to grasp its sequence and meaning;
also, to keep up with and understand (a person as

he reasons or recounts.

1697 Dkyden Virg. Georg. iv. 408 An ancient Legend
I prepare to sing, And upward follow Fame's immortal
Spring. 1866 L. Carroll Aliee in Wonderld. ix, I think
I should understand that better . . if I had it written down

:

but I can't quite follow it as you say it. 1875 Jowett
Plato >ed. 2' I. 64, I do not quite follow you, he said. Ibid.

V. 12 The argument is too difficult for them to follow.

12. Meek. a. To go over the contour of (a piece

of turned work with a tool), b. Of a piece of

machinery : To receive its motion from, be a
1 follower' to (another piece).

1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 213 They smoothen the work
with the Edge, .of a broken Knife, .by following the Work
with it : That is, holding the basil'd Edge of the Knife close

against the Work while it comes about. 1851 L. D. B.
Gordon in Art Jrnl. /litest. Mag. n. •*/ The act of giving
motion to a piece is termed driving it, and that of receiving

motion from a piece is termedfollowing it.

13. Tofollow suit: sec Suit sb.

II. Intransitive uses.

14. To go or come after a person or thing in

motion ; to move behind some object ; also, to go
as a person's attendant or companion. Const.,

after, fon, + to. Alsofig. Cf. I.

c 1250 Gen. (V Ex. 3272 Egipcienes woren in twired wen
quefter he sulden fol$en or flen. <~ 1340 Cursor M. 11435
(Trin.) J>ei follewed on be sterre beme Til bei coom to
lerusalem. Ibid. 19374 (Trin.) As bifore hem wrou^t he be
wey So aftir him faste folewed bey. e. 1400 Rom. Rose 6342
And with me folwith my loteby, To done me solas and
company, c 1475 Ran/ Coil^ear 421 He followit to him
haistely . . For to bring him to the king. 1513 More Rich.
Ill (1641) 219 After whom folowed the King with his

Crowne and Scepter, c 1600 Shaks. Sottn. xli. 4 For still

temptation follows where thou art. 1697 Drvden Virg.

Georg. iv. 700 He first, and close behind him follow'd she.

1848 R. I. Wilberforce Incarnai. Our Lord xiv. (1852)

401 The Philosopher of K5nigsberg following in a measure
in Plato's steps. 1874 Green Short Hist. \\. § 6. 89 Gilbert

was one of the Norman strangers who followed in the wake
of the Conqueror.

15. To come (nexO after something else in order

or sequence. As follo7os: a prefatory formula

used to introduce a statement, enumeration, or the

like. Cf. 2.

The const, in as fdlows is impers., and the verb should
always be used in the sing. ; for the incorrect pi. see quots.

1776, 1797.
1300 Cursor M. 19135 (Edin.) pe tober dai pat folwid

neste. c 1380 Wyci.ie Sel. Wks. III. 107 pe secunde part.

.

folweb in pese wordes. 1426 in Sur/ees Aiisc. 11890) 9 Was
done afterwarde als her fast folowys. i486 Bk. St. Albans
1) iij, Now foloys the naamys of all maner of hawkys. 1548

;

Hall Citron., Edw. /Fian. 23) 247 He openly sayde as

foloweth. 1607 Topsell J-'our-f. Beasts (1658' 229 Vegetius
having commended the Persian Horses saith, that the

Armenians and Sapharens do follow next. 1711 Addison

I

Sped. No. 58 p 6 The Subject of it (as in the rest of the

Poems which follow). 1776 G. Camibeli. Rhetoric I. 11. iv.

495 Analogy as well as usage favour this mode of expres-

! sion :
' The conditions of the agreement asfoll-nvs,' and not

asfollow. A few late writers have inconsiderately adopted
this last form through a mistake of the construction. 1797
Godwin Enquirer 11. xii. § 1. 374 The reasons that dissuade
us . . are as follow. 1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum.

, Life (1826) 11. iv, Beat what follows if you can. 1843 Mux
Logic 1. iii. § 7 There are philosophers who have argued as

! follows.

b. To happen or occur after something else; to

i

come next as an event; to ensue.

C1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 120 If be crampe folowe it is

deedly. a 1533 Ed. Berners Hnon lxxxii. 254 It shall not

folow after thy counsell. 1548 Hall Citron., lien. VI (an.

I 5) 103 b, The Castle was almoste undermined, so that

yeldyng must folowe. 1611 Bible Exod. xxi. 22 If men
striue, and hurt a woman with child, so that her fruit depart

from her, and yet no mischiefe follow. 1667 Milton P. L. 11.

' 206 When those who at the Spear are bold And vent'rous, if

I that fail them, shrink and fear What yet they know must
'- follow. 1688 J. Smith Baroscope 65 If Fair Weather follows

immediately upon the Mercury s Rising. 1839 Yeowell ^mc.
! Brit. Ch. iii. (1847* 28 That the martyrdom of this blessed

apostle followed very shortly after the writing of this Epistle.

16. To result (as an effect from a cause, an infer-

ence from premisses) ; to be, or occur as, a conse-

quent. Const, from (+ of). Often impers. with

a clause, itfollows {that) ... Cf. 2 c.

a 1300 Cursor M. (Gott.) 2892 Fleis bat sine ouer al bis

erde, pe wreche bat foluis haue ^e herd, e 1386 Chaucer
Melib. r no And though that Salomon seith, That he ne
fond never wornman good, it folweth nat t herfore that alle

wommen ben wikke. c 1449 Pecock Re/r. 11. i. 132 If this

be trewe, thannc.it muste nedis folewe that [etc.]. 16*4
1 W. Simons in Caf>t. Smith's Wkt. (1819) I. 166 In a short

time it followed, that could not be had for a pound of

Copper, which l>efore was sould vs for an ounce. 1678

Drvden Limberham 1. Wks. 1883 VI. 27 But what followed

of this dumb interview? 1698 Kkii.l Exam. Th. Earth
<*734)55 These are the effects which ..would necessarily

follow from the position of the Earths axis. 1751 Jortin
Serm, (1771) II. iii. 44 Though we have received a com-
mand to pray for our enemies, it follows not thence we
may not wage war with them. 1843 Mill Logic It. i. § 1

We say of a fact or statement, that it is proved, when we
believe its truth by reason of some other fact or statement

from which it is said to follow.

17. To go in chase or pursuit. Const, after, + on,

t upon. Msofig. of things. Cf. 5.

c iago Gen. <y F.x. 1751 He toe and wente and folwede on,

And oho^t in mod Iacob to slon. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10459
Theire fos on horn folowet. c 1430 Anturs ofArth, x, The
king blue a rechase, Folut fast on the trase. 1535 Cover-
dale Prov. xiii. 21 Myschefe foloweth vpon synners. 1611

Bible Gen. xliv. 4 Vp, follow after the men. 16*3 Bingham
Xenoplton 115 They dare and will be readie to follow vpon
vs, if we retire.

b. To follo~u> after: to strive to reach, gain, or

compass. Cf. 6.

136a Langl. P. PL A. x. 189 pau* bei don hem to don-

mowe. .To folewen aftur be Flucchen, fecche bei hit neuerc.

1611 Bible Ps. cxix. 150 They draw nigh that follow after

mischiefe. 1881 Bible (R.V.) Heb. xii. 14 Follow after

. peace with all men.

t c. ? To tend to. Obs.

c 1475 RaufCoil^ear^ Thow fand me fechand nathing

that followit to feid.

fl8. Of a person : To proceed with, or continue

doing, something begun. Cf. 6 b. Obs.

atyoo Cursor M. 12197 (Cott.) Ihesus ban folud on his

speke. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 182 Having thus

described the parts of a Common I-athe, I shall now follow

with their other Tools also.

III. In combination with adverbs.

Follow home. See HoMl adv.

19. Follow 011. a. intr. To go on in the same
direction as an object which is moving in front ; to

continue following.

t-1150 [see 17]. 1884 W. Cook Billiards 9 A following

stroke is when you cause your ball to follow on after the

ball it strikes.

t b. To go on or continue perseveringly {to do

\

something). Obs.
1611 Bible Hos. vi. 3 Then sbal we know, if we follow on

to know the Lord.

C. trans, —follow up b.

1652 Wadsworth tr. SamtovaPs Civ. Wars Spain 363 If,

after the taking of Torrelobaton, hee had followed on his

victorie.

d. intr. Of a side at Cricket : To go in again at

1 once after completing the first innings, in con-

sequence of having made a prescribed number of

i runs less than their opponents in the first innings.

1882 Standard 9 Aug. 3/6 They consequently had to

i '/ollow on '. 1891 Leeds Mercury 2 May 6/4 Being left in

a minority of 93 they had to follow on.

20. Follow out. trans. To pursue to a con-

clusion ; to bring to a completion or final issue.

176a En. Kamks Elcm. Crit. I. i. 36 Avarice having got
possession of his mind, he follows out that theme tothe end.

1884 Church Bacon 22 While he was following out the

great ideas which were to be the basis of his philosophy.

21. Follow up. trans, a. To go after or pursue

closely ; to keep steadily in the track or pursuit of.

1847 Tennyson Princ. 1. 203 We follow'd up the river as
we rode. Ibid. iv. 446 It becomes no man to nurse despair,

But.. To follow up the worthiest till he die. 1888 Times
16 Oct. 10/5 The Forest bylaws . . make no provision for

wounded deer being followed up.

b. To prosecute with energy (an affair already

in progress) ; to reinforce by further vigorous action

or fresh support.

1794 Paley Evid. 11. ix. (1817) 216 It comes next to be
considered how far these accounts are confirmed or followed

up by other evidence. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Ettg. IV. 354
The blow was speedily followed up. 1867 Smiles Huguenots
Eng. ix. (18801 143 Louis was not slow to follow up this

intimation with measures of a more positive kind. 1878
Bosw. Smith Carthage 98 The Romans followed up their

success by an attack on Olbia.
absol. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 1. it, He would go in and

damage any subject whatever with his right, follow up with
bis left [etc.].

Follow, obs. form of Fellow.

Followable (b/l^ab'l), a. [f. prec. + -able.]

That may or can be followed.

1548 Gest Pr. Masse 136 We ought to .. embrace bys
doyinges as followable and beleveable. 1611 Cotcr.,
Imiiable, imitalile, followable. 1830 N. S. Wheaton
Jrnl. 199 A mistake which is followable by instant

degradation. 1888 Dublin Rev. Jan. 219 The Church has
. . declared . . his system of morals . . to be void of error, and
followable as a sure guide by any priest.

Follower (f^"b»pj). [OK. folgcre, f. as prec.

+ -EK'.]

1. One who follows (in the literal sense).

1697 Dkyden Virg. Georg. m. 174 Clouds of Sand arise;

Spurn'd, and cast backward on the Follower's Eyes. 1807

Hutton Course Math. II. 57 All the 10 arrows are taken
by one of them, who goes foremost, and is called the leader

;

the other being called the follower, for distinction's sake.

b. Something that comes after or succeeds some-

thing else.

c 1450 Pecock {title) The Folewer to the Donet. 1581
Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.i 50 One word so as it were
begetting another, as . . by the former a man shall haue
a neere gesse to the follower. 1879 Flrnivall Rcfi. E. E.
T. S. 17 When the Catholicon is finisht, what its follower

shall be can be discusst.

C. One who follows in order to catch or come
up with another ; a pursuer.

*593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI 1. iv. 22 Ah, hark ! the fatal

followers do pursue. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus Ann. hi.

x. (1622) 105 Stealing by dangerous by-wayes [he] beguiled

his followers.

2. a. One who follows another as his attendant,

servant, retainer, or the like.

<888 K. Alfred Boetk. xxix. § 1 Be Sam cyninge and be

his fol^erum. exoco Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 189/30 Assecla,

fol^ere. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. v. 549, I haue ben his

folwar al fas fifty wyntre. .-1440 Promp. Parv. 169/2

Folware, or serwante folowynge hys mastyr or souereyne,

Pedissequus. 1548 Hall Citron., Edtv. IV (an. 21 190 b,

Certain of his henxmen or folowers wer taken. 1697 Drvden
sEneidx. 1039 And fore'd jtneas . . To leave his Foll'wers

on a Foreign Coast. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge viii, The
Captain eyed his follower over. 1844 Regul. $ Ord. Army
275 All Followers and Retainers of the Camp.

b. One who follows another in regard to his

teaching or opinions; an adherent or disciple;

also one who follows an example, model, rule of

conduct, etc.

c uoo Vices <y Virtues (1888) 41 }e modi menn, oes dieules

fol^eres. aix*$ Ancr. R. 364 Sikerliche his feoleware mot
mid pine of his flesche uoluwen his pinen. 1388 Wvclif
1 Cor. xi. 1 Be ge my foleweris, as Y am of Crist, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 169/2 Folware, yn manerys, or condycions,

imitator. (-1531 Dewes Inirod. Pr. in Palsgr. 894 Arte is

folower of nature. 1611 Bible i Pet. iii. 13 if ye bee

followers of that which is good. 1710 Berkeley Princ.

Hum. Kncrivl. § 11 Aristotle and his followers. 1781

Burke Corr. 11844) H. 437 We » wno ought to have taken

the lead in so noble a work, are but ill followers even of the

examples which are set to us. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng.
II. 13 It soon l»ecame clear that Halifax would have many
followers. 1891 Speaker 2 May 526/2 To vindicate Horace
Walpole from the aspersions of Macaulay and his followers.

C. tolloq. A man who courts a maidservant ; esp.

one who calls at the house to see her.

1838 Dickens Nich. Xick. xvi. Five servants kept. No
man. No followers. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xlv.

202 She granted [the servants] .. every indulgence .. in

having their followers.

f 3. Se. A prosecutor fat law). Cf. Follow v. 5 c.

<ii300 Cursor M. 28416 (Cott.) Wittnes foluar. 1449 Se.

Acts Jas. 7/<i8i4> II. 37 He salbe condampnit be the Juge
in the expensis of the folowar.

4. Se. and north, dial. The young of cattle.

1584 Wills % Inv. (Surtees 1860) II. 105 The beste cowe

I haue .. with her follower, c 1686 Depredations on Clan

Campbell (1816) 61, 1 bull, 2 mares and followers. 1829

Scott Doom of Devorgoil 1. i, Three cows, with each her

follower. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 16 Oct. 2/3 The crofter

paying jfjo should be able to keep four cows with their

followers.

5. Mech. a. In various kinds of presses : The

plate or block by which the pressure is applied.

1676 WoRLlDGE Cyder (1691) 117 The lower end of the

Toothed Bar must be fixed into a Follower of Wood, i860

All Year Round No. 51. 19 A proper 'vat' and 'follower'
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made of solid mahogany [for making cheese]. 1881 South-
ward Pract. Printing 587 The piece [in a screw press] an-

swering to the platen of a printing press is called the 'fol-

lower '.

b. In a pile-driving machine: A 'dolly* or block

of timber placed between the ram and the head of

the pile. Also, formerly, fthe movable block and
* tongs' by which the ram is lifted and let fall.

1776 G. Sempi.e Building in Water 36 Fig. 2 is the
Follower playing in its Grooves . . Fjg. 3 . . the Follower
and Ram, seemingly just ready to engage one another.

1868 Mitt. Proc. Inst. Civ. Engineers XXVII. 277 The
piles, .had to be driven with a follower, which was made of
very tough oak, and well banded at both ends.

C. In wheel-work : (see quot. 1805).
1805 Brewster in Fergusons Led. I. 82 note. In a combina-

tion of wheels that which is acted upon by the power .

,

is called a leader ; and the other wheel on the same axis

is called a follower. 1884 K. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm.
291 Lantern pinions work very smoothly as followers though
they are unsuitable as drivers.

d. (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Follenver (Steam-engine), the
cover or plug of a stuffing-box, which rests upon and com-
presses the packing ; a gland.

6. Stationery. (See quots.)

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Follower, .a sheet of parch-
ment, which is added to the first or indenture, etc. sheet.
1888 Jacobi Printer's Voc, Follmvers, the following sheets
after a heading—such as the ordinary plain-ruled paper used
after the title-head of a long invoice.

Following (fjrl0"irj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING L]

1. The action of the verb Follow, in its various

uses. Also with advs., asfollowing up.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27832 (Cott.) O couaitise . . aims . . fals

foluing, fals wittnesing. 1435 Misyn Fire of Love 66 In
filoing of vertew. 1562 39 Articles No. 9 Originall sinne
standeth not in the following of Adam. 1649 Drumm. of
Hawth. Hist. Jas. V. Wks. (1711) 107 That the chace and
following of hereticks is more necessary than that of infidels.

1801 Strutt Sports $ Past. 1. i. 13 Queen Elizabeth ..

frequently indulged herself in following of the hounds.
1875 Whitney Life Lang. viii. 143 The following-up of a
series of acts.

2. concr. A body of followers, attendants, re-

tainers or adherents ; followers collectively.

c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 1865 Abraham and his fylowing
discomfit thaymbe gods grace. 1695 Blair in Blackmore's
Hist. Conspir. (1723) 117 He was a Man of great following
and Interest in his Country. 1715 Wodrow Corr. (1843)
II. 88 He reckons Mar's following must decrease. 1816
Scott Old Mort. xxvi. 191 The unfortunate Duke of Mon-
mouth, who had. .a numerous following, as it was called, in

the southern parts of that kingdom, a 1859 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. V. no Such a man, with a great name in the
country and a strong following in Parliament. 1889 Jessopp
Coming of Friars i. 39 [They] started lectures and secured
a large following.

Following, ///. a. [fl as prec. + -tng 2.]

1. That follows or moves after another.
1626 Bacon Sytva § 844 By the more Equall spreading of

the Tangible Parts, which thereby are more Sliding and
Following. 1715-ao Pope Iliad xiv. 489 His following
shield the fallen chief o'erspread. 1796-7 Instr. <$ Reg.
Cavalry (1813) 125 The three's wheel from the pivot flank,

which then becomes the following one.

2. That comes after or next in order or in time
;

succeeding, subsequent, ensuing.
In most collocations placed indifferently before or after the

sb. ; as, in the following year, in the year following.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11378 (Cott.) pe nest yeire foluand.

c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 87 In be }ere folowand.
.1430 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxiv. no On be nyght next
folowand. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xii. 39 Vpon the daye
folowinge. 1667 Milton P.L. x. 278 Living Carcasses
design'd For death, the following day, in bloodie fight. 174a
Johnson /-. P., Sydenham, To continue the same office

upon all following occasions. 18*9 Marryat F. Mildmay
xxii, They were asked in church the Sunday following.
i860 Tyndall Gtac. 1. viii. 57 Early on the following day.
1875 Whitney Life Lang. iv. 46 A sibilant with following
palatal mute.

b. In introducing a statement, enumeration, etc.

:

That now follows ; that is immediately to be set

forth, mentioned, recounted, or the like. Also absol.

{thefollowing)

.

1340 Ayenb. 1 J>is byeb be capiteles of be boc uo^inde.
1545-8 Yorksh. Chantry Snrv. 11. (Surtees) 461 In thandes
of the personnes foloing. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 846 They are
all but the effects of some of these causes following. 1653
Walton Angler To Rdr., I think fit to tell thee these
following truths. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 152 p 2 My
Friend answered what I said in the following manner. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I. 225 The following, .may not, as an
example, be unworthy of notice. 1807 T. Thomson Client.

II- 148 The following bodies have the property of converting
nitric oxide into nitrous oxide. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I.

123 Among the common dishes are the following.

C. Ensuing as an effect or consequence, resulting.

1593 Shaks. Liter, 166 In his inward mind he doth debate,
What following sorrow may on this arise. 1687 Shadwell
Juvenal x. 46 The Conquerors used to put the following
spoyls upon the stumps of Trees, which were call'd Trophies.

f3. Conformable, correspondent, answerable.
< 1340 Gaw. ty Gr. Knt. 145 His wombe & his wast were

worthily smale, & alle his fetures fol3ande. Ibid. 859
Tapytez tyjt to be wo^e, of tuly & tars, & vnder fete, on be
flet, of fo^ande sute.

4. Of wind or tide : ? Moving in the direction of

the ship's course. (Cf. L. ventus secundus.)
1807 J. Boone in Naval Chron. XXIII. 406 She was

assisted by a high following sea. 1830 Marryat Phant.
Vol. IV.

Ship viiij You may sail for weeks with a cloudless sky and
a following breeze, without starting tack or sheet. 1858
W. Cook in Merc. Marine Mag. V. 42 We had a following

sea previous to falling in with this mist, but the sea then
changed to a kind of boil, or topping sea.

5. Billiards and Croquet. Following stroke ^
Follow sb. 2.

1867 Dufton Pract. Billiards Hi. 45. 1868 W. J. Whit-
more Croquet Vac. 15 In making a following stroke, the
player must follow with the mallet head, as a person follows

with the cue at billiards. 1884 [See Follow v. 19 a],

t Po'llowingly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. a. Afterwards in order or sequence, subse-

quently, ensuingly. b. As a result or consequence,

consequently.
138* Wyclif 2 Chron. xxxii. 15 3'f forsothe no God of alle

Gentilis. .my^te delyueren his puple. -folowyngly ne 3our
God schal mown delyuer 3011. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De
P. R. xm. xxii. (14951 454 Thenne folowingly is the coste

that hyght Ligusticus. c 1449 Pecock AV/r. 11. ix. 191 Into
suche. .remembrauncis. . andfolewingli therbi intofuldeuout
preiers. 1501 Ord. Crystal Me/nW. de W. 1506) in. iii. 145
Unto hymself fyrste and folowyngly unto them [etc.]. 1559
Homilies \. {1859* 56 That consequentlyior followingly) God
should be the better honoured by them.

2, In what now follows ; in the following words.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4085 Howe crist his woundes to

his ffadere shewes is to here fylowmgly. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. vif. ccxix. 241 As folowyngly shalbe shewed. 1521

Fisher Wks. (1876) 307 In thende of this gospel folowingly

is made by our sauyour a stronge argument.

tPo'lly, a. and cuiv. Obs. Also 3-4 foli^e,

folliche, (folik), 4-5 foly(e, 5 fooly, 6 follie,

folyche. [ME. follich, f. fol, Fool a. and sb. +
dich -IT*.]

A. adj. Foolish ; also, lewd, unchaste.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4361 (Cott.' ' Bilete ', he said, *bi foil

will'. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 233 A nyce folie

couenant schulde nou^t be i-holde. .1400 Lanfranc's
Cintrg. 267 Ther ben manie foli lechis. (71450 Knt. de la

Tour (1868J 52 No body shulde. .make countenaunce nor
lokes of foly loue there inne [the chirche], but yef it were
of loue of mariage. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 305/1
Bankettings, dansings and other follie pastimes. 1604
Breton Pass,Sheph.(Grosarl) 9/2 A Gowne of Yeluet. .Shall

now ljewitche mine eyes with folly gazes.

B. adv. Foolishly; also, lewdly, unchastely.

C1230 Halt Meid. 17 ^if ?e brafter benne speken togedere
folliche. a 1300 Cursor M. 27890 (Cott.) Drunkenhede dos
. . man folik be traist and glad, quare he wit resun suld be
radd. 1340 Ayenb. 43 pet uolk bet ne byeb na^t ine

spoushod, louieb ham togidere folliche. < 1369 Chaucer
Bk. Duchesse 874 Hyr lokynge nas not foly sprad.

Hence fFolliness, foolishness.

£1340 Cursor M. 1278 (Trin.\ I was dryuen fro paradis
And lost hit bi my folynys. t 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. iv. 155
The dotage or. .folynes . . of the persoones. c 1450 Burgh
Secret* 2579 The rede [heerys] also be signe of fToolynesse.

Tolly (ffli), sb* PI. follies. Forms: 3-5
foli(e, 3-6 foly(e, (4 fole, folle, fowlye), 5
fooly, 6-7 follie, 9 south, volly, 5- folly, [a.

OF. and Fr. folie, f. fol, fou foolish, mad (see

Fool); corresponding to Vx. folia, follia, folhia,

OS?.'folia, It. follia.']

1. The quality or state of being foolish or

deficient in understanding ; want of good sense,

weakness or derangement of mind ; also, unwise

conduct, f To do folly : to act foolishly. {Fond,

etc.) to a folly, to an absurd degree.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 52 Ant te wise ouh to uolewen wisdom, &

nout folie. c 1330 Amis cf- Amil. 1982 ' What foly ', he seyd,
'can he sain? is he madde of mode?' 1375 Barbour Bruce \.

344 To fenyhe foly quhile is wyt. c 1400 Laufranc's Cirurg.
212 pan it is folie for to lete him blood. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dicies 127 To loue sapience, and to hate fooly.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxvi. 228 We haue done grete

foly to departe. 1651 Sir E. Nicholas in A". Papers
{CamdenS 248 Sir Thomas Gardner will be ruined by his

daughter s folly. 174a Grav Ode Prospect Eton Coll. 100

Where ignorance is bliss, 'Tis folly to be wise. 1766
Goldsm. Vic. W. xxiv. When lovely woman stoops to folly.

1778 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 206, I was fond to a folly

of our British connections. 1784 Laura <y Augustus I. 81

The people are hospitable to a folly. 1875 Jowett Plato
{ed. 2) V. 98 The folly of. .nurses believes that the left hand
is by nature different from the right.

b. personified.

1594 Willobie in Shaks. C. Praise 9 And folly feedes
where fury fretes. 1632 Milton Penseroso 2 Deluding joys,

The brood of folly without father bred. 1728 Pope Dune.
11. 418 All was hush'd, as Folly's self lay dead.

c. With a and pi. An example of foolishness
;

a foolish action, error, idea, practice, etc. ; a ridi-

culous thing, an absurdity.
11300 Cursor M. 4124 (Cott.) To stint wald he, if he

moght, pe foly bat his breber thoght. 13. . Coerde L. 4761
We schole be wrotbe, Swylke folyes yiff thou haunte. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon \. 21 Your father hath enterprised
a great foly. 1x1533 Lrj- Berners Huon xcv. 308 They
knew well it was but a folye to folow me. 1648 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) I. 255 The celebrated follies of Bartholomew
Fair. i^a$V/fcns Logic u.\. §4 The mistakes, imprudences,
and follies, which ourselves or others have been guilty of.

1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. 1. i. 49 In my time, the follies

of the town crept slowly among us. 1832 Ht. Martineau
Life in Wilds vi. 72 'lis a folly to expect it.

f2. Wickedness, evil, mischief, harm. Obs.
i 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 30/36 He heold him faste in bis

folie. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4119 He dede no
man folye. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 357 Purgatory Whar
saules er clensed of alle foly. <. 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon iii. 80 Ye shall haue no leiser for to repente you of

the folie that ye doo. 1535 Coverdale Josh. vii. 15 Because
he hath, .committed folye in Israel.

fb. With a and//. A wrong-doing, sin, crime.
(-•1250 Meid. Maregrete 1 Olde ant yonge i prei ou oure

folies for to lete. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C xvn. 135 Hit
[Pouerte] defendeb £e flessh fro folyes ful menye. 1535
Coverdale Judg. xx. 6 They bane done an abhominacion
and folye in Israel.

t3. lewdness, wantonness. Cf. Yx.jolie. Obs.

1303 K. Brunne Handl. Synne 2961 }>
-
f bou to foly

wuldest here wynne. 1 1400 .Maundev. (1839) iv. 24 A
comoun woman that dwelled there to rcsceyve men to folye.

11450 Knt, de la 7V«r(i868J 76 The queue. . began ne to

desire to haue hym to foly with her. 1567 Kenton Trag.
Disc. A a vij, Neyther had age so altered her complexion but
there appered follie in all partes of her face. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. v. ii. 132 Oth. She turn'd to folly; and she was
a whore, 1634 Canne Necess. Stpar. (1849) 291 One which
calls a woman, ' Whore '. .and commits folly with her.

b. With a and//. A lewd action or desire.

C 1305 Miracle St. James 3 in E. E. /'. (18621 57 He dude
ane folie pat meme to helle bringeb: be sinne of lecherie.

c 1320 Sir I'ristr. 2181 Her folies vsen bai ay. 1603 Shaks.
Meas.for M. in. i. 91 Whose, .deliberate word Nips youth
i'th head, and follies doth emmew.
+ 4. Madness, insanity, mania ( - F.folie); hence,

rage, anger. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1957 He frothet for folle, and his face

chaunget. 1670 LassELS Voy, Italy II. 212, I went to the

Pazzorella, where they keep madmen and fooles, and saw
there strange variety of humours in folly.

5. A popular name for any costly structure con-

sidered to have shown folly in the builder.
R. Wendover says that when (in 1228) a castle which

Hubert de Uurgh had begun to build, near the Welsh
border, had to be razed to the ground on account of a treaty
concluded with the Welsh, much amusement was excited by
the recollection that Hubert had given to the building on
its foundation the name of 'Hubert's Folly' {Stultitiatu
Hnberti). It was remarked that he had shown himself
a true prophet. Probably the word used by Hubert was
Y. folic, the original meaning seems to have been not
slultitia, but 'delight', 'favourite abode '. Many houses
in France still bear the name La Folie, and there is some
evidence that ' the Folly ' was as late as the present century
used in some parts of Kngland for a public pleasure-garden
or the like.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 502 [He] buryeth it [his wealth]

. .in Buildings needlesse, vain, or ill contrived, that stay but
the finishing, and being called by bis kind Gossip-neighbours
bis Folly. 1772 k. Graves Spirit, Quixote III. ix. vii, An
object, amidst the woods, on the edge of the hill ; which, upon
enquiry, they were told was called Shenstone's folly. 1796
Monthly Mag. Feb. 20, I built a great many mounds in the

form of sugar-loaves, very broad at bottom and pointed at

top. .Travellers call them my folly. 1801 Coxe Tour Mon-
jitouthsh. I. 121 Hence it was called Kemeys Folly. 1885
W. H. Russell in Harper's Mag. Apr. 752/1 ' The Heights '.

on which the Folly is built.

6. Comb., as folly-blind, -drenched, f -fallen,

-painting, -stricken adjs.

1597 MlDDLETOH Paraphr. Wisd. Sol. ix. 6 My raigne
would be like fortunes, follie-blinde. 1601 Shaks. Twei.N.
in. i. 75 For folly that be wisely shewes is fit ; Uut wisemens
folly fame, quite taint their wit. 1638-48(1. Daniel Eclog. in.

307 Thy follie-drenched Soule. 1726-46 Thomson Wintering
Lively wit. .Or folly-painting humour. 1807 Syi». Smith Wks.
(1859) I. 80/2 The mournful and folly-stricken blockhead.

Hence Folly v. intr., to commit folly, to act

foolishly. Po'llyinff vbl. sb. also attrib.

1818 Keats Endymion 1. 612 I^et me shun Such follying
before thee. 1822 li. Cornwall Ludovico Sforza 1. 05
What ! shall I in My age be follying? — A. Wentworth ii.

27, In my follying days.

Fo'lly, sb.'1 dial. A clump of fir-trees on the

crest of a hill.

1880 R. J F.¥FKRiF_s Gr.Ferne F. vi,' Every hill seems to have
a Folly'. .' I mean a clump of trees on the top.' 1888 Berks.
Gloss., There are three such ' vollys ' at Hampstead Norreys
on the 'Volly Hill',

Folmard(e, obs. form of Foumart.

t Folt, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 folet, folt, 4-6 folte,

5 folett, 6 foult. [a. OF. folet, i.fol mad, foolish

:

see Fool sW] A fool.

1303 R.Brunne Handl. Synne 8300 A kaynarde and an olde

folte. ^1330 — Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4527 A folet coube he
wel adaunte. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 168/2 Folett ..stolidus.

c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W. de W. 1494) 1. xxxiv, In be

day of pentecost . . thei were made neyther foles ne foltis, but
. . wonder wyse. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. 1. A iv, The
foolishe frantycke foultes.

Hence fPoltliead, f Poltry [see -Ry], folly.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 7 Non . . ^oure name wolde
nempne In fiersnesse ne in ffoltneed. 1:1440 Promp. Parv.
169/1 Fo\trye,fatuitas, stotiditas.

t Polt, v. Obs. [f. Folt sb.] intr. To act

like a fool. Hence + Tolted ppl. a., foolish.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2239 (Gott.) pir folis foltid gadrid bairn

ban. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5839 Shrewes. .helde

hym foltede or wode For he was so mylde of mode. 13.

.

Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xxxvn. 605 pe wikked gost

..seide bat he was a foiled mon. C1440 Fromp. Parv. 169/1

Foltyn, or doon as a foole.

1 Fo/ltish, a. Obs. Also 4 foltishe, foltisch,

5 foltysch, 6 foultish. [f. Folt sb. + -ish.]

Foolish, besotted, silly.

C1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 309 Foltish chaffering.

* 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 166 A foltissh face.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 11. iii. G iv b, No reason is this

foultishe flocke from madnes to exile.

t Foltroil. Obs. rare.

1748 Wesley Wks. (1872) XI. 509 Try foltron, a mixture

of herbs to be had at many grocers', far healthier, as well as

cheaper, than tea.
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FOMALHAUT. 394 FOND.

Foly(e, obs. form of Folly.

|| Fonialhaut (fou'maliho*). Astron. Also 6, 8

fomahant. [Arab. t^> JJ J /umn
'l-Aaut mouth

of the fish, Sp. fomahant.] A star of the first

magnitude in the constellation Southern Fish (a

Piscis Australis).

iS94 Blundevil Exerc. nt. i. xxvi. fed. 7) 334 One . .star of

the first bignesse in his mouth called Fomahant. 1704 I,

Harris Le.x. Techi., Fomahant, a Star of the first Magni-
tude in.. Aquarius. 1884 Browning Ferishtah 137 Should

I overlook Fomalhaut and declare some fen-fire King.

Foman, obs. form of Foeman.
fFo'iublitude. nonce-wd. [?f.FuMRLE, parody-

ing similitude.] ' A weak comparison ' (Halliw.).

1583 Fulke Defence iii. 112 As for your fomblitudes of

Manlius and Iudas, two proper names, compared with

image, and idoll.. which be common names, I will not

vouchsafe to answer them.

Pome, obs. form of Foam sb. and v.

Fo'ment, sb. Now rare. In 7 foement. [ad.

L./omentum, contraction for *fovimenlum,f.fove~re

to cherish, warm.]
1. = Fomentation i b.

1540 Hvrde tr. fives'
1

Instr. Chr. Worn. I, ix. I iv, Those
superfluous sauors & fomentes of the body. 1643 ) Steer
tr. Exp. Chyrnrg. xii. 47 Apply thi:; following Foment.
189s Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. 1/3 Ameliorating the symptoms
by hot foments, mustard applications,and wet-sheet packings.

f2. fig. Fomentation, encouragement. Obs.

1642 Quarles Observ. Princes <$ St. iv, Long-settled

humors give foment to the distemper when it breakes forth.

f b. Some thing that foments or encourages
;

stimulus. Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions 1. iv. 15 They rather serve

them for instruments of vertue, than foments of vice. 1658

R. Creshald Legacy 10 Which by the distemper gave
Foment and force to the approaching Maladie. 1660 More
Myst, GodL To Rdr. 14 The foments of strife and palliations

of Hypocrisy. 1704 Expedient for Innocence in Hart.
Misc. (1746) VIII. 13/1 What more seasonable Charity, than

to abstract the Foment from these accursed Divisions, by
prohibiting those Oaths, that, .perpetuate our Janglings?

1i 3. ? Confused with Febment 3.

1793 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) III. 527 Should the present

foment in Europe not produce republics everywhere.

Foment (foment), v. [ad. Fr. foment-er, ad.

late \a.fomentare, f. /omentum Foment sb.]

1. trans. To bathe with warm or medicated

lotions ; to apply fomentations to. Also, f to

lubricate.

16x1 Cotgr., Bassifter, to warme, foment. 1643 J. Steer
tr. Exp. Ckyntrg. xii. 47 Foment the place affected with
the following foment. 1656 Ridglev Pract. Pkysick 131

Foment it with white wax. 1748 tr. i'egetius'' Distcmp.
Horses 144 You shall foment it for the Space of four Days.
1803 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 516 The breasts were frequently

fomented. 1894 Fitzwygram Horses ty Stables § 255 The
leg. .may be conveniently fomented by putting it in a deep
bucket of warm water.

absol. x6xa Woodall Surg. Male Wks. (1653) 3°3 Foment
not too long at any one time.

+ 2. 'To cherish with heat, to warm' (J.).

Always in conjunction with another verb, as c/ia/e,

heat, warm. Obs.
1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche 1. civ, Creeps chillness on him?

She foments and heats His flesh. 1667 Milton P. L. iv.

669 All things, .these soft fires, .foment and warme.

f 3. To rouse or stir up (a person or his energies)

;

to excite, irritate. Obs.

164a R. Carpf.nter Experience v. xix. 326, I was active

. . fomented with your envenomed suggestions. 1680 Otway
Orphan iv. v. 1506 Still Chaft and fomented let my heart

swell on. 1704 Swift Bat/. Bks. (1711) 226 By its Bitter-

ness and Venom . . to foment the Genius of the Combatants.
1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 127 The old general, not
to foment him, with a great deal of mildness stood up.

+ b. intr. for reft. : To become excited or heated.

1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng 16 In like manner, this Doctor
fomenteth, saying; The one stumbles upon an Altar-stone

. .over which the other leaped clearly. x68o Otway Orphan
v. ii. 185 1 To think Of Women were enough to taint my
Brains, Till they foment to madness.

4. a. To promote the growth, development, effect,

or spread of (something material or physical).

1644 Quarles Barnabas $ B. 150 That humour which
foments thy malady. 1661 Burning of Lond. in Select.
Hart. Misc. (1793) 463 A violent easterly wind fomented it,

and kept it burning all that day. 1667 Milton/*. L. x. 1071
How we his gather'd beams Reflected, may with matter
sere foment. 1707 Curios. Husb. A> Card. 180 Plants re-

ceive from their Roots this Nitre, which feeds, foments and
preserves them. 1725 Poi'K Odyss. xix. 77 While those with
unctuous fir foment the flame.

b. To cherish, cultivate, foster; to stimulate,

encourage, instigate (a sentiment, belief, pursuit,

course of conduct, etc.). Esp. in a bad sense.

1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 12 Which bruite was cunningly
fomented by such as desired innouation. 1664 Marvell
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 164 His Majesty, .offers himself as
a third to foment so amiable a controversy. 1725 Pope
Odyss. xi. 226 Thy sire in solitude foments his care. 1726-7
Swift Gulliver 1. iv, These civil commotions were con-
stantly fomented by the monarchs of Blefuscu. 1774
Fletcher Equal Check Wks. 1795 IV. p. v, Is not the
Antinomianism of hearers fomented by that of preachers?
1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 75 To encourage in-

dolence or foment extravagance. 1873 H. Rogers Orig.
Bible ii. (1875) 59 Persecutions which the Jews always
fomented.

Hence Fomenting vbl. sb. Also altrib.

1611 Cotgr., Bassine/nent, warming, a fomentation or
fomenting. 1894 Fitzwygram Horses <y Stables § 255
During the fomentation a thick rug should be thrown over
the fomenting cloth.

T Fome*ntary. Obs. rare, [as if ad. L. *fo-

mentdri-us, i.fomentum-, see Foment^, and -ary.]

One who or that which foments ; a fomenter.
1657 Hawke Killing is M. Pref. 1 The disparagement of

Princes are the fomentaries. .of Sedition.

t Fomentate, v. Obs. rare. [f. 'L.fomentdl-

ppl. stem oifomentdre to foment.] = Foment v. i.

1569 R. Androse tr. Alexis' Seer. iv. 1. 23 Therwith
washe the eyes, or else fomentate them with the water.
Ibid. iv. 1. 31 You must fomentate them with a peece of
a milstone burned and quenched in vineger. 1613 Sherley
Trav. Persia 85 The one a kingdome fomentated as a bar
between you and the Portugals.

Fomentation (f^'ment^-Jan). [ad. late L.

fvmentdtidn-em, n. ofaction i.fomentdre to Foment.
C£ F. fomentation.]

1. Med. The application to the surface of the

body either of flannels, etc. soaked in hot water,

whether simple or medicated, or of any other warm,
soft, medicinal substance. Dry fomentation (see

quot. 1881).
c 1400 I.anfranfs Cirurg. 252 J>er upon bou schalt make

a fomentacioun wib hoot water. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's
F"ormul. Xjb, Fomentacyon with oyle and terebentyne
medled & warmed. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxiv. 50 In
manner of a fomentation or a warme bathe. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Attim. A> Mitt. 2S9 Fomentation with sponges in

vineger. 170a J. Purcell Cholick (17141 133 fr lannel, or
a Thin Woollen Cloth worn next to the Skin . . is a lesser

kind of perpetual Fomentation. X704 J. Harris Lex.
I

Techi. s.v., A Dry Fomentation. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 578
Fomentations with water. 1882 M. Beck in Quain's Diet,
Med. s.v., The term 'dry fomentation' is sometimes applied

,
to bags of salt, hot bran, or chamomile flowers ; or pieces of
flannel toasted before a fire and applied hot.

b. concr. The remedial means so applied.

1546 Phaer Si. Childr. (1553) Rja, Ye may make a
fomentacion of hoate and moist herbes. 1643 J. Steer tr.

[
Exp. Chyrurg. xv. 58 Boyle them in the Broth .. for a

I Fomentation, c 1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens. xi.

!
(1734) 249 Fomentations are made only with aqueous Men-
struums whereas Embrocations consist of [etc.]. 1789 W.

j

Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 311 Flannels wrung out of warm
i spirituous fomentations should likewise be applied. 1894

Fitzwygram Horses A> Stables § 314 Hot water makes the
best fomentation.

fig- XS93 Q- Euz. Boeth. (E. E. T. S.) 30 Because the
I fomentations of my reason haue entred in the.

f 2. The action or process of cherishing with heat

j

or warming. Obs.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. fit. Ki. 42 In this discription. .we
have the Spirit's Motion, Fomentation, and Formation of
althings out of this Chaos. Ibid., The Fomentation of an
Hen, that sets abrood.

3. fig. The action or process of fomenting, foster-

I ing or stimulating; encouragement, instigation.

a 161* Donne htaOafaros (1644* 39 Denying to it lawfull

refreshings, and fomentations. 1670-1 Marvell Corr. Wks.
1872-5 II. 373, I am.. well pleased to find him and Mr.
Whittington jealous of one another, which shall not want
fomentation. 174a Young Nt. Th. v. 743 Dishonest fo-

mentation of your pride. 1861 Times 29 Aug., The foment-
ation of Hungarian discontent by foreign intrigues.

b. A means of fomentation, an influence that

foments, a stimulus.
a 1631 Donne Serm. viii. 79 They [our works] cleave to

us ; whether as Fomentations to nourish us or as Corrosives
to gnaw upon us. 1659 C. Noble Inexpediency ofExged. 5
Unless the. .she Redarguings. .be a rise and fomentation to

such a Dispute.

Fomenter (fomeuitaA Also fomentor. [f.

Foment v. + -eu 1
.] Onewho or that which foments.

1633 Prynne tlisirio-M. 1. in. ii. 75 Fomentors of Crueltie,

Qnarrells [etc.]. 1660 Wood Life tOxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 360
Such lectures in the nation had been fomenters of the late

rebellion. 1710 Hearne Collect. 6 Mar., The Fomenters
and Abettors of the Riot. 1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 139 The
most inveterate fomenter of hostilities against the Russians.

c 1817 Hogg Tales <y Sk. VI. 116 The primal cause and
fomentor of this cruel and bloody war. 1866 Bright Sp.
Refortn 4 Dec, The fomenter of discord.

I Fome'ntress. Obs.- 1
[f. prec. + -ess 1

.] A
female fomenter.
1646 Earl Monmouth tr. Biondi^s Hist. Civ. Warres

Eng. II. ix. 208 The Dutchesse of Burgundy, .must be
known to be fomentresse of the Forgery.

FomerelX -il, obs. forms of Femerell.

II Pomes (fJu'imz). Y\. fomites ^fiju-mit/z). [L.

fomes, fimitis touchwood, tinder.] + &• The
morbific matter (of a disease) {obs.). b. *Any
porous substance capable of absorbing and retain-

ing contagious effluvia' (Mayne).
1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 554 If this putrid ferment could

be more immediately corrected, a stop would probably be put
to the flux, and the.fomes of the disease likewise removed.
1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 213, I cannot say that I have known it

spread from fomites. 1851-9 A. Bryson in Man. Sc. Eno. 248
Either simply through the medium of the atmosphere or by
means of fomites. 188a QuaitCs Diet. Med. s.v., The most
important fomites are bed-clothes, bedding, woollen gar-
ments, carpets, curtains, letters, &c.
Jig. 1658 J. Owen Temptation vii. 126 Naturall tempers

. .prove a great Fomes of sinne. a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 327 Concupiscential Fomes, which
possess'd The Parents thus, was on their Race impress'd.

Fomie, fomy, obs. forms of Foamy.

Fomite (fo ll'm3it). rare, [incorrect back-form-

ation from/omites, pi. of Fomes.] = Fomes.
1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr.'m Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.

134 This must be an efficacious fomite of cutaneous and
pectoral disease.

Pomon, obs. form of Foeman.

t Foil, sb. and a. Obs. Also 5 fone, 5-6 fonn(e.

[Belongs to Fon v. ; but the mutual relation of

the words is uncertain.

It is tempting to connect the sb. with Svf.fan(e, MDa.
fane fool, mod. lcc\.fdni swaggerer, vain person ; but the
history of the Eng. words shows no trace of a long vowel,
and the northern Eng. forms have 0, and not the<r which in

that dialect normally represents ON. d. Besides, the
primary sense of the Eng. vb. appears to be ' to lose savour,

become insipid ', and if so the sb. is prob. from the vb.J

A. sb. A fool.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9186 (Cott. ) O bis manasses com anion,

J»at, als his fader, was a fon. t X330 R. Brunne Chron.
IVace (Rolls) 4051 After Eldolf, bys folted fon, Cam his

sone hight Redyon. < 1450 Cov. Myst. 367 A! ^e ffonnys

and slought of herte ffor to beleve in holy Scrypture !

c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surteesi 5386 God some tyme chastys
a fonn And he is made mare wyse. x«>a6 Skelton Magnyf.
i2ooWenyst thou that I cannot make the play the fon?

1595 Spenser Col. Clout 29-2 Ah ! Cuddy, Uhen quoth
Colin) thous a fon.

B. adj. Foolish, silly.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ix. 248 (Harl. MS.) The lion stode be-

syde him, as he hadde be a flbnne shepe. 1538 Starkev
Englatid 1. i. 24 Yf wyse men. .wold have bent themselfe to

that purpos, levyng such fon respecte of tyme and of place.

Hence Po'nly adv., foolishly, fondly ; Ponnish
a., somewhat foolish.

1449 Pecock Repr. 11. iv. 156 Thilk fonnysch opinioun
may soone hi wise men be schewed . . to be vntrewe. 1481

Tiptoet tr. Cicero's De Arnic. (1530) Bviij, What may be
a more fonnysh thyng than whan [etc.], 15*6 Skelton
Magnyf. 659 Tusshe, fonnyssbe Fansy, thou arte frantyke.

X579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 58, 1 ..had rather be envied,

All were it of my foe, than fonly pitied.

t Fon, v. Obs. Also 5 forme, 6 fone. [see

prec. The later Fun v. (whence Fun sb.) is prob.

etymologically identical.]

1. intr. To lose savour, become insipid or sickly

in flavour. Only in pa. pple. : see Fond a.

2. To be foolish or infatuated ; to act the fool ; to

become foolish.

c 1440 York Myst. ix. 89 Now Noye, in faythe be fonnes

full faste. c 1450 Cov. Myst. 36 Thou fonnyst as a best

I gesse. 1508 Dunbar Tua Maritt Wemen 274 With
kissing, et with clapping, I gert the carill fon. 1570
Buchanan Ane Admonitioun Wks. (1892' 30 Y" Dukis
sone. .causit y' rest of y hamiltonis to fon for faynnes.

3. trans. To befool, make a fool of.

c 1440 Lvdg. Secrees 570 The fals Erryng hath fonnyd many
Oon. c 1440 Pecock Repr. 11. ii. 145 Salomon, .fonned and
bidotid with hise wifis, made ydolis. c 1460 Toivneley

Myst. (Surtees) 199 Soyn shalle we fon hym.
4. Sc, To toy with ; to fondle.

1430 Peblis to Play vii. in Plnkerton Scot. Ball. (1783) I. 4
1 The fairest falHs me ; Tak ye the laif and fone thame.

Hence Fcnning vbl. sb., foolishness, foolish be-

haviour.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4880 Our werkes [shuld] all wisely [bej

wroght by discrecioun, bat we fare with no foly ne fonnyng
of pride, c 1450 Cov. Myst. 304 Be his meraclys and fals

prechyng He bryngyth the pepyl in gret fonnyng.

Fon, obs. form of Find; Sc pi. of Foe.

Fond, sb. Also 7, 9 fonds, 8 fonde. Now
only as an alien word, pronounced (fon). [a. F.

/ond,/onds :—OF. /onz
y
/ons (see Founce).

The word became fully naturalized in the 17th c. In the

1 8th c. it was superseded in ordinary use by Fund, which
is a refashioned form after I,, fundus. Subsequently, how-
ever, the F. word frequently appears (usually in iialics) in

Eng. writers. In F., the forms fond and fonds, formerly
used indiscriminately, are now differentiated in sense; but

Eng. writers often use the wrong form.]

1. Foundation, ground, groundwork (in various

applications). (In Fr. now written fond.)
1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. 141 All sorts of pre-

cious Marbles . . cut and Iay'd into a fonds or ground of

black-Marble. 1665 Sir P. Warwick in Evelyn's Mem.
(1819) II. 162 The present Prizes .. being a better fond of

credit. 1704 Swift T. Tub iv. 93 This Grandeur .

.

could not be maintained without a better Fonde than what
he was born to. i8»s Jeffrey in Edin. Rev. Aug. 429
But thefonds of the character is the same. 1844 Thackeray
in Eraser's Mag. Feb. 155/2 The spirits are for the most
part artificial, the fond is sadness. 1867 Lowell Lett.

(1894) I. 394 There is no early French literature of

any value in which the Teutonic blood did not *upply the

fond.

b. Lace-making. (See quots.)

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Fond,
Identical with Champ, Entoilage, and Treille, terms by
which the groundwork of lace . . is distinguished from the

Toile, or pattern, which it surrounds and supports.
^
These

grounds are divided into Fonds Claire, Brides Claire, and
Brides Ome'es. The Fonds Claire include the Roseau or

net patterned grounds and varieties of the same.

2. A source of supply, stock, store or stores. Obs.

in material sense. (In Fr. now fonds.)

1685 Dryden Albion <y Atbanus Pref, Here, therefore, if

they will Criticise, they shall do it out of their own Fond.

1704 Swift T. Tubv'n. 142 Some new Fonde of Wit should,

if possible, be provided. 1707 Curios, in Husb. «y Gard.

92 The Juices of Plants are one of the richest Fonds of

Physick. 1871 Mrs. Oliphant Ombra I. ii, Kate herself

was not indifferent to thefond of appreciation thus secured

to her.



FOND.

f 3. A stock or sum of money, esp. one set apart
for a particular purpose

; pecuniary means, re-

venues. (In Fr, nowfonds.) Obs.
1673 Temple Observ. United Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 38 This

Fond being not sufficient in Times of War, is supplied by
the States with whatever more is necessary from other
Fonds. 1690 Will. III. Sp. Pari. 25 Nov. in Land. Gaz.
No. 2613/1 The Civil Government, which has no Fonds for

its Support. 1691 T, H[ale) Acc. New Invent, p. cxi, The
want of any Fonds to support the Charge of such Office.

1 4. A sum of money, a stock of goods, or amount
of revenues, serving as a security for specified pay-

ments. (In Fr. nowfonds.) Obs.

1677 Chas. II. in Marvell Growth Popery 39 Without the
sum Six hundred thousand pounds, or Credit for such
a sum, upon new Fonds. a 1687 Pettv Pol. Arith. x.

(1691) 114 Making a Fond of such value, to be security for

all Commodities. 1693 Mem. Ct, Teckely i. 47 The Princess
. . had seized the fonds whereupon the Pension of their
Ministers was assigned. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5260/4 Debts
. . secur'd by Judgment, Statute, Recognizance, Fond, or
Specialty.

f5. Printing = Fount. Obs.
1678 Phillips, Fond or Fund . . Among Letter-founders, a

parcel of Printing Letters, as many as are Printed at
a time.

Foild (tynd), a. and sb,'- Forms: 4 fonned, -yd,

5 fonnet, 5-fond, 5 7 fonde, 9 Sc, and dial. font.

[ME. fonned, f. Fon v. + -ED 1
.]

A. adj. orig. ///. a.).

+ 1. That has lost its savour; insipid; sickly-

flavoured. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 57 $if be salt be fonnyd it is not
worpi 1388 — Prof, x.31 He is seid fonned salt, not prophit-
able toeny thing. 1784 Cullum Hist. Hawsted 171 Fond,
faint or fulsome ; applied to smell or taste, a 1825 Forhy
Voc. E. Anglia, Fond, luscious; fulsome; disagreeably
sweet, in taste or in smell.

2. Infatuated, foolish, silly. Since 16th c. the

sense in literary use has been chiefly : Foolishly
credulous or sanguine. In dialects the wider sense

is still current. Cf. Fonned///. a.

11340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 523 Sho toyed not .. in

vanytes of bis lyfe as our fonnyd maydyns dos now. 1388
Wyclif Exod. xviii. 18 Thou art wastid with a fonned
trauel. a 1400 50 Alexander 5513 A fonned fantasy ban
fell in his hert. c 1460 Towneley Myst. 199 This fond
foylle. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 63 b, And
suche communly be as dotrelles, whiche is a fonde byrde.
1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 241 He yat is young thinketh the
olde man fond. 1650 Fuller Pisgah it. xii. 250 Never
more to fright Children with fond tales of Bug-bears. 1681
Glanvill Sattditcisntus Ded., I am not fond enouch to
phancy any Art .. to recommend it. a 1703 Burkitt On
N. T. Heb. xi. 22 To dig mens* bones out of their graves,
to enshrine them.. is fond and ridiculous, a 1748 Watts
Improv. Mind 11. iii. § 8, I am not so fond as to think
I have [etc.]. 1798 W. Hutton Autobiog. 36 Seized with
a fond fit of farming, I took the place into my own hands.
1831 Carlyle Sort. Res. 11. ii. (1872) 65 Writing from the
abundance of his own fond ineptitude. 183a Hare in
Philol. Mus. I.247 An attempt to settle its age cannot with
any justice be censured as a fond waste of time in mere
literary trifling. 1847-8 H. Miller First I/npr. viii. (1857)
129 Evangelistic Dissent was fond enough to believe the
cause a common one. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fond,
foolish, weakminded.
qu&si-adv. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 76 Fond done,

done fond, was this King Priams ioy.

3. In stronger sense : Idiotic, imbecile, mad

;

also, dazed. + With lo : Mad for. Obs. exc. dial.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6182 The pepull of Poyem. .were fond

to the fight. 1483 Cath. Angt. 137/1 Fonde, arepticius,
astrosus. 1640 Durh. VestryBks. (Surtees»303 Forputtinge
fond Allye'schild to nursinge. .is. 4d. 1781 J. Hutton Tour
toCaves Gloss., Fond, silly, stupid like an ideot. 1876 Mid-
Yorksh. Gloss., Fond', silly. ' I'd a dizziness in my head that
turned me fair fond.'

f4. Of things: Valued only by fools, trifling,

trivial. Obs.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. Q. 149 He bribe you . . Not
with fond Sickles of the tested gold. 1645 Ussher Body
Div. (1647) 239 When we sweare by .. bread, salt, fire, and
many fond trashes.

5. a. Of persons, their actions and attributes :

Foolishly tender; over-affectionate, doting. In
later use without reproachful sense : Affectionate,

loving, tender.

1579 Lyi.y Euphues (Arb.) 106 A cooling Carde for Philau-
tus and all fond louers. 1641 Hinde J. Bruen x. 34 Fond
affection without moderation. 1749 Wkslev Wks. (1872)
XIII. 162 A loving husband is a very amiable character.
A fond one I think is not so. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot.
I. 10 A hero to whom the fond admiration of his country-
men hath ascribed many fabulous acts of prowess. 1766
Goldsm. Vic. W. xxii, I called up the many fond things
I had to say. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague i. iii. 60
She . . in the light Of her fond parents' love was fostered.

1854 Mrs. Oliphant Magd. Hepburn III. 285 Ritchie is

fond, and loves to see me fair arrayed.

b. Of opinions, sentiments, etc. : Cherished or

entertained with strong or unreasoning affection.

1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. (an. 21) n. 200 Don John
..resigned his fond ambition. 1683 Soame & Dryden tr.

Boileau's A rt of Poetry iv. 63 In vain their fond Opinions
you deride, With their fov'd Follies they are satisfy'd. 1750
Carte Hist. Eng. II. 337 Edward's .. fond opinion of his
own capacity. 184s Abdy Water Cure (1843) 212 A practice
which, .holds out a hope of giving an enduring reality to
his fondest wishes, 1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos ix. 112
To defraud His servant of his fond expectation. 1872
Ruskin Eagle's N. § 121 Children. .Bred, .by their parents,
in the fond poverty of learning.

395

6. Const. <?/* (formerly fon): Having strong
affection or liking for (a person or thing, a pursuit,

etc.).

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 266 He may proue More fond on
her, then she vpon her loue. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 231
The she Apes, .are wonderous fond of their little ones. 1615
Latham Falconry 1 1633) 32 Many Hawks .. grow fond on
them or him that doe. . bring them vp. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Reft. iv. ii. (1845) 175 So fond of the Sun. 1754 Richard-
son Grandison I. xii. 68, I am fond of talking to this young
Lady. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 294 They feed
upon all sorts of grain, but are fondest of millet-seed. 1801
Strutt Sports fy Past. 1. i. 4 /Edgar . . was extremely fond
of the sports of the field. 1833 Hi. Martineau Berkeley
the Banker 1. ix. 169 Lewis has made his uncle and aunt very
fond of him already.

t b. With of: Possessed with admiration for,

proud of. Obs.
170J Rowe Tatnerl. Ded., There is no part in your Lord-

ship's Character but what the World would be fond of.

1754 Richardson Grandison I. i. 3 He is a vain creature
you know, and seemed fond of what lie had written.

1 7. Kager for (some object', desirous of, or

strongly inclined to (an action). Const, of
Obs.

1552 Huloet, Fonde or desierous. 1594 Shaks. Liter.

134 'those that much couet are with gaine so fond. 1666
Marvell Corr.Wks. 1872-5 II. liv.igiThe redemption of the
chimney-money at eight years purchase we are very fond of.

1689 Luttrell BriefRet. (18571 I. 604 Many persons have
blamed duke Schonberg for not fighting the Irish army,
which our men seem'd so fond of. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
(1840) I. xx, They would be fond of buying it. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. 16 The man was not fond of
marrying at all. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. World cxi, People are
naturally fond of going to paradise at as small expense as
possible. 1772 Foote Nabob 111. (1778) 63, I fancy he will

not be very fond of prolonging his visit. 1779 Puree Corr.
(1844) II. 256 Sentiments which no being in human form
could . . be fond of owning.

b. With to and inf. (rarely with that') : Having
a liking, eager, glad to (do something). Now
rare.
All the examples in 19th c. and nearly all those in late 18th

c. are from Scottish writers.

1546 I. Heywood Prov. (1867) 3 Both these, for loue to
wed with me fond are. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed
III. 1582/2, I find no great cause I should be fond to Hue.
1695 Ulackmore Pr. Artk, 1. 738 They all seem fond to

wear the Martyr's Crown, 1734 Watts Rcliq. fuv. 1 1789)
106 We are so fond to appear always in the right. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (181 1) V. 376 Nor could I be fond
that they should see you. 1766 Goldsm. Double Trans-
form. 53 Fond to be seen, she kept a bevy Of powdered
coxcombs at her levy. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, VI. vi. 59
They are fond to interpret it as an omen of the bloody war
that followed. 1826 Literary Souvenir 198 The bravest of
the two is fond to whistle, that he may keep up the courage
of his comrade. 1883 BlackIE in 19/// Cent. Apr. 607
'The year of Charlie ', as the Highlanders are fond to call

it.

8. Comb., asfond-blind, -conceited, -hardy, -like,

-sparkling, adjs. ; fond plough —fool-plough : see

Fool sb. 6.

1594 Kaknfield Affect. Sheph. n. xxiv. (Arb.'i 16 Be thou
*fond-blinde. .Thou are my Loue. 1590 Greene Orl. Fur.
Wks. (Rtldg.) 109/1 Follower of *fond-conceited Phaeton.
1659 Torriano, Corrivo .. *fond - hardie. 1632 Bkome
Northern Lass it. ii, Mine Vncle and he fell on other talke,

of Lords and Ladies, and many "fond-like things. 1889
Barrie Window in Thrums xix, But she saw 'at he laid it on
the fire fell fond-like. 1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. Gloss.,

*Fond-plufe. 1831 HowiTT Seasons {1854) 43 The custom of
the. .Fond Plough. 1786 Burns Yon ivildmossy Mountains
vi, But kindness . . in the * fond-sparkling e'e, Has lustre

outshining the diamond to me.

t B. absol. and sb. A foolish person, a fool.

1519 Horman Vulg. 19 It is vnlucky withfondtstodoon the
lyft sho first. 1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 45 The fond
will read awhile, but cares for nought.

t Pond, v. Obs. Also 6 fonde. [f. Fond a]
1. intr. To play the fool ; to become foolish.

?i53o Exam. W. Thorpe in Foxe A. % M. (1563) 164/2
And the clarke sayde. I fonded, and that I sayde not
truthe. Ibid. Thou wouldest make vs to fonde with the.

a 1541 Wyatt 7 Penit. Ps. Poet. Wks. (1861) 208 The sword
shall pierce the heart of such that fonds.

2. Const, on, over, upon. To entertain a fond or

foolish affection for ; to dote upon. Also simply,

to display fondness.

1530 Palsgr. 553/2, 1 fonde, or dote upon a thyng for in-

ordynate love. 1567 Tukberv. Ovid's Epist. 154 Whilst
thou.. did fonde on Phyllis. 1590 Fenne Frutes 1. 53
Immoderately fonding over wife, sonne, daughter. 1601
Shaks. Tiuel. N. 11. ii. 35 My master loues Tier deerely,

And I (poore monster) fond asmuch on him.

3. trans. To make a fool of; to befool.

1540 Hyrde tr. Vives* Instr. Chr. Worn. 1. xvi. S i b, They
dote and fonde [L. demenfatit] good yonge men. a 1547
Surrey AKneid iv. 489 Did I not him .. fonded [demens]
eke invest Of halfe my realme? 1566 Drant Horace's
Sat. iv. B viij, Love of goods, or love of rule doth fonde
him now and then. 1567 — Horace" s Epist. i. C iij, Such
follye fondes a man and fondly makes him roue.

4. To show fondness for ; to caress, fondle.
1676 Dryden Anrengz. iv. i, Howe'r unjust your jealousie

appear.. I'll fond it, as the froward Child of Love. 1697— sEncid 1. 962 The Tyrian hugs, and fonds thee on her
breast.

b. To beguile ; also to beguile to ("disaster).

1627-77 Fei.tham Resolves 1. xxvi. 45 The Meretricious
world claps our cheeks, and fonds us to a cozening fail.

1682 Southerns Loyal Brother n, My poor heart Would
fain be fonded with the hopes of rest.

FONDLING.
Hence Fended ppl. a., a. deluded, foolish; b.

fondly loved. Fending vbl. sb., fondness.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. ii. B b, They, the Slllye fonded

fooles, Do feaste luin. 1665 R. B. Comment on 2 Tales
99 Put on a smooth Brow, and feign a kind of Fonding.
1701 Steele Chr Hero hi. 52 A brighter diadem than ever
Fortune bestowed on the most fonded. .of her favourites.

Fond : see FAND v. Obs., to attempt, try, etc.

Fond, obs. pa. t. Find : obs. form of Found v. 1

II Fonda (fjrnda). [Sp.fonda from Arab.: see

Fonduk.] Ahotel,an inn (inSpain orSp. countries).
1826 Cai'T. Head Pampas 127 They then came into the

yard of the Fonda (inn). 1877 Ii. Haste Story ofa Mine
iii, He plunged into the first Fonda at the wayside.

il Fondaco (/jrndako). Also 6 fondego, 7
fundaco. [It., ad. Arab.; see Fondck.] An
inn; also, in North Africa, fa building containing

a merchant's residence and sale rooms.
1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 183 At the death of one of their

marchants in Alexandria, .the French Consul Vento sealing
up his fondego and chamber tooke under his seal his goods.
1632 Lithgow Trav. ix. 385 A Fundaco or Inne. 1833 J. H.
Newman Lett. (1891) I. 397 The landlady of the fondaco
asked me if I was going to Paris.

Fondak : see Fonduk.
Fondant (fondant), [a. Fr. fondant sb. and

pr. pplc. of fond're to melt.] A sweetmeat made
chiefly in France : 'see quots.). Also attrib.

1877 Encycl. Brit, VI. 257 Fondants .. are made from
solutions boiled to the point of crystallization, properly
coloured and flavoured, and cast into moulds made of
starch. 1892-4 Encycl. Cookety(Garr<:U) I. 602/1 Fondants.
This term has become familiar to us for kinds of soft

sweets that ' melt ' in the mouth. Ibid. 602/2 Divide the
Fondant-paste into two portions.

Fondary : see Foundry.
Fondement, obs. form of Fundament.
Fonding : see Fanding, Founding vbl. sbs.

Fondish (ffrndij), a. [f. Fond a. + -ish.]

Somewhat fond. b. dial. ''See quot. 1876.)

1834 J. Wilson hi Blackiv. Mag. XXXV. 860 An old
man. .fondish of literature. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Fotidish,
shallow in point of intellect ; whimsical.

Fondle (fjrnd'I), v. [frequentative of Fond v.

Cf. Dandle, Faddle.]
+ 1. trans. To treat with fond indulgence; to

cocker, pamper. Also, to bring to a state or

condition) by indulgence. Also with up. Obs.

1694 Dryden Love Triumphant it. i, Ximena, you have
fondled him to this. vj*t Amhlrst Teme-Filius No. 8

Fn Where one would stand it out. .twenty chose rather to

be fondled up, and call'd mother's nown boys at any
expence. 1732 Bolingbroke in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 157
You shall be nursed, fondled, and humoured. 1757 Johnson
Rambler No. 175 f 5 Every day sends out, in quest of
pleasure . . some heir fondled in ignorance. 1789 Mad.
D'Ariu.ay Lett. Apr., I knew you would, .fondle them
[poultry] like your children.

2. To handle or treat with fondness; to caress.

Also, to press fondly to (the heart
1

.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 52
The sheep, which he fondled when a Iamb. 1832 W. Irving
Alhambra 1 1. 36 The prince fondled it to his heart. 'Happy
bird ', said he. 1859 Kingsley Misc. (i860) I. 282 To fondle

the reptile is to be bitten by it. 1874 Green Short Hist.

vii. § 3.(18761 363 Elizabeth, .fondled her'sweet Kobin ',

Lord Leicester, in the face of the court.

fig. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 311 Zephyr. . Fondles the

flower amid the sobbing rain.

3. intr. To behave, play or speak fondly ; to

toy ; also + to bestow caresses on.

1720 Gay Work for a Cooper 78 He. .fondled on her like

his child. 1727 Pope, &c, Art of Sinking 102 He fondles

like a mere stammerer. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq.

iv. (Globe) 667/2 Fondling together, as I'm alive. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop i, 'Foolish Nell', said the old man
fondling with her hair. 1880 G. Meredith Trag. Com. 74
Unable to take such services without rewarding him, she
fondled.

ftg- 1836 Landor Pericles fy Aspasia liii, Sighs full often

fondle with reproofs. 1874 Lowell Agassiz 11. lvii, Per-

suasion fondled in his look and tone.

Hence Toadied ppl. a. Also To'ndle sb.
}
an act

of fondling. Po'ndler, one who fondles.

1755 Johnson, Foudler. 1788 C. Reeve Exiles III. 169

Those fondled and spoiled children, who are disagreeable to

alt others. 1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 419 It was a stranger to

the patient fondle, the hushing caress. 1876 Miss Yonge
Womankind xviii. 135 Whether the elder brother starts as

. . the champion and fondler.

Fondlesome f^nd'lsi'm), a. [f. Fondle v. +
-some.] Addicted to fondling.

1835 Beckford Recoil. 36 Turtle doves were never more
fondlesome.

Fondling (f>-ndlin), vbl. sb. [f. Fondle v. +
-ing '.] The action of the vb. Fondle ; an affec-

tionate handling ; a fond gesture.

1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733) II. 211 The various

expressions of their fondness for their infants, which fon-

dling of them ever increases. 1781 Mickle Siege ofMar-
seilles 11. iv, Cyrus made no. .amorous fondling To fan her

pride. 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 1. i, Embraced each

other with the quiet fondling of lambs.

[f. Fond a. + -ling.]

person. Also transf. of

animals. Obs.

< 1440 York Myst. xix. 157 pan schall bat fandelyng felle

Be-lyue his bliss schall blynne. 1547-64 Hauldwin Mor.
Philos. (Palfr.) 56 The vicious & rich faulty fondling.. by

50-2

Fondling (ffndlirj).
J

1 1. A ' fond ' or foolish
|
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whom common-weales are destroyed. 1589 Nashe Anat.
Absurd. 29 How farre are these fondlings from imitating

Crates the Philosopher. 1594 Chapman Sliadmv of Night
Eja, Thou and thy Nimphs shall . . mocke the fondling, for

his mad aspire. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. If. i, See
how yonder fondlings teare Their fleeces in the hrakes. 1674
N. Fairfax Bulk 4- Selv. To Rdr., I should lacken it . . by
making such a Fondling the Penman of it. 1781 J. Hutton
Tour to Caves Gloss., Fondlings an ideot.

2. One who is fondly loved ; one who is much
fondled or caressed ; a pet. Also Jig, Now rare.

1640 H. Mill Nights Search 128 When this Spark is from
his Fondling gone. 169a L'Estrange Fables No. 248
Partiality in a Parent is commonly Unlucky, .for Fondlings
are in danger to be made Fools. 1699 Locke Hum. Utui.

(ed. 4) iv. xix. § 16 That may shew it [an opinion] to be a
Fondling of our own. 170a Rowe Tamerl, m. i. 1059 The
Fondling once of her dear Father's Arms. 1788 Mad.
D'Arbi.ay Diary $ Jan.. Frogs, .kept in classes for fondlings
and favourites.

_ 1834 Southey Doctor ix, He became his

father's companion imperceptibly as he ceased to be his

fondling.

Fondling (f^Bdliq), pfl, a. [f. Fondle v. +
-ING'A] That fondles; caressing, endearing.
1676 GlanviU. Seasonable Refl. 207 What can the fondling

flesh and the world do for thee? c 1704 Prior Henry «y

Emma 65 He call'd her. .his Nut-brown Maid, The friends

and tenants took the fondling word. 1768 Goi.dsm. Good-n.
Man iv. i, I will discard the fondling hope from my bosom.
1798 Mad. D'Arblay/,^. Mar., He. .called out in a fondling
manner. i8ax Clare I'ill. Minstr. II. 27 His chuff cheeks
dimpling in a fondling smile. 1814 Miss Mitkord Village
Ser. 1. ( 18631 21 1 By that fondling nursery name she best liked

to be called. 1850 Kisgsley Alt. Locke i. (1879) 13 And
spoke to my mother in a fondling, patronizing way.

Hence Fo-ndlingrly adv.

183S New Monthly Mag. XLV. 80 She clings fearingly
and fondlingly to Lablache.

Fondling, obs. form of Foundling.
Fo'ndly, adj. rare. [f. Fond a. + -ly *.]

Fond; j foolish. Hence Fondliness, fondness.
1587 M. Grove Pelops <y Hipp. (1878) 77 Leaue such

fondly toyes. 185a J. B. Owen in Talbot Melxora Ser. I.

135 The fond old man. .squeezed [her hand] with a fondlier

emotion than usual. x8ai New Monthly Mag. I. 646 Bright
partners of the sky, each other's gloom Cheering with smile
of mutual fondliness.

Fondly (fjrndli), adv. [f. Fond a. + -ly 2
.]

+ 1. Foolishly. Obs.

c 1140 Cursor M. 16461 (Laud) Iudas beheld & sie how
fondly they with hym dalt. [Doubtful; MS. is 15th c]
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 97 Thou feynest fonnedli that

oure Lord we sclaundre. 1483 Cath. Angl. 137 Fondely,
stulte. 1551 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. ix. 23 Suche
other thynges as menne be wont to doe verye fondly. 1634
Ford /-". Warbcck iv. iv, He fondly angles who will hurl his

bait Into the water, 'cause the fish . . dares not bite. 1648 Jos.
Beaumont Psyche xix. xxx, Still thy Adventure's manage-
ment debases The fondly-founded credit of thy Bliss.

2. With self-pleasing or affectionate credulity.

176a Goldsm. Cit. W, xlvii. (1837) 189 You would fondly
persuade me that my former lessons still influence your con-
duct. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude in. 482 That they needs Must
keep to all, as fondly all believe, Their highest promise.
1824 W. Irving 'P. Trav. II. 12, I will henceforth..
endeavour to be all that she fondly imagined me. 1851
Gladstone Glean. VI. Ixix. 45, I..am fondly perhaps but
yet firmly assured [etc.]. 1861 Lord Brougham Brit. Const.
x. 131 [The English] have fondly traced the origin of our free

institutions to the most remote ages. 1885 Law Times
LXXIX. 159/1 Legal learning is not, we fondly hope, a
thing of the past.

3. Affectionately, lovingly, tenderly. Also, with
show of affection, caressingly.

J593 Shaks. Rich. II, 111. ii. 9 As a long parted Mother
with her Child, Playcs fondly with her teares. 1737 8
Savage Volunteer Laureat vi. 9 To be or fondly or severely
kind. .Parents shall learn from Her. 1757 Foote Author 1.

Wks. 1799 I. 131 You loved her, Sir.. Fondly.—Nay,
foolishly. 1797-1800 Coleridge Christabel Poems (1862)

287 Fondly in his arms he took Fair Geraldine. 1870
E. Peacock RalfSkirl. III. 95 He never looked on her so
fondly as now.

Fondness (fp*ndnes). [f. Fond a. + -ness.]

1. Foolishness, folly ; 'weakness; want of sense or

judgement *

(J.) ; an instance of this. Obs. exc.dial.
C1380 Wyclif Wks. (i88o>266 pet seyn bat be speche of

holy writt is falsbat reuersibhereowenefonnydnesse. 1434
Misyn Mending of Life 116 Slike lufe truly in be begyn-
nyng is labyr & fondnes. 1460 Capgrave Chron., 6 Hen.
///(Rolls) 151 In his fonnednesse he wold sey that he was
so arayed for savacion of the world. 1533 Fkith Ausiv.
More G j, It were fondnes to fayne that the soule did other
wise eate then do the Angellys in heauen. 1600 C. Butler
Fern. Mon. iv. (1623) H j, Others seeing the fondnesse of
this opinion haue. .taught that the Drone is a different
species. 01797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. // (1847) I. iv. 85
Lord Lincoln . . was the mimic of his fulsome fondnesses and
follies. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fondness, foolishness.

2. Foolish affection ; unreasoning tenderness.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 76 Persons, .which suffer

themselves to be overcome with such passions and fondness
in their mourning. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 889
Neither his goodness being Fondness, nor his Justice
Cruelty, ljox Eng. Theophrast. 4 The players, .like their

parts to a Fondness. 17*7 Gay Fables 1. iii. 31 By partial

fondness shown, Like you, we doat upon our own. a 1859
Macaulay Hist. Eng. V. 236 The object of her fondness
was Spencer Cowper, who was already married.

3. Affectionateness, tenderness.
1603 Shaks. Meets,for M. 11. iv. 28 The generall subiect

to a wel-wisht king, .in obsequious fondnesse Crowd to his
presence. 1703 Rules of Civility 25 It is not discreet for

a man to express too much Fondness of his Wife before
Company. 17*7 Swift To very yng. Lady Wks,. 1755 II.

11. 41, I must likewise warn you.. against the least degree
of fondness to your husband before any witness whatsoever.
178a Han. More Moses 1. 5 A mother's fondness reigns

Without a rival. 1838 Lytton Alice 1. iii, The curate, .was
not insensible to the fondness of his beautiful pupil. 1868
Helps Realmah xv. (1876) 400 The fondness of her words
did not console him.

4. Instinctive or unreasoning liking or par-

tiality ; strong inclination, propensity or desire.

Const. Jor, f of, + to, also f to with inj
1654 Hammond Fundamentals xviii, Through indulgence

to others, or fondness to any sinne in themselves. 1665
Boyle Occas. Refl. x. (1845) 335 So conspicuous is this

Creatures fondness of Light. 17x3 Steele Guardian No. 1

F 1 They have a restless fondness for satisfying the world in

the Mistakes [etc.]. 1735 Mrs.V/hiteway Swift's Lett. (1768)

IV. 141 Mr. 's great fondness to get his wife home, was
to stop a prosecution she had begun against him. 1754
Richardson Grandison I. viii. 40 Will he not attribute all

I shall repeat of this sort, .to that fondness of admiration.

1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. 314 He showed no fond-

ness for war. 1885 Clodd Myths >V Dr. 1. v. 94 The fond-

ness of the negro races . . for such fables is well known.

Fondon. (See quot.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Fondon, a large copper

vessel, in which hot amalgamation is practiced.

Fondre, obs. Sc. form of Folndeb v.

t Fo'ndrel. Obs. rare - *. [f. Fond a. ; ? after

analogy of Scoundrel, etc.] A simpleton, ninny.
1614 Sco. Venus (1876) 27 No lisping tongue that fondrels

count a grace.

Fondu (fond«). Also fondus. [a. F.Jondu sing.,

Jondits pi., pa. pple. oiJondre to melt.] (See quots.)

1848 Crak;, Fondus (fondant, melting, Fr.*, that parti-

cular kind of painting on calico, paper-hangings, &c, in

which the colours are blended in each other. 1875 Lire's

Diet. Arts III. 479 The fondu or rainbow style of paper-
hangings is produced [etc.].

II Fondue ( fond/V). Cookery. Also erron.

fondu. [ad. Y.Jondue, {.Jondre to melt.] A dish

composed of melted cheese with eggs, etc.

1878 CasselVs Diet. Cookery s. v., The fondu will rise very
much. 1892-4 Encycl. Cooking (Garrett* I. 602/2 Fondues,
these very favourite French savouries are made of melted
cheese. 1895 Daily News 8 Jan. 6/4 Omelettes and fondues
are equally dependent on this celerity of serving.

II Fondnk (fp
-nduk). Also 8 funduck, 9 fon-

dak. See also Fondaco. [Arab. JJ.X13 Juttduq

an inn, ad. Gr. vclvZokos, itavhoKevs innkeeper

(whence iravb'oKuov inn).] In North Africa ; A
hotel, an inn.

1704 J. Pitts A cc. Mohammetans 157 A Court, or Funduck,
as they term it. 1883 Academy 20 Jan. 44/2 We drove from
Tunis to Susa, spending a night on the way at the fonduk
of Bir-el-Bitah. 1891 Hall Caine Scapegoat xx, Between
the village of Lemsa and the fondak which lies on the road
to Tangier.

t Fone. Obs. rare~ l
. In 5 foine. [Of obscure

origin and meaning : the oi stands for <7.]

-1460 'Foivnetey Myst. iSurtees) 343 He was thi fode, thi

faryst foine, Thi luf, thi lake, thi lufsom son.

Fone, obs. form of Few and obs. pi. of Foe.
Fonel, Fonge, obs. ff. Funnel, Fang vA
+ Fo'nkin. Obs. [f. Fob + -kin.] A little fool.

1591 Fraunce Yvychurch 1. i. If thou couldst, nay
wouldst (and who would not, but a fonkin ?)

Fonly, Fonnish : see Fon sb. and a.

Font (fcnt), sb.l Forms: 1 font, fant, 2-6

funt(e, Orm. funnt (4 fant), 4-7 fount o. (4
foun}t, fownte), 5-6 fonte, 2- font. [OE. Jont,
Jant, ad. Eccl. Lat. Jont-cm or Jontes (baptismt),

lit. * fountain ' or ' fountains (of baptism)', a specific

use of L. jont-em,Jons \ see Fount. In ME. the

compound Font-stone had the same sense. In

sense 3 it may be regarded as a different word, a

var. of Fount, refashioned after the Lat. etymon.
Cf. also F. fonts pi. (OF.fonce), Pr.font, Pg. and OSp.

fonte (mod.Sp. fuente), It. fonte, of same meaning.^ Prob.

by adoption from Eng., the word appears early in other

leut. langs. : OFrts. font, funt, MDu. vonte (mod.Du. in

comb, doopvont, from dooP baptism), ON funt-r (Sw.funt,
doffunt, Via.font, dobfont).]

A receptacle, usually of stone, for the water

used in the sacrament of baptism. A\so, Jont oj
baptism, baptismaljont. To stand at Jont jor (a

person) : to be sponsor to.

c 1000 Canons AKlfric xxxvi, Ne do man namne ele to

bam fanic. a ny$Cott. Horn. 241 JE.\c cristen man anon se

stepo" up of be funte wer he ifulled is. a 1225 St. Marker. 1

Euch ifulhet in font obe almihti federes nome. ci&oSir
Ferumb. 548 Y-vollid on be haly fant. 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb.) in Crystnyd I was in a funt of stoon.

15*3 Lo. Berners Froiss. I. ccccii. 698 They - . brake
downe the fownte wherin the erle was christned. 1611

Coryat Crudities 35 A Font of baptisme, made of porphyrie
stone, a 1658 Cleveland To T. C. 14 A gray Bark That
stood at Font for Noah's Ark. 1756-7 A'eysler's Trav.
(1760) 490 The large marble font is divided by four parti-

tions. 1865 Kingsley Herew. Prel. 6 The curse which
Dunstan had pronounced against him at the baptismal font.

b. //. (with singular sense}, rare. (Cf. Vi.Jonts,

Eccl. Lat. Jontes a font.)

The pi. has been explained as referring to the compound
fonts of several basins found in some early baptisteries. But
prob. fontes baptismi, originally meant only 'the fountains
(i.e. the waters) of baptism', the application as the name of
the vessel being secondary.

1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 186 The Fonts at the
West end of the Nave.

2. trans/, a. A receptacle for holy water, b.

The reservoir for oil in a lamp.
1542-5 Bkinklow Lament. (1874^ 100 The wyne wyll

waxe sower and stincke, as doth their holy water in the

founte by longe kepinge. 1644 Ord. Parlt. in Vestry Bks.

(Surtees) 322-3 Noe Copes, Surplices, .or Holy water Fonts,

to be any more used. 187a O. Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms,
Holy Water Font. X891 Sale Catal. Glass Wks., Stour-
bridge, Two hundred and fifty-five lamp fonts.

3. — Fount. Now only poet.

1611 Coryat Crudities 26 Delicate fonts and springes.

1658 J. Jones Oviifs Ibis 2nd Ded., On Parnasse hill rose

the Nectarian Font. 1735 Somerville Chase in. 342
Adown His tortur'd Sides the Crimson Torrents roll From
many a gaping Font, c 1750 Shenstone Elegies i. 46 Near
font or stream, in meditation, rove. 1878 B. Taylor
Deukalion iv. ii, The font Bubbling and brightening with
an inward life, Spins up in silver, tinkling as it falls.

4. attrib. and Comb., nsjont-ciot/i, -cover, -taper,

vat ; also font-name, pone's) baptismal name

;

-j- font-wife, ? a woman appointed to collect

donations at baptisms.

1553 Inv. in Trans. Essex Archaeol. Soc. (1884) 10 Itm.

a *ffownte clothe. 1885 R. W. Dixon Hist. Ch. Eng. III.

450 Font-cloths with altar-cloths, a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
Hartfordshire 11. (16621 20 Seeing his own '"font-name was
a Papall one. 1679 Burnet Hist. Ref. (1865) I. 150 note,

It seems unlikely that he [Bonner] alone in the grace

should be written by his font name when all the others

were by their surname. 15x9 in W. L. Nash Churchw.
Ace. St. Giles, Reading (Camden) 5, Ij standerds and the

*ffont taper, c 1000 in Thorpe Ags. Horn. II. 268 HaeSen
ctld . . biS jcebroht synfull . . to oam *fant-fKte. c 1220

Bestiary 108 Naked [he] falle5 in Se funt-fat, and cumeS
ut al newe. 1569 Churchw. Ace. Stanford in Antiquary
Apr. (1888) 169 Eliza Yat. .and Elenor Sauere were chossen

"fount wyeffs this yer, but the gathered nothing this yer.

Font (f?nt\ sb.2 Also 7 fonte. [ad. Fr.

Jonte, {.jondre to melt, cast.]

1. a. The action or process of casting or founding.

lit. and^f. rare. b. concr. Cast iron.

1578 Inventories (1815) 249 Ane moyane of fonte markit

with the sallamandre having ane new stok without yron
werk. 1676 Marveli. Mr. Smirke 34 A Sermon, .that was
preached before His Majesty, and by his special command
to be Printed, is it seems making over again, there having

been sure some error in the Fonte. 1883 C. C. Perkins
Hal. Sculpt. 273 When the figure was ready to be cast in

bronze, Michelangelo seems suddenly to have remembered
that, as he knew nothing of the processes of the font, he

could not (etc.].

2. Printing. (In England usually Fount, q.v.)

t Font, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
* christen *, name.
165a Persuasive to Compliance 17 Flattery, rather then

Truth, fonted them Fathers of their Country, a 1659

Osborn Queries Wks. U673) 593 It being likelier to have
been the voice of Custom than Reason that fonted a bare

Knowledge in Tongues with the title of Learning.

Fontal ,fp*ntal), a. and sb. [ad. med.L. Jontdlis,

f. Jont-, Jons Fount, Font.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to a fountain or

spring ; coming as from a spring, rare.

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. a 1711 Ken Hymn. Evang.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 69 <) Jesu.. Stream from thy fontal

Fulness a small Rill, My soul to purify..and fill. 1753
Chambers CycL Suppl. s. v. Alga, The alga's are some
marine, .others fontal, growing in springs. 1822 T. Taylor
Apuleius in. 58 She made a libation, .with fontal water.

1855 Bailey Mystic 85 Within whose veins condensed the

essential dew Flows fontal.

2. Pertaining to the source of anything ; that is

the source of other things ; original, primary.

1677 Gale Crt Gentiles I. iv. 272 The fontall Unitie and
infinite Abyss of his own Essence, a 1711 Ken Hymn. Evang.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 135 When Godhead Fontal and Deriv'd,

co-breath. 1793 T. Taylor Orat. Julian 30 The fontal

sun, then, subsists in Jupiter the perfect artificer of the

world. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 95 The fontal truths

of natural religion. 1858 E. Caswall Masque ofMary 16

Hail, Mother of all ages ! fontal source of humankind.

1883 A. Roberts O. T. Revision vii. 139 Whence was that

fontal text derived?

3. Pertaining to the font, baptismal.
? 1797 Coleridge Poems, Christen, Friend** Child i, This

day among the faithful placed, And fed with fontal manna.

1846 Keble Lyra Innoc. led. 3) 6 The fontal wave To each

apart the glory gave, Washing us clean.

B. sb. +1. Source, 'well-spring* {Jig-)- Obs.
^

aiyu Ken Hymnotheo Poet. W'ks. 1721 III. 379 Love's

the propensive Fontal of our Wills.

2. Her. (see quot. 1828-40^.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. xvi. 365 A Sea Nymph.,

resting her Arm upon a Water-pot or Fontall, from whence
issues water all proper. 1818-40 Berry Encycl. Her. 1.

s. v., The gods of fountains and rivers and water nymphs
are generally depicted with a water-pot from which flows

the river they represent, which is termed a fontal.

Hence Pontally adv.

a 1617 Bayne Diocesans Tryall (1621) 69 It presupposeth

the power of jurisdiction to be given originally and fontally

to one person of the Church.

Foiitanelle, fontanel (fontanel). Forms:
6-8 fontenelvM, 6 fontynelle, 7 funtanel, 7-9

fontanel(l(e, fontinel(le. [a. Fr. jontanelle

(p¥.Jontanele,Jontertele little fountain, also in fhe

senses below), dim. ofjontaine Fountain. Cf. It.

Jontanella little fountain, also hollow of the neck.]

1. Anat. fa. The hollow between two muscles.

Mentioned as the appropriate place for the application of

a seton or a cautery : cf. sense 2.
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1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. IV. W, For
that cause be the cetons & canteres [sic] done behinde the

necke, and in the fontenelles of the lacertes where as one is

deuyded from the other. Ibid. Pij, On the homoplate

vnder the font[en]elles of the armes. Ibid., On the

fontynelles vnder the knee.

b. One of several membranous spaces in the

head of an infant which He at the adjacent angles

of the parietal bones. (Syd. Soc. Lex) In some
animals it is permanent.
1741 Monro A tint. Bones (ed. 3) 71 That Part of the

parietal and frontal Bones, where the Fontanelle is in

Children. 175a Smellie Midwif. I. 292 No perceiveable

pulsation at the Fontanelle. a 1823 M. Bailme Wks. (1825)

I. 187, I opened the head at the anterior fontinel. 187a

Mivart Elem, Anat. 127 The transitory fontanelle of man
is permanent in some animals, as in Sharks. 1875 Huxley
in Encycl. Brit. I. 755/1 A large space (fontanelle) covered

in by membrane, which lies in the interorbital region [of the

fr08A
f 2. Med. An artificial ulcer or a natural issue for

the discharge of humours from the body. Obs.
161* Woodall Surgeon's Mate Wks. (1639) 7 The

cauterizing Irons . . are good to make a funtanell or Issue in

the hinder part of the head. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 742
Fontinels or Issues naturally arising in the Arms and Feet.

x779 Johnson Let. to Dr. Taylor $ Aug., He has a fontanel

in his back.

b. In extended sense : An outlet for the dis-

charge of secretions, etc. Often with mixture of the

etymological sense 'fount'. Also transf. wtx&fig.

1649 Jek. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Disc. i. § 9 Why hath nature
given to Women two exuberant fontineles? 1650 — Holy
Living ii. § 3 (1727) 75 The fontinel of whose desires hath
been opened. 1660 Waterhouse Armsfy Arm. 126 Whose
fontenel sends forth matter with words. 1701 C. Wolley
JrnL in Nrzu York (i860) 25 Nature .. purgeth it by
Fontanels and Issues of running waters in its irriguous

Valleys. 1848 R. E. Landor Fountain of Arethusa in. ii.

§ 1 Through this narrow fontanel of perforated rock.

|| Fontange (fontan^). Also 7 fountange.
[Yr. fontange, f. Fontanges the territorial title of a
mistress of Louis XIV.] A tall headdress worn
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

1689 Shadwell Bury F. 11, What d'ye lack, Ladies? fine

mazarine Hoods, Fontanges, Girdles. 17x1 Addison Sped.
No. 98 F 1 These old-fashioned Fontanges rose an Ell

above the Head. 1883 F. G Stephens Catal, Prints Brit.

Mus. IV. 282 An ugly old one-eyed woman in a fontange.

+ Fontanier, Obs. [ad. Fr. fontainier, f.

fontaim Fountain.] One in charge of a fountain

or fountains.

1641 Evelyn Diary (1871) 36 The hedge of water . . which
the fontanier caused to ascend out of the earth. 170a W. J.
Bruyn's Voy. Levant xxxiv. 135 He lives at present at Loo
. . in the Quality of chief Fontanier.

Fontful (fontful). [f. Font j<M + -ful.] As
much as a font will hold.

1' 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 259 Thogh she a font-

ful water with hir lede. 1866 Blackmore Cradock Noivell
iii, Labourers moistened their semi-regenerate clay with
many a fontful of good ale.

Fontlet Jp'ntlet). [f. Font j/>J + -let.] a. A
little fountain, b. A little font (for baptism).
1831 Lamb Elia Ser. n. Newspapers 35 Y. Ago, The tracing

of some mighty waters up to their shallow fontlet. 1894 T, J

.

Ball Diet. Elem. Ritual vi. 52 In privately baptizing the

officiant should pour water on the child, .not sprinkle it out
of a toy called a ' fontlet '.

t Fo'nt-stone, Obs. [f. Font sb} + Stone.]
The stone font used in baptism.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 149 pet $e habbeSet be fonstan under-

fonge. 1*97 R. Glouc. (1724*247 Of holy vantston. c 1380
Sir Ferutnh. 548 Had he beo in crist be-leued, & fulled in
holi fanston. 1416 Audelay Poems 11 This foreward furst

we mad at the fonsston. 1594? Greene Selimus Wks.
1881-3 XIV. 267 They shal swear it vpon the font-stone.

1682 R. Burton Admirable Curiosities (1684) 121 As clean
from my Sins as I was at the Font-stone. 1830 Scott
Demonol. v. 147 If she would but deny . . the faith she took
at the font-stone.

t Fo*nt-water. Obs. [f. Font j&1 + Water.]
Water used in baptism.
riooo Sax. Leechd. II. 350 Wyrc bonne drenc font waeter

rudan saluian [etc.]. 1610 Bp. Hall Apol. Brmunists Ded.,
One of them hath washt off thy font-water as vncleane.
1656 J. Trapp Comm. John vi. 49 A man may go to hell

with font-water on his face.

Fon;e, var. of Foin sb.* Obs.

Foo, obs. form of Foe.

Food (f»d), sb. Forms: 1 foda, 2-6 fode, 3
south, vode, (4 fod), 3-6 fud(e, (4 Sc. fute, 5
fotte, foyde, fudde, Sc. fwde, 6 fooade, Sc.

fuid, fuode), 4-6 foode, 6- food. [OE, foda wk.
masc. ; the exact equivalent ( :—OTeut. type
*fozton-) does not occur elsewhere ; the synonymous
ON. ya'uV str. neut.,y&#a wk. fern. (Sw. foda fern.,

Qa.fbde), and Goth.fodeins str. fern., are derivatives

of the cognate vb. OTeut. *fodjan to Feed. The
Teut. root *fad-, /Sit (whence also Fodder and
the cognates there mentioned) represents OAryan
*pat-

f whence Or. iraTttadai, to feed.]

1. What is taken into the system to maintain life

and growth, and to supply the waste of tissue

;

aliment, nourishment, provisions, victuals.
c 1000 /Elfric Sigeiv. Interr. in Anglia VII. 34 On pa^re

oSre fleringe wses heora nytena foda gelojod. a 1125 Ancr.
R, 260 He hefde uode ase ueol to him. a 1300 Cursor M.

23064 (Cott.), I was hungre.yee gaf me fode. 1375 Barbour
Bruce x. 189 Syndri cornys that thai bair Woxe rype to wyn
to mannysfude. a 1400 50 Alexander 1174 Him moneste.

.

to send, .fode for hisoste. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. xii. § 5
Men at their owne home take common foode. a 1687 Waller
Upon Roscommon 's Ilor. 57 They [Hees] give us food, which
may with nectar vie. 1789 G. White Selborne Let. xv,

Worms are their usual food. 1798 Malthus Popul. (1890)

288 Want of food . . the most efficient cause of the three

immediate checks to population, i860 1 Fi.o. Nightingale
Nursing 46 A tea-cupful of some article of food.

b. What is edible, as opposed to ' drink.'

1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 160 Some food we had and some
fresh water. 1697 Dryden t'irg. Georg. in. 790 Simple his

Bev'rage, homely was his Food. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. IV. 516 The crews had better food and drink than
they had ever had before. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1138 And
wine and food were brought.

f c. Sustenance, ' livelihood '. Obs.

a 1066 Charter of Fadivard (MS. 14th c.) in Cod. Dipt.

IV. 214 Ic wille 5at &et cotlif . . Se Leofcild . . bequa5 Crist

and sainte Peter into Westminstre ligge unoder into 8are

munece fodan ellswa he hit geuSe. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.

xviii. 19 Peter fysshed for bus fode and bus fere Andreu.

1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 287 Which such may compell

to earn their Fooade. a 1605 Montgomery: Sonn. xlvii,

He that . . to mak faggots for his fuid is fane.

d. Phrases: 7 befoodfor an animal, worms);

to be a prey to, to be devoured by. To be foodfor
fishes*, to be drowned. Foodfor powder', fit only to

be shot at or to die in battle.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 276 Ne schalt tu beon wurmes fode ? 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. ii. 71 Good enough to tosse : foode for

Powder, foode for Powder : they'le fill a Pit, as well as

better. Ibid. v. iv. 86 Hot. No Percy, thou art dust And
food for— Prin. For Wormes, braue Percy. 1601 —
A. Y. L. 11. vi. 7. 1894 RntER Haggard Mr. Mceson's
Will xxii, He was food for fishes now, poor fellow.

e. An article of food ; a kind of food.

i393GowerCc«/; III. 26, I you shall reherce, How that my
fodes ben diverse, c 1449 Pecock Repr. in. v. 303 Hauyng
food is ., be we content. 1526 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de W.
^S 1 * 5"t God sent from heuen a swete fode for theyr

brede called manna. 1617 Markham Caval. 1. 56 In

England . . we have so many choyces of good foodes. 1674
N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. iv. (1677) 45 The larger the Pike

the courser the food. 1754 Diet. Arts $ Sc. II. 1288 Foods
proper for preserving health. 1887 Casselfs Fam. Physician

911 What are the proper fuels, or foods, with which to supply

it [the human machine].

2. With reference to plants : That which they

absorb from the earth and air; nutriment.

1759 tr. DuhameVs Husb. 1. I. (1762) 3 The proper food of

the plant. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. iii. led. 21 5 The
vegetation of plants is promoted by communicating to the

earth their food. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. (18781 372
Plants possess the peculiar power of selection, by the roots,

of the mineral constituents of food.

3. fig. v
In early use applied more widely than is

now admissible.)
ctooo in Thorpe Ags. Horn. II. 396 Gif he hi forlaet buton

Sam godspellican fodan on heora and?;ite. CI175 Lamb.
Horn. 63 Swa bi-houe5 be saule fode, mid godes wordes mid
gode mode, a 1300 Cursor M. 29058 (Cott.) pat bi fast to saul

fode mai falle. a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter exxvii. 2 Trauels.

.

are now fode til soul. 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 14 God,
bou be my strengist fode. 1500-20 Dlnbar Poems Ixxii.

54 His face, the fude of angellisfre. 1538 Stark ey England
55 Nuryschyd wyth the spiritual fode of hys celestyal word.

1595 Shaks. John in. iv. 104 My faire sonne, My life, my
ioy, my food, myall the world. 1600— A. Y. L. rv. iii. 102

Orlando. .Chewing the food of sweet and bitter fancie. 1713
Steele Englishm. No. 10. 67 Praise is the Food of a great

Soul. 1784 Cowi'er Tiroc. 620 Such is all the mental food

purveyed By public hackneys in the schooling trade. 1801

Wordsw. Sonn. to Liberty 1. iv, What food Fed his first

hopes? 1891 Fdin. Rev. July 132 Fiction is the only

intellectual food of thousands.

b. In sense of: Matter to discuss or dwell upon.
1780 Plrke Corr. (1844) II- 347 Our own manners afford

food enough for poetry. 1825 Southey Tale ofParaguay
111. 19 A lively tale, and fraught With.. food for thought.

1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 83 There the reflective will

find food for their meditations.

4. transf f &• Material for keeping up a

fire.

a 1050 Lib. Scintill. x. (1889^ 56 Foda fyres holt, a 1225
Ancr. R. 150 Bowes, .to none binge betere ben to fures fode.

b. = Shoddy: (see quot.)

1857 C B. Robinson in Best F~arm. Bks. (Surtees 1 Gloss,

s.v., The entire substance that falls on the floor being called

'shoddy 1
or 'food', and being sold at a high rate for top

dressing grass land.

f5. The act of eating. In food', while eating or

feeding. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 894 WiS bredes fode and wines drinc.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2 Fayn wald bai here Sum farand bing

efter fode to fayn bare her[t]. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v.

i. 83 In food, in sport. .To be disturb'd, would mad or man,
or beast.

f6. That which is fed ; a child, offspring. Also
in wider sense : A creature, person, man. Obs.

In early use also collect. , a brood, race. Cf. OF. norri-

ture, tiourriture, med. Lat. nutrimentutn, a young animal.
a 1250 Owl $ Night. 94 pu fedest on heom a wel ful fode.

a 1300 Cursor M. 682 iCott.) Fouxl o flight, and fiss on sand
..com and jode, Als he war fader o pair fode. 121300
K. Horn 1384 Abulf be gode, Min o^ene child, mi leve

fode. 1375 Barbour Bruce m. 578 Men mycht se mony
frely fute About the costis thar lukand. c 1400 Ywaine
fy Gaw. 1621 So fals a fode, Was never cumen of Kynges
blode. 1cni$Sqr. Imve Degre 364 in Hazl. E. P. P. II.

37, I may not beleue . . My doughter dere he wyll betraye .

.

That fode to long with no foly. c 1485 Digby Myst. m. 942,
I have a favorows fode, and fresse as the fakown.

7. aitrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as food-

pan, -truck ; in sense of ' fit or used for food ', as

food-bird, -fish, -grain, -plant, -stuff, -substance.

1879 H. George t'rogr. -y /Vr\ 11. iii. 118811 116 If he but
shoot hawks, "food-birds will increase. 1884 S. E. Dawson
Handbk. Canada 334 Herring, haddock and other *food-

fishes are abundant. 1880 C. R. Mahkham Peruv. Bark
486 This remarkable *food grain might doubtless be usefully

cultivated in the Himalayas. 1871 Alabaster Wheel of
Law 149 He . . took his *food-pan, and went and sat under
the shade of the great banyan tree. 1872 Yeats Techn.
Hist. Comm. 208 Novel and valuable 'food-plants. 1872

Huxlev Phys. vi. 138 "Food-stuffs have been divided into

heat-producers and tissue-formers. 1886 Longm. Mag. VII.

329 The *food-truck which has now for two years been
supported by the readers of Longman's Magazine.

b. objective, as food-gatherer, -grower', food-

producing ppl. adj.

1865 GosSE Land -V Sea 153 The pseudopod'ia are 'food-

gatherers as well as instruments of locomotion. 1841

S. Smith in Mem. (1855) II. 457 Neither butcher, nor
baker, nor "food-grower. 1870 Krvant Iliad II. xlv. 59
Lay one hand Upon the *food-producing earth.

8. Special comb.: food-chemist, one occupied

in the analysis of foods
; + food-fit a., fit to be used

as food; food-rent (see quot.}
; + food-sick a.,

sick for want of food ; food-yolk, the non-

germinative part of the yolk of an egg, which
nourishes the embryo.
1885 A. W. Ulvth in Leisure Hour Jan. 24/2 A "food-

chemist .. laying down the principles of diet. <i6ii Svi

-

yksi ER Du Bar/as II, iv. iv Decay 423 As one same ground
indifferently doth breed Both 'food-fit Wheat and di/zi<-

Darnell seed. 1875 Maim-: Hist. Inst. vi. 160 The lent in

kind, or *food-rent. 1587 Mi'?: Mag.
y
Sir X . Burdet xxxii,

When facing foystersfit for Tiburne frayes Are *fuudc-si<:ke

faynt. 1851 Carpkntkr Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 474 Animals
which are provided with a *' food-yulk ',

fFood, "'• Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To supply

food to ; to feed, nourish, support.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 135 3 e ffostrid and ffodid

a ffewe of be best. Ibid. in. 52 And with hir corps keuereth

him. .And ffostrith and ffodith till ffedris schewe.

^1 For the supposed fig. sense ' to beguile,' sec

Fodk v.

t Foo'der. Obs. [a. Gev.fudcr see Fother.]

A measure of wine '

v
see quot. 1679^ ; a cask

holding this quantity.

1679 88 Seer. Scrr'. Money Chas. fy Jas. tCamden) 11S

5 fooder of Rhenish wine, containing 37 , and 40')

gallons, a 1767 Sir Aldhtgar xli. in Child Ballads, in. lix.

1 1885 1 46 Thou seemust as bigge as a ffooder.

Foodful (f/7'dfuM. Chiefly poet. [f. Food sb. +

-ful.] Abounding with or supplying food. Also,

rich in nutriment, nutritious.

1638 G. SANDYS Paraph?: yob. 55 When I made The food-

full Earth. 1697 Dhydrn i'irg. Georg. I. 204 Kroni

furrow'd Fields to reap the foodful Store. 1735 Somervillk
Chase in. 248 The bleating Innocent, that claims in vain

..The foodful Teat. 1808 J. Harlow Columb. 1. 796 The
sturdy fig.. And foodful cocoa fan the sultry plain. 1868

Browning Ring fy Bk. IX. 246 No more friskings o'er the

foodful glebe.

fig. 1791 Bcrke App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 522 The
democratick commonwealth is the foodful nurse of ambition.

tFoO'ding. Obs. [f. Food v. +-ING 1
.] a.

A feeding, b. F'ood.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 168/2 Fodynge, or norschynge^'wc;/-
tum. 1650 Witt's Recreations Epigr. No. 232 Thou
might'st have thought. .(As Joan her fooding bought) som
good, som bad.

Foodless (f/rdlt-s}, a. [f. Food sb. + -less.]

1. Without food. a. Of persons or animals

:

Having no food.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2155 Lo, oure folez bene in fere for

fodeles to dye. 11541 Wyatt Poems, Ps. xxxvii. 70 Nor
yet [shall] his seed foodless seen for to be. 1725 Pope
Odyss. xviii. 413 Both constrained to wield, Foodless,

the scythe. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Hub. 1. 170 Foodless
toads Within voluptuous chambers panting crawled. 1880

Earl Dunraven in 19th Cent. Sept. 454 Our entirely

foodless stomachs.. indicated that it was past noon.

fig. 1887 Swinburne Locrine iv. i. 105 So shall fear,

mistrust, and jealous hate Lie foodless.

b. Of a country, place, etc. Devoid of food
;

not yielding food ; barren.

1636 G. Sandys Paraphr. Ps. cvii. (1638) 131 He in foodless

Deserts fed The Hungry. 17x6-46 Thomson Winter 256

The foodless wilds Pour forth their brown inhabitants. 1842
R. Oastler Fleet Papers II. 359 Their home, .was foodless.

1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 199 Vast foodless tracts have to be
traversed by her ships, the camels of the ocean.

2. Without the properties of food ; innutritious.

1891 Independent (N. Y.) 13 Aug., Alcohol is shown to be

foodless.

Hence Foo'dlessness.
185a Meanderings ofMem. I. 10 Galls them no more their

foodlessness or fag.

Foody (f«"di), a. [f. as prec. + -y 1
.]

1. Full of, or supplying, food. (Only in Chap-
man.)
ci6n Chapman Iliad x\. 104 Who brought them to the

sable fleet from Ida's foody leas. Ibid. xv. 638 Jove's great

queen of birds .. Beholds where cranes, swans, cormorants,

have made their foody fall. 1615 — Odyss. 11. 558 She.,

into well-sew'd sacks pour'd foody meal.

2. Of wool (expressing superior quality).

1805 Luccock Nat. Wool 123 Wool of this discripdon is

distinguished by the epithets foody and flowery.

Foodyr, obs. form of Fodder.



FOOKER. 398 FOOL.

tPooker. 0/>s. rare- 1
, [? var. of Foggeb

sb. 1
; cf. GcT.fuclrr.] ? A capitalist, financier.

1607 Mii'iM .1 ion- Five Gallants 11. iii. Pist ! a supply,
cary't closely my little Inning, ham .nuch.

Fool (fi») sb, ' and a. Forms : 3-4 fol, (3 folle ,

3-6 fole, (4 foyl), 4-6 fouli^e, (4 fowle', 4-7
foole, \6 foolle\ 4-9 Sc. fule, s-6 fuU>, 5-7 Sc,

fuill, -yll, (5 fwTe% 4- fool. [ME. fol sb. and
adj., ad. OF. fol sb. and adj. (mod.F. fou sb.,

insane person, madman, fou adj. masc, before

vowel fol, tem. folle . corresponding to Fr. fol,folk,

It. folle :—L. folhnty follis, lit. 'bellows,' but in

late popular I,at. employed in the sense of * wind-
bag.

1

emptv-headed person, fool.]

A. sb,

I. 1. One deficient in judgement or sense, one who
acts or behaves stupidly, a silly person, a simpleton.

(In Biblical use applied to vicious or impious
persons.)
The word ha* in mod. Eng. a much stronger sense than it

had at an earlier period; it has now an implication of
insulting contempt which does not in the same degree
belong to any of its synonyms, or to the derivative foolish.
Cf. F. sot.

c 1275 Lav. 1442 Cnipt bou art mochel fol. 1340 Hampolk
Pr. Consc. 126 EUes es he a fole and noght wise. 1398
Trevisa BartA. Dt P. R. vi. x\\\. (1405) 203 Telle a fole

his defawte, and he shall hate the. 1481 Caxtom Godfrey
xxv. 57 There ben more fooles than wysemcn. a 1550
Chrisiis Kirke Gr. xxii, For faintness tha forfochtin fn lis

Fell doun lyk flauchtir fails. 161a Dekker I/it he notgood,
Prol., Fooles by lucky Throwing, oft win the Game. 1709
Pope Ess. Crit. 625 For Fools rush in where Angels fear to
tread. 1773 Mrs. Chapose Imfrov. Mind 1774 1 II. *"
Unless you improve your mind, .you will be an insignificant

fool in old age. 18x6 Scott Antto. xliii, ' Mony a wise man
sits in a fule's seat, and mony a fule in a wise man's,
especially in families o' distinction.' 1881 BesaNT & Rice
Chafl. Fleet I. 144 No doubt, there have been fools before.

b. Phrase. To be a fool to: to be every way
inferior to, to be as nothing compared to.

1596 Shaks. Taw. Shr. m. ii. 150 Tut, she's a Lambe,
a l>oue, a foole to him. 1791 'G. Gambado' Ann. Horsent.
xvii. iiSoo) 137 Childers would have been a fool to him.
1885 Rider Haggard A". Solomon's Mimes 79 The Black
Hole of Calcutta must have been a fool to it.

t C. Used as a term of endearment or pity. Obs.
r 1530 Beaut. Women in Hazl. Dolslex I. 71 How say ye

now by this, little young fool? a 1586 Sidsev Astrofhel
<r Stella Ixxiii, O heau'nly foole, thy most kisse-worthy
face [etc.k 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. 11S Doe not weepe
(goode Fooles i There is no cause.

d. In various proverbial expressions.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5266 A fooles belle is soone runge. 1539

Taverner Erasm. Prop. (1552^ 4 A foles bolt is soone
shotte. 1546 J. HSYWOOO Pro:: (1867) 46 There is no foole
to the olde foole. 1563 R. Googe Epit. .V. GrimmUd
Eglogs etc. (Arb.) 74 But Fortune fa[a'ours Fooles as old
men save. 1606 Holland Sueton. Annot. 16 A fools or
a physition. .1645 Howell Lett. I. v. xxxix, A fool and
his money is soon parted. 1670 Ray Ptov. 91 Fools build
houses, and wise men buy them. 17*1 Kelly J>Y. Proz\ 101

Every Man at thirty is a Fool or a Physician.

2. One who professionally counterfeits folly for

the entertainment of others, a jester, clown.
The ' fool ' in great households was often actually a harm-

less lunatic or a person of weak intellect, so that this sense
and sense 4 are often hard to distinguish.

? 1370 Robert Cicyle in Nmgm Poet. 1
1844I 54 Lyke a fole

and a fole to bee. Thy babulle schalle be thy dygnyte !

C 1440 Ipomydon 1643 He semyd a fole . . Bothe by hede and
by atyre. 153a Privy Purse Exp. Hen, I'/ll, 205 For
making of gere for trie kinges fole xvx s. 1609 Dekker
Gulls Home-bk. Proem. Wks. (Grosart) II. 205 He may be
. .his crafty foole, or his bawdy Jester. 1651 Brome Joviatl
Crew v. Wks. 1873 I. 451 To beg the next Fool-Royal's
place that falls. 1691 Llttrell BriefReI. 11857' " 3 11
Mr. Graham, the fool in King James time. 1849 L. Hunt
Jar Honey vi. (1848) 75 He had all the humiliations.. of
the cap and bells, and was the dullest fool ever heard of.

b. To play thefool': to act the part of a fool or
jester; hence gen. to act like a fool ^sense 1).

c 1531 Dewes fwtmmt Fr. in Palsgr. 939 To plee the fole,

bagnenauder. 1579 Fllke Heskins
t

Pari. 295 He playeth
the foole with that bable. 1659-60 Pepys Diary 28 Feb.,
I staid up a little while, playing the fool with the lass of
the house. 17a* De Foe Relig. Courtsh. 1. i, I advise you not
to play the fool with me any longer. 1847 James J. Marston
Hall viii, The parliament was playing the fool in Paris.

c. Feast of Fools [ = med.\~ festutn stultomm\\
properly the burlesque festival which in the Middle
Ages was sometimes celebrated in churches on
New Year's Day; hence in various allusive uses.

113*0 Seuyn Sag. (W.i 2748 Sire, hastou owt herde the
geste, Whi men made folen fester 1609 Dekker Gulls
Home-bk. Proem. Wks. ^Grosart) II. 209 To the intent
1 may aptly furnish this feast of Fooles.

3. One who is made to appear a fool ; one who
is imposed on by others ; a dupe. Now somewhat
arch., exc, in phrases to make afool ^/"(formerly also

+ toput thefool<w\ to dupe, befool ; to be afoolfor
otus pains, to have one's labour for nothing.
c 1440 Jacob's Well%\ A nunne, bat., made here as a fool,

and obeyid here to alle here sustren as here fool. 1579
Lyly Enphues vArb.) 89 Bicause I was content to be
his Friend, thought he me meele to be made his Foole.
159s Shaks. Rom. $• Jul. 111. i. 141, I am Fortunes foole.

1615 Cooke Pope Joan in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 2S The
dean made a fool of the alderman, a 1684 Leighton Comm.
1 Peter x. 3 Worldly hopes . . put the fool upon a man.
1715 De Foe Fam. Instruct. 1. iv, 1 won't be made a fool

of. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. iv, Thou shalt not be the fool

of loss. Mod. He is the fool of circumstances.

f 4. One who is deficient in, or destitute of renson

or intellect; a weak-minded or idiotic person. Obs.

exc. in natural or born fool, a born idiot (now rare

exc. as a mere term of abuse). To beg a person)

for afool; see BBC 5 a.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 46 Ideottes and fooles naturall.

1566 N'ashe Saffron Walden C iv b, Fooles. .tespeciallie if

they bee naturall fooles* are suted in long coates. 1601
Shaks. All's Well iv. iii. 213 He was whipt for getting the
Shrieues fool with childe, a dumbe innocent that could not
say him nay. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 37 The warde and
custodie of lands and tenements perteining to naturall fuilis,

t>e the law sould perteine to the King. 1670 Lassels Voy.
Italy 11. 212 The Pazzorella, where they keep madmen and
fooles. 1708 Ockley Saracens (Bohn 1848) 326 Towards the
latter end of his days, he did really turn fool. 18x4 R. Crabb
Tales 142 He became well in his health ; but he remained
quite a tool for the rest of his life !

IX In combinations.

5. General combinations; a. simple attributive,

asfool-cunningness, trap, -work.
a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. III. 198 This conceit . . was

just suited to James's *fool-cunningness. 1691 Dryden
A". Arthur Prol. 27 Bets at the first were * fool-traps. 1883
W. Rein Life Luther xxii. 178 Hoods and tonsure, eating
and drinking, and similar "fool-work.

b. nppositive. <\sfool-dancer, -fury, -gallant.

1887 D. C. Murray & Herman One Trar: Returns
vii. 100 A *fool-dancer. in his ochre-smeared kilt and head-
dress, .sprang and cQntorted for a reward. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. exxv, Ev'n tho' thrice again The red *fool-fury of
the Seine Should pile her barricades with dead. 1714 Pope
Wife Bnth 95 Or else her wit some *fool-gallant procures.

c. objective, as fool-catcher, -doctor, -taker
;

fool-frighting adj.

1594 Nashe Vnfort. Traz: Wks. \GrosarO V. 39 They.,
in tine left mee and my fellowes itheir *foole-catchers>

Lords of the field, a 16x4 Breton Figure Foure {Grosart'

52 A Foole-catcher, and a Cony-catcher. 1760 Jortis
Erasm. II. 170 None are greater Fools than they, who set

up for * Fool- Doctors. ^1720 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm. )

Whs. <. 1753) 1. 177 Fiery meteors, and *fool-frighting ghosts.

i 1600 Nashe tGrosart), * Foole-taker.

d. instrumental and originative, as fool-bom,
frequented, renoivned adjs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. II', v. v. 59 Reply not to me, with
a * Foole-borne lest. 1780 Cow per Tabled. 756 The "fool-

frequented fair of vanity. 174a Pope Dune, iv.371 Mummius
1 Fool-renown 'd.

e. similative, as fool-bold, -fat, -fim, -heady,

-holy adjs.
;
fool-like,fool-wisely advs. (Some of

these imitate FOOLHARDY, and may perhaps better

be referred to the adj.)

1540 Leland Itin. F iij b. Some in corners hath bene
*folebolde. 16x3 Chapman Revenge Fussy D'Ambt*is Plays
1S73 II. 113 Men thither come to laugh and feede *fool-fat.

1593-4 Sylvester Profit Im/rison»i. 638 Depending oft on
his foole-fat-feeding word. 1603 H. Crosse I 'ertues

Comm7v. 11878' 64 To know the price of Sattin and Veluet,
and toies to make him *foole-fine. >6ii Speed Hist,

Gt. Brit. vi. L § 5. 184 Begging pardon for his *foole-heady
forwardnesse. 159a Greene Grmmism. Wit B iij. So *foole

holy as to make scruple of conscience where profit presents

itselfe. 184a Whitehead R.SavageuSis 1 1 . viii. 286 * Fool-
like. I forgot myself. i6o$Camden ^«w.(i637>84 But *foole-

wisely have some Peters, called themselves Pierius. 1611
W. Sci.ater Key 11629 1 in Some of them resoluing, foole

wisely, that images are to be worshipped.

6. Special comb., as fool-bane, poison for fools

;

fool-begged a., ? foolish, idiotic (cf. Bbg 5 a);

fool-duck {U.S.^, the ruddy duck, Erismatura
rubida

; + fool*fangle. a silly trifle ; f fool-finder,

slang (see quot. ; fool-fish {U.S.), a popular

name for certain fishes (see quots.) ; t fool-happy
a., lucky without judgement or contrivance; fool-

hen [USX see quot.; fool-plough 'see quot.

1777) ; +fool- or fool's-rack. a . . pernicious

spirit, in which . . the stinging sea-blubber was
mixed' (Yule ; t fool-taken a., 'taken in* like

fools ; + fool-taking z-bl, sb., a method of cozening.

1679 Dryden Troilns <$• Cr. EpU. 10 'Twere worth our
cost to scatter '•fool-bane here. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11.

i. 41 This *foole-beg'd patience in thee will be left. 1647
Ward Sim/L Cobler 30 Ape-headed pullets, which invent

Antique *foole-fan gles, meerly for fashion .. sake. 1796
Grose Diet, Vntg, Tougne (ed. 3),

*'Foolfinder, a bailiff.

184a De K.ay Sat. Hiii. Sc-.v York iv. y\^ Our fishermen
apply to it [MoHvcanthus brocens] the whimsical name of
* Fool-fish, in allusion to . . its absurd mode of swimming.
1888 Riz'erside Xat. Hist. III. 279 The FUnrontctcsglaber,
which is called fool-fish at Salem, because they are easily

decoyed. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. vi. 1 His 'foolhappie over-

sight. 1885 T. Roosevelt Hunting Trips iii. 90 In the

early part of the season the young [grouse], and indeed their

parents also, are tame and unsuspicious to the very verge of
stupidity, and. .are often known by the name of ** fool-hens'.

1777 Brand Po/. Antiq. xiv. 175 The *Fool Plough goes
about, a Pageant that consists of a Number of Sword
Dancers, dragging a Plough with Music letc.\ 1698 Fryer
Act, E. tnd. $ P. i. 68 *Fool Rack, Brandy made of

Blubber or Carvil, by the Portugals. 1608 Dekker Belman
Lond. H iv b, * Foole-taking . . is done seucrall waves
[described at length]. Ibid., *Foole~taken.

7. Comb, with genitive foots : a. obvious com-
binations (sense 2\ as foots ba{u)ble, -colours,

-staff. Also in phr. f to come home by Foots acre,

1603 H. Ckosse Vertues Comnrxv. 11878} 63 They..
come home by Need-ham crosse, and 'fooles acre. 1578
Lyte Dodoens Hi. lxxix. 428 Fashioned like a *fooles bable.

17*8 Pope Dune. 1. 84 And with her own *fools-colours

Liiltis them all. 169a Washington tr. Milton's De/. Pop.
Pref. 11851! 17 You .. deserve to have your Bones well-

thrash'd with a *FiX>l's staff.

b. Special comb., as fool's crochet (see quot.)

;

fool's errand: see Ekhanh 2 c; t fools fire, a

will o'-the-wisp, Ignis fatuus\ fool's gold, iron

pyrites ; fool's haste, foolish precipitation ; fool's-

head, a head void of sense or intelligence ; also,

a foolish person
; (<£ s/iecp'sneotl) ; fool's hood,

the hood worn by a fool or jester ; also, a hood
resembling this, worn in the seventeenth century

;

fool's mate {Chess) : see Mate. Also Foolscap,
Fool's-coat, Fool's paradise.
188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. NeedleivorA^ *Foors

Croehtt, a name sometimes given to Tricot. 1631 \\ iddowes
Xat. Philos. >ed. 2

1 16 Fiery Dragons darke streamer, *fooles

fire, and such like fiery Meteors. 188a Boston Jml. Client,

Feb. 16/} *' Fool's gold \ 18*7 Scott Jrnl. 12 Jan.. I wish
it may not prove *fool*s haste, yet I take as much pains too

as is in my nature. 1577 Breton FlooHsk vfon Fancie, etc.

(Grosart) 24/2 In the ende.-Shee makes him see a *Fooles

head of his owne. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. iii. 134. 1650
R. Stapylton Strada's Low C. Warres iv. 78 The Low-
countrey Lords were not fools-heads. 1597 Gerardf, Herbal
1. xcix. 159 In shape like to a "fooles hood or cocks-combe
wide open. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal vm. 191 When
nightly, thy adulterous blood Conceales it's blushes in a
French fooles-hood.

c. esp. in plant-names, as f fool's ballocks, an

old name for Orchis Aforio; fool's cicely =foofs
parsley ; fool's (water) cresa (see quot. 1878);
fools parsley, a poisonous weed, the Lesser Hem-
lock {^-Etkusa Cynapium) ; hence, a book-name
of the genus JEthusa ; t fool's stones, an old

name for Orchis Aforio and 0. mascula.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lvi. 222 This second kinde [of

Orchis] is called., in English .. "Fooles Balloxe. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants ed. 3* II. 305 sEthusa Cyua-
Pium ..*Fool's Cicely, Lesser Hemlock. 1861 Mrs.
Laskester Wild Flowers 31 The *Fool's-Cress, as it

is called \Sium nodiflorum). 1878 Britten & Holland
Ptant-n., Fool's Water Cress, Hetosciadium nodiflorum..
Because those who are ignorant or unobservant may mis-

take it for water cress. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 69 The
lesser Hemlock, or *Fool's Parsley. 1816-so Green Univ.
Herbal I. 64 AEthusa Fatua, Fine-leaved Fool's Parsley.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xcix. § 5. 159 Tne mal* *Foole

stones hath fiue .. long, broad and smooth leaues. Ibid.

The female Fooles stones hath also smooth narrow leaues.

B. adj. Foolish, silly. Obs. exc. Sc. and dial.

and vulgar (.the recent vulgar use being prob. a

new formation from the sb.).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 54 pe holi Cost lette writen one boc uor

to wamie wummen of hore fol eien. a 1240 i'nisun in

Cott. Horn. 200 Me nis he fol chepmon, Set bu5 deore a woe
bing? x*97 R. Glolc (1724) 568 pis lokinge was ri^t fol

in such destresse iwis. £1314 Guy Want: (A.) 380. 10

Ich wene bou art a fole musard ! c 1400 Destr. Troy

13841 Hit fell hym by fortune of a foole end. * 1450
Mirour Saiuacioun 271 The wise virgines y* oele vnto the

fole maydens denyed! 1481 Caxton Tnlle of OLi Age,
Olde age is grevous. . to the fole old man. 1541 R. Copland
Galyen's Terap. 2 D j, O foole and imprudent Thessalus.

1580 R. Harvey PI. Perc. U590) 22 Let the wisest be the

forwardest, and the most foole the frowardest. 1681

Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 130 Fighting is a fool thing.

a 1776 Song in Herd's Collect. II. 192 The fool-thing is

obltg"d to fast Or eat what they've refus'd. 1815 Scott

Guy M. xxxix, 'They couldna hae sell'd the autd inherit-

ance for that fool-body's debts," 1813 Galt Entail II. iii.

22 A fool posture, .and no very commodious at this time.

Fool [W} sb,2- [prob. a use of prec, suggested

bv the synonvm trifle, mentioned in quot. 1598.

(So Skeat in Phil. Soc. Trans. 1885-7'.

Mahn's derivation from F.fouler to crush, is not only base-

less, but inconsistent with the early use of the word.]

tl. (See quots.). Obs.

1598 Florio, Maniiglia, a kinde of clouted creame called

a foole or a trifle in English, c 1600 Day Begg. BednallGr.
v. (Bulleni 114 My Mother, .could have taught thee how
to a made, .fritters, pancakes, 1 and the rarest fools. 1637
B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 1. vi, Your cheesecakes, curdes,

and clowted creame, Your fooles, your flaunes. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury m. iii. 82 Foole is a kind of Custard, but

more crudetly ; being made of Cream, Yolks of Eggs,

Cinamon, Mace boiled : and served on Sippets with sliced

Dates, Sugar, and white and red Comfits, strawed thereon.

2. A dish composed of fruit stewed, crushed,

and mixed with milk, cream, or custard. Often

gooseberryfool.
1747 Mrs. Glasse Art of Cookery \x. 79 A Gooseberry-

Fool. .11845 Hood Hymen Retrospect. 1. ii, Just like

gooseberries boil'd for a fool !

Fool (f«l), *>• Forms : see the sb. [f. Fool a.

or sb. 1- Cf. 0¥.foIUr,foleiier; see Folkye]
+ 1. intr. To be or become foolish or insane.

13. . E. £. A/tit. P. B. 1422 So faste bay wejed to hym
wyne, wel ne$e he foles. 1489 Barbour s Bruce (Edin. MS.)
iv. 222 Bot he fulyt [tht better text has was fulel forowtyn

weir That gaiff throuth till that creatur.

2. To act like a fool,

a. To act as a foolish or weak-minded person ;

to play the fool, trifle, idle. Also tofool about, or

on, and to fool ii. t To fool into: to be brought

into by one's folly. To fool around [ C/,S,) : to
1 hang about ' aimlessly. To fool with : to play

or meddle with foolishly ; also in indirect passive.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v* v. 60 While I stand fooling

heere. 1608 — C#K 11. ui. w8 Rather then foole it so, Let
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the high Office and the Honor go. a 1611 Beaum. & Fl.

Cust, Country v. v, Must I needs fool into mine own de-

struction? 1676 Wycherley PI. Dealer iv. i, My heart is

too much in earnest to be fooled with. 1685 J. Scott
C'/ir, Life 11. 134 [He] So fools and fleers on till he hath
toyed and laughed himself out of all sense of Religion.

1754 Richardson Grandison IV. xxxiii. 228 How you.,

fooled on with us, before you came to confession ! 1810

Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 269, I do not think this man was
taken to the watch-house because he was fooling. 1826

Scorr Woodst. v, Zoons, Mark Everard, I can fool it no
longer. 1861 Hughes Tom Brcnvn at Oxf. xii. 11889) 112

You and I, perhaps, go fooling about with him, and get

rusticated. 1884 Manch. Exam. 28 June 4/6 The accused
..began fooling with a loaded gun. 1885 Century Mag,
XXIX. 545/1 They [the pursuers] seemed to stop and fool

around awhile.

+ b. To act as a fool or jester; to play the

buffoon. Also with ///. Obs.

1617 Fletcher Mad Lover v. iv, Foole up, sirra, You
may chance get a dinner. 1633 Fletcher & Shirley Night
Walker v. iii, Fie foole vp and provoke ye [to lie merry].

1641 Dknham Sophy iv. (1667)50 If you have the luck to

be Court-fools, those that have Either wit or honesty, you
may fool withal, and spare not.

C. qutisi-lrans. with eompl. phrase.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. v. i. 44 You can foole no more
money out of mee at this throw.

3. trans. To make a fool of; to impose upon,

dupe, trifle with. Also, to balk, frustrate.

1596 Shaks. i Hen IV, 1. iii. 178 That you are fool'd, dis-

carded, and shook off By him, for whom these shames ye
underwent. 1606 — Ant. <y CI. V. ii. 225 Why that's the
way to foole their preparation- 1663 Cowley Occas. Verses,

Ode on Ld. BroghilVs Verses 2 Be gon. . Ingrateful Muse,
and see What others thou can'st fool as well as me. 1706
Estcourt Fair Examp. iv. i, This Gentleman, .that has
fool'd your Faith, wou'd betray your Honour. 1784
Burns Epii. Henpeckd So., As father Adam first was
fool'd. 1818 Byron Ch. liar. |V, clviii, This Outshining
and o'erwhelming edifice Fools our fond gaze. 1867
Trollope Chron. Barset xxxviii, [He] ought not to have
been fooled by such a woman.

b. To cheat of or delude out 0/" (something) ; to

entice, lure into or to ; to put or fob off by-

trickery.

1650 Trapp Comm. Gen. xxi. 1 He fools them not off with
fair promises. 1663 J. Scencer Vulg. Prophecies (1665) 28
An impatience of the ignorance of things to come, fooled
the Jews, .out of their Reason. 1664 H. More MySt. Inio,

456 But so manifest Eviction .. will not be fooled off for

ever. 1678 Marvell Growth Popery 28 The Additional
Excise, .which the Tripple League had fooled them into.

c 1680 J. Haines Epil. in Collect. Poems 34 They all fool

Cit of his Wife, a 1716 South Serin. (1737* IV. iv. 140
Such as come to be thus happily frighted into their wits,

are not so easily fooled out of them again. 1833 H. Blunt
Led. Hist. St. Parti II. 200 It fools you into the belief that
[etc.]. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Politics Wks. (Bohn) I. 237
Nature .. will not he fooled or abated of any jot of her
authority. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. vi. 144 The
English have never yet been fooled to their ruin.

+ 4. To make foolish; to infatuate. Obs.
1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 278 Foole me not so much To

beare it tamely ; touch me with noble anger. 1641 DsMHAM
Sophy 111. (16B7) 43 He's so fool'd with down-right honesty,
He'l ne're believe it.

5. To fool away, + out (also simply) : to throw
away or part with foolishly; to spend (money,
time) foolishly.

1548 Detect. Unskilf. Physic, in Recorde Urin. Physick
(1651) 4, I scarce beleeve any wise man would fool out a
groat on your judgment. 1628 Wither Brit, Remenib.
in. 406 Foole thy life away By tempting Heav'n. 1641 Sir
E. Dering Sp. on Relig. 22 Nov. xv. (16421 69 Let no Am-
monite perswade the Gileadite to foole out his right eye.
1660 Pepys Diary t June, Where I.. fooled away all the
afternoon. 1711 Swift Jml. to Stella 9 July, I have
fooled away too much money that way already. 1728
Young Love Fame 11.(1757)91 What crime In such a paradise
to fool their time ? a 1761 Law Behmen's Myst. Magnum
lvi. (1765* 329 We see here how Adam has fooled away,
and lost the Blessing. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char
xx. 507 He fools away his time, his money, nd his

health.

Hence Pooled///, a.

1715 tr. C'tess D'Annoy s Wks. 391 This impious Grognon,
by the fool'd Support Of a fond Prince, made Cruelty her
Sport. 174a Young Nt. Th. v. 35 The fool'd mind.

T Foolage, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 Sc. fulage,
-ege. [a. OF. folage adj. and sb. (repr. popular L.

types *follaticus, -urn), i. fol Fool. The 17th c.

sb. may be a new formation on Fool + -age.]

A. adj. Sc. Foolish. Hence Foolaffeness.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus n. 70 }e haif preuit fulage For

to offend that Souerane. 1563 WinJet Four Scoir Thre
Quest. To Rdr., Wks. 1888 I. 55 Sik proud fulege phan-
taseis. Ibid. 62 lusipientia eorum . . that is, the fulegenes
of thame.

B. sb. Foolish condition.

1676 Cat. St. Papers, Afner. <y W. Ind. (1803) Np. 937.
398 [Old Governor Berkeley altered, by marrying a young
wife, from his wonted public good to a] covetous foolage.

' Foolane, Foola'rum, Foola'tum. /tu-

morous. Obs. [arbitrarily f. Fool.] =Kool.
1684 J. Lacy Sir H. Buffoon n. v. Dram. Wks. (1875) 248

[Said to a servant] Prethee, good Foolane, tell Alderman
Buffoon that he may come in. 1741 Richardson Pamela I.

xix. 47 And what, .have I said to her, Foolatum ; but that
she was pretty? 1799 S. J. Pratt Tri. Benevolence 11. 267
What's the foolarum at now?
t Foola tion. Obs. [f. Fool v. + -ation.]
The action of fooling ; also concr. a foolish thing.
1628 Sir J. Bingley in Miss Hickson Irel. 17th C. (1884) I.

Introd. 89 Altars adorned with images and other foolations.

1638 [see -ation].

Fooldom (folcbm). [f. Fool sb. x + -ikjm.]

The realm of fools ; fools collectively.

1886 Ruskin Pr.rterita I. vi. 191 A sort of triumphant
shriek, has gone up from the Fooldom of Europe.

Fool(e, obs. form of Foal.

Foolery (foleri). Also 7 follery. [f. Fool
sb. 1 + -KKY.J

1. The habit or practice of fooling or acting

foolishly.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Feb. 211 But sikefansies weren
foolerie. 1604 Parsons yd Pt. Three Convers. Eng. 271
Whether Fox may not beare away the bell for follery.

1694 Wood Life 23 June (Oxf. Hist. Soc.), An implacable
enmity to immorality and foolery. 1715 Watts Logic iv.

ii. Rule 3 It is mere foolery to multiply distinct particulars

in treating of tilings. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. 227 The
oddities and simple foolery of this man. 1858 Dokan Crt.
Fools 38 An immoderate amount of foolery.

2. A piece of fooling; a foolish or ridiculous

action, performance, or thing.

1552 Latimer Scrm. Eph. vi. in Fruitf. Scrm. (1584) 198
It is not that [ringing of belles] that will scrue against y :

deuill : yet we haue beleued such fooleries in tymes
past. 1589 Warner Alb. Eng.w. xxxi. f 1612) 156 With.

.

Fooleries more than few I courted her. 1657 North's Plu-
tarch Add. Lives (1676) 80 When they have turmoild
themselves about such fooleries (Horoscopes] a long time,

they gain nothing thereby. 1662 Evklyn Diary 1 Jan ,

I went to London, invited to the solemn foolerie of the
Prince de la Grange at Lincoln's Inn. 1772 Town <y C.
Mag. 125 The pleasing levities, and agreable fooleries of a
girl. 1830 Athcnzeum 16 Oct., Sevres china, buhl cabinets,

Indian fans, and other fooleries. 1859 Tennyson Vivien
263 Your pretty tricks and fooleries.

o. Fools as a class, nonce-use.

1843 Sydney Smith Let. 19 Aug. in Mem. (1855' II. 494
He knows how to disguise liberal ideas, and to make them
less terrible to the Foolery of a country.

Foo'less. jocular. A female fool.

1852 Smedley L. Arundel xxxvi, When the mind of
a fool (or fooI-MJ, as the case may be) exalts it to an
undue pre-eminence. 1884 G. P. Hawley Wit, etc.,

Kichtcr 155 The fools and foolesses of the subsequent
centuries.

t Foolhardice. Obs. Forms : 5 fool hardi-
esse, 6 fool(o)hardise, -ize, 7 foole-hardice.

[In 1 $th c. folehardiesse,f. FOOLHARDY, after II ARDI-
esse ; subsequently assimilated in form to Coward-
ice.] = FOOLHARDINESS.
1475 Bk. Noblesse (i860) 63 Whiche by theire fole-

hardiesse. .causid the patrimonie of Lelius and Scipion to

be lost. 1591 Sl'KNSER Ruins Rome xiv, With vaine fool-

hardise Daring the foe. 1600 Fairfax Tasso v. xxiii. 79
Foole-hardice, rashnes, madnes.

T Foo lhardiment. Obs. [OF. fol hardic-

ment foolish daring.] =Foolhardiness.
[Le Manuel des Pechiez 1336 in R. Brunne Handl.

Synne (1862) 23 Home qe par fol hardiement lure par deu
horriblement.] 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 337 Vorschip
Extremyteis has twa ; Fule-hardyment the formast is, And
the tothir is cowardiss. f 1430 Piter. Lyf Manhode 1.

xxvi(i86g) 17 Michel is he of foolhardiment. 1533 Bellen-
den Livy 11. (1822) 204 The consul reprochit thaim. .of thair
ful hardiment.

Foolhardiness. [f. Foolhardy + -ness.]

The quality of being foolhardy.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxiv. 7 My iolifte & fole-

hardynes. 1401 Pol. Poems (.Rolls) II. 55 By woodnesse
and fooihardinesse for heresie to dien. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot.W. 440 Full hardines. .Cumis alwayoflll considderance.
a 1677 Barrow Wks. (1686) III. xxxiv. 377 The fear of men
..doth involve the wildest boldness, and most rash fool-

hardiness in the world. 1874 Morley Compromise {1886)

229 To be willing to make such changes too frequently . . is

foolhardiness.

Foolhardy (f/Hhaiidi), a. [a. OF.fol hardi,

comb, oi fol foolish, Fool a. with hardi bold,

Hardy a.] Daring without judgement, foolishly

adventurous or bold, rashly venturesome.
ji 1225 Ancr. R. 62 Nis heo to muche cang, oSer to fob

herdi. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 667 pou were euer
so fole hardy. 1413 Pilgr. Scnvle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx.
78 How dar ther ony man ben so fole hardy for to dampnen
hym seluen. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. Wks. 104 Theyr fole-

hardy Iugement. 1596 Dai.rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
11. 153 A rasche, ferce, and fulehardie 3oung man. a 1680
Butler Rem. (17591 H« 3°2 He runs on boldly like a
foolhardy Wit. 1796 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II.

244 If they really are so fool-hardy as to go to war to please
the French, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert xxiv. 418 Do not
be guilty of this foolhardy business again.

Hence Foolhardily adv. Also Poolhardi-
IiqocL f Foolhardiship = Foolhardiness.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 182 Vor monl make3 hire sec buruh hire

fol herdischipe. 1382 Wyclif 2 Sam. xviii. 13 If I hadde
doon a^ens my soul foolhardili. 1609 Holland Amm.
Marcell. xix. iv. 127 Who.. used foole-hardily to sailie

forth and fight most courageously. 1837 Southey in

Q. Rev. LIX. 306 Two brothers had the foolhardihood to
wait till midnight in the church-porch. 1879 G. Mac-
donald Sir Gibbie xix. 102, I would not foolhardily add to
my many risks of blundering.

t Fool-haste. Obs. [a. OV.fole haste, i.fole

fern, of fol Fool a. + haste Haste.] Foolish
precipitation, unseemly or reckless haste.

>393 Gower Conf. I. 316 Contek .. Foolhast hath to his
chamberlain. 1597 Montgomerie Cherrie <y Slae 417
Fuil-haist ay almaist ay Ouirsylis the sicht of sum.

t Fool-hasty, a. Obs. Forms : 4 foolhastif,

7 foolhastie [a. OF. fol hastif comb, of fol

Fool a. and hastif Hasty ; cf. prec. and Fool-

hardy.] Foolishly hasty, precipitate.

1393 Gower Conf. I. 334 The man whiche is malicious
And foolhastif, full ofte he falleth, 1600 Holland Livy
xxii. xli. 458 The audaciousnesse of the foolhastie Consull.

Hence f Pool-hastiness.
13 .. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxii. 617 Fool-

hastines. 1393 Gowek Conf. III. 99 Fool hastifnesse.

t FoO'lhead. Obs. rare. In 4 folehede, foul-

hed. [f. Fool sb. ' + -head.] Folly.

a 1340 Hami-ole Psalter xlviii. 21 He rehercys be foulhed
[foly) of man. 1340 Cursor M. 3ii6(Fairf.) Fole hede
ys giuen al men to pay.

t Foolia'miny. Obs. [burlesque formation on

Fool. j//.l
; cf. 1*. broui/lamzni.] A fool; fools

collectively.

1607 Middi.eton Trick to Catc/t 1. iv. Wks. (Bullen) II.

266 My clients come about me, the fooliaminy and coxcombry
of the country. Ibid. iv. v. 3^9 Now, good man fooliaminy,

what say you to me now? 1622 Massingkk Virg. Mart.iw.
iii, Worse ; all tottering, all out of frame, thou fooliamini !

t FoO'lify, v. Obs. [f. Fool sb> + -(l)FV.]

trans. To make a fool of, render foolish.

1581 M. Hanmf.r Jcstiites Banner A iij b, They are fooli-

fied in themselues. 1*1641 Bp. Mountagu Actsfy Men. (1642)

80 God in Justice doth so foolifie their malice, that [etc.].

Hence Foo-lified ///. a. ; Foo*lifying vbl. sb.,

the action of the vb.

1585 T. \Vashinx;ton tr. Nicholas's Voy. Ep. Ded. r\\] b,

Talking fondly of a thing wherein I have no practise, as

somtiines did foulificd Phormio. 1618 Breton Court ty

Country (Grosarf 8/2 Is nut the Clownifying of wit the

F.oolifying of vnderstanding? 1632 \'h:ahs tr. Aincid xi.

972 Circling, with policie, Her foolified foe.

Fooling f/rlhj
, vbl. sb. [f. Fool v. + -ING 1

-]

The action of the vb., in various senses.

1609 Dekker Gulls Honie-bk. Proem, Wk<. (Gro.-art) II.

205 The excellency of his fooling. 1681 Colvil Whigs
Suppiic. I1695 1 99 Knipper-dolings, Who truubled Minister
with their fuohngs. 1746 Wesley Princ. Methodist 46,

I am glad you give this fooling up. 1891 Baring-Gould lit

Troubadour Land ix. 125 It is quite possible that this was
all solemn fooling.

b. Preceded by an adj. = Condition or humour
for fooling.

1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. 1. v. 36 Put me into good fooling.

Ibid. n. iii. 23 and 86. 1827 Scott 7>'d. 3 Apr., I was in

good fooling. 1830 Ibid. 21 June, Sir Adam was in high
fooling, and we had an amazing deal of laughing.

Foolish v f«'IiJ\ a. Forms: 4 foles, foolis,

4-7 folisch, -is;Vhe, -ysVh e, 5 foolich, foul-

ishe, -ysse), 5-6 fulich, -ische, 0- foolish, [f.

Fool sb. + -i.su.]

1. Fool-like, wanting in sense or judgement,
a 1300 Cursor M. 14802 iCott.) pe folk es foles, bat e.s wel

sene. 1381 Wyclif Ecclus. xv. 7 Men foolis shul not take
it. 1 1449 Pecock Ripr. n. iii. 151 Thou woldist .seie y
werc.vnwijs and folisch. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.

in. 201 The foolishest .sorte amonge the lawyers. 1692
Locke Educ. § 94 Wks. 1727 III. 38 Think no man. .wiser

or foolisher, than he really is. 1838 Dickens friich. Nick.
iv, Women are so very foolish, Mr. Squeers. 1866 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt (1868) 19, I was foolish to expect anything
else.

absol. i' 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. xc. (18691 108 The
maymed, the foolich, the founded, the froren. 1526 Tin-
dale Luke x. 21 Thou hast hyd these thynges from the
wyse. .and opened them to the folisshe. 1741 Richardson
Pamela I. 163 Well, well, Lambkin (.which the Foolish
often calls me).

2. Befitting a fool
;
proceeding from, or indicative

of folly.

c 1374 Chauckk Troylus 1. 793 Thyn ire, and folish wilful-

nesse. c 1489 Caxton Blatichardyn xliii. 170 The rewarde
of his folyshe loue. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 7 b,

Here perauenture the carnall and beestly man wyll moue a
folysshe questyon. 1628 Earlk Microcosm., Plausible Man
(Arb.)6oHe can listen to a foolish discourse with an ap-
plausive attention. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 111. xxxii. 196
Selfe-conceit. and foolish arrogance. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat.
212 Where Wits.. wonder with a foolish face of praise. 1784
Cowpkr Tiroc. 255 To follow foolish precedents . . is easier

than to think. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth v, Her foolish

notions of a convent. 1859 Tennyson Enid 433 Nor speak
I now from foolish flattery.

3. Ridiculous, f amusing.
1514 Pakclaylj'/. # Uploudyshm. (Percy Soc.) 21 Nought

is more folysshe than suche wretches be. 1691 Southerne
Sir A. Lo7'e iv. Wks. (1721) 222 'Twill be foolish enough to
observe him, when he discovers me

;
pray stay and laugh

with me. 1717 Prior Almax. 115 A foolish figure He must
make.
4. Humble, insignificant, paltry, poor, mean,

trifling, arch, or dial.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <$• ful. 1. v. 124 We haue a trifling

foolish lianquet towards. 1596 — Merch. V. 1. ii. 130 Hee
of all the men that euer my foolish eyes look'd vpon, was
the best deseruing a faire Lady. 1597 Gerardk Herbal n.

xxxii. § 9. 235 Stalkes ; whereupon do grow foolish idle

flowers. 1625 Jackson Creed v. iv. § 5 Base Licinus hath
a pompous Tombe . . Wise Cato but a foolish one. 1833
Carlyle VJ/«c.(i857) III. 218 Owes favour, .to the foolishfst

accident. 1862 Mrs. Browning Last Poems, PartingLovers
ii. 5 Thou hast not seen a hand push through A foolish

flower or two. 1890 Boldrewood Colonial Reformer (1891)
420 A hundred miles is.. no foolishj ride.

5. Comb., as foolish-bold, -compounded, -looking,

-wise, -witty. Also, + foolish fire, Ignisfatuus ;

foolish guillemot, an aquatic bird, Lomvia troile.

1613 T. Milles Treas. Anc. fy Mod. Times \ui. xii. 769/2
Phlegyas became tin the end) so ouer-weening and *foolish-

bold that [etc.]. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 8 The brains
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of this *foolish compounded Clay-man. 1605 Verstegan
Rest. Dec. Intell. 217 Dwas-licht. That which wee other-
wise call the *Foolish-Fyre. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wordbk.,
Foolish Guillemot, the web-footed diving-bird Uria troile,

common on our coasts. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, vii,

Gaudy and *foolish-looking uniforms. 1590 Greene Orl,
Fur, (1594) Di b, The heauen of loue is but a pleasant hell,

Where none but *foolish wise imprisned dwell. 1592 Shaks.
Ven. <y Ad. 838 How loue is wise in follie, *foolisn wittie.

t Foolish-hardy, a. Obs. = Foolhardy.
1533 Frith Attsiu. to Mere Lvij b, I can not be so folishe

hardy as to condempne suche an infinite nombre for oure pre-

lates pleasures, a 163a T. Taylor God's Judgem. 1. 1. vii.

(1642) 15 So. .foolish hardy as to take up armour.
absol. 1561 Daus tr. Bullingcr on Apoc, U573) 15 The

Lord Christ, .restreyneth the foolishhardy.

Hence f Foolish-hardiness, foolhardiness.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. cexvii. (1812) 670 Their
valyauntnesse turneth to folyssh hardynes. 1578 Rich
Allarme to Eng. lib (marg. ), Not vahaunce, but foolish

hardinesse.

Foolishly (f/HiJli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly-.]

In a foolish manner.
i 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/ Aymon ix. 243 * Alas ', sayd

Reynawde, ' ye speke folysly' . 1561 WinJet Exhortation
Marie Q. Scottis Wks. 1888 I. 21 Quha fuleschlie assentit to
thair prydefull arrogance. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 83 Gif
ane Burges wife, .answeres fulishlie in Court. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 98 p 5 We. .foolishly contrive to call off the Eye
from great and real Beauties, to childish Gewgaws. 1795
Burke Corr. IV. 327 The Catholics have foolishly ..

disarmed themselves. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 148
Opinions.. foolishly and unreasonably associated with pain.

Foolishness (faHiJnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

1. The quality or condition of being foolish.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 631 Quhat is this luff? no thing
bot folychnes. 1611 Bible Ps. xxxviii. 5 My wounds
stinke .. because of my foolishness. 1628 Wither Brit.
Rememb. vi, 442 Converts their wisedome into foolishnesse.
1718 Prior Solomon 11. 900, 1 . .shape my Foolishness to their

Desire. 1858 Doran Crt. Fools 95 Listening to the pre-
tended foolishness of a jester.

2. A foolish practice, act, or thing; an absurdity.

1535 Coverdale H'isd, xix. 3 They deuysed another
foolishnes. 1553 Udall Flowers Latine (1560) 88 b, It is

a foolishnesse to suffer that ill to bee dooen, that a man
maye auoyde. 1843 J. B. Robertson tr. Moehters Sym-
bolism I. 40 Those opinions, which make the doctrine of
the fall a foolishness.

t Fool-large, ct. and sb. Obs. Forms : 3 fol-

large, 4-5 fole-, foollarge, 6-7 foole-large [a.

OY.follarge, l.fol Fool a. + large liberal, munifi-

cent, prodigal : see Large a. Cf. Foolhardy.]
A. adj. Foolishly liberal, prodigal, wasteful.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 389 In spenynge he was fol large.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. 7". r 740 Certes he that is fool large,

tie yeueth nat his catel but he lesethhiscatel. 1474CAXTON
Chesse m. viii, Fole large and waystours of theyr goodes.
1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878* 69 Foole-large in
distributing his goods, to waste his patrimonie.

B. sb. 1. A prodigal, spendthrift.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4628 And syn fool large

on gold settib his herte No more ban be liberal.

2. = FOOL-LARGESSE.
1474 Caxton Chesse m. viii. (i860) I iij, And ye shall

vnderstonde that fole large is a ryght euyl vyce.

tFoo:l-la*rgesS. Obs. Forms: 4 fool-largesse,

4-5 foly-larges se, 5 folargesse. [f. prec. after

Largesse.] Foolish lavishness, prodigality.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 740. 813 Men oughten eschue

fool-Targesse, that men clepen wast. 1411 tr. Secreta Secret.*
Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 134 The exspensis of folargesse.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II, xxvi. 72 He neuer loued folly,

outrage, nor foly-larges.

t Foo'lmonger. Obs. [f. Fool sb.i + -monger.]
One who * trades on ' the credulity of fools.

1592 G. Harxey Pierce's Super. Wks. iGrosart) II. 91 An.,
arrant foolemunger. 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. 1. Wks.
(1735) 12 Of all the rogues I would not be a foohnonger.

Foolocracy (f«lp*krasi). /tumorous, [f. Fool
j£.1 + -(o)cracy.] a. Government by fools, b.
A governing class or clique consisting of fools.

1832 Syd. Smith Let. 21 Nov. in Mem. (1855* II. 341 The
foolocracy under which it has so long laboured. 1861 Gen.
P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxliv. 127 The management
of affairs has been . . given up to, what may for conciseness
be called a ' foolocracy '.

Foolometer (fttljrmAai). humorous, [f. as

prec. + -(o)meter.] That which serves as astandard
for the measurement of fools or of folly.

1837 Svd. Smith 2nd. Let. Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 285/1,
I am astonished that these Ministers neglect the common
precaution of a foolometer . . I mean, the acquaintance and
society of three or four regular British fools as a test of
public opinion. 1851 Eraser's Mag. XL.III. 633 The
weakest intellect was the foolometer by which all brains
were to be tried at lessons.

Foolosopher (fwlp-s^fai). humorous. Also 6
foolelosopher, 7 fooleosopher. [perversion of
Philosopher, after Fool sb. ' , imitating Gr.
fxajp6ao(pos used by Erasmus.] A foolish pretender
to philosophy.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. Morix Enc. A iij, Suche men..
that in deede are archdoltes, and woulde be taken yet for

sages and philosophers, maie I not aptely calle theim foole-

losophers. t 1600 Timon v. v. (1842) 94 What, stand yee
idle, my fooleosophers [printed foolc-] ? 1694 Echard I'lau-

tus 197 A fine foolosopher !

So Foolo'sophy, foolish pretence of philosophy.
159a Greene .Z?r/CG?««yCa*c/*. To Rdr. Wks.(Grosart'XI.

43 That quaint and mystical! forme of Foolosophie. 1617 S.

Collins De/. Bp. Ely 11. vi. § 23. 241 Fine phoolosophyes.

+ Fool safe, Obs. [a. OF. *fol sage ( = saige

fol, Palsgr.), lit. 'wise fool'.] A fool or jester.

1377 Langl. P. PI. H. xiii. 423 5e lordes . . pat fedeth foles

sages [1393 C. viii. 83 fool sages], flatereres and lyeres. c 1400
ipomedon (Kcilbing) 351 He. .made him a fole sage.

Fool's-cap, foolscap.
1. A cap of fantastic shape, usually garnished

with bells, formerly worn by fools or jesters.

1632 Massinger City Madam iv. iv,A French hood too..
A fool's cap would show better. 1680 R. Mansel Narr.
Popish Plot Addr. C ij, Some or other will take the Fools-
cap off from their heads, and put it upon ours. 1789 Wol-
cott (P. Pindar) Ode xiv. Wks. 1812 II. 247 The Muse
shall place a Fool's-cap on their sculls. 1839 Longf.
Beware v, It is a fool's-cap for thee to wear.

b. A dunce's cap.
1831 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 409 Mr. Sadler crowns our

prodigy on the spot.. with a paper fool's cap. 1876 Grant
Burgh. Sch. Scotl. 11. v. 207 Smart castigation is, in our
opinion, much preferable to fool's cap, imprisonment [etc.].

Comb. 1831 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 410/1 Our fool's-cap-

crowned Reviewer. 1823 Byron yuan xi. lxxxii, A huge,
dun cupola, like a foolscap crown On a fool's head.

2. The device of a ' fool's cap * used as a water-
mark for paper.

It has been asserted that the fool's cap mark was introduced
by Sir John Spiehnann or Spilman, a German who built a
paper-mill at Dartford in 1580; but we have failed to find

any trustworthy authority for this statement. The Brit. Mus.
copy of Rushworth's Hist. Coll. (1659) is marked with this

device. The watermark called by Sotheby {Princ. III.) a
'fool's cap', and said by him to occur in some copies of
Caxton's Golden Legend, seems not to be correctly so
called. The catalogue of the Caxton Exhibition (1877) states

that examples of the fool's cap, dating from 1479, are found
in a German collection there exhibited. There is no
foundation for the ofteo-repeated story that the Rump
Parliament ordered a fool's cap to be substituted for the
royal arms in the watermark of the paper used for the
journals of the House.
1795 Dehnb in Archxologia XII. 121 The Fool's cap is

not in either the Paston Letters or Mr. Ord's Plates. The
date of that device in Mr. Fisher's is as late as 1661.

3. A long folio writing- or printing-paper, vary-

ing in size (see quots. 1871, 18881.
A document of 1714, shown to us by Mr. R. B. Prosser, is

written on paper bearing the fool's cap watermark, and
measuring 16^X13 in. In 1795 the mark was obsolete;
see quot. in b.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, FooVs-Cap, a sort of Paper
so called. 1711 Act 10 Annec. 18 § 37 For all Paper called
. . Fine Fools Cap. 1843 Lefevre Life Trav. Phys. I. 1. ii.

28 One side ofa sheet of foolscap. 1871 A mer. Encycl. Print.
,

Foolscap, a folded writing-paper, usually 12 by 15 inches, or

12J by 16. 1888 Jacobi Printer's I'oc, Foolscap, a size of
printing paper 17 X 13$ inches; writing paper i6jx 13$ inches.

b. attrib. as foolscap paper, sheet, etc. ; also,

foolscap folio, octavo, quarto, said of a volume
consisting of sheets of foolscap size folded in the

manner specified.

1795 Denne in Archseologia XII. 121 The Fool's cap
paper has for its mark Britannia. 1818 Byron Beppo lxxv,
Fellows In foolscap uniforms turn'd up with ink. 1820
Southev Lett. (1856) III. 177 Verses which I used to send
you by the foolscapsheetful. 1886 Ruskin Prseteri'ta I. 409
An essay nine foolscap pages long. 1887 Times 27 Aug.
1 1/4 In a foolscap volume of 260 pages.

Fool's coat.
1. The motley coat of a fool or buffoon.

1589 Nashe Martins Months tuinde To Rdr. Wks.
(Grosart) I. 166 When they shall put off their fooles coat.

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. 111. i, Of as many
colours, as ere you saw any fooles coat in your life.

transf. zndfg. 1709 H. Chandler Effort agst. Bigotry

+ 2. (See quot.) Obs.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies 1. xxix. 257 Those triangular
glasses or prismes which some do call fooles Paradises.

Foolyie, 8c. var. of Foil sb. 1

Foomart, -murt, var. forms of Foumart.
Poome, obs. form of Foam.
Foon(e, obs. pi. of Foe.
Foord, obs. form of Ford.
Foore, var. of Fore sb. Obs., a track.

Foorth, obs. and Sc form of Forth.

FOOS e. dial. Also fews, fooz, fouse. The
House-leek, Sempervivum tectorum.
17.. //. Robertsons School of Arts I. 57 (Jam.) Take

J

a quantity of house-leek commonly called foose.

Fooster ,f/7'st3i). Anglo-Irish. Bustle.

Hence Fooster v. intr., to bustle off.

1847 Le Fanu T. O'Brien 25 Where is it you're going, my
colleen Beg, in all this foosther? 1850 N. $ Q. 1st Ser. II.

153 Full of fun and fooster, like Mooney's goose. 1892
Jane Barlow Irish Idylls III. 56 The hen that had
foosthered off with herself down the bog.

Foot (rat), sb. PI. feet (fit). Forms: Sing.
1-2 fdt, 3-4 fot, south, vot, 3-6 fote, fut, ^3
fhote, fott, 5 fowte, foyte), 5-6 fotte, 5-7 .

foote, (7 foott), 8-9 dial, fit, 3- foot. Sc, 4-7
fute, (4 fut, 6 fuit), 6- fit. PL 1-3 f6t, feet,

f6tas, 2 fiet, (genii. 1 f6ta, 3 fote ; dat. 1 f6tum,

3 foten), 3-5 fet, (3 fett, fite, 4 fyte), 4-5 fete,

1 (4 Sc. feyt, 5 feytt), 5-8 feete, (6 fette, fiete,

7 feeten), 5-6 fotes, (6 footes . 7 (9 in sense 22)

foots, 4- feet. [Com. Teut. : 0)L.f6t str, masc.

(dat. sing. nom. and ace. pi. fH\ corresponds to

OFris. fdt, OS. fdt, fuot, (Du. voef), OHG. fuo?,
(MHG. vuor, mod.Ger. fuss), O'S.fo'tr, (Sw. fot,

Da. fod), Goth. fStus. The OTeut. *fdt (a con-

sonant-stem) represents OAryan *pod-, which with

the ablaut-variants *ped',p$d-, is found with cog-

nate senses in most of the Aryan langs. : cf. Skr.

pad (gen. padds) foot, pad to go to, padd neut.

footstep ; Lith. peda footstep ; Gr. wovs (Dor. ^Eol.

irws), gen. iroSus foot, Trefos {\—pedy6s) on foot

;

Lat. pes, accus. ped em foot; ON. fet str. neut.,

step, foot as a measure, feta to make one's way,
OE. ftt str. neut., step, OHG.fez^an to go ; see

also Fetter sb. Possibly Fet v., Fetch v. , Fetlock
may belong to the same root.]

1. The lowest part of the leg beyond the ankle-

joint.

Beowulf 745 (Gr.) Sona haefde unlifijendes eal jefeormod
fet and folma. 1:950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xi. 2 Maria..
gedry^de his foet mi3 herum faex hire, a 1000 Phctnix 311

iGr.) j>a:s fuxles. .fealwe fotas. < iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 21

And nailed parto his fet, and his honden. v 5297 R. Glouc
(1724) 490 He vel of is palefrey, & brec is fot. c 1350 Will.

Paleme 1766 William & be mayde bat were white beres,

gon forb. .Fersly on here foure fet. 1375 Barbour Bruce
11. 359 Knychtis..\Vndyr horss feyt defoulyt. 1434 Misvn
Mending Life x. 121 Sayntis feet ar to be waschyd for bai

draw duste of be erth. 1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 48
The fote to go, and hand to hold and rech. 1601 Shaks.
Twel. N. in. ii. 66 So much blood, .as will clog the foote of

a flea. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 11. (1677) 228 Having
flown with a Goshawk ..till March, give her some good
Quarry in her Foot. 1845 Ford Handhk. Spain 1. 52 No
Spaniard . . ever took a regular walk on his own feet—a walk
for the sake of mere health. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874)

17 Non-Conformists, Church-men. .or whatever Fool's Coat
of Distinction their uncharitable envious Neighbours put
upon them. 1718 Warder True Amazons (ed. 2) 54 Their
[the Wasps'] Fools Coat, and hoarse Voice, doth soon
discover them. 1735 Pope Donne Sat. iv. 221 Our Court.

.

helps it [the stage] both to fools-coats and to fools.

2. (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, A Foots-Coat, a Tulip so

called, striped with Red and Yellow.

3. A name for the goldfinch.
a 168a Sik T. Browne Birds Norfolk Wks. 1852 III. 322.

4. A bivalve mollusc, Isocardia cor, better known
as heart-shell {Cent. Did.).

Foolship (f/MJip). [f. Fool sbA + -ship.]

1. The quality or state of being a fool or jester.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Laugh <y be fat Wks. 11. 7C/2
Rather then for fooleship we will brawle, You shall be foole

at Court, on Thames, and all.

2. A mock title for a fool.

1643 Owen Puritan turned Jesuit 29 I^et thy great foole-

ship know that [etc.]. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St. iv.

vi, The Law will allow her honourable Alimony out o' your
Foolship's Fortune. 1746 W. Horsley FootNo. 24 ? 4 My
Foolship cannot talk like other People's.

Fool's Paradise. Also 9 fool-paradise.

1. A state of illusory happiness or good fortune
;

enjoyment based on false hopes or anticipations.

1462 W. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 457 II. 109, I wold
not be in a folis paradyce. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. ii. in

Ashm. (1652) 28 For lewde hope is fooles Paradice. 1528
Roy Rede Me (Arb.) 86 Thus my lady, not very wyse, Is

brought in-to foles paradyse. 1687 Ui\ Cartwright in

Magd. Coll. $ Jas. II (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 189 Populacy .. is

the Fool's Paradise. 1709 E. W. Life ofDonna Rosina 148
Thus was an old experiene'd villain brought into a Fool's
Paradice. 1806-7 J- Beresforu Miseries Hum. Life (1826)

xii. xxxii, You have been revelling in a fool's paradise of
leisure. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh iv. 341 Love's
fool-paradise Is out of date, like Adam's.

I. vii. 74 A foot has two offices, to bear up and to hold firm
->//. xiir

'.ra, w
surfaces, &c, by means of them).

1881 R. M'Lachlan in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 144/1 Plantula;

(much marked in the feet of Diptera, which climb polished

fig. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 191 It wanteth
not the feete of sound reason to stand upon.

+ b. In the oath or exclamation, Christ's foot,

later ^sfoot or simplyyW. Cf. Blood i e. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 596 Ey, Cristes fote ! what
wil ye do therwith? c 1600 Distr. Emperor 111. i. in Hullen

O. PI. (1884) III. 212 Foote, man, let him be ten thousand
preists and a will styll want somethynge. 1662 T. W.
Thorny Abbey 13, 'S foot, doe you think we gave him
warning.

+ C. By some anatomists used for: The whole
limb from the hip-joint to the toes. Also, great

foot. (Cf. great hand for the whole upper limb.)

Obs.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cht'rurg. Kiij b, The
great fote lasteth fro the ioynt of the hukcle . . vnto the

ferdest parte of the toes. i66z Lovell Hist. Anim. fyMin.

302 The foot is divided into fcemur . . the tibia . . and the

foot extreme. 1

2. Viewed with regard to its function, as the V
organ of locomotion. In rhetorical and poetical

use often (in sing, or pi.) qualified by adjs. denoting

the kind of movement (as swift, slow, stealthy, etc.),

or employed as the subject of verbs of motion.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. xxxv[i]. 12 [11], (Spelm.) Ne cume me fot

ofermodixnysse. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 4 J>e fame
of a good man gas ferrere ban his fote may. 1605 Shaks.

Meas. for M. v. i. 400 Death, Which I did thinke, with

slower foot came on. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 848 Tripping

ebbe, that stole With soft foot towards the deep, a 1774
Fergusson Poems (1789) II. 107 Eild wi' wyly fit, Is

wearing nearer bit by bit. 1813 Scott Trierm. in. xxiv,

Foot of man . . hath ne'er Dared to cross the Hall of Fear.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. E'oresl xx'i, I was not aware of

your presence. Your foot is so light. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) HI. 28 Dogs.. swift of foot. 1878 Browning La
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Saisiaz iS Useful as is Nature, td attract the tourist's

foot.

Proverb, c 1300 Cursor Al. 28039 (Colt. Galba) Cangand
fate ay getes fode. 1670 Ray Prov. 262 A walking foot is

ay setting.

fig- 1607 Sinks, Cor. iv. vii. 7 Unless by using means
1 lame the foot Of our design. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts,
Al. '/'. 103 No man can come to me by the foot of a true

faith except my Father. . inlighten his understanding.

b. Hence, a person as walking. 0i>$. exc. dial.

\\\ firstfoot (sec First C. 2) ; similarly \ evilfoot,

one whom it is unlucky to meet, j Also {rarefy)

used simply for * person \
Liioo Ibices fy Virtues 29 Danne Se cumb eft sum euel .

.

ne Relief Su naht al swa mem. .seggeS bat hie itnetten euel
fot, priest otSer munec. a 12*5 Leg. A'atk. 2273 He bet
hetterliche, anan wi5uten be burh, bihefden ham, euch fot.

1591 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. v. iii. 19 What cursed foot
wanders this wayes to night? 1609 Skene Rtg. Alaj., Bur-
row Laives exxxiv. He. . offers his awin fute for his pledge.

f 3. Power of walking or running. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor AL 20885 (Cott.) Petre. .to be cripels he gaf

bam fote. a 1400-50 Alexander 1236 Alle be folke of his

atVinite . . bat outhire fote had or fole to be fli^t foundid.
(-1450 Henryson Pari. Beistis 32 Ay rinnis the Foxe, als

lang as he fute has. [Similarly 1500-ao Dunbar Poems
xlix. 48). 1737 Hrackkn Farriery fm/r. (1757J II. 123
Horses may alter as to their Speed or Foot (as 'tis called'.

4. ellipt. Foot-soldiers ; in early use + men of
foot. C£ Footman i. Often immediately follow-

ing an ordinal, ' regiment of being omitted.
1568 Gkafton Chron. II. 245 Men of amies, and ix

thousand Archers, beside men of foote. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV. 11. i. 186 Fifteene hundred Foot, fiue hundred
Horse. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Mb. x. (1821) 120 The
President was a Captaine of Foot. 1709 Steele 'Patter
No. 17 f 3 Their Foot repulsed the same Body of Horse
in three successive Charges. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng, I.

296 At the close of the reign of Charles the Second, most of
his foot were musketeers. 1878 Trimen Reg* Brit. Army
8^ Forty- Fourth Foot, .captured the Eagle of the 62nd
French Infantry at Salamanca.

5. a. The end of a bed, a grave, etc., towards
which the feet are placed. Formerly often pi.,

now sing. (cf. sense 19).
a 1300 Cursor AL 17283 + 213 (Cott.) pat one at be fote of

be graf, bat other at the hede. 1 1386 Chaccek Peeves
P. 293 He.. bare it soft unto his beddes fete, c 1442 Hoc-
ci.KVE.Afin. J'oems (1892) 238 In a cofre at my beddes
feet yee Shul fynde hem. ciyio C. Fienves Diary (iS'Si*

239 There was such another screen or raile at y* tTeete of
the bed. t8*i Keats Isabel xxxv. At her couch's foot
Lorenzo stood. 1891 Law Rep. Weekly Notes 201/1 His
trousers . . were hanging over the foot of the bed.

b. The part of a stocking, etc. which covers the

foot.

tS77 Hakrisos England n. ix. (1877) I. 206 He will carrie
hishosen. .to save their feet from wearing, lyafShelvocke
I'oy. (1757 1 ii2 A sort of knit buskins without feet to them.
1881 Cavlpeha & Sawaho Diet. Needlework 463/r Silk
[hose] with cotton feet.

II. 6. Prosody, [transl. of L. pes. Or. irovs
;

the term is commonly taken to refer to the move-
ment of the foot in beating time.] A division of
a verse, consisting of a number of syllables one of
which has the ictus or principal stress.

(-1050 Byrktfertk's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 313
jtet pentimemeris byS be toda;l5 bat vers on'pam odrum
fet & byS semet healf fot to lafe. 1387 Tre\tsa Higden
(Rolls) V. 147 Iuvencius be preost wroot be gospelles to be
chirche of Rome in vers of sixe feet, c 1560 V>. Gooc.e Epit.
P. P/tayre Poems (Arb.) 72 Virgils verse hath greater
grace in forrayne foote obtaynde. Than in his own. 1600
Shaks. A. Y. L. \\\. ii. 173 Some of them had in them more
feete then the Verses would beare. 1700 Dryoes Pref.
Fables (Globe) 499 Some thousands of his verses, .are lame
for want of half a foot. 1803 Colkridgk Metrical Feet 3
Spondee, .strong foot ! yea III able Ever to come up with
Dactyl trisyllable. 1846 Wright Ess. A/id. Ages I. i. 14
The Saxons did not measure their verse by feet.

III. As a unit of measurement.
7. A lineal measure originally based on the length

of a man's foot. (The English foot consists of
12 inches, and is \ of a YaKD.] Hence, a measure
of surface and of solid space (explicitly square or

superficial, cubic or solid foot) equal to the content
respectively of a square and a cube the side of
which measures one foot.

Often in sing, when preceded by numerals.
11000 Laius /Etkelsian iv. 5 in Thorpe I. 224, .ix. fota '

& .ix. scaefta munda ft .ix. bere-corna. c 1205 Lav. 21996
He is imeten a brads, rif ft twenti foten ; fif fote he is deop.
X3J5 Chron. Eng. 83 in Ritson Afetr. Rom. II. 273 Fourti
fet. .Into the see he made him lepe. 1459 Contract in '

Willis 8c Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 309 A doore in
1

brede iiij foote standard. 15*3 Fitzhkrb. Sitrv. 35 ;

Howe many footes euery one of them be in length.
1624 Massinger Part. Love v. i, I'll build A room of eight
feet square. 1711 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 89 The
Indigo Plant grows about two Foot high. 1721 De Foe
Col. Jack- (1840) 192 Our privateer .. outsailed her, running
two feet for her one. 1816 Kkatisge Prav. (1817) I. 87
Every foot of this tract is argillaceous wheat-land. 1833
Ht. Martineau Loom ,$- Lugger 1. vii. 115 Who stood
about five feet in their shoes. 1862 Ansted Channel 1st.
iv. App. A (ed. 2) 565 The linear Jersey foot is equivalent to
only eleven English inches.

b. Used to express * the least distance or space,'
with a. one or a negative, t Eachfoot : all the way.
1300 Cursor AL 7326 (Cott.) Forth a fote ne moght he

ga. tote. 15391 (Cott.) Fra ban he ran him ilk fote, ne yode
he noght be pas. 13.. Coerde L. 2161 He shat not have

Vol. IV.

a fot« of lond. f*X4« Porr. Portugal 239 He durst go no
fote Lest they wold liyme sle. 1596 Shaks. t lien. //*, 11,

ii. S3 lie starue ere 1 rob a foote further. ./ 1800 I. hie
Lindsay in Child Ballads VIII. (1S92) 26$ Ronnie Li/ie..
a fit furder couldna win.

f C. Hence Eve ry'foot {and anon
•]

: incessantly.

1561 I*. Morwyng tr. Compend. Josepkus' Hist. Jews 56b,
Antipater made feastes euery foote [L. singulis aiebrts] for

thy brother Pheroras and him selfe. 1601 Hollam> Pliny
II. 243 Such a worke they made >ometime in chafing and
frying their bodies against a good fire, but euery foot in

bringing them abroad into the hot Sunne. 1639 Gentilis
Serinia's luquis. (1676) 855 The Inquisitors do every foot
write to Rome. 169a R. L'Estrangk Fables cccclviii. 434
This Man's Son would every foot and anon he taking some
of his Companions into the Orchard. 1784 Ccli.um Hist,
llaiosted 171 Every Foot anon every now and then.

8. A measure in tin-mining: (see qnot. 1778").

160a Carkw Cormvalt 13 b, They measure their black
Tynne by. .the Foote. 1778 Pryce Alin. Cornub., Foot, an
ancient measure for black Tin, two gallons ; now a nominal
measure, but in weight 60 lb.

9. A measure in sizing grindstones (see quot.).

1844 M'Ct u.ocii Diet. Commerce 615 They [grindstones]
are classed in eight different sizes, called foots, according
to their dimensions . . A grindstone foot is 8 inches : the
si/e is found by adding the diameter and thickness together.

Thus, a stone 56 inches diameter by 8 thick, .is an 8-foot

stone.

IV. Something resembling a foot in function or

position.

10. The lower (usually projecting) part of an

object, which serves to support it ; the base.

138a WvcUP E.vod. x.wii. 10 Twenti pilers, with so feele

brasun feet. (.1400 Malndev. (1839) ii. 10 Therfoie made
thei the Foot of the Cros of Cedre. 1509 Fisher Fun.
Serm. Hen. VII. Wks. (1876)274 He. .kyssed. .the lowest
parte, the fote of the monstraunt. 1571 Digges Pantom. Ill,

xv. S iij b. Admit BCD a piller . . my desire is to knowe the
waight of the fote. 1611 Bible Exod. xxx. 18 A Lauer of
brasse, and his foote alsoof brasse. 180a Mar. Edgeworth
A/oral P. (1816) I. 214 You have seen this vase .. and
. . the lines inscribed on the foot of it. 187^5 Fortnum
Alajotica iii. 31 Dishes .. with .. a projecting circular

'giretto' behind, forming a foot or base.

b. (See quot. 1S92 .

1869 Sik K. Rked Shiphuild. vii. 121 The frames behind
armour in this part of the ship terminate in a foot at the
lower deck. 189s Lod-wood's Diet. Alech. Engirt., Foot,
a base or flange which sustains a casting or structure.

11. a. Zool. Applied to various organs of loco-

motion or attachment belonging to certain inverte-

brate animals ; in more precise technical lan«uac;e

distinguished by special names, as ambit/aent/n,

podium* pseuJopodium. etc.

1835 K.IKKV Hub. # Inst. Anim. I. v. 177 The foot, or
base by which the common coral is attached to the rocks.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 701/2 In.. the Conchiferous
mollusks. .the foot constitutes a principal part of the body.
18^1-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kitigd. led. 4) 551 The little

animal, .is. .possessed of a 'foot,' often very long and
moveable, by the aid of which it can crawl upon a solid
surface. 185a Dana Crust. I. 10 Feet ambulatory or
prehensile.

b. Bot. In vnrious uses. The part (of a petal

.

by which it is attached ; the part r^of a hair below
the epidermis ; also, in ferns, mosses, etc. ^see

quot. 1882'.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants t. v. fi632) 35 The Foot of each
Leaf being very long and slender. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot.

427 The foot is an organ by which the embryo attaches
itself to the tissue of the prothallium, in order to draw
nourishment from it. 1891 A. Johnstoni-: Bot. 44 The part
within the epidermal surface developing into the foot, and
the protruded portion into the body of the hair.

12. Printing. ^See quots.)

1683 Moxon Meek, Even. II. 376 Foot of the Letter,
the P.reak-end of the Shanck of a Letter. 1888 Southward
in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 698 The groove ^divides the bottom
of the type into two parts called the feet.

13. The extremity of the leg (of a pair of
compasses, a chair, etc.).

1551 Rkcordi-: Pathzo. Knowl, 1. iii, Set one foote of the
compasse in the verye point of the angle. 1703 Moxox
Alech. Exerc. 206 Describe a Circle. .by placing one Foot
in the prick-mark, and turning about th£ other Foot. 1831
Brewster Optics iii. 25 Place one foot of the compasses in
the quadrant NF.
14. Of a plough : (See quots. and Plough-foot\
1513 Fitzherb. Ilusb. § 4 A man maye temper for one

thynge in two or thre places, as for depnes. The fote is

one. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury in. viii. 333/2 The Foot, is

the piece of Hooked or P»ended Wood, at the end of the
Plow, under the Suck. 1846 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 72
If the foot was not wide, it would cut into the soil.

15. Of an organ pipe (see quots/'.
1851 Seidel Organ 78 The foot upon which the whole

pipe rests. 1876 Hilfs Catech. Organ iv. (1878) 25 The foot
[of a wooden organ pipe] is a tube introduced at the bottom
of the pipe; it serves as a support, and also as a conductor
of the wind.

16. In a sewing-machine : The small plate which
is pressed on the cloth to hold it steady.
1877 Knight Diet. Alech., Presser-foot. "188. Direct.

Singer's ' Aledium ' Seiviug Alack., Adjust the corder-foot to
the presser-bar. . In placing each succeeding cord, guide the
fabric with the last cord sewed in the second groove of the foot.

17. One of the marginal pieces forming a serrated
edge round the carapace of the Hawkbill turtle

;

otherwise called ( hoofs ' or ' claws * ; in //. the
commercial name for the small plates of tortoise-

shell which line the carapace.

V. The lowest part, bottom.

18. The lowest part or bottom of an eminence,
or any object in an erect or sloping position, as a
wall, ladder, staircase, etc. Chiefly governed by
preps.

izoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 89 On be fot of be dune be men
clepen munt oliuete. a 1300 Cursor At. 24S1 (Cott. 1 Vnder
be fote of mont niambre, par lie ches to scit his fee. 138/
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 63 At be foot of be hille mount
Olympus. «497 Hi'. Alcock Alois Perfect. C iij, The fote

[of the ladder] ,-tode by hym. 158a N. LictfEFiEU) tr.

Castankeda's Cou</. E. lud.W. 6b, A man.. who was going
to gather honny at the foote of a bush. 1667 MlLTON P. L.
in. 485 And now at foot Of Hcav'ns ascent they lift thir

Feet. 1678 Trial ofColeman 44 At the Foot of the Stair-

case. 1717 Hkrkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 80 Torre del

Greco, a town situate at the foot of Vesuvius. 1779 J. Bcr-
goysk Lett, to Constit. (ed. 3) 15 F.ven the feet of the
gallows, were resorted to for other recruits. 1815 Falconer's
Diet. Marine, The Foot of a Mast, is the lower end, or
that which goes into the step, i860 TvndaLL Glue, 1. ii. 68
A forest of dark pines . . gathered like a cloud at the foot of
the mountain.

b. The beginning or end of the slope of a

bridge).
'' 1450 Merlin 227 Here be-fore the yates at the luigce

foote. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'l (an. 28) 160b, ' V"
rebelles drave the cite/ens front the stoulpes at the bridge
foote. 1739 Labelve Short Ace. Piers U'estm. Bridge
p. vi, Westminster-Bridge Foot. <^1850 .-J rah. .Yts. (,Rtldg.)

597 They passed this brulge, at the foot of which they met
With an old blind man.

c. Geom. Pool oj ike perpendicular: (see quot.'.

1840 LardnER Geom. xii. 147 The point., where the
perpendicular meets the plane, is called the foot of the
perpendicular.

a. A'aut. See quot. 1 776.)
1697 Damcier Voy. I. xviii. 495 We rolled up the foot of

our Sail on a pole fastned to it. 1776 Falconer Diet.
.Marine, Foot of a sail, lower edge or bottom. i88z Narks
Seamanship (ed. 61 127 Carry up the foot.

19. The lower end, bottom ^of a page or docu-

ment, a class or list, a table, etc.). Atfool : at the

bottom (of a page\
1669 Stlrmv Mariner's Mag. \\. 142 Look in the Foot of

the Table for the fifth Rhomb. 1683 Moson Alech. Exerc.
II. 377 He claps the Fingers of his Left Hand about the
Toot of the I'age. 1711 Wollasion Retig. Nat. ix. 21^
At the foot of the page. 1855 Thorpk Pref. to Beomtlf
(18751 3 Placing the proposed correction at foot. 1884 ('.

Moore Mummer's Wife (i387> 223 He was invited to take
the foot of the table and help the cold salmon.

20. I .aw. loot ofa fine AY. pee, Anglo-Lat./iV :

that one of the 'parts' of a tripartite indenture

recording the particulars of a fine ^see Fink sb. 1

6 b'. which remained with the court, the other two
being retained by the parties.

When the undivided sheet was placed so that this

counterfoil could be read, it was actually at the 'foot 'of
the parchment (the extant 'feet of fines' have therefore

their indentation at the top); in the other two counterpart-.

the direction of the writing was at right angles to that of
the 'foot'. The expression p-:s indenturae 'foot o( the
indenture' also occurs. Horwood's suggestion, that the

termiL. i*«i arose from a misinterpretation of AF Pes, Pais,
' peace ' is baseless.

[1293 In Year Bks. 21 & 22 Ediv, /iRoIIai) 221 E ke cele

fin se leva tel an coram &c. nus vochum le pee de la fin

a garrantye.] 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 3. § 1 The Concorde,
Note and Fote of everyesuche Fyne. 1876 DigbvReal Prop.
ii. § 8. 93 A document was drawn up, called in later times

the foot, chirograph, or indenture of the tine. 189s
Pollock & MaitLAND Hist. Eng. Laiv I. 198 This 'final

concord ' or ' fine', will be drawn up by the royal clerks and
one copy of it, the so-called ' Foot of the Fine ', will remain
with the Court.

21. What is written at the foot.

+ a. The sum or total (of an account"). Obs.
1480 H'ardr. Ace. Edzv. //'(1830) 154 note, 'The foote of

the deliveree of stuff'. 1520 Ckurckw. Ace. St. Giles,

Reading 3 In the ffote of the same accompte xj u xiiij* vij d
.

1613 Bh. Asorewes Serin. Nativ. xvi. (1629) 148 So, it

signifies to make the foot of an account. We call it the
foot, because we write it below at the foot. 1692 Dkvden
Cleomen. iv. i, A trilling sum of Misery, New added to the
foot of thy Account. 171a Stkf.t.k Sped. No. 346 F 1 The
generous man . . will soon find upon the foot of his account
that he has sacrificed to fools.

tb. The refrain or 'chorus' (of a song). To
bear afoot : to sing a refrain. Oh.
1552 He loft, Dittye synger, or he that beareth y ; fote of

the songe, proesentor [sic], c 1568 in Lanekam's Let. (1871)

Pref. 127 Here entreth Moros . . Synging the foote of many
Songes, as fooles were wont. 1603 Knollks Hist. Purkes
777 A souldior. .sung a dolefull dittie whereunto his fellows

sighing bare a foot. 1621 Molle Camerar. Liz: Libr.w
ii. 322 In praise of him certaine jygges were made which
the yong lads vsed to sing.. the foot of them was this;

A thousand, thousand, thousand, we.. [etc.].

22. (Plural foots). That which sinks to and lies

upon the bottom ; bottoms, dregs ; the refuse in re-

fining oil, etc. ; coarse sugar. Cf.foot grease, sugar.

1560 Let. in Hakluyt I'oy. I. 306 Much of this Waxe had
a great foote.. You must cause the foote to bee taken off

before you doe weigh it. 1644 Nye Gunnery v. (1647) 11

Fill up the Barrel with earth .. afterwards pour., clean
water upon the earth . . then pull out the Taps or Spiggots.

.

ar.d let the water drop out of that vessel into another, .this

water when it hath dropped twice, is called water of Foot.

1687 i'». Randolph Archipelago 01 They raise the foot of
the oyl, so that thick and thin goes together. 1770-4 A.
Hcntek Georg. Ess. (1S03) I. 318 The bottoms or foots of
oil. 1871 Daily Nezvs 5 Jan., Lump sugar is xyi. a pound,
foots moist gd. 1886 Elworthy //'. Somerset Word-bit.,
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Foots, dregs, sediment. This here cyder *ont suit me,
there's to much voots in it.

VI. Footing, standing, basis.

+ 23. Foothold, standing-ground. Obs.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 148/1 Their getting
foote may be to their owne destruction. 165a K. Kihkman
Chris <$• I-ozia 113 Hinder new love from getting foot in

her heart. 1662 Moke P/tilos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 19
Considering also how far that Philosophy has already got

foot in Christendom.

t 24. The footing, basis, understanding, totality

of conditions or arrangements, on which a matter

is established ; the agreed or understood position

or status which a person or thing occupies in rela-

tion to another. = Footing vbl. sb. 8. Obs.

1559 Jewel Let. to Bullinger in Strype Ann. Kef. I. x.

131 Religion was restored on that foot on which it stood in

King Edwards time. x686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2116/1 The
Salaries of all Officers . . are likewise retrenched. The
Councils . . are to be reduced to the foot they were upon in

the Year 1621. 1707 Freind Peterboroiv's Cond. Sp. 7
Matters were set upon a new Foot. 1735 Berkeley Def.
Fret-think, in Math. Wks. 1871 III. 325 If you defend Sir

Isaac's notions, .it must be on the rigorous foot of rejecting

nothing. 1745 P. Thomas Voy. S. Seas 305 The Viceroy.,
found he expected to be received on the same Foot with
himself. 1761-71 H. Walpole Vertue's A need. Paint.
(1786) III. 278 Boit . . was upon so low a foot, that he went
into the country, and taught children to draw. 1767
Franklin Lett. Wks. 1887 IV. 9, I wish all correspondence
was on the foot of writing and answering when one can.
i8»7 Poi.lok Course 'P. ix. 727 When he should stand
on equal foot beside The man he wronged.

t b. On thefoot of', on the ground of. Obs.

1679 Penn Addr. /'rot. n. 84 He laid the Sin of the Jews
upon this Foot, viz., That they rejected him, after he had
made proof of his Divine Mission. (11707 H. WALPOLE
Mem. Geo. II (1847) II. viii. 259 The Prince excused his

own inapplication on the foot of idleness.

1 25. Standard rate of calculation or valuation.

Underfoot: below standard value. Obs.
1588 J. MELLIS B>it'fe Instr. Fviijb, Vse one Foote or

Standerd of money in your accompt in your Leager. 1594
Death of Vsnrie 12 The man beeing driuen to distress*;,

sels his corne farre vnder foote. 1645 Qiarles.W. Recant.
\. 44 Not deemM a pen'worth under foot. 1691 Locke
Lower. Interest Wks. 1727 II. 80 He must pay twenty
per Cent, more for al! the Commodities he buys with the
Money of the new Foot. 17*6 Berkeley in Fraser Life iv.

(.1871.' 137, I know money is at present on a very high foot
of exchange. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I, 1. iv.

195 The disparity between the ancient and modern measures
which it is hard to estimate on a fixed and certain foot.

VII. Phrases.

26. a. f To catch or have by the foot: to catch as

in a trap; to hold fast, keep from flying, t To
give (a person) afoot', to trip (him', up. To have
onefoot in the grave : to be near death.
1550 Latimer Sent:. Fruitf. Serm. (1571) 90 b, In answer-

ing him to this they would haue caught him by the foote.

1632 Massinc.er & Field Fatal Dowry 1. ii, When one
foot's in the grave. 1643 Prvnne Sov. Po^ver Pari. 1. (ed. 2)

52 The English Armies disband themselves, as dreaming
they had now good fortune by the foote. 1767 H. Brooke
Fool ofQnat. V. 15 Harry, giving him a slight foot, laid him
on the broad of his back. 1886 J. Payn Luck Darrells xv,
He has twenty thousand a year. .And one foot in his grave.

b. In adv. phr. : f Feet against (or to) feet, said

with reference to the Antipodes. Foot to foot: with
one's foot against an opponent's ; in close combat.

+ (
To come in)foot and hand', stepping forward and

dealing a blow at the same time. Feet first : see

First a. 3 b. {With ones feet foremost*, lit.,

hence also ' as a corpse
1

.

r 1400 Maundev. (1839) xvii. 182 The! that dwellyn under
us, ben feet a$enst feet. 1553 Eden Decades viii, The
Antipodes (that is) such as go fiete to fiete ageynst us.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 241 [These] Began to giue me
ground : but I followed me close, came in foot and hand.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 879 They encountred one
another, not with their missive weapons onely..but with
theirdrawne swords foot to foot. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI.
in. vii. 67 Fighting foot to foot. 1737 Ozell Rabelais II.

27 They never enter St. Denys but with their Feet
foremost. 1856 Kane A ret. E.vpl. I. xxix. 384 Hans,
Morton and myself crawled feet-foremost into our buffalo-

bag. i860 All Year Round No. 65. 350 It [the disease]
. .had carried him out with his feet foremost.

C. To find or know the length of (a. person's)

foot : to discover or know his weaknesses, so as to

be able to manage him. To measure another
marisfoot by one's own last : to measure others by
one's own standard, to judge others by oneself.

1580 Lylv Enphnes (Arb.) 290 You shal not know the
length ofmy foote, vntill by your cunning you get commenda-
tion. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence 70 He measures an
other mans foote by his owne last, a 16x7 Bayne On Eph.
1. 15 (1643) 156 Persons who can humour them, and finde the
length of their foote. x86i Trollope Barchester 'P. xxxv,
Farmer Greenacre's eldest son . .had from his earliest years
taken the exact measure of Miss Thome's foot.

27. With reference to standing. {To be, jump
up) upon or (to raise" to one's feet : in, into or to a
standing position. To be on one'sfeet : to be able

to stand ; hence, in health. 7o set (a person) on
his feet, to make his position or means of living

secure. To carry (a person") off his feet'. ,fig.)
to 'carry away* with enthusiasm, or the like.

To drop or fall on one's feet : see Fall v. 64 h.

To keep one's feet : to stand or walk upright or

without falling, f 73? stand upon one's oum feet

or its own foot : to rely on one's own resources

;

(of a thing) to be judged on its merits.
t 1440 Generydes 44 Vppe vppon his fete he was a non.

C 1500 Melusine xxiii. 156 Make here byfore me the feste as
that I were now on my feet. 1657 Burton's Diary (1828)
II. 67 I move, .that you would leave Serjeant Dendy's right
to stand upon it> own foot. 1801 Gabrh.i.li Myst. Husb.
iv. 146 A sixth [hundred pounds] would set her once
more upon her feet. 1845 M. Patiison Ess. (1889) I.

26 The bishops .. hastened 10 raise the king to his feet.

1849 Macau lay Hist. Eng. I. 301 He could not keep his

feet in a breeze. 1889 Repent. P. ll'cntworth III. 145
He positively carried me off my feet for a few minutes that

evening.

28. With reference to placing the feet. 'To put
one'sfoot down: to take up a firm position. To put
(set) one sfoot down) upon : to have nothing to do
with; to repress firmly. To put afoot upon : ?to

get an unfair advantage of, to wrong. To put one's

foot in or into it : to get into difficulties or trouble :

to blunder [colloq.). t To set one's foot by or to

(another or another's^ : to engage in combat with.
1536 St. Papers Hen. I 'I/I, I. 506 No man can or dare set

his fote by ours in proving of the contrary, c 1609 Hieron
Wks. i 1624) I. 7 Saint Paul . . would not haue feared for pro-
fession of Religion, to set his foot to him that was holiest.

1663 Pei'VS Diary 23 May, I had a fray with Sir J.
Miunes in defence of my Will in a business where
the old Coxcomb would have put a foot upon him.
1798 Gent. Mag. in Spirit Put', Jmls. (1799) II. 57 The
General had put his foot into it again. 18*3' Bee' Slang
s. v. ' To put one's foot in it,' to make a blunder on the
wrong side; to get into a scrape by speaking. 1833
Marryat P. Simple xii, I put my foot into it las we say),

for I was nearly killed. 1868 J. H. Bunt Ref. Ch. Eng.
I. 65 Wolsey set his foot upon this plan. 1886 J. Pavn
Luck Darrells xxvi, She.. put her foot down .. upon the
least symptoms of an unpleasantry.

b. To set or put (one's) foot at, in, into, + off,

on, f out of (a place
1

!.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix. 222 I shall never sette

foote there. 1543 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 46 It was a foule

shame for a phylosophier to sette his foote into any hous
where bawdene wer kepte. 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. IV. (an

15*237 b, Whom if you permitte once to set but one foote, out
of your power, .there is no mortall creature able, .to deliver
hym from death. 1579 Tomson Catvitis Serm. Tim. a$i/a
Sins which haue set in foote. 1596 Spenser State I ret.

81 In some places of the same they have put foote. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. ii. 95 When I from France set foot

at Kauenspurgh. 1719 De Foe Crusoe II. vi, I was never
to set my foot offthis island. 1838 Iatton Leila 1. v, Since
first thou didst set foot within the city. 1875 T. W.
HitiGissoN If, S. Hist. v. 38 Columbus was not the first to
set foot on the mainland.

29. With reference to walking or running, a.

(To go) on one's ownfeet or \foot : walking. To
pull foot colloq^ : to run away, be oft". \ On the

foot of: ready to start upon. + 'To setfootforward

:

to advance ; also to quicken one's pace, f To set on
one's foot: to start on the way ; depart, f 1 show
thefeet : to depart, f Give me your foot : let me
see you go. 'To lake one's foot in one's hand', to

depart : also, to make a journey. To take to one's

feet (or ffoot) : to use the feet, go on foot, to walk
as opposed to ' ride/ (Mr.) Foot's horse (jocularly)

:

one's feet.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3246 Quen fortune foumlis him fra

and him he fete schewis. 1500-20 Dlnkar Poems xxi. 12
Oft falsett rydis with ane rowt, Quhen trewth gois on his

fute abowt. 1508 Kennedy Flytingtv. Dunbar 473 Throu
Ingland thef, and tak the to thy fute. 1548 Hall Chron..
Hen. IV. (an. il 18 He. .never set fote forward duryng the
first .ij. monethes, for the reisyng of the siege. 1575 J.
Still Gammer Gnrton iv. ii. Go softly, make no noyse, giue
me your foote sir John, Here will I wake vpon you, tyl you
come out anone. 1600 Holland Lhy 111. xxvii. (1609) 106
Willing them to set foot forward, to mend their pace and
make speed. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 332 Set on your foote.

And. .1 follow you. 1605 — A/acb. (I. lii. 131 Donal. Let's

away, Our Teares are not yet brew'd. Mat. Nor our strong
Sorrow Vpon the foot of Motion. 1755 Smollett Don Qnir.
iv. iv. I. 232 Andrew, .made his bows, and as the saying is,

took his foot in his hand. 1779 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 19

June, I took to my feet and ran away. 1818 M. G. Lewis
*Jrnl. IV. Ind. (1834) 109 One of my ladies chose to pull foot,

and did not return, .till this morning. 1864 Bi'rton Cairn-
gorm 5 The kind of scenes he may alight on if he ' take his

feet in his hands '. 1883 Harper's Mag. 946/1 The privilege

of taking this trip on 'foot's horse'.

b. With reference to * pace '. To have leaden

feetx to move very slowly. To have thefoot of. to be

more speedy than. ( To move) at a foot's pace : at

walking pace. To run a good, etc. foot (o( a horse)

:

to run at a good pace, run at his best pace. To
put (or set) the (or one's) bestfoot first, foremost or

forzeard; see Best a, 5. + The better foot before

:

at one's best pace. + To put the wrong foot

before : to make a blunder.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 192 Come on my Lords, the
l>etter foote before. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 4 Thou
putst the wrong foote before. 1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven
141 Though God haue leaden feet, and commeth slowly to

execute wrath, a 1613 Ovkkbury A Wife (1638) 164 Hee is

still setting the best foot forward. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. (1757) II. 123 A large, nimble, strong, well-moving
Horse, that would run a pretty good Foot. 1785 Burns
To Davie xi, And then he'll hilch, and stilt, an' jimp, And
rift an unco fit. 1818 M. 0. Lewis Jrnl. IV. Ind. (1834*

362 Thus we proceeded crawling along at a foot's pace.

1849 E. E. Napier E.vcurs. S. Africa II. 373 We had to
put our best foot foremost. 1856 Lever Martin's of Cro M

.

133 I threw out a 'tenpenny' in the midst. The 'blind'
fellow saw it first, but the 'lame cripple' had the foot of
him, and got the money !

C. With the sense of ; step '. To miss one'sfoot

:

to take a wrong step, f Foot by (for, with) foot

:

step by step, gradually ; keeping step together

;

also fig: To changefool 01feet : see Change v. 9.

To have a good foot on the floor (Sc.) :
* to dance

well* (Jam. .

cvwtj/aS. Eng. Leg. I, 143 1300 Send with us fot with fot

ane legat. 1 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode IV. Ixi. (1869) 205
|*e olde also, foot bi foot, comen btder. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. II. 378 Fit for fit to Forfar all tha fuir. 1579 Tomson
Calvin's Serm. Tim. 347/2 Hee that walketh with a straight

foote.. will not fetch many windlesses to drawne neere to
God. 1626 A. Cook in Abp. Ushers Lett. (1686) 373 Your
Lordship had need now to do something ; for few go with
a right foot, and the Knemies are many. 1631 Weevek
Anc. Fun. Mon. 216 Anselme. .followed his predecessors
steps almost foot by foot. 1785 Burns Halhnveen xxvi,
She jumpet, But mist a fit, an' in the pool Out-owre the
lugs she plumpet.

30. Expressing position relatively to the feet.

a. At (a ]>ersonV feet or ffoot : low on the

ground close to him ; also,y?£-., in the attitude of

supplication, homage, subjection or disciplesliip;

similarly to come, etc. to a person's feet ; before,

beside one'sfeet, etc. See Fall v. 20.

< 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke vii. 38 And stod bihianda art

fotum his nuS tsherum. f"75 Lamb, Horn. 101 Da
ilearfullen brohton heore gersum and leiden heo et bere
apostlan fotan. a 1300 Cursor M. 9599 (Cott.) Be-for be
king fote sco stode. 138a Wvclif Acts xxii. 3 A man Jew
..norischid forsoth in this citie bisydis the feet of Gama-
liel. < 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxvi. 550 He cast
hymself to the fete of hym. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. in. i.

92, I would my daughter were dead at my foot. 1710
Berkeley Princ. Hum. Kn<m<l. Ded. Wks. 1871 I. 133
To lay this treatise at your lordship's feet. 1715-ao Pope
Iliad xxin. 28 The bloody Hector stretch'd before thy feet.

1814 Scott Drama (1874) 203 The royal bear*ward .

.

lodged a formal complaint at the feet of her majesty. 1861

Trollops Barchester T. xxvii, It was all very well to have
Mr. Slope at her feet. 1895 Bookman Oct. 23/1 The
lessons tliat he had learnt at the feet of Mazarin.

b. f (
Tofollow} at or tofoot : closely, f Tofoot

and hand: in close attendance, ready to render

service (cf. 'to wait upon one hand and foot').

With afoal at (her
) foot : said of a mare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24031 (Cott.) We folud bam to fote.

Ibid. 6394 (Gott.) J>ar had bat watir in wildernes land,

Plente for men, to fhote and hand. 14*0 Sir Amadac-s
iCamden) lviii, I 50 cummawunde To serue him wele
to fote and honde. 160a Shaks. Ham. iv. iii. 56 Follow
him at foote. i6i»Sir R. Boyle in Lismore Papers (i386)

I. 10, 5 of them [mares] had horse colte at their feet.

1884 West. Morn. cf*Wt 30 Aug. 1/6 Two excellent brood
mares, with foals at foot.

C. Under or beneath a person'sfoot ovfeet : fig.
in subjection to him, at his mercy or at his absolute

disposal. Cf. 33.
c8*5 I'esp. Ps. viii. 8 [6; All 5u underdeodes under fotum

his. c H75 Lamb. Horn. 129 Al eoroiic binguredrihten dude
under his fotan. a i«5 fuliana 60 J>u. .wurpe under hare

fet hare fan alle. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 111. \. 63 Who.

.

layd his Loue and Life vnder my foot. 1867 Trollopk
Chron. Barset III. vii. Mr. Crawley was now but a broken
reed, and was beneath his feet.

31. (To sell com) on the foot: 'to sell it along

with the straw before it is thrashed oft'' (Jam.\
1780 A. YorNG Tour Iret. I. 330 The value sold on the

foot is in general 8 /. 181a Agric. Sun: Stirling iv. 104

The tenant, shall not sell his victual upon the foot, as it is

called, or with the straw.

32. On foot. (See also Afoot.) a. On one's

own feet, walking or running, in opposition to on

horseback, etc. f Also, of, upojtfoot.

01300 Cursor M. 6267 (Cott.) He folud wit ost on hors

and fote. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 90 The is bettere on
fote gon, then wycked hors to ryde. c 1314 Guy Wanv. (A.

)

2397 When liii seye the douke of fot. </ 1400 Destr. Troy
356 So faire freikes vppon fote was ferly to se. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 238 The Englishmen, .made three

battayles on foote. 1667 Milton P. L. It. 941 Treading the

crude consistence, half on foot, Half flying, i860 Dickens
Uncotnm. Trav. iv, I drove up .. (fearful of being late, or

I should have come on foot).

b. In motion, stirring, astir (in opposition to

sitting still, or the like).

159a Shaks. Ven. <fr Ad. 679 When thou hast on foot the

purblind hare, Mark . . How he outruns the wind. 1607 —
Cor. iv. iii. 49 The Centurions, and their charges, .to be on
foot at au houres warning, 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1.

(1677)99 When the Hare is started and on foot. 1818 M.
G. Lewis Jrnl. IV. Ind. 11834) 161 F.very body in Jamaica
is on foot by six in the morning. 1885 T. Rooskvelt Hunt-
ing Trips 280 Though I got very close up to my game, they
were on foot before I saw them.

c. In active existence, employment, or opera-

tion.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. u. 757 Since loue* argument was
first on foote, Let not the cloud of sorrow justle it. 1651

W. G. tr. Cowefs Inst. 100 Unlesse the lease which is on
foot . . be within three yeares of expiring. 1711 Steele
Spect. No. 262 P6 Those Gentlemen who »et on Foot the

Royal Society. 1779 Bi-rke Corr. (1844) II. 283 Nothing
seems to me more wild, .than the subscriptions now on foot.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 21a Terms for years, which
are kept on foot by purchasers .. are not barred by fine.

1861 LfO. Brougham Brit. Const, xvii. j6+ If, then, a King
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were to retain the troops on foot without a Mutiny Hill.

1867 Tkoi.loie Chron. Barsct xlvii,Thc bishop had decided
to put on foot another investigation.

33. Under foot. Sometimes written as one

word.) a. Keneath one's feet ; often to trample or

tread uniicrfoot (also ffeet), in lit. sense, also fig.

to oppress, outrage, contemn, t To bring, have

under foot : to bring into, hold in subjection,

f To cast underfoot : to ruin.

t 1*05 Lay. 11693 (lis lond. .he. .hajfde al vnder fot. c 1305
Pilate 49 in E. E. P. '1862) 112 If he bat lond chasteb wtl

:

and bringeb vnder fote. c 1420 Hoccleve Compl. 13 Deathe
vnder fote shall hym thrist adowne. 1551 Robinson tr.

A/are's Utop. (Arb.) 161 Dissention . . hathe caste under
foote. .the. .riches of many cities. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,
v.i. 209 From thy Burgonet He rend thy Beare, And tread

it vnder foot with all contempt. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. II. § 12 He never deserted it till both it and he were
over-run and trod under foot. 1652 Wright tr. Camus'
.Valurc's Paradox 260 They trampled under feet all private

considerations. 1700 S. I., tr. Fryke's Two Voy. 308 They
[elephants! would have trampl'd us under foot. Mod. eolloq.

It is not raining, but it is very wet under foot.

b. JVaitt. ' Under the ship's bottom ; said of an

anchor which is dropped while she has headway

'

(Smyth Sailor s IVd.-bk.) ; also of the movement
of the tide, etc. Also, t to have a good etc. ship

underfoot (i. e. to be sailing in such a ship).

1633 T. James Voy. 79 This Cable had laine slacke vnder-
foot. 1670 Wood in Hacke Coll. Voy. ill. 11699' 61 It must
. . be a bad Port in Winter, when .. a Storm blows at West
. .and a Tide of Ebb tinder Foot. 1719 De Foe Crusoe x.

(1840) 166 Running cheerfully before the wind, and with a
strong tide or eddy under foot. 1726 Sheiaocke Voy.

(17571 321, I had a pretty good ship under foot, though she
made but a poor figure. 1804 Caft. Duff in NavalChron.
XV. 281 We have a good comfortable ship under foot, i860

Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 180 The Pilot.. dropped the port

anchor under foot.

VIII. attrib. and Comb.
34. a. simple attrib., as foot-clamper, -gear,

-muscle, -part, -shackle, -wear, -wound.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxii. 273 Pointed staves, "foot-

clampers, and other apparatus for climbing ice. 1837
Cahlyle Fr. Rev. III. I. viii, Their *foot-gear testified

no higher than the ankle to the muddy pilgrimage. 1854
Woodward Mollusca (1856) 250 The "foot-muscles. 1644
Evelyn Diary ig Nov., The nave.. is in form of a cross,

whereof the *foot-part is the longest. 1848 Craig, 'Foot-
shackles, fetters, shackles for fixing the feet. i88x Chicago
Times 11 June, If values were based upon present quotations
of leather, an advance would be necessary upon several
descriptions of 'foot-wear, a 1225 After. R. 194 Vlesches
fondunge met beon iefned to "uot wunde.

b. In the sense of ' on foot ' ,
' going on foot

',

as \foot-chapman, -comer, -excursion, -farer,

f -fight, -hawker, + - messenger, -party, -passenger,

-people, -robber, -servant, tour, -traveller, -walker,

-wandering ; foot-faring, •running adjs.

1584 Burgh Rcc. Aberdeen (Spald. Club) II. 54 That no
extranear "fut chopmane copair resort to this toun fra this

furtht. 1811 Coleridge in Southey's Life Bell (1S44) II.

645 The entrance . . is disagreeable even to 'foot-comers.

1796 T. Twining Trav. Amer. (1894! 148 He was absent
with some friends on a "foot excursion. 1861 G. Mere-
dith E. Harrington I. vi. 95 Dividing his attention
between the "footfarer and moon. 1868 G. Macdonald
R. Falconer I. 190 Haifa dozen *footfaring students from
Aberdeen. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 11622) 171 So began
our "foot-fight. 1884 S. Dowell Taxes in Eng. III. 38
The revenue from the 'foot-hawkers' licences. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury in. 60/1 "Foot Messengers of Arms, are
such 'Foot Servants, as are imployed by the Heralds of
Arms. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xx. 252 The ice had
baffled three organized "foot-parties. 1832 Babbage Econ.
Mann/, iv. (ed. 3) 34 When "foot-passengers are knocked
down by carriages. 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. II. (1810)
114 My Indians and "foot people were yet in the rear. 1754
Scoundrel's Diet. 29 The Low- Pad, or "Foot-robber. 1865
Kingsley Hereto. I. i. 62 A "foot-running slave. 1883 F. M.
Crawford Dr. Claudius iii, He was going away on his
customary *foot tour. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude (1850) 152
"Foot-travellers side by side.. we pursued Our journey.
1751 Heme Princ. Morals iv. 71 note, Amongst "Foot-
walkers, the Right-hand entitles a Man to the Wall. 1839
Bailey F'estus v. (1852! 62 The fastings, the "footwanderings,
and the preachings of Christ.

c. esp. in sense ' of or pertaining to infantry ', as

tfoot-arms, t -band, -barracks, -company, -drill,

t -officer.-soldicrft-troop. Also Foot-folk,-glaiids.
1602 Protests Lords I. 26 For assessing all persons men-

tioned therein for horse, arms, and 'foot-arms. 1598 Bar-
ret Theor. Warres 11. i. 26 A Captaine of Infanterie, or
"foot-band. 1835 D. Booth Aualyt. Diet. 157 Artillery-

barracks, Horse-barracks, and 'Foot-barracks. 1635 Bae-
riffe Mil. Disci/, lxvii. (1643} 178 The severall motions
and grounds, for the disciplining of a "foot company. 1833
Regul. Instr. Cavalry I. 43 The position of the man as in

"Poot-drill. a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xvi. § 96 [Monk]
had the reputation of a very good "Foot-Officer. 1622
Drayton Poly-olb. xxix. 155 Seauen Earles, nine hundred
Horse, and of "Foot-souldiers more. 1S74 Bol'tell^^wJit
Arm. viii. 133 The treatment . . shown to the foot-soldier of
England by the nobles. 1579 Frnton Guicciard. (1618) 271
The French . . discouered the "foot-troopes of the Genoways.

d. In sense ' for the use of persons going 011

foot ', ' serving for foot-traffic ', as foot-passage,

-pavement, -road, -track, -walk ; also, foot-boat,

-bridge in 35 below, and Foot-path, -way.
1789. Brand Xe'.vcastle I. 15 Convenient "foot-passages

have lately been opened out on each side of this gate.

1791 Boswell Johnson II. 528 When he had got down
en the "foot-pavement, he called out ' fare you well '. 1863

Kinglake Crimea (1S76) I. xiv. 276 Numbers of spectators

..crowded the foot-pavement. 1784 BAGE Barham D.
I. 220 [He] saw a well dressed young woman, .lake the "foot

road down to the river side. 1891 C. T. C. James Rom.
Rigmarole 123, I thought I would.. quit the beaten "fool-

track, and strike boldly across country. 1837 Hawthorne
Tuice-Told T. I1851) I. ix. 166 Leaving him to sidle along
the "footwalk.

e. In the names of various appliances worked
by the foot, asfoot-bcllows, blower, -drill, -hammer,
lathe, -lever, -press, -vise.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 901 2
' Foot-bellows. 1884

W. A. Ross Blowpipe 1 A "foot-blower. 1892 Lock-looooVs

Diet. Mech. Engin. (ed. 2), ''Foot-drill, a light drilling

machine driven by a treadle. 1812-6 J. Smith Panorama
Se. ff Art. I. 58 "Foot lathes. 1892 Lock-.vood's Did.
Mech. Engin. led. z\ 'Foot Lever, a lever worked by the

pressure of the foot alone.

f. objective, etc., asfoot-binder, -kisser, -swather,

-washer, -wiper
; footfailing, -firm, adjs.; instru-

mental, as ^foot-tempered adj. ; locative, etc., as

foot-feathered, -foundered, -gilt, -lame, also -lame-

ness) adjs. ; s\io,footward adv.
1886 Wanderings in China I. 168 ' Foot-binders, .women

whose profession it is to produce this horrible distortion.

1609 J. Davies Holy Roode Wks. (Grosarl) 9/1 To march
vpon the Seas "foot-failing floore? 1818 Keats Eltdym. IV.

331 "Foot-feathered Mercury. 1813 ' /Fditits ' Metrical
Remarks 29 The 'foot-firm sand Stretches its lengthened
course along the land. 1801 Bloomfield Karat T. 227
A poor old .Man, 'foot founder'd and alone. 1859 Tenny-
son Vivien 280 "Foot-gilt with all the blossom-dust of those
Deep meadows. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. ix. 1085
Born foot-washer and 'foot-wiper, nay "Foot-kisser to each
comrade of you all. e 1305 Pol. Songs (Camden' 194 Sixti

thousent on a day hue maden ''fot lome. c 1325 Poem
Times Edio. II, 264 Ibid. 335 Thus knihtshipe [is] acloied
and waxen al fot lame. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 347
He [a horse] was struck with 'foot-lameness. 1762 Goldsm.
Cit. IV. iii. p 6 Your nose-borers, *fcet-s\vathers. -would all

want bread, should their neighbours want vanity, e 1420
Pallad. on Husb. VI. 182 Wei "foote-tempred morter theron
trete. 1822 T. Mitchell Aristoph. II. 2it Cecrops .

.

(what if thy dimensions end 'Footward in a wily serpent':)

1871 R. Ellis tr. Catull. l.xiv. 66 That footward-fallen
apparel. 1870 Sfcrgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. li. 14 If we could
be preacher, precentor, doorkeeper, pew-opener, 'foot washer
. .all in one.

35. Special comb. : foot-ale dial, see quots.)

;

+ foot-and-half-foot<z., sesquipedalian ; foot-and
mouth disease, ' a febrile affection of horned cattle

and some other animals, communicable also to

man' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1884; ; foot-bank J-'oitif-

Bancjlette (see also quot. 1626) ; foot-base Arch.,
' the moulding above the plinth of an apartment

'

(Ogilvie)
; 7 foot-bass, an instrument on which a

bass is played by the feet (see quot.) ; foot-bath,

f (a) a ' wash ' for the feet ; (b) the act of bathing

the feet ; 'c) a vessel in which the feet are bathed
;

foot-bearing Mech., a bearing for the foot of a

vertical shaft : cf. Foot-step
; + foot-bench -

Bakqcette; f foot-blast, the blast produced by
bellows worked with the foot ; ? f foot-boat, a

ferry-boat for foot-passengers only; fool-bone, the

tarsus ; foot-bridge,
x
a) a bridge for foot-pas-

sengers; (b) Mech. (see quot. 1872); + foot-

clapper, a dancer ; + foot-coal (see quot.) ; foot-

cushion, (a) a cushion for the feet
; (i) Entom.

a pulvillus ; foot-dirt = foots (see YooTsb.); foot-

drain, a shallow drain ; cf.foot-trench ; t foot-fast,

a prisoner ; f foot-fastness, captivity ; t foot-

follower, an attendant (transl. L. pedisequus,

•sequa) ; foot-free, a. and adv., with the foot or

feet free ; foot-gang, (a) ' a long, narrow chest,

extending alongside a wooden bed ; if) as much
ground as one can move on ' (Jam.) ; 7 foot-geld

see quot. 1641) ; 7 foot-gin, a snare for the feet

;

, foot-glove, a kind of shoe ; foot-grease (sec

quot.) ; f foot-grene = fool-gin ; foot-guard, a

guard or protection for the foot ; foot-halt, a

disease which attacks the feet of sheep ; foot-hedge

(see quots.) ; foot-hill, a hill lying at the foot of

a mountain or mountain-range ; foot-hole, a hole

in which to place the foot in climbing); t foot-

husk (see quot.) ; foot-iron (see quots.) ; foot-
' jaw, one of the anterior limbs of Crustacea and
other arthropoda which are modified so as to assist

in mastication ; foot-key, an organ pedal ; foot-

knave = Footman
; t foot-land-raker, a foot-

pad ; foot-length, Angling(see quot.) ; foot-level

(see quot.) ; foot-ley, dial, (see quot. 1881) ; foot-

licker, ' a slave, an humble fawner, one who licks

the foot ' (J.) ; so foot-licking ppl. a. ; foot-line,

(a) Printing (see quots.) ; (b) fishing, ' the lead-

line or lower line of a net or seine ' (Cent. Diet.) ;

foot-loose a., free to move the feet, untrammelled ;

t foot-maid, + -maiden, a female attendant

;

foot-maker Glass-making (see quot. 1 88 1 ) ; f foot-

|

match, a running- or walking-match ; foot-muff,

!
a muff for keeping the feet warm ; t foot-nail,

some kind of nail ; 7 foot-organ (cf. foot-bass

above) ; foot-ornament Arch, (see quot.) ; t foot-

pack, a pedlar's pack ; foot-pad, a pad to protect

the foot of a horse Knight 1

; also Entom. -foot-

cushion (Cent. Diet.) ; foot-page, a boy attendant

or servant ; foot-pan, a) a foot-bath ; b) a foot-

warmer ; foot-peat see quot. and cf. breast -peat) ;

foot-piece Mining (see quot.) ; 7 foot-pimp, a

pimp in attendance ; foot-plate (see quots. ; foot-

plough, a plough without a wheel, a swing-
! plough

; + foot-poet (after foot-man, etc. : sec

quot.) ; foot-post, a letter-carrier or messenger

who travels on foot; postal delivery by means
of such carriers ; foot-pound Mech., the quan-

tity of energy required to raise a weight of

one pound to the height of one foot ; foot-

poundal, a unit consisting of the energy of a

pound weight moving at the late of one foot per

second ; foot-race, a race run by persons on foot,

a running-match ; so foot-racing vbl. so. ; foot-

rail, (a' a rail esp. a bar or cross-piece con-

necting the legs of a table or seat, upon which the

feet are rested ; b) see quot. 1874) ; <) (see quot.

1867^; (d) var. form of KoOTHlLX ; foot-rest, a

bench, stool, or the like, used for supporting a

person's feet ; foot-room, space in which to

move the feet; foot-rope .Vaitt.. 'a) the bolt-rope

to which the lower edge of a sail is sewed ; b) a

rope extended beneath a yard upon which the

sailors stand when furling or reefing ; foot-rot, an

inflammatory disease of the font in cattle and

sheep ; whence foot-rotting (vbl. sb.), treating

sheep that have the foot-rot ; foot-rule, a measur-

ing rule one foot long ; foot-rut Agric. see

quot.) ; foot-scent Hunting, the scent of a trail
;

foot-screw (see quot. ; 7 foot-seam (see quot.)

foot-seine 'see quot.); foot-set see quot. 1854
and cf. foot-hedge) ; foot-sheet, a sheet formerly

used to sit upon while dressing or undressing
;

also, ' a narrow sheet spread across the foot of a

bed ' Jam. Suppl.) ; foot-side Sc. (a) adj., (of a

garment), reaching to the feet ; (b) adv., step for

step ;
phr. to keep foot-side, to keep pace (with

;

foot-slope, the slope at the foot of a hill ; foot-

space-rail Naut. (see quots.) ; + foot-spore, the

mark or print of a foot ; t foot-stake, a base or

support ; foot -stay, a stay or rest for the feet
;

foot-stick Printing (see quot. 1888); f foot-

stock, a) a kind of fulling-stocks used by hatters
;

f) a step or stool for the feet
;

(c) Naut. see

quot. 1598) ; foot-stone. + fa) a base, pedestal
;

(b) the foundation-stone of a building
;
\c) the stone

at the foot of a grave ; foot-stove, a stove to warm
the feet ; t foot-strife, strife or contention in

running ; foot-stroke, a stroke at the foot of a

letter; foot-stump =foot- tubercle ; foot-sugar^

foots : see Foot sb. 22; 7 foot-team, ' (apparently)

the end of the drawing-gear which is fastened to

a plough or harrow ' ^Skeat) ; foot-ton, the

amount of energy capable of raising a ton weight

to the height of one foot ; foot-tramp, the

tramp of the feet, also a tramp or expedition

on foot ; t foot-trap, (a) a trap or snare for the

feet
;

(b' the stocks ; foot-trench, a shallow

trench 'cf. foot-drain) ; foot-tubercle (see quot.)

;

foot-valve, in a steam-engine) the valve between

the air-pump and condenser ; foot-waling Ar
aut.

(see quots.) ; foot-wall Mining, the wall or side

of rock which is under a vein or lode ; foot-

warmer, a contrivance for- keeping the feet warm,
esp. while travelling ; foot-washing, the washing

I of another's feet, esp. as a religious observance
;

!
also, locally as a wedding-ceremony ; foot-

weir, some kind of weir; 7 foot-wharf, (see

quot.) ; f foot-wise adv., with the feet first,

footling
; t foot-withy, a shackle for the foot of an

animal ; foot-wobbler slang, a foot-soldier ; foot-

, work, t (a) attrib. in footwork silk (? meaning)

;

I (b) a work to protect the foot of a structure ; (c)

Football, ' work ' done with the feet, dribbling

;
and kicking ; foot-worn a., (a) worn by the

feet ; (b) worn or wearied as to the feet, footsore.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., *Foot-ale, an old Custom

,
amongst Miners, when a Man enters firrt into Work, to pay

, his first Days Wages for Ale. 1881 Leiceslersh. Moss., s.y.

Footing, A stranger, .will generally be asked to ' stand his

; foot-ale '. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. Prol., With

I
..helpeof some few "foot-and-halfe-foote words. 1862 Edin.

;
Vet. Rev. IV. 506 Cows affected with the "foot and mouth

i disease. 1626 Ainswortii Annot. Pentat. Lev. ii. 13 They
1 laid on the salt.. on the "foot-banke (of the altar,) and on

!
the top of the Altar. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey, Foot-bank

or Footstep . .a Step., under a Parapet, or Breast-work;

upon which the men get up to Fire over it . 1882 O'Donovan
Merv Oasis I. xvi. 275 The footbank has crumbled away to

such an extent that only a few inches in breadth remain.

1786 T.Jefferson Writ. (1853I II. 75,1 have lately examined
a 'foot-bass newly invented.. .It is placed on the floor, and
the harpsichord . . is set over it, the foot acting in concert on
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that, while the fingers play on this. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 357/2 Take Oaken-leaues M.iij.

Saulte M.j. make therof a y footebath. 1858 Simmonos Diet.

Trade, Foot-bath, a pan in which to wash the feet. 1855
Ogilvie Suppl., Foot. In Mech., the lower end of an upright
or vertical shaft, and which works in a foot-step, or ^foot-

hearing. 1629 S'hertogenbosh 19 Trenches with double
banketsor 'feet benches. 1622 Malynes.-J«<t. Law-Mereh.
£73 Vent, .for the Litargium ..an it is cast vp by the "'Foot-

blast. 1776 Pennant Tour in Wales I. 64 The Romans
knew only the weak powers of the foot-blast. 1579 Dot
Diary (Camden 6 The 'fote-bote for the ferry at kew was
drowned and six persons. 1841 Hartshornk Salop. Antiq.

430 Foot-boat. 1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 58 The
thigh-bone, legge, 'foot-bone, and claws of Birds. 1833 K.
MlHHS Brit. Birds (1841) I. 23 The tarsus, or foot-bone.

1506 Guylforde Pilgr. (Camden) 31 There lay ouer the same
a tree for a *fote brydge. 1807 Crahbe Par. Reg. 1. 802 The
foot-bridge fail'd—he plung'd beneath the deep. 189s Lock-
woods Diet. Mech. Engin. (ed. 2*, Foot Bridge, an arched
bridge which carries a footstep bearing. 1620 Shelton
Quix. 11. xiv. 120 For your Foot-clappers, I say nothing,
you would wonder to see vm bestirre themselues. 171a
F. Bellers in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 542 A coarse sort of
Coal, called the 'Foot-Coal, c 1460

J.
Russell Bk. Nurture

884 J>e said shete ouer sprad So pat it keuer be *fote coschyn
and chayere. 1816 Kikby & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II. 257
Foot cushions (pulvilti). 1811 East Reports XIII. 523
Before . . oil is delivered, it is the constant custom . . for a
broker.. to attend to make a minute of the *foot-dirt and
water in each cask. 1807 Vancouver Agrie. Devon'

1

8 r 3)

285 To receive the surface-water from ^foot-drains laid out
upon the surface of ihe morass, a 1300 E. E. Psalter
lxxviii[ij. n Inga in bi sight to seene Signyngeof *fote-fcstes

bat beene. Ibid. civ. [cv.j 18 f>ai meked of him fete bare, In
"fote-festnes harde bat ware. 138a WvcLIP 1 Sam. xxv. 42
And fyue child-wymmen, hir 'feet folowers, wenten with hir.

— 1 Kings xx. 14 Bi the foot folowers of the pryncis of
prouyncis. 1837 \V\ Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 50 A horse
that is "foot free', is tied to one thus secured. 1871
Browning Balaustion 1438 Thou, who stood'st Foot-free o"
the snare. X663 Inv. La, y, Gordon s Furniture, Ane arm
chair, two stooles and ane *foot gauge conforme to the bed.
1S14 Saxon $ Gael 1. 108 I'll warran she'll keep her ain side
of the house : an' a fit-gang on her half-marrow's. 1594 R.
Cromjton Jurisd. des Courts 197 'Footegeld. 1641 Tcrities

de la Ley>.\\, Foot*geld is an Amercement for not cutting out
the balls of great Dogges feet in the Forest. 138a YVyclii

y*r. v. 26Grenes puttende, and *feet gynnes[Vulg./c^/Vrt^I.
1780 De Foe Capt. Singleton 161 The Buskins and *Foot-
Gloves we wore. 189a Simmonds Diet. 'Trade Suppl., *Foot-
grease, a name for refuse of cotton seed, after the oil is

pressed out. 138a Wyclif yob xviii. jo His *foot grenc
[Vulg. pedica] is hid in the eithe. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
* Foot-guard, a boot or pad to prevent the cutting of the feet

by interfering or overreaching. 1794 Aun.Agric. XXII. 364
Sheep are subject to a disease called the *Foot-halt, which
is thought to be catching. 1750 Ellis Mod. Husbandm. \.

i. 93 A *foot-hedge is one that has no Ditch belonging
to it. 1854 Anne Baker Xorthampt. Gloss., Foot-lwdge,
a slight dry hedge of thorns, placed by the side of a
newly-planted hedge, to protect the quick. 1879 Miss
Bird RtK'ky Mount, 232 The long ascent through sweep-
ing 'foothills to the gates of rock at a height of 9000
feet, i860 Tyndall Glae. 1. xi. 77 To render my *foot-

holes broad and sure, I stamped upon the frozen crust.

1869 R. B. Smyth Gold/. Victoria 611 Footholes— Holes
cut in the sides of shafts or winzes to enable miners to

ascend or descend them. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
*Foot-husks, are short Heads, out of which Flowers grow.
184a Francis Diet. Arts, *Foot Iron, an iron fastened to

the foot, in order to preserve the shoe while digging. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Foot-iron, Foot-plate, a step for a
carriage. i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 1S3 *Feet-jaws
membranous. 1845 Baird in Proe. Benv, Nat. Club II.

No. 13. 153 Mouth possessed of foot-jaws. 1400 Vivaine
<y Gaiv. lib-? The laddes of his kychyn. And also . . his

werst *fote-knave. 1591 Shaks. i lien. IV, 11. i. 81, I am
ioyned to no*Foot-land-Rakers. 1875 ' Stonehenge' Brit.
Sports I. v. ii. § 1. 235 The *Foot-Length, or the extreme
portion of the line, is .. generally made of pieces of gut,

knotted together, .comprising a length of from three to eight
feet. ^7-41 Chambers Cycl., * Foot Level, an instrument,
which serves to do the office both of a level, a square, and a
Foot rule. 1638 Terrier of Claybrook Glebe (Leicestersh.

Gloss.), In the N*w Close a hadley and 'footeleay butting
North and South. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Foot-ley, the
lowest ' land ' in a grass field. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 219
Do that good inischeefe, which may make, .thy Caliban For
aye thy *foot-licker. 1866 Carlyle Ratlin. (1881) I. 258 On
visit to some foot-licker whose people lived there. i8ai T.
Moore Mem. (1853) III. 276 If they know no medium
between brawling rebellion and ^foot-licking idolatry. 1676
Moxon Print Lett. 6 The * Foot-line is the lower line that
bounds the Letter. 1888 Jacob! Printer s Voc,, Footline,
the bottom line in a page, a 1699 Jos. Beaumont Psyche
'1702) xhi. cxlviii, Sedition was his Drift, and He could ne'r

Persue that game unless he 'footloose were, c 1450 Cov.
Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 72 Sche xal be here *foot-mayd to
mynyster here most mylde. 1847 Halliwell, *Foot-maiden,
a waiting maid. 1869 Leicester in Eng. Mech. 3 Dec. 282 2

Another workman, called the w footmaker ', fastens on the

piece of glass. 1881 Sport's Encycl. Industr. Arts, etc. in.

1069 Each chair is made up of a 'workman ', a first assistant

or ' servitor \ a second assistant or 'footmaker', and one or
mote boys. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4314/3 There will be ..

"•Foot- Matches, and other Divertisements. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I. xvi. 183 He was coiled up, with his nose
buried in his bushy tail, like a fancy 'foot-muff.

^ 1406 in

Rogers Agrie. <y Prices f 1866) III. 446 *Fotnail called

.spiking, 1 c../6. 180a M. Cutler in Li/e,etc. <iS88> II. 60
The 'foot organ is a prodigious addition to Forte-Pianos,

1848 Rick man Styles Archit. (ed. 5) 74 The pedestal on
which (he pier stands being always square, while the pier

itself. . is often round, an interval occurs at the angles which
is frequently filled up with an ornament consisting most
commonly of rude foliage, these arc usually called 'foot

ornaments. 1526 Tolls in Dillon Calais «*/ Pale (1892) 80
Everye Jeweller carriing any footepacke inwardc*. 1585
Noutene'lator 519/1 A "foote-pagc. 1814 Scott Wav- x.\iv,

Galium Beg, the sort of fool-page who used to attend

his person. 1855 H. Clarke Diet., *Foot-pan, footbath. !

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 353/2 The foot-pans which
|

are used in the railway cars of Continental Europe. 1802
Findlai fr Agrie. Surv. Peeb. 208 As the digger stands upon
the surface and presses in the peat-spade with his foot, such
peat is designed foot-peat. 1869 R. B. Smyth Gold/.
Victoria 61: * Foot-piece—A wedge of wood or part of
a slab placed against the footwall. 1690 Drydkn Amphi-
tryon It, i, I who am a god, am degraded to a Toot-pimp.
1849 Weale Diet. Terms, *Foot-plate, the platform on
which the engine-man and fire-man of a locomotive engine
attend to their duties. 1855 H. Clarke Diet., Footplate,
carriage step. 1677 Plot O.xfordsh. 247 There are two sorts

used in Oxfordshire, the 'Foot, and Wheel-plough ; whereof
the first is used in deep and Clay Lands, being accordingly
fitted with a broad fin share. 1807 A. Young Agrte. Essex
I. v. 127 Both swing, or foot, and wheel ploughs. 1697
Dryden .'Eneid Ded., Our Italian Translatour. .is a *Foot-
Poet, he I-acquies by the side of Virgil at the best, but never
mounts behind him. i6oaCAREwG»'WTi'rt//85a, For carrying
of such aduertisements and letters euery thorow-fare weekly
appoynteth a *foot-Poast. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II.

vm. iii. 243 Foot posts, to a certain extent, must be coeval
with village establishments. 1850 Joule in Phil. Trans.
CXL. 70 Hence 773-64 *foot-pounds will be the force which
. . is equivalent to t° Fahr. in a lb. of water. 1663 Pepys
Diary (1890) 17- The great "foot-race run this day on
Banstead Downes. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 252
He .. won footraces in his boots against Meet runners in

shoes. 1801 Strutt Sports <y Past. 11. ii. 70 ''Foot-racing
was considered an es>ential part of a young man's educa-
tion. 1867 Smyth St^or's Word-bk., *Foot-ralls, narrow
mouldings raised on a vessel's stern. 1874 Knight Diet,
Mech. I. 903/1 Foot-rail, a railroad rail hating" wide-
spreading foot flanges, a vertical web, and a bulb-shaped
head. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. 19th C. 148 Only
three of the ranges were really sittings, the remainder
having served as steps and "*footrests. 1776 Micklk tr.

Caiuoeus' Lusiad 126 The mountain and the wide-spread
lawn Afford no *foot-room for the crowded foe. e 1000
-Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 167 Projtes, *fotrap. 1778-84
Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1915 In lowering the main top-sail..

the violence of the wind tore it out of the foot-rope. 1840
R. H. Dana Be/. Mast v. n We got out upon the weather-
side of the jib-boom, our feel on the foot-ropes. 1807 Ajc*.

Highl. Soe. III. 430 ' Foot-rot— \<, frequently occasioned in

the milking season. 1873 G. C Davies Mount, ty Mere
xxii. 193 A sure preventative against footrot. 1884 Marcus
Clarke Mem. 99 Young Hopeful .. is set to work "foot-

rotting. 1787-41 Chambers Cycl., *Foot rule [see /oot
level]. 1760 Rater in Phil. Trans. LI. 774 The foot-rules

found in old ruins at Rome, are of various lengths. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Character Wks. (Bohni II. 59 They
..measure with an English footrule every cell of the In-

quisition. 1846 yrul. R. Agrie. Soc.VW. 1. 72 At the head
of the plough is a 'foot rut, made of wood, and a wide
piece of wood on the end, to prevent the plough going deep.

1875 ' Stonehenge * Brit. Sports 1. 1. iv. § 4. 80 A good 1

setter . . generally makes out a Toot-scent better than a
j

pointer. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 903/1 * Foot-screw, a
i

supporting foot, for giving a machine or table a level

standing on an uneven floor. 1589 Cogan Haven Health
cliv. (1636) 149 The fat which is left upon the water of the
seething of Netes feet, called commonly "footseame. 1874
E. W. H. Hoi.dswo'rth Deef-Sea Fishing iv. 157 Scans
[sweep-nets] may be divided into three classes, namely, the
sean proper., the 'tuck-sean*, and the 'ground or Toot- '

sean'. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 510 This was at first prac-

tised with *foot-sets for a prick-hedge. 1854 Anne Baker
Nortluxmpt. Gloss., Foot-hedge . .called in some parts of the

county a /oot-set. .a foot-set is described as two rows of
quick, planted about a foot asunder on a slope, c 1440 Bk.
Curtosye 488 in Bobccs Bk. 193 po lorde schalle skyft hys
gown at ny5t, Syttand on *foteshetc tyl he be dy5t. 1494
Househ. Ord. 120 All this season the Kinge shall sit still in

;

his footesheete. 1513 Douglas .-Eneis vn. xi. 31 Gyrd in a '

garmont semely and *fut syd. 1780 M. Shields Faith/
Contendings 38 The Lord is helping some to keep foot-

side with the bretheren at home. 1873 Geikie Gt. lee
'

Age (1894) 437 The ice radiated outwards .. to the *foot-
j

slopes of the hills of Middle Germany. 1815 Falconer's
Diet. Marine, * Footspaee-rail. e 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 119 Pool-space rati, the rail that terminates the
foot of the balcony, and in which balusters step. 1867 in

Smyth Sailors IVord-bi: ,. 1000 Sa.r. Lceelui. III. 286
Gif hit sy o5er feoh, sing on ba^t 'fotspor. 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Arb.) 38 Where his footspore stood there stryked
he with his tayl. 138a Wyclif Exod. xxvii. 12 Ten pilers

and as feele *footstakis [Vulg. bases], 1658 Sir T. Browne
Gard. Cyrus i. 37 The Crosse of our blessed Saviour.. I

having in some descriptions an Empedon or crossing

*foot stay. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exere. II. 29 The 'Foot-

sticks [are placed] against the foot or bottom of the Page.
1888 Jacobi Printers Voc., Footstiek, a bevelled^ stick put
at the bottom of a page or pages to quoin up against. 1565
Act 8 Eliz. c. 11 § 4 Untyll suche tyme as the same Cappe
behalf thicked at the least in the *Footestocke. 1565
Jewel De/ Apol. (161 1) 384 Sapores . . when hee had con-

quered Valerianus the Roman Emperour . . used him after-

ward most villanously, as his foot-stocke. 1598 Florio,

Stamine, the vpright ribs or peeces of timber of the inside of

a ship, of some called footestocks, or footesteecks. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. I. 31 Ships they bad, of which the

keeles, the footstocks also, or upright standards were made of
slight Timber. C 1000 J&L9KK Gfass. Suppl. in Wr.-Wulcker
J9i/"«//«ra*fotstan. 1738 J.Anderson Constit. Free Masons
102 The King levell'd the Footstone of the New Royal-
Exchange, .on 23 Oct. 1667. 1876 Browning St* Martin's
Summer v, Headstone, footstone moss may drape,—Name,
date, violets hide from spelling. 1885 C. A. Hulbf;ht Suppl.
Ann. Almondbury 167 When it was decided to restore the

old Hall, and the work had been commtneed, a footstone
was discovered which clearly indicated the pitch of the

front gables. 1818 Art Preserv. Feet 152 Our English
travellers, .should always be on their guard against the u>c
of *fcet-stovcs. 188a Howells in Longtn. Mag. I. 46 The
foot-stove which one of his congregation .. carried to meet-
ing, and warmed his poor feet with, e 1611 Chapman Iliad
xxHi. 689 For not our greatest (lourisher can equal him in

powV Of foot-strife, but .Eacidcs. 1676 Moxon Print
Lett, zi F..Is made like E, onely instead of the "Foot-

stroke here is onely a Footinc. 187a BtAWtCwwHi Aryan
Lang. Ind. 1. 60 The Panjabi n is that of Asoka's inscrip-

tions, with the horizontal footstrokes sloped downwaids and
curved. x88a Standard 9 Oct. 2 '7 He had no faith in

"foot ' sugar. 1583 Fit/herb. I/usb. $ 4 Yf he wyll haue
his plough to go a narowe forowe. .than he setteth his *fote

teame in the nycke nexte to the ploughe beame. 1558
Wills % Inv. N. C. (Surtees 18351 162, Iiij fuyt teame-
xij.f. 1868 Morn. Star 25 June, The total force hurled
against the Plymouth shield was 117,666 *foot-tons.

1808 Scott Marin. 111. xxxi, The foot-tramp of a flying

steed. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. viii. 79 We are farther

north, .than any of our predecessors, except Parry on his

Spitzbergen foot-tramp. 1388 Wyclif yob xviii. 10 The
*foot trappe [138a fool grene, Vulg. pedica] of hym is hid

in the erthe. 1585 Nomenelator 19:6 The stocks, or foote-

trap. 1796 W. Marshall Midi. Co. (ed. 2) II. Gloss.,
*Foot-trenches, superficial drains, about a foot wide. 1884
Syd. Soe. Lex., *Foot tubercles, the lateral processes on
each segment of some of the Annelida ; also called Para-
potlia. 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 58 The
foot valve. 1650 Blanckley Naval Expos.. * Foot waaling

is all the Inboard Planking, from the Keelson upwards to

the Orlop Clamps. 1867 Smyth Sailor's H'ord-bk,, foot-
Tt'aliug, the inside planking or lining of a ship over the
floor-timbers. 1869 R. B. Smyth Gold/ Victoria 611 'Foot-

wall, the bounding rock beneath or on the lower side of

a reef. xSia Southey in Q, Rev. VII. 60 He would
certainly chuse an eyder-duck for his *foot-warmer. 1858
Hawthorne Fr. <$ It. yrnls. (1872) I. 1 A foot-warmer (a

long, flat, tin utensil, full of hot water) was put into the

carriage. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 539/1 Charcoal to put
in the little foot-warmers, .used by all womenkind in Dutch
churches. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 281 They practise

the *foot-washing, the kiss of love [etc.]- 1871 C. Gibbon
Lack 0/ Gold xxii. He would be ready to endure the

ceremony of the ' Feet-washing ' on the eve of his bridal.

1584 in Deser. Thames -1758 63 No Fishermen . .or Trinker-
men shall avaunce or set up any Wears, Engines, Rowte
Wears, Pight Wears, ' Foot Wears. 17a! Perry Daggenh.
Breach 52 A Buttress or "Foot Wharf on each side to keep
in the Earth . . to prevent the Dam from spreading and
settling out at Foot. 1545 Raynold Byrth Maukyudc
1

1 564) 66 When the one [birth] commeth headlong, the other

"footewise. 1569 Richmond. Wills (Surtees^ 218, x ireon

temes and *foite wedies. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
* Foot wabler, a contemptuous appellation for a foot soldier,

commonly used by the cavalry. 1814 Scott Wav. lxi, ' I was
sure you could be none of the foot-wobblers, as my Nosebag
calls them.' 1568 Wills % Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 294
A Remnant of "footwork silke i^. \jz\ Perry Daggenh.
Breach 120 There may likewise be a small Foot-work
made at the Low-water Mark . . the better to preserve the

Beach from being washed away. 1895 Daily News 16

Dec. 6/6 Their [the Northern team's] foot work. 1795-1814
Wordsw. Excursion v. 169 Sepulchral stones appeared with

emblems graven, And ^foot-worn epitaphs. i8ao Keats Eve
St. Agnes xli, The chains lie silent on the footworn stones.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxxii. 440 Some of our foot-worn

absentees.

t Foot, a. Obs. rare, [the prec. sl>. used attrib.]

Of style or language after L. pahster, : Prosaic,
* low \ without elevation.

158a Stanyhurst Poems, Ps. iii. note lArb.) 131 Theese
bace and foote verses (so I terme al, sauluing thee Heroical

and Elegiacal). 1604 Hikron Preachers Plea Serm. (1614)

535 For a man (saith hee [Jerome]) that handleth holy
matters, a lowe and (as it were) a foote oration [pedestrt's

oratio] is necessary, and not such as is thickned with arti-

ficial! framing of words.

Foot ;fut , v. [f. prec. sb. O. O./uswu.)
1. intr. To move the foot, step, or tread to

measure or music ; to dance. Esp. in phr. tofoot it.

c 1400 Rom, Rose 2^3 If he can wel foote and daunce, It

may hym greetly do avaunce. 15*3 Douglas AKneis aciii.

ix. no Thai fut it so that lang war to devys Thair hasty

fair. 1610 Shaks. Temp. \. ii. 380 Foot it featly here and
there. 1700 Dryden Wife 0/Bath's T. 216 He saw a Quire
of Ladies in a round,

r

Ihat featly footing seem'd to skim
the Ground. 1787 G. Colman Inkle fy Yarico Finale,

Hymen gay foots away, Happy at our wedding-day. 1863

Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. iv. 107 The dance of fairies

. .footing it to the cricket's song.

b. quasi-trans, with cogn. object (a dance,

etcO ; also (nonce use) with obj. and adv. as compl.
t 1450 Crt. 0/Love Ixxxiv, Falsely now they footen loves

daunce. 1589 R. Harvey PL Pt-re. 8 All the picked youth
.. fooling the Morris about a May pole. 1633 T. Adams
E.xp. 2 Peterll. 3Herodias* daughter, that, .footed away the

head of John Baptist. 1636 Featly Ctavis Myst. xxviii.

^88 'leach their scholars how to foot the dance. 184a S. C.
Hall Ireland II. 338 note, Footing a hornpipe to the music
of a pair of bagpipes.

2. intr. To move the feet as in walking ; to

step, pace, walk, go on foot. Also, to step or

walk on
y
ever, upon (with indirect pass.). Now

rare.

1570 Limns Manip. 178 To Foote, gressus ponere. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i.xi. 8 The dreadful Beast drew nigh.. Halfc

nyingand balfe footing in his haste. 1598 Shaks. Merry
IV. n. i. t?6 Theeues doe foot by night. 1600 Surflet
Countrie E'arme 11. xxxi. 239 Saffron . . groweth the better if

it be a little footed vpon. 1634 Ford /'. Warbeck m. iv,

Since first you footed on our territories. 1637 Milton
Lycidas 103 Next Camus, reverend sire, went footing slow.

164a Anne Bradstreet Poems k 1678) 10 And Hemus, whose
steep sides none foot upon. 1646 J. Hall Poems (1647* 98
All paths are footed over, but that one W'htch should be

gone. i8a4 Miss Ferrier Inter. Ixix, He footed away as

fast as his short legs, .permitted. 1865 G. Meredith Rhoda
Fleming xliv, They footed together, speechless : taking the

woman's quickest gliding step,

b. esp. in phr. to foot it.

1576 Fleming /\i«0//. Epist. Ded. ^3b, 1 . .Icasurly began

to foote it forward, a 1625 FLETCHER & Mass. Elder Bio.

1. i, I am tyr'd, Sir, and nere shall foot it home. 1713

Addison Guardian No. 166 f 6 My operator, .used to foot
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it from the other end of the town every morning. 1893
Earl Dunmore Pamirs I. 181 Riding for us was out of the

question, so we all had to foot it.

3. trans. To set foot on ; to tread with the feet

;

to walk or dance on, pass over or traverse on foot.

1557 North tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. 248 b, Lucil . . vsed to

fote the streales of Rome. 1603 KmolLCS /list. Purks 23
The top of the wall : which was first footed by the Duke
Godfrey. 1667 Bp. S. Parker Free <V Impart. Censure 102

The famous Traveller of Odcorub. .footed most parts of the

known world, a 1717 Paknki.l Fairy T. x.xiii, The fairies

bragly foot the floor. 1812 I. Henry Camp agst. Quebec
6 The ground we footed within the last three days is

very rugged isthmus. 189a Stevenson in Illustr. Lond.
News 2 July 9/3 It was good to foot the grass.

4. To set or plant (a person) on his feet in a

place ; to settle, establish. Chiefly refl. and in

fats. = to have or obtain a foothold in.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, it. iv. 143 For he is footed in this

Land already. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. iii. (1821) 247
When they are footed in Mounster, the most part of the
Countrey will joync with them. 1658 R. NEWCOURT Map of
London (heading), Hingest the Saxon . . footing himselfe
here. 1888 Daily News 27 Apr. 6/3 They will go through
the Thanet sands with cylinders again until they foot them-
selves well into the chalk.

b. intr. To foot well: 'of a horse)? to get a

good ' footing \
i8z6 Sporting Mag. XVII. 385 If lie have a hand on his

horse, _aiid will allow him to ' foot well ' (as we call it; before
he springs.

+ 5. trans. To strike or thrust with the foot ; to

kick ;_/fy. to spurn. Obs.
1596 Shaks. Mereh. V. I. iii. 119 You that did . . footc me

as you spurnc a stranger curre Oucr your threshold, a 1616
Heaum. & Fr, WU at sev. Weapons v. i. When you shall

foot her from you, not she you'. .1637 Nabbes Microcosm.
IV, Kijb, Blood. Carry your toes wider. Past. Take
heed that I foote not you, 1808 'Jam iesox, Foot, to kick,

to strike with the foot ; a term used with respect to

horses.

fb. To tread, press, or crush with the feet.

c 1682 J, Collins Making Salt 16 It was footed or pressed
into a Cask.

c. To push or shove with the foot or feet.

Chiefly Mwf. (see quots.\

17S7 W. Thompson A\ ,V, Advoc. 41 They sometimes pro-

duce the Standard Weight without Footing or Handing the
Scale. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Jettcr dehors
le/ond du hnnicr, to foot the topsail out of the top. c i860
H. Stuart Seaman's Caiech. 49 The masthead men parrel
the yard and foot it amidships.

d. intr. or absol. To use the feet in kicking ; to

do * foot-work', colloq. {Football\
1851 BfttSTSD Upper Pen Phousand ix. 223 Both teams

were footing their very best.

6. trans. Of a bird of prey (esA a hawk) : To
seize or clutch with the talons. Alsofig.
1575 Turbesv. Faulconrie 130 Throwe hir out the leure

and let hir foote a henne .. and kill it. 1600 Surflet
Countrie Farme 1. xvii. m A certaine kinde of swanne .

.

fwith] his right foote. .catcheth and footeth his pray. 1611
Shaks. Cymb. v. iv. 116 The holy eagle Stoop'd, as to foot
us. 164a MfLTON Apol. Smect. (1851) 276 Now trust me
not* Readers, if I be not already weary of pluming and
footing this Seagull, so open he lies to strokes. 1891
Harting Bibl. Accipitr. Gloss., Foot, to clutch.
absol. 1879 Radcuffe in Encycl. Brit. IX. 7/1 A hawk is

said to 'foot' well or to be a 'good footer' when she is

successful in killing.

7. To follow the tracks of ; to trace. Also absol.

I77» T. Simpson Vermin-Killer 8 The rats will run it like

a clog footing a hare. 18x9 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 292 The
quails squatted till the dogs footed up to their very tails.

x886 S. W, Line. Gloss., s.v., 'There was snow on the
ground, and they footed him to the pond'.

'•

8. To make, add, or attach a foot to.

1465 [see Fohefoot v.]. J570 Levins Manip. 178 To Foote
a stoole, pedem addere. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 130.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. li. Eiij, The stone-stooles must
bee footed as they may. 1663 Cowley Cutter Caiman St.
iv. vi, She shall foot Stockings in a Stall for me. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. I. Let. ii, The stockings which his
wife footed for me. 185* Hawthorne Blithedale Rom. v.

(1883) 356 Absolutely footing a stocking out of the texture
of a dream.

9. f a. To end fa letter"' with a postscript. . Obs.
1648 Evelyn Let. to Sir R. Browne 5 June, Postscript. I

would foot this letter with what I have since learned.

b. To add up and set the sum at the foot of (an
account, bill, etc.) ; to reckon or sum -up. Now
usually with up. Chiefly dial, and colloq.

1490 Acta Dow. Cone. (1839) x 7^ '- The tyme that his compt
wes futit. i8s8 Webster s.v., To foot an account. 1852
Mm. Stows Uncle Pom's C. xxxv, The wall-paper was .

.

garnished with chalk memorandums,and long sums footed up.

1873 J. Richards Wood-ivorking Factories 80 The break-
ages from accident, if footed up at the end of each year,
would in most cases equal, .the clear earnings.

Jig. 1883 Harper's Mag. 893/2 [He] was doing a little

sum in social arithmetic. He was footing me up, as it

were.

C. colloq. To pay or settle (a bill).

1848 Durivagb Stray Sub/. 183 If our plan succeeded,
the landlord was to foot the bill, and ' stand treat '. 1891
Leeds Mercury :8 July 6/7 The annual bill we foot is, after
all, small compared with that of France.

d. intr. Of an account, number of items, etc. :

To mount or total up to (a certain sum). Const.
with or without to.

1867 Phnes ig Sept. 10 The united debts of the colony
foot up something like ,£250,000. 1893 Peel S/en Valley
224 His total losses footed up to,£5000.

tlO. trans. ?To fewter (a spear;. Sc. Obs.

a 1557 Diurnal Occurreuts 11833) 45 The Scottis . . futtit

thair speris, and slew, .to the nomber of thre scoir.

11. To admit [a new hand) on payment of a

Footing.
1825 Examiner 2S5 'a The workmen, .had been partaking

of some liquor, .on account of footing a new comer.

f 12. ? To sing the ' foot ' or burden to (a song).

a 1553 Udall Royster D. t. iv. fArb.) 30, I will by myne
owne selfe foote the song perchaunce.

f Poo*tba#ck. Obs. A humorous formation

after horseback. Chiefly in phr. on (or a)footback*
(travelling) on foot.

1589 Nashe Pre/, to Greene's Afenaphon 17 Heggers [have

forgot] that euer they caried their fardles on footback.

a 1615 FLETCHER Woman's Prize 1. hi, Like St. George at

Kingston, Running a footback from the furious dragon.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Odeomb's Compt, 79 Should foot-

back trotting Trauellers intend To match his trauels.

Football, foot-ball firth?!), [f. Foot sb.

+ BAIXJ0.r
)

1. An inflated ball used in the game (see 2). It

is now either spherical or (in the Kugby game
elliptical, and consists of an inflated bag or bladder

enclosed in a leather case.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. E vj a, It is calde in latyn/iVa
pedalis a fotebal. 1508 Barclay Egloges v, The sturdie

plowmen . . driuing the foote ball. 1650 Baxter Saints' R.
iv. (1653) 282 Like a Football in the midst of a crowd of Hoys.

1708 Motteux , Rabelais iv. vii. (1737) 26 The Bladder,
wherewith they make Footballs. 1795- 1814 Wordsw.
Excursion vii. 743 If touched by him, The inglorious foot-

ball mounted to the pitch Of the Lark's flight.

2. An open-air game played with this ball by two
sides, each of which endeavours to kick or convey

the ball to the goal at the opposite end of the field.

There arc various styles of playing the game, but the two
most widely recognised are the Association and the Rugby
Union games.
14*4 Se. Act Jas. /, c. 18 The king forbiddes b* na man

play at be fut ball vnder pe payne of \\\\d. 1531 Elyot
Gov. t. x.wii, Foote balle, wherin is nothinge but beastly
furie and exstreme violence. 1663 Flagellum or O. Crom-
well led. 2)8 Flayers at Foot-ball, Cudgels, or any other

boysterous sport or game. 1791 W. Bart ram Carolina 509
The foot-ball is likewise a favorite, manly diversion with
them [the Indians]. 1880 limes 12 Nov. 4/4 Not 15 years
back, few men played football after they left school.

3. fig. {esp. a person or thing that is kicked or

tossed about like a football).

153a More Con/ut. T&ufaleVftu, 416/1 For so he mayc
translate the worlde in to a footeball yf he ioyne therewith
certayn circumstaunces, and saye this rounde rollyng foote-

ball that men walke vpon [etc.]. feiGoo Dtstr. Emperor
11. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 1S6, I am the verye foote-ball of

the starres. 1711 Let. to Sacheverel 14 England must
always have a National Football, and you, at present, are

That. 1879 Frovde Cxsarxv. 231 The . . institutions of the

mistress of the world had become the football of ruffians.

4. attrib. and Comb. , as football-club, -day,

-match, -play, -player, -playing, + -sport, -f -swain,

•union, -war.
1815 in Hone Every-Day Bk. I. 245 The coachman ex-

claimed. .' It's * Foot -ball day \ 1887 Shkarman Athletics
& Football 247 Shrove Tuesday . . was . . the great ' football

day 1
in England for centuries. 1711 Budgkll Sfect. No. 161

P 3, I was diverted from a farther Observation of these
combatants, by a * Foot-ball Match. 1589 Cogan Haven
Health i. (1612) 2 Some are vehement, as dauncing, leaping,
*foote ball play. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. v. vi, Some, with
many a merry shout. .Pursued the foot-ball play. 1605
Shaks. Lear 1. \v. 05 Sfe. He not be strucken, my Lord.
Kent. Nor tript neither, you base * Foot-ball plaier. 1583
Stcbbes Anat. A bus. 1. 1 1879) T 37 Some spend the Sabaoth
day . . in . . ''foot-ball playing, and such other deuilish

pastimes. 1589 Greene Menaphon Wks. (Grosart) VI. 137
At 'foote ball sport, thou shalt my champion be. 1653
Waltos Angler]. 35 Where', for some sturdy *foot-baIl Swain,
Tone strokes a Sillibub or iwaine. 1714 Gay Privia 11. 226
Lo '. from far, I spy the Furies of the *Foot-balI War.

Football (firtbpl), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
kick like a football ; to kick about with the feet

;

also^5> Hence Footballing///, a.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffc Wks. (Grosart) V. 268 They
footebald their heades togither. 1617-47 Feltham Resolves
II. Ixxxiii. 427 To see how well meaning simplicity is foot-

ball'd. i860 All Year Round No. 42. 363, I knew he
longed.. to football my unshorn head up and down the

knubbly street. 1885 G. Meredith Diana I. v. 129 She
became the Mrs. Warwick of our footballing world.

Footballer (fu-tb^loi). [f. prec. sb. or vb. +

-eb. 1
] One who plays football.

1880 Melbourne Bulletin ic^Ocl 5/1 The Champion
Footballers race for a quarter mile.

Footballist. [f, as prec. + -isr.l - prec.
x88a Society 28 Oct. 18/1 When a Rugby Union footballist

ts running with a football, .the practice is to collar, .him.

Footboard v
fu-tbo*ud). [f. Foot sb. + BOABD.1

L A board to support the foot or feet ; a board
to stand on ; e.g. a small platform at the back of

a carriage on which the footman stands ; a board
upon which to step when entering or alighting

from a carriage ; the foot-rest of a driving-box ; in

l/.S. the foot-plate (see Foot sb. 35) of a loco-

motive engine.
1766 Smollett Prav. II. xxv. 5 [They] may be carried in

a common chair, provided with a foot-board, on men's
shoulders. Ibid. II. xxvii. 54 The ladies sit within, and the
cicisbei stand on the foot-boards, on each side of the coach.
18x5 Sporting Mag. XLV. 184 A foot-board behind for the

accommodation of a servant. 18*5 J. Neal Jonathan II.

xv. 58 His feet rested on a foot-hoard, which, .was attached
. .to the rough axle-tree. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 902/1
Foot-board, the platform on which the driver and stoker of

a locomotive stand. A foot-plate. 1885 Miss Hradoon
Wyllard*s Weird I. ii. 49 She was ^landing on the foot-

board, .with her face to the [railway-Yoach.

b. A treadle.

1874 in Knk;ht Diet. MeJi. 1888 Lockiuood's Diet.

Mech. Engiu., Preadle or Foot Board, a strip of wood
actuated by the foot and connected to the crank of a lathe,

grindstone . . or other small machine.

2. An upright board set across the foot of a bed-

stead.

1843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 232 Groping, with my hand.
I felt the footboard at my head !

Foo'tboy.
+ a. A boy-attendant [obs. b. A boy jn

livery; employed in the place of or to assist a foot-

man ; a page-boy.
1590 Greene Mourn. Garni. Wks iGro<art) IX. iy) On

he paeeth with his men and his foot-boyes towarde-
Assyria. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, in. ii. 69 Like Peasant
foot-Boyes doe they keepe the Walls. 1644 Prvnne &
Walker Plenties' Prial 5 On Friday night late I receive!

a Note from your Foot-hoy. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 96 F 1

From my being first a Foothoy at fourteen, to my present

Station of a Nobleman'> Porter. 1837 Hawthorne P:ric-
Fold P. (1851) L ix. 163 The .-mart maid-servant, ai d th(

dirty little footboy.

Foo-t-breadth, t-brede. [See Bheadth
and Hhede .</>.-] The breadth of a foot 'ns a

measure).

1375 Bakroi'k Bruce XI. 365 He gert men mony pott!.- ma
Of a fut hreid round. '1384 Chaicer //. Fame in. 0;.

That wel vnneth in that place Hadde I a fote brede of

space. i535Co\lki)ale Dent. ii. 5, I wy] not gcue you one
fote bredtn of their londe. [Also in x6n.] 1768 Ross
Helenorc 111. 371 Charge them to halt, nor move on foot

bred more. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocis'm. 1^5 I.u.\uria:u

herbage cumbered every foot breadth of the dank. .soil.

Foo*t-cloth.
+ 1. A large richly- ornamented cloth laid over

the back of a horse and hanging down to the

ground on each side. It was considered as a mark
of dignity and state. Obs.
1480 ll'ardr. Ace. Edtv. IV 11S30) 154 An hcrncys i:i

russet velvet cloth of gold for an hakency, and a footeclothe

maade of russet velvet lyned with blac bokeram, 1589 Mar
Martiue 6 Plucke but the foote cloth from his hacke, The
Asse will soone be seene. 16x2 W. Pakkes Curtaine-Dr.

(1876) 24 Sometimes he that robbes both Church and
Common-wealth is seene to ride on his foot-cloth. 170a

Lond.Gaz. No. 3S42/1 The Town-Clerk with a Gold Chain,
and his Footman and Footcloth. 1805 Scot r Last Minstr.
v. xvii, Fair Margaret on her palfrey came. Whose footcloth

swept the ground.
yh. 1594 Nashe Vnfort. Prav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 70 The
scolasticall squitter bookes clout you vp cannopies & foot-

clothes of verses.

2. A cloth to set the feet upon, a carpet.

1639 Fuller Holy War iv. i. (1640) 165 Mitain, and many
other cities in Italy, danced at this musick, made a foot-

cloth of their Master's livery. 17*6-7 Swift Gulliver 1. ii.

38 A foot-cloth for your majesty's chief room of state. 1824

Macaclay Ivry vi, Then on the ground. . Fling the red

shreds, a footcloth meet for Henry of Navarre. 1847
Tennyson Priuc. iv. 267 On the. .footcloth, lay The. .child.

+ 3. attrib. and Comb, (sense 1), asfoot-cloth horse,

mule, nag, -page, -servant, -stride?.

1571 Sadlen, Smith & Wilson Let. 7 Sept. in Murdin
Coll. State Pap. (1759) 149 So havyng prepared a Fotecloth

Nag for him.. he was.. quietly brought into the tower.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 54 Hast thou not.. Bare-

headed plodded by my foot-cloth Mule. 1594 — Rich. UP
in. iv. 86 Three times to day my Foot-Cloth-Horse did

stumble. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes \. vii. 26 The Mule.
and glorious Foot-cloath-pages, and Harbingers, arc all too

little for these Patriarchs. <* 1658 Fokd, etc. Witch Ed-
monton v. i, I'll. .Serve some Kriarean footcloth-strider.

Footed (fu-ted), ///. a. [f. Foot sb. and v . +
-ed.] Furnished with or having feet {rarely a foot).

1. a. Of a man or animal : Furnished with feet

;

having feet like (a dcg
r
goose, etc.).

a 1529 Skplton' Elynour Rumming 49 Foted lyke a plane.

1608 Ahmin .Vest Minn. Aiva, Footed broad and long, In

Motly cotes, goes Jacke Gates. 1661 J. Childrev Brit.

Baconica 18 The Seal-fish is.. footed like a Moldwarp.
1727 Philip Quarll (1816) 18 An animal, .faced and foote.

1

like goat. 1854 H. H. Wilson Rig-veda II. 91 The
footless dawn is the precursor of footed beings, i860 Hi-skin

Mod. Paint. V. in. iii. § 5. 220 Thighed and shouldered Hie
the billows;—footed like their stealing foam.

b. in parasynthetic derivatives, q.v. under their

first element (as brazen-, cat-, claw-footed, etc.;,

or as main words (e.g. Bare-, Fovrfooted).

C. tig. Footed as or with the wind: having feet

as swift as the wind.
i6xx Drayton Poly-olb. xiii. 216 Each followes as his

horse were footed with the wind. 1865 Swinblrnf.

Atalanta 46 Fair as the snow and footed as the wind.

2. Of a shoe, stocking, piece of furniture, etc. :

Having, or provided with, a foot or feet; also,

mended with a (new) foot.

«453 Pest. £"&»-. (Surtees) II. 191, ij salers broken, ofsiluer

gilted and footed. 1463 Bury Wilts (Camden) 23 A chayer,

lij. footyd stoolys. 1x530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. \\. 301 Item
oone pleyne Pece footid and with a Cover. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage 1. xvi. 85 Then . . 80. women were carried in

chaires footed with gold. 1639 Bury Wilts (Camden) 182,

I giue and bequeath., my stone pott., footed and tipt.

rti6s« Brome City Wit rv. ii. Wks. 1873 I. 348 A fellow
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that wore worsted stocking footed. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv
Mr. Ledbury I. xiv. 1B1 Various new-footed boots ant

shoes ..ranged in pairs. 1856 Kane Aret. Expl. II, x. 91

A large pair of footed trowsers.

+ 3. Having a length of (a specified number of)

feet : in parasynthetic comb., as twelve-footed.

Obs.
1616 Sheldon Miracles Antichr. 303 'the twelue-footed

man, as he is measured by Petrus de Natalibus !

1 4. Composed in metrical feet. Obs.

1567 MATLET C,r. Forest 103 In footed verse. .. 1595

Southwell St. Peters Compl. Ded., This measured and

footed stile. 1601 Chested Love's Mart. (18781 123 The
. .swanne In footed verse sings out his deep annoy.

5. Archery. Of an arrow : (See quot.).

1856 H. A. Ford Archery v. 29 Arrows are either sel/s or

footed; the former are made of a single piece of wood ; the

latter . . have a different and harder wood dovetailed on to

them at the pile end.

Footer (fa'ttt), si.' [f. Foot sb. or ;>. + -kk'.J

1. One who goes on foot, a pedestrian, rare.

1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 780 Being none of the best

footers she could hardly keep way with the Spider. 1890

Baking-Gould Old Co. Life 327 The tor is covered with

horses, traps, carriages, footers.

b. One who walks in a place, a frequenter.

1890 I'niv. Rev. 15 July 317 This shy footer of solitudes.

2. Falconry. Of the hawk : (see Foot v. 61.

1879 [see Fool V. 6J. 1879 Radclipi L in EncycLBrit. IX.

10/2 They, are most deadly 'footers'. 1881 Maim. Mag.
Nov. 40 A better 'footer' — more clever at seizing the quarry .

in his talons.

3. Football, a. A kick at a football. ? Obs.

b. slang. The game itself.

1781 J. HurroN Tour to Caves, etc. (ed. ^) 89 Fooler,

a stroke at a foot-ball. Mod. colloo. Are you playing footer

to-day?

4. Bowls. (See quot. 1 876.^1

>8«3 Feltham's Guide to Archery, etc. 57 If a gentleman

play a Ixjwl without his foot being upon the footer.
t
1876

Wilkinson in Eucycl. Brit. IV. 1S0/2 The 'footer' is the

small piece of material—cocoa-nut matting is the best

—

whereon each player stands in delivering the ball.

5. With a numeral prefixed : A person or thing

whose height or length is of that number of feet

;

as six-footer, twenty- onc-footcr\ etc.

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons <y W. xxxiii, I.. inquired of

a second six-footer. 1891 Daily News 21 July 3/6 The
club also sailed a match for _•! -footers on Tuesday.

Footer ^f/i'tai), si*, dial, or slang. [? var. of

Foi'TKE.] (See qaotf.). ? Hence Footer v., to

trifle, ' potter about '. Footering ppl. a.

1753 A. Ml'RPHY Grays-Inn JrnL No. 36 True lu.'cllig.,

A Thief, a low Fellow, a Footer. 1815 Jennings Somerset

Gloss., Footer, .a scurvy fellow ; a term of contempt. 1847

Halliwell, Footer, to idle. 1893 Stevenson Vailima

Lett. (1895) xxx. 273 Fussy footering German barons.

Foo-tfall, foo-t-fall.

The fall of the foot on the ground in walking ;

a footstep, tread.

1610 Shaks. Temp. n. ii. 12 Like Hedg-hogs, which.,
mount Their pricks at my foot-fall. i8a6 Scott Jrnt 18

May, For weeks you could have heard a foot-fall. 1873

Black Pr. Thulc xxvi, He did not hear her approach, her

footfall was so light.

Foot-fell. Sc. Forms : 5 fute fell, 6 futfaill,

-vale, fytwale, 7, 9 fltfeai. [app. f. Foot sb. +
Fell.] The fell or skin of a lamb that has died

soon after it was dropped (Jam.). Alsofool/ell skin.
14U Jas. II Let. in Chart. Aberd. (1890) 25 Skorlings,

skafdings, futefell [etc.]. 1495 in Halyburton's Ledger
(1867) 00 Item out of the samyn sek 12s futfell. 153s Aberd.

Reg. V. is (Jam.) Ane dossund of futfaill sufficient stuf.

/*iV/.,Vij. dossund of futfaill skynnis. 1591 Sc.Acts Jas. VI,

§ 80 Skynnis . . callit in the vulgar toung Scorlingis, scaldingis,

iutefaillis. 1670 Rates (Jam.', Fitfeals and scadlings.

t Foo-t-folk. Obs. [ME., f. Foot sb. + Folk.

Cf. MHG. MWMMfe, Ger. fusivolk, Du. voelvolk,

etc.] F'oot-soldiers, infantry.

l»97 R. Glouc. (1724) 398 Fot vole wythoule nombre.

13.. Coer de L. 4529 The foote folk and synvpyl knaves,

In hande they hente ful good staves. 1859 Thackeray
Virgin. II. xv, Old George Frundsberg of Mindelheim,
a colonel of foot -folk in the Imperial service.

Footful (ftrtful.. [f. Foot sb. + -ful.] As
much as can be held with the foot. (Cf. handful.^
1830 Eraser's Mag. XI. II. 33 When the bird had grasped

a footful it threw the sand behind it.

F00"t-guards,footguards. ( Formei ly also

in sing!) A body of picked foot-soldiers for

special service as a guard. Now the proper name
of three infantry regiments, the Coldstream,

Grenadier, and Scots Fusilier Guards.
1675 tr. Machiavellfs Prince (Rtldg. 1883)289 His German

foot-guards consisted formerly of 300 men. 1678 tr. Gaya's

Art 0/ War 1. 75 When the Piinces of blood .. and the

Generals of an Army pass through any Town, the Gover-

nours furnish them with a Foot-guard. 1703 Steele Tend.

Huso-, n. i. The joiner of the Foot-guards has made
his Fortune by it. «8SS Macaulav Hist. Eng. IV. 588

A strpng body of infantry, the English footguards leading

the way, stormed, .the outworks.

Foothold (fu-t|hi><ild). [See Hold sb.]

L A hold or support for the feet : a surface

'secure or otherwise) for standing or walking on
;

firm or stable position of the feet.

i6»s F. Markham Bk. Hon. v. ii. 166 The onely readie

and perfit scale (where is neither slipperie foot-holde, nor

tottering ascent). 169a R. L'Esikange Fables vi, He has
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nothing above him to Aspire to, nor any Foot-Hold left him

to come down by. 1837 W. Irving Copt. Bonneville II.

222 The horses had no foothold, but kept plunging forward.

1871 I.. Stephen Playgr. Eur. iv. (1894) 102 It was im-

possible to cut steps in it |ice] deep enough to afford secure

foothold.

b. trans/.
_ ]

1692 R. I/Estrange Fables ccexxxiii. 291 All fell to Work
at the Roots of the Tree, and left it so little Foot-hold, that

the first Blast of Wind laid it Flat upon the Ground. 1880

Contemp. Rev. Mar. 418 The hyssop finds firm foot-hold in

the wall. 1890 Home \ Ch. St. Gregory the Great 10 The
,

insertion of new foundations under the pillars, which were

supported while workmen removed their footholds.

0. fig-
1660" H. More Myst. Godl. 1. v. 15 Those parts of the

World where their Philosophy had taken foot-hold. 1855

H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. iv. ,1878) 150 The Saracen was

driven slowly from his last foothold in the west of Europe.

1864 Thcolog. Re-.: Mar. 19 As one foothold of belief after

another is taken away.

2. ? US. ' A kind of light india-rubber overshoe,

leaving the heel unprotected ; a sandal. Sometimes

called a tip ' {Cent. Diet.)

Foot-hook : see Flttock.

Foo:t-hO't, adv. t Obs. [f. Foot sb. + Hot a.

or adv. ; the sb. seems to be locative as infootsore ;

cf. the differently-formed synonym hot-foot.'] a. In

hot haste, without pause or slackening of speed,

b. In the phrase to follow foot-hot, the adv. was

sometimes taken to mean ' closely ' ; hence it was

used in other collocations to express mere proximity

of situation.

. 1310 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 843 Als quik he dede his schon of

drawe, And lean his vaumpes, fot-hot. CI375 Se. I'g-
\

Saints, J'aulus 1164 Panic. .Is cumine till hyme now fut-

hat. c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. n. 228 So that thair apples

riped with foothoote The semynaire be sette in. i 1460

Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 150 Lett us ryn fote hole. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur lx. xxviii, They chalengyd sire launcelot

foote hole. 1513 Douglas .-Eucis 1. Prol. 287, I knaw
quhat payne is to follow him fute haite. Ibid. xi. xvl 37

Vnder the montane law thar stude fute hoit A byng of
1

erth. 1576 Turblhv. Venerie 138 Those cruell curres.. I

Which vowe foot hote to followe me. 1570-80 North
Plutarch (1676)415 Following him foot-hot, as we commonly
say, before the barbarous People could take breath.

Footing (firtirj), vbl. sb. [f. Foot v. +-IK0 >.]
j

1. The act of walking, pacing, or stepping; a

step or tread. Now rare, t Jo set footing : to

set foot {in, on a place), to enter. {.Wsofig.)

1583 Stanyhurst .-Ends hi. (Arb.) 89 He slutted, apaled

And fixt his footing. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. 11. 87

Seeke not a Scorpions Nest Nor set a footing on this

vnkinde Shore. 1606 — Tr. f, Cr. 11. ii. 155 Can it be. '1 hat

so degenerate a straine as this, Should once set footing in

your generous bosomes? 1604 E. G. Acosta's Hist. Indies

ill. xv. 163 For that man hath not so long a sight, nor so

nimble ana swift footing as were needeful. 1 1611 Chapman
Iliad x. 294 This man makes footing towards thee, Out of

the tents. 1637 G. Daniel Genius 0/ Isle 431 Recall thy

footings thence, Wander not in Darke waies. 164)1 Remonst. ,

cone. Ch. ft Kingd. /ret. 7 They will, with the assistance of 1

Spaine and France, set footing in England, itas Keais
Isabella xxiii, Towards him they bent their footing through

: the dews.

t b. The action of setting foot upon land.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 76 The bold lago, Whose footing

heere anticipates our thoughts, A Senights speed.

c. Moving with measured tread, dancing; falso,

a dance.
1561 Hoby tr. Cttstiglione's Courtyer (1577) Vvb, To

daunce well without ouer nimble footings or to busy

trickes. 1596 Damps Onhcstra xiv, My feet . . Did neuer

yet the Art of footing know. 1651 Peyton Calastr. Ho.

Stuarts (1731) 14 Queen Anne, who had trod so many stately

Footings in Masks at Court. 1760 Goldsm. Cil. World lii.

p6 A squire from the country, .desirous of learning the new
manner of footing.

2. A mark or impression left by the foot ; a foot-

print, or footprints collectively ; a trace, track,

trail. A\sofg. .'cf. footstep). Now rare.

1571 tr. Buchanan's Detect. Mary Q. Scots Mj, I will

nat here precisely trace out all the footynges of the wickit

doynges. 1576 r/uRBERV. Venerie 64 Let him firste marke

what manner of Slotte or footing it is. 1579 E. K. Ep.

Ded. to Spenser's Sheplt. Cat. § 4 Poetes, whose foting this

Author every where followeth. 1694 Sanderson S3 Sirm.

(1637) 420 God hath imprinted . . some steps and footings of

his goodnesse in the Creatures. 17*7 Bradley Earn. Diet.,

s. v. Hart, The Tracts or Footing of divers sorts of Beasts.

1841 DTsraei.i Amen. Lit. (1867) 69 In Normandy we

trace the first footings of our national power. 1847 Marryat
Childr. -V. Forest v, See, here is her footing.

f3. Recovery (of a woman after confinement^

?0bs. exc. in footing-time (see 17). Cf. on foot.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 46 a, He asked the wife ho\»

she did, and praied the Goddes to send her good footyng,

! and then inquired of her trauell, and painful panges.

4. The action of placing the feet so as not to slip

or stumble ; stable position of the feet, foothold.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. liv. (1495) 170 The sole

of the fote is flesshly and playne forwards and bakwarde to

hauefotynge. 11500 Melusinc lv. 332 But footyng faylled

hym, & [he] fell doun deed to the grounde. a 15x9 Skelton
Col. Clouie'joTi Stande sure and take good fotyng. 1670

I
Dryden Coiuj. Granada I. IV. ii, F'ear makes men look

1

aside, and then their footing miss. 1708 Prior Turtle A-

Sparrow 366 Her footing' chane'd to fail And down she

fell. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. xiv, Unless he climb with

footing nice, A far projecting precipice. 1869 C. Gibbon

R. Gray iv, ' Come awa, Dawnie, and mind your rutting.'

FOOTING.

b. The action or manner of placing the feet lor

standing in a given position.

1545 Asckam Toxoph. (Arb.) 147 The fyrstc poynte is

when a man shoulde shote, to take suche footyng and

standyng as shal be both cumlye to the eye and profytable

to his vse. 1856 H. A. Ford Archcryix. 62 The footing

must be firm, yet at the same time easy and springy.

5. Support for the foot; surface (favourable or

the contrary) for walking or standing upon.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. iii. 193 To o'rewalk a Current,

roaring loud, On the vnstedfast footing of a Speare. 1617

May Lucau m. 602 The Roman ships slow keel'd would

firmely stand. And lend sure footing like a fight by land.

1789 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 8 July, I am delighted with

the soft air and soft footing upon the sands. 1810 Scott

Lady of L. iv. xxi, Where scarce was footing for the goat.

1824 Heber Jrnt. (1828) II. 44 It was probable we should

find safe fooling.
,

t b. A notch or ledge for the foot, a ' step . Obs.

1715 De Foe Voy. round World 11 840) 266 We, by foot-

ings made in the rocks, descended, as we might say, down

a pair of stairs.

6. fig. Firm or secure position ; established place

;

foothold, establishment.

1586 Walsingham Let. 4 Mar. in Spottiswood Hist. Ch.

Scot. (1655) 361 In former times, when England had a foot-

ing in France. 1642 Fuller Holy t, Prof. St. v. xii. 407

A lie cursorily told takes little footing . . in the tellers

memory. 1710 Berkeley Prime. Hum. Knmol. 5 55

Those notions have gained but a very inconsiderable foot-

ing in the world. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomama

120 This clerical baronet has vainly endeavoured to gain

a footing upon the theatrical boards. 1869 Trollope He knew

xxii. She had made good her footing in her aunt's house.

t 7. The foundation, ground, or basis on which

anything rests or from which it springs. Obs.

1581 I. Bell Haddou's Ans-.v. Osor. 407 All which do

come altogether to utter ruine, if Purgatory decay once

:

but if Purgatory hold fast, then are they all of good footing.

,1 1617 Hieron Whs. 1619 II. 44" A thing for which we find no

footing in the scripture. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk t, Seh
46 This way of speaking has so good footing, that [etc.].

8. The conditions and arrangements, the under-

stood state of things, on which an institution, etc.

is established ; the position or status due or assigned

to a person, etc. in estimation or treatment. On the

same, on one or afooting {with) : on an equality.

1657 Cromwell Sp. 21 Apr., I think we are now to con-

sider, not what we are in regard to our Footing and that of

the Government which called this Parliament. 1657-8

Burton's Diary (1828) II. 440 It is not long since they got

the title of Lords. Anciently, all were upon one footing ot

account. 1741 tr. D'Argens Chinese Lett. XX. 136 I hey

resolved to put the Chinese on the same Footing as the

Dutch. 1769 Juuim Lett. No. 2 (1804) I. 24 <i. 2 'I he army

. was never upon a more respectable footing with regard to

discipline. 1807-8 Syd. Smith Plymleys Lett. Wks. 1859

II. 177 1 What the Catholics ask for is to be put on a footing

with the Protestant Dissenters. j8i8Jas. Mill Brit. India

II. v. iv. 424 Mahomed Ali was. placed upon the footing of

an ally of the King of Great Britain. i8«i Hughes Tom
Brown at O.rf. i. (1889) 3 The eldest sons of baronets . .

were

scarcely admitted on any other footing [than as gentlemen-

commoners). 1894 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Feb. 115/2 I he

Khedive . . stands upon an altogether different fooling from

the Sultan.
. .

b. The ' terms ' on which a person stands in inter-

course with another ; degree of intimacy or favour

;

relative status (as an equal, superior, or inferior).

174a Fielding ?. Andrews 11. iv, Horatio and Leonora

were what they call on a good footing together. 1760

Goldsm. 1 7c. W. xx, 1 was admitted to his table upon the

footing of half friend, half underling. 1796 Jane Austen

Pride Ii Prej. v. 188 You see on what a footing we are.

9. Fntrance on a new position, etc. (in phr. to

pay for one's footing) ; hence, a fee demanded of

a person on doing something for the first time or

on being admitted to any trade, society, etc.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 12. 2/2 Young .. Sinners .. not

yet of Age to pay for their Footing in St. James s Park.

1777 [see Chummage 2]. 1833 Marryat /'. Simple vn,

' Hand out my footing ! What does he mean ? He means

that you must fork out a seven-shilling bit.' 186a Trollope

Smalt Ho. at Allington ii, Mr. Crosbie. had to pay half a

crown for his footing to the haymakers.

10. The action of putting a foot to anything.

1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III. 65 Weaving, footing,

and grafting silk stockings . . are mostly performed bywomen

.

1881 Caulpeild & Saward Diet. Needlmvrk, Footing, a

term employed in the knitting of stockings.

12, coiicr. That with which something is ' footed .

a. Material used to ' foot ' boots, stockings, etc.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Cabefado, new footings of

bootcs. 1707 J. Stevens Quevedds Com. Wis. (1709) 222

It waits to be converted into Footing for Stockings.

t b. -Foot sb. 10.

1659 Torriano, Fiisto, the shank, the supporter, the stalk

or footing of any thing.

C. Lace. (See quot. i88i.)

1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2733/4 One . . Petticoat, having 3

black Fringes, with Footings. 1097 Ibid. No. 3250/4, 3

yards of Silver Lace and Footing. 18*9 Mrs. Palliser

Lace xix. 215 Chateau-Renaud and Mczieres were chiefly

employed in the manufacture of footings. 1881 CAULFEtLD

& Saward Diet. Needlework, Footing . . is used, .to distin-

guish the edge of the Lace that is sewn to the dress from the

scalloped and unattached edge. The Footing is sometimes

worked with the rest of the design, and at others as a

separate narrow lace, being then sewn on to the main part.

d. A piece of hard wood dovetailed on to the

pile-end of an arrow.

1856 H. A. Ford Arcliery v. 30 For footing, any hard

wood will do : and if this be solid for one inch below the
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pile, it will be amply sufficient. 1887 \V. Butt Ford's

Archery iii. 37 Great care should be taken . . that the foot-

ing exactly tits the pile, so as to fill entirely the inside of it.

e. Printing etc. (See quote.)

1676 Moxon Print. Lett. 7 The Footing is the small

Arches the Letter stands on, as the Arches upon the feet of
Letter A is the Footing of that Letter. 1683 — Mech.
Exerc. II. 126 The Footing, is the straight fine Stroak or
Stroaks that lie in the Foot-Line of Letters.

12. Arch. A projecting course or courses at the

base or foundation of a wall or other erection to

give it security.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 255 All Walls ought to have a
Basis, or Footing, at least 4 Inches on a side broader than
the thickness of the Wall. 1838 Simms Pub. It'ks. Gt. Brit.

25 The footings of the abutments will be iS inches below the

level. 1881 Vot.'SG Every man his cnvn mechanic § 23 He
should get a bricklayer to show him.. how to put in the

footings of hi* wall.

13. A place hollowed out or otherwise prepared

for receiving the foot of a timber or the like.

'7?3 SMBATOH Edystone L. § 38 In the center of the house
a slight footing was cut for the mast, suitable to a square of
i3 inches.

14. The action of adding up a column of figures,

etc. ; the result thus obtained, sum total.

1855 H. Clarke Diet., Footing, .reckoning, .sum total.

1881 Chicago Times 4 ^une, The final footings of the debt
of all cities . . of the United States . . were made last week.
1884 Harper s Mag. July 296 z We could easily add twenty
per cent, to the gross footings of the entire list.

15. The action of collecting turf ; also, the heaps
so formed. Sc. and Irish dial.

180a Findi.ater Agrt'c. Peebles 209 The peats . . are
placed on end three or four together, and leaning against
each other; this iscalled footing the peats. 18*5 Jamieson,
Fittings, turfs set on edge. 1841 S. C. Hall Ireland'{1842;
II. 263 note, ' Footing ', which means collecting the turf into
parcels of about six each. 1880 Antrim <y- Down Gloss.,

Eootins, smalt heaps of cut peat.

16. Whale-fishing. (See quot. 1858.)
i8ao Scorksby Acc. Ant. Reg. IT. 402 The greasy animal

matter called footje or footing. i8$8Simmon»s Diet. Trade,
Footing, the finer detached fragments of the fenks, or refuse
whale blubber, not wholly deprived of oil.

17. attrib. and Comb., usfooting-place; footing-
ale (see quots.) ; footing beam, f. dormant, the

tie-beam of a roof; footing-time {dial.), the time
when a woman rises from childbed.
18*4 Craven Dialect 75 * Footing-ale, liquor or money

given by a person on entering a new employment. 1825
Jamieson, F'ittin-ale, an entertainment given by parents
when they have a child that taks the fit or foot, i.e., begins
to walk. 184s Gwilt Encycl. Atchit. Gloss., ^Footing
Beam, the name given, in some of the provinces, to the tie-

beam of a roof. 1846 Buchanan Techn. Diet., *Footing
Dormant in carpentry, a name for the tie-beam of a roof.

161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. g 74 The possession of the
Citie of Vannes . . the English-men still kept, that . . they
might haue some holde and certaine 'footing-place. 1674
Ray S. $ E. C. Words 66 Footing time, Norf. is the same
with upsetting time in Yorksh. when the Puerpera gets up.

t FoO'tingly, adv. Obs. rare - l

. [f. fooling

ppl. adj. (f. toox vo +-ly-.] AYith (proper) use

of the feet in dancing, trippingly.

1566 Dram Horace's Sat. 1. ix. 24 Or who can daunce so
footinglye, Obseruing tune and time?

Footle v^'t'l)* v - slang. [Of obscure origin:

Cf. Footer jsMI intr. To talk or act foolishly, to

trifle or 'potter'. Hence Footling ///. a. Also
Foo tl« sb. t twaddle, 'rot*. Poo tie a., paltry,

trifling.

1891 F. Anstey Voces Popnlt Ser. it, in Now, really,

Settee, do try not to footle like this ! 1894 Dv Maurikr
Trilby I. 163 His palette in one hand, and his twiddling
little footle pig's-hair brush in the other. 1895 F. Anstky
Lyre <y Lancet x. 106 I 'm no good at poetry. .It does seem
to me such—well, such footle.

Footless fiu'tles), a. [f. Foot sb. + -i.kss. Cf.

Fkktlehs.] Having no foot or feet.

1398 Tkrvisa Barth. De P. R. xvju. cxv. (1495) 856
Amonge wormes some ben fotelesse \ as adders and ser-

pentes. < 1400 Destr. Troy 6475 Mony foteles freike of his

fell dinttes. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas t. v. 89 Some
[creatures] head -less are, Foot -less, and fin-less. 1675
Hobbf.k Odyss. (1677) 45 About him will his footless sea-

calves lie. 1849 H. Miller Eootpr. Great, ix. 157 The foot-

less serpent, which 'goeth upon its belly'. 1886 W. J.
Tucker E. Europe 114 ' What do you think of us?' asked
the footless officer.

b. of things (e.g. a stocking'.
1611 Cotgr., Breusse, a dish, orfootles.se cup. 1853 Kane

Grinnelt Exp. xx. (1856) 159 Some footless stockings, tied

up at the lower end to serve as socks.

C. transf. and fig.

1795 Coleridge Eolian Harp 24 Melodies. .Footless and
wild, like birds of Paradise. 1855 Tennyson Maud x\\u.
viii, My love has . . stol'n away To dreamful wastes where
footless fancies dwell.

Footlights ifu-tlaits), sb. pi. A row of lights

placed in Iron t of the stage of a theatre, on a level

with the feet of the actors, and furnished with re-

flectors so as to throw all their light upon the

scene. Often transf — the * stage * ; to smell of
thefootlights - to be redolent of the stage.
1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz (1850^ 74/2 The foot-lights have

just made their appearance. 1880 Outda Molksll. 322 My
own art has a little too much smell of the footlights ; I have
. .too many [hours] with the gaslit ciowds before me. 1883
S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 270 His experience of the foot-

lights had not chilled, .his love of Nature.

b. attrib. (in sing.)

1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. I. (1873) 324 The foot-

light style of phrase. 1894 G. Egbrton Keynotes 1 The
mental picture of footlight flare and fantastic dance.

Footling (fu-tlin), sb. [f. Foot sb. + -ling.]

f 1. The iootstalk or petiole of a flower. Obs.

1562 Turner Herbal II. 41 b, A long small pediculo, that

is a footlyng or footstalcke.

2. In a rowing boat : (see quot.).

1857 P. COLQUHOUK Comp. Oarsman's Guide 7 Footlings,
or shifting battens, .consist of long strips of board 2$ inches

broad and an inch apart, secured by cross pieces underneath
them.

Footling fu'tlirj, adv. Obstetrics, [f. Foot
sb, + -tIKO.T With the feet foremost.

1734 Giffard Cases in Midwifery Uxxix. 215 A delivery
where the child came footling. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 312 The
child was smaller than usual, and the presentation footling.

Footlock : see Fetlock.

t Foo'tlong, adv. Obs. rare - '. [See -long.]

Footling adv.
1545 Raykold Byrth Mankynde 74 a, Then must the

mydwife helpe the byrth. .that comet h fotelonge (yf she can)
to returne it vpon the head.

Footman (futm&n). [f. Foot sb. + Man.]
1. One who goes on foot, a pedestrian. Also

with adj., a fgood, swift, etc/: walker or runner.

Now somewhat rare exc. dial.

138a Wvclif Xnmb. xi. 21 Six hundryd thousandes of foot

men ben of this puple. 1475 Presentm. Juries in Surtees
Misc. (1890) 27 The fotmans cawse be for William Chawe
dore is drfectyfte. 1563 Ark Sandys in Strype Ann. Kef. I.

xxxv. 306 His park, wherein is a path for footmen. 1613
Cockeram 11, A swift Foot-man, celeripedian. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah 1. xiii. 4r Fear makes good Footmen, a 1744 W.
Byrd in Tyler Amer. Lit. (1879) II. 277 Practice will soon
make a man of tolerable vigor an able footman. 1769 De
Eoe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 153 The Ferry-keeper will demand
Sixpence of every Horseman, and Twopence of every Foot-

man. 1816 Keatingk Trav. 11S17) II. 28 A foot-man is

nearlylost in this forest of annuals. 1882 H'orcestersh. Gloss.,

Footman, a good walker is termed 'a good footman '. 1890
O. Belknap in Shields Big Game Ar

. Amer. 298 A Buffalo

appeared, .at a point which we afterwards found taxed the

climbing powers of a footman. 1890 Boi.DREwoOD.yf/tta/^'r'.y

Dream xxiii. 277 A ' footman ' (as a person not in possession

of a horse is termed in Australian provincial circles).

tb. One who competes in a foot-race. Obs.

1654 Webster Appius <$• I'irg. 1. i, I have heard of cunning
footmen that have worn Shoes made of lead, some ten days
'fore a race To give them nimble and more active feet. 1685
Lond. Gaz. No. 2062. 2 '2 There will be a Plate Run for by
Footmen at Wigan.

t c. A foot-pad. Obs.

1615 J. Stephens Ess. fr Charac, lFarrener(ii$j) 201 If

he doth not play the valiant Foot-man, and take tribute of
passengers. 1666 Pepys /V/*>;p(i879>\T. 84 Being wounded
. . last night, by footmen, in the highway.

2. A foot-soldier.
1J97 R. Gi.orc. (1724) 199 Wyboute archers & \ot men,

wyb tuo bousend hors y wrye. 13 . . Coer de L. 5105 Off
a footman a bowe he took. ; 1450 Merlin 113 [TheiJ. .wero
well viij ui1 knyhtes. .and fotemen grete plente. 1598 Barret
Theor. Warres in. i. 40 Those battels, .being verie aduan-
tagious for footmen against footmen. 1630 tr. Camden's
Hist. Eliz. 1. 105 He put his footmen aboord the
small vessels he had. 1798 Craig in Owen IVellesley's

Desp. 601 A force of 10,000 horse, and as many footmen.
1864 Kingsley Rom. .$ Teut. iii. 11875) 72 The knights.

.

left the foot-men to finish the work. 1896 Times 22 Apr.

7/3 They were suddenly attacked by a body of 200 horsemen,
supported by a large body of footmen.

f3. An attendant or foot-servant. In early use,

a runner in attendance upon a rider of rank ; and,

later, a servant who ran before his master's carriage,

called more fully a running-footman. Obs.
C 1450 Bk. Curtasye 621 En Babees Bk. (i368) 320 Fote-men

t>at rennen by be brydels of ladys shene. 155a Huloet,
Fotemen for princes, or noble persons, circumpedes. 161s
W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr, (1876) 27 He needs must ride,

That had my Foot-man lackying by his side. 1718 Prior
Alma 1. 58 Like Footmen running before Coaches, To tell

the Inn what Lord approaches. 1791 Bee 13 July IV. n
Coaches, .were [c. 1760] generally accompanied by running
footmen . . whose assistance was often wanted to support the
coach on each side, to prevent it from being overturned.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxn, Two running footmen, dressed
in white, with black jockey-caps, and long staffs in their

hands, headed the train. 1856 A". <$- Q. Ser. 11. L 80/1 The
sheriff and judges were preceded by two running footmen.

4. A man-servant in livery employed chiefly to

attend the carriage and wait at table.

1706-7 Farqihar Beaux' Strat. 1. i, There's neither Red-
Coat in theCoach, nor Footman behind it. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760* IV. 469 Some gentlemen of the bed-chamber
were not able even to keep a footman. 1784 Covvper Tirvc.

407 Means that would disgrace A.. footman out of place.

1848 Dickens Dombey vii, The Princess's Arms.. much
resorted to by splendid footmen. T&fi M« A. Brown
Nadeschda 23 A gilded coach .. bursts forth; Like gaudy
birds are the footmen perched.

b- fig- (Cf. lackey.)

1834 Macau lav Pitt (1851) 45 The Whigs, who ought, he
said, to be ashamed to talk about liberty, while they sub-
mitted to be the footmen of the Duke of Newcastle.

5. A stand to support a kettle, etc. before the fire.

1767 Specif. Brodie <fr // 'illiams Patent No. 880. 3 A rest or
footman to put the tea-kettle on. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Ckuz. xx, From pot and kettle, face of brass footman, and
black-leaded stove.

6. A moth of the family Lithosiidw.
18x9 0. Sa.mouelle Entomol. Cotnpend. 249 Lithosia,

quadra (four-spotted footman). 1870 Eng. Mech. 21 Jan.

449/2 The scarce footman {Lithosia ca^iota* has not long

been known as a Hritish insect.

7. appositivcly and Comb., as ffootman archer;

foot'man- like adj. ; f footman's inn, gaol.

1598 Grenkwev Tacitus' Ann. XIII. ix. (1622) 192 In the
wings went the "footmen archers with the residue of the
horsemen. 1604 Penniles Pari. Threed-bare Poetsin Hart.
Misc. (1744) I. 179 Those that depend on Destiny, and not

on God, may chance look through a narrow Lattice at * Foot-
men's Inn. 1613 S. Rowlands Knaue 0/ Harts, A theeu-

ing Knaue, That he at last in foot-mans Inne must host.

1864 Realm 23 Mar. 4 The Globe, whose *footmanlike ser-

vility to the Ministry is notorious.

Hence rootmanhood, footmen collectively,

rootmanry, the occupation of a footman.
1821 Gai.t Sir A. ll'ytie I. xxiii. 208 We were plagued by

the sons of the patriarchal fixtures of Chastington-hali, com-
ing here to learn the craft and mystery of footmanry. 1861

H. ATofi CnrrofCarrtWX, 136 The powdered footrnanhood
of London

.

Pootmanship (fu*tmsenjip). [f. prec. + -ship.]

1. The action ot\ or skill in, running or walking.

To lay on or make footmanship : to run quickly.

Now rare or Obs.
1561 J. SiR'tf Cambine's Turk. Wars i3 Eveiye man by

fotemanshyppe soughte to save one and to get into the citie.

1565 Goi.oiN'c. Ovid's Met. \. (1593) 17 Twiiine of them do
straine then^elves and lay on footemanship, 1580 Bli'N-

devil Horsemanship (1609) 4 b, Their sure footmanship .

their lofty pase. 1x603 '!*• Cartwright Con/ut. Rhev-.
X. T. (i6rS_) 9 The Hart pursued of the dogges, muketh
foote-manshipto the soile. 167a Pettv Pol, Anat. 32S The
footman-ship for which the Irish 40 years ago were very
famous, is now almost quite tost among them. 1769 De
Eoe's Tour Gt. Brit, II. 414 The People in this Count)
[StatTordJ have been more particularly famous than an-
other for good Footmanship. 1896 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 30
Jan. 10/6 The most important te>t is utterly ignored. This
. . Footmanship, not erudition. i> the thing.

jig. 1614 J. Cooke City Wit in Dodsley O. P. VII. 85
I'll try the nimble footmanship of your tongue.

2. The occupation or office of a footman (sense 4).

'^33 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 632 The fundamental principles

of footmanship.

t FoO't-niailtle. Obs. a. ? An over-garment

worn by women when riding, to protect their dress.

b. a Foot-cloth r,

C 1386 Chalcer Prol. 4J2 A foot-mantel aboute hir hipes

large. 1488 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl. I. 147 Item, for thre

elne of veluus til a fut mantil, price of the elne iii li. € 1610
Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735)91 With them came a Servant
of Lord Robert's with a Horse and Foot-mantle of velvet.

.

for me to ride upon. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2031,'! Sir
Heralds in Coats with Foot-Mantles, bearheaded, two and
two. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, iv, ' Horsegraith and har-

nessing, forby broidered robes and foot-mantles, that wad
hae stude by their lane wi' gold brocade.'

Foot-mark, footmark (iu'tmaik).

1. A mark on the foot
;
(in quot.) an ownership

mark cut on the foot of a swan.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 123 Our footemarke \\ tc>

cutte or slit them on both the in-webbe-.

2. A mark made by the foot ; a foot-print,

1836 Svo. Smith Counsel for Prisoners Wks. 1S59 LI.

in '2 A foot-mark, a word, a sound. .all gave birth to the

most ingenious inferences. 1855 l).\\\sox Acadian Geol. ix.

1S7 When examining the red sandstones. . I found in out: of

the beds a few footmarks of an unknown animal.

fig. 1858 R. A. Vai tiHAS Ess. •$ Rem. I. 31 Possessed of
data wherewith to discover the genuine footmark, we may
now track the course of our author.

Hence Foot-mark v. trans, fa. To mark on
the foot. t~ b. To impress with the mark of

a foot.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 123 The swanners gette

up the younge swannes about Midsummer, and footemarke
them for the owners. 1821 Clark /'/'//. Mi?istr. I. 208
Where . . First foot-mark'd the ground by me, All is

still.

t PoO*t-meal, adv. Obs. [OE.fotm&lum : see

-MEAL.] Step by step. [In quot. preceded by by.)

1050 Gloss, in Wr.-W flicker 412 Gradatim, faegre, o88e
fotmxlum. 1579 FbkTON Guicciard. XV. (1599) 728 The
Spaniards not ceassing. .to win aduantage by footmeale.

PoO't-note (firtinJut). A note or comment
inserted at the foot of the text. Hence Poo-t-not»
v., to furnish with a foot-note or foot-notes ; to

comment on in a foot-note. Also Foot-noted ppl.

a., Foot-noting1 vbl. sb.

1841 Savage Diet. Printing 33 Bottom notes . . are also

termed Foot Notes. 1864 Reader 21 May 645 A supple-

mental little poem, .extensively footnoted. Ibid. The result

of all this . . footnoting and appendix-noting, is that the

volume has a most chaotic and bewildering look. 1875 F..

White Life in Christ IV, xxiv. (18781 360 Torefer in a foot-

note to the passages, .where these words occur. 1893 A''. <y

Q. Ser. via. III. 190 Junius foot-notes a passing attack on
Chatham thus.

Foot-oak: see Futtock.

Foot-pace ;fu-tp^s). [See Pace sb.]

1. A walking pace. Chiefly in advb. phr. afoot'

pace, at (or + in) afoot-pace = at a walking pace.

1538 Eliot, Pedepressim, a foote pase, softly. 156*

J. Heywood Prov. <$- Epigr. 11867) 149 The best lacketh
feete, foote pace with vs to holde. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 315 Cause him every day to be led up and
down a foot pace a quarter of an hour. 1637 Breton Poste
zv. packet Wks. (Grosart) 41/1 For your foot-pace, I thinke
you haue sore heeles, you walke so nicely, as vpon egge-
shels. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recrcat. v. (1686) 5 Being oblig'd

. .to toil their Horses all day, over deep Fallows, in a foot-

pace only. i8to Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 90 The child was
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riding only a foot pace. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. ii.

* Corne on at a footpace, d'ye mind me J

'

2. Something on which to tread or set the feet.

+ a. A carpet or mat. Obs.

1585 Nomenclator 249/2 Storea. .a mat: a footepase of

sedges. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xl. 160 A Chair

of State . . and at the foot of it a Cushion of the same, all

upon an exceeding large foot-pace of tapestry. 1706 in

Phillips <ed. Kersey).

b. A raised portion of a floor ; a dais or plat-

form ; e.g. the step or raised floor on which an

altar stands.

1580 Hollvbasd Treas. Fr. Tong, Marche-pied, a foote-

pace, a threshold, a groundsill. 1598 in Mem. Stepney

Parish (1890-it 34 Item, that there be made about the

communion table a raile w*' 1 a foote pacts and mattes

thereon to kneele vpon. i6xa Bacon Ess., Judicature
(Arb.) 456 The place of Justice is an hallowed place ;

and therefore not onely the bench, but the footepace and
precincts and purprise thereof ought to t>ee presented with-

out scandall and corruption, a 1676 Wiutelockk Mem.
(,16821 609 At the upper end upon a Foot pace and Carpet,

stood the Protector with a Chair of State behind him. a 1697
Albrf.y Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) V. 193 The Communion
Table., [is] placed on a fine black and white Footpace. 1845
Ecclesiologist IV. 102 The footpace, or altar-platform. 187a

Shipley Gloss. Keel. Terms, Footpace, .a raised flooring in

a bay window.

C. A hearth-stone.

1651 Gallic Magastrom. 181 The crickets chirping behind
the chimney stock ; or creeping upon the foot-pace. 1703
T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 220 Some Pavements, (as in Foot-

paces before Chimneys). 1840 Pakkkr Gloss. Archit., Foot-

pace. This term is also sometimes used for the hearth-

stone.

d. A half landing on a staircase or flight of steps;

also called half-pace.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc, 160 Foot-pace, i> a part of a

pair of Stairs . . where you make two or three paces before

you ascend another step. 184a GtvitT Fncycl. Archit.

Gloss., Foot Pace or Half Pace.

Footpad (firtpsed). Obs. exc. Hist. [See Pad.]

A highwayman who robs on foot.

1683 Drvden & Lee Duke 0/ Guise Ded., Though they
assault us like footpads in the dark. 1789 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) S«hj. for Paint. VVks. 1812 II. 179 I'm no High-
wayman. No, there you are right. A Footpad only. 1840
Dickkns Barn. Fudge ii, Roads in the neighbourhood of
the metropolis were infested by footpads or highwaymen.

Hence Footpad v., to play the footpad ; Foot-
padding vbl. sb. and///. <u Also Foo tpaddery,

-padry {nonceu ,J.), the occupation of a foot-pad.

«73$ in \V. C. Sydney Fug. iSt/i C. (i3o.ii II. 282 Five
condemned malefactors were executed at Tyburn, viz.

Kiffe and Wilson for footpadding [etc.]. 1790 Burns Let.

to Cunningham 13 Feb., A glass of whisky-toddy with a
ruby-nosed yoke-fellow of a foot-padding exciseman. 1860

Gem. P. Thompson Audi Alt. [II. cut 7 From foot-padding
upwards, it is always desirable to get at the principle. 1861

Ibid. III. cl.xxviii. 215 Highwaymanhood and foot-pad rv.

1874 W. C. Smith Borland //all 152 I 'd sooner footpad it,

and steal and rob. 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke xxiii, They
did not, as a rule, descend to footpaddery or robbery.

Foot-path, footpath. (firtpaj>).

1. A path for foot-passengers only.

I5a6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 141 Lyke as the fote

path or waye ledeth to the cite. 160s Shaks. Lear iv. i. 58
Clou. Know'st thou the way to Doner? Kdg. Both fttyle,

and gate : Horseway, and foot-path. 1786 Pirns Brigs 0/
Ayr too Your poor, narrow foot-path ofa street. 184a M rs.

Carlyle Lett. I. 156 A foot-path about half-a-yard wide .

.

cuts across the bit of green field.

fig' l53S Co\ krpalk Ps. cxviii. [cxix.l 15. I wil ,. haue
re^pecte vntothy fotepathes.

t 2. ? A pedestal Oh.
15B0 Feci. Proe. Bp. Barnes (Surtees) 12S There remaneth

in the quere certayne corbile stone* which were some time
fotte pathes for images.

3. atlvib.

161 1 Shaks. If 'int. T. iv, iii. 132 Jog-on, Jog-on, the foot-

path way. And merrily heut the Stile-a. 189a Daily Xetvs
15 Feb. 5/1 The National Footpath Preservation Society.

Hence Footpath, v. trans., to make a footpath

cr footpaths across.

1844 Mrs. Browsing Drama of F.xiie Poet. Wks. 1889 I.

3i This shall . . Turn back your rivers, footpath all your
seas.

Footprint (fu'tprint). The print or impression

left by the foot ; spec, in Geo/, a fossilized one.

155a Hllokt, Fote prynte, or the prime of the fote, peda.
i6a3 Cockkram 1, Traces, the feet-print of rauer.ing beasts.

1850 Lyell 2nd Visit U.S. II. 304 Certain fossil foot-prints

of a reptile said to have been found in strata of the ancient

coal-formation. 1865 Tvlor Early /list. Man. ris The
typical case is the sacred footprint ofCeylon. 1888 BvMOM
Lires 12 Gd. Men II. v. 25 Their footprints in yesterday's

snow were all still there.

fig. 1674 Pj.AvroRn Skill Mus. 1. xi. 38 Of which I do
intend in this my Discourse to leave some foot prints. 1839
I-ongf. Psalm ofLt/e vii, Leave behind us Foot-prints on
the sands of time.

Hence Foot-print v. trans., to mark with foot-

prints.

1850 Mrs. Browning Poems I. 201 Pavement fair, The
antique wood-nymphs scarce would dare To footprint o'er.

t Foot-rid. Obs. [Of doubtful orign ; perh.

f. Foot sb. + rid f. Rxd v. Cf. Footrill.] (See

quot.)

1665 Dudley Metallum Martis (1854) 27 Where the Cole.-,

is deep and but tittle Earth upon the measures of Coles, there

the Colliers rid off the Earth, and dig the Coles under their

feet: these Works are called Foot -rids. x686 [see Foot-
kill].

Footrill futril). Coa/?nining. Alsofootrail.

futteril. [Of unknown etymology: cf. prec]

J

;See quots/
1686 Plot Staffordsh. iii. 129 The open works . . where .

.

\
the Workmen rid off the earth, and dig the coal under their

feet . . there being no need for these, of windless, roap, or

carf, whence these sort of Coale-works are commonly call'd

Foot-ridds or Footrills. 1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal Mining,
! Footrill, Futteril, and Footrail, the entrance to a mine by
means of a level driven into a hill-side, or a dip road, up
which coal is brought. 1885 Sheffield Daily 'J el. 30 June,
Four Shafts and a Footrill have been sunk to the Coal.

t Foot-saunt. Obs. [f. Foot sh. + saunt,

Cent-.] App. = centfoot see Cent-).
The quots. for cent-foot seem to show that there was

something about ' loving ' in the language used in the game,
whence prob. the allusion below.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 35 In our assemblies at

playes in London, you shall see suche heauing, and shoouing
. .suche playing at foote Saunt without Cardes.

Foo't-sole- The sole of the foot.

161a AiNSWORTH Annot. Ps. Ixxxix. 52 The oracle, Gen.

3. 15, that the serpent should tauise the footsole of the

j
womans seed. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Taylor's Goose

Wks. 105/2 The name of them [Sdland geese] may well pro-

ceede From the Dams foot-sole, whence they all do breede.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. 111. 16 A dreary road the

weary foot-sole wears.

Foot-sore (ftt'tstwi), a. and sh.

A. adj. Sore as to the feet, having sore feet.

1719 Db Fob Crusoe (L.), The heat of the ground made me
footsore. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 83 He was extremely

foot-sore. 1856 Kank Aret. Expl. I. xix. 238 The dogs
were. ,no longer foot-sore, but well rested.

B. sb. A complaint of the foot, nonee-nse.

1874 Freeman in Stephens LifeuSgs) II. 84 Some kind
of foot -sore, rheumatic gout, I believe they call it.

Hence Foo tsoreness.

1849 SouthBY Comnton-pl. Bk. Ser. 11. 646 Cure for Foot-

soreness. 1884 Besant Child?: Gibeon xvu, Weariness 1

complain not of, and footsoreness is my righteous punish-

ment.

Footstalk f'u'tstok). [f. Foot sb. + Stalk.]

A slender stem or support fitted into a foot or base.

a. Bot. The stalk or petiole of a leaf; the

peduncle of a (lower.

156a Turner Herbal 11. 41 A footlyng or footstalcke such

a- chyries grow on. 1597 Gkrarde Herbal 11. xl. % 3 The
Rowers do growe betweene the footestalkes of those leaues.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 11 14 The flowers come forth

at the joynts upon long footstalkes. 177$ Romans Hist.

Florida 27 Laurel, with . . blue berries sitting on long foot-

stalks. 1849 Dana Geol. App. i. 716 The footstalk into

which the frond taper.-, is very long.

b. Zoo/. A process resembling the petiole of a

plant ; e.g. the muscular attachment of a barnacle,

the stalk of a crinoid, etc.

i8a6 Kirbv & Sp. Entomot. IV. xUv. 214 Each egg is

furnished with a footstalk terminating in a bulb. 1849 H.
Miller Footpr. Creat. iii. 30 The scale-like shagreen of

the dog-fish is elevated over it on an osseous pedicle or foot-

stalk. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. v. (1878) no In some of

the crabs the footstalk for the eye remains, though the eye

is gone.

C. £i?//.

1831 Brewster Nat. Magic viii. (1833) 194 A tumbler-

glass with a footstalk. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Fur. v.

122 Huge blocks [of icel balanced on narrow footstalks.

Hence Foo-t-»talked a., attached by a footstalk.

1849 52 Todd Cyet. Auat. IV. 1185/1 [Tunicata] sessile

or foot-stalked on the rock.

Footstall (firtistol). [f. Foot sb. + Stall so.]

1. The base or pedestal of a pillar, statue,

etc.

1585 Hicgins Nomenclator 203 Stylobata. .The foote stal

of a piller. i6a6 Ainsworth Annot. Pentat. Lev. i. 15 The
Priest went up on the footstall (of the Altar). 1635 J. Hay-
wakd tr. Ih'ondPs Ban. Virgin 19 His shield, .rested on the

footestall of the statue. 1886 Wilms & Clark Cambridge
II. 140 The bases and footstalls shewed that the whole of

the piers stood on this lower level.

2. ' A woman's stirrup' (J.).

Footstep fu tstep\ [See Step.]

1. A step or tread of the foot ; a foot-fall.

1535 Covkrdalf. Ps. x\i[\]. 5 Ordre thou my goynges in

thy pathes. that my fote steppes slippe not. 1719 De Foe

J

Crusoe 1. xi, What marks were there of any other footsteps?

1797 Mrs. RADCLirFE Italian ix, Wherever I go I hear

only the echoes of my own footsteps. 1816 J. Wilson City

ofPlague 1. iii, Methought I heard st footstep in the church.

b. The distance traversed by the foot in stepping,

taken as a measure of length or area.

1796 SteDHAM Surinam I. vii. 142 Not a foot -step of land

could we find, where we might cook our salt provisions in

safety. 1855 F. Lockrh Loud. Lyrics, Old Cradle vi, At
most 'tis a footstep from cradle to coffin.

2. The mark or print made by a foot.

<• iaao Bestiary 7 Alle hue fet steppes After him he filleft.

cx^oProwp. Par:: 174/2 Foote steppe, of a mann only,

peda. 1611 Bible Bet $ Dr. 20, I see the footsteps of men,

women and children. 1735 Somfrv illk Chase III. 229

Trembling he views His Footsteps in the sand. 1B60

Tyndali. Glac. 1. xvi. 111, I marched without hesitation or

anxiety in the footsteps of my guide.

b. fig.* as to follow or wcUk in a person's foot-

steps— to follow his example or guidance.

1549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 14S >e ar obleist to follou the

futsteppis of sour predecessours in vertu. 1668 Dknh.vm
Prudence Poems 147 Clear-sighted Reason Wisdoms Judg-
ment leads, And Sense, her Vassal, in her footsteps treads.

1878 ]. P. Horrs Jesus x. 37 To call upon his sorrowing

disciples to be prepared to follow in his footstejw.

t 3- fig> A vestige or trace ; a mark, token, or

indication left by anything whether material or

immaterial. Obs.

1587 Holding De Men-nay v. 59 All these are traces, foot-

steps, and images., of that high misterie. 1647 N. Bacon
Due, Govt. Eng. i. 2 As touching their cruelty, I find no
footsteps in story. 1650 Kixwer Authropomet. 141 In the

part of the Tooth cut oiT, there appeared the footsteps of a
Nerve. 166a J. Chandler Van b/elmonfs Oriat. 80 There
is no foot-step, for the most part, of mooved Air to be
perceived. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 1. 3 Relations ..

accounted fabulous have bin after found to contain in them
many foot-steps and reliques of something true. 1699
BeHTUEV Phal. 211 There are plain and visible footsteps,

that he has stole it. 1756 J. Wakton £**. Pope 11806) I. 21

Those who have examined the New Forest can discover no
mark or footstep ofany other place of habitation . . than what
at present remains. 1785 Palfv Mor. Philos. ti8i8> II. 86

We find no footsteps of any distinction of days which
letc.l.

f 4. A foot-path, footway. Oh.
i6ao J. Wilkinson Court Leet 119 High- wales or foot steps

stopped up.

5. A step or raised structure on which to set the

foot in order to ascend or descend, f In lortif. —
foot-hank (see FOOT sb. 35).

1549 Latimer dth Serm. hef. Ednv. VI (Arb;* 166 It is the

fotesteppes of the ladder of heauen. 1646 Sin T. Bkownk
/'send. P.p. iv. x. 205 At the footestep 01 the Altar. 1706
Phillips ied. Kersey), Foot-bank or Foot-step (in Fort if.).

1806 Wordsw. 11st line of Sonnets Methought I saw the foot-

steps of a throne. 1815 Jane Austen Emma I. 184 She
crossed the low hedge, and tottering footstep which ended
the narrow slippery path.

fb. A treadle for working a machine (oh.).

0. Printing (see quot. i888\ d. A bearing to

sustain the foot of a vertical shaft or spindle.

1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 1007 The Footsteps or Treddles

differ in nothing from those which are usually made use of.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. 72 [Printing] The Foot Step

is an Inch-Hoard about a Foot broad, and sixteen Inches

long. 1855 OciLVtE Suppl., Footstep, In mech., the pillow

in which the foot of an upright or vertical shaft work>.

1888 Jacob) Printer's Voc, Footstep, the inclined footstool

the pressman puts his foot on when pulling the bar over.

Hence t Footstepping vbl, sb. m Footstep 3.

i6aa COOKE Pope Joan in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 56

Vou must bring better proof than this, that you find no

foot-stepping of it in the answers made unto them.

Footstool futst«r.

1. A stool upon which to rest the foot or feet.

1530 Palsgr. 222/2 Fote stole, marckepied. ri6n Chap-
man Iliad xiv. 201 A footstool for the ease Of thy r*ft feet.

1785 Pope Otfyst. xvu. 271 With many a footstool thand'rin*

at thy head. 1849 James Woodman ii. There she sat with

her feet on a footstool.

b. fig.
1535 Covt kdai.e Fs. cix. [c.\.] 1 Sjt thou on iiij- right

hande, vntill I make thine enemies thy fotestole. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hm. VI, v. vii. 14. 1668 H. Mom: />/>'. Dial.

iv. xxvi. (1713) 363 The Popes have as well made Foot-balls

of the Crowns of Emperours as Foot-stools of their Necks.

i860 Fakrar Orig. I. nng. iv. 36 A nobler destiny than to

become the footstool of a few families.

C. £ r
..V. colloq. The earth. (Cf. Isaiah lxvi. :.)

1891 floston I Mass.) "Jnil. 12 Sept. 5/1. I found Mauchline
to be the most God-forsaken place on the footstool.

t 2. A stool to step upon, in order to climb to a

higher position. Alsoyf?. b. See quot. 1611.I

1599 MixsiiKL', A Foot-stoole to lift a woman to horse,

vide Amiilln. 1611 Coic.R., Suppied tTergtat, the foot-

stoole, or pedalls to a paire of Organs. 164a Fh.i.kh Half
<v J'rof. St. v. xv. 418 He.. by making a foot-stool of his

friends head, climbs up the higher into the I'rinces favour.

1701 Rows Tomtrl. n. ii. 697, I would have taught thy

neck to know my Weight And mounted from that Footstool

to my Saddle.

Hence Poo'tstooled///. a., provided with a foot-

stool.

1791 Gowvn Oifyss. 1. 163 Leading her toward a fool-

stool'd throne. 1856 Dobki'l A'«i'. i» I'itnr War, Grusi

fr. Battlefield, My shoe, soft footstooled on this hearth.

Footway :ftrtwei). [f. Foot sb. + Way.]
1. A way or path for foot-passengers only.

15a* [See Foot-path 1]. 1531-3 Act 24 Urn. I'llI, q. 5 Any
common high way, cartway, horseway, or foteway. 1711

Hears* Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 474 U the Foot Way
from South H inksey to Foxcomb. 1776 G. Sempi.k Hiillt/m*

hi Water 17 Each of the Foot-ways is . . raised about a Foot
above the Carriage-way. 1879 C. Gkikir Chrhl H. 600 A
footway ran from Gethsemane over the top of Olivet.

2. Mining. (See quots.)

1778 Prvce Mitt. Cornub., Footway, .in deep Mines they

have old Shafts with ladders in them . . by means of which

they descend into the Mines; whence this is stiled the Foot-

way ; and those Shafts, when applicable to no other use.

Footway Shafts. 1869 R. B. Smvtii Gold/. I'ictoria 611.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Foot-loay, the series of ladders

and sollars by which men enter or leave a mine.

Pooty (f«'ti), «•' dial- and colloq. [var. of

1'oLOHTV.] Paltry, poor, mean, worthless ; little

and insignificant.

1751 \V. Dodd Realities Shaks. I. Pref. 7 Many a critic

. has . . foisted in some footy emendation of his own. 1833

Marryat /'. Simpte xxxiii, It would lie a very pretty bit of

practice to the ship's company to take her out from under

that footy battery. 1873 Miss BeMWON Sir. $ Pilgr. ill.

iv. 260 Vou could not possibly be married from that footy

little house in the Koroughbridge-road. 1890 R. KiPLlNt;

I'liant. 'Ricksha'.f is They tires a footv little arrow at us.

Footy (fti-til, «•- [f- Foot sl>. + y'.] Having

foots or dregs (see Foot sb. 21).

1864 i'i Webster.
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Foozle ;f/i*z*l), sb. [Connected with next vb.

;

the exact relation of the two words is uncertain.]

1. One who is 'behind the times', a fogy. (See

also root 1889.)
i860 Thackeray Round, Papers, Chalk-mark 115 Have

we not almost all learnt these expressions of old foozles?

1889 Barrerk & Leland Slangy Foozle (American), a man
who is easily humbugged, a fool.

2. Golf, [from the vb.] A 'foozling' stroke.

1890 Hutchinson Golf(ha.dm. Libr.) 124 On the very rare

occasions on which he made a foozle. 1891 A. Lang in

I.ongtn. Mag. Apr. 688 A 'carry' of a quarter of a mile
would be a mere ' foozle ' to him.

Foozle (f«'z'l\ v. [Cf. Ger. dial, fuseln,

variously meaning Mo work hurriedly and badly',

'to work slowly' (Grimm).]
1. intr. To waste one's time, to fool.

1857 [see Foozling///, it.]. 1893 in Sland. Diet.

2. trans. To do clumsily, * make a mess of; to

bungle ,a stroke, etc.). Golfand slang. Also absol.

1892 Daily Ncivs 14 Jan. 5/1 You ' will * your opponent to
foozle his tee shot. 1894 Ihid. 18 Oct. 5/1 Had he taken to

golf, he .. might be living and foozling yet. 1894 Field 9
Tune 816/1, I have seen a man, a practised shot, foozle all

his overhead rocketers with 30 in. barrels.

Hence Foo zling- ///. a., in quot. foolish, ' fool-

ing*. Also Foo'zler, one who foozles, a bungler.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown it, iii. (18711 264 Let's . . have
no more of his foozling bird's nesting. 1896 Clarion 1 Feb.
40/5 A person who' mulls 'his stroke is said to be a' foozler'.

Fop {fyp\ sb. Also 5-7 fopp(e. [Connected
with next. For the development of sense cf. Y.fat,
orig. ' fool* (h.fatuus), now 'fop, coxcomb'.]

f L A foolish person, a fool. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 170 '1 Foppe, supra, idem quod folet.

c 1450 Coo. Myst. 295 Spek man, spek ! spek, thou fop !

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon vii. 1 10 To bring us such a fop for
Henry's son. <z 1716 South Sertn. Prov. xxii.6(i737)V. 10A
blessed improvement doubtless, and such as the fops our an-
cestors (assome use to call them)were never acquainted with,

t b. Applied to a girl. Obs.

1714 C. Johnson Country Lasses 1. i, Cousin, thou art a
very wild fop.

1 2. A conceited person, a pretender to wit,

wisdom, or accomplishments ; a coxcomb, ' prig '.

Obs.

1755 Young Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 253 These moral
fops, ridiculously good. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 440 This
serious charge, brought by the excellent physician of Per-
gamos against The medical fops of his age.

3. One who is foolishly attentive to and vain of
his appearance, dress, or manners; a dandy, an ex-

quisite.

1672-6 [see 4]. 1681 Otwav Soldier's Fort. \\. I. Wks.
1728 I. 353 Some taudry fluttering fop or another. 17x0
Palmer Proverbs 193 A multitude of fops who love to
have their persons admir'd. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. vi,

His tightened waist, his stiff" stock [etc.]. .denoted the mili-
tary fop. 1876 Miss Braddon % Haggard's Dan. II. 71
The days of Charles II, when poets were fops and courtiers.

4. attrib. and Comb., chiefly attributive, as fop-
call, -gravity, -maker, -neighbour, -piclure

; f Fops'
alley, ' a passage up the centre of the pit in the
old Opera House where dandies congregated

*

(Davies)
; f fop-corner, a resort of fops

; j fop-
road, the habits and practices of a fop.

1782 Miss Burnky Cecilia 11. iv, Sir Robert Floyer ..

sauntering down *fop's alley, stationed himself by her side.
1820 Byron Let. to Murray 12 Nov., He. .took his station
in Fops' Alley. 1676 Ethkredge Man ofMode iv. i. Wks.
(1888) 32a A fiddle in this town is a kind of *fop-call. 1673
Dryden Mart: a la Mode Prol. 3 *Fop-corner now is free
from civil war. 1672 — Assignation IV. iii, Now do I even
long to abuse that *fop-gravity again. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones 1. xi, The captain owed nothing to any of these •fop-
makers in his dress. 1795 Woi.corr(P. Pindar) Pindartana
Wks. 1812 I V. 183 Our *fop-neighbourssee things with strange
eyes. 1698 Def Dram. Poetry 82 In all the Stage *Fop-
pictures, the Play-house bids so fair for mending that Fool
too, that [etc.]. 1677 Mrs. Behn Town Fop v. 66 And so
put you quite out of *Fopp Road.

f Fop, v. Obs. Also 7 phop. [Of uncertain
origin ; sense 2 agrees with Ger. foppen to hoax (see

Fob v.). The precise relation between the vb. and
sb. is uncertain ; the sb. appears earlier.]

+ 1. intr. To act like a fool ; to play the fool.
a 1529 Skei.ton Repiyc. 120 Whan ye .. in the pulpete

hopped And folysshly there fopped.

2. trans. =Fobz>.i a. To make a fool of, cheat,

dupe. Also to cheat into, out of. b. To fop off:
= 'to fob off'.

1602 Hering tr. Oberndorjf's Anat. True Physit. 41
When he expected his present payment, he phopped him
thus.^ 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 197, I . . begin to finde my selfe
fopt in it. 1605 Lond. Prodigal 1. i, Doth hee thinke to fop
of his posteritie with Paradoxes. 1690 Crowne Eng. Friar
v. Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. 107 I'll comfort myself by fopping
Ranter into marriage. 1694— Regulus v. ibid. 211 We are
all fopp'd here, fopp'd out of our lives.

i Fopdoodle. Obs. [f. Fop sb. + Doodle.]
A fop, fool, or simpleton.
16.. in Ashm. MS. xxxviii. 145 b, Bee blith Fopdoudells.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 098 Where sturdy Butchers broke
your Noddle, And handl'd you like a Fop-doodle.

tFo'pical, a. Obs~° [f. Yo^ sb. + -ic + -al.]

Befitting a fop. Hence f Fo'picalness.
1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 373 To see and

feel the foppicalness thereof.

Vol. IV.

Foplillg (ffpHrj). Also 7-S foplin, foppling.
[dim. of rop sb. : see -ling.] A petty fop.

1684 J. Lacy Sir If. Buffoon II. ii, A fop is the fruit of a
foplin, as a Wit is the kernel of a witlin, 1726 Amherst
Terras Fit. xlvi. 247 Many of these transitory foplings ..

came to the university, .in linsey-wolsey coats. 1807-8 W.
Irving Snlmag. (1824) 215 When the foplings of fashion

l>edazzle my sight. 1885 Miss Bkaddon Wyltards Weird
II. 204 The race of languid foplings.

attrib. 1714 Philips in Steele's Poet, Misc. 36 Some Love-
sick Foplin Rhyme.

t Foppasty. Obs. rare. ? = Foppotek.
1611 Chapman May Day iv. 70 True, and how the foppasty

bis l.ieftenant, stept in to perswade with her.

t Fo*pper. Obs. [?f. Fop v. + -ebJ ; cf. Ger.

foppcr, hoaxer, quizzer.]

1. =Fop sb. 1.

1598 Flokio, Tentennone , , a fopper, a fool.

2. ? A hoaxer, a buffoon.

1659 Torriano, Fiappatore, a flapper, a fopper. 1719
D'URFEY Pills V. 349 Kept Foppers. . Pit-Plyers be still.

So Fopperishness, foolishness; f Po pperly
a., silly, foolish.

1599 NaSHE Lenten Stuffe 41 Their fopperly god is not so

good as a red herring. 1683 Tryon Way to Health Pref.,

The fopperishness of those things I speak against.

Foppery (fjrperi). [f. Fop sb. and v. + -ery
;

cf. Ger. foppere i, I)u. foppe rij, hoaxing.]

+ 1. Foolishness, imbecility, stupidity, folly. Obs.

1592 Greene Disput. 25 He. .was fauoured by the foolish

sect for his foppery. 1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon Pref, The
Foppery of their Priests Religious Opinions and Practices.

1711 E. Ward Vulg. Brit. ii. 136 They're fix'd Enemies to

Pop'ry, As well as to Fanatick Fop'ry.

fb. A foolish action, practice, idea, statement,

etc. ; a folly, an absurdity; concr. something fool-

ishly esteemed or venerated. Obs.

1546 Half. Fug. Votaries 1. Pref. 7 With hys myters and
mastryes, wyth his fannoms and fopperyes. 1563-87 Foxe
A. <y M. (1684) III. 375 He foresook his former studying of
the School Doctors, and other such fopperies. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xxiii. (1632) 139 Holding it a foppery

to write of those, of whose fauour or wrath the Inditers

stood in hope or feare. 1718 Rows tr. Litean Notes 47
Thank God, the Foppery of Pilgrimages is out of Fashion
in England. 1758 Jortin Erasm. I. 170/1 Colet was out of

patience to see those silly fopperies [reliques].

2. The behaviour or manner characteristic of a

fop; silly affectation of elegance; coxcombry,
dandyism ; an instance of this.

1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 1. xxvi. (1715) 181 Soldiers

shall not observe the punctilios of Spruceness and Foppery.
1752 Hume Ess. fy Treat. (1777) 1. 135 Modern politeness.,

runs often into affectation and foppery. 1808 Svd. Smith
Wks. (1867) I. 106 The abominable military foppery of our
own people. 1822 Lamb F.lia Ser. 11, Detached Th. on
Blcs., A Shakespeare, or a Milton (unless the first editions*,

it were mere foppery to trick out in gay apparel. 1851
Helps Comp. Solit. vi. (1874) 101 Too intent upon the
fopperies of religion.

b. concr. in pi. or collect, sing. Foppish finery.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 45 n An act.. for prohibiting

the importation of French Fopperies, a 1763 Shknstone
Progr. 'Taste 1. 116 And, OS my satire bursts amain, See,

feather'd foppery strew the plain. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge x, His riding-gear, though free from such fopperies

as were then in vogue, was. .well-chosen.

t Fo'ppet. Obs.— l [dim. of Fop sb. : see -et.]

A petty fop ; in quot. applied to a woman.
1605 King Leir in Six old Plays (1779) 402 These foppets

. .know not whether to love a man or no.

Foppish, (ffpij\ a - U- * op s& + -*SH-]

f 1. Resembling or befitting a ' fop ' or fool
;

foolish, silly. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 184 Wisemen are growne foppish,

And know not how their wits to weare. 1657 G. Stafkev
HetmonCs Vind. Ep. to Rdr., I.. oppose your Diaeticall

prescriptions as foppish, a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Uuckhm.)
Wks. (1753) I. 25 Your tale .. Of patient hopes, and dull

delay, Love's foppish part.

2. Resembling or befitting a fop or dandy.
1699 Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 366 He was a vain, foppish

young man. 1734 Fielding Intrig. Chambermaid 1. iv,

Dotingly fond of everything that is fine and foppish. 1752
Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777) I. 137 We must, condemn such
instances . . as foppish and affected. 1836 Random Recoil.

Ho. Lords xv. 366 There is nothing foppish in his dress. 1872
Baker Nile Trilmt. xvii.307 Bowing ina most foppish manner.
Comb. 1863 Miss Kraddon Eleanors Vict. II. xix. 279

He was. .foppish-looking even in his travelling costume.

Hence Fo'ppishly adv. ; Fo'ppishness.
1611 CoTGR.,*W/>£..absurditie, follie, foppishnesse. 1651

Biggs New Disp. P252 Whatever the schools foppishly

prattle. 1742 Richardson Pamela IV. 338 That Foppish-
ness of Dress and Appearance, which distinguishes the Petits-

maitres. 1876 Saunders Lion in Path xvi, A young man
foppishly dressed. 1886 J. K. Jerome Idle Thoughts 153
A little foppishness in a young man is good.

t Fopple, v. Obs. rare— \
1756 J. Q. Adams Diary 15 Mar., Wks. T850 II. 9 At one

table sits Mr. Insipid, foppling and fluttering.

t Foppotee. Obs. rare— 1

, [arbitrarily f. Fop
sb. Cf. Foppasty.] A simpleton.
1663 Cowley Cutter Colman St. 11. v, Why does this little

Foppotee laugh always?

Fo*ppy, a. rare. [f. For sb. +-y i.] = Foppish.
1878 Masque Poets 188 And of all fops the foppiest was

Saturn.

Fopsbip (ff'pfip). [f- Fop sb. + -ship.] The
personality of a fop or fool ; in quots. a mock title.

1680 Hickeringill Meroz 13, I give your fop-ship to

understand. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. .\ii. (1737) 50 We
will innoceniise your Fopship with a Wannion.

t Fo'pster. Obs, [? alteration of Foppkr : see

-ster.] A pp. a fool, simpleton.
(Halliwell has 'fopsier, a cutpurse' with reference to

Dekker ; prob. a misreading offoyster, Foister.)
1607 W. S. Puritan 1. iv, Why, do but try the fopster, and

break it to him bluntly.

For (ffU, fpi, frj), prep, and conj. Also 2 fer,

3 south, vor, Orm. forr. [OR.for prep. — OFris.,

OS. for, Goth,faur; probably an apocopated form
of OTeut. *fora Fork adv. and prep., arising inde-

pendently in the various langs. (cf. the origin of

MIIG. and mod. Ger. vor from OHG. ford ; it

may however represent a parallel formation on the

same stem with some other suffix. Another forma-

tion on this stem appears in OS. fur, furi, OHG.
furi (MHG. vur, mod.Ger. fur) prep., for, ON.
fyre(r ("Da.,for, Sw.fo'r) adv. and prep., before, for.

The use of for ns a conj. has nut been found

earlier than the 12th c. The older lang. supplied

the place of the conj. by locutions in which for
prep, governed a neuter demonstrative pronoun
followed by a relative particle: for don tie, for 6y
Se, etc. (see For-THON, For-THy). The conjunc-

tional use of for - for dou de may be explained

either as an extension of the functions of the prep,

to govern a noun-sentence, or as an ellipsis.

In OE. for and fore stem to have been used indiscrimi-

nately as preps.; in .MK. they were gradually differen-

tiated.]

A. prep.

1 1. — Hkforf. in various uses. Obs. (see Fore.)

1. Of place, a. In front of; = Before 2, 2 b.

Bco'.vutf 358 (Gr.i He for eaxlum ^estod Deniga frean.

a 1000 ( \rdmoii's Gen. 2108 (Gr.) For paeseajum, be be Risfca

tir ;et gube for^eaf ! a 1300 Cursor M. 10497 (Cott.i "*co
sagh bat angel for hir stand. 1601 Shaks. AIVs Well iv. iv.

3 For whose throne 'tis needful 1. .to kneele.

b. \\\ the presence or sight of; = BEFORE 3, 4.

Beo'.i.-utf\6^() (Gr.) J?a wxs..on ilet horen Grendles heafod
,.e?;eslic foreorlum. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 Moni mon..
is erm for worlde and uniseli for gode.

c. In asseveration ; » BEFORE 5. (Cf. Gr. wp6s.)

In later use replaced by Fore.
c 1230 Ha,U Meid. 25 For gode hit is wlatefu] ping for te

penke bron. c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 2564 My prayer ys now
ido. For gode.. so ys myn al-so. c 1420 Citron, Vilod.

838 >eysse for God, quod (>e kny^t, dede be was.

d. into the presence of.

a 1000 C.vd'mon s Gen. 871 (Gr.) Ne dear nu fore) gan for b<"

andweardne. a 1300 Cursor M. 23933 i,Golt.) Leuedi . . lede

me wid be for bi sun.

2. Of time; = Before 7, S, <j. For tang: long

ago. (Cf. QK.fyrer.)
a 1000 Leg. Fursieus in Rcl. Ant. I. 276 Ic wat bone man

on Criste, be wses ge-gripen nu for feowertyne gearum. c 1200
Ohmin 3076 Itt wass forr manijda^ .-Krcwidded burrh pro-

phetess. Ibid. 6996 Forrlange. a 1225 After. R. 22 Bute 5if

hit beo holiniht vor be feste. a 1300 Cursor M. io7i6(Cott.)
pe propheci Was said for lang of ysai.

3. In preference to, above ; <= Before ii.

c 1000 Rood 93 (Gr.) He his modor .. for ealle menn
^eweorSode ofer eall wifa cynn. c 1205 Lay. 13919 Ah for

alle ure goden deore. .Woden hehde ba ha;hste la^e. c 1300
Beket 721 The statutz of Clarendone ech bischop holde
scholde ; And nameliche theo for alle other. 14. . Sir Beues
160 (MS. M.) Sir, blessud be ye for alle men ! 1486-1504
Let. in Denton Eng. in 15th Cent. (1888) Note D, 318 It

is mor meritory to support, .yowre tenants rathcre then a
stronge man, the pore . .for a gentylman or a gentylmans man.

II. Of representation, substitution or exchange.

4. Representing, as representative of.
' The member for — shire ' now belongs rather to 13 c.

a 1000 (ruthlac 171 (Gr.i Se for ealle sprajc feonda mengu.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 952 An, for ham alle, Onswerede ant
seide. 1414 Rolls of Parif. IV. 22/2 Youre humble and
trewe lieges that ben come for the Cofmmunje of youre
lond. 1582 N. Lichkkiki-D tr. Castanheda's Couq. E. Ind.
v. 14b, Their Xeque. .which was there for the king. 1842
Macaulay Ess. (1848) II. 187 The members for many coun-
ties and large towns. 1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 334
Walker returned thanks for his lady. 1891 Law Times
XCII. 124/2 Lord Palmerston and the Earl of Mayo, both
Irish Peers, sat for English constituencies.

b. In elliptical expressions, once for all, \for
all. Cf. Ger. cinfiir allemal.
i6n Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. in Learne now, for all, That I

[etc. J. 1820 J. S. Knowles Virginius 11. ii, Now, once for

all, farewell! 1881 Bible (Revised) Hebr. vii. 27 For this

he did once for all [1611 : once], when he offered up himself.

5. In place of, instead of.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 22 He ^ehyrde bset archelaus

rixode on iudea-beode for osene herodem. a 1300 Cursor M.
9972 iCott.) Maria, .stondesvsforsceildand targe, Againsall

ure wiberwyns. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.t vi. 19 He died.

.

and hisbroperregnedfor him. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580)

223 Some., will sayc.Blacke Vellet. for blacke Veluet. 161

1

Bible Luke xi. n Will he for a fish giue him a serpent? 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 10 Bacchus and . . Ceres .. gave us

Corn for Mast, for Water Wine. 174a Young Nt. Th. 1. 14

'Tis only change of pain . . Severer for severe. 1802 Mar.
' Edceworth Moral T. (i8i6)I. 248 She could not.. write.,

the count had written all that was wanting for her. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 208 For the old test, .was substi-

tuted a new test. 1895 Lake in Law Times XCIX. 468/2
They will employ somebody to do the business for them.

6. Of payment, purchase, sale, etc. = In exchange

for: see Exchange sb. i g.
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a. Introducing the tfaiog boaghl or sold, etc. :

As the price of, or the penalty on account ol.

Also after verbs, e.g. Pay, q.v.

ctooo Ags. («v/. Matt. v. ;$ bn for eage and to8 for

toS. r 117S Lamb. Horn. 9 Nouber gold ne seoluer ne

moste gan for be, t'taoo Ormin l>ed. 1431 I shall hafenn

forr min swinnc God ben. 11330 R. Batman Chnm. (1725*

1. 174 Men gaf riueten schillynges for a goos or a been. 154a

MS* Ace* St. yohm's /Ah/., CmnhtA*. Fo Nycholes for the

bylKet for the schyr and hvs costis w s. 1789 DuajrroaD ft

Kast Re/orts III. 467 The right of a seller to his goods,

where be cannot receive payment for them. 1895MOHa
Oct. 17 -• The Due d'Auinale's great work.. for which some
of us would gladly give all the novels ever written.

b. In requital of.

( 1000 Ags. ."j w\iv. [xxxvl. 14 (Spehnan) Aguldon me
yfelu for godum. 1583 Holikasd Cam/odi F*or 107 That
she giue vs something for our paUMS. 1677 Plot I

'

151 Being found to yiehi considerably better than most other
wheat, vir. somtimes twenty for one. 1697 DkYDEM I 'irg.

Gearg* rv. .-."l Describe we next the Nature of the Rees,

Bestow'd by Jove for secret Services, 1818 M. G. Lewis
Jrnl. W. ltd. (1834) 109 A full punishment for all hi> mis-

deeds. 1885 Bowcn in Laiv Re/. 14 Q. Bench Div. S60
Bel. .who should take nothing for their services. 1895

A. I, Smand Lite Sir E. B. Hamley I. ii. 21 He was very
soundly thrashed for his pains.

III. 7. In defence or support of; in favour of,

on the side of. Opposed to against. Often pre-
see Bl e». 83c

. 1000 .4u>-ric £jiW. xiv. 14 And Prihteu fibt for cow.
. 1175 Lamb. //<w. 7 Heo sculen.. bidden for heom. r 1380
Wvclif Set. li'ks. III. 363 How sbulde men fqte for a
personc bat K'i witen not [etc.]? 1550 Crow ley £/:'c". 204
Where euerye man is for him selfe. And no man:-.

'599 Shaks. Much Ad* it. i. 386 My lor. 1
.. 1 am foe you,

though it cost mee ten nights watchiugs. 1676 Hobbes
Iliad Pref. (16S6) Homer Indeed maketh some G01
the Greeks and some for the Trojans, 1690 LoCKI
vi. Blinded contenders for monarchy. 1711 Steele S/Wt.
No, 118P3 rake my Word for it she is no F00L 1743
Bulkslet & Cimmi'ss I Vr. S. Sews Ded. 8 The Right
Honourable Persons who will one Day determim
- a us. 1795 Hist, in .-liar. Reg. 8a Fortune declared

at last fat the convention. 1847 9 Hki s :i C
Ser. 1. 1851 I 177 Von ... rain. 1885 Conos
in Lam ReO. 30 Ch. Div. 13, 1 do not think that the oases.

.

carry out the proposition for which he has cited them.

b. In exclamations, indicating the pers

favoured.
1664 Hitler Hud. it. ii. 604 Did ride . . Crying, hey. for

our town through the burrough. 1835 Lttton exiemsi hi.

i. ' Hurrah for the knight of St. John ' cried the mercenaries

;

* and hurrah for fair France and bold Germa
c. In honour of. Also To name a child for

(tfter) a person now only U.S. .

1800 H. Wells Camst AVr .-..'.- L - Louisa., had been
named for the mother of Mr. Hayman. iSao J. S. Knowles

fms 1. i. Cheer for him. if you are Romans. 18*6 \V.

:ll Truth I. ii 7 "What is the name to be?
I think your mother's was Matilda.'—' Yes, she was named
for a great worthy, ladv Matilda,' 1863 Hawthorne Cur
Oid Home 1S04 10 He had named his two children, one for
Her Majesty and the other for Prince Albert.

d. quaswA. Tors and againsts : * pros and cons \
c 181.5 Jams Aostkm Persmas. II. 1S5. I was privy to all

the fors and againsts, I was the friend to whom he confided
his hopes. 189a Tempi* Bar Mag. Nov. 4x4 The fors and
againsts. .so inextricably mixed.

IV. Of purpose or destination.

8. With a view to ; with the object or purpose
of: as preparatory to. For company: see Com-
pany 1 b.

AnfwW/45$ (Gr.> pa . . for arstafum usk sohtest. c 1000
Ags. Gea/\ John xi. 4 Nys heos untrumnys aa for deafte ac for
codes wuMre. 1340 Hawpolr Pr. Ctmac. 3889 For vrarayng
oftrendcsb&tlyefos c 1489 CaxtowStmmes i/Ajm*m xxiv.

505, 1 byieve thai god bathe sentetherm to vsforoars&vrnfe.
iS«3 Ia Biknees Frviss. I. exxx. 159 The Fiurrjrhaarn
neoer departed fro their batayfs for chasynce ofany man.
* 1654 Seldcx Tmiie- T. . Arh. » S 2 The individual person set
apart for the service of such a Church, rvayDc Foe Crvaw
t.vi,Ileft the iron crow inthe wreck foe ne\:dav. 1838 Th in-
VAU.cPnwvv III. xix. 95 [He] set sail. .for the relief of Epi-
danwras. 1849 Macaclat Hut. Emg. I. 615 A considerable
muaber ofprisoners were inunediaterv selected for execution.
1887 L. Cakkou. G*j-t f/l^fk n. $ 6. 50, 1 have been oat
forawalk. 1891 L**- ritmn XC. iS^ \ An order was made
. .for thepav-ment of the balance to the plaintiff.

b. For the purpose of being or becoming.
4- 1489 Caxtox Sfmmts ijfAjimm Dt. aio Berynge in the>T

nannV.5 flowres and roses for a token. 1697 Dktdsx Utrr.

Gf**T" m. «S3 Whom to reserve for Husband of the Herd.
1741 tr. /wramnV C**mt*j MmU I. 13 He shall hear
Reason : or, Waonds, 111 «o for a Soldier, sfxa Dkkexs
BUmk //*. tu. IHe] vent for a soldier, and never came back.
•nts G. Auaai ff iiyfiii xiv, I*m gong to leave my place.,
and go for a pnnfl iimjiu.

C CooduciTe to.

a xssj ITdau. R*j*Ut D. y. i. <Aro.> ta To fceepe the
Qoeenes peace b more for bis bebooJe. 1664 Tiluxtsox
«>«£ *r*V RtOg.x\ It is for the general good of humane
society. crymC *^sxxtsi>*Brr(tSSS<ia8 The Bishop does
not care to stay long in this place not being for bis health.

Bosrax J*kmsm Advt_ Snch remarks as were
"rfor theadvantage of the work, stem Fmter't JhVf

.

II 505 It is all for her good.

d. ArAbV: tobesold. Pmr rtni ;UJS.> = T0 let.

1884 S+stm (Mass.) JmL 6 Sept. Advt , Baltimore Ware-
hoose for Rene anVn Cfmtmrjr J*%o>. Aug. 590a The hut
time I saw it. it was for rent.

9. In order to obtain. Also after verbs like a**,

jftcrri, etc, or verbs implying motion, e-g. 7>,j»v
strnd, etcy*r : see the verbs.

..: 1 I

xxvin

So, with mixture of 21 or 6, in (I wonid not)for anything,
/orttgrtat deal*for all the nvr/.f", etc.

t 1830 Hali Meid. 9 |?at si5 bat tu eauer dides te into

swuch beowdom for worldliche wunne. c 1300 HavglokyB&
Hauetok was war bat Grim swank sore For his mete, and he
lay at horn. ? 1450 Chester Fl. (Shaks. Soc 1 11 Nave,
Lorde, that will we not indeede For nothinge treasspass unto
thee. 161 1 Bible Fnrr. xxviii. 21 For a piece of bread that

man will transj;rcsse. 1657 W. Rano tr. iSassendi's Life
Peirtse t. 25 He would not for any thing but be present at

the Solemnity to behold the same. 1697 Pkvden Vur,
iv. 620 Wearj- Proteus . . Retir'd for Shelter to las

wonted Caves. i7a8 xochg Love Fame i. 50 What will not
men attempt forsacred praise? 1806-7 J. BERESFoauJ/wrrrV*
Hum. Life 11S26) v. xix, After having fee'd very high for

places at Mrs. Siddons's benefit. 1849 Macai u\v Hist. £ag.
II. &4 To bring a suit for this sum in the Court of King's
Bench. 1864 Holme Lee /* Silver Age (1866) 403, I would
not for the world hurt his feelings. 1883 Mamch, Exam. 27
Nov. 5 5 The drawers, .struck work for an advance ofwages.
1891 .\'e:t\,tstle Eve*. Chr&t. 29 Jan. 3 1 For two pins I'll

throw the lamp at you.

b. Of an amount staked or an object risked. e.£.

to play for K
a certain stake): see Play v. Also

in a wager, in asseverations, and in a tuo ivw
for ones life* to try a matt for his life.

a laas Julia**! 16 For mi lif quod hire feder beschal la5in
his luue for pu schalt beon ibeaten (etc.1 a 1553 Udall
.v-.b.v D. 1. i. (Arb.> 12. I haue yond espied hym sadly
comming. And in loue for twxntie pounde, by hvs glom-
myng. 1596 Shaks. Tom. Shr. m, i. 49 Now for my life

the knaue doth court my loue. 160a — Ham. in. be. 24
Dead for a Ducate, dead. 1836 Souim in Q. Rev. LVIL
10 Major Beltran . . had a narrow escape for his life. 1849
M \ v, 1 w Hist. E*g. II. 223 Rosewell, -had been tried for

his life by Jeffreys.

C. J-or one's life : in order to save one's life

;

also in hyperbolical use. as it" one's life depended
on it. with one's utmost eft'orts. Also in phrases like

/ cannot do itfor the life of me* for my heart, soul*

etc., where the sense is sometimes * if it were to

save my life', etc, and sometimes 'if I were to

give my life *. etc.

(taaafwV - He ne mihte forhis live Iseopat
man win hire speke. 1576 Fleming Pa*0fl. EHst. 59 He
had never had the audacitie and boldnesse for his hart, to

set one foote forward into Syria. 1596 Shaks. Tom. Shr.
1. ii. 38, 1 . .conk) not gel hun for my heart to do it. 1603— Xfeas. far M. iv. iii. 160. I dare not for my bead fill

my belly. 1711 Admsom S/trJ. No. 85 P 1, 1 cannot for

my Heart leave a Room, before I have studied [etc.].

1766 Mackexue Lammger No. 56. 197 A great many
other things, .which I can't do for the heart of roe. .1 1806
H. K. White in I.i/e

<fr
Rem. (1825* 176 You can't for the

soul of you. learn how to froa"n. 1813 Byron Gia^ar 250
Away, away, for life he ritles. 1831 I- E. IjuidoM Re-mamee
4 Reality \ii-i$* 5.^4 We must row for our lives. 1843
'Blackve. Mag. \\A\ . 742, I could not resist a smile for the
life of me. 1848 Dickens Pomtvy xix, Walter, for his life,

would have hardly called her by her name. 1849 Macai-lay
Hist. E*g. I. 131 Charles fled for his life. 1887 Times 15
Apr. 9 6 Back ! for your lives !

d. To run, etcfir it: see It.

10. Indicating the object to which the activity of
the faculties or feelings is directed : frequent after

yds. , as cart* long, search, etc, sbs., asam eye* genius*
talent* taste* desire, love* etc., or adjs., as eager,

\ful* etc. (see those words); also in exclama-
tions expressing expectancy or desire, -Vow for*
Oh for.
159a Shaks. Rem. * Jul. 11. ii. 159O (bra Falkners voice.

To lure this Tassell gentle hack, againe. 160a Maistos
Amtemirs Rer. v. L Whs. 1856 I. 133 O for a Cat kg of ewe
mutton ! 1697 D«yt>cn I'irg. Cearg. rv. 300 Such a Zeal
they have for flow Yv Sweets. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 30.

P 5 Now for Colonel Constant s Epistle. 1834 Meowin
A ugier im Wales I. 37 Now fora cigar and Charters. 184a
M ACAi-lay Lars* I 'irgimia 10a Oh for the tents which in old
time whitened the Sacred Hill

!

U. Before an imf, usually for to* ^Sc. till\ indi-

cating the object of an action ;
=

' in order (to) '.

Now arch, or vulgar. Ct Fr. pour* Ger. um sat.

Fcrfrr te- in other connexions see Foaro/rr/. and com/.
a 1x75 Catt. Heme,m Forte don him understooden. a iaoo

Marmt t\ie 1S0 Ne hrekeh ne ure drihte hellegate for lescn
hi of bende. fxaoo OeMiN 1006 All hejjre tac wass swilk &
swillc Forr oherr king to tacnenn. c rao< Lav. 13307 Ich
arm ienmen he hos naeh for mnchelere neooe for snggen be
tiSende. xao7 R. Glocc (17x4) 35 He hi gan to scnakc ys
axe. for to smyte anon, c 1400 Lanfrmmc's Cirmrg. 53 For
to dense he woonde use be medicv^n of met rosec ,1485
Lhg*j Jfyst. rv. e>8 What can boa saye, Thy-self for till

excuse • M*C Covcxoau Frew. xxvm. *o He. .maketh to
moch haist for to be riche. iaj8 wtm Scat Poems 16th C.
ll.ifa For riuooscare thy tight. r*Y4 R. Hoora A rmamrr
n. 86A A BuTet ^ a piece of Cleft Wood for to Barn. 1748
& \VAsamacToai Jrmi. 8 Apr., Writ. 1889 I. 6 Von mast ride
round y* back of y* Mountain for to get below them. 1774
A. Adams in 7. Q. Adams' Fame. Lett. (1876) 41 Having
only pot off its present glory for to rise hnaUy to a more
I .u 1 ] -: A'i.

b. Hencefor to often occurs merely for to before

an inf. Oi>s. in educated use.
a raas Amcr. AT. 54 be eppel bast ich loke on is forhode me

to etene, & nont forto huwMen. 1 1305 .

E. E. P. (186a* 43 Seint swythin . . swipe
seraie ihesn crist. e 1340 Cursor M. 717 (Fan!)
bo;t bat ioy for-til stynt. 1397 Rolls efParti. III. jja/.
It was my nunjag and my aenj ng for to hame do the best
for his persone and for his estate. 193 Ld. BcaxTJts Prmss.
I. cxxvl 15a The kyng of Kngtande. .wyst nat where for to
passe the ryner of Some, the which was large and depe.
1659 I>- Prit. /ar/r. Sea 3* mate, Unstring winds make
the Seas for to rage and roar. 1C74 tr. Sdhejfars La/Jamd

i4 "
Ihato

84 Birds, Bea>t-, Ki>hv>, which it was unlawfull fortol>rin^
in at the foredoor.

12. Indicating destination. Cl". Fr. pour.

a. In order to arrive at; with the purpose
of going to va place). Formerly sometimes after

go* journey* travel* etc. Now chiefly after verbs

denoting the commencement of a journey, as to

ilepirt* start, sail, leave* or the act of directing

movement, as to steer* make ; also after the pple.

bmatd. Also predicatively ; see Be 23 b.

. 1489 Caxton JEamaes ofAymo* \. 36 She asked wbi they
were departed for the kynges courte. 1595 Shaks. yohu
111. iii. 71 For England Cosen, goe. 1595 Dnau Will in
Wills Doctor's Com. • Camden t 77 Her Majesties fleet e nowe
in service for the west Indyes. 1646 Markham Let. in 12M
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 2 [I am) most certainly
informed that hee is at Newcastle and intends for France.
1660-1 Mar\ell Cmrr* Whs, 1S72-5 II. 43 Mr. Mabbot is,

shortly to goe for Ireland. 1704 Addison Italy Wks. 1S04
V. 149 We sailed from hence directly for Genoa. 1706-7
Farol-har Beauje Strat. 11. i. Wks. (1742) 17 Are you for

church this morning ? 1719 De Foe C»i/t. Si*gietom xviii.

We steered directly for the gulf. I7a4 — Mam, Cavalier
(1S40) 285 We resolved for Newark. 1763 Wesley Jr*l.
20 Aug. 11827) III. 15S We concluded to try for Larn. though
we knew not the way. 1791 * G. Gambado ' Ann, Horsem.
ix. tiBoo' 106 The curb broke, and he [a horse] ran straight

on for the cliffs. iSao Kkats St* Agues i, His frosted
breath, .seem'd taking flight for heaven without a death.
1838 Thirlwai.l GrewtM II. 206 The Persian army was in

full march for Athens. 1865 Kingsley f/orttm. (1SS4) 251
They rowed away for Crowland. 1879 Chi rch S/Se*ser i. 9
Spenser was sixteen or seventeen when he left school for the
University. 1883 Lazv i rants Re/. XLIX. 352/2 The Clan
Sinclair, .headed for the Margaret. 1885 Jfamch. Exam.
ta Mar. 4 $ Lord Reay left London yesterday for India.

b, transf. of time.
1885 Truth 2 July 3/1 It was getting on for two before

supper was served.

c. Introducing the intended lecipient, or the

thing to which something is intended to belong,

or in connexion with which it is to be used.
1411 Rolls ofPart:. III. 650 1 Certein Commune of Pas-

ture . . whiche the said Lord . . claymes for hymself and his
tenanu. 1SS1 TlRSta Herbal L l*" v b, Byrche. . is good to
make . . twygges for baskettes. 1585 T. Washington tr.

\ichflajrs i or. I. xxi. 27 Were set up 2 faire pavillions,

the one for him. .the other for the Ambassador. 1591 Shaks.
Tnv Gent. 11. L 131 I at. Madam, they are for you. 1636
Massixgeb Bash/. Lover x. i. Your bottles too, that I carry
For >our own tooth ? 1660 Aft 12 Chas. It c. 4 Sched. s-v.

Bojees* French boxes for Marmetade or Gelly. 1759 John-
son Idler No. 42 F 2 The Idler holds the shield for virtue,

as well as the glass for folly. 1835-6 Todd Cjrct. Amat. I.

518 t For this group of animals M. D'Haan has proposed
the name of Asiphonoidia. 1839 Cath. Sinclair Holiday
House xii. 2S1 He bought gowns for all the maids. 1855
Macai lay Hist. Emg. III. 20 He had. .secured for himself
a place in history. 1861 M. Pattisos Ess. (1SS9) I. 45 A
fireproof chamber for the muniments. Ih'd. A stone-vaulted
kitchen, where dinner could be dressed for an army of guests.

13. Of appointment, appropriation, or fitness.

a. Following a vb,, adj., or noun of quality, de-

noting appointment, appropriation, fitness, etc.

€ 1400 Maisdev. (1839) PtoL a Dethe withoaten ende, the
whiche was ordeyned for us. Hid. v. 56 A manere o( Wode
. -the whiche is goode for manye dyverse Medicynes. 1 1450
Com. Jdyst. 318 We xal asay Vf the cros for the be mete.

1548 Hau Ckrtm^ Hem. /I \ Introd. 9 Henry* duke of Lan-
castre..a prince apt for a kyndom. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bi.Com.
Prajurr

t
Commaaiom Rubric, The vesture appoyucted for

that ministration. 158m N. Lichefield tr. CasiaMaedas
C*ma. E. lad. ii. 5 To pot hunsetle in a readinesse for that

voiage. 1074 R- Cox Gemtt. Recreat. in. (1677) 62 Fitter

for a large Inne than a Lady's Chamber. 1733 De Foe
Plague 11754) 9 Loaded with Baggage and fitted out
for travelling. 1764 Foots Pa/ram tu Wks, 1709 1. 349
Robinson Crusoe is advertisM for this evening. 1789 Blake
Sengs Immae-* EeJunmg Green iii, Many sisters and brothers.
Like birds in their nest, Are ready for rest. 1815 Jane
Acstes Emma (1S49) 5 1 Very fit for a wife, bat not at all

for a governess. 183J8 Thirlwall Greece III. xxiu 247
Quite sufficient for his purpose, naaa Ibid. VII. 283 Se-
lencus, resecting on Pithoo's fate, augured that which was
designed for himself. 1840 P. Parleys A**. 54 What is a
dock good for?

b. After adjs. or advs. qualified by too* enough,

etc., the prep, is often equivalent to the infinitive

combinations, * to admit of, *to require, call for \
or the like.

1803-6 WoBDsworrH Ode* Int. Immortality* Thoughts
that do often Be toodeep for tears. 183a Hesim. Rev. XVII.
8a The passages..are too lieqnent lor onotation. Jfad. The
subject is quire important enough for separate treatment.

C Following a sb., or predicatively : — Ap-
pointed or adapted lor, proper or suitable for.

^There 0) nothingfor it out: there is) no way
of meeting the case, no course open, but.

1 1350 WtlL Palerne 394 Clothed in comfy dohing for any
tinges sone. i486 At. St. Albans D iii h. That hanke is

for a Baron. 1083 HouaAXD Camfodi Erorss* I wi'- rather
have him. He is for me. xmwiPzrrs Diary 27 Apr.. He is

not for my family, he is grown so out of order and not to be
ruled. 1609 Srvawr MarinersMag. v. 64 Sea-Carriages are
made less, as the Block-maker that makes them hath Rules
for. 1711 Anoesas S*t\f. No. aw P 6 By no 1

JrmL
: ana it

awaoVaa)

mSMAUk
1748 RinuMwrm Clarissa (1E11) III. 19$,

I have waning for a . . hot amatrimony. 1818 M. G. Lewis
W. lmd\ 11S34) 250 The sheets, a term for various

» P. Parley's Amm. 55 Do yon know it is time
1845 XI. Pattisoh Ess. (i8&9> I. 4 The momen-

tous mautions which have interest only for noble minds.
ataa Macai lav Hist. Emg. I. 123 I andiidih .. stffl con-
tinued to be minwter for Scotch anairs. 1850 Cakltlc



FOR. 411 FOR.

Lattcr-d. Pamph. i. 37, I fear she is not long for this world !

1874 Dasest Haifa Life I. 196 There was nothing for it

but to grin and bear it. 1885 Mauck. Exam. -2-z Sept. 5/3
The old law making banging the inevitable penalty for

murder. 1886 Ibid. 3 Nov. 3/1 The Quarterly for October.

d. (ft is) for <a person) to do something', be-

coming or permissible to. the duty or concern of.

1611 Bible Prov. xxxi. 4 It is not for kings to drinkewine.
1819 Cohbktt Fng. Cram. xvii. § 193 It is for the guilty

to live in fear. 1885 BoWBM in Law Reft. 14 Q. B. Div. 872
It will be for the Rule Committee to alter the rule if [etc.].

14. Of result or effect; used after words like

cause, ground, motive, reason, etc. (See the sbs.)

15. I >csignating an amount to be received or paid

;

cf. 6. Also in Cricket scoring: With the result of

(so many runs', at the cost of fso many wickets).

1776 Trial of Nundocomar 23/2 Bollakey Doss drew a
draught on Benares, .for a. lack of rupees, 1857 HUGHES Tom
Iiro7vn n. viii.. The I-ord's men were out by half-past

twelve o'clock for ninety-eight runs. 1885 A 1pool Daily Post
r June 5/4 The University men were all out for 44. 1886
Stkvknson Dr. Jekyll \. led. 2) 8 The signature was good for

more than that. 1887 A. Bikkell Obiter Dicta Ser. II. 159
[He] sent the author a bank-bill for,£100. Mod. Put my name
down for two guineas. {Comm.) We have this day drawn on
you for£ 100. {Cricket) The score stood at 1 50 for 6 wickets.

V. Of advantage or disadvantage.

16. With the purpose or result of benefiting or

gratifying; as a service to.

imooo Cynew. C~Wr/(GollanCz) 1423 Ic pact for worulde^ebo-
lade. c'1205 Lav. 62 J>a:t he beosso'Sfeste word segge. . for his

fader saule. a 1225 Ancr.R. 22 pe uormest vine [ I'sabnes] uor
00 sulf & for alle^et oil god dofi. 1340 Ayenb. 1 pin holy
blod bet pou sseddest ane be rod uor me and uor mankende.
1605 Shaks. Macb. in. i. 65 If't be so For Hanquo's Issue
haue I fil'd my Minde. c 1630 Milton Passion 12 Dangers
..Which he for us did freely undergo. 1631 GoUGB Gods
Arrows v. Ded. 406 Leave me not to shift for my selfe.

1674 tr. Scheffer*s Lapland 118 If he sees convenient he
may set up for himself. 1816 Byron Parisina iii, They
only for each other breathe.

b. ironically.

1740 Xmas Entertainm. ii. (1883-4) 12, I will swinge his

Jacket for him. 1855 Smedi.ky //. Coverdale liii, It would
have been a mercy if I hadn't broken some of his bones for

him.

17. As affecting the interests or condition of (a

person or thing), whether for good or evil. Chiefly
after adjs., sbs. of quality, or advbs.
In early Kng. the dative was used in this sense without

prep. Cf. Gr. and Lat. uses.

1537 Bible (Matthew) Ps. cxviii. [cxix]. 71 It is good for

me that I haue bene in trouble. 163a J. Lee Short Surv.
7 Grain, butter, cheese, and such other commodities usefull
for the life of man. 1883 Daily News 22 Sept. 4/6 This
. .bodes ill for the peace of Europe, 1891 Sir A. Wills in
Law Times XCI. 233/2 Things had . . begun to look badly
for all concerned.

18. Governing a sb. or pers. pron. followed by
an infinitive, forming a construction equivalent to
1 that he, etc. may, might, should \ etc.

Originally, the prep, had the sense 13 or 16, the inf. being
either the subject of the sentence or expressive of purpose ;

but the use was early extended to include cases to which
this analysis is inapplicable. In the i5-i6th c. the L. use of
the accus. and inf. was often imitated in Kng.: e.g. 'Be-
hold how good . . it is, brethren to dwell together in unity

'

(Ps. cxxxiii. I, Prayer-bk. version).

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxii. Wks. (1876) 41 It is better
for a synner to suffre trybulacyon. .in this lyfc.than to be
eternally tourmented in hell. 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. V,
(an. 7) 65 b, A tent of purple velvet for the counsailers to
mete in. 1582 N. Lichefiklo tr. Castanhedd's Cong. K. hid.
vi. 16 It was verye needefull and necessarye for him to take
a Pilot. 16*1 Brathwait Nat. Embass. Ded. (1641) A ij, It

is high time for the Satyrist to pen somthing which may
[etc.]. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 219, I must forsake
This Task ; for others afterwards to take. 1777 Watson
Philip II (1839) 85 The [island] lay at so great a distance
from Europe, as had made it almost impossible for the
Christians to send assistance to the besieged. 1818 M. G.
Lewis Jrnl. W, Ind. 11834) 220 For a man who had such
good blood to part with it so wantonly was a shame. 1843
Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 713 What a condition for me to
come to ! 1883 Latv Times 20 Oct. 408/1 The new rules .

.

render it more difficult for a defence to be kept up. 1896 M.
Field Attila 1. 19 When a girl becomes A woman, it is

MMl for her mother To speak to her of life.

b. in exclamatory use.

1757 FOOTS Author it. Wks. 1794 I. 156 For this low,
lousy son of a shoemaker, to talk of families.

VI. Of attributed or assumed character ; = as.

19. In the character of, in the light of, as equi-
valent to ; esp. to introduce the complement after

verbs of incomplete, predication, e.g. to have, hold,

etc. (see those verbs), where as or as being may
generally be substituted. To beg (a person) for a
fool: see Beg v. 5 a.

Beowulf'117 5 1 Gr.) J?a:t bu for sunu wolde hererinc habban.
c 1000 Cleric Dent. xxxi. 20 And tellab min weddfornaht.
c 1200 Ohmin 387 patt mann hemm hallt forr gode menn.
1*97 *" Glouc. (1724) 142 pis word was for dom yholde.

1377 LaMGL. /'. PI. B xv 578 3it knewe pei cryst . . For a
parlit prophete. e 1400 Laufrauc's Cirurg. no per ben but
.vj. boonys whanne bat bou rekenest os coronale for oon boon.
*' *S$3 Ln. Bf.knkrs IIiion Ixxxiv. 265 Know for trouth that
. .god loueth fayth. a 1553 Udall Royster D. 111. iii. (Arb.)

44 He vaunteth him selfe for a man of prowesse greate.
1568 Graiton Chron., Hen. V, (an. 2) II. 446 The Englishe
Ambassadours receyving this for aunswere, tooke their leave.

1644 Evelyn Mem. 11857) I* 78 Celebrated in France for

the best in the kingdom. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 169
f n Ill-nature among ordinary Observers passes for Wit.

1719 De Foe Crusoe n. xi, You will be hanged for a pirate.

1725 Watts Logic 11. iii. § 1 We mistake his Blunders for

Beauties. 1760 Foote Minor r, Wks. 1799 I. 239, I wou'd
engage to elude your penetration, when I am bcau'd out for

the baron. 1813 Byron Giaour 37 A grotto.. That holds
the pirate for a gue.st. 1818 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. IV. Ind.

(1834) 40 That distance went for nothing. 1843 Erasers
Mag. XXVTIL 702, I know for a fact that a courier was
waiting. 1845 M. Pattison Ess, (1889) I. 5 .Mere chrono-
logy .. is often mistaken for history. 1883 Stevenson
Silvermio Sq. (1886) 34 The pines look down upon the rest

for underwood.

b. 80 with an adjective, as in to take for
granted, to leave for dead, etc. For certain, sure,

•\ 7i'iss, sec those adjs.

Also, with mixture of sense 8, as in the formula of the
Marriage Service (rpiot. 1549) where the sense is ' whether
she prove better or worse ', etc.

C 1460 Fortescue Abs. #f Lim. Men. xi. (1885) 136, I holde
it for vndouted, bat [etc.]. 1549 Bk, Com. Prayer Matri-
mony, I . . take thee . . to my wedded wife . . for better for

worse. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 49 In the mean time I take
it for granted. 1681 Con ion Il'oud. Peak (kj At tbe bottom
he was left for dead. 1700 Dryoen Pat. ty An. in. 704 He
quivered with -his feet, and lay for dead. 1732 Berkeley
Alciphr. vi. § 30 Admitted for morally certain. 1802 Mar.
Edceworih Moral T. (1816) I. 208 L's friends . . gave the

man up for lost. 1854 Patmore Angel in Ho. 1. ix, I ..

blamed the print for old.

C. What is he, etc. for [a man, etc.) : what is

(he) considered as (a man), i.e. what sort of a (man,
etc.) is he V (( *f. Ger. Was fiir tin ?) Obs. or dial.

1580 Spenser Sliep. Cat. iv. 17 What is he for a Ladde
you so lament? 1623 BlNCHAM Nenophon 136 When the
Lacedemonians enquired, what Xenophon was for a man,
he answered, that [etc.]. 1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendi's
Life Peiresc 11. 265 Consider . .how many, and what fur

Epistles he sent to this very City. 1708 Brit. Apollo No.
63- 3/2 What are you for a Lover, a 1757 ClBBER Comical
Lovers 1, What is she for a Woman ? 1827 Scott Surg.
Dan. x, ' What is that for a Zenobia?' sai<' Hartley.

d. (/, etc.)for one : as one, as a unit in an aggre-

gate, for one thing: used parenthetically when one

out of several reasons, instances, etc., is mentioned.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. ix, Will you go.. ? I will go for

one. 18.. Keble Lett. Spirit. Counsel (1870) 176, I could
say, for one thing, make your account beforehand with this

trouble coming upon you. 1880 Scribner's Mag. XX. 356/1,
I for one shall never do so.

e. for the first, second, etc. time: as a first,

second, etc., instance. Cf. Fr. pour la premiere fois.

1730 A. (ionnoN Maffeis Amphith. 68 TheRomans were
for the first time forbid such Games. 1788C1RR0N DecL <y F
l.wi. VI. 431 note. He [Aldus] printed above sixty considerable
works of Greek literature, almost all for the first time. 1818

M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind. (1834) 177 There was a shower
of rain for the first time since my arrival. 1863 TraFFORD
World in Ch. III. 253 Is he a man likely to fall in love for

a second time? 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2! I. 399 That they
may converse with Socrates for the last time.

f. for good (and all) : see Good.
VII. Of the cause or reason.

20. By reason of, under the influence of (a feel-

ing or subjective condition).

Beowulf 338 (Gr.) Wen ic, bset £e for wlenco, nalles for

wraicsiSum ac for hige-brymmum HroSgar sohton. ,< 1123

O. E. Chron, an. 1101 For heoran agenan mycelan un-
^etrywban. <r 1173 Lamb. Horn. 17 He. .^ef us seodoan
ane muchele }ef for his muchele eadinodnesse. 1297 R.
Glouc. (1724) 58 He by gan hym by benche, And hys
wrabbe toward be kyng, for drede of be erl, quenche. c 1380
Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 152 How may bei seie

for shame bat pei folowen Crist truly? c 1440 Jacob's Well
72 Holdere to synne fortrust of be mercy of god. 1580 Sidney
Arcadia it. xvi. 172 Like the poore childe, whose father,

while he beates him, will make him beleeue it is for loue.

1725 De Foe Voy. round 11 'orld(i8^6) 305 Our men raided a
shout for joy. 1802 Noble Watuierers II. 32 Arsaces,
panting for rage, had already grasped his poniard. 1827
Southey Hist. Renins. War II. 776 They had, for pure
wantonness, set fire to some of the houses.

b. Forfear of that, etc. : see Fear sb. 3 b.

1847 Marryai Childr. N. Forest v, Take your guns too,

for fear of accident.

21. Because of, on account of

:

a. a person or persons.
fiooo /Elfric Gen. xx. 3 pu scealt sweltan nu Abimeleh

for bam wife be pu name, c 1205 Lay. 14458 J>in hired be
hated for me & ich aim iua;id for be. 13. . A". Alls. 2318
Al Pierce for him sorwith, y-wis. 1382 Wyclif Ps. xxvi. 11

Dresse me in a rijt path for myn enemys. 1549 Chron. Gr.
^V/ari(Camdenl62 Thecause was for them that rose in Essex.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 55 Thou shalt have as many
dolours for thy daughters. 1819 Cobbett Ettg. Gram.
xvii. § 196 When I see many its in a page, I always tremble
for the writer.

b. a thing. Also infor cause (see Cause sb. 6)
and after such sbs. as charge, reputation, etc., and
adjs. as sorry (see those words). .Some adjs. for-

merly construed with this prep, now take others

;

e. g. glad of.

ciooo.^Ei.i ric Exod. xviii. 9 pa wajs Iethro blibe for eallum
bam godum be Drihten dyde Israhela folce. c 117$ Lamb.
Horn. 17 pine frond bu luuest for bam goddede pe he be deo.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (1724) 113 Ac for 3oure coming ich am glad.
< 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 25 Pet shulden not be
aferd for perillis. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour D iij, The
one is prowde for his scyence. 1631 Gouge God's Arroios
iv. xii. 300 Faith herein will make us thankfull for all

manner of prosperity. 1704 Addison Italy Wks. 1804 V.

149 The gulf. .is. .remarkable for tempests. 1802 Mar.
Ed<;fworth Moral T. (1816) I. 225 A mother respected.,
for her feminine virtues. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 308
Notorious both for covetousness and for parsimony.

T In OK.for with the instrumental case of the

neuter demonst. pron. formed advb. phrases =
( therefore', which, with the addition or ellipsis of
the relative de became conjunctional phrases —
* because'. (For these phrases and their later

representatives see FoB-THON, Fok-thy ; cf. also

Fok-why . Similarly, Foil that appears from
13th c. as a conjunction; and in the i6thc. there

are a few examples of for this in the senses
' therefore * and ' because '.

a 1553 PHILPOI Evaii/.ty Writ. (1842)352 If that hedemaml
the reason why we do so, I will gladly satisfy his mind. . For
this [orig. i/uia] we know surely those things, as they have
written, to have come unto us uncorrupt. Ibid. 396 For
this [orig. igtttir], Florebell, thou hast a high bishop and
ruler of the church such a one peradventure as thou
soughtest not after.

C. On account of one's regard for. So in For
the sake ^/"(see Sake), used synonymously w'rth for
in this sense and in senses 7 and 8.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2472 (Gr.i pa ic for god wille fcemund-
byrdan. c 1000 Ro<><{ 113 (Gr.) Se be for dryhtne^ naman
dea^es wolde. .onbyri^an. a 1200 Moral Ode 23 pe him
solue forget fur wine ne for childe. £-1205 Lay. 13223 Ich
bad bine for gode don bat child of hade. 1393 Langl. P.
PI. C. in. 170 To be maried for monye mede hath a-sented.
a 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees.) ogi, 1 leeue be proloug for

shortnes. 1697 Dryoen Virg. Past. x. 35 Lycoris. .for thy
Rival tempts the raging Sea. 1697 Ken Ei'g. Hymn ii,

Forgive me, Lord, for Thy dear Son.

d. Tn adjurations —for the sake of Also in

exclamations, chiefly of pain or sorrow.
/( 1000 Boeth. Metr. \. 128 He.. hi for Urihtne ba;d. .ba-t

hi [etc.]. rizos Lay. 57 Nu bidded La^amon alcne a:oele

mon for bene almitetlgodd. .bet he [etc.]. c 1325 Coer de L.
1782 Mercy, Richard, for Mary maid t 1393 Langl. P. PL
C. 11. 54 Ich fraynede hure faire bo, for hym bat hure made.
( 1460 Tmvucley Myst. <Surtees> 210 Alas ! for my master.

.

That yestereven. . I'efore Caiphas was broght. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, v. ii. 75 Heauen for his ni^rcy : what treachery is

heere 'I 1609 Bible (Douay) Jocli. 15 Crie ye to our Lord:
A a a, for the day. 1741 Kiciiaki»son Pamela I. 81 But
I have not found it so, Alas for me. 1820 Byron Blues n.

64 La<iy Blueb. Oh lie ! Miss Lit. And for shame \ 1820
K>:ats Lamia 271 For pit)' do not melt ! 1844 Dickens
Christmas Carol iii. 90 Alas for Tiny Tim.

fe. For because: see Because A. 1, V>. r. Obs.

22. Of an efficient or operative cause: In conse-

quence of, by reason of, as the effect of. (Now chiefly

after comparatives; otherwise usu. replaced by
from, of, through.) Also infor leant of : see Want.

< 1205 Lay. ^7818 Pa eorfte gon beouien for ban vnimete
blase. '' 1:1370 Robt. K. Chyle 55 Bettur he were.. So to

do then for hunger dye. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 349
Scarioth was be worse for beyng in bis holi cumpanye.
c 1400 Lanfrauc's Cirurg. 101 & pou fyndest a man bavynge
be crampe for a wounde. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (\V. de
W. 1495) I. xi. A a, For the grete hete of the sonne She
hadde the febres or axes. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 11 For
defaute of such issue to remaigne to oure Soveraigne Lorde.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, (an. 1), To die for thirst

standyng in the river. 1578 Cooi'kr Thesaurus s. v. Vetustas,

He lackelh teeth for age. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T.
Ii. 121 For the abundance of milk she [the cow] did give, the

owner might eate butter. 1718 Hi: Hutchinson Witchcraft
1 Jed. (1720) 11 Her chin and her knee-> meeting for Age. 1766
Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxviii, In this very room a debtor of

his.. died for want. 1850 Lynch Thco. Trin. v. 84 Shall

we be the brighter spirits for being the duller men ? 1887

A. BlRRELL Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 103 They breathed the

easier for the news. M^od. He is worse for liquor. This
coat is worse for wear.

23. Of a preventive cause or obstacle, a. In

spite of, notwithstanding. Rare exc. in for ail,

any, with a sb. ; also absol. for all that', etc.

O.E. Chron. an. 1006 Ac for eallum bissum se here ferde swa
he sylf wolde. 6*1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1135 For al that
heuer he imghte do, His menesoun might nowt staunche
tho. c 1386 Chaucer Doctors T. 129 This mayde shal be
myn, for any man. c 1430 Syr Gener. 8058 Loue him she
wold for ony drede. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, (an. 4) 53
Hut for all that he could do, he lost almoste ccc of his fote-

men. 1681 H. Moki-: Exp, Dan. iii. 68 This Alexander the
Great for all his greatness died. 1794 Burns For a' that i.

The rank is but the guinea stamp; The man's the gowd
for a' that. 1820 Kkats St. Agnes i, The owl, for all his

feathers, was a-cold. 1871 Rossetti Poems, Last Confess.,

I was a moody comrade to her then, For all the love I bore
her. 1873 F. Hall Mod. English p. xv, For all that, I have
contrived, .to give some thought to my mother-tongue.

b. in conjunctional phrases : For all that, for
all= notwithstanding (that;, although. Now rare

in literary use.

1523 I,d. Burners Froiss. I. clvi. 189 For all that the

frenche kynge sende to hym to delyuer the same castels,

yet he refused so to do. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 21,

I tell you D. Stannop (for all you are so proude). 1682

Bunyan Holy War 24 [Conscience], .ofor all he was now so

debauched), did terrifie. .them sore. 1786 Mackenzie in

Lounger No. 90 F 7 For all her feelings are so fine. 1841

L. Hunt Seer (1864) 40, I am not a very bad play-fellow.

.

for all I am so much bigger, a 1866 Keble Lett. Spirit.

Counsel (1870) 185 For all she seemed so calm, she had
often to bear up against the same kind of feelings.

e. Indicating the presence or operation of an
obstacle or hindrance. (Cf. ON. /yrer

t
Ger. fur,

vor'.\ In negative sentences; also after if it were

not, were it not ; occas. = for fear of. f For to die

for it = if I die for it. Butfor : see But C. 29.
BeozvuIf 2549 (Gr.) Ne meahte horde neah unbyrnende

xnige hwile deop jedygan for dracan lege, c 1000 ./Elfric
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Gen. xvi. 10 J>aet man hit ^eriman ne maeg for baere meniu.
i«97 R. Glouc i 1724) 177 Hii mowe no^t wel fie Vor
feblesse of her brode. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xv. 282 pat no
man mi^te hyni se for mosse and for leues. a 1430 Octouian
682 That wyf therst not say nay, For wordes ylle. C 1489
Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xu. 296, I shall never doo that,

for to deye for it. a 159s Greene Alphonsus (1861)

231 That you dare Not use your sword for staining of your
hands. 1691 Ray Creationmj Unhabitable for heat. 1744
Berkeley Let. to T. Prior 19 June Wks. 1871 IV. 298 Last

night being unable to sleep for the heat. 1751 Affect. Narr.
Wager 92 This was like, not seeing the Wood for Trees.

1810 Scott Lady of L. v. 858 Spare not for spoiling of thy

steed. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vi. xliii, At times she

could not stand for the beating of her heart.

T d. As a precaution against, or simply, against

:

(to beware^ of; (to hinder, keep, prevent) from.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 122 Sone after mydnyght

..In pe snowe for syght scho ^ede out in Mr smok. 1377
Langl. P. Pi. B. li. 230 Freres..for knowyng of comeres
coped hym as a frere. a 1400-50 Alexander 285 pat wald
for hurte or for harme any hathill kepe. 15*3 Fiizhkrb.
Hush. § 51 Se that they .. holde his heed hye ynoughe
for drownynge. 1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 40 b, He
must also beware for taking cold. 1590 Greene Poems
Wks. (1861) 294 A hat of straw, like a swain, Shelter

for the sun and rain. i6ix Bakrky Ram. A Hey 1. ii, Ah,
how light he treads, For dirting his silk stockings ! 1703
Moxon Meek. Exerc. 205 That may hinder the Corner of

the edge of the Chissel for coming at the Work. 1728 in

Picton Lfooi Mimic. Rec. (1886) II. 88 To prevent. .the

constitution of it for being entirely subverted.

VIII. Of correspondence or correlation.

24. Prefixed to the designation of a number or

quantity to which another is stated to correspond

in some different relation. (Cf. similar use of to.)

1399 Langl. Rich. Redetes 11. 42 For on bat ^e merkyd ;e

missed ten schore Of homeliche hertis. 1583 T. Watson
Centurie of Lone xcvii. (Arb.) 133 For eu'ry pleasure that

in Loue is found, A thousand woes and more therein abound.
1674 N. Cox Gentt. Recreat. v. (1686' 6, I will undertake
to shew any man Twenty other Horses lame .. for one
Hunter. 1724 De Foe Mem. CavaHer 11840) 255 They were
. .twice our number in the whole ; and their foot three for

one. 1806-7 J' Behesford Miseries Hum. Life (18261 vi.

xxxvii, It contains, .for one inch of lean four or rive of
stringy fat. 1887 L. Carroll Game of Logic i. § 3. 32 For
one workable Pair of Premisses, .you will probably find live

that lead to no Conclusion at all.

25. Preceded and followed by the same sb. (with-

out article or defining word), in idiomatic expres-

sions indicating equality in number or quantity

between objects compared or contrasted. Bulk
for bulk', taking an equal bulk of each. Word
for word: with exact identity of expression, ver-

batim ; similarly point for point, j Dayfor day :

on one day as on every other, hence = * day by day'.

+ To fight hand for hand: —'hand to hand'.

To turn (something; endfor end; to reverse.

13. . A*. All's. 2922 Word for word thus they spake, c 1386
Chaucer Clerk's T. 521 Of Gnsildis wordes.. He tolde him
point for point, c 1450 Chester Pi. (E.E.T.S.) 256 Such
marvayels. .he ne dyd day for day. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. II. n8 Dongard. .curage had for to fecht hand for

hand With Constantyne. 1606 Shaks. Ant. a> Ct. iv. viii.

22 A Braine that.. can Get gole for gole of youth. 1692
Benti.ey Boyle Led. iv. 116 Hulk for bulk heavier than
a Fluid. 1759 Johnson idler No. 69 P 6 May, Sandys a*d
Holiday, confined themselves to the toil of rendering line

for line, a 1769 Regul. Sea-Serv. in Falconer Diet. Marine
(1789) Kk iv b. If a foreign admiral . . salutes them, he shall

receive gun for gun. 1877 Daily Neivs 10 Oct. 6/2 We
turned the rope end for end. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 168

The prisoners, .were exchanged man for man. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 15 May 5/3 They will not be slow to return him
Hke for like.

IX. Of reference.

26. As regards, with regard or respect to, con-

cerning. Also in idiomatic expressions: \for
the general\ in general ; \for so far, in so far

;

ffor my miml, to my thinking
; for my, his, etc.

part (see Part)
; for the rest ( = F. du reste : see

Rest sb.). f What for— ; = * what with —' (see

What). Asfor-, see As 33.
The parenthetic use, as \nfor me= as for me, for my part

(— Ft. pour moi), is now obsolete.

1479 J. Paston in Pas/on Lett. No. 849 III. 267, I have
myche to pay her in London, what for the funerall costes,

dettes, and legattes that [etc.]. 1551 T. Wilson Logike
(1580) 75 He is delivered from the lawe, for so muche as
pertameth to his condemnation, but he is not free, for so
muche as belongeth to the due obedience, whiche he oweth
unto God. 1590 Marlowe -2nd Pt. Tamhurl. iv. i, For
person like to prove a second Mars. 1628 Hobbes Thucyd.
(1822) 99 This year, .was of all other for other diseases most
free. 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. 1. iv, The Soyle
is for the general! a warme kinde of earth. 1658 W. Burton
Comm. /tin. Antoninus 176 For old Marinus, I know not
how to excuse him. 1664-5 Pei'VS Diary 7 Apr., Sir Philip
did shew me nakedly the king's condition for money. 1710
Berkeley Prim; Hum. Knowl. § in For the rest, this

celebrated author holds there is an absolute Space. 1740
Xmas Entertainm. iii. (1883-4) 21 All the Witches for my
Mind are young Women. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 466
Thus much.. for the privileges and disabilities of infants.

18 18 M. G. Lewis Jml. W. Ind. 11834) 25° How he managed
for water I could not learn. 1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII.
570 So much for our housemaid. 1852 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 361 Get married and trust to
Providence for the rest.

b. So far as concerns (a person or thing). Used
with a limiting or restrictive force (cf. 23). For
all or aught I know, I know nothing to the contrary.

{Ne may do it) for me, i. e. with no opposition

from me.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3206 (Cott.) ' Fader ', he said, ' be bou

ful bald, For me sal it neuer be tald \ 1578 Timme Calvin
on Gen. x. 1. 238 Let them.. for all me, inioy the fruite..

of their labours. 1655 Hartlib Legacy 160 This Art, for

what I can perceive, is no way demonstrable a priori. 1731
Pope Ep. to Burlington 138 Some are Vellum, and the rest

as good For all his Lordship knows, 1767 S. Paterson
Another Trav. I. 321 They shall have it untouched for

me. 1809 J. Moser Don Quixote in Barcelona 11. v, [He]
shall carry all the limbs he has got to heaven for me. 1837
Landor Penta/n. Wks. 1846 II. 314/2 The banks of tbe

Hebrus may be level or rocky, for what I know about
them. 1890 Besant Demoniac vi, After the first month
you ought to have come home again, for all the good it has
done. 1893 Law Times XCIV. 559/2 The consideration

was left blank, and for all I know it is blank still.

c. with words signifying privation or want.

1653 tr* Carmem s Nissena 75 He wanted for no care nor

possible assistance. 1791 Cowper Retired Cat 73 With
hunger pinched, and pinched for room. 1802 Mar. Edge-
worth Moral T. (i8i6> I. ix. 71 In.. distress for money.
1804 J. Marshall Washington II. i. 38 The people, .were
in great distress for provisions, arms, and ammunition.

1855 Thackeray Rose <y Ring i, He need want fornotluug.

d. For all the world': used to emphasize asser-

tions of likeness.

(The lit. sense and proper place of this phrase are uncertain.)

1 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 218 For al the world ryght as a
daysye Ycorouned ys with white leues lyte. 160a Marston
Ant. $ Met. 1. Wks. 1856 I. 13 He. .lookes For all the world
like an ore-roasted pigge. 1753 Foote Eng. in Paris 1.

Wks. 1799 I. 38 Their water-gruel jaws, sunk in a thicket of
curls, appear, for all the world, like a lark in a soup-dish !

27. In proportion to, considering ; considering

the nature or capacity of; considering what he, she,

or it is, or that he, etc. is so and so.

[1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. iv, Aeneas, for his

parentage, deserves As large a kingdom as is Lybia.] 1631

Weever Auc. Pun. A/on. 536 This Lawier was a very
honest man for those times. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. ill,

782 His Bulk too Weighty for his Thighs is grown. 1754
Richardson Grandison I. ii. 6 A man of an excellent

character for a Lawyer. 1787 Gambado's Acad. Horse-
men (1809) 29 Should your horse prove, what is properly

termed too many for you. 1861 Miss Yonge Stokesley

Secret ii. (1862) 42 As poor a man for an esquire as her father

was for a surgeon. 1886 Manch. Exam. 15 Mar. 5/4 The
weather . .phenomenally severe for the season.

X. Of duration and extension.

28. a. Marking actual duration. During, through-

out. Y\\x.for long, for a or the time.

( 1450 Cav. Myst. 129 Who seyth oure ladyes sawtere
dayly for a }er thus. 1506 Guyleorde Pilgr. (Camden> 39
We..restyd vs for that nyght. 1564-78 Bllleyn Dial,
agst. Pest. u888) 10 His stewarde. .applied the poore menne
with the purse with muche deuotion for the tyme. x6oa

Shaks. Ham. 111. i. 91 How does your Honor for this many
a day? 1626 T. Ailesbuky Passion-sermon 15 The Jewes
for long were.. the favourites of heaven. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 86 P2. I have seen an Eye curse for half an Hour
together, a 179a Bp. Hokne Ser/n, \ijqq.) III. 68 Reflect for

a moment, on these two pictures of virtue and vice. 1843
Eraser's Mag. XXVTII. 334 The Brigands Bride ran for

many nights. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 166 The two
great parties. .had for a moment concurred. 187a Liddon
Elem. Relig. i. 34 Would he even be interested for long in a
philosophy which he believed to be only relatively true?

1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. Bench Div. 316 The catch, .was worn
away, and probably had been so for months.

b. Marking intended duration, e.g.for life; al^o

in the phrases, for the or \ this present, ifor a
while. For ay, ever : see Ay 3 a, Ever 5 b.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V (an. 4) 55 A peace was con-

cluded, .for a certain space. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr.
Glasse 8 Have you then for this present, your whole desire ?

163a J. Lee Short Surv. 53 For the present I let passe.

1636 .V. Riding Rec. IV. 52 He shall enter bond for his

good abeareing for a year. 164a Protests Lords I. 11

Whether we shall adjourn for six months. 169a E. Walker
tr. Epictetus' Mor. (1737) xv, What bounteous God did for

awhile afford. 1706 Ace. Soc. Propag. Gosp. 33 The Society

. .ordered fifty Pounds per annum to be ascertained to him
for Three Years. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. viii, I resolved to

sit down for all night. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 59 P 6

He is always provided with a curacy for life. 1764 Sterne
in Traill Life 87 About Christmas I . .fix my head-quarters

at London for the winter. 1847-9 Helps Eriends in C.

Ser. 1. (1851 1 I. 101 If there were Peers for life.. it would..
meet most of your objections. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
II. 156 Four thousand pounds a year for two lives. 1870

Miss Bridgman A'. Lynne II. v. 117, I sha'n't get up for

another hour. 1885 Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 892 The
driver, .was practically placed at the disposal of the defend-

ants for the day.

29. For once, for the notice', see Once, Nonce.
30. Marking an amount of extension, tsp. in

space, lineal or superficial : Over, over the space

of, to the extent of, through.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 36 The River of Trent in the

moneth of June flowed not for the space of a mile. 1605
Shaks. Lear \\. iv. 304 For many Miles about There's
scarce a Bush. 1818 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. IV, /ud. (1834)159
After travelling for five and twenty miles. 1863 Kingsley
Water Bab. 9 Not only did he own all the land about for

miles. 1885 Manch, Exam. 28 Sept. 5/3 When a. .man has

walked briskly even for a mile.

fXI. 31. Misused forfro, From.
c 1340 Cursor M. 13554 {TrinO Anoon he had his sijt For

penne was he no more led. c 1440 I*artonope 2260 Sorno-
goure swerde for the arson reft. .1440 York Myst. xxx.
222 He bese hurled for be highnes he haunted. 154a Act
32 Hen. I'///, c. 42 § 1 All personnes of the said company
. .shalbe exempt for bearing of armure.

B. conj.

fl. Introducing the cause of a fact, the statement

of which precedes or follows : Because. Cf. A.

21 b. Obs, exc. arch.
a 1200 tr. Alcuiu's Virt. ft V. 115 in Anglia XL 376 We

sculen fleon pa un&eawes, na ba mxnii sylfe . . for heo synd
godes gesceafte. cimsLay. 148 Eneam he. .biheyte. .alhis

drihliche lond for he nefde nenne sune. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Consc. 6807 pus for bai did ay ogayns Goddes lawe, Vermyn
and wode bestes sal l>am ay gnawe. c X435 Torr. Portugal
1 333 F°r sir Torent the fend did fall, Gret lordyshonoured hym
all. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11 And for god made all

thinges in syx dayes. .therfore, etc. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 11.

xix, Nor for he sweld with ire was she affraid. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. in. iv. 161 They are . . iealious for they're iealious. 1691

Dryden K. A rthur 1. ii. Wks. 1884 V 1 1 1 . 1 48 Why comes not

he?. .For he's a puling sprite. 1799 AnnaSeward.SV««.xHx,
In balance true Weigh it, but smile at the objections vain Of
sickly Spirits, hating for they do. 187a Tennyson Gareth
A> Lynette 386 And, for himself was of the greater state, .he

trusted his liege-lord Would yield him tins large honour all

the more.

2. Introducing the ground or reason for some-

thing previously said : Seeing that, since. Cf. Gr.

yap, L. nam or enim, Fr. car, Ger. denn.
CX150 Serm. in Kluge Ags. Lesebuch 71 Hwu sceal biss

gewuroen, for ic necann nant of weres jemane. 1 154 O. E.
Chron. an. 1135 On bis kinges time wes al unfri5. .for agenes
him risen sone ba rice men. c iiooOrmin 119 And te^ wa:renn

..Rihhtwise menn..Forr e^berr here 3ede..Rihht affter

Godess lare. .<< 1400 Morte Arth. 219 Ffore he wasdemyde
be doughtyeste bat duellyde in erthe. 1480 Caxton Chron.

Eng. ccxliv. (1482) 298 Nowe is good tyine For al Englond
praith for vs. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 25 For
xij. tymes 30. maketh 360. a 1613 Overblry A Wife (1638)

202 A churchman she dare not venture upon ; for she hath

heard widowes complain of dilapidations. 1664 Tillotson
Wisd. being Relig. 59 Just such is he who for fear of any
thing in this world ventures to grieve God ; for in so doing

he runs away from men and falls into the hands of the living

God. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. iii, Near a fortnight had passed

before [etc.] . . for premature consolation is but the remem-
brancer of sorrow. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 806

This oil or resinous-like body contains phosphorus ; for . . we
find phosphoric acid in the residue. 1883 Manch. Guard.

22 Oct. 5/3 This is no party question, for it touches us not

as Liberals or Conservatives, but as citizens.

b. Introducing a detailed proof.

1570 Bilmngsley Euclid \. xi, For forasmuch as DC is

equal to CE, and [etc.] therefore [etc.]. i8i*-i6 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. <$• Art I. 588 For, let there be three bodies

at H, O, and D; if [etc.]. 1840 Lardner Geom. 106 For

from the point B draw B D perpendicular to (etc.].

3. = Whether in an obj. sentence. Obs, rare.

c M50 Gen. fy Ex. 2651 We sulen nu witen for it dede Sis

witterlike, or in child-hede. c 1394 P. PL Crede 350 Woldest

bou me tellen For bet ben..syker on to trosten, y wolde

quyten be bi mede.

f 4. Jn order that. Cf. A. 8. Obs,

C1305 Si, Katherine 171 in E. E. P. (1862^ 94 Noman
ne ;af hire mete ne drinke : for heo scholde for hunger

deye. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 907 pay . . byndeb ber-wib is

e^ene about ; for he ne schold no3t sene. c 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 4753 For bair trauail sulde no$t be waste. 1593

Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 111. i. 9 And for the time shall not seeme

tedious lie tell thee what [etc.].

f 5. For and : « ' and moreover '. Obs.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garnesche 22 Syr Gawen, Syr
Cayus, for and Syr Olyuere. 1605 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 103

A Pickhaxe and a Spade, a Spade for and a shrowding-

Sheete. 1617 Middleton Fair Quarrel v. i. Wks. I
Dyce) III.

544 Chough {sings] A hippocrene, a tweak, for and a fucus.

For-, prefy Also 1 tor-, 3 Orm. forr-, 3-4

south, vor-, ver-, 4 fur*, 6-7 fore-. [OE. for-,

fxr- = OFris. for-, far-, OS. for-, far- (Du.

vcr-
s

, OIIG. far-, fir-, fer- (MHG. and mod.

G. ver-\ ON. for- (Sw. for-, Da. for-) ; the

ON.fyrer- (see Fore- pref) though formally dis-

tinct, often corresponds in use with this prefix.

The OE. form (like the other forms quoted) seems

to represent (with obscured vowel due to absence of

stress) the three OTeut. prefixes *fer- t fra-, fur-
(Goth. falr-,fra-,faiir-), whicli correspond form-

ally to Gr. irtpi-, itpo-, vapa-, representing various

ablaut-grades of the Aryan root *pr- : see For and

Fore. Functionally, the three prefixes do not seem

to be clearly distinguished even in Gothic ; but in

most cases when a vb. with OE. for- or Ger. ver-

has a Goth, equivalent, the prefix appears as fra-,

which seems to have been orig. its stressed form :

cf. the two OE. formsfrarod and/t?/v//J (see For-

couth\ which are believed to be accentual vari-

ants of the representative of pre-Teut. *prognto-,

despicable.
From the predominant meaning of the root, it may be in-

ferred that the primary notion expressed by the prefix is

that of 'forward, forth'. The various uses in the Teut.

langs. may be plausibly explained as originating from this,

though the exact process of their development is in many
points uncertain : see Grimm's Deutsches Wb. s.v. ver-.

The vbs. formed with this prefix often correspond in signifi-

cation to Gr. vbs. formed with one or other of the cognate

prefixes ir.pi-, wpo-, iTapa-, and to Lat. vbs. with per- orpro-.\

A prefix used to form verbs and adjs., primarily

occurring in OE. words of Com. Teut. or WGer.
origin, but employed in the formation of new words

down to the beginning of the mod.Eng. period;

it is now entirely obsolete. Its various functions

are enumerated below. The words here explained
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and illustrated are all obsolete ; the surviving words
formed with the prefix, and those obsolete ones

which require extended treatment, are given as

main words in their alphabetical place.

I. Forming verbs.

1. Prefixed to verbs, giving the additional sense of

'away*, ' off', as in Fokcast ; forshake, to shake

off ; forshoot, to cast off, reject ; forthrow, to

throw off.

atyioE. E. Psalter cviii. [cix.] 23 *For-schaken[Vulg. ex-

chsshs\ als gressop. a 1300 Cursor M. 13663 iCott.) Quen
iesus wist him bus *for-scotten. 1340 Ayenb. 86 Zuo bet

he ne may hit "uorbrawe to his wyfie [mistranslation of «
que il ne senpeultpasjetter dehors a sa voulenle],

2. With the seHse of prohibition, exclusion, or

warding off, as in Fokbid ; forrun, to bar by run-

ning ; forsay, to renounce, exclude by command.
Also with the sense of concealing from view : for-

cover, Fokwbap.
In this use the sense closely approaches that of For- 2

,

Fore-; cf. For(h)fend, For(e)shikld.
138a Wvcuf Gen. xxvii. 16 She *forcoueride the nakid oi

the nak. 1205 Lay. 12861 Costantm. .bad ba waei-witere

'for-iernen ba wateres. 1579 Spenser Shefih. Cal. May 82

Sike worldly sovenance he.. must *for-say. Ibid. July 79
Shepherds been foresayd From places of delight.

3. With the notion of passing by, abstaining from,

or neglecting, as in F"okkeak, Fokgo, Fohhowk;
forheed, to disregard. Also with the sense of

missing or forfeiting something through what is

expressed by the simple vb. : forgreme, to forfeit

by displeasing (God) ; forslip, to let slip ; forslug,

to neglect through sluggishness.

c 1200 THn, Coll. Horn. 35 He com. .to giuende be mihtes
be adam *for-gremede us alle. c 1275 Lay. 2579 Wimmen
he*forhedde. C1315 Shoreham n Hy..That cristneth twyes
enne, Other. . For-hedeth Wanne chiide ari$t cristnynge heth.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 115 (127* He shifted off"

and dallied with them still, untill they had "forslipt the oppor-
tunitie of pursuing him. c 1315 Shoreham i 14 Wanne man
leteth adrylle That he god ^elde schel, And *for-sluggyth
[printed slaggylh] by wylle That scholde men to stel.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. * 611 Accidie . . forsluggeth, and
destroyeth alle goodes temporeles by reccheleesnesse.

4. With the sense of 'wrongly', * mis- ', as for-

raught, perverted ; forworship, to worship
wrongly.

< 1200 Ormin 14540 All mankinn. .Wass. .all 'forrraht

BR Godd. C1380 Autecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wycli/1^1
Pei seyn we *forwirship.

6. Implying destructive, painful, or prejudicial

effect, as in Fo&DXKM, Forix) ; forgab, to de-
fame, publish the misdeeds of; forglut, to waste
in gluttony, devour ; forhang, -head, to put to

death by hanging, by beheading ; forpierce, for-

prick ; forscald, to scald, scorch ; forseethe, to

scald; forsench, to submerge, drown; forsink,
to be submerged ; forswithe, to torture or destroy

by burning ; forwall, to torture with boiling.

Also in pa. pples. : forfaded ; forfrorn, frozen

up, stuck fast in the ice ; forroasted, tortured by
roasting; forstived, stifled, choked ; forswarted,
blackened ; fortossed ; forwithered, withered or

dried up.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxviii. 73 Sone as the
heye is drye the floure is *forfaded. 1481 Caxton Reynard
xxxiii. (Arb.) 95 She . . wente in to the yse wherein she was
*forfrorn. c 1394 P. PI. Crede6$i Whoso *forgabbed afrere
yfounden at be stues. . Hym were as god greuenagreit lorde
of rentes. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xn. 66 These wrecches..
in glotonye *For-glotten here goodes. c 1300 Havelok 2724
Ich shall slo |>e, and hire *for-henge heye. 13. . K. A/is.
1366 He that the treson dude, Was 'forhedid in that steode.

1413 Pilgr. So7vle (Caxton 1483) iv. xx. 68 Seeth how he is.

.

al *forpercid sore. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7490 pre stedes he
slou vnder him .. *Vorpriked and uor arnd aboute. 1413
Pilgr. Soivle (1483) in. viit. 55 So moche haue they woun-
dyd and forprycked other folk about them, that [etc.].

c 1440 Jacob's Well 10 He was al *for-rostyd, fryed &
scaldyd. a 1225 Juliana 70 [The pitch] leop wallinde hat
up. .ant *for scaldede of ham seoluen fifti ant tene. a 1225
Ancr. R. 246 pu hauest forschalded be drake heaued mid
wallinde watere. a 1450 tr. Higden (Harl. MS.) VII. 528
Li^tnyng forscalded [L. ustulavit\ cornes. (11225 Ancr.
R. 312 Lete we teares, leste ure owune teares *uorseo5en us
in helle ! £1315 Shoreham 165 For death scholde his
meystryes kethe, and for-sopil and for-sethe In deathes
bende. a 1225 Juliana 60 His [Adam's] team . . sune3ede
swa swiSe bat tu hit *forsench test al in noes flode. c 1250
Gen. fy Ex. 1114 So *for-sanc and brente Sat steden. 1563
Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. xx, Here in sorrowe art for-

sonke so depe. 13.. Cast. Love 1729 in Minor Poems /r.
Vernon MS. (1892) App. xxxviii. 405, I am *for-styfyd
among, Thi synne stynketh on me so strong ! c 1305
Pilate 227 in E. E. P. (1862) 117 And ise} his bodie
al *forswarted. a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Ure inwit, uor-
kuliinde [7'. r. *forswi5ande] hire suluen mid be fure of
sunne. c j*soGen.$ Ex. 1140 Do meidenes herden quilum
seien, Dat fier sulde al 3is werlde forsweoen. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. xxii. 2. 78 We shall be in deede *foretossed,
howbeit our faith shall alwayes scape shipw^cke. a 1240
Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 pat pich ham *forwaIle5
a3et ha beon for mealte. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr.
Mag. xii, Her body small, *forwithered, and forespent.

b. With the sense of ' asunder, in pieces', as in

Forburst, Forgnaw; foreleave ; forhale, Jig.

to distract; forrend. Also in pa. pples. : forbrit-

413

tened, broken in pieces ; forcrazed, fallen to

pieces; forfrushed, shattered to pieces; for-

pinched, forscattered, fortattered, fortorn.
'in 1400 Morte Arth. 2273 Braynes .. With brandez for-

brittenede one brede in be laundez. c 1290 .S\ Eng. Leg. I.

231/418 He *for-elef is foule bouk in bre partyes at be laste.

c 1380 Sir Feritmb. 543 Atweyne i wol forcleue byn hed.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 724 Chaumbers, and. .hegghe halle,

(^)fold werk, *for-crased alle. c 1330 R. drunnb Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 1180 Of grete roches bey fulle al doun, & al *fur-

frusched bak & croun. c 1477 Caxton Jason 58 b, Our ship
Is alle to broken and forfrusshid. 1568 C. Watson Polyh.

63 The whole navie was in greate perill, and many of them
sore forfrushed. 1579 Spenser Shefih. Cal. Sept. 243 Nought
easeth the care, that doth me *forhaile. 1614 DavIES
Eclogue, Willie <y Wernock 26 Who I? = ivhom) whilom no
encheson could fore-haile. c 1325 Poem Times Ediv. II 303
in Pol. Songs (Camden) 337 Hit shal be so *for-pinched,

to-toilled, and to-twiht. c 1440 Jacobus Well 118 panne
schal bat soule.. ben all *for-rent wytli helle-ratchys. 1496
Dives ty Paup. (W. de W.) v. viii. 206/1 Woo be to the
shepherdes that . . forrende the flocke of my lesue. 1430
Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. ix, That like to shepe were *for-

skatered wide, c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 239, I am
leverd a lap is lyke to no lede, *For*tatyrd and torne.

1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) vi. xv. 258/2 That blyssful

bodye . . was for-rent and ' for tourne.

C. Prefixed to sbs., forming vbs. used only in

pa. pple. with the sense ' overpowered or troubled

by' (what is expressed by the sb. ,. as forstormed,
tempest-tossed; forwintered, reduced to stiaits

by winter.

1393G0WEK Cony. I. 160 The scliip which.. Is *forstornied

and forblowe. 1481 Caxton Reynard iii. (Arb.) 6 In the
harde fro^te he had ben sore "forwynterd.

6. Expressing the notion of something done in

excess or so as to overwhelm or overpower ; in pa.

pples.: forbeft, baffled; forbolned, puffed up;
forchafed, overheated; forfastened ; forfiitten,

scolded above measure ; forfried, too much fried
;

forfrighted, greatly terrified ; forglopned, over-

whelmed with astonishment; forladeu, -lode,

overloaded, overpowered; forpained ; forpam-
pered, pampered to excess; forswollen ; for-

swong, harassed ; fortaxed, overburdened with

taxation ; fortired, excessively wearied.

1375 Harbour Bruce xvn. 793 Voundit, and wery, and
*forbeft. 1413 Pilgr. Stm<le in. ii. 50 A grete bely ful of
wynd *forbolned and forblowen. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss.

I. ccxxvi, 1'her came to them Sir Olyuer of Clysson, *for-

chafed [printed forchased, F. eschauffe\ and enflamed.

1488 Caxton Chast. Goddes Ckyldem 32 We ben *forfestned

wyth a dart of his ferdnes. 1603 Philotus ci, I haue bene
threatnit and *forfiittin, Sa oft that I am with it bittin.

t 1440 Psalmi Penit. 36 My bonus beth drie and forsoke,

As scrachenis that beth *forfryed. 1:1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3519
Dis *for-fri3ted folc fi^eren stod. 1. 1200 Or.min 670 To
beldenn and to frofrenn be, ^iff he be seb ^forrgloppnedd.
c 1300 Cursor Al. 19634 (Edin.) Saul him qitoke sua was he
rad, forglopnid in his mode als mad. 1565 Golding Ovid's
Met. n. 11593)28 Winter.. "Forladen with the isykles that

dangled up and downe. Ibid. 111. (1593) 75 As one forlode

with wine. 13.. E. E. AHit. P. A. 246 Pensyf, payred,
I am *for-payned. 11440 Jacob's Well 10 Alias, bat euere

J was baptysed..to he bus forpeyned ! c 1374 Chaucer
Boeth. 11. metr. v. 36 vCamb. MS.) They ne weere nat *for-

pampred with owtrage. 1593 Goluing Ovid's Metam, \. 15

The serpent Python so *for*wo!ne. a 1400 Leg. Rood(i8yit
194 When bow were so *for-swong, Among the iues bey did
be hong, c 1460 Tozoneley Myst. (Surtees) 98 We ar so
namyd, *For-taxed, and ramyd. a 1400-50 Alexander 1009
All pe ^eres of owr youth bene 3are syne passyd, And we
for-traveld Si. *for-tyred. 1423 Jas. I Kiugis Q. xxx, For-

tirit of my tho3t and wo begone. 1598 E. Gilpin Skial.

1,1878) 12 Perhaps fore-tyrde he gets him to a play.

b. Prefixed to intransitive verbs, forming com-
pounds chiefly intr. with sense ' to weary or exhaust

(oneself) by' doing what the vb. denotes, as in

Forwalk, Forwander, Forweep. Also in pa.

pples. and ppl. adjs. : forcried, fordreamed, for-

iast(ed, exhausted with fasting ; forlaboured
;

forlapped, sated with lapping or drinking; for-

plaint, wearied with complaining; forraked,
overdone with walking ; forrun

(
foraitied) ; for*

sung (-songen) ; forswunk, exhausted with

labour ; fortoiled ; forwake, -waked, wearied

with waking or watching ; forwallowed, wearied
with tossing about; forwatched.
a 1600 Ereirs 0/ Benvyk in Maiiland Poems (1786)

I. 73 For-knokit and *for-cryit, About he went, onto the
tother syd. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3393 Than wakkenyde
I i-wys, alle wery *for-dremyde. a 1300 Cursor M. 12940
(Cott.) j>e warlau..sagh him hungri and *for*fast. c 1450
Mirr. Saluacioun 1535 (1888) 51 He hoped crist was for-

fastid. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 395 b/2 A grete tempeste
..in which they were ..sore *for-laboured. c 1510 More
PicusWka. 11/2 Forlabored in the waie of sinne. c 1307
Pol. Songs (Camden 1 238 When he is al *for-laped. 1423
Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixxiii, For lak of myght and mynd,
For-wepit and *for-pleynit pitously. c 1440 Toivneley
Myst. (E. E. T. S.) 124, I am wery *for-rakyd and run
in the myre. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls* 7490 pre stedes..
Vorpriked & #uor arnd aboute < 1470 Henry Wallace
x. 704 Feill Scottis hors was . . Forrown that day. ?a 1366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 664 Chalaundres fele saw I there,

That wery, nigh *forsongen were. 1/1250 Prov. Alfred
in O. E. Misc., If heo ofte a swote "for swunke [^1275
fur-swu[n]ken] were. 1589 Mar Martine 5 Sith swaines
forswonke, and so forswat, moght, sayen what them list.

1567 Drant Horace's Epist. 11. ii. Hij, Snorting like a
very hogge the *foretoylede did groyne, a 1310 in Wright's
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Lyric P. vi. 28 Ycham for wowyng al *for-wake. 1386

Chaucer Manoj Law's T. 498 *For-waked in here orisoun,

Slepeth Coustaunce. c 1460 'Tmvneley Myst. (Surtees)

104 So forwakyd is none in thy shyre. 1827 Tennant
Papistry Storm'd 163 Upo' the deathbed o 1 the floor, For-

wakit and for-drunken. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xi, For-

wakit and *for-walowit . .Wery, forlyin, I lestnyt sodaynlye.

a 1483 Liber Niger'ux Tate I/ouseh. Ord. Edw. II 11876* 65
If any Squier for the body be . . *forewatchid he shall haue
sike liuerey with Knightes. 1557 Totteifs Misc. (Arb.) 139
His eyes were red and all forewatched.

7. With the sense 'all over', 'through and
through'; prefixed to transitive vbs. as in For-
1jrui.se, or rendering intrans. vbs. transitive, as in

Forgrow. So forcratch,to scratch all over ; for-

din, to fdl with noi>e, resound through ; forseek,

to search thoroughly ; forspread, to overspread
;

also fordewed pa. pp/c, soaked with dew.
'tu 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 323 Nor she hadde no-thing

slowe be For to *forcracchen al hlr face. 1430 Lvdg. Chron.
'Troy 1. vi, All *fordewed were her wedes blake. 1501
Douglas Pal. Hon. Prol. iii, Quhais schill noitis "fordinned

all the skyis. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mug. Ixxii,

Foredinning the ayer with his horrible yel. a 1300 /:. E.
Psalter xxw. 11 *For-sprede bi merci thorgh be land.

8. Prefixed to transitive vbs. with intensive force,

or, in many eases, without perceptibly modifying

the sense, as in FoBDRKAI) ; forrue, to rue, regret.

Also in pa. pples., forbroiden, wiought with em-

broidery; forchanged, forcrooked; fordreved,
perturlx-d ; forpossed '.posse =*\>ush), pushed vio-

lently, tossed about ; forshend, severely injured
;

forwrithen, wreathed in many coils ;
forwrinked,

made tortuous.

a 1300 ( 'ursor M. 2S016 (Cott.) liilctts "fur-1'roiden. ,1460
Ttnvtteley Myst. (Surtees) 224 Alas .. Alle *for-changid is

thy chere. c 1305 Edmund Con/. 336 in /•.'. /•.'. J'. (.186^) 80

t>e homl was ek *forcroked. c 1200 Ormin 2194 ^iff ure

laffdi^ Mar^e wass Forr.,hamedd & "furnireftdd. 1430
\-\\)0. Chron. Troy III. xxiv, Their tentes. .*Forpo^sid were.

c 1430 Compieynt 530 in Lydg. Temple C,las\ 1891) App. i. 66

Thus foipossid be-twene tweye .. Now I cheuere, i*i; now I

swete. f 1425 WvNTOt'N Cron. vi 1.3295 The Kyng off Norway
..And hys men 'fer revyd sare That evyre thai arrywyd
thare. c 1475 RauJ'Cot l^ear 540 Hot gif I fand the. forrow
now tokeip my cunnand. c 1475 Parienay 3306 Themonkes
all betrapped and forshend, That neuer on soule scaped out-

wardly. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 45 A! *for-writhen

seriient, tin wyles Ijen aspied. 14.. Lvdg. Temple Glas.

84 |>e hous, That was "for-wrynkked bi craft of Dedalus.

9. Forming factitive vbs. from adjs. or sbs. oi

quality, or prefixed to factitive vbs. so derived :

forbliss, to make happy; fordeave, to deafen;

forlength, to prolong ; formetigre, to make lean.

Also in pa. pples. and ppl. adjs., forderked.

darkened; forfatted, fattened; forfeebled, en-

feebled ; forhoared, become hoary ; foridled,

given up to idleness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13108 iCott.) pat man sal *for-blisced be

be quilk him sclanders noght fur me. 1501 Douglas Pal.

Hon. 1. til, Thair 3elpis wilde my heiring all *fordeiht.

1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy Prol. (1513', Of thinge^ passed

'fordyrked of theyr hewe. 1586 Ferme Blaz. Centric

143 Through epicurisme and misdiet . . 'forefatteil. 1513

Douglas /Enets vn. Prol. 10 *Forfeblit wolx his [Phebus]
lemand giltly lewyne. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T. 11837J 37
Forfeebled as she was .. she fell upon the grasse.^ 150.1

Harington Orl. Eur. xxiv. lxvii. (1634) 194 Inforcing his

forefeebled voice, c 1450 Guy Warw. iC.) 11089 Thou olde

and *forhoryd man. <i 1225 Ancr. R. 116 Ase beo bet

beo5 *foridled. -11300 E. E. Psalter cxxviii{ij. 3 pair

wickednesse *for-lenghbed bai. 1571 Golding Calvin on

Ps. xxxix. 7 They *for-meygre themselves .. bycause they

imagin that all is too little for them.

II. In adjs. [Cf. the cognate lu.per-, Gr. irtpi-.]

10. Giving to an adj. the sense of an absolute

superlative, 'very', f extremely' ; asfor-black>-ioId,

-dry, -dully -fai?it
y

-great, -hoar, -oldy
-weary

;

fordead, utterly speechless and still.

[OE. had for-wel, very well, very, /or-eaUe, very easily,

for-oft, very often ; a stressed variant of the prefix is /ne-,

as /rsemicel ' eximius ',
/rae/xtt ' pra:pinguis ', /rxo/esttfee

1 propere'. Cf. ON. for-lltill, very little, /or-mikill, very

great, etc. ; also the use of Sw. /or, Da, /or, m the sense

of ' too '. It is remarkable that nearly all Chaucer's exam-
ples of these compounds admit of being explained as

instances o(/or prep, governing an adj. ; thus in the quots.

below, '/or-blak' may be taken as= ' lor black (that it was)',
' for blackness ' ; '/ordrye, as whyt as chalk ' may be read,

omitting the comma, 'as white as chalk for dry 'that it

was)', 'on account of being so dry.' It is possible that

Chaucer himself may have apprehended the combinations

in this manner.]
c 1386 Chaucer A'nt's T. 1286 As any ravenes fether it

shoon *for-blak. c 1320 Seuyn Sag. \W ) 2623 He was *for-

cold, and lokede aboute. 159a G. Har\ ey Pierce's Super. 66

Who would haue thought, .to haue found, the elocution of

the Divels oratour . . so "fordead. Ibid. 1 33 There is . .
no such

libbard for a lively ape as fordead silence, a 1386 Chaucer
Sor.'s T. 401 Amidde a tree 'fordrye, as whyt as chalk .

.

Ther sat a faucon. c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)

191 To teche a rude *for-dull asse. <ri57° M<*rr. Wit

*r Science IV. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 368 Ye sprites, for-

dull with toil. C1440 Psalmi Penit. 0894) 2 My soule

hath. .*Forgret mester to make mouns. V a 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 356 Hir heed for-hoor was, whyt as flour.

c 1340 Gaw. <?• Gr. Knt. 1440 On be sellokest swyn sw enged

out bere Long sythen for be sounder bat wl^t *forolde

t?or is this a vb.]. 1:1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1284 He
hadde a beres skin, col-blak, for-otd. c 1350 Will. Palerne

2443 Wei out from alle weyes *for-wery bet hem rested.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 3336 Forwery, for-wandred as a fool.



FOR. 414 FORAMINOSE.

For-, pref. 2 , OE. for-, is identical with Foil

prep.., and in OE. and ME. it occurs frequently as

a variant of Foke-, with the senses ' before', 'in

front', 'on behalf of ', etc.; cf. OR. for-, fore-

cuman to come before, ME. forganger and Fore-
ganger. Where a word occurs with both forms of

the prefix, it is in this Dictionary placed under

Fobs-.

For-, pref^, occurring only in words adopted
from Fr., as Forcatch, Forfeit, Forprise, repre-

sents OF. for-, fors-, identical with fors adv. (mod.
F. /tors) outside, out :— L. forts,fo^ds.
Foracan, obs. f. Hurricane.
Forage (fp'rvd$), sb. Forms: 5-6 fourage (6

fourr-\ 5-8 forrage, 6-7 forradge, 4- forage,
[a. F'. fourrage, f. OF. feurre fodder:—Com. Rom.
*fo<iro, of Teut. origin: see Fodder and -age.]

1. Food for horses and cattle ; fodder, provender;
in early use esp. dry winter food, as opposed to grass.

Now chiefly provender for horses in an army.
C1315 Shorkham 122 The oxe and asse. .Tho that hy se^en

hare creature [ = Creator] Lyggynde ine hare forage. .1386
Chai*cer Reeve's Prol. 14 Gras-tyme is doon, my fodder is

now forage, c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.i 177 No
comparisoun twen good greyn and forage. 1523 Ln. Bf.rnkrs
Froiss. I. xviii. 8 1 1/2 They had nother ootes nor forage for
them [horses], 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxviii. 56 Spurry is

good fourage or fodder for Oxen and kyen. 1610 Mark ham
Masterp. 1. xciii. 182 Next vnto grasse is forrage, which is

onely the blades of greene come. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No.
1868/3 The Cavalry made hard shift to get Forage, many
Horses dying for want thereof. 17*0 De Foe Capt. Single-
ton vi. 106 A herb like a broad flat thistle supplied the buffa-
loes for drink as well as forage. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxvi.

175 note. This gentleman . .was contractor for forage. 1865
Carlyle Fredk, Gt. VII. xvttl. viii. 254 Our Inns were now
almost quite exhausted of forage in corn or hay.

b. transf. and Jig.

1697 Dsvden Virg. Georg. iv. 233 Some [Bees] o're the
Publick Magazines preside, And some are sent new Forrage
to provide. 1767 FAWKES Horace's Sat. 11. vi, Those Heaps
of Forage he [a mouse] had glean'd with Care. 179a Mad.
D'ARBLAY Let. 2 Oct., Sarah, .seems perfectly satisfied with
foreign forage. 1836 Johnsoniana 1. 86 The minds of men
who acquire no solid learning, and only exist on the daily
forage they pick up by running about.

2. The action of foraging or providing forage
;

hence, a roving search for provisions of any kind
;

sometimes, a raid for ravaging the ground from
which the enemy draws his supplies. j Inforage :

in search of forage.

1481 Caxton Godfrey xxxviii. 76 The Captayns .. were
ordeyned for to lede the peple in fourage. c 1500 Melusine
Iix. 351 Sayeng that they were frendes and that they had lie

all that nyght in fourrage. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vt.

vi. 492 And thence made forrages into the Countrey. 1777
W, I)alrymple Trav. Sp. <y Port, iv, I went upon the
forage to get something to eat. a 1873 Lytton Pansanias
51 My own brother, .headed a detachment for forage.

+ b. transf A raging or ravening. Obs.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 93 And he [the Hon] front forrage
will incline to play. 1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 91 The
Inhabitants, .fled before the Fire, leaving it to its forradge.

+ 3. In//. Foragers. Obs.

1523 Ln, Beknkrs Froiss. I. xlix. 70 Their forages rode
fort he, but they met nat, bycause the ryuer was euer by-
twene thein. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks 18 Sallying out
to haue cut off the forrages of the Christians.

4. attrib. and Comb., attributive as forage-crop,

-plant, -store; also forage-boat, a boat used for

conveying forage; forage-cap (see quot. 1876);
forage-guard, a guard detailed to cover a forag-

ing party; + forage-master, an officer who at-

tended to the forage, etc. of an army.
1848 Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 2ioBymeansof the *forage-boat.

1844 Regul. ff Ord. Army 157 The *Forage Caps of the
Non-commissioned Officers and Men. 1876 Voyle Milit.
Diet. (ed. 3), Forage cap, the undress cap worn by infantry
soldiers and known as the Glengarry forage cap. 1875 in

Encycl. Brit. I. 370/2 Herbage and *forage crops. 1819
Rees Cycl., *Forrage-guard. 1579 DtMU Stratht. 109
He ought also to assigne a sufficient number of Horse to
attend* on the "Forrage maister. 18*3 Crabb Technol.
Diet. s. v. Forage, Forage-Masler-Generat, formerly an
officer under the marshall, who saw to the forage for the
army, which duty is now performed by the Quarter-Master-
General. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (ed. 2) Gloss. Index,
Herbage plants, *forage plants, such as clover and other
plants cultivated chiefly for the herb. 1868 Regul. <y Ord.
Army f 584 Sentries over *forage stores.

Forage (firridg), v. Forms: 5-8 forrage, 6
fo*ur(r)age, 6 - forage, [ad. Y . fourrager, I. four-
rage : see prec]

1. trans. To collect forage from ; to overran (a

country) for the purpose of obtaining or destroying
supplies ; to lay under contribution for forage.

Also in wider sense, to plunder, pillage, ravage.

1417 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 56 Burninge, forrageing,
& destroyinge all his contry. 1569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic.
1. xv. 24 They .. spoyled and fouraged their territories.

1618 Bolton Floras (1636) 319 They, having first foraged
their next neighl>ours, retired themselves within their de-
fences. 1650 Fuller Pi'sgah I. 357 Those fond entertainers

.. having forraged the elements of aire, earth and water
for provision fur their guests. 1700 Astky tr. Saavedra
Faxardo II. 247 To raise a great number of Soldiers, suf-

fering them to Forage whole Countries. 185a Miss Yonge
Cameos I. xxxiii. 280 After which he foraged the lands of

the Earl of Chester. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IX. xxi, ii.

262 Noble and Peasant had been pillaged, ransomed, for-

aged, eaten-out by so many different Armies.
trans/, and Jig. 1641 Sir E. Deking in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. 111. (1692) I. 295 Who neglecting the best part of his

office in God's Vineyard, .forrageth the Vines. 1667 South
Serm. Ps. lxxxvii. 2 The captivated ark, which foraged their

country more than a conquering army.
2. inir. To rove in search of forage or provi-

sions ; spec, of soldiers in the field.

1530 in Palsgr. 553/2. 1531 Ei.yot Gov. 111. x, Oxen
and bulls, whiche..his men had taken in foraginge. 1608
Toi'Sell Serpents 11658) 610 When the Parents were gone
abroad to forrage for them. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv.

283 Nor dare they [Bees] stray .. Nor Forrage far, but
short Excursions make. 170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3828/2 The
Left Wing of the Army foraged near the Villages. 1824 W.
Irving T. Traz>. I. 286 A detachment, .travelled slowly on,

foraging among the villages.

b. To make an" inroad on, upon; to raid. Also

I

transf. a.ndfg.
1642 Chas. I Afessage to Roth Houses 11 July, He per-

j

mitteth his Souldiers to. .forrage upon the Countrey. 1680

j

Morden Geog. Red. (1685)43 Under their KingCochliarius
foraging upon the Seacoast of Gaul. 1857 H. Reed Led.

j

Fug. Poets II. xv. 208 A boyish enterprise of foraging upon
j

the haze! trees. 1886 Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 323 The con-
1 sciousness that I had it to do would be so constantly forag-

ing on my equanimity.

o. To rove or hunt about as in search of supplies

;

i to make a roving searcher; to rummage.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 122 We may sally out

1 boldly to forage for new discoveries in the field of contem-
1 plation. 182* W. Irving Braceb. Hall ii. 92 He passed
many an hour foraging among the old manuscripts. 1845
Ford Handhk. Spain 1, 24 He must forage abroad for

anything he may want. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iv.

xxxiii, Sir Hugo . . wanted Deronda to forage for him on
the legal part of the question. 1893 Q. [Couch] Delect.

I Duchy 217 He foraged in the pockets of his. .coat.

f 4. To glut oneself, as a wild beast ; to raven.

lit. zxAfig. Also, To batten or revel in.

1592 Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 554 With blind fold furie she
begins to forrage. 1599 — Hen. V, 1. ii. no Whiles his ..

Father. .Stood smiling, to behold his Lyons Whelpe Forrage
in blood of French NobiHtie. 1670 Stuci.ey Gosp. Glass
xxxiv. 362 The Plague .. forraged in London, and the parts
adjacent. 1698 Crowne Calig. v. 48 Go and prepare for this

design to-night, And we'll to-morrow forrage in delight.

5. trans. To supply with forage or food.

1552 Huloet, Foraged to be ..pabulor. 1698 J. Fryer
F. India A> Persia 125 They . . are now out of distrust the
Moguls should Forrage their Army here. 17x5-20 PoME
Iliad VIII. 627 Our steeds to forage and refresh our pow'r.
1810 in Mem. Vise. Combermere I. 139 We have been very
well foraged since we have been here. 1880 Disraeli
Fndytn. xiii, He foraged their pony ..and supplied them
from his dairy.

6. To obtain by foraging or rummaging. Also
with out.

1656 Up. Hall Occas. Medit. (1851)74 This fowl .. is

ravenous : all is too little, that he can forage for himself.

1837 Carlyle Ft. Rev, 111. 1. ii. (1872) 12 Two-thousand
stand of arms, .are foraged in this way. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis xxxvi, His valet . . went out and foraged know-
ledge for him. 1856 Kane Ard. E.xpl. II. i. 19 He has
foraged out some raw cabbage.

Hence Foraged ppl. a. ; Foraging ///. a.

1624 Cart. Smith Virginia 111. iv. 54 Two of ourforraging
disorderly souldiers. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen, V,
eclxvi, Forraging Bees, a 1848 Whither Vorkt&ivn v,

With stolen beeves, and foraged corn. 1863 Hates Nat,
Amazon II. v. 351 The Ecitons, or foraging ants. 1873
Holland A. Bonnie, xix. 306 A foraging squirrel picked
up his dinner almost at my feet.

t Pcragement. Obs. [a. OF'.fourragement

:

see Forage v. and -ment.] The act of foraging.

1596 F.div. Ill, 11. i. Djb, The Lyon doth become his

bloody iawes, And grace his forragement by being milde,

When vassell feare lies trembling at his feete.

Forager (fcredsai). Forms: a. 4-7 forager(e,

5-6fourrager,(6forageour, forragiour, foriger),

6-7 forrager, 6- forager. $. 6 foranger,-enger,

-inger. [ad. OY.forragier, f. forrage Forage sb.
;

also a,.OV.fourrageour,agent-n.f.fourragier For-
age v. With the 0. forms cf. messenger, passenger.]

1 1. A harbinger, messenger. Obs. Cf. Fokayeu 2.

1377 Langl. /*. /'/. B. xx. 84 Frenesyes & foule yueles

forageres of kynde. 1616 J. Lane SorSs 7*. (18881 \11note,

Much praisinge love {of peace the harbinger\ mild truithes,

sterne lustices kind foragere.

2. One of a party sent out to gather forage, etc.

for an army, f Also a spoiler, ravager.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. xiv. 36 Not trust onely vpon
that that his fourragers shall bring* 15*5 Ld. Berners
Froiss. II. xxxiii. 39 h/2 If the Spanish forangers were
stronger, than they wold take theyr forag fro them. 1552
Huloet, Forager or waster of a countrey, populator. 1581
Stvward Mart. Discipl. 1. 16 Horse . . to gard and defend
the foringers. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. iv. 173 Certaine

forragers and robbers that made sundry incursions into the

countrie. 1799 Wellington 7 Apr. in Gurw. Desp. I. 27
The foragers are coming in fast well loaded with forage.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. X. xxi. vi. 119 The continual

skirmishing with the Prussian foragers.

b. A foraging ant [Eciton).

1 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 47 They [ants] keep a
party of foragers constantly on the lookout.) 1863 Bates
Nat. Amazon II. v. 352 One of the foragers, Eciton rapax.

.

hunts in single file through the forest.

3. One who goes foraging for himself. Alsoy^.
1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. 11. {1626) 34 The Wood's wild

foragers espy'd. 1742 Young Nt. Tit. v. 253 This forager

on others wisdom. 1777 Mason Eng. Garden 11. 278 Down
so smooth a slope, The fleecy foragers will gladly browse.
1890 Century Mag. May 48/1 A nervous restless disposi.
tioti, which makes them ^poultry], .excellent foragers.

4. =forage- cap.
1891 Daily News 14 Feb. 3/6 It is expected that the new

folding cap. .will be shortly condemned in favour of the all-

,
round forager, which it was intended to supersede.

Foraging (fyf*dgin), vbl. sb. [see -ing 1.]

1. The action of the vb. Forage in various senses.

1481 Caxton Godfrey xxxv. 72 The noble men..seute out
j

on fouragyng ouer alle the countrey. 1651-3 Jer. Tay-
lor Serm. jor Year 1. xvii. 216 A Libian Tiger drawn
from his wilder forragings. 1832 W. EhvWG Alhambra I.

20 They . . had been signally enriched by the foraging of
the previous evening. 1861 Holland Less. L.ije xxiii.

327 His Childe Harold is nothing but the record of his tire-

less foraging.

2. Comb., as foraging-expedition, -party, -ship;

foraging-cap =forage-cap.
1830 Moore Mem. (1854) VI. 144 Dressed in a neat blue

frock and a * foraging cap. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon II. v.

363 This ant goes on *foraging-expeditions like the rest of
its tribe. 1780 D. Brodhead in Sparks Corr. Anter. Rev.
(1853) III. 10 Unless I send out *foraging parties, and
impress cattle. 1809 Naval Chron. XXL 394 note, The
Conqueror, .was a *foraging ship.

Forain(e'r, obs. lorm of Foreign, -er.

Foralite (fo^ralait). Geol. [mod. f. L,ford-re
to bore + -lite.] (See quot.)

1859 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms, Foralites, applied to

certain tube-like markings which occur in sandstones [etc.

J

and which seem to have been the burrows of annelids.

I) Foramen ijor^'-men). PI. foramina (fone--

mina). [h.foramen, f. forare to bore.] An opening
or orifice, a hole or short passage, for the protru-

sion of an organ, or for the performance of organic

functions. In various applications in Anat., Zool.,

etc. In Bot. esp. the foramen of an ovule (see

quot. 1866).
1671 Grew Anat. Veg. (1672) i. 3 At the thicker end of the

Bean, in the outer Coat, a very small Foramen presents it-

self. 1682 T. Gibson Anat. 1 1697)20 Above, where it adheres
to the Midriff, it has three foramina or holes. 1819 Rees
Cycl., Foramen, .a term applied to the apertures observable
in some specimens of echini, distinct from the mouth and
vent. x8a6 Kirby & Sp. Fntomol. (1828) III. xxx. 256 In
many conical pupa? is the appearance of a vertical foramen.
1828QUAIN Flem. Anat.{\Zyj) 150 Round the optic foramen.
1831 R. Knox Clog net's Anat. 185 The intervertebral

foramina. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Amm. h'ingd. (ed. 4) 210
Innumerable foramina, .give passage to as many tubular feet

or protrusible suckers. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v.. The foramen
of an ovule is an aperture through the integuments, allow-

ing the passage of the pollen tubes to the nucleus.

Foraminate (iorae"minit), a. [ad. L. ford-
minatus bored, f.fordmin- Foramen.] — Fou.v-

M1NATED.

Foraminate (forarmin£it\ v. [f. L.foramtu-,
Foramen + -ate a.] trans. To bore, pierce, per-

forate.

1599 [see next]. 1668 Wilkins Real Char, n. ix. § 4.246
Perforate, foraminate, pierce. 1830 Maunder Did., Fora-
minate, to bore full of holes.

Foraminated (fone minuted), ///. a. [f. L.

fordmindt-us (see Fohaminatea.) -p -edI.J Bored,

pierced, perforated: see also quot. 10*39.

1599 A. If, tr. Gabclhoucr's Bk. Physicke 28 1 Fine total le

and not foraminated pearles. 17*8 R. North Mem. Mus.
(1846) 37 Pipes .. foraminated for changing the tone when
there was occasion. 1839 Roberts Did. Geol., Foraminated
. .Applied to a shell, the chambers of which are uniled by
a small perforation orforamen. 1854 Woodward Mollusta
11. 229 Orthida: : Shell transversely oblong, depressed, rarely

foraminated.

Foraminifer (foramrnifoi). [mod. f. I,, ford-
min-, Foramen + -fer bearing; in Y.fo/arnin/fere]

A rhizopod of the ortler Foraminifera.
1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. A'iugd. (ed. 4) 11 The young

Foraminifers. 1842 Brande Diet. Sc. etc., Foraminifers
. .a tribe of minute shells.

|| Foraminifera (fora^mini fcra), sb. pt. Zool.

[mod.L. neut. pi. of prec] An order of Hhizopoda,

furnished with a shell or test, usually perforated

by pores {foramina).
1835-6 Toud Cycl. Anat. I. 518/1 note. But M. D'Orbi^ny

.. has substituted the positive term Foraiuinijera. 1882

Geikie Textbk. Geol. vi. iv. § 1. 838 In some places it

[nummulitic limestone} is composed mainly of foiamiin-

fera.

Foraminiferal (fora^mini'feral), a. [f. as

prec. + -al.] a. Pertaining to the 1 oramin ifera.
D. Consisting of or containing foraminifera

1865 Carpenter in Intetl. Observ. No. 40. 278 Referable

to the foraminiferal type. 1876 Pa<;e Adv. Te.xt-l>k. Geol.

xix. 363 Foraminiferal strata. 1882 Gejkie Text-bk. Geol.u.

ii. § 6. 167 Calcareous (Foraminiferal) Ooze.

Foraminiferous vfoia^minrferss), a. [f. as

prec. + -0US.] lit. Furnished with foramina ; said

of the Foraminifera or their shells. Also (kss

correctly) = Fobaminifehal b.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 114/2 The lowest foiamini-

ferouscephalopods. 1859J. R. Greene Man. Anim. h'ingd.

Protozoa 15 Many Foraminiferous shells. 1872 Nicholson
Palarout. 65 Its Foraminiferous fauna. 1884 Science III. 591
Foraminiferous ooze.

t Foraniinose, a. Obs. [m\.L.fordminos-us,

i.fordmin- Foramen.] ' Full of holes '.

1727 in Baii.ev vol. II.



FORAMINOUS.

i Fora'minous, a. Obs. [{.LfordminVoHA-
men + -ous.] Full of holes, perforated, porous.

1626 Hacon Sylva § 215 Soft and Foraminous Bodies.

1658 Sik T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 51 The. .foraminous

roundles upon the leaf. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 8 Be-

speck'd here and there with black spots . . all foraminous.

1816 Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 137 The rocky foramin-

ous grotto.

Foraminulate (forami'ni/M), a. [f. next

+ -ATE ^.] m KOKAHINULOUS.
1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Foraminule (fonc'imniwl). [as if ad. L.

*fordminul-um, dim. of FORAMBK.l
1866 in Treas. Bot. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex., Foraminule,

the minute opening or ostioluin of the peritheciurn of some
Fungi and Lichens, through which the spores escape.

Foraminulose (JWamfcniwlJ'i's}, a. [f. as

prec. + -OSS.] = next.

1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

ForaminulOTLS (forami'nirflas), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ous.] Pierced with fine holes or pores.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 3 The eye of a Bee . . black

andall foramtnulous. 1721 in Baii.kv. 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Foran, Foranent: see Forne, Foknent.

f Fora'neOTXS, a. Obs~° [f. med*L*forant'tts
(Du Cange), i.forum market-place, court of justice

+ -ous.] Belonging to a market or court.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1721 in Bailey.

Foranger, foringer : see Foragek.
Foranize : see Kokeigkize.

Foramen : see FoRRUN in For- prcfJ 2 and 6 b.

Forasmuch (fnianartf), adv. [The phrase

for as much ; now written as one word.] Only in

the conjunctional phrase Forasmuch as : a. In

consideration that, seeing that, inasmuch as. Now
somewhat formal or arch. In early use occasion-

ally with ellipsis of the second as ; rarely with

substitution of that. +b. Occasionally used in

the etymoiogically prior sense : So far as, with

regard to so much as.

a. 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 454 Vor as muche as we mowe
fle in none manere. ( 1400 Maundev. (Roxbv) Pref. 2

For as mykill as it es lang tyme passed. 1411 Rolls

of ParIt. III. 650/2 For as myche I am a Justice. 1450-

1530 Myrr. our Ladye 2 But for as moche as many of
you .. can not se what the meanynge therof ys : therefore,

etc. 1606 G. W. tr. Hist. Ivstine 119 b, Forasmuch that
this prouision made greatly for his furtherance. 1651 tr.

De las Coveras'' Hist. Don Fenise 89 Forasmuch an honest
wife ought to have no other will but that of her husband.
1732 Lediard Seihos II. vn. 17 Forasmuch as of all the
countries included under the torrid zone .. those .. are the
most expos'd. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 489 Forasmuch
as then the lease would never be at an end. 1879 Butcher
& Lang Odyss. 227 My friend, forasmuch as thou utterly

beliest me.
b. 1639 Ld. G. Digdy Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 37 For as

much as belongs to that eating, we are neither defrauded of
any good by not eating, nor enricht with any good by the

eating of the sanctified bread, which, for as much as it hath
of materials, goes into the belly. 1654 Ld. Orrery Part/ten.

(1676) 557 The latter, forasmuch as concerned his bringing
off, was not difficult.

+ Fo'rastery. Obs. rare. In 7 forastiery.

[ad. It. forestieria of same meaning, f. forestiere

stranger, m Med.L. forastcri-us, f. foras out of

doors.] The guest-house (of a monastery).
1604 R. Parsons yd Pt. Three Com'ers. Eng. 246 A more

learned Doctor, .that came sometymes as a ghest to the
forastiery of the said Monastery of Bury.

t Fcrate, v . Obs. [f. L. fordt- ppl. stem of

forare to bore, pierce.] trans. To perforate.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 105 Well covered with
a paper not forated.

Foray 'Jp'ie*), sb. Forms : a. 4-5 forray, (5
ferray), 5 forra, 5-7 forrey, fj forey), 6-7forreie,

9 foray. £. 6 forrow. [Sec next vb.]

1. A hostile or predatory incursion or inroad, a
raid. + In, offoray: on a foray.

Revived in the iath c. by Sir Walter Scott.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 281 Sum sail wend to the forray.

c 1400-20 judicium <Roxb.t 7 Some at ayll howse I fande :

and som of ferray. C1470 Henry Wallaceix. 463 Thirfour
hundreth . . A forray kest and sessit mekill gud. c 1540 tr.

Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camd. No. 29* 16 The forrow was.

.

mainteyned every waye, without resistance. 1633 T. Staf-
ford Pac. Hid. 1. xiii. 82 Had not our Horse been over-
wearied with their long forrey. 1813 Scott Trierm. 1. ii,

The foray was long, and the skirmish hot. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi xxiii. 471 The continual forays of Mariano had
spread ruin and desolation on our south-east.
trans/. And fig. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall xxv, They

[the rooks] are apt now and then to issue forth from their

castles on a foray. 1850 D. G. Mitchell Rever. ofBachelor
(1852)258 Forbid those earnest forays over the borders of
Now, and on what spoils would the soul live?

f 2. Booty taken in a foray
;
prey. Also pi.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 6426 J>at neuer of forray art full, c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. vm. xl. 264 [>ai na gret Forrais made. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 11. viL(i622) 148 Desirous to hunt
after pillage and forreies.

T 3. The advance-guard of an army.
CX425 Wyntovn Cron. vm. xl. 136 Willame of Dowglas,

bat (ran was Ordanyd in Forray for to pas. c 1470 Henry
Wallace ix. 468 The forray tuk the pray, and past the
playn, Towart the park. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 339
Neirby in sicht the forrow to reskew. 1^77-87 Holinshkd
Chron. III. 1216/2 The forreie was a little troubled with
a fortie or fiftie Scots horssemen.
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Foray \iftd ), v. Forms: 4-7 forray, (4forra,

5 forr
v
e)y, 6 fory, forrow, 7 furrow), 9 foray.

Pa. t. 6-7 forrai(e)d. [ultimately from Rom.
*fodro (see Forage sb.) ; the precise formation

and the mutual relation of the vb. and sb. are

somewhat obscure.
The supposition most free from difficulties is perh. that

the sb. is f. the vb., and that the vb. is a back-formation
from Forayer (the forms forroiv,furro?v, may come from
the form furrour of the sb.). The alternative is to regard
Foray so. as a derivative of OF. forrer to forage (see

Forage sb.), and as having given rise to the Eng. vb.]

1. trans. To scour or ravage (a country in search

of forage or booty ; to pillage ; to seize and carry

otT (goods) ; to plunder the property of (a person).

Revived in the 19th c. by Sir Walter Scott.

13.. E. E. AHit. T. B. 1200 Stoken so strayt, bat bay ne
stray my}t A fote fro bat forselet to forray no goudes. 1375
Barbour Bruce XV. 511 Than gert he forray all the land.

1513 Douglas ASneis xl x. 62 Knee ..A certane horsmen,
lycht armyt for the nanis, Hes send befor for to forray the

planis. 1590 Spenser /*". Q. I. xii. 3 Dead now was their

foe, which them forrayed late. 1644 D. Hume Hist. Ho.
Douglas 167 Hee was scarce retired, when Creighton..
furrowed the lands of Corstorphin. 1810 Scott Lady ofL.
IV. xxiii, When Roderick foray 'd Devanside. 1852 Miss
Yonge Cameos I. xxxix, 333 Bruce forayed Cumberland.

2. intr. To make a raid ; to forage; to pillage.

1375 Harbour Bruce xix. 643 Na we may forra for to get

met. (-1450 .!/,;//« 179 He herde telle that thei [thesaisnes]

come to forrey. , 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camd.
No. 29) 37 Certaine companies . . hearing, as they forrowed
abroad, spoyling the countrey, that [etc.]. 1593 Sc. Acts
Jas. VI (1597) § 174 Sum quha nightlie and dailie rieuis,

forrayis, and committis open thieft. 1813 Hogg Queens
Wake 196 To drive the deer of Otterdale, Or foray on the

Border side. 1838 Prescott Eerd. fy Is. I. xv. II. 162 The
people of Granada, .foraying into the Christian territories.

Hence Fo'raying vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

( 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxx. 135 Withouten certayne
scales bat er ordaynd for forraying. 1470-85 Malory A rthitr

v. ix. 175, I wyl that thou make the redy and goo thyder in

foreyeng. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Tata, foraying, spoil-

ing, Dcpopulaiio.

Forayer fp'tehi). Forms : 4 forrier, for-

reyer, ferrour, 4-5 forrayour, forrour, 4-6

-eour, 5 -ear, ferriour, -your, foreyour, 7 for-

reiar, 9 forayer. [from two different sources

:

ME. forrier is a. OF'.forrier: —med.L. type *fodrd-

riits, f. *fociro fodder (see FORAGE sb.) ; ME.
forrour, forreour, is a. OF. forreor, agent-n. f.

forrer to forage. The two words coalesced, the

trisyllabic forms alone surviving, and were re-

garded as the agent-n. belonging to Fouay v.]

1. One who forays ; a forager, a raider.

^1330 R. Brunne C/iron. Wace (Rolls) 13228 He was
cheftayn of fforreyers [orig. foriers]. c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vm. xl. 144 De Forryowris bare hard ware sete. 1600

Holland Livy 11. xxxix. (1609) 69 Sending with forreiars

certnine guides. 1805 Scott Last Atinstr, iv. xvii, Light
forayers, first, to view the ground, Spurr'd their fleet coursers

loosely round.

f 2. A fore-goer, harbinger, messenger, or courier.

1340 Ayenb. 195 f>e guode forriers bet nimeb and agraybeb
bet hous of paradys to be riche manne. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

B. xx. 80 Kynd. .sent forth his foreioures [v.rr. forreyours,

forreouris, forreores] feures & fluxes [etc.]. 1549 Compt.
Scot. xi. 99 Thai var re[n]contrit be the forreours and
exploratours of the romanis.

+ Forba'n, v. Obs.-' 1 In 3 forbonne. [a. OF.
forbannir : see next.] trans. To banish.
a 1250 <hvl fy Night. 1093 He let forbonne bene cniht pat

hadde idon so muchel unnht.

t Forba*nish., v. Obs. [ad. OF. forbanniss-

lengthened stem of forbannir, f. for-, ¥on- pref.'-'

+ bannir to Banish.] trans. To banish ; occas.

with second obj. of place whence. Also, to dis-

possess, disinherit. Hence Forba'iiished///. a.

(Ti32o6";>^««4309(MS. A) J>is for-banniiste man Is come
to be land a3an. < 1440 Jacob's Wellbi J>ei ben outelawyd,
or for-banysched be kynges lond. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon iii. 79 Yf ye haue forbanysshed vs, well we know it.

T Forba*rf
sb. Coal-mining. Obs. [f. For-

(?pref.-) + Bar sb.] =Barrier i g.
?xg.. in .A/. «y Q. Ser. v. X. 307 [In Durham records

(34th Rep. Dep. Keeper P. R. 207) is a reference to offences

committed by miners in cutting through the ' forbarres

'

when working the mines of coal and iron ore.]

t ForbaT, forebar, v. Obs. [ad. AF. for-
barrer, i.for-, For- pref.?> + barrcr to bar.]

1. trans. To hinder, obstruct, prevent, prohibit

(an action, event, etc.); to withhold (a thing).

a 1300 Cursor .If. 8213 (Cott.) It esna thing bat mai for-barr

his will. 1303 R. Brunne Haudl. Syune 106 Handyl by
synnes . . Elles forbarre bey be blys of heune. 13. . Coer
de L. 3514 Though he forbarre our vytayle.. Off us non schal
dye for hungyr. c 1380 Wyclie Wks. u88o) 66 Anticrist hab
forbarrid be fredom of goddis lawe. c 1450 St, Cuthhert
(Surtees) 4547 Alle on strenthe bair thrist was sett, Oure
batelle to forbarre.

b. To bar, barricade, confine (a person) ; to ob-

struct (a way).
C1350 Will. Palerne 3333 Whi lete 3e foulli 5our fon for-

barre 30U her-inne. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 11. v. 78 J>e

wast wildernes the way forbarris.

2. To shut out ; to bar, deprive, or exclude (a

person) ; esp. in Law (see quot. 1607). Const, of,

from, and with double object.

[1292 Hhitton iv. ii § 11 Si homage ne le forbarre.) c 1330

FORBEAB.

R. Hrunne Chron. (1S10) 214 Title ilk a lordyng Suld ward
& relefe falle, Bottillebe kyng nobing,he was forbarred alle.

1340 Hampole Pr. Const. 957 A man at be last forbard may
be Of be blisful world, c 1430 Lvix;. Bochasw. 1.(1554) 146 b,

He was forbarred. .of vittayle. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures

40 b, The Lords nor none other shalbee forbarred of theire

villaines. 1586 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 103 It-was prouidentlye

foreseene to forbarre euery person from die wearing of that

coller except the Knight. 1671 F. PhiUlips Reg. Necess. 3S7

The Commons did Petition the King, That none of his Sub-
jects be fore-barred of their due debts.

absot. c 1450 St. Cuthhert

\

Surtees) 8284 Aftir Cnud regtied

Edwarde, Edtrldrede sonn, naman forbanlu.

Hence Forbarring vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

t 1449 Pecock Rtpr. iv. iii. 432 Mycin; forbarring ofsynnes,

which ellis wolde come forth. 1502 Arnolde Chron. (1S11)

287 My Lorde of Winchester.. in forbarring of the Kyngis
1 hyghwaye lete drawe the chayne of the stulpis there.

tForbate, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [?f. OF. forb-cr

to counterfeit + -ATE.] ? ( 'ountericit, imitation.

1558 Treasurer's Ace. in Lauder's Traitatc{i^(ii,) Pref. 7,

xxiiii ellis of forbate taffetcis of syndrie sortes of hewis.

tForba'the, v. Obs. [f. Von- pref [ + Bathe
v.] trans. To bathe deeply, imbrue.

1430 Lvrxi. Chron. Troy in. xxvi, He on foote stode All

forbathed in the grekes bloude. a 1547 Surrey SEneid 11.

765 Troye town. .Whose shore hath been so oft for-balti'd in

blood. 1563 Sackville Induct. Afirr. Mag. Ixi., Con-
1 querours hands forbatlule in their owne blood.

Forbear, forebear (fojbe>\i, f6>-jbe«j), sb.

!
(Originally Sc.) l'orms: 6 foirbear, 6 7 for e,

beer, (6 forebeerar , 5 forbear, 6- forebear.

i [f. ¥ ok- prcf'1 or FORE- pref. t Beek sb.'1 , lit. one

who is or exists before.] An ancestor, forefather,

!
progenitor(usually more remote than a grandfather .

r 1470 Henry Wallace \. 21 His furbearis. Of hale lynagc,

and trew lyne of Scotland. 1578-1600 Scot. Forms 16th C.

II. 159 For in thisseiknes I was borne And my forebeerar-i

me beforne. 1623 Lisle AElfric on O. > JV. Test. Pref.

P 17 Looke back a little to this outworne dialect of our

forebeers. 1782 Burns Death Maiie 39. So may they

[sheep] like their great Forbears, For monie a year come
thro the sheers. 1816 Scott Antiq.x\, This Roland Chayne
..was my forbear. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts I. 5$ A
yeoman whose forbears had once owned the land.

Forbear (f^ibe^u), v. Pa. t. -bore (-br.'-j). pa.

pple. -borne (-bo»un). Forms : see For /;'</.' and

Bearz/.; in pa. t. also rarely^ forbored, U -beared.

[OF. forberan ( = OHG. far-, -fer-, forberan,

MUG. vcrberti to restrain, abstain, Goth.frabairan

to endure, support) see Fok- pref1 and Beak z-.]

f 1. trans. To bear, endure, submit to. Obs.

c 1000 /Klfric Horn, in Grein-Wiilcker Prosa III. 72 Se

mildheorta ha;lend be swa micel forbair for us synfullum.

c 1386 Ch.uxkk Merck. T. 938, I may not . . Forbore to ben

out of your compagnie. 1570 F2. Elviden Ncwyeres Gift

^04 His bonnden duetie is For to forbeare the payne. 1585

T. Washington tr. Nichola/s Voy. iv. i. 114 b, Hunting .

.

being an. .occasion to use men. .to forbeare heate and cold.

f 2. To bear with, have patience with, put up

with, tolerate. Obs. but cf. sense 8).

t807 K. /Elebed Gregory's Past. xxi. 150 Deah hit mon
cu5lice wiete, hit is to forberanne. c 1000 Ags. Gos/>. Matt,

xvii. 17 Hu lange for-bere ic eow. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 95
Hc.forbere monna hufelnesse burh his Hflnesse. a 1223

Attcr. R. 218 Un5eawes, bet he er uorber ase he ham nout

nuste. 1340 .Ayenb. 148 panne be guode man . . bereb and
uorbereb alneway be foles. 1413 Pilgr. Senate t Caxton 14S31

in. vi. 54 The plente of his grace that hath the forborne.

1526-34 TiNDAi.E Rei'. ii. 2 Thou cannest not forbeare them
which are evyll. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia in. ix. 79,

I haue forborne your insolencies. 174a Young Nt. Th. 11.

607, I then had wrote What friends might flatter : pru-

dent foes forbear.

f3. To bear up against, control (emotion or de-

sire'). Also reft, to control one's feelings. Obs.

Beoivulf iZ-j-j (<Jr.) J>a?t he bone breostwylm forberan ne

mehte. a 1000 Guthlac 775 (Or.) [Hi] firenlustas forbera<5

in breostum. c-1230 Halt Meld. 17 Onont ti fleschliche wil

& ti licomes lust ^at tu forberes her. a 1300 Cursor M.
24427 1.Cott. J Quen i sagh bus all thinges skurn, vn-feland for

bair lauerd muni, moght i me noght for-ber. c 1430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 5005 His sorow might not be forbom.

f b. absol. or intr. for reft.

<888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 1 Hwa mse^, forba:ran

bat he \>sct ne siofi^e. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 Ne beo bu
nefre ene wraS ber fore, ah forber for drihtenes luue. 1297

R. Glouc (1724) 526 The king ne mi5te tho uorbere, that he

ne wep atte laste, C1300 Beket 72 Hi ne mi5te forbere

nomore ; And wope also pitousliche.

f 4. To endure the absence or privation of; to

dispense with, do without, spare ^a person or

thing). Obs.
(•900 tr. Bxda's Ht'st. I. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890) 70 Forbon seo

Kiftere cneoris . . alle ^emete is to forbeorenne & to forla;tenne.

c 1330 Assump. Virg.iBM. MS.) 60 peo bat in be temple

were N e mi3te noijt hire forbere. 1469 Paston Lett. No. 607

II. 348 Yt lytyll [money] y*- I myght forbere.. I haue

delyu ryd to Dawbeney. 1477 Ibid. No. 787 III. 175 'f

Syme myght be forborn it wer well done that he [etc.].

1562 Bllleyn Bk. Simples 30a, He is the beste bonde slave

in the common wealthe, and least can be forborne. 1667

Milton P.L. ix. 747 Fruits. .Whose taste, too long forborn,

at first assay Gave elocution to the mute.

fb. To give up, part with or from, lose. Obs.

13. . Coer de L. 419 Hys styropes he forbare. e 1430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 146 Sith I haue this hert lorn, And my goode
men forborn. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, She hath for-

bore Her maydenhead. 1590 Spenser F'.Q. ii. i. 53 Whenas
my wombe her burdein would forbeare.

f c. To avoid, shun ; to keep away from or keep
from interfering with ; to leave alone. Obs.



FORBEAR.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14560 (Cott.) J>e land o Iu<1e he has for-

horn, c 1386 Chaucer Rut's T. 27, 1 wolde yow haue toold

..But al that thyng I moot as now forhere. c 1470 Henry
Wallace 1. 259 Scho. . Forbure the gate for wachis that war
thar. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 1. ii, Offices of honour

likewise either to beare them, or forbeare them [was a capital,

crime]. 1598 Yong Diana 220 Forbeare us a little . . for I will

not have you beare witnes to the love that I have to impart.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 755 The beast it selfe liueth

euermore in shadowy places, forbearing the sun. 1628 Ford
Levers Mel. ill. ii, Forbear the room. 1673 Temple Observ.

United Prov. Wks. 1731 J. 17 The People in the Country

forbear the Market.

5. To abstain or refrain from (some action or

procedure) ; to cease, desist from.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 Munejed hem ofte uiuScwes to

forberen and gode beawes to fol^en. a 1300 Cursor M. 3454
(Cott.) pat bai moght noght pair strif for- here, c 1435 Seven

Sag. (P.) 355 And I myghte forbere speche, Seven dayes

and seven nyght. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Cateck. ,1884). 30

Forbeare the eting of swynis fiesche. 1655 Sir K. Nicholas
in N. Papers (Camden) II. 223, I forebore pressing them
further. 1722 De Foe Plague (1756) 51 All public Assem-
blies at other Burials are to be forborn during the Con-
tinuance of this Visitation. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. ii.xxxiv,

Madman, forbear your frantic jar ! 1867 Whittier Our
Master iv, The strife of tongues forbear.

6. ahsol. and intr. To abstain, refrain. Const.

to (also +rW) with inf., sXsofrom, \for, fof
c 1375 XI Pains Hell (Vernon> no in O. JS. Misc. 226 To

heere godus wordus bei ban for born, c 1400 Rom. Rose

4751 It is a slowe [/. e. a moth], may not forbere Kagges,

rihaned with gold, to were, c 1449 Pecock Re/>r. 1. xiv. 78

Y must here therof absteue and forher. 1529 More Dyaloge
iv. Wks. 286/1 On the morow forbare I to speake with

hym. 1598 Grenewev Tacitus' Ann. in. v. (1622(72 The
Dictator . . forbare somtime for making any more [lawes].

1658 W. Burton Comment, [tin. Antonin. 8, I cannot

forbear but transcril^e all of it hither. 1676 HoBBBS Iliad

I. 402 From War forbear. « 1745 Swift Hen. /. Lett.

1768 IV. 278 He commanded his soldiers to forbear. 1731

Johnson Rambler No. 159 P 6 Few have repented of having

forborne to speak. 1787 A. Hilditch Rosa de Montmorien
\. 140 De Beaufort, whom Strickland could not forbear of

accusing of unwarrantable caprice. 1841 Ki.phinstone Hist.

ind. II. 315 He would have incurred more blame . . if he

had forborne from attempting to recover them. 1878 B.

Taylor Denkalion 1. iv, Forbear ! The knowledge must

be mine alone. 1879 M. Arnold Falkland Mixed Ess.

234 The lovers of Hampden cannot forbear to extol him
at Falkland's expense.

t b. AT
atit. (See quots.) Obs.

1627 Cai-t. Smith Seaman's Gram. vi. 27 Forbeare is to

hold still any oare you are commanded. 1727 90 Bailey,

Forbear [Sea Term], a Word of Command in a Ship's Boat.

7. trans. To refrain from using, uttering, men-
tioning, etc. ; to withhold, keep back, f Formerly

const, from* to, or dative.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1355 As he truage to rome pat non
vorbore nere. a 1300 CursorM 693 (Gott.)pe scorpion forbar

histunge Fraliestis bat he layemonge. < 1430 Lydg. Chichev.

a> Bye. in Dodsley O. PL XII. 334 Meke wyfes. .That neither

can at beddeneboordTheyrhusbondes nat forbere oonwoord.
1580 Tlsser Husb. xiii. (1878) 29 The west [wind] to all

flowers may not be forborne. 1590 Marlowe Fdw. II, v. v,

Stay a while ; forbear thy bloody hand, a 1619 Fotherby
Atheom. 1. ii. § 2 (1622) n Wee are forced to forbeare the

strongest of our Authorities. 1676 Hobbes/V/Wi. 206 Hold
then. Your sword forbear. 1709 Hearne Collect. 4 Apr.,

Charlet could not forbear his Venom. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 437
Forbear that dear, disastrous name. 1808 Southey in Lett.

(1856) II. 115 You may repent a sarcasm,—you never can

repent having forborne one. 1884 Ruskin Pleasures Eng.
16 note, Gibbon, .might have forborne, with grace, his own
definition of orthodoxy.

b. refl. To restrain oneself, refrain, rare.

1535 Coveri>ale Esther (Apocr.) xvi. 12 He coude not

forbeare him self from his pryde. 1611 Bible 2 Citron.

xxxv. 21 Forbeare thee from medling with God. 1852 Miss
Yonge Cameos I. vi. 42 If it be so, forbear thyself to fight.

1865 Merivale Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixviii. 370, I forbear

myself from entering the lists.

8. To abstain from injuring, punishing, or giving

way to resentment against (a person or thing) ; to

spare, show mercy or indulgence to. Now rare,

Cf. sense 2, to which this closely approaches.

1154 0, E. Citron, an. 1137 Ouer sithon ne for-baren hi

nouther circe ne cyrceiajrd. ci*7$ Serm. (Cott.) in O. E.

Misc. 188 J>es persones ich wene, Ne beobheo no}t for-bore.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 430 He . . Forbar hym and hus

beste bestes. C1470 Henry Wallace 1. 169 No for the Pape
thai wald no kyrkis forber. 1513 More in Grafton Citron.

(1568) II.765 His maister gave him in charge not to forbeare

his rest, a 1533 Ln. Berners Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546)

Q v b, The quycke fire doth not forbeare the wod be it wette

or drye. 1606 Bryskett Or. Life 27. I craue to be forborne

in this your request. 1618 Raleigh in Four C. Eng. Lett.

37, I forbare all partes of the Spanish Indies. 1665 Sir T.

Roe's Voy. E. Ind. 438 That scruple they make in forbear-

ing the lives of the Creatures made for men's use. 1745 Dt
Foe's Eng. Tradesm. (1841) I. xiv. 125 He knows whom he

may best push at, and whom best forbear. 1855 Milman
Lat. Chr. (18641 V. ix. vii. 357 Those who had so long been
forborne in mercy. 1887 Bowen ^'irg. Eclog. x. 50 Ah, may
the splinters icy thy delicate feet forbear !

+ b. Const, of {k thing). Ohs.

£1275 Passion Our Lord 158 in O. E. Misc. 41 Vader. .if

hit may so beo, Of his ilche calche nv forber bu me. 1529
More Comf. agst. Trib. n.Wks. 1194/1 He would pray God
forbeare him of the remenaunt.

C. intr. (or absol.) To be patient or forbearing;

to show forbearance. Const, with.
The proverbial phrase to bear and forbear, now taken

in this sense, was orig. trans. : see quot. 1340 in sense 2.

1591 Shaks. Tivo Cent. v. iv. 27 Loue, lend me patience

to forbeare a while. 1683 A/ot. Prot. France v. 66 He for-
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bore beyond all Patience. 1725 PorF Odyss. It. 247 With
patience I forbear. 178a Cowfer Mut. Forbearance, The
kindest and the happiest pair Will find occasion to forbear.

i8a6 E. Irving Babylon II. 363 He forbore with Austria.

184a Tennyson Two Voices 218 Some . . Bore and forbore

;

and did not tire. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xv, She
. .forebore with his failings.

9. trans. To refrain from enforcing, pressing, or

demanding; not to urge, press, insist on, or exact.

Sometimes with double obj. Now rare. \ Also

intr. with of.

1570 Abp. Parker Corr. (1S52) 374, I am driven to forbear

of my ancient rights. 1583 Whitcift Let. in Fuller Cli.

Hist. ix. v. § 9 Desiring your Lordships . . to forbear my
comming thither. 1633 Ford "Tis Pity III. ii. Let me advise

you here to forbear your suit. 1643 Prvnne Sort. Power
Pari. 11. 20 That all the Acts of Oxenford, should from

thenceforth be utterly forborne and annulled. 1649 Kvelyn
Mem. (1857) III. 49, I desire you to forbear my reasons,

till the next return. 1756 Johnson Life K. of Prussia
Wks. IV. 542 The claim was forborn. 1858 Carlyle Fredk.

Ct. (1865) I. 111. v. 170 And the Corpus-Christi idolatries

were forborne the Margraf and his company this time.

b. esp. To abstain from enforcing the payment

of (money) after it has become due. Now rare.

1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 8 § 5 Any Money so to be lent or for-

born. 1664 W. Haig in J. Russell Haigsx. 118811273, 1 can

have a friend here that will . . forbear it [money] a year and

a half. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 577 If an Annuity be for-

born, the Paiments increase as well as the Interest. 1827

Hutton Course Math. I. 129 The money lent, or forborn, is

called the Principal. 1845 Stephen Comm. Laws Eng.

(1874) II. 161 Such [debts] as were incurred or forborne by
means of fraud.

absol. 1856 BouviER Law Did. s. v., When the creditor

agrees to forbear with his debtor.

Forbea'rable " [f- Forbear v. 4- -able.] + a.

Ready to forbear, patient, indulgent (obs.). b.

That maybe forborne or dispensed with.

1465 Paston Lett. No. 518 II. 216, 1 founde the jugesrygbt

gentell and forberable to me. 1803 W. Taylor in A nil. Rev.

I. 362 The commerce of inland towns consists in the manu-
facture of forbearable articles.

Forbearance (fj3!ibe«>Tans). [f.asprec. + -ance.

Originally (like abearance) a legal term (sense 3), which

accounts for the hybrid formation.]

1. The action or habit of forbearing, dispensing

with, refraining or abstaining from (some action

or thing). Const, of, from, to with inf.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 11. iv. 19 Tut, tut, here is a mannerly

forbearance. 1593 — Rich. II, iv. i. 120 True Noblenesse

would Learne him forbearance from so foule a Wrong.
1627-77 Fkltham Resolves 1. xxvi. 45 Pad, both in action,

and forbearance ! 1634 Cannf. Necess. Separ. (1849) 95,

I might here instance Daniel's forbearance of the king's

meats. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 19 T 3 Without any .

.

remarkable forbearance of the common amusements ofyoung
men. 1765 H. Walfole Otranto iv. (1798) 65 His forbear-

ance to obey would be more alarming. 1835 T. Jefferson
Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 39 Laws which renderedcriminal.

.

the forbearance of repairing to church, a 1871 Grote Eth.

Eragm. i. (1876) 12 Tne various acts and forbearances which

a man supposes to constitute the sum of his duty.

2. Forbearing conduct or spirit ;
patient endur-

ance under provocation ; indulgence, lenity.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Soc.)4i Com-
mending the vertue of patience or forbearance. 1645 Bp.

Hali. Remedy Discontents 43 If their sufferings be just,

my forbearances are mercifull. 1741 Middleton Cicero 11.

x. 412, I have now put an end to my forbearance of him.

1831 Brewster Ncivton (1855) II. xxiv. 314 The man of the

world treats the institutions of religion with more respect

and forbearance.

3. Abstinence from enforcing what is due, esp.

the payment of a debt.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 385 You are forced (because

of credit and forbearaunce) to give a greater price. 1590

Records, etc. Gr.Arts (1640) 495 What is wonne or lost in

the 100 pound forbearance for 12 moneths. 1691 Locke
Loivcr. Interest Wks. 1727 II. 31 In Debts and Forbear-

ances, where Contract has not settled it between the Parties.

1773 Act 13 Ceo. Ill, c. 63 § 30 No Subject, .shall, .take .

.

above the Value of twelve Pounds for the Forbearance of

one hundred Pounds for a Year. 1817 Hutton Course

Math. I. 129 Interest is the premium or sum allowed for the

loan, or forbearance of money.
Prov. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Soc.)4i

Forbearance is no quittance. 1667 Milton /'. L. x. 53

He. -soon shall find Forbearance no acquittance.

t4. Comb.: forbearance money, money paid

to a creditor (in addition to the interest) for allow-

ing the repayment of a loan to be deferred beyond

the stipulated time.

1668 SedleyMulberry Card. II. ii, Thou and I might live

comfortably on the forbearance money, and let the interest

run on. 1751 E. Haywood Betsy Thoughtless II. xiv. 155 It

must be that she has kept it [the penalty of a bond] off by

large interest and forbearance-money.

transf. (allusively). 1814 Scott Drama (1 874) 220 Foote .

.

was only anxious to extort forbearance-money from the timid.

Forbearant (ffJibea-rant), a. [f. as prcc. +
-ant.] Forbearing, indulgent, patient.

164a R. Harris Serm. Ps. x. 14, 17 p. 32 God is Wisdome it

selfe; and therefore forbearant. 1830 Examiner 419/2 The
temper ofGeorge IV may have been forbearant. 1859 Smiles

SelfHelp xii. (1860)342 The world at large is not so for-

bearant.

Hence Porbearantly adv.

1855 in Ogilvie Suppl., whence in mod. Diets.

rorbearer(f('ibe»T3r). [f. Forbear v. + -ER 1
.]

One who or that which forbears.

1570 Act 13 F./iz. c. 8 § 5 Contracts . . whereupon is not

reserved, .to the Lender, Contracter, Shifter, Forbearer or
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Deliverer, above the Sum of ten Pound. 1580 Tlsser Husb.

xiii. (18781 29 The West [wind] as a father all goodnesse

doth bring, The East a forbearer, no manner of thing. 1642

J. Ball Anstv. Canne Pref., Hee lived and dyed a strict

forbearer . . of all such corruptions. 175s Johnson, For-

bearer, an intermitter ; interceptor of any thing.

Forbearing (ff?ibe>rirj), vbl. si. [f. as prec.

+ -ing l.] Tne action of the vb. Forbear.
13.. K. A lis. 3826 There was yeve no forberyng ; By-

tweone favasour and kyng. 13. . Minor PoemsJr. Vernon

MS. xxxn. 780 Worschupe bou folly fflesch-fadur. .And bat

in two Maner of binges : In boxumnesse and for-berynges.

c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W. de W. 1494) 1. lxxxi, What
is synne but a wanting or a forberyng of good. 1529

Supplic. to King 41 Forbearinge of bodely workes & kep-

inge ydle holy dayes. 1533 More Apol. xii. 91 b, The
leuyng out of felonye, sacrylege, & murder, is rather a
token of wylynes then any forbering or fauour. 1570

Act 13 Eliz. c. 8 § 5 The Loan or forbearing of a hundred

Pound for one Year. 1641 Hinde f. Bruen v. 16 The for-

bearing of meats and drinks. 1659 Hammond On Ps. x. 13

Paraphr. 55 Thy longanimity in forbearing of wicked men.

Forbearing (f?ibe»rirj), ///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ing *.] That forbears ;
patient under provoca-

tion, long-suffering; f abstinent.

c 1425 Eng. Conquest hel. xxxvi. (1896) 88 He was . . (of]

mete, & of drynke ful meen & for-berynge. 161 1 Bible

2 Tim. ii. 24 The seruant of the Lord must not striue : but

bee gentle vnto all men . . patient [marg. Or, forbearing].

178a CowiER Table T. 401 There is a time .. For long-for-

bearing clemency to wait. 1853 C. Bronte Villette x.

(1876) 85 Madame Beck was. .forbearing with all the world.

Hence Forbearing-ly adv., Forbearinjm«»»-
1831 Examiner 660/2 The fitness of whipping Mr. Muir

was . . forbearingly negatived. 1855 Clarke Diet., For-

bearittgnea. 1874 Helps Soc. Press, xiv. (1875) 406 Con-

siderations of pity, tenderness, and forbearingness.

t Forbea't, v. Ohs. For forms see Beat v.

[f. YoR-fref. ' -r Beat v.] a. trans. To beat severely

;

to cover with bruises or stripes, b. To beat down,

overcome, c. pa. pple. only. Of a path : Well-

beaten or trodden.

1393 Langl. P. PI. c. xxnt. 198 So elde and hue hit hadde

a-ieynted and forbete. c i4ao Antnrs of Arth. Ii, Alle

Make was thayre brees, forbetun with brandis. c 1430

Hymns Virg. (1867) 29 Al his fleisch bloodi for-bete. c 1430

Pilgr. LyfManhode 11. lxxii. (18691 103 Thou art not the

firste pilgrime .. the wey is al forbeten. c 1470 Harding

Chron. xxxtv. v, This king . . Came home agayn . .
All for-

beten.

Forbecatise : see Because A. i and B. i.

t Fo-rbed, ppl- a. [f. *forbe, a. OY.forbir (see

Furbish v.) + -ed 1.] = Furbished.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxvi. 84 The honoure

of suche persones is clene forbed harneys.

t Forbehe-st. Obs.- 1
[f. iow- pref? + Be-

hest.] A promise previously given.

a 1400 Prymer in Maskell Mon. Rit. (1875) II. 75 That

we be maatl worthi to the forbiheestis of crist.

t Forbi-d, sb. Obs. rare. \i. next vb.] A for-

bidding. (Cf. Forbode sb.)

160a W. Watson Decacordon 338 For what is more In-

nouate preposterous, and beyond all gods forbid, then this

new fanglenes in you to prefer [etc.]. 1740 Cheyne Regimen

ii. 72 With what an evident Forbid, the Jewish Law directs

this permit of animal Food.

Forbid (fffrbi-d), v. Pa. t. forbad, forbade

(-bard) ;
pa. pple. forbidden (-bi'd'n). Forms :

Infin. 1-2 forbeodan {north. forb£iada\ 2-4 for-

beoden, 3-5 forbede(n, -yn, (4 -bedd, -beed,

5 -bidde, -bide, -byde), 4-6 So.- forbeid, (7 for-

bidd), 4- forbid. Pa. 1. 1 forbead, 2-3 forbead,

(3 -beed, -bet(t)
, J-j forbed(e, forbode, (4 -baad,

-badde, -bed, -beed), 5 -bat (6, 7 -bod(de), 6-8

forbid, 4- forbad, forbade. 1'a. pple. 1 for-

boden, 3-6forbode(n, (5 -bade, -bed (ei, j-Sfor-

bod(de(n, 6-9 forbid, 6- forbidden. Also weak

pa. t. 4 forbedde, -bedid, pa. pple. 5 forbedd.

[OE. forbeodan, pa. X.forbiad, pi. -budon, pa. pple.

forboden, f. For- /«/.' + biodan to Bid; -OFris.

forbiada, I)u. verbieden, OHG. far-, forpiotan

(MUG. and Ger. verbielen), Goth, faurbiudan.

Cf. On.fyrirbffla ]

1. trans. To command (a person or persons) not

to do, have, use, or indulge in (something), or not

to enter (a place) ; to prohibit. In many diverse

constructions.

a. with double object, ofthe person (orig. dative),

and of the thing prohibited. Also in pass, with

either the person or the thing as subject; in the latter

case, the indirect obj., if a sb., is preceded by to.

O. E. Chron. an. 1048 And cwa;3 bet se papa hit him for-

boden hatfde. alijsCott. Hon,. 223 Hwi for-bead 3eu god

bes trowes westm. c iago Gen. «r Ex. 2984 Anon 01s folc

fore he for-bead. a 1300 Cursor M. 13029 (Cott.) He for-

bedd him bat womman. £1330 R. Bmsm Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 9158 He ..pat beym >e lond furst furbed. 1 1386

Chaucer Wife's Prot. 519 Forbeed us thing, and that

desire we. <ri394 P- p>- Crede 7«9 God wold .. fals

freres [were] forboden be fayre ladis chaumbres! 14S0-

1530 Myrr. our Ladye 21 That is forboden vs by holy

chirche.' isa« Rastell Pastyme, Hist. Rom. (1811) 29 It

was ordcynyd that preestis Grekes myght haue wyfis which

to preestis Latens was forboden. 1597 Shaks. Lovers

Compl. 164 To be forbid the sweets that seemes so good.

1609 Douland Ornith. Micro!. 20 There be some other

Internals, very rare, and forbidden to yong beginners.

1697 Dkyden sEneid VI. 760 The chaste and holy Race Are
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alt forbidden this polluted Place. 1710 Lady M. W. Mok-
TA'i'.' Let. liurtut to July, My sex is usually forbid studies

of this nature- 1793 Cowmeb t?« Spaniel Beau ii, Against

my orders, whom you heard Forbidding you the prey. 1838

LrrroM Leila 1. 11, When strength and courage are forbid

me. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Ettg. II. 351 The archbishop..

had long been forbidden the court. 1853 J. H. Newman
Hist. Sk. (i?73) II- 1. iv. 187 Ineir (the Turks'] religion

forbids them every sort of painting. 1865 Dickens Mut,
hr. 1. vi, Will you forbid him the bouse where I know he
is safe?

b. with personal object 'in OE. either dal. or

aecus.) and an infinitive < formerly v/ith/er to\ rarely

without to) as second object.

c 1000 Agt. Gosp, Matt. xix. 14 Nelle xe hix for-beodan

cuman to me. c 1*00 Okmis 6479 Till Herod* lung onnjsenn
He be^m forrbaxl to turrnenn, a i»5 •Jjurr. ^?. 5* f>e

eppel bjet ich loke on is forbode me to etene^& nout forto

hiholder.. 1362 Wvcuf Acts xvi. 6 Thei. .weren forbodyn
of the Hooly Gost for to speke the word of God in Asya.
1 1450 tr. De Imitatume 1. xxv, He lackib inwarde comfort,

& he is forboden to seke eny outwarde. 156a Bclleys
Dial. Soarms a> Chir. 42 b, We be also forboden to use
reperenssioes. 1611 Shahs. Wint. T. 1. iL 427 Vou may
as well Forbid the Sea for to obey the Moone. a 16:8 J.
Davies Witt Piigr. Grosartj 19/1 But . . I am forbod - . to

tell it you. 1817 Ld. Ellek&obocgh in Maulc & Selwyn
Rep. VI. 316 He distinctly forbids the defendants to accept
any more of their drafts.

+ C. with personal obj. and negative clause. Obs.
O. E. Chron. an. 675 Swa ic for beode be and ealle be

biscopas be -efter de cumon . .baet y- nan onsting ne hauen
of pact mynstre. a 1*35 Ancr. R. 256 Ich forbeode ou bet

non of ou ne ileue bes deofles sondesmon. c 1*75 Passion.

581 in O. E. Misc. ^3 Iesus .. hire bo for-bed, J>at heo
attryne ne scolds his honde ne his feL 1387 Trevisa
Hfgdtm RoiU) I. 85 By bese trees be grete kyng Alexander
was furbode, bat he schulde neuer; come in Babylon. 1599
Siiaks. Pass. Piigr. 124 She silly Queene. . Forbad the boy
he should not passe those grounds.

d. with omission of personal object, and with
the thing prohibited expressed (a) by »b. or pron.

T const, from, ; (b by an infinitive ;

f
c

j
by an

obj. -sentence 'in early use with a negative, which
the later idiom omits ; d) by object and infinitive.

( t) c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 115 He seal, .heordom for-beodan.
€ raoo Trim. Coll. Horn. 1 3 pe holie boc hit forbet. 1340
Ayenb. 8 Ine bis heste ys uorbede zenne of hate. 1477
N02TOK Ord. Alch. i. in Ashm. (1652) 15 Almighty G ;

From Great Doctours hath this Science forbod. 1533 Elvot
Cast. Heltke 1539* 78 b, Wyne is not to be forboden. 1671
Lady M. Bextie in \ztk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

23 The)' say the King hath put out a Proclamation to for-

bid maskerades. 1730 A. Gomoox Maffcft Ampkith. 67 In
the Year 325, Gladiators were expressly forbid. 1875 Jowett
Plato ed- 2 V. 34, I . . think that the Lacedaemonian law-
giver was right in forbidding pleasure.

(b) x\.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1147 To defowle hit euer span
folde fast he forbedes. 15*4-34 Tisdale Luke xaiiL 2 For-
biddynge to paye tribute to Cesar. 17*3 State 0/ Russia
1 1. 282 For which reason he had forbidden to carry anybody
of his Majesty's Retinue over the River.

c) c 1000 Agt. Gosp. Luke xxiii. 2 For-beodende baet mai
barn casere gafol ne sealde. 1*97 R. Glocc. (1724 496 The
king, .vorbed that me ne ssolde non of is lond sowe. 1340
Aytnb. 8 pis heste oorbyet bet non ne ssel sla^e obren. ts,y>-

1530 Myrr. our Lo,lye 71 Yt is fbrboden vnder payne of
cursynge, that no man shulde haue ne drawe eny texte of
holy scrypture in to Englysshe. 1610 Bkejct tr. Sarpfs
Cohhc. Trent tv. '1629- 355 It was forbid. .that the Patrone
. .should not make the presentation to any but the Bishop.
1658 W. Bcktox Comment, /tin. Antonin. 121 He forbad
thar not any body should, .use a silver drinking cup
id) 13S* Wtcuf Luke xxiii. a Forbedinge tributis to

be 90-Jun to Cesar, 16551 Hobbes Leviaik. iu xxvi 137
Another Law, that forbiddeth it to be put in execution.

1763 J. Brows Poetry 4 Mut. v. 75 This [the Swiss] Song
. -is forbid to be sung among their Regiments hired in the
Service of other Nations. 1805 Kxight Sch. Hist. Eng. iv.

115 The governor of the Castle forbad th: Church Service
1 j be performed.

e. with the personil object only. Const, from,
+ of a thing.. Now rare,
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 He b; wule forbeode of his e^ane

onsiht. 13 . . Coer de L. 3795 In Godys name I thee for-

bed-. . Ryche ne pore lat non leve. c 1400 Mal^de^-. (1839)
viii. 87 Therefore wolde he [David] make the Temple in that
place : but oure Lord forbade him. 1596 Piigr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531' 8b, I forbede all syngular persones from
the studyenge of this treatyse. 1533 J . Hetwood Pardoner
4 F. B ij b, Of all temporall seruice are we forbode. 1596
S?exs£R F. Q. vl vL 18 Whom though he oft forbad, Yet
for no bidding . . Would he restrayned 1e from his attende-
ment. 1840 Thivjkall Greece VII. 117 The soldiers wished
to take part in it also; and, though forbidden, forced their
way into the palace. 1841 Lane Arab. Xts. L 122 He
forbade both men and women from entering them. 1851
Hvsscr Papal Power ii. 61 He forbad Hilary Bishop of
Narbonn: from all metropolitan rights.

f. absol. or with ellipsis of both objects.

1591 Shaks. x Hen. VI, 1. iii. 19 Hane patience Noble
Duke, I may not open. The Cardinallof Winchester forbids!

1667 Milton P. L. v. 6s Forbid who will, none shall from
me withhold Longer thy offerd good.

2. In various modified uses.

a. fig. To exclude, keep back, hinder, restrain.

Now chiefly of circumstances, conditions, etc. : To
constitute a prohibition or imperative reason
against ; to render impossible or undesirable.
c xooo Agt Pt. cxix. 101 Spelm. I Fram eallum were vfelu

ic forbead fet mine, a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxx:u- 13
For bede bi tooge fra ilL 1388 Wtcuf Jer. v. 25 5onre
synnes forbediden good fro 30a. 1573 Ba»et Air. F 847
To forbidde, to lette, to stoppe. inhibto. 1636 Bacojs Syepa
5 596 The way to hasten the Breeding of Salt-Petre, is to
forbid the Sonne, and the Growth of Vegetables. 1697

Vol. IV.

Drydek Vire- Georg. m. 740 Clouds of smouldring Smoke
forbad the Sacrifice. 1715*0 Pore Iliad xil 148 Whose
spreading arms. . Forbid the tempest and protect the ground.
X750 GftAV Llegy xvii, lh' Applause of livt'ning Senates to
command. .Their Ixrf forbad. 1799 SffesiDAM Pizarro iv. i.

The state I left l»er in forbids all hope. 1*63 Fa. A.
Kemble Resid. in Georgia 19 A pool, that enV.tuiuiy
forbids the foot of the explorer. 1869 J. Marti
II. 138 His limits forbade him to draw copiously* 1870
Hcxley Crit. 4- Addr. iS^oj si lr*e Bible •

veriest hind . . to be ignorant of the exister*te of other
countries and other civilizations.

b. In deprecatory phr. God, Heaven, the Lord
forbid, usually with a clause or sentence as direct

object, rarely with an indirect object ; alio absol. as

an exclamation.
n izas Ancr. R. Z J>et God forbeode cj. a 1300 Cursor

.1/. 4372 CotL) Good forbedd i suld him mice 1375
Babbo\;r Bruce xn. 255, I warne yymof a thing, J .

thamme as god forb*rid ! c 1385 Chalce* /-. G. W. 910
'I hishe, God for!>ede but a wonrurn can lien as trewe and
lovynge as a man. a 1400-50 Alexander \iy* Na;
for-bede ! c 1470 Hekbv Wallace v, 624 Orel G s:

it suld be vj with this, 1513 Move in Graft ,n Chrw. 1 -J,'.

11. 760 Our Lorde forbid that ye love tog
for tlie stife same cause that ye o*jght to k/v« togi

better, c 159a Maul//we Massacre Paris 1. in, Tlie Heavens
forbid yoai sch mishap! toot Shaks Tu
i. i> Fortune forbid my ont-side haue wx
1606 — Tr. -t Cr. 11. ii. 208 This L[ord] goe to him ': Jupiter
forbid. 1611 Bihl>. 1 Chron. xi. i> My God forbid it mee
that I should dee this thing. — GaJ ii. 7 God forbid. 171X-4
Pope Ra^ Lock iv. 105 Gods! shall

your hair, While the Fops envy Honour forbid 1738 —
Epil. Sat. u 105 Good Heav'n forbid, that I bec
their glor>-. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. i) I >4 Do J

a knowledge of sh'^emaking ? God forbid.

f c. with weakened sense: To argue or give

one's opinion against. C
c 1305 Lay. 30244 Summe Lit gonr.en rsedtn sui

f,r :.-e yje'..

td. To deny, refuse. Obs.

c 1000 Agt, Gosp. L_i:e vi. 2, Ne ' im no bir.e

tunecan. c 1*05 Lay. 3023^ W'hader .-. :, e

ooer him f^.'-vto-Je. 1483 Ca:h .'-'£,• ,~ '* 1
'- f '-'----,

abdicare, abnitere.

t e. To defy, challenge.
1588 Ep. Avdbewes Serin. 1 Tim. vi. 17-15., I forbi

. to shew mee in Rhtmes or in Rome . . such a she

have scene here these last t»

tf. To lay under a ban. curse, interdi

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 21 He sha

1819 Ii. ComWALL Dram. Scenes, H'ernsr ;i. Ob, I - all

nasi .. my time in solitude, .a mar. for . .

t 3. To countermand. Obs. rare.

1665 Six W. CoVEStTVY in Pepys' Diary VI, :

[ships] were ordered and others fortid.

1 4. To put off for a time, to postpone. Obs.
[Perh. another word -**fcr-butr . cr :-:. er: -,.

Caxton ha*yi7rrV^»i, which express^

1387 I iiE-.isA Higden Rous II 539 Iosoc -
| e

circumsicioun bat was forbode fourty jere u
/^i(/. IIL 51 Olympiades. .was i-holde ones in fj

lesth he schulde be for^ete and it were lengere forbode.
~ Forbi'tL,///- a. Obs. ** FoftBlDOE*. Forbid

tree see quot. 1662).

1593 Davies Immort. Soul Introd. vii, Ey ta^:ng of thai

Fruit forbid. s66> Pepvs Diary 14 Aug., Many trees there
^Forest of Dean] left at a great fall in Edward the Third's
time, by the name of fbrbid-trees, which at this day are

-.

* Porbiddable, a. Cbs.- 1
[f. Fobuid v. +

-able.] That may be forbidden.
c 1449 Pfcock Rtp>r. 470 In which thei ben fbrbedable.

Forbi ddaL n&nee-wd. [i. >obbu> v. t -al.]

The act of forbidding.

1835 Lyttc* Rienzi m. Ii, Nay, sweet iady mine, no
fbrbSdal!

Forbiddance 'f^ibi-dans). [f. as prec. +
-asce.] The action of forbidding, an instance of

this; prohibition, interdiction; also, a command or

edict against < something).
1608-11 Br. Hall Epist. v, Forbiddance doth bat whet

desire. 1739 Cibbee Apcl.{ijz£) I 180 This absolute forbid-

dance of what they had more mind to have been entertain 'd

with. 1855 R. Boyle B. r. Wiseman 36 The act of for-

biddance to say mass. 1873 Ouida Pascaret L 98 My
father's forbiddance had taken from me many of my old

Forbidden f/ibi-dV, ppi. a. [pa. pple. cf
Fobbid r.] In senses of the vbw
c uoo Trisu Coll. Horn. 35 J>e forhodene appel. a 1300

Cursor M. 19861 (Cott.) Forboden beastes war [sc. bai] in

lede. c 146$ Eng. Chron. Camden 1856) 57 That the said
mister Thomas sholde say ——fr in forboden . . placez.

«S»3 Douglas sEneis 1. be. 128 Quhen scbo to Troy Ibrbooyn
hymenens socht. 158* Shaks. L. L. L. ii. L 26 Before we
enter his forbidden gates. 16x9 B*esct tx. Sarpfs Count.
Trent iil (1629) 293 To eaie. .forbidden mcaies, in Lent.
178a Cowrca Retirem. 216 His hoars of leisure..employs
In drawing pictures of forbidden joys. * 1*39 Pkaed Poems
(1864) II. 109, I entered that fbrbsdden room.

b. spec. Forbidden degrees, certain degrees of
rtlationship within which persons are forbidden to

marry ; forbiddenfruity a) that forbidden toAdam
(Gen. ii. 17', alsoyf*: ; b hence, a name given to

several varieties of Citrus, esp. C. decumana ;

fforbidden time {Se. Law,, the close time for fish.

1609 Skexe Quern. Attack, lxijou. heading. Of forbiddm
Tyme in Ftshmg. i6Ca Sttlu»:fl. Orig. Smcr. ul iii I 5
He required from him the observance of that positive
command of not eating of the forbidden fruit, aiwj Ftmgel-
lum or 0. Cromwell (e«L 2, 5 The stealing and Lasting of

the forbidden fruit of Sovereignty. x8i8 M. G. Lewis
Jrnl. W. Did. (i'6^s,< 212 Some iweet oranges, others bitter

ones, others again forbidden fruit. 1858 Stmhomm Diet.
Trade, Pomeiloet, a r^rr:e under *

sometimes sold in this country by fruiterer*. z866 'Item.
Hot., Forbidden r.-'-i: Citrus Laradtst.—('A L
variety of the shadd'jck C decumana. 1873 Gloss. Eel.
Terms ed. Shipley , I orbiriden Degrees.

Hence Porbi ddenly adv.
;
Forbi ddenness.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. iL 417 He
haue toucbt Lis Queene Forbididerj y 1647 Botle ///»f.

wearing vii. Wks 1772 \'I

of swearing doe t, ;. ,
;

c 11 ,*•.-

but m their 1 744 Bu - Lift

g :^ut tlie forbi ddc idered
i .

Fcrbidder 'f/ibi daj
y

. [f. Fceeid z>. - -eb :

]

One v..-.

< 1449 Pecock Repr. v. iL 72 Forbeders which* . .

forbede »eddii>g. 1526 Pllgr. Prrf. W. d* W. ;; 253

1643
r« ;:. jj:. ;^: ::; '1 tJt Pap ' 1T« ::.*;

.- bidder .

-,
r

•; .- e. 18*5 '.
j . 3

pUl ::..".- .-:... : a

y.

Forbidding :.- : vbl. . [sec -

]

1 he act i
;'', I fcfcii . . .

-

.

a 1300 C ursor Sf 20527 Cot: He ete c^ga n foi

f 1380 VOCLM -i'4-;. :—o '.- .

zO-.i ... ' ...• ' /: I Her
the first ifJLri

for :0^7 %x P. L -'::.::
i'n .... g Cotnm« iiiee ::.-.*:. 1740 Chi . .

142 Ii -<xr. :....-
Forbidding /- ,v ~. [ - ^ -

]

1. That ] in >:.-/:-. oi t'.
:
:

"•

'..

1573 hf.t-i.1 Alz\f \ i. } - •

-. - / - : «J :6o7
/ . 475 But they Dread* - . -.-* ::. «.c-.e^:_re

thei 1 .

2. e:p. 'J hat : :'.. or* - :.:.•

•;. cr.i-v itir v; a .:..-.-:/

of a jx: - acner, looks, etc

1712 .
:

. : N >. -.-,: Pal
Eye ar.d forbidcl: g Fri » c

'; .- W . ;-:]',
: <

'.
'

VI.
•'''-

n-ea: -

Bs ... t 1 our in

'

; . tr.traj -- -• t:.e

. .

1840
.-
.-

1 . v

.
-

. ry j

b. ' - ratfaei etc.

1726 Shi > -. .l'

. 1^56 K «.Nf. Arcl
II. xxvi. ^ . * : -

l«6o . -;:*•::

. g J
.:'.._' i%7 1*.

Hence Forbi ddlnglj adv. ; Forbi ddit?iie»s.
J&48 Ck.%JO, :^c K

-- - 1883
E. P. kot i- Harfrrz Hag. L^i. i; : . . .

froi for . .

" Porbilld, V. Cbs. [OE. foriinJan, :

frrf. 1 + iindati to BlSD.] trzn:.

c&Q,] K. .^-^- -

sElfric'j Glou.
ca^aniL-.:. c 1200 Ouux 4524 I:: ibfrbindc^ a
-: u '-:.i--;''J ::.--' '-.-•- ."-.*..

r FoTbirth.. . .. r^«. la 4 forbirth'e,

-burth e. [f. Foe- pre/:- - Bibth. C £ G .' : . -

gcl-urt.] a. Birthright, b
a 1300 Cursor .\f. - 5 : ; Cott. Esan his forbtrth said. Ibid.

6091 G n All :•-:
Forbish, obs. forai of .

- Forbi-te, v. Cbs. Pa. t. 3 forbad, -bot. [f.

FoE-/r</ll T Bite f. ; -Do. vtrbijten, G;r t^r-

bcisttn.'] trans. To bite. Alio tramf. zn-ijig.

c 1205 Lay. 6497 pal ceor. rarscc o t*rje srec« ar^d fi>r-la£

him ^a. brestc 1x97 R. Glxkc (Roils/ App. 76 Jfc

--r : - ' - - :j~ .' .-_./-...' .'.

B. XVX35 The FMssbe tsafd wYndc. .Ibrboeth the btossscs.

s$B J. H«xn C.rai/. /tri in Heiuuhtd II. E7 i VVboi
t 1 -:*.--.. - . . i . - .

'

: i: - _ ^

Forblack: see ton- pre/. 1 10.

t Forbleed, r. C*,\ [t Foe- /r//":i + Bleed.
Cf. Ger. Tfrb/uUn.'] In /nx. /^&. Forble'd : ei-

hansted with bleeding ; corered with Mood.
a 1300 Carter M. 24555 ICott.< Qocn »« an snn a^s a!

tor-bled. *3»» Tarvisi //if<£n> (kolli) VII. 35 He -as i-

drave al .aboute be ieddes . . al lorbied. 1470^5 Uaiorr
Artlutr x. xxx. Sir Tristrasa wane farnte and ii»I4rrMr
1496 Diva * Pmmf. (W. de W. , n. xr. 23; 2 He sentebat
his sbarte full of wooodes and of holes and aH forbledcd.

•S3S Stewaxt Cr<m. So*. iS;i) I. 306 All the but ryebt
hbadie and forKed, Tha left the fcild.

-Forbleiid, r.» Oh.- 1 [f. Fob- pnfy +
Blenji r. 1 ; = Ger. zct#&»i/«ji.] Arvi»M. To blind.

itaoo Oaami 2985 Shme-.Fuii

u

lcnaehb all hia heorrtc.

- Forble-nd, v.* Obi.- 1 [f. Fo«- t>/-^/.i +
Blesd r.2] /nrxj. To confound.
a 1300 CmtrM. 18056 (Con.' Mia wicked werkes eke

For blended wer thorn his ana speke.

Forbliss: see iot.-pref> 9.

t ForbloW, v. Ohs. [OE. forblawan, C FoB-
/r^C> + MJwan to Blow.] /'raw. a. To blow
about or away. b. To blow oat, inflate.

r toa K. Xxmx> Ormt. v. iV. { 5 Cons an wind, ocd far-

bleow hie ct on szl c aaao S+x. UttMJ. IL 240 Gif saoa

1393 iiwa Cor/. L 160 The ship., is

53



FORBODE.
forstormed and forblowe. 1413 Pilgr. Swwfc1 (QmcjOB 1483)
111. ii. 50 A grete bely ful of wynd forbolned and forblowen.

Hence Forblow n, Forblow ing ppl. adjs.

14. . Lydg. Lifer*. M. xviii. (1484) Cvj, With your forblowe
blowying vanytc. [MS. Ashm. 39 f. 28 b, has;—youre for-

blowynge vanite.]

t ForbO'de, sb. Obs. exc. arch. Forms: 1-6

forbod ,6 forbodd\ 3-7, 9 forbode, 3, ? forbot

(5 -bote), 5-6 forbott. [OY.. forbod. f. forbdodan

to Forbid; = Du. verbod, MHG., mod.Ger. verbot,

ON. forbod.} A forbidding ; a prohibition, inter-

diction, prohibitory ordinance. To lay inforbode :

to put under prohibition, to prohibit.
a 1000 Pol. Laws ^EIfred xli, Gewitnes bset hit bara

manna forbod waere. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 11 No prest

ne mai him chastten, ne mid forbode, ne mid scrifte, ne mid
cursinge. a 1300 Cursor M. 765 (Cott.) Our lauerd in forbot
has it laid, r 1449 Pecock Repr. in. iii. 291 If eny oon
forbode, maad 111 lewis lawe to preestis, schulde binde
also Cristen preestis. 1548 Udai.l, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke vi.

73 Why dooe ye this geare whiche it is against all gods
forbod to dooe on the Sabboth daies. 1626 Ainsworth
Annot. Pentat. Exod. xx. 3 Gods forbode bindeth most
strictly and alwayes.

b. 7b pass, be above or beyond, God's forbode

:

said of anything outrageous or extravagant.
1515 More A'. Rich. Ill, in Grafton Chron. II. 826 King

Richarde, whome he . . had holpen, susteyned and set for-

ward above all Gods forbode. (71529 SkELTON Image
HyPocr. Wks. II. 425 It passeth Godes forbod That ever it

should he. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart)
III 99 He is beyond all reason, or Gods forbod, distract-

edly enamourd of his own beaut ie. 1602 W. Watson
Decacordon 247 Marry the course that was held by them
passeth all Gods forbod : as our phrase is.

C. {Over) God^sforbode = God forbid.

1377 Langl. /*. PL B. vii. 176 Lordes forbode ellis !

c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees'i 12 Over Godes forbot be to
the Thank or thew to kun me. 1598 Florio, Didcene. god
forbid, gods forbode. 1820 Scott Ivanlwe x, ' Over God s

forbode !
' said Prince John.

d. A use of this phrase as an asseveration.

1575 Durham Deposit. (Surtees) 303 Who toke upon hir
then, with mony oothe and forboits, that tber was never
man that was fawter with hir.

fForbO'de, v. 06s. rare. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. ON.
forboda.] = Forbid.
11400 Destr. Troy 6428 Forbode the firke bi fode for to

wyn. £ 1475 RaufCo/tyar j $£> The curagious knichtis bad
bane him to hing .. 'God forbot' he said, 'my thank war
sic thing To him that succourit my lyfe !'

Forbolned: see Fnu-/;*^i 6.

t PorbOW, V. Obs. [OE, forbug-an, f. For-
pref 1 + btig-an to Bow.] trans. To pass by
or avoid by making a circuit ; to shun.
a iooo Byrhtnoth 315 Gr.) Nses baet na se Godric, be ba

guoe forbeah. r iodo /Ei.fric Job 164 Se wer WSBS .

.

forbu^ende yfel. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 Forbue iuc!

and do god. c 1230 Hall Met/. 17 Fleh alle thinges &
foibnh jeorne bat tus unboteliche lure of mahc arisen.

r Forbraid, v. Obs. Forms; see Braid v.

[OF. forbregdan, -bre'dan, f. Fob,- pref* + brt ,gdau,
brJdan: see Braid v.] a. trans. To transform,

pervert, corrupt. b. intr. for reft. To become
corrupt, decay.
c888 K. jBlfbed Boeth. xxxviii. § 1 J>xt bio sceolde mid

hire drycrseft ba men forbredan. c 1220 Bestiary 124 Danne
he is forbroken and forbroiden. Ibid, 174 If 3u liauest is

broken Al Su forbreftes [sic] forwurSes and forgelues. a 1250
Owl <y- Night. 1384 The rihte i-kunde swo for-breldeth.

Hence Forbroi*de(n/// a., distorted, monstrous.
a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1379 He is un-fele and for-brode.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls! 490 Hii founde an vewe geans vor-
broide [v.rr. forbreyden, forbredde] men as it were.

t Forbrea'k, v. Obs. [OE forbrecan f. For-
pref. 1 + brecan to Break.] trans, a. To break in

pieces, crush, b. To interrupt.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xix. 31 t>aet man forbraece hyra
sceancan. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3049 Trees it for-brac. 1297 R.
Glouc. (1724) 375 Rychard..vor brec here hys necke atuo.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter exxiu. 7 \>e snare for-broken es in ai.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth.w. pr. 1. 108, 1 . .for-brek be entencioun
of hir bat entended[e]^itte to seyneober binges. 1387 Tkkvisa
Hidden (Rolls VII. 101 Edmond had al forbroken pe Danes.
1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) 1. xix. (18591 19 Al my teethe
ben wasted and forbroken.

Forbrittened, -broiden : see For- prefA S.

t Forbrni'Se, v. Obs. Forms : 4-5 forbrose,

5 forbrisse, forbruyse. [f. Yov.- pref^ + Buuise.]
trans. Only in pa. pple. a. To bruise severely

;

to cover with bruises, b. To break to pieces.
c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 624 In a chare men aboute him

bare AI for-brused, bothe bak and syde. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle
(Caxton 14831 iv. xxxvi. 84 Helme and palet to beten and
forbruysed. c 1420 AntursofArth. Ii, Vnnethe my^le these
sturun men stond vppe ry^te So for-brissutte, and for-bled.

£-1450 Merlin 239 Alle for brosed and full wery oftrauayle.

+ Forbu'rn, v. Obs. For forms see Burn. [a.

OE. forbernan (tran-.) OHG. ferbrennan (Ger.

verbrennetv. &. OE. forbeoman, -byrtian str.

(intr.) - OHG . farprinnan.~\

1. trans. To destroy, torture, or injure by burning.
O. E. Chron. an. 685 pone [Mul] mon eft on Cent for-

baernde. riooo ^Ei.fric Exod. iii. 3 Ic ga and *eseo..hwi
beos byrne ne si forbairned. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 He
mahte iseon ane berninde glede bet hine al for-berna'S purut
to cole. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (1724I 378 Seyn Poules chyrche
of Londone was ek verbarnd bo. a 1400 Octouian 216 With
ryght sche schall He all for-brent. c 1440 Jacob 's Well 10

J>us for-brent, he roryd as a deuyl for peyne.

418

2. intr. To burn, be burnt, or consumed. Also,
To be on fire. lit. and

a/£
r
.

Beowulf1667 Gr.) Forbarn broaden mai, ^893 K. ./Elfrfd
Oros. vi. i, Com micel fyrbyrne on Romebur^, baet basr-

binnan forburnon xv tunas, n 1250 Owl fy Night. 419 Vor
thu forbernest wel ne^ foronde. a 1350 Leg. Rood (1871 1 23
Euerich stude bat we on stepten for"brende al wip vre fete.

c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 3286 Sone ous tyd her for-brenne wyp
bor^e Si deshonour.

t Forbu'rst, v. Obs. [f. For- frefA + Bcbst.]
intr. To burst asunder ; to break.
a 1000 Laws Ethelred in. iv. in Thorpe Anc. Laws 1. 294

Slea man hine baet him forber.ste se sweora. < 1205 Lay.
1912 [He] breid Geogmagog bat him be rug for-berst.

Forbush, obs. form of Furbish.

t Porbliy, v. Obs. For forms see Buy. [f.

I
For- pre/.*- + Buy.] trans. To buy off. a. To

1 ransom ; csp. to redeem (from sin, hell, etc.). b.

,

To atone for. c. To gain over ; to bribe.

a. c 1315 Shokkham 164 Ase man was thor} trowe by-cou^t,

In trowe he scholde be for-bou}t. a 1330 Otuel 1710'I'akeb
I me on Hue & sle me nou^t, Leet mi lif be for-boujt c 1450

Chester PL (Shaks. Soc.) I. 192 Christ* .. comen [is] man-
1

kinde to forbye From (iod in mayistie.
b. 1340 Ayenb. 78 Hi couben hire zennen uorbegge,

' C 1450 Chester PL Shaks. Soc.) II. 79 My Lorde uppon the

roode tree Vour sytines hath forljoughte.

C- a 1300 Cursor M. 17464 Cott.) J>ai war for-bogbt be

i
soth to bele. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 212 He which hindreth
every kinde And for no gold may be forbought.

Hence Porbuyer, a redeemer.
1382 Wvi.iF Isa. liv. 8 The Lord, thi forbiere. ^1450

\ Chester PL (E. E.T. S.J 400, I am he they call Messy, foie-

j

byar of Israeli.

Porbyve f^Jbai*), prep. an<l adv. Also 3-5
forbi, {-, for be"), fj-6foreby, (7 forbay, 9 fore-

! bye), [f. For- adv. or prep. + By. Cf. Du. voorbij,

, Ger. vorbei] also (from Ger.) Sw.fo/bi, Da.,forbi.]

A. prep.

1. Of position : Hard by, near. Obs. exc. Se.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 54 As when a Falcon hath with
nimble flight Flowne ;it a flush of ducks, forehy the brooke.
1858 M. PoRTEOUS l Sontcr Johnny' 11 The Smith. . Had.

.

, his snug abode Forbye his smitldy.

2. Of motion : Past ; close by. Obs. exc. area.
: In early use following the obj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20884 'Cott.) A ded he quickend wit

I

his schade Quils bat he him for-bi glad, 13.. A'. At.'s.

5487 Alisaunder cometh upon his mule. .And flyngeth gode
; skowr hem forby. C1386 Chaucer Doctors T. 125 Sche
]
cam forby ther the juge stood, c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.)

' 5748 The spere. .forbi the visage glotle. 1523 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. clvii. 191 They passed forehy the frenchmens

\
busshment. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. i. 15 A goodly Lady
did foreby them rush. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 111. 316

j

She went on toward the sea, For by the port.

3. fig. fa. In preference to, before, beyond. Obs.

\ +b. In transgression of. Obs.~~ v

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 13314 (Cott.) To petre. .For-bi all his

o^er fens, Mast priuelege he g.if. c 1330 R, Brunne Chton.
1 (1S10) 26 A stone pat Haueluk kast wele forbi euer ilkone.

c 1400 Maundbv. (Roxb.) xxiii. 107 Sutell of witte. .forby

any ob^r folk of be werld. C 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4930
To take ffleshe of thi wombe for be othere wymmeu alle.

b. t* 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 3988 For-bi mm red, qua5 5u
' non del.

f4. IJeside, in comparison with. Also, by way
of distinction from. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27365 (Cott.) Hu soft [it es] her for to

mend- forbi |>at pine wit-vten end. c'1400M ai;ndi<:v. (Roxb.)
vii. 25 pat es be cause bat [>ai er so glide chepe hare, forby

in ober places. Ibid. xxii. 101 Wyninien. .bat er wedded
j

beres crownes. .bat pai may be knavven by forby baim pat

j
er vnweddid.

5. Besides ; not to mention. Only north, or

I arch.

1536 BcLLBNDBM Cron. Scot. xin. xvl, Forby thir thre
I erllis and lord foresaid. 1637-50 Row /list. Kirk (1842)

I
108 Twenty-four ministers .. forby elders. 1676 W. Row
Contn. Blair's Antobiog. x. (18481 272 The special causes

were forby the confession of sins to beg a blessing to

the King. 1817 Lady L. Stuart in Scott Fam. Lett.

(18941 I. 404 Forbye the young, I have met with an estab-

lished Ulue-stocking who had never heard of Sir William
Temple. 1879 Bkowning NedBratts 18 The regular crowd
forby*. 1894 Crockett Raiders 90 No doubt he bad many
a sin 0:1 his soul, forbye murder.

me. -by 28.

1506 Spenser F. Q. v, xi. 17 He looke her forby the lilly

hand, And her recomforted.

B. adv. 1. Of motion : a. Aside.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810^ 286 He turned not forbi

for leue ne for loth. ^1330 Arth, § MerL 3361 A little

forbi he smot. a 1800 Bnrzvn Adam viii in Scott Minstr.
Scot. Bord. (i8o2> II. 18 When be cam to his ladye's hour
door, He stude a little forebye.

b. Along, past. Now ra«. Also.y?^. + Togo
forby : to be passed over or slighted.

c 1330 R. Hrunne Chron. (1810) no Right ^ede ber forby,

be baron's did no skille. '375 Barbour Bruce x. 345 But
I will let fele of thaine pas forby. 1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q.
xxx, To se the warld and folk that went forby. a 1533 I.n.

Berners Iluon cxvi. 413 He salutyd them in passynge
forby. 1862 W. W. Story RobadiR. 1,1864^78 That time
has been long forbye.

2. Besides, in addition.

1590 J. Burkl in Watson Collect. \\. (1709) 14 The other
Burgissis forby Wer cled in thair pontifical). 1724 Ramsay
'J'ea-t. Misc. < 1 733^ I. 25 Forby, how sweet the numbers
chime, a 1810 Tannahill Poet. IVks. 11846) 77 Forby he
had a bashfu' spirit. 1886 Stevenson A'idnapped xii, There
are the bairns forby. .that must be learned their letters.

FORCE.

t Forbyland. Yorksk. dial. Obs [f. prec. adv.

+ LaHD.J ? Extra land.
1510 MS. Grant ofLand at Ryton, Yorks., One tenement

with forbyland. 1621 A*. Riding Rec. I. 27 A mesuage,
a cotage, or forby lands iwhich I take to be demeisnes).

t Forbysen, sb. Obs. [f. Yowprep. + Brass.]
a. An example, pattern, type. b. An illustration,

parable. O. A proverb, d. A token.
a. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Her of me mei ane forbisne of

twa brondes. c 1220 Bestiary 307 De bert hauefl kindes two
and forbisnes oc al so. c 1380 Cast. Love 980 A forbysne of
boxumnes. 1393 Langl. P. PL C xvm. 277 He is a for-

busne to alle busshopes.
b. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 God almihti sei5 an forbisne

to his folk in be halie godspel and seifl [etc.]. c 1308 Song
'limes in Pol. Songs. (Camden 1 197 Of tbos a vorbisen ic

herd telle. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. tx. 24 ' Bi a forebisene

'

seide the frere, ' I schal the feire schewe.'
C. a 1250 Oit'l <$ Night. 99 Thar-bi men segget a vorbisne.

Dahet habbe that like best, That fuletb his owe nest. 1340
Ayenb. 47 Vor ase zayb be uorbisne ' leuedi of uaire dijtinge
is arblast to be tour.'

d. a 1300 Cursor M. 4593 (Gott.> For born bis for-bisin

here, Witt bu bar sal be seuen }ere of plente. .in bi kingrike.

1485 Caxton Trevisa's Itigden 11. 1. (1527) 58 Soo some
partes of a mannes bodye be forbyson & bodyng of wondres.

t Forbysen, v. Obs. Also4(erron.)forbyse.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To furnish (a person) with examples.
a 1300 [see Forbysentng vbL sb] c 1374 Chaucer Troy/us

11. 1341 (1390) It nedetb me nought thee longe to forby se.

2. To give something) as an example.
Hence Forbi-sned ppl a.

c 1220 Bestiary 589 Dis forbisnede 5i[n]g.

t Forbysening, vbl. sb. Obs. [see -isa '.]

1. The action of the vb. Fokbvsen ; cotter, an
example, symbol, type.

a 1300 Cursor At. 2682 (Cott.) pa werk of circumcising bers

in it-self gret for-bise[n]yng. Ibid. 15327 (G tt.) For a for-

biseneng nu 3ur fete [bus] haue 1 washen all. '1425 Wyn-
toun Cron. vin. xli. 69 Syndry. .cald it iwil forbysnyng.

2. A parable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7916 (Cott) pan come \>e propbet

to be king And said him suilk a forbisening. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter lxxvii[i]. 2, I sal open mi mouth in forbiseuinges.

f Forcarve, v. Obs. For forms see Carve.
[OK. forceorfan, f. For- pref 1 + ceorfan to

Carve.] trans. To carve or cut asunder, down,
in two, out, through; to cut to pieces.

O. E. Chron. an. 797 Her Romane Leone ra»m papan his

tungon forcurfon. c 1000 ASlfkic Judith 23 pxt heo healfr.e

forcearf bone sweoran him. cizxo Ila/i Meid. 11 Meidenhad
is te blosme bat beo ha eanes fulliche forcoruen ne spruteS
ha neauer eft. 13.. Coer de L. 1926 Seven chains, with his

good swerde Our King for-carf amidward. C1386 [see

Forcut]. 1460 Lybeans Disc. 1325 He .. smot a struk of
mayne. .And forkarf bon and lyre.

t Forca'St, v. Obs. [f. For- pref} + Cast ;
=

Da. for/taste, S\v. fir/casta.] trans. To cast away,
reject; to fling away, do away with.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 278 Edmodnesse is forkesting of wur3-

schipe. a 1300 Cursor M. 24550 (Cott.) pat hope for-kest

mi care, a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxi[i]. 10 Uf maghe for-kast

I am in be. 1340 Ayenb. 186 pe wolues dra^eb uorb be

children bet byeb uorkest. 1393 Gower Conf. II. 167
Where she lay A child for-cast.

t Fo'rcat. St. Obs. Also foirchet. [ad. OF.
*foreat = forchat forked stick, f. forche Fork sb.]

' A rest lor a musket' (Jam.).
1598 Sc. Acts Jas. t'l (1814) IV. 169 Furnist witb ..

ane muscat with forcat, liedrol, and heid pece. Ibid. 191

Or ellis with ane muscat foirchet bandroll and heidpeice.

t Forcatch, v. Obs.- 1
[ad. ON'F. for-, fors-

cachier ( = Central OY. forckacier), f.for^s)-, Fob-

fref.Z + cachier {charier) : see Catch v. and Chase
v.] trans. To drive forth.

1393 Gower Conf. Prol. 17 Fro the leese, whiche is pleine,

Into the breres they forcacche Here orf.

Force (fous), sb. 1 Forms: 3-6 fors, forse, (4
foors, forze), 3- force, [a. Y. force ( — Vr.forsa,

forza, Sp. ftterza, Pg. forea, It. forza) :—popular

L. *fortia, n. of quality f. L.fortis strong.]

I. Strength, power.

f 1. Physical strength, might, or vigour, as an

attribute of living beings (occas. of liquor). Rarely

in//. { — ¥.forces'). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7244 (Cott.) Thoru his fax his force was

tint. ^1350 Will. Palernc 3598 poujh he hade fors of foure

swiche ober. a 1400-50 Alexander 1006 And now vs failis

all oure force & oure flesch waykis. 1508 Dundak 'Pun

mariit wemen 189 He lias a forme without force. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 194 Chosen men, hugest in stature,

and fullest of force. 1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all 32

Their Beere is of that force, and so mightie, that it serueth

them in steade of ineate, drinke, fire, and apparrell. 1611

Bible Dent, xxxiv. 7 His eye was not dimme, nor his

naturall force abated. 1697 Dhvoen I't'rg. Georg. 1. 249
Young Elms with early force in Copses bow. 1715 Pope
Iliad iii. 89 Thy force, like steel, a temper'd hardness shows.

1816 Keatince Trav. (1817) I. 245 The great hero of anti-

quity, in the thieving line, was eminent by his physical

forces.

t b. Offorce: full of strength, vigorous. Obs.

1577 B. Googe Hcresbach's Ilusb. (15861 75 The Willowes

must be holpen with often waterings, that the nature of the

tree may be of force [ut natura ligni vigeat],

c. f WW {one's) force : with energy, with exer-

tion of one's strength. With alt one's force ; put-

ting forth all one's strength.



FOHCE. 419 FORCE.

C 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3036 ' Leggeb on, Lordes,' said he,

*wib force & smyteb strokes smerte.' ( 1400 Vivaine ty

Gaiu. 2897 With bur force sho hasted so fast That sho over-

toke him at the last, c 1430 Syr Tryam. 829 He prekyd to

the kyng with fors. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castaukcda's

Conq. E. hid. xxxiii. 80 b, And rowing with force tooke two
of the Pledges. 1674 N. Cox GentL Recreat. 1. 11677) 95
The Hounds .. running with all their force. 1841 Lane
Arab. Nts. I. 86 Strike the ball, .with all thy force.

f d. To make greatforce : to exert oneself. To
do one'sforce : to do one's utmost. Obs.

c 1450 Si, Cuthbert (Surtees) 6182 Forto witt he made
grete force. Ibid. 6904 To wirschip it he did his fors.

2. As an attribute of physical action or move-

ment : Strength, impetus, violence, or intensity of

effect.

e 13*0 Sir Bent's 3405 (MS. A.) With a dent of gret fors

A-bar him doun of his hors. c 1400 Yivaine fy Gaw. 2452
With grete force he lete it fall. 158a N. Lichefield tr.

Castanheda's Conq. E. hid. xxix. 73 b, The tackling . . of

the Shtppes, with the great force of the winde, made such a
terrible noyse. 1607 Rowlands l-amous Hist. 35 And
makes them curse that e're they felt the force of Christian

blows. 1697 DAMPIBR Voy. I. ix. 247 The Sea falls with
such force on the shore. 1703 MoxoN Meek. Exerc. 197
By the force and strength of the Wedge. 1774 Golosm.
A'at. Hist. (1776) III. 67 They break the force of the fall.

1781 Gibbon Decl. <y /-'. III. 80 The force of the strongest

and sharpest tools had been tried without effect. 1787
Burns Fragm. Ode iii, The snowy ruin smokes along, With
doubling speed and gathering force. 1812-16 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 347 The force of a stream. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Worddik. sv., Force ofWind, now described

by numbers, o being calm, 12 the heaviest gale.

t b. said of the violent onset of combatants in

battle. 0/>s.

a 1300 Cursor M. 776^ (Colt.) O pis batail bat was sa snell,

pe force a-pon be king it fell. 1375 Harbour Bruce 11. 42)
That war sa few that thai na mycbt Kndur the forss mar off

the fycht. a 1533 Ld, Berneks Huon lix. 206 The forse of
the paynyms was so gret that at length they coude not

abyde it. 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castankeda's Conq. E.
Int. Ixxix. 162 Heere. .was all the force of the battaile.

t C. par. Within one's force: within the range

of his attack or defence. (Cf. Dint s/k 2 d.)

1680 OtWAY Orphan 1 ii, When on the brink the foaming
Bow I met, And in his side thought to have lodg'd my
spear, The desperate savage rusht within my Force, And
bore me headlong with him down the Rock.

fd. Violence or 'siress' of weather. In the

force of weather; exposed to the brunt of its

attack. Obs.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World'ill. viii. §4. 90 A creeke, which
is a good harbour for ships, the force of weather being
borne off by the head- Land and Isle. 1:1630 Risdon Surv,
Devon § 215 ! i8iO' 223 A high rock, called Crocken-Torr.

.

where is a table and seats of moorstone. lying in the force

of all weather, no house or refuge being near it.

3. Power or might (of a ruler, realm, or the like)
;

esp. military strength or power.
1303 R. B&VHHH Handl. Synne 3685 3yf pou an Y man

manasse purghe force or p^wer pat boil hasse. 4:1330 —
Ckron. (1810) 191 pe Sarazin force doun his, Jhesu we rank
be. 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 55 If any were. .That
wold my fors down felle. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems viii. 14
Quhois force nil France in fame did magnifie. 1593 Shaks. I

3 Hen. VI, v. i. 77 And lo, where George of Clarence sweeps I

along, Of force enough to bid his brother battle. 1756
Burke Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 20 In the same place where !

his predecessors had . . wasted the force of so extensive an
empire. 1796 — Regie. Peace ii. ibid. VIII. 245 From her
aiming through commerce at naval force which she never
could attain. 1888 Fortn. Rev. Nov. 564 A navy actually
inferior in fighting force to that of France.

b. In early use, the strength ;of a fortress, de-

fensive work, etc.). Subsequently, the fighting

strength (of a ship), as measured by number of

guns or men. f Of {good) force : (well) armed
or fortified.

1577-87 Harrison England \. xii, At this Poulruan is a
tower of force. 1578 'i\ Nicholas Conq. W. India '1596)
102 The estate and force of the said Ships. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nickolayt Voy. 1. vii. 7 The foundation,

force, and situation of the citie of Alger. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 210 The waJs neither faire nor of force. 1669
Narborough jfrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 7 The
Castle .. hath but four Guns, and is of no force. 1697
Dampier Voy. I. iii. 46 Sending from Holland Ships of good
force. 1779 in L'pool Mimic. Rec. (1886) II. 183 Several ships

of force, .are now on the coast. 1867 Smyth Sailors IVord-
bk.. Force .. Also-, the force of each ship stated agreeably
to the old usage in the navy, according to the number of
guns actually carried.

fc. IVitk force : with, or by the employment
of, military strength or numbers. Cf. 5 b. Some-
times app. = in force (see 17). Obs.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3366 Wyp fors bey gun

wyb nym fyghte. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxvii. 279 Thei
assembled hem with force; and assayleden his Castelle.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2209 [He]' sent letters on every side,

Willi fforce theder to hye. 1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. VI
(an. 6) 106 The Englishemen, whiche with greate force,

theim received and manfully defended. Ibid. Edw. IV
(an. 2) 191 Suche Castles, .as his enemies there held, and
with force defended. [1884 Graphic 21 June 595/2 The
numerous private members ..tame down with such force
that a count out was plainly impossible.]

4. Cpncr. A body of armed men, an army. In

fi. the troops or soldiers composing the fighting

strength of a kingdom or of a commander in the

field.

1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 632 Wemaynocht with iuperdiss
Our felloune fais forss assale. 1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. IV

(an. 1) 13 b, The duke . . seyng the force of the townes men
more and more encreace. 1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, v. iii. 109

Looke on my Forces with a gracious eye. 1611 Kiblk
1 Mace. xii. 42 When Tryphon saw that Ionathan came
with so great a force. 1727 Swift Gulliver 11, vi. 149 The
valour andatchievtments of our foices by sea and land. 1796
Burke Corr. (18441 IV. 422 A naval force is a very unsure
defence. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng, I. 575 The only stand-

ing force should be the militia, 1851 Dixon IV. Penn xiv.

(1872) 119 One of the leaders of the Parliamentary forces.

1874 Stuiihs Const. Hist. (1875) II. xiv. 14 A force of seven
thousand men landed in Suffolk.

transf. 1841 Macaui.ay in Trevelyan Life (1876) II. ix.

147 The force which will be arrayed against a Hill.

b. A body of police; the whole body of police

on service in a town or district; often absol. the

force -= policemen collectively.

1851 Maviif.w Loud. Labour I. 16 One boy .. vowed ven-

geance against a member of the force. 1861 Miss Braddon
trail Serpent iv. vi. 2^6, I was nobody in the Gardenford
force. 1875 Hamerton Intelt. Life VH. vi. 259 She will

protect your tranquility better than a force of policemen.

t C. V A fort. Obs. rare- 1
.

1538 Leland Itin. (171 1) III. 15 About a Mylc by West of

Penare is a Force nere the shore.

5. Physical strength or power exeited upon an

object ; esp. the use of physical strength to con-

strain the action of persons ; violence or physical

coercion, f To make force : to use violence lo.

a 1340 HamPOLE Psalter Comm. Cant. 497 lord .i. suffire

force [vim fiatior], 1382 Wvclif Gen. xix. 9 And foors thet

niaden [L. vim ficiebant] to Loth moost hidowsly. 1413
Pilgr. Soivle Caxton 1483 iv. xii 63 Force is nouther ryght

ne reson. 158a N. Licmefield tr. Castauhcda's Conq. E.
Ind. ii. 7 b, Deeming, .that those blacke men meant him
no harme, nor would offer anye force. 1667 Milton P. L.
1. 647 To work in close design, by fraud or guile, What
force effected not. 1687 BovLE Martyrd. Theodora i. (1703)

6 Such cruel methods being apt to make the world suspect

that our best argument is force. 1789 Bentham Princ.

Legist, xiii. § 2 Force can accomplish many things which
would be beyond the reach of cunning. 1840 H. Rogers
Introd. Burke's Wks. 82 Nothing will justify force while

any other means remain untried. 1889 A. Lang Prince
Prigio it. 10 The prince, after having his ears boxed, said

that ' force was no argument '.

b. esp. in phr. byforce = by employing violence,

by violent means, also f under compulsion, f ^ or_

merly also through, with, cfforce ; also, parforce,
by perforce, force pcrfo/ce (see PERFORCE . Also,

-r by or with fine force, a-force fine : sec Fink a.3

Often implying the use of armed force or strength

of numbers : cf. 3 c.

c 1320 Scnyn Sag. (W.) 4S8 Par force he hadde me forht

i nome. 1375 Barbour Bruce XII. 524 Mony worthy men
and wicht Throu forss wes fellit in that ficht. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 972 panne bay asayltede Scot Gwylmer & toke

him a-force fine. 1484 Caxton Fables of /Esop 11. xi, The
thynge which is promysed by force & for drede is not

to be hold. C1500 Lancelot 2701 Sir gawan thar reskewit

he of fors, Magre his fois. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, x. i.

210 That Maine, which bymaine force Warwick did winne.
1611 Bible John vi. 15 When Iesus therefore perceiued that

they would cou.e and take him by force, to make him a
King. 1701 De Foe True-born Eng. 36 The Bad with
Force they eagerly subdue. 1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1S12)

I. iii. 163 One of his train, .attempted to make his way by
force. 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2) V. 241 The common
people . . can only be made to sing and step in rhythm by
sheer force.

C. spec, in Law: Unlawful violence offered to

persons or things. Byforce and arms : translation

of Law L. vi el armis. A force : a particular act

or instance of unlawful violence.

c 1480 Littleton Tenures 11. xi, II defendera forsque tort

& force [1538 transl. he . . shal defend but the wrong and
the force]. Ibid. 11. xii. tend), Le tenaunt . . luy forstalla le

voye ouesque force & arm VS. 1594 West ind Pt. Symbol.

§ 65 Force is either simple or mixt. 1619 Dalton Country
yust. 196 Also, women, and children, may commit a force.

1628 Coke On Litt. § 240. 161 b, Force, vts, in the Common
Law is most commonly taken in ill part, and taken for

unlawful violence. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. viii. ng
This distinction of private wrongs, into injuries with and
without force. 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 102 Where
a person is prevented from barring an estate tail by force

and management. 1826 Act 7 Geo. IV, c. 64 § 20 That no
Judgment .. shall be stayed or reversed . .for the Omission
. .of the Words 'with Force and Arms'. 1842 Tennyson E.
Morris 131 Itseems I- broke a close with force and arms.

+ d. In non-material sense: Constraint or com-
pulsion exerted upon a person. Also, a force, as

to put a force upon : to put compulsion or con-

straint upon, to constrain ; to strain or wrest the

meaning of. To be upon the force \ ? to act under

self-constraint and against one's natural impulses.

Under aforce : under compulsion. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. T41 Godwyne .. swore
pat he didde nevere suche binges, hot constreyned by be

force of kyng Harold. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 161

1'he monie which you sent us, uppon the force of our com-
maundement. 1662 Sir A. Mervyn Sp. Irish Aff. 4 We
come not to criminate, or to force a ball into the Dedan, but

if any brick-wall expressions happen, that cannot be de-

signed otherwise, it is rather a force upon us. 1667 Milton
/*. /,. ix. 1173 Beyond this had bin force, And force upon
free Will hath here no place. 1681 Burnet Hist. Ref. II.

252 In many places .. Men were chosen by Force and
Threats . . upon which reasons he concludes that it was no
Parliament, since it was under a Force. 1690 Wolsely in

Loud. Gaz. No. 2536/2 It was a very unfortunate Force,
which the Soldiers, .put upon me, to burn the Town. 1697
Dryden Virg. Gcorg. in. 411 Nor cou'd his Kindred, nor

the Kindly Force Of weeping Parents, change his fatal

Course. 1707 Norris Treat. Humility v. 203 A Man can't

be always upon the force, the Actor will sometimes tire.

1729 Butler Serm. xiii. Wks. 1874 II. 173 They may all be
understood to be implied in these words of our Saviour,

without putting any force upon them. 1774 J- Bryant
Mythoi. I. 136 The whole is effected with a great strain and
force upon history. 1805 K. White Let. 19 Dec, I have
very little society and that is quite a force upon my
friends.

0. Mental or moral strength. Now only (influ-

enced by sense 2), power of vigorous and effective

action, or of overcoming resistance. In caily use

;

also, power of endurance or lesistance, foititude.

c 1340 Hamtolf. Prose Tr. 10 J>ey erre with-owtten chary te

l and vertue and force of sawle to stand agayne all ill styr-

|

rynges. 1502 Ord. Crys.'en Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. viii.
1 106 Force is an other vertue by the whiche a man under-

taketh to do or suffre for the lone of god these thynges
stronge and harde. 1534 Whitinton Tnltyts Offices \.

(154 1

>) 3 He can not be acompted a man of force that iudgeth
pa>ne and grefe to be moste mysery. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 26 Bend the powers of your spirite, and the force of
your minde, that, [etc.]. 1679 Phnn Addr. Prat. 11. iv.

ii6q2> 124 What before we were L~nable, tin's gives us
For. e to do. 1711 Dennis Rep*. Ess. {'tit. 1 He., bath
rashly undertaken a Task which is infinitely above his

Force. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. II. 322 Real men of any
j

force have a free sphere of their own. 1876 Trevelvam
I
Macaulay 1. i. 9 'there was another Son who in force of
character stood out among his brothers.

7. Of things in non-material or moral relations)

:

I Power to influence, affect, or control (esp. men in

I

their actions, sentiments, etc.). To have force (Jo

j

do) : to avail.

1582 Lvi.v in T. Watsons Ccnturic of I. one (Arb.l 29
Mine appetite of lesse force then mine affection. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. ii. § 4 11873) M ' l [learning] teachelh
men the force of circumstances. 1713 Addison Cato iv. ii,

Let not her cries or tears have force Lo move you. 1751

Jortin Serin. 11771) IV. vi. 117 Such prejudices arise from
the prevailing force of education. 1816 Keatinge Trav.

(1817) I. 276 The force of habit is certainly very strong, and
prejudices the mind throughout. 1821 Lamb Etia Ser. 1.

Old Benchers I. T., S. was thought, .a tit person to be con-

sulted .. from force of manner entirely. 1845 DlSKAEl.l

Sybil vi. iii, I never heard that moral force won the battle

of Waterloo. 1890 F. W. Rohinson Very strange J-'am. -z

The force of circumstances had thrust me upon him.

b. Peculiar power resident in a thing to produce

special effects; virtue, efficacy.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. ii. 69 On whose eyes I might
approue This flowers force in stirring lone. 1671 Milton
P. R. 1. 347 Think'st thou such force in bread? 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 34 P4 Beauty loses its force, if not accompanied
with modesty.

C. esp. Power to convince or persuade the reason

or judgement; convincing or appealing power.

Often in phr. of ,
great, etc.J force ; + formerly also

offorce simply.

1551 T. Wilson L^ogike (\~fio* 36 This [argument] that

followeth, is of as good force. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. II, in.

i. 157 Those occasions, Vnckle, were o( force. 1685 Baxter
Parapkr. N. T. Matt. xvL 28 Nor is Dr. H, his reason

against it. .of any force. 1729 Butler Serm. Pref. Wks.
1874 II. 13 The force of this conviction is felt by almost
every one. 1748 I. Mason P.locut. 31 You can never convey
the Force and Fulness of his Ideas to another till you feel

them yourself. 18:8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 514 The
argument of long enjoyment was of no force. 1847 Gkotk
Greece 11. 1. (1862) IV. 341 In both these two reasons there

is force. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 23 They harangued
.. with some force on the great superiority of a regular

army to a militia.

d. Of discourse, style, artistic creations, etc.

:

Strength or vividness of effect.

1842 H. Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks. S5 The passage

already quoted, .is full of force and splendour. 1863 Mrs.
C. Clarke Skaks. Char. vi. 152 Slender comes out in this

play with extraordinary force. 1879 CasselVs Tecku. Ednc.
IV. 24/1 The introduction of a considerable amount of Llack

. .gives great force to the pattern.

8. Of a law, etc. : Pinding power, validity.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. x. § 8 Hath not his edict the

force of a law? 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. ii. 101 Free
pardon to each man that has denied The force of this com-
mission. 1786 IJukke W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 177 A
country . . in which the native authority had no force what-

ever. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 1. v. 25 Proclamations which
. .should have the force of statutes.

+ b. Offorce: of binding power, valid. Obs.

1502 Arnolde Ckron. (1811) 180 That alle iettres patentes

or grauntis by you. .be voyde and of noo fors. 1611 Bible

Heb. ix. 17 For a Testament is of force after men are dead.

1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. v. (1692) 163 Whatsoever they

shall decree, ought to be of Force.

C. In force : operative or binding at the time.

Also, in full force, \
in his force. So to put in

force, to enforce ; Jo eome into force (also fto take

force)) to come into operation, take effect.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 10 The foreseid statute .. shuld

be in his force and virtue fro thens perpetuelly to endure.

i553 '!'• Wilson Rhet. 11580(159 By an order realmes stande,

and Lawes take force. 1603 Knolles Hist. 'Turks 100

Without respect vnto the league yet in force. 1611 Bible

2 Esdras ix. 37 Notwithstanding the law perisheth not,

but remaineth in his force. 1724 Act in Lond. Gaz. No.

6270/7 The Officer . . is . . to limit the Time ..for such

Permit, .to continue in Force. 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey
(1848) 190 In the south this ancient custom still remains in

full force. 1856 Knight Pop. Hist. Eng. I. xvii.234 He
engaged to put in force the laws of FMward the Confessor.

1891 Matthews in Law Times XCII. 96/1 The.. Act.,
came into force immediately on its passing.
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FORCE.

9. The real import or significance (of a docu-

ment, statement, or the like) ; the precise meaning

or 'value' (of a word, sentence, etc.! as affecting

its context or interpretation ; the power or value of

a symbol or character.

J 555 Bonner Profit. Doctr. M nj, Thyrde is to be con-

sidered, tiie vertue, force, and effecte of the sayd Sacrament.

1690 Locke Govt. 1. v. § 44 We will, .consider the Force of

the Text in hand. 1709 Stf.flf. Taller No. 58 P 2 The
Kxammation of the Force of the Particle For. 173* Berke-
ley Alciphr. vii. § 5, I comprehend the force and meaningof
this proposition. 1741 Chambers Cycl. s.v., In our language
the s between two vowels has the Force or power of a z .

.

An unite before a cypher has the Force of ten. 1756 Burke
Subl. <y B. in. § 2 Several who make use of that word [pro-

portion], do not always seem to understand very clearly the

force of the term. 1767 Blackstone Coium. II. 353 We
are next to consider the force and effect of a fine.

10. fa- (Without article prefixed): A large

quantity or number, plenty ; const, of, which is

omitted in quot. 13.. (cf. F. force gens and the

like). Most force, the greater part {obs. ). b. A
force : a large number or quantity, a great deal.

The force : ? the majority. Ohs. exc. dial.

13.. Coer de L. 1383 Two hundred schyppys ben wel
vytailid With force hawberks, swerdes and knyvys. 1375
Barbour Bruce ww.. ii The men mast fors-com. till his pess.

1461 Liber Pluscard. xi. xi. (1877) 397 Of thi detturis maist
force ar lukkin in clay, c 1570 Sat/r. Poems Reform.
xlv. 960 The vther having force of freindis. 17*2 De Foe
Col. Jack 1840) 255 Her maid, with a force of crying.,

said her master was dead. 1842 C. Sumner Let. 16 Sept. in

S. Longfellow Life ofH. IV. Longfellow 11886.1 I'. 414 The
force of my acquaintance was among lawyers, judges, and
politicians. 1876 Whitby Gloss., 'There was a foorce o'

folks', great numbers were present.

11. Physics, etc. Used in various senses developed

from the older popular uses, and corie.-ponding to

mod. scientific uses of L. vis.

a. ( = Newton's vis impressa: cf. sense-5). An
influence (measurable with regard to its' intensity

and determinable with regard to its direction)

operating on a body so as to produce an alteration

or tendency to alteration of its state of rt-st or of

uniform motion in a straight line; the intensity

of such an influence as a measurable quantity.

Recent physicists mostly retain the word merely as the

name for a measure of change of motion, not as denoting
anything objectively existing as a cause.

1665 Salusbury tr. GaUleus" Merit. 294 It will, .be better,

the Force that moveth the Weight upwards perpendicularly

.. being given, to seek the Force .that moveth it along the
Llevated Plane. 1686 Newton Let. 20 June in Brewster
Life I. 440 In one of my papers . . above fifteen years ago,
the proportion of the forces of the planets from the sun, re-

ciprocally duplicate of their distances from him, is expressed.

1803 J. Wood Princ. M?ch. i. 15 Whatever changes, or tends

to change, the state of rest or uniform rectilinear motion of

a body, is called force. 1866 Argyll Reign Law ii. ied. 4)

72 All the particles of matter exert an attractive force upon
each other. 1871 B. Stewart Heat § 21 The force of
gravity .. is somewhat greater in London than at Paris.

1876 Tait Force in Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc. (18851 357 Unit
force is. .that force which, whatever be its source, produces
unit momentum in unit of time.

b. (cf. sense 2). Formerly used for what Leib-

nitz called vis viva, now known as kinetic energy,

and often extended to include potential energy

:

see Eneugy 6. Conservation offorce \ see Con-
servation.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 307/1 The high tide at Chepstow

is accounted for on 'the principle of the conservation of

force
1

. 1870 Jevons Elem. Logic xxiv. 209 Force cannot
be created or destroyed by any of the processes of nature.

C. The cause of any one of the classes of physical

phenomena, e.g. of motion, heat, electricity, etc.,

conceived as consisting in principle or power in-

herent in, or coexisting with, matter; such prin-

ciples or powers regarded generically.
According to the now prevailing view that all physical

changes are modes of motion, force in its generic sense
comes to denote the one principle of which the separate

forces are specific forms. But sense 11 c is no longer recog-

nized as belonging to the technical language of physics.

[1732 Berkiley Alciphr. vii. § 9 Force is that in bodies
which produces motion and other sensible effects.] 1842-3
Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (xS^d) 8, I therefore use the term
Force, .as meaning that active principle inseparable from
matter which induces its various changes. Ibid. 21 If

Heat be a force capable of producing motion, and motion
be capable of producing the other modes of force. 1851
Carpenter Man. Phys. ied. 2' 10 A large number of pheno-
mena . . resulting from the agency of forces as distinct from
those of Physics and Chemistry, as they are from each
other, .the forces from whose operation we assume them to

result, are termed vital forces.

d. transf and fig. An agency, influence, or source

of power likened to a physical force.

1785 Wii.kins Ilhagvat lii. 49 He was impelled by some
secret force. 1868 Nettleship Broivut'ng i. 18 The passion
..whose existence as a force in the world .. he recognises.

1891 Law Times XC. 443/1 The Nisi Prius advocate
who has a fair knowledge of law is still a great force in

the Profession.

II. Senses derived from Force v.1

+ 12. The plunger of a force-pump. Obs.

1596 Harincton Metam. Ajax (1814) o You may with a
force of twenty shillings, and a pipe of eighteen pence the

yard, force it from the lowest part of your house to the
lighest. 1659 Leak IVaterwks. 34 This manner of force-K

Pump . . the forces do Rise and Fall Perpendicularly in

their Barrels. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., Force, a kind
of Pump often used in the Mines, that throws the Water a
good height, .'tis now worn out of Vse.

13. The upper die in a metal-stamping machine.

1879 Casselt's Techn. Educ. IV. 263/2 The final strokes

are given by a ' force ' cast in brass. 1886 Jrnl. Franklin
Inst. CXX1I. 327 The upper die was the cameo, technically

the male die, punch or ' force ',

14. lard-playing. An act of forcing.

1862 'Cavendish' Whist (1879) 111 You may assume that

he is strong in trumps, and you should take the force wil-

lingly. 1886 Academy 10 Apr. 251/2 The young player will

naturally be startled by the instruction to lead trumps to an
adversary who has just refused a force.

15. Billiards. A kind of stroke (see quot.) ; a
* screw-back \ U.S.
1881 Collender Mod. Billiards 23 Draw, or Force.—

Striking the cue ball one-half or more below its centre,

causing it, if played full at the object-ball, to recoil or return

toward the player.

III. Phrases (see also senses i-io\
16. J>y force of: by dint of, by virtue of; by

means of (properly with the implication of strength

inherent in the means). Also (later) y by the force

of. [F. a force de.]

1411 Rolls of Parlt. HI. 650/2 The forsaid Archebissbop,
and Chamberleyn. .by force of the submission that the said

Robert in hem hath maad, haven ordeyned. c 1450 Merlin
27 Thei can knowe many thinges be force of clergie that we
can no skyll on. 151a Act 4 Hen. ViiI, c. 10 Fynes..
levyed . . by reason or force of the same Indentures. 1585
T. Washington tr. Ntchotay*'* Voy. 1. ii. 2 The ankers being

weied, by force of oares [a force de rames] we went to the

vie of If. 1611 Bible 2 Mace. x. 24 Timotheus . . came as

though hee would take lewrie by force of arines. 1633 G.

Herbert Temple, Priesthood iii, By cunning hand And
force of fire, what curious things are made. 1639 Flller
Holy War iv. xii. (1640) 188 Two hundred and fourty Gentle-

men of note died by force of the infection. 1697 C'tess

D'Anuoy's Tntv. (1706' 32 Don Lewis was no sooner come
to himself, by the force of Remidies. 1756 Burke Subl.

fy B. in § 2 It is not by the force of long attention and
inquiry that we find any object to be beautiful 1879 Daily
Tel. 17 June, Being by force of genius no less than by
virtue of office at the head of the noble profession to which
he belongs.

17. In force: a. (see 8 c).

b. Mil. Of a host, enemy, etc. : (Collected) in

great military strength and large numbers (cf.

sense 3). Also, in greatforce. [Fr. enforce.']

c 1315 Shoreham 156 Ry^t clevelen for screawedhede F-ver

ine force scholle brede. 1793 Burke Rem. Pol. AlliesWks.
VII. 119 When the army of some sovereign enters into the

enemy's country in great force. 1810 C. James Milit. Diet.

(ed. 3) s.v. Force, As the enemy were in force behind the

mountains. 1836 Alison Europe (18491 V. xxxi. § 12. 306
The Republicans were unable to drive back their opponents
from the. .heights, which they had occupied in force. 1885
'Times (weekly ed.) 23 Jan. 3/2 The enemy is reported to

be in force at Metamneh.

c. of persons (usu. in great force] : In full com-
mand of one's powers, energies, or abilities; esp.

Displaying readiness and vivacity in conversation

or oratory (co//oa).

1849 R- G. Levinge Cromwell Doolan II. vi. 130 The
young ladies, .were in the greatest possible ' force ',as Fila-

gree termed it, and full of fun. 1851 Carlvle Sterling 11.

vii. (1872) 142 Latterly Calvert was better. . He was in force

again. 1857 A. H. Elton Betoju Surface vi. ( i860) 60 Sir

Eliot Prichard, quite at his ease, and in high force. 1857
Ld. Houghton in Life (1891) II. xii. 18 M. Guizot is in

great force, and full of political and literary gossip.

fl8. Of force : with inf., strong or powerful

enough, able to do something. Cf. 1 b, 3 b, 7 c, 8 b.

1598 Gerarde Herball 11. iv. 182 Lyons Turnep is of force

to digest. 1613 Sir J. Haywaro Lives 3 Normans 90 After

his death, the inhabitants were offorce to expell the strangers.

1632 Le Grys tr. Veil. Paterc. Ep. Ded. A 3 b, I did not

beleeve there had beene any power.. of force to make me
[etc.]. 1677 N. Cox Gentlem. Recr. (ed. 2) i. 95 Young
Hares are neither 0/ force nor capacity to use such subtleties.

+ 19. Of (or on) force: of necessity, on compul-

sion, whether one will or no, unavoidably, neces-

sarily, perforce. (Cf. Perfouck, tAFFOHCK.) Also,

offineforce (see Fine a. $\ of veryforce. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1796 In wele and wo Of force togidre

they must go. 1308 Dunbar Poems iv. 95 On forse I

man his nyxt pray be. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T. Hist,

iv, There laye he close in wayte within the cops whereas
Full well he knew that Guardastan of very force must passe.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. v. § 2 (1873) 106 Their inquiries

must of force have been of a far other kind than they are.

,; 1645 Hi:v\vooi> & Rowley Fort, by Land 11. Wks. 1874
VI. 381 Since you must hire one on force, as good him as

another. 1703 Rowe Ulysses iv. i. 1477 You must of Force
delay it.

t b. // is {of) force : it is necessary or inevitable.

Const, that

.

., or {for a person) to do. Obs.

1483 Caxton Cato F iv, It was force that he shold retourne

into the worlde. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 566 For
euirilk fait quhilk force is to fulfill. 1563 Winzet Cert.

'Tractates (1890) II. 60 Gif we sal begin to mixt noueltie

with antiquitie .. force it is that this maner spring vp
vniuersalie. ( 1565 LiNDESAYiPitscottie'C/*>-<?«. Scot. 104 It

was force for the said Sir Patrick Hamilton to light on Foot,

180a II. Martin Helen o/Gleuross III. 272 Is it of force

you must render yourself contemptible?

f 20. It is force : it is of consequence or impor-

tance ; usu. neg. it is no force (also, it maketh no

force), it does not matter. So (without verb) what

FORCE.

force ?}
no force = what matter ?

', 'no matter \

Const, though. ., if.., whether

.

., or relative clause;

also absol. and parenthetic. [So in OF.] Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13044 (Cott.) Of hir nam es na force to

tell, c 1340 Ibid. 20683 ( 1 rin .1, I shal 30U telle for hit is

fors where benne bicome hir cors. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe
iilaunche 522 * A ! goode sir, no fors' quod I. < 1386 —
Merch. T. 591 It is no fors how longe that we pleye. a 1400-

50 Alexander 471 pofe bou haue forfet, na force, so has fele

othire. a 1450 A'nt. de la Tour (1868' 33 He is but a trom-
per and a iaper, no fors, late us sende for hym. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 325 Trino or terno, no force whether.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 575 What force, though sathan ..

Do hym rewarde? 1540 Sir R. Sadler in St. Papers (1809)

I. 25 'Well', quoth he, *it is no force'. 1551 Recorpk
Pathw. K'noivl. 1. xxvi, Parte that arche line into two partes,

equall other vnequall, it maketh no force. 1581 T. Howell
Denises (1879) 210 Imbrace the good, as for the rest, no
force how they thee take. 161s J. Davies Muses Satrif
etc. iGrosart) 82/2 She neuer yet so much as smiled on me ;

No force, sitli I my selfe the better know. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. 1. 19 They are Dutch Colours : no force, the

worst of Enemies.

+b. Const, ofoxfor (a thing) = it does not matter

about, no need to care for. Obs.

1:1330 R. Brcnne Chron. {1810) 20 Of his body was no
force, non for him wild murne. ^1374 Chalxer Compl.
Mars 197 Hut were she sauf, hit were no fors of me. i486

Bk. St. Albans Cj a, Bot therof it is no force iff she be hole.

1519 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 131/2 It was of lyklyhode the

same night, or some other time sone after. .No force for the

time quod he. 1578 Whetstone Promos $ Cass. 1. n. iv,

No force for that, each shyft for one.

1" 21. To make {do. give, take, have, let, kythe, set)

force: to make account (of), attach importance

(to), give heed (to), care ;for). Const, of (rarely

for, at, by, in) ; also with infin. or dependent clause,

and absol. Obs.

1303 R. Rrcnne Handt. Synne 10286 Lytel fors of hym
bou 3yues- c 1335 Metr. Horn. 43 Elles forze wald he nan
mak Quether his clething war quit or blac. 1350 Will.

Paterne 3651 Of here fon no fors bei ne leten. ^1369
Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 542 ' I do no fors therof quod
he. C1430 Lydgate Min. Poems 160 Som yeve no fors for

to be forsworn, c 1450 St. CuthbeH (Surtees) 5392 Monkes
hors to gest he had na fors In ahyrneof his Innes. 1470-85

Malory Arthur 11. iii. 79, I take no force though I haue

bothe their hedes. 1483 Cron. Englande (1510) Rja,
Kynge Edwardes sone set by the Scottes no force. 1509

Rarclay ShyP Folys (18741 I. 173 Thou ought to be as-

shamyd To set so great lors for sylver or for golde. 1523

Ld. Berners Froissart (1812) I. 770 Sir Hugh Caurell

made no forCL- at his wordes. Ibid. I. 419 With the whiche

the prince was sore displeased, and set lesse force in y*

men of the churche, in whom before he hadde great trust.

1581 J. Ukll Haddotis Ausiv. Osorius 512 b, I make no
force whether any medicine be applied. 1664 Floddan
Field 111. 26 And of their lives took liltle force.

j-22. a. Hunting. To hunt (etc.) at force (also

of ox by force) : to run the game) down with dogs

;

to hunt in the open with the hounds in full cry. Obs.

[Cf. OF. courir les cirfs a force (15th c. in Littre ; F.

farforce remains in Ger. parforcejagd, the ordinary term

for a formal ' hunt ' in the English sense.]

1575 Laneham Let. (1871I 13 Too ryde foorth into the

Chase too hunt the Hart of fors. 1576 Turberv. Veueriei.

3 In hunting the Raynedeare at force. 1637 B. Jonson.SW
Sheph. 1. vi, Rob. And hunted yee at force? Mar. In a full

cry. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat.x. 11677* 45,

|

f yo»

should run him af force out of a Toil. Ibid. 55 The King

of Poland makes use of them in his hunting of great Beasts

by force.

f b. To make force at, to, upon : to rush vio-

lently at, attack, assail. Obs.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 145 The dog .. made force

vpon him, and the Lyon likewise at the Dogge. Ibid. 158

Vpon signs giuen them to which of thestragling beastes they

ought to make force. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. L
(1677162 Their manner is. .to make force at him with their

Horns.

IV. 23. Comb. (? of the sb. or the verb-stem)

:

force-piece (sec quot.) ; force-pipe, the pipe of

a force-pump in which the piston works. Also

FORCE-PLMP.
184a Gwii.t Encycl. Archit. § 2222 When the height of the

force pipe is greater or less than the length of the suction

pipe. x88a Ogilvih, Force-piece in mining, a piece of timber

placed in a level shaft to keep the ground open.

Force (fo*Js), sb.- local. Also foss. [a. ON.
fors ^Sw. fors, Da. fos^!.] A name in the north of

Kngland for a waterfall or cascade.

1600 Camden Brit. 686 marg., (Westmorland) Catadupx,

The Forses. 1658 Phillits, Forses, water-falls. 1769 Gray
Let. 18 Oct. in Poems (1775)369 After dinner I went.. to see

the falls, or force, of the river Kent. 1788 W. Marshall
Yorksh. (1796) II. $20 F'oss.. a waterfall. 1813 Scott Trierm.

in. viii, Shingle and Scrae, and Fell and Force. 1839 Bailey

T'estus xix. (1848) 221 Like to a foaming force.

t Force, *M Obs. [£F0BCSr.8] Only \x\ gruel

offorce = ' gruel forced, afforced ' (see Fohce ».3).

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 47.

Force if6°is), v. 1 Forms : see the sb. [a. rr.

forcer, {.force Force sb.]

I. To apply force.

1. trans. To use violence to ; to violate, ravish

(a woman).
a 1300 Cursor M. 1577 (Cott.) Wimmen bai forced a^mang

bairn. ?.( 1400 Morie Arth. 978 He has forsede hir and

fylede. 1483 Caxton G.de la Tour 1 viii. E vij b, Shesaide

to her lord that he wolde haue forced her. 1530 Palsg*.

349 The abbesse sawe that for her beaute she shulde be

iorced. c i6ao Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 143 To force
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a maide, it sure will blot your name. 1701 Swift Cont.

Nobles fy Com. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 10 One of them proceeding
so far, as to endeavour to force a lady of great virtue. 1871
H. King OviiCs Met. iv. 290 ' Let Himself, she cried, 'Con-
fess, he forced me !

'

f 2. To press bard upon (in battle). Obs.
c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 8951 Thai . . forced hem with mani

dent hard, What thai come to king Riones standard. C 1400
Destr. Troy 7671 ]>ai . . fforsit hym with fight . . Vnhorset
hym in hast.

3. To constrain by force (whether physical or

moral) ; to compel ; to overcome the resistance of.

To force {ones) hand', to compel one to act pre-

maturely or to adopt a policy he dislikes. Cf. Fr.

forcer la main a quclqu*un.
e 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1924 His fader vs forset with his fowle

wille. 1551 T. Wilson Logike (15801 16 Neither can any
Lawe bee able, violently to force the inwarde thought of
man. 1574 Hbllowbs Gueuara's Fam. Ep. 64 To demand
more tribute, to force thy people, to forget mee thy friend.

*593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 230 Art thou King, and wilt

beforc't? 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. v, Hee whose
great heart Heaven can not force with force. 1697 DftYDEN
sEneid vii. 808 To Force their Monarch, and insult the
Court. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 168 Where the black Swiss..
force a churlish soil for scanty bread. 1827 Wordsw. Per-
secttt. Scot. Covenanters, Who would force the Soul, tilts

with a straw Against a Champion cased in adamant, i860
MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. viii. 524 Sir Francis, .occasionally
forced his adversaries' hands.

b. To put a strained sense upon (words). Also,
toforce (words) into a sense.

x66z Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. lit. ii. § 2 Without forcing
the words of Moses into such a sense. 1701 Swift Cont.
Nobles i<f Com. Wks 1755 II. 1. 43, I am not conscious, that
I have forced one example. 187s E. White Life in
Christ iv. xxiv. (1878) 381 This is manifestly to force the
Scripture.

c. Card-playing^ esp. in Whist, (a) To compel
(a player) to trump a trick, by leading a card of a
suit of which he has none

; (6) To make a player)
play so as to show the strength of his hand

; (c) To
cause a player to play (a certain card) by leading
one which must have the effect of drawing it out.

1746 Hoyle Whist ed. 61 25 Your strong Suit forces their
best Trumps. Ibid. 68 Forcing, Means the obliging your
Partner or your Adversary to trump a suit of which he has
none. 1862 Cavendish Whist (1870) 28 To force or to give
a force is to'lead a forcing card. ibid. (1879) 111 If. .a good
partner refrains from forcing you, you may be sure he is

weak. 1878 H. H. GlBBS Ombre 16 Manille when led will

necessarily force Basto if the latter be the other player's only
trump.

4. To compel, constrain, or oblige (a person,
oneself, etc.) to do a thing (f sometimes with to

omitted) ; to bring (things), to drive (a person,
etc.) to or into [a course of action, a condition).
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6823 J?e grekes. .were forsit to be fight.

Ibid. 9965 pai spake to be kyng, Fcr to force hym to fight, &
his feris help, c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxvii. 164 For-
town forsyd hyr to be fa. 1530 Palsgr. 555/1, I force, I

constrayne tfM to do a thyng. c 1592 Marlowe Jew 0/
Malta in. i, Which fore'd their hands divide united hearts.

1592 Shaks. Ven. <y Ad. 61 Forst to content, but neuer to
obey, Panting he lies. 1652-62 Heyun Cosmogr. in. (1673)
82/1 Who., being forced for to forsake their Country, came
and settled here. 1673 R. Haddock Jrnl. in Camden
Misc. (1881) 25 The wind. . forct us strick our yard. 1770
Junius Lett. xli. 218 Your fears have, .forced you to resign.
1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 510 Solid or fluid substances exciting
vomiting .. act as powerful stimuli on the disordered state
of the stomach, and force it to preternatural contraction.
1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889 I. 4 When men are forced into
daily and hourly action in matters where they cannot be
indifferent spectators. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. vii.

(1880) 121 Many of the fugitives, appear to have been forced
to attend Mass. 1874 Green Short Hist. \\. § 8 Every
knight was forced to arm himself with coat of mail.

b. pass, (of a thing) To be forced to be, etc. : to
be of necessity. Now colloq. or vulgar.
1691 T. H[ai.e] Acc. New Invent. 47 The Rudder-Irons

being eaten by the Rust, were forced to be shifted. Ibid. 49
The Lead was forced to be cut away in many places,

fc. ellipt. { -force to believe') To convince. Obs.
1581 StBMtAttr, <v Stella viii, Forct, by a tedious proofe,

that Turkish hardned hart Is not fit marke.

5. To urge, compel to violent effort; +to exert
(one's strength) to the utmost.
To force the pace or the running (in a race): toadopt,

and thus force one's competitors to adopt, a rate of speed
likely to harass them and improve one's own chance of
winning. To force the bidding', at a sale by auction, to
run the price up rapidly. To force one's voice : to attempt
notes beyond the natural compass. To force the game in
Cricket : Of a batsman : To run some risks in order to
increase the rate of scoring, and so give one's side a better
chance of winning a game.
1697 Dryden sEneidw. 487 High on a Mounting Wave,

my head I bore, Forcing my Strength, and gath'ring to the
Shore. 1825 Danneley£«o'<t/. Mus. s.v. Force, When, .the
instrument or voice is forced, sound becomes noise . .To Force
the voice, is to exceed its diapason and natural strength.

T" b. refi. and intr. To do one's utmost endea-
vour, strive. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18089 (Colt.) And forces yow wit might

and main Stalworthli to stand a-gain. < 1340 Hampole
Prose 'fr. 6 Sotfcely fra bat tym furthe I forced me for to
luf Jhesu. 138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxix. 19 He that forseth
manye thingus to do, shall fallen in to dom. a 1400-50
Alexander 2659 pof he hym forsyd hafe The charge of hys
cjiiftane chefely to fylle. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Apr.
24^ Forcing with gyfts to winne his wanton heart. 1596 —
P. Q. v. vu 11 Forcing in vaine the rest to her to tell.

6. To overpower by force, a. To make a for-

cible entry into; to take by force, to storm (a

stronghold) ; to board (a ship\ Also, To effect

a passage through (mountains, a river, an enemy's
lines) by force.

1581 Savilb Tacitus' Hist. n. ix. (1591"! 58 P.y whose per
swasion his shippe was forced and taken. 1608 Golding
Epit. Frossard 1. 10 At length the Citie .. was forced by
assault. 1695 P-lackmore Pr. Arth. iv. 517 The Invading
Saxon fore'd our Lines. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.
VII. 56, I have no doubt, the enemy is not . .able to force
tlie position of the allies in this country. 1825 I. Jeffer-
son Aittobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 98 The people.. forced the prison

of Saint I.azare. 1839 Kfighti.ey Hist. Eng. II. 43 The
rebels once more prepared to force the ford. 1854 J. S. C.
Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. iv. 86 Hannibal, .forced the

Alps : but we have turned them.
trans/. 1627 May Lucan 11. 463 Vntill The sea diuided

him, and water fore'd The land. 1821 Clare Viii. Minstr.
I. 136 Stopping up the mimic rills, Till they fore'd their

frothy bound.

b. To break open (a gale, etc.) ; to break (a

lock); f to pierce (armour). Also toforce open.

1623 Bingham Xcnophon, Lips/us' Compar. 4 The Par-
thian Arrows forced all kinde of Armor, a 1639 Si'OTtis-

wood Hist, C/i. Scot. iv. 11677) 1^ The Citizens .. being
denied entry, forces the gates. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y /'.

III. 236 The. .dwelling, .was forced open by one of the
powerful Goths. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 57
Having no means of forcing the gate. 1849 Macallay
Hist. Eng. III. 302 No blacksmith, .would force the lock of
the President's lodgings. 1887 Times 31 Aug. 13/4 A win-
dow had been forced as well as a desk.

fc. To compel to give way or yield ; to over-

power (troops, a guard). Obs.
(71641 Br. Mountagu Acts <y Man. (1642)246 He.. dis-

lodged, forced, apprehended many of them. 1718 Col. Kec.
Pennsylv. III. 51 And fforced two of their men. 1781
Gibbon Decl. A> F. II. 120 The emperor soon removed the
only obstacle that could embarrass his motions, by forcing a
body of troops which bad taken post in an amphitheatre.

7. To drive by forte, propel ngainst resistance,

impel. Chiefly const, with prep., or with advbs.
1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanhcda's Conq. E. Ind. \\\.

8 b, Their skinnes be so hard that no speare can pearce the

same, albeit it be forced vpon it with great strength. 1634
Hate Myst. Nat. iy Art. 1. 17 Another manner of forcing

water. n 1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 138 They set up
some turfs on the lee side cf the hole, to catch, and so force

down the fresh air. 1700 S. L. tr. Pryke's Voy.E. Ind. 298
Those that delight in Hunting, may find gre;it quantities of
Beasts forced up into the Mountains at that time. 1704
Addison Italy 4 We were fore'd by contrary Winds into

St. Rcmo. a 1732 T. Boston Crook in Lot{i3o^ 1 15 When
ye work against him, to force up your condition. 1818
M. G. Lewis Jrnl. IV. Ind. (1834) 299 At least three inches
of the blade were forced into his right side. 1849 James
Woodman i, Through which the stream seemed to have
forced itself. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 59 Idle hopes that
lure man onward, forced back by as idle fears.

absol. 1588 Greene Paudosto (1607) A iv b. Where fancy
forced friendship was of no force.

8. intr. To make one's way by force. Also with

in, out, up. Now rare.

1653 Holcroft Procopius 11. 46 The Marriners rowed,
and with much toyle forced up. 1697 Dryden Virg. Ceorg.
in. 426 For Love they force thro

1

Thickets. 1707 Land.
C>az. No. 4380/3 The Firebrand, .drove off, and fore'd in

under a Fore-Course for the Light of St. Agnes, 1713
Warder True Amazons 150 When you feel them.. ready
to force out of your Hand. 1791 Mus. Inchbald Simp.
Story III. xii. 178 You have dared to visit her— to force into

her presence and shock her. 1853 Kane Grin/tell. Exp.
xliv. (1856.1406 We gradually force ahead, breasting aside

the floes.

9. trans. To press, put, or impose (something)

forcibly on, upon (a person), and simply. Also,

t To force (a person) on, upon (something) : to

oblige to resort to.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in. i. 127 To force that on you..
Which you knew none of yours. 1683 A. D. Art Converse
30 This barbarous custom of forcing drink upon men. 1709
Swift Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 106 New men, whose
narrow fortunes have forced them upon industry and appli-

cation. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) 11. in. 43 An observation
which will force itself upon you. a 1848 R. W. Hamilton
Pew. fy Punishm. viii. (1853) 383 The warfare is forced
upon us. 187a J. L. Sanford Estim. Eng. Kings, Chas. I,

334 However plainly the facts of the case were forced on
Ins attention.

+ b. To lay stress upon, press home, urge. Obs.

Also, To enforce (a law, etc.).

1580 H. Gifford Gilloflowers (1875) 87 But will that
stately Dame, Still bad me write, not forcing any blame?
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 111. i. no Has he affections in
him That thus can make him bite the Law by th' nose,
When he would force it? 1607 Drayton Cromwell ii. in
Mirr. Mag. (1610) 520 Forcing my gocd, excusing of
my ill.

C. In Conjuring with cards (see quot. 1888).
1880 Browning Dram. Idyls Ser. 11. Clive 116 You forced

a card and cheated ! 1888 Kunard Card Tricks 13 To
force a card . . consists in making a person select from a
pack any particular card you desire him to take, while he
imagines he is taking one q,uite at haphazard. Ibid. 14 To
force, you must never be in a hurry .. Four cards from the
same pack were forced upon him.

10. To bring about, effect, or produce by force

or effort ; to bring about of necessity, or as a
necessary result. Also, to force a passage, one's

way. lit. and_/fo-.

1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 42 b, Yet are thei not any
cause to force the effect. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 689 This forced

league doth force a further strife. 1640 Harington Ed'.v.

IV\ 35 The Nobility in generall lookt discontented, or else

but fore'd a smile. 1651 Hobhes Leviath. xxix. 173 A..
strong endeavour of the Heart, to force a passage for the
Bloud, 1680 Otway Orphan 11. i. 413 What man of sense
would . .force a grave starch 't face When he's a very Libertine
iu's heart? 1693 CoKGREVR Old Bach. I. iv, I don't force

appetite, but wait the natural call ofmy lust. 1697 Damtiek
I'oy. I. i. 6 We should, .force our way through their Country.
1711 Shaftesbury Charac. Misc. 11. 1.(1737) III. 46 If these
Dealers are numerous, they will force a Trade. 1790 Cath.
GgaHAM Lett. Educ. 30 Hearers, who could hardly force

such a seeming attention as is consistent with common
politeness. 1802 C.James Milit. Diet., To force a pas-
sage, to oblige your enemy to retire, .and thus open a way
into the country which lie had occupied. 1809 Roland
Fencing 81 You may .. force a favourable opportunity to

deliver the thrust you had thus premeditated. 1875 Towett
Plato fed. 2 III. 416 These studies force their way by their

natural charm.

11. To obtain ortake by force; to win by violence;
to draw forth {lit. and fig:) as a necessary conse-

quence ; to extort, elicit. Also, toforce away, out.

160a Marston An'onio's Rev. \. ii, A modest eye foicetb

affection. Ibid. iv. iii, What I here speake is forced from
my lips By the pulsive straine of conscience. 1655 Stanley
Itist.I'hilos. 1.11701)46 2Cleobulus. .and Periander. .forced

a reputation. 1676 Hobbf.s Iliad 1. 375 His Officers from
me have forc't my prey. 1697 Dryden sEneid x. 538 It

stuck so fast. .That scarce the Victor fore'd the Steel away.
1703 Pope Thebah 301 How long shall man. .force unwilling
vengeance from the sky ! 1715 Lady M. W. Montagu
Town Eclogues 11. 46 A lady. .With gentle struggHngs let

me force this ring. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. iv, 'J his forced
tears from my eyes, 1723 A tterisury Answ. Consid. Spirit
M. Luther 65 The Heat of the 1 >jspute had fore'd out from
him Expressions that seem'd to make lib. Doctrine run higher
than really it did. i8i8Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 715
Means, .were employed to force out the real state of the facts.

1818 M. G. Lewis jrnl. IV. ind. 11334* 56 Somebody, .had
endeavoured to force it [a medalj away. 1845 M. Pattison
Ess. (18S9) I. 14 A moral power, .forcing from them a sort of

recognition of its claims.

12. To hasten by artificial means the maturity of

(plants, fruit, etc.-). Also intr. for refi.

1719 London & Wise Compl. Card. 304 We force SornJ
and wild Endive. 1823 New Monthly Mag. IX. 453/2 The
Scarlets will force in a peach-house, or vinery. 1832 Ilxam-
incr &01/1 Nomination burghs have been forced like mush-
rooms. 1842 Bhanoe Diet. Se. etc. s.v. Forcing. Cherries
having been forced .. from the time of Charles II. Mod.
A premature scholar forced in a so-called ' preparatory

'

school.

II. To give, add, have force.

T 13. To £dve force cr strength to; to strengthen,

reinforce ; also, to fortify, garrison (a place), to man
(fortifications). Obs.
C1430 Lydg. Pochas 1. Ix. (1544^ 20 a, PoHnices to forcen las

partie Ywedded had the kinges doughter dere. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (18581 I. 13 Syne forcit it [the stronghold] with
fowseis. .And dowbill dykes. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11.

847 With stark draw brig, weil forcit with fortalice. 1605
Shaks. Maeb. v. v. 5 Were they not fore'd with those that

should be ours, We might haue .. beate them backward
home. ,11618 Raleigh Apol. (1650) 28 If you shall find

that any great number of Souldiers be newly sent into Orre-
noque. .and that the Passages be already Fore'd. 1794 W.
Hutchinson Hist. Durham III. 175 The ground, .appears
to have been forced, and is trenched round. 1810 C. James
Milit. Diet. (ed. 3 , Toforce, to man the works of a garrison.

+ b. To fine (wine) by a short process. Obs.

J 73* -3 P- Shaw Chem. Led, 117551 208 These are the

common Methods of Forcing at present used in the W'ine-

Business. 1802 Willich Dom. Encycl. II, Forcing of

Wine: see Clarification. 1839 Hartley Wine $ Spirit
Merchants' Conip. 44 Fine or force this wine with the

whites and shells of ten eggs.

j 14. Chiefly in negative sentences : a. trans.

To attach force or impoitance to ; to care for,

regard ; often with a strengthening phrase, as a
bean, a pin, a straw. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1929 We fors not his fiendship, ne fere

of his hate. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 71 a, They forse

no thynge so they may money wyn. 1587 Tcrderv. Epit.
«5- Sonn. (1837) 394 Force nat the face, regard nat feature
so. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1021, I force not argument a straw.

1606 j. R.AVN0LDS Dolarneys Print. (1880J 92 They feare

not death, they force him not a pin. 1614 Ciir. Brooke
Poems (Grosart) Rick. Ill, 50, I forst no public wrack. .So
I might rule.

f {b) with a sentence as obj. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Iviii. 22 Thay fors hot Hull how it

fure. 1568 Jacob fy Esau 11. ii, I force not what it were, so

that I had to eate. 1580 H. Gifford Gilloflowers (Grosart)

98 Let them speak and spare not, I force not a beane.

1611 Sfeed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. (16321985 They forced

not what part they tooke so that they might bee reuenged.

f (c) with inf. as obj. To care to, think it of con-

sequence, or worth while to. Also, to hesitate,

scruple. Obs.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 170b, To theyr company
none forsyth to resort. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1.

(1550) 60b, He forced not to be perjured. 1563 Homilies
II. Right Use ofChurch 11. (1859) 163 Another, .forceth not

to hear the common prayer of the minister. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. v. ii. 440 Your oath once broke, you force not to

forsweare. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. 1. Ixix, His name
I will not force To tell, sith you desire to know the same.

T b. intr. To trouble oneself, be concerned, care.

Const, for, of rarely on. Obs.
_

1471 Ripley Comp. Aleh. v. xxxv. in Ashm. (1652) 156 He
forsyth lyttyll of other menys losse. 1513 More in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 785 The Fryer forced for no shame. 1547
Recorde Judic. Or. 2, I force nott though he doubt also of

my truth in the same. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII an.



FORCE.

22 d8oo> 774 He [Wolsey] forced litle on Simony. 1573
New Custom \\. iii, I force not I, so the vyllaine were dead.

1605 Camden Rem. Wise Sp. 190 The Duke answered: I

force not of such fooleries.

fl5. impcrs. or quasi-impers. To be of force, im-

portance, or weight ; to matter, signify. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexatuier 2001 t>en how fele be att be flote, it

forcez bot lityll. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 75 What
forceth when we die. 1603 Owen Pembrokesh. (,18911 150

Whose soever they be yt forceth not.

+ Force, V? Obs. [ad. AF. forcer, f. forces

fern, pi.:—L.fa;fies,forfex clipping-shears.] traits.

To clip or shear [wool, the beard,; esp. to clip

off the upper and more hairy part of (wool).

[1429 Act 8 Hen. VI, c. 22 Ceux qi clakkent & forcent les

bones lains du roialme.] c 1440 Promp. Parv. 170/2 Foorcyn,

or clyppyn, totuieo. 1543 tr. Act 8 Hen. VI, c. 22 That do

clackke and force the good wolles of the realme. 1607

Cowell Interpr. s.v. Clack, To force wooll is to clip of the

vpper and more heary part of it. 1641 Best Farm. Bks.

(Surtees) 9 This the shepheardes call forcinge of them.

1706 in Phillips. 1721-90 in Bailey.

Hence Forced ///. d- ; Forcing vbl. sb. Also

Forca sb. Sketl. dial, see quot. 1819).

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 170/2 Foorcyd, as mennys beerdys

..capitonsus. Ibid., Foorcyd, as wulle, tonsus. Ibid.,

Foorcynge, tonsnra. 1819 Rees Cycl. XXXII. s.v. Sheep,

When the new fleece has acquired about two months'

growth, the rough hairs termed fors spring up. .[The 'fors']

is separated from it [the wool] in dressing the fleece, by an

operation called forsing. 1866 EdmomdsTON Shetl. Gloss.,

Forsens, the refuse of wool.

t Force, ».3 Obs. [Alteration of Farce v.\

by confusion with FORCE fc'.
1
]

1. = Farce v. 1 i.

In the 15th c. Cookery-bks. a/orce is often used in the

same contexts as this vb. ; in some passages the sense may
be ' to strengthen ' (as by adding gravy), ' to season, spice.

?a 1400 fount. Pott. Feast x, Dongesteks in doralle

Was forced wele with charcoll. c 1420 LiberCocorum '1862)

27 Fors hit with spicys. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. it-

r 1888) 117 Viffe pou wilt haue it forced, hete milke [etc.].

1747 Mrs Glassb Cookery 18 To Force a Leg of Lamb.

fig. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 11. iii. 232 Force him with

praises, poure in, poure in, his ambition is dry. Ibid. v. i.

64 Wit. .larded with malice and malice forced with wit.

2. = Farce v. y 3. Also, to fatten (animals').

n 1571 Jewel Sernt. (1601) 227 Here wil I speak nothing

of forcing and quaflinge, God keepe it farre from Christian

tables. 1793 Residence in France '1797) }• 35
.
5 Forcing

him with bons morceaux till he has an indigestion. 1847

Halliwkll, Force.. to fatten animals. Fast.

Hence Fo'rced///. a. ; FoTcing vbl. sb.

IV 1390 in S. Pegge Forme of Citry (1780^ 12 Grewel
forced. 14.. Noble Bk. Cookery (Napier 1882) 88 Gruelle

enforced.) 1538 Kliot, Pulmenta>ium, potage made with

fleshe or fyshe, as forced gruell. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
in. iii. 82/2 A Forced Leg of Mutton. 1709 Addison
Tatler No. 148 p j High Soups, seasoned Sauces, and
forcefF Meats. 1790 Grose Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2) Suppl.,

Forcing, fattening. Nor/'.

t Forceable, a. Oh.- 1 [ad. OF. forcable,

f. forcer to force ] That may be forced.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fain. Ep. 201 In humane lawes

there be more things arbitrable than forceable.

Forceable, obs. form of Forcible.

+ Fo'rceage. Obs. rare. [f. Fokce s//. 1 + -age.]

The action of forcing, compulsion.
c 1470 Harding Chron. Ded. vii. 4 YJ sharpe spurre of

marciall forceage.

Forced (toojst), ///. a. [f. Force v> + -ed '.]

1. Subjected to violence.

1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. t. 70s She .. implores the

liquid Sisters Aid To change her Shape and pity a forc'd

Maid. Ibid. III. 694 Let his forc'd breath Expire in groans.

2. Compelled, imposed, or exacted by force ;
en-

forced, compulsory ; not spontaneous, voluntary, or

optional. + Forced man : a pressed man.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Fpist. 261 Wherein is declared the

merite of free obedience and forced duetie. 1621 G. Sandys
Ovid's Met. n. 107 To this alone I give a forc'd Consent.

1661 Papers on Alter. Prayir-bk. 77 They had many
Lyturgies in one Princes Dominion, and those alterable,

and not forced. 1703 Drnnis Comic. Gallant 49 A forced

Marriage is hut a lawful Rape. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc.
Hist. (1827) VI. xv. xiii. 205 A forced peace is soon followed

by war. 1748 Anson's Voy. I. iii. 28_ Spaniards being no
strangers to the dissatisfaction of their forced men. 1781

Gibbon Dec/, ft F. III. no Forced or fictitious testaments.

1798 Nelson 27 Jan. in Nicolas Disp. (18451 III. 4 There

ought to be the greatest difference made between a forced

man and the man who voluntarily offers his life to preserve

his country. 181a Byron Ch. liar. II. vii, There no forced

banquet claims the sated guest. 18. . R. C. Browne Mil-

ton's Poems Introd. p. li, From March 1626 to July 1627,

when the system of forced loans was in full operation. 1866

Crump Banking™. 145 The forced paper currency. 187a

Yeats Growth Comm. 35 The forced labour of slaves.

b. Forced move : in a game, one rendered inevit-

able by the action of the adversary or the position

of the piece. Cf. forced put', Force-put.

1890 R. F. Green Chess 31 The capture of a Pawn en

passant is a forced moYe, if none other be possible.

3. Produced or maintained with effort ; strained.

Forced march :
' one in which the marching power

of the troops is forced or exerted beyond the ordi-

nary limit' (Adm. Smyth}.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 111. i. 135 'Tis like the forc't gate

of a shuffling Nagge. 1677 Yarranton Ene. Improv. 132

No forc't hast ; but Thrashing and carrying the corn to the

Granary in times wherein his servants have leisure. 1769

Robertson Chat. V, III. vn. 39 He.. by a forced march

422

gol into Fcrte. 1815 Bentham Ration. Ren: 271 This being

sold at a forced price, the merchant will take care not to

replace it. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. liv. 38 Alexander

. .by a forced night-march, reached the Hydrastes at day-

break. 1889 Milford Pocket Di:t. Mining. Forced pro-

duction, to work a mine so as to make it produce a greater

output than can be maintained.

b. In literary usage : Strained, distorted. Cf.

Force v. 1 3 b.

1583 Fclke Defence i. 5 52. 67 Neither doth Caluine..

fhinke it.. a forced translation. 1678 Cudworth Intel/.

Syst. 309 The Greek Etymologies of this word, seem to be all

. .Violent and Forced. 1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 173

Forc'd interpretations. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. u.

163 Without anyforced Construction it may be turned against

this favourite opinion. 1812 Woodhoi se Astron. xxxvi. 360

Without any forced analogies.

C. Of actions, demeanour, gestures, etc.: Affected,

artificial, constrained, unnatural.

1621 Wither Motto Bja, For much I hate the forced

Apish tricks, Of those our home-disdaining Politicks. 1687

Dryden Hind A> /'. III. 78 Her forc'd civilities her faint

embrace. 1891 C. T. C. James Rom. Rigmarole 80 In spite

of her forced calmness.

f4. Artificially made or prepared; as oppo ; ed

to natural. Chiefly of soils. Obs.

1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush II. i, Call in your crutches,

. . Forc'd eyes and teeth, with your dead arms. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah mi. x. 433 The very bottome or floor thereof being

forced ground). 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort. (1729) 200 Pot

ihem [Tuberoses] in natural not forc'd earth. 1688 Lond.

Gaz. No. 2363/4 Lost. .a light bay Gelding.. 6 years old,

with a forced mark on the Forehead.

5. Of plants, a crop, etc. : Made to bear, or pro-

duced, out of the proper season. Cf. Force tr.l 1 2.

1695C0NGREVE Lo-cefor L. v. ii. I'm. .none of your forced

trees, that pretend to blossom in the fall, and bud when they

should bring forth fruit. 18S6 Mrs. Gaskkll Wives e,

Dan. xxviii, Our forced strawberries are just ready.

t 6. Fortified, made strong against attack. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron., Urn. /' (an. 6) 59 b, And beside that

chayne he sette vp a n-^w forced bridge. 1603 Warner
All. Fug. Ep't. (1612) 356 Seuerus his forced vallie, with

other strong, .fabrications.

Forcedly (foo-Jsedli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly?.]

In a forced manner.
1548 Thomas Ital. Diet., (1567), Sforzntamentc, forcedly,

or by constrainte. 1571 Gol.niNG Calvin on Ps. xxvii. 9

That which. followeth some Hebrew interpreters expound

a little more forcedly. 1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Covt. I.

153 They follow him not forcedly, but . . they submit willingly

to his regiment. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxv. 343 In a

forcedly merry way. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Sept. 2/1 The
passage may be not Forcedly construed as meaning [etc.].

Forcedne S3 foJ'isednes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being forced.

j66o H. Moke Mvst. God/, v. xvi. 193 So much of forced-

ness and incohen n'cv is there in the making out this false

Hypothesis. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Plover, The
Forcedness of the Motion. 1704 Worthington Millennium

in Miscell. 2 Against the forcedness and incongruity of this

sense much might be said.

Forced put : see Force-put.

+ Force-fish. Oh. rare. [f. Force vfi, after

Forcemeat.] ? Stuffing for fish.

1741 Comp/. Fam.-l'iece 1. ii. 132 You may put some

Oysters and Marrow in your Force-fish, if you please.

Forceful (S5»-aifal\ a. [f. Force sb.1 + -ecl.]

1. Full of force, powerful, strong, vigorous.

161S Chatman Homer's Hymn to Venus 1. 204 From all

the Fayre Of this so forcefull concourse. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. 111. 374 The Waters. .Black Sands, as from a forceful

Engine throw. 1725 PorE Odyss. vl. 150 With forceful

strength a branch the Heroe rends. 1784 CowrER Task iv.

315 The lands.. Uptum'd so lately by the forceful share.

1824 Scott Le'. to I.d. Montagu 15 June in Lockhart, The
Turf is no doubt a very forceful temptation. 1888 Bryce

Atner. Commw. III. Ixxvii. 18 In the hands of a forceful

minister.

b. Of speech, style, etc.: Cogent, impressive,

efficacious, effective.

1571 Goi.ding Calvin on l's. Ixxiv. 18 A forcefull manner

of speaking. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 480 A Word
so force-full and significant. 1746 Collins Manners 72

Each forceful thought. 1828 Black-.v. Mag. XXIV. 8 His

clear classical, forceful style. 1870 Proctor Other Worlds

vi. 147 A forceful argument. 1886 Rlskin Prxterita I. 11.

54 Melodious and forceful verse.

2. Acting with force or violence; boisterous, im-

petuous, violent.

1592 Wyrley Armorie 145 The forcefull floud his vessell

doth not spaire. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Trophies

1038 Whose forceful stream runs smoothly serpenting.

1812 Examiner 28 Sept. 620/1 The forceful ejection of a

man and his family from their home. 1846 Keble Lyra
lunoc. (1873) 149 Her forceful knocking must Heaven's door

assail. 1871 Blackie Four Phases i. 49 As trees by forceful

artifice are made to grow downwards, -instead of upwards.

b. Driven with force or violence.

1697 Dryden /Eneid 11. 65 Against the Steed he threw

His forceful Spear. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens Lusiad 164

Deep through the ranks the forceful weapon past.

3. quasi-aaV. = Forcefully.
1718 RowE Lucan IV. 1023 While his broad Knee bears

forceful on his Groin. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I.

xiii. 71 The water would burst out as forceful from the one

as the other.

Hence FoTcefnlly adv. ; rorcefulness.
«I774 Goldsm. Surv. Fxper. Philos. (1776) I- 4'5 The

external fluid . .presses against it as forcefully as its contents

press out. 1821 Examiner 616/2 He sang very pleasingly,

if not forcefully. 182S Hone Every-day Bk. '• 1076 By .

.

forcefulness of wealth. 1832 Blacklv. Mag. XXXI. 117

FOHCEN^.

It will butt forcefully against the ramparts. 1866 Contemp.

Rev. II. 156 The idiomatic forcefulness of Calvin.

t Forcehead, corrupted form of Faucet.

1598 Florio, Spina, a spigot, a gimblct, a forcehead, or tap

to drawe drinke with.

t FoTCel. Obs. [a. OF. forcelle (in 16th c.

fourcelle), dim. oiforche For.K.
J

= Cannel-rone 2.

(R. Holme mistakenly identifies it with Cannel-bone 3.)

1610 Markham Masterp. 11. iv. 219 Then is there the two
spade-bones, and from thence to the forcels or canel bones

other 2 bons called the marrow-bones. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury n. 153/2 The Fotcels or canal bones [of a Horse]

. .are the Bones about the Knee.

Forceless (fBria&i s), a. [f. Force sb. 1 + -less.]

Without force ; devoid of force.

1532 More Confut. TindaleVi/Vs. 572/2 He waxeth force-

lesse and carelesse. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Iv. xix.

(1634) 723 marg.. Extreme annointing is a forcelesse and
unwarranted ceremonie. 1604 Edmonds Obscrzi. Ccesar's

Comm. 58 The practise of the Romanies in taking in any
towne, was to leaue them forcelesse. 1742 Collins Sim-
plicity 39 Love, only love, her forceless nunil ers mean. 1813

Scott Rokeby I. xxlv, Feeble heart and forceless hand. 1883

Momerie Personality iv. 106 A mass of forceless atoms.

Hence t Porceiessly adv.

1611 Cotgr., Imbecillenunt, weakly, .forcelessly.

t Forcelet '. Obs. Forms : 4-7 force l^letft,

4-5 fors(e,let. [a - AF. forcelet (whence Anglo-

\M.forcclletum),l force: see Force si.l] A little

fort or fortress.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1200 pay ne stray my3t A fote fro

bat forselet to forray no goudes. a 1400 50 A lexander 4358

A full faynt forcelett. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI (an. 19)

141 Or thei could attain to any toune, or forcelet. 1616

Slrfl. & Markh. Country Farme vn. xix. 670 This house

must bee made like vnto a little forcellet or fort strong.

tFo'rcelet-. Obs. Also forslet. [Corruptly

a. OY.forceret, dim. offorcer: see Forcer 1
.] A

small ' forcer ' or coffer.

£1475 Partcnay Il8i A forcelet wrought fresh of yuor

bon. 1532 in Weaver Wells Wi//s(i$go> 167 ElynSamplyn
myserv a copull of benches and a forslet. 1565 Jewel Def.

Apol. (1611) 281 To carrie home the Sacrament in their Nap-

kins, and to keepe it in forcelets.

t FOTCely, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Force sb> +

-ly 1 and *.]

A. adj. Of strong build, rigorous. B. adv. By

or with force or power, vigorously, violently.

a 1488 H enryson/V<vhj 1865* 169 The foullis fair sa forcelie

lhay He. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 430 Full oft I

blenk by my buke . . To se quhat berne .
.
forgeit is maist

forcely. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 150 In than de-

fence thair war tha slane ilk man, Syne forcelie on thame

the toun tha wan.

Force-meat (fo->\iSim/t). [f. Force v.* +

Meat.] Meat chopped fine, spiced, and highly

seasoned, chiefly used for stuffing or as a garnish.

Also attrib., as force-meat ball.

1688 R. Holme A rmoury m. iii. 82/2 Force Meat, is Meat

with a stuffing of Herbs, or other things made to that

purpose. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 13 To make Forc-e-

Meat Balls. Hid. 44 Stuff the Bellies of the Pigeons with

Force Meat made thus. 1853 Soyer I'antroph. 147 Preserve

the intestines entire, and . . fill them with force meat. 1892

Encycl. Cookery (Garrett) I. 605 Forcemeat Cutlets.

Forcement (fo'-jsment). [a. F. forcemeat

'.force-r : see F'orce v. 1 and -ment.]

1 1. a. Strengthening ; in quot.
fig,

encourage-

ment, b. concr. Something which strengthens ; a

fortification. Obs.

138a Wyclie Isa. xxv. 12 And the forsemens, or strengths

[Vulg mnnimenla]o( thin he;e walles shul togidere falle,

and be lowid. 1533 Bellenden Livy v. (1822) 314 lhir

wourdis gif. grete audacite and forcement to the Volschis.

t2. An act of deforcement : see Deforcement 2.

1479 Act. Dom. Cone. (1839) 33 Vnlawis of grtnewod,

mureburne, forsmentis.

T 3. Compulsion; also, a compelling motive.

1524 Pace Let. Hen. VIII. in Strype Ecci. Mem. I. App.

xi. -o Without great forcement to go bolt upright, wee could

not avoide to fal down headlyng. 1541 Cranmer in St.

Papers (1836) I. 691 Al that Derame did unto her was of

his importune forcement. I5°5 Golding Ovitfs Met. xt.

(1593) 266 'thine owne renowine, thy grandsire Jove are

forcements thereunto. 1607 DsKKKK Hist. Sir 1
.
Iryatt

Wks. 1873 III. 122 It was impos'd vpon vs by constraint .

.

And will you count such forcement treachene? 1634 W.

Wood Neiv Ene. Prosp. (1865) 24 T^Y haveseene a Deare

leape three score feet at little or no forcement.

4. Gunnery. (See quot.)

t8Q2 Field 10 Dec. 915/2 Neither the diameter of the

chamber nor the 'forcement' of the projectiles has any

primary influence on the recoil, note. This is a French word,

for which we have no English equivalent-.it has, however,

been Anglicised, and is now generally used m gunnery

treatises. Its signification is the excess of diameter of the

projectile over that of the bore.

tForcene, * Ok. Also forsene. [a. F.

forcener, forseiur, f. fors see For- prcfS) + OF.

sen sense.] intr. To be or become mad or

frantic. , „ . ,

1490 Caxton Eueydos xviii. 68 man of all other the

moost forcened oute of thy wyt. iUd. JJrviu. 108 She all

atones forsened as a persone that ys inadd».

Ii
Forceae" (f(?'JsW). Her. [a. F. forceni, pa.

pple. offorcener: see prec] (See quot.)

.725 Coats Diet. Hera/d, Force,,/, as Cheval Forcene^

is a Horse rearing or standing on his hinder Legs. 1889

in Elvin Did. Her.



FORCENERY. 423 FORCIBLE.

+ rorcenery. Obs. [a. OF. forccneric, f.

forcener : see Fokcene v.] Madness.
1480 Caxton OvtiVs Met. x. vii, Vf it be of rage or for-

cenerye. 1484 — Ryail Bk. C vj, Suche folye is callyd for-

senerve or woodnesse.

t l*0"rceness. Obs. p f. Force vA + ->-ess.]

Force, strength, violence.

13. . Gaiv. <V Gr. A'ut. 646 pat alle his forsnes he fong at

be Fyue ioyez[of the Virgin Mary). 1519 Horman Vulg, 268

We may dispoynt and alaye the forcenes of our ennenues by
ofte remouynge of the hoste.

Forcepped (ff? Jsept\ a. nonce-wd. [f. For-
CEP(s + -ED 2

.] Having or provided with forceps.

1845 Hood Winter Nosegay ii, Sour leaf To garden thief,

Forcepp'd or winged, was never a temptation.

Forceps (fp'Jseps). sing, and pi. Also S sing,

forcep, pi. 7-8 forcipes, 9 forcepses. [a. L,. for-

ceps, pi forcipes in same sense.]

1. An instrument of the pincers kind, used for

seizing and holding objects, csp. in surgical and
obstetric operations.
sing. 1670 Boyle Wks. (1772) III. 369 Motions . . excited

by our rousing her with a forceps. 1759 Sterne Tr, Shandy
II. xi. 70 Thou hast left thy tire tite,—thy new-invented for-

ceps.. behind thee. 182a Imison Sc. <J-
Art I. 279 A for-

ceps, or pair of pliers, for taking up insects or other objects.

1832 Barrage Econ. Monti/, xix. (ed. 3") 187 The forceps
draws the wire on to a distance equal in length to one pin.

1855 Ramsbotham Obstetr. Med. 292 One of the most valu-

able instruments employed in Obstetric Surgery.. is the
Long Forceps.

//. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirnrg. xvii. xiii. (1678)

389 Then must the tooth be taken hold of with someofthe^e
toothed forcipes. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2054 4 A pair of
Steel Forceps. 1823 H. H. Wilson in Oriental Mag. I.

352 They were, therefore, pincers, nippers, or forcipes.

1875 BuCKLAND Log-bk. 140 By using a long pair of forceps.

2. Anat., Ent., and Zool. Some organ or part of

the body that has the shape of, or may be used as,

a forceps, f Also, one of the two branches of this.

sing. 1661 Love ix Hist. Anim. § Min. Introd., The
Squdlas have a taile, but no forceps. 1759 GoLDSM. Bee
No. 4 (Globe) 378/2 Furnished with a forceps above the
mouth. 1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 9/1 The eggs at the
origin of each forceps, .would contain but one forcep. 1828
Stark Eton. .Vat. //is/. II. 153 P. corrugatus, Bosc. for-

ceps serrated. 1871 Dauvvin Desc. Man I. ix. 329 One of
the two posterior legs, .is converted into a forceps.

pi. 1667 E. King in Phil. Trans. II. 425 Never leaving
to pinch them on the head with their Forceps or Claws.
1713 Dehham P/tys. T/ieol. iv. xi. 190 Which is done by
piercing their Prey with their Forcipes. 1859 Darwin Orig.

Spec. vii. (1873) 191 These forceps can seize firmly hold of
any object. Ibid., Tridactyle forcepses. .certainly exist on
some star-fishes.

3. atlrib. and Comb, (with reference to obstetric

practice), as forceps-case, -delivery, -practice.

1879 J. M. Duncan Lcct. Vis. Women ii. (18891 6 The
result of injury, as by forceps-delivery. Ibid. vi. 26 Simply
spoken of as forceps cases. Ibid. 27, I shall here make one
remark in judging of the forceps-practice referred to.

Fo'rce-ptimp. [f. Fobck sb. or v. + Pumps/*.]

1. A pump employed to force water, etc. beyond
the range of atmospheric pressure.

1659 Leak Waterwks. 34 This manner of force-Pump,
which is one of the best Inventions. 1754 W. Emkrson
Princ, Meek. (17581 276 Force pump, a pump that dis-

charges water by pressing it upwards. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 281 The fire-engine by Rowntrce is a
double force-pump.

2. (See quot.)

1838 Simmonds Did. Trade, Force-Pump, .the plunger
pump for supplying the boiler of a locomotive engine.

FoTCe-put. Now dial. Also 7-8 forced put
[perh. forced put was a term of some game, —
1 forced move ' ; see Forced />//. a. 2 b and Pit.]
An action rendered unavoidable by circumstances

;

a ' Hobson's choice'.

1657 G. Starkey HelmonVs Find. 328 To give poysons to
purge, in expectation that Nature being forced to play
a desperate game, and reduced to a forc't put, may [etc.].

1662 Sir A. Mervyn Speech on Irish Affairs 3 It must be
therefore a fore'd Put, that presseth us on to this address.
c 1680 Hickeuingiix Hist. Whiggism Wks. 1716 I. 118
Sometimes the Laws being put in Execution at a force-put,
andthen again slackning the Reins and following natural
inclination. 1748-61 S. RichARnsox Clarissa II. (18 11 VII.63
It is, truly, to be ingenuous, a forced put : for my passions
are so wound up, that I am obliged either to laugh or cry.

1772 Nugent Hist. Friar Gerund I. 526 He thought that
it might pass for a case of necessity, cr forced-put. 1876 ha

A*. <$ Q. Ser. v. V. 266 A tradesman [of Torquay] told me.

.

that he had left his house very early. .' but not from choice,
'twas a force-put'. 1892 Northumb. Gloss., Force-put.

t FoTCer *« Obs. Forms: 4 fosser, 4-5 for-

cere, (5 foorcere, forcyer), forser, (6 fo^r)sar),

5-6 foser, (6 fostler), 4-7, 9 Hist, forcer, [a.

OF . forcer, forcier. Cf. Jt.forziere.]

A chest, coffer, or casket.
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 263 Her were a forser for be in

faye, If bou were a gentyl Iueler. c 1400 Soivdoue Bab.
2303, I have a girdil in my Forcer. £1460 La Belle Dante
sauz Mercy 65 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1866) 54 Fortune
with strengthe the forcere hath vnshete where-ynne was
spradde al my worldly richesse. 1530 Palsgr. 303/1 Casket
or fosar, escrain. 1531 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 148
My wif shall have her coffer and her fostler to her own use.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. {1619) 244 A basket or
forsar full of Gold. 1669 SturmY Mariner s Mag. Suppl.
Summ. 2 Any Painted Wares, Forsers, Caskets, .are forfeited

if any such be Imported. . Fide Stat. 4 Ldw. 4. 1863 Sir

G. ScoTT Glean. Westm. Abb. (ed. 2^96 A forcer, a receptacle
for documents, not unlike a kettledrum in shape.
Comb. 1411 Close Roll, 12 Hen. IF, b, Johannes White-

be rd, forcermaker.

Forcer 2 (foe-jsai). [f. Force #.i + -ee i.]

1. One who or that which forces.

1556 Auretio $ Isab. (1608) K. uj, They will that she dey
the which hathe beane forcede, and the forcer liffe. 1581
MULCASTRR Positions xiv. 11887) 67 Where feare is the
forcer, and not free will. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 175 The
conqueror and great forcer of cities. 1616 Chapman Homer's
Hymn Hermes 669, I, in no similitude apper'd Of powre to
be the forcer of a Herde. 1659 Milton Civ. Power Wks.
1738 I. 551 How much bloodshed have the forcers of Con-
science to answer for. a 1749 Chalkley Wks. (1766 381
Those Forcers know not of what Spirit they are of. 1833
Examiner 258/2 Necessity is a great forcer.

2. An instrument or means for forcing.
*f-

a.

Something with which to force (window bars) ; ?a
crowbar. Obs.

1649 CrfAs. I. Let, in Kingston Her.'/dsh. in Civ. War
(1894) 126 If I had a forcer, I would make no question of it,

but having nothing but fyles. .my time will be too scant.

b. The plunger or piston of a force-pump.
1634 J. B[ate] Mysl. Nat. 8 A Forcer is a plug of wood

exactly turned and leathered about. 1725 Specif. R. AVrc-
sham's Patent No. 479 The forcers being guided by the
arch of a double wheel. 1825 J. Nicholson Opera/.
Mechanic 267 On the descent of the forcer, the lower valve
shuts. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

c. A force-pump,
1731 Brighton in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 8 Resides these

four Forcers, there are four more placed at the other Ends
of the Librae, or Levers. 1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. ^21
Forcer a small pump worked by hand, used in sinking of
small. .Pits. 1883 in Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining.

+ d. A contrivance for propelling water. Obs.

1598 Stow Surv. iii. (1603) 18 Thames water conueyed
into mens houses by pipes of leade, from a most artificial

forcier. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 435 Maurice. .by
meanes of a forser or wheele. .brought water.. into a great
part of the city. 1730-6 Bailey (folio 1

, Forcier, a water-
mill ; an engine to convey water from one place to another.

f e. An agent for quickening the growth of

plants, etc. Obs.
aiyzx Lisle Husb. <

,

i752l 136 Nitre, blood, soot &c. all

have been found great forcers.

t Fo'rcer 3. Obs. rare. [f. Forced.2 + -er 1
.]

One who forces wool.
'553 Act 1 Mary Sess. in. c. 7§i Sheer-men and Dyers,

Forcers of Wools, Casters of Wools and Sorters of Wools.

tFo'rcet. Obs. Forms: 5-8 forset, (6 forcet,

forsset), 6-8 fosset, 6-7 forcet. f? shortened

form of FoitCEbKT -.] A little 'forcer ' or chest.

1426 P. E. Wills (1882) 70 J>e forset that Thomas Essexie
wot where is. 1548 Thomas Hal. Cram, (1567) N ij b, For-
Ctere, a forset or a little coafer. 1577-87 Holinshed
Citron. II. 590 A number of chests, cotfers, and forssets.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1721-92 in Bailey.

t PoTCets, sb.pl. Obs. rare. [a. AF. forcettes

scissors, dim. offorces : see Force v.-~\ Scissors.

1474 Caxton Chesse 77 In his right hand a payr of sheris
or forcettis.

Forchafed,Forchangecl: seeFoR-//Y/i 6,S.

t Forcha'Se, v. Obs. [ad. OF. forschacier, f.

fors-, Fob- preffi + chacier to chase. Cf. Fob-
catch.] trans, a. To chase or drive away ; to put

to flight, b. To tire with chasing or running.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6977 (Cott.) An hundreth moght for-

chace, Quits bai wit bam had godds grace, a 1510 DOUGLAS
King Hart 1. xxxiii, Radour ran hanie full fleyit and for-

chaist. 1549O1AI.0NER Frasm. Morise Enc. P ij a, Manfully
forchasyng of hir enemies.

t Fcrche. sb. Obs. \tx.OY.forche : see Fork sb.]

1. In//. Gallows.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2881 J>an scholtou don pe forchys

there. .And to-morwe let pes be b;ir an bonze. Ibid. 2970
par bat be fourchys was. 1584 J. Hooker Fh'scr. Excester
(17651 82 He commanded Porches and Gallows to be set up
in sundry Places.

2. Hunting. (See Fouch.)

Forche (Jr
rJp)> a - H£r- [riC1 - ^-fonrchie, fem.

of fourchi, i.fourche fork.] (See quot.)

1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Forche or Fourchee, divided into

two parts towards the extremity.

Forche: var. of Fourche. v. Obs.

t Fo'rclier. Obs. rare. [prob. a derivative of

OK'. forche, fourch (see Fouch).] The hindermost
part of a deer's nombles or entrails.

i486 Bk. St. A leans K vij b, The hyndermost parte of the

nomblis thene That is to say the Porchers. 1595 Makkham
Gentl. Acad. 35 b, The hindermost part of the vmbles be
called the Forchers.

Forchet, obs. form of Forgett.

+ Fo*rch.Tire. Obs. rare. [ad. F'. fourchure (f.

fourche fork) in same sense.] The fork of the bod)'.
1" 1380 Sir Ferumb, 551 A man of gret stature . . & long

man in forchure.

Forcibility (foa:Jsibi-liti). [f. next: see-bility,

-jtv.] The quality of being forcible.

1770 Char, in Ann. Reg. 52/2 The repeated justice of his

opinions, and forcibility of his pleadings. 1886 Academy
16 Oct. 253/3 Two people who. .cannot be denied a certain

originality of opinion and forcibility in expressing it.

Forcible (fo*usibT), a. Also 6-8 forceable,

8 forciable. [a. OF. forcible, f. force Force sb.

The form forceable is as if f. Force + -able.]

1. Done by force; involving the use of force or

violence ; esp. in Law, Forcible detainer, entry (sec

quot. 1769).
a. [1391 Act 15 Rick. II, c. 2 A toutz les foitz que tielx

forcibles entrees soient faitz.] c 1422 Hocci.EVE Learn to

die, Joys Heaven, For the kyngdam of heuene souArith for-

cible and mighty assautes of vertu. 1527 Rasteli. Abridgm.
Stat. 96 Them that make forcyble entre in beneficis. 1555
Eden Decades 273 They prouided for lh[e] indetnpnitie of
theyr owne estate by forcible extennatinge the gooddes . . of
them whom they desired to kepe in subjection. 1651 Hobbes
Levin th, n, xxi. 113 That Liberty of Forcible Entry, was
taken away by a Statute made in Parliament. 1667 Mil-
Ton P. L. 11. 793 In embraces forcible and foule. 1767
Blackstone Comm. II. 390 The stealing, or forcible ab-
duction, of such property as this, is also felony. 1769
Ibid. IV. xi. 147 A forcible entry or detainer; which is

committed by violently taking or keeping possession, with
menaces, force, and arms, of lands and tenements, without
the authority of law. 1816 J. Scott I'is. Paris (td. 5) p.
xlvi, A forcible dissolution ofii [the Chamber] was intended.

1837 Adolphus & Ellis in Rip. K. Bench Div. III. 817 A
conviction of forcible detainer dated September 3d, 18^4.

1844 II. H. Wilson Brit, India II. 316 To compel, by for-

cible means. .submission to the authority which was to be
substituted. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cott'/. (1876 II. vii. 152
He determined . .011 a forcible return to his country.
£. 1548 Udall, etc. Enrsnt. Par. Luke v, 19 The shame

of forceable breakyng into this or that mannes house. 1683
Salmon Doron Med. 1. 50 Which is a forceable drawing
away. 1688 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 236 Praying relief

against a forceable Entry and Deteiner.

2. Possessing force, fa. Of persons, material

things, natural agencies, etc. : Strong, powerful.
3- '555 Eden Decades 311 Dryuen by forcyble wyndeto

an vnknowen lande. 1555 Abp. Paijki.i; Ps. ex. 5 Most
forcible, He shall great kyngs and Cesars wound. In day
of wrath. 1578 Uanister Hist. Man in. 42 In the inside of
the wrest, is a forcible Ligament. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World v. vi. § 11 He prepared a forcible armie to attend
him. 1677 Hale Print. Orig. Man, 1. i. 29 Those subtil,

invisible and forcible Engins which we call the Animal
Spirits. 1700 Prior Carmen Sec. 419 Like mingled Streams,
more forcible when join'd 1802 Hingi.ev Anim. />'.;,

. 1813I

III. 70 Indeed, so thick and so forcible was the shoal, as
to carry before it every other kind offish.

p. 1561 T. Norton Calvin
f

s Inst. 11. 158 Strong forceahle
defences, whereby it may be safe against outward violence.

a 1618 Raleigh Prerog. Part. 1628 19 The forceable Lords
his enemies. 1634-5 Brkreton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 54
The wind, .was so forceable as it repelled the waters.

t b. followed by to with inf. Obs.
a. 1554 Hooker Feci. Pol. 111. x. § 3 That punishment,

which hath bene sometimes forcible to bridle sinne. 1601

R. Johnson Kingd. <y Commiv. 1 1603) 167 Cosmus, a kind of

charmed-sower-niares milke verie forcible toturnc the braine.

1658 Whole Duty Man x. § S. 80 There being generally
nothing more forcible to bring men into any sinful practice,

than the seeing it used by others,

ft. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Episi. 34 Which reasons of bis,

are verie forceable to make him yeald to the foresa:de

matter in question. (71641 Up. Mountagu Acts \ Men.
iii. 222 Nothing is more forceable to convince all forrainer:

-
.

1710 T. Fuller Phartn, F.xiemp. 349 These fpills] are

forceable to bring the necessary Pains in Child-Birth.

c. Of actions, words, representations: Producing

a powerful effect, telling. Of reasoning: Having
logical force, strong, convincing.
a - '573 G. Harvey Letter-Id: Camden^ 47 So forcible

an antecedent it was most likeli there would follow as effec-

tual a consequent. 1594 T. B. La Prinland. Fr. Acad. II.

527 But that argument of all others is mo>t forcible. 1729
Butler Sc?*iu. Wks. 1874 II. 39 We may observe somewhat
very forcible and expressive in these words. 1790 Burkk
Fr. Rev. 105 Reasons, at least as forcible as those which
[etc.]. 1863 Dickens Mat. Fr. 1. vi. With the natural
need of a strong rough man in anger, to do something
forcible. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892' I. i. 13
One man sees everything in the forcible light and shade of
Rembrandt. 1884 Church Bacon ix. 223 His Latin.. is

singularly forcible and expressive.

ft. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826I 483 Against
which assertion, that which is saide 10. H. 3. - .is not greatly
forceable. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus \\. 14 Another
forceable argument, 1738 Warhurton Div. Legal. I. 54
In Beasts the Instinct is invincibly forceable.

d. Hence of an author, painter, etc.

1787 G. Gregory tr. Loivth's Sacred Poetry Hebrews
II. xxi, He is at once elegant and sublime, forcible and
ornamented. 1791 Burke Let. Laugrishe Wks. 1842 I.

560, I might have been more forcible and more clear, if

I bad not been interrupted as I have been. 1828 D'Israeli
Chas I, II. xi. 286 The most forcible of portrait-painters.

T 3. Necessary, unavoidable, indispensable. Obs.

1622 R. Hawkins I'oy. S. Sea (1847) 116 Our forcible

businesse being ended. 1574 Hei.lowes Gueuards Earn.

Ep. (1577) 70 Their forceable and necessarie perils.

+ 4. ' Valid, binding, obligatory' (J.\ Obs.

1584 Fenner Def, Ministers (1587) 149 The Lawe was
enacted, and stoode forceable.

5. quasi-adv. = Forcibly.
a. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda^s Conq. E. Ind.

iii. 8b, Sea Woulfes..so wilde and fierce, that they do
forcible set vpon men. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 621 Neither

doth it strike or pierce the sight so forcible as the Rubies

do. 1719 De Foe Crusoe \. xi, The wind blew more
forcible.

ft. 1598 Manwood La7t>es Forest i. § 3 (1615) 23/2 Y«
more forceable to shew y same, there is used this word.

Hence Porciblenesa.
1563 Fulke Meteors 24 Either for the smal quantitie &

lesse forcibles [?a misprint ; or perh. for *forciblesse\ 1581

Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Art.) 67 Bewrayed, by that same
forciblenes. .of the writer, a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. vi.

229 The forcibleness of its operation upon the heart of the

prophet. 1890 Talmage From Manger to Throne 244
Mark's greater forcibleness of statement.



FORCIBLE FEEBLE.

Forcible fee'ble. [after Shakspere : see

quot. 1597-] A feeble person who makes great

pretence of vigour ; also used attrib. or as adj.

[1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, m. ii. 179, Shai. Francis Feeble \

Fee. Here, Sir. .Fal. I cannot put him to a priuate souldier,

that u the Leader of so many thousands. Let that suffice,

most Forcible Feeble.] 1844 Disraeli Coningsby\. v, Italics,

th.it last resource of the Forcible Feebles. 1850 N. Brit.

Rev. XIII. 2 Epithets .. in the bad taste of the forcible-

feeble school. 1896 Daily News 15 June 6/5 The forcible

Feebles who control the destinies, .of the Party.

Forcibly (fdVjsibli), adv. [f. Forcible +

-LT*J In a forcible manner.

1. By or with force; also, against one's will.

1543 tr. Act 15 Rich. II, c.2 Any that holdeth suche place

forcybly after suche entrye made, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu
Acts % Man. iv. I1643) 281 His father, .intended to take her

from himforceably. 1796 Mob sk Amer. Geog. I. 173 Points

and islands, which forcibly shift the bed of the river. 1867

Smiles Huguenots Fug. ix. (1880 147 A Roman Catholic

relative, .had the girl forcibly conveyed to the convent.

2. With powerful effect, energetically, strongly,

vigorously ; also, convincingly.

1578 T. Wilcocks Serm. Pawles 20 The Spirit of God
dothe moste forceably expre^se this matter by this word.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. II. xii. 46 b, Work-
ing so forcibly with ores, that wee entred into the port.

1642 H. More Song ofSoul 11. iii. 11. xiii, It shall thy reason

forceably convince. 1782 PAINB Let. Abbe Raynaliygi^ 47
Perhaps no two events ever united so forceably to expel pre-

judice. 1843 Mrs. Caklyi.e Lett. I. 214 He reminded me
forcibly of the Princess Huncamunca. 1874 L. Stephen
Hours in Library 11892' II. i. 5 It would be impertinent to

say again in feebler language what Carlyle has expressed so

forcibly.

Forcing (fo'usirj), vbl. sb. [see -INO *.]

1. The action of the vb. Force.
1382 Wyclif 2 Kings v. 16 And whanne forsyn^e be made,

vtturly he assentyde not. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De F. R.
vit. xv. (1495) 234 Leest there be grete dyssolucion of the

brayne by a forsynge of voyce. 14. . Tretyce in Walter 0/
Henley s Husb. (1890) 50 Se welle bt yor mowere hold not
his ryght honde afore to hyghe be hynde hym so bat he kyt
aioiider be grasse in be mydis and bis defaute is callid

forsyng. 1514 Kakclay Cyt. <$- Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.)

27 Forsynge of women, murdre and rapyne. 1634 J. B[ate]
Myst. Nat. 1. 15 The forcing of water by pressure. 1704
Lond. Gaz. No. 4047/4 A black Mare, with some white
Hairs in her forehead by forcing. 1849 Macailay Hist.

Eng* II. 306 The forcing of his [Houghs] door was every-

where mentioned with abhorrence.

f 2. concr. A material used in * forcing* wine.

17J1-3 P. Shaw Client. Lect. (1755) 209 Skimmed Milk
likewise is a proper Forcing for all white Wines. 1743
Lond. A Country Brew. iv. (ed. 2^ 331 The Victualler puts

. .with it the usual Forcing or Fining.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive, as forcing-

appara'us, -furnace, -pipe Also forcing-engine,

a lire-engine; forcing-hazard {Billiards
, a stroke

requiring more than the usual amount of force

;

forcing-yard {Austral.), a yard into which cattle

are forced or driven, in order to keep each sort by
itself.

1875 J. H. Collins Metal Mining 123 The ^forcing

apparatus is a kind of clockwork, which is wound up each
morning. 1855 Ogilvie, Suppt., *Forcing-engine, a fire-

engine. 1652 French Y'orksh. Spa vi. 62 A *forceing

furnace. 1731 Ueighton in Fhil. Trans. XXXVII. 8

•Forcing Pipes. 1890 Holdrewood Colonial Re/. (1891)

217 They did not find it difficult to urge the . . animals into

the smaller *forcing-yards.

b. esp. in co;nbs. relating to the forcing of

(lowers, etc., as forcing-bed, -field, -frame, -glass,

-ground, -house, -pit, -wall', and c\\\n.s\-adj. with

the sense 'suitable for forcing', as in forcing rose,

variety.

1877 M. M. Grant Sun. Maid iii, Large "forcing beds of
lilies of the valley and of violets. 1865 Spectator 14 Jan.

44 The turnips in his "forcing field. 1741 Covipl. Fam.
Piece 11. iii. 352 If you would have forward Fruits in 'forcing

Frames. 1819 Rsss Cycl., *Forcing-ground% the space.,

that is destined to the purpose of forcing or raising vegetable
productions by means of artificial heat. 1806-7 J. Beres-
kord Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xxi. xi, Attending an
Amateur-gardener, in the Dog-days, through all his "Forcing-
houses. 1870 Lowell Study U'iml 210 The fruits of the
literary forcing-house. 1819 Rees Cycl., * Forcing-wall,
\ wall constructed with flues for the purpose of conveying
fire-heat, in order to ripen, .various kinds of tree-fruits.

Forcing (ff>->'Jsin\ ppl. a. ff. Force v. 1 +
-ing^.] That forces, in senses of the vb.

1551 T. Wilson Logike '1580) 42 b, Any forcyng cause.

1659 Milton Ciz: Pwver Wks. {185O 317 The forcing pro-

tectant . . yet takes it to himself and his teachers, of far less

iiutoritie then to be called the church. 1686 Hornkck
Crncif. jesus xiv. 302 The confederates drank of it, to

make .. the execration more dreadful, and consequently
more forcing. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. <V Scot. 153 The
thin, early, forcing, and sandy soil of Murray. 1809 W.
Nicol mile), The Forcing, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardener.
186a ' Cavendish ' Whist (1870) 28 A forcing card is a card
which compels one of the players to trump in order to win
the trick. 1886 Fall Mall G. 28 July 6/1 A changeable
and far from forcing summer.

Hence f Forcingly adv., in a forcing manner.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 176 [He] commanded all

the Clergie . . to assemble in praier. .and deale forcingly

!>eseeching with God, to intermit his fury. 1616-61 Holvpay
Persius 305 Yet doth he cry. .and forcingly will make The
gods to near.

Fo*rcing-pump. « Force-pump.
1727 41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Pump, The forcing Pump
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which, .raises water to any height at pleasure. 1800 Vince
Hydrostat. viii. (1806) 90 Some kinds of forcing pumps act

by condensed air. 1842 H. Rogers Ess. I. i. 26 His mind
was a fountain, not a forcing-pump.

t FOTCipal, a. Obs.~ [f. h.forcip- Forceps
+ -al.] Of the nature of a forceps.

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus ii. 43 Mechanicks make
use hereof in forcipal Organs.

Forcipate [fj?'isip*:t), a. Bot. and ZooL [f. as

prec. + -ate-.] Formed like a forceps.

1668 Wilkiks Real Char. 124 Two forcipate claws. 1826

Kirby & Sp- Entvmol. (1828 ill. xx'ix. 121 These organs of

forcipate construction. 1849 Johnston in Proc. Betiv. Nat.
Club II. No. 7. 367 A mandibular shaft forcipate at the apex.

1862 Cooke Bot. Terms, Forcipate, forked like pincers.

Forcipated, a. [f. as prec. + -KD >.] =prec.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. iii. 236 Locusts have

..a forcipated tayle behinde. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol.

190 note, Their forcipated Mouth. 1836-9 Todd Cycl.

Anat. II. 864/1 Distinguished from the Brachelytra by the

forcipated anus.

Forcipation. [f. as prec. + -atiok.]

1 1. Torture by nipping with forceps or pincers.

1592 Bacon Obserzt. on Libel Wks. 1826 V. 464 A punish-

ment, .of less torment far than ..forcipation.

2. Zool. The state of being forcipated ; forfication,

bifurcation {Cent. Diet.).

Forcipressure (f^Jsipre'jHu). [f. L.forci{p)-,

forceps + Phesscre.] (See quot. 1890.)

1879 S. Wells in Brit. Med. Jml. 21 Tune 928/2 Useful

in forcipressure and in torsion. 1890 Gould Med. Diet.,

Forcipressure, the arrest of a minor haemorrhage by press-

ing the end of the divided vessel with a pair of spring

forceps.

Forcite (fo»\is3rt\ Alsoforsite. [f. Fokce +
-ite.] A variety of dynamite see quot. 1889).

1883 Pall Mall G. 28 Slar. 7/2 A dangerous explosive

known as forsite. [So in other journals of the same day.]

1884 Gen. Abbot in Eissler Mod. Explosives (1890) 41

Forcite presents the appearance of a plastic mass having

power of nitroglycerine. 1889 Clndill Diet. Explos.

51 Forcite has been described as a mixture cf nitro-glycerine

with cellulose, the latter being gelatinised.

t FoTCive, a. Obs. [f. Force sb.^ + -1VK.] —
Forcible.
c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall Gr. iv. iii. (1881^ 100 By forcive

means. 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. 1. xii, I will use

no forcive argument-; to persuade any. 1651 Davenant
Gondibert Pref

j
Great men fence often with her [i.e. Justice],

and with a forcive sleight put by her sword.

Forcleave : see For- pref 1 5 b.

t Forcle'm, v. Obs. rare - \ [f. For- pref ' +
Clem v. 1 Cf. Ger. verklemmen] trans. To pinch

with hunger.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 395 Al schal crye for-clemmed,

with alle oure clere stren' e.

t Forcli'llg, v. Obs. [O'E.forclingan, f. For- 1

+ clingan to Cling.] iutr. To shrink up, wither.

a 800 Corpus Gloss. 1744 Rigentia, forclingendu. c 1000

Veronica (Gr.-Wiilk.) 163 Wa:ron sume on forclungenum
treowe ahangene. c 1200 Okmin 13851 patt heirte, batt

wibbinnenn uss Iss hef^H} forrclungenn burrh fakenn

trowwbe towarrd Godd. c 1305 Pilate 216 in E. E. P.

(1862) 117 His lymes so forclonge to nojte So hi dude alle

tofore here de}>. c 1430 Hymns Virg. U867) 13 As a clot

of clay bou were forclonge.

Forclose : see Foreclose.

t ForclU'tch, v. Obs. Pa. pple. vorclu5t.

[f. For- pref 1 + Clutch.] trans. V To cramp.
a 1300 Leg. S. Patrick 376 in Horstm. Aliengt. Leg. 11875)

165 Vp hor ton hi sete al uorclu3t, & quaked al uor fere.

Forcold : see For- pre/. 1 10.

Forcome: see Forecome.

t Forcou'th, a. Obs. Torms : 1 forcup, 3

forcud. [OK. foraip, an accentual variant of

fracod,fracod, corresp. to Goth, frakunps despised
;

see Vcm- pref 1 and Couth.
Kluge suggests that the form with stressless prefix may

have arisen from the compound u-n/orciip.]

Perverse, infamous, worthless, vile.

<888 K. itLFBED Boeth. xxxvii. § 3 Hi habbab ba:s men-

nisces bone forcubestan [7'. r. forcuberan] [dael] jehealden.

c 1000 ^LFKic Horn. I. 268 Swa he oftor on 5aere fandunge

abry5, swa he forcuSra bi5. rtII75 Cotf. Horn. 2T9 J>a

war5 he and halle his iferen forcuoran panne amig ooer

5esceafte. < 1205 Lav. 28240 Som forcoub cniht. c 1230

Hali Meid. 33 f>ea bat fonde5 ham meast ; ifindeS ham
forcudest.

Forcover, Forcratch, Forcrazed : see

Yon- pref.^ 2, 5 b, 7.

t Forcrcmp, v. Obs. rare - '. [f. For- prefA

+ Cremp = MUG. verkrempfen.] ? intr. for refl.

To cramp oneself up.

a ia.50 Oivl fy Night. = 10 A sumere cheorles awedeth And
forcrempeb and forbredeb.

Forcried : see Fou- pref 1 6 b.

t Forcri'er. [f- Yor- pref- + Crier; cf. L.

proclamator.'] A crier.

a 1440 Found. St. Bartholonteiv's (1895) 37 This gylfull

manne, namyd Alureid the bedyl or forcryer.

Forcrooked: see Vow- prefix 8.

+ Forcu'rse, v. Obs. rare. [OE. forcursian, f.

For- pref 1 + cursian to Curse.] trans. To curse

utterly, lay under a heavy curse.

1 154 O. E. Chron. an. 11 37 Hi uueron al for cursaid and
for suoren. a 1300 Cursor M. 10262 (Cott.) Qua has in

Israel na side [rtW sede], He es forcursd als we rede.

FORD.

t ForCU't, v. Obs. Forms : 4 forkutte, pa.

pple. 4-5 forkute, -kytte : see Cut v. [f. For-
pie/A + Cut v.] trans. To cut into, cut in pieces

;

to injure by cutting.

c 1386 Chaucer Manciples T. 236 As a swerd for-kutteth

and for-kerueth An Arm atwo. 1387 Trevisa HigJen
(Rolls) VIII. 153 pe burgeys sone l>at be had i-slawe for-

kutte his wombe wib a knyf. 1398 — Barth. De P. R.

(1495) xvn. xcii. 660 Letuse. .heelyth synewes that arefor-

kytte. 1440 J. Shirlf.y Dethe K. James (181S) 19 The
Kyng strogild with hem, for to have berevyd thame thare

knyvys ; by the which labtw bis handis wer all forkute.

+ FoTCy, ". Obs. Chiefly north, [f. Force
sb. 1 + -V t.J Full of force, powerful, strong.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 242 Otbir fele folk, forsye in fycht.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 29: The forseast ay rudely rabutyt

he. 1508 Dunbar Vila vtariit Wtnncn 85 A forky fure,

ay furthwart, and forhy in draucht. 1586 Warner Alt.

Eng. 111. xiv. 66 An Annie greate Of forcie Gawles.

Ford (fo->jd), sb. Forms : I ford, 3 south, vord,

4-6foo>de,4-5 furd, forth {e
, 4 fourde , foorth,

5 furthe, 6 furde), 6-7 foord, 7 foard, 3- ford.

[OE./m/str. masc. = OS. -font ,'m place-names},

OHG./art (MHG. vnrt, mod.Ger. fnrt :—WGcr.
*furdu s :—pre-Teut. *prlii-s, found in OWelsh fit,

now rliyd ford, L. portus J'obt, harbonr, f. Aryan

root *per-, Teut. */er-, far-, fur- to go, pass : see

Fahe v. The ON. fiprSr Fiord {\—*feipu-z :—

*perhis) differs in ablaut grade.]

1. A shallow place in a river or other water, where

a man or Least may crofs by wading.
C893 K. Alfred Oros. v. xii. § 2 Neh bacrn forda be mon

hat Welengaford. ciooo^lfric Gen. xxxii. 22 He. .oferfor

bone ford. (1205 Lav. 20159 Ar5ur. .for-stod heom bene

uord. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1S10) 187 Passage non he

nam, be forthes wer withsette. 138a Wvclif Josh. ii. 7

Thei. folweden hem hi the weye that ledith to the foordis

of Jordan, c 14J5 Wvnhoun Cron. viii. xxvi. 115 Ane met

bame in be Forde, Dat prewaly . . Led bame wp by be Wattyr

syne. 1535 Coverdalf. Isa. x. 28 At Machmas shal be

muster bis hooste, and go ouer y foorde. 179a Burkk
Corr. 11844) IV. 27 The fords must have been impassable in

those floods. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. vi, Her future Lord
Was drown'd in passing thro' the ford. 1875 F. Hali. in

I.ipfiiticolfs Mag. XVI. 749/1 The guide had strayed off

the ford, and I was foundering in a quicksand.

Proverb. 1575 Gascoicnf. Ctrl. Notes o/Instr. (Arb.) 34
Let vs take the forde as we finde it. 1637 Rutherford Lett.

(1862) 1. ciii. 262, I praise and commend the ford (as we
use to speak) as I find it.

t2. a. A tract of shallow water, b. Used
v
like

L. vadutri) for: The sea (rare- 1
), c. poet. A

stream, current (primarily with reference to pas-

sage\ Obs.

1563 Fulke Meteors 56 b, Brookes, boornes or fordes, bee

small streames of water, that ronne in a channell. Ibid.,

Ryuers are caused by the meatynge. .of many brookes and
fordes. 1565 Goldino Ovid's Met. vi. (1593) 143 Their ship

from land with ores was haled on the foord. a 1599

Spenser (Webster 1864I, With water of the ford Or of the

clouds, to moisten their roots dry. x6io W. Folkingham
Art oj Survey 1. x. 24 Boggie. .grounds are. .fastened and

firmed by frequent ouer-flowing them with Fords or Land-

flouds. c 1645 How ell Lett. (1688) IV. 495 A deep Foard

wherein an Klephant might swim. 1661 Lovell Hist.

Anim. <y Min. Introd., They live in the deep sea, and when
they bring forth, they goe to foords and shores, a 1780 Ball.

Johnie Cock iii. in Child Ballads v. cxiv. (1888) 3^1 And for

a drop of thy heart's bluid, They wad ride the fords of hell.

3. attrib., asford-way.
1721 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Nortlifield, Mass. (1875)

223 Between Deerfield and Nortlifield. .20 rods west of the

fordway. 1858 J. F. Rei>field Law Railways (i860) I. 231

Where a ford-way was destroyed, by the erection of a dam
across a river.

Ford vf5-*J<l), v. [f- Prec - SD -]

1. trans. To cross (water) by means of a ford
;

to wade through.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. iii. § 6 Adam's shin-bones

must haue contayned a thousand fadonie . . if he had foorded

the Ocean, a 1674CLAREN11ON Hist. Reb. IX. 8 88 His Horse.

.

should at the same time Ford the Severn . .and so joyn with

his Foot. 17*5 1>E Fof: Voy. roitntl World{iZ^o) 340 They
found the ri\er so shallow, that they easily forded It. 1849

Grote Greece 11. lxx. (1862) VI. 260 As no mention is made
of a bridge, we are to presume that they forded the river.

1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June 780/1 An old woman in a cart is

fording the brook.

Jig. (11641 Bp. Mountagu Acts .y Mon. (1642) 299 The
truth at last he foorded. 164* Milton Apol. Smcct. (1851)

318 His last Section which is no deepe one, remains only to

be foarded. 1701 Rows Amb. Step-Moth. I. i, This Ad-

vantage may at least be made To ford his Shallow Soul.

b. causatively.

1726 De Fof. Hist. Devil 1. xi, God intended to ford the

Israelites over the Sea.

2. intr. To cross (over) by means of a ford.

1675 Ogilby Brit. 90 You ford over the Owse. 1717

Philip Qnarlt (1816) 5 In some places too shallow for boats,

and in others too deep to ford over. 1796 H. Hunter tr.

St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. III. 93 She durst not venture to

gut her feet into it for the purpose of fording over. i8«
outhey Hist. Penins. War I. 727 Some of their detach-

ments forded both on the right and left of the Spaniards

position.

b. To wade. rare.

1748 I'oy. Dtsc.l. 93 Goslings in the londs, amongst which

our People had the greatest Success, as they could ford into

the Water, and reach them with Cutlashes.

jig. 1817 Coleridge Lay Serm. 408 In the New Testa-

ment there are shallows where the lamb may ford, and

depths where the elephant must swim.



FORDABLE.
/

Ford, Ford- 1 see Forth, Forth-.

Fordable tfo»MdalTI), a. [f. Ford v. + -able.]

That may be forded.

1611 Florio, Vaddsile, foardable, wadable. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World 1. in §9 Plinie placeth the Schenite vpon
Euphrates, where the same beginneth to be foordable. 1724

De Foe Mem. Cavalier (xZ^oi 142 It was a little brook, ford-

able with ease. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. ii. 108

The river Clyde, from Douglas upwards, was, in those days,

fordable. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xiv, It occurred to

me that perhaps the creek was fordable.

fig. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World Pref. Ba, Hee found by
Catesby, who sounded him, that he was not fordable. 1646

H. Lawrence Comm. Angells 176 The scriptures, though
deepe, are foordable by those who are holy. 1710 Fanutiek
Feast 16 Thou art the shallowest, most fordable Monster in

the Universe.

Hence Fordableness.
17*7 in Bailey vol. II.

Fordage (foouded^). rare. [f. as prec. + -age.]

A fording-place, a ford.

1728 Morgan Algiers II. v. 303 The Spaniards, .found a
Fordage, not much above knee-deep.

Fordead: see You- pref 1 10.

1 Fo'rdeal. Obs. Forms : 5 fordele, -deel, 6

fordaill, 6-9 fordel(l, (7 fortell). [f. For- pref-
+ Deal sb., part ; =Du. voordeel, Ger. vorteil.\

1. Advantage.
1470 85 Malory Arthur v. viii, The bataille was grete,

and oftsydes that one party was at a fordele and anone at an
afterdele. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxx. (Arb.) 78 Preferre the

honour, worship, fordul and proffyte of theyr Lord. 1523AA
Papers Hen. VI 11, I. 143 Which newes beyng true", shalbe a
mervailory fordell to your intended purposes. 1637 R.Monho
Kxped. 1. 74 The enemy also, had another fortell, or advant-
age by reason of a new worke, which was uncomplete.

2. The first place, precedence, preference. Se.

1513 Douglas AZneis v. iii. 99 And now hes Pristis the
fordaill. 1535 Stewart Cron.Scot. III. 276 Thair wes. . Ane
flatterar and fen^ear for ane fordell, Semdill in the kirk and
rich oft in the bordell. a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk
(1843) II, So long as men of vertue and honoHr. .sail stand
a fordell, to controll their, .wicked proceidings.

Fordeave : see Fob- pref. l
9.

t FoTdeed. Obs. In 3-5 fordede. [f. For
prep. + Deed.] A deed done on behalf of some
one ; a benefit, favour.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 394 Neuer uere swuch fordede ne dude

uor his owne uere. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 5182 King william
be king of spayne bonkes Of a! be faire fordede bat he hade
for hem wrouv. -1460 Towneley Myst. 317 When had thou
nede of oure fordede ? When did we alle this dede for the ?

t Fordee'm, v. Obs. [OE. foreman, f. For-
prefJ + Deem v. Cf. ON. forda-ma, OHG. fur-,
fortuomen.] trans. To condemn.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 3 Da ^eseah iudas. .ba;t he
fordemed wss, baongann he hreowsian. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
95 Ac he nalde mid his to-cume ba sunfullen fordemen.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1098 And him fordeme lif and lime.
c 1320 Cast. Love 447 Nout . . bat nis destrued and to-dreued,
And dreynt, for-loren, and for-demed.

Forder- : see Further..
Forderked, -dewed: see Tor- pref 1

7, 9.

+ Fordight, v. Obs. In 3 pa. pple. fordight.
[f. For- pref 1 + Dight v.] trans. To prepare,

predestine.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23583 (Cott.) To wirscip bat godd bam

had fordight, bai graid bam bath mode and might.

t Fordi'lghe, v. Obs. [OY. fordifegian, f. For-
pref} + dilgian = OS. diligon^ OHG. ttligdn (mod.
Ger. tilgen) to destroy ; cf. Ger. vertilgen.} trans.

To exterminate, destroy.
C900 tr. Rzda's Hist. 1. xii. [xvi.] (1891) 54 pa;t heo 0$

forwyrd ?e^hw;er fordil^ode ne wa;ron. c 1200 Ormin 14541
All mannkinn . . Wass . . forrrahht 3am Godd, & wurrb To
wurrbenn all forrdill^hedd.

tFordill, v. Obs. rare. [f. ¥ok- pref} +
Dill v.2] trans. To soothe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23975 (Cott.) Hir dule ne ma i noght

for-dill [c 1340 for-dille] Bot wit hir wepeing wepe 1 will.

t Fordim, v. Obs. [OE. fordimmian, f. For-
prefy + dimmian to Dim.] trans. To dim,
obscure.
a 1050 Liber Seint ill. xxv. (1889) 99 Se be gaderab bset

bib fordimmod. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy Prol., Fordimmed
eke the letters aureat.

Fordin : see For- pref 1
7.

Fording lfo»udirj), vbl. sb. [f. Ford v. + -ing"1.]

a. The action of crossing a ford ; also attrib. b.
A fording-place or ford.

1833 M- Scott Tom Cringle xiv. (i859> 3^7 The hollo .

.

guided us to the fording which we had crossed on our first

arrival. 1854 J. L. Stephens Centr. Atner. (1854! 278 We
reached the bank ; but here there was no fording-place. 1881
Gentl. Mag. Jan. 68 In two fordings we had narrowly
escaped plumping into holes.

t Fordi't, v. Obs. [OE. fordyttan (-dttltan\

f. For- pref * + dyttan to stop.] trans. To shut
or stop up.
«8oo Corpus Gloss. 1414 Obstruit, fordytte. c&*$ Vesp.

Psalter lvii[i]. 5 Swe nedran deafe & forduttEende earan
hire, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 197 pe neddre seche5 a ston
and Iei5hire on eare ber to and hire o5er eare pilteS hire
tail ber inne and swo for-ditted eioW. /; 1205 Lav. 17139
Mi gast hine iwar5e5..& mine wise word for-dut. a 1240
Lo/song in Cott. Horn. 211 pine fif wunden iopened o rode
wi5 neiles uor-driuene and seoruhfulliche fordutte. xj..
Coer de L. 4170 The pytte .. was feld and fordytte, Up
to the bank maad al playn.
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Fordless (fo«\idles), a. [f. Forh sb. or v. +
-less.] Without a ford ; that cannot be forded.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hut. Jas. IV, Wks. (1711) 63

The water of Till running deep and fordless upon the right

hand. 1808 J. Harlow Columb. iv. 294 Pierce the known
thicket, breast the fordless tide. 1879 Mallock Life Worth
Liv. 133 A deep and fordless river.

Fordo, foredo (f£i-> fo<ud/7-), v. Pa. t. -did
(-did). Pa. pple. -done (-dmr. Forms: see Do.
[OE.fordon, f. For- pref

.

l + don to Do. Cf. OS.
fardon (Du. verdoen), OHG. fartuon (MHG.
vertuon, Ger. verthun).~\

1. trans. To put
k
r living being) out of existence,

to kill ; to put an end to [life). Obs. exc. arch.
a 1000 Pienit. Ecgberti II. § 2 in Thorpe Ane. La'.vs II.

180 He bam wifmen be .. hire beam fordefS. c 1250 Gen.
A> F.x. 426 Caym Sat abel for-dede. a 1300 Cursor M.
2867 (Cott.) For if ani fische bar-in bigane . . be lijf it es

for-don wit stink, c 1385 CHAUCER /-. G. IV. 25^7 Phyllis,

She for dispayr fordede hyre self. 1460 How Goode
Wif Taught Daughter 140 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 189 Many
for folye hem self for-doothe. a 1547 Surrey AZneid
iv. 843 Offspring of each race With mortal warr eche
other may fordoe. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 244 This doth
betoken The Coarse they follow, did with dUperate hand,
Fore do it owne life, a 1659 lie. Hrownrig Serm. (1674)
I. xxi. 274 He trembles, despairs, is ready to foredo him-
self. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. ill. 348 Hy thesword's
edge his life shall be foredone.

t b. Tofordo into or to : see Destroy v. 7. Obs.

r9So Limits/. Gosp. Matt. x. 2S Ah isrehtra; ooneoudredes
sefte mai^e & 5a s[a]uel & lic-homa fordoa in tintergo. C "75
Lamb. Horn. 17 Helere hit is |et heo beoti ispilled of heore

licome benne mid alle fordon to pes dcotles bond, imzoo
Moral Ode 274 And al bo be ani wise deuel i<iuemde po
be3 mid hem in helle fordon and demde.

2. To destroy, ruin, spoil, wreck a place or thing)
;

to lay waste (land), arch.
! 900 tr. Baeda's Hist. 11. x. [xiv.] (iSgo) 138 Se biscop..

towearp & fordyde ba wigbed. 1154 O. F. Chron. an. 1137
pe land was al fordon mid suilce daedes. 1303 R. BrUNNE
Handl. Synne 884 A tempest bat tyme began to falle

And fordede here vynys alle. 1357 Lay Folks Catech.

489 Sklaundir for to fordoa mannes gode fame. 1375 Bar-
bour Bruce V. 410 Syne tuk he salt . . And ded horss, and
fordid the well. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles III . 141 They
. . ffor doth the Coyne . . And maketh the peple ffor pens-lac

in pointe ffor to wepe. c 1460 How Wise Man Taught Son
76 in Rltson Ane. Pop. P. (1701I 86 Were thy complexion
neuyr so strong, Wyth surfet thou mayst fordo that. 1581 J.

Hull HaddotCs Answ. Osor. 375 He raysed upp. con-

sciences that were utterly foredone. 1845 BAILEY Festus

388 Throne wrecked on throne, All ruined and foredone.

f 3. To ruin or undo (a jteisoiij. Also (in late

use), To deprive of. Obs.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2269 Now helpeb 30W silue on bes cas !

or ellis ^e bub for-done. 1571 (ioLDiNG Calvin on Ps. ix.

13 He [God], .keepeth in his bosome, those which (as touch-

ing the fleshe)seeme vtterly fordoone. 1647 H. More Poems
264 Those bad arts that have fore-done -Many a bold wit.

1764 Churchill Poems, Independence II. 12 Lioness of
royal whelps foredone.

4. + a. To abolish (an institution, etc) ; to annul

(a law, etc. . Obs.
O. E. Chron, an. 986 Se cyning fordyde ba;t b'rice a^t

Hrofe ceastre. c 1320 R. Bhtnne Medit. 186 A newe testa-

ment he gan sone, be olde sacryfyce to fordone. 1494
Fabyan Chron. VII. 320 The enterdyecion was adnullyd &
fordoon, in the moneth of Julii. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps.

Ii. Wks. (1876) 136 Oblacyons and sacrefyces wbiche be now
vtterly fordone. 1528 More Dyaloge 11. Wks. 198/2 Ye
would not I truste that lent were fordone. 1532 in Strype
Feci. Mem. I. App. xli. 109 To cause the said injust exac-
tions .- to cease & to be foredoen for ever. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 149 All statutes and ordynaunces before made
..were utterly fordone and set at naught. 1833 Whittier
Ex. New Eng. Leg. 3 How has New England's romance
fled. .Its rites foredone, its guardians dead.

b. To do away with, put away, remove. Chiefly

with immaterial obj., esp>. sin. Obs. ox arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10052 (Gott.) Gastly gladnes was hir

emydd, Pat al ille heuynes it for-didd. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Conse. 3391 Syns bat er veniele . . may be here Fordon on
light manere. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxliv.

(1495) 701 The barke and fruyte of the Ellern soden wyth
salt water fordooth swellynge of fete, c 1430 Syr Getter.

(Roxb. ) 2432 The lauender That neuer might for noo wash-
ing For-doo the spottes of the weping. 1600 Holland Livy
xli. iii, (1609) 1098 To. .wipe away and foredoe the shamefull
blot. 1894 F. S. Ellis Reynard 146 Now Reynard, to

foredo the brand Of sin, will to the Holy Land.

t 5. To undo, bring to nought ; to render power-
less, counteract, neutralise (poison, temptation,

etc.). Obs.

1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 105 penne ma^e we fordon swa ba
deofliche }itsunge. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 484 Ichulle fordon be
wisdom of beos wise worldmen. a 1250 Owl § Night. 822
ponne is bes hundes smel fordo. 11x300 Cursor M. 11947
(Cott.) pat i do bou it for-dos. c 1330 R. Brunne Citron.

(1810) 87 For soth it was grete skathe, his passage was
fordone. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvm. 152 Venym for-doth
venym. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 26 They will fordoe and
frustrate the dangers pronounced.

f 6. To change, transform. Obs.
1624 Heywood Gunaik. 1. 53 Nisus and Scilla are in

shape foredoone, He to a hawke, she to a larke is shifted.

7. Pa. pple. only : Exhausted, overdone, wearied
out, ' done up '. arch.
a 1547 Surrey JEneid 11. 785 Go see where thow hast left

Anchises thy father fordone with age. 1591 7 roub. Raigne
K. John 11. 1 161 1.1 79 My heart is maz'd, my sences all fore-

done. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan vi. 744 Universal Nature stands
foredone. 1796 Coleridge Ode Depart. Year Epode ii, All
foredone with toil and wounds Death-like he. .dozes among

POEDULL.
heaps of dead. 1867 M. Arnold Southern Night \\\, With
Indian heats at last fordone.

Hence Fordoing vbl. sb. Also Pordoer.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 84 pe secunde fote brede

of wose, in dede of enuye, is a fordoyng ; bat i-., whanne, for

enuye in bi dede, bou dystroyest him, bat w olde do ry^t.

1631 J. Done Polydoron 129 Desperate Foredoers of them-
selves denote that they turn'd their backs upon God.

Fordone ipidvn), pp/. a. [pa. pple. of Fordo
r;.J Exhausted, overcome, tired out. 'See Fokdo 7.)

1590 Si'ENSKR F. Q. 1. v. 41 If either salves, or oyles, or

herbes, or charmes, A fordonne wight from dore of death
mote raise. 1866 Carlyle Remin. 11. 241, I reached home
after my evening ride, the most foredone of men.

t FordO'te, V. Obs. rare~\ [f. ¥on- prefA +
Dote v.] trans. To make quite foolish or doting.

c 1533 Artnles imputed to Latimer in Foxe A. fy M.
(1563) 1313 Here, for lacke of helpe, we may. .dishonor god,
fordote oure-selues.

t Fordo'vered, pple. and ///. a. Obs. Sc.

[f. ¥on- pref [ + J)ovkh v. + -ED 1
.] Overcome

with slumber.
1513 Douglas /Ends it. vi. 35 That tyme quhen the fyrst

quiet Of naturale sleip . . Stelis on fordoverit mortale crea-

turis. Ibid. ix. vi. zo Apon the gyrs . . Fordoverj t, fallyn

down als drunk as swyne.

t Fordraw, v. Obs. Pa. t. 4 fordr-03. Pa, pple.

fordraun, -draw em. [f. Foit- pref} + Dkaw 7;.]

1. trans. ?To stretch on the rack, torture.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21235 (Cott.) Uarnabas. . stiffen! paines
Strang.. Hath for-draun and brint wit feir. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1796 pe deuel be for-drawe.

2. a. To defer, put off. b. To draw on (as a

tempter.)
(11300 Cursor M. 26135 (Cott) Him. .for-think bis lang

delaiance bat he for-draun has his penance. 1382 Wyclif
Prov. vii. 21 With flatering of lippis she fordro? him.

t Fordrea'd, v. Obs. [f. For- prefA + Dbead
7'.] intr. To be in dread of.

c 1200 1 )rmin 147 [Zacari^c] warr
J? drefedd & forrdredd Off

batt he sahh batt enngell. ''1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1557 Quan
ysaac it under-nam. .Wei selkuftlike lie wur3 for-dred. 1297
R. (Jlouc Rolls) 2088 Gracian be eniperour . . of him uor
dradde ynou. a 1310 in Wright's Lyric P. 88 Myn herte of

dedes wes for-dred.

Fordreamed : see For- pref} 6 b.

t Fordre'nch., v. Obs. [0\:.fordrencanJ.¥oR-

prefy + dr$nean to Drench ; = M1X1. vordrenlrn.']

trans, a. To make drunk, intoxicate, lit. andyf;1-.

b. To drown. Also intr.

a. r iooo /Klfric Gen. xix. 32 Uton fordrencan time
feder f;erlice mid wine. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 {>as men
beocS mid miste fordrencte. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2343 pe
ba;t wes fordrenct wi<5 bes deoules puisun.

b. a 1225 y14liana 61 pe reade sea. bear as al pharaones
forde fordrencte. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy II. xvii, Alterat

with Bachus myghty Jous And affered of tournynge of the

hous And fordreynt on the drye land.

Fordreved: see For- pref} 8.

t Fordrift. Obs. rare ~ \ [f. For- 2
, Yoke- pref.

+ Drift.] ? Purpose, preconceived design.

1549 Chaloner tr. Frasm. Mortal Enc. Sjb, Thynges
smallie sensed, .as which Hue by no arte nor fordrifte [orig.

sollieitutiiue].

t Fordri*ve, ^. Obs. [OE.fordrffan. f. For-

pref}-i drifan to Drive; »OHG.J"or-
t
fertrtban!\

trans. To drive forth, drive about.
O. E. Chron. an. 774 NorShymbra fordrifon heora cinlng

Alhred of Eoferwic. c 1220 Bestiary 527 De sipes 8a t am
on se fordriuen. a 1300 Cursor M. 22635 'Cott.' pe deuels
vte sal be fordriuen. e 1430 Lydg. Bochas vi. (1494) V iij a,

With wynde and tempest fordryuen also was he. 1513
Douglas sEncis 1. i. 56 Scho thame fordrivis, and causis oft

ga will Frawart Latium.

t Fordrun'ken,///. a. Obs. [OE.fordruncen,
f. You- pref x + Drunken ;-=MLG. vordrunken.\
Drunk, overcome with drink.

C897 K. ^Elkhkd Gregory's Past. xl. 295 Ah[i]gall. .for-

suigode 5a;t dysij hiere fordruncnan hlafordes. c 1175
L,amb. Horn. 143 pe prude, be for-drunkene, be chidinde.
c 1386 Chaucer Milter's Prol. 12 The Myller that for-

drunken was al pale. i5 x3 Douglas sEneis in. ix. 81 Sow-
pit in sleip, his nek fourth of the cave He straucht, for-

drunkin.

t Fordry, v. Obs. [OE. fordnigian (intr.),

f. For- * + driigjan to Dry. The trans, use is f.

For-1 + Dry a.] intr. To dry up.
a 1000 Booth. Metr. xx. 207 Hio ware fordrugod to duste.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 148 Ant tegrenehowesbcoSaluordruwede.
4i 1350 Leben yesu 596 Ase a lubur braunche, and fur druyt.

1308 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. ix. vi. (Tollem. MS.) pe
sonne . . ripeb frutes and flouris . . and fordrieb and wasteb
superfluiteis. Ibid. xvn. xiii. (1495), Pouder therof layed

therto fordrieth the bleding. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton

1483) in. iii. 51 Some of them were all fordryed and lene.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. cexxvii. 256 The ryuer of Trent
was so fordryd . . y t men went ouer drye.

Fordry, -dull: see Yor- pref 1 io.

t Fordu'll, V, Obs. Also 4 fordoll. [f. For-

pref} + Dull v. ; cf. MLG. vordullen and Fordill
v.] trans. To make dull ; to stupefy. Only in pa.

pple. Hence Fordulled ppl. a.

"3- Leg. Rood (1871) 141 Alle bei seiden bei weore sori,

For-dolled in a dronknyng dred. 13. . E. E.Allit. P. A 11,

I dewyne for-dolled [printed dolked] of luf daungere. 1430
Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, Fordulled is myne imagynatyfe.

1513 Douglas /Eneis iv. Prol. 158 To droup like a
fordullit as. 1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery in Heliconia
I. 163 O feeble wit ! forduld with woe, awake thy wander-
ing thought, 159a R. Wilmot 'Fanered fy Gistn. 11, What

bi
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well of teares may seme To feed the streames of my fore-

dulled eies. 1605 Montgomerie Sonnets xi, Quhat mervell

than, thoght our fordullit hedes. .be mare amaisd.

f Pordwi'ne, v. Obs. [f. Vow- pre/. 1 + Dwine ;

= MDu. verdwijncn!\ intr. To fade away, decay,

wither ; to vanish.

c 1000 Minx Saints' Lives (K. E. T. S.) II. 268 Se deofol

bser-rihte for-dwan swa swa smic of baes hal?;an *esihoe.

a 1300 Old Age vi. in E. E. P. 11 862) 149 When i bi-hold on

mi schennen m'in dimmib al for-dwynnen. c 1305 Pilate

215 ibid, 117 His bodi gan al fordwyne. laijfib Chaucer
Rom. Rose 366 Bothe hir hondes lorn, fordwyned.

T Fo'rdy, a. Obs. rare. In 6 fourdie, -ye.

[f. Ford sb. + -y '.] Full of fords.

1570 in Levins Manip. 97. 1580 in Baret Alv. F 1050.

t Fore, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 for, 3-5 fore, vore,

4 foore, 5 fowre. [O&.for str. fem. = QWG.fuora
(MHG. vuore, mod.Ger.fith re) :—OTeut */&&-,£

*for-, ablaut-var. oi*far- to go : see Fare v.]

1. A going, journey, expedition. Also, an ex-

peditionary force.

(.-900 tr. Bsda's Hist. V. ix. (1891I 412 He his fore £e£ear-

wede. <" 1205 Lav. 5568 Brennes .. mid starkere fore ferde

toward Rome. Ibid. 5858 pe cnihtes weoren on fore fer at

of Rome. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 386 Wyllam ysey..bote
he adde help of hys men, hys fore nas ryat no^t. c 1400 in

Ret. Ant- 1. 160 Sori is the fore Fram bedde to the flore.

b. A rush, onset, charge.
c 1205 Lav. 1676 In bera ilke uore heo fadden of his iueren.

13.. A'. A lis. 2355 Theose braken, at one fore, Heore
launces on Nycanore.

2. A track, trace.

c 1250 Owl <<j- Night. S17 And so forleo.st be bund his fore.

c 1386 Chaucer Sotnfon, T. 227 Who folweth Cristes gospel

and his fore. 1387 Trevisa tfigden (Rolls) IV. 153 pere
were afterward i-sene foores and steppes of men and of hors.

1398 — Barth. De P. R. ix. viii. 1 1495I 353 The foores and
the sygnes of Somer that is goon is all dystroyed.

3. The course of an affair ; a proceeding, adven-

ture.

< 1205 Lav. 15578 For swa wes al ba uore. Ibid. 15810
Iwhiten bu wult ba uore nu bu hit scalt ihere. ct^zoCast.
Love 1156 No tonge may tellen of bat fore.

Fore, obs. var. of Furrow.
Fore (fo®i), a. Also 6 Se. foir. [The use of

fore as adj. arises out of an analysis of sbs. which
are combinations of Fork- pre/., e.g. forepart.

These being occasionally written as two words,

the first member came to be treated as an adj.]

I, As adj. in concord.

1. Situated or appearing in front, or in front of

something else; usually with an opposition ex-

pressed or implied to back, hind-.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlii. 68 Than Bissines .. Straik

doun the top of the foir tour, c 1540 Order in Battayll
A vij b, When thou hast invaded thyne enemyes with the
fore and hynder warde. 11639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot.

v. (1655) 271 The Cannon having made great breaches in

the fore and back walls. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm.
Introd. v. (i66q> 171 It comes in at the Back-door, while we
are expecting it at the Fore. 1703 MoxON Mech. Exerc.
107 In the fore side of this wooden Piece is a square hole.

1715CHEYNE Philos. Princ. Relig. 1. i. (ed. 2) 13 Resistance
"in Fluids arises from their greater Pressing oil the Fore, than
Hind part of the Bodies moving in them. 1762 Sterne Tr.
Shandy V. xxvi, Susannah had but just time to make her
escape down the back-stairs, as my mother came up the fore.

1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II. 192 In the fore wall of the
church, .there has plainly been an aperture. 1880 Huxlev

" Crayfish ii. 61 The alimentary canal may therefore be dis-

tinguished into a fore and a hind gut.

f2. Anterior, previous, former. Obs.

1490 Caxton Efieydos xxiv. 90 The fore loue reneweth
hym selfe. 1526 R. Whvtford Martiloge (1893) 84 The
duke dyd the moost . . commun seruyce notwithstandyng
his fore estate. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras vii. 12 The
intraunces of the fore worlde were wyde and sure. 1597
Morley Introd. Mns. 12 The great musicke maisters who
excelled in fore time, a 1634 Chapman Alphonsus Plays
1873 III. 239 Alexander and Meritz have the fore dance.
1718 Entertainer xxvi. 175 That Place which in a fore

'lime was Stil'd the Temple of Dagon.
II. quasi-.c£. or elliptically.

3. The fore part of anything, e.g. the bow of a
ship, the fore-quarter of beef, etc.

1888 Pall Mall G. 16 Jan. 14.1 The sensation was stronger
in the fore of sailing vessels. 1890 Daily A*JriWI 11 July 2/8
American refrigerated hind-quarters, .thirds, .fores.

b. Naut. {At) thefore, (see quot. 1883).
i860 Motley NetIterI. II. \\x. 475 Medina Sidonia

hoisted the royal standard at the fore. 1883 W. C Russell
Sailor's Lang. s.v. Fore, At the fore, means at the fore-

royal mast-head.

4. To the fore. (Sc. and Anglo-Irish phrase,

introduced into English literary use in the loth c.)

a. Of a person : Present, on the spot, within call.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 363 If Christ had not
been to the fore in our sad days, the waters had gone over
our soul. 1656 Earl Monm. Advt.fr. Parnass. 416 Some
Italian Princes who were yet to the fore, could not be
weighed. 1726 R. Erskine Sonnets 11. i. § 6 Yield not ..

The Lion strong of Judah's tribe, Thy Husband, *s to the
fore. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlv, ' I wuss auld Sherra Pleydell
was to the fore here V 1829 Mrs. S. C. Hali. Sk. Irish
Char. 11842) 60 Why didn't you give it me, and I to the
fore? 1852 Lever Daltons II. xxxv, If he hasn't me to the
fore to prove what I said, he can do nothing.

b. Still surviving, alive.

1695 Earl Cromarty Vindic. Roht. Ill, 14 The said Lord
John.. being to the fore, and on Life. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t.
Misc. (1733) I. 22 As lang's Sandy's to the fore Ve never
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shall get Nansy. 1787 Burns Let. W. Nicol 1 June, Gif
the beast be to the fore. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xliii,
f While this grey head is to the fore, not a clute o' them but

sail be as weel cared for as if they were the fatted kine of

Pharaoh/ 1888 J. Payn Myst. Mirbridge vi, The steward

. .though stricken in years—was still to the fore.

t C. 71? thefore with : in advance of. Obs.

1646 R. Baillie Lett. (1775I II. 221, I am now two to the

fore with you, albeit I wrote none the last post.

d. Of money, etc. : Ready at or to hand, forth-

coming ; available. + To go to thefore : to be put

to one's credit.

1636 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 181 Therefore my wages
are going to the fore up in heaven. 1640 Dumbarton
Burgh Rec. in Irving Hist. Dumhartonsh. (18601 525 Gif
thay had common guid to the foir. 1660 Sharp Let. 11 May
in Wodrow Hist. I. Introd. 25 Is his broad Sword to the

fore? 1639 R. Baillie Lett. (1775) I. 126 He had
a good estate, and well to the fore. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth viii, If these are not to the fore, it is the Provost's

fault, and not the town's. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxv, How many captains in the regiment have two thousand

pounds to the tore.

e. In recent use sometimes taken to mean ' in

full view, conspicuous'. So to come to thefore occurs

for :
' to come to the front ',

' to come into view '.

1842 Barham Ingol. Leg., A nto-da-Ee, Magnificent struc-

tures. .As our Irish friends have it, are there ' to the fore*.

1876 World V. No. 106. 5 These vermin seldom venture

to come to the fore themselves. 1880 Manch. Guard.

23 Nov., The vexed question of local taxation reform must
come to the fore next session.

Fore f<">'1J , adv. and prep. [Com. Teut. : OK.
fore^QYns.fara, OS.fora {Dw.voor}, OIIG. fora
i^MIIG. voi\e, mod.Ger. vor), Goth.faura.
The root is the same as in h.pro, prx, per, Gr. wp6, irapa,

irapai, wept, Skr. f>urd. The precise form in OTeut. _ is

disputed : one opinion is that it wa&*fhrai=Gr. irapai, with

a dative case-ending.
From 16th c. the word has often

t
been regarded as an

abbreviation of before, and hence written fo?-e.]

+ A. adv. Obs.

1. liefore, at some earlier time, previously.

riooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxvii[i]. 14 f.12] He on Egypta
allium lande, worhte Tore wundur nuere. « 1300 Cursor
M. 10938 iCott.i Elizabeth . . was anna sister, ais i for tald.

( 1350 //'/'//. Palcrne 2076 pe welbe & welfare i haue him
wrou?t fore. #1375 Joseph A rim. 208 Wipouten faute ober

faus as bei fore seiden. ci6oo Shaks. Sontt. vii, The eyes

1 fore dutious) now. .looke an other way.

b. Forward or onward, forth.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18267 (Cott.) Fra nu for, vnderstand bou
wele Hu fele pines ai sal pou fele.

2. Hcforehand, in advance.
a 1225 Juliana 47 Ah wel ich warni be uore, hit nis nawt

bin biheue. c 1500 Metusine xxiv. 184 To see a remedy be

had to it rather to fore than to late.

B. prep. — Foil prep, in various uses.

+ 1. a. liefore, in front of, in the presence of; ~
For 1 a, b. Obs.

BeoivulfT064 (fir.) pa;r wa:s sang and sweg . . fore Healf-

denes hildewisan. c 1300 Brket 31 The manere of Knge-
londe this Gilbert hire tolde fore, c 1320 Cast. L<n'C 1030

So stille and derne he IJesus] was be fend fore, c 1550
Northren Mothers Blessing vi. (1597) ^' v * What man that

shall wed the fore God with a ring. 1608 J. Day Law-
Trickes 1. ii. (1881) 18 Y'are..much to rude. To shew this

kindnesse fore a multitude. 1611 Shaks. YVint. T. iv. iv.

401 Contract vs fore these Witnesses.

b. In asseveration or adjuration; "*FoB 1 c.

r 1435 Torr. Portugal 745 Fore Sen Jame ! What ys the

gyantes name. 1601 Shaks. All's Well tu iii. 51 Fore God
I thinke so. 1687 Congreve Old Bach. 111. ii, No, foregad !

I'm caught. 1756 Foote Eng.fr. Paris 11. Wks. 1799 I.

in Foregad I believe the Papistes ha' bewitch'd him.

1840 Rarham Ingol. Leg., Ghost, 'Fore George, I'm vastly

puzzled what to do.

+ 2. Of time: Before; =FoR2. Obs.

a 1000 Crist 1031 (Gr.) Fore Cristes cyme, a 1300 Cursor
M. 22429 (Cott.) Fore domes-dai bat sal be sene. 1601

Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. ii. 160 At any time 'fore-noone.

f3. Before, in preference to ; = For 3. Obs.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. l'I
%

1. iii. 22 Prizest him Tore me?
1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 111. iv, I follow one that

loveth fame fore me. 1634 Massinger Very Woman it.

i, You prefer My safety 'fore your own.

f4. =For6. Obs.

1463 Bury Wills (Caind.) 17 And alle here costezpayd fore.

t 5. In support of, in favour of; =For 7. Obs.

cqoo tr. Bxda's Hist. v. v. (iSgi) 396 pa;t he .. him fore

£eba.-de. a 1000 Crist 1202 (Gr.) F^al ba earfedu, be he fore

addum adrea£. a 1300 Cursor M. 11291 (Cott.) For to do
fore him bat dai, be settenes of be aid lai. c 1340 Ibid.

9610 (Trin.) If my sister saue mi^t al bat she wolde fore

[other texts for] crie & cal.

f 6. On account of, because of ; —For 21b. Obs.

c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 27 pu ne derst cumen bi-foren him fore

bine pulte. CX340 Cursor M. 13756 »Trin.\ I dampne be

nat bi synne fore, c 1440 Jacob's Well (K. E. T. S.) 45 Pe
fals tythere rehersyth a^en in his fals tythyng be synne, bat

crist was do fore to deth.

f 7. As a precaution against ; = For 23 d. Obs.

c 1450 Two Cookeiy-bks. it, 106 And holde a dissh vnder-

neth, fore spilling of the licour.

8. Comb, f fore-belly, padded clothing in front

of the belly ; fore-dawn, the time preceding the

dawn (also attrib. or adj.) ; f fore-eternal a.,

T fore-everlasting a., that is or was before the

eternal or everlasting ; in quote, absot. or quasi-.s/>.

;

fore-sabbath, the day that precedes the sabbath

;

t fore-south a., facing the south.

FORE-.

1638 Jasper Mayne tr. Lncian's Dial. (1664) 363, I forbear

to speake of his stuft Brests, and "fore-BeHyes. which make
an adventitious and artificiall corpulency. 1884 J. Payne
Talesfr. Arabic II. 33 It was the *fore-dawn hour. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman v. ii. 283 Sometimes he was up in

the vague fore-dawn. 1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 80 Por-

pbyrius . .saying, that there is an euerlast ing or eternall M ynd,

and yet.. afore the same a *Foreeternall, or former euer-

lasting. Ibid. And that betweene the *Foreeuerlasting and
the Euerlasting, Eternitie resteth in the middest. i6s6TRArp
Comm. (1868) 415 The Jews, .before their sabbath [had] their

*fore-sabbath. 1686 Plot Siaffordsh. 386 The *fore-South
windows, .being cover'd with Matt to preserve the hony.

Fore (fo-u , int. Golf [Probably a contraction

of Uefohe.] (See quot. 1878.)
1878 Pardon Football, etc., 82 Fore ! a warning cry to

people in front of the stroke.

Fore, obs. pa. t. of Fark
Fore-, prefix. In OE. the adv. Fore (like its

equivalent in various other Teut. langs.) was used

as a prefix (1) to verbs, givin"; the additional sense

of before ' (either in time, position, order, or rank),

and (2) tosbs. either forming designations of objects

or parts of objects occupying a front position, or

expressing anteriority in time. Cf. OM.foreczvedan,

Goth, fauraqipan, OIIG. foraquedan to predict;

OK. foregangan, Goth, fauragaggan to precede;

OK. foj-etod, Ger. vorzahn front tooth, etc.). The
prefix has through all stages of the language con-

tinued to be a living formative in all its uses. The
principal combinations are in this work treated as

Main words in their alphabetical place; those which

are of merely occasional use, or self-explanatory,

are enumerated in this article.

I. In verbs, ppl. adjs., agent-nouns and nouns

of action. (Stress on the verb.)

1. With the sense ' in front ', as in foregird, -lie,

-lift all Obs, or arch.). Also in agent-nouns, as

ffbrespurre?; Fokerinner, F'orewalker.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 791 Severus *foregirded

and fensed Britain with a ditch from sea to sea. 1590

Spenser F. Q. 11. iii. 29 A golden bauldricke, which *forelay

Athwart her snowy brest. Ibid. 1. xi. 15 *Fore-Hfting up
a-loft his speckled brest. 1769 Falconer Shijnvr. m. 582

The ship, fore-lifted by the sea. 1596 Shaks. Merch. K,

ii. ix. 95 This *fore-spurrer.

2. =
' Beforehand ',

* previously ',
' in advance \

Formerly, esp. in i6-i7th c, the prefix was used with any
vb. to which it was desired to give this additional meaning.

The number of recorded combinations of this kind is there-

fore enormous, and only a selection of them can here be

given. Now, however, the use of the prefix, except in

established combinations such asforesee, foretell, or in new
combinations closely analogous to these, is felt to be some-

what archaistic or affected ; in ordinary prose usage the

meaning is expressed by the addition of an adverb, or (tn

verbs of obvious Lat. or Rom. derivation! by the prefix pre-.

a. in verbs, as fore-accustom, -acquaint, -adapt,

-admonish, -advertise, -advise, -allot, -answer,

-assign, -balance, -bespeak, -bless, -calculate, -com-

pose, -comprehend, -conclude, -condemn, -consider,

-contrive, -count, -date, -declare, -decree, -design,

-dispose, -divine, -engage, -exist, -expect, -express,

fear, -figure, -fit, -fix, -grasp, -haste, -instruct,

-team, -lend, -mean, -order, -paint, -picture, -plan,

-poison, -promise, -reckon, -repent, -report, -request,

-resemble, -scent, -season, -seize, -scud, -shape, -shoe,

-sing, -smell, -sound, -steep, study, -suffer, -sum-

mon, -suspect, -threaten, trace, -use, -utter, -vow,

-ween, -weep, -weigh.
1640 lip. Reynolds Passions xxii, * Fore-accustoming the

mind to evil. 1624 C.ataker Transuhst.'Xo Rdr., This is

all that . . I was desirous by way of Preface to *fore-acquaint

thee withall. 1696 Whistos Th. Earth IV. (1722) 294 He
foresaw and *fureadapted the entire Frame. 1633 lip. Hall
Hard Texts, N. T. 396 Who *fore-adinonished me that [etc. J.

1598 Basket Theor. Warres iv. ii. 105 To "fore aduertise

the souldiers by the drumme niaior. 1664 H. More Myst.

Iniq. 206 Fore-advertising them .. of all their affairs of Im-
portance by the mouths of his Prophets. 1604 Hieron
Wks. I. Advt. to Rdr. 671 This short catechisme .. *fore-

aduiseth thee of the certainty of diuers afflictions. 1587

Golding £><t Mornay ix. 121 Whatsoeuer he had *foreall<.ttcd

them of his goodnesse. i6ao Bi*. Hall Hon. Mar. Clergy

1. § 1 If all my proofes be. .*fore-answered by hisBellarmine.

1713 BSMTUCV Free-thinking 1. xxix. 147 Notwithstanding

he had foreanswered. .all that he can say about Different

Interpretations. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 333

God the Father, who from eternity had *fore-assigned

Christ to this office of a mediator. 1612 J. Cotta Dangers
Practiscrs Phys. 1. v. 43 Where .. the strength of nature

hath .. bene carefully *foreballanced betweene hope and

ha/ard. 168a Bunvan Holy War 67 Thy evil fruit "fore-

bespeaks thee not to be a good tree. 1630 Drayton Moses

1. 63 By th' eternal prouidence *fore-blest. 1864 Spectator

20 Aug. 963/1 Some great crisis not to be definitely *fore-

calculated. 1684 Baxter Twelve Argts. § 1. 5 No man
knoweth before-hand, whether a Minister hath studied and

fore comp[o]sed his. .Sermon. 165a Gaule Magastrom.

vii. 78 Whether it be not quite contradictory to the nature

of future contingents to be *fore-comprehended by any
created intellect. 1618 Daniel Hist. Eug. 12 They held

the same confederation *fore-coneluded by Alfred. 164a

Milton Apol. Smect. (1851) 258 To prejudice and *forecon-

demne his adversary in the title for slanderous and scurrilous.

1677 Otwat Cheats of Scapin 11. i. Wks. 1728 I. 208 These

things premts'd, and Tore-consider'd. 1652 Br. Hall Invis.

Wortdi. §6 Abraham saw an angel *fore-contrivingthe work.

1642 Fuller Holy * Prof St. in. ix. 173 They "forecount

their wives fair, fruitfull, and rich. 1859 Ld. Lytton



FORE- 427 FORE-

Wanderer'ted. 2)97 But why should I forecount as yet The
ravage of that vulture brood V 1858 H. Bonar Hymns
Faith Sf Hope 10 Faith *foredates the joyful day. 1625
K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis in. iii. 155 His death . . had
bin *fore-declared. 1696 Willard Body 0/ Divinity (1726)

359/2 The same which was foredeclared by the angel. 1618

Daniel Hist. ting. 162 God had *fore-decreed to make
it his owne worke by a cleaner way. 1645 Witheb Vox
I'acif. 141 Of that, which God himselfe, did 'fore-destine.

1715 Chbvhb J'hilos. Princ. Relig. (J. \ All the steps of the

growth and vegetation .. have been .. Predesigned by the

wise Author of nature, a 1661 Fuller (Webster), King
James had by promise "foredisposed the place on the

Bishop of Meath. 1607 Walkington Opt. Class 142 Which
iloe *fore-divine, and are, as it were, prophets. 1649 Hi-.

Hall Cases Coitsc, 11. vii. (1654) 132 Your former vow or
oath hath "fore-iugaged you to a just discovery. 1662 J.
Cmandlkk Van Hclmout's Orlat. 33 If the disposed matter
t\o *fore-exist. 1864 Vvsey Lect. Daniel vi, 298 They, tRen,
fore-existing; this, derived from them. 1633 lip. Hall
Hard Texts, N. T. 47 So as no man can *fore-expect the

day. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 276 The fourth true
token which doth *fore-expresse The mine of a land for

wickednesse. 1586 Whetstone Engl. Mirror 121 Little

*forefeared he that God would make him the capitall

offender of the Romish superstition. 1534 Moke Treat.
Passion Wks. 1323/2 The old sacrifices. .*fore fygured the.

.

sacrifice of Chri.stes blessed bodye. 1622 S. Ward Life
Faith in Death (1627)57 Such as. .fore-know their death, yet
. .*fore-fit themseluesneuerthe more carefully. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. xxi. 9 The time which the heavenly father hath
*fore fixed. 1878 B. Taylor Denkalion 1. iii. 28 They who
made us and forefixed our fate, The Titans. 1880 G. Mac-
dona ld Diary ofan Old Souls May, A greater thing Than
purest imagination can *foregrasp. 1820 M ilman Fall Jeru-
salem 154 Am I in heaven, and thou forehasted thither To
welcome me? 1617 Bp. HkulQmo Vadis'i §24 Let them care-
fully *fore-instruct. .themselues with the sound knowledge
of the principles of religion. 1855 Singleton i'irg. Georg.
I. 344 Hence can we ' forelearn The weather in th' uncertain
sky. 1596 Si'enser /''. Q. iv. iii. 6 Carelesse of perill

.. As if that life to losse they had*forelent. 1608 15. Jonson
Masque Beauty Wks. (Ktldg.)* 548/2 As being the place,
by Destiny *foremen t. a 1743 Savage Wks. (1775) II. 221
fjod.) Has he foremeant some distant age to bless? 1870
Lowell Among Bks. Ser. 1.(1873) 224 Without foremeaning
it, he had [etc.]. 1873 Ibid. Ser. II. 87 Providence there-
fore *foreordered two ends to be pursued by man. 1627
S. Ward Christ All in All u As if the Scriptures, .had
not *forepainted out snch an Antichrist. 1634 Jackson
Creed xu. Chrises Answ. § 54 By the fall of Lebanon ..

he *forepictures the extirpation of David's royal race. 1796
Jane Austen Sense fy Sens. iii. 46 What had been already
. . *foreplanned in her own mind. 1584 Discov. Throck-
morton's Treat, 2 Such as are not forestalled, or rather
*forepoysoned . . with the lies alreadie spred. 1565 T.
Stahleton Fort. Faith 65 1'he calling of the gentils * fore-
promised, a 1656 Br. Hall Specialties in his life (i66o) 27
It was fore-promised to one of my fellow Chaplains. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh iv. 469, I, who should have
known, * Forereckoned mischief! 1590 Greene Nener too
late (16001 62 He that *forerepents, forsees many perils.

1642 Fuller Holy £ Pro/. St. in. xxiii. 218 But Fame
falls most short, .chiefly in *fore-reporting the Happinesse
in heaven. 1655 — Ch. Hist. 11. iii. § 38 OlTa had *fore-
requested the granting of these Priviledges from the Pope.
1641 Milton Ch. Govt. v. 11851) 113 He .. argues that
Christ.. was as well "fore-resembled by the Kings then,
as by the high Priest. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. xxvi,
Metoposcopy, boasts herself to *foresent all the begin-
nings, the progresses, and the ends of men. 1598 E.Gilpin
Skial. (1878) 45 Hauing so well *fore-season'd thy minds
caske. 1682 Tate Abs. $ Achit. u. 976 Proceed, illustrious,

happy chief. .*Foreseize the garlands for thy brow decreed.
1818 Milman Samor 87 To foreseize from Fate Thy slow
existence. < 1000 /Elfric Gram, xxviii. (Z.'t 172 Praemitto,
ic *forescnde. (.1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cv. v. He for
them to J&gtpt had foresent The slave-sold Joseph. 1842
Sir H. Taylor Edwin in. iii, We shall so *foreshape
the minds of men That .. It shall be hailed acceptable.
a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 174 They begin to travel
again in a white sand, being "fore-shod with shoes, whose
single soles are made [etc.]. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Hastings
Hv, Swannelyke I *foresong my death. 1634 Habington
Castara (Arb.) 35 He was a Prophet, and fore-sang my love.
a 1651 Cai.uekwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 343 Manie of his
servants *forsmelling danger, left him. 1648 Hebrick
Hesper. 146 Which *fore-sounds A plentious harvest to
your grounds. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. vn. (1593) 155
The ground then soking makes The seed *foresteept in
poison strong. 1553 Grimalue Cicero's Offices 11. 81 Lucius
Crassus did showe himself in open courte to do that verie-
well having *forestudied. 1647 Fuller Good Th. in Worse
T. (1841) 134 The party praying, .fore studieth not every
expression. 1839 Bailey Festus xxviii. (1848) 335 But I

foresee, *fore-sufler. 1597 Daniel Civ. Wars vn. Ixii, The
Parlement . . Which his Associates had *fore-summoned.
a 1612 Donne BiaflavaTo? 11644)68 " Fore-suspecting that hee
should not easily remove that desire of dying. 1598 J.
Dickenson Greene in Cone. (18781 103 Which these so
many, and so manyfest likelihoodesdid *forethreaten. 1656
Trapp Com/n. Matt. iii. 10 Edom is forethreatened for
not harbouring them when scattered by the Chaldeans.
1833 Wordsw. Warning 133 Paths no human wisdom can
Toretrace 1 a 1612 Donne BiaBavaro<; (1648) 216 Except
where a competent diligence being 'fore-used, a mistaking
in our conscience may provide an excuse. 1583STANYHURST
Mneis in. (Arb.) 88 Theese stoans king Helenus, theese
ragd rocks rustye *forevttred. 1839 Bailey Festus xxxii.
(1848) 352 The prophecies Of God (ore-uttered through the
tongues of Time. 1615 Daniel Hymeii's Trl. Poems(i7i7)
124 A Heart *forevowM unto a better Choice. 1587 T.
Hughes Mis/ort. Arthur in. i. 11828) 46 *Foreweening
nought what perils might insue. 1763 Churchill Poems,
Duellist 1, The sky in sullen drops of rain *Forewept the
morn. 1819 Crabbe T. ofHall, Patron 75 When each in-
dulgence was *foreweigh'd with care.

b. in ppl. adjs., as fore-be?noaned, -biased,

-boasted, -commended, -created, -dated, -defined,
-denounced, -described, -deserved, -devised, -devote,

-done, -fated, -formed, -hinting, -impressed, -in-

clined, -intimated, -led, -made, -misgiving, -noted,

-obtained, -opinioned, -penned, -pretended, -provided,

'recited, -rehearsed, -remembered, -settled, -specified,

-typified, -vouched, -wished, -wonted. Also lore-

littering, littering prematurely ; fore-riped, ri-

pened too early ; premature. lore-wrought,
? tampered with beforehand.

( 1600 Shaks. Sonti. xxx, The sad account of *fore-be-

moned mone. 1720 Welton Suffer, Son ofGod II. xxix.

751 The Malicious Prejudices . . of His accusers and *fure-

byass'd Judges. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlix. 228
Gods sole Prouidence Did cleare *fore-bosted Conquest.,
hence. 1642 Cudworth Lord's Supper vi. (1676) 34 Which
I will confirm from that *forecommended place. 1587 Gold-
ing De Mornay ix. 118 Whether the Worlde was created
after the pattern of a thing Torecreated, or of a thing
without a beginning. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. it. '1851) 148

An abortive and *foredated discovery. 1640 Br. Hall
Episc. 11. iv. 103 The proper and *fore-defined sence. 1604
Hieron Wks. I. To Rdr. 553 Romes long-deserued and
'fore-denounced ouerthrow. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poelrie
(Arb.) 28 The *foredescribed name of Poets. 1580
Arcadia iv. (15981 416 Their fore-deserued punishment,

1579 Fenton Gukciard. (1618) 38 It was a deliberation

voluntary and y foredeuised. 1889 Sat. Rev. 7 Sept, 262 1

There is a sort of tourists *foredevote to mischance. 1862

F. Hall Hindu Pkilos. Syst. 125 The fruit of *foredone
sacrifices. 1839 Bailey Festus (184S) 38 The statesman
makes new laws for growing worlds, Through their "fore-

fated ages. 1767 H. Brooke Fool of Qnal. II. viii. 31

No *foreformed evasions or contrivances for escape 1868

Bushnell Serin. Living Snbj. 420 A strange, enigmatic.

yet apparently *forehinting utterance. 1642 H. More
Song of Soul II. ill. it. Ix. Swayd By sense, and 'fore-

imprest Astronomic. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 111. ii. 227 A
*fure-inclined minde. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows Dcd. 5
The *fore-intimated arrowes. 1662 J. Chandler / 'an llel-

mont's Oriat. 101 Their fore-led life. 1583 Stanyhukst
sEneis Ded. (Arb.) 8 Like as "forelittring bitches whelp
blynde puppies. 1642 Fuller Holy if Prof. St. in. xxiii.

217 If such *foremade reports prove true. 1565 GOLDING
(h-id's Met. x. 1 1503 1 248 Her *foremisgiving mind did also

make her sad. 1583 STANYHURST sEnet's IV. (Arb.) 118 Thee
*forenoted otTrings. 1568 T. Howeli. Arb. A mitie \ 18791 43
Perpend the grace, the trust and trade, of 'foreobteyned
wyfe. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xxviii. 48 Men are
*fore-opinion'd of him for a politic man. 1549 Chaloni:h
tr. Erasin. Morix Enc. Aj, Their longe and *fore-

penned orations. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. liv. 587 All ..

were but *fore-pretended falsehoods. 1850 Lynch Thco.
Trin. i. 15 * Fore-provided signals. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VII I,

1. ii. 127 The * fore-recited practises. 1661 J. Stephens
Procurations 142 According to the fore-recited Act. 1526
Tindale A". T. Prol., This *forerehearced newe testament.

1577-87 Hoi.iNSHEDCV,fr<>«, III. 1230 '2The*fore-reinembred
Coniers vicar of saint Martins in Norwich. 1631 Weevek
Auc. Fun. Man. 170 My fore remembred Author. 1534 Ld.
Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) O viij, The *fore ryped
prymetyme prouoked them therto. i587CJolding De Mor-
nay Pref. 10 For .. *fore-setled opinions doo bring in bond-
age. 1647 Strigge Auglia Rediv. 1. ii. 12 The *fore-

specified commands. 1693 Chauncy Enq. Gosp. New Laio
34 The great Sacrifice so long *fore-typified. 1605 Shaks.
Lean. 1. 223 Your *fore-voucht affection [must] Fall into
taint. 1592 Wyrley Armorie, Chaudos 98 Had I taken the
oportunitie. .The towne had I surprised speedilie And well
atchiued *fore-wished pretence. 1647 H, Mt»re Song ofSoul
App. in. xviii, Even so the ghosts. .Walk in their *forewon ted
coast. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 16.489 To reduce
those partes to his Allegiance, .was no hard matter to effect

;

the greater part ofCommaunders there (being "fore-wrought)
expecting nothing more, .then these perfidious assaults.

e. in vbl. sbs., as fore-aboding, -accounting,

-being, -building, -catching, -damning, -enjoying,

•fearing, -glooming, -living, -misgiving, -placing,

-planting, -schooling, -shaping, -understanding,
- zvhipping , -whispering.
a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 199 Yet from

some *Fore-abodings I divine, I David like, the Temple
may design. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 1. 85 But *fore-
accounting oft makes builders misse. 1561 Daus tr. Bul-
linger on Afioc. (1573) 10 For this is it, that he meaneth by
ioyning the *forebeyng to the present beyng. 1662 Gi.an-
vill Lux Orient, xii. 11682) 92 In the state of our Fore-
Beings. 1581 Mulcaster Positions v. (18871 26 'That,

which must follow their *forebuilding. 1625 Gill Sacr.
Philos. 1. 86 Some "fore-catchings of the shadowes of things
to come. 1615 Byeield Expos. Coloss. iii. 6 That can but
seriously consider. .God's reprobating or *fore-damning of
millions of men. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions (1658) 985
Under pretence of devoting themselves to contemplation
and a *fore-enjoying of the light of God. 1674 N. Faihfax
Bulk $ Selv. 65 The *forefearing that if emptiness far and
wide were not granted, the world would not be bounded.
1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest, P'anishings (1892) 147
Vague *foregloomings of the Dark to be. 1430 Lydg.
Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, The Kynge was to her in all his *fore
liuinge Louyng and true in all maner thinge. 1565 Golding
Ovid's Met. vi. (1593) 143 The *foremisgiving of his mind
did make them sore afraid. 1611 Cotgr., Premise, a *fore-
placing, a setting before. Ibid., Preplantement, a *fore-
planting or former setting. 1886 Lowell Pr. Wks. (1890)
VI. 163 Is it so good a *fore-schooling for Life? 1892
Athenxum 16 Apr. 496/2 Some clear *foreshapings of that
new order. 1550 Bale Set. Wks. (1849) 498 And I (saith
St. John) perceived it evidently in my *fore-understanding,
that this woman, .was all drunken in the bloody slaughter
of saints. 1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1625* 194 This
Torewhipping I take to be a matter vnquestionable. 1880
W. Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 20 Perchance To hear
*forewhisperings of their destiny.

d. in nouns of action, as fore-advice, -choice,

-consent, -designment, -determination, -guidance,
-payment, -proffer, -provision, -revelation, -sfousals,

-sufferance, -trial.

1598 Florio, Premoultione, a premonition, .a *foreaduise,

1614 Raleigh Hist. World IL 416341 260 God's, .promise,
and "Tore-choice of his people. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xm.
194 The 'fore-consent Thou hadst vouchsafed it. a 1641 Bp.
Mountagu Acts <V Mou. 11642) 21 A *fore-designement of
better things to come. 1565 Jewel Def. Apol 11611) 38
His owne bliude preiudices, and fore-determinations. 1610
Guillim Heraldry iv. xv. 116111 230 Without the *fore-

guidance of a valiant leader. 1807 Southev Lett. 1.18561 II.

9, I had 100/. of him in 'forepayment for the first edition.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke i. 77 A *foreprofer to

the abolishing of synne. 1611 Cotgr., Preparation, a pre-

paration or *fore-prouision. a 1680 Chaknock Attrib. God
iiS34» I. 552 The event did answer his 'fore-revelatiun.

a 1639 Wkbster App. <y Virg. iv. ii, Divorc'd from her
"fore-spousals with Icilius. 1629 Jackson Cited vi. 11.

xxxil. § 7 His experience on 'furesulnjrance of the like evils.

1868 HanNA Ministry in Galilee iii. 50 A short ^fore-trial

might be made of the work.

II. Prefixed to sbs. Stress chiefly on the

prefix, exc. where this is liable to be apprehended
as an adj. ; in many words the stress is variable).

3. With reference to place, a. With sense,' that

is in the front', or 'in front of something', 'di-

rected to the front' ; — Front- (by which it is now
often replaced ), as fore-axle, -chamber, -corner,

-courtyard, -covert, -desk, face, -fap, -gallery,

glass, -hall, -hill, -log. -nook, -parlour, -pillow,

-place, -plate, -porch, post, -quarter, -rank, -rib,

-shop, -skirt, -tail, -way, -wedge, -wheel.
1822 Imison Sc. -V Art I. 103 The fore-axle must sustain

as much more friction. 1622 11. Sydenham Serin. Sol. Occ.

(1637) J°6 Gluttony is the "fore-chamber >>f lust. 1852
Groi e Greece n. Ixxxii. X. 665 The fore-chambers an,! b.-u.k-

chambers of the various temples. 1805 Mks. Wakki ii;i.i»

J)om. Recreat. x. 137 The *forc-comer of the same eye-lid.

1623 Crt. <y J'ii/ies Jas. I. 11849) ''• 43° Ihe *forecourt-
yard of the French ambassador's house. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xxiv. vi. 241; Of undermining and the
fahriekes *fore-covert and defence, Nevita and 1 )agalaiplnis

bad the charge, c 1515 in Willis & Clark Cam/ ridge (1SS61

I. 483 Lvj Stalles in the lower degrees with the loiedeskes
for the same. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 1. ix. (1634)

32 From the right side, .and *fureface of the great arterie.

1607 Bkaum. iS: Fl. Woman-hater v. i, My ^forellap

hangs in the right place. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal
Opin. 117S31 IV. 3. The fore-Hap of his coat. 1715 Lf.oni

Palladia's Archil. (17421 II. 19, I have made the Fore-
galleries, .as I fancy they ouyht to have been. 1741
Richardson Pamela (1824 1 I. 125, I was afraid of Robin's
looking back, through the fore-glass [of the coach]. 1882 3
ScfiAFF Eitcycl. Relig. Kuazvl. I. 210 To the one side a
fore-hall, the schoolroom. 1776 Phil. Trans. LXVL 527
Its 'forchills are almost every where composed of rocks
and strata, rising very steep to the hori/on. 1883 Mks.
Rollins New Eng. Bygones 68 They [the backlogs] were
buried in embers and then supplemented with *forelogs.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surteesi 36 They beginne with
the farr *fore-nooke, and after that with the neaie fure-

nooke, then with the fair hinder uooke. 1747 Scheme
Fquip. J/en of War 59 Their *Fore-Pai lours, or Dining
Rooms. 1617 MarKHam Caval. vi. 51 The *fore-pillo\ves

must stand so directly that they may defend the Ryders
knees from the neather point of the bare tree. ^fl
Morley Carlyle 194 Laughter has a 'fore-place in life.

1715 Dlsagci.iers Fires lutpr. 108 The first Piece or *fore-

Plate. iS35 Goodly Primer Ps. c. 3 Into his *foreporchcs
with praise. 1870 Daily News 24 Sept., A Jager regiment
furmed the infantry*forepostsin a line of villages, c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 1. 6 'lake fayre beef of be rybbys of pe *fore

quarterys. 1883 Harper s Mag. Feb. 367/2 A fore-quarter of
lamb. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 97 Compris'd Within the
fore-ranke of our Articles. 1863 J. G. RIikthy Coiniu. Gen.

.xlix. 10 Judah li.ui the forerank among the tribes in the
wilderness. 1895 Daily News Q Jan. 6/2, 17 "foreribs of beef.

1633 Ford Love's Sacr. in. i, Shut up your *fore-shop, I'll be
your journeyman no longer. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11.

iii. 08 Honours traine Is longer than his * fore -skirt. 1665

J. Wilson Projectors 11. i. Dram. Wks. (1874) 218 One
doublet with a new pair of foreskirts. 173a F. Forrest
HogartlCs Tour 8 The ^fore-tail of his shirt. 163*
Househ. Ord. 349 The *foreway for the chappell. 1523
Fitzherb. Hush. § 4 *Forewedge and helewedge. 1728
Vanbk. & Cm. Proz'. Husb. 1. Wks. (1730) 222 The two •fore-

wheels came crash down at once. 1822 Imison Sc. $ Art
I. 103 In all four-wheeled carriages, the fore-wheels are made
of a less size than the hind ones.

b. Indicating the front part of something; as

fore-brain, -palate, -shaft, -shoulder.

1879 tr. HaeckeVs Fvol. Man II. x.\. 225 Thehighest acti-

vities of the animal body, .have their seat in the *fore-brain.

1872 BbajiSS Comp. Gram. Aryan Lang. India I. uc. 326
A larger portion of the tongue's surface being brought
into contact with the *fore-palate. 1883 Im Thlrn Indians
Guiana xi. 245 The *foreshaft [of arrow) and the blunt
head. 1857 Holland Bay Path xvii. 196 Then he'll let me
have it just back 0' the *fore-shoulder.

C. Indicating one of the front limbs of an animal;

as fore-claw, -Jin, -flipper, -hoof, -knee, -limb, -pad,

-paw, f -talon. (Stress often on the sb.)

1769 Phil. Trans. LX. 37 On its *fore-claws are five strong
long nails. 1779-80 Cook P'oy. (1785) II. 457 The dam.,
holds the young one between her *fore-fins. 1853 Kane
Griunell Exp. xlv. (1856) 417 Behind the *fore-flippers.

1770 G. White Selborue xxviii. 79 The "fore-hoofs were
upright and shapely. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 121 And
then stayeth his body vpon the *fore-knees. 1794-6 E.
Darwin Zoon. (1802) L 199 Quadrupeds that have collar-

bones use their *fore-Iimbs in some measure as we use our
hands. 1879 If.fferiks Wild Life in S. C. 8 These animals,

[rabbits], strike with the *fore-pads as if boxing. 1825 J.
Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 1 10 Throwing one of the bear's great

*fore-paws at him. a 168a Sir T. Brownk Tracts 113 They
opened the vein of the *fore talon.

d. A'aut. Chiefly in words denoting some ( part

of a ship's frame and machinery which lies near
54-2
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the stem, or in that direction, in opposition to aft

or after * (Adm. Smyth) ; also of parts connected
with the foremast (opposed to main., mizen-) ;

as fore-bitts, -bonnet, -bowline, -brace, -bridge,

-tap, -cat-harpings, -chains, -cluegarnet, -course,

-downhaul, hatch, -hatchway, -hood, -keel, -lee,

-rake, rigging, -royal, -scuttle, -shrouds, -spoke,

-spritsail, -tackle, truck, -trysail.

1833 Marryat P. Simple (1S63) 411 Their first shot went
right through the hull of the brig, just abaft the *fore-bits.

1669S11KMV Mariner's Mag. 1. 17 Unbind all things clear of
it, and bring too the *Fore-bonnet. Ibid. 18 Hawl bout
*fore Bowline. Ibid. 17 Hawl aft the Sheets, get aft on the

Quarter Deck, the *fore Braces. 1833 Marryat P. Simple
11863} 2I 3 The jaws of the fore-brace block. 1893 Adm.
Makkham in Daily News 3 July 5/7 The Admiral came
forward to the *fore-bridge. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. i. 297
The Gloucester's 'forecap split. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-
bk., *Fore Cat-harpings. 17*0 * Fore-chains [see Chain
14 bj. 1820 Scoresbv Ace. Antic Reg. II. 193 From the
.stem to the fore-chains. 1825 H. B. Gascoigne Na?'.
Fame 51 The *Forecluegarnets are Let-run of all. 1626
Capt. Smith Accid. Vng. Seamen 96 The fore sayle called
sometimes the *fore course. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4380/3
The Firebrand . . fore'd in under a Fore-course for the
Light of St. Agnes. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 17
Belay the *fore doon hall. 1840 K. H. Dana Bef. Mast
xxxi. 112 A large sheep-pen which had been built upon
the "forehatch. 1790 Beatson Xav. <y Mil. Mem. II.

162 The *fore-hatch-way. 1819 J. H. Vaux Mem. I. 226
Certain parts of the stem, called the *fore-hoods, were
loose. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. lxvi. 267 The
*Fore-keel of our Poup. a 180s Young Man v. in Child
Ballads Vlll. ccxlv. (1892) 377/1 She'll, .gae out your 'fore-

lee. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman %

s Cram. ii. 4 The *fore

Rake is that which giues the ship good way. 1805 in

Nicolas Disp. Xetson (1846) VII. 167 note, Employed knott-
ing and splicing our *fore-rigging. 1883 Daily Tel. 12
Sept. 2 1 He was ordered on to the *foreroyal yard along
with another youngster. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames
ii. 55 He placed the two trunks close to the *fore-scuttle.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 111. 64 Let us go a little way up the
* Fore-shrouds. 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863'' 107 The
captain and first lieutenant went aft, and took the *fore-
spokes of the wheel, a 1661 Holyuay Juvenal -2-29 \ *fore-

sprit-saile. 18*3 Crabr Technol. Diet. s.v. Fore, * Fore-
tackle, a tackle on the fore-mast. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. v. 64 They nail down Quoyners to tire *Fore-Trucks
ofheavyGuns. 1895 Century Mag, Aug. 594/1 The admiral's
flag at the fore-truck. 1857 C Cribble in Merc. Mar.
Mag. (1S58) V. 3 *Fore-try-sail.

4. With reference to time. a. Caving the addi-

tional sense of precedence or anticipation ; asfore-
age, -ancestor, -assurance, -care, -consciousness,

-counsel, -day, -gleam , -glimpse ,
- handsel, - hope,- im-

pression, -king, -light, -luck, -martyr, messenger,

-notice, -notion, -order, -parent, -precedent, -reso-

lution, -restraint, -scene, -scent, -sense, -sentence,

-shift, -sign, -sin, -splendour, -tenant, thrift, -year.

1581 J, Bell Hatidon's Ansiv. Osor. 453 b, Where be these
Records .. of auncient Antiquttye, and of all *foreages?
XS^S~^1 Foxe A. \ M. (1596' 120 Our *fore-ancestors.

1631 Donne Biathanatos 11644) 74 A *fore-assurance
that else they would escape death by death. 1613 P.

Smalls Mans May Biija, Prudence, * Fore-care, and Dili-

gence . . are the flow 'rs of May. 1843 Lowell Glance behind
Curtain Poet. Wks, (1879) 49 A ''fore-consciousness of their
high doom. 1839 Bailey Festus (1848) 32': *Forecounsel,
wisdom, and experience, a 1300 Cursor M. 19049 <Cott.) A
man wascriplidinbe parlesi, And had ben mast alt his "fordais.

1857-8 Sears Atfuin. xi. 98 We get even now intimations and
*fore-gleams of what it is. 1894 A dvance (*5hicago> 5 Apr., A
*fore-glimpse of the Day of Judgment. 1574 tr. MarloraPs
Apocalipsa A *forehansell of the newe lyfe. 1603 Sir C.
Hkyoon Jud. Astrol. x. 233 If therefore through this ^fore-

hope . . the excesse of immoderate ioy be abated. 1597
Daniel Civ. IVars vi. xxii, A *fore-impression of the right

he has. 1876 Tennyson Harold iv. iii, Thy fierce *fore-

kings had clench'd their pirate hides To the bleak church
doors. 1853 J. Cumming Led. Miracles {1854) 126 One of
the *forelights of the restoration of all things. 1659 Torriano,
Buona-mano. .good hanzell or good *fore-luck. 1577 Han-
mer Anc. Eccl. Hist. {1636) 75 The other *foremartyrs ..

hasten themselves unto Martyrdonie. 1548 Upall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Luke i. 17 The "foremessagter of the former
cumming. 1574 Newton Health Mag. Tjb, A fore-
messanger or waymaker to Feuers, Apostumations and
Abscesses. 1678 T. Rymer Trag. Last Age 38 Some "fore-

notice ofit. 1604 Daniel Vision 12 Goddesses Wks. (171 j)
239 To the end thou may'st have* Fore-Notion what Powers
. . take here this Prospective. 1594 Carkw Tasso (i88i> 29
And for all wants *foreorder layd. 15x6 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 41 Our *fore parentes Adam and Eue. 1577-87
Holinshed Chron. III. 1114/1 The said alleaged "fore-
presidents against me. 16x9 T. Adams Soules Refuge, Wks.
910 Men that want this *fore-resolution. 1594 Carew
Tasso(i88i) 106 How he scornde his rule and "fore-restraint.

1857 8 Sears A than. 12 If the light of the after-scene were
turned full on the "fore-scene. 1834 I. Taylor Sat. Even.
231 Not free from an appalling "forescent of his own near
discomfiture. 1621 Cade .SVr/«.3Withtoolittle. .*fore-sence
of vengeance, orprtcke ofconscience. 1840CLOLGH Amours
de Voy. 111. 123 The steady fore-sense of a freer and larger
existence. 1598 Sylvester Dh Bartas it. ii. Ark 599 This
. .old-man .. toucht with true repentance, W*h Prophet-
mouth 'gan thus his Son's "fore-sentence. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss, s.v. Shift, One set or shift go under-
ground early in the morning . . these are called "' foreshift

men '. The second set go underground about 9 a.m., and
are called ' backshift men '. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Mark i. 13 Undoubtedlye he maketh a 'foresigne. 1659
Macai.lo Can. Physick 43 Foresigns of life or death. 1530
Tindale Ansiv. More it. iii. < 1573' 293/2 T° make satisfac-

tion for his "fore-sinnes. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858)
115 Fore-shadows, call them rather "fore-splendours, of that

Truth. 1814 Southey Roderick h, The "fore-tenant of that

holy place. 1869 R. Lytton Orval 217 The force of "fore-

thrift in the fear of want. 1615 Chapman Odyss. vin. 603
The sailing trade, The Reuerend for her wisedome (Circe)

had In 'foreyeares taught him.

b. Indicating the early part of; as fore-night,

-summer, -year; foreday^ morning. Chiefly Sc.
1818 Hogg Brownie Bodsbeck I. 13 He saw them as weel

as it had been "fore-day. 1808-79 Jamieson, *Forenicht,
the interval between twilight and bed-time. 1887 American
XIV. 234 The terrible winter and "foresummer of 1854-55.

1545 Brinston in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 372 The
said cardinal [Beaton J entendis .. to bring us gret support
in the "foir yere.

5. Special combinations, a. With reference to

place: fore-action, the movement of a horse's

front legs; f fore-alley, tin a meeting-house) the

alley or passage in front of the desk
; f fore-beak,

the prow of a vessel
; f fore-board, the deck or

fore-deck; fore-boot: see Boot sb.l 4c; + fore-

bowels, the part of a horse's belly in front of the

girths; f fore-bush (of hair) = Forelock ; + fore-

buttock (jocular), the breast (of a woman)
;

T" fore-cloth, the covering of a horse's shoulders;

f fore-cock (of a hat), see quot. and Cock sb.® 3

;

T fore-crag ^see quot.); + fore-crop (see quot.) ;

f fore-entry [a) = Fore-court, {b) the porch or

gate-house
; f fore-fellows, fellow-soldiers in the

preceding rank ; fore-flank, {a} the front part

of the flank, {b) (see quot. 1796); + fore-gal-

lant, the chief performer (in a morrice-dance)

;

T fore-gear, (a) armour for the front of the body,

(b) harness for the front horses of a team ; fore-

hanging, fore-hearth (see quots.^ ; fore-heater,

salt-making (see quot.); + fore -hip, a trick in

wrestling ; fore-hooks, Naut. =* breast-hooks ;

T fore-knight Naut. (see quot.) ; fore-lighter,

the first in a ' gang ' of lighters ; f fore-lines, lines

drawn directly forward ; fore-march, a march for-

ward, in quot. fig. ; fore-mark, ?a conspicuous

model for imitation ; fore-page, the first page in a

printed work) ; fore-piece (see quot.) ; fore-pipe,

a brass pipe near the muzzle of a musket, etc., to

receive the ramrod; f fore-smock, ?an article of

dress worn in front of the smock, an apron ; + fore-

spar Sc, a swingle-tree for attaching the front

horses of a team ; fore-starling (see quot.)

;

fore-step, (a) a step forward, (b) pi. steps in front,

tracks
; f fore-stone, a mass of rock that interrupts

a vein of ore ; fore-thwart, fore-train (see

quots.) ; f fore-tow Sc, a rope for attaching the

front horses of a team ; fore-winning (see quot.\
1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 159 The Spanish horse

carries his head high, and his *fore-action is regulated
hereby. 1716 S. Sewall Diary 9 Sept., They stood in the
* Fore-Ally and were admitted, Confessing their Sin of
Fornication, a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. 11658)551 After they
had ran violently upon one another with their *forebeaks.

1591 Habington Orl. Fur. xiii. xv, In vaine it was to pull

down all our sailes. And on the *foreboord close to couch
the mast. 1580 Blundkvil Horses Diseases cxi. 51 b. All

the shoulder [ofthe horse] from the maine downward, and
betwixt the *forebowels. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. v.

(1688) 65 You shall observe your Horse's Sweat, under his

Saddle, and Forebowels, if it appear White. 1591 Perci-
vall -S^*. Diet., Copete, the "forebush of the haire. i7»7
Swiet, etc. Sylv., Misc. IV. 137 Her "Fore Buttocks to the
navel bare. 15*6 Honseh. Ord. (1790) 205 The King's
sadles, bridles, oytts, *forecloathes, and other necessaries,

16*7 Crt. <y TimesChas. / (1848* I.256 He. .lay in the field

all night with two horses' forecloths under and two cloaks
over him. 1668 Etheredge She ivou'd ifshe cou'd in. iii,

Never hat took the *fore-cock and the hind-cock at one
motion so naturally. 1591 Neivs fr. Scott, in Brand Pop.
.-J n//V. (1849)111. 8 Found the enemy's mark to be in her [the

witch's] *forecrag, or fore part of her throat. 1513 Fitzherb.
Hnsb. § 57 Se that they [fatte-oxen] be soft on the *fore-

croppe, behynde the shulder. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres
in. i. 43 Each one hauing a care to his *forefellowes . . dis-

charge altogether at one vollie. 1796 \V. Marshall Midi.
C°» L 355 (E. D. S.) *Fore-flank . . a projection of fat, upon
the ribs, immediately behind the shoulder. 1856 Far/ne
Mag. Jan. 10 He was especially good in his back and fore-

flank. 1589 Nashe Pasquill .y Marforius 12 The 'fore-

gallant ofthe Morrice, with the treble belles, a 1658 Ford,
etc. Witch Edmonton 11. i. If you . . know me . . for a
fore-gallant in a morris, my father's stable is not unfurnish'd.

1496 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. 11877) I. 300 Fore towis,

harnys,and quhelis, and all *foregere. 1560 Rollasd Crt.
Venus iv. 613 The peirt persing of foirgeir into deid.

15*8 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man qi b, Christe hath brought
us all into the inner temple, within the vayle or "forehang-
inge. z88x Raymond Mining Gloss., *Fore-hearth, a pro-

jecting bay in the front of a blast-furnace hearth, under
the tymp. 1880 Lib. Univ. Knenvl. XIII. ;6 The brine ..

is placed in large shallow iron pans called the ** foreheaters \
when it is boiled until the impurities have been deposited.

160a Carew Cornivall 76 a, Many sleights and tricks apper-

taine hereunto. .Such are the Trip, *forehip [etc.]. 1867
Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk,, *Fore-hook. 1678 Phillips,
*Fore-knight and Main-knight, in Navigation are two short

thick pieces of Wood carved with the head of a Man, fast

bolted to the Beams upon the second Deck. 1891 A. J.
Foster Ouse 170 First comes the *fore-lighter with the
name of the owner painted on the bows. i6a6 Bacon Sylva
§ 204 Sounds though they spread round. .yet they..go
furthest in the *Fore-Hnes from the first local impulsion
of the air. x8aa Good Study Med. (1834) IV. 89 This *fore-

march of nature should be timely checked. 1863 Mrs. C
Clarke Shahs. Char. xvi. 405 The *foreniark and exemplar

of a commercial nobleman. 1623 Lisle /Elfric on O. <y N.
Test. Pref. F 5 The *fore page of this Worke. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 905 *Fore-fiece (Saddlery) the flap attached
to the fore-part of a side-saddle, to guard the rider's dress.

1837 Reg-nt. ty Ord. Army 93 Repairs to Rifles, For long
*Fore-pipe, brass is. at. 1536 Lady Brian Let. in Strype
Eccl. Mem. I. App. lxxi. 172 She hath neither gowne nor
kirtell. .nor "foresmocks. 1496 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott.

(1877) I. 298 Item for iitj *fore spams to turs to the oost.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 905 *Fore-starling, an ice-

breaker in advance of the starling of a bridge. 1562 J. Hey-
wood Prov. ($- Epigr. 11867) 203 If onebackstep teas much
as *foresteps three. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. v. § 27
Following the fore-steps of your famous Ancestors. 1668
Glanvill in Phil. Trans. II. 770 A Rock called a *Fore-
stone 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., * Fore-thwart. The
seat of the bowman in a boat. 1496 [seeforegear] *Fore-
towis. 1797 Sporting Mag. X. 296 The *fore-train consists

ofthe neck, the shoulders, the breast, and the fore-legs.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., *Fore-winning, advanced
workings.

b. With reference to time: + fore-eatage, the

opportunity of pasturing one's cattle before others ;

T fore-fetch, a reaching forward in thought, fore-

thought (seeKKTCH^.l 1 ); j fore-goodsire — Fobe-
grandsibe; f fore-great-grandfather — great

-

great-graruifather ; fore-rent, 'a years rent of a

farm payable six months after entry * (Jam.)

;

f forestore, a store laid up beforehand
; t fore-

title, prescriptive title ; + fore-wages (*SV.), wages
paid in advance.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 12 They may have the

*fore-eatage of the towne-side. 1554 Bale Decl. Bonner's
Art. xi. (1561) 35 He is a man of a great *fore fatche. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 19 His *foirgudschir king Mal-
come Canmoir a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. xxxvii. 310
Caillets *fore-great Grandfather. 1813 R. Kerr Agric.
Surv. Ber-iv. 141 The . . mode of payment . . termed *fore-

rent or forehand rent. 1556 J. Heywood Spider fy F.
x. no To begerie from richesse 'Forestore lasht out, in

excreable excesse. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 5

No man hath Right or any other *fore-Title to succeede
another, .vnlesse [etc.]. 1606 ^>V. Acts Jas. VI (1816,1 IV.
287 Samony of thame as sail ressaue *foirwageis.

Fore-aboding, etc. '; see Fore- pref.

Foreacre Jo^r^'kai^. Now dial. [f. Fore-

pref. + Acre. Cf. Ger. voracker.~\ (See quots.)

1736 Peoge Kenticisms (E. D. S.) 28 Fore-acre, an head-
land. 1887 Kent Gloss., Fore-acre, a headland : the land
at the ends of the field where the furrows cross.

Forea'ct v. [f. Fore- pref. + Act v.] trans.

and intr. To act beforehand (see senses of Act v.).

1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 261 Sagacious care foreacts. 1840
R. I. Wilberforce 5 Empires 33 The great deeds of the

Son of God foreacted in dumb show in the ordinances of
God's worship.

Hence Fore-acted///, a. ; Fore-acting vbl.sb.

a 1618 Sylvester yob Triumph. Proem 865 To finde some
hole in my fore-acted Life. 165s Caryl Exp. fob xi.-xiv.

507 These dispensations being t praeludia gloriae^ the fore-

actings of a glorified estate. 1682 -2nd PUafor Nonconf.
26 Their fore-acted Conspiracies.

Fore-adapt, -advise, etc. : see Fore- pref
+ Fo re-agai n, -against, prep. Obs. Also

5 foragayne, 6 foraganis, forayenat. [f. Fore
prep, or adv. + Agaix, Against. Cf. Foregain^st,
Fornenst.] Directly opposite, facing.

1494 Fabvan Chron. vi. clxxx. 178 For agayne the olde
towne of Notyngham. 1506 /*-'ill of H'yttylbury (Somerset
Ho.), Forayenst the place where my fader lieth. 1577-87
Holinshed Chron. I. 178/1 That part that lieth fore against

France, was assigned to Edmund. 1596 Dalkymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 87 Nathir to thay best partes in

Albion in the Easte foraganes Irland. 1631 Heylin St.

George 11. viii. 312 They.. set, by two and two: every
one with his fellow, which is foreagainst him in his stall.

Fore-age : see Fore- pref. 4.

t Fo:re-alleged, ///- a. Obs. [f. Fore-

pref. + Alleged.] Previously alleged or quoted.

1587 Golding De Mornay iv. 47 The forealledged Oracles.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citteo/God \. xxv'x. (16201 30 It must
needs be that which is fore-alledged. 1701 Norris Ideal
World 11. tii. (1704) 154 The fore-alledged instance.

Fore-alley, -allot: see Fore- pref. 2 a, 5.

Fore and aft, adv., a. y and sb. Aaut.
A. (/./;'.

1. Of position : In or at both bow and stern ;

hence, along the length of or all over the ship.

1617 Capt, Smith Seaman's Gram. xiii. 61 A health to

you all fore and aft. 1743 Bllkeley & Cummins Voy. S.

Seas 9 My Rigging is all gone, and broke fore and aft.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 123 Her deck raised, and laid

flush fore and aft. i8aa G. W. Man-by Voy. Greenland
(1823) 63 And the bulwark, fore and aft, was washed away.

1835 Marryat Pirate vii, Awnings were spread fore and
aft to protect the crew from the rays of the sun.

2. Of motion or direction : Alternately towards

the bow and stern, backwards and forwards.

17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round World'1.17'57) 406 So incom-

moded by them, that we could hardly move, fore and aft,

through the throng of them (Indians]. 1840 R. H. Dana
Bef. Mast xxiii. 73 To walk fore and aft in the waist. 1865

Livingstone Zambesi \\. 151 Every night they {rats] went
fore and aft rousing with impartial feet every sleeper.

3. From stem to stern, lengthwise.

a 16:8 (see Aft 2 el 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4543/2 He - •

raked her fore and aft with his Cannon. 18*3 J. Badcock
Dam. Amusem. 208 The pontons should be. .sharpish fore

and aft. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fore and aft ..

also implies in a line with the keel.

B. adj. ^usu. with hyphens). Placed or directed
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in the line of the vessel's length. Of sails (see

quot. 1867); hence, of a vessel rigged with such

sails. Also Comb, fore-and-aft rigged \>\i\. acU-
1820 Scorksby Ace. Arctic Keg. II. 197 note, I have con-

fined the term, .gaff sails to the fore and aft .sails. 1834 M.
Scott Cruise Midge ( 1859) 329 A large fore-and-aft rigged
vessel. 1856 Farmer s Mag. Nov. 426 The Dean Richmond
is a fore-and-aft schooner of 380 tons register. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-hk., Fore-and-aft suits, jibs, staysails, and
gaffsails ; in fact, all sails which are not set to yards. 1878
[see Aft 2 cj. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. t. § 325
' Fore-and-aft ' rig is any rig in which . . the chief sails come
into the plane of mast or masts and keel, by the action of

the wind upon the sails when the vessel's head is to wind.

C. sb. ?A cap with peaks both before and
behind.
1888 Harper's Mag. Sept. 494 Women in jockey caps and

fore-and -aft s.

Fo re-and-after. [f. prec. + -er 1.] a. A
'fore and aft' schooner, b. (sec quot. 1867.)
1823 J. F. Cooe'KR Pioneer xv. (1869) 66, I went a few

trips in a fore-and after. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Fore-and-after, a cocked hat worn with the peak in front
instead of athwart.

Fore-anent : see Kornent.
Fore-annou'nce, v. [f. Fore- pref. + An-

nounce.] trans. To announce beforehand.
1846 Trknch Mirac. (1889) 453 [God] might have used

Caiaphas to fore-announce other truths of his Kingdom.
i860 Pusky Min. Proph. 5 After foreannouncing the
miseries at the destruction of Samaria.

Hence Fore-announced ppl. a. ; Fore- an -

nou ncing- vbl. sb. Also Fore-announcement,
a notification or declaration beforehand.
1864 Pvsey Lect. Danielvi. 355 His foreannounced justice.

Ibid. v. 236 The fore-announcing of our Lord's coming.
1864 — David 626 A foreannouueement of events.

Fore-answer : see Fore- pref 2 a.

Fo:re-appoi*nt, v. arch. [f. Fore- pref +
Appoint.] trans. To appoint beforehand.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. 148 Whosoeuer . . hope

to knowe more of Christ than god hath foreapointed them
by his secret decree. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 485
To dissolve the meeting of the Councill that day, albeit it

was fore-appoynted for answering the subjects petitions.

1716-31 Tindal Rapin's Hist. Fng. (1743) II. xvn. 126
Uays and Places which you. .shall thereunto fore-appoint.

1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iii. (1852) 62 So steadily had
this purpose been entertained, and so clearly this event
foreappointed that, [etc.]. 1886 J. PAYNE Decameron I. 33
The place fore-appointed of them.

Hence Fore-appoi nted ppl. a. ; Fore-appoi nt-
ing vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also Fore-appointment,
previous appointment, preordination.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decatles (1592) 643 The ende of pre-
destination or foreappointment is Christ. 1580 Sidney
Arcadia (1622) 413 Her fore-appointed end. 1589 Greene
Tullie^s Lone Wks. (Grosarf VII. 189 The aspectes of the
fore-appointing stars. 1654 Trapp Comm. Job xvi. 11 The
foreappointed affliction. 1656 — Comm. Gal. iv. 9 [God'sl

• gracious fore knowing and fore-appointing of us to eternal
life. 1677 Hale Contempt, n. Lord's Prayer 105 By the
determinate Counsel and Fore appointment of God. 1833
Keble Serm. vii. (18481 166 The fore-appointed safeguard
of the integrity of our Lord's holy sacraments.

Forearm (f6-»-r,aJm), sb. {*. Fore- pref + Arm
sb.] The part of the arm between the elbow and
the wrist ; sometimes the whole arm below the
elbow. Also, the corresponding part in the fore-

legs of quadrupeds, or in the wings of birds.

1741 Monro Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 251 The fore-arm consists
of two long Hones, the Ulna and Radius. 1758 J. S. Le
Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 156 The Swelling upon the .

.

Fore-Arm increased. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 294/2
Birds in general possess two flexors . . of the fore-arm. 1843
Bethune Sc. Fireside Stor. 1^8 In such a manner as to
leave the whole of the fore-arm bare. 1856 Kane Arct.
Expl. I. xxix. 388 She tore down by single efforts of her
forearms the barrels of frozen beef. 1880 Hauchton Phys.
Geog. vi. 283 The bones of the forearm and leg.

Forearm (foeraum), v. [f. Fore- pref 4-

ARM v.] trans; To arm beforehand ; lit. and Jig.
1592 Greene Disc. Coosnage 11. 1 Forewarned, forearmed.

168a Dryden Medal 68 Who helps a pow'rful Friend, fore-
arms a Foe. 1768 74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852* II. 429
Knowing that forewarned is forearmed. 1862 Goulburn
Pers. Reltg. lit. iv. (1873) 190 We are forearmed against
surprises.

Fore-axle : see Fore- pref. 3.

t Fo:re-ba*ckwardly, adv. Obs. rare— 1
, [f.

Fore adv. + Backward + -ly *.] Beginning at the
wrong end, preposterously.
1581 Sidney Apot. Poetrie (Arb ) 62 Exercise indeede

wee doe, but that, very fore-backwardly : for where we
should exercise to know, wee exercise as hauing knowne.
Fore-balance, -bald: see Fore- pref 2 a.

t Fo*re-ball. dial. Obs. (See quot.)
i6oj Carew Cornwall 74a, The Hurlers are bound to the

obseruation of many lawes, as . . that he must deale no
Fore-ball, viz. he may not throw it to any of his mates
standing neerer the goale, then himselfe.

Fore-bay (fo^-ib^). [f. Fore- pref + Bay sb:-<\

a. Naut. t>. Hydraulics, (see quots.)
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Fore-bay . . the galley or

sick-Say. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Forebay, a reservoir
or conductor between a mill-race and a waterwheel. The
discharging end of a head or mill-race.

Fore-beak, -beam, -being: see Yore- pref
tFo're-bell. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. + Bell.]
The first of a peal of bells.

1484 Churchiv. Ace. Wigtoft, nr. Boston (Nichols 1797)79
For shotyng of an irren bolte to the forbell whele. 1529
Churchw. Ace. St. Giles Reading 37 Iron werk for the fore

bell. 1546 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. iCamdent 26 Pesynge of
the for belle rope. 1801 StruTT Sports <f Past. m. v. § 18.

171 These [morris-dancers'] bells were of unequal sizes and
differently denominated, as the fore bell, the second bell,

the treble, the tenor or great bell.

Fore-bemoan, -bespeak, -bias : see Fore-.

t Fo*re-bit. Obs. [f. Fore adv. + bit, Bitten.]
= DevilVbit I.

1597 Gkrardk Herbal n. cexxxvii. 587 It is commonly
called Morsus Diaboli or Diuels bit, of the root las it

seenieth) that is bitten off. .in French Mors dtt Diable . . in

English Diuels bit, and Fore-hit. 1611 Cotgr., Mors du
diable, the hearbe Forebit, or Diuels bit.

Forebrtten, ///- a. Obs. [f. Fore- pref +
Bitten.] Bitten in front ; only in Forcbittcn //tore

- Forebit.
1597GKKAHDK Herbal App., Forebittcn More is Diuels bit.

Fore-bless,-blind,-board,etc.:seeFoRE-/>r^

Forebode (fo"jb('«'d , v. [f. Fore- pref +
Bode v.]

1, trans. To announce beforehand, predict, prog-

nosticate.

1664 BuTLRR Hud. 11. iii. 172 Do not our great Reformers
use This Sidrophel to fore-boad News. 1709 Steels 'Patter

No. 30 F 5 To Morrow will be a Day of llattle, and some-
thing forelxxies in my Kreast that I shall fall in it. 1816

J. Wilson City 0/Plague ill. i, Then many heard, .a voice

foreboding woe. 1879 Dixon Windsor I. xxvi. 265 Old men
foreboded evil days to come.

b. Of things: To betoken, portend.

1656 Cowi.kv Pindaric Odes, Isa. xxxiv, v, Though no new
Ills can be foreboded there. 1718 Freethinker No. 62 f 7
Palpitations of the Heart .. foreboded the Infidelity of a
Friend. 1780 Cowfkk Progr. Err. 604 Long flights forebode

a fall. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xiu. 254 The Earl's

administration of Irish affairs foreboded at its outset the

issue.

2. To feel a secret premonition of, have a pre-

sentiment of {usually evil) ; to anticipate, to appre-

hend beforehand. Const, simple obj. or subord. cl.

1603 Knolles Hist. I'urks(i62i) 235 You see the dangers
and injuries I indure in this my journy, and my minde for-

bodeth greater to ensue. 1677 Horneck Gt. Law Consid.
v. (1704)271 An evil conscience, which foreboded an all-

revenging arm. 17*5 Pope Odyss. ix. 248 My soul fore-

boded I should find the bower Of some fell monster. 1793
Ld. Sheffield in I.d. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 118, I

foreboded mischief the moment I heard of its division. 1848
Dickens Dombey 341 Stragglers . . foreboding that their

misery there would be but as a drop of water in the sea

1895 .Si. Corelli So?tows Satan 321 Neither to regret the

past nor forbode the future.

b. intr. or absol. To conjecture, forecast.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 7 P4 One of these Antiquated
Sibyls, that forebodes and prophesies from one end of the

Year to the other. 1782 Cowper Gilpin 166 And if I well

forebode, My hat and wig will soon be here. 1850 Haw-
thorne Scarlet L. x. 11892' 161 There can lie, if I forebode
aright, no power short of the Divine mercy, todisclose[etc].

Hence Foreboded///, a. Also f Forebode sb.,

Forebo dement, a foreboding.

a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. II. iv. 72 There is upon many
forebodes, .one great Fate to come upon the Churches of

Christ. 1755 Johnson, Presagement, forebodenient, pre-

sension. 1853 M. Arnold Poems, WorhVs Triumphs,
Thy foreboded homage. i860 Adlkr Fauriel's Prov.
Poetry xi. 234 He was wont to tremble at every fore-

bodemen t.

T Forebo'den, ppl- a. Obs. rare. [Fore pref
+ boden pa. pple. of bede Bm v.] Presented be-

forehand.
160a Carew Cornwall 25 b, It was taken at first for a

forl>oden token.

Foreboder (foub^-daj). [f. P'orebode v. +
-er '.] One who or that which forebodes

; + a prog-

nosticator.

1687 R. L'Estrange Ansiv. Diss. 43 These Fore-boders,
are.. the most Pernicious of Wizzards. 178a Burns Song,
O why the deuce should I repine, And be an ill foreboder.

1805 Wordsw. Waggoner in. 130 This explanation . . Cured
the foreboder like a charm. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S.

IV. xxxiv. 568 Merchants, .who feared a war as the fore-

boder of their own bankruptcy.

Foreboding (fooilx?" dirj), vol. sb. [f. Fore-
bode V. + -ING *!j

1. The action of the vb. Forebode ; hence, a pre-

diction, presage. (Now only of evil.)

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 401 As so as it was by a
forbledynge [v.rr. for bedynge, forbodyng] he hadde pat
name Seneca. 1618 Bolton Florus tv. xii. 320 Marcus
Crassus. .tooke the word as a faire foreboding. 1838 Tut ri.-

wall Greece IV. xxxiv. 357 By which the forebodings of
Socrates were realised, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 12 Heed-
less of the forebodings of many prophets of evil weather.

b. A portent, omen.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 351 bis Remigius

semede ny} a wonder forbeddynge [v.rr. forbodyng, vor-
bodyngl. 169a R. L'Estrange Fables clxxviii. moral 149
The Fancy of Omens, Forebodings, Old Wives Tales and
Visions. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 28 Great Ossa . . lay
Like the foreboding of a coming woe.

2. A presentiment of something to happen, esp.

of approaching or overhanging evil.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 186, I say no more for

griefe, and foreboding of euill fortune. 1799 Sheridan
Pizarro 11. iii, I.. cannot fly from the forelxxling which
oppresses me. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 149 She had
a foreboding of early death.

Foreboding (fo»jtx"'*diij), />//. a. [f. as prec.

-f-iNG^.] That forebodes, in senses of the vb.

1679 Kvkrahd Popish Plot 7 By a fore-boding guilt they
knew perfectly. . I had grounds enough wherewith to accuse
them. 1795 Burke 'Ph. Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 257, I can
never quote France without a foreboding sigh, i860 Pi si-

v

Min. Proph. 486 That he by a foreboding name should be
called Haggai, i. e. ' festive \

Hence Forebo'dingly adv. ; Forebo ding-ness.
1801 Coleridge Let. in Mrs. Sandford '/". Poole -y Friends

(1888) II. 48 My gloom and forebudingness respecting
pecuniary affairs. 1833 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 2S4 He
gave me a squee/e of the hand, which was f*jrel«>dingly

forcible. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret in. ii. (1861) 71;

Her head shaking forebodingly from time to time.

Fore-body (foVjbpdi). [f. Fore- pref]
+ 1. The front part of a dress. Obs.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Robert, A Doublet whose forebodie is

fine stuffe, and the backe parts course. 1691 Islington Wells
10 The Lady by her Manteaus Forebody, Sure takes a Pride
to Dress like no Body.

2. Naut. (See quots.)

1830 Hedderwick Marine Archil. 113 Fore-body, every
part (jf the hull l>t;fore . . the dead-flat frame. 1867 Smvi ii

Sailor's Word-hk., Fore-body, an imaginary figure of that
part of the ship afore the midships or dead-flat, as seen from
ahead. 1883 Fortn. Rev. 1 Sept. 324 Thus making the
afterbody longer and finer than the forebody.

tFo'rebow 1
. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 fore-

bough, 7 -boothe. [f. Fore- pref + Bough sb.

(sense 1 , How sb.*] a. In//. The shoulders of a

quadruped, as seen from the front ; the breast, b.

The beak or prow of a ship.

1569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic. 111. viii. 115 It is diffirile and
hurtle to laye abord about the beake or forebongh of a
Gallic 1610 Markham Masterp. 1. Iii. no Bathe all his

breast and foreboothes with the oyle of Peter. 1614
Cheap Husb. (1623) 86 His dew-lap extending from his

neather lip downe to his fore- bout bus. 1714 l.ond. Gaz,
No. 5253/4 Strayed . . a Black Mare . . a small White Spot
between her Korebows. 1828 Craven Dial., Forboi.cs, the
breast of an animal.

tFo'rebow 2
. Obs. [f. Fork- pref + Jiow

sbj] The arched frame in the front of a saddle. (Cf.

Fr. anon.)
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Saddle, The Toes or Points

of the Saddle's Fure-bow press too much the Horse's Side.

1835 Booth Analyt. Diet. 296 The Saddle has a round knob
on the fore-part or Kore-bow, called the Pommel.
Fore-bowels, -bowline, etc. : see Fore- pref

Fo*rebreast. [OE. forbn'ost (rendering L.

pnrcordia,,i. For- -, Fork- pref + briost, Breast.]

1. Sc. The fore part of anything.
1 1470 Hknky Wat/ace VII. n 89 At the forbreist thai pre wit

haidely. 1825-80 Jamikson, Fore-breast . asthe fore-brea-^l

o' the laft, the front-seat of the gallery in a church. 1871
\V. Al-EXANUER Johnny Gibb i. (1873) 13 Anil then, mount-
ing the 'forebreist ' [of acart] himself, started again.

attrib. 1513 Douglas AKneis xi. xv. 19 The forbreist lappis.

2. Mining. (See quot.) = KoKFlKU).
1747 HoosoN Miners Diet., Forebrest, Forfield ox Fore-

head. Those are all the same but the most Antient Name
amongst the Old Miners is Forfield ; and it is always that

Quantity of Wholes which he takes in his compass before

him, as he cuts his way be it more or less. 1880 C. C.
Adlkv in Rep. Pioneer Mining Co. 2 Oct. 1 The rock in the

forebreast of the level has become very hard.

Forebroads (fo.'-jbrgdz
1

. Sc. [f. Yonx-prcf. ;

cf. Icel. broddr ' milk of cows immediately after

calving' (Vigf.).] ^-Bkestings.
181 1 W. An on Agric. Suru. Ayrsh. 443 (Jam.) The young

calves are fed on the milk, first drawn, locally termed fore-

broads. 184a J. AriON Clerical Economics iv. 173 The milk
first drawn from the cow, locally termed the forebroads.

t Forebudding. V - Forebody 2.

1811 Chron. in A nn. Reg. 96/1 She [a fishing smack] drifted

down on a boat a-head of her and took the point of her boom
into her forebuddings.

Foreburden, corrupt var. of Faburden.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 476 The foreburthen of

their canticle was this.

t Forebuyer. Obs. [f. Yore- pref + Buyer.]
One who buys at first hand to sell again, a whole-

sale buyer.

1558 Merch. Adv. Newcastle (Surtees) 88 Woll ami
skynnes, bought of any glovers or forebyers. 1559 Ibid.

48 An acte concernyng the byeng of wooll. .of for-byers.

.

Men that byes it ofother men that growesit, callyde forbyers.

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Regrateris, That they

are fore-byars of quheate, beare, aites [etc.].

Fore-bush, -buttock: see Yore- pref 5.

Fo're-cabin. [f. Fore- pref + Cabin.] A
cabin in the forepart of the vessel ; spec, one for

second-class passengers in which the accommoda-
tion is inferior to that in the saloon.

1816 Genii. Mag. LXXXVI. I. 102 The fore-cabin made
close, and a hatchway so as to keep out the water. 1833

Marryat P. Simple {\%6y fii The cashier, with his chest of

money, .was shown into the fore-cabin. 1877 W. Thomson
Voy. Challenger I. i. 11 The fore-cabin, a handsome room
go ft. long by 12 wide.

Forecall, 9. [f. Fore- pref + Call v.] trans.

To call or ordain beforehand. (In first quot. perh.

for */i??r<7//= FoRSPEAK, to bewitch.)

. 1650 Su/pl. to Vicary's Anat. 113 If a man be fore-

called, doe this nine dayes, and hee shall be whole. 1667

Watkrhouse Fire Land. 61 He predisposes and forecalk

severalties to their Randezvous. 1880 L. A.Tollemache in

Jrnl. Educ. Oct. 225 Cats were his Cardinals made. .Kach
forecalled by the name of an unborn Cynic apostle.
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Fo**e-carriage. [f. Fowt-/*g£+ Caiikiage.]

t a. Carriage forward or out from home ; opp. to

back-carriage, b. The front part of the framework
of a carriage, esp. the front axle and fore-wheels.

'549 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 349 Shod wheles for

fore cartages. 1677 Yarkanton Eng. Imfirov. 118 All

things would be fitted for fore and back carriage. 1892
Melbourne Age 31 Dec. 10/2 Waggonette for Sale, English
forecarriage.

Forecast (fo»ukast), sb. [f. next vb.]

1. a. The action, habit, or faculty of forecasting

;

foresight of consequences and provision against

them, forethought, prudence. Now rare.
a 1541 Wvatt Poet. Wks. (1861) 183 The wisdom and fore-

cast, Which woe to realms, when that the King doth lack !

1644 QuARLBS Barnabas ty B. 243 Give me a wise fore-

cast, that the subtlety of the devil may not entrap me.
1754 Richardson Grandison 1781) I. vii. 109 He has inven-
tion, forecast, and contrivance. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res.
(1858) 177 The doctrine, which Swift, with the keen fore-

cast of genius, dimly anticipated. 1838 Pkescott Ferd. ty

Is. (1846J III. xvi. 168 Evils which no forecast could
avert.

b. A forecasting or anticipation ; a conjectural

estimate or account, based on present indications,

of the course of events or state of things in the

future, esp. with regard to the weather.
a 1673 Caryl in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cvi. 7 What

were these fearful forecasts . . but the overflowings of un-
belief. 1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Confess. Drunkard, A fore-

cast of the wearisome day that lies before me. 1862 Times
12 Apr., Too little critical attention has been given to the 'wet
or dry ' part of our forecasts. 1873 Svmonds Grk. Poets \.

10 Is not the shield of Achilles . . a forecast of the future?

t 2. a. Design, purpose, aim. b. A plan, scheme,
or device made beforehand. Obs.
a. 1549 CoVERDALE, etc. Krasm. Par. Jas. iv. 1-6

To set theyr forcastes vpou muckryng vp of riches.

c 1686-8 Invinc. Pride Worn, in Roxb. Ball. 11890) VII. 21
It is her forecast to contrive to rise about the hour of
Noon.
b. 1535 CoVERDALE Wisd. ix. 14 Oure forecastes are but

vncertayne. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk .y Selv. 162 That fore-

cast or decree by the power of which the world was. 1754
Richardson Grandison (ed. 7) VIII. 172 What an admirable
forecast in my dearest life! A repast so elegant [etc.].

f 3. A projection. Obs.
1580 HoLLYBAHD Treas. Fr. Tong, Projects de maisons,

when houses haue a little forecast or wall before the gate.

Forecast (fo'ikcrst), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple.

forecast, forecasted, [f. Fork- pre/. + Cast v.]

1. trans. To contrive or scheme beforehand ; to

arrange or plan before execution ; to foreordain,

predestine.

1388 [see Forecasting vbl. sb.]. 1413 I'ilgr. Sowle (Cax-
ton 1483 1 111. iii. 52 Forsothly his detn was fore cast but if

he the better sawe to hym self. 1587 Golding De Afomay
xiii. (1617) 203 At thefirst sight the thing which was forecast
by good order, seemeth to happen by adventure. 1678 tr.

Gaya's Art of War i. 6 [He} to whom a Sovereign hath in-

trusted the command of an Army, should well forecast his
measures, before he go into the Field. 1751 G. West Educ.
i.xlviii, He. -warily forecasting to evade The giant's furious
arm, about him wheel'd. 1835 Taifs Mag. II. 257 The
advantageous part her ambition had forecasted. 1871
RossETTI Poems, Ave 45 On some day forecast in Heaven.
absol. 1578 Banister Hist. Man \. 3 Since Nature, .need-

fully forecasted, let vs see to what end and purpose, were
these Processes ordeined. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 79 b,

They fore-cast for backe doores, to come in and out by vn-
discouerd. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulkfy Selv. 151 Fore-casting
also for the young ones a coming.

b. To consider or think of beforehand.
1534 Whitinton Tultyes Offices HI. (1540) 145 Whoso euer

wyll not forecast this, no fraude fro hym wyll be absent.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Feci. /list. (1619) 213 He forecast also
what God he were best to call upon for aide. 1671 Milton
Samson 254 Fore-casting in what place To set upon them.
2. To estimate, conjecture, or imagine beforehand

(the course of events or future condition of things).

Sometimes with clause as obj.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 561 The whiche forecastyng y 8

great shedyng of Cristen mannys blootle. .made such affec-
jjuouse labour, y* [etc.]. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. //*ian. 8>
an Queue Margaret .. ever forcastyng and doubtyng, the
chaunce that might happen, a 1602 W. Perkins Cases
Consc. (1619J 220 Ionah. .forecasted dangers in his calling.

173.1 Swift Strefihon <y Chloe Misc. 1735 V. 42 A prudent
Builder should forecast How long the Stuff is like to last.

1762 Falconer Shi/nor. u. 613 No skill .. could forecast
The . . approach of this destructive blast. 1845-6 Trench
lluls Led. Ser. 1. vii. 113 How little, .could friend or foe .

.

have forecast that out of it . . should unfold itself a poetry
..greater.. than any which the old world had seen. 1868
G. Duff Pot. Surv. 134, I am. .quite unable to forecast the
future with regard to this matter.
absol. rti533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. A nret. (1546)?,
A shypmayster . . forcasteth, and is in gret thought and feare
of tempestes and stormes to come. 1647 Milton Vac.
Exerc. 13 If it happen as I did forecast. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Discharge xi, Either grief wilt not come : or if it

must, Do not forecast, a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111.

(1872)11. 24 The merchant, who forecasts, saves, denies him-
self systematically through years to amass a fortune.

3. (? from the sb.) To take a forecast of (the sky,

weather)
; to exhibit a forecast of; to foreshadow.

1883 Mrs. Rollins New Eng. Bygones 94 They forecasted
the sky, and planned the toils of the morrow. 1889 J. M.
Robertson Ess. toward* Crit. Meth. 33 His .. explication
of aesthetic impressions forecasts Diderot.

Hence Forecasted/"//, a.

1882 Nature XXVI. 552 A single communication of fore-
casted weather.

Forecaster (fooiko/staj). [f. Forecast v. +
-ek '.] One who forecasts.

1639 J. Clarke Parccmiologia 252 A good forecaster is

better than a bad worker. 1862 Times 12 Apr., The fore-

casters of probable weather. 1870 Standard 13 Dec, The
end of which the boldest forecaster of political events dare
not venture to determine.

t Forecastful, a. Obs. [f. Forecast sb. +
-ful.] Full of forecast, foresight, or forethought.
1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 183 Neither by

use, forecastfull, sharpe witted, nor crafty. 1594 Carew
Hnarte's Exam. Wits{ 1616) 204 It is necessarie that he hold
a difference of imagination, fore-cast full, warie.

Forecasting foejku'stiij), vbl. sb. [f. Fore-
cast v. + -ing

!.J
The action of the vb. Forecast.

1388 Wvci.if Job xxxiv. 27 Whiche ;eden awei fro hym bi

castyng afore [v.r. fore castynge : Vulg. de iudustria], a 1529
Skelton Sp. Parrot 457 So myche forcastyng. 1548 Hall,
Chron., Ediu. IV *a.n. 11)224 Hisbesy divises, and pollitique

forcastynges. 1829 Carlyle Misc. 118571 II. 86 The fore-

casting of the most indubitable Seer. 1842 Manning Serm.
(1848) I. xxiv. 350 All feelings, all cares, all furecastings.

Forecasting foojku"stin), ppl.a. [f.asprec.

+ -inc -.] That forecasts, in senses of the vb.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV tan. 1) 13 By his prudent
and forecastyng councell. 1632 Bacon Hen. VII, 5 Being.

.

not very apprehensiue or forecasting of future Euents. 1688
Boyle Final Causes Nat. Things iv. 166 A forecasting, as
well as a designing, agent. 1807 Scott Lett. 15 May, Your
Ladyship will, .commend my early and fore-casting prudence
in this matter. 1856 Lever Martins ofCro' M. 296 Dreamy,
projective and forecasting existence.

Hence Forecasting!? adv.

1548 Thomas Itat. Gram. U567 , Prouidamente, wisely or
forecastyngly. 1677 Mikge Eug.-Fr. Diet., Forecasiingly,
avec prevoinuce. i860 All Year Round No. 39. 299
Enmities had to be forecast ingly provided against.

Forecastle. Also written fo'c'sle, after

sailors' pronunc. fJ"*ksT>. [f. Fore- + Castle.]
1. AT

aut. A short raised deck at the fore end of a

vessel. In early use raised like a castle to command
the enemy's decks. Obs. cxc. arch, or Hist.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5657 The forcastels full of fuerse men

of armys. a 1533 Li>- Berners Huon xxiii. 440 The fore

castell of whyght crystal. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia in.

vi. 62 Targets . . about the forepart of our Boat like a fore-

castle. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. iii. 29 The forecastle was
manned with its customary watch, 1805 in Nicolas Disp.
Nelson (1S46) VII. 203 note, Her people still firing from her
tops, forecastle and lower-deck. 1863 LoMGF. Wayside Inn,
Saga ofptafwx. vi, On the forecastle Ulf the Red watched
the lashing of the Ships. *

2. The fore part of a ship ("see quots. 1704, 1867).
To ride forecastle in, i.e. with bows under.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxxi. 116 Theyr chyeff maryner

. .was halfe aslepe vpon the forcastell. a 1529 Ski: lion Col.
Clonic 1253 The forecastell of my shyp Shall glyde, and
smothely slyp Out of the waves wod Of the stormy flod.

a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 232 Sometimes the one end, as
the fore-castle, sometimes the other, as the sterne. 1704

J. Harris Lex. Techu., Fore-castle of a Ship is that part
where the Fore-Mast stands, and 'tis divided from the rest

of the Floor by a Bulk-head ; that part of the Fore-castle
which is aloft, and not in the Hold, is called the Prow.
1719 De Foe Crusoe t. 9 Our Ship rid Forecastle in. 1794
Nelson 26 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. 11845) ' 499 We are riding
forecastle in. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Forecastle.

.

is now applied in men-of-war to that part of the upper deck
forward of the after-shroud.

3. In merchant vessels, the forward part of the

vessel, under the deck, where the sailors live.

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast ix. 10 No man can . . know
what sailors are, unless he has lived in the forecastle with
them. 1888 W. C. Russell Death Ship I. xviii. 251 A ship
of which there were a thousand stories afloat in every fore-

castle throughout the world.

4. atlrib. and Comb. Chiefly attributive (of or
pertaining to the forecastle) , as forecastle-deck,

-hatch, -joke, -netting, -rail, song, -yam ; also

forecastle-man, a sailor stationed on the fore-

castle.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World (1 757I 229 The Tore-
castle conversation. 1851 H. Melville Whale i. 5 The.,
pure air of the ^forecastle deck. 1869 C. Gibbon R. Gray
vi, He laid down near the ^forecastle hatch. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., *Forecast le-jolfes, practical tricks played
upon greenhorns. 1804 Naval Chron. XII. 246 Kxcept the
*Forecastlemen. 1823 J. F. Cooper Pioneerxx, He handles
an axe much the same as a forecastleman his marlin-spike.
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVordd'h., *Forecastle-nettings. Ibid.,
*Forecastle-rail, the rail extended on stanchions across the
after-part of the forecastle-deck in some ships. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. II. xxiv. 243 Their old *forecast!e songs. 1873
{T. E. Brown] (title), Betsy Lee : a *fo'c's'le yarn.

Fore-catching, -chains, -chamber : see

Fore- 2 c, a a, d.

t Fo're-chase. Obs. [f. Fore- M/. + Chase

1. A chase, hunt, or rush forwards.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad xvn. 637 Not a man sustain'd The

forechace, nor the after-fight.

2. The bow chase-guns of a ship.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World (1757) 202 Plying us
with his forechase. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's I 'oy. 281
We. .began the Engagement with our Fore-chace.

+ Forechoose, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. +
Choose z/.] trans. To choose beforeharid, pre-elect.
a 1400 Prynier (1891) 27 God ches hyre and forches hire.

And he niaketh hire dwelle in his tabernacle. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) *"• T 32 Sche was forchosen from the
begynnynge of the World. 1553 Short Catech. 38 a, We
are forechosen. .to euerlasting lyfe.

Hence Forechosen fpl. a. ; Forechocsing vbl.

sb., the action of the vb.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1054/1 Not vnderstanding
God . . and how through all dangers he saueth his forechosen.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (16221 109 Without framing out of her
owne will the fore-chosing of any thing.

Fo:re-ci*ted, ///. a. [f. Fore- pref. + Cited.]
Previously cited.

1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 194 The forecited young
men. 1674 Allen Dang. Euthus. 49 The Prophesie fore-

cited., 1736 Pope Dune. 1. note, The forecited critic. 1875
E. White Life in Christ 11. xv. (1878) 174 The fore-cited
passages.

Fore-claw: see YoiiK-prcfJ 3 c.

Foreclosable (fo-ukh«i*zab'l;, a. [f. Fore-
close v.- t -abi.k.] That may be foreclosed.
1890 Harper's Mag: June 154/2 A highly foreclosable

mortgage in stock. 1892 Nation iN. Y.) 1 Dec. 407/2 We
continue to regard railroad bonds as foreclosable.

Foreclose(n> ,-]kl<Ju*z),2/. Forms: 3-6forclose.
6 Sc. foirclois, 6- foreclose, [f.forclos-, stem of

forclore, f. for-, For- pref$ + clore to Close.
Some of the senses may have originated from or

have been influenced by the identification of the
prefix with For- 1 (of. OK. forclysan to close, stop

up), or with For--, Fore- (cf. preclude).]

1. trans. To bar, exclude, shut out completely.
[1292 Uritton vi. ii. § 8 Les plus proscheins heirs, qi par

les feffours en sount forclos.) 1413 Piigr. Sowle (Caxton)
I. xxi. 11859) 21 Thenne am I nought forclosyd oute of this

court [orig. forclos donques tie s?tis ie pas], c 1489 Caxton
Sonues ofAymon x\\. 289 He forclosed1 me fro all my kyns-
inen. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Ld. Hastings xvii, Greenish
waues and heauie lowring skies All comfort else forclosed

our exiled eies. 1581 J. Bell I/addon's Ansiv. Osor. 314 b,

[They] ought not deteigne, and foreclose other men from the
knowledge of Holy Scripture. 173a Neal Hist. Purit. I.

220 The Puritans being thus foreclosed and shut out of the
Church. 1850 Blackte Aeschylus II. 125 My flight to
foreclose from the chase of my foes ! 1883 L. O. Pike
Veurbks. 11 it 12 Ediv. Ill, Pref. 24 The certificate of the
bishop, .would be a sufficient answer to foreclose her should
she bring a writ of dower.

+ b. To bar or stop up (one's) passage. Obs.
c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 303/143 [>e se for-closede hire sone.

t 2. To close last, close or stop up, block up (an

opening, way, etc.) Obs.

1547 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 43 a, All by waies beyng
stopped and forclosed. 1561 T. Norton Calvhi's Inst. 11.

106 The entrie vnto it is forclosed and impossible to be
come to. 1600 Holland Lizy vm. xxiv. 11609) 298 The
continuall raines..had foreclosed and stopped the passages.

1655 Calthkoi1 Reports 11670) 158 If any common way or
common course of water be foreclosed or letted. 1751 J.
Brown Shaftesb. Charac. 178 Every avenue is foreclosed,

by which virtue should enter.

3. To preclude, hinder, or prohibit (a person)

from (an action) or to do something ; to hinder the

action, working, or activity of.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIIt, c. 7 § 6 Children borne., vnder
the same mariage. .shall be. .vtterly forclosed, excluded and
barred to claitne. .as laufull heyre. 1602 Carew Cornwtill
19 b, The Imbargo with Spaine .. foreclosed this trade.

Ibid. 112b, Foreclosing all others, sane themselves, from
dredging of Oysters. 1648 Prvnse Pleafor Lords 36 This
Protestation did not f»eclose the Lords .. to give Judge-
ment against Commoners. 1681 Llttrell Brief. Eel.
(18571 '• M5 He had obtained his liberty on bail. .but. .the

court had since . . found there was an impeachment against
him .. and therefore their hands being foreclosed, they dis-

charged his bail. 1705 STANHoi-E/'rfm^Mr. I. 187 (He] had
thereby .. foreclosed himself from remitting the (luilt and
Punishment. 1720 Waterlano Am-w. Whitby's Reply § 14
You resolve, .to make a show of saying something, though
you find yourself already foreclosed. 173a Berkelky Serm.
Soc. Prop. Gosp. Wks. III. 245 A mind not hardened by
impenitency, nor foreclosed by pride. 1796 Colehiim;e Ode
Departing Year i. Ere yet the enter'd cloud foreclosed my
sight.

b. To debar from the enjoyment of.

1865 Nichols Britton II. 31 We will that the lords be
foreclosed of such homage. 1876 Lowell Poet. Whs.{i&jg)
470 Are we. . Foreclosed of Beauty by our modem date ?

c. To preclude or prevent (an action or event).

1546 in St. Papers Hen. VIII (1852) XI. v. 121 Consydre
..wheder forclosing of victailling shalbe expedyent. 1813
Scott Rokeby vi. 17 Nor hope discovery to foreclose By
giving me to feed the crows.

4. Law of Mortgage. To bar or exclude (the per-

son entitled to redeem) upon non-payment of money
due; to deprive of the equity of redemption. Const.

from ; also with double obj.

1728 Vernon Rep. II. 235 The first Mortgagee brought a
Bill against the second, to compel him to redeem or to be
foreclosed, and foreclosed him accordingly. 1734 Act Geo.

II, c. 20 § 1 Mortgagees frequently, .commence Suits in his

Majesty's Courts of Equity, to foreclose their Mortgagors
from redeeming their Estates. 1844 Williams Real Prop.

(1877) 428 He may be foreclosed his equity of redemption.

fa. To bar (a right of redemption) ; to take away
the power of redeeming a mortgage).
1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4057/4 The Equity of Redemption is

foreclosed on certain Mortgages. 1824 W. Irving T, Trav.

(1849) 390 Tom Walker never returned to foreclose the

mortgage.

5. To close beforehand ; to answer or settle by
anticipation.

1722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 80 He had foreclosed

all manner of objection. 1849 Tait's Mag. XVI. 399 '2

Warburton has confessed that Charles was a despot, and
has thereby foreclosed his case. 1865 Grote Plato I. vi.

254 Points already settled and foreclosed.
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6. To establish an exclusive claim to.

1599 Daniel Musopht'lus cxxxl, That immense and bound-
less ocean Of Nature's riches, never yet found out, Nor
foreclosed with the wit of any man. 1817 Coleridge Biog.

Lit. I. xi. 228 Instead of being foreclosed and immovable,
it [church property] is in fact the only species of landed
property that is essentially moving and circulative. 1838

Emkkson Addr., Cambridge (A/ass.) Wks. (Bohn) II. 195

And finding not names and places.. but even virtue and
truth foreclosed and monopolized.

Hence Foreclosed ppl. a. ; Foreclosing vbl. sb.

1594 Carkw Tasso (1881123 Passages forclosde wide ope
to make. 1598 Sir T. Norreys in Lismore Papers Ser. n.

1 1887) I. 15 The Tenants to haue the forclosinge of there

owen Tythes. 1883 Gd. Words 240 A foreclosed mortgage.

1895 Daily News 6 June 5/4 There are 149 of such fore-

closed estates to come under the hammer.

Foreclosure (fo->.ikh>u*3'uj). [f. Foreclose v.

+ -iiKE.] The action of foreclosing (a mortgage)
or depriving (a mortgagor; of the power of redeem-

ing a mortgaged estate; a proceeding to bar the

right of redeeming mortgaged property.

1728 Vernon AY/. II. 235 The Defendant pleaded the
former suit and decree of foreclosure. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) II. 103 The decree of foreclosure was obtained by
..fraud. 1875 Le Fanu Willing to Die xxxiv. 202 Fore-
closures, bills of exchange hovering threateningly in the air.

trans/. 1865 Daily Tel. 6 Nov. 5/4 The Arab, .has been
driven by foreclosure from the plains into the mountains.
attrib. 1862 Macm. Mag. July 185 The advertisements.

.

are chiefly of patent medicines, .and foreclosure sales.

ForeCO'liie, P. rare. [OK. for-, forceuman
,

f. For-2
, Vows-pref. + cuman Come v. Chiefly used

in imitation of L. prx-venire.] f a. intr. To come
before the usual time; to come early (obs.— 1

). b.

Dans. To come before, anticipate {rare),
-f*

c. To
gain the advantage of, overcome {obs.).

(•900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxvi. [xxvj. (i8qi) 350 paettc bu
seo forecumende Drihtnes onsyne [orig. prxoccupando Dei
faciem] in andetnisse. c 1000 Ags. Ps. xvi[i]. I4[i3] Spel-

man), Aris, Drihten, forcum hi. a 1300 E. E. Psalter ibid.,

Ris up. Laverd, for-come him swa. ibid, cxviii. [cxix.] 147,
I for-come in ripenes, and made crie. c 1300 Cursor M.
10068 (Cott.) Quar-thoru be warlaw, wirid wight, For-
cummen es and has tint bis might, i860 PUSEV Min.
Proph. 513 We are forecome by the grace of God.
Hence Porecomingr///. a. ; Forecomingness.
1839 Kailey Feslus (1848) 29/2 The. .forecomingness of

things, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 502 God's forecoming love.

Fore-commend, etc. : see Fore- pref

f Fore-COnceit. Obs. [f. Vore-pref] A con-

ception previously formed ; a preconception.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poctrie (Arb.) 26 That Idea or fore-

conceite of the work, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vii. (1617)

472 A fore-conceit thus qualified. 1640 Bp. Reynoldes
Passions xl. 522 The Fore-conceipt of eternal! blisse.

t Forre-concei'ted, ///. a. [f. Fork- pref]
Conceived beforehand. (But the orig. has pour-
pensee.)

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. i. 213 Some fantastick fore-

conceited Plot.

t Foreconcei/ve, v. 0l>$. [f. Fore- pref ]

trans. To conceive beforehand, to preconceive.

1553 Grimai.de tr. Cicero's Offices (1556) 31b, The other
proceedes of a greate witt, to fore conceiue in minde thinges
to comme. 1597 Bacon Coulers Good <?• Evill (Arb.) 149 By
expecting, or foreconceyuing, that [etc.]. 1628 Bp. Hai.l tr.

Rotomagensis Anon. Wks. 815 Which He .. hath forecon-
ceiued in His certaine and vnchangeable decree. 1659 Tor-
riano, Premedildre, to forethink, to fore-conceive in mind.

Hence FoTeconcerved//V. a.

1561 T. Norton Calr't'n's Inst. in. 175 The foundation
hereof is a fore conceiued perswasion of the truthe of God.
1600 Fairfax Tasso vmi. Ixxiii, But fore-conceiued griefes
..The ire still nourished. 1662 Gi.anvill Lux Orient, xi.

(1682) 88 Their own fore-conceived notions.

Fore-conclude, -course, etc. : see Yov.E-pref.

Fore-COUrt (fo>jk6>it). [f. Fore- pref +
Court sb.] The court or enclosed space in front

of a building, the first or outer court.

"535 Coverdale Rzek. x. 5 The sounde of the Cherubins
wynges was herde in to the forecourte. 1668 Evelyn Diary
14 Aug., A slip of ground, .to enlarge my fore-court. 1814
Scott Wav. xv, Waverley repaired to the fore-court as it

was called. 1865 Eliza Meteyard Life Wedgwood I. 252
The ivy-clad cottage, with its forecourt or garden standing
to the front, the kilns and sheds behind. 1884 C Marvin
Cfntr, Asia 28 Through the crowded forecourt and bazaar.

fig. 1867 J. H. Stirling in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 377 These
to him (with Ontology, but only as fore-court) constituted
Metaphysic.

Fore-covert, -crop, etc. : see Fore- pref 3, 5.

t Fore-currour. Obs. rare~ Y
. [f. Fore-

pref + currour, Courier.] = Avant-coirier.
1548 Udall, etc., Erasmus Par. Mark i. 9 John, .played

the forecurrour.

Fore-dated, -day : see YoRE-pref 3 b. 4 a.

Fore-dawn : see Fore adv. and prep. 8.

+ Po*re-deck. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. + Deck sb.]

The deck at the fore-part of a ship ; the fore-part

of the deck.
1565 Golding Ovid's Met. m. (1593)76 The god.. out of

the foredecke cast His eie upon the sea. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. xx. 73 The remainder, .retired in disorder
towards the foredecli. 1747 Carte Hist. Fug. I. 306 At
the stern and on the foredeck.

fig. 1637 Gillespie Prig. Pop. Cerent. Ep. P. iij, Because
the foredecke and hindecke of all our Opposites probations,
doe resolve and rest finally into the Auctority of a Law.
Fore-declare, -decree, -define : see Fore-.

t Foredeeni, v. Obs. [f. Fork- + Deem.]
1. trans. To form a judgement of beforehand ; to

forecast, presage. Also intr. with of.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 288 b, To foredeme the wurste.
x557 N« T. (Genev.) Acts xvi. 16 marg. note, Which [maid]
could gesse and foredeeme of things past, present and to

come, a 1639 SroTTiswoon Hist. Ch. Scot. v. (1677) 272
Many did foredeem that he should not escape some mis-
fortune. 1660 Plea Minist. Sequestration 6 Too truly

foredeeming their own turbulent subsequent actions if they
regain their power.

A. To deem or account in advance.
1612 Webster H 'kite Devil 1. i, Laugh at your misery, as

foredeeming you An idle meteor.

Hence Foredee'med ppl. a. ; Foredeeming
vbl. sb.

1587 T. Hughes Misfort. Arthur iv. iii. (182S) 67 You
frame a cause of long foredeemed doome. 1587 ( Iolding Dc
Momay Pref. 10 Foredeemings and fore-selkd opinions.

1610 Holland Can/den's Brit. 1. 8 The deceitfull conjec-
tures and foredeemings of one Merline.

t jFo*reden. Obs. Also 3 fareden. [rcpr. OE.
*fird,den. f.fi, Foe + rkden condition : see-BED.
The modern form would have btenfoered.]

Foeship, enmity.
c 1205 Lay. 4067 Cloten heo o-scuneden & bis fieredene

for-howede. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls' App. G. 59 And Cloten
hi for leten & his foredene for howede. a 1300 Cursor M.
895 (Cott.) Fra bis dai fareden [Gott. foredin] sal be, For-
SOth, bituix woniman and be.

Fore-denounced, -desk, etc. : see Fork- pref.

Foredestine, v. [f. Yons-pref + Destine v.]

trans. To destine beforehand, predestine.

n 1300 Cursor M. 417 (Cott.) He fordestend tuin creature
to seme him in bat hali ture. ibid. 25270 (Cott. ' All l>at

bou has fordestind ar, to be kingrike of heuen blis. 1880
W. Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 105 Our king foredestined
from his mother's womb.

Forede'stiny. [f. Fore- pref. + Destiny.]

fa. A declaration of what is destined to happen,

prediction {obs.). b. =Dkstinv 4.

1548 Hooper Declar. 10 Commandvt. iv. Fj, These blind

conjectures and foredestenis. 1871 Morlfv / 'ottaire (1886)

2 Invincible forces of grace, election and foredestiny.

Foredoom (fr»>U|d/7m\ sb. [f. Fore- pref. +
Doom sb.] A doom or judgement pronounced
beforehand ; destiny.

1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. Ixiii, loves vn-
mooved sentence and foredoome On Priam kyng. t6z$
K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis 11. xvii. 125 Kings Councels,
and the gods fore-doome. .She knows. 1839 Bailey p'estus

(1854) 346 An opening scene in Heaven, wherein The fore-

doom of all things. . Is shewn.

Foredoom (fo»j|d«Tn), v. [f. Fore- pref. +
Doom^.]
1. trans. To doom beforehand : a. to condemn
beforehand {to a destiny, or to do something)

;

b. to foreordain, predestine (a thing 1

.

a. 1608 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 291 <Qo. 2) Vour eldest daugh-
ters haue fore-doom'd [Qo. 1 foredoome ; Pot. foredone]
themselues. 1647 May Hist. Pari. 1. ii. 93 Men ., fore-

doomed by an Oracle to a bad fortune. 1715-ao Pope Iliad
xvi. 545 Sons of gods, foredoom'd to death, Before proud
Ilion. 1808 J. Harlow Columb. iv. 20 O hapless prelate !.

.

Foredoom'd with crimes a fruitless war to wage. 1855 H.
Reed Led. ling. Hist. viii. 270 The ruthless judges, who
had foredoomed her. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 150
His efforts were, for the present foredoomed to failure.

b. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk r<f- Sell'. 162 Foredooming that

which is to be, and is not, till so foredoom'd. 1713-4 Pope
Rape Lock m. 5 Here Britain's statesmen oft the fall fore-

doom Of foreign tyrants. 1814 Soutiiky Roderick xi, A
field .. For bloody theatre of famous deeds Foredoom'd.
1844 Mrs. Browning Drama 0/Exile Poems 1850 I. 62 Had
God foredoomed despair, He had not spoken hope.

2. To determine beforehand as a doom ; to fore-

cast, foreshadow, presage.

(71592 Greene George a Greene Wks. (Rtldg.) 261/2 A
wizer wizard never met you yet, Nor one that better could
foredoom your fall. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 252 Broad
leaved fig trees even now foredoom Their ripen'd fruitage.

Hence Poredocmed ///. a. Also Foredoo mer.
1591 Troub. Raigne K. John 11. 11611) 75 Disturbed

thoughts, foredoomers of mine ill. 1700 Dryden Pal. .y

Arcite in. 636 As Fate foredoom'd, and all things tend ..

to their appointed End. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xxv.

603 To face, .the perils of a foredoomed enterprise.

FoTe-door. [f. Fore- pref. + Door.] A door
in the front of a building, a front-door. Now rare.

1581 Lambarde Eiren. n. vii. (1588)295 His brother, .shut
the foredoore against them that pursued. 1674 tr. Scheffer's
Lapland^84 Two doors, one, a foredoor, and the other, a
backward. 1696 Edwards Exist. <$ Prm'id. of God 11. 20
With the mouth 1 that so visible and useful fore-door of this

our humane habitation) we take in food. 1761 Brit. Mag.
II. 558 The rogues, .fastened the fore-door before they left

the house. 1811 W. Aiton Agric. Surz>. Ayrsh. ns(Jam.)
The principal door—was named the fore-door.

t Fo'redrove. Obs. [f. FoRE-pref + Drove.]
An animal or animals driven before the corpse at

a funeral, a corse-present or mortuary.
1504 //'/// of J. Osburne in Trans. Essex Archaeol. Soc.

Ser. 11. I. 167, I bequeth ij shepe of a yere age for my fore

Drove. i«6 Will of W. Perte ibid. 168 A shepe price ijs.

which I will shall be dreven before me in the day of my
buryall for a foredrove.

Fore-eatage : see Fore- pref. 5 b.

Fore-edge (foa-ried^). [f. FoRE-/r^ + Er>GE.]

The front or outer edge ; esp. of a leaf in a book,
or of the book itself.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 174 The fore-edge, .is arm'd with a
multitude of little bristles. 1880 Print. Praties Jrnl. No. 32.

1 To cut heads, tails, and fore-edges at one time. 1886
Willis & Clark Cambridge III. 420 The book is placed
on the shelf with the fore-edge turned outwards. 1892
Zaehnsdorf Binding of Bks. 14 Catch each succeeding
leaf up by the forefinger on the top corner as near the for-

edge as possible.

Fore-elders foo'rieldaiz),//. Chiefly northern.

For forms see Elder, [f. Yoke- pref. + Eldkrus.
Cf. O'S.fore/drar in same sense {Da., forw/dre, Sw.
fdriildrar parents').] Ancestors, progenitors.

(11300 Cursor M. 18362 1C0U.' pou lias bam drund and
don forfare, Als bou til ur for-eildres snare, c 1425 Wv\-
toun Cron. ix. xvii. 6 As bare For-elderis ware slane to

Dede. 1525 Q. Marg. in M. A. E. Wood Lett, R. .y

Illustr. Ladies (18521 I. 372 They may . . live under him as

his subjects, as their foreelders has done in time past. 1627
Sanderson Serm. 1. 265 Our Romish catholicks often twit

us with our fore-elders. What, say they, were they not all

down-right papists? 1710 I Jr. Nicoi.son in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. 1. 111. 359 Principles on which their fore-elders built

the gude wark of reformation. 1843 For. <y Colon. Q. Rev.
II. ^49 The former must have been visited by the fore-ciders

of mankind earlier than Egypt. 1876 Mr. Gray <y his

Neighbours I. 26 John Dnnnay lived upon his own lands as
his fore-elders had done from time immemorial.

Fore-end (io»T,end). [f. Fore- pref. + End.]
1. ()( place: The fore part, front. Now chiefly A'aut.

c 1425 Pound. St. Bartholomews (E. K. 'V. S.' 39 Seynt
Karthilmewe . . with his holy hande drc-we firth the shippe
by the for ende. c 1489 Caxtoh Blanchardyn vii. 29 He
dyde cut of the bed, & henged hit atte forende of his sadel.

a 1626 Bacon Xeiu Atl. Wks. 1778 1. 352 In the fore-end of

it which was towards him, grew a. .branch of palm. 1833
MarryAT /'. Simple xiv, Mr. Chucks then sat down upon
the fore-end of the booms. 1878 W. C. Rcsskll Wreck of
Grosvenor xxi, I crawled to the fore-end of (he poop.

b. The fore part of the stock of a £iin, which
supports the barrel. Also attrib.

1881 GREENER Gnu 250 The finisher . . has to file up and
shape the stock and fore-end. Ibid. 256 All that is required

being a sufficient grip to keep the fore-end to the barrels.

Ibid. 487 Grasp the gun. .close to the fore-end tip.

2. Of time : The beginning, early part. Now
dial.\ chiefly» spring.
1611 Suaks. Cymb. 111. iii. 73 Where I haue . . payed More

pious debts to Heauen, then in all The fore-end of my time.

1768 Wales in /'/r/7. Trans. I.X. 123 In the fore end of

December, I went to one of the hunters tents. 1816 Scott
Antiq. XXvii, ' I will be back about the fore end o' har'st.'

1855 RomxsoN Whitby Gloss., 'The fore end of the year ',

spring. 1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister xiv, ' Yow've
read about her i" the papers maybe last fnre-end?'

Foi'e-engage, -estate, etc. : see YoHE-pref

t Fore-entry, -entresse. Chiefly Se. Obs.

[f. FORE- pref. + Kntry, Entbesse.] A front en-

trance, vestibule.

1535 Covefdai.e Jer. xxxvii. 21 In the fore cntrie off the

preson. a 1537 Diurii. Occurrents (1833) 44 With tuelf

cannonis on the foirentres. a 157a Knox Hist. Re/. Wks.
1846 1. 121 The Knglismen .. basarded a schoote at the for-

entree of the Castell. 1673 WeDDERBURN i'oe. 11 {)&m.)

Propylaeum, a fore-entresse.

Forefather fo'Mfa^j). For forms see Fa-
ther, [f. Fork- pref. + Father. ON. had for-

fadir. Cf. Form-, Forx-, Forth-father.] An
ancestor, a progenitor. Chiefly //. J-'orefatIters'

1

day (U.S.) : the anniversary of the day on which

the first settlers landed at Plymouth, Mass.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5464 (Cott. > Jacob .. went out of Jus

wreched werld. And til his forfaders fard. 1377 T,angu /'.

PI. Y>. v. 501 Feddest with thi fresche blnde owre forfadres

in derknesse. c 1450 Chester PI. xii. 163 Our forfathcr oner-

comen was . . to doe evill. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 14 b, Theyr forefathers were baptysed in the reed
see. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts (1684) 17 Our Forefathers

before the Ftoud. 1750 Gray Elegy 16 The rude Fore-

fathers of the Hamlet. 1821 J. Q. Adams in C. Davies
Metr. Syst. 111.11871)120 Measures which they and their

fore-fathers, time out of mind had employed. 1848 Lowell
Lett. (1894) I. 147 Itis Fore-fathers' Day, you remember.
transf. '.\x\Afig. 1593 Shaks. Rich. I/, 11. ii. 35 Conceit is

still deriu'd From some fore-father greefe. 1834 Ht. Mah-
tineau Moral 1. 6 It is a great thing to possess improved
breeds of animals in the place of their forefathers.

Hence Fo-refa^therly a., of or pertaining to one's

forefathers, ancestral.

1855 in Clarke Diet. 1873 Contcmp. Rev. XXI. 213 Ab-
struse F, nglisc,forefatherlyand foremotherly aswe are assured

it is. 1880 G. Meredith Trag. Com. vi, The clever assort-

ment of our forefatherly heaps of bones.

Forefault, -er, -ure: see Forfault. #
Forefeel (fo»ifrl), v. [f. Fore- + Feel v.]

trans. To feel beforehand, have a presentiment of.

1580 SiDNEY.4n:rt^/rtii.xviii. ^1 b, Erona. .forefeeling the

harmes which after fell to her. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xiv.

13 With unwieldy waves the great sea forefeels winds That
both ways murmur, a 1632 T. Taylor God's fudgent. 1. 1.

Iii. (16421 410 Sinners .. fore-feeling the approach of hell.

1810 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXIX. 320 To forefeel

Her coming joy. redoubles my delicht. 1851 Maurice
Patriarchs

<fr
Lang. vi. (1867) 122 Those objects were in

very deed foreshown and forefelt in his childish aspirations.

Hence Porefeel sb. ; PorefeeTing- (whence

Porefee-lingly ad7>.), Porefelt fpt'. adjs.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622^ 380 Fore-felt Desire, begin to

sauour part Of comming gladnesse. 1607 Topsell Serpents

(1658) 782 A divine prudence and forefeeling knowledge
originally inbred by Nature. 1805 Solthey Madoc 1. xi,

His spirit, .beheld with no forefeeling joy The rising sons

of song. 1808 — Lett. (1856) II. 117 Well might W. fore-



FOREFEELINO.
feelingly call our rulers 'A venal band'. 1839 lUiuv

\ \ii. Lite a fore-feel of madness about the brain.

Forefeeling lo-af/lint, vtl. st. [i. piec. +
•UN >.] The action of the vb. Forefeel ; a feel-

ing beforehand, presentiment.
1551 Robinson tr. .W."ts i':;:\ farm) 147 Some priuie

atRlsecret fore-r'tiling of the punishement now at hande.
1605 Cvvi'tN Fern., Ffita/is 2S The inuention of them
proceeded from the presage or torfeeling of immortality.
1715 tr. C*8m« Ammvjft wmt, 4-5 An ominous foie-feeling
of their approaching Nlisfortune. 1803 Socthby Lett. ^185©'
I .'41 His father has .. the same forefeeling; that . . he will

not live to be a man. 187* 1\>wi>kn Stunt Lit. 147 Within
.1 torcfceling of the great destinv.

Fore-fellow ; sec FORK- frtf. =..

t FoTefence, •

' Ots. [i. K>ke- pre/. + Feme
st.] A first or front defence ; a bulwark.
1609 Hon and Amm. Marielt. xtv. ii. 4 Within their

thieke growne fastnesses and Fore-fences, .they maintained
atKJ enriched themselves. toio — CamdeM's fin:. I. 7ss
l'he UaiKi W.ilnev as a fore fence or countreniure lying

. by it. 167-7 Plot c Ve '•»-..'.. i. ijo A praetentura. or
fore fence of the Romans- raised against the Britans.

Hence rortfenw z\ trans. . to serve as an outer
defence or bulwark to.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. L 627 The motmtaines of
Talgai a-Kl Ewias Jc< a* it were fotlft.au it.

Forefend : see KoKrt.Nti.

Forefield ttw-alTtd>. Miming. Also 7-8 for-
field. [f. Fore- frtf. + Fieu>

**.J
.See quots.

l65l HOVGHTOM Cam/*. Miner , K. D. &.\ Fsrfield. the
furthest place that a man has wrought in his ground, or
the end of a uieer above-ground. 1755/'*//. Trans. XLIX.
401 There was a mmet working at the forrield. or east end
of the vein. 1881 Raymond Mining Gams., FaretieU. the
face of the workings. The titrefisld^nd is the end of the
workings farthest advanced.

t Fo relight. 0**. [f. Fore- frtf. + Kkht
- '.] a. l'he foremost defence or bulwark ^see

iMuht. st. 5 b\ b. The front rank (of an arniv .

. rint'»v«iv .'.'-j./ \it. -"4 l'he Creeks . repair 'd the fore-

- - of their wall With hides of o.ven. IbiJ. \\. ---7 I'hese
were they, that bravely furnish 'd then 'l'he tierce fbrefig

Fore-fighter, run-1
. [{. tons- pref. +

Fighter.] One who lights in the front rank.
1883 Lea* .'Had tv. to Then the forefighters and glorious

Hector yielded.

Fore-figure, -fin : see Fore- frtf. i a. 3 c.

Forefinger (lovjajgaal. ft". Fore- frtf. +
Fi>\:ek.] The ringer next the thumb : also called
the first or imeltx finder.

'SO ; v in Wr.-Wulclter 626 Forefvngure. iWe.r.
1579-80 North /V«:a« (1676) 4.:«o.v. Wlm thev were
conquer 'd they held up their fore ringer ii >:g:i of veelding.
i6i» Peacham Dramimg "v. Polymnia shall bee drawn* as
it were acting her speech with her forefinger. 1713 Bejlki-
lvv Gnmrdimn N .'. :- • ; Her tore-ringers stuck in her cars.
1847 I'snnvson rVuf. ii. 358 I ewers live-words-long That

' * -er .•(' ail I'inie Sparkle for ever.

Fore- fit, -flank, -flipper, etc : see KoRE-/rt/.
[Foreflow :•.. 'to riow before", Drydem, in

Webster iS.,.' and later Diets., is a mistake for
fartsltm: see Fokslow 2. quot. ibS.v]

Fore-foot fo*afut\ sb. [f. t'oKK-pvf. + Foot.]
1 he -tress is variabie. the prefix being often felt as an adj.
1 c>;:e of the front feet of a quadruped.
1481 Caxtoh K tjumi 'J Arb. 15 He had loste his eeris and

the skynne wyth the clawes of his forefeet 15*5 Ld. Be«-
nms J>>Mf& II. tira. I'm? grayhounde . . wc»lde . . leape
with his tore fete vpon the tsynges shulders. 1*04 Barros

'isfi. Past. iii. 20 fo see.. the little Nack-haird
Cooy .

With her fore-feete wash her face. 1*97 L*mi.
C.tz. N .-. :;;• + lltrows his fixe Foot out like a Turky
Horse. 1770 '"•. White Stibtmt xaviiL 79 From the fore-
feet to the belly behind the shoalder. it [the awose-deerl
measured three feet and eight inches. 1834 MMiimt
vneafJ -^~««. KimfjL 60 The long daws oTtneir fore-fcet
enable them to dig «h great efle-.t. 1*69 Pi xmx JtiJm.
o*» to The l.reat Bear's right fbre-fbot.

t b. jecularfy. The hand.
'S9» Shaks. Hsm. V, 11. i. 7 t Giue tne thy fist, thy fore-

fcote to ne gtne.

2. A'cmu-. ' The foremost piece of the keel, or a
timber which terminates the keel at the forward
extremity, and forms a rest for the stem's lower
end* Adm. Smyth'.
ii«44 MaMnvnaaa Sta-imtms Did. s.v. There is no snch

place of a ship which is termed her fore-fixxe : hat. when
two ships snuV. so that one noth h. with her stent w mach
"V^!?^-^ <>^e^

• *^5* ***•""« ,k~ courses, that ship
which doth so ne. will goe-ont a head with the other,
•»«• *«JT. «hn« she doth he with the fore-fixxe of the
«her^» shnatan* or contes with her fbre-foote so that
this word fore-foote, aayhV no more, but one ships bring,
cxsaylinga^r««ano«h«rsnipsway.J rrjnlirw,. in .-!«».
£<g. 153. 1 bhe bang anon this rock by the fore-foot, her
sfTn,

b^* "S^r *=I*«=*J- »W. K. H. Dana 8<f.Vajx xvwt. 5 t w esawa. whale, sfo-fycrossingoar fore-foot.

t Forefoot, v. Ots. r»»-«. [t Fori- frtf.
* Foot r ] trams. ? To repair a boot' with new
upper leather, to vamp.
M*5 .Wannerr««««. E.zr. jcv To pay for frcrfrmaa.

af hts hatnys. /*Bi, For fijrfotynge l.Vjr/. MS. tixvngV
of anayre of botes.

Fore-footman. OaV.
x vn] A tooto
A rendering of I

trmriiu
;
and supposed to he connected with F. acwatf.)

•«aa Houaw l'*«hi'< Brit, l jj, He should he. the
taWlmdwwneoarajnireofs

tFonM-/rr/:+ Fooi-
who ran before his master.

43I»

Forefront \fo*jfrtmt\ [f. Fore-/>./. + Front
]

1. The principal face or foremost part of anything
(jtsf. of a buildinc''. Now nrrr-. T' 1 earlv use

opposed to t Aj> *" from/.')

1 1470 Hesbv Hatltut ix. 1*9 He gert thaim tak Syllys
offavk. and a stark barres mak. At a foyr frount. fast in

the forest syd. 1548 Hall Cknm. ItScoi 630 The fore-
frcMitesof euery gallery were hanged with. .Sarcenet. 1551
KottiNsos tr. Mt>rrs C'tef. 11. G v b, l'he forefrontes or
frontiers c^f the ij comers [of the Handel, what wythe fordys
,\: shelues, ,x what with roekes be very, .daungerous. 165a
Evelvn t\< A*. nV«il ; Sept.. Yo the entry fore front of
this a court, and al the other back front a plot walled
in ^f a competent square. 1664 PowfcR .Viinv. Otstrrr.
in Sir T. Btount .Wit. Hist. 11693 314 These Kyes arc
pbe'd all in the forefront of their [Spiders'] Head. 1671
Charente Lit. Cnrfam i 53 'l'he. .forefronts of the Houses
are very little handsomer than those ofour Country Villages.

1698 Vanbki gh /
r
rtfT\ IVift in. iii, 1 love to sit in the fore-

front of a box ; for, if one sits behind, there's two Acts gone
before one's found out. I7a6 Lkoni Attvrti's Arvkit. 1.

30, 2 From the . . Fore-front of the Work 1 draw a Line quite
thro' to the Back-front. 1866 (.'. Macdo.nald Amm. <).

-Wfe*r*. ii ,1878' 10 This little gallery was.. larger than
was just necessary for the organ, .and a few of the parish-
ioners had chosen to sit in its fore-front. 1876 ll'kitfy
Craacs., Fivrr./rv»t, the face of the building.

b. The ' front ' of an army, the front rank.
1513 IXuolas .-£"**•« xt. ix. 14 The Troiane barnage..

With ordinance of Tuscan, that did spreid In forfront al the
large feyldis on breid. 1631 Quaujcs Samstm IMv. Poems
1-1-' 30a They brcHight him bound To the forefront of the
Philistlan Band. 1737 Whistox JvserkMs' Hist. 1. iv. § 7
He was in the fore-front, in the utmost danger. 1804
Kingslev AV«. .V Tent. v. 1S75) 130 He thrust himself into
the fore-front of the battle.

c. fig. Now the most frequent use.)
1580 S'ashe in Orient's Mtnapfum (Arb.) lo In the fore-

front of whom [i. e. men of import J, 1 cannot but place that
aged Father Erasmus. 1607 Pay Trmm. Emf. rVr:\ (."> iv h,

-:ancie's my fore-front and my back. 1846 Trench
Mirmc. Introd. (i8cj> 49 The position which it has won in
the very forefront of the world. 1874 Green i'Avrr Hist.
iv. 5 ;. 17c l'he great statutes which stand in the forefront
of our laws

2. The beginning, commencement of a book,
document, or literary work . Ots. or arch.

'57T-*7 Holinshed CkrvM. II. 40 'i Iohannes DunsScolus
an Irishman borne, as in the forefront o{ this treatise 1 haue
declared. l6t> T. Taylor (.V*nw. 7anaf iii. 8 The author
c>f it is set in the forefront or face of it. 1870 Sfirgkon
Trras. Pav. Ps. L t In royal decrees the names and dig-
nities of monarchs are placed in the forefront.

3. The front of the body as opposed to the ' back'.
1880 BaOWMUUCj Drum. [JvUs Ser. n. MrtU'r&ek 34 Her

forefront whitens indeed Like a yellowish wave's cream-
crest .. Her fetlock is foam. splashed too. 1894 Crockett
Auidt-rs 74, I was to do nothing except lie thus prone on
my forefront.

Hence Po-rarroat :•. trams., to build a /tew' fore-

front to.

1761 Sterne Tr. Skamiy IV. xxxi. He would new fore-
front his house, and add a new wing to make it even.

tForegad: affected pronunc. of fore (JaJ: see
Fore prep. 1 b.

+ Foregain, Foregai ns t. Chiefly .Sr.

Ots. [f. t^KS-frep 01 aJ:- t-Ciyix. Gainst. Cf.
FoRE-AO.vt.x

v
st ] Directly opposite to ; also, in the

opposite scale to.

1375 Barrocr Brnct xvi. 535 Ay forgane the schippes,

1535 Stewart CVvm. 5icar. 1S56 I. 113 Ane messinger wes
cutaing hint fijrgane. j 1547 Scrrev .-F.teiJ \i 889 My
spouse clasping my feet Foregainst his father yoang Inras
set. lefa Abtrdm Council Ktf. (1844 254 In the GaDow-
gett of the said burght . forgains the gra;(nm
tehn A. Kinu tr. c\i«mtVj" Ca-'ec*. H vj, Foregainst y*
Suhilk is placed y* golden nombre of yat acre. 1639
Ictherford Lttt. eclxxxix. (t8j6) II. 188 If ye go to

weigh Jesus his sweetness, .and lay foregainst him your
onnces or drachms of sumrring for hum. r*m Pmllt Let.
24 Sept. in Danbar Sximl Lift 1 1865 50 Two ships rycUng
at ankor forgainst this place. 17ns Ramsay fSmwX Sk.fi.
in. ii. On Skeus foregainst the Door.
Fore-gallant, -gallery ; see Fori- prtf. 3. 5.

FoTe-game. [Foke- frtf] A preliminary
game : lit. and /y: Cf. ArrtK-OAJti.
1594 Kvo Cirrntii* iv. G ij b. The Gattles were but a fore-

game fecht about For ciuill discord, a 1035 N v. s s

Frmgm. Reg. tArb.) a8 His pfay was chiefly at the fore-
game. 1*43 Trevor in Carte Colicit. i-;s _-oo Neither
side can yet brag of the fbregame. 1741 C<m€*i. F.,mt.
Puce il i. iSS l'he Huntsman should therefore he .. good
at both Fore and After-Game.

Foreganger fo* -igasnai'. [f. Fore- fref *
CiAXuir ; =Ger. zvrganger, r>u. vatrgamgtr.]

t L One who or that which goes before : aV a
fore- runner, a harbinger ; b. a predecessor. Mr.
'}•» Hamiole Fr. Cmar. 4152, I hahi bir gret mysdoers

AIs anttcrist lyms and bis forgangers. i 146a TaumtUy
Myst. Surtees 105, I go before bodword to here. And as
forgangeream I send.

2. .Van.: a. ' A short piece of rope immediately
connectiiig the line with the shank of the harpoon.
when spanned for killing'

v Adm. Smvth . Cf.

Foregoer. -RisxER. b. vSee quot. 1867." [So
Do. votrgumgtr.]

tT«4 A*«fi«? * Sfmum tmrUfi I. 64 Yarn foe fbregangers U'-•--
, tSaj - ----. Itmat

aTmnit Pxi.-ry 286 The ' fore-ganger '. or that part of the
hoe immettiatery connected with the harpoon. aMe Smyth
Smttri tr

'
tft fcl./err^wa^ ii of tbe Cham Bower Cables,

is a length of 15 ' '

FOREGOER.

Foregarth ftwjgaj^. dial. [a. ON. for-
gtrt-r, f. for-, Fore- t gari-r Garth

v
= OF.

'eanl Yard).] =Fore-yari> '.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. « Surtees) 137 The helme in the
foregarth will doe somethinge more then shelter three
waines. 1684 MS. Indenture tYorksh. ', All that cottage,
foregarth and little close.

Foregate ,fo*jg?t\ [f. Fore- prtf + Gate.]
1. The front gate or principal entrance.
1503 in MJk\ Cart. S. Cnuis (1S40) h-ii. Item, for vij

f'unschionis c>f plai>ter to the turatis o( the foryet . . iiij

ib. xviij s. 1610 Holland Cautiien's Brit. u. 81 A castle
also, .and a foregate at the entrance unto it. I7a6 Leoni
Altvrtis Arxkit. I. 101 t Chambers near the vestibule or
fore-gate. 1856 Kkocoe Hist. Fug. U. 430 There was.. to
be but one entrance only, by the great foregate.
trausf. andyte". 1613 J. Davies Muse's Teares E ij b,

Keare vp the Crosse ; and euer looke vpon't As on the only
Key of Heau'n's fore-gate. 1691 G. Stradling Serm.
V uiar. 381 They [the Jesuits] were . . turned out of the
Foregates of those States.
Frxrr. c 1645 How ell Lett. 1. v. xxi. When distrust enters

in at the foregate, love goes out at the Postern. 1686 W, aw
Britaine Hum. Fruti. vii. 31 When passion enters in at the
fore-gate. Wisdom goes out at the postern.

2. St. ' The high or open street ' Jam.X
1560 in Burgh Fee. Aberdeen (1844) 327 Diuerse personis

hes btggit and dalie biggis choppis vnder stairis vpoune
the forgettis. 1567 c.V. Al.'s Jos. VI .18141 43 The samyn
to be saulde and toppit be honest personis in pe foir-gait in

oppin and publict tavemis. .1 1583 CkeUm. Airin Balfour's
Fraitnis (1754' 58S Gif thair be ony swine cruivis biggit
on the fore-gait, stoppand the samin.

Foregather : see Forgather.
Fore-gear : see Fore- pref. 5.

t ForegengL Obs.- ' [f. Fore- prtf. + *gtmgl
- OHG. gengjl goer, f. root of Gang z\] A fore-

gcx'r. predecessor.
1 1x05 Lav. 25082 peos weoren mine aelderen, mine aiWSele

uore-genglen.

Foregift fo*jgift\ [f. Fore- pref + Gift.]
Lair. 'A premium for a lease' Wharton 1S67 .

1744 in .V. Kiding Fee. VIII. 109 A fine or foregift was
paid 10 the late lady Stapleton. 1845 Stephen Ctmtm.
Laws F.Mg. 11874) H. 737 That no fine or foregift be taken
for the lease. 1S81 L*w Fef. Chancery Div. XVI. 598
There was reserved on every demise . . the best yearly rent
without taking any fine, premium or foregift.

Fore-gird: see Fore- pref i.

t Fore-gWe, v. Ots. [f. Yo&L-pref + Give v.

Cf. misgizY.] imtr. To have a foreboding, anti-

cipate.

1600 Holland Levy xxv. xxxv. (1609) 575 As commonly
mens minds use to lore-give and tell a'orehand ^L. frsesu-
gientibus] when there is some mischiefe and ill toward them.

Foreglance (Bii %lwi) [f. Fore- pref +
Glance st.] The' action of glancing forward

;

also, a view or glance beforehand.
18x5 Coleridge Fern. 11S36 II. 126 A misprint .. arising

from an anticipation by foreglance of the compositor's eye.
i860 Ellhtott Life Our Lord ii. 49 With the rapid fore-

glance of thought she must have seen in tbe clouded future,

scorn, dereliction..death. 1889 Hissev Ttur in Phaeton
131 How intensely interesting it would be to have a fore-

glance into a science text-book of a century hence.

Fore-glass, -gleam, -glimpse : see Fore-.

Forego t~* JgJ* , st. rare— \ [f. next.] Some-
thing that goes or happens before.

18*0 Gordon Si. Chrtm. Keith 63 The .
.

' Death-Watch '

..was conjectwred to be a forego of a Death or a Flitting.

Forego .fo'jyc*'' , r. Ta. t. forewent : pa.

pple. foregone. Forms : see Go. [OF.fore-gam,
f. Fore- pref. + giim to Go.]
1. trams. To go before or in advance of ; to pre-

cede : either in position or time.
ceao tr. B-eda's Hist. v. xxi. [xxiii.] n5gi> 476 OeJer

[steorra] hiora foreeode ha sunnan on morxen. 1515 T.
More Cirvn. A". Fdar. I*, in Grafton II. 757 And the
vere fore goyng his death he had obtayned the towne of
Barwike. 1548 G >st Fr. Masse 1 16 That part of the masse
that t'orgoeth consecration. 1577-87 Holinshed Chrvu.
I. Pref, Sununarie contents foregoing eaerie chapter. 1587
Golding D* Mi/may xxx. 491 A Christ . . whom being
forgone by an Elias, it behoued to preach tbe Kingdome
cf God. a law Fotherbv Atheism. 11. iii. f 2 11622 214
The cause doth alwayes his effect fore-goe. nfaa OaV
FErrsK & Cole Barthol. .<Mat. u. viL 109 The constriction

of the Eartets does always forego the Diastole of the Ven-
tricles. 1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia 3 Over half the earth
a lovely light Forewent the morn. 1M4 J, Pavne Tales
fr. Arable 1. 15 His head forewent his feet and he fell to

the ground. Ibid. 185 So AUiulmelik went away to his

house, whither he found that the money had foregone him.

2. imtr. To go before, precede in place or time.

Also quasi- trams, with cognate obj.
.'8*5 i %!/>. Fs. LvxxviiL 15 Mildheortnis & soorestnis

foregaS biforan onsxene oinre. a ijon E. E. Psalter xcvifij.

3 Fire bi-fore him sal for-gane. c 1555 Hartsttclo Dirtree
Hen. Vlll. 45 The wife and the man with their mutual
consent xrthehilird and fbre-gotng_ enter into religxoa. 1563
Mirr. Mag^ Hastings L 5 Oeavmg my tombe the wave my
fame forewent. 1579 Snuesa Shefh. CaL July 117 And
now they bene to neauen forewent, xaaa T. Scott Betg.
Fismirt 30 To pan hllf honour without some worthy
action fore-going . . is not traery to be Noble, xaag Mrs.
Wnmtar Gatmst tkys 1. 116 A gait, subiiawry unaffected by
all that had foregone.

Forego: see Forgo.

Foregoer fo*igi>«"Ju
N
. Forms: 4-^ forgoer,

^4 forgoere. 5 goax. b foregoere . 5- foregoer.

[f. Fore- pref. * Gorr.]



KOKEGOING. 433 FOHKHKAIi.

t 1. A messenger tent Ijefore, a forerunner, a har-

binger ;
spec, a purveyor. Obs.

ciyysCuraor M. i;j»o8 <Trin. j To btfll MfefV Cliff I Ion J

ferd .. perfnre ii he called forgoer. im I.anoi.. /' /'/.

(.. in. 19I A- gtti mu forgotta to gyen hw P*pl*j I •' to

,-.\
.

.< (n in the weye and wit li Mr. J.- ;t byda. 150a I
" - ton

Citron. Eng. kvj u/t fit was I hf (orcoosi of Antacryst,
the fulfyller of ban ye, 1580 Ord. of Prayer in l.iturg.

Sent, (J. l-.tiz. ' 1^47 568 He sent Hornets and wild Hearts,

a» fbragotrs of hit host, 1580 Sidney Arcwtia (idas) sto
MfK.uri--, (orafotf Co the euening. 1601 l\ Tati Houtth,

Ord. /'.'tin. // $ y, '1876)
j

; I heir shall*: a fore v,</*-_r j,, the

kinges household. 166a PHILLIPS, Fongoert, Purveyoura
going Ijefore the Kiny or Ojieen in progres.se. 1745 P.1.0 ii-

j ii-.j d aw/. II. 605 Than was one always at Men (Lapar)
House called the f/oregi^er, who used to DM daily for them,

2. One who or that which goes in front or ' lead:-.

the way'; a h-.-t'hr
; btBOt, an cxninph-, pattern.

138a Wvcur jft/s/f/tii. ; Wh:mn<- y- <
< j, tin ;,; I- foi.',- .<

the forgoer &. 1485 Caxtom St. IVeuefr. io I hay nsada her
in idle thytlges .1 forgoar and < n-.ai/i[.le to them. 1549

Covsanauc, otc Krtum, Par. 1 /V«« It, 11 it ti contw nwM
for them [woman] . to l>e fotowart, and not fbngotre, 1596
Maviks Drihtitra 58 All tlie followers (Hying crap—1 their

ln-adsdoe lay On their forgoers bacfc*. 1658 0AXTM Saving
/•aith xil. 85 The promised Olory, and the future bleating!
that are its necessary Koregoers. 1869 BtACKMOaa Lortia I).

II. i, l',a< Ij bvaparl -.. 'in- leftwards his rich clearance on
his foragoari double track.

8. One ihal has gone Ijefore ; a predecessor.
1553 f-iniMAt.na ('hero's OMcei if, (1558 j 103 He., in know-

Itogt cttraJy tactdad all bit toracoari, x6©» Carrw
1 «a nnmll 17601 6JJ Two young men of the parish are yerely
chosen hy their last fot<:-goers>, to lie wardens. 1866 DlXOM
Spiritual Wines II. xj. 00 Mis forcgoer-. had been settled

III HaiWChflttttf since the days of the Mayflower, 1877
MoKikv Crit. Mttc. Str. 11. 348 The order 111 which eacfi

state of society has followed its foregoer.

4. Naut. bFoMMAVOKB 1 a.

1694 /7(V, .SW/. /,<(/*- Voy. n. (1711) joi Jiefore tbli hollow
part, the J-oregoer is fasten 'd or ty'd. 1867 in SlfVTH
Sailor't Word-hk. 189s Daily NewsH June 5/3 V/aquldcly
bent M the line to the foregoer, clap|*ed the narpOOfl Into
the gun.

Foregoing lto»tgfr'i%), vbl. tb, [f Fobboo v.

1. The action of the v)>. FOMOO; a goinfj bdbre,
jjreccclinL(, or leading the way.
1581 llCWSV /I/tf/. 1'oetric (Arh.) 21 After whom, en-

couraged .. with theyr excellent foregoing, others haue
followed. 1656 tr. llobbes' Elem. /'A/las, liByjt iy> Their
verity depends not upon our knowledge, hut upon the fore-

going of their
\

f Z. That which roefl before. Obs~ l •

1598 I joi-io, Pn-a/ttoulo, a preamble, a foregoing.

Foregoing (C5»jg^«*Jjj),///. a. [f. as prec. +
4H -.] That noM or lias gone before, preceding
rin position << time).

,45°- ,5y> Myrr. our f.a/iye 306 Heyle starre forgoynge.
153a MOM Con/at. Tindale 11. tv. [ta I hey dOO not merite
with ;uiye Ibfaoraa ^-y^l ded--.. 1605 Vkksikoam /^<y.

Infill. Pref. Kp., The ensuing matter will l>e answerable
to the foregoing title. 1737 Whisjon youfkuf IHit. 1. xix.

|_2 The multitude .. were emboldened by their foregoing
victory. 18*8 J. H. MonuE Pratt. Navig,(ed.2o)2%ijtr<tm
the foregoing examples it is plain, that the operation is the
same. 1841 EuxaaOH Addr.. Method Nat. Wks. (iJohn)
II. 220 A fruit which it cost all the foregoing ages to form
and ripen.

b. absol. (fjjndk §9 ) and ellipt.

166a Sin.i.is'cin.. Ort'g. Sair. w. ii, f 7 The Political and
civil part of it, which may better be called wivlom than
most of the fore-going. ij6z-yt H. WALKHM Vertne't
Anted. Paint. (\-]ifi) II. i?5 Hesides the foregoing, I»rd
llreadalbane has. .eleven portraits. 1874 Httfa Sot. Press.
lii. 54 The foregoing must not be confounded with purely
communistic theories.

Foregone (fo^Jg^n),///. a. [f. Vok%- pre/, -f

GoSB. pa. pple. of (io.] That has gone Ufore or
gone by ; (of time) past.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxx, Then can I grieve at grievances
foregone. 1656 Ojwj.ky Pindar. Odes 1. iii, With Oblivion's
silent Stroke deface Of foregone Ills the very Trace. 1794
Bl»n Rep. Lord's ?rttti, Wks. 1842 II. 610 With no light
from any principle, precedent, or foregone authority of law.
i8«4 I.amb Etia Ser. n. Capt. Jatkson, A bare scrat;- C*M
savings from the foregone meal. 1870 LOWSU Cat/tedral
Foot Wks. '1870) 441/2 This has made poets dream oflives
foregone In worlds fantastical.

b. P'oregonc conclusion : a Shaksperian phrase,
variously interpreted by commentators 'see Cow-
C'i.lmion if). Now used for: A decision or opinion
already formed before the case is argued or the full

evidence known (henceforegone intention, opinion,
etc.; ; also, a result or upshot that might have been
foreseen as inevitable.

1604 Shaks. Oth, HI, iii. 428. i8zi I.amk Elia Ser. 1. New
Years Eve, 1 plunge into foregone visions and conclusions.
1856 FaoCDK Hist. Eng.dZpZ)!. iii. 286 Starting alwavs
with a foregone conclusion, he arrived of course where he
wished to arrive. 186S I. H. Blumt Rtf. Ch. Eng. I. 186
The Archbishop was simply carrying out . . the foregone
intention of the King. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage^ That
struggle was heroic, .but the conclusion was foregone.

Hence Porego*nene»». {nonce-wd.)
1892 Athenxum 6 Aug. 191/2 [The Look is] affected .. by

the 'foregoneness' of its conclusion.

t Fore-grandsire. Sc. Obs. Forms j see
FOBS- prej. hw\ Guani>hikk. [f. Kokk- pref. +
Gbandhibk.] a. A grandfather; «L. avus. b. A
great-grandfather ;~L. proavus. c, A great-great-
grandfather, d. An ancestor.

Vol. IV.

a. 1513 DovCLAi /Etteis /.u. vi. o* 'J he name he hair of

M foe gmodft hir wyi 1.1.

b. 1474 Ai ta Audit, (1810) 34/-' P* 1 f^'"' h»- said Ro -• ><>

" di ii Ii ' « si Jv se^.it of he said land**. 1*00 »o
(a i>i<tii«tr> Poemi (16931 i'' Myfiw fiBndfchir,h*cm Kyn
Mackc/wll.
c. 1541 Hooks Count , *, S*tt, li 16. 44 (Jam ) i> but fader

;

gudvliu, gi^ndshir, and for«rai»dsbir, lardis o( KingtltOUH.

1633 ^

'

(i ' ""' I ''''
'A I

V. 64/fl I I lie fo.

thair fathers guidw.hirs grands*. hiis (oirgrandicfiiri [ U , I

<J. 1M9 Com/-/. \.<.i I/-, 1 Vour loir arandschcir godc
frofd oiDfUon ayng of Ibarusalam, detTenJit hispepil.
//^•. 1581 N. Honk />/i^. /(c//;/. xviii.63/2 I M-ie Martinc
Coolor your (birgrandschir pa**ed mair cannali* to vr/rke.

Foreground f6>jground), [f. Kobi //'/. i

Gboobd,]
1. 'i'hat part nf a view which is in front and

nearest the observer; esp, as represented in a picture.

1695 DavniEM ///-/ 0/ Paint. i',j white can »uUi*t on the
tund of the Pi* lure, 1799 O. Smith Laboratory I. -,

;

Such as lie nearei the fore-ground you are to imitat>

ing to nature. 1834 Mki/wih Angler in Wain 11. 19 'J (.

dew^late crag a ht foreground to the still nw/re desolate
prospe' t thai tb'- land preftented, 1841 W, Sj/i j,j.o //<^/^

t //. ttl. II- 401 A mother in the (foreground, seated Ikismm
her i wo dead infant*.

b ._////. I 'fie most cons|iiciiousor prominent jxisition.

1816 Bkhthau Chrestom, 347 The desirable property,
which on ibis occasion stand-, a* the principal

1 he fore-ground. 1833 Mai ai cav Esu, WnlpolSi
Lett, ta Atanu (lH'.i) 264/2 He wa*c/witent..w keep in the

background and 10 leave the foreground to the author.

1873 SvMohij*s Crk. Poets v. ivy The Aeolian* o- cupied the
very foreground of Greek liieiature,

2. The ground in front of an object, rare* '.

1858 J. MaKTINKAU Stud. I lir. 1 14 'J lie high J"-' I

touched with linger dipped in blood, the sacied \i>l and
fori ground of the Ark.

3. attrib.

i8«7 S/i-'.ah Planter** <> / .:, 6a everal grou|/s of
fine foreground Trees with extensive tops were already
formed. 1887 RuSKIM Pr.eterita II. 105, 1 made two fore-

ground studies in colour.

t Foregua'rd, v. Obs.~ x
[f. Fobk- /;v/; ,

GvxHt)tt!j trans. To guatd beforehand or in front.

1588 CaaeaR Metaw. wk«. (Oro*art) IX. /^ In that we
foragarded all our action* v-kb vertue. //-/'/. 89,

Foreguess ^CVigcs), i/. ff. Kobk- /)/r/. +
GuBBB.j trans. To gness Ixrforenand ; to fort I,

anticipate, conjecture. * Joust, with simple obj. Of

with obj. clau.->e. Also atnol.

Hence Foreg-ue'KMing vb(. sb. and ppl. a.

1388 Wy< j.n IViui. xvii. 10 ff/arg. note Iii lorgeMuiig grele
yuels to comyngeon it silf. 1548 I'imix, etc. Eratm. Par.
Luke xii. 54 Obsaruing and markyng a! lykelyhoode* and
foregeassyngesoftempcfites, 1598 h uoaio Presaeo, a. fore-

guessing man. 1640 Br. Ham, C//r. M»<i,-t . 28/1 Melanclhoii
could foregue** that the time thould come *yherein "' ..

1895 W. II. Tchtos 'truth o/Chr. 68 He may also have
foreknown, what we can only fbregUOS*.

Fore-guidance, -hall : see Kobe- pref. 2 d, 3,

1 ForehaTsen, v, Obs. rare. [f. Kobe- pref
+ Hai.hkn 7/.] tram. fabioi. TopTt
1594 Cakf.w 7>/*w 1. iv, One day perhaps, my pen fore-

halsenin^ Will dare, what now of thee tis purposing. 160s
— Cornwall 124 b, A fbra^nlseajna of this ret^llion.

Fo it; hammer. .SV-. and north, dial. [f.FOBE-

pref + II AMMKit. ('(. DtL voorhamer '\\\ Kitian

15^8 veurhamern Da. forhammer.] The large

hammer which strikes first ; a sledge hammer.
1543 Richmond. With (Surteesi 43 It»:m iiij fore hamers.

159a Sc Act Jat. VI 1x814) III. 538 lireking vp bis
chalmer durris with foirhammeris. '785 Bckks Scotch
Drink xi, The strong forehamrner. 1818 Scon //W. Midi.
v, The unceasing clang of the heavy fore-hammers. 1894
Ckockj-.tt Raiders 315 From the other side.. came the
sound of a forehamrner thundering on a gate.

Forehand fo> r,h< nd
, a. and sb. [(. Fokk-

pref + Hamj.] A. a*ij.

T 1. Archery. Forehand '

'shaft) : an arrow for

shooting straight before one. Opposed to under-
hand. Obs.

1545 Av ham Toxoph. (Arh.) 126 The forehande must haue
a bigge breste to here the great myghte of the bowc. 1597
Shaks. 2 lien. tV

t
in. ii. 52 Hee would haue. .carryed you

a fore-hand Shaft at foureteene and foureteene and a halfe.

2. Done or given at some earlier time. Of pay-
ments, etc. : \fade in advance. ? Obs. exc. *#a/.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 51 She did embrace me as
a husband, And no extenuate the forehand shine. 1678
.'//. >"rials. Popish Plot Introd. VI. 1490, I wonder I had
no fore-hand notice of it {my trial], a 1679 T. Goodwin
Wks. I. ill. 25 This forehand I-'liion hath, .such virtue in it.

1790 W. Makshacl Midland Co. I. 20 COfWMCf^ t'J pay
what i* called a 'forehand rent'. 1825-80 Jamiksom s.v.,

Fore-han'-payment is payment in advance, as is generally the
rule with school fees.

3. Foremost, leading. Also, forea-hand. Fore-
hand stone {Curling, : see quot. Also ellipt. or
(juasi -sb. ; The first or foremost player.
1664 Bctcer Hud. 11. ii 618 A Nag That might pass for

a forehand Stag. 1816 Scott Old Mart, vii, Ourauid fore-
hand ox. 1825 Jamikson s.v„ The forehand stane U the
stone first played in curling. Clydes. 1831 Blatkw. Mag.
Dec. 983 A canny forehan'. 1892 Kekk Curling Glow, in
Skating, etc. (liadm. Libr.) 380 Forehan', the fir»t player or
lead.

4. ? ^ FOKEHAJiDED 2 b.
1784 Baob liarham Downs \. 172 Would any man in his

senses that was not a very forehand man indeed, live in the
elegant way you do?

B. *//.

1. The position in front or above, t So have the

forehand of to be to the forehand ndth <S<;.y; to

have the upp'-r hand or advantage of.

1557 pHAKM /Lurid 7. M tij h, And yei not lormost ah nor
al ne; V>z'-\f. hath (orhand wonna. 1588 Pahkk o. Aim
</> ./': lint. China m ; *i Hei dateriiiined. to depart and
I/ro'.ure . Ut ;• ' the lorehande of ibem and to

."-Ij^: them [etc. J. 1599 Shaki . //«// /', 1
. 1. j,j lint for

(. remonie.Mi' h a Wrei- h . Had the (ore hand and vantage '/f

a King. 1040 Ji-nc./n l<< //">• « 28 G*>d keeps on tly (

withyou, let us follow hard after him. 18*5 BoJamij
' I'm to the forehand wi' you', I have got the start of you.

b. 'J hat which hold* the front position; the

vanguard, hence tb'- mainstay,
1606 Shaks, Tr. ^ Cr. 1. iii. 14 1 'I he great Achilles..

The sinew and the for.: hand of out Hoste.

2. 'J hat j/uM of a horse which is Ijefore thi

1617 M ^.vv.wfM f aval. 1 iv '1 hey haue mosi »-xcellefit

forehandes. 1683 /.«////. f/'«». No. 1^/^/4 A \>yl> Grey
Mare . . hand^me forel*ai*.J but thin behind. 181',

Ant/:/. />>vi
;
What fine fore'harwis ' ^bai capital charger:-.

ild make ' 1884 I:. I. Anoij-v. . ^1/^/. lionemansh.
I. i, ii ("or OUI j, -

1
;. . I , W' '. . ' f ore hi; no

of the bor-.«: ;.ll ibal part which l^ ifi front of ill" ddh

Foreha nded. [i. n.-> pie.. * -y,u *.]

t i. Having a forehand 'sec Fohkhanii ii. ^ ;

' foi med m tlte forcj^arts '
' j. ,. Usually with a <!<:

!. ,.
i'

adj. <>\ adv. Said of h'>rv-:-.
;
and //v/// / ^ /..

/591 '-Mi .1. la,,.;, tolly V,'V- ''.f.-^ti, i'A. :,,-;

The OntJeman 1 *. . for. ; foreheadrd
1614 Mavkham (heap limit. \ i (t(//K\ 4

;

, • • ,• '.

em for< .- eel .. • and
shoulders. tMo l.ontt Caz. No 14W< A 'dark brown
'- injj loftj Forehanded.

2. I^iokingtothe /oiehand Veprec. J', j ; care

fu] as to the future, prudent, thrifty. Now 01 U
iCyi ]iv 'I'ayi/jm //"// Living ''>'/, > An 1

fon-hand.d care. 1777 j. '; I / fj% 5 4 IX. 454
. thereafarm-

\ enough Uj make tu-.i>- mon. y .
- .

10 -j,.-nd. 1870 I.o/.i-.i.i. .',tudy Wind /
thrifty fon hand. <l ra< e.

b. That b:» . made provision for the ful re ; in

' well-to do '. ' oi . U '..

1658 OeaNAM. < in. in Arm. II. /,'. J )

handed, are wjllj;,^ to j/iv^ time and *',.•. to foi .

1828 Wj-.i-aj j-.v, J-. l ,rl!,i, l.tfd a If. America in ;"-o-: -ir

cumstances an Uj proj>erty, JJJ57 4/^ Hauk ' (vtkm
(i'J,/) 1 >>/. A big man, and •. '.

handed, arjd pretty well to do in the world. j8^j

Margaret ix. (1871/ 47 In i*opu!ar phrase a forehand'
his house and barns were large, and his gro

thrift. 1883 Men. I<oj.i.i'.>, AViw Eng /,,/otit: 1 .'. 'I,-
! forebandei) (:=.-

to l^e somewhat exalted.

Fore-handftel, -hanging: see J aHr>fref 4 a, 5.

Forehard f'Vr^iaid^ [f. Fobk-/atA h JIaj;/'J

^See auot)
1853 '-*' Dttt.Arf! II. 563 The forehard, or prop

in the strands for all izes ol

Fore-ha«te, -hatoh, ' i
. : see Fokk- pref

Forehead [fyn Forms; see Hkao. [OK.
/orli.'a/od, f. Foh-^, Vontr pref. - h/afod Ukaik]

1. That part of the face which reaches upward
from the e)ebrows to the natural line of the hair.

Al.->o, the corresjjonding pan in beasts, etc.

C IOOO A.r.i (-1- Gloii. in Wr.-Wiilcker 150 Cataariitm. for-

heafod. CII75 Latah, /torn. 1/.7 I.'re forfieafyj. ^1225
/f«<rr. /<*. ig Makieo.,a large cre//i/ mil he bre^j vingre-.

vrotn abuue be vorheaued den to be breoste. 1 1305 Edmund
' '"'/ 6j 6 in A /'• /'. 1'/// .7'/ In mie foreheuede iwrite n.i

name pu v.halt iseo. Si^ne perwih pi forlieued. < 1380 :,ir

Eerundj. 1937 If ys hors. .(yar . foT'hed < 1489
Caxtom Sonnet ofAymon i. 4't He frompcled bi

1513 DouGtAA /Eneis xui. iii. i^^ Thy p4eaaod (brret
vJiaply and ene cleir. 158s T. Watsx^m Centurte 0/ Love
Kp. I-led. (Arh.)v6 Malkious high foreftea/ji. 161s WOODAU.
.V«/-j|'. i*/a/*- Wks. (1853J fz Applye/i cvyld to tlie forrl,ead

r

or place grievcJ. x86a Siii.i-inoi-i.. Oris. Satr. u. vL f Z

To* placing of the motto . . upon the High Priest* fore-

head. i7»6 Loom Albert?* Archil. III. 34/2 From the
f'orhead to the Hinder-part of the head. 1842 Tkkmvsok
Locktley Hall 25 On
a colour and a light.

Locktley Halt 25 On her pallid cheek and forehead came
1 a light

6><?/. Field 256 The dinoceras.-Iiad. .perliaps three pair*

i a. wi^hmx /^«/*4 ^- r-^*j

of liorns, one on the snout, one on the cheeks, and one on
the forehead.

b. transf. zxi&fig.
i6os Shaks. Ham. 111. m. 63 Euen to the teeth and fore-

head of our faults. 1607 — Cor. 11. i, 57 The forhead of
the morning. ci6ii Chafmam ///W xvi. 602 Two fierce

kings of l>easts, oppos'd in strife about a hind Slain on the
forehead of a hill. 184a Milto* Apol. Smect, [i8*J 2^1
Tis manif<rst his purpose was only to rub the forehead of hi*

title with this word modest. 17*6 Koamrce Stmt. Vng.
Worn. (1767) I. iv. 149 Those writings carry on their very
forehead the mark of the beast. 1795-1814; Woaosw,
Excursion vii, 591 And oak. .on whose forehead inaccessible

The raven lodged in safety. 1839 Letter. Hyperion 1, vi.

086$) 30 High and hoar on the forehead of the Jettenbuhl
stands the castle of Heidelberg.

c. Phrase. + To take time 'or occasion, by the

forehead', now usually by the forelock see FMesV
lock 2).

159s UMBOS Farruj. Polly Wks. (Grosart) IX. 311 Take
time now by the forehead, she is bald behind. 1599 \Wh.
Joksom Cynthia's Rev. iv. 1, Let us then take our tune by
the forehead. 1831 Heywoon Eng. 'Prav. m. Wks. ?'.;*,

IV, 47 Take Occasion by the forehead.

t 2. Used 'like L. from) for the countenance as

capable of expressing shame, etc. In two opposite
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FOREHEADED.

applications : a. Capacity of blushing ; sense of

shame or decency ; modesty, b. Command of

countenance, unblushing front : assurance, impu-

dence, audacity. Obs.

1560 Becon New Caleck. IT. Wks. 1564 I. 384 b, With

what forhead..dare we say in the I-ord's prayer ' Forgeue

vs our trespasses'. 1631 J. Bukges Answ. Rejoined 236

No man can deny it, who hath any forehead left. 1675

Mistaken Husband u. i. in Dryden's Wks. 11884]
1

VIII.

599 With what forehead Darest thou call me so? 1775

T. Sheridan Art Reading 371 No body but a modern

freethinker could have the forehead or folly to turn it into

ridicule.

3. The front part, forefront. + a. gen. [Obs. exc.

with conscious metaphor : see 1 b.)

1515 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clvii. [cliii.l 429 She rode on

the one syde by the quenes lytter, and it was assysted with

the duke of Thourayne, and the duke of Burbone, at the

fore heed on bothe sydes.

b. Mining, etc. The end, for the time being, of

a level.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Ij b, Forebrest, Forfield, or

Forehead. i86» Smiles Engineers III. 130 When I arrived

at the forehead of the dip. 1885 Trans. Cumbld. Sf

Westmld. Antif. Soc. VIII. 9 From the forehead of the

level it was conveyed to the day by means of a wooden

railroad.

c. Naut. 1 See quot.)

a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts III. (1704) 332/2 In

the Forehead or Mizon-yard.

d. dial. (See quots.)

1798 Ann. Agric. Som. XXX. 354 Foreheads or head-

lands. x8to Devon fy Cormo. Foe. in Monthly Mag. June

436 Forehead about six feet space wide of earth round

the hedges of a field, which is ploughed up, mixed with

lime and carted or wheeled upon the field for manure.

1 4. One holding the place of honour ; a leader.

[Not derived from sense 1 ; strictly a new formation.]

1:1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883* II. 380 To have

rated the forehead of his hounds, then in chase after a wrong

bucke. 1641 Sir E. Dering Sp. on Relig. 20 Nov. xiv.

(1642)45 Pretending to be afore-head of Divinity.

5. attrib. and Comb., as forehecut-band, -bone,

-wrinkle ; forehead-bald a., bald as to the fore-

head ; forehead-cloth, a cloth or bandage formerly

worn on the forehead by ladies; f forehead-piece

(see quot).
1530 Tindale Lev. xiii. 41 Then he is *foreheadbalde.

1809 A. Henry Trav. 24 A fillet, or *forehead-band. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. III. xiii. 137 It was rather the

"forehead bone petrified, then a stone within the crany.

1793 Holcroft tr. Lavater's Physiog. vii. 44 The forehead

bones remain unaltered. 1561 Gifts to Queen in Nichols

Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) I. 116 Three *forehed-clothes of

cameryk netted with gold. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1245/4

Four laced Forehead Cloaths. 1767 Connoisseuricd. 5) III.

No. 80. 71 A store of clouts, caps, forehead-cloths. 1673

Wvcherley Gentl. Dancing-Master iv. i, Every night

since he came, I have worn the 'forehead-piece of bees' wax
and hogs' grease. 157a Huloet (ed. Higins), "Forehead

wrinkles, .rugxfrontis.

Foreheaded, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed 2.] Hav-

ing ya) forehead.

1. With adj. or adv. prefixed, as high, low, well

foreheaded. f Tender-foreheaded : modest, meek.

1591 [see Forehanded i]. 1659 Gauden Tears of
Church 47 The Gnosticks . . were tender-foreheaded .

.

..people compared to those high-crested and Seraphick

Sophisters. 1670 Narbohough Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late

Voy. 1. (1711)64 These People are. .low Fore-headed. 189a

Pall Mall G. 30 Jan. 3/1 High-foreheaded, colourless

Madonnas.

t 2. Hardened with effrontery, brazen. Obs.

16.. Pain Let. to Feild in Heylin Hist. Presbyt. (1670)

278 This For-headed Age.

Fcrreheadless, a. [f. as prec. + -less.] Hav-
ing no Forehead (sense 2) : fa. having no sense

of shame (obs.) ; b. destitute of confidence.

a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N._ T. (1618) 713
They are thus foreheadlesse in forging Scriptures. i6ai

S. Ward Serm. yethro's J. P. 2$ What doe our audacious and
fore-headlesse Swaggerers require? 1844 Browning Colombe's

Birthday v. Poems 1849 I. 369 */...How Behaved our

spokesman with the forehead? Berth. Oh, Turned out no

better than the foreheadless.

ForeheaT, v. [f. Fore- pre/. + Hear v.]

trans, and intr. To hear beforehand.

1599 Soliman tf Perseda G ij, Hauing forehard of

Baslliscoe's worth. 1613 Webster D'chess Malfy III. iv.

How that the Pope, forehearing of her looseness Hath seiz'd

. . The dukedom which she held as dowager. 1800-14

Campbell Death-boat ofHeligoland 4 Brains . . that mad-
dening forehear the last trumpet of doom. 1813 Byron
Giaour 1076 note. His troublesome faculty of forehearing.

t FoTehearse. Obs. rare -". [f. Fore- pref.

+ Hearse, app. in the sense of F. herse portcullis.]

? That which guards the front.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 87, I feele him wound the

forehearse of my heart.

Pore-hearth, -heater : see Fore- pref. 5.

t Foreheed, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref + Heed.]

trans. To take care against beforehand; to provide

against. With simple obj., or that introducing

subord. sentence.

1516 Ord. Hen. VIII in Honseh. Ord. (1790) 212 Fore-

heeding alwayes that none of them depart the court before

the expences of their offices be brought to the Masters of

the household. 1631 R. Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 68 A.,
casualty that could not be foreseene or foreheeded.

Forehele, var. of Forhele v., to conceal.
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+ Forehe'nt, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. + Hent.]

trans. To seize beforehand ; a. to cut off (in

flight), overtake, b. To take in advance.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iv. 49 A fearefull Dove . . Having
farre off espyde a Tassell gent . . Doubleth her hast for feare

to bee for-hent. 1593 Golding Ovid's Met. xl. 267 [He]

toake the pleasure which the Sonne of Maia had forehent.

Forehew, erron. form (in Diets, for Forhew.

Fore-hill, -hinting, -hip : see Fore- pref.

Forehold (fo>r,hoiild). [f. Fore- + Hold sb.]

f 1. The action of holding on in front ; advance.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 12 Aboute the middle of

Aprill, when the fields have gotten some foreholde.

2. Naut. ^See quot. 1867).

1790 Beatson tr. Nav. fe Mil. Mem. 322 Started 30 tons

of water in the fore-hold to lighten her forward. 1835 Sir

J. Ross Narr. ind Voy. vii. 94 The forehold was restowed.

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Fore-hold, the part of the

hold before the fore hatchway. 1884 Sir R. Couch in Law
Rep. 9 App. Cases 422 The master improperly loaded the

forehold of the steamer.

[Foreholding : a spurious word in Johnson ;

in his quot. from L'Estrange (Fables clxxviii) the

word should be Forebodings.]

Fore-hood, -hoof, etc. : see Fore- pref.

FOTe-horse. [f- Fore- pref + Horse.] The
foremost horse in a team, 'leader'.

1483 Fun. Ed'.u. IV, in Lett. A> Pap. Rich. Ill (Rolls) I.

7 Upon the fore horse, and the thil horse sat ij chariot men.

159a Greene Upst. Courtier in Harl. yl/«<r.(Malh.i II. 218

They wore beesoms of thrift in their hats like fore-horses.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (16921 28 None of his

fellows bad cause to repent that he rode upon the fore-

horse. 1718 Freethinker No. 144 F 8 The Nobleman is

but the Fore-Horse in the Team. 1814 .Miss Mitford
Village Ser. I. (1863) 199 The fore-horse decked with

ribbons.

transf. andyff. 1601 Shaks. All's Well II. 1. 30, I shal

stay here the for-horse to a smocke. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr.

(1661) 177 [He useth this passage] as the fore-horse or

leading Authority, to bring in whatsoever Calumnies he

pleaseth afterward. 1816 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV.

290 The fore-horse of this frightful team is public debt.

attrib. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 123 A forehors

bridelle. 1636 Sampson Vcm-breaker v. i. I iij, Have I not

borrow'd the fore Horse-bells his Plumes, and braveries?

Foreign ;fp' ren)> a - and so - Forms
: 3, 5-6

foren(e, 3-4, 6-7, 9 forein(e, -eyne, 4, 6-8

for(r)ain(e, 5-6 -ayn e, 4-6 forreyn e, 5-7 -ayne,

6-8 forr-en, -ei^gne, -aign(e, (7 foran, fur-

raine), 6- foreign, [a. OF. forain :-pop'ular L.

type *foranus, f. fords, for-ts : see For* pref'i

Med.L. had foraneus (Sp. foraneo) on the analogy of

extraneus ; also forinsecus adj. (f. c\ass.L. forinsecus adv.\

which in Eng. Law Latin is the usual equivalent of

foreign.]

A. adj.

f 1. Out of doors ; outside. A chamberforeign :

a privy (cf. Foreign- sb.). Foreign darkness =
' outer darkness '. Obs.

1197 R. Glouc (1724) 310 In to a chambre forene be

gadelyng gan wende. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. metr. ii. 3

(Camb. MS.) Mintinge to goon in to foreine derknesses.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 234 This is the name that chaceth

away the clips Of foreyn dirkenesse.

+ b. Concerned with matters at a distance from

home ; outside ; opposed to domestic. Obs.

1605 in Atcharologia (18001 XIII. 316 [The steward] is

to see into all offices, soe well forraine, as at home, a 1619

Fotherby A theom. 11. xiii. § 1 (1622) 348 By writing, we may
giue direction for our foraine Businesses, though we stay

at home : and for our domestical, though we be abroad.

f c. nonce-use. ? Excluded, kept away (from

court, or from employment in affairs).

The sense is doubtful : it may be ' resident abroad ' (cf. 7),

or ' outside the circle of one's intimate friends ' (cf. 2 bX

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. ii. 129 You enuide him ;
And

fearing he would rise. . Kept him a forraigne man still.

2. Belonging to other persons or things ; not

one's own ; = L. alienus. Now rare.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iv. 9 (Camb. MS.) For nede

of foreyne moneye [mistranslation of xris alien:' necessitate,

' through pressure of debt 'J Ibid. II. pr. v. 32 (Camb. MS)
Fortune neshat neuer makyn bat swyche thyngesben thyiie,

bat nature of thinges hath maked foreyne fro the. 1633 G.

Herbert Temple, Church Porch Ixi, Keep all thy native

good, and naturalize All forrain of that name ; but scorn

their ill. 1733 Pope Ess. Man m. 21 Nothing is foreign ;

parts relate to whole. 1851 Hvssev Papal Power i. 35 The
interference of Bishops in foreign Sees.

t b. Not of one's household or family. Obs.

1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. iii 89 They . . powre our Treasures

into forraigne laps. 1608 — Per.lv. i. 34, I loue the king

your father, .with more then forraine heart.

f c. Of possessions, expenses : Other than per-

sonal. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie\. xviii. ( Arb.) 53 Quick cattel

being the first property of any forreine possession^ I say

forreme, because alway men claimed property in their

apparelland armour, and other like things made by their

owne.. industry. '7" Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 11. ii. 260

To have their foreign expences after the rate of 100 1, a year.

3. Proceeding from other persons or things.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 111. pr. iii. 55 (Camb. MS.) Than
. .hath a man nede to seken hym foreyne helpe by whyche
he may deffende hys moneye i 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. 1. 16 The truthe is then set free from all douting, when
not vpholden by forayne aides it self alone sufficeth to sus-

teine it self. 1659 Hammond On Ps. Pref. § 3. 2 For this .

.

we must appeal to forreign testimonies. Hi Blackmore
Creation 1. 395 Machines ..Move by a foreign impulse, not
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their own. 1834 Mrs. Somervtlle Connect. Phys. Sc. x.

(1849) 81 If the system be not deranged by a foreign cause.

4. Alien in character; not related to or con-

cerned with the matter under consideration ;
irre-

levant, dissimilar, inappropriate. Now only const.

from, lo.

1393 Gower Conf. I. 279 A vice foreine fro the lawe. 161a

Cali.is Stat. Stivers (1647) 103 The Lord of the Copyhold is

not to be taxed for the Soil of the Copyhold : for although

he might come to it by forfeiture committed, yet that is

a forain possibility. 1665 Gi.anvill Scepsis Sci. 64 Our
Author's sense and interpretation seems to me . .

forralgn,

arbitrary, and unnatural. 1671 Marvlll/TM. Transp.l.ni

This is a matter forreign to my Judicature. 1701 Swift

Sacramental Test Wks. 1755 II. I. 128 This design is not

so foreign from some people's thoughts. 17*4 A. Collins

Gr. Chr. Relig. 193 To tell the woman Ye worship ye know
not what relates . . to a matter wholly foreign. X735 Berke-

ley Def Free-think. in Math. § 42 All you have been saying

. .is quite foreign to the argument. 1756 Burke Subl. <y B.

ill. vi, To leave these foreign examples 1 if beauty in our own
species was annexed to use, men would be much more lovely

than women. l8ai Lamb Elia Ser. I. Grace bef Meat, [The

diet] least stimulative to appetite, leaves the mind most free

for foreign considerations. i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xlx,

However foreign to his nature and disposition. 1873 Helps

Anim. *r Mast. i. (1875) 16 A purpose foreign from his

pursuits.
,

5. Introduced from outside ; not belonging to the

place in which it is found ; esp. in Surgical use, of

substances embedded in tissues of the body.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. II. ii. III. (1651) 262 Excluding

forrain aire and winds. l6a« Bacon Sylva § 334 A Forreign

Spirit, stronger and more eager than the Spirit of the Body.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 11. 133 Yet in its dilation willadmit

of no aether or forrain Substance to enter the pores thereof.

1767 GoocH Treat. Wounds 1. 123, I discovered, by the

probe, this foreign body. 1770 Priestley in Phil. Trans.

LX. 204 Part of the electric matter natural to the body

must be repelled, to make room for the foreign electricity.

1875 Lyelts Princ. Geol. I. 11. xv. 331 A hard chlorite rock

equally foreign to the immediate neighbourhood.

6. a. Situated outside an estate, manor, distnet,

parish, province, etc.

[1292 Britton hi. viii. % 5 Vivers foreyns.] 1495 Act 11

Hen. VII, c. 7 Dwelling in a foren Shire. 1511 Act 4

Hen. I'llI, c. 4 Preamb., Outlawries had ageynst theym in

forreyn Counties. 1513 Fitzherb. Snrv. 3 b, It is to be

inquered of forren pastures that is comyn . .
what the lorde

may haue in the same. 1676 Degge Parson's Counsellor

11. v. 166 To be imployed in a Forrain Parish. 1885 E. B.

Ivatts Rai/w. Managem. 547 To the employees of railway

' A '
all other railways in respect to traffic are ' foreign .

b. Belonging to or coming from another district,

county, society, etc.

c 1460 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 317 Ye schall couer no foren

stranger yn no wys under yor franches. 1568 Grafton

Chron. II. 437 The markethouse. . was buylded for the free-

sale of the foreyn Boocher, and of the foreyn Fishmonger.

i 1638 Order Priv. Comic, in Penkethman Artach. H lj b,

The forreigne Bakers which bring their Bread to be sold in

the market of any Citie. 1891 Daily News 18 Sept. 3/3

There has been a great demand for foreign labour in Kent.

1895 Guardian 6 Mar. 363/3 The foreign examiners [at

Durham] are the Regius ProfessoV of Hebrew, Oxford, and

the Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Cambridge,

f c. ? Dealing with matters outside (the manor).

1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4465/6 In the Hands of the foreign

Bailiff of Dudley.

7. Situated outside the country ; not in one s own

land.
. .

In this and the following senses, the word is in British use

not applied to parts of the United Kingdom, nor, ordinarily,

to British colonies chiefly inhabited by English-speaking

people. In the U. S.the designations of foreign corpora-

tion, foreign port, are sometimes applied to those belonging

toother States of the Union. . . . „ .

1393 Gower Conf. II. 160 [Isles] that fro the lond forein

Leie open to the wynd al plein. Ibid. III. 185 A place,

Which is forein out in an ile. c 1400 Maundev. 11839' xvu.

183 Whan men gon bejonde tho iourneyes, toward Ynde and

to the foreyn Yles. c 1450 Merlin 577 Kynge Alein of the

forayn londes. 1524 Act 14 * 15 Hen. VI11, c. 1 Preamb.,

The said outwarde and foren regions. 1611 HEYWooDGo/rf.

Age\. Wks. 1874 III. 9 Whil'st I in forreigne Kingdomes

search my Fate. 1700 Wallis in Collect. lOxf. Hist. Soc.)

I. 313 In some forain universities. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21

III. 385 In some foreign clime which is.. beyond our ken.

1888 Bryce Amer. Conimw. II. xxxviii. 63 They usually

talk of corporations belonging to other States as ' foreign .

8. Pertaining to, characteristic of, or derived from

another country or nation ; not domestic or native.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 29, I am but foreyn in

this cuntre. 1535 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 325 No
more jurisdiction wth in this realme than anie oodre foreyne

bisshoppe. 1579 Fenton Gnicciard. (1618) 7 To build his

suretie vpon forreine strength, seeing he had no confidence

in his owne forces. 1611 Heywood Gold. Aeei. Wks. 1874

III 8 If my owne land proue thus vnnaturall I le purchase

forraine aid. i«SS H. Vaughan Silex Scint. I. Pref. (1858) 5

Plentifully furnished with various Foreign Vanities. 1676

Hobbes Iliad Pref. (1686! 2 Forein words. 1709 Steele

Taller No. 49 r 9 The Foreign Ministers residing at the

Hague. 1771 funius Lett. lix. 308 A foreign force, actually

landed upon our coast. 183a Lewis Use t, Ab. Pol. Jerms

iii 32 The foreign and native commodity. 1849 Hare

Serm. II. 435 The plan sprang up in the heart of a forein

king. 187s H. James R. Hudson iv. 140 She spoke with

a vague foreign accent.

b. transf. Unfamiliar, strange.

1881 Illingworth Serm. in Coll. Chapel 74 Such language

may be a little foreign, but the experience is universal.

9. Carried on or taking place abroad, into or with

other countries.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI (an. 32) 167 When foren warre
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and outward battailes, were brought to an ende. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 176 To take 011 niee a forreigne
voyage. 1632 Sanderson Semi. 475 A forraigne Invasion
abroad. 1653 Walton Angler i. 32 A man whose forraign

imployments ui the service of this Nation, and [etc.]. 1810

C. James Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Foreign Semite, .any service

done out of the limits of Great Britain, Ireland, .etc. 1840
Mai.com Trav. 34/1 The foreign trade is extinct.

10. Dealing with matters concerning other coun-

tries. Foreign Office : the department of the * Se-

cretary of State fur Foreign Affairs
' ; the building

in which the business of this department is carried

on. A4so, intended for use in transactions or cor-

respondence with other countries, as in foreign bill

(see quot. 1766), foreign letter-paper.

1655 Sir E. Nicholas h H. Papers (Camden) II. 241
Other furraine newes I heare not. 1659 Marvell Corr.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 12 John Milton, Esqire, Secretarye for the
Forrain affaires. 1682 Scarlett Exchanges 15 So are
usually all Forreign Bills. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman
Introd. (1841)1. 2 Such as carry on foreign correspondences.

1767 Blackstonk Comm. II. xxx. 467 These bills [of ex-

change] are either foreign, or inland foreign, when drawn
by a merchant residing abroad upon his correspondent in

England orviceversa. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Result
Wks. (Bonn) II. 133 The foreign policy of England. 1859
Sat. Rev. VIII. 62/2 The army and the Foreign Office

have, to a certain extent, escaped the constitutionalizing
process. 1892 E. Reeves Homeward Bound 113 No con-
tribution to exceed six pages of foreign note paper.

11. Law. Foreign apposer, attachment (see the

sbs.)
; foreign answer, matter, plea, service (see

quots. 1607). f Foreign intent: a constructive

sense not implied in the wording of the instrument

to be interpreted ; opposed to common intent.
151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 2 Of feyned and untrew Foreyn

pleyes triable in foreyn Countes. 1607 Cowell Interpr.
s.v., Forein aunswer . . such an answer, as is not triable

in the countie where it is made. [With a reference to
Act 15 Hen. VI, c. 5, which reads: Jesques au temps que
chescun des ditz foreins severalx responses soit trie.] 1607
Cowell Interpr,, Forein Apposer (forinsecaruin oppositon.
Ibid., Forein attachment lattachiamentum forinsecum).
Ibid., Forein mater, .mater triable in another countie. Ibid.,

Forein-plea., a refusal of the Iudgeas incompetent, because
the mater in hand was not within his precincts. Ibid.,

Forein seruice . .such service, whereby a meane Lord holdeth
ouer of another, without the compasse of his owne fee. .or
else that which a tenant performeth . . out of the fee. a 1626
Bacon Max. t, Uses Com. Law x. ("16361 43 The graunts of
a common person . . shall be extended as well to a forrein
intent as to a common intent. 1685 Keble King's Bench
Rep, II. 132 The Defendant pleads a forein attachment in
London of 50 li. 1800 Durnford & East Cases King's
Bench VIII. 417 A foreign attachment in the Mayor's court
at the suit of the plaintiff.

t H 12. Used to translate L.forcnsis; Made in

open court, public.
( 1374 Chaucer Boeth. nt. pr. iii. 55 (Camb. MS.) For

whennes comyn elles alle thyse foreyne compleyntes.

13. quasi-«</z>. (7bfit, go, sail, etc.) foreign, i.e.

for foreign parts. (Naut. colloq.

)

1829 Marryat F. Mildmay v, We were ordered to fit

foreign. 1840 — Poor Jack xiii, In consequence of our
being about to sail foreign. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons
$ IV. xix, But the captain is going foreign, is he not?
14. Comb. Chiefly locative and parasynthetic, as

foreign-built, foliaged, -going, -looking, -made,
-manned, f -natiotied, -owned, -wrought adjs.

1678 in Marvell Growth Popery 64 The Agatha, *Foreign
built, 250 Tuns. 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reform. (1891) 54
The vast *foreign-foliaged, primeval forests. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. in. v. 658 Masters and mates of *foreign-going
vessels. 1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. (1863) 213 A
dark, sallow, *foreign-looking personage. 1895 Daily News
15 June 5/4 *Foreign-made machinery. 1599 R. Linche
Fount. Anc. Fict. H j b, The vncertaine steps of *forren-
nationed pilgrimes. 1878 A. L. Perry Klein. Pol. Econ.
£56 American-built but *foreign-owned ships. 15*3 More
in Grafton Chron. U568) II. 808 Lawes. .agaynst. ."forreign
wrought wares.

B. quasi-jA aiid sb.

1 1. = Foreigner 1. Also, a foreign vessel. Obs.
1330 R. Brunne Chron. fi8to) 322 f>e tounes, be countes,

be foreyns alle aboute, To be kyng felle on knes. 1429
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 143 Outrayeng foreyns that cam
from Babilon. 1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 197 Of
these false forrains renneth so great a bande Vnto our
shippes, that [etc.]. 1612 Brerewood Lang, fy Relig. iii.

19 Ambassages . . or whatsoever other business of the pro-
vincials, or forraigns. 1643 Decl. Lords <$- Com., Reb. Ire-
land 50 They took yesterday a Forrain laden with deales.

t b. One not a citizen, or more particularly not

a member of the guild, a stranger, an outsider.

• 1350 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 361 ?ef a foreyne empledy be
tebynge. 1487 in Ann. Barber-Surg. Lond. (1890) 581 Ye
shall not admytt eny foren to be of this misterie. 1540
Hyrde tr. Vives 1

Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Nvj, For
citicens favour more one another, than they do forrains.

f 2. Short for chambreforeine (see A. i). Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Hand/. Synne 7436 Ful foule ys bat
forreyne pat ys comoun for al certeyne. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. IV. 1962 Ariadne, The tour . . Was ioyning in the
walle to a foreyne. 1505 in Gage Thingoe Hundred 140

v To be wrought with cahon and breke, with foreyns and other
necessaries. 1570 Levins Manip. 201/8 A Forayne,_/<?>-*Va.

3. That part of a town which lies outside the

borough or the parish proper. Now local.

1668 Plot Stafiordsh. viii. § 82. 314 All the Villages and
Hamlets belonging thereunto [Walsall] .. which they call

the forraigne. 178a Nash Worcestersh. II. 39 The in-

habitants of the foreign of Kidderminster, so called to

distinguish them from the inhabitants of the borough.

1856 Gi.ew Walsall 3 The parish is in two townships,
called the Borough and Foreign. 1875 Sussex Gloss, s. v.

Foreigner, At Rye. .that part of the parish which lies out of
the boundary of the corporation, is called the Foreign of Rye.

b. //. The outer court of a monastery ; also, the
space immediately outside the monastic precincts.

Obs., but surviving as proper name in various

places where monasteries existed.
1668 Wilkes Plan Canterbury cited in Willis Monast.

Canterb. (1869) 152 Y« forrins. 1799 Hasted Kent IV. 575
The space of ground without or foreign to it [the jurisdic-

tion of the church] called tlw Foreigus, now vulgarly the
Pollings. 187a Gloss. Eccl. Terms (ed. Shipley), Foreign
Court. -Also called Foreigns.

4. Inforeign : abroad.
<ri6i8 Fletcher Q. Corinth 111. i, One that hath As

people say in forraigne pleasur'd him.

Hence Po reignly adv. ; Fo'reigrnness.
1611 Cotgr., Peregrinite . . forrainenesse. 1661 Boyle

Style of Script. (1675) 249 1'he forreignness and obscurity
of some texts. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 1. v. 32 His
English had little foreignness except its fluency. 1880

J. Cairo Philos. Re/ig. vi. 169 When a being or object
reveals itself to feeling, it, so to speak, loses any vestige of
foreignness or estrangement. 1880 G. Meredith Trag.
Com. ix. 169 He rose out of his amazement . . foreignly be-

holding himself.

t Porei'gH, v. Obs.~° [f. prec] (See quot.)

1598 Flohio, Esternare, to alienate, estrange, forraine.

Foreignee-r, v. vulgar, [f. Foekign + -ebr
(marking contempt). Cf. electioneer vb.] Only
in ForeigneeTing vol. sb. allrib., concerned with

foreign matters ; also///, a. foreign, like a foreigner.

1827 Sporting Mag. XIX. 194 Since I sent you a despatch
on foreigneering business. 1841 Blackw. Mug. Apr. 501
There is no teaching these foreigneering fellows the proper
usage of their parts of speech. 1890 Hall Caine Bondman
I. iv. 65 The sailor was like, .a foreigneering sort of man in

a skin cap and long stockings.

Foreigner (fy'renai). [f. Foreign* a. + -eh ]
.]

1. A person born in a foreign country ; one from

abroad or of another nation ; an alien.

In ordinary use chiefly applied to those who speak a
foreign language as their native tongue ; thus in England
the term is not commonly understood to include Americans.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle iCaxton) iv. xxxvni. (1859) 64 They
were straunge foreyners, nought of his propre peple. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 15311 302 Whome that foreyner &
straunger Pylate wolde oftentymes. .haue delyuered. 1561
T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 138, I am here a foriner and
stranger, as all my fathers were. 1637 Decree StarChamb.
§ 12 in Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 15 That no. .forreigner. .be

suffered to bring in.. any booke or bookes printed beyond
the seas. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3916/3 Having reviewed
all the Horse and Foot under his Command, as well English
as Foreigners. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I.vii. 268 Besides
the Dorians, there were foreigners of other nations.

b. transf. Something produced or brought from
abroad ; esp. a foreign vessel.

1677 Rl°t Oxfordsh. 148 Beside what I have seen amongst
forreigners [plants] in Gardens. 1716 Addison Freeholder
No. 22 P 3 The lemons, the brandy, the sugar, and the Mutmeg,
were all foreigners. 1823 Scoresby yrnl. Whal/P'ishery
68 Nine or ten ships were assembled, .none of them followed
us, excepting a foreigner. Ibid. 410 The black vaX and the

common mouse are enumerated ..but both thjfee are for-

eigners imported by the shipping. 1891 Daily News
21 Nov. 5/3 The failure of the English walnut crop has
enhanced the price of ' foreigners'.

2. One of another county, parish, etc. ; a stranger,

outsider. In early use esp, one not a member of

any particular guild, a non-freeman. Now dial.

14.. Customs of' Malton in Surtees Misc. (1800)59 Yffe

any man . . als wele a foraner as Burges, be sommonyd to

any cowrte. ( 1460 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 317 Ye shall not.

.

counsell any forynar to dwell w (yn be franschys of this

craft. 1365 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 75 No
foreigner, as men of Bolton, Blackburne or any other

places. 1676 Degge Parsoti's Counsellor 11. v. 166 There
is no difference between the Case of a Parishioner and a
Forrainer, where (etc.]. 1700 Grassmens 1 Ace. (Surtees) 96
If any Forraner or Freeborn come. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell
North «$- S. xvii, ' Yo're just a foreigner, and nothing more ',

said he, contemptuously. ' Much yo know about it.' 1875
Sussex Gloss., Foreigner, a stranger, a person who comes
from any other county but Sussex.

f3. fig. A stranger, outsider; a little-known

person ; rarely, a person other than oneself (cf.

Foreign a. 2). Obs.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. r. (1594) 75 He, that

would not be a stranger to the universe, an alien to felicity,

and a foreiner to himself. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

lxviii. § 1 Forreiners and strangers from the Church of
God. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. iii. 1. i. (1651) 591
Jealousie is . . a fear or doubt, lest any forrainer should
participate or share with him in his love. 1641 Denham
Sophy v. 52 Joy is such a forrainer, So meere a stranger to

my thoughts, I know Not how to entertaine him.

Foreignisni (fjp'reniz'm). [f. as prec. + -ism.]

1. The imitation of what is foreign.

1879 Sir G. Scott Recollect, v. 202, In my essays . . I do not
recollect any tendency to foreignism. 18931 Review ofRev.
Aug. 165 Journalists in the German language encourage
foreignism.

An idiom, phrase, or term of foreign origin.

1877 Congregationa/ist (U. S.) 15 Aug. <Cent.\ That he
[Miles Coverdale] left in his Bible some few foreignisms .

.

is not surprising. 1887 L. Swinburne in Scribner's Mag.
II. 508 It is astonishing, indeed, how many of these
foreignisms have crept into the common speech.

Foreignize (f^rensiz), v. [f. as prec. + -ize.]

1. intr. To grow or become foreign ; to take

after, or display a resemblance to, foreign types.

./ 1661 Fuller Worthies, Warwick (16621 129 marg., Our
Countryman Pits did forani/e with long living beyond the
Seas, i860 Ecc/esiologist XXI. 179 The style of course
foreignizes.

2. trans. To render foreign ; to refashion after

foreign models ; to give a foreign air to.

1832 Eraser's Mag. V. 372 Instructors, .have sought .. to

foreignise our people. 1861 G. Meredith E. Harrington
I. iii. 37 Her sisters said she was ' foreignised' over-

much. 1894 Nation (N.Y.) LVIII. 360/3 We needlessly
foreignize our tongue by multiplying the single^ /, and v
endings.

t Fore-inia'gine, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. -t-

Imagine v.~\ trans. To imagine beforehand.
1602 [see the ///. a.] 1603 Flokio Montaigne 1. xxiii.

(1632) 55, I am fully perswaded you fore-imagine what I will

charge you with. 1624 Br. Hall Heaven z'pon Earth § 3
To . . fore-imagine the worst in all casuall matters.

lIencePore-imasfined///.a. So Fore-imagina-
tion, something imagined beforehand.
1602 Cakew Eng. 'Tongue (1723) 11 A fore-imagined possi-

bilitie. 1625 Donne Serm. lxvi. 667 All that is well done
. .is. .done according to Preconceptions, Fore-imaginations.

Fore-inclined, -instruct, etc. : sec Fore-.

Fo:re-inte*nd, v. [f. Fork- pref] trans. To
intend beforehand. Hence Fo*re-intended//>/. a.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 249 Shee was put from the
bias of her fore-intended lesson. 1622 Wither Mistr.,
Philar. Wks. (1633) 635 What the Fates doe fore-intend,

They never change againe. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Sur-
teesi 90 That hee give him notice what is to bee done or
foreintended. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xv,

(1B7S) 325 Whether she foreintended her following conduct.

t Fcre-intent. Obs. [f. VoiiE-pref + Intent.]

A pre-arranged purpose.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves J. Ixxxiii. 127 One may fail me

by accident, but the other will do it out of fore-intent.

Forejudge (fo^idgff'dg), v. Also 7 forjudge.

[f. Fore- pref. + Jidge v.]

1. trans. To judge or determine beforehand or

without a fair trial ; to prejudge. Also ahsol.

156 1 80 [see the///, a. and vbl. sb.]. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. in. § 195 If his Majesty might take notice what
Bills were passing in either House, and declare His Own
opinion, it was to forejudge Their Counsels. 1656 in

Burton's Diary (1828) I. 215 We ought not to forejudge the
petition, i860 F.llicott Life Our Lord iv. 174 Pharisees
whom Judtea and Jerusalem .. had sent forth to forejudge
and to condemn^
T 2. To form a judgement or opinion of before-

hand. Also intr. with of. Obs.

1603 Sir C. Heyijon yud. Astral. To Rdr. 7 Theyrashely
forejudge what I thinke. a 1716 South Serm. (1717) V. 300
Those false Rates and Grounds, by which Men generally
fore-judge of the Issue or Event of Actions. 1734 W.
GlFFARD Case Midwif. Ivii. 129, I. .prepared to attempt the

delivery, forejudging the inconveniencies I might meet with.

1792 G. Washington Lett. Writ. 1891 XII. 177 Some in-

fallible rule by which we could fore-judge events.

3. (See quot.)
1611 Cotgr., Prejuger, tcforeiudge ; to rule, or direct

the opinion of Judges by aformer iudgement.

Hence Foreju'dged///. a. ; Forejudging vbl.

sb. and///, a.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 54 The determination
of the Councell may haue his force, and be as a foreiudged
sentence, and yet not hinder the aforesaid examination.

1571 Golding Caivin on Ps. xlii. 8 This proud vaunting
rose of., malicious forejudging. i«j8o Sidney Arcadia v.

(1598) 433 If you will suffer at ten tiue iudgement and not fore-

judging passion, to bee the waigher of my wordes. 1633
Ford Broken H, iv. iii, Cleave not my heart . . With y<Sur

fore-judging fears.

Forejudge : see Forjudge.

Forejndgemeiit (foojidg^'dgment). Also 6

for-, [f. Yoke pref. + Judgement: cf. prec.]

1. Judgement determined or formed beforehand.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark Pref. 3 a, It is not

my part to make any ones title either better or worse with
my fore-iudgment. 1591 Spenser Muiopotmos 320 All the
Gods. .Did surely deeme the victorie his due : But seldome
seene, forejudgment proveth true. 1862 Seward in Sat. Rev.
(1863) 404 The only foreign nation steadily contributing
in every indirect way possible to verify its forejudgment.

t 2. A judgement previously pronounced ; a judi-

cial precedent. Obs.

1599 Blundevile Art Logic iv. iii. 104 What call you
Foreiudgementes or Ruled Cases? They bee iudgementes
or sentences heretofore pronounced, whereby Iudges take
example to giue like iudgement in like cases.

Fore-keel, -king, -knee, -knight : see Fore-.

Foreknow (fo»inJu), v. Also 6 forknow.
[f. Fore- pref. + Know v.] a. trans. To know
beforehand, have previous knowledge of.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 141 Before all tymes, I was
forknowen and ordeyned of god to be made. 1680 Allen
Peace $ Unity 16 St. Paul . . fore-knew there would be

Heresies among them. 173a Berkeley Serm. to Soc. Prop.

Gosp. Wks. III. 239 Are not the times and seasons fore-

known only to God? 1817 Shelley To O/lier u Dec,
You . . foreknew all that these people would say. 1855

Kingsley IVestw. Hot (1889) 5/1 He foreknew it would
give her pain.

absol. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will n. xi. (ed. 4) 138 If God
does not fore-know, he cannot foretell.

b. intr. To have previous knowledge of
1703 Rowe Ulyss. 11. i. 858 Thetis. .Wept for her Son, fore-

knowing of his Fate.

Hence Foreknown///, a.; Foreknow ing vbl.

sb. and ///. a. (whence Foreknowingly adv.).
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FOREKNOWLEDGE.
Also t Foreknow able , tli.il may be foreknown

;

t roreknowsr. one who foreknows.

C1374 ChaOCU /'i.'rfc! i. 7.)TI,isl alk.is, .foi lo.l.p.ul. n

...n. iv Took paipoafol itii-- RxfcnowingiwyH. >4*3 -1 A -- '•

KintU Q. cxlix, Fortune is . . Strongest "'"»""' l.luhatc

lasts foreknawing .. !s in the man. i4S° '53° ".V"- '"T
/.,i,/ir 4 Hauyngc her cndclcslv asprcsentc in ihe syghtc ol

Kyi Godly forknowyngc. 1548 I1.A1.1, etc Brum. far.

,l/,ir.'. KXV, 34 ('.«! the foreknown Of al thinges. 1561

f. HrrwooD Frw. t Fpie r. • 1 867) 1 J The fore knowne ill to

man, would call fan felt greefe, of fore knowne vmest.

1647 Jfr. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. xiii. 19S He does iery im-

prudently serve his ends who sccingly ami fore-knowingly

loses his life in the prosecution of them, a 1660 Hammonii

Third let. /'»«<vW'.c 8 75 Wks. 1674. I. 598 The foreknow cr

is not cause of all that arc foreknown. 16*7 Mil ion /'./.. XI.

77i Evil.. Which neither his foreknowing can prevent.

1678 CuDWOSTH Intell. Syst. 712 We camiol but grant such

things therefore to lie forcknowahlc. 1849 Groh: Cree.e

11. Ixviii. (18621 VI. Mt Foreknowing ami consistent agents.

i860 I'i si.v Mm. Proph. 750 That regularity itself of 1 ".oil's

. 1 cation sets forth those other foreknown operations of (.o.l.

Foreknowledge ^founjrlAdj). [f. Poke- pref

+ Knowi.kuck] Knowledge of an event, etc. be-

neutes are done
fore it exists or happens ;

prescience.

'SJS Covrroalf. Judith ix. (1 Thy iudgir

in thy- eucrlaslinge fore knowlege. 1555 EdKN Pe.ades

Contents (Arh.) 4s '''lie foreknowleags that the poet Seneca

hail of the fyndynge of the news worhle. 1667 Mil.ton
/'. /.. 111. 118 If 1 foreknew, Foreknowledge had no influence

on their fault. «7»o licii.KR Strm. Wks. n'74 II. Pref, 10

It is not foreknowledge of the punishment which renders us

obnoxious to it. 1847 Grots Greece 11. xi. 111. in Money
lent with the foreknow ledge that the borrower will Ik- unable

10 repay it. 1863 D11 1 v Federal St. II. aio [An astrologer

promises to] give to the public a foreknowledge of all the

general affairs through life.

Hence Foreknowlcdged ///. 1;., known lieforc-

hand as liable to, destined to. Oh. '

577 <r- Fullincers Decades (15911)643 Thou art .. fore-

knowledged, as they sayc, to damnation.

Forel, forrel (ffrcl ). Forms : .vf> forol, (5

ftirer. 5-7 forell^e, 7 forrell, foroll, 9 for(r)el,

forrill. [a. OF./arret,/mrrel (JfT.fourreau), dim.

f, farrt, fuerre case, sheath, etc. (see Fur .r/>.\]

1. fa."A sheath (06s.). +b. A case orbox(e>cV.).

,11300 CnrsorM. 15791 (Cott.iObe forel asuerdhe drogh.

?.ii43o ICyelifs 7*9 xx. 25 Out of his shethe, or out of

the bircl. 1578 I.vik. Podoensvl. Ixi. 717 The fruit [ofPate

tree) . . lapped in a ccrtaync long and Imxlc aarrcll or covering.

C. A case or covering in which a book or manu-

script is kept, or into which it is sewn. Now dial.

"303 LanOL. /'. PI. C. XVI. lot Ami lake his felawe 10

willnesse, What he fond in a forel of a freres lyuynge.

.1440 Promp. Fan: 171/2 Korclle, to kepe yn a hoke,

forulus. 1510H0RMAN Vnle. 84 b, 1 haddcleucr haue my
Iwke sowed in a forel : than hounde in bourdis. I5»3 St.

Papers lien. VIII, VI. 1 h His letters shalbe em losed in a

forel directed to the Treasurer. i8«5 J. JeNHIHOS Otstrv.

Dial. West Fnc. 3S Feml, the cover of a book. 1893

II 'iltsh. (.less., 1-orel, the . . cover of a book.

2. A kind of parchment dressed to look like vel-

lum, used for covering books (now only for account-

books).
iS40 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Colophon, No manner of

person* shall sell this present hook, unbound*, above the

price of two shillyng.s and two-pence : and hounde in fordl

for iis. \d. 1814 J. Ioiinson Typegr. II. 529 The tytnpans

are covered with vellum, fori els, or parchment.

altrib. 1883 Kerry's St. Fator. A fading 203 Good pspsf

- forel binding.

3. A selvedge or border.

1691 Lend. Gaz. No. 2655/4 A Crimson Piece of Spanish

Cloth 23 yards long..wiih a yellow Foroll ami a White
List. 1697 IHd. No. 3316/4 Three pieces erf Su|xi line

Black Cloath foi Men's ware, maikcd wilh..l). Chance in

length in the Forell. 1774 Act 14 Cro. ///. c. as F'laiuU

are frequently committed .. by taking off.
.
the .. Forrel or

Other Mario, of. .Cloth. 1847 RaUJWBIX, I'
errel, thelsu-

,1.1 ofa handkerchief. IVest. 1886 K.i.woriuv »'. Semen, t

H'ordM.. I errel, the stripe which is woven across the ends

of a piece of cloth to show that it is a whole piece.

1 Forel, forrel, * Oh. Kpna.iU1 trwm.

Te over with a ' forel '. Hence FoTolled ///. it.

164s F11.1.KR Halvt Prof. St. in. xxiv. 227 The second

edition of Ihe Temple .. as it.was new fomll.-.l ami filleted

with gold by Herod. 1696 /.'. BmtMfh Churehti: Ate. 111

»ana Desiisaa. Atmc 11892) XXIV. 264 I" for a great

foreld Ihroke BS, 05. o.

Foreland (lo j-Jlaii(l). Forms : 4 forlonde,

(farlande\ 5-7 forland.e, (7 fUrlandl, 6 fore-

londe, -lande, 5 foreland, [f. 1-ouk- /)'.;/'. +

I.AN1). C£ Do. 'wto./ 1 also loci. fo> Irmii land

lietween hills and the sea]

1. A cape, headland or promontory.
13. . Gam. * <."»•. (Or* 699 Alle be iles of Anglcsay on lyfl

half he hal.le7. es fare7 oner be foi-,1. 7 bv pi foi londe7.
'

,1 1400 Mtirte Arth. 880 Sec }e v>ne farlande with ^one two

fyreiu it 1400 Botohbi Iti'i. iNasmith 1778' 153 Unumfor-
land vocal, le Holyhedc. IS3S Stkw art Cum. Seef. 1 374

l'hc schippis draif on forland and on craigis. 1551 Ri. orok

(',tst. A"»,'.-i./. (issM S3 The great forclonde of Affrike. coin-

monly called the cape of Co.xl hoi>e. 1671 Narhoroh.h

Jml. in Am, Sn\ l.itte l'e>y.\. (lynj ^4 At the face of this

Foreland lie six rocky Islands. 1796 Moan .)'".''

I. 117 A cape, which, .he |Frohisber in 157M railed Queen
F.li7alielh's Foreland. 1876 I ,. Morris A'//. Hades (1878) 35

To where the wave-worn foreland emls the hay.

2. A strip of land in front of somcthint'.

a. (See quots.)

lS8o-« .let 23 KHz. c. I ;. S 1 Certeyne Shelves and Fore-

landes..lyeng iietwcnc the Wallcs and Houndes of the slid

43fi

Mushes ,, and the River of Thames. 1795 J. Puiiiips

lYM. Inland Xnvig. Add. 178 The forelands on th. nojftl

side also arc not tS \<c less lhall tbiity feet wide. 1807

Traxs.S*. rtsOXXVI. 35 By the erection of a new bank

or sea w all ihcy get a foreland to their former estate. 1867

Smviii Sailer's ll'er.t'M:, lore/and. a space lilt Niwnn
the base of a canal hank, ami an adjacent drainage cut or

river, so as to favour the stability of the bank.

b. J-brtif. (See iptot. iSgJ.)

1704 J. Harris Lex. Tcehn., Foreland . . the same with

Berme. 1717 tr. Krczier's I 'oy. S. Sea 93 A llcrnl, or Fore-

land, being a small space of Ground between the Wall and

Ihe Moal. 1853 Stocvcki.kr Milit. Diet., Foreland a

confined space of ground between the rampart ol a town

or fortified place and the moal . . Now usually called a bans.

3. land or territory lyiiw in front.

1851 K1110 Hille llnistr., Fife * Death Our Aon/ 29, I

looked towards the west, and beheld the forelands ofCar-

mel. 1870 Daily Tel. 22 Sept., Alsace and Lorraine, .will

form a German foreland.

+ 4. St. 'A house facing the street, as distin-

guished from one in a close or alley' (Jam.). Obs.

1489 Aeta Audit. 149/2 A foreland of ane tcnnennicnl

band in be said Cannoungate.

5. allrik, in t lorclaihi-mai (see quot.).

1666 I. end. Caz. No. 10/4 The Foreland Men. vis. The
Colliers of Sandwich, and the several Ports of Thanet, slay

in expectation of Convoy.

Forelay Jo-j1^\ v. [f. Fork-/'-,/ i Lat p.]

1. fritiis. Vn lie in wait for. waylay. 0/>s. exe. ttial.

1548 Hall I hnm., Ilex. II ', Introd. 9 He was forelayed

and taken. 1603 HOLLAND Tlutareh's Mor. 667 For fearc

(quoth he) that flic forlaicd by the way, and rifled by linn.

1700 llRvniN r.tlaniou 4 A. I. 491 An ambush'd thief fore-

lays a traveller. 1887 Kentish olttt., FtrtJpf, to waylay.

t b. To lie in ambush about or near ^a place).

1563 Goldino Crsar 11565) Sob, Hys enemys might
.
.for-

lay the waves. i6ri Sl'KK.n Hist. (.7. Brit. VI. lii. (l6j«)l8o

His opposites had forelaid the country, and hemmed bun

about. 1683 Brit. Sfee. 106 They had forelaid ihc Passages

by land.

C. jtg. To lay obstacles in the way ol
:
to plot

or take action against; to embarrass. Irnstiate,

hinder, interfere with. Now rare.

«j7i Goldino Calrin onl's.w n The Lord . . foriayeth

their craflynesse. 1611 Dravton Folf-olh. iv. 58 '1 hen

F.bwilh, and with her slides Srowy ; which forelay Her pro-

grease. i6is-is Br. Hail Contemfil.,0. T. xx. ix, How
cunningly doth he forelay Iheir confidence. 1697 DaVpsN
Virgil xi. 781 With chosen Foot his Passage to forelay,

And place an Ambush in the winding way. 183a John

Bkkk Stunt Herbert's tile II. v, She would her own sweet

peace forelay.

2. To lav down or plan beforehand ; to prc-

arrange; with both material and Immaterial ohjs.

Obs, cxc. dial.

1605 IIamh. I'liilotas Wks. (1717) 350 Envy will most

cunningly forelay The Ambush of their Ruin, a 1619

F. Davison T,\t. A' hapsoily (18261 II. 361 Privy mans my
foes lore-lav. 1S4J [AHOUM] Fane. I'all. Aehor 1 1 be

wise God forelaid a double-foundation, of sin in Ihe

enemy, and humiliation in his people. .1 1716 Sot 111 Serm.

11744) XI. 252 An excellent artificer, who in all his woiks

Of art, has forelaid in his mind a lierfect model of his intended

fabric. 1815 Mr. John Peeastro 1. 52 Thus the ground

was forelaid for great rejoicing. 1876 in ll'hitly l.'.iW.

Hence Fo relaid fpl. a. ; Forelaying vbl. sh.

1600 Hot lano /./V'|\. xxviii. 11609) 199 There wasnofeare

of anlbnshuieiils and forel.ivings. 1640 I.n. J. Hli.nv .S'/»

in //.'. Com. 9 Nov. 8, I level! at no man with a forelayd

d.signe. 1643 Sir T. Prow si Kelig. Med. 1. S 1" XWs con-

llituted and forelaid piin. iples M his Art. 1815 Mr
John Pe.astro I. 259 Thus far by way of . . forelaying of

the ground.

+ Foreleader. Oh. Also 4, 6 for-, [f. Foa»
fief. + 1-eadkr.] One wlio leads the advance; a

chief or principal leader.

,11300 Cursor M. I44IO (Cottd Movses was hail foi-leder.

•S3S l»n :
. Afol. lin.iale iS Christ,- is the Inst,- fiulisand

tore Icadei of them that sleap. 1576 C..\s< oi.,ni. Diet Jor

/)FTwr*<inr* (1789) 17 Would G.kI thai we learned not. by the

foreleaders b.Ml ii.uiud. to , hai gc and coniure each other

vnto the pledge. «6n Siki n IYjV. (.'/. Brit. vii. v. 8 1

Hengist for valour, poliric, and stienglli. was the fore-

llgjsr. 1648 Hkrrick Hespet. (1M9I }H Know, for truth.

I meant You a foreleader in this testament. 1876 II hilly

('.loss.. Poor, leader, chief captain.

Foreleg ,t""-Jleg; but the stiess is variable-;.

ff. Fokk- /; ef. i 1 .Kt; >/'.] t)ne of the front legs of

a HMIsTlllll ; also, lately one of the anterior limbs

of a bitrcd.

1483 Cam ox (Mat £cr.(ltJ9a)lO*9 A grete wulfc syttyng

and embia.vng the heed betwene bis foileggys. 1509

HAWSS r.i.,1. Ptt*».XXXVlt.Ui. His forelegges latyn. and ol

fetbers full. 1616 Si RIL. ei MarkH. Country larme 133

When a Hor-es ncere fore-lcggc, and hisneere huider-legge

..are so fastened together. 1658 OsRORN Ad:: Sou (1673)

83 A Co v at at Court . . lieing laughed al by him IKing Jaraaa]

for saying the wing of a Rabbit, maintained it as congruous

as (he fore leg of a Capon, a Plua«e used in Scotland. 1749

FOKBIM /'•"" ?<w.v XL ii, The beast now unluckily making

a false step, fell upon his forelegs. 186a llixni .'..."

II ri.e. Men 2) The foreleg of the Horse. 1875 \\. S. II iv-

waro I o;-eaest. World 13 Though he got his lore legs well

on the bank he was shoi 1 wilh his hind ones.

Fore-lend, -lie: sec- Fork- prtf. It, I,

Pore-lift, -lighter, -line, etc. : see Fork- pref.

Forelive (feedlT), v. [f. l'oiu: pref. + LtvK

v.] trans. To live before another.

'599 I'lsin. Mnsofhilus Ixii, All those great worthies of

antiquity Which long forelived thee, and shall long survive.

, 164s HowKl.l. Lett. 11812! II. 530 They who fore-liv'd and

preceded us may be called our Ancestors. 1805 Soruuv

FORELOOK.

/1W.V 11. iii, Then do I forelive the race of men, So that

the things that will be, arc lo me Past.

b. i't/r. ^or ahol.)

1839 Pah iv Festus xix. 11848* 208 Some believed .
.
that

the soul . .had foreliv, d ill II. .0. n.

Fore'lle [a. Get./mviU.] A kind of trout.

1881 Plackmork CnrilttmtU, I. xvii. 70S, I dare say, he

doesn't know a trout from a F'orclle. [1891 0, Miri nlTH

One ofour Ctrl. II. iv. 88 Fresh forelen for lunch.]

Forelock ((oVllfk), I*,' Also 5-7 forlook.

[f. Fork- pref. +L0CK sW
fl. a. ?Some piece of horse-harness, b. vSce

tpiot. 1889.^ Obs.

1467 rafasW «, Househ. Ftp. (1841I 4i>3 My mastyr paid

for niendyngc of a foilokke, id. 1889 Cent. Viet., lore-

l,\k, in medieval armor, a clasp or tatch serving to hold

ihe helm, or in some cases the beaver or the tnclltonniere,

to the goigciin 01 breast-plate in front.

2. A wedge (usually of iroti^ thrust through a

hole in the end of a bolt in order to keep it in its

place. Now chiefly Xattt.

15.14 H'ietoft Churthw. Aee. 11797) 209 For y« forlock lo

y« grete bell, 4-/. 1534 Vatton Chui.lr.e. Aee. (Som Kec.

SoC.) 149 For folks, torlocks, pynnes to y" bales [liells].

1613 39 1 Ionis in I.eoni tr. Paltadio's Archit. (1742) I.

101 The Bolts and Forelocks of Fir, that fasten the limber.

176a FALCONS* Shifmr, 11. 273 The forelocks drawn, the

flappings they unlace. 18*9 Sik V.. I. Rekd ShipoKtld.

XVli. 140 The various parts of the work are . teniporarily

secured . . by means orpins and cotters, or forelocks.

3. Comb. : forelock -bolt, -hook ,sce quots.).

i6a7 Cait. Smith Seaman's Cram. ii. 5 Fore locke bolls

hath an eye al the end, whereinto a fore locke of iron is

diiuen lo keepe it from starling Ixacke. 17*9 Falconer

Dkt. Marine 11789), Chenille a gempilles, a forelock-bolt,

or boh fitted to receive a forelock. 1794. Kt.(gme *, Sea-

mansh. 54 Fore-l,\h-hooks are made of iron, with a long

neck and handle. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek.l. 905 lorfln *

Hook- 1 Hope making', a winch or whirl in the tackle-block

by which a bunch of three yarns is tw istcd into a strand.

Forelock (&>'»&), sM [f- Fork- pref.

Lock st.*\

1. A lock of hair growing from the fore part of

the head, just alrove the forehead.

,1000 Mas Aldhetm Gloss, in Anelia 11891) XIII. 37

Foreloccas, antiefremtis. 1650 llirwiR Anthropomet. 87

A s,p,arc forehead, upon which those forcl.Kks of the Han

abide moderately elevated. 1667 Mil ton P. L.w. 302

Hyacinthin Locks Hound from his parted forelock manly

hung Unstring. 1831 111. Martinkac Fa,/, * All Vj8s

There was plenty ol bobbing from the girls and pulling

of forelocks from the Iwys. 1878 Bisam & Ri< k ( elia s

Arb. xxii, All had a word to say to the Captain, touching

their forelocks by way of preface.

trans/'. 1619 Bainhriivik Poser. Fate Comet (1629^9

Ibis Cornels forelock was a better Kphcmcris for the

Santas place then many in great request.

b. Of a horse, etc. : A detached lock above the

forehead.
1711 AnoisoN Speel. No. 59 r 4 The Forelock of the

lloi-e. 1781 Oranaa Charity 176 Iaxise fly his forelock

and his ample mane. 1791 — Masai six. 306 Ihe biisllv

forelock of the Ivoar. 1870 Brvant //i"*f I. in. 94 Clipped

away the forelocks of the lambs.

2. fig. : esp. in phrase to lake time, opportunity,

etc. by thejorelo,k.

Snggrsird by the representation described in phsedrus

Fab. v. viii, 'Calvus, comosa fronte, nudo occipltio, ..

I V , asioneni iirum signitn at hicvcm.'l

1589 tlRirsr M.naphon .Ail'.' 65 Thinking to. .take

opisulunilie by her foielo.kes. 1594 Siknskr AmoreUi

Ixx, The iovous time wil not Ik staid, I DMaas she d.K him

bv the forelock lake. 1639 M assinokr Fnnat. tombatwi,

I'll take o, , asion by the forelock. 1775 A»«M Amer. Ind.

3oi, 1 uwk lime by the fore-lock. 1871 B. TAVLOa faust

H875I I. a.)t, I Irecame a philosopher, to catch. W isdoni
1
by

the 'forel.vk. 1874 Mou.FV Katnneld 1. vii. 213 Ihe

I m..w*S bald lichind, and mast be grasped by the

foril.sk.
, ,.,

Forelock (fri-'tlckl. w. [f. Iouki.ock sb.i]

trans. TO fasten witli a forelock : also with in.

17O9 Fai.coni-r Piet. Marine (1789I Y iij h, Bolls, which

.. are forc-kvked or clinched upon lings. 1839 R. S.

Robinson Xaut. Steam Cay. 89 The paddle arms .

.

keyed at forcksAcd there. 1881 Nari I Seamanship teil. 6)

86 A boll is put through the mast and forelocked in.

1 lcnee Forelocked///. <»., Forelocking MC. sb.

1839 K. S. Kohinson ,\'ant. Steam Fh£. 85 A crank pin .

s,., urrd bv a brail, king pin. 1874 Tin id 1 A '• ' Art*.

i rat, 744 The channel tail is secured to the channel by

iron straps. Listened by forelocked bolls.

Fore-log : see F'ork- pref. 3.

Forelong, obs. form of FtRt.oNfl.

Fore-loofe, obs. Sc. form of Fpri.oioh.

ForelOOk J6->iluk\ sb. [f. Fork pref. + LOOK

sb. ; cf. next.] a. A look forward Ms. cxc. L/.S.'"

t b. The habit or power of looking forward

;

Foresight, providence.

.357 Lav Folks Cat,; h. ,43 The saule went until hell

ancTloke oule ihas W'hilke he 1.1 his forlokc wold tha

we, siiueil. ciaao .ViV . ) "/-../.u (W cberl1,373 J
her ^ had

an hondorthe maike of rent i Y spenlte hit all in lyghtte

Mas*, Of SUchs forlok was Y. 1583 l.ot.niNC. •a.?'* on

!\-„t cxc. 1 1S1 It is to lie concluded then, that Moses had

a further forelook. 188a K. P. C.oonwiN- Serin. b,f. Amer.

fid.Comm. For. Missions 7 The gosix-1 was 10 Ik- preached

with e.iu.il. .forekwk of triumph to all who would receive

it 1883 HUM Christm. in Palaee vui. 102 She had a

week's provant ill the house; and that was a very long

forelook for her.

ForelOOk ,fo-ilu-k\ v. Also for-, [f. Fork-

pref + Look d. (In sense 3 perh. f. For- /;v/.')]
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1. trans. To look it 01 sec ahead Of beforehand,

Inn let ; tO waleh OVOTi Also /,//.

.(1300 Cwntr M. Ban (Cott) Oodd ., I'.it all for-lokei In

his sight, r 1300 AW. 18096 (Cott. Qafba) Ilk mi. in luld

him forlokc. .|>at Ills conciens In: clcnc. 1340 IIami'oi.i

/V. Consc. 1046 N«'» in. hi . .1 -m l>e tymcofbedcdc forluke.

2. r*«/r. To look ahead or forward.

1494 Faiiyan < '/it, »i. vu. v,i llr shall dyly,:entlye fore.

loke and see thai Cmldys wvllc he (lone. 1603 It. Jonson
Kttkkfi h'.ntertainni. 10 Wks. iKtldg.) 539/3 Then < 1 i * I I

forelook, And mw this day mark'd whits In Clotho'i book.

1847 KmntON Pootm ixB$?) 146 The World-soul knows his

own affair, Fore looking, when lie would prepare For the

next ages.

f3. To bewitch liy a look. Cf. overlook. Obs,

1596 Thomas Hal. Put. u6o6\ I'asa'no, to hewitch .. to

forclookc 1611 CoTOB*, Entoreilor , • To cluinnc < . fore-

lookc, eye-bit.-.

Hence Foreloo king- ///. «*. Also Forelooker,
one who forelooks.

1381 Wyci.if F.cclns. iii. 34 (Joel is the forlook ere [Vulg.
' of hym that icldcth grace. Ibid, xi. \» As the

he falling of his ne^heln >re.

i. 118 A forclookiiig tendernei

1870 ECstRR*

Prospector) <

forlookere seende th
son Set, -V A,77. vi. 11H A turelookuig

Forelooper, foreloper (foibrpu, -lJh-poj).

South Africa, [ad. Du. voorlooper, 1, voor- Fore-
blooper limner, I. I00pen to

11111.

J

A boy who walks with the foremost pair of a team
of oxen, in order to guide litem. Heme Foreloop
v. tntr., to do the work of .1 forelooper.
1863 w. c. Baldwin Aft: Hunting iv, I managed to

irtari on March o. with only a driver and foreloper. 1881
Fi-:nn <>//" t<> Wild* iii. Bl The foreloper, whose duty it is

10 walk Willi the foremost o\en, 1B89 Catho/i, Household
ta Nov. 7 Vr. I,e Bihan in like manner ' forcdoupiug ' be-
cause one of their hoys had 1 ill his loot,

Forolorn, obi. form of Forlorn.
t Fo're-maid. Obs. rare '. [f, Fokk-/;-^/. +
Maid.] A forewoman.
-555 Will of 7'. Sidney (Somerset Ho.), Maty HUlasonce

the foimayde of my shop.

Foreman (nU'JmAn . PI, foremen. Also
for-, [f. FOU- pref. + Man

; ef. ON. formadr,
gen. -manns peril, the source), nlso Du. voonnan,
(ier. votmann.]

+ 1. One who goes in front ; a leader. ()/*;.

f 14*5 A"«i,'. ' •'//-/. //(•/. ivii. 134 SteueneMone was forman,
S opened the way to |»e Erl, 1580 Barit Atv. t A foreman,
.[ ginda, itait*V.r, 1591 <;. Harvky Pierce** Super, 8 They
cannot .. bellow lustely like the foreman of the Heard.
161s T. Taylor. Comm, Titus i. 8 In the practice ol thin

duty, the Apostle t'.|iiircth that the Minister he the fore*

man. 1674 tr. Seheffer's Lapland 117 The men are led
up by a Laplander, whom they call Autoinwal/e, or foreman,
then follows the Bridegroom.

f b. //. The front rank. Obs.
1577 rlAtntu Am. Keel, Hist. (1619) .187 When .. they

had Toiled the foremen, they turned themselves back. 1998
Chknkwky Tacitus' Ann. 1. ii. fi6aa) 21 'The enemy..
lightly iklrmlehlng with the Hanks and the foremen; set
ainaine on the hindmost.

f C. The man in front (of another). Obs.
1598 Bahki 1 /'/for. ll'arres in. i. 36 Keeping the lower

end of his pike mi Hie one side of his foi emails leggc. l(**>7

DaKKII Kt Wkrstkr *Vj> T. Wyat It's Wks. 1873 III. n (

Kueric face Is lifted vp ahoue his forcmans head.

2. The principal juror, who presides at the deli-

berations of the jury, and communicates their

verdict to the court.

1538 1'ii/ni.mi. Just, /'.as 89 The counterpane of the
offyec-.to reinayne with the forman of the cmiuest. 1607
Dkkkkh tffifiAw, Hoe 11. i. Wks. 1873 III. so, 1 will looke
yraucly. .like the fore- man of a Jury. 171 1 Addison A/V( /,

No. 133 r 1 Me . has hern several limes I
1 '. -reman «.T the

Patty-Jury. x8i8 S.on Hrt. Midi, xxiv, The foreman,
1 ailed in Scotland the chancellor of the jury. 1840 Hood
Kllm*$Wgf

l
Her Heath xvi, At the "(Johlcn I,ion the

Impiesl met, It% foreman a carver and K'lder.
transf. 1697 V. 1,1 stir. Snake in (irass <cd. 3)221 It is

Subs, rib'd by a Itakeis l)«>/eti of llicni ; and (Jeorgc Fox
the Tore-Man, in the Name of themselves.

3. One who takes (he most prominent part ; the
chief or leader (of a pnity) ; the president (of a de-
liberative body). Obs. exc. lo< ally in municipal use.
1603 Im.ohio Montaiem- it. xii. -,-n., So. rates, the foreman

of his Dialogues doth ever aske and propose his .Ii pu-
tation. 1643 PwMttl Spv. t'tmvr /'art. 1. (ad 2) 17 The
Kings principal! wicked Counselled ; ,,f whom Wim heMer
being the foreman, appealed. 170J S. I'akkkk tr. Cicero'

x

Dt linibits vB.» The Old I'eiipaleli. . loo, and amonj; them
Aristotle, their Foreman. 1790 IW.on Lett. Travis 379
The foreman of the Apo-.tle-., IVi.r. 1805 Sotttn v l.'ett.

(18561 I. 307 At length all the inhabitants of the grave arose,
St. John at their head for foreman. 1835 Rep. Commiss.
Munitifi. Corp. XXVI. 3287 The Foreman of the commons
[of Huntingdon] is appointed by a committee of burgesses.

4. The principal workman ; spec., one who has
drove of a department of work. Fonmtn of the
y.ini: 0M who superintends the gUffem IVork-
ing foreman: one who divides liis time helwecn
labour and supervision.

1574 /'/* Abf. Canterb. Prcf. to Rdr. Kv, It was but
rough bcwcti by one of the pientise-,, and wanted sum
polishing by the fi an. 1631 1. Powell Tom All TrmOtt
174 Thomas the lore man ofthc shop. 1641 Tom luKin.
Aft, (Surtees) 46 The foreman, whose ofiice is to mowe
and place the shcaucs aright. 1691 Dhydkn A'. Arthur
T|.il. Wks. 1884 VIII. too This precious fop Is foreman
of a haberdasher's shop. 1703 Moxon A/ech. E.xcrc. 357
II.. M.. ter-llti.klayer, or bis Foreman, must take care
'" "- -' |l Bie rottndationi .'-i truly out. 1793 Ehrsatom

EdfttOHi A. S io.| One ,>f iln- masons .. offcrctl him*
.11 RJ loremaii over the slonc-f ul lers. 1863 P. Kahicv
Dockyard Scott, 75 Mr. Brown is the foreman of all the

framework. 1878 [rvonh /'rim. Pol, F.con, 38 Foremen
plan out the work, and allot it to the artisans. 1893 Labour
Committton Gloss., Foremen 0/ the Yards, a class of
officers next above the 'leading men '..and to whom the
leading men are dire, lly responsible.

b. ? All overseer 01 bailiff.

f 774 J ( .' Adams lam. Lett. (1870)7, I sometimes think
I must come to this- to be the foreman upon my own faun.
1836 Kant, Ant. A'.i/V. II. xxix. 904 I'etersen had been
foreman of the settlement, 1894 5 Kelly's Oxford Dirett.
143 J. Belcher, foreman to fohn But esq. Wood Knd farm.149 J, Belcher, foreman to |ohn Bin .

to. ? slang* ? A goose. Obs,
l6as BlAi'M. tV Fl.. I'liilastrr x, iii. He soil.- yuU euer[v|

long vacation a bra* e ol foremen, thai ai Michaelmas shall

come vp fat and kicking. 1 1 hflerently in 1st ed.]

116. ? Used as ad. Du. vocrman, carrier.

1641 Evelyn Piary(tiyt) 25, I tooke wngon to Rotter*
dam, where wc were hurried in less.- than an hour, so

furiously do these Foremen drive. 1699 K. I

Colloo. L'.rasm. (ed. \\ 360 We wait for the A
to hud a l'<

twei p Wan
[Lauri.gon • Vou must rise betim

,vaut\ Sober.

Hence Fo'reman v. trans, rare, to dircel or

oversee as a foreman. Fo'remanship, the office,

post, or position of a foreman.
1859 SMILKS Self7/r// 17 The forcniansliin of D large

workshop. 1886 T. VVkicIII in 19/A Cent. XX. 534 The
all round workman requires as a tide very little foremaning.

Foremarcli, -mark, -martyr: bcc Kouk pref

Foremast (fo*''jma8t). [f. Fobs- pref, (and

Fork prep.) + Mast.]
1. The forward lower-mast in all vessels,

1581 N. I,u 111 1 11:1 i> tr. < astan/ieiia's /'. hid, iv. 25 b, The
tacklings of their formast. 1391 Pbrcivall -S/. ht'tt,,

Ostay, a cord that goeth from the boltspril tu the saile

of the foremast. 1697 I (wirn h toy. I. * vi. ,)<, The fury
of the Wind.. inapt off the Boltsp.it and Foremast both
at once. 1719 l>l. FOR Crusoe I, i, The Male and Boat-
swain begg d the Master of our Ship to let them < ut away
the Fore-mRSt. 1848 W IrvINU Columbus 1. 240 The latter

. .from the weakness ofher foremast, 1 onld not hold the wind.

2. ?The station of being ' before the mast '
; mily

altrib., as foronuiNt man, seaman, a sailor below

the rank of a petty officer; hence quasi-a^,'.* charac-

teristic of a foremast man.
i6>6 Capt. Smith Aecld, Vng. Seamen t The Younkers

are the yong men called Foremast men. 1707 l.ond*tia*.

No, i |6o 3 Eighty of the Foremast*Men belonging to the

Jersey were . . order'd to be discharged. 1793 Kmkatun
f-.i/vs/oiit- /., I i'h Iii the light of a foremast

ppeai Ml to I ic quite a Genius. 1813 Byron tsta

His foremast air, and somewhat rolling gait .. spoke his

former state. 1849 Maiaih.ay /list. A''/ s'. I. 303 He was
inferior in seamanship to every loreinast man on board.

Pore-mean: see lour;-pref 2 a.

!*<• feme nt. urn v. [f. FOEJC- pref. + Mkn-
tion.] To mention beforehand.
1660 N. InoKLO />'cut. <V Urania (16&2) II. ta They found

themselves sick of the Diseases which he had forementtoned.

Ibid. II. 141 For the Reason which I forcmentiou'd.

Hence Po rome'ntionod///. a. previously men-
tioned. Also ellipt.

1587 OoLDIHO /'c Momay ix. 133 The forementioned
Chaos. 1631 Oori.r Cods Arrows l. xiv. 19 Yet hath Ood
his wayes and means to deliver the righleous in the fore-

mentioned cases. 1697 lax ki in Fos Bourne Life II. xiii.

t8;{ In the forementioned new law to be enacted. 1750 tr.

Le.'u,ir,/us' A/irr, .Stones 145 There arc other species..

which with lite foie-mentioti'd, make up the number twelve.

Foro-moBsengor, -misgiving: see FoKK-.

1 Foremind, v. Obs. [f. Fobs- + Mind v.]

trans. To contemplate or intend beforehand.

1513 Mom Rich, III. Wks. 38/1 Were it that the duke .

.

hatldcof olde foreminded this conclusion. 1583 Sjanvii ens r

.V'.uiis iv. lArb.) 103 Ncaucr I foreminded. . I' or toe -lip in

secret by flight,

t Foremore, a. rare. [Perversion of Fohmkk
(cf. FOBIMOiT).]
1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XII. aiy Some of the

foremore poems celebrate the return from captivity. 1815
/bid. XXXVIII. 43 Of Simon's works, only ll.e two fore-

inore « an now uteri I an impoi lalimi iulo T.nr.li Ii literature.

Foremost (foVinWoat, -mast), a. and adv.

(sup<-/L.) lorms: 1 formest, fyrmost, i,flrmo«t),

2-7 formost, I south, vormofft, (4 furmest, 5
for-, foromoat',G, 6 formoa), 3-4 firmest, 3 7

formast, (4 formaato), 6-7 formoat(o, 6- fore-

moat. Sec also Fouthmoht. [OK. formest, fyr-

mest\ «*OYxh.formest, i'io\h.frumist-s, f. I iTeUt
*formo- (Fobme a.) with additional superlative

suffix (see -hht). Afterwards written so as to

lUffgVft a derivation from FoltK a. + IftOM adv.]

A. 04/j.

tl. 1» regard to time : Trior to all others in oc-

currence, existence, etc. ; •» Fiknt A. 1. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1525 (Cott.) Noema was )>v formest

websler bat man findes o bat mister. Ibid. 10ft \>v formast
barn |>at sco him bare was cairn. 1485 Caxton (has. CI.

105 To repayie iholh-ncc of our formest fader adani. 1387
UOtOtHfl /'»' Momay v. so If they could bane bad any
beginning, the Sonne had bin formost in that > <

t b. absof. Of ellipt. Also in advb. ])hrase at the

foremost. Obs.
c iaoo 7'rin. Coll. l/oni. uio |'e tasle man i'.ib \>< forru'-sle,

be was hiforn Us. 1389 in *ng, Gild* (1870) 4 Atle liiiua.l

to-fore be day of bu a compte ol |- maislies. a 1400 Hymn

Virg. 8 in Mm. Poems Cm. MS. (E. K. T. S.) 1:1 lleil

loggc that vr lord In lay, The formast that never was founden
ill fable.

t C. Alter the name ol a day of the week : Next
following ; Fihmt i h. Obs.
C1330 R. Bui'NNi-. C/iiou. (1810) )..8|>e Wednesday formesl

|»e Kyng had fulle grete by.

t 2. First in serial oidei ; FntsT A. 2. Obs.

1 tooo Sax. Lfithd. 111,374 1'Vowei healoil windas synd.

MS fyrmestn is ensterne wind. < 1200 t'riti, Cott, Horn. 17

|>e formeste word of |>e saline, a 1115 . ln> r. A'. 18 Sigue fte

vormeste vine, ' Adorntnus te, Christe,' lit siftcn kneolinde.

a 1300 Cursor M. .'-8/7 (Cotu l>e ipiilk I table |» of

resun in be nelst formast qtiehtilin. 13 A'. A- Allit. /'. It,

404 Monyth be fyrst bal fallcz formast in ]>* ?er. 1 1475
Kauf ( oiljear 2KB Is not the iiiorue lllle day, formest of the

}cir 1 154a KieoMDi: (lr. Artes 13s h, The bowyngc ol the

foremost fynger.and settyngc the endcofthe thoml« between
th. foremost or hyghest loyntes ol it,

fb. absol. or ellipt. Also in advb. phrases, a

formest^ an aire formest. Obs.

a isag Ancr. R, 116 As we sciden ber uppe a vormest,

Ibid. 180 Understondco beonnc an aire uormest. 1398
Trkvika Harth. l>e /'. R, 111. x. (14051 '.

.
The formest

hyghtc Vmaginatiua, the mydle l.ouicn, thetbyrde me a

liua. 1588 A. KiNii tr. Canisins* Cnteeh. 126 (Jif he falli .

the lait.r paiii i«. warsl ri"i >' formest, 1709 Addison
latter No, ,., r 1 [

'The Forciliosl of the whole Bank of

Toasts,. are Mrs. Catty and Mrs. Frontlet.

\\. Most forward or advanced in position ; front :

I'iust A. /,. t Also in agreement with sb. to

indicate the front part or front of. < f. I., summits
t/tous, etc.)

. 1105 Bay. 2 [Bo 1 A |«cil fcoreineslc flocke feouwerti

hundred, - 135a Will. Palerne 2324 |'e prouost wib al be

puple 1.1. ...I torb formast. a 1400 th touian nofi An ax

Thai licng on hys f lest arson n. > 1450 Merlin 46 lie

wolde com. furmcste of bis comimity. 1585 T. Wash inc. ion

tr. Xi, h, -lay's Coy. iv. Kilt. 1 26b, The whole '.kiline of .1

Ureal 1, ion,' fastened with the two f. st feel l>cforc ta j

1 he bi.-.t. 1658 A. Fox Hurts' Surg. 11. xxv. iv Tin fon

most part of the Arms bone . arc broken, 1667 M 11 ion /'. /.

.

11. 28 \\ bo here Will envy wl he highcsl plai e exposi .

Formost to stand again.! lite I hunderci . aimc Vour bid

walk? 1766 (ini OHM, /Vr. //*. xiii, 'The giant . . was fore*

most now ; hut the Dwarf wa not far bebind. i78iCnmnN
necLSf K II. xxvi. 4! The king bimseir fought and fell in

ll.e foremost rnnks of the battle. 1875 W. S. Maywahu
l.oveaest. World 14 The fore 1 hound > arc i lose on him.

I>. absol. or ellipt. Also in advb. phrase, t a

formest.
• 1105 Bay. 34611 Be. leuer a uormest eodc mid guldcne

bolle. a 1310 in Wright Lyric/*, .\ii. 41 So the 1 1

bevede y-don, ase the ersl undertoc. . 1400 Song Roland
K07 We haiie (he I si feldtolb.- gioliuil. . 1489CAXI0N
Sonnes of Aytnon vi. i 17 Kcynawdc wente out ol Mordcws,

the formest of all his folkc. iggaT. Wilson Rhet. 11580^7
I lood will settyng me forthe wiin the foremost : I 1 an imi

1 huse but write. 1774 Ooi.DHM. Nat. Hist M7701 III. 175

Those |dogs] which are young, fierce, and tinai 1 usl :d to

the ilia, e, are generally the foremost. 1828 S A. M.
/VrMxxxiv. The Smith oftheWynd.. had been the forei .1

01 the 1 rowd thai thronged to sec the gallant champions of

Clan Ouhele. 1871 Black Adv. Phaeton xxiii, She was
determined to march with the foremost.

O. in proverb denoting continuous action.

1606 Sir C. Cootecappt in. i. in Hullen 0, PL III. 4 1

Never stir if be fought not with great Seckcrson foui hours

to one, foremost take up hindmost.

tl. In adverbial phrases bead, end, stem, etc.

foremost^ i.e. with the head, etc. first <»i in front.

1697 Dampirr I'oy. I. iii. 40 It flys down bead foremost.

184a ('. WiniiiMMi R, Savage (1845) III. ix. 420 Wigs
..wrong-side foremost. 1856 FerrIRH Inst. Meta/<h. Introd.

40 This is a science win. h naturally comes to us end fore-

most. 1863 DlCKRNS Mat. Tr. I. i, 'The boat drove ptteril

foremost before it |thc tide).

4. Most notable or prominent, best, chief. Also

more emphatically first andforemost; First A. 4.

. iihki Ags. Cosp. Matt. xx. 27 Sebe wyle betwcox eow
beou fyrmest sy be eower beow. 1483 CAXTON C. tie la

Tour V.j, And suebe one is that wenelli to be to 1 and
formest that often fyndelh her the last of all. 1546 Bi.

Gardinri Doctor, Art. Jove 7/I1, Christ in hi. ipeach

Irulye alTinneil bis < hoise, wliii b was chief, piitxipall, and

formest. 1644 Mil. kin A reap. (Arb.) 4.1 Men ever famous,

and formost in the achievements of liberty. 1791 ('own u

Iliad 1. 83 Calchas, an augur foremost in bis art. 1851

Dixon W. Venn xvi. {1872) 137 Foremost of these sufferers

were the (Quakers.

absol. or ellipt. c 1000 Agt, Co*/, Matt. xix. 20 SoiMice

manajR fyrmeate beo8 ytamasta; & ytameate fyrmeeta.

e 1400 l>estr. Troy 278 Hit was |>c formast on Mete |m

flode pn*t. a 1610 IhM l'V < ~ebe.\ < i>> <,<) 1 -,' 'I he hoeune.l

ol th' in. Right knowledge, the rest are It. 1 i .tei

B. adv. First, before any other or anything else,

in position or rank ; f formerly also, in time, serial

order, etc. ; — Fihht It. 1. Also in strengthened

phrase, first and foremost.

a 1000 Etene 68 (Or.) l>;es be hie feonda xeficr fynn- 1

R^SfSgOBt aiijU'ott. flout. 235 Si forme lag.- hat y. 1

isoands hige, |m fod sen fornaat an pea imanne beone.

<H50 Ceil. J\ A'.t. 1472 T.sati was (it st boten And lacob

sonc after, c 1350 //'///. Paterm ''' Ka iw« Ibnrs i pal

V M buhl have BO harm. 1551 T. Wilson l.ogike (1580) 4

'The Bogi.i.ui first and foil le, pi..|....lh to knowe

wordat, wifore hc.kuilte sentences. 1509 T. Mloeu i|

Silkn-ormes <>(> He formosl dies, and yeelds to fatal .Lot :

Ne lines she long. 1650 Tkait Coiniu. Xuinb. ii. 1
Ju.lah

en. amprd foremost. It was tit the I,ion should leadc the way.

b. In the first place, lirslly. See Fiumt II. I Q,

1393, 1583 (.ee Fne. i B, Ii '.]. 1603 HoLLAHB Plutarch's

Mor. 1 First and foiiuest rctpiisite it is, that the ground be

good.



FOREMOTHER. 438 FORE-POINT.

Hence f Poremostly adv. Obs., in the foremost

place, in front.

1607 Dekkkr & WtBsrtK .SVV T. li'yat LV« Wks. 1873
III. 113 Norfolke rides formo>t!v, his &MM well knowne.
l,i 1700 Ballad cfjephthtih in Percy's Relio. (1876) I. 184

When he saw his daughter dear Coming on most fore-

mostly. He wrung his hand*.

Foreniother [Si* Mmvttayr). [f. Fork-//^. +
MuffUB, aiierforefather.'] A female ancestor.

1582 Bamn M"i. Mfmtrwmn Pref. B. iijb, Looking in

this glasse of the holie Hues of their foremothers. 1655

p Costume (Percy SocJ 145 Where is the decency
become Which your fore-mother had? 1806-7 I. Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life XX. xxv. (18261 254 Unheanl-of fore-

fathers and fore-mothers of your host's family. 1878 H.
H. Gibbs Ombre 1 Ombre, the delight of our forefathers

and foremothers,

Foren : see Forne.

Forename frwun^m), sb. [f. Fork- pref. +
Name.] A person's first or ' Christian ' name; in

AVw. Ant. -Pr.enomkn.
1533 Cath. Parr tr. Erasru, Comm. Crtde 74 The name

andthe forename of Py late. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

320 His sonne, carrying the same fore-name [Bartholomew].
ii 1656 Usshkr Ann. vi. (1658) 753 It was provided by an
Edict, that none of that family should have the forename
of Marcus. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. III. Crit. Hist.

09 The Ancient Roman Women had a Fore-name, or a
Christen.Name besides their Sir Name. 1870 Sw inbirse
Ess. <y Stud. (1875 s 34 The counsellor whose name is

Reason, whose forename is Interest. 1883 Academy 15
Dec. _;^4 Mary Maitha Brooke, whose twofold fore-name
is intended to symbolise her character.
transf. 16x0 Holland Canuiens Brit. 1. 519 This place

(Cole Ouerton] hath a Cole prefixed for the fore-name.

t FoTename, v. Obs. [f. YoRE-pref. + Namk
7'.] trans, a. To name or mention beforehand.

b. To give a name to beforehand.
1610 Hkalev St. A",?- Citie ofGod v. xvi. (1620) 209 The

vertues of such worthies as we forenamed. a 1633 AUSTIN
Medit. (1635I 53 Behold a Virgin shall conceave a Sonne,
fore- nam \\ Emmanuel.
Hence PoTenamed///. a.

t
named or mentioned

before: fore-cited.

1490 Caxton Eneydosx'iii. 47 The two sustres fore named.
1535 Stewart Crvn. Seat. II. 317 This foirnamit king. i6a8
1". Spencer Logick 224 The forenamed Axiomes are com-
pounded of simple axiomes. 1737 Whiston Josephus

1

Antif. viii. xi. § 1 The woman, .grieved at the death of the

fore-named child. 1813 J, Badcock Dsm. Amusem. 30
Flour which is mixed with the fore-named adulterations.

absot. or ellipt. 1578 I.yte Dodoens 1. i. 2 Besides the two
forenamed there is found a thirde kinde. 1655 Filler Ch.
Hist, it, i. § 7 Besides the fore-named, they had Neptune.

t Fcreness. mmce~wd, [f- Fore a. + -njess.]

Priority.

1587 Goldisg tr. De Momay is6Euen according to Aris-

totles owne doctrine, forenesse, afternesse, and continuance
of tyme do followe forenesse, afternesse, and continuance
o( mouing.

Forenext, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 3 fore-neist.

[f. Fore adv. + Next.] ? Next preceding.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8146 'CotO pe night fore-netst oparadis

Him thoght in sueuen he was bar-bi.

Forenight ((o»Miwit). [f. Fore- adv. andprep.]

1 1. The previous night. Obs.

1583 Stanyhcrst .-Eneis \\. (Arfa.) 66, I that in forenight

was with no weapon agasted, Now shiuer at shaddows.

2. Sc. The evening, the interval between twilight

and bed-time.

'5*3 Douglas .-Eneis 1.x. vL 63 Serranus That all the for-

nycht in ryot.. had spendit. 18x0 Cromek's Rem. S'iths-

dale Sottgioq We kent nae hut it was drunken fowk riding

to the lair, i the fore night. 1865 G. Macdonaldsi. Forbes
xvi. 67 There were long fortnights to favour the plot.

Fore-nook : see Fore- pref. 3.

Forenoon ^fo»\in«-n). [f. Fore prep. + Noon.]
1. The portion of the day before noon.
1506 Guylkorde Pilgr. Camden^ 35 We.. spent that fdreMM there in prayers and deuocion. 158a N. Lichffield

tr. Castanhedas Conq. £. Ind. iii. 10 At tenne ofthe Clocke
in the fore noone. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agrie. (1681) i63

When, .the Nights [are) yet cold, water in the Fore-noons.

1717 A. Hamilton AVw Aee. E. Ind. II. xxxiii. 12 The
\ ore-noons being dedicated to Business. 1838 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. I. 107 He sat with me one forenoon, last week. 1871
Black Adv. Phaeton xx\i. 352 He begged us to start for

our forenoon's walk.

2. attrib.

a 160a W. Perkins Cases Consc. (1619) 325 Some persons
. . are good forenoone-men, but bad afternoone-men. 1658
GtiRNALLCAr. in Arm. II. xii. § 3. 138 Physicians that they
call fore-noon men.. because commonly they are drunk
the after-noon, a 1806 Yng. Beichan <* Susie Pye xxxviii.

in Child Ballads n. liii. USS4 471/1 Then out and spak the

forenoon bride. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xix. (1859) 542
My stormy forenoon watch is at length over. 1878 Huxley
Phvsiogr. S The forenoon shadow.

Fore-noted, -notice, -notion : see Fore-

pref. 2 b, 4.

+ Fore'nsal, a. Obs. [f. L forens-is (see

Forensic' + -al.] = Forensic.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl.\.sX\. 164 All which, as Grottus

interprets the place in a Forensal sense, is of a very large

extension. 1670 in Blount Clossogr. i676-i73« in Coles.

Forensic (fttlA), a and sb. Also 7 forin-

seek. [f. h.forens'is t/.forum Forum) +-ic]

A. adj. Pertaining to, connected with, or used in

courts of law ; suitable or analogous to pleadings in

court Forensic medicine: medicine in its relations

to law; medical jurisprudence.

1659 Hammond Oh Ps. cvi. 31 It signifies much more
than ju^ilic.uion, as in the forin^eck MOM that is upposiic

tO condemning. 1690 Locke Hutu. Cud, n. xxvi. (1695) 1S9
Person . . is a Forensick Term. 1768 Hi.uhMONK LMM,
III. 84 That the students might not be distracted from
their studies by legal process from distant courts, and other
forensic avocations, m 1779 Warhlkton Dn: Legat. m. iv.

Wks. 17S8 II. 89 Lactantius, from a forensic Lawyer now
become an advocate for Christianity. 1837 Carlvle Er.
Rev. I. iv. iv. (18721 122 Such admired forensic eloquence.

1845 Stkihkn Comm. La-.vs Eng. (1874* I. 8 A sort of
mixed science known by the name of Forensic Medicine or

Medical Jurisprudence. 1865 Dickens Mat. Er. 11. viii.

In an imposing and forensic manner.

B. sb. U.S. A college exercise, consisting of a

speech or (at Harvard) written thesis maintaining

one side or the other of a given question.

1830 Collegian 241 in B. H. Hall College Words, Themes,
forensics [etc.]. 1837 Ord. fy Eegrtt. Harvard L'nh\ 12
Every omi>sion of a theme or forensic.

t Forensical, </. Obs. Also 6-S forinsecal,

-sicall, v 7 forensecal\[f. asprec. + -al.1 = prec.o*^'.

1581 J, Bell Haddon's Aturn, Osor. 357 In forinsicall.and

temporall causes. 1654 Warren i'nbelievrrs 131 Justifica-

tion is a forensical, judicial act. 1740 North Examen u.

v - § 37- 336 Acts of the supreme Power, or (in forinsecal

style) legislative Acts or Acts of Parliament.

Hence Poren»ically cuiv.^ in a forensic manner.
1845 Mozlev Ess., Laud \i8yS) I. 21S Laud was put into

the humiliating position of having to stand up and foren-

sically guard every little thing he nad done. 1876 — Univ.
Serm. v. 102 The Church .. contemplates war forensically,

as a mode o( settling national questions.

t Fore*nsive» a. Obs. [See-IVE.] »FoKEN8lC.
a 1670 Hackkt Ab/>. Williams L (1693) 97 His Forensive

or Political Transactions.

t Fore-oath. Obs. exc. Hist. [OF. fored/,

font/, {. Fore- pref + dp Oath.] In OF. Law

:

An oath required of the party commencing a suit

unless the fact complained of was manifest.

a 1000 Laws Ath. i. § 23 Ofga a-lc man his tihtlan mid
forea8e. 1641 Ancient Cust. Eng. in Harl. Misc. (1808)

I. 240 He might, afterward, with his fore-oath his lord's

part play at any need. 189$ Pollock & Maitland/tTs/.
Eng. Law I. 16 A fore-oath was needless if a man sued
for wounding and showed the wound to the Court.

Fore-obtained, -opinioned : see Yore- pref
2 b.

Foreordain (fo^rdud^ti), v. [f. Fore- pref
+ Ordain.] trans. To ordain or appoint before-

hand ; to predestinate.

t 1440 Par.'ono/e 3155 The fayrest shapen creature That
euer was foordened thorow nature. [But is this a mistake

for fotidencdt] 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. 302

Some to be foreordeined to saluation, other some to destruc-

tion. 1611 Bible i Pet. i. 20 Who verily was foreordeined

before the foundation of the world. 1647 li'estm. Conf.
Eaith iii. § 3 Others foreordained to everlasting death.

1736-1879 (see below).

Hence roreordained///. a.
J
Po reordainlng-

vbl. sb. and///, a. Also Po reordainment, pre-

destination.

< 1420 Wyclifs Mark Prol., The for-ordenede John
Zakaries sone. 1667 Bp. S. Parker Free * Impart. Lens.

236 His foreordaining him to that employment. 1736
Kltlek AnaL it. iv. Wks. 1S74 I. 200 According to general

fore-ordained laws. 1864 Plsey Lect. Daniel \. 250 God's
foreordaining love. 1879 Maci.ear Mark \. 15 note. The

freat fore-ordained and predicted time of the Messiah. 1879

arrar St, PaulW. 402 The foreordainment, and the result

of this Gospel in uniting the Jew and Gentile.

Fore-order : see Fore- pref 4.

t ForeoTdinance. Obs. [f. Fore- pref +
Ordinance.] = Fore-ordination.
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 181 The endelesse fore orden-

aunce of god. 1587 Goluinc De Mornay xi. 151 Which
nature, that is to say the foreordinance of the Creator doeth

for them. *

Fo:reordinate f
v. [X Fore- pref + Ordi-

nate.] tratts. To foreordain. Hence Foreordi*
nated ///. a.

1858 Blshnell Nat. 4 Supernal. XV. (1864) 525 The
grand, fore-ordinated circle of existence.

Foreordination. [f- prec. : see -ation.]

Previous ordination or appointment, predestina-

tion ; an instance of this.

1628 Bp. Hall tr. Kotowagensis Anon. Wks. S15 Neither

can His will be frustrated, .iior His fore-ordinations altered.

m 1680 Charnock Attrib. Gosp. (1834) I. 346 A fore-ordina-

tion of him [Chnsi] was before the foundation of the world.

1855 Ess. Intuit. Morals 108 If Fore-ordination be reduced

to Ordination. 1879 Fakrar St. Paul I. 427 In accordance

with . . Divine fore-ordination.

Fore-pad, -parlour, etc. : see Fore- pref 3.

Forepale, forepole, * Mining and En-
ginserin*. [f. Fork- pref. + Pale, Pole.] trans.

To protect ;a woik in progress) from falling debris,

quicksand, etc. by timbers driven in front.

1871 Trans. Amer. hist. Mining Engineers I. 352 After

driving fifty yards through heavy rock tumbles, where
every foot had to be forepaled. 1881 Ravmosd Mining
Gloss., Foresting, a method of securing drifts in progress

through quicksand by driving ahead poles . . slabs, etc.

Ibid. Forpaie or Forepale.

Fore-part, forepart ;jo*upait). [f. Fore-

pref. + Part.]

1. The foremost, first, or most advanced part;

the front.

.1400 Burgh La*vi< c. 105 J>ai sail leilly lyne .. baith foir

part and back part of be land. 1435 Misyn Eire of Love

trgott

tFoTeparty. Obs. [f. Fore- pref-r Party.]

1. \\ ii. 38 All be inar forpartis of my saule with swetues of
heuenly myrth ar fulfild. 1483 Cath Angl. 138/2 J>e For-
pant: of y • hede, cinciput. 1448 H.vi 1 l'Arvn. t KtA III
(an. 3) 49 b, They of the Ca>telT vexed their enemies on the
foreparte. ti6n Chapman Ilia4tx\i. 324 Betwixt his neck,
and foreparts. 1714 S. Sewall Diary xa Nov, (18821 III. 26
The Snow and Rain . . beat on the fore-part of the Calash.
1836 Random Recoil. Ho. Lords xvi. 383 His dark hair..
>t:uuis on end on the fore part of his head.

b. esp. The bow or prow of a vessel. ? Obs.
i5»6 Tindale Acts xxvii. 41 And the foore parte stucke

fast. 1555 Eden Decades 160 Turnynge the stemmes or
forpartes of their shyppesageynst the streame. 1699 Dampiek
I'oy. II. 1.74 The head or fore-part is not altogether so high
as the Stern. •

f 2. Aii ornamental covering for the breast worn
1>\ women ; a stomacher. Obs.
1600 0- Eliz. Wardr. in Nichols' Progresses (i$iv III. 507

Item, one foreparte of clothe of sylver. 1607 Webster
Nortkw. Hoe 1. iii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 256/1, 1 confess I took up
a petticoat and a raised forepart for her. 1640 Shirley
Constant Maid iv. iii, They were a midwife's Fore part.

3. The earlier part.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World'm. § 7 All the fore-part of the day.

1633 Bam. Manch. Al Mondo 11636) 131 He lives twice that

besiowes the fore-part of his life well. 1729 Sewel Hist.
Quakers (1795) I. v. 369 In the fore part of the year 1659.

17*7 A. Hamilton Sew Acc.E. Ind. II. 1. 217 In the Fore-

part of the seventeenth Century. 185a Mrs. Stow e L'ncle

Tom's C. xv, In some long-forgotten fore part of the day.

tPorepaj
= FOUtPAKT.
1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. ii. (1495^ 102 In the fore

party the heed is soindele cornyng narough and hygh.

t 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 67 In be fore partye of be brote.

Forepass : see Forpass v. Obs.

Fore-passage. NmL [f. Fore- pref. +
Passage.] a. A passage leading to the forepeak.

b. A passage leading from the hatchway to the

forward magazine. ^CctU. Diet.)

Forepassed, -past (foipa-it), ///. a. [f.

Fore- pref. + Passed, Past.] That has previously

passed, or been passed. Now only of time.

1557 TotielPs Misc. lArlO 143 O Lord .. for my helpe

make haste To pardon the forpassed race that careiesse

I haue past. 1596 Raleigh Discov. Gviana 21 Neither
could any of the forepassed vndertakers . . discouer the

country. x6aa Drayton Poly-olb. xxii. (1748' 353 Those
forepassed hours, a 1713 Ellwood Autobiog. (1714 12 The
Actions of my fore-past Life. 1830 Solthev Vng. Dragon
l 36 Forepast times. .With no portent could match it.

f b. quasi-a</z>. On a past occasion. Obs.

1664 Eloddan F. m. 24 What he had said fore-past was
nought.

Fore-paw, -payment : see Yore- pref. 2 d, 3 c.

Fo'repeai. Xaut. Also 7 forepike. [f. Fore-

pref + Peak.] The extreme end of the forehold

in the angle of the bows.
1693 R. Lyde Retaking a Ship 11, I will command three

of them down into the Fore-pike. Ibid. 17 A Scuttle. .that

went down into the Forepeak. 1835 Marryat Three Cutt.

i. Luxury.. is not wholly lost, even at the fore-peak. 1890

Times 6 Feb. 5/6 The collision-bulkhead, separating the

forepeak from the watertight compartments.

Fore-piece ,fo"jp/s). [f. Yore- pref + Piece.]

The foremost, first, or front piece : a. mm, b.

Theatr. A * curtain-raiser \ C. Saddlery ^see

quot. 1874).
1788 M Cutler in Life Jrnls. $ Corr. <i8S8) I. 401 Broke

the forepiecc of my sulky, which detained us. 1814 Monthly
Mag. XXXVII. 333 Tragedies of the last age .. could be

shortened into permanent fore-pieces. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. L 905 Fore-piece (Saddlery), the flap attached to the

fore-part of a side saddle, to guard the rider's dress.

Fore-pillow : see Fore- pref 3.

Forepine: see FoRriNK.

Fore-place, -placing, -plan: see Yore- pref

FoTe-plane. [f. Fork- pref + Plane sb.]

^See quot. 1S42.)

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 65 It is called the Fore Plane

because it is used before you come to work either with the

Smooth Plane, or with the Joynter. 184a C.wilt Encycl.

Archit. Gloss., Fore Plane in carpentry and joinery the

first plane used after the saw or" axe. 1847 Emkrson Repr.

Men, i'ses Gt. Men Wks. v Bohnl I. 278 Every carpenter

who shaves with a fore-plane borrows the genius of a for-

gotten inventor.

Fore-planting, -plate: see Yore- pref 2 c, 3.

f Foreplea'd, v. Obs.~ ° [perh. for *forpUadt

f. For- />v/;i
v
sense as in forswear) + Plead.]

? trans. To overreach in pleading. Hence Fore-

plea'ding vbl. sb., unfair argument.

16*4 Bkuell Lett. iii. 54 The forepteadings and aduan-

tages to bee vsed against Heretikes.

t Fo*re-plot. Obs. [f. Fork- pref + Plot.]

Premeditation. Similarly Poreplot v. t
to con-

trive beforehand ; Poreplotted ///. a.

1641 Prysse Antip. 10 Which fore-plotted treason was

the occasion of this Vision. 1647 N. Bacon Dim, Gtn>t.

Eng. 1. xl (1739)62 Which last they called Abere Murther,

or 'Murther by foreplot or treachery. 1655 Fuller Ck.

Hist. vi. iii. 315 His Wife . . might, .be presumed honest, if

such a fore-plotted occasion had not debauched her.

t Fore-poillt, v . Obs. Also 6 forpoint. [f.

Fore- pref + Point v.]

L trans, a. To appoint or determine beforehand ;

to predestine to or unto. b. To forebode. C. To
mark by points beforehand.

a. c 1550 CnH MiUt. xvi. 17 no.'e, Everlastingncs, arid



FORE-POSSESS.

happines wheerunto his chosen be forpointed. 1589 Greene
Menaphon (Arb.) 84 Unfortunate Samela born to mishaps,

and forepointed to sinister fortunes. 1593 Lodge Ling-
beard, etc. (1880) 56 He is the man forpointed to be my
husband.
b. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 69 As the Marble

drops against raine, so their teares fore-poynt miscbiefe.

O- 1S70 Dee Math. Pre/., Which point we shall atteyne,

by Notyng and forepointyng the angles and lines, by a sure

and certain direction and connexion.

2. intr. To point beforehand.
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. Aivb, He might haue seene

how Fate that day fore-pointed. 1613-18 Daniel Coll.

Hist. Eng. (1626)20 Thus (as fore-pointing to astormethat
was gathering on that coast) began the first difference with

the French nation.

Hence Forepointing* ppl. a. Also Forepointer,

one who or that which points out beforehand.

1587 Greene F.u/>hues Cens. Wks. (Grosart) VI. 171 The
fathers and forepointers of wysedom. 1589 — Menaphon
(Arb.) 27 Some further forepoynting fate. 1590 — Mourn.
(Jarut, (1616) 23 Desires aboue Fortunes, are the fore-

pointers of deep falls.

t Fo:re-possess, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref +
Possess.] trans. To possess beforehand with.

1579 Tomson Calvbi's Serin. Tim. 625/2 Wee are fore-

possessed and seised with so many vanities that [etc.].

1635 Sanderson 12 Serm., ad Cler. (1681) 63 Any rational

man not extremely fore-possessed with prejudice.

Fore-post, -precedent: see Fobs- pref. 3, 4 a.

t Fore-prepara'tion. Obs. [f. Fore- pref.

and Fore prep.] Preparation beforehand ; also,

nonce-use, \\\e (\&y before the (Jewish) 'preparation'.
1580 Sidney Arcadia 11622) 207 Hailing much aduantage

both in number, valure, and fore-preparation. 1656 Trapp
Com/ft. John xix. 31 The Jews, before their preparation,
had their fore-preparation.

t Fo:re-prepa*re, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. +
Prepare.] trans. To prepare beforehand. Hence
Fo reprepa'red ///. a.

1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. SI. ill. xiv. 187 His fore-

prepared Sepulchre. 1648 Br. Hall Select Th. § 24 The
evils, which we look for, fall so much the less heavily, by
how much we are foreprepared for their entertainment.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 1. m. vi. 372 They were rivetted into

holes fore-prepared of purpose.

Fore-pretended : see Fore- pref 2 b.

t Foreprise, v. Obs. Also 6 forprise, 7
foreprize, -prizz. [f. Fore- pref + -prise, after

the analogy of apprise, comprise, etc.]

trans. To take beforehand : a. To assume, take

for granted, b. To deal with, allow for, or men-
tion beforehand; to provide for or determine

beforehand; to forestall, anticipate. C. To take

into or include by anticipation.
a. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed Citron. VI.

Ep. Ded., The truth of the matter being forprised.

b. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxi. § 4 God hath fore-

prised things of the greatest weight and hath therein pre-
cisely denned . . that which every man must perform. 1607
Bodleigh Let. 19 Feb. in Abp. Ussher's Lett. (1686) App.
21 As if the thing that they sought had been by prevention
fore-priz'd by others, a 1641 Bp. R. Mountagu Acts <$• Mon.
(1642,1 499 Daniel forepriseth him, as a spirituall and eternall

Prince. 1659 T. White Middle State of Souls 28 Those
holy Fathers.. by their testimonies foreprize our exceptions.

1693 Beverley True St. Gospel Truth 1 To be resolved
in some Cases of Doubt, in others Foreprized, or Guarded
against.

C. 169a Beverley Disc. Dr. Crisp 5 The Sins to come
were Forepriz'd into it.

Hence Forepri'sed, FoTeprrsing ppl. adjs.

1605 Play Stucley 1961 in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I.

236 If in the Basilisks fore-prizzing eye Be safety for the
object it beholds Then [etc.]. a 1641 Bp. R. Mountagu
Acts <y Mon, (1642) 552 These fore-prised passages.

Foreprise, -prize : see Forprise sb. and v.

{Law).

t Fore-pro'ph.esyf v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref
+ Prophesy v.\ trans, and intr. To prophesy
beforehand. ^Frequent in 1617th c.)

1581 J- Bell //addon's Ansiv. Osor. 379 When as we
promise or foreprophecy in the name and person of God,
thinges to come to passe. 1654 S. Clarke Eccl. Hist. 1.

(ed. 2) 16 Who spake by the Spirit of God : Fore-seeing and
fore-prophesying of those things which we now see are
come to pass. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xii.

(1848) 486 Foreprophesying that they would be employed
against themselves.

Fore-provided : see Fore- pref 2 b.

FoTe-purpose, sb. [f. Fore- pref + Pur-
pose.] A purpose settled beforehand, previous de-
sign. Similarly Forepu rpose v. trans., to purpose
beforehand ; Foreptrrposed ppl. a.

1551 T. Wii.son Logike I 1 580) 43 A fore purposed choice.
1581 Makbeck Bk. of Notes 128 It is nothing els but his
eternall determination fore purposed in his brest. 1587
Golding De Mornay ix. 121 Vpon new deuise, or vpon
euerlasting forepurpose. /bid. 135 To haue brought to
passe and perfected all that euer he had forepurposed,
betokeneth an incomparable might and power. cx6n
Chapman Iliad xx. 17 The rest of these fore-purposes.
1829 South ey Sir T. Afore I. 105 The mystery whereby
the free will of the subject is preserved, while it is directed
by the fore purpose of the state.

t Fore-quo*te, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. +
Qcotk.] trans. To quote or cite beforehand.
Hence Pore-quoted///, a.

1598 Sylvester Dh Bartas it. ii. iv. Columnes 454 Fore-
quoting Confusedly th' Events most worthy noting. 1637
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Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. 111. i. 4 in the foreqtiotted

place. 1670 W. ClaRKB Nat. Hist. Nitre 14 According to

the fore-quoted author.

Fore-rake, -rank: see Fork- pref. 3, 3 d.

fFore-ranger.corruptionof/fl/'a/^r, Forager.
1612 Pauls Life Whitgift 40 The fore-rangers and har-

bingers of their further designes.

t Fo*rereach, sK Naut. Obs. [f. next vb.]

?The projection of the forepart of a vessel, beyond
the end of the keel ;

==fore-rake.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng". Seamen to Her rake, the

fore reach, plankes.

Fo^re-rea'ch, v. Chiefly Naut. [f. Fore-

pref'. + REACH z\]

1. intr. To shoot ahead. Also, to fore-reach on,

upon (see quot. 1644).
1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet. 42 When two ships

saile together, or after one another, she which sailes best

(that is fastest) doth Fore-reach upon the other. 1748
Anson's Voy. it. iv. 163 We found that we had both

weathered and fore-reached upon her considerably. 1800

C. Sturt in Naval Chron. IV. 394 Mr. Weld's cutter fore-

reached, but I gained to windward. 1834 M. Scott Cruise
Midge (1859I 252 She . . had forereached on us so far as to

be well before our beam by this time. 1842 R. II. Dana
Seaman's Man. 106 Fore-reach, to shoot ahead, especially

when going in stays.

2. trans. To reach beyond, gain ground upon,

pass. Also_/%. To get the better of.

1803 Naval Citron. XXIII. 398 To endeavour to fore-

reach her. 1845 Napier Conq. Schtde 11. ii. 253 The
general, coining back by a different route, had fore-reached

them in such a scheme. 1870 Daily News 12 May, At 8.30
the Sappho was rapidly forereaching her opponent.

S. trans. To seize beforehand, anticipate, rare.

1874 Whittikr My Triumph xvii, I . . Fore-reach the good
to be And share the victory.

Hence Fo re-reaching ///. a., pushing, eager.

1864 Skeat Uhland's Poems 102 Every hand and every
spirit works Fore-reaching, active, for the general weal.

t Pore-rea'd, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pref.-v Read.]
trans, a. To read beforehand, b. To betoken or

signify beforehand. C. To predestine.

a. 1620 Bp. Saunderson Twelve Sermons (1637I 303 Not
onely to foreknow the extraordinary plagues . . but also to

fore-read in them Gods fierce wrath and h^avie displeasure.

b. 1591 Spenser Muiopotmos 29 His young, .yeares . . to

him forered, That be .. would .. proue such an one. 1612
Drayton Poty-olb. xiii. 219 The first part of whose name,
Godiua, doth forereed Th' first syllable of hers.

C. a 1636 Fitzgeoffrey Eleg. in. £ vij b, Had Fate fore-

read me in a Croude to dye.

Hence Fore-rea ding- vbl. sb. and///, a.

1557 Gmmaldb in TottelCs Misc. (Arb.) 116 Good luck,

certayn forereadyng moothers haue. a 1656 Hales Gold.
Rem. (1688) 347 Your fore-reading of Suetonius.

Fore-recited, -report, etc.: see Yoke- pref.

Fore-resemble, -rib, etc. : see Fore- pref
t Fore-ri*de, v. Obs. [OK.for-r/dan,i. For- 2

,

= York- pref. + ridan to Ride.] trans. To ride

before or in advance of.

O. E. Chron. an. 894 pa for rad sio fierd hie foran. c 1*05
Lay. 26931 J>at pa Rom-Ieoden heom for-riden hafueden.

1570 Levins Manip. 117 To Foreryde, prxcurrere.

Pore-rider ^fo»*j,reidw\ [f. Fore- pref +
Rider; = Ger. vorreiter. Cf. Forridel.] One
who rides in front ; esp. f a. one of the vanguard

;

t b. a scout ; c. an outrider or postillion
; fd, a

harbinger.
c 1470 Hf.nry Wallace m. 76 Thair for rydar was past

till Ayr agane. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxiii. 156 Y* fore

rydars y
l put themselfe in prese with theyr sharpe launcys

to wynne the firste brunte of the feelde. 1513 Douglas
JEneis xui. Pro/. 20 And Esperus . . Vpspringis, as forridar

of the nycht. J548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill (an. 3) 55
Therle of Richmond knewe by his forriders that the kyng
was so nere embattayled. 1601 F. Tate Househ. Ord. Edw.

//(1876J § 56. 43 Each [charetter] shal have a fore rider
which charetters and fore riders shal drive the charettes
and keepe the horses. 1888 Pall Mall G. 8 Oct. 5/2 Then
the mounted foreriders ; and then the Emperor's carriage.

Fore-rigging : see Fore- pref 3 d.

Forerigh-t (fo^iirsrt), rarely with advbl.gen. -s

forerights, adv., prep., a. and sb. [f. Fore adv.

+ Right adv. and adj.]

f A. adv. Directly forward, in or towards the

front, straight ahead. Fore-right against, directly

opposite. Obs.
13981'revisa Barth.De P. R. xvu\. lxiv. (1495'! 819 Ayonge

Cowe is . . compellyd to folowe euen and foreryght the
steppes and fores of oxen. 1548 Elyot, Aduersus . . fore
ryght againste. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xix.

30 The litell toune yt ye see yonder foreright ayenst you.
1608 Armin Nest Ninn. (1842) 1 To looke fore-right I can
not, because judgment out-lookes mee. 1659 Leak Water-
•whs. 30 The difference is that, this here is seen fore-right,
and that other upon one side. 1663 Stapylton Slighted
Maid 3 Fit. Hey boy ! how sits the wind ? Gios. Fore-
right, and a brisk Gale. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xxn. 189 No
less fore-right the rapid chace they held. 1761 Sterne Tr.
Shandy III. xl, Surveying it transversely, .then foreright,
— then this way, and then that. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
xii. (1813I 166 Let them [shoots] not advance far foreright.

B. prep.

f 1. Straight along. Obs.~ l

1650 Fuller Pisgah n. v. vii. 156 Sailing (not athwart the
breadth . .but) almost foreright the length of the lake.

2. Opposite, over against, dial.

1858 in Hughes Scouring White Horse 140 Vp, vorights
the Castle round They did zet I on the ground.

FORE-RUN.

C. adj.

T" 1. &• Of a path, road, etc. : Directly in front of

one, straight forward. Obs.

1624 Massinger Pari. Lo7>e 111. iii. PIays(i868) 179 '2 Vou
did but point me out a fore-right way To lead to certain

happiness, a 1669 Somner Roman Ports <y Forts 50 A
direct and foreright continued current and passage. 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 145 A straight or Foreright Ascent.

1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. (1883) VII. 315 Vou have
only had the foreright path you were in overwhelmed.

t b. Of a wind : Straight on the line of one's

course, favourable. Obs.

1605 Chapman1
, etc. Fastw. floe 111. ii, Ther's a foreright

winde continual! wafts vs till we come at Virginia. 1615
— Odyss. 111. 344 Nor ever left the wind his foreright force.

1632 QuARLES Di'v. Fancies n. xciv. i 1660I 95 His sayle

Being fill'd and prosper'd with a fore-ri^ht (iale.

2. Of a branch, etc. : Shooting straight out.

1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 11. iii. 388 Take off all fore-right

or trailing Branches. 1802 W, Forsyth Fruit Trees ii.

(18241 34 They will frequently throw out small diifis, or

foreright shoots. 1882 Card. Chron. XVII. 675 Removing
. .all foreright shoots.

3. dial. Of persons: a. Going straight ahead
without regard of consequences, headstrong, b.

Honest, straightforward; also, plain-spoken, blunt.

a. 1736 Pegge Kentia'snis (E. D. S.) s. v. (given as a
' Hants' word'. 1853 Cooe-i-:k Sussex Gloss, (ed. 2>.

b- 1810 Devon $ Cormv. Voc. in Monthly Mag. June
436 'A foreright man', that is, a plain honest man. 1880

Mrs. Park Adam A;- Eve II. 213 lie foreright in all you do.

D. sb. [The adj. used absol.]

t a. Something straightforward {obs.). b. A
foreright shoot ; cf. C. 2. c. dial. { see quot.).

a. 1754 Richardson Grandison VII. xiii. 75 We women
sometimes choose to come at a point by the round-abouts,
rather than by the fore-rights,

b. 1882 Jrnl. Horticulture 6 Apr. 288 The forerights

unless strong being treated similarly.

C. 1797 K. Polwhele Old Fug. Geutl. 54 Then.. Cut
from the buttock a convenient slice, And . . Salute the fore-

right with as keen a knife. Note, ' Foreright ' is the coarsest

sort of wheaten bread, made of the meal, with all the bran.

Fore-riped : see F obe- pref. 2 \>.

Fcre-room. [f. Fore- pref. + Room.]

1 1. ?The forecastle of a ship. Obs.

c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 101 With
..two-handed swords in your fore-rooms. 1589 Greene
Sf>. Masquerade Wks. (Grosart) V. 272 That woorthy Gentle-

man, .valiantly standing in the fore roome deliuered with

Cannon his Ambassage to the Knemie.

2. The front room or parlour. Now only U.S.
1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prow. /lusb. 1. i. 32 She has a Couple

of clever Girls there a stitching i' th' Fore-room. 1774
Footk Cozeners 11. Wks. 1799 II. 174 In the fore-room,

up one pair of stairs. 1880 E. H. Arr New Eng. Bygones

46 This was the ' best-room ' or as my grandfather called

it, the 'fore' room. 1893 Boston (Mass.) Youth's Comp.
16 Mar. 140/4 So we went into the fore-room.

Fore-royal: see Fobk- pref. 2 d.

Pore-run (fo»i|Wn), v. [f. Foke- + Kin.]
1. intr. To run on in front. OE. only.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xx. 4 Se o5er leorning-cniht for-arn

[C950 Liudisf. forearn] petrus forne.

2. trans. To outrun, outstrip. Obs. exc. Jig,

1513 Douglas sEneis Xii. vi. 61 That thai forryn and gois

befor alway Zephirus and Nothus. 1536 Bellknden Crou.
Scot. (1821} I. 186 Gif the haris had forrun the hundis. 1842

Tennyson 2 Voices 88 Forerun thy peers. 1879 Church
Spenser v. 119 Even genius, .cannot forerun the limitations

of its day.

f 3. To run in front of ; hence, to act as harbinger

of (a person). Also transf. to precede. Obs.

1570 Levins Manip. 188 To forerunne, pr&currerc. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 173 They often compassing the sepul-

cher in a ioynt procession, are fore-run and followed by the

people. 1621 Quarlks Argalus $ /'. (1678) 6 Chris-cross

foreruns the Alphabet of love. 1708 Stanhoi-e Paraphr.
(1709) IV. 335 And thou, my Child John, shalt fore-tell and
immediately fore-run this Saviour. 1750 Coventry Potnpey
Litt. 11752) 36 Thus our hero, with three footmen fore-

running his equipage, set out in triumph.
absol. a 1643 W. Cartwright Siege v. iii, To forerun And

lead the way t' Elysium [is] but a duty She would not

thank me for.

4. To be the precursor of fa future event, etc.).

1590 Greene Ne7>cr too late (1600) 71 Lightning, that

beautifies the heauen for a blaze, but foreruns stormes and
thunder. 1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. iv. 15 These signes

fore-run the death of Kings. 165a Cottkrell Cassandra
v. n. (16761 487 This felicity was to fore-run the last I now
can hope for. 41711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721

I. 219 A Star, -which Eastern Gentiles guess'd was to

forerun The wish'd-for Dawn of the Eternal Sun. 1834
Good Study Med. led. 4) II. 359 The symptoms that forerun

the chicken-pox. 1859 Tennyson Idylls, Guinevere 131

The cold wind that foreruns the morn.

5. To anticipate, forestall.

1591 Raleigh L.ast Fight Rev. 15 By anticipating and
forerunning false reports. 1655 H. Vaughan Silex Sciut.,

Rules <r Lessons (1858) 73 Our Bodies but forerun The
Spirit'sduty. 1849 Longf. Mrs. Kembles Readings Shaks.,

The great poet who foreruns the ages, Anticipating all

that shall be said !

Hence Fcrerumning vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1565 Harding Let. to Jewel in Strype Ann. Kef. I.

App. xxx. 72 Your forerunning sermon. 1580 Hollyband
Treas. Fr. Tong, Avantcourement, forerunning. 1660

Milton Free Commiv. Wks. (1847) 449/2 The diabolical

forerunning Libels. 1690 Penn Rise fy Progr. Quakers (1834)

50 The consummation of the legal, and fore running of the

Gospel times. 1818 S. E. Pierce Bk. Psalms II. 460
Sorrows and griefs, forerunning figures of what would befall



FORERUNNER.
Messiah. 1871 Longp. Dm. Tmg. Introitus 53 The sublime
forerunning of their time.

Forerunner (Roijiinm). [f. prec. + -eb ».]

1. One who runs before, esp. one sent to prepare
the way and herald a great man's approach, a har-
binger ; also, a guide.

_
Chiefly transf and fig.

First used Jig. as rendering of L. precursor, esp. of John
the Baptist as 'the Forerunner of Christ '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13208 (Cott.) For-bi es he cald his
foriner [MS. app. reads former ; Cott. forinnier], And
cristes aim messenger, c 1440 York Myst. xxi. 16 pus am
I comen in message right, And be fore-reyner in certayne.
1541 Covekuai.e Old Faith ix. (15471 Fviij, John the
baptist, whych was the fore runner of . . Christ. 1576
Fleming Patwpl. Epist. 292 Followyng y» infallible foot-
steps of thy forerunner Nature. 1634 Hevwood Witches
Lane. 1. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 175 Farewell Gentlemen, He
be your fore-runner, To give him notice of your visite.
a 1711 Ken Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 144 Death
our Fore-runner is, and guides To Sion. 1725 Poi'E Odyss.
1. 520 Did he some loan, .require, Or came fore-runner of
your scepter'd Sire? i860 Pl;sky Min. J'roph. 594 The
Forerunner of our Lord. 1878 liosw. Smith Carthage 75When Claudius the. -forerunner of the Roman army, ap-
peared at Rhegium.

b. Applied transf. to things.

1579 E. K. doss. Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Mar. ji The
swallow.. useth to be counted.. the forerunner of springe.

hrow Bk. Com. Prayer (16611115 Advent Sundaiesl6zZ Sl'ARKOW
..are to Christmas Day. .forerunners to prepare for ...

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk q Seh: Contents, Chap. I The
Introduction or foreruner. 175* Chkstkrk. Lett. (1792)111.
ccxlii. 109 A sort of panegyric of you. .which will be a very
useful fore-runner for you.

C. //. The advance-guard of an army. Chiefly
transf. and fig.

•535 Coverdai.e IVisd. xii. 8 Thou, .sendest y' forerunners
of thyne hoost, euen hornettes. 1645 Pagitt Hercsiogr.
(1661)276 They, .cryed out, that they were the fore-runners
of Popery. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 233 Four thousand
cavalry.. had been sent forward by Servilius as his fore-
runners.

2. One whom another follows or comes after,

a predecessor ; also, an ancestor.
1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 2 Arthur, that great fore-runner of

thjr bloud. 1683 D. A. A rt Converse 7 Long descriptions of
their own Pedigree, and grandure of their fore-runners.
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ.Um) I. 13 My .. observations
will be altogether of a different cast from any of my fore-
runners. 1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 15 Comte claims
Hume as his chief forerunner in philosophy.
transf. 1663 Gerbier Counsel A iv a. The fore-runner of

this Discourse was printed and dedicated to the King.
3. That which foreruns or foreshadows something

else
; a prognostic or sign of something to follow.

1589 Greene Menaphon I Arb.) 39 The wrongs of my youth
are the fore-runners of my woes in age. 16x2 Woodai.l
Surg. Mate Wks. 11653) 88 A convulsion often-times is
a fore-runner or a messenger of death. 1764 Harmer
Ol>sen>. xvii. 42 A squall ofwind and clouds of dust are the
usual forerunners of these first rains. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 112 The famine and the pestilence which are
usually the last outcome and not the forerunners of a siege.

4. Naut. a. A rope fastened to a harpoon. Cf.
Fork-ga.ngkk. b. A rope rove through a single
block on the foremast, c. (See quots.)
a. 1694 Ace. Sm. Late Voy. 11.(1711) 158 The first of

them is ty'd to the Fore-runner, or small Line.
b. 1805 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson 11846; VII. 189 note,

Got forerunners and tackles forward to secure foremast.
C. 1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burneyi, Fore-

runner of the Log-line, a small piece of red buntin. laid
into that line at a certain distance from the log. 1841 R. H.
Dana Seaman's Man. 106 Fore-runner, a piece of rag, ter-
minating the stray-line of the log line.

Hence Foreru nnership, the condition or dig-
nity of a forerunner.
1881 A. B. Bruce Chief End Revelat. vi. 300 This fore-

runnership of Christ.

Foresaid (ftVaed), a. [f. Fore- pref. + Said.]
= Afoke3aid. (In Sc. writings of 16th c, and in
legal formula; until iSthc, it occurs with plural
ending forsait/is.) Now rare.
c 1000 j^Elfric Josh. vi. 22 Iosue cwa;b ba siSSan to bam

foresa;dan ajrendracum. a 1300 Cursor M. 6392 (Cott.)
Moyses. .smat it wit bis forsaid wand. 1340 Aycnb. 190 pe
uorzede manne. 1413 Pilgr. Solvle {Caxlon 1483) v. xiv. 105,
I sawe a semely persone standyng nyhe the forsaid tree.

'5*3 Shute Archil. Bjb, The measures of the forsayde
Pillours. 1585 Jas. I. Essayes in Poesie (1869) 55 Many of
thir foirsaides preceptis. 1679 Drvden Tr. <y Cr. 111. i. Wks.
1883 VI. 325 All of these foresaid men are fools. 1775 Adair
Amer. Ind. 321 When the fore-said warriors returned home.
1787 Cowrer Let. 17 Nov., 'Foresaid little Bishop and I

had much talk about many things, but most about Homer.
1821 Scott Kenilw. xii, An archway surmounted by the
foresaid tower.
ellipt. 1556 Lauder Tractate 140 Off thir forsaids ;e sail

be sure. 1688 R. Holme Armoury III. 336/2 The foresaid
are_ kind of Bottles which Reapers.. use to carry their
Drink or Milk in. 175a J. Louthian Form of Process
(ed. 2) 120 All Cost, Skaith, Damage and Expences, he
or his foresaids [i. e. his ' executors, assigns, etc.'] may
happen to sustain therethrough.

Fore-sail (SSnaPV). [f. Fore- pref. + Sail ; =
tier, vorsegel.] The principal sail set on the fore-

mast ; in square-rigged vessels, the lowest square
sail on the foremast; in fore-and-aft rigged, the
triangular sail before the mast.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bis. (Roxb.) 50 A bolte roppe

for the foreseile. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's
Com/. E. hid. xxix. 72 b, They brought themselues vnder
their foresailes againe. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Urania
Wks. 1 His Sprit-saile, Fore-saile, Main-saile, and his
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Mizzen. 1745 P. Thomas Jml Anson's Voy. 27 The next
Day we split the Fore-sail. 1855 O. W. Holmes Poems
165 Many a foresail. .Shall break from yard and stay.
attrib. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 Hail . . the foir sail scheit,

hail out the bollene.

+ Fo*resaw. Obs. rare. [f. Fore- pref. +
Saw sb. saying.] a. A previous saying, b. A
fore-saying, prediction.

1387 Trevisa I/igden II. 177 And now the more world is

discreued in oure four sawes in be firste book [L. inprxceden-
tibus]. 1555 Watreman Fardle P'acionsu.y'm. Liva,Inthe
beginning of y* yere, assemblying together, thei [the Sages]
foreshewe of rainc.For aswell the kynge as the people,
ones vndrestandyng their foresawes. .shone the euilles.

Pore-say (foajs^-)* v. [OE. foresecgan, f.

Fore- pref. + secgan to Say.] trans. To say
beforehand, foretell, predict. Now rare.
^900 tr. Bxdas Hist. Contents in. xiii. (1890) 14 Da^t se

biscop Aidan bam scypfarendum bone storm towardne fore-
sa^de. a 1300 Cursor M. 1606 (Cott.) A propheci, bat for.
said was bi his merci. 1543 Grafton Con.'n. Harding 549
Kyng Henry y* sixte did foresaye the same, and in like
maner prophecy of hym. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv.

9 He foresayth y* the people shalbe gathered together
agayne. a 1641 Br. R. Mountagu Acts <y A/on. (1642) 176
Homer took much out of her verses, which she foresaw and
foresaid he should doe. 1886 J. Payne Decameron 1. 12 The
pleasance and delight . . which belike, were it not foresaid,
might not be looked for from such a beginning.
Hence Foresaying vbl. sb.

1548 Udall, etc. Erastn. Par. Mark i. 2 The prophecies
and foresayinges of the Prophetes. 1608-11 Br. Hall Epist.
in. iii. Wks. (1627) 319 Whose foresayings verified in all

particular issues are more than demonstratiue.
Fore-scene, -scent, etc. : see Yore- pref
t Fore-seat. Obs. [see Fore- pref 3.] A

seat or position in front.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 133 The fore-seate of the
Hollow veine, where itgroueth to the Liuer. 17x5 S. Sewall
Diary 20 Mar. 11882' III. 42 Mr. Pemberton spake to me
as he went by the foreseat in the morning.

Foresee (foots/"). Also 4-6 forsee, (6 force,
Sc, foirsee). [OE.foreseon, f. Fore- pref. + sion
to See ; cf. Ger. vorse/ien.]

1. trans. To see beforehand, have prescience of.

Often with obj. and inf. or with clause as obj.
< 1000 Ags. Ps. exxxviii. [exxxix.] 2 iTh.) J>u ealle mine

wegas wel fore-sawe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2247 pat hedis to
be first, And forsees not the fer end, what may falle after.

1513 More in Grafton Citron. 11568) II. 781 He that of
good heart and courage foresawe no perilles. 1581 Marbeck
Bk. Notes 331 God did fore-see and fore-knowe, that they
should be dampned. 1611 Bible Prov. xxvii. 12 A prudent
man foreseeth the euil, and hideth himselfe. 1630 Pkynne
Anti-Armin. 116 God from all eternity foresaw them in
themselues to be such. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 41, I presently foresaw, that, if I went to the ex-
tremity, I should spoil the voyage. 1815 Jane Austen
Emma iv, Emma had very early foreseen how useful she
might find her. 1887 Froude Short Stud. IV. 1. x. 112 The
empire might be laid under interdict, with the consequences
which everyone foresaw.
absol. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 627 What power of mind

Foreseeing or presaging, from the Depth Of knowledge
past or present, a 1881 Rossktti House 0/ Life x t The
shadowed eyes remember and foresee.

fb. St* To see previously ; to have an interview
with (a person) beforehand ; to inspect or consider
beforehand. Oh.
1592 Sc Acts Jas. /-'/(1814) III. 627 For dyuerss vtheris

wechtie caussis and guid considerationis foirsene be his
hienes. 1625 Burgh Pec. Glasgow (1876) 348 That na
maner of persoun. .pas heirefter to. .England without thai
first foirsie the prouest and bailleis. 1663 Spalding 'Proud.
Chas. /(1829) 66 Thir articles were foreseen by the tables
at Edinburgh, and order given to refuse the samen.

f2. To prepare beforehand or provide; in early

use with dat. of person, later with to. Also, to

provide of ox with (something). Obs,
t 900 tr. B&da's Hist. iv. i. (1891) 256 pset he him on his

biscopscireserisnestoweforesege and salde. 1513 Douglas
A'Cneis x. xii. 134 Thou sail de fyrst, quhat evyr to me
forseyne Or providyt has mychty Jove. 1637 R. Monro
E.vped. 11. 133 This Leaguer.. at all sorting Ports, being
well foreseene with slaught-bomes and triangles.

f b. To see to or take care about beforehand
;

to provide for or against. With simple obj., or obj.

clause introduced by that. Obs.
t-900 tr. Bseda's Hist. 1. xxvii. (1891) 66 Swylce eac be

heora ondlifne is to bencenne and to foreseonne baet [etc.].

i5»6 Househ. Ord. 139 The sewers., to have semblably
charge to forsee that no part of the fruict..be in any wise
purloyned. 1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 13 § 1 The Master,Wardens
and Assistants of the Trinity-house, .are bound to foresee
the good Increase and Maintenance of Whips. 1577 Hanmkr
Anc. Eccl. Hist. 251 He supposed it was his bounden duety
to foresee lest the . . decrees of that councell should, .be im-
payred. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 62 He that
forerepents forsees many perils. 1604 Nottingham Pec.
{1889) IV. 267 The 7 Aldermen, .. be ouerseers for the
towne to forsee the daunger of the visitacion. 1622
Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 5 The King, .was bound to see
and foresee the safety of this Realm. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§699 In Horse-Races Men are curious to fore-see, that
there be not the least Weight upon the one Horse, more
than vpon the other.

f 3. intr. To exercise foresight, take care or
precaution, make provision. Also, to look to or
into beforehand. Obs.
J55 1 '*' Wilson Pogike (1580) 84 Fire, nor yet water doe

harme of them selves, but. .the negligence of man, whiche
forseeth not to them. a 1590 Marr. Hit $ IVisd. (1846) 8
Well, as for that I shall for*se. 1594 First Pt. Contention

FORESHADOW.
O843) 33 Well hath your grace foreseen into that Duke.
1624 Quarles Div. Poems, Job (1717) 228 He plots, com-
plots, forsees, prevents, directs, a 1626 Bacon (J.), A king
against a storm must foresee to a convenient stock oftreasure.

1 4. (A/way) foreseen or foreseeing that : pro-
vided that.

1434 E. E. Wills (1882) 99 Forseen alwey, that yf.. my
doughtres dye [etc.]. 1533 Elyot Cast. Heltfie 11. i. (1541)
16 b, Forseene alwaye that they eate withoute gourmandyse.
X550 Privy Council Acts (1891) III. 79 Forseing that of
their waiges they content their hostes for their victailes.
1600 W. Vaughan Direct. Health (1633) 32 Foreseene also
that they that shall drinke it thus, be not subject to the
Chollicke.

Hence Foreseeing* vbl. sb. ; Toresee-ing ppt. a.,

characterized by foresight. Tore-see-ingly adv.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 961 (989) It were rather an

opinyon Uncertein,and no stedfast forseynge. 1536 Latimer
2nd Serm. be/. Convocation Wks. I. 43 Ought we to
attribute it to.. the forseeing of the kings grace? 1567
Trtall Treas. (18501 18 Be circumspect, therefore, forseing
and sapient. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. iii, Follow
your fore-seeing stars in all. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb.
xi. 39 Gods.. fore-seeing of this and that is justly stiled
a providing it. 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb. 1, What
prudent care does this deep foreseeing nation take for the
support of its worshipful families ! i8oz H. Martin Helen
of Glenross I. 105 Your gloomy croaking ominous fore-
seeings. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Pen Y.
II. 567 A wise and foreseeing policy. 1857 Ruskin Elem.
Drawing iii. 205 You must go straight through them,
knowingly and foreseeingly, all the way.

r
Foreseeable (foojsfab'l), a. [f. prec. + -able.]

That may be foreseen.
1804 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 367 A rise and a fall

foreseeable. 1840 Mill Diss. $ Vise, Bentham (1859) I«

387 The morality of an action depends on its foreseeable
consequences.

Foreseen (fooi&rn),pp/e. and pp/.a. [pa. pple.

of Foresee.]

1 1. pple. That has seen beforehand
;
previously

acquainted or instructed in ; aware of. To make
foreseen : to acquaint or inform previously. Obs.

1569 Murray To L. B. (Harl. Lib. 37. B. o fo. 43) Her
highness had been foreseen in the dukes design. 1577
Lochlevin Let. to Morton in Robertson Hist. Scot. App.
72, I tho 't good to make your grace forseen of the same.
1597 Lowe Chhwg. iv. vii. (1634) 89 For the which the
parents and friends would be foreseene of the danger which
may happen. ^1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1678) II.

490 Kersewell was rebooked for accepting the Bishoprick
of the Isles, without making the Assembly foreseen.

2. pp/.a. That is seen beforehand ; also, f known
beforehand by sight to.

1532 More Confut. TindalcWks. 573/1 An elect foresene
to god from the beginning, a x6oo Hooker Answ. Travers'
Supplic. % 22 They are not reiected. .without a fore-seene
woi thinesse of reiection going . . in order before. 1697
Dryden sEncid vi. 1088 At his fore-seen Approach, already
quake The Caspian Kingdoms. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.
Wks. V. 145 A burst of enthusiasm on the foreseen con-
sequences of this happy day. X837-8 Sir W. Hamilton
Logic xxiii. (1866) I. 454 To move in a foreseen, and, con*
sequently, a determinate direction. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II, 113 No sublime augury
cheers the student, no secure striding from experiment
onward to a foreseen law.

Foreseer (foaasfaj). Also 6 foresear. [f.

Foresee v. + -er'.] One who foresees.

1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill (an. 2) 33 b, That you be
. .a vigilante foresear. 1621 Ainsworth Annot. Deut. xviii.

to A fore-seer or presager. 1799 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1800)
III. 364 There are many sagacious foreseers who can calcu-
late the loss of a reputation.

Foreset (fo-uset), v. [OE. fore-se_ttan, f. Foue
pref + settan to Set.]

+ 1. To set in front, put to the front. Obs.
(825 Vesp. Psalter lxxxv[i]. 14 Da unrehtwisan. .na [MS.

nonj foresetton bee beforan ftesih^e his. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
cxxxvi[i]. 6 If 1 for-set pe noght Ierusalem, ai, In biginning
of mi fainenes al dai.

2. To set, arrange, or settle beforehand ; to pre-

arrange, predetermine. Now rare.

1561 Daus tr. Bultingeron Apoc.(i573) I43b, Hereby is

the tyme betokened and foreset. 1587 Misfort. Arik. 11.

iii, No Fate But is foreset. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts
150 To foresee and foreset the daies and times for his judg-
ments. 1839 Bailey Festus iv. (1848) 35 No man can foreset

thy coming.

Hence Poresetting vbl. sb., the action of setting

or arranging beforehand ; also quasi-rtw<"r. a pur-

pose. Foresee ppl. a., set or determined before-

hand. Also f Fo reset sb., set purpose.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlviii. 5 [xlix. 4], I sal open in sauter

mi forsettinge. 1SS Bale Image Both Ch. 11. xiv. § 11

H viij b, To commute theym by faythfull prayer to his

purposed decrees or for set ordinaunces. 1561 Norton &
Sackv. Gorboduc 11. ii, Whan kinges of foreset wyll neglecte

the rede Of best aduise. 1571 GoLiiittG Calvin on Ps. lxxv.3
The foresettinge of ende and measure untoo mischaunces.
1669 Woouhead St Teresa 1. Pref. 2 Rigidly exacting of

herself the foreset portion of time for it.

Foreset : see Fokset, to obstruct, waylay.

Foreset, var. f. of Forcet, Obs.

Fore- settled : see Fore- pref 2 b.

Foreshadow (fo^ujoe'd^"), sb. [f. Fore- pref.

-t- Shadow sb. ; suggested by next vb.] fig. A
shadow cast before an object ; an indication or im-

perfect representation of something to come.
1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. (1858) 115 Fore-shadows, .of that

Truth and Beginning of Truths, fell mysteriously over my
soul. 1852 J. M. LUDLOW Master Engineers 132 A truce is
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often the foreshadow of a peace. 1887 Kikglake Crimea
VIII. 280 The foreshadow of death was then falling on the

mind of the Chief!

Foreshadow Cfo«Jiardou), v. [(. Fork- pref
+ Shadow v.] trans. To serve as the shadow
thrown before (an object' ; hence, to represent im-

perfectly beforehand, prefigure. Also rarely (of a

person), to have a foreboding of.

1577 Vautrouillier Luther on F.p. Gal, 146 The cere-

monies commanded in the law did foreshadow Christ, a 1677

Harrow Serm. Wks. 1761. II. xxvii. 288 Our Saviour's

death .. was by manifold types fore-shadowed. 1855 H.
Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) II. vi. xxvii. 297 These in- '

tuitions are fore-shadowed in the very first stages of an
j

incipient consciousness, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. i.

23 The surrender of Ghent foreshadowed the fate of

Flanders. 1864 Dickens Our Mut. Fr. 11. xiv, Another
]

consequence that he had never foreshadowed was [etc.].

Hence Foreshadowed^//. a.\ Foresha (lowing-

vbl. sb. Also Foreshadower, one who or that

which foreshadows.
1848 Dickkns Dombcy xx, The feeling, .of which he had

had some old foreshadowing in older times, .was full-formed

now. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xvii, Phrases that class our
foreshadowed endurance among those common and igno-

minious troubles. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1, 306 >

Dim foreshadowings of what yet might come. 18. . Chamb.
yml. (Cent. Diet.) The foreshadowers of evil.

Fore-shaft, -shape : see Foke- pref. 2 a, 3 b.

Fore-sheet (fovjjn). Naut. [f. Fobs- pref.
+• Sheet.]

1. The rope by which the lee corner of the fore-

sail is kept in place.

1667 Davenant & Dryden Tempest 1. i, Flat-in the fore-

sheet there. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 16 Round aft

the Main sheets, and Fore-sheets. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl.
Anson's Voy. 28 We broke our Larboard Fore-sheet and
fixed a new one.

2. //. The inner part of the bows of a boat, fitted
j

with gratings upon which the bow-man stands '

(Adm. Smyth).
1719 Dfl Foe Crusoe 11. xii, Two of the enemy's men

entered the boat just where this fellow stood, being in the
fore-sheets. 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863* 99, I stowed
myself away under the fore-sheets. 1883 Stevenson Treas.
1st. in. xiii, In a jiffy I had slipped over the side, and
curled up in the fore-sheets of the nearest boat.

3. Comb., asfore-s/ieet horse, traveller (see quots.X
1846 Youno Naut. Diet., Fore-Sheet Horse, an iron rod or

piece of wood fastened at its ends athwart the deck of a
single masted vessel, before the mast, for the foresail sheet
to travel upon. Ibid. s. v. Traveller, The Fore-sheet
Traveller is a ring, .which traverses on the fore-sheet horse. '

t ForesliieTd, v. Obs. Also for-, [f. For-
pref 1 or Fore- pref. + Shield v.] trans. To ward'
off, avert ; only in asseverations, as Godforshield
{that . .) :-Forfend 2.

a 1549 Murning Maidin xv, That I you sla, that God
forscheild ! xs6*-83 Foxe A. $ M. (1583) 1583 God fore-

shield that I should so do. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman
St. v. x, Marry, Heav'n foreshieTd !

Foreshift : see Fore- pref 4.

Foreshine (fiWufafoV si. rare. [f. Fork- pref \

+ Shine sb. ; suggested by Ger. vorschein.\ A
shining seen in advance.
1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV. 11. v. 72 The appearance,

j

or indubitable foreshine, of Friedrich Wilhelm's bayonets.

f Foreshrne,^. Obs. [f. Fork- pref. + Shines.]
j

intr. To shine forth ; also, to shine in front, throw
light forward. Hence ForeshrningT'/'/. sb.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xviu. 7 When fayth fore-

shyneth untoo us.. then truly is the gate set open for us.

Ibid. xxv. 12 By the foreshining of the light of the Spirit
they may understand what is needful to be done. 1611
Coryat Crudities App. 15 The Lyon old, whose princely
heart foreshineth in his breast.

Foreship(fo^jjip). [OE.forscip,?. For-pref-;
Fore- pref + scip, Ship.] The fore part of a ship
or vessel ; the prow.
C 1000 ^lfric Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 166 Prora . . forscip.

13.. Coer de L. 2618 Kynge Rychard. .With hys axe in
foreschyp stood. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 159 The erle
. . inqmrede of hym syttinge in the foreschirjpe, wheber he
see of Athanasius. 1526 Tindale Acts xxvii. 30 As though
they wolde have caste ancres out off the forshippe. 1895
Daily News 1 Feb. 7/2 The stem . , is gone above water to
the third frame, but there is no water in the foreship.

Fore-shoe, -shop : see Fore- pref 2 a and 3.

Foreshore (i&VjJ&n). [f. Fore- pref + Shore.]
1. The fore part of the shore ; that part which

lies between the high- and low-water marks ; occas.

the ground lying between the edge of the water
and the land which is cultivated or built upon.
1764 Skejfling Inclos. Act 13 Land or ground, as a new

fore shore to the said river. 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 56
Stone heaps which are put out for the defence of the fore-
shores. 1864 J. G. Bertram Notes Trav. 1862-3. °7 The
moment the tide runs back the foreshore is at once overrun
with a legion of hungry people. 1894 Sala Lond. up to
date xxiv. 360 Many grand patrician houses existed on this
foreshore [of the Thames] from Essex Street down to
Hungerford.
trans/. 1874 T. Hardy Madding Crowd II. i. 15 The

foreshores and promontories ofcoppery cloud which bounded
a green and pellucid expanse in the western sky.

2. Hydrant, Engin. [See quot. 1874.)
1841 Hrees Gloss. Civ. Engin. 34, D, the foreshore. 1873

F. Robertson Engineering Notes 61 A slope, .terminating
in a long nearly level berm called a foreshore. 1874 Knight

Vol. IV.

Diet. Mech. I. 905/1 Fore-shore (Hydraulic Engineering)
(a), a bank a little distance from a sea-wall to break the force

of the surf; (/>), the seaward projecting, slightly inclined
portion of a breakwater.

Foreshorten (fo**iJir*jt'h)l v. [f. Fore- pref.

+ Shorten v.~\

1. trans. Of the effect of visual perspective :

To cause (an object) to be apparently shortened

in the directions not lying in a plane perpendi-

cular to the line of sight. Of a draughtsman : To
delineate (an object) so as to represent this apparent
shortening.
1606 Peacham Art Drawing 28 If I should paint.. an

horse with his brest and head looking full in my face, I must
of necessity foreshorten him behinde. *°£* Rulwer An-
thropomet. 261 Much Art being used to make'the Foot shew
as foreshortned. a 1680 BuTLEJt Rem. (1759) I. 263 "lis

a greater Mystery in the Art Of painting to foreshorten any
Part, Than draw it out. 1784 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. xii.

{1876! 51 The best of the painters could not even foreshorten

the foot. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, Hi, His legs fore-

shortened to the size of salt-spoons. 1853 Herschel Pop.
Led. Sc. v. § 9 (1873) 1S4 To fore-shorten its whole length
into one joint.

trans/, and Jig. 1768 SpeNCE Parallel 22 After he had
taken to this way of fore-shortening his reading, if I maybe
allowed so odd an expression. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
lxxvii, Lives, that lie Fore-shorten 'd in the tract of time.
absol. 1841 W. SrAi.ding Italy$ It. 1st. II. 356 The master's

mechanical skill, especially in foreshortening on the ceiling.

2. nonce-use* In literal sense: To shorten or

curtail in advance.
1839 Bailey Festtts xiii. (1848J 122 Youth forestalling and

foreshortening age.

Hence Foreshortened ppl. a.

1654 Marvell First Anniversary, Foreshortned time its

useless course would stay. 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic v.

(1833) 122 The fore-shortened figure of a dead hotly lying
horizontally. 1859 GuLLICK & TlMBS Paint. 147 It was by
such means that Correggio painted his wonderful fore-

shortened figures. 1874 Lady Heriiert tr. Hiibuer's
Ramble 1. vii. (1878) 88 Placed close together these moun-
tains all look to us foreshortened.

Foreshortening, vbl. sb. [{. prec. + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. FORESHORTEN.
1606 Peacham Art Drawing 27 Of fore-shortning. 1686

Aclionby Painting Illustr. Kxplan. 'Perms, Shortning is,

when a Figure seems of greater quantity than really it is.

.

Some call it Fore-Shortning. 1784 Blagden in Phil. Trans.
LXXIV. 205 The fore-shortening .. of the tail. 1859
Gullick & TlMBS Paint. 39 Correct foreshortening is one
of the greatest difficulties in art. i860 PuSEY Min. I'roph.

494 Prophecy, in its long perspective, uses a continual fore-

shortening.

Foreshot (fi5»uji?t), [f. Fore- pref. + Shot.]

1. A projecting part of a building.

1839 Black Hist. Brechin viii. 189 The Timber Market,
formerly so obstructed with foreshots covered witli thatch.

2. In distilling : The spirits which first come over.

1893 Brit. Med. yml. 1 Apr. 708/1 The alcohol which had
not passed over in the ' fore-shots' and the ' clean spirits'.

Fore-shoulder : see Fore- pref 3 b.

+ Foreshow, sb. Obs, [f. Fore- pref + Show
sb.] A manifestation beforehand; a previous in-

dication or token ; a prefignration,

1548 Udai.l, etc. Frasm. Par. Mark iii. 35 Here was
made a foreshewe of the churche, that should be gathered
together. 1584 R. Soar Discov. Wiichcr. xi. vi. 157 Pretend-
ing that everie bird and beast, &C, should be sent from the
gods as foreshewes of somewhat. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xm,
liv. 245 With vermile drops at eau'n his tresses bleed, Fore-
showes of future heat. 1603 Fi.orio Montaigne 1. xxv.

(1632) 69 The foreshew of their inclination whilest they are

young is so uncertaine.

Foreshow (fo*l|fr'}» v.
'
[OE. foresctawian,

f. Fore- pref + $ce*awian to Show.]

f 1. trans. To look out for ; to provide ; to con-

template in the future. Only OE. and early ME.
< 1000 /Flfric yudgi vi. 8 He him foresceawode sumne

heretojan. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 Se time com be god
forescewede. c 1200 Vices A> I'irtrtes (1&B8) 17 Dare hierte

5e ne wile forsceawin h(w)ider he seal oanne he henen faro.

2. To show or make known beforehand ; chiefly,

to foretell, prognosticate.

1561 T. Norton Calvitfs Inst, 11. 82 God there fbre-

sheweth some peculiar thing concerning his electes. 1642-46
in Quincy Hist. Harvard Univ. (1840) I. 517 No scholar
shall . . unless foreshowed and allowed by the President .

.

be absent from his studies, .above an hour. 1651 C Cart-
wright Cert. Relig. 1. no He foreshews that many should
come in his name. 1711 Pope Temp. Fame 462 Astrologers,
that future fates foreshew. 1826 E. Irving Babylon II.

316 He gave Enoch a commission to foreshow the deluge.
1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 196 If thou hurtest them,
I foreshow ruin for thy ship.

b. Of things: To indicate beforehand, give pro-

mise or warning of; to foreshadow, prefigure.
1601 Chester Loi'e's Mart. cix. (1878) 71 The Sunne did

frowne, Fore-shewing to his men a blacke-fac't day. 1776
G. Horne Psalms xlvii. 3 That great conquest, foreshewed
by the victories of Joshua. < 1790 Imison Sch. Art I. 132
The falling of the mercury foreshews thunder. '834 Good
Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 245 Aphtha? frequently .. foreshow
imminent death, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 40 God had.,
enjoined sacrifice, to foreshow and plead to Himself the one
meritorious Sacrifice of Christ.

f3. To show forth, betoken, display. Obs.
'59° [Tarlton] News Purgat. (1844) 91 Glances that fore-

shewed good will. 1607 H. Ahthington Princ. Points 1. v,

To view God's Creatures. .How do they all his loue fore-

shew. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. i. 86 Your lookes fore-shew
You haue a gentle heart.

Hence Foresho'wn ///. a. Also Foresho'wer,
one who or that which foreshows.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions Pref. 13 Deuilles, fore-

shewers of thinges. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1S41) ^88
The signs, .which should be the foreshewers of this terrible

day. 1658 Bromhall Treat. Specters iv. 258 I'lhey] were
fore-shewers of a happy voyage. 1755 Johnson, Foreteller,
predicter, foreshower. 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama oj

Exile Poems 1850 I. 68 The voices of foreshown Humanity.
1852 Peacock Wks. (1875) III. 380 To all mankind death
is the foreshown doom.

Foreshowing (ftpjjfr'ii)), vbl. sb. [f. prec.

vb. +-IHG '.] The action of the vb. FORESHOW.
a 1050 Liber Scintil. vi. (18891 28 Atihtincge his mid

eallum ^ebances bigenge on godes foresceawiinge {content-

pla/ione] gefaestnao. a 1300 Cursor M. 5745 (Cott.) J>is was
a fore-sceuing scene () moder bath and maiden dene. 1561
T. Norton Calvin's lust. 1. 56 b, The vnbcleuers. do faine

that their felicitte or misery cloth hang on the decrees and
foreshewinges of the starres. 1609 Bible (Douay) Proph.
Bks. Comm., Al the old Testament is a general prophecie,
and forshewing of the New. 1846 Trench Mirac. xv.

(1862) 261 Many . . found in these healing influences of the
pool of Bethesda a foreshow ing of future benefits.

Fore-shrouds : see Fork- pref 3 d.

Foreside'v fo"i|soid). Also 5-7 for-, [f. Fore-

pref + Sii)K. Cf. Du. voorzijJe. Ger. vorseite.]

1. The fore part; the front ; also, the upper side

(of anything). Now rare exc. techn.

< 1400 I.an/ranc's Cirurg. 161 pese .vij. ribbis. .in be for-

side of a man. .have no fastnynge to no boon. 1489CAXTON
Fayies 0/ A. I. xxvii. 82 Sharp yrons were dressed to the

foresyde of the same engyn. 1548 Udaix, etc. Erastn. Par.
Luke vii. 85 b, The tables, .letted hir to. .cast hir self down
prostrate on the foresyde, at the fete of Jesus. 1569 Wills

$ Inv. X. C. (Surtees 18151 3*' On lytlye pattlett sett w'
1

'

pearll on the forsyd. 1642 Relat. Action be/. Cyrencestcr'6

The Colonell perceiving the garden wall . . too high to Vie

entred on the foreside. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy II. 103

The picture . . turns upon a frame, and shews you both the

fore-side of those combatants, and their backsides too.

1738 [G. Smith] Curious Relat. I. iv. 470 They have another
Skin . . which covers their Pack, and a square one to cover
their Foreside. 1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy V. xxix, Over-
turning it upside-down, and fore-side back. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch A> Clockm. 9 Making the backs of the

escape wheel teeth radial and the foresides curved.

/ig. 1596 Spenser F. C.>. v. iii. 39 When these counterfeits

were thus uncased Out of the foreside of their forgerie. .All

gan to jest and gibe full merilie. a 1655 Vines Lord's Supf>,

(1677) 343 There [at the bottom] lies abundance of self-love,

and self-interest, even when there is a good countenance
and fore-side. 1685 Renwick Serm., etc. xiii. (1770) 159
Hills and V'allies. .are all written over, backside and fore-

side with legible characters of the knowledge of God.

2. The front side or edge.

1703 Moxon Mech. Extrc. 164 Raiser, is a Hoard set on
edge under the Fore-side of a step.

3. attrib.

a 1643 W. Cartwrigmt Lady-Errant v. i, This foreside

blow Cuts off thrice three, this back-blow thrice three more.

Foresight (fo»usait). [f. Fore- pref. + Sight.

Cf. OHG. forasiht, Ger. vorsicht]

1. The action or faculty of foreseeing what must

happen ;
prevision.

14. . Lvnc;. Secrets 173 Haue ther with Consyderacyon Be
a forsyght and cleer inspeccyon. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet.

17 b, Foresight is a gatheryng by conjectures what shall

happen. 1656 Up. Hall Occas. Medit. (1851) 19 Want of

foresight makes thee more merry. 1791 HUBKE Th. on
F'r. Affairs Wks. VII. 83 The effects rather of blind terrour

than of enlightened foresight. 1815 Jank Austin Emma
in. iii, On fire with speculation and foresight. 1856 Smyth
Roman Family Coins 245 Nor had he foresight enough to

see the true interests of his country.

2. The action of looking forward {lit. and fg.) ;

also, a look forward (at some distant object".

1591 Spensp:r Muiopot. 389 The foolish flie without fore-

sight. 1656 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. 11851) 22 My very eye
is weary with the foresight of so great a distance. 1667
Milton /'. L. XI. 368 Let Eve .. Here sleep below, while

thou to foresight wak st. 1778 Pennant Tour WaUs f 1883)

I. 20 From the Summit of Garreg . . the traveller may have
an august foresight of the lofty tract of Snowdon. 1885

Whyte Melville In Lena Delta iv. 50 Aftersight informed

us of much that our foresight had overlooked.

b. Perception gained by looking forward; pros-

pect; a sight or view into the future.

1422 E. S. Wills (1882) 49 Hauyng gode in forsyght,

I haue maad and ordened this my., last wylle. <ri422

Hoccleve Learn to Die 527 Forsighte at al ne haan tho

wrecches noon Of the harm which ther-of moot folwe neede.

1594 Carkw Huarte's Exam. Wits xi. U59.6) l69 .The

thoughts of mortal men are timorous, and their foresights

vnce'rtaine. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cousc. v. (1654^ 30 Joseph,

out of the fore-sight of a following dearth, bought up the

seven yeares graine for Pharaoh, a 1674 Clarendon Snrv.

Leviath. (16761 176 Upon a fore-sight that the fire may
come thither. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. ii. 49 Our foresight of

those consequences, is a warning given us. 1876 Mozlev
Univ. Serm. iii. 62 We are guarded against the naked effect

of the perpetual foresight of death.

3. Care or provision for the future.

1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 314 With sa glide forsicht and
sa viss, Or his furth-passyng ordantt he, That [etc.].

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy I. v, If by prudent forsyght, Thou
haddest had grace for to record aryht. 1513 Douglas
/E?ieis vin. ix. 74 Gyf it be sa ;our godhed . . Be prescience

provyd hes, and forsichtis. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks

(1638) 111 Counsell grounded vpon no wise foresight or

approued experience, was more dangerous to him. 1732

Lediard Sethos II. vm. 257 He had had the foresight to

order [it]. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike viii. 85

Those least disposed to foresight could not help asking .

.

56
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what was to be done next time, a 186a Buckle Misc. Wks.
(1872) I. 155 In hot climates, nature being bountiful, man is

not obliged to use foresight.

ft). {God's, Divine) foresight: —Providence.
Also, an instance or effect of Divine Providence.
a 1300 Cursor M. 284 (Cott.) J>is lauerd bat is so mikil

of mi3t puruaid al in his for-sight. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1.

460 God..Preserwyt thaim in hys forsycht. 1559 Mirr.
Mag -, Dk. Clarence lvi, Wo wurth the wretch yt strives

with gods forsighte. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis 11. 827

Shapd in the glass of the divine Foresight. 1664 Marvell
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 167, I find now.. that my want of

language hath been but a foresight of the King my Master,

and a fit complement upon His part.

4. Surveying. (See quot.). ? U.S. only.

1855 Davies & Peck Math. Diet. (1857), Foresight, any
reading of the leveling-rod, after the first, taken at a given

station. The first reading is called a back-sight.

5. The foremost of the two sights on a gun ; the

muzzle-sight.

1859 Musketry Instruct. 25 Raise the folding sight and the

eye.. until the fore-sight is in a line with the bull's-eye.

1880 Times 18 Oct. 4/3 In using the rifle a native rarely

avails himself of the foresight.

Foresighted (fo» j»it6d), ppl. a. [f. prec.

+ -ed 2
.] Gifted with or having foresight ; char-

acterized or controlled by foresight.

1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Reltg. 1. iv. 54 A fore-

sighted and rational conduct of things to their end. 1700
Astry tr. Saavedra-Faxardo II. 37 The Thebans did not
desire Princes so foresighted. "775 Adair Amer. Ind. 286

The fore-sighted French knew their fickle and treacherous

disposition. 1891 Atkinson Last ofGiant Killers 121 The
most foresighted and farsighted of mortals.

Foresightful (foe-jsaitful), a. [f. as prec. +
-ful.] Full of or possessed of foresight.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 104 The foresightfull care he
bad of his silly successour. Ibid. 205 Giue vs foresightfull

mindes. 1668 G. C. in H. More Dip. Dial. 2nd Pref.<i7i3)

27 Foresightful Solicitude in the behalf of the Kingdom of

God. 1855 Singleton Virgil II. 75 Thou also, O most holy

prophetess Foresightful of futurity. 1889 F. Hall in

Nation (N. Y.) XLVIII. 389/1 A. .well informed, and, for

the most part, foresightful writer.

Foresiglitless (io»*is3itUs), a. [f. as prec.

+ -less.] Without foresight. Implied in Pore-
sig-htlessness, the condition of being without

foresight.

1880 G. Macdonald Diary Old Soul 28 Mar., Lost in

oblivion and foresightlessness.

Fore-sign : see Fobs- pre/. 4.

Foresignification. rare~ x

, [f. Fore-pre/.
+ Signification.] A signification in advance of

some future event ; a premonition.
159a tr. Junius on Rev. viii. i The seventh seale is the

next foresignification.

Foresignify Jo»Jsrgmfoi), v. [f. Fore- pre/.

+ Signify v.] trans. To signify beforehand.

a. To betoken beforehand, prefigure, typify.

1565 Jewel Repi. Harding- (1611) 348 In the Sacrament
it selfe there is a thing foresignified. 1613-18 Daniel Coll.

Hist. Eng. (1626) 57 An exceeding great Ecclipse of the

Sun.. was taken to fore-sigmfie his death. 1697 Dryden
Virgil Life (1721) I. 63 He hardly ever describes the rising

of the Sun, but with some Circumstance, which fore-signifies

the Fortune of the Day. i860 Pusey Min. Propk. 559 That
symbolic Blood, by which, foresignifying the new Covenant,
He made them His own people.

fb. To intimate beforehand, foretell. With
simple obj. or with object sentence. Obs.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxii. § 8 Christ had foresignified,

that . . his absence would soone make them apt to fast. 1614
Raleigh Hist. IVorldv. vi. § 3 His death . . was foresignified

vnto Perseus, by Calligenes. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.

701 [Spectres] sometimes do fore-signifie unto men future
events. 169s Bp. Patrick Comm. Gen. 271 God hereby
fore-signified their Sins should be expiated by Sacrifices.

Hence Foresignifying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

159a tr. Junius on Rev. vi. 1 The foresignifying . . of all

the evils which God powreth out upon this world, i860
Pusey Min. Proph. 285 Jonah . . wore a foresignifying
character.

Fore-sin, -sing : see Forb- pre/ 2 a and 4.

Foreskin (foeuskin). [f. Fore- pre/. + Skin sb.]

The prepuce.

1535 Coverdale Exod. iv. 25 Then toke Zipora a stone,

and circumcyded the foreskynne of hir sonne. 1643 Milton
Divorce n. vi. (1851) 77 Not sparing the tender fore-skin of
any male infant. 171a Swift Wonderful Proph. Wks. 1755
III. 1. 174 The Free-thinkers . . shall he converted to Judaism :

and the Sultan shall receive the foreskins of Toland and
Collins. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 167 Sometimes . . the

disease shifts its ground and attacks the foreskin. 1868
Chambers' Encycl. III. 50 The cutting off the foreskin, .[is]

a rite widely diffused among ancient and modem nations.

fig- '535 Coverdale Jer. iv. 4 Be circumcided in the

Lorde, and cut awaye the foreskynne of youre hertes.

Fore-skirt : see Fore- pre/ 3.

Foreslack : see Forslack.

Foresleeve (fo>ijslfv). [f. Fore- pre/ +
Sleeve.] a. The fore part of a sleeve. + b. (See

quot. 1538.) (obs.). fc. A loose ornamental sleeve

formerly worn over the ordinary sleeve (obs.).

d. That part of a dress-sleeve which covers the

fore-arm.

1377 Lancl, P. PI. P>. v. 81 Of a freres frokke were the

forsleues. c 1513 Inv. Goods Dame Hungerford in A rchaeo-

logia(i56o) XXXVIII. 372 Item, a doblet of blake satten

the forsleves and the plagarde of tyncell. 1538 E lyot Diet.,

Cnbitale, aforsleue of agarmente, whiche keuereththe arme

from the elbowe downwarde. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII
(an. 12) 83 Ruffed sieves with foresleves pendant. 1649
Bury Wills (1850) 221, I give to my sister Fuller my. .paire

of foresleeues. 189a Daily Neivs 29 July 3/3 A collar, sash,

and foresleeves to match carried out the scheme of colour.

Foreslow : see Forslow.
Fore-smell, -smock, etc. : see Fore- pre/

Poresold (fooisJu, ld),///^. Comm. [f. Fore-
pre/ + sold pa. pple. of Sell v.] Of a manufac-

turer, etc. : That has sold goods not yet produced.
1883 Scotsman 9 May 8 Makers are heavily foresold, and

prices are very firm.

Forespar: see Fore- pre/ 5.

Forespeak (fo«»i|Sprk), v. Also for-, [f. Foke-
pre/ + Speak v.]

1. trans. To speak beforehand ; to speak of be-

forehand, esp. to foretell, predict. Now rare.

+ Occasionally of a thing : To betoken.

1375 Harbour Bruce 1. 630 Let hym with the lettir passe,

Till entyr It, as for-spokin was. 1548 Gkst Pr, Masse
110 Hys antecedent . . was not to sacryfyce his body wherof
he forspoke never word. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I
(1655) 91 Every man would now be wise and fore-speak

fair weather, .how truly a few moneths will discover. 1667

Disc. Religion of England 27 Though a peoples discom-
posure doth not forespeak Warrs and Tumults, yet it may
denounce Woe and Misery. 1850 Blackie Aeschylus 1. 165,

I must flee, .and hie me where the god Forespoke me refuge.

1877 J. B. Taylor in Internal. Rev. IV. 417 He [Tennyson]
has not. .forespoken the deeper problems which shall engage
the generation to come.

f b. To speak to (a person) beforehand. Obs.

1635 J. Hayuard tr. Biondis Ban. Virgin 143 My Physi-

tian had, in fore-speaking the women.. made every of them
beleeve, that [etc.]. 169a Wagstaffe Vind. Carol. Pref.,

Our Author has forespoken his Reader with a long Preface.

t 2. intr. To speak beforehand ; chiefly, to utter

predictions, prophesy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2947 (Cott.) Alssco for spak, right suabai

wroght. 1557 iV. T. (Genev.) Episi. *iv, First Isaie forespake

vnto, how that he sholde be borne of a Virgine. 1586 J.

HooKV.HGiratd.lrel. in HolinskedW. 43/1 The Irish prophet
..forespeakingof thisbattell said [etc.]. 1646 P. Bulkkley
Gospel Co7>t. 1. no These are the days fore-spoken of. 1656

Cromwell Sp. 17 Sept. in Burtons Diary (1828) Introd. I.

155 The head of the anti-Christian interest, that is. .so fore-

spoken of.

f 3. trans. To speak forth or out ; to proclaim.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 31 Forspeake not your for-

tune, nor hide not your neede. a 1547 Surrey Ps. lxxiii. 66

My unworthy lips.. Shall thus forespeak thy secret works,

in sight of Adams race.

4. To speak for or bespeak in advance.

1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 36 That they

might the better forespeak impunity for so strange boldness.

188a Ogilv., Forespeak. .to buy a thing before it is fit or in

the market ; to bespeak ; as, that calf is forespoken. {Scotch.

Hence Forespea'king ///. a.

1650 \V. Sci.ater Malachy Ep. Ded. 11. Forespeaking and
. .conjecturing natures.

Forespeak : see Korspeak, to bewitch, etc.

+ Forespea'ker. Obs. [f. prec. + -kr i.]

1. One who speaks for another ; an advocate.

(The later examples are Sc.)

c 117s Lamb. Horn. 83 pes Mon bi-com uorspeker. 13..

in Ret. Ant. II. 229 Come, shuppere, Holy Gost .. Thou
that art cleped vorspekere. 1437 .SV. Acts Jos. 711814) II. 16

Consalers & forspekars nedful til hiscaus. 1533 Bellenden
Livy 11. (1822) 183 The hous of Fabis . . made Ceso Fabius,

consul, to be forespekare for thaim. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj.
12 The defender, nor his forespeaker sould nocht be chal-

lenged be anie petition of the persewer. 1768 Ross Helenore

(1789) 104 She. .nae forspeakers has her cause to ca '.

2. One who speaks first ; the leader of a meeting.

155a Huloet, Forespeaker, or whych speaketh firste,

antiloouus. 1745 Wesley Wks. (1830) I. 491 A congrega-

tion so.. noisy, encouraged thereto by their forespeaker,

a drunken alehouse keeper.

3. Sc. The foreman of a jury.

a 1600 Abcrd. Reg. (Jam.).

Forespeaking, vbl. sb. [f. as prec + -ing 1J
The action of the vb. Forespeak ; f a prelimi-

nary speech, preface ; f a prediction.

1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 31 This place is but a forspekyng

and not a full tretis ther-of. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.

John xii. 33 Sum . . which did coniecte (bicause of the

forespeakyng of death) that he had spoken of the torment of

the crosse. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1596) 107/2 The fore-

speaking of Austin was heere verified upon the Britains.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. 11634) 237 Thcmysticall
fore-speakings of Christ. 1645 R. Norwood in Prynne
Disc. Prodigious Nciv Blazing-Stars App. 26 Horrible fore-

speakings, threatnings . . and censures have been publikely

denounced against me. 1694 Pepvs in Academy 9 Aug.

(1890) no '3 Your Fount for Musick, which I am pleas'd

with yor fore-speaking soe well of.

Forespecified : see Fore- pre/ 2 b.

+Fo*respeech. Obs. [f. Vow- pre/. + Speech
;

in OK./orespra>c, -spate]

1. An introductory speech, a preface.

c 1000 ^lfkic Gloss. Supp. in Wr.-Wulcker 172 Proefatio,

forespxe. 1340 Ayenb. 105 Nou hest bou yherd be uore-

speche of be holy pater noster. 1578 J. Stockwood Serm.

24 Aug. 4, 1 will vse no fore-speech .. set out with some
Rhetoricall florishe. 1599 Tiiynnk Animadv. (1875) 5 In

your forespeche to the reader, yo" saye [etc.]. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury m. 200/1 A Prologue, Preface or fore-

speech, .opens the state of a Comedy or Fable.

2. 7 A speaking for or on behalf of.

c 1300 Cursor M. zZ-jb? Or elles in word or werk helpand,

ober in for-spece or in consail, bat inai be nede oght auail.

c 1585 Pilkington Expos. Nehem. ii. 9 Where God delivered

his people by the forespeech of their enemies,

Forespeed ^fo-».i|Sp;'d), v. rare~ x
. [See Fore-

pre/~\ trans. To speed in front of, outrun.
187J Blackik Death Columba, Lays Highl. fy 1st. 22

Eager at the sound, Columba In the way foresped the rest.

t Forespell, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pre/ + Spell.]

trans. To spell beforehand, a. To predict, b. To
decipher beforehand.
161 1 Panegyr. Verses in Cotyat's Crudities Some barde

. .had forespeld That it should stand . . Till Whiting over it

did ferrie. i6$» Gaule Magastr. 10 So written in legible

characters, that a man may forespell and fore-read them.

t Forespe'nt, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Fore- pre/. +
Spent, pple. of Spend.] Spent previously.

1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 541 Such as

that part of our life hath been, which is forespent, such will

the residue tie. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. ix. 43 Is not enough
thy euill life forespent? 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 64
Towards himselfe, his goodnesse fore-spent on vs, We must
extend our notice. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. 11. 88 My
happier dayes Are all forespent. 1641 Brome JcviallCrwu
11. Wks. 1873 III. 380 A confession of my forespent life.

Forespoke : see Fore- pre/

t Fo'respoken, ppl. a. Obs. ff. Fore- pre/

+ Spoken ; in OiL./orespr)ecen.*\ That has been

spoken of before, aforesaid, before-mentioned.
t 888 K. JElvreu Boeth. xxxviii. § 3 Do bass lean to bam

forespecenan godum. 16*5 F. Markham Bk. Hon. 11. iv.

§ 5 Without these fore-spoken disabilities.

Fore-spritsail: see Fore- pre/

Forest (f^rest\ sb. Also 4-5 foreste, (5 foreist,

-eyst, St. forast), 6-7 forrest. [a. OF. forest (Fr.

/oret), ad. med.L. /orest-em {silvam) the 'outside*

wood (i.e. that lying outside the walls of the park,

not fenced in), i./oris out of doors.]

1. An extensive tract of land covered with trees

and undergrowth, sometimes intermingled with

pasture. Also, the trees collectively of a ' forest '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3608 (Cott.) Bath in feild and in forest.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3 In bat forest . . pat woned a wel old

cherl. £1440 Ipomydon 370 With youre houndis more and
lesse, In the forest to take my grese. a 1631 Donne Para-
doxes (1652) 75 Tylting, Turnying, and riding in Forrests.

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 23 To have

acknowledged their victories with Crowns, a Forrest of

Laurell would scarce have sufficed. 1730-46 Thomson
Autumn 320 The stooping forest pours A rustling shower

of yet untimely leaves. i799CoLEBRoOKEin Life (1873) 410

The prevalence of forest renders Bejeygerh a very unwhole-

some spot. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 149 He was
whisked away over prairies, and forests, i860 Tyndall
Gtac. 1. xxvii. 196 The black pine forests on the slopes of

the mountains.
transf. zxi&fig. 160a Shaks. Ham. m. 11. 286 A Forrest

of Feathers. 16*7 Drayton Agincouri clxxvii, Vpon these

French our Fathers wan renowne, And with their swords

we'll hewe yan Forrest down. 1645 Fuller Good Th. in

Bad T. (1841) 43 London ithat forest of people'. 1669

Dryden Tyrannic Love 1. i. Wks. 1883 III. 304 With
a forest of their darts he strove. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 74

Forests of no meaning spread the page In which all com-

prehension wanders lost. 1867 A. Barry Sir C. Barry iii.

70 A forest of spires sprang up. 1875 E. White Life in

Christ iv. xxvii. (1876) 475 A whole forest of verbal argu-

ments.

b. In Great Britain, the name of several districts

formerly covered with trees, but now brought more

or less under cultivation, always with some proper

name attached, as Ashdoiun, Ettrick, S/ierrvood,

Wychwood Forest.

2. Law. A woodland district, usually belonging

to the king, set apart for hunting wild beasts and

game, etc. (cf. quots. 1598 and 1628); having

special laws and officers of its own.

1297 R. Glouc (i724> 375 pe nywe forest, pat ys in Soub-

hamtessyre. <-i4»5 Wyntoun Cron. vu. iv. 28 In huntyng

. .On a day in be Neu Forast. 1494 Fabyan Chron. (1811)

356 Confirmacon of y statutes of y forest. 1598 Manwood
Lmves Forest i. § 1. xa, A Forrest is certen Territorie

of wooddy grounds & fruitful! pastures, priuiledged for wild

beasts and foules of Forrest
;
Chase and Warren, to rest and

abide in, in the safe protection of the King, for his princely

delight and pleasure. i6a8 Cokk On Litt. § 378 A Forest

and Chase are not hut a Parke must bee inclosed. 1674 N.

Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (1677) 22 A Chase . . may be in the

hands of a Subject, which a Forest in its proper nature

cannot be. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 4M The forests .

.

having never been disposed of in the first distribution of

lands, were therefore held to belong to the crown. 1883 F.

Pollock Land Laws ii. 40 The presence of trees . .
is not

required to make a forest in this sense. The great mark of

it is the absence of enclosures.

+ 3. A wild uncultivated waste, a wilderness.

c 13JO Seuyn Sag. (W.) 846 He wente intoa forest wild Into

desert fram alle men. ci^n 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (\rh.)

Introd. 33/1 In our lande is also a grete deserte or forest.

1578 Lytf. Dodoens 11. xxix. 182 Therefore we haue named
them Camomill of the Forest, or wildernesse. 1659 D.

Pell Impr. Sea Proem B iij b, Away she betakes her self

into the great and wide Forrest of the Sea.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as

/orest-ad'ministration, -alley, -bough, -brother,

-cra/t, -deep, -floor, -/oik, /mil, -glade, -hearse,

-house, -land, -lawn, -tea/ -li/e, -lodge, -lord,

-matter, -nymph, -path, -ridge, -rights, -road,

-shade, -sheriff, -side, -skirt, -sport, -steading,

-stream, -top, -walk, -wood. Also /orest-like adj.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 359/2 The laws and regulations
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of *forest administration. 1844 Clough Wirktmg in dtr

Ferne Remains (1869) II. 35 In perspective, brief, uncertain,

Are the "forest-alleys closed. 1727-46 Thomson Summer
209 The * Forest-Boughs - . dance . . to the playful Breeze.

a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Last Constantine xc. Poems (1849*

232 Mountain storms, whose fury hath o'erthrown It's

*forest-bretheren. 1894 Academy 8 Sept. 175/3 The in-

fluence of German *forest-craft is seen in every page.

1842 Tennyson Sir Lancelot 7 In *forest-deeps unseen.

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 10 Green .. decay on *forest-

floors. 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 125 The * forest-folk

they sing their songs. 1697 Dryden Vint* Georg. I, 222 Trees

their "Forrest-fruit deny'd. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 58

Along the *Forest*Glade The wild Deer trip. 1820 Keats
Isabella xliii, She . . went into that dismal *forest-hearse.

1646 Buck Rich. Ill, "8 In a Lodge, or * Forest-house. 1649

Milton Eikon. Wks. (1847) 296/2 Their possessions.. taken

from them, one while as "forest land, another while as crown
land. 1809 Wordsw. Sonn., ' Advance—come forth ', The
hunter train . . Have roused her [Echo] from her . . "forest-

lawn. 17*7-46 Thomson Summer 1 120 And stirs the ''Forest-

Leaf without a Breath. 1880 C. R. Markham I'eruv.

Bark 165 This, the first day of our *forest-life. 1611

Cotgr., Forestier, woodie, *forrest-like. 1824 Miss M it-

ford Village Ser. 1. (1863I 46 The more beautiful for being
shut in with a forest-like closeness. 1847 Many Howitt
Ballatls 147 My mother she loves that "forest-lodge, a 1847
Eliza Cook There Would I be iv, Where the dark "forest-

lords tangle their boughs. 1659 Rushw, Hist. Coll. III.

(1692) I. 129 Illegal Actions in "Forest-matters. 1612 Dray-
ton Poly-olb. it. 25 A "Forest-Nymph, and one of chaste
Diana's charge. 1821 Mrs. Hemans Vespers 0/ Palermo
II. ii, Oh ! the "forest-paths are dim and wild. 1822 Man-
tell Fossils S. Downs 17 The "Forest-ridge constitutes the

north-eastern extremity of the county. 1863 J. R. Wise
New Forest iv. 46 Cattle may.. be turned out, by those

who have "Forest rights. 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 140
That every soul from Elverslie The "forest-roads might take.

1704 Pope Summer 62 Chaste Diana haunts the "forest-

shade. 1808 Scott Alarm. 11. Introd. 85 The "Forest-
SherifFs lonely chace. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 990 In
his wey it happed him to ryde. .under a "forest syde. 14.

.

Sir Beues 3360 (MS. M.) Tyl they cam to a forest syde.

1845 G. Murray Islaford 44 Breezy jauntings..On "forest-

skirt. 1852 James Agnes Sorel (i860) I. 131 Well accus-

tomed to "forest-sports. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 18 The
' "forest-steading of Galashiels ' is first mentioned in history

shortly after the beginning of the 15th century. 1847 Mary
Howitt Ballads 127 The "forest-streams, .with a talking

sound went by. 1819 Byron yuan n.ciii, Its growing green
. .waved in *forest tops. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. i. 114 The
"Forrest walkes are wide and spacious. 1593 — Rich. II,

III. i. 23 You haue. .fell'd my "Forrest Woods.

b. esp. with names of living beings, with sense

'haunting or inhabiting a forest': as, forest-bear,

-bee, -boar, -boy, -dove, -pony.

1593 Shaks 3 Hen. VI, n. ii. 13 Whose hand is that the
"Forrest Beare doth licke ? 1738 Wesley Psalms civ. 111,

Darkness He makes the Earth to shroud, When "Forest-
Beasts securely stray. 1885 J. S. Stallybrass tr. Ilehn's
Wand. Plants # Anim. 463 This keeping of "forest-bees was
the business of the bee-master. 1870 Bryant Iliad II.

xvii. 195 Like hounds That spring upon a wounded "forest-

boar. 1847 Mary Howitt Balla/ts 123 He did not run
about with the "forest-boys at play, a 1835 Mrs. Hemans
Sicilian Captive Poet. Wks. (1849) 413 Bowers wherein the
"forest-dove her nest untroubled weaves. 1823 in Cobbett
Rur. Rides (1885) I. 393 As ragged as "forest-ponies in the
month of March.

c. objective, as forest'-feller, felling.
1618 Chapman Hesiod, Bk. Days 68 Let thy "forest-feller

cut thee all Thy chamber fuel. 1841 Carlyle Heroes 53
Among the Northland Sovereigns . . I find some . . "Forest-
felling Kings.

d. instrumental, locative, and originative; as

forest-belted, -born, -bosomed, -bound, -bred, -clad,

-crowned, -dweller, -dwelling, frowning, -rustling.

1875 Longf. Pandora vi, Have the mountains . . the
"forest-belted, Scattered their arms abroad. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. v. iv. 30 This boy is "forestborn. 1817 Shelley
Athatiase 11. ii. 50 Like wind upon some "forest-bosomed
lake. 1835 J. P. Kennedy Horse Shoe R. xin, The seques-
tered and "forest-bound region in which Adair resided.

1882 J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool 1. xiii, A specimen of art

such as the "forest-bred lad had never happened to see
before. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life 208 Its [the
Mississippi's] sources are. .in "forest-clad plateaux. 1727-46
Thomson Summer 459 On the Sunless side Of a romantic
Mountain "Forest-crown'd. 1866 Peacock Eng. Ch. Furni-
ture 14 The shepherd, the hunter, the ^forest-dweller,
and the sea-rover. 1891 Atkinson Last of Giant Killers
202 Wild or x forest-d,welling creatures. 1794 Coleridge
Monody Death Chatterton 72 Some hill, whose "forest-

frowning side Waves o'er the murmurs of his calmer tide.

1726-46 Thomson Winter 151 From the shore. .And "forest-

rustling mountain, comes a voice.

5. Special combinations : forest-bed, Geol., a
stratum originating from a primaeval forest

; fforest-
bill, a woodman's bill-hook ; forest-brown a., the

trade designation of a colour used for ladies'

dresses ; f forest-cloth, ? some woollen fabric
;

forest-court (see quot.)
; f forest-fever, jungle-

fever; forest-fly, a fly of the genus Hippobosca,
esp. H. equina; forest-green a. and sb., applied
by Scott to the ' Lincoln green \ said in the ballads

to be the special costume of Robin Hood and his

men ; hence (?), used as the commercial name of a
shade ofgreen in dress-material ; forest-kangaroo

:

see Forester 3b; forest-laws, laws relating to

royal forests, enacted by William I and other
Norman kings; forest-marble (seequot.) ; forest-
oak (see quot.) ; forest-peat, wood-peat {Cent.
Diet.) ; forest-school, a school for giving instruc-
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tion and training in the management of forests

;

forest-stone (see quot.) ; forest-tree, any tree of

large growth, fitted to be a constituent part of a

forest; forest-wards adv., towards the forest;

f forest-white, a kind of cloth; + forest-work,
a decorative representation of sylvan scenery.

1865 Page£7*W. Terms (ed. 2), *Forest-bed, the name given
by English geologists to a stratum which underlies the

Glacial Drift at Cromer in Norfolk. 1488 Mem. Rip.
(Surteesi I. 311 Cum quodam le "Forest by11.. in capite per-

cussit. 1828-40 Bkkrv Encycl. Herald. I, Forest-bill or

Wood-bill an instrument for lopping trees, &c 1892 Daily
News 29 Sept. 6/2 A tea-gown of *forest brown velvet. 1769
Dublin Mercury 16-10 Sept. 2/2 All kinds of broad cloths,

"forrest cloths, beaver druggets. 1768 BtACKSTONE Comm.
in. vi. 71 The "forest courts, instituted for the government of

the king's forests . . and for the punishment of all injuries

done to the king's deer [etc.]. 1799 Coleurooke in Life

(1873) 4 27 This disorder did not assume the worst shape of

what is denominated the "forest fever. 1658 Rowland tr.

Moufet's Theat. Ins. 934 The greater . . is the "Forre*t-fly.

1773 G. White Selborue liii. 118751 M3 A species of them
[Hippobosar] is familiar to horsemen in the south of England
under the name of forest-fly. 1836-39 Todd Cycl. Anat. 11.

867/2 The forest-fly is. .troublesome to horses in the summer.
1810 Scott Lady of L. iv. xii, As gay [is] the "forest-green.

1820 — Ivanlwe ill, His dress was a tunic of forest green.

1892 Daily News 16 Sept. 3/3 A dark forest-green gown is

lined with tartan silk in brown and green. 1852 Mrs.
Meredith My home in Tasmania I. 244 The Great or

"Forest Kangaroo (Macropus gigauteus). 1598 Manwood
Lawes Forest vi. 34 Those that were vnlearned in the

"Forrest lawes. 1839 Keightlky Hist. Eng. I. 103 No
part of the royal despotism was so galling . . as these

forest-laws. 1863 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms, " Forest

Marble, an argillaceous laminated shelly limestone, .forming

one of the upper portions of the Lower Oolite. It derives its

name from Whicnwood Forest in Oxfordshire. 1882 J. Smith
Diet. Pop. Names Plants 294 Casuarina equisetifolia and
C. torulosa . . In Australia they are known by the names of

..She Oak, "Forest Oak [etc.]. 1888 Pall Matt G. 4 Apr.

5/1 The difference between skilled and unskilled management
would more than repay the cost of a "forest school. 1787

G. White Selborne iv. (1789) 10 [A] sort of stone, called by
the workmen sand, or "forest-stone .. composed of a small

roundish crystalline grit, cemented together by a brown,
terrene, ferruginous matter. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blonds
Gardening 145 The Trees hitherto mentioned, are . . called

"Forest-Trees. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles v. xxvii, The rest

move slowly forth with me, In shelter of the forest-tree.

1833 Ht. Martineau Briery Creek vi. 139 She looked out,

"forest-wards, for long before she tried to rest. 1551-2

Act 5 # 6 Edw. VI, c. 6. § 1 All Clothes commonly called

Pennystones or "Forest Whites. 1647 H. More Song of
Soul I. 1. xli, All "forrest-work is in this tapestry. 1745
De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxii. (1841) I, 207 Finely painted

in forest-work and figures.

Forest (forest), v. [f. prec] trans, a. nonce-

use. To place in a forest, b. To plant with trees,

convert into a forest.

1818 Keats Endymion 11. 305 O Haunter chaste Of river

sides, and woods . . Where . . Art thou now forested ? 1865

Q. Rev. July 18 A comparatively small surface of this vast

range of wild country has been forested. 1885 Pall MallG.
11 Mar. 4/2 Ground that has not l)een forested.

t Fo're-Staff. Naut. Obs. f f. Fohe- pref +
Staff.] = Cross-staff 2 (see quot. 1867).
1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. 11. 82 Thus I have shewed

you how to take an Observation by the Fore-Staff. 1719
Hallev in Phil. Trans. XXX. 993 The Moon was not too

high to be well observed with a ForestafF. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789), Arbalette, a cross-staff or fore-staff.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fore-staff, an instrument

formerly used at sea for taking the altitudes of heavenly
bodies . . takes its name hence, that the observer in using it

turns his face towards the object, in contradistinction to the

back -staff.

t Fo*re-stage. Naut, Obs. In 5 forstage.

[f. Fore- pref. + Stage.] —Forecastle i; hence

a ship with a forecastle. Also, ship offorestage,

forestage ship.

?i34S [MS. (?of this date) is cited by J. Bree Cursory
Sketch (1791) no for 'ships of forstage .] 1462 Paston
Lett. No. 443 II. 94 Thei sey, there shulde come in to

Seyne CC gret forstages out of Spayne. 1 1465 Eng.
Chron. (Camden 1856) 85 That the seyde Lord Ryvers
shulde kepe certeyne grete forstage shyppys that were the

erles of Warrewyk. 1481 Caxton Oral. G. Flamineus
Fiijb, Gayus Flammineus Publius .. had delyuerd to my
gouernaunce ten shippis of forstage. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Fore-stage, the old name for forecastle.

Forestage (fpTested^). [f. Forest + -age. In

sense 1 ad. mec\X„ forestagium, ad. OF. forestage.']

+ 1. Laiv. Given in various Diets, as the render-

ing of Anglo- Lat. forestagium, explained to mean
' duty paid by foresters to the king ', duty paid to

the king's foresters', ' right to take reasonable es-

tovers from the forest' (see Du Cange). Obs.— °

2. colled. Tree-growth, forest.

1855 Bailey Mystic 83 Siberian forestage of spiry pine.

t Fo*re-stair. Sc. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. Fore
pref. + Stair.] (Seequot. 1797.)

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxii. 17 5our foirstairis makis
jour housis mirk, Lyk na cuntray bot heir at hame. 177s
in Cramond Annals ofBanff(1891) I. 323 James Alexander
has erected a forestair adjoining the South front of his new
house. 1707 G. M. Berkeley's Poems Pref. 61 The houses
at St. Andrews are disfigured by . . a fore-stair, that is an
open staircase on the outside in a zigzag manner across the
front of the house.

Forestal (fjrrestal), a. [f. Forest sb. + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a forest.

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. viii. 10 The king's

FORESTALL.
forestal rights. 1859-62 LEWIM tnvas. Brit. 51 Any strong

military fastness, of a forestal character, such as the Britons
are said to have occupied. 1878 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 276
These Asiatic provinces teem with forestal riches.

Forestall (fo»'j|St£l), sb. Forms : 1 for(e)-

steal 1, 2-0 forstal 1, 7 foriatell, 8 forestal,

6- forestall. In sense 2 also 7-9 fostal. [In

sense 1, Q\L.for-
,
forestcall\ f. Yohe- pref + steall,

Stall, app. used in the sense of ' position taken

up*; for sense of. the vbs. Forelay, Forset. In

sense 2 f. Fore- pref. -t Stall.]

+ 1. In OE. ; an ambush, plot; an intercepting,

waylaying, rescue. Hence in Law, the offence

of waylaying or 'intercepting in the highway';
also, the jurisdiction in respect of this offence, often

enumerated amongst feudal rights. Obs.

Cf. Laws Hen. I, § 4, Forestel est, si qtiis ex transverso

incurrat, vel in via expectet et assaliat inimicum suum. Also
Concilium Culinlouense, Laws of Edmund [Schmid) 181,

Et dictum est de investigetione et quaestione pecoris furati,

ut ad villain investigetur, et non sit foristeallum aliquod illi

vel aliqua prohibitio itineris vel qua^stionis.

C iooo /Elfkic Horn. II. 242 Da Iudeiscan ealdras ..

smeadon hu hi Hajlend Crist acwellan mihton ; ondredon
him swa-Seah baes folces forest* all. c 1000 Laws 0/

~.\ithehed
v. § 31 (Schmid), Gif hwa forsteal oSSon openne wi8er-

cwydeongean lab-riht Cristes o35e cyningesahwar jsewyrce.

C1155 Charter Hen. II in Anglia VII. 220 Grithbnches
& hamsocne & forstalles, & infangenes thiafes. c 1250
Gloss. Laiv Terms in Ret. Ant. I. 33 Forstal, ki autri

force desturbe. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. II. 75 Who
granted unto them all Regall liberties except foure Pleas,

namely of Burning, Rape, Forstall and Treasure Trove,

Ibid. 1. 350 Quite and quiet from all custome, beside for

Robbery, peace-breach, and Foristell.

2. Something situated or placed in front,

fa. Igen. Obs.- 1

1556 J. Hkvwoou Spidery Ft. Ixv. S3 Without trenching
or such defensife forstalles, Ordnance they ley, to batter

that castell walles.

+ b. The front part (of a cart). Obs.

1598 Hakluvt Voy. I. 95 The bouse was vpon the carte .

.

A fellow stood in the doore of the house, vpon the forestall

of the carte drilling forth the oxen.

C. The space in front of a farm-house, or the

approach to it from the road. dial. only.

1661 Aylesford Par. Reg. in N. fy Q. Ser. VIII, V. 244
Henry Gorham and John Allen .. going into >" River at

Jerman's iTorstall to wash themselves. . were both drowned.
1674 Ray S. C. Words, A Fostal forte Forestal: A way
leading from the high way to a great House. 1736 Pf.GGE
Kenticisms (E. D. S.), Forstal .. a green place before an
house; but otherwise I have known that part of a farmer's

yard lying just before the door call'd the forstal. 1836
Cooper Sussex Gloss., Fostal (corruption of Forestall], a
paddock near a farm-house or a way leading thereto.

3. A (horse's) frontlet. Cf. headstall.

1519 Horman Vulg. 1 70 b, The forstall [froutalia] is full

of gylte bollyons. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 117 A bridle

with a forestall of gold.

Forestall (fo»i|St9*l), v. Also 4- 6 forstal(l(e,

6-9 forestal. [ME. f. OE. forestcall : see prec. sb.

First recorded in the specific sense 2 ; cf. AF.for-
staller, whence the agent-n. forstallour (13th c.).]

1 1. To lie in wait for, intercept, cut off (a person

or animal). Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Soiule (Caxton) i. xvii. (1859) iS He hath.,
greuously pursued in al that he couthe or myght ley for me
in a wayte, and forstallyd in weyes. 1570 Levins Mauip.
13/18 To Forestall, intercipere. 1674 N. Cox GentI.

Recreat. 1. (1677) 52 Which is seldom hunted at force or

with Hounds, but onely drawn after with a Bloodhound,
and forestall'd with Nets and Engines. 1741 Chamhkrs
Cycl., Forestalling is particularly used in Crompton, for

stopping a deer broken out of the forest, and preventing its

return home again.

f b. To intercept and appropriate (a living, a

revenue). Also with away. Obs.

1581 Mulca.ster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 163 To supplant

the learned, and forstaull away their liuinges. 1618 Bolton
Elorus 111. xvii. (1636) 225 The Gentrie .. forestalled the

publick revenewes [L. interceptis z'ectigalibus).

2. To intercept (goods, etc.) before they reach

the public markets; to buy (them) up privately

with a view to enhance the price : in former days

an indictable offence. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1353 Act 27 Edw. Ill, 1. c. 5 Que nul Marchant Engle'is

nengrosse ne forstalle vins en Gascoigne.] 1467 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 374 That they forstalle no fysshe by the wey.

1567 Drant Horace's Eft. Numitius Dj b,Take ship betyme,

leste sum forestal, and bye vp all this good. 159a Greene
Uftst. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 283 First I alledge

against the Grasier that he forestalleth pasturs and medow
grounds, for the feeding of his cattell.

absol. 14.. Chalmerlain Ayr i. (Sc. Stat. I.), All be

names of be furth duelland forstallaris of pe forsaid burgh
byand and selland forstalland. 1551 Robinson tr. A/ore's

Uloft. (Arb.) 44 Suffer not these riche men to bie up al, to

ingrosse and forstalle. [See also Forestalling vbl. sb.]

transf. and fig. 1727 Swift Petition of Colliers Wks.

1755 III. 1. 129 To confine, forestall, and monopolize the

beams of the sun. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 11. i, I am not my
own property ; my dear Lydia has forestalled me.

b. To anticipate or prevent sales at > fair,

market) by buying up or selling goods beforehand

or by dissuading persons from bringing in their

goods, f Toforestall the burgh : to make a profit

out of the inhabitants by such practices (Sc. obs.).

136a Lancl. P. PI. A. iv. 43 He . . Forstalle^ my Feire.

Fihtep in my chepynges. 1550 Lever Serm. (Arb.) 84 As
56-2
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couitous carles do here in Englande forstall the markettes.

1600 Skene Reg. Maj. 148 Quha forestal.es the said burgh,

be buying and selling. 1769 Blackstone Covim. IV. 158

The offence of forestalling the market is also an offence

against public trade. 1849 James Woodman v, "lis thus

he always forestalls the market.

fig- **39 Fuller Holy War 111. vii. (1647) 121 Philip,

thinking to forestall the market of honour, and take up all

for himself, hasted presently to Ptolemais.

1 3- To beset, obstruct by armed force (a way or

passage
1

; to bar the entrance to (a house) by a

force stationed before it. Obs.

1535 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 131 Gwent and

others .. stode at y 1 dore and forestalled y* houses w*h
,

swordes drawen, and thretned me. 1544 tr. Littleton's
\

Tenures 54 b, The tenant . . encountreth him & forestalled
j

him the way with force & armes. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. II.
|

iv. (1588) 155 If a disseisor of a house, or Land, shall fore-

stall the way of the disseisee (with force and armes*. 1611 1

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxvi. § 22 The . . Inhabitants . . !

begirt them about with their hoast, and forestalled the ;

passages of all supply of victuals.

4. Hence gen. To hinder, obstruct, or prevent

by anticipation. Now rare; cf. 5.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 273, I you pray, With
your ayd to forstall my neere decay. 1615 Latham Falconry
1 1633) iog Garlicke and wormewood shall forstall and correct

them. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1024 God Hath wiselter

arm'd his vengeful ire then so To be forestall'd. 1675
Baxter Catk. Theol. 11. vni. 146 You must not forestall the

Truth by any of these false suppositions. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. 160 This has frequently occasioned offenders.,

to begin a suit, in order to forestall and prevent other

actions. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. iv. 443 That he
should not forestall the wishes of his allies, by the precipi-

tate conclusion of a peace. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. viii. 98
Endeavours to forestal a free election by papers, in the

nature of warrants.

t b. To bar or deprive (a person) by previous

actionfrom i of, out of'(a things. Obs.

1 577 87 Holinshed Chron. I. 26/1 Purposing .. to fore-

stall the Romans from vittels. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat.

Sept. 231 With heede and watchful Inesse, Forstallen hem of

their wilinesse. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 111. v. 69 May This
night fore-stall him of the comrning day. 1643 Prynne SoV.
Power Pari. 1. (ed. 2) 3 Who would have murthered him in

his Cradle . . to forestall him of the Crowne of England ? 1660

Baker Chron. (1674) 260 King James, .thought it stood not

with his honour to be fore-stalled out of his own Realm.

T" 5. To pre-occupy, secure beforehand ; also, to

influence beforehand, prejudice. Obs.

1572 Buchanan Detect. Alary K ij, The mindis of the
maist pairt of men weir . . forestalls wyth rewardis. 1600

Hakluvt Voy. (1810) III. 240 Suffered the fit places .. to

he forestalled and taken up by the Britons of Saint Malo.
1618 Bolton Floras Ep. Ded. (1636) Aij, Seeing the glory
ofagreat Historian forestall'd by Livie. i635SiBBEs.SV>«/t,£

Coti/f. xiii. § 3. 193 The Jewes. .were fore-stalled withvaine
imaginations against sound repentance. 1685 Boyle Euq.
Notion Nat. 3 Most men will be forestall'd with no mean
prejudices against so venturous an Attempt.

b. To pre-occupy the place of.

1877 C. Geikie Christ liv. (1879 653 An unworthy attempt
to forestal them in their Master's favor.

6. To be beforehand with in action ; to antici-

pate the action of, or simply, to anticipate ; often

with the additional sense of rendering ineffective,

nugatory, or useless. (The chief current sense.)

c 1585 Faire Em \. 305 Then hie thee, Manvile, to fore-

stall such foes. 1589 Greene Menap/wn (Arb.) 59 Well did
you forestall my exception. 168a Bunyan Holy War 43
And this he did to forestal any tidings. £11683 Oldham
Poet. Wks. (1686) 18 Let your deeds forestal intent, Forestal

ev'n wishes. 171a Addison Sped. No. 363 In Milton the
former part of the description does not forestal the latter.

173a Waterland Wks. X. 464, I shall not forestall your
own thoughts. 1751 Labelye Westm. Br. 97, I will not
forestall the Readers in the Pleasure of pronouncing the
Result. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth viii, I will teach him to

forestall my sport ! i860 Pusey Min, Proph. 293 Micah
forestalls our Lord's words, I am the good Shepherd, in his

description of the Messiah. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv. ii,

Whatever they were going to say the ladies forestalled.

1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. ii. 50 He forestalled

our age in exploring the Northern Ocean.

7. To think of, deal with, or introduce before the

appropriate or due time; * to meet' (misfortune,

etc.) ' halfway \

1634 Milton Counts 362 What need a man forestall his

date of grief. 1735 Pope Odyss. xvm. 183 His boding mind
the future woe forestalls. 1786-1805 H. Tooke Parley 52
In order to explain it, I must forestall something of what
I had to say concerning conjunctions. i8a8 Scott F. M.
Perth xxxiii, Dorothy, whose talents for forestalling evil.

.

are known to the reader. 186a Goulblrn Pers. Relig. in.

vi. (1873) 213, I cannot help so far forestalling this part of
the subject. (11871 Grote Eth. Fragm. iv. (1876) 109
There is no inclination to forestall his wants.

+ b. To place in the fore- front, bring forward.
1657 North's Plutarch, Add. Li7>es 42 To prove his

[Charlemain's] said Ambition, the said Writers do usually
forestall two of his Actions.

Forestalled (fooi.sty'ld), ///. a. [f. Fore-
stall v. + -El> *«] In senses of the vb. ; bespoken,

or taken beforehand ; anticipated
;
prejudiced.

1543 Act 25 Edw. Illy 111. c. 3 The thinges forstalled

shalbe forfeyt to the kynge. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iv. 39
Abandon this forestalled place at erst. 264a Rogers
Naaman 99 His prejudicate and forestalled heart. 1872
W. R. Greg Enigmas (1873) io4 By long indulgence and
forestalled desires,

Forestaller 'fbej.stp-toi). [f. Forestall z>.

+ -er 1.] One who forestalls.
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1. One who buys up goods before they reach the I

public market. Also forestaller of the market.

[1292 Hritton 1. xxi. § 11 Et ausi de forstallours.] 14..

Chalmcrlain AyrxASc. Stat. I.), pe furth duelland for-

stallaris of be forsaid burgh. 147a Presentm. Juries in

Snrtees Misc. (1890' 25 Forstallers of samen comyng toward

the markett in Selby. 1527 Rastell Abridgem. Stat, s.v.,

Forstallers of wynes. a i6a6 Bacon Max. <y Uses Com.
Law (1635) 11 They are. .to punish Forestallers, regrators,

and engrossers. 1712 Hearse Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III.

471 Goods forfeited by the Forestallers of the Market. 1837

Cablvle Fr. Rev. (1872) III. in. i. 101 A forestaller or two
hung up at the doorlintels. 1881 W. R. Smith Old Test, in

Jeioish CM. xii. 347 The landowners became merchants and
forestallers of grain.

t 2. One who bars or obstructs the way. Obs.

1623 Bingham Xenophon 62 They should .. giue a signe

with the trumpet, and descend and charge the forestallers

of the knowne way.

f3. A taster. Obs. (? notice-use.}

1611 Cotgr,, Pregustc, a Taster, or Forestaller ; one that

takes th' essay of meats.

4. One who or that which acts in anticipation of

another person or thing.

1870 Daily News 15 Nov., That sweeping forestaller of

letters, the telegraph. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 9 Oct. 72 The
. .withdrawal of Red Heart, .is the most severe blow which
' forestallers ' have received.

Forestalling (fo-U|St§-lirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Fore-

stall v. +-JHG '.J The action ofthevb. Forestall.

\ 1. The action of obstructing a person in the

highway or a deer on its way back to the forest.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 95 Forstallynge, wrong
ober let i-doo in be kynges hi^e weie. 1544 tr. Littletons

Tenures 54 b, Yf by suche forstallynge and manassynge he

that hath Rent charge . . is forstalled. IS70-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) 178 Acquitted of all actions and
customes of charge, except fellonie, breach of the peace, and
forstalling. 1594 Crompton Auth. $ Jurisd. Crts. 153b,

Mes si le cheine per chaunce obuie vn Dame et luy tue, ceo

nest forestalling.

2. The buying up of goods beforehand, etc.

1548 Cranmer Catech. jj By forstalling, regratyng, agree-

ments in haules to raise the price of thinges. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj. Burrow Lawes 141 That na man of quhat estate

he be may repledge his man, for foristallinge fra the Court
of the burgh. 1735 Kirby Suffolk Trav. (1764) 53 The
Practice of Forestalling is carried to such a height, as [etc.].

1800 Addison Amcr. Law Rep. 27 Usury is.. a forestalling

of money. 187a Yeats Grotvth Comm. 379 Edicts were
directed against forestalling, that is, transacting any busi-

ness before the opening of the fair.

3. The action of being before or beforehand with

some one or something else ; anticipation.

1642 R. Carpenter Experience 1. xvi. 112 With ner fore-

stalling of death, and singing her owne obsequies. 1782

Paine Let. Abbe Raynal Introd. (1791)4 The forestalling

the Abbe's publication by London editions. 1833 I. Taylor
Fanat. v. 95 A proud forestalling of misery. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) I. v. 315 This sounds very much like a

forestalling of the Gunpowder Plot.

+ 4. The action of appropriating beforehand. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. m. ix. § 26. 115 Such forestalling

of Livings to Forrainers was forbidden.

Forestalling (foajistg-lin), ppl. a. [f. as

prec. + -ing ^.] That forestalls, in senses of vb.

159a Greene Upst. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 262 To
bridle the extorting and forestalling coosenage. 1634 Mil-
ton Comus 284 Perhaps forestalling night prevented them.

1799 Spirit Publ, Jrnls. I. 148 The monopolizing and fore-

stalling butchers cannot take in the public. 1839 H«x>o
<'/(« Question xii, No children, with forestalling smiles,

Throng, happy, to the gates of Eden Minor.

Forestalnient (fo->j,st§lment). [f. Fore-

stall z>. +-MKNT.]
The action of forestalling in various senses

;

an instance of this. a. Law, Hindering from

entry on land, etc. b. Baying up goods before-

hand, c. Anticipation in general
; f prejudice.

a- 16*8 Coke On Litt. 162 a, A forestallment with such a
menace [of death or mutilation] is a disseisin.

b. 1861 Riley Liber Albus J72 A fine exacted for the

Forestalment of cloths.

C. i6ix Cotgr., Anticipation .. forestallment. 1612-15

Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. xxx, One dram of prejudice

or forestalment turns the scales. 1664 Power Exp. Phitos.

in. 187 Which . .rash censure and forestallment of their en-

devours, does not [etc.]. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. 87
The canonisation ofmen. .professes to be a forestalment. .of

the final judgment. 188a T. Hardy Two on Tower II. v. 85
He had learnt the fatal forestallment of his stellar discovery.

t Fo'restatn. Obs. Also 4 forestayne, 5 for-

stanyg ?read forttavyng% 5 foreataven. [f.

Fork- pref + ME. slam, staven, OE. st&fn prow
(see Stem).]

1. The prow of a ship.

ta 1400 Morte Arth. 742 Frekes one \>e forestayne, fakene
beire coblez. c 1470 Henry Wallace ix.

_ 55 Frekis in for-

stame [v.r. foirstam, forstarne] rewllit weill thar ger. c 1475
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 804 Hec prora, a forstanyg. 1c 1^75
Sqr. loioe Degre 822 in Ritson Met. Rom. III. 179 With
eighty ores at the fore staven. 1513 Doiglas ,-Eneis v. iii.

78 Fra thair foirstammys the buller brayis and raris.

2. Se. The front, forehead.

1790 Shirrefs Poems Gloss. 15 Forestum [sic], the fore-

head, a 1809 in Skinner's Misc. Poet. 132 His enemy..
Raught him a rap on the forestam.

Fore-starling : see Fobs- pref 5.

Forestated, ///. a. [f. Yore- pref + staled, pa.

pple. of State v.] Stated or mentioned previously.

1691 Norris Ideal World I. iv. (1701)223 According to the

forestated measures.

FORESTER.

Tore-stay (f5»j|Str r
). [f. Fore- pre/."]

1. Naut. A stay or strong rope reaching from the

foremast-head towards the bowsprit end.

1373 hidcntur? in Riley Lomi. Mem. (1868 369 Forstiez..

backstiez. 1626 Capt. Smith Accui. Yng. Seamen 14 The
fore stay, the maine stay. 1630 J. Taylor 1 Water- P.) Navy
Landships Wks. 1. 81 1 She had neither Forestay or Back-
stay. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. viii. 82 We learnt that they had
broke their fore-stay.

b. A sail hoisted on the fore-stay ; in full fore-

stay-sail.

174a Woodrooff. in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. n. xxiii. 100

With great difficulty we wore the ship with the foresail and
forestaysail. 176a Falconer Shijnvr. 11. 190 While the

fore stay-sail balances before. 1875 Bedford Sailor's

Pocket-lik. vi. (ed. 21214 The jib is the forestay.

2. ;See quot. 1888).

1833 J. Holland Mann/. MctalW. 208 Supported by the

standard or forestay, are two grooved rods. 1888 Jacob!
Printers Voc., Forestay ofpress, the leg which supports

the frame or ribs of a band-press.

Forested (forested), ppl. a. [f. Forest sb. or

v. + -ed.] a. Converted into forest, rare. b. Fur-

nished or abounding with forest, covered with

large trees, thickly wooded.
a. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. ii. 27 Whereby shee. .became

first forrested. 18S5 Pall Mall G. 1 1 Mar. 4/2 On forested

ground the gillies usually put their feet in a grouse nest,

when found.
b. 1796 A. Avkrell Diary in Mem. vii. (1848) 149 The

finely forested park of Lord Kenmare. 1859 Cornwallls
Neiu H 'orltt I. 104 The dark forested ridges. 1884 Harper's
Mag. May 882/2 The. .district is heavily forested.

trans/. 1863 J. A. Syhonds in Biog. (1895' I. 278 The
whole descent, forested with spires, was seen naked
beneath us.

Fore-steep, -step : see Fore- pref. 2 a and 5.

Forester (hVrestaa). Forms : 4-7 forster(e,

(5 iSr. forestar, 6 forstar), 7-8 forrester, 3- for-

ester. Also Foster, [ad. OF. and Yi.foreslier,

{. OF. forest Forest.]

1. An officer having charge of a forest (see quot.

1598" ; also, one who looks after the growing

timber on an estate, f Forester in or offee : one

who holds his office in fee : see F~ee sb:1 4 a. In

poetical and romantic use sometimes a huntsman.

1297 R. Glouc (1724I 499 Ne that bailif, ne forester.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 496 pe forster for his ri3tes pe left schulder

5af he. 1458 Tomb in Newland Ch. (CO. Glouc.), Here
lythe Jun Wyrall forester of fee. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. %
Lim. Mon. (1714) 124 Sum Forester of the Kyngs. 1523

Skelton Carl. Laurel^ Faire fall that forster that so well

can bate his hownde. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest xxl §4
( 1 6 1 5 1 200-1 A Forester is an officier of a forest of the King
(or of an other man) that is sw'orne to preserue the Vert and
Venison of the same forest, and to attend vpon the wild

beasts within his Bailiwick, and to attach offendors there.

.

and the same to present at the courts of the same forest.

1607 Cowel Interpr. s.v. Forester, Some haue this graunt

to them and their heires and thereby are called Foristers

or Fosters in fee. 1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks.1878 I. 67

This wounded Heart. .Who whilome was the fairest Beast

impal'd, The fforsters cheife delight. 1735 Somekville Chase

in. 224 The painful Forrester Climbs the high Hills. 1809

Campbell O'Connor's Child viii, Come with thy belted fores-

tere. 1843 James Forest Days iv, He rode straight towards

the foresters.

b. Forester of the King of France: anearlytitle

of the governor of Flanders.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 379 Flaundres . . was
i-ruled by be kynges forsters. 1494" Fabyan Chron. VI.

cUvi. 161 The ruler there of (Flanders) was callyd the

forester of the kynge of Fraunce.

f2. One versed in forest- craft. Obs.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1688) IV. 455 Vou are cryed up, my
I.ord, to be an excellent Horseman, Huntsman, Forester.

3. One who lives in a forest.

1513 Douglas ,Kneis vn. ix. 15 Quhilk thyng. .first steryt

the wild forstaris fell To move debait, or mak thame for

battell. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xxxii. Pangenesis § 3. 112

Foresters and Bordurers, are not generally so civil, and

reasonable, as might be wished. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe
Rylstone v, Above the loftiest ridge . . Where foresters and

shepherds dwell. 1821 Dwight Trar'. 1 1. 459 A consider-

able part of those, who begin the cultivation of the wilder-

ness, may be denominated foresters, or Pioneers.

b. A bird or beast of the forest ; spec, one of the

rough ponies bred in the New Forest. In Australian

use, the great kangaroo {Macropus giganteus,.

1630 Davenant Just Italian v. Dram. Wks. 1872 I. 274

Each feather'd forester roosts in my beard. 1713 J. Warder
True Amazons 58 The Queen doth so far surpass her Sub-

jects in Shape and Beauty, as the finest Horse that ever ran

on Banstead Downs, doth the most common Forrester. 1782

Cowi'ER Prog. Err. 362 Without discipline the favourite

child, Like a neglected forester, runs wild. 1795 Southev

Joan ofArc vm. 281 He loved to see the dappled foresters

Browze fearless on their lair. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey VI. 11.

294 Vivian took his horse, an old forester, across it with ease.

1831 Bischoff Van Piemen's Land ii. 27 There are three

or four varieties of kangaroos ; those most common are

denominated the forester and brush kangaroo. 1890 Boldre-

wood Miner's Right xix. 181 A brace of stray 'foresters

from the adjacent ranges.

C. A popular name of several moths of the family

Zygxnida.
1819 G. Samouf.lle F.ntomol. Compend. 245 Ino Statices

(forester). 1867 Stainton Brit. Butterflies «r Moths 33

The Foresters and Burnets frequent dry grassy slopes.

d. = forest-tree.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 224 You may transplant

not only any Fruit Trees, but remove also any of the
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Foresters. 1664— Sylva (1776) 38 Foresters, which only
require diligent weeding and frequent cleansing till they are

able to shift for themselves. 1840 I'ok Gold />'«£ Wks. 1864

I. 63 The tulip-tree .. the most magnificent of American
foresters. 1893 Illustr. Sport, .y Dram. Ncivs 22 July 751/3
A few fruit trees, and a few more arborescent foresters.

4. A member of the ' friendly society ' known as

the ' Ancient Order of Foresters \

1851 Mayhlw Lond. Lab. II. 178 There are numerous
benefit-clubs made up of working men of every description,

such as Old Friends, Odd Fellows, Foresters [etc.]. 1875
Brabrook in "Jrnl. Statist. Soc. June 187 The Ancient
Order of Foresurs which has now. . 276 districts [etc.]

5. Comb, forester oats (see quot.) ; forester

sphinx (see quot. 1867).

1794 Hutchinson Hist. Cumberland I. 166 note, The
tenants, .pay forester oats, .these oats were a duty paid to

the forester [of Inglewood]. 1867 Staintos Brit. Butter-

flies <V Moths 123 Procn's statices, the Forester Sphinx.

Hence Forestership, the office of forester.

a 1634 Coke On I.itt. iv. lxxiii. (1648) 310 The Forestership
is become void. 1886 Athenaeum 20 Nov. 672/3 It is now
announced that he [Chaucer] held the forestership of North
Petherton.

Forestful (ffrestful). [f. Forest sb. + -fcl.]

As much or as many as a forest will hold.

1831 Froscr's Mag. IV. 745 The roaring of a forest-full of
shaggy monarchs. 1886 in Advance (Chicago) 30 Sept.,

The ladies wear whole forestfuls of birds on their bonnets.

Forestial (f(?re-stial\ a. [f. as prec. + -ial.]

Of or pertaining to the forest.

1696 Brookhouse Temple Opened 55 The Temporal
Power is the Forrest, wh encloses the Fruitful Field of the
Church . . Christ presides over the Forrestial Kingdoms.
1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVIII. 320 One of the royal forestial

demesnes of merry Kngland.

t Fore'Stic, a. Obs~ l
[f. as prec. f -10.] = prec.

1650 R. Gentilis tr. Matvezzis Consid. 181 The people of
Rome .. feared he would lose the beauty of his forestick

horridnesse, by meanes of manuring.

f Fore'stical, a. Obs.- 1

[f. prec. + -AL.J = prec.

1659 M.James Best Bee-simple 21 A Country, in respect
of the Sandy and Forestical part, affording such variety of
pleasures.

Fore-stick ;fov.i|Stik). U.S. [f. Fore- pre/.]
The front stick lying on the andirons in a wood fire.

187a O. W. Holmes Poet Break/.-t. i. (1885^ 26 The fore-

stick and back-log of ancient days. 1878 Mrs. Stowf,
Poganuc P. ix. 71 Backlog and forestick were soon piled.

Forestine ^fjrrestin, -sin), a. [f. Forest^. +
-ine.] Of or pertaining to forests.

1881 G. Allen Evolutionist at Large 166 Much more for-

midable forestine rodents, 1883 — in Longm. Mag. III.

288 We have only to suppose such a reptile to acquire forest-

ine habits.

Forestish T^-restiJ), a. ff. Forest sb. + -ish.]

Somewhat resembling a forest.

1815 Simono Jrnl. Tour Gt. Brit. II. 223 The country.,
begins to look forestish.

Forestless (fjP'restles\ a. ff. Forest sb. +
-less.] Devoid of forests, unwooded.
1884 American IX. 1S3 A forestless area of grass. 1885

tr. Hehn's Wand. Plants $ Anim. 228 A substitute for fire-

wood in the forestless south.

Fore-stone, -store: see ¥ouk- pre/ 5, 5b.

t Foresto'p, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pre/ + Stop v.]

a. trans. To stop up in front. b. intr. or
absol. To put in a stay or support for earth in

advance of the work. Hence Fore-stopping
vbl. sb. ; in quot. concr.

1566 Drant Wail. Hierem. Kvb, He [God] hath fore-
stopde my pathes with stone. 1747 Hooson Miners Diet.
I ij, To Forestop with Polings driven down with care. Ibid.,
It may be put in without disturbing the fore-stoping.

t Forestress. Obs. [f. Forester + -ess.]

A female forester ; a lady fond of hunting.
1513 Douglas sEneis ix. xi. 23 Alcanor. .Quham Hybera,

the wild foresteres knaw. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal'272
Diana the fair forrestresse. 1650 — Strada's Low C.
Warres 1. 21 The Governess was much delighted in ..

Hunting, whereupon they.. called her the Forestress.

t Fo*re-stroke. Obs. [f. Yore- pre/] A for-

ward stroke \\n bell-ringing and in sword-play).
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk A Selv. 06 If the forestroke give us

but a little tick, the backstroke will be sure to give him
a knocker. 1684 R. H. ScJiool Recreat. 86 So must they
successively strike one after another, both Forestroke and
Backstroke, in a due Musical Time. 1688 Blnvan Jems.
Sinner Saved (1886) 64 God's word hath two edges; it can
cut back-stroke and fore-stroke. 1779 Forrest I'oy, X.
Guinea 237 He.. draws his sword, with which, fore stroke
and back stroke, he cleaves the air.

at't rib. 17x6 Amherst Terrx Fil. xiv. 72 'Tis such fore-
stroke and back-stroke play.

Forestry (ffrestri'. [ad. OF. /oresterie, f.

forest Forest ; or f. Fokest sb. + -BY. In sense 4
f. Forest(e"

;
r + -y.]

1. Se. Law. The privileges of a royal forest, b.
An estate to which this privilege is attached.
1693 Viscr. Stair Instil. Law Scot. 11. iii. § 67. 235 The

King having, .granted a Forrestry to the Laird of Fascally.
1751 Ld. Bankton Insiit. Laws Scot. I. 11. iii. 573 The
lands must be erected into a free forrestry. a 1763 Erskine
Inst. Law Scot. n. vi. § 14 Lands erected by the crown with
the right of forestry had all the privileges of a King's forest.
187a BelVs Princ. Law Scot. (ed. Guthrie) § 753 The right
of forestry is not conferred by erection into a barony.
2. Wooded country ; a vast extent of trees.
1823 Byron Juan x. lxxxii, Lost amidst the forestry Of

masts. 1865 Mi>mingStaroo May, Let this amphitheatre

be filled with a forestry of genealogical trees. 1879 Brown-
ing I?-an Ivanovitch 19 Through forestry right and left.

3. The science and art of forming and cultivating

forests, management of growing timber.

1859 Tknnent Ceylon II. VII. v. 211 A knowledge of.,

forestry, pharmacy, and toxicology have each been de-

manded. 1881 Horne Fiji 137 A person with a fair know-
ledge of forestry.

attrib. 1881 Atlantic Monthly XIATI. 166 Forestry,

fishery, and farm products. 1885 Manch. Exam. 28 Jan. 5 '5

Mr. Gladstone, .has been engaged in forestry operations.

4. The principles and organization of the ( An-
cient Order of Foresters '.

1861 Morning Star 21 Aug. 3 It is. .about 30 years since

forestry, in its present development, took its rise.

Fore-study, etc : see Fore- prcf. 2 a.

t Fo'resty, a. Obs. [f. Forest + -y *.] Foiest-

like, covered with forests or woods.
1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxii. 11748' 341 When this whole

country's face was foresty. a 1661 Fuller Worthies 11.

(1662) 17 This Forrestie-Ground.

Foret, obs. form of FERRET sb.'1 and -.

Fore-tack (foa-jta?k\ Naut. [f. Fork- pre/. +

Tack sb.~\ The rope by which the weather corner

of the fore-sail is kept in place.

1669 Stlkmv Mariner's Mag. 1. 16 Aboard Main-Tack,
aboard Fore-tack, a Lee the Helmne. 1790 Beatson Xa7-.

fy Mil. Mem. II. 62 His foretack and all his braces being
cut at the same time. 1859 M. Scott Tom Cringle's Log
xv. 368 He. .got the fore tack on board again.

Fore-tackle, -tail: see Fore- pre/. 3, 3d.

tForeta'ke, v. Obs. [f. Fore- pre/. + Take
v.] trans. To take beforehand : a. to anticipate

;

b. to assume beforehand, presuppose.
1588 Fraunck Lawiers Log. II, xvi. 113 Mans wit .. now

and then prevented! and foretaketh the conclusion. 1674
N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 144 The places and bodies mov'd
in them, are fore-taken to be altogether without parts.

Hence Foreta'ken ///. a., previously taken or

adopted; Foreta'khig vbl. sb., the action of the

vb. ; also, previous capture.

1563-87 Foxe A. fy M. (1596) 1000/2, I . .declared what was
happened, .of maister Garrets escape. He was glad, for he
knewe of his foretaking. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622^ 407
Yet remained there such footstep^ of the foretaken opinion.

1590 Swinburne Testaments 15 There were foure seuerall

kindes of legacies . . by challenge, by condemnation, by
suffering, by foretaking [per pnrceptioncm}. 1618 Latham
2nd Bk. Falconry (1633) 8 Present cold, and foretaken or
former heat, a 1627 Hayward Four V. Eliz. i Camden ' 9 De-
siring them . . that they would lay aside all foretaken conceits.

Foretalk, sb. rare. [f. Foke- + Talk sb.] A
preliminary talk or speech, introduction, preface.

156S Jewel Kepi. Harding Pref. (1611) 7 Your foretalke,

which is before the shewing of your Booke. 1879 Flrni-
vaix Rep. E. E. T.S. 9 Prof. Skeat has written an interest-

ing foretalk to it.

So Foretalking- vbl. sb.

187a Furnivai.l 3rd Rep. Chaucer Soc. 12, I propose to
keep this name of Chaucer's own [Preamble] for these fore-

talkings of his fellows.

Fore-talon: see ¥ohk- pre/ 3 c.

Foretaste (fo»\i,t*ist , sb. [f. Fore- pre/. +
Taste sb.] A taste beforehand ; an anticipation,

partial enjoyment in advance.

1435 Misvn Fire ofLove n. vii. 86 It is trowde of euerlast-

yngeswetnes a fortaste. c 1450 tr. De Imitatioue in. vii, It

is. .a maner of fortaste of he heuenly cuntre. 1604 Bilson
Survey Table s.v. Hell, The foretast of iudgement in Hell.

a 1716 South Serm. Wks. 1737 I. 37 It is the fore-taste of
heaven, and the earnest ofeternity. 1838 Thiklwali, Greece
III. xix. 123 This foretaste of the evils of war did not damp
the general ardour. 1880 Dixon Windsor III. xxv. 248
The monster, .trembled with a foretaste of the stake.

Foretaste (fo9i|U''st\ v. Also 5 fortaste.

[f. Fore- pre/ + Taste v.~\

1. trans. To taste beforehand, have a foretaste of.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xviii, Felicite . . suche as
gode true cristen men abidin, & spiritual men fortastib.

1526 [see the vbl. sb.]. a 1711 Ken Preparatives Poet.
Wks. 1721 IY. 92 Saints thus Celestial Joys fore-taste.

1834 Good Sh/dy Med. (ed. 4) I. 395 The Epicureans, .fore-

tasting the spirit of the Lavoisierian system, .contended that
it [heat] was a substance sui generis.

2. 'To taste before another* (J,).
1667 [see Foretasted///, a.].

Hence Foretasted ///. a. ; Foretastingr vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. Also Foreta'ster.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 280 b, The foretastynges

ofy* glory ofheuen. 1632 Sh erwood, A foretaster, pregnste.
X667 Milton P. L. ix. 929 Foretasted Fruit Profan'd first by
the Serpent. 171711 Ken Hymns Fvang. Poet. Wks. 1721
I. 74 Give me. .Of heav'nly Joys a sweet foretasting view.

t Foreteach, v. Obs. rare. [f. Fore- pre/
+ Teach v.] trans. To teach beforehand.
1591 Greene Farewell to Folly W\:s. (Grosart) IX. 245

Eua. .following nothing but what hir husbande foreshewed
and foretaught hir. 1661 Hovle Style ofScript. (1675) 126
Those few duties which nature herself hath foretaught us.

Hence Foretaught///. a., previously taught.
1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1346/2 Theyr foretaught

and fro tyme to tyme kept and continued faith. 1563 Mirr.
Mag., Blacksmith xxxvi, Whose foretaught wyt of treason
knoweth the payne. 1590 Spfnser F. Q. i. vii. 18 The
sacred thinges, and holy heastes foretaught.

t FoTeteam. Obs.-1
[f. Fore- pre/ + Team

sb., misused in the sense of L. temo.] The front

part of the pole of a chariot.
a 1611 Chapman Iliad xvi. 350 Their chariots in their

foreteams [*v jt^wto) {ivfiiZ] broke.

Fore -teeth : see Fore-tooth.

Foretell (fo*ite
-
l), v. Also 3 fortell, 7-9 forc-

tel. [f. h'tniE- pref. + Tell v.]

1. trans. To tell of (an event, etc.} beforehand
;

to predict, prophesy.
a 1500 Curst/r At'. 9265 iCott.) Crist was for-tald wit pro-

pheci. 1639 A. Whkelocke in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
158 Augustine fore-tould and threatned theire death. 1727
De Foe Syst. Magic 1. ii. (1S40) 42 These Magi . . foretold

things to come, or, at least, made the people believe so.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. iv. § 15 He foretells to them, that

.. in half an Hour they shall meet Men or Cattle. 1837
WhewELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) *• 225 To whom the

astrologers had foretold glorious old age. 1869 Leckv
Europ. Mor. II. i. 2 The object of the Pagan systems was
to foretell the future.

b. Of things : To give notice of beforehand, in-

dicate the approach of, foreshow.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. I V, 11. i. 43 Thou, whose heauie Lookes
fore-tell Some dreadfull story hanging on thy Tongue. 1672
Sir W. Petty Pot. Anat. ii6qi> 50 There is the Instrument
to measure and foretel Frost and Snow. 1753 J. Warton
Virgil (T.), These ills prophetic signs have oft foretold.

1862 Ansteo Channel 1st. 1. vii. (ed. 2) 144 A signal station,

to foretel storms.

t~ 2. To tell (i. e. either inform or enjoin" before-

hand. With sb. or clause as second obj. 'See

Tell). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14552 (Colt.

1

! pis was bi him he balm
for-tald Thoru quam he wist he suld be said. 1581 Lam-
bardk Eiren. 11. v. (1602) 168 If the maister. .take his vsuall

seruants with him, not foretelling them what hee intendeth to

doe. 1590 Greene Mourn. Curm (1616' 58 Had 1 beleeued
what I was foretold. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 149 These
our actors, (As I foretold you) were all Spirits. 1631 Weever
A?tc. Fun. Mon. 209 Hauing beene prophetically foretold

that bee should die in Ierusalem. 1641 Best Farm. Bks.
(Surtees' 36 Korkers are to be foretolde that they give u pp
goode forkefulls. (11679 Hobbes R het. lit. xiii. 120 A Man
is free to fore-tell, or not, what points be will insist upon.

f3. intr. To utter prediction 0/ prophesy 0/
a 1300 Cursor M. 9858 (Cott.> J>is barn bat ysai of fortald.

1557 N. T. (Gcnev.) .-lets iii. 24 Al the Prophetcs haue fore

tolde of these dayes. 1667 Milton /'. /-. XH. 242 To in-

troduce One greater, of whose day he shall foretell.

Hence roretelling- vbl. sb., prediction, prophecy.

Foretelling ppl. a., that foretells. Also Fore-
teller, one who or that which foretells.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xxii 176 a, Ofwhome
the foretellynges of the prophetes doe make niencion.

1580 Hollvbasd Treas. Fr. Toug, Pronostiaueur, a
foreteller, a deuine which telleth thing to come. ^1640
W. Fenner Sacr. Faitkfull (16481 201 If a man lie sicke,

and they see death in his face, they call it the foretelling

signe. a 1716 South Scrm. (1737) VI. x. 357 P.uds and
blossoms are the foretellers of fruit. 1826 Miss Mitforo
Village Ser. 11. (1863) 439 The genuine gipsy tact with
which she adapted her foretellings to the age [etc.] .. of
her clients. 1879 Fakrar St. Paul 11883) 252 There was
scarcely a Roman family that did not keep or consult its

own foreteller of the future.

Fore-tenant: see Foke- pre/ 4.

Forethink (foaiJ>i*rjk). Also for-. [OE./ore-
pem{e)an, f. ¥ oke- pre/ +pene e)an to Think.]

+ 1. trans. To consider or think out beforehand,

contrive, plan. Obs.
cBgy K. Alfred Gregory's Past. xv. § 5. 95 Se lareow

sceal. .foreSencean. .fta:t he nane Singa 5a^t ryht to sui&e..
ne bodice, a 1300 Cursor M. 845 iCott.l Our lauerd had
ranscond [man] On suilk a wis, als he for-thoght. c 1430
Pilgr. Lyf Matthode 11. civ. ii86g> 1^1 Ther is no time no
thing wel doon . .but it be forthouht bi my wit. 1513 More
in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 759 He long time in king
Kdwardes life, forethought to be king. 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holiushed III. 1394/1 If he . . did now forethink the
treason. 1715 Rowe Laiiy Jane Gray in, My brain fore-

thought And fashion'd every action of my life.

absol. 1634 Ford /'. Warbeck iv. iv, You're men know
how to do, not to forethink.

2. To think of or contemplate beforehand ; to

anticipate in the mind, to presage (evil). Now rare.

1547 64 P.auldwin Mor. Philos. iPalfr.' 106 Humility &
gentlenes will rather of a friend hope the best, then fore-

thinke the worst. 1627 P. Fletcher Locusts IV. xxxvi,
Oh how my dauncing heart leapes in my breast But to

fore-thinke that noble tragedie. 1724 R. Welton 28 Disc.
20 It [is] very unaccountable for a man so little to fore-

think what will shortly befall him. 1890 Illustr. Lond.
Aews 4 Oct. 426/2 Each forethinks, as the full cups circle,

how well he may take his next meal in Paradise.

t 3. intr. To think beforehand of. Obs.

1587 Greene Euphues his Censure Wks. <Grosart' VI. 248
Age and time . . men may forethink of, but not preuent.

"657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 62 Thou dost not forethink of
the difficulty. 1701 J. Norris Ideal World 1. ii. 27 He
could not make it without forethinking of it.

Hence Forethrnking- vbl. sb., forethought ; also,

t a contrivance, plot. Porethinkirg ///. a. Also
Forethi'nker, one who forethinks.

1632 [I. L.] Womens Rights 352 Felonies .. forethinkings,

and all that is against the Kings peace. 1709 Strype Ann.
Ref. I. xxxi. 360 Concerning which, conscientious and fore-

thinking Men had very Melancholy Thoughts. 1846 Grote
Greece 1. iii. I. 102 Prometheus and Epimethcus the fore-

thinker and the after-thinker. 1874 M. Collins Frances I.

182 Hope is the fire that the Forethinker stole.

Forethought (fo^uhgt), sb. [f. Fore- pre/
+ Thought sb.]

1. a. A thinking out or contriving beforehand.

[Crime, evil, etc.) o//orethought, premeditated.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27661 (Cott.) O nith cums bitternes o

thoght . . wit wicked for-thoght And conspiraciun. 1692



FORETHOUGHT. 446 FOREVER.
R. L'Estrange Faldes ccccxcix, He . . is equally Undone,
whether it be by a Spitefulness of Forethought, or by the
Folly of Oversight, 1788 Buhke Sp. agst. W. Hastings
Wks. XIII. 12 We urge no crimes, that were not crimes of
forethought. 1853 Whither My Namesake xix, His good
was mainly an intent, His evil not of forethought done.

b. Previous thought or consideration ; anticipa-

tion ; also, a thought beforehand.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26727 (Cott.) Scrift agh he made wit god

for-thoght. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 172 3'f pecon-
tricyoun for bi synne haue a forthow}!, & be pryue to god
alone. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. U552) 3 Better is one
forethought than two after. 1626 Dk. Buckhm. in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 378 The Earl, .nominated the Duke to

be his Successor, without the Dukes privity or fore-thought
of it. 1650-3 tr. Hales' Dissert, de Pace in Plienix (1708)
II. 365 These shall . . be discarded from the Forethought.

.

of eternal Joy. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. viii, The title

which she had never given him before came to her lips with-
out forethought.

f 2. A pre-conceived idea or design, an anticipa-

tion or forecast. Obs.
a 1400 tn Leg. Rood 145 Alle be werkes bat I haue wrouht

Weore founden in be ffaderes fore-bouht. c 1440 i "ork
Myst. ii. 74 pis materis more 31U will I mende, so for to
fulfill my for-thoght. 1729 Shelvocke Artillery iv. 217
All these things were only so many Forethoughts of our
Hand-Grenado's.

3. Thought for the future, provident care.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.300 True Seamen are, perhaps, the
least of all Mankind given to Fore-thought. 1766 oLACK-
stoneCw«;«. II. 11. xi. 172 Formal deeds . . are presumed to
be made with great caution, fore-thought, and advice. 1875
Towett Plato (fid. 2) IV. 283 Just so much forethought as
is necessary to provide for the morrow.
Hence Forethoughtedtf., marked by forethought.
1816 L. Hunt Rimini m. 60 Fore-thoughted chess, and

riddle rarely missed.

Forethought (foVjtygt), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of
FORETHINK Z\J

1. Thought out or contrived beforehand
; pre-

meditated ; esp. in Law, forethought felony\ 'of,

with, upon) maliceforethought. Cf.Aforethought.
c 1425 Wyntoin Cron. vil. ix. 502 Quhebir it wes of

reklesnes Or it of forlhoucht Kelny wes. c 1540 in Fisher's
Wks., Life p. liv, He began.. to speake of his forethought
divorse with Queene Catherin. 1628 Coke On Litt. 287 b,

Murder is when one is slaine..with malice prepensed or
forethought. 1662 Hickkringill Wks. (1716.) I. 307 What
Rebels shall be hereafter, must needs be so upon malice
fore-thought. 1752 J. Louthian Form 0/ Process (ed 2)

103 The Pannel. .by Premeditation and forethought Felony
.. wounded the deceas'd. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xx, A
deed of foul and fore-thought murder.

f 2. Anticipated, Obs.
1666 Si'lrstowe Spir. Chym. (1668) 108 The stroke of

a forethought evil is more gentle and soft than if it were
wholly unexpected.

Forethoughtful foojj^tful), a. [f. Fore-
thought^. + -PDL.l Full of or having forethought;
thoughtful for the future, provident.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (i3i&) III. 205 The 'prudeus

yuxstio ' (the forethoughtful query). 1853 Lytton Harold
x. vi. (ed. 3) 240 That it is which, free and fore-thoughtful
[ed. 1 (1848) prethoughtful] of every chance, ye should now
decide. 1876 G. Meredith Beanch. Career II.iii.48 Neither
of them had a forethoughtful head for the land at large.

I lence Forethottghtfully adv. ; Forethought-
fillness.

1647 J. Trapp Comm. Matt. vi. 34 Let us .. not, by too
much fore-thoughtfulnesse, . . suffer fained or future evils

before they seize upon us. 1874 Dvkks Retat. Kingdom 71
That moral forethoughtfulness by which existence is both
sustained and adorned. 1891 G. Meredith One 0/ our
Conq. III. v. 84 He made his way forethoughtfully to the
glass-sheltered seats.

Forethreaten, -thrift, etc. : see Fore- pref
Foretime (foVjtaim), sb. and adv, [f. Fore-

pref. + Time sb.
-

] Former time ; a former time.

+ a. In advb. phrase, Inforetimeis = Aforetime(s.
(-1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 98 If there

were in foretimes enie hatred on their partes towards the
Romanies. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 507 It was
called in foretime Norton Dany.

b. The time gone by, the past ; also, the early
days (of a city or state).

1853 Grote Greece 11. lxxxvii. XI. 380 That conception of
Athens in her foretime which he [Thucydides] is perpetually
impressing on his countrymen. 1868 Gladstone Jut: Mundi
v. (1869) 124 The single great Achaian voyage of the
traditionary fore-time, that of the ship Argo to the Euxine.

C. attrib. (quasi-#«y.)

1894 F. S. Ellis Reynard 116 He who thought the world
to win, His foretime poverty was in. 1896 C. Harrison in
Daily News 8 Jan. 6/3 For though You now have passed
away from us The foretime Dedication still holds good.

f B. adv. m Aforetime. Obs.—1

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon ix. 128 Lest thou dost lose what
foretime thou didst gain.

Foretimed (fooitai-md), ///. a. [f. Foke-
pref. + Timed.] Assigned to a too early time or

date ; antedated.
1832 Southev in Q. Rev. XLVII. 507 As Hampden had

not reached that stage of the reformer's progress, it [this

language] appears to have been fore-timed.

Foretitle: see Fore- pref. 5 b.

Foretoken (n>ut£uk'n\ sb. Also 6 Se. cor-

ruptly foreta(i)king. [OE. foretccn ( = OHG.
forazeichari), f. Fore- pref + tden, Token.] A pre-

monitory token ; a prognostic.
(888 K, MtnWD Boeth. xl. § 2 Hit sie foretacn ecra goda.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87 And wes ise^en godes fortacne uppon
ane dune, c 1x50 Gen. ty Ex. 2094 Dis fortoken godes gastes
is. a 1300 E, E. Psalter lxxvii. 43 He set. .his for-taknes in
felde of Than. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 137 To him a fore-

tokne [M.S. aforetokne] he sende. 156a WinJet Cert. 'Bract.

Wks. 1888 I. 24 Ane gret portent and foretalking of ignorance.
1580 Ord. 0/ Prayer in Liturg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (1847) 571
We find not that any such foretoken happened against the
coming of this earthquake. 1607 Town I Four-/. Beasts
(1658) 523 There are in Swine many presages and foretokens
of foul weather. 1713 R. Nelson Life Bp. Bull\\. (1714)304
A foretoken of his future Incarnation. 1834 Goon StudyMed.
(ed. 4) III, 340 The foretoken has always been found to be
true. 1858 Torrey Neander's Ch. Hist. IX. n. 568 The
foretokens of a thoroughly antichristian tendency.

Foretoken (fooit<?u-k'n), v. [f. prec. sb. OE.
had foretdenian in same sense.] trans. To be a
foretoken of; to indicate or betoken beforehand.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus
1 Ann. XV. viii. (1622)232 There

hapned. .a doleful! chance, but yet. .foretokening good luck.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 312 The northern [water-
fall] sounding clear and loud, fore-tokeneth fair weather.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 300 The evidence, .foretokening
that.. the graces propounded to us in Christ are what he
needs. 1867 K. Palmer Life Philip Howard i$o Mutter-
ings. .which, .foretokened the greatest evils.

Hence Foretokening vol. sb.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter \xx[i]. 7 Made am I als for-takeninge
[Vulg. tanquam prodigium] Unto mani. 1600 Holland
Livyvi. 245TheL)ictatour. .hath given a good foretokening

and presage of a consull Commoner. 1853 J. H. Newman
Hist. Sk. (1876) II. 1. vii. 128 Such general foretokenings
are borne out., in the Vandalic conquest of Africa.

Foretold (fo»itJu*ld), ///. a. [pa. pple. of

Foretell v.] fa. Before mentioned (obs.). b.

Predicted.
(11300 Cursor M. 21 169 (Cott.) Efter be riht-wis fortald

iacob O iurselem he was biscop. 1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd.
B iv, He thinketh this is the foretold Earthquake. 1661

Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 37 That those . . should know
the foretold events, before they do come to pass.

Fore-tooth (f5vj,t«8). [f. Fore- pref +
Tooth.]
1. One of the front teeth, rare in sing,
< 1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 157 Praecisores,

foreteS. la 1400 Morte Arth. 1089 With, .be flesche in his

fortethe fowl y as a bere. t 1440 Bone Flor. 1609 Hys for

tethe owte he spytt. 1581 Eambarde Eiren. iv.iv.d58S)

425 By . . beating out his foreteeth. 1661 Pepys Diary
8 May, My wife, .had a foretooth drawn out to-day. 1754
Richardson Grandison (1781) V. xxi. 121 Our Aunt Nell
has lost two more of her upper fore-teeth. 1834 Landor
/mag. Com/. Wks. 1846 II. 240 One. .had lost. .many fore-

teeth by a cudgel.

f2. Only in pi. The first or milk-teeth. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny vn. xvi. 164 Children breed their

fore-teeth in the seventh moneth after they are borne. 1651
Wittie tr. Primrose*s Pop. Err. III. 187 Nature doth then

give unto children their foreteeth, when they have need of

solid meat.

Foretop (ioVJt^p). Also for-, [f." Fore- + Top.]

f 1. The fore part of the crown of the head
;

sometimes, loosely, the top of the head. Obs.

1382 Wvclif Deut. xxxiii. 20 As a lioun he restide, & he
took arme and fortop [L. verticem]. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 217 Heer faillede on his moolde and on his

fortop. £-1430 Lyi«. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 115 He felle

and brake hys fore tope Apon the bare growend, a 1529

Skelton Col. Chute 533 When the good ale sop Dot he
daunce in theyr fore top. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. Appeal
Pref. 1 The Abantes. .were wont to shave their foretops and
chins, c 1774 T. Erskine in Spirit Pub. Jr-uts. (1800) III.

321 Puppies of France, with unrelenting paws That scrape

the foretops of our aching heads. 1779-81 Johnson L. P.,

Milton Wks. II. 139 His hair, .parted at the foretop.

j£g. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apot. 12 This charge, .appeering

with an apparent lie in the foretop.

f 2. The lock of hair which grows upon the fore

part of the crown, or is arranged ornamentally on the

forehead; the similar part of a wig. Obs.

c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 317/625 \>e Rym-forst . . cleouez on
hegges . . I-chot wel, on mi fore-top it hauez wel ofte i-do.

".'/* 1400 Morte Arth. 1078 His fax and his foretoppe was
filterede to-geders. 1599 Makston Sco. Villanie III. xi. 228

Hauing knit the brow, Stroke vp his fore-top. 1603 H.
Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878) 76 Poking stickes, perriwigs,

embroided fore-tops. 1667 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 385 Her
Majesty in the same habit, her fore-top long and turned

aside very strangely. X703 Mrs. Centlivre Beaifs Duel
iv. i, I believe you have got the fore-top of some Beau's Wig.
171a Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 331 Henry
Prince of Wales in his own short Hair, with his foretop

standing up. 1771 Nugent Hist. Friar Gerund II. 3 He
was as keen a pair of scissars at trimming a sermon as

adjusting a foretop. 18x4 Scott Wav. xi, The foretop of

his riding periwig.

fig. 1607 Tourneur Rev. 'Frag. 11. i. Wks. 1878 II. 51

Fatre trees, those comely fore-tops of the Field.

t b. fig. ; esp. in phrase to take occasion, oppor-

tunity or time by theforetop ( « Forelock). Obs.

a 1577 Gascoigne Flowers, Hearbes, etc. Wks. (1587) 255
You hauing occasion fast by the foretop, did dally with him
so long. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iii. Opportunity
shakes us his foretop. 1624 Hevwood Captives in. iii. in

Bullen O. PI. IV, Loose not this advantadge Hut take tyme
by the fore-topp. 1694 Dryden Love Triumph, m. i, Now
take the blest occasion by the foretop.

T C. One who wears a foretop ; hence, a fop.

1597 lst WL Returnfr. Parnass. iv. i. 1237 This cringer,

this foretopp. Ibid. v. i. 1435.

3. The tuft of hair hanging between the ears of an

animal, esp. of a horse ; = Forelock.
1607 Toi>sell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 222 A fore-top, which

is granted to Horses not only for ornament sake, but also

for necessity to defend their eyes. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No.
2467 4 A Nag. .with a thin Mane, without a Foretop. 1715
Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Travelling Horse, His Foretop,
Mane and Tail should be wetted with a wet Mane-Comb.
1798 Hloomkield Farmers Boy, Summer 236 He.. Seizes
the shaggy fore-top of the bull. x8i6 Keatinge 'irav. (1817J
II. 264 note. Wool.. the tail.. and the fore-top.

4. The Top of a foremast. Militaryforetop : an
armed foretop of a war vessel.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570)48 His place is best
Hye in the foretoppe of our foolishe barge. 1610 Englands
Eliza Induct. 84 in Mirr. Mag. 777 Each, .nimblie capring
on the purple waue, With loftie foretops did the welkin
brave. X697 Dampier Voy. 1. xvi. 453 Three men were in

the Fore-top when the Fore-mast broke. 1795 Nelson
8 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 51 The Alcide. .took fire,

by a box of combustibles in her fore-top. 1833 Marryat
P. Simple (1863) 29 ' Captain of the foretop ', said he, ' up on
your horses'. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 595/1 The sub-
lieutenant in the military foretop was taking sextant angles.

fig. 1641 Milton Reform, u. (1851) 47 Spanioliz'd Bishops
swaggering in the fore-top of the State.

b. Short forfore-topgallant-masthead.
1800 Naval Chron. III. 113 Commodore J. W. Payne's

Broad Pendant is flying at the Foretop.

5. U.S. The front seat on the top of a vehicle.

1850 B. Taylor Eldorado xliii. (1862)430 When one has
to face the cold from the foretop of a diligence. 187a
' Mark Twain ' Innoc. Abr. xii. 77 It was worth a lifetime

of city toiling . . to perch in the foretop with the driver.

6. Comb, (sense 4), as foretop-head, -shroud
—fore-topmast-head, -shroud', foretopman, one

of the men stationed in the foretop.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4752/3 Sir Edward Whitaker hoisted

the White Flag on the Foretop-head of her Majesty's Ship
the Monmouth. 18x6 'Quiz' Grand Master 1. 7 Those
fore-top-men I shall flog, i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi
Alt. III. ci. 3 There is a young man, a fore-topman, sitting

now with his Esquimaux wife.

Hence Pore-topping = sense 3.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1807/4 A black Gelding .. a sore

place under the Fore-topping.

Fore-topgallant (f6«j,t^pg?elant). a. Naut.

ff. Fore-' pref + Topgallant.] Used in Comb.
fore-topgallant-mast, the mast above the fore-

topmast ; hence with sense of ' of or belonging to

the fore-topgallant-mast ', as fore-topgallant-sail

(•yard), -stay, -yard {-arm).
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. iv. 17 The fore top

gallant Mast, the fore top gallant saile yard. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. I. 16 'lake in your Main and Fore-top-
gallant-sails. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 138 And
the next Day got up the Fore-top-gallant-mast and Yard.
1805 Nelson 10 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. 104 A
Union Jack is to be suspended from the fore top-gallant

stay. 18*5 H. B. Gascoigne Nav. Fame 119 The fore-top

gallant yard Is torn away. 1844 Regal. <y Ord. Army 35
The flag of the Lord High Admiral [shall be hoisted] at the

fore-top-gallant-mast-head.

Fore-topmast fo»J|tp #pmast\ Naut. [f.FoRK-

pref. + Topmast.] The mast above the fore-mast

;

also attrib., asfore-topmast crosstrees, -head, etc.

1636 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 12 The fore top

mast. 169a Lond. Gaz. No. 2763 1 He spread his Flag at

the Fore-top-mast -head. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag.Y. 199
Hauled down fore topmast-staysail. 1869 Daily Neivs 10

Dec, The Monarch will display . . the American ensign

abreast of the foretopmast crosstrees.

Fore-topsail (fZhidp'piA, -s'l). Naut [f.

FoRE-prtf. 4- Topsail.] The sail above the fore-

sail ; also attrib., anfore-topsailyard.
158a N. Liciiefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. tnd.

xxviii.7ia, In trimming thesayles. .and foretop sayles. 1617

Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. iv. 17 The fore top-saile

yard. 1790 Beatson Nav. fy Mil. Mem. 1 1 . 62 As that hung
on her fore-top-sail and backed it, he had no command of

his ship. X833 M. Scott Tom Cringle ii. (1859) 64 We • •

handed the foretopsail and presently she was alongside.

t ForetOTTCh, v. Obs. [Foue- pref] trans.

To touch, or touch upon, beforehand ; to blame or

censure beforehand. Hence Foretou*ched///. a.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3453 This Resurexionne of crist

was be a stone fortouchid [L. prxtaxata] Whillc was reprovid

some tyme of thaym y ( the temple beldid. 1710 Norris
Chr. Prud. \. 44 All the fortouch'd considerations.

Fore-tow, -trace, etc. : see Yoke- pref

Foretype (SWtaip), sb. [f. Fore- pref +

Type sb.] - Antetvpe.
1848 Lytton Harold xi. vi, Rough foretype of the coming

crusader. 1864 A. Leichton in Reader 23 July 97/2, I have

seen their foretypes in the head of J. N. a hundred times.

Foretype (foejtorp), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To De a foretype of; to prefigure.

a 1618 Sylvester Maidens Blush 400 A Day full oft

to be fore-typ't .. by Prophets manifold. x8m Bailey

Festus (1848) 32/2 O Thou.. Whom all the faiths, and

creeds, and rites of old. . Foreshadowed and foretyped.

Fore-typified, -use, -utter: see Yoke- pref

Forever (f^re-vaj), adv. Now chiefly U.S.

1. The phrase for ever (see Ever 5 b), written as

one word.
1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy Pref., An honest .. wisher,

that the best of our clergy might forever continue as they

are. 1696 Tate & Brady Ps. exxviii. 1 Forever blest be

God the Lord. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 250

The only true estate forever we can purchase by our care

and diligence, lies in the sentiments of the heart. 1825

J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 322, I will speak of them for-

ever, to my last breath. 1839 Carlyi.e Chartism iii. (1858)

14 The whole result is forever unattainable. 1875 T. Hill



FORE-VIEW.

True Order Studies 91 The children, .are forever question-

ing concerning the great lumps of pudding stone.

2. (juasi-j^. Eternity, perpetuity.

1858 Kingsley Farewell 7 Make life, death, and that vast

for-ever One grand sweet song. i88x E. Coxon Basil Fl.

II. 232 This short for-ever of earth.

So Pore'vermore adv. : see Evermore i b.

1837 Carlyle/'V. Ret'. III. iv. viii. (1871) 170 Farewell

forevermore, ye Girondins. 187a Lohgp. Christus Introitus

46 Forevermore, it shall be as it hath been heretofore.

Fore-view ;foo\ivi»), sb. [f. Fore- pref]

A view beforehand, prospect, anticipation.

1831 E. Irving Let. 17 Jan. in Mrs. Oliphant Life (1B62)

II. 170 In the foreview of it I ask your prayers. 1865 C. J.
Vaughan Flain Words on Chr. Living 9 It was not the

mere foreview of death which thus convulsed and agonized

a brave and constant spirit.

t Fore-view*, v. Obs- ' [f. Fore- pref +
View v.] trans. To view or see beforehand.

aijtx MM Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 260 To die, for

l>oth their parting Hour fore-view'd.

Fore-vouched, -vow, etc. : see YoKt-pref,

t Forewa-lker. Ok. [f. Fore- pref. +
Walker] = Forerunner.
1529 Sir T. Mork Dyaloge (26 a/i Antichrist (of whome

these folke be f* for walkers). 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. Mark \. 9 John the forewalker of Christe.

fFo'rewall. Ohs. [Fore prep, or pre/.] A
wall of defence ; a wall or outwork raised to defend

another.
a 1000 Cseditions Exod. 297 Syndon pa foreweallas faexre

fcestepte . . o<5 wolcua hrof. 1388 Wvclif Isa. xxvi. 1 1 he
wal and the fore wal [Vulg. antemurale]. 1609 Bible
(I)otiay) Lam. ii. 8 The forewal [Vulg. antemurale] hath
mourned, and the wal is destroyed together.

t Fo'reward, sb. 1 Obs. Forms: 2 foreweard,

3-4 foreward(e, (3 voreward, 4 vorewerde\
3-6 forward(e, (5 forwart). [OE. foreweard
str. fem., forewarde wk. fem., f. Fore- pre/. +
weard s>tr. fem. security, precaution : see Ward sb.

Cf. Du. voorzvaarde , ON. forvprdr.] An agree-

ment, compact, covenant, promise.
0. E. Chron. an. 1109 Dasr wurdon pa fore-wearda full

worhte. c 1205 Lay. 1091 Al pat forward was ileft. 1340
Ayettb. 215 f>et me maki uorewerdes. < 1450 Chester PI.,

Deluge 345 A forwards now with thie I make.

t Fo'reward, sb.'1 Obs. Also 4-6 forward(e,

5 fowarde. [f. Yore- pref + Ward sb.]

1. The first line of an army, vanguard, front. In
/oreward : in the van.

c 1400 Destr. Troy iv. 1148 Nestor. .Fare shall before the
forward to lead, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon i. 41 Fyrste
of allecame theforewarde wyth the Oryflame. 1548 Patten
Exped. Scott, in Arb. Garner II I. 62 Upon the side whereof
our Foreward stood. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 617
After a short resistance hee discomfited the Foreward of King
Richard. 1664 Flodden F. vi. 52 And that in foreward
with his Grace He should him find fit for to fight.

fig. 1566 T. Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewel in. 90 M. Iuell

hath made but a simple brauerye in this forewarde of his

doctours. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xii. (Arb.) 176
This one word. .placed in the foreward.

2. The command of the van; a position in the van.
r 1400 Senvdone Bab. 502 King Lukafer. .shalle have the

Fowarde. Ibid. 732. < 1460 Otterbourne 102 in Percys
Relit/., Thou arte my erne, The forwarde I gyve to the.

1570^6 Lambarue Peramb. Kent (1826) 7 The forward in all

battels belongeth to them.

fig> *555 Hooper in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 122
Doubtles it is a singuler fauour of God . . to geue you this

foreward and preeminence.

Hence Tore-warder, one of the foreward or

vanguard.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. v. § 5. 192 Caligula . . lost

the defense of his fore-warders, and the straitnesse of the
place permitted not his gard to follow.

tForewa'rd, v. Obs.~ x
[f. Yovl%- pref. +

Ward v.] trans. To guard, or fortify in front.

1610 Holland Camdeti's Brit. 1. 817 Which she hath so
forewarded againe with a counter-scarfe.

Forewarn (foejwg-jn), v. [f. Fore- pre/.

+ WARN 7'.]

1. trans. To warn, caution, or admonish before-

hand ; also, to give previous notice to. Const. 0/
to with in/, or that with obj. sentence.
c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 96 J>e bisshop bouht

treson, for warned was Henry. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. John xvi. 4, I thought mete to fore-warne you hereof.

'593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 17 We were fore-warned of
your comming, And shut the Gates. 1667 Milton P. L. vir.

41 The .. Arch-angel had forewarn'd Adam .. to beware
Apostasie, 169a Washington tr. Milton's Def. Pop. ii. '1851)
60 As Samuel forewarns the People that theirs would de-
generate into. .Tyranny. 1741 Middlkton Cicero II. vn. 101
That which I have told, and forewarned you of. 1836 H.
Coleridge North. Worthies (1852) I. 27 Their . . member
forewarns them of the difficulties likely to stand in their way.
absol. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig. I. no He fore-

shews that many should come in his name, .and forewarnes
to beware of them. 1667 Milton /'. /-. xii. 507 But in thir
room, as they forewarne, Wolves shall succeed for teachers.
i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 360 The progress ofacyclone
may be telegraphed, and might secure many a ship from
danger by forewarning.
Prov. [1592, 1768-74; see Forearm 7'.] a 1688 Bunvan

Heart's Ease 148 Forewarned, forearmed. 1855 Kingsley
Glaucus (1S78) 31 To be forewarned is to be forearmed.

f2. To announce beforehand, prophesy. Obs.
1583 STANYHURST--fi««5in.(Arb.)82 The Harpye Celaeno

Forwarns much mischiefe too coom.
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Forewarn : see Forwarn Obs., to prohibit.

Forewarner (fo»jw5\raai). [f. Forewarn v.

+ -er l.j One who or that which forewarns.

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 43 The
forwarners of variaunte tempeste to come. 1626 (title) Sir
Walter Kawleigh's Ghost, or England's Forewarner. 1684

T." Burnet T/t. Earth 11. 87 It may indeed be made a ques-

tion, whether this fiery vengeance .. will not precede the

general conflagration, .as a fore-runner and forewarner to

the world. 1842 I.vtton Zaiioni \\. v, There both Mother
and Forewarner stood.

Forewarning (fo»iw§'jnig), vbl, sb. [f. as

prec. + -ING *.] A warning beforehand.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark i. 15 To geue them
forewarning y* Messias & the kyngdome of God were at

hand. 1570 I)ee Math. Pref. 1 They had no forwarnyng
and information.. whereto his doctrine tended. 1659 Milton
Civ. Power Wks. (1851) 323 That wise forewarning of

Gamaliel. 1848 Lyttom Harold viii. iv, Edward's sinister

forewarnings.

Forewa*rning, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

That forewarns, in senses of the vb.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 193 My presignificant speach,

and forewarning watchwordes, were counted unworthy
credite. 1591 LambARDE Archeion (1635)181 These offences

might be made exemplary, and forwarning to other men.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle TonCsC. xl. 348 Tom heard the

message with a forewarning heart.

Hence Forewarningly adv.

1839 Bailey Etsfus (1848) 43/1 As sings the swan with
parting breath, So I to thee. . Forewarningly.

Fore-way, -wedge, etc.: see Fork- pre/.

T Fo*re-while. Obs. rare. [f. Fore- pre/ +

While sb.] The space of time or interval before

a future event happens.
1615 Chapman Odyss. it, 256 Let us consult yet, in this

long forewhile, How to ourselves we may prevent this ill.

+ Fo're-wind. Obs. Also for-, [f. YoKE-fref
+ Wind sb. Cf. Du. voorwind.] A wind that blows

a ship forward on her course, a favourable wind.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. Aiijb, They founde it to serue

with a forewynde. 1603 Drayton Parous' Wars iv. xix,

A for-wind now for Harwich fitly blowes. 1676 Hohbes
Iliad 1. 461 A good fbrewind Apollo with them sent.

fig.
1682 S. Poroage Medal Rev. 104 All with the fore-

wind of Religion Saile.

Fore-winning: see Yoke- pref. 5.

t Fore-wise. Obs. [f. Fore- pre/ + Wi.se.]

Wise beforehand, prescient, far-seeing.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3950 Wise of his dedis, In fele th'inges

forwise, & a fer caster.

So Fore-wisdom, prescience, forethought.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 20 What providence and
forewisedome did he use. 1882 Berf.si--. Hope Brandreth
I. xvi. 252 The husband who devises this ingenious proof of

confidence is well advised in his forewisdom.

t Fo're-wit, sb, Obs. Also 4-6 forwit. ff.

Fore- pre/ + Wit.]
1. Fore-knowledge, foresight, prudence.

1377 Langl. /\ PI. B. v. 166 Seynt Gregorie. .had a gode
forwit. 1503 Hawes Examp. I'irt. v. (Arb.) 16 Thinges..
with a forwytte kepte in store. 1546 J- Hevwood Proz:
(1867) 15 Yet is one good forewit woorth two after wits.

1631 Gouge Gods Arrcnvs in. Hx. 292 Had the fore-wit of
the Aramites beene as good as their after-wit.

2. A leading 'wit', a leader in matters of taste

or literature.

1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. Prol. 4T Nor that the Fore-
wits that would draw the rest Vnto their liking, alwayes like

the best.

+ Fore-wi't, v. Obs. Pies. 1st. 3rd sing. -wot.

Also for- [OY.fore-,fom>itan t
f. FoitE-/r^, For-

Pref.% + wilarifWiTv.] trans. To know beforehand.

c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxix. § 5 On pam hean sceop-

pende be eall forewat hu hit ^eweorpan sceal. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus iv. 1043 (1071) Thilke sovereyn purvey-
aunce, That forwoot alle, withouten ignoraunce. c 1384
— H. Fame (Sk.) 45 If the soulc.Be so parfit..That hit

forwot that is to come, c 1400 Test. Love in. (1532I 352 God
by necessitee forwote al thynges comyng.

Hence Pore-wi'ttingr vbl. sb.
f
fore-knowledge.

Also Fore-wi*tter, one who knows beforehand.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. vi. 178 God byholder and

forwiter of alle pingesdwellibaboue. <r 1386

—

Nnu'sPr. T.

423 Goddis worthy forwetyng Streigneth me needely for

to do a thing.

Forewoman (fo-^iwuman), pi. -women
(-wimen). [f. Fore- pre/ + Woman.] A woman
who acts as chief of other women : a. in a jury of

matrons ; b. in a shop or department.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 84P1 The learned Androgyne,

that would make a good Fore-woman of the Pannel. 175a

J. Louthian Form of Process (ed. 2) 216 If the Forewoman
shall say, She is with quick Child .. then [etc.]. 1838
Dickens Nich. Nick, x, Miss Knag, the forewoman, shall

have directions to try you with some easy work at first.

1869 Mrs. Palliser Lace vii. 109 There were only three
forewomen and sixty-three lace-makers.

Fore-wonted : see Fore- pre/ 2 b.

Foreword (fo-'uwwd). [f. Fore- pre/. +
Word. Cf. Ger. vorwort.] A word said before

something else ; hence, an introduction, a preface.

1842 Dasent tr. Prose or Younger Fdda Pref. 6 The
Translator, .has felt no hesitation in placing the ' Foreword
to the Edda'. .at the end of the volume. 1868 Furnivall
(title), The Bahees Hook, etc. ..with some Forewords on
Education in early F^ngland. 1879 19th Cent. June 1092
After these few forewords I will quote the letter. 1888
Besant Inner House v, All the dancing, courting, pretty
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speeches, and tender looks, meant only the fore-words of

Love in earnest.

t Forework. Obs. [f. Fore- pre/ + Work
sb.] A 'work ' or defensive structure in the front

of a building orfortified place.

1497 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1877) I. 334 The bigging of

the fore werk of Dunbar. 1502 Ace. in Lib. Cart. S. Crucis

(1840) lvi, To Walter Merlioun, mason, in part payment of
his task of the foirwerk and the new hall in Halyrudhous.

Fore-world (f6->\i|w£iild), [f. Fore- pre/ +
World. Cf. Ger. vorzcelt.] The primeval world.

1796 \V. Taylor in Monthly Per: XX. 517 Monuments of

the Fore-world. 1801 Soitmey Thalaba ix. 324 It were as

wise to bring from Ararat The fore-world's wood to build

the magic pile. 1849 Rc^'crberatious 11. 95 From the Fore-

world's chaotic night, Gleaming and streaming into light.

Fore-write (fooj|r^i't), v. [f. Fore- pre/ +

White.] trans. To write before or beforehand

1634 Ford/'. Warbeck 11. iii, Time alone debates Quar-
rels forewritten in the book of fates. 1872 Loncf. Dw.
Trag. 1. Marriage in ('ana. What is to be Hath been
fore-written in the thought divine From the beginning.

Hence Pore-written [-0/) ppl. a. Also Fo're-

writ, something written before, a title ; f Fore-
wri"ter, one who writes, or has written, before-

hand.
r 1460 J. Rl-ssf.ll Bk. Nurture 1243 As for ryme or re^on,

be forewryter was not to blame, For as be founde bit aforne

hym, so wrote he be same. 1560-78 Bk. Discipl, Ch. Scot.

(1621)37 The fure-writlen Provinces. 1570 Levins Maui/>.

149/28 Y" Forewrit, titulus, prescriptum. 1578 Hanistkr
Hist. Man 1. 13 By the probable assertions of the be>t

forewriters. 1599 Nasiie Lenten Stuff,' Wks. iGrnsart) V.

214 The furewritten-of Kishop of Norwich. 1649 Bp. Hai.i.

Cases Consc. 111. (1654)207 Such, as must have their grounds
from fore-written truths. 1839 BailEV Fes

t

us (1S48) 47/1
The forewritten hour.

Fore-wrought: see Yoke- pref 2 b.

Fore-yard 1 (fo»*iiya4d). [f. Fore- pre/ +
Yard '.] The yard or court in front of a building.

1388 Wvclif Ezek. x. 4 The halle \v.r. for^rde ; I,.

atrium]. 1420-30 Lay-Folks' Prayer Bk. (E. E. T. S.) 46
In the for3erdis of the hous of oure God. 1699 S. Sewai l

Diary 21 June (1878) I. 498 A Pack of Cards are found
strawed over my fore-yard. 1741 Richardson Pamela II.

288 She would not come in, but sat fretting on a Seat it) tli<_-

Fore-yard, i860 J. White Hist. Frame (ed. 2) 90 When;
gentle lawns sloping downward from the door must be con-

verted into a foreyard.

Fore-yard - ;fo->-i|yaad;. [f. Fore- pre/ +

Yard-.] 1. JVaut. 'The lowest yard on the fore-

mast' (W. C. Russell).

1627 Cai'T. Smith Seaman's Gram. iii. 16 The fore Yard
[must be] 19 yards long, and 15 inches diameter or thick.

1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's J'oy. 145 Her Fore-top-mast

broke short, and in its Fall, meeting with the Fore-yard
broke it in the SHngs. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports A;-

Adv. Scot. ix. (1855) 91 At sea, when the bell is struck at

noon, the sun is said to be 'over the fore-yard '. 1854 H.

Miller Sch. % Sehm. (1858) 6 After toiling on the foreyard

in a violent night-squall.

f 2. //. = Antknn.e. Obs.

1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 937 The fore-yards

are thin, black and short.

Fore-year: see Yov.y.- pref. 4. 4b.

t Forfarnt, a. Obs. [f. ItoBrprefJ + Faint a.]

Very faint. So + Porfai-nted. ppl. a.

14.. Why I can't be a Nun 112 in E. E. P. (1862) 141 At
that worde for-feynte I fylle. 1563 Sack\ illz Indut t. Mirr.
Mag. xv, With that worde of sorrowe all forfaynt She
looked vp. 1566 Drant Wail. Hierem. 3 For foode to theyr

forefainted soules.

Forfalt, -fault, -faute: see Forfeit.

t Forfa/mel, v- Obs. rare- 1
, [f. FoR-/rc/J

4 *famel, ad. OY./ameil-er to be hungry.] Only
in pa. pple. : Starved to death.

c 1400 Soivdone Bab. 2282 He charged hem to wacche wel
all abowte That thay for-famelid might dye.

t Forfanff, -feng. Obs. [OY./or{efang,/^ng,

f. Yoke- pre/ + Fang, Feng sbs.]

1. OE. Law. A rescuing of stolen property ; the

reward for this.

a 1000 Laws Ine liii, Be forstolenes monnes forefenge.

a 1000 Laws Mtheist, vi, Forfang. .ittmen fiftene peningas.

2. By post-Conquest lawyers explained (perh. by

conjecture based on the etymology) to mean : The
fine for taking provisions from a market before the

royal purveyors were served.

c 1250 Gloss. Law Terms in Rel. Ant. I. 33 Forfeng,

quite de avant prise (avent le rei).

t Forfa*re, z*- 1 Obs. For forms see Fare v.1

Cf. Forfere. [OE. for/aran v f. For- prep- +
faran y

Fare r/.) = OFris. foifara, OHG. fer-, for-,

furfaran, Ger. verfahren.]

1. intr. To pass away, perish, decay.

O. E. Chron. an. 910 Hi ba;r maest ealle sn55an forforon.

Ibid. an. ioqi Seo scip fyrde . . Eel maest earmlice forfor.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 141 pet fole wes welnech for-faren

drinkeles. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3018 To-mor^en, but he

mu^en vt-pharen, Egyptes erf sal al for-faren. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 478 Thys lord the brwyss..Saw all the kynryk
swa forfayr. c 1420 Fallad. on Itusb. iv. 951 They seynge

her dwellyng so forfare, So fle away. 1494 Fabyan Chron.

V. lxxxiii. 61 tnarg., Thonge Castell . . is now Forfaryn.

1578 Scot. Poems 16M C. II. 178 This warld sail all forfair.

b. pa. pple. Worn out with travel, age, etc.

1393 Gowek Cam/. I. 45 As it were a man forfare Unto
the wode I gan tofare. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. (1890) 1574 No
knhi . . Thau} he schold be forfard, Ne geteth her non
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ostell. 15.. Merchant <y his Son in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 142 I

For-faren wyth the fyre stynk. 1787 Burns Brigs of Ayr '

109 Wi' crazy eild I'm sair forfairn. a 18x0 Tannahill
Kebbuckston Wedding Poems (1846) 139 Though sair for-

fairn, He vows that he'll wallop twa sets with the howdie.

2. trans. To cause to perish, destroy.

a 1000 Laws Ediv. -y Gnth. § 11 On earde forfare [man]

hy mid ealle. c 1205 Lay. 11454 Wulle5 Romleode. .for-
j

uaren vs mid fehte. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 158
|

Two busses wer forfaren. 1413 Piter. Sowle (Caxton 1483)

iv. ii. 58 A worme had forfaren these pepyns and cor-

nimped them withynne. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 220 in Babees

Bk. (1868) 305 Thre enmys. .per are, J>at coueyten alle men
to for-fare,—The deuel, }>e flesshe, be worlde also, a 1605

Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie 48 Make obedience In

time, for feare leist I forfaire thee.
^

,

^| 3. By Skene associated with F. forfaire, med.

L. fori'sjat ere. (See quot.)

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Forisfictum, It is taken

for fornication committed be ane woman . . to fore-fair, or

abuse her bodie. 1609 — Keg. Maj. 39 Wemen . . gif they

forfair or abuse their bodies in fornication .. sail be dis-

herissed.

1- Forfa're, v-2 Obs. [f. For- pref- + Fare v.]

trans. To pass along (a way, etc.) before others.

0. E. Chron. an. 897 For foron him bone mu5an foran

on uter mere. 1 1205 Lav. 27373 What beo<5 beos ut-la^en

(>a bisne wei us habbeo6 for-uaren [c 1275 forfare].

Forfars (ffrifciiz). [f. Forfar the name of the

Scotch county in which it is chiefly made.]
1882 Cailfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Forfars

a coarse, heavy description of linen cloth, made of un-

bleached flax.

Forfast ed,-fastened,-fatted: seeFoit-pref 1

t Forfaultry, forefaultry. Sc. Obs. [f.

forfault, Forfeit sb. + -by.] — Forfeiture.
c 1565 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 41 A

sufficient cause to tyne his life.. and deserving forfaultry.

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Antobiog. xi. (1848) 367 The
Lord Warriston being summoned under pain of forfaultry.

t Forfea'r, v. Obs, [f. For- pref* + Fear v.]

trans. To terrify. Only in pa. pple., which often

coincides in sense with the phrase for ferd\ see

Fekd sb$ Const, with ^*or subord. cl.

c 1200 Okmin 674 >iff he seb batt mann iss ohht Forrfa:redd

off hiss sihhbe. c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3078 He slogh him
sone that ilk day, Forfered that he sold oght say. c 1386
Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 519 Myn herte. . For-fered of bis deeth.

.

Graunted him lone, c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaiv. 1679 He sperd

his yate, and in he ran, For fered of that wode man.

For-feebled : see ¥on- pref 1

9.

Forfeit fp'&t), sb. Forms : a. 4-5 forfet{t(e,

(4-5 furfatt, -fet, 6 forfect, forefaicte), 4-6
forfaite, -ayt'te, -eite, -ete, -eyte, 6- forfeit.

&. Sc. 6 foir-, forfalt, -fault, 7 forfaute. [a.

OF. forfet, forfait :—med.L. forts factum tres-

pass, fine, neut. pa. pple. of fort's facere to trans-

gress, t forts outside (see For- pref.3) + facere to

do. The Sc. forms jQ are corrupted by assimilation

to fault or default.]

+ 1. A misdeed, crime, offence, transgression

;

hence, wilful injury. Also with of: Transgression

against or in respect of, breach or violation of Obs.
In forfault (Sc. Law): under charge of wrong doing,

guilty of breaking the law. ijam.)
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 15814 \Cott.) Petre was in hand
nummen for forfait he had don. 1393 Gowek Conf. III.

245 That he the forfete of luxure Shall tempre ami reule.

1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. xcii, Thus were thai wrangit that

did no forfet. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 53 Ye may
frely..ete them wythoute ony forfayte. 1483 — G. de la

Tour E v, Men ought wel to kepe hem self fro the forfait of

(
maryage. a 1533 Lr>. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546)
C iij, The Censure . . dayly toke hede to the forfaytes done.
1668 Tkmi'lf. Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1731 II. 90 No.

.

Corruption of Ministers, can preserve them long from paying
what they owe to any Forfeits of their Duty.
6. 14. . tr. Burgh Lawis c. 19 in 5*. Acts (1814) I. 336

Gif ony man or ony woman in the burgh be in forfaute of
brede or ale [sit inforisfacto de Pane vel cervisia] . . gif he
faltis twyis he sail be chastyte twyis for his forfaute. 1572
Lament Laity Scot. 373 in Scot. Poems \tth C. (1801) II.

253 Thir foirfalts that I haue done reheirs, That lords,

lairds, ladys and lawers dois exerce.

2. Something to which the right is lost by the

commission of a crime or fault ; hence, a penal

fine, a penalty for breach of contract or neglect of

duty. Phr. To take {the) forfeit of to pay {the)

forfeit {lit. and fig.).
c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 577 in Babees Bk. (1868) 318 Of be

lordes courtes and forfetis. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
excix. 179 They taken the goodes-.and lete hem calle his

forfaytz. 1538 Fitzherb. Just. Peas 38 b, The forfayt

therof is al the pewter and brasse so cast and wrought.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions 1. v. 70 The forfect for non
pannent of the lone. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 207,
I craue the I-aw, The penaltie and forfeite of my bond.
1625 Fletcher & Shirley Nt. Walker iv, Thou hast
undone a faithful Gentleman, By taking forfeit of his Land.
1713 Young Force Relig. 11. (1757) 62 Life is a forfeit we
must shortly pay. 1843 Lever J. Hinton xviii, To be free

of the transaction, I this morning offered to pay half forfeit,

1857 Bt'CKLE Civiliz. I. viii. 543 The forfeit incurred by
many of those illustrious thinkers who [etc.].

b. transf. of a person.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. ii. 167 Claudio. .is no greater
forfeit to the law than Angelo.

3. A trivial mulct or tine imposed, e.g., for breach

of some rule or by-law in a tavern parlour, a club,

etc. Also, in certain games, an article (usually
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something carried on the person) which a player

gives up by way of penalty for making some mis-

take, and which he afterwards redeems by perform-

ing some ludicrous task.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. v. 323 The strong Statutes

Stand like the forfeites in a Barbers shop, As much in

mocke, as marke. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. v. x. 395
No more than the forfeits in a barbers shop, where a Gentle-

mans pleasure is all the obligation to pay. 1660-1 Pepys
Diary 4 Feb., And here I took pleasure to take forfeits of

the ladies. 1714 Gay Trivia 11. 175 The . .Wits shall

frequent Forfeits pay. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. ii, Walking
out, drinking tea, country dances, and forfeits, shortened

the rest of the day. 1814 Scott Wav. Ixix, We played the

game boldly, and the forfeit shall be paid. 1837 Dickens
FicJfov. xxviii, We.. beguile the time with forfeits and old

stories. 1865 J. Hatton Bitter Sweets xxxii, In the games
of forfeit, he played his part.

4. [from the vb.] The losing of something by
way of penalty : = Forfeiture.
To set toforfait (Sc Law): to attaint, outlaw.

a. 1393 Goweb Conf. III. 177 To give, .and to withdrawe
The forfet of a mannes life. 1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. exxix,

Vertu sail be the cause of thy forfet. 1596 Shaks. Merch.
V. iv. i. 212, I will be bound to pay it.. On forfeit of my
hands, my head, my heart. 1629 Milton Nativity i, That
he our deadly forfeit should release. 1644 — Educ. Wks.
(1847) 98/1 You would to the forfeit of your own discerning

ability, impose on me [etcl 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to C'tess Bristol 22 Aug., Debts .. they could clear

no other, way but by the forfeit of their honour.

£ 153* Bellendem Cron. Scot. xm. xv, Eftir his forfait,

the constabulary wes geuyn to the Hayis of Arroll. 1570
Buchanan Chameleon Wks. (1892) 46 Y* parliament set to

forfait sic lordis as had Med in Ingland.

Forfeit {(p'idt),a. Forms: see prec. [ad. OF.

fojfait, pa. pple. of forfaire :—late L. forisface're :

see prec. In early use serving as pa. pple. of next.]

That has been lost or has to be given up as the

penalty of a crime or fault or breach of engagement.

Const, t till, to, unto.
a. 1393 Gower Conf L 194 That ye this thing no lenger

let, So that your life be nought forfete. 1415 Wyntoln Cron.

vii. viii. 716 Hale he tuk m-til Ethchet As bai had fallyne

til hym forfet. 1538 FiTZHttRB. Just. Peas (1514) 38 b, The
value of them is forfayt, balfe to the fyndours or serchers

therof. 1594 Plat Jewetl-ho. 1. 5 Forfeit and confiscate

vnto the crowne. 1601 Shaks. All's Well iv. iii, 216 His
braines are forfeite to the next tile thatfals. 1608 Makkham
& Machin Dumb Knight v. i, This monster. .Whose forfait

life is witnesse to his shame. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

iv. 711 And his long Toils were forfeit for a Look. 1735
Somerville Chase HI. 63 Behold the just Avenger, swift

to seize His forfeit Head. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876)

II. ix. no These have half redeemed his forfeit fame. 1847

Emerson Poems (1857) 43 The wish To tread the forfeit

Paradise. 1859 Gladstone Horace's Odes \n. ix, My forfeit

life I'll freely give, So she, my better life, may live.

6. 1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. cxli, All though my lyf suld

forfaut be therefore.

Forfeit (fjfjfit), v. Forms : a. In/in. 4-6 for-

fet(e(n, -yn, 5-6 -fett(e, (5 foffet), 5-7 forfait(e,

5-6 -fayt te, -feyt, (5 -rite, 6 -fyt, -feet, -feict),

6 Sc. forfat, -fit, 6- forfeit. Pa. t. and pa. pple.

-ed. Also/fl. t. 5 forfett(e ; pa.pple. 4-5 forfet(e,

6 -feyte (see Forfeit a.). 0. Sc. 4-7 forfait,

6-9 forfault, 7-9 forefault
;
pa. pple. 4 forfait,

5 forfaut. [f. prec. sb.]

+ 1. intr. To do amiss, sin, transgress. Obs.

a 1325 Prose Psalter cxviii[ij. 119 Ich told alle the sixers
of erthe for-fctand I \J.pran ,aricantes.] c 1386 Chaucer Pars.
T. r 199 And al this suffred Ihesu crist bat neuere forfeted.

1496 Dives 4- Paup. (W. de W.) 1. Ii. 91 They forfete

hyghely ayenst the fyrste commaundement. c 1530 Ld.
Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 348 Ye saye y

l she hath
forfeyte with this knight ; for he can not forfeyte with her,

but y 6 she must be accorded with him.

b. trans. To transgress against, violate (one's

faith or oath), rare.

[So OF. forfaire : but there is an admixture of sense 2.]

1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 28 Having known you so

notoriously to forfeit your Faith. 1800 tr. Invisible Man
II. 208 You have received my oath; I am incapable of

forfeiting it.

2. trans. To lose, lose the right to ; to render

oneself liable to be deprived of (something^! ; also,

to have to pay (a sum of money) in consequence of

a crime, offence, breach of duty, or engagement.
Const, to (the receiver), a. in a strictly legal sense.

a. 1466 Mann. <V Househ. Exfi. 176 They schal kontente

me fore my parte of skenes that were foffetede, iiij. Ii.

1581 Mlixaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 152 Neither he,

ne yet his parentes, can forsake their prince, vpon any
colour without forfaiting more than a quarters scholehire.

1663 Marvell Corr. xT. Wks. 1872-5 II. 88 The House
adjournd till Wednesday fortnight . . every one absent to

forfeit five pounds. 1723 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 242 My
life and effects were all forfeited to the English government.

1827 Jarman Powells Devises II. 261 The Court held the

estate not to be forfeited by non-performance. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Tale of Tyne i. 15 You forget what you forfeit,

if you have your indentures broke.

p. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 75 That ather .. suld .

.

forfait all in the kingis hand. 1609 Skene Keg. Maj. 13
They sail tine and forfait all their cattell. 1688 £0. Magis-
tracy in Hart. Misc. I. 5 Whoever goes about to subvert

it. .forefaults his own title. 1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II.

339 Such . . should for that time forfault their part in the

settlement of a parish.

b. gen. To lose by misconduct.
13. . E. E. AlUt. P. A. 638 Oure forme-fader hit con for-

fete pur$ an apple, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4450 To forfet bat

forfeiter.

faire place & offen=e make. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

xxiv. (16321 1147 Wee had . . forfaited it [Calais] so that wee
could enter into no other Article of peace. 1770 Burke
Pres. Discont. Wks. 1808 II. 303 The first franchise of an
Englishman, .is to be forfeited for some offence which no
man knows. 1847 Hamilton Rew. rt> Pun. vi. (1853) 263
Hie angels forefeited all happiness . . when they sinned. 1865
Trollopk Belton Est. xxv. 298 He had done nothing to

forfeit her love.

c. In wider sense : To lose or give up, as a

necessary consequence.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 437 Are I be fechyde wyth force, or

forfette my landes. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. iii. 27 So
should we save a valiant gentleman, By forfeiting a traitor

and a coward. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 197 But shall

we therefore forfet our knowledge because some men can-

not conteine their lewd and inordinate affections? 1802

Med. Jrnl. 389 Nor can any one regulate his professional

conduct by it, without forfeiting all claim to consistency.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. iBohn) I. 350
The moral sentiment, .never forfeits its supremacy. 1871

Napheys Prev. fy Cure Dis. 1. viii. 231 The liquid forfeits

part of its strength on exposure to the air.

d. absol. or intr. To incur the penalty of for-

feiture or {obs.) confiscation.

1727 Pope. etc. Art of Sinking 124 It shall be reckoned
a neglect of her business, and she shall forfeit accordingly.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake i. 2 The Family remained in

peaceable possession of this Estate, .until the War . . when
. .they forfeited, and were driven to shift for themselves.

3. Of the executive power : a. To subject (land,

etc.) to forfeiture ; to confiscate. Obs. exc. Hist.

a. X382 Wvclie Dan. ii. 5 Your housis shuln be maad
commoun, or forfetid [Vulg. publicabuu/ur], 1611 Bible
Ezra x. 8 All his substance should be forfeited. 1700

Dryden Pref. Fables (Globe) 495 Let them be staved or

forfeited, like counterbanded goods.

£. 1375 Barbolr Bruce xiii. 499 All his land was sesit,

and forfait to the kyng. a 1834 Surtees Poem in Taylor

JJfe (Surtees^ 246 If thou wilt not ride with us, Yet shall

thy lands forfaulted be. 1895 Crockett Mosshaggs 163

As for Earlstoun, we heard it was to be forfaulted very soon.

b. Chiefly Sc. To subject (a person) to forfeiture

or confiscation (Restates, etc.) ; to confiscate the

estates of. Obs. exc. Hist.
a. ':<i 1400 Morte Arth. 1155 We mone be forfetede in

faith, and flemyde for ever ! 1565 Earl oe Bedford in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 209 That the Earles . . sholde

have byne forfited yf the khige coulde not be perswaded.

1639 Drcmm. of Hawth. Queries of State Wks. (17") *77

Whether it be lawful to proscribe and forfeit country-men.

1707 Dk. Athol in Vulpoue 20 It is the height of Injustice

..to forfeit any Person without a Hainous Crime. 1816

Scott Old Mort. xxix, With the purpose of forfeiting and
fining such men of property whom (etc]. 186a Ld.
Brougham Brit. Const, xv. 236 Seventy individuals, .were

forfeited for their adherence to the King.
0- *535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 637 The Thane of

Calder for tressoun and cryme Forfaltit wes. 1567 Satir.

Poems Reform, iii. 201 Quha did forfault him of nis land

and rent. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 71 The regent .

.

causit forfait my Lord Fleyming. 1676 W, Row Contn.

Blair s Antobiog. xi. (1848) 3^0 The Parliament did for-

fault all those that were upon that jury. 1755 Carte Hist.

Eng. IV. 284 The Scotch parliament .. forefaulted general

Ruthven for refusing to surrender the castle of Edinburgh.

f 4. To exact a forfeit or fine from. Also absol.

c 1592 Marlowe Jew of Malta 11. ii, With extorting,

cozening, forfeiting, I fill'd the jails with bankrouts. 1736
Fielding Pasquin 1, I dare not go into the Green-room ; I

shall be forfeited if I go in there.

f 5. To cause the forfeiture, loss, or ruin of. Obs.

a. a 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag. iv. i, Such aiother

forgetfulness Forfeits your life. 1670 Dryden Conq. Granada
1. i, Outrage unpunish'd when a Prince is by, Forfeits to

Scorn the Rights of Majesty. 1673 Essex Papers (Cam-
den) I. 62 Any Practice of this kind would immediately
forfeit their commands. 1679 L. Addison Mahumcdism
29 This had utterly forfeited him the reputation of a
Prophet. 1704 5 Wycherley Let. to Pope 25 Jan. in Pole's

Wks. (1737) V. 4 Your good wit never forfeited your good
judgment but in your partiality to me and mine.

p. 1639 Chas. I. Declar. Tumults Scot. Wks. 361 Albeit

..yet that doth not. .forefault the Kirk's right.

Forfeitable (f^ifitab'I), a. [f. prec. 4- -able.]

Liable to be forfeited ; subject to forfeiture.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 383 Them (goods) that be for-

fetable by the lawe. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 64. § 6 All

Castels. -be not. -forfeitable in eny wise to the Kyng. 1683

Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) I. 247 Neither the charter of

the citty of London or of any other corporation is forfeitable

by law. 1767 Bi.ackstone Co/um. II. 133 A moiety of the

husband's lands, .forfeitable by incontinency. 1841 Eraser's

Ma?. XXIII. 385 The lives of these official Shylocks were

forfeitable. 1884 Weekly NoUsy Feb. 31/2 The interest of

the tenant . .becomes forfeitable.

Hence Fo-rfeitalolene ss. 17*7-36 »" Bailey.

Forfeited fi/ufiUd), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ed '.] In senses of the verb.

a. 1530 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 Al issues forfaited fines

and amerciaments affiercd. 175a Scots Mag. Nov. (1753)

554/2 His family, as. .being, .connected with the forfeited

Person, would be .. suspected, a 1859 Macaulay Hist.

En%. V. 272 They determined to vest in the trustees of the

forfeited lands an estate. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 35

He's a forfeited rebel.

fi. 1687 Crim. Lett. agst. Burnet in Burnet Six Papers

54 Forfaulted Traitors. X708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt.

Brit. 11. 11. v. (1743I 381 His deputy holding in his hand
one escutcheon of the arms of the forefaulted person.

Forfeiter (f^jfitoj). [f. as prec. 4- -er ]
.] One

who forfeits : j a. An evil-doer. b. One who for-

feits (property, etc.) or incurs forfeiture.

a. 1413 Pilgr. Sotule (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiv. 83 Offycers

..to done execucion of lawe vpon forfetours. ci^oPaston
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Lett. III. 365 Mysdoers and forfaytours, as wesellis [etc.].

1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. ii. 38 Though forfeytours you cast

in prison. 1643 Rogers Naamau 607 Their forfeit is a
double mulct and losse to the forfeiter. 1848 Craig, For-

fetter, one who incurs punishment by forfeiting his bond.

3, 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 544 Thair freindis als

that tynie forget he nocht, Into the tyme that tha forfal-

touris inbrocht. 1560 Roi.land Crt. Venus iv. 262 Desper-

ance was found ane Forfaltour.

Forfeiting th/jfitirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-1NG '.] The action of the vb. Forfkit.
a. c 1440 Promp. Parv. i-jili Forfetynge. 1545 Brink-

LOW Compl. 2 The forfetting of the londes. .of traytours.

£. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvi. 56 Als he gat Setoun
out of hands, From forfalting he saint his lands. 1584 Lo.
Hunsoane to Sir F. Walsingham in Calderwood Hist.

Kirk (184 3) IV. 173 That there may be nothing done, .for

the forfaulting of their livings and goods. 1884 Gd. Words
Nov. 750/2 The forefaulting of Patrick, Earl of Orkney.

Forfeiting (f^jfitig), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-1 no -.] That forfeits, or incurs forfeiture.

1791 Newte Tour Eng. <S- Scot. 277 The heirs of the for-

feiting families a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. V. 272 An
e>tate greater than had ever belonged to the forfeiting land-

holders.

t Fo'rfeitment. Obs. rare~ x
. In 6 forfait-

ment. [f. Forfeit v. + -meni] Something paid

by way of forfeit ; a penalty.

15978 I3p. Hall Sat. \\.\. 17 Man'ie a LoIIerd would in

forfaitment Beare paper-fagots ore the pavemetit.

Forfeiture (f^ifittiKi). Forms : see Forfeit.
[a. OF'. forfeture, forfaiture, Lforfait Forfeit sb.]

f 1. Transgression or violation of a law ; crime,

sin ; spec, in Law. Obs.

C 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 348 Hereof schulden men not
fayle wibouten greet forfeture. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps.
Ixxiil. (Percy Soc. ) 28 Whan I do ony forfeture, A contrite

heart I offere to ttie. 1628 Coke On Litt. 59 To do a thing
against or without Law or Custoine, and that legally is

called a forfeiture.

f b. In weaker sense : A breach of rules. Obs.

1576 Turberv, Venrrie 134 If . . he touch the shoulder .

.

with any other thing than his knyfe. .it is a forfayture.

t C. Forfeiture of marriage, (see quot.) Obs.
1607 Cowkll Interftr., Forfeiture of mariage, is a writ

lying against him, who houlding by knights seruice, and
brine vnder age and vnmaried, refuseth her, whome the
Lord offereth him.. and marieth another.

2. The fact of losing or becoming liable to

deprivation of
v
an estate, goods, life, an office,

right, etc.) in consequence of a crime, offence, or

breach of engagement. Const, of, t on.

a. 13. . Coer de L. 257 Forfeyture on lyff and londe. 1389
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 76 No brother, .shalle discuse be coun-
seil of bis frateniite to no straungere, vp be payne of for-

feture of be fraternite. 1467 Ibid. ^84 Vppon peyne of
forfetor of xl'. 1495 Act 11 lien. VII, c. 58 § 1 Actes of
atteyndre and forfeiture made in the seid parliament. 1523
Fitzherb. Snru. 13 b, That there may be made due proues
without fauoure. .on payne of forfeyture of his offyce. 1614
Selden Titles lion. 31 Henrie iv., possessing it by the for-

feiture of the Lord Scrop. 1741 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Full
Forfeiture . . is a forfeiture of life and member, and all else

that a man has. 1767 Bi.ackstone Comm. II. 267 Forfeiture
is a punishment annexed by law to some illegal act, or
negligence, in the owner of lands, tenements, or heredita-
ments ; whereby he loses all his interest therein. 1864
Bp. of Lincoln Charge 6 The minimum which will satisfy

the inspector, and save the forfeiture of the grant. 1868
E. Edwards Raleigh^ I. vi. 94 The large forfeitures which
followed the suppression of the rebellion of the Desmonds.
3. 154a -SV. Acts Mary (1814) II. 416/2 The said sentence

of forfaltoure was gevine vpoune be fift day of be samin
moneth. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Treatise 132 The paine
of treason is tynsell,and forefaltour of life, lands, gudes, and
geir. 1755 R. Keith Catal. Scot. Bps. (1824) 178 The same
year he is witness to the forefaulture of the Earl of Ross.
transf. and fig. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 539 The

undoing of my peace, and foirfalture of my Saluation. 1653
Stanley Hist. Pliilos. 1. (1701) 27/1 What forfeiture you
impose on others, undergo your self. 1713 Swift Cadenus
$ Vanessa Wks. 1755 III. 11. 28 He has a forfeiture in-

curr'd. a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. viii. (1863) VI.
no A proud remorse does not forgive itself the forfeiture of
its own dignity.

fb. The penally of the transgression
;
punish-

ment for an offence. Obs.

1390 Gowkr Conf. II. 268 This shall be thy forfeiture;
With that she both his sones slough Before his eye. 1667
Milton P. I., in. 221 Much less that durst upon his own
head draw The deadly forfeiture, and ransom set.

3. concr. That which is forfeited; a pecuniary
penalty, a fine. ? Obs.
a. 1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 412 Alle his ffynys .. ne

fTorffeyturis (Tele. .my3te not areche to paie the pore peple.

1483111 Eng. Gilds (1870) 336 'the same forfetoures to be
enployed halfe to the said cite, and the oder halfe to the
said ffraternite. 1588 Ld. Burghley in Ellis Grig. Lett.
Ser. I. III. 27 The forfeycture for every publique offence
committed without the College to be collected by the
bedells. 1607 Nottingham Rec. IV. 287 The order for v. Ii.

forfeyture for refusinge to be Chamberlaynes. 1709 Addison
Taller No. 116 P7, 1 pronounced the Petticoat a For-
feiture. 1781 Gibbon Dect. <y F. II. 57 One of thr- finest

breeds [of horses) . . was the forfeiture of a rebel. 1818
Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 712 A forfeiture, part of which
went to the informer.

&. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 236 Promising each
of his Party a Share of the Forfaulters of the Queen's Lords.
1661 Lauderdale in L. Papers (1884) I. 93 Fines and for-

faultures are wholly at my disposall.

transf. and fig. 1602 Narcissus (1893) 61 r Helpe mee
foorth, els I am the rude woods forfeiture. 1754 Richardson
GrandisonW. \\\. 105 Extraordinary merit has some for*
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feitures to pay. it85 Henley tr. Bedford's Vathck (1868)

10 The exaction of these forfeitures [their beards].

Forfend, forefend <Jpi(e-n<\, fo<\ife-nd), v.

[f. Fok- pref.1 ,see sense 2) + Fend v.]

1 1. trans. To forbid, prohibit. With the thing

forbidden as object, or with personal object and an

infinitive with to as second object. Obs.
138a Wyclif 2 Kings xii. 8 And the prestis ben forfendid

to eny more takyn monee of the puple. C 1400 Apol. Loll.

70 pe wedding of prestis, or of cosynis in pe brid or ferd

degre, is not forfendid hi be autorite of be oolde lawe. 1493
Dives <y Paup. (Pynson) 1. i. Bj b, Gregory, .prised him for

..he forfendyd them to worshyp ymages. 1530 Palsgr.

555/2 Naye, I forfende that, for that is no playe. 1548
Udall, etc. Ei-asm. Par. Mark i. 10 That law forfended to

were any clothing of linsaye wolsaye. 1635 Pagjtt Chris-

tianogr., Relig. Britaus 29 Anselme. .forefended Priests to

have Wives. 1660 Stillingkl. Iren. 11. viii. (1662) 390
Whether it be forefendtd by Goddes Law. 1823 J. Badcock
Dom. Amusem. 86 This ingenious veterinarian forefends

the practice of mixing clay in the stuffing.

2. To avert, keep away or off, prevent; esp. in

deprecatory phr. God tetc.) forfend; often with

sentence as object ; also absoi. as an exclama-

tion, arch.

1382 Wyclif 2 Sam. xxiv. 25 The veniaunce is forfendyd
fro Yrael. 1530 Sir T. More Ordi/t. in Ann. Barber-
Surgeons Loud. (1890) 583 As God forfende. 1582 N.
LlCHEFlELD tr. Cdstanheda's Conq. E. Iud. lvii. 120 There
stood in the water . . a great number, alwaies forfending

our landing. 1591 Shaks. i lien. VI, v. iv. 65 Now heauen
forfend, the holy Maid with child? 1639 Horn & Rob.
Gate Lang. Uul. xcix. § 984 They joyn themselves in

company with the godly . . as guardians to forefend mis-

chiefes. 1732 Fielding Covent Gard. 1. ni, Behold thee

carted—oh ! forefend the sight. 1848 Lytton Harold II.

iii, 'The fiend forfend ' said the grim Farl. 1839 I. Taylor
Logic in Theol. 226 May we not forfend the successes of
our rivals by adopting their principles. 1887 BowEN Virg.
AEneidxw. 265 Gods forefend this menace.

*t* b. To check, refrain, withhold. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Gen. viii. 2 And the watris ben lessid .. and
reynes fro hevene ben forfendid. — Prov. i. 15 Forfende
thi foot fro the sties of hem.
3. To secure or protect by precautionary measures.

Now chiefly U.S.
1592 Wilmot Tancred $ Gismunda Pref. iii, Gismond ..

doth humbly pray, Heauens to forefend your loues from
like decay. 1875 Holyoake Co-op. Eng. I. 250 Some men
by. .energy, and enterprise are able to forfend themselves
against suffering. 1887 in Amer. Missionary Oct. 283 This
is forefended by the fact that [etc.], 1892 ^Nation (N. Y.)

28 Apr. 327/2 ' The sacrifice of the Mississippi '. .was fore-

fended against even the treason of Wilkinson.

Hence Forfe'nded //>/.<*. ; Forefe'iiding vbl. sb.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 223 Adam and Eve
syneden . . by etyng of he forfendid appul. < 1440 Prom/'.
Pan: 170/1 Forbedynge .. or forefendynge .. prohibuio.
1605 Shaks. Lear\. i. n Haue you neuer found my Brothers
way, To the fore-fended place?

t Forfe're, v. Obs. [OE. forftran, f. For-

pref 1 +fera?i, Fere, v. Cf. Forfare v.] a. intr.

To perish, b. trans. To destroy.
a. O. E. Chron. an. 1098 For neah a;lc til5 on mersc lande

for ferde. a 1225 Ancr. R. 334 Forfti heo uoruerden wi3
[uten] hope. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 560 Queu four-ferde

alle be flesch hat he formed hade.
b. c 1205 Lay. 7280 Heo for-ferde Rome, c 1340 Caw. $

Gr. Knt. 1617 pe bores hed watz borne bifore be burnes
seluen pat him for-ferde in be for^e.

t Forfe'rly, v. Obs. Also 4 forfarly. ff. Fon-

pref 1 + Fekly v.J trans. To astonish greatly.

(Only in pa. pple.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 17361 (Cott.) Ful for-farled ban war bai.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. 950 He wes forferlyt gret-

tumly.

Porfex (f^\ifeks\ [a. h.forfcx pair of scissors.]

1. I{timorously pedantic. A pair of scissors.

1712-4 Pope Rape L,ock ill. 147 The peer now spreads the
glittering forfex wide. To inclose the lock. 1837 E. Howakd
Old Commod. II. iv. 95 With the glittering forfex in his

hand the Doctor gave chase.

2. Ent. (see quot.)
1826 Kirby & Sp. Fntomol. III. 391 Forfex (the Forfex).
A pair of anal organs, which open or shut transversely, and
cross each other.

Forficate (fp-ihVet), a. Ent. [f. L. forfic-,

forfex, + -ate 2
.] Shaped like a pair of scissors.

1816 Kirby & Sp. Fntomol. (1843) II. 106 note, The man-
dibles are forficate. 1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. frigate-bird, It

has. .a long forficate tail.

Forficated (ffrjfik^ted), a. Ent. = prec.
175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 505 The Loxia with a forfi-

cated beak, i860 in Worcester.

Forfication (fj?ilik«?i'J'3n). [f. h.forfc-, forfex
+ -ATioN.] The condition of being forficate ; for-

ficate portion.
1889 Cent. Diet. s.v., The forfication of the tail is three

inches deep.

Forficulate (Ijufi'kijflA), a. Ent. [f. L.for~
fiaila, dim. offorfex + -ate -.] Shaped like a pair

of small scissors.

1889 Cent. Diet. s.v., The forficulate palpi of certain
scorpions.

Forficulate {fytfrVu\eX),v. nonce-wd. [f.mod.
L. forficul-a (see prec.) + -ate 3.] intr. To have
a 'creeping' sensation, as if a forfcula or earwig
were crawling over one's skin.

1849 Lytton Caxtons vii. iii, There is not a part of me
that has not. .crept, crawled, and forficulated ever since.

FORGATHER.

tForfi'ght, v- Sc. Obs- 1 In 7 forefight.

[back-formation from Forfoughte:-*.] trans. To
exhaust 01 over-fatigue (oneself) with fighting.

1661 Mercur. Caled. (jam.), These noble gentlemen, .may
. .forefight themselves in our excellent fields.

tForfi'ghter. Obs.- 1
[f. Vonprep. + Fighter.]

A defender.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xix. 20 He shal sende to them a saueour,

and a forfi^tere[Vulg. propugna!orem], that delyuere them.

t Forfli't, v. Obs.- l In 5 forflytte. [f. For-

pref 1 + Flit v.] trans. To remove.
c 1420 Sir Amadas (Weber) 381 As a fole V am for-flytle.

Forflitten : see F or- pref. l 6.

Forfoxrgllten, fple. and ///. a. Obs. exc. Sc.

and north, dial. For forms see Fight v. and

P'oughten ; also 8-9 forfoughen. [f. For- pref. l

+ Foughten.] Wearied and worn-out with lighting.

c 1275 Lay. 26189 On wis cniht com ride to bis kinges ferde

bat was al for-fohte. c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 3686 >our mene
..hat feynt ar for-fouten in feld. c 1450 LoNELlCH Grail

xlv. 765, I was so forfowhte That non lengere stonden I

mowhte. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 111. vi, We are forfough-

ten, & moche bloud haue we loste. a 1550 [see Fi.aughtrr
.>/>.

I
a 1775 Ilobie Noble xxviii. in Child Ballads \ u.

(i8uo) 32 1 'm but like a forfoughen hound, Has been fight-

ing in a dirty syke. 1787 Hurns Let. to IV. Nieol 1 June,
As forjesket and forniaw'd as a forfoiighten cock. 1818

Scott Rob Roy xxviii, This good little gentleman, that

seems sair forfoughen, as I may say, in this tuilzie.

b. transf Wearied, over- fatigued.

1786 Harvest Rig in Chambers Pop. Poems Scotl. (1862)

50 They're a' right glad the kenip is done, For they're

forfoughten ilka ane. c 1817 Hog<; Tales <y Sk. IV. 253
lioth he and his master were alike sore forefoughien.

1832-53 Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. 1. 39 In case some
drift-driven strangers come forfoughten to our bield.

t Forfre't, v. Obs. [f. For- prefA + Fret v.]

trans. To devour, gnaw; to cat up or into, corrode.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 138 Also wiSuten wisdom, tk-shs, ase

wurm, uoruret hire, ik. wasteo" hire suluen. 1297 R. Gi.oic.

(Rolls) 186 pe grct evel. .bat vorfreteb menne limes, c 1350
Will. Palerne 2376 J>e werwolf., ran forb- .as he wold

J>at barn bliue haue for-frete. 1377 Lasgl. /'. PL B. xvi,

29 Coueityse. .forfret neigh he frute borw many faire sijtes.

Hence t Forfre'Ueu ppl. a.

c 1420 Pallad. on I/usb. in. 331 The long endurid, old,

forfreton vine Is not to helpe.

Forfror*n, -frush, -fry, -gab : see For- pref 1

t Forga'll, "'. Obs. AUo pa. pple. forgalded.

ff. For- pref.l + Gall v.] To gall thoroughly.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Hen. Ok. Buckhm. lxxxiv, The Hull

chased with Danes, And with dyepe woundes forgald and
gored. 1576 Gascok;ni-; Pluhmene (Arb.) 117 That horse

which . . lollies the griefe of his forgalded sides.

+ Forgar, v. Obs. [f. For- pref* + OK. £car~

wian to make ready. Cf. OX. fyrirg{>ra (l)a.for-

giore, Sw. fbrgbra) to forfeit.] trans, a. To lose.

b. To destroy, corrupt.
c 1200 Ormin 14584 Mannktnn bat tall wass full off sinne Sc

all forrgarrt 3am Godd. /bid. 1753 1 purrh whait wass

heffness whel forrgarrt To dre^henn hclle pine? 13. . Ii. F.
Allit. P. A. 321 Hit watz for-garte, at paradys greue. Ibid.

E. 240 To lyue ber . . & thenne enherite bat home bat

aungelez for-gart. a 7400 Pol. Poems (1859) I. 344 This

fellowship ban forgard her grace.

Forgather, foregather (f^gse-Saj), v.

Chiefly St. AUo 6 -gadder, Sc. -gader. [f.

For- pref 1 + Gather, Cf. Du. vergadercn, Flem.

1 6th c. vergaederen to assemble.]

1. intr. To gather together, assemble.

1513 Douglas /Enets vii. xiv. 30 Ane ost of futmen . .Thik
forgadderis the large feyldis about. 1535 Stkwart Cron.

Scot. II. 62 The Scottis all forgadderit in Argyle. "1774
Fergusson King's Birthday Poems O845) 1 In London
town Wharefouk. . Forgather aft . .To drink and tipple. 1895

H, P. Robinson Men bom equal 329 Three or four other

men forgathered with them in the wine-room over the coffee

and cigars.

2. To encounter, meet ; esp. to meet with.

Now commonly used to denote an accidental

meeting ' .Jam.).
1600 K. Logan in Pitcairn Crim. Trials (1833) II. 282

Incase- ye and M. A. R. forgader, . .he very var vith his

raklese toyis of Padoa. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's

Autobiog. ix. (1848) 142 They forgathered with a mighty
hurricane out of the north-west. 1737 Ramsay Scot. Prov.

Ded., Ye fergather wi' your friends at kirk. J786 Burns
Tiva Dogs 6 'Twas in that place . .Twa dogs . . Forgather'd

ance upon a- time. 1873 G. C. Davtes Mount. $ mere xix.

178, I foregathered with an ancient fisherman.

b. To associate with. Toforgather tip : to take

up with, become attached to.

178a Burns Death Poor Mailie x, O, may thou ne'er

forgather up Wi' ony blastit, moorland toop. 1858 Times

30 Nov. 6 6 For this .. purpose he forgathered with the

privates of the regiment, and treated them.

3. ? To come together in marriage.

1768 Ross Helenore 11. 100 Fouk ay had best begin wi'

dealing fair, Altho' they sud forgether ne'er so bare.

Hence Forga'thered ///. a., assembled. For-
gathering vbl.sb., the action of gathering together;

also, an assembly, gathering, or meeting.

1823 Tennant Cardinal Beaton II. i. 33 ' You're awing me
a pint o' gin for this forgatherin.' 1839 Bailey Festtts xix.

(1848) 206 There rose a shout From the foregathered multi-

tudes. 1868 Dickens Let. 21 Mar., We hold all sorts of

hearty foregatherings. 1884 St. Jaixes's Gaz. 8 Aug. 3/1

The fears and doubts of nations are laid to rest by the

foregathering of the imperial cousins.
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FORGE.

Forge (8Sm4g\ s0 - Als0 5 foorge, 6 fordg.
[a. Ok.forge (= Pr., Catal. farga, Sp. forja, also

fragua, Pg. forja) :—Com. Horn. *faurga :—L.fab-
rica : see Fabric]
1 1. Manufacture, construction ; style of construc-

tion, make, workmanship ; m Fabric 5, 6. In late

use a new formation on the vb. Obs.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 78 An horse of brass . . Of suche
entaile, of such a forge. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's
Van. Ar'es 124 b, If it [Husbandrie] did not teache so

many monstruouse forges of plantes. 1690 Dryden Don
Sebast. v. Wits. 1883 VII. 464 His soft metal.. runs in the
mould, And needs not further forge. 1691 Ray Creation 11.

(1692) g$ In the greater Bodies the Forge was easie, the
Matter being ductile and sequacious.

2. A smithy.
c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 576 A smith . . That in his

forge smithed plough-harneys. 1484 Caxton Fables of
sEsop hi. xii, A serpent entyrd som tyme within the forge
of a smythe. a 1547 Surrey Deter. Fickle Affect. 24 The
hammer of the restlesse forge. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2482/1
In the meantime the Enemies Vanguard attack'd the
Village Forge. 171a Pope Statins 309 The o'er-labour'd
Cyclop from his task retires, The Aeolian Forge exhausted
of its Fires. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, v, Joe had got., his
leather apron on, and passed into the forge.
trans/. ^ fig. a 1536 Beauty *> Prop. Women Cj, Rather

than to be made in natures forge An angell thou wouldist
iudge him, I make auow. 1658 T. Wall Charact. Enemies
Ch. 45 The Forge of their own fancies. 1697 Collier Est.
Mor. Subj. n. (1703) 78 The brain, .is the force in which all

the speculations of the understanding . . are iiammered-out.
1880 Victorian Rev. I. 545 England . . became . . the great
forge and factory of the world.

3. An apparatus consisting of an open hearth or
fireplace with a bellows attached, used by black-
smiths for heating iron to render it malleable; a
similar apparatus on wheels for military use.
1481-90 Howard Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 381 For makenge

of the belowes to the forge. 1549 Privy Council Acts II.

349/2 Smithes forges complet, ij. 1667 Milton P. L. XI.

564 At the forge Labouring. 1753 Dodsley Pub. Virtue,
Agric. 1. iii. 164 A ponderous lump, .to the hammer tam'd,
Takes from the forge, in bars, its final form. 1810 C James
Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v., The cavalry have portable forges
as well as the artillery. 1839 Longf. Village Blacksmith,
They love to see the flaming forge.

trans/, and ./?£- 1577 Fenton Gold. Epist. (15S2) 106 The
hearte being the forge whereon our wicked plottes are
wrought. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. iv. ii. 239 Come to the
Forge with it, then shape it: I would not haue things coole.
1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. v. 198 They, .out of their own
sparkling forges have found delight and pleasance for the
whole time of their stay. 1791 Burke Let. Member Nat,
Assembly Wks. VI. 14 All black with the smoke and soot
of the forge of confiscation and robbery, a 1839 Praed
Poems (1864) II. 130 In laboured phrase and polished lie

Wrought by the torge of flattery.

4. A hearth or furnace for melting or refining

metals. Also, the workshop, etc., where this work
is carried on.
1601 Holland Pliny vn. Ivi. 188 The forges and furnaces

of brasse. 1674 Martiniere tr. Voy. N. Countries 9 The
Forges which are.. much of the same nature with the
Copper Forges .. some separating, some washi lg, some
melting, others refining, and others coining, for. .his Majesty.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 591 Forges to refine pig-iron into
bars., 1839 Ure Diet. Arts, Forge . .the great workshop where
iron is made malleable, .ashingling mill. 1874 Knight Diet.
Meek., Forge.. 3 a place where iron is puddled and shingled.

5. In market reports, short forforge iron.
1890 Daily Notts zo Jan. 3/7 Staffordshire forge ranged

from 65.T. to 701.

Q. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, (of
or pertaining to the forge), as forge-bellows, -coal,

furnace, -hammer, -hearth, -house, -Iron, -master,
•smith, -tongs.

1855 Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil, Hydrost., etc. an The
*forge-bel!ows. 1892 Daily Neius 5 Sept. 7/1 For good *forge
coal from as. to 10s. is asked. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Forge Furnace, a blacksmith's open furnace. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sc. <*• Art I. 13 The *forge hammer,
invented by George Walby of London. 1583 Stanyhurst
sEneis VOL (Arb.) 137 His lioate *fordgharth. 1633 W.
Struther in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. cxix. 168 A furnace
and *forge-house for evil. 1884 Imp. <t Mack. Rev. 1 Dec.
6733A *Forge iron of North of England brands, a 1628 F.
Grbville O/lVarres x'n. Wks (Grosart) II. 107 These *forge-
masters ofour woes. 1886

J. Gillow Lit. <$• Biog. Hist. Eug.
Catholics II. 402 A labouring *forge-smith. 1851 D. Wilson
Preh.Ann. 1863) II. 84 The rude pair of iron *forge-tongs.

b Special comb., as forge-cart {Mil.), a travel-

ling forge for service in the field ; forge-cinder
(see quot.) ; forge-fire, (a) a smith's fire; (b) a
puddling furnace ; forge-man, a forger or smith

;

spec, (see quot. 185,8); forge-mill (see quot.);
forge-pig, a pig of forge iron, also collect. ; forge-
roll (see quot.) ; forge-roller, a workman in a
rolling mill (?) ; forge-wagon -forge- cart ; forge-
water, water in which heated irons have been
dipped, formerly in popular use as a medicine.
18x0 Wellington 25 July in Gurw. Desp. VI. 292 The

*forge carts of the Royal Dragoons. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss., *Fo>ge-cindcr, the slag from a forge or bloomary.
1855 Kingslky Heroes, Argon, iv. 126 The *forge-fires shone
like sparks through the darkness. 1888 Lockwood's Diet.
Mech. Engin., Forge Fire . . a puddling furnace. 1621
Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1657) 63 Smiths,
*Forge-men, Brewers, Bakers, Metal-men. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Forge-man, a superior class of coach-smith,
having a hammer-man under him. 1738 Chambers Cyct.
s.v. Mill, 6 *Forge-Mills turned by water serve to raise and

450

/et fall one or more huge hammers. 1839 Ure Diet,
Arts 719 The average quantity of fine metal obtainable
from the *forge-pigs. 1893 Daily News 29 July 2/4 North-
ampton forge pig is 43J. 6d. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Forge-rolls, the train of rolls by which the slab or bloom
is converted into puddled bars. 1885 Instr. to Census Clerks
92 [Workmen engaged in] Wrought Iron Manufacture..
*Forge Roller. 1810 C James Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v.

Cart, *Forge-Wagons are travelling machines fitted up for

the purpose of assisting the artillery in the field, and in
repairing or replacing any iron work. 17*5 Bradley Fam,
Diet. s.v. Turkey, Let em Drink *Forge Water. 1798 W.
Blair Soldier's Friend 23 Half a pint of strong forge-
water.

Forge (fitadg), v. 1 Also 5 forgyn, 5, 7 fourge,
6 fordge, forge, [ad. OF. forgier

K
Yx. forger) :—

L. fabricare: see Fabricate.]
1. trans. To make, fashion, frame, or construct

(any material thing) ; = Fabricate v. r. Obs. exc.

as coincident with transf use of 2. To forge to-

gether : to frame together, weld.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28395 (Cott.) A-mang myn ober wark

vn-lele haf i oft forged lals ?>ele. 138s Wyclif Exod. iv. 11
Who forgide the dowmbe and the deef, the seer and the
blynde? 1390 Gower Conf. III. 67 Of wexe he forged an
ymage. 1x450 Le Morte Arth. 967 There myght none
feyrer sayle on node, Ne better forgid as of tree, c 1475
Partenay 6103 So by hym was made and furged again
Off Maillers the church. 1578 Bahisteb Hist. Alan 1. 9
This same bone, .seemeth to be forged with fiue sides. 1624
\Ie\woou Gunat'k. 1. 17 The image of Victorie most curiouslie

forged. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. 3 Forging for this

isle a yoke.

2. To shape by heating in a forge and hammer-
ing; to beat into shape; f to coin (money). Also
with out.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. K 343 Hit watz fettled & forged &to
be fulle graybed. c 1477 Caxton Jason 72 b, After thys was
ordeyned that ther sholde be forgid moneye in the cite.

a 1533 Ln. Berneks Huon xliv. 148 Cursyd be he of
Mahunde that forgyd thy sword. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 364 They forge in Fraunce newe Floreyns wherewith ye
shall be payde. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 28 The Key-
hole being finished, forge your Key. 1782 Cowpf.r Charity
237 Sin forged, and ignorance made fast, the chain. 1845
James A. Neil ii, Did you ever see a blacksmith forge a
horse-shoe?

fig. 1601 Bp. W. Barlow Serin. Paules Crosse 39 An
opinion forged at the fire of hell. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr.
Mor. 11. § 2 If the substantial subject be well forged out,
we need not examine the sparks which irregularly fly from
it. 1853 C. Bronte Villette xxxvi, Out of men's afflictions

and affections were forged the rivets of their servitude.

b. absol. or intr. To work at the forge ; to do
smith's work.
1382 Wyclif Ps. cxxviii[ixl. 3 Vpon my bac forgeden

[/abricar>eruut] synneres. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. F 4S0
In this forseyde develes fourneys ther forgen three shrewes.
14.. Lydc. & Burgh Secrees 2135 Hym to Enfoorme .

.

Why his sone..Sauf oonly to forge wolde take noon in-

formacion. 1605 Verstegam Dec. Intell. ix.310 The Smith,
that forgeth at the fire. 1770 J. Cluhbe Physiogn. 43 They
can saw, but not plane ; they can forge, but not polish.

T c. To forge and fie : to bring into shape,

fashion completely, make ready. Cbs.
(-1381 Chaucer Pari. Fouls 212 Besyde a welle I say

Cupyde our lord his arwes forge and fyle. 1447 Bokenham
Seyutys (Roxb.) 13 If the crafth of descrypcyoun I cowde.

.

bothe forge and fyle. 1626 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 424
It was in her shop, where all these Councells plotted for

his ruine, were forged, and fyled.

f3. To frame or fashion (something immaterial)

;

to contrive, devise, invent. Obs. exc. as in 4.
(-1400 Destr. Troy 12551, I will tell how .. fortune, full

fell, forget here end. c 1430 Lydg. Bochasvi. i. (1554) 145 b,

Like your conceites ye forge me and peint. 1562 WinJet
Bk. 83 Quest. To Chr. Rdr., Wks. (1887-81 I. 52 Forgeing
thair sermonis for the plesuir of euery auditour.

+ b. To invent, 'coin' (a word, etc.). Obs.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Cor, i. 13 Why then
forge ye to your selfes any other name. 1571 Dicces
Pantom. in. Introd. Q, To forge newe English wordes.

1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 78 Some thinke it to oe no ancient
name, but forged by the writer of King Arthurs historic

1690 Locke Hum. Underst. in. viii. 230 Those few [names]
that the Schools forged, and put into the mouths of their

Scholars, could never yet get admittance into common use.

4. esp. To fabricate, frame, invent (a false or
imaginary story, lie, etc.) ; to devise (evil). Also,

to pretend (something) to have happened, to

fable.

r 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. F 536 In which delit they wol
forge a long tale, c 1440 Partonope 4459 Anon she forged
a fayre lesyng. 1545 Brinklow Compl. 24 b, Then the
matter was forged that he hangyd hymselfe. 1547 Homilies
1. Falling fr. God 1. (1859) 82 Let no man forge evil in his

heart against his brother. 1648 Jos. Bf.aumont Psyche xv.

cxli. How fine a story they can forge and fashion Of no
Materials but Imagination 1 175a Fielding Amelia 11. ii,

I .. forged a meeting to have been between me and my
imaginary mistress. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 289 Who
had forged the basest and most atrocious falsehoods. 1859
Kingslev Misc. (i860) I. 77 A charge, .forged by that villain.

1876 E. M el lor Priesth. vii. 334 Ever listening for words
which they could forge into accusations. 1887 Stevenson
Alem. ff Portraits \\\. no The hope was one of those that
childhood forges for a pastime.
absol. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 298 A gentleman ..

whose name I will not conceale, least thou shouldest..
thinke me to forge. 1610 A. Cooke Pope Joan in Hart.
Misc. IV, 10 They are driven to feign, to forge, to cog.

5. To make (something) in fraudulent imitation

of something else ; to make or devise (something

spurious) in order to pass it off as genuine.

FORGED.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 155 pat was a fals brefe,

& forged wele. 1494 Fabyan Chron. v. exxiii. 100 He then
vsyd gyle . . and deuysed or forged certeyn letters in the
name of Brunechieldys. 155a Huloet, Forge or falsifie a
wriunge as chartre, dede, or testament. 1605 Lond. Pro-
digal in. iii, You forg'd a will. 1635 Pacitt Christianogr.
in. (1636.94 Many of these their Reiiques were forged. 171a
Steele Sped. No. 264 F 3 He has carried his Skill in
Imitation so far, as to have forged a Letter from my Friend
Sir Roger. 1741 Middleton Cicero (1742) III. xt. 241
Nothing was more common, than to have sayings forged for

his. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. ii. 47 Elector
Joachim demanded . . that the name of the liar who had
forged this treaty should be published. 1891 E. Peacock:
N. Breudon I. 81 Forge a ptdigree if you haven't one.

b. To imitate fraudulently ; to counterfeit.

153S Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 2 If anie person. .falsely forge
and counterfaite the kinges signe manuel. 1677 Wood Li/e
(Oxf. Hist. Soc.t II. 392 Frankland . . had forged the Uni-
versity seal. 1887 R. Buchanan Heir 0/ Lt'ttue v, As if I

had. .forged the laird's name.
6. intr. To commit forgery.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, in. i. 12 Thinke not. .that I haue
forg'd or am not able Verbatim to rehearse the Methode of
my Penne. 1738 Pope Pipit. Sat. 11. 190 But Pens can
forge, my Friend, that cannot write. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. IV. 245 He wandered .. about Ireland .. begging,
stealing, cheating, personating, forging. 1885 Tennyson
Despair xii, One son had forged on his father and fled.

Forge (fo<uds), v.* [Of unknown origin ; it

has been conjectured to be a mispronunc. of

Force (cf. dispoge for dispose), or a transferred

use of Forge vA , with allusion to the effect of

repeated blows of a sledge hammer.]
1. intr. Of a vessel : To make way, shoot ahead

'

(Adm. Smyth), esp. by mere momentum, or the

pressure of tide. Often with ahead; also with

along, off, on ; and with cognate obj.

The first quot. seems, from the elaborate nautical imagery
of the context, to be a fig. example of this sense, though so
much earlier than any other known instance.

[i6ix Steed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. 715 For albeit the

Barke of his begunne adventures had without perill well
passed the straightes . . he feared the gust of euery wind .

.

His inward, study therefore still forged .. to cleave his

passage by taking those dangerous lets away.] 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789), Franchir une roche, to pass over, or

forge off from a rock. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 23 As
she forged on without any sail. 1830 Marryat King's Own
xvi, The Jatter [frigate), .continued to forge in-shore. 1833— /*. Simple xxxv, The four-decker forged ahead. 1849 I H:

Quincey Eng Alail-eoach, Dreamfugue Wks. IV. 344 Off
she forged without a shock. 1886 J. H. McCarthy Doom 20
As the Atlantis slowly forged her way out to sea.

trans/ zx\dfig. 1861 Sat. Re7: 14 Sept. 280 Presently he
drops behind, and I take advantage of the lull in the tempest
to forge ahead. 1887 Pall Alall G. 2 Feb. 11/1 Canada is

'forging ahead", as they say in the North. 1887 jEssorp
A ready viii. 223 The artizan who forges ahead . . is . . in ninety-

nine cases out of a hundred a born townsman. 1893 F. Ham.
in Academy 25 March 266/3 No good reason is obvious why
our little Tellus, though ever so crank, should not forge

along till the year 2000.

2. trans. (See quot.)
1815 Falconer's Diet. Alarine (ed. Burney), To Forge over

is to force a ship violently over a shoal by the effort of a great
quantity of sail.

Forge vft>*.id;s\ v.'-i [?From Forge v. 1
2, with

ref. to the sound.] intr. Of a horse : — Click v.

1831 [see Clicking vbl. sb. b].

Forgeable (foo-jd^ab'l), a. [f. Forge vA +
-able.

J
That may be forged, admitting of forging.

1381 Wyclif Bible Pref. Ep vi. 67 Forgers treten forge-

able thingis. 1869 G. Dodd Diet. Manu/, etc. s.v. Iron,

Ductile, moderately forgeable and weldable. 1878 Ure't
Diet. Arts IV. 551 At a red heat it was easily forgeable.

Hence Portability.
1878 Ure's Diet. Arts IV. 552 Carbon affects the forge-

ability of steel more than silicon.

Forged (fo^d^d), ///. a. Also 4 i-forged.

[f. Forge v. + -ed '.] In senses of the vb.

f 1. a. Fashioned, framed. In quot. 1382 alle

forgid trees — a\\ kinds of wooden instruments. Obs.
138a Wyclif 2 Sam. vi. 5 Dauid and al Yrael pleiden

before the Lord, in alle forgid trees, and harpis.

2. Fashioned at the forge. + Of money: Coined.
c 1386 Chaucer Aliller's T. 70 Full brighter was the shyn-

yng of hir hewe, Than in the tour the noble yforged newe.
i6ix G. Sandys Ovitfs Atet. v. 13 Nor shall thy wings, nor
Jove in forged gold, Work thy escape. 1679 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 235 Soethat it may be. .wrought as forged Iron

is. a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 259 Whose broken chain
Than new forged bonds is far more dear. 1881 Daily
Neius 11 Aug. 1/6 The ' Standard ' Forged Horse Nails.

f3. Fabricated, 'got up', 'made up', invented.

14. . Lyi>g. Secrees 75 That double of tonge hatyd adula-

cyon, ffals Repoort .. fforgyd talys with oute sekirnesse.

1583 Greene Alamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 183 His fained

faith and forged fiatterie. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 135 The
Priests. . by diuulging forged miracles, increased the number
of her Votaries, a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. (1655)

37 Upon a forged quarrell. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr.

1. 11 The learning attributed to Hermes Trismegist, is but

of late years standing, and both the Author and it but forged

and feigned.

4. Made in fraudulent imitation of something

genuine ; counterfeit, false, spurious.

1484 Certificate in Surtees Afisc. (1890) 42 A forget testi-

monyall. 1509 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c 7 Many .. forged in-

formacions. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. I. 38 This
monstrous forged deuise. 159a Warner Alb. Eng.wu xxxv.

(1612) 168 Lambert the forged Yorkest. 1621 G. Sandys
Ovid's Met. ix. 75 What hope has thou, a forged Snake,
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to scape? 1628 Coke OnLitt. Ixxv. 172 This forged release.

a 1641 Bp, R. Mountag u Acts ty Man, (1642) 169 Many
forged and counterfait writings. 1817 Pari. Debates 716

A forged Bank of England note. 1858 Greener Gunnery
246 Any such forged or counterfeit stamp. 1876 Humphreys
Coin-Coil. Man. xxvi. 404 Acquainted with the aspect of

forged coins.

Hence f Forg-edly adv.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 91 If thou wast minded botli

fa'sely, and forgtdly to deceive me. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist.

Eiiz. in. 355 That her Adversaries might easily .. write

many things forged ty and falsly.

t Fo'rgefnl, a. Obs. [f. Forge v. + -ful.]

Apt to forge, creative.

1751 Stormokt Elegy Frederick Pr. Wales 14 Th' illusive

scenes That forgeful Fancy plan'd. 1814 Cary Dante,

Purg. xxv. 63 For each limb Is in the heart by forgeful

nature plann'd.

Forgeless (IxV'jdgUi},* [f. Foege j^. + -less.]

Without a forge.

1888 R. DowuttG Miracle Gold I. x. 196 This house of
bankrupt and forgeless Vulcan.

t Forge'nder, v. Obs. (Frequent in Trevisa.)

trans. 'Io disregard, neglect, slight.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 221 pe holy places of
Codes were forgendred. Ibid. VI. 407 pe Kentisshe men
furgendrede be kynges heste. Ibid. VI. 239 To forgendre

what is detty and ri^tfull.

Forger 1 (fo 'Ud^i). [f. Forge v» t-nl]
One who forges, in senses of the vb.

1. A maker or Cramer (of something material or

immaterial; ; an author or creator. Now only in

had sense, a fabricator, inventor (of false stories,

etoA
c 1380 Wyclif Strm. Sel. Wks. II. 19 Joseph was a forgere

of irees, bat is to seie a wrijte. 138a — yob xiii. 4 Rathere
shewende 30U forgeris of lesingus. — Eccl. i\. 5 God, that

is forgere of alle thingus. a 1541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861)

8r Your fault is forger of this note. 1563 WinJet Vine.

Lirin. Ded. Wks. (1887-81 II. 5 AI forgearis and manteaneris
of schisme anderrour. 1609 Bible T)ouay) Dent. xiii. 5 That
prophete or forger of dreames. 1747 Wkst Resurrection 347
No Forger of Lies. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v. 523 Forgers
of daring tales.

2. One who forges (metal) or works at a forge ;

a smith
; f a coiner (of money) ; also, an owner

of forges or rolling mills.

138a Wyclif Bible Pref. Ep. vi, 67 Forgers treten forge-

able thingis. 1424 Paston Lett. No. 4 I. 13 The forgeers

and makers of the seyd billes. 1474 Caxton Chesse ill. ii.

E vj b, Forgers and makers of money. 1491 — Vitas Pair.
(W. de W. 1495) 19 Saynt Appellen was a forgeur of yren.

a 1605 Montgomery Misc. Poems xiii. 13 The forger when
lie feeds his fyre With sparks of water, a 1679 T. Goodwin
Justi/ Faith L vi. Wks. 11697) IV' 29 Thn* God is the

immediate Forger of every Linke of that golden Chain.
1827 Hone Every-day lik. II. 879 The brawny forger. 1858
Greener Gunnery 91 The inventors, forgers, and finishers

uf this great gun. 1884 Manch. Exam. 13 Sept. 4/7 A file

forger. 1891 Daily Neivs 26 Oct. 2/6 Forgers say that they
could do much more work if it was forthcoming.

3. One who makes fraudulent imitations (of docu-

ments, coins, etc.) ; a counterfeiter.

155a Huloet, Forger of dedes or wrytynges, fatsarius
subiecfor. 1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Adulterator mone-
tae, .a former or false coynar of mony. a 1680 Butler Sat,
Plagiaries 12 Rem. 1749 I. 168 Mark them with characters
and brands Like other forgers of men's hands. 1790 Paley
Horx Paul. Rom. L 11 The forger of the epistle . . inserted

in it the passage upon which our observations are founded.

1791 Burke Let. Member Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 18

Forgers of paper currency. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities

11. i, The forger was put to Death. 1875 Jowett Plato
led. 2) V. 22 Whether we can attribute the worst parts of a
work to a forger and the best to a great writer, .depends.

+ Fo*rger -. Law. Obs. rare — K [a. AF.
forger = b'ORGZv. }

; see-ER*.] The action of forging.

(Cowel 1607, and some later writers who quote the

statute, have mistaken the word for prec. sb.1

1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 14 § 4 The Party, .grieved, .shall, .sue
his Action of Forger of false Deeds upon this Statute. 1641
Termes de la Ley 164 b, Forger of false Deeds . . is used
in our Law for the fraudulent making and publishing of
false writings to the prejudice of another mans right.

tPOTgerer. Obs. [f. Forger I or Forgery:
see -EU'3,] One who commits forgery, a forger.

1607 Tops ell Four-/. Beasts 628 Forgerers and periured

persons. 1696 Prideaux Lett. (Camd.) 183 The forgerer

was acquitted. 1765 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 58/2 The forgerer

.. suffered .. the February following. 1826 Bentham in

ll'estm. Ret'. VI. 462 A forgerer is comparatively at his ease.

So t Fo rgering fpl. a., practising forgery.

1618 Barnevelt's A pot. G iv, If these forgering fellows

would manifest and discover themselues.

t Fo'rgeress. Obs.— l
[f. Forger i + -ess.]

A female forger, fashioner, or maker.
C 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode l\. cxlviii. (1869) 134 Darne

justice, the smythiere of vertues, and the forgeresse.

Forgery (foa'idgeri}. [f. Forge v. + -ery.]

f 1. The action or craft of forging metal. Obs.

1609 Bible (Douay) Hab. ii. 18 Because the forger therof
hath hoped in his forgerie, to make dumme idols. 1671
Milton Samson 131 Useless the forgery Of brazen shield

and spear.

b. concr. A piece of forged work, rare,

1850 Blackie Aeschylus II. 184 On his shield, stout
forgery of brass.. He shows. .The terrible Sphynx.
2. Invention, excogitation; fictitious invention,

fiction. Now only poet. Formerly also with more
reproachful sense : f Deception, lying ; a fraudu-
lent artifice, a deceit.
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'5^3 Stanyhl'RST sEneis 11. (Arb.) 46 Hee fabled sundrye
reportes, Mee to trap in matters of state, with forgerye

knauish. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, ill. iii. 175 To sooth your
Forgery and his. 1599 — Pass. Pilgr. 4 Vnskilful in the

worlds false forgeries. 160a — Ham. iv. vii. 90 So farre he
past my thought. That I in forgery of shapes and trickes,

Come short ofwhat he did. 1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. 61

My never-slak't desire Wilt cast to prove by welcome
forgerie, That for my absence I am much the nigher. 1781
Cowper Retirement 323 [Speaking of insanity] "l'is not, as
heads that never ache suppose, Forgery of fancy, and a
dream of woes.

3. The making of a thing in fraudulent imitation

of something ; also, esp. the forging, counterfeiting,

or falsifying of a document. For the use in Law
see quot. 1769.
1593 Shaks. Liter. 920 Guilty of treason, forgerie, and

shift. 1605 Rowlands Hell's Broke Loose 5 Manes . . pub-
lished a fift Gospell of his owne forgerie. 1696 Prideaux
Lett. (Camden) 169 Severall very notorious acts of forgery

haveing been proved against Dean. 1741 MlDDLETON Cicero

J

I. i. 40 The . . art . . of raising a kind of enthusiasm, .in his

army, by the forgery of auspices and divine admonitions.

1769 Blackstone Comtu, IV. 245 Forgery, or the crimen
falsi .. 'the fraudulent making or alteration of a writing

to the prejudice of another man's right.' 1853 C Bronte
Villette xxxv, In their eyes .. I write essays; and with

deliberate forgery, sign to them my pupils' names. 1883
Contemp. Rev. Dec. 842 It was natuial that literary forgery

should thrive.

b. The fact of being forged, rare.

1665 J. Spencer Disc. Vulg. Proph. 83 A sign of the

forgery of the whole Prophecy. 1845 Graves Rom. Law in

Encycl. Metrop. 756/1 The forgery of the Tabula Marliana

is now generally admitted.

C. concr. Something forged, counterfeited, or

fabricated; a spurious production.

*574 tr - Marlorats Apocalips 25 Their wicked forgeries.

1641 Milton Ck. Govt. II, iii. (1851' 157 A pure tyrannical

forgery of the Prelats. 1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F. II. 99 A
manifest forgery was attested by a person of the most sacred

character. 1833 Ht. MaKTINEAU Berkeley the Banker I.

iv. 92 He told several people in confidence that forgeries of

j
their notes were abroad. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2> V. 4

That, .one of the most excellent writings bearing the name
of Plato should be a forgery . . would be a singular pheno-
menon in ancient literature.

Forget (f^iget , sb. Chiefly colloq. [f. next

vb.] An act of forgetting ; a lapse of memory.
1861 Ivatts Handbk. Railiv. Station Mauagem. 27

Errors of Judgment and Casual Mistakes, including 'For-
gets'. 1880 J. Pavn Con/id. Agent I. 111, I thought you
might have made a forget of it. 1885 T. Mozley Rendu.
To7vns, etc. I. ix. 44, I was very liable to momentary for-

gets, transpositions and misplacings of words.

Forget (f^ rge"t , v. Pa. t. forgot (-gp"t\ arch.

forgat (-g&n). Pa. pple. forgotten, arch, and
pod., forgot (-gfrt'n, -gjrt\ For forms see Get.

[OE. fortietan str. vb. (/orgeat, -gfatun, -giten,

corresponding to OS. far-getan (Du. vergeten),

OHG.farge^an (MHG. vergeten, Ger. vergessen
;

f. OTcut. *getan (see Get v.) in the sense ' to hold,

grasp ', the force of the prefix being that illustrated

under For- prefix 3. The etymological sense is

thus ( to miss or lose one's hold ' ; but the physical

application is not recorded in any Teut. lang.]

1. trans. To lose remembrance of; to cea;e to

retain in one's memory, f Formerly sometimes

with mtt. Often with clause as obj.

t 888 K. Jfonwa Boeth. alii, Na:fre nauht he ne forgeat.

c 1050 Byrht/erth's Handhoc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 326
toet bu neforgyte' batt ic be-nu secge. a izoo Moral Ode 98
Nabbe5 hie <no ping for^ieten of pat hie -her iseien. c 1300
Beket 1956 Here names for here scbrewede ne beoth no^t

formate ut [MS. Laud.108 ROUt for^ite j£liyt], 1375 Barbouk
Bruce 1. 16 Swa that 11a lenth of tyme it let Na ger it haly

be forget. 1525 Lp. Bebners Froiss. 'II. lxii. [Ixv.] 210
That I sholde forgete out'ony thynge that I'have'fcnowen to

be done, c 1540 Hoivers 0/ Blessed Virgin E. & L. 104

They shall Be registred so, they shall not be forgetten.

c 1676 I.adv Chaworth in 12/A Rep Hist. MSS. Com. App.
v. 34 The D. of Monmouth Mr. Griffin and Mr.'Godolphin
and a fourth whose name I have forgot. 1757 Wesley
Wks. (1872) IX. 279 Have you forgot that every man is

now born in as good a state as Adam was made at first ?

1845 S. Austin Rankers Hist. Re/ I. 387 Frederic, .did not

forget his numerous wrongs and affronts. 1874 Green Sliort

Hist. i. § 1. 5 Men forgot how to fight for their Country whea
they forgot how to- govern it.

Prov. C1530R. Hi lles Contmon-pl. Bk, (1858) 140 Seld
sene sone forgot yn.

b. To fail to recall to mind ; not to recollect.

1787 ' Gambado* Acad. Horsemen (1809) 28 He savsmuch
the same of rabbits and onions, but I forgot [tread forget]

how he brings that to bear. 1847 Marryat Childr. N.
Forest xv, I forget the sign [of the inn].

e. const, to a person m as a matter of reproach
against him. rare.
i8m T. Moore Diary 31 Jan., The thing has never been

forgotten to Etienne since.

d. absol. (or intr.)

138a Wyclif Isa. xliv. xS Thet forjeeten, lest ther e5en
see^en, and lest thei vnderstoden. in ther herte. c 1435
Torr. Portugal 824 The kyng wold not foreget. 1593
Shaks. Rom. <$ Jul. 1. i. 243 Farewell thou can'st not teach
me to forget. 1611 Bible I's. x. 11 Hee hath said in his

heart, God hath forgotten, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
I. 363 He'll learn. .To feign and to forget. 18. . Tennyson
Flight i, Are you sleeping? have you forgotten?

2. To omit or neglect through inadvertence.

Chiefly with infinitive as obj. In poetry some-
timesjig. of natural agents, etc.

FORGET.
£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark x. 21 An 5e is forgeten. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt xvi 5 His forgeton pa;t h.15 hlafas namon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1730 (Cott.) f)e folk to preche for-gate he
noght. t 1386 CHAUCER Prioress' T. 59 This widwe hirlitel

sone y-taught Our blisful lady. .To worships ay, and he for-

gat it naught, c 1430 Sir Amadnce (Camden) xxviii. To
sadulle his horse was no^te fonetun. 1548 Hall Chron.,

Edw. IV (an. 10) 216 God dyd neither forgeve nor forget to

punishe the duke. 1697 Uami-ier Voy. I. xvi. 444, I quite

forgot to put it into my Journal. 1710 PoPE Windsor For.

353 The winds forget to roar. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan ix. 1389
Straight His Blood forgot to flow, his Heart to beat, 1842
Tennyson Gardener's Dan. 85 The steer forgot to graze.

b. To omit to take, leave behind inadvertently.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1690 (Cott.) Fouxul ne worme forget bou

noght. Ibid. 3163 (Cott ) Suerd and fire forgat he noght.

1535 Coyerdale Deut. xxiv. 19 Whan thou hast reaped
riowne thine haruest in the felde, and hast forgotten a shefe

in the felde. 1596 Shaks i Hen. IV, III. i. 6 Hotsp. A plague
vpon it, I haue forgot the Mappe. Glcnd. No, here it is.

1768 GoLOSM. Good-n Man iv. i, I had almost forgot the
wedding ring ! i860 Tyndall Glac. I, xi. 72 We had no
candles, they had been forgotten.

fc. with complementary adj. or adv. Obs.
a 1340 Hami'ole Psalter vi. 6 pat nane be forgetyn vn-

punyst. e 1400 Three Kings Cologne (1886) 127 pes binges
oure lady forgat bihynde hir whan sche }ede oute of bat

plaas in to Egypte. 1513 Douglas sEneis xi. xvi. 69 Hys
feris all hes hym forget allane.

d. To omit to mention, leave unnoticed, pass

over inadvertently.

1538 Klyot, PrmtermittOy to leue vntouched, to forgete,

to leue oute. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. K(an. 3) 49 b, I may
not forget how the Frenche men .. sent a herault. 1625
Bacon Ess., Cunning (Arb.) 439 He would passe ouer that,

that he intended most, and goe forth, and come backe
againe, and speake of it, as of a Thing, that he had almost
forgot. 1674 tr. Sche/ter's Lapland 93, I had almost forgot

Tobacco, of which they are very great admirers. 1775
S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. (1783) III. 187 Pray don't forget

me to your uncle. 1881 Freeman Sub/. Venice 166 Not
forgetting a gate which has been made out in the long walls.

3. To cease or omit to think of, let slip out of

the mind, leave out of sight, take no note of.

c 1000 Ags, Ps. (Th.)xii. 1 Hu lange wilt bu, Drihten, miu
forgitan. < 1200 Vices <r Virtues (1888) 7 Hie fur^ite^ to

swi3e hem seluen wioMnnen. a 1300 I-loriz <y Bl. 497
(Camb. MS.) Ne schal ihc neure for5ete be. a 1300
Cursor M. 20208 (Cott.) O pat bode forgat scho noght.

138a Wyclif Ps. cxviii[i]. 176 Thin hestis I haue not forgeten.

c 1450 Bk.Curtasye 196 in-BabeesBk. 305 pou schalle neuer
lose for to be kynde ; That on for^etis anober base in mynde.

1593 Shaks. 3 Lien. VI, iv. vii. 45. 1651 Isaackson in

Fuller's Abel Redi?:, Andreives (1867) II. 168 He forgat

not his patron, Dr. Watts, at his end. 17x7 Pope Eloisa 308
The world forgetting, by the world forgot. 1797 Nlxson Aug.
in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 437, I shall not be surprised to

be neglected and forgot, as probably I shall no longer be

considered as useful. 1888 Miss Braddok Fatal Three 1. v.

Are you forgetting luncheon ?

b. used in connexion with Forgive \ also absoL

passing into proverb.

/1122S Ancr. R. 124 Al pet hurt & al bet sore were nor-

5iten & foremen uor glednesse. 1421-2 HocCLEVE Dialogus
672 Mochil thyng haast thow write, That they nat foryeue

haue, ne. foryiie. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 380 Hee did

both forgive and forgett offences committed against his

majestic 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 74,

I am sorry for it : I praye forgive and forgett. 1775 Sheridan
Rivals iv. ii, Come, come, Mrs. Malaprop, we must forget

and forgive. 1841 Tkknch Parables xxiv. (1877)411 Though
God may forgive, man is not therefore to forget.

fc. To drop the practice of (a duty, virtue,

etc.) ; to lose the use of (one's senses). To forget to

do = \.o forget how to do ', something'). Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. E. 203 He forget alle his fre bewes,

And wex wod to be wrache. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV, 1752
Lucrece, Desire That in his herte brent as any fire So
wodely that hys witte was foryeten. 1390 GoWER Cou/. II.

20 Soclene his wittes he foryete. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
in. ii. 1 And may it be that you haue quite forgot A husbands
office? 159a — Ven. fy Ad. 1061 Her joints forget to how.
1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. 36 The terrour of such new and
lesolute opposition made them forget thir wonted valour.

4. In stronger sense : To neglect wilfully, take

no thought of, disregard, overlook, slight.

1297 R. Glouc ^1724) 445 He velvet al pe strong ob, bat

he adde byuore To emperesse. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

2031 Whiles \ii\\ lyf pai havena mynde Of God, hot forgettes

hym. 1380 Wyclif Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 201 f>is lore is for-

aete and "pe fendis lore take, a 1400-50 Alexander 3276

The gome pat hys god forgatt. 1571 Buchanan Ane Ad-
monition Wks. (1892) 21 It may seame . . that I . . for^ettis

my devoir. ^1703 WSWSSTsOuN. 7'.Jas. ii. 5 Men wallow in

wealth,and forgetGod. 1797 Mrs. Radciah-k Italian ii. Why
should I be in danger of forgetting what is due to my father t

5. Toforget oneself. a. To omit care for oneself.

b. To lose remembrance of one's own station, posi-

tion, or character ; to lose sight of the requirements

of dignity, propriety, or decorum ; to behave unbe-

comingly, f c. To lose one's way. d. To lose

consciousness.

a. a i«oo Moral Ode 25 J>e be him selfe for;eit for wiue

o3er for childe He sal cumen on euel stede. a 1725 Leg.

Kath. 1377 Feire is us ifallen : ah Ml we for?eote3 us.

b. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, US. ii. 83 Aum. Comfort, my
liege ; remember who you are. K. Rich. I had forgot

myself: am I not king? a 1627 MlDDLETOM & Rowley
Changeling m. iv, Push ! you forget yourself; A woman
dipp'd in blood, and talk of modesty! 1697 Collier Immor.
Stage i. 4 Jacinta, Elvira, Dalinda .. forget themselves

extreamly: A-id almost all the Characters .. are foul and
nauseous. 1794 Nelson 29 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845)

I. 462 These Agents forget themselves very much. 1856

Reade Never too late n. How is he to answer my question,

57-2
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if he holds his tongue ? you forget yourself. 1891 19M Cent.
Dec. 856 When any speaker so far forgot himself as [etc.].

C- 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. xl.

93b, The Captaine Geuerall. .founde.. missing one of his

greate Shippes, in the which went Sancho . . vnto whome
it did well appeare, by reason it was night, that he had
forgotten himselfe.

d. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 21, I myself foryete, That I wot
never, what I am, Ne whider I shall, ne whenne I cam.
e 1430 Syr. Gener. (Roxb.) 7561 Hir self she forgute, With-
out spech stil she sute. 1717 Pope Eloisa 24 Though cold

like you, unmov'd and silent grown, I have not yet forgot

myself to stone. Mod. I was nearly asleep, I had just for-

gotten myself.

Hence Forge tter, one who forgets.

1393 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xn. vii. (1495) 417 The
coluoure is . . foryeter of wronges. c 1440 From/*. Parv,
174/1 Fonetare \v.r. forgeter], itnmemor. 1613 Beaum. & Fl.

Captain iv. iii, I think her A strange forgetter of herself.

J75S Johnson, Forgetter, a careless person. 1826 Lamb
Elia Ser. II. Pop. fallacies. We are not. .so careless as that

Imperial forgetter of his dreams. 1869 Spurgeon Treas.

Dav. Ps. ix. 17 Forgetters of God.

t Forge'tel, &• Obs. Forms : 1 for^yttol, 4
forgetel, -il, 4-5 foryetel 1, 5 fo^etylle, for-

getyll. [OF. forgytol, forgeotul, forptel, f. for-

gietan : see prec. ; corresp. to Fris. firgittel, Du.
vergctel, LG. forgetel] Forgetful, forgetting.

c 1000 ASlfhic Horn. II. n3 He. . waes forgyttol, ac jefaest-

node his lare on fa:sthafelum £emynde. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter cxviii. 10 He bat sekis noght god in all his hert he
is forgeiil. 1390 Gower Conf, III. 98 Foryetel, slow and
wery sone Of every thing. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv.

xxxv, As I were foryetell recktes To remember, c 1440
Proinf>. Parv. 174/1 For3etylle

.

.obliviosus.

Hence fForge'teluess, -ship, forgetful ness. Obs.

a zooo Lamb. Ps. lxxxvii[ij. 12 (Hosw.) On lande forgytel-

nysse. ,1100 Trin. Colt. Horn. 71 Ten bing ben be letten

men of here scrifie . . forgetelnesse, nutelnesse [etc.]. a 1300
E. E. PsaIter ex xxvi[t]. 5 If I f r-gete be, Jerusalem land, To
for-getelnesse given be mi right hand, c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 176 So did Kyng Philip with sautes on bam
gan pres, Bot for a forgetilschip R. & he bobe les. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. T. P 753 The fifthe is foryetelnesse by to

muchel drynkyn^e. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2441 (>ai

knew bair forgetilnes.

Forgetful J^igeuful), a. [f. Forget v. +
-FUL.]

1. Apt, inclined, or liable to forget ; having a bad
memory. Also, that forgets : const, of.

1382 Wyclif yas. 1. 25 Not maad a forgetful herer, but
a doer of werk. c 1449 Pecock Repr. \\. v. 165 We ben ful

freel and for^eteful. 1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. C'tess

Richmond Wks. (1876) 291 She wolde not be. .forgetefullof

ony kyndnes or seruyce done to her before. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. iv. iii. 255 Beare with me good Boy, I am much for-

getfull. 1794 Coleridge Death of Chatterton 115 Wisely
forgetful, i860 Tvnuall Glac. 1. xiv. 97 Forgetful of the

glory of the past.

2. Heedless, neglectful. Const, of ox inf.

1526-34 Tihdale Heb. xiii. 2 Be not forgetfull to lodge
straungers. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 709 Th' unwary
hover cast his Eyes behind, Forgetful of the Law. 1720 Prior
Horace 1. ix. 16, I. intend To serve myself, forgetful of

my Friend 1859 Tennyson Enid 53 Forgetful of liis glory
and his name.

3. That causes to forget, inducing oblivion.

Chiefly poet. ,Cf. oblivious*)

1557 To'ti-ll's Misc. (Arb.) 271 Reason runnes about, To
seke forgetfull water. 1667 Milton/*. L. 11. 74 If the sleepy

drench Of that forgetful Lake benumme not still. 1697
Dryden ^Eneid vi. 1017 Compell'd to drink the deep
Lethean Flood, In large forgetful draughts. 1787 Generous
Attachm. I. 157 The self same bed .. once received an
honoured parent .. to its sofi forgetful down. 1850 Tenny-
son In Mem. xxxv, The sound of that forgetful ^iore.

Hence Forgetfully adv., in a forgetful manner.
a 1716 South Serm. (1744) VIII. xiv. 416 It is our duty.

.

forgetfully, to accept the oppression. 1711 Boyse From C.
Dryden s Horti Arllngtoniani Poems 36 Through the Maze
forgetfully they stray. 1859 Cornwallis New World I. 70
One of them having forgetfully left his umbrella behind him.

ForgetfulTiesS (f^Jge'tfulnes). [f. prec. +
-NE8S.J The quality or state of being forgetful.

1. The quality of being apt to forget, the state of

forgetting.

1477 Karl Rivers (Caxton) Dlctes 19 Establisshe & ease
..thy foryetfulnesse with thyn remembraunce. *553 T.
Wilson Rhel. III. 112a, Where ouer much cold is .. there

is euer muche forgetfulnesse. 1699 Beniley Phal. 282 This
. .he did not do out of design, but pure forget ful Iness. 17*5
Pope Odyss. xn. 366 Each in slumber shares A sweet forget-

fulness of human cares. 1783 Hailes Antiq. Chr. Ch. iv.

81 note, Such was . . the constitutional forgetfulness of

Claudius. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxx, He smiled upon
all present in happy forgetfulness of having exhibited symp-
toms of pugnacity.

2. The condition of forgetting or losing recollec-

tion of everything.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xm. i. (1495) 44° In Boecia

ben two welles, that one makith good mynde, and that other

makyth foryetfulnesse. 14.. Ebiph. in Tundale's Vis. 116

Euer with deih cometh forgetfulnes. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, m. i. 8 O gentle Sleepe . . thou no more wilt weigh my
eye-lids downe And steepe my Sences in Forgetfulnesse.

3. The state of being forgotten, oblivion. ? Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calviu^s Inst. iv. xviii. (1634) 704 This
Masse .. shamefully .. putteth his death in forgetfulnesse.

1663 Charleton Chor. Gigant. 5 Monuments themselves

are subject to Forgetfulness even while they remain. 1779-
81 Johnson L. P., Mallet, [His] Amyi.tor and Theodora.,
is now lost in forgetfulness. 1829 Lytton Devereux 1. xiv,

The forgetfulness of one buried is nothing to the forgetful-

ness of one disgraced.

4. Disregard, inattention, neglect.

1576 Fleming Fauo/l. EpUt. 272 It doeth kindle in his

mynde, forgetfulnesse of himselfe. 1757 Johnson Rambler
No. 180 p 5 He. .naturally sinks from omission to forgetful-

ness of social duties. 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2> V. 211

Victory sometimes produces forgetfulness of education.

Forgetive Jo»Jd,5etiv), a. [?f. Forge v. 1 +

-tivk.J A Shakspcrian word, of uncertain forma-

tion and meaning. Commonly taken as a derivative

of Fouge ».l, and hence used by writers of the

19th c. for : Apt at ' forging ', inventive, creative.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 107 A good Sherris-Sack .

.

makes it [the braine] apprehensiue, quicke, forgetive, full of

nimble, fierie, and delectable shapes. 1800 Malone Life
Dryden Pr. Wks. I. 1. 382 Corinna's forgetive imagination.

1814 Cary Dante, Purg. xvn. 14 O quick and forgetive

power ! that sometimes dost So rob us of ourselves. 1871

M. Collins Mrg. £ Merch. I. iv. 127 Her temperament ..

strangely quick, sensitive, apprehensive, forgetive.

Porge*t-me-HO:t. [In sense 1, a translation

of the OF. name tie viottbliez mye, whence late

MHG. vergt'% mfn niht (mod.Ger. vergisz mein
nicht), Sw. Jorgiita mfo ej. In the 15th c. the

flower was supposed to have the vhtue of ensuring

that those wearing it should never be forgotten by
their lovers. (See epiots. in Grimm IVb. s.v.) The
application of the name to the ground-pine ^sense

3) is app. exclusively Fng. ; whether this plant

was credited with the same magical properties as

its namesake, or whether it was named * on account

of the nauseous taste that it leaves in the mouth

'

(Prior) is not ascertained.]

1. The name of various kinds of Myosotis, esp.

M. pa/ustris, a plant which flourishes in damp or

wet soil, having bright blue flowers with a yellow

eye. Also applied to the closely resembling species,

M. azorica, AT. arvensis, and others.

c 1532 Dkwbs Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1024 A flour of forget

me nat, une Jleur de ne moubliez tnye. 1817 Coleridge
Sibyll Leaves, Keep-sake 13 Hope's gentle gem, the sweet

Forget-me-not. 1833 Tennyson Poems 46 Eyes.. Blue as

the blue forget-me-not. 1840 Agnes Strickland Qneens
Fng. III. 84 This royal adventurer . . I.ancaster, appears to

have been the person who gave to the myoso'is arvens/s,

or, ' forget me-not ', its emblematic and poetic meaning. 1880

Outda Moths 1 1 1 . 216 He laid on her knee some forget-me nots.

b. Applied with qualifying words to other varie-

ties of Myosotis v see quots.).

1865 Oosse Land -V Sea (1874) 235 The early scorpion-

grass or hill forget-me-not. 1867 Sower by Eng. Bot. VII. 102

Alpine Forget-me-not, M. alpestris. Ibid., Creeping water
Forget-me-not, M. re/ens. Ibid. 106 Dwarf Forget-me-not,

M. collina. Ibid. 104 Wood Forget-me-not, M. sylvatica.

Ibid. 108 Yellow and blue Forget-me-not, M. versicolor.

2. The Germander Speedwell ( Veronica Chamm-
drys). [So also in German writers of 15 -16th c]
1853 G.Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 151 Veronica

cham&drys . .often miscalled the Forget-me-not.

f 3. The Ground Pine [Ajuga Cham*pitys\.
1578 Lyte Dodoens \. xviii. 28 Of Ground Pyne . . There

be three sortes. .called, .in English also Chama;pitys,Ground
Pyne, Herbe iue, Forget me not. '597 Geraroe Herbal
11. cxlii. § 3. 422 Ground Pine is called in English herbe Iuie,

Forget me not. *
4. attrib. and Comb., as forget-me-not blue, eyes

;

forget me-not-hited adj-

<ii877 Ouida Tricotrin I. 522 The treacherous, .glitter in

her forget-me-not-hued eyes. 1887 J. A. Sterry Lazy
Minstr. (1892) 148 A smart little crew. . In ivory-white and
forget-me-not blue. Ibid. 174 This sweet little lass, Raises

two Forget-me-not eyes. 1894 Daily A'eivs 22 June 6/6

Pressed in forget me-not blue chene' silk.

Forgetness (l^igetius). rare. [f. Forget z/. +
-Ntss.j Forgetfulness.

1474 Caxton Chesse in. vi. H iij b, The vice of glotonye

provoketh lecherye ; wherofcometh forgetenes of his mynde.
1892 Daily News n Oct. 47 It is easier to imagine the

disappearance of Westminster Abbey from the face of the

earth, the forgetness that such a place ever existed among
men, than, etc.

Forgett (f^id^et). Also 7 forchet. (forga.) 9
forchette, forget; te, forgit. [originally forchet,

a. K. fourchette of same meaning, lit. 'fork'.]

Glove-making', (see quots.)

1681 Min. Glover Incorp. Perth in Beck Gloves (1883) 153
That no Gloves be made with tard forchets but allenerly

with Cliven forchets. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 18/1

The Forges, the pceces between the Fingers. 1862 Mrs.
H. Wood Mrs. Ha/lib. 1. xxiii. (1864) 125 The long strips,

running up inside the fingers, are the forgits. 1891 igtlt

Cent. No. 178. 939 The pieces for the thumbs, and the forgets
— /. e, the little side pieces for the lingers.

Forgettable ff£ige*iab'l), a. [f. Forget v.

+ -ABLK.] That may be forgotten.

i845CARLYLECr(7«/?t't?//(i87i)I. 55 Indistinct and instantly

forgettable particulars. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org;
v. 184 Wasting six months in cramming up a minimum of

j
forgetable matter.

Forgetting (ff&ge'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Forget v.

+ -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Forget ; also, f the state

of being unconscious, oblivion.

1340 Ayenb. 18 Ingratitude, bet is, uoryeti[n]ge of god
and of his guodes. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvu.
clxxxiv. (1495) 724 Wyne bredyth in the soule foryetynge

i of anguyssh. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 109 Ffor-

! getyng makyth a man in his schryfte to foryete bobe smale

I

synnes & grete. 1538 Elyot Diet., Prxtermissio, forget-

ynge, or leuinge out of a thynge. 1614 W. Barclay Ne/cn-
then in Jas. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 116 It maketh and induceth
..the forgetting of all sorrowes and miseries. 1643 Milton
Divorce it, xxii. (1851) 12S, I am not willing to discover
the furgettings of reverend men. 1803-6 Wordsw. lutlm,
Immort. v, Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.

1 2. The state of being forgotten, oblivion. Obs.
.

(71050 Liber Scintill. lvi. (1889) 174 Heo na byS on
forgytincge [oblivione]. a 1340 Hami'ole Psalter Cant.
498 pou gaf til forgetynge all my synnys. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. 11. xv. 236 That thilk mynde die not and falle not into
for^eting. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. i. 4 God had .

.

prouided to present e it from forgetting.

Forgetting '.f^Jge'tirj), //?. a. rare, [see

-ixg -.J That lorgets, forgeilul.

1847 Emerson Poems, Uriel, A forgetting wind Stole over
the celestial kind. 1855 in Clarke Diet.

Hence Porg'e'ttingly adv., in a forgetful manner

;

forgetfully ; through forgetfulness.

1605 li. Jonson I'olpone iv. vi, I fear I haue (forgettingly)

transgrest Against the dignity of the Court. 1650 Hall
Grounds Monarchy in Harrington Oceana (1700) 14 Which
. .partly in this penury of Books, forgettingly I pass.

f Forge ttingness. Obs. rare. [t. as prec.

+ -NES8.J Forgetfulness.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 5 For5etingnes all wey
kypinge be craft of a stepdamme, he is enmy of mynde.
Ibid. II. 323 Moyses .. made tweie rynges, 00:1 of mynde
and anober of forgetyngnesse.

t Forgi*ft. Obs. Forms : 4 for^efthe, ^yft,

4-5 -gyft, {5 -yifte). [f. Forgive z/. after Gift.]

Forgiveness.
c 1315 Shoreham 40 Two thynges her wythynne beth For-

?efthe and repentynge. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5736 pou most
lyleue on holychurche. .And on for-$yft of synne. 153a
It'edn. F'asteCW. de WA Kynge Davyd fasted for mercy !

Nineve dyd y
e same And had forgyft of synne.

Forging (fdVidgit))i vbl. sb. [t. Forge v.^ +
-1NG

'.J

1. The action of the vb. Forge in various senses;

an instance of the same. Also, used gcrundially

with the omission of in.

138a Wyclif Ecclns. xxxii. 8 In forging [1388 the making]
of gold signe is of a smaragd. •: 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. tE. E. T. S.) 100 J>e craft of fforgynge. 1523
Ld. Hern'ers Froiss. I. clxx. 208 Forgyng of moneys.
a 1568 Asciiam Scholem. (Arb.) 120 Which tooles . . be not
of myne owne forcing. 1594 West ind Ft. Symbol. 11.

Indict. § 66 Forging of false and fraudulent writings. 1667
Oldknbukq in Phil. Irans. II. 415 The melting, forging,

and tempering of it [iron]. X774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862)
1. viii. 36 In this great elaboratory of nature, a thousand
benefits and calamities are foreing. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts,
etc. 703 The forging and drawing out of the iron.

b. concr. A product of forging ; a forged mass
(of iron, etc.).

1858 Gm ener Gunnery 95 The skill . . displayed in weld-

ing large forgings of wrought iron into shafts. 188a Wore.
Exhib. fatal, iii. 15 Tyres and forging of Whitworth steel.

2. attrib., asforging-hammer, -mill.

1874 Knicht Diet. Mech. I. 906 Forging-hawmer, a ham-
mer used by gold-beaters. 1887 Hissey Holiday on Read
73 The requisite water-power for forging or other mills.

Forging fo^ud^irj ,ppl. a. [f. as prec. -t--iNG-.]

That loiges, in senses oi the vb.

159a Shaks. I'eu. <y Ad. 729 Till forging nature be con-
demii'd of treason. 1679 Dryden & Lee iEdipus iv. Wks.
1883 VI. 204 Let. .not a greybeard forging priest come near.

1739 G. Otii.E Guatlh. <y Grit, 66'A forging Hand he found,

and scheming Head.

Forgivable ffTigi-vab'l), a. Alsoforgiveable.

[f. Forgive v. 4- -able.] That maybe forgiven,

pardonable, excusable.

1550 Latimer Last Serm.be/. Edit*. VI ("1562) 123 b,_Au
vnexcusable sin ; yet to him that will truly repent, it is

forgeueable. x6n Cotgr., Pardonnabte . .forgiueable. i8ai

Coleridge Lett. Couvers., etc. II. xxiii. 39 A neglect of
this kind may be forgiveahle, but it is utterly inexcusable.

187a M. Collins Pr. Clarice I. ix. 139 To know one's own
uulness ought to make it forgiveable,

+ Forgi*vance. Sc, Obs. Form : 5 forgiv-

ance, 6 ioirgiffance, forgev e ance. [f. Forgive
v. + -ance.] Forgiveness, pardon.
1490 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 153 And ask. .forgeuance of

be deth of be said Johne. a 1575 Dinrn. Occurr. (Banna-
tyne Club) 339 The said laird . . askit the haiil peopill foir-

giffance in his name.

Forgive (M-igi v), v. Pa. t. forgave {fage'v).

Pa. pple. forgiven (^ff'igiv'n). Forms: see Give.

'\OK.forgiefan (f. Foii-/rt/.i + giefan : see Give v.),

corresponding to Du. vergeven, OHG. far-, fer-,

for-, furgeban vGer. vergeben), ON. fyrirgefa tSw.

forgifva, MVa. forgivej to forgive, (jolh. fragidau
to grant.]

f 1. Irans. To give, grant. Obs.

(-900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 1. xvl [xxvii] (1890) 84 Forbon ne
bid baet forjifen ^aette alefed bi5, ac b<et bio riht. 971
Btiekl. Horn. 31 Ealra baragifa be he middan^earde forgeaf

burh his tocyme. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 229 He for5iaf bhnde
manne 3esechSe. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xvm. 76 For he

was kny^te & kynges sone kynde forjaf bat lyme, pat non
harlot were so hardy to leyne hands vppon hym. 1483

I'ulgariaabs Terentio 2 b, The grettist tresourethat j hadd

j forgafe the.

f 2. To give up, cease to harbour (resentment,

wratbA Also, to give up one's resolve {to do

something). Obs.
(- 1200 Ormin 1466 A53 whannse bu forr^ifesst tuss bin

wrabbe. ei^oSPilate 167 in E. E. /\(i862) 115 He wende
..bat he hadde for3eue him his wrabbe. c 1380 Wyclif



FORGIVE. 453 FORGRAITH.
Paternoster Wks. (1880) 200 Here men moten foneue pe

rancour .. of here herte to here iwljtlwjlll. a 1533 Ln.
Bhrners Huou Ixxxiii. 257 Oberon .. forgatte all the yll

wyll that he had to Huon. 1564 Carseiveli's Lett, in

Wodr. Soc. Misc. 285, I can nocht forgif to do my sobir

diligens in furderance of the kirk.

3. To remit (a debt) ; to give up resentment or

claim to requital for, pardon (an offence). Const.

a. with simple object.

a 1000 Cedtnon's Gen. 662 (Gr.) He forgit5 hit. £1175
Lamb. Horn. 67 Ower hating for3efe 5c c xaoo Trin. Coil.

Horn. 29 fanne beo [-e synne forgiuen. 13.. Cursor M.
25109 (Colt. Gatba) l.ord forgiff pou dettes ours. ,1400
Destr. Troy 11581 Ail hir gilt to forgiff. 1503 Kalenderof
Sheph. Pater Noster, Forghewe the fawlys doyeng ageyns

them. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 26 Forgiue a nioytie

of the pnncipall. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. hi. xlii. 274 An
Authority to Forgive, or Retain Sins. 1781 Burns Why
am I loth ii, Fain would I say, ' Forgive my foul offence !

'

1855 Tennyson Maud xii, Should I fear . . to say ' Forgive

the wrong". 1882 iqt/t Cent. No. 61. 348 The amount of

rent that has been forgiven in the past two years has been
wry large.

b. with the thing in the ace, and the person in

the dat., or preceded by f til, to, unto or as subj.

of vb. in pass.).

c 1000 Agt. Gosp. Matt. vi. 12 And forgyf ns ure gyltas.
c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 37 Ne mei be preost fonefen nane men
his sonne. a 1300 Cursor M. 19019 (Edin.l Giu sal forgiuin
be giur auk. Ibid. 25109 (Cott.) Forgiue bou til us dettes
vrs. c i^ao Sir Tristr. 2568 For^euen hem was her wo, No
were pai neuer so dere. 138a Wyclik Matt, xviii. 27
Sothely the lord of that seruant. .for^aue to hym the dette.

t 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867! 128 Lord your deth forgyffe it

me. i5 3-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 37 Preamb , It pleased
your Hignnesse. .to forgyve unto your seid Subject all the
seid Mesprisions. 161 1 Bibi.r Isa. xxxiii. 24 The people
that dwel therein shalbe foremen their iniquitie. 1665
Walton Life Hooker H.'s Wks. 1888 1. 39 Forgiving him
his first-fruits. 1726-31 Tindai, Rabin's Hist. Eng. '1743)
II. xvii. 153 She forgave him what she had lent his father.

178a Cowter Ch<irity6n Let Charity forgive me a mistake
That zeal, not vanity, has chanced to make. i8s5T. Moore
Mem. (1854) V. 46 Clonmell never forgave this to Grattan.

C. with indirect (personal; obj. only, either in

dative a construction now merged in 4^, or f pre-

ceded by to. tilt, unto.

c xaoo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 21 Mot ic him forgyfan o5
seofon sibas. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 30 pu scalt for^euen Ion
monni ba wiS be agultet. a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter vi. 1

Forgifynge til him bat synnes in vs. 138a Wyci.if Matt.
vi. 12 As we fur^eue to oure dettours. 1484 Caxton Fables
of Alsop 1. xviii. The myghte and puyssant must pardonne
and forgyue to the lytyll and feble.

4. To give up resentment against, pardon (an

offender). Const, for, -\ of or dependent clause,

rarely f to with inf. Also (now rarely) to abandon
one's claim against 'a debtor\
[ciooo, c 1175: see 3 c] c xaoo Ormin 4960 To forr3'fe'ir»

obre menn Wibb word & ec wibb herrte. c 1340 Cursor M.
8396 (Fairf.) }e ar for-giuen of bat vn-ri3t. c 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 91 How y

l crist forgaf mavdelen marie. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. n. iv. 172 Forgiue me that I doe not
dreame on thee. 1607 Wii.kins Miseries Inforced Mar-
riage it. Dj, I do forgiue thee with my hart. 1715 Ds Foe
Fam. Instruct. 1. i, He forgives them for the sake of Jesus
Christ. 174a Richardson Pamela III. 387 An Example so
much better—forgive me to say—before her. 1785 Burns
\st Fpht. Lapraik xvii, I like the lasses—-Gude forgie me '.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxi, Forgive me if I remind you,
that [etc]. i856 G. Macuonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxii.

(18781403 He asks you to forgive the man who wronged you.

5. absol. (of 3 and 4, which in this use coincide).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vi. 37 ForgyfaS & eow by5 for-

gyfen. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VI. v. (1495) 192
Chyldren ben sone playsyd and lyghtlythey forgyue. x6n
Bible i Kings viii. 30 And when thou hearest, forgiue.

1709 Pope Ess. Cril. 525 To err is human, to forgive, divine.

1841 'Irexch Parables xxiv. (1877) 411 Though God may
forgive, man is not therefore to forget.

6. To make excuse or apology for, regard indul-

gently. Now only in impcr. as an entreaty.

1667 Mii.ton P. L. x. 956 Thy fraillie and infirmer Sex
forgiv'n 1738 Pope F.pil. Sat. 1. 63 Dear Sir, forgive the
Prejudice of Youth. 178a Cowper Truth 582 Forgive their
evil, and accept their good. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
Prol. xi. Forgive these wild and wandering cries . . Forgive
them where they fail in truth.

+ 7. =Miscive. (So also Give"). Obs. rare.
1600 Hot,'.and Livy 754 Annibal!, whose mind forgave him

that such a thing would fall out, had prepared shipping.

8. dial. .See quots.)

1790 Grosr Prov. Gloss- (ed. 2) s.v., Forgive, to thaw.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Forgive, to begin to thaw.

Forgive-, stem of prec. used in derivatives;

as f Forgivafal a. [see -ful], full of forgiveness
;

ready to forgive. Forgivelessa. [see -less], dis-

inclined to forgive; unforgiving, f Por^ivelich a.

ME. {OIL. forgifenlie) [see -LI x
], likely to be for-

given
; pardonable, venial.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 24 Ic sec^e eow, Dset Sodum-
wara lande byS for^yfenlicre on domes dag, bonne m
a 1225 Aucr. R. 346 sunne uor^iuelich mei beon ful

deadlich. 1563 Man Mnscnlus' Commonpl. 126a, He is

also forgeuefull and mercyfull. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. I.

356 They live their lives, forgotten and dead, Forgiveless
and unforgiven.

Forgiven (fj?.igi-v'n\/// a. [pa. pple. of For-
give v.] In senses of the vb.
1548ELYOT Diet.) Coudonatus. . geuen, forgeuen, pardoned.

1607 Shaks. Titnon v. iv. 79 Faults forgiuen. X717 Pope
Eloisa 255 Soft as the slumbers of a saint forgiv'n. 1859
Tennyson Elaine 1096 A face, bright as for sin forgiven.

Forgiveness (f&gi'vnes). Forms : 1 forji-

fe(n)nys. -3yfe
v
n)nys, for?;if(e)nes ; for later

forms cf. Forgive and -ness. [OK. for^ifennys,
f. for^ifen, Forgiven ppl. a. + -ness. Cf. Du.
vergiffenis]

1. The action of forgiving
;
pardon of a fault, re-

mission of a debt, etc. \ In OE. also : Indulgent
permission.
The etymological sense, 'condition or fact of being for-

given', is not clearly evidenced even in OFC., though in

expressions like 'the forgiveness of sins' the word may
admit of being thus interpreted.

c 900 tr. Bteda's Hist. 1. xvi. [xxvii]. (1890) 82 Dis ic c\vc5o>

a;fter forgifnesse {secundum indulgentiam\ nales aifter

Irebodo. 971 Blickl. Horn. 19 ponne we.. us forgifnessa
biddab. a xaoo Moral Ode 29S Nis nober nine belle ore no
for^iuenesse. U97 R. Gr.ouc. (1724) 58 pat bid me for

^efnesse, & to amende hys trespas. 1340 Ayenb. 32 Vor
non ne may habbe uoryeuenesse : wyp-oute zobe ssrifte.

c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) xiii. 59 A man schuld all anely
ask him forgifnes wham he trespast to. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng. cexxviii. 238 The pope yafe hem. .forycuenes of al hir

sinnes that [etc.]. 1584 rOWEL Lloyd's Cambria 235 All

the brethren desired the father forgiuenes. 1729 Butler
Serm. Pref. Wks. 1874 II. 21 Forgiveness of injuries is one
of the very few moral obligations which has been disputed.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. xxxi, He would have to en-

counter much that was unpleasant before he could win her
forgiveness.

2. Disposition or willingness to forgive.

c 1200 Ormin 1477,1x1 are 8: mi lice & mildherrtle^c & ribht

forr^ifen esse. 1535 Covi-:roale Dan. ix. 9 Vnto the.. per-

tayneth mercy and forgeuenesse. 1678 Sprat Serm. (1710)

99 Meekness, Forgiveness, Bounty and Magnanimity,

b. in plural, rare. A Hebraism.)
1611 Bible Dan. ix. 9 To the Lord our God belong mercies

and forgiuenesses.

Forgiver (f^igi'vai). [f. Fokgivez/. + -er 1
.]

One who forgives.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 256 note (MS. Titus), Hire for^eouere.

1388 Wvclif Rom. iii. 25 Whom God ordeynyde for^yuer

[1382 an belpere ; Vulg. fropi!iaiionem\. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. in. v. 306 Ful greie for^euers of dettis. 1557 /'rimer,

Godly Prayers O ij, Not onlye a forgever but also a re-

venger. 1625 Ussiier Answ. Jesuit 102 [He] is the forgiver

of sinnes. 174a Richardson Pamela 111. 69, I was thus
lifted up to the State of a sovereign Forgiver, and my lordly

Master became a Petitioner. 1872 J. G. Murphy Comm.
Let', xvi. ad'fin. , The great Forgiver.

Forgiving (^gi'vin), vbl. sb. Also 5-6 Sc.

forgiffine, -yne. [f. FoBGlVE v. + -ING *.] The
action of the verb FOROIVJB.
c 1385 Chal'ckr L. G. W. 1852 Lncrece, Be as be may,

quod she, of forgyfynge. a 1460 Let. Jas. II, Chart.
Aberd. 62 (Jam.) Not agaynstanding ony releasing, gyft,

forgiffyne, or accordyng. c 1526 Frith Disput. I'nrgat.
Wks. (1573) 29 Albeit man repente his forgeuyng and after-

wards sue for bis debt. 1533 Gau Richt r<zy(i888)8 Quhair
thay sal get grace marde and forgiffine of thair sinnis.

Forgiving (hyJgi'vin.), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 2

.j That forgives ; inclined to forgive; indi-

cating forgiveness.

1690 Norris Beatitudes (1694) I. 188 A mild, meek and
forgiving Spirit. 1703 Rowk Fair Pem't. iv. i. 1574 One
forgiving Glance. 1820 Keats Isabella xix, Of thee we now
should ask forgiving boon. 1855 Macaulay//w/. Eng. III.

458 He was of no gentle or forgiving temper.

Hence Forffi/vingly adv. ; ForiyivingTiess.
1667 Flavei. Saint Indeed (1754)84 Never did any carry

it more peaceably and forgivingly. 174a Richardson Pamela
III. 82 So much Sweetness, and so much Forgivingness.

1857 W. Collins Dead Secret 249 Remember me forgivingly,

Arthur. 1865 J. Grotk Moral Ideas viii. (1876) 114 Active
forgivingness, the returning of good for evil.

Forglopned, -glut : see Yon- pref 1 5 and 6.

t Forgnaw*, v. Obs. [OE.forg-;ragan,f.Yon-

pref 1 + gnagan to Gnaw.] trans. To gnaw in

pieces, eat up ; lit. andySfj;

rxooo ,/Elfric Horn. (Th.l 1 1. 194 Gserstapan forgno^on swa
hwaet swa se ha^ol bela;fde. a 1225 Ancr. ^.338 Godis
god, hwon ich hit do..min vuel hit forgnaweo. ^1x90
Altvnglische Legenden (Horstmann) I. 161 Somme .. hor
wreche flesch uor gnowe. c 13*5 Body <$- Soul 269 in Map's
Poems 343 Wormes for-gnowen heor aire throte. 1413
PUgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) 11. xlv. 24 Somme had feete al

forgnawen.

+ Forgni'de, v. Obs. Pa. t. forgnode. [OE.
forgnidan, f. YOR- pref.*+ gntdan to crush.] trans.

To break, break to pieces ; to destroy.
a 1000 Lamb. Ps. civ. [cv.] 16 He forgnad . . treow 5ema;ru

heora. a 1300 E. E. Psalter ibid., He. .alle festnes of bred
forgnode. Ibid. cvi[i]. 16 He forgnod yhates brased ware.

Forgo, forego (ff?>, fo-ug^, v. Pa. t. for-,

forewent. Pa. pple. for-, foregone. Forms:
see Go. [OE. forgdn, -gangan

t f. For- pref 1 +
gan, gangan : see Go.]

f 1. intr. To go away, go past, pass away. Obs,
c 950> Lindisf. Gosp. Matt.v.x8 Enne pnclcneforgaes from

ae wi5 oahuile_ alle sie. a 1300 Cursor M. 6264 (Cott.)
pe see on aiber side bam stod Als walles tua, quils bai for

yod. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. xhx, And fast

by him pale Malady was plac'd : Sore sick in bed, her
colour all foregone.

t 2. trans. To go by, pass over. lit. and fig.
Hence, to leave alone or undone, neglect, overlook,
slight. Obs. exc. arch.
c 1000 ./Elfhic Horn. (Th.) I. 92 Se5e bis forganS his sawul

losaS. ( iooo — Exod. xii. 23 He [Drihten] for^aeb bas
huses duru. a 1300 Cursor M. 25344 (Cott.) Grant vs j>i

maght..to luue vr euen cristen sua bat we pair Iastes ma
forga. la 1500 Trevisa'sBarth. deP. R. (1 535} vi. xvi, He [the

euyll seruant] forgeih [1398 forgendreb] all his lordes nedes,

and leaueth them vndone. 1858 Huckle Civiiiz. (1869) II. i^

29 He. .never, .allowed the claims of his profession to make
him forego the superior claims of his country,

t 8. To avoid, elude. Obs. rare— '.

c 1305 Edmund Conf. 301 in E. E. P. (1S62) 79 per lurncd*.

bis holi man . . be deueles poer forgon.

f b. To overreach, deceive. Obs. rare ~ l
.

1382 WWclif Cot. Prol. 429 Thei weren forgon of falst

apostlis.

4. To go from, forsake, leave. Obs. exc. arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17012 (Gott.) Mannes saul . . wold neiiti

if it might be bodi self forga. c 1340 Ibid. 13280 (Trin.) Fetuv
andandrew. . wibo word haue bei ship forgone. 1530 Palsck-.

556/1 Shall I forgo your company nowe. 1622 Callis Stat.
Sewers(16j,y) 191 When I), was Banished, he then forewent his

local Habitation. 1697 Dbvdeh Virg. Past. iv. 46 When to

ripen'd Manhood he shall grow, The greedy Sailer shalL' the
Seas forego. 1725 Pope Odyss. xn. 450 Vengeance, ye
Gods ! or 1 the skies forego. 1821 Wordsw. Sonn.. Clerical
Integrity, Their altars they forego, their homes they quit.

1844 Mrs. Browning Caiariua to Camocns iv, And if they
looked up to you, All the light which has forgone them
Would be gathered back anew.

5. To abstain or refrain from (some action or

procedure). Rarely with to and inf. as object.

a 1000 Laws Cnut §85 in Thorpe Arte, Laws I. 424 pajt

he . . Rmea^e . . hwa;t him sy to donne & to forganne. 1297
K. Glouc. (1724) 290 pys god man Seyn Dunston Hatede
muche to crouny hym, jyf he yt my^te ver gon. c 1420 .V;>

Amadace (Camden xviii, Vnnetbe he my^te forgoe to wepe.

1587 Tu rbi-:kv. 'Drag. 7. (1837)9 The Authour heredeclare.th
the cause why bee. .forewent the translation of the learned

Poet I.ucan. 1768 Beattie Minstr. 11. xlvi, Then jarring

appetites forego their strife. 1842 Pusey Crisis Eng. Ch. 72
We forewent much which any of us might have desired to do.

i860 Hawthorne 'Transform, xv, He had foregone to be a
Christian reality. 1871 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. x. 313
We forego any comparison between the two men.
absol. 1810 Scovr Lady ofL. 11 xxxiv, Chieftains, forego !

I hold the first who strikes my foe,

6. To abstain frum, go without, deny to one-

self; to let go or pass, omit to take or use ; to give

up, part with, relinquish, renounce, resign.

^1175 Cott. Hon/. 221 Forgang pu ones trecwes westm.
a 1225 Aucr. R. 8 Fleschs forgon o'-er vi.-,ch. c 1400
Melayne 307 Lid hym hawkes & houndes forgoo, And to

dedis of amies hym doo. 1561 T. Norton Calvin^s lust

.

iv. 3 No greate pleasure shoulde be forgo:.e thereby. 1606
Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. v. viii. 9, I am vnarm'd, forgie thi^

vantage, Greeke. 1653 Mii.ton Hirelings Wks. (1847) 435/r

Though Paul were pleas'd to forgo his due. and not to use

his Power . . yet he had a Power. 1714 Gay 'Trivia tu. 3C0

Ah hapless Swain . .Canst thou forgo Koast-Heef for nauseous
Pills? 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. iii. 343 The Plea-

sures are to be foregone, and the Pains accepted. 1828 E.
Irving Serm. I. p. liv, Whatever He. .forewent of infinite

glory . . is to he placed to the account of mankind. 1848

Kingsi.kv Saint's Trag. II. iv, Wear but one robe the le-s

—forego one meal. 1849 M. Arnold AVw Sirens, Those
slackened arms forgo The delight of death-embraces.

f 7. To go without (compulsorily), to be with-

out ; to miss, lack. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3443 (Cott.
1

) His wijf bat lang had child

for-gane Now sco bredes tua for ane. .1340 Ibid. 23292
(Trin.) Mercy shut pei euer forgoon. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxxii, 147 Alssone as bai forga be smell of bam bai

dye. a 1400 50 A texamier 1Z8 And gett agayn his awyn
gronde at he forgais nowe.

fb. To let go (involuntarily), lose, forfeit. Obs.

c 1205 Lav. 22130 Ale mon be his lond hafde for-gan.

c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 9 Hem thynken oftymes that

they maye neuer forgoo the likyng that they haue. 1587
Golding De Moruay xxvi. 395 He had sodainly forgone,

his sight, which was afterwarti restored againe.

absol. c 1450 tr. De Imitaiione in. liv, f>ere shal be plenty

of all good wiboute drede of lesyng or forgoyng.

f 8. Only in pa. pple. : Exhausted with going,

wearied, faint. Also, faint with emotion. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3527 (Cott.) Quen he al weri was for-

gan Ham he tok his wai o-nan. 13. . Coer de L. 5472 Myn
[horses] ar wery and forgon. c 1330 Amis fy Amil. 1054

Than seighe he a weri knight forgon, Ynder a tre slepeand

alon. c 1384^ Chavcrr //. Fame 1. 115 He that wery was
for-go On pdgrimage myles two. X597 T. Heard Theat.

Gods yudgem. (1612) 350 The poor slave, all forgone at this

. .ouglie sight, looked everie minute to be devoured.

Hence Porgo-ing" vbl. sb. ; Forgone///, a. Also

Forgcer, one who forgoes (something).

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Col. ii. 12 After sucbe

forgoyng of your bodyes, which were thral to sinne. 161 x

Cotgr., Abandonneur .. forgoer. 1627 Sanderson Serm.
I. 268 They chuse to be still ignorant, rather than hazard

the forgoing of any part of that freedom. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1874 I. 93 The voluntary foregoing many
things which we desire. 1828 Webstkk, Eoregocr, one who
forbears to enjoy. Ibid., Foregone, forborne to be possessed

or enjoyed.

Forgotten (f^Jgp-t'n), ///. a. [pa. pple. of

Forget v.] a. Not remembered, that has passed

from the mind or out of remembrance, b. Omitted

or neglected through inadvertence.

1419 Wills *s Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 78, I gyf to the

vicar of Seint Nicholas kyrk for forgetyn tendes c". 1517

Will in Southwell Visit. (18911 128 For forgoten tithes vjs.

viijd. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 116 Onely compound
me with forgotten dust. 1870 L'Estrangf. Miss Mil/ord

I. v. 113 Agood deal of forgotten poetry. 1887 Bowen \ irg.

/Eneiii I. 358 A forgotten treasure that lay Long from the

daylight buried.

t Forgrai'th, v. 0!>s. [f. FoR-/r«/: 2 + GRAiTH

v.] /rans. To get ready beforehand, prepare.

Hence t Porgraithing vbl. sb., preparation. •

a 1300 E. E. Psalter i.x. 38 [x. 17] Far-gra[i]bynge of bair



FORGROW.
hert herd ere bine. Ibid. xx[i]. 12 In baire leuynges for-

graipe lickam of pa.

Forgreat, -greme: see F or- pre/. 1 3, 10.

t ForgTOW, v. Obs. rare exc. in pa. pplc. for-

grown. Forms : see Grow. [OE. forgrdwan,

i. Fok- pre/. 1 +growan: see Grow v.]

1. intr. To grow to excess or out of shape. Only

in pa. pple.forgrown, overgrown, misshapen.
a xooo Riming Poem (Gr.) 46 Brondhord geblowen breos-

turn in forgrowen. 1399 Sarcastic Verses in Archxol.

XXI. 89 pis is a busch bat is forgrowe. 1543 Grafton
Contn. Harding 599 A pylgremes hat. .with a long and for-

growen bearde. 1565 Golding OvitCs Met. 1. 11593) 14 So
foule a Dragon., so monstrously for-growne. 1576 Newton
Lemnies Complex. (1633) 133 Although the party be fat and
forgrowne. x6oi Bp. Andrewes-SV™/. Matt, xxii. 21 (1641)

II. 96 The fat and foregrown rammes within our own fold.

fii- I5*3 Golding Calvin on Dent, clxxxii. 1129 An
euill custome is nothing else than an errour forgrowen.

2. trans. To overgrow, cover with a growth

(usually one that is excessive or unsightly).

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 129 Forpi is bis westren for-

yrouwen midbrimbles. 1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1. 363 The
long gras that is so grene . . forgrowen hit hath the fellde.

1494 Fabvan Chron. v. cxx. 97 The towne of Westmynster
.. that tyme was forgrowen with busshes. a 1535 More
Wks. 74 The ground that is al foregrowen with nettcls.

x575 Laneham Let. (1871) 14 Hombre Salua^io..forgrone

all in moss and Iuy.

b. In pa. pple. [ofaged persons) : Overgrown or

covered (with hair;. Hence (? or from sense \\
Extremely old.

c 1430 Lydg. Bochas ix. x. (1554) 201b, With heere for-

growen body and visage. c 1440 Generydes 3667 A man
that was right ferr in age. .And all forgrowe. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. VII. 605 In the bordour of this dilicious place ..

Stode ii. forgrowen faders, reasemblyng Ennok and Hely.
1527 Prose Life St. Brandon (Percy) 52 He was olde and
for-growen so that no man myght se his body.

t Forgui'lt, v. Obs. Forms : 3 Orm. forr-

gilltenu. Pa. t. 3 forgilt, -gult. Pa. pple. 2-3

forgilt, -gult, Orm. -gilltedd. [OE. */orgyltan
}

f. For- pre/. 1 + gyltan to sin.]

1. trans. To bring into a state of guilt. Only
rcjl. or in pass. Const. wid,gten.
cxtji Lamb. Horn. 27 >if bu ert swiSe for-gult wi5 bine

eoroliche lauerd he [etc.]. cizoo Ormin 2619 pe deofell .

.

stannddebb . . To don uss to forrgilltenn uss 33:11 Godd.
a 1225 After. R. 388 Al bet is i5e worlde he werp under ure
uet bestes ant fueles, ear we weren uorgulte.

2. To forfeit by guilty conduct. Also, to bring

into by guilt.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 Er we weren al forgult in to helle.

{ 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 211 He forgilt heuene wele, and
haue5 Iielle wowe. 1297 R. Glouc. (17241 1 Plente me may
in Engelond ofalle gode y se, Bute folc yt for gulte ober
^eres be worse be. c 1300 Harrovf. Hell 166 J>ou laddest

OUS to parays, We hit forgulten ase vnwys. ? a 1350 Arth. iy

Met I. (Line. Inn MS.) 593 Til Lucifer hit forgult wib pryde.

Forhale, -hang : see Von- pre/A 5.

t Forhard, v. Obs.~ v [NK.forhardien (trans.),

OE. forheardian (intr.), f. F'or- pre/ 1 + heardian

to become or make hard.] trans. To harden.
c 1250 Gen. A> Ex. 3338 For it [sc. the manna] malt at 5e

sunne-sine, OeoSerfir for-hardede[/r/«;W forhadede]hine.

f Forha'rden, v. Obs.-*- [f. Fok- pre/A +
Harden vJ] trans. = prec.

1571 Golding Catz-in on Pt. Ixxiii. 15 They become for-

hardened, and shaking of the feare of God, do therwithal
cast away the hope of salvation.

t ForhaTe, v. Obs. rare ~ K [f. For- pre/, i +
Hare v.~\ trans. To affright or harry exceedingly.

1659 Be. Gaudkn Serm. at Fun. Bp. tirounrig (i66o) 55
EUsha's cry is not. .a bare clamor insignificant, as one scared
and forehared.

Forhead, -heed : see For- pre/ 1
3, 5.

+ Forhe cche, v. Obs. Pa. pple. forhaht.
[f. Fok- pre/ 1

: the verbal element is obscure.]

trans. To despise.

1230 Mali Meid. 41 He forhoheo" [v.r. forheccheS] be
anan. a 1310 in Wright's L,yric P. x. 37 Thenne mihti ..

ben hated ant for-haht.

t ForheTe, v. Obs. Pa. pple. forholen. [OE.
forhelan, f. Fur- pre/ 1 + helan tohi(le = OFris. t OS.
/arhelan (Du. verhelen), OHG. for-, /erhelan

(MHG. verhehiy Ger. verkehlen).]

trans. To hide, conceal ; with personal obj. in

dat. or preceded by wip.
^888 K. Alfred Boeth. xvii, Daet mine crceftas and

anweald tie wurden forgitene and forholene. c xooo ./Elfric

Gen. xviil 17 Hu mars 1C forhelan Abrahame, 5e ic don
wille. 1x54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 [Hi] wenden 5a:t it

sculde ben forholen. exsoo Ormin 2468 Itt shollde wurrbenn
wel Forrholenn wibb be defell. 13.. A'. Alls. 6967 Thy
traitour schal beo forhole. c 1430 How Good IVijf tau$te
Dou^tir in Babees Bk. (1868; 39 Schewe it to bi freendis, &
for-hile bou it 11031.

+ Forhe'Vedness. Obs. [OE. forh&fedness,

f. /orha/ed (pa. pple. of /orhabban to restrain,

f. F or- pre/A + habban to Have, hold) + -KJ£Ss.j

Restraint, continence, abstinence.
(900 tr. Bxda's Hist. tv. xxvi. fxxv]. (1890^ 35-2 He .. in

micelre forhaefdnesse Drihtne beowade. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
ioi To michel forheuednesse on bete and on wete macaS
bene mon unhalne.

tForhew, v. Obs. Forms : Pa. t. 3 forheow.
Pa. pple. 4-5 forhewen. [OE./orlUawan (f. For-
pre/ 1 +/ieaivan to Hew) = OS. /or/iaiuan, OHG.

454

furhoinvan (MHG. verhomven> Ger. vcrhauen).']

trans. To hew or cut to pieces.

a 1000 Byrhtnoth 115 (Gr.) He mid billum wear6 . . swioe
forheawen. a 1205 Lay. 4593 He for-heow p£enne msest a-

two riht amidden. c X380 Sir Ferumb. 899 And eke ys

noble aketoun was [al] for-hewe & schente. c 1450 Merlin
234 Er thei were alle ynne ther were many slayn and for

hewen. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xn, Their sheldes

and theyr hauberkes were al forhewen. 1563 Sackville /«-

duct. Mirr. Mag. lvii, His face forhewed with woundes.

t Forhide, v. Obs. [OE./or/iydan J. F0R-I +
hydan to Hide) ;

= LG./er/iiidcn.] trans. To hide.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. exxxix. [cad.] 5 (GrjForhyddan oferhyd^e
me inwit-gyrene. t 1250 Gen. ty Ex.-i%j$ Longe it weren
3or forhid. c 1340 Cursor M. 5263 \Fairf.) Sone quy squa
forhidde bou be.

t Forhi'ght, V. Obs: Forms : 1 forhatan,

2-3 forhote. Pa', t. 3-4 forhet, 4 Se. forhicht.

[OE. forhatan str^ vb^ f. ¥or- pre/. 1 + h&tan to

promise, command : see Hight v.\

1. trans. To promise not to do, enjoy or practise

(something) ; to renounce.
c 1000 /Elffic Past. Ep. § 47 Buton he hit forhaten haebbe.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 199 Danne forsake we ure sinnes

mid heorte and for-hote5 mid mu&e. a 1235 Ancr. K. 192

5e . . ine blostme of ower 3uwe5e uorheten alle worldes blissen.

c 1305 Edmund Con/. 86 in E. El. P. {1862) 73 He . . forhet

bifore hire truliche wommanes mone. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,

Nicolaus 965 pai forhicht mare to steile.

2. To forbid.

c 1315 Shorbham 162 Thou dedest by thine wyves stevene

Thet was for-hote.

3. To ])romise. [Cf. Ger. verheiszen ]

a 1300 Cursor M. 11334 (Cott.) Godd has . . sent bam bat

he lang for-hight.

t Forhi-U, v. Obs. [f. For- pref.^ + Hill v.]

Irons. To cover ; to protect.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xc[i]. 14 For-hile him I sal, for mi
name knewe he. a 1400-50 Alexander 1063 Ane hert

with a hoge heued . . Was to behald as a harrow foreheld

[forhelid] with tyndez.

Hence Forhi lling- vbl. tb., in quot. quasi-oWKV.

protection. Also Porhiller, a protector.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii[ij. 18 Made is Laverd mi for-

hilinge. Ibid. 30 For-hiler es he Of al b^t in liim hopand be.

Forhoar ed : see Fob- pref.' 9, 10.

t Forho'ld, v. Obs. [OE. fo/Aea/daii (in sense

forsake, lose), f. For- pre/. 1 + heahian to Hold;
= MLG. vorhohien.']

trans. To detain, withhold. Hence Forho -lde(n

///. a , held over, kept too long.

Beowulf i-fii (Gr.) Hajfdon hy forhealden helm Scylfinga.

r888 K. jElfrku Boeth. xxix. § 1 033e hi beob bejen for-

healden. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2026 An time he was at hire

t3eld .. she him his mentel for-held. ti«7S xi Pains 0/
Hcll-j% in U. E. Misc. 149 A water. .bat .. stynkeb so for-

holde lych.

Forhow, v. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms: i forhojian,

2 -hu^ian, 3 -howien, -hojien, -hujien, 4-8

forhue, 9 forhoo, forhooy, 8- forhow. [OE.

forho^ian, f. For- pref. x + hogian to think, care.]

\ 1. trans. To despise, scorn. Obs.

£-900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 11. ii. (1890) 102 Gif he bonne eow
eac forhojie .. sy he bonne from eow forhojad. c 1160

Hatton Gosfi. Matt, xxiii. 10 f>st je ne for-hu^ien aenne of

bissen lytlingen. a lzx$Ancr. K. 166 Worldliche binges to

. .forhowien. c 1230 Ilali Meid. 25 Forhohe for to don hit

bat he buncheS uuel of. a 1300 Cursor M. 1S107 (Cott.) We
wend he had for-huud vs all.

2. To forsake, quit.

a J300 Cursor M. 23047 (Edin.) j>e formast raw. .bat sinne

and sak for him forhutd. c 1450 St. Cnthberi (Surtees)8258

par fore saint dunstan he pursued Whils he englande for-

hued. X753 A. Murphy Grays-Inn jtrnl. No. 39 F I It

gives me muckle Trouble to see the English forehuing their

Neest, and giving it up to the Cheeld of Israel. 1768 Ross
Hclenore 99 Ye did her so treach'rously forhow. a 1835

Hogg A'iliueuyxxiv, And the merl and the mavis forhooyed

their young. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb ii. (1873)

15 The laird wud hae to forhoo's bit bonny nest.

Hence f Porhower, a forsaker. f Porhoffht,

contempt.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. [cxix.] 22 Here fra me vp-

braidinge and for-hoghte. 1513 Douglas yEueis xn. i. 36
3on ilk Troiane forhowar of Asya [descrtorem Asix].

t Forhu'nger, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/. 1 +
Hl'NGKKz'. ; —Ger. ver/iungem."] trans. To make
very hungry ; to cause to die of hunger ; to starve.

Only in pa. pple. and ///. adj. Forhungered.
£1200 Ormin 11567 Iesu Crist forrhunngredd wass. c 1275

Lay. 23562 Mid ban wrecchc folke bat lai bar for-hongered.

c X350 Will. Palertie25is pei. .eten at here ese, for bel were
for-hungred. c 1425 SwVt* Sag: (P.) 964 The knave.. was
for-ungrid sore. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 114 They
..eten them lyke as they were forhongred hounds. 1894

F. S. Ellis Reynard 324 They, .rob them like for-hungered

hounds.

+ Forhtrsh, v. Obs. Only in pa. t. forhuste.

\{. For- pre/ x + 1 0E. Ityscan to mock.] trans.

To deride.

c 1205 Lav. 20021 J>e king heo for-husten.

t FoTicate, v. nonce-tod. [f. L./orica a privy

+ -ate 3.]

1615 Sir E. Hoby Curry^ombe title-p., In answer to a
lewd Libell lately foricated by Jabal Kachil.

Foridled: see Fbu- pre/. 1 9.

Forinsec (fpri'nsek), a. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 8

erron. forensic, [ad. L. (servitium) /orinsecum,

FOREJUDGE.

med.L. (adj." f. 'L./orinsecus (adv.) out of doora,

f. /oris + seats, after the analogy of extrinsccus]

Only in /orinsec service — ' foreign service '
: see

Foreign a. II.

1741 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Service, Forensic or extrinsic

Service . . was a service which did not belong to the chief
lord, but to the king. 1855 Brichan Orie. Paroch. Scot. II.

11. 406 Every other service except the forinsec service of the
king when required.

Porinaec^k, -secal, obs. ff. Forensic, -al.

T Forinsecal, a. Obs. Also 6 forinoy-,

foryusicall, 6-7 forinsecall. [f. as prec. + -al.]

= Foreign a. in various senses; alien, extrinsic;

in, pertaining to, or coming from another country.

1539 T. Chapman in Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden Soc.) p. xvi,

Not to follow the supersticious tradicions of ony foryncicall

potentate. or peere. c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camd.
No. 29) I. no While they mayntained forinsecall battayles.

1658J. Robinson Eudoxa 11. 126 All salts, whether vitriol or
allum, whose encrease is by apposition of forinsecall matter.

1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea Proem. B b, Who will say that this

Act (under God) is not Englands safety from Forinsical
Invasions? 1732 Berkeley A Iciphr. 111. vi, They disdain
all forinsecal motives to it ; and love Virtue only for Virtue's

sake.

T ForiTk, v. Obs. [f. For- prep + Irk.] intr.

To grow weary or disgusted. Const. 3^ or to with

in/
CX150 Gen. 9f Ex. 3658 Of manna he ben for-hirked to

eten. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Hen. Dk. Buckhm. xlvi. His wife

foreyrked [ed. 1587 foreyrkingl of his raygne, Sleping in bed
this cruel wretclie hath slayne.

Forisfamiliate (fo»ri5
l
famili,t? i

t), v. Civil

and Sc. Law. Pa. pple. Sc. 7 -at, 9 -ate. [f. ppl.

stem of med.L. for is/a?nilid>e, f. fort's outside +•

fomilia family.] (See quoU.)
1609 Skene Reg Maj. Table 80 Korisfamiliat the sonne is

be the father, quhen the father giues to him ane certaine

part of his heretage, and he is content therewith. 1754
Ehskine Princ. Sc. Law 1. 11809) no A child who gets

a separate stock . . even though he should continue in the
father's house, may be said to be emancipated or foris-

familiated. 1879 W. E. Hearn Aryan Househ. 132 A sou
was said to be foris-familiated if his father assigned to him
part of his land and gave him seisin thereof. 1880 J. Skel-
ton Crookit ftlegx\\\. 157 The lasses are a' forisfamiliate.

Fo:risfanii lia'tion. The action of forisfami-

liating (a son) ; also trans/.

176J A. Campbell Lexiph. (i774> 25 A forisfamiliation out
of the universe. 1818 Scott Rob Roy iii, My father could
not be serious in the sentence of forisfamiliation. 1837
Hallam Hist. Lit. III. iv. §99. 399 That [period J of emanci-
pation or foris-familiation.

Forjeskit, pple. Sc. [Cf. For- prep and
Disjasket.] Jaded, tired out.

1785 Burns ind Ep. to J. Lapraik it, Forjesket sair, with
weary legs. 1836 G. Heattik John 0' Arnha in Life 228

The fiend, forjeskit, tried to 'scape.

+ ForjOU*St,z>. Obs. [f. For-/;*«/ 1 + Jolst^.]
trans. To overcome or overthrow in jousting.

"in 1400 Morte Arth. 1398 Syr Marschalle de Mowne es.

.

fTore-justyde at that journee. a 1440 Sir Degrez>. 1897 At
Portgaff was he slone, ffor-justyd with a Soudone. c 1470
Harding C/jr*7«. cxLvn.xiii, He foriust the duke full manly.

1470-85 Malory A rthur vm. xxxix, He foriusted alle that

were there.

Forjudge, forejudge ((Mgrcts)* v. Also

4-5 forjuge,<
v
5forjugge), 5 7 forjudge, 6 ^fore-

judge. [In sense 1, ad. 0¥ . for-, fors-,fourjugier t

f.for(s-, For- pre/3 +jitifier Judge v. In sense 2

the prefix seems to have been taken as For- *Ij

1. To exclude, oust, or dispossess by a judgement.

Const, from, o/> or with double obj. Obs. exc. in

Law.
[1x9s Britton r. xiv. § 4 Si soint il forjugez de chescune

ley et hors de nostre pes.] c 1470 Harding Chron. cxtv. xix,

He was depriued of his estate. Foriuged hole from [all] his

magestee. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 16 It was enacted .

.

that John Duke of Norfolk . . shuld . . be . . forjuged of all

honour, a 1577 Sir T. Smith Comtmv. Eng. (1609) 00 His
lands, .in all cases of felony are commonly lost from htm and
his heires, if he be foreiudged, that is, condemned for a felon

by the law. 1641 Termes de la Ley 164 If an Attourneyor
other officer in any Court bee put out and forbidden to use

the same, he is said to be forjudged the Court. 164a

tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. v. § 432. 186 If. the tenant bringeth

a Writ of Mesne against the Mesne, and forejudgeth him.

1643 Prynne Sot. Poioer Pari. 1. 12 The same Justices were
forejudged of their lives. 1765 Klackstone Comm. I. 134
It is enacted by the statute 5 Edw. III. c. 9. that no man
shall be forejudged of life or limb, contrary to the great

charter. 1883 K Pollock Land Laws (1887) 25 When
a man is forejudged of life and lands for cowardice in battle.

t b. To prohibit {from). Obs.

1675 Camden's Hist. Eliz. IV. 589 The Navigation of the

English into those Parts would for the future be forejudged

and wholly barred. 1697 I'iciv Penal Laws 151 fror the

fourth shall be forejudged from ever keeping an Inn again.

f 2. To condemn judicially {to a penalty). Obs.

1390 Gowe* Conf. III. 192 Alisaundre . . a worthy knight

Of sodein wrath and nat of right Forjuged hath. 14*3

Jas. I Kingis Q. iii. From estate, by fortune a quhile

Foriugit was to pouert in exile. 1494 Fabyan Chron. VM,

568 [Tney] were takyn as prysoners in the Towre of London,

and soone after foriugyd, hanged, and hedyd. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. xli. 1 The greater part of men forjudge miser-

able folk to destruction. 175a Carte Hist. Eng. III. 606

She. .being already condemned and forejudged to die.

Hence Forjudging vbl. sb.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. II. iii. (1739) 2° ^..fore-
judging of Life, .against the form of the Grand Charter.
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t Porjudgement. Obs. [a. OF.forJttgeweut,

f. forjugier to Forjudge.] =next.
1531 Dial. Laws of Etig. 11. xliii. 89 a, It is comonly

holden that if an enfant had nat ben excepted in the statute

of foriugement, that the foriugement sholde haue bounde
him. i6»8 Cokic On Litt. n. vi. § 142. 100 The iudgement
in case of foriudgement is [etc.].

Forjudger (ffsd&rdsu). Law. Also 5 for-

jugger, 0-9 forejudges [a. Anglo Fr. for-

juger = OF.forjugier pres. inf. (see Forjudge v.)

used as sb. ; cf. Demurrer.] A judgement or

sentence of deprivation, expulsion, or banishment.

Applied spec, to the ousting of a mesne lord by

a writ of mesne.
1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 11 § 1 The seid Acte .. of ..

forjugger and forfeiture. 16*8 Coke On Lilt. 11. vi. § 142.

100 Foriudger in that case is not given against his heire.

1641 in 'Vermes dt la Ley 164, 1850 in Burrill Law Diet.

trans/. 1716 M. Davies At/ten. Brit. II. To Rdr. 23 The
Insatiable Rich, .become Drum- and Trumpet- Proof to the

sacred. Forejudges, Mat. 25. 41, 42, Luke 14. 13, 21 [etc.].

tForjtrre, forejure, v. Obs. [a. OK. for-
jure-r = med.L. forisjurdre, really two distinct

words: (1) (.for-, For- pref.'»+jurer:~L. jurare
to swear; {2) f. med.L.foris prep, outside + jura
laws, rights.]

1. trans. To forswear; to abandon, abjure, quit.

1601 F. Tate Housek. Ord Edw. I!, § 90 (1876) 53 No
man shalbe avantalour who hath forjured the Court.

2. To exclude from civil rights.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. Ixix. (1739) 182 Bail

shall not be allowed to Outlaws fore-jured.

Fork (fpik), sb. Also I forca, (;«ju--)forc3,

3//. furlcm, 4-6 forcke, 4-7 forke. [OK.forca
wk. masc, force wk, fern., ad. \,.furca fern., fork i

(for hay, etc.), forked stake, gallows, yoke.
The use of the word in Eng. was doubtless extended by

j

the influence of the ON F. form forque.fourque (Central OF. '

forche,fourcke), from which some of the Eng. senses are de-
j

rived. The L. word is found in nearly all the Rom. and Teut.
langs, : cf. Vr. forca, Sp. korca, Pg. forca, It. furca, OHG.
furcha ("mod. Ger. furke), Du. vork, all chiefly ID sense
'pitchfork '; also ON./crir, forked stake.]

I. A pronged instrument.

1. An implement, chiefly agricultural, consisting

of a long straight handle, furnished at the end with

two or more prongs or tines, and used for carrying,

digging, lifting, or throwing ; also with word pie- '

fixed indicating its use, as digging-, dung-, hay-,
j

etc.fork: see those words ; also Fike-fork, Pitch-
;

fork, etc.

ciooo/Ei.fric Hom.CTh.) I.430 Da cweHeras. .wiS-ufan mid '

heora forcum hine Sydon. c 1000 — Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker
154 b'ltrcilla, litel forca. 1x310 in Wright's Lyric P. no

j

Mon in the moncon is bot forke is burthen he bereth.
I

1382 Wyclif 1 Sam. xiii. 21 Eggys . . of diggynge yrens,
j

and of forkis .. weren blunt. 1413 Ptlgr. Soivle (Caxton
1483) in. viii. 55 Suche folke . . to bynde in fagottes and i

cast them with forkes into the fyre. 1523 Fitzherb. Hush. !

5 24 A good husbande hath his forkes and rakes made !

red ye in the wynter before. 1573 Baret Alv. F 892
A Forke, or trout speare with three points, fuseina. 1573 '

Tusskr Husb. liii. (1878) 120 At Midsommer, downe with
the brembles and brakes, and after, abrode with thy forks
and thy rakes. 1700 Drydf.s Cock fy Fox 727 The crew,
With forks and staves the felon to pursue. 1719 London
6 Wise Cornel. Card. vm. 196 We must use an Iron Fork to
draw them out of the Nursery- Beds. 1784 Cowper Task
in. 479 Lightly, shaking it with agile hand From the full

fork. x86o Delamer Kitck. Gard.\iZ6i) 16 A fork for tak-
ing up potatoes, &c, and spreading dung.
fig. in Proverb, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fork is

often Rakes Heir, or after a scraping Father comes a scatter-

ing Son. 1725 New Cant. Diet, Fork is also used for

a Spendthrift, etc.

f b. A similar implement used as a weapon.
13.. A" Alls. 1191 Fiftene thousand of fot laddes, That .

.

hadde, Axes, speres, forkis, and slynges. 1598 Grenewf.y
Tacitus' Ann. 78 Some with poles or forks ouerthrew this

sluggish lump : leauing them for halfe dead lying on the
ground. 1678 tr. Gaya's Arms of War 29 The Forks are
the same with the common Forks, but they have little

Hooks.

T<5. The forked tongue (popularly supposed to

be the sting) of a snake. Obs.
1603 Shaks. Meas.forM. in. i. 16 Thou dost feare the soft

and tender forke Of a poore worme. 1605 — Maeb. iv. i. 16.

2. An instrument with two, three, or four prongs,
used for holding the food while it is being cut, for

conveying it to the mouth, and for other purposes
at table or in cooking. For carving-, dessert-,fish-)

pickle-, table-fork, etc. see those words.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 40, I beqwethe to Davn John

Kertelynge my silvir forke for grene gyngour. 1554 Ibid.

147, I geve and bequeath my neighbor ..my spone with
a forke in the end. 1589 Pasquits Ret. D iij, At the signe
of the siluer forke and the tosted cheese. 1605 B. Jonson
Volpone iv. i, Then must you learn the use And handling
of your silver fork at meals. 17*4 R. Falconer Voy. {ij6g)

65, I had in my Pocket a Knife and Fork. 1766 Smollett
'Prav. 35 The poorest tradesman in Boulogne has . . silver

forks with four prongs. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, vii, He
laid down his knife and fork.

b. Forks and knives : the name of the club-

moss Lycopodiuth clavatum.
1853 G.Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 257.

3. Used in //. for the prongs of a fork. Also
transf Cf. 12.

1674 N. Cox Gcntl. Recreat. iv. (1677) 40 An Eel-spear .

.

is made for the most part with three Forks or Teeth. 1702
Addison Dial. Medals Wks. 1721 I. 447 A thunderbolt
with three forks. 1767 H. Kellv, etc. Babler I. 280 A
couple of tushes that project a surprising way from the
mouth, like the forks of an elephant.

b. //. {slang). The fingers. Hence, a pick-

pocket (H. E. Diet. Cant. Crew la 1700).
181a J. H. Vaux Flask Diet., Forks, the two fore-fingers;

to put your forks down, is to pick a pocket. 1834 AlHS-
worth Rookivood in. v, No dummy hunter had forks so fly.

4. A steel instrument with two prongs which,
when set in vibration, gives a musical note

;

called more fully a tuning-fork.

1799 YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XC. 134 The fork was
a comma and a half above the pitch . . of an imaginary C.
< 1865 J. Wyi.de in Clre. Sc. I. 275/1 If the fork be struck
against any hard body. -its prong.. vibrates.

II. Applied to various objects having two (or

more) branches.

f5. A gallows. Also//. Cf. Forche i

[So OF. fourehe<s, L. furea', the Roman gallows was
originally of the shape A.]

C 1*05 Lay. 5720 pe furken [«75 forkes] weoren ara:red,

heo teuwen up pa jisles, and heom ber hengen. '399 Pol.

Poems 1 Rolls) I. 379 He shulde have hadde hongynge on hie

on the flbrckis. 1596 Dalrymfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. V.

121 Lat him end his lyf vpon ane fork, a 1680 Butleb
Rent. II. 195 They had run through all punishments, and
just 'scaped the fork.

+ b. Rom. Ant. Used to render L. furca, (a)

the 'yoke' under which defeated enemies were
made to pass as a token of their submission ; (d)

the forked stake used as a whipping-post.
a i6x6 BsADM. & Fl. Bonduea ll. iv, The forks Where you

shall have two lictors with two whips Hammer your hide.

1618 Bolton Floras 1. xvi. 48 Passing them naked under
Forkes, or Gallowses. 1683 Dryhen & Lee Duke ofGuise
iv. v, We passed Like beaten Romans underneath the fork.

6. A stake, staff, or stick with a forked end : a.

as a prop for a vine or tree ; b. a rest for a musket

;

cf. FoBcat. C. (See quot.). d. Mining Deiby-

sh.) : see quot. 1881. e. A divining-rod.

a. 1389 Helmingham MS. 21. 17 b, Forkis .. to bere up
be vyne. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 423 Some have put two little

Forks about the bottom of their Trees, to keep them up-

right. 1816 Keatinge 'Prav. (1817) I. 43 The boughs.,
propped up by forks.

b. 1591 Garrard Art IVarre 7 To traine hys Forke or

StarTe after hym whitest he. .doth charge hys Musket.
c. 1726 Gentian. Angler 149 A Fork. Vide Rest [for

a fishing rod].

d. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.O iij b, If. .we think it will

let the Forks settle when they come to be weighted, we put
a Sill under them. t88i Raymond Mining- Gloss., Fork ..

apiece of wood supporting the side of an excavation in soft

ground.
e. 1886 A. Winchf.ll Walks $ Talks Geo/. Field 137

Some . . even resorted to the witch-hazel fork (in ' prospect-

ing ' for petroleum].

7. Bui/ding. See quots. 1868, 1883.
1-1420 Pallad.on Husb. i. 522 Let make an hous forbesds

. .Of forkis, & of boord. 1792 Mastin Hist. Antiq. Naseby
g The most antique architecture, called forked building,

which forks are all of oak. 1841 Anc. Laws Wales 351
Thirty pence is the value of every fork that shall support
the roof tree. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Forks, the
centres, in the timber-work of the roof of ashed, house or
other building; commonly, 'a pair of forks '. 1883 Seebohm
Village Community 239 Their [the trees

1

] extremities bend-
ing over make a Gothic arch, and crossing one another at

the top, each pair makes a fork, upon which the roof-tree is

fixed. These trees supporting the roof-tree are called gavaels,

forks, or columns.

f 8. A nat. Fork of the throat or breast : app. the

sternal bone together with the clavicles. Obs.

[ = med.J,. furcula, OF. fourcelle ', the words seem to have
been used very vaguely, and it is often impossible to deter-
mine the exact sense.]

e 1400 Lanfranc's Clrurg. 316 For brekyng of be forke of
be brote and of be brest. c 1535 Dewes Introd. Fr, in

Palsgr. 900 The forke of the brest . . fourcelte. 1639 De
Grav Compl. Horsem. 39 The Forke or Throat hath five

[bones],

fO. The barbed head of an arrow. Obs.
1605 Shaks. Lear 1, i. 146 Make from the shaft. Kent. Let

it fall rather, though the forke inuade The region ofmy heart.

10. In various technical uses. a. A piece of steel

fitting into the socket or chuck of a lathe, used for

carrying round the piece to be turned.
1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

b. {a.\soforks) : see quot.
1888 Lockzvoods Diet. Meek. Engbi., Belt Fork, or Strap

Fork, a pair of prongs standing out from a strap bar and
enclosing a space within which the belt or strap ofa machine
fitted with fast and loose pulleys runs. 1893 Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Forks. In mill sawing machinery the forks
are two upright pieces of iron one on each side of the band
moved by a lever to throw the band on or off the driving
wheels.

e. The front or back projection of a saddle.

1833 Reg. Instr. Cavalry 1. 46 The pummel or fore fork.

Ibid. 42 The Blanket, .to be raised well into the fork.

11. Mining. (See quots.)
1778 Pryce Min. Cornub., Forepue, Fork, the bottom of

the Sumph. Forking the water, is drawing it all out ; and
when it is done, they say. .

' the Engine is in Fork '. 1869
R. B. Smyth Goldf. Victoria 611 When a mine is in fork
the bottom of the engine-shaft is clear of water.

12. [From the verb.] A forking, bifurcation, or
division into branches; the point at which any-
thing forks. Hence, each of the branches into

which anything forks, a. gen.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. V, xvtii. ('14951 123 The
endes of thyse bones ben departed and haue two forkes.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 375 The forked values making
certain gaping fissures betweene their forkes. 1674 N. Cox
Genii. Keereat. IV. (1677) 10 Those sixty Carps were from
Eye to Fork from fifteen Inches to eighteen inches. 183©
Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. Z\ We cross the two first fingers

of one hand, and place a pea in the fork between them.

b. In the human body, the part at which the

lower limbs proceed from the trunk. Also {sing.

and//.), the lower limbs themselves ; the lower half

of the body. Cf. FoBCHURE.
1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 121. 1631 [see Chining vbl. sb.}.

1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 652 a, You are not long enough in

the fork for the — dragoons. 187a Baker Nile Tribut. xiv.

234 'the thigh, and entire leg from the fork to the ankle.

c. The point at which a river divides into two,
or the point of junction of two rivers; a branch or

tributary. Chiefly U.S.
1753 C. Gist Jrnls. '1893) 80 We. got to the big fork of

said river. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonnnnlle (1849) 41 The
fork of the Nebraska, where it divides itself into two equal
and beautiful streams. 1839 MusCHISON Silnr. Syst. 1. xxix.

372 N. and S. forks of the great estuary of Milford Haven.
18 . Scenes Rocky Mts. 50 (Harriett) Their village, at the

Forks of the Platte. 1877 j. A. Ai.i.en Amer. Bison 515
Great herds on the east fork of the Salmon River.

d. of a road.
1839-40 W. Irving Wotferfs /?. (1855) 281 A fork in the

road, i860 PuSEV Min. Propk. 241 Taking the fork where
the ways parted, in order to intercept the fugitives. 1883
Howard Roads (ed. 3) 47 Here take the right hand fork.

e. of a plant or tree.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 200 Fruit-stalk .

.

rising from the fork of the stem. 1843 Zoologist I. 228 The
raven's nest was placed in a fork .. of one of these tree^.

1871 G. M&bbditu //. Richmond xv, Torches were struck
in clefts of the trees, or in the fork of the branches.

f. A flash (of forked lightning ; a tongue of

flame.

1859 Tennyson Vivien 939 Dazzled by the livid-flickering

fork. 1871 Palcravb Lyr. Poems 58 A fork of flame from
Vesuvius Through his black cone went on high.

\\'3.fig. a. nonce-use. The union of two lines

of descent, b. A dilemma, choice of alternatives;

also, a dichotomy, distinction. Cbs.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence vi. Of which two houses
ioyned in a forke, My father, .was lawful heire beget, a 1616
Heaum. & Fl. Bloody Brother m. ii, There is a fork, sir, In
death.. Man may be two ways killed. 1670 Hobbfjs Behe-
moth (1840' 214 Declining the force of true reason by verbal
forks, .distinctions that signify nothing.

14. Caudine Forks = L. Furav or Furcufa Con-
ditio : proper name of a defile near Caudiurn, in

Samnium, where the Romans were intercepted in

the second Samnite war. Hence proverbially used

for : A crushing defeat.

1618 Bolton Ftorus 1. xvi. 48 The most notable and
famous foyle .. was received at the Forkes of Caudium.
1781 J. Q. Adams in Fam. Lett. 11876' 403 The Romans never
saw but one Caudine Forks in their whole history. Americans
have shown the Britons two in one war.

III. attrib. and Comb.
15. a. objective, as fork-grinder, etc. ; b. para-

synthetic and similative, as fork-tike, -shaped,

-tongucd adjs. ; fork-wise adv.
1844-5 Dodd Diet. Manuf, s. v. Fork-making, The ^fork-

grinders are too often a reckless body of men. 1889 Daily
News 11 Nov. 2/6 With the exception of the fork grinders
there is no actual agitation. 161 1 Cotgr., Fourcheure,
A forkinesse. .a "fork-like diuision. 1889 Daily Nncsg Oct.

5/5 They frequently fix the faces of the prisoners with fork-

like irons towards the burning sun. 1835-6 Toon Cyct.
Anat, I. 334/2 The vessel then passes between the clavicle

and the 'fork-shaped bone. 1636 Massinger Gt. Dk.
Florence in. i, They .. Had trod on *fork-tongued adders.

1541 R. Cor-LAND Guydons Quest. Chirurg. D ij, The veynes
. .renne *forkewyse in two partyes. 1668 Culpepper & Cole
Bartkol. Anat. I. xvi. 40 Divided forkwise into two twigs.

16. Special comb. : fork-beam Naut. (see

quot.) ; fork-beard, a name given to various

fishes of the genus Phycis ; fork-breakfast (see

quot.) ; fork-carving a., that uses a fork in carv-

ing ; fork-chuck {Wood turning), a chuck with
two or more teeth: see quot. 1874 ; fork-fish, ?a
kind of thornback; fork-moss, a kind of moss
{Dicranum bryoides) ; fork-ribbed a., having

ribs branching off like the prongs of a fork ; fork-
shaft, the handle of a fork ; fork-staff-plane,

a kind of joiner's plane used for working convex
cylindrical surfaces; fork-way, a point where
two roads meet or diverge, a fork ; fork-wrench
{see quot.). Also Fork-head, Fork-tail.
1:1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weal e) 95 *Fork-Beam, a forked

piece of timber nearly of the depth of the beam, scarphed,
tabled, and bolted, for additional security to the sides of
beams athwart large openings in the decks. 1864 Couch
Brit. Fishes III. 122 Lesser *Forkbeard. 181a Sporting
Mag. XXXIX. 163 Le dejeuner a la fourcheite, or "fork-

breakfast, is so called, because in eating meat you have
occasion for a fork. x88> H. C. Merivale Faneit of
B. u. xv, In this country . . the French midday fork-

breakfast, is unknown. < 1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth iv.

i, Your T beard . . doth express the enamour'd courtier, As
full as your *fork-carving traveller. 1843 Francis Diet.
Arts, *Fork Chuck. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Fork'tfiuck
(Turning), a piece of steel projecting from the live spindle
and carrying the front center and a pair of joints which
enter the wood and rotate it. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 261
The Puffen or "Fork-fish, .lieth in await.. ready to strike
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the fishes that passe by with a sharpe rod or pricke that he
hath. 1706 Phillips, Fork-fish, a kind of Thorn-back, so

call'd from its forked Tail, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist.

19s The sight of the *fork-moss would ever afterwards

call up a vivid recollection of that desolate scene. 1858

Carpenter Veg. Phys. § 196 As regards their leaves, the

Cryptogamia may be characterised as *fork-ribbed. 1641

BsST Farm. At*. (Surtees) 34 Shorte *forke-shaftes made
of seasoned ashe. 1848 A. B. Evans Leicester Words,
Eork-s!uift, handle of a fork, whether pitchfork or any
other. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art I. 111 A plane

. .with a concave sole, is also distinguished by the name of

a "fork-stafif-plane. 1819 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.
XLVII. 308 Hecate, Luna, Diana, who meet in a *fork-

way. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek., *Fork-ivrench, a spanner

with two jaws which embrace a nut or square on a coupling.

Fork tfpk), v. [f. prec]

1. intr. To form a fork ; to divide into branches,

divaricate. Of lightning: To play forkedly. Also

with away, off, or out.

^598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 1. Noah 243 Adam's
Trunk lof both-our Worlds the Tree In two faire branches
forking fruitfully. 1796 H.HuNTKRtr..S7. Pierre's Stud. Nat.

(1799) I. 239 Others [trees) ascend vertically, and.. fork off

in various tiers. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. v. 276 The flames

fork round the semivault of heaven. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric.

Soc. I. iv. 419 The parsnip, .forks away into fingers. 1847
Ansted Anc. World viii. 170 Rays, .forking off towards
the end. 1851 Maynf. Rkid Scalp Hunt, xli, The lightning

forked and flashed. 1853 Phillips Rivers Vorksh. ix. 240
Here the road forked.

b. Of corn : To sprout.

1707 Mortimer I/usb. 265 Throw the frozen outsides into

tiie middle till the Corn be^in to fork and warm in the Couch.
1725 Bradley Fain. Diet. s.v. Malt.

t 2. fig. a. Of witnesses : To disagree in their

testimony, b. Of the tongue [after F. fourekcr~\ :

To stumble, trip. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16074 <Cott.) In pair aim sagh \>&\ said,

oft-sith for-kid bai. Ibid, 17754 ((!<>». ) Piil did baa thre men
ban to sunder, And askid seluen ilkan sere, Oo hair forking
fain wald bai here. 165a Urquhart yeivel Wks. (1834) 265
Bhiloplutaries, my tongue forks it, I have mistaken, .one
word for another, I should have said Philosophers.

3. trans. To make or put into the form of a fork ;

to make fork-shaped. + To fork the fingers : to

extend them towards a person as a mark of con-

tempt.
1640 Witts Rccreat. C ij, His wife . . Behind him forks her

fingers. 1668 Culpepi-kk & Cole Barthal. Anat. i. viii.

US The Ramus /Uncus is forked out on each side. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (17761 VII. 348 The tail, .is forked into

two horns. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 376
A lever, .which is forked at the lower part to receive the

pendulum. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. xcv, The mightiest of
the storms . . through these parted hills hath fork'd His
lightnings. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit.289 Bertram, .stands

. . with his lower limbs forked.

Jig. 1683 Dryden & Lee Dk. 0/ Guise rv. iii, Angel-
traitors. .Forked into ills, and split into deceits.

4. To raise or move with or as with a fork
;

to dig, take, or throw in, out, up, etc., with

a fork.

1802 A. Kirkwood />«/. in Mem. (1856) 24, I . .forked some
bay for Mr. Black. 18*9 Rep. Doneaster Commission, Bone
Manure 30 Fold manure, .should be forked up to a con-
siderable height. 1833 M. Scott TomCtingte xv, Bang .

.

was gobbling his last plantain, and forking up along with it

. slices of cheese. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. II.

191 The ancient practice of forking out each parsnip from
the ground. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xi, He .. set to

work forking up some weeds on a fallow. 1851 Glenny
//andbk. Ft. Card. 24 The border should be prepared . . by
f irking in some peat. 1858 — Card. Every-day Bk. 75/1
The beds should now be forked over. 1883 Tennyson Pro-
mise of May 11, And yon an' your Sally was forkin' the haiiy.

Jig. 1647 Tkapp Mellif. Theolog. in Comm. Efiist.

643 He leaves it [his wealth] to a prodigall, that.. forks it

abroad, as fast as the miser his father raked it together.

fCf. Fork sb. \fig\ 1828 Landor /mag. Con?'. III. 101

Society is not yet trodden down and forked together by you,
into one and the same rotten mass.
absol. 1683 J. Krskine Jrnl. 11 Sept. (1893) 16, I was

seeing the corn cut in the barnyard and whiles forking.

5. trans/, {colloq. or slang.) a. To fork out or

over : to give up, hand over, pay.
1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Son. xxxvi, Fork out some-

thing better than this, 1865 Dickens Muf. Fr. mi. i, Fork
out your balance in hand. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 486/1
He forked over the money.
absol. 1856 Reade NeTer too Late Iv, See it for twenty-

four hours or I won't fork out. 1875 A. R. Hope My
Schoolboy Fr. 154 I'll tell Vialls if you do not fork out.

b. {U.S.) See quots.

1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. II. 231, I heard a young
man. .in Vermont, say, ..'Well, how he contrived to fork

into her young affections, I can't tell '. 1851 B. H. Hall
College IVds., Fork on. At Hamilton College, tojork on,

to appropriate to one's self.

6. intr. {colloq.) To protrude awkwardly.
1883 Eraser's Mag. XXV. 532, I noted a number of heads

forking over the side of the ship. 1890 W. C. Russell
Ocean Trag. 1 1, xiv. 20 He came slowly forking up through
the hatch. Ibid. xix. 133 Leathery noses forking up out of
a hedge of whisker.

7. slang, (trans) To fork a person : to pick his

pocket. Cf. Fork sb. 3.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Let'sJork him, let us Pick
that Man's Pocket. 1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

8. intr. {SO To look out, strivefor (something).
1681 Colvil Wht'gs Suppiic. (1710) 73 That Pauls Iniqui-

ties, mystery working, Was men, then for precedency
forking. 1825-80 Jamieson s.v. Forking, 'Forkin' for

siller' ;
* Forkin ' for a job.

456

9. Mining, {trans.) To pump (a mine^ dry ; lo

remove (water) by pumping. Cf. Fork sb. 11.

1703 Savery Miner's Fr. 56 What signifies your Engine
..if it be not capable of Sinking or Forking an Old
Mine. 1859 Times 27 Apr., He had forked the heaviest

waters in the whole country. 1869 West. Daily Mercury
20 Mar., They have resolved on forking the water. 1893
Fall Mall G. 14 Jan. 2/1 The mine has been ( forked '.

Forkals, //. jocular, [f. Fork sb. + -al.] Legs.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 33 The piece of mahogany
under which my old forkals had so merrily rested.

Forked (ip&\,ppl. a. [f. Fork ^.+-ed2.]
1. Having a fork or fork-like end ; shaped like a

fork, bifurcate, branching.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18843 (Cott.) Forked fair be chin he bare.

c 1386 Chauckb Pro/. 270 A Marchant. .with a forked berd.

1398 Treyisa Barth. De P. R. xu. xxii. 428 The swalowes
. . tayles ben forkyd as a payr of sherys. c 1400 Lanjranc's
Cirurg. 158 pat obere partie of be veyne passib to f;e arm
hoolis & bere he is forkid. 1534 Fitzherb. Husb. §21
He hath a forked stycke a yarde longe. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, in. ii. 334 Hee was, for all the world, like a forked

Radish, with a Head fantastically caru'd vpon it. 1667

Milton P. L. x. 51S Hiss for hiss returnd with forked

tongue To forked tongue. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2830/4

Stolen.. 2 silver Spoons, a Fork, 2 small Spoons forkt.

1729 T. Cooke 'Tales, etc. 40 Forked Light'nings fright the

World below. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 53 On two forked

sticks with cordage tied, Their pot o'er pilfer'd fuel boils

away. 1861 Miss Pratt Etozver. PI. I. 3 A stem is termed

forked when it divides into two branches of equal, or nearly

equal size. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 24 Arabis . . with

forked or stellate hairs. 1887 Bowen Virg. sEneid iu 211

Forked tongues are flickering seen.

fig. 1649 G. Daniel Trinareh., Hen. IVt
xvii, Thus

forked Novelty Spreads.

b. Of a road : Making a fork ; having two or

more diverging branches.

1525 Ed. Berners Froiss. 11. xci-llxxxvii.] 271 When we
had rydden a ii. leages, we came to a forked waye. 1600

Holland Livy xxxvm. xlv. (1609) 1011 At every forked

high way leading on both hands. 1633 Gate oj Tongues
Unl. 114 A forked way or carfax is deceitfull. 1888 J.

Payn Myst. Mirbridge iii, They came to the forked road.

c. Ufa mountain: Divided at the summit, cleft.

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. IV. xiv. 5 Sometime we see..

A

forked Motmtaine, or blew Promontorie. .;i6z8 Sir J.

Beaumont To Muses 2 in Bostvorth F. (1629) 9 Sweet Sounds
are raised upon the forked Hill Of high Parnassus. 1821

Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. i, Von forked and snowy hill,

fd. of a mitre.

1509 Barclay Ship oJEolys (1874) II. 279 No wyse man
is desyrous to obtayne The forked cap without he worthy
be. 1545 Brinklow Comp/. 4 Banysshed mynatyue contry

..by the cruelty of the forkyd cappes of Ingland. 1641

Milton Ch. Govt. vi. (1851) 128 She . . sends her haughty-

Prelates from all parts with their forked Miters.

e. Her. =Fokch£. (Kobson Brit. Her. 1830^.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. cvja, A certan forkyd cros..

hit is called forkyd : for as moch as that all thendys of hit

ar clouyn and forkyd.

f. Having (a specified number of) forks or

prongs, as thrceforked.

1535 Coverdai-E 1 Sam. ii. 13 A three forked fleshoke.

1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 59 With toonge three

furcked furth spirts fyre. a 1628 F. Greville Monarchy
dclii, To stirre, or calm the ocean's race, As royalties of his

[Neptune's] three-forked mace. 1887 BowKM Virg. Mneid
11.475 Some viper, darting a three-forked flickering tongue.

T g. Of an arrow : Barbed. Obs.

1540 Stourton Let. in Wills. Arch. Mag. (1864) VIII.

296 His crosse bow bent, and forked arrow in the same.

161 1 Cotgr., Eer de fleiche a oreilles, a forked or barbed

arrowe head. 1673 Dryden Assignation m. i, I am wounded
with a forked Arrow, which will not easily be got out.

2. Having the lower half of the body divided
;

two-legged.
1605 Shaks. Learxu. iv. 113 A poore, bare, forked Animall

as thou art. 1771 Exmoor Scold. 48 Thee wut come oil

a gerred,and oil horry zovurs tha art arorked [ = i-forked].

3. Of building : Characterized by the use of

* forks' (see Fork sb. 7).

1792 J. Mastin Hist. Naseby 9 Some [houses] .. of the

most antique architecture, called lorked building.

4. Horned; also spec, of deer: see quot. i6*74-

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iv. 476 The more she [the

Moon] Fills her Forked Round. 1598 Ibid. 11. i. in. Furies

600 With Asking train, with forked head, and foot Himselfe,

th'Ayre, th' Earth, he beateth. 1674 N. Cox Gen'l.Recreat.

( 1677) 1. 13 Heads having doubling Croches, are called Forked
Heads, because the Croches are planted on the top of the

Beam like Forks.

b. * Horned', 'cornuted', cuckolded. A knight

of theforked order : a cuckold.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 455 Thou puttest

thy selfe in great danger, least thy rounde heade become
forked. 159* Greene Dispnt. Wks. (Grosart) X. 257 Let

him dub her husband knight of the forked order. 1639 M.w si:

City Match in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) IX. 373 And I am
fork'd? hum! 1673 F. Kirkman Unlucky Citizen 95, I

should be sure to be dubb'd a knight of the forked order.

t6. Of an argument, etc. : That points more than

oneway; containing a dilemma ; ambiguous, equi-

vocal. Obs.

1551 Bp.Gardinf.r Explication 80 b, What hath this auctor

wonne nowe by his forked question ? 1604-13 R. Cawdry
'Table Alph. (ed. 3), Dilemma, a forketl kinde of argument.

1605 B. Jonson Voipone \. i, Giue forked counsel ; take pro-

uoking gold On eyther hand, and put it vp. 1663 J. Spkncer
Prodigies (1665) 324 To this forked Objection, I return these

five coasiderations. 1681 Crowne Hen. VI, iv. 46 Must
Justice starve because we want a Lawyer's forked distinc-

tions to feed her neatly with ?

FOBKLESS.

+ b. Of .1 fee : Taken from both parties in a suit.

1648 Herrick Helper. (1869) 216 Ere thy palm shall know
A postern-bribc took, or a forked-lee To fetter Justice.

6. Done with a fork, nonce-use.

1611 Coryat Crudities 91 To imitate the Italian fashion

by this forked cutting of meate.

7. ellipt. forforked-headed or -tailed.

1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. 11.(1677) *6i The Forked Kite
and bold Buzzard. i769PesnantZo0/.(i776 III. 170 Forked
Hake . . is known on the coast of Cornwall by the name of
the great forked beard, where it was first discovered by Mr.
Jago. 1864 Couch Brit. Fishes III. 125 Forked Hake.

8. Comb. : parasynthetic and similalive, asforked-

wise adv.; also + forked-beard = fork-beard;

forked-head, a forked or barbed arrow, a fork-

head; forked-tailed a., having a forked tail ; esp.

in the names of birds (cf. fork-tailed'

.

1713 Ray Syn. Pise. 163 The great * Forked -beard. Ibid.

164 The lesser Forked-beard. 1574 J. Foktrscue in Hist.
Fam. 0/ F. (1869) II. 228 Arrows, .as well *forked-heads as
others. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. i. 24 It irkes me the poore
daplcd fooles. .Should, .with forked heads Haue their round
hanches goard. 1556 J. Heywooo Spicier <y F. xxxi. 95 A
sorle of *forkte tailde flise. 1691 Ray Creation (1701) 167

The fork'd-tail'd Kite. 1843 Yarrell Brit. Birds III. 520
The Forked-tailtd Petrel. 1586 Luptos TIwhs. Notable
Th. (X675S 23 Children with a cloven upper lip, and *forked-

wise, ca'led an Hare-lip.

Hence Porkedly adv., in a forked manner

;

Fo rkedness, the condition of being forked.

1603 Dekker II 'onderf. 1 'eare E iv, Tongues forkedly cut.

1611 Cotgr., Fonrcheure . . forkednesse. a 1665 Goodwin
IVhs. (1692) III. 601 The forkedness of the Arrows. 1748

Richardson Clarissa 118111 VI. 50 Salty, .snapt her fingers

at me, and pointing two of each hand forkedly at me, bid

me [etc]. 1789 G. White Selborne xviii (1843) 230 Distin-

guished., by the length and forkedness of their tails. 1881

Uvffield Don Quix. II. 555 [She] flung her body.. across

the saddle, and remained forkedly, as if she had been a man.

Forken (ffV.ik'n\ a. Obs. exc. dial. In 8-9
dial, forkin. [f. Fokk sb. + -EN 5, or after str.

pa. pples.] Forked. I'orken-robin, the earwig.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks i6j8 52 He had a forken

beard and bald head. 1691 Ray A". C. Words, Forkin-

robbin, an earwig ; called from its forked tail. So in Bailey
(1721) and Atkinson Clez'elaiid Gloss. \1868).

Forker [#Mkai}. [f. Fork v. + -Ml 1
.]

+ 1. = Fork sb. 2
;
pern, mispr. for Forket. Obs.

a 1603 T. Cartwricht Con/nt. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 416

The Italians now take their meate with a forker.

2. One who forks : a. One who throws up (hay,

etc.) with a fork. b. slang. (See quot. 1867).

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 35 One of the men is

a loader, the other a forker. 1867 SMTTH Sailors Word-bk.,

Forkers, those who reside in seaports for the sake of steal-

ing dockyard stores, or buying them, knowing them to be

stolen.

f 3. Something forked : a. A forked tongue, a

'sting', b. A lorked arrow, a fork-head. Obs.

1589 Nashe Martins Months Miude Wks. (Grosart)I. 155

His arrowes all are forkers. 1616 J. Lane Contn. Sar.'s T.

ix. 3^8 A . . snake . . crawld vp her to slinge . with forker blewe.

c 1640 J. Smvi 11 Lives Berkeleys ( 1883! I. 205 An vnderkeeper

. .with a forker out of his Crosbowe slewe one Oliffe.

1 4. slang. To wear aforker : to be ' cornuted '.

1606 Marston 1'arisitaster 11. i, Why ! my lord, tis nothing

to weare a forker.

6. ('In Suffolk, an unpaired pa tridge.' F.Hall.)

1657 K - I-ioos Barbadoes (1673) 4 They [? flying fish].,

flye as far as young Partridges, that are forkers.

t FoTket. Obs. Also 5 forkette. [? f Fork sb.

+ -ET; cf. Y.fourchettc table-fork.]

1. A small fork. Also, a prong of a fork.

1583 H01.1.YBAND Campo di Fior 209 Picke not thy teeth

with a forkette. i6u Cotgr., Fourcheon, a forket ; the

tooth, or graine of a forke.

2. (See quot.)

i7o8/V(//. yVa«s.XXVI.78Fossi!s..ISidentula. TheForket.

Forkful (f/ukful). [f. Fork sb. + -ful.] As
much as may be lifted on a fork.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees' 36 Forkers are to bee fore-

tolde that they give upp goode forkefulls. rjtSCase of J.

Ruffle 3 Hewould rather they should cheat him of a forkful

..of corn. 1881 Garden 14 Jan. 31/2 Putting a forkful of

long manure on the corners.

Fork-head.
f 1. An arrow with barbed head. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. v. 19 Through his haberjeon the

forkehead flew.

2. Mech. a. (see quot. 1874) ; b. = Cross-tail.

1839 [see Cross-tail). 1874 Kniciit Diet. Mech., Fork-

head, the double head of a rod which divides in order to

form a connection by means of a pin.

tFo'rkill. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. fourquon

of same meaning.] ? A bnker's shovel.

^,475 Pict. Voc.m Wr.-Wiilcker 80S Hecpala, a forkyn.

Forking (f? Jkirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fork v. + -ino'.]

The action of the vb. Fork.
a 1300 [see Fork v. 2 a]. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holtxxxm,

At this forking of the street there was a large space. 1884

Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 314 Where the branch-

ing appears and remains as a forking of the main axis.

Forking (ff>Mkin.),/>//. a. [f. Fork v. + -INO 2
.]

That forks ; characterized by forking.

1851 Gt enny Haiidbk. Ft. Card. 221 A forking .
.
habit

of growth. 1877-84 F. E. Hulme Wild Ft. p. vi, Stems

forking. 1891 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 549 A forking creek.

Forkless ff^Jkles), a. [£ Fork sb. + -less.]

Without a folk. (Worcester (1846) cites Phil. Mag.'.
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Fork-tail, a. and sb.

f A. adj. —forked-lail(ed. Obs.
1611 Fi.orio, Folio, an eare-wig..or fork-taile vermme.
B. **.

1. (See quot. 1753V
1753 Chambers Supp., Forktail

.

. a name given to the
salmon, while in the fourth years growth. 1818 in Todd.
1861 Act 24 fy 25 F/t^.c.ioo. §4 Salmon, -known by the names
. .blue pole, fork tail, .or oy any other local name.

2. (See quot. 1893).
1893 Newton Diet. Birds, Forktail, of old time used in

England fur the Kite, but now applied in India to the birds

of the genus Henicurus.

Hence Fork-tailed a., having a forked tail;

used in the names of birds, etc. (cf. forked-tailed).

1694 J. Ray in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 200 A kind of
fork-tail'd. .sea-swallow. 1828 Sir J. S. Sebright Hawking
44 The fork-tailed kites were much flown, some years ago.
1868 Wood Homes without H. v. 103 The Fork-tailed Date
Shell iLithodomus caudigera).

t Forkulie, v. Obs. [Of unknown formation.]

trans. To blacken by heat.
a 1225 Aiicr. R. 50 pe hlake cloS hitockneS bet te soSe

sunne, bet is Iesu Crist, haueo" wiSuten vorkuled ou. Ibid,

306 Ure inwit, uorkuliinde hire suluen mid (>e fure of sunne.

Forky (f^-iki), a. [f. Fork sb. + -y '.]

1. Shaped like a fork, forked.

[1508 (see Forcv : the sense is not clear).")

1607 DaVDKN / irg. Georg. 111. 666 A Snake, .brandishing
his forky Tongue, a 1700 — Ovid's Met. 1. 425 Parnassus
whose forky rise Mounts thro' the clouds. 1727 Swift
Circumcision PI. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 166 A meagre man
with a. .black forky beard. 1762 Falconer Shipnvr. 1. 256
A skilful marksman o'er his head suspends The forky
prongs. 1808 Scott Mann. 1. viii, The last . . On high his
forky pennon bore, a 1851 D. Moir Sir Fliduc Poet. Wks.
1852 II. 192 The tree by the forky lightnings scathed.

b. /?;'. and allusively.

1702 Watts Ffiit. Will. Ill, x» Slander gnaw her forky
tongue. 1821 Hyron Cain 1. i. 227 Those he spake to with
his forky tongue.

2. Comb., &% forky-tongued ^eX}.

1727 Watts Poems (1743) 235 Cares never come With .

.

Malice forky-tongued.

Hence Forkiness, the condition of being forky.
1611 Cotgr., P'ourcheure, a forkinesse. 1766 Pennant

Zool. (1768) II. 242 The house swallow is distinguished from
all others by the superior forkiness of its tail.

Forlaboured, -laden: see For- pref 1 6,6b.
t Forlai'n, ///. a. Also 6 St, forlane. [pa.

pple. of Forlie v.]

I. 1. Of a woman : That has lost her chastity.

Also, as a term of abuse for either sex.
c 1390 S. Fug. Leg. 1. 462/6 A womman . . that was sunful

and for-lein. c 1450 Hknryson Test. Cres.j^o Now allace !

that seid with froist is slane, And I fra luifferis left and all

forlane. [But this may belong to sense 2.] 1508 Dunbar
Tua Mtlriit Women 137 That carybald forlane.

II. 2. App. used for: (? Laid aside), forgotten.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1586 Tristrem, bis bef is he, pat may be

nou3t for Iain. [(-1450: see under sense 1.] 1560 Holland
Crt. Venus iv. 496 AH faltis bygane . . He did or said. .He
quite for3et, ouirsene, and all forlane.

tForla'nce, v. Obs. [?a. OF. *forlancer to

throw out in mod.F. spec, to drive out an animal
from his lair\ (.for-, For- pref.3 + lancer to throw,
Launch.] intr. or absol. To throw out.
13. . Gaw. <$• Gr. Kut. 1334 pen brek bay be bale, be balez

out token, I.ystily forlancyng.

Forlapped: see Fow- pref.l 6 b.

tForlav*, v. Oh, [f. For- pref 1 + Lay ft]
trans. To lay aside.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24328 (Cott.) We stemmed still als stan,
pof hjf was vs for-laid.

Forlay : see Fouelay.

t Forlead, v> Obs. [OE. forlxdan, f. For-
prcf. x + Li-dan : see Lead v. ; cf. OS. farledean
(Du. verleiden), OHG. far-, fir*, forleitan (Ger.
verleiten).] trans. To mislead, seduce.
Beowulf 4084 (Clr.) Hie forlajddan to bam lindplejan

swa;se jesidas, c 1000 /Elfric Gram, xlvu. (Z.) 277 Sednro,
ic bepjece oftbe forlaede. c 1275 Lav. 1333 For hire workes
beob so swete bat fale men [heo] for-lede^. c 1315 Shqre-
iiam 164 The fendes prive gyle The man for-ledde.

t Porlead, v.* Obs. [f.F<»-/r5f.*4-LsAD».]
trans. To lead forward, lead before. Hence For-
leading vbl. sb.

aijpo S. F. Psalter cxxxi[i]. 17 pethen sal I forlede
[Vulg.producam] David horn. 1387 'Yrrwsa Higden (Rolls)
I. 2oHy such forledynge [L. his pnrviis'].

t Forlea'Ve, v. Obs. [f.FoR-prefl + Leave 7'.;

= OHG. frleibcn.'] trans. To leave behind, give
up. abandon, forsake, depart from.

' 1225 Juliana 33 Ich am wilcweme ne forleaf bu me nawt
luuiende lauerd. c 1325 Poem Times Edit: II 374 in Pol.
Songs (Camden) 340, I drede me that God us hath for-laft
out of his hond. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. metr. iii. 5 (Camb.
MS.) Dirknesses for-leften me. - 1440 Hvlton Scala Perf.
(W, de W. 1494) 1. xxxviii, In a lityll I forlefte the.

Forlength: see For- prefA 9.

t Forlere, v. Obs. [OF. forlrran, f. For-
prefA + hvran Lere v. to teach.] trans. To teach
wrongly, pervert, seduce.
rtiooo Andreas 1364 (Gr.) Du leoda feala forleolce and

forlairdest. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 pat is be flesliche
lust be mankinne forlereo, and al hit is bi be deuel bat
men bus forlerede. a 1250 Chvl % Night. 924 That thi
dweole song heo ne for-lere.

Vol. IV.

t Forle'se, ^. Obs. Forms : Infin. 1 forl^o-
san, 2-3 -leosen, 3 -losen. -lesen, 4-5 -lese, (6

Sc. -leir). Pa. t. 1 forl^as, Northumb. -16os, //.
-luron, 3 forleas, (2nd pers. sing. forlure\ 3-4
forles, 6-7 forlore, Sc, forloir. Pa. pple. 1-4
forloren, 4 north. forlose(n, -in, 4-S forlome,
6-7 forelorn(e, 3-9 forlore, (5 forlo(o;r, 6 Sc,

forloir, 8 forelore;, 3- forlorn. [OE. forli (o-

: san, pa. t.forlcas, r\.forluron, pa. pple. forloren \

1 = OYris.forliasa, -liesa, OS.far-.forlcosan, -liosan,

! OHG. far-, fer-, for-, furleosan, -liosan (MUG.
I

verliesen, Ger. verlieren), Goth, fraliusan ; f.

,
¥oii- pref. 1 +-tt cosan, ME. lesen : see Lese v.
After i5thc. only in pa. pple., and 1 rarely) in the new forms,

inf. (Sc.)foricir, pa. t. forlore [Sc. forloir).]

1. trans. To Lose, in various senses.
Beowulf 2861 (C>r.) /Kt bam ^eongum. .pam beajr his elne

: forleas. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Mon hefde uorloren efre
; stephne bi-uore gode. c 1205 Lav. 213 Creusa .. be Kneas

his fader in Troie for-leas. a 1225 After. A". 246 pe weorreur
of helle mei longe asailen ou, & forleosen al his hwule. a 1250
Owl a> Night. 815 An so for-lost the hund liis fore, a 1300
Cursor M. 714 <Cott.) To win be blis he had forlosin.

C1374 Cjiacckr Boeth. iv. pr. iv. 100 (Camb. MS.) Vif bat
a man hadde al for-lom hys syhte. c 1430 Hymns I'irg. 124
Thy honde warke bat bou hast wrowytn, My dere son, for-

lese hem nowhte ! -1460 Towueley Myst. (Surtees) 188 My
right ere I have forlorne. 1581 J. Bell //addon's Attstv.
Osor. 322b, It may seeme we have .. forlorne all mercy
and compassion. 1600 Fairfax Tasso vii, i, Her feeble hand
the bridle raines forlore. 1663 Rabin Hoodfy Curtal Friar
xiii. in Child Ballads v. exxiu. (1888) 124/1 Carry me over
the water. .Or else thy life's forlorn.

2. To destroy, cause to perish, cut off.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 1281 (Gr.i He wolde. .forleosan lica

?;ehwilc. 1200 Vices $ I'irtues (E. E. T. S.) 73 Gif he
la pot] 5ar inne berste'3 and brek5, he is forloren and sone
ut-;eworpen. c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 1 143 Do meidenes . . wenden
. .6at man-kinde were al for-loren. 1390G0WKR Conf. I. 314
Thus they that comen first to-fore Upon the rockes ben for-

lore. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus in. 274 liecaus Diomeid
wald forleir The fers Troians. 1614 Sylvester Bethnlia's
Fescue vi. 175 Lor the God of Power Th' Assyrian Forces
liath this Night forlorn. 1664 Flodden F. 1. 2 Worthy Lords
by him forlorne.

b. intr, for refl. To perish, come to nought.
a 1225 St. Marker. 3 Ne ne let tu neauer mi sawle

forleosen wi5 be forlorne. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2254 Nalde
nawt godd leoten his martirs hcornes liggen to forleosen.

e. trans. To bring to ruin, put to shame, con-
found ; also, to lead astray to one's ruin. (Usually
in passive.)

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 Forlete5 yure synne. bat ^e ne
ben ifundenon sunne and swo foriorcue. a 1300 F. F. Psalter
cxlii[i]. 12 And for-lese my faas in merci bine. C1400
Melayne 77 Late never my sawle be forlorne. a 1471 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) II. 241 Unavysyd clerk soone may be forlore
Unto that theef [Simony] todonne obeysaunce. 1578 Gnde
<$- Godlie Ballates 193 Lowse me or I be forloir And heir my
mone. 1591 Spknser Vis. Worlds Vanitie \\, O ! how great
vainnesse is it then to scorne The weake, that hath the
strong so oft forlorne '

3. To leave, abandon, desert, forsake.
c 1460 Pol. Pel. ty L. Poems (1866) 97 The order of preest-

hode he lias forlorne. 1590 Spexskr /". Q. in. ix. 52 Her
frail witt, that now her quite forlore. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
in. Ixxvi, The birds their nests forlore.

Hence Forle'sing vbl. sb., loss, perdition.

1340 Ayeub. i$6 Uor bet me be-uly3t hire folye and hire
uorlyezinge. Ibid. 243.

t Forlei;, v. x Obs. P'orms: see Let v.x Also
pa. pple.

J-
erron. forlitt. [OK. forlktan, f. Fou-

pref.i + l&lan Let v. x
; =-OS. forldtan (Du. ver-

lateji), OHG. frla^an (MHG. vcrld^en, Ger.
vcrlassen '\

, O'S.fyrirldta (Sw.forlata, Qa.forlade).']
1. trans. To allow, permit.
(•900 tr. Bxda's Ijist. 1. xxvii, Sum eorblic x forlajteb,

ba:tte [etc.]. a 1300 F. F. Psalter exxv. 3 For noght fore-
lete sal he Yherde of sinful for to be Over lote of rightwis.

2. To leave, go away from (a person or place),

forsake; to abandon (possessions).

971 Blickl. Horn. 27 Hine ba forlet se costi^end. a 117s
Cott. I/oiu.?.ig To chiesen ?ief[h]y wolden hare sceppinde
lufie o5er hine ferleten. c 1205 Lav. 30599 pat ufel hine gon
for-Ieten. a 1300 Cursor M. 13295 (Cott.) He for iesu al
for-Iete. c 1350 Wilt. Palernc 2311 Alle be breme bestes
bat a-boute vs were, for-lete vs & folwed him forb. 1508
Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 381, I him forleit as a lad.

b. To leave (a person) helpless or destitute.
a 1000 Andreas 459 (Gr.) Na:fre forketefi Hfoende god eorl

on eorSan, gif his ellen deah ! a 1225 St. Marher. 8 Ne
forlet tu me nawt luuende lauerd. 1340-70 AUsaunder 679
Whan Philip in his foule will hathe beeforlete. .Him tides to
take bee a3ain. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle iCaxton 1483) iv. xx,
He is forlete and al forpercid sore and pytously. a 1553
Piiili'ot Fxam. $ IVrit. (1842) 345 Who may say that God
forletteth his church right, so that he may permit those
things to. .decay, without the which it may not consist?

C. To leave (land) desolate or uncultivated ; to
leave a building, etc.) to decay.
a 1300 Leg. Rood{i%/i) 34 So bat £ulke stude was vor-lete
mony aday. 1390 Gowf.r Conf III. 104 But yet there ben
of londes fele. .Which of the people be forlete As londe
deserte. 1480 Caxton Citron. Fug. b 7 b, He yaf hem
acontre that was forleten where in they myght duelle. 1528
Will in W. Molyneux Burton-on- Trent (1869) 58 The
seyd brygge ys lyke to be decayed and forlett. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. \. 513 The three Channels or
draines have a long time beene forlet and neglected.

d. To leave off, renounce (a custom, habit, sin).
<:ii75 Lamb. Horn. 19 Nu sculle we forlete bes licome

lust, c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 Hwi luuest bu f>ine fule
sunnes . forlet hem. 1303 R. Hrln-n'e HandI. Synne 3779
Wrabbe and ober synne forlate {printed foolate]. c 1386
Chaucfr Pars. T. F45 In be drede of gotl man forleteth
his synne. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. II. 64 He thoucht he
wald mak peice agane With Scot and Pecht, and all weiris
forleit. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 84 Soone after this custome
was for-let and cleane giuen ouer.

e. To forsake, cease to regard (a law, etc.).
<• 1250 Gen. c*r Fx. 4068 For lime of fiis liore-pla^e Manie

for-Ieten godes la5e. ,1 1300 Cursor M. 944S (Cott.» Sua
sun als he bat apel ete, be laghes bath he ban for-lete.

1340 Ayub. 184 Roboam. .uorlet bane red of be yealden
guode men uor bane red of yonge. 1535 Stkwart Cron.
Scot. (1858) I. 60 Lautie wes lost, forleit wes all the lawes.

*"
£. Used as a term of Sc. constitutional law.

r

1689 Earl 01- Kalcarras Let. yas.IlonSt. Scot. 61 (MS.)
The Committee.. found great difficulty how to declare the
Crown vacant. Some were for abdications. .Others were
for using an old obsolete word (fibrleitingi used for a Birds
forsaking her nest. 1689 Llttri:ll Brief Pet. (1857) I. 518
The throne of Scotland is vacant, the late King James the
7th haveing forlitt or forfeited the crown.

3. To leave out, omit ; to let alone, abandon.
C1200 Trin. Coll. Hoi/;, 71 We ?hule no bing seien bere

bat les beo, and no bing of be softe forlete. ciuo Bestiary
230 Finde $e 3e wete corn Sal hire ipveineS. Al ;e forleteft

Ais oSer seS. a 1300 Cursor M. 21777 'CJott.) Kline. .wald
noght for-lett be nailes in his liend and fete, .ful gem scho
soghtTiU scho baim fand ne lined noght. c 1300 Beket 199S
All that he i handled hadde the houndes hit forlete. 13.

.

E. E. Allit.P. 1J. 101 lie bay fers, be bay feble for-lotez none.

b. To cease from ; to cease to do something;.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Xe forlete 50 for nane scame bat

3e ne seggen bam preoste alle eower sunne. ciiooOkmix
1S875 All folic well neli forrlet To benkenn ohht off heffne.
a 1250 Owl A\- Night. 36, I-wis for bine fule lete Wei oft ich
mine song forlete. C1374 CHAUCER Boeth. HI. pr. xi. 75
i.Caml). MS.) Whan it forletib to ben oone it mot nedis dien.

4. To let go, release or lose from one's hold or

keeping.
c 1150 Departing Soul's . Uidr. Body 19 Thine godfaederes

ihaten aerheothe forleten that [etc.]. c 1200 ORMIN3768 He
wollde hiss axhenn lif Forr hise shep forrhetenn. a 1225
Juliana 47 Forlet me mi leafdi iv; ich chulle al bileaue
\>e. 11 1225 St. Marher. 6 Weila wummon hwuch wlite bu
leosest ant forletest for bin misljeleaue. a 1300 Cursor M.
4006 (Cott.) Formast his lijfhe suld for-lete. ( 1374 Chaucer
Boeth. 1. metr. ii. 3 (Camb. MS.) Alias how the thowt of
man dulleth and forletith his propre cleernssse.

b. To remit
v
a debt) ; to forgive.

1340 Ayeub. 262 And uorlet ous oure yeldinges : ase and
w«* uorletep oure yelderes.

C. To dismiss from attention. Sc.

1813 Pickkn Poems L 121 Sae let's forleet it—gie'sa sang;
To brood on ill unken'd is wrang.

Hence Porle't(en ///. a. ; Forle'ting vbl. sb.

Also Forletness, the state of being let alone.
a 1300 E. F. Psalter exxiifi]. 3 For of for-Ietenesse mike]

fdled we are. Ibid. 4 Upbraiding To mightand, and to

proude for-leting. 13. . A". Alls. 2889 As a stude for-let, Is

now Thebes. £1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. i. 2 (Camb.
MS.) A forletyn and a despised elde. c 1440 JacoPs Well
(E. K. T. S.) x. n An old for-latyn cote. 1506 Guvlfordk
Pilgr. (Camden) 33 An olde for leten ruynous churche.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 1S8 The language of
our ancestours. .lay forlet and buried in oblivion.

fForlei;, v.- Obs. [f. Yon-pnf. 1 + Let z\-]

trans. To hinder, prevent, stop. Const, inf. or that
with not. Also in deprecatory phr. Godforlet ill
a 1555 Philpot Exam. <V Writ. (1842) 351 But Cod

forelet it- that I should not believe the gospel ! 1568 C.
Watson Polyb. 95 a, The Romans, .being in league with the
Carthaginenses. .forlet him not to aide them. 1575 K. I!.

Appius <$- Virg, K ij, It is naught in dry sommer, for letting

my drinke.

t Forlie*, v. Obs. Forms : see LTK z;.
1 [OE.

fbrlicgan 'J. ¥on- pref.'1 + licgan Lie £,
.
1
) = OrIG.

farligan (MHG. verligen).

Cf. Gr. aorist irapt\e£aTO lay with (a woman) secretly,

which is etymologically equivalent.]

I. 1. refl. Of a woman : To prostitute herself.

4,893 K. yELFRF.D Ores. iu. vi. § 2. a 1000 Laws Cnttt liv.

2. intr. for refl. (Often conjugated with be). To
commit fornication. Const, by or with.
C1200 Ormin 3118 Forr pa mann munnde trowwenn wel

batt 5ho forrie5enn warre. e 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 519
And with him to be forlayne. 1513 Douglas .'Eneis vi. i.

54 Prevalie with the bull forlane wes sche. Ibid. x. vii. 72
The quhilk Anchemolus. . had forlayn his awin stepmoder by.

3. trans. Of the man : To lie with, violate.

11205 Lav. 15375 Heo for-la;i5en pa wif. 13.. Coer de L.
924 Forleyn was his doughter yyng. a 1420 Hoccleve De
Reg. Priuc. (Roxb.) 191 How many a wyfe & maide hathe
be forlayne. 1480 Canton Citron. Fug. e iij b, He wolde
haue forlayne that maide.

II. 4. To smother by lying upon, to overlie.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 8623 (Cott.) Pat was for-lain Moght
neuer couer be lijf again. < 1340 Ibid. 8602 (Fairf.) An
womman had hir childe for-Iayne.

III. 5. To be fatigued with lying (in bed).

1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. xi, For-wakit and for-walowit, thus

musing Wery forlyin . . I herd the bell to matyns ryng, And
vp I rase, no langer wald I lye.

t Forli've, R Obs. [f. For- pref. x + Live v.]

intr. a. To outlive one's strength, become de-

crepit, b. To degenerate. Hence Forlived,
Forli'ven///. adfs., decrepit, degenerate.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5315 (Cott.) Als man of eildt, and lang

for-liuen [1340 Fairf forlived]. C1374 Chaucicr Boeth.
111. pr. vi. 61 (Camb. MS.) That they ne sholden nat .. for-

lyuen fro the vertuus of hyr noble kynrede. Ibid. in. metr.

vi. 79 (Camb. MS.) Thanne nis ther no forlyued wyht but
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FORLOIN.

yif he norysse hys coiage vn to vyces. 1398 Trfatra Barth.

DeP. R. xii. xvi. (Tollem. MS.i A forlyued. .cok leyebegges

in his laste elde.

Forlode: see FOR-//r/.> C.

Forloff, obs. Sc. form of Furlough.

t Forloill, sb. Obs. Hunting, [f. next vb.]

1. The action of forloining.

14.. Le Venery de Tiuety in Rel. Ant. 1. 152 Why blowe

ye so ? For cause that the hert is seen, an ye wot nevere

wliedir that myn hundys be become fro myn meyne. And
what maner of chase clepe ye that ". We clepe it the chace

of the forloyne [orig. la chace de ForIoyng\. i486 Bk. St.

Albans F'j, What is a forloyng, for that is goode to here.

2. A note of recall.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 386 Therwith the hunte

wonder faste Blew a forloyn at the laste. 173s in Bailey,

Forloyn, a Retreat when the Dogs are called off from a

wrong Scent. Olid Word].

t Forloi'n, v. Obs. Forms : 4-6 forloyne,

6-7 foreloin, -loyne, 6- forloin. [ad. OF. for-,

forsloignicr, I. fors see Fob- prefix) + loin :—L.

long? far.]

1. trans. To leave behind at a distance, forsake.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 368 pa} I forloyne my dere

endorde. Ibid. B. 1165 pay forloyne her fayth & foljed

ober goddes.

b. intr. To stray, err.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 282 He knew och freke forloyned

fro be ry}t wayez. Ibid. B. 750 3if I for-loyne as a fol.

2. Hunting, trans. To leave (the pack) far be-

hind. Said of the stag, or of individual hounds.

Also absol.

1486 Bk. St. Albans Fj, When.. the beest is stoll away
owt of the fryth Or the houndes that thow hast meten ther-

with And any other houndes before than may with hem
mete Thees oder houndes am then forloyned . . For the beste

and the houndes am so fer before And the houndes behynde
be weere and soore So that they may not at the best cum at

ther will The houndes before forloyne hem. 1576TURBRRY.
Venvrie 118 A harte doth foreloyne and breake out before

the houndes for divers reasons. 1686 BlOME Gentl. Recreat.

11. 79 When a Hound meeteth a Chase, and goeth away
with it far before the rest, then say, he F'oreloyneth.

t Forlo'ng, J'-
1 Obs. In 3 Orm, forrlangenn.

[f. Fon-pttf* + langcn to Long; -MHG. ver-

laugcn.] To be possessed with longing.

t iaoo < Irmin 1280 Siffbatt tu forrlangedd arrt To cumenn
upp till Criste.

Hence Forlo'nging vbl. sb.

a 1225 Aucr. K. 274 Heorte-sor uor worldliche binge, deori

uorlonginge, & jiscunge of eihte.

t ForlO'ng, v.2 Obs.' 1
[_f. FoR-Zn/.' + LoNGtz.;

after L. prolongare.] trans. To keep or continue

longer ; to prolong.

1496 Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.) vil xxii. 310/1 They haue
leuer to gyue .xx. shellynges to forlonge the soules in payne
all a yere.

t Forlo-ppin, a. Sc. Obs. [f. For- pre/A +
loppin, pa. pple. of loup, Leap v.] Fugitive, run-

away, vagabond.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 7 Me thocht a Turk of

Tartary Come throw the boundis of Barbary And lay for-

loppin in Lumbardy. 157. Satir. Poems Reform, xlv. 8

Ane fals, forloppen, fenyeit freir.

Forlore : see F'orlese and next.

Forlorn (iJEil/vm), a. and sb. Forms : see Fob-
lese. [pa. pple. of Forlese.] A. adj.

i 1. Lost, not to be found. Obs. : see the vb.

1577 Harrison England 11. ix. (1877) 1. 190 To the end
they should He no more in corners as forlorne books and
vnknowne.

f 2. Morally lost ; abandoned, depraved. Obs.

1 154 O. E. Citron, an. 1137 Hi [the lawless barons in

Stephen's time] weron al forcursaed, & forsworen & forloren.

c 1150 Gen. fr Ex. 546 Mi^ti men, and fijti, [and] for-loren.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2507A (Cott.l J>e quick be godmen er and
chosen, be ded be wick pat ar for-losen. 1578 Gttde ff Godlie

Ballates 30 The Forlorne Sone, as it is writtin in the xv.

Chapter of Luk. 1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. xvi. 53 He
that's in all the Worlds blacke sinnes forlorne. 1683 Apol.

Prot. France ii. 20 They hire forlorn Wretches to go to the

Sermons of the Protestant Ministers.

f 3. 'Lost', ruined, doomed to destruction. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 309 Lord Phebus, cast thy

merciable eye On wrecche Aurilie, which that am for-lorne.

< 1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 1. xxxviii, As
thou were a forloor man. 1554 Tuaves in Strype Eccl.

Mem. III. App. xxxiii. 88 As though ye were a man forlore.

1696 Tate & Brady Ps. vi. 1 And spare a Wretch forlorn.

1719 Young Busiris v. i, What urge these forlorn rebels in

excuse For choosing ruin?

T b. Forlorn boys ' = Fr. enfantspenlus),fellows,

etc. : men who perform their duty at the imminent

risk of their life. Forlorn fort : one held at ex-

treme risk. See also Forlorn hope.

1577-87 Hounshed Citron. III. 1137/2 Fortie or fiftie

forlorne boies. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 11. i. 17 He
shall set abroad certaine forlorne Sentinels without the

Word. 1618 Bolton Florus {1636) 137 Some new band of

forlorne fellowes appeared. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E.

Ind. 298 To march to a Forlorn Fort . . six Leagues from [etc.].

c. Desperate, hopeless.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 591 Everything . . seemed as

altogither lost and forlorne. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum.
Knenvl. Introd. Wks. 1871 I. 137 [We] sit down in a forlorn

Scepticism. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1732, In the forlorn

state of his circumstances. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 183

Having seen these three adventurous bands depart upon
their forlorn expeditions. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886)

8 The home of great and forlorn causes.
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4. Of persons or places : Abandoned, forsaken, I

deserted ; left alone, desolate.

1535 Goodly Primer (1834) 120 An old forlorn house. 1559

!

Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence xvii, To help King Henry vtterly

forlorne. 1611 G. Sandys Ovids Met. vm. (1626) 152

Whither fly'st thou? leauing me for-lore. 1667 Milton
j

P.L.I. 180 Yon dreary Plain, forlorn and wildc. 1704 Pol-

E

A itlttmn 22 To the winds I mourn ; Alike unheard, un-

pity'd, and forlorn. 17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round World

0757) 79 Dreading an accident in so forlorn a place, I ..

stood out to sea again. 1814 Cary Dante, Inf. xxx. 16

A wretch forlorn and captive. 1819 Hood Eugene A ram x,

Horrid stabs in groves forlorn And murders done in caves.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ix, The little village looks forlorn.

1863 F". Locker Lend. Lyrics, Reply to Invit. Rome ii,

Perhaps you think your Loveforlore Should pine unless her

slave be with her.

b. Const, of, ffroi/i : F'orsaken by (a person) ;

bereft, destitute, or stripped of (a thing .

c 1150 Departing Soul"s Addr. Body v, Eart thu forloren

from al that thu lufedest. 1579 Spenser Sheplt. Cat. Apr. 4

Or art thou of thy loved lasse forlorne? 1667 Milton P. L.

x. 921 Forlorn of thee Whither shall I betake me. 1697

Dryden Iliad I. Fables(i70o)2o8ThegoodoldMan,forlorn
of human Aid, For Vengeance, .pray 'd. 1798 Coleridge
Anc. Mar. VII. xxv, He went like one that. .is of sense

forlorn. 1832 Tennyson (Enone 15 Mournful (Enone wan-

dering forlorn Of Paris once her playmate. 1871 RossETTl

Love's Nocturn ii, Dreamland lies forlorn of light.

5. In pitiful condition, wretched.

1581 T. Watson Centime ofLone xiii, Such as lay with

pestilence forlorne. a 1628 F. Gremlle Alaham IV. iii,

Nothing can come amisse to thoughts forlorne. 1724 R.

Welton 18 Disc. 454 They saw so great a man in so

forlorne a plight. 1781 Gibbon Decl. fr /•'. II. xli. 549 His

forlorn appearance. 1866 Miss Mulock Noble Lifex'n, Ay,

be it the forlornest bodily tabernacle in which immortal

soul ever dwelt.

b. Of a wretched appearance, meagre.

1588 Shake. Til. A. 11. iii. 94 The Trees, though Sommer,
yet forlorne and leane. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, III. ii. 335 Hee
was so forlorne, that his Dimensions (to any thicke sight'

were inuincible. 1875 F. Hall in Lippincott's Mag. XV.
338 2 Forlorn pullets, certainly from the same farmyard with

the lean kine of Egvpt.

t B. sb. Obs.

1. A forlorn person.

.1506 Dunbar Littill InterInd 165 The Gret Forlore Of
Babylon. 1593 Siiaks. 3 Hen. VI, ill. iii. 26 Henry.. Is..

fore'd to Hue in Scotland a F'orlorne. 1710 Steele Tatler

No. 2 10 F 6 [An old maid writes] I am surrounded with both,

though at present a Forlorn. 1814 Forgery 11. ii, There,

poor forlorns, divide the tittle there.

2. Short for F'orlorn hope ; a body of troops

detached to the front, a front line, vanguard. Also

pi, the men forming a forlorn hope.

1645 Cromwell Let. to Lentltall 14 Sept., Captain Ireton

with a forlorn of Colonel Rich's regiment. 1677 W. Hubbard
Narrative 11. (1865) 181 The Forlorne of our Forces. 1688

J. S. Art of War 54 The General must send his Forlorns

to post themselves on the highest places. 1702 C. Mather
Magn. Chr. 11. App. (1852) 187 Four companies of these

were drawn out as forlorns. 1724 De Foe- Mem. Cavalier

[1840) 287, I. .rode up to the forlorn.

trattsf. unijlg. 1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche IV. cxliii, Next
these, a large Brigade was marshalled, For whose forlorn

first march'd the hardy Boar. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm.
Introd. i. (1656) 10 The fearful are in the forlorne of those

that march for hell. 1666 Loud. Gaz. No. 68/4, I20ri4asthe

Vauntguard or Forlorn of their Fleet. 1680 R. L'Estrange
Season. Mem. Liberties Press fr Pnlpit 4 There started out

a Party upon the Forelom, to make Discoveries, and try the

Temper of the Government. 1681 Crownk Thyestes v.

Dram. Wks. 1873 II. 70 Sometimes they '11 . . stand A flight

of beams from the forlorn of day. 1674 Dryden Epil. Open.

Nmu Ho. 10 Criticks.. Who.. still charge first, the true for-

lorn of wit.

ForlOTn hotpe. [ad. Du. verloren hoop (in

Kilian 1598), lit. 'lost troop' (/««>;>= Heap, Ger.

haufen). CI. Fr. infants perdus. (Among sailors

mispronouncedflowing hope.)~\

1. In early use, a picked body of men, detached

to the front to begin the attack ; a body of skir-

mishers. Now usually, a storming party.

In the 17th c. sometimes applied to the rear-guard.

1579 Digges Stratiot. 102 He must also so order the

F'orlorn hope in y> front of hys Battayle with new supplies.

1581 Styward Mart. Discipl. 11. 136 The which the Ger-

niaine calls, their Forlorne hoope. 1600 Dymmok Ireland

(1841) 32 Before the vantguarde marched the forlorn hope.

1642 True State Ireland 5 Likewise for the forlorn hope

of the Rear, Captain Pate commanded 40 Dragooners. 1678

tr. Gaya's Art of War 11. 74 Called the Forlorn Hope,

because they, .fall on first, and make a Passage for the rest.

1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. I. 31 The forlorn hope ot

each attack consisted of a sergeant and twelve F^uropeans.

1874 L. Stephen Hours Libr. (1892) I. vii. 245 Compelled

to lead a forlorn hope up the scaling ladders.

b. transf. and fig., chiefly of persons in a

desperate condition.

c 1572 Gascoigne Fruits Warre (1831) 211 The forlorne

hope which haue set vp their rest By rash expense, and
knowe not howe to Hue. J572 J. Jones Bailies ofBath Pref.

3 A booteless matter to perswade the forlorn hope, suche

as have decreed to caste awaye them selves, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840! II. 11 [Object of Christ's descent into hell]

To preach, useless where his auditory was all the forlorn

hope. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India t, P. 128 The busy apes,

the Forlorn hope of these declining Woods, deeming no
place safe where they beheld us.

c. //. The men composing such a body ; hence,

reckless bravos.

1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Sund. (1823) 67 To make this

reaime a praye to al . . spoylers, all snaphanses, all forlorne-

FORM.

hopes, all cormerauntes. c 1645 T. Tui.lv Siege ofCarlisle
(1840)31 Toppam had y" honour of y forlorn hopes, and
gave them a gallant charge. 1867 Smyth Sailors II ord-bk.,

Forlorn-hopes was a term formerly applied to the videttes

of the army.

d. A perilous or desperate enterprise.

1768 J. Byron Narr. Wagcr\rji§ 89 We saw them alittle

after, setting out upon their forlorn hope, and helping one
another over.. rocks. 1771 Junius Lett. lix. 311 The wary
. . never went upon a forlorn hope.

2. slang, a. The losers at a gaming-table, b.

(See quot. 1785.)
1608 Dekker Lantltornc tr Candle-light D ij, They that

sit downe to play, are at first called Leaders. They that

loose, are the Forlorne Hope. 01700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creiv, Forlorn Hope, losing Gamesters. 1785 Grose Diet.

Vulg. Tongue, Forlorn hope, a gamester's last stake.

3. With word-play or misapprehension of the

etymology : A faint hope, a ' hope against hope '

;

an enterprise which has little chance of success.
'

1641 J. Shutk Sarah fr Hagar 11649) 108 If we sin, upon
a presumption that weshall conceal either our actions or per-

sons from God, it is a forlorn hope ; our iniquities will finde us

out. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life < 18261 11. xxi,

In hopes of making your hearer think that you had been
only singing all the while. A forlorn hope indeed. 1885

Harpers Mag. Mar. 594/i She had had a forlorn hope of a

letter, but it had died away.

Forlornly ;f(<il(<inli;, adv. [f. Forlorn a.

+ -ly 2
.] In a forlorn manner or degree.

1630 Aaule Defi-tnce to Death 30 Why are you so

desperately and forlornely afraid of death ? 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts 566, 1 will . .goe up and downe heavily and fore-

lornely. 1879 E. Garrett House by Wks. I. 170 She found

the girl sitting forlornly on her low bed.

Forlornness {(fdfta,oi*). [f. as prec. +
-Ness.] The state of being forlorn (see the adj.).

(825 Vesp. Psalter Ixxxvii. 12 In forlorenisse [Vulg. in

perdi/ioue], 11225 Ancr. R. no Vor hore uorlorenuesse

pet drowen him to deaoe. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin.

Tim. 160/2 Albeit there l>e at this day an horrible forlorne-

nesse, so that it may well seeme that we are verie miserable

creatures. 1668 H. More Dh: Dial. 11. xv. (1713) 135 The
forlornness and desolateness of that forsaken Habitacle, the

Body of a natural Fool. 1791 Mrs. Radcliei e Rom. Forest

ii, Adeline felt the forlornness of her condition with energy.

1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. 11. xvii. 265 The beautiful vegeta-

tion immediately about it. .completes this look of forlorn-

ness.

+ Forlo'se, v. Obs. [f. For- prifA + Lose.]

trans. To lose. Hence Forlost ///. a.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 231 (280) She for-lost, and thou

right nought y-wonne. Ibid. iv. 728 (756) She held hire

self a forlost creature, c 1440 Partonope 6904 He hath for-

lost his steede.

tForlO"t, v. Obs. ran. [f. ¥cw.-pref- + Lot v.]

trans. ? To allot beforehand.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. v. C iv, To sterte up in astrologie

the casuals of men, To limit and forlote by arte.

t Forlyten, v. Obs. In ^ fore-, [f. For-
^/.i + Lyte a. + -EN 5.] trans. To diminish.

? a 1400 Morte Arth.zn We hafe. .forelytenede the loos

bat we are layttede.

Form (ff'Jm), sb. Forms : 3-7 forme, 4- form

;

also 3-4 furme, 3-7 fourme, 5 foorme. [a. OF.
fo(u)rme, furme, ad. L. forma, primarily shape,

configuration ; the derived senses below were for

the most part developed in class, or post -class. Lat.

Some philologists refer the word to the root of fertre to

strike ; others compare it with Skr. dharman neut., holding,

position, order, f. dhar, dhr, to hold. The word has been

adopted, and is in familiar" use, in alt the Rom. and mod.

Teut. langs. : Pr., Sp„ Pg., It. forma (Sp. Mech. also

horiua), Ger., Sw., Da.form, Du. vorm.

Todd 1818 assigns to the word in senses 6 b, 17,

31 the pronunciation (fo-um), in other senses (ffum).

The distinction, if it was ever recognized, is now
obsolete.]

I. Shape, arrangement of parts.

1. The visible aspect of a thing ; now usually in

narrower sense, shape, configuration, as distin-

guished from colour ; occasionally, the shape or

figure of the body as distinguished from the face.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3326 pat ychanged hii were Hii bre

in be oberes fourme. a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 311

After the eijte and twenti dayes, forme hit [the seed] gynneth

to nyme. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 92 An angel bi wal he mette,

In mannes fourm. ,1400 Rom. Rose 2810 Hir shappe, hir

fourme, hir goodly chere. C1400 Lanfrnnc's Cirurg. 127

pis schal be \x foorme of a trepane. 1562 'Purser Herbal
11. 99 The whyte asp differeth . . from the blak . . inthe form

of the lefe. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. viii.

7 b, A great building made in forme of a Uiudelle. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 587 The slipp'ry God will .
.
various

Forms assume, to cheat thy sight. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 82 r 2 Stones of remarkable forms. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 257 Her face was expressive : her form wanted

no feminine charm. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 571

The world was made in the form of a globe.

b. pi. The shape of the different parts of a body.

[So Fr. lisformes du corps.
~\

1837 Lane Mod. Egvpt. 1. 50 In the Egyptian females the

forms of womanhood begin to develop themselves about the

ninth or tenth year. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV.

xviii. 211 The buildings of the city, .presenting forms d«ar

to the antiquary.

C. spec, in Crystallogr. (See quots.)

1878 Gurney Crystallogr. 38 This group of faces, which

are required to co-exist with a given face by the law of

symmetry of the system is called a crystallographic form.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 60 A set of faces symmetrically
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related, such as the six faces of the prism of rock-crystal, Is

called technically a form.

d. Abstractly considered as one of the elements

of the plastic arts.

185: Klskin Mod. Paint. II. m. n. iv. § 9 Form we find

abstractedly considered by the sculptor. 1879 Rood Chro-
matics xviii. 314 In painting, .colour is subordinate to form,

fe. Heauty, comeliness, [so L. forma.] 0/>s.

1382 Wvclif IVisd. viii, 2 And loouere I am mad of the

floorme of it [wisdom]. 1568 'I'. Howell Arb. A f/iitie {1879)

19 Forme is most frayle, a fading flattering showe. 1611

Bible /ml liii. 2 Hee hath no forme nor comelinesse. 1632
Randolph Jealous Lovers 11. vii, You punish'd The queen
of beauty with a mole; but certainly Her perjury hath
added to her form.

+ f. Style of dress, costume. Obs. rare

~

l
.

1664 Pf.i'ys Diary 15 July, There comes out of the chayre-
roome Mrs. Stewart, in a most lovely form. .A lovely crea-

ture she in this dress seemed to be.

f2. An image, representation, or likeness (of a

body). A\sofg. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 138 Ure deorewurSe goste, Codes owune

funne. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 25/43 Ane Croyz of seluer

with be fourme of god huy Ieten a-rere. 1340 Ayeub. 87
Oure ri^te uader. .bet . . ssop be zaule to his anlycnisse an
to his fourme. < 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 32 In be
whilk roche cs be prynte and be fourme of his body, c 1600
Shaks. Sonn. ix, That thou no forme of thee hast left

behind. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. vii. (161 1) 29 An esco-

cheon is the forme or representation of a shield.

3. A body considered in respect to its outward
shape and appearance; esp. that of a living being,

a person.

HM R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4218 King Arthure . . Toward bis

grisliche fourme mid god herte him drou. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. IV. 1768 Lueretia, Right so, thogh that her forme
wer absent, The plesaunce ofhir forme was present. 1:1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 27 pat bei moun bynde manye bingis
in oon foorme, as be panicle of be heed byndib sevene
booties. 1630 Massinger Vntiat. Combat v. ii, Are your
aerial forms deprived of language? 1607 Drvdkn AKneidw.
389 Here Toils, and Death, and Death s half-brother, Sleep,
Forms terrible to view, their Centry keep. 1817 Coleridge
Lewti 2 To forget the form I loved . 1841 T .a n e A rab. Nts.
I. 77 To his surprise, this very form stood before him.

4. Philos. a. In the Scholastic philosophy: The
essential determinant principle of a thing; that

which makes anything {matter) a determinate
species or kind of being; the essential creative

quality.

This use ofform (Aristotle's nofxb^ or ttSos) and matter
(i»Aij) is a metaphorical extension of their popular use. In
ordinary speech, a portion of matter, stuff, or material,
becomes a * thing ' by virtue of having a particular ' form

'

or shape ; by altering the form, the matter remaining un-
changed, we make a new ' thing \ This language, primarily
applied only to objects of sense, was in philosophical use
extended to objects of thought : every 'thing' or entity was
viewed as consisting of two elements, its form by virtue of
which it was different from, and its matter which it had in
common with, others.

c 1385 Chalxer L. G. IV. 2228 Philomeue, Thou yiver of
the formes that hast wrought The faire world. 1413 Pt'lgr.

Smalt (Caxton 1483) iv. xxv. 71 The body was only mater,
to whiche thou [the soul] were the fourme, of whome now
is he naked another fourme accidentale. .maye he wel haue,
but forme substancial is hit nought that he hath. 1570 Deb
Math. Pre/. % To behold in the Glas of Creation, the
Forme of Formes. 1594 Hooker Led. Pol. 1. iii. § 4 note,
Formjii other creatures is a thing proportionable unto the
soul in living creatures .. According to the diversity of
inward forms, things of the world are distinguished into
their kinds. 1605 P. Woodhouse Plea (1877) 10 Reason 's

the forme of man, he who wants this, May well be like
a man, but no man is. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1.

I 33, I beleeve .. that they [spiiits] know things by their
formes, and define by specificall difference what we describe
by accidents and properties. 1645 Milton Telrach. (1851)
169 The Form by which the thing is what it is. 1665
Glanvill Scepsis Sci. xxii. 137 That the Soul cannot be
separated from the Body, because 'tis it's Form. 1676
Bates Exist. God iv. 66 Supposing the self subsistence
of Matter.. could the World, full of innumerable Forms,
spring by an Impetus from a dead, formless Principle? 1690
Locke Hum. Vnd. 111. vi. § 10 That the several Species of
Substances had their distinct internal substantial Forms.

b. So in Theol. t a sacrament is said to consist
of matter (as the water in baptism, the bread and
wine in the Eucharist) andform, which is furnished
by certain essential formulary words.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Iviii. § 2 To make complete the

outward substance of a sacrament, there is required an out-
ward form, which form sacramental elements receive from
sacramental words, a 1600 Ibid. vi. iv. § 3 Forasmuch as
a sacrament is complete, having the matter and form which
it ought. 1727-41 in Chambers Cycl.

C. In Bacon's modification of the Scholastic use :

The real or objective conditions on which a sensible
quality or body depends for its existence, and the
knowledge of which enables it to be freelyproduced.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. vii. § 5 To inquire the form

of a lion, of an oak, of gold, nay, of water, of air, is a vain
pursuit : but to inquire the forms of sense, .of colours, .of
density, of tenuity, of heat, of cold, and all other natures
and qualities..to inquire, I say, the true forms of these, is
that part of metaphysic which we now define of.

d. In the usage of Kant and Kantians : That
factor of knowledge which gives reality and objec-
tivity to the thing known, and which Kant regards
as due to mind, or as (in his sense) subjective ; the
formative principle which holds together the several
elements of a thing.
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1803 Edbt. Rev. I. 258 The subjective elements are by
Kant denominated forms. 1862 H. Spencer P'irst Prime.
1. iii. § 5 (1875) 49 If Space and Time are forms of thought,

they can never be thought of. 1874 SiDGWICK Meth. Ethics
1. ix. 93 This notion of 'ought' . . is a necessary form of
our moral apprehension. 1889 CAIRO Philos. Kant I. 279
The forms of unity by which it [the mind] determines
sensible objects. Ibid. I. 349 The categories or forms of

synthesis which belong to the pure understanding.

5. The particular character, nature, structure, or

constitution of a thing ; the particular mode in

which a thing exists or manifests itself. Phr. in

theform of, to take theform of
a 1300 Cursor M. 1591 (Gott.) For-bi in form of iugement
A neu vengans on bairn he sent, c 1310 Poems Hart. MS.
2253 (Buddeker) 193 Iesu. .graunte ous..be vnderfonge in

fourme of bred. .1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 81 Alwey
stiryng til it . . come into be foorme of an oynement. 1559
W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse Pref. A vj b, I have
reduced it into the forme of a Dialoge. 1605 CamDEN
Rem. 8 When they had., brought them into forme of

a province. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 117 Iron is

not, in the metallic form, produced by nature. 1850
McCosh Div. Govt. I. (1874) 53 Pantheism is the form in

which infidelity prevails on the Continent of Europe in

the present day. i860 1 Flo. Nightingale Nttrstttg 50
An egg, whipped up with wine, is often the only form in

which they can take this kind of nourishment. 1875 Towett
Plato{zd. 2) I, 399 The Dialogue necessarily takes the form
of a narrative.

b. One of the different modes in which a thing

exists or manifests itself ; a species, kind, or

variety.

1542 Rkcosdkl??*. Aries 116b, Thissorte is In two fourmes
commenly. The one by lynes, and the other without lyncs,

1597 MoRLBY Introd. Mus. 76 To make your descant carrie

some forme of relation to the plains song. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11. xviii. 94 The Power in all formes [of Common-
wealth], if they be perfect enough to protect them, is the

same. 1733 Pope Ess. Man in. 303 For Forms of Govern-
ment let fools contest. 1821 J. Marshall Const. Opin.

1,1839) 256 To this argument, in all its forms, the same
answer may be given. 1843 C. H. Smith Naturalist's
Library I. 291 The group is intermediate between the

bisontine form and the bovine. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Lug.
I. 157 They had refused to declare that any form of ecclesi-

astical polity was of divine origin. 1855 Bain Senses <y Int.

II. ii. § 8 The sensation of wetness seems to be nothing else

than a form of cold.

c. Gram, [a) One of the various modes of

pronunciation, spelling, or inflexion under which
a word may appear. (6) In generalized sense :

The external characteristics of words {esp. with re-

ference to their inflexions), as distinguished from
their signification.

1861 M. MUlleb Led. Sci. Lang. vii. 255 The Chinese
sound ta means without any change of form, great, great-

ness, and to be great. 1889 F. Hall in Nation i.N. Y.)
XLVIII. 267/3 * n *53°i Palsgrave recorded the form to/>sy

iyrvy.

6. t a» gen. A grade or degree of rank, quality,

excellence, or eminence ; one of the classes forming

a series arranged in order of merit, official dignity,

proficiency in learning, etc. Obs.
[So late Y..forma prima, secutida, etc., used of the various

orders in the clergy, etc.]

> 1430 Lydg. Sockets I. viii. (1544) 12b, Minos. .Made
statutes. .Of righteousnes they toke the fyrst fourme. 1579
E. K. Gen. Argt. Spenser's Sheph. Cat. {3 These. ./Eclogues
..may bc.deuided into three formes or ranckes. c 1609
Beaumont Papers (1884) 21, I looke for no ordmarie cocke,
hauyng of myne owne of that fourme more then I know
what to doe withall. 166a Siillingi-l. Orig. Sacr. 11. ii. §6
Certainly this kind of Learning deserves the highest form
among the difficiles Nugx. 1687 Burnet Reply to Variltas
123 He cannot bear my saying that such matters were above
men of his form. 1700 rSPYg Let. in Diary's \. 225 Thinking
is working, though many forms beneath what my Lady and
you are doing. 170Z Steele Funeral n. (1704) 40 The
Tongue is the Instrument of Speech to us of a lower Form.
17x0 Ace. Last Distentp. Tom ll'higg 1. 22 The Doctor
was a Physician of the first form.

b. spec. One of the numbered classes into which
the pupils of a school are divided according to their

degree of proficiency.
In English Schools the sixth form is usually the highest

;

when a larger number of classes is required, the numbered
* forms' are divided into 'upper' and 'lower', etc. The
word is usually explained as meaning originally 'a number
of scholars sitting on the sameform ' (sense 17) ; but there
appears to be no ground for this.

1560 Daus tr. Steidatte
,

s Comm. 160 b, The maner of
teaching the youth, and diuiding them into fourmes.
1655 Heywood Fort, by Laud in. Wks. 1S74 VI. 399 We
two were bred together, Schoole fellows, Both of one form
and like degree in School. 1740 J. Clarke Edtic. Youth
(ed. 3) no The Master is obliged to divide his Time
amongst Boys of different Forms. 1871 M. Collins Mrq.
$ Merch. I, i. 13 He was in the fifth form at Eton.
fig- x774 Fletcher Ess. Truth Wks. 1795 IV. 124 If there
are various forms in the School of Truth.

t 7. A model, type, pattern, or example. Obs.
138a Wyclif i Thess. i. 7 So that }e ben maad fourme, or

ensaumple, to alle men bileuynge. C1425 Wvntoun Cton.
Vii. vi. 19 Hys Lyf wes fowrme of all meknes, Merowr he
wes of Rychtwysnes. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. in. iii.

(1695) 230 To make abstract general Ideas, and set them up
in the Mind., with Names annexed to them, as Patterns, or
Forms, (for in that sence the word Form has a very proper
signification).

0. Due shape, proper figure ; orderly arrange-
ment of parts, regularity, good order; also, mili-
tary formation.

1595 Shaks. John ui. iv. ior, I will not keepe this forme

FORM.
vpon my head, When there is such disorder in my wilte !

1597 — 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 20 In goodly form comes on the

enemy, 165a Evelyn Diary 22 Mar., His garden, which
he was now desirous to put into some forme. 1681 Dryuen
Abs. ty Achit. 1. 531 'Gainst form and order they their power
employ, Nothing to build, and all things to destroy. 1697
— Virg. Georg. IV. 606 Where heaps of Billows.. In Form
of War, their "wat'ry Ranks divide. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
ir. x, They came dropping in. .not. .in form, but all in

heaps. 1775 K. King in Life ty Corr, (1894) I. g As soon as

one Man was shot down in the front, another from the Rear
immediately filled his place, and by that means [.they] kept
their Body in form.

9. Style of expressing the thoughts and ideas in

literary or musical composition, including the ar-

rangement and order of the different parts of the

whole. Also, method of arranging the ideas in

logical reasoning
;
good or just order (of ideas,

etc.), f logical sequence.
1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580)84!), The faulte that is in

the forme, or maner of makyng [of a syllogism]. 1576
Fleming Panopt. F.pist. 81 It reasoneth with itsclfe in this

forme and order, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixxxv. 8 In polish'd

form of well-refined pen. 1602 — Ham. in. i. 171 Nor what
he spake, though it lack'd form a little, Was not like mad-
ness. 1667 Temple Let. Gountllc Wks. 1731 II. 32, I am
very little satisfied with the Queen of Spain's Letter.. I

think the Form is faulty, as well as the Substance. 1864
Bowen Logic vi. 149 Every correct step of Reasoning,
considered simply as such, or in reference to its Form.
1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 6 Hardly a page of all these

countless leaves is common form. 1876 Stainer & Barrett
Did. Mus. Terms, Form, the shape and order in which
musical ideas are presented. 1879 (JKERN Read. Eng. Hist.
xxvii. 139 He read the Sonnets of Petrarca, and lie learnt

what is meant by ' form ' in poetry. 1889 Lowel I. Latest
Lit. Ess. (1892) 144 Form . . is the artistic sense of decorum
controlling the coordination of parts and ensuring thtir

harmonious subservience to a common end.

f 10. Manner, method, way, fashion (of doing

anything 1

. In likeform : in like manner. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 447 }yf hyssop. .ded were, He
grantede, bat boru kyng non destourbance nere, pat me ne
chose in ryjte fourme anober anon, t 1380 WyclIV Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 177 Crist ?yveb his prechours foorme how bei

shal lyue in bis work. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (18601 24 It is in

like fourme knowen of high recorde. 1509 Barclay SAyP
of Folys (1874' 1. 195 In lyke fourme who corny ih unto
confessyon [etc.]. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy.

iv. viii. 119 Over their shoulders, in the fourme and maner
as the picture following doth shew. 1641 J. Jackson True
Fvang. T. It. 115 He.. was crucified, .as his master was,

but after a diverse forme, with his head downward.

11. A set, customary, or prescribed way of doing

anything ; a set method of procedure according to

rule (e.g. at law) ; formal procedure.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724} 491 & in gode fourme acorded hii

were, a 1300 Cursor M. 19981 (Cott.) pe form bat him
bitaght was ar O baptising, he held it bar. 1596 SPENSER
State /ret. (Globe) 622/2 The wrongful I distrayning of any
mans goodes. .agaynst the forme of the Common Lawe.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 2 The plains forme of marriage.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. viii. § 284 Their general ; who
used, in all dispatches made by himself, to observe all

decency in the forms. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 55.

355 The Lords . . only laid hold of some Forms of Law
to have prevented Judgment. 17*7 Swift Gulliver ill.

iv. 205 He was content to go on In the old forms. 1787

T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 273 A paper from the

admiralty . . sent to me as a matter of form. 1805 T. LiND-

ley Voy. Brasil(1S0S) 77 To make his report, .from whence
he came, &c. (a form to which the Portuguese merchantmen
are all subject). 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 706
The other commissioners being seldom called to deliberate,

or so much as assemble for form sake. 1870 Lubbock Orig,

Civilh. i. (1875) 2 The form of capture in weddings.

b. Inform : according to the rules or prescribed

methods (now usually in due orproperform) ; also,

as a matter of merely formal procedure, formally.

[1556 Aurelio <y /sab. (1608) D vj, It sholde be putte in

writinge, and reduitede in fourme of lawe.] J703 LuTTRELL
Brief Ret. (1857) V. 350 Count de Frize, governor of
Landau, writes, that [he] expects to be attackt in form.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 164 ? 5 He recovered himself
enough to give her the Absolution in Form. 1736 Lediard
Life Marlborough I. 24 The Art.. of besieging a strong
Town in Form. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1. xi, The citadel

was defended in form, and at length, in proper form sur-

rendered at discretion. 1756-82 J. Wakton Ess. Pope II.

x. 128 The publisher .. makes a grave apology.. in form.

1805 T. Lindley Voy. Brasil xix, The laws, which hereto-

fore existed only in form, have been thoroughly enforced.

f C. In University language : The regular course

of exercises, attendance on lectures, etc., prescribed

for a particular degree. Only in phrase for his

form^h. proforma. Obs.
(-1470 Harding Chron. ex. heading, At Oxenford, where

the clerkes be sworne they shall not rede for theyr fourme

at Stamforde. 1523-9 Act 14-15 Hen. VIII, § 3 in Oxf
•v Caiub. Enacim. 10 A Graduat of Oxforde or Cantebrygge
which hath accomplisshed all thyng for his fourme. 1574
M. Stokys in Peacock Stat. Univ. Camb. (1841) App. A.

19 Iff a Bachelar off Dyvynyte preche for his Frurme.

12. A set or fixed order of words (e.g. as used in

religious ritual) ; the customary or legal method of

drawing up a writing or document.
1399 Rolls of ParIt. III. 424/1 5e renounsed and cessed

of the State of Kyng. .uppe the fourme that is contened in

the same Renunciation and Cession. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 9 Our lorde and sauyour Jesu Chryst hath
gyuen vs a forme how to praye. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

xxvi. § 1 A strange conceit, that to serve God with any set

form of common prayer is superstitious^ 1648 [see Flat v'1

6 b]. j66o Petys Diary 17 Nov., I inquired, .for a form for

a nobleman to make one his Chaplain. But I understanding

58-2
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that there is not any, I did draw up one. 1711 Addison
Spect. No. 121 p 1 Monsieur Bayle .. delivers the same
Opinion, tho' in a bolder Form of Words. 1731 Law
Serious C. xiv. (ed. 2^ 241, I think a form of prayer very
necessary. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 106 The form of
this fine is

—
* And the agreement is such, to wit, that [etc.].*

1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. x. You'll memorialise that Depart-
ment (according to regular forms which you'll find out* for

leave to memorial i>e this Department.

b. A formulary document with blanks for the

insertion of particulars.

1855 Dickens Dorrit 1, x, I can give you plenty of forms
to fill up. 1885 Act 48 Vict. c. 15 Sched. ii. Forms 11.

Form A, You are hereby required to fill up accurately the
underwritten form. 1895 Times 5 Feb. 12 '3 A message
written on a telegraph form.

t C. A formula, reci]>e, prescription. Obs.
1484 Caxton Fables of Poge (1634) 213 A young man,

that made ptlles, after a certaine forme that he [a Physitionj
had shewed vnto him. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 11658)

147 Armetia . . prescribeth this form for the cure of this

cvtll : let the Dog be put into the water..and then., let his

hair be shaved off [etc.]. 1610 Barrough Met/t. Physick
vn. xxiii. (1639^ 410 The form and making wherof [oint-

ments] is to be sought out of the Antidotaries.

+ 13. A formal agreement, settlement, or arrange-

ment between parties ; also, a formal commission
or authority. Obs.
i»97 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 8766 An fourme hii made bat eiber

helde is owe lond in is hond. c 1305 5"/. Kenelm 314 in
/.". E. P. 11862* 56 Hi makede a forme bat [etc.]. 14x1 Rolfs
of Ptirlt. III. 650 1 Hym to harme and dishonure, agayn
the fourme of a Loveday taken bytwen the same parties.

14. A set method of outward behaviour or pro-

cedure in accordance with prescribed usage, eti-

quette, ritual, etc. ; a ceremony or formality.

(Often slightingly, as implying the absence of

intrinsic meaning or reality.)

x6ia Dawks Discov. Causes why hvtami etc. 234 That
the Parliamentes of Ireland, might want no desent or honor-
able forme that was vsed in England. 1643 Burroughes
Exp. Hosea iv. 1 16521 212 Many who have no religion but
a forme, yet neglect Gods forme. 1676 Etheredgk Man of
Mode 1. 1, The Forms and Civilities of the last Age. 173a
Berkeley Alcipkr. 1, f 1 After the usual forms at first

meeting, Euphranor and I sat down by them. 1805 T.
Lindlky Voy. Brasil (1808) 29 The sacrament, which was
administered with all its forms. 1818 J as. Mill Brit. India
II. v. vii. 620 They put on the forms of distance ; and stood
upon elevated terms [with the envoys}. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. cv, For who would keep an ancient form Thro' which
the spirit breathes no more ?

+ b. A way of behaving oneself, an instance of

behaviour of a given kind ; in pL — manners. Obs.

1591 Shaks. Tivo Cent. v. iv. 56 If the gentle spirit of
mouing words Can no way change you to a milder forme.
1616 ]. Haig in }. Russell Haigs vi. u8Si) 140 My brother
..breaks up the letter, whilk was no gentlemanly form.

x6»s Bacon Ess., Ceremonies (Arb.) 25 It doth much adde
to a Mans Reputation .. to have good Formes, a 1639
Spottiswood Hist. Ch, Scot. vi. 11655) 395 When he per-

ceived theKings countenance not to be towards him .. he
changed his forms.

15. Behaviour according to prescribed or custo-

mary rules ; observance of etiquette, ceremony, or

decorum. In full, great) form : with due cere-

mony. Often depreciatively : Mere outward cere-

mony or formality, conventional observance of
etiquette, etc.

c 1386 Chaucer Pro/. 305 Not o word spak he more than
was nede. And that was said in forme & reverence. 160s
-Shaks. Ham. m.i. 161 The glass offashion and the mould of
form, a 167* Wood £1^11848) 118 A fellow of little or no
religion, only for forme-sake. 1703 Steele Tend. Husb. v. i,

We It eat the Dinner, and have a Dance together, or we
shall transgress all form. 1711 — Sped. No. 147 P 2 When
I reflected on my former Performance of that Duty, I found
1 had xun it over as a matter of Form, imb De Foe Plague
(1884) 116 They cou'd no more bury in rorm, Rich or Poor.

1776 Foote Bankrupt 1. Wks. 175*9 II. 100 There is so
much confinement, and form, even 111 the most fashionable
families. 1788 L». Auckland Diary Lett. 1861 II. 74 We.
went in the evening in a carriage in full form. 1804 J.
Grahamk Sabbath 37 Of giving thanks to God—not thanks
of form, A word and a grimace, but rev'rently. 1805 T.
Lindlky Voy. Brasil uSoS) 126 These officers accordingly
attended in great form. 18.. Arnold in Stanley Life <y

Corr. (1844) II. App. A. 344 Whether while we worshipped
Thee in form, we worshipped Thee in spirit and in truth.

1871 Farrar IVitn. Hist. iii. 97 To plant the standard of
Christian freedom upon the ruins of Levitical form.

b. Good'(or bait) form : said of behaviour, man-
ners, etc. which satisfy ^or offend) the current ideals

of Society *
; (good or bad) manners, colloq.

1868 Daily tfctm 24 Dec., Happily it is not good form
even to purchase the Bacchanalian handkerchiefs of the
Burlington-arcade. 1883 E. B. England Notes Eurip.
ipkig. in Tauris 122 This excellent sentiment makes us
wonder if o! *«ot in Euripides's day thought energy 'such
awf'ly bad form, you know '. 1890 Spectator 7 June 791 It

is not good intellectual form to grow angry in discussion.

16. Sforting. Of a horse : Condition in regard to

health and training ; fitness for running or racing

;

style and speed in running (as compared with com-
petitors^. ^See quot. 1861.) Inform : fit to run, 'in

condition
' ; so out ofform. Said also of athletes

{e.g. oarsmen, cricketers') and players generally.
17*0 R. Heber Horse Matches is. 148 A horse in a very

high form. 1787 ' G. Gambado ' Acad. Horsemen (1800) 47
Bringing horses of different forms together over New-
market. 1834 Mi dwin Angler in Wales II. 115 To enable
him to run in his best form. 1861 Walsh & Lipton Horse
vi. 84 When we say that a horse is ' in form ' we intend to

convey to our hearers that he is in high condition and fit to

run. 1869 L*DY Barker Station Life N. Zealand .wii.

(1874I 126 One of the new chums, who was not supposed to
be in good form for a long walk. 1880 W. Day Racehorse
in Training xvi. 157 The mare had simply lost her form

—

she was not so good as a three- as she was as a two-year-
old. 1882 Standard 20 Nov. 2/8 Mitchell was in good
form, whilst Peall did not play so well as on previous days
[at billiards]. 1883 Times 22 Oct. 10/2 Glocke .. has not
run in this country, but has shown fair form abroad. 1884
Comb. Ret: 10 Dec. 131 In the winning crew ; M. . . kept
his form well.

b. transf Liveliness, high spirits, conversational

powers, or the like, colloq.

1877 Mrs. Church Father's Xante (Tauchn.) II. i. 17
The Misses Lillietrip were in great form. 1884 IfaHCtm
formist «y Indep. 7 Feb. 130/2 The Irish members, did not
appear to have recovered their usual form. 1895 Pall
Mall Mag. Sept. 114 Macturk was in great form after his
breakfast, apologising to my wife with the grandest air.

II. Denoting various material objects.

17. A long seat without a back, a bench.
[So OY.forme, ined.L. forma, applied also to the stalls in

a choir, with back, and book-rest. For the origin of this

use of the word, cf. OF. s'asseoir en forme, to sit in a row
or in fixed order.]

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls* IV. 09 Benches, stoles,

formes. < 1440 Promp. Parz: 172/1 toorme, longe stole,

spouda. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxii. 246 The munkes,
with fourmes and candelstyckes, defended theym. 1539
Act 31 Hen. I'll/, c. 10 The same fourme that the arche-
bishop of Canterburie sitteth on. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 282
To sitte in the schoole of Christ vpon the learners forme.
1641 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 191 Item for 2 short fourmes to

sett a coffin uppon. 1694 EvtLYN Diary 5 Oct., I went to
St. Paul's to see the choir. .The pulling out the formes, like

drawers, from under the stalls is ingenious. 1745 P. Thomas
Jml. Anson's Voy. 320 They have no Seats, as in our
Churches, only Forms. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire
33 A large cold room, garnished with deal tables and forms.

1875 A. R. Hope My Sc/wolboy Fr. 35 Abbing was made to

stand upon a form. 1877 J. D. Chambers Divine Worship
139 The First Three Lessons . . were read by Boys from each
side alternately from the first Form.
18. Meek.* etc. A mould or 'shape* ; an imple-

ment on which anything is shaped or fashioned.
a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. iii. 1 If the form be square or

round, so will the metall be. 1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag.
v. 63 To have a form of Wood turned to the height of the

Cartredge. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Form., a kind of
mould, whereon a thing is fashioned or wrought. Such are

the hatters Form, the papermakers Form, &c. 1858 in

Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.,
Forms, the moulds for making wads by.

1 19. a. A window- frame. [So F./wv/^'.] Obs.

1463 Bury Wilts vCamden) 39 The glas and the foorme of

stoon that longith vnto the same wyndowe.

t b. A case or box. Obs.

1594 Plat feioell-lw. in. 1 Cause new fourmes of Lead to

be made, .in euerie of which fuurmes place one flower . . let

these fourmes be well fitted with their apt couers, and
sodered verie close.

20. Printing. A body of type, secured in a

chase, for printing at one impression.
v
Often spelt

formed)
1481 Caxton Godfrey ccxii. 312 Whiche book I..:>ette in

forme & enprynted the xx day of nouembre. c 1483 --

Bk.for Trav. 24 b, At Westmestre by london In fourmes
enprinted [Fr. En formes impressee], 1594 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 337 The Printer that putteth

ynke vpon the fourmes. 1691 Wood Ath. O.vou. II. 315
He flew to the Printing-house and commanded the Com-
positors to distribute the form. 17^71 Franklin Antobfog.
Wks. 1887 I. 93 On occasion, I carried up and down stairs a
large form of types in each hand. 188a Pebodv Eng. Jour-
nalism xv. 107 The printers, even with three sets of formes,

often found themselves working off papers half through the

night. 1888 J. Southward in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 700
The pages of types., are then ready to be made into a forme.

21. The nest or lair in which a hare crouches.

Also rarely', of a deer.

a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. <Wright' 318 I-buyd as an hare

Whan he in forme lyth. c 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T.

104 As in a fourme sitteth a wery hare, c 1440 Promp.
Par:-. 172/1 Foorme of an hare, or oper lyke, lustrum.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 161 When a hare ry 1*1 *1 out °f tne

fourme. 1616 Surel. & Markh. Country Farme 695 The
first point, .for the killing of the Hare, consisteth in finding

out her forme. 1735 Somerville Chase 11. 38 In the dry
crumbling Bank Iheir Forms they delve. 1799 J. Robert-
son Agrie. Perth 329 The young [deer] keep close to their

form, until the dam return to raise them. 1845 Darwin Voy.
.Vat. iii. (1852) 46 The Indians catch the Varying Hare by
walking spirally round and round it when on its form.

b. transf
1589 Pappe «'. Hatchet (1844) 19 The knaue was started

from his Fourme. 164s Fuller Holy «$ Prof. St. in. xxiii.

215 Some Fames are most difficult to trace home to their

form. 165s Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 1 (1656) 141 After he

had hunted Pharoah out of all his formes and burrowes.

III. 22. Comb. , as form-establishing, -shift-

ing^)*,. ; ^ sense 6c)form-fellow, -master; f form-

pieces Arch., pi. the pieces of stone which con-

stitute the tracery of a window : cf. Fokm sb. 19 a;

form-word Gram. s a word serving the function of

an inflexion.

1599 Danikl Musophilus Wks. (1717) 388 "Form-establish-

ing Devotion. 1659 Fuller App. Inj. Innoc. \. 55 The
Bnttaines, form-fellowes with the Grecians, were wholly

given to Idolatry. i8ao Byron Let. to Murray 6 Oct., I

met..my old school and form fellow. 1888 Daily Sews
10 Sept. |/j The active rivalry of *form masters. 1360

Ely Sacrist. Roll (Parker Gloss. Arch.) In 2 lapidibus

vocat *fourme peces empt. 5s. 1450 in Hist. Dunelm. Script,

tres (Surtees) 325 Pro factura ij formpeys. 1593 Nashe

Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 225 A ' forme-shyfting deuill

disguised in mans lykenesse. 1875 Whitney Life L.ang. ii.

21 The auxiliary apparatus of inflections and form-words.

Form ($kn\ v. 1 Also 4-6 fourme(n, 4-5
foorme, fowrme, fowrym). [a. OK. fourme-r
(Fr. former) — Pr. and Sp. formar, ad. h. for-
mare, {.forma Form sb.]

1. trans. To give form or shape to ; to put into

or reduce to shape ; to fashion, mould.
1340-70 Alex. <$• Ditui. 600 We .. No figure of fin gold

fourme ber-inne. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 470 The Rib he
formd and fashond with his hands. 1738 Wesley Hymn,
* All Glory to the dying Lamb ' v, Send down the Spirit of
thy Son To form my Heart divine. 1809 Roland Fencing
64 Return to nearly the same position .. but forming the
parade with a firm, supple, and precise motion.
absol, 1869 Ward tr. Curtius' Hist. Greece II. n. iv. 74

Here artists had formed in clay from a very early date.

T b. To express in formal shape ; to formulate ;

to state formally. Also with up. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 11810) 99 pe bisshop of Parys be

pes pan formed he. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair iv. vi,

Hee'll go neare to forme to her what a debauch'd Rascall
I am. 1675 Brooks Cold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 286, Seven
several pleas, that all sincere Christians may form up.

C. To give a specified form to ; to mould or

fashion into a certain shape, or after %
by, from,

upon a certain pattern or model ; to conform to.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3179 Vfourmed as a dragon ase red
ase fur. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3781 God louyb
euery creature bat he formed to hys fygure. <. 1330 King
of Tars 578 Yif Mahoun and Jovin con Make hit iformed
aftur moil, With lyf and lymes ariht. c 1400 Maunuev.
iRo.xb.) vii. 25 {>at worme es turned till a fewle perfitely

fourmed. c 1440 Ccsta Rom. xviii. 332 (Add. MS.) The
soule, sette aboule with vertues, whan god fourmed it to

his liknesse. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxiii. 263 By y*

lorde that fourmyd me to his semblaunce. 1674 tr. Schef
fer's Lapland 64 Charles . . divided the Countrey into

several parts, and formed it into better order. 1683 Salmon
Doron Med. 1. 107 Forme it into Lozenges of what Fashion
you please. 1875 Jowett Plato ted. 2) V. 172 A state

formed after the model of Crete should .. have a character
for virtue.

d. iutr. To shape itself into. Also, + to agree

in form, fit with.
1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 183 In short time wears the

outside of that Corner to comply and form with the hollow
of the Gouge. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. iii. (1894) 72
A ridge of rocky peaks, forming into two ridges about its

centre.

t e. trans. To express by form, to ' body forth \
1590 Spenser /". Q. in. i. 1 Sith it [Chastity] is shrined in

my Soveraines brest, And form'd so lively in each perfect

part, That [etc].

+ f. To agree formally to do something. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10946 There bai fourmyt a fest. . Serten

dayes by-dene duly to hold.

2. To mould by discipline or education ; to train,

instruct. Now rare
t
exc. with the mind, a faculty,

etc. as object. Also reff. to shape one's conduct,

style, etc. on or upon (a model).
a 1340 \\.\>wql\l Psalter xvii. 2y paire maners ere fourmed

of samen lifynge. 1697 Dkydln Virg. Georg. 111. 305 Thus
form'd, for speed he [a horse] challenges the Wind. 17*4
A. Collins Gr. Chr.Relig. 140 It seems, .natural for a body
of slaves, .to be form'd by their masters. 1746 Col. Records
Peunsyh: V. 51 One of Your Royal Blood, form'd upon
your Majcstie's Example. 1749 Smollett Gil Bl. v. i, On
this hint I formed myself. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch.

(1879) 11* 7'5 - ' nc ie«ard he gave him for forming his

.son was.. honourable. 1778 Earl Pembroke Equitation

87 There is a great deal of good sense in Xenophon's
method of forming horses for war. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F.
III. 2 The most >kilful masters . . had laboured to form the

mind and body of the young prince. 1812 Sir H. 1>aw
Chem. Philos. 18 Van Helmont . . was formed in the school

of Alchemy. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women <y B. II. vii. 96
Formed under their auspices, our parrot soon equalled his

instructors. 1889 Jessopp Coining ofFriars iv. 197 Rudely
scrawled by some one whose hand is not yet formed.
absol. 1377 Lasul. /*. PI. Xj. xv. 371 But if gyle be

mayster And flaterere his felawe vnder hym to fourmen.

b. To inform of; also, to instruct. Obs.

1399 Langl. R. Redeles iv. 58 Somme. .to be kyng wente,

And ffbrined him of foos, bat good ffrendis weren. t 1400
APol. Loll. 71 What may bey do, but..abid til bei be formid
wib holy writ, how hem is best todo?

+ C. To instigate, persuade. Obs.

1399 Langl. R. Redeles 1. 107 |>e ffrist bat 3011 fformed to

bat ffals dede, He shulde have nadde hongynge on hie on
pe fforckis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8027 How f>at faire, by his

fader, was fourmet to wende To the grekes.

3. To place in order, arrange. Also, to embody,
organize (persons or things) into (a society, system,

etc.\ Cf. 8 a.

136* Langl. P. PI. A. vm. 39 J>at I ne schal sende $or

soules saaf in-to heuene, And bi-foren be Face of my Fader

fourmen or seetes. .14*0 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 1101 But
setis make yfourmed as thee list. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety

xv. 360 Our divisions with the Romanists, .are thus form'd

into an interest. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. ind. 309
We were commanded, .to form ourselves into a Ring. 177*

Simes Mil. Guide (1781) 12 The routes must be to formed,

that no column cross another on the march. 1874 Green
Short Hist. ii. § 6. 93 The Clerks of the Royal Chapel were

formed into a body of secretaries.

b. intr.ioxrefl. (Cf. 8 b.)

i8ji Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 44 The noisy rout .. Form
round the ring superior strength to show.

4. To construct, frame ; to make, bring into exist-

ence, produce. Const, from, of out of (the mate-
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rial or elements). Also, to articulate, pronounce 1

(a word, etc.).

c 1300 Havetok 36 God . . Formede hire wimman to be bom.

1381 Wyclif Gen. ii. 7 God thanne fourmede man of the

sfyme of the erthe. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 139 He
answerde me bublynge as a childe bat begynneb to speke

but he my^te formen non worde. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xlvn.

204 (Harl. MS.) Adam, the which* was shapin and formide

in the felde of Damaske, 1514 Barclay Cyt. -y Upland;
,

yslun. (Percy Soc.) 10 When the worlde was fourmed &
create. 1551 Bp. Gardiner Explic. Transubst. 107 Whenne
God formed Adam of claye. 1577 Hki.lowes Gueuara's

Chron. 75 He made the Goddesse Venus in Alabaster, .and

of waxe did fourme the whole Island Creta. 1611 Bible

2 Esdras vi. 39 The sound of mans voice was not yet

formed. 1667 Milton P. L. XI. 57°
1*ne 1!4uid pre he

draend Into fit moulds prepar'd ; from which he form d First

his own Tooles. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Ghent. II. 151 The

oxygen of the oxide of the gold seizes on the hydrogen and

forms water. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 294 It hacj

recently been formed out of the cavalry who had returned

from Tangier, i860 TyndALL Glac. 1. xxvii. 202 The snow

had given way, forming a zigzag fissure across the slope.

188SAntiquary Sept. 89/1 Henry VIII. ..was the first Eng- '

lish king to form a gallery of pictures.

b. To frame in the mind, conceive (an idea,

judgement, opinion, etc.). f Formerly also, to

imagine; occas. toform to oneself
r(«Fr.«figurer),

and with complement.

1S9S Shaks. John iv. iii. 45 Could thought, without this

obiect, Forme such another? 1667 Decay Ghr. Piety xv.

357 The defeat of the secular Design, is commonly the rout-
\

ing those Opinions which were formed for the promoting it.
.

1678 Drydkn All/or Love n. Wks. 1883 V. 369, I formed

the danger greater than it was, And now 'tis near, 'tis less-
j

ened. 1703 Rows Pair Penit. 11. i. 424 My sad Soul Has I

form'd a dismal melancholy Scene. 1712 Stbelb Sped. '

No. 533 f 2 Form to yourself what a persecution this must
needs be to a virtuous and chaste mind. 1779 Burke Corr.

(1844) II. 270, I do not form an estimate of the ideas of the

churches of Italy and France from the pulpits of Edin-

burgh. 1861 M. Pattison Ess* <i88q> I. 44 The reader .

.

may form to himself some notion of what [etc.]. 1866 J.

Maktineau Ess. I. 277 We form no judgments till we have
J

got language.

c. Parliamentary, = Constitute 6 b.

i8»$ T. Jekferson Antobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 11 Many
members being assembled, but the House not yet formed.

d. rejl. and intr. for reft,

1801 South ey Thalaba 1. xxiv, Three years no cloud had
form'd. 1830 Tennyson Sea-Pairies2$ The rainbow forms

and flies on the land Over the islands free. 1864 Bkyce
Holy Rom. Emp. vii. (1875) 113 Very early, .had the belief

formed itselfthat [etc.]. 1880 J. A. Spalding Eli*, Demonol.
128 Stop the butter from forming in the churn. 1893 Law
Times XCV. 40/1 A sheet of ice had formed in front of

Proctor's house.

5. To develop in oneself, acquire (habits); to

enter into (a junction) ; to contract (an alliance,

friendship, etc.).

X736 Butler Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1S74 I. 90 Active habits are

to be formed by exercise. 1781 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Peg.

2/1 The French . . formed a junction with the Spaniards.

l)G|CbwreK 7***fcn.634We..fonn connexions, but acquire

no friend. x8»8 D'Iskaeli C/ias. I, II. xii. 309 With the

Flemings . . our country had from the earliest times formed

an uninterrupted intercourse. 184a Lytton /Canoni 33 He
formed no friends. 1891 Speaker 2 May 531/1 Those
methodical readers, who have formed the useful habit of

keeping commonplace books.

6. a. To be the components or material of; to

go to make up, to compose, b. To serve for,

constitute ; to make one or part of.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvii. 169 The fyngres fourmen a

ful haude to purtreye or peynten. 1717 tr. Premiers Voy.

S. Sea 48 The Continent, with which it [the island] forms

two Passages. 1781 Cowpek pricudship 14 The requisites

that form a friend. 1817 Coleridge Sibylt. Leaves, Pire,

Pamine fy Slaughter, Letters four do form his name. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 294 The Life Guards, .now form
two regiments. 1873 Act 36 <$• 37 Vict. c. 77. § 39 The soil

forming such butt or target. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi.

§ 2. 275 Yeomen and tradesmen formed the bulk of the

insurgents. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 July 5/2 A common
mould fungus, .forming a kind of black velvety mass.

b. i8ai Clare Will. Minstr. II. 35 Every molehill forms

a seat. 1841 Brewster Mart. Sc. vi. (1856) 91 His eminent
pupil Viviani formed one of his family. 1845 M. Pattison
Ess. (1889) 1. 27 The volume of the canons which had
formed the object of his study. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) III. xi. 59 A realm of which Northumberland con-

stitutionally formed a part.

c. With mixture of sense 2 : To render fit for.
17x1 Steele Sped. No. 49 P 3 These are the Men formed

for Society. 1777 Robertson Hist. A titer. (1778) I. 11. 84

All these qualities formed him for command.
7. Gram. a. To construct (a new word) by deri-

vation, composition, etc b. Of a word or word-

stem : To have (a case, tense, etc.) expressed by a

specified inflexion.

1824 L. Murray Gram. I. 348 Dissyllables, formed by
prefixing a syllable to the radical word. 187a Morris Eng.
Accid. xiii. 168 The verbs of the strong conjugation form
the past tense by a change of the root-vowel.

8. MUit. and Naval, a. To draw up (troops,

etc.) in order. Also with up.

b.1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 115 Walter Spek ros on
handVpe folk to forme & taile. c 1400 Deslr. Troy 6334
The fourthe batell in feld, he fourmet to leng With Arche-
laus]. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) II. 5 The troops mount,
and, the whole being formed, move off the ground. 1833
Regul. Instr, Cavalry 1. 56 The left files to be formed UD,
and sit at ease. 1838-42 Arnold Hist. Rome III. xliii. 78
Hannibal, .forming his men as fast as they landed, led them
instantly to the charge. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. 11. 69 For
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there was none to form their ranks for fight. 1893 Forbes- I

Mitchell Remin. Gt. Mutiny 41 We were then formed up
and served with some rations,

b. re/l. and intr. Of troops, ships, etc. : To
arrange themselves in or assume some particular

disposition or formation, according to prescribed

rules. Also with up. To form on (some other ,

body): see quot. 1802.
172a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 236 Our army formed

immediately. 1736 Lediard Lye Marlborough II. 494 The
first Squadrons . . had much ado to form themselves. 1795
Nelson 10 Mar. in Nicolas Disp. II. 11 The Admiral made 1

the signal to form in the Order of Battle. 1796 Instr. <y
,

Reg. Cavalry (1813) 77 They will at once form up. 1799
Harris in Owen IVellestey's Desp. 1 19 The right wing of the

army under my command formed on the picquets of the
,

right. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet., To Form on, is to ad-

vance forward, so as to connect yourself with any given ]

object of formation, and to lengthen the line. 1803 Lake
in Owen Wellesley s Desp. 405 The infantry formed in two
columns. 183* Ht. Martineau Hilttf Valley viii- 126 The
soldiers formed themselves round the waggon. 1859 Tenny-

son Riflemen Porm! ii, Form, Form, Riflemen Form!
Ready, be ready to meet the storm ! 1883 Army Corfl
Orders in Standard 22 Mar. 3/3 When the 'assemble'

sounds both Forces will form up by Brigades.

c. trans. To arrange themselves in the form ot

(battalions, a line, etc.).

'77* Simes Mil. Guide (1781) 12 The companies will, .form

battalions as they advance to the head of the line, and then

halt. 1796 Instr. *t Reg. Cavalry (1813) 152 The whole

are ordered to halt, with an intention of forming line in the

new direction. Ibid. 225 Form open column of divisions

behind the right.

d. To form the siege (of a place) [Fr. former

un siege'] : to commence active siege-operations

(against it).

1766 Gibbon Decl. $ P. I. xi. 218 The siege of that great

city was immediately formed. 1801 C James Milit. Diet.

s.v. Siege, Toform the Siege, or lay Siege to aplace. .there

must be an army sufficient to furnish five or six reliefs for

the trenches, pioneers, guards, convoys, escorts, itc. and
artillery, with all theapparatusthereto belonging; magazines,

etc. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviil 155 The
whole army now drew near ; the siege was formed.

Form, ($un), v.- [f. the sb. : see Fobm sb. 21.]

intr. Of a hare : To take to her form ; to seat.
_

1575 Turbervile Art Veu. lviii. 162 To looke about hir,

and to choose out a place to forme in. 1612 Drayton
Poly-olb. ij, The melancholy hare is formed in brakes and
briers. 1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. u. vii, First think

which way shee fourmeth, on what wind ; Or North,

or South. 1725 Coates Did. Herald., Seateth or Formeth
are the Terms that note where the Hare has its resting

Place. 1801 Strltt Sports # Past. I. i. 17 A hare [was

said to be] formed, a rabbit set.

Form- (f/um), in Chem., combining form of

Formic or Formyi,, as in Formaldehyde, formic

aldehyde ; Fo'rmamide, the amide of formic acid.

(Cf. the termination of chloroform.^

1869 Roscoe Client. 349 Pormamide, obtained by acting

on ethyl formate with ammonia. 1890 Lancet 11 Oct. 783/2

Injections . . of a 1 per cent, solution of formamide of mer-

cury. 1894 Atheumum n Aug. 199/1 Last year a patent

was granted for a solution of formaldehyde as a new
antiseptic material, under the name of ' formalin '.

-form ($n&)) repr. F. -forme, L. -formis, {.forma

Form sb., a termination used to form adjs. (t)

with the sense ' having the form of (what is de-

noted by the Lat. sb.), as in cruciform, cuneiform,

filiform ; (2) referring to number of forms, as

diversiform, multiform, uniform. The former

class includes many words of recent origin used

in natural science, esp. in Botany, as acinaciform,

. calathiform, corolliform, fusiform, vermiform

;

1 new words of this type are still frequently formed.

The termination is always preceded by -/-, either repre-
1 senting the Lat. stem-vowel or its weakened form in com-
1

bination, or inserted after consonant stems. By some this

. i has been ignorantly supposed to be the genitive ending;
' hence such misspellings as /abx/orm, tabutseform.

Formable iijfimab'l), a. [f. Form v. 1 + -able.]

1. That may be formed. In early use: Work-
able, plastic.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvir. xxiv. (1495) 617 The
cypresse tree is fourmable. 157a Bossewell Armoric u.

95 b, The Cypres next vnto y° Cedar tree is most formable.

1600 Dekkek Old Portunatus in Dodsley O. PI. (1816)

III. 166 God bless me from suffering you to love me, if you
be not so formable. 1629 T. Adams Wks. 696 The Papists .

.

not shaming to call that sacred Writ a nose of waxe, formable

to any construction. 1674 Grew Anat. Plants iv. 1. in.

(1682) 225 Not generable, formable, or transformable. 1884

J. Fiske Evolutionist xii. 312 A good many of his nervous

connections are not yet formed, they are only formable.

f 2. Exhibiting agreement with prescribed forms

;

formal, proper, shapely. 06s.

1479 ]. Pas-ton in Paston Lett. No. 841 III. 256 L0111-

nore and I. .drew ought a formable bylle ought of your, and
send it ayen to th' Exchetore. 1483 Cath. Angl. 138/1

Formabylle ; ubi ordinate. 1586 W. Wedbe Eng. Poetrie
(Arb.) 00 That whatsoeuer he wryteth he may so expresse

and order it, that hys narration may be formable. 162a F.

Markham Bk. IVaru. v. 58 One of the first which gaue
light to our late Postures, and formable motions.

Hence Pormabi'lity, capability of formation.
1825 Coleridge Aids Riff.^^.C (1858) I. 394 Of infinite

capacity and formability.

T FoTmably, adv. Obs. [f. prec + -LY *.]

According to customary or prescribed form ; for-

mally ; in good form ; speciously.

FORMAL.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 79 pis cosynage . . may not be known

formably bi proue after ^e court of plete. c 1450 Chester

PI. iShaks. Soc.) I. 6 See that you, telers .. The storye of

the Assention formablye doe frame. 1479 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 416 Such thinges as I . . haue not duely ne formably
executed. 1481 Canton Reynard (Arb.) 31 The foxe made
his excuse so wel and formably .. that [etc.]. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas. 123 As I shall shew anoue more formably.

t Forma'd, />// a. Ohs. In 4 formadd. [pa.

pple. of OE. *form<i'dan, f. Yon- pref1 + (ge)m<e-

dan : see Amad.] Driven mad, frantic.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24539 (Cott.), I mumand moder J>us for-

madd In sterin slanging was i stadd.

tFormake, v. OOs. [f. For- frefA + Make
v.] trans. To make over again, ? repair.

t 1483CAX1ON Vocab. 21 Pottl le couvelier/aict ft re/aid les

cuves, Poule the couper Maketh and formakeih the keupis.

Formal [f^umal), a. and s(>. [a. L. formalis,

{.forma FoitM sb. : see -al. Cf. ¥.formel.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Form, in various senses.

a. Metap/i. Pertaining to the form or constitutive

essence of a thing ; essential. Opposed to material.

So formal cause sec Cau.sk sb. 5).

t 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 433 The cause material been the

fyve woundes of thy dogbttr. The cause formal is the

manere of hir werkinge. c 1430 Art 0/ Nombrynge 1 E. E.

T. S.) 1 Sothely .2. manere of nombres ben notifiede ; Mate-
rialle, as nombre is vnitees gadredc to gadres ; Formalle,

as nombre is a colleccione of vnitees. 1447 Bokeniiam
Seyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 1 The more clere That it may be

the formal cause [He] Settyth in dew ordre clause be clause.

1587 < rOLDlNC De Mornay ii. (16171 25 They be good, as in

respect of their bare b<nng : \w\*\ euill, as in respect that they

forgoe their formal being that is to say their goodnesse.

i6»T. Spencer Logick 55 Man is.. fit to loue the knowne
good, .this fanes floweth from his reasonable soule or formal]

being. 1669 HoLUKR Elan. Speech 22 Of Letters the

Material part is Breath and Voice ; the Formal is constituted

by the Motions and Figure of the Organs of Speech affect-

ing Itreaih with a j>eaiHar sound, by which each Letter U
discriminated, a 1703 Burkijt On A'. T. I.uke xii. 32 The
goodwill .. of (iod is the original spring and formal cause,

from whence all divine favours do proceed, a 1716 Sot'in

Sertu. (1744) X. 37 For deceit is the formal, con>tituent

reason of hypocn>y. 1814 Gary Dante, Par. n. 71 Differ-

ent virtues needs must be the fruits Of formal principles.

1827 WhateLV Logic M. v. § 3 Whatever Term can be

affirmed of several things, must express either their whole

essence, .or a part of their essence, (viz. either the material

part, which is called the flenus, or the formal and distin-

guishing part, which is called Differentia).

t b. 1'ertaining to the specific form of an animal

or plant. Of a seed or germ: Endowed with a

principle of form. Obs.

c 1400 Lan/rattc's Cirnrg. 21 pe foormal vertu which

almysty god hah *eue to fc "'aris ordeynep and diuidid

euery parue of he^e spermes. .til bat he child be born. 1605

Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. iv. § 5. 19 Being as a plant that

cometh of the lust of the earth without a formal seed. 1677

Hall Print. Orig. Man. ill. vi. 277 Although it be admitted

that Insects and spontanee orta do or may arise from

a Semen or Principle that is not univocal or formal.

c. Pertaining to the outward form, shape, or

appearance (of a material object) ; also, in imma-
terial sense, pertaining to the form, arrangement,

external qualities (e.g. of a work of art, a composi-

tion, etc.,. f Also, occas. of knowledge: Theore-

tical as opposed to practical.

1639 Evelyn Diary (1S27) I. 15 Mustek, in which I after-

wards arriv'd to some formal knowledge, though to small

perfection of hand. 1655 G. S. in Hartlib Re/. Commw.
Bees 27 Honey . . out of which they [the Bees] doe separate

a more fat substance, which they also transmute into Wax,
with a formal transmutation. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct.

Sc. (1857) I. 273 The distinction of formal and nhysical

Astronomy, a 1853 Robertson Strut. Ser. in. Hi. (1872) y,

All living unity is spiritual, not formal, i860 RusKIN Mod.
Paint. V. vill. i. 158 Invention Formal, otherwise and most

commonly called technical composition.

d. Logic. Concerned with the form, as distin-

guished from the matter, of reasoning.

a 1856 Sir W. Hamilton Led. Logic .xxvii.(i86o) 1 1. 64 The
harmony of thought with the form of thought, is . . Formal

Truth. Ibid. 231 App. 1. The doctrine which expounds the

laws by which our scientific procedure should be governed, in

so far as these lie in the forms of thought, or in the conditions

of the mind itself, .may be called Formal, or Subjective, or

Abstract, or Pure, Logic. 1864 Bowkn Logic ii. 42 All this,

however, is but the elimination of Formal error. 1870

Jevons Elem. Logic vii. 69 It is no part of formal Logic to

teach us how to interpret the meanings of sentences.

e. Of or pertaining to customary form or con-

ventionality.

1711 Pope 1st. Ep. Miss Blount 42 Still in constraint your

surTring Sex remains, Or bound in formal, or in real chains.

2. Characterized by, or regarded according to,

its form ; that is (so and so) in respect of form.

a. Theol. Formal sin : one which is such in the full

sense, as including not merely the outward act which

is forbidden, but the circumstances which constitute

it as sinful, e.g. evil intention. Soformal schism,

schismatic, etc. Opposed to material sin, etc.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 11. 92 Therefore was

there a positive Law. .not to seeth the Kid in the mothers

milke. Not that there was any direct, or formal sin, in that

manner of Cookery. ?i6s6 Bramhall Replic
%

i. 66 Cannot

God pardon formal!, much more materiall Schism. Ibid.ix.

341 They are not formall, but only materiall Schismaticks.

f b. That is such in essence ; strictly so called,

essential. Obs.



FORMAL.
1691 Ray Creation 11. (170^) 289 The bottom of the Eye

where the formal Organ of Vision is situate.

t C. That is such merely in outward form or

appearance. Oh.
X581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 35 Pretty Allegories,

stealing vnder the formal! tales of Beastes. 1633 Earl
Manch. At Mondo 11636) 155 Formal! penitents will easily

part with so much of their sinne as may abate nothing of

their profit. 1634 Cannk Necess. Separ. (1849) 231 The
formal Protestants in England. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. (1756) I. 286 It is a Kind of formal Leprosy which

often begins in the Neck, Mane or Tail.

fd. Of quoted statements: Exact with regard

to form. Oh.
1563 FoxE A. <y M. 708/1 What were the formal! wordes, or

at the least-wise in substance that I the sayde Bishop then

vttered.

3. That is according to recognized forms, or to

the rules of art or law. Formerly occas. const. + to.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 89 The wise man accompteth After

the formal proprete Of algorismes a, be, ce. <' 14*5 Wyn-
toun Cron. ix. Pro!. 56 Now Modyr of be Makare. .To fair

formale Fyne my labouris bow lede. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 15311 168 The fourth condicyon of yu prayer

of y* clene hert is, that it must be formall : that is to

saye, it must be formed and ordred after the order of charite.

15*9 More Dial. Touchyng Pest. Sect Luther C ij b,

A sylogysme & resonynge, almoste as formall as is the

argumente. >S97 Morlev Introd. A/ns. 74 It followeth to

speake of a formal closing without a dis-cord or Cadence.
1602 Daniel Tra%. Philotas iv. ii. And haue his Tryal
forma! to our Laws. 16** Malynes A nc. Latv-Merch. 394
You may not say in the Bill, It may please you to pay. .and
most men will not vse the words(Make him good Payment)
but the fewer words the more formall. 173a De Foe Col.

Jack (1840) 235 No one place., could have held out a formal

siege. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vi. vii. (/leading) A picture

offormal courtship in miniature.as it always ought tobe drawn.

+ b. Made in proper form, regular, complete.

Also in familiar use, ' regular', unmistakable. Oh.
1635 Eahl Strahorde Lett. (1739) I. 410 An Indisposi-

tion which hath hindred me from writing . . a formal tit of
the Clout. 1673 Evelyn Mem. (1857) '• 89 We went, .to see

the formal and formidable camp on Blackheath, raised to

invade Holland. 1684 Loud. Caz. No. 1953/1 Though the

Lower Town has no other defence than a single Wall, yet
his Highness found it convenient to make formal approaches
to it. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1. 247 As there was a Door or

Entrance there into my Cave, I made a formal fram'd

Door-case, and a Door to it of Boards.

f C. Of a story, etc. : Elaborately constructed,

circumstantial. Oh.
1592 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxv. (1612) 168 At full he

could his lessons, and a formale lie would tell, 1662 More
Phiios. Writ. Pref. Gen. (17121 23 Such was that formal story

of his casting incense on the Altar of an Idol. 1663 Butler
Ifltd. 1. ii. 41 And never covn a formal Lye on't, l'o make
the Knight o'ercome the Giant. 1708 Swift Sacr. Test

Wks. 1755 II. 1. 121 When the earl of Pembroke was in Ireland

..a formal story was very gravely carried to his excellency.

f4. a. Regular, having a definite principle, me-
thodical, b. Of feature, stature, etc. : Regular,

shapely. C. Normal in intellect, sane. Oh.
a. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) L iii. (1859)4 The ouer-

niost of the erthe was moostclere, and alwey the clerenesse

amenussing dounward by verray formal processe. 1701

Rowe Amb. Step-vtoth. v. ii. 2874 Formal Justice that

severely strikes, And in an instant is serene and calm.

b. 15*5 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clxiv. Iclx.J 455 Thcrle

of Foiz. .was a goodly prince and ofa formall stature. 1548
Hall Citron., Edw. IV (an. 3) 194 b, She was a woman
more of formal countenaunce, then of excellent beautie, but

yet of such beautie and favor that [etc.]. 1576 Fleming
PanopL Epist. 377 Every joyntc and limine, .verie formall,

and passing hansome.
C. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. \. 105 With wholsomc

sirrups, drugges, and holy prayers To make ofhim a formall

man againe.

5. Done or made with the forms recognized as

ensuring validity ; explicit and definite, as opposed
to what is matter of tacit understanding.

1547 Boorue Brev. Health Preamble, Let him loke to it,

ana make a formal wyl or testament. 1560-78 Bk
%
Discipl.

Ck. Scot. (1621) 21 It hath power to excommunicate the
obstinate, formall processe being led. x6aa Bacon Holy War
Misc. Wks. (1629! 127 As there are Formall and written

Leagues, Respective to certaine Enemies; So is there a

Naturall and Tacite Confederation, amongst all Men
against the common Enemy of Humane Society. i6»6

Chas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 249 For Blennill he

lias yet but made his formale demands concerning the Ships.

1771 Junius Lett. lxii. 321 Nor has there ever been a formal

decision against them in any of the superior Courts. 1838

Thirlwall Greece II. xiv. 228 Cleomenes, without waiting

for a formal commission, immediately repaired to ^Egina.

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 129 Both the king and
the archbishop had disobeyed a formal inhibition.

% Predicatively of a law : Of unmistakable import,

decisive. [A Gallicism.]

1701 tr. Le Clerc's Prim. Fathers 260 He couldnot be

transferred to Constantinople without breaking the Fifteenth

Canon of the Council of Nice which is formal thereupon.

6. Connected with or accompanied by form or

ceremony; ceremonial, 'state*.

160a Warner Alb. Eng. xi. lxvi. 283 Scarce Cleopatras

Anthony was feasted with more cheere. .than Jenkinson was
heere : In formall Hawking, Hunting, Chace not them came
Tristram neere, 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. xi. 355
The most general practice on formal occasions is [etc.].

187$ W.S. Hayward Love agst. World 3 It will save the

simire a formal call.

fb. Of apparel : Ceremonial, proper to a dignity

or office. Cf. Formality io. Oh.
1593 Rites fy Man. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 43 {Pictures of
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bps. etc.J most largly and sumptuously sett fourth in there

formall apparel I. 1656 Stanlky Hist. Phiios. iv. {1701)

1 j6 1, I will not with a formal robe disgrace Myself.

7. That is merely matter of form : a. Done or

adopted for the sake of form or convention
;
per-

functory ; having the form without the spirit or

substance, b. That is matter of routine only, not

of substantial import.
a. 1648 Milton Tenure Rings (1650) 4$ A formal preach-

ment huddl'd up at the odd hours of a la/y week. 1676
Dryuen Aurengz. n. i, Of formal duty, make no more thy
boast. 1720 Watts Hymn, Come Holy Spirit, In vain we
tune our formal songs, In vain we strive to rise.

b. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 256 This doctrine .

.

does not extend to mere formal acts.

8. Of persons, their manners and actions: Rigor-

ously observant of forms
;
precise ; prim in attire

;

ceremonious. Chiefly in reproachful use : Unduly
precise or ceremonious, stiff.

1514 Barclay Cyt.q Uplondyshm.{Vercy Soc.) 1 Amyntas
was formalle & propre in his gere. 1594 Shaks. Rich, IIIt

in; i. 82 Thus like the formall Vice, Iniquitie, I morallizetwo
meanings in one word. 1596 — Tan:, Shr. nt. i. 61 Are you
so formall, sir? 1607-n Bacon Ess., Ceremonies (Arb.)

26 Especially they [Ceremonies] be not to be omitted to

Straungers and formall Natures. 1679 Pknn Addr. Prot.

I. vii. (16921 27 He is reported Formal, that will not be
Rude to Sacred Things, c 1689 Prior Ode, ' While Bloom,
iug Youth ' 25 Forc'd compliments and formal bows. 1693
Hum. * Cow. Tenon 125 The distant Justice of Peace, his

formal Spouse, and Daughters. 1711 Addison Sped. No.
119 f 5 To make Conversation too stiff, formal and precise.

1749 Chester!'. Lett. 11792) II. exciii. 220 All the evening

in formal fine company. 1853 Lytton My Novel it. vii,

More familiar with his master than we formal English permit

our domestics to be.

9. Marked by extreme or excessive regularity or

symmetry ; stiff or rigid in design ; wanting in ease

or freedom of outline or arrangement.

1597 Shaks. Loi'cr's Compl. 29 Her hair, nor loose, nor tied

in formal plat. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty vi. 34 When
any part of dress has not the excuse of fitness or pro-

priety for its uniformity of parts, the ladies always call it

formal. 1807-8W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 116 Your plaited

shirts, Your formal bag-wigs. 1873 Black Pr. Thitle xxi. 353
Small windows with formal red curtains. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) I. iii. 120 Pope . . was one of the

first, .to break through the old formal school of gardening.

b. In immaterial sense : Having a ' set or rigor-

ously methodical aspect or character.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World (1757) 423 ll vould
perhaps be too formal to enter upon a discourse concerning

their government. 1846 McCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire
(1854) 1 1. 367 Formal harangues of this sort are about the least

efficient of all the modes in which information can be con-

veyed to the student. 1865 Gkote Plato (1875) Pref. 5 The
dramatic—as contrasted with the formal and systematising.

B. sb. In //. Things that are formal.

1605 Timmk Qttersit. 11. iv. 14 Simples may be distinguished

into those things which are simple formes, and into those

which are simple matters; or into those things which are

simply formals, and into those which are simply materials.

Those things which are simply formall are astrall and
sp'irituall. 1875 Whitney Li/e Lang. v. 95 They are

etherealized formals.

Formal, var. form of Fobmel.

Formalism (ffJumaliz'm). [f. Formal a. +
-ism. Not in Johnson, Todd, or Richardson.]

1. Strict or excessive adherence to prescribed

forms; an instance or variety of this.

1840 in Smart. 1850 Kingsley.4//. Locke xiii. (1879) 151

Useless formalism! which lets through the reckless, .and

only excludes the honest and the conscientious. 1851 Mrs.

Jameson Leg. Madonna Introd. (1857) 25 The rigid formal-

ism of the degenerate Greek school. 186a Merivale Rom.
Emp. (1865) III. xxii. 12 Completely enchained by their

dogmatic formalisms. 1875 Six-bus Const. Hist. III. xviii.

273 The constitutional formalism of three reigns.

2. The disposition to exalt what is formal or

outward at the expense of what is spiritual ; the

practice of using forms of worship and of religious

profession without real devotion or conviction.

1856 R. A. Vavghax Mystics ( i860) II. 219 Formalism dots

not lie in these outward things themselves—it consists in the

spirit in which they are used. 1878 Morley Carlyle, Crit.

Misc. Ser. 1. 201 The cant and formalism of any other de-

generate form of active faith. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV.

II. iv. 208 The family devotions were long, but there was no
formalism.

Formalist (fpumalist). [f- as prec. +-MT.J

1 1. A formal person, a solemn pretender to wis-

dom. Oh.
1607-1j Bacon Ess., 0/ Seeming Wise (Arb.) 214 There

are in pointe of wisedome . . that doe nothing or litle verie

solemlye-.It is a ridiculous thing.. to see what shiftes theis

Formalists have . . to make superficies to seeme body, that

hath depth and bulk.

1 2. One who formally adheres to the prevailing

system ; a time-server in religion. Oh.
1609 DowNAMC//r. Liberty 75V0 not many.

;
thinke them-

selues the more religious, for refusing obedience, .to the

lawes, and censure others as formalists and time-seruers r

i6ax Burton Anat. Mel iv. iv. 1. v, New Gods. .will have

new ceremonies . . to which every wise man as a good for-

malist should accommodate himself. 1631 D. Lnpros Loud.
Of Co. Carbonadoed, Exchange (1857) 276 A great Formalist,

and an hazardable temporizer.

3. a. One who is excessively attached to forms

;

a stickler for fixed rule, etiquette, routine, or cere-

monial, h. One who has the form of religion

without the power.

FORMALITY.
1637 GiLLEsrit Eng. Pop. Cerent, in. iv. 47 The Cere-

monies are Idols to Formalists. 1642 Milton Apol.Stnect.

(1851) 316 Though the formalist will say, what no decency
in Gods worship? 1706-7 Rejlex. upon Ridicule 183 Those
Formalists who demand Explications of the least ambiguous
Word. 174a Young Nt. Tti. iv. 638 Oh ye cold-hearted,

frozen, formalists ! On such a theme, 'tis impious to be calm.

1814 Scott Drama (1874) 221 The former maybe called the

formalist of dramatic criticism. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
III. 19 Nobody,, except the solemn formalists at the Spanish
embassy, thought his youth an objection to his promotion.

1870 Si'L'rgeon Treas.Dav. Ps.xxviii. 1 Mere formalists may
be content without answers to their prayers, but genuine
suppliants cannot.

t4. Si: ? An authority on legal forms. Oh.
1612 Spottiswood Let. in Scot A/ol. Narr. (1846) 236

To make choice ofmy Lord Secretary to be our formalist and
adviser of our acts.

Formalistic ffumali-stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

Characterized by formalism.
1856 Miss Winkworth Li/e 'Tauter (1857) 107 Partakers of

a spiritual in opposition to a formalistic piety. 187s Poste
Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 516 Its shortcoming was not so much
its formalism (the following system was equally formalistic).

Formality (ffumce'liti). [ad. L.forntdlitas, f.

formalis Formal a. Cf. F. formatitt! ^1497 in

Hatz.-Darm.).]

f 1. Formal or essential nature ; the characteristic

or distinctive property by which a thing is defined.

Also, the condition of possessing formal existence.

1570 DEB Math. Pre/ 3 Creatures .. brought, from
Nothing, to the Formalitie of their being and state. 1596
Bill Snn>. Popery in. ix. 378 The formalitie of original sin

is of two sorts. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. E.xeutp. m. xvii. 66

This calamity in its own formality, .is a punishment. 167a

Grew Anat. Plants, Idea Phiios. Hist. § 7 Those Formali-

ties, wherein their [plants') Essence doth consist. 1686

Goad Celest. Bodies 111. iii. 449 Motion is the Formality

of Wind. 1737 Watekland Eucharist 19 Mr. Scandret,

distinguishing a Sacrament, according to its precise For-

mality, from a Sacrifice, observes [etc.J.

t b. Formal aspect or category. Oh.
1620/. Healky Augustine's City 0/ God 1. xiv. 23 The

City being nothing but a multitude of men vnited in one
formality of religion and estate. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct.
Dubit. 1. iii, If it be propounded as evil, the will that

i chooses it under that formality is criminal. i668Culi'ei'ver

& Cole Barthoi. Anat. 1. xxviii. 70 The womb is sensible of

Odours, not under the formality of Odours, but is only

affected by the. .subtile vaporous matter conjoyned.

1 2. That which pertains to outward form ; also,

] an outward appearance or semblance {of some-

i thing . Oh.
1615 J. Stephens Ess.% Char., Impudent Censurer(x^l)

I 134 The walking Apes ; which 011 the Mountaines seeme
' carefull Inhabitants, but at your approach, the formality of

man only. 1640 Br. Hall Episc. 11. xxii. 215 There maybe
some appendances and formalities of government alterable

by the wisdome of the Church ; yet for the main sultstance,

it is now utterly indispensable. 1645 Milton Tctrach.
' (1851) 191 Sacred things not perforni'd sincerely, .are noway

acceptable to God in their outward formality. 1649 —
Eikon. xxvii, To root up all true virtue and honour, or to

be contented only with some leaves and withering formali-

ties of them, without any real fruits.

+ 3. Method, regularity. Also, uniform proce-

dure. Oh.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 423 Who greatly com-

mended the LUens for observing such good order and for-

mality at the Olympick games. 1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay's

Argent's 101 Meleauder . . had .. escaped (poisonj by the

carefulnesse of his truants, who did looke to his meatc and

his clothes with a curious formality. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Rcb. in. § 182 Such Judges (whose formality was first

to Imprison, and after, at their leisure, to Examine), a 1650

May Satir. Puppy (1657' 15 A strange dejected humour
possest him three months, his actions were quite void of for-

1 mality, his domestick affaires by himselfe neglected. 1655

j

Fuller Ch. Hist. \\. ii. § 5 1"e Archbishop .. was very

! punctual and ceremonious in bis proceedings., the formality

of his exemplary justice [etc.].

4. Accordance with legal form.

1660 Trial Regie. 51 When a man would plead any thing,

' because he would Plead it in Formality, Councel is allowed.

1693 Ckeecii Juvenal xiii. 179 If Men forswear the Deeds

and Bonds they draw, Tho
%

Sign'd with all formality of Law.

f5. Literary or artistic form; agreement with

the laws of form. Oh.
1531 Ei.yot Gov. 1. xiv. (1883) 149 Than appoynte they

howe many plees maye be made for euery parte, and in

what formalitie they shulde be sette, whicbe is the seconde

parte of Rhetorike, called disposition. 1597 Mokley Introd.

Mus. 76 In descanting you must not onelie seeke true

cordes, but formalitie also: that is, to make your descant

carrie some forme of relation to the plaine song. 1674

Pi.ayeord Skill Mus. hi. 14 If i" the first Rule the Notes

follow not in expected formality. 1677 Phil. Trans. XII.

838 Formality [in music] requires, that the succeeding Notes

be agreable to the former.

6. Conformity to established rule; customary

propriety. Often in deprecialive sense, rigid or

merely conventional observance of forms.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxix. § 1 The attyre .
.
being

a matter of meere furmalitie. a 1615 Chas. I Let. in

Athemeum 24 Feb. (1872) 241/3 Which I wryt not for

formalities sake, but doe indede fynd myselfe ingaged

both in honnor and affection. 1706 Attekbury Serm.Punc-

ral Mr. Bennct 13 Nor was his Attendance on Divine-Offices

a matter of Formality and Custom, but of Conscience. 1S74

Morlky Compromise (1886) 179 If the religious spirit is only

a fine name for . . mere social formality. 1881 Tylor in

Nature No. 623. 529 To give an idea of the state of for-

mality into which life has come among these supposed free-

and-easy salvages.



FORMALIZATION.

7. Ceremony, elaborate procedure.
1666 Pepvs Diary 11 Apr., To Gresham College ; where

a great deal of do and formality in choosing of the Council

and officers. 1705 Stanhope Paraph r. II. 329 Our Enemy
makes his Approaches toward us with less Formality, .than

He. .could do against the Hoty Jesus. 17*5 Di; Foe Voy.

round World (1840) 96 Prodigious state and formality.

1865 Maffei Brigand Life I. 240 Without a moment's

delay, and with scarcely any formality, the sentence was
carried into effect.

8. A ceremony; a formal act or observance; a

legal, authorized, or customary procedure.

1674 Martinikke tr. Voy. M. Countries 52 The pleasant

Funeral formalities among the Muscovian Laplanders. 1741

Middleton Cicero I. vi. 530 After the election, he was
installed, with all the usual formalities, by Horteusius. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xvi. iv, I insist on the formality of its

being delivered me, with a full ratification of all the conces-

sions stipulated. 186* Tkolloi-e Ortey F. i, A codicil to

his will, executed with due legal formalities.

8. Something required to be done for form's sake
;

a requirement of etiquette, custom, etc. (Often de-

preciatively', implying mere attention to externals.)

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 20 It would put an end.

.

to all those Formalities, which . . might yet retard the In-

fanta's voyage into England. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq.

453 Antichrist and his adherents .. boasting of works and
dead formalities. 1685 Gracian's Courtiers Orac. 169 He
shall never gain the esteem of an able man, who sticks

too much upon Formalities. 1840 Cari.yi.e Heroes (1858)

282 How, by fasts, vigils, formalities and mass-work, a man's
soul could be saved. 1856 Kank Arct. Expl. I. viii. 90
Many a warm shake of the hand showed me that our good-
bye was not a mere formality. 1874 Green Short Hist.
iv. § 2. 174 Their presence .. became so pure a formality

that [etc.].

f b. Ceremonious attention < paid to a person).

1603 Knollks Hist. Turks (1638) 96 The Emperour..
became his host, entertaining him with all the formalities

that feigned friendship could deuise. 1692 LUTTRELL Brief
AY/. (1857) II. 564 The mayor and aldermen attended on
the prince and princesse daily ; but had received notice, .to

desist paying those formalities. 17*6 Siiei.vocke / 'oy. round
World (1757) 407 Those . . they guessed . . to be above the
common sort. These they always received with such
formality as could not be expected in such a place.

10. //. or collect, sing. Robes or insignia of office

or dignity. Obs. exc. Hist, f Also [rarely) in sing.,

an armorial bearing.
X
57J>

R- Lankham Letter (1871) 41 Appeerez then a fresh,

in hiz ful formalitee with a louely loock. 1614 Selden
'Pities Hon. 196 Neither haue they now the Crown as
a part of their habit, but a formalitie only on their Armorie.
1614 T. Lorkin Let. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

III. 35 Doctors in their formalityes and vpon their foots-

cloths. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3176/1 In the morning
the Magistrates went to Church in a Body, and in their

Formality. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 173 f8 Divest
themselves with too much haste of their academical for-

mality. 1753 in Lond. Even. Post q Aug., The corporation

of Scarborough watted upon the Rt. Hon. Henry Pelham,
Esq., in their formalities. 1894 Hoase Exeter Coll. lOxf.

Hist. Soc.) p. xlvii, The picture of a man kneeling, with his

gown and formalities upon htm.

+ b. In wider sense: Ceremonial or significant

garments of any kind. Obs,

167a Cave Prim. Chr. in. v. (1673) 367 They appeared in

all the Formalities of Sorrow and Mourning. 1717 Mrs.
Centlivre Bold Sir. for Wife v, I hoped to have been
quiet, when once I had put on your odious formality here
[1. e. a Quaker dress],

11. The attribute of being formal
;
precision, rigid

decorum of manners ; excessive regularity or stiff-

ness (of style, outline, etc.).

1599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe (1871) 33 A universal mer-
chantly formality, in habit, speech, and gestures. 11674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. § 396 That which look'd like

Formality, was a Punctuality in preserving hisdiguity. 1789
Belsham Ess. I. iii. 66 The frozen formality, .of Charles occa-
sioned extreme disgust. 1830 Hood Haunted H. I. xxv, The
very yew Formality had train'd To such a rigid pyramidal
stature. 1834 Macaulay Pitt, Ess. (1889) 301 His heart was
a little cold, .his manners decorous even to formality. 1849
Florist 285 On our left the lake, the formality of its smooth
banks elegantly broken by those willows.

Formalization (f^imabiz^-Jan). [f. Forma-
lize : see -ation.] The action of the vb. Forma-
lize ; also, f an expression of offended dignity.

1656 Finett For. Ambass. 68 His Majesty, .stormed much
at it, till (Sir Thomas Edmonds . . being sent . . from his

Majestie with some formalization to that purpose) The
Ambassador was said the next day to have made his excuse.
1682 Burthogge Argument (1684) 114 The Holy Scripture
nowhere intimates, .any such Formalization, Incorporation,
or Distinguishing Association of Righteous good men. 1875
M fCosh Scot. Philos. Ivii. 417 He attempts too much by
logical differentiation and normalisation.

Formalize (f^imalaiz), v. [f. Formal a. +
-ize. Cf. Y .formaliser^

+ 1. trans. To give formal being to; to impart
or constitute the form, essence, or characteristic

attribute of; to i inform ', as the soul the body.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ivi. § 11 The same Spirit.,

doth., formalize, vnite, and actuate his whole race. 1627
Hakewill Apol. 1. iv. § 1. 39 Quickned and formaliz'd, as
the body of man is by its reasonable Soule. 1678 Gale Crt.
Gentiles iv. in. 68 The malice and vitiositie which formalised
the action as theirs, is no way imputable to Gods act.

+ 2. To adorn, give a specious appearance to.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wars 11. Iviii, To formalize his deed, He
kneeles him downe. 1604 Edmonds Observ. Cxsar's Comm.
4, I graunt that it is not altogether wealth that doth grace
and formalize the actions of men : for in some cases penurie
..makes men more valorous.

463

3. To give formal or definite shape to.

1646 Iii'.' Maxwell Burd. Issach. in Phenix (170s) II. soS

They establish'd and formaliz'd the Judicatory, by consti-

tuting a Moderator, a Clerk, and other essential Members
of the Court. 1647 Ausw. to Let. to Dr. Turner 19 The
Apostles.. did in their latter dayes formalize and bound
out that power which still we do call Episcopacy. 1844 Ld.
Houghton Palm Leaves 89 You can fix and formalize The
Power on which you raise your eyes. 1877 Mks. Olii'HANT

Makers Flor. ii. 50 The gates.. shut against him, did no
more than formalize that sentence of banishment.

T 4. To cause to take sides definitely ; rcjl. to

range oneself, or pronounce, for or against. [So

formerly Fr. sc for///aUser.'] Obs.

1599 Sanuvs Europe Spec, (16,12) 206 Whereby both parts

are formalized and settled in their oppositions. 1656 Finett
For. Ambass. 219 For bis Majesty to establish an order,

and after to break it . . could not but be to him of so hard

a digistion .. yet he must uf offered) .. formalize himself

against it.

5. To render formal : a. To give legal formality

to (a document), b. To render ceremonious, pre-

cise, or rigid. C. To imbue with formalism.

1855 Eraser's Mag. LI. 628 Its seal . . frequently formalizes

legal documents. 1856 Klskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. xiii.

§ 28 It sought eminently for orderliness . . formalized what-

ever decoration it put into its minor architectural mould-
ings. 1866 J. H. Newman Let. Pusey&s When it is formal-

ized into meditations or exercises, it is as repulsive as love-

letters in a police report. 1870 Gouliil-rn Cathedr. Syst.

iii. 42 Having a tendency to familiarise them with holy

things, and to lower iheir standard of reverence, or, at best

to formalize them.

6. intr. To act with formality ; to be formal or

ceremonious ; to show the spirit of a formalist.

a 1656 Hales Ser. Duets Rem. (1673) 84 Many times

indeed our Gallants can formalize in other words, but ever-

more the substance, and usually the very words are no
other but these of Cain, Let us go out into the Feild. 1697
[see Formalizing vbl. sb.\ 1721 Bailey, Formalise, to play

the Formalist. 1830 [see Formalizing///, a.].

i 7. a. trans. To cavil at, raise scrupulous ob-

jections to. b. intr. To cavil, raise scruples ; to

take umbrage ; also, to affect scruples. Toforma-
lize upon : to scruple at, demur to, haggle over.

[Cf. F. seformaliser, to take umbrage.]
a. 1599 Sandys Europse Spec. (1632)95 By culling out the

errours . . by formalizing the contrarieties; mis-interpreting

the ambiguitie, intangling more the obscurities . . in the
most renowmed authors. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)

1 195 His resolution was to take part with the Christian

emperour, if the great Hassaes. .should seeke. .to formalize

his actions, .in thismaner of the obtaining of his government.
1668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Qnev. (1708J 236 That is to say,

whether in Reason of State, it ought to be done ; and we
are formalizing the Matter, whether in point of Equity and
Justice it may be done.
b. 1597 Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 57 But, because such as

delight in this pastime, will formalize . . I wilt not al-

together condemne it. 1641 Nicholas Papers (Camden) I.

41 Y 1 kings answer to >"' parlement. .is now to noe purpose.
Ye house haveing formalized uppon it, y« king hath recalled

it. 1655 Ibid. II. 216 Some of the townes suspecting the in-

tention began to formalise, a 1674 Clarendon Life (1761)
I. lit. 148 Particulars . . which the Officers on the King's
Side, (who had no Mind to a Cessation* formalized much
upon. 169s R. L'Estrange Joscphus" Antiq. xvn. xi. (1733)

471 It seems a strange thing, .that Archelaus should be now
formalizing about his Title to a Kingdom after so absolute

an Exercise of sovereign Power over it already, a 1734
North Lives II. 301 He went notonly willingly, but am-
bitiously, and formalized upon nothing that led towards the

end he most earnestly desired, a 1797 H. Walpole Mem.
Geo. //t (1847) I. xii. 418 He .. told him that they had
formalized at his professions.

Hence Formalized ppl. a. ; Formalizing vhl.

sb., and ///. a. Also Formalizer, one who for-

malizes.

a 1656 Hales St. Peter's Fall Rem. (1673) in They
turned . . their true Fasting into Formalizing and partial

abstinence. 1697 Collier Immor. Stage iv. % 3 (1730) 145
Vanity and Formalizing is Lord Foplington's Part, a 1734
North Lwes II. 65 The ministers turned formalisers; and
the court mysterious. — Exam. m. viii. § 26 He found
no formalising Scruples on the Lord Keeper's Part. 1830
Crolv Geo. IV) 364 The spirit of the juntas was timid,
frivolous, and formalizing. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps vi.

§ 3. 165 Those gloomy rows of formalised minuteness. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. v. 90 A complete formalizing of what
was before solid, positive, substantial.

tPo'rmall. Obs.rare. [?f. For- 2
, Fore- pre/.

+ Mall. Cf. Forehammer.] (See quot.)
1572 Bossewell Armorie 11. 123/b, A Sledge or an

Hammer, of some called a formall.

Formally (f^imali), adv. [f. Formal a. +
-ly*. (Cf. Formly.)]
1. In formal respects ; as regards form. a.
Metaph. (see Form sb. 4 a, Formal A. 1 a) : With
regard to, or by virtue of, the form or distinctive

essence. Also in Logic ; With regard to the form,
as opposed to the matter of reasoning.
1570 Dee Math. Pref. 13 But formally, Number, is the

Vnion, and Vmtie of Vnits. 1581 E. Campion in Confer, iv.

(1584) Bbj, When, .the Iewes were commanded tostealefrom
the Egyptians, it was in the act theft, but not formally theft.

1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles m. 32 Neither.. that God doth
properly move to sin simply and formally taken, or sin as sin.

1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. 1 Cor. xi. 23-4 The same thing
which is materially Gold and Silver, may formally be the
King's Coyn.. or a badge of Honour.. [etc.]. 1697 tr - Bur-
gersdicius' Logic 1. xxvi. 106 Words . . are said to be taken
materially when for themselves ; formally, when for the things
by them signified. 17x3 Smallridge Serm. (1724) 331 The

FORMAT.
heathen and the Christian may agree in the material acts of

charity; but that which formally makes this a Christian grace,

is the spring from which it flows. 1864 BOWEM Logic ii. 24
Hence what is formally correct may be materially false.

1877 E. Cairo Philos. Kant n. vi. 295 A judgment is formally
right when it* predicate is contained in the conception of the
subject ; formally wrong when it is not.

b. With regard to form or outline.

1868 Swinburne Ess.
<f
Stud. (1875) 360 His . . painting is

. .the faultless, .expression of an exclusive worship of things
formally beautiful.

fc. In outward appearance, seemingly. Obs.
1602 Waknek Alb. Eng. xii. Ixxiv. 1612) 305 The gentle-

woman (formally then mudest) blushing, >aid. 1608 Middll-
TON Mad World iv. iv, The very devil assum'd thee
formally; That face, that voice. 1649 v>k\a. Pouter qfKings 7
Even so there is. .an Act, or Being Really just, and seemingly
or formally just, .which may t>e in itself unjust.

1 2. In good form : a. In good order, style, or

method, b. Handsomely. Obs.
< 1400 Beryn 3457 He reportid the tale ri^t formally. 1548
Hall Chrou., Hen. II ' (an. 14) 32 b, This kyng was of a
mean stature wel proporcioned and formally compact.

1 3. According to the principles of art or science.

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, v. xi, All the eyght partes. .Are
Laten wordes, annexed properly To every speche, for to

speke formally. 1597 Moki.ky Introd. Mus. Pref, Any of

but meant capacitie. .may. .perfectly learn to sing, make
discant, and set paries well and formally togither.

b. According to logical form; hence, f logic-

ally, convincingly.
< 1526 Frith Disput. Pttrgat. (1829I 112 Therefore this

argument holdeth not formally. 1548 Gest I'r. Masse 89
If thys be formallye argued, .then it argueth etc.

f4. Regularly: a. In the ordinary or proper

way. b. 'As a rule'; under normal circumstances.

C. With exact correspondence. Obs.

1607T0PSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 237 When they [horses]

came to hand to lay upon their backs a little lx>y flat on his

belly; and afterward 10 make him sit upon him formally,

holding him by the head. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. ii. 9 The entering Ladder is in the Waisl, made
formally of wood. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. 111, 13 What
Cords have held good in this ascending and descending of

the Bass, answer in the contrary by the very same rule,

though not so formally as the other.

5. Explicitly, expressly.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W.de W. 1531) 19b, Though the gyftes

of the holy goost speketh not formally all these wordes
before sayd. a 1600 Hooker (J.), You and your followers

do stand formally divided against the authorised guides of
the church, and the rest of the people. 1682 Norris Hierocles

Pref. 28 Though this be not formally intended by the Agent.

1765 LIlacksionk Cotnm. (1793148 Though perhaps in no
instance it has ever been formally expressed at the fust in-

stitution of a state. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. xx. 3 A lx>ok

of Maxims and of Precepts everywhere formally didactic.

1853 C. Bronte I'Ulette xxxvii, I cannot say that Paulina.

.

formally proposed to herselftheta.sk of winning him to reflec-

tion.

T b. In identical form. Obs.
1682 Case Prot. Eng. 8 All the Profits, .are to be refunded

if they be extant and found among their Goods, formally,

or but so much as equivalently.

6. In prescribed or customary form ; with the

formalities required to give validity or definiteness

to the action ; in set form, statedly.

1564 Child Marriages (E. E. T. S.) 135 This deponent
made a certen note of her Will..and after she was dede,
this examinant made it formallie. 1597 Warner A lb. Eng.
vin. xii. 200 At length at full and formally he courted her
for grace. 1634-5 Brereton 'Trav. sChetham Soc.) 9 They
. .the wife and husband, .conclude formally in writing, .that

the longest liver take all. 1688 Lond, Gaz. No. 2319/3 The
place was not to be formally besieged, but by a numerous
Army. 1741-2 H. Walpole Lett. H. Mannn8^) I. xxi. 56
Waller was to have been the other but has formally refused.

1838 Thiklwai.l Greece V. xxxviii. 63 He was now formally

accused by Iphicrates. i86oTYNDALLt7/rtt:. 1. v. 40, 1 formally
took up my position there.

7. With formality of manner, ceremoniously.
("1611 Chatman* Iliad in. 239 He stood a little still.. His

sceptre moving neither way, but held it formally, Like one
that vainly doth affect. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Sid>j.

t

Pride (1703) 26 To be stiff" and formally reserved, as if the

Company did not deserve our Familiarity. 1800 Mrs.
Hervey Moitrtray Fain. IV. 66 Courtesying formally, she
abruptly left her.

8. As a matter of form.
1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. II. 235 Convocation ..

never met, except formally, for near a century.

Fomialiiess (h/Jmalnes). [f.asprec. + -ness.]

The quality of being formal.

1684 H. More Answer 24 To awaken them out of their

remisness and litherly formalness. 1727 Bailey vol. II,

Fonnalness, ceremony, affectation. 1890 Pall Mall G.

4 Oct. 2/3 An altogether unnecessary formalness of design in

his studies for scratched plaster work.

t Fo'rmament. Obs — [f. L. formtiment-

uniy {.formdre to form. Cf. OF . formement.']
1727BAILEY vol. II, Formament, a Mould, Form or Shape.

t Forma'iigiug, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [f. ME.
*forynang-en to barter (f. Fob- pre/. 1 + mangen,
whence Monger + -ing !).] Barter, exchange.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter liv. 20 [Iv. 19] Noght es to bam

for-manging [mistransl. Lat. commutation.

II Format (forma). [F. format, (according to

Littre ad. L. (jiber)formatus, (a book) formed in

such or such a way).] Shape and size of a book,

e.g. octavo, quarto, etc.

1840 Moore Mem. (1856) VII. 272 To bring out the
' History '..in a better shape than that vile Lardnerian
format. 1883 Sat. Rev, 5 May LV. 580 The book . . is
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not undeserving of the pretty square format in which it

appears. Atod. Prospecttis^ Format ami paper of present

Prospectus

Formate Oj^imA), sb. Ckem. Also less ana-

logically formiate. [f. Formic) 4- -ate.] A salt

of formic acid.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 316 Formic acid maybe
obtained from formate oflead. Ibid. 521 Salts. . Formiates.

1825 H a.milton Handbk. Terms, Formates. 1853 W.
Gregory Inorg: Cfcfff. (ed. 31 153 A formiate. 1876 Harllv
Mat. Med. 105 Formiate of potash.

t Fo'rmate, v. Obs. [f. L. format- ppl. stem

o{formare to Form.]
1. trans. To form, mould.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 50/1 Intermixe

it with whyte waxe, and formate therof little Candles.

2. ? To state in a precise form ; to formulate.

1656-7 Burtons Diary (1828) I. 361 Unless you will have
me tu say nothing, but what yon shall formate to me.

Formation (fpim^*J»n). [ad. L. formation-

em, n. of action {.form-are to Form : see -anon,]

1. The action or process of forming; a putting or

coming into form ; creation, production.

c 1450 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 10 The worlde. .1 forme
in the form.icion With a dongion of darcknes. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. cclvii, Aboute this tyme there was a great

formation of monasteries. 1530 Pai.sgr. 12 The rules that

I shall gyve for the formation of tenses. 1656 Cowlkv
Davideis iv. note xxvi, The Formation of the Body in the
Womb. 1707 Curios, in Hush, ty Card. 315 The Formation of

Barnacles is exactly the same. 1830 DTSRAEU Chas. /, III.

iv. 43 The complete formation of this administration was
interrupted by the death of the Earl. 1853 W. Gregory
Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3) 52 The escape of hydrogen and the

formation of a neutral salt. 1863 Geo. Ki.iot Romola 1.

xi, His mind had really reached a new stage hi its formation
of a purpose.

2. cotter. The thing formed.
1646 Sir T. BroWNR Pseud. Ep. in. vi. 117 The Chorion,

a thick, .membrane obscuring the formation, and which the

Dam doth teare asunder. 1800 Med. fr/il. III. 501 Produc-
tive of some disgusting formation in their children. 1872
Morris Fug. Accid. xviii. 234 Modern formations are

numerous, as acquittal [etc.].

3. The manner in which a thing is formed with

respect to the disposition of its parts ; formal struc-

ture, conformation.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 324 These holes are dug
with so much art, that there seems the design of an architect

in the formation. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 325 Uemarks. .as

to the formation of clouds. 1845 Budd Dt's. Liver 253
The liver, .varies much in size, in different persons .. from
mere peculiarities of formation. 1867 Smyth .Sailor's Word-
bk., Formation, .the particulars of a ship's build.

4. Mil. An arrangement or disposition of troops.

1796-7 Instr. A> Reg. Cavalry (1813) 98 The formation In-

comes the same as to the front. 180a in C James Atilil.

Diet. 183* Regal, Instr. Cavalry 11. 20 The . . Formations
must be executed as often by the left as by the right. 1879
Froude Caesar xxii. 388 The usual Roman formation in

battle was in triple line.

5. Geo/. (See quots.)

1815 W. Phillips Ontl. Min. $ Geol. (1818) 88 The term
formation is not always used to express a deposite consisting

only of a single stratum, .it is also commonly used to desig-

nate a series of . . strata, which being intimately associated,

and containing the same description of organic remains, are

thence, .considered to be of contemporaneous formation.

1833 Lyell F.hm. Geol. i. (1874) 4 The term 'formation'.,
expresses . . any assemblage of rocks which have some
character in common, whether of origin, age, or composition.

1881 Nature XXIV. 14 The formation, by which, adopting a
terminology now in much favour on the Continent, we mean
the lithological character and origin of the rock.

6. attrib.
y
as formation-stage ; formation-level

(see quot.;.

1888 Locfouoods Diet. Mech. Engin., Formation Level,
the level of the tops of the embankments and bottoms of the
cuttings of a railway upon which the ballast is laid. 189s
Gladstone in Daily News 8 Sept. 3/1 In the formation
stage of its existence.

f » Information.
1470 Henry Wallace v. 977 Pardown he ast off the

repreiff befor ; and said, he suld no mor Formacioune [ed.

1570 Information] mak off him that was so gud.

Hence Formational a. [see -al], of or pertaining

to formation or formations.
1886 Amer. frul. Sc. Ser. lit. XXXII. 244 Formational

and historical geology.

Formative (fpumativ), a. (sb.) [a. OF. for-

matif, -ive (12th c), as if ad. L. ^formatro-nst f.

formd?-c to form : see -ive.] A. adj.

1. Having the faculty of forming or fashioning.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 64 The arteres formatyue of
speche were stopped wythin hym. 1614 Sei.dkn Titles I/on.

Pref. B iv, The formatiue power of the Parents. 1653
Gai'den Hierasp. 74 All other creatures rising up, as
bubbles, .so soon as the formative Word of God . . fell . . on
the face of the great deep. 18*4 Examiner 451/2 Associa-
tions formative of lasting mind and character. 1859 Darwin
Orig. Spec. ix. (1873) 235 The formative organs themselves
are perfect in structure.

2. Of or pertaining to formation or moulding.
1850 Lf.itch Mailer's Anc. Art § 346. 417 The formative

art. 1867 J.
Hogg Microsc. 11. i. 256 The formative processes

of plant-life. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. iv. 46 The early

formative period of the Christian church.

3. Biol, and Path. (See quots.)

1877 Bennett tr. Thome's Bot.41 A special tissue to which
the names of formative or generating tissue and meristem
have been given. 1894 Duane Diet. Med,, Formative, pro-

ducing, or attended with the production of, new tissue.

4. Gram. Serving to form words : said chiefly of

flexional and derivative suffixes or prefixes.

1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 186 The formative Ter-
minations. 1797 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. III. 338 The
use of formative syllables. 187a Morris Eng. Accid. xviii.

211 To get at the root of a word we must remove all the

formative elements.

B. sb. Gram. a. A formative element (see A. 4).

b. ' A word formed in accordance with some rule

or usage, as from a root' (W.). (Cf. derivative.)

1816 Q. Ret'. XV. 363 The element or formative, he seems
to think, is employed to express the thing which modifies or

connects itself with the idea suggested by the primitive.

1865 J. Davies Temporal Augment 31 In this language
prefixed particles or augments are used as verbal formatives.

Hence Formatively adv. ; Fo rmativeness.
1654 tr. Behmeti's Myst. Magmtm xxxvii. 254 That which

he introduced out of the deity into the humanity, that is,

neither nature, nor creature, yet in our humanity forma-
tively. 1849 Eraser's Mag. XXXIX. 664 These are the
pure links of nature, wholly innocent ofhuman formativeness.

1874 Pl'Sey Lent. Serm. 318 ' Having or holding ', S. Paul
says, a ' formativeness of godliness '

[2 Tim. iii. 5 [i6p4>u><rti>].

tForniator. Obs. rare. [a. L.formdtor, agent-

n. f. formare to form.] A person or tiling that

forms ; a creator, maker.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Formator ^at.) he that in-

structed*, maketh or formeth. 1794 Sullivan Vieiv Nat.
IV. 247 If fire was its spring or formator.

Fo rmatory, a. nonce-wd. [f. Form v. after

the analogy of Reformatory a.] Tending to form.
1868 RuSKiN A rro-vs of Chace (1881) II. 199 The real and

noblest function of labour is.. not to be Reformatory but
Formatory.

T Formatrix. Obs. Also 8 formatrice. [a.

late L. formatrix, fern, agent-n. f. formare to

form.] Formative faculty. Also vertue formatrix.
a 1648 Ld. Herbert Life u886) 35 Since in my mother's
womb this piastica, or formatrix, which formed my eyes,

ears, and other senses, did not intend them for that noisome
place. 1650 Bl'LWER Anthropomet. 82 The natural heat

which is the instrument of the vertue formatrix. 1678 Cun-
worth Fntell. Syst. 1. iii. 180 The soul endued with a plastick

power [is] the chief Formatrix of its own body.

Formature (fpumatiui). [ad. L. formatftr-

am, {.formare to Form.] The action of forming.

1659 Hammond On Ps. exxxiii. 3 Annot. 659 That first for-

mature of rain. 18.. Churchman LIV. 498 (Cent.) These
infant communities were easily susceptible of formature by
leading men,

t Formay*, v. Obs. rare. [f. For- (Iprtf.'i) +
-may in Amay, Dismay, etc.] trans. = Dismay.
c 1470 Harding Chron. ccix. xi, He went into Burgoyne

all formayed.

t Forme, a. Obs. Forms : 1 forma, -e, 2-6

forme, 3 Orm. forrme, 3 flrrae, furme, vorrae,

3-5 form, 5 ferme. [OF. forma = OFris. forma,
OS. formo:—OTeut. *formon-, a superlative (with

-m- suffix as in L. primus) from the root of Fore
adv. A variant is QK.fruma (early ME. Fri'ME,

beginning) Goth.frttmaJ]
1. Earliest in lime or serial order, first ; also, the

first of two, former.
Beo7vttlf'2286 iGr.) Freasceawode fyrafyrngeweorc forman

siSe. c 888 K. /Klered Boeth. xv, Hu sesseli^ seo forme eld

was pises middan?;eardes. (11250 Owl $ Night. 818 The
vox kan. .turne ut from his forme weie. a 1330 Otnel 1572
King karnifees . . slou? him ate forme dunt. c 1435 Seven
Sages (P.) 373 Vf I speke loude or stille, With the forme
word I sal deye. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4006 Oure
forme fadere and modere.
ahsot. and ellipt. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 2 Se forma

ys Simon, a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Of the formen seieS

sanctus paulus. Non est [etc. J. c ik>5 Lav. 25151 J>e uorme
wes Belin. 13. . E. E. Atlit. P. C. 38 Hit arn fettled in on
forme, be forme & be laste. c 14*0 Pa/tad. on llusb. n. 447
As iij is nyne, as ij is ten, the forme Thelleuth is with.

b. Previous to the present ; former, early.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22229 (Cott.) In form tide. .1340 Ibid.

8583 ^Trin.) pe forme dawes.

C. OBMW&. The beginning.
13. . Gain, <$- Gr. A'nt. 499 pe forme to be fynisment foldez

ful selden.

2. Foremost in position, rank, etc.

14. . Rom. Alexander in Roland %• V. (1836) p. xx, Antio-

gus hadde the form gard, Tholomeu the rereward. 1523
Sk klton 6V1W. Laurel 595 And with his forme footheshoke
forth this wrytyng.

3. qynsi-Comb., in forme-fader (a) (our) first

father, Adam; (£) = Forefather ; forme-moder,

(our) first mother, Eve ; forme-mete, early meat,

breakfast; forme-ward, vanguard.
a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 231 Me . . sceolde. .^ieft: him his forme-

mete pat him to lang ne buhte to abiden oS se laford to pe
none inn come, a 1200 MoralOde 195 Ure forme fader gult,

we abivjeS alle. 13.. A". Alt's. 5733 Of the forme-ward he
herd grete cry For hy weren assailed of olifauntz. a 1340
Hampole Psalter cxviii. 21 Oure form-fadirs pat god
blamyd. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 808 He . .descended a-doune
to pe derke nelle, And fet oute our formfaderes. c 1440
York Myst. xxiii. 81 Oure fibrme-ffadyrs full fayne Wold
see this solempne sight. C1450 LoMSUCK Grail xxx. 404
The grete wronge That oure form Modir dyde.

Forme {Printing) : see Form sb. 20.

Forme, -ee (f^'inw),' a. Her. Also anglicized

Formy. [a. F. forttU, formje, pa. pple. of former
to Form.] Of a cross : Narrow in the centre and

broad at the extremities : ~ Pattek.
1610 Guillim Heraldry u. vii. (1660) 80 Gules, a Cheuvron

I l>etween ten Crosses, Formee, Argent. 1661 Morgan Sph.
I Gentry \\. 9 Crosse Forme or Patee. 1828-40 I*trry E?icycl.

j
Her. I, Forme or Formy, the same aspattce. 1864B0UTELL
Heraldry Hist. <$ Pop. xxi. § 1 (ed. 3) 356 Four crosses

formees fitchees.

Formeagre: see For- pref. ' 9.

Formed (f^imd), ///. a. [f. Form v. + -ed i.]

1. In senses of the vb.

.1440 Promp. Pat v. 172/1 Foormyd, formatus. x6n
Biblk ly'isd. x. 1 The first formed father of the world. 1669
Woodhead St. Teresa 1. Pref. 24 Without any formed
words, Exterior or Interior. 1692 Ray Dissol. World n. iii.

(1732) 123 Petrified shells now passing under the name vf

formed stones. 1717 tr. Frezier's Voy. S. Sea 119 Forni'd

Apples, half green, and quite ripe, all together. 1796-7
Instr. <$• Reg. Cavalry (1813) 187 The formed part of the

regiments. 1871 Fkek.man Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. vii. 173 A
tongue which is as. .a formed and polished speech.

2. esp. fa. ])rawn up according to rule; formal,

set. b. That has obtained distinct development

or formulation ; decided, definite, settled, c.

Perfected by training or discipline ; matured.
a. 1647 Clarfnuon Ilist. Rcb. in. § 3 A long, form'ddis-

j
course. 1725 tr. Dup/n's Eccl. Hist. vtihC. I. v. 68 In the

First he treats of the canonical or form'd Epistles. Ibid. 69
Gerard Rodolphus. .whose P>ook of Canonical, Form'd. .and

Dimissory Letters were printed at Cologne in 1582.
t

b. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learti. 1. iv. § 12. 23 Besides the

which there are some other rather peccant humours, then

fourmed diseasses. 1676-7 Maryell Corr. cclx.wii. Wks.
1872-5 II. 506 It tooke not so much place as to come to a
formed question. 1681 6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) III. 386
Government is essential to formed and regular Societies. 1771
Mackenzie Man ofFeeling xl. (1803) 90 Though he had no
formed complaint, his health was manifestly on the de-

cline. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. viii. 659 Without
any formed intention of mendacity.

C. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 83 A formed horse must be

rode on the bit entirely. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Serm.
(1837* I- xv - 276 ' ne spontaneous acts of the formed Chris-

tian temper. 1865 M. Arnold Est, Crit. yiii. (1875 1 326 An
effect not only upon the young and enthusiastic . . but upon
formed and important personages,

td. lormed bachelor (=med.L. baccalaurcus

forwatns), a bnchelor who has performed the whole

of his ' forma ' : see Form sb. lie.
This was the highest stage in the degree of B.D. in

mediaeval universities, the earlier stages being those of

cursor or biblicus, and sententiarius.

1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Bachelor, At present, formed
bachelor denotes a person who has taken the degree regularly,

after the due course of study. . by way of opposition to a

! currant bachelor who is admitted in the way of grace, or by
:

diploma.

3. Her. = Forme, -ee, Tattke.
159a Wyrley Armorie 11 1 Ten formed croslets.

T Formedon (fp'Jmedfn). Law. Also 5 fourme
! doon, 5,-6 form(e downe, 6-7 formdon(e.
[AF., f.Law Lat. phr. forma donl form of gift.]

I

A writ of right formerly used for claiming entailed
1

property (see quot. 1628).

[1485, 1523, 1598, 1768: see Descender 1
.] 1495 Act 11

I

Hen. VII, c. 60. § 1 1 he seid Hugh . .[may] pursue for the

! recovere of the same londes by fourme doon or otherwise.

1533 Fitzhkrb. Sun: xi. (1539) 17 The Kynges writte of

I Formdone. 1628 Coke On Litt. 526 b, There be three kinde

of Writs of Formedon, viz. The first in the Discender to be
' brought by the issue in taile, which claime by discent Per
( formamdoni. The second is in the Reuerter, which lieth for

I
him in the reuersion or bis heires or Assignes after the state

taile be spent. The third is [in] the Remainder,which the Law
giueth to him in the remainder, his Heires or Assignes after

! thedeterminationofthe estate taile. i68oFiL.Mi:R/W>7V7?r///i

j

iii. § 1 7 (1 884) 7 1 Who brought a formedon against a poor man.
! 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind vi. 106 The Writ of Formedon
brought by Daughters. 1876 Digbv Real Ptop. iv. § 3^ 193

I

This was called the writ of 'formedon in the descender '.

t Fo-rmel, formal, sb. Obs. Also 4-5 for-

maylle, 7 formale, fore-male. [a. Y.formei adj.

(see Formal^, which occurs in faucon forme/, and

latinized as formelus in a letter of Magnus of

Norway to Fdw. I, as an epithet applied to hawks.

As the female hawk was greatly superior for pur-

poses of sport, the sense offorme/ in this applica-

tion may be ' regular \ ( proper* vsee Formal a.).

Cf. F. forme, 'a term of Hawking, the female of a bird of

prey that gives its name to the species ' (Littre).]

The female of the eagle or the hawk. Also attrib.

c 1381 Chauckr Part. Eou/es 371 To chese or for to take.

By hir acord, his formel or his make. Ibid. 373 Nature

held on hir honde A formel egle. la 1400 Morte Arth. 4003,

I salle neuer . . ffawkone ne formaylle appone fiste handille.

a 1605 Montc;omi;kik Mae. Poems xviii. 38 Quhilks vhen

they sau they wroght in vane, The formels fair auay they

fure. 16*6 Surfl. Markh. Country Farme 712 Of Mer-

lins there are both males and females, .the female is called

the formale. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. u. (16771 215 If

you will fly with a Merlin at a Partridge, chuse the Formal,

which is the Female. The Jack is not worth the training.

1688 K. Holmk Armoury 11. 239/1 Fore-Male, the term

gtvea to all Females of Hawks.

Formel, v. dia/. [a. O^.form;i-/a to appoint,

f. for-, YQK-pref~, Fore- + mie/a to speak.

The pa. t. and pa. pple. formelt in Cursor Mundi may
belong to -formeld, f. Fok- pref*+ Mklii.1

trans, t &. To mention beforehand ; also intr.

to speak beforehand of b. dia/. To bespeak.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1018 1 pe toper part, als was for-melt, It

was bi-tuix be prestes delt. Ibid. 10387 (tiott.) J>e hundrid

schepe bat i for-melt To all be comune war bai delt. 1674

Ray N. C. Words 18 To Format [sic; read Formal] or

Formel : to bespeak anything. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss.
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1878 Citmbld. Gloss, s.v., ' He formelt a par o' shun wi* stee

cokers and girt heedit nails at t' boddam '.

i Formell. Obs. [ad. Anglo- Lat.y0/7//£//<z (sub-

stituted, perh. by mistake, for Fotmal in one ver-

sion of the Assisa de Ponderibus), a dim. offorma
Form, in the sense of * mould

'
; cf. formella a

cheese (Du Cange).] =Fotmal.
1674 TEAKS Arith. 11696^ 80 Lead .. By the Ordinance

abovesaid, 1 Load 30 Formells . . So was the Formel 70
Founds, a Weight now grown obsolete.

t Formelt, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/A + Melt v.

(str. and weak).] intr. (strong) and trans, (weak).

To melt, melt away.
^893 K. Alfred Oros. v. iv, Ealle ba scipu formulton.

C isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 151 f>e sunne hete be snow, bat he

hit for-melteS" to watere. -1230 Halt Meid. 13 |>at ha ne
merren ne formealtenburh licomliche lustes. a zzAoSawles
Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 J>at pich ham forwalleo a3et ha
beon for meatte.

Hence Forme'lting///. a.

1606 Chapman Genii. Usher w, I vow. .By the. .imaginarie

ioyesOf vntride nuptialls; by loues vshering fire Fore-melt-

ing beautie and loues flame itselfe.

Formene (ffrinun). [f. Form(ic) + -ene.]

Methane or marsh-gas (CH
4 ). Hence Forme '•

nophone [Gr. <pojvfj sound] : see qnot.

1884 Atkcuxum 19 July 86 '3 Formene. .cooled in boiling

ethylene . . is resolved into an extremely volatile colourless

fluid. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly XL1V. 576 An instrument
which he calls a formenophone has been invented by. . M. E.
H&rdy, for., estimating the proportions of gaseous impurities
of an atmosphere by the sound they give in a pipe.

t Forme'nge, v. Obs, [OE. formengan, f.

For- pre/A + mengan, Mexge v. to mix ;
= Du.,

Ger. vermengen.~\ trans. To confound, trouble.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17292 Alle for-menged in bar mode.

Former (f^'imaj), sb. 1 [f. Form v. + -er '.]

1. One who forms or gives form to something

;

a maker, creator, fashioner, framer.

c 1340 Cursor M. 2441 1 iFairf.) pe elementis ben mirkenid
alle quen bai sagh baire fourmer falle. c 1386 Chaucer
Doctor's T. 19 He that is the former principal Hath maked
me his vicaire general, To forme and peynten erthely
creaturis Right as me list, c 1400 Maundev. (1839) Prol. 2

He that was formyour of alle the World. 1552 Huloet,
Brycke former or maker. 1610 Hf.alev St. A ug. Citie ofGod
xn. xxvi. (1620) 443 Porphyry. .affirmeth directly that these
gods, .are but the forgers of our prisons, and not our formers
but only our iaylors. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 440 The
Framer and Former of the Vniverse. 11711 Ken Christophit
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 456 Thou in the New Creation art The
Former of the Heart. 1841 DTsraeli Amen, Lit. (1867) 102

The first former of the vernacular literature of Italy. 1891
Bookseller July 647/2 The writer does not concern himself
with education as a former of character.

f 2. An instructor, instigator. Obs. (Cf.FoRM7>.l2).
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 42 Iak Uplond . . thouri form-

yng of his formere thus freyneth a frere. Ibid. 43 Jak, thi

formur is a fole, that thus thee hath yfourmed, to make so
lewid an argument.

3. Applied to various instruments or tools used
in forming articles (see quots.).

1847 Halliwell, Former, .also an instrument for holding
different pieces of a table together. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., Former, a templet, pattern, or gage by which an
article is shaped, as pottery or an object in the lathe. A cutter
by which patterns, blanks, wads or pieces are cut from
sheets for various purposes, 1884 F. J. Britten Watch $
Clockm. 129 For polishing, formers of brass to begin.. For
soft stones the formers are of lead. 1888 LockivornVs Diet.
Mech. Eugin., Former or Copy, the templet used for the
cutting of wheel teeth, and other works in copying machines.

b. Gunnery, etc. (See quot. J 867.)
1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet., A Former is a peece

of wood, turned round, somewhat lesse then the bore of the
Peece for which it is made . . The use whereof, is to make
upon it Paper Carthrages or Linnen Carthrages. 1669
Sturmy Mariners Mag. v. 86 Dip an Inch of the Case in

Water, the Formor in him. 1794 Nelson 9 July in

Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 430 The Victory has a Former
for twenty-six pounders. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Former, a small cylindrical piece of wood on which musket
or pistol cartridge-cases are rolled and formed. The name is

also applied to the flat piece of wood with a hole in the
centre used for making wads, but which is properly form.
1873 E. Si'ON Workshop Receipts Ser. 1. 124 To roll up the
cases [of rockets] you must have a smooth round ruler,

or, as it is called, a former.

C. (See quot.")

1802 C. James Milit. Diet., Formers were likewise used
among officers and soldiers to reduce their clubs [Club sb. 6]

to a uniform shape, before the general introduction of tails.

t Former, w.s Obs. Also 6 formour. [ad.

OF. formoir chisel, f. form-er to Form; subse-

quently altered intofermoir : see Firmer.]
A kind of chisel or gouge, used by carpenters and
masons (see quot. 1688; the description may have
been influenced by false etymology).

x53° Palsgr. 222/1 Formour or grublyng yron. 1533
T. Wilson Rltet. 83 The mason [hath] his former, and his

plaine. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. viii. § 135 The second
is termed a Former, it is a Chissel used before the Paring
Chissel in all works. Ibid. ix. § 142 The denser, or Former,
is a broad ended Iron Plate, or Old [?Cold] Chessel, with
a broad bottom, set in an Handle ; with which Tool they
smooth and make even the Stone after it is cut into that form
and Order, as the Work-man will have it. 1727-51 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v. Chissel, The chissels used in carpentry and
joinery are, 1. The former, which is used first of all before
the paring-chissel, and just after the work is scribed.

Former (fp-xmai), a. Also 2-4 formere, 6
formai\e, (Sc. formair), 7 formore. [First re-

Vol. IV.

corded in the 12th century ; a comparative formed
on the analogy oiformest, Foremost. In 16-1 7th c.

the ending was sometimes assimilated to More.
1. Earlier in time. Now chiefly in the more

specific sense : Pertaining to the past, or to a
period or occasion anterior to that in question.
The sense ' the earlier of two ' tin strictly temporal appli-

cation) is obs. or arch. exc. with reference to the halves of
a period of time.
c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Matt. xxi. 36 Da sende he eft o3re

beowas selre banne ba formere [earlier text ba a;rran] wa:ron.
c 1380 WVCLIF Set. 14 'ks. III. 363 J>c pope may. .revoke his

former errour. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. viii. 126 As the later
wanes thruste forthe the former sourges. 1576 Fleming
Paitopl. b'.pist. 104 In my former letters. 1611 BlBLE Hos.
vi. 3 He shall come vnto vs . . as the latter and former
raine. 1632 J. l.v.v. Short Surr. 73 Having, .the next yeare
gathered together a farre greater army then the former.
1642 Perkins Prof. Bk. vii. § 479. 210 The testament ..

shall stand, notwithstanding that it hath the former
date and was written before the other testament. 1676
Dryden Anrengz. |V. i. 1589 Trust on, and think to Morrow
will repay : To Morrow's fidser than the former Day. 1699
Dampier I'oy. II. 1. 177 The formec- part of the night we
had much Rain. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 94 r 8 With
many melancholy Reflexions upon his former and his pre-

sent State of Life. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tours C. xxvi,

Eva appeared more like her former self than ever she had
done since her sickness. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 176
The admission of that, he replied, would belie our former
admissions.

"f*b. followed by than. Obs. rare.

1382 Wvclif John i. 30 He was the formere than I- 1611
Speed Theat. Gt. Frit. 1 16141 138/1 All which shew a former
interest for Ireland then that which by conquest under
Henry the second was made.

T C. In ME. it sometimes took the place of the

earlier Forme, first, primeval, as informerfather
',

days; with similar sense theformer age (Chaucer.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5464 (Gott.i Jacob, .to his former fad ris

ferd. Ibid. 9156 (G6tt.) He was be first .. pat ded men
raysed in former dais [Cott. in form daisj. c 1374 Chaucer
Former Age 2 A Blysful lyf .. Ledden the peoples in the
former age. c 1400 Maundev. (1839! Prol. 2 The Synne of
oure formere Fader Adam. 1529 Sir 'I'. More Dyaloge
126 a/2 From oure formar father Adam to y- laste day.

d. Formerly possessed, occupied, frequented, etc.

1388 Wyci.if judg. xvi. 28 ^elde thou now to me the for-

mere strengthe, that Y venge me of myn enemyes. 1607
Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 202 Out of that lie worke My selfe

a former Fortune. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 153 In
Peace t' enjoy his former Palms and Pains. Ibid. IV. 790
This finish'd, to the former Woods repair.

2. With reference to order. The former (often

absol., with ellipsis of sb.) : a. The first of two.

T Also, the (immediately^ preceding; and occas. in

connexion with a cardinal numeral = First a. 2 e.

1588 A. King tr. Canis/'us' Catcch. H iij, In V8 ^cre besydes
y* 52 owkes yair is ane day ode, quhilk makis y* dominical
lettre to be changeit euerie 3ere in the formair. 1609 Bible
(Douay) 2 Kings Comm., In the seventene former chapters,

are recorded [etc.]. .The other eight chapters conteine other
thinges donne in Juda. a 1703 Burkitt On N. 'P. Mark iii.

4 The former part of this chapter reports to us a miraculous
cure. 1824 L. Murray Fug. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 348 Of dis-

syllables, formed by affixing a termination, the former
syllable is commonly accented.

b. The first mentioned of two; opposed to latter.

A use app. of late introduction, but now so prominent that
the other uses have become restricted to contexts in which
the word could not be misinterpreted in this sense.

1597 Hooker Feel. Pol. v. iv. §3 Of the former kinde are
all manner vertuous duties. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. m. xiii.

80 Wisedome and Fortune combatting together, If that the

former dare but what it can, No chance may shake it. 1674
tr. Scheffer's Lapland 84 Two doors, one, a foredoor, and
the other, a backward; the former bigger and more ordinarily

used, the latter less. 1717 Pope Wks. Pref., A bad Author
deserves better usage than a bad Critic ; a man may be the
former merely thro' the misfortune of an ill judgment, but
[etc.]. 1789 Bentham Princ. Legist, xvii. § 6 The latter

mode is not less certain than the former. 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. I. 76 Therefore, in this work, I call the former 'a piece
of gold ', and the latter ' a piece ofsilver '. 1886 A. Winchell
Walks ty Talks Geol. Field 180 The former locality, .has for

many years been a favourite collecting-ground of geologists.

f Q. Spoken of before, aforesaid. Obs.

1607 Topseli, Four-f. Beasts (1658) 14 She presently threw
herself from the former rock, and so she ended.

f 3. Situated more forward ; front, fore. Obs.

1382 Wvclif 2 Mace. iii. 25 He with fersnesse. .rushidethe
former feet to Heliodore. a 1400 Octouiati 1040 Two bole-

axys. . In hys former arsun were y-honge. 1544PHAER Regim.
Life (1560) S vb, Apply it to the former part of y3 heade.
1558 IyillofR.Fetlazoe {Somerset Ho.l, Rynge that I weare
upon my former fynger. 1593 Rites ofDurham (Surtees) 17
In the former part of the Quire. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. L
80 Comming from Sardis, on our former Ensigne Two
mighty Eagles fell, and there they pearch'd. 1668 Culpep-
per & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. iv. 7 In the former part of a
Mans Neck. 1678 tr. Gayas Art of War n. 66 To fire in

gaining of ground, the Battalion is commanded to advance
as fast as the former Ranks discharge.

4. In the absol. or elliptical use, sometimes in-

flected as a sb. fa. With plural suffix {obs. rare).

b. With genitive suffix.

a. 1548 W. Patten Exped. Scot. Pref. A iij a, We
must be content in commune speche to vse the termes of our
formers deuised. 1606 Warner Alb. Fng. xv. xciii. 374
Pictish Britons did Brittish Reuolts inuaid, Because those
Lattres (basely thought those Formers) Rome obaid.
b. 1613 T. Jackson Comm. Apost. Creede 1. 380 The

manner, .of the formers dissolution. 1824 L.Murray Eng.
Gram. (ed. 51 I. 102 The former's phlegm was a check upon
the latter's vivacity.

Formeret (fpumeret). Arch. [a. F. forme) et

;

according to Hatzf.-Darm. {.forme FORM sb.]

1872 Gloss. Feci. Terms (Shipley), Formaret, rib moulding
placed at the junction of a vault with the vertical wall.

Formerly (T^umsjli'), adv. [f. Fobmeko. +
-LT*.]

+ 1. Before another or something else; first, bc-

forehano
1

. Obs.

1596 Sienser F. Q. vi. i. 38 Calidorc .. Nimbler handed
Preuented him before his stroke could light And on the
helmet smote him formerlye. /' 1645 Howeix Lett. (1655)
IV. xi. 29 If I had not formerly read the Barons Wars in

England, I had more admir'd that of the Liguers in France.

2. In former days, at some past time.

1599 Haki.uyt I'oy. II. 181 Requiring for the visiting

no more then formerly they were accustomed to pay at their
first comming. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. i.53 You shall H care from
me still, and neuer of me ought But what is like me formerly.

1674 MartiNIERE I'oy. N, Countries 58 After supper we
went to our lodging, which as formerly was upon Bear-skin
spread upon the Moor. 1709 Steele & Addison Tatter
No. 114 P 1, I had formerly conversed with him at this

House. 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq, I. i. 5 We were
sensible that we were not what we had been formerly.

1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xi. 626 The superstitious reverence
with which kings were formerly regarded is extinct.

t 3. A little time before, just now. Obs.

1590 SpENSER /•'. ('. n. xii. 67 Her faire locks, which for-

merly were bownd fjp in oneknott,she low adowne did lose.

1596 Shaks. Merck. I ". iv, i. 362. 1665 Manlev Grotius'

Two C. Warres 681 They who had formerly gone out of the
Battel, to be refreshed and comforted, came in again. 1697
J'otter Antiq. Greece i\ . iv. (17151 194 As has been formerly
observed. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxxii, Those . . whom
I formerly rebuked with such sharpness.

+ Fo'rmerness. Obs. [f. Fobmek a. + -ness.]

The rjuality of being former ; anteriority.

1587 GoLDING Dc Mornay vii. 98 Where order is, there
is a formernesse and an afterncsse. 1674 N, Fairfax Bulk
A> .SV/7*. 14 To shut out formemess and afteruess.

t Po'rmerward. Obs. rare ~ '. [f. Former a.

+ \Yaki>: cf. Forkward 2
.] The vanguard.

13. . A". Alls. 7786 Antioche hadde the former-warde, And
Tolome the reirwarde. [Cf. quot. 14. . in Forme a. 2.]

Formest : see Foremost.
Formet, obs. form of FOUMART.
Formfal [f^umful), a. [f. Form sb. + -rtiL.]

F'ull ol form or forms : a. Apt to create forms (of

the imagination), b. Shapely.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 1632 As fleets the vision o'er

the formful brain. 1798 Bloomfield Farmer's Boy, Whiter
2S9 Fancy's formful Visions. 1832 Blackiv. Mag. XXXI.
999 He is familiar with Chantrey'.s form-full statues.

Formiate : see Formatk.
Formic (fpumik . «• [for *formicie

i
f. L.

formic-a ant + -ic. Cf. F'. formique.]
1. Chem. Formic acid: a colourless irritant vola-

tile acid contained in a fluid emitted by ants.

Formic ethers, ethers obtained by substituting alcoholic

radicals for the basic hydrogen of formic acid.

1791 Hamilton Bertholte't's Dyeing II. 11. II. i. 52 Formic
acid acts on indigo like the muriatic. 1807 T. Thomson
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 313 Of formic acid. 1871 Tvndali. Fraem.
Sc. (1879) I. xvii. 449 For barely visible redness formic aether
is more opaque than sulphuric. 1884 Bower &. Scott Dc
Bary's Phaner. 68 By distilling the nettle plant with sul-

phuric acid formic acid is obtained.

2. Occas. in gen. sense : Of or pertaining to ants.

1816 Kirby & Sp. Futomol. (1843) II. 88 A nest of ants..

enjoying the full sun, which seems the acme of formic
felicity. 1857 Chaurb. Jrnl. VII. 300 Republicanism is

made to find its antitype in the formic community.

!l Formica (f^jmai'ka). [L. formica ant.]

1. Ent. The typical genus of the family Formi-
cidpe ; the ant.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi ix. 190 We could not [sleep]

because of the attacks by the fighting battalions of a small

species of formica. 1878 Bell Gegenbaurs Comp. Anat.
272 Many Hymenoptera, Formica, Cynips, also possess it.

2. A kind of abscess, ulcer, or excrescence, oc-

curring esp. in a hawk's bill or a dog's cars.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 213 Pustule bat comeb of
humours corrupt as ignis persicus & miliaris 8: fformica

schall be purged. 1543 Traheron tr. I'igo's Clu'rurg. 11.

vi. 20 b, Formica is a lytle pustle, or many pustles that come
upon the skynne ..The thyrde [sygne] is pryckynge, and it

is a sodayn bytyng as it were of an ante whtrof it hath hys
name. 1614 Markham Cheap Hush. (1623) 161 The For-

micas in Hawkes is a hard borne growing vpon the beake of

a Hawke. 1674 N.Cox Gentl. Recreat. 11.11677)248 Of the

Formica. This is a Histemper which commonly seizeth on
the Horn of Hawks Beaks, which will- eat the Beak away.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 225 Formica
or Scab in the Ears [of a dog].

Formican (f^Jmai-kan^, a. rare. [f. prcc. +

-an.] Of or pertaining to ants.

1880 Daily Tel. 16 Nov., If the Queen-ant is removed
from a nest, the formican politicians settle down soon into

a steady-going Republic. 1884 G. Allen in L
f
ougm. Mag.

V. 42 These singular results of formican selection.

Formicant (f(7\imikant), a. [ad. \..formJcant-

em
y
pr. pple. of formicare to crawl like ants (said

of the pulse or skin), {.formica ant.] Crawling

like an ant ; in Path, of the pulse (see cjuot. 1893).

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 51 A formicant Pulse is

like the motion of an Ant, who moves her feet oft without

going much forward. 1842 Dunglison Diet. Med. ied. 3),

Formicant, an epithet given to the pulse when extremely

small, scarcely perceptible, unequal, and communicating a.

sensation like that of the motion of an ant through a thin

texture.
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FORMICARIAN.

Fornricarian, a. [f. L. *formicdri-us (see

Formicary) + -an.] Relating to or resemblingants.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts{*6$8) 29 It is called a Formi-

carian Bear ; for . . whereas that Countrey is . . annoyed
with.. Ants, that beast doth .. prey and feed upon them.
— Serpents (1658) 769 This formicarian or Pismire-like
Phalanx.

Formicarioid (f£imike*Ti|oid\ a. [f. as prec.

+ -oiD.J Of or belonging to the Formicarioidex or

ant-thrushes. Also sb., a member of this family.

1874 A. R. Wallace in fbis Ser. in. IV. 413 Formicaroid
[sic] Passeres.

Formicarium ff>imike<>'rii>m\ [a. med.L.

:

see Formicary.] = Formicary.
1834 M edwin Angler in Wales 1. 161 For I found that our

bungalow ,. was a ' formicaria ' [sic]. 1863 Bates Xat.
Amazon I. 32 A Formicarium or ant-colony. 1892 Kdin.
Rtv. July 46 The formicarium or burrow of the ants.

Formicary (i^Jmikari). [ad. med.L. formi-
cari-um, neut. sing, of *formicdrius pertaining to

ants. f. L. formica ant.] An ants* nest, ant-hill.

1816 KiKiiY & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II. 47 They are con-
ducted into the interior of the Formicary. 1880 Lubbock
in Jml. Linn. Soc. XV. Xo. 83. 176 The queen was alone
within an artificial glass formicary.

Formicate (fj?\uiiikA , a. rare- . [f. L.

formica ant + -ate.] Resembling an ant.

1840 in Smart.

Formicate (f|?\imik^t>, v. [f. ppl. stem of

\,.formicdrc : see Formicant.] intr. To crawl like

ants ; iransf. to swarm with moving beings. Hence
Formicating///, a. = Formicant.
1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Commit. VI. 180 A languid, unequal,

or formicating Pulse. 1854 Lowell Jrnl. Italy Prose Wks.
iSqo I. 165 An open space, which formicated with peasantry.

Formication Jj>imik<"'J>n). Path. [ad. L.

formication-cm, n. of action f. formlcdre (see

Formicant'.] An abnormal sensation as of ants
creeping over the skin.

1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-Watch 313 Pains in the Limbs,
Formications, Lassitudes. 1844 Hecker Epid. Middle Ages
279 Many patients experienced, .a disagreeable creeping
sensation or formication on their hands and feet. 1861
Wyster Soc. Bees 457 Figs produced formication of the
palate and fauces.

Formicative f^-imik^tiv^, a. [f.L. formTedl-

ppl. stem of
'

formlcdre (see prec) + -ive.] Of, or

of the nature of, formication.
1834 Goon Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 356 To remove the .

.

pricking or formicative pain from the limbs.

tFormice. Obs. rare. [ad. L. formica ant.

Cf. OK. formiz, formis.'] The ant.

1484 Caxton Fables of.Esop w. xvii, A fable Of the ante
or formyce and of the flye. 1491 — J 'itas Fair. (W. de W.
14051 1. xxxviii. 52 a '2 Salamon the whyche sente the slowth-
full to the formices or Auntes.

Formicic Jjrumisik), a. — Formic.
[1874 Kv.s Lang. 137 In our language a chemist speaks

oi formic acid rather thanfor/nicic] In some mod. Diets.

Formicid (fpimisid), sb. and a. Also formi-
cide. [ad. mod.L. Formicidir : see -in.]

A. sb. A member of the family Formicidie or
ants. B. adj. Of or belonging to this family.
1878 Pop. Sci. Monthly XII. 197 The Formicide family.

Fo'rmicine, «• fare. [ad. L. formicinus,i. for-
mica ant : see -ine.] Of, or of the nature of, ants.
1885 H. O. Forbes E. Archip. 31 Every trading vessel in

the tropics has its formicine fauna.

Fo rmidabi'lity. [f. Formidable a. : see

-bility, -itt.] The quality of being formidable.
1745 H. Walpolk Lett. H. Mann (1834) II. cxliii. 91

A Mackintosh has been taken, who reduces their formid-
ability by being sent to raise two clans. 1754 H. P.
Hibemiad iii. 24 There would be an Air of Formidability
in . .his. .Assertions, i860 in Worcester (citing Q. Rev\
Formidable (h/Jmidab'i), a. [a. If, formid-

able (15th c), ad. L. formiddbil-em, f. formiddre
to fear, dread: see -able.] That gives cause for

fear or alarm ; fit to inspire dread or appre-
hension. Now usually (with some obscuration of

the etymological sensed : Likely to be difficult to

overcome, resist, or deal with
;

giving cause for

serious apprehension of defeat or failure.

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. eevb, The counten-
aunce of god shall be so formydable and fereful that [etc. 1.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII* 5 Of whiche name . . foreyne
prynces trymbled and quaked, so muche was that name to
all nacions terrible and formidable. 1658 T. Wall Gift's

Revenge Enemies Ch. 30 The Leopard. . being.. of aformid-
able aspect. 1678 Wanley Wond. Lit. World v. i. §97.
468/1 Charles .. defeated Barbarossa, that formidable Pirat.
a 1687 Petty Pol. Ari'h. (1690) 80 The decay of Timber in

England is no very formidable thing. 1759 Robertson
Hist. Scot. I. in. 178 A party formidable by their number.
1834 L. Ritchik Wand, by Seine 74 Swords of formidable
dimensions. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. lx. 7 He set sail

with a formidable armament. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xiv.

g7 Along the edge of a formidable precipice of rock.

t>. Const, to.

166$ Boyle Occas. Rejt. 11. viii. Ci8o8t 38 These commotions
of the Appetite which would not else be formidable to me.
1855 Macai-lay Hist. Eng. III. 495 The Episcopal schisma-
tics, thus reinforced, would probably have been as formid-
able to the new King, .as [etc.].

C. Olten applied playfully or sarcastically.

1697 Pryden AKneid Ded., Unless I wou'd swell my
Preface into a Volume, and make it formidable to your
Lordship, when you see so many Pages yet behind. 1777

466

Sheripan Sch. Scand. iv. 1, Here, now, is a maiden
sifter of his . . done by Kneller, in his best manner, and
esteemed a very formidable likeness. 1816 Keatinge Trax>.
11817* '• 275 His majesty has . . a corps de mnsioue of most
formidable establishment equally in point of execution as of
numbers. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. vn. 23/2 The Thames
. .is not a very formidable river at that point.

Formidableness (.brimidab'lnes). [f. prec.

+ -Ness.] The quality of being formidable.
1659 Gent I. Calling viii. § 17. 447 That by which we use to

discriminate base fear from just caution, is the formidable-
ness of the object feared. 1709 J. Johnson Clergm. Vade-m.
11. p. lxxviij, A talk of the formidableness of Church-
power. 1832 E.vaminer 260/1 Our author straightway for-

gets the formidableness of our antagonist. 1891 H. S.
Constable f/orscs, Sport fy War 218 The formidableness
of Russia comes, also, from her increasing population.

Formidably ff>jmidabli\ adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY -.J In a formidable manner.
i68«; Dryden Thren. August. 512 The British cannon

formidably roars. 1715-10 Pope Iliaii xi. 54 His fourfold
helm.. With nodding horse-hair formidably graced. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 237 She was so formidably manned
that all attempts to board her failed. 1858 Frooob Hist.
Eng. III. xiv. 254 England lay formidably open to attack.

+ Fo rmidoltvse, a. Obs.~° [ad. L. for-
midolos-us : see next and -ose.] (Seequot.) Hence
Formidolosity.
17*7 Bailey vol. II, Formidolose, fearful; also to be

feared, dreadful. [Hence in mod. Diets.] Jbid.
y
Formido-

losity, fearfulness, very great dread.

t Formi'dolous, a. Obs. [ad. 'L.formJdoids-us

(better -duiosus) causing or feeling dread, i.formtdo

dread.] Fearful, terrible; also, feeling fear, timorous.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Formidolous, fearful, that feareth,

dreadful, dangerous. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide 11. 618 (MS.)
Why this so sudden, this formidolous change ?

Forming' ff'imin), vbf. sb. [f. Form v.^ +
-ixg *.] The action of the vb. Form ; the fact or

process of being formed.
1401 [see Former sb. 1 2]. c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf.iW.

de W. 1494* 11. iv, Syth that man in hys fyrste fourmynge of
God was sette in his free wyll. 1530 Palsc.r. Introd. 17 At
theyr fyrst formyng [theyl open theyr mowth. 1651 Hobbes
I.eviath. 11. xxviii. 165 The forming of mens wils to the
observation of the Law. a 1856 H. Miller Aotes on
Fossils in Footpr. Creat. (18611 326 Our knowledge is but
in the forming, and still very incomplete.

Forming t.f^imin), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ixc-.] a. That forms; formative, creative, b.
That is in process of being formed.
a. 1644 Dicby Xat. Bodies (1645) 1. 289 A forming

virtue or I'isformatrix. 1701 Rowt Amb. Step. Moth. \.

i, The thought that labours in my forming Brain. 1711
Steele Sped. No. 167 r 3 What august Palaces, .have
grown under my forming Imagination. 1739 G. Ogle
Gualth. <y Gris. 37 She still improv'd beneath their forming
hands.
b. 1805 Rec. Greenhead United Presbyt. Ch. Glasgotv,

To be taken under their consideration as a forming congre-
gation. 1875 Whitney IJfe Lang. v. 96 The construction
was in a forming and doubtful state,

t Formi'rken, v. Obs. In 5 formerken. [f.

For- pref.i + Mirkex v.] intr. To darken.
c 1430 Cher: Assigne 362 Alle his feyre federes fomede

vpon Diode, And alle formerknes be watur, ber pe swanne
swymmethe.

t Fo*rmity. Obs. [formed after Txformity.]

The quality of possessing form or shape.
1613 Cockeram 11. A v, Beauty, Pulchritude, Formity.

1635 Swan Spec. M. vi. § 2 (1643* r^4 The informity was
expressed before, when Moses said that the Earth was void
and invisible, .but the formitie is then .. declared when
the waters are gathered, and the dry-land made apparent.

Formity, obs. form of Flrmity.
+ Formixe, v. Obs.- 1

[f. Form sb. + -ize.]

trans. To put into definite form.
1649 I. E. tr. Behmen"s Ep. vi. 65 All Beings are but one

onely Being, which hath . . severized and formized it selfe.

Formless (JfrmfoX a. [f. Form sb. + -less.]

Devoid of, or wanting in, form; shapeless; having

no determinate or regular form. Said both of

material and immaterial things.

1591 Spenser Tears Muses 502 Things she formed of a
fonr.elesse mas. 1595 Shaks. John ui.i. 253. a 1631 Donne
Poems, Elegie xv. Julia 25 Countlesse multitudes Of form-
lesse curses, projects unmade up. 1667 Milton P. L. 111. 12
The rising world of waters . . Won from the void and formless
infinite. 1680 G. Hickes Spirit 0/ Popery 27 Tliat unpre-
scribed Formless way of Worship, which they now use.

1819 Shelley Cenci hi. 1, Like a ghost shrouded and folded

up In its own formless horror. 1869 Tyndall Chem. Rays in

Fortn. Rev. 1 Feb. 244 This formless aggregate of infinite-

simal particles. 1870 Mounts Earthly Par. I. 1. 169 Brown
birds. .Twittered their sweet and formless tune.

Hence Fo rmlessly adv. ; Formlessness.
17*7 Bailey vol. II, Formlesness. 18*5 Coleridge Aids

Reft. App. C. (1858) 394 We leave space dimension less ..

and therefore the representative of absolute weakness and
formlessness. 1845 Carlyle Cronrrvell (1873) I. i. 9 They
had form, but they are changing into sheer formlessness.

1884 Seeley in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 500 Goethe [was] ..

impatient of the formlessness which had begun to reign
in literature. 1888 Howells Annie Kilbum vi, His long
coat hung formlessly from his shoulders.

tFOYmly, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Form sb. +

-ly ».] Having (proper) form, shapely.
1548 Vicary E»g. Treas. (1626) 12 Through him every

member is made the formelier, and taketh the better shape.

t Fo*rmly, adv. Obs. Forms : 4 forma-, for-

melich e, -ly, 5 fourmely. [f. Form sb. + -liche^

FORMULA.
-LY -.] In proper form ; also, with regard to the
1 form ' or essential nature ; = Formally'.
c 1374 Chavcer Boeth. v. pr. iv. 128 (Camb. MS.* It bi-

holdeth alle thingis so as I shal seye bi a strok of thogth
formely [L. formaliter] with-owte discours or collation.— 'Proylus iv. 469 (497J O where hastow ben hid so longe
in muwe That canst so wel and formely [v.r. formaly]
arguwe? 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 366 For is none of bis
newe clerkes. .J>at can versifye faire ne formalich [C. xviii.

109 formeliche] enditen. 1470 Fortescue in Gov. Fnglami
(1885) 350 How the lawe may be fourmely kepte.

Formo- (ff»um<?). Chem. Combining form of
Formic, as in Formobenzoic {acid)

y an obs.

name for Mandelic acid; hence Formoben-
zoate, a salt of this acid.

1834 Mrs. Somerville Connect. Rhys. St. xx'iv. (1849) 229
Formobenzoate of silver. 1873 ^' fl7l'M^s% Chem. ted. 11) 823
Formobenzoic or Mandelic Acid CVH8O3.

t Pormose, formous, a. Obs. Also 6 Sc.

formois. [ad. L. formos-us beautiful, f. forma
Form : see -ose.] beautiful, comely.
14.. Nine Indies Wortkie 27 in Chaucer's Wks. (1561)

342 Of all femine moste formous flour, c 1450 Mirour Salua-
cioun 4003 Moises faire and formouse. 1530 Lyndesay
Test. Papyngo 104 Ainang the flowris fre>che, fragrant,
& formose. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 59 Of face for-

mois and vult heroycalt. a 1658 Cleveland I'it. Uxoris iii.

Wks. (1687' 267 If he chuse one most Formose, Ripe for't,

shee'll prove libidinous. 1684 I. Mather Remark. Provid.
(1856' 175 The nymphs .. were daemons, presenting them-
selves in shapes very formose.

Formosity fpuanfsfti). Obs. exc. arch. [a. OF.
formositt', ad. L. formositat-em , f. formbsus : see

prec. and -ity.] Beauty; also, a beauty.

1489-99 Inscription in Wood Life (O.xf. Hist. Soc.) II. 409
Thys cnapill floryschyd with formosyte spectabyll. a 1521
Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) III. 27 The beauteand
formosite of hir noble persone. 1647 R* Baron Cyprian
Acad. 8 A Damsell of exquisite formosity. 1652 F. Kirk-
man Cterio <f Lozia 122 It is idolatrous for him to bend
before so many graces and formosities. 1893 T. F. Hen-
derson Old World Scot. xv. 172 Squalor and dirt were
thoroughly antagonistic to adornment and 'formosity'.

t Form-speckle. Obs. rare- '. [? Perversion of

Febnticle or the synonymous dialectal/a«/hrA*7«\]

A freckle.

170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3815/8 John Hewitt, a Bricklayer .

.

straight Hair, and Form-Speckles on his hands and Face.

FormTila^in1'^)- PI. formul©, -as. [a.L.

formula^ dim. offorma Form sb. Cf. Y.formule]
1. A set form of words in which something is de-

fined, stated, or declared, or which is prescribed

by authority or custom to be used on some cere-

monial occasion.
[1581 E. Campion in Confer. 1 v. (1584) Eeijb, The For-

mula of the second covenant, is Christ. Charke. You
vnderstand not .. what Formula is.] a 1638 Mede ll'ks.

(1672) 1. xxii. 83 What is the meaning of this Formula [of

the Jews—' Let his memory be blessed 'J? 1685 Loud. Gaz.
No. 2031/2 The Lord Register reading the Formula, the

Lyon king at Arms. -Fenced the High Court of Parliament.

1723 Act a Geo. /, c. 24 § 8 All Papists, .shall, .make and
subscribe the Declaration called the Formula, as the same
is recited in an Act of Parliament of Scotland [of 1700].

1751 J. Loithian Form of Process fed. 2) 51 Before inclos-

ing of the Assize, the Clerk, by Order of the Court, leaves

a Formula with them for their Direction, ito* Burke
L*rt. to Sir H. Langrishe Wks. 184a I. 555 You have
sent me several papers.. I think I had seen all of them,
except the formula of association. 1798 Edgeworth Pract.
Educ. 0811) II. 23 The grammatical formula: may then
by gentle degrees be committed to memory. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India III. 318 Forcing the Brahmins .. to

repeat the Mohammedan formula of faith. 1893 Speaker
3 Sept. 293/2 The excellent scholastic formula Transeat,
meaning either ' Not proven *, or ' Nothing to the purpose '.

b. In recent use, after Carlyle, often applied

more or less disparagingly, e.g. to rides unintelli-

gently or slavishly followed, to fettering conven-

tionalities of usage, to beliefs held or professed

out of mere acquiescence in tradition, etc.

Carlyle's use of the word was clearly suggested by the
words used of Mirabeau by his father, ' II a hume' toutes les

formules'. This really meant that Si. had unreflectingly
'swallowed' the watchwords or cant phrases of his re-

volutionary friends; but Carlyle mistranslated hunti by
1 swallowed up, made away with ', and frequently alludes

to the passage as thus misinterpreted. Carlyle s use of
formula, however, though suggested by a mistake, is in

itself a very natural development from the ordinary sense.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 11. i. (1872) 58 Man lives

not except with formulas; with customs, ways of doing and
living. 1861 Kingsley Lett. (1878' II. 132 Men who try to

speak what they believe, are naked men fighting men
quilted sevenfold in formulae. 1871 Earlf, Philol. Eng.
Tongue § 649 The man of formulas often directs, and some-
times practically determines the action of his superior. 1874

H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. iv. iv. 252 They bound the

religious life of their disciples with ever stiffening formulas

which left no room for the free play of the conscience.

2. A prescription or detailed statement of ingre-

dients; a recipe.

1706 Phillips ied. Kersey\ Formula..* Physician's Pre-

scription or Bill appointing Medicines to be prepared by an
Apothecary. 179a W. Vonge in Beddoes Calculus (1793)

34, I am very glad to hear of your intention to publish your

formula. 1801 Med. Jml. V. 546 My formula has been,

the tincture joined with the dec. lin. so as to administer

from fifteen to twenty or thirty drops to children, .twice or

thrice within the twenty-four hours. 1830 M. Donovan
Dom. Econ. I. 293 White Currant Wine May be made
according to the same formula.



FORMULAIC.

3. a. Math. A rule or principle expressed in

algebraic symbols.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. led. 2) I. Pref. 6 An algebraic

formula. 1836 Emerson Nature* Idealism Wks. (Bonn)
II. 163 In physics, .the memory, .carries centuries of obser-

vation in a single formula. 1850 Daubknv Atomic Theory v.

(ed. 2) 156 A general formula for calculating the specific

heat of each class of compounds. 1864 Bowen Logic i. 25
The algebraist easily recalls to mind a few brief formulas.

b. C/icm. An expression of the constituents of

a compound by means of symbols and figures.

1846 G. E. Day tr. Simons Anim. Chem. II. 480 If. .the

formuhe for the morbid deposits are calculated in relation to

C48, their connexion with the formula for protein will be
more obvious to the eye. 1853 W, Gregory Inorg. Chem.
(ed. 3) 266 So that MR is the general formula for a mono-
basic salt. z88i Williamson in Nature No. 618. 414 Thus
chloro-carbonic acid was represented as a compound of car-

bonic acid with carbonic chloride, and.. the formula was
made to contain the formula; of those bodies.

c. In general scientific use, a group of symbols

and figures containing a condensed tabulation of

certain facts. Dental formula : see Dental.
Hence sometimes used for the set of facts that

might be expressed by a formula.

1855 Bain Senses fy Int. 11. iv. § o Each species of animal
has its particular formula of ordering the legs in walking.

Formulaic (f/>imi«h7*ik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

Of the nature of a formula.
Formulaic equation, an identical equation.
1881 Cassell, Formulaic equations. 189a Agnes M.

Clf.rkk Fam. Stud. Homer \. 28 Formulaic and other
expressions common to both.

Formular (f^Jmi/*lai), a. and sb. [ad. L. type

*formular-is
t

f. Formula. As sb., a. F. formu-
laire. See -ar \ %.] A. adj.

1. Formal, correct or regular in form.

1773 Johnson in Bosivell 29 Apr., A speech on the stage,

let it flatter ever so extravagantly, is formular. It has
always been formular to flatter Kings and Queens.

2. Pertaining to formula? ; formulary.
1880 Muirhead Gains 111. § 180 note, Under the formular

system in use in the classical period.

B. sb. A prescribed or set form, formulary

;

hence, a model, type. ? Obs.

1563 Abp. Parker Corresp. (1853) 183, I had of mine own
head moved my lord ofLondon to bethink himselfofsome for-

mular of common prayer. 1578 Sir H. Sydney in Lett. <y

Afem. Slate (17461 1. 246 He ys a rare Ornament to thys Age,
the very Formular, that all well dysposed young Gentylinen
of ouer Court, do form allsoe thear Maners and Lyfe by.

1603 Klorio Montaigne in. ix. (1632* 564 Before I had ever
scene any, I would have beene glad to have had but a paterne
or formular ofone. a 1734 North Exam. in. vi. §20(1740(437
The Liturgy must be deprived of all the primitive Formulars.

Fo:rmulari'stic, a. [f. prec. + -ist + -ic]

Pertaining to or exhibiting formulanzation.
1864 Webster (citing Emerson.j.

Formularization (f^imiwlaraiz^-Jbn). [f.

next + -ATION.] The action of formularizing ; also,

a formularized statement.
1881 B. W. Richardson in Gentl. Mag. CCL. 159 The

formularisation of rules. 1886 Muirhead in Eucyct. Brit.
XX. 677/2 The great majority of these so-called enactments
were probably nothing more than formularizations as of cus-
tomary law.

Formularize (f(?*imi/?laraiz), v. [f. Formular
a. + -ize.] trans. To express in a formula or formal
statement ; to formulate.
1852 Eraser's Mag. XLV. 90 Every process is formularized

in the most scientific language. 1862 Goulburn Educ.
World in Replies to Ess. % Rev. 37 Her doctrines were
evolved.. by formularizing the thoughts embodied in the
record of the Church of the Apostles. 1876 Bartholow Mat.
Med. (1879) 247 The comparative merits of tannic and gallic

acids may be formularized as follows : for local effects tannic
acid, for systemic effects gallic acid is to be preferred.

Hence Fo*rmularizing vbl. sb.

1891 Atkenxum 15 Aug. 222/3 A clumsy formularizing in
general of Talleyrand's sharpest and most famous mot.

Formulary (f^jmi/Hari), sb. and a. [ad. F.
formulaire sb. = collection of formula?, ad. L.
*jormularium, neut. sing, offormularius (recorded
in sense * lawyer skilled in formula?'): see For-
mula, Formular, and -AST.]
A. sb. A collection or system of formulas ; a

statement drawn up in formulas ; a document con-
taining the set form or forms according to which
something is to be done {esp. one that contains

prescribed forms of religious belief or ritual).

154 1 R* Copland (title'* Questyonary of Cyrurgyens, with
the formulary of lytell Guydo in Cyrurgie. a 1626 Bacon
On Libel in 1592 Wks. 1861 VIII. 204 In the practice of all

law, the formularies have been few, and certain, and not varied
according to every particular case, c 1645 Howell Lett. 1.

xxxii, 11655)274, 1 beteeveevry one hath som mode and modell
or formulary ofhis own, specially for his private cubicular de-
votions. 1723 Waterlano A tli. Creed iv. Wks. IV. 223 They
received this Creed, .as an orthodox formulary, and an ap-
proved rule of faith, a 1734 North Life Guild/ord(i7^2) 260
A committee of council to settle the formulary of the coro-
nation. i78aBuRNEY///.rr. MusA.fjSg) II. ii. 121 It contains
.

. a Formulary of the Ecclesiastical tones. 1827 Bentham
Ration. Evid. Wks. 1843 VI. 441 Take up a history of an old
French lawsuit.. it is the same dull formulary in every case.

1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship no The Anglican
Formularies, however, do not recognize Hymns at ail.

b. ? A formula.
178a Warton Enq. Poems Rowley 23 These poems abound

467

with modern words, and modern formularies of expression.

1874 J. Sllly Sensation ty Intuition 112 A boundless faith

in the primitive formulary ' I can \

B. adj. Of the nature of a formula or prescribed

form ; of or relating to formulas.
1728 Morgan Algiers II. iv. 203 Visiting his Tomb, they say

a Fedha, or formulary sort of Prayer for Success. 1766 John-
son in Bosivell Feb., The formulary and statutory part of law.

1775 — Let. to Mrs. Thrale 11 June, Part of it [an epitaph],
which tells the birth and marriage, is formulary, and can be
expressed only one way. 1862 Helps Orga?iiz. Daily Life
120 All that is merely formulary, and that depends solely

upon rules. 1875 Postk Gains til, Coinm. (ed. 2) 445 Under
the formulary system the term was still employed.

b. Of a person : Closely adhering to formulas.

1837 Carlyle Ft. Rev. III. 111. ii. 155 There is . . in the
incorruptible Seagreen himself, though otherwise so lean

and formulary, a heartfelt knowledge of this latter fact.

Formulate {fp~-imiu\e l t)
}

v. [f. Formula +
-ate 3. Cf. F. formuler.'] trans. To reduce to

a formula ; to express in (or as in') a formula ; to

set forth in a definite and systematic statement.
i860 Earl Carnarvon Recoil. Druses Lebanon v. 49 The

Druse doctrines were, .rapidly formulated into a system.

1862 H. Spencer First Prim: 1. iv. § 26(1875) 88 Besides
that definite consciousness of which Logic formulates the
laws, there is also an indefinite consciousness which cannot
be formulated. 1880 Kinglake Crimea VI. ix. 225 Lord
Raglan did not unconsciously formulate for himself any
settled design. 1883 Q. Rev. CLVI. 326 The Heads of

Houses .. entrusted the Provost .. with the responsibility

of formulating the document.

Hence Formulated, Formulating ppl. adjs.

i860 Marsh Eng. Lang. 235 Formulated doctrine. 1876
C. M. Daviks Unorth. Lond. 99 An established, formulated,
orthodox spiritism. 1895 Athenxum 24 Aug. 253/1 The
formulating effects of his [Laud's] churchmanship.

Formulation (f^mi^-Jan). [f. prec: see

-ATION.] The action of the vb. Formulate.
1876 Dulse Grimm's L. $ x. 1 The concise formulation of

which it [Grimm's Law] is susceptible. 1885 ClODD Myths
<V Dr. 1. iv. 67 Facts which led.. to the formulation of the
solar theory.

Formulatory (l^Jmi/nat3-ri),a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -ory.] Relating to formulation.

1887 Westm. Rev. CXXVIII. 841 Put in this bald formu-
latory fashion, the difference between the two may seem un-
important.

t Formule, sb. Obs. [a. F. formule, ad. L.

formula: see Formula.]
1. = Formula.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 164 A wel-governed Republic

is bounded by the formule of certain I^aws. 1773 Gentl.
Mag. XLIII. 170 The first trial of this formule was on the
observations from whence he had deduced itj of which he
gives a table for each station.

2. ? A little form or shape.
1829 Young Lady's Bk. 469 A series of frames, or formules,

is obtained . . The principal formule is to be placed on a piece
of London drawing-board.

Formule (f^Mmi»l), v. rare. [ad. F. formul-
er, f. formule Formula.] = Formulate.
185a R. Knox Gt. Artists fy Anat. 13 Could we formule

the doctrine as simply as [etc.]. Ibid. 103 The doctrine
. . cannot be formuled in so clear a manner.

Formulism (ffrjmitfliz'm). [f. Formul-a +
-ism. Cf. next.] Adherence to or dependence
upon formulas ; also, a system of formulas.
1840 Caklvle Heroes (1858)312 Triviality, Formulism and

Commonplace were come for ever. 1851 Rlskin Stones Ven.
II. viii. § 51 The.. love of systematizing, which gradually
degenerated into every species of contemptible formulism.
1881 Eneycl. Brit. XII. 603/1 The whole ofthis complex theory
is ruled by a mathematical formulism of triad, hebdomad, etc.

Formulist (f^*Jmi//list). [ad. Y.formuliste:
see -ist.] One fond of formulas.
185a R. Knox Gt. Artists $ Atiat. 15 The mere formulist

(Cuvier also was a formulist in a sense).

Formulistic (f£imi/7li-stik), a. [f. prec. +
-ic] Displaying fondness for formulas.
1873 Morlev Rousseau Il.xvi. 310 Its prudential didactics,

its formulistic Sociality. [Cf. 1837 Caklvle Fr. Rev. III.

iv. vi. (1871I 162 The uncalculating Spirit of Jacobinism, and
Sansculottic sansformulistic Frenzy !J

Formulization (f^imi/Jfbiz^Jbn). [f. next

+ -ATION.] The action of the vb. Formulize.
1851 RvsKinStones Ven. III. ii. § 86 The curious tendency

to formulization and system which, under the name of philo-

sophy, encumbered the minds of the Renaissance schoolmen.
1873 Contemp. Rev. XXI. 774 Every formulization of truth
is not absolute but relative.

Formulize f#Jmi«biz), v. [f. Formula +

-ize.] trans. To reduce to or express in a for-

mula; to construct a formula for.

1851 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp. i. (1875) 49 The
labours of Priests and Scribes in after time formulized what
the Prophets had taught. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists iv.

255 The ideas of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity which
that Revolution had promulgated and formulized. 1882
T. Mozley Remin. Oriel II. cv. 228 They have formulized
their religion into these two monosyllables.

Hence Pormulized ///. a. Also Pormulizer,
one who formulizes.
1864 KiNGSLEY.A'tfWf. <v Teut. x. 293 Theformulizersofthat

law were none other than the celibate Roman clergy. 1865
Pusev Truth Eng. Ch. 94 That vast formulized theory.

Formy (f£\imi), a. [ad. F.forme: see Forme.]
1. Her. Of a cross : = Pattee.
1562 Leigh Armorie 56b, He beareth Azure, a crosse

formye vecked Argent. Ibid. 57 b, A Crosse formie Sable.
1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Formy, a cross pattee.

PORNEAN.

+ 2. Of the faeces : =Figukate A. 2 a. Obs.
1576 Tukrekv. Venerie6$ From midde July untill the ende

of August they make theyr fewmishing altogether formie.

Formyl (fpumil). Chem. [f. Form- + -yl.]

The hypothetical radical (CIIO) of formic acid.

1879 ( assetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 1 18/2 Formyle is the hypo-
thetical radical of formic acid, first discovered in the red ant.

Fornaee, obs. form of Furnace.

Fornacic (ff-tnx-sik), a. rare~ x

. [f. L.fomdc-,
fornax furnace + -1C.1 Pertaining to a furnace.

1807 Hkadkick View Mitt. Arran 216 The smelting of
iron, and other fornacic uses.

Fornage : see Furnace.
Fornale, v. Sc. Also 9 forenail. [Of ob-

scure origin
; Jam. suggests the sense * to Nail or

fasten up beforehand'.] trans. To alienate the

income of (an estate) in advance ; in mod. use 'to

spend (money) before it is gained ' Jam.).
1478 Acta Dam. Cone. (1839) 13 He sail nouther selL.na

fornale, langar La sevin ^eris, nane of his landis.

t "Fovn.e,adv,,a. and prep. Obs. Forms: 1 foran,
forn(e, 3 foren, 3-5 forn, Or/u. form, 4-7 forne.
[OK. foran (Northumb. fora /} forne adv. = OS.
foran, forana, OHG. foma (MUG., mod.Ger.
forne, vorn) ; f. root of For, Fore adv.
The adj. appears to be an English development from the

adv., and not an adoption uf the OX.forn ancient.]

A. adv.

1. With respect to place, a. Of position: In

front, before the eyes ; in or on the front, opp. to

behind, b. Of motion: Forwards, to the front.

a. a. 1000 Riddles liv. 8 iGr.) Wonnum hyrstum Foran
£efra:t\ved. c 1380 Sir Ferumb, 4361 pat bust abod be-

hynde & forn. a 1400-50 Alexander 3925 pis breme best
bare. . Before forne in be fronte thre full tyndis.

b. c 1000 Daniel 557 (Gr.) part baet treow sceolde telgum
besna;ded foran afeallan. c 1205 Lay. 26899 And ten busend
hehte aneouste foren wenden. 1430 Lydg. Citron, Troy in.

xxii, He rode forne Brenning full bote.

2. With respect to lime : a. Formerly; informer
time. b. Thenceforward, in future.

13.. Gaiv. <$• Gr. Knl. 2422 pes wer forne be freest bat
fol^eS alle be sele. 14.. Trentatle S. Gregorii in Tun-
daWs Vis. (18431 80 For pynes thar hym dred non forne Of
purgatory no of helle.

3. Prefixed to prepositions, and occas. to another
adverb : a. Prefixed to again, against, adv. and
prep. ; Right in front, b. Forne an, at : before,

in front of. c. Forne in : straight before, d. Forne
to : before, both of place ami time. e. Forne on :

right forward, seriatim.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 2 FaratS on bait castel b;ct

foran [trn6o flatten foren] on^en eow ys. < 1200 Okmin
553 P^33 tokenn eft forrnon To serrfenn wukemalunim.
c 1205 I.AY. 20120 Up bra:id Arflur his sceld foren to his

breosten. Ibid. 23968 His bereburne gon to falsie, foren
an his hafde. Ibid. 24032 Ar5ur beh to ban 3a:te, forn at

bere bur3e. Ibid. 29269 And foren to ba:re nihte fur ber on
brohte. 1388 Wycijf Mark xv. 39 The centurien that
stood forn a^ens S15, that [etc.]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7759
There met hym bis Mawhown . . Euyn forne in his face.

B. adj. a. Of place : Anterior, front, b. Of
time : Former.
.1440 I'romp. Parv. ij-zl'Z Forne parte of a schyppe, or

forschyppe. 1485 Caxton Trevisa's Higdenw. \. 71a, From
the begynnyng of his forne dedes. 1565 Jkwf.l Def. Apot.
(1611) 340 It was true in Old forne yeeres, about twelue
hundred yeeres agoe.

C. prep.

a. Of motion : Before, in front of, in advance of.

O. E. Chr&u. an. 894, pa for rad sio fierd hie foran. c 1000
[see Fore-kus]. t'1175 Lamb. Horn. 51 Leofe moderswim
bu foren me. c 1150 Gen. ty Ex. 3541 Mac us godes foren
us to gon. £1380 Sir Ferumb. 3649 pe kyng hem passede
with-inne a wyle, Forn hem be mountance of two myle.

b. Of position : Before, before the face of, in

sight of. Hence of fighting : In behalf of.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3866 God [bad] .. foren hem smiten on
3e ston. 13. . Guy Wan.v. (A.) 200 Gij stode forn him in bat
flett. < 1440 Partonope 2172 To see hym dye me forn.

a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 321 1 Agaynste her fone I faught
hem forne. 1602 2nd Pt. Return Jr. Parnass. Prol. 70
Stories of love, where forne the wondring bench, The lisping

gallant might inioy his wench.

C. Of time : Before.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22429 (Gott. \ Forn domes-dai.

d. Of cause : On account of.

t 1440 Bone Flor. 67 To mykyll bale was sche borne, And
many a man slayn hur forne.

D. Comb., as foru-cast v. — Forecast v., to pre-

meditate; forn-father = Forefather; forn-goer,

a predecessor ; forn-had///. a. , formerly possessed

;

forn-said ///. a. — Foresaid^//, a.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 472 (521) He .. Hadde every
thing that her-to might avayle *Forn-cast. c 1386 — Pars.
T. * 374 Malice ymagined, avysed, and forncast. .1400
Test. Love 1. Chaucer's Wks. (1561) 290 b, Enuie, forne-

caste and ymagined. c 1340 Cursor M. 9768 (Fairf.) pe
gilt Adam our *forn-fadir spylt. 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 26 The worshyp of god ys songe . . after the maner
of oure forne -fathers. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 258/1 He
hath lerned of his "forn goers whiche dyd that ought not

to be forgoten. 138a Wyclif Judges xvi. 28 Lord..$eeld
to me nowe the fornhad [pristiuam] strength. 1509 Bury
Wills 1 Camden) 109 My lord y* abbot off y> monastery in

Bury *ffornseyd.

t Pornean, adv. Obs. [f. Vow prep. + ntfan wk.
dat. neut. of nja/i Nigh.] Nearlv, almost.
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FORNELLO.
i- mm Ags. /V. lxxii(i). i Me for ik*

nu h* ealle on foldan iota gangas. .1 1175 1 Wf, 1

Foe tiean en end* bissere wutold.

I Forne llo. Mif. Ois.- ' [a. lt./ameiia. dim.

oSfama Jit. • WW ^ :—1_ /atrasao- oven.] A ca\ uy

in which powder is placed lor blasting.

1687 B. R.vM\*irH .^n^wiiV 70 How many nines anil

rotaelros were blown up.

Foment Ifoaavait), fbrnenst (.tome nsti.

<*rV and/rr/. -V,-. and avM. tortus: t> foir-,

for-, fore-anenipst, -aaie i 11st. -
va~ueut vs,

-nonce, -nen»
v
t, -nentis, t> foore-, forve -

iVneniVt. 6- foment. [1. Kore ,iJc: « Askxt.]

1. Right opposite to, over against j lacing.

ism »*. rnjtn Htm. '///. VI, .-.io For Min ol" his

m foranempst Scotland. 15** 8 .V ->.'. /.i*--

(1S04I .-04 In ihe strain passage toirneiit the goldsmiths
shopp. 1649 t!r- GvrtWM .*/***. U702' 6.4 The Karl of
Albi-vl . . Kncarnp'd foment him. 1807 1. Sr.wt/'AWUM
Reeght for nensl them up ihey gat. 1864 Ga*t£M» : .

11 June. My house is right foment the tank.

t3. a. [Ready) against, b. With regard to.

tSU Bt v aw iftrat 11 Roddy foroenoe all aven-
turts that uiicht occur. 1709 A\*£. Ufs Amsiv. in

:i. p. tv. Hut we will do you understand What we
deviate foment Scotland.

1 3- ijuasi-jx'i'. Opposite. iTfa.

1548 1'noViAS .':.(.*. t'lMMr, * Ml, trso-X, .'':•:'

foraneast, 1596 DautYHru tr. LnHt'i • ti$S8)
1 :, l'hc br.rv fonuacat vpon 1-uruiaii syde.

Forneys, obs. form ofFPU tec.

Fornical j/imkaT, a. [t. 1 . f>ms\--em arch
tu] • Pertaining to the fornix ' (Cm/. DietX

t Fornicarer. ( >. nm- [?f. U/«ww»-
jr-iW+KK '.] A fornicator.

.1400 -l/o.'. I .'.*.'. -.7 Seynl Poule .. forbedib us to tok
meit Of corny tt wib bcis .loraicarcrs.

^FornicaTious, ur*- x
. [t as next

-ot s.J Of or pertaining to fornication.
i638 }- Nckkis rayarv Lamt u. ii. tos IVrciicarious mix-

tuie. .muss ot" necessity be a sin.

t Formicary, • and *. i v. Also .? fornic-.

fomyearie. J foruycary. [ad. L. firmi.\irt-tss

uusc a fern., f. />'«:,- : see uevt and
-m\. Cf. OV./.-rttuaint.] A. si. A fornicator.
138a Wvclik tsm. Ivii. ; Sonus.. ot a fornycarie IVulg.

orurl 1496 Dms .v -
z'ay*. \V, o* W.) vi. viii. --4; i

God >.
kji!! ,ieme fomycaryes ^ them that do au^ulrye.

B a..;'/. Addicted to fornication, lecherous.
ijSa Wv.lik £VlrA>& \li. .'> Shame ^ee. fro bihoK'

.

a loruyvarK wounuau. 13§7 Tkcvi&a Hupim KoII> \ II.

4C\j He M.huk!e ,i.v' ri^l of preo>tev fanHCMKi
and ,»f hire coucubv . -

Fornicate l
' l .'••'«•• •••'•• ri'l-

stem offirms',;J.n &isame meant:' _;

brothel, originally arch, vau.t ^sce F0JL!C1S\] jw.-r.

To commit fornication.

1551 ILloct, Kortik'aten, or couuuit fornicotiou or
lecbery. '.'«iv. 1649M1:., ucvuL Wks. U847)
:^;c - frieze shall hate the great Whore . . and ye< shall

laineul the fall of Kabyton. where they f.vnk'ated with her.

x66S EtHKitKLV.B SAf av*'a t/ s-<*r c,**'j 11. ii. We .-are
..i to femcate in private. iSa* l-*xivv« .'*«i*^. Cjmt.

1. 155 r *c hunted and drank and iormcated.

Hence Fornicatins v6i. si. and pfl. a.
x6ao Br. Hen. H*t. Vjr. Clergy 1. viu. 42 The heroical!

spirit of Luther . . chose rather . . to be an honest Hnsband.
than a fornicating Krier. rtVa$ Ba. S -.

I , v ."mrrW
Smrn. VIO37 *07 Their fornksuing both bodily with the
daughters, and spiritually with the Idols of Moah,
Fornicate v

l^mifcA). «. [ad. L. ftrmrii-its,

tfvmix arch, »a«h: see -at* s.] = Foict K'atkd ;

j>\v. in Bat., Csmk*.'.. and £sttirm.
••at WutsTU. r>»ij», arched, vaulted like an oven or

ace. iSaj Laa :x'X ,
; '«. >,.'. . '.'. i,<99 .'Vrmin.v. arched.

So»s»t -V*.. CmcW Gk»s^ Anu*. arched.
-• W. CX«K »«. Jtr Hxrns 2*>L I. J» Four set*

Fornicated ,Vumkr-ted\ ?f. a. [f. L. fma-
S&4SS vsee Kotutic vtk o.'i + -ei> '.] Arched, beud-

r ; *>/. in Bat. of a leaf, etc.

ijgs 6. Htxtaus Knvtmiiti tiS The Stybas. is divided at
the top into three fornicated branches.
• \\ tth word-play on Koknjcate ».

1641 Milton c'«. Jo«-f. u. iii tiJjO t?,s[Skel gives up her
body to a mercenary whordome under those fornicated
arches which she cats Gods hoarM,

• (ftaufc^^X [a. OF. iirath-

j t late \L.f*rmc*tiim-fm. n. of action
f,ftm+vri : see FonsiCAT. and -atk«.] Vohnt-
tary sexual imetvourse between a man in restricted

use. an unmarried man') and an unmarried woman.
In Scriixure extended to aduherr.
a 1300 t~«»3»r M. 17938 |% sin necherv- has branches
Me. torrucaoon es an. 13*3 R. Bicxxs HcmJI. Srmmt
T3S» 'rVnwjcacyoMi' tysr WBan two vaweddvde Woe
tvsaoan. a 145. Knt. it Im 7*»r(i»S) 57 King Havid .WW nato avowtry and (Lrnicacion with her. lawfoviv
Ctrmt. vn. cexxiv. »$i TakvwgeofK-nesofpreestkfbr crvtne
of fornycaewn. 153s Covkuxxii Mmtt. r. 3* wVwoener
PMteth awaye his wvft (except it be for fortucacionV ataa
Sa.MS, Mnu. <vr M. v. 1. m Saee. accuses him of Fornt-

vm ?o«nso.n jo Oct. in
a crnae in a viogte aun. >Bk| Vast Beaut bit. Gait. tVj.
4> FotaacatioB b always irregmlar

b. fig. ; es)\ in Scripture : The forsaking ofGod
for idols ; idolatry ; also, sftritua:frmtattiem.
j tana Haxrou PusZtr btxti. 16 poa lost alt bat tm

468

f«.»rti\\acioun fra be. 1691-S Nokkis /Vwcf. P:s.\ V17 * >

^

Ul/47 "lis a kind of Spiritual Fornication . . to admit any
Creature into a Partnership with him in our Love, i860
Pvskv .Vim. PiffA. 198 All forsaking of God being spiritual

fornication.

Fornication : auk.' j,>n\ Jhtk, [ad. L.

firms'cj.'isst-esH, i. f<rms\iitits vaulted, i.firms'j: arch,

mult : see -Ario.x] An arching or vaulting.

1703 T. N. tV.'.r ,V t". Fhrrias,'- 1 ::> KornicativHi, In
Architevture, is an Arching, or Vaulting. 1810 C. J.wns
.Vf/. /V..-. [M .: App-. .

i '."-vii."rtrf^it is an arching, or vaulting.

Fornicator ,V Jnikcitcxi\ [a. 1_ firm:.

agent-11. I. fi'rtsi.jr:: see KoKXK'ATK.]

1. One who commits fornication.

1377 I-vnc.l. /'. rw B> a i So tlure cart shal he drawe.
And feivhe forth oure vitailes of foruicatores. 1477 H\kl
Kivkks , ... ..'.*• 1 1 Kcik you oute ol" the conipauyes
of . . forntcatours. 155a Aar. Hamilton CatfiatA. V18S4I 10

Kvvrnicatouris and prv>vvvkaris to the synne of lecoorie.

U1710I:. Buu .
s .--.. VTka. 1. i\. .- :' What will bevomeof.

.

the adulterer, the fomkat,vr . . and such lite : 1869 St-eacitoN

Trias. Par. Ps. x. , If a man is a fornicator, or a drunkard.

t 2. Bs.Vsanis.' vSee viuot.1 CVor.

1674 CafAn*'a t'*M*r/f. Ottmes'rr i. 29 Make your Adversary
a Fornicator, that is. having past your sell a little way, ami
the other's Ball being hardly through the Port, you put him
hack again, and it may be quite out o( Pass.

t Fo-rnicatory, j Ofis. [f. prec. : see -cry.]

Of the nature of fornication.

1651 BaxTsa Aar. Aa/r. 5^ It aws not the unlawfuhiess as

FornKatOry, tnit as impious directly whi.hthey suspevtevi.

Fornicatress !.'inik t
'i trrs\ [1. Kokmcator

+ -KSS 1

. Ct OF.yafiVafViTiir.] A woman ad-

dicted to or guilty of fornication.

1593 Nashk Cir:s:j .". in: i>^ Taow rhat haue been
ifalyty toraicatressis. 1601 Shahs. Msas.firr .V. 11. ii. .• ;.

i6>i AlKSWOKTM .li«w.'. ?'re.*a/. lK:ut. xxiii. 17 Common
whore, for nicatresse.

t Fornicatrice. Ois. [ad. L. firmttatriie-m,

firnicitrix: see next. Cf Y./sm s'.-jtri.v.] »t-rec.

€ 145.0 '.^possible is y* this woman
be tfomicatrive.

Fornicatrix J.
T mik^ triksV PI. -trixea.

[a. 1.. . (em, of/i»T«..:.v/.] = prec
1580 ••« .V,,. in C. Rogers O.v. ZaA i

li>04 11. xiL -'44 To vh.oe the heads of fornicators and
foruicatri.\e>. 1655 in tvirktoa Mist. ii. .n. •.*. i:.-

jwxV, One quadriUi.'se fonucatrix. 1768 Lift * .-l^t'. J

.Cu/aes.V U. iw>Waat,siT evcLoitned the old fonucatrix .

Foxniciform t.jni sit.jm\ a. Bat. [f. L.

firms'i-fm. firmix arch, vault + - PrOR*.]
i860 M iv\E £.i/os. /.r.i.. Fsr*£tJ*rrm, &?S^ resembling

an arch o* vawh ; vaulted.

t ForniTn, - . CH . Also 4 forneme ; /c pflt.

,x fornumen, fornoinen. [t,>h^ famiman, pa. t.

firmam, firmJm, pa. pple. ftrmmmtn, i. Y\ym-fntf.

+ Hs'fUjM to take.] rrm»c. To take away, do away
with, destroy ; also, to take up, appropriate by
encroachmenL
Otatsmt/ iao5 it-r.' H :.:k Wyrd fomam. cmo* S*jnm

Zreveu. t. 11S AViv> weartan, jenim bos ykan wyrte . . hy
bevvo aoaa foraumeue. . lago Cam, 4- Ex. «nS Mia two
chUdre area me for-numen. * 1300 £. £. rsu^Strcvixi. {cix. ]

; \ -^.-hadw. when hehles, for-uomea lam. ci35oin Ae^.
CiUs I crvch tannere . . shat, for be stret b> he
fni nrawp. twey iawMjaa.1 by be ;ere. ( 1430 CsmjttrmS
50 in Lydg. Ttmf. App. cv ,ce . . Han me fdr-

Fornix atiks), [a. I_ firmsix arch, vaulted

chamber.] Something resembling an arch.

a. .lia'. esp. an arched formation of the brain,

rati tr. II V.Vil A-na. MtJ. » at. Vocab., Fornix, a hollow
place in the brain, bending Kke an arch. 1799 Mas. JmL
11. 339 The fornix . . raised at its anterior extremity. 1881

Miv.utr Car 168 This fornix is made apof two white cords
closely approximated anteriorly.

b. Bat. i.See vjuots.)

18*3 Cacaa 7"«v*mWL Vict. s. v. .-In*. Fornix, a small

amaaaalimi of the corolla, which commonly covers the

stamina. iM* M. C. Cooaa M*n. Stt. Terms, AVrmir,
arched scales in the orince ot soaae towers.

c. Catkiai. ' The excavated put of a shell,

situated under the umbo. It also signifies the

upper or convex shell in the Ostrea ' Craig 1S4S".

tFornmnb, v. Ois. rmt~ l
. [f. V&t-frif.l

-r XiMB r.] j'*i.-r. To become numbed.
1571 QamM CaAui tm Ps. h. 9 How much soeuer they

fornommed. whosoever is touched earnestly w* the feare of

God, ha* wiU wvsae none other remedy.

For-old a. : see Fob- prrf.l to.

* Forold, r. Oas. [OIL fartaUia*, L For-
.1 -r tajJiist to grow old. f. tu.'J. Old a. Cf.

IG. /imuttH tmod. Ger. vtrmUtn .] r«rr. To
grow old, wear out with age.
\ 900 tr. Rsuu's rV.j--. aa. iv.[vi](i8ool i«6 Ne foraaldix*

Veos bond xfre. a 1310 .VaAr A"jw>« 74'Ashm.* in Ltf.Xft
e bar nober lef ne rvode as it norolded {.VS.

IVwi for-oMat] were. .- »3»J SJmtuhJ Ctm/. 17s in £. S.

P. iSt.175 He hem Kvrbtea3e stflleoche : for fell

'iiia.wT. T rV--— -»

1J;
- 'n-'il-

Forvughe, obs. form of Ft rkow.
+ Forou-t. fbrou-t«n, /nr/. Ois. For

foruton. 4 forou»y-n. -owtyn. -outen. forout.e.

4- j forowrt. 4 foxeow-t' . 5-6 foroutin. 6 foxow-
tin. 7 foroutten. [OF. r'anitrm, -sit**, t For
^rvja. + sstam, -aa», f. Ut OlT.l
1. a. Except OF. onlv. b. Besides.

;

FORFRISE.

t*. at C*»vm. an. 1 122, Se fir . . for beaxnde ealle be minstre
for uton feawe bee. 1375 Bakbock Bru,t xt. 110 lifty

thousand vif archerys He bad, forouteu the boblerys. . 14*5
WflHItaW (.',.•*. viu. xlii. i.*o He had .. Fouie scor ott

harviy amiyd men, For-v>wte arvheri>.

a. \\ ithout.

.1350 -hs ^oSi To late hire lengbe fulle a
fvuirteni^t for-outc alle greuc> of <au,te> to be cite. .- 1415
Wynivi n Cftaw, vm. xvwti. co He Ihwaart gruchyng IV-
lyveryt hym of coursis thre. 1513 lVloL.vs *aCfeam 111. x.

: owtin failL 1609 Sxtst: aTap, Ma/. 1 1 1 cjubeie dome
i> given foroutten Judge sitand, that is na dome of law.

t Foron-th, .;.«•. and prtp. Sc. Ois. Also

4 forrouth, 4-j forow e th. [app. a var. of
Korwith ; ct >c. .Rarbour) vst-tautk = asst xcsth.

Ferhaps I'orrow is a shortened form of this.]

A. it^!'. a. Of position: In front, b. Of direc-

tion : Forward, c. Of time : liefore. l>eiorchand.

1375 B.VKBOL-1 Brm;* vi. 302 Ta Fifty Weill Armyt, and
forouth ga. JfiiU. xiv. 242 The Erll tbornas wes forrouth ay.
/Ah/. x\ L 504 As Je forrouth herd me tclL

B. prtp\ Ol time or place : Kefore.

1375 BABaoL'it Brtut 1. 163, 1 sail Hald It.. as myn eldris

forouch [sxt .V^'. : ! rrW forouth] me. Ibid. XL 341 Evyn
forrouth hym suld ga The vaward. . 1375 At TrvrJi. u.

TaaThcGrcgeois swythAryvevie. -A litill toiowelh be even-

nynge. 14*5 Wynioln Crvn. viil xxxviii. 154 Dai gaddryd
bame all. . And schupe bame forow th bame to be.

Forow, obs. f. Ft'RRow ; var. FWaHW, Ois. St.

Forpained, -parnpered : see Fi k- /re/i 6.

t Forpass, : i'<
;
.v. Al>o forepass. [ad. OF.
in, 1-OR- fref'.s + fusstr to

I'.vss ; in Spenser's vjuasi-archaic use the prefix

seems to be taken as Fore-.]

1. trxsMs. To go beyond, surpass, excel. [So in

F. : in quot. 1374 Skcat takesfi/r a» a conj.]

r 1374 CK.\LXBa Trvyims u 101 In al Troves citee Nas noon
so lair, for p^^i-c every wight. So auiigrtlvk was hir

natyf beautee. 153 . Stxekev Ltt. t» CrvmnrtU in Engtamd
p. Lxxii. So my wytt and capacyte hit for-passyTh. 1550

Covexdaue Sfir. t'trit xxx. Sib, Lyke as the spyryte

forepasseth and ouercommyth the neshe iu Chii>te. 1579
ToatsoN CafWa'r Strm. Ttm. 303 2 They . . know that it

forepasseth all our wits.

b. To exceed ia time-limtt\
Haa Bacon Htn. I'll, 72 The Suhiect should haue his

time of Watch for tiue yeares . . which if bee fore-passed his

Right should be bound for euer after.

2. isstr. To pass beyond. In Spenser : To go
past, pass.

1496 />'*. St. ,<i.\tms, FStJmmg l>iv. Whether over the

water he wvjll forpas. 1590 Siissiit ". ^'. ill. \ .^ CHk
day as hee forpassed by the plaine With weary pace. 1591
— M. //«AfVn/ 51^ Scarse can a Bishoprick forpas them by.

Forpierco, -pinch : see Kob- fnf. 1 5 and 5 b.

Forpine, r. l>f>i. exc. ani. Also 6-7 fore-

pine, [f. For- /«/".' + PtM r.] trans. To cause

to pine or waste away ; to torture, famish, waste.

vOltcn in pa. pple. ; perh. s'mtr.)

. iat>s 1-vv. J91 so Munekes he for-pinede 00 mani are wise.

1*97 *" Glolc tRolls) 115J He lai uorpined in be wounde.

1 a 1366 Cawacaa R*m. A"<av 365 Hir face frounced aad
forpyned. isji Goumkg Cain* « fs. h. 9 He was for-

pyued with extreme sorow. 1377 St. A *g. Afmrata/tLongm.)

so Whom meates putt" up, whom fastyages forepine. * 1618

I. Daviks CMrawrW. tWmu tGrosxn' .-o/i Its wood to be

fore-piade with wasteful! carke. i«*» Sir /'. Dnsk* nr-

rftW ia Arb. Gtmer V. 545 Our long fasting . .might some-

what forepine and waste us. 1865 XtmJtr No. 117.

For-pined my cheek jxhi see.

Hence Forpi-ned, Torpining pfi. m/fs.

1377 Laaav P. PL B. m, 157 Forniynea schrewe ! . 1386

Chavcm P*vt. ao5 Pale as a fot^pyned goost. 1597-* Br.

H.VU. Sat. v. ii. gi Grim Famine sits in their forepined

face. 1818 Milman Saw 92 Forepining day, and vigilant

- -

Forpit, forpet [ff^f*. *)- -Sk and tartA.

dial, [corruption offourth part.] The lourth part

of some other measure, now of a peck.

1793 Saa«aw. A.l: Sttt^ L*M+r±s. VI. 77 As mach mad
as is requisite for sowing a cap-full, or forpet of seed,

a 1794 in Kitson's Sr, ^'.w^i 1. jS*. I ha'e brew'd a forpet

o" mat. 1799 J. Roararscw Afrir. Ptrtm p. vi, 4 Spptes

or forpits - 1 peck or i of a bushel or artot respectively.

18*4 Scott Xfif*M*titt ch. vii. • A forpit or twa of sauh."
" Ht xt»« Bift^r * Htmst efFttwtxxr v. 60 Two pecks

of bear at the cost ot 2. sJ. 1891 inhaaal -

I tShaV

For-plaint, -posaed, -prick : see Fox-prtf.i

Forprise v'i'JprauX ti. Also 7 foreprise.

[a. Ar\ /rTprisf, t farpris : see next.] An excep-

Uon or reservation.

[raaa Rarnvw u. xv. 1 6 SaaaU for* Dole forprise.. 1530

Act *> Htm. I7/A. c. 15 The eacepoons, forpnses. and

utowiskms ia this present pmwoa femaSuaatuunat rl »*o«

Fvisscm tst Pt. FmrmJL to Hee wouMe haa* leaied the

rme with a forcprise or exception of certaine acres. »*I3

SuiH. Ftsca /.*» if!C) ii He shall make no forepnse in

bis Writ. i*>* ia Cotxs. 1*48 in WaxjiTOM Lam Ltx.

Forprise :-.:;. Koni.s : j-S forprise,

,6-yse .0 oforeprise.io -ice, 7 -yae.forseprise .

7- foreprise. [f. AF.farpris. -sf, pa. pple. of/nr-

prtnJrt.farspreiiJrt to except, t/arf-, For- pref.-

+prtmirt to take.]

fnotr. To take out, except, or reserve ; esp in

Law phr. ranxr" ed aW'/arpristd. Now raw*.

[13*3 LuX. Custium. in .Ifaaim. GMmmlU II l. 16S Le Dae
de Brabanat. .ae est forspris par nostre Stignour le Ret

dEagleterre.] 1488^..' -.Hem. K//,c slut The Towaes



FOBQUIDDEB.
of Bcrwyk and (.'arlilc oonly except and furpri-,<rd. 1535
Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 684 Any games, .the game of shotinge

oncly cxceptyd and for|>riscd. 1565 Jfcvvm. De/. AptiL

(1611) 384 Dame loane, I trow, ye will liane foreprised out
of this number. 1620 Hi: IIai.l //on. Alar. Clergy III. iii,

Kore-urizing none but neb as haue the gift of continencie.

1686 A'oya/ I'roclam. 10 Mar. in Lonti. Caz. No. 2120/2
Excepted and always foreprized out of this Our Pardon, all

Treasons [etc.]. 1797 Tomlins Law Die/, s. v. Porprise,

Leases and conveyances, wherein excepted and forprised

is an usual expression. 1864 SlK V. PaLOMVI Xorm.
Iff

ft'itf. 111. 115 One individual alone foreprized.

Forquhy, So. form of 1'ohwhv.

f Forqui-ehe, v. Obs.~ ' [f. Fo»- pre/. 1 + OK.
cwician, f. cwic, Quick a.] intr. To come to life.

e ijoo Trin. Cot/, 1/om. jf We don, alse bing doS, be

blueQ lein on swele, forquiclneo ban here time cuuieri.

Forqui elder. Obs.- ' In 3 forcwiddare.
[f. Koit- -, Fobs- pref. ' + "cwidderc, afjeut-n. I.

cwiddian lo tell.] A foreteller.

alMXK Ancr. A*. 212 peos bcofi hore owune piophetes
forcwiddares.

Forraine, obs. form of FoBBIOK.
For-raked, -raught : see Fob- pref. ' 6 b, 4.

Forra(y, obs. form of Fobay.

t Forre'de, v. Obs. [OK. farridan = OHG.
for-, ferrdlen (Ger. verratheu).'] trans. To de-

ceive, betray, seduce.
a iooo Wiu.kstan 1/om. (Napierj 160 Eadwerd man for-

rad.U: and syftSan acwealde. > 1205 I.av. 14867 purh his

dohter Rouwenne mine uader he uor-radde. a 1225 Juliana
18 Ne nullich leauen owcr read bat forreadecl ou seoluen.
i 1250 (/'en. fif Ex. 2iy2 Do was losep sore for-dred Dat he
wore oc flhur} hem for-red. a 1300 liotiy Xf Soul in Map's
Poems jij The world, .that niani a soule haved for-rad.

Forrede, obs. form of FoBBID.
Forrel(l, Forrester : see Fobbl, Fobebteb.
For-rend : see Foit- pref. ' 5 b.

Forrey,-eie, obs. ff. of Kohay.

t Forri'dden, pple. and ppl. a. Obs. [f. Fob-
pref} + ridden, pa. pple. of Kidk v.] a. Of a per-

son : Wearied with riding, b. Of a horse : That
has been ridden to excess (in quot. transf).
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixi. 62 The court hes done mycurage

cmll, And maid me lane] forriddin muill. 1635 Ckasi.kv
Amanda 23 Young hold-faced Queanes, and oldTore-ridden
lades. i8so Scots Mag. May 422 Sare forridden, my merry
inenyie l-cft me my livan' lane.

tForridel. Obs. [OK. forridel, f. Fob- pref?
+ root of rtdan to RlOB.J One who rides in

advance. Alsoyfj,'. a precursor, a preliminary.
ciooo MtWJIC /lorn. II. 168 Cyuing . Totill.i , . sende his

forridel . . cyflan his to-cyuie flam halgan were, a 1225
Ancr. R. 206 Ofler swuche uor-rideles. /bit/. 300 Al be
uorrideles bet brouhlen in be sunne bet is be deodes hewed
bet me schal totreden anon.
Forrill, var. of FoBIL.
Forrit (fp'rit), adv. Sc. [repr. Fobwabd, or a

coalescence of this with Fohekiuht.] Forward.
1786 iic'HNS Pastoral Poetry vi, Come forrit, honest Allan!

1816 Scott O/d Mori, xxxviii, ' What for are ye no getting
forrit wi' the sowens?' 1826

J.
Wilson Noct.Ambr. Wks.

1855 I. 145 Things wunna retire and come forrit as I wish.
Hence Forritsome a., forward, ' pushing'.
1894 Ckockktt Haiders 200 ' I'm not. .a forritsome man/
Forroast : see Foil- pref. 1 5.
1- ForroO't, v. Obs. [ME.forrolenj. Foil- pre/

A

+ rolen, Roof v.] intr. To ' root ' as a swine.
e 1230 lla/i Meid. 13 Ha in hare wurflunge as eaueres

foriotedcn.

t Forrot, v. Obs. [OE. forrotian, f. Fon-
pref 1 + rotian to Rot ; - MLG. vorrolen (Ger.
verrotten).] intr. To rot away, putrefy.
a 900 Kentish Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 64 Et . . putreseet,

and forrotafl. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, m pine welan forrotiafl
biforan bine ej.an. a 1225 Ancr. R. 138 Wifluten salt fleshs
..forroteo sone.

^
a 1300 Seven Sins iv. in E. E. P. (1862) 17

pou salt.. for-roti to axin and erbe.

fig. 1340 Ayenb. 205 Chastete . . bet uorrotede ine be
watere of uoule lostes.

Hence Forro tted ppl. a., putrefied, rotten.

'897 K- *w>t» Gregory's Past. xvii. (1871) 124 Daet sio
reflnes oaes wines 3a forrotedan wunde . . claensi^e. 1340
Ayenb. 148 pe leme uorroted ssolde ssende pe hole.

T FOTTOW, adv. and prep. St. Obs. [prob. short.

f. Fobouth, Fokwith ; cf. ototv=outouth, outwith.
See Aforrow, Tokokkow.] A. adv. Beforehand,
in advance. B. prep. liefore (in time or place\
1375 Barbour Brace 1. 120 Walys ensample mycht have

bene To 30W, had Je it forow sene. Ibid. vli. 145, I will
that he ga forrow vs. 1474 Acta Audit. (1839) 35 On friday
forou witsonday. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 73
On that nycht ane lytill forrow da.

Forrow, obs. form of Fobay.
For-rue, -run : see ¥on- pref. \ 2,6 b and 8.

t Forsa'do. Obs. rare. [a. Sp. forcado, now
writtenforzado.] A galley-slave.
1625-6 Pcrchas Pilgrims n. 1367 There were many other

Christian Slaues, but more then two hundred Forsados.
1722 D. Coxk Carolina 28 The Majority of the Inhabitants,
are Forc'adoes or fore'd People, having been Malefactors in
some Parts of Mexico.
Forsaid : see Fokksaid.
Forsake ((jijse'-k), v. Pa. t. forsook (f(Xisuk).

l'a. pple. forsaken ffjJjs^'k'n). Forms: Pres.l.
I forsace, {Nortliumb. foresacco), 2-3 south.

vorsake, 'fursake, 4 south, vorsake, forsak, 6

t
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forsayke), 2- forsake. Pa. t. 1 fors6c, 3-4
forao(c)k, south, vorsoc, -k, 3-6 foraoke, ^4

forsuk e, 6 foresoke
; , 6 7for«ooke, 4- forsook;

also 7 weakform forsaked. J'a. pple. 1 foraacen,

3-4 furaake(n, foraakin, -yn, 3 foraoc, 4 6

foraake, 6-9 foraook e, '"j forsoken), 3- for-

aaken ; weak forms 3 4 foraaked, -id. [OJ'-.

forsacan, t. Foe- prefj + sacan to contond, dispute,

deny; cf. OS. forsakan (I)u. verzaken), OHG.
firsahhan to deny, repudiate, renounce.

J

1 1. tians. To deny i^an accusation, an alleged

fact, etc.)- Obs.
c 1S50 Gen. <y Ex. 1767 Stiilftc ic for-«ake. 1297 R.

Glouc. (17Z4J 473 ^uf eni ck-rc as felun were itake, & vor
felon iproutd, »x ne iiu^tc it nojt uor.sakc. c 1374 L'iiAt;*Ji.i<

Botth. 11. j>r. iv. 27 iCaiiilj. MS.), I ne may nat for-sake the
ryht swyftc coursof my prospcritc. 1389 Strut. 1 M S. Helm.-,

X'ifAnanie and Satira) forsukcn i<» Petir h«re monci |»ai \'ci

uulden. <: 1440 /'romp. I'aru. 172/2 F'orsakyn, and denyyn,
abnego. 61511 lit Eug, lik. Amer. (Arb.) lntrod. ji/i

They fur^aku that maria is the moder uf yu<l.

+ b. To deny knowledge of (a person}. Obs.
t 1340 Cursor Al. lywj (Trin.) Petur..had fur>akc hi-,

lurd lyrics on a rowc. c 1400 Maunijkv. (i&yj) viii. 91 Seynt
1'cter forsukc our Lord thrics.

fc. To deny, renounce, or repudiate allegiance

to (God, a lord, etc.). Also rarely, j>W.rtf/Y' to.

a 1215 Juliana 33 Mi leader & mi moder for bi bat ich

mile be forsaken; hahlje fursake me, ^1300 Cursor A/.

21*205 Pa" Sil ' a" baa..Es fiuiden lelc in cristen lai, Oither
to iesu crist for-sake, <^r nnderli sa wraful wrake. Ihiti.

25149 Wicked man, \r.a godd forsaken. 1483CAX10N Gold.

Leg, 81 l>/2 J*'or we haue not folowed the synr.e of our fadrcs

that forsoken theyr (iod. 1537 Ihtry Wilts (Camden) iji, I

forsake the Hy^ihopjie of Koines \surpyt pt^tier.

fd. To ' deny ' (oneself) ; = UKSY v. 7. Obs.
1 1175 Lamb. Horn. 145 Forsake him se<jlf, and bere his

rode, c 1440 Hylton Siata Per/. (W. de W. 1404, I. xlii,

Who soo wyllcoine after me, forsake hyinself. 1576 FLEMING
J'anopi. tipist. 80 As renouncing and forsaking inee selfe,

f 2. To decline or refuse (something offered _).

With simple obj. or to and inf. Obs.

a 800 Corpus Gloss. 650 Dstraitauit, forsooc. c 893 K.

/RWUKD Oros. 11. iv. § 2 An consul, .forsot bone triumphal).

a 1000 Laws Edgar ii. § 8 pone [mynet] nan man ne forsace.

/< 1225 Juliana 11 Sei me hwi bu forsakest bi syitti selh&e.

1297 K. GtOUC. (1724) 411 Koberd hym hybo^te . . bat yt

w»s wel gret trauayl, to l>e kyng of bulke loud . . War boru
he. .vorsoc yt al out. < 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B)
250 pai offerd gold ensense & myrre, and bou forMOke none
of birre. 1395 A. A. IP'iils (1882) y My sone and . . his wif

haue forsake to he inyne executours. 1470-85 Maj.oky
Arthur vi. xviii, The thre kuyghtes. .yelded liem vnlo syr

kay and sir kay forsoke hem and said he foughte netier with

hem. 1593 Greene Ntivsfr. Heaven #t lletl 1> iij \>, This
Hrick-layer who forsooke to goe into Heauen because his

wife was there. X605 CaHDEM Rem. (1637) 275 He .. for-

sooke a right worshipful roome when it was offered to him.

L1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 335 He. .forsakes his Foo<l.J

absol. 1382 Wyci.iF I'rov. I. 24, I clepede, and ;ee forsoken.

f b. To decline or refuse to bear, encounter,

have to do with, undertake ; lo avoid, shun. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. A*. 182 Nolde me tellen him aire monne

dustiest, bet forsoke eiiue buffet, uor one speres wunde.

1375 IIakijour liruce xiv. 315 Na multitud he forsuk of

men, Quhill he hade ane aganis ten. 1389 111 Eng. Gilds

(1870) 54 Qwo-so l>e chosen. .& he forsake his offyce he xal

paye. .iijj. i398TkEvisA Earth. De P. R. xvi. lxiii. iTollem.

M.S.), A nober kynde of magnas, bat forsakeb yren and
dryueb it awey. <. 1400 Lanfram's Cirurg. 173 Ifaleche
be in straunge cuntre . . he schal forsake alle maner of curis

bat ben harde to do. 1573 Tusskk Hush. (1580) 81 Hanging
on the Crosse, no shame he did forsake. 1576 Fleming
J'anopi. Epist. 33 We followe libertie, and forsake servitude.

•fc. To refuse respect or obedience to (a com-
mand, duty, etc.) ; to disregard. Also, to neglect

{to do something). Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 111 Swa saul be king dude be forsech

godes heste. a 1300 Cursor M. 6523 Sum of bairn bis fast

forsoke. Ibid. 28246 Ic for-soke oft to kyrk at ga. 1340
Hamfole Pr.Consc. 4406 Al bas men.. pat sal forsake to

wirk Cristes werk. 1387 Tkevisa lligden (Rolls) VI. 273
pe kynges knyjtes. .forsook Clito his faire byhestes.

3. To give up, renounce, a. To give up, part

with, surrender {esp. something dear or valued).

Passing into sense 4.

< 893 K. Alfred Oros. 1. xu. § 3 He Jxet wa;s eall for-

sacende. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 147 Hie forsoken be

wereld and eorSliche wele. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn.

195 Vor bine luue ich uorsoc al bet me leof was. a 1300
Cursor M. 23045 paa bat ..al |>is werld welth forsok. < 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.)xix. 88 He hase forsaken wyfand childer

and all be ricches . . of be werld. 1582 ISentley Mon.
Matrones ii. 12, I rather did forsake my right than to

behold such cruelnesse. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. 1, ix. 12 b, Forsaking the name of a Captayne any
longer, caused himselfe to be called king. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr. 157 For himself himself he must forsake. 1781
Cowper Hope 585 Forsaking country, kindred, friends.

b. To break off from, renounce (an employment,
design, esp. an evil practice or sin ; also, a belief,

doctrine), f Till 17th c. occas. with inf. as object.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 He seal his sunne uor-saken. c 1200
Vices «y Virtues ( 1888) 23 Nu &urh godes grace bu hes hafst
forsaken. < 1305 SI. Atuirew 6 in E. E. P. (1862) 98 pis

obere here nettes gonne forsake. 1382 Wyclif Heb. x. 25
Not forsakynge oure gederinge to gidere, as it is of custom
to sum men. t 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 42 t>e emperour
.. forsuke Cristen fayth. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 49
Who wil allege the temple for glorie of our chirche, fforsake
he to be cristen. -1460 Pol. Eel. -y L. Poems 118661 236
Vertu, godede, & almisdede, am al for-sake. 1548-9 (Mar.)

POB.SABY.

Ilk. Com. Prayer { IJaptismj, I>oest thou forsake the dc-uill

and all his workes? 1558 Bp. Waison Sev. Sacrum, xxix.

186 He must forsake to dwel with hys falher and mother.

1601 CHESTER Love's Mart , Dialogue ccxvii, Haue I for-

sooke to bathe me in the llouds. 1697 Urvoen Virg. Georg.
IV. 218 Streighlen'd by my Space, I must forsake: This 'I ask.

1703 Maijnijkeix Jouru. Jerus. (1732) J40 We were fond
to forsake our intended visit. 1844 Stanley Arnold (1858)

II. viii. 14 Nor that the doctrine of Chri-.t crucified has
been so forsaken. 1894 J. T. PoWLER Adamtian Iiitrod.

56 I h': southern Picts .. had forsaken idolatry.

4. To abandon, leave entirely, withdraw from ;

esp. to withdraw one's presence and help or com-
panionship from ; to desert. *)' To forsake patch :

?to quit the spot.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1228 He bairn for-soke 111 al bei nedis.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vi. 7 Til w.haim now he spekisfor-

sakand b;iire felaghschip. t 1386 CHAUCER Friars 1'. ^^4,

I wol holde company with the, Til it be so that thou forsake

me. c 1422 HoccLEVE Lcam to Die 5<j6 Fc^rsake y am,
frend&hipe y can noon fynde. ( 1489 Caxios Sonnes oj
Ayiuon xxi. 461 Whan mawgys sawe that they forsoke the

place, he followed theym not. '#1533 Lu, Bekners Huon
exxxviii. 516 They .. forsoke theyr horses on the see syde.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Matrimony, And for aking
all other kepe thee only lo her. 1602 CAREW ' ormvall
i J5a, The F<^y men gave them so rough entertaynmenl al

theil welcome, that they were glad to forsake patch, without
bidding farewell. 1674 Mariiniere Voy. N . Countries 64
The night forsook us quite, the Sun continuing always in

our sight. 1713 Ai>i>ison Cato 11. vi, Thou hast !"> 100k

Thy Juha's cause. 1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist. (1770) V. 318
Larks .. forsake that climate in winter. 1816 J. Wilson
City of Plague n. iv, I implored her lo forsake the city.

1833 I.. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 115 The road forsakes the

river. 1841-4 Kmkhson An., Love Wks. (Ilohn) I. 71 '1 In ,

passion .. though it begin with the young, yt forsakes not

the old. i860 TVNIMLL GhtC. i. XXVli. 197 ll (a hut] was
forsaken, and half buried in the snow. 1881 Jowfcil
Thucyd. I. 45 Those who forsake allies whom they have
sworn to defend.

absol. ^1839 J'kau. Poeiiu (1864J I. 363 He'll learn to

flatter and forsake. 1841 Lank Arab. Nts. 1. 100 If thou
forsake, we verily iUt the same.

f b. Of tilings; To fail, disappoint the hopes
of. Obs.
1526 Pifgr. Per/ (W. de W. 153O 6 The corruplyble

rycliesse <jf this worlde. . forsake th and deceyuetb him whan
he weneth l>est. 1610 lir. Carleton Juried, v. 7 (

Ii i-. not

to be marueiled, if the truth of Religion afterward for aked
them. 1774 Goldsm, Nat. Hist. iiTjbj V. 361 Their food

. .never forsakes them in those warm latitudes.

Forsaken /jXis^-k'n
, fforsake, ppr «•

[pa. pple. of FOBMAKE v.\ In senses ot the verb.

1. Deserted, left solitary or desolate.

^1305 Pilate 238 iii E. A". P. (1862) 117 He .. caste bit

wiboute be toun among oldc walles forsake. 1388 Wvcii*
Ps. lxii[ij. ^ In a lond forsakun. < 1430 Lvixi. / 'enus-Maa in

Lay Folks Mass l>k. (1879) Notes 395 Me semeth amonjjes
all I am on of the most f<^r-sake. 1590 SffeNSEH /'. Q. 1. iii.

3 Forsaken, wofull, Mjlitarie mayd. 1614 Raleigh Hist.

World 11. (1634) 532 This banished Nation retained their

..love of their forsaken Country. 1791 Mrs. RaDCLIFEE
Rom. Forest ii, This apparently forsaken edifice might be

a pl.t e of refuge to banditti. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cow/.

(1876; IV. xviii. 218 Their forsaken state was not owing to

any oppression.

t b. Of words : Disused, obsolete. Obs.

1612 BsEREWOOO Lang. <\ Kelig. vi. 53 The articles of
league . . could very hardly in his time be understood, by
reason of the old forsaken words.

t 2. Morally abandoned. Also absol. Obs.

1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 206 Hot, quhair the iust

dois ioyne thame with forsakin, lie v/ar thay get not wickit

Acabs takin. 1597 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. xlii. § 13 I ho *
impious forsaken miscreants.

Hence Foraa kenly adv. ; Forsakenness.
1591 Hakington Orl. Fur. xxxn. xlvii, leaves .. lor-

sakenly about the tree doth lye. 1621 Ladv M. Wroth
Urania 93 To make me the more miserably end with neg-
lectiue forsakennesse. 1840 Carlvle Heroes I1858) 252 So
could the Hero IDante], in his forsakenness.. still say to

himself. 1876GEO. Eliot Dan. Der. I, xvii Tragedies of the
copse, .where the helpless drag wounded wings forsakenly.

Forsaker (t#i& kar). Now rare. [f. Koksakk
v. + -ek '.] One who forsakes.

138a WYCLIF Isa. xxx. 1 Wo ! 3ee sonus forsakeres leith

the Ix>rd. ? 1507 Co/umunyc. (W. de W.i liij, Of synne
a forsaker. 1689 De/ Liberty agst. Tyrants 1 jy They may
justly l>e called forsakers and traytors. 1821 Examiner
803/2 The faithless forsakers of Parga. 1879 Gso. KliOT
Tfieo.Such 159 In this sort of love it is the forsaker who
has the melancholy lot.

Forsaking (f^jsi'kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fobsakk v.

+ -LNU i.] 'I he action of the vb. Fobsake.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1637 Then helpeth ther no pledyng there,

Ne forsakyng. c 1440 Hvlion Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494J
1. xxxviii, Traueyle. .whiche to an uncunnyng man semyth
a fors;»kyng of god. 2536 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531)

23 b, For y forsakyng of one worlde, we shall haue more.,

than there is . . in an .. hondred thousande worldes. 1611

Bible Isa. vi. 12 Vnttll .. there be a great forsaking in the

midst of the land, a 1612 Donne Biatfai>aT« (1644) 16 Ever
in his forsakings there are degrees of Mercy. 1842 HAMMING
•SVr«/.(i848) I. xviii. 268 The forsaking of the light ofGod's

countenance is our portion in the lot of sinners.

t Fo*rsar(y. Obs: [ad. Fr. \forsaire, -faire,

now superseded by forcat."\ A galley-slave.

1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XL 284 As toching the for-

sares, He could not of his honour rendre them, having before

gyven them libertye. a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/ 1. (1586) 182

The Masse was said in the Gallics., in Presence of the

Forsaris. 17*1 Stryi-e Ecct. Mem. II. 1. xviii. 149 A pro-

clamation., that., every such author, .be committed into the

galleys, there to row in chains, as a slave or forsary.
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II FOTSat. Obs. rare — 1
. [Fr. ; now written

format.] Iu phrase To play at forsat ( = F. jotter

an forcat) : to adhere strictly to certain rules

the observance of which is not generally obligatory.

1674 Cotton Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 340
If you play at forsat it hat is the rigour of the play) he that

deals wrong loseth one and his deal.

Forsay, -scald, -scattered : see For- pre/. 1

Forse : see Force.

tForsee, v. Obs. [OY./orse'on, f. Yok- pre/. 1

+ stfon to see ; = OS. /orsehan (l)u. verzien), OHG.
/ar-, /ersehan (mod.Ger. versehen).] trans. To
disregard, despise, overlook.

971 Blickl. Horn. 37 Ne forseoh bu na:fre bine ^ecynd.

C 1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 Ne bi<S his niehte nohwer for-se^en.

a iaz$St. Marker. 15 Ha blindlunge ga8 and forseoSgodd.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xci. 12 [xcii. n] For-segh iniu egh,

lokande, pas pat ere mine ille-willande.

Forsee : see Foresee.

t Forseek, v. Obs. [f. Yob- pre/* + Seek.]
trans. To seek thoroughly, seek out.

a 1300 Sarmun 50 in E. E. P. (1862) 2 |>e wormis bat hit

habbib al for-so^t. 1584 Greene Card* of Eancie Wks.
fGrosartl IV. 161 To deuise his destruction which simply
foresought thy preferment. 16x4 J. DavIBS Eclog. 98 Wks.
(Grosart) II. 20/1 Vartue it's sed (and is an old said saw) Is

for hur selfe, to be forsought alone.

b. To weary (oneself 1 with seeking.
a 1300 Cursor M . 17597 Pa 'r sandes come again vn-spedd

pai war for-soght pain vp and dun.

Forseethe : see For- pre/. 1

5.

Forsemens : see Foroement.
For-sench: see Yobe- pre/ 1

5.

Forsene : see Forcene.

Forset (f^ise't), v. Now dial. Also 6. 9 fore-.

[OE. /orsettan, i. For- pref.* + settan to Set; =
MHG. versetzen. OE. had/orsitlau in same sense.]

1. trans. To beset {lit. andyf^.) ; to bar (a way;
with dat. of person) ; to surround, invest (a city,

etc.) ; to waylay, entrap (a person or animal).
.900 tr. Bxdds Hist, in. xiv. [xix.J (1891) 212 J>xt heo

him bone heofonlicau weg forsette & fortynde. 13.. E. £.
Allii. P. B. 78 My goniez .. for-settez on vche a syde be
cete aboute. 01330 R. Brunne Chron. IVdce (Rolls) 1815
For-setten byfore, & eke byhynde Wyb crokes ilkon ober
gan bynde. ? a 1400 Morte Art/t. 1896 Thay hade at ^one
foreste forsette vs the wayes. 1 1430 C/iez>. Assign* 251
Thow haste forsette be }onge qwene. £1470 Hardin<;
Citron, clxxi. iv, Knightes, A lilell fro Duresme their
waye forsett. 1577 Holinsheo Chron. I. Scotl. 437/1
The Earle of Angus caused the Castell to be forsette. 1598
Manwood Lawes Forest xx. § 4 (1615) 171/1 They might
hunt and chase the wild beasts .. towards the forest, so that
they do not forestal nor foreset them in their return. 1871
Daily News 13 Aug., The watcher and policeman then
' foreset ' the defendants, whom they captured. 188a Lane.
Gloss., Far-set (Furness 1

, to waylay.

2. Se. To overburden or overpower with work.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems xxii. 11 Forsett is ay the falconis

kynd, Bot euir the inittane is hard in mynd.
Hence + Forset sb. Obs. ? A stratagem.
t 1330 K. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2912 Ne schal

nought Brenne bede me trypet J>at y ne schal turne hym
wib a forset.

Forset, obs. form of Faucet.
Forshake : see For- pre/. 1 1

.

t Forshakel. 06s. [f. For- pre/'- + shakel,

Shackle sb.] (See quot.)
1304 in Rogers Agric. «y Prices I. xxi. 538 [The forshakel

of Cheddington (1304) and the lustlegg of Trillek and Troy
{1308, 1328; are local equivalents of the plough-shoe].

+ Forsha'me, v. Obs. [OE. /orseeamian, f.

For- pre/A + seeamian : see Shamed.] intr. To
be greatly ashamed. In OE. also impersonal.
C897 K. ALlfred Gregory's Past, xxi. 1 v.ji>,t.-t hieon^ieten

5eet hie mon tade. .& hie forscami^e. a 1050 Liber Scintill.

viii. (1889)40 On him sylfum be his synnum a^enum for-

sceamisean. 1200 Ormin 12528 pe deofell wennde awe33
anan Forrshamedd offhimm sellfenn.

t Forslia'pei v. Obs. For forms see Shape v.

[OE. /orseeppan str. vbM f. Yob- pre/* + seeppan :

see Shape v.] trans. To metamorphose, trans-

form ; to misshape, disfigure.

.1000 ^lfric Gen. 308 (Or.) Heo ealle forsceop drihten
to deoflum. <i 1225 Ancr. R. 120 Hwat }if eni ancre . . is

forschupped to wuluene. 1 1350 Will. Palerne 4394 Ich
forschop be banne In bis wise to a werwolf. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxlii. (1495) 69S Ydo made a maw-
met : and forshaped it in the stede of god. 1480 Descr.
Brit. 54 A man and a woman most nedes ben. .forshapen in

to likenes of wolues. -1532 Dewes Introd. Fr.'xw Palsgr.

956 To forshape, transmitter. 1884 Child Ballads 11. xxxi.

291/2 Her stepmother had forshapen her.

Hence Forshaped, Forshapen///. adjs., trans-

formed, misshapen. Forsha'ping, a deformity.

Also Forschuppild (ii) [see -ild], a transformer.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 120 WreSoe is a uorschuppild. < 1320

Cast. Love 640 He were al sobfast mon, pat no forschippyng
weore him on. c 1440 Hvi.ton Saila Per/. (W. de W. 1494)
11. vi, Remedyes. .by the which » forshapen soule maye be
restored agayne. 1530 Palsgr. 157 A monstre, a wonder-
full thyng or forshapen,

Forshend, -shoot: see Yob.- pre/* 1 and 8.

Forshield : see Fokkkhikld.

t Forshrillk, v. Obs. [OE. /orscrinean, f.

For- pre/ 1 + scrinean y Shrink v.~\ intr. To
shrink up, dry up.

1 1000 ^Elfric Job vii. 5 Min hyd .. is forscruncen.
< 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 19 Da sona forscrar.c ba;t

fic-treow. a 1500 Flower <y Lea/lii, The beauty of hir fresh

coloures, For^nronke with heat.

t Forshut , v. Obs. [OE. /orseyttan, f. For-
pre/ 1 + scyttan to Shut,] trans. To shut off or

out ; hence, to preclude, prohibit.

c 1000 Altoc Horn. I. 540 Hi heofodon folces synna, and
heora wrace on him sylfum forscytton. £'1150 Departing
Soul's Addr. Body 13 Nu is thin muth forscutted. 1430
Pilgr. Ly/ Manhode 1. xlv. (1S69) 27 It forshetteth yow
from passinge ouer. 1530 Palsgb. 109 Forclorre, to schutte
out or forschut.

Forsight : see Foresight.
Forsin, sb. : see Yobk- pre/ 4 a.

+ Forsin, v. Obs. [OE. /orsyngian weak vb.,

f. For- pre/ l + syngian : see Sin v.] In pa. pple.,

Ruined by sin, burdened with sin.

a 1000 Laws 0/ Edgar\ OfPenitents § 12 Ne wur<5 ainij

man on worlde swa swide forsynjad, be he. CI175 Lamb.
Horn. 95 He demaS sti5ne dom bam forsune^ede. c iaoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 187 To freurende bo forsinejede.

Forsink : see Yoh- pre/ 1
5.

+ Forsrt, v. Obs. [OY./orsittan
f
i.YoB- pre/ 1

+ sittan to Sit.]

1. trans. To defer, delay ; to neglect, omit.

/( 940 Laws of JEthelstan 11. § 2o(Schmid) Gifh«a£emot
forsitte briwa. c 1205 Lav. 28518 Wah swa hit for-sete

[c 1275 for-seate] bat be king hete.

2. = Forfeit. (? Miswritten forforfeited
': ,1 1400 Ipomadon (Kiilbingi 1854 Whence ys in bis contre,

At his will well ye maryede be, Ellyes forsytte youre londe.

Forsite : see FoBCIT*.

tForslack, foreslack, v. Obs. [f. For-
pre/ 1 + Slack v.]

1. intr. To be or jjrow slack ; to pall. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23794 We wreches wit vr will for-sakes,

bat selenes bat neuer for-slakes. 1S79 Tomson CalvhCs
Serm. Tim. 22^/2 The tentations whiche sinne hath wrought,
may in no wise make vs worse or forslake in our calling.

2. trans. To be slack in, neglect ; to lose or

spoil by slackness or delay. Also with in/ as obj.

1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1596)62/1 Bicause. .we foreslacke

our praieng, or be not so vigilant therein as we should.

Ibid. 77/2 The Official! thinking to foreslacke no time .

.

Iaide handes upon this Peter. 1594 Carew 'lasso (1881) 27

He spitefull warie is, ne ought foreslackes Hierusalem with

new force to supply. 1596 Spensek F. Q. vii. vii. 45 They
. . love eschewed-That might forslack the charge to them
foreshewed. 1636 Featlv Clavis Myst. xxi. 266 Be not

negligent, nor fore slacke thy opportunity. 1660 H. Moke
Myst. Goiil. v. xvii. 210 This Prophecie of the Churches
change into so excellent a state may be foreslacked by the

ill management and faithlesness of them.

Hence Forslacking vbl. sb., delay, hesitation.

1600 Holland Livy xlii. I vii. (1609) 1148 All forslacking

. .now would greatly prejudice their reputation.

t Forsleep, v . Obs. [f. For- pre/ * + Sleep v.]

a. intr. Only in pa. pple. : Overcome with sleep.

b. trans. To neglect through sleep.

138a Wvclif Prov. xxiii. 34 The steris man al forslept, the

steer staf lost. 1571 Campion Hist. /ret. vii. (1633) 21

Before the general! Hood . . when every man foreslept the

monition.

t Forsli*Hg, v . Obs.— 1 In 5 pa. pple. ver-

slongen. [ad. Du. verslinden : cf. Cier. verschlin*

gen.] trans. To swallow down, gobble up.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 10 Of XV. [chyldren] I haue
but foure in suche wyse hath this theef forslongen them.

t Forsli'nger, v. Obs.— l In 5 forslynger.

[a. Du. verslingeretiy f. ver- = For- pre/ 1 + sliit'

geren, to twist, throw.] trans. To beat, belabour.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 16 That one had an leden

malle, and that other a grete leden wapper, therwyth th^y
wappred and al for slyngred hym.
Forslip : see For- pre/* 3.

t Forslo'cken, v. Obs.~ l
[f. For- pre/* +

Slocken.] Pa. pple. only : Drowned.
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 40 The moone is al blodi and

dymme. .that signefieth lordship forslokend in synne.

fForslO'th, v. [f. F or- pre/.* + Sloth v.]

trans. To lose, miss, neglect, spoil, or waste

thiough sloth. Also with in/ as obj.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (1724) 197 Wanne hii (France & ober

londes] for soke ys, & for slewbed [7'. r. uorslewedej & to

non defence ne come. C 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 276
Thou wolt . . for-sleuthen wilfully thy tyde. 1390 Gower
Conf. 1 1. 190 The prelats now . . Forsloulhen that they sholden

tille. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. viii. 52 Ich .. botere, melke,

and chese For-sleube[d] in my seruice. .1440 Ps. Pentt.

(1894) 33 Y haue forsleuthid thi service. < 1470 in Myrcs
Par. Priest (1868) 64 Alle graces that thowe hast for-

slowthed. 1555 Am. Parker Ps. xxxiii, Forslouth not thys.

a "557 Mks. Basset tr. A/ore's Treat, the Passion Wks.
1362/2 Hee forslouthed to praye and call for gods help.

Forslow, foreslow, v. Obs. exc. areh.

Forms: 1 forsliwian, 3-4 for-, south, vorslewe,
6-7 for(e)slow(e, ,6 foresloe^. Pa. t. 6-7 for(e>

slowed, (6 -slowe). Pa. pple. 3 vorslewede, 6

for(e)slowed, -slowne, 9 foreslowen. [OE.
/orsldivian, f. For- pre/* + sldwian to be slow, f.

sltho, Slow a."]

+ 1. trans. To be slow or dilatory about ; to lose

or spoil by sloth ; to delay, neglect, omit, put off.

Also with in/ obj. Obs. exc. areh.
(888 K. ^lered Boeth. x, J>u naht ne forslawodest bxt

bu bin agen feorh for bine ne sealdest. 1297 K. Glouc.

(Rolls) 4055 Wanne hii vorsoke is & uorslewede [v.r. for

slewbed] & to none defense ne come. C1315 Shoreham 114

Hyt hys thorwe besynesse That men for-slewyth hyt. t 1386

Chaucer Pars. T. F611 This foule sinne Accidie .. for-

sleweth and forsluggeth, and destroyeth alle goodes tem-

poreles. 1507 Will of Duke (Somerset Ho.), My tithes

forgoten or torslewyd. 1585 Am-. Sanuvs Serm. (1841) 172

By procrastination. .& forslowing our turning to the Lord.

1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xli. xlvii, He foresloed when
he was on ground To be baptized. 1633 Hanmer Chron.
Irel. 171 Do good then here, fore slow no time. 1677 W.
Hlhhauu Narrative 71 They were resolved to foreslow

no opportunity. 1862 Sir H. Taylor St. Clement's Eve
in. vi, Rash attempts shall fitly be foreslowen.

t 2. To make slow, delay, hinder, impede, ob-

struct ; to slacken. Obs. exc. areh.
*$&$-&] Foxe A. «$ M. (1596) 274/2 He foreslowed not his

iourneie. 1579 Spenser Slieph. Cat. June 119 Least night

with stealing steppes doe you forsloe. 1603 Sir C. Heydon
fud. Astrol. xxi. 474 Satume doth onely foreslow the

operation of the Moone; the rest of the Planets doe alt

further her working, a 1660 Hammond Wks. (1684) IV. 565
If they be any time foreslowed and trashed by either out-

ward or inward restraints. 1682 Dryden To Duchesson her
return 15 The wond'ring Nereids. . ForeslowM [Bellprinted
foreflowed] her passage to behold her form. 1855 Singleton
Virgil I. 140 What delay foreslows the laggard nights,

absol. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 261 Nature . . doth not

either preuent or foreslow vnlesse shee be prouoked.

f 3. intr. To be slow or dilatory. Obs.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. x\. 8 Although God forslow

and delay for a while, yit. .the time of vengeance will surely

come. 1593 Shaks. 3 //#«. VI, 11. iii. 56 Foreslow no
longer, make we hence amaine.

Hence Porslowed ///. a., Porslow ing vbl. sb.

Also Porslower, one who 'forslows\
1500 Cartwright in Presbyt. Rev. Jan. (1888) 116 Much

les cast you into forfiture for a fooresloed [printed foore-

stoed] letter. 1593 Nashe Christs T. 81 b, Of these fore-

slowers it is sayde . . I will spue them out of my mouth.
xGn Cotgr., Actrochement . . a staying, delaying, or fort-

slowing, of a Suit.

Forslug : see For- pre/ * 3.

Forsment, obs. form of Forcement.

1 Forsmerl, v. Obs.- 1
[f. For- pre/* +

Smerles ointment.] trans. To anoint.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19985 (Edin.) In quile [cristis] nam for-

smerlid tald es he.

t Forsmi'te, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/* + Smite.]

trans. To smite in pieces ; to strike down.
.1205 Lay. 1598 He hine for-smat a-midden. ^1314 Gmy
Warxv. (A.) 3621 For-smiten bai be bat neuer after schullen

y-the. c 1420 Pallad. on Ilusb. III. 272 As thyng with leyt

forsmyton, wol they die. ^1475 Partenay 2104 Fighting

ful manly, On all for-smete.

t Forsomuxh, fl'fe. Obs. = Forasmuch.
1454 in Burton & Kaine Hemin^brough 393 Forsomykill

as I have certeyn knawledge. 1561 WinJet Cert. Tract.

ii. (1888) 16 Forsamekle as [etc.], 1611 BtSLI Luke xix. 9
Forsomuch as he also is the sonne of Abraham. 1648

Z. Boyd in Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 30/1 Forsameikle as

[etc.].

Forsongen : see For- pre/* 6 b.

Forsooth. (ff?JS/7*b), adv. Forms: i foraoff,

3-4 forsop(e, 4 south, vorzope, 3-6 forsoth(e,

(3 forsothtvh, 4 for-suth, 4 forsoothe), 4-5 Se.

for-suth, (4 Sc. fursuth, 5 for-sute, Se. -suith), 6

forsouth, {Se. -aoith), 6- forsooth. [OE./orsoti,

f. Yuiiprep. +sod, Sooth sb., written as one word.]

1. fa. In truth, truly. Also in phrase, j'orsooth

to say, /orsooth and j'orsooth (cf. verily, verily),

/orsooth and Gcd. Obs. b. Now only used

parenthetically with an ironical or derisive state-

ment.
( 888 K. Alfred Boeth. xiv. § 3 Wite bu forsob ba:t nan

Rod ne derabbam be hit ah. aM Ancr. R. 88 Auh for-

so&e so hit is. c 1300 Harrow. Hell^40 He nam him. . Vnto
belle for sobe to sei. 1393 Langi.. P. PLC. xvn. 303 And
when a man swereb for sob, for sob he hit troweb. c 1481

Plumpton Corr. 42 For sute, madam, I lost all that I payd
for him. 1523 Li>, Bekneks Froiss. Pref. 2 Forsothe and

Cod, this hath nioued me at the highe comaundement of

my .. lorde kynge Henry the VIII. 1547 Homilies 1. Of
Faith (1859) 43 He confirineth with a double oath, saying,

Forsooth and forsooth I say unto you [etc.]. 1642 R. Car-

penter Experience 1. xiv. 107 After every word even when
they speake to young greene Boyes, they come with yes

forsooth, and no forsooth. 1667 Pei-ys Diary 25 Mar., By
and by comes Mr. Lowther and his wife and mine, and into

a box, fbrsooth, neither of them being dressed. 1711 Steei k

Sped. No. 79 r 9 She has no Secrets, forsooth, which should

make her afraid to speak her Mind. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi fourn.

France I. 109 That they might be at liberty forsooth to clap

and hiss. 1809 10 Colkrid<;e Friend (1865) 202 He re-

proaches me with treachery, because forsooth I had not sent

him a challenge! 1842 Browning Waring 1. ii, How, for-

sooth, was I to know it? 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Ecvn.

165 Reserve forsooth ! 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy <y Viola

I. 21 A very happy couple we should have made, for-sooth.

2. quasi-j^. An act of saying /orsooth.

1712 Steele Spect. No. 266 P 4 Her innocent forsooths,

yes's, and 't please yous.

Hence Porsooth sb., one who uses the word fre-

quently, an affected speaker. Forsooth v. trans.

to say ' forsooth ' to, treat ceremoniously.

1604 B. Jonson Penates Wks. (Rtldg.) 541 You sip so like

a forsooth of the city. 1660-1 Pei-ys Diary 16 Jan., The
sport was how she had intended to have kept herself un-

known, and how the Captaine . . of the Charles had for-

soothed her, though he knew her well and she him.

t ForSO'pil, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/* +? sopil,

SuiTLJi. But the reading and sense are doubtiul.]



PORSPAN. 471 FORSWOUNDEN.

^*3'5 Shoreham 165 For death scholdc his meystryes

kethe and for-sopil and for-sethe In deathes beitde.

t rorspa'n, v. Obs. [OE. /orspanan, f. For-

pre/ [ + spanan to entice ; = OS. /orspanan, OIIG.

farspanan.] trans. To entice, seduce.

rxooo /Klfric Horn. 11.226 Gehwa sefteoSerne toleahtrum
forspend. . is mansla^a. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 223 Warbba bat

wif for-spannen burh be deofles lare.

Forspeak (ffusprk), v. Also fore-, [f. For-

pre/J + Speak. OE. had/orspecan to deny.]

1. trans. To bewitch, charm. Obs. exc. Sc.

ri44o Promp. Pari'. 173/1 For-spekyn, or charmyn,fasciun.
.1460 Tmvnelcy jVvj*. (Surtees) 115 Sylhen told me a clerk,

that he was forspokyn. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Wiichcr.wx.

ii. 45 They [the witches] sale they have . . forespoken hir

neighbour. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 296 Whosoeuer shall

enchant or fore-speake any corne or fruits of the earth.

n 1658 Fokd, etc. Wiich Edmonton 11. i, Urging, That my
bad tongue. . Forespeaks their cattle. 1895 [see below],

t 2. To forbid, renounce. Obs.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Abdicere .. to forspeake : to

cast of or renounce. 1579 J. Stubbes GapingGulfY. viij b,

If he should speede (which God forspeake).

f 3. To speak against, speak evil of. Obs.
a 1300 [see below]. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. in. vii. 3 Thou

hast forspoke my being in these warres, And say'st it is

not fit. 1611 W. Sci.ater Key 11629) 84 The fashion of
most men, in such iudgements, is to cry out of ill tongues
that have fore-spoken them.

Hence Forspeakinjf vbt. sh. and ///. a. ; For-
spo ken ///. a. Also Forspeaker, a witch.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliii. 17 Fra Steven of up-braldand

and for-spekand. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Widcker 582 Facimia,
a forspeker or a tylyystere. 1483 Cath. Angl. 138/3 A For-

spekynge, fasciuacio. 1570 T. Norton tr. NcnveVs Catech.

(1853) 127 They, .which abuse the name ofGod in ..enchant-
ments, in forespeakings, or in any other manner of super-
stition. 1895 Lougm. Mag. Nov. 39 She told him he had
been ' forespoken '. .and made him drink water mixed with
earth from the * fore-speaker's ' grave.

Forspend, forespend (f^spe-nd), v. [OE.
/orspendan, f. For- pre/ 1 + spent/an to Spend.
Cf. OHG. vorspentdn.'] trans. To spend com-
pletely : t a- To exhaust (money or property).

(893 K. /Ei.fred Oros. r. i. § 23 SwuSost ealle hys speda
hy forspendaft. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 31 Swa bet ic mine
oore god al ne fors-spende.

b. To wear out with toil, etc. ; rare exc. in

pa. pple.

1571 Golding Calvinon Ps. H. 9 His livelynes was almoste
forspent. 1652-62 Hevlin Cosmogr. in. (1682) 146 Fore-
spent with age, and with the travel of the Wars. 1799
Southev Eng. Eclog., etc. Poet. Wks. III. 142 A painful
march .. Forespent the British troops. 18x4 Gary Dante,
Inf. 1. 21 A man. -Forespent with toiling. 1884 Punch 23
Feb. 88 Camel and leader onward fare forespent.

Hence Forspent, forespent ppl. a.

1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. xii, Her body small
soe withered and forespent. 1576 Newton Lemnie s Com-
plex. 11633) 108 Their languishing and forespent body for-

saketh their soule. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. n. I'alentine's

Day, The weary and all forspent twopenny postman.

t Forspiil, v. Obs. [OE./orspillan,-spi?dan,
f. For- pre/. 1 + spiilan to destroy, Spill. Cf.

OHG. farspildan.~\ trans. To destroy, lose.

("893 K. /Elfred Oros. in. iv, i 4 j'a wolde he hiene
selfne. .forspillan. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii. n [Ixxxix.

10] pou .. In mighte of bine arme forspilt bi faas. (1340
Cursor M. 4332 (Fairfj Almast made ho him forspilt.

Forspread : see ¥on- pre/. 1
7.

Forstage, Forstall : see Fore-stage, -stall.

t Forsta'nd, forestand, v. 1 Obs. [OE.
/orstandan, f. b'or- pre/J + standan to Stand.]

1. trans. To oppose, withstand ; to bar.
In quot. 1599 perh.=' neglect* icf. Forsit, or readforeslo7ud\
a iooo Boeth. Melr. i. 44 Ne meahte ba seo wea laf wi^e

forstandan. c 1205 Lay. 20159 Ar5ur wende his speres ord,
and for-stod heom bene ford. 1599 Life Sir T. More in
VVordsw. pled. Biog. (1853) II. 58 He fore-stood nothing for
the happie expedition of the same. [1892 Stopf. Brooke
E. E. Lit. 11. xxv. 264 A mighty angel there forstood them.j

2. = Understand. [Cf. Ger. verste/ien.]
c 888 K. /Elfred Boeth. v. § 3 Uneabe ic mag forstandan

bine acsunga. 1682 Xeio Newsfrom Bedlam 47 How the
., Papists will approve of it, we cannot forestand. 1768
Ross Helenore 145 A cripple I'm not, ye forsta me.

t Porsta'nd, v.* Obs. [f. For- pre/.- + Stand
v.] trans. To stand up for, defend, represent.
[<iiooo Laws /ne Ixii. in Thorpe Anc. Laws I. 142 Gif

hine. .nelle forstandan.] 1642 Vindic.Partt.'vn Harl. Misc.
(Malh.t V. 277 The members of the parliament are chosen
by us, and forstand us.

t Forsteal, v. Obs. [OE. /orstelan, f. For-
pre/y +slelan to Steal.] trans. To steal away.
a 940 Laws ofsEthchtan v. vi. § 3 Gif hine man forstage.

("975 Rushw. Gosf>. Matt. vi. 19 In eorbe . . bser Siofes
adelfab and forstelab. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 Heouene.

.

ber nan beof ne mei [his] maOmas forsteolan. c 1200 Prayer
to our Lady 9 in O. E. Misc. 192 Slep me ha5 mi lif forstole
richt half ooer more.

Forsteal 1, obs. form of Forestall.
Forsterite (ffMsterait). Min. [f. the surname

Forster + -ite.] A silicate of magnesium found in

yellowish crystals.

1824 Lew in Ann. Phil. Ser. 11. VII. 62, I have chosen
for it the name of forsterite.

Forstid (f^Jstidi. Mining. Also 7-9 forestid,
8-9 fausted. [Of unknown origin.] Rarely//.
Chiefly attrib., as/orslid ore (see quot. 1874).
1653 Manlove Lead-Mines 266 Forstid-oar and Tees. 168*

HofGHTON Comf>l. Miner (K. D. S.), Eorc-stid ore. 1747
Hooson Miner's Diet. D iv b, With this[Hucker] they knock
Ore, or anything that is mixed with Ore, Fausteds, &c. Ibid.

M ij, All the Fausted Ore was to be Free. 1802 Mawe
Min. Derbysh. 204 Fausted, refuse lead ore to be dressed
finer. 1874 Gloss, to Mantmv's Lead-Mines (E. D. Sj,
Forstid-ore or Forestid ore, ore that is gotten out of earth
and dirt that has been previously washed and deprived of
part of its ore.

Forstived : see For-/^ 1
5.

t Forsto'p, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/y + Stop v. ;

= MI)u. versloppen.'] trans. To stop; to stifle

(breath) ; also, to dam up, in quot._$?".
a 1225 Ancr. R. 72 }e al bisses weis pundt;^ ower wordes,

& forstoppefl ouwer boubtes. 13., Coer de L. 4843 The
wyndc.forstoppyd the Crystene onde.

Forstormed: see For- pre/ 1 5 c.

t ForstratTght, pa. pple. [f. For- pre/A +
straught in DtST itAUGHT.] Distracted.

C 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T. 105 A wery hare . . al for-

straught with houndes grete and smale. c 1440 Ps. Fenit.

(1894) 58 For-straught to the yfled am y.

t Forstri'Ve, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. FOR prep.

+ Strive.] trans. To strive for.

1-1315 Shoreham 93 Coveyte none mannes wyf, Ne nau^t
of hys for-stryve.

t Forsume, v . Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Yoii-pre/. 1 +
'

}.-sutne in CONSUME. But cf. OHG. firsihnen,

mod.G. versiiumen to procrastinate.] trans. To
waste, consume.
a 1510 Douglas A". Hart n. xxv, And gif ^e he ane conn-

salour sle, Quhy suld }e sleuthfullie your tyme forsume ?

Forsung: see Yon-pre/.* 6 b.

t Forswa'llow, v. Obs. [OE. /ors-celgan,

-sweolgan^ f. Von- pre/ 1 + sicelgan to Swallow,]
trans. To swallow up, devour utterly.

BeowuIf 2089 (Gr.) Grendel .. leofes mannes He eall for-

swealg. <~H75 Lamb. Horn. 123 penne biS he gredi..and
forswole£e5 bene hoc for<5 mid (>an ese. a 1225 Ancr. R.
66 pe lu&ere coue deouel. .uorswoluweft al ba;t god ba;t heo
istreoned habbeO. 1340Ayenb. 67 0nleak be erbeand uorzual^
datan and abyron. c 1400 Solomon's BA: Wisdom 259 Sone
hadden be Lyouns forswelewed hem vchone.

Forswarted: see For- pre/.\ 5.

t Jorswa't, ppl a. [pa. pple. of */orsweat
y f.

Yov.~pre/ v + Sweat 7'.] Covered with sweat.
c 1325 Pol. Songs (Camden) 158 Of thralles y am ther

thral, That sitteth swart ant forswat. 1375 Bakbour Bruce
vii. 2 The kyng toward the rod is gane, Wery for-swat.

c 1450 Merlin ?q6 Com a knyght right well armed vpon
a grete steede all for swette. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 11622)

138 A couple of foreswat melters.

t Forsweal, v. Obs. [OE.forsw&lanj. For-
pre/y +s-vwlan : see SwEAL.l trans. To burn up.
(iooo /Elfhic Horn. II. 494 We sind mid li^um for-

swa:lede. c 1205 Lay. 16228 Al hit for-swa;lde pat per inne
wunede. e 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. xxiv. 58 A fyr . . shal
Irlond al about for-swely.

Forswear Jj?jswe«'i), v. Pa. t. forswore
(-swoo'jj. Pa. pple. forsworn ,-sw^un). Forms :

see For- pre/, and Swear. [OE. forswtrian str.

vb., f. Yor- pre/y r swerian to Swear.]
1. trans. To abandon or renounce on oath or in

a manner deemed irrevocable ; = Abjure. To/or-
szvear the land, etc. : to swear to abandon it for

ever. Also with inf. as obj.
Beo7(futf804 He sigewxpnum forsworen haefde. 1297 R.

Glouc. (1724) 387 He made hym, vor hys treson, vorsuerye
Engelond. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 97 pe lond hope
forsuore. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 214, I wald forswer
Scotland for euirmair. 1561 T. Norton Calvin^s Inst. iv.

109 By suche contempt the grace ofiTred is refused and as it

were forsworne. 1599 Shaks. Pass. Pilgr. 33 A woman
I forswore ; but I will prove, Thou being a goddess, I for-

swore not thee. 1622 Drayton I'oly-olb. xii. 84 They the
Land at last did vtterly forsweare. x66o-Milton FreeCommiv.
Wks. 1738 I. 588 The solemn Ingagement, wherin we all

forswore Kingship. 1775 Sheridan Rivals II. i, I shall for-

swear your company. 1826 Disraeli I'iv. Grey v. xiii,

I foreswore, with the most solemn oaths, the gaming table.

1845 S. Austin Rankers Hist. Ref. III. 369 The whole
system of pensions should be for ever forsworn.

b. with in/ as obj.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. \. \. 220 She hath forsworne to
loue. 1607 — Cor. v. iii. 80 The thing I haue forsworne to
graunt.

2. To deny or repudiate on oath or with strong
asseveration. + Also with in/ or sentence as obj.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 109 Appily I be not. .constreyin be nede
to. .forsuer be name of my Lord God. 1532 More Confut.
Tindale Wks. 603/2 Peter, .sinned not deadly at the time
when he forswore Chryst. 1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus,
Abiurauit creditutn, he hath forsworne his debt. 1590
Shaks, Com. Err. v. i. n That selfe chaine about his necke,
Which he forswore most monstrously to haue. 1596 —
1 Hen. IV, v. ii. 39 His Oath-breaking: which he mended
thus, By now forswearing that he is forsworne. a 1625
Boys Wks. (16291 491 Who did euer offend in word more
than Peter? forswearing his owne master. 1712 Arruthnot
John Bull in. ix, If thou durst, [thou] would'st forswear
thy own hand and seal. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. 1. 112 A Peer
or Peeress.. Who. .forswears a Debt.
3. intr. To swear falsely, commit perjury,
-/iooo Lazvs of Edw. % Guth. § t, Gyf sehadod man..

forswen^e obbe forlic^e. 13B2 Wyclif Matt. v. 33 Thou
shalt not forswere. a 1592 Greene Jos. IV, v. iv, You swear,
forswear, and all to compass wealth. 1681 Cotton H'ond.
Peake, To swear, curse, slaunder, and forswear More natural
is to your Peak Highlander, a 1763 Shenstone Charms of
Precedence 22 Do ye not flatter, lye, forswear,. .And all for
this. 1876 Farrar Marlb. Serm. xxvii. 265 The relative

heinousness of forswearing by the temple and forswearing

by its gold.

b. rejl. To swear falsely, perjure oneself. Also

pass, to be guilty of perjury.

a 1000 Laws Ecgb. P. 11. § 24 3'f hwyle la;wede man bine
forsweri^e. .fa;ste .iiii. ^ear. c 1000 /Flfric Josh. ii. 20 We
ne beob torsworene. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Ne for-swerie

bu be. c 1205 Lay. 4124 Nu heo beft for-sworne mid heore
swike-dome. 1340 Ayeub. 6 Vef he zuerep uals be his

wytinde ; he him uorzuerrb. < 1400 Rom. Rose 5973-4 If I

forswere me, than am I lcrn, But I wol never lie forsworn.

1523 Ld. Bekneks Froiss. I. eclxxx. 419 He sware by his

fathers soule, wherby be was neuer forsworne. 1526 34
TlNDALE Matt. v. 33 Thou shalt not forswere thy sel&,
hut shalt performe thyne othe to God. 1666 Woon Life
lOxf. Hist. Soe. j II. 89 Dr. Pelhani forswore himself, having
800 li. lying hy him. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 105 P 3,

I hope you won't be such a perjured Wretch as to forswear
your self. 1838 Lytton Leila x. iii, Hear one who never
was forsworn. 1871 Blackie Four Phases i. 17, I have
sworn to obey the laws, ami I cannot forswear myself.

T C. trans. To defraud of by perjury. Obs.
1668 Rolle Abridgem., Tit, Action surCase\Y.^\>\. 12.40

Si home dit dun auter, He did forswear me.. 40s. worth of
Tithes in Canterbury Court. Nul Action gist pur ceux
Parols.

t 4. a. To swear by (a thinpf falsely or profanely.
(• 1325 Song Mercy 151 E. E. Poems 11862) 123 We stunt

nober for schame, ne dredeTo. .For-swere bis .God's] soule,

bishert al-so.

b. To swear (something falsely ; to break (an

oath) ; to forsake (sworn allegiance).

1580 [see Forsworn 2]. a 1631 Donne Woman's Con-
stancy 7 Will thou then . . say , . that oathes, made in rc-

vtjrcntiall feart; Of Love and his wrath, any may forsweare ?

1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus l.wii. S Duty of years forsworn,

honour in injury lost.

t 5. To swear or vow to bring about. Obs. rare~\
11300 Cursor M. 14561 (Cott. 1 pe land o hide ht_- has

fur-born, For bar bai hafe his ded forstiurn.

Hence ForsweaTing1

vb!. sb. and ///. a. For-
swearer, one who forswears liimsclt ), a perjurer.

1340 Ayenb. 57 pise ten bo}es we mo^e alsuo nemni ydel-
nesse .. lyesynges, vorzueriinges [etc.]. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle
iCaxton 1483) in. v. 53 Ye lyers, forswerers and witnessers

of falshedc. 1490 Caxton Eneydos x.wi. 93 Dydo whan
she dyde remembre the forsweryng of laomedon .. made
grete douhte to folowe theym. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's
Inst. iv. xviii. (1634) 711 With forswearings. .to enter force-

ably into any mans possession. 1583 Golding Ciilvin on
Deut. xxxix. 230 God will in the end vtter his wrath both
against forswearers and against theeues. 16.. Let. to

Friend in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 484 The non-swearing,
or forswearing clergy and laity, who will help forwards
another revolution. 1720 De Foe Copt. Singleton i. (1840)

7 Forswearing, .was the stated practice of the ship's crew.

t Forswe'lt, v. Obs. [OE. /orsweltan, str. vb.,

f. For- pref. 1 + swettan, Swklt v. to die.]

1. intr. To die. perish.
«888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxi. § 1 Mani^ wif forswilt for

hire bearne. 11225 Juliana 19 He schal be forreaden &
inakie to forswelten.

2. trans. To cause to perish, to kill.

a 1225 St. Marher. 5 Mi sweord schal uorswclten and for-

swolhen pi flesch. 13. . A". Alis. 7559 Her was the gult, To
ben forbarnd, to ben forswelte.

t Forswi'ft, V. Obs.— ! In fi pa. pple. for-

swiftet. [f. Foa- pre/ [

; cf. Swift a. and ON.
svipta to sweep off.] trans. To sweep away.
1513 Douglas /Eneis in. iii. 97 Forswiftet fro our richt

cours, gane we ar.

Forswithe, -swong, -swonk: see Fon-pre/ 1

For-swollen, pa. pple. : see For- pre/. 1 6.

Jig. c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 538 ' Ha l>oyes ' quod the

kynge, 'thow art fell, and for-swollen'.

Forsworn (ij&sw^inV t forswore, ppl. a.

[pa. pple. of Forswear.]
1. That has forsworn himself, perjured.

O. E. Chron.3.n. 1094 [He] hine forsworenne Sc trywleasne
clypode. a 1100 Ags. I 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 337 Periurus, for-

sworen. < izoo -S". Eng. Leg. I. 135/101 1 Puyrliche forsuore
we schullen himpreoui. <r 1400 Apol. Loll. 37 For sworn
men, cursars, drunksum men. 1571 Golding Calvinon Ps.
iii. 84 God will mainteync the faithfulnesse of his promises
against such forsworne naughty packs. 1680 Falkland
Life Edw. II in Select. Hare. Misc. (1793^ 49 His forsworn
traiterous murderers enter his chamber. 1718 Freethinker
No. 20. 135 The Forsworn Enemies of the Protestant

Succession. 1849-53 Rock Ch. of Bathers III. x. 501 Our
pastors, from the sainted Austin down to the forsworn
Cranmer. 1887 Bowen Virg. Aineid n. 195 By lips for-

sworn of a cunning liar, the tale Credence finds.

Proverbs, r 1330 Amis <y A mil. 1102 Forsworn man shal

neuer spede ! 1591 Troubl. Raigne A". John 11.(1611) 92
Once forsworne, and neuer after sound. 1619 Dalton
Countr. Just. 1 1630) 297 Once forsworne ever forlorne.

absol. tr 1000 Cleric Horn. I. 132 Da forsworenan mid
forsworenum .. forwurSaS. a 1200 Moral Ode 103 Hwet
sculen ordlinghes don ba swicen and ta forsworene? 1597
Daniel Civ. Wars in. xxx, One says he never should

endure the sight Of that Forsworn.

2. Falsely sworn.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622") 184 Plexirtus, mingling for-

sworne excuses with false-meant promises.

Hence Porswornness. false swearing, perjury.

(iooo ^lfric Horn. II. 328 Cypmannum gedafenaS ba?t

hi .. lofian heora Sing buton ladre forsworennysse. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 103 Stale and lesunge, and forsworenesse.
1828 Webster, Forsioornness, the state of being forsworn.

t Forswou*nden, pa. pple. Obs. [pple. of

*/orswinden vb. = OHG. jarswindan (mod.Ger.
verschwinden) to swoon.] Implied in Powwun-
denle-c. Porswundenness, indolence, remissness.



FORT.

- 1200 Obmin 2623 Unnlusst & forrswundennle^c Iss
Drihhtin swibe unncweme. Ibid. 4736 Himm iss idellnessc
lab ft all forrswundennesse.

Forswunk: see YoR-pref. 1 6 b.

Tort (fo<ut), jft.1 Also 6 forthe. [a. F. fort,

absol. use oifort adj. : see next.]

1. ^/*7. A fortified place ; a position fortified for

defensive or protective purposes, usually surrounded
with a ditch, rampart, and parapet, and garrisoned

with troops ; a fortress.

1557^75 Diurn. Occurr. (1833) 52 The forthe of Aymouth
[was] decernit to be cassin down. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

15 He. .builded a forte, where as at thys day standeth newe
Castell upon Tyne. 159a Babington Com/. Notes Gen. vii.

§ 12 When, .forts, trees, nor any tall towers can saue a man.
1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 280 Strong forts

erected.. and strong garrisons maintained in them. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 178 A detachment from the
British force .. drove the insurgents out of the fort. 1873
Miss BraddonZ,. Davoren Prol. 1, To make his way back to
a far distant fort in quest of provisions.

b. fig. A strong position, stronghold.
1568 FuLWEtX Like Will to Like (15871 D iv, The forte of

Vertue, oh man assaile. 159a Daniel Compl. Rosamond
Wks. (1717) 40 Having but.. weak feeble Hands To hold
their Honours Fort unvanquished. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 1. v. § n If there were sought in knowledge, .a fort
or commanding ground for strife. 1640 Be. Hall Ckr,
Modvr. 29/2 Such [parts of the body] as wherein the main
fort of life doth not consist. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 39. 1/2
They look upon this Passage in the Revelations as their
strongest Fort.

c. In British North America and parts of the
U.S.: A trading station (originally fortified).

1776 Adam Smith W. A", v. i. 11869* II. 328 Their, .settle-

ments and habitations, which they [the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany] have honoured with the name of forts.

2. The place of security (of a wild animal).

«$S3 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxvi, A. .roe-buck which was
come out of his Fort. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (1677)
130 If a Boar intends to abide in his Den, Couch, or Fort.

+ 3. Astral. Obs.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies I. xii. 48 Unless the Semisextile

on each side, .be reduced to the 6 % and the Quincunx like-
wise to the Opposition, as their Matrices, their Forts and
Principals; the Conjunction, .will be found the most insig-
nificant Aspect in the pack.

4. Strong part or point. Now written Forte, q.v.

5. attrib. and Comb., asfort-breach
; fort-crcnvned

adj. ; fort-adjutant, ' an officer in a garrison who
is responsible for its internal discipline, and the
appropriation of the men to the several corps';
fort-rnajor, in a fort or fortress, the officer next to
the governor or commandant. Also Fort-royal.
1876 Voyle Milit. Diet., * Fort-adjutant. 1649 G. Daniel

Trinarch., Hen. V% exciu, As they.. had found Some *fort-

breach. 1894 Daily Neivs 26 Nov. 4/6 The *fort-crowned
heights. 1715 Land. Gaz. No. 5300/5 *Fort-Major of the
said Town. 1844 Regul. <y Ord. Army 3 Officers employed
as Town or Fort Majors.

Fort, $b$ (See quot.)
1867 Fry Playing-Card Terms in Philol. Soc. Trans. 56

Fort, an oiled sheet, (usually large enough for twenty cards)
formerly used in making the stencilling-plate for stencilling
the colors of the court-cards or the pips of the other cards.

t Port, a. Obs. Also 5 forte, [a. V.fort:—L.
fort em strong.] Strong, powerful.

13. . A". Alls. 7710 Sampson theo fort, also, Daliada dude
him wrong and wo. 14.. Pol. Rel. <\ L. Poems 238 pou
most fort wit wele or wo. a 1450 Rut, de la Tour (1868) 92
Dalide, that was wiff to Sampson forte. 1' 1450 Lonklich
Grail xlii. 471 Which dwk was bothe Riche & fort. 1494
Fabyan Chron. vii. 371 John, .after many fort assautes wanne
the sayd castell. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xvii. 112 Why
should Fame make thee fort 'gainst our harmes.

Tort (foeit), v. ? Obs. Also 6 forte, [f. Fort
sb. l ~\ trans. To defend or protect with a fortifica-

tion ; to fortify ; to enclose in a fort ; also with in.

1559 in Sit R. Sadler's Papers (1809) II. 185 The
Frenches are to take summe other part of thecountrey, and
forte it. a 157a Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 406 To forte
our tounis . . and to lay sa Strang garnisouns of strain -

gearis thairin. 1747 in Wesf/ield (Mass.) Jubilee (1870)
132 To Consider what measures to take about forting the
Town. 1756 G. Washington Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 360 While
you remain, .forted in, as if to defend yourselves were the
sole end of your coming. 1757 Ibid. 508 The few families
that are forted on the Branch.
absol. 1713 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deer/ield, Mass. (1895)

I. 396 These towns can't stand the strain upon them to watch
and ward, scout and fort without pay.

Hence Forrted ppl. a. Fcrting vbl. sb.

1566 Nuce Seneca s Octavia 1. iv, sig. C ij,Through top of
fort red [? read forted] towre. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. v.

i. 12 It deserues .. A forted residence, 'gainst the tooth of
time. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. v. 760 They dare oppose
Their fielded cohorts to the forted foes. 1756 in G.
Sheldon Hist. Deerfield, Mass. 11895) I. 647 Voted., to
Consider, .in what.. manner to carry on ye forting.

TForta'ke, v. Obs. exc. arch. [f. Yon- prefA +
Take v.] trans. To take away.
€ 1460 Tmvneley Myst. (Surteesi 263 It was my gylt he

was fortayn, And nothing his. [189s Stopf. Brooke E. E.
Lit. I. vii. 153 Famine-death fortook fortitude from men.]

Fortalice (fetalis). Forms: sfortalys, -alyce,

fortilitie, 6 fortilesse, fortilage, fortelleze. for-

telace, 7, 9 fortiless, 9 -alise, 6- fortalice. [The
surviving form, which is also the earliest recorded,

is ad. med.L. fortalitia, fortalitiumt, aderivative of

fortis strong; cf. Ft. ,Sp.,I}g,fortaleza,lt.forlaliziOj

fortilizio, OF'. fortelesce (cf. the parallel formation
|

472

forteresce Fortress). Some of the obsolete forms
are from Fr. or other Romanic langs.]

In early use = Fortress ; by mod. writers chiefly

used for: *A small outwork of a fortification'

(W.) ; a small fort.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxix. 31 Dare-in bai made
a Fortalyce. 1494 Act 11 Hen. I'll, c. 18 Any Person .

.

being in his Service within his Towns and Fortuities of
Berwick and Carlyle. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 847

' With stark draw brig, weil forcit with fortalice. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 11. xii. 43 Nought feard their force, that for-

tilage to win. 164s Prynne Sov. Antidote 24 Castles, For-
tresses, Fortilesses. 1754ERSKINE/V7MC. Sc. La7V{i8og) 181
Fortalices, or small places of strength. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xi, The fortalice thus commanding both bridge and
pass. 1870 Eclto 9 Nov., We canter off to the as yet un-
finished fortalice of Des Bordes.

transf and fig.

18*6 Scott Woodst, xxii, This makes Understanding bar
himself up within his fortalise. 1830 Marryat King's Chun
xxxiii, Seymour and Jerry descended from their little for-

talice aloft. 1884 Mag. 0/ Art Jan. 102 In the circular
fortalice on its [an elephant's] back are troopers with buff
coats. 1887 Ruskin Prmtertta II. 393 A majestic, but un-
terrific fortalice of cliff, forest, and meadow.
For-tattered, -taxed : see For- profA 5 b, 6.

Forte (f^-it), sb. Also 7-8 fort. [a. Y.fort, abso-

lute use of fort strong : see Fort a. As in many
other adoptions of Fr. adjs. used as sbs., the fern,

form has been ignorantly substituted forthemasc.
;

cf, locale, morale \oi an army), etc.]

1. The strong point (of a person), that in which
he excels.

i68z Shadwrll Medal Epil. A b, His Fort is, that he is an
indifferent good Versificator. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man
Epil., Those tilings are not our forte at Covent Garden. 1805
W. Irving in Life <y Lett. (18641 1. 158 The artful designing
hypocrite is his forte, and in Iago he is admirable. 1870
Miss Bridgman R. Lynne II. xii. 244 Mr. Selwyn had
a forte for horse-racing.

2. Fencing. The strongest part of a sword-blade.
'/ 1648. 1755, 1837, 1879 [see Foible B. 2]. 1692 Sir W.
Hope Fencing Master 3 The Strong, Fort, or Prime of the
Blade is Measured from the Shell.. to the middle of the
Blade. 1809 Roland Fencing^ The sword being supported
by the fort of it in your left hand.

177a in Simes Milit . Guide 6 They would more easily

discover the fort or foible of their respective commands.
1823 I >e Quincey Lett. Yng. Man Wks. XIV. 27 A student
of mature age must lie presumed, to be best acquainted.,
with his ' forte ' and his ' foible '.

3. Pugilism.
1815 Sporting Mag. XI.VI. 109 He covered his head with

his left hand, went in, and got to his forte.

II Forte {ff tie), a. ia<lv.) zndsb. M'us. [It. m strong,

loud :—L, fortis.] A. adj. {adv.') A musical direc-

tion indicating a strong, loud tone in performance.

Also forte forte very loud. (Abbreviated f. t ff.)
Also attrib.

1714 Short F.xpHe. For. Words in Mus. Bks. 32 Forte
..is to play or sing loud and strong, and Forte F'or.'e,

or F'F, is very loud. 1818 in Todd. 185s Spencer Use «y

Beauty Kss. 1891 II. 373 Forte passages in music must
have piano passages to relieve them. 2884 Pall Mall G.
8 Sept. 4/2 The usual jubilant and unsuitable forte chorus.

B. sb.
l Forte ' tone ; a ' forte ' passage. Also, in

the Harmonium, an apparatus used for producing

a forte effect.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. xxui, The forte or piano of a
certain wind instrument they use. a 1774 Fergusson Poems
(1845) 5 Banish vile Italian tricks Frae out your quorum
Nor fortes wi' pianos mix. 1883 Athenxum 28 Apr. 549/3
His tone in the fortes is rather coarse.

t Porte, fort, variant of Forto prep, and conj.

Obs. Also sometimes standing {ax for to before

an infinitive : see For prep. 11, 11 b.

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 Nas tid .. pat god ne send gode
rnann his folc forte $ela5ie to his rice, a 1*25 Ancr. R. 96
5if eni mon bit fort iseon ou. c 1300 Bekct 86 He 5eode forte

awaite what that wonder were. 1307 Flegy Edtv. /, ii, Al Eng-
lond ahte forte knowe. Of wham that song is. 136a Langl.
/'. PL A. 11. 4 Teche me the kuynde craft forte lenowe the

False. ' 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 44 Into his hert fort reche

Al the clergy undir sonne That we seven clerkes cunne.

tPortee-,^. Obs. [OK. fortiori { = OH(J. far-
ziuhan, Ger. verziehen), f. For- pref.^ + Hon to

draw.] trans. To draw away (to evil ; to seduce.
a xooo Crist 270 (fir.) To bam. .aeSelan rice bonan us. .se

swearta gaest forteah. c iioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 87 $>e fule

gost .. forted bat child, .to here wille. a M50 Prov.sEl/red

334 in 0. E. Misc. 122 For hit seyb in the l[e]ob as scumes
forteob. .bat cold rede if quene red.

Forten, obs. form of Fortune v.

Forte-piano (f^it^pia'ntf), a. {adv.) and sb.

[It- ; see Forte and Piano.]

A. adj. {adv.) A musical direction indicating

sudden but transient emphasis ; loud, then imme-
diately soft. (Abbreviated^.)

t B. sb. The original name of the Pianoforte.
1769 Publ. Advertiser 24 May 4/3 A very large Forte ex

[reade or et] Piano in a Harpsichord Carcase. 1771 T. Jef-
ferson Let. Writ. 1802 I. 395, I have since seen a Forte-piano

and am charmed with it. 1824 Diet. Musicians s.v. Bach,
The King . . invited Bach to try his forte-pianos made by
Silverman!). 1879-80 GftOVS Diet. Mus. I. 556 Fortepiano

—afterwards changed to pianoforte -was the natural Italian

name for the new instrument which could give both loud

and soft sounds, instead of loud only, as was the case with

the harpsichord.

FORTH.

b. atlrib., as forte-piano maker, teacher.

1840 Marryat Hcor Jack xiii. He must have been a forty
piany teacher. 1844 J. W. CROKKRGK*7/fl/m*'(i853;47 One
Schmidt, a forte-piano maker.

Forteyn(e, obs. form of Fortune v.

Forth (fi>»jj>), adv., prep., and sb. Forms : 1

forS, forj). (fordh, forht), (-4 south, vorth, 3-6
forthe, 3 ford, 4 ferth, forgh), 4-6 furth(e, (5
firth), 5-6 fourthe, 6-7 forrth. [OE. for6 =
OFris., 'OS. forth (Do. voort), MHG. vert (mod.
Ger. fort) ;—OTeut. *furpo- (represented also in

Goth, faurpis Further) :—pre-Teut. *prto-, a de-
rivative with suffix -to- of the root which appears
in Fore adv.
Criticized as obsolete by Gray in letter to Dr. Beattte

8 Mar. 1771.I

A. adv.

1. Of movement or direction : Forwards ; op-

posed to backwards. Obs. exc. in back and forth,
now only U.S. (?or dial.) = ' backwards and for-

wards '. + Also, with ellipsis of go. Cf. 6 b.

c 1000 ^lfric Josh. viii. 20 [Hi] ne mihton Sanon fleon,

ne forb ne underbade. C1380 Wyclif li'ks. (1880) 155
pat rijtwisnesse may not forb in her vertuouse lynynge.
t 1430 Hymns Virg. 97 While rrjt schal forb, & no mercie.

1535 Covf.rdale Ezra v. 8 Ye worke goeth fast forth. 1543
T. Basil in Strype Eccl. Aferrr. I. 1. 383 If his grace go forth

as he hath begun, he shall [etc.]. 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. V (an. 3) 49 Eche armye. .beyng in open sight. .every

man cried furth, furth. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, n. ii. 189 Then
forth, deare Countreymen. 1607 Dekker & Webster
Northw. Hoe 1. i, Forth, Son. 16x3 T. Jackson Apost.
Creede 1. 196 Lengthning the time by . . vnnecessarie turn-

ings, backt and forth. 1839 [see Back adv. 13]. 1882 Maxin.
Mag. XLVI. 203 Back and forth her needle goes.

t b. Expressing promptitude or eagerness for

action. To set (a person) forth : to urge forward.

To make oneselfforth : to bestir oneself, prepare.

c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 482 To tak him in thai maid
thaim redy ford. Ibid, vm, 752 The knycht Cambell . . At
the north 3ett, and Ramsay maid thaim ford. 1553 T.
Wilson Rhet. (15801 67 Good will settyng me forthe with
the foremost : I can not chuse but write. 1560 Rollanu
Crt. Venus n. 209 In euerie Camp the proudest man armait
H is pray was ay, and maid him euer ford.

1 2. Onwards from a specified point ; continu-

ously in one direction ; without deviation or inter-

ruption. So rightforth (see Right a.) ; Forth on.

847 Charter ALthehvntf in O. E. Texts 434 From 5a;m
stane forS on 3one herepa5 on 3one die. 1297 R. Glouc.
l Rolls* 171 Fram be on ende of engelond vorbto be other end.

1424 E. E. IVilts (1882) 61 And banne forth as hit is a-fore

declared. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 292 The seconde
parte, that ys from Laudamus te furthe to the ende. 1535
Coverdale Ezek.v\.\+ From the wildernesse ofTDeblat fortn.

f b. Appended to another adv., giving the addi-

tional notion of ' for some distance in the specified

direction, everywhere in the specified locality ', as

beneath-, within-, ivithout-forth (for quots. see those

words) ; also about-forth, for some distance round ;

other-wiseforth, in all other respects. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirure. 223 Whanne bou wolt kuttebis

enpostym, bou schalt but kutte aboutefor]> in be skyn. 1587
Fleming Contn. Holittshed III. 1955/2 He would . .notonelie

restore him to his former libertie, but otherwise forth be
readie to pleasure him.

fo. In early ME. forth mid, later forth with
•=' along with'. Also absol., along with him,

them, etc. : at the same time with something else.

ni7S Lamb. Horn. 117 penne IosiaS fele saulen and he

seolf for<5 mid for his ^emeleste. Ibid. 123 penne bio he

gredi bes eses and forswolea,e5 bene hoc foro mid ban ese.

a 1200 Moral Ode 90 in E. E. P. (1862) 28 To heuenriche

he scullen, ford mid vre drihte. £1325 Kncnv Thyself^95

ibid. 132 Amende be mon euene forb mydde.
_
c 1386

Chaucer Pars. T. P 345 There is also costlewe furringe in

hir gounes. .forth with the superfluitee in lengthe of the for-

seide gownes. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1474 (Kaluza) Forb wib
be scholder bon His ri}t arm fell anoon Into be feld.

f d. forth with that : at the same moment that.

Cf. Forthwithal and Forthwith. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 A iv, The ende of the

bathynge . . shalbe forth with that the partycle becometh

ruddy and ryse in a lumpe.

3. Of extent in time: Onwards, immediately after-

wards and continuously. Now only in phrases

from this time {day, etc." forth (somewhat arch.),

and in combs. Henceforth, Thenceforth, etc.

f Alwaysforth : continually, ever more and more,

so ever forth, aye forth (OE. a fort), for which

see Ever, Aye.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. «o /" dies crudesceret : a fordh. c 1230

Halt Meid. 25 pat laoliche beast leaueo & last forS. a 1300

CursorM. 3758 In dew and gress sere o borth Sal be bi Muting

fra no forth. <ti45<> Le Morle Arth. 1668 In thecastelle thay

gan forthe lende. 1535 Coverdalf. Haggai ii. 10 Considre

then from this daye forth. 1559 Fecknam in Strype Aim.

Re/. I. App. ix. 24 Which of them bothe is .. allwayes forth

one and agreeable with it self. 1577 Holinshed AV«<.CAn>«.l.

394 '2 The King . . assigned hir foorth sufficient reuenewes.

j6oi Shaks. Jul. C. iv.iii. 48 From this day forth, Ilevseyou

for my Mirth. 1611 Bible Ps. cxiii. 2 Blessed be the name
of the Lord: from this time forth. 1850 Dickens Child's

Dream Star, Househ. Wds. I. 25 From that hour forth, the

child looked out upon the star as on the Home he was to go to.

f b. F'.x pressing continuity or progressiveness of

action ;
joined to a verb, and giving the sense ' to

go on doing ' what the verb denotes. Cf. on. Obs.



FORTH. 473 FORTH.
Be<nvulf{Z> 948 Heald for5 tela niwe sibbe ! O. E. Chron.

an. 534 (Laud MS.) Cynric. .rixade forb xxvi wintra. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6576 |>at water dude uorb is kunde & wax
euere uaste. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 174 If he forth
has grace, as he now bigynnes. c 1380 Wvci.if Wks. (1880)

135 Possessionem may holden forbe here seculer lordischipis.

1399 Pol. /Ww« (Rolls) I. 371 Beholde the book onys. .and
if}e savere sum delle, se it north overe. 1428 E. E. Wills
(1882) 8r, I woll tliat myne Executours. .parfourme forth my
deuouaciouns forth as I was wonte. 1477 Earl Rivkrs
(Caxton) Dictes 7 b, Pray him of his merci he wol kepe you
forthe. 1542 Recorde Gr. Artes C iv b, Whiche, after you
haue well practysed, then maie you learne forth. 1563
Homilies 11. Agst. Idolatry in. (1859)216 If you read on
forth, it expoundeth itself, a 1615 Briette Cron. Erlis of
Ross (1B30) 17 He bigged furth the Dortour. 1808 Scott
Marm, 11. xxx, Now, men of death, work forth your will.

f C. To makeforth {Jong, longer) : to protract.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Contexere longius . . I might
make forth this verse longer. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii.

149 The Boy Fideles sickenesse Did make my way long
forth.

f d. Further, moreover, also. Obs.
C13X5 Smoreham 9 Ne mede ne forthe no other licour

That chaungeth wateres kende, Ne longeth nau^t to cristen-
dom. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 34 My lorde the kynge,
and dere queue, and forth alle ye that here stande.

f 4. At or to an advanced point : a. of position

or progress. Obs.
am$ Ancr. R. 374 Monie bet beoS ful uor5 i5e weie

touward heouene. a 1300 Cursor M. 11027 (Gott.) Eliza-
beth, bat wele forth stadd. Ibid. 11203 (Cott.) pan wassco
gan sua forth, bat mild, pat sco was at hir time o child.
61400 Maundev. (1839) xvii. 180 More forthe toward the
parties septemtrioneles : it [the North Pole] is 62 Degrees.

t b. of time. Forth days, nights : forth in with
even : late in the day, night, or evening. Obs.
a 1300 Birth of Jesus 576 in Altengl. Leg. (Horstm.1 91

Vorb ni^te hit was. 1388 Wycuf Mark vi. 35 Whannc it

was forth daies [cum hora multafieret], his disciplis camen.
a 1400 Sir Perc. 825 Tille one the morne at forthe dayes,
He mett a wyche. a 1400-50 Alexander 3055 pen quen
bai fange to 3c fli^t was furth in with euyn. 1470 85
Malory Arthur xx. v. 804 Or it be forth dayes.

5. Forward, into view. Only with such verbs as
bring, come, show, put, etc. : see the verbs.
(-900 tr. B&da's Hist. v. xiv. [xiii.] (1890) 438 pa teah

heora o6er forS HBgn boc. c 1050 ByrhtfertJis Handboc in
Anglia VIII. 298, & for5 sta^pS wel orglice binnan feower
wintrum. < 1200 Okmin 3078, & ec he droh batt wittness
forJ> Off Ysay^ess lare. c 1340 Cursor M. 1 1988 I Fairf.) He
. . ober childer forb hit kid. 1388 Wyclif 2 Sam. vi. 6 Oza
helde forth the hond to the arke of God. 1551 T. Wilson
Logike (1580) 3 b, A question is either a worde or sentence
put foorthe, as when I aske what suche thyng is. 1692 E.
Walker Epictctus' Mor. xx, If tis nigh, Stretch forth your
Hand, take share with Modesty. 1719 Young Busiris 1. i,

This day the court shines forth in all its lustre. 1872 Jen-
kinson Guide Eng. Lakes (xfyq) 159 Skiddaw, which stands
forth in all its majesty.

fb. with ellipsis of come or go. Forthwith =
come forth with, (come) out with, utter. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 139 He my^te forb wib no word.

1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utop. To Rdr. (Arb.) 19 To
Jmprintinge it came, .against my wyjl. Howebeit. .perceau-
ing therfore none other remedy, but that furth it shoulde.

6. Away or out from a place of origin, residence,

or sojourn.

c 1000 /Elfric Exod. xiii. 19 Alxdab mine ban forb mid eow.
CI175 Lamb. Horn. 5 pat folc eode bar ford to processiun
to munte oliueti. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 113 ForS glod Sis oSer
dais ni3t. a 1300 Fall <$- Passion 47 in E. E. P. (1862) 14

g
God is angle anon forb send, c 1400 Destr. Troy 2984 Sho
..Hade horn radly arayed for be rode furth. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 104 Swinge me them soundly forth vnto
their husbands. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 104 In form
of Battel drawn, they issue forth. 1771 Beattie Minstrel
1. in, Nor need I here describe.. How forth the Minstrel
far'd in days of yore. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos I. i. 5 The
Vikings.. sailed fearlessly forth.

b. with ellipsis of go. Now arch.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Nu is bes deakne forbe. c 1330 R.

Bri'nke Chron. (i8io> 309 Nolengersuld bei bide, bot forth
& stand to chance. 1481 Caxton Godfrey clix. 234 The
goyng forth of therle of tholouse . . caused them moche to
haue the wyll forth. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iii. 99 Indeed, I

will not foorth. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vit. iv, Maternity
must forth to the streets, i860 W. Collins Antonina xii,
The slaves, .are forth to pursue me.

1 7. Of position : Abroad ; not at home ; in the
field ; at sea. Cf. Abroad 3 and 4. Obs.
14.. Chalmerlain Ayr(Sc. Stat. I), Alswele induellande

as furth duelland. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 212 Say
he dines forth. 1596 — Merck. V. 1. i. 15 Had I such
venture forth. 1598 — Merry W. 11. ii. 276 At that time.

.

her husband will be forth. 1607 — Cor. 1. iii. 108 The
Volcies haue an Army forth.

f 8. In senses 5 and 6, the adv. was formerly used
in many idiomatic combinations with verbs, where
for the most part out is now substituted. Obs.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. I. 23 Coloure it with Safroun, an

sethe an serue forth. 1513 Douglas sEneis xm. Prol. 164
Furth quynching gan the starris, one be one. 1513 More
in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 770 The fetching forth of this
noble man. .out of that place. 1584 Vestry Bks. (Surtees)
16 Laid forthe by the foresaid churchwardens, .vijs. vj d.

1593 Telt-Troth's N. V. Gift 34 New conceites are easly
remoued but engrauen thoughtes will not be rubbed forth.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 98 Say, wherefore didst thou
locke me forth to-day. 1593 - 3 Hen. VI, 11. i. 12, I..
watcht him how he singled Clifford forth. 1596 — Merck. V.
1. i. 143 To finde the other forth. x6ix Bible I rafts t.

Pref. 1 He gaue foorth, that hee had not seene any profit.

1659 D. Pf.ll Impr. Sea 280 If they finde them so doing,
they will blow them [candles] forth. x688 R. Holme

Vol. IV.

Armoury in. 182/1 The Library Keeper is .. to keep the
Books clean, to lend none forth.

9. Phraseological combinations.

a. Forth of -- out of in various senses. Now
only poet, or rhetorical, and only in lit. sense ex-

pressive of motion from within a place. In 16- 17th

c. occas. ffrom forth of. + Forth of door {s, forth
adoors : out of doors ; see Adoork. f Forth of
hand= out of hand, at once.

i 1500 Doctry. Gd. Servaunts (Percy Soc.) 8 Whan your
mayster is forth of towne. 1513 Dol(;las Aineis in. vili. 26
Furth of his eft schip a bekyn gart he stent. 1537 PoLB
Let, to King- in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixxxii, 203 There
was never man . . that by offence was forth of the grace & favor
of God. 1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Attn. Lichfield
IV. 51 Thes parcells followynge were stolne furthe of the
sayd churche at Cristmas. 1564 Haward Eutropins v. 51
They shuld be all slaine forthe ofhande. <" 1592 Marlowe
Massacre Paris 111. iii, I'll, .root Valois his line from forth
of France. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 176 Humfrey
Hower..calI'd your Grace To IJreakefast once, forth of my
company. 1607 Wilkins Miseries Enforct Marr. v, Off
with your coate then, get you forth a dores. 1614 North
Riding Rec. (1884) II. 54 A woman presented for that she
will not sell anie of her ale forth of doores except it [etc.].

1622 in Picton L'poot Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 212 Forth of
his wayges..soe much money shall be abated. 1632 Rowley
Woman never Text iv. 59 My . . Vncle [being] poore, I him
relieving was thrust forth of dores. 1633 T. Jamfs i'oy.

61 Forth adores we could not go. 1671 }. Webster
Mctallogr. i. 14 A Roman Hermit, who: e Writings were
translated forth of the Arabick Language into Latine. 1751
Affect. Xarr. Wager 63 He threw his Pistol aside, and
came forth of the Tent. 1816 KeatiNGE Trav. (1817) I. 49
He who is exiled forth of the land, endures his punishment
at home. 1867 Swinburne in Fortn. Rev. Nov. 541 Flee
from the foot of the lion, .forth of his den.

b. And so forth, f (a) And then onwards
;

and then in regular sequence, f (b) And similarly

(in the remaining cases) ; usually followed by of
(OK. be), (c) Now used only like and so on' in

breaking off an enumeration, quotation, etc.: And
the like, etcetera. Formerly also, f or so forth.
(a\ 1 1000 yKi.FRic Gram. x\v. (Z.) 144 And swa forb.

c 1200 .S'. Eng. Leg. I. 473/400 To his schyp he wende: and so
forz [read forb) in be se. ( 1340 Cursor M. 6122 (Fairf.) At
the kyng he first by-gan And so forth slow lieste & man.
1377 Lan-gl. /'. PI. B. xiv. 159 Moche niurthe in Maye is

amonges wilde bestes, And so forth whil soiirt lasteth her
solace dureth. 1551 Rkcordk Pat/no. Kncnvl. 11. Ivi, If a
line bee drawen by bothe their centres, and so forthe in

"

lengthe. 1574 Whitgift Def. Ans-.u. 111. i. y Looke at the
2. Admonition especially, and so foorth, where [etc.].

(b) c 1000 Starcraft fr. B&da 4 in Sax. Leechd. 1 II. 250
And swa for5 be 8am oSrum. .1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
xxx. 137 A Kynges porter, .anober sewer, anober marschall,
and so furth of all ober officez bat langes till his courte.
1450-1530 Myrr. cntr Ladye 3 Why an hympne ys callyd an
hympne . . why an Antempne is callyd an Antempne and so
fourth of other. ': a 1500 Wycket (1828) 4 They spared not
the sonne of God. .and so forth of the apostels and martirs.

,(rf '574-5 Abp. Parker Corresp. (1853) 474, I toy out my
time, partly with copying of books, .partly in genealogies,
and so forth. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 61 / 'idelicet, a Brothel 1,

or so forth. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals Hi. 1. 239 These were
such as declar'd him a Heretick. .a Profaner, and so forth.

1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 44 Some Jewels, abun-
dance of Gold and Silver 'Twist, and so forth. 1816 Keat-
isge Trav. (1817) II. 155 Coal beds, .piscatory exuviae, and
so forth. 1841 Macaulay Let. Nafiier in Trevelyan Life
(18761 II. ix. 127 This lady, .called the Marquis of Hertford
' Earl of Hertford ', and so forth.

t c. As or so forth: as or so far, to such an
extent or degree {as, that), Cf. Far-forth.

• 1 1000 Ags. Latvs, Oaths xi, Swa forfS swa uncre word-
Xecwydu fyrmest wa^ron. a 1225 Leg, Kath. 2304 5ef
pu .. WtUt greten ure godes ase for5 as bu ham hauest
igremet. a 1225 Juliana i<; pat tu hauest wi(5 ute me se
ford bi luue ileuet bat [etc.]. Ibid. 47 And wurche his wil
ouer al ase for5 as imei. c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's
Prol. 19 (Harl. MS.) Leseb no tyme, as forbe as ;e may.
B. prep.

1 1. forward to, up to, to the extent or limit of.

Chiefly with even : see Emfobth, Even-forth.
Also in conjunctional phrase, Forth that : until.

c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxvui. § 5 On cnihthade and swa
forb eallne 5onne siogobhad. e 1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 For3
bet ic alegge bine feond under bine fot-sceomele. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 87 ForS bat hie understonden wurldes
wit. c 1449 Pf.c<x:k Rtpr. 52 The processis forth and afore
the testis ligging. Ibid. I. xvii. 100 The processis forth and
aftir, bifore and behinde, where thilke textis ben writun.

2. Forward, out or away from ; out of, from out
of. Now rare.

'5^6 75 Painter Pal. Pleas. (1813* II. 114 In saying so,
the teares gushed forth hir eyes. 1594 Daniel Cleopatra
11. t, And forth her trembling Hand the Blade did wrest.
1595 Hunnis Joseph 5 They stript him forth his party cote.
1670 P. Henry Diaries ty Lett, (1882) 231 [He] went forth
his Desk. 1678 Otway Friemiship in Fash. v. (1736) 107
Discharge them of their punishment, and see 'em forth the
gates. 1814 Cary Dante (Chandos) 210 Never fire. With
so swift motion, forth a stormy cfbud, Leap'd downward.
1864 Blackmore Clara Vaugkan xxxiv, The brambled
quarry standing forth the trees.

b. Preceded byfrom.
a 1592 Marlowe &. Nashe Dido 11. 1, Poor Troy . . From

forth her ashes shall advance her head. 1598 Shaks. Merry
W. iv. iv. 53 Let them from forth a saw-pit rush at once.
X671 Milton Samson 922 That I may fetch thee From forth
this loathsome prison-house. 1820 Keats St. Agnes xxx,
He from forth the closet brought a heap Of candied apple.

f C. sb. In phrase, To have one'sforth : to have

outlet \fig, to have free course, to have one's ' (ling '.

Hence rarely) as independent sb. : Free course,

wide publicity. Obs.

1362 Langl. /\ PI. A. 111. 153 Letteb so faste, pat Feib
may not han hus forb. 1496 Dives 4- Paup. (\V. de W.)
vi 1 1. vii. 329/1 These men of la we. .for mede withdrawe them
to. .lette falsehede haue his forth. 1567 Jkwell Apol. 327
Wee. .geeue God thankes, that, .hath published, .the name
of his Sonne in euery place.. The foorth, and force thereof
greeueth you nowe. .as it did. .your Fathers, .that cried.

.

All the worlde renneth after him. 1597 J. King On Jonah
(1599) 3^ 2 Thorough Propontis, where the sea is patent
againe, and hath his forth. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii.

§ 8 The Church, .was contented to let Donates haue their
foorth by the space of threescore yeares. 16x1 Speed Hist,
Gt. Brit. IX. viii. §32 Obstacles, .which all must be done
and voided before the Pope can haue his full forth.

X). Forth- in composition. In OE. and ME.
the combinations offorth adv. with vbs. are hardly

to be considered compound words ; whether the

adv. precedes or follows the vb. depends on euphonic
<tr other conditions which do not affect the sense.

The agent-nouns, nouns of action, and ppl. adjs.

corresponding to these verbal locutions were formed
by pretixing/iv'M to the verbal noun or adj. corre-

sponding to the verb. In mod. Eng. compound vbs.

formed with forth- are rare ; butforth- is often used
as a prefix in the formation of nouns of agent and
action, and ppl. adjs. corresponding to the verbal

phrases 'compound verbs in sense but not in form)
in which the adv. follows the verb. More frequently,

however, the agent-noun, etc. is followed by the

adv. ; thus we have a setter forth, but *fortlisetlcr

is app. not recorded. For the formation of ppl.

adjs. the prefix is the only means available; and
in poetry Iroin Pope onwards it is very common in

pres. pples.

In some ( >E. and ME. words, forth- appears as a substi-
tute for Fore-: see Forthfathkr, Forthward, Forthwith 2.

The more important compounds of forth- will be
treated in their alphabetical place as Main words;
those enumerated in this article are nonce-words or

of rare occurrence.

1. Verbs; ^forth-kap, -throw, and renderings of

Lat. vbs. with p/o-, as forth-cut, -follow, -look.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xxviii. 24 Whether al day shal ere the
erere, that he sowe and *forth kutten [Vulg. P'osc/ndet'],
and purge his erthe. a 1300 /:'. /.'. Psalter Ixviii. 27 [Ixix.

26] For wham J>ou smate, *forth-filiyhed [Vulg. perstcuti
sunt\ ba. 13.. E. IC. A Hit. P. C. 154 Mony ladde ber
"forth-lep to laue & to kest. a 1300 E. F. Psalter Ixxxiv.
iz [Ixxxv. 11J Fra heven "forth-loked [Vulg. frospexit~\
rightwisenes. X557 Tottelt's Misc. (Arb.) 195 To stay my
life pray her *furththrowe swete lokeswhan I complaine.

2. Nouns: a. vbl. sbs. ; as forth-carrying, -ftow-
ing, -giving, ^-living, -shedding, -shining, -stretch-

ing. Also, f forth-getting, a shoot, sprout
;

t forth-growing, an outgrowth. b. nouns of

action ; as, forth-flow, -look, -\ -progress, -roll.

•f -speed, c. agent-nouns, as firth-speaker.
1716 in Wodnnv Corr. (1843) II. 137 The old. .woman.,

died in the *forth-carrying. 1870
J.
Duncan Colloq. Peripat.

138 The "forthfiow of the one life of the Universe. 1886
A. B. Bruce Miraculous Blent. Gosp. vii. 258 The "fortb-

flowing of that love. 1382 Wyclif Jer. v. 10 Doth awei his

*forthgetingus [Vulg. prof>agines\ for thei ben not the
Lordis. 1887 L. Parks His Star in Fast n. 52 The crea-
tion of a father is the *forthgiving of a father's life. 1562
Turnf.r Herbal 11. 40b, In the top of (the braunches of
I.ithospermon) is ther a double *furthgrowyng or a double
thyng growing out. ^1450 MS, St. Joint's Coll. Oxon
(No. 117 fo. 123 b) in Maskell Man. Rit. III. 356 Loke thi
beginning of thi lif, care and sorwe : thi *fo[r]thliuing, tra-

uail .. and disese. 1865 A. B. Grosart Mem. H. Palmer
45 A worn, wistful, sad *forth-look that is unspeakably
touching. 1 1475 Partatay 3199 To thys *forth-progresse
Geffray made redy. 1891 G. Mf.redith One ofour Conq. I.

viii. 144 The noble *forthrolI of the notes. 1526 Pilgr. Perf
(W. de W. 1531) 254 His great effusyon or *forthsnedynge
of his blode. 1875 E. White Life in Christ 11. xi. (1878)
i2i The full *forthshining of the light came only with the
Christ. 1873 D. Fraser Synopt. Led. III. 2 The prophet,
or*forth-speaker. 1494 Fauyan Chron. vi. clxix. 162 Which
tydynges lettyd hym of his *forth spede in that iourney.
C1400 tr. Sccreia Secret., Goz>. Lordsh. (E. K. T. S.) 69
*Forth-strechynge of be membres makys stalworth be body.

3. Adjectives and participles: a. Pres. pples. and
ppl. adjs., as forth-beaming, -flowing, -giving,

-gleaming, -issuing, -standing', also \forlli-

werpand, casting out. b. Pass, pples., as fforth-

fit, \-sent; also, + forth-grown, brought up;
t forth-stra3t, stretchedout ( = Lat. direetx).

1725 Pope Odyss. xm. 501 Nor longer in the heavy eye-
ball shined The glance divine, *forth-beaming from the
mind. . 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2440 Anon hys sone was
*forthe fete And ladde ther he schulde dee. 1866 R. S.
Candlish 1st Ep. John xxvii. 306 Is all clear and open free

and *forthflowing l>etween thee and him. 1883 Life Mrs.
Prentiss ix. 200 She was peculiarly free and-.^forthgiving.
a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Eng. Mart. \, Rolls like a furling
banner, from the brows Of the *forth-gleaming hills. < 1400
Test. Lcn'e 1. Chaucer's Wks. (1532) 331 b, The cytie of
London . . in whiche I was * forthe growen. 1725 Pope Odyss.
xx. 181 To the sage Greeks convened in Themis' court,
^Forth-issuing from the dome, the prince repaired. x6n
W. Sclater Key (16281 To Reader, My desire was to haue
*forth-sent them with greater company and better furniture.

1715-20 Pope Iliad xm. 93 As a Falcon .. * Forth -springing

60
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instant, darts her self from high. x866 Blackmore Cradock
Nffwell xlvii, The pupils "forthstanding haggardly. 1382
Wyclif Ecclus. xxxix. 29 The weies of it to the weies of

them ben *forth strait, a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvi[i]. n Me
urn gaf nou me *forth werpand \\v\%. projicientes\

t Forth, v. Obs. Forms : 1 foiUian (also

SeforUian : see Afford), 2-4 forthen, 3 Orm,
forthenn, 5 forthe. [OE.for&ian, f. Forth adv.

;

formally, it corresponds to L. portdre to carry.]

1. trans. To accomplish, carry out; also, to man-
age to (do something). See Affokd I, 2, and 3.

0. £. Chron. an. 675 (Laud MS.) Hwilc man swa haueS
behaten to faren to Rome, and he ne mu^e hit for&ian.

( 1200 Ormin Z12 pu shallt ben dumb Till patt itt shall ben
forbedd. ^111$ Juliana 67 For5e al bi feaders wil pes

feondes of helle. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 570 Of more
make }e avaunt, ban ?e mowe forben. a 1400-50 A lexander

1774 Vnneth may bou forthe pine awen caitefe cors to clethe,

& to fede. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees.) 45 Alle that I

say I shalle forthe.

2. To put forward, offer.

,1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 43 Vnderstonde we .. his holie

wordes, and forbe \_proferamus~\ we him ure rihte bileue.

JTorth(e, obs. f. Fobd.
Fortham, -than : see Forthon.

For that, conj. Also 7 for that that. [See

Yob. prep. 21 b.]

1. For the reason that, because, arch.

ciaoo Ormin 3826 pa wakemenn to frofrenn Forr batt hi

wisste wel batt te33 Off himm fordraxlde waerenn. ^1250
Owl <$• Night. 365 And seist for bat ich fleo bi nihte bat ich

ne mai iseo bi lihte. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 14 In
moiste bodies for bat be smale lymes ben feble. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. in. iv. 82 For that I love your daughter. .1 must
advance the colours ofmy love. 1620 J. Wilkinson Coroners

$ Sherifes 1 The Statute of Westminster, .rehearseth, For
that that people of small condition, .be. .chosen [etc. }. 1641

J. Shute Sarah <% Hagar (1649) 116 For that her mistress

had corrected her, her stomack riseth against it. 1782
Cowi'ER Gilpin 26 For that wine is dear, We will be fur-

nish'd with our own. 1894 Yelloiv Bk. I. 67 It is hard to

trace folly, for that it is inconsequent, to its start.

If The mod. use of for that in reported speech

(when both words are conjs.) is to be distinguished

from the above.

1774 Goldsm. Grecian Hist. II. 8 The courier conjured
him .. that he should read them forthwith, for that they
contained matter of great importance. 1821 Keats Lamia
306 Bidding him raise His drooping head . . For that she
was a woman. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. (1889) II. xvii.

282 He had told them to go to their supper . . for that nothing
more would be done that day. 1873 Tristram Moab i. 6
That we were needlessly encumbering ourselves, for that.,

rice might be procured, .in the villages.

f 2. For the purpose that ; in order that. Obs.

C laoo Ormin 1019 patt wa^herifft wass hengedd tasr, Forr
that itt hidenn shollde All [etc.]. 13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 146

Al folk he dede him loue, For bat noman schuld him
schoue. 14x8 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 7 For b' bair praiers

suld stand John Lyllyngtoavaill. 157a K. H. tr. Lauaterus
Ghostes (1596) 104, I thought good to repeate these things

. . the rather for that the reader might see, that [etc.].

t ForthbeaT, v. Obs. [OE.for$beran,f. Forth
adv. + beran to Bear.] trans, a. In OE. : To
bring forth, produce, b. To bear forth, bring out.

C. To promote, uphold.
C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 1. vii. (1890) 34 pone aeSelan Alba-

num seo wxstmberende Bryton for<5bere5. c 1305 St,

Edmund King 85 in E. E. P. (1862) 89 pe wolf makede bo

deol ynou}, bo hi bat heued forbbere. c 1400 tr. Secreta
Secret., Gov. Lordsh. iE. E. T. S.) 55 Ouer alle binges it

fallys to a kynge. .to forthbere religious men.

t Fo'rthbirth. Obs. rare~\ =Forbirth b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6122 {GcittJ He.. be forth-birth [Cott.

forbirth] slow bath [best] and man.

t Forthbring, v. Obs. [OE.forSbringan, f.

Forth adv. + bringan to Bring.] trans. = bring

forth in various senses : a. To bear (offspring,

fruit) ; to bring to pass. b. To bring forward

;

to bring out, utter, c. To bring up, rear.

a. 971 Blickl. Horn. 37 Ealle ba wa:stmas be eorbe forp-

bringe^. a 1300 Cursor M. 384 pe dri [he] cald erth bat
lauerd kyng, and bad it gress and frut forthbring. Ibid.

10722 Of rote of iesse bar suld spring A wand bat suld a flur

forth bring. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5866 Sons and
doghtirs bat bai forthebroght. c 1460 Toxuneley Myst.
(Surtees) 1 After my wille this is furth broght.

b. cxooo Ags.Gosp. Luke vi. 45 Yfel man of yfelnm gold-

horde yfel forbbringb. C1305 St. Edmund Con/. 570 in

E. E. P. (1862) 86 He sat longe in bo3te, & al lajinge an eng-
lisch buse wordes forbbro^te. < 1315 Songe ofDeo Gracias
5 ibid. 124, I seij a clerk a boke forthe brynge. 1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 31 16 The childe was forthe broght.

C. c 1430 Syr Gener. 879 From a childe she him forth broght.

Hence rorthbri iig-ing- vb/.sb., the action of the

vb. ; f esp. the carrying forth of a body for burial.

AlsoPorthbri-ager, one who, or that which, brings

forth or produces.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. i. (1495) 296 Though
the worlde seme fader and forthbrynger and federof bodyes.
14x9 Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 78, I wylle yat eu'y
prest seculer. .haue. .to be at my dirges and forthbryngyng

j noble. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. (1548) 17 b, Saynt
Kentigerne. .had. .a fayre mayde to his forthebrynger. 1584
Lane. <r Chesh. Wills U884I 98 After my forth bringinge,

the rest of my goodes to be devided equaly to my wif and
Children. 1874 Pusev Lent. Scrtn. 12 The forerunner and
forthbringer of the next week's or next month's deadly sin.

1889 Athenaeum 7 Sept. 321/1 The success of the book
depending so largely upon its artistic forthbringing.

t Forthby, adv. Obs. = Forby adv. I b.

1386 Chaucer Pardoners T. 34o(Harl. MS.) What corps

is [this] bat passeth her forb by? 14.. Lvdg. Temple Glas
230 Forth-bi as he dob pace. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 84 b/i

Seuen deuylles . . which slew all them that passed forthby.

c 1489 — Sonnes of Aymon xxviii. 586 Thenne cam a
pylgrym forthby.

t Forthcall, v. Obs. rare. [f. Forth adv.

+ Call v!\ trans, a. To provoke ;
= L. provocare.

b. To call or summon forth.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxvii[ij. 58 In bar graves at nithe

bai forth-kalled him als. 1748 Thomson Cast. IndoL 11.

xii, Forth-calling all with which boon earth is fraught.

t Forthcast, v. Obs. [f. Forth adv. + Cast
v.] trans. To cast forth.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlix. [I.] 17P011. .forth-kestemi saghes
hind-ward bare, a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi. 12 Forth-
kastand me now bai haf vmgifen me. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
<y Selv. 120 When motion is shifted or begotten in the thing
mov'd or forthcast.

Hence + Porthca'st///. a. Also + Tor thcast
sb.

t
a thing cast forth, a projectile.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. 122 This comes not home
to the business of forthcast things. Ibid. 129 Only herein

the motion that nature gives, is unlike to that which we
bequeath to forthcasts.

t Forthcle'pe, v. Obs. [OE. fo>pdipian
}

f.

Forth adv. + t/tpian, Clepe v.] trans. To call

forth, invite forward. Also, to incite, provoke.
?cxooo Gal. v. 26 (Lye) Forbclypiend us betwynan, pro-

vocantes invicem. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 5ef he frend were
me hine sceolde derewrhce for5 clepien. 138a Wyclif Deut.
xxxii. 11 As an egle forthclepynge hisbryddis to flee.

t FO'rthcome, sb. Obs. rare. [f. Forth adv.

+ OE. cyme. Come sbXK A coming forth.

c 1000 /Klfric Gen. xxxviii. 28 On 5a;ra cilda forbcyme.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter civ. [cv.] 38 Fained eVEgipt in forth-

come of am.

Forthcome (f6*j)>k»Tn), v. [f. Forth adv. +
Come v.] intr. To come forth. Now only as an

occasional back-formation from the ///. a. : To be

forthcoming.
a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 122 (GrJ Metod. .heht . -leoht forS-

cuman. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 713 Man . . als a flour

bright, First forth comes here til pis light, And es sone

broken and passes away. 1848 Kingsi.ey Saint's Trag. 11.

vii, This food forthcomes not. 1886 Spectator 2 Jan. 12/1

If funds be forthcoming land, .funds will forthcome).

Hence Forthco*me ppl. a., that has come forth

or been issued. Also Portlico'xner.
1812-14 Sir R. Wilson in Sat. Rev. XII. 384/1 Then-

quantity and quality astonish the Prussians, and gain the

English many a gaze as forthcomers from a country where
[etc. ]. 1827 Lamb Let. to /»'. Barton in Life % Lett. xvi. Wks.
(18651 5° A forthcome or coining review of foreign books.

1840 New Monthly Mag. LATH. 497 The last forthcomer

from Paternoster-row, or Albemarle-street. 1863 Masson
in Reader 7 Nov. 527/3 [Books] no longer forthcoming, but

actually forthcome within the last few days.

Forthcoming .To-Mbkzrmin), vbl. sb. [f. Forth
adv. + Coming vbl. sb. 1

]

1. A coming forth; esp. f appearance in court.

1533 More At>ol. xxxvii. Wks. 903/1 He woulde . . rather

..suffer them [his harmes] paciently, then to..proue them
with his forth comming againe. 1591 Child Marriages
(1897) 149 Richard Wilson vndertaketh for the furth-commg
of Robert Kirks. 1640 Order of Lords in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. in. (1692) 1. 127 The Lords ordered him to give 10000/.

Bail for his forth-coming. 1703 J. Logan in Pa. Hist.

Soc. Mem. IX. 224 Take security of them for their.. forth-

coming when called for. 1822-34 Good Study Med. led. 4)

IV. 353 He had notice of their [1. e. the worms'] forth-com-

ing by a sense of heat in the urinary canal. 1856 C. J.
Andersson Lake Ngami 362 My other waggons, .had not

yet arrived . . Whilst abiding their forthcoming, I busied

myself in mapping.

2. Sc. Law. See quot. 1861 and cf. Forthcoming

///. a. 1 b.

1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 36 In forthcomings,

in poindings of the ground, in mails and duties. 1861 \V.

Bell Diet. Laiv Scotl., Forthcoming, is the action by which

an arrestment is made available to the arrester. 1886 Act

49 Vict. c. 23 § 3 Such winding up shall . .be equivalent to

an arrestment in execution and decree of forthcoming.

Forthcoming (fo»rbkzrmin), ///. a. [f.

Forth adv. + Coming ppl. a.]

1. About to or likely to come forth ; also simply,

coming or approaching (in time) ; esp. ready to

appear or be produced when required, at one's

disposal or within one's reach, 'get-at-able*. Said

both of persons and things, t To keep (a person)

forthcoming: to keep in safe custody, f To see

(a person) forthcoming : ? to make amenable to

control.

1521-32 Bp. Low;land in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. xcv.

248 That he be forth comyng to his answere when your
Grace shall commaund. 1565-73 Durham Deposit. (Surtees)

219 To arreste the said Isabel', .and to kepe her furthcom-

yng unto the morning. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. i. 11.

vii, Memory layes up all the species whichthe senses have
brought in and records them as a good register that they

may be forth coming when they are called for. a 1635
Naunton Fragin. Reg. (Arb.) 17 If you think to rule here,

I will take a course to see you forth-coming. 1640-1 Kirk-
cudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 80 To .. find sufficient

suretie that the samen shall be furth-cumand to the publict.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. § 151 The Members should

be forth coming assoon as a Legal Charge should be pre-

ferred against them. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk % Selv. 170
His everlasting Essence, .must be forth-coming. 1795 Lb.
Auckland Corr. (1862) III. 354, I am forthcoming any day
except Monday next. 1839 Lytton Disowned^3 When
neither Canary, Palermo, nor Sherry are forthcoming. 1859

Lang Wand. India 270 He had forgotten all about the
forthcoming execution. 1893 Law Times XCIV. 601/1

Possible but never forthcoming claimants.

b. *SV. Law in phrase to makeforthcoming.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 24 The ordinator . . is bound . . to

finde and make forthcumand to him ane bondman. 1693
V'ct Stair Instil. 111. i. § 36. 374^ This action for making
Sums or Goods arrested forthcoming is ordinary.

2. Ready to make or meet advances, rare.

1835 T. Moore Mem. (1856) VII. 81 Nothing could be
more frank or forthcoming than his manner. 1885 L. Malet
Col. Enderby^s Wife m. vi, She was extremely gracious
and forthcoming ; but one might detect a certain watch-
fulness and hardness behind her genial manner.

Hence Forthco ming-ness.
1808 Bentham Sc. Ref. 21 Means of securing forthcoming-

ness, on the part of persons and things, for legal purposes.

1818 T. Moore Mem. (1855) II. 133, 1 see no chance for my
escape but in the forthcommgness of his uncle Sheddon.

t PoTthdeal. Obs. = Fokdeal.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apo/h. 38 That is to saye : as good a

forthdeale and auantage towardes the ende of the werke, as

if a good porcion of the same wer already finyshed.

t Forthdo", v. Obs. [OE.forpdon, f. Forth adv.

+ don to Do.] trans. To put forth; to utter^words).
t 900 tr. Bxdas Hist. v. ii. (1891) 388 Heht he his tungan

forodoon of his mu3e. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3993 Sal ic non
wurd mu^en forcS-don, Vten oat god me leiS on.

t Forthdraw, v. Obs. [f. Forth adv. + Draw
v] trans. To draw forth.

la 1300 Leg. Gregory (Schulzi 347 pe fischer ban be child

forb drou}. 1340 Ayenb. 98 pet he ous delyuri of be zeue

dyadliche zennes. .and uorbdra^e be zeue uirtues.

t Fo*rthe(n, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 furjmm,
-on, -an, forpurn, 2 forpon, -an, 3 forpe(n, Orm.
forpenn. [OE. fur/urn, f. OTeut. *fur/>- t fotp-

(see Forth adv.) with suffix of dat. pi.] Even.

971 Blickl. Horn. 179 Na;re naefre na;nij tobaes halij mon
on bissum miSSansearde ne furbum naeni^ on heofenum.
1 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 29 Fur3on Salomon on eallum

hys wuldre na;s [etc.]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 He mihte ridan

. .onriche stede. .nalde he no, na forbon uppon pa muchele
assa, a$e uppon ba lutthle fole. c 1200 Ormin 825 He nolde

giltenn Ne forbenn burrh an idell word. < izoo Trin. Colt.

Horn. 13 Ne for3e gef man haueStodone mid his rihte spuse

[etc.]. c 1205 Lav. 3012 Al bat is on liue nis nig swa dure
swa me is bin an lime foroe min ahjene lif.

Forther, Forther- : see Further.

t Fo-rthfare, sb. Obs. [OE. *fortffaru (Lye),

f. Forth adv. + faru Fare sb. 1

] A going forth.

1. Decease, death.
c 1205 Lav. 6009 Vmbe feole Jere a:fter Belinnes forS-fare.

b. The passing-bell rung at a person's death.

1551 Hooper Injunct. xxxiii. Wks. (Parker Soc.^ II. 137

Item, that from henceforth there be no knells or forth-fares

rung for the death of any man.

2. The going forth of a corpse ; funeral.

1473 Churchw. Ace. St. Edmund's, Salisbury 17 (MS.)
Item for the grete belle at his furthfare xijrf. 1538-9 Will

ofA. Hamon (Somerset Ho.), Thexpenses and charges of

my forthfare thirtye Day & Anniversary.

t Forthfa're, v. Obs. [OE. fordfaran, f.

Forth adv. +faran to go : see Fare v. 1
]

1. intr. To go forth, go away, depart, journey.

t 888 K. Mlvred Boeth. xxxiii. § 4 SwaSaette hi jefcber je

forb farab <$e eftcumap. a 1200 A/oral Ode 340 Go we .

.

bene wei grene ber forci-fareS lutel folc. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter x[i]. 1, I sal forth fare, ife I wil, Als a sparwe in to

^^1. 13. . K. Alis. 6936 Sorwe and care That day thei

ten forth fare.

2. To decease, die. •

O. E. Chron. an. 571, On bam ilean jeare he forbfor.

«ii75 Cott. Horn. 225 Noe lefede. .ni30n hund jeare and
fifti, and he ba forSferde. £-1205 Lav. 11458 penne b"

beost forS faren. c 1320 Cast. Love 218 Atte laste he
moste dyen and forb-fare. c 1350 Will. Paleme 5266 pem-
perour was forb-fare faire to Crist.

Hence Forthfaring ///. a. (also absol.). arch.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 peos seoue bestes . . i5e wildernesse.

.

bet alle be uor5farinde uonde5 to uordonne. 1876 Swin-
burne Erechth, 1323 A terror to forthfaring ships by night.

t FoTthfather. Obs. [OE. for/fkderas, f.

Forth adv. + Father.] //. = Forefathers.
c 1000 ./Klfric De vet. Test, in Grein Ags. Prosa I. 4 Abra-

hames forSfaderas. a 1225 St. Marker. 4 pine for5federes

beoS forfarene reowliche. 01225 Leg. hath, 94 ^ef beo

weren todreauet ..baet hire for&-fadres hefden ifostret.

t Forthfi'll, v. Obs. [f. Forth aiiv. + Fill v.]

trans. To fulfil ; also, to discharge (a legacy).

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 3 As feib is forbfillid of be werkis, so is

also desir. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 425 pus was forthfulde be

prophecy of be sweuene. 1550 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 69,

I geue my executrix . . the resydew of my gouds, my debts

payd, and legocyes furthfilled, to dispose forther as [etc.].

t FoTthfore. Obs. [OE. fortfor, f. Forth
adv. +for a going : see Fore sb.] A going forth :

a. OE. only: Decease, death ;
= Forthfare sb. 1.

b. Used as rendering of Lat. transittts, given by

Jerome as the literal meaning ofpascha (passover).

^900 tr. Bxda"s Hist. m. xix. (1891) 210 ForOon him cu5
fordfor toweard wa^re & unjewiis seo tid baere ilean forSfore.

c\z<fi Gen.
<J-
Ex. 3158 Dat ni^t sal ben fest pasche, for5

for, on engle tunge, it be.

t Fo'rthgailg, sb. Obs. [OE. fordgang, f.

Forth adv. + gang a going.] A going forth or

out
;
progress, advance.

c 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xxii. (1891) 476 pa.s cyninges rice

^eforeweard je for<5gong..monexutu. .styrenessum wiber-

weardra 5inga .. gemengde syndon. a 1225 Ancr. R. 318

Ich was be beginnunge hwi swuch bing hefde uor53ong.
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Ibid. 374, I uoro^ongof gode Hue ; and i<5e last ende. 171300

E.E. Psalter cxliii[i]. 14 Noght es falling of stane walleswa,
Nc forth-gang, ne crie, in waies of ba.

t Porthgang, v. Obs. [OE. forpgangan, f.

Forth adv. + gangan to go.] intr. To go forth.

a 1000 Byrhittoth 3 (Gr.) Het ba hyssa hwa;ne. . for3gan-

gan. a 1300 Cursor M. 5998 (Gott.) Pharao. .be folk ne wild
he late forthgang.

t Forthgo*, v, Obs. [OE. forj>gdn
}

f. Forth
adv. +gdn to Go.]

1. intr. To go forth : see Forth adv. 5 and 6.

Occas. with cognate object. Of day, night, etc.

:

To pass, pass away.
0. E. Chron. an. 1075, Raulf. .wolde for5gan mid his folce.

c »75 Lamb. Horn. 91 Swa bet ileiden ba untrummen men
bi bere stret bere petrus for<5-eo8e. c 1*00 trin. Coll. Horn.

9 De niht is forS-gon and dai neihlecheS. C 1250 Gen. <$• Ex.
2819 Nu is for"<5 gon <5e 3ridde dai. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
Ixxxviiifi]. 42 Bi-reved him alle forth-gaand be wai. 1382
Wvclif Gen. xliv. 4 And now the cyte thei ^eden oute and
forth 5eden a litill. — Judith xvi. 27 Forsothe she was in

feste dajes forth goende [Vulg. procedens] withgret glorie.

c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 761 Thay . . dyde ham bothe forth

goo. .1440 Promp. Parv. 173/2 Forthegone, profectus.

1600 Fairfax Tasso xvm. xix. 6 Whereat amazd he staid,

and well prepard For his defence, heedfull. .foorthwent.

b. fig. esp. To advance in age (also, in power
or dignity). Of a treaty : To be carried into effect.

1250 Gen. <y Ex. 834 Sum was wi5 mi^te so forS gon,

Sat hadden he under hem mani on. a 1300 Cursor M. 10757
He was sumdel forthgan in lijf. ^1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 185 Philip vnderstode, R. wild not consent, bat ilk

conant forth }ode, bat be Soudan sent.

2. To come forth as from a source, proceed,
< 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Mark vit. 15 J>a Sing be of Sain men

forSgaS, ba hine besmitaS. a 1325 Prose Psalter Athana-
sian Creed 22 Nou3t fourmed, no^t bi5eten, bot forbgoand.
1 1340 Cursor M. 10240 (Fairf.) Ioachym here shalle none
Offryng of thy hond forb'-gone. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 10 [>e

maker of mankynd takyng a soulid body of be virgyn..&
forbgoing man wib out seed may gif vs His Godhed.

Forthgoing (foatbg^u-irj), vbl. sb. [f. Forth
adv. + Going vol. sb.] A going forth.

1382 Wyclif Ps. Prol. 737 The forth going of profitende
men. .1440 Hvlton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 11. xxxi,
A lityll of the forthgoyng fro that refourmyng to the hygher
refourmyng. 1587 Golding De Mornay v. 56 A certeine
couert forewardness or foorthgoing of the will towards
the thing that is loued. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835)
I. i. 72 To the fiat and forthgoing of whose will it owes its

existence. 1852 Rock Ch. of Fathers \\\. 1. 210 His hopes
that God's angels would come for his soul at its forth-

going. 1870 W. Arnot Life J. Hamilton iv. 180 With a
great forthgoing towards the common people.

Forthgoing (foa-i hg<>u 'irj), pp/t fl> rar€t [f.

Forth adv. + Going ppl. a.] That goes forth ;

esp. disposed to make advances ; enthusiastic

;

gracious. Cf. Forthcoming ppl. a. 2.

1851 J. Hamilton Royal Preacher xx. (1854) 258 The
freat desires of his forthgoing patriotism and piety. 1876
Irs. Whitney Sights fylns. xxxii. 307 But to htm she may

have been forthgoing.

Forthingdole : see Farthingdeal.
t Forthrnk, v. Obs. Forms : see Think.

Also 4-6 forethink. [repr. two distinct words :

a. OE.foreman (f. FoR-prc/. 1 + ff$ncan to Think)
= OHG.fordenchen{Ger. verdenken). &. f. For-
prefj + OE. Pyncan to seem. Cf. MHG. ver-

dunken and ON. forpykkja to displease.]

I. Senses from OK. Syncan.

1. trans. To displease, cause regret to.

a 122$ Juliana 16 Ne ich ne seh him neuer bat me sare
forbuncheS. c 1315 Metr. Horn. (Small) xvi, To king Wil-
liam bodword was broht Of this tithing, that him for thoht.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1365 (1414), I nas, ne nevere to
be I thenke, Ayens a thing that myght the forthenke.
c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 6446 If. .it had you forthoght, Ye
might [etc.]. C1530 Adam Bel 548 in Hazl. E. P. P. II.

161, I nav y-graunted them graces, And that forthynketh
me. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (18581 I. 200 Full sair for-

thinkis me, The greit injuris. .Done to my sister.

2. impers. and quasi- itnpers. {It) forthinks {me,
him, etc.) : I, etc., feel regret, repent, or am sorry.

Const, of, for, or that, with dependent clause.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2732 If sco did it hir for-thoght. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. B. 285 Me forthynkez ful much \>sx euer I

mon made. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxr. 92 Sore hit me for-

bynkeb Of be dede bat ich haue don. c 1420 Sir Amadace
(Camd.) xviii, For his dedus him sore for-tho^te. 1548
Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. 46 The Lorde hath sworne
and it shall not forthynke hym. 1578 1600 Scot. Poems
16th C. (1801) II. 166 Baneist is faith now euery quhair
And sair forthinkes me. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius y Catech.,
Confession 12 It forthinkes me sore that I haue sinned.

II. Senses from OE. tiencan,

3. a. trans. To despise or neglect. OE. only.

b. intr. To be reluctant.
cwooAes. /V.(Th.)xIviH. Argt., Hebjerdebset ba Searfan

hy ne forOohton. a 1300 Cursor M. 16427 Pilate forthoght
bam. .to wrath.

4. trans. To think upon with pain ; to regret,

repent of, be sorry for ; rarely passive.
'la 1250 Ags. Poem clxxvL in Hickes Thes. (1705) I. 224

Se bajt mai and nele Seder come, Sore hit sel uorSenche.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 557 pe souerayn in sete so sore
for-bojt pat euer he man vpon molde merked to lyuy. c 1375
Se, Leg. Saints, Johannes 445 He. .bane sa fore-thocht "his

mysded pat he gret sare. c 1435 Wyntoun Cron. v. xiL
1310 Wyth Rewth of Hart for-thynk youre syn. c 1430 How
Wise Man taught Son 32 in Babees Bk. (1868) 49 pou myjte
seie a word to-day pat .vij. 3eer after may be for-^ou^t.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvu. xv, Yf thou entre thou shalt

forthynke hit. 1548 W. Patten Exf. Scotl. Pref. in Arb.
Garner III. 58 They forthink that inroad. </ 1639 Spottis-
wood Hist. Ch. Scotl, n. (1677) 37 Suddenly forethinking
what he had done, he [etc.]. 1704 Min. of Torryburn Sess.

in Ess. on Witchcraft (1820) 131 She would make Jean
Ruet forethink what she had done.

5. refi. To change the direction of one's thoughts
;

to experience a change of mind or purpose ; to

repent, be sorry. Const, of, that, or to with inf.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24786 O bis tiband he him for-thoght.

c 1550 Chekk Matt, xxvii. 3 Joudas. .seing y l he was con-
demned, did forthink himself. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580)

40 Nor yet you shall forthinke your self, that you haue
obeyed, .myne aduise. 1589 Wahnf.r Alb. Eug., sEneidos
156 Wei may I fore think mee so to haue done. 1599 Life
Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 98 The
whole counsell began to forethink them of their forwardness.

b. intr. for refi. Const, of
c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 279 pe fende shal. .ever

forbinke. c 1410 Lovf. Bonavent. Mirr. XXli. 48 >Gibbs
MS.), I., come to ^owe. .forthynkynge inwardly of bat I

haue offendet. 1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 132 He
. .then forthinketh, but late is his complaint. 153S Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 46S He forthocht full soir Of the grit wrang.
1562 J. Heywood Pro7'. fy Epigr. (1867) 118 Better foresee,

than forthinke. 1578 Whetstonf, Promos <y Cass. 11. v,

Forethinke of thy forepassed faultes.

6. Occasional uses : a. trans. To change one's

mind about ; to renounce, b. intr. To think or

plan something wrong ; to conspire.

1483 Festivall (W'. de W. 1515' 73 b, By temptacyon of the
fende they forthought all theyr purpose. 1494 Coll. Hist.

Staff. XII. (1891) 334 Sir Humfrey Stanley, with xx per-

sons, forthought ayens your pease and lawis.

Forthink: see Fohethink.

t rorthi/nking, vbl. sb. Obs. The action of

the vb. Fouthink ; also, repentance.
a 1235 Ancr. R. 110 pet of-bunchung [v.r. forSinchinge]

bet he hefde wiSinnen him. 1340 Ayenb. 20 pet bou nere

na^t digneliche y-di^t be ssrifbe and by vorbenchinge. a 1400
Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. 11867) 8 Solhefaste for-

thynkynge bat we hafe of oure syne. 1555 W. Watreman
Fardle Facious 11, xii. 289 Let him sorowe, not with a
lighte forthinckinge. 1587 Golding De Mornay xvii. 269
The. .Cerimonies of al Nations, doe witnesse vnto vs a
certeyne forethinking and remorce of sinne against God.

t Porthi'rst, pa. pplc. In 3 Orm. forrprisst.

[f. For- pref 1 + thirst, pa. pple. of Thik.st v.]

Overpowered with thirst.

fi2ooORMiN 8635 He. ,se33de batt hewassforrbrisst. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 173/3 Forthyrst, sitibundus, sicieus.

t Forthlead, v- Obs. [O\\.for61vcdan,$.¥(ym\i

adv. + liedan to Lead.] trans, a. To lead forth.

b. To put forth (horns, etc.) ; = Lat. producere.
a 1000 Satan (Gr.) 566 Freodrihten hine for51a;dde to Sam

hal^an ham. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixviii. 32 [Ixix. 31] Kalf
.. Forthledand [Vulg. producentem] homes and klees his.

1 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2443 There was many a wepyng
heye As the childe was forth ladde.

t Po'rthly, a. Obs. Forms : 3 forthlich, 4
forthely. [1. Forth adv. + -ly *.] Healthy, likely

to live ; also, full of energy.
c 1230 Hall Meid. 35 $if hit wel iborn is & JuinchecS wel

forSlich, fearlac of his lure is anan wiS him iboren. ^1330
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 160 Felawes were bei alle, als

forthely as he.

t Fo'rthmost, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Forth
adv. + Most.] = Foremost.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. xx. 27 Se5e wa;lle betuih iuh
forSmest wossa sie iuer 8ea. c 1425 Engl. Couo. /re/. (1896)
16 Robert was.. euer with the forthmost in euery fight.

f 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 22 The certein guyse es this

That' of the new law forthemast a sothe reherced is.

t Fortlmim, v. Obs. [f. Forth adv. + Nim v.]

1. trans. To consume. Cf. F'ornim.
c 1175 La7ub. Horn. 95 pes fares [? fures] icunde is bet hit

forSmmeS swa hwet him neh biS.

2. intr. To go forth, go away, proceed.
c 1250 Gen. .y Ex. 3351 ForS nam 5is folc, so god ta^te

him, to Se desert of rafadim. Ibid. 3640 Twelf moneS forS
ben alle cumen, Or he fro synay ben forS numen.

t Forth on, forthon, adv. Obs. For forms
see Forth, [f. Forth adv. + On adv.]

1. Of space: Forwards; = Forth i. In quot.

with ellipsis of go. Also, onwards, straight on,

without deviation; = Forth 2.

1529 More Dyaloge 11. Wks. 183/1 Let us forth on a litle

further. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 49 My free drift .. Flies
an Eagle flight, bold, and forth on.

2. Of time : Onwards ; = Forth 3.

1474 Caxton Chesse n He . . shold be his frend fro than
forthon. c 1500 Melusiue lix. (1895) 361 Thy fortres fro this
day fourthon shalbe quyte of ony trybute. 1587 Golding
De Momay xxxi. 505 From the beginning foorthon, Moyses
and the Prophets gaue it you.

b. Straightway, at once, forthwith.
a 1000 Martyrol. (E. E. T. S.) 154 pa het Valerianus se

refa hi forSon acwellan. ^1250 Gen. % Ex. 3162 lie firme
bigeten. .was storuen on morwen and dead forSan.

t For-tho'n, conj. Obs. Also 1 forp&m, -pan,
2-4 forthan, 7 forthen. [In OE. two words

:

For prep. +pon \ns\x.,pdm dat., of The. The dat.

and instr. forms coalesced in ME.]
1. For this reason, therefore. In ME. sometimes

repeated, forpon . . forpon 'for this reason. . that'.
cqoo tr. Bsedas Hist. 111. xiii. [xv.] (1890) 198 He fortSon

eallum je bisse worulde aldormonnum waes leof. c 1000
Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 25 Forpam

[
( 1160 Hatton Forban] ic

secje eow ban [etc.]. CH75 Lamb. Horn. 95 ForSon wes be

halia gast on culfren onlicnesse bufan criste, for3on he wes
[etc.]. c 1205 Lav. 989 For bon [<: 1275 for \>:\x\\ 5if hit eow
bi-louert. .fare we from bisse londe. c 1320 Cast Love 1072
He scholde neuer die for bon. < *394 /' PI* Crede 27 By
a fraynyng for-ban faileb her manye. 1447 Bokenha.m
Seyntys (Roxh.t 43 Not forthan I wyl not blynne. 1674 Ray
N. C. Words 19 Forthen and Forthy, therefore.

2. For the reason that, because.
BeowuIf\Gr.) rso^Forbam wearS [sor^cearu] ylda hearnum

undyrne cu5. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 Hit is riht bet me
hem spille, forban betere hit is [etc.]. < 1250 Gen. <V Ex.
1996 Putifar. .ho3te ioseph al forSan He wulde don is lechur-

hed wi5 ioseph.

So For-thou the, later forthon that = 2.

C893 K. ALFRED Oros. 1. 1.(1883)24 For5on be sio sunne bar
ga;5 near on sett bonne on o5rum lande, b»r [etc.]. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 24 For-bam [cn6o Hatton for-ban]

be hyt waes Strang wind, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 For bon bet

hescolde swote smelle. -1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 107 Leomene
fader we clepecJ ure drihten for ban be he sunne atend.

c 1250 Owl ty Night. 780 And for ban bat hit no wit not Ne
mai his strengbe hit ischilde. 1340 Ayenb. 184 V'or ban bet

roboam. . uorlet bane red of be yealden guode men., he
uor-leas bet gratteste del of his kmgdonie.
Forthought: see Forethought.

t Forthpa'SS, v. Obs. [f. Forth adv. + Pass
v.] intr. To pass forth, go, proceed.
1382 Wyclif Gen. xxviii. 2 But go, and forthpasse into

Mesopotany. .to the hows of Batuel. 1435 Misvn Eire of
Love 1. viii. (1896) 16 |>e holy goste of be fadyr & \e sone
forthpassynge. (1440 Hvlton Scala Perf (\V. de W.
1494) 1. Ixxxvi, By cause of synne he forthpassith [1533
passeth farre] liuyng in this worlde in this ymage of synne.

t Forthputter. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Forth adv.

+ Potter,] One who puis forth ; a braggart.
a 1610 Healev Theophrastus xxiii. (if)j6) 79 A vanter or

forthputter is he, that boastes upon the Exchange that

he hath store of banke-mony,

Forthputting h>jbpu-tiij , vbl. sb. [f. Forth
adv. + Putting vol. sb.']

1. The action of putting forth.

1640 Bi-. Reynolds Passions (1658) 1009 The effects of

Hope, .arising out of want, contention, and forth-putting of
the mind. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man 118351 II. 11. i. 163
An obvious, .forth-putting of skill. 1875 M'Laren Serm.
Ser. 11. ii. 24 A continuous forth-putting of power.

2. U.S. Obtrusive behaviour.
1861 Lowell Bighnu P. Poems 1890 II. 216 To secure

myself against any imputation of unseemly forthpuuing.

Forthputting (f<>rbpirtirj), ppl. a. ff. Forth
adv. + Putting, pr. pple. of Put v.] That puts

forth ; esp. that puts oneself forward ; forward,

obtrusive, presumptuous. (Now chiefly C7.S.)

c 1570 Pride A;- Loivl. (1841) 33 For soft, and no whit forth-

putting was he. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt, xviii. 21 Peter
is still the same, ever too forwardly and forth-putting. 1854
Hawthorne Eug. Kote-bks. (1879) II. 312, I should wrong
her if I left the impression of her being forth-putting and
obtrusive. 1883 Howells Register i, Do you think it was
forth-putting at all, to ask him?

t Forttra'St, v. Obs. [OE.fordnestan, f. For-
prefi 1 +&rzesta?i to cru^h.] trans. To crush, shatter.

(.825 I'esp. Ps. ix. 36 [x. 15] FortSraist earm 5es synfullan.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlvii[ij. 7 In strange gaste schippes of
Thars for-thrist saltou. 13. . Visio?is St. Paul 34 in O. E.
Misc. (1872) 224 Synful soules, and al for-brast. 13. . E. E.
Allit. I'. B. 249 Bot in be bryd [act of God's vengeance]
watz for-brast al bat bryue schuld.

Forthren, obs. f. Further v.

Forthright Toaj^rdi't, fo«uh|raif , rarely with
advb. gen. -s forthrightS, adv., a. and sit.

arch, [f. Forth adv. + Right a. and adv., in

OE. riht, rihte : cf. Downright.] A. adv.

1. Directly forward, in or towards the front,

straight before one.
a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Haupt's Zeitschr. IX. 406 Indeclina-

biliter, fororihte. < 1205 Lav. 1523 Brutus, .iwende for5-

rihtes to bon ilke weie ber him iwised wes. ? a 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 295 She mighte loke in no visage Of man or
woman forth-right pleyn. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
v. ii. (1495 1 104 That heryth not only fourth ryght but all

abowte. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 11. 115 He ever going so just

with the horse, either forth-right or turning. 1697 Dryden
AEneid xil 1076 Now forthright and now in Orbits wheelM.
1818 Keats Endym. n. 331 Until impatient in embarrass-
ment He forthright pass'd. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist III.

viii. 153 Reach the good man your hand, my girl : forth-

right from the shoulder, like a brave boxer.

*t*
b. Straight out, horizontally. Obs.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 356 The fruite .. standing
some forthright, and some upright.

2. Straightway, immediately, at once.

c 1200 Ormin 2481 He. .wollde forrbrihht hire himmfra All

stillelike shadenn. a 1225 St. Marher. 15 Ant tenne some
agulteS eawiht [sc. ha moten] gan anan fororiht bset ha [etc.].

1590 Spenser F. Q. n. vii. 35 Whose dore forthright To
him did open as it had beene taught. 1609 C. Butler
Fern. Mon. (1634) 131 You may see some slain forthright

with the thrust of the Spear. 1659 Torriano, A ribibo,

forthright, as it were carelesly. 1882 Swinburne Tristram
of Lyonesse 49 Forthright upon his steed [he] Leapt.

B. adj.

1. Proceeding in a straight course, directly in front

of one, straight forward.
c 1000 .(^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wfdcker 222/30 Directanei,

forSrihte. 1398 Trevisa tr. Barth. De P. R. ix. i. (1495) 345
Streyghteand forthryghte meuynge. 1657 S. Purchas Pol.
Flying-Ins. 190 Having two points forth-right, not barbed
like a Bees. 1824 Scon St. Ronan's xxxvi, Now in mak-
ing feints, now in making forthright passes. 1865 C. J.
Vaughan Wordsfr. Gosp. 71 Must thine eye be thus roving
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FORTHRING.
thy forthright visum thus distracted I 1878 Stevenson

Iiilami Vov. 14s A headlong, forth-right tide.

2. fig. Going straight to the paint, straightfor-

ward, unswerving;, outspoken; also, unhesitating,

dexterous.

1855 DXIWMMO Mm » ir,w. II. Atuirea del Sarto 5

This low-pulsed forthright ciaftsnumVi hand of mine. 1867

Swinhcrnk in Forlii. Ker. July 22 In clear forthright

manner of procedure . . it resemhles the work of Chaucer.

1870 Lowell S.'udr Wind. 261 The home-thrust of a forth-

right word. 1879 Faxrar St. Paul I. 422 The practical,

forthright, non-argumentative turn of his mind.

C. sb. A straight course or path ; lit. anil fig.

v
Chielly after Shakspere.)
1606 Shaks. Tr. * Cr. 111. iii. 15S If yon gitie way Or

hedge aside from the direct forth right. 1610 — Tern/. III.

iii. 3 Here's a man trod iudeede Through fourth rights, and

Meanders. 1880 Browning Drmm. Idy/tsSer. 11. iV/.-v 13

Thought.. Notes this forthright, that meander. 1884 Br.

Barry in Conttm/. K,-.: Sept. 409 Materialism with its

mare of ' forthrights and meanders ' is utterly at fault. 1887

Lowell Pr. Wks. (1S90) VI. 1S0 He has not allowed him-

self to be lured from the direct forthright by any [etc.).

Hence rorthrightness, the quality of being

forthright ; straight forwardness.

1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 123 Dante's concise

forthrightness of phrase. 1879 Farxax St. Paul I. 225 He
. .carried into his arguments that intensity and forthright-

ness which awaken dormant opposition.

t Forthring, V. Obs. ran. [f. For- prefix

+ TURING v. to press. The OE. forSringan

J-'oR- fnf.-Vi occurs once, app. in the sense 'to

urge forward'.] trans. To press heavily upon,

oppress.

BeowulfyGr.) 10S4 p.et he ne mehte . . pa wea-lafe wize for

bringan peodnes pe*.ne. i itoo OrMIN 6169 Himm Vatt i

cwarrterrne lib Forrbundenn ei forrhrungenn.

Porthrow: see For-/;-,/. 1 1.

t Forthse"t, v. 0/<s. [f. Forth adv. + Skt r.]

traits. To set forth ; to present to view, display.

c 1565 LiNDSSAV (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot. 07281 1. 1 They,

that arc most forthy in the ingyring and forthsetting them-

selves. 1585 I as.
"1 F.ss. Poesie lArb.) 37, I had farr rather

Kabell tower forthsett, Then [etc.].

Hence Forthsetting vbl. sh.

1518 J. Hackei U Woiscy [MS. Cott. C.alba B. ix. 1S1)

Vt myght lie a forthesettyng of Frenchenien to make ther

bragges. a 157* Knox Hist. Kef. Wks. 1S46 I. 344
Being conveaned . . in the name of Jesus Christ, for furth-

setting of his glorie. .11847 Chalmers Posth. Wis. I. 76

Let me not enter 011 the vain attempt to enhance the im-

pression of this celebrated story by any forthsetting of

mine. 1863 A. B. GaoSART Small Sins I'ref. (ed. 2> 10 It

has seemed therefore to me advisable to. . select less obvious

forth-setting of the same great Truths.

t Forthshow, v. Obs. [f. Forth adv. +

Show i'.] trans. To show forth, declare, exhibit.

a 1300 S. Ji. Psalt.-r cxliv, [cxlv.l 4 Strende and strende.

.

sal..>i might forlh-schewe. c 1330 K. BrunNI Chron. (1810)

54 pei durst it not forth schewe. 1553 Q. Kennedy Comktmd.
Tract, in Wodr. Sot. Mis:. 127 Quhat and he be blynd

quhilk suld furthschaw the way to utheris. 1556 Lauder
. 'roetait 503 Now haue I breuelie heir furthschawin . . How
that^e suld [etc.).

t Fo'rthsithe. Obs. [f. Forth <i<rV. + s!S

journey.] Departure, decease ; hence, death bed.

0. E.'chron. an. 992, .lifter Oswaldes . . forSsioe. <i 1*40

I'm'sun in Cott. Horn. 197 Ich pe bidde pet tu kume to mine
uorS-si5e.

t Fortlitee', *•• Obs. [OF fo'ttion, f. Forth
adv. + Uon : see Tee v.] trans, a. To manifest

outwardly, b. To bring forward, adduce, quote.

C. To draw ,a person) on, seduce, beguile.

e 1100 Tr'tn. Coll. Horn. 35 pe deuel teo foro geres liwile

after fox . . hwile after oore, and on ech of hise deden is iefned

to be deore wuas geres he foroieocS. Ibid. 145 pe fewe word
be ich nu for5-tegh he speccl of [etc.]. Ibid. 199 Man mid is

gele, eggeS us and fonde5 and forp-teb to idele boilke.

Forthtell (fo»rpte'l), v. rare. [f. Forth adv.

+ Tei.l ».] trans. To tell forth, publish abroad.

1549-&1 SrERSHOLn ei H. Ps. cxlviii. 14 His Saints shall

all forthtell His praise and worthinesse. 1561 Kethe Ps.

c. 1 Hym serue with feare, his praise forth tell. 1889 T.
Wku;ht Cktiliee o/Carden xv. 10S ' Imprinted ', as its title

page forthtold. in the last year of Elizabeth.

t FoTtllward, .'A Obs. Also 5 St. fbrSward,

forthwart. [See Forth adv.] = Forewarn sb. 1

c 1340 Cursi*r M. 13959 iFairf.'pe Iewes wib baire fals forb-

wardT.bai so?t ihesu to be dede. < 1470 Henry Ir'itll.KC xt.

487 For thi manheid this forthwart to me fest. 1535 Siewart
Crtm. Scot. iii. 254 As plesit him his fordward to fultiit.

Fo'rthward, with adv. gen. -s forth.wards ,

adv. and a. Obs. exc. arch. Forms : see Forth
and -ward. [OK. forfcivard ^ = OS. /crSittrd,

JfcD'— iMilJ. f. Forth tuiv. +-ward.] A. adv.

1. Of place : Towards a place or part in front or

before, onward
v
s, forward. To be forthu-ard : to

lie on one's way. To setforthivard : to help on.

C117S Lamb. Horn. 51 And tech me hu ic seal swimmen
foroward. c 1105 Lay. 5370 Feouwer daies fulle for5 ward
[e i»75 forbwardes] heo wenden. 1197 K. Clocc. I1724)

a45 r° rV* ost al ^are was, vorbwaru vaste hit drowe.
. 1400 /.aa/ranc's Cirurg. 315 Prawe be boon forbward.
. 1430 Piler. Lx/Mamko.it 1. xciii. 11869) 51 ^le thinketh

rihtlonge bat I ne were forthward and set in W wey. < 1450

St. Cttthbert iSurtees* 6097 He went forthwaid with ^e

• ayne. 1530 Test. Kbor. (Surteesi V. 301 Alsoto the peir,

if it go furthwardes, x\s. 1560 Rolland Crt. V'etus tv. 659
Fordward 1 fuir. 1588 A. King tr. CaHisius

,

Cateck. 39
l'.o-wUlis ft we set furthwart, be all meanis possible y
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proffeit of our nyghhour. Ibid. 205 b, C.if thou preiss

torduart. 1655 Fei .lkx ( h. Hist. v. iv. s 35 l'hat unity and
concord in opinions .. mav em rease and goe forthward.

1768 Ross lleleiwrei "l'wcish twa liill.Kks the poor lambie

lies. An' ay fell forthett, m it ahoopi to rise.

b. I'rominently, in public.

1504 Aikynson tr. he Iwitatiimc ill. lix, He wyll also

ai>ere forthwarde. and haue the syghte and experyens of

many thynges bv hi' outwarde senses.

2. Of time : a. v
OE. only.) Continually, prospec-

tively, b. For the future onwards. Also, ay,

from) hence, nenv, then forthward ; from that

or this day or timeforthward.
. 1000 --U'J. Ps. I[il. 79 iC.r.) pa:t min sehernes hehtful

weorfte . . for5weard to pe I 1 1000 .t'.i eric Cram. xxi. (Z.)

125 Dis Jemet [the imperative mood] sprecd forbwerd.

. laoo Ormin 52.'6 patt itt Ibatt tw ifalde gast] tieo nu forrb-

warrd inn me. c 1340 Carreer M. 14905 IFalrC) Of his

l>assion bat is sa harde bat 3e sal here now forbwarde.

. 1380 .Sir Ferumb. 2605 If y b>s 'lay forbward spare

Sarasyn ouber torke, for euere mot y ban for-fare. 1 1440

Otttm Rim. 1. 225 iHarl. MS.' & here for. fadir, dothe to

me fro hennys forbew ard as be likithe. c I4S° St. Cutkbert

(Suttees) 6930 pare he ordayned be bischop se Ay forthward

forto be. c 1460 Foxtescik Abs. tr I.im. Men. (1885) 147

Wich wages shall than forthwarde cesse. 1541 Act 33 HtH.

I'll I, c. 1 i From that time furthward.

B. ads. - FOBWABD a.

. 1470 Henry Wallace 111. 46 C.rowand in enrage ; Forth-

ward, rycht fayr. Ibid. X. 78 So Weill tieseyn, so forthwart,

stern, and slult. 1881 111niEin />.'« Quiz. II. 560 Don
Quixote went, .oil his forthward way.

Hence Porthwardly adv.

c 1470 Henry WtUtmCt x. 653 So forthwartlye thai pressyt

in the thtang. 1494 Faiiyan Chroti. VI. clxxxvii. 189

Richarde. .toke vpon hym the rule of hisowne signory,and

grewe & encreased (orthwardly.
'

t Forthwa'X, v. Obs. [OE. jortweaxan. f.

Forth adv. * wea.xan to Wax.] iiitr. To grow-

forth, grow to excess, increase.

.1900 :Werfrith Grtg. Dial 11. xxvii. {Bosw.-T.) Forb-

weox his feondscipe. r ugo Gem. Ejc. tai t Wintres for5

wexen on vsaac.

t FOTthwise, V. Obs. [OF. forjmlsian. f.

', Forth adv. t wistan to show, guide.] trans. To
guide forth, direct ; hence, to bring up (a child).

Her.i-*l/(y'.r.) 1795 Him selebesn .. for5 wisade. 1 1315
1 Shoreham 68 The fader and moder That hyne fleschlyche

forthwyseth.

Forthwith (fd'uhwi'b, -wio'. adv.

[For forth roith prep.', = earlier fortA mid, along with,

see Forth mtv. ac The adv. Jtrthwith originates from

this phrase, the prep, being used absol. or with ellipsis of its

regimen.]

Immediately, at once, without delay or interval.

1450-1530 Mvrr. our l.a.lye 3 Other before the letter or

after or else fourthe wyth togyther. 1461 J. Paston in

/'. Lett. No. 3S4 II. 4 Ther was a certcyn person forth wyth

after the jurney at Wakefield. 1463 Bury Wills iCamdenl

17 Y1 y* messe of requiem may begynne forthwith whan y*

: is doo. 1637 Pecree Star Ckami.% 17 in HtUtm'tAntp.
i Arh.l 17 That the Master and Wardens of the Company of

Stationers, doe foorthwith certifie [etc.]. 171a Hearne
Coiltct. {Oxf. Hist. Soc.llll.424 It shall be done forthwith.

1814 Cary Dante, Par. Vlll. 50 Forthwith it grew In size

and splendour. 1848 Wharton La-.v Lex. s. v.. When a

defendant is ordered to plead forthwith, he must plead

within twenty-four hours. 1867 Sana Huguenots Eng.

iv.n88oi 53The King determined thai they should forthwith

be reconverted to Roman Catholicism.

\ Used for Fottw ith adv. and prep, ^vhich is a

variant reading in all the passages .

-1 1300 Cursor M. 10752 Amang bir men es forthwit tald,

I He come al forto her his wand. Ibid. 11423 pe stern went

I forth-wit bat bam ledd. ( 1340 Ibid. 11001 (I'rin.) In
:

sep-

J

tembre monelh be foure & twenty ny3t was .. Forbwib be

1 annunciacioun.

t Fo'rthwithal, adv. Obs. [(. Forth arrV. +
With prep. + All. See Forth <7<rV. 2 d.] - prec.

c saoo Ormin 1336 Let itt eornenn forbwibb all >l mntill

wilde wesste. 1390 Cower Con/. III. 262 And forthwithall

I

. .A naked swerd. .She toke, and through hir hert it throng.

01500 Assembl. Lmlies cv. in Ckaucer's Wis. (1561 > 261

Than eche of vs toke other by the sleue And forth withal,

I as we shulde take our leue. 1548 in Strypc Sect Mem. II.
1 App. D. 27 Yf thou take hym that is not trew unto hys

prynce, punvsh him forthwithall.

Forthy [ioVlhi), a. St, and dial. [f. Forth
<!.:':: +-Y '.] Disposed to put oneself forth or for-

ward ; forward, outspoken, unrestrained.

c 1565 [see Foxthset t.]. 1846 S/tc. Comisk Pro:: Dial.

s^A yungster coined out very forthy, ' Here come I, St.

Georgei\ 1880 P.. Cornwall Oloss., Fortky, officious; for-

ward. 189s Xorthumb. Closs., Fortky, industrious, well

doing, free, kindly spoken,

t For-thy, •<"</• Obs. Also I fortii, 2-5 forthi,

i 3 south. for%ui. 3-4 forthe. [OE. forOi, fortfy,

i
f. For prep. + Sy, instr. of The. Cf. Fortho.w]

j
For this reason, therefore.

c 1000 Aft. Cos/. John vii. 32 ForSy Moyses eow sealde

ymbsnydeiiysse , ,175 Lamb. Horn. 21 Forcion a bis worlO

winS onjein us. .for-bi we suneajet on-^ein drihtenes welle.

c 1130 HaliMeid. 9 For hi seli meiden forjet ti folc. a ia«o

Chvlt\ .Vigkt. 69 Forthe the sulve mose Hire thonkes wolde

the to-tose. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 234 My joy for-by

watz much be more. 1377 Labcl. /'. PI. B. Prol. 187 For-

bi I conseille alle be comune to lat be catte worthe. c 1450

Henxyson Mor. Fob. 45 The morning myld, my mirth

was maire forthy. 1501 Docclas /'.,/. Horn. 1. xxii, For

thy I knew the signe Wis Acteon 1590 Lodge Eufkues
Gold. Leg. in Halliw. Skais. V 1. 22 Forthy, M ontanus, follow

minearreede. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. i. 11. xwiii,

Forthy let first an inward centre hid Be puL
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b. S'otfor-thy: nevertheless. What for-thy:

what of that ?

1375 BarBOI R t'ru.e v. ;io \*ndir the mantill nocht-folthi

He sold lie armyt preualy. 1413 Filer. Stmtt iCaxton' I.

XV. (18591 13 Nought for thy, this I byhote expresse. e 1430

Syr 'fryam. 736 The fyrste that rode noght for thy.^W.is

the kyng of Lumbardy. c 1450 Cor: Myst. (1841) 120 Nevyr
the les, what for-thy . . Withowith mannys company She
myght not be with childe.

Hence Forthy that, earlier forthy the, because.

: 1000 Ags. Cos/. John vii. 22 Naforoi5e heo of Moyses sy.

.1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 On bon deie ha engles of heofene

ham iblissieS : foroi pe ba erming saulen habbeo rest of

heore pine, a 1115 Ancr. A*. 56 Al ba;t vuel of Dina . . ne

com nout forclui ba: 1 te wummen lokede cangliche o weop-

men. 1340 Hamivle Pr. Consc. 2698 Forthy bat sum has

11a knawyng Of purgatory . -Parfor [etc.]. .' 1400 Macnuey.
(Roxb.) vi. 18 pare also gert kyng Nabugodonosor putte be

three childer in be fyre, forbi ba t pa' helu r* ri?1 beieue.

+ Forthye'te, v. Obs. [OK. forfre'otan, f.

Forth adv. + u'otan to pour.] trans. Topourout.
cooo tr. F.rdas Hist. tv. xxix. [x.xviii.] 11800) 370 He ..

forOT,otenum tearum .. Dryhtne his willan bebead. 1513

Poi-glas ,-Eneis I iii. 55 The deip furtht3et in schaldisheir

and thair. — tv. viii. 88 All for nocht the teris war furlh 3et.

Fortieth (ff'Jtie)- , a. jb.) Forms: a. f6o-

wertisotia, crron. -teotja Jem., neut. -t>e
N

,
-' fur-

teohte, 3 fowertiBe, -tufie, -ti^the, fuwertitje,

fourtiand, 4 south, vourtajte, fourtithe, -tied,

j fowrtyde, fortith, 6 fourteth. 7 fourtieth, 6-

fortieth ; /S. 6 fourtyest. [OE. fitncertigoSa :—

prehistoric *fiivortigunJ>on-, corresponding to ON.
ftrtugmdt, -ande (Sw. fyrationde, Da. fyrrety-

vtndt), f. Forty on the analogy of Teeth.
The rare 13th c. fourtiartdis of Scandinavian origin. The

16th c fourtyest is noteworthy as being formed with the

same suffix a* in the Low and High Ger. equivalents (Iht.

Vttrtigttt, OWC.fiorzugosto) ; cf. also late Icel./ertugasti.]

The ordinal numeral belonging to the cardinal

forty. The fortieth man : one man in forty.

Fortieth part : one of forty equal parts into which a

quantity may be divided. Also absol. and quasi-j-#.

c 1000 Cleric Dent. i. 3 On bam feowerteooan xeare.

. 1175 Cott. Horn. 229 Drihten ba an ba furteohte dese his

eristes astah to heofene. tas8 Charter of Hen. Ill, in

Tyrrell Hist. Eng. (1700' II. App. 25 In the two andfower-

ti,the geare of ure crunninge. 1357 Lay Folks Cateck. 152

The fourtied day after that he ras . . he stegh in-till heuen.
.' 1425 Wyntoi N Cron. VI. iv. 89 Of hys kynryk be fowrtyde

yhere. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) I. vi. 52

The fourtyest daye after his resurreccyon. 1590 Six J.

Smyth Disc. Weapons in Lett. Lit. Men iCamdenl 51 Of
which, scarce the fortieth man escaped with life. 1611

Bible Ckrcm. xxvi. 31 In the fourtieth yeere of the reigne

of Dauid. a 1631 Oonse Love's Diet 23 Ah ! what doth it

1 availe To be the fourtieth name in an entail ? 1724 Swift
Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 138 It is not above the

fortieth part in value to the rest of Britain. 1758 S. Hay-
WARD^rrm. v. 145 In that fortieth of Isaiah how is that

Jehovah set forth? 1800V0INC in Pkil. Trans. XCI. 55 A
large card, divided, .into fortieths of an inch. 1855M1LMAN
Lat. Ckr. (1864) V. IX. vii. 324 All prelates [etc.]. .were sum-

moned to contribute at least a fortieth to this end.

Fortifiable (ffi'Jtifaiab'l), a. [f. Fortify v.

+ -able; cf. Y. fortifiable.] That maybe fortified.

KhjOtam tirnmrm. 17 Pro-.: Wks. (18561 223 The coun-

trey every where fortifiable with water. 1755 in Johnson.
1886 Ki skin 1'r.rterita I. vii. 207 The quadrilateral plan of

my fortifiable dispositions.

t Forti"ficate, :• St, Obs. [f. ppl. stem of I..

fortified)c] = Fortify.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus tit. 188 The vther part gif thay

fortificat In 30ur contrair.

Fortification v
l,> Jtifik.-iJanV [a. F. fortifi-

cation, ad. L.forlificdtwn-em, n. of action t.forti-

ficd-re to Fortify.]

I. The action of fortifying ; in senses of the vb.

1 1. Strengthening, corroboration, ratification.

1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 14 [They] haue . . procured

many men .. to the .. practise of archerie .. to the gre.iie

encrease and fortificacions of the same outwarde realmes.

1557-75 Dium. Occurr. (Bannatyne) 122 To come to

F.dinhurgh to subscriue the fortificatioun of the kingis

coronatioun. 1563-87 FoXE A. fr M. (1684) III. 454 For the

more fortification of that which hath been said. 1609

Skene Keg. Maj., Forme of Proces 116 The defender quha
propones tne exception, for fortification therof, may propone

ane duply, against the libell and reply. 1614 Ralek.h
Hist. World 11. (1634! 442 Much common good therby

likely to arise with mutual fortification of both those king-

doms. 16*3 Conway in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 155 His

actes had not need of theire fortification.

2. The strengthening of wine with alcohol.

1885 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 5 2 Spirits exported to Spain

for the fortification of native wines. 1893 Manck. Guard.

19 May 5 4 The duty was raised . .to discourage the fortifica-

tion of Spanish wines with coarse spirits.

8. Mil. The action of fortifying or providing

with defensive works.

1561 Wim ehorne tr. Mackiarcl (title) Ctxlain waies of

the orderyng of Souldiers in battelray, ft settyng of battailes

..also plattes for fortificacion of Townes. t88a Steven-

! son .VVtc Arab. Xts. (18841 I29 H e had no means of fortifi-

' cation, and lay open to attack.

b. The art or science of fortifying or construct-

ing works of defence.

1641 How ell For. Tra-o. iArb.) 80 The art of Naviga-

I tion and Fortification. 1688 Capt. J. S. Fortification 23

Fortification, or Military Architecture, is a Science [etc.].

1751 Johnson Kambler No. 103 P 2 We range from city to

I
city, though we profess neither architecture nor fortificat ion.
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1828 J. M. Spearman Urit. Gunner (ed. 2) 201 Fortification

. .is divided into two parts, which are called Permanent or

Field Fortification. 1879 Casselfs lechn. Educ. I, 21/2 The
science.. is termed Fortification.

Jig. 1649 In. Taylor (it. Exemp. 11. ix. 124 Observe
what object is aptcst to inflame thee, and by speciall arts of

fortification, stop up the avenues to that part.

II. cotter

.

4. Mil. A defensive work ; a wall, earthwork,

tower, etc. Chiefly collect, plural.

1489 Caxton Faytes ojA . it. xxiv. 137 Upon euery yate
muste be made dyuerse deffences and fortyfycacions. 151a

Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 1 § 1 To make llulwerkes, Brayes. .and

al other fortifications. 1604 Shaks. Oth. in, v. 5 This
Fortification (Clentlemen) shall we see't? 1683 Brit. Spec.

18 Strong fortifications do secure thy Ports. 1719 Db Foe
Crusoe 1. iv, I . . made me a Door to come out, on the Out-
side of my Pale or Fortification. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. II. 362 In the neighbourhood of Lexington .. are the

remains of two ancient fortifications. 1841 W. Spalding
Italyfy It. 1st. I. 223 We find all the Seven Hills embraced
within a fortification which the legendary history ascribes

toServius Tullius. 1863 Lykll Anlio. Man 40 Extensive
fortifications to protect them from their enemies.

b. Comb. : fortiflcation-agate (see quot.).

1882 in CAttEU. 1893 Dana's Syst. Mitt. (ed. 6) 189
Ruin-agate or Fortification-agate is a variety with light

to dark brown shades, showing, when polished, curious
markings well descril>ed by the name.

C. transf. and fig. A means of defence.
a 1586 Sidnev Arcati. 1. x. 40b, The Stagge thought it

better to trust to the nimblenes of his feete then to the
slender fortification of his lodging. 1653 Walton Angler
!i. 41 The gloves of an Otter are the best fortification for

your hands against wet weather. 1656 7 Burton's Diary
(1828' I. 363 That, .is the best fortification for all honest men.
174a Lond.ty Country Breiv. I. (ed. 4) 80 Horse-dung should
be laid to the Windows as a Fortification against them
[winds]. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 26 P 7 He was happy
En this fortification [an arrangement of bolts and bars].

5. f a. gen. A means of strengthening. Obs.

1655 Advt. in Culpepper's Pract. Physic, It \aurum
Potabile\ is an Universal Fortification for all Complexions
and ages. 1678 Drvden Kind Keeper iv. i, Go, provide .

.

the Westphalia ham, and other fortifications of nature.

b. spec. The strengthening timbers, etc. of a
whaling vessel : see Fortify v. i b.

1820 Scoresbv Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 191 The next im-
portant part of the fortification is the pointers.

fc. Gunnery. The additional thickness of metal
serving to strengthen certain portions of a cannon.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vng. Seamen 32 To . . know her

leuell poynt blanke . . her fortification, the differences of
powder [etc.]. 1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. v. 65 Canon-
Powder is best.. for in taking up much room it hath the
greater length or fortification of metal about it in the Piece.

Fortified (fjrjtifaid), ppl. a. [f. Fortify v. +
-ed '.] Strengthened

;
provided with means of

defence
;
protected with fortifications.

1538 Elyot, Firmus, stable, constant, well fortified. 1611
Bible Micah vii. 12 He shal come ,. from the fortified

cities. <zi6$7 Lovelace Poems { 1 864 ' 234 Vour days fare,

a fortified toast. 169s in Capt. Smith's Seaman^s Gram.
11. xviii. 128 A Well Fortified Gun, hath her Metal at the
Vent or Touch-hole as thick as her Diameter at the Bore.

1757 York Courant 18 Oct., A well-fortified vessel for the
coasting trade.. has been long wanted. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. Wks. V. 247 The Orstni and Vitelli in Italy, who used
to sally from their fortified dens to rob the trader and
traveller. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 45 Three fortified

and portcullised gateways.

Fortifier (f^itifDi^i). [f. next + -kr 1
.] One

who or that which fortifies : a. One who con-
structs fortifications, b. One who or that which
strengthens; a supporter, an upholder.
a. 155a Huloet, Fortifier, munitor. 1589 Ive Fortif. 33

Admonishing the Fortifier . . to vse . . the considerations
before in them alleaged. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 123 A
fortifier, had deuised a certaine kinde of ioyned boords, the
which being caried of the souldiers, defended them from the
shot of the Harcjuebuzers. 1602 Carew Cornwall 149 The
fortifier made his aduantage of the commoditie, affoorded
by the ground. 1873 Daily News 7 Nov. 5/3 General
Chabeau Latour, the fortifier of Paris.

b. c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (1728' 45 But
also reproached the fortifiers and allowers of him in such
wickedness. 1569 Murray 15 Oct. in H. Campbell Love
Lett. MaryQ. Scots App. 58 We wer constranit to nominate
the said Quenc.as maintenar and fortifiar of the execu-
touris thairof. 1878 Daily News 11 Sept. 4/7 The opinion
is at least a fortifier against adverse criticism. 1894 Ibid. 15
Feb. 5/3 An egg beaten in a very little whisky and water
will be found an excellent fortifier.

Fortify fffTitifoi), v. [ad. F. fortifier, ad. L.

fortificdre, {.forUs strong + -ficdre : see -FY.]

I. To make strong.

1. trans. To strengthen structurally. Now some-
what rare.

< 1450 Merlin 187 He made to a-mende and fortyfie the
walhs of the town ther, as thei were most feble. 1697 Dryden

e..EmpVirg.Georg. iv. 262 The grave experiene'd Bee
at home.. To fortify the Combs, to build the Wall.

Employ'd

,11. 17*6
Leoni tr. Alberti's Archil. II. 113/2 They shou'd also be
fortifyed all round with strong brick work. 1886 Willis &
Clark Cambridge III. 545 Fortifying the wood-work of the
Dome and Lantern.

b. spec. To strengthen (a gun) by additional
thickness of metal. Cf. Fortification 5 c. Also,
to strengthen a ship) for especial emergency, by
means of additional timbers, etc.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 71 Those small
Peeces are better fortified than the greater. 1669 Stukmy
Mariner's Mag. v. 62 You must work as if the Piece were

fortified no more than only so much as the thinnest part of

the Metal is. 1820 Scorbsby Aec, Arctic Reg. II. 508 The
new ship., is fortified within the bow. 1853 Kane Griuuclt
Exp. xv. (1856) 112 She was. .fortified with three additional
strips of boiler iron.

c. To cover or bind with some protective ma-
terial or appliance. (Now coloured by senses 7-H.)

1607 Toi'seli. Fourf, Beasts (1658) 372 Men armed with
shields, and fortified all over with thongs of leather. 1669
Boyle Coutu. New Exp. 11. (1682) 21 A little [air] brake
into the Reciever. .because I had neglected to fortifie the

cover with Turpentine. 1697 PoTTER Atttiff. Greece in. xv,

* , 7 , 5) J 3° The whole Fabnclc.was fortified with Pitch to

secure the Wood from the Waters. 1706 Hearse Collect.

7 Feb., Being us'd to fortifie himself against weather by. .a

thick Robe. 1798 W. Blair Soldier's Friend 31 Ingenious
modes of fortifying shoes, and rendering them water-proof.

1803 Wellington 20 Jan. in Gurw. Desfi. I. yjj Kegs of
six gallons each, well fortified with iron hoops. 1850 Meri<
VALE Rout. Emp. (1865) I. v. 193 Camillus .. fortified the
shield with a rim of metal.

2. To impart strength or vigour to (the body, its

organs, or powers, f a plant) ; to give (a person,

oneself) strength or endurance for sonic effort.

14.. Lydg. & Burgh Secrees 1059 Wyn . . ffortefieth the

heete in the body natural. 1578 I.ytf. Dodoeus 11. lxxi. 241
It doth fortefie and strengthen the harte. 1686 W. Harris tr.

Lcmery's Course Chem. II. xxii. (ed. 3) 624 The Turks will

take of it [opium) to the bigness of a hazle Nut to fortifie

themselves when they are going to fight. 1691 Ray Creation
Ded.(i704l 3 To fortifie you in your Athletic Conflicts. 1719
I.ONDON & WISE Compl. Card. 21^ We endeavour to fortifie

it, and make it grow big all Summer, by watering and crop-

ping it. 1849 C1.ARIDGE Cold Water-cure 4^ Cold water,
as a beverage, fortifies the stomach and intestines, 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiii, Mr. Inspector hastily fortifying

himself with another glass.

j 3. To render more powerful or effective; to

strengthen, reinforce with additional resources or

co-operation; to garrison [a fortress); to provide

an army, etc.) with necessaries. Obs.
1470 85 Malory Arthur 1. xviii. They had.. moo than

eygbt thousand for to fortyfye alle the fortresses in the
marches of Cornewaylle. 1480 Robt. Devyll in Thorns
Prose Rom. 6 lie ever prayed to Cod to send hym a chyld
..to multyply and fortyfy his lynage. 1523 Ld. Berneks
Froiss. I. Ixxii. 94 The countesse. .fortifyed all her garisons
of euery thyng y* they wanted. 1548 Hall Chrou., Hen.
VI >an. 31) 165 He fortified ISurdeaux with Englishmen and
victayle. 1612 WoodALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653 190 It

fortifieth the other medicines, and doubletli their forces. 1670
Cot rON Espernonx. 11. 69 The Inhabitants of the Suburbs of
St. Germain! were order'd to slip in to fortifie the attempt.

1701 SwiFT Contests Nobles -y Com. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 11 They
admitted three thousand into a share of the government;
and thus fortified, became the cruellest tyranny upon record.

1725 Db Foe Voy. rouml World (1840' 28, I fortified myself
with the French captain, and the supercargo.

b. To arm, strengthen with weapons. Cf. 7. rare.

1711 Addison Spect. No. 121 r 3 That great Variety of
Arms with which Nature has differently fortified the Bodies
of several kind of Animals, such as Claws, Hoofs, and Horns.

4. To strengthen (liquors^ with alcohol.
1880 Act 43 <V 44 Vict, c.24 § 70 Any spirits warehoused.

.

may be used in the warehouse for fortifying wines, 1894
C. X. Robinson Brit. Fleet 142 In 1869 the present practice

of fortifying the [lime] juice with rum was resorted to.

5. a. To strengthen mentally or morally; to

endow with immaterial resources ; to impart forti-

tude to ; to cheer, encourage.

1477 Earl Rivkrs (Caxton) Dictes 19 It apparteigneth to
euery man . . to seke science and ther with to fortiffie hym
hauyng a good eye vpon his enemyes. 1573 Baset Alv.
F948 Tohaueahart fortified with wisedome. a 1586 Sidney
Arcatiia 11. (1629) 111 Which . so greatly fortified her
desires, to see that her mother had the like desires. 1699
Locke Educ. § 70. 100 A young Man, before he leaves the
shelter of his Father's House, should be fortified with
Resolution to secure his Vertue. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. It5 r 8 Every delay gives vice another opportunity of
fortifying itself by habit. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxiii.

69 The king . ..fortified by this unsuccessful attempt to
dethrone him. a 1794 Gibbon Life viii. (1839) 238 Timidity
was fortified by pride. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. vii. (1875)
269 Their courage was fortified by a fervent prayer.

b. To confirm, corroborate, add support to (a

statement, etc.). To fortify oneself: to confirm

one's statement, etc. + Also {rarely) z'ntr. for refi.

^1449 Pecock Repr. 285 To fortofie and strength the
same badde answere. 1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 164/1
That glose he would haue fortified . . with another worde of
Christ, c 1532 Dewes Introd. E'r. in Palsgr. 1063 Mylorde
the President fortifyeng sayd that we te nat bounde by the
Iawe to say. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain 5 To fortifie his
Reasons, he sent us a Manifesto. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Loom #f Lugger n. v. 96 A distinct charge is brought
against you, fortified by particulars. 1847 Emekson Repr.
Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 295 If he made transcendental
distinctions, he fortified himself by drawing all his illustra-

tions from sources disdained by orators.

t 6. intr. To gain strength, grow strong. Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxii. § 6 How they [the

affections] gather and fortify. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard.
(1675 1 165 Leaving the least to bear seed, and that the plant
may fortifie. 1660 Sharbock Vegetables 126 Bind up. .the
strongest and forwardest first, letting the other fortifie.

II. To strengthen against attack.

7. trans. To provide (a town or its walls, with
defensive works; to protect with fortifications.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 166 To fortefye anone he dyd
devyse Of englysshe townes iij. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt.
(1880) 165 The walles of that cyte ben fortefyed with towres.
X582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. Ivii.

1 20 All their houses well fortified with sundry trenches round

about. 161 1 Bible Isa. xxii. 10 The houses haue yee broken
downe to fortifie the wall. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I.

ii. 152 These were immediately commanded to fortify I.eiih.

1816 KkaTINCE I'rav. (18x71 '* ?jf> It is environed with walls,

but not regularly fortified. 1893 Acadetny i\ May 411/2
The opposite bank , . was admirably fortifier!.

trans/. 1601 Holland Pliny I. m This isle is fortified

with the mount Prion. 1705 Aooison Italy 8 A Ro* k that

runs out into the Sea, and is well fortify 'd by Nature. 1726
Leoni tr. Albert?* Archtt. II. 121/1 A Pier, .to fortifie a Port.

Jig. 1548 Hall Chrou., Rich. Ill (an. 5; 42 b, Realities

and countries are fortified and munited with a double
j>ower. 1644 Milton Ateop. (Arb.) 50 Shut and fortifie one
gate .tgainst corruption. 1775 Johnson 7Vij no Tyr. ji

His house is fortified by tin- law. 1850 MimvAi.E Rom.
Emp. (18^5) I- ix. 355 He. .fortified his position against the

malevolence of a future consul.

8. To surround (an army, oneself) with defences;

to put in a position of defence.

1548 Hall Chrou., Hen. V fan. 3) 48 b. The fotemen were
hedged about with the stakes. .This device of forlifiyng an
army was at this tyine fyrst invented. 1590 M A BLOW 1 .mi
Pt Tamburt. in. ii, I'll have you learn, the way to fortify

your men. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 47 Here
they proceeded to fortify themselves.

9. intr. To erect foitifications ; to establish a

position of defence.

1570 6 Lambarde Pcratuh. Kent (i%S,) 185 Sailing up the
River of i hamise, he fortifieth at Middle-ton. m6oo Sik R.
Cecil Let. in Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 61 'liny will

first fortifie and learn the strength of the Rebels. 1774
Pennani lour Siott. in 1772.293 No people will give them-
selves the trouble of fortifying amidst the security of friends.

a 1885 1,'. S. OkANi Personal Mem. I. 351 The enemy was
fortifying at Corinth.
trans/, and fig. 1591 I.vi.v Endym. t.iii, I will withdraw

myselfe to the river, and there fortifie for fish. < 1600 Shak^.
Sonn. lxiii, for such a time do I now fortifie Against con-
founding Ages cruell knife.

Hence Fo'rtifying />//. a.

1863 \V. B. Jerkold Sign. Distress 22 Soup, made of sound
and fortifying materials. 1872 Baokhoi Physics <v Pol.

(1876) 217 The fortifying religions .. tho <; which lay the

plainest stress on the manly parts of morality.

Fortifying f^Jtifaijirj , vbl. sb. [i. prcc.

+ -in<; '.] The action of the vb. Iokjifv. Also
^eruiuiially with omission of in.

1580 HoLLYBAND 7ffas.Fr. 'long, Foriifiement', a fortify-

ing. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. iv, 1 laid aside.. my building,
and fortifying. 1774 S. C00PEH in Franklin's Wks. i

J
---i)

V. 364 The entrance into this town is now fortifying by the
soldiery. 1820 Scokeshy Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 10,1 Fortify-

ing, is the operation of strengthening a ship's stem and
bows. 1832 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I. 287 Lying down
is an instant specific for it [sea-sh knessj, arid eating, a u-r

tain alleviation and fortifying against it. 1866 Geo. Elioi
F. Holt (1868) 40 Sir Maximus Debarry who had been at

the fortifying of the old castle.

+ b. concr. A fortification, defence. Obs.

1523 Ld. Bernebs Froiss. I. eclxxxiii. 422 The fote men .

.

beaie downe the fortifyeng and barry-rs. 1553 Brenoe
Q. Curtius vii. 138 b, The King of Scythia . . iudging y* tin;

fortifieng vpon the ryuers side, shuld be as a yoke to his neck.

1573 Baret Alv. V (jso A proppe,afortifying. Jukimentum.

t Forti'ht, v. Obs. (early MK.) [OK. fortyh-
tan, f. Fob- prefA + tyhtan to draw.] trans. To
draw aside ft') evil) ; to seduce.
a 1000 Elene 2o8iGr.i Swa se ealda feond..leode fortyhte.

c 1200 Tritt. Coll. Horn. 87 Seuene oftre gostes .. fortehten
hit [bat child]. Ibid. 107 pedeuel mid hisfortihtinge bringed
unnut bone on mannes hearte.

Fortilage, fortiless, obs. ft of Fortalice.

t Po*rtin, sb. Obs. [a. Y.forlin, dim. offort

:

see FoBT sb.] A small fort ; a field-fort.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fortin, or FieldJort. 1721-36
in Bailey. 1744 Hanmek conjecture in Shaks. 1 Hen. IV,
11. iii. 55 Of palisadoes, fortius [1623 frontiers], parapets.

t Fcrrtin, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OK.fortin (used

only of Samson , f. fort strong.] Strong.
1340 Ayenb. 204 Samson fortin.

Fortmgle, var. f. of Kakthingukal, Obs.
1721-36 in Bailey.

For-tired: see Foil- prefJ 6.

Fortis (f*rJtis). [f. 1- fortis adj., strong.] A
variety of dynamite : see quot.
1889 Major Cundill Diet. Explosives, Glycero-Nitre ..

This explosive has been submitted for authorisation in this

country under the name of Fords '.

II Fortissimo, adv. Music. [It. fortissimo^

superl. offorte : see Fokte.] Very loud. (Abbre-
viated^,^*/-., or forliss.) Also quasi-a^'.
1724 Short Explic. For. Words in Music 32 Fortissimo,

is Extream loud. 1767 Steknk Tr. Shandy ix. xi, Amen,
cried my father, Jortissimo. 1883 Miss Braddon Golden
Caljl. ii. 50 If their pianissimo passages failed in delicacy,
there was no mistake about their fortissimo. 1889 A thenxum
6 Apr, 448/3 A splendid effect being gained by the sudden
entry of the combined chorus Jortissimo to the words
' Hosannah ! Lord of Lords !

'

[Fortition. spurious word : see Sortition.]

Fortitude f^Mtitiwd . [a. V. fortitude, ad. L.

fortitftdo, f. fortis strong : see Fokt a.]

tl- Physical or structural strength. Obs.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe lnd.(Arb.) 15 A beast, .excellinge
all other beastes in fortitude and strength. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, 11. i. 17 Dispairing of his owne amies fortitude.

1604 — Oth. 1. iii. 222 The Fortitude of the place is best
knowne to you. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 50 Bond-
ing of Brick-work, .conduces very much to its Fortitude.

2. Moral strength or courage. Now only in pas-
sive sense : Unyielding courage in the endurance of
pain or adversity. (One of the cardinal virtues.)



FORTITUDINOUS. 478 FORTUNACY.
[c 1386 Chaucer Am T. r 654 Agayns. . Acciiiie . . ther is

a vertu that is called Fortitude] 1500 mo IHnhar Amw
Ixviii. 77 Fortitude, pmrdHKC, and temperance. 1609 Bull
(Oouayj^rA. xiii. Coinm., The Aportlei Being God recalled

them, and strengthened them with fortitude. 1713 Steele
E»t;lishm. No. 22. 144 Fortitude is the peculiar Kxcellence
of Man. 1754 Mrs. Delany Let. to Nov., The Duchess
ofQueensbury bears her calamity with great fortitude. 1818
Hazlitt Eng. Poets ii. (1870) 27 Fortitude does not appear
at any time to have been the distinguishing virtue of poets.

1848 Dickens Dombey vi. (C. D. ed.) 40 She could bear the
disappointments of other people with tolerable fortitude.

3. Astro!. A position or circumstance which
heightens the influence of a planet ; a dignity.

1547 Booroe Astronamye Contents in Introd. Knoivl.

(1870) Forewords 23 The iii[ij. capytle doth shew of the for-

titudes of the planetes. 1695 Congreve Lovefor L. 11. i, Sure
the Moon is in all her Fortitudes.

FortitudixiOUS if-ititiw'dinas), a. [f. h.for-
titudin-em (see Fortitude) + -ous.] Endowed
with or characterized by fortitude.

1751 Fielding Amelia Wks. 1775 X. 224 As fortitudinous
a man as any in the King's dominions. 1781 Gibbon Dec/.

<y /'. II I. lii. 262 These fortitudiiious heroes are awed by the
superior fierceness of the lions and tigers. 1878 Morlev
Carlyle 175 Right service performed in fortitudinous temper.

Fortlet (fjfitldt). Also 4, 6 fortelet. [f. Fort
sb. + -let. (In quot. 1330 it may be an error for

forcelete or fori'elece : see Forcelet, Fortalice. ]

A small fort.

< 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wmct (Rolls) 4822 Hys pleyn
londes he let hym haue, Bot his forteletes he dide saue.
1538 Lkland///*. VII. 55 A lytic poore Steple as a Fortelet
for a Brunt. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 354 As if he
that took them driue them to a Fortlet or Castle. 1781

J 1 stamond Priv. Life Lewis XI ', III. 372 The troops were
employed in burning a fortlet. 1817 G. Chalmers Pre/, to
Churchyard^ Chips. Mutton's Trag. 159 The master de-
fended the donjon of the fortlet against the regent. 1859
Times 26 Dec. 7/2 The new fortlets have been completed.

Fortnight ^ (
T-.itn3it\ Forms: 3 furten-, 3-5

fourte-, (5 fourtee-, fowerte-;, 4-=, fourten-,
fowrt(e-, 5-7 fourth-, 6 fourt-, Yortk-), 6-
fort- : see Night. [Contracted form of OE.
fiowertynt niht fourteen nights. Cf. Sennight.
For the ancient Germanic method of reckoning by
nights see Tacitus Germania xi.]

1. A period of fourteen nights ; two weeks.
a 1000 Laws of Ina % 55 Ob &et feowertyne niht ofer

Eastron. c H75 Lav. 25675 Nou his folle fourteniht [c 1*05
feowertene niht] bat he hire haueb i-holde forb riht. 13.

.

Guy Wanv. (A.) 4236 Al a fourten ni;t sike he lay. c 1440
Generydes 5342 It passith not a fourthnyght sitne it was,
1530 Palsgr. Introd. 20 It is but a senyghtes labour, or, at
the moste.afourtnyghtes. 1639 Hamilton /'<i/^rjiCamden)
81, I shall make ane end of uhuat I can do in on formtghte.
c 17M Priok Case Stated S It wanted a fortnight to Bartle-
mew-fair. 1879 Frocde Carsar viii. 69 During the brief
fortnight of his seventh consulship.

b. This day, Monday, f Monday was (a\ etc.

fortnight-, a fortnight from ,this day, etc).
1389 in Eng. Gilds{i8jo)yi Y" tridde shal been y- Sunday

fowrtenytz aftere hestern. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. 11,

I. .haue remembraunce of your promyse that ye haue made
with me to doo bataille with me this day fourtenyght. 1605
Nottingham Rec. IV. 278 To be payd . . 10 li. this day fort-

night. 171* Steele Sped. No. 533 F 2 On Monday was
fortnight it was my misfortune to come to London.

t 2. attrib.-, occas. quasi-a^'. = Fortnightly.
1549 Latimer ^thSerm.bef. Edw. /'/(Arb.) 120 There was

thre wekes sessions at newgate, and fourthnyghte Sessions
at the Marshialshy. 1563 Child Marriages (E. E. T. S.)

SoAt the fortnight end, he maried her not, but (etc.J.

Fortnightly (fcutnaitlh, a. and adv. [f. prec.

+ -ly.] A. adj. Happening or appearing once in

a fortnight. B. adv. Once in a fortnight.
1800 Dundee Mag. Dec. Pref, He then published a Fort-

nightly Magazine which was carried on for two years. 1820
Lamb Etia, Ser. 1. South-Sea Ho., His fine suite of official

rooms .. resounded fortnightly to the notes of a concert.
1854 H. Millkr Sch. 4- Schm. (1858' 325 The masons..were
paid fortnightly. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLIII. 436/1 Fort-
nightly Sunday concerts are to be given next season.

t FoTto, fOTtl.e, prep, and conj. Obs. [f. FOR
prep. + To prep.]

A. prep. Till, until ; up to, as far as.

c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Al mankin was wunende on
muchele wowe. .forte bat ilke time bat [etc.]. a 12*5 Ancr.
R. 38 'Aue Maria', uort ' Domtnus tecum'. 1*97 R-
Glouc. 1 1724* 463 pc kyng . . vorto Mydewynter ney byseged

te
empercsse. C1330 Arth. <V Merl. 4796 That strengthe

im last Fort arnemorwe. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls.) II.

25 Alle be woke longe, forto Saturday at none.
b. In conjunctional phrase. Fort e thai : until.

C xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 J>e king of babiIonic bilai be
burh ierusalem, forte bat hit [=:he it] wan. c 1*75 Lav.
11518 Mauric verde vorb riht.. forte that he come to Maxi-
mum, c 1330 King of Tars 396 The mayden . . al niht lay
and wepe Forte that day gon dawe. 136a Langl. P. PI. A.
mi. 2 A gyde, That mihte folwen us ven a fote forte that we
come there, c 1450 7\vo Cookery-bks. 1 14 Wash hem [peson]
clene in cold water, fort that ye holys go of.

B. conj. Till, until.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 For to be time cam bat he
heregede helle. c 1175 Lay. 7563 Alle dai was bat fiht forte
hit were dorcke nibt. 13. . Guy Wanv. (A.) 668 No grome
louen y no may Fort he be kni^t. .1440 Marriage Serv.
in Bk. Offices (MS. Hereford Cath. No. 45\ Ich — take the
— to my wedded wife, .forte deth us departe. c 1450 Two
Cookeryd>ks.\i. 114 Nymapondofris, seth hem fort hit berste.

t Fortoggle, v. Obs. rare~\ [f. ¥or- pre/.1

+ tog/en, TOGO.LE Z'.] trans. To distract.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24606 Fortoglid [Gott. fortugild] bus
wit trei and tene.

Fortoiled : see For- //'</. ' 6 b.

Fortoken, -told, -top, -touch: see Fore-
TOKEN, CtC.

Fortorn, -tossed: see For/zv/.i 5 b and 5.

t Fortravail, -vel, v. Obs. [f. For- pref 1

+ Travail v.] trans. To exhaust with labour.
(-1305 St. Kenelm 314 in E. E. P. (1862) 56 Fortranailled

hy were sore : bat hi moste slepe echon. 1375 Barbour
Bruce in. 326 The king saw that he . . wes for-trawaillyt.

1496 Dh<es a- Paup. (W. de W.) ix. ii. 349/1 The fende ..

thre houres togydre..fortrauayled hym. 15*3 Ld. Burners
Froiss. I. xviii. 20 His men of warre . . were meruailously
fortrauailed. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Stormd (1827)
129 The sutor-folk. .Wi' flings fortravaild and forfairn.

t Fortrea'd, v. Obs. [OE. fortredan, f. Kor-

pref 1 + 1redan to Tread.] trans. To tread down,
tread under foot ; to destroy by trampling.
c 1000 jElfric Horn. II. 90 Wejferende hit [5a;t sjed]

fortrxdon. t xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 155 Sum of be sed ..

fel hi be wei, and was fortreden. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

F 116 In helle schulle bay be al fortrode of deueles. t 1450
Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 143 Eatinge over all that he
coulde fonge The remnant he fore-treade.

fig. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. IV. pr. i. 85 It [vertue] is cast
vndyr and fortroden vndyr the feet of felonos foolk.

Fortress (O'Jtres),^. F'orms: 4-5 forteresse,

*Sr. fortrace, fortrass, 4 forceress (? read fort-*",

5-7 fortresse, 6 fortres, 4- fortress, [a. OF.
forteresse strength, a strong place, f. fort strong

;

a variant of, or parallel formation with, fortelesce

Fortalice.]

1. A military stronghold, fortified place ; in mod.
use chiefly one capable of receiving a large force

;

often applied to a strongly fortified town regarded
from a military point of view.

13.. A". Alls. 2668 Wei they warden gatis alle, The
fortresses and the walle. c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 7143 When he had alle pys forceresses .. }yt he
boughte [etc.]. c 1450 Merlin 192 Kynge Arthur hadde wele
garnysshed alle the forteresses of hys londe. 1553 T. Wilson
Rhct. Ep. Aj, Divers stronge Castels and Fortresses were
peaceably geven up. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Harres
759 There was a strong Fortress raised close by the City.

1769 Robertson* Chas. l\ II. 11. 90 Those in garrison at

Goletta threatened to give up that important fortress. 1861
M. Pattison £"^.(1889) I. 45 Thick walls and turrets at the
angles gave the whole the aspect and the reality of a fortress.

transf. zx\Afig. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 104 The
hertis ofgood peple ben the castell & forterescis of secretes.

1513 More in Grafton Chron. U568) II. 757 Affection to-

wardes hym, had*T>ene to his noble children . . a merveilous
fortresse and sure armor. 1603 R. Niccols Fun. Oral. Q.
Eliz., Her countrie was the fortresse of banisht men. 1738
Wesley Psalms xviii. 1 My Rock and Fortress is the Lord.

2. attrib. and Comb.; a. simple attrib., tlsfortress-

company, -engineer ; b. appositive, as fortress-

chapel, -rock, -tomb ; c. instrumental, as fortress-

guarded adj.

1838 Miss Pardoe River fy Desert II. 52 The *fortress-

chapel of Notre-Dame-de-la-Garde. 1893 Daily .Xr:<.-s

24 Jan. 57 A garrison company of artillery, a 'fortress

company of engineers. 1894 /* 'estm. Gaz. 4 Oct. 4/3 A com-
pany of *fortress engineers. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Jan. 1 f%
Across the *fortress-guarded frontier. 1838 Miss Pardoe
River cy Desert I. 218 Our *fortress-rock of Gibraltar. 1835
Willis Pencillings I. xii. 90, I crossed the Tiber at the
*fortress-tomb of Adrian.

Fortress (ff>Jtres), v. ff. prec. sb.] trans. To
furnish with a fortress or fortifications ; to protect

with, or as with a fortress. Chiefly transf. andfg.
154a Becon Pathiv. Prayer Wks. (1564) 68a, Hitherto

I haue fortressed this my treatise with the sayinges of y*
godly learned Doctors, 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. xii. 232
That holy hyghe mount of Sion, well fortreced and turretted.

1546 in Strype Eccl. Mem. 1. lii. 390 Our most puissant ..

King fortressed his most flourishing monarchy .. with all

things that a man can invent. i6oj Marstos Ant. fy Mel.
Induct.. So impregnably fortrest with his own content.

165a Wharton tr. Rothmattn's Chiromancy Ded. Wks.
(1683) 2 Learning is best Fortress'd of those by whom she
is most understood. 1848 Ia>well Biglcnv P. Poems 1890
II. 34 Want was the prime foe these hardy exodists had to
fortress themsekes against. 1857 Erasers Mag. LVI. 499
Those grassy banks that fortressed him and his household
from the rage of waters.

Hence Fortressed///. a., Fortressing vbl. sb.

1542 Becon Dmutfs Harp Wks. (1564) 159 b, There
was no kyngdom so inuincible, strong, and fortressed, but
that he .. was able easly to ouercome. 16x4 Chapman
Homer's Hymn Venus Wks- 11858) 95 Venus, that owes in
fate the fortressing Of all maritimal Cyprus. x8.. Lowell
To Garrison Poet. Wks. 1800 I. 284 The lesson taught of old

. .In our single manhood to be bold, Fortressed in conscience.

1895 Reliouary Oct. 194 The stern, severe, massive for-

tressed work of their sister city, Florence.

+ Po*rt-roy:al. Obs. [f. Fort + Royal a. Cf.

Fr. bastion royal a great bastion.] Some kind of

fort of great size and strength : see quot. 1 706.

1645 N. Stone Enchir. Fortif. 39 To convert a Square
Fortresse . . into a Fort-Royall. 167a Essex Papers (Camden)
I. 4 Kinsale might haue a Forte Royall erected on it [the

HarbourJ. 1706 Phillips (ed. KerseyX Fort Royal, a Fort
that has 26 Fathoms for the Line of Defence.
fig. 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality 12 Hypocrisie is the
devils Fort-Royai. 168s Whole Duty Nations 36 To ac-
knowledge this Union the Fort-Royal against the hostile
Invasions of Popery.

TFortnit, a. Obs. Also 7 -ite. [a. Y.fortuit,

ad. L.forttu'tus: see Fobtuitol'3.] Fortuitous.

<- 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. 1. 117 (Camb. MS.) Fortuit
hap. 1530 Palsgr. Introd. 16 Utterly fortuyt and done by
chaunce. 1621 IUrton Anat. Mel. it. iii. v. False feares
and all other fortuit inuonueniences. 1668 M. CasaL'BON
Credulity (1670) 15 That the world was made by a fortuit

concourse of Atonies.

Hence f Fortuitness.
1643 Sir K. Digby Obse*i\ Rcligio Medici (1659) 18 For-

tuitnesse or Contingency of things.

t Fortui'tion. Obs. rare- 1
.

a 164 1 Bp. Mocntagu Acts <y Aion. (1642)417 They in-

ferred fate, fortuition. .and co-incidency of all things.

Fortuitisni yfyiiul itiz'm). [f. Foutuit-ous
+ -ism.] The belief that adaptations in nature
are produced by natural causes operating ' for-

tuitously '. So Portuitlst, one who believes in

fortuitism.

1881 St, James's Gaz. 14 Apr. 13/1 There will always
be teleologists, no doubt, and there will always be fortuitists

(if we may coin a needful correlative termt; but. .Professor
Mivart's teleology now so nearly approaches Mr. Darwin's
fortuitism that [etc.]. 1890 Univ. Rev. 15 June 239 In
assigning the lion's share of development to the accumula-
tion of fortunate accidents, he tempted fortuitists to try and
cut the ground from under Lamarck's feet.

Fortuitous (f^tiw-itas), a. [f. L.forlmt-us,
f. forte by chance, f. fors chance + -ofs.] That
happens or is produced by fortune or chance ; acci-

dental, casual. Fortuitous concourse of atoms : see

Concourse 3. Fortuitous event (Law): see quot.

1856.
1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 111. xv. (1712) 135 This Argu-

ment against the fortuitous concourse of Atoms. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 293 f 4 The highest Degree of it

[Wisdom] which Man can possess, is by no means equal
to fortuitous Events. 1806 Fellowes tr. Milton's 2nd
Def. Wks. (Bohn) I. 240 This extraordinary kindness .

.

cannot be any fortuitous combination. 1833 Scott Peveril
Pref. Let., A fortuitous rencontre. 1856 Houvier Anter.
Law Diet., Fortuitous event, a term in the civil law to

denote that which happens by a cause which cannot be
resisted ..Or it is that which neither of the parties has
occasioned or could prevent. 1865 Pall MaltG. 27 Oct. 6

The epithet he [Lord Palmerston] applied to the coalition of

parties against him on the China question in 1857— ' a fortui-

tous concourse of atoms'. 1877 Sparrow Setfti. xviii. 241

Neither fortuitous nor necessitated, but entirely under the

governmental control of the great and good God.
ahsol. 1855 H. Spenckr Princ. Psychol, iv. ii. (1872) I.

408 All grades, from the necessary to the fortuitous.

Fortuitously Jciti«it9sli\ adv. [f. prec. +
-ly -.] In a fortuitous manner, by chance.
a 1651 J. Smith Set. Disc. vi. viii. (1821) 258 This gift was

not so fortuitously dispensed as to be communicated without

any discrimination of persons, a 17x1 Ken Hymnotheo
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 97 Wiles, Trech'ry, Lies, Guilt, Flat-

tery, Deceit, Like Atoms here fortuitously meet. 1871

Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. v. 64 Atom is added to

atom, .not boisterously or fortuitously.

Fortuitousness [(utbHtaaals). [f. as prec.

+ -nkss.] The quality of behnj fortuitous; acci-

dent, chance, fortuity.

165a G.ule Ma^astrom. 132 How have men been cruci-

fied betwixt inevitable fatation and undeterminate fortui-

tousness ! 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 580
Whether the personages were brought together .. by the

pretended fortuitousness of a nicely contrived probability.

1844 N. Brit. Rev. I. 116 They allow them to be guided by
no accident or fortuitousness.

Fortuity t,ff>iti«
-

iti). [irreg. f. L. fortuitus :

see Fortuitous and -ity.] Fortuitous character,

fortuitousness ; accident, chance ; an accidental

occurrence. Occasionally used for: Appearance

of fortuitousness or unstudiedness.
a 1747 D. Forbes Incredulity 80 How they can be sure,

that those deserved judgments were the effect of mere
fortuity. 1750 Paley Horx Paul. Wks. 1825 III. 194
Forgeries confirming and falling in with one another by a
species of fortuity. 1829 I. Taylor Enthus. vi. (1867) 110

It is by the fortuities of life that the religious enthusiast is

deluded, i860 Readk Cloister % H. II. 245 One of the

company, by some immense fortuity, could read, i860 Geo.
Eliot Mill on Ft. 1. vii, She looks.. at her bracelets, and
adjusts their dasps with that pretty studied fortuity which
[etc.]. 1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. Th. (1886) II. 11. i.

372 Nothing that might not happen in a universe of fortuity.

t Fo'rtunable, a. Obs. [a. OF. fortunablt

(' unfortunate ', Godef.): see Fortune and -able.]

1. Favoured by fortune, fortunate.

1.1470 Harding Chron. cexxv. ii, The lord Wiloughby,
full fortunable. i486 Bk. St. Alhatis, Her. Aiij, He the

wich berith in his Cote armur that stone, fortunable of

victori in his kinges battayl shall be. 1556 Aurelio if /sab.

(i6o8) B, It behoveth that suche persons De well fortunable.

2. Bringing good fortune, lucky.

C1465 Pol. Ret. $ L. Poems (1866) 3 There was neuer

birde brede vnder be stone More fortunable in a felde ban

bat birde hath be. 1513 Doiglas JEneis 1. xl 75 We the

beseik, this day be fortunable To ws Tirianis.

3. Pertaining to fortune or chance, fortuitous.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 11570)46 Thus is that man
voyde of all intelligence Whom fortune fedeth with chaunce
fortunable. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 253 Such things as

are subiect to change; and may be and not be; may be

done or not done ; and (when al is said) are fortunable.

Hence t Portunably adv., by fortune.

1555 Abp. Parker Ps. U556) Civ, If by chaunce thou

fallest amonges thyne enemies, and yet hast fortunably

escaped them.

t IVrtunacy. Obs. [f. Fortunate a. : see

•acy.] Fortunateness, good fortune.

1580 Lodge Forb. 4- Prise. (Shaks. Soc.) 94 The fortunacie
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of Forbontus is. .unfortunate for thy selfe. 1624 [T. Scott]
Vox Cceli 29 Ending these warres with more fortunacie.

t Fo'rtunary. Obs.— ' [f. Fortune sb. +
-ary.] One who deals in fortunes, a fortune-teller.

1652 Gaule Magasirotti. 147 And why doe our Fataries

and Fortunaries so confound them : especially in their

prognostications or predictions?

Fortunate $fHtofaA,\ a. (and sb.) Also 4-5
fortunat, 5 fortenat. [ad. L. for/undt-us,f. for-

tundre (see Fortunk v.),}

1. Favoured by fortune
;
possessed of or receiving

good fortune ; lucky, prosperous. Said of persons

;

also, of an enterprise, event, etc. Const, to and inf.

C 1386 Chaucer Nuns Priest's Pro/. 10 Whan a man .

.

clymbeth vp and wexeth fortunat. 1390 Gower Conf III. 115

He shall be. .fortunate to marchandy. c 1490 LvpC. Mvt.
Poems 37 Wold God of myhte, I had be borne, by influence

hevenly, So fortunate, that [etc.]. 1514 Bainhkiogk in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 232 Which [enterprise] I shall besiche

the: blisside Trynitie to make fortunate. 1603 Knolles Hist.

Turks (1621) 13 Their attempts more desperate . . and their

success fortunater. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. iii. 39, I am most
fortunate, thus accidentally to encounter you. 1647 ClaREM-
ix)N Hist. Reb. 1. § 70 Nor was he very fortunate in the

election of those Dependants. 1705 T. Philips Blenheim 48
Burleigh (fortunate . . to serve The best of Queens). 1830
D'Israei.i Chas.I, Ill.vii. 150 [He] was fortunate enough
to save himself by flight. 1849 Macau lav Hist, Eng. I. 171

He., might think himself fortunate when [etc.].

trans/. 1870 Lowell .Y/wrfy Wind. 335 Authors who. .have
written one or two pieces so facile in thought and fortunate

in phrase as to be carried lightly in the memory.

b. Fortunate Islands
| «L. Fortunatm Insula),

fabulous isles of the Western Ocean, the abode of

the blessed dead. Also _/?£".

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 321 The Yles Fortunate.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. Contents, The fortunate

Ilandes, otherwyse called the Ilandes of Canaria. 1639 T.

Brugis tr. Camus' Mor. Reiat. 273 Keepe his course to-

wards the fortunate Hands of Parmenes favour.

2. Bringing or presaging good fortune; auspicious,

favourable, lucky.

C1391 Chaucer Astro/. 11. § 4 They wol caste that the!

have a fortunat planete in hir assendent. 1582 Benti.ev
A/on. A/atrows 11. 5 Thou., also hast giuen vnto mee the
right fortunate gift of grace. 1676 Lilly Guide Astro/. 75
To consider in Nativities . . if a Fortune fortunate and no
way afflicted be in the seventh. 1741 MiddletoN Cicero
I. i. 20 Postumius . . proclaming it to be a fortunate omen.
1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 68 Thursday and Friday are con-
sidered fortunate. 1849 Macaui.av Hist. Eng. I. 154 It

ought to be considered as a most fortunate circumstance
that [etc.]. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy <y V. I. 11 ' This is

fortunate', she cries gaily.

3. a. absol. passing into a sb. (See next sense.)

1655 Stanley Hist. Pkilos. 1. (1701) 29/1 The rich is more
able to satisfie his desires . . yet the fortunate excels him.
1710 Steele Tatter No. 202 p 5 Each coming upon the
same Errand, to know whether they were of the Fortunate
in the Lottery. 1776 Gibbon Dec I. <$• F. I. xv. 379 The
fortunate are satisfied with the possession of this world.

b. sb. 1with //.) A fortunate person or thing

;

esp. in Astro/, a fortunate planet, sign, etc.

1614 Tomkis A/bumazar v. i, Search your Natiuitie

:

see if the Fortunates And Luminaries bee in a good Aspect.

1655 H. Vaughan Si/ex Scint. (1858) 37 Marriage of all

states Makes most unhappy, or most fortunates. 1894
W. B. Harte .in Arena (Boston) June 3 The colony of
fortunates whom Almighty God sent ready booted and
spurred to ride over the millions.

t Fo'rtunate, v. Obs. Also 6pa. pph. fortun-

ate, ff. L. fortunat- ,
ppl. stem of fortunare : see

Fortune «/. and -ate^.j trans. To make fortunate,

give good fortune to, prosper. Also absol.

c 14*0 Pat/ad. on Husb. \. 180 Let sowe hit on, and God
hit fortunate. 1535 Shaxton Let. Crotuwe/l in Strype
Eccl. A/em. I. App. Ixi. 152 [I] shall rejoyce that God hath
fortunate my writing. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiii.

(1632) 730 These petty braues thus giuen to the King, were
farther fortunated with a little victory. 1647 Lilly Ckr.
Astro/, xxvii. 169 If the Lord of the third fortunate the

Lord of the second . . he will be assisted in procuring an
Estate. 179a Sibly Astrology I. 18 Some heavenly influ-

ence . . that . . fortunateth or infortunateth by mistake of
words, signals, or acts.

t Fcvrtunateling. Obs. [f. Fortunate a. +
-lino.] A favourite of fortune.

1605 A. Warren Poor Man's Pass, cxvii, Succour and
meanes of maintenance to mee, The. .ayre, the woods, and
waters giue, Though Fortunatelings hate it so to bee.

Fortunately (ff? ,J ti»n £
Ytli), adv. [f. Fortunate

a. + -LY 2.] In a fortunate manner ; by or with

good fortune, happily, luckily, successfully. In

mod. use often qualifying the whole sentence, inti-

mating that the fact stated is fortunate.

1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. V (an. 4) 54 After this victorye

fortunately obteined. x6oo Holland Livy it. xvi. (1609^54 In
that yeare the Romanes fought with the Sabines fortunatelie

{bene puguatum). 1681 Dryden Abs. § Achit. 51 These
Adam-wits, too fortunately free, Began to dream they
wanted Liberty. 1706 Maule Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot.

I, 16 The Roman Emperors who warred fortunatly against

them. 1794 Pa ley Evid. I. 1. 1. iv. 82 When, fortunately

for their preservation, they were not found at home 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 122 Fortunately, Lord I)e la War..
met them the day after they had sailed. 1855 Motley
Dutch Rep. (18641 I. 171 As vacillating and incompetent a
statesman as he was prompt and fortunately audacious in

the field, i860 Tyndaix G/ac. 1. xL 72, I fortunately
possessed a box of wax matches.

Fortunateness (fputif/mtnes). [f. as prec.

+ -ness.] The quality or state of being fortunate.

1530 Palscr. 222/2 Fortunatnesse, bienhevrete. 1580
Sidney A rcatiia (1622) 117 Whose greatest fortunatenesse is

more vnfortunate, then my sisters greatest vn fortunatenesse.

1664 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 122 The fortunateness
of his Armes. 1825 Coleridge Aids Rcjt. (1848) I. 30
Felicity, in its proper sense, is but another word for for-

tunateness, or happiness, i860 Ruskin Mod, Paint. V. ix.

x. § 9. 308 A sign of fortunateness.

t Fortunation. Obs. [f. Fortunate a. or v.:

see -ation.] The action of making fortunate, the

being favoured by fortune.

c 1470 Harding Ckron. xi. ii, He. .Reioysed highly of his
I fortunacion. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Fortuuation, luckiness, etc.

Fortune (f^'-itu?n), sb. Also 4-6 fortoun, 6

fortun. [a. F. fortune (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),

I ad, L. fortuna, related to forti-, fors chance, and

ferre to Beau.]

1. Chance, hap, or luck, regarded as a cause of

events and changes in men's affairs. Often (after

I Latin) personified as a goddess, 'the power sup-

j

posed to distribute the lots of life according to

' her own humour* (J.) ; her emblem is a wheel,

betokening vicissitude.

a 1300 Cursor A/. 32719 Dame fortune turnes ban hir

quele And castes vs dun vntil a wele. c 1374 Chaucfr
Troy/us 1. 781 (8371 Wele fynde I that Fortune is my fo.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 106 The chaunces of the worlde also,

That we fortune clepen so. 1489 Caxton FaytesofA. 111.

xxi. 218 As longe as fortune was for them. 1500 20 Dunbar
Poems xv. 44 To fecht with fortoun is no wit. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. V/, iv. iii. 47 Though fortune's malice overthrow

my state, My mind exceeds the compass of her wheel. 1683

Hacke Collect. Voy. (1699) 1. 41 Yet fortune did not favour

them. 1770 Junius Lett. xli. 212 Here, .you have fortune

on your side. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 497 When
fortune changed .. his real propensities began to show
themselves.

b. In the name offortune : see Name.

f c. phr. By fortune : by chance. Upon for-

tune : as it fell out. Obs.

1390 GowER Conf. III. 152 The worldes good was first

comune, Hut afterward upon fortune Was thilke comun
profit cessed. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxvi. 267 Thoghe it

happene, sum of hem, be Fortune, to gon out. a 1533 Ld.

Berners Gold. Bk. At. Aurel. (1546) C vj, Vf by fortune he
falle. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 226 That Handkerchiefe.

.

I found by Fortune, and did giue my Husband.

d. with a defining phrase added, as the fortune

of war, etc.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 12 The fortune of every chaunce.

.

To man it groweth from above. 1484 Caxton Fables of
/Esop iv. xiv, When the toune is taken .. by fortune of

warre. c 1489 — Sonnes of Ayman xxiv. 524 By fortune

of wedryng they were well eyght moneths vpon the See.

a 1533 I,i>. Berners Huon lvii. 191 Fortune of y6 se hath
brought vs hyder. 1709 Steele 'Tatter No. 58 f 1 One who
was his by the Fortune of War. 1827 Hallam Const. /list.

(1876) II. x. 177 It remained only. .to try once more the

fortune of war.

e. A soldier offortune (see quots. 1802, 1810).

(F. soldat de fortune is explained by Littre in the sense

given in quot. 1810, but this meaning is rare in English).

1661 Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 186 Like war which is

wont as well to raise soldiers of fortune as to ruine men of
fortune. 1685 South Serm. (1823) I. 212 Every warrior

may in some sense be said to be a soldier of fortune. 1775
R. H. Lee in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) *• J 3» I refer

you to Mr. Frazer -. who goes to the camp a soldier of

fortune. 180a C. James Afilit. Diet., Soldier of Fortune.

During the frequent wars which occurred in Italy, before

the military profession became so generally prevalent in

Europe, it was usual for men of enterprise and reputation

to offer their services to the different states that were en-

gaged. -They afterwards extended their services, and under
the title of soldiers offortune fought for employment in

every country or state that would pay them. 1810 /bid.

(ed. 3> s.v. Fortune, A soldier of Fortune, a military man
who has risen from the ranks by his own merit. 1850 Mrs.
Jameson Leg. A/onast. Ord. (1863) 338 A brave, reckless,

profligate soldier of fortune. 1889 J.Corbett Monk xi 156

He [Monk] patiently resumed his unassailable position of
the obedient and disinterested soldier of fortune.

f 2. A chance, hap, accident; an event or incident

befalling any one, an adventure. Obs.

c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 157 As bis fortune bi-fel bat i told of
bi-fore. 11500 Me/usine xiii. 49 The Erie thought euer on
Raymondyn . . that som ffortune he had fonde at the fontayne
of Soyf. 1579 Fenton Guicciard. 1. 26 That in all accidents

and fortunes, that citie should not faile to minister to him.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr. 111. ii. 23 What euer fortune stayes

him from his word. 1655 Stanley Hist.Pki/os. 111. (1701)

75/1 Many other good Fortunes happening to the Athe-
nians upon this day are Recorded by ,/Elian. 1726 Ad?'.

Capt. R. Boy/e Pref. A iv, A Detail of Fortunes I have run
through for many Years.

f b, A mishap, disaster. To run a fortune

( = F. courirfortune de) : to ran a risk. Obs.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxxii. 121 Wher they arryued
in fewe dayes wythout eny fortune, c 1500 Three Kings'
Sons (E.E.T. S.)67 It was tyme nowe toleueof alle sorowe
& lamentacion for any fortune that was befalle. 1627

Lisander $ Cat. 11. 29, I had rather run a fortune in giving

way unto your desire, than refuse you so small a matter.

3. The chance or luck (good or bad) which falls

to any one as his lot in life or in a particular affair.

Also in pi. + Extremefortune ( = L. res extreme) :

the last extremity.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. metr. iii. 27 (Camb. MS.) Wol-

thow thanne trusten in the tomblynge fortunes of men?
'la 1400 Morle Arth. 1177 Ne had my fortune bene faire,

fey had I leuede ! 1484 Caxton Fables of Aisop 2 F'irst

begynneth the lyf of Esope with alle his fortune. 1523 Lo.

Berners Froiss. I. ccccii. 698 He that hath any yuell fortune,

men wyll speke the worst therof. 1531 Ya.yot Govc> nour u. ».

(1534) 100b, It is no lyttell thyng tomeruayle at, the maiestie
showed in extreme fortune and mysery. 1582 N. Liche-
field tr. Castankedd's Cong. E. Ind. 5 b, Thanking God
for their .. good fortune in this their first brunt of daunger.

1598 Shaks. A/erry IV. iv. v. 48 To know if it were my
Masters fortune to haue her, or no. 1607-12 Bacon Ess.,

Of Fortune, Chietlie the mould of a Mans fortune is in

himself. 1699 DamPIER Voy. II. 11. 22 It was my fortune to

be at the Helm from 6 a Clock in the Evening till 8. 1726
Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 125 The Women of Morocco, I mean
all that I had the Fortune to see, were very handsome.
175a Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777) I. 3 Good or ill fortune is

very little at our disposal. 1827 Hai.i.am Const. Hist. (1876)

III. xvi. 232 Scotland was now doomed to wait on the
fortunes of her more powerful ally. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond n. iii, Some good fortune at last occurred to a
family which stood in great need of it. 1874 Green Short
//ist. iii § 2. i2T On the fortunes of Philip hung the

fortunes of English freedom.

b. attributed to things, purposes, undertakings.

1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. Pref. '1845) 34 They that would
compleat the Good Fortune of these Papers. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Gcorg. iv. 132 And undecided leave the Fortune of
the Day. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, V. iv. 567 The fortune

of the day was quickly changed. 1880 McCarthy Chim
'Times IV. Ix. 324 The fortunes of the war were virtually

decided in a day.

c. phr. To try one 's fortune: to make trial how
it will turn out (with the hope of its proving favour-

able). Similarly (with mixture of senses 5, 6)

1 to seek one sfortune.

1573 Baret Alv. Y 955, I will aduenture, or trie and seeke

\
my fortune. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. ind, 13 Any
one that hath a mind to see the Indies, and to try his

!
Fortune. a 1745 Swift <J. >, His father dying, he was
driven to London to seek his fortune. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones vn. x, To seek his fortune at sea, or rather, indeed,

to fly away from his fortune on shore. (1790 Willock Voy.

94 They thought proper to sail towards the western isles,

and try their fortune a little longer.

d. That whicii is to befall a person in the future :

chiefly in phr. to tell a person hisfortune and to tell

fortunes (said of would-be seeis).

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 640 For, or ;e pass, I sail jow
schaw Of 30Ur fortoun a gret party. 1413 /V/;rr. Soivle

'Caxton 1483I iv. v. 60 Alisandre. -fond two tree-., whiche
trees told hym his fortunes. 1647 Cowlev Mistress, My
fate 19 You, who men's fortunes in their facts read. 1668

Pkjys /Hary 11 Aug., This afternoon my wife and Mr.-rter

..to see the gypsies at Lambeth, and have their fortunes

told. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2375 !i The Visier then de-

manded, if he could tell bis own Fortune? 1847 Makkyat
Ckitdr. N. Forest xi, They were great thieves, and told

fortunes, and played all manner of tricks.

4. absol. ( = good fortune) : Good luck; success,

prosperity.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 166 Though thou victoire have on
honde, Fortune may nought stonde alwey. ( 1490 Adam
Bel $ Clym ofClougk 429 in Ritson Anc. Pofi, P. 21 Then
went they to supper, Wyth such meat as they had, And
thanked god of ther fortune. 1523 Li>. Berners Froiss.

I. xxix. 43 He was entred into such fortune and grace of
the people. 1546 J. HevwooD Prov. (18671 62 God sendeth
fortune to fooles. 1596 Hakington Metam. Ajax (1814I 9
A herald by great fortune found out his pedigree in an old

church book. 1625 Bacon Ess. Ep. Ded. iArb.)498 Your
Fortune, and Merit both, haue been Eminent, a 1698 TEMPLE
A/ise. II. Wks. 1720 I. 163 This Terrestrial Globe, .has since

been surrounded by the Fortune and Boldness of several

navigators. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 1. ii. n866> 98 Saint

Quentin being thus reduced, Philip was not more disposed

to push his fortune.

5. One's condition or standing in life ; often absol.

a prosperous condition, as in to make one sfortune
= to win a good position in the world. Also pi.

1600 Shaks. A. K L. 1. ii. 263 My pride fell with my
fortunes. 1649 Milton Eikon. 14 A private conscience

sorts not with a public Calling : but declares that Person
rather meant by nature for a private fortune. 1677 Dryi>en
State /nnoc. v. 1 No, he shall eat, and dye with me, or live :

Our equal crimes shall equal fortune give. 1680 Otway
Orphan 1. i, Unable to advance her Fortune He left his

Daughter to our Master's care. 1683 Hacke Collect. Voy.

(1599) I. 23 Had reason but ruled them, we might all have
made our Fortunes. 1807-8 W. Irving Sal/nag. xv. (i860)

355 If you only make a great man laugh now and then, your
fortune is made. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I. v. 142 John.,
went soon to push his fortune in Australia.

6. Position as determined by wealth ; amount of

wealth ; concr. a person's possessions collectively,

wealth, substance
' ; t formerly also pi. in the

same senses. A man, etc. offortune : one possess-

ing great (usually inherited) wealth. Also (with

a and//.) a stock of wealth, accumulated by an in-

dividual or received by inheritance, as a marriage

portion, etc.; ordinarily implying a somewhat

ample amount. Phr. to make a, onesfortune,
A smallfortune (colloq.) : used hyperbolically to designate

the extravagantly large amount paid for some object of

expenditure.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ix. 30 For wisedome is most

riches ; fooles therefore They are which fortunes doe by
vowes devize. 1601 Shaks. Airs IVell in. vii. 14 You haue
shew'd me that which well approues Y' are great in fortune.

1604 — Oth.w ii. 366 Seize vpon the Fortunes of the Moore.
1606 — Ant. ff CI. 11. v. 49 Make thee a Fortune from me.

1647 Clarenix>n Hist. Reb. 1. § 123 He paid much too dear

for his Wife's Fortune, by taking her Person into the

bargain. 1653 H. More Antid. Atk. Ep. Ded. {1712! 4
Those ample Fortunes that Divine Providence has bestowed

upon you. 172S Berkeley Proposal Wks. III. 222 There
is no prospect of making a fortune by this small trade.

jy^j — Aleipkr. 1. § 12 Men of rank and fortune. 1791 Mrs.
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Radcuffe Rom. Forest iii, A chevalier of family, but of
small fortune, la 1800 Song, ' My face is my fortune, Sir',

she said. 1836 Marrvat Midsh. Easy xxii, Imagining them
. .to be young Englishmen of fortune on their travels 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 39 They might have made large

fortunes out of them. 1886 Sir J. Pearson in Law Rep.
32 Ch. Div. 46 Every one of the partners is liable to the

full extent of his fortune for all the debts incurred by the
partnership.

f 7. Short for : A woman of fortune ; an heiress.

1655 A. Johnson in Nicholas Papers (Camden 1 II. 251
The Lady Bath (one of the greatest fortunes here). 1676
U'Urfev Mad. Fickle in. ii, She's his Neece, a Widow, an
approv'd fortune. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 19 f 2 He
is secretly married to a great Fortune. 175a Fielding
Amelia 11. ii, She certainly was handsome, .and a very con-

siderable fortune. 1823 Byron yuan xn. xx.xii.

8. Astro!. A name for the planets Jupiter and
Venus (see also quot. 18 19).
1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. viiL 22 A Planet is said to be

a Fortune when he is conjoyned to the Fortunes or beseiged
of them or their beams, 1679 Moxon Math. Diet., For-
tunes, the two benevolent Planets Ii and 9. by reason of
their kind and friendly Nature. 1819 J. Wilson Diet.
Astrol. s.v., The Sun. .The Moon and Mercury are likewise
esteemed as fortunes when well aspected by \ and 9 > and
free from affliction. 1855 Smedley Occult. Sc. 309 Jupiter,
' the greater fortune '.

9. Comb., ^fortune-maker', +fortune-hit, -curst,

-proof, -trodden adjs. ; also fortune-book, (a book
consulted to know fortune or future events *

(J.)

;

T fortune-flinger, humorous for Fortune-teller;

f fortune-speller = Fortune-teller
; f fortune-

stealer, one who runs off with an heiress ; so

f fortune-stealing.
1682 Mrs. Behn City Heiress 56 Was ever man thus

* Fortune bit, that he shou'd cross my hopes just in the
nick? 1646 Crashaw Loz'e's Horosc. 12 A Face, in whose
each looke, Beauty layes ope loves *Fortune-booke. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, exevii, And 'tis but only
F'ooles are *Fortune-curst. 1642 Shirley Sisters in. 1,

More antics yet? What nation have we here? *Fortune-
flingers ! a 1616 BsAUM. & Fl. Bonduca 1. i, Are these the
men that conquer by inheritance, The *fortune-makers.
1656 Duchess of Newcastle True Relat. Nature'i Pict.

383 And Misery hath tried us, and finds us * Fortune-proof.
165a GAULE Magastrom. 23 Away, then, with all.. Planet
Prognosticators, and *fortune spellers! 171a Addison S/eet.
No. 311 Pi Those audacious young Fellows among us who
commonly goby the name of* Fortune-Stealers. i68oOtway
Orphan Epil. 19 The next Sparks that go a *Fortune-
stealing. 1622 H. Sydenham Serm. Sol. dec. II. (1637) 137
Hee that's 'fortune-trodden.

Fortune Jp'itiiln), v. Also 5 forteyn(e, 6

forten, fortone. [a. OF. fortune-r to assign

fortune to, make fortunate, ad. h.forlrlndre to make
fortunate, i.fortuna: see Fortune^.]
+ 1. trans. To assign a (certain) fortune to (a

person, affair, etc.) ; to allot, regulate, or control

the fortunes of. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T.i$ig O stronge god. .that, .hast

in euery regne and euery lond Of amies al the brydel in thyn
hond, And hem fortunest as thee list deuise. 1390 Gower
Con/. III. 361 With many an other mo, Which hadden be
fortuned sore In loves cause. < 1440 (,'enerydes 1431 Atte
last, as god wold fortune it. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 1. ii.

77 Deere lsis, keep decorum, and Fortune him accordingly

!

+ b. To ordain (a person), as his fortune or

lack, & do something; to ordain (something) to

happen, or that it shall happen. Obs.
( 1430 Syr Getter. 1187 If god you fortune oones come to

elde. 1463 Bury Wills Camden) 18 What day God fortune
y* I desesse. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 371
Gif God fortunit him to be on live. 1600 Fairfax Tasso v.

xci.That Lord.. Shall Fortune all your Actions well to speed,

t C. in Astro/. : To ascribe a (certain) fortune to.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 419 Wei cowde he fortune the ascen-
dent Of his ymages for his pacient. 1477 Norton Ord.
Atch. v. in Ashin. 116521 60 With Astrologie joyne Elements
also, To fortune their Workings as theie goe.

f d. To give good fortune to, make fortunate.
14. . Lydg. Temple Gtas 903, I myself also Shal be fortune

er pi tale be do.

2. To endow with wealth or a fortune
; to dower.

(rare: cf. Fortuned.) Also, to fortune off ox

out : to get (a daughter) off one's hands by dower-
ing her.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xxv. 166 He is to

fortune her out to a young lover. 1835 Tail's Mag. II. 31
In order that they may save a few hundreds for fortuning
off their girls. 1838 Ibid. V. 253 They have dowered their

wives, and fortuned their daughters. 1881 Miss Laffan in

Macm. Mag. XLIV. 389 She grumbled, .over the expensive
schooling of her two grand-daughters. The money, in her
opinion, would have been far better kept to 'fortune them off'.

f3. intr. Of events, etc.: To happen, chance,

occur. Const, to, unto, or dative obj. Obs.
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaundw 288 Swiehe meruayles

fortuned than. 1424 Pas/on Lett. No. 4 I. 14 What so ever
fortunyd in the seyd pleynt. t 1450 Cokwolds Daunce 168

in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 45 Hym selfe, noble kyng Arthour,
Hath fortcynd syche a chans. 153a Hervet Xenophon's
Ilouseh. (1768J 42 If any thynge fortuned well to vs, we
gaue her parte of it. 1547 IJoorde Brez: Health ccl. 84 b,

The impedimentes whiche doth fortune to the synewes.
1620 Frier Rush 23 This night hath fortuned to me a great

aduenture. 1739 G. Ogle Gualth. ty Gris. 104 All that

fortunes, fortunes for the Best.

b. impers. // fortunes = it happens or befalls.

Const, with clause ; also to, with (a person) or

with dative obj. Also with omission of it. arch.

1462 J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 461 II. 115 It so fortuned
your seid besecher cowd not performe the seid apoynte-
ment. 1470-85 Malory Arthur ix. xvii, Hit fortuned me
that I was a slepe in the wyndowe. c 1500 Melusine xxiii.

156 Sith it hath fortuned thus with me. c 1510 Gesta Rom.
Add. Stories (W. de W.) ii. 431 It fortuned after.. yt he
gaue batayll. 1590 Marlowe lui-zu, II, n. in. ii, How for-

tunes that he came not? 1622 Bacon Hen. VII (ed.

Lumby) 172 It so fortuned, that he was taken by pirates at
sea. 18.. Lowell Dara Poet. Wks. (1879) 378 When it

fortuned that a king more wise Endued the realm with brain
and hands and eyes. 1886 Burton Arab. Nts. I. 14 So it

fortuneth that I am toiling, .while thou takest thine ease.

f c. followed by object and inf. (Sometimes a

dative obj, ; sometimes the phrase is equivalent to

L. ace. and inf., or to the subj.-clause in 3 b). Obs.
c 1420 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (18661 204 A solom cite me

fortunyd to fynde. 1487 Will in Surrey Archzol. Collect.

III. 163 At that auter before which it shall fortune me
to be buried. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. i. Wks. (1876)

32 It may also fortune a man to be sory for his synne.

1577 87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1119/1 If it fortune no
issue male to be borne of this matrimonie. 1591 Si'ENSER
M. Hubbcrd 631 Therefore if fortune thee in Court to Hue.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)1279 If hereafter it should
fortune any detriment, .to be by any man.. done unto the
Hungarians. 1628 Dighy Voy. Medit. 1,18681 3 If it should

I
fortune each to loose other.

+ 4. With person or thing as subject : To happen
: or chance to be or to do (something). Obs.

1454 F. E. Wills (1882) 134 All myne other goodes whatso-
euer they fortune to be, in valour. 1521 Fisher Serm. agst.

Luther Wks. (1876) 313 These daungerous tempestes of
heresyes, whan so euer they fortune to aryse. 1570 Thorne
Song, This world is but a vanety vi. (1848), Yf thow fortune
to be poore. 1658 Bro.mhall Treat. Specters 11. 182 The
Birth-day of the Emperor Augustus fortuned to fall on that

very time. 1728 Poi-e Dune. it. 73 Here fortun'd Curll to

slide. 1798 Young Let. in Mem. Dalzel (1862) 163 The
Dean himself fortuning to be absent.

b. To come by chance upon t
something). rare~ l

.

1662 Evelyn Sculpt, iv. 38 Albert Durer..had performed

j
wonders both in Copper and Wood, had he once fortun'd

. upon the least notion of that excellent manner, which came
j

afterwards to be in vogue.

+ c. ellipl. To chance to come to (a place).

a 1520 Joseph ofArmathia 133 They fortuned toacountre
of a tyraunt kene Called wales.

+ d. To have a certain fortune, to fare. Obs.

1513 Bkadshaw St. Werburge II. 1830 Whan ye in trauel-

yng vpon her do call . . Ye fortune and spede well.

t Fo'rttliie, adv. Obs. [Cf. Fortune v. 3 b
and Chance sb. C] Mayhap, haply, perchance.
1513 Moke in Grafton Chron. (15681 II. 707 If. .one ofhys

tormentours might fortune breake his heade for marring of

the play, a 1605 Montcomerie Misc. Poems v. 56 ^ourfeet
are not so sicker sett Bot fortun ;e may fall.

Fortuned (
f^"Jti/7nd\ ppl. a. Now rare. [f.

Fortune sb. and v. + -ed.] Having fortune (of a

specified kind); f also, = fortunate (obs.). Of an
event: Characterized by a (specified) fortune.

c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 180 My lady is. .so wel for-

tuned and thewed. c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 685 A for-

tonyt man. 1484 Caxton Fables ofsEsop 111. iii, He that is

wel fortuned and happy. — Curtails O fortuned men. 1606

Shaks. Ant. <y CI. IV. xv. 24 The full-Fortun'd Caesar. 1887
Saintsbiry Hist. Elizab. Lit. (1894) 202 The poisoning
being like Juliet's a mere trick though differently fortuned.

b. Possessed of a ( fortune ' or portion.

1631 Shirley Love in Maze 1. i, This Gerard is a gentle-

man Of handsome parts, And, they say, fortuned. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. xl. 299, I must go to him,
and to his, as an obliged and half-fortuned person.

Fo*rtune-hu:nter. One who seeks to win a

fortune ; esp. one who tries to capture an heiress.

1689 J. Carlisle {title), The Fortune Hunters, or two
Fools well met, a Comedy. 1755 Gcntl. Mag. XXV. m
Several Irish brigades . . may be formed out of those able

bodied men which are called Fortune-hunters. 1838 Lytton
Alice I. 1. x. 36 If she were of our sex, [she] would make
a capital fortune-hunter.

So Fortune-lmntinff vbl. sb. and///, a.

1766 (ioLDSM. Vic. W. v, There is no character more con-

temptible than a man that is a fortune-hunter; and I can
see no reason why fortune-hunting women should not be
contemptible too. 1793 Mrs. Eliza Parsons Woman as
she should be II. 122 Poor Harry ..is gone a fortune hunting
to India. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 125

[A] fortune-hunting count.

t Fo'rtunel, a. Obs. [a. OF. fortunal, -el:

see Fortune.?/', and -al.] Fortuitous, accidental.

( 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. metr. i. 117 (Camb. MS.) The
wateres I medlyd wrappith or implieth many fortunel [L.

fortuitos] happis or maneres.

Fortuneless, a. [f. Fortune sb. + -less.]

Without (good) fortune, luckless, unfortunate.

Also, destitute of a fortune ' or portion.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. via. 27 Against all hard mishaps
and fortunelesse misfare. 1669 RaleiglCs Troub. in Select.

Harl. Misc. (1793) 227 Being a person not full twenty years

old, left friendless and fortuneless. 1836 Eraser's Mag.
XIII. 314 Flaunting, fortuneless, over-educated girls. 1864
Hawthorne Grimshawe iv. (1891) 41 The utilitarian line of
education, .especially desirable for a fortuneless boy.

Fortune-teller. [See Fortune sb. 3d.]

One who 'tells fortunes'.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 239 One Pinch. .A thred-bare

Iuggk-r, and a Fortune teller. x6ia J. Mason Anat. Sore.

46 They travelled about the country, as fortune-tellers.,

and such like do with us. 1716 Swikt Pht'tHs 51 Long ago
a fortune-teller Exactly said what now befel her. 1874
Burnand My Time xii. 101 The fortune-teller, who, from
the lines engraved on the open palm, predicts a destiny.

Fortune-telling, vbl. sb. [Cf. prec] The
practice of * telling fortunes '.

1577 NoRTHBROOKEZ>/a'«£(i843)56 Forbidding, .euil! and
vnprofitable arts, .or fortune tellings. 1598 Shaks. Merry
W. iv. ii. 184 We are simple men ; wee doe not know what's
brought to passe vnder the profession of Fortune-telling.

1655 Walton Angler v. (ed. 21 i6r The Gypsies were then
to divide all the money . . got . . by Fortune telling. 1732
Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 21 They are . .addicted to . . astro-

logy, fortune -telling, and presages of all kinds.

So Fortune-telling ppl. a. Also (nonce-wd.)

Po'rtune-tell v., a back-formation from prec.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. iv. ii. 196 Out of my doore, you
Witch L.Ile coniureyou, He fortune-tell you. a 1659 Cleve-
land Fnscara 26 Wks. (16871 2 He tipples Palmestry, and
dines On all her Fortune-telling Lines. 1681 Coi.vil Whigs
Supplic. {1751) 49 He finds both comets and eclipses, Hut
pretty fortune telling gipsies. 1795-18x4 Wordsw. Excur-
sion vii. 88 Belong they to the fortune-telling Tribe?

t Fortu-nity. Obs. [a. OF. fortunite (ill)

hap : see Fortune and -m\] ? Fortune, hap.

(Cf. Infortunity.)
c 1470 Harding Chron. x. v, Seyng Iuly this fals fortunite

The soroes greate in hym so multiplied, That there for

shame of his fortunite, In no wyse would [he no] lenger
dwell ne byde. 1614 Selden Titles Hon. 365 By aduenture
of his fortunitie. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 187 That they
here, .vaticinate or ominate of. .fortunity, infortunity.

t Fo'rtunize, v. Obs. rare. [f. FORTUNE sb.

+ -ize.] trans. To regulate the fortunes of; to

make fortunate. Hence PoTtunizing ///. a.,

fortune-telling.

1596 Si'enskr F. Q. vi- ix. 30 Fooles therefore They are

which fortunes doe by vowes devize, Sith each unto him-
selfe his life may fortunize. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 98
Else, how can the fortunizing Genethliack foretell that

the child new born shall be a Traveller?

t Fortunous, a. Obs. [a.OV.fortuneus: see

Fortune sb. and -ous.]

1. Pertaining to fortune or chance, fortuitous.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. vi. 17 (.Camb. MS.), I ne trowe
nat in no manere, that so certeyn thinges sholden be moeued
by fortunows fortune. Ibid. 11. pr. iv. 29 (Camb. MS.)
Thinges that ben fortunous and temporel.

2. Fortunate, successful.

c 1470 Harding Chron. ix. iv, He wanne the felde in batell

fortunous.

t Fortuny. Obsr (See quot.)

1676 Coles, Fortuny, a kind of Tournement or running
a tilt with launces on horseback. [So in some later Diets.]

Forty (f^Jti), a. and sb. Forms : 1 fe^owertis,

f6owurtis, Korthumb. feuortis, 2 Orm. fowwerr-
tis, feortis, 2-3 f^e owerti, 3 feouwerti, f(e)u-

werti, fuerti, feowrti, fourte, 3-4 fourti, south.

vourti, -y, (3 forti), 3-8 fourty, 4 faurty, 5
fourthi, -y, 6 fourtie, -ye, fortie, 6- forty.

[Q\L.fdowertig = OYns.fiuwertich, OS. fiwartig^

fiartig, fiortig (MDu. vierticht Du. veertig), OHG.
fiorzug ^MHG. vierzic, mod.Ger. vierzig^, ON.
fiSrer tiger, fiorutigi,fiprut/u {Sw.fyratio, fyrtio,

Da.fyfrttjvt, firt%)% Goih.fidivdr tig/us : see Four
and -ty.]

A. adj. The cardinal number equal to four tens,

represented by the figures 40, xl, or XL. Also in

comb, with numbers below ten (cardinal and or-

dinal), as forty-one, forty-first, etc.

(-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iv. 2 & mi3 5y fcefxste feuortis

da*a & feowerti* nahta. «ii75 Coit. Horn. 227 He hi

afedde feorti} wintre. c iaoo I'riu. Colt. Horn. 61 Adam was
in helle in pine fuwerti hundred wintre for his sinne. 1297

R. Glouc. U724) 419 More ban a uourty ?er hyt was bat he
was ybore. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <$- T. 808 If

that thee list it have, Ye shul pave fourty pound, c 1489
Caxton Sonnes of Aymon i. 55 He hadde noo moo wyth
hym but fourthi. c 1585 R. Browne Answ. Cartivright 43
In the fourtie and eyght Psalme. 1698 Frver Ace. E. India

fy P. 94 At the end of their Quarenttne, which is Forty days.

1707 Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 323 He died in the

fourty fifth year of his Age. 1803 Hatchett mPhil. Trans.

XCIII. 89 It. .was found to contain one forty-eighth of anti-

mony. x8»5 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 188 The day
. .according to his calculation, was about forty-eight hours.

i860 Reads Cloister fy H. xxv, Dietrich's forty years weighed
him down like forty bullets.

b. Used indefinitely to express a large number.

Like forty (U.S. colloq.) : with immense force or

vigour, ' like anything '.

1607 Shaks. Cor. in. i. 243 On faire ground I could beat

fortie of thein. 1619 G. Heruert Let. 19 Jan. Wks. 1859

I. 381, 1 have forty businesses in my hands : your Courtesy

will pardon the haste of your humblest Servant. 169s R.

L'Estrangk Fables cccv, He that's Well, already, and upon
a Levity of Mind, Quits his Station, in hopes to be Better,

'tis Forty to One, he loses by the Change. 185a Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. viii, ' I has principles and 1 sticks to them
like forty.'

c. t Forty pence : a customary amount for a

wager. Forty winks (colloq.) : a short nap, esp.

after dinner.

1567 Harman Caveat viii. 46 Forty pence gaged vpon

a matche of wrastling. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VIII, n. iii.

89 How tastes it? is it bitter? forty pence, no. 187a

Punch 16 Nov. 208^2 If a .. man, after reading steadily

through the Thirty-nine Articles, were to take forty winks.

1887 Sims Mary Jane's Mem. 228 I'm tired, and I want my
forty winks.

f d. —Fortieth. Obs.

1559 Homilies 1. Good Wks. in. (1859) 58 Sectes . . were

neither the forty part so many among the Jewes, nor [etc. J.



FORTY-FIVE. 481 FORWARD.
B. sb.

1. a. The age of 40 years, b. 'Ihe forties : the

years between 40 and 50 of a century or of one's life.

173a Berkeley Alciphr, 1. § 1 Alciphron is above forty.

1885 Athcn&um 18 July 83/1 His magnum opus was pub-
lished in Edinburgh some time in the forties. 1893 Geo.
Hill Hist, Fug. Dress II. 243 What were called half-caps

were worn in the early forties.

2. The forty : a designation applied to certain

public bodies in various countries and at various

periods, from the number of their members; e.g.

to several courts of justice in the Venetian republic
;

to a body of itinerant justices in ancient Attica,

empowered to try petty actions; to the French

Academy, and (occasionally) to the Royal Academy
of Arts in London.
1820 Byron Afar. Fat. 1. i. 24 Tis not for us To anticipate

the sentence of the Forty.

3. A yacht of forty tons burden.

1894 Field 9 June 836/1 The two big cutters had left . .the

two forties many miles astern.

4. The roaring forties : the exceptionally rough

part of the Atlantic Ocean between 40° and 50°

north latitude. Also occasionally applied to that

part of the South Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian

Oceans between 40 and 50 south latitude.

1883 Buchan in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 146/2 The region of the
1 brave west winds ', the ' roaring forties ' of sailors. 1893
I. A. Barry Steve BrowtCs Hunyip 165 Older shipmasters
laughed. .saying that they found the Roaring Forties quite

strong enough for them.

C. in Combination.
1. Combination of the simple numeral with a sb.

(used attrib. or ellipt, as sbs.), and parasynthetic

derivatives of these : forty-foot, f{a) =forty tegs ;

(b) see quot. 18S9
J

forty-knot, 'the Alternan-

thera /Ukyrantha, a. prostrate amarantaceous weed
of warm countries' {Cent. Diet.) ; forty legs, a

popular or dialectal name of the centipede; fforty
pence, ?a jocular designation for a servant who
runs errands ; forty-penny nail, a nail of such

size that one thousand of them weigh forty pounds
(see Penny)

; fforty penny piece, a coin worth

40 pence Scots, i.e. jjrf. sterling; forty rod light-

ning, U. S. slang : see quot. ; forty rod whisky =
prec. ; forty-spot, the Tasmanian name for a bird,

Pardalotus quadragintus vGould, Birds Austr.,

1848) : forty-tonner K. 3.

1673 E. Brown Trav. Europe (1677) 17 An Indian Scolo-
pendria, or * Forty-foot. 1889 N. W. Fine. Gloss., Forty,
foot, a right of forty-foot which the tenants of certain manors
had over the soil of an adjoining manor. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. xi. 320 Centapees, call'd by the English *4o Legs.

1750 G. Hughes Barfiadoes 89 The Forty-legs in Surinam
are a great deal larger than what are bred in Barbados.
i865 Brogden Provinc. Words Lincohtsh., F'orty-legs, a
centipede. 1616 Englishm. for my Money F i I ij a. Farewell
•fortipence, goe seeke your Signor. 1769 in Hawkesworth
Voy. (1773) II. 182 No nails less than *fortypenny were
current. 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 135 Nails of sorts
are, 4, 6,8. .and 40-penny nails. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic.

(1751)58 Butter and cheese, and wool fleeces, For groats and
*Fourty penny pieces. 1889 Farmer Americanisms, * Forty
Rod Lightning, whisky of the most villainous description,
so called because humorously warranted to kill at forty rods.
189a Stevenson Wrecker 124 *Forty-rod whisky was admin-
istered by a proprietor as dirty as his beasts. 1895 Daily
News 11 June 2/4 For the second match, *forty-ton tiers,

three entered.

2. Substantival uses of the compound numerals
(see A. 1) : forty-eight, a flowerpot of the third

smallest size, of which there are 48 in a ' cast '

;

forty-four, (a) a forty-four gnn ship : (/A a bicycle

with a wheel 44 inches in diameter
; f forty-nine,

a 1 7th c. name for some kind of liquor ; forty-one
Hist., the Venetian council by whom the Doge was
elected ; forty-two attrib. mforty-two man, a man
of the 42nd regiment.
1851 Glenny Handbk. Fl. Card. 227 They must be potted

off into moderately small pots, say *forty-eights. 1821 Byron
To Murray 7 Feb., The giant element .. made our stout
*forty-four's . . timbers creak again. 1884 Century Mag.
Nov. 55/2 His hand resting, .on the handle of his forty-four.

1692 A. P[itcairne] Babell 2 (Maitl. 1830) 5 Assist me all,

ye Muses nyne ! With a beer glass of *fourtie nyne. 1713
Meston Knight (1767* 21 A glass or two of forty-nine He
can pull off before he dine. 1612 W. Shute tr. Fougasses"
Venice u. 481 The *forty one being assembled, .they, .chose
him Prince. 1816 Scott Antiq. xltii, Here comes an old
*forty-two man, who is a fitter match for you than I am.

b. In abbreviated dates, asforty-one, -two, -three,

etc., colloquially used to designate a year of the
current or preceding century. Hence forty-niner
U.S., one of those who settled in California during
the ' gold fever' about 1849.
1710 H. Bedford Vind. Ch. Eng. \ The Spirit of Forty-

one is reviving. 1887 Council Bluffs Herald (Iowa U. S.)

17 Jan., Running the * pony express' in the exciting days of
the *4Q-ers'. 1890 Boldrkwood Miner's Right xliv. 384
All old prospectors and 'forty-niners'.

Forty-five. a. The Forty-five : the year 1 745,
and the Jacobite rebellion of that year. b. Card-
playing. A game in which each trick counts five

and the game is forty-five. Also forty-fives.
a. 183a Scott Redgauntlet ch. xi, Ye have heard of

Vol. IV.

a year they call the forty -five. 1895 D. Marshall in Scot.
Antin. X. 77 In the 'Forty-five, Burleigh Castle, .was garri-

soned for King George.
b. 1875 Wood & Lapham Wait. Mail 32 The others .

.

gathered round the table to enjoy the Irish game of ' forty-
fives '.

Fortyish, a. Looking forty years old.
182 1 New Monthly Mag. II. 324 A sort ofTom Shuffleton

grown flat, staid, and fortyish.

Jporuh, obs. form of Furbow,
! Forum [io->'ivm). [a. I,, forum.]

1. Mom. Ant. The public place or market-
place of a city. In ancient Rome the place of

assembly for judicial and other public business.
1460 Cai'grave Citron. 29 Tboo places in which juges herd

causes he [ForoneusJ cleped hem aftir his name, ' forum ',

that is to say, * a hopen place ', or * a market '. 1601 Holland
j

Pliny II. 117 The said Scipioes statue erected in the Forum
or ptiblick hall. 1647 K. Stapvlton Juvenal 61 The city of
Rome bad four great forums or piazzas. 1781 Glrbon Decl.

«r F. II. 15 The principal Forum ; which appears to have
been of a circular, or rather elliptical form. 1838 Arnold !

Hist. Rome I. 38 He [Tarquinius) made a forum or market
place and divided out the ground around it for shops and
stalls, and made a covered walk around it.

b. as the place of public discussion ; hencefig
1735 Thomson Liberty I. 160 Foes in the forum in the

field were friends. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. cxiv. 1025
Rienzi. .The forum's champion, and the people's chief. 1831
CaRLYLB Sart. Res. 1185818 To descend .. into the angry
noisy Forum, with an Argument that cannot but exasperate
and divide.

2. A court, tribunal. Law of the forum : the

legal rules of a particular court or jurisdiction.

1848 Wharton Law Lex.. Forum, the court to the juris-

diction of which a party is liable. 1857 Paksons Contracts
II. H. ii. § 6 (ed. 2) 103 Limitation and prescription are

applied only according to the law of the forum. 1858 Ld.
St. Leonards Handy-bk. Prop. Law n. 4 As the law of pro-
perty is now administered in the different forums, .it exhibits

a splendid, .code of jurisprudence.

b. transf. and fig. (Cf. mcd.L. in foro intemo,
inforo conscientin').

1690 Case Univ. Oxford 48 A right to be impleaded in

their own Forum only. 1756 Burke Subl. <y B. v. v, Of this,

at first view, every man, in his own forum, ought to judge !

without appeal. 1852 I '.ladstonk ('.lean. (1879) IV.xiv. 151

In every country orTCtn'opc, except one, when excusable
collision arises between the civil and the religious power it

must be in the external forum. 1874 MoRLRV Compromise
(18861 147 It is truth that in the forum of conscience claims
an undivided allegiance.

3. attrib., asforum- area, -orator.

1811 Southky in Q, Re?'. VIII. 347 A forum orator some
years ago published a tour. 1893 Archmologia LIII. 544
The forum area was trenched but not excavated.

Forur(e, var. 1' ukrure Obs., fur trimming.

t Porvay", v. Obs. Also 4 (Gower) forsveie,
!

5 forvoyen, -wey^e, -way(e, 5-6 for-, fourvey(e.
[ad. OF. forvoier, forsvoier, i.for(s)-, Fort- prefix
+ vote way.] intr. To go out ol the way, go astray

;

fig. to err, make a mistake. Hence Forvaying
vbl. sb.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 76 [MS. Fairfax] That bei he Duistres
of pe weie Forbi if eny man forsueie [Pauti prints forswey]
Thurgh hem bei be noght excusable (Also III. 224, 272, 275L I

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 1. i. (18591 2 Ther nys no pyl-

grym that goth so redyly but that oftymes he mote foruoyen.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. lxv. (1869) 207 pe forueyinge I

of oobere shulde ben warnynge. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour I

K. vj, This yonge man forweyeth. c 1500 Mehtsine xix. 101,

I was forwayed of my way to comme to lusygnen. 1508
Dunbar Cold. Targe 204 As drunkyn man he all forvayit. 1

1513 Douglas Aineis in. Prol. 18 Tharfore waldGod I had
thair eris to pull Misknawis the creid and threpis othir
forwayis. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) Hi. 15 Forvey

|

no tyme, be reddy day and nicht.

Forwake(d: see For- prefix 6 b.

t Forwal. Obs. rare ~ K [pern, mis-written I

for *forfa/j a. ON. forfall (law term) hindrance.]

A legitimate excuse.
c 1*05 Lay. 31500 pa andswarede Cadwalan be kene..Oswy

haueft for-wal [Wace : essoine le tient].

t Porwa'lk, v, Obs. Also 6 fore-, [f. Fob-
prefi 1 + Walk.] trans. To weary with walking

;

to over-tire. Hence ForwaTked ppl. a.

In the Sc. examples prob. confused with fonuaked: see
For- Pref 1 6 b.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 2236 J>ei beder come al wery for <

walked. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xm. 204 Whan thow art
wery for-walked. 1513 Douglas A^neis n. vi. [v.] 35 Quhen
the first quyet Of natural slepe . . Stelis on forwalkit [so

Ruthven MS. ; ed. Small fordoverit] mortal! creaturis.

'533 Bellenden Lrvy 11. (1822) 204 The Romanis. .sett on
the Volschis, wery and forwalkit. i6rz [see Forwelk.]
For-wall, -wallowed: see Yon- prefA 5, 6 b.

Forwarder, v. Obs. exc. arch, or Sc. [f. For-
prefi 1 + Wander.] intr. To weary oneself with
wandering ; to wander far and wide. Hence For-
wandered ppL a.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 739 He. .forwandreb in wo & wakeb

. .on ni^tes. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. Prol. 7, I was wery for-

wandred and went me to reste. 1563 Sackville Mirr.
Mag., Buckingham Ixxiv, AH forsake .. forwandred in
despayer. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 34 A wearie wight for-
wandring by the way. 1890 G. A. Smith Isaiah II. xvi.

254 Among the bruised, the prisoners, the forwandered of
Israel. 1894 Crockett Raiders 158 A poor lost forwan-
dered lad.

Forward ;f^JW3.id), a., adv. and sb. Forms :

1 fore-, forweard, -w^rd, 4-7 foreward(e, 4-6

forwarde. 6 foret, 9 dial, forat, -et, forrad, -at,

4- forward. See also FoRRIT. [OF. fof\e)weard,

adj. and adv. ; see Fore adv. and -ward. The adj.

seems to have become obsolete after the OK. period,

and to have been redeveloped from the adv. in the

1 6th c. The adv. (OE. foreweard) was app. in

origin the neut. ace. of the adj.]

A. adj.

f 1. In OK. used in partitive concord : The front

part of 'any thing material; ; the first or earliest

part of (a period of time, etc.). Obs.
c^oo tr. Freda's Hist. v. xiii. fxii]. (18911 422 In forewearde

neaht. c 1000 /Klfric Horn. II. 266 Ure Korewearde heafod.

2. Situated in the fore part. Obs. exc. techn.
1601 Shaks. AlTs Well v. iii. 39 Let's take the instant by

the forward top. 1692 Iatirkll BriefRet. (1857) II. 503
The guides conducted the forwardest of the party, .a wrong
way. 1876 Holland ,Se?'ennaks x. 131 He fixed a knob of
tallow upon the forward sight of Mr. Halfour's gun.

b. Naut. Belonging to the fore part (of a vessel).

1881 Daily Tel. 24 Feb., The nine forward men arc
divided into three watches. 1893 Westm. (iaz. 21 Mar. 5/3
The forward-house and forecastle bulkhead were stove in.

t C. Principal, foremost, chief. Obs.

1581 Savile Faciius' Agric. (1622) 184 Many haue beene
wasted by casual! chances, the most sufficient and forward
by the cruelty of the F

>rtnce.

d. That lies in front ; now only, that lies in the

direction towards which one is moving.
1643 Lichtfoot Clean. Fx. (1648) 17 In the five preceding

Plagues, the obduration of Pharaohs heart is attributed to

himselfe, in these five forward, it is attributed to God.
1800-24 Campbell Dream ii, Shadow'd in the forward dis-

tance Lay the land of Death. 1844 Kinglakk L'ot/ien \\x\.

(1878)2330111 of the forward horizon.

3. Directed towards a point in advance, onward
;

also ' outward ' as opposed to ' return '.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 1. xlvi, She [fortune], dispos'd
his forward course to let. 1814 Gary Dante, Par. xxix. 136
Let us seek The forward path again. 1840 P.ury Select
Comm. on Railw. Q. 2398 You spoke of seudiny an engine
to meet the train ; on what line would that go ?— It must go
on the forward line. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II.

46 General Wood was compelled . . to undertake a forward
movement. 1884 (,'. 11. R. Time Tables July 87 Return
Tickets are available .. for completion of the forward and
backward journeys.

b. Of the face: (Looking) straight in front.

1700 DrydeN Cymon A> ////. 594 The lovers close the rear,

With forward faces not confessing fear. 1850 Tlnnvson In
Mem. cxiv, She [knowledge] sets her forward countenance
And leaps into the future chance.

C. Of a ship's beak : Moving onwards.
1871 R. Ellls tr. Catullus lxiv. 12 Scarcely the forward

snout tore up that wintery water.

d. Forward play in Cricket*, the method of

playing forward : see the adv. 3 b.

1891 W. G. Grace Cricket § 4 in Outdoor Games iy Recr.
19 Practise both backward and forward play.

e. Forward movement ; recently often used to

denote a special effort made by a political party,

a religious or benevolent organization, etc., in order

to make more rapid progress. Cf. 9.

1896 Indep. A> Nomonf.T,\ Dec. 494 The Colonial Missionary
Society Forward Movement. 1897 W'estm, Gaz. 9 Jan.,
The Liberal Forward Movement.

4. Comm. Of a business transaction, contract,

etc. : Prospective, relating to future produce.
1883 Manch. Fxam. 6 Nov. 4/4 In the old days, when it

took three or four months to send out goods to India, .there
was a real ground for forward buying. 1891 Daily Ntn*$
23 Nov. 2/7 The rate for good furnace coke is 14^.. . but con-
sumers will not pay this price for forward contracts.

5. That is in an advanced state or condition
; pro-

gressing towards maturity or completion. Chiefly

predicative and barely distinguishable from the adv.
1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531I 72 b, How moche we

profyte & be forewarde in euery day by our labour. 1561
T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 1. C b, It is nowe well
forwarde in nyghte. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S.
Seas 86 To acquaint him how forward the Boat was [in

making]. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 515 The [vaccinated]
arms of Sarah, .were in a more forward state than the rest.

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 1. 7 The sheep, .get exceed-
ingly forward in condition. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St.
Martin's Ez>e iv, A sturdy little fellow, .sufficiently forward
in walking to get about the room.

b. Of a plant, a crop, or the season : Well ad-
vanced, early.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 45 As the most forward Bud
Is eaten by the Canker ere it blow. 1601 R. Johnson
Kingd. <5- Commw. (1603) 13 The inhabitants of Turon .

.

enjoy as forward a summer, as those of Provence. 1707
Curios, in Husb. fy Card. 254 Fruit, the soundest and for-

wardest of any on the Tree. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
xix. (1813I344 Sow three or four seeds, .in a small pot, which
being placed on a gentle heat, will be much forwarder and
finer.

_
x8sx Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 18 He 'gins again 'Bout

signs in weather, late or forward spring. 183a Ht. Mar-
tineau Homes Abroad ii. 23 Place our hungry brethren
where nature's work is forwardest.

C. Of a pregnant animal : in or with foal, etc.

1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1910/4 A Red Cow . . forward with
Calf. 1707 Ibid. No. 4312/3 Lost . . a bay Saddle Mare .

.

forward in Fole. 1839 Lincoln, etc. Gaz. 12 Feb. 2/3
Eleven ewes forward in lamb. 1857 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.

XVIII. 1. 19 The mares are indulged a little as they get for-

ward with foal.

6. Ready, prompt, eager (in an action or a cause);

esp. with const, to (do something).
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FORWARD. 482 FORWARD.
15*3 Lo. Berners Froiss. I. xxxi. 45 At the first assaute

he was so forwarde, that he was stryken to the erth. a 1568
Ascham Scholem. t. (Arb. 1 56 God grafte in vs the trewe
knowledge of his woorde, with a forward will to folowe it.

1631 Gouge God's Arrmvs v. Tied. 406 He not backward to

patronize what you have been forward to produce, a 1633
Austin Medit. (1635) 231 Neither can it be collected, .that

hee [St. Bartholomew] was ever forward of his Tongue, as

some of the Rest were. 1644 Laud Wks. (1854) IV. 181

His Majesty's piety was so forward, that nothing needed to

be extorted from him. 170* C. Mather Magn. Chr. it,

App. (1852) 203 He was much forwarder to give his assent

than they were to ask it. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India III.

vi. i. 52 Their followers were to be ranked as the most for-

ward and loud, who denounced parliament as so corrupt.

1875 M. Pattison Casaubon 40 Authors were always
forward to send him copies of their learned publications.

+ b. Inclined to oxfor (something). Obs.

1581 J. Bell Haddons Ansiu. Osor. 256 b, If I had bene
. .so foreward to sedition, .there wanted not . . fautoures of
the cause. 1681 Baxter Apol. Noncon/. Min. 4 The for-

wardest to Peace. 17*7 Swift Art Polite Lying VVks. 1755
III. 1. 118 A hot-headed crack-brained coxcomb forward for

a scheme of moderation.

c. Ardent, eager, spirited, zealous. ?Obs.

1587 Fleming Conttt. Holinshed III. 1551/2 Three sonnes,

all forward, martiall, and valorous gentlemen. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. 1 1, iv. i. 72 How fondly do'st thou spurre a forward
Horse? 1611 Tourneur Ath. 'frag. II, i. Wks. 1878 I. 41
His forward spirit press'd into the front. 1680 Otway
Orphan 1. i, They both have forward, gen'rous active Spirits.

1804 Wellington* in Gurw. Desp. III. 468 He is a gallant,

forward officer.

d. transf. and fig. of things. ? Obs.

1605 Camden Rem. Ded. 1 This. .Treatise was once vn-

aduisedly forward to haue bin dedicated to your good
worship. But .. It recalled it selfe in good time. 1695
Blackmore Pr. Arth. 1. 654 Their forward genius without
teaching grows. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. iii, These stakes
also, being of a wood very forward to grow. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. i. Wks. 1874 I. 18 We are accustomed, from our
youth up, to indulge that forward delusive faculty [imagi-

nation].

7. Well-advanced for one's years, precocious.
1591 Lylv Endytn. 11. ii, It will be a forward cock that

croweth in the shell. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI
%

1. i. 203 Long
Hue thou, and these thy forward Sonnes. 1600— A. V. L.
in. iii. 14 When, .a mans good wit [cannot be] seconded
with the forward childe vnderstanding. 1714 Restoration
in Villiers' Wks. (1775) 8 He's a pretty forward boy about
four and twenty. 1869 Princess Alice Mem. 25 Apr. (1884)
215 My children, .are so forward, clever, and spirited,

8. In bad sense : Presumptuous, pert ; bold, im-

modest.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's hist. in. xxii. (1634) 454 Some.

.

doe raile at this doctrine with greater malioousnesse, than
that their forward pride ought to be suffered. 1602 Warner
Alb. Eng. ix. xlvii. (1612) 221 They tould how forward
Maidens weare, how proude if in request, a 1704 T. Brown
Praise Pcmerty Wks. 1730 I. 94 A forward prating cox-
comb. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 51 P 1, I have .. a great
Aversion to the forward Air and Fashion which is practised

in all publick Places. 1775 Sheridan Duenna 1. iv, Clara
..would think this step of mine highly forward. 1806-7 }•

Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vn. lxix, Hearing
your favourite poem . . mammocked by the mouth of a for-

ward Puppy. 1844 Dickens Mart.Chuz. xl, *The favouritest

young for'ard huzzy of a servant gal as ever come into a
house.' 1888 J. Payn Myst. Mirbridge v, ' Do you call

him forward ?
' .

.

' He was certainly free in his manners '.

9. Of persons, opinions : Advanced, extreme
;

in mod. use, favouring vigorous aggressive action.

1608 F. Johnson Cert. Reasons fy Argts. To Rdr., The
Books of the forward Preachers now abroad. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 7 May 1/2 You of all people in the world, the For-
wardest of the Forward school, cannot complain of the
advance of Empire. 1887 Ibid. 10 June 7/1 Denouncing
outrage and dynamite, and what are generally known as
* forward ' measures.

B. adv.

1. Of extent in time: Towards the future, im-
mediately afterwards and continuously onwards.
Chiefly (and now only) in phrases from this day
(time, etc.) forward, j Also,from this

^
from heme,

(from) now, and soforward. Cf. Forth adv. 3.

a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 788 (Or.) Gif hie wolden laregodes
forweard fremman. a 1300 Cursor M. 5480 (Gott.) In egipt
held he paim fill hard, As i sal tell you sone forward. Ibid.

13958 (GottJ Ai fra bat dai for-warde . . be Iuus. .soght iesu

to do to dede. 1303 R. Brlnne Hand/. Synttej\\ Alle my
obys grete Fro bys forwarde wyl y lete. c 1391 Chaucer
Astrol. 11. § 12, & fro that time forward . . shal the verrey
degree of the sonne shewe the howr of the planete. c 1440
Gesta Rom. Ixi. 261 (Harl. MS.), I Resseyve [yow] fro hens
forwarde to my Ioye. 155a Latimer Serm. 2nd Sund. in
Advent (1562) 132 If we .. intend to amend our life now
forward. 1600 Holland Livy 11. xli. 71 This is the first

time that the law Agraria was published : and so forward
unto this present hower, it was never debated of. c 1680
Beveridge Serm.ii-j^) I. 547 From that time forward what-
soever he did .. was in order to that end. 1853 Maurice
Proph. ty Kings iii. 42 From that day forward . . the Spirit
of God came upon David. 1871 Smiles Charac. iii. (1876)
68 The elder student from that time forward acted as the
Mentor of the younger one.

b. With vbs., as look, think ; esp. To look for-
ward: to look ahead, to look expectantly towards
the future or to a coming event.

1741 Watts hnprov. Mind 1. i. Wks. (1813^ 9 To think for-

ward a little. 1743 Richardson Pamela III. 343 One who
can look forwarder than the Nine Days of Wonder. 1768
Foote Devil on 2 Sticks 1. Wks. 1799 II. 249 Banish your
fears, and let us look forward, my love. 1816 Keatinge
'Prav. (1817) II. 23 Like chess-players, they seem always to
look three moves forward. 1837 Disraeli Venetia m. i,

His visit to the hall was looked forward to with interest.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 45 He looks forward to all

future systems sharing the fate of the past.

c. Comm. For future delivery or payment. To
date fonvard: to postdate.
1881 Daily News 4 Mar., The orders being neither

numerous nor large, and not a few dated forward. 1884
Mauch. Exam. 12 May 4 4 Dating forward, .is a thing un-
known among shippers, for payment is usually made a week
or so after the goods have been delivered. 1894 Daily
News 28 Mar. 7/} Maize still, .dear, but cheaper forward.

f2. Onward or further on in a series; onwards
from a specified point. And soforward \ = and so

forth, et cetera. Cf. Forth adv. 2. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 173/2 Forwarde, or more vttyr, ultra,

nlterius. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E.
hid. i. 2 a, Whether that from the Cape of Buena Esperansa
forwarde there were anye Nauigation to the East India.

X583 STVBUEsAnat. Abus. 11.(1882)34 If sixtie would serue,

they must have an hundred, and so forward. 1659 Ham-
mond On Ps. Annot. 3 From that tenth Psalm forward.

1663 Marveli. Corr. xlvii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 96, 1 am this day
beginning my long voyage to Archangel, and so forward.

f b. In the first place, foremost : in phr. first

andfonvard. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. 127 Furst and foreward to folk

that ben i-weddet. c 1386 Chaucer Meltb. r 275 First and
forward, ye han erred in [etc. 1

3. Towards the front, in the direction which a

person or thing faces. Forward of(US.) : in front

of. To put or setfootfonvard \ see Foot s/>. 29.

1513 More in Grafion Ckron (1568) II. 758 Hecameinto
the world with the feete forward. 1548 etc. [see Foot sb.

29]. 1669 Stlrmy Mariner's Mag. 11. 82, I . .lx>w the Head
forward or backward, or over the one side or the other. 1674
Pi.avford Skill Mus. 11. 103 You must begin with your Bow
forward, though the Bow be drawn forward the Note before.

1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 226 Its middle part . . stands
about an Inch forwarder than the Foreside of the Puppet.
176a Foote Lyar lit, Wks. 1799 I. 308 Your hood a little

forwarder, Miss. 181 1 Lett. fr. Eng. II. xlix. 270 The
skirts of the coat .. brought forward to meet over the

thigh. 1852 J. H. Newman Scope Univ. Educ.vj,? He may
have no power at all of advancing one step forward of him-
self. 1856 C. J. Andeksson Lake Ngami 256 The ostrich.

.

always strikes forward [with its foot]. 1891 M. S. Wilkins
Humble Rom. 165 Two little thin dancing curls..just for-

ward of her cap !

b. To play fonvard, in C> icket : to reach for-

ward in order to play a rather short-pitched ball.

1884 Liliyivhite's Cricket Ann. 101 Rather too fond of
playing forward. 1891 W. G. Grace Cricket § 5 in Outdoor
Games <y Recr. 23 If he [the batsman], .plays forward, pilch

shorter and shorter.. until he makes a mistake.

4. Of continuous motion : Towards what is in

front
;
(moving) onwards, on.

a 1400-50 A lexander 847 pe faster forward him he faris |re

faster he snapirs. 1526 Piigr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 8 b,

Suche-.be not mete to . . go forwarde in this pilgrymage.

1639 Fuller Holy War iv. viii. (1840) 190 His ships were
manned, victualled, and sailing forward. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. xiii. 346 Meeting very strong Westerly Winds, we got

nothing forward in many days. 173a Behkelev Alciphr.

iv. § 15 In case they walk straight forward, in half a hour
they shall meet men. 1791 Mrs. Radclifke Rom. Forest \,

He was desirous to hasten forward. 1855 Mrs. Gatty
Parables fr. Nat. Ser. 1. (1869) 50 The river is rushing for-

ward ; the clouds are hurrying onward.

b. with ellipsis of some part of the vb. go. Also

Mil., as a word of command Fonvard ! For'ard

on! in Fox-hunting: of the fox: Gone on in front,

a 1533 Lo. Berners Huon Iv. 186 His horse wolde nother
forwarde nor backe warde. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut.
xv. 86 Therefore let us on forewarde as he commandeth.
1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 25 The word Fonvard .. is

given by the commander. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's

Hist. 'J en Y. II. 207 Ibrahim . . had but to cry ' Forward ',

and Constantinople was his.

c. In advance, in front, ahead.
1838 Thirlwall Greece V. 369 Dercylus seems to have

been sent forward, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv, 182 One of

our porters, .was sent forward to test the [snowj bridge.

d. Back or backward and fonvard : to and fro ;

see Back adv. 13 and Backward adv. 5 b.

5. To the front or to a prominent position (from

being behind or in the background), into view

;

esp. in phrases, as to bringfonvard (see also Bring

v. 17). To come fonvard: see Comk v. 58 ; also,

to come into existence. To put or setforward': to

put forth, advance, allege, offer ; also refl. lo give

oneself (undue) prominence.
1611 Bible 2 Esdras iii. 6 Before euer the earth came

forward. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 111. xl. 252 To set for-

ward . . such doctrine as was agreeable to Moses. 1783
Burke Rep. Affairs hid. Wks. XL 304 He certainly has it

in his power .to keep it back, and bring it forward at his

own times. 1794 Mrs. Radclifee Myst. Udolpho xliv,

Dorothee, who had lingered far behind, was called forward.

1849 James Woodman xviii, Who are you, my good friend,

who put yourself so forward? 1895 Coulson Kernahan
God ty Ant Apol. (ed. 4) 9 The worst of all reasons which in-

experienced writers put forward for setting pen to paper.

t 6. In front, on the front or front side. Obs.

1618 Bolton Florus 1. xviii. 57 All their wounds were for-

ward. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 101 Caused .. the windowes
which were forward to be made up.

b. fig. In a prominent position.

1796 Burke Let. to C. % Fox Wks. 1842 II. 391 A young
man. .who stands very forward in parliament.

7. At an advanced point ; at a point or position

which is beyond or further than another. Cf. Forth
adv. 4.

1523 Lo, Berners Froiss. I.xvii. 18 All his barones went
out of the cite, and y first nyght they lodged vi. myle for-

warde. 1611 Bible Num. xxxii. 19 Wee will not inherite

with them on yonder side Iordane, or forward. 1647 Sprigge
Anglia Rediv. iv. ti. 189 To secure the landing of Irish

or Welch supplies so much the forwarder towards the east.

1656 H. Phillips Purck. Patt. 11676) 162 Adding a cipher,

and setting the (-lafigure forwarder. 1711 J. James \x.Le
Blond's Gardening 52 A little forwarder you find small
Cross-ways with four Alleys.

b. Of time : In advance.
1571 Hanmer Citron. Ire/. (1633^ 38, 1 thinke they are loo

forward in their computation. 1810 Vince Elem. Astron.
xxiv. 289 The time at the place of observation is forwarder
than that at Greenwich.

8. Naut. a. Of motion : Towards the fore pait

of a vessel.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. \. 17 Hawl forward the main
Bowline. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 15 The
Carpenter going forward to inspect the Chain-Plates.

b. Of position : At or in the fore part of a vessel.

Forwardof (.U.S.) : in front of. f Forward on: at

the fore end, forward.
1630 J. Taylor iWater P.) Wks. t. 88/1 The Sayler

imagined that his horse was too much laden ahead, or fore-

ward on las the sea phrase is
1

. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2317/1
Captain Killegrew. .being at the same time forward by the
Gang-Way. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 124 The
butt-ends, .have been as it were abolished forward on for the
tasie passage of the Vessel through the water. 1743 Bulke-
ley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas no Being oblig'd to lie for-

ward with the Men. 1794 Nelson 5 Nov. in Nicolas Disp.
I. 504 Transports laying, .with theirTruce Flag hoisted for-

ward. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxii. 67 Her only fault

being., that she was wet forward, a 1864 Hawthorne
Amer. Notebks. (1879) I. 112 Forward of the ward-room.,
is the midshipmen's room.

9. fig. Onward, so as to progress or advance.

Chiefly in phr. to go forward (rarely with ellipsis

of go) : to be in progress or ' on foot \ to be going

on. To buildforward: to continue building.

1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 760 There must it

needes be long ere atiy good conclusion go forwarde. 1535
Coverdale Ezra iii. 8 To se that the worke of the house of
the Lorde wente forwarde. a 1600 Hooker mEccl. Pol. v.

1 1 888 1 App. i. § 3 It is the nature of Gods most bountiful dis-

position to build forward where his foundation is once laid.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 111. ii. 91 Now forward with your Tale.

1665 Manley Grotius' Loiv C. Warres 177 He would not
forget to help forward the Belgick Affairs. 1717 tr. Frezier's
Voy. S. Sea no The Climate is so fertile .. that the Fruit is

coining forward all the Year. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xi,

Mr. Burchell. . was always fond of seeing some innocent
amusement going forward. 1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks.
1840 I. 181, I am got forward too fast with my story. 1793
Smeaton Edystone L. § 124 My models and preparatory
matters were now so far brought forward. 183a Ht. Mar-
tineau Life in Wilds i. 18 Dinner was going forward. 1865

Sat. Rev. 5 Aug. 165 Unless, .extreme partisans, .make con-

cessions, there is no getting any forwarder. 1891 R. Kipling
City Dread/. N't. 43 Let's go in here— there maybe some-
thing forward.

10. Phrases. To put or set fonvard (a person)

:

to start onward, give a start to. //'/. and fig. To
setfonvard (intr.) : to start on a journey, set out.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (18671 17 Set forward, ye shall

neuer labour yonger. 1581 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's
Conq. E. Ind. vii. 18 Such gale as would serue to put him
forward on his iourney. 1650 Hubbekt Pitt Formality 202

The trips and slidings shall but set thee forwarder on thy
journey. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. iii, The next morning we
all set forward together. 183a Ht. Martineau Hill <y

Valley ti. 19 To set his young people forward in the same
way of life with himself. 1859 Jephson Brittany xvi. 258
Her godfather .. straightway sets forward to avenge her

death.

11. Comb. a. with pres.pple., asforward-bearing,

-creeping, -flowing, 'looking adjs. b. with pa. pple.,

asforward-turned adj.

1647 H. More Song o/Soul u\. 11. xxiii, Strong *forward-

bearing will or appetite. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. citi. 37
The 'forward-creeping tides. 1830 — Recoil. A rah. Nts. 1,

The *forward-flowing tide of time. 1800 Wordsw. Michael
158 A child .. Brings hope with it, and *forwaid-looking
thoughts c j6ii Chapman Iliad x. 46 It took his *forward-
ttirned backe, and lookt out of his breast.

C sb. [The adj. used absolutely.]

f 1. The fore or front part, the first part. On
fonvard: in the beginning, see Aforewahi>). Obs.

i 1000 iELFRic Deut. xxviii. isDrihten be ^esett simle on
foreweard & na on a^fteiweard. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73
On forward bos cristendomes ech man feorned his bileue er

he fulht underfenge.

f 2. A trick in wrestling ; a throw which causes

one's opponent to fall forward on his face. Obs.

1602 Cabew Cornwall 76 Many sleights and tricks apper-

taine hereunto .. Such are the .. forward and backward.
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. i. 6 They practise .. The forward,

backward, falx.

3. Naut. (See quot.)

1892 Labour Commission Gloss. , Foreivard. . the fore end
of a barge or other craft.

4. Football. One who plays in the front line ; one

of the body of players termed ( forwards *, as op-

posed to * backs ' (see Back sb. 21), whose duty is

to be foremost in the attack.

1879 Encpfd. Brit. IX. 367/2 Under the Rugby code.,

fifteen a side [is] the usual number of players—ten 'for-

wards', two ' half backs', one ' three-quarters back ', and
two ' backs '. 1889 Pauline VIII. 33 There is much to be

learnt by the forwards. 1895 DatlyChron. 17 Jan. 6/4 The
side whose forwards were beaten won the match.
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Forward (fjrjwaid), v, [f. Forward adv.]

1. trans. To help or push forward ; to advance,
assist, hasten, promote, urge on. Also, fto put
forward, set on foot {obs. rare).

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,\. i. 33 Then let me beare..What
yesternight our Councell did decree In forwarding this deere
expedience. 1605 Verstegan Dec. It/tell, vi. (1628) 172
Hee was greatly encouraged and forwarded in the matter
by diuers of his most inward friendes. 17*8 Morgan
Algiers 11. i. 219 The Moriscoes of Africa, .were often for-

warded and assisted hy them in their nocturnal Expedi-
tions. 1780 Kurkk Let. to Burgh Wks. IX. 243 He (Lord
North], .forwarded two hills, that for encouraging the growth
of tobacco, and that for giving a bounty on exportation of
hemp from Ireland. 1786 Mad. D'Akblay Diary 24 July,
After doing whatever I can to forward my dress for the next
morning, I go to bed. 1806 Wellington in Owen Desp.
lxxvi, This prince . . showed every disposition to impede
rather than to forward the operations of the British army.
1871 Frkeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvi. 33 To protect its

rights and to forward its interests.

"A. To accelerate the growth of (plants, etc.).

1626 Bacon Syh>a§ 412 So wee may House ourowneCoun-
trey Plants to forward them, and make them come in the Cold
Seasons. 1707 Curios, in Httsb. fy Card. 266 A Dunghill .

.

is of wondrous Efficacy to forward the Flowers. i?»o Swift
Apollo to Dean Wks. 1755 IV. I, 16 Whenever I shine, I

forward the grass, and I ripen the vine. 1845 Florist's

Jrnl. 55 They [plants] will be forwarded, or retarded,

according to the state of the season.

3. To send forward, send to an ulterior destina-

tion (a thing, rarely a person). In commercial
language often loosely, to dispatch, send by some
regular mode of conveyance.
1757 Franklin Let. to Wife in Bigelow Life (1881) I. 378

The black silk was sent to Mr. Neates, who undertook to

forward it in some package of his. 1757 Affect. Narr.
Wager 33 Where they might meet with ..an Opportunity also
of being forwarded to their own Home. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. Pref. 3 That letter ., has been since forwarded to the
person to whom it was addressed. 1844 Lingard Anglo-
Sax. Ck. (1858) I. iii. 122 Who. .forwarded him in safety to
Rome. 1883 F. M. Peard Contrail. XU, There is a letter

which should be forwarded to my brother. Mod. (Comm.)
We have this day forwarded to your address per S.W.R.
three boxes: marked [etc.].

t b. To pass on, publish abroad. Obs.

1713 Guardian No. 1 p 1 His countenance is communi-
cated to the publick . . and forwarded by engravers, artists by
way of mezzo-t'into, etc.

4. Bookbinding. To get (a sewed book) ready for

the * finisher ' by putting a plain cover on (see For-
warding vbl. sb. 2).

Hence Forwarded ///. a. (in 17th c. occas.

f forwardly disposed, eager) ; Forwarding ppl. a.

a 1674 Clarendon Sur;>. Leviath. (16761 208 None are
more glad to see those punishments inflicted, or more for-

warded to promote it, then [etc.]. 1691 Norris Pract. Disc.

315 Enough to ingage us to seek out for the best and most
forwarding Assistances. 1776 Barker in Phil. Trans.
I..XVI. 371 The latter part of that month was warm and for-

warding. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xv. 11813) 238 When
these forwarded beans are planted in rows singly. 1894 M rs.

H. Warij Marcella III. 96 She had received a forwarded
letter from that old friend.

Forward : see Forewarn.
Forwarder (ijfJwwdai). [f. prec + -erI.]

1. One who or that which forwards.

1549 Covk.rimle, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol., A fyne fore-

warder of the ghospelslybertie. 1611 Cotgr., Poulseavaut
.. an overseer, and forwarder of a worke that requires hast.

1611 Barrev Ram Alley v. i, Nor am I .. seconder, per-
swader, forwarder, Principal!, or maintainer of this late theft.

1681 Chetham Anglers Vade-m. xii. § 2 (1689) 308 Fresh
Water being a great Forwarder of Fishes feeding. 1797
Burke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. 1808 VIII. 274 Contempt of
the suppliant is not the best forwarder of a suit. 1840 Car-
lvle Heroes ii. (18581 222 Mecca, .had at one time a popula-
tion of 100,000; buyers, forwarders of those Eastern and
Western products.

2. Bookbinding. (See quot. 1890.)
1870 F.choio Dec, The men. .are divided into two classes,

forwarders and finishers. 1875 Ore's Diet. A rts I. 424 The
ends of the cords are then drawn hy the ' forwarder ' through
holes pierced in the boards. 1890 Zakhnsdorf Binding Bk.
18 Forwarder, the workman who takes the books after they
are sewn, and advances them to the covering department.

Forwarding, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb. Forward in various

senses. Also gerundially, with omission of in.

1635 J. Gore Well-doing 17 Like that which Bias calls

iyKQiri\v TTpoKoiryv the Backeward forwarding of a cause.

1707 Curios, in Httsb. <$- Gard. 268 Horse-dung, and Kennel-
Water, contribute, .to the forwarding of Plants. 171 1 Swift
yml. to Stella 28 Sept., The people in general know that a
peace is forwarding. 1817 Evans' Pari. Debates 1381 Sir J.
Newport urged the immediate forwarding of the measure.

2. spec, in Bookbinding. The operation of putting

a plain cover on a book previously sewn, and other-

wise making it fit for the ' finisher's' hands.
1893 E.G. Dl'FF Early printed Bks. 193 Even a study

of the forwarding of a binding is of great help. 1895
Zakhnsdorf Hist. Book binding 13 His backs were firm,

and his forwarding excellent.

3. attrib. as forwarding department\-room\ for-

warding agent, merchant, one whose business is

the receiving and shipment or transmission of

goods; forwarding-note (see quot.).

1839 Story Bailments Index, Forwarding merchant.
1869 Pall Mall G. 10 Aug. 10 The same building also in-

cludes., a telegraph office, and a forwarding department,
where remittances are sent from friends of emigrants, and

all other miscellaneous letters received and forwarded. 1879
Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 40 The book now passes from the
women to the forwarding room, where several processes
occur. 1882 Cassell, Forwarding note {Com ///.), a note in

which is entered a description of goods or parcels, with the
names and addresses of the consignor and consignee, to

be sent along with goods, &c„ conveyed by a carrier

(American). 189s E. Reeves Homewd. Bound 327 He
employed a forwarding agent.

Forwardly (fjpuwwdli), adv. (and a.) [f.

Forward a. + -ly.]

A. adv.

1. In a forward manner ; readily, promptly,
eagerly

;
presumptuously, pertly.

155a Huloet, Forwardly or towardly, recte, 1587 Flem-
ing Contn. Holinzhed III. 1579/2 He was not so suddenlie
come, as forward He welcome. 1651 Jef. TaYLOR Serm,
for Year 1. Kp. Ded. , You must not admire too for-

wardly for your own sake. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv.

viii. § 3, I grant, as forwardly as any one, that they are

all true. 171a Steele Sped. No. 504 p 5 The fellow, .very
forwardly, and like a man who was willing to deal, told

him [etc. J. 1812 W. Godwin Let. in Hogg Life Shelley
(1858' II. iii. 86, I shall still acknowledge as forwardly as

ever the lovely qualities. 1813 Examiner 15 Feb. 103/2
Men being forwardly obedient toall the impulses they receive

from themselves.

t 2. In a forward position, in the fore part. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man 1. 24 The Cartilages, which the

ribbes forwardly produce, are diuerse. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Psettd. Ep. v. xix. 261 If the home have this situation, and
be so forwardly affixed. 1654 tr. Scudcry's Curia Pol. 180

When his valour marched so forwardly in the Van.

3. In a forward direction, towards the front. US.
1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights <y Ins. V1..82 We did not come

upon it forwardly. .we moved alongside it. 1884 Harpers
mag, Jan. 263/1 The.. hands were stretched out forwardly,
as though feeling the way.

f 4. Karly, prematurely. Obs.

a 1641 Hr. R. Mountagu Acts <y Mon. (1642) 546 Mary,
Cleophas his daughter, was forwardly married, and a mother
before she was 5 yeers old.

fB. adj. a. Eager, ready, b. Advanced (in

growth or progress). Also, of a season : Early.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. (18871 151 Til thecmlde
be either in the grammar schole, by orderly ascent, and not

by two forewardly hast. 1598 BarckLKY Felic. Man Ded.
(1603* *iv b, It was so forwardly that I could not well hinder

the impression. 1647 Trait Comm. Matt, xviit. 21 Peter

is still the same; ever too forwardly and forth-putting.

1670 W. Hughes Com/l. Vineyard (1683)39 Neither ought
it to be done, unless it be a forwardly Spring. .If your Vines
be forwardly, you ought, .[to] break off some of the Leaves.

Hence f Forwardliness, forward condition.

1647 Trait Comm. Luke xxi. 38 Let our people look upon
their forwardliness. 1667 Land. Gaz. No. 220/2 The two
Men of War that were building, .are in a good forwardliness.

Forwardmost (f^uwwdm&t), a., superl.

rare- 1
, [f. Forward a. + -most.] Most to the

front, foremost ; nearest.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 24 Making the sweeps
. .appear as black as ebony, between us and the flash of the

forwardmost gun.

Forwardness (f^uwDidnes). [see -NE88.]

1. The state or condition of being forward; ad-

vancement towards completion or perfection.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss, I. xxviii. 41 Whan this croisy

was in gret forwardnesse, for there was no spekyng but

therof- 1596 Drayton Leg. 1. 677 Whilst in so faire forward-

nesse it was. 1661 Marvf.ll Corr. xxiv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 59
That Bill, which is in good forwardnesse to be presented to

the House. 1711 Lond.Gaz. No. 4836/1 Funds, .which are

hitherto in no forwardness of being compleat. 1779 Forrest
Voy. N. Guinea 298 The arts are in no kind of forwardness

here. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 129 Mr. Jessop had .

.

got other things in forwardness that had been committed to

his charge. 1851 Helps Comfi. Solit. xii. 242 Till it [a work]
is in some state of forwardness.

f b. Furtherance, advancement. Obs.

1591 Troub. Raigne A". John 11.(1611)89 Thus fortune
1 Lords' acts to your forwardnesse. 1742 Richardsos Pamela
IV. 209 If you should [chuse to be divorced from me], I will

give your Wishes all the Forwardness that I honourably can.

2. (Unusual) advancement towards maturity : a.

of a child ; b. of a crop, the season, etc.

1693 Humours <y Conv. Town 31 Parents, .bring them to

a bold Confidence, .and this they miscall Wit, and hopeful
forwardness. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 95 r 4 The Satisfac-

tion the Father took in the Forwardness of his Son. 1789
Mrs. Piozzi yourn. F'rance II. 376 l'he forwardness of the
season. 1 1790 Willock Voy. 99 Gardens .. all in great
forwardness, a 1864 Hawthorne Amer. Note-bks. (1879)
II. 139 Our peas are in such forwardness.

3. The quality of being forward ; readiness,

promptness, eagerness, zeal, f Also, proneness or

inclination to.

15*6 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 69 In my body and
flesshe I fyDde no good, ne forwardnes to perfeccyon. i$55
Eden Decades 58 A man of. .apt forwardenes to attempte
thynges. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. ix. 2, I know the forwardnesse
of your mind. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows 1. xlii. 68 Not by
reason of any forwardnesse in him to anger. 1696 Southerns
Oroonoko iv. ii, I speak . . in my desire And forwardness to

serve so great a man. 1817-18 Cobbett Resid. U. S. 11822)

84, I have observed in the American farmers, .not the least

backwardness, but great forwardness, to applaud and admire
my mode of cultivating these crops. 1852 dwxv.Greece it.

lxxx. X. 480 The extreme forwardness with which these
leaders exposed themselves. 1875 Jowett Plato t,ed. 2) III.

217 Forwardness to take office.

4. Over-readiness, presumptuous self-confidence

;

hence, lack of becoming modesty, boldness.
1600 Shaks, A. V. L. 1. ii. 159 Since the youth will not be

intreated Hisowneperill on his forwardnesse. i6ii\voodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 162 There is a fault in young Sur-
geons of forwardnesse in taking too much blood at Sea. 1677
Govt. Venice 145 It is indecency and too much forwardness
in young Men to enquire into the Institution of their Laws,
and demand Reasons for them. 1705 Addison Italy 45
In France it is usual to bring their Children into Company,
and to cherish in 'em, from their Infancy, a kind of For-
wardness and Assurance. 1837 Lytton Pelham xii, Nobody
will call your civility forwardness and pushing, 1875 Mrs.
Randolph IV. Hyacinth I. 129 She snubs him in the . . most
remorseless manner. . His forwardness is quite amazing.

Forwards (fjfjwwdz , adv. (and a.) [f. For-

ward with advb. genitive -s; see -WARDS.]

A. adv. =* FORWARD adv. in its various senses.

The present distinction in usage betweenforwardandfor-
wards is that the latter expresses a definite direction viewed
in contrast with other directions. In some contexts either

form may be used without perceptible difference of mean-
ing ; the following are examples in which only one of them
can now be used: 'The ratchet-wheel can move tm\yfor-
wards'1

;
' the right side of the paper has the maker's name

reading forwards

'

; 'if you move at all it must \>e for-
wardi'; ' my companion has gone fonvard ' ;

' to bring a
matter forward* \ 'from this time fotward*. The usage
of earlier periods, and of modem dialects, varies greatly from
that of mod. standard English. In U.S. forward is now
generally used, to the exclusion of forwards, which was
stigmatized by Webster (1832) as 'a corruption '.

r 1400 MaUNDEV. (1839) v. 61 Fro this forewardes nevere
entred such Filthe. 1470 85 Malory Arthur 1. vii, And
sire Brastias was maade wardeyn to wayte vpon the northe
fro Trent forwarder. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. ix. 24 To
marche forwardis a quantite of paaces. 1551 T. Wilson
Log/he (1580) 10 The! will .. with good endevour fillip

Nature forewarde-. 1560-78 Bk. Dtscipl. Ch. Scot. (1621J
47 We leave it ..to be weighed by your honours wisdome,
and set forwards by your authority. 1691 T. H[ai.k] Ace.

New Invent. 122 An..unlevel keel drooping forwards. 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 17 The Teeth of the File are made to

cut forwards, .for it cuts not coming back. 1785 Pally
Mor. Phi/os. (1818) II. 283 When . . we carry forwards our
views. 1809 PlNKNEV Trav. France 57 If he can come for-

wards, and prove . . that he lias merely been absent. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxiii, He was backwards and for-

wards constantly. 1885 Mancll. Exam. 16 May 5/1 Police-

men .. have to carry him backwards and forwards between
the police station and the workhouse.

t B. adj. ssForward a. Obs. rare.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus Attn. ill. x. (1622) 78 A valiant

warriour, and forwards in all his charges. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Travaile{Arh )$?4 Let him be rather aduised in his Answers,

then forwards to tell Stories. 1626 — Syiva $ 422 Quere, if

laying of Straw some height about the Body of a Tree, will

not make the Tree forwards.

t Forwarn, forewarn, v. Obs. [OK. for-

wieman, f. Foh- pre/. 1 4 tuiernan to forbid : see

Warnz/.-] trans. To prohibit, forbid. With double

obj., or obj. of the person and to with inf. or from.
Beoit'itIf'(Or.) 429 pa;t bu me ne forwyrne . . ba;t ic mote

[etc.]. ^"893 K. Alfred Oros. 11. iv. (Sweet) 76 Him \>&t

ge $iunga cyning barsoferforeldes forwiernan mehte. a 1175

Cott. Horn. 221 Hwi wolde god swa lilies binges him for-

werne. c 1205 Lay. 3497 Xule heo me do na wurse panne
hire lond forwurnen. CX380 Sir Feruvtb. 2809 pus damesels

for-werneb al, hat me greueb werst. 1583 Oolljing Calvin

on Dettt. xxvii. 163 He forewarneth vs here to make any
vndergods or meane gods. 1606 Holland Sueton. 67 He
prohibited and forewarned them the companie of strangers.

1690 ShaOWELL Am. Bigot m, This wicked Duenna.. has

forwarn'd her the house. 1708 S. Sewall Diary 8 Sept.

(1879)11. 236, I meet the Workman by Mr. Pemberton's

Oate, and forewarn him from making of it. 1820 I.amb

EUa Ser. 1. Christ's Hasp. 35 years ago. He did not know
that the thing had been forewarned.

t Por-wa*ry, v . Obs. [f. For- pref.* + OK.
we;%an, Wary v. to curse; cf. OHG. furtoergen.]

trans. To curse. Hence Forwa*ried ///. a.

c isooOrmin 8048 patt tatt man iss forrwarr^edd batt [etc.].

1340 Cursor M. 1350 tTrin.) Abelle bat kaym slou;e for-

waryed wi}t.

+ Forwa'ste, V. Obs. Also 6-7 foriwaste.

Pa. pple. 6 forwasts. [f. For- pref l + Waste v.]

trans. — Waste v. in various senses ; to lay waste
;

to use up, exhaust ; to render emaciated or feeble
;

to spend wastefully.

1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. xi, A piteous wight,

whom love had al forwaste. /t 1577 Oascoione Flowers,
Jocasta Wks. (1587) 91 Then set aside these vaine fore-

wasted words. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (16221 365 The rest

both in face and apparell so forewasted, that they seemed to

l)tare a great conformitie with the sauages. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. xi. 1 And their forwasted kingdom to repayre.

1630 Lord Banians fy Persees 31 To make their forewasted

powers, .to renew their vigour.

Forwatched : see For- pref} 6 b.

t Forwa'X, v. Obs. [OK. fonoeaxan, f. FoR-

prefA + xveaxan, Wax v. Cf. Ger. verxvac/isen.]

intr. To grow to excess, overgrow, swell. Hence
Forw&'xen pp/. a.

C897 K. MufUED Gregory's Past, xl (1872) 292 Sumu
[treowu] he cearf . .fiyhes hie to Sa.-m forweoxen fcet hie for-

searoden. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 80 Wi6 bon be man on
wambe forweaxen sy. c 1475 Partenay 2990 Horrible gret

was, a forwoxen grome, Such another neuer had he sain.

Forwe, obs. form of Furrow.

t Forwea*H, v. Obs. [OE. *forwenian ; only

in pa.. pp\e. forzvened, 'insolens' Corpus Gloss.;

cf. Ger. vetioo/irten.] trans. To accustom to bad

habits, spoil by over-indulgence, pamper.

136* Langl. /'. PI. A. v. 33 v.rr. Let no wynnyng for-wanye

hem, let no wellhe for-wany hem. 1399 — Rich, Redeles

1, 27 (Theyjwalwed in herwillis fforweyned in hereyouthe.

61-2
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t Forwea*r, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/ 1 + Wear v.]

trans. To wear out, wear away, exhaust.
c 1205 Lay. 14470 penne niihte pii mid winne bi lif al uor-

werien mid haueken & mid hunden hired-pla^ie luuien.

a 1240 Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 pah ich hefde a
busent tungen of stele and talde a^Set ha weren alle for-

werede. 1394 P. PI. Crede 736 Wtb cloutede schon &
clobes ful feble Wei nei} for-werd. 1398 Tkevisa Earth. De
P. R. xiv. ii. (Tollem. MS.), Meuynge of watres, bat digged
and forwereb [1535 wereth] be nesche parlies of be erpe.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle tCaxton> 1. xix. (1859) 19 Teethe had he
none, but they were al forbroke, forweryd, and forfaren.

a 1577 Gascoignk Flcnvers, Jocasta Wks. 11587) 104 You a
weake old woman forworne with yeares.

Hence Forwearing vbl. sb.

1609 R. Baknekd Faith/. Sheph. 85 Some in meditating
doe vse to speake and gesture ; but this a forewearing of
the spirits, and too Histrionian like.

Forweary a. Obs. : see For- pre/. 1 10.

Forweary (ij&wI*Ti), v. Obs. or arch. Also
6-9 fore-, [f. Yon- pre/A + Weary v.] trans.

To weary, tire out.

P An intr. sense, ' to become wearied * is given in the Cent.

Diet, with reference to Palsgr., but he has only the trans,

sense. Many of the examples of the pa. pple. might admit
of being referred to the intrans. use.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3894 ForS 5eSen he comen to salmona,
for-weried grucheden he Soa. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. 239
Nowe shaketh my hande, my pen waxeth dulle. For weryd
and tyred. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1320/2
The foure foster children of desire entered in a braue chariot

. . as men forewearied and halfe ouercome. 1603 Knollks
Hist. Turks (1621)8 The Christians forewearied with long
travel, were not able farre to follow the Chace. 1819 W.
Tennant Papistry StornCd (1837) 112 Hawkey. -Within
the byre forwearyt stood. 183a Mothrkwkll Tim the
'Packet 10 A spectre-ship, Forwearied of the storm and
ocean. 1867 Morris yason I, 389 A pleasant bed For tired

limbs. .Of sandalled nymph, forewearied with the chase.

Hence Forwearied pfl.a. ; Forwearying vb/.sb.

1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 126 b, As forwearied souldiers.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xvii. 15 After long forwerying,
he lay as it were in a slomber. 1592 Nashe P. Penilesse
Wks. (Grosarti II. 134 The verie thought .. woulde haue
inspired thy forewearied Muse with new nine. 1855 Single-
ton Virgil I. 210 His forwearied limbs.

t Porwee'p, v. Obs. Pa. pple. forwepe,
-weped, -wept(e. [f. Yor- pre/ 1 + Weep.] intr.

a. To exhaust oneself with weeping, b. Of a vine:

To bleed excessively.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 2868 pe quen was wery for-wept &
went to bedde. .1420 Patlad. on Husb.nx. 1149 Vines that
forwepe & turne away ffrom fruit. 1413 Jas. I. Kingis Q.
Ixxiii, For-wep'it and for-pleynit pitously. a \yy& Chaucer'

s

Dreme Wks. (1687) 606/2 With visage and ein all forwept,
And pale, as man longe vnslept.

t Forwe'l e^we, v. Obs. [ME., f. VoK-pn/.i
+ zoelewe, ? related to Welk v.] intr. To wither,

decay, dry up. Only in pa. pple.
a 1300 Leg. Rood (18ji) 22 t>e stapes he [Seth] vond uor-

welwed. c 1300 Life Jesus (Horstm.) 846 pe figer felde a non
is lef.. And fur weolewedeas a stok. c 1340 Cursor M. 1255
(Trin.) In bat weye shat bou. .se be steppes of bi moder & me
For welewed in pat gres grene.

t Forwe'lk, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/ l + Welk v.]

trans. To wither. Hence Forwelked ppl. a.
la 1366 Chauckr Rom. Rose 361 A foul forwelked thing

was she. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 73 b, They weare away
with continuance, euen as Time doth weare and fore-welke
[1612 fore-walke] vs. 1616 Bullokar, Foreioelked, dried vp.

t Forwend, v, Obs. [f. For- pre/. ' + Wend.
Cf. MLG. vorruenden, MHG. verwenden.] trans.

To turn into (something 1

) ; to turn, incline, dispose.
i 1250 Gen. /( Ex. 1 121 So ist nu forwent mirie dale In to

dririhed. c 1340 Cursor Nf. 24728 < Fairf. ) We prat bat lauedt
be for-wende pat we mai finde hir sone ourfrende.

+ Forwe*rpe f forworpe, v. Obs. [OE./or-
weorpan, f. For- pre/. 1 + weorpan, Warp v., to

throw.] trans. To cast away, cast off, reject.

Beowvl/(Gr.) 2872 Ma;g secjan, se be wyle soS sprecan.

.

paet he . . ^u5sewa;du. .forwurpe. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 105
God nele pet we beon gredie ^itseras, ne ec for weorld }elpe
forworpan ure ehtan. c 1220 Bestiary 345 Forwerpen pride
euril[cj del, so hert do5 his homes, a 1225 Ancr. R. 150 Al
so god dede bet wule adeaden forworpeS hire rinde, pet is,

unheleS hire, a 1300 E. E. Psalter 1. 12 [Vi. 11] Ne for-

werpe me fra face of be.

fForwlli'le. Obs. rare- 1
. Something that

lasts only ' for a while '.

CX550 Cheke Matt. xiii. 21 He. .hath noo root in himself,
and y**rfoor is but a forwhile.

t Forwho re, v. Obs. [f. FoR-/A-^i + WrHORE
sb.] trans. To lead into unchastity ; to debauch,
defile. Also refl. axic\/ig.

c 1200 Or.min 2043 }ho forrhoredd wass purrh ful forrle^err-
nesse. a 1225 Ancr. R. 394 Heo muhte uorhoren hire mid
o&er men. Jbid. Ne beo neuer his leofmon uorhored mid so
monie deSliche sunnen. c 1315 Shoreham 59 The gode for-

horede the fend Wyth hys bTaundynge stevene.

Hence Forwhored ppl. a.

. 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 81 Iuelmennish and forhored
mannish [generacio mala et adultera\ acseS after fortocne.

t Forwhy*, adv. and conj. Obs. Forms : 1

for-hwi, -hwt, 2-4 -hwi (3 -we, -wi), 3-5 -qui,
-quy, 3-6 -whi, 4- -why. [QK/or-favi, f. For
prep. + hwt, Why, instr. oihwxt, neut. of //Wwho ?]
A. adv.

1. As direct interrog. For what reason ? Why ?

c xooo Ags. Ps. cxiii. 5 J>u, Iordanen, for hwi ^engdest on
biecling ? c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 153 Ach for-hwi nemned ure

drihten bis fa to neddre. 1200 Okmin 12690 Forrwhi wass
batt tatt Sannt Iohan amang be leode se3^de off Crist, tatt

[etc.]. 1x300 Cursor M. 11 157 loseph, dauid sun, for-qui

[c 1340 (Fairf.) for-why] Wil bou leue ^i spuse mari ? C1475
Partenay 3464 Alas ! this for-whi hast thou me in hate ?

b. ellipt. and quasi-/;//
1

. Cf. the use of Why ?

In many early examples the interpretation ' because ' (see

K.) would be equally suitable, the punctuation being merely
due to the editors.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 Ure helendes on tocume binc3
. .grisliche atle manne. Forwi ! for bat [etc.]. 1513 Bkad-
shaw St. IVerhurge 11. 1019 The horses had no power any
part to take : For why ? by myracle theyr heedes all . . Were
vp holden in the ayre. 1561 Kethe Ps. c. 4 'Alt People
that on earth do dwell*. For why ? The Lord our God is

good. 1601 in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 425 For why?
temptations doe approach vs fast.

2. As indirect interrog. For what reason, why.
C 117S Lamb, Horn. 81 Her me ah to understonden for-whi

hit seiSalfquic. 11225 ^ eS- AaM. 507 Schawsumwhet of
ham, for hwi ha beon wur5e for to beon iwurS^et. c 1320
Cast. Love 115 The reson is good and feir for-whi. c 1384
Chaucer //. Fame 1. 20 To knowe . . the causis Ffor-why
this is more then that cause is. a 1400-50 Alexander 4325
And I sail quethe be forqui & quat is be cause.
ellipt. 1710 Swift Jrul. to Stella 23 Dec, I will tell you

no more at present, guess for why.

3. With connective force: On account of which,
for which cause ; wherefore.
C 1275 Death 31 in O. E. Misc. 170 Ah seoftSen moni mon

bi^et bores and halle For-hwi be wrecche sawle schal in-to

pine ualle. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2478 Alle our syns
bat may be knawen, Commes of our-selven. . For-why, wiih-
outen God we syn sone. a 1400-50 Alexander 4584 >e say
3e sawe neuire soile, ne na citis biggis . . For-quy as beslis

on be bent :je growe on be greuys. c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Man-
hode 1. xli. (1869) 59 The doublet is maad with poynynges,
For whi it is clept-'d a pourpoynt. 1502 Arnoi.de Chron.
<i8ii) 18 For why we wyl and stedfastly commaunde that
[etc.].

B. conj. 1. Because; = For conj. 1.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6975 (Gott.) For-qui bai held bair lay
lastand, Was na folk bairn milit wid-stand. c 1384 Chaucer
//. Fame 11. 45 And al my felynge gan to dede For whi hit

was to grete affray. 14.. Lan/ranc's Chirurg. 214 For-
micam bou schalt brenne, fforwhi acauterie drawibout al be
matere |>at is corrupt, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon \x.

202 But no man that hath ony rayson in his hede ought not
to counseyll you the same for whi the daunger is there grete.

1584 R. Scot Dhcov. Witchcr. x. ii. 144 Regard nodreames,
for why the mind Of that in Sleepe a view doth take, Which
[etc.], 1674 N. Faiki-ax Bulk $ Selv. 188 The Argument.,
will ever fall short upon this score : For why, there is not
a full reckoning up of those attributes of his [God's] that have
to do in the work. 1883 E. A. Freeman MS. tetter. It

will be pleasant if you go to the Old horough .. Forwhy in

that case you will certainly come on hither.

b. J''or why that : a) = sense 1
;

{b) on the con-

sideration that
;
provided that.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 3500 J>e fader luued esau for fode, For-
qui pat he was archer gode. (21450 Le Morte Arth. 389
(Roxb.) Thou shalt haue yiftis good, For why pat thou wilte
dwelle wyth me.

2. = For conj. 2 ( = L. nam, enivi).
a 1300 Cursor M. 1^242 Drinckes all o bis he said For-qui

it es mi blod. 1388 Wyclif Gen. iii. 5 For whi [Vulg. enim]
God woot that, in what euere dai }e schulen ete therof [etc.],

t 1449 Pkcock Refir. iv. jv. 445 Forwhi whi schulde he thanne
more correcte. .than be correctid. 1460-70 Bk, Quintessence
(1866) iSSaturnebe planete. .is enemye toalkynde. For why,
euery snow [eta] comeb of him. 1513 Hradshaw St. Wer-
burge 1. 2607 Her merytes were ..manyfest and playne For
why by her merytes . . Sygnes and myracles were shewed
full playne. 1603 Knollks Hist. Turks 618 A camell might
well carrie one of them [fieldpieces] . . for why, Solyman .

.

had. .brought no greater pieces of batterie with him.

Forwintered : see For- pre/A 5 c.

t Forwith, adv. and prep. Obs. See also

Forouth, Forrow. [f. For adv. or For- pre/1
+ With.] = Before miv. and prep, (used of place,

time, order, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 215 Drery days fiuten. .sal cum for-wit

domesday. Ibid. 1068 (Gott. 1

, J>is caym bat i forwid melte
vnto his brober ire he bare. Ibid. 11006 He bat suld cum
help vr hele Sent him forwit his bedele. Ibid. 11007 For-bi

sent iesus iohn forwith, Ar he himself til vs wald kyth.

Ibid. 1 1 499 Melchior ,. Wit recles forwit him he fell.

a 1400-50 Alexander 15, I forwith 30W alle ettillis to schewe
Of ane Kmperoure. ibid. 1675 As our fadirs has folowid
forwith b'^ time. Ibid. 2242 Quare-to feynys bou bis fare

for-with myne e^en ?

b. With ere, than.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10904 Als neuer did womman forwit ar.

Ibid. 10953 He praid in be kyrk allan, Als he forwit ban was
wont, ibid. 14423 Als i haf teld you forwit are.

% m Forthwith. ? * Immediately, at once.
c 14^30 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 41, & put raw 3olkys of Eyroun

ij or nj ber-to, & choppe for-with. 1609 Hiblk (Douay) Josh.
il 7 They being gone out the gate forwith was shutte.

Forwithered : see Yok- pre/.1 5.

t Forwi'ttingf, sb. Obs. [f. For- pre/A + Wite
v. + -IN0 1

; after Du. verwijten.] Reproach.
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.i 91 Parauenture ye remem-

bred not that I shal now save, not to ony forwyttyng ofyow,
for yr be worthy alle worship.

t Forwle*nch, v. Obs. [OE. /onvtencean, f.

For- pre/ 1 + wlencean to make proud, f. wlanc
proud.] trans. To render proud.
C897 K. Alfred Gregory^ Past. xxvi. (1871) 182 Donne

hiene ne ma^on fla welan forwlencean. a 1310 Lyric P.
(Boddeker) 183 When we beb wip bis world forwleynt.

tForwo'nder, v. Obs. [f. For- pre/. 1 +
Wondkr; cf. Ger. verwundem to be astonished

at.] Only in pa. pple. : Astonished.

c 1200 Ormin 3417 Iwhillc manii batt herrde itt ohht For-
wunndred wass batroffe. a 1300 Cursor M. 18163 Pa ' war f°r -

wondred o bat light. 1375 Harbour Bruce vi. 10 Till him
tald all haill the cass, That tharof all forvounderit wass.

Forwo rden, />// a. Obs. exc. dial. Also irreg.

3 Orm. forwurr)>enn(-like;, forworthyn, 9 dial.

forwoden. [OK. /onvorden, pa. pple. of /or-

weofSan : see Fobworth v.] Perished, gone to

ruin. Hence {Orm.) Porwurpenlike adv., cor-

ruptly, perversely.

c 1200 Ormin 6245 f>e53 wirrkenn ^unnkerr weorrc Forr-
wurrbennlike & ille. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.I 106
pou faryst as a forworthyn man, bat had leuere 10 lyen &
rottyn in prisoun, ban to do penaunce. 1508 Dunbar Flyting
w. Kennedie 105 Forworthin fule, of all the warld refTuse.

1513 Douglas JEneis vm. iv. 21 A grysly den and ane for-

worthyne gap of Cacus. 1691 Ray N. C. Words -2-j Fore-
worden with Lice, Dirt etc., i. e. over-run with. 1847 Halliw.
Fore-ivarden, destroyed, undone. North. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., They are lost and forwoden i' muck.

tPorwo*rk, v. Obs. [OE. /onvyrcan, f. For-
pre/A + ivyrcan to Work ; cf. OS. /arwirkian,
OHG. firwirken (MHG., mod.Ger. verwirken),

Goth, /razvaurkjan.]

1. tram. To forfeit (a possession, privilege, etc.),

ruin (oneself) by one's own conduct.
a xooo Crist 921 (Gr.) He bift. .ejeslic. .to geseonne. .bam

ba;r mid iirenum cumaft forS forworhte. a 1175 Cott. Horn.
?i\ pact wuniungeon hefen rice, bese deofel forwo(r]htemid
modinesse. c 1200 Ormin 13734 Forr affterr bat ta forrme
menn Adam & Eve .. Forrwrohhte warrenn harness Godd.
Ibid. 17534 Hu warrenn be33 forrwrohhte To dre^henn wa
wi^b mikell rihht Inn helle wipp [ e defell ? 1481 Caxton Rey-
nard (Arb.) 52 Have I forwrought, and angred my frendes.

2. To do wrong to, injure.

c 1205 Lay. 16694 Pat bu bauest pas ha:;c burh swa swide
for-worht.

3. To overwork, exhaust with toil. Only in pa.

pple. Forwrought.
13. . £. E. Allit. P. C. 163 pen bo wery for-wro^t wyst

no bote, c 1400 Destr. Troy 5861 He was very [ — wery] for-

wroght, & woundet full sore, c 1500 Lancelot 888 So for-

wrocht hys lymmys ver ilkon. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

III. 44 Werie forwrocht, and richt weilsum of wane.

Porworn (ipiwp-m), ppl. a. arch. [mod.Eng.
(strong) pa. pple. of Forwkar v.] Worn out, ex-

hausted, decayed, grown old, the worse for wear.
1508 Fishkr 7 Penit. Ps. Ii. Wks. (1876) 117 To botche or

mende an olde forworen thynge. X570 Dee Math. Pre/.

A iij b, They, who haue . . requested me, (an old forworne
Mathematicienj to take pen in hand. 1590 SftMH F. Q.
1. vi. 35 A silly man, in simple weedes forworne, And soild

with dust. 1625 Gousalvio's Sp. Inquis. 64 He was an old

forworne soldiour. 1631 Weevkr Ane. Fun. Mon. 545 Old,
wearied, and for-worne Hackneyes. 1849 J. A. Caklvlk tr.

Dante's Inferno 32 Those spirits who were foreworn and
naked, changed colour. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv.

410 Slowly he went, for afternoon it was, And with the long
way was he much foreworn.

Forworship : see For- pre/A 4.

t Forwcrth, v. Obs. [OE./onveorSan str. vb.,

f. For- pre/ 1 + zveorSan to become (see Worth
v.) ; cf. OHG. /arwerdan.
In early northern ME. occasionally conjugated weak.]

1. intr. To perish, come to nought, go wrong.
C 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 52 Mid swurde hi^ for-

wurbaS. c X175 Lamb. Horn. 109 J>urh his ah^eue ehte
forwurS a on echnesse. < 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 155 Sum
[sed] ful among bornes, and forwar5. c 1220 Bestiary 175 If

5u hauest is broken Al 3u forbreSes, forwur5es and fondues.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxii. 9[lxxxiii. 10] J>ai forworthed in

Endor. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 780 His werkes for-

worthes bat he bygynnes.

2. To degenerate into,become(something inferior).

a i225^«cr. R. 37oPeobet schulden one lecnen hore soule

. .uorwuru'e'S fisiciens & licomes leche. Ibid. 422 Ancre ne
schal nout forwurden scolmeistre.

+ Forwou'lid, v. Obs. [OE. /orumndian, f.

For- pre/ 1 + umndian, Wound v.] trans. To
wound sorely. Hence Forwou'nded ///. a.

O. E. Chron. an. 882, & ba waeron miclum forslaegene & for

wundode a;r hie on hond eodon. c X175 Lamb. Horn. 81 He
com bi bis forwundede mon. . 1205 \.w. 14713 Hors ford

riht per for-wuudede Catiger. 1297 R. Gloiic. (Rolls) 1287

f>at folc vel doun vorwounded & aslawe in eiber side, c 1350
Will. Palerne 3686 5our mene . . bat feynt ar for-fouten in

feld & for-wounded. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1830 Upon my feet

I roos up than Feble, as a forwoundid man. 1496 Dives .y

Paup. (W. de W.i vi. xv. 258/2 He was so forwounded that

by waye of manhode . . nedely he muste dye.

+ Forwra'p, v. Obs. Also 6 fore-, [f. For-

pre/ 1 +\Xk\¥ v.] trans. To wrap up. AUo/g,
(.1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 390 Why artow al for-wrapped

save thi face ? — Pars. T. r 246 Al moot be seyd, and no
thyng excused, ne forwrapped. 1571 Fortescue tr. Mexia's
Forest 43 a, Whereunto he [Tamburlayne] answeared fore-

wrapped in coller, Supposes! thou [etc.].

t Forwray,^. Obs. [OE. /orwrfyan, f. For-

pre/. 1 + wre'ian to accuse: see Bewray.] trans.

To accuse, betray, charge with a crime.

O. E. Chron. an. 1009, Brihtric . . forwre^de WulfnoS. .to

bam cyning. a 1200 Moral Ode 97 J>er sculle ben deofles

swo fele be wulleS us forwreien. a 1225 Juliana 46 OSer
ichulte forwreien to mi meinfule feder. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synue 11448 pe synne hymself shal forwreye.

t Forwrexche, v. Obs.- l
[f. For- pre/A +

OE. wrfecan to rouse.] trans. To rouse to wrath.
CX440 Jacob's Well(K. E.T. S.) 36, L.sorwe more, bat I

haue forwrecchyd my god, ban I drede . .to gon to helle.

Forwrinked, -writhen: see For- pre/A 8.



FORWROUGHT. 485 FOSSIL.

t Forwrotrght, ppl. a. Obs. [See Forwork
v.] Destroyed, ruined, accursed. In quot. absol.
c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 266 Quan al man-kinde . . Sal ben fro

dede to Hue bro^t, And seli sad fro 3e forwro^t.

+ Forye'llow, v. Obs. rare. [f. For- prtfS +
Yellow.] intr. To turn yellow, fade.

c 1120 [see Forworth v.].

t Foryeme, v. Obs. [OE. forge'man, fore-
man, f. For- prefl+gt'eman, gyman, Yeme v., to

take care.] trans. To disregard, neglect.
Beowulf (Gr.t 1751 He ba foro^esceaft for^yteS and forgv-

me5. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Gif yt. .mine heste for^emeo.

c 1200 Ormin 7502 f>urrh batt te3; Godess bodeword Forr-
letenn & forrjemmdenn. a 1250 Prov. Alfred 207 in O.
E. Misc. 114 Monymon. .for his seoluer hym seolue for-

yemeb. c X320 Cast. Love 947, I seo be mis-lyken and al
for-semed, And out of bin owne lond i-flemed. .1440 Ps.
Pgnit. (1894* 26 For me that hath thi feyth foryemed.

t Foryie-ld, v. Obs. [f. Voto-pref} + Yield
v. ; = OHO.fargeltan (mod.Ger. vergelten).']

1. trans. To repay, recom|>ense, requite. With
personal obj. in dative, and direct obj. of the thing,

Also intr. (const, of). Phr. tW, etc foryield^it).
971 Blickl. Horn. 45 J>a wa;s himfor^olden a:fter his axenum

Xewyrhtum. c 1175 Lamb. tlom. 65 For godes luue foneue
we al, for he hit wel for^elden seal, c 1205 Lav. 2298 An
bu mi muchele swine mid sare forjeldest. a 1300 Cursor M.
4883 Sir, godd be for-yeild. .Ofal bi god, and haue god day.
1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vil. 263 pis is a loueli lesson vr lord
hit be for-;elde ! c 1460 Tawueley Myst. (Surtees) 102 And
men say lyght chepe Letherly for-yeldys. 1560 Holland
Crt. Venus 11. 560 God }ow for^eild.

2. To afford, permit.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I, 311 Thyn hous . . to repare as

may thi londe foryelde.

Hence Foryielding vbl. sb., the action of the vb.,

an instance of this; retribution, a reward.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cii[ij. 2 And nil forgete alle hi* for-

yheldinges.

Forytt, obs. f. Feuret sbA
\\Torz&n&o{(ortsa.-ndo),adv. Mus. [It. gerund

of forzare to force.] With force : an indication

that a note or passage is to be rendered with force

or emphasis ;
=-- Sforzando.

1828 in Husbv A/us. Man. 1876 in Stainer & Barrett.
Foschip, foshipe, obs. forms of Foeship.
Fosile, obs. form of Focilk.
Fosper, var. f. offoolspore (see Foot sb. 35).
1570 Levins Manip. 73/44.
Foss, var. form of Force sb. 2

y
Fosse.

II Fossa rfp-sa). PI. fosa®. Anal. [L. fossa
ditch, fern. pa. pple. (understand terra, earth ^ of
fodere to dig.] A shallow depression, pit, or cavity.

1830 R. Knox BiclanVs Anal. 68 The inflation of the
abdomen, .causes the contents of the stomach to flow, .into
..the nasal fossae or the mouth. 1856-8 W. Clark Van
tier Hoevetfs Zool. II. 505 Sphenostoma. .Nostrils basal,
placed in a fossa. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 6 Between
the temporal and the antorbital fossae.

I Fossage. Obs.~« [ad. med.L. fossdg-ium,
{. L. fossa ditch.] i^See quot.)
1721-92 Bailky, Fossage,* Composition paid, to be excused

from the. maintaining the Ditches round a Town.
FoSSak (ffrs&k). (See quot.)
1888 Atheweum 21 Apr. 503/2 The tidal trout, or so-called

' fossalc ' of the Inver and other rivers.

Fossane (Jpsehi). [a. F. fossane; French tra-

vellers givefoussa as the native name.] A species
of weasel or genet, found in Madagascar, etc.

1781 Pennant Qttattrup. II. 349 Weesel . . Fossane. W.
with a slender body [etc.]. 1855-82 in Ogilvie.

Fosse (ff>s). Also 7-9 foss. [a. F. fosse, ad.
L. fossa (see Fossa).]

1. An excavation narrow in proportion to its

length ; a canal, ditch, or trench
; + a cart-rut.

a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1640 The stede stert over a fosse and
strykys astray. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. \. in Ashm. (1652)
19 As water in fosses of the Carte-wheele. 1555 Eden
Decades 137 Fosses or trenches made of oulde tynie. 1606
Holland Sueton. 185 Hee had an intention, .from thence
by a Fosse to let the Sea into old Rome. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva (1776) 44 You may plant them in double Fosses. 1806
Surr Winter in Lond.icd. 3) III. 41, I stripped off several
of his garments, which I threw into a fosse. 1853 G. John-
ston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 254 With mounds and parallel
fosses that have evidently an artificial origin.

fig- 1549 Compi. Scot. i. 19 The diuyne sapiens . , garris
them fal in the depe fosse of seruitude.

2. esp. in Fortif and Archxol. A ditch or dike
formed to serve as a barrier against an advancing
foe, a moat surrounding a fortified place.
ci4oo Maundev. (1839) iv. 32 There nyghe is the Fosse of

Mennon, that is alle round. 1549 Compl. Scot. xiv. 113
Thai maid tua lang depe fosses about al the toune. 1678
tr. Gaya's Art of War 11. \\% A Trench, a casting up of
Earth by way of Parapet, with a Ditch or Foss on the side
of the Enemy. 1774 Pennant Tour Scott, in 1772, 95 A
round British camp surrounded with two fosses. 1807 G.
Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. iv. 157 It. .was defended by three
strong ramparts, and two large fosses. 1872 Baker Nile
Tribut. iv. 51 A deep fosse is a safeguard against a .sudden
surprise. 1882 Swinburne Tristram ofLyonesse 122 What
fosse may fence thee round as deep as hate?
trans/, i860 Motley Netherl. II. ix. 22 [The Meuse] was

now in the power of the Spaniards, The Province of Bra-
bant became thoroughly guarded again by its foss.

r9. A deep hole dug in the ground ; a pit. Also,
a burying-grouad, grave. Obs,

1474 Caxton Chesse iv. vii, Than he herde a voyce that
yssued out of the fosse or pitte of the sacrefises. 1669
WoRLiDGE.yvs/. Agric. (1681) 137 Its usual to apply good
Mould.. to fill up the Foss after the placing the Tree. 1727
Bkaim.ey Earn. Diet. s. v., The Foss or Pit for the Bait
should be under it as at A. B. C. D. a 1777 Fawkks
Apollonius Rhodius in. 1277 A deep round foss he made,
And on the kindling wood the victim laid. 1855 Smkdlkv
Occult Sc. 129 Most of the spirits, .hover over the foss and
its bloody libation.

b. Hist. A pit [ = med. Lat. fossa] in which
women condemned for felony weie drowned.
1825 80 Jamieson s.v. Pit ,y Gallows, In some old deeds.

.

these terms [fnrca etfossa'] are rendered fun and fos.

t 4. A waterway or navigable channel. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 117 In the fosse and mouth of this

riuer Phasis.

5. An abyss, chasm, or gulf, [transl. It. bolgia.]

1814 Caky Dante, Inf. vil!. 74 We came within the fosses
deep, that moat This region comfortless.

6. Anat. - Fossa.
i73°"36 Bailey (folio), Foss (with Anatomists] a kind of

cavity in a l>one, with a large aperture, but no exit or per-
foration. 1847 Johnston in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II.

No. 5. 215 Its origin was marked by a deep incissure or fi^^e
in the back. 1883 Knowledge ij July 22/2 Between the
margin and the feelers, .there may be a groove or foss.

7. attrib. and Comb., as foss-ditck ; foss-work,
Hist. {Feudal), work done on the town foss.

1772 BuRKB Corr. (1844) I. 402 The nature of the Turkish
frontier provinces, an immense foss-diteh (if I may so call it)

of desert, is a defence made . . at the expense of mankind.
1775 Ash, Foss-work.

!! Fosse 10'Sf). Also anglicized forms 8 faussee,
fossae, -ee ; and Sc. Fowsik. [F. fosse* \— late L.

fossdlum, neut. pa. pple. of fossare, fret], of fodere
to dig.]

A fosse, ditch, or sunk fence.

1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4470/3 In the Night we made the
Descent of the Fosses of the Counterguard on the Right.
1727 S. SwiTZBB Pract. Card. ix. Ixxvit. 366 The digging
of the fossee round will go a great way in raising the ground.
1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxxvii. 312 Having ordered
Andelot..to drain the fosse'e, he commandtd an assault.

1769 De Foe's 'Jour Gt. Brit. II. 175 The Orangery .. is

separated from the Lawn by a Faussee. 1802 C. James
Milit. Diet., Eossi in fortification. See Ditch,

Fossed (fyst), a. [f. Fosse + -ei> -'.] Encircled
with or as with a fosse.

1682 Wiieler Joum. Greta 1. 60 A square Toure, or
Castle, Fossed without but not very deep. 1831 Landor
Siege AucouaWks. 1846 II. 584 Bumt-ofteriiigs raised In
your high places, and fossed round with blood !

Fosser, obs. form of Fokckii '.

1601 Holland Pliny xvi. xl, These trees be good for
caskets and fossers.

Fosset, obs. form of Facet, Faucet, Fohcet.
Fossette (f^e-t). [a. F. fossette dimple, dim.

of fosse ditch : see Fosse.] A little hollow, de-
pression, or dimple ; esp. a. Zool. (see quot. 1856).
b. Path. ' A small ulcer of the transparent cornea,
the centre of which is deep ' (Ogilv.).
1848 Craig, Fossette (French) a little hollow; a dimple.

1852 Dana Crust. 1. 49 Inner antenna; without fussettes, and
elongated. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeveu's Zool. I.

178 Cestoutea.—Head usually furnished with fossettes or
suctorial oscules. 1862 Dana Man. Geo/. 273 Showing, .the
depression or fossette in the star on one .side.

Fossick (fc'sik), v. Austral, [app. of Eng.
dial, origin ; cf. ' Fossick, a troublesome person,
fossiking, troublesome. Wanv. y

(Halliwell).]
1. intr. in Mining. To search for gold by dig-

ging out crevices with knife or pick, or by work-
ing in washing-places and abandoned workings
in the hope of finding particles or small nuggets
overlooked by others. Also, to fossick about.
1852 W. H. Hall Diggings Victoria 16 (Morris) Fossick-

ing (picking out the nuggets from the interstices of the slate
formation) with knives and trowels. 1855 Clarke Diet.,
Fossick, to undermine a man's gold-digging. 1864 Rogers
New Rush 1. 18 We'll fossick wherever we think there is
gold. 1886 M. Kershaw in Spectator 4 Dec. 1630 When
a Chinaman fossicks about for gold or tin.

2. geti. To rummage or hunt about ; to search.
1887 Illustr. Loud. News ,12 Mar. 282/3 'Fossicking'

among books and memoranda I came upon an . . example.
1889 Boldrewood Robbery under Arms (1890) 165 We
fossicked about for a while to see if the man. .had left any-
thing behind him. 1890 Melbourne Argus 2 Aug. 4/3 Half
the time was spent in fossicking for sticks.

3. trans. To dig out, to hunt up (something).
a 1870 Lemaitre Songs ofGold Fields 14 He ran from the

flat.. Without waiting to fossick the coffin lid out. 1893 j
A. Barry Steve Broivns Bunyip 8 I'll have to fossick up
them mokes, Mariar.

Hence Fossicking- vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also
Fo-ssicker, one who fossicks, esp. a pocket-miner
or a prospector for gold.
1859 Cornwallis New World I. 130 A plain leather belt,

111 which he., tarries his fossicking knife. 1864 Rogers New
hush 11. 32 Steady old fossickers often get more Than the
first who opens ground. 1880 Sutherland Tales Goldf. 22
He commenced working, .at surface digging and fossicking.
1891 Melbourne Argus 25 July 13/2 One could wish that
all lrngationists would take the view that most of the native
birds, and above all the swamp fossickers, are not merely
friends but allies.

Fossiform (ff;-sif/7.im), a. [f. L. fossa (see
Fossa) + -(inform.] Taking the form of a Fossa.
1846 Dana Zoc-ph, (1848) j88 Cells fossiform.

Fossil (fp'sil), a. and sb. Also 6 focille, 7-S
fossile, (7 -ill, 8 fosile, fossel}. [a. F, fossile,

ad. I., fossil-is dug op, f. fodcre to dig.]

A. adj.

1. Obtained by digging; found buried in the earth.

[1563 W. Fllke Meteors (1640) 1 Those bodies, that are

generated in the earth called Fossi/ia.) 1654 Vilvain Fpit.
Ess. til. Ixx, Seven unmixt fossil Metals are foiecited. 1669
Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681)25 Lime, Chalk, Marie, or any
cold fossile Soils, are an extraordinary Improvement to dry,

sandy, hot Lands. 1673 Ray fourn. Low C. 101 Fossile

Dice, which they say they dig out of the Earth. 1732
Arbuihnot Rules of Diet 269 All fossil Salts, as Sca-Sali,

Rock-Salt, etc. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. fy Art II.

354 Fossil ccal, and. .bitumen, contain a large quantity of
carbon. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Clwm. TecItnot. ted. 2)

1. 54 The oldest of all kinds of fossil fuel, the anthracite.

t b. Fossil fishes \ fishes anciently supposed to

live in water underground. Obs.
1661 Lo\ ell Hist. Anim.fy Min. Introd. [a 1661 Filler

Wort//ies Lancashire 11. (16621 107 The.'.e Pisces Fossiles or
Subterranean Fishes must needs be unwholesome.]
2. Now applied in narrower sense to the remains

of animals and plants, belonging to past .usually

prehistoric) ages, and found embedded in the strata

of the earth. (Commonly apprehended as an attrib.

use of the sb.)

Fossil ivory, ivory furnished by the tusks of mammoths pre-
served in Siberian ice ; fossil strews isee quot. 1882).

1665 Phil. Trans. I. in Of Fossile wood ami Coals.
c 1680 Enquiries nji Is there any. .Amianthus, Fossile teeth,
or any kind of Oie unknown to you ? 1695 Woodward Sat.
Hist. Earth vi. (1702 1251 'the fossil Shells are many ofthem
of the same kinds with those that now appear upon the neigh-
bouring Shores. 1753 Ciiambkhs Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Ivory,
Fossile Ivory. 1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. Sui It is. .con-
siderably lighter than any fossile petrifaction. 1758 Fother-
gill ibid. L. 688 The fossill liones of an Alligator found .

.

near Whitby. i8oz Plavfair Illustr. Hutton, Th. 196 This
is true likewise of the fossil-pitch of Coal-llrookdale. 1850
Lvell 2nd Visit U. S. II. xxx. 177 A fossil forest. 1875
Maskell Ivories 2 Another kind of real ivory- the fossil

ivory. 1880 Hauuhton I'hys. Geog vi. 264 lis fossil eggs
are estimated at twenty-four pounds weight each. i88z
Casskll, Fossil-screws, a popular name for the casts in the
rock left by spiral shells, or for those of encrinites when their

impressions are horizontally furrowed.

fig. 1841 4 Kmerson Ess., Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 162
Language is fossil poetry. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1.

xii. 1 1 866 ' 206 Wordsare fossil thoughts. 1877C0NDER Basis
Faith i. 34 The fossil impression of a dead faith.

b. Used in names of certain mineral substances
fancifully considered to resemble organic products,

as fossil copal, cork, farina: see the sbs.
; fossil

flux, paper, wood, wool, varieties of asbestos
; fossil

flour, meal, V =fossilfarina.
1859 1

jaok Handbh. GeoL Terms, Fossil-Paper, Fossil-
Wool. i88> Cassell, Fossil-flour. ibid., Fossil-wood.
1882 OciLVIE, Fossil-flax. 1883 CasselfsFam. Mag. Dec.
62/2' Fossil meal '

is the name given to a composition, .used
for coating steam'"pipes and boilers.

3. Applied contemptuously to per.sons, ideas, etc.

:

Belonging to the past, out of date; ' petrified ', in-

capable of growth or progress.

1859 T. Parker in Weiss Life (1863) II. 103 The Pope is

a fossil ruler, pre-mediajval. 1894 Ln. Rosebekv in Westm.
Gaz. 22 Mar. 5/2 Those fossil politicians— for there is a
fossil Radicalism as well as a fossil Toryism.

B. sb, f 1- In early use : Any rock, mineral, or

mineral substance dugout of the earth. Obs.
1619 H. Hutton Fotlie's Anat. (Percy Soc.) 23 So that he

seemes as if black Vulcan's art Of diverse fossiles had com-
pil'd each part. 1665 6 Phil. 'Trans. I. in Of some Fossils
as Sand, Grawel, Earths. 1744 Ukrkelkv Sin's §23 Its
being dug out of the earth shews it to be a fossil. 1799
Scott. Descr. ted. 2) 15 An infinite diversity of minerals and
other fossils. 1807 Headkick Vieio Min. etc. Arran s8,
I could not find any solid rock of that fossil [pitchstonel.
1814 tr. Klaproth's Trav. 382 The chief mass of this por-
phyry seems. .to be a distinct fossil from basalt.

t b. A fossil fish : see A. 1 b. Obs.
1569 E- Fenton Seer. AW. 50 b, The auncient Philoso-

phers affirme, that there haue bene founde fishes vnder the
earth, who (for that cause) they called Focilles.

C. humorously. Something dug out of the earth.

185s Lady Holland Mem. Syd. Smith I. 376 You always
detect a little of the Irish fossil, the potato, peeping out in
an Irishman.

2. Now only in restricted sense : Anything found
in the strata of the earth, which is recognizable as

the remains of a plant or animal of a former geo-
logical period, or as showing vestiges of the animal
or vegetable life of such a period.
[1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Card. 296 When a Plant petri-

fies, it degenerates by degrading it self to the Rank of
Fossiles.] 1736 P. Collinson in Darlington's Mem. (1849)
73 What are called fossils—being stones.. that have either
the impressions, or else the regular form of shells, leaves,
fishes, fun^i [etc.]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)1.26
These shells and extraneous fossils are not productions of
the earth. 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II. xvi. 100 He
regarded fossils as the real remains of plants and animals
which had been buried in the strata.

3. fig. Something 'petrified', that has lost its

vitality or capacity for growth or progress. Also,
contemptuously applied to a person of antiquated
notions or habits.

1844 Emerson Lect, Vug. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 300
Government has been a fossil ; it should be a plant. 1857C Bronte Professor iv, When a man endures what ought
to be unendurable he is a fossil.



FOSSILATE.

4. attrih. and Comb., attributive or similative, as

fossil-like adj. ; objective, as fossil bearing adj.

;

fossil-botanist, one skilled in fossil-botany, the

study of fossil plants; fossil-ore (see quot.).

1886 A. WlNCHELL Walks $ Talks Geol, Field 195 These
lowest *fossil-bearing strata. 1830 H. Miller Footer.
Creat. x. (1874) 183 The *fossil Iwtanist who devoted him-

self chiefly to the study of microscopic structure. 1882

Cassell, *Fossil-botany. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. i.

61 Long-forgotten strata of society which our "fossil-like

records reveal to us. 1881 Raymond MiningGloss., *Fossil

ore, fossiliferous red hematite.

Hence t Fossilry, ? a collection of fossils.

1755 Gentl. Mag, XXV. 567 Verses occasion'd by seeing

the Fossilry at Tenderves in Cornwall.

Fossilate (fjp'siU't), v. [f. Fossil sb. + -ate^.]

Ivans, or intr. To make or become fossil. Hence
Possilated ///. a. Also Possila-tion, the action

of the vb. : = FosSILIZATION.
1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations (1823I 1. 143 The fossilated

ruins of the productions of the third, and fifth, and sixth

demiurgic periods. 183a Fraser's Mag. V, 553 The fossi-

lated remains of their skeletons. 1886 A. Winchell Walks
<y Talks Geol. Field 128 There are two suggestions in refer-

ence to the way in which iron-ore particles have been ac-

cumulated:— first, fossilation of ancient iron-bogs; second,

segregation.

Fossiled (fr*sild%///. a. rare. [f. Fossil sb.

+ -ED 1
.] Made fossil, fossilized.

1868 G. Stephens Runic A/on. I. 28 Everywhere both
living and fossiled word-foliage, everywhere transition.

Fossiliferous (Jgviti'ftfras , a. [f. Fossil sb.

+ -(i)feri)Us. Cf. ¥.fossilifere.] liearing or con-

taining fossils or organic remains.
18. . LybU. Princ. Geol. (1875) II. II, xxl 194 The fossili-

ferous deposits of modern date. 1858 Geikie Hist. Boulder
vi.97 Richly fossiliferous beds of the mountain limestone.

Fossilification (tysilink^Jaii:. [f. Fossi-

lifv : see -PIOATION.] The action of the vb. Fos-

silify; petrifaction.

1846 Worcester (cites Wailes\ 1855 •" Ogilvie Suppl.

Fossilify, v. rare-", [f. FOSSIL j*. + (l)F¥.]

trans, and intr. = Fossilize.

In recent Diets.

Fossilism (f>siliz'm). [f. Fossil sb. + -ism]

1. The scientific study of fossils, rare- l
.

1796 Coleridge in J. Cottle Early Recollect. (1837) 1.192,

I would thoroughly understand Mechanics; Hydrostatics..

Fossilism; Chemistry [etc.].

2. The state of being a fossil, the character or

nature of a fossil.

1861 Med. Times 18 May 526/1 Precocity may talk of

superfluous laggards and obstructive fossilism.

Fossilist fjrsilist). Now somewhat rare. [f.

as prec. + -ist.] One who studies fossils, an autho-

rity on fossils, a palaeontologist.

1746 [see Argument v. 4]. 1766 Pennant Zool. (17681 I.

41 Those remains which fossilists distinguish by the title of

diluvian. 1806 Guide to Watering Places 115 The fossilist

and botanist may here find ample amusement. 1876 Page
Adv. Text-bk. Geol. vi. 113 Rattles of opinion were fought

between Cosmogonists, Diluvialists, and Fossilists.

Fossility (fpsiliti). [f. as prec. + -ity. Cf. F.

fossilite.] The quality or state of a fossil.

i860 in Worcester (citing Penny Cycl.).

Fossilization (ff silaiz^-Jan). [f. Fossilize v.

+ -ATION. Cf. V.fossilisation.']

1. The action or process of fossilizing ; the conver-

sion of vegetable and animal remains into fossils.

1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations 118231 1. 124 The human
species alone.. entirely escaped fossilization.

^
18376. Hig-

gins Celtic Druids 142 Draw up one of the piles driven into

the Danube by Trajan, and see how far in it the process of

fossilization has proceeded. 1871 Nicholson Palxont. 3
Fossilisation may be applied in a general sense to all the

processes through which an organic body passes in order

to become a fossil.

2. The process of becoming, or state of having

become, antiquated. 1886 [see Fluidity i b.]

Fossilize vfr'sibiz), v. [f. Fossil sb. + -ize.

Cf. Y. fossiliser.]

1. a. trans. To turn or change into a fossil.

1794 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 407 Hones that

are fossilized become so in the medium in which they were

deposited at the animal's death. 1854 F. C. Bakkwell
Geol. 32 'Petrifying wells' do not, however, fossilize the

things put into them. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 229 There is

much more likelihood that the remains of animals . . should

be fossilized.

b. intr. To become, or be changed into, a fossil.

1828 in Webster; and in later Diets.

% fig. a. trans. * To cause to become antiquated,

rigid, or fixed' ; ' to place beyond the influence of

change or progress' (Webster 1864); rarely, to

preserve as if in fossil form. b. intr. for reft.

a. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vm. 532 Ten layers

of birthdays on a woman's head Are apt to fossilise her

girlish mirth. 1862 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist. «V Art 98
Poetry,—which last century became temporarily fossilised

from a slavish worship, .of antiquated models. 1877 A. B.

Edwards Up Nile iv. 100 Sakkarah fossilises the name of

Sokari, one of the special denominations of. .Osiris.

D. 1864 Webster, Fossilize, to become antiquated, rigid,

or fixed, beyond the influence of change or progress. 1888

Co-op. News 2 June 550 If it is to flourish, and not fossilize.

3. intr. To search for fossils, colloq.

1845 Lyell Trav. N. Amer. I. 158, I fossilized for three

days very diligently.

486

Hence Fo*ssilized ppl. a. ; Fo'ssilizing vbl. sb.

and ppl. a,

1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations 11823) I. 124 No proper
fossilized portion of the human subject has ever yet been
detected. 18. . Lyell Princ. Geol. (1875) I. 1. xiv. 314 The
Fossilizing process. 1861 Stanley Lect.Eccl. Hist. p. xxxviii,

The fossilised relics of the old Imperial Church. 1887 Frith
Autobiog. I.xviii. 228 The Academy 'has changed all that',

as well as other fossilized rules. 1891 Athenxum 28 Nov.
715/1 The fossilizing influence of the patristic theologians.

Fossu\l;e, var. form of Focile.
1612 WooDALL.Vwr^-. MateWk*. (1653)151. 1656 RlDCLl v

Pract. Physic 242.

+ Fossilogy. Obs. [Incorrectly f. Fossil sb. +

-logy.] That branch of science which deals with

fossils
;
palaeontology ; also, a treatise on this. So

f Fossi logist, one who studies this science.

1776 G. Edwards (title* Elements of Fossilogy. 1776 Db
Costa Conckology 250 The Gryphyta: of fossilogists 1806

Guidf to Watering Places 176 In fossilogy we shall notice

the echini, shark's teeth, and ammonia;. 181a Gentl. Mag.
LXXXII. 1. 206 An accurate and learned fossilogist. 1866

Phillips in Athenseum 2 May (1874), Natural History and
' Fossilogy ', as we then termed the magnificent branch of

study now known as Palaeontology.

Fossilo'logy- rare ~ °- ^ ^ess mcorrect f°rm
(in Diets.) of Fossilogy. So Fosailolo'gical a.,

pertaining to ' fossilology \ Fossilologiat, one

who studies this science.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. III. xvni. iii. § 2. 525
When, .earlier writers, .spoke of mineralogical and fossilo-

logical maps. 1864 Worcester (cites Buchanan), Fossilology.

1882 Cassell, Fossitologist.

t Fo*SSion. Obs. rare " °. [ad. L. fossion-em,

n. of action i.fodfre to dig.] A digging.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fossion, a digging or delving.

Fossor {fy'sjfx). Eccl. [L. fossor in late L.

sense of ' grave-digger \] An officer of the early

Church charged with the burial of the dead.

1854 Cdl. Wiseman F'abiola (1855) 205, I saw it all,

answered the old fossor. 1877 Withrow Catacombs ofRome
(ed. 3) 519 A very numerous class in the economy of the

primitive church was that of the fossors, or grave-diggers.

Fossorial T^s6«*rial), a. and sb. Chiefly Zool.

[f. \..fossori-us, f. fossor, agent-n. of fodere to dig

+ -ai..] A. adj.

1. Having a faculty of digging, able to burrow,

burrowing, fodient.

Fossorial Hymenoptera, a family of insects called Fossores.

1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 46/2 The recently discovered

American fossorial animal, the Cklamyphorus. 1845 Zoolo-

gist III. 847 Some species of Fossorial Hymenoptera. 1877

Coues F'nr Anim. ix. 280 Other animals are as decidedly

fossorial as the Badger.

2. Of or pertaining to fodient animals, adapted

for or used in burrowing.
1845 Todd & Bowman P/tys. Anat. I. 148 Among the

Edentata those tribes possess a clavicle whose habits are

fossorial. 1854 Owen in Ore. Sc. (C1865) II. 107/1 The
fossorial (digging and scratching* character of the ..

mechanism of the limbs. 1865 Wood Homes without H.
22 The fossorial limbs of the badger.

B. sb. A fossorial animal.

1855 in Ogilvie Suppl., Fossorials.

Fossorious ;ffso '•rias), a. [f. as prec. + -OBS.]

^ Fossorial.
i8s6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol (1828) III. xxxv. 545 The first

pair of legs are fossorious.

ii
Fossula (f^"si/Ha), [L. fossula, dim. offossa :

see Fossa.] A small fossa ; spec. a. Anat. * One
of the numerous slight depressions on the surface of

the cerebrum ' (,1894 Gould Diet. Med.), b. Zool.

A vacant space representing one of the primitive

septa of certain corals ; more fully septalfossula.

1843 J- Gfc Wilkinson Siuedeuborg'sAnim. Kingd. I. i. 21

They lie on the base of the tongue in superficial crypts or

fossula:. 1879 Nicholson in Encycl. Brit. VI. 382/1 The
septal fossula.

Fossulate (fp"si//lPt), a. Anat. and Zool. [f.

L.fossula (see Fossula) + -atk ^.] Having one

or more long narrow grooves or depressions.

1839-47 ToddOA Anat. III. 297/1 In the kangaroo ..

there is a large fossulate papilla near the base of the tongue.

Fossule (ff si/71), [anglicized form of Fossula.]

*= Fossula. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

Fossulet (b/si/TleO. Eniom. [dim. of Fos-

sule : see -kt.] An elongated shallow groove.

1889 in Cent. Diet.

t Fo'SSUre. Obs. rare- °. [ad. \s.fossur-a, f.

fodZre to dig.] ' A digging' (1727 Bailey vol. II.).

1 Fo'stal, sb. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 //. fostalx.

[?a contraction of Footstall (not recorded in this

sense).] The track of a hare.

i486 Bh. St. Albans E vii) b, When he [a hare) rennyth in

the way drye or weete Then men may finde fostalx of clees

or of feete.

Fostal, var. form of Forestall sb. 2.

TFo'Stell. Obs. rare- 1
. [?a. OF. fustaille

(mod.F . futaille) cask.] ?A cask.

a 1510 Doiglas A'. Hart It. lxi, Orein Lust, I leif to the

at my last ende. Of fantisie ane fostell fillit fow.

Fosten, obs. form of Fustian.

Foster (fpstoi), sb. 1 Obs. exc. in Comb. [OE.

fostor, str. neut. = ON. fosfr-.-OTtut. *fostro™,

f. root *foa*- (,see Food) + instrumental suffix -Iro-.]

FOSTER.

1. Food, nourishment.
c 1000 Saxon Leeclid. II. 198 Sio is blodes timber, & blodes

hus, & fostor. c 1*30 Hali Meit. 15 Ure licomes lust is he
feondes foster.

Proverb, a 1430 Hocclkve De Reg. Princ. 60 Slyntyng
the cause, th' effect styntethe eke, No Ungerforster, no lenger

lemman. 1670 Ray Proverbs 94 No longer foster no longer

friend.

2. Guardianship, keeping, fostering. At foster,

at nurse with a ioster-parent).

1 1460 Tmvneley Alyst. (Surtees) 320 Now shalle thai have
rom in pyk and tar ever dwelland, Of thare sorow no some,
bot ay to be yelland In oure fostre. 1861 G. W. Dasf.nt

Burnt Njal 11. 166 They had children out at foster there.

3. a. Offspring, progeny, b. One nourished or

brought up ; a foster-child, nursling. C. An animal

of one's own breeding.
a. a 1175 Cott. How. 225 Ic 5egaderi in-to Se of diercynne

and of fu5el"cynne simle ^emacan, bat hi eft to fostre bien.

a 1225 Leg. A'ath. 451 Ant ti semliche schape schaweft wel

ba:t tu art freo monne foster. 13.. E. £. Allit. P. B. 257

For hit was be forme-foster bat be folde bred. 1513 Douglas
Aineis vi. xv. 86 Ne neuer, certis, the ground of the

Komanis Of ony foster sail hym so avance.

b. c 1205 Lav. 25921 Eleine min a;en uoster. 1585

M. W. Commendat. Verses to Jas. t's Ess. Poesie *Arb.) 10

Lo heir the fructis, Nymphe, of thy foster faire.

C. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj 108 This, .beast. .is my leill,

lawfull, and hamehalde cattell, or my inborne foister, the

quhilk was thifteouslie stollen frame.

4. attrib. and Comb., as fosler-home, -milky

FOSTEK-BKOTHER, -SISTER J
FOSTER-CHIIJ), -SON

and synonymously foster-babe, -daughter. Also

Foster-father, -mother and in the synonyms

foster-dam, f -mame (Sc), parent, -sire; hence

in sense of 'acting as a foster-mother or nurse',

foster-city, -earth.

1818 Hvkon Ch. Har. iv. lxxxix, All thy *foster-bal>es are

dead. 16x8 Bolton Fiorns ill. xviii. (1636)228 All Etruria

and Campania, finally Italy, rose joyntly in armes against

the mother and *foster city. 1697 Drvden /Eneid via. 843
There, by the Wolf, were laid the Martial Twins . . The *foster-

Dam loll'd out her fawning Tongue, c 1616 Webster Duch.
Malfy 11. ii, Go, go, give your *foster-daughters good coun-

sel. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 9 The nursling Grove Seems
fair awhile, cherish'd with *foster Earth. 1886 Longm. Mag.
VII. 647 *Foster-homes under the boarding-out system.

1606 Hirnie Kirk-Buriall 11833 1 17 Superstition, the "foster

mame of all error. 1582 Bentlev Mon. Matrones iii. 272

Like a louing mother, and tender nursse, giving my *foster-

milke, the foode of thy word and Gospell, aboundantlie to

all. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 37 That little love which
is abated from the * Foster-parents upon publick report that

they are not natural. 1816 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. 1. 11

The Gentleman's Magazine being very justly considered as

the foster-parent of English Topography. 1878 M. A.

Brown Nadeschda 16 Scarce had the beauteous maiden
ceased When Miljutin, her kind "foster sire, .approached.

Hence Fostership = Fosterage.
x86i Clington Frank O*Donnell wo The tie of fostership

is, or at least was, held as sacred as that of natural brothers.

Fo'Ster, sb.'A Obs. exc. arch. Also 1-3 fostre.

[OK. (cild-) fostre wk. fern., nurse, = MDu.voester

(also voetster, mod.Du. voedster), ON. fistra :—

OTeut. *fdstr6n-, f. *fdstr-or* : see prec . ON. had

fdstre wk. masc, foster-father, of similar formation.

In the sole recorded OE. instance, a variant reading is

citdfestre, which is prob. a genuine form :—prehistoric

*/6distra,i. root of Foou + fem. agent-sulfix -istriw t
-STZR.]

A foster-parent, nurse.

a 1000 Laws of lite lxiii[i], Mot he habban . . mid him .

.

his cildfostran [v.r. -festranj. a 1225 St. Marker. 8 pu art

foster ant feder to helplese children, c 1150 Gen. * Ex. ubio

Sche forft-ran, And brogt hire a fostre wimman. Ibid. 2624-3

IakabeS wente bliSe agen, dat 3he de gildes [cildes?] fostre

inuste ben. a 1563 Becon Humble Suppit'c. Wks. 1563 III.

21 b, Heretofore we had suche shepeheardes, as were tender

fosters of thy flocke. 1601 Holland Pliny xv. iv, The
Greekes, whom wee may count the very fathers and fosters

of all vices. 1640 R. Baii.lii; Canterb. Self-Convict. Pref.

10 Your sweete Fosters the Bishops have brought the Pope
upon you and your Children. 1737 Waterland Eucharist

157 The Word is all Things (o the Infant, a Father, a
Mother, a Preceptor, a Foster. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. 11.

Village Church, 'This is the Black Pater-noster, God was my
foster, He fostered me Under the book of the Palm-tree !

t Pester, *M Obs. Also 5 fostere. [con-

tracted i. Forester ; used in Ah.] -Forester.
.1386 Chaucer Prol. 117 A forster [v.r. foster] was he,

i soothly, as I gesse. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1063 Then swere
i the fosters alle twelve, They wolde no wedd but hymselfe.

1460 Capgrave Chron. m Flaundres. .had no othir gover-

nouris but the Fosteres of the Kyng of Frauns. 15. . Adam
Bet 561 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 162 Forty fosters of the fe,

These outlawes had y-slaw. 1590 Spenser F.Q. hi- i. 17 A
friesly Foster forth did rush. 1594 [see Forester i]. 1597
owland 1st Bk. Songs (1844) 90 And love as well the foster

can, As can the mighty nobleman. 1607 [see Forester i].

Hence Fo'stership, the office of forester.

x6s8 Coke On Litt. 20 a, The Office of^. Fostership [was]

intailed.

Foster (fc'staj), v. Forms: I ?f6strian, 3

fostren, -in, {Orm. fosstrenn
,
3-6 fostre, (3

south, vostre, 4 foatire), 5 foustre, (5 fostare,

7 fauster), 3- foster. [OF. *fostrian (Lye),=

ON.fostra (Sw.fostr-a, Du.fostre), {.fostor, Foster

j/\ 1 The recorded Oli.fistr{i)an may he either f.

the same stem or f. fistre nurse : see Foster sb.-~\

+ 1. trans. To supply with food or nourishment
;

to nourish, feed, support. In early quots. to feed

andfoster. Obs. in lit. sense.



FOSTER.

[a 1050 f.iber Scintill, Ixxxi. (1889) 222 Mann byp festrud

[nutritur] and byS xefedd.J c i«oo Okmin 1558 Annd Jesu
Crist himmsellf shall ben Uppobatt bodi^ hacfedd, To fedenn

& to fosstrenn hemm. c 1300 Havelok 1434 Vnto this day,

Haue ich ben fed and fostred ay. 4:1386 Chaucer Man-
ciple's T. 71 Lat take a cat, and fostre him wel with milk,

And tendre flesh. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 434 b/i Wold to

god I had mylke to foustre the wythal. 16x1 Shaks. Cymb. 1

it. iii. 119 One, bred but of Almes, and foster'd with cold 1

dishes. [1719 Young Busiris v. i, The infant of my bosom !

Whom I would foster with my vital blood.]

fig- a x34° Hami-ou-: Psalter xxx. 4 For bi name bou sail I

tede me& foslire me. a 1400-50 Alexander 3495 Hisflesche
|

is fostard & fedd be fi^t Si. by sternes. 15*6 Ptyr. Per/,
\

(W. de W. 1531) 108 b. They sholde be. .with swete conso-
,

lacyons fostred St nourysshed. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul
11. li. 111. iv, Fauster'd and fed with hid hypocrisie.

f2. To bring Up (a child) with parental care;
1

often, to bring up as a foster-child, be a foster-
I

parent to. Also with forth, up. 0/'s.

c 1*05 Lay. 25900 Ich wes hire uoster-moder, and feire heo
uostredde. c 1340 Cursor M. 3070 (Trill.) Here shal bou wib
him wone & foster forb here bi Bone. 1357 Lay Folks

Catech., Fleshli fadir and modir That getes and fosters us

forthe in this world. C 1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Law's T. 177
Thy yonge doughter fostred up so softe. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. vi, Your wyf that as wel as her owne hath fostred

me and kepte. 1529 More Suf>f>lic. Soulys Wks. 337/2 Oure
fathers also, whiche while we liued fostred vs vp so tenderly.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. II. iii. 153 Some say, that Rauens foster

forlorne children. 1606 Bkyskett Civ. Life 34 Such children

as were borne vnperfect. .should not. .be fostered vp. 1697
Dryokn .Eneid vn. 941 The son of Mulciber, Found in the

Fire, and foster'd in the Plains.

tb. To bring up, educate, nurture in (beliefs,

habits, etc.)- Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Sec. NutCs T. 122 This mayden . . Was .

.

from hir cradel fostred in the faith Of Crist. 1483 Caxton
Cold. Leg. 378/1. 1588 A. King tr. Cauisius' Catech, 50
Fosterit, teachit, and brocht vp in conttnuall exeicise. 1580
Sidney Arcadia 11. (1590) 138 b, A Prince .. fostred [ed.

1598 fostered vp] in blood by his naughty Father.

c. with reference to Fosterage 2. Also ahsol.

1515 in St. Papers lien. VI11 (1834) II. 13 Some sayeth,

that the Englyshe noble folke useith to delyver therre

children to the Kynges Irysshe enymyes to foster. 1596
Spenser State Iret. Wks. (Globe) 638/2 These evill custodies

of fostring and marrying with the Irish most carefully to be
restrayned. 1775 Johnson West. 1st. 313 A Laird, a man
of wealth and eminence, sends his child, either male or
female, to a tacksman or tenant, to be fostered. 1887 S tokes
tr. Tripartite Life Patrick 141 He gave him to bishop
Bfon to be fostered.

d. To foster on (a lamb) : to put it to a ewe,

which is not its mother, to be nourished.
1816 Keatinge Treat. (1817) II. 264 Sometimes it is neces-

sary to . . compel the ewes to admit the lambs, either their

own or fostered on, to suck them. Note, To foster on
a lamb, they tie the ewe, and at night compel her to give
suck to the lamb two or three times.

e. Irait.f, and fig. of a country, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22102 Bethsaida and corozaim, bir tua
cites sal foster him. 1577 tr. Bulliuger's Decades (1592)

145 Euery mans countrie .. which fed, fostered, adorned,
and defended him. 1583 Stanyhurst JEneis f. (Arb) 35
Svich barbarus vsadge What soyle wyld fosters ?

3. To 'nurse', tend with affectionate care; to
' nurse', cherish, keep warm (in the bosom).
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 166 And in greet reverence and

chantee Hir olde poore fader fostred she. — Merch. T. 143
No man hateth his flesh, but in his lyf He fostreth it. 1388
Wyclif Prov. v. 20 Mi sone, whi art thou disseyued of an
alien womman ; and art fostrid [/oven's] in the bosum ofan
othere? 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour I iv b, She haddegrete
pyte of wymmen whiche were at theyre childbedde and
vysyted and foustred them. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1638) 330, I was so foolish and inconsiderate to foster vp as
it were in my bosom this my domesticall and neglected
enemy. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxxi. What a viper have
I been fostering in my bosom ! 1821 Keats Lamia 140 But
the god fostering her chilled hand, She felt the warmth.

4. To encourage or help to grow ; to promote the

growth of (a fire, plant, etc.). Also, with ffort/i,

up. Now only with mixture of sense 3.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 296 pe sparke US & keccheo* more fur, &
fostred hit for5, & waxe5 from lesse to more. 1377 Langl.
P. /'/. B. xvii. 206 Wex and weyke and hole fyre togyderes
Fostren forth a flaumbe. 1555 W. Watreman Fardle
Facions 1. i. 24 The moste pleasaunt plot of the earth, fos-

tered to flourishe with the moisture offloudes on euery parte
1576 Gascoigne Philomene 4 Westerne windes do foster
forth our floures. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. (16521 133 They
[the priests] shave their heads and foster their beards, con-
trary to the laity. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. viii, A flower
. .Which once she foster'd up with care. 1856 Kane A ret.

Expl. I. ix. 98 Fostered by the reverberation of solar heat
from the rocks, we met a flower growth.

5. To encourage, cherish, harbour fondly, nurse

(a feeling, etc.) ; to encourage, promote the develop-

ment of; (of things, circumstances) to be favourable

or conducive to. Also with up.
1570 Buchanan A tu Admonit. Wks. (1892) 31 The hamil-

tonis fosterit yair vane hoip. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. x. 166
The Arrians, the Anabaptists, the Family of loue, with
all others of the like sort, fostered vp their errors in secret

and darke corners. 1755 Monitor (17561 1, it. 17 They always
foster up a jealousy in the minds of the people. 1783 John-
son Let. to Mrs. Thrale 8 July, Of Aliss H— whom you
charge me with forgetting, I know not why I should much
foster the remembrance. 1785 Burke Sp. Nabob 0/ Arcot's
Debts Wks. IV. 207 The system of concealment is fostered
by a system of falsehood. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend 11865)
192 Rivalry between two nations, .fosters all the virtues by
which national security is maintained. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India II. 216 Thus fostered, the insurrection was

487

rapidly gaining head. 1844 Disraeli Comngsby vn. viii,

The enmities that are fostered between you and my grand-
father. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. viii. 1 18761 76 The genius of

financiers was directed towards fostering exportation, check-

ing importation. 1885 Cloud Myths <y Dr. 1. iii. 40 The
superstitions which mountainous countries especially foster.

t b. To encourage, indulge in a habit, etc. Obs.

1568 Grafton Chron. 1 1. 64 Rather to be brideled for his

presumption, then to bee fostered and encouraged therin.

1633 Prynne 1st Pt. Histrio'inasti.v VI, vi. 505 Stage-
playes serve, .todrawe men on by degrees to idlenesse,or to

foster, to foment them in it.

Hence Fo'stered ppl. a.

1583 Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb ) 17 Junoes long fostred

deadlye reuengment. 1608 Akmin Nest Ninn. (1842) 50

The Citty . . placed him as a fostred fatherless child. 1639
G. Daniel Ecclus. xxix. 95 Thou shalt be revil'd. .even by

the ffoster'd Child Of thy ownc Charity. 1790 181 1 W.
Combe Devil upon Tiro Sticks in Ettg. (1817) IV. 201 The
fostered habits of his mind.

Fosterable (fjrster&bT), a. [f. Fostek v. +

-ABLE.] That may be foslercd.

1869 Anc. Laws Irel. II. 165 To return a fosterable child

without necessity.

Fosterage (fc'sterud,^. Also 7 fosteridge.

[f. as prec. + -agk.]

1. The action, also the office or charge, of foster-

ing or bringing up another's child).

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. '1634' 182 Some one or other

adjoyning to this Lake, had the charge and fosteridge of

this childe. 1828 Scott /-'. M. Perth xxvii, Thou art

already envied of many of our tribe, for having had the

fosterage of the young Chief. i88a J. Payne iooi Nts. I.

161 For the sake of my fosterage of thee, .spare this young
lady.

b. The condition of being a foster-child.

1867 Pearson /list. ting. I. 114 It was rather a sort of

cHentship or fosterage. 187a E. W. Robkktson Hist. Ess.

157 Placed upon a footing with the foster-child during his

fosterage.

2. The custom of putting (a child) under the enre

of a foster-mother ; csp. the now obsolete custom
amongst the Irish and Scottish nobility of giving

over their children to a tenant to be nursed and
brought up.

1775 Johnson West. Is!. Wks. X. 484 There still remains
in the islands, though it is passing fast away, the custom of

fosterage. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. viii. 241 This was
Fosterage, the giving and taking of children for nurture.

1893 Joyce Short Hist. Irel. 85 One of the leading features

of Irish social life was fosterage.

attrib. 1881 Leisure Hour Apr. 226 Where the fosterage

ties had most strength, .were the north-west of Ulster, .and
Munster. 1893 Joyce Short Hist. Irel. 86 A fine of two-
thirds of the fosterage fee.

3. The action of encouraging or helping forward.
1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 125 A branch of human

morals so important ; one which calls for the statesman's
fosterage, the patriot's countenance. 1824 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. 11. (1863) 262 [Under her] fosterage our evil

habits throve apace. 1834 Tait's Mag. 1. 848 Its [a con-

spiracy's] fosterage and management Richmond described
very graphically. 1867 Q. Rev. Apr. 430 The scope afforded

by one and all to the fosterage of the imaginative quality.

Fo'ster-brother. [OE. foster-brodor, f. Fos-

ter s/t. 1 So
1

S.fosibr66ir.~\ A male child nursed

at the same breast as, or reared together with, an-

other of different parentage.
a 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 268 Alumnus, foster-

brobor. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. vi, My sone your foster

broder Syre Kay. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. liv.

(1663' 212 The Chaumigrein his Foster-brother was Com-
mander in Chief. 1752 Fielding Amelia Wks. 1775 X. 78
He had been her foster-brother. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xxxiv, Eachin Maclan placed himself in the second line

betwixt two of his foster-brothers.

trans/, wad. fig, 1587 Fleming Contu. Holinshed III.

1320/1 Foure of fansies fellowes, fosterbrothers to desire, and
drie nurst by despaire. 1610 Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag.
iv. i, My wrongs, Which are my foster-brothers, a 1735
Arblthnot Wks. (1751) I. 195 The Bear with her Cubs
and their Foster-Brother. i860 All Year Round No. 63. 295
The nestling cuckoo ungratefully ejects his legitimate foster-

brethren out of the family nest.

Hence Foster-bro therhood.
1886 Athenmum 6 Feb. 194/r A more picturesque story of

foster-brotherhood was never imagined.

Fester-child. [OK. foslerci/d, f. Foster sb. ]

]

A child as related to persons who have reared it as

their own, or (csp. in Ireland and the Highlands)

to its wet-nurse and her husband; a nursling.
a 1200 I'oc.'m Wr.-Wulcker 538 Alumnus, fostercild. 1590

Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 33, I avow, by this most sacred head
Of my dearc foster childe, to ease thy griefe. 1612 Davies
Why Ireland^ etc. (1787) 135 The foster-children do love, and
are beloved of their foster-fathers. 1717 Addison Ovid's
Met. in. 346 The Goddess thus beguil'd, With pleasing
Stories, her false Foster-child. 1828 Scorr F. M. Perth
xxxiv, Torquil, who entertained for his foster-child even a
double portion of that passionate fondness.

fig. 1820 Keats Ode on Grecian Urn 2 Thou foster-child
of Silence and slow Time. 1846 H. Rogers Ess. (1874) I.

iv. 153 Leibnitz., (was] a foster-child of literature.

Fosterer (f^starai). [f. Foster v. + -ER 1
.]

1. One who nurses and brings up (a child) ; a
nurse, foster-parent ; esp. with reference to the
custom of Fosterage.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 48 What sparkes they haue

of inconstancie, they drawe from their female fosterers. 161a
Davies Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 135 In Ireland, .they put
away all their children to fosterers. 1747 W. Harris in

Southey Comm.-Pl. Bk. Ser. 11. 362 If any love or faith is to

FOSTERLING.
be found among tbe Irish, you must look for it among the

fosterers and their foster-children, a 1873 Lvtton Pausanitts

81 My fosterer, my saviour, my more than father.

fig a '57 1 Jewel On 1 Thess. (161D 153 Peace .. is the

Nurse and fosterer of the Church of God. 1836 I.ytton
Athens (18371 II. 577 Fountains and Rivers and ye Trojan
Plains, I loved ye as my fosterers.

2. One who cherishes or cultivates (a plant, etc.

\

1628 PRYNNE Lor-e-lockes 27 All our Impudent, Ruffianly,

and Shamelesse Love-locke fosterers. 1871 M. Collins
Mrq. -y Merch. II. vi. 167, I don't pretend to guess whether
she prefers the fosterer of flowers or the smiter of steel.

3. A patron, protector, favourer (of persons or

things) ; one who, or something which, promotes

or encourages the growth of (a feeling, an institu-

tion, etc.).

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetric (Arb.) 54 Dooth not knowledge
of Law. .being abused grow the crooked fosterer of horrible

iniuries? 1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed
II. 132/1 The most notable offenders and their fosterers.

1659 Ri shw. Hist. Coll. I. 616 His Mother was a Recusant,

and a fosterer of Recusants. 1691 Wood Atlt. Oxon. I. 819
Being found unfit, .because he was a fosterer of faction, he

resign'd, 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. I1857 1 I. 210

The Arabians became the fosterers and patrons of philo-

sophy. 1848 LyttON Harold 1 v. vii, His character, as the

foe of all injustice and the fosterer of all that were desolate.

4. Anglo Irish. A ioster-brother.

:73s Sunt Lett. (1766) II. 217 When I had credit .. at

court, I provided for above fifty people.. of which, not one
was a relation. I have neither followers, nor fosterers, nor

dependers. 18x8 C. Choker Fairy Leg. II. 238 He has an
eye on the farm this long time for a fosterer of his own.

Fo*ster-father. [Oii-fosteifultr, f. Foster
sbJ (also faster- : ci. related forms under FOSTER
sb.~ and v.). Cf. ON, fSstrfaSir.] a. One who
performs the duty of a father to another's child.

b. The husband of a nurse [csp. in Ireland and the

Highlands).
11800 Corpus Gloss. 140 Altor, fustorfaeder. fa 1000

Martyrol. iCockayne> 62 He is ure festerfa_-der on Ciiste.

< 1200 Okmin 8855 Annd till his> f^sterrfuderr ec He wass
buhsumm & milde. 13. . Guy Warw. iA. ) 169 Gij a for>ter

fader hadde That him Ierd and him radde. 1548 Udai.L,
etc. Erasm. Par. Luke ii. 37 a, The chylde. .bceyng voder
theguydyng of bis mother, and his foster-father, ifiaa Bacon
Hen. VII Mor. & Hist. Wks. (Holm) 342 The duke of

Britain having been .. a kind of parent or foster-father to

the king. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 123 • 5 Florio lived at

the House of his Foster-father. 1848 Dickens Dombey ii,

He motioned his child's foster-father to the door.

Jig. 1561T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 161 Ksay. promisetb
that kinges shalbe fosterfathers of y Chirch. ^1652 J.

Smith Set. Disc. iii. 51 Epicureans (who are not the true,

but foster-fathers of that natural philosophy they brag of).

t Po*ster-fee:ling. ? nonce-tod. One who
' fosters feeling', a sentimental person.

1784 Unfortunate Sensibility II. 119 The luke-warm
rhetoric of foster-feelings,

Fosterhood. rare. [f. Foster s£A + -hood.]

The condition of being fostered or mused tenderly.

1834 Tait's Mag. I. 242 Margaret would .. bid her not

spoil the boy by over-fosterhood.

Fostering, vbl. sb. [f. Foster v. + -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb. Foster in various senses.

c 1230 Hall Meid. 33 Jn his fostrenge for5. 1400 Rom.
Rose 6113 In Gile & in Ipocrisie, That me engendred Si. yaf
fostryng. 1447 Bokknham Seyutys Introd. (Roxb.), Of
Seynt Margrete ..The byrthe, the fostryng and how she
cam Fyrst to the feyth. 1548 Hall Chron., Fdm. IV
(an. 13) 225 b, Forthe long mainteinyng, and fosteryng of
Queue Margarete, and her soonne Prince Edwarde. 1885
Athenaeum 3 Oct. 441/2 The withdrawal of such official

and quasi-official fostering as architecture already has.

b. = Fosterage 2. Obs. exc. Hist.

1596 Shhnser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 638/1 The chiefe^t

cause of the bringing in of the Irish language, amongest
them, was specially theyr fostring, and marrying with the
Irish. 161a Davies Why Ireland, etc. (1787; 135 In the
opinion of this [the Irish] people fostering hath always been
a stronger alliance than blood. 1817 Hallam Const. Hist.
(1876* III. xviii. 354 The English settlers, .connected them-
selves with them [Irish] by the national custom of fostering.

2. concr. Food, nourishment, sustenance.
c 1386 Chaucer Sompu. T. 137, 1 am a man of litel susten-

aunce. My spirit hath his fostring in the Bible.

Fostering (ffstorirj), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ing -.] That fosters, in senses of the verb.

1568 T. Howell Arb, Amitie (1879) 35 The fethred foule

..his fostring foode, with chirping bill he peckes. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. 1. 9 Bacchus and fost'ring Ceres,
Pow'rs Divine. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 368 Thou transitory

flower, alike undone By proud contempt, or favour's foster-

ing sun. 1795 Burns /<fl Cunningham 4 The furrow'd,
waving corn is seen Rejoice in fostering showers. 1840
Macaulay Ranke's Hist. Ess. i8sr II. 145 Edinburgh has
owed less to . . the fostering care of rulers.

Flence Fo'steringTy adv.

1838 Carlyle Misc. (1857) IV. 205 Sheltered and foster-

ingly embowered.

Foster-land. rare~°. [after Foster-motheb,
etc. OF. had foster/and ' land allotted for the sup-

port of monks '

{ = a*i cibum monachorttm, Domes-
day).] 'One's adopted country' (Cassell, 1882).

Fosterling (f^'stsjlirj). [OE. fdstorling: see

Foster sb. 1 and -ling.] A foster-child, nursling.
. 1000 ^Elfric Gloss. Supp. in Wr.-Wfdcker 170 Uerna,

uel uentaculus, imberdling, uel fostorling. c IS05 Lay.
28574 \**r weoren of-sla^e . . ba Bruttes alle of Aroures borde,
and alle his fosterlinges. 1630 B. Jonson Ne-w Inn v. i,

I'll none of your Light Heart fosterlings, no inmates, Sup-
positious fruits of an host's brain.. to be put upon me. 187a
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Morris Love is enough {1873) 70 Bid farewell to thy foster-

ling while the life yet is in me. 1886 Sat. Re%'. 20 Feb. 272
He has no special fosterling of his own, no pet theory for

which he is bent on securing, .recognition.

t Fosterment. Obs. rare. [f. Foster v. +
mknt.] Food, nourishment, subsistence.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 33 b, She had no other refuge of
fosterment, she was constrained .. hauing but one onely
sonne, lo kill him and rost him. 1613 in Oockeram.

Foster-mother. [< >E. foster- , fostortnodor,

f. Foster sbA Cf. ON.fhlrmMir, (OE. had also

fastermSdor ; c(.fe'stre = Foster sb.2 ).] A woman
who nurses and brings up another's child : a. as

an adoptive mother ; b. in the capacity of a nurse.

la 1000 Martyrol. (1804) 154 pacwasS bass cnihtes fostor-

nnxlor to bam fabler : ^if (etc.]. ,1105 Lay. 25899 Ich wes
hire uoster-moder. a 1300 Cursor M. 3347 Hir foster inoder
wit hir scoledd c 1470 H knry Wallace 11. 270. 1634 Sandys
Prudence x 127 That Cbilde that receiveth nutriment from
bis Foster Mother, a 1735 Ahri.thnot Wks. (1751) I. 196
The young Gentleman told his Foster-Mother . .that fete. J.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. ling. IV, 582 Maine .. was loved by
Lewis with the love of a father, by Madame de Maintenon
with the not less tender love of a foster mother. 1894 Daily
Ntivs 12 Mar. 6/5 Kach home, .will be in charge of a foster-

father and foster-mother.

Jig. i5j6/74'n/Vr/:iVV\de\V\i53^8o Obedience, .is the
nouryce or fostermother of all vertues. 1637 Ln. Carky
Romulus ff Tarq. 201 Liberty belongs to equals, flattery to

inferiours, the one is the Common-wealths Nurse, the other
the Tyrants foster-mother. 1876 Bancroi-t Hist. U. S. VI.
xxxiii. 1 29 France became the foster-mother of republicanism.

Fester-nurse, [f. Foster sb. '] A nurse

who brings up another's child as her own.
1607 Wii.kins Miseries Inforst Marr. 1. B iij. Your hands

bane bin to me like bounties purse, Neuer shut vp, your
selfe my foster-Nurse. 1856 Froudb Hist. Eng. II. 245 The
foster nurse first chanted the spell over the cradle.

Jig. 1600 Shaks. A. V. /,. ir. ii. 40 Fiue hundred Crownes
. .Which I did store to he my foster Nurse. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets x. 311 In the North nature is rather an awful
mother than a kind foster-nurse and friend of man.

Fester-sister, [f. Foster sb. 1 In OE.
*fostersweostcr (Lye). Cf. ON. ffslrsyslir.] A
female child nursed at the same breast as, or reared

together with, another of different parentage.

1649 Jkr. Taylor Ct. Flxemp. 37 Scipio Asiaticus . , par-

doned them at the request of his Foster-sister. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rude;? xx, (Dolly] had ever since been the humble
friend of Miss Haredale, whose foster-sister she was.

Foster-son. [f. Foster sb. 1 Cf. ON.ffatr-
sonr.] One who is brought up as a son though
not one by birth.

1 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2955 That fals traytor, sr Mor-
dreid. The Kynges foster sone \Furniv. soster son! he was.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. iv. 66 O of Oclestial Seed ! O
foster Son of Jove. 1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd.

82 He was called the foster-son or alumnus of Adamnan.

t Fostler. Obs. rare — x
. [? metathetic corrup-

tion of FOHCELET.1 — FORCELET 2,

1531 Ph. Stronge in Weaver Weils Wills (1890) 148 My
wif shall have her coffer and her fostler to her own use.

Fostress ! (f|?"stres). Also 7 lost e rcs.se.

[fern, of Fosterer : see -ess.] A female who fos-

ters, in the senses of the vb.

1603 Holland Plutareh's Mar, 161 That hope, .the nurse
and fostresse of old age. 161 r Heywood Gold. Age iv. i.

Wks. 1874 III. 54 Great Athens The nurse and fostresse of
my infancy, a 1637 B. Jonson Sp.at Pr. Henry's Barriers
Wks. (Rtldg.) 578/1 (ilory of knights. .Come forth; your
fostresse bids ! who from your birth Hath bred you to this

hour. 1648 Hexham, Ken Manwte. .a Nurse, a Fosteresse,

or a Foster- Mother. i883Swinbi trse Century oj'Roumiels,
hi Guernsey , My mother sea, my fostress. 1891 — Eton : an
Ode in Athenaeum 30 May 700/1 With England Eton her
child kept pace as a fostress of men to be.

appositively. 1882 Swinburne Tristram of Lyonesse,
Athens 176 Woven about the fragrant forehead of the fos-

tress maiden's town.

t Fo'Stress -. Obs. In 6 Se. fostaress. [f.

Foster jM + -ess.] = Forestress.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xxiii, Sine ladyis come with

lustie giltin tressis, In habit wilde maist like till fostaressis.

t Fo'Strild. Obs. rare — 1
, [f. Foster v. +

fern, suffix -ILI).] A nurse. In <y\o\.ftg.
a it'S Atter, R. 72 So hit is ine monie, ase seint Gregorie

seift ; Silence is wordes fostrild.

Fot(e, Fotch;e, obs. ff. of Foot, Fetch.

Fother (fp'foi), sb. Forms: 1 f05er, 3-4
south, votter, 4-6 fother, -yr, fu.tb.er, -ir, (6

fouther.fowther), 5-7 fuder, -yr, fudder, Se. -ir,

5-9 fodder, (5-6 foder, -yr, 6 fodar, 7 fooder),

6-7 Sc. fidder, 4- fother. [UE./^r str. neut =^

OS.fothar (MDu. voeder, Du. voer), OHG.fttodar
(MHG. vuoder, Ger. fuder) :—WGer. *fopr{p) ; the

continental words mean ( cartload ', a certain

weight supposed to represent a cartload
1

,

( a cer-

tain measure of wine' (see Fooder, Fudder). The
root is usually believed to be an ablaut variant of

faf- to stretch out : see Fathom sb.\

1. A load ; a cart-load ^of hay, turf, wood, etc.\

Obs exc. dial.

O. E. Chron. an. 852 (Laud MS.) He scolde gife ilea xear

in to be minstre sixtiga foSra wuda and twaelf foSur grarfan

and sex fo3ur gearda. c 1*05 Lav. 25762 Ban unimete, bi

atHnge heom puhte britti uooere. 1375 Barbour Bruce x.

198 Ane fudyr . . greter . . Than eny he broucht . . befor.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 530 With him ther was a Plowman,

was his brother That hadde y-lad of dong ful many a
fother. c 1450 St. Cuthhert (Surtees 1 6007 f>e sledd it bare
so grete fothir. 1469 Plumpton Corr. 21 Your tenant . . hath
not gotten but xii foder of hay. 1490 Acta Dom. Cone. 181
Witbhaldin .. fourtj fuder of pettis [ — peatsj of ane yere
bipast. 1568 Wowing fok <y Jynny vii, Fyve fidder of
raggis to stuff ane jak. 1569 in Wilts <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees
x8j5) 307 Lxxx fudders of barke xx /. "774-5 Act 14
Geo. HI in Brand Ncivcastle 117891 I. 652 Four fother

of clod lime, and fifteen fothers of good manure, on each
acre. 18 13 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 507/2, 20 fothers of addi-
tional thickness in clay were thrown in. 189a Northumbld.
Gloss, s. v., A fother of muck, or of lime, &c.
Jig. a 12*5 Ancr. R . 140 pu hauest imaked uo5er to heui
uorte uedren nude be soule.

b. transf. A mass; a quantity, 'lot
1

.

13. . A*. All's. 1809 Darie . . makith thretyng ful a fothir.

Ibid. 6467 Heore nether lippe is a foul fother. c 1450 Lone-
lich Grail xiti. 490 Vnder hem bothe was there fair fothir.

1513 Douglas Aineis x. Prol. 159, I compt not of thir

pagane (toddis ane futbir. 1515 Scot, field 44 There they
fell, at the first shotte Many a fell fothir. 1567 Satir.
Poems Reform, vi, 52 King, Quene and Ixjrd, they pass into
ane fidder.

c. Used for an enormous quantity, a ' cart-load '

of gold or money.
1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T, 1050 Another, That coste

largely of gold a fother. 14.. I 'artonofie App. 3147 Ffor
though a man wolde gyfe a fother Of golde he myght not
sell to another. 1500 20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 62 Out of
thair throttis thay schot on vdder Hett moltin gold, me
thocht a fodder. 1863 RoBSON Bards Tyne 287 Where the
brass hez a* cum frae nelxxly can tell. .But. .they mun have
at least bad a fother.

2. spec. A definite weight of some specified sub-

stance, a. Of lend: Now usually 19^ cwt.

1375-6 [sec Fotmal]. 1463 Mann. <y Houselt. Exp. 154
My mastyre sent to my lorde a fodyrand di. off leede. 1541
Lit. Treat. Ace. Scotl. in Pitcairn Criut. '/'rials I. 310 For
be franch t of thre fidder of leid. i6bs MalvNBS Ane. /,<x7c-

Alerch. 269 Foure of these Ix>ads will make a Fother of
Lead of twentie hundreth. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.
I iv, In both the Peaksthe Merchants deal and sell the Lead
by Fodders. 1866 Rogkks Agric. <V Prices I. x. 168 The
charms contains nearly 19^ hundreds, that is, it corresponds
to the fodder, or fother, of modern times.

b. cllipt. in phr. to fall as a fother [of leatt);

hence, a crushing blow.
13.. Coer de /,. 1732 On his head falleth the fother. c 1380

Str Ferumb. 641 Euery strok bat bou me rau^t falleb doun
as a fober.

c. Of coals: (see quot. 1851).
1607 CowKi.r. Interpr.) Fother is a weight of twenty hun-

dred which is a waine or cartload. 1765 Fond. Chron. 17
Dec. 582 Several fothers of coals this week have been found
short of the standard measure. 1851 Greknwell Coal'trade
Terms Northumb. ff Dttrh. 26 Fother, a measure of coals,

being one-third of a chaldron, of 173 cwt. ; a good single

horse cart load.

Fother (fp*fS9i), v. Nattt. Also 9 fodder,

[prob. ad. Du. voedercn (now voeren)
t

or LG.
fodertt = (ier. fiittern to line (used also Nattt. as

below) ; cf. further ON. fodra to line, f. OTeut.
*foitro- sheath, etc. (mentioned under Foddkr sb. :

see also Kir, Korel).]

1. trans. To cover (a sail) thickly with oakum,
rope yarn, or other loose material fastened on it,

with the view of getting some of it sucked into a

leak, over which the sail is to be drawn.
1789 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. (1805) IV. 36 The leak

began, .to gain upon them, a second sail was fothered and
got under the bottom. 1790 Ann. Reg. 263 Fothering it

round with oakum, to fill up. 1811 Naval Chron. XXV. 4
The ..sail had been fothered. and drawn under the ship.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle iii. (1859) 93 Get the boatswain
to fother a sail then.

2. To stop a leak by this method.
1800 Naval Chron. III. 473 By foddering, and those

excellent pumps, we kept her above water. i8«o Scoresby
Ace. Arctic Reg, II. 449 The different plans which .. had
been adopted to stop a leak. .were. . 1. To fother.

Hence Fother (.fodder) sb., the material used

for fothering. Fo'thering- vbl. sb., the action of

the vb. Also attrib., asfotfieringmat, -sail.

1800 Naval Chron. III. 473 We could get a sail with
fodder over. 1815 E'alconer's Diet- Marine (ed. Hurneyi
s.v., A superior method of fothering is now practised. 1819

). H. Vaux Mem. I. 226 Applying what is termed a
fothering mat to her bows. 1810 Scorfsbv Ace. Arctic
Reg. II. 451 A bunch of rope-yarns, .might enter some of
the larger leaks, .through the medium ofafothering sail.

Fother, obs. form of Fodder.

f Fo'tion. Obs.— 1 [as if ad. L. *fotidn-em, n.

of action (.fot'Pre to cherish.] A cherishing.

1656 in Bi.ount Glossogr. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. n.

ix. § 2. 233 Action Vegetative 4. Fotion, cherishing, foster,

foment, brood. 1711-93 in Bailey.

t Fo*tive, «. Obs.- l
[f. L. fat- ppl. stem of

fovere to cherish + -ive.] Cherishing, warming.
a 1639 T. Carkw Caelum Brit. iv. Wks. 1824^ 168 If I not

cherish them With . .fotive heat, They know no vegetation.

t Fo'tmal. Obs, See also Formell. [app. a
use of OV..fotmsel, foot measure (see Foot sb. and
Meal) ; the L. pes seems to have been used in the

same sense. The reason for the name is obscure.]

A weight used for lead, app. about 70 lbs., the

thirtieth part of a Fother or load.
? a 1300 Assisa de Ponderibus in Stat, of the Realm L

205 Item charrus plumbi constat ex xxx fotmals; Et quod-
libet fotmal constat ex vj petris, ij libris minus; Etquelibet

petra constat ex xij. libris. [The transl. printed with this

passage (taken from ed. 1751) hasformel instead offotmal
;

for the Lat. text which this version seems to represent, see
Formell.J 1375-6 Abingdon Ace. (18921 30 Et ad iactan-
dumxvj vothres vj votmels [/rr'w^rt'votinels] plumbi in pon-
dere, C s. 13.. Meas. of Weight in Ret. Ant. I. 70 Sex
waxpunde makiet .j. ledpound .xij. ledpunde .j. fotmel..
xxiij fotmel .j. fothir of I'ristouwe. 1866 Rogers Agric. $
Prices I. x. 168 This [charrus} contained thirty fontinelli

[misreadfor fotmelli), fotmael, pedes, or pigs.

Fotte, obs. f. Fet, Food, Foot.

II Fotus. Obs. \\,.fotus (-it stem) noun of action

from fovere to warm, cherish.] A fomentation.
1386 W. Bailey Preserv. Eye-sight (1633) 21 If the eyes

be over-dry, we humect them.. with a fotus of Mallows.,
and Violets. 17x4 Sped. No. 572 P 5 The Anodine Fotus.

tFou(fo), sb. Sc. Obs. [?subst. use of fou
Full a.] A bushel.
a 1700 Sir Patrick S/ens viii. in Child Ballads tit. ( 1885)

25/2, I brought half a fou o good red goud Out oer the sea
with me. 1786 Burns Auld Mare, Maggie 99 For my last

fou, A heapit stimpart, I'll reserve ane Laid by for you.

FOU {f'7), a. Sc. Also 6 8 fow, 8 fu\ [var.

of Full a., q.v. for other senses, in which this

spelling is no longer commonly used.] Drunk.
1535 Lyndesav Satyre 139 Na he is wod drunkin I trow ;

Se ;e not that he is wod fow ? 1602 Shetland Law Rep. in

Scotsman (1886) 29 Jan. 7/1 Magnus Crasmusson for being
fow and drunken, etc. 1768 Ross Helenore in. 113 Awa\ she
says, fool man, ye're growing fu\ 1785 Burns Death «y Dr.
Hornbk. 14, I wasna fou, but just had plenty. 1820 Scott
Monast. Introd. Epist., He is as fou asa piper bythistime.
1858 PoKTEOUS Sonter Johnny 13 The rogue gied monie a
hearty smack When he was fou.

Fou, var. of Faw, Obs., dial. f. Foul.

t Fou*at. Se. = Foose.
1822 Scott Nigel ii, There is hay made at the Cross, and

a dainty crop of fouats in the Grassmarket.

t Fouch. Obs. Forms: 4 fourche, 5 forche,

6 fowche, 7 fouchfe. Also Fukch. [ME. fourche,

a. OY. fourche, forche , lit. 'fork
1

: cf. Forche.]
1. V The fork of the legs.

c 1330 R. Bri'nnp; Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1824 Wib fet in

fourche \v.r. fouche] ilk ober tok (said of wrestlers],

2. The hind quarters of a deer ; also//.

13. . Gaiv. 9f Gr. Knt. 1357 pay . . henged benne a[y]ber

bi ho^es of be fourchez. i486 Bk. St. Albans F iij b, And
after the Ragge boon cuttis euen also The forchis. 1491
[see FurchJ. < 1550 Wyl Bucke His Test. 63 b, For to cut

out kindely the fowche. Take of the buttockes. .let both the

loynes sitte together .. and leue therin the kidneys. 1631
Bkathwait Whimzies, Forrester 36 To present some .

.

gentleman in his masters name, with a side or a fouch. 1671

in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. vii. (1890) 382 Given
to Mr. Bellingham's man that brought a fouch of venison, 2s.

Hence Fouch v. trans., to divide a buck into

four quarters (Halliwell).

Fouch, obs. form of Vouch v.

Foud (faud). dial. Also 6, 9 fowd(e, 7 fold,

8 feud. [Adoption ofthe local Scand. form :—ON.
fogeti CDa.foged, Sw.fiffde) = Ger. vogt, ad. med.L.

voeatus, pa. pple. of voedre to call.]

In Orkney, Shetland, and the Faroe Isles, a bailiff,

magistrate, or governor ; formerly the President of

the Supreme Court in Orkney and Shetland.

1581 Sc. Acts fas. VI (1814) III. 255 Gevand—to the

said lord robert Stewart and his . . schireffis and fowdis foir-

saidis, full power [etc.]. i6oa Min. District Crt. Dunrossnan
in J. Mill s Diary (1889) 17S Provin in the foldis buikis to

have disobeyit to gang to my lordis wark in Scatlowy. 1703
Brand Descr. Orkney, etc. 121 In this parish, .the Principal

Feud or Judge of the Country used to sit and give Judgment.
1889 Goudie/. Mitts Diary Introd. 38 Originally in Shct-

land . . every . . parish had its court, presided over by the

parish Foud. 1894 Scotsman 10 Nov. 10/6 The Foude (in

Faroe] is collector, or rather treasurer of all kinds of skat.

Hence Poudrie [see-Rv],the office ofa foud ; also,

the district over which his jurisdiction extended.

1581 Sc. Acts Jas. VI. (1814) III. 254 Our souerane lord

. . grantis to the said lord robert Stewart . . the offices .

.

of schirefschip and fowdrie. 159* Ibid. 619 Landis lyand
wthin the diocie of orknay wth in the fauderie of orknay and
Zetland. 1693 J. Wallace Descr. Orkney 91 Foudrie, the

Government of the Foud.

Foude, var. form of Food v.

Foudre, var. of Fouldre, Obs.

Foudroyant (fwdrorant, Fr. fwdrwayan), a.

[a. Fr. foudroyant, pr. pple. oifoudroyer to strike

with or as with lightning, f. foudre : see Focldre.]

1. a. Thundering, stunning, noisy, b. Flashing,

dazzling.
1840 De Quincey Style Wks. 1859 XI. 210 When . . the

1 foudroyant ' style of the organist commenced the hailstone

chorus, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie K.xxi. 292 With Helen
Darley as a foil . . she must be foudroyant.

2. spec, in Pathol, of a disease : Beginning in a
very sudden and severe form.

Fouel, obs. form of Fowl.

lltFon'et. Obs. [Ft. fouel whip.] A whip.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) "- 2°6 */2

Thenne he delyuered to hym a fouet & his hogges to kepe.

+ Fouga-de. [a. Fr. fougade, ad. It. fugata]
= Fougasse ; also fig.
1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 37 'Twas not dumbe

chance ; that to discover the Fougade or Powder Plot, con-

trived a miscarriage in the letter. 1686 Loud. Goz. No.
2163/1 The Enemy sprang five Mines or Fougades at the

foot of the Breach. 1827 Socthky Penins. War 1 1. 126 The



FOUGASSE.
explosion of two fougades . . scarcely appeared to impede
their progress.

FoUgaSSe (fwga's). [a. Yr.fougasse, according

to Hau.-Darm. an alteration of Fougade ]
' A

small mine from 6 to 12 feet under ground, charged

either with powder or loaded shells' (Voyle).

1832 Southey Penins. War III. 414 Under the three

angles of the glacis they placed fougasses. 1851 J. S. Mac-
aulay Field Fort. 224 The point at which it is intended

to fire the fou^asse.

Fouge : see Fog sb. 1

Fough, var. of Faugh int.

Fought (f$t), ppl- a - Tpa - PPle - of Fight v.]

In senses of the vb. ; also with out. rare in altrib.

use exc. with advs., as well-fought. + Close-fought

(nonce-use) : used in hand-to-hand fighting.

1550 J. Coke Bug. <r Fr. Heralds § 125 He had in his

dayes ben in .xxvi. fought battayles. 1615 Chapman Odyss.

11. 727 No touch away with him bore, .of close-fought sword.

1827 Southey Penins. War II. 562 The circumstances of

that well-fought field. 1865 Swinburne A talanta 2059 The
lord of fought fields Breaketh spearshaft from spear. 1895

Daily News 17 Apr. 7/2 A keenly fought out match.

Fough.ten (19 t n), ppl. a. [Archaic form of

pa. pple. of Fight v . : see prec]

1. Fough ten field \ one in which there is or has

been fighting; a battle-field. Oh. exc. poet.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 424 Was taken prisoner .. in

a pitched and fough ten fielde. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 7$ With
all the horrour of a foughten field. 1819 Keats Otho I. iii,

A thousand foughten fields. 1870 Edgar Rnnnymede 53
You will doubtless live to see. .many foughten fields.

2. Of persons: fa. That has fought $bs.). b.

Sc. FORFOUGHTKN.
1631 Chapman Crsar % Pompey Plays 1873 III. 166 So

many staid and dreadfull soldiers ? . . long foughten ? 1785
Burns Twa Dogs 173 Are we sae foughten an harrass'd.

Fou'ghty, a. dial. Also 7 faughty, foughtie,

9 fouty. See also Footy. [app. repr. OE. *fiihtig

(corresp. to Du. vochlig, Sw. fuktig, Da. fuglig,

damp), f. fuht damp. The form faughty may be

due to confusion with fauly, Faulty. At Sheffield

the pronunciation is f»ute or f<?ute\] Musty.
1600 Sukflet Countrie Farms vi. ii. 731 A mustie and

foughtie taste in the wine. 1635 Markham Farew. Husb.
(1625) 115 Neither will the Corne corrupt or grow faughty,
as long as the wormewood remaines amongst it. 1888

Sheffield Gloss., Meat or broth which has lost its freshness

. -or a pudding made of old suet, is fouty.

II Fougue fug)- Obs. Also 7 fogue. [a.Vr.fougue,

ad. It. foga.] Fury, passion; ardour, impetuosity.
1660 Dryden Astrsea Redux 203 Henceforth their fogue

must spend at lesser rate. 1 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem,
Col. Hutchinson (1885) II. 55 The governor only laughed
at his fogue. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 452 After
some Fougue spent for about a Fortnight, .those Ambas-
sadors begin to grow soft and calm again.

II
Foujdar faird.^dar). Also 7fous-,Sphous-,

9 fouge-, faoja-. [Pers. .Ij^a^j, f. Arab. —Afauj
troop.]

1 In India, an officer of the Moghul Government,
who was invested with the charge of the police,

and jurisdiction in criminal matters. Also, used
in Bengal last century for a criminal judge ' (Yule).
1683 Sir W. Hedges Diary 8 Nov. (Hakluyt Soc.) I.

136 The Fousdar received another Perwanna. 1702 in

Wheeler Maitras (i86i> I. 405 Perwannas directed to all

Foujdars. 1763 Orme Hist. Millt. Trans. Indostan I. v.

374 The Phousdar of Velore..made overtures, offering to
acknowledge Mahomed ally. 1809 Ld. Vai.entia Voy. fy

Trav. India I. viii. 409 The Faojadar, being now in his

capital, sent me an excellent dinner of fowls. 1828 Heber
Joum. India I. xvi. 419 The 'Foujdar* (Chatellaini of
Suromunuggur. i85z Beveridge Hist. India II. v. v. 369
The majority., dismissed the fougedar.

Hence Q Fou jdary a. [Pers.], pertaining to a
foujdar.

1862 Bf.veridge Hist. India II. v. vi. 413 Each zemindar.

.

was ' to exercise a fougedary jurisdiction '. 1892 IVhartoil's
Laiv Lex., Foujdarry-court, a tribunal for administering
criminal law. . Indian.

Foul (faul), a., adv. and sb. Forms : 1 ful, 2-3
fill, (3 ? fu^el), 2-5 fule, (5 fulle), 4 fole, | feule),

4-7 foule, fowle, 4 south, voule, (5-6 foull.

fow(e}ir, 9 dial, feaw, fou, 3- foul. fOE./«7
= OFris. filljtisse) (Du. vuil), OHG.//J/ (MHG.
vttl, Ger.yW), ON./«7/(Sw./«/, Da.//////), Goth.
fills :—OTeut. *f"tlo-, f. root *fu- (also in QS.fiienn
zoWen.fcyja :—*faufan to cause to rot):—Aryan *pu-
(inSkr./// to stink, Gr.TrtW, h.p/is purulent matter,

L. putere to stink, puter rotten).] A. adj.

1. Grossly offensive to the senses, physically

loathsome
;
primarily with reference to the odour

or appearance indicative of putridity or corruption.
«8oo Corfus Gloss. 1031 Holido, fule. 971 Blickl. Horn.

5q Se lichoma ponne on bone heardestan stenc . . bone fulostan
bi'5 gecyrred. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 Ful stunch. t 1250
Gen. $ Ex, 2556 Summe he deden in vn-Sewed swine, for it

was fu^el and ful o stinc. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 77 Wykked
folk sail fall doun Into hell that foule dongoun. a 1535
More Whs 1 1557 1 477 Lest he finally fall into the fowle smoke
of helle, where he shall neuer see after. 1667 Milton P.
L. iv. 841 Thou resembl'st..Thy . . place of doom obscure
and foule. Mod. The foul smells of the place soon drove
us away. The foul dens to be found in our great cities.

b. Of a disease or a person affected with disease :
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Loathsome. + The foul disease or evil', (a) epi-

lepsy, (/>) syphilis, etc. Foul brood: a disease of

larval bees 'see quot.).
c 900 Bede Gloss. 50 in Sweet O. E. Texts 181 Feda teste,

fulre adle. 1393 Langl. /'. PLC. iv. 96 Feueres oberfouler
yueles. 1486 ok, St. Albans C v b, That is tokyn of the

foule glet. 1529 S. Fish Supplic. Beggers E. E. T. S.) 1

The foule, vnhappy sorte of lepres. 1542 Boordk Introd.
Knoivl. ii. 127 As 'the foule euyll', whyche is the fallyng
syckenes, is at the ende of euery skottysh mans tale. 1607
TopSELL I our-/. Beasts (1658' 567 The disease called the
Foul evill. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 711 On Winter
Seas we fewer Storms heboid, Than foul diseases that infect

the Fold. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 63 Useful in gouts, drop-
sies, and rheums, as well as in the foul disease. 1888 Gd.
Words 353 The terrible disease [of bees] known as 'foul-

brood'. 1896 Board of Agriculture Leaflet No. 32 Foul
brood or Bee pest is the most terrible scourge of apiculture.

It . . is caused by a rod-shaped micro-organism, called

Bacillus alvei. . Hives in which foul brood exists give forth

a sickly and unpleasant smell.

C. Charged with offensive matter ; 'full of gross

humours '
{].). Of a carcase: Tainted with disease.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 93 £>is is pe difference bitwene
a cankre it a foul ulcus. 1606 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii, 60, I

will through and through Cleanse the foul bodie of th' in-

fected world. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Stat. Robt. Ill, c. 40.

59 b, Fvle Swine, or Corrvpted Salmon, sould be not sauld.

1799 Med. Jrnl. 1 1. 350 A comparative view of a foul ulcer,

with one in a healing state. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev, I. II.

iii. 1 1872) 32 Foul Product of still fouler corruption.

II. Opposed to Clean a. 11.

(The implication of disgust etymologically belonging to

the word was formerly often absent in these senses; in

present use association with sense 1 has commonly restored

it, exc. in certain technical or idiomatic expressions.)

2. Dirty, soiled; covered with or full of dirt.

Of ground, a road : Miry, muddy. Now arch, or

dial.-, exc. with mixture of sense 1 : Disgustingly
dirty, filthy.

c 1000 /Elfkic Gloss, in YVr.-Wiilcker 125 Siigmenlum. ful

niaal on raegel. C1175 Lamb. Horn 81 pes oSer. .luueS his

sunnen alse de5 bet fette swin Jet fule few to Ivtten in.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 13 pa like sari wrecches bat i bat ilke fule

wurounge unweddede walewuS. c 1300 Havetok 555 In a
poke, ful and blac, Sone he caste him on his bac 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls I. 287 Tories .. sine! let? wars ban
wode, and makeb fouler askes. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Suttees)

7214 pe way was foule, an 1 wendyng hard, c 1483 Caxton
V'ocab. 16 Vf it [the vrinalll be foull. So rubbe it within.

1516 Wilt of R. Peke 0/ Wakefield 4 June, To amenta
fovvll holle abowt the brige. 1535 Covehdale Zech. iii. 4
Take awaye y^ foule clothes from him. 1655 11. Vauchan
Silex Scinf. 1. Stars (18581 56 The night Is dark, and long ",

The Rode foul. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. hid. 341
One of the Washers, came, .to fetch People's fou! Luinen.
1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 107 The sick .. dressed in their
foulest clothes. 1889 Whitly Gaz. 25 Oct. 3/3 If the way
be foul so as not to be passable.

fig. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 139 Come, come, you
talke greasily, your lips grow foule. 1715 De Foe Earn.
Instruct. 1. iv. (1841) 86 If you hold of this Mind, we are
like to have a foul house with you quickly.

3. +Of handwriting; Blotted, illegible {obs.).

I'oul copy : a first copy, defaced by corrections 'now
rare) ; so ffoul boohs, etc. (Cf. Clean a. 3 c, Fair
a. 8 c.) Foulproof \ see qnots.
1467 Paston Lett. No. 575 IL 307 By cause of the foule

wrytyng and interlynyeng. i6a8 Karle. Microcosm. (Arb.)

85 Acquaintance is the first draught of a friend, whom we
must lay downe oft thus, as the foule coppy. 1659 Burton's
Diary (18281 IV. 470 The particulars in Ins hands were foul

books and papers, out of which those he had returned were
extracted. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. 377 Foul Proof
when a Proof has many Faults markt in it. 1758 Jortjn
Erasm. I. 46 He sent a foul Copy, .to Ammonius, begging
hiin to get it transcribed. 1888 Jacobi Printer's Voc, Foul
proof—zl proof distinct from a clean proof.

b. Foul bill of health : see Bill sb.% 10.

1867 Smyth Sailor'* Word-bh.s.v. Bill of Health.
4. Charged with defiling or noxious matter; esp.

said of air, water, etc. *f Of a ship : To makefoul
water (see quot. 1769). Cf. Clean a. 2.

Foul air, water, exc. in technical uses as Naut. or Mining,
are now used with a mixture of sense 1.

1535 Coverdale Jer. ii. 18 To drinke foule water. 1627
Capt. Smith SeamaiCs Gram. ix. 44 Fowle water is when
she comes into shallow water where shee raise the sand or
ose with her way. 1653-4 Whitelocke Jrnl. Stoed. Emb.
(1772) I. 132 (The shipl. made fowle water by striking
as she passed over the RifTe. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
I. 35 The Seine.. is foul and turbid as the Avon. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Eau changee, foul water;
or water whose colour is changed by approaching the shore,
or otherwise. 1805 T. Lisdley Voy. Brasil 11808) 48 Op-
pressed with breathing the foul air. 1817 Coleridge Sibyl.
Leaves 118621 271 The unwholesome plain Sent up its foulest
fogs. 1851 Gref.nwell -Coal-trade Terms Northumb. $
Durh. 26 Foul, in an inflammable state, from fire-damp
having accumulated. 1885 Manch. Exam. 5 June 5/2 Old
workings charged with foul gas. 1891 E. Peacock N. Bren-
dan I. 2 Coal pits, .make the atmosphere foul with smoke.

b. Dirty-coloured, discoloured. Ahofg. rare.
1601 Shaks. Airs Well 1. iii. 6 We. .make foule the clear-

nesse of our deseruings. 1657 R. Ligos Barbadoes 11673)
12 Those teeth, which at a distance appear'd rarely white,
are yellow and foul. 1717 tr. Frezier's Voy. S. Sea 183
Glass made with Saltpeter, .is green, foul, and ill wrought.
1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 136 Put into this youryeliow-
coloured or foul pearls.

5. Of food: Coarse, gross, rank. Hence, applied
to the eating of such food, or the eaters of it (in

present use, with the stronger notion of feeding on
unclean or putrid food).

FOUI*.

1713 Fei.ton On Classicks 67 They are all for rank and
foul Feeding. 1716 Shei.vocke Voy. round World 1757)
256 Not one of us had an hour's sickness, notwithstanding
we fed on such foul diet as we did, without bread or salt.

1727 Akbuthnot John Bull Postscript ch x, How the Esq :

from a foul-feeder grew dainty. Mod, The vulture is a foul

feeder.

b. Of a horse : Sluggish from want of exercise.

t Hence, torpid. [Cf. Ger.faul lazy.]

1580 Fkamtton Dial. Yron <y Steele 133 For if they cast

thejuyce uppon him, it maketh him fowlefSp. to entorpece\.

737 Bracken Farriery Impr. '1757) II. 92 Any Horse that

has too little Exercise, and is what we call foul, may puff and
blow when moved quick up a Hill.

6. Clogged, choked, or encumbered with some-
thing foreign. Cf. Clean a. 3 b. a. gen. ? Obs.
c 1470 Hhnkv Wallace 11. 377 Thoct it [the blaid] was

foule, nobill it was of steyll. 1572 Huloet, Eo7vle corn,

being full of weedis. 1759 P. Martin Kat. Hist. Eng. I.

Devon 31 The Head of it lies in a fowl, barren croncd. 1793
'Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 21 V. 77 Ground that is either fail o!

weeds or grass. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 75 Swamps, muddy
banks, and foul shores.

b. of a gun-bnntl, or a chimney.
1674 S. Vix< int Gallant's Acad. 17 The Body of it [a

gun] is fowl, .by being too much heated. 1805 \V. Sacndeks
Min. Waters 32 The scourings of a foul gun barrel. 1846
Greener Sc. Gunnery 137 If the gun be allowed to get
very foul. 1860-1 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 24 If your
chimney is foul, sweep it.

C. Naut. Foul bottom, coast, ground fsee quot.

1S67 . Also, of a ship : Having the bottom over-

grown with seaweed, shell-fish, etc.

1622 R. Hawkins Voy.S. Sea(i&4j) 117 The norther part
of the bay hath foule ground and rockes under water. 1683
Hacke Collect. Voy. 1. '1699) 23 Vet she out-sailed us, she
being clean and we as foul as we could be. 1717 tr. Frezier's
Voy. S. Sea 293 The Sea running high .. made us fear,

localise the Coast is foul. 1790 Beatson Xa?'. <y Mil. Mem.
405 The Monmouth now became very foul and leaky. 1808
Forsyth Beauties Scotl. V. 515 The navigation of the Sound
of Hay is dangerous, .from foul ground. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Wordbk., Foul Bottom , .the bottom of the sea if rocky, or
unsafe from wrecks. Foul Coast, one be^et with reefs and
breakers. Foul Ground, synonymous with foul bottom.
1875 Bedford Sailor s Pocket-bk. v. (ed.2) 157 The launch
should be sent in the direction of the foulgrouud.

t d. Of plants : Infested with insect parasites.

Cf. Filth 2 c. ? Obs.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 33 The peas fine, but foul

[with plant-lice].

e. Path. Of the tongue: Coated with fur, furred.

1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 422 We misunderstand one of th':

most common appearances . . I mean a foul tongue. 1849
Clarh>ge Cold Water-cure 166 Foul tongue and pain at the
pit of the stomach.

7. Morally or spiritually polluted ; abominable,
detestable, wieked. For Foul fiend, see Fiend.

Foul thief: the devil. Foul spirit - unclean spirit.

Cf. Clean a. 4.
a 1000 Crist 1482 (Gr.

1

) f>u bast sele-^escot. .burh firen-

lustas fule synne unsyfre besmite. a 1175 Coit, Horn. 243
Euel 5ebanc and fule lestes. CIZ05 Lav. 27634 His fule

saule sa;h in to helle. c 1275 Death 206 in O. E. Misc. 181

per ich schal imete mony o ful wiht. 1297 R. Glolc. (17241

380 Kyng Wyllam. .bygan sone. .to febly . . Vor trauayl of
pe foul asa3t. a 1300 Cursor M. 7444 (G'-tt.) Goli, bat e:in,

In foul hordam was he getin. c 1320 Sir Trlstr. 1007 J>ou
lexst a foule lesing. t 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 72 Ne a
fouler thral may no man .. maken of his body than for to

yeuen his body to synne. c 1420 Metr. St. Kath. (Hal!iu-.i

10 Helle hounde, thou fowle wyght. c 1425 Seven Sag.
iP.) 681 The fule thefe . . He was aboute my wyf to spyle.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531} 129 b, Theyr suggestions
& thouyhtes be foule & unprofytable. 1526-34 Tinoale
Rev. xviii. 2 Babilon ..ys become. .the holde of all fowle
sprettes. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 139, I had forgot that
foule conspiracy Of the beast Calliban. 1679 Penn Addr.
Prot. II. v. (1692) 186 To be Led. -in ways we see to be foul
or wrong. 1719 Watts Ps. cx.\i. (L. M.) 25 On thee foul
spirits have no power. 1781 CowrER Expostulation 213
Grace abused brings forth the foulest deeds, As richest soil

the most luxuriant weeds. 1817 Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves
(1862) 216 Beneath the foulest mother's curse No child could
ever thrive. 1838 Thirlwali. Greece \\. 267 Aristophanes
muststand convicted, .of the foulest motives. 1855 Macau*
lav Hist. Eng. III. 60 A court foul with all the vices of the
Restoration.
eilipt. 1788 Picken Poems 8t O' a' the Nine, the foul a

ane [ = devil a one] Inspiris like thee.

+ b. Guilty of a charge or accusation; criminally

implicated. Obs. Cf. Clean a. 4 b.

a 1300 [see Clean a. 4 b]. 1575 Chirchvard Chippes
(1817) 194, I must .. Prooue foule, or cleane, and by my
peeres be tried, c 1575 Balfolr Practices (1754* 611 Efter
the offendar be anis fund foul of the first offence. 1621

Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 36 Twedy is very
fowle in this buissines.

8. Of speech, etc. : Filthy, obscene ; also, dis-

gustingly abusive.
a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 458 Obscxne, paere fulan.

c 1450 Grosseteste's Househ. Stat, in Babees ok. 330 That
they be-haue them selfe honestly, with-out stryffe, fowle-

spekyng, and noyse. 1477 Earl Rivers iCaxton) Dictes 15
Beware that .. ther escape out of your mouth noo foule

wordes. c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 107 in Babees Bk.

74 Foule speech deserues a double hate. 1590 Spenser F.

Q. 1. v. 50 The bold Semiramis. .her fowle reproches spoke.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v.i. 309 In foule mouth. .To call

him villaine. 1757 Affect. Narr. Wager 32 He poured out
a deal of foul Language. 1833 Ht. Martine.u; 3 Ages ii. 47
The . . gentlemen present had. .set the fiddlers, .to sing all

the foul sonss. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I. 145 If you
don't stop that foul mouth of yours, I'll [etc.]. 185a Miss
Yonge Cameos I. xii. 80 Keep. .your foul tongue to yourself.
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9. f a. Of persona : Ceremonially unclean. Of
food : Defiling, not fit for use. Obs.
c 1000 Mitnac Judg. xiii. 4 Ne naht fules ne bicje ! c 1400

Maundev. iRoxb.) xi. 41 So foule men schuld no3t comme in

to so haly place.

b. In mod. use applied to fish at or immediately-

after spawning. Cf. Clean a. 5 b. f c. See quot.,

and cf. Clean a. 5 d ; also foul-cut in C. 6.

i8ii Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 212 A foul horse—not a
complete gelding.

1 10. Of language, diction : Incorrect, inelegant.

Obs.- 1 Cf. Fair a. 4, Clean a. 7 a.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 8627 To my sawe blame
may be leyde For foule englysshe.

III. Opposed to Faib a.

11. Of persons and material objects : Ugly. Now
rare in literary use, but in many imidl. and north.)

dialects the current sense. Cf. FAIR a. \ a.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prot. 265 And if that she be foul

thou seist, that she Coveiteth every man that she may se.

1393 Langl. P. PL C xix. 54 Thenne tok ich hede, Whether
the frut were faire other foul to loken on. 1413 t'ilgr.

So7vle (Caxton 1483) iv. ii. 58 These pepyns myght nought
kyndely sprynge to a fayre appeltree but to fowle buskes
and wylde. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour G vij, Soone after
another [scne] they hadde whiche was fowle and lame. 1509
York Manual (Suriees 27 For fayrer for fouler. 1533 Fhith
Another Bk. agst. Paste// (18291 225 He hath made a foul
hole in his kinsmans best coat. 1568TU.NKY Disc. Mariage
Kvij, Daylie we maye see a foule deformed woman, that
[etc.]. 1583 Hoi.i-vband Catn/o dt Fior 15 Thou called
me fowle (Fr. /aide, It. brutta\ wenche. 1603 Knoli.es
Hist. Turks (1621) 53 Hee was set upon a foule lean cam-
mell. 1604 Shaks. Otk. 11. i. 141. 1607 — Timon iv. iii 28.

1616 W. Bkowne Brit. Past. 11. i. 10 None could be foule
esteem'd compar'd with her. 1836 Emerson Nature, Beauty
Wks. (Bohn) II. 145 There is no object so foul that intense
light will not make beautiful. 1841 Trench Parah/es xii.

(1877) 232 He loved her foul, that He might make her fair.

b. Of a part of an animal : ? Ill-shaped. ? Obs.
1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2336/8 Lost .. a middle-siz'd Fleet-

Hound Bitch, very strong made.. a foul stern. 1703 Ibid.

3881/4 Stolen . . a thick punching Horse . . a little white on
one of his Heels, and a foul Head. [1765 : cf. 20 a.]

t c. Unattractive, poor in quality. Obs.

1535 Coverdale i Sam. xv. 9 What was foule and no-
thinge worth, that they damned. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 1.

iii. 359 Let vslike Merchants) show our fowlist Wares, And
thinke, perchance, they'l sell.

f d. Of the face: Disfigured by distress or tears.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8507 Thies fellyn hym to fete with a
foule chere. 1611 Bible Job xvi. 16 My face is fowle with
weeping.

12. Of sounds: Ugly, disagreeable. Now dial.

(Common in north midlands). Cf. Fair a. 2..

C 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 320 O ! ^e make a foule noyse for

be nonys. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 274 The Genowayes..
made another leape and a foule crie. 1606 Holland
Sucion. 81 The Frogges. .chaunced to make a foule noyse.

13. Disgraceful, ignominious, shameful. Cf. 7.
a 1300 Cursor Itf. 7829 (Gott-) A fouler dede pan ani may

driue. < 1400 Apol. Lo/l. 55 pe Son of God wold be con-
dempnid to fowlist de'?. c 1430 *S7*- Amattace (Camd.) ii,

Thenne made I a fulle fowle ende ! 15*9 More Com/, agst.

Trib. in. Wks. 1213/2 Thy* vngracious secte of Mahomette,
shall haue a fowle fall. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Northumberland
xi. This fowle despite did cause vs to conspire. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. m. ii. 197 Haue you conspir'd. .To baite me with
this foule derwon? 1659 L). Pell Impr. Sea 605 This is a
foul blot in the Sailors Scutchion. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.
Waters II. 144, I should be glad, .to acquit the college, .of
this foul charge. 1808 Scott Marnt. vi. xv, A letter

forged ! .. Did ever knight so foul a deed !

14. Sporting and Games. Contrary to rule or es-

tablished custom, irregular, unfair ; said also of the

player. Foul ball (Baseball) : a ball struck so that

it falls outside the lines drawn from the home base
through the first and third bases. Cf. Fair a. 10.

1797 Sportin* Mag, IX. 283 His antagonist having struck
him two foul blows, a 1861 Mrs. Browning Last Poems,
Garibaldi i, Perhaps that was not a foul trick. 188a Field
28 Jan. (Cassell 1

, Thus, at billiards, if a player makes a foul
stroke and scores, his adversary has the option of not en-
forcing the penalty. 189a J. Kent Ld. G. Bentinck iL 48
Colonel Leigh, accused Sam Chifney of foul riding.

b. esp. in Foulplay, unfair conduct in a game
;

trans/, unfair or treacherous dealing, often with the

additional notion of roughness or violence : see 17.

So also ffoul player. Cf. fair-play, FaiRj*. 10 e.

[Cf. (1440 in 17.] 1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 289 Foule
gamesters, who hauing lost the maine . . thinke to face it out
with a false oath. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 58 What fowle
play had we, that we came from thence ? c 167a Wood Life
{Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 383 Supposing . that Dr. Thomas Jones
..would act foul play in the election. 1674 tr. Scheffers
Lafiland 109 To strike the ball with their bandies over the
others line (for it is foul play to fling it with their hands).
Ibid., Any one that is found delinquent in this kind, is

branded for a fowl plaier. 1737 M. Green Spleen (17381 21

And when he can't prevent foul-play, Enjoys the folly of the
fray. 18x4 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 241 After the fifteenth

round ' Foul play !
' was loudly called. 1825 Lvtton Zicci 5

There can be no foul play at the public tables. 1887 Rider
Haggard Jess xxii, At any rate that does not look like foul

play.

C. f Of a return : Fraudulent {obs.). Also, in

foul loss : see quot. 1848.
1685 Luttrell Brief Eel. (1857) I. 341 Foul returns [of

elections] made in many places. 1848 Arnould Alar.
Insur. (18661 II. 111. ix. 1004 If after a loss has been paid,

the underwriter discovers that there was fraud, misrepre-
sentation or concealment . . such payment is familiarly termed
in insurance law a foul loss.

f d. Foul honesty : (? an oxymoron) false pre-

tence of honesty. Obs.

1550 Hooper Serm. on Jonas hi. 40 b, Then washeth he
hys handes with as much foule honestie as he can.

15. Of the weather, etc. : Unfavourable; wet and
stormy. Cf. Fair a. 12.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 101 Foule wedir and
coold. a 1541 Wvatt in Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840)
III. xxxviii. 47 In foule wether at my booke to sit. 1595
Shaks. John iv. ii. 108 So foule a skie cleres not without a
storme. 1628 Digbv Voy. Medit. (1868)9 Andatt night wee
had foule weather. 1661 Pepvs Diary 19 Apr., It being so

foule that I could not go to Whitehall. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. xiii, A very foul Night it was after it. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. 1. x. (1869) I. 107 A mason ... can work neither

.111 hard frost nor in foul weather. 1865 Parkman Champlain
iii. (18751 228 For laborer amusement in foul weather.

16. Of the wind : Contrary, unfavourable.
1726 G. Roberts 4 Years' Voy. % Untoward Weather, as

well as a foul Wind. 1795 Nelson 22 May in Nicolas Disp.

II. 39 Continued foul winds . . from the day of our sailing.

1883 S C Hall Retrospect II. 300 The packet could not
sail in the teeth of a foul wind.

17. Of a means or procedure, and of language :

Harsh, rough, violent. Cf. Fair a. 15.

c 1440 Ges.'a Rom. Ix. 248 (Harl. MS.), Tristing in h'mselfe

that the lion wolde have I-made a foule pleye withe pe lorde

& withe be lady. 159a Shaks. Yen. <y Ad. 573 Foul words
and frowns must not repel a lover. 1608 Yorksh. I rag. I.

vii, A fouler strength than his Overthrew me with his arms.

1639 T. Brlgis tr. Camus' Moral Relat. 171 He would not
have gathered by faire meanes or foule, that which he so im-
patiently desired. 1659 D. Pkll Impr. Sea 79 Some of you
get foul checks. 1704 [see Fair a. 15]. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Aristocracy Wks. II. 85 \N ar is a foul game.

18. Naut., opposed to clear: * Entangled, embar-
rassed, or contrary to" (Adm. Smyth). Const, of
T on. To fall, run foul of : see the vbs. Foul
berth, hawse : see quot. 1867.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiii. 61 We are fowle

on each other, and the ship is on fire. 1697 Dampier Voy.
I. x. 303 She. .coming foul of the same shole. .was in great

danger of being lost. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S.
Seasus In weighing the tirapenel. .we found it foul among
some Rocks. J748 Ansori's I 'oy. 1. i. 10 And we were in no
small danger of driving foul of the Prince Frederick. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine > 1789 1

, Tourde cable, a foul hawse ;

a turn or elbow in the hawse. z8ai G. W. Manbv Voy-.

Greenland 1 1823) 13 A small axe to cut away the line, 111

case of its getting foul when running out. 1839 Marryat
F. Mildmay xxiii. Topsail-tie is foul. 1840 R. H- Dana
Be/. Mast vii. 16 We [the ship] were continually swinging
round, and had thus got a very foul hawse. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Foul Berth, when a ship anchors in the
hawse of another she gives the latler a foul berth. Foul
Hazuse, when a vessel is riding with two anchors out, and
the cables are crossed round each other outside the stem,

by the swinging of the ship when moored in a tide-way.

b. Foul anchor: see quot. 1769. Also, the

bad^e of the British Admiralty.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789 1

, Foul Anchor: it is

so called when it .. hooks some other anchor, wreck, or

cable.. or when.. the ship, .straying round the bed of her

anchor entangles her slack cable about the upper fluke of

it. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xiii. 31 On one of his broad
arms he had the crucifixion, and on the other the sign of

the ' foul anchor '. 188a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 203 Put
a foul-anchor strop round the crown.

19. Of a charge of powder.
1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 9 If the rocket rises a little,

and falls back, the charge is fouL

IV. 20. Comb. a. parasynthetic, asfoul-aired,

-browed, faced, -minded (hence foulmindcdness^,

-tkighed, -tongued, -vizored. Also Foul-mouthed.
1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 213 The whole place unclean

and *foul-aired. 1610 Healey St. Aug. CUie 0/ God 765
The holy, .servants of the true God live in this "foule-

browed world. 1601 2nd Pt. Return /r. Parnass. 1. i.

(Arb.) 7 Then *foule faced Vice was in his swadling bands.

1849 Kingsley Poetry Sacr. £ Leg. Art Misc. I. 244 Every
form of prudish and prurient *foulmindedness. 1765 Treat.

Dom. Pigeons 95 Let it [another colour] fall here, or on
any other part of the thigh, it is called *foul-thigh'd. 1549
Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par. Rom. iii. 8 * Foule lounged
people. 1608 Machin Dumb Knight 1. i,* Foule vizard coynes.

b. in altrib. (quasi-art)'.) uses of foul weather

(sense 15; ti\sofoul-weather like adj.

1768 Wales in Phil. Trans. LX. 108 Over these they
have a kind of foul-weather jacket. ^1793 Spirit Pub.
Jrnls. (1799) I. 75, I don't care a stale chaw of tobacco for

the foul- weather looks of any fair-weather Jack in the three
kingdoms, 1837 Marryat Dog-fiend xii, He remained in

his ..foul weather hat. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 275
The sky began to look foul-weather-like.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol, or elliptically.')

1. That which is foul (in senses of the adj.); some-
thing foul. Forfoul norfair : on no account, by
no moans. ¥orfoul befall see note on FairjA- 1.

^3900 Halsuncge in Sweet O. E. Texts 176 Dis mon..
seal reda ofer 5a feta 5e ful infallecS. a 1000 Elene 769 J>ss
he in ermSum sceal ealra fula ful fah prowian. c 1386
Chaucer Man o/Lazv's T. 525 J3ut what she was, she wold
no man seye For foul ne fair. < 1400 Soivdone Bab. 199
And foule shal hem this day bifalle. 1430 Lydg. Chron.
Troy 1. v, All the foule shall couertly be wryed. i^1470

Henry Wallace 1. 430 Foule mot yow fall. 1477 Norton
Ord. Alch. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 47 Foule and cleane by
naturall lawe Hath greate discord. .1594 J. Dickenson
Arisbas (1878) 54 Foule fall the wagge that lost so rare

a iewell. 1768 Sterne Sent. Jourtt. (1778) II. 7 Foul
befal the man who ever lays a snare in its way !

Prov. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Cheshire I. (1662) 177
Frost and Fraud both end in Foul.

2. A disease in the feet of cattle and sheep.

Also, a disease in dogs (see quot. 1854). Cf. Fjlk
«M 6 b.

15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. §63 There be bestes, that wyll haue the
foule and that is betwene the eleese, sometyme before, and
some tyme behynde, and it wyll swell, ai.d cause hym to
halt. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. n. xxiii. (1668)79 Troubled
with that disease which is called the Foule. 1737 Bracken
Farriery Impr. (17561 I. 315 What the Cow-Leeches term
the Foul in a Cow's Foot. 1810 Ann. Reg. 629, I have had
them disordered in the feet with the fouls, but not the foot-
rot. 1854 E. Mayhew Dogs (1861) 114 Foul is not one
disease, but an accumulation of disorders, brought on by the
absence of exercise, with a stimulating diet.

3. (In sense partly derived from Foul v.) A
collision or entanglement, esp. in riding, rowing,
running, etc. ; an irregular stroke, piece of play, etc.

To claim a foul : to claim a favourable award
because of unfair action on the part of an opponent.
In Baseball: A foul hit : see A. 14.

1754 Diet. Arts $ Sc. II. 1311 Foul imports, also, the
running of one ship against another. 1864 Home Neivs 19
Dec. 2i/2 Coombes. .boring his opponent too closely to the
shore, a foul occurred. 1867 F. Francis Angling v. (1880)
150 The drop will fall over the stretcher, and a foul will be
the consequence. 1873 Bennett Billiards 480 The player
who made the foul must follow suit. 189. Billiard Rules
xix, A player may claim a foul if he sees his opponent touch
a ball . .(except with bis cue, when making a stroke).

C. adv. [In early ME.fule, foule, f. the adj. with
advb. ending -e; after 14th c. not distinguished in

form from the adj.]

1 1. In a manner offensive to the sense of smell.
c 1aoo Ormin 1201 Gat iss..Gal deor, and stinnkebb fule.

c 1275 XI Pains 0/ Hell 123 in O. E. Misc. 150 J>e stude
. . stinkeb fulre bane be hund. a 1300 Cursor M, 18147 P011

hell, sua fule stinkand thing, c 1340 Ibid. 6353 (Trin.J pe
wattres bat so foule stank. 1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640)
67 b, Lead also, which maketh it to bee in colour so black
and so fowle to corrupt.

t 2. In an ugly manner. To fare foul : To be-

have in an unseemly way, ( go on ' outrageously.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 155 Y frounced foule was hir

visage, a 1400-50 A lexander 4082 Wemen . . pat frely faire

ware of face Dot foule ware clethid. c 142$ Seven Sag. (P.) 484
Scho. .To-rente hyre clothes and foule ferde. c 1450 Merlin
116 Foule were thei skorched with the fier.

t 3. Disgracefully, shamefully. Obs. To call (a

person) foul : to call by a bad name. Obs.
c 1J7S Doomsday 48 in O. E. Misc. 164 So fule he [be

cwed] vs blende. '13*5 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy 1 Ixi,

He shal be foul afrounted. 136a Langl. /'. PL A. m. 179
And bou hast famed me foule bifore the kyng beer. 1385
Chaucer /.. G. W. 1307 Dido, Ye wil nat fro your wyt
thus foule fleen? r 1386

—

Pars. T. f 741 He leseth foule his

good bat ne seketh with the yifte of his good no thyng but
synne. . 1430 How Wise Man tau%t his Son 100 in
Babees Bk. 51 To calle hir foule it i.s bi schame. a 1450
Knt.dela Tour i3[In confession] ye shulde telle the synne
as foule as ye do it, and in the same manere. c 1450 Merlin
12 Hir bewte was foule spente, seth it was loste in soche
manere. 1594 Shaks. A' i\h. ///, 111. ii. 44 He haue this Crown
of mine cut from my shoulders, Before He see the Crowne
so foule mis-plac'd.

4. fa- Badly, ill, grievously. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 108 Heo is a grucchild, & ful itowen.

c 1340 Cursor M. 1639 (Trin^ pe erte wip synne is foul

shent, ? 1366 Chaucek Rom. hose 1061 They, .foule abate
the folkes prys. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. x. 472 Selden fulle

thei so foule.. As clerkes of bolikirke. c J400 Rom. Rose
2655 Than shalt thou goon./ul foule aferd. 1426 W. Paston
in /'. Lett. No. 7 I. 26, I am foule and noysyngly vexed
with hem. .1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 114 Ille spou
weft, I wys, ay commys foulle owte. J590 Spenser F. Q. i.

v. 23 Two of three her nephews are so fowle forlorne.

b. Not in the correct or regular manner.
1683 I-ond. Gaz. No. 1840 4 [He] trots and gallops foul.

1686 Ibid, No. 2136/4 Stolen or stray'd. .a red roan Gelding
..trots foul.. cuts behind. 1715 Ibid. No. 5331/4 Carries
his Tail foul. 1884 Western Daily Press 16 Apr. 7/2 A
well-known, .amateur, .in spurring his first bird fastened

the spur on 'foul*, the result being that the first blow it

made cut its -own throat.

5. Unfairly ; contrary to the rules of the game.
Also fig. in To play {a person) foul: to deal

treacherously with.

1707 Rejle.v. upon Ridicule 261 You are fond of Gaming
and you Play foul. 1755 Young Centaur 105 He that plays
foul the most dexterously is sure to be undone. 1799
Nelson 17 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. IV. 6j Our Allies have.

.

played us foul.

6. Comb., as foul-feeding, -recking, -smelting,

-.r/Wrrtadjs.; also foul-biting^, (see quot.); foul-

cut a., imperfectly gelded (cf. Foul a. 9 c\
1822 Imison 5c % Art II. 429 Otherwise you will have

parts bit that werenot intended, which is called *foul-biting.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 213 It was a *fouI-cut

horse. 1634 Bp. Hall Serm. Rom. xii. 2. Wks, II. 301
There is an appetitus catti/ius, that. .falls upon unmeet and
*fou 1e-feeding morsels. 1684OTWAY A/heist 1. i, The dirty

Du^s of a foul-feeding Witch. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 709 O
night, thou furnace of *foul-reeking smoke. 1869 E. A.
Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3' 55 In the .case of any *fouI-

smelling or suspected water. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. i. 58
*Foule spoken Coward That thundrest with thy tongue.

1848 Hake Guesses Ser. 11. (1873)527 They who are too fair-

spoken before you, are likely to be foulspoken behind you.

Foul (faul , vA [In form repr. OE. fulian
m\.r. = 0\\ij.fulon (MHG. viilen, mod.G./a«/^;).

In the trans, use, which begins in the 14th c , it may
be regarded as a new formation; cf. File v.~, to

which the early ~ME.fu/en trans, belongs.]



FOUL.

1. fair. To be foul, become foul.

r893 K. ASUUUJ Oros. i. i. 'Sweet 21) Daerlic^a3 ba deadan

men swa lange and ne fuliaS. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.i xxxvii[i].

=; Mine wunda rotedan and fuledon. c iaoo 7"r?«. Coll. Horn.

-i-j Sume men lade<5 here lif on etint;e and on drinkinge alse

swin, be uulieft 13.. £. £. W//«V. P. B. 269 So ferly

fowled her flesch bat be fende Joked, How (etc.). 1691 *•

H[ale] Acc. Neiu Invent. 41 So apt to foul, or difficult to

clean as Wood. 1858 Greknf.r Gunnery 400 Prince's breech-

loader, .fouls in the proportion of at least 3 to 1 more.

2. trans. To render (materially) foul, filthy, or

dirty ; to destroy the cleanness or purity of ; ~ De-

file vi 2, File v? I.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod.qyi Lest bt holy plase wl bat blod y
folud shuld be. c 1440 Capgrave Li/e St. Kath. v. 1594 It

is neyther wurshlpful ne honest On-to mankeende to- foule

soo his nest. .1450 Bk. Curtasye no in Babees Bk. 302

To foule be borde clothe with bi knyfe. 1526 Pitgf. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 177 He y
E hath a precyous. .garment, wyll

he loth to.. foule it. «6il Biulk Ezek. xxxiv. 19 They drinke

that which yee haue fouled with your feete. 1683 Tkyon
Way to Health 303 A close heavy substance . . that fouls

and makes the blood thick and gross. 1705 Oliver in Phil.
\

Trans. XXV. 2i8r Til farther observable, he never foul'd I

his Bed. a 1745 Swift Wks. (1841) II. 355 The waiting
,

maid., fouls a smock more in one hour, than the kitchen maid

does in a week. 1756 c. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 141 It fouls

itself with a pale ochrous sediment. 1865 Kingsley Herew.

ILxxii. 368 Any more than the wolf would forgive the lamb

for fouling the water below him. 1883 Mauck. Exam. 20

Nov. 5/5 Manchester gas is fouled by sulphur compounds.

b. absol. To canse filth or dirt, to drop ordure.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour G v, It fortuned that the

swalowe dyd fowle within the eyen of Thobye. 1814 J.

Gilchrist Reason 56 Thus they croaked, and crawled, and
spawned, and fouled.

3. fig. and in immaterial sense. To defile or pol-

lute (with guilt) ; to dishonour, disgrace.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10637 (Gott.) To saule pat fowfid was in

sinne. 1362 Langi.. P. PI. A. vn. 137 Leste be Fend and

heore flesch fouleden heore soules. c 1380 Wvclif Serin.

Sel. Wks. II. 264 Many benken bei [be freres] ben heretikes

and foulen men bat maynteynen hem. c 1440 Jacob's Well
(E. E. T. S.> 297 For venyall synnes bat foulyth vs yche

day. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 1. xlii. 41 Fouling his in-

famous life with a slow and dishonest departing. 1612 1

.

Tay-
lor Comm. Titus ii. 14 He careth not to be filthy still ..

and to fowle. .all that come in his companie. 1748CHESTERF.
Lett. (1792) II. cxx.vix. 372 Your Commensaux, who .

.
foul

themselves with, .scoundrel gamesters. 1791 Burke App.
Whigs Wks. VI. 15 With hands not fouled with confisca-

tion. 1862 Gollbi'rn Pers. Retig. in. x. (1873) 241 Whose
imaginations have been fouled of evil. 1870 Morris Earthly

Par. I. 11. 621 No weariness of good shall foul thy name.

fb. To throw discredit on. Obs.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xvii. 62 (Add. MS.) The new lawe that

lie made, and fowled {v. r. fylid] not the other.

fc. To violate the chastity of, debauch. Obs.— 1

1607T0URNEUR Rev.Trag. 1. iii. Wks. 1878 II. 33 Sweare
me to foule my sister !

4. To make ugly (see Foul a.'\i)\ to deface,

disfigure, spoil' the look of.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter iv. 7 Swa to foule bis ymage [of

God] bfc it kan noght knaw til whas lycnynge it is made.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xtx. 309 Kammokes and wedes
Fouleth be fruite in' be felde here bei growe togyderes.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 23 So was the wiff fouled and
maymed alle her lyff. 1557 TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 158 He
..fowlth with haile the winters face. 1884 Browning Fer-

ishtah (1885) 25 The cloud, which fouled so late Thy face.

5. Chiefly Naut. Cf. Foul a. 18. a. To cause (an

anchor, a cable to become entangled. Also, To jam
or block, render immovable or incapable of work-

ing ; to make (a sea bottom) ' foul ' or obstructed.

1726 G. Roberts Four Years Voy. 401 'Tis generally said,

That the West-of-England-men fouled this Bay, by heav-

ing their Stone Ballast over-board in it. 1827 Hood
Sailor's Apol. ii, 'Twas all along of Poll, as I may say,

That fouled my cable, when I ought to slip. 1835 Marryat
Pirate viii, See that she does not foul her anchor. 1885
Manch. Exam. 17 Jan. 5/4 The Manchester express.. ran

into a mineral train by which the line was fouled, 189s Law
Times Rep. LXV. 590/1 A ship, .fouled herpropeller. 1895
Daily Neius 9 Sept. 3/3 Station him at the east, .section

of the Circus to prevent the traffic from east to west ' foul-

ing' the crossing.

fig. 1865 Dickens-Mut; Fr. 1. xiv, His luck's got fouled

under the keels of the barges.

b. intr. To get foul ; to become entangled.

1857 P- Colquhoun Comp. Oarsman's Guide 32 To foul, or

get foul, is to get entangled. 1860 C. Harrold in Merc.
Marine Mag. VII. 173 The chain fouled on the windlass.

1867 F.-Francis Anglingy. (1880) 166 He will be perpetually

fouling in the branches.

C. trans. To run foul of, collide with.

1859 Guardian 2 Mar. 195 In attempting to make the

harbour [she]: fouled the pier. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
at Ox/, ii. (1889)16 He managed, .to get into Iffley lock

on the way up'without fouling the gates. r868 Kinglake
Crimea (1S7 7) IV. xiii. 389 Her jib-boom fouled the jib-boom

of the Agamemnon. 1875 W. S. Hayward Love agst.

World 125 Keep to the left, or you'll foul me.

6. a. Sporting and Games. Cf. Foul a. 14. To
handle or strike an opponent in a 'foul* manner.

b. Baseball To hit a foul ball. To foul out: to

be caught 'out' from a foul ball.

Hence Fouling1 ppl. a. Also Pouler, one that

fouls or makes dirty.

a 1050 Liber ScintilL ix. (1889) 45 FuH^endum limum.
1630 T.Taylor (Water P.) Praise cleane Linen 13 Wks. n.

166 Prayers for the cleane amendment of all foulers of

Linnen. 1896 Daily Chron. 23 Mar. 3/2 Ridding our soot-

charged passages of the fouling stuff.

491

t Foul, fowle, Z'.2 Obs. [a. ¥. fouler to tread,

trample, press. Cf. Full v., Foil vA] trans. To
trample, tread, tread down.
a 1400 $oA lexander 4681 And be bar gold in oure gate..

We do hot foulis it with oure fete. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

24 b/2 The presse I have torned and fowled all allone.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Hum cxl. 524 The countre is sore

fowllyd and opre^syd. 1643 Phynne Popish R. Fav. 46 He
caused the Image of the Crosse to be redressed, and that

I

men should not foule it under their feete.

tFoulage. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Foul v. 1 + -at.*:.]

Defilement, dirt. In quot.yf^.

a 1603 T. Cartwright Cou/ut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 457
Made fruitfull by the sweet shower of the grace and mercy .

of Clod, and not by the filthy foulage and dung of mans !

merit. Ibid. Pref. p. xxx, Fowlage [printed fowtage].

Foulard i«lar,_f«la-jd). [a. Fr. foulard]

1. A thin4lexible material of silk, or of silk mixed

with cotton.

1864 K. Sargent Peculiar II. 137 Laura was attired in a

light checked foulard silk. 1885 Yng. Ladies' Jml. 1 July
42/1 'the new cambrics, .very much resemble foulards.

2. A handkerchief of this material.

1879 Boddam-Whetham Roraima 60 Stores filled with

gay-coloured foulards. 1888 \%tk Cent. Apr. 514 A foulard

has become a common attire with the St. Petersburg house-

maids.

Fould, obs. form of Fold.

Fouldage, obs. form of Foldage.

t Fou*ldeuhead. Obs. Also S foudenhed.

[{.foulden, var. of KOLDEN ///. a. + Head.]
1747 Hooson Miners Diet., Foudenhed, a small Pick,

and the least of all the Tools that belong to a Miner . . so

thin and slender, that it will not abide to have an Kye struck
j

in it. .but is made by laping over in form of a Noose, with-
!

out any Head at all. Ibid. O iv b, Foulden-Head.

t F0U*lder, v. 1 Obs. [ad. OF. foutdrer. L

fcutdre; see Fouldke.] trans. To flash or

thunder forth ; to send forth as a thundercloud or

a gun. Also absol.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Mortimers iv, Which forced enuy foul-
j

der out the rust That in mens hearts before did lie and :

smother. 1594 W. Percy Cselia x, From the leads of that ,

proud Citadel) Do foulder forth two fierie Culuerines.

Hence Fou'ldering ppl. a.

159a Spenser F. Q. ii. ii. 20 Loud thunder. .Did rend the

rattling skyes with flames of fouldring heat.

f Foulder, v:1 Obs.- 1
[?f. Foul a., after the

analogy of MoULDER.] intr. To crumble.

1610 Hollasd Camden's Brit. 251 When the leaues were

touched they fouldred to dust.

fFouldre. Obs. Also 4-5 foudre. [a. OF.
fouldre (Fr. foudre) :—vulg. Lat. *fitlger-em (L.

fulgur neut.).] Lightning; a thunderbolt.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame if. 27 That thing that men calle

foudre That smoot somtyme a tour to powdre. t 1450
Mirour Saluacioun 3413 His face like foudre shynyng.

j

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour F iij, Sodome and Gomorre . .
|

were, .brente. .by fyre of sulphur and of fouldre.

Foule, obs. form of Foal.

|| Foule \ifi\e\ [Fr. foule' pressed (cloth), pa.

pple. offouler Full v., Foulz/. 2
] A light woollen

dress material with a glossy surface.

1894 Daily Neivs i3 Sept. 6, 4 A. .dainty little dress . . in

biscuit-coloured foule.

Fouled (fauld), ///. a. [f. Foul zO + -ed L]

In various senses of the vb. Fouled anehor :

= * foul anchor ' (see Foul a. 18 b).

1388 Wyclif Lev. vii. 20 A pollutid [v.r. foulid] soule.

155a Huloet, Fowled, maculatus. 1704 Derham in

Phil. Trans. XXV. 17S6 Some of the fouled Oyl of the

Pump spirtled on the Wheels. 1885 Pall Mall G. 6 May
ii/i The fouled water from inside the house. 1889 Daily

Nnvs 6 Aug. 6/1 The red flag, with a fouled anchor em-
blazoned thereon.

t Fou'lhead. Obs. [f. Foul a. + -head.]

Foulness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1160 fGott.) Felauschip and bro>erhede

Ne miht be drau fra foulhede. c 1330 Amis <$• Amil. 2395

All his foulehed away was go. 1340 Aycnb. 257 And zuo

benche his uoulhede and his ziknesse.

Fouling (fairlin), vbl. sh. [f. Foul v> + -ing L]

1. The action of the vb. Foul in various senses.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 514 pe gospel owebto be

kept, wibouten ony foulinge, of alle Cristene men. 155a

Huloet, Foulinge or defilynge, vitiatio. 1580 Hollyband
Treas. Fr. Tong, Salissure, fouling. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc.
New Invent. 80 As to its fouling, it fouls nothing near so

soon as a Wood-sheathing. 1865 Sat. Re:: it Mar. 293
The fouling of two boats in a solemn funeral procession.

attrib. 1893 R. Kipling Many Invent. 248 The rifle ..

uncleaned, with the fouling marks about breech and'muzzle.

2. comr. A foul deposit, filth. Also, f a foul

person, a wretch.
1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxiv. n That, .the foulinge therof be

wellid togidre in the mydil therof. c 1450 Cov. Myst.
(Shaks. Soc.) 306 Spek, I say, thou foulyng. 188a J, H.
Walsh Modern Sportsm. I. 382 The chamber where the

fouling collects. 1891 Daily News 23 Oct. 5/8 A rousing
flood, .will effectually cleanse out this fouling.

Foulish, a. [See -ish.] Somewhat foul.

1753 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 76 Her Tongue
was foulish.

Foully (fau-l,li), adv. [f. Foul a. + -lt 2
; in

OK. fillice.} In a foul manner.
1. Fetidly, noisomely, filthily, disgustingly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6353 pe water was al suete alson, J>e

water bat sua fuli stanc. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxi. 96

FOULNESS.
It es better ^ai l>e eten with fewles . . ban foully to be eten

in be erthe with wormes. 1568 Ghaftom Chron. II. 77
Though she were sweele, nowe fowly doth she stinke. 164a

Quarles Feast /or W. ix. ix. 36 Their service is unsweet
and foully taint.

fig- J697 Potter Autio. Greece in. iv. (1715) 48 There is

scarce any Passage, .which does not .. foully disgust their

curious. .Palates.

2. Hideously; with gross disfigurement.

C1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. iii. 8 Fowlyly hym demenbryd
pai. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtcesi 7809 It was sa fuuly

sa defuyled. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1 iii, We calle

him g»ose, and dwirde doulte, and fowlye fatted nowle.

1577 87 Holissheu Chron. III. 1035/1 Houses .. burned,

and fowlie defaced with fire. 159a Wykiey Armorie, Ld.
Chandos 65 Fairest truth I foulie-.! masked. 163a SANDER-
SON 12 Serm. 466 Foulely defaced with Sitine. 1728 Swift
Ansnver 261 Your numerous virtues foully stain'd.

3. Abominably, disgracefully, shamefully; with

revolting wickedness, cruelty, or treachery.

c ia3o Hah Meid. n Meidenhad is te blosme bat beo ha
eanes fulliche forcoruen, ne spruteo ha neauer eft. c 1340
CursorMr 16461 (Trin.) Iudas. .bihelde & se^e how foulely

bei wib him d.tlt. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 11867! 127 So betyn,

so woundyd, Entretyd so fuly. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.

III. 1233/2 His goods by the commons fowlie despoiled.

1583 Sjanyhukst A^neis in. (Arb.) 72 Al trust fowlye

breaking, 1605 Camden Rem. 212 Forsooth, yee doe fowly

to smite a King annoynted. x666 Bi:nyan Grace Abound.
r 159, I had not. .transgressed so foully as he. 1714 Gay
What d'ye call it? n. iii, Filbert still is true; I foully

wrong'd him. 1859 Tesnyson Enid 459 From mine own
earldom foully ousted me. 1880 .Miss Hkadixjn Just as

I am iii, He was foully murdered one October evening.

b. Impurely, obscenely.
a 1050 Liber ScintilL xxviii. (1889! 106 Wei oft soolice

Syfernyss ft ^enihtsumnyss wines fullice [turpifer] on gal-

nysse to!a;tt. 1603 Shaks. Meas. /or M. u. ii. 174 Dost
thou desire her fowly, for those things That make her good?
1864 Neale Seaton. Poems 265 Still Madlier the revel,

foullier went the jest.

4. With gross contumely, insultingly. Ntnv only

with strong mixture of sense 3, with reference to

slander or coarse language.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 13, I am slane of thaiin as

fouly as watere is belt, c 1340 CursorM. 24085 I Fairf.) Fouli

bai on him spitte. 1393 Langl. /\ PI. C. xxi. 96 Thenne gan
faith foully pe false lewes to despisen. 1577 tr- Bull/tiger's

Decades (1592) 129 The tilings wherein Gods name is fowly

abused. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. fl', 1. iii. 154 For whose death

wc.Liue scandaliz'd, and fouly spoken of. <z 1627 Hayward
Fdw. / 7(1630)96 The other two [letters] did fully and fowly

set forth his obstinacie. 1639 Fuller Holy War in. xxx.

(1647) l63 'J*he P°Pe hearing thereof, belibtlled him more
fouly than ever before. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 234
The gentlemen who had been so foully slandered.

f 5. Badly, grievously. Obs.

c 1330 R. BrunHB Chron. 118101 42 Bot ever was Eilred

fouly begiled. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 156 Quha vist euir

men sa fouly fall As vs, gif that we thusgat leif ? 1539
Tonstall Serm. Palm Suud. 11823) 81 Surely they be

fowelye deceyued. 1577 Hanmfr Arte. Feci. Hist. {1619)

360 He erred fowly in the . . vnderstanding thereof. 1603

Knoli.es Hist. Turkes (1621) 1217 Hee fell sicke of the

small poxe, wherewith hee. .was. .foulely tormented. 1655

Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. v. § 1 Pope Formosus was foully

offended. [1881 R. Buchanan God and Man 11. vi, An
innocent man foully taxed and troubled ]

t Fotrlmouth., a. and sb. Obs. [f. Foul a. +
MOUTH.]
A. adj. = Foul-mouthed. B. sb. A foul-

mouthed person.
a 1640 W. Fenner Christ's Alarm II. (1657) 10 Hearing

what this fowl-mouth [Goliath] said. 169a Washington tr.

Milton s Defi. Pop. 390 Infamous foulmouth wretch.

Foul-Hioutlied lfaui|mau:3d), a. [f. Foul a.

+ Mouth + -ed^.] Of persons and their utterances :

Using obscene, profane, or scurrilous language.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, Hi. iii< 122 Like a foule-mouth'd

man as hee is. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vii. § 17 Those
foule mouth'd papers like Blackmoors did all look alike.

1730 A. Gordon Maffei's Amphith. 95 One of those foul-

moutb'd Poets. 1838 Macaui.av Ess., Temple, Temple ..

complained, very unjustly, of Bentley's foul-mouthed rail-

lery- 1873 Symonds (rr£. Poets'w. 101 This runaway soldier

and foul-mouthed Ionian satirist [Archilcchus].

Hence PouTmou^thedness.
1834 Landor Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1846 II. 275 Thou hast

aggravated thy offence . . by thy foul-mouthedness. 1884

Sat. Rev. 22 Nov. 645/2 The country . . has had a taste of

Radical foulmouthedness.

Fouluesd ( fau-lnes}. [f. Foul a. + -ness.]

1. A foul or dirty condition ; dirtiness, impurity,

pollution, uncleanness. Rarely//.
155a Huloet, Fowlenes or fylthines. sorditudo. 1582

N. T. iRhem.) John xiii. Annot., The fovlnes of the fute.

.

signifieth the earthie affections. 1667 Pepys Diary (1877)

V. 429 My wife and I fell out a little about the foulness^ of

the linen of the table. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. E'ish,

It is the Foulness of the Ponds . . that stenches the Water.

1744 Berkeley Siris§ 4 A medicine, .useful in. .foulnesses

of the blood. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 214 With
such, .eagerness as to neglect the foulness of the road. 1853

Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxi. 11856- 271 The .
.
foulness of air

in the between-deck.. cannot be amended.

fig- '755 Young Centaur iv. Wks. 1757 IV. 194 Few
know the foulness of their own hearts.

b. Of the weather : Storminess. Ofa sea-bottom:

Rockiness, roughness.

1603 Knolles //Vs*. Turks (1621)1028 Such was the foule-

nesse of the winter weather. (11718 Pf^n Wks. (1726) I.

Life 64 Being, .wearied with the Foulness of the Ways and
Weather. 1748 Anson's Voy. B. L 115 To secure them [the

cables] from being rubbed by the foulness of the ground.
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FOUMART.
C. concr. Foul matter; something that is or

makes foul ; a foul crust or deposit ; filth
; + a

purulent affection (of the skin). Also //.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. Hi. (1495) 570 It..

clensyth the eyen of fowlenes and fyltlie. 1583 Hollvband
Campo di Fior2$ Washe well the fowlenesse which is about
the jointes of the fingers. 1648 Wilkins Math. Magick II, xii.

(1680) 246 The spots or foulness of other cloaths are washed
out. 1740 Stack in Phil. Trans. XLI. 424 If a glass Globe
filled with Water be rapidly turned on its Axis, one sees
little Foulnesses. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852J II. 396
The dust and smoke of earth will continually throw a foul-

ness upon our glass. 178a W. Heberden Comm. xxiii.

(1806) 122 Efficacious in cleansing the skin from many foul-

nesses. 1889 K. B, Anderson tr. Rydberg's Tent. Myth.
214 The floors were made of serpents encased in foulness.

fig. a 1654 Seloen Table-T. (Arb.) 18 They had a Foul-
ness about them, viz. Original Sin, that could not be washed
away but by Baptism, a 1716 South ,Serm. (1737) II. 199
The wickedness of a whole life, discharging all its filth and
foulness into this one quality. 1790 G. Walker Serm. II.

xxx. 331 What debasing shame must sink the wretched
soul, when foulnesses without number shall be revealed.

2. Moral impurity ; disgusting wickedness.
c 1532 Dewf.s Introd. Fr, in Paltgr. 905 The foulenesse,

la turpitude. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 135 Grievous
sinnes. .for the foulnesse whereof I name them not. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado IV. i. 155 Claudio .. lou'd her so, that
speaking of her foulnesse, Wash'd it with teares. 1624
Bacon New Atlantis Wks. 1857 III. 152 There is not ..

a nation, .so free from all pollution or foulness. 1719 Young
Busirisv. i, The foulness of thy guilt secures thee From
my reproach. 1879 Farrar .9/. Paul (1883) 208 Those um-
brageous groves were the dark haunts of every foulness.

f 3. Ugliness, hideousness, repulsivencss. Obs.
138a Wyclif Bible, Pre/. Ef>. St. Jerome vii. (18501 1. 73,

I wole not, that thou be offendid in boli scripturis .. thur^
foulness of words. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xii,

xxxii. (1495^ 432 The pecok arereth his fethers. .and thenne
he. .seeth the fowlenesse of his fete. x6oo Shaks. A. Y. L.
III. v. 66 Hees falne in loue with your foulnesse. 1697 Dry-
den AEueid vii. 5R2 The Fury, .with new methods try d The
foulness of th' infernal Form to hide.

f4. Unfairness, dishonesty. Also, roughness,
violence. Cf. Foul a. 14, 17. Obs.
1523 Ld. P.f.rneks Froiss. I. ccexxi. 202 a, Outher with

fayrnesse or foulnesse. 1596 DalRYMPLB tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. u. 150 Be fairnes ather be foulnes. 1654 Hammond
Fundamentals 99 Piety is opposed to.. all falsness or foul-
ness of intentions.

Foulsorne, Foulter, obs. of Fulsome, Falter.
Foulzie, var. of Fllyik, Sc.

Foumart (nrma.it). Forms : 4 folmarde, 5
ful^e}merde, -mert, 5-6 -mard^e, 5-7 -mer(e,
(5 -mare), 5 fuUimart, 6 fullymart, 7 ful-, 7-8
fuli-, 7-9 fouUeymart, 5-7 fow-, 7, 9 fu-, 8, 9
foomart, (6 foumerd, 7 furamer, 8 formet), 8-
foumart. [M E, ful/nard:-OE. *//// mearO (ful,
Foul a. + meard marten).]

1. The polecat {Putorius frtidus).
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 534 pe fox & be folmarde to be

fryth wyndez. c 1450 Chester PL, Noah's Flood 170
(Pollard), Atter and foxe, fullimartes alsoe. i486 Bk. St.
Albans B vij b, That no fulmertis nor fecheus ne other ver-
myn com nott in to hir. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 Tose
that they be well kepte from, .fully martes & other vermin.
a 1592 H. Smith Serin. (1622) 102 Vsurers. .lurke about the
City like Rats, and Wesels, and Fulmers. 177a T. Simpson
Vermin Killer 23 The Polecat, Fitchat, Fitchew, Formet.
The same animal called by different names in different
countries. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxii, * Sicken a day as we
had wi' the foumarts and the tods.' 1863 N. Macleod
Remin. Highland Par. iii, Rats, fumarts, wild cats [etc.].

b. Used as a term of contempt or opprobrium.
1508 Kennedie Flyting iv. Dunbar 517 Fowmart, fasert,

fostirit in filth and fen. a 1605 Montgomery Flyting iv.

Polwart 69 False fecklesse foulmart, loe heere a defyance !

1633 B. Jonson Tale of Tub 1. iv, You stole ! Was ever
such a fitlmart for an buisher, To a great worshipful lady,
as myself! 189a J. Payn Mod. Dick Whittington I. 112
He and that foulmart, the parson, have just gone.

2. attrib.,asfoumart-/iunt,-s£in; foumart-dog,
a dog used for hunting the foumart.
16x2 Sc. Bk. Customs in Halyburton Ledger (1867^ 329

Skins called .. Fowmart skins. < 1746 J. Collier iTim
Bobbin) Lane. Dial. Wks. (i86i) 52 Mezzil fease. .gran like
a Foomurt-Dog. 1853 Waugh Lane. Sketches, Heywood,

.etc. (1869) 182 Now and then a foomart-hunt takes place.

Foun, obs. form of Fawn, Few.
tFounce,^. Obs. Also founs. [AV.founz
— OK. fonz, funz (mod.Fr. fonds) :—popular I..

*fundus netit. <= class. I* fundus masc] The
bottom of anything.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 113 In be founce ber stonden stonez

stepe. a 1400-50 Alexander 4130 pai flee as fast in-to flode
& to be founce plangid. c 1500 Melusine xxiv. 172 The
founs of the valey.

t Pounce,^- Obs. [app.a.F./(7«(Yr, f.OY.fonz:
«ee prec] a. In passive : ? To have one's atten-

tion fixed upon. b. intr. To come down with
force upon.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, By the power of this

sorceresse I was so founeed upon her fayrenesse ; That [etc.].

1530 Pai-sgr. 557/2, I fownce (Lyd[gate]), I dent a thing.
Je/once. This terme is nat yet in comen use. 1565 Jewel
De/. Apol. <i6ni 645 Yet is his soule .. crushed with the
beetle of the whole earth, that founceth downe vpon it.

Found (found), sbS Sc. [f. Found z/.2] m
Foundation; see also quot. 1846.
1818 Edin. Mag. Dec. 503 Our milkhouse .. micht

492

bae stude to the last day; but its found bad been onner-
minit by the last I-ammas-spait. 1846 Buchanan Technol.
Diet., Found, in architecture, the trench or excavation made
to receive the foundation stones of a wall.

Found (found), sb* [f. 1*oundz/.3] The pro-
cess of founding (metal, materials for glass). \ Of
found (Sc.) =-- made of cast metal (cf. Font sb. 2 1 \

1540 Sc. Act Jas. £"(1597) § 94 Ane Haqbutte of Founde,
called Hagbute of Crochert. 1566 in T. Thompson Inv. R.
Wardrobe (1815) 166 Foure new cannonis of found. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xii, Guns, cross-bows, hagbuts of found.
x8.. Glass-making 120 {Cent. Diet.) The success of the
subsequent melting or found.

Found, sbfi A comb-maker's tool (see quot.)
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 909 Found, a three-square,

single-cut file or float, with one very acute angle.

Found, obs. var. of Fount *,

Found (found\ ppt. a. Forms: see Find v.

[pa. pplc. of Find v.\

1. Discovered, met with, ascertained, etc. (see the
verb). Also, with adv. prefixed, as new found,
•f rarefound.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. JVks. III. 347 But ;if he took more

charge upon him bi his newe foundun ordenaunce. c 1450
Mirour Satuacioun 231 Also the founden shepe broght
home y* arst was lorne. 1553 Eden {title) A treatyse of
the newe India, with other new founde landes and llandes.

1571 Digges Pantom. iv. pro!), xxiv. Ee iij b, The square
of the Dodecaedrons founde side. 1594 Bi.undevil Exerc.
1. (ed. 7) 96 Double the foresaid found Root 13. 1603-8
Knolles Hist. 'Turks {\t-^) 214 His great vertues, and rare
found courtesie. 17*0 De Foe Ca/>t, Singleton xiii. {1840)
225 Our lost, but now found comrade, a 1823 May Collin
in Child Ballads 1. (1882) 58/1 Who owns this dapple grey?
' It is a found one ', she replied, ' That I got on the way.'

f b. Said of children exposed or abandoned

;

found child {brat, etc.) = Foundling. Obs.
1655 Valentine $ Orson 53 This Found-fellow I perceive

growes in great favour with the King. Ibid. xii. 56 They
call me Found-brat. 166a Petty Taxes 4 The maintenance
of orphans, found and exposed children.

c. hound stones : stones obtained from the sur-

face of the ground without quarrying.
1885 Blacklaivs Quarry Price List, Ruble fy Fountis

FouTid Stones, not above 7 in. thick per sup. foot $\ti.

2. Furnished with stores, supplies, or the like;

of a ship, equipped ; only with defining word pre-

fixed, as wellfound, singlefound (see quot. 1799).
1793 Smfaton F.dystone L. § 94 A strong and very wtll

found sloop. 1799 Nat'al Chron. I. 216 Her materials were
what is called single/bund, i. e. she had only one anchor,
one cable, etc. 1857 R. Tomes Ame>: in Japan ii. 35 The
strongest-moored and best found vessels. 1864 Burton
Scot Abr. II. ii. 144 The garrison is large, and well found.

t Found, vA Obs. Forms : 1 fundian, 2-3
fundiefn, 3-5 fund(e, 4-6 found(e, 5 fownd(e;
a lso 3-5 fond'e. [OE. fundian ~ OS.fundon :—

OTeut. type *fundojan, f. *fund- ;—OAryan *pnt-

(whence Gr. vaTos way), ablaut var. of *pent- : see

Find v. Cf. OHG. funden {\—*fundjan) of the
same meaning ; also the cognate Fand v.]

1. intr. To set out, start, hasten; to go, depart,

betake oneself; to travel, journey. (In its later use
chiefly north.) Cf. Fand v. 8.

a 1000 Seafarer 47 Ac a hafaS longunge se be on lagu
funda3. c 1000 /Elfsic Saints'1 Lives xxvi. 224 And laidde
forft mid him ba:r he fundode to. € i«oo Triu. Colt. Honi.
117 Do be ure louerd ihesu crist fundede lichamliche fro
eorfle to heuene. c 1150 Gen. <$• Ex. 2958 Dis folc of londe
funden ne mot. 01300 Cursor M. 6034 (Gutt.l pe folk to
fond [Cott. fund, Fair/, founde] i sal giue leue. 1375
Barbolk Bruce x. 256 [Bruce] syne our all the land can
found, c 1440 York Myst. ix. 80, I am nou^t bowne to
fonde nowe ouer here ffellis. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 32
Nane off that place had power for to found. 1535 Stewakt
Cron. Scot. III. 435 With clarions cleir. .Quhomeof the
sound did found attouir the fell. 1596 Dalrvmple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. in. 182 Spangs vp on a swofte horse,
and founde away at speid.

b. followed by inf. expressing the purpose.
Beoiuulf {Gr.) 1819 We fundiaS Higelac secan. 01000

Cxdmon's Gen. I Gr.) 2260 H wider fundast bu . . siSas dreo^an t

a 1300 Cursor M. 5091 I o fotte mi fader sal yee fund.

c. To rush or dash forcibly into; to strike out
at (with a weapon).

t 1420 Anturs of Arth. xii, He foundes into the freke
with a fresche fare. Ibid, xlvii, F'ast he foundes atte his
face With a squrd kene. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2469 But
lordys of other loud, Every one to other ffond.

2. To found to (an object; ; to strive or yearn
towards, try to arrive at or reach ; also, to take or
betake oneself to (flight, war, etc.).
a 1000 Crist 1671 (Gr.) Nu bu most feran bider bu funda-

dest longe and ^elome. a 1000 Guthlac (Gr.) 1062 Sawul
fundaS of Hc-fate to bain longan xefean. a 1*50 Oivl $
Night. 848 And techest bom that hi fundieth honne Up to
the songe that evre i-lest. 135a Minot /Wwy (Hall) i. 12
When Edward founded first to were, c 1400 Destr. Troy
10276 pai foundyt to flight.

3. Const, with inf. (a development from 1 b) :

To set about, set oneself, try, begin or prepare {to

do something) ; to proceed or go on {to do.)
c 1205 Lay. 17858 Vtner. .fundede to uarene wiS Passent

to fchten. 12. . Prayer to our Lady 7 in O. E. Misc. 192
Dai and nicht ich fundie to wendende heonne. c 1250 Gen. fy
Ex. 2831 Moyses, fri^ti, So funden gan to speken wi5 ietro
Sat riche man. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 53 He
foundede [v. rr. fonded, vondede] biseliche. .tofulfille [orig.

implere satagebat] be counsail of the gospel, c 1460 Tcnvne-
ley Myst. (Surtees) 135 If thou Wyll saue thy self vnshent

POUND.
ffbwTide the fast to f.ire. C1470 Henry Wallace in. 203 On
horsis some.. can found To socour thaim. 1674-91 Ray
N. C. Words 141 Found, idem quodfettle [Fettle, to set or
go about any thing].

b. with clause: To try to find how Cone may, etc.)

1390 Gower Conf. III. 139 [He] foundeth howe he might
excite The juges through his eloquence Fro deth to tome
the sentence.

4. trans, a. To try, test, tempt (a person).
c 1175-1400 'see Founding vbl. sb.].

b. To make experiment of, prove, try (some-
thing) ; also, to follow after, practise.

*34<> 70 Alex. <$- Dind. 392 Alle leccheries lust n lobeth to
founde. Ibid. 913 And opur wordliche werk wisly to founde.
c x374 Chaucer Anel. <r Arc. 241 Ferther wol 1 neuer
founde Non other help, my sores for to sounde. c 1420
[see Fand v. 3].

Hence Fovrnding vbl. sb. : (a) setting forth,

faring, etc.
; {b) trial, temptation.

0. E. Chron. an. 1106, Forbam be henoldeon his fundunge
ofer sae hired healdan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 67 Ne led us
noht in to costnunga, bet is an cun [printed cum] of fun-
dunga. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 87 pe createris of God are maad
in to hate, & foundingis [Vnlg. Sap. xiv. 11 in tentationetn]
to be soul of men. a 1400 50 Alexander 4154 pe writhe of
be wale god I wate on vs lijtis For oure founding ouire his
forbod so ferre to be est. (1450 Guy Warw. (C) 4486 He
was tryste in all fowndynge.

Found (fuund ,v.'1 Forms 4-5fund(e,fond'e,
fownd(e, 4- found. Pa. t. and pa pple. founded :

also 4-5 founde, fund e, fond, and in pa. pple.

(by confusion with that of Find), fonden, -jn,
founden, -un. [a. ¥. fonder:—L. funddre, f.

fund-us bottom, foundation.]

1. trans. To lay the base or substructure of (a

building, etc.) ; to set, fix, or build on a firm ground
or base. (Sometimes used simply ^ build, erect.)
c 1330 Arth. <V Merl. 1443 Tel me now. .Whi noman no
may founde Castel here open bis grounde. £1340 Cursor
M. 7876 Dauid-.an hous bigon to founde. 1382 Wyci.if
Matt. vii. 25 lt felle nat doun, for it was foundid [1388
foundun] on a stoon. £1384 Chaucer //. Fame 111. 891
Yet hit [the house] is founded to endure. C1400 Rom.
Rose 4156 A sturdy wal, Which on a cragge was founded al.

1611 Bible Matt. vii. 25. 175a Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777)
II. 97 The House, .is. .solidly built and founded.

b. To serve as the base or foundation of.

1728 Pope Dune 1. 160 A folio Common-place Founds the
whole pile, of all his works the base.

2. To build (an edifice, town, etc.) for the first

time ; to begin the building of, be the first builder

of.

(1290 Becket 374 in S. Eug. Leg. I. 117 pe churche of
Redinge pat i-founded was and a-rerd boru} henri fre q)>uv

kingue. 136a Langl. /'. PI. A. 1. 62 That is the ca.-tel of
care..Ther inne woneth a wiht..he foundede it him-seluen.
1 1400 Destr. Troy 11662 Here foundit he first the faire
place Ylion. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xiv. vii. 17
Seleucia, founded and built by King Seleucus. 1718 Prior
Solomon n. 16, 1 founded palaces, and planted bowers. 1835
Tuirlwall Greece I. ii. 58 His son Lycaon founds the first

city, Lycosura.

3. fig. To set up or establish for the first time (an

institution, etc.), esp. with provision lor its perpetual

maintenance; to originate, create, initiate tsome-
thing which continues to exist thenceforward).
a 1300 Cursor M. 20901 Quen he of antioche bad fund be

kirk, c 1330 R.Brunnf. Chron. (1810' 127 He lis. . In an abbey
of pris he founded with lond & rent. 1368 in F.ng. Gilds 54
In septembre bis fraternite is funded and stabeled. 1377
Langl. /'. PI. B. x. 215 Alle thise sciences I my-self sotiled

and ordeyned And founded hem formest folke to deceyue.
c 1460 Fortescue Abs. (V Lint. Mou. xix, For beras ober
kynges haue fibunded byshopriches. .be kyng shall pan
haue flbunded an holl reaume, and endowed it with gretter
possescions [etc.]. 16x1 Hible 2 Mace. ii. 13 He founding
a librarie. 1671 Milton /'. R. 111. 295 By great Arsaces led,

who founded first That empire. 171a Addison Sped. No.
413 P 5 The Breed is incapable of propagating its Likeness,
and of founding a new Order of Creatures. 1700 Paley
Horse Paul. Rom. ii. 18 That city where he had founded a
church. 1845 M. Pattison Em. (1889) I. 12 The abbey of
Marmoutier, founded by St. Martin himself. 1861 Maine
Anc.Law 113 The glossators who founded modern jurispru*
dence. 1874 L Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. v. 169 De
Foe founded the modern school of English novelists, 1874
Green Short Hist. v. § 1. 218 Flemish weavers had come
over with the Conqueror to found the prosperity of Norwich.
1885 Manch. Exam. 8 June 5/2 Bismaick is eager to found
colonies in all parts of the world.

t b. To endow, make provision for the mainten-
ance of (persons who are to perform certain func-

tions^. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B xv. 319 And 3iueth to bidde for sow
to such that ben riche, And ben founded and fefled eke to
bidde for other, c 1450 Lonelich Grail Hii. 309 Kyng
Galaaz . . fownded an hows of the Trenite, And there-inne
syxty monkes serteinle, And therto fownded hem with good
inowhe. < 1500 Melusine lix. 361 Yf thou wylt edyfye an
hospital, and founde therin a preste to syng dayly for thy
faders sowle. 1535 Covekdale 2 Kings xxiii. 5 The Ke«
murims, whom the kynges of Iuda had founded, to burnt
incense vpon the hye places. 1612 Drayton Poly~olb. xxiv.

873 Gilbert..who founded those Diuines, Monasticks all

that were, of him nam'd Gilbertines.

4. To set or establish (something immaterial) on
a firm basis; to give a basis or firm support to;

to construct as on a ground or underlying reason

or principle ; to base, ground. Const, on, upon.
11300 Cursor M. 127 par-for bis were sal I fund Apon

a selcuth stedfast grund. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 342 Lo,
what it is to be well grounded, For he hath first his love



POUND.
founded Honestelich as for to wedde. a 2400-50 A lexander

4641 Pure is 5oure leeches, Mare fonden opon foly pan

ficchid on reson. ijz6 Ptifr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1 b,

'1'herfore on it I founde this poore treatyse. 1604 Shaks.

Oth. 111. iv. 94 A man that all his time Hath founded his

good fortunes on your love. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr.

II. v. § 5 'l'he question which Moses ;>upposeth, is founded

upon clear and evident reason. 1711 Addison Sped, No.
162 P 6 The most humourous Character in Horace is founded

upon this Unevenness of Temper. 1850 L. Hunt Auiobiog.

I ii. 77 A play founded on a liarbadian story. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit. iii. 85 Greatness can never be founded

upon frivolity and corruption. 1879 Lubbock Set. Led.
ii. 42 A classification of insects founded on larvae would
be quite different from that founded on the perfect in-ects.

x386 Lata /if/. 31 Ch. Div. 626 The order appealed from was
founded on the Chief Clerk's certificate. Mod. This novel

is believed to be founded on fact.

b. const, in.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvii. 383 The opinion of some
schoolmen, that dominion is founded in Grace. 1690
Locke Of Gcmmt. I. ix. § 97 A right to the use of the

creatures being founded originally in the right a man has
to subsist. 1733 Pope Ess. Man in. 109 God, in the nature

of each be!ng,founds Its-proper liliss. 183a Lewis Use ^
Ab. Pol. Terms iii. 21 A claim founded in justice and ex-

pediency. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. viii. 1. § 23. 432
Remarks so delicate in taste and so founded in knowledge.

fe. with ohj. a person: To establish in a firm

position (in controversy, elc.) ; to ground in (a

subject of instruction, etc.) ; also rejl. to take one's

stand upon (a ground for argument, etc."). Obs.
c 1394 P. Pi. Crede 47 It is but a faynt folk i-founded vp-on

iapes. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. viii. 81 This knewe they by
their grete. . vnderstandyng of astronomye in whiche they
were endowed and founded. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 162/2 He
was ryght sore founded in humylyte. 1643 Sir X. Browne
Relig Med. 1. § 43 They that found themselves on the

radical balsome, or vital sulphur of the parts, determine not
why Abel lived not so long as Adam. 1644 Milton Educ.
Wks. (1847) 08/2 Because our understanding cannot in this

body found itself but on sensible things. 1676-7 Marvell
Cotr. eclxxxiv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 516 If you find yourselves
so firmly founded as we imagine you.

d. Of a thing: To serve as, or furnish, a basis

or ground for.

1690 Locke Hunt, Und. 11. xxviii. § 19 The comparing
them then in their Descent . . is enough to found my Notion
of their having. . the Relation of Brothers. 1885 B. COLERIDGE
in Law Times Rep. LI I. 585/1 The relationship between
the parties was.. one of bailment, and therefore could not
found criminal proceedings. 1894 Solicitors' Jml. XXXIX.
2/2 The further report, if it is to found jurisdiction for an
order for public examination, must state that [etc.].

e. intr. (for rejl. : cf. 4 c). To base oneself or

one's opinion, to base itself, to be based [on, upon).

Chiefly Sc.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metafih. vi. (1870) I. 99 The
legitimacy ofevery synthesis is. .dependenton the legitimacy
Df the analysis which it presupposes, and on which it

founds. 1837 Carlvle F>: Rev. III. 1. v, All Delineation.

.

must either found on Belief and provable Fact, or have no
foundation at all. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith v. ii. 311
All that course of argumentation which founds on the
occurrences of the outward World. 1882 Ogilvie s. v.,

' I found upon the evidence of my senses 1

.

T 5. To fasten or attach to. Also fig. Obs.
1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirur%., The bone

. .wherto the tongue is founded. 1641 Marmion Antiquary
III. Dram. Wks. (1875) 240, I see you are growing obdurate
in your crimes, Founded to vice, lost to all piety.

Hence Fou nding vbl. sb.

£-1400 Destr. Troy v. heading. Of the Foundyng of New
Troye. 1571 Hanmer Chron. fret. (1633)41 Some twenty
five yeeres before the founding of Armagh. 1681 Wood Li/e
20 Mar., The vice-chancellor asked ' whether they denied
the founding of the lecture itself, or the conditions?' 1697
Con/, at Lambeth in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col.
Ch. I. 40 Particularly, the word founding, which is always
the Law Word for a perpetual fund of maintenance, is

always put into the-;e Revenues. 1859 Tennyson Vivien
405 When first the question rose About the founding of
a Table Round. 1889 Athen&um a Feb. T78/2 [He dies]
a ' Poor Brother ' in the hospital of his own founding.

Found (fciund), p.* Also 4, 8 fond. [ad. F.

fond-re :—L. fundcre to pour, melt, Fuse.]
1 1. trans. To dissolve or mix together. Obs~ l

ft 1390 Form o/Cury in Warner Antiq. Culm. 18 Take
wyne and honyand fond it togyder.

2. To melt (metal) and run it into a mould; to
form 'an article) by running molten metal into a
mould ; to cast.

156a Whitehorne tr. Macchiavcllfs A rig 0/ Warre (1573)
11. 44 a, The Pottes . . may also serue to found metalles in.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxiv. ii. 487 Famous for metall-
founding, and casting of images. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 703
A second multitude With wondrous Art founded the massie
Ore. Ibid. vi. 518 Veins, .of mineral. .Whereof to found.

.

their balls Of missive ruin. 167a Marvell Reh. Transp.
1. 6 Lead, when moulded into Bullets, is not so mortal as when
founded into Letiers ! 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. IL 93 A bell
at Moscow, founded in Czar Boris's time.

b. To melt or fuse (the materials for making
glass) ; to make (glass) by melting the materials
in a furnace.

178a [aee vbl. sb. below].
_ 1853 Ure Did. Arts I. 907

A Bohemian furnace in which. .window glass is founded.
Ibid. 914 The fourth is called the arch 0/ the materials,
because it serves for drying them before they are founded.

°- fig- (? A P«n : cf. Found v.* 3 b.)
i6*4 Fletcher Rule a Wife iv. ii, A fellow founded out

of charity, And moulded to the height, contemn his maker,
Curb the free hand that fram'd him?
Hence Founding vbl, sb. Also attrib.
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1658 W. Burton Covtm. Antoninus' /tin. 156 The magni-
ficent Acts \reati Arts] of Statuarie, Founding, Mowlding.
1779 Hervey Naval Hist. 111 II. 50 Ship-building, and
the founding of iron cannon, were the sole [arts] in which
the Knglish excelled. 178a Wedgwood in Phil. Trans.
I .XX 1 1. 320 The fonding heat of the glass furnaces, .was.

.

114° for flii:t-glass. 1853 L'he Did. Arts I. 908 The found-
ing-pots are filled up with these blocks of frit. Ibid. 917
These three stages are called the first, second, and third

fusion or founding.

t Found, z'- 4 Obs. Aphetic form of Confound.
1382 Wvci.if Isa. xlvi. 8 Remembreth this, and beth

foundid [Vulg. coufundamiui]. (7159a Greene George a

j

Greene Wks. (Rtldg.) 267/2 A plague found you !

f Pound, vj> Also 6 pa. pple. fundied.
' [aphetic f. afibund, ad. OF. etifondre : see first

quut.J To be chilled or numbed with cold.

[13.. Chaucer To Roscmoundc 21 My love may not

refreyd be nor affound.] c 1430 J'ilgr. Lyf Manhode 11.

' xc (1869) 10S The maymed, the foollich, the founded [mor-

fondue], the frorcn. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus iv. 736
1 Becaus I was baith fundcit, faint, and cald. 156a Turner
Herbal 11. 108 [Pyrethio] is excellently good for any parte of

the body y1 is fundied or foundered or made allmost iium,

with to much colde.

t Foundable, <*. Obs. rare^ x

. [f. Found v. 2

+ -ABLB.] That can be founded.

1413 Pilgr. .S>?<'&iCaxton) v. xiv. 11859 82 Oner fantastyk,

nought grounded, nor foundable in holy Scripture.

Foundation (,ftiundi;i '{)ny. Forms: 4-6f oun-
dacio u'n, -yon, 5 6 f^o,undatio(u)n, -yo'tTn,

(6 foundasyon;, j* fund-, fondation, 5- foun-
dation, [ad. L. fitndiUidn-em

y
n. of action f. fitn-

ddre: see Found v.- Cf. OF . fondadon '1322).]

1. The action of founding or building upon a firm

substructure ; the state or fact of being founded.
1:1385 Chauckh L. G. IV. 739 Thiste, This wal ..Was

cloven a-two, right fro the toppe adoun, Of old tyme of his

fundacioun. £1400 Maunljev. (1839) xxi. 223 The founda-
cion of the Tour of Babylon. '535 Coverdale Ezra iii. 12

Many of the olde prestes. which had sene the house afore

in his foundacion. i6ir Bible 'John xvii. 24 Thou louedst
mee before the foundation of the world. 17*9 Tickell
Death Addison 44 Ne'er to these chambers where the

mighty rest, Since their foundation, came a nobler guest.

2. fig. The action of establishing, instituting, or

constituting on a permanent bnsis.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 44 J>at was be fundacion of be
Templeres and of }>aire ordre. 1548 Hall Chron., Edit/. IV
(an. 9) 206 b, For the more sure foundacion of the newe
anntie, Edward Prince of Wales, wedded Anne. 1619 Semi n.

Sacrilege Handled 84 Heere then was but a Nuncupation,
a Fundation of Priesthood. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 73
Extending to the foundation of the Empire of Baghdad.
1874 Green Short His!, viii. § 5. 506 The foundation of the
linen manufacture which was to bring wealth to Ulster.

3. esp. The establishing of an institution, together

with an endowment or provision for its perpetual

maintenance.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870* 67 Theyse arne the ordinaunces

of the Gylde of Seynt Katerine . . ordeynyd . . in the fyrste

fundacion. c 1460 Fortf.scle Abs. <y Lint. Mon. xix.

(1885) 185 To establysh and . . amortyse be same lyuelod to
is crowne-.wych than wold be as a newe (fundacion of is

crowne. 1513 Bradshaw St. IVerburge 1. 2449 What landes
he gaue towarde the fundacyon Of the sayd monastery.
1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1349 2 In ech vniuersi-
ties by the foundation of the ordinarie and publike lessons.

1859 C. Barker Assoc. Princ. L 7 'l'he piety, .evidenced by
bequests of broad acres, the foundation of religious houses.

•fb. The charter of establishment or incorpora-

tion of a society, institution, etc., with rules and
ordinances for its government. Obs.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) no [heading] Certificacio futt-
dacionis et regiminis gilde. . [ending with] Other fundacioun
es ther non. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Euery person
. . bounden by reason of any foundacion or ordynaunce to

gyue or distribute any money in almes. 1546 Mem. Ripon
(Surtees) III. 20 As in the First Chauntrie at large is de-
clared as apperyth by Foundacion dated [etc.].

4. That which is founded or established by en-

dowment ; an institution (e.g. a monastery, college,

or hospital) established with an endowment and
regulations for its maintenance.
1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568' II. 808 He begun to

founde a College of a hundred priestes, which foundation
with the founder shortly tooke an ende. 1669 Woodhead
St. Teresa 11. xxviii. 175 It was our Lord's pleasure, that no
Foundation should be erected without great troubles to me.
1843 Coleridge in Stanley Arnold's Life % Corr. I1844) I.

i. 9 Corpus is a very small establishment,—twenty fellows
and twenty scholars, with four exhibitioners, form the
foundation. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876 I. iv. 190
He was with difficulty hindered from becoming a monk in
his own foundation of Jumieges.

b. On (or fof) the foundation: said of the
members of an endowed college or similar society.
1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c 19 William Priour of Cristchurche

of Caunterbury of your noble fundacion. 1588 Ld. Burgh-
ley in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. t. III. 26 No Scholer nor
Fellowes of the foundation of any Howse of Learnin^e.
1761 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 III. 86 If the boy was to be on
the foundation [at Eton]. 1839 De Qlincey Recoil. Lakes
Wks. 1862 II. 71 He., was removed to.. London, and placed
on the great foundation of Christ's Hospital. 1881 Oxford
Univ. Calend. 163 There are now fourteen Fellowships and
fifteen Scholarships on the old Foundation at this College.

c. The fund or revenues appropriated to endow
such an institution. Also U.S. (see quot. 1851).
<rt430 Lyug. Afin. Poems 136 To sette of tithes a fun-

dacioun. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 83 b, They peruert foun-
dations, and will not bestow the Bequeathers free almes.

FOUNDATION.
1655 Fcller Ch. Hist. vi. iii. 312 None [of the Convents]
was left standing in the whole Diocesse of Bangor, where no
Foundation was valued at full seventy pounds per annum.
1851 B. H. Hall College Words 134 Foundation . .In
America applied to a donation or legacy appropriated especi-

ally to maintain poor and deserving, .students at a college.

5. The solid ground or base (natural or built upj

on which an edifice or other structure is erected
;

also, the lowest part of a building, usually con-

structed below the ground-level.

1494 Fabvan Chron. v. exxxiv. 119 Albeit y* many [build-

ingsj stande vpon theyr first foundacion, as this yet doth.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. viii. 8 b, Where
as yet are seene the foundations < f the auncient cit'ie. 1697
IIryden AKncid ill. 27, I lay the deep Foundations of a Wall.

1802 C James Milit.Dict. s.v., Ifthe earth to be built upon i-

. such that the natural foundation cannot be trusted. 1850

Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 22 In digging the

foundations of the monastery of Monte Cassino.

transf. and fig. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. Ivii.

(14951 J 72 The hones ben the foundacion of al the body and
the byldynge uf all the body is sette thervpon. 1535 Cover -

DALF.Ps.cn. 25 Thou Lorde in the be'^ynnynge has layed

y foundacion of the earth. 1597 Daniel Or-. Warsvi.-j
Which engines of protests, and proffers kind . . So shook thc

whole foundation of his mind, As they did all his resolutio 1

move. 1648 Herrick l/es/er., Hock-cart 29 The lar^eand
cheefe Foundation of your Feast, Fat Beefe. 1697 Drydi •;

/ irg. Georg. 1. 455 The Rocks are from their old Founda-
tions rent. 1705 S. Sewail />uiry 19 Jan. ' 1 S79 1 II. :i.

The Horses went away with the foundation and left the

Superstructure of the Slay and tiie Riders behind.

t b. The ' seat ' of the body, the
; fundament '.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 131 Who quarrels pick

with neighbour nations Get halberts thrust thro' their funda-
tions.

6. fig. A basis or groundwork on which some-
thing immaterial is raised or by which it is sup-

ported or confirmed ; an underlying ground or prin-

ciple; the basis on which a story, fiction, or the

like is founded.
c 1400 Hist. a> Art. Masonry 28 Hit was cause and funda-

cion of all ciaftys and sciens. 1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks.
161/1 This one poynt is the very fond foundacion and ground
of all his great here-yes. 1611 Bible Transt. I'rcf. 4 The
Edition of the Seuentie was vsed by the Greeke fathers for

the ground and foundation of their Couimentari'.-s, 1628 T.
Spencer Logick 182 The principles, and foundation of a de-

monstration, are necessary axiomes. 1674 Flayford Skill

Mns. in. 1 The Bass, which is the lowest part and fouM'a-
tion of the whole Song. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth
111. ii. (1723) 179 There being no reasonable Foundation to

believe that the Deluge did come to pass this Way. 171

1

Si EEI.E Sped. No. 91 P 1 The Subject I am now t;oing upon
would be much more properly the Foundation of a Comedy.
1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 1 Dec,
The report. . I can assure you.. has no real foundation. 1765
Plackstone Comm. 1. 47 l'he only true and natural founda-
tions of society are the wants and the fears of individuals,

1843 Mill Logic 1. iii. § 9, 1 shall term the sensation of white
the foundation of the quality whiteness. 1875 Jowei 1

Plato (ed. 2) I. 313 Thus far Socrates has proceeded in

placing religion on a moral foundation.

fb. A ground or reason upon which men ajt

;

an understanding, basis of agreement. Obs.

1642 R. Carpenter Experience iv. ii. 132 He maykill !.i-

adversary, upon this foundation, because he must either kill

or be killed. 1727 A. Hamilton* A'eiu Ace. E.Ind. II. >ii.

107 That the English might again repair to their respecthe
Houses, and trade on the old Foundation. 1793 .Smeat<;n

Edystone L. § 30 Upon this foundation Captain I.ovet en-

gaged Mr. John Rudyerd to be his engineer.

7. transf. That upon which any structure is built

up; a body or ground upon which other parts arc

overlaid ; in various technical uses : e.g. in Dress-

making, an underskirt over which the outer skiit is

hung or draped ; also, a material used for stiffening

a garment, etc. ; in crochet-work and knitting, the

first set of stitches, to which the rest are secured.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1. 909 Foundation, .the bodycf
a hat, of wool or inferior fur, upon which the napping of

superior fur is laid and united at the battery. 1882 Cacl-
feild & Saward Did. Needlcr.vork, Foundation net, a
coarse quality of Net. .employed for stiff foundations in

Millinery and Dressmaking. 1893 G. Hill Hist. F.ng.

Dress II. 270 Six skirts of tulle over a foundation of satin.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. ( = belong-

ing to or serving as a foundation, fundamental'.
i665GLANViLL.SV<-*'r/'r.5W. xi. (1680)98 Ifany ask, how the

Soul came by those foundation-Propositions. 1670 Devout
Commun. (1688) 160 Christ, that foundation-mercy, that hath
all mercies folded up in him. 1726 Vanbrugh fount, to

Lond. 1. i, It is a settled foundation-point that every child

that is born shall be a beggar, except one ; and that he—shall

be a fool. 1875 E. White Life in Christ in. xx. (18781 262

He builds everywhere on the foundation-thought that a
Christian is [etc.].

b. = belonging to a foundation (sense 4), as

foundation- charter, cht/d
} f master, scholar, ^un-

dergraduate.
c 1670 Wood Life (1848^ 129 A copie of the 'foundation-

charter of Canterbury college in O.von. 1845 Stocouelb«
Hatuibk. Brit. India (1854) 156 The *foundation children,

fifty in number, are elected from the Christian population of

Calcutta. 1706 Hearnf. Colled. 17 Feb., He was a "Founda-
tion Master fas they call them). J883 CasselCs Fam. Mag.
Aug. 525/1 The number of free or * Foundation scholars has

been increased. 1687 W. Shebwin in Magd. Coll. <$ Jas. It
(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 216 Any 'foundation-undergraduate.

C. Special comb.: foundation-ehain, the first

stitches in a piece of crochet-work ; foundation -

muslin, -net, gummed fabrics used for stiffening

dresses and bonnets ; foundation - school, an



FOUNDATIONAL.

endowed school ; foundation-atone, one of the

stones forming the foundation of a building; spec.

a stone laid with public ceremony to celebrate the

founding of the edifice ; also fig. ; foundation-

stop, in an organ (see quot. 1881 ).

x88*Caulfeild& §aw\kd Diet. Needlework, *Foundation

Chain. 1858S1MMONDS Diet. Trade,* Foundation-muslin.

xB8a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework,*Foundation

net. 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 92, I had been, .edu-

cated at a "foundation school. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. III. xlii.

302 The *Foundation-Stone of the Church. 1*74 Morley
Compromise (1886) 250 The first foundation-stone for the

doctrine of liberty is to be sought in the conception of society

as a growing and developing organism. 1887 Spectator

9,July 924/1 The foundation-stone of the Imperial Institute

was laid by the Queen. 1846 Rimbault in North Mem.
,

Alusicke 121 Smith seems to have excelled in the diapason

or "foundation stops. 1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 148
|

Foundation stops are those that give a note corresponding

to the key pressed.

Hence t Foundation v., to ground.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. xxvii. 215 He that founda-

tions not himself with the Arts, will hardly be fit to go out

Doctor, either to himself or others.

Foundational (fanindi7 'jan&l), a. [f. as prec.

+ -al.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a

foundation ; fundamental.
1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Ep. Pondage's Mystic Div.

44 Foundational Doctrines. 17*8 R. Morris Ess. Arte.

A rckit. 100 The foundational Laws of Beauty and Propor-

tion. 1865 Rusk in Sesame 161 His command of it should

be foundational and progressive, hers, general and accom-
plished for daily and helpful use.

Hence Pounda tionally adv.

1878 T. Sinclair Mount 133 Never till then can they con-

struct foundationally.

Foundationary (faund/;'Jwi&ri\ a. [f. as

prec + -ARY.] Of or belonging to a foundation.

1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. V. 440 [It] was converted

into a foundation of canons. .It has its own foundationary

aint-ofrke. 1864. Daily Tel. 2 Aug., The foundationary

funds attached to them [schools].

Foundationer (faund^'jansi). [f. as prec. +

-er *.] One who is ' on the foundation ' of an en-

dowed school or college.

1830 Arnold Let. in Stanley Life<\ Corr. (1844) II. ix. 155

'''he difference which I had always made between Non-foun-

dationers and Foundationers. 1876 Fox Bourne Locke 1. 1.17

A new charter, which in addition to the forty foundationers

. .provided for the education of eighty other boys.

Foundationless (faund^-JanUs), a. [f. as

prec. + -less.] Without foundation, baseless.

1648 Hammond Serm. 2 Cor. vii. 1 Wks. 1684 IV. 506 A
flattering, fallacious, foundationless. .hope. x8si Examiner
2/1 The rumour. -was not altogether foundationless. 1849

Ruskin Sev. Lamps vi. 165 Tottering, foundationless shells

of splintered wood and imitated stone.

Hence Fonndationlessness.
1895 Blackw. Mag. July 33 Its one foundation is the

foundationlessness of other systems.

t Fonndator. Ohs. Also -atour, Sc. funda-

tour. [ad. L. funddtor, agent-n. f. fundare %
re-

fashioned after Found z>.2] = Founder sb.%

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's E. E. T. S.) 19 And with

ofte visitations solempne laude yeldid to God, with the

foundatoure. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 128 Lauberaris of the

grond . . var fundatouris of al there triumphand prosperite.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxiv. 140

I'enetropolis .. afterwards of his foundator Philippopoli.

1396 Dalrympi.e tr. Leslie's Hist. Scott. I. 324 The Abbay
. .quhairof he is namet fundatour.

+ Founday. Obs, [? f. Found v$\ (See quot.)

1674 Ray Collect. Words 126 Every six days they call a
Founday, in which space they make 8 Tun of Iron, if you
divide the whole summ of Iron made by the Foundays: for

:it first they make less in a Founday, at last more. Suss\ex\.

Founded (fairnxW-d ',///. a. [f. Found v.-]

1. Based, having a (specified
1

) base or ground

(with qualifying adverb), f Also without adv. =
* well founded', well grounded, etc. {obs.).

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. iv. 22 Then comes my Fit againe.

I had else beene perfect, Whole as the Marble, founded
as the Rocke. 1671 Mii.tok Samson 1504 Thy hopes are

not ill founded. 1771 Junius Lett. Iv. 291, I mean, .of such

charges.. to show that they are not founded. 1774 tr.

Helvetius' Child 0/ Nature I. 132 A young woman of your
prudence must be founded in her behaviour. 1780 Burke
Sp. at Bristol Wks. III. 398 Supply them with just and
founded motives to disaffection. 179a Anted. W.Pitt III.

xliii. 152 If Ministers are founded in saying there is no sort

of treaty with France. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. III. 248

These complaints were in many cases well founded.

2. Endowed, ( on the foundation', rare.

189s J- M. Buli.och Hist. Aberdeen Univ. 99 The greater

part of the founded members had been ' quyte abolisched '.

Foundement: see Fundament.

t Fou*nder, sb\ Obs. [f. Found v.* + -SB*.]

One who tests : only in ale-founder= Ale-conker.
cisoo Bk. 0/ Brome (1886) 164 Enquere. .of yower alle-

founders, }ef they hawe do yer office well and trwly.

Founder fau-ndaj), sbt [f. Found v.'1 + »*:
cf. OY.fondeor, -eu>\\

1. * One who raises an edifice ; one who presides

at the erection of a city '

(
J.\

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 79 J>e foundour of bis

citee is vnknowe. c 1440 Bone Flor. 11 Antenowre. .fown-

der of Jerusalem. i6ix Coryat Crudities 8 Julius Ca:sar

was the first founder of this tower. I7»8 Newton Chronol.

Amended i. 161 Every City set up the worship of its own
Founder. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. 477 The
building displays, .the taste of different founders.

494

f b. A maker or creator. Obs
"'375 Joseph A rim. 68 He bat is mi foundeor may hit

folfulle, pat was ded on pe cros & bou}te us so deore.

2. One who sets up or institutes for the first time
;

one who gives its first beginning to (an institution,

sect, etc.). Formerly in wider use, an originator

(of a practice or custom).

1340 70 Alex, f, Vim/. 664 He [Mars] was fihtere fel &
foundur of werre. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 101 Y" first

foundurs of y'* glide. 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. VII, 32 b,

No man could tell who was the authoure and founder of

that rumoure. 1563 Homilies 11. Wilful Rebel, iv. (1850!

583 Sathan, the first founder of Rebellion. icWSCudworth
Intell. Syst. I. i. Contents § 17 I.eucippus and Democritus v
were, .the Founders of that Philosophy which is Atheisti-

cally Atomical. 1697 Dryuen Virg. Georg. l 24 Pallas .

.

Thou Founder of the Plough and Plough-man's Toy!. 1776

Gibbon Decl. H F. I. 357 Like Augustus, Diocletian may
be considered as the founder of a new empire. 1855
Macallay Hist. Eng. IV. 24 George Fox, the founder of

the sect of Quakers. 1874 Helps Soe. Press, iii. 52 The
founders of great fortunes and great families.

3. One who founds or establishes (an institution)

with an endowment for its perpetual maintenance.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2584 He was fyrst founder

and syre Of )«e cherche of Knares myre. 1535 6 Act 27

Hen. VIII, c. 28 Suche as pretende to be foundours, pa-

trons or donours of suche relygyous houses. 168a Prideaux

Lett. (Camden) 122 Our founders monument being defaced

in the late wars, I am again restoreing it. 1693 Bentley
Boyle Led. 11. 8 The Honourable Founder of this Lecture.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Universities Wks. (Bonn) II.

89 The pictures of the founders hang from the walls.

t 4. One who supports or maintains another. Obs.

1548HAL1. Chrvn. (18091 491 He [Perkyn Warbeck] . . with

all hys complices and confederates, and Jhon Awater . . one

of hys founders and hys sonne, were, .arreyned and con-

dempned at Westmynster. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Captain I.

iii, What a vengeance ails you, To be so childish to imagine

me A founder of old fellows?

5. Founder's-shares, f-parts) //., shares issued

to the founders of a public company, as part of

the consideration for the business or concession

which is taken over, and not forming a part of the

ordinary capital.

1889 Daily Ni-.vs 24 Oct. 7/2 The value of . . founders' shares

has grown unwieldy. .1896 Athenaeum 1 Feb. 143/2 The
invention of ' founders' shares', .dates only from 1889.

Founder fuu'ndai), si.* [f. Foohdw.*+-«k1.
Cf. OF. (and mod. Y.)fondeur.'\

1. One who founds or casts metal, or makes arti-

cles of cast metal. Often in comb., with the metal

or article specified, as bell , iron-, type-founder.

140a in Hot. Pari. HI. 520 Bartilmew Dekene, Founder.

1560 Bible iGenev.l Jer. vi. 29 The lead is consumed in

the fyre : the founder melteth in vaine. X637 Decree Star

Chamber xxvii. in Arb. Milton's Areop.it That there shall

be foure Founders of letters for printing allowed. 1681

Grew Musstnm in. iii. 334 Founders add a little [antimony]

to their Bell-Metal, to make it more sonorous. 1705 Lut-

trell Brief Pel. (1857) V. 581 Her majesties founder has

orders to cast 60 heavy cannon. 1714 Swift Drafter's Lett.

Wks. 1755 V. 11. 28 Let Mr. Wood and his crew of founders

and tinkers coin on. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss, s.v.,

Master founders are the owners or managers of a foundry for

making iron or brass castings.

b. One who founds glass.

1853 Uke Diet. Arts 1. 905 The glass-founder. 1885

Instr. Census Clerks 89 Glass Manufacture [Workmen
employed in] Metal Making : Founder.

2. Comb., as founder s dust, sand (see quots.).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Founders' Dust, charcoal

powder, and coal and coke dust ground fine and sifted for

casting purposes in foundries. Ibid., Founders' sand, a

species of sand obtained from Lewisham, Kent, and other

districts, for making foundry moulds.

Founder (fau-nda.0, sbA [f. Founder v.]

i 1. //. Grounds, lees, sediment. Cf. F. fon-

diilles. Obs.

c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 176 Do awey be foundres

[v.r. groundes] vndernepe.

2. The action of the verb Founder ; a landslip.

t88i Cornh. Mag. Dec. 738 A series of founders or land-

slips, caused by the undermining of the solid strata.

Founder (fuundar), sb.$ [app. f. found, pa.

pple. of Find v. + -ek 1.]

fl. = Finder. Obs.

1577 Frampton Joyful A'r.vs in App. Jos. I's Counterbl.

(Arb.) 84 Lorde Nicot . . first founder out of this hearbe.

2. spec, in Derbysh. Lead-mining (see quot 1851).

1601 High Peak Art. 1. in Mander Derbysh. Min. Gloss.

(1824) 130 Who . . were or pretended to be possessed of

the same ground as taker of a Fore-field for an old foun-

der. 1851 Tapping Leati-mining Ierms{E. D. SA Founder

is the mining term expressive of the finder of a vein, or rake,

or in ordinary language, a miner.

3. That portion of a lead-mine which is given to

the first finder of the vein ; hence, the part first

worked. Called aXsofounder-mecr, -shaft.

1653 Manlovk Lead-Mines 59 (E. D. S.) If two Founders

in one Rake be set. 1747 HoosoN Miner's Diet. I lib,

Sometimes it happens that there is two Founders in the

same Vein, for a Vein may be found at a distance from my
Founder. l8o» Mawe Min. Derbysh. 204 Foundtrmere, the

first 32 yards of ground worked. Ibid., Foundershaft, the

first shaft that is sunk. 1851 Act 14 «t 15 v'et- 6 94 §.2

The Word ' Founder' shall mean the Point at which a Vein

of Ore shall be first found., the Words ' Founder-Meers'

shall mean the Two first Meers to be set out to the Finder.

Founder (fau-ndsi), sb.o Also 6 fownder.

[f. Founder v. (senses 4-5}.]

FOTTNDER.

1. Inflammation of the laminar structures of a

horse's foot, resulting usually from overwork ; a

similar disease in dogs.

1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet., Fraeo val march, fownder.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 34 They are subject to

Beat or Founder to their Feet or Leggs. 1825 Loudon
Agric. f 6517 (1831) 987 Founder of the feet. 1884 Speedy
Sport iii. 31 Kennel lameness, founder, and rheumatism

(in dogs] are often caused by [etc.]

2. A rheumatic affection of the muscles of the

chest in horses. Called also body-, chest-founder.

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (17^6) I. 275 They were
often mistaken even in what they call the Chest or Body-
founder. 1818 Sporting Mag. II. 171, I agree with the

French writers that the founder is a fluxion.

Founder (faundat), v. [a. OF. fondrer to

plunge to the bottom, submerge ; also intr. to col-

lapse, fall in ruins :— f. L. fundus bottom.
The simple vb. fondrer appears to be rare in OF. ; the

compounds esfontirer, enfondrer. are common, and occur in

most of the senses below ; cf. Afounder, Enfol'NDer, of

which founder in some uses may be an aphetic form.

The r in the OF. vb. is variously accounted for : see Hatz.-

Darm. s. v. effondrer, Korting Lat.-Kom.-Wb. s. vv. ex-

fundulare, infundulare ', a popular Lat. type *fundorare

may have existed, f.fundora isee Du Cange) pi. offundus
neut., whence Yr.fonds, Folnce.]

f 1. trans. To burst or smash (something) in ; to

force a passage through. Obs.

13. . Coer de L. 5266 He gaff Richard a sory flatt, That
foundryd bacynet and hat. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 11725)

183 And whan he was withinne, & faulit as a wilde leon,

He fondrtd be Sarazins otuynne & fauht as a dragon.

f 2. To send to the bottom, cause to be swallowed

up or engulfed. Obs.

13. . E. E. At/it. P. B. 1014 J>is watz a uengeaunce violent

bat voyded bise places, J>at foundered hatz so fayr a folk &
^e folde sonkken. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvii. 97 Haue 110

mercy. .of ony man that lyueth, foundre & droune altogider

[F. eflondres tout] in-to the botome of the sea.

3. intr. Of the earth, a building, etc. : To fall

down, give way.
1489 Caxton Favtes ofA. 11. xxxv. 153 The toure foun-

dred and sanke doune in to the grounde. a 1697 Aubrey
Wills ( Royal Soc. MS.) 106 lHalliw.) A quantity of earth

foundred and fell downe a vast depth. 1830 Lyell Princ.

Geot. I. 274 We find that the cliffs of Bawdsey and Felix-

tow are foundering slowly.

t b. trans. To undermine. Also fig. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 111. iv. f 13 King John having his

soul battered without, with forrain fears, and foundred with-

in by the falsenesse of his Subjects, sunk on a sudden

beneath himself, a 1656 Ussher Ann. v. 11658) 60 The
river . . foundering the wall thereof 20 furlongs in length,

bare it down.

4. intr. (Chiefly of a horse or its rider.) To
stumble violently, fall helplessly to the ground,

collapse ; to fall lame ; occas. to sink or stick fast

in mire or bog).
(-1386 Chaucer Knt's. T. 1829 For which his hors for

feere gan to tume, And leep asyde, and foundred as he

leep. c 1450 Golagros 4 Gaw. 1022 As he loutit our ane

bra, His felt founderit hym fra. 1513 Douglas Aineis x.

xiv. 157 Down swakkis the knycht sone with a fellon fayr,

Foundris fordwart flatlingis on hys spald. c 1560 A. Scott

Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 163 To grund, for fersness, he did hin-

der. isfoHomilies 11. Rogation Weekn: 11859 498 Where-

by thy poor nyghbour, sitting on his seelly weak beast,

foundereth not in the deep thereof. 1713 Steele Guard.

No. 132 T 6 The man is a thick-skull'd puppy, and founders

likeahorse. 1875 F. Hall in Lippincotfs Mag.XVl. 749/1

The guide had strayed off the ford, and I was foundering

in a quicksand. 1880 Muirhead Gains III. § 219 When
a man has. .driven another's horse so hard as to cause it to

founder.

5. trans. To cause to break down or go lame

;

esp. to cause (a horse) to have the founder, thus

disabling him.

593 N ashe 4 Lett. Confut. 51 A broken-winded ..lade,

that., now is quite foundred and tired. 1608 Yorksh. Trag.

1. viii, O stumbling jade .. Plague founder thee. 1674 N.

Cox Gentl. Retreat. 1. (1677) 97 You will surbate or founder

your Hounds. 1680 Hacke Collect. Voy. 11.11699)3 A very

bad Path, which with our being necessitated to wade the

River, .almost foundred our Men. 173» Gay Acltlllesl, He
will quite founder himself with galloping from place to

place to look after me. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 74

She.. rode my pony till she foundered him.

h.fg.
1589 R'. Harvey PI. Perc. 18 Such fine Agues fall soonest

into a surfeit, and founder themselues with their intem-

perate behauiour. 164s Milton Colast. (18511 365 Founder

himself to and fro in his own objections. 1658 Bramhall

Cousecr.Bps vi. 148 And so your Consequence, .is foundered

of all four, and can neither pisse nor repasse.

II c. Confused with Found v.* : To benumb.

156a [see Found vPX 1578 Lyte Dodoens 111. xix. 342

The Oyle . . is good.. for members that are benummed or

foundered.

6. intr. Of a vessel : To fill with water and sink,

go to the bottom. [ = OF. s'enfondrer :
cf.sensea.]

1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 398 Already she had receiued

in much water, insomuch that she beganne to founder.

1719 De Foe Crusoe I. i, The seamen every now and then

died out she would founder. 1881 White Naval Archit.

13 Ships founder when the entry of water into the interior

causes a serious and fatal loss of floating power.

b. fig. To ' come to grief, be wrecked.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, HI. ii. 40 But in this point AH his

trickes founder. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 56 note,

Spain began to founder from the loss of the Low Countries;

but a first-rate ship does not go down like a wherry.
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7. trans. To cause (a ship) to fill with water and

sink ; to send to the bottom.
1659 D. Pei.l Impr. Sea 305 When a vessel is, or conies

once to bee foundered, there is no possibility of her being

helped up. [But this may be sense 6] 1748 F. Smith Voy.

Disc. I. 52 Capable of pierceing a Ship under her Bends, so

foundering her. 1893 G. Allen Scallywag III. noAgreat
ship was l«ing foundered and ground to pieces by some
invisible force within a few yards of them.

8* Golf. To hit (a ball) into the ground.
1880 * Capt. Crawley ' Football, etc. 96 The young Golfer

. .is likely to foundei the ball, or drive it only a comparatively
short distance.

11 9. erron. = ¥r.foudre : To burst (into tears).

c 1477 Caxton Jason 5 The damoiseau Jason . . began
thenne to found re in teeris right habondantly. [Often in

Caxton. 1 < 1530 Ld. Bekners ArtA, Lyt.Bryt. (1814) 51

The king foundred all in teeres.

Hence Foirndering vhl. sb. and ///. a.

1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. F/\an. 131 127 Matthew Gouth,
by founderyng of his horsse, was taken. 160a Warner Alb.
Eng. ix. Hit. (16(2) 238 No one thing quailes Religion more
than foundling Presbytrie. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb.
I, li. {1668) 62 Of Foundling in the Feet there be two sorts,

a dry and a wet. 1802 C.James Milif, Diet, s.v., Foundering
in the feet. .Foundering in the chest. 1813 Scott Kokeby
1. xvii, Rescued from our foundering skiff.

Foundered I

fuu'ndaid),///. a. [f. Founder v.

+ -EI)".]

+ 1. Undermined, made to give way. Obs.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 119 A foundered and

failing foundation.

2. Of a horse: Affected with founder; lamed.
1543 tr. Act 20 Rich. II, c. 5 The sayde horses become al

lost and foundred [original AF'. foundez}. 1599 B. Joxson
Cynthia s Rev. \. i, As tender as the foot of a foundred
nagge. 1640 Fuu.BR Joseph's Coat 1 Cor. xi. (1867) 81 So
our judgment will be partial and favourable to us, as
foundered feet will never tread hard. 1726 Swift Corf.
Wks 1841 II. 596 Shall gallop a foundered horse ten miles
upon a causeway and get home safe, i860 Blackmoke
Lorna D xxiii, Your horse was greatly foundered.

fig 164a Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. u. 1. 51 He not only
hears but examines his Client, and pincheth the cause,
where he fears it is foundred. 1822 Byron Vis. Judg. xci,

Ere he could get a word Of all his founder'd verses under
way.

3. Of a vessel: Sunk, wrecked.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Founder d, Ship at Sea,

that sprung a Leak and Sunk downright. 1762-9 Falconer
Shipwr. in. 634 They .. Across the founder'd deck o'er-

whelming roar.

Founderous (finrndaras), a. Also foundrous.
[f. Founder v. + -ou"S.] Causing or likely to cause

to founder ; miry, full of ruts and holes.

1767 Hull fy Anlaby Road Act 2 The other roads.. are
become very founderous for travellers. 1796 Burke Regie.
Peace in. Wks. VIII. 267, I have travelled through the
negotiation, and a sad founderous road it is. 1805 Wordsw.
Waggoner 111, Poor pilot I, by snows confounded, And
many a foundrous pit surrounded ! 1844 Williams Real
Prop. (1873) 3 T 4 Where a public way is foundrous, as such
ways frequently were in former times.

Foundership (faundai/ip). [f. Founder sbfi

+ -ship.] The position of a founder.

1563 Abi\ Parker Corr. 11853) 252, I would wish a better
in his place to govern the house, and he to hold him in his
foundership if he will. 1622 Cali.is Stat. Sewers (1647 1 213
Many Inheritances I found in reason freed from these
Taxes and Lays, as Tythes in Spiritual hands. .Presenta-
tions, Founderships. 1841 FrasePs Mag. XXIII. 92 There
seems to be a patriotic schism . . as to the foundership of
the Temperance societies. iS6$Con'emp. A*«.». X 1 1 . 67 It..

harmonizes with his foundership of the Olympic games.

Foundling (fau-ndlirj). Forms: 4 fynde)ling,
4-8 fondling, 4-6 -elyng, 4 6 found,e)lyng,
(4-eling),4-5fund(e)ling,-lyng, 4, 6 foundling.
[ME /untitling ( = Du. vondeling, MHG. vunde-
li'nc), i.funden, pa. pple. of Find v. + -ling; ME.
had alsofindling ( = Ger.findling), f. the pres. stem
of the vb. Cf. also "ME.funding.]
1. A deserted infant whose parents are unknown,

a child whom there is no one to claim. Also
transf.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxviifi]. 5(Horstm.1 Of fadre of found-

linges mi c 1305 Judas 56 in E. E. P. (1862) 108 So pat be
quene vpbreid adai : bat he fyndling was. c 1440 /Vtvw/.
Parv. 182/2 Fundelynge, as he bat ys fowndyn, and noman
wote ho ys hys fadur, ne hys modyr. 1549 Coverdale, etc.
Erasm. Par. Phil. iii. 5, I am an Israelite, not by engraff-
ynge, but by kyndred : notastraunge foundlyng, butajewe,
beynge borne of the Jewes. 1602 Withals Diet. 271/1 A
childe which is laid and found in the streete . . or else-

where, which they call commonly a foundling. 1735 Berke-
ley Querist % 372 Whether there should not be erected.,
an hospital for orphans and foundlings, at the expense of
old bachelors ? 1789 G. White Selbome xliv. 113, I myself
have seen these foundlings in their nest displaying a strange
ferocity of nature. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxxix. He
roared again until the very foundlings near at hand were
startled in their beds.

appositively. a 1712 King Ulysses iV Tiresias 25 Tho' he
a foundling bastard be. a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. iv.

xxiii. (1876) 250 The discovery of a foundling orphan.

1587 Golding De Mornay Pref. 8 As for lying or vntruth,
it is a foundling, and not a thing bred. 1827-38 Hare
Guesses (1867) 210 Employ such words as have the
largest families, keeping clear of foundlings and of those of
which nobody can tell whence they come unless he happens
to be a scholar. 1853 Trench Proverbs 39 The great
majority of proverbs are foundlings, the happier foundlings
of a nation's wit, which [etc.].

2. The Foundling: the Foundling Hospital,

London.
1829 Gen, P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 123 It would be

as wise to recommend wolves for nurses at the Foundling,
on the credit of Romulus and Remus.
3. attrib. and Comb., as foundling-hospital,

f -house, an institution for the reception of found-
lings ; foundling-stone, an erratic boulder.
1756 Ni'GENT Gr. Tour, Prance IV. 39 The en/ants

trouvis, or "foundling-hospital. 1875 JowETT Plato led. 2)

III. 166 The Creches of Paris, or the foundling hospital of
Dublin. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 12 r 6 What, you
never heard of the * Foundling House? 189a Edin. Rev.
Apr. 305 *' Foundling-stones' innumerable have become
objects of popular superstition and scientific curiosity.

Foundment: see Fundament.

Foundress ' (futrndres). Forms : 5 fown-
dowr-, 5-6 founderesse, (7 -ess), 5—7 foun-
dresse, 7-8 -res, 7- foundress, [f. Founder sb*
+ -ess.] A female founder ; es/>. a woman who
founds or endows an institution, etc.

c 1430 LydG. Miu. Poems 11 Gramer. . Cheeff ffonnderesse

and roote of alle connyng. 1490 Caxton Etieydos vi. 23
Dydo .. foundresse of the noble cyte of cartage. 1568
Grafton Ckron, II. 898 [Perkin] retourned againe to the

Lady Margaret his first foolish foundresse. 1631 Wef.ver
Auc. Fun. Man. 387 The ehiefe Foundres>e of this religious

house. 1778 Lowth 'Pransl. Isaiah Notes (ed. 121 328
Semiramis was the foundress of this part also of the Baby-
Ionian greatness. 1875 JowETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 530 '1 he
goddess who is the common foundress of both our cities.

tFou*ndress-, Obs, [f. Founder sb^ + -ess.]

A woman who founds or casts metals.

1638 Foro Fancies in. ii, The great bell of my heart is

crack 'd and never Can ring in tune again, til 1* t be new cast

By one only skilful foundress.

Foundry (fau*ndri\ Forms: 7 fondary, -ery,

founderie, 8 -ary, 8-9 -ery, 9 foundry, [a. F.

fond(e)rie, f.foudre: see Found a/.-*]

1. The art or business of founding or casting

metal ; cotter, founders' work, castings.

1601 Holi.anij Pliny II. 565 This art of grauing images in

stone is of greater antiquitie by farre, than, .founderie and
casting statues. 1793 Smeaton Kdystone L. § 279 note, The
ingenious Mr. Prickett, to whom the Iron Foundery of this

kingdom owes much. 1890 Daily News 6 Jan. 2 '3 Cut nails

are advanced . . and a similar run is declared in heavy iron

foundry, mill-rolls, wheels, etc.

2. An establishment or building in which found-

ing of metal or glass is carried on.

1645 Evelyn Mem. (1819) I. 194 The founderie where they
cast ordinance, c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl. 11818 1 I. 258
This man . . dwelt near an English foundery in Glengary.
1853 Uke Diet. Arts I. 915 art. Glass-makhig). 1880 Miss
Bkaddon Just as I am xliii, Fellow-workmen together in

the same foundry.

fig. 1711 SMAPTKSB. Cliarac. (1737 1 I. 320 Thus T contend
with fancy and opinion ; and search the mint and foundery
of imagination. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. IV. 249 The nur-

sery of irresistible legions, the fuundnry of the human race,

fb. (.See quots.) Obs.
1670 98 LasselS Voy. Italy I. 3 The Fondaries or Still-

ing-Houses of the Great Duke of Florence. 1674 Blount
Glossogr , Fondery (Fr.) a Stilling-house.

3. attrib, and Comb., as foundry'-coke, furnace,
-goods, -man ; foundry-iron, iron containing

sufficient carbon to make it suitable for castings;

foundry-proof, the final proof before stereotyping

or electrotyping (Jacobi).
1892 Daily Neios 6 Aug. 8/6 Wanted by Colliery Pro-

prietors, an Agent, to sell ^foundry coke. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. IV. 355 *P"oundry Purnace . . Reverberating
and blast furnaces. 1831 J. Holland Mann/. Metal I. 71
That endless variety of smaller and generally useful articles,

denominated *foundery goods. 1863 Robson Bards ofTyne
357 He. .keeps 'a the *foundrymen starvin' till neet.

Fount l (fount). Chiefly poet. [Appears late

in 16th c. ; ad. F.font or L.fonl em on the analogy

of mount,fountain, etc.] A spring, source, Foun-
tain.

x593 Shaks. Lucr. 850 Why should .. toads infect fair

founts with venom mud? 1613 — Hen. VIII, 1. L 154
Proofesascleereas Founts in Inly, when Wee see each fcraiiic

of grauell. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. Temper 1. 8 As
naturall a fluxe and emanation forth of it . . as the water in

the rivelet hath from the fount. 1657 Milton P. L. 111. 357
And flours aloft shading the Fount of Life. 17*5 Pope
Odyss. xix. 562 Thy milky founts my infant lips have drained.
1728-46 Thomson Spring 398 High to their fount, .trace up
the brooks. 1x839 Praed Poems O864) II. 308 By Kedron's
brook, or Siloa's holy fount.

b. transf andy?£.
1593 Dravton Ectog. iv. 107 From this Fount did all

those Mischiefs flow. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound
Poems 1850 I. 144 Because I stole The secret fount of fire.

1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 188 Ancient founts of
inspiration well thro 1

all my fancy yet. 1874 Green Short
Hist. v. § 3. 235 The Archbishop turned fiercely upon Oxford
as the fount and centre of the new heresies.

Pount 2 (fount, font (ffnt). Printing. Also
8 found; cf. Fund. [See Font j/^. 2] A complete
set or assortment of type of a particular face and
size. AI^o hiUy, fount of letter or type.

1683 Moxou Printing No. 11. F 2. 13 A Fount ("properly

a Fund) of Letter of all Bodies. Ibid. No. xxni. 377
Pount is the whole number of Letters that are Cast of the
same Body and Face at one time. 1687-8 Boyle Let. 5
Mar. in Birch Life 417, I caused a font of Irish letters to be
cast. 1714 Mandevillk./*7i^. ^^(1725) I. 258 Breakdown
the printing-presses, melt the founds. 1771 P. Luckombe

Hist. Print. 248 A Complete Fount of letter. 1834 Sovth^y
Doctor I. ii. 27 We discussed the merits of a new font. 186a
Bl'kton Bk. Hunter 76 The largest font of Italics possesstd

by the establishment. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Raiiw.
630 He set up a complete fount of type.

Fountain Jau-nten). Forms : 5-6 fontaynfe,
-eyn(e, 5-7 -taine, fountayn e, 6 fontane, 6-7
fountaine, 7- fountain. [\atQM\i.fontayne,a. OF.
fontaine :—late h.fontuna (whence Fr., Sp., Pg.,

It. fontana, Welsh ffynnaivn, -on), fern, of' L. font-

anus pertaining to a fount, f.font-.fons Foot sb.*]

1. A spring or source of water issuing from the

earth and collecting in a basin, natural or artificial
;

also, the head-spring or source of & stream or river.

Now arch, ox poet, exefg.
c 1450 Merlin 308 To this fountayn ofte tyme com nimiane

for to dispone. < 1489 Caxton Somtes ofAymon xviii. 4c >

A fore the gate sprange aquycke fontaine. 1535 Coverdai.k
Gen. viii. 2 The fountaynes of the depe and the wyndowes
of heauen were stopte. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. u. v. 23 Like to

a bubling fountaine stirM with winde. 1635 N. Cappknthh
Geog. Del. n. ix. 163 Some would haue the great riuerTanais
not to haue his head or fountaine in the Ripharan mountains.
1671 Mil.ton Samson 581 God, who caused a fountain al
thy prayer From the dry ground to spiing, etc. 1692 R.w
Dissol. ll'orld u. ii (17^21 83 Making Rivers to ascend to
their Fountains. 1727 Dyer Grongar Hill 20 So oft I have,
At the fountain of a rill Sate upon a flow'ry bed. 1812
Brackeniudc;k Views Louisiana 11814) 105 The greatest
objection to this country is the want of fountains and running
streams. 1842 Tennyson AmPhion 96 The vilest herb that
runs to seed Beside its native fountain.

b. used with reference to baptism (cf. Font).
[1526 Tindale Fph. v. 26 Clensed it in the fountayne of

water thorowe the worde. ] 1548 9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer
Offices 8 Them which at this fountayne forsake the ikuill

and all his workes.

C. transf.

1526-34 Tindale Mark v. 29 And streyght waye her
fountayne of Uoude was dryed vp. 1592 Shaks. Rom.
<y Jul. 1. ir^t^Wilh purple fountains issuing from your veins.

d. fig. A spring, source, ' well '. (Often in//.)

1398 Trevisa Bar.'li. De P. R. I. (1495 6 God is the foun-
tayne of all godenesse and of all vertue. 14.. Baladc to
on r Ladle (Chaucer's Wks. 1 561) Fountain al fihhlesse. as
birell current clere. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. vi. 30 Parys
Oxenford & Cambryge ben the fontayns where men may
drawe out most science. 1548-9 Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer,
Post-Communion, Almightie God, the fountayn of all

wisdome. 1589 Pasauii's Ret. C iij, This mischit:fe hath
many fountaines. 1660 ]?afkow Euclid Pref, ( 1714) 3 Sonic
principal Rules of practical Gcome try, reducing them to their

original Fountains. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 223 The
French law, which is derived from the same feodal fountain.

1844 Ld. P.kolgiiam Brit. Const, xvii. (1862) 268 The Crown
is the fountain ofhonour. 1861 TULLOCH Eng. Purit. i. 116

Long-practised craft had poisoned the very fountains of
trust in him.

2. A jet or strenm of water made to rise or spout

up artificially ; the structure built for such a jet or

stream to rise and fall in; also, an erection in a

public place for a constant supply of fresh water

lor drinking (more fully, drinkingfountain). Ap-
plied also to a natural jet of water, as that ol a

geyser.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvm. ix, A dulcet spring and
marvaylous fountaine Of golde and asure made all certaine.

1590 Si'KNSER F. Q, II. xii. 60 In the midst of all a fountaine
stood, Of richest substance that on earth might bee. 1601

Shaks Jul. C. 11. ii. 77 My Statue, Which like a Fountaine,
with an hundred spouts Did run pure blood. 1625 Bacon
Flss., Gardens (Arb.) 561 Fountaines I intend to be of two
Natures: the One that sprinckleth or Spouteth Water;
the Other a Faire Receipt of Water, .. without Fish, or
Slime, or Mud. a 1631 Donnf. Poems (16501 23 A stone
fountaine weeping out the yeare. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 1 Apr., There were four
fountains of cold water in this room. 1726 Adv. Capt. R.
Boyle 28 It had been formerly a Fountain, but was only
choak'd up.. I ask 'd.. if he had ever known it to play.

1841-4 Emkrson Ess., Art Wks. (Bohn) I. 145 Let spouting
fountains cool the air. Singing in the sun-baked square. 1882
Cassull s.v. Drinking-founiain, Modern drinking fountains
began to be erected in Liverpool in 1857. The first one in

London was opened to the public on April 12, 1859. 1886
A. Winchell Walks fy 'Talks in Geol. Field 84 Instantly
the fountain [of the Great Geyser of Iceland] began to play
with the utmost violence.

3. Her. A roundel, barry wavy of six, argent

and azure.

1610 Glillim Heraldry 111. iv. 96 He beareth. .a Bend.

.

Ijetweene six Fountaines Proper. 1864 Boctell Her. Hist.

<y Pop. v. 25 In representation, the Bezant, Plate, and Foun-
tain, are flat. 1868 Ci/ssans Her. tv. 70 A Bend between
six Fountains forms the Coat of the Stourton Family.

4. A reservoir or compartment for holding oil,

ink, etc., in an Argand lamp, a printing-press, etc.

5. Conchol. ;See quot.)

1895 Edin. Rev. Oct. 355 Fountains and watering-pots.,

and helmet-shells . . names which have^ been locally .

.

applied to a few of the multitudinous species of Mollusca.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. (chiefly

appositive and_/%-. = belonging to or of the nature

of a spring or source, original).

1645 Rutherford Tryalfy Tri. Faith (1845) 5 The fountain-

love, the fountain-delight, the fountain-joy of men and.

angels. 1648 Boyle Seraph. Love xviii. 11700) 111 His
Love is the first Original and Fountain-blessing, a 1652

J. Smith Set. Disc. ix. 446 The universal fountain-fulness

of one supreme almighty goodness. 1662 J. Chandler Vtvt
Helmont's Oriat. 286 The Fountain-light of the soul. 1678
Marvell Defi Howe Wks. 1875 IV. 192 The original and
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fountain-Being. 1803-6 Wobdsw. Intimat. Immort. !x,

Those shadowy recollections, Which be they what they
may, Are yet the fountain light of all our day. 1846 Thench
Mirac. vi. (1862) 191 In contact with Him who is the
fountain-flame of all life.

b. Comb., as fountain-brim, -side; Jountain-
fruitful adj.; also fountain-fish, a ctenophoran

;

fountain-pen, a pen furnished with an ink-reser-

voir ; fountain-pipe, a pipe which supplies a
fountain with water ; fountain-tree, a name for

the deodar ( Treas. Bot. 1866) ; also, ' a tree in the
Canary Isles which distills water from its leaves*
(\V.) ; f fountain - water, fresh water from a
spring, spring-water.

1634 Mi 1.ton Comus 119 By dimpled brook and 'fountain*
brirn. 1641 G. Sandys Paraphr. Song Sol. iv. ii, The
*Fountain-fruitfull Lebanon. 1833 Diet. Math, fy Fhys.Sc.,
* Fountain-pen. 1892 E. Reeves Homeivd. Bound 164 One
silver pocket-knife and fountain-pen. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Itort. (1729)226 Look to your* Fountain-Pipes, 1667 Milton
P. /,. IV. 326 By a fresh "fountain-side. 1725 PorE Odyss.
xv. 480 Descry'd By road frequented, or by fountain-side.

1572 Mascall Plant. <y Graff. (1502) 78 Mingled with a
little "Fountaine or running water. 1612 Enckir. Med. II. 7
Let it be boyled in foure pints of fountaine water. 1678
R. Russell Geberw. iv. 245. Common Salt is dissolved in
clear Fountain Water.

Fountained (fairntt'nd), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED 2

.] Provided with a fountain or fountains;
also with attributive prefixed, as viany-Jountained.
1818 Keats Endym. n. 717 O fountain'U hill ! Old

Homer's Helicon ! 1832 Tennyson (Euone 11 O mother
Ma, many-fountain'd Ida. 1851 Miss Mitforu Recollect.
II. 3 Fountained garden and pillared court.

t Fountaineer. Obi. In 7 -e(e)r(e, -iere ;

also Fontantek. [ad. Y. Jontainier, fontem'er:
see -EE"\] One who has charge of a fountain.
1603 Holland Plutarch?* Jtfor. 220 No gardener nor

fountainer, 1644 Evelyn Diary 27 Feb., A basilisc of
copper, wh" 1

' managed by the fountainere, ca-ts water
neere 60 feet high.. The fountainiere represented a showre
of raine from the topp. 1652 Wright tr. Camus' Nature's
Paradox 2S Like those Fountair.eers, who shewing curious
Water-works and Grotta's. .set themselves in some known
place where they remain dry, whilst every one else is

wetted to the skin.

Fountain-head.
1. A fountain or spring from which a stream
Hows ; the head-spring or source of a stream.
1585 T.Washington tr. Nieholay's Voy. 1. viii. 9 This

tower was made .. for the garding and keeping of ihe
fountayne heads which from thence are brought . . into the
citie. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vi. §2 11643) 200 The sea. .is

the fountain-head from whence all fountain? have their
he-ids. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 26 Any Water
coming fro-n the Fountain, will ri*e to the height of that
Fountain Head. 1774 J. Bryant Mytkol II. 60, I passed
through the regions of the north to the fountain-head of the
Ister. 1872 Raymond Statist* Mines fy Mining- 57 Taking
the waters of the .streams from their fountain-heads.

2. fig. The chief or prime source of anything
;

the quarter whence anything originates
; esp. an

original source of information, news, etc.

i6o5 Bryskett Civ. Life 114 These two vnruly . . powers,
which are the spring and fountaine head of all disordinate
affections. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 326' As I

am.. assured from some heere very neare the fountayne
head at Bruxells. 1754 Footf. Knights 1. Wks. 1790 I, 64
You are about the court ; and so, being at the fountain*
bead, know what is in the papers before they are printed.

1787 Bbntham Def Usury x. 94 To trace an error to its

fountain-head is to refute it. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
III. 28 The Convention was the fountain-head from which
the authority of all future Parliaments must be derived.

Fountainless (fatrnt$nl6s), a. [f. Fountain
+ -less.] Without fountains.

1671 Milton /'. A', m. 264 Barren desert, fountainless and
dry. 1816 Scott Old Mori. 1 1830-2) II. xviii. 164 Like
Hagar watching the waning life of her infant amid the
fountainless desert. 184a De QuiNCKY Philos. Herodotus
Wks. IX. 207 A. .wilderness, .everywhere fountainless.

Fou'ntainlet. nonce-wd. [bee -let.] A little

fountain.
a 1661 POLLER Worthies, Huntingdon it, (1662) 48 In the

afore-said Village there be two Fountaine-lets.

Fountainons (futrntenos':, a. rare. [f. Foun-
tain + -OU8.] a. Of the nature of a fountain or

source. lit. and Jig. b. Containing fountains or
springs of water.
1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. \. 11701) 18/1 From the Foun-

tainous Idea's there proceeded others. 1664 Beale in
ETelyu*s Pomona 29 If the Land be neither dry. .nor foun-
tainous. 1747 E. Poston Frailer I. 42 From tins vast
fountainous Cause we may plainly trace all the Sins and
Follies of Mankind. 1855 Bailey Mystic 72 The angels ..

unsealed The secret wealth of many a fountainous hill.

1 lencc FotrntainGusly adv. ( = as from a source).
1662 J. Chandler fan Helmont's Oriat. 195 The light of

the same proceeding immediately and fountainously from
llie Father of Lights.

Fountful (futrntful), a. poet. [f. Fount 1 +
-ful.] Full of founts or springs.
c 1611 Chai'MAS Iliad XX, 204 The foot cf Ida's fountful

hill. 1611 G. Sandys OviiPs Met. xv. (1626) 315 Wheie
yellow Tybris runs From fountfull Appenines. 1715-40
Pope Iliad xti. 1 14 Fountful Ide. 1809 Mrs. West Mother
(1810* 144 On the top of fountful Pisgah.

Founting" 'fairntirj), ppl. a. rare. [f. Fount 1

+ -IJtaO Welling up like a spring ; transf.

drooping in the form of a falling fountain.
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1827 Hood Mids. Fairies iii, And there were founting
springs to overflow Their marble basins. Ibid, xlviii, We
bend each tree in proper attitude, And founting willows
train in silvery falls.

[Foupe: see List oj Spurious Words.]

Four (&•!), a. and sb. Forms : 1-3 feower,
fewer, (2 fure), 2-3 f(o)uwer, 3 feouwer,
fowuer, fower, Qrm, fowwerr, foo u)r, fu^er,
fur, south, vor, 3-4 south, vour, 3-7 fowre,
foure, (3 fawre, fowr, Orm. fowwre),4 faur(e, 3-
four. [Com.Teut. and Aryan : 0¥»Jeower~OYxi&.
Jiuwer, fior, OS. Jiwar, Jiuwar, Jiori (Du. vitr\
OHG. fior, fier (MHG, mod.Ger. vier), O'S.fo'rer

masc, -ar fem., Jiogor. neut. (S\v. Jyra, Da. Jire),

Goth. Jidxvor. In comb. OE. had a form JySer-,

fiper-j AngIianyt'^/--,-K;';cf.OSw
1
/5"a^r-,Frankish

Jitter- (Lex Salica"), Goth. Jidur-. The phonolo-
gical relation of the Tent forms to those in other

Aryan langs. presents anomalies of which the ex-

planation is still disputed ; the OAryan type is

*qetiver-, -wor-, qetur- (with other ablaut-variants

of somewhat uncertain form), regularly represented

by Skr. catvdr-, catur-, Gr. Teoaapts (I)or. TtTvpes),

L. quatluor, Olrish cethir, OWelsh petgttar (mod.
Welsh pedzvar).] The cardinal number next after

three, represented by the symbols 4 or IV.— A. as adj.

1. In concord with the sb. expressed.
Thefour comers, quarters, etc 1 of the earth, heavens or

world): the remotest parts; see Corner st>. 1 8. The four
corners (of a document) : the limits or scope of its contents

;

see Corner si'. 1 1 e. Within the four seas: within the
boundaries of Great Britain, t Of all four sides : entirely,

thoroughly.
o 1000 Crist 870 (Gr.VFrom feowerum foldan sceatum bam

ytemestum eorSan rices englas . . blawaft byman. ("1175
Lamb. Horn. 1 59 [>as fure kunnes teres bo5 be fuwer wateres
ba be he^5 ihaten us on to weschen. c 1*05 Lay. 5154 Com
ba tidrnde to ban feouwer kinggen bat Beltn king wes
icumeu. a 1225 Juliana 9 pa ieaden him i cure up o fowr
hweoles. a 1300 Cursor M. 14241 Mari and martha . . bai
had ben wepand bar four dais, c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 8808
pen bos maisters gei t make . . Fovre lampis full light , . all

of gold fyne. c 1489 Caxton Sennes of Aymon vi. 151
Reynawde is well a noble gentylman of all foure sides.

1533 Wriothesley Ckron. (1875) I. iq A rich canapie of
cloath of silver borne over her heade by the fower Lordes
of the Portes. 164a Fulleb Holy A> Prof. St. v. i. 359 So
be it he goeth not out beyond the Foure seas. 1745 P.
Thomas Jrnl. Anson s I'oy. 156 They fired four Guns as
Signals of Distress. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton Fusion Carew
iii, He., was the safest confidant to be found within the
four sea^. 1893 Law Times XCV. 29 '2 It may be neces-
sary to look beyond the four corners of the agreement.

b. Four corners, a game : see quots. Also, in

Horsemanship (see quot. 1753
s

.

1730-36 Bailey (folio), Four-comers [with Horsemen].
J 753 Chambers Cycl. Sitpp., Four-corners, in the manege,
or to work upon the four corners, is to divide in imagination
the volt or round into four quarters, so that upon each of
these quarters, the horse makes a round or two at trot or
gallop; and when he has done so upon each quarter, he
has made the four corners. 1801 StrUTT Sports <y Past.
in. vii. 241 Four-corners is so called from four large pins
which are placed singly at each angle of a square frame.
1881 in Isle of Wight Gloss. 64 The game of Skittles is also

altered from nine pins to four, and is called * Four Corners '.

c. The history of the Pour Kings (see quot.).

1760 Footf. Minor 1. Wks. 1799 I. 241 Come, shall we have
a dip in the history of the Four Kings this morning?
1894 Brewer Diet. Phrase <y Fable s. v., The History of
the Four Kings (Livre des Quatre Kois', a pack of cards.

2. With ellipsis of sb., which may usually be
supplied from context. + PourforJour : in fours.

c 1205 Lay. 4046 Feowere here weren riche be haueden
ferden muchele. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. H. 9^8 pe aungelez.

.

enforsed alle fawre forth at be 3atez. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. II. 201 Syne four for four togidder than tha fuir, And
sone all audit. i6ii IJuu.e 2 Sam. xxi. 22 These foure .

.

fell by the hand of Dauid. a 1699 Lady Halkett
Autolnog. (1875) 53 All Fowre were in the place apointed.

b. with omission of hours, usJour o'clock.

157S Laneham Let. (1871) 32 (Az vnhappy it waz for the
bride) that cam thither too soon, (and yet waz it a four a
clok). i7« Swift To Earl of Oxford'Wks. 1755 III. 11.44,

I shall think of that no more, !f you'll be sure to come at
four. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 266 The bustle and tur-

moil of the work grow to a climax at four o'clock.

C. with omission of horses.

1815 L. Simond Tour Gt.Brit. I. 3 An elegant post-chaise
and four stopped at the door. 1858 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.
II. 363 As pleasant as a barouche and four.

f d. In phrases On {upon, of) allJour (?c. feet

or limbs) ; aUo on or upon Jour. Obs. ; now on
All-fours.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1683 He fares forth on alle faure.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. ix. 37 What thyng. .Goth fyrst on
foure, or els gothe he nought ? 1470-85 Malory Arthur
11. xviii, Theune balan yede on al four feet and handes and
put of the helme of his broder. 1611 Bible Lev. xi. 20 All
foules that creepe, going vpon all foure, sbalbe an abomina-
tion vnto you. 1641 Marmion Antiouary 1. in Hazl.
Dodsley XIII. 431 You'll hardly find .. beast that trots

sound of all four: There will be some defect. 1662 J.
Uavies tr. Olearius' I'oy. Autbass. (1669) 157 [Babies] will

crawl stark naked of all four about the House and into

the fields. 1699 Bentley Phal. 128 What a sorry cripled
Argument's here, even lame upon all four? 171a Arbuthsot
John Bull 11. iv, I would crawl upon all four to serve you.

[1719 De Foe Crusoe 311, I was oblig'd to creep upon all

FOUR.
Fours.] 17SJ Lett,from Mist's Jrnl. I. 294 An old black
Horse, that can scarce crawl upon Four.

3. Coupled with a higher cardinal or ordinal

numeral following, so as to form a compound
(cardinal or ordinal) numeral.
c 1205 Lay. 2092 [BrutusJ hxfde bis lond fower and twenti

winter on his bond. 1398 Thf.visa Barth. De F. R. xn xi.

(1495)421 Amonge foules oonly the rauen hath fowre and
syxty chaungynges of voyce. 1579 Fulke Heskins Pari.
416 The foure and thirtieth Chapter sheweth the vse of the
Masse, 1818 Scott Heart Midi, viii, My breath is growing
as scant as a broken-winded piper's when he has played for

four-and-twenty hours at a penny wedding.

B. as sb.

1. The abstract numl>er four.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21748 O four and thre qua tels euen. He
sal bs numbre mak o seuen. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. A*.

xix. cxviii. 114951 921 One doo to thre makyth foure. 1837
Whewei.l Hist. Induct. Se. (1857) I. 47 Four, .was held to
be the most perfect number.

2. A set of four persons or things: esp. a. A card,

domino, or the side of a die marked with four pips

or spots; a throw of the die by which the ' four*

comes uppermost, b. Card-p/aying [Poker). A
set of four cards of the same value. C. A four-

oared boat or a crew of four oarsmen. Pours,

races for four-oared boats, d. Cricket, etc. A hit

for which four runs are scored, e. pi. (See quot.

1888.) Also in Jours (formerly -\ in Jours and
Jours), arranged in groups of four ; spec, in Biblio-

graphy used to indicate the number of leaves in a

sheet or gathering.
a. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., Dial. iii. 26 K. I did lift an

Ace.

—

L. I a foure. 1674 Cotton Gamester vi. 80 The
Deuces, Treys, Fours, and Fives. 17*8 Swift Jrnl. Mod.
Lady Wks. 1755 III. 11. 196 When lady Tricksey play'd a
four You took it with a mattadore. 1870 Hardy & Ware
Mod. Hoyle 81 Suppose your hand conMsts of a four, five,

and six of spades.

b. 1883 Longvt. Mag. Sept. 499 Fours, or four [cards] of
a kind. 1894 Maskelyne Sharps$ Flats 84 If he had been
so fortunate as to possess another ace among the cards. .he
would have a ' four '.

C. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. liv, A Four and two sitters

. . up with one tide and down with another. 1891 Outdoor
Games A- Recreat. 137 He must graduate through his college

fours, and Torpid races. Ibid. 144 The ' Coxswainless Fours ',

These ' Fours'. . are inter-collegiate races.

d. 1836 in 'Bat' Cricketer's Man (1850) 100 Threes,
fours, and fives appear as easy for him to get. 1894 A.
Lang Ban a> A rriire Ban 67 When Oxford's bowling always
goes For ' fours ', for evtr to the Cords.
e. 1488 in Let. 'Treas. Ace. Scott. I. 84 Item, a frete of

the Quenis oure set with grete perle sett in fouris and fouris.

1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc, Fours, a familiar term used
by compositors for 'quarto*. 1890 H. O. Sommer Malory's
Arthur II. Introd. 9 The first part has signatures A to Z .

.

in fours.

3. Short for, a. four-shilling beer (see quot), ; b.

four-pennyworth (of spirits) ; c. (//.) four-per-

cents.

a. 1633 W. R. Match at Midn. 11. in Hazl. Dodsley
XIII. 43 'Tim. What is 't, brother? Four or six? Copt.
Four or six ! 'tis rich Canary. . . Tim. . -Now I think on 't,

a cup of this is better than our four-shilling beer at home.
b. 1869 E. Vatfs Wrecked in Fort xxii. 241 ' Fours ' of

rum, and 'sixes' of f randy. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold.

Bntterjty i. 20 The girl, .set before him a ' four 'of brandy
and the cold water.

C. 1887 Daily tVeivs 15 Nov. 5/6 Fully-paid-up stock-.. in

exchange for the converted Fours and Four-and-a-Halfs.

C. allrib. and Comb.

1. a. Combined with sbs. forming adjs., as Jour-

acre, -button, -gallon, -,?//«, -tine, -story, -year-old.

1868 Gladstone Jut. Mundi xi. (1870) 420 A *four-acre

field. 1896 Daily News 2 July 8/7 White kids sewn with
black . . as well as lavender, chiefly in *four-button length.

1879 Miss Bird Rocky Mount. I. 264, I told him to fill up
the *four-gallon kettle. 1862 Latham Channel 1st. 111. xvii.

(ed. 2) 400 A *four-gun cutter. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVTL
11. 501 Underneath this a stave or *four-Iine verse. 1888

A. K. Green Behind Closed Doors vi, A *four-story brick

building. 1832 Lytton Eugene A. 1. v, The *four-year-old

mutton, .affecting the shape and assuming the adjuncts of

venison. 1855 Tennyson Brook 137 'That [colt] was the
four-year old I sold the Squire.'

b. In parasynthctic adjs. with suffix -ed 2
, asJour-

barrelled, -chambered, -columned, -decked, -faced,

-Jingered, -headed, -legged, -lettered, -lined, -roomed,

-sided, -snouted, -spined,-stranded,- stringed, -lined,

-toed.

1881 Times 15 Jan. 5/6 A high power of firing for a *four-

harrelled gun. 1870 Gii.lmore Reptilts <y Birds Introd. 2

The heart is *four-chambered, transmitting venous blood to

the lungs. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 386 We are

now poring over all the nothings in a *four-columned news-
paper. 1833 Mahkyat /*. Simple xxxv, Nothing would
suit NeKon but this *four-decked ship. 1878 Gurnhy
Crystallogr. 86 A cube with a low four-sided pyramid on
each face.. is sometimes called a *four-faced cube. 1802

Bincley Anim. Biog. (1813) I. 89 The *four-fmgered mon-
key. 1864 Pusf.y Led. Daniel ii. 75 The *four-headed

creatures in Ezekiel's vision. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 402
To guard the magazine i' th' hose From two-legg'd and
from *four-le.cg'd foes. 1778 Hutton in /'////. Trans.
LXVIII. 57 The whole being supported by a four-leggtd

stand. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xi, Louise .. calling her

little four-legged companion, had eagerly followed in the

path. 1652 H. C Lookinfr-Glassefor Ladies 4 That *four-

letter'd name, rare and Divine. 1831 Southf.y Lett.( 1856) IV.

214 Thepoem. .is in *four-lined stanzas. 1890 Boldkewood
Col. Reformer (1891) 234 A new *four-roomed cottage. 1669
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StURMV Mariner's Mag. i. 26 Of *four-sided Figures. 1647

R. Stapvlton Juvenal v. 55 Thou drain'st a foule 'four-

snouted glasse, that's calTdThe Beneventine Cobler. 1836

Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 83 The -four-spined Stickleback.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) If u iij, The middle
strand of a * four-stranded rope. 174a Berkeley Let. to

Gervais in Fraser Life viii. (1871) 284 The instrument she

desired to be provided was a large *four-stringed bass violin.

1765 Univ. Mag: XXXVII. 33/1 A *four-tined fork. 1872

Baker Nile Tribut. ii. 27 The first time I saw the peculiar

*four-toed print of the hippopotamus's foot.

C. In parasynthctie sbs. with suffix -ER1
, asfour-

boater, -decker, -master, -year-older.

1889 Century Diet., Four-boater, a whaling-ship carry-

ing four boats on the cranes. 1833 Makryat P. Simple
xxxv, She was a > four-decker. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey \.

vii, Any stray *four-year-older not yet sent to bed.

d. In advb. sense ( = in four parts) with pa.

pples., us four-cleft, -parted adjs,

1793 Martyn Lang. Hot., * Four-cleft leaf. Folium qnadri-

fidum. 1846 Dana Zooph. 1848) 139 Mouth prominent,
four-cleft within, a 1619 Fothkkby Atheom. 11. vii. § 3
(1622) 264 The *foure-parted Image. 1793 Martyn Lang.
Bot., Four-parted leaf. Folium qumiripartitum.

2. Special comb. : four-ale, ale sold at four-

pence a quart ; four-cant (see quot. ; cf. four-
strand); four-centred arch {Arch.), one described

from four centres ; \ four-corner a. — next ; four-

cornered a., having four comers, square
; four

cornered cop, a college cap or 'square'. Hence
four-cornerwise adv., so as to form four corners

;

four-coupled a., having four coupled wheels

;

four-course (Agric), a four years' course or series

of crops In rotation (in quote, attrib. ; see Course
sb. 23; ; four-crossway(s, the place where two
roads cross or four roads meet ; four-dimen-
sional a. (Math.", of or belonging to a fourth

dimension ; four-dimensioned a., having four

dimensions
; f four-double — Fourfold a. 1

;

f four-eared a. fig., twofold ; four-eyes, (a) see

quot. 1755; (b) the name of a fish (see quot.

1879) ;
(c) slang (see quot. 1874) ; f four-fallow

v., to fallow fourfold ; four-field course (Agric),

a series of crops grown in four fields in rotation
;

four figures, i.e. an amount of one thousand

pounds or over (whencefourfigured ai\y, that sells

for four figures
1

) ; four-foil (Arch.), a quatrefoil;

four-foot (way), the space (really 4 ft. 8| in.)

between the rails on which the train runs

;

four-half (slang), half ale, half porter, at four-

pence a quart ; four-horse, four-horsed adjs.,

that is drawn by four horses ; four-hours St., a

light refreshment taken about four o'clock ; also

tfour hourspenny (see quot. 165 1) ; four-inch a.,

that measures four inches, also ellipt. = four inch

rope ; f four-inched a., four inches wide ; four-

lane-end(s dial., = four-crossways ; f four-mil-

lioneer, one who is worth four millions of money;
four-nooked a., four-cornered (obs. exc. dial.);

four-oar, a boat rowed with four oars; four-oared
a., propelled by four oars or oarsmen ; also absol.

(= four-oared boat); four-part a. (Music), com-
posed for four parts or voices ; four-post, -posted
adjs., (of a bedstead) having four posts (to support

a canopy and curtains) ; four-poster, a four-posted

bedstead ; four-pounder, (a) a gun to carry a

four-pound shot ; (b) a loaf four pounds in weight

;

four-rowed, (of barley) having four rows of awns

;

four-shilling a., that costs four shillings (in

quot., f of beer, 4s. the barrel) ; four-strand, (of

a rope) having four str.mds ; four-tailed band-
age (see quot.) ; four thieves' vinegar (see

quot.) ; four-tooth (see quot.) ; four-way(a =
four-crossways ; four-way a. (in fottr-way cock or

valve), having communication with four pipes

;

four-winged a., having four wings or wing-like

appendages ; four-wings (see quot.).

1883 Daily News 8 Sept. 3/1 Nearly every man seemed to
order nothing more mischievous than ' half-a-pint of *four
ale'. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., * Four-cant, a rope
composed of four strands. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sc.

4- Art I. 154 Its arch is very often *four-centred, which at
once decides its date. 1640-1 Ld. J. Digby Sp. in Ho,
Com. 9 Feb. 9 The Lawne sleeves, the "foure corner Cap,
the Cope. 1*1440 Promp. Pari'. ly^f2 *Fowre corneryd,
quadrangulus. 15.. in Strype Parker App. 11711) No. 40
Every Hedde of College . . to weare when they goo abrode,
longe Gownes . . and square or four cornered Capps. 1719
De Foe Crusoe n. xv, It [the idol] had. .a mouth extended
four-cornered, like that of a lion. 1823 Scott Let. to Ld.
Montagu 18 June in Lockhart, Think of a vile four cor-

nered house with plantations laid out in scollops. 1607
Topsei.l Pour-/. Beasts 509 The common kind of this

inoustrap is made of wood, long, and *foure cornerwise.

1889 Daily Neius 21 June 6/3 A -"four coupled engine drew
an excursion train of 13 vehicles. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Azric. (ed. 4) II. 245 By what is termed the "four-
course shift, having equal proportions of fallow, barley,

clover, peas or beans, and wheat in each year. 1894
Scrivener Fields fy Cities 28 This ' Four-Course ' system,
as it is called, produces five entirely different plants, namely,
turnips, barley, beans, clover, and wheat, [a 1490 Botoner
/tin. (1778) 176 At the crosse yn Baldwyne strete been *mi
crosse wayes metyng.] 1647 \V. Browne Polexander 1. 48

Vol. IV.

He came to a foure crosse way. 184a P. Party's A tin. 1 1 1.

288 Do you mean.. that your husband was buried in a four-

crossways 1 He must then have killed himself. 1886 MvBBfi
Phantasms 0/ Living II. 314 * Four-dimensional space (if

that exists). 1880 Daily News 20 Oct. 5/1 The unfamiliarity

of a debut in this world to a spirit more at home in 'four-

dimensioned space. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll.

Waters A ij, With a *foure dowble clowte, or with hempen
towe steped in the same . . do as ye dyde before twyse or

thryse a daye. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke

249/2 Wet therin a fourdubble cloth, and applye hirn theron.

1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 3990/4 A small Gold Chain 4 double
fastened to the Watch. 1600 E. Blount llosp. Incurable
Fooles 62 A ridiculous and *foure-eared foole. 1614 Breton
I would $ I would not lxxxii. Wks. (Grosart) I. io, I would
I were the gallanst Courtizan, That euer put a four-Ear'de
Asse to schoole. 1755 Amory Mem. (1769) I. 199 Some
people have named this bird [the golden eye] the fuui-

eyes. 1874 Slang Diet., Four eyes, a man or woman
who habitually wears spectacles. 1879 Boddam-Whetham
Roraima 130 The little fish known as ' Four Eyes*,
AnaBUP* Tetraophthalmus. 1577 B. Googe //eresbac/i's

Husb. (1586) 22 b, You must not only twyfallow and
threefallow your ground, but also "fourfallow it. 1842

Tennyson A udley Court 33 We . . discuss'd the farm, The
four-field system, and the price of grain. 1844 Jrnl, ^?-

Agric. Soc. V. r. 162 It is usually cropped on the four-field

or Norfolk course. 1893 Pall Mall G. 12 Jan. 3/2 The two
best yearlings sold for *four figures. 1895 Daily News 7

Jan. 3/4 The total amount of capital invested in these
*' four-figured '. .animals. i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V.

VI. iv. 29 The normal of four-foils is therefore [etc.]. 1896
Daily News Mar. 5/5 The body of the lady, who was
lying in the four-foot. 1884 Punch 29 Nov. 257/1 Drinks
anything stronger or dearer than ' four-half. 1765 A. Dick-
son Treat. Agric. II. fed. 2) 254 In a "four-horse plough
yoked in pairs. 1842 Dickens Amer. Afa/M (1850)91, 1 The
mail takes the lead in a four-horse wagon. 1382 Wyclif Isa.

Ixvi. 15 The Lord in fyr shal come, and as a whirlewynd his

*foure horsid carres. 1887 BowEN I'irg. ASneidvt. 587 Borne
on his four-horsed chariot .. Over the Danaan land. 1637
Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 243 We think all is but a little

earnest, a "four-hours, a small tasting, that we have, .in tins

life. « 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 125 When
the craftsmen were required to assemble .. they went to

their foure houres pennie. Note, The name of the after-

noon refreshment of ale [etc.]. taken at four o'clock. 1870

Ramsay Kemin. v. (ed. 18) ir8 When I get my four hours,

that will refresh me. 1858 Gi.f.nny Card. Every-day Pic.

254/1 Seedlings . . must be pricked off into *four-inch pots.

1840 Makryat Poor Jack xii, Here's a good long piece of

*four-inch. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. iv. 57 To ride . . ouer
foure incht Bridges. 1787 Pegge in Archgeol. VIII. 203

He being also anathematized, was interred at a "four-lane-

end without the city. 1666-7 Denha.m Direct. Paint. II.

ix. 14 Find out the Cheats of the *four Millioneer. £1205
Lay. 21999 *Feower noked he is and [er inne is feower
kunnes fisc. 1536 Bellbnden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 286 The
mone beand in opposition, quhen it is maist round, apperit

suddanly as it war foure nukit. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Four-
nenk'd, square or four-cornered. 1844 Ld. Malmesbury
Mem. (1884) I. 154 We then returned home in the *four-oar.

1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2023/4 A s 'x Oared Barge, .and a ' four

Oared Boat. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, liv, If we had seen

a four-oared galley going up with the tide. 1870 Dasent
Eventful Life I. 141 Leaving the boat-hook of a four-oared,

which I steered. 1664 Pepys Diary (1879) HI- 79 We sunS
. .Ravenscroft's *4-part psalms. 1890 E. Prolt Counter-
point 143 Four-part counterpoint. 1818 M. G. Lewis
Jml. W. Ind. (1834) no, I saw none without a *four-post

bedstead and plenty of bedclothes. 1823 Byron Juan vi.

xxv, Beds, *Four-posted and silk curtain'd. 1856 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. II. 285, I expect to sleep in my great com-
fortable four-posted bed. 1836-9 Dickens Sit, Boz (1850)

265/2 His small French bedstead was converted into a
regular matrimonial *four-poster. 1684 J. Peter Siege
Vienna 109 *Four Pounders. 1854 Mrs. Gaskkll North

fy S. xvii, I ha' gone and bought a four-pounder out

o' another baker's shop to common on such days. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. xxv. 573 It was boarded by the

provincials, who carried off four four-pounders and twelve

swivels. 1882
J.

Hardy in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club IX.
No. 3. 444 It might have been once used for husking big, or

*four-rowed barley. 1633 [see B. 3 a] *Four-shilIing beer.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v. Popes, "Four-strand is

. . laid with four strands, and a core scarcely twisted. 1844
Hoblyn Med. Diet. (ed. 2),

* Four-tailed bandage, a bandage
for the forehead, face and jaws. 1868 Paxton's Bot. Diet.,
*Four thieves' vinegar, a preparation from Rosmarinus offi-

cinalis. 1793-1813 Agric. Surv. Dorset 8 (E. D. S. ),
*Four-

tooth, a two-year-old sheep. 1598 Florio, Quadriuio, a
*fower-way, a way that hath fewer turnings, a place where
fower waies meete. 1891 H. Haliblrton Ochil Idylls 72
Peasants flock in from the fields to the four-ways. 1824 R.
Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 161 A considerable improvement
on the *fourway-cock. 1841 Brf.es Gloss. Civ. Engiu., Four-
way Cock, .a description of valve, for passing the steam to

the cylinder ; it was invented by Leopold in about the year
1720. a 1711 Ken Urania Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 457 She'll

strive to soar as high, As *four-wmg*d Seraphs fly. C1755
Garden in Phil. Trans. LI. 931 They are followed by pretty
large four-winged fruit. 1878 Belt. Gegenbaur's Covip. Anat.
248 In the other four-winged orders. 1889 Century Diet.,
*Four-wings, a name of the goatsuckers or night-jars of the

genera Macrodipteryx and Cosmetornis, in which some
of the flight-feathers are so much elongated that the birds

seem to have four wings.

t Pourb ,e, slf. Obs. Also 7 fowrb. [a. F.

fourbe masc. and fem. (two distinct words), i.four-

bir to Furbish, taken in fig. sense. Cf. Fob sb.*]

1. A cheat, an impostor.
1668 Denham Passion of Dido 107 Thou art a false Im-

postor and a Fourbe. 1680 C. Blount Philostratus 43,
I have never met with greater Fourbs than those Quaking
Saints. _i736 Carte Ormonde II. 273 He was a fourbe in

his politicks . . and thought to be a secret convert to the
Roman Catholick Religion. 1761 W. Sandby Port. Inquis.

17 (Stanf.) The various tricks put in practice by this notable
Fourbe, to introduce the Inquisition.

2. A trick, an imposture.
165411'. Sc/utery"s Curia Pol. 133 Many Polttitians yeeld

and perswade, that.. fraud and fowrbs are commendable
and innocent instruments. 1691 Baxter Cert, of Worlds
ofSpirits 89, I began to suspect a Fourbe.

t Pourb 6f
v. Obs. [a. K. fourbcr, f. fourbe :

see prec] trans. To cheat, impose upon, trick.

1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 122 Lord Jermyn hath
lustily fourbed the Queene of all her Jewells. 1713 Genii.

histr. (ed. 5) 244, I ask then, bow thoss who fouru'd others
become Dupes to their own contrivance?

f Pou'rbery. Obs, Also 7 furbery. [ad. F.

fourberie, f. fourbcr : see prec] A piece of decep-

tion ; a fiaud, trick, imposture.
1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.43 Young Travellers must

be cautious, .to avoyd one kind of Furbery or cheat, where-
unto many are suhieut. 1690 Seer. His!. Chas. II V Jas.
II, Pref. Aij b, Let all the world judg of the Furberies and
Tyranny of those times. 1737 Fielding Hist. Reg. in. Wks.
1882 X. 232 This, sir, I think is a very pretty Pantomime
trick, and an ingenious burlesque on all the fourberies which
the great Lun has exhibited in all his entertainments. [1856

Smyth Catal. Roman Family Coins 165 Alessandro had a
strong vein of fourberie in ancient matters.]

Fourbour, var. of Fukbeb Obs.

Fourbusher: see Furbisheb.

t Fourch e, v. Obs. [a. F. fourcher to fork,

Lfourthc fork.]

1. intr. mFobk v. ; spec, of a hart: see quot.

Hence Fourched ppl. a., forked.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 503 pe rauen he ^aue his 5iH.es Sat on be

fourched tie, On rowe. 1413-22 I'enery de I'wety in Pel.

Ant. I. 151 Alleway we calle [a hart one] of the fyrst bed
tyl that he be of x. of the lasse, And fyrst whan an hert

hath fourched, and then auntlere ryall, and surryall, and
forched on the one syde, and troched on that other syde,

than is he an hert of x. and of the moie. i486 Bk. St. Albans
K j h, And that in the toppe so when ye may hym keen Then
shall ye call hym forcbyd an hert of tenne.

2. Law : see Foubcheb.
1613 Sir II. Finch Law \ 1636 429 The Pl'and Def.iftbey

list, may fourch infinitely by the common Law.

Fourche, earlier form of FoUCH, Obs.

Fourche, var. f. of Forche, Obs., gallows.

Fourch.6'e Unje , a. Her. [a. F. foure Itde :

see Forche a.] = Forche a.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), s.v., A Cross fourche, isa Cross

forked at each end. 1864 BouTELL Her. Hist, ty Pop. xviii.

§ 1 (ed.3) 288 A lion rampt. arg., the tail fourchee.

|| FoU'rcher. Law. Obs. [Law F. fourcher :

see FOURCH (e v.] A mode of delay practised by
two defendants in a suit, and consisting in their

appearing (or being essoined) alternately instead

of together.
1602 Pes Vermes de la Ley 166 Fourcher is a deuice vsed

to delay the plaintife or demaundant in a suite against two.

Fourchette {(urfet). [a. F. fourchette, dim.

of fourche: see Fobk sb.] A foik; something

forked or resembling a fork. a. Anal. (See quot.)

1754-64 Smellie Midwif. I. 93 The Fraenum or Four-

chette, which bounds the inferior part of the Fossa magna
and os externum. 1844 Houlyn Diet. Med. ted. 2), Four-
ihelre . . the thin commissure, by which the labia majora of

the pudendum unite together.

b. Surg: A forked instrument formerly used to

divide the fraenum of the tongue when short (Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1 885.)

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

c. Ornith. The furcula of a bird.

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1862 J. Smith Newer PHoc.

Geol. 14 A marine deposit, containing the bones of. .sea-fowl.

Foot-n. The fourchette of a diver.

+ Fourd, v. Obs. ?are~ 1
. [Aphetic var. of

Afford.] trans. To supply, Afford.
1581 Disc. Comm. Weal F.ng. (1893) 66 He could not

fourde his paper as good cheape as that came from beyonde
the seaze.

t Fotirdrye, v . Obs. rare— 1
. [? Corruptly ad.

OF. fouldrief,foudroye
f

, struck by lightning.]

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour E iiij b, So were the seuen
cytees brenned and fourdryed in stynkyng sulphure.

Fourfold To-vjftMd), a., adv. j and sb. [f. Four
+ -FOLD.]

A. adj.

1. Consisting of four things; made tip of four parts.

c 1275 Lay. 1356 To ban lond hii \erden bare hii leof folk

funden fouruald ferde. a 1300 Cursor M. 28974 Chastiyng

o flexs foure fald to tak, In praier, fasting, wand, and wak.
1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. ix. 70 A four-fold Ad-
vantage. 1823 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crystallogr. 58 A
four-fold cleavage, or one in four directions, will produce

a tetrahedron. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xi. 4 The four-

fold distribution of the country is the foundation of another

tradition. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xii. 341 The four-

fold surroundings of Philx—the cataract, the river, the

desert, the environing mountains.

2. Four times as great or numerous; quadruple.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xix. 8 Gif ic aeni^ne bereafode ic hit

be feowerfealdum agyfe. 1557 Recorde Whetst. B ij, Quad-
rupla. 4 to 1 : 8 to 2.. Fowerfolde, a 1650 May OtdCouple
iv. i, -2nd Neigh. All happiness betide you. yd Neigh.

And a reward four-fold in th' other world.

3. Comb., zsfourfold-irisagcdz.cX}.

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 845 Nor less on either side tempes-

tuous fell, His arrows, from the fourfold-visag'd foure.

B. adv. In fourfold proportion.

1535 Covf.rdale 2 Sam. xii. 6 The shepe also shal he make
good foure folde. 1873 B. Stewart Conserv. Energy i. 14 Its
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penetrating power is increased nearly fourfold. 1875
Scrivener Lect. Text N. Test. 7 [They] amount to at least

fourfold that quantity.

C. sb. A fourfold amount, f Also spec, in U. S.
}

' A quadruple assessment for neglect to make
return of taxable estate ' ; hence Fourfold v., 'to

assess in a fourfold ratio (Webster Compend.
Diet, 1806).
c 1380 Wvci.if Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 209 3'f y have ought

higiled ony Y 3elde a^en be forefold. 1611 Bible Luke xix.

8, I restore him foure fold. 1779 Vermont St. Papers
(1823) 296 The listers shall add the sum total of such addi-

tions and four-folds, to the sum total before mentioned.

Four-foot, a. Obs. cxc. poet. [f. Four a. +
Foot sb.] = Fou r-footed.

U 893 K. /Elfred Oros. it. iv. § 3 iElces cynnes feower-
fetes feos an. cgoo tr. B&da's Hist. iv. xxx. [xxix.] (1891)

374 He. . nales 3a:t aan feSerfotra neata . . 5one teooan dael

..sealde.] c 1300 Cursor AT. 19848 (Ldin.) Allefourfotebestis
sa.3 he bune. 173a Swift Beasts' Confess. 201 For libelling

the four-foot race. 1864 Swinburne Atalanta 149 Yea, lest

they smite us with some four-foot plague.

Fon'r-foo^ted, a. [f. Four a. + Foot sb. +
-ED -.] Having four feet, quadruped.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 Innan ban ilke sea weren un-

aneomned deor summe fe5er fotetd. a 1300 Cursor M.
19848 All four foted bestes sagh he bun. 1553 Eden Treat.
Newe hid. (Arb.) 19 Foure footed beastes. 1714 Berkeley
Serm. Wks. 1871 IV. 606 Birds and fourfooted beasts. 1887
Sir R. H. Roberts In the Shires ix. 150 Many a four-

footed friend, .would eat from no hand but mine.

b. Of or pertaining to four-footed animals.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. iii. § 14 Expose not thyself

by four-footed manners unto monstrous draughts, and cari-

catura representations. 1698 Dkyden Ovid's Metam. Fables
(1700) 435 Whose Art in vain From Fight dissuaded the
four-footed Train. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg, Her Accident
vi, The Maid rides first in the fourfooted strife.

c. quzsi-aifv. On four feet.

1718 Prior Knowledge 631 All the living that four-footed
move Along the shore, the meadow, or the grove.

II Fourgon (f«rgon). [a. Y. fourgon.] A bag-
gage-wagon, a luggage-van.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ix'n, Lord I'areacres' chariot,

Britska, and fourgon, that any body might pay for who liked.

1866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Martins Eve xxv. (1874) 309 Your
wedding-dress is come, with lots more things, nearly a four-

gon full, Louise says. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. p. xxxix,
Fourgons containing the equipment of Hospital Corps.

Four-handed, a.

1. Having four feet which resemble the hands of
a man ; quadrumanous.

1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776* IV. 249 Animals of the
monkey kind. . From this general description of four-handed
animals, we perceive what [etc.]. 1833 Tennyson Poems 3
When, in the darkness over me, The fourhanded mole shall

scrape. 1846 Owen Brit, fossil Mammals fy Birds 3
Arboreal Mammalia of the four-handed order.

2. Suitable for four persons. Also, rarely, of a
piece of pianoforte music : Adapted for four hands
,Fr. a ijuatre mains), i.e. two players; a duet.
1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. {1863) 217 If we could

both have won— if it had been four-handed cribbage, and
she my partner. 1840 Dickens Old C. S/10P xxix, We'll
make a four-handed game of it, and take in Groves. 1885
Pall Mall G. 20 Mar. 5/2 Among those who are wedded to
their first love of normal chess, the four-handed game does
not gain much favour.

tFour-h.erned,tf. Obs. rare- 1
. In 3 -huyrned.

[f. Four + Hern corner + -ed -.] Four-cornered.
c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 416/462 J>o hiet he is desciples bat

huy ane put four-huyrned him made.

t Fou'rhood . Obs. rare. In 5 -hede. [f. Four
+ -HEAD, -HOOD.]
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 109

Yn ffourhede er oon, two, thre, and ffoure, and if bou geder
hem to-gedre bey make tene ; be nombre of ten ys be per-
feccion of hem bat enbracen ffourhede.

Fourierism fu-»'rieriz'm). [in F. Fourtiriswe,
f. the name Fourier', see -tsm.] A system in-

vented by the French socialist Charles Fourier for

the re-organization of society ; phalansterianism.
1841-4 Emerson Ess., Norn. $ Real Wks. (Bohn) I. 251

Mesmerism ..Fourierism, and the Millennial Church .. are
poor pretensions enough, but good criticism on the science,
philosophy, and preaching of the day. 1864 R. Chambers
Bk. Days 7 Apr 486/1 Fourierism found many adherents in
France and the United States.

Fourierist (fu-'rierist). [f. as prec. + -ist.]

An adherent of the system of Fourierism.

1843 Emerson Let. in Atlantic Monthly (1892) May 581
He thinks himself sure of W. H. Channing as a good
Fourierist. 1856 Levkr Martins of Cro' M. 386, I was
pitched out into the gutter.. and I got up a Radical, a
Democrat, a Fourierist.

2. attrib. or adj. Of the Fourierists ; Fourieristic.

1870 Athenoeuui 5 Feb. 187 The Fourierist communities
were, with one or two exceptions, equally short-lived.

Hence Fourieristic a., of or pertaining to the

Fourierists or to Fourierism.
1883 R. T. Ely Fr. <$• Ger. Socialism 102 All the strictly

Fourieristic experiments tried in France thus far have failed.

Fourierite [See -ite.] = Fourierist.
1844 Mary Hennell Soc. Syst. 209 The Fourierites have

spread themselves, .widely through France.
attrib. or adj. 1850 Longf. in Life (1891) II. 175 L— at

me again to edit his book on Fourierite Analogies !

Four-in-hand.
1. A vehicle with four horses driven by one person.

1793 European Mag XXIII. 46 Swift thro' Hyde Park

498

I drive my four-in-hand. 1825 Disraeli in Smiles LJfe J.
Murray 11891) II. xxvi. 188 The four-in-hands of the York-
shire squires. 184s Tennvson Walking to Mail 103 As
quaint a four-in-hand As you shall see—three pyebalds and
a roan.

fig. 1837 Longk. in Life (1891) I. 277 This four-in-hand
of outlandish animals [the foreign instructors at Harvard
College], all pulling the wrong way, except one.

2. quasi-of/z/. With a four-in-hand.
1812 Combe (Dr. Syntax) Picturesque xx. 14s Thus off they

went, and, four-in-hand, Dash'd briskly tow'rds the promis'd
land. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. <y Merch. II. ix. 276 He drives
them down four-in-hand.

3. attrib. and Comb., 7afour-in-handclub , -driver,

-driving; four-in-hand tie, a kind of neck-tie.

1849 E, E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa I. 169 A style that
completely outdoes the . . most renowned members of the
*' Four in hand ' Club at home. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-
Maid'n, He considered himself equal to the best whip in the
Four-in-HandClub. x%tz SportingMag, XXXIX. 153 Flash
*Four-in-Hand and Donkey drivers. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair x, Iioxing. rat-hunting., and *four in hand driving
were then the fashion of our British aristocracy. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 11 Oct. 7/2 You do not need, .slippers, nor *four-in-

hand ties.

b. Q\\as\-adj.

1799 Han. More Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 75 The intrepid

female, the hoyden .. the swinging arms, the confident ad-
dress, the regimental, and the four-in-hand. 1807-8 YV.

Irving Sal/nag. iii. (1811)41 It is excessively pleasant to

hear a couple of these four-in-hand gentlemen retail their

exploits over a bottle. 1856 Whvte Melville Kate Cov.
xx, The tobacco-smoking, four-in-hand Miss Coventry.

Four-leaved, a. [f. Four + Leaf + -ei> 2
.]

Having four leaves.

1793 Martvn Lang. Bo/., Four-leaved tendril. 1839
Lover Four-leaved Shamrock 1 I'll seek a four-leaved
shamrock in all the fairy dells. 1847 Longf. Ev. 1. iii. 19
The marvellous powers of four-leaved clover.

b. Four-leavedgrass: fa- a four-leaved variety of

Trifolium repens ; b. the plant Paris quadrifolia.
c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon. I 152/1 Quadrafolium, fowr-

leuedgras. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1029 The other is called

Lotus quadrifolia, or fower leafed Grasse, or purple Woort.
1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 11 12 Quadrifolium fuscum.
Fower leafed or purple grass. 1863 Prior Plant-n. 86 Four
leaved grass, .the Herb Trulove, Paris quadrifolia.

Fourling (fo»-jlin). [f. Four sb. + -ling.]

1. ' One of four children born at the same time

'

(Ogilvie 1855 and mod. Diets.).

2. Min. A twin crystal made up of four inde-

pendent individuals Cent. Diet.).

+ Fotrrment. Obs. rare. [p..Y.fourmetit,i()\.h.

c. var. of froment, ad. L. frumentum.] Corn ;

rendering L.frumentum.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 557 Of all graine, there are two

principall kinds, .first Fourment, containing vnder it wheat
and Barley, and sucli like : secondly, Pulse.

t Fourneau. Mil. Obs. [a. Y. fourneau, lit.

oven, OY.fomel :—late L. type furnellus, dim. of

furnus (F. four) oven.] = Fornello.
1678 tr. Gaya's Arms of IVar 56 Blowing up the Bastions

of a Place besieged, by means of Mines and Fourneaus.

t Fourneil. Obs. rare- l
. [a. OY.fomel fur-

nace, kiln : see Fourneau.] A kiln.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 195 b/2 As I wente . . after one of
my sowes I fonde a fourneil of lyme meruelously grete.

tFournie. Obs.

1548 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 174 Fournies for car-

touches, v.. .canvas for cartouches, 1 elles.

Fournymente, var. of Furniment. Obs.

Four o'clock.
1. (More fullyfour o'clockflower.) A name for

the plant Mirabilis Jalapa or Marvel of Peru.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 166 Jalap or Four-o-clock-
flower. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 211 In the west
Indian Islands, where it (Marvel of Peru] is very common,
they call it four o'clock flower. i8jja Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. iv, Here also .. various brilliant annuals, such as

marigolds, petunias, four-o'clocks, found an indulgent corner.

1882 J. Smith Diet. Plants 269 Marvel of Peru \Mirahilis

Jalapd) . . This and M. longijlora are handsome garden
plants, opening their pretty tube-like flowers .. in the after-

noon, hence called Four o'clock-flower.

2. The Australian friar-bird, Philemon eornieu-

latus, so called from its cry.

1848 J. Gould Birds Austral. IV. Descr. pi. 58, Tropido-
rhynchus Corniculatus. Friar Bird. From the fancied
resemblance of its notes to those words, it has obtained from
the Colonists the various names of.

.

' Four o'clock ', etc.

3. A seed-head of the dandelion. Cf. one o'clock.

1883 Talmage in Chr. Globe 13 Sept. 819/1 The hand that

had plucked four o'clocks in the meadow.
4. A light meal taken by workmen about four

o'clock in the afternoon.

1825 Jamieson Supp. s.v. Four-hours, A slight refresh-

ment taken by workmen in Birmingham is called a four
o'clock. 1841 Hartshorne Salop. Antiq. 432 Four o'clock,

a lunch or bait taken by labourers at this hour in the harvest.

1881 Oxf Gloss. Supp., Four o'clock, a tea in the hayfield.

Fourpence (fo°\ipens). [f. Four a. + Pence.]

A sum of money or coin equal to four pennies.

Fourpence-halfpenny: fee quots. 1722, i860.
The Irish shilling of Elizabeth circulated in England

under the name and at the value of ' ninepence
'

; it is

inferred that the 'fourpence-halfpenny' was the Irish

sixpence of the same period.

1722 Dk Foe Col. Jack (1840) 46 Ninepences, and four-

pence-halfpennies. .Scotch and Irish coin. 185a R. S. Sur-
tees Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 319 'Well, there's sixpence
for you, my good woman ', said he . .

* Its nabbut fourpence ',

FOUR-SQUARE.
observed the woman, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s. v.

Federal Currency, The [Spanish] half real . . is called . . in
New England, fourpence ha'penny, or simply fourpence.
1872 O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf-t. iii. (1885) 75 Give me
two fo'pencehappenies for a ninepence.

Fourpenny (fo»-jpeni), a. [f. Four a. +
Penny.]
1. That costs or is valued at four pence. Four-

penny ale, ale sold at four pence a quart ;fourpenny
bit or piece, a silver coin of the value of four pence

;

so fourpenny-halfpenny piece.

1597 1st Pt. Return fr. Parnass. it. i. 517 Simple plaint
felovves. .that weare foure-pennie garters. 1678 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1348/4 Three pieces of Four-peny broad black tafTaty
Ribon. 1691 Locke Lower. Interest Wks 1727 II. 97 A
sufficient Quantity of Four-penny, Four-penny half-penny,
and Five penny Pieces should be coined. 1756 Monitor I.

No. 25. 220 How often do we see these fourpenny boarders,
in red coats, turning the family out of their beds. 1868
Yates Rock Ahead m. i, He looked as if he'd lost a four-
penny-piece. 1871 M. Collins Mrs. <y Merch. I. ii. 61 He
set. -to work to intoxicate himself with fourpenny ale. 1890
Pall Mall G. 27 Nov. 2/3 The once familiar fourpenny bits
have ceased from circulation.

b. quasi-jA A fourpenny piece.

1883 Stevenson Treasure /si. 1. 1, He promised me a
silver four-penny on the first of every month.

2. Fourpenny nail [see Penny ajj a nail \\ in.

long, of which 4 lbs. go to the Uhoi.sand' ^i.e. 10

nominal hundreds or 1120).
1481 Nottingham Rec. II. 320 Et de dimidio centum de

forpeny nayl. 1703 Moxon Mech. E.verc. 244 Another sort

are four Penny, and six Penny Nails. ^1850 Rudim. Xavt'g.
(Weale) 135 Nails ofsorts are, 4, 6, 8. .and 4c-penny nails.

Foxrrrier. Obs. exc. Hist, or as an alien word.

Also 7-8 fourier. [a. F. fourrier, var. of OF.
forrier: see Forayer.]

1. = Forayer.
1481 Caxton Godeffroy Ixxxiii. 131 They made semblaunt

for to take fourriers and the horses nyghe them. 1604 E.
Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend^o The Arch-duke had caused
a Fourrier or Harbinger, .to be put in prison. 1646 Buck
Rich. Ill, 1. 34 This was the preparative and fourrier of the

rest. 1823 Scott Queutin D. xxviii, He that decoyed us
into this snare shall go our fourrier to the next world, to

take up lodgings for us.

2. A quartermaster. Also brigadier-fourrier (see

quot. 1895).
1678 tr. Gaya's Art of Warn. 47 The Fourier ought to

have a List of all the Soldiers of a Company. 1781 in Simes
Mil. Guide (ed. 3) 7 He makes the Fourier mark the head-
quarters, and the quarters of the General Officers. 1895
Daily Ntnvs 22 Oct. 6/4 He had worked his way up to the

enviable position of brigadier-fourrier, a sub-officer charged
with accounts, lodging of men, etc.

Fourscore (foouskoej), a. [f. Four a. + Score
sb.] Four times twenty, eighty. Formerly current

as an ordinary numeral ; now arch, or rhetorical.

c 1250 Gen. <3- Ex. 291 1 Fowre score }er he was hold. i»qj
R. Glouc. (1724) 382 po deyde he in be ?er of grace a bou-
send . . And four score and seuene. 1340 Hampole Pr,
Consc. 754 If in myghtfulnes four score yhere falle, Mare es

thair swynk and sorow with-alle. c 1585 R. Browne Austv.
Cartivright 58 The fourescore and nynthe Psalme. 1598
Shaks. Merry IV. 111. i. 56, I haue liued foure-score yeeres,

and vpward. 1600 — A. Y. L. 11. iii. 74 At seauenteene
yeeres, many their fortunes seeke But at fourescore, it is

too late a weeke. c 17*0 Prior Daphne <V Apollo 70 We
mortals seldom live above fourscore. 1750 Chestekk. Lett,

U792) II. ccxix. 345 An Italian book .. written by one Al-

bert i about fourscore or a hundred years ago. 1870 Bkyant
Iliad I. ir. 64 Nestor who came To war on Troy with four-

score ships and ten. 187X Morley Voltaire (1886) 5 The
fourscore volumes which he wrote are the monument . . of a
new renascence. 1878 O. W

;
Holmes School-boy (1879J

73 Fourscore, like twenty, has its tasks and toys.

t FouTSCOrth., a. Obs. [f. Fourscore a. : see

-th.] Eightieth.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xlv. 1 In the fowerscorthe

Psalme, there is put y plurall noml>er (Lillyes). 1587 —
De Mornay \\\\. 100 What euidentnesseor certeintie is there

in the Greeke histories afore the fourescorth Olympiade.

1657 NortlCs Plutarch Add. Lives (1676) 2 {Constaniine)

Great Britain, of which he was the fourscorth King. 1713
Addison Guardian No. 137 P7 An Aunt- .who. .is supposed

to have died a Maid in the fourscorth Year of her Age.

Foursenery, var. f. of Forcenery. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 428 b/i Madde folkc.were de-

lyuerd fro theyr foursenerye or madnesse.

Foursenyd, var. oiforcened : see Forcene.
c 1500 Melusine xlii. 315 They that are foursenyd with yre.

Foursome (foajsi/m), a. and sb, Sc. [f. Four
«. + -some.] A. adj.

1. Four (together). Also absol.

15.. Douglas A*. Hart \. 198 The fouresum baid and
huvit on the grene. c 1560 A. Scott Poems iS. T. S.) ii. 145

For, wer 3e foursum in a flok, I compt 30W no* a leik.

b. Used for the nonce as adv.

1875 Morris AEneid vii. 509 Come from the cleaving of

an oak with foursome driven wedge.

2. Performed by four persons together.

1814 Scott IVav. xxviii, Dancing full merrily in the

doubles and full career of a Scotch foursome reel. 1884 J.

Payne iooi Nts. IX. 388 The Murebbes or foursome song

occurs once only in the Nights.

B. sb. Golf. A match in which four persons take

part, two playing on each side.

1867 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 493 Perhaps you find three men
who, with yourself, will make a good foursome.

Four-square, a. {adv.), and sb. [f. Four a.

+ Square. J



FOURTEEN.

A. adj. Having four equal sides; square.

a 1300 Cursor A/. 19843 A mikel linnen clath four squar

Laten dun, him thoght was bar. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
1. iii, There was sene in the chircheyard ayenst the hyghe
aulter a grete stone four square. 15*3 Fitzherb. Hush.

§ 34 Whyte wheate is lyke polerde wheate in the busshell

. .and the eare is foure-square. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Prav.

59 Adjoyning is another foure-square room. 1745 Ki.iza

tiiwroory Female Spect. (174$) II. 275 A four-square looking-

glass. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps vi. 164 The four-square

keep of Granson.
trans/. nxxdfg. 1603 Holland Plutarch*s A/or. 1304 Six-

teene is a number quadrangular or foure-square. 1877 Dow-
dkn Shaks. Prim. vi. 135 Goneril is. .the more incapable of

any hatred which is not solid and four-square. 1886 Lowell
Wks. 11890! VI. 176 One of Aristotle's four-square men,
capable of holding his own in whatever field he may be cast.

b. qxutsi-attv. In a square form or position.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 46 Caste by |re cake round a-

bowte, & close hym four-square. 1522-3 Fitzherb. Husb.

§ 13 Bere barleye. .hathe an eare thre ynches of lengthe or

more, setts foure square. 1852 Tennyson Death Dk.
Wellington 30 That tower of strength Which stood four-

square to all the winds that blew !

Jig. 1845-6 Trench Huls. Led. Ser. I. iii. 47 We have a
Gospel which stands four-square, with a side facing each
side of the spiritual world. 1877 I* Morris Epic Hades
in. 260 It is strength To live four-square. 1884 Wartield
in Chr. 'Preas. Feb. 90/1 A masterly argument . . set four-

square against all possible opposition.

B. sb. A figure having four equal sides.

1587 Golding De Momayxv. 241 A fiuesquare conteineth

both a Fowersquare and a Triangle. 1613 M. Ridley
A/agn. Bodies 32 You may forme the stone . . into a foure-

square. 1696 Temple Ess. iii. § 2 (ed. 4) 175 Peking . . is a
regular Four-square; the Wall of each side is six Miles in

length. 1787 M. Cutler in Life, Jnil. <y Corr,(iK8S) I.

224 The whole roof forms the base of the steeple in a four-

square. 1844 Upton Physioglyphics 174 It is then of a shape
between a circle and four-square.

Hence fPou r-squared///. a. = Fuub-square a.

Also Foursquarewise adv., forming a square.

1513 Douglas JEneis vn. ix. 78 He Stude schydand ane
four squayr akyne tre, 1535 Coverdai.e Lam. iii. 9 He
hath stopped vp my wayes with foure squared stones. 1551
Turner Herbal 1. O ij, Walwurt . . hath a forsquared stalk

and full of ioyntes. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 701
The West part, is compassed in with a aerie faire wall and
the river together, fouresquarewise. 1694 Molyneux m
Phil. Trans. XVIII. 181 Our Irish Basaltes is composed of
Columns, whereof none are four-squared. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais iv. xl. 160 It threw, .four squar

1

d Steel Boults.

Fourteen (fo-utrn, fo>it/n), a. and sb. Forms

:

I feowertyne, -tyne, Norlhumb. -teno, 2 fower-
tene, 3 feo(u wertene, 3 furten, fourtine,
south, vourtene, (6 fowertene 1

, 4-6 four e' ten,

(4 faurten), 6-7 fourteene, 6- fourteen. [Oli.

ftoivertt-ue « OYris-fu-certine, OS. fiertein (Pn.
vecrteiti), OHG.ftorzehan (MUG. vierzehen, mod.
Ger. vierzehtt), ON. fwrtan (S\v. fjorton, Da.
f/orten), Goth,fdtvdrtaz'hun: see Four and -teen.]

The cardinal number composed of ten and four,

represented by the symbols 14, xiv, or XIV.
A. as a/j.

1. In concord with the sb. expressed.
("950 Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. i. 17 From oferfaer babllones

wio to crist cneuresua feower-teno. HM R. Gi.ouc. 1 Rolls)

5491 Aboute vourtene }er king per after he nas. 1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 6552 Omang alle bat bar has bene sene, I

fynde wryten paynes fourtene. 1490 Caxtor Eneydos xxxi.

119 Whan this foureten persones were come to Crete the

kyng made theym to be putte wythin the forsayd house.

1538 Wkiothesley Chron. (1875) I. 79 Fowertene yeares
past. 1611 Bible i Chron. xxv. 5 Fourteene sonnes. 1751
Affect. Narr. Wager 24 Our ill-fated Vessel struck abaft on
a sunken Rock, in fourteen Fathom Water. 1894 C. W.
Boase Reg. Coll. Exon. p. xxxii, The fellowships were.,
tenable for rather less than fourteen years.

+ b. {A) fourteen night (rarely fourteen day) :

a fortnight. Obs.
a 1000 Laivs of Inc § 55 Ob-o*set feowertyne niht ofer

Eastron. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 123 Easter dei be nu bi5 to

dei on fowertene niht. 11205 Lay. 28236 Ah feowertene
niht fulle pere la;i ba uerde. c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 65/406
And fourtene ni^t bare-aftur-ward. 1477 Surtees Misc.
(1888) 27 The purpressures come in this day xiiij day. 1561
Hollyhlsh Horn. Apoth. 39 Do this R fourten night and it

shall auoyde. 17*6 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess

Afar 15 Apr., I have been confined this fourteen-night to

one floor.

2. With ellipsis of sb.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxliv. 303 With other tounes
fortresses and vyllages in to the nombre of fourtene. 1592
Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. iii. 13-14 He lay fourteene of my teeth

. .shee's not fourteene. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt.

i. 14, I reduce them to fourteen in the recitation, for memory-
sake. 1818 Scott Heart Midi. viii, A tall gawky silly-

looking boy of fourteen or fifteen.

f3. = Fourteenth a. Obs.
1-1300 R. Glouc. (Rolls) App. xx. 261 In be kinges fourtebe

}ere \i> r. fourtene }eer of Jw kyng] hure sone henri com Of
king dauid ofscotlond. c 1430 Freemasonry 245 The fourtene

artycul . . Scheweth the inayster how he schal don. 1553
Wilson Rhetorikc (1367) 35 a, The fowertene of Julie.

4. Comb., as fourteen-foot a., fourteen feet in

length ; fourteen-gun a.
y
(a vessel) carrying four-

teen guns; f fourteen-shilling piece the Scottish
4 merk ' (see quot. 1695).
1695 Act Prrr>. Comic. Scot, in Cochran-Patrick Rec.

Coinage Scot. II. 252 The value of thretteen shilling four

pennies was never put upon the merk peice after they were
raised to fourteen shilling, neither were they tearmed
therafter merk peices but fourteen shilling peices. 1862
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Latham Channel 1st. in. xvii. (ed. 2) 400 A fourteen-gun

schooner . . some boats, and forty men constituted the

authority. 1890 Boldrkwood Col. Reformer (1891.1 120

A fourteen-foot whip in your hand.

B. as sb.

1. The abstract number fourteen.

c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1S85) VIII. 302

Twia seofon beo8 feowertyne.

1 2. A fourteen shilling piece : see A. 4. Obs.

1693 Sc. Presbyt. Eloq. (1738) 129 The Preacher seeing

him in Church, took a Fourteen out of his Pocket.

3. //. Candles fourteen to the pound.
1883 Goole Weekly Times 14 Sept. 4/5 Dip Candles (Four-

teens).

Fourteener (fo*Jtrnw). [f. prec. + -EB 1
.]

a. A poem of fourteen lines. rare~ l

. b. A
line of fourteen syllables. Also atlrib.

1829 Lamb Let. to Procter xvii. 157 Study that sonnet .. !

and was this a fourteener to be rejected by a trumpery
annual? 1884 Saintsbuky Ess. Eng. Lit. (1891)350 Few
men manage the long 'fourteener' with middle rhyme
better than Lockhart. 1887 — Hist. Elizab. Lit. i. 9 The
attempt to arrange the old and apparently almost indigenous

'eights and sixes' into fourteener lines and into alternate

fourteener* and Alexandrines.

Fourteenth tfoutrnb, forjtfnJ>\ a. and sb.

Forms : 1 f6owerteo"o*a, -teoxtja, 3 fourteothe,

fowrtutfe, 3-4 four-, south, vourtepe, four-tend,

(3 four-, fortend, 4 faurtend, fourtenpe,

-teneth, 6- fourteenth. [OE. fc'oivcrtcoSa, f.

feowertyne Fourteen on the analogy of teod'a

tenth. (For the subsequent history of the forms
'

cf. FIFTEENTHS] The ordinal numeral belonging
|

to the cardinal fourteen.

A. adj. in concord with sb. expressed ; also
,

ellipt. Fourteenth fart: one of 14 equal parts

into which a whole is divided.

(-900 tr. B&da's Hist. 1. iv. (1890) 32 Se waes feowerteoba
|

fram Agusto bam casere. "? a 1000 Martyrologium 82 On
tone feowerteo^5an daeg p*s monies birS ^ara halijra

prowung sancte Victores oud sancte Coronan. a 1225

Juliana 79 pe fowrtuSe Kalende of mearch bat is seooden.

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 408 f>e vourtepe day of Jenyuer vor

honger banne n" wende. (1300 St Brandan 331 The
thretteoth [brother] fram the to the ylle of ankres schal

wende, And the fourteothe to helle al quic. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 6581 pe fourtend payne despayre es cald. 1579
Fui.ke Heskins Pari. 1S1 The fourteenth Chapter ex- '

poundeth the same text. 1662 Stillincfl. Ortg. Sacr. 11.

vii. g 3 The fourteenth of Nisari was passed before the

sanctification of the Temple was finished. 1805 W. Saunhkhs
A/in. Waters 18 Aquatic trees . . contain only about a four-

teenth part of their weight of solid matter. 1861 M. Pattison
Ess. (1889) I. 44 The massive and imposing style of the

fourteenth century.

B. sb. a. A fourteenth part. b. Mus. The oc- i

lave or replicate of the seventh.

1597 Mori.kv tutrod. A/us. 71 Phi. Which distances make
discord? Ma. A ninth, aleuenth, a fourteenth, etc. 1800

YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XCI. 59 Its transverse diameter must
be diminished one-fourteenth, .of an inch.

Hence Pourteenthly adv., in the fourteenth

place.
a 1642 Sir W. Moxson Naval Tracts in. (1704) 322/1

Fourteenthly, They ought to Sign Estimates. 1691-8

Nokris Tract. Disc. (1711) III. 170 And Fourteenthly,

That our Blessed Lord himself was thus treated.

Pourth. (fo-'-iJ')i a. and sb. Forms : 1 feoiUa,
! f^owerfSa, Norlhumb. fSartSa, (a fortle), 2-3

i feor
1

®?, ^3 feorthe, foerth, south veortSo), 3-4
1

fer]?e, south, verj^'e, fier}?'e, (4 firjje, 5 flrthe\

I
3-5 fe(e'rthe, 3-6 ferth, (3-4 feirth, ferith,

feurth, furth, firth), 4-5 furthe, (furpe, forthe,

fourpe, -the), 3-6 ferd(e, (3-4 feird, south.

veorde, 4 feyrd, fyrde, furde,_6 Sc. faird), 4-6

ford(e, 4-7 fourt(e, (4 fowrte, forte), 5-6

fowerth, (5 faw-, fowrith, fowrthi e), 3- fourth^

[OE. ft'orSa, corrcsp. to OH. fordo (Du. vierdc),

OW^f. fordo {hiHG.VUrde, mod.G. viertt\ ON.
fiorfte fSw., Dn.f/erde) :—OTeut. *f(d)[7v)or}>o-n

repr. Com. Aryan *qeturto- or *qetwrto-, whence

Skr. eaiurtha, O.S1. cetvntil, Gr. rhapros, I,.

t/uarlus.] The ordinal numeral belonging to the

cardinal four.

A. adj.

1. In concord with the sb. expressed.
Fourth estate '. see Estate sb. 7 b.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 25 Diu feorSa waccen nxhtes.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 1 ; Honora patrem tuum et inatrem ttiam

bet wes f>e feower3e heste fjet godabnihti het. C1M0 Gen.

«V Ex. 157 For5 glod ois ferSe dais ni^t, 5o cam 3e fifte dais

H^t. c 1330 R. Prunne Chron. (1810) 82 In his ferbe ?ere

he went tille Aluerton. c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 2007 The
furthe day fell all pe fuerse wyndes. i486 ok, St. Albans
Ejb, The fowrith yere a Stagge call hym by any way.
1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 109 Euerie fourt ferie

(callid wenesday). 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 127 The
ferd Acte condemned the Presbiterie as ane judgement not
allowed by the King's law. 1674 PtAYFORD Skill A/us. 11. 112

For the Tuning of your Violin, .the Bass or Fourth String
is called G sol re ut.

2. With ellipsis of the sb.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 39 J>at forcSe is J?at pu scalt wakien for

bines drihtenes luue. a 1300 Ten Commaudm. 33 in E. E. P.
(1862) 16 pe verb, loue bi nei^bore as bine owe bodi. 1377
Langi.. P. PI. B. xiv. 294 pe fierthe is a fortune fait florissh-

eth be soule Wyth sobrete fram all synne. 1435 Notting-
ham Rec, II. 360 And ilk of thre payis, iiij^. vujd., and y !

FOURTH.
forte, iij.?. 1562 Bulleyn Bk. Simples 52 b, It is hottc and
drie, in the thirde degree, and in the beginnyng of the

fowerth. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's A/ag. 1. 33 Three Right

Lines being given, To find a fourth in proportion to them.

b. csp. with ellipsis of 'day'. '1'he fourth {of

July) U.S , the anniversary 01 the Declaration of

Independence ; also atlrib. Also quasi-

J

1

/', in //.

1827 Longf. in Life (1891) I. viii. 121 We did not celebrate

the 'glorious Fourth' here. 1888 Lowell Pr. Wks. (1890)

VI. 202 This is what may be called the Fourth of July

period of our history. 1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 74
As I write I picture, here in my lonely study, bright Fourths

of June. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 2 Jan. 6/1 The amounts pass-

ing through on the 4ths of the months for 1893.

S. Fourth part, f ileal: one of four equal parts

into which a thing may be divided. Sec also

Fabthinodeai,.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke iii. 1 Feorban dalles rica. c 1350

[see Deal's/'. 1
i bj. 1375 BarBOUK l>ruce ix. 593 For gif thai

fled, thai vist that thai Suld nocht weill ferd part get away.
'.a 1400 Marts Arth. 946 The fourtedele a furlange be-twene

bis he walkes. 1480 Caxton Chron. Fug. ccxxiii. 221 Vet
saw I neuer the ferth part of the wynge fyght. 1585 1.

Washington tr. Nhholay's I'oy. 11. v. 35 Two buts of wine

of Chio, two fourth parts of muscrulell. 1893 Stevenson in

Daily News 11 Apr. 6/3 Of the remaining three-fourth parts

of my said father's estate, one-fourth part of the three-fourth

parts 1 give and bequeath [etc.J.

B. sb.

1. The fraction indicated by a unit in the fourth

place in the sexagesimal, decimal, or any other

system of fractional notation having a constant

modulus. Hence, in Scotland, a weight of ac-

count, = -

:(;T?
1

r
-

lT
i.e. 1H-24 4

) of a grain Scots.

1594 Blundevil F.vcrc. 1. xxvii. (ed. 71 65 They divide

every whole thing that had 110 usual! parts into 60 minutes,

and every minute into 60 seconds, and every second into

60 thirds, and so forth into 60 fourths, fifths, sixths [etc.],

1604 Proclam. James I. in Ruding Coinage Gt. Brit. (18401

I. 363 Pieces of Gold..v.s, 1 denier 23 grains 7 primes,

18 seconds, 8 thirds, 10'i fourths. 1608 R. Norton tr. Stevi/fs

Disme Cij, 3'') 7 (-) 5( :,) 9O), that is to say, 3 Primes,

7 Seconds, 5 Thirds, 9 Fourths . . of . . valew. 1674 Jkaki;

Arifh. (1696) 209 As to set down 3 Fourths, and 4 Fifths,

thus, 0,00^34.

2. m Fourth part.
1741 tr. I) 'Argeus Chinese Lett. xxxi. 229 The idle Fables

and gross Lyes, with which Three-fcui ths of the European
Authors stuff their Works. 1892 E. K. Blyth in Law
Times XCI 1 1. 489/1 The cases requiring pleadings are not

more at the outside than a fourth of the contested cases.

3. Mus. A tone four diatonic degrees above or

below any "given tone; the interval between any

tone and a tone four degrees distant from it ; the

harmonic combination of two such tones.

1597 Morlev /ntrod.Mus. 71 Phi. Which distances make
discord or dissonant sounds? Ma. All such as doe not

make concords: as a second, a fourth. 1674 Plavfoed
Skill A/us. I. v. 20 This Rule serves for the rising of Fourths

or Fifths, etc. 1788 Cavai.lo in Phil. Trans. LXXVI1I.
238 When those sounds are considered with respect to the

first, they are called, .the prime or key-note, fourth, fourth

major, [etc.]. 1869 Oisei.ey Counterp. ii. 6 The fourth,

which in strict counterpoint is always treated as a discord.

1879 Grove Diet. A/us. I. s. v., Fourth is an interval

comprising two whole tones and a semitone. It js called

a fourth because four notes are passed through in going

from one extreme of the interval to the other.

4. pi. Articles of the fourth degree in quality.

1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain <y 6V. 186 Crown glass is

sold, according to its quality, under four different denomin-

ations—firsts, seconds, thirds, and fourths. 1890 Daily
Neivs 7 Jan. 2/7 Butter . . classified as follows :—Firsts, o ;

seconds, 9 ; thirds, 36 ; fourths, 9.

f5. Byfourths: by fours. Obs.

C 1430 Art of'
Nombryngc (E. E. T. S.) 17 First thow most

compt the figures by fourthes, that is to sey in the place ot

thousandes.

C. Comb.', fourth-born a., that is born fourth
;

Fourth-day, the name given by members of the

Society of Friends to "Wednesday ; fourth-hand a ,

that has passed through the hands of four persons
;

fourth wheel (see quot.).

1559 A/irr. A/ag, Dk. Clarence viii, The "fowerth borne.

159a Warner Alb. Eng. vm. ,\i. 196 Gyiford Dudly fourth-

borne Sonne vnto Northumberland Had married her. 1697

S. Sewali. Diary 14 Sept. (1878) I. 459 Fourth-day was a

storm, else might have husbanded it so as to have come to

Rehoboth that night. 1820 J. H. WiFFBH in A. A. Watts

Life A. Watts\\%%v t. 102 She . . must necessarily lay the

matter before the monthly meeting next fourth day. 1599
Marston Sco. VUlanie 1. ii. 176 Tail'd, and retail'd, till 10

the pedlers packe. The ^fourth-hand ward-ware comes. 1884

Britten Watch and Cloekm.,*Fourth Wheel, the wheel in

a watch that drives the escape pinion, and to the arbor of

which the seconds hand is attached.

b. Prefixed to certain sbs.. as class, form, rate,

etc. forming a comb, which is used attrib. and

passes occas. into an adj., and through the absolute

use into a sb. Fourth-class matter {U.S. Postal

system), matter containing merchandise.

1689 Bond. Gaz. No. 2453/2 Their Majesties Ship the

Nonsuch, a small fourth Rate of 36 Guns. 1694 /bid. No.

3021/3 This day were Launched .. two new fourth Rate

Ships. 1857 Hlghes 'Tom Brcnvn 1. vi. The fourth form

are uncertain in their belief. Ibid. 1. vii. IA] fourth-form

boy. 1889 Advance (Chicago) 7 Mar. 190 More sham than

school, taught by fourth-rate teachers,because theyare cheap.

Hence Pou*rthly adv., in the fourth place, f for

the fourth time.

15*6 Pilgf. Perf. (W. de W. 1531I 8 b, Fourthly they
fJ3-2



FOUR-WENT. 500 FOWL.
must trust onely in the grace & mercy of god. 1613 Sylves-
ter (title), Da Bartas his Deuine Weekes and Workes .

.

Now fourthly corr : and augm. 1772 Ann. Reg. 247/2
Fourthly, Because [etc.].

Fourvey(e, var. of Forvay v. Obs.

Four-went, a. dial. [f. YouR + 7t>en/, pa. pple.

ofWend to turn.] Only vafour-went way^s, a point

where four roads meet.
1777T. Fisher Kent. Trav. Com/, (1787) soThis lane will

bring the traveller to a four-went way. i86«; Monthly
Packet June 609 A 'four-want-way', where suicides were
buried in times past.

TOUT-wheel. A four-wheeled carriage.

1848 Clough Bothie 1. 45 In the four wheel they drove to
the place of the clansmen's meeting- 1859 Hughes Scour-
ing W. Horse vi. 119, I would go behind in the four-wheel.

Four-wheeled, a. [f. Foub a. + Wheel sb.

+ -ED-.] Having or running upon four wheels.
162a in Crt, <y Times Jos. /(1849) II. 327 One [proclama-

tion] against four-wheeled carts or waggons, that with their

weight maraud tear the highways. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix.

286 Scarce twenty four-wheel'd cars, compact and strong.
The massy load could bear. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. i.

14 The four-wheeled carriage, .came to the door.
tmnsf. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta (1890) 230 She might

pull up some distance short of the castle, and leave the ass
at a cottage before joining her four-wheeled friends.

Four-wheeler, [f. Foub + Wheels. + -eh'.]

A vehicle with four wheels ; esp. a four-wheeled
hackney carriage.

1846 TaS. Taylor Upper Canada 26 Farmers' wives ..

enter the market with their neat four-wheeler and pair.

i860 All Year Round No. 44. 415 A four-wheeler is let to

a driver for about twelve shillings a day. 1874 W. Black
Prim. Thule x. He, having sent on all their luggage by a
respectable old four-wheeler, got into the hansom beside her.

t FOUS, a. Obs. Forms: 1 fus, 2-3 fus, (3
fuus. fuss), 3-5 fous, {south vous^e). [OE. fus
= OS/tis, OHG.funs, ON. fuss :-OTeut. *funso-

:—pre-Teut. *pnt-to-
t

f. root *pent-. pont-, pnl- to

go, set out ; cf. Kind, Fand, Found vbs.~] Kagerr
ready. Const, with of, to, and inf.
Beowulf\Z.i 1805 Waeron ?eoVlingas eft to leodum fuse to

farenne. CSSOoOrmiN 16997 He wass fus to lernenn. a 1300
Cursor AT, 21881 He sends us bis all in warning. .Ofvrsaul
to be ai fus. Ibid, 23749 t>e flexs es ai to filthes fus. 1460
Lybcaus Disc. 288 To dele ech man rappes Ever he was fous.

Hence Fou*83 v , intr. and trans. , to hasten.
Substituted in the later text of Layamon II. 19546 and

2978^ for Fuse (iSQ.

Fousie, -y : see Fowsie.
Fous s on, Fousty, obs. ff. Fotson; Fusty.
t Foutch. Obs. [Cf. fouchon, Falchion.] ? =
Falchion.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Male us, a foutch, a

kinde of sword.

Fouth (iu\>). Sc. Also 6 foutht, fowith, 6-8
fowth. [Sc. form of FUXTH.] Fullness, plenty.

+ Atfouth : in plenty.

1501 Douglas Pal. lion. in. xiii, Thow sail haue fouth of
sentence and not scant. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III.

509 Of neidfull thing weill fumeist all at fouth. 1725 Ram-
say Gentle Sheph. 1. i, I.. took a fouth O' sweetest kisses
frae her glowing mouth. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1842) 84
The earth has fouth o' trusty hearts.

Foutre, fouter (fiStai). Forms : 6-7 footra,
footre, fowtre, 7 foutra,foutree, foutir, 9 fouter.
[a. OY. foutre i—L,futuert (the inf. tised subst.).]

1. In phrases, afoutrefor, {to care) not afouter.
[a 1592 Greene James IV, v. ii, Jaqttes . . faites bonne

chere : foutre de ce monde !] 1507 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii.

103 A footra [Q. footre] for the World, and Worldlings base.
1632 Fletcher Sea Voy. v. i, Therefore footra, When I am
full, let 'em hang me, I care not. 1638 Suckling Goblins m.
(1646) 26 Shall I so?—why then foutree for the Guise. 1871
R. Ellis Catullus xvii. 17 He leaves her alone to romp idly,
cares not a fouter.

2. Applied contemptuously to persons.
1780-1808 J. Mayke Siller Gun m. xxv, The astonish'd

tailor . . swearing he was better stuff Than sick a fouter.
1786 Harvest Rig in R. Chambers' Pop. Poems Scoll. (1862)
50 A sutor, Most manfully about does lay—A tough auld
fouter. 1833 Marrvat P. Simple(i86^) 145 O'Brien declared
that he was a liar, and a cowardly_/o«/»r.

t Fou'ty, a. Obs. Also futie. [Sc. f. of Footv
a. 1

] =Footy a\
1722 Hamilton Wallace xn. vi. 353 He. .beat out another

fouty Rascal's Brains. 1785 R. Forbes Poems in Buchan
Dial. 31 Then to blame DM Is futie an' mislear'd.

Fovea (b>'v/a). Ami., Zool.
t
Bot. [a. L.fovea

small pit.] A small depression or pit ; esp. a de-
pression of the retina of the eye.

1849 Johnston in Proc. Bern/. Mat. Club II. No. 7. 364 A
.. furrow .. beginning behind the eye .. terminating in a
deeper fovea, and with a foveola near the centre. 1882
Vines Sachs' Bot. 480 In consequence of cell-division, .the
sporangium soon appears as a swelling in the fovea.

t Fo*veable, a. Obs. rare - '. [f. prec. + -able.]
1541 Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., Other [bones] be

fotieable or holow.

Foveal (fiJu-viSl), a. [f. Fovea + -al.] Of or
pertaining to or situated in a fovea. In recent Diets.

Foveate (f^'v/V't), a. [f. Fovea + -ate 2.] =
next. 1854 in Mavne Expos. Lex. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Foveated (MjAid), a. [f. as prec. + -ei> '.]

Anal., ZobL, Bot. Marked with fovea, pitted.

1846 Hardy in Proc. Betiu. Nat. Club II. No. 14. 196
Thorax . . less deeply foveated at the base. 1883 Quain's

Med. Diet. s.v. Vaccination, There is then left a cicatrix,

which is circular, somewhat depressed, foveated, etc.

+ Fo'Vent, a. Obs. rare— 1
. [ad. h.fovent-em,

pr. pple. offovers to keep warm.] Producing plea-

sant or salutary warmth.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World XL (1634) 272 All Starres haue

a certain fovent heate.

I! Foveola (fovf-^la). [L. dim. of Fovea.] A
small fovea. 1849 [see Fovea].

Foveolate (fo«'vid'\2t), a. [f. prec. + -ATE.]

Marked with little depressions or pits
;
pitted.

1848 Johnston in Proc. Bcrtu. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 289
The back flattened, foveolate.

Foveolated ^ftfu'vitfU'ted),///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED.] = Foveolate.
1819 O. Samouelle Entomol. Contend. 168 Foveolated

thorax. 1847 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 249
Head oblong-ovate, .obsoletely foveolated on the forehead.

Foveole (fr>» wV>'l). [ad. L. foveola : see Fo-

j

veola.] A foveola ; in Bot. l the perithecium of

• certain fungal*' {Treas. Bot. 1866).

Fovilla (fovila). Bot. [mod.Lat., used by Lin-

1
nccus in 1766 {Syst. Nat. 11. 6).] The substance

!
contained in the pollen-cells.

In ed. 1735 Linnaeus calls xtfarina, in 1744 pvlvis, in 1758
elater', it is stated (Bischoff />W. Term.) that he somewhere
uses the word favilla in the same sense. Vzr\\. fovilla is

an alteration of favilla, suggested by the word fovere to

cherish, which actually occurs in the context in ed. 1766.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Etnnlla, a fine substance, im-

perceptible to the naKed eye, exploded by the pollen in the

anthers of flowers. 1816 Keith P/tys. Bot. 114 Emitting a
subtile and elastic vapour, or sort of fovilla which swims on

1 the surface. 1870 Bentley Bot. 255 The matter contained
I within the coat or coats of the pollen-cell is called the fovilla.

t Fow, v. Obs. Also 7 foe. [a. ON. fiiga: see

Fay v.-] trans. To clean, cleanse (out). Alsofig.
13. . Sir Beues 1120 (MS. A.) Beter be-come he iliche, For

to fowen an olde diche panne for to be dobbed kni^t. c 1350
Med. MS. in Archxologia XXX. 351 Chyldys vryne bin ere

fowe, And helpe bin ere on a throwe. c 1440 Jacobs Well
(E. E. T. S.) 266 Take mekenes in herte, & bat schal fowyn
out all trouble and vnreste. 1530 Pai.sgr. 557/2 Thou
shake eate no buttered fysshe with me, tyll thou wasshe thy

I

handes, for thou hast fowed a gonge late. 1633 T. Adams
Exp. 2 Peter i. 10 They are only good, when on the sabbath
day they are fowing tap-houses.

Hence + Towing vbl. sb. Also + Power, one
: who cleanses.

( 1440 Promp. Parv. 174/2 Foware, or clensare of donge,
as gongys, and ober lyke, fimarins, oblitor. Ibid. 175/1
lowynge, or clensynge, emundacio. 1636 James Iter Lane.
(Chetham Soc.) 9 note, He had found six thousand infants'

heads in the foing of his fish ponds.

Fow, var. of Fou a. Se., full, drunk.

f Fow'e. Obs. A kind of fur. See Faw a. 2.

Fowage, var. of Feuage, Obs.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. V. ccxli. 351/2 This fowage .

.

shulde have been well worthe every yereaxii thousand from
euery fyer to have payed yerely a franke. 1539 Rastf.ll
Pastyme, Hist. Brit. (1811) 225 He levyed a fowage in

Guyan agaynst the myndes of the lordes. 1592 Wvrlev

I

Armorie 84 Wanting which a fowage was desierd To pay
the soldiers for this lourney hierd. 161 1 SrEED Hist. Gt.

Brit. ix. xii. § 136 The Prince of Wales had. .propounded a
demaund for fowage, or of money to be leuied by the Chim-
ney. 1834 Sir H. Taylor is* Pt. Artei>elde u. vi, What
were the fowage and the subsidies When bread was but four

mites that's now a groat ?

Fowayle, -el, obs. ff. of Fuel.
Fowe, var. of Faw a. Obs. ; obs. f. of Few a.

Fowie, <t> Se. [i.fow, Full.] Jolly-looking.

1590 A. Hume Hymns, fyc. (1832) 9 Why monethly the
' Moone renewes hir hew and homes so paill, Why monethlie

hir fowie face is round and lightned haill.

+ Fow*ker. Obs. [a. Ger.fucher; see Fogg ek,

Fookeh.] A capitalist, financier.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd.
fy

Comimv. 72 Some great

,Fowker or Agent for a whole kingdome.

t Pow'lflll. Obs. rare- K =Fabtj^.
la 1600 Turnameut of Totenham 89 He gurde so fast his

gray- mare, That she lete a fowkyn fare At the rerewarde.

Fowl (fuul), sb. Forms : 1 fusel, -ol, -ul, 2-3

fu5el, -hel, -wel, south, vuhel, 3-4 fojel, south.

vo^el, {% feo5el, foh^el), 4-5 foghel, -11(1, -ul,

(4 fughil, foxl, -ul, fouxl, -ul, fuxl, fuxol,

-ul, 5 foghle), 3-7 foul^e, 3-4 fou-, fowel,
{south, vowel), fuel, 4 fule, (fouuT, 5 fte)wle,
-ylle, 4-7 fowie, 6- fowl. [Com. Teutonic; OK.

fltlel> fu&°li fit&d stl - masc. = OFris, fugel, OS.
fugol (Du. vogel), OIIG. fogal (MHG. and Ger.

vogel), ON.fugl [Sw.fogel, ~Da.fugl), Goih.fugls
:—OTeut. *fog/o-z, fuglo z ; usually believed to be

a dissimilated form of *fioglo-, fluglo-, f. flug- to

Fly ; cf. the OE. ndj.flugol ' fugax \ and the form

fluglas heofun in the Kushworth Gloss. Matt. xiii.

32, rendering volueres eseli ; the Lindisf. gloss has

flezende, the Wessex gospelfuhlas.]

The forms containing x are from the Cotton MS. of the
Cursor Mundi', perh. miscopied from an original which had

3 (or possibly p).

1. Any feathered vertebrate animal ; —Bird 2

(q.v. with note attached \ Now rare exc. eolled.

Beowulf -2\% (Gr.) Gewat ba ofer wa^holm winde gefysed
flota famixheals fuxle gelicost. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt,
viii. 20 Foxas habbaft holu and hcofenan fuglas [c 1160
Hatton fujeles] nest, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 A vuhel com

flon from houene into or5e. a 1225 Ancr. R. 298 We
speken of fuwelene cunde, bet beo3 iefned to ancre. a 1300
Cursor M. 621 Fiss on sund, and fouxl on flight. 1340
Ayeub. 254 pe herte is ase be uo^el pet wolde vly to his

wylle. 1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 188 Thaifor he slepit as
foul on twist. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1002 Thi son
wham we. .seke als foghil the day. 1526 Dilgr. Perf.(\V.
de W. 1531) 2 b, Fowles, & all other creatures, .hath place
deputed, .to them. 1397 Montgomerie Cherrie 4- Slae 460,
I leuir haue euer Ane foule in hand, or tway, Nor seand ten

fleand About me. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado n. iii. 95 Stalke
on, stalke on, the foule sits. 1607 Topskll Eourf. Beasts
(1658) 213 I'o defend them from Eagles and other ravening
Fowls. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat, David's Punishm.
xxii. (1867 235, I for your fowls of Phasis do not care.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xxv, I saw a great fowl, like a hawk,
sit upon a tree. 1791 Cowi-er Iliad x\ 11. 293 And the fowls
sate with his flesh.

collect. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. Ixv, The fearefull

Fowie all prostrate to her power. 1605 Camden Rent. (1637 1

1

Stored with infinite delicate fowie. 1769 Goldsm. Rom.
Hist. 11786' II. 273 In this was served up. .seven thousand
fowl of the most valuable kinds. 1865 King.slev Hcrew.
xvi, All the fowl of heaven were flocking to the feast.

T b. In narrower sense : Winged game. Obs.
1646 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 252 Sometimes we shot at

fowls and other birds : nothing came amiss. 1763 H. Wal-
I'OI.e Vertue's Anecd. Paint. III. 85 In the great anti-

chamber [at Chatsworth] are several dead fowl over the
chimney finely executed.

t c. With some modifying addition ; as,fo7i'lof

ehase, flight, game, prey, ravin. Obs.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Pottles 323 The foules of ravyne
Were hyest set. 1398 Trevisa Berth. De P. R. xn. vi.

(1495) 416 The owle semyth lyke to foules of pray, c 14*0
Chron. Vilod. 280 Wyld bestes and folys of flyjt. 1485
Caxton Paris ty I'. 26 Faulcens and many other fowles of
chace. 1671 Milton /'. R. \\. 342 Beasts of chase, or fowl

of game In pastry built.

fig. a 1300 Cursor M. 21276 (Gutt ) pe firth Iohn, fowel of
[Cotton MS. on] flight.

f 2. In wider sense : Winged creatures. Also
collect, in plural sense. Obs.

1382 Wyclie Ecclus. xt. 3 Short in foules [Vulg. iuvola-
tilibus] is a bee. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xii.

Introd. (Tollem. MS. ', To be ornament of be eyer parteynep
briddes and foules [volatilia]. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
viii. x. 789 They offered to him [the SunneJ Fowles, from
the liutter-fiie to the Eagle. 1648 Gage West Ind. xii.

(1655) 45 Hattes, or Rear-mice and other fowie.

3- The prevailing sense : A ' barn-door fowl \ a

domestic cock or hen ; a bird of the genns Gal/us.

In the U.S. applied also to 'a domestic duck or

turkey ' {Cent. Did.}. Often with some modifying

word prefixed: as, barn-door-, game-, guineafowl,
for which see those words.
1580 SinNEY Arcadia 111.(1590) 311 As folkes keep foul

when they are not fat enough for their eating. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. iv. 76 The Inhabitants plant Corn, .and breed afew
Fowls. 1841 Dane Arab. Nts. I. 123 Fowls simply roasted

or boiled. 1879 Fakrar St, Paul (1883) 43 The Talmud .

.

devotes one whole treatise . . to the method of killing a fowl.

4. a. The flesh of birds used for food. Now only

in the phrases fish, flesh, and fatal, etc. b. In

narrower sense: The flesh of the 'barn-door' or

domestic fowl.

1673 O. Walker Educ. (1677) 169 A feast suggests. . Fish,

Foul, Flesh. 1861 Beeton Bk. Housch. Man. § 978
Fricasseed Fowl. Ingredients—The remains of cold roast

fowl [etc.].

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as fow l-

fiight, -house, -net, -yard. b. objective, as fowl-
keeping, -rearing, -stealer, -stealing, c. Special

comb., as fowl-cholera = chicken-cholera : see

Choleka 4 ; fowl-foot, the plant Omithopus
perpusillus ; fowl-graas, fowl-meadow-grass,
Poa trivialis ; fowl-run, a place where fowls

may run, an establishment for breeding fowls.

1883 Gd. Words 179 The epidemic among fowls, called

*fowI-cholera. c 1250 Gen. «f Ex. 3321 At euen cam a
*fu3el-fli3t, fro-ward arabie. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. xxix.

487 Ornithopoditim . . This wild herbe is called in Urabant
Uoghelvoet, that is to say in English, Birdes foote, or *Fowle
foote, bycause his huskes or cods are lyke to a birdes

foote. 1839 Lincoln, etc. Gaz. 12 Feb. 3/4 They went to

Mr. F.'s; whose *fowl-house they broke open. 1894 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. June 303 It is *fowl-keeping on this modest
scale'that pays. 1774 i.Q. Adams Diary 28 Feb., Shall I

try to introduce *fowl-meadow, and herds-grass into the

meadows? 1786 M. Cutler in Life, Jruls. <y Corr. (1888)

II. 264 Fowl meadow-grass is cultivated in wet meadows.
1856 Kane Arct. Exbl. II. xiii. 134 Tinkering over, ."fowl-

nets or other household-gear. 1894 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc*

June 302 A point of cardinal importance, .in. .* fowl-rearing.

1886 H. F. Lester Under Two Pig Trees 179 In one corner

of the little estate is a *fowl-run. 1825 Sporting Mag. XVI.
336 Have we..no *fowl stealers. 189a Pall Mall G. 24
Mar. 2/1 Poaching is closely allied to "fowl-stealing. 1889
Ibid. 27 May 2/3 The lack of interest displayed in their

*fowl-yards by. .British farmers.

Fowl ^ftuil), v. [0\i.fug(e)lian, t.fugelV'owl.]

intr. To catch, hunt, shoot, or snare wildfowl.
, iooc v'Fleric Gram. xxv. (Z.) 146 Aucnpor, ic fujlie.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redelesu. 157 Thus ffoulyd this ffaukyn

on ffyldisabou^te. 1519 Prescntm. Juries in Surtees Misc.

(1888) 32 |H no man fyshe nor fewle in the dam. 1530
Palsgr. 557/2, I fowie after byrdes, Je vas a la pipie. 1697
Dampier Voy. I. vii. 192 The Tenour of them [Commissions]
is, to give a Liberty to fish, fowl, and hunt. 1766 Blackstone
Comm. Il.xxvii. 419 Such persons as may thus lawfully hunt,

fish, or fowl. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863)

86 He went out fowling in a small skiff.

+ b. fig. with after, for.
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a 1420 Hocclf.ve Dc Reg. Frinc. 2442 Rat tonge of man
..Nat may be tamed.. And after repreef fissheth, clappeth,
fotileth. 1596 Dalrympi.e tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. xi. 314
Heir he* thou a commodious and meit place for the .slauchtir,

that thou foules for.

+ c. (BuaA-trmnS, To hunt over, beat (a bush'.
1611 B. Jonson Catiline 1. i, They.. Fowl every brook and

bush to please Their wanton taste.

Fowl(e, obs. forms of Foal, Foul.

Powler (fuirtei). [OE. fitgelere, agent-n. f.

fugclian to Fowl.]
1. One who hunts wild birds, whether for sport

or food, esp. with nets; a bird-catcher. Now rare.
C893 K. .Alfred Oros. 1. i. § 14 Dxr huntan ^ewico don

obbe fisceras o^be fu^eleras. a 1225 St. Marlter. 3 As be
fuhel pe is fan i be fuheleres grime. 138a Wyclif A mos iii. 5
Wher a brid shal falle into grane of erthe, withouten a
fouler, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 138 The foweler we
deffye, And al his crafte. c 1430 Lyuc. Min. Poems 186 A
bleryeed fowler trust not though he wepe. 1657 \V. Coles
Adam in Eden 305 Boyes and Fowlers use the Berries [of

the Ash] as Baites to catch Blackbirds, etc. 1723 Land. Gaz.
No. 6222/9 Simon Teatford .. Fisher and Fowler. 1813
Elphinstone Acc. Caubul (1842) I. 77 Fowlers catching
quails among the wheat. 1879 Jkfferies Wild Life in S. C.
296 A fowler . . had a cock chaffinch in a cage covered with
a black cloth.

fig. 1340 A venb. 254 pe berte ualb ofte into be grines of
the uo^elere of helle.

Comb. 1685 Crowmb SirC. Nice Epil., There fowler-like
the watching gallant pores Behind his glove.

f 2. A species of catapult. Obs.
1420 Siege Rouen in Archxot. XXI. 52 A stronge fowlere

there was leyde lowe. .that he mi^t throwe.

T 3. A kind of light cannon, esp. for use on board
ship. Obs. Cf. Dw.vogheler, whence Yr.veuglaire.
1548 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 197 The municions

folowing.. fowlers of iron xij. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy.S.Sea
(1847) 206 Fowlers and great bases in the cage workes.
1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts in. (17041 357/1 Fowlers
..are Pieces of greatest Importance, after a Ship is Boarded.
Fowlerite (fairlerait). Min. [named after

Dr. S. Fowler : see -ite.] A flesh-red variety of
rhodonite containing zinc.

1832 C. U. Shepard Min, 186 Fowlerite. Ferro-Silicate
of Manganese. 1884 in Dana's Min.
Fowlery. A place where fowls are kept.
1845 Bachel. Albany {\%$) 185 A fowlery and a piggery.

Fowling (fau-lirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fowl v. + -IHO '.]

1. The action of the vb. Fowl ; the art or prac-
tice of hunting, shooting, or snaring wild fowl.
1413 Pilgr. SoiuletCaxton 1483) iv. xxxvii. §84 Allesuche

labourers, .that trauaylen..in fysshyng and fowlynge. 1555
Eden Decades 83 Owre Spanyardes. .are ignorant in foul-
ynge. 1663 Pepvs Diary (1875) II. 210 His birding-piece
going off, as he was a-fowling. 1743 Bulkelev & Cummins
Voy. S. Seas 62 Launch 'd the Yawl to go a fowling ; shot
several Geese, Ducks, .and Sea-pies. 1879 Dixon Windsor
I. iv. 38 Exercise in riding and fowling had kept him spare.

2. attrib. and Comb., z.sfo%uling-cutter ,- net, -pole.

1882 Sir R. Payne-Gallwey Fowler in Ireland v, A
*fowling-cutter on the bleak coast of a wide estuary. 1530
J. Hall in Weaver Wells Wills (1890I 114 Xij hangyng
and *fowlyng netts. 18x0 G. Landt Descr. Feroe Islands
241 They are caught with the *fowling-pole and net.

Fowling-piece. [f. prec. + Piece sb.]

1. A light gun for shooting wild fowl.
1596 Lane. Wills III. 4 A foulinge piece. 1643 [Angier]

Lane. Vail. Aclwr 31 God sent a deadly messenger out of
a Fowling- Piece to one of them. 1727-41 Chambers Cyel.
s. v., Of Fowling pieces, those are reputed the best, which
have the longest barrel. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Phil. 130 The
well-known double report of a fowling-piece, fired at a dis-
tance, a 1864 Hawthorne S. Felton (1883) 244 The old
fowling-piece of seven-foot barrel.

2. A picture of game.
1888 Athenaeum 7 Jan. 21/2 The fowling-piece, which is

something like the fine picture at the Prado.

T Fowl-kin. [OE. fugel-cynn, see Fowl and
Kin.] a. The race of birds, b. A species of bird.
ciooo ^Elfric Gen. i. 30 Eallum nytenum and eallum

fugelcynne. *: 1175 Lamb. Horn. 95 Foroon be bet fu^el-cun
isswiSe bilehwit. c 1205 Lay. 8109 Of ban foli3el [c 1275
fo^elj cunne ne mai hit na mon kennen. a 1250 Owl fy
Night. 65 Thu art loth al fuel-kunne.

Fowness, Sc. var. of Fullness.

t Fowsie. Obs. Sc. form of Fosse, ditch. Also
6 fous(s)ie, -y, fowse(a.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. nt. Ixxxviii, That gudlie garth ..

Quhilk with a large fousie . . Iuueronit was. a 1572 Knox
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 175 His head was brokin . . and he
castin in the fowsea. 1637 Adamson in R. Ford Harp of
Perthsh. (1S93) 5 Turning home we spared nor dyke nor
fowsie. [i86i \V. Bell Diet. Law Scot., Fossa, a pit or
fowsie.]

Foweome, Fowte, Sc. var. of Fulsome, Foot.
Fox ttyks), **. Also 3-7 foxe, 3, 4, 6 vox, (6

wox). [Com. Teut. : OE. fox str. masc. corre-
sponds to Dn. vos, OHG.fuhs (MHG. vuhs, mod.
Ger. fuchs) ; the ON. fox neut., fraud, may be a
different word. The OTeut. type is *fuhs-, from
the same root as the feminine formation OHG.
foha (MHG. vohe s

- vixen, fox, ON.fda, Goth,fauhd
fox, f. OTeut. */«//- :-pre-Teut. *puh-, which some
scholars plausibly connect with Skr. puccha tail.
With regard to the Eng. and Du. o for OTeut. and HG.

u before lis, cf. OE. lox=Du, los = OHG. lu/ts, lynx ; also
Du. drossaerd=OHG. tritksa$~o steward.]

I. 1. An animal of the genus Vulpes, having an
elongated pointed muzzle and long bushy tail.

Usually V. vulgaris, preserved in England and
elsewhere as a beast of the chase.
£825 Vesp. Psalter lxii[i]. 11 [10] Sien said in bond

sweordes daelas foxa bio\ a 1225 Ancr. R. 294 Nime<S &
kecche5 us. -anon be ?unge uoxes. a\yx> Vox $ Wolf'208
in Hazl. E. P.P. I. 65 >e, quad the vox, al thou most sugge.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7151 Thre hundreth fox he samun kmtt.
1375 Harbour Bruce xix. 663 In-till the luge a fox he saw,
'I hat fast can on a salmond gnaw, i486 Bh. St. Albans
Fvj b, A skulke of ffoxis. 1597 Hooker Reel. Pol. v. Ixxix.

§ 16 As tf the world did..thinke the Foxe a goodly creature.

1674 N. Cox Gcntl. Rccreat. 1. (1677) 8 Fox. .is called the
first year, a Cub. The second year, a Fox, and afterwards
an old Fox. 1718 Prior Knoiuledge 210 The lonely fox
roams far abroad, On secret rapine bent. 1835 Fonblanqie
Eng. under 7 Adminisi. U837) III. 245 If the esteem of
the people were made as much a pursuit as a stinking fox's

brush. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 266 The red fox of
America.

b. with allusion to its artfulness and cunning.
(' 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 195 pe fox mid his wrenches wait

o5er deorand haue5 his wille perof. a 1634 Randolph Ode
64 Nor will we spare To hunt the crafty fox. 1735 Somer-
ville Chase 111.23 The wily Fox remain'd A subtle pilf'ring

Foe, prowling around In Midnight Shades. 1791 Burns
3rd Ep. R. Graham 17 Foxes and statesmen, subtile wiles

ensure.

c. in various proverbial expressions.

£1450 Hknryson Mor. Fab. 29 Aye runnes the Foxe as
long as hee feete hes. c 1460 'Foivnetcy Myst. (Surtees) 10
Let furth youre geyse, the fox wille preche. 1539TAVERNER
Erasm. Prov. (1552) 27 An olde foxe is not taken in a snare.

1545 BrtNKLOW Couipt. xxiv. H v, As yu mayest knowe
a foxe by his furred taile. 1362 J- Hevwood Prov. <y Epigr.
(1867) 153 When the foxe preachetb, then beware our geese.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 38 A Fox is known by his

bush. 1662 Pepvs Diary 26 Dec, We shall endeavour to

joyne the lion's skin to the fox's tail.

d. Phrases: f To catch, hunt the fox \ to get

drunk. To Jlay the fox : see Flay v. 6. To play
(the) fox: 'a) to act cunningly, (b) to sham. j To
smell afox \ to be suspicious.

1599 NtssHEV Span. Dial. 19 Whosoeuerloues good wine,
hunts the foxe once a yeere. 1611 Middleton t\: Dekker
Roaring Girle 1. D.'s Wks. 1873 II. 145 Now I do smell a
fox strongly. 1647 Ward Simp. Cooler 6 Tiberius play'd
the Fox with the Senate of Rome, a 1700 I!. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew s. v. Pox .. He has caught a Fox, he is very Drunk.
1894 Crockett Raiders 329, I played fox several times,
pretending to be in pain.

2. fig. A man likened for craftiness to a fox.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xiii. 32 GaS & sec^aS bam foxe,

deofol-seocnessaic utadrifc. 1548 Hall Chrou.,Hcn. VI {an.

31) 164 b, This auncietit Fox, and pollitique Capitayne lost

not one hourctill [etc.]. 1712 Arbuthnot John Butt 1.

iv, Don't you see how that old fox steals away your cus-
tomers? 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. 1. 383, I could
not help reflecting on the strange stratagem by which the
old fox [Rube] had saved himself.

b. ? Used as adj. : Fox-like, cunning,
r 1200 Ormin 6646 patt mann iss fox & hinnderr^sup. .batt

. .follghebb deofless wille. a 1300 Long Life in O. E. Misc.
156 Fox and ferlich is his wren[c]h.

3. The fur of the fox.

1501 Bury Wills (Camden) 88 My lawney gown furryd
w* ffbxe. 1603 Shaks. Mcas.for M. in. ii. 9 A fur'd gowne
to keepe him warme ; and furd witli Foxe and Lamb-skins
too. 1882 Heck Draper's Diet., Fox. .Of this fur there are
several varieties.

4. One of the northern constellations
( Vulpecuhi).

1868 Lockver Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 398 Situated
between the constellations of the Swan and the Fox.
5. Some beast or fish likened to a fox, esp. the

gemmeousdragonet (Calliony/uus lyra), called also

fox-fish. Flyingfox, Seafox : see those words.
1611 Cotcr., Shu*..t\w sea-fox, or fox dog-fish. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. xxiv. 169 Some are called
the Fox, the Dog, the Sparrow, or Frog-fish. 1769 Pennant
Zool. III. 302 These fish [carp] are extremely cunning, and
on that account are by some styled the river fox. 1836
Varreli. Brit. Fishes I. 302 Fox. .The common Skulpin.

b. Short forfox-moth (see 16 b).

II. Senses of obscure development.

+ 6. A kind of sword. Obs.
It has been conjectured that this use arose from the figure

of a wolf, on certain sword-blades, being mistaken for a fox.

x599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy) 60, I had
a sword . .a right fox, i faith. 1633 Ford Erne's Sacr. v. ii,

'Tis a tough fox, will not fail his master. 1821 Scott
Kenihv. iv, Put up your fox, and let us be jogging.

7. Brezving. (see quot.l Cf. Fox v. 5.
1750 W. Ellis Country Housewife 377 (E. D. S.) That

poisonous damage called in great brewhouses the fox, which
gives the drink a sickish nasty taste.

8. Araut. (see quots. 1769, 1815).
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Fox a sort of strand,

formed^ by twisting several rope-yarns together, and used
as a seizing, or to weave a mat or paunch, etc. 1815 Fal-
coner's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Spanish Fox, a single
rope-yarn untwisted, and then twisted up the contrary way
and rubbed smooth. It is used for small seizings. 1833
Marryat P. Simple (1863) 38 Mr. Jenkins desired the other
men to get half-a-dozen foxes and make a spread eagle of
me. c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. -2-j.

9. A drain carried under another water-course by
means of a tunnel. Cf. Fox v. 3.
1784 M. Weighton Drainage Award 13 The Fox made

under the canal.

10. See quot. Also Fox-tail.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 1 . 912 Fox-bolt, a description of

bolt which is made tight by a fox or wedge driven into
a split in the end.

11. //. A variety of ironstone, dial.
1793-1813 A. Yolng Agric. Sttrv. Sussex 13 (E. D. S.).

12. slang. An artificial sore.

1862 MAYHBW & Binnv Criminal Prisons Lend. 305
Daring youths.. were constantly in the habit of making
' foxes ' (artificial sores).

13. In U.S. Colleges'. A freshman. Cf. Ger.fuchs.
1839 Longt. Hyperion (1865) 77 A procession of new-

comers or Nasty Foxes, as they are called in the college
dialect. 1847 Yale Lit. Mag. Jan. XII. 116 ' Halloo there,

Herdman, fox t ' yelled another lusty tippler.

f 14. ? = Foxglove i. Obs.
1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Co/./pit. xiv. 473 IJathes wherein

proper Herbs, especially Foxes, have been boiled.

III. attrib. and Comb.
15. a. simple attrib., as fox-bitch, -burrow,

-cover, -craft, -cub, -earth, -head, used attributively);

(used for taking the fox), as fox-gin, -trap; (sense

6), as fox-blade, -broadsword.
axdxx Bbaum. & Fl. Philaster iv. i, When my *fox-bitch

Beauty grows proud, I'll borrow him. < 1640 [Shtrlky]
Capt. Underwit 1. in Uullen O. PI. 11.321 And old *fox
blade made at Hounsloe heath. 1826 Scott Woodst. i, A
good 'fox broad-sword. 1550 Wilson Logike (1567) 37a,
The huntesman ..will sone espie when he sceth a bole,

whether it be a *Foxe borough, or not. 1831 Gen. P.
Thomi-son Exerc. {1842) I. 371 Who .. turns his farm
into a *fox-cover. 1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. iv. xcii. 87
Two fals Scotsh Earls of *Fo.\-craft fraud composed. 1857
Huguks Tom Brown \. iii, To watch the *fox cubs play-
ing in the green rides. 1530 Palsgr. 222/2 *Foxe erthe,

iaisniere. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 141

Amongst broken ridges and fox earths. 1669 Woklidgk
Syst. Agric. (1681) 216 Small Iron-gins like * Fox-gins.
1852 K. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xviii. (1893) 88 A
large gold fox-head pin. 1605 B. Jonson I'olpoue v. iii.

Let his sport pay for 't. This is Call'd the
A
Fox-trap. 1856

Kane Ant. Expl. I. v. 53 Places of deposit for meat, and
rocks arranged as foxtraps.

b. objective, as fox-Jollowcr, -stealer, -worship

;

fox poisoning vbl. sb.

1781 Cowpek Conversat. 410 Though the fox he follows

may be tamed, A mere *fox-follower never is reclaimed.

1890 Daily News 7 July 3/8 Attempts at fox-poisoning.

1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour WW, (1893) 284 The
poachers and *fox-stealers of the village. 1880 Miss Bikd
Japan I. 71 * I'ox-worship being one of the most universal

superstitions in Japan.

C. parasynthetic, asfox-nosed, -visaged adjs.

1889 Century Diet, s.v., The lemurs called fox-nosed
monkeys. 1892 A. M. Voshiwara Episode 41 The wares
the *fo.\-visaged, bullet-headed gyn kept on crying.

16. Special comb., as fox-beagle, a beagle used

for fox-hunting ; fox-bench, indurated sand
*

{Chesh. Gloss.) ; fox*bolt (see quot,) ; fox-brush,
the tail of a fox, used similativcly

; + fox-case,

the skin of a fox ; fox-chase, (<z) = Fox-hunt : (b)

agamcin imitation of this, also attrib.; fox-colour,

a reddish-yellow colour, whence fox-coloured adj.

;

T fox-court, a place or yard in which foxes may
be kept ; fox-dog, a fox-hound

; + fox-drunk a.

(see quot.) ; fox-evil, ' a disease in which the

hair falls off' (1842 Johnson farmers lincycl.),

alopecia (see also 16 e) ; + fox-hen, V a payment of

a hen for the maintenance of fox-hunting; fox-

hound, a superior variety of hound trained and
used for fox-hunting ; fox-key (see quot.); f fox-

lungs, some medicinal preparation ; fox-mould,
a name given to green sand when coloured by an

oxide of iron; fox-skin, the skin of a fox, also

attrib. ; fox-sleep, a pretended sleep ; f fox-

stones pi., (a) the testicles of a fox
; (/>) an old

name for Orchis mascula ; fox-terrier, one of a

breed of short-haired terriers, used for unearthing

foxes, but kept chiefly as pels ; fox-trot, a pace
with short steps, as in changing from trotting to

walking ; fox-wedge (see quot.) ; + fox-whelp,
(a) a cub of the fox (used also as a term of con-

tempt) ; {b) some kind of drink ; fox-wood (see

quot. ; cf. Fox-fire).
1676 Lond. Ga'j. No. 1108/4 A black *Fox Beagle Bitch.

x8i6 Khatinge Traz: (1817) II. 155 Geology brings to

mind here all the connexion of ideas of "fox-bench, with the
denudation of forests, coal-beds, iron. 1874 *Fox-boIt
[see sense 10]. 1891 Daily Neivs 1 June 2/5 Some large

tails of *fox-brush orchids. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 111.

xxiii. (1611) 170 Where the Lion's skin is too scant it

must bee peeced out with a *fox case, a 1625 Fletcher
Woman's Prize 11. ii, You old fox-case, a 1704 T. Brown
Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 98 A kind of *Fox-chace
pleasure. 1732 Pope Ep. Cobham 74 Mad at a Fox-chase,
wise at a Debate. 1856 Kane A ret. Expi. I. xiii. 145 A
' fox-chase ' round the decks. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants
IV. 193 Gills white, in pairs : pileus *fox colour, convex.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 84 *Foxe coloured lambes.

1879 Rood Chromatics iv. 45 A fox-coloured yellow. 1781

P. Beckford Hunting (1802) 328 If you breed up cubs,

you will find a *fox-court necessary. 1708 Motteux Rabe-
lais iv. xliv. (1737) 178 Some of your Badger's or *Fox-
Dogs. 1593 Nashe P. Pcnnilesse Wks. (GrosarO II. 82

The eighth [kind of drunkenness] is *Fox drunke, when he
is craftie drunke. 1659 Torriano, Alopecia, the falling or

shedding of a mans hair through foul diseases, called the

*Fox-eviI. 1528 Sir R. Weston in Dillon Calais <r Pale

(1892)93 He hath of every householde . . a henne by name
of the ** fox henne ', for the which he ys lykewyse bounde
to hunt the foxe. at 1763 Shf.nstone Qicon. 1. 94 Who
lavishes his wealth On racer, *fox-hound, hawk or spaniel.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 912 *Fox-key (Machinery), a
splitcotter with a thin wedge of steel driven into the end to

prevent its working back. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4. Rates
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Inwards, [In List of Drugs] *Fox lungs the pound ills.

1807 Vancouvkr Agric. Devon (1813) 42 A moist peaty earth

on a reddish brown clay, highly retentive of water, and
commonly called *fox mould. 1598 Hakluyt I'oy. \. 71

Who gaue vnto eche of vs a gowne made of Foxe-skinnes.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl, II. App. xi. 311 Dressing in fox-

skin clothing. 1596 Lodge Margarite Amer. (1876) 30

Entering Arsadachus chamber [they] found him in his *foxe

sleepe. 1623 Hexham Tongue-Combat Ep. Ded. 3 That
stupide Lethargie or reserued Foxe-sleepe of Policie, wherein

they lye bed-rid. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. cxtii. (1633) 212

There be divers sorts of *Fox-stones. 1604 Marston &
]

WEBSTER Malcontent 11, ii, Jelly of cock -sparrows, he-
|

monkey's marrow, or powder of fox-stones. 1823 Byron
yuan vn. xxiv, Unless they are game as bull-dogs and
•fox-terriers. 1888 Century Mag. Oct. XXXVI. 897 She
heard a horse approaching at a *fox-trot. 1888 Greenweu.
Coal-trade Terms Northumb. <y Durh. ied. 3), *Fox-wedgc,

j

a long wedge driven between two other wedges with their
,

thick ends placed in the opposite direction, c 1320 Sir
Beiies 1733 A^ilt be, a seide, bow *fox welp. c 1374 Chaucer
Boeth. IV. pr. iii. 78 Yif he .. reioyseth him to rauisshe by
wyles, thou shalt seyn him lyke to the fox whelpes. 1837
Southey Doctor Interch. xvi, Fox-whelp, a beverage as

much better than Champagne, as it is honester, wholesomer >

and cheaper. 1889 Century Diet., *Fox-wood . . decayed
WOod, especially such as emits a phosphorescent light [U.S.].

b. csp. in names of animals, etc. having a real or
|

fancied resemblance to the fox, as f fox-ape, ?the
j

opossum; fox-bat = Flying Fox; fox-fish, see

FOX/6. 5; fox-lynx, a variety of lynx; fox-moth,
a greyish-brown European bombycid moth {I.asio-

campa rubi) ; fox-shark, the sea-fox {Alopias
]

vulpes) ; fox-snake, a large harmless snake of the
1

United States {Coluber vulpinus) ; fox-sparrow, a I

North American sparrow \Passerella iliaea) ; fox-
j

squirrel, a North American squirrel {Sciurus
,

cinereus. S. niger, etc.).

1594 Blundevil Exerc. v. fed. 7) 570 Gesner calleth this
J

Beast an Ape- Foxe, or a * Fox-Ape. 1834 Caunter Orient.

Ann. xiv. 187 The *fox-bat bustled from his covert among I

the tombs. 1862 H. Marryat J 'ear in Sweden II. 430 The 1

Riiflo, or fox-lynx, of a soft reddish-white fur. 1828 Stark I

Elem. Nat. Hist. 1. 385 The *Fox Shark. 1869 J. Burroughs
in Galaxy Mag. (N. V.) Aug., The * fox-sparrow . .comes to

us in the fall. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 283 The great

black *fox squirrel. 1844 Gosse in Zoologist II. 707 Some
towering oaks, on which several fox squirrels (Sciurus
capistratus) were frisking.

c. in plant-names, as fox-bane, a species of

monkshood (Aconitum Vulparia) ; fox-berry =
Bearbeury ; fox-chop (see quot.) ; fox-finger ^s

= Foxglove ; fox-geranium, -grass, herb Robert

(Geranium Robertianuni) ; fox-grape, a name for

several North American species of wild grapes.

Also Foxglove, Foxtail.
1840 Paxton Bot. Diet.,*Foxbane. 1866 Treas. Bot., ^Fox-

chop, Mesembryanthemum vulpinum. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden lxvii. 126 Some call it *Fox-finger. 1657 Austen
Fruit Trees 1. 59 The * Fox Grape is a faire large fruit. 1683
Penn Wks. (1782) IV. 302 The great red grape mow ripe)

called by ignorance, ' The fox-grape ', (because of the relish

it hath with unskilful palates). 1840 Lowell Bigioiv P.

Poet. Wks. (1879) 176 Growing so fairly. .as a fox-grape

over a scrub-oak in a swamp.
d. in the names of various games in which one of

the players acts as a fox, as fox and geese, a game
played on a board with pegs, draughtsmen, or the

like ; fox and hounds, a boys' game, in which the
1 hounds ' chase the c fox

' ; , fox in or to the or

thy hole (see quote. )-

1633 Marmion Fine Companion it. v, Let him sit in the

shop.. and play at *fox and geese with the foreman 1856

Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh ix. Poems 1890 VI. 351 Though
you played At ' fox and goose ' about him with your soul.

1821 Clark I'ill. Minstr. II. 37 Noise of blind-man's buff",

and *fox-and-hounds. 1585 J. Higins Junius' Nomenclator
298 A kinde of playe wherein boyes lift up one leg and hop
on the other; it is called *fox in thy hole. 1648 Hkkrick
Hesper., New Yearcs Gift (1869) 134 The wassel-boule,

That tost up after Fox-i-th' hole. 1783 Ainsworth Lat.
Diet. (Morell) vi. Discoliasmus, Children's play, called Fox
to thy hole.

e. with genitivefoxs, as fox's cough (see quot.);

+ foxes evil = fox-evil ; fox's foot, a kind oi grass

{Dactylis glomerata L») ; in early use, perh. Spar-

ganium simplex ; fox's tail (see Foxtail).
1611 Cotgr., Toux de regnard, the *Foxes cough ; a

rooted, or old-growne cough, which waits on a man to his

graue. 1607 Toi-skll Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 379 Troubled
with the *foxes evill. 1671 H. M. tr. Co/too. Erasm. 134
The foxes evil (falling off of the hair) had made him almost

quite bald, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 150 Genim bysse wyrte
wyrttruman be man . . *foxesfot nemneS. 1853 Johnston
Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 216 Dactylis glomerata, Fox's-foot,

which the clustered panicle somewhat resembles.

Fox (tyks), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. fa. trans. To play the fox for ; to compass by
crafty means {obs.). b. intr. To play the fox, dis-

semble, sham. Now dial, and slang.
1602 Warnkr Alb. Eng. ix. liii. (1612) 239 Insociable,

Maleparte, foxing their priuate good. 1646 R. Baillie
Lett, fy Jrnls. (1841) II. 351 The other pettie princes are
foxeing alreadie for fear. 1884 Chester Gloss., Fox, to sham.
1886 D. C Murray 1st Pers. Singular xxix, He had played
the fox for so many years, that now to his mind everybody
was dodging and foxing.

2. trans. To intoxicate, befuddle. Also (? ttoncc-

use'), to redden (one's nose) with drinking.
1611 [Tarlton] Jests (1844) 21 Before they parted they

foxt Tarlton at' the Castle in Pater Noster Row. 1649

Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 258 It [Cider], .serves as

well, .for men to fox their noses. 1660 Pkpvs Diary 260ct.,
The last of whom I did almost fox with Margate ale. (11734
North Exam. 11. iv. § 41 (17401 251 Mr. Atkins was .. at

Greenwich, and there, at an Entertainment of some Ladies,

soundly foxed, the Attorney General threw up.

+ b. trans/. To stupefy (fish). Obs.

1650 H. More Enthus. Triumph. (1656) 86 For ought you
know, it may be onely a charm to fox fishes. 1787 Best
Angling (ed. 2) 67 Take heart-wort, and lime, mingle them
together, and throw them into a standing water, and it

will fox them [fishes]. 1805 Sporting Mag. XXVI. 178 Two
gentlemen ..were foxing fish in the river Calder.

f c. /^. To delude. Obs.
a 1660 H. Peters in South Serm. (Bonn) I. 540 Fox them

a little more with religion. #1734 North Exam. 1. ii.

$ 115 (1740) 93 When the Faction had ..once foxed the

People with an ill Opinion of the Government,

t d. intr. To get drunk. Obs.

1649 Lovelace Lucasta (1864) 8 The humble tenant, that

does bring A chicke or egges . . Is tane into the buttry, and
does fox Equal! with him that gave a stalled oxe.

f 3. trans. To pierce with a * fox ' (see Fox sb. 6).

1567 Edwards Damon <y Pilhias in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 68

Jack. By the mass, I will box you. Will. By Cock, I will

fox you. 1589 Pasguil's Ret. Nashe's Wks. (Grosart) L 123

Diuinitie. .holding of her hart as if she were sicke, because
Martin would have foxed her.

4. trans. To discolour (the leaves of a book).

See Foxed///, a.

5. intr. Of beer: To turn sour in fermenting;

also trans, (causatively).

1744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Htisb. II. i. 130 (E. D. S.) She..
took out the wort, .laying it thin enough to be out of danger
of foxing. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 213 In this

way the fermentation may fearlessly be conducted during
the warmest weather without risk of foxing.

6. trans. To repair (boots or shoes) by renewing

the upper leather ; also to ornament (the upper of

a shoe) with a strip of leather.

1796 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue fed. 3), Foxing a Boot,

mending the foot by capping it. 1889 Farmer American-
isms, Fox, a shoemaker's term, to repair boots.

7. intr. To hunt the fox. U.S.

1877 [see Foxing i].

1 8. trans. ? To trim (a horse's ears) in some
manner. Obs.

1806 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1807) X. 109 He. .appears. .What
the jockies call a roarer. His owners are anxious to have
his ears foxed ; but we think he is more in need of cropping
and docking.

9. Comb, f fox-mine -host (see quot. and

sense 2).

1622 Mabbe tr. Alemau's Guzman tVAlf. r. in. ii. 194
They may afterwards play at Foxe mine Host, or some
other Drinking Game at Cards or Dice for their recreation.

Foxed (fpks'd), ///. a. [f. Fox v. + -ed L] In

senses of the vb.

1. Intoxicated, drunk, stupefied.

1611 [see Coi.umbered]. 1673 SHADWBLL Epsom Wells

IV. Wks. 1720 II. 248 Udsooks, I begin to be fox'd. 1896

Q. Rev. Jan. 16 Will Symons had often seen him 'foxed'

amid the most undignified surroundings.

2. Trimmed with fox-fur. In quot. punningly.
1609 W.M. Man in Moone (1849) 26 His gowne is throughly

foxt, yet he is sober.

3. Of the leaves of books, also of timber : Dis-

coloured by decay ; stained with brownish-yellow

spots.

1847 Halliwell s.v., Timber is said to be foxed, when it

becomes discoloured in consequence of incipient decay.

Warw. 1848 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. 335 A torn or foxt and
dog's-eared volume. 1885 A. Dorson A t Sign Lyre 83 The
Burton I bought for a florin, And the Rabelais foxed and nea'd.

4. Of beer : Turned sour.

1743 Land, fy Country Brew. 106 The evil stinking Scent

that arises therefrom, which has brought it under the De-
nomination of being foxed.

5. Of a boot : (see Fox v. 6, Foxing 2.)

1880 Antrim <*j- Down Gloss, s.v., Women's cloth boots

are foxed when they have a binding of leather on the cloth

all round next the sole.

Poxery (fc-kseii). [f- Fox sb. + -ehy.] The
character, manners, or behaviour of a fox; wili-

ness, cunning.
c 1400 Pom. Pose 6795, I . . have wel lever . . Bifore the

puple patre and prey, And wrye me in my foxerye Under a
cope of papelardye. c 1540 Pilgr. T. 278 in Thynne's
Anintadv. (1865) App. i. 85, I had rehersid nothing but
papry, sprong owt of Antichrist, full of foxry. 1893 R. F.

Burton tr. II Pentamerone I. 178 The fox, never dreaming
that the other was a quintessence of foxery, found a woman
more a fox than herself.

Fox-fire. Now only U.S. The phosphorescent

light emitted by decaying timber.

1483 Cath. Angl. 140 Fox Fire, glos, glossis. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxiv. (1856J 193 The fox-fire of the Virginia
meadows.

Po*X-far« The fur of the fox, used to face

gowns ; hence, a gown trimmed with fox-fur.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 11. vii. 204 Let him but in

iudgements sight vncase, He's naught but budge, old gards,

browne fox-fur face. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV
lxxxvii, The Alderman has won his Fox-furre here. 1876
Ouida Winter City vii. 183 The dying daylight on the

silver fox -furs.

Fo*x-furred. [(. prec. + -ed.]

1. Trimmed with fox-fur.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 49 Take heed of the foxe-

furd nightcap. 1606 Dekker Devils Answ. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 139 Shall my Fox-furde gownes be lockt vp from me?

2. Wearing fox-fur, wearing a fox-furred gown.
1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage (1859) 12 Those Fox-furd

Gentlemen that hyde under their gownes faced with foynes,

more falshood then all the Conny-catchers in England.

1597 Pilgr. Parnass. v. (1886) 21, I thinke not worse of

faire Parnassus' hill For that it wants that sommer's golden

clay, The idol of the foxfur'd usurer. 1648 Hunting 0/Fox
38 Some few of the Fox-furred Aldermen.

Foxglove (ffksLglBv;. [OK foxes glofa (? pi.) :

see Fox sb. and Glove.
The reason for the second part of the name is obvious, as

the flower resembles a finger-stall in shape ; cf. the Lat.

name. Why the plant was associated with the fox is not

so clear; but cf. Norw. revhjelde = ' fox bell '.]

1. The popular name of Digitalis purpurea, a

common ornamental flowering plant.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 54 Herba tricnos manicos bset is

foxes clofe \v.r. glofa]. c 1265 Names Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker

556/6 Saluinca. .foxesgloue. a 1387 Sinon. Bart hoi. (Anecd.

Oxon.) 15 Ceroterica, Ceroteca vulpis, foxglove. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 11. xxiv. 175 Foxe gloue floureth chiefly in July
and August. 1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. 11729) 214 Colum-
bines, Iron-colour'd Fox-gloves, Holly-hocks. 1810 Scott
Lady 0/L. 1. xn, Fox-glove and nightshade, side by side,

Emblems of punishment and pride.

b. Used in medicine : see Digitalis.
1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 209 The Fox-glove of which the

tincture is made, is commonly procured from the Hall.

1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. 13 Recalling the relief his mother
had found from a simple preparation of foxglove.

2. Applied to various plants of other genera; e.g.

formerly to the Mullein (Verbascum Thafsus).

1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1600) 242 The iuyce of heg-

taper, called Foxegloue.

3. attrib. and Comb., as foxglove bet'I, -leaf, -spire ;

foxglove-shaped a. (see quot.).

a i8ai Keats Sonn. iii, Where the deer's swift leap

Startles the wild bee from the *foxglove bell. 181 1 A. T.

Thomson Loud. Disp. (1818) 610 Take of *foxglove leaves

dried.adrachm. 1856 Henslow/>/V/. Bot. Terms;* Foxglove-
shaped, a nearly cylindrical but somewhat irregular and
inflated tube, formed like the corolla of a Digitalis. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. Ixxxni, The *foxglove-spire.

Fo'X-llTLXlt. The chase of a fox with hounds.

1816 Sporting Mae. XLVII. 288 Next after a fox-hunt,

the finest sight in England is a stage-coach just ready to

start. 1875 W. S. Hayward Love agst. World 11 This is

my first fox-hunt.

So Pox-hunting vbl sb., the sport of hunting

the fox; Pcx-hunting />//. a. ; and (back-form-

ation) Po*x-hunt v. intr., also f to fox-hunt it.

Also Fo-x-hunter, Pox-huntress, Fo*x-hunts-

man, one who hunts the fox.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (1677) 106 Fox-hunting is

very pleasant. 169a R. L'Estrange Fables civ, The fox-

hunters went their way. 1768 G. Washington 'J-V//.(i889)

II. 232 Rid up to Toulston in order to fox hunt it. 1772

Dk. Richmond in Burke's Corr. (1844) I. 393, I have

engaged a large party, .to come here . .and stay a month to

fox-hunt. i8»7 Sporting Mag. XX. 93 No bad stem to

graft a fox-huntsman on. 1829 Ibid. XXIV- 32 A female

fox-huntress. 1830 N. S. Wheaton Jrnl. 59 A fox-hunting,

horse-racing.. people. 1837 Howitt Rur. Life 1. iv. (18621

31 Fox-hunting is now the chief amusement of the true

British sportsman. 185* R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. 'Pour

lvt. 318 Breaking their necks being, as she conceived, the

inevitable end of fox-hunters.

Foxian (f^ksian), a. [f. Fox(e + -IAN.] Per-

taining to : a. John Foxe, author of the Book of

Martyrs ; b. George Fox, founder of the Society

of Friends or * Quakers \

1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 197 They which one of your

Bishops scornfully termes the Foxian Confessors. 164s —
Apol. Smect. (1851 1 289. 18*3 Lamb Etia, Quakers Meeting,

Once only . . I witnessed a sample of the old Foxian orgasm

.

Foxing (fy'ksin), vol. sb. [f. Fox v. + -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb., in various senses.

c 1110 Bestiary 435 And in ure skemting he doS ra3e a

foxing. 174a Lond. «y Country Brew. 1. <ed. 4) 43 Foxing

is a Misfortune, or rather a Disease in Malt Drinks, occa-

sioned by divers Means. 1868 Chambers" Encyel. I. 809

The sugar in the worts will become partially converted into

acetic acid, or, as it is termed, foxing occurs. 1873 N. %Q.
Ser. iv. XL 216 Is there any known means to prevent foxing

in books? 1877 Hallock Sportsman's Gaz. 17 With us of

the North, foxing is by some followed during, .winter.

2. concr. (See quots. and Fox v. 6.j

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayivorthys II. 75 Say wore cloth

boots, with patent foxings. 1874 Kniuht Diet. Mech. 1. 912

Foxing, .an outer covering or upper leather overthe usual

upper. 2. Ornamental strips of a different material on the

uppers of shoes.

t Fo-xish, a. Obs. [f. Fox sb. + -ish.]

1. Of or pertaining to a fox, fox-like.

C1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 196 Four different kinds of

Leprosy are distinguished . 3. ahpicia and vulpina foxissch.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxviii. 3 This foxish wyly-

nesse. 1583— Calvin on Dent, xxxvi. 215 If the fathers

bee woolues they would haue their Children wooluish : if

they bee olde foxes they would haue them to bee foxish.

2. fig. Like a fox in nature, crafty, cunning.

14.. Lvdc. in Pol. Pel. % L. Poems 11866) 25 Among
foxys he foxische of nature. 1535 Jovk Apol. Tindale 44

By his foxisshe example he pretendeth [etc.]. 1699 I.

Qockman] Tully's Offices (1706) 273 Your, .crafty, foxish,

ju4jding kind of Fellows.

Foxite (i>*ksait). [see -ite] A political fol-

lower of Charles James Fox. Also attrib.

178a Dr. Wolcot (Peter Pindar) Lyric Odes iii. 41 His

mur/le, form'd of opposition stuff Firm as a Foxite, would

not lose its ruff. 1808 Scott Fam. Lett. 8 Feb., During the

Foxites' interval of power, a 1845 Hood To Mrs. Fry v,



FOXLESS. FRACTILE.

The Pittite hues will sadden there, Whereas the Fo.\ite

shades will all show fair ! [Used punningly : cf. FoxiANb.]

Fo'xless, a. [f. Kox sb. + *LK88.J Void of foxes.

1891 Field 7 Mar. 331/2 To show that the tine country

they ranged over is not foxless, it may be stated that in the

course of the day they moved eight or nine.

Fox-like (fjp-kslaik), a. [f. as prec. + Like «.]

Like a fox; esp. crafty, cunning.

1577 87 Holinshed Scot. Chron. (1808) V. 577 This
Mudiard and his companions imbued with more than fox-

Hke conditions, did {decerning their keepers! returne to their

owne caues. 1654 Trapp Comm. Job xxxiii. 26 Reconcilia-

tions are for the most part Fox-like friendships. 1868 Dar-
win Anim. <y PL I. i. 25 The domestic dogs on the coast of
Guinea are fox-like animals.

t Po*xly, ci. and adv. Obs. In 2 adv. -liche.

[f. as prec. + -ly 1 and '-.] Like a fox.

A. adj. Crafty, cunning. B. adv. Craftily.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 31 He wile seggen and foxliche

smebien mid worde, Nabbe ic nawiht ber-of. 1528 in Fur-
nivall BalladsJr. MSS. I. 354 By foxly polecy bou dyd them
in toll. 1594 Willobie Avisa 18 Your painted box, and
goodly preach, I see dotli hold a foxly reach.

Foxship (,ff?*ksij"ip). [f. as prec. + -8HIP.]

1. The character or qualities of a fox.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. ii. 18 Had'st thou Foxship To banish

him that strooke more blowes for Rome Then thou hast

spoken words ?

2. As a mock title.

1863 W. Lancaster Praeterita 41 If I meet thy foxship
afterdays.. I'll mar that serpent face. .And leave thy surgy
rock without a king. 1870 Standard 13 Dec, His fox-

ship was 'run into' between Culgaith and Longwathby.

Fo'xtail. [f. as prec. + Tail sb.]

1. The tail of a fox, a fox's brush. Formerly one

of the badges of the fool or jester, f Flap with a

foxlail : see Flap sb. 1 b.

? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 57 The fole Roberd with hym went,
Clad in a fulle sympulle garment, With foxe tayles to renne
abowte. 1553, 1717 [see Flap sb. 1 b]. [a 1605 Montgom.
Misc. P. iv. 48 Then tak me with the foxis taill a flap, Since
that the Hevinsare hinderersofmy hap.] 1613PURCHAS Pil-
grimage ii. § 2 (R.) Such a one is carried about the town
with a boord fastned to his necke, all be-hanged with foxe-

tayles. 1852 Seidel Organ 24 When they pulled out this

stop, suddenly a large fox-tail flew into their faces. 1893
T. B. Foreman Trip to Spain 31 Their bells and ornaments
of fox-tail.

2. As the name of a plant : a. One of various

species of grass with soft brush-like spikes of

flowers, esp. Atopecurus pratensis.
155a Hulokt, Foxe taile, herbe, Alopecnrus. 1597

Gerarde Herbal 1. Iviii. §1.81 Foxetaile hath many grassie

leaues or blades. '799 J- Robertson Agric, Perth 208
The meadow fox-tail (alopecurus pratensisi. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Praci. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 359 The foxtail flowers in

April, May, and.. June.

b. A club-moss {Lycopodium clavatuni).

[1800 Wordsw. Idle Shepherd-boys, That plant which in

our dale We call stag-horn or fox's tail.] 1866 in Treas. Bot.

3. In various technical uses (see quots.).

171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 195 These Pipes
are. .subject to Fox-Tails, which are the Roots of very small
Trees, which passing by the Pores of the Earthen Pipe .

.

grow to such Length and Bigness, as to stop up the Pipe
entirely [so Fr. queue de reuard (Littre)]. 1854 Badham
Halieut. 313 Willughby tells us that of salars caught in the
Ribble, those of the first year are called smolts . . those of the
fourth, fox-tails. 1873 Weale's Diet. Terms ted. 4), Fox~
tail in metallurgy, the cinder obtained in the last stage of
the charcoal-finery process ; it is a cylindrical piece hollow in

the centre. [So Fr. rcnard, quoted by Littre from Buffbn.]

4. attrib. and Comb., as foxtail-grass = Foxtail
2 a ; foxtail-saw, foxtail-wedging (see quots.).

1597 Gerarde Herbal \. vii. § 1. 8 The great *Foxe-taile
grasse. 1711 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 377
Rough ear'd Fox-tail Grass. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric.
CAem. (1814) 362 Meadow fox-tail grass. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 912 * Fox-tail saw, a dovetail saw. 1825
Hamilton Diet. Terms, *Foxtail wedging. 1842-76
Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Fox-tail Wedging, a method of fix-

ing a tenon in a mortise by splitting the end of the tenon
and inserting a projecting wedge, then entering the tenon
into the mortise and driving it home.

Fo'xtailed. [f. prec. + -ed 2
.] Having a tail

like a fox. Foxtailed Asparagus, the horsetail

{Equisetum maxinmni) (Britten and Holland).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1790) IV. 237 The saki,or cagui
..has been often termed the foxtailed monkey.

Fo'xter. Sc. Also 7 fochsterrie, fox trie.

The foxglove {Digitalis purpurea).
1623 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scot. II. 538 Issobell con-

fessit that scho send furth hir sone to gether fochsterrie

leaueis. 1636 in Dalyell's Darker Superst. Scotl. (1831) 113
Ane drink of fox trie leaves. 18x8 Hogg Wool-gatherer,
Brownie ofBodsbeck, etc. II. 183 They [the fairies] '11 hae
to . . gang away an' sleep in their dew-cups an' foxterleaves
till the gloaming come again.

Foxy (fy'ksi), a. [f. Fox sb. + -y 1.]

1. Fox-like ; esp. crafty, cunning.
1528 Rov Rede me Ded. (Arb.) 23 An hole or denne of

falce foxy hipocrites. a 1536 Tindale Wks. (1573) 148 Oh
foxy Pharisay. x6oi W. Parry Trav. Sir A. Sherley 30
Having merrily passed the time with this foxy fryer. 1859
Tennyson Guinevere 62 Modred's narrow foxy face.

2. Fox-coloured, reddish brown or yellow.
1850 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XL 1. 132 There are many patches

of a deep, loose, foxy soil. 1879 G. Macdonald^WG/M/^L
xiv. tgSItsforehead washigh, with a mass offoxy hair over it.

b. Painting. Marked by excessive predominance
of reddish tints ; over-hot in colouring.

1783 Sir J. Reynolds Notes on Du Fresnoy 105 That

[style] of Titian, which may be called the Golden Manner,
when unskilfully managed becomes what the Painters call

Foxy. 1821 Craig Lect. Draxviug ii. 128 They allowed
such an excessive brownness in their shadows, as to make
them sometimes perfectly foxy. 1861 Thoknbiry Turner
II. 342 In some of" the England series there is a violent foxy
tone, very hot and oppressive.

3. Used to denote various defects of colour and
quality resulting from atmospheric conditions,

improper treatment, etc.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 260 The
substance will be what is termed foxy. 1830 M. Donovan
Dom. Peon. I. 351 Salt, .stiffens the clammy soft dough made
from new flour, and gives it a fair colour, when otherwise it

would be foxy. 1846 Young Naut. Diet., Foxey implies
' a defect in timber of a reddish cast or hue, arising from over
age or other causes'. 1877 .V. W. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2), Turnips
when they turn leathery are said to be foxy. 1883 in

Standard 18 May 6/5 Foxy to tine ordinary Guatemala
[Coffee], at 485-. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Foxy, specked, spotted—as with spots of mould or mildew.
Also, clouded or uneven in shade of colour. . Said ofsome bad
dyeing. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Kngiu., Foxey,
timber is said to be foxey when there is an excessive

proportion of green sapwood present in it.

4. Of beer, wine, etc. : Turned sour in the course

of fermentation, not properly fermented.

1847 in Hai.liw. 1864 in WEBSTER.
5. Of grapes: Having the coarse flavour of the

fox-grape. 1864 in Webster.

6. Comb., as foxy'-eyed, -red adjs.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 26 Its inky taste, and the foxy-red

sediment which it deposits . . attest the presence of iron.

1880 W. J. Florence in Theatre \\j . S.) Oct. 215 The foxy-

eyed party near us.

Hence Foxiness.
1875 Laslett Timber viii. 47 Oak timber.. in its worst

stage of 'foxiness'. 1889 J. Jacobs Aesop's Tables I. 209
To him [early man] cunning was foxiness.

t Foy, sb. 1 Obs. [a. F. foi, later form of fei
Fay so. 1

, faith.] a. Faith, allegiance, homage.
b. As an asseverative exclamation.
1590 [see Fay sb. 1

3]. 1694 Co.vgreve Double Dealer 1.

iv, O foy ! Sir Paul ! what do you mean?

Foy (foi;, sb.'- Now dial. [a. Du. foot (in

Kilian foye, voye), prob., asKilian suggests, a. Fr.

voie way, journey.] A parting entertainment, pre-

sent, cup of liquor, etc., given by or to one setting

out on a journey. In different parts of Scotland

applied variously to a party given in honour of a

woman on the eve of her marriage ; to a feast at

the end of the harvest or fishing season; and the like.

1496-7 Recs. Burgh Prestwick 6 Feb. (Maitl.) 34 He
said the said bal^eis was foy takaris, and held na courtis.

1 1645 Howell Lett. II. xii, Hoping to enjoy you before

you go, and to give you a frendly foy. 1668 J. Gibson Let.

to F. Wright 24 Aug., My due deserved thanks .. for y»

friendly foy you pleased to giue me at our parting. 1700
Farquhar Const. Couple 1. i, I'll pay my foy, drink a health

to my King..and away for Hungary to-morrow morning.

1741 Richardson Pamela ^824) I. xxxvii. 343 Under the

notion of my foy, I slid a couple of guineas into the good
woman's hand. 1854 Phemie Millar 175 Mr. Millar could
not reconcile himself to Isabella's foy being passed over

without notice. 1856 Eliza Edmonston Sk. <y T.Shetland
1st. iv. 46 At the Foys, the time-honoured toast is, The
Lord open the mouths of the gray fish. 1896 Mackav Hist.

Fife $ Kinross x. 196 The Foy or farewell supper before

Martinmas was specially a ploughman's feast.

Poy (foi)» v. local, intr. To go off to ships with

provisions and assist them when in distress (Simson

Historic Thanet no). Hence Foyer, one who
does this ; Foy-boat, a boat used by * foyers'.

1813 R. Edington Coal Trade 225 Not less than 500 pilot

and toy-boats. 1830 Beauties Thanet I. 71 The Foyers of
this town form a numerous and hardy class.

Foyaite (f<rya|3it). A/in. [f. Foya a place in

Portugal, where it is found.] A kind of syenite.

1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 169 In the syenite

group we also include, .foyaite. 1879 Rutlev Study Rocks
x. 108 EUeolite is a constituent of the rocks zircon-syenite,

foyaite, miascite, and ditroite.

II Foyer Jway*). [Fr. : see note s.v. Focus sb.]

1. = Focus 4.
1878 A. M. Hamilton Nerv, Dis. 157 But that when the

softening follows typhus fever, puerperal, and other general
diseases, the foyers will be multiple.

2. Originally, the green-room in French theatres

;

now usually, a large room in a theatre, concert-

hall, etc., to which the audience may retire during

the intervals of the performances.
1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1S61) 263 This model foyer

is to have something of the Haymarket and something of
the Adelphi. 1882 Harper's Mag. Feb. 327 Twice a year
it is held in the foyer of the Academy of Music.

Foygne, obs. form of Foix v.

Foyle, Foyl(lf obs. ff. of Foal, Fool, Foil.

Foyne, obs. form of Few.
Foyn.e, foyn5e(e, obs. forms of Foin v. and sb,

Foysen, -so u;n, -zon, etc., obs. ff. Foison.
Foyst(e, Foyster, var. of Foist, Fusteb.
Foyte, obs. form of Foot.
+ F03, Obs. rare* 1

, [repr. OE. */<% = MHG.
vuoc, mod.Ger. fug; cf. OE. ge-fog, and the deri-

vativefegan, Fay v.] Fitness; in phr. — Ger. ?nit

fug und recht.

.' 1250 Owl <y Night. 184 We mu3e. .Plaidi mid fo}e and
mid ri3te.

Fozy (fou'zi), a. Sc. and dial. [cf. Du. voos{\\\

Kilian also voosclt, vooghs, ' spongiosum, rains et

levis instar fungi') ; also Norw. fos spongy, LG.
fussig porous, spongy.] Spongy, loose-textured

;

also of Mesh=:Fo(;uY 3. Also fig., 'fat-witted'.

Hence Foziness.
1821 Blacfau. Mag. X. 753 The weak and young Whigs

have become middle aged, and their foziness can no longer
be concealed. 1823 J. Wilson Ibid. XIII. 593 A certain

ingenious person . . met with a turnip of mote than common
foziness in his field. 1826 — Noct. Atubr. Wks. 1855 I. 15

The language is out of condition— fat and fozy, thick winded,
. .and plethoric. 1894 Ian Maclaren Beside Bonnie Brier
Bush 206 He's fair fozzy wi' trokin' in his gaiiden an"

feeding pigs.

Fra, obs. form of Fro.

Frab faeb), v. dial. [Onomatopoeic ; cf. crab

and fret, fratch, etc.] trans. To harass, worry.
1848 Mrs. Gaskeli. M. Barton iv. (18821 7/2, I was vt;ry

frabbit witli him. 1853 ~- Ruth III. xii. 2y8, I was not
kind to you. I frabbed you, and plagued you from the first.

1865 II. Ukikrlev Irkaale I. 34 What toylin an' frabbin
ther needs Through this woald to get decently poo'd.

tFra'bble, sb. Obs. ran- 1
. [Cf. next.]

Confused wrangling.
1685 H. More Paralip. Prophet. 370 Rather a frabble of

words than a distinct disagreement of senses.

Fra*bble» V* rare. [dim. or freq. of Fkais.

Cf. Brabble.] intr. To bicker, wrangle.
1885 Manch. Even. News 6 July 2/2 It is distinctly un-

desirable that the matter should be made a peg on which to

hang further misunderstandings and frabblings.

Fracas (fraka ; in U.S. fu"'*kas). Also Sc.

fraca (Jam.), [a. Fr. fracas, ad. It.fracasso, vbl.

sb. f. fracassare to make an uproar.] A disturb-

ance, noisy quarrel, 'row ', uproar.

1727 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar Apr., He
..occasions such fracas among the ladies of gallantry that

it passes description. 1785 Burns Scotch Drink 1 Let other

Poets raise a fracas 'Bout vines, an' wines, an' drunken
Bacchus. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fairxsxvi, A violent fracas

took place between the infantry-colonel and his lady.

II
Frace'do. Obs. [mod.h.fracedo, i.frac-idus

Fkacid, alter the analogy of dulcedo sweetness.]

Putrefying heat. Hence Frace -dinous a., hxxq-

neously frace'donous, pioductive of heat through,

putrefaction; pertaining to putrid fermentation.
1669 \V. Simkson Hydrol. Chym. 253 The several sorts of

Earth, are various coagulations of water, according to the

difference of the Fracedinous seeds dispersed and implanted
therein. Ibid. 329 The Fracedinous Odor. 1677 Hale
Prim, Orig. Man. iv. ii. 306 Some Insects, .have an Origin-

ation .. by very strength and fraeedo of the Earth and
Waters quickened by the vigorous Heat of the Sun. a 1691
Boyle Hist. Air .\iii. (1692) 75 Their several malignant,
congelative and fracedonous Natures and Qualities.

Frache. ? Obs. Also 9 fraiche. A metal tray

for holding glass- ware in the annealing process.

1662 Merhett tr. Nerts Art ofGlass 244 After some time
these Glasses are put into Iron Pans, .call'd Fraches, which
by degrees are drawn, .all along the Leer, .that the Glasses
may cool Gradatim. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 167
Fraches. 1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain fy Gt. 158 The
annealing oven. .is. .furnished with numerous shallow iron

trays, which can be passed easily along the level bottom of

the chamber. These trays are called Her-pans or fraiches.

T Fra'cid, a. Cbs. [ad. L. fracid-us, f. frac-,

frax lees of oil.] Rotten from over- ripeness.

1655 G. S. Let. to HarlUb in Re/. Commw. Bees 23 Insects

. .is. .Natures recreation, which she out of the fracid ferment
of putrifying Bodies doth form. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Fracid, more then ripe, rotten-ripe, putrified. 1721 in

Bailey. 1866 Treas. Bot., Fracid, Of a pasty texture;
between fleshy and pulpy.

Fracin, frackne, var. of Frecken sb. Obs.

Frack, Sc. var. of Freck, Obs.

Fracle, obs. form of Freckle.

+ Fract,///- a. Obs. [ad. L.fract-us, pa. pple.

of frangttre to break.] a. Broken, cracked, b.

Of a number : Fractional.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health lxx. 29 b, A mans skull, .may
be fract or broken. 1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 211 Mr.
Newton introduced into his Analytical Computations, the
Fract, Surd, Negative and Indefinitive Indices of Digni-
ties.

t Fractable,^- Arch. Obs. [f.prec. + Table.]
(See quot. 1S62.) Also Fractablingf.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 451/2 Of the outsides of an

House., are. .the Fractablesand Corbells. 1862 Diet. Arch.
(Arch. Publ. Soc), Ft actable, or Fract Table', Fractabliug
at Liverpool. A term used, in the middle ages, for the

crest table or coping running up and down the gables of

a building.

Fra'cted,///. a. [f. L. fract- (see prec.) + -ed ».]

f 1. Broken, in various senses. Of a number

:

Fractional. Obs.

1547 Boorde Brez>. Health § 321 If. .the memory [bej

fracted with the pregnance of it [some matter above his

capacity]. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. i. 130 His heart is fracted

and corroborate. 1607 — Timon 11. 1. 22 My reliances on
his fracted dates Have smit my credit. 1674 Jeake Ariih.

(1696) 161 If the Addends be Fracted Geodaeticals. .Then
proceed in the Addition with the Fractions. 1706 W. Jones
Syn. Palmar. Maiheseos 163 This Proportion will hold,

whether « be. .Whole, Fracted, or Surd Quantity.

2. Her. Having a part displaced as if broken.
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Fracted, broken or parted

asunder. .[e. g.] a fesse debruised, fracted or removed.

Fractile (frce
-

ktil), a. [f. as prec. + -ile 1
.]



FRACTION.

Pertaining to fraction or breakage; indicating lia-

bility to breakage or cleavage.
1717 Bailey vol. II, Fractile, Frail or Brittle. 1893

Scribner's Mag. Apr. 470/2 The fractile lines of the sand-
stone.

Fraction (fiee'kjan), sb. Also 4-6 fraccion,
•yon. [a. OF. fraction (Fr. fraction), ad. eccI.L.

fraction-em, n. of action l.frangZre to break.]

1. The action of breaking : a. in the Eucharist

:

the breaking or dividing of the bread.

1504 Atkvnson tr. De Imitatiotte 11. xi. 190 Many foloweth
hym to be parteners of the fraccyon of his brede. 1603 T.
Fitzherbert Apol. 50 Though it may be said., that he
suffreth fraction or breaking in the Sacrament when it is

broken.. yet [etc.]. 1737 Waterland Eucharist 67 The
distributing the Bread to the Company, after the Benediction
and Fraction, was customary among the Jews. 1877 J. L>.

Chambers Deo. Worship 377 The Fraction is the most
solemn, ancient, and significant Action of the whole of the
Formulary of Consecration.

f b. with reference to material things in genera],

and to lines, etc. ; also, refraction (of light). Obs.
1571 Diggrs Pan.'om. 1. xxi. Gjb, Glasses transparent,

whiche by fraction should vnite or dissipate the images.
161a Woodai.l Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 271 Fraction is the
breaking of some matter with ones hand, or with an instru-
ment. 1656 tr. l/obbes' Elem. Philos. (1833) 195 The bending
or curvation of a strait line into the circumference of a
circle, .is fraction continually increasing. 1684 Burnet 77/.

Earth 1. iii. 30 Several parcels of Nature that retain still

the evident marks of fraction and mine. 1813 T. Busby
Lucretius 1. Comment, xxi, Had compound bodies been
subject to unlimited fraction.

e. with reference to immaterial things ; chiefly

in obsolete uses, e.g. a disturbance (of the mind),
an infraction or rupture (of the peace}.

1547 BooftDB Brtv. Health 27 Tins impediment [dreames]
. .may come, .specially of fraction of the mynde. 1627-77
Fei.tham Resolves 11. v. 170 When the Affections are glewed
to the world, Death makes not a Dissolution, but a Fraction.
1721 Strvpe Eccl, Mem. I. iv. 51 The French king having
lost his friendship by divers fractions of the peace with
England. 1842 Sik H. Taylor Edwin the Pair 1. v, The
blackbird sang us furth.Joud and full at first.. then witli

pause And fraction fitfully.

f2. The result of breaking; the state of being
broken ; a broken place, breach, fissure, rupture

;

spec, in Surg, a fracture. Obs.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holiushed III. 1349/1 Healing of
bones broken, termed commonlie fractions. 1658 A. Fox
Wurtz" Surg. n. vii. 67 Carefully feel with your finger,

whether there be any fraction. 1685 Travestin Siege
Neivheuset 20 We.. made large Fractions in the Bastion.
1690 T. Burnet Th. Earth in. 36 If we had seen the
mountains, .when the earth was fresh broken, .the fractions
..of them would have appear'd very gastly. 1705 Cherry
in Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc) I. 22 A faTl..caus'd

a great fraction in my nose. 1798 W. Blair Soldier's Friend
74 Wounds, fractions, and dislocations.

f 3. An interruption of good feeling or harmony
;

discord, dissension ; a rupture. In early use also

:

A breach of the peace, brawling. Obs.
150a Ord. Crysten Men < W. de \V. 1506) iv. ix. 193 Whiche

taketh wylfully ony personc.in the chyrcheyarde. .or y«
whiche there maketh ony fraccion. 1591 Horsey Trav.
(Hakl. Soc.) 262 Betwen the Poll and them fractions, and
factions among themselves. 1606 Shaks. 'Pr. fy Cr. 11. iii.

107. 1670 Cotton Esperuon 11. vi. 262 By which means..
a fraction betwixt them must of necessity ensue. 11713
Shaitesbury C/rrt?-. (17491 III. 143 Fractionsat Court.—Ship-
wreck of Ministrys. 1721 [see 1 c].

4. Something broken off ; a disconnected portion

;

a fragment, scrap, small piece. Said with refer-

ence both to material and immaterial things. By
fractions : piecemeal, by halves. Now rare.

1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. v. ii. 158 The fractions of her faith,

orts of her loue. 1607 — Timon 11. ii, 220. 1641 Prynne
Antip. To Rdr., My primitive intention was, to have pre-
sented thee with this. .Antipathy intirely at the same instant
without fractions. 1656 Davenant Siege Rhodes 1. To Rdr.,
Why my numbers are so often diversify'd and fall into short
fractions. 1657 Sanderson Pre/, to Semi. (1681) § 23
Whitest they are still crumbling into Fractions and
Factions. 1706 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat.
(1799) II. 19 No one is disposed to be a friend by fractions.

1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858J 233 Mahomet's followers found
the Koran lying all in fractions.

T b. ? A paragraph or section ("of a book). Obs.
1625 Purges Pers. Tithes 44 In the next Fraction after

that branch of the Statute . . it is said ; Prouided alwaies [etc.].

5. Math. a. Ariih. A numerical quantity that

is not an integer ; one or more aliquot parts of a

unit or whole number; an expression for a definite

portion of a unit or magnitude.
Common or vulgar fractions are those in which the

numerator and denominator are represented by numbers
placed the one above, the other below, a horizontal line.

Sometimes fraction is used for 'vulgar fraction', or for a
quantity expressed bymeans ofa numerator and denominator

;

e.g. ' the fraction % = 2
'. For complex, compound, continued,

decimal, proper and improperfractions, see those words.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. Prol. § 3 Smallest fraccions tie wol

nat ben shewed in so smal an instrument. 1542 Recorde
Gr. Artes 130b, Thenne maye I boldly enstructe you in y3

arte of fractions or broken noniber. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World 11. (1634)214 But the very minutes and lesser fractions

were to be observed by him. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.

393 A Fraction maybe exprest..by the Adjective Neuter.

1705 Arbuthnot Coins (!.), Pliny put a round number near
the truth, rather than a fraction. 1811 W. Irving in Life <r

Lett. {1864 1 I. 269 This place would suit you to a fraction.

1812 16 Playfair Nat. Phil. II. 243 The deflection. .if

504

reduced to feet, comes out 16 and a small fraction. 1827
Hutton Course Math. I. 86 The vulgar fraction may be
reduced to a decimal, then joined to the integer, and the
root of the whole extracted. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab.
30 The probability of an event is measured by the fraction
which the number of favourable cases is of all that can
happen. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 392 The Belgians
too find the same result to a fraction. 1847 Grote Greece
1. xxviiu (1862) III. 43 The village is a fraction, but the city
is an unit. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 11 The fraction which
denotes the ratio of the two distances is sometimes termed
the representative fraction.

b. Alg. An expression analogous to an arithme-
tical vulgar fraction, in which the numerator and
denominator are algebraical terms or expressions.
1812-16 Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 39 This fraction is

a maximum, when the denominator A + B + [etc.] is a
minimum.
Hence Fraction v., to break into fractions or

pieces. Fra*ctionlet, a small fragment.
1830 Carlyle in Froude Life in Lond. (1882* II. 88 Wrote a

fractionlet of verse, entitled * The Beetle '. 1840 — Heroes
ii. 47 The Nation fractioned and cut asunder by deserts.

Fractional (frcekfanal), a. [f. Fraction +
-al.] Of, pertaining to, or dealing with a fraction

or fractions ; comprising or constituting a fraction
;

of the nature of a fraction. Hence, Incomplete,
partial, insignificant. Fractional currency (see

quot.). Fractionaldistillatiow. see Distillation 3.

1675 Ogilby Brit. Pref., Not regarding the Fractional Parts
of a Mile, a 1806 Fox Speech, Proc. Ld. Melville Sp. 1815
VI. 584 The right honourable gentleman, .has amused the
House with an account of fractional sums of &s. 6d., 14s.,

and 2,c. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. I, II. ii. 32 At length we are
surprised that these fractional disputes close into one mighty
. .enmity. 1858 Mill Liberty iv. (1865) 45/1 The interest

which society has in him individually, .is fractional. 1861
Goschen For. Each, 102 Realizing a fractional profit for

the convenience which they afford. 1879 Webster, Supp.,
Fractional currency, small coin, or paper notes, in circu-

lation, of less value than the monetary unit. 1892 Daily
Neivs 20 Dec. 7/3 Messrs. B. decline to accept Messrs. M.'s
fractional certificates in exchange for bonds.

Hence Fractionally «</z>., in a fractional manner
or degree ; by a fraction or fractions.

1883 Daily Arews 7 Nov. 4/7 American prices were firm,

but foreign Government stocks receded fractionally. 1888
Ibid. 4 Dec. 7/2 A surplus, applied to augment that dividend
fractionally.

Fractionary (frarkfsnari), a. [f. Fraction +
-ARY-. Cf. Fr. fractionnaire.] a. = Fractional.
b. Dealing with or carried on by fractions or frag-

ments. C. Tending to divide into fractions.

a. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 32 But the further practise

therewith must be referred to Fractionary or Contract
Operations. 1847 Gilfillan in Tait's Mag. XIV. 523 To
discharge even a fractionary part of what would never in

whole be defrayed.

b. 1840 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 128 Fritters away my
time in fractionary writing. 1847 De Quincey in Taifs
Mag. XIV. 666 Beyond what can be supplied by the frac-

tionary life of petty brokerage or commerce.
C. 1867 Coutemp. Rev. V. 154 The 'fractionary 1

eccle-

siastical spirit of the African Christians has been traced in

the enormous numbers of the African bishops.

Fractionate (frarkfan^t), v. [f. Fraction
+ -ATE3,] trans. To separate (a mixture) by dis-

tillation or otherwise into portions of differing

properties. Hence Fractionated ///. a. ; Pra c-

tionation, the action of fractionating.

1867 W. R. Bowditch Coal Gas 5 These heavy oils were
obtained by passing the gas over carefully fractionated pure
light coal oils. 1878 Kinczett Anim. Chem. 210 It may.,
be separated from that substance by a process of fractiona-

tion. 1894 Nature 23 Aug. 410/2 By fractionating Russian
petroleum the author had obtained hydrocarbons [etc.].

Fractionize (frnj*k[onaiz\ v. [f. Fraction +
-TC.1 trans, (and absol.) To break up into fractions.

1675 Collins in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1&41) I. 216 If

the second term of an equation be wanting, the penultimate
may be removed into the room of it ..and that without
fractionizing. 1831 Southky in Q. Rev. XLV. 443 They
fractionize, they divide. 1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIV. 207 To
. . fractionise. .the Conservative party, would be an act of
treachery. 1872 Contemp. Rev. XX. 583 All of these frag-

mentary ideas, .fractionize, but do not resolve the problem.

Fractions (frarkjas), a. [f. Fraction (sense 3),

after captious, etc.

The original sense seems to have been ' disposed to make
breaches, factious' ; the more trivial use now current may
be due to association with Fratch.1
Refractory, unruly ; now chiefly, cross, fretful,

peevish; esp. of children.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 353 Having had an
account how mutinous and fractious they had been. 1776
Foote Capuchin 111. Wks. 1799 II. 399 The young slut is so
headstrong and fractious. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 30
A terrible peevish fractious fellow. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr.
Tadpole lxi. (1879) S 10 Baby would be getting so very
fractious. 1857 Buckle Civilisation vii. 402 The fractious

and disloyal conduct of many of the hierarchy. 1880 L.

Wallace Ben-Hur ix. 46 Men struggling doubtfully with
fractious cows and frightened sheep.

transf 1821 Coleridge in Blackw. Mag. X. 261 The
fractious noise of the dashing of a lake on its border.

Hence Practiously adv. ; Pra'ctiousness.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Fractiousness. 1736 — (folio),

Practiously. 1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. 159 She
will . .ask your pardon, .for having indulged your own frac-

tiousness. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. £4 The treason

of Russell is to be attributed partly to fractiousness. 1858
Polson Law <$• L. 99 His fractiousness, and his want of

FRJENULUM.
patience. 1878 Mrs. H. Woon Pomeroy Abb. {ed. 3) 122
' How stupid you are, Bridget

!

' she fractiously said.

Fracture (frce'ktiuY, sb. Also 6 fractour.
[a. Fr. fracture, ad. L. fractura, f. fract- ppl.

stem of frangcre to break.]

1. The action of breaking or fact of being
broken ; breakage ; spec, in Surg, (the earliest use),

the breaking of a bone, cartilage, etc.

1541 R. Copland Galyeu's Terap. 2 B j, Ye must begyn
the lygature at thevlcerate party, in ledynge it towarde the
hole partye, as Hyppocrates wylleth in the fractour of bones.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 38 Without any great
fracture of the more stable and fixed parts of Nature. 1720
De Foe Capt. Singleton xiv, (1840) 241 The shock of the
air, which the fracture in the clouds made. 1832 Barbage
Econ. Manuf. iv. (ed. 3) 33 Time is requisite for producing
the fracture of the ice. 1878 T. Bryant Tract. Surg. (1879)
II. 39 Fracture of the sterno-costal cartilages is a rare
accident.

Jig* 1842 Ld. Cockdirn Jml. I. 315 Preparations have
begun to be made for. .fracture of the Church.

2. The result of breaking; a crack, division, split;

f a broken part, a splinter.

1641 ' Smectymnuus ' Anstu. § 18 (1653)71 Their Fractures
were so many, they knew not which Religion to chu^e if

they should turne Christians. 1651 jsa. Taylor Holy
Dying iv. § 8 (1727) 177 Reconcile the fractures of his
family. 1654 Gayton J leas. Notes 1. v. 16 Besides, the
losse of his Launce, though it stuck emblematically on his
sides, yet the fractures went to his heart. 1798 W. Clubbe
Omnium 33 He got off his box, and went to splicing the
fractures [of the harness]. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles v. vi,

O'er chasms he pass'd, where fractures wide Craved wary
eye and ample stride. 1832 De La Beche Geol. Man.
(ed. 2) 29 No appearances of fracture are visible in the hills.

1876 J. S. Brewer Eng. Stud. ii. (1881) 78 They admitted
no such fracture in the chain of our political existence.

b. Surg. For comminuted, compound, simple

fracture, see those words.
1525 tr. Brunswick's Surg. G iiij, If the fracture be

lytell it shall be cured like ye contusyon aforesayd.

1509 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 306/2 Whether
it be a wounde or a Fracture. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Repentance vi, Fractures well cur'd make us more strong.

1656 Ridgley Tract. Physick 161 Fractures of the Nose,
Cheek-bones, .fasten again in twenty or twenty-four days.

1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 593 The art of reducing
fractures. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. f. 443/1 In one [bone]
the fracture had not united. 1843 Bethune Sc. Fireside
Stor. 11 The fracture was a simple one.

.As*"* I^59 Holland Gold F. vi. 98 Old fractures of charac-
ter that refuse to unite.

3. The characteristic appearance of the fresh sur-

face in a mineral, when broken irregularly by the

blow of a hammer. More fully, surface offracture.
1794 Sullivan View Nat. I, Sparkling in its fracture like

sugar. 18x2-16 J. Smith Panorama Sc. «y Art I. 2 The
fracture of which is of a dark colour. 1830 Herschkl Stud.
Nat. Phil. 1. iii. 47 The rock at once splits with a clean
fracture. 1831 Brewster Optics xi't. 101 The two surfaces
of fracture were absolutely black. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. iii.

65 It breaks with a resinous fracture.

t 4. - Fraction 5. Obs.- x

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 230 Forasmuch as alwayes an
whole Year, .is not the subject of the Question. .but some-
times Parts or Fractures of the whole are useful.

5. Phonology. The euphonic substitution of a

diphthong forasimple vowel, owing to the influence

of a following consonant (in OK. //, /} r) ; the

diphthong so produced.
1891 A. L. Mayhew O. E. Phonol. § 81 Short eo corre-

sponds to Germ e, as the result of fracture before final //.

Ibid. § 84 eo=io the fracture of Germ. / before /t+cons.

6. attrib. and Comb., as fracture-bedy -bedstead;

fracture-surface ( = sense 3).
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 102/1 "Fracture Beds. Ibid.

102/2 ^Fracture Bedstead. 1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Miu.
(ed. 3) 135 The *fracture-surfaces or planes thus exposed.

Fracture .fne'ktiua), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To cause a fracture in, esp. a bone, etc.

;

to break the continuity of; to crack.

I
i6iz 1794 see the ppl. adj.] 1803 M. Cutler in Life, Jrnls.

% Corr. (1888) II. 134, I fell upon a large round timber and
fractured two ribs. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 132 Before
our secondary strata were formed, those of older date, .were
fractured and contorted. 1858 Lardner Handbk. Nat,
Phil., Hydrost. 7 A liability of bursting or fracturing some
parts of the machine might arise. 1859 W. Collins Q. of
Hearts I. ii. 42 She would, .fracture her skull with the pony.

2. intr. for reft. To suffer fracture ; to break.
18. . Science IV. No. 16. 5 (Cent.) The implements, .are of

sandstone [or] quartzite, neither of which fractures properly
when subjected to heat.

Hence Fra'ctured ///. a. ; Fraxturing vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1612 Woodai.l Surg. MaieWks. (1653) 149 Nothing cureth
a fractured bone so much as rest, a 1763 Shenstone
Economy in. 38 Behold his chair, whose fractur'd seat infirm

An aged cushion hides. I794 Sullivan Vieiv Nat. I. 104
That mass of fractured and sinking country. 1830 Heuschel
Stud. Nat. Phil. 285 The sudden application of convulsive
and fracturing efforts. 1834 Mrs. Somervillk Conne.v.
Phys. Sc. xxx. (1849) 350 The part which originally had a
north pole acquires a south pole at the fractured end. 1886

A. Winchell Walks $ 'Paths Geol. Field 221 Much frac-

turing of the crust must have resulted.

Frae, Sc. form of Fro.

II Frsenulum (,frrni//li;m). Anat. [dim. of

Fr.enum.] A small frxnum; a frcenum.

1706 in I'iiillii's (ed. Kersey). 1840 Youatt Horse viii.

(1847) 204 A portion of the tongue of a mare, extending as



FRJENUM.

far as the frenulum beneath. 1843 J. G. Wilkinson tr.

Swedenoorg's Anim. Kingd. I. ii. 59 Each of the lips has

its peculiar fraenulum.

I
Fraeuum, frenum (frfnftn). PI. freena,

frena. [L.jrenum,/rmnttm, bridle.]

1. Altai. A small ligament or membranous fold

which bridles or restrains the motion of the organ

to which it is attached ; e.g. that of the tongue.

1741 Monro A nat. (ed. 3) 147 The Frienum of the Tongue.

1754-64 [see Fourchette]. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines

Surg. (ed. 5) 382 In persons born dumb, the state of the frie-

nuin should always be examined. 1872 Cohen Dis. Throat

51 The glosso-epiglottic fold.. or fnenum of the epiglottis.

2. (See quot. 1859.)
1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. vi. 192 Pedunculated cirripedes

have two minute folds of skin, called by me the ovigenous

frena, which serve, through the means of a sticky secretion,

to retain the eggs until they are hatched. 1877 Huxley
Anal. Inv. Anim. vi. 295 The ovigerous frrcna of Lepas.

Fraght, obs. form of Fraught.

Fragile frsrdjjil),* Also 6 fragyll, Sfragil.

[a. F. fragile (14th c), ad. L. fragil-is, f. frag-

root oifrangere to break. See Frail a.]

1. Liable to break or be broken ; easily snapped

or shattered ; in looser sense, weak, perishable,

easily destroyed. Also Jig.

1607 Shaks. Timon v. i. 204 Throwes That Natures fragile

Vessell doth sustaine In lifes vncertaine voyage. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 841 Of Bodies, some are Fragile ; and some are

Tough, and not Fragile, a 1668 Denham Progr. Learn.

188 When subtile Wits have spun their thred too fine, 'Tis

weak and fragile, like Arachne's line. 1671 Milton P. A'.

in. 388 Much ostentation vain of fleshly arm And fragile

arms. 1756 Blacklock Soliloquy 281 Secure, thy steps the

fragile board could press. 1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain S,

Gl. 248 Threads . . render the material [glass] extremely

fragile. 1836 Kane Arcl. Expl. I. xxyii. 356 We found the

spot . . hemmed in by loose and fragile ice.

b. Of persons, etc. : Of weak or tender frame

or constitution, delicate ( = Frail, but used with

an allusion to the primary sense).

1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 435 The. .people sawas
yet but a single fragile life between the country and a dis.

puted succession. 1883 OuiDA IVanda I. 43 An old lady, so

delicate, .so pretty and so fragile.

f 2. Liable to err or fall into sin ; frail. Oh.
1513 Bradshaw St. IVeilturge I. 1875 More lykeanangell

. .Than a fragyll mayde of sensuall appetyte. Unit. 1. 2776

A wanton prynce folowynge sensualyte And his fragyll

appetyte. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. /K(an. 23) 248 b, Suche
is the blyndnes of our fraile and fragile nature, euer giuen

to carnal concupiscence.

3. quasi-;/;, in //. = fragile articles or goods.

1882 fall Mall G. 19 June 10/1 Cases . . marked .

.

' Fragiles'.

Hence Fra'gllely adv., Pragileness.
1727 Bailey II, Fragileness. 1864 Webster, Fragilely.

Fragility frad.^i-litii. [a. F. fragility (12th

c), ad. L. fragilitalem : see Fbailtv.]

1. The quality of being fragile or easily broken

;

hence, liability to be damaged or destroyed, weak-

ness, delicacy.

1474 Caxton CAcsse 147 Hit is not fittyng for a woman to

goo to bataylle for the fragylite and feblenes of her. 1604

R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Fragilitie, brittlenes, or weake-

nesse. c 1620 Bacon Wks. (1857) III. 807 Three things

are chiefly to be observed : the colour : the fragility or

pliantness : the volatility or fixation. 1707 Curios, in

Husb. A- Card. 25 Man ought not to regard . . Flowers

without reflecting, .on their Fragility and small Duration.

1756 Burke Subl. <V B. in. xvi, An air of robustness and
strength is very prejudicial to beauty. An appearance

of delicacy, and even of fragility, is almost essential to

it. 1866 Tate Brit. Molluscs iv. 131 The shell of this species

is. .characterized by its extreme thinness and fragility.

h.fig.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 54 That which was left of

his body . . lay, as . . the miserable spectacle of mans fragilitie.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 71 f 9 General forgetfulness of

the fragility of life. 1751 Unci. No. 143 f 3 They would .

.

lament.. the fragility of beauty. 1886 Sir H. Maine Pop.

Govt, in Fortn. Rev. N. S. XXXIX. 171 The controversy

as to the relative fragility, or the relative difficulty, of popular

government and other forms of government.

+ 2. Moral weakness, frailty. Obs,

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. (1495) 8 In case that bi

humayne fragilyte or freyltee thou trespas ayenst the coin-

maundement of almyghty god. a X533 Ld. Berners Huon
1. 167 Adam & Eue . . the whiche by theyr fragylyte brake

goddes commaundement. 1579 Fulkk Heskins Pari. 273

God condescending to our fragilities. 1600 Holland Livy
vni. 307 Beseeching the Dictatour to forgive this humane
fragilitie and youthfull folly of Qu. Fabius. a 1624 Swin-

burne Spousals (1686) 156 The fragility and mutability of

the feminine Sex considered.

Fragment (fae-gment). [a. F. fragment (16th

c.) or ad. L.fragment-urn {i.frangere to break).]

1. A part broken off or otherwise detached from

a whole ; a broken piece ; a ( comparatively) small

detached portion of anything.

1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 75 They promised me to

bring me. .some of the leavinges, or fragmentes [of a feast}.

1611 Bible John vi. 13. 163a Lithgow Trav. vi. 280 The
valley..now filled up with fragments of old walles. 1704
Newton Optics 11. 111. v. 55 If a thin'd or plated Body..
should be. .broken into fragments of the same thickness with

the plate. 1716 Pope Iliad vm. 493 Their Car in Fragments

scatter'd o'er the Sky. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg.

(ed. 5) 155 Extracting, .the fragments of bone. 1814 Scorr
wav. xvi, A mere precipice, with here and there a projecting

fragment of granite. 1848 W. H. Bartlett Egypt to Pal.

x.,1879) 221 Fragments of old pottery.

Vol. IV.
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2. transf. and fig, A detached, isolated, or in-

complete part ; a (comparatively) small portion of

anything ; a part remaining or still preserved when
the whole is lost or destroyed.

1531 Elyot Gov. I. xix, At that tyme Idolatry was nat

clerely extincte, but diuers fragmentes therof remained in

euery region. 1571 DiGGES Pantom. m. vi. Q iij b, Howe
fragmentes or partes of a Globe are measured. 1607 Shaks.
Timon IV. in. 399 Where should he haue this Gold? It is

some poore Fragment, some slender Ort of his remainder.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend(tA . 3)111. 109 However irregular

and desultory his talk, there is method in the fragments.
185a Rodkrtson Sernt, Ser. 1. xix. (1866) 318 Fragments of
truth torn out of connection. 1870 E. Peacock Raif Skirl.
II. 100 This fragment of the County of Lincoln [the isle of
Axholme]. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cono. (1876) IV. xviii.

189 Thegns of the shire who retained some small fragments
of their property.

b. An extant portion of a writing or composition

which as a whole is lost ; also, a portion of a work
left uncompleted by its author; hence, a part of

any unfinished whole or uncompleted design.

1595-6 Carew in Shaks. C. Praise 20 Shakespeare and
Marlows fragment. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Critic (Arb.)

56 He conuerses much in fragments and Desunt Malta's.

1662 Stillingtl. Orig. Sacr. 1. ii. § n The fragments of

Manetho :n Eusebius. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 333 P 8

Claudian in his Fragment upon the Gyants War. a 1748
Watts Improv. Mind 1. xx. (1S01) 183 Cowley, in his

unfinished fragment of the Davideis. 1875 JoWETT Plato
(ed. 2) III, 191 The ' New Atlantis' is only a fragment.

t c. applied to a person as a term of contempt.
1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. v. i. 9 From whence, Fragment?

1607 — Cor. 1. i. 226 Go get you home, you Fragments.

t 3. = Fraction 5. Obs. rare.

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696^41 The next sort, .are Fractions,

sometime called Fragments. Ibid. 60 If-Jf be divided by
any of the three Fragments.

Fragmental (frargmunlal. frcegme'ntal), a.

[f. Fragment + -al.] =Fragmentary, spec, in

Geo/. >ee quot. 1S82).

1798 Jane- Austen Northang. .flM. (1833) II. ix. 159 Some
fragmental journal, continued probably to the last gasp.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1S571 I. 218 Collected from
his lips, or from fragmental notes. 1845 Moir in Blackiv.

Mag. LVIII. 410 The treasuries Of half-forgotten and frag-

mental things. 1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (1885' "6
Fragmental rocks are formed either of the debris of older

rocks, or of the aggregated remains of plants or animals.

Hence Fragmentally adv.
1814 Lamb Let. to Coleridge 26 Aug., Inquire in seven

years' time for the ' Rokebys ' and the 'haras', and where
shall they lie found? fluttering fragmentally in some thread-

paper. 1848 Blackiv. Mag. LX1V. 540.

Fragmentary (frargmentari), a. [f. Frag-
ment + -ary. CtT mod.F. fragntentaire.
Johnson 1755 cites Donne, and says l a word not elegant,

nor in use '. It has been common since 1835.]

Of the nature of, or composed of, fragments ; not

complete or entire ; disconnected or disjointed.

1611 Donne Lett. (1651) 158 With those fragmentary
recreations I must make shift, a 1631 — Progr. Soul, 2nd
Anniv. 82 What fragmentary rubbidge this world is Thou
know'st. 1835 Browning Paracelsus u. 32 A few Dis-

coveries, as appended here and there, The fragmentary pro-

duce of much toil. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. lxiv. 275
We have but scanty and fragmentary notices of his opera-

tions. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xx. 248 Becoming em-
barrassed in fragmentary ice. 1875 Jowett Plato fed. 2) III.

527 His knowledge is fragmentary and unconnected.

b. spec, in Geol. Composed of fragments of pre-

viously-existing rocks, etc.

1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. xxi. 305 The

I

rocks were found to be fragmentary, consisting of pieces of

J

coral, cemented by carbonate of lime, and interspersed with

quartzy sand.

Hence Fragmentarily adv., Fragmentariness.
1836 J. Sterling Ess. % 'Tales (1848) I. p. lxxxvii, I have

always had . . a sense of fragmentariness from not having

been there. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, IfniversitiesWks.

(Bonn) II. 94 Pamphleteer or journalist, .must read meanly
and fragmentarily. i860 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp.

vi. (ed. 5) 329 The various narratives of the Resurrection

place the fragmentariness of the Gospel [of St. Luke] in the

clearest light. 1871 Daily Neivs 18 Sept., Where an enter-

prising enemy might have cut them off" fragmentarily.

Fragmentation (fragments-Jen), [f. Frag-
ment +-ation. Cf. F. fragmentation] A break-

ing or separation into fragments ; spec, in Biol.

separation into parts which form new individuals.

1881 Times 24 Dec, Fragmentation of work, not attacking

too many points at once. 1882 E. R. Lankester in Nature
XXVIII. 88 The 'fragmentation', or division of the chloro-

phyll corpuscles of both Hydra and Spongilla. 1882 Vines
Sachs' Bot. 946 This process of nuclear division has been
termed fragmentation.

Fragmented (fragmented), pa. pple. and ///.

a. [f. Fragment + -el>
2

. Cf. F .fragments.] Broken
into fragments, made fragmentary.
1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 128 What follows is a song from

the same fragmented masque. 1852 Willis Summer Cruise
in Medit. xxiii. 143 Heaps of fragmented columns. 1864
Reader 2 July 20 Examples of bones fragmented by man of
animals extinct in that part of Europe. 1893 19th Cent.

Nov. 839 The tumbled crags. .Lie fragmented in horror.

Fragmentist ^frargmentist). [f. Fragment
+ -1ST. Cf. F. fragmentiste.'] A writer of frag-

ments or of works which survive only in fragments.

1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. v. § 2. 314 The Wolfen-

j

buttel fragmentist.
^
1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowl.

I

I. 390 The [MuratorianJ fragmentist.

FRAIK.

Fragmentitious, a. rare. [f. Fragment,
1 after commentitious or the like.] = Fragmentary.

1827 J. S. Mill in Bentham Rationale "Jud. Evid. III.
'

573 The papers.. were, .left by him in a very incomplete

J

and fragmentitious state. 1837 Harris Great Teacher
404 Instead of resting in any fragmentitious excellence, it

only sends him in thought to the great Archetype.

Fragmentize TrargmcnWiz), v. [f. as prec.

+ -IZeT] trans. To break into fragments.
1815 Mi'rray Let. Byron in Smiles Life (1S91J I. xv. 354

i You should fragmentize the first hundred [lines], and con-
dense the last thirty. 1885 W. C. Russell Strange t'oy. I.

xiii. 182 You can . . fragmentize her into a medley of spars,

ropes, and planks.

tFra*gor l

. Obs, Also -our. [a. L. fragor,

(.frag- stem oifrangere to break.] A loud harsh

, noise, a crash, din.

1605 Daniel Philoias Wks. (1717) 339 Those thund'riirg

Fragors that affright the Earth. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le
Blanc's Trav. 392 This Streight is vexed with forcible tides

. .which, .encounter with a most obstreperous fragour. 1702
Watts Horce Lyr., Vict. Poles over Osman, Scarce sounds
so far The direful fragor, when some southern blast Tears
from the Alps a ridge of knotty oaks.

t Fragor -. Obs. rare. Also -our. [a. It.

fragore ~ fragrore f. h,fragr-: see Fragrant.]
Fragrance.
1638 Sib T. Herbert Trav. 185 The gardens challenge

our attention ; than which for grandeur and fragor no Citic

111 Asia out-vies her. Ibid. 322 (The musk] by its fragor is

oft found by the carelesse passenger.

Fragrance (fr^'grans). [a. OF. fragrance,
ad. late L. fragrant'in, i.fragrans : see Fragrant.]
Sweetness of smell ; sweet or pleasing scent.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 425 Eve separate he spies, Veiled
in a cloud of fragrance. 1725 Pope Odyss. vi. 92 A cruise of

fragrance, formed of burnish'd gold. 1751 Gray Spring 10

Cool Zephyrs through the clear blue sky Their gather'd
fragrance fling. 1817 Moore Lalla R. (1824) 131 As they
sat in the cool fragrance of this delicious spot. 1853 C.

Bkontk Villette x.\x, Inhaling the fragrance of baked apples
from the refectory.

fig. 1821 Keats Isabella x, To meet again .. and share

,
The inward fragrance of each other's heart. 1838 J. H.
Newman Pa?: Serin. (1839) IV. xvii. 297 Years that are

i past bear in retrospect so much of fragrance with them.

Hence Fragrance v. nonce-wd. [trans.), to fill

with fragrance.

1854 Part's Mag. XXI. 449 The rose-bush fragrances all

the vale.

Fragrancy (fr^'gransi). Now rare. [see

prec. and -ANCY.l The quality of being fragrant;
1 sweetness of smell. Occas. with//.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 79 b, He hath lost the

sauourof the roses and frangrantie [sic] of their nature. 1607
. Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 120 The fragrancy of every

green herb yeeldeth such a savour as [etc.]. 1693 Salmon
Pharm. Bat. \. (1713) 78/2 Thus have you .. one of the

most abominable Scents upon Earth, made one of the greatest

Fragrancies in the whole World. 1725 Pope Odyss, ix.245

The goblet crown'd Breath'd aromatic fragrancies around.

1764 Harmer Observ. iv. 201 The fragrancy of the fruit

is admirable. 1876 J. P. Norris Rudim. Thcol. i. 10 The
, pleasant fragrancy of the fine pollen that floats into the air.

Jig. a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 124 When others give

allowance of our works, and are edified by them, there is

their savour, their odour, their perfume, their fragrancy.

1689 Trial Pritchard v. Papillon 6 Nov. 1684 11 Pray
let us have none of your Fragrancies, and Fine Rhetorical

' Flowers, to take the People with. 1817 Coleridge Bicg.

I Lit. 100 The High German is indeed a lingua communis
1 . .the choice and fragrancy of all the dialects.

Fragrant (fr«? 'grant), a. Also 6 fragraunt

;

i see also Flagrant 6. [a. F. fragrant (16th c. in

]

Godefroy) or ad. L. fragrant-em, pr. pple. of

I
frdgrdre to smell sweetly,] Emitting a sweet or

1 pleasant odour, sweet-smelling.
1500-20 Dinbar ( Nozvfayre, fayrest' 7 Freshe fragrant

' floure. 1514 Barclay Cyt. % Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.)

,
xxxii, The fragraunt odour & oyntment of swete floure.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. i. 31 As fresh and fragrant as the

floure-deluce She was become. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 645
! Fragrant the fertil earth After soft showers. .11721 Prior
1 Garland ii

t
The flowers less blooming than her face, The scent

I

less fragrant than her breath. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875)
! I. xxi. 178 The springtime stirs within the fragrant birches.

'

fig. 1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv., Erasmus 84 In Basil He
did end his dayes, As full of yeeres as fragrant fame. 1782

Cowper Conversation 631 Their fragrant memory will outlast

,
their tomb. 1827 Keble Chr. }'., Churching i, This hallow'd

air Is fragrant with a mother's first and fondest prayer.

Hence Fra-granny adv. ; t Fragrantness.
1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) C vj/2 As medoes paynted

with floures redolent The sight reioyce of suche as them

I
beholde : So man indued with vertue excellent Fragrantly

I
shineth with beames manyfolde. 1555 Abp. Parker Ps.

j

xxxiv. 85 Gods goodnes smelleth most fragrantly. 1616

Scrfl. & Markh. Country Farme 449 To keepe the aronia-

1
ticall fragrantnesse in those which smell sweet. 1707 J.

j

Mortimer Husb. 137 As the Hops begin to change colour

1 ..and smell fragrantly, you may conclude them ripe.

Fraiche : see Frache ; also obs. f. Fresh.

+ Fraid. a. Obs. [app. the pa. pple. of *fraidv.

!
ad. OF. freidtr: see Fretish v.'1

] (See quot.)

1577 B. Googe HeresbaclCs Husb. (1 586) 111 . 123 b, Ifa horse
'• have . . taken cold, which the Germanes call Verfangen, in

' English foundred, or in some places fraide.

Fraid : see Frayed ppl. a.

Fraik. Sc. Some kind of sea-bird.

1830 Edin. Encycl. V. 220 Scarfs, marrots, fraiks and other

seafowl hatch in the rocks.
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FRAIL.

Frail (fre'l), sb. 1 Forms : 4-5 frayel, fraell(e,

fraiel, 4-6 frayle, j-6 frale, 6 fraile, 7 freal, 6-

frail. [a. OF. frayel, of unknown origin.]

1. A kind of basket made of rushes, used for

packing figs, raisins, etc. ; the quantity of raisins,

etc. (30 to 75 lbs.) contained in this.

13.. Cocr de L. 1549 Fyggys, raysyns, in frayel. 138*

Wyclif Jer. xxiv. 2 One fraiel hadde good figus. c 1420

Pallad.on Husb.xi. 494 A multitude ofreysouns. -take, And
into russhy frayels rare hem gete. 1483 Cath. Angl. 141/1

A frale [v.r. fraelle] of fygis, palata. 1561 Turner Herbal
11. 144 b, A kind of. . sea rishe (whereof the frayles are made
that fyges and rasines are carried hether in out of Spayne).

c 1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth 11. iv, Three frailes of spratts

. .Ore as much meat as these. 175)1 Cowper Iliad XVIII. 719

In frails of wicker bore the luscious fruit. 1836 Eraser's

Mag. XIV. 286 Sixteen frails of Zante currants. 1880 W.
Whitelev Diary ff Al/tran. 82 Frail of figs = 32 to 56 lbs.

2. 'A rush for weaving baskets' (Johnson 1755).

3. Comb., asfrail-bent, -rush.

1548 Turner Names Herbs (E. D. S.) 76 Spartum herba.

.

may be called in english Frailbente. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
iv. lii. 511 The frayle Rushe or panier Rushe, bycause they
use to make figge frayles and paniers therwithall.

Frail, si. * tobs.
1691 T. H[m.e] Arc. New Invent, 119 Observations upon

loading of a Ship with Lead. .Salt, Frail, and Timber.

Trail (fr^l), a. Forms: 4-5 fre(e)(l)l(e, (4 1

freile, 5 fraiel, frale, freall, freyle), 5-7 fraile,
]

-yle, 6~ frail, [ad. OF. fraile, frele (Fr. frele)
j= It. fraile i—L.fragilis Fragile.]

1. Liable to break or be broken; easily crushed

or destroyed.

1382 Wyclif Wisd. xiv. 1 An other thinkende to seilen .

.

the tree berende hym, inwardli clepeth a more frele tree, j

c 1440 Protnp. Pan'. 177/2 Freyl, and brokulle, or brytylle,

fragilis. 1535 Covekdale IVisd. xv. 13 He ys of earth

maketh frayle vessell and ymages, knoweth himself to
j

offende aboue all other. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps.
\

xcii. 7 The wicked grow Like fraile, though flowry grasse.
j

1600 Fairfax Tasso vi. xlviii, Their armours forged were of

mettall fraile. 1713 Young Last Day 11. 63 Thus a frajl
i

model of the work design'd First takes a copy of the builder's
^

mind. 1812 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 11. 496 In that frail

bark the lovers sit. 1879 Stainer Music of Bible 82 Their
\

great age renders the wood from which they were made
extremely frail.

b. Of immaterial things, sometimes with con- 1

scious metaphor : Subject to casualties, liable to

be suddenly shattered, transient.

(-1450 St. Cuthbert iSurtees) 2482 How freele is werldly
,

welefare. a 1533 Ld. Bekners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) ,

C ij b, It is no new thyng that men gape for hygh and frayle 1

thynges. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes 2nd Olympique vi, 1

With a frail good they wisely buy The solid Purchase of

Eternity. 1703 Rowe Utyss. iv. i. 1523 Grasp thy frail Life,

and break it like a Bubble. 1770 Goldsm. Des. VilL 291

But when those charms are past, for charms are frail. 1843
". Martineau C/tr. Life (1867) 295 A profounder but a frailer

diss.

2. Weak, subject to infirmities ; wanting in power,

easily overcome.
138a Wyclif Rom. viii. 3 That was vnpossible to the lawe,

in what thing it was syk, or freel, by fieisch. 1398TRKVISA
Barth. De P. R. v. Ixii. (1495) 178 The flesshe . . was freell

and brotyll of mankynd. c 1450 tr. De Imitations 1. xxii.

29 Al be while bat we bere bis fraiel body, we can not be
wiboute synne. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. ii. 28 b, Because the

toes were parte yeme and parte baked erthe, this empyre
shalbe partely stronge and partely frayle and weak. 1593
Shaks. Lucr. 227 Wil not my tongue be mute, my fraile

ioints shake? x6n Bible Ps. xxxix. 4 That I may know
how fraile I am. 1790 Beatson Nov. fy Mil. Mem. I. 291
The Governor and Council, .knowing the frail condition of

the place, were greatly alarmed. 1853 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.

II. 222 Too weak and frail to be out of bed. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus Ixv. iS Lest, .these words. .Seem too soon from a
frail memory fallen away.

b. dial. (See quot.)
[Cf. 1387 in 5.] i886<S\ W. Linc.Gtoss.,Frait, weak-minded,

timid, frightened : as ' She was born frail, poor lass.'

3. Morally weak ; unable to resist temptation ;

habitually falling into transgression.

Now sometimes applied as a half-jocular euphemism, to

a woman who lives unchastely or has fallen from virtue.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxiv. 8 See how frele I am of
kyncL 1361 Langl. P. PI. A. 111. 117 Heo is frele of hire

Flesch, Fikel of hire tongue. 1597 Hooker Reel. Pol. v.

xxii. § 10 In our speech of most holy things, our most fraile

affections many times are bewrayed. 1667 Milton P. L.
in. 404 Purposed not to doom frail Man So strictly. 1713
Young Force Relig. \. (1757) 54 Though with ill frail nature

will be mov'd, I'll bear it well. 18*4 W. Irving T. 'Frav. I.

250 The leniency of one who felt himself to be but frail. 1868

Freeman Norm. Con<j.(\%j6) II. vii. 90 Most likely a child of

the frail Abbess of Leominster.

f 4. Tender. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. viii. 31 That sight, .smote Deepe
indignation and compassion frayle Into his hart.

, 5. Comb., nsfrail- bodied, -foreted, -lived, -strung,

-wilted.

1850 Lynch Theo. Trin. xi. 211 Trinal was a *frail-bodied

man. 1860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. vi. i. § 1 Infinite

orchards wreathing the hills with * frail -floretted snow. 1859
Ld. Lyttok Wanderer (ed. 2)204 *Frail-Iived April's new-
liest nurtured blossoms. 1820 Keats Lamia 1. 309 The
self-same pains Inhabited her *frail-strung heart. 1387
T. Usk Test. Love in. vii (Skeat) 57 *Freelwitted people

supposen in such poesies to be begyled.

Hence frrailful a. [ + -ful], extremely frail.

Frailish a. [ + -ish], somewhat frail, feeble.

Frailly adv., in a frail manner.
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a iy» Cursor M. 25689 Man . . bat frelli fra bi [God's]

frenscep fell, a 1541 Wyatt Domine ne infurore tuo Poet.

Wks. 216, I know my frailful wickedness. 1630 J.
Taylor

(Water P.) Whore 33 Wks. n. 108/2 King Dauid frailely

fell. 1854 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 209 A rather frailish

kind of stuff, i860 Chamb. Jml. XIV. 50 The two gar-

ments linked frailly by a half-yard of string.

Frailness (fr<F''lnes). Now rare. [f. Frail a.

+ -Ness.] The quality of being frail ; liability

to be broken or destroyed, fragility; lack of per-

manence ; weakness, physical or mental ; moral

weakness, inability to resist temptation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25337 Thurgh frelnes of oure fless.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. ii. 87 (Camb. MS.) Yif thou
knowe clerly the frelenesse of yuel, the stide fastnesse of

good is knowen. < 1380 Wyclif Set. Wis. III. 405 Freel-

nesse and towghnesse [of bread]. 1447 Bokenham Seyniys

(Roxb.) 195 In a uergyn pure The freelnesse took of oure

nature. < 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 108 %e must con-

syder the frelnes of mankende. 1509 Barclay SkyP ofFolys

(1570) 236 Let hir [fortune] passe and hir fraylenes defye.

1535 Coverdale Rom. xv. i We that are stronge ought to

beare y> fraylenesse of them which are weake. 1545 Rich-
mond. Wills (Surtees) 55 After mannes fraylnes of con-

dycons deyth to every creatour is certan. 1687 J. Norris
Misc., Of Courage 166 There is nothing among all the

frailnesses and uncertaintys of this sublunary world so

tottering and unstable as the virtue of a Coward. 1871

Browning Balaust. 160 Pity for the frailness found in flesh.

1882 C. A. Davis in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 81-8

The depression arising from mortal frailness.

Frailty (fr^'lti). [ad. OF'. fraileU :-L. fragi-

lildt-em, £fragilis Fragile.]

1. Liability to be crushed or to decay, either in

a material or immaterial sense ;
perishableness,

weakness ; an instance of this ; f also, a frail

feature or spot, a flaw. Now rare.

1382 Wyclif lleb. vii. 28 The lawe ordeynede men prestis

hauyngesykenesse or freelte. ,1400 Maundev. (1839) Prol. 5
Mynde of Man ne may not ben comprehended ne withe-

holden, for the Freeltee of Mankynde. 1593 Nashe Four
Lett.C0nfut.-2y Nofrailtie hath thy fame, but the imputation

of this Idiots friendship. 1615 G. Sandys 'Frav. 216 Tyrus is

now no other then an heape of mines
;
yet. .they, .instruct

the. .beholder with their exemplary frailty. 1635 Quarles
Efubl., Hierogl. vi, Behold the frailty of this slender snuff.

1665 Hooke Microgr. Pref. a b, The like frailties are to be
found in the Memory ; we often let many things slip away
from us. 1781 Cowpf.r Convers. 554 The works ofman inherit

..Their author's frailty, and return to dust. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2} IV. 230 A person may feel conscious of such
weakness, and frailty of mind. 1883 Manch. Exam. 26 Nov.

5/3 The frailty of the vessels which are employed in the lake

traffic.

2. Moral weakness ; instability of mind ; liability

to err or yield to temptation.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 2 To shew be frelte of

mannys fleysse. a 1400 Prymer (1891* 105 Alle the synnes
bat they han doon by freelte of worldli lifynge. < 1440
Gesta Rom. xi. 37 (Harl. MS.) If we synne by . . frailte .

.

late vs with shrifte .. do it away. 1538 Starkev England
1. i. 18 They consydur not the fraylty of man, wychseyng
the best folowyth the worst. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. iii. 100

Is't Frailty that thus erres? 1661 Cowley Disc. Govt. O.
Cromwell Verses & Ess. ii669> 57 Sir, it may be you have
spoken all this rather to try than to tempt my frailty. 1725
Watts Logic Introd., Something of this Frailty is owing
to our very Constitution. 1876 C M. Davies [/north.

Lond. 78 All frailty is taken clean away.

b. A fault arising from infirmity ; a ' weakness*.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. x. ii. 123, I . . do confesse I haue

Bene laden with like frailties, which before Haue often

sham'd our Sex. 1635 Quarles Embl. m. vi. (1718) 150

See not my frailties, Lord, but through my fear. 1718
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbe Conii 19 May, My
vanity (the darling frailty of mankind) [is] not a little

flattered. 1750 Gray Elegy 126 No farther seek. .to. .draw
his frailties from their dread abode. 1877 Mozley Univ.
Serin, vii. 159 There is some characteristic frailty at the

bottom of every human heart.

Frain(e, var. of Frayne, v. Oh.
t Frais, v. Sc. Obs. Also fraae. [of obscure

origin; cf. Sw. frasa to rustle.] intr. To creak,

make a grating noise.

1513 Douglas /Eneis 1. ii. 60 Cabilfiscan freit and frais.

Ibid. vi. ix. 52 Feill crewell strakis smytting hard thai sound,

Frasing of irn fetteris and chen^eis.

II Fraischeur. Obs. rare. In 6 frechure. [K.

fraischeur (nowfraicheur), f. frais, fraiche fresh.]

Freshness.

1599 A. Hume in Chron. S. P. III. 388 The breathless
flocks drawes to the shade And frechure of their fald. 1647
W. Browne tr. Polexanderi. 12 That fair and delightfull

country . . conserves a perpetuall spring and continuall frai-

scheur. 1661 Dryhkn On Coronation 102 Hither in summer-
evenings you repair, To taste the fraischeur of the purer
air. [1862 Thackeray Adv. Philip II. vii. 163 What inno-
cence ! Whatfratchenr ! What a merry gcod-humour !]

Fraise (fiv'z), sb.1 [a. Y.fraise fern.

The F. word is app. a transferred use of the earlierfraise
mesentery of a calf; for a similar development of meaning
see Chitterling ; cf. also Frill sb.i]

1. A ruff such as was worn in the 16th century.
1801 C. Smith Sotit. Wanderer II. 136 The stranger had

already caught a glimpse, between the trees, of the white
fraise she wore. 1830 James Darnley xv, A beautiful

standing ruff, or fraise, as the French termed it. 1876 Ouida
Winter City ii. 22 She had . .a high fraise ; sleeves, etc.

2. Forttf A palisade, made horizontal or slightly

inclining to the horizon, placed for defence round
a work near the berm.
1775 R. Montgomery in Sparks Corr. Atner. Rev. ("1853)

I
I. 470 By the time we arrived there, the fraise around the

framable.
berme would be destroyed. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field
Fortif. 91 The stakes of the fraise should be n feet long.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. VI. liv. 427 The storming party

. .broke through the fraises and mounted the parapet.

Fraise (Jtc x z), «M [a. Y.fraise fern., i.fraiser,

fraser, to enlarge a circular hole, f. fraise (see

prec).] A tool used for enlarging a circular hole

;

also, in Watchmaking, for cutting teeth in a wheel.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 912 Fraise. .2 a tool used by
marble-workers to enlarge a hole made by a drill. 1884
F. J. Britten Watch <y Clockm. 125 If the fraise chosen is

too large, it will cut a jagged and uneven tooth.

Fraise (b&z), sb.^ dial. [cf. Frais v.] A
'fuss', commotion.
1725 Ramsay Gentl. Sheph. \. ii, He may, indeed, for ten

or fifteen days, Mak meikle o' ye, wi' an unco fraise. 1801

R. Anderson Cumberld. Ball. (1808) 18 Atween the twee
there's sec a frase. 1809 F. Donaldson Poems 77 (North-

umbld. Gloss.) The auld wives aften mak' a fraise. 1871 C.
Gibbon Lack of Gold xxvi, Let him have his own way, in-

stead of standing here making a fraise about nothing.

b. Comb.
1683 T. Hunt Def. Charter Lond. 10 This Frace-maker

and Scaramuchi to the vain youth of the nation, is ever

enterchanging the characters of men.

Fraise (fr^z), v. [ad. Y.fraiser, {.fraise: see

Fraise sb. ]

] trans. To fence or defend with or

as with a fraise.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Fraise a Battalion. 1802

C. James Milit. Diet. s.v. Fraiser, F'raiser un battaillon

is to fraise or fence all the musquetry-men belonging to

a battalion with pikes, to oppose the irruption of cavalry.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S.\. iv. 371 The counterscarp and
parapet were fraised with sharpened stakes.

Fraise, var. of Froise, a pancake.

t Fraist, v. Obs. Forms : 3-4 frest, fraist(e,

4 frayst e, 5 frast. [a. ON. freista ^Sw. fresta,

Da. friste) = Goth. *fraistan (whence fraistubni

temptation}.]

1. trans. To try, put to the proof, test.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18672 (Cott.) Iesus him kidd til bairn

all neu, To frest if bai in trouth war tru. Ibid. 25670
(Gott.) Leuedi mari ! wele bu wast, pe feindes fraistes me
ful fast, a 1300 E. E. Psalter xi. 7 Silver fraisted with be

fire, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (Rolls) 8391 In bataille

now bey wil vs frayst. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6947 Therfore,

feris, ties fell, fraistes your strenght I c 1460 Towneley
Myst. (Surtees) 36 My servand I wille found and frast,

Abraham, if he be trast.

2. To try, attempt.
( 1400 }'7vaine <V Gaiu. 3253 His felow fraisted with al

his mayn, To raise him smertly up ogayn. c 1440 York
Myst. ii. 71 With fedrys fayre to frast ber flight fro stede to

stede where bai will stand. Ibid. x\. 158 Fraste ber-on

faithfully, my frendis you to feede.

3. To learn or know by trial ; to experience.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 175 }our douhtynesse of

blode be Sara^ins salle freist. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

1090 Many men be world here fraistes, Bot he is noght
wise bat bar-in Iraystes.

4. trans, and intr. To ask. Also at (a person).

13. . Gaw. <r Gr. Knt. 1395 ' pat watz not forward ', quod
he, 'frayst me no more', ta 1400 Morte Arth. 435, I salle

be foundyne in Fraunce, fraiste when hym lykes, The
fyrste daye of Feuer5ere. a 1400 Isnmbras 669 The lady

.. iraystes at hym there 'Was thou ever gentylle maner'
1400 Destr. Troy 97 Ffrayne will I fer and fraist of bere

werkes. c 1460 Tenvnelry Myst. (Surtees) 25 My [wife]

wille I frast what she wille say.

5. trans. To seek, search for, desire.

13.. E. E. Altit. P. A. 169 pe more I frayste hyr fayre

face. 13- . Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 279 Nay, frayst I no fyjt, in

fayth I be telle. ? ( * 1400 Morte Arth. 1227 The kyng
fraystez a furth ouer the fresche strandez. c 14*0 A'.vntyrs

Arthur 412 (Thornton MS.) For fyghtynge to frayste I

fowndede fra hame.

Hence + Praisting- vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

Also f Praiat sb., trial, assault.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9884 pis castel . . a-pon be marche it

stanaes traist, O fede ne dredes it na fraist. c 1440 York
Myst. xl. 49 In frasting we fonde hym full faithfull and free.

Fraiter, -our : see Frateh, refectory.

Frak, obs. var. Freck a.

1 Fraked, a. Obs. [OK. fratvS, fracod: see

FoRCotTH.] Wicked, vile.

(-900 tr. Bxdds Hist. 111. xv. [xxi.] (1891) 222 Ond cwitci,

bait heo fracuSe & earme w?ere, ba:t heo ne woldon heora

Gode hyran. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 pis frakede folc.

Ibid. 189 Nis non werse fo bene frakede fere.

t Fra'kel, «• Obs. Also 2 frekel. [? repr. OE.
*frsLrel y *fre"cel, implied in fre'celnes dangerousness,

frtfcelsian to endanger.] Dangerous, deceitful.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 Ne beo heo [the sin] swa frekel, ne

swa neh. Ibid. 25 He bi5 wiS-uten feire and frakel wifS-

innen. a 1225 A tier. R. 204 pet euerich. .boruwe et tisse

urakele worlde so lutel so heo euer mei. a 1250 Prov.

Mlfredin in O. E. Misc. (1872) 118 And oft mon of fayre

frakele icheosej?. c 1275 Luue Ron 12 ibid. 93 Vikel and
frakel.

Fraken(e, -yn(e, var. ff. Frecken. Obs.

Fram : see From.

Framable, frameable (fr^-mab'l), a. [f.

Frame v. + -able.] Capable of being framed

;

f conformable.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. 10 in Holinshed (1587) II,

Ech of these fiue, where they are framable to ciuihtie . . be
sundred into shires or counties, a 1600 Hooker Serm.

Jude 17-21 § 30 Wks. 1888 III. 696 Framable to the truth,

not like rough stone, .refusing to be. .squared for the build-

ing. 1607 Hieron Whs. I. 417 Anobiection. .frameable out

of these words. 1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magick 1. iii. 4 The
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Air . . doth make mens bodies framable to her temperature.

1879 G. Macdonald /'. Faberl. xvii, 221 The absolute lie, if

such be frameable by lips of men.

Hence Fra'mableness.
1617 Hieron Wks. II. 65 To bring them to a more frame-

ablenesse to His own will. 1654 5. Ashe Funeral Serm.
R. Strange 2 Their natural, inbred ingenuity or acquired
frameablenesse to that which is good.

Franiboesia (frcembrzia). Path: [mod.L., f.

^.framboise raspberry : see Framboise.] A chronic

contagious disease peculiar to the negro, and char-

acterized by raspberry-like excrescences ; the yaws.
[1768 F. B. de Sauvages Nosol. Method. II. 5^4 Fram-

ba;sia ; Yaw Guineesium ; Epian vel Pian Americanorum
Est morbus contagiosus apud Guineenses.] 1803 T. Winter-
bottom Sierra Leone II. viii. 145 The plans .. has been
improperly included with the former [yaws] under the term
franiboesia. 1814 Bateman Cutaneous Dis. (ed. 3) 316 For,
like the febrile eruptions, the Frambcesia affects the same
person only once during life. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 443
Fj-ambcesia. .is an endemic disease.

Hence Prambce'sioid a. [see -oid], like or indi-

cating framboesia.

1885-9 Buck Handbk. Med. Sc. V. 77 (Cent.) Growths.,
at first wart-like, later profusely hypertrophic—frambcesioid.

t Framboise. Obs. Also 6 framboye, 6-7
fc&mbois, -boys. [a. F. framboise (from 12th c.)»

usually regarded as a corruption of Du. braambezie
= Ger. brombeere blackberry, lit. bramble-berry:
see Bramble, Broom, Berry. But some French
scholars doubt this.] The raspberry (Rubus Mains').
[1551-6* Turner cites the word as French only.] 1578

Lyte Dodoens vi, v. 662 Of Framboys, Raspis, or Hynd-
berie. The Framboye is a kinde of bremble. 1620 Venner
Via Recta vii. 125 Strawberies are . . to be preferred before
the Framboise. 1651 tr. Bacon*s Life ty Death 31 Of this sort
the chief are Borage. .Frambois or Raspis, &c.
Prambousier [F.framboisier], a raspberry bush.
a 1648 Ld. Herbert Life Hen. VIII (1683) 89 A Fram*

bousier or Raspis-Bush.

Frame (nv'm). sb. [In sense 1, perh. a. ON.
frame furtherance, advancement, or repr. the neut.

of OE. fram adj., forward (see From prep.) ; cf.

Fremk sb. In the remaining senses, f. the vb.]

1 1. 1. Advantage, benefit, profit. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin Ded. 17 pu bohhtesst tatt itt mihhte wel Till

mikell frame turrnenn. c 1250 Gen, ty Ex. 2540 Pharao ..

dede <5e ebris frame. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9604
Sey..' Y crysten be [etc.]. .And jive what thou wylt hyt a
name, And kast on water ; than ys hyt frame, c 1330 —
Chron. 162 We trowe it is our frame, his resurrectioun.

II. Action or manner of framing.

T 2. The action of framing, fashioning, or con-
structing ; a contrivance. Obs.
1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. i. 3 He openeth our eyes

to see the frames of our enemyes. 1509 Shaks. Much Ado
iv

;
i
;
191 The practise of it Hues in John the bastard, Whose

spirits toile in frame of villanies. 1643 Rogers Naaman
28 The first happy moover in this frame of miraculous cure.
1645 Ussher Body Div. (1647) 96 A man which will teach a
child in the frame of a letter, will first teach him one line of
the letter.

fb. ? nonce-use. Upbringing. Cf. Framed. 5d.
i63*Lithgow Trav.v. 182 Thou Tharsus, brookes a glorious

name, For that great Saint, who in Thee had his frame.

3. The manner or method of framing ; construc-
tion, structure ; constitution, nature.
1590 Spenser F. Q. in. i. 3! The goodly frame, And

stately port of Castle Joyeous. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts 3 Apes do. .resemble men . . in the inward frame of
the hand. 1705 CW. Rec. Pennsylv. II. 204 Upon Account of
the whole frame of the act. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. v, 126
We have in our inward frame various affections. 1829
Lvtton Deyereux 1. iii, My youngest brother, .was ofa very
different disposition of mind and frame of body. 1884 Sir J.
Pearson in Law Times Rep. LIII. 6/1 There was a trust
created, .which might be enforced even though the deed in
its form and frame were inoperative.

4. An established order, plan, scheme, system,
esp. of government.
1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 130 Grieu'd I, I had but

one? Chid I, for that at frugal Natures frame? 1605 —
Macb. in. ii. 16 But let the frame of things dis-ioynt, Both
the Worlds suffer. 1630 Prvnnk Anti-Armin. 118 Which
ouerthrowes the whole foundation, frame, and method of
the Scriptures. 1694 Atterbury Serm. (1723) I. iv. 150
The Law of Moses, .had nothing in the Frame and Design
of it apt . . to recommend it to its Professors. 1759
Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 180 Mr. Penn left his frame
at least in a very imperfect state. 1825 Macaulay Ess.,
Milton (1854) 22 His death dissolved the whole frame
of society. 1844 Li>. Brougham Brit. Const, xvii. (1862)

253 The democratic principle enters largely into the frame
of our mixed monarchy.

ft). A form or arrangement of words; a for-

mula ; a form of reasoning, type of syllogism. Obs.
1603 Daniel De/. Rhime Wks. (1717) 7 All verse is but a

Frame of Words. 1628 T. Spencer Logick 273 This frame
containes a proposition negatiue vniversall, an assumption
affirmatiue speciall, and a conclusion negatiue speciall. 1646
Bp. Maxwell Burd. Issach. in Phenix (170&) II. 261 To
make this frame good, they maintain, that [etc.]. 1739 G.
Ogle Gualth. $ Gris. 66 Take, for your Plan, some old
Pontific Frame.

+ C. ? Warlike array ; a host. Obs.
£1430 Hymns Virg. 44 J>e deuelis gadriden ber greet

frame, And heelden berperlament in pe myst.

t5. Adapted or adjusted condition ; definite form,
regular procedure; order, regularity, 'shape'.
Frequent in phrases (to brings set, etc.) in, into, out

°fy to (• good, tic.) frame. Obs.

1494 Fabyan Chron. v. cvi. 80 Arthur by his marcyal
knyghthode, brought theym in such frame .. that [etc.].

*535 Coverhale Bible Ded., It causeth all prosperite, and
setteth euery thyng in frame. 1581 Ml'lcaster Positions
xx. (1887) 84 It [walking] is good for. .the throte, the chest,
when they be out of frame. 160a Shaks. Ham. ill. it 321
Good my Lord put your discowrse into some frame. 1641
Vind. Smectymnuus xiii. 125 To plant and erect Churches to
their due frame. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723)
199 The Strata, .owe their present Frame and Order to the
Deluge. 1718 Swift Horace's Odes IV. ix. 9 Your steady
soul preserves her frame. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr.
(1757) II. 41 When Nature finds any Member, .weakened or
out of Frame. 1801 W. Seward I 'ordes Cave 2 Box-trees are
cut into acurious frame. 1810 Scott Lady o/L. 1. xxxii, To
her lips in measured frame The minstrel verse spontaneous
came.

6. Mental or emotional disposition or state (more
explicitly, frame of mind, soul, etc.). a. Natural
or habitual disposition, temper, turn of thought,

etc. (now ?-are). b. Temporary posture of mind,
state of feeling, mood, condition of temper. Frames
and feelings: often used in religious literature of

the 1 8th and 19th c. as a disparaging term for

emotional states as a criterion of the reality of
spiritual life.

a. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846)
31 So had he the most merciful, gentle, and companionate
frame of spirit. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 167 f 3, I am a
Fellow ofa very odd Frame of Mind, a 1754 Fielding
Char. ManWks. 1784 IX. 409 That heavenly frame of soul,

of which Jesus Christ himself was the most perfect pattern.

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage no It did not occur to a body
of so conservative a frame of mind, that [etc.].

b. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refh (1845) 28 The way of think-
ing we would recommend, does very much dispose men to
an attentive frame of mind. 1702 C. Mather Magn.Chr.
III. xvi. 117 He would compose himself unto a most
heavenly Frame in all things. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe 1. xv,
In this thankful frame I continued, c 1741 Brainerd in

Edwards Life i. (1851) 3 All my good frames were but self-

righteousness. 1774 Fletcher Ess. on Truth Wks. 1795
IV. 114 The modish doctrine of a faith without frame and
feeling. 1806 A. Knox Rem. I. 10 The concluding stanza
shews., in what frame he wrote. 1828 E. Irving Last
Days 45 Hence arose that substitution of frames and feelings

for the sacraments, .of the church. 1838 J. H. Newman
Far. Serm. (1839) IV. viii. 144 Consider the different frames
of mind we are in hour by hour. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist.
I. xiv. 131 He was in no patient frame.

III. A framed work, structure.
* generally.

7. A structure, fabric, or engine constructed of

parts fitted together. Now obs. or arch., exc. in

the particular applications under 8, 9. f In early

Sc. applied spec, to a rack ; in i6-i8th c. to a gal-

lows, an easel, a scaffolding, etc.

C1375 Sc Leg. Saints, Lanr,'ntius 338 par-eftyre gert
hyme straucht In til framis with al tare macht. Ibid.
Agatha 168 He gert strek hire in a frame, & torment hir in

syndry vyse. 15.. Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 158
Yea, at Tyburn there standeth the great frame, And some
take a fall that maketh their neck lame. 1526 I'ilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 147 The way of perfeccyon is as a frame,
in the whiche one thynge dependeth of an other. 1558
Phaer AZneid iv. 653 Make out with ores, in ships, in

boates, in frames. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1.

(1586) 41 b, They use a greater Sythe. .fenced with a crooked
frame of stickes. 163a Lithgow Trav.v. 171 At Ierusalem
I lodg'd. .in a Ctoystred frame. A1641 Suckling Lett. Wks.
(1646) 87 If I should see Van Dike with . . his Frame and
right Light. 1645 Evelyn Diary (1889) I. iSp At Naples
they use a frame [a 'maiden ', sort of guillotine], like ours
at Halifax. 1697 Drvden Alexander's Feast 162 Divine
Cecilia came, Inventress of the vocal frame. 1700 — Pala-
mon <r A. 11. 554 The gate was adamant ; eternal frame. 1726
Leoni Albertfs Archit. II. 121/2 He made use of Frames
to shut out the River.

tb. ? A snare; = Engine. Obs.

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1874) I. 164 The deuyll .

.

labours to get vs in his frame. [Cf. 1558 in 2.]

8. Applied to the heaven, earth, etc. regarded as

a structure.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 21 Y" knowledge of God
. . in the frame of the world and all the creatures is . . plainly
set forth. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido v. ii, Ye gods,
that guide the Starry frame .. Grant [etc.]. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. 11. ii. 310 This goodly frame the Earth. 1667 Milton
P. /,. v.154 These are thy glorious works, Parent of good,
Almightie, thine this universal Frame. 1774 J. Bryant
Mythol. II. 371 Power supreme .. to thee I sue, to thee,
coeval with the mundane frame. 1856 Stanley Sinai fy

Pal. xii. (1858) 403 The thunderstorm . . begins by making
the solid frame of Lebanon and Sirion to leap for fear.

9. Applied to the animal, esp. the human body,
with reference to its make, build, or constitution.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. in. i, As you enter at the
door, there is opposed to you the frame ofa wolf in the hang-
ings, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lix. 10 This composed wonder
of your frame. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) in Shaks. C.
Praise 126 Hispost-like legs were answerable to the rest of
the great frame which they supported. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydriot. Ep. Ded., How long in this corruptible Frame
some Parts may be uncorrupted. 1749 Smollett Regicide
1. vi, Simple woman Is weak in intellect, as well as frame.
X77S Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 65 Amidst the terror which
shakes my frame. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sc. $ Art
I. 298 A lever of the third sort became most admirably
adapted to the animal frame. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cono.
(1876) I. v. 398 One whose vigorous frame had won him his
distinctive surname [Ironside].

** A supporting or enclosing structure.

10. A structure of timbers, joists, etc. fitted to-

gether to form the skeleton of a building.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. ijt/i Frame of a worke, /abrt'ea.

1533 Uimi.l Floivers Latine Speaking 84 b, Fabrica,
proprely is a forge or frame of a carpenter. 1545 Act 37
Hen. VIII, c. 6 The secret burnynge of frames of tymber .

.

redy to be sett up, and edified for houses. 1579 Nottingham
Rec. (1889) IV. 1S2 For the frame of the house at Fre Scole.

1626 Bacon Sylva % 505 Great Castles made of Trees vpon
Frames of Timber, .were anciently matters of Magnificence.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 132 Taking away the wooden
Blocks . . from under the corners of the Frame, they let it

fall into its place. 1741 P. Tailfer, etc. Narr. Georgia 107
The Frame of the Orphan-house is up. 1835 W. Irving
Tour Prairies 251 The bare frames of the lodges, and the
brands of extinguished fires, alone marked the place.

b. A building ; in later use, one composed
chiefly or entirely of wood. Obs. exc. U.S.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.* 13 He

reysid vpj>e a grete frame. 1509 in C.Welch Tower Bridge
(1894) 85 A Trinite and ij aungelHs .set in the new Frame
upon the bridge. .1639 in Cjuincy Hist. Harvard Univ.
(1840) I. 452 The frame in the College yard. 1667 Boston
Rec. (1881) VII. 37 The Complaint of seuerall Inhabitants
of a frame sett vp. 1766 Entick London IV. 334 A large

. .frame of timber and brick was set thereon. 1884 N. V.

Herald 27 Oct. 4/6 The house is a three story frame, and
was full of guests at the time.

11. A structure which serves as an underlying

support or skeleton, or of which the parts form an

outline or skeleton not filled in.

In mod. dialects used for the skeleton of a person or animal
(see Cheshire and Wilts. Glossaries, E. D. £>.).

1536 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Ox/ord 183 To
Wesburne, carpenter, settyng upon the frame and bells in

St. Fryswides steple, xiiijj-. 1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's
Sheph. Cat. Nov. 161 Beare, a frame, whereon they vse to

lay the dead corse. 1657 K. Ligon Barbadoes 11673) Index
84 The Frame where the Coppers stand., is made of Dutch
Bricks. 1665 Boyle Occas. Re/f. v. x. (1845) 335 For plac-

ing broken Looking-glasses upon a moveable Frame betwixt
their Nets. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. it. 20 Lay there all

niyht, upon our Barbecu's, or frames of Sticks. 1816 J.

Smith Panorama Sc. cy Art II. 26 The tube and basin are

fixed to a frame of wood. 1833 J . Holland Mann/. Metal
II. 143 The whole of the machine is made of iron, the length
and breadth of the frame being regnlated according to the
size of the article to be turned. 1846 Voung Naut. Diet.

310 The paddle-shafts and intermediate shaft rest on the top

of a strong frame. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts I. 1086 The powerful

uprights or standards called housing frames, of cast iron, in

which the gudgeons of the rolls are set to revolve. 1858 Sim-

monds Diet. Trade, Frame, .the ribs or stretchers for an
umbrella or parasol. 1866 Rogers Agric. -y Prices I. xxi. 542
The frame or body of the cart. 1884 Longiu. Mag. Mar. 486
The terrible jars which its rubberless wheels and springless

frame communicated to the system of the rider.

fig. 1642 Rogers Naaman Ep. Ded. 1 These two Graces
. .are the chiefe frame of these my ensuing lectures.

b. Horology. (See quots.)

1704 J, Harris Lex. Techn., Frame is the Out-work ofa
Clock or Watch, consisting of the Plates and Pillars. 1884
F. J. Britten Watch A> Clockm. 106 [The] Frame .. [com-

prises] the plates ofa watch or clock that support the pivots

of the train.

C. Printing. (See quot. 1S74.)

1683 Moxox Mech. Exerc. 1 1 . 22. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.
I. 912/2 Frame . .7 (Printing) a desk containing two pairs of

cases, containing roman and italic letters for the use of a
compositor (see Case), or the stand supporting them.

d. Naut. (See quots.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789^ Db, A frame of tim-

bers, .is composed of one floor-timber . . whose arms branch
outward to both sides of the ship : two or three futtocks .

.

and a top timber. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wotd-bk., Frames,
the bends of timbers constituting the shape of the ship's body
— when completed a ship is said to be in/rame. 1883 Nares
Const. Ironclad 4 The frames, which correspond to the ribs

or timbers ofa wooden ship are of iron about £ inch thick.

12. That in which something, esp. a picture, pane
of glass, etc. is set or let in, as in a border or case.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxiv, My body is the frame wherin
'tis held. 1666 Pepys Diary (1890) 280 Paid him ^14 for

the picture, and^i 5^. for the frame. 176a H. Walpoi.e
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. I. iv. 89 It had a glass over it, and
a frame curiously carved. 181 1 A. T.Thomson Lond. Disp.

(1818) p. lxxxviii, These [filters] are generally made . . with
the mouth stretched on a hoop or frame. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley xix, The mill yawned all ruinous with unglazed
frames. 1892 Photogr. Rer>. 0/ Rev. I. 452 Pictures in

unusual frames.

fig. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxxvii, A grass-plat, .set in

the heavy frame of the forest.

13. Hence applied to various utensils of which

the ' frame ' or border is an important part.

i7«7-4i Chambers Cycl. s. v. Frame, The founder's Frame
is a kind of ledge inclosing a board ; which being filled with

sand, serves as a mould to cast their work in. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. \. 912 Frame . . 3 the head of the batten in a
loom. Ibid., Frame. .10 (Soap-making) a box whose sides

are removable when required, and locked together when the

soap is to be poured in.

b. Embroidery and Weaving. In early use : A
loom (obs.). Now short for lace-frame, stocking-

frame, etc. : see also quot. 1727.
The early uses should perh. be referred to sense 7 or 11.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 792 The frame was brought

forth with his wevyng pin. 1530 Palsgr. 222/2 Frame to

worke in, metier. 1593 Davies Immort. S01U iv. x. (1714)

36 Narrow Webs on narrow Frames are weav'd. 1727-41

Chambers Cycl., Frame is more particularly used for a sort

of loom, whereon artizans stretch their linens, silks stuffs &c.

to be embroidered, quilted or the like. 1797 Monthly Mag.
III. 243 Many frames are entirely stopped, and others but

partially employed. 181a Examiner 11 May 291/2 Frames
. .indisputably lessen the number of workmen. 1849 James
Woodman ii, Two young girls . . sat near with tall frames
before them, running the industrious needle in and out.
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FRAME.

1849 C. Bronte Shirley i, He expects two waggon loads of

frames and shears.

C. Horticulture. A glazed structure, portable or

fixed, for protecting seeds and young plants from

frost, etc.

1664 EVELYN Kal. /tort. (1729) 207 Covering, .the Tree.

.

with a glaz'd Frame- 178a Cowter Pineapples # Bee 9 The
frame was tight, And only pervious to the light. 1858

Glenny Card. Every-day Bk. 276/1 Stocks . . are mostly

sown in frames. 1882 Garden 4 Feh. 73/3 The whole of

these were placed in. .a propagating frame.

14. Mining. (See quots.)

1747 Hoosos Miners Diet., Frame, This is for Sinking in

Sand and Water . . it is made of four good Planks . . placed in

the Top of a Sand, [it] may be let down with ease enough
as one Sinks. 1869 R. B. SMYTH Gold/. Victoria 612 Frame
of Timber— Differs (as some say) from a ' set ' in width, and
the legs are placed perpendicularly. 1875 J. H. Collins
Metal Mining Gloss., Frame, an inclined board over which

a gentle stream of water is made to flow, for the purpose of

washing away the waste from small portions of ore which

are placed upon it from time to time.

15. attrio, and Comb. General relations : a.

simple attrib., as (sense 10) frame-building; -cot-

tage, -dwelling; (sense n)frame -boat; (sense 1 id)

frame-bend, -timbers
;
(sense 1 2 frame-door ;

(sense

13b) framesmilk; (sense 13c) frame-cucumber,
c 1850 Rudtm. Navrg, (Weale) 120 Frame-timbers, Various

timbers that compose a *frame bend. 1888T. T. Wilokidgk
Nortkumbria 124 *Frame-boats covered with skins. * 1858

Merc. Marine Mag. V. 93 The machinery is in a * frame

building. 1881 G.'W. Cable Mme. Delpkine Carancro iv.

12 A little *frame cottage, standing on high pillars. 1890

Daily News 26 June 2/6 * Frame cucumliers, is. 6d. to us.

per dozen. 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb.
<y Dttrh. 23 A "frame door is set in a proper frame, made for

the purpose. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6385/4 John Smith .

.

* Frame-Smith. 1861 Stamford Mercury 1 Feb. 6/2 Appren-
ticed. .to a frame-smith. 1846 Young Naut. Dict,

%
Frames,

or *Frame-timbers, in shipbuilding, the floor timbers, which
..compose what is termed the frame.

b. objective, asframe-bender, -maker, c. instru-

mental, is*frame-knit) -knitted^ -knitter^ -knitting,

-tape* -worker.
1882 Standard 13 Oct. 2/3 The dispute originated with the

*frame benders and steel platers. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3226/4,

5 dozen of superfine Rolling * Frame Knit Hose. 1892 Scott.

Leader 30 Mar. 5 He presented a petition from the *frame-

knitters to Parliament. 1882 Caulfkild & Saward Diet.

Needlework, *Frame Knitting, a description of Frame
Work, which when finished has the appearance of Knitting.

1761 WalpolE Vertues Anecd. Paint. (1765) II. 57 note,

Norrice, *frame-maker to the Court. 1822 Mrs. Hofland
Son of a Genius iv, His frame-maker agreeing to take his

pictures off his hands. 1882 Caulfeilu & Saward Diet.

Needlework, *Frame Tape, this is a stout half bleached

linen tape. .The prefix ' Frame ' refers to the loom on which

it is woven. 1812 Byron Let. to Ld. Holland is Feb., Prac-

tices which have deprived the*frame-workers ofemployment.

16. Special comb. : frame-breaker, one of those

who resisted with violence the introduction of

frames for weaving stockings, etc. ; so frame-

breaking ; frame-bridge (see quot.) ; frame-dam
see quot.); frame-level (see quot.); frame-stud,

one of the uprights of the frame of a building

;

frame-tubbing (see quot.). Also Frame-house,
FltAME-SAW.
1812 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1813) XVI. 160, I have had an

application from Nottingham to chalk for the •frame-

breakers. 1849 C Uronte Shirley ii, I only wish .. the

frames . . were safe here . . Once put up, I defy the frame-

breakers. 1816 Pari. Debates 10 July, Lord Sidmouth
moved the third reading of the * Frame Breaking Bill.

1863 Kingsley Water Bab. i, The frame-breaking riots,

which Tom could just remember. 1882 Ogilvie, *Frame-
bridge, a bridge constructed of pieces of timber framed
together on the principle of combining the greatest degree

of strength with the smallest expenditure of material. 1851

Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. fy Durh. 26

A*frame-dam is formed of balks of fir wood, placed endwise
against the pressure. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 913
*Frame-level, a mason's level. 1770-4 A. Hunter Georg.

Ess. (1804) II. 195 In wooden cottages, the *frame-studs are

to be six inches by five. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining,
*Frame 'Tubbing, solid wood tubbing.

Frame (fiv'm), v. [OE. framian to be help-

ful or profitable, to make progress, f. fram for-

ward adj. and adv. (see From) ; cf. the equivalent

ON.frama to further, advance, get on with. The
cognate ON. fremja ( = OE. fr^mman,framian :

see Freme v.) to further, execute, perform, may
have influenced the development, as it has no um-
laut in pa. t. and pa. pple. (framde,framdr).]

fl. intr. To profit, be of service. Const, with

dat. ; also c\uasi-im/>ers. Also, to supply the

needs of. Obs,
rgei^THELWOLD Rule St.Benet lvii. (Schroer)gs For3y,

\m he bydsele ba;re stowe mid his cra:fte framaS. c 1230

Hali Meid. 31 pat tu understonde hu lutel hit frame'5 ham.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1642 At set time he sulden samen 5or [i. e.

at the well] hem-self & here orf framen. c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11112 To nemne hem here, litel hit

frames.

f2. To gain ground, make progress; to 'get

on' {with) ; to prosper, succeed. Also, in neutral

sense with adv., to get on welt, ill, etc. Obs.

a 1050 Liber Scintill. iv. (1889)20 Eadmodness swa micelum
swa heo is ahyld to neowlum swa micelum heo framao [Pro-

ficit\ on heahnysse. 1509 Barclay ShyP o/Folys (1874) II.

253 But oft full yll they frame That wyll be besy with to hye
thynges to mcll. 1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1863 The feldfare
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wolde have fydled, and it wold not frame. 1550 Latimer
Last Serrn. be/ Edio. VI, Wks. I. 228 Now I could not

frame with it, nor it liked me not in no sauce. 1559 Mirr.
Mag., Dk. York xxiii, God that causeth thinges to fro or

frame. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 186/2 When the world
framed contrarie . . to his purpose. 158a T. Watson Ccnturie

ofLone lxxxi. (Arb.) 117 So frames it with mee now, that I

[etc. J. c 1611 Chapman Iliad iv. 13 The two. .are pleas'd to

see how well the . . fight did frame. 1634 Rutherford Lett.

(1862) I. 126 Even howbeit the business frame not, the Lord
shall feed your soul. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681)

184 It framed not according to expectation.

t 3. trans. To prepare, make ready for use ; also,

to furnish or adorn with. Obs.

c 1150 Gen. A> Ex. 3146 So mikil bird so it noten mai, Ben
at euen folc sum to samen, And ile folc is to fode framen.

And eten it bred. 13. . Coer de L. 1859 The knights framed
the tree-castel Before the city upon a hill, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 6206 A cloth all of clene gold, Dubbit full of diamondis
. . Framet ouer fresshly with frettes of perle.

f 4. To prepare (timber) for use in building ; to

hew out ; to prepare the timbers, perform the car-

penter's work for (a building N
. Phrase, to frame

and rear,frame and set up. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus 111. 481 (530^ This timber is al

redy up to frame. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 176/2 Framyn
tymbyr for howsys, dolo. 15*0 Whittinton Vnlg. {1527) 1

To square tymbre, frame and rere ony buyldynge. c 1520

Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 205 Will'mo Caruer framyng
the sayd fertter per ij dies & alias, is. id. 1542 3 Act
34 -y 35 Hen. VIII, c. 25 It shalbe lawfull. -to erecte, make,

frame and set vp..one good, .windemill. 1557 Trin. Coll.

Ace. in Willis & Clark Cambridge II. 472 Carpenter 4 dayes

in framing tymber for y" upper floor. 1603 Ibid. II. 491

A bargayne to frame finish and set vp ye roofe. 1707

Mortimer Hush. 302 The Carpenters Work to Hew the

timber, saw it out, frame it, and set it together. 1724 in

Temple & Sheldon Hist. Northfield, JIIass.{iSjs] i°9> ' noPe
the fort and houses will be framed and set up this month.

5. To shape, give shape to; to fashion, form.

a. with material obj. Obs. exc. with additional

notion as in 6 and 7.

1553 Eden Treat. fflewe hid. (ArbJ 30 They frame the roofes

of these cotages with sharpe toppes. 1576 Fleming Panopl.

Epist. 190 This brittle bottle framed out of clay.
_
1615

G. Sandys Trav. 181 The effigies of Saint Ierome, miracu-

lous framed by the natural! veines of the stone.
_
1678 R.

Barclay Apol. Quakers v. xxiii. 171 The Iron . . is softned

and framed. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 9 Batter it out ..

pretty near its shape ; and so by several Heats . . frame it

into Form and Size. Ibid. 183 The Gouge, .may. -also frame

pretty near the hollow Moldings required in the Work.

b. To shape, compose, give (specified) expression

to (the countenance).
1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Frons castigata, a Counten-

ance so well framed that it cannot be reprehended. 1593

Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 186 Why I can . . frame my Face

to all occasions. 163a T. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena
21 The Admirall (framing the best countenance he could)

departed thence.

C. To shape, direct (one's thoughts, actions,

powers, etc.) to a certain purpose. Also with a

person, etc. as obj., to shape the action, faculties,

or inclinations of ; to dispose. + In early use, to

train, discipline ; = Form v. 2. + Also in passive,

to be in a certain frame or mood. Const, for, to,

to do.

1547 J. Harrison Exhort. Scottes 210 You shall . . frame

his youthe with verteous preceptes. 155a Bk. Com. Prayer,

Ordering 0/ Deacons, To frame, .youre owne lyues. .accord-

ing to the doctrine of Christ. 1556 Hoiiy tr. Castiglione's

Coi'rtyer (1577) Q ii. v, The good man of the house, .firste

with faire woordes, afterward with ihreatninges, attempted

to frame hir to do his pleasure. 1569 J. Parkhurst Injunc-

tions, You must endeuour so to order and frame your selues

in the setting foorth of Gods true Religion. 1579 Lyly
Euphues (Arb.) 127 Two whelpes..the one he framed to

hunt, and the other [etc.]. IS99 B. Jonson Every Man out

Hum. II. i. (Rtldg.) 38/1, I cannot frame me to your harsh

vulgar phrase, 'tis against my genius. 1637 Ruthkrford
Lett, clxxxvii. (1891) 367 Frame yourself for Christ, and
gloom not upon His cross. 1640 Marcombes in Lismore
Papers Ser. II. (1888) IV. 117 It will be a harder matter

for me to frame them to their bookes. 1660 Peiys Diary
26 Jan., We were as merry as I could frame myself to be.

166a Newcome Diary (Chetham Soc.) 44, I got up about 8,

and was but ordinarily framed. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist.

Eliz. (ed. 3) Introd. 6 b, She. framed her Tongue to a pure

and elegant way of Speaking. 174a Richardson Pamela
III. 177 She cannot quite.. frame her Mouth to the Sound
of the Word Sister. 1775 Mad. D'Arblay Let. to Mr.
Crisp 8 May in Early Diary, I cannot frame myself to

anything else. 1814 Cary Dante, Par. in. no God knows
how, after that, my life was framed. 1846 Keble Lyra
Innoc. (1873) 150 Such is Thy silent grace, framing aright

our lowly orisons.

d. To direct (one's steps) ; to set out upon (a

journey). Also refl. and absol. To shape one's

course; to betake oneself, resort. Obs. exc. dial.

= 'go'.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 169 Many . . men . . have

framed themselves to my conversation. 1590 SrENSER F.

Q. 111. i. 20 A stately Castle far away she spyde, To which

her steps directly she did frame. 1598 Yong Diana 6r, I

frame my selfe to the seruice of some Lord or Gentleman.

1608 Shaks. Per. Prol. 32 The beauty of this sinful dame
Made many princes thither frame. 1637 Heywood Dial.

i. Wks. 1874 VI. 100 Pilgrimage I'l frame Vnto the blessed

Maid of Walsinghame. 1847 E. Bronte Wuthering
Heights v, ' Frame upstairs, and make little din.' Ibid.

xiii, A threat to set Throttler on me if I did not ' frame off',

rewarded my perseverance. 1865 B. Brierley Irkdale I.

120, I fraimt up to her and sed.

e. intr. for refl., in various applications, now

FRAME.

chiefly dial. : (a) To put oneself in a posture of

doing something ; to set about, make an attempt

or pretence to do
; (/>) to go about a work in a

promising manner ; to give promise of becoming

skilful ; (c) to manage, contrive, to do something.

Cf. shape intr., used dialectally in all these meanings.

x6oa ind Pt. ReturnJr. Parnass. iv. v. (Arb.)62 Schollers

must frame to Hue at a low sayle. 1611 Bible Juag. xii. 6

He could not frame to pronounce it right. 1634-5 Brereton
Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 1 19 The masters . . not . . knowing how
to frame to till, and order their land, the ftound hath been

untitled. 1664 Flodden F. ix. 83 For defence they fiercely

frame. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <r Selv. 130 Before he could

frame to get loose of her. 1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh.

Dial., She frames with the butter, does Mary Ann. 1867

Miss Parr Mr. Wynyard's Ward II. 79, 'I frames to get

al- .ut, but I'se racked wi' rheumatiz terrible—terrible.'

1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v., ' She frames at eating a bit '. .' He
frames badly at wark.' Ibid., ' It's framing for wet.' 1887

H. Smart Cleverly Won iv. 31 If.. the mare framed well for

jumping . . he would [etc.]. 1888-9 Longtn. Mag. XIII. 442
' And when the other maids was back, she was framin' to be

asleep, with her cap of rushes on.' 1894 Westm. Gaz. 15

June 5/3 He was just framing to play when a ball . . came
right through the next net. 1894 Mrs. H. Ward Marcella

II. 265 He frames well in speaking.

6. trans. To adapt, adjust, fit (chiefly an im-

material object) to or into (something).

(1550 Lusty jfjiventus in Hazl. Dodsley II. 93 Unto his

teaching your life ye will not frame, 1639 S. Du Verger
tr. Camus' Admir. Events 10 Rosana. .framed her selfe

unto all the humours of the Prince, a 1656 Ussher Power
Princes 11. (1683) 131 To frame our wills to the chearful per-

formance of that duty. x663Gerb!er Counsel 15 Carpenters

do frame their Railes to Ballesters. Ibid. 94 Carpenters do

frame them so exact to the width.. of the window. 1703

Moxon Mech. Exerc. 131 They are to be framed into one

another. /11716 Solth -SVr/w.l 17441 II. 305 The desires of the

righteous are.. framed to an agreeableness with the ways of

God. 1806 Wordsw. Intimations vii, Unto this he frames

his song.

fb. intr. for refl. To adapt oneself, conform.

Of things: To suit, fit. Obs.

1533 More Confut. Barnes vm. Wks. 783/1 How would
then those wordes frame. 1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie

(Arb. 1 80 It w ill not frame altogether so currantlye in our

English as the other, because the shortnesse of the seconde

Penthimimer will hardly be framed to fall together in good

sence. 1606 Holland Sueton. 76 Having in.. ardent heat

liegun a Traga;die, when he saw his stile would not frame

thereto . . he . . wiped it quite out. 164a Rogers Aaaman
436 Bids us try the Unicorne whether he .. will.. draw our

cart, -meaning that his wildnesse will not frame to it.

7. trans. To make, construct. Now always im-

plying the combination and fitting together of parts,

and adaptation to a design; in 1 6-1 7th c. often

used more widely.

1555 Eden Decatles 58 They framed a new carauel shortly

after. 1571 Digges Pantom. I. vi. C ij b, Couple y* endes

of those two right lines togither with a thirde, and so haue

you framed a Triangle equall to the former. 1577 B. Googe
Hercsbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 39 b, [Hemp)serveth both for mak-

yng ofCanvesse, and framing of Ropes. Ibid. iv. 185 They be

greater, as though their bodies were purposely framed for

generation. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres iv. i. 116 To
frame bridges ouer rivers. 1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts

(1658)264 Alexander the Great caused Lysippus ..to frame

the pictures of all those knights which . . were slain at the

river Granicus. 161a Enchir. Med. 94 A cataplasme framed

of crumbs. .and milke with oile of Roses. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 691 It was a place Chos'n by the sovran Planter,

when he fram'd All things to mans delightful use. 1691

T. H[ale] Ace. Nem Invent. 120 The principal things, .to

be considered in framing and fitting of a Ship. x7a^DE Foe
Voy. round World (1840) 321 Their rafts .. were lifted off

from the place where they were framed. I7a6 Leoni tr.

Albertis Archil. I. 72/2 You may frame wooden dams.

1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. in. v, The fieldfare framed her

lowly nest 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn)

I. 291 If the tongue had not been framed for articulation

man would still be a beast in the forest. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 418 The things in heaven are framed by
the Creator in the most perfect manner. 1879 Cassell's

Techn. Educ. IV. 189/2 This is really the first stage in the

operation of ' framing ' a wood ship.

8. In various immaterial applications, a. To
contrive (a plot, etc.) ; to devise, invent, fabricate

(a rule, story, theory, etc.) ; to put together, fash-

ion, compose ; to put into words, express.

1514 Barclay Cyt. \ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 23 Than
frame they fraudes men slyly to begyle. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) 187 Leland calleth it Noviodunum,
which word is framed out of the Saxon Niwanoune. 1576

Fleming Panopl. Epist. 150, I will frame an aunsweare, to

your two severall letters. 1577 B. Googe HeresbacA's

Husb. 1. 16 He can not so easely frame a false accompt.

1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 127 Shee ever lookt when he

Would frame his humble sute. 1608 Bp. Hall Char. Vir-

tues «, V. m{Sloth/ull)He iswittiein nothing but framing

excuses to sit still. 1658 Bramhall Consccr. Bps. vii. 153 He
who had so great a hand in framing the Oath. 1674 Playford

Skill Mus. 1. xi. 40 Who hath framed to himself a manner

of Singing. 168a Burnet Rights Princes ii. 27 This was a

Story framed long after. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 128

We may observe, with how much nicety and consideration

the old rules of law were framed. 1791 Cowper Odyss. 11.

226 But let us frame Effectual means. 1808 Scorr Marin.

1. vii, Frame love-ditties passing rare. 1856 Froude Hist.

Eng. (1858) I. iv. 359 The convocation . . had framed their

answer in the same spirit. 1859 Kingsley Misc. (i860) I.

67 Statutes. .Which must needs have been framed for some

purpose or other.

b. To form, articulate, utter (words, sounds).

1609 Bible (Douay) Num. ix. comm., God answered by

a voice framed by an Angel. 170a Pope Dryope 80 When
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first his infant voice shall frame Imperfect words. 1782
Han. More Belshazzar 1. 62 Then may my tongue refuse to

frame the strains Ofsweetest harmony. 1880 G. Meredith
Trag. Coin. <i88i) 153 She framed the words half aloud.

C. To form or construct in the mind ; to con-

ceive, imagine. More fully to frame to oneself.

f Also with out.

150,7 Hooker Eccl. Pot, v. ii. § 2 Frame to themselues a
way more pleasant, a 1618 Raleigh Sceptick in Rem.
(1651) 21 As several humours are predominant, so are the.

.

conceits severally framed and effected. 1653 H. More
Antid. Atk. 1. iii. (ed. 1712) 13 An Idea of a 13eing abso-
lutely. .Perfect, which we frame out by attributing all con-
ceivable Perfection to it. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum.
A'uowl. § 98 Whenever I attempt to frame a simple idea
of time. 178a Han. More Moses in. 14 A mother's fond-
ness frames a thousand fears. 1814 Gary Dante, Par.
11. 48 With thoughts devout, Such as I best can frame.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. ix, He could frame to himself no
probable image of love-scenes between them.

t d. To cause, produce, bring to pass. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopt. Epist. Epit. A iv b, Can you name
A better place then countrie blest ? Where . . Summers frame
Joyes, a 1592 Greene Alpkonsus v. Wks. (Rtldg.) 243/1
His daughter. .by her marrying did his pardon frame. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 32 Feare frames disorder. 1597— 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 180 Which Heauen so frame.

9. [from the sb.J To set in a frame; to enclose

in or as in a frame ; to serve as a frame for. Also
with in.

1705 Addison Italy 7 The winding Rocks a spacious Har-
bour frame. 1842 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I. 138, I have your
. . Villa framed and hung up. 1876 W. H. Pollock in

Contentp. Rev. June 63 Scenery and machinery were em-
ployed to frame the play. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic 56
Somebody saw a portrait framed and glazed. 1883 Ld. R.
Gower My Remin. I. xiii. 237 The lovely lake, framed in

by a background of soft-swelling hills.

Hence Fra-ming ///. a., that serves as a frame.
1876 Geo. Eliot Van. Der. II. xxxiv. 382 Her yellow face

with its framing rouleau of grey hair.

II Fra'mea. Ant. [L.
;
presumably a Teut.

word.] A kind of javelin used by the ancient

Germans (see quot.\ By modern archaeologists

the word has been applied to a particular type of
lance found in ancient German tombs, etc., and also

to a form of socketed stone celt.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Germany \. (1622) 259 [They)
carry IaueKnes, or as they term them Frameas, with a
narrow and short iron, but so sharpe. .that, .with the same
weapon they can fight both at hand, and a farre off.

Framed (nv'md), ppl.a. [f. Fkamez>. + -ed*.]
In senses of the vb.
1-1440 Promp. Pan'. 176/1 Framyd, dolatus. 1496 in

C. Welch Tower Bridge (1894) 83 [The carriage of loads of
'framed timber' figures in the accounts of 1496.] 1566 in

Peacock Eng. Ck. Furniture 65 A Rood loft whearof is

made a framde table. 1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 91 The
principal point of wisdom is, framed sobriety to the obedi-
ence of God. 1598 Barret Tlteor. IVarres 11. i. 21 In
Ordinances, or framed battels.. the Ensignes do march in

one large or long ranke iointly. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1.

3, I cannot, .propound unto you framed particulers. 1639
in Virginia Mag. of Hist. $ Biog. (1895) 1 1 1. 30 Others have
undertaken to build framed howses to beautifye the place.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. i, To carry a framed sloop en board
the ship. 1816 Jameson Charac. Min. 207 Framed or
squared fluor-spar (cliauxfluatee encadrie'). 1874 Mickle-
thwaite Mod. Par. Churches 319 Framed pictures require
to be placed where they may be seen.

Framed, Sc. var. of Frehd.
Frame-house, [f. Frame sb. and v. + House.]
1 1. A house in which things are framed or fash-

ioned. Obs.

.
« 1555 Bradford in Certain Lett. (1564) 276 The crosse .

.

is the framehouse in the which god frameth his children like
to his Sonne Christe.

2. A house constructed with a wooden framework
or skeleton covered with boards.
1817 J. Bradbury Trav. Amer. 331 Every planter, .is able

to erect a handsome frame-house. 1856 Olmsted Sla7>e
States 394 In a little white frame-house we found a company
of engineers.

^ 1887 Spectator 26 Mar. 412/2 A master-car-
penter, .lived in a comfortable two-story frame-house.

Frameless (fr«?'-mles\ a. [f. Frame sb. +
-less.] Without frame, having no frame.
1862 '1'. A. Trollope Marietta II. vii. no Smaller frame-

less canvasses. 188a J. Pavn Thicker than Water iii, He
had a frameless, stringless glass, which stuck in his eye
with the tenacity of a limpet.

t Framely, adv. Obs. [f. Frame sb. + -ly 2.]

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc I. i, That . . my purpose
may more framelie [later edd. firmelie] stande.

Framer (fe?*max). [f. Framed. + -er1.] One
who frames ; a maker, contriver, inventor. Also,
one who frames a picture, etc.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 41, I maruel what these
framers of new Gods do meane. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
iv. vi. (1614) 367 It is the Minde of the minde which is

framer of the fiene world. 1690 Locke Govt. 11. xiii. (Rtldg.)
156 The first framers of the government. 1741 Monro Anat.
Nerves (ed. 3) 16 The Framers of this Objection. 1796
Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 21 I. Pref. 12 Leske, the framer of
the present collection. 1827 Keble Qhr. Y., Evening ix,
Thou Framer of the light and dark. 1864 A. J. Horwood
Y'earbks. 32 % 33 Edw. I Pref. 34 The framer of the Latin
version translated from the French form. 1870 Swinburne
Ess. <y Stud. (1875) 315 Without more form of order than has
been given by the framers and hangers.

Frame-Saw. [f. Frame sb. + Saw.] A thin
saw stretched in a frame which gives it sufficient

rigidity in its work (Knight).

1678 Moxon Meek. Exerc. I. 99 The office of the Cheeks
made to the Frame-Saw is, by the twisted Cord and
Tongue, .to. .strain the Blade of the Saw the stiaighter.

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 299 An oak fructed, proper, having a
frame-saw, transversely fixed. 1832 Babbage Econ, Manuf.
xxii. fed. 3) 217 The horny exterior is then cut into three
portions with a frame-saw.

Fra'mework. [f. Frame sb. + Work sb."]

1. A structure composed of parts framed together,

esp. one designed for inclosing or supporting any-
thing ; a frame or skeleton.

1644 Milton Areop, (Arb.) 64 What a fine conformity
would it starch us all into? doubtless a stanch and solid

peece of frame-work, as any January could freeze together.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 132 Laying a Block.. under the
corner of the Frame-work to bear it hollow off the Founda-
tion. 1822 T. Mnci\KLL Aristoph. I. 192 Let ribs of beef
this frame-work line. 1874 Burnand My Time iii. 28 The
old arm-chair, whose framework had been made any number
of years ago. 1885 F. Temple Relat. Relig. <y Sc. vi. 164
The framework [of vertebrate animals] as a whole always
exhibiting the same fundamental type.

b. transf. w&dfig.
1816 J. Scott / 'is. Paris (ed. 5) 10 That the frame-work of

a nation may be strong, each of its divisions must be let

closely into others. 1856 Stanley Sinai $ Pal. \. (1858) 67
Those grand frameworks, such as at Marathon and else-

where correspond to the event they have encompassed. 1876
Freeman Norm. Conq. V, xxii. 7 The outward framework
of law and government still keeps its ancient shape.

2. (Written as two words or with a hyphen.)

Work done in or with a frame, a. Knitting or

weaving done on a ' stocking-frame '
; cf. FRAME

sb. 13 b, and see 3 below, b. (See quot.)
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework. Frame

Work, this work, also called Travail au Metier, is formed
with wools and silk upon a flat solid wooden Frame cut to
the size required.

c. Gardening. See quot.)
1819 Rees Cycl., Frame-ivork, that sort of forcing and

raising vegetable productions at an early period, which is

performed by means of frames and artificial heat applied by
them.

3. Comb.., asframework-knitted, -knitter.

1716 Land. Can. No. 5484/4 John Hathoway . Frame-
work-knitter. 1788 Act 28 Geo. HI, c. 55 An Act for the .

.

Punishment of Persons destroying.. Framework knitted
Pieces, Stockings, and other Articles. 1858 Simmonds Z>rW.
Trade, Frame-work Knitter, an operative in the hosiery
trade, who weaves the worsted or cotton thread up into a
knitted fabric.

Framing (fr^'mirj), vbl. sb. [f. Frame v. +
-ing '.] The action cf Frame v. in various senses,

f 1. The action of making profit. Obs.

£1440 Promp. Parv. 176/2 Framynge or afiramynge or
wynnynge, lucrum, emolumentum.
2. The action, method, or process of construct-

ing, making, or shaping anything whether material

or immaterial
; f also, hewing of timber (obs.).

Also gerundial with omission of in.

c 1440 Promp. Para. 176/2 Framynge of tymbyr, dola-
tura. a 1569 Kincesmyll Mans Est. ix. (1580) 45 There is

a stone framyng, it shall be laied in Sion. 1633 * • Fletcher
Purple 1st. in. iii, This curious Isle, whose framing yet Was
never .. known to any humane wit. 1697 Damhf.r Voy. I.

vii. 189 Captain Bond had the framing, .of it [a Fire ship].

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 123 To pin the Frame, .ofa Roof
together, whilst it is framing. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-hk.,
Framing, the placing, scarphing, and bolting of the frame-
timbers of a ship. 1883 Manch. Exam. 16 June 4/7 The
clause in dispute was of Lord Salisbury's own framing.

3. Mining. See quot. and cf. framing- table.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 913 Framing. .2 (Mining) rfn

operation upon pounded or stamped ores by which they are
sorted into grades of comparative weight and consequent
richness.

4. concr. Framed work ; a framework ; a frame

or set or system of frames.

1703 T. N. City $ C . Purchaser 142 The Timber, .to make
3 Square of Framing. 1823 SCOKBSBV Jrnl. Whale Fishery

455 The pannels of the captain's state-room door were forced
out ofthe framing. 1828 Tredgold Elem. Princ. Carpentery
title-p., Pressure and Equilibrium ofTimber Framing. 1886
Pall Mall G. 22 July 4/2 Walls of bamboo framing filled in

with mud.

5. attrib., asframing-house
t
-timber; also fram-

ing-chisel, a heavy chisel for making mortises;

framing-table Mining (see quot. and sense 3V
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 914 *Framing-chisel. 1583

Hollyband Campo di Fior 57 The colledge. .is the *fram-
ing house, and as it were, The shoppe of men. 1874
Ksicht Diet. Aleck. I. 913/2 The *framing-table is .. sus-
pended in an inclined position, on pivots, so that it may be
tipped into a vertical position when full, discharging its

contents into separate cisterns beneath. 1522 Mem. Ripon
(Surtees) III. 184 Le *framyng tymbre.

t Framp, v. Obs. rare~ l
. intr. ?To revel,

indulge greedily.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 716/1 Which not con-
tent with, .manna, .murmured y

l they might not frampe in

fleshe.

t Frample, v. Se. Obs. [?freq. of Framp v.]

To swallow or gobble up.
121598 Rollock 2 Tkess. iii, xii. (1606) 146 When thou

hast beene an idle vagabound . . and yet stops to thy
dinner, and framples vp other mens trauels, that is vnlaw-
full eating.

Fra'mpler. \>studo-arc/i. rare- 1
. [Cf. Frap-

ler, Frampold.] A brawler; -Fraplek.
1820 Scott Mouast. xxvii, A rude low-born frampler and

wrangler.

Fra'mpold, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6-7
frampold, frompall, 7 frampald, -pard, from-
pered, frampel(L -pie, -pole, -poll, -pull,

(phrampell), 7, gkisl. frampaM, 7, ijdiai. fram-
pled. [Of obscure origin ; it is uncertain which
of the many divergent forms is the earliest ; forma-
tion on fram, From + Poll head, would suit sense

2. Cf. frommard = Fromward, Frowarp; also

Frump, and Sc.frample ' to put in disorder'.]

1. Sour-tempered, cross, disagreeable, peevish.

1598 Suaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 94 She leads a very frampold
life with him. c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall Gr. 11. ii. (1881)

37, I think the fellow's frompall :— I ask thee where my
Cloak is. 1617 Collins De/. Bp. Ely 11. x. 539 If a Priest
were so frampoll. .as to refuse to baptize a poore infant in

that case. 1633 B. JoNSON Tale Tub 11. iv. I pray thee,

grow not fram -pull now. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv.
To Rdr., An ill will'd and trampled waspishntss. 1688
Bcnvan Solomon's Temple Spiritualized xlix. 9 Babes ..

have .. babyish tricks .. their childish talk and frompered
carriage must be borne withal, a 1825 Fokuv Voc.E.Angtia

%

J-rampted, cross, ill-huniuured.

2. Of a horse: Fiery, mettlesome, spirited.

1603 Holland PlutarcICs Mor. 14 Like a skittish and
frampold horse. 1611 Middlkton & Dkkkkr Roaring
C/r/? D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 170 Coachman .. are we fitted

with good phrampell iades. 1823 Scott Peverii xxxii, The
two ' fram pal jades ' (to use the term of the period). (1876
Whitby Gloss., Fra/uple v. , to paw on the ground, as a horse
when kept standing in one place.]

Framward : see Fromward. Obs.

Franc ^fraenk). Forms: 4-8 frank, o, franc.

[a. F. franc, said to be derived from the legend

Franeorum rex, 'king of the Franks', on the first

coins which were so called.

The F. word appears as the name of a gold coin in an
official document of 1360 (Hatz. -Darin.

I
; the legend Fran-

eorum rex occurs on a gold coin struck in the same year ]

The name ofa French coin or money of account,

of different values at different periods, a. A gold

coin, in the 14th c. weighing about 60 grs., and

intrinsically worth about 10s. fid. of our present

money, but afterwards depreciated, b. (.Sometimes

Pound Inane. A silver coin, first struck in 1575,
identical with the livre toumois of 20 sols; in the

1 8th c. English money-changers valued it at c)d. or

io</. c. Since 1795, a silver coin representing the

monetary unit of the decimal system ; its value is

slightly more than <)\d.

(.1386 Chaucer Shipman's T. 201, I wol bringe yow an
hundred frankes. c 1400 Soivdone Bab. 589 Take a thau-
sande pounde of Frankis fyne. 1494 Fabyan Citron, vn.

527 A franke is worth .ii. s. sterl*. 1596 DalrYMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 236 Ilk jeir how lang he lyuet xxx
thousand frankis. 1603 Knollls Hist. Turks 1 1638) 223
The yearely tribute of . . eight hundred thousand franks of
siluer. 1685 Baxter Varaphr. N. 'I'. Mark vi. 34 note,

Beza reckoneth the 200 pence, to 35 pound Frank of Tours.
1702 W. J. Bruyu's Voy. Levant xxxii. 129 A Chicken of
Gold .. which amounts to Seven Francs and half. 1810

Naval Chron. XXIV. 300 A piece of silver weighing live

grams, to which has been applied the term Franc. 1892
E. Reeves Homcivd. Bound 227 We had again to turn our
pesetas into francs at a loss.

II Franc-archer (frahkarjk). Fr. Hist, PI.

franc(s-archers. [Fr.
;
franc free (see Frank a.)

+ archer archer.] One of a body of archers esta-

blished by Charles VII, one man being equipped
by each parish, and exempted from taxes in consi-

deration of his service.

1675 tr. Machiavelli's Prince (Rtldg. 1883) 293 In every
parish in France there is a person called a frank archer.

1852 Miss Vonge Cameos (1877) III. ii. 92 Marching all

night, he surprised the franc-archers and their leader. 1885
Plummer in Fortescue's Abs. <V Lint, Mon. 197 The francs-

archers, abolished by I.ouis XI after. .Guinegate in 1479.

f France. Obs. [cf. Fkank sb$\ — Frankin-
cense.

14. . Epipli. in Tundale's Vis. 109 Golde franceand myrre
thet gaf hyni all thre.

t Franch, fraunch, v. Obs. Also6fraunge.
[? onomatopoeic ; cf. eraunekJ] trans. To devour.

intr. To feed greedily {on). Hence Fra'nching
ppl. a. Also Fra'ncheir, a devourer.

1519 Horman Vulg. 39 b, He is euer fraunchynge. Ibid.

71 Thou arte a rauenar of delicates and a francher. 1541
K. CorLAND Guydons Quest. Chirurg. M iij, People gullyng,
fraungyng, and dronkerds. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Ld. Rivers
Ixviii, A Bull and Bore dyd passe, Fraunchyng the fysh and
frye, with teeth of brasse. 1575 Turbervile Bk. I 'enerie

358 He that . . had yong fleshe to banquet at his fill Were
fonde to fraunshe on garbage, graynes or swyll. 1625-6
Purchas Pilgrims IV. 1579 They cast of them also to flesh

fraunching Dogs.

TFranchemyle. Cookery. Obs. Also franche-
mole, frawnchemyle, -mul(le, fraunchemele,
fronchemoyle. [a. F. franche mtttle, ruminating

stomach of a sheep, etc.] A sort of haggis.
(•1420 Liber Cocorum 36 For fraunche mele. lake swon>

gene eyrene..and kreme. .and kremelyd sewet of schepe ..

And fylle by bagge [etc.]. < 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 38
Frawnchemyle. Nym Eyroun [etc.]. .& do in the wombe of
the chepe, bat is, he mawe ; & sebe hem wel. 1483 Catk.
Angl. 141 A Franchemole (v. r. Frawnchmulle), lucanica.

Franchise (fremtfiz, -tfaiz), sb. Forms: 3-6
fraunchis(e, -yse, 4-6 franchis, -yse, -es, 5-6
fraunches, -schis(se, (6 franchese, fraunces,
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-chest, -chiese, -cis), 3- franchise, [a, OF.fran-
chise freedom, frankness, (.franc free, Frank a.-

For the history of the pronunciation see Enfranchise.;!

I. Freedom, immunity, privilege.

1 1. Freedom as opposed to servitude or subjec-

tion. Obs.
£-1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 142 '1271 And to bi-nime be kynge

is fraunchise. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1091 We wulleb vor

oure franchise fi^te & vor oure lond. c 1386 Chaucer Pars.

T. r 378 pe goodes ofbody ben hele of body, as strengthe .

.

beautee
(

gentrye, fraunchise, 1475 Bk. Noblesse 71 Aruns.

.

assemblid a gret oost ayenst the Romains to have . . put hem
in servage out of her fraunchise. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss.

(1812) II. xliii. 140 Ye sholde take all that we haue .. to

maynteyne vs and our fraunches- 1648 D. Jenkins Wks. no
The House of Commons by themselves, .have no power to

imprison men, or put them out of Franchise.

f b. Moral freedom. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1637 Al his for-geten nou al bat (ranches

bat f gaue man in paradis. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)

Dictes 27 The mooste difficulte in a man . . To knowe hym
self, To kepe his fraunchyse or liberte. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 28 '2 For where the holy ghoost is, there is fraunchyse

and lyberte.

2. a. A legal immunity or exemption from a par-

ticular burden or exaction, or from the jurisdiction

of a particular tribunal, granted to an individual,

a corporation, an order of persons, etc. In early

use also collect, or in generalized sense : The im-

munities, freedom of government, etc., belonging

to a municipality, etc.

t 1330 R. Brunnb Chron. (1810) 130, I be forbede to

chalange any clerke In lay courtc.of holy kirke has merke,

Ne be franchise fordo, bat it ouh to halde. 1473 Warkw.
Chron. 2 He ratyfied . . all the ffraunsches yeve to citeis.

.

and graunted to many cyteis . . new fraunschesses. 1480

Caxton Chron. cxlvii. Ij, & that holy chyrch shold haue
all fraunchises as ferforth as they had in seint Edwards
tyme the confessour. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. 336 This

yere the Kynge seasyd the fraunchyse of the cytie of London.

1538 Leland Itin. II. 68 King Eadgar . . bare a gret Zeale

to the Towne, and gave very great Frauncheses and Privil-

ges vnto it. 1559 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. viii. 22 All

franchises and liberties of the bisshoppericks. .deryvid from

the crowne. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 92 A most famous
towne .. endowed by Claudius ., with the franchises and
right of a Colonic 1641 Vermes de la Ley 167 Franchise

.. signifies in our Law an Immunity or exemption from

ordinary Jurisdiction, as for a Corporation to hold pleas

within themselves to such a value, and the like. 1757 Burke
Abridgm. Eng. Hist. in. viii. Wks. 1812 V. 684 They had
strength enough to oblige him [John] to a solemn promise

of restoring those liberties and franchises, which they bad
always claimed. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <y Is. (1846) III.

xxiii. 334 The city, having first obtained assurance of respect

for all its franchises and immunities, surrendered.

b. In wider sense : A privilege or exceptional

right granted by the sovereign power to any person

or body of persons. In England now chiefly Hist.

and as a technical term of law ; in the U. S. applied

esp. to the powers conferred on a company formed

for some purpose of public utility.

1386 Rolls of Parlt. III. 225/1 Noughtwithstondyng the

same fredam or fraunchise, Nichol Brembre .. was chosen

Mair. 1479 Bury Wills (Camden) 53, I beqwethe to

Robert mynson.my tenmentes called Calfes and Northes..

w l the fraunchyse of faldes of ijee shepe to ecbe of the seyd
tenmentes bylongyng. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxxi.

640 In diuerse countreys . . the noble men hath great fraun-

ches ouer the commons, and kepeth them in seruage. iS57

N. T. (Genev.) Luke xxiii. 17 note, The Romains had gyuen
such franches and liberties to the Iewes [to ' let one lowse

vnto them at the feast ']. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ix. 37 Ye
. .the love of ladies foule defame ; To whom the world this

franchise ever yeelded, That of their loves choise they might
freedom dame. 1598 Manwood Laives Forest i. § 5 (1615)

24/2 A Forest . . is the most highest franchise of noble, and
princely pleasure, that can be insident unto the Crowne and
Royall dignitie of a Prince. 1628 Coke On Litt. 121 A
mannor whereunto the franchise of waife and stray and such
like are appendant. 16.. Act Chas. /, c. 15 (Manley) 20

And the Lords and owners of Fairs, Markets and other

Franchises. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 258 F 2, 1 do humbly
propose . . that another Theatre of Ease may be erected.

.

and that the Direction thereof may be made a Franchise in

Fee to me, and my Heirs for ever. 1767 Blackstone
Comm. II. 37 Franchise and liberty are used as synony-
mous terms : and their definition is, a royal privilege, or

branch of the king's prerogative, subsisting in the hands
of a subject. 1824 J. Marshall Const. Opin. (1839) 324
The bill is brought for the purpose of protecting the bank
in the exercise of a franchise granted by alaw of the United
States. 1866 Rogers Agrlc. <y Prices I. ii. 33 The right of
having a watermill was a franchise. 1876 Digbv Real
Prop. 1. App. § 1. 268 The rights to have ' waifs, wrecks,

estrays, treasure-trove, royal fish, forfeitures, and deodands

'

are franchises, which must rest on royal grant, or prescrip-

tion which presupposes a grant. 1888 Bhyce A mer. Commiv.
II. in. lxvi. 500 After the sale by the Board of Aldermen of

the Broadway franchise (the right of laying down a tram-

way in Broadway), the Aldermanic office was much sought

after. Ibid, lxvii. 521 The form which corruption usually

takes in the populous cities is the sale of ' franchises

'

(especially monopolies in the use of public thoroughfares).

1893 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. 4/3 The Weights and Measures
Bill .. empower[sl municipal and County Councils to pur-

chase * franchises ' of weights and measures.

f 3. Freedom from arrest, secured to fugitives in

certain privileged places ; right of asylum or sanc-

tuary
;
privileged character, inviolability, of a place

of refuge. Hence concr. an asylum, sanctuary.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 323 Here men wondren
moche whi alle manquelleris shullen have pis fraunchise of

be sche ['(read seintuariej. < 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

510

4994 In cuthbert mynster he come forbi, be fraunchyse to

brekeofit. 1513 Douglas AKncis viii. vi. 69 The haly schaw,

Quilk Strang Romulus did reduce and draw In maner of

franches or of sanctuary. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 121 They
forbeare those . . that (lie vnto them as to a place offranchise

and priuiledge.

attrib. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clx. 177 a, Trecte,a
fraunches towne for all maner of people.

4. The freedom of or full membership of a body
corporate or politic ; citizenship.

1579 Fllke Refut. Rastetl 742 Our franches, freedom, or

conuersation is in heauen. 1606 Holland Sucton. Annot.

2 Unlesse they might be donati civitate. i. enioy the Fran-

chises and Freedome of Rome. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II.

36 Solon .. published an amnesty ..which restored those

citizens who had been deprived of their franchise for lighter

offences. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxiii. 305 The
men of London . . ranked with the barons of the realm, and
many barons of the realm had been admitted to the fran-

chise of their commonalty.

f 5. The district over which the privilege of a

corporation or an individual extends ; a territory,

domain. Cf. Libebty. To go or ride thefranchises ;

to beat the bounds. Obs.

i486 Surtees Misc. (1888) 53 Tadcastre brige, being thex-

tremitie of y F fraunches. 1526 R. Whvtford Martihge
(1893) 64 In the fraunchest of pontyne. Ibid. 174 In the

fraunchest of lyngon. 157a in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford 341 The francheses of this Cytie shalbe ryd accord-

ing to auhcient custom. 1621 Bolton Stat. Ireland 36

Hen. /'/, 27 This Statute shall be observed and take place

as well within Franchises and liberties as without. 1680

Wood Ltfe'Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 493 That day he went the

franchises with the mayor and citizens. 1774 E. Jacob
Faversham 27 The river which separates the franchise of

the church of Canterbury down to a place towards the

South. 1876 Digbv Real Prop. i. i. § 2. 15 The owner of a

franchise or liberty or district exempt from the jurisdiction

of the hundred.
attrib. 1577 Nottingham Rec. IV. 168 Payd for carydg

of the olde fraunces crose to the towne. 1587 Ibid, 215

Another hole in Wilforth Pasture, .to want frauncis stones.

6. The right or privilege of voting at public

elections, esp. for members of the legislative body.

(Originally a mere contextual application of 2b; more
fully, electivefranchise ; now the prevailing sense.)

1790 Burke Fr. Ret: Wks. V. 318 It would be too much
to tell a man jealous of his equality, that the elector has the

same franchise who votes for three members as he who votes

for ten. 1819 Mackintosh Pari. Suffrage Wks. 1846 III.

215 The reasons which make it important to liberty, that the

elective franchise should be exercised by large bodies of the

lower classes. 1817 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xiii.

36 New boroughs, .acquired the franchise of election. 1845

M cCulloch Taxation 1. ii. (1852) 66 The occupiers of 10/.

houses have been intrusted with the elective franchise. 1869

Rawlinson Arte. Hist. 128 Citizens in a certain sense, but

without franchise.

b. In recent use : One of the various principles

of qualification by which the bestowal of the elec-

tive franchise may be regulated. Fancy franchise :

see Fancy C.
1884 Gladstone in Daily News 29 Feb. 2/4 We propose

to establish a new franchise, which I should call—till a
better phrase be discovered—the service franchise.

II. As an attribute of character or action,

f 7. Nobility of mind ; liberality, generosity,

magnanimity. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 750 5if I for-loyne as a fol by
fraunchyse may serue. ( 1386 Chaucer F"rankl. T. 796 A
gayns franchise and alle gentillesse. — Merck. T. 74^3

Heer may ye see, how excellent fraunchise In womman is

whan thay narow hem avyse. c 1450 Merlin 280 And ther-

fore remembre vs of pitee and of youre grete fraunchise.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xi. 283 Telle Reynawde.

.

that he take no hede to my trespase & evyll dede, but to

his fraunchyse. 1658 J. Coles Cleopatra 161 It might be

remedied by an action of generosity and franchise,

f 8. Freedom or licence of speech or manners.

1567 Drant Horace's Epist. 11. i. G v, And lo by such
like wayes Came firste the fraunchyse Fessentine.

f Franchise, v. Obs. Forms: 4 fraunchise,

5 fraunch(a)yse, fraunches, 6 - franchise, [a.

OF.franchiss-, lengthened stem o(franchir, (.franc

free : see Fbank**.-] trans. To make or set free
;

to invest witii a franchise or privilege ; m Enfran-
chise v. Const, from, of.

1390 Gower Conf I. 269 Thus stonden all men fraunchised.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 114 Hit ys no3t semly .. pat
vsurers . . Be fraunchised for a free man. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (1840) 3 From other dayes that day whas so de-

vyded, And fraunchesid from mystes and from reyne. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 325 b/2 The kyng . - fraunchysed al

England of the trybute. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vi. clxxi. 165

He .. fraunchaysed that towne with many great lyberties.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts xxii. 28 Before I could

be franchisid & made a citizen. 156a Leigh Armorie{ 1597)

74 b, Though all the towne were franchised, yet horses are

not toll-free to this day. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. i. 28, I ..

still keepe my Bosome franchis'd. 1633 J. Done Hist.

Septuagint 24 The summe then of those were franchis'd,

mounted unto 400 Talents. 1773 L Ross Fratricide 11.

931 (MS.) Every Soul, when franchis'd from its dust, May
quit this life with certain hope in thee. 1793 W. Roberts
Looker-on (1794)11.432 Franchised by nature, .he [Dryden]

felt that he could adventure in poetry beyond any other

writer of his age.

Hence f !Pra*nchising vbt. sb.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 43 a, If the Lorde make to

him [his villaine] a lease oflandes. .thys is nofraunchisinge.

1644 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 82 ClaudiuV speech, .concern-

ing the franchising of the town.

Franchised (frtrntjizd, -tjaizd), ///. a. [f.

Franchise sb. and v. + -ed.]

FRANCO-.

+ 1. Of a city, etc. : a. Possessing the right of

sanctuary, b. Invested with municipal or political

privileges. Obs.

ft- I5°3~4 -4<-t 19 Hen. VII, c. 36 Preamb., Sir Edward
kepith hym in such hidelles and other places fraunchesed.

1546 Langley Pot. Verg. De Invent. 111. viii. 74 b, Moses
. .did institute thre franchised tounes.

b. 1451 Paston Lett. (1872) I. 194 It was a fraunchised

town and within the Duchye. 1538 Leland Itin. 11711? V. 43
There hath beene a Franchisid Toune, now clene decayith.

1641 Termes de la Ley 215 Seised of lands in Gavelkind,

as in Kent, and in other places franchised.

2. Of persons : Made ' free ' of a body politic.

1520 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford it Eny Fraun-
chesid man sworn unto the fraunches. 1558 Reg. Gild
Corpus Chr. York (1872) 220 note, The mayour's kid-cot,

where unto franchised men are used to be commytted for

their oflens. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <fr
It. Isl. II. 116

The community, composed of all the franchised citizens.

t 3. Made free, enfranchised. Obs.

1650 Earl Monmouth tr. SenauWs Man become Guilty

257 The one was but a franchised slave, and the other a
common Player. 1753 L. M. tr. Du Boscq's Accomplished
Woman II. 114 Anicetus. [Note] His [Nero's] franchis'd

slave.

t Fra*ncllisemexit. Obs. [a. OF.franchise-
ment, franchissement,(. franchir \ see Fbanchise

v.] The action of setting free or investing with a

franchise ; the state or fact of being enfranchised

;

= Enfranchisement.
1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 74b, The franchisement (of

Couentrie] was graunted to her vpon condition, that shee

should ride naked through the same Citie. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. v. xi. 36 Artegall. . went, .to worke Irenaes franchise-

ment. c 1611 Chapman Iliad v. 375 He could scarce enjoy

The benefit of franchisement. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. yi.

49 Till. .the. .superior court shall see cause to restore him
to his franchisement or freedom again.

b. A privilege.

1779.9/. Papers in Ann. Reg. 416/1 His Christian Majesty,

in making reprisals, would also limit the franchisemen ts of

the ships of this state.

Franchiser, nonce-wd. [f. Franchise sb. +

-ER 1.] One possessed of the (elective) franchise.

1843 Carlyle Past <S- Pr. in. xiii. (1872) 187 O free and
independent Franchiser.

Franc hoode : see French hood.

Francic (jrarnsik), a. ? Obs. [ad. med.L.

Francic-us, f. Francus Frank sbX\ =* Prankish.
1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 445 Books written in the Samaritan

..Francic. .and Islandic. 1782 Burney Hist. Music (1789)
II. iv. 261 Lai (lay) seems a word purely Francic and Saxon.

1831 For. Q. Rev. VII. 379 He asserts that the language

which the Saxons introduced into England must have been

Francic. 1833 G. S. Faber Recapit. Apostasy 37 The short-

lived Francic Emperorship.

FrancisC ; fransrsk). Also franeesque, -isque.

[ad. med.L. francisca, or its adopted form in Fr.]

A battle-axe varying in form, used by the Franks.

i8ox A. Ranken Hist. France I. 21 One soldier, .raising

his franeesque or battle-axe, struck the vessel. 1864 Kings-

ley Rom. \ Teui. vi. (1875)141 Franks came down.. with.,

heavy short-handled double-edged francisc.

FraMfiifTjiajT (fransiskan), a. and sb. [f. med.

^TTVranasc-us Francis + -AN.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the order of St.

Francis
;
pertaining to the Franciscans.

[1577 Frampton Joyful News 1. (1596) 26 A Passenger ,

.

did aduertise mee that a Frauncis Frier, etc.] 159a Shaks.
Rom. fy Jul. v. ii. 1 Holy Franciscan Frier^ Brother, ho?
1667 Milton P. L. in. 480 They who

;
. Dying put on the

weeds of Dominic, Or in Franciscan think to pass disguised.

1865 Pusev Truth Eng. Ch. 36 The long Franciscan con-

troversy about poverty.

B. sb. A friar of the order founded by St. Francis

of Assisi in 1209.

1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 67 The Franciscans.. in

the time of Sixtus Quintus . . are sayd to have beene found

by survey to be xxx. thousand. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 216

This Learned Franciscan did so far excel the ancient

Magicians. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 143
Enthusiastic Franciscans who think the end of the world

at hand.

Hence Pranci-scanism, the system and practice

of St. Francis and the Franciscans.

1855 Milman Lat. Chr. IV. 275 The first patron of Fran-

ciscanism, Gregory IX.

Francize (fm'nsaiz), v. In 7 francise. [ad.

F' .franciser, (.franc-ais French.] trans. To make
French. Hence Franclza'tion [in F .francisation\

the action of making French or investing with

French nationality, the status thus conferred.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies n. (1662) 26 He was an English-

man Francised. 1888 Times 20 Nov. 5/1 Francisation shall

not be too readily accorded. 1888 Daily Tel. 21 Nov. 5/2

Why then do Arab boats, .receive francisation?

Franco- (frx'ijktf), originally med. L., combining

form of Franc-i the Franks or French ; chiefly in

combs, signifying ' Frank or French and . . as

Franco-American, -Gattican, -Gauls, -German,

-negroid, -Prussian, -Roman. Cf. Anglo- 2.

1711 Ld, Molesworth tr. Hotman's Franco-GalUa (1721)

12 These were Franks, not Gauls, or rather Franco-gauls.

Ibid. 28 A true History of Francogallican Affairs. 1817 G.

S. Faber Sacred Cat. Prophecy (1844) II. 182 The Franco-

Roman Emperor. 1861 J. G. Sheppard Fall Rome xiii.

740 The Franco-Gallican Church . . would seem to have

almost entirely lost the character of a religious institution.

1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 478/1 The Franco- American

Claims' Committee decided in favour of the claim. 1885



FRANCOLIN. 511 FRANK.
Lady Brassey The Trades 285 Hayti, the Franco-negroid
portion of San Domingo.

Fraucolin (frarrjkeHin). [a. Yx.francolin, ad.

It. franco lino.} A bird of the genus Francolinus
(sub-family Perdicinx or Partridges\ somewhat
resembling a pheasant. Alsofranco/in partridge.

[1594 Carew tr. Huarte y

s Exam. Wits 304 Partridges
and Francolini haue a like substance.] 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. xxxvii, Plovers, francolins, briganders. 1696
tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 68 Cooks usually stick one
of the Feathers of the Wings into the Body of a Francolin.
1808 A. Parsons Trav. i. 4 Hares are plenty . . and the
francolin (heathcock) from October to June. 187a Baker
Nile Tribut. xiii. 227 The trees formed a shelter for the
black francolin partridge. 1880 P. Gillmore On Duty 380
That splendid bird here denominated a pheasant (but pro-
perly speaking a francolin).

Francolite Jrse-rjk^bit). Min. [f. Franco (see

below) + -lite.] A variety of apatite found at

Wheal Franco in Devonshire in stalactitic masses.
1850 Philos. Mag. Ser. m. XXXVI. 311 Fraticolite.

Francophil e (frarnk^fil), a. and sb. [f.

Franco- + Gr. (piKos friend. A newspaper word.]
A. adj. Characterized by excessive friendliness

to the French. B. sb. One who is so affected.

1889 Pall Mall G. 10 Jan. 6/2 The Francophil tendencies
of the English Court. 1891 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 478 Franco-
phobes and Francophiles. 1891 Times 15 Aug. 5/3 His
admiring Francophile countrymen. 1893 Rev. Current
Hist. (U. S.) III. 253 Attributed, .to Francophile and Pan-
slavist influences in St. Petersburg.

Francophobe (frse-rjUfcub), a. and sb. [f.

Franco- + Gr. <p6&o$ fear : see -phobe.]

A. adj. Affected with a morbid fear of the French.
B. sb. One who is so affected.

1891 Times 15 Aug. 5/3 In conclusion, observes this ..

Francophobe critic. 1891 Btackiv. Mag. [see Francophile],

II Franc-tireur (TrahUror). [Fr. ; f. franc free

(see Frank a.) + tireur shooter, f. tirer to shoot.]

One of a corps of light infantry, originating in the
wars of the French Revolution, and having an
organization distinct from that of the regular army.
1870 Daily News 3 Oct., All the volunteers, whether

called Francs-tireurs or National Guards .. will .. be em-
bodied in one regular army.

Frangent (frarnd^ent), a. [ad. L. frangent-
em> pr. pple. oifrangtre to break.] Causing frac-

tures. (Webster 1864 cites H. Walpole.)

Frangibility (freendgibi-liti). [ad. F. fran-
gibilite, f. frangible see next and -ity.] The
quality of being frangible or breakable.
1783 Fox Sp. E. India Bills 1 Dec. Sp. (1815) II. 240 He

allows the frangibility of charters, when absolute occasion
requires it. 1816 P. Cleaveland Mineralogy 55 Frangi-
bility. .This property can be described only in general terms;
or by comparing one mineral with another in this respect,

11835 J-. MacCullochW*j<!j/j Attrib. God (1837) II. 454
Steel. .will maintain nearly the same tenacity or strength
. .under a frangibility which yields to the slightest impulse.

Frangible (frae*nd
t
$ib'I), a. [a. OF. frangible,

as if ad. L. *frangibil-is, f. frangere to break.]
Capable of being broken, breakable.
c 1440 Songs <y Carols (Percy Soc.) 65 An adamant stone,

it is not frangebyll With no thyng but with mylkeof agett.
C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 320 The frangabyll tyn, to
lubyter, yf *e can dyscus. 1598 Barret Theor. Warresv.
ii. nan of hard stone, or of soft, frangible, and easie. 1647
Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. vi. 121 The Councell is blasphem-
ous in saying that Christs glorified body is passible and
frangible by naturall manducation. 1659 D. Pell Impr.
Sea 383 Your ships .. are but made up of., frangible
materials. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 223 Hard-
ness from 7 to 9, difficultly frangible. 1865 Cornh. Mag.
Sept. 259 Whenever., the housemaid [had] broken any little

frangible article. 1883 Harpers Mag. Jan. 192/2 The least
frangible rays predominate.

b. as sb. in //. Things breakable, nonce-use.
1824 Mirror III. 19/2 Strut around your room .. to the

manifest terror of all frangibles in your reach.

Hence Frangibleness.
1676 H. More Remarks 100 The lightness and frangible-

ness of Glass.

Frangipane (frsrndsip^. [a. F.frangipane,
said to be from Frangipani, the name of the in-

ventor.]

1. A perfume prepared from, or imitating the
odour of, the flower of the red jasmine.
1676 Shadwell Virtuoso m. H 4 a, I have choice of good

Gloves, Amber, Orangery, Genoa Romane, Frangipand [sic].

1717-41 Chambers Cycl., frangipane, an exquisite kind of
perfume. i8$8Simmonds Diet. Trade, Frangipane.
2. The red jasmine tree {Plumiera rubra), from

the flower of which the perfume is prepared.
1866 Treas. Bot., Frangipane, Plumiera rubra.
3. In various applications : see quots.
1844 Hoblyn Med. Diet., Frangipan, an extract of milk,

for preparing artificial milk, made by evaporating skimmed
milk to dryness, mixed with almonds and sugar. 1858 Sim-
monds Diet. Trade, Franchipane, Frangipane, a kind of
pastry, a cake of cream, almonds, spice, &c.
attrib. 1892 Garrett Encycl. Cookery, Frangipane Flawn
..Frangipane paste. 1895 Jusserand Eng. Ess. 98 Lafleur,
whom he often asked to make frangipane tarts.

Frangipa n)ni(fiTend3ipx-ni,-pa ,

ni). = prec.i.
1864 in Wehster,

Frangulin (foeTjgi/?lin\ Chem. [f. the mod.
Lat. name of the tree {Rhamnus) Frangul a + -in.]

(See quot.) Hence FrangruTic (acid) a.

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 706 Frangulin .. a yellow
crystallisable colouring matter, contained in the bark of the
berry-bearing alder. 1872 /bid. Suppl. 623 Frangulic acid.

t Franion. Obs. Also 6 fronion, frannian.
[Of obscure origin.

Cf. OF. fraignant, pr. pple. offraindre to break ; fraig-
nets uproar. The usual explanation that the word is a cor-
ruption of Faineant hardly suits the sense.]

A gay reckless fellow ; a gallant, paramour. By
Spenser applied also to a loose woman.
1571 Euwardes Damon <y Pith, in Hazl. Dodslcy IV. 60

Hut, my franion, I tell you this one thing. 1587 Turber-
\ile_ Epitaplts fy Sonn. (1837) 319 Whereby to set their
frontons harts on fire. 1589 Rare Triumphs Love cy For-
tune m. i. in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 179, I am a gentleman, a
courtier, and a merry frank franion. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
v. iii, 22 This ladie .. Is not .. Florimell . . Hut some fayre
franion, fit for such a fere. 1600 Heywood 1st Pt. Ediv. IV,
Wks. 1874 I. 44 He's a frank franion . . and loues a wench
well. 1810 Lamb Poems, Going or Gone, Fine merry fran-
ions, Wanton companions.

Frank (fnerjk), sbA and a. 1 Forms : 1 Franca,
Fronca, 3 Franke, 4-7 Fran(c k^e, (8 Franc),
7- Frank, [ad. L. Franc-us, F. Franc ; a name
of Teut. origin, repr. OMG. Franco = OK. Franca
:—prehistoric *Frankon-.

It is usually believed that the Franks were named from
their national weapon, OE. franca (: - *frankon-) javelin ;

cf. Saxon (Sahson-), thought to be from *saliso- (OE. scax)
knife. The notion that the ethnic name is derived from the
adj. meaning ' free ' (see Frank a.'2 ) was already current in

the 10th century ; but the real relation between the words
seems to be the reverse of this.]

A. Sb.

1. A person belonging to the Germanic nation,

or coalition of nations, that conquered Gaul in the

6th century, and from whom the country received

the name of France.
Beoioulf 1210 iGr.) In Francna fajSm. < 1205 Lay. 3715

Cordoille be wes Francene quene. a 1300 Cursor A/.

21081 To be franckis prechid he. 1776 Oiisbon Decl. fy F.
I. x. 259 These Germans, .maintained the honourable epithet
of Franks or Freemen. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St, Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 457 A family of slaves under the
Romans risen to Nobility under the Francs. 1844 Li>.

Brougham Brit. Const, iii. (1862) 40 The Franks, who
founded the French Monarchy.
2. A name given by the nations bordering on the

Levant to an individual of Western nationality. Cf.

Fehinohee.
1687 tr, De Thevenot's Trav, 11. 1. xi. 51 They presently

blazed it abroad that I was a Franck. a 1734 North Lives
II.456 All European nations that live among them.. are
called Franks. 1808 A. Parsons Trav. iii. 62 Foreign mer-
chants called franks. 1886 Pall Mall G. 10 July 4/1 The
Greeks . . calling their Roman brethren ' unbaptized dogs '

and Franks.

f 3. With ellipsis of ' language '. A lingua

franca or mixed language. Obs. ~ l

1681 Nevile Plato Rediv. 13 In Germany or Holland ..

most of the Hosts speak a certain Franck, compounded of
Dutch, Latin, and Italian.

f B. adj. Belonging to, characteristic of, or cus-

tomary among the Western nations of Europe. Obs.
1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 245 Heating him most cruelly,

and all the rest of the Francke Pilgrimes. i68SLond.Gaz.
No. 2336/5 Two Led Horses, richly furnished, one after the
Franke, and the other after the Turkish Fashion.

t Frank, *M Obs. Forms : 4 frawnke, 6-7
franke, 7 franck, 5- frank, [a. OF. franc in

.same sense.]

1. An enclosure, esp. a place to feed hogs in ; a
sty. Also, the process of fattening animals.
?rti4oo Morte Arth. 3248 Alle froytez foddenid was bat

floreschede in erthe, ffaire frithed in frawnke appone tha free

bowes. c 1440 Prot/tp. Parv. 177/1 Frank, kepynge of
fowlys to make fatte, saginarium. 1562 Bulleyn Def.
agst. Sickness 67 The fatte Oxe, or vglie brauned Bore . . can
not come out from their frankes or staules. 1621 Sander-
son Serm. I. 194 Like boars in a franck, pining themselves
into lard. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 115 The Frank should
be in form something like a dog kennel, a little longer than
the boar. 1823 Crabb Technol. Dict.

y
Frank, a place to feed

boars in. And in mod. Diets.

A* "563 Becon Compar. Lord's Supper % Pope's Mass
Wks. III. no, I may speake nothyng of that most fatte
francke of Whoremongers, Adulterers . . and suche other
idle beastes.

2. Comb. : frank-fed a., fed in a frank ; fatted.

1550 Bale Image Both Ch. xiv. H ij b, The frank fed
porkelynges ofthat gredy gulf. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 480
These guests of his fared so highly, that a man would haue
said they had bin franke-fed.

Hence + Fra'nky a. nonce-wd., looking as if

frank-fed ;
' stalled \

1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis in. (Arb.) 77 We view'd grasing
heards of bigge franckye fat oxen.

t Frank, *&» Obs. rare. [? Short for Frank-
incense ; cf. France.]
14. . Epiph. in Tundale's Vis. no Franke. 1502 Arnolde

Citron. (1811) 234 Spycery. .Frankke.

+ Frank, sb.* Obs. Also 6-7 fran(c)k(e. [f.

Frank v.] A name given to the plant Spnrry,
from its fattening properties ; alsofrank spurry.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxviii. 56 This herbe [Spurry] is

called in Knglishe Francke, bicause of the property it hath
to fat cattdl. 1640 Parkinson Tlieat. Bot. 562 Both the
Dutch and we in England call it Spurry or Franck Spurry,
for the causes aforesaid, but I do a little more explaine the
names, in calling it Francking Spurrewort. 1659T0RRIANO,

Spergota, the hearb Frank, Surrie, or Spume : it is good to
fatten cattle.

Frank (frocrjk), sb. r> [f. Frank v.2]
1. The superscribed signature of a person, e.g. a
member of Parliament, entitled to send letters post

free.

1713 ' Philopatrius' Rcjl. SachcverelCs Thanksgiv.-
Day 4 The Franks are now become a Monopoly to one Side.

1776 TwtSS Tour in Ireland 37 The third custom is that of
forging franks. 1812 Scott Let. to Crabbe in Lockhart
Lijc xxv, I must, .send this scrawl into town to get a frank
. . it is not worthy of postage. 1852 Rainb Mem. Surtecs
02 note, The want of a frank for a letter. . frequently afforded
him an errand.

Comb. 1859 Sala Gas-light fy D. v. 62 There were regular
frank-hunters—men who could nose a member who had not
yet given all his franks away.

2. A letter or envelope bearing such a super-

scription.

1755 WESLEY Wks. 11872) XII. 182 Mr. Perronet sends
them down to me in franks. 1781 Cowter Wks. (i8j7)XV.
63, I did it to save a frank. 1806 Scott Fam. Lett. i6Dec.
(189.1) I. 62, I cannot employ time or a frank better than by
inquiring whether you have got rid of the unlucky typhus.
1838 IMckens Nick. Nick, xvi, To send the manuscript in

a frank to the local paper. 1878 Svmonds Shelley 26
Shelley, .would stop to fix his father's franks upon convenient
trees and shoot at them.

3. fig. Mark of approval ; ' stamp \ rare.
1876 li'orldV. No. 108. 1 1 Impecuniosity has had the frank

of Fashion.

Frank (fherjk), sb$ dial. [app. a rendering of

the sound made by the bird ; see quots.] A heron.
1823 Moor Suffolk ll'ds., Frank, the large slow-flying,

fish-eattng, heron . . Our name is probably derived from its

monotone—which is supposed to be Uke_/r a a a nk. [1829
Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 4 All the flesh and feathers
I could see. .were ' old Francis ' (a heron) and ' the parson

'

(a cormorant). 1870 Athena;tan 10 Sept. 332 When danger
is apparent, the Heron rises with his peculiar cry of 'frank '.']

Frank, a. 1
: see after Frank sb. ]

Franki,frajrjk),<?.'- Forms: 4franc, 5-6 franke,
6-7 franck(e, (6 francque^, 5- frank, [a. OF.

;

franc {
= Pr. franc, Sp., Pg., It. franco) :—med.Lat.

fancus free ; originally identical with the ethnic

i
name Francus (see Frakk sb.*), which acquired the

,

senseof ' free' because in Frank ish Gaul full freedom
was possessed only by those belonging to, or adopted
into, the dominant people.
Cf. the use of the originally ethnic name Slave, and ofOE.

;
wealh, orig. ' Welshman ', to denote a person of servile con*
dition.]

1. —Free in various applications of the word
;

;
often frank andfree. fa. Free in condition ; not
in serfdom or slavery. Obs.
The meaning of the first quot. is doubtful : perh. = 2.

^1300 Maximian 159 (Digby MS.) in Anglia III. 280
, Of herte ich was wel li}t. .And franc mon of honde. a 1470
I

Tiptoft Ceesar (1530) 13 He was frank 8; free borne hi a free

i
cytye. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 40 a, The pleyntyfe say.
ethe that hee is franke and of free estate and noe vyUeyne.

f"b. Free to come and go ; released from capti-

j

vity. KX^ofrank and quit ; cf. Fr. franc et quilte

I (Commines), Anglo-L. liber et quietus. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 66 He shulde . . deliver out of prison' a
gret nombre of yong men of werre of Cartage . . and he

,
shulde goo frank and quite, a 1533 J,n. B&RNEBS Huon

j

xliii. 143 He and all his company shall deperte franke and

I

free at there pleasure. 1633 J. Done Hist. Septuagint 25

!

All the Jewes that.. have been taken.. shall be sent francke
1 and free.

t c. Free from restraint or impediment; unre-

I

stricted, unchecked. Const, of Of a wind : Steady

I

(cf. Fr. ventfranc). Obs.
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 41 He . . was all free and

:
franke of alle bis enemyes. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen. I'll/, c. iS
Many shippes . . haue . . had their franke passages without

[

let impedimente or interruption. 1538 Stabkev England
j

1. ii. 53 Euery one of them, .are desyrouse of frank lyberty.

1559 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. viit. 22 When franke

[

election first beganne. 1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. 1. i. 46
,

If any happen to mislike, that they may francke and free
appeale unto the Court of Rome. 1579 Fenton Guicciard.

I

I. (15901 30 He offered him. .franke power to dispose of him
and his armie. 1624 Wotton Archil, in Reliq. (1672) 35
A frank light can mis-become no ./Edifice whatsoever. i6»8

I

F. Fletcher World Encomp. 45 Being glad, .to fall asterne
I

againe, with francke winde [etc.].

T d. Free from obligation in respect of payments
or other conditions; free of charge; unconditional.

Frank traffic = Free trade. Obs.

1525 Ld. Bfkners Froiss. Il.ccxxii. [cexviii.] 685 Desyre
..that ye may be franke and fre fro all subsydies. 1534
More Treat. Passion Wks. 1286/2 Landes .. franke and
free simpliciter and wythout anye condicion. 1581 J. Bell
IIaddon"s Answ. Osor. 391 b, Let Pardons be as francke
and free as they would seeme to be for me. 1591 Spenser
M. Hubberd 531 Thou hast it wonne, for it is offranke gift.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 210 A faire free and franke of al

custome. 1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 517 The remission of
our sins is the frank forgiving of our debts. 1660 F. Brooke
tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 405 All nations . . went thither by
reason of franck Traffick. 1727 Pope, etc. Art 0/Sinking
122 The court of aldermen, .snail all have their places frank.

f e. Free from anxiety, unburdened. Obs.
r 1477 Caxton Jason 104 The goode shipman began to

rowe with a franck corage. 1558 Bi\ Watson Se7'. Sacram.
xxvi. 168 With a franke harte and a good wyll.

2. Liberal, bounteous, generous, lavish, esp. in

dealing with money. Const f of. \ Frank house
= open house '.



FRANK.
1484 Caxton Chivalry 92 Chyualryc and Fraunchyse

accorden to gyder..the knyght must be free and franke.
1582 N. Lichefield tr. Casta?thedas Cong. E. Ind. iv. 13
Through whose, .franke distribution of that he had, many of
our men were recouerd. 1587 Fleming Conin. Holinshed
III. 1 299/1 My lord Norths, .was no whit behind anie of the
best for a franke house. 1588 Mnrfrel. Efist. (Arb.) 39, I

would wish you not to be so francke with your bribes.
1608-11 Bp. Hall Medit. $ Vows iii. § 32 The world, like a
frank Chapman, sayes, All these will I give thee, a 1639
Wotton in Ciutch Coll. Cnr. I. 217 They have always been
frank of their blessings to countenance any great action.

1672 Drvden Marr. d'la'Mode Ded., You are endued with
that excellent Quality of a frank Nature, to forget the good
which you have done. 1676 Etheredge Man 0/Mode v.

1, Lose it all like a frank gamester on the square. 1851
Carlyle Sterling in. vi. (1872) 219 He. .set about improve-
ments.. on a frank scale. 1856 Froi'de Hist. £'»£-. (1858)
I. i. 43 In such frank style the people lived.

-f*b. in bad sense (of a woman;.
173S Pope Ep. Lady 71 Chaste to her Husband, frank to

all beside.

C. Of a horse : Frank to the road= Free a. 20 c.

1816 Scott Antiq. xl, ' He's very frank to the road.'

3. a. Not practising concealment ; ingenuous,

open, sincere. Of feelings : Undisguised.
1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions App. 321 Thebonde-

man . . lacketh the francque noblenes of minde. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. 1. iii. 38 Bearing with frank appearance Their purposes
toward Cyprus. 1656 W. Montague Accompl. Worn, n
Quick and lively humours are readier and franker ; but then
the Melancholy are the discreeter. 1741 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I. 146 We dined together in a most . . frank
manner. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i, Frank in his
temper, ingenuous in his sentiments. 1815 Elphinstone
Ace. Caubul (1842) I. 323 The manners of the Afghaunsare
frank and open. 1847-8 H. Miller First Impr. v. (1857) 63
The English are by much a franker people than the Scotch.
1873 Black Fr. Thule vi. 93 A look of frank gratitude in
her eyes.

b. With reference to speech : Candid, outspoken,
unreserved.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xi. 10 Whome he
folowed also in franke reprouing of kinges. 1599 Shaks,
Hen. V, I. ii. 244 With franke and with vncurbed plain-

nesse, Tell vs Dolphins minde. 1660 Ormond Let.toCoiv-
ley in Academy (1893) 7 Oct. 296/2 An ingenuous and frank
recantation. 1790 Burke Fr. Fev. Wks. V. 251 In their con-
versation frank and open. 1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I.

131 How frank and downright in speech. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis xvi, The honest frank boy just returned from
school. 1870 Mrs. Riddell Austin Friars ii, You may as
well be frank with me.

c. Avowed, undisguised ; downright.
1752 Wakburton Wks. 181 1 IX. vi. 135 The Founders of

empires and false religions, .were frank Enthusiasts. 1849
Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv. § 2. 95 Farther than this man's
invention could not reach without frank imitation. 1877
Daily News 27 Dec. 6/2 What may be effected by frank
force remains to be seen. 18.. Med. News L. 306 (Cent.)
Although there frank peritonitis coexisted.

f 4. Of plants, trees, etc. : Of superior quality

for the purpose to which they are applied
;
pro-

ducing good and abundant fruit, or the like. Often
applied to cultivated as opposed to wild plants.

Of drugs, etc. : Of high quality, valuable. Cf.

Frankincense. Obs.
i486 Bk. St. A limns C ij b, Take powder of Canelland the

Juce of franke cost. 1572 Mascall Plant. A- Graff. (1592)
52 Take your Cions of a Peach tree, .and graffe them vpon
a frank Mulberie tree. 1574 Hyll Planting 85 All sortes
of franke trees , . may be graft with graffes. 1578 Lvtb
Dodoens 11. lxxvii. 250 There be two sortes of Sage, the one
is small and franke, and the other is great. Ibid.w. lxvii.

743 The secondekind of Withy called the Franke Ozier hath
no great stemme. 1601 Holland Pliny 1 . 369 The greatest
price of the garden frank-Myrrh, or that which is set by
mans hand is 22 deniers. 1647-8 Cottkrell Davila's
Hist. Fr. (1678) 40 Applied all manner of frank remedies.

+ 5. Luxuriant in growth, lusty, vigorous. Obs.
1550 Bale [mage Both Ch. ix. I iv, When they were ones

franke & fatt, they stode vp together proudely agamste the
Ixirde. Ibid. K j, I behelde in a visyon the horses, franke,
fatte, and fearce. 1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions \. i.

24 The graciousnes of the earth was also abated, and the
francke fertilitie therof. . withdrawen. 1591 Spenser Muio-
fotmos 148 Over the fields, in his franke lustinesse, And all

the champain o're he soared light. 1626 Bacon Sylva% 540
The Sap is not so frank as to rise all to the Boughs.

6. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as ffrank-born,

-faced, + -handed, -hearted (whence frank~hearted-
ness) adjs ; +franklike adv.
1600 Holland Livy xlv. xxiv. (1609) 1217 All of us in

Rhodes *franke-borne and of free condition. 1873 A. Dobson
Vignettes in Rhyme, Sundial xii, Blue-eyed, *frank-faced,

with clear and open brow. ? 1x1626 Breton Mad World
(Grosart) 8 A wench as *franck-handed, as free-hearted, and
as liberall for love. 1644 Bulwer Chirol. 62 Of a bountifull

disposition and franke-handed. a 1600 Hooker Serm. Hab.
ii. 4 Wks. 1888 III. 604 That *frank-hearted wastefulness
spoken of in the gospel. 1813 Scott Trierm. 1. xi, The
frank-hearted Monarch. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixviii.

10 Signifieth an unconstreyned willingnesse, or a meere
*frankhartednesse. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 89 She
made a large behest, Of gold that she would *franklike
give.

+ Frank, v.^ Obs. [f. Frank sb. 2]
1. trans. To shut up and feed {up) in a frank,
i 1440 /'romp. Part>. 177/1 Frankyd, saginatus. 1553

Eden Treat. Neive hid. (Arb.) 29 They .. francke them
vntyll they be very fat. 1556 Withals Diet. (1568) 38a/2
Altilia,s\\ things franked to be made fatte. 1600 Holland
Livy vi. xvii. (1609) 228 The Commons doe feed and franke
up, even for the shambles and butchers knife the fautors and
maintainers of their weale and libertie.
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2. To feed high ; to cram. Also with up.
1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 1. (Arb.) 24 Theyre panch with

venison they franck. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 539 They .

.

franke them vp like fat ware, with good corn-meale. 1633
T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 22 When they are saginated and
franked, their turn comes to bleed.

fig- *555 Abp. Parker Ps. lxiii. 175 Lo thus my soule
full frankt shall bee. 1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace
i. 5 Israel . . franked and pampered with prosperitie. 1633
Ford Broken H. m. ii, One that franks his lust In swine-
security of bestial incest.

b. intr. for reft. To feed greedily.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. (1602) 102 That frankes and feedeth

daintily, this pines and fareth ill.

Hence f Pranked ///. a., fattened in a frank or
pen. f Fra-nking vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 177/1 Frankynge, saghiacio. 1466
Paston Lett. No. 549 II. 268, xxvii. frankyd gees, vi*. viii</.

1574 Hki.lowks Gueuara's Fa/n. Ep. 98 They set before her
..franked Fesant. 1611 Cotgr., Engrais de volatile, the
franking or fattening of fowle. 1675 Hobbes Odyssey xvn.
171 Fat goats enough they sacrifice, And franked Swine.

Frank ifrcerjk), v.~ [f. Frank a.l
y
see sense 1 d.]

1. trans. To superscribe (a letter, etc.) with a
signature, so as to ensure its being sent without
charge ; to send or cause to be sent free of charge.
Obs. exc. Hist.
1708 Hearne Collect. 14 June, They'l be frank't at y«

Posthouse. 1745 Advt. in Swift 's Wks. VIII. 297 It is de-
sired their letters may be either franked, or the post paid.

1764 J. Clayton in Darlington Mem. f. Bartram, etc.

(1849) 4 11 Dr. Franklin would be kind enough to frank
a small parcel of seeds from you to him. 1804 Med. Jml.
XII. 334 The post-masters-general have had the liberality

to frank the correspondence of the Society. 1818J. Jekyll
Corr. 7 Dec. 118941 74 Brougham has just left me ; and . . I

made him frank this cover, a 1834 Wirt Let. to Carr in

J. P. Kennedy Life (i860) II. xiv. 228 This is the last letter

I shall ever frank to you as Attorney-General. 1855 111. Land.
Neivs 21 July 70/1 The stamp must be folded outside ; and
this will frank the paper throughout the United Kingdom
for fifteen days. 1887 Spectator 29 Oct. 1441 He .. has
franked masses of letters, .with the President's stamp.

b. absol. (In quot. 1774 = 10 obtain franks.)

1774 Westm. Mag. II. 600 The trading Cit, whose object
was to frank. 1785 Trusler Mod. Times III. 231 Many a
day have I slipped off my coat, and franked away as for life.

C^fig. To facilitate the coming and going of (a

person); to furnish with a social passport, secure

entree into society for.

1801 Spirit. Pub. jrnls. IV. 25 A few yards of muslin, &c,
and a gig on a Sunday, will frank you for the whole week.
1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 702 The premier .. franks him
through England by introducing him to the royal presence.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. ii. 98 Even some of the best
established and most respectable titles have difficulty in
franking themselves through all parts of the country. 1887
Stevenson Mem. a> Portraits i. 2 English, .will now frank
the traveller through the most of North America.

2. To pay the passage of (a person) ; to convey
gratuitously.

1809 Scott in Smiles Life f. Murray (1891) I. vn. 151,
I believe I shall get franked, so will have my generosity for

nothing. 1851 Thackeray Lett. 140, I suppose I could be
franked through the kingdom from one grandee to another.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. ii. 190 He got an opportunity of
being franked to Poland.

3. To secure exemption for ; to exempt. Const.
against, from. Cf. Frank a.'1 1.

1876 M iss Yonge Womankind xxix. 260 Most people being
in all probability franked against all the common epidemics
they have once had. i88x Saintsbury in Academy 15 Jan.
4X The abstract merits,. are almost franked from criticism.

Hence Franked///, a., Franking vbl. sb. and
///. a.

1727 Berkeley Let. to Prior 27 Feb. Wks. 1871 IV. 141
You must take care that no one packet . . exceed the limits

of franking. 1748 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Wortley
M. 17 July, I begin to suspect my servants put the franking
money in their pockets. 1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 9
The Pay-office shall transmit, .a franked order for payment.
1845 M'Culloch Taxationu. vii. (1852)321 Franked letters

were in most instances addressed to those who could best

afford to pay the expense of postage. 1869 W. M. Rossetti
Mem. Shelley p. xxxiii, In his franking signature outside

some of his son's letters. 1880 Disraeli Endym. xii, They
had never paid postage. They were born and had always
lived in the franking world.

Frank, v.'& Build. (See quot.)

1823 Nicholson Pract. Builder 585 Franking, in sash-
making, is the operation of cutting a small excavation on
the side of a bar for the reception of the transverse bar, so
that no more of the wood be cut away than may suffice to
show a mitre when the two bars are joined together.

Frankable vfrarrjkabT), a. [f. Frank v.2 +
-able.] That may be franked.
1811 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 239 This is a MS. of a

frankable size. 1894 Columbus Dis/>.iOhlo) 17 Oct. 7/3 The
envelopes, not containing any frankable matter.

Frank-almoign, -almoin. Law. [a. AF.
fraunke almoigne : see Frank a.2 and Almoign.]
(See Almoign 2.)

t Frank-arbitrian. Obs. rare. [f. F.franc
arbitre free-will + -ian.] A free-wilier.

1633 W. Struther True Happincs 19 This is the mother
of the Frank-arbitrians pride.

+ Frank bank. Law. Obs. Also 6 frank
bench, [a. AF. franc banc, =med.L. francus
bancus : see Frank a 2

, Bank sb.2] = Free bench.
[1419 LiberAlbus 1. ii. (Rolls) 68 Quae habet francum ban-

cum suum.] 1598 Kitchin Courts Leet (1675) 202 The
Woman . .shall have all the Copyhold whereof the Husband

FRANKISH.
died seized for her Franck-bench. 1605*6 Act 3 Jas. I,

c. 5 § 1 1 The Widowes Estate and Frankbanck. 1651 G. W.
tr. Cowels Inst. 59 Tenants in Franck Banck.

Fra*nk-chase. Law. [f. 1- rank a.- + Chase.
sb.] Free chase: see quot. 1641 and Chase sb. 1 2.

1587 Harrison England ir. xix. (1877) 1. 310 The franke
chase . . taketh something both of parke and forrest. [1594
Crompton Jurisdict. E. 1. Trespas F. 239 Leleyde franke
chase est, etc.] 1641 Termesde la Ley 167 Franke chase is

a liberty of Frank chase, by which all men having land
within this compasse are prohibited to cut downe the wood,
or discover, &c. without the view of the Forester, although it

be his owne. c 1645 Howell Lett. iv. xvi. (1655) 39 None
but the King can have a forest ; If he chance to passe one
over to a Subject, 'tis no more Forest, but frank Chase.

Franker (frse-nkoj). [f. Frank v.~ + -er I.]

One who franks a letter.

1784 Mrs. Boscawen Let. in Mrs. Delany's Corr. Ser. 11.

III. 228 Myson us'd to have the honour to be franker to
your ladyship. 1818 Miss Mitforo in L'Estrange Life
(1870) II. 35 He has the worst fault a franker can have ; he
is un-come-at-able. 1880 Antiquary 25/1 The stamp may
usually be depended upon to authenticate the autograph of
the franker.

Frank-fee. Lam, [f. Frank a. 2 + Fee sb.

Cf. Anglo-L. liberum feodum.] a. A tenure of lands
in fee-simple, esp. as opposed to ancient demesne

;

see Demesne 4. b. Land so held.

1531 Dial. Doct. <$• Stud. 11. ii. 7 a, Whan a plee is remoued
out of auncyen demeane for that the lande is franke fee.

a 1626 Bacon Max. .5- Uses Com. Law ii. (1636J 6 If
tenant in ancient demesne bee disseised by the Lord . . and
the disseisee bring his assize in the Court of the Lord,
Francke fee is no plea. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind v. 70
Yet in his Hands the Land is Frank- Fee.

t Frank-ferm. Law. Obs. [a. AF. franke
ferme: see Frank a.2 and Farm sb.2] Freehold
tenure at a fixed rent.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 81 It was thought, in the
reigns of both Edward I and Charles II, a point of the
utmost importance, .to the tenants, to reduce the tenure by
knight-service to fraunke ferme or tenure by socage.

Frankfold. Law. [f. Frank a.- + Fold v.-]

= Faldage. Also Frankfoldage in same sense.

1609 Patent 7 Jas. I in Act 5 Geo. Ill, c. 26 Preamb.,
Rents, pensions, portions, frankfolds. 1628 Coke On Litt.

114 b, To hold . . frank foldage . . a man may make title by
usage. 1708 Termes de la Ley 352 Frankfold is where
the Lord hath benefit of folding his Tenants Sheep within
his Manor for the manuring of his Land.

Frankfort (fneTjkfoJt . The name of a Ger-
man city, attrib. in Frankfort black, a fine

black pigment used in copper-plate engraving.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 28 The black which is

made by sublimation of pitch in dark chambers, and termed
lamp-black and Frankfort black. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts, etc.

I. 814 Frankfort black is. .made by calcining vine-branches,
and the other refuse lees of the vinegar vats, in Germany.

Frankincense tfixTjkinsens). Forms : 4
franke ensens, 5 frank encens, -ensence, -yn-
sens, 6frankenscence,-insence, (6-7 fran(c)k-

umsence\ 6- frankincense, [a. OF. franc
encens: see Frank a. 2 and Incense. The special

meaning of the adj. in this combination seems to

be ( of high quality' : see Frank a 2
5.]

1. An aromatic gum resin, yielded by trees of the

genus Boswellia, used for burning as incense

;

olibanum ; occas. the smoke from the same.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 42 Thus album, i.

olibanum, franke ensens. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 8

Kynges iij With gold, myrre, and ffrankynsens. ?ci475
Sqr. loive Degre 849 Cloves that be swete smellyng, Franken-
sence, and olibanum. 155a Latimer Sertn. Gosp. vi. 188

Franckumsence to signify his priesthoode. 1645 Fuller
Good Th. in Bad T. (1841) 50 He. .sent Leonidas a present

of five hundred talents' weight of frankincense. 1718 Prior
Pleasure 904 Curling frankincense ascends to Haal. 1834
Lytton Pompeii iv. iii, Odour of myrrh and frankincense.

2. Kesin resembling this, obtained from firs or

pines. Also, the tree itself. x

1577 Harrison England 11. xxii. (1877) I. 342 The firre,

frankincense, and pine we doo not altogither want. 1620 J.

Mason Brief Disc. Ncivfoundland IS iij, Tarre.Tirpintine,

Frank- Incense. 1866 Treas. Bot., Frankincense . .European,
a resinous exudation of the spruce fir. The name is also

applied to Piuus Txda.
3. attrib. asfrankincense-pine, -tree.

1611 Hible Ecclus. 1. 8 As the branches of the frankincense

tree in the time of summer. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. m.
xxii. 436 Frankincense tree. C1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc.

I. 106/1 The Frankincense pine of Virginia (Pinus tvda).

Hence Prankincensed a., perfumed with frank-

incense.

i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. i. 204 No velvet-bound

missal, nor frankincensed manuscript.

Prankish (frarrjkij" ,

)
a. (sb.) For earlier forms

cf. French, [f. Frank .?/>.
1 + -ish.]

1. Of or pertaining to the ancient Franks.

x8o» W. Taylor in Monthly Mae. XIII. 11 The French,

through their Frankish ancestors [have] hacher. 1875 J. C.

Robertson Hist. Chr. Ch. III. 8 Leodegar was. .connected

with the most powerful families of the Frankish nobility.

2. Of or pertaining to the Western nations.

1594 Carew Tasso 1. lxxvi. 41 Onely the King of Trypoli

. . Athwart the Frankish army might haue stept. i86j

Fairholt Up Nile 52 Frankish gold has overridden religious

prejudices.

3. sb. The language of the Franks.

1863 Miss Sewei.l Chr. Names i. 6 France kept Frank

names, .while ceasing to speak Frankish.



FKANK-LAW.

f Frank-law. Law, Obs. [f. Frank a.2

+ I,aw.] The condition of a full freeman {liber

et legalis homo), esp. the liberty of being sworn in

courts, as a juror or witness.
1607U1C0WF.1.. 1641 Tcm/esde laLeyjZThey&riy attainted

shall lose his Franke Law [AF. perdera son Frank Ley], to

the intent that hee be not impannelled upon Juries or Assises.

Franklin (frarrjldin). Forms: 3 francoleyn,

4 fraunkeleyn, 4-6 frank(e)le(i)n, -(e)leyn,

(4 fran(c;kelain, -layn(e, 5 franklon), 6-9
fran(c)klin(g, -lyn(g, 6- franklin. [First re-

corded as Anglo-L. franc-colanns, francalanus,
franchelanus (i^-i3th c.) ; it appears as AF.
frattnclein #1307 (Du Cange s.v. Franchilanus).
The ultimate formation is clearly from med.L.
francus, OF. franc Frank a.~; but the process of
formation is somewhat obscure.
The suffix b usually supposed to represent the 0H( J. -line,

-ling. This is possible, but the analogy of Chamberlain is

not quite conclusive, as there is no trace of an OHG.
*franclinc or Lat. *franelingus, nor on the other hand does
L. *camerldnus appear. Possiblyfrancalanus may be f.

theadj._/Vw«<"rt//r 'having the rights ofa freeman', (.francus.
The earliest spelling franccolanus suggests that the word
was in 1200 supposed to be a compound.]

T 1. A freeman. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5374 First he was here als our thain Hot
now es he for ai franckelain. 1377 Langl. P. PI. H. xix. 39
And p > bat bicome crysten, by conseille of be baptiste, Aren
frankeleynes, fre men. c 1440 Pro////. Parv. 177/1 Franke-
leyne, tibertinus.

2. A freeholder; in 14-15111 c. the designation of
a class of landowners, of free but not noble birth,

and ranking next below the gentry.
[1200 Roluli Chartarum 43/1 Unam carrucatam terrae

apud Hamerwich cum villanis et franchelano. Ibid. 82/1
Omnia feuda militum et franccolanorum qui tenent de
eodem monasterio. a 1300 Vit. Har. Reg. (1885) 34 A duobus
ut fertur m^diocribus viris quos francalanos sive agricolas
voccant agnitus.] 1297 R. Glolx. (1724) 36 Wei may a
symple Francoleyn in mysese hym so bringe Of Intel lond,
wan per fel such of a kyng. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 239 No ober lorde stoute, ne fraunkeleyn of toun,
Tille holy kirke salle gyue tenement, c 1386 Chaucer Prol.
216 Ful wel biloved and famulier was he With frankeleyns
over al in his cuntre. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1071
Marchaundes & Franklonz worshipfulle & honorable. . may
be set semely at a squyers table. 1528 Roy Rede 3fe(Arb.)
100 One or two ryche francklyngis Occupyinge a dosen mens
lyvyngis. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. x. 6 Entred in, a spatious
court they see . . Where them does meete a franckhn faire

and free. 1618-29 •"'/*/• in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) *• l 7
To make. . Franckfines, and rich Farmers, Esquires, to pre-
cede them, would yield your Majesty also a great sum of
money in present. 1653 Moufet & Bennet Health's
Improv. (1746) 340 The Franklin's Bread of England is

counted most nourishing. 1659 Howell Lexicon, Proverbs
may be called the truest Franklins or Freeholders of a Coun-
trey. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. iv. v, His dress was that of
a .substantial franklin.

f3. Applied allusively to: A liberal host. Cf.

Frank a* 2. Obs.

1577-87 Holinsheij Chron. II. 31/1 To purchase the name
of a sumptuous frankelen or a good viander. 1727 So.mer-
ville Officious Messenger 72 No Franklin carving of a
Chine At Christide, ever look'd so fine.

Frankliniaii (fncnklrnian), a. (sb.) [f. the
proper name Franklin + -JAN.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Benjamin Franklin
;

also, following Franklin (in politics).

1767 Priestley Hist. Electricity in Fra//klin"s lVk$,(i%fy)
1 1. 6^ The Frankliniaii system. i3o8 J. Webster Nat. Phil.
133 The Franklinian Theory. 1814 J. Q. Adams Wks. 11856)
X. 00 In politics, Rittenhouse was.. Franklinian, democrat,
totally ignorant of the world.

B. sb. A follower of Franklin ; a Franklinist.

1794 G. Adams Nat. % Exp. Philos. IV. xlvi. 283 You will
find the ideas of the Franklinians concerning it quite contra-
dictory.

So Franklinic a. [see -ic], an epithet applied
to electricity excited by friction ; Franklinism
[see -ism], frictional electricity ; Franklinist
[see -ist], one who follows Franklin in his theory
of electricity.

1767 Priestley Hist. Electricity in Franklin's Wks. (1887)
II. 65 The terms Franklinism, Franklinist. .occur in almost
every page. 1772 Franklin Let. Wks. 1887 IV. 501 All the
rest, who have in any degree acquainted themselves with
electricity, are, as he calls them, Franklinists. 1862 Ohove
C&rr. Phys. Forces (ed. 4) 115 What is called Franklinic
electricity. 1883 B.C. Mann Psychol. Med. 556 (Cent.) It has
also been called 'frictional' electricity, .or Franklinism.

Franklinite (frarnklinaif . Min. [f. Frank-
lin, New Jersey, where it is found + -itk.] A
compound of oxides of iron, manganese, and zinc,

found in brilliant black crystals.

1820 Amer. Jml. Sc. II. 323 The black zinciferous
mineral, the Franklinite. 186a Dana Man. Geol. 84 Frank-
linite, an iron-zinc ore.

Franklinize (fncnklinaiz), v. [f. the proper
name Franklin (after Kenjam in Franklin) + -ize.]

trans. To operate on by Franklin's methods.
Hence Franklinized ppl. a. Also Franklini-
zation {Med.

)

, the therapeutic application of

'Franklinic' or frictional electricity.

1804 J. Larwood No Gun Boats 27 The Treaty between
la-Fayetted France and Franklinised America. 18.. Med.
News L. 509 (Cent.) Another method that may be applied
during the day is general franklinization.
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Frankly (free'nkli), adv. [f. Frank a.2 + -ly 2.]

In a frank manner.

f 1. Freely ; unrestrictedly, without restraint or
constraint. Obs.
1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 25 All other lawful! thinges. .to

do as liberally, frankelie, lawfully . . as if they . . had been
naturally borne within this realme. 1547^ City of London
Jrnls. 317 in Vicarfs Anat. (1888) App. lii. 132 [To] excer-
cyse the seyd . . office . . Franklye & frelye. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 544 The Sap . . cannot get up, to spread so frankly, as it

should do.

2. f a. In liberal or abundant measure, bounti-
fully, lavishly (obs.). b. In a liberal spirit, gener-
ously ; unconditionally, unreservedly.
1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. (1550) 102 The cattell .. was

. . frankely fed. 1581 J. Bki.l Haddon s Ansiv. Osor. 402
They would procure the people to deale their abnes some-
what more franckly. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis II. (Arb.) 48
Wee. .pardon francklye the villeyn. 1600 SuRFLET Countrie
Farme 1. xxiii. 130 Oxen are not to be fed so frankely and
full in winter. 1602 Rowlands "Pis Merrie when Gossips
meet (1609) 19 His Crownes vpon them frankly he bestowes.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. m. i. 106 Were it but my life,

I'de throw it downe..As frankely as a pin. 1611 Bible
Luke vii, 42 And when they had nothing to pay, he frankly
forgaue them both. 1647 H. More Phiios. I'., Oracle
61 Ambrosian streams .. Do frankly flow. 1671 True
Non-conf. 2, I do here francklie. .lay aside all wrath and
bitterness. 1683 ClavBRHOUSE 9 June in Mowbray Morris
Life xii. (1889) 142 All the Justices doe their deuty francly
and cheerfully. 1848 C. Bronte '). Eyre xi, The power of
meriting the kindness, .so frankly offered. 1877 Mrs. For-
rester Mignon I. 50 Sir Tristram accepts the invitation as
frankly as it is given.

3. Without concealment, disguise, or reserve

;

avowedly, openly, plainly. Occas. with ellipsis of
to speak.

c 1540 Fisher's Wks., Life (E. E. T.S.) p. li, This worthie
Byshopp. .was .. desired to speake his minde frankly and
freely. 1625 Bacon Ess., Suspicion (Arb.) 529 The best
Meane. .is franckly to communicate them [suspicions]. 1754
Chatham Lett. Nep/w.o iv. 24 Venture to own frankly that
you came to Cambridge to learn what you can. 1847
Lytton Lucretia 27 Frankly, if you can like my niece, win
her. 1865 W. Roberts Urin. <y Renal D/'s. 1. iv. (1885)
185 The deposition of the urates is sufficient evidence that
the urine is frankly acid. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iii. 79 It

would be impossible to accept more frankly the theory that
lying is wrong when it is found out. 1892 M. Dons St. John
I. xvi. 248 Frankly open your soul before Him.

4. With freedom of artistic treatment.
1851 Ruskih Stones V'en. (1874) I. xix. 198 Frankly com-

pleting the arch work and cornice of each. 1885 A themeum
23 May 669,2 Frankly painted, and with much good drawing.

t Fra*nk-ma:rriage. Law. Obs. [a. AF.
franc mariage : see Frank 0.2 and MaBBIAGE.] A
tenure in virtue of which a man and his wife held
lands granted to them by the father or other near
relative of the wife, the estate being heritable to

the fourth generation of heirs of their bodies, with-

out any service other than fealty.

C1150 Nnvminster Cartul. (Surtees) 117 Concesserunt eis

en fraunkmariage. c 1475 Partenay 1506 But you wil I gif
gentilly, sire, of myne . . With my fair doughter in franke
mariage. a 1647 Habington Sutv. Worcestersh. in Wore.
Hist. Soc. Proc. 11. 228 Simon his grandfather .. had the
same in franck mariage by the guyft of Henry Rolland.
1767 Blackstone Co/n/u. II. 115 Estates in Hbero maritagio,
or frankmarriage. 1866 Rogers Agric. *y Prices I. iv. 68
[He] holds a small amount of land id frank-marriage, and
another portion in fee.

Frankness (&a*nkne«). [f. Franks.2 + -ness.]

The quality of being frank.

f 1. Liberality, bounteousness, generosity. Also,
luxuriance. Obs.

1591 Percivali. Sp. Diet., Largueza, franknes. 1597
Hooker Feci. Pol. v. lxxii. § 2 To take downe the franke-
nesse of nature, and to tame the wildnesse of flesh. 1711
Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 124, I requested that
you might see it ; which, with his usual Frankness, he
readyly granted. 1738 Lucca's Mem. Pref. vi, Whether it

be on account of their Power at Sea, or their Frankness in I

spending their Money. 1762-71 H. Walfole Vertue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 64 He . .kept a great table, and
often pressed the king for money with a freedom which his

majesty's own frankness indulged.

2. Freedom of address or manner ; absence of
disguise, reserve, or suspicion ; candour, ingenuous-

ness, openness.
1668 Tkmple Let. Sir O. Bridgman Wks. 1731 II. 55 He

would return my Frankness to him with the same to me.
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 174 p 7 To expose the levities

of frankness. 1816 J. Scorr Vit, Paris (ed. 5) 28 The ser-

vants come with an air of frankness to assist him to alight.

1840 Arnold Hist. Rome II. 346 Fabius had experienced
also the noble frankness of Decius' nature. 1858 Froude
Hist. Eug. IV. xviii. 54 The King, .implored bis nephew to
meet his overtures with the frankness with which they were
made. 1875 Helps Ess., Secrecy 53 That happy union of
frankness and reserve, .comes not by studying rules.

b. esp. in speech : Outspokenness. More fully,

Frankness of speech (in early use = ' liberty of
speech ').

1553 Brende Q. Curti/ts vni. 159 All the libertie and
franckenes of speache being taken away. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 1, § 77'l'he Other . . declared with a veryunnecessary
Frankness, ' that he would have no Friendship, .with him '.

1729 T. Cooke Tales, Proposals, etc. 57 What from the
frankness of your Soul you say The Fool may tattel, and
the Knave betray. 1776 Gibbon Decl. <y F. I. 357 Profound

jdissimulation under the disguise of military frankness. 1823 :

Lamb Elia (i860) 132 She confessed, with her usual frank-
j

FRANTIC.
ness, that she had no sort of dislike to his attentions, i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiv. 168, I shall offend them.. by my
frankness in stating this. 1886 Academy 30 Jan. 83/3 Certain
roughnesses and franknesses of expression.

3. Freedom of artistic treatment.
1784 J. Barry in Led. Paint, vi. (1848) 221 A great work

in fresco, .requires, .spirit, frankness, decision. 1849 Ruskin
.S>7'. Lamf>s v. § v. 140 Two very distinguishing characters
of vital imitation are, its Frankness and Audacity.

Fra'iik-pledge. 0. E. Law. Obs. exc. Hist.
Forms : 5 fraunciplegge, 6 frankepledge, 6-S
£ran(c)(k)ple(d ge, 6- frankpledge, [a. AF.
franc-plege (Latinized franciplegium')^ f. franc
Frank a.'2, + plege Pledge; app. a Norman mis-
translation of OK. frip -borh peace-pledge (see

FiUTHBOKn),y)v^ having been supposed to be con-
nected with free]
1. The system by which every member of a tithing

was answerable for the good conduct of, or the
damage done by, any one of the other members.
16. . Act in Stow Sum. (1633)671 You shall ..inquire ifany

man . . abide within your Ward that is not put under frank
pledge. 1817 T. J. Pettigrew Leltsom II. 247 Every place
must, .be a free settlement, where frank-pledge is properly
maintained. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 4. 190 The system
of _

'frank-pledge ', or free engagement of neighbour fur
neighbour, was accepted after the Danish wars.
transf. 1796 Burke Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 50 The

solemn, sworn, constitutional frank-pledge of this nation.
*855 Macaulay Hist. Fug. 111. 13 The servants of the
Crown were not, as now, bound in frankpledge for each other,

b. View offrankpledge : a court held periodi-

cally for the production of the members of a tithing,

later of a hundred or manor. Cf. Coukt-leet.
Obs. exc. in formal notices.

[1292 Britton 1. i. § ij En cyteez et en burgs et en fraun-
cbises, et en tourns des viscountes, et en vewe de fraung
plege.J 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 29 § 1 Viewe of fraunci-
plegge within the purcynct of the seid Manoir. 1588
Fraunce Laiviers Log. I. xii. 52 b, A general! assembly, yet
called the view of Frankepledge. .or the Leete court, t'1630
Kisdon Surv. Devon § 91 1 1810) 88 The town hath a weekly
market, and yearly fairs, with toll and view of frank pledge.

1747 Carte Hist. F.ng. I. 311 Once a year, (and if necessary
twice) there was held an extraordinary assembly of the hun-
dred, called a view of frankpledge or court leet. 1818 [see 2].

1864 Notice on Kirkby{\ 'orks.) Church Door, A Court Leet
or Law Day, with view of Frankpledge., will be holden.

2. One of the mutually responsible members of
a tithing, etc. Occas. the tithing or decenary itself.

1502 Arntoi.de Chron. 93 Francpledee. 1523 Fitzherb.
Surv. xi. (1530) 25 True reue, true frank plege. 1754 Hume
Hist. Eng. I. ii. 50 These decennaries received the name of
the frank-pledge. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 114 Entire
vills sir Henry Spelman conjectures to have consisted often
freemen, or frank-pledges. 1818 Cruise Digest led. 2) III.

266 The view of frankpledge . . means the examination or
survey of the frankpledges.

t Frankpost. Building. Obs. [f. Frank «.-

+ P08T sb.~\ r An angle-post in a frame building.

1587 Harrison England 11. xii. (1877) 1. 233 In the.,
champagne countrie they are inforced for want of stuffe to

use no studs, .but onlie frankeposts, raisins, beanies, pneke-
posts. . whereunto they fasten their splints or radels, and then
cast it over with thicke claie.

Fra*iik-te:nement. Law. [a. AFr. ; see

Frank a.~ and Tenement.] = Freehold. So
Prank-tenure [see Tenukk].
[1292 Britton hi. ii. § 2 Brefs de dreit de mariage ne

sount inie fraunc tenement.] 1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 14 Yet
haue they no franke tenement bycause of the commen
lawe. 159a West i££ J't. Symbol. § 41 B, An estate of
franktenement, is where a man hath the freehold of land.
1600 Holland Livy xxi. xlv. (1609) 419 To enjoie to them
and their heires for ever, as freehold in frank tenure. 1643
Sik J. Spelman Case of Affairs 6 Vet does not he de-
prive the Lord of his Lordship in the Copy-hold, nor .

.

devest the Fee and Frank-tenement out of the lord.

flS- x593 Harvey Sufiererog. Wks. (Grosart) II. 229 See,
how the daggletaild rampalion bustleth for the frank-tene-

ment of the dung-hill.

t Frank-tenementary. Sc. Lata. Obs.

[See -ary.] One who possesses freehold lands.

1488 Acta Dom. Cone. 92/1 Quharethrow he Introniett

w* pe saidis landis bot be his grantschir quhilk wes bot
franktenementare alanerly.

t Frankve'rytie. French Lcudal Law. Obs.

[ad. V.franc/ie verity lit. ' frank truth ' : see Frank
a.- and Veiuty.] A feudal court at Calais.

1528 Sir R. Weston hi Dillon Calais fy Pate (1892) 92
Fynes and amercements presentable every yere at the Court
of Frank verytie. .Every household ought to pay to the King
for the Frankverytie vjd .

Frans(e)y, -ical, obs. ff. Frenzy, Frenzical.

Frantic (fice'ntik), a. and sb. Forms: a. 4-5
frentik(e, -tyk(e, 6 phrentique, 6-7 fren-,

phrenti(c k(e. &. 4-6 frantyk(e, 6-8 fran-

ti(c)k(e, 6 frantycke, -tique, (6 phrantic), 7-

frantic. [ME. frentik. frantik, a. OY.frenetique

(mod.F.fre'ne'tujue), ad. late L. phrcneticus deliri-

ous (see Phrenetic), a corruption of Gr. (ppevntKos

affected with <ppcvtris delirium : see Frenzy.]

A. adj.

1. Affected with mental disease, lunatic, insane

;

in later use, violently or ragin^ly mad. Now rare.

a. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 6 'Wel artou wittl ', quod
heo ' wisdom to telle To fayturs or to fooles that frendk IB.

x. 6 frantyk] ben of wittes !

' 1401 Pol. Poems [Rolls) II. 85,
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I do the wel to wite, frenlike I am not. 1467 J. Paston in

Pastan Lett, No. 569 II. 299 As for John Appylby, he is

half frentyk. 1586 Bright Melanch. xi. 52, I . . haue ob-

serued .. in phrenticke persons the strength doubled vpon
them. 1644 Digbv Nat. Bodies (1645) 1. 413, I have seene

some frenticke persons, that [etc.].

0. iflfc Trevisa Bartk. De P. R.x.xxiW. '1495) 132 Also
by . . acorde of musyk seke men and frantyk come ofte to

theyr wytte ayen and helthe of body, c 1420 Ckron. Vilod.

587 Frantyke men hadden per hurre wytte. 154* Boorde
Dyetary xxxvii. (1870) 298 Euery man the whiche ismadde,
or lunatycke, or frantycke. 1664 H. More Myst. /nig.

Apol. 562 It makes you look like a Company of Frantick
men or Deemoniacks. 185a Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast.
Ord. 240 His father, believing him frantic, shut him [St.

Francis of Assisi] up and bound him in his chamber.
absol. 1787 Cowper Lett. 24 Dec, AM the frantic who

have been restored to their reason.

2. transf. Affected by wild and ungovernable ex-

citement ;
' mad ' with rage, pain, grief, etc. f Also,

in early use, applied as a term of reproach imputing
extreme folly (cf. the variation in the shades of the

lit. sense 1).

[c 1477 Caxton Jason 56 b, He was so angry that he semed
better frantyk. .thenne other wise, a 1547 Surrey /Eneid
ii. 410 And thus as phrentik to our gates he ran.] 1561 T.
Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. xiii. 11634) 56 There be risen up
certaine phrenticke men as Servetto and other like. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 420 The furious Mare.. is frantick
with Despair. 173a Law Serious C. v. (ed. 2) 73 That they
must be grave and solemn at Church, but may lie silly and
frantick at home. 1822 W. Irving Braceh. Hall xvi. 140
Julia, pale, bleeding, .supported in the arms of her frantic
lover, a 1839 Praed Poems (1&64) II. 204 Miss Jonquil was
perfectly frantic. 1881 ' Rita' My Lady Coquette xii, His
Aunt and Cousin are frantic with fear.

fig. 1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. 1. Wks. 1856 I. 17 A heart

;
.Raging more wilde then is thisfranticke sea. 1798 Frerb

in Anti-Jacobin vii. 24 War with herself see frantic Gallia
wage. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. v. 176 Fiery, frantic Mars, the
unnatural plague Of man.

3. f a. Of a disease : Attended by frenzy or de-
lirium {obs.). b. Pertaining to, characterized by,

or displaying frenzy ; delirious, wild
; + insanely

foolish.

_
a. 1565 Calfhill Anrta. Treat. Crosse 32 b, Ye shal see

it proued in plain words, a frentike part to worship Images.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 267 It is more grievous then

y phrentique sicknesse of madnesse. 1594 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. in. viii. 144 Esteeming in the phrentique error of their
mindes the greatest madnes in the world to be wisedome.

.
0- «'S33 Frith Disput. Purgat. Prol. (1829) 93 The

ignorant people.. was fallen into that frantic imagination
that [etc.]. 1586T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1.666 There
are (as I take it) two causes intermingled, which breede this
franticke feaver of our France, the one proceeding from the
estate, the other from religion. 1589 Cogan Haven Health
ccxliii.264 Strange Agewes arise, raging continuall, burning,
phrantike. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. 150 For in a franticke
piety they cause a Smith to pull forth their eyes. 1781
Giubon Decl.fy F.\\\. xlviii. 47 She displayed a frantic and
impotent rage. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 142 The
royal captives, .were slowly moved along, amidst the horrid
yells . . and frantick dances . . of the furies of hell. 1814
Southey Roderick \. 81 He threw his hands aloft in frantic
prayer. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. xii. 129 His welcome by
the citizens was frantic.

t 4. quasi-o^T/. Frantically. Obs. rare.
<ri6ooSnAKS. Sonn. cxlvii, Past cure I am . . And frantic
mad with evermore unrest, a 1652 Brome Queene's E.xch.
111. i. Wks. 1873 HI- 497» I fear he's brain-crack d, lunatick,
and Frantick mad.
5. Comb., as +frantic-headed, \ -like adjs.

1558 Phaer s&neid iv. 647 Her golden heare she tare and
frantiklyke with moode opprest, She cried, O Iupiter [etc.].

1640 Br. Hali, Episc. 11. xix. 199 ^Erius saith he was a man
frantick-headed, proud-minded.

+ B. sb. One who is frantic or frenzied; a lunatic,
a delirious patient. Obs.
a. c 1380 Wycuf Serm. x. Sel. Wks. I. 26 Resoun shulde

teche hem pat bet ben worse ban frentikes. 1565 Jewel
Repi. Harding (1611) 106 Persons Excommunicate, Infants,
Phrentickes, and Mad Men. 1616 B. Jonson Devilem Ass
iv. vi, You did neuer heare A Phrentick, so in loue with his
owne fauour ! 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 11. 88
The world was little better than a common fold of Phren-
ticks and Bedlams.
£• *574 J- Jones Nat. Beginning Groiv. Things 34 Idiots,

Dolts, Lunatikes, Frantikes, and blockheads. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiii. § 99 He was esteemed as a frantick,
and sent to the Marshal-See for a Lunaticke foole. 1669
Penn No Cross Wks. 1782 II. 96 Being slighted of them
for a ninny, a fool, a frantick [etc.]. 1758 Jortin Erasm.
I. 192 The combustions raised by these Frantics.

Hence \ Pra'ntic v. inlr.
}
to move frantically.

1635 Quarles Embl. v. iv. (18x8) 270 Like to the arctic
needle, that . . First frantic's up and down from side to side,
And restless heats his crystal ivory case.

Frantically (frarntikali), adv. [f. Frantic a.

+ -al + -ly -.] In a frantic manner.
1749 Hurd Horace's Art of Poetry Notes § 123 She

herself .. says, fiercely indeed, but not frantically. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. v, Our philosopher .. was heartily
and even frantically in Love. 1859 R. F. Barton Centr.
A/r. in Jrnl, Geog. Soc. XXIX. 332 Frantically flourishing
his spear and agitating his bow.

Pranticly (frre-ntikli), adv. [f. Frantic a. +
-ly 2

.] = Frantically.
1549 rale Letand's N. VeaSs Gift D i b, Them that so

frantycklye on theiralebenchesdo prattle. 1596 Edivardlll,
in. v, He lion-like. . Franticly rends and bites the woven toil.
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. ix. (1626) 190 Hopelesse, her
hated mansion she eschues: And frantickly, her brothers
flight persues. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 8 The one is
gloomy and ferociously distracted ; the other is merrily, but

perhaps not less franticly mad. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xix, She cried thus franticly, to ears which she was taught
to believe were stopped by death. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 687/2 Everything here was. .franticly scrubbed.

Franticness (frarntiknes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The state or condition of being frantic.

a 1529 Skelton.S/. Parrot 411 Of frantycknesand folyssh-

nes, Whyche ys the grett state ? 1583 Golding Calvin on
Deut. clxxii. 1568 Men bee driuen with a certaine furie or

frentikenesse. 1664 Pepys Diary 15 Aug., Her kinswoman,
who it seems is sickly even tofrantiqueness sometimes. 1718
Entertainer Ho. 21 P 6 Frantickness, and a Start of Passion,

they deify'd as the Extremity of Courage and Resolution.

1878MRS. YIvhg'e.kvokx) Molly Baivn (1893) 139 You have all

the franticness to yourself.

T Fra'ntlillg, vbl. sb. Obs. nonce-wd. Used
to express the noise made by peacocks.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xiii. 107 The barking of

Curs, .coniating of Storks, frantling of Peacocks.

Franzy, dial, form of Frenzy.

t Frap, sb. Obs. rare — 1
, [echoic: cf. Rap.]

A noise made by knocking. In quot. attrib.

1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis iv. (Arb.) 120 Mightily rapping
Her brest with thumping frap knocks.

Frap (frap), v. [a. OF. frapcr (mod.F. /rap-

per) =Vr.frapar, It. frappare to strike ; of obscure

origin, but perh. f. the Teut. rootfiap- : see Flap.
It has been conjectured that the ONorthumb. (gelfr&Pgiga

meant 'to strike'; it renders iren'erebuntur (which the

glossator may have mistaken for verberantur !) and accus.

arent. The two ostensible senses are so irreconcilable that

the supposition of a blunder seems justifiable ;
possibly the

ONorthumb. may preserve the Teut. root of the Rom. word.

J

1. a. trans. To strike ; to beat ; also fig. Obs.

exc.dial. fb. intr. To strike (at, on). Obs.

a. 13. . Coer de L. 2513 With myn ax I schal hem frape.

a 1330 Syr Degarre 13 He . . frapte his tail with gret mi^t
Upon Degarres side, c 1400 Destr. Troy 10515 Kepis you
in couer . . Tyll the kyng and his company by comyn within

;

ffallys on hym fuersly, frap hym to dethe. 1566 Painter
Pal. Pleas., Rhom. <y Jul. (1575) II. 197 Who heart was
frapped with sutch surpassing woe, as neither teare nor word
could issue forth. 1583 Stanyhurst yEneis 111. (Arb.) 88

A seabelch grounting on rough rocks rapfulye frapping Was
hard. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Bread, You may know
that the Oven is hot enough, when frapping a Pole against
the Hearth, .small Sparks arise. 1892 Northumbld. Gloss.,

Frap, to strike, to rap.

b. 13 . . Coer de L. 4546 The Crystene on hem gan fast to
frape. la 1400 Morte Arth. 1115 He. .frappez faste at hys
face fersely per-aftyr ! 1750 Ellis Mod. Husb. IV. iii. 65
(E. D. S.) If [the calf's tail] do not bleed to your desire, frap
about it with the handle of a knife.

2. Nattt. To bind tightly. [So also in Fr.]

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 22 b, Thei frapped together
xxiiii. greate Hulkes. 1578 Bourne Inventions No. 14. 10
The caske beine layd close vnto the ballest, and fraped
down close, that it doth not stirre. 1703 [see Frape 2

.] 1756
GentI. Mag. XXVI. 15 Who. .caused the stern-post and stan-
dard to be frapped together, and both of them to be frapped
to the mizzen-mast. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780),
Ceintrer, to frap a shia or pass turns of a cable round the
middle of the hull of a ship, to support her in a storm. 1835
Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy. iii. 32 It seemed possible to frapp
the shrouds and stays in such a way as to secure it from
going overboard. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxv. 82 We
succeeded, .in smothering it and frapping it [the sail] with
long pieces of sinnet. 1857 S. Osborn Quedah xii. 151 All

superfluous branches were lopped off, and the whole well
frapped together with cords. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.,
Frap, to secure the falls of a tackle together by means of
spun yarn, rope yarn, or any lashing wound round them.
1879 Farrar St. Paul (t8$3) 714 They could not help in

such technical tasks as frapping the vessel. 1882 Nares
Seamanship (ed. 6) 45 The end is. .frapped round all parts.

b. To brace the cords of a drum by pulling them
together. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 914.

t Frapaille. Obs. [a. OF. frapai/k, collect, f.

frape'. see Frape 1
.] A contemptuous name given

to abodyof people; rabble; esp. the camp-followers
of an army.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13319 J>er frapaille

pat lei nought to be in bataille Vnder an hil be set bem pere.

t Fra*part. Obs. rare. Also in contracted

form frap. [a. OY.frapart, f. frapper to strike.]

Only in friar frapart \y.frtre frappart ' s'est dit

tVun moine libertin et debauche (Littre)].

a 1535 More How Serjeant ivoldc lerne to befrere 267 in

Hazl. E. P. P. III. 129 The frier frap, gate many a swap.
1600 O. E. Repl. to Libel Ep. Ded. 3 Be they monarkes, or
be they fryer frapartes. Ibid. 1. i. 5 A .. religion ., built
vpon impious popes, frier fraparts, and massing priests
mouthes.

t Fra'pe.1 Obs. f? a. OF. frap of same mean-
ing, i.fraper : see Frap v.]

1. A crowd ; a mob, the rabble.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 323 f>e brid day com grete

frape, Si conged him away, a 1400 Pistill ojSusan 289 pei
be fendes al pe frape. la 1400 Morte Arth. 2091 This gen-
tille. .ffyghttez with alle the ffrappe a furlange of waye.
c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 5085 Ther cam of hem a grete
frape, Ful like Giauntez thei wer y-shape. 1706 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. I. 1. u Let loose the Frape to shew their
Folly. 1710 — Brit. Hud. 1. 11 This wild Frape, to Mis-
chief free.

2. ? Tumult, disturbance.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 320 In alle pis mykelle

frape wex a grete distance Of Boniface be pape, & be kyng
of France. [1824-28 Craven Gloss., Fra/s, noise, tumult.}

Frape 2
, frap. [? f. Frap v. (see quot. 1703).]

(See quot. 1867.) Alsofrape- boat.
1703 Dampier Voy. III. 20 From which girding them with

Ropes, which our Seamen call Fraping, they have the
Name of Frape-boats. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.,
F'rap, a boat for shipping salt, used at Mayo, one of the
Cape de Verde Islands.

t Fra*ple, v. Obs. [Cf. F'hap v. and OF. fra-
pillier to be indignant, murmur.] intr. To dis-

pute, wrangle, bluster.

a 1595 Kellkv in Ashm. Theatr. Chan. (1652) 324 Then
you begin to fraple, Swearing and saying, what a fellow
is this? 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxvm. iv. 342
Frapling one against another /n? and contra.

Hence + Frapling1

vbl.sb., f Fra-plinjj ppl. a.

Also Fra pier sb. arch., a blusterer, bully.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia''s Rev. iv. iii, Thou art., a frapler,

and base. 1600 O. E. Repl. to Libel 1. ii. 50 This frapling
frier. 1600 Holland Livy vm. xxiii. (1609) 297 What
frapling is here to no purpose. 1603 — Plutarch's A/or. 47
Idomeneus in frappling prompt, What mean'st thou thus to

frate ? 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 338
,ike a vaine & frapling surueyor, who [etc.]. 1863 Sala

Capt. Dangerous I. ii. 40 Grooms, and porters, and fraplers,

and bullies.

II Frappant (frapan), a. [Fr. ; f. frapper to

strike.] Striking, impressive.

1797 Scott Fam. Lett. (1804) I. 10 Her figure is not very
frappant. [1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. x. 60 That
ligneous barricado .. decorated with frappant and tintinnab-

ulant appendages.] 1823 Blaekw. Mag. XIV. 576 This
is so extraordinarily frappant, that the .. baronet .. only
ventured to put it forth once.

II Frappe (.frap^)* a - [Fr-
; Pa - pple. offrapper

in sense of * to ice (drinks) '.] Iced, cooled.
1848 Longf. in Life (1891) II. 121 A warm morning ;

frappe at noon with an east wind. 1870 Lowell Study
Wind., Good Wordfor Winter,The air you drink isfra//?.

t Fra*ppet. Obs. rare - *.

1607 Wilkins Miseries Euforctd Marr. Hjb, Why my
little frappet you, I heard thy Vnckles talk of thy riches.

Frapping (frse-piij), vbl. sb. [f. Frap v. +
-TNG '.] The action of the vb. Frap in various

senses ; an instance of this ; also concr. a lashing.

Frapping turns (see quot. 1867).
1804 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. Pref. 8 The opposite

ones are braced together under a bowsprit by a frapping.

1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 216, 3 takes hold
of the tube at the frapping with both hands. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., The frapping increases tension.

Ibid., Frapping turns, in securing the booms at sea the
several turns of the lashings are frapped in preparation for

the succeeding turns. 1882 Narf.s Seamanship ied. 6) 184
Pass a hawser round outside the rigging ready for frapping
in a wreck.

t Fra'ppish, a. Obs. [f. Frap v. + -ish; cf.

snappish. J Fretful, peevish.
163 1 Celestiua vn. 82 Hee is frappish, and I cannot beare.

t Fra'ry. Obs. Also 5 fray-, freyry ; and see

Friary, [a. OF"'. frairie, freriet i.frere brother.]

1. A brotherhood, fraternity.

13. . Seynt A'alerinejn Leg. Rath. (1840^ 196 He hath me
to his frari cald That schal be bot of mi bale, c 1430 Lydg.
A/in. Poems 171 Swiche a frary requyrithe Goddis curs.

c 1450 Cuckolds Dance 215 in Hazl. F. P. P. I. 47 We be
all offa freyry ; I ame your awne brother. ?rt 1500 A/an-
kind (Brandl) 45/144 pe numbur of pe demonycall frayry.

1505 Will of T. Proivdt (Somerset Ho.), I bequeth to seynt
Chadde frary.

2. = Friary.
1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 40 All their qwarters

. .was burryd at Pardone church yerde in the frary.

attrib. 1514 Grant in Wright Prov. Diet. s. v. Frary,
My frary dark.

Frase, var. form of Frais, Fraise.

Frase, obs. var. Phrase sb. and v.

Frasier (fifi-ziaj). Her. [ad. Y.fraisier straw-

berry-plant, (.fraise strawberry.] (See quots.)
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Frasier . . used by Scotch

heralds in the blazon of the coat of Fraser..but English
heralds call it a cinquefoil. 1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Frasier,
Erases or Fraze, the same as Cinquefoil ; sometimes termed
a primrose.

II
Frasilah.. Also 6 farazuola, frasoll, 7

frasslee. [mod.Arab. Ju^.l* fdrsalah, pi. &LJi

farasulah ; by some scholars thought to be of

Romanic origin : cf. Parcel.] A weight varying

from 12 to 35 pounds, used in the East.

1555 Eden Decades 239 The farazuola (which is xxii.

poundes and syxe vnces). 1599 Haki.uyt Voy. II. 1. 273
Which barre . . is 20 frasoli, and euery frasoll is 10 manas.
1698 Fryer Ace. E. Ind. <y /'. 211 The Weights by which
they are bought, are Baharrs and Frasslees; each Baharr
20 Frasslees, each Frasslee 12/. z866 Livingstone Last
frnls. (1873) I. ix. 228 An old man . . had once carried five

Irasilahs ( - 175 lbs.) of ivory.

t Frask. Obs. [ad. Yx.frasque, of same mean-
ing.] A trick.

1524 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 328 He shall finde the

same but fraskes, cawtelles, and subtelties. 1542 Paget
Ibid. IX. 49 We knowe your fraskes wel ynough.

Frass (frees), [a. Gcr. frasz, f. root of fresscn

( = Fret) to devour.] The excrement of larvae;

also, the refuse left behind by boring insects.

1854 H. F. Stainton Entomol. Comp. {ed. 2), The half-

eaten leaves attest but too surely that some devourer is

near. 'These indications of the presence of a larva are

expressed in the German language by the single word
'frass', and we may, without impropriety, use the same
word for the purpose of expressing the immediate effect of

the larva's jaws, and the more indirect effect of the excre-

mentitious matter ejected by the larva, i860 E. Adams in

Trans. Philol. Soc. 91 Frass, the rejectamenta found at the
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entrance of the burrows of wood-boring insects. 18 . . Board
of Agric. Leaflet No. 30. 1 If such apples are split in halves

a passage can be seen leading to the ovaries or pip-centres,

around which there is usually a mass of ' frass ',

Frass, obs. form of Fekash.

Fratch (.fiaetj), v- ^ow chiefly dial. [? ono-

matopoeic]

f 1. intr. To make a harsh or strident noise ; to

creak. Obs.
ci^oPromp. Parr. 76/1 Cherkyn, or chorkyn, or fracchyn,

as newe cartys or plowys, strideo.

2. To disagree, quarrel, scold.

1714 D'chess Marlborough in Madresfield Lett. (1875)

90, I am intirely of your Mind, that it is not the D. of

Marl.'s businesse to fratch. 1764 T. Brydc;es Homer Travest.

(1797) II. 54 While thus they fratch'd, the Greeks were getting

Just finish'd, as the sun was setting. 180a R. Anderson
Cumberld. Ball. (1805) 44 But let them fratch on. 1863

Mrs. Toogood Yorksh, Dial., Joseph and his brethren got

together fratching, and they put him in a pit. 1868 Holme
Lee B. Godfrey xiii. 72 Mr. Godfrey and father can talk

together for hours without fratching.

Hence Fratched ppl. a. In quot. transf. of a

horse : Restive, vicious ; Fra'tching* vbl. sb., a

scolding ; Fra'tching* ///. a. (also Fra tcheons,

Fratchety, Fratchy adjs.), that scolds, quarrel-

some. Also Fratch sb,, a disagreement, quarrel
;

Fratclier, one who quarrels, a scold.
( 1746 J. Collier (T. Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks.

(1862) 52 They'd'n some o' the warst fratchingst company
as eer I saigh. 1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Travest. (1797)

II. 119 Juno, that fratching quean, pretended Her sense of

smelling was offended. 1802 R. Anderson Cumberld. Ball.

(1805) 23, I mun heame. Or I's git a deuce of a fratchin.

1803 Ibid. 64 He . . aye crack'd his thoums for a bit of

a fratch. 1807 J. Stagg Poems 6 Blackan o* Warton, lie

was there. .An' fratcheous Gweordy Barns. 1847 Halliw.,
Fratched, restive,vicious, applied to a horse. Ibid.,Fratcher,

a scold ; one who brags much. North. 1854 Dickens
Hard T. 11. iv, ' I ha' never had no fratch afore sin ever

I were born wi' any 0' my like.
1

1875 Waugh Tufts Heather,
Old Cronies vii. Wks. 1881 IV. 285 Come, come, lads ; let's

ha' no fratchin' ! 1875 Whitby Gloss. s.v., ' A fratchy body '.

1879 Miss Jackson Sltro/sh. Word-bk., Fratchety, peevish,
irritable.

V || Frate (fra-ts). PL frati (frit*). [It.; lit.

1 brother'.] A friar.

1721 Richardson Statues in Italy 329 A Fine Madonna
of the Frate (Fra Bartolomeo is always so call'd). 1823
Lady Morgan Salvator Rosa ii. 48 The rules of the rigid

Chartreux oblige the prior and procuratore to flagellate all

the frati, or lay brothers. 1875 H. James A*. Hudson viii.

288 The frate crossed himself, opened his book, and wandered
away. 1889 Atheuxum 27 July 125/3 Every quarter had its

child-counsellors..—all children, vigilant, eager, irrespon-

sible instruments of the frate [Savonarola].

» Frater [ (W**tai). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 3
freitore, 4 freitur, -our, 4-5 freytour, frature,

4-6 frai-, fraytour, (5 freytowre, 6 fratour',

5-7 frayter, (5-6 frai-, fraytre, 6 fratre,

fratter, froyter), 5- frater. [a. OF. fraitur,
short for refreitor, repr. med.L. refectorium Re-
fectory.] The eating or refreshment room of

a monastery ; a refectory.
( 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 286/282 Seint Domenic axede of be

freitore : }wat is bi dede bere. c 1325 Poem Times F.div. II,

171 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 331 He shal into the freitur and
ben i-mad ful glad, c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 995 And after in

to be fraytre bo come he. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv.

xxxii. (1869) 193 Per was per inne cloystre and dortour,
chirche chapitre^nd freytour. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 241/2
There cam two yong men of y ' same habite and forme whiche
entrid in to y* refectory or fraitour. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 34 The church was shott in from monday unto
thursday, and the servys and masse sayd and songe in the
fratter. 1556 Withals Did. 64 A frailer or place to eate
meate in, refectorium. 1883 Athenaeum 24 Feb. 255/1 At
Westminster, .only the frater and the chapel of the infirmary
have been formally dismantled.

b. attrib. and Comb., as frater-wall \ frater-
house = Fratry i.

154.6 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 183 For takyng
downe of the roofof y- fraterhowse of Abynton. 1546 Bale
Eng. Votaries 1. (1550) 69 b, A roode there was upon the
frayter wall in the monastery. 1844 F. A. Paley Church
Restorers 25 Not less than one hundred brethren dined at
once in this noble frater house.

Hence f Fraterer, the monk who has charge
of the refectory. Also in fern, form and sense.
CX430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xlv. 11869) 197 She that

hath be gorgiere is ladi and freytoureere [F. refecturiere].
1483G1M. Angl. 141/2 Frayturer, refedorarius.

\ II Frater- .fr^'tei). [L. frater brother.]

fl. A friar. Obs.
1 158S T. Washington tr. NicJwlafs Voy. 11. xi. 46 The sayd

Frater hadde brought with him a great bottle. 1639 Ld. G.
Digby Lett. Relig. (1651) 78 As well furnished . . as you
may imagine some good Fraters closet in Spain .. is with
the works of Calvin, or Luther,

t 2. Cant. (See quots.) Obs.
1561 Awdelay Frat. Vacab. 4 A Frater goeth wyth a like

Lisence to beg for some Spittlehouse or Hospital. 1622
Fletcher Beggar's Bush 11. i, And these, what name or
title e'er they bear, Frater, or abram-man. 1673 R. Head
Canting Acad. 77 Fraters are such, who with a Counterfeit
Patent, beg for some Hospital or Spittle-house.

3. A brother, comrade. Also attrib.

1794 Burns Bard's Epitaph ii, Is there a Bard of rustic
song, Who, noteless, steals the crowds among, O, pass not
by ! But, with a frater-feeling strong, Here, heave a sigh.
18.. Blackie Death Columba 38, I am come to bless my
people, Faithful fraters, ere I die.

Fraternal (frata'-inal), a. [f. L. fratem-us
(f. frater brother) + -al. Cf. F. fraternel.'] Of
or pertaining to brothers or a brother ; character-

istic of a brother, brotherly.

1494 Fahvan Chron. v. cxvi. 00 His vncle Chilperich bare

towarde the sayd (iuthranus not very fraternall loue. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 170 Y e prayer that fraternall

charite or brotherly loue commendeth before god. 1656
Cowley Pindar, Odes Olyinpique Ode v, Those kind pious
glories do deface The old Fraternal quarrel of thy Race.

1738 Glover Leonidas 1. 247 Sorrows, which fraternal love

in vain Hath strove to soothe. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke
xxxix, The great new world—new Church I should have
said—of enfranchised and fraternal labour. 1874 L. Stephen
Hours in Library (1892) II. i. 8 More than one modern
writer has expressed a fraternal affection for Addison.

Hence Fraternally adv., in a fraternal manner,
1611 Cotgr., Fraterncllement, fraternally, brotherly.

1727 in Bailey vol. II. 1812 Examiner 4 May 284/2 So
fraternally gigantick were his imagination and his intellect.

1873 Sy.monds Grk. Poets xii. 412 Children of the earth, .the

Greeks loved all fair and fresh things of the open world
fraternally. 1883 Sir R. Temple Men .5- Women of My
Time ii. 19 The sitting Director, .entreated us. .to think
kindly, even fraternally, regarding the Natives of India.

Fratemalism frataunaliz'ra). rare. [f. prec.

+ -ISM.J The state or condition of being fraternal.

1893 in J. H. Barrows Pari. Relig. II. 154S Having pro-

claimed our fratemalism from this national housetop.

t Fraternality. Obs. rare - °. [f. as prec. +
-ITT.]

v
See quot.)

1727-36 Bailey, Fraternality, brotherhood; brotherliness,

brotherly Affection.

Fra'ternate, v. US. rare— , [f. 'L.frdtem-
us (see Kkateunal) + -ATE.] To fraternize.

1846 in Worcester (citing Jefferson); and in mod. Diets.

Fratema'tion. U.S. rare ~ °. [f. prec. : see

-ATioN.] Fraternization.

1846 in Worcester (citing Jefferson) ; and in mod. Diets.

t Fra'teme, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. OY.fraleme,
ad. L. fratem-us; (.frater brother.] Fraternal.
c 1470 Harding Chron. lxxxvui. viii, Austyn . . prayed .

.

Of fraterne loue and due obedience, To helpe hym furth.

Fraterilism. US. rare" , [f. L.frdtcm-us
+ -ism.] Fraternization.

1846 in Worcester (citing Jefferson); and in mod. Diets.

Fraternity (fratriniti). [a. OF. fraternite',

ad. L. fratemitdt-em, f. fratemus' pertaining to

a brother : see Fraternal and -ITT.J

1. The relation of a brother or rjf brothers ; bro-

therhood.
1390 Cower Conf II. 186 In the virgine, where he [the

godhede] nome Oure flesshe and verray man become Of
bodely fraternite. 1582 Bentley Mon. Matrones ii. 22 O
my brother what fraternitie ! O my child what delectation

!

1659 Pearson Creed (iZ^) 40 If sons, we must be brethren
to the only-begotten : but being he came not to do his own
will, but the will of him that sent him, he acknowledgeth
no fraternity but with such as do the same. 1669 Gale
Crt. Gentiles 1, 1. ii. 12 A Phenician Fable touching the
Fraternitie of al men made out of the Earth.

2. The state or quality of being fraternal or bro-

therly ; brotherliness.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvi. iii, Therfor was the round
table founden and the Chyualry hath ben at alle tymes soo
by the fraternyte whiche was there that she myght not be
ouercomen. 1598-9 E. Forde Parismus 1. vi. (1636) 34
Those Out-Iawes.. continued a great fraternityamongst them.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. To the King § 13 There cannot but
be a fraternitie in learning and illumination relating to that

Patemitie which is attributed to God. 1793 Burke Conduct
ofMinority §35 To substitute the principles of fraternity

in the room of that salutary prejudice called our Country.
1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. 255 It was a treaty of friend-

ship, fraternity, and alliance. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 106 Equality and fraternity of governors and governed.
•j* 3. A family of brothers. Obs. rare.

a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 23 When there is an
ample fraternity of the bloud Royall, and of the Princes of
the Bloud. Ibid. 40 Between these two Families, there
was.. no great correspondencie .. there was a time when
(both these Fraternities being met at Court) there passed
a challenge between them.

4. A body or order of men organized for religious

or devout purposes.
L-etters offraternity : letters granted by a convent or an

order to its benefactors entitling those named in them to
a share in the benefits of its prayers and good works.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 188 With [bam] were be

tempters, & per fraternite. 136a Langl. P. Pi. A. vni. 179
Thauh thou be founden in fraternite a-mong the foure
ordres. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 12 }if bei maken wyues
and ober wymmen hure sustris bi lettris of fraternite. 1401
Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 29 Why be ye so hardie to grant by
letters of fraternitie to men and women, that they shall
have part and merite of all your good deedes? a 1512
Fabyan Will in Chron. Pref. 5 To the fraternytie of our
Lady and seynt Anne, w'in the said church xiid. 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxvii. 105 Like unto the fra-
ternity of mercy among the Papists, which onely out of
charity, .do tend those that are sick. 1703 Maundrell
Journ. ferns. (17321 70 Each Fraternity have their Altars
and Sanctuary. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. iv. xxv. 193
In each mitred abbey of the order of St. Benedict, some
persons of the fraternity were appointed to register the
most considerable events. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann.
(18631 II. 'v. viii. 398 The first recluses and monks who
established religious fraternities in Scotland.
5. A body of men associated by some tie or
common interest ; a company, guild.
C 1386 Chaucer Prol. 364 An Haberdassher and a Car-

penter . . clothed in o liveree, Of a solempne and greet

fraternitee. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 4 Eche brober ober
suster bt ben of be fraternite .. schal geue somwhat in

maintenance of b ! bretherhede. 1433 E. E. Wills (1882* 95
The fraternyte of my erafte of cokts. 1483 Caxton Cato 2,

I William Caxton.. of the fraternyte and felauship of the
mercerye. 161s Coryat Crudities 13 This dooth the
fraternity of the shoemakers carry in solemne procession.
(( 1674 Clarendon Hist. Feb. xv. § 15 Fraternities enter'd

into there for the better carrying on that Plantation. 1762
H. Wali-ole Vertue's Anted. Paint. I. iv. 59 Their first

charter in which they are styled Peyntours, was granted in

the 6th of Edward IV, but they had existed as a fraternity

long before. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. viii.

442 The ancient, .fraternity of Free Masons. 1870 Yeats
Techu. Hist. Comm. 358 Scarcely a town of importance ..

in Italy was without its fraternity of goldsmiths.

attrib. 1671 Evelyn Diary 21 Sept., I din'd in the City,
at the fraternity feast in yron-mongers Hall.

6. A body of men of the same class, occupation,

pursuits, etc.

1561 Awdelay (title), The Fraternitye of Vacabondes.
1653 Walton Angler i. 5 Auceps. Why Sir, I pray, of what
Fraternity are you, that you are so angry with the poor
Otter ! Pise. I am. .a Brother of the Angle. 1686 N. Cox
GentI. Retreat, v. (ed. 3)44 Some ignorant Grooms, .think
they are able to give Laws to all their Fraternity. 1712
Henley Sped. No. 396 P2 The Fraternity of the People
called (Junkers. 1793 Burke Conduct oj Minority § 25 The
French fraternity in that town. 1838 Murray's Handbk.
N. Germany 91 Calais is one of those places where the
fraternity uf couriers have a station. 1858 Froude Hist.
Eng. III. xv. 269 [Henry] was. .ardently anxious to resume
his phiLe in the fraternity of European sovereigns.

Fraternization (free ta-maiz^-Jon). [a. F.

fraternisation : see Fkateknize and -ation.] The
action of fraternizing or uniting as brothers, the state

or condition of fraternity, fraternal association.

1792 Hist, in A?in. Reg. 2 They, .give the kiss offraterniza-

tion to negroes. 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 1. (1873) 31 The
Jacobins, in realizing their system of fraternization, always
contrived to be the elder brothers. 1851 L. Mariotti Italy
in 1848, 125 Something even approaching to a fraternisa-

tion ot the people with the dreaded foreign soldiery.

transf. 1878 T. Hardy Return of Native 1. i, The ol>-

scurity in the air and the obscurity in the land closed
together in a black fraternisation.

Fraternize ^fra;-tojnoiz, fir'-toi-}, v. [ad. F.

fratet niser, ad. med.L.fraterniz are, f. frdlemus,
{.frater brother : see -ize.]

1. intr. To associate or sympathize with as a

brothcroras brothers; to form a fraternal friendship.

1611 Cotgr., Fraterniser, to fraternize, concurre with,

be neere vnto, agree as brothers. 1807 Sir R. Wilson Jrnl.
1 July in Life (1862J II. viii. 290 Had Alexander not frater-

nized with Buonaparte. 1816 Scott Antiq. v, Too little of
a democrat to fraternize with an affiliated society of the sol-

disaut Friends of the People. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut. viii,

We fraternised upon the spot.

2. trans. To bring into fraternal association or

sympathy ; to unite as brothers. Now rare.

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1793 Blrke Conduct of
Minority § 7 A regular correspondence for fraternizing the
two nations had also been carried on. 1794C0LEKIDGE Relig.
Alusiugs vii, To know ourselves Parts and proportions of one
wondrous whole ! This fraternizes man. 1841 TaiPs Mag.
VIII. 326 Emissaries were soon sent to the West Indies to

fraternize the sable citizens of all the French islands. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 2 It might have. . reconciled and
fraternised my soul With the new order.

Hence Fraternized ppl. a., Fraternizing vbl.

sb. and ppl. a. Also Fraternizer, one who or

that which fraternizes.

1793 Trial of Fyshe Palmer 46 Had these fraternizing

principles been only heard in France, we might have cared
the less. 1795 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 74, I join
issue with the Fraternizers, and positively deny the fact.

iZiy Ann. Reg. 27 All societies, .which extended themselves
by fraternized branches. 1837 De Quincey in Tail's Mag.
IV. 72 All Whigs. .all, indeed, fraternisers with French
republicanism. 1858 Hogg Life of Shelley II. 463 The love
of equality, of levelling, and fraternising. i860 O. W.
Holmes Prof. Breakf-t. ii, The grand equalizer and fra-

ternizer is [wine]. 1880 H. James Portr. Lady v, A gentle
..old man, who combined consummate shrewdness with
a sort of fraternising good humour.

t Fratra'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [agent-n. f. L.

fratrare expressive of the swelling of the breasts

of boys at puberty, i.fratr-, frater brother.]
1666 J. Smith Pourtrad of Old Age 117 Inflation, and

Turgescency of the Seminary vessels both preparatory, and
ejaculatory ; commonly called Fratration.

Fratriage (ftvi'triieds). Law. Also fratrage.

[ad. med.L. fratriag-iitm, f. L. fratrii)- brother :

see -age.] (See quots.)

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Fratrage, the partition among
brothers or coheirs, coming to the same inheritance or

succession ; also that part of the inheritance that comes to

the youngest brothers. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., Fratriage,
a younger brother's inheritance.

Fra'tricidal, a. [f. next + -al.] That kills

or has killed his brother ; concerned with the

slaughter of a brother or of brothers.

1804 Ld. Teignmouth Mem. Sir W. Jones (1806) 202 A
fratricidal war between the learned. 1809 Campbell Ger-

trude Wyom. vi, Amidst the strife of fratricidal foes. 1850

Blackie sEschylits II. 202 All gashed and gored, by fratri-

cidal Wounds they die. 1865 Kingsley Hertiu. ix, Such
a method would give rise to fratricidal civil wars.

Fratricide l (nv'-trisaid, frartri-). [a. F. fra-
tricide, ad. L.frdtricida, {.frater brother + -cidfre :

see -cide 1.] One who kills his (or her) brother.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3955 Absolon his awenbrothere
sleere. .ffor he a ffratricide is calde. a 1685 Bp. Womock in

65 -a



FRATRICIDE.

Southey COMM.M. Bk. Ser. II. (1849) 193 For his [Calvin's]

bitter speeches Bucer gave him the title of a fratricide.

1779 Franklin Wks. (1889) VI. 289 If you will enable the

king to reward those fratricides, you will establish a pre-

cedent. i8ai Byron Cain. in. i, Hence, fratricide ! hence-

forth that word is Cain.

Fratricide- (fre'-trisaid, frartri-). [a. F. fra-

tricide, ad. L. fratricid-ium, f. frater brother +
-cidlrc : see -cide 2.] The action of killing one's

brother. (In Law also the killing of one's sister.)

1568 Grafton Citron. 3 For the which fratricide or brother

murthering, he [Cain] was by the sentence of Almighty

God publyshed for a vagabond. 1687 Boyle Martyrd.

Theodora ii. (1703) 25 Fratricide be justly listed among the

blackest crimes. 1703 Maundrell fount, ferus. (1721)

134 The Fratricide . . is said to have been committed in this

place. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) II. xxi. 425 The
stain of fratricide could never be entirely wiped away.

t Fra'truel. Obs. rare- 1
. [a.d.L.frdiruel-is,

i.frdter brother.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Fratruels . . brothers children,

cousin Germans.

Fratry \ fratery (fre'-tri, frcHeri). Also 9
fratory. [app. f. Fbatek ' + -Y.] = Frater '

.

1538 Leland /tin. III. 119 This John Chinok buildid the

Cloyster, the Dormitor, the Fratery. 157a R. H. tr.

Lattaterus' Ghostes (1596) 31 The scroll . . at the last they

found in the fratry. 161 1 Cotgr., Refeclouer, a Kefectuarie,

or Fratrie : the roome wherein Friers eat together. 1883

Norfolk Directory 486 The [Grammar] School was originally

kept in the fratory of the Blackfriars.

attrib. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. v. (1737) 18 He led us

into a. .Refectuary, or Fratrie-room.

b. By some modern writers applied (through

etymological association with Fratry 2) as the

name of a room in monastic establishments sup-

posed to have served as the common-room of the

' brethren ' ; also to the chapter-house.

1786 W. Gilpin Lakes Cumberld. (18081 II. xx. 95 The
fratry, as it is called, or chapter-house in the abbey. 1874

E. ShARPE Archit. Cistercians 18 The Fratry, the ordinary

day-room of the monks.

Fra'try 2
. Obs.exc. Hist. [ad. med.h. frdlria,

fratreia, i.frdter brother; app. the word was mixed

with the adoption of Gr. (pparptia, f. tppdrap guild-

brother. Cf. Friary.] a. A fraternity, brother-

hood, b. A convent of friars, friary.

1532 Tindale Exp. Matt. vi. 16-18 The hypocrisye of the

fratrye wher they eate but inuisible flesh, a 1571 Jewel
On Thess. (1611) 114 He selleth the mercies of

_
God, the

blood of the martyrs . . the merits of his fratries. 1581

Hanmek Ansm. Jesuits Challenge 6a, Here. .the merite

Cell of orders, Munkry, fratry, and societies is established.

1887 Boase Hist. Oxford 68 Agnellus of Pisa .. built a
school in the Fratry of Oxford.

II
Frail (frau). [Ger.] A married woman, wife.

a 1813 A. Wilson Foresters Poet. Wks. (1846) 214 Each
rugged task his hardy frau partakes. 1818 Blackw. Mag.
III. 532 Some half a score of Fraus sat round a table. 1880

Webb Goethe's Faust 11. vi, You have left the kettle and
scorched the frau.

Frau, var. form of Frow.
Fraud (r§d),s&. Forms: 4-6 fraude, frawd e,

4- fraud, [a. OF.fraude, ad. h.fraude-m (fraus)

deceit, injury.]

1. The quality or disposition of being deceitful

;

faithlessness, insincerity. Now rare.

?<zl4oo Morte Arth. 3919 Alle for falsede, and frawde.

1:1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 162 Fie doubilnesse, fraud, and
collusioun. 1508 Dunbar Twa mariit wemen 255, I semyt
sober, and sueit, et sempill without fraud. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado n. iii. 74 The fraud of men was euerso.
167a Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 408, I do not believe

there is any fraud in him. 1718 Hickes& Nelson /. Kettle-

well 11. xxvi. 128 A Person of Simplicity without Fraud.

1827 Macaulay Machiav. Ess. (1854) 36 Vices . . which are

the natural defence of weakness, fraud and hypocrisy.

personified. 1606 Dekker Sev. Sinnesu. (Arb.)2i Frawd
(with two faces) is his Daughter. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.
Wks. V. 88 The discredited paper securities of impoverished
fraud, and beggared rapine.

2. Criminal deception ; the using of false repre-

sentations to obtain an unjust advantage or to injure

the rights or interests of another.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 128 In alle manere cause

he sought be right in skille, To gile no to fraude wild he

neuer tille. 138a Wyclif Mark x. 19 Do no fraude, wor-

schipe thi fadir and modir. 1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. I.

(1880) 7 But safely keepes that he bath long, with frawde

and lying got. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 646 To work in close

design, by fraud or guile, What force effected not. 1726-7

Swift Gulliver I. vi. 67 They look upon fraud as a greater

crime than theft. 1829 Lytton Devercux m. iii, Fraud has

been practised.

b. in Law. In fraud of to the fraud of: so as

to defraud ; also, to the detriment or hindrance of.

[ia78 Stat. Glouc. 6 Edw. I, c. 11 Ou par collusiun ou par

fraude pur fere le termer perdre sun terme. 129a Britton
1. ii. § 11 Ne nule manere de fraude.] 1590 Swinburne
Testaments 151 The condition is reiected, as being made in

fraude of mariage. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe)

622/2 The same Statutes, .are often, .wrested to the fraud

of the subject. 1845 Stephen Cotum. Laws Eug. {1874* II.

268 And shall not have deposited or invested in fraud of his

creditors. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., Fraud, all deceitful

practices in defrauding or endeavouring to defraud another

of his known right, by means of some artful device, contrary

to the plain rule of common honesty.

3. An act or instance of deception, an artifice by

which the right or interest of another is injured, a

dishonest trick or stratagem.

516

c 1374 Chaucer Booth. 1. pr. iv. 9(Camb. MS.)The iustice

Regal hadde whilom demed hem bothe to gon into exil for

hir trecheryes and fraudes. c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 131

If ;e feyne slike frawdis. 1526 J'Ugr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)

10 b, Moo than a thousande wayes be hath by his craftly

fraudes to deceyue man. 1691 Hautcliffe Virtues 31J
The

Pharisees, .made great shews of Piety, to cover their Frauds

and Rapines. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 126 r 4 Declaim-

ing against the frauds of any employment. 1836 J. Gilbert

Chr. Alonem. iii. (1852) 72 The fraud of imputing guilt to a

known innocent being. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos II. xxix.

312 Most of the Dauphin's followers gloried in their suc-

cessful fraud and murder.

b. in Law, Statute of Frauds : the statute 29

Chas. II, c. 3, by which written memoranda were

in many cases required to give validity to a con-

tract.

1678 Act 29 Chas. II, c. 3 title. An Act for Prevention of

Frauds and Perjuries. 1763 Blackstone Comm. I. 362 The
frauds, naturally consequent upon this provision, .produced

[etc.]. i8a7 Jarman Pozuell's Devises II. 29 Which pre-

vents the statute of Frauds from being a bar. 1858 Ld.

St. Leonards Handy-bk. Prop. Law vii. 38 An instance of

what is deemed a sufficient fraud to enable equity to relieve.

c. Pious fraud': a deception practised for the

furtherance of what is considered a good object

;

esp. for the advancement of religion.

[1563-87 Foxe A. * M. (1684) III. 898 Their accustomed

lies, which they term Fraudes pieuses, pious beguilings.]

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 319 There is too much cause

to suspect that there have been some Pious Frauds practised

upon these Trismegistick Writings. 171a Addison Sped.

No. 419 r 5 Pious Frauds were made use of to amuse Man-

kind. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. III. vii. 143 The

pious fraud of a nurse who had substituted her own child

for the youngest of the Emperor.
transf. 1868 Lowell Willows xxi, May is a pious fraud

of the almanac, A ghastly parody of real Spring.

4. A method or means of defrauding or deceiv-

ing ; a fraudulent contrivance ; in mod. colloq. use,

a spurious or deceptive thing.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 35 They had an happy fraud

against excessive lamentation, by a common opinion that

deep sorrows disturbed their ghosts. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 575 Surprize him first, and with hard Fetters bind
;

Then all his Frauds will vanish into Wind. 1725 Pope

Odyss. iv. 597 New from the corse, the scaly frauds diffuse

Unsavoury stench of oil. 178a Cowper Progr. Err. 17 Not

all . . Can . . Discern the fraud beneath the specious lure.

1880 McCarthy Own 'Times III. 5 Many persons persisted

in believing that his supposed suicide was but another fraud.

1890 L. B. Walford MischiefofMonica i, The whole place

is a fraud . . we can't live in a villa.

b. colloq. of a person : One who is not what he

appears to be; an impostor, a humbug; spec. U.S.

(see quot. 1895).
1850 Dickens Reprinted Pieces (1866) 120 The begging-

letter writer is one of the most shameless frauds and imposi-

tions of this time. 1885 F. IS. Van Voorst Without a Com-

pass 12, I had called him an old fraud. 1895 Standard

Diet., Fraud., specifically . . a person, firm, or corporation

declared by the Postmaster-general . . to be engaged 111

obtaining money by means of false or fraudulent pretenses,

[etc.] .. and therefore debarred from obtaining payment of

money-orders or the delivery of registered letters.

\5. By Milton used in passive sense (as L.

fraus) : State of being defrauded or deluded.

1667 Milton P. L. lx. 643 So glister'd the dire Snake, and

into fraud Led Eve. 1671 — P. A*. I. 373 To all his Angels

he proposed To draw the proud king Ahab into fraud, I hat

he might fall in Ramoth.

6. Comb., as -[fraud-doing vbl. sb. ; [fraud-

wanting adj.

138a Wyclif Dan. xi. 21 He .. shal weelde the rewme in

fraude doynge. 1600 Nashe Summer's Last Will F 4

Fraud-wanting honestie.

t Fraud, v. Obs. [ad. L. frauddre, f.fraud-

:

see Fraud sb.]

1. trans. To defraud, cheat, or deceive (a person).

1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 16 Muche deceipt used to

fraude one an other. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of Notes 231 That

Christen folkes should not be frauded of the holie Sacra-

ment. i6a3 Cockeram 11, To Deceiue, Defeate .. Fraude,

Defraude.

2. To withhold (something^ fraudulently.

1382 Wyclif fas. v. 4 The hijre of ^olire werkmen, that

repiden goure cuntrees, that is fraudid of 30U. 150a Ord.

Cryslen Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 231 If he hath frauded

& retayned taxes.

3. To obtain (something) by fraud.

1573 Tusser Husb. lxii. (1878) 140 111 husbandrie waies has

to fraud what he can.

Hence f Frau'ding vbl. sb. Also f Prauder,

a defrauder.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 54 Fraudars, misdoars, sortylogers,

spousbrekars. 1515 Barclay Egloges iii. 11570) Ciij/2 Their

dayly murtber and forsing of women, Frauding of virgins,

pilling of simple men.

+ Frauda'tion. Obs.-°. [ad. "L.frauddtidn-em,

n. of action {.frauddre: see prec] 'A deceiving

or beguiling' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

t Frau'delous, a. Obs. [ad. Y.frauduleux,

-se.] = Fraudulent.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 313 b/i This is but temptacion of

the deuylle and fraudelous deceyte. 1489 — Faytes of A.

IV. i. 230 The frawdylouse deceyuer. 1491 — Vitas Patr.

1. 1. (1495) 101 b/2 He shall be preserued and kepte from alle

frawdelous decepcyons.

Hence Prau'delously adv.

1481 Caxton Godfrey xcvii. (1893) 148 luading, How the

vntrew greek latyns departed fraudelously fro the hoost.

FRAUDULENT.

Fraudful (frg-dfuT, a. [f. Fraud sb. + -ful.]

Full of fraud, fraudulent, treacherous.

C1400 Apol. Loll. 112 pus he is a bef & fraudful reuar.

,71450 Henuyson Fable Dog, ScheipSf Wolfs Anefraudfull

Wolf was juge that time. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems xxiv. 39

To pass out of this frawdfull fary. i6oa Warner A lb. Eug.

x. lvii. (1612) 251 By forced Warre or fraudfull peace. 1697

Dryden Virg. Past. vi. 30 By the fraudful God deluded

long, They now resolve to have their promis'd Song. 1725

Pope Odyss. lv. 393 The fraudful horse, c 1750 Shensione

Elegies xxiii. 21 The fraudful maid To these lone hills

directs his devious way. i860 T. Martin Horace 183

Fraudful Carthage expiring in flame.

Hence Fraudfully adv., in a fraudful manner.

c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptista 497 Til fraudfully scho

gert pe kinge .. assemble hale his barne. C1470 Henry
Wallace xi. 1056 The ayth he maid ; Wallace com in his

will ; Rycht frawdfully all thus schawyt him till, c 1610

Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 408 The Chancellor ..had left

out the Rents of the Abbay of Dunfermling fraudfully.

1876 Ruskin Fors Clavig. VII. lxxiii. 5 In fraudfully writing

for the concealment of Fraud.

tFrau'ditor. Obs. rare, [badly f. Frauds.,

after creditor, etc.] A defrauder, cheat.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 204 You have so many
Frauditours . . and so many Deceivers to get up your money,

that thei get all to themselves.

Fraudless (frg-dles), a. Now rare, [f. Fraud

sb. + -less.] F'ree from fraud.

1580 H. Gifford Gillo/lowers(iSi5) 103, 1 which saw such

perfect shewes Of fraudlesse fayth in you appeare. 1635 J.

Hayward tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg. 64 With a sincere and

fraudlesse intention. 1652 Benlowes Theoph. xn. xll,

I . .Forgetting, and forgotten, run to fraudlesse swains.

Hence Fraudlessly adv., Fraudlessness.
1848 in Craig ; and in mod. Diets.

t Frau'dsman. nonce-wd. [f. Fraud sb. +

Man ; cf. tradesman.] A cheat, a rogue.

1615 T. Adams While Devill 38 You shall not easily dis-

cerne. .between a tradesman and a fraudesman.

Fraudulence (frg-dirflens). [a. OF. fraudu-

lence, {.fraudulent: see Fraudulent and -ence.]

The quality or fact of being fraudulent.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God 801 Either by his

violence or his fraudulence. a 1716 South Serm. (1737) V.

viii. 340 It was without any fraudulence or injustice on their

part. 1812 G. Chalmers Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit. 229 Those

who .. saw great imprudence, in many, and a little fraudu-

lence, in some. 1891 Law Times XC. 464/2 The Customs

entry should be held to be sufficient to prove the fraudulence

of the trademark.

Fraudulency (frgcjialensi). ? Obs. [f. next

:

see -ency.] - prec. ; also an instance of this.

1630 Lord Banians 86 The merchants grew full of fraudu-

lency in their dealings. 1659 W. Brough Manual p. iv, To
prevent, .all further fraudulencies, He thinks fit to have his

Name affixed to it. 1700 S. Sewall Diary 18 Apr. (1879)

II. 11, I press'd .. that Capt. Checkley should give Daniel

a Deed ; that so this Fraudulency might not remain to be

seen. I79a~7 Geddes Crit. Rem. Exod. xii. 2 (R. Suppl.)

The Egyptians were guilty of inexcusable fraudulency.

nonce-use. 1857 Sat. Rez: III. 272/1 His Fraudulency

Mr. Redpath was visited by the Turnkey this morning.

Fraudulent (frg-dwlent), a. Also 5-6 -elent.

[a. OF.fraudulent, ad. L.fraudulent-us, {.fraud-

:

see Fraud sb. and -ulent.]

1. Guilty of or addicted to fraud ; that wrongs

another person by false representations ;
cheating,

deceitful, dishonest.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 197 Dispoosid of kynde for to be

fraudulent. 1474 Caxton Chcsse 96 He that had be a theef

fraudelent was maad afterward a trewe procurour. 1509 Bar-

clay Shyp ofFolys (1874) II. 91 Agayne is the seruaunt fals

and fraudelent. 0:1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 204 Is God
so likely to concur with the fraudulent, the deceitful man,

as with the laborious, and religious 1 1796 Bp. Watson
Apol. Bible 304 Productions . . which were imposed on the

world by fraudulent men as the writings of the holy apostles.

1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1. viii, Fraudulent

or careless issuers of convertible paper. 1858 Ld. St.

Leonards Hamly-bk. Prop. Law xxi. 163 Parliament has

made fraudulent trustees answerable criminally for their acts,

f b. Of an animal : Crafty, deceitful. Obs.

1608 TorsEix Serpents (1658) 676 A Chama.-leon is a

fraudulent, ravening and gluttonous Beast.

2. Characterized by, or of the nature of, fraud ;

serving the purpose of, or accomplished by means

of, fraud.

i4ia-ao Lydg. Chron. Troyi. iii, He nought aduertith the

menyng fraudulent, c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 2923 Abner

of Joab was slayne be fraudulent dissymuiling. 1529 More
Supp/ic. Soulys Wks. 328/2 Their entent is fraudulent and

false. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 5 Such guylefull covenous or frau-

dulent Devyses and Practyses. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. l.iv. 15 Fraudulent deductions, or inconsequent illations.

1771 Junius Lett. Ii. 262, I cannot .. commend him for

making patriotism a trade, and a fraudulent trade. 1833

[. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 288 The detection of a

fraudulent balance. 1891 Lam Times XC. 460/2 Induced

by a fraudulent prospectus to make contracts whereby he

was damnified. 1893 Sir J. W. Chitty in Law 'Times

Rep. LXVIII. 429/1 The case set up is one . . of fraudulent

misrepresentation.

f 3. Path. (After fraudulcntus in the L. transl.

of Avicenna). Deceptive. Obs.

1341 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. T j, The

woundes are somtyme composed with vnnatural mater.,

somtyme vyrulent A> fraudelent venymous fylthynes [cum

vlceribus sordidis putrefactis * /raudulentis). 1588 J.

Read Compend. Method 101 This auaileth . . to all can-

crouse and fradulent [sic] vlcers of the legges. 1615 Crooke

Body of Man 30 These are ^<vSoiri/evnaTO, Bastard, or as

Auicen termeth them Fraudulent spirits.
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f 4. used as sb. A fraudulent bankrupt. Obs.

1796 Mod. Gulliver s Trav. 151 A scene where fiaudulents
may learn to thrive.

Fraudulently, adv. [f. prec. + -w s.] In

a fraudulent manner, by fraud, with intent to de-

fraud or deceive, dishonestly, wrongfully.

1474 Caxton Chesse 120 Dyuerce offycers accuse the good
peple fraudulently. 1523 Ld. Bersers Froiss. I. ccxxxv.
330 The kyng my husbande. .is taken fraudelently. 1631
Gouge God's Arrows it. vii. 142 What is violently or
fraudulently gotten wilbe lavishly spent. 1786 Burke W.
Hastings in. ii. §9 The correspondence concerning which
the said Hastings hath fraudulently suppressed. 1858 Ld,
St. Leonards Handy.bk. Prop. Law v. 27 The statement
must be made fraudulently, that is, with an intention to
deceive. 1887 Times 26 Aug. 8/6 Deserters and fraudu-
lently enlisted men who have received.. a free pardon.

Fraudulentness (fr$*d«fle'ntnAs). rare. [f.

as prec. + -ness.] The quality of being fraudulent.

1727 in Bailey vol. II.-

Fraught (frgt), sb. Obs. exc Sc* Forms:
(? 4 frauh[t]), 4-5 fraujto, Sc. frawcht, 5-6 Sc,

fraucht, (5, 7 fraght), 5- fraught, [prob. a.

MDu. or MLG. vracht (also vrecht : see Freight
sb.) freight, cargo, charge for transport ; commonly
identified with OHG. Mht str. fern., earnings:—
OTeut. *fra-aihli-z, f. *fra- t

Yon- pref.l + *aihti-

( = OE. &ht acquisition, property : see Aught", f.

root aig- ; see Owe, Own.
The irregular vocalism of the Du. word is supposed to point

to adoption from Frisian. From Du. or Fris. the word has
passed into all Teut. langs., Oer. fracht, Da. fragt, Sw.
frakt ; the parallel form vrecht has given rise to the Rom.
forms: see Freight.]

f 1. The hire of a boat for the transportation of
a freight or cargo; the money paid for this ; the
carriage or transportation of goods, usually by
water: = Freight sb. 1. Obs.
e 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints, Egipdane 482 Sad he :

' 5a, gyf
bou has macht to pay bame bi schip fraucht.' * frawcht haf
I nane, bruthyr der.' < 1440 Gesta Rom. xxiv. 90 (Harl,
MS.) My fader had not to pay to the maister of the ship
for the fraught. 1443 in Willis and Clark Cambridge (1886)
I. 388 Forfraught of. .iij tonne fro London vn to the College
at xvj d. the tonne. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 343
In mid water at thame he askit fraucht. 1560 Rolland
Crt. Venus 11. 684, I knew not gif he payit fraucht or fie.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. xxii. § 1 (1669) 311/1 This is as
if the Mariners .. should fill the surf), and leave no stowage
for his goods that pays the fraught. 1662 Ann Keith in J.
Russell Haigs (1881) 472 For his fraght be sea, xos.

fig- ,637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 215 Our souls, .are
safe over the frith, Christ having paid the fraught.
Proverb". 17Z1 Kelly Scot. Prov. 318 'Tarry Breeks pays

no fraught; 1
.. People of a Trade assist one another

mutually.

t 2. The cargo or lading of a ship : = Freight
sb. 2. Obs.
[c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. (1810) 74 Sir Adinoth bei slouh,
& alle bat bei mot hent. Whan bei had frauh [1 read frauht]
inouh, ageyn title Ireland went.] a 1400 Sir Beues 507
(MS. E) Marchaundes bai fonde wondyr fale Andsoldehym
for mechel fraujte [MS. A. au$te]. < 1400 Destr. Troy 5384
Dan fild bai with fraght all bere fuerse shippes. c 1470
Harding Chron. cm. viii, He had not to his fraught, But
fewe persones . . vnslayne. c 159a Marlowe Jew ofMalta
1. t, Bid the merchants and my men despatch, And come
ashore, and see the fraught discharg'd. 1624 Capt. Smith
Virginia m. iv. 54 The fraught of this Ship being concluded
to be Cedar., she was quickly reladed. i685Drvden T/iren.
August, xiii, The Bark. .Charg'd with thy Self and James,
a doubly Royal fraught.

fig- c I43° cfymm Virg. 76 Ful of synne is my secke ; To
be preest y wole schewe bat frau^te, mi schip is chargid. 164a
Milton Apol. Smect. (1851)266 To reade good Authors, till

the aftemoone be weary, or memory have his full fraught.
1671 — Samson 1075 His habit carries peace, his brow
defiance. .His fraught we soon shall know, he now arrives.

3. transf. A burden, load; also fig. A fraught
of water: 'two pailfuls' (Jam.). Obs. exc. Se.
c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 137 As me semyth as be

here fraught, ' ffayr chylde, lullay sone must she syng.
1598 Florio, Soma . . a fraught or charge that a beast doth
carie. 1614 C. Brooke Ghost Rick. Ill, xii, Shee long'd
to see, Her burth'nous fraught; at last she brought forth me.
1640 G. Sandys Christ's Passion iv. 343 The Crosses now
discharged of their fraught, The People fled. 1773 J. Ross
Fratricide {MS.) 11. 315 Having disburden'd of its fraught
his breast. 1775 Pratt Liberal Opin. {1783) I. 41 All load
this bosom with a fraught, so sore, scarce can I cater for the
daily food, a 1810 Tannahill Coggie Poems (1846) 141
Then, O revere the coggie, sirs ! . . It warsels care, it fights
life's fraughts. 1891 Barrie Little Minister III. 21 To
carry a fraught of water to the manse.

4. Comb., as fraught money ; fraught-free adj.

1570 Levins Manip. 10/34 Fraught money, naulum. 1637
Rutherford Let. 17 Sept. (1891) 516 To blow our poor
tossed hark over the water fraught-free.

Fraught (frgt), v. Obs. exc. in pa. pple. : see

next. Forms : 5 fraght, 5-7 Sc. fraucht, 6-
fraught. Pa. t. and pa. pple. 6-7 fraught,
fraughted. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. MDu. vrachten,
Ger. frachten, Da. fragte

y
Sw.fral'ta.]

+ 1. trans. To load (a ship) with cargo:
Freight v. i. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) v. 15 pai wende gladly to Cipre

to fraght ber schippes with salt. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.
I. 30/1 Cesar was constreined to fraught those [ships] that
he could get with a greater burden. 1633 T. Stafford Pac.
Hib. 11. ii. (1810) 232 Hee provided a Barke, which hee
fraught with Hides. 1670 R. Coke Disc. Trade 30 If we.

.

Fraught any Strangers Ship for any of the Trades, it is

forfeit with all her Goods.

tb. transf. andy^f. Obs.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. i. 126 If after this command thou

fraught the Court With thy vnworthinesse, thou dyest.
x6zj Selden Drayton's Polyolb. v. 265 note, His wife bad.

.

fraughted her selfe with a yong one. 1637 Suckling
Aglaura 1. i, I have so fraught this Barke with hope, that

it Dare venture now in any storme or weather.

f C. To hire (a vessel) for the carriage of goods
or passengers. Sc. Obs.

1488 Sc. Acts Jos. IV (1814) II. 209/1 And bat naine of
oure souerane lordis liegis tak schippis to fraucht vnder
colour to defraud oure souerane lord. 1568 Satir. Poems
Reform, xlvi. 62 Scho [my pynnege] will ressaif na Iandwart
Jok, Thocht he wald frawcht hir for a croun.

f 2. To carry or convey as freight : = Freight
v. 2. Se. Obs.
e 1425 Wvntol'N Cron. vi. xviu. 228 Quha evyr for his

frawcht wald be For caus frawchtyd owre bat se. 1568
Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 38 Bot, quliair scho findis a
fallow fyne, He wilbe frawcht fre for a souss. 1581 Sc. Act
yas. VI, c. 120(1597) 54 That nane of them conduct, fraucht,

nor pilot onie stranger, to the said lies.

3. To store, supply, furnish with (a stock of) ; to

equip. Obs. exc. arch.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixxiii. 25 Counterfet Gods with
which the comon errour or foly of yJ world fraugliteth

heaven. 1578 T. P. Gorgious Gallery Gallant Invent.
t

With phrases fine they fraught This peereles pc^ce. 1611
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iv. §59 His new Parke at Wood-
stocke, which he had fraught with all kinde of strange
beasts. 1645 Bp. Hall Remedy Discontents 61 When his

better earnings have fraught Ins trencher with a warni, and
pleasing morsell. 1878 Masque Poets 27 All these vessels

With deadliest poisons had been fraught.

+ t>. with a person as object. Obs.

1570 Deb Math. Pre/. 11 With what feats and Artes, he
began to furnish and fraught him selfe. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P. ) Descr, Eng. Poetry Wks. 11. 247/2, 1 haue.. found
such obseruations as are fit, With plenitude to fraught
a barren wit. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 313 So king
Henry full fraught all those with wealth and rewards, whom
he retained in that employment.

Hence Frau-ghting vbl. sb. ; Fraivghting fpl.
a., that forms a freight or cargo.

1598 Florio, Porto, the cariage, bringing, or fraughting of
any thing. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 12 The good Ship, .and
The fraughting Soules within her.

Fraught (frgt), pple. and ppl. a. ; also

fraughted. Forms : a. 4 frau3t, 5 fraght,
(frawth, 7 frought), 4- fraught. $. 6-8
fraughted. [pa. pple. of Fraught v.]

1. Of a vessel : Laden. Alsofullfraught.
a. 13.. Coer de L. 2459 The drowmound was so hevy

fraught That unethe myght it saylen aught, i486 Bk. St.
Albans Lj, A shippe fraght full of hawkis. c 1572 Gas-
coiGSEFruiles Warre cvii. Wks. (1587) 136 The ships retire

wyth riches full yfraught. 1666 Lond. Gas. No. 106/1 Smaller
Vessels that lay fraught for the Streights. 1756 Foote Eng.
Fr. Paris Prol., Our fleets come fraught with every folly

home. 1827 Macaulay Misc. Poems (i860) 398 His painted
bark of cane Fraught for some proud bazaar's arcades.

0. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. lxxi, And furth
we launch ful fraughted to the brinke. 1623 Bingham
Xenophon 113 In the meane time came a Ship from Heraclea
fraughted with Barley-meale. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 261/2
The ships are said to be richly fraughted.

2. transf. Stored, supplied, furnished, filled,

equipped with.
a. 1570-6 Lamrarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 313 This River
..was fraught with these strong and serviceable ships.

1595 Spenser Hymn Heavenly Beauty xxxii, That all

the world shold with his rimes be fraught ! 1605 Pacon
Adv. Learn. 1. iv. § 10 The writings of Plinius. .being fraught
with much fabulous matter. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrot. Chym.
137 The Scarborough and Malton water are better fraught
and more richly laden with its Minerals. 1671 Milton P. R.
in. 336 And Waggons fraught with Utensils of War. 1786
Mad. D'Arblay Diary 7 Nov., The little princess had
excited her curiosity by the full-fraught pincushion. 1801
Southey Thalabax. iii, A desert Pelican, .now, return'd
from distant flight, Fraught with the river-stream, Her load
of water had disburthen'd there. 1812 Crabbe Tales, Pro-
crastination 175 A silver urn with curious work was fraught.

p. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocatipsyi In these dayes, when
the worlde is fraughted with so manye varlettes. 1612
Brinsley Lud. Lit. 176 For this matter of Theames it is

fraughted full of the graue testimonies. 1651 Raleigh's
Ghost 165 All the books of the Prophets are even fraughted
and stored with such predictions.

b. of a person or his attributes.
a. ?i4.. Cast. Perseverance 94 in Eng. Miracle Plays

(1S90) 67 With ryche rentes thou schalt be frawth. e 1530 H.
Rhodes Bk. Nurture 312 in Babees Bk. (1868) 90 Or thou
must take it [paynej in thy age, or be fraught full of vyce.
1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 241, I would you would make vse of
your good wisedome (Whereof I know you are fraught).
1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spirit, A large Memory, plenti-
fully fraught with Theological Polysyllables. 1803 S. Pegge
Anecd. Eng. Lang. 86 [HeJ returned to Oxford full fraught
with Greek.
0. 01541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861) 148 My heart above

the brink is fraughted full of pain. 1586 J. Hooker Girald.
Irel. in Holinshed II. 145/1 The said lawiers .. thought
themselues so well fraughted with knowledge in the laws.
1647 A. Ross Myst. Poet. xiv. (1675) 367 Such a father is

fraughted with more griefs than Pandora's box was with
mischiefs. 1798 Missionary Mag. No. 24. 224 From these
retreats, he often returned fraughted with light.

3. fig. Fraught with : a. attended with, carrying
with it as an attribute, accompaniment, etc. ; b.
1 big' with the promise or menace of; destined to

produce.

_
a. 1576 Fleming Panapt. Epist. 178 Such thinges as hee

intricate and fraught with difficulties. 1650T. 1'.. II orcesters
Apoph. 89 It would in charity (with which it was so fully
fraught) do no less. 1755 Young Centaur vi. Wks. 1757
IV. 280 Liberty, fraught with blessings as it is, when
unabused. has, perhaps, been abused to our destruction.

1840 H. Ainsworth '/ ower of Lond. H86+) 70 This measure,
which, by your own admission, is fraught with danger. 1869
Lecky Enrop. Mor. I. i. 148 Every event is therefore
fraught with a moral import.

P. 1S78 Chr. Pray.rs in Priv. Prayers (1851) 485 This
life of ours is fraughted with adversities. 1643 Wither
Campo Musx 7 Those tedious Declarations, Which with
more Wit then Truth, full fraughted came.

Fraughtage (frg-ted^). arch. [f. Fraught v.

+ -AGE.]

f 1. = Freightage i. Obs.
1442 in Willis and Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 386 For

fraughtage of x tonne, .fro London vn to y ' College at xvj */.

the tonne.

2. ^Freightage 2. Obs. exc. arch.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. i. 87 Our fraughtage sir, I haue
conuci'd aboord. 1670 Mii.ton Hist. En?. 11. Wks. (1851)
38 Broader likewise they were made, for the better trans-

porting of Horses, and all other fraughtage, 1817 Blackw.
Mag. I. 153 Deep- loaded to the wale with fraughtage rich.

1882 Swinblrni-: Tristram of Lyonesse 154 Hut as a mer-
chant's laden be the bark With royal ware for fraughtage.

Jig. 1615 Jackson Creed iv. ill. vii. §6 Now where the
fraughtage, or furniture of life is precious.

to. The process of lading a vessel. Obs.
1683 Brit. Spec. 84 C.x-sar . . ordering them [the Ships] to

be low-built for the easier Fraughtage, and better baling
ashore.

t Frau'glltsman. Sc. Obs. In 5 frauchtis-
man. [f. fraughfs, genitive of Fraught sb. +
Max.] A freighter.

1487 Sc. Acts Jas. Ill ]8i4' II. 178/2 And this to be
serchit be be officiaris of be burgh, and the heid fiauchtis-
men of be schip.

II Fraulein (froWain). [tier- ; dim. of Frau
lady, ' Mrs'.] A young lady, ' miss'. Often ap-

plied in England lo German governesses.
a 1689 Etheredge Poems Wks. (188S) 378 Now sparkling

in the Kniulein's hair. 1883 Miss Braudon Golden Cat/\,
The placid voice of the Fraulein demonstrating to Miss
Mullins that, .ten words out of every twenty were wrong.

Fraunch, fraunge: see Fbanch v.

Frawarcl, -wart, obs. and Sc. f. Fkoward a.

Frawn ir£n). Also 8 fraghan, 9 frauchan,
frughan. [a. Ir. fraochan.'] The Irish popular
name of the Bilberry.
1726 Threlkelo Synopsis Stirp. Hibcrn., Vaccinia nigra

vulgaria.. They grow in wet boggy Ground. .the poor
Women gather them in Autumn and cry them about the
streets of Dublin by the Name of Fraghan. 1859 \V. S.

Coleman Woodlands (1862) 92 By the Irish they [Bilberries]

are called ' Fi awns'. 1878 IJkittkn & Holland Ptant-n.
s.v., Frughans, Vacdniam Myrtillus . .The old Irish name.

f Fraxate, v. Obs.~° [f. h.f/axdre, ' vigiliam

circuire ' (Festus) : see -ate.] (See quot.)

1623 Cockkkam, Eraxatc, to goe view the watch.

Fraxetin ^fra'-ksi-tin,. them. A substance

obtained along with glucose by digesting fraxin

with dilute sulphuric acid.

1864 in Watts Diet. Chem. 1889 Watts' Diet. Chem.,
Fraxetin Cjo Hg O5. .occurring in horse chestnut bark.

Fraxin (frse'ksin). Chem. [f. L.fraxinus, ash

+ -in.] (See quot.)

1864 in Watts Diet. Chem. 1889 Watts' Diet. Chem.,
Fraxin dfi His O10. .A substance occurring in the bark of

the common ash, and also, together with ajsculin, in the hark
of the horse-chestnut.

Fraxiliella. Also 7-8 fraxinel(l. [mod.Lat,
dim. of L. fraxinus ash. Cf. F. fraxinellc.'] A
name for cultivated species of dittany, esp. Dic-

tamnus Fraxinella.
1664 Evf.lvn Kal. llort. (1720) 205 May .. Flowers in

Prime or yet lasting. .Digitalis, Fraxinella. 1688 K. Hoi me
Armoury 11. 100 Solomons Seal, of some called St. Johns
Seal.. or Fraxinell. i^ia tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 41
White Dittany or Fraxinella. 1824 Miss Mitford Village

Ser. 1. (1S63) 122 Old-fashioned durable flowers, jessamine,

honeysuckle, and the high-scented fraxinella.

attrib. 1892 Symonds in Pall MallG. 15 Aug. 3/1 Amidst
the fraxinella bushes and the chestnut copse.

Fray (ftv 1
), sbA Also 6 frai(e, 7 frey. [aphetic

f. Affray, Effray. Cf. Fray v. 1

]

1. A feeling of fear ; alarm, fright, terror. Also
in phrase to take a or the fray. Cf. Affray sb. 2.

Obs. exc. Sc.
c 1340 Cursor M. 4775 (Trin.) Whenne iacob was moost in

fray God him coumfortide. 1398 Trevjsa Barth. De P. R.
xvi. xxix. (Tollem. MS.), It [the stone Crisolitus] .. helpeb
ny^te frayes and dredes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 243
That theire hertes scholde not be in fray or feere to beholde
bloode. 1513 Douglas sEneis xi. xii. 51 Al suddanly the

Latynis tuke ane fray .. and fled away. 1559 66 Hist.

Estate Scot, in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) 61 The Friers take-

ing the fray—begane to dispose the best of their goods.

a 1649 Dhumm. of Hawth. Soun. viii, Nor shepherd hastes

(when frays of wolves arise) So fast to fold. 1699 Dampier
Voy. II. 1. 148 Thus that Fray was over, and we came ashore

again : recovered of the fright we had been in. 1819 W.
TEXtiAUT Papistry Stortu''d(i&2j) 157 Whan the hail Helles-

pont reboundit And ky on Ida's taps confoundit Ran down
the hills for fray.

f2. An assault, attack. Cf. Affray sb. 1. Obs.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. 14 Thou woldist bleede for mannis
nede, And suffre manye a feerdful fray. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) II. 95 Hamfare, bat is, a fray made in an
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howse. c 1575 Durham Defios. (Surtees) 300 After that
Crampton had maid a fraye of the said Martyn, one Robert
Johnson cauld for the constable, to carry them to the stoics.

3. A disturbance, esp. one caused by fighting ; a
noisy quarrel, a brawl ; a fight, skirmish, conflict.

[138a Durh. Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 171 De quodam fray
in campo de Walleshond per homines de Tynnemouth ad
effusionem sanguinis.] C 1420 Chron. Vilod. 105 And all be
ladyes. .Of bis grete fraye be wheche bye sie and herden,
weren Sore agast. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xvL 16
There began a great fraye bitwene some of the gromes and
pages of the strangers, and of the archers of Inglande. 1609
Rowlands Knaue of Clubbes 3 Fleete-street fraies, when
Prentices With Clubs did knocke thee downe. 1698 Fryer
E. India § P. 46 The Vice-Admiral .. left not off till Night
parted the Fray. 1799 Nelson 12 Sept. in Nicolas Disp.
IV. ii The Turks are returned to Constantinople having
had a fray with the Sicilians. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VI.
157 He immediately charged into the thickest of the fray.

1878 BAVNB Purit. Rev. iv. 126 They were always eager
for the fray.

Proverb, (71631 Donne Serm. xl. (Alford) 306 The first

blow makes the Wrong, hut the second makes the Fray. 1676
Hale Contempl. 1. 242 It is a true Proverb, It is the second
blow makes the fray.

b. transf. (esp. ' a war of words ').

170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. 11. i. (1852) 356 That fray
between that Bishop, and Laud, the Bishop of London.
1851 Bright .9/. Eccles. Titles Bill 12 May, The noble Lord
. .commenced the fray by his celebrated letter. 1884 Rita
Vivienne if. iv, I'll wait and see you adorned for the fray.

f c. A din, noise, stir. Obs.
t a 1550 Dunbar's Poems (S. T. S.) Frelris 0/ Berwik 197

5one is Symone that makis all this fray. 1573 Tussek
Husb. lxxvii. (1878* 168 Where window is open, cat maketh
a fray. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 468 The Toune was in
Armes, the Bells ringing . . people shouting, and Drummes
beating.. I asked him what the fray was?
1 4. To stand atfray : to ' show fight \ Obs.
1727 Bradley Fam. Did. s.v. Badger-hunting, If the

Hounds.. undertake the Chase before he Earths, he will then
stand at fray, like a Bear, and make most incomparableSport.

5. Comb. j asfray-maker, -making.
153a Act 5 <$• 6 Ediu. VI, c. 4 § 3 They may be known as

*Fray-makers and Fighters. 1643 Prvnne Sov. Poxver
Pari. iv. 28 Constables may by the Law . . imprison peace-
breakers, fray-makers, riotors, and others. 1884 A, Griffiths
Chron. Newgate I. vi. 233 Any church brawler . . might be
branded with the letter F, as a frayniaker and fighter.

a x553 Udall Royster D. 1. 1. iArb.) 12 All the day long is

he facing and craking Of his great actes in fighting and
*fraymaking.

b. Special comb., as f fray-bell, an alarm-bell
formerly sounded on the occasion of a tumult.
Also (perh. f. the verb-stem)

; f fray-boggard, a
scarecrow ; fray-bug, an object of fear ; a bogy,
spectre (whencefray- bug vb. trans., to scare as with
a fray-bug ; to terrify

1

..

1864 J. Raine Priory of Hexham I. p. cxxiv, The
common-bell beginning to peal; and then the great *fray-
bell of the monastery boomed in answer. 1535 Coverdale
Baruch vi. 69 Like as a *frayboggarde in a garden off
Cucumbers kepeth nothinge, euen so are their goddes of
wod, of syluer & golde. 1555 Saunders in Foxe A. $ M.
(1563) 1043/2 Howe lothe is this loyteryng sluggard to passe
foorth in Goddes pathe. It fantasyeth forsooth much feare
of *fray bugges. 159a Stubbes Motive Good Wks. 123 The
brochingof this fraibugge or scar-crow [Purgatory]. 1671 S.

Clarke Mirr. Saints $ Sinn. (ed. 4) I. 485 Event proveth
that these are no Fray-Bugs. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries n.
Conclusion (1550) 118 They *fraybugged them with the
thunderboltes of their excommunycacyons.

Fray, sb. 2 [f. Fray z/.2] The result of fraying

;

a frayed place.

1630 Middleton Chaste Maid 1, i, Your purest Lawnes
haue Frayes, and Cambrickes Brackes. 1648 Herrick
Hesper. 91 'Tis like a Lawn ie-Firmament as yet Quite
dispossest of either fray or fret.

Fray (frv 1

), v. 1 [aphetic f. Affray, Effray v.]

1. trans. To affect with fear, make afraid,

frighten. Cf. Affhay v. 2. Obs. exc. poet.
a 1300, 1330 [see Frayed///, a.]. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B.

*553 for a l hit frayes my flesche be fyngres so grymme.
14. . Sir Beues 2396 (MS. M.i The dragon kest vp a yelle,
That it wolde haue frayed the deuyl of hel. 1531 Tindai.e
Exp. i John{i^yj) 14 That.. we shulde exalte our selues
ouer you . . frayenge you with the bugge of excommuni-
cacyon. 1604 Bp. W. Barlow Confer. Hampton Crt. in
Phenix (1721) I. 154 A Puritan is a Protestant fray'd out of
his Wits. 174a Shenstone Schoolmistress 149 And other
some with baleful sprig she 'frays. 183a J. Bree St. Her-
bert's Isle 98 He frayed the monsters with his bugle's sound.
1850 Browning Xmas Eve <$ Easter Day, My warnings
fray No one, and no one they convert.
absol. 1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing Cj, And when she

hath plumyd ynough : go to her softly for frayenge. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 40 Instead of fraying they themselves
did feare.

2. To frighten or scare away. Also tofray away,

off, or out. Cf. Affray v. 4. Obs. exc. arch.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 55 God hath ordeyned

..a specyall remedy, wherwith we may fray them away.
1533 1 iKDALESupperofLord cvb, Why fraye ye the commen
people from the lytteral sense with thys bugge? 1586
Marlowe 1st Ft. Tamburl. v. ii, Are the turtles frayed out
of their nests? 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi. i. 560 It [the
Basilisk], .frayeth away other serpents with the hissing.
a 1716 South Serm. (1744) X. 232 Can he fray off the vultur
from his breast? 1835 Scott Betrothed xxiii, It is enough
to fray every hawk from the perch. 1867 Manning Eng. fy
Christendom 154 We should have to answer to the Good
Shepherd, if so much as one of His sheep were frayed away
from the fold by harsh voices.

absol. 154a Becon Davids Harp Wks. 1564 I. 147
Exhort unto virtue. Fray away from vice.

b. stmfly. To drive away, disperse.

1635 Quarles Embl. 1. xiv. (1718) 57 Thy light will fray
These horrid mists. 1655 H. Vaughan Silex Scint. 11.

Death (1858) 205 Thy shades . . Which his first looks will

quickly fray.

f 3. intr. To be afraid or frightened ; to fear. Obs.
a 1539 Skelton Image HyPocr. 509 Yow fray not of his

rod. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 606 Thai had no caus to
dreid Nor ;it to fray. 1638 R. Baillie Lett. (1775^ I. 80
This and the convoy of it make us tremble for fear of
division. .Thir thingis make us fray.

f4. trans. To assault, attack, or make an attack

upon ; to attack and drive off; rarely to make a

raid on (a place). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy epyj The grekys . . segh the kyng .

.

With fele folke vppon fote bat horn fray wold, a 1440 Sir
Degrev. 237 Thus the forest they fray, Hertus bade at abey.
c 1575 Durham Depos, (Surtees) 286 Neither this examinate
nor his brother, .ever did lay in wayt nor frayd off the said
Sir Richard Mylner.

5. intr. To make a disturbance ; to quarrel or

fight. Also, to make an attack upon. To fray
it out: to settle by fighting. Obs. exc. arch.
c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. (Surtees) 147 Why shuld we fray?

1465 Pastoti Lett. No. 512 II. 205 My Lord of Suffolks men
..frayuppon us, this dayly. 1494 Fauyan Chron. iv. Ixxi.

(181 1) 50 Conan Meridok with a certayne of knyghtes of his

affynyte, was purposed to haue frayed with the sayd Maximus,
and to haue distressed hym. 1566 Drant Horace s Sat. 111.

B v b, For foode and harboure gan they fray, .with clubbes.

1570 Song in Wit fy Sci. etc. (Shaks. Soc.) 90 The sonne is

up with hys bryght beames, As thoughe he woolde with
the now fraye, And bete the up out of thy dreames. 1657
Howell Londinop. 337 A gaol . .for such as should brabble,
fray, or break the peace. 1889 Univ. Rev. Sept. 38 Sooner
than fray it out thou wouldst retire.

Hence Fraying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1450 Merlin 339 Arthur was also fallen to grounde with
the frayinge that thei hurteled to-geder. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. John x. 1 They doe their endeuour to mayn-
teyn their tyrannie with disceytes, frayinges, wiles [etc.].

156a J. Heywood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 194 Of fraying of
babes. 1577 H ANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (16x9) 394 But only
avoideth this clause, .as a fraying ghost.

Fray (fr^1
). v. 2 [ad. F'. frayer :—OF'. freiier to

rub:-L. fricare : see Friction.]
I. To rub ; to come into collision.

1. intr. Of deer: (see quot. 1756]. Also trans.

in tofray their heads.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 69 The old harts do fray their

heads upon the yong trees. 1583 Stanyhurst sEtteis 1.

(Arb.) 23 Chiefe stags vpbearing croches high from the
anther hauted On trees stronglye fraying. 1756 Whalley
Notes on B. Jonson's Wks. V. 103 A deer is said to fray

her head when she rubs it against a tree to renew it. 1884
Jefferies Red Deer vii. 112 1'owards the end of July—they
are then fraying, rubbing the velvet off their new horns
against the trees.

2. trans. To rub away, wear through by rubbing
;

to ravel out the edge or end of (something woven
or twisted) ; occasionally, to chafe or irritate by
friction.

1710 Steele Taller No. 245 r 2 Four striped Muslin
Night-Rails very little frayed. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet.

s.v. Clear Starching, Pull out your pinner, holding it by the
Edging, with dry and clean hands lest you fray it. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xvii, The very bell-rope in the porch
was frayed into a fringe. 1873 A. Dobson Vignettes in
Rhyme, Sundial xii. The frequent sword-hilt had so frayed
his glove. 1884 J. F. Goodhart Dis. Childr. iv. (1891) 77
The polypus [should be] hooked down, and its pedicle frayed
through with the nail [of the finger].

Jig. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. II. 1 The stagecoach.,
got into the ravel of traffic frayed out about the Cross Keys.

b. intr. Of material : To become frayed, to

ravel out. Also with out.

17*1 Bailey s.v., Tofray, to fret as Cloth does by Rub-
bing. 1798 Jank Austen Northang. Abb. 11833) I- »». 14,

I do not think it will wash well ; I am afraid it will fray.

c. To rub against.

1884 Jefferies Red Deer ii. 29 Dry dark heather con-
tinually fraying against my knees.

f3. trans. To bruise. Also, to deflower. Obs.

c 1460 Play Sacram. 455 And w l owf strokys we shalle

fray hym as he was on >* rode. 1565 Goldinc; Ovid's Met.
ix. (1593) 220 Whom being then no maid (For why the God
of Delos and of Delphos had her fraid).

f 4. intr. To clash, come into collision. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin 594 Ther myght a man haue sem . . many a

shafte and shelde frayen to-geder. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
424/2 Whan he sawe . . how therthe onelye by frayeng of his

staffe was dyched aboute.

II. 5. [A recent adoption from Fr.] trans.

To clear, cut through, force (a path, way).
1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 81 The narrow

thorny paths, frayed by the elephant and the rhinoceros.

1869 Baring-Gould Origin Relig. Belief (iSyB) I. vii. 135
Man had to fray his road through a wilderness of fable before
he could reach the truth.

Hence Fraying vbl. sb.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 653 Thai. .Herd bath stering, and
ek speking, And [alswa fraying] of armyng.

t Tray, v.'t Obs. rare, [short f. Defray z/.]

trans. To defray ; also absol.

1450 Plumpton Corr. 39 Nothing will they pay, without
your said tenants will fray with them. 1631 Massinger
Emperor East iv. iv, The charge of my most curious and
costly ingredients frayed . . I shall acknowledge myselfamply
satisfied.

t Fray, v.* Obs. trans. ? To fry. Also absol.

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 11. 89 Caste hem and the oynons
into pat potte with the drawen pesen, and late hem boile

togidre . . And then take faire oile and fray. 1558-68 Warde
tr. Alexis' Seer. 28 a, Havyng frayed and consumed it in

hote water, give it to the woman to drinke.

Hence f Frayed ppl. a.

< 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 11. 93 Take figges .. and cast a
litull fraied oyle there-to.

Fray, obs. f. and Sc. var. offra. Fro.

Frayed (fre^d), ppl. a. 1 arch. [f. Fray v. 1 +
-ed I.] (The pple. passing into ppl. a.) Afraid,

frightened.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5814 A neddir it was, and he was fraid.

x33° [>ee Afraid i]. i 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 580 The
fute men. .On frayt folk set strakis sad and sayr. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. clxix. 206 All the countre was so frayed,

that euery man drue to the fortresses, a 1555 Lvndesay
Tragedy 185 Be sey and land sic reif without releif, Quhilk
to report my frayit hart afferis. 1608 Topsell Serpents

(1658) 795 The Ape is as fraid thereof, as it is of the Snail.

1827 Hood Mids. Fairies vii, Like a fray'd bird in the
grey owlet's beak. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb.
xii. (1878) 238 With a curve in her form like the neck of a
frayed horse.

Proverb. 1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices I. (1540) 36
More frayde than hurte. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867)

9 He shall let fall all, And be more fraid then hurt.

b. quasi-j^. in phr. for fraid'= for fear. (Cf.

F'erd sb:1 )

1536 Gray in State P. Hen. VIII, II. 355 Duetie to my
Maister, and force, constraynyth me therto, for frayd of
worse to comme herafter. 1889 A^. W. Line. Gloss, s.v.,

Forfraid.

.

' for fear '.

Hence Frayedly adv., Prayedness.
1530 Palsgr. 222/2 Fraydnesse, esmoy. 1560 Rolland

Crt. Venus 11 347 All for frayitnes he fell in extasie. 1570
Henry's Wallace iv. 244 Frayitlie [MS. ferdely] thai rais,

that war in to thai waynis.

Frayed (ire ld), ppl. a* [f. Fray z>.2 + -ed '.]

Rubbed, worn by rubbing, ravelled out. Also
with out.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles v. iii, The ivy twigs were torn

and fray'd. 18*4 Landor Johnson <y Tooke Wks. 1846 I.

155/1 The leather . . will look queerly in its patches on the

frayed satin. 1859 Tennyson Enid 296 His dress a suit of
fray'd magnificence. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiv, The
frayed ends of his dress. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv.

107 Not good it is to harp on the frayed string. 1884
Western Daily Press 25 Apr. 7/5 The front of the bonnet
is composed of frayed silk. 1889 John Bull 2 Mar. 149/3
The satin train had a thick ruche of frayed-out silk border-

ing it all round.

fig. 1896 Daily News 11 June 3/1 This novelty is getting
just a trifle frayed at the edges.

Hence Fray edness, Jrayed condition.

1893 CasselPs Fam. Mag. June 500/2 He hands over [the

rope] to us in all its frayedness.

t Prayer. Obs. [f. Fray v. 1 + -er *.] a. One
who frightens away. b. One who makes a dis-

turbance ; a fighter, rioter.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 583 both frayers were taken &
brought vnto the countour in the Pultry. 1543 Becon
Policy War Wks. 1564 I. 143 They be the aungels of God
. . the exhorters vnto vertue, the frayers away from vice, &c.

Fraying (Jr^-iij), vbl. sb. [f. Fray vJ]
1. Ot a deer : The action of the vb. Fray. Also

that which is rubbed off in fraying ,*
' peel '.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 243 Then he rubbeth of that pyll

and that is called fraying of his head. 1637 Ii. Jonson Sad
Sheph. 1. ii, For by his Slot, his Entries, and his Port, His
Frayings, Fewmets, he doth promise Sport. 18*5 Scott
Betrothed xvii, To track mischief from light words, as I

would find a buck from his frayings.

b. Comb. : fraying-post, f -stock, the tree or

other object against which a deer frays.

1674 N* Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (1677) 68 All Stags as they
are burnish'd, beat their Heads dry against some Tree or

other, which is called their "Fraying-post. 1884 Jefferies
Red Deer vii. 113 A fir, which was used as a fraying post.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 69 When the huntsman hath founde
his *frayingstocke, he must marke the heyght where the

ende of his croches. .hath reached. 1630 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Natty Land Ships Wks. 1. 93/1 Pores, and Entryes,
Abatures, and Foyles, Frayen-stockes,

2. Kavellings.

1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. xxix, Picking threads and fraying

of her work from the carpet.

t Prayment. Obs. [f. Fray v.* + -ment.]

Disturbance.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly Cj, Pan, with his so-

daine fraiments and tumults bringeth age over all thyng.

f Prayne, sb.1 Obs. Also freyn. [a. OF.
fraisne, fresne (Fr. frene) :—-L. fraxinus.] An ash.

1 1325 Lai te Freine 225 The Freyns of the asche is a
freyn After the language of Ureteyn. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
1035 Vnder a tre of frayne. c 1490 Caxton Ovids Met. x.

iv, Lawrers. .ffresnes, Cornyliers.

\ Prayne, sb? Obs. ? A mark or streak on a

horse. Hence f Frayned a., ? streaked ; brindled.

1539 Richmond Wills iSurtees) 16, I bequeth to my
brother, .a great franeid meire. 1550 Will oj R. Maddox
(Somerset Ho.), My frayned gray troting gelding. 1614
Mahkham Cheap Husb. 4 His colour would euer be milke

while with red fraynes.

t Prayne, W.8 Obs. rare- 1

. pf.OY.fraindre
to break ; cf. Refrain.]
1555 Abp. Parker Ps. A ij, Observe the frayne : the

ceasure marke To rest with note in close.

Frayne, rreyne, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms

:

1 freanan, frijnan, frinan, 3 frroinen, -ien,

Orm. fra53nenn, (frayny, south, vraini), 3-5

frein(e(n, 4-5 frain^e, fran(e, -ayn(e, -eyn(e,

(4 freygne, 5 frayen, fraymie), y- frayn. Also
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pa. t. 4 frain. [A Com. Teut. str. vb. inflected in

ME. as wk. ; OY..fregnan, friznan , frinan (pa. t.

fr,r;n, /tan, pi. fruition, J'runon, also wk. (ge)-

fra-gnade) = OS.freg?tan (pa. t.fragn), ON.fregna
(pa. t. frd), Goth, fraihnan (pa. t. frah); the

Teut. root *frch-, freg- is found also in OE.
fricgan to ask, frtcca herald, freht { = *freohl,

friht) oracle, and (with different vowel-grade) in

OS. frSgdn (Do. vragen), OHG. frtigen, fnihen
(MHG.vra*gen, mod.Ger. fragen); further (with

metathesis), OHG./ergon to ask, beg. The OAryan
root is *prek-, prk-, found e.g. in L. precari to

Pray ; and with -sk- suffix in L. posctre (:—*pork-

sk-\ Ger.forschen to demand.]

1. trans. To make inquiry of (a person) about

(something); = Ask v. 2-6 (which see for con-

structions).

Bemvitlf\Z.) 1319 iHe) fhegn ^if him wrere a-fter neod-

la3um mht Retaese. a 800 Corpus Gloss. C 581 (Hessels)

Consulo, frigno. C900 tr. B&da's Hist. iv. iii. (1890' 268

Hine frujnon and ascodon his xeferan, for hwon he bis dyde.

riooo Ags. Ps. cxxxviii[i]. 20 pone fielan gebanc frine me
sybban. C1205 Lav. 30734 Brien hine gon fracine of his

fare-coste. a 1300 Cursor M. 7193 Sua lang sco frain him,

bat hald, bat suilk a gabing lie hir tald. c 1325 Metr. Horn.
(1862) 151 And this ermyt bigan to frain At Satenas, hou he

hafd spedde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.vm. 3 And frayned ful

oft of folke bat I mette, If ani wi^te wiste where dowel was
at Inne. r 1420 Sir Amadace (Camd.) xvii, Sir Amadace
franut hur the marchandes name, a 1450 Le Morte Arth.
678 And sithe he freyned also swithe, ' How fares my lady

brighte'? 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xi, I. .fast at thame
did frane Quhat men thay wer? 15*1 Skelton Why nat
to Court 397 Of you I wolde frayne Why come ye nat to

court. 1555 Abp. Parker Ps. xxviii. 65 Theyr myndes
disdayne Gods actes to fraine. i$75-6 Durham Depos.

(Surtees> 270 The said Umphra frayned the said Thomas.
159a Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1612) 181, I, musing,
frain'd her meaning. 1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray(K. D. S.)

Frayn, to ask. Lane. 1803 W. S. Rose A madis 160 Frayn'd

by the knight, they told, a beautious maid . . Was borne a
prisoner.

b. intr. To make inquiries ; to inquire at or

of (a person) ; to ask after (a person), of = about

(a thing).

cqoo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xix. [xxi]. (1890) 316 Swa swa me
seolfum frinendum .. Wilferb biscop sa^de. c 1200 Ormin
19628 [>a Farisewwess haffdenn sket Off Cristess dedess
fra53nedd. c 1275 O. E. Misc. 92/73 pagh bu frayny after

freond, ne fyndestu non. a 1300 Cursor M. 3849 J>ai fran-

nid o bar frendes fare, a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.

3745 Thus of hir he gan to axe and freyne. c 1420 Sir
Amadace (Camd.) lvi, If he frayne o3te aftur me .. Say
him my sute is quite. £1430 Syr Tryam. 1099 The kyng
at hym can frayne. <" 1450 Holland Howlat 261 He
franyt Of thar counsall in this caiss. c 1475 RaufCoil^ear
227 He began to frane farther mair. 1568 A. Scott
Poems (S. T. S.)xxxiv. 45 >e preiche, 3e fleich, 3e frane.

2. a. trans. To ask for (a thing) ; to request (a

person) to do something, h. intr. To ask, request.

Const, for.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 129 Fortune fares ber as ho fray-

nez. (1425 Wvntoun Cron. vm. vi. 39 For bis as scho
fraynyd fast, He consentyd at be last. ( 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 485 He can him frayn Al the solhe him to sayn.

Hence f Frayning vbl. sb,

01300 Cursor M. 27371 pe preist bi-gin ban his franynj*.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Adrian 30 pe kynge. .one bis wyis
mad franyng. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 27 By a fraynyng for-

ban faileb ber manye. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821)

II. 207 At last, be lang franing of his wife, he schew quhat
schame the king had done to him.

Frayturer : see Fraterer.

Frazil (fr^'zH). [?A Canadian use of Y.fraisil,

coal-dust, cinders.] In Canada and U.S. Ice formed
at the bottom of a stream, anchor-ice. Also attrih.

1888 Montreal Gaz. 17 Mar. (Cent.), It has been sug-
gested that it may be due to the accumulation of frazil

or anchor-ice. 1893 Boston (Mass.) Youth's Companion
9 Feb. 71/4 The greater the surface of the swift open water,
the greater the quantity of frazil made in a minute, hour, or
day. Every open rapid is, in ' zero weather ', a frazil-factory.

Frazzle (frarzT), v. dial, and U. S. Also
frazle. [Cf. Fasel v., and Fray v.2 ] trans. To
fray, wear out, tear to rags or ribbons. lit. and fig.

Hence Frazzled ppl. a. Also Frazzle sb., the

state of being frazzled or worn out ; Prazzlings,
ravellings.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Frazle, to unravel or rend
cloth. Frazlings, threads of cloth, torn or unravelled. 1893
Amer. Missionary (N. Y. > Dec. 418 One's garments get

frazzled in the grass ; one's mind and body and spiritual

sense sometimes become frazzled, torn to pieces, good-for-

nothing. 1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 2 Jan., Two years

ago his nerves were worn to a frazzle over an attempt made
to levy a tax. 1895 Nebraska State Jrnl. 23 June 3/1

Everyone believed that Thomas would, .plant the frazzled

banner of the distillers in its place.

Freak (frfk), sb 1 [Not found before 16th c.

;

possibly introduced from dialects, and cognate with

OE.fr/cian {Matt. xi. 17) to dance.]

1. A sudden causeless change or turn of the mind
;

a capricious humour, notion, whim, or vagary.
1563 Mirr. Mag:, Jane Shore ji, Fortunes frekes. 1590

Spenser F. Q. 1. iv. 50, I feare the fickle freakes . . Of For-
tune. 1632 Marmion Holland's Leaguer u. i, Her I'll make
A stale, to take this courtier in a freak. 1661 Cowley Disc.
Govt. O. Cromwell Wks. 1710 II. 654 Now the Freak takes
him and he makes seventy Peers of the Land at one clap.

xjrii Stef.le Sped. No. 427 r 2 Sometimes in a Freak [she]

will instantly change her Habitation. 1812 H. & J. Smith
Rej. Addr. 79 Amid the freaks that modern fashion sanc-

tions, It grieves me much to see live animals Brought on the
stage. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. vi. 158 Ibrahim
Pasha, in a freak of tyrannical fury, turned every Mahometan
out of the city. 1891 E. W. Oossf. Gossip Libr. v. 56 One
of the grimmest freaks that ever entered into a pious mind.

2. The disposition of a mind subject to such

humours ; capriciousness.

1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor. (1702) 54 It is the

Freak of many People, they cannot do a good Office, but
they are presently boasting of it. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t.

Ser. 11. xviti. 380 Several, .have ruined their fortunes out of

mere freak. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre xiii, A decent quies-

cence under the freak of manner, gave me the advantage.

3. A capricious prank or trick, a caper.

1648 Hunting 0/ Fox 40 They have . . played freakes

[printed reakes] in the Country. 17*4 Gay Quidnutuki's,
Thus, as in giddy freaks he bounces, Crack goes the twig, and
in he flounces ! 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Jackdaw, The
priests, with awe, as such freaks they saw, Said : The Devil
must be in that little Jackdaw. 1865 Troi.i-ope Belton Est.

i. 3 Expelled from Harrow for some boyish freak.

4. A product of irregular or sportive fancy.

1784 Cowper Task v. 130 Thy most magnificent and
mighty freak [an ice-palace], The wonder of the North.
1856 Emehson Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 74
Strawberry Hill of Horace Walpole, Fonthill Abbey of Mr.
Beckford, were freaks.

b. ^More fullyfreak of'nature', = htsus nature :

A monstrosity, an abnormally developed individual

of any species; in recent use (esp, U.S.), a living

curiosity exhibited in a show.
1847 A. M. Gilliam Trav, Mexico 230 Many were . . the

freaks of nature, that I beheld in the singular formations of

the rocks. 1883 Daily News 11 Sept. 2/5 An association of

..natural curiosities usually exhibited at booths, .called the
' Freaks' Union ', the word freaks being an abbreviation of

the term ' freaks of nature ' by which these monstrosities are

described. 1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 130 The two
freaks were retired into private life for purposes of refresh-

ment.

5. Comb., asfreak-show
;
freak-doing adj.

1862 R. H. Pattkrson Ess. Hist. <V Art 470 The freak-

doing Aswins. 1887 E.R. PENNELLinCc«/^///. Rev. Mar. 400
note, What I should call penny peep, or rather freak, shows.

Hence Prea'kdom, the region or domain of ca-

price ; Prea"kery, freaks collectively ; Prea'kful

a., freakish, capricious ; Frea'ksome a. — prec.

1820 Keats L.amia 1. 230 By some freakful chance. 1854
Chamb. Jrnl. III. 175 The Puck of Fancy, that freaksome,
tricksy wight. 1873-4 A. J. Ellis in Trans. Philol. Soc. 15

Was it [' scrumptious ']..a pure fancy of the moment, with
nothing but absurdity and freakdom to generate it? 1876

J.
Weiss Wit, Hum. <y Shaks. i. 5 What a wide range of

Nature's curious freakery a forest has !

Freak (fnk), sb$ [f. Freak v.] A fleck or

streak of colour.

1870 Lowell Study Wind. (1871) 215 These quaint freaks
of russet [in an old book] tell of Montaigne.

Freak (fnk\ v. [f. Freak sb."1

; the word
(in sense 1) seems to have been formed by Milton.]

1. trans. To fleck or streak whimsically or

capriciously ; to variegate. Usually in pa. pple.

1637 Milton Lycidas 144 The pansy freaked with jet.

172^-46 Thomson Winter 814 And dark embroun'd, Or
beauteous freakt with many a mingled hue. 1834 Beckford
Italy I. 80 Collecting dianthi freaked with beautifully varied

colours. 1880 Swinburne Studies in Song 15 The very dawn
was.. freaked with fire.

fig. 1803 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XVI. 221 The
anxious elaboration of a style freaked with allusions.

2. intr. To practise freaks; to sport, gambol,
frolic.

1663 [see Freaking///, a,], a 1820 T. R. Drake Culprit
Fay xxvi. 1836 Then glad they left their covert lair, And
freaked about in the midnight air.

Freak, var. form of Freke, Obs., man.

f Freaking, ///. a. Obs. [f. Freaks] Ad-
dicted to freaks, freakish.

1663 Flagellutn, or O. Cromwell (1672) 140 After 4 daies

time (in which Feak and his Freaking Partisans were almost
run from their wits). 1665 Pei'vs Diary 25 Jan., He told

me what a mad, freaking fellow Sir Ellis Layton hath been.

Freakish (frrkij), a. [f. Freak sb. i + -ish.]

1. Full of freaks, characterized by freaks, capri-

cious, whimsical.
1653 H. More Conjcct. Cabbal. (1713) 186 Without any

such freakish conceits. 1673 Wycherlev Gentl. Dancing-
Master 1. i, An ill-contrived, ugly, freakish fool. 171a
Steele Sped. No, 514 p 4 The most wild and freakish garb
that can be imagined. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 605 His freakish
thoughts. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 249 We found our
companions busily employed in securing the young freakish
horses. z8n W. Tennant Anster F. 1. viii, Her trees of
tinsel kiss'd by freakish gales. 1863 Geo. Eliot Rotnola
1. iii, Look at that sketch : it is a fancy of. .a strange freakish
painter. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. (1886) 40 Our freakish
climate. 1875 Poste Gains 1. (ed. 2) 122 The synthesis of
title and right in Civil law may be freakish and capricious.

2. Of the nature of a freak, curious, grotesque.
1805 Scott Last Minstr. 11. xi, The ozier wand In many

a freakish knot had twined. 18*7 Hood Mids. Fairies
lxxxviii, He., had stuck His freakish gauds upon the
Ancient's brow.

Hence Preakishly adv., Frea kishness.
1678 Trans, Crt. Spain 26 Let us admire the freakishness

of worldly affairs, a 1714 J. Sharp Wks. 1:754) V. ii. 48 Such
apiece of folly and freakishness. 17*7 Uailey vol. II, Freak-
ishly. 18*7 Scott Jrnl. 27 Apr., That freakishness ofhumour
which made me a voluntary idler. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets

vii. 204 But gods intervene mechanically and freakishly, like

the magicians in Ariosto or Tasso. 1888 Repentance P.
Wentworih II. 340 You. .are fully persuaded I did it out of
sheer freakishness.

Freaky ((rrkl;,a. [f. Freak sb. 1 + -y 1
.] =

Freakish.
1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 453 Instead of. .clipsome hedges

and freaky meadows.. his faded eye could only fall upon
horrid bars and walls. 1891 Ibid. CXLIX. 107/2 Theodora
was. .a slippery, freaky little creature.

Hence Frea kiness.
1886 T. Roosevelt Hunting Trips 347 No other species

seems to show such peculiar 'freakiness' of character, both
individually and locally.

t Fream, sb. Obs.-° 'Arable land worn out of

heart, and laid fallow till it recover' (Phillips 1 671 ).

Phillips appends this definition to his explanation of
Freamcth (seenexti; Kersey 1706 refers it, prob. rightly,

to Fream. The word is otherwise unknown.

Fream (fnm), v. Also 6 ? erron.) froam. [Of
uncertain origin.

Perh. an artificial term suggested by L. fremere to roar
{Y./remir, to shudder, is too remote in sense). Hut quot.

1876 suggests that it may, with unexplained irregularity,

represent OAngl. hrema — 'WS. hrteman, to cry out.]

intr. To roar, rage, growl : spec, of a boar.

1576 Turherv. Venerie 238 A Uore freameth. 1583
Stanviiurst /Suets 11. (Arb.) 51 Hee freams, and skrawhng
to the skye brays terribil hoyseth. Ibid. iv. lArb.) 100
Hudge fluds lowdlye freaming from mountayns loftye be
trowlling. 1660 Howell Parly ofBeasts viii. 113 He [a man
turned into a boar] did. . extreamly froam at his own Country-
men. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Retreat. 1.(1677) r ' Terms for

their Noise at Rutting time .. A Hoar Freameth. 1711
Puckle Club 00 An hart bellows, a buck groyns..a boar
freams. [1876 Whitby Gloss., Freeam or Recam, to

scream.]

+ Frean, v. Manege. Obs. See quot.)

1607 Markiiam Caval. vi. 28 If he will lie downe and
tumble, which horsmen call Freaning, you shall not onely

giue him leaue, but..helpe him to wallow ouer and ouer.

t Freare. Sc, Obs. » Frail sb. 1

1565 Aberd. Reg. V. 25 (Jam.) Fywe half fream offeggis.

a 1575 Diurn. Occurrents (1833) 292 Ane frear of feggis.

>S&a-8 Hist. James K/^1804) 166 Quhilk was convoyit to

the castell of Edinburgh in a freare of fegges.

Treat, obs. form of Fret.

Freathe (frit!), v. Sc. [? repr. OE. (A^frtotian

to foam (pa. pple. -frozen : cf. Froth sb.).}

1. intr. To froth or foam.

1785 Hurns Sc. Drink x, O rare ! to see thee fizz an' freath

I' th' lugget caup !

2. trans. To make to froth or lather.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. \. ii. song v, We're not yet

begun To freath the graith.

Freche, obs. form of Fresh.

t Frexhedly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. frech

var. of Freck + -ei> 1 + -ly 2.] Greedily.

c 1450 Myrc 1332 Ete or dronke to frechedely.

Freck, frack (frek, frcek), a. Obs. exc. Sc.

Forms : a. 1 free, 3 frech, south, vrech, 4 freck,

•kk(e, 4-5 frek(e, (5 freik', 8-9 Sc. freck. 0.

Sc, 6-7 frak, 6-9 frack. [Com. Teut. : OK. free,

fric, frsec = OHG. freh covetous, greedy (MUG.
vrech courageous, Ger. frech bold, insolent), OX.
frekr greedy (Sw. frack daring, Da. fr,rk), Goth.

(faihu)fnks (fee-)greedy, covetous. Cf. Frike a.,

which seems to have been confused with this word.]

1. Desirous, eager, prompt, quick, ready. Const.

gen. (OE. only) to with sb. or vb. in inf. To make
freck : to make ready.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. viii. 15 Hwast hi firenlusta frece ne

waron. c 1205 Lay. 9419 To heo eoden alle afoten & swiSe

freche weoren. a 1300 Cursor M. 5198 To bidd hast now
es nan sa frck. 1352 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 68 Doghty
men ,. That war ful frek to fight. < 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 4441 He was freke his name to frayne. 1560-78

Bk. Discipt. Ch. Scot. (1621) Pref., Frack to preach the

Gospell in Scotland, as in another Antiochia. a 157* Knox
Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 104 The merchantis maid frack to

saill. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 119 Hae
ye your man by acht o'clock, A' frack and furnish't for

the shock. i8ao Scott Abbot xxxiv, You know whether
I am so frack as the serving-man spoke him.

b. In bad sense: Greedy, gluttonous ; also, keen

for mischief.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xi. 19 Heonu monn fric. ^1225
Ancr. R. 128 pe vox is ec a wrecche vrech best, and fret

swuSe wel mid alle. c 1*75 O. E. Misc. 75 Ac sathanas be

frecche pe saule wule drecche, Hwanne he agult habbeb.

2. Lusty, strong, vigorous.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Hii. 23 On all the flwre thair was

nane frackar. 1569 in Napier Mem. (1793) 127 Thou art the

frackest felow amang them. 1820 Scott Abbot xxxiv, Un-
likely men to stay one of the frackest youths in Scotland of

his years.

Freck (frek), sb. rare~ l
. [? Shortened from

Freckle sb.] = Freckle.
i866Intell. Observ. No. 53. 349 Burnt-umber spotsand frecks.

t Freck, frack, v. 1 Sc. Obs. [f. the adj.]

intr. To move swiftly or nimbly.

1513 Douglas Mneis 1. i. 62 As the Troianis frakkis our

the fluide. Ibid. v. iv. xoi.

Freck (frek), v. 2 [? Shortened from Freckle v.

or var. of Freak v.] trans. To mark with spots

or freckles ; to dapple.

1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 11. (1626) 43 There shee a

bloodlesse Statue sate,alLfreckt. 1821 Clare Fill. Minstr.



FRECKEN.
II. 3 Eve put on her sweetest shroud . . Freck'd with white

and purple cloud. 1869 Lowell Cathedr. Poet. Wks. (1870)

25 The painted windows, frecking led. 1890 IV. 47 freaking]

gloom with glow.

Frexken, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4
frekne, 5 frakyn(e, 5-6frakene, 6 fracin, frack-

ne, freken, -in, 7 frechon. [a. Q^S.freknur pi.

(Sw. frdkne, Va.fregne).] A freckle.

c 1386 Chaucer A'ut.'s T. 1311 A fewe freknes in his face

y-spreynd. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 680/3 Hec lenticula,

a frakyn. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde IV. vi. (1634) 200

Frekens..may be taken away by often anoynting them with

the oyle of Tartar. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii. vi. iii.

(1651)562 Reddestreeks,frechons, hairs, warts. «i825Forby
Voc. E. Anglia, Freckens

t
freckles.

Hence Preckened. fpl. a., marked with freckles.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1081 His forhevede alle was it over,

As be felle of a froske, and fraknede it semede. c 1440

Vromp. Pan'. 176/1 Fraknyd, idem quod Frakny. 1877 in

N. W. Line. Gloss.

Frecken (fre'ken), v. Anglo-Irish, etc. [mis-

pronunciation of Frighten.] trans. To frighten.

Also with of.

1847 Le Fanu T. (TBrien 230 ' A whole parish that was
freckened beyant all tellinV 1894 Haix Caine Manxman
1\7 ' May be it was myself she was freckened of.'

Freckle (fre-k'l), sb. Forms : 5-6 fracel,

-le, frakel, -il, -le, 6 frekelle, -le, -yll, 6-7

freck-(e)l, 7'frecle, -lie, 6- freckle. [Altera-

tion of Fkeckkn.]
1. A yellowish or light-brown spot in the skin, said

to be produced by exposure to the sun and wind.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 189 Of cloob bat is clepid fraclis

or goute roset. 1544 Phaer Regim.Ly/e iT553> 1* va, Lac
virginis. .taketh awaie frekles of y8 visage. 1612 Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 163 The legs and thighes dis-

coloured into frekels. 1700 DryDKN Palamon <y A. III. 76
Some sprinkled freckles on his face were seen, Whose dusk
set off the whiteness of the skin. 1775 Sheridan Duenna
11. ii, Her skin .. spangled here and there with a golden

freckle. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet I. 5 She was
running about without thinking of freckles.

fig. «i535 More Wks. 7 He semed somwhat besprent

wt the frekell of negligence.

2. Any small spot or discoloration.

1547 Uorde Introd. Knowl. i. (1870) 127 If a man doth

cast a cupe. -in the well, it wyll be full of droppes or frakils.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 13 In their [Cowslips'] gold coats,

spots you see, Those be Rubies, Fairie fauors, In those

freckles, Hue their sauors. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Comf>l.

Gard. 3 One would take them at first but for little reddish

Frecles and Spots. 1784 Cowpes Task vi. 241 Not a flower

Hut shows some touch, in freckle, streak, or stain, Of his

unrivalled pencil. 1813 T. Forstkr Atmos. P/uenom. (1815)

78 A sort of cirrostratus like little freckles. 1832 Bowles
St. John in Patmos v. 57 Not a freckle stained the firma-

ment High overhead.
trans/. 18.. O. W. Holmes Good Time Going, This

little speck, the British Isles? Tis but a freckle: never

mind it

!

+ 3. ? A wrinkle. Obs.

1519 Hokman Vulg. 169 b, They fille vp theyr frekyllys :

and stretche abrode theyr skyn with tetanother.

4. Comb., asfreckle-water ; freckle-faced adj.

1688 Lond. Gas. No. 2380/4 Charles Vine, .freckle Fac'd

. .Run away from his Master. 1856 Anne Manning Tasso

£ Leonora 100, I am off to the Barber-surgeon's to buy
some freckle-water for Madama Leonora. 1884 Harper's

Mag. Jan. 307/1 You were freckle-faced.

Freckle (fra-k'l), v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To cover with freckled or spots.

1613 Chapman Revenge Bussy a"Ambois Plays 1873 II. 107

The "bloud She so much thirsts for, freckling hands and
face. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 68 Persons naturally

with brown skins, are blistered or freckled less than those

who are fairer. 1844 Hood Discov. in Astron. ii, ' Lord,

master .. To wonder so at spots upon the sun ! I'll tell you
what he's done

—

Freckled himselfI'

b. intr. To appear in spots or patches.

1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 207 The sunbeams, filtering

small, Freckling through the branches fall. Ibid. II. 201

Where the sunshine freckles on the eye Through the half-

clothed branches in the woods.

2. intr. To become marked with freckles.

1842 Thackkray Fitz-Boodles Con/. Wks. 1869 XXII. 220

Those fair complexions, they freckle so. 1889 Anstey
Pariah 1. iv, You know I never freckle.

Freckled (fre'k'ld), ppl. a. Also 4 y-fracled,

5 y-freklet, fraculd. [f. Freckle sb. + -ed 2
.]

1. Marked with freckles.

1440 [see Freckny], 1602 Marston Ant. <$• Mel. iv.

Wks. 1856 I. 50 She hath a freckled face. 1680 Lond.
Gas. No. 1532/4 With pock-holes in his face, and freckled.

1751 Gordon Another Cordial/or Loiv Spirits II. 138 One
of the Barkin-Tribe. with weather-beaten Countenance and
freckl'd Fist. 1885 Runciman Skippers # Sh. 232 The
freckled children looked hard and healthy.

2. Spotted; dappled; variegated.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3659 Is stede, Al y-fracled wybwhit &
rede. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. <E. E. T. S.) 233
Eyen. .whit y-freklet, or I-sprotid. c 1614 Drayton Quest

OfCynthia Wlci. (1748) 227 We'll angle in the brook, The
freckled trout to take. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1.

(1677) 41 Their [Hounds'] Legs freckled with red and black.

x8zi Clare Vtll. Minstr. I. 140 Freckled cowslips are

gilding the plain. 1876 Rock Text. Fair. 63 Velvet.,

freckled with gold thread sprouting up like loops.

f 3. Resembling a freckle. Obs.- 1

1611 Bible Lev. xiii. 39 It is a freckled spot that groweth
in the skin.

4. Comb., asfreeklcdfaced adj.

1611 Si-eed Theat. Gt. Brit. {1614) 107/2 When a stout

frecled faced King should passe over that ford, then the

520

power of the Welshmen should be brought under. 1687

Lond. Gas. No. 2256/4 They were taken away by a Fellow

..swarthy and freckled Faced. 1885 Black White Heather
ii, The little red-headed, freckled-faced lassie.

Hence Preckledness, the state of being freckled.

1611 Cotgr., Canetille. .the frecklednesse of a face.

Freckling (fre-klirj), vbl. sb. [f. Freckle v.

+ -ing 1.] The action of the verb Fheckle. In

quots. quasi-concr., a mark like a freckle. Also

collect., a marking with freckles.

1820 Keats Lamia 1. 159 A deep Volcanian yellow. . Made
gloom of all her frecklings, streaks and bars. 1882 Garden
28 Jan. 68/3 A white variety without the external freckling

is not uncommon.

Fre'Cklish, a. rare- 1
, [f. Fkeckle sb. +

-I8H-] Somewhat freckled.

1692 Lond. Gas. No. 2800 '4 Timothy Phillips . . pale and
frecklish. .went away, .with a. .Sum of Money.

Freckly (fre'kli), a. [f. Fkeckle sb. + -T '.]

Full of spots or freckles.

a 1704 T. Brown Highlander 14 He . . plumps his Freckly

Cheeks with stinking Weed [Tobacco]. 1740 Pineda Span.
Diet., Satputlido, freckly, motly, or full of small Spots.

t Freckly, fraxkly, adv. Chiefly Sc. [f.

Freck a. + -LY-.] a. Voraciously, greedily, b.

Eagerly, with spirit, promptly, lustily.

a. c 1205 Lay. 31772 He a:t of ane uisce urechliche swiSe.

I375 Barbour Bruce vn. 166 Thai rostit in hy thair met,

And fell rycht frakly for till et.

b- ("1440 York Myst. x'\. 393 Do charge oure charyottis

swithe And frekly folowes me. 15x3 Douglas AErteis vm.
vii. 164 Wonder frakly thai Onto thair labour can thaim all

addres. x6oo J. Melvii.l Diary (1842) 362 The gentilmen

offerit tham selves verie fraclie. a 1651 Calderwood Hist.

Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) III. 669 How fracklie, as a perjured

and man-sworne person he went forward.

t Fre*ckny, a. Obs~ 1 In 5 frakny. [f.

Frecken sb. •- -y ]
; =Sw. fraknig."\ Freckled.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 176/1 Frakny, or fraculde {P. frekeny)

lentigi(n)osus.

t Fre'ddon, v. Obs. Also 6 firdon, friddon,

fridoun. [ad. Fr. fredonner.] intr. To hum,

warble, quaver. Hence f Fri/ddoning vbl. sb.

1584 Southerns in Puttenham Kng. Poesie III. xxii. (Arb.)

260, I will freddon in thine honour. 1588 A. Hume Triumph
Lord 207 Douce friddomng of flutes. 1599— [see Firdon.]

16. . Montgomerle Cherrie
<J-
Slae vii (in Evergreen\ Com-

pleitly, mail sweitly, Scho fridound flat and schairp.

t Frede, v. Forms : 2-4 frede(n ; also 1 ,^e-

fr6dan, 3-4 south, ivrede.n. [OE. {ge)fredan

wk. vb., f. frod wise; =MDu. vroeden, OIKi.

fruotan.] trans. To be sensible of, feel, perceive
;

with direct obj. or with sentence as obj. Also refl.

t 888 K. /Klered Boeth. xli. §4 Sio jefrednes hine maj^

^egrapian & ^efredan pa;t hit lichoma bib. ciooo ^-Elkri':

Horn. I. 544 Hi swurdes ec?;e ne fcefreddon. c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. Mark v. 29 Heo on hire ^efredde [c 1160 Hatton
fredde] 5a;t heo of 5am wile ;*;eha;led wa;s. < 1205 Lav.

27138 Ah he herm ivredde : his hcje men he losecle. c 1275

Sinners lieivare 197 in O. E. Misc. 78 Bute we vs bi-rede

|?e gost hit schal lvrede. ^1315 Shoreham 22 ^ef that 3e

fredeth 30U, That he ne be nau^t digne For te be housled.

ci320.SVhv« Sag. (W.) 1514 His wife lai warme abedde
And solas of hire lemman fredde. 1390 Gower Con/ II.

374 If that I her fredde, Whan I toward oflring her ledde.

Frederize, ^- nonce-wd. [f. Frederick + -ize.]

intr. To take the part of the Kmperor Frederick.

x6i8 Daniel Coll. Hist. Fng., Hen. III. (an. 12461 138 Vpon
the Popes, .dispising the Kings message t,who, he said, began

to Frederize).

|| Fredon. Obs. [Yr.fredon in similar sense.]

A particular sequence of cards : see quot.

1798 Sporting Mag. XII. 142 The fredon which is four

tens, four aces, four nines, etc.

Fred-stole : see F"kithstool.

Free (fn"), a. Forms: 1 frip, fr6o, freoh,

frioh, fri. ttf, fn'3, 2-3 fri(e, 3-4 freo, (3 south.

vreo , 4 fry, frey, south, vry, vri. 6 frye, 6-7

(chiefly Sc.) frie, 2-6 fre, 4- free. [[Com. Teut.

:

OE.fre'o, frio } fr^ corresponds to OFris. fri, OS.

frt recorded only -as- sb. and in the compound

fri-lik\ Du. vrij)
x
iOt\G. frt (MHG. vri, mod.

Ger./m"), ON. *frVr tlost exc. in the compound

frials \-*frt-hals ' free-necked ', free ; the mod.Icel.

frL Sw., Da. fri arc adopted from Ger/JL.Goth.

frei-s-.—CYYwti-. *frijo- freJfc-OAryan *f>riyo-> re-

presented by Skr. priyd dear, Welsh rhyldd free,

f. root *pri to love (Skr. . prt to delight,. endear \

OS1. prijatelt friend,[Goth. frijCm, Oil. frdon to

love, whence Friknd).
The primary sense of the adj. is 'dear'; the Germanic

and Celtic sense comes of its having been applied as the

distinctive epithet of those members of the household who
were connected by ties of kindred with the head, as opposed

to the slaves. The converse process of sense-developrnent

appears in Lat. Ttbert ' children ', literally the ' free ' members
of the household.]

I, Not in bondage to another.

X. Of persons : Not bound or subject as a slave

is to his master ; enjoying personal rights and

liberty of action as a member of a society or state.

<888 K. Alfred Boeth. xli. § 2 Gif hwyle swipe rice

cyning..na:fde Dsnne fryne [MS. Cott. freone] mon on

eallon his rice, ac w;eron calle beowe. c 1000 /Elkric Exod.

xxi. 2peowie he six jer and beo him freoh on bam seofo-

San. a 1300 Cursor M. 6708 (Gott.) Qua-so smytes vte his

thraleseyc.He sal him make fre and quite. 1535 Cover-

FREE.

dale Job iii. 19 The bonde man, and he that is fre from his

master. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. iv. xiv. 81 When I did

make thee free. 1610 — Temp. 1. ii. 442 Delicate Ariel, I'll

set thee free for this. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 16

These are free Negroes, and wear.. the badge of their

freedom. 1841 Lank ./J rab. Nts. 1. 65 Itsometimes happens,

though rarely, that free girls are sold as slaves.

b. fig. {esp. in a spiritual sense = not in bondage

to sin).

<"975 Rnshtt'. Gosp. John viii. 36 Gif forckm sunu iow
fcefrioo so81ice frio ^e bio3on. 1 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 101

He hadde maked hem fre of pe deules bralsipe. 1513
Douglas AZneis x. iii. 84 Of the fatis fre [orig. libera/ati\.

1610 Shaks. Temp. Epil. 20 As you from crimes would
pardon'd be, Let your indulgence set me free. 1611 Uiblk
Gal. v. 1. 1643 L>enham Cooper's Hill 130 Who .. free

from Conscience, is a slave to Fame. 169S Ld. Preston
Boeth. iv. 194 Everything is by so much the freer from

Fate.

c. Of or belonging to free men. Free labour:

the labour of free men (in contradistinction to that

of slaves).

1856 Olmsted Slave States 100 He is satisfied that at

present free-labor is more profitable than slave-labor.

2. Of a state, its citizens, institutions, etc. : En-

joying civil liberty ; existing under a government

which is not arbitrary or despotic, and does not

encroach upon individual rights. Also, not sut ject

to foreign dominion.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 219 Al[a)s ! that folk, that euir wes
fre . . War tretyt than sa wykkytly. 1382 Wyclik i Mace.
xi. 31 And Jerusalem be holy and free, with his coostis.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 111. i. 49 Till the iniurious Romans did

extort This Tribute from vs, we were free. 1667 Milton
/*. L. 1. 259 Here at least We shall be free. 1770 Junius Lett.

xxxvii. 184 He is king of a free people. 179a Residence in

France (1797) I. 155 France is now the freeest country in the

world. 180a Wordsw., Sonn., 'It is not to be thought 0/
that the fiood\ We must be free or die, who speak the

tongue That Shakspeare spake. 1817-18 Cobbett Resid.

U. S. (i8-!2) 21 Is it not a mockery to call a man free, who
no more dares turn out his tallow into candles for his own
use, than he dares rob upon the highway? 1867 Smiles
Huguenots Eng. xi. (1880) 187 Holland . . became the chief

European centre of free thought, free religion, and free

industry.

f 3. Noble, honourable, of gentle birth and breed-

ing. In ME. a stock epithet of compliment. Often

in alliterative phr. fair andfree. Obs.

a 1000 Cxdmotis Gen. 1642 (Gr.) Da wearb Seme suna &
dohtra. . worn afeded, freora beama. c 1000 Ags. Ps. lvi[i]. 9
Ic be on folcum frine Drihten ecne andete. C 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 109/100 |>e Amirales doubter, .bat was so fair and fre.

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 420 Of fayrost fourme & maners, &
mest 3entyl & fre. {1x300 Cursor M. 8121 Als milk bah"

[Ethiopians'J hide becom sa quite And o fre blod bai had be

heu. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 795 My joy, my blys, my
lemman fre. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 623 Mirthe, that

is so fair and free, c 1384 — H. Fame I. 442 His fader

Anchises the free, c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. (Surtees) 125 For
to wyrship that chyld so fre. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/
Aymon ix. 199 They met wyth damp Rambault the free

knyght. fx«>54 Interlude o/Youth in Hazl. Dods/ey II. 20

To have a sight I would be fain Of that lady free. 163a

Milton UAllegro 11 Thou Goddess fair and free.

fi. Hence in regard to character and conduct

:

Noble, honourable, generous, magnanimous. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25524 pat ilk time bou mistred be, Suet

iesu ! wit hert sa fre, To maria magdalene. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 525 'Now frynd ', quod bat faire, 'as ye bene fre

holden, Will ye suffer me to say, and the sothe telle ?
' 1559

Mirr. Mag., Salisbury xviii, Vertuous life, fre hart and
lowly mind. 1594 H. Willobie in Shaks. C. Praise 10

You must be secret, constant, free. 1604 Shaks. Oth. in.

iii. 199, I would not have your free and noble nature, Out of

self-bounty, be abused.

f b. Of studies: Liberal; --^L, ingenwe (artes).

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 150 He
sholde make his chyldryn to lerne fre Sciencis of Clcrgi.

II. Released, loose, unrestricted.

5. At liberty; allowed to go where one wishes,

not kept in confinement or custody, f ft& keep-

ing -\*. libera custodia. Also, released from con-

finement or imprisonment, liberated. Phr. to set

free, let go free, etc. (Ahofg.)
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 206/2 And ii yere he was in free

kepyng and disputed ayenst the Jewes. 1585 T. Washing-
ton tr. Sicholays Voy. \. xx. 24 b, He wold . . set them at

free deliverance. 1608 Shaks. Per. IV, vi. 107 O that the

gods Would set me free from this unhallow'd place ! 1720

De Foe Capt. Singleton xvi. (1840) 269 We would let them
go free, a 1721 Pkior L<n>e disarmed 25 Set an unhappy
pris'ner free, Who ne'er intended harm to thee. 1824 Syd. -

Smith Wks. (1859) II. 37/2 We use no compulsion with un-

tried prisoners. You are free as air till you are found guilty.

1871 Morley I'oltaire 2 Calvin, .set free all those souls.

b. Of animals: Not kept in confinement, at liberty

to range abroad.

1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xti, 25oGodes foulcs and hus free

bestes. 1697 Dkyden sEneid vi. 889 Their Steeds around,

Free from their Harness, graze the flow'ry Ground. 1844

A. B. Welby Poems (1867) 35 The round blue heaven is all

thine own, O free and happy bird ! 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. I. 312 Deer, as free as in an American forest, wandered

there by thousands.

6. Released from ties, obligations, or constraints

upon one's action.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 142 Till by helping Baptista's

eldest daughter to a husband we set his youngest free for a

husband, a 1605 Montgomekie Commend. 0/ Love 1, I

rather far be fast nor frie, Albeit I micht my mynd remove.

x6o6 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. n. v. 57 Free, madam ! no . .
He's

bound unto Octavia. (11721 Pkior Song, ' Phillis, since



FREE. 521 FREE.

we' 18 We both have spent our stock of love, So conse-

quently should he free. 1859 Autobiog. Beggar-boy 2 Since

I was what may be termed a free man ; or, in other words,
since 1 became independent.

b. Released or exempt from work or duty.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 11. 640 The Swain, who, free

from Business and Debate, Receives his easy Food from
Nature's Hand. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind, 300
They watch and are free by turns in the day-time, but at

night they must alt be in the Fort, a 1715 Burnet Own
Time (1766) II. 37 Coleman had a whole day free to make
his escape. .. 1818 Sir R. Peel in Crvktr Papers (1884) I.

iv. 116 A fortnight hence I shall be free as air.

7. Guiltless, innocent, acquitted. Const, from,

of (a. crime or offence). ? Obs.

1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 252 Your Maiestie and wee that

haue free soules, it touches vs not. Ibid. v. ii. 343 Laer.
Mine and my Fathers death come not vpon thee, Nor thine

on me. Ham, Heauen make thee free of it. 1637 Ruther-
ford Let. 23 Sep. (1891) 521, I am free from the blood of all

men, for I have communicated to you the whole counsel
of God. 1657 R- L*GOW Barbadoes(i6j3) 3 A man that hath
a free heart, and a good Conscience. 1678 Dryden & Lee
(Edipus in. i (end*, My hands are guilty, but my heart

is free.

8. Of actions, activity, motion, etc. : Unimpeded,
unrestrained, unrestricted, unhampered. Also of

persons : Unfettered in their action.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13079 J>e king bam lete haf fre entre.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 152 pe necke schal nevere have
his free mevynge. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 22 Fre
owth goyng and in comyng. 1535 Coverdale 2 Thess.
iii. 1 That the worde of God maye haue fre passage.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. in. ii. 86 We shall haue the freer

woing at M* Pages. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

292 That the water may have free passage to all parts.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. iii. § 62 Whilst each Bishop
in his respective Diocesse, Priest in his Parish, were
freer than formerly in execution of their Office. 1664 H.
More Myst. Iniq. Apol. 552 As if one, while his friend was
stooping, should fetch a freer stroke at their common
Enemy. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 49 r 7 [A) library
that I have free access to." 1791 Mrs. Kadcuffe Rom.
Forest vi, Her dress, which was loosened for the purpose of
freer respiration. 1828 Ld. Grenvii.le Sink. Fund p. viii,

Without the free examination of previously received opinion,
no branch of human knowledge can ever be advanced. 1851
Ruskin Stones Ven. xvii, (18741 I. 188 They have free

admission of the light of Heaven. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. ii2 The various passions are allowed to have
free play.

b. phr. [To have ox give) a free hand-, liberty

of action in affairs that one has to deal with. So
to have one's hands free.
1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xiv. 329 Harold

thus had his hands free. 1890 J. Corbett Drake ix. 117
He was given a free hand to act against the East and West
India convoys. 1895 Col. Maurice in United Service
Mag. July 414 No one ever had, in the composition of
any history . .a freer hand or more ample resources,

C. with to and inf. : At liberty, allowed, or per-

mitted to do something. Also, f permitted by one's

conscience, feeling it right to do something.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 49, I am free To wedde, a

goddes half, wher it lyketh me. 1666 Pepys Diary 1 May,
Thomas Pepys did come to me, to consult about, .his being
a Justice of the Peace, which he is much against . . [He]
tells me, as a confidant, that he is not free to exercise
punishment . .against Quakers and other people, for religion.

1667 Milton P. L. m. 99, I made him just and right,
Sufficient to have stood, though free to fall. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. iii. 31 Privateers are not obliged to any Ship, but
free to go ashore where they please. 18x2 H. & J. Smith
Horace in Loud. 83 He's free to sow discord in German
plantations. 1818 Scott Heart Midi, xix, If ye arena free
in conscience to speak for her in the court of judicature.
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxi, She was free to come and
go. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. iii. (ed.4) 59 Some occupation
that would leave him freer to move about.

d. Not fettered in judgement ; unbiased, open-
minded.
1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 1. xi. (1712) 35, I appeal to

any free Judge. Ibid. in. xvi. (1712) 141 His own words
are so free and ingenuous. 1686 Burnet Trav. i. (1750) 60,
I wish they had larger and freer Souls.

e. Showing absence of constraint or timidity in

one's movements.
1849 James Woodman vii, The traveller came forward

with a bold, free step.

9. Of literary or artistic composition, etc. : Not
observing strict laws of form

; (of a translation,

copy, etc.) not adhering strictly to the original.
1813 Tytler Ess. Princ. Transl. (ed. 3) 231 The limits

between free translation and paraphrases. 1821 Craig
Led, Drazuing vii. 406 A free and tasteful expression of the
minute forms in landscape. 1844 Stanley Arnold I. iii. 142
Any mistake of grammar or construction, however dex-
terously concealed in the folds of a free translation. 1869
Ouseley Counterp. xv. 97 When, .it becomes impossible to
follow exactly all the intervals proposed . . The imitation is

then said to be Free, or Irregular.

10. Allowable or allowed (to or for a person to

do something) ; open or permitted to.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Episf, 216 If that which we have
learned, be free for every man to know. 1618 Bolton
Florus To Rdr., Be it free, with reverence and modesty, to
note over-sights. 1641 J.Jackson True Evang. T. 1.44 It

was free to every one to bastinado a Christian where he met
him. J667 Milton P. -L. iv. 747 Defaming as impure what
God declares Pure, and commands to some, leaves free to
all. X709 Hearne Collect. 4 Apr., Y" Copy was. .free to y8
View of any one. 1796 Burke Let. Noble Ld. Wks.VIII.
32 His Grace may think as meanly as he will of my deserts
. . It is free for him to do so. 1846 Trench Mirac. xxxii.

Vol. IV.

(1862) 452 The ' twelve legions of Angels ', whom it was free

to Him to summon to his aid.

b. Open to all competitors ; opener all. Free

fight: a fight in which all and sundry engage pro-

miscuously.
1870 Lowell Study Wind. 430 The affair became what

they call on the frontier a free fight. 1872 Mark Twain
Inuoc. Abr. xvii. 114 The sailors of a British ship ..

challenged our Sailors to a free fight. 1881 Chicago Times
n June, The grand free-for-all horse race, open to the world.
1887 Spectator 4 June 759/2 English riots are mere free -

fights, begun without special premeditation.

11. Of a space, way, passage, etc. : Clear of ob-
structions, open, unobstructed. So of air = freely-

circulating, in which one breathes freely.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3244 On twel doles delt ist 3e se, xii.

wei;es Ser-hi ben fairer and fre. a 1300 Cursor M. 5932
(Gott.) Froskis . . al }>< erde bai couerd sua, A man mint
noght fre sett his ta. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 233 Are
not the streets as free For me as for you '{ 1671 Naruorougm
Jrnl. in Ace. Sett. Late Voy. 1. (171 1) 145 They did meet
with no Ice, but a free and open Sea. 1697 Dryden I 'irg.

Georg. 1. 47 Where in the Void of Heav'n a Space is free,

Betwixt the Scorpion and the Maid for thee. Ibid. iv. 424
They stop his Nostrils, while he strives in vain To breath
free Air. 1808 Scott Mann. 1. iv, And quickly make the
entrance free. 1856 Kane Arct. E.xpl. I. iii. 35 The wind
offshore -with much free water. 1878 Patmork Tamerton
Church-Tmuer 1. 9 Our weary spirits flagg'd beneath The
still and loaded air ; We left behind the freer heath.

12. Clear of ^something which is regarded as

objectionable or an encumbrance). Const, offrom.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5923 Ne was in hus na vessel fre bat

watur hild. o stan ne tre, O bis wntur bat sua stanc. 1398
Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. xv. xlii. (1495) 503 Creta is an
ylonde free and clene of venyme. 1670 Narborough Jrnl.
in Ace. Sei>. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 20 Every Man is com-
manded to keep himself clean, and free from Lice. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury in. 236/2 A Woman all Hairy, no part of
her Face free. 1698 Frver Acc. E. India $ P. 117 These
places are seldom free from Soldiers and Seamen. 1756 C.
Lucas Ess. Waters III. 120 There is hardly any mine, -free

from pyrite. 1854 G. B. Richardson Univ. Code v. (ed. 12)

4105, I can keep free with the pumps, i860 TvndallG/oc.
1. xix. 135 [Glacier] Ice, singularly free from air-bubbles.
1885 Law Times LXXIX. 176/1 The main travelling ways
..had been, .reported free from any accumulation of foul gas.

13. fa. Of a bird's flight: Agile, swift. Obs.
1657 R. Ligon Harbadoes I1673 1 4 Her ordinary flying ..

is commonly more free than the best Haggard Faulcon.
Ibid., A kind of sea Hawk . . of a far freer wing, and of a
longer continuance.

b. Naut. Of the wind : Not adverse (see quot.

i86;\
1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxv. Si We had the wind free

..sail after sail the captain piled upon her. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., s. v. Freeing, To be free. Said of the
wind when it exceeds 67 30' from right-ahead. 1880 Daily
Tel. 7 Sept., She is on the wrong tack, but the last puff was
free, and helped her.

14. Of materia! things : Not restrained in move-
ment, not fixed or fastened. To get free : to get
loose (from something that restrains or encumbers),
to extricate.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 19 And, knitting all his force, got
one hand free. 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 464 Now half ap-
peared The tawny Hon, pawing to get free His hinder parts.
1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd., Co-lent. 1141'he..
free zooids of the Lucernaridx. 1862 H. Spencer First
Princ. 11. x. § 82 (1875) 250 The pennant of a vessel lying
becalmed first shows the coming breeze, .by gentle undula-
tions that travel from, its fixed to its free end. 1878 E.
Prout in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 40 The discovery of the free
reed. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <$• Clockm., Free Spring,
a balance spring uncontrolled by curb pins. 1890 Boldre-
woodCW. Reformer (18911 149 1 he yacht, .with courses free.

15. Disengaged from contact or connexion with
some other body or surface ; relieved from the
pressure of an adjacent or superincumbent body.
In Bot., not adnate to other organs. Free-central':

see quot. 1845.
1715 Leoni Palladio^s Arc/tit. (1742) II. 10 Making over

the Architraves. . Arches that will bear the weight, and leave
the Architraves free. 1830 R. Knox Beclards Anat. 374
At the free surface of the mucous membrane, 1845 Lindlev
Sch. Bot. i. (18581 16 If it [the placenta] gosws in the middle
of the ovary, without adhering to its sides, .it is called free
central. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. I. 8 The anthers
remaining separate, and being termed free. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 105 Carpels r or more, free or connate.

16. Chem.
f
etc. Uncombined.

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 244 The nitric acid remains
free in the liquor.

_ 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 51
By the decomposition of the carbonic acid, oxygen is set
free. 1862 Ansted Channel Isl. iv. xx. (ed. 2) 464 A silicate
of alumina, with some free silica, and a trace of iron. < 1865
L Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 148/2 A few grains of kaolin, .may
be added to neutralise an excess of free acid.

17. Of power or energy : Disengaged, available
for ' work \
1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 662 The whole power

of the engine would be expended in impelling itself and the
ship ., and no free power would remain for freight. 1837
Brewster Magnet. 363 The action of the free fluid is in
equilibrio with the external force. 1838 Proc. Amer. Phil.
Soc. I. 6 Free electricity is not under any circumstances
conducted silently to the earth.

18. Of a material: Yielding easily to operation,
easily worked, loose and soft in structure. Also
free-working: see D. 1. a below. See also Free-
stone, whence this sense prob. arises.

1573 in Willis & Clark Cambridge u886) I. 174 Item for
Ramsey stone free and ragge. 1676 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist.

Soc.HI. 353 Many flat stones, but being free and soft, their
inscriptions are woreu out. 1765 A. Dickson Treat.Agric.
(ed. 21 59 Even that kind of land that is most free and open
jn its nature, is found to be rendered more fertile by [fallow-
ing], 1753 Smeaton Edystone L. § 106 This stone was
capable of being thus wrought, and was so free to the tool.

1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) ir It is generally called
free, or Dunstone land.

b. Of wood : Without knots. (So free-stuff

:

see I). 2.)

1678 [see Frol'ghv 2]. 1770 Klckahn in Phil. Trans. LX.
315 Out of any soft free wood, cut an artificial one.

III. Characterized by spontaneity, readiness or
profuseness in action.

19. Of a person, his will, etc.: Acting of one's

own will or choice, and not under compulsion or
constraint ; determining one's own action or choice,
not motived from without. (See also FREE will.,
(888 K. /Elfked Boeth. xli. § 2 Forpsem he ^esceop twa

?;csceadwisan ^esceafta frio [MS. Cott. freo], englas & men.
c 1400 Rom, Rose 7441 He knew nat that she was con-
streyned . . But wende she come of wille al fre. i6ox
?Makston Pasi/uit $ Kath. 1. 180 Nay, be free, my
daughters, in election. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 11. ii. 170 To
make vp a free determination Twixt right and wrong. 1662
StillinGFL. Orig. SaCT. in. iii. § 5 Considering man as a free
agent. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vn. § 22 A man is said to
be free, so far forth as he can do what he will. 1849
MacAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 561 From the day when he quitted
Friesland. .he had never been a free agent. 1869 Fkeeman
Norm. Con//. 11876) III. xi. 6 The choice of the electors
would be perfectly free.

20. Ready in doing or granting anything ; acting
willingly or spontaneously; (of an act done of
one's own accord

;
(of an offer, assent, etc.) readily

given or made, made with good will.

c 1386 Ciiaccer Prol. 852 To kepe his forward by his free
assent. 1535 Coverdale i A'ingsx. 13 And Kynge Salomon
gaue vnto \ 8 Quene. .all that she desyred and axed, besydes
that which he gaue her of a frye hande. 1549 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Collect 20th Sund. 'Trinity, That we maye with free
hearts accomplyshe those thynges that tliou wouldest have
done. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 121 There is no kinde
of thing, which Caesars highnesse .. wil not graunt and
give of his free bountie. 1607 Shaks. Timon \. ii. iSS.
161 1 Tocrnelr Ath. Trag. 1. i, You neede not urge my
spirit by disgrace, "Lis free enough ; my Father bindtrs it.

1618 Uolton Florus (1636) 13 Tarqiunius . . of his own free
courage demanding the Kingdome, had it as freely granted.
a 1626 Bacon New Atl. Wks. 1802 II. 132 His noble free
offers left us nothing to ask. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert.
Retig. 1. 206 God doth justifie us tsaith he) of his free-
goodnes. 1882 Ocilvie s. v., He made him a free offer of
his services.

b. with inf. : Ready to do something ; eager,

willing, prompt. Obs. exc. in phr. free to confess,

where the adj. is now apprehended as in 8 c.

1660 'Trial Regie. 22, I shall be very free to open my
Heart. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. v. 94 He was very free

to talk with me, and first asked me my business thither.
a 1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 276 To part with any-
thing in this World, .and to be free to suffer any temporal
Loss., rather than live in a State of strong Temptation
to Sin. 1722 Sk.wf.l Hist. Quakers (1795) I. in. 191 But
they were not free to consent thereto. 1784 New Spec-
tator xvi. 6/2 For my own part, I will be free to confess,
that, in my opinion, [etc.]. 1821 Clare Vill. Miuslr. I. 40
Mark . . his generous mind ; How free he is to push about
his beer. 1824 Byron yuan xvi. lxxiii, He was ' free to
confess'—(whence comes this phrase? Is't English? No

—

'tis only parliamentary* That [etc.]. 1874 Riskin Tors
Clav. xxxvii. 4, I am free to confess I did not quite know
the sort of creature I had to deal with.

C. Of a horse : Ready to go, willing.

1477 Sir J. Paston 111 P. Lett. No. 802 III. 200 It shall
never neede to prykk nor threteafree horse, a 159a Greene
Alphonsus iv. Wks. (Rtldg.) 242/1 Horses that be free Do
need no spurs. 1673 E. Brown BriefAcc. Trav. 71 They
[Servian horses] are very free. 1884 Daily Nezvs 23 July
7/2 * Free horses '—horses that is. .that have been working
in pairs, and have been too conscientious in their work, and
have done more than their share.

21. Ready in giving, liberal, lavish. Const, of
a 1300 Cursor Al. 14397 Sua fre giuer of all-kin gode.

c 1300 Ibid. 27874 (Cott. Galba) Help be pouer with hert fre.

Ibid. 28741 (Cott. Galbai What nede es bat be spenser be
nithing of bat be lord es fre. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. xxix. 31
As many as were of a free heart. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 496
For Saints themselves will sometimes be Of Gifts that
cost them nothing, free. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. 84 The
Tonquinese in general are very free to their Visitants, treat-

ing them with the best cheer they are able to procure. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. iv, I was not very free of it, for my Store
was not great. 1740 Garrick Lying Valet 11. Wks. 1798 I.

53 When he's drunk, .he's very free, and will give me any
thing. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 185
Handsome in person and free of hand.

b. Of a gift : Given out of liberality or genero-

sity (not in return or requital for something else).

c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 312 To fynde goode prestis

bi fre almes of be peple. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Matt. i. 21 The messinger of this free felicitie. 1583 Fulke
Defence xv. 403 The worde xSptcMa • signifieth. .'a free

gift ', or a gift that is freely giuen . . wherof the Prouerbe
is, what is so free as gift? 1791 Gentl. Mag. LXL 1. 411
Benefices are now, I might almost say never a free gift from
a private patron.

22. Acting without restriction or limitation ; al-

lowing oneself ample measure in doing something.
1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 86 Being convinced, .that he

was too free in sinning. 1632 J. Havward tr. Biondfs
Eromeua 147 That either too fight, or too free feeding hath
occasioned you this dreame. 17*7 Pope Th. Var. Sub/.
Swift's Wks. 1755 II. 1. 224 How free the present age is in

. 66
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laying taxes on the next. 1746 Berkeley Lett. Tar-ivater
ii. § 9 The free use of strong fermented liquors. 1791 Genii.

Mas;. 26/2 Probably no divine made a freer use of i\\t paro-
nomasia than Dan. Featley. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <$• //.

Jruts. I. 191 He is .. free and careless in displaying his

precious wares. 1884 Manch. Exam. 4 Apr. 4/5 At the

close [of the market] the tone is easy, with free sellers.

b. Free of or with : using or employing without

reserve or restraint.

1632 Lithgow 'Trav. in. 92 He was so free of his stomacke
to receive in strong liquor. 1653 Bogan MirtkChr. Life So

Grotius, the freest man of his tongue that ever I knew. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 196 He was not free of nis

Discourse. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr.{i-j$-j) II. 258
He gives us a Caution not to be too free with such Pre-

parations.

e. Unstinted as to supply, quantity, etc. ; coming
forth in profusion ; administered without stint

;

abundant, copious. (Used with mixture of sense 8.)

'635 J- Hayward tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg. 86 His
wounded thigh by its free bleeding gave the . . eye occasion
to suspect [etc.]. 1707 Hearne Collect. 21 July, After a free

glass or two he happen'd to discourse. 1806 Med. Jrnl, XV.
217 A free stimulus given to the absorbent system. 1822-34
Good Study Med. ted. 4) I. 244 The skin warm, the pulse

free and forcible. 1887 Baking-Gould Gaverocks xii, A
monthly rose that was a free bloomer.

23. Frank and open in conversation or intercourse,

ingenuous, unreserved; also, in bad sense = over-

free, forward, 'familiar', ready to 'take liberties*.

1635 Quarles Embl. 1. iv. (1718) 18 If thou be free, she's

strange ; if strange, she's free. 1635 J. Hayward tr. Biondis
Banish d Virg. 185 Beeing of a free nature, .quite forgot all

circumspection. 1671 Narbokough Jrnl. \x\ Acc. Sev. Late
Voy. 1. (1711) 132 These Antipodes began to be somewhat
bolder, and more free. 1693-4 Gibson in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 217 His Grace is very free and open. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe II. vi, I pressed him to be free and plain with
me. 1775 Sheridan St. Pair. Day 11. ii, Not so (re^,

fellow ! 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mottrtray Fatn , II. 171 Daring
and free as was this young nobleman, with women whose
principles were as free as his own. 1854 Hawthokne Eng.
Note-bks. (18831 '• 4^4 A very able man, with the Western
sociability and free-fellowship.

24. To make (or be) free with : to adopt very

familiar terms in one's conversation or dealings

with (a person); hence gen. and transf. to treat

unceremoniously, take liberties with. Also JVaul.,

to approach boldly.

1708 Swift Abolit. Chr. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 84 Great wits
love to be free with the highest objects ; and if they cannot
be allowed a God to revile or renounce, they will speak evil

of dignities. 1714 Addison S/>ect. No. 556 P 7, I was once
like to have been run through the Body for making a little

too free with my Betters. 1728 N. Salmon in L.ett. Lit.

Men (Camden 1 361 The Itinerary of Antoninus I find all

authors making free with, condemning it for blunders, and
altering figures. 1783 Hist. Miss Baltimores II. 79 If

I can infuse into Carleton's ear, that Sedly and her ladyship
make too free, he may. .propose setting me as a watch over
his wife's conduct. 1803 Nelson 10 Aug. in Nicolas Disp.
VIII. 155 You are. .to approach Toulon with great caution
and not make too free with the entrance of the harbour.
1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi. i, He may with justice make
free with our baggage. X833 Ht. Martineau Vanderput
<y.S\ i. 7 Rebuked him for being so free with the pastor. 1856
Reade Never too late 1, I advise you not to make so free

with your servants. 1858 Mete. Marine Mag. V. 226 You
may make free with the . . shore to within half a cable's
length.

25. Of speech : Characterized by liberty in the

expression of sentiments or opinions; uttered or

expressed without reserve; frank, plain-spoken.
1611 Tourneur Ath. Trag.x. ii. Wks. 1878 I. 148 With

the free voice of a departing soule, I here protest this

Gentlewoman cleare. 1625 Bacon Ess., Counsel (Arb.) 329
For else Counsellours will but take the Windeofhim; And
in stead of giuing Free Counsell, sing him a Song of Placebo.
1680 H. More Apoeal. Apoc. 107 Their free rebukes out of
the word of God being very disquieting. 17x2 Steele Spect.
No. 493 r 1 The Mistress and the Maid shall quarrel, and
give each other very free Language. 1794 NsLBOH 19 Mar.
in Nicolas Disp. I. 375 Gave Lord Hood my free opinion
that 800 troops, with 400 seamen, would take Bastia.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. -66 The conversation at
table was free; and the weaknesses of the prince whom
the confederates hoped to manage were not spared. 1884
L. J. Jennings in Croker Papers L viii. 238 Men used
rather free expressions to each other . . in the days of the
Regency.

b. Not observing due bounds, Moose', licentious.

1852 Thackeray Esmond in. Hi, Where she .. listened

to much free talk. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1140 Earl Limours
Drank till he jested with all ease, and told Free tales.

IV. Not burdened, not subject or liable, exempt;
invested with special rights or privileges.

26. (With const, from or of): a. Released or

exempt from, not liable to (e.g. a rule, penalty,

payment).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 26 Eornestlice ba barn senden

frie. a 1300 Cursor M. 3240 O bi trout bin mak i be fre.

1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. ff Commw. 185 He is free from
all tax and imposition . all his life after. 1694 Locke Hum.
Und. 11. xxi. § 60 (ed. 2), The will, free from the determina-
tion of such desires, is left to the pursuit of nearer satisfac-

tions. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 7 That the Roman
Catholic, where the interests of his religion were con-
cerned, thought himself free from all the ordinary rules of
morality.

b. Exempt from, having immunity from, not
subject to (some circumstances or affection regarded
as hurtful or undesirable).

( 1200 Ohmin i68i8patt Crist wass..all pwerrt ut offsinne

fre. 1 1230 Hali Meid. 5 Freo ouer alle fram alle worldliche
weanen. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 55 Poetrie . . is

the freest from thys obiection. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv.

ix. §2 The freer our minds are from all distempered affec-

tions. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 264 These.. Are such
allow'd Infirmities, that honestie Is neuer free of. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India <$• P, 35 When they feel themselves
freest from Sickness. 1798 Fekriar Illustr. Sterne vi. 179
Our own writers are not free from this error. 1822 Lamb
Elia Ser. n. Confess. Drunkard, I am never free from those
uneasy sensations. 1885 Manch. Exam. 21 May 5/3 These
Highlanders are notoriously free from pulmonary con-
sumption. 1895 Sir N. Lindley in Law Times Rep.
LXXIII. 645/2 The point, .appears to me. .free from any
real difficulty.

27. a. Exempt from, or not subject to, some
particular jurisdiction or lordship, b. Possessed
of certain exclusive rights or privileges. Used to

designate franchises or liberties, as free chapel ,see

Chapel sh. 3 c) ; free chase = Frank chase
; free

fishery (see P'ishery 4); free marriage = Frank
marriage

; free warren (see Warken). Free
?niner (local) : see quot. 1883.
1297 R. Glouc. '1724) 474 Other holi churche was issent,

that mid ri^te was so fre. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 164 Or as
myn eldris forouch me Held it in freyast reawte. c 1483
Caxton Bi: Trav. 21 b, A cure of fre chapell. 1535 Cover-
dale Josh. xx. 2 Giue amonge you fre cities . . y* they may
be fre amonge you from the avenger of bloude. 1599
Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 170 The Kree-Cityes . . have all

save some very few, enfreed themselves from the Pope.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iii. § 11 Setting to sale the
free-rights of the Church. ^ 1641 Termcs de la Ley 168 Free
marriage. 1669 Sc. Acts C/tas. II 4 Tenements lands and
fishings holden in frie burgage. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. xi.

317 He was a free Merchant, .by that name the Dutch and
English in the East Indies, distinguish those Merchants
who are not Servants to the Company. 1700 Tyrrell Hist.
Eng. II. 1 107 Their feoffees and Free-Tenants. 1703 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3950/4 The several Regalties, Free- Fisheries, etc.

1723 Ibid. No. 6194/7 Elizabeth Smith. .Free- Dealer. 1726
C. Kirkham (t?'tle\ Two Letters., the First Shewing.. the
Rights and Privileges of Pourallees or Free-Hey. 1785

J. Phillips Treat. Inland Navig. p. xii, The defection of
the Colonies, now the Free and United States. 1810 Sport-
ing Mag. XXXVI. 26 The rights of free warren and free

chace. 1843 James Barest Days v, No free-forester shall
ever be arrested by our people, or on our land. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 44 The free towns of Lubeck,
Bremen, and Hamburg. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Alining,
Free Miner, .a. man born within the hundred of St. Briavels
. .who has worked a year and a day in a mine. 1884 Law
Times 31 May 78/2 A free miner made an application to the
gaveller for a grant to him of one of the two gales.

28. Of real property; Held without obligation

of lent or service, freehold.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 52/186 An hondret hidene of guod

lond with hire he ^af her bat hous, al-so frto in eche point
ase he him-sulf it heold er. r 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 348
Anuig. A place here beside lorde wolde I wedde-sette.
Pilat. What til le has bou b<-*r-to? is it byne awne free?
Armig. Lorde, fre be mv fredome me fallis it. X465 Paston
Lett. No. 522 II. 224 Other x acres of fre londe. a 1533
Ld. Bekners Huon lxxxi. 249 Your landes oughte tobe
rendred to you franke and fre. 1587 in Collect. (Oxf. Hist.
Soc.) I. 180 Ladyes Crofte Mr. Losse free. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 402 She had conferred frankely vpon the people of
Rome, a piece of medow ground . . which was her owne
Free-land. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3712/4 About 60 Acres of
Meadow and Pasture Land, all Free Land.

f b. Of property : At one's own disposal. Ohs.
1808 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. (1808) V. 144 A prohibition

existed- .against marriage, unless where the young couple
could show they possessed ,£40 Scots of free gear.

29. Invested with the rights or immunities of,

admitted to the privileges of (a chartered company,
corporation, city, or the like). Sometimes used
simply, without of
1496 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 6 Merchants and Adventurers

dwelling and being free within the City of London. 1553 in

W. H. Turner Select. Pec. Oxford 215 He was made fre in

myne yere. .Am not I also a freeman? 1387 Fleming Contn.
Holinshed III. 1311/1 Citizen of London, and free of the
clothworkcrs. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 1. iii, Free of the
Grocers? 1651 Rec. Carpenters' Co. 4 Dec. in Jupp Hist.
Acc. Cowp. Carpenters (1887) t6o Whereas the ffree Sawiers
have indited a fforreine sawier, etc. 1661 Pkpys Diary 3 May,
It was in his thoughts to have got me made free of the towne.
1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2317/1 The Company of Free Fisher-
men of Your River of Thames. 1690 Locke Govt, 11. vi. § 59
Is a Man under the Law of England'/ What made him
Free of that Law? 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3944

;
4 He is

a Free-Burgess of Colchester. 171a Swift Jrnl. to Stella
18 Sept., It is necessary they should be made free here
before they can be employed. 1719 De Foe Crusoe II. xiii.

My horse fell, and made me free of the country, as they
call it. 1766 Entick London IV. 239 The shop-keepers are
obliged to be free of the city. 1859 C. Barker Assoc. Princ.
ii. 54 Persons not free of the craft.

b. Hence : Allowed the use or enjoyment of (a

place, etc.).

1687 Dryden Hindis- P- m. 1245 He therefore makes all

birds of every sect Free of his farm. 1713 Steele Guardian
No. 53 1 2 Powel of the Bath is reconciled to me, and has
made me free of his show. 1818 Keats Eudymion m. Poet.
Wks. (1886' 139 And I was free of haunts umbrageous. 1840
Dickens Barn. Rudge x, Barnaby's as free of the house
as any cat or dog about it.

30. Said of workmen who are not members of

a trade union : also free labour -the labour of
non-unionists.

1890 Times 17 Sept. 4/3 A free labour registration for the
purpose of securing the services of men . . for work as free

men without reference to any other combination. 1891

Spectator 17 Jan., The refusal of Union men to work with
free-labourers.

31. Exempt from restrictions in regard to trade
;

allowed to trade in any market or with any com-
modities ; open to all traders ; also, not subject to

tax, toll, or duty.
1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 38 Their Free-martes, or

Markets. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I. 64 Nothing
is so advantageous to it [trade] as a free-port. 1714 />.
Bk. of Rates 2 The Privileges of Cities, Towns, Persons,

Free-fairs, and other Exemptions. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n.

xiii, Having gotten a good acquaintance at Manilla, he
got his ship made a free ship. 1753 Scots Mag. Mar. 110/2
Free ships render the merchandize on board free. 184a
Calhoun Wks. (1874) IV. 105 The act. .increased the list of
free articles many-fold. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Free

\
public-house, one not belonging to a brewer; the landlord

t has therefore free liberty to brew his own beer, or purchase
I

where he chooses. 1862 Latham Channel 1st. 111. xvii. (ed. 2)

I 400 It became a free port, and throve through its freedom.

32. (In fu\\ free ofcost, charge, or the like). Given
or provided without payment, costless, gratuitous.

Of persons: (Admitted, etc.) without payment.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. m.xviii. 104 To

have free shot and cheare. 1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv.

357 Lazy Drones, without their Share of Pain, In Winter
Quarters free, devour the Gain. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xvii,

You will carry me.. to England, passage-free. 1830 Blactov.
Mag. XXVIII. 400 Paid, .partly in victuals ; and partly in

free tickets. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz vi. '1850) 22/1 Books
were bought, all the free-seat people provided therewith.

185a Macaulay Jrnl. 15 Aug , I got a place among the free

seats. 1856 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. (1883) II. 234 We
went to the Haymarket Theatre, where Douglas Jerrold is

on the free list. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 43 To
every man . .who chose to ask for it, there was free fare and
free lodging. 1894 7V;«ti(weekly ed)g Feb. 113/2 An. .ap-

plicant for a free pass over this company's lines of railway.

b. Free school: 'a school in which learning is

given without pay* (J.).
It has been denied that this was the meaning of ' free

(grammar) school ', L. libera schola grammaticalis, as
the official designation of many schools founded under
Edw. VI. The denial rests on the two assertions (both
disputable): that the Eng. phrase is a translation of the
Latin, not the reverse; and that liber could not mean
' gratuitous ' in mediaeval any more than in classical Latin.
Many different interpretations of the adj. have been pro-
posed : (1) exempt from ecclesiastical control ; (2) exempted
by licence from the operation of the statute of mortmain,
and hence entitled to hold property (to a limited amount);

(3) giving a liberal education; 14) ' privileged ' or 'author-
ized '. We have failed, however, to find any example in

which the interpretation 'gratuitous' is inadmissible (though
the schools called ' ffee ' were often gratuitous only to a select

number or class of scholars' ; and there is abundant proof
that this interpretation was already current before the time
of Edw. VI.
[1488 Will ofSir Edm. Shaw (Som. Ho.), I woll that the

said connyng Preeste kepe a Grammer scole contynually in

the said Town of Stopforde [Stockport], .and that he frely

without any. .salary asking, .except only my salary, .shall

teach, etc.] 1494 Fahyan Chron. vi. clxxi. 165 He [King
Alfred] ordeyned the firste grammer scole at Oxenforde, and
other free scoles. 1500 Deed Found. Lancaster Grammar
Sch. in National Ohser7 ,er(i8g6 3 Oct. $78 [The master shall

be] a profound grammarian, keping a Fre Scole, teching
. . the childer unto the utmost profitt, nothing taking
therefor. 1503 Will of Sir John Percyvale (Macclesfield

*877) *. I woll that the said preest shall alway kepe .. in

the said Town of Maxfeld a Fre Grammar Scole. c 151s
Ordinance Agnes Metiers (MS.c. 1500) in Nottingham Rec.
III. 453 [She founds at Nottingham) a Free Schole of
one maister and Usher . . [They are forbidden to] take any
other gift . . whereby the scollers or their friends should be
charged but at the pleasure of the friends of the scholars,

save the wages to be paid by the said Guardians. [1518 Stat.

St. Paufs Sch. in Lupton Life Colet 271 John Colet. .in.

.

1512 bylded a Scole in the Estende of Paufes church for 153
to be taught fre in the same.] 1548 Chantry Certif. No.
22 in A. F. Leach Eng. Schools at Reform. (1897) 82
Thechauntry of Blakebroke. .Founded, .by licence obtained
of Kinge Henry the Sixt to manteigne a discrete priest, .to
kepe a gramer scoole half free, that ys to seye, taking of
scoters lerning gramer %d. the quarter, and of others lerning
to rede $d. the quarter. 1583 SrvrnmsAuat. Ahus. 11.(18821

19 Be there not. .free schooles, where youth may bee brought
vp in learning Gratis without any charges to their parents?

1599 Will of P. Blnndcll (founding Tiverton Grammar
School) in Rept. Cotnm. Char. 1820 III. App. 136 My
meaning is yt shall be for ever a Free Schole and not a
Schole of exaction. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 116
There is also a free schoole setled att Carickfergus, which is

maintained by the Bishop. Clergy, &c. 1699 Phil. Trans.
XXI. 441 A State-House, and a Free-School. 17*7 Stat.
Bury Gramnt. School (Bury 1863), I have ordered my Free
Schole of Bury to be free to all boys born in the parish .

.

yet my intent is. .not to debar [the masters] from that

common priviledg in all Free Scholes of receiving presents,

benevolences, gratuities from the scholars. I759Goldsm.2>V<?
No. 6§ 1 P4 The manner in which our youth of London are
at present educated is, some in free schools in the city, but
the far greater number in boarding schools about town. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 164 One needs but go
from a charity-school in an English county to a free-school

in Massachusetts, to see [etc.]. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist
vii, It's a poor boy from the free-school. 1842 — Amer.
Notes (1850) 113/1 Its free-schools, of which it has so many
that no persons child among its population can, by possi-

bility, want the means of education.

transf 1589 K. Harvey PI. J'erc. 10 A free schoole of

skolds shatbe set vp for the nonce,

t B. sb. Ofis.

1. The adj. used absol.

c 1300 Behct 221 The crie was sone wide couth among thtie

and freo. c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 3153 J>o folwed bond and fre.

c 1350 Will Paleriu 5514 Feifful. .to fre & to (>«we.
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I

2. A person of noble birth or breeding; a knight

or lady.
[In OS. poetry fri neut. (prob. orig. adj. with ellipsis of

wtf) is used in the sense of ' lady ', or M E. Burd ; the same
use occurs once in OE. in a passage known to be translated

from OS. (quot. a 1000 below).]

a iooo C&dmon's Gen. 457 (Gr. I Freo faeaproste, c 1320 Sir
Tris.'r. 3046 Ysonde men calleb bat fire, Wib be white hand.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 929 ' J>en ne fare forth ', quoth bat fre

[an angel] c 1350 Witt, Pa/erne 505 Whan be fre was in be
forest founde in his denne. C1380 Sir Ferutnb. 3441 panne
saide Roland to bat fry :

' Damesele, bow spekest ful cor-

tesly.' ,1460 Townetey Myst. tSurtees' 268 Well I wote
that it was he My lord Jesu ; he that betrayde that fre

Sore may he rew. a 1549 Murning Maidin 14 in Lane-
ham's Let. iiSji) Pref. 150, I followit on that fre, That
semelie wes to se.

C. adv. In a free manner, freely : used in the

different senses of the adj. In educated use now
only techn, or arch,, and chiefly in contexts where
it admits of being interpreted as adj.

*559 Mirr. Mag., Worcester ii, That truth vnshent should
speake in all thingesfre. 1613 Shaks Hen. VIII, II. i. 82,

I as free forgiue you As I would be forgiuen. 1681 Dryden
Abs. <V Ackit. 202 Achitophel. .Disdain'd the golden Fruit
to gather free. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 321 So as the
Plumb-line play free in the Groove. 1709 Strype Ann.
Re/. I. ii. 61 This subsidy was extreamly free and readily
ranted. 1776 G. Semple Building in Water 105 The
diddle of the Current of the River, runs the freest. 1850
Mrs. Browning Rom. Page xxxiv, The knight smiled free

at the fantasy. 1885 Law Titties LXXX. 101/r An adjoin-

ing pulley which ran free.

b. Without cost or payment. Often with gratis

added. Scotfree : see Scot.
1568 V. Skinner tr. Montanus' Inquisit, 35b, Escape

scotte free. 168a in Picton L'fool Mtiuic. Rec. (1883) I.

252 Hee was admitted free gratis. 1774 Ibid. (18861 II. 195
Admitted to the freedom free gratis. Mod. The gallery
will be open free on Saturdays.

c. Naut. {To sail, go, etc.") free : i.e. with bow-
lines slackened and sheets eased ; farther from the

wind than when close-hauled.
181a Examiner 12 Oct. 649/2 Both keeping up a heavy

fire and steering free. 1839 Marryat Phant. Ship xii, We
were going about four knots and a half free. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Aug. 447/2 A boat, .with ability to fetch to windward
and to run free.

D. Comb.
1. a. with ppl. adjs. where/V^ is either adverbial

or enters into parasynthetic combinations, as -\free-

bestenved, -bred, -footed, t -franchised, -garmented,

f -miened, -minded, (-mindedness), -mouthed,

-moving, -spirited, -sivimming, -tongued, -working,
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. xiii. 75 Through his owne

*freebestowed goodenesse. 1599 Marston Sco. Villat/ieu.

vi. 201 Oh indignity To my respectless *free-bred poesie.

1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iii. 26 For we will Fetters put vpon
this feare. Which now goes too *free-footed. 1681 Cotton
Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 28 In these *free franchis'd, subterranean
caves. 1848 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. (1859) 34' The sayings
of the "free-garmented folks in Julius Cesar could not have
come from the close-buttoned generation in Othello. 1647
Stapylton Juvenal 215 They'r *free-mein'd, gallants, and
fine gentlemen. 1597 Bacon Ess., Regiment of Health
(Arb.) 58 To be *free minded and chearefully disposed at

howers of meate and of sleepe and of exercise. 1834 T.
Moore Mem. (1856) VII. 41 As if they were more high and
free-minded from having slaves to trample upon. 1579
Knewstub Confutation 68 b, Out of the *free mindednes
of their heat [? heart]. 1647 H. More Song of Soul 11. iii.

in. lviii, Mirth, and Free-mindednesse, Simplicitie. 1862
Merivale Rom. Etttp. (1865) VII. lxii. 403 A vain pretence
of *free-mouthed patriotism. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I.

688/1 The *free-moving young have very well developed
eyes. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 429 Princes .. ought to
be *freespirited, generose, liberal. 1735 Berkeley Def.
Free-thinking in Math. § 8 Many free-spirited inquiries

after truth. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 272 A pelagic or
*free-swimming Ascidian. 1599 Massinger, etc. Old Lartnv.
ii, A * free-tongued woman, And very excellent at telling

secrets. 1877 Dowden Shahs. Prim. vi. 141 The free-

tongued girls of Cleopatra, a 1619 Fotherby At/worn 1.

xiii. § 1 (1622) 135 Both wittingly, and willingly, by a Tree-
working will. 1793 Smeaton Edystoue L. § 98 Portland, or
some other free working stone. 1892 J. C. BlomfieldH1st.

Hey/ord 3 Light or free-working land may be ploughed
more easily than that which is stiff and heavy.

b. in derivative combinations based upon some
recognized phrase in which the adjective is em-
ployed, as free-agency, -citizenship, -pressism, etc.

(afterfree agent,free citizen,free press, etc.').

1786 Bi'RKE W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 205 The restora-

tion of the Mogul, .to his "free-agency in the conduct of his

affairs, i860 Pusey Miu. Ptoph. 324 He so wills to be
freely loved, .that He does not force our free-agency. 1849
Grote Greece 11. lxix. (1862) VI. 216 To Xerxes, the con-
ception of *free-citizenship. .was. .incomprehensible. 1856
Tait's Mag. XXIII. 698 Our *free pressism is one of our
peculiarities.

e. in secondary combination with a verbal or

agent noun (where free seems partly adverbial,

qualifying the action understood), as free-acting,

-katuiler, -handling, -seeker, -speaker, -speaking,

-writer, -tvriting. So Fuke-livkr, -thinker, etc.

1738-41 Waruurton Div. Legat. App. 41 'Tis the punish-
ment of *free-acting to fear where no fear is. 1862 F. Hall
Hindu Philos. Syst. 157 The sanctimonious vocabulary of
*free-handlers and secularists. 1875 E. White Life in
Christ n. xii. (1878) 144 If you will but nullify by criticism

and *free-handling the truth on Atonement. 1693 Luttrell
BriefR el. {1857) III. 56 A new sect is started up here called
the *Freeseekers. 1716 Addison Drummer 1. 10 I'm a

Free-thinker, Child. Ab. I am sureyou area*Free-speaker

!

1660 Trial R.gic. 49 Let there be *free-speaking by the

Prisoner and Councef. 1711 Shaktesb. Charac. (1737) I.

65 In the case of many zealots, who have taken upon 'em to

answer our modern "free-writers. 1732 Berkeley Alcipkr.
11. § 6 In this most wise and happy age of Free-thinking,
Free-speaking, *P'ree-writhig, and Free-acting.

2. In spec, phrases, etc. : f free alms = frank
a/moign (see Almoigx) ; free-chant jl/us. (see

quot. ) ; free companion (see quot. and cf. Free
LANCE ; so free company; ffree fish see quot.);

free grace, the unmerited favour of God (whence

•ffree gracian); ffree holly (see quot.); free
love, the doctrine of the right of free choice in

sexual relations without the restraint of marriage
or other legal obligation; whencefree-lover, -loving,

-lovism, etc. ; free-milling a. Alining (of ores;

easily reducible ; free part Mus. (see quot.)
;

free-stock (see quot. 1763) ; free-stuff Building
(see quot.); f free suitor, one of the tenants

entitled to attend a manorial court
;
ffree ward,

? L. libera cuslodia,c\tttnUon not involving close

or ignominious restraint (hence free-warder) ;

f free-work, ? decorative mason-work.
I5°3"4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 29 Preamb., To hold, .of your

Highnesse and of your heyres in *frce & perpetuall Almes.
1628 Coke On Lit/. 97 a", Free almes, (which was free from
any limitation of certainties 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet,

Mus. Terms, ''Free chant is a form of recitative music for

the Psalms and Canticles, in which a phrase, consisting of
two chords only, is applied to each hemistich of the words.
1820 Scott Ivanhoe viii, A knight who rode near him, the
leader of a band of "Free Companions, or Condottieri ; that

is, of mercenaries belonging to no particular nation, but
attached for the time to any prince by whom they were
paid. 1872 RusKlM Fors Clav. II. xv, ir A soldier in one
of these "free companies. 1602 CarEW Cornwall 31 a,

After Shell-fish succeedeth the "free-fish, so termed, because
he wanteth this shelly bulwarke. 1651 C. Caktwrioht
Cert. Relig. 1. 108 How many, O Lord, doe with Pelagius
fight for Free-will against Thy *Free-grace 1 1871 Carlyle
in Mrs, Carlyle's Lett. I. 380 [She] was filled with the con-
sciousness of free grace. 1647 Saltmarsh Sparkl. Glory
(1847) 141 The *Free-tlracian. 1'hey that have discovered
up into free-grace or the mystery of salvation [etc.], 1610
Guili.im Heraldry m. vii. 108 There is a kinde of
Holly that is void of these Prickles . . and therefore called

Free-holly, which in my opinion is the best Holly. 1859
Holland Gold /•'. vi. 96 The *free-love doctrines and free-

love practices of the day. 1872 Tknnyson Lust Tourna-
ment 275 ' Free love—free field—we love but while we may.'
1872 F. Hall Recent Exempt. False Phil. 89 "Free-lovers

may, with good reason, look up. 1879 Geo, Eliot Thco.
Such xviii. 318 Affection which lifts us above emigrating
rats and *free-loving baboons. 1864 Realm 17 Feb. 3

Advocates of *free-lovism, who believe the great evil of the
world to lie the indissolubility of marriage. 1895 City
Review 3 July 3/2 *Free milling ores are usually obtained
from the auriferous quartz lying near the surface. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, *Free-parts, ad-
ditional parts to a canon or fugue, having independent
melodies, in order to strengthen or complete the harmony.
1719 London & Wise Compl. Card. iv. 52 It should be
Grafted on a Quince-stock, because on a *Free-Stock the
Fruit grows spotted, small, and crumpled. 1763 J. Wheeler
Botan. <$- Card. Diet. s. v. Pyrus, All the sorts propagated
in gardens are produced by budding, or grafting them upon
stocks of their own kind ; which are commonly called
free-stocks. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 223 *Free
Stuff, that timber or stuff which is quite clean, or without
knots. 1620 Wilkinson Courts Leet A> Baron 108 Then
call the "free suitors and dozonors one after another.
c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 195 Which in the
Court of this Lord in Radclive street shee denyed ; where-
upon the freesuters there gave iudgment vpon his life.

1637 Rutherford Let. 23 Sep. (1891) 523 My spirit also is

in *free ward. Ibid. 17 Sep. (1891) 516 Jesus hath a back-
bond of all our temptations, that the free-warders shall

come out by law and justice, in respect of the infinite and
great sum that the Redeemer paid, a 1718 Penn Tracts
Wks. 1726 I. 726 Sculpture, *Fiee-work, inlayings and
Painted Windows.

Free fri"), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. freed. [OE.
frion, frcogie an, — MHO. vrijen, QN.fria,frid :—

OTeut. *fri/cjan, f. *frijo- Free a.]

1. trans. To make free ; to set at liberty ; to re-

lease or deliver from bondage or constraint.

< 1000 /Elfric /.fz'. xxv. 10 On pam forgifenisse geareman
sceal freo^an adene beowan. c 1205 Lay. 882 Ich hine wille

freoien ;if he me $efe5 gersume. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2787
Nu am ic ligt to fren hem oeSen, And milche and huni^e
lond hem queoen. a 1300 Cursor M. 16942 pan war we
frehed all. c 1470 Henry Wallace \\\\. 1580 Thai frede the
folk, in Ingland for to gang. 1513 Douglas Mneis x. xiii.

heading, Lausus. .Quhilk fred his fader hurt in the bargane.
1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 108 France will haif hir
brocht hame Quene And fred out of Ingland. 1611 Bible
2 Mace. ii. 22 They, .freed the citie, and vpheld the lawes.
1639 S. Do Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 23 Like a
furious Tigres. .seeking to free her young ones. 1693
Dryden Persius' Sat. v. 182 Canst thou no other Master
understand Than him that freed thee by the Pretor's Wand.
1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 64 He who beats his slave without
fault.. his atonement for this is freeing him. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. xxi. 267 Then he freed one of these four men.

b. Const, from, f of
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 He ben banne fried of be

deueles bralshipe. 1340 Ayeub. 262 Ac vri ous uram queade.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 284 The Portugals .. not
onely freed that their Castle from Turkish bondage, but had
meanes to fort i fie it better. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 111. xl.

250 Till the Israelites were freed from the Egyptians. 1736
Butler Anat. 1. vi. Wks, 1874 L "6 Freed from the
restraints of fear. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague m. i,

They all died in Ignorance of the plague That freed them
from their cells. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 234 A
philosophy which could free the mind from the power of
abstractions.

2. To relieve or deliver from, rid or ease of [a

burden, obligation, inconvenience ; to exemptfrom
(payment, tribute, etc.), confer immunity upon,

fin eaily use chicHy, to exempt (a church, etc.)

from feudal services or exactions.

0. E. Chron. an. 777, Seo kyning freode ba ba;t mynstre
Wocingas wi3 cining ii wiS biscop & wi3 eorl & \\i3 ealle

men. c 1205 Lay. 10213 Freoden alle be chirchen. t 1425
Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 16 Or ony othir

chirche yn all Inglonde that is most y-freid. 1530 PaLSGR.

558/1, I free a marchandyse or person that shulde paye
a somme or tale. jVr auitfe. 1573 Satir. Foetus Reform.
xii. So Thocht of this feir thow salbe fred. 1598 Hakliyt
I'oy. I. 172 The said marchants should be exempted
and freed from all custome and imposition of small

clothes. 1630 R. Johnson's h'iugd. <V Commw. 95 If it

be a blessing . . to be freed from corrupt and absurd cere-

monies. 1748 Anson's Voy. N. ii. 137 We were now freed

from the apprehensions of our provisions falling short. 1761

HvMzHist. Fug. II. xxvii. 123 He freed their subjects from
all oaths of allegiance. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 314
The lands would be held of nobody, and freed from all

feudal services. 1842 A. COMBE Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4)

74 From all these inconveniences we are entirely freed.

1866 CrUMF Hanking i\. 198 That Hank of England notes

should be freed from stamp duty. 1874 Green Short Hist.
iv. § 2. 171 The towns had long since freed themselves from
all payment of the dues, .exacted by the King.

fb. intr. To free with ; = c To dispense with'

(see DisrENSE v. <j). Obs.
1561 Abp. Parker Corr, - 1 853 126 If that this young stu-

dent had a dispensation for the delay of his orders-taking, yet

he were not freed with for his laity and the bishop might
repel him at his institution.

t c. t/ans. To grant immunity from the opera-

tion of a thing; to make safe or tecwefrom. Obs.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv 444 Thou Cliurlc, for this

time (Though full of our displeasure) yet we free thee From
the dead blow of it. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) hi
Chederles hereby freed from death. 1659 D. Pell im/>r.

Sea 382 There are but few Trees . . that are free'd from the

Thunder, save the Lawrel.

d. To relieve or rid of the presence of a person.

Const, from, of.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1590) 134 Meaning to free him
of so serpentine a companion as I am. a 1639 Siottis-

WOOD Hist. Ch. Scotl. 11677)74 How soon the Cardinal was
freed of the Earl of Lenox, he [etc.l 1821 Scott Kettilw.
ix, Desirous to get her house freed of her guest. 1833 }\v.

Maktineau Fr. Wines A> Pol. viii. 129 The gentleman soon
chose to free the family of his presence. 1844 H. H. Wil-
son Brit. India III. 1 24 To free his rear from a force which
cut olT his communication with Rangoon.

t e. To clear from blame or stain ; to show or

declare to be guiltless; to absolve, acquit. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1208 My life's foul deed, my life's fair

end shall free it. 1611 — Wint. T. ill. ii. 112 Mine Honor
Which I would free, 1611 BlBLE Rom. vi. 7 He that is

dead, is freed from sinne.

f. To relieve, unburden (one's mind).
1869 Trollope He knew. etc. I. xxvi. 204 ' It is a matter

in which I am bound to tell you what I think '. ' Very well.

If you have freed your mind, I will tell you my purpose !

'

3. To clear, disengage, or disentangle (a thing)

from some obstruction or encumbrance. Const.

from, of.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 759 Faire and open
grounds, freed from woods. 1697 Dryden V'irg. Georg. ill.

835 Nor cou*d their tainted i lesh with Ocean Tides He
freed from Filth. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery x\\\. 280 Take
six pounds ofyoung pork, free it from bone and skin. 1820
Keats St. Agues xxvi, Of all its wreathed pearls her hair
she frees. 1837 Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 203 For
freeing the gases of their impurities. 1886 Law Times
LXXX. 213/2 Has anyone ever succeeded in freeing a ship
at sea in a warm latitude from cockroaches?

b. Naitt. (See quot. 1627.)
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, vi. 27 Free the Boat is

to bade or cast out the water. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
117891 Ss, There is no resource for the crew, except to free
her by the pumps. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., To
free a pump, to disengage or clear it. 1892 Law Times Rep.
LXV. 590/1 A ship.. fouled her propeller, and it became
necessary to put her upon the ground in order to free it.

C. To get (oneself) loose, disengage, extricate.

1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 507 Till you have got up your
Anchors, and freed yourselves from the shore. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 37 Its parts will be. .agitated, and so by degrees
free and extricate themselves from one another. 1852 Miss
Yonge Cameos I. xxxv. 301 Having freed himself from
his difficulties.

T d. To open so as to allow free passage. Obs.

1690 Dryden Don Sebast. iv. i, This master Key Frees
every Lock, and leads us to his Person. 1700 — Cymon fy

iphigenia 285 Hast'ning to his prey, Uy force the furious

lover free'd bis way.

f 4. To remove so as to leave the place clear,

banish, get rid of. Obs.

1599 Daniel Octavia to Antonius li, Free thine owne
torment, and my griefe release. 1605 Shaks. Macb. nr. vi.

35 We may againe . . Free from our Feasts, and Banquets
bloody kniues. x6u — Cymb. in. vi. 80 Bel. He wrings

at some distresse. Gui. Would I could free't. 1613 Hey-
wood Brazen Age 11. ii. Wks. 1874 III. 239 By these all

his stor'd labours he hath sent To call him home, to free her
discontent. 1638 Ford Fancies 11. ii, Free suspicion.

T b. Naut. To bale out (water) from a ship.

1634 Capt. Smith Virginia 111. v. 56 We kept her[a Barge]
from sinking by freeing out the water.
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FREE AND EASY.

t 5. To leap or get clear over, clear (a ditch, etc.).

Cf. Y.franchir. Obs.

1653 Ubquhart Rabelais 1. xxiii, He. .made him [a horse]

..free the ditch with a skip. 1785 Burns Death fy Dr.
Hornbook iii, I stacher'd whyles, but yet took tent ay To
free the ditches. 1799 Hist, in Nciv Ann. Reg. 299 /r Rally-

ing such of his troops as had been able to free these abysses.

f6. To frank (a letter) : see Frank v.- i. Obs.

J77S Johnson Let. to H. Thrale Feb., Please to free this

letter to Miss L. Porter at Lichfield. 18*3 Mirror [. 410/2

Those who do not free their letters.

7. Lead-mining. To register (a new mine, vein,

etc.) by making the customary specified payment
to the barmaster. Also, tofreefor.
1601 High Peak Art. Hi. in Mander Derbysh. Min. Gloss.

(1824) 131 If any Miner.. do free or pay a Meare. 1653
Manlove Lead-Mines 51 (E. D. S.) First the finder his two
meers must free With oar there found, for the Barghmaster's
fee. 1747 Hooson Miners Diet. s. v. Break-off, I am obliged

to Free for a new Vein, or Forfeit the same to the Lord. 1851

Act 14 <$- 15 Vic. c. 94 Sched. i. § 12 If any Miner shall

work any Mine or Vein without having duly freed the same.

8. intr. (See quot.) ? U.S.
1889 Century Diet., Free, intrans., To make free; take

liberties: followed by with. [Colloq.]

Hence Freed///, a.

1710 Pope Windsor For. 407 The freed Indians in their

native groves. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 116

The freed slave.

Free and easy, adjectival phr., {adv.) and sb.

A. adjectival pnr. Unconstrained, natural, un-

affected ; also, careless, slipshod.

1699 Lister Jonrn. Parts 41 In a very free and easie posture.

1711 Addison Spect, No. 119 f 3 The fashionable World is

grown free and easy. 1756 R. Baron Pre/. Milton's Eikon.,
In the book before us his style is for the most part free and
easy. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, viii, I don't think
he has ever got hack since that day to his original free-and-

easy swagger. 1864 N ewman Apologia 134, 1 had a lounging
free-and-easy way of carrying things on.

b. quasi Wt>.
177J Hutton Bridges 83 Arches, .over large "waters, which

with their navigation pass free and easy under them at the

same time.

Hence Free-and-easiness.
1868 Holme Lee 2?. Godfrey xxxiv. 184 Belle and Blanche

..were well-bred free-ana-easiness personified.

B. sb. A convivial gathering for singing, at which
one may drink, smoke, etc.

1823 in 'Jon Bee' [J. Badcock] Slang. 183a Examiner
460/1 The prisoner was a frequenter of Free and Easys. 1878
Besant & Rice Celia's Arb. xxxvi. (1887) 264 The Blue
Anchor . . where there was a nightly free-and-easy for soldiers

and sailors.

Free bench. Law. Also free bank. (See

quot. 1670.;
1670 Blount Law Diet., Free-betich . .signifies that estate

in Copihold Lands which the Wife, being espoused a Virgin,

hath, after the death of her Husband, for her Dower,
according to the custom of the Mannor. 1714 Spect. No. 614
P 16 The Steward is bound by the Custom to re-admit her
to her Free-Bench. 1764 Kirby Suffolk Trau. led. 2) 27 To
hold in Name of Free-bank. 1818 Cruise Digest ed. 2* I.

328 If the widow be entitled to the whole of the copyhold,
as her free bench, she may enter immediately.

Free-board (frrbid>id). ftransl. of AF. franc
bord: see Free a. and Board sb. Sense 2 seems
to have been suggested by sense 1.]

1. Law. In some places the right of claiming

a certain quantity of land outside the fence of

a park or forest ; also, the land thus claimed.
{1c 1350 Carta T. Dom. Moubray in Dugdale Monasfieon

(i66i)Tl. 241/1 Et totum boscum quod vocatur Brendewode,
cum frankbordo duorum pedum & dimidium, per circuit uni

illius bosci.] 1676 Coles Free-bord, a small space beyond
or without the fence. 1795 Efnoorth {Line.) Enclosure Act
25 Any Freeboard, Screed, or Parcel of Land left outside the
fences. 1793 in Chancellor Hist. Richmond {1^94) i-zi The
Boundaries of His Majesty's Park at Richmond, and the
Free-board thereto belonging. 1894 Ibid., Richmond Park
has a free-board of i6J feet outside the boundary-wall.

2. Nattt. (See quot. 1867.)
1726 G. Shelvocke Voy. (1757) 268 Not having above

sixteen inches free board., the water continually ran over
us. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk. s.v. Plank-sheer, The
space between this (plank-sheer] and the line of flotation has
latterly been termed the free-board. 1880 Timesd Aug. 5/3
According to this vessel's construction, she ought to have
had 6 ft. freeboard.

Hence Free-boarded a.

1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 442/2 Low free-boarded, shallow,
beamy boats.

t free-boot, sb. Obs. [f. Free a. + Hoot sb. 2
;

after Freebooter.] Plunder, robbery.
1647 R. Stapylton /uveual 156 The Cilicians, that lived

. .upon free boote. 1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. vi. lxxviii, The
Swed free boot : Dane Dice and Drink approved.

Free-boot, v. [back-formatiun from Free-
booter.] intr. To act as a freebooter, plunder.
159a Greene Black Bk.'s MessengerWkn. (Grosart)XI. 17,

I came to the credite of a high Lawyer, and with my sword
free booted abroad in the country like a Caualier on horse-
backe. 1659 Gaudkn Brounrig (1660) 104 Jesus.. loves to
see his Soldiers not stragling and freebooting in broken
parties. . but united. 1869 Echo 28 Oct.,When the conquerors
had freebooted thoroughly, they settled. 1879 N. Y. Tri-
bune 25 Nov. (Cent.\ An ambition to. .freeboot it furiously
over the placid waters took possession of their bosoms.

Hence Free'-booting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1596 Spenser State /ret. (Globe) 631 When he goeth
abrode in the night on free-booting. 1683 Chalkhill
Thealma $ CI. 119 Many a night Had they used this free-

524

booting. X798 C. Smith Young Philosopher II. 242 The
free-booting savage. 1868 Mii.man St. PauVs iii. 52 The
great freebooting rebel. 1876 Fox Bourne Locke II. xi. 162

Where freebooting was terribly rife.

Freebooter (frrb«t3i). Also 6 frebetter, fri-

booter, 7 frybuter. [ad. Du. vrijlntiter (Kilian

vrijbueter)=Ger. freibeuler, f. the equivalents of

Free a., Booty or Hoot ^.-,-er 1
. Cf. also Eng.

jlibutor, s.v. Filibuster.] One who goes about

in search of plunder; esp. a pirate or piratical

adventurer.

1570 Michael Coulweber in Burgon Life Gresham II.

360 For so much as I was spoyled by the waye in cominge
towards England by the Duke of Alva his frebetters, maye
it please the Queenes Majestie (etc.]. 1598 Hakluyt Voy.

I. To Rdr. *5 They tooke hue. ships of the Freebooters.

1622 Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 179 If the ship become
assailed by Pirats or Frybuters. a 1659 Bp. Brownrig Scrm,
(1674) I. xxix. 376 The Danites were . . Free-booters . . and
did all by force. 1716 Shelvocke Voy. round World 12

The ships there, .fired several shot at me, mistaking me for

a free Booter. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. iv. vii. (1869)11. 151

St. Domingo was established by pirates and free booters.

1838 Thirlwall Grtece V. xlii. 214 Every freebooter was, or

might easily become, a pirate. 1856 Olmsted Slave States

314 These rail-road freebooters.

trans/, and /ig. 1600 W. Watson Quodlibets Relt'g. %
State iv. (1602) 100 So.. to send abroad his fribooters..

against other words and writings, a 1656 Bp. Hall Occas.

Medit. (1851) 20 Those spiritual freebooters, that He in wait

for our souls. 1886 A. Winchell Walks <$- Talks Geol.

Field 240 The fierce shark is the free-hooter of the ocean.

Hence f Freebooter z>. intr. (see quot.); Free-
bootery, the practice of freebooters.

1659 Torriano, Vivere a discrettione . . for a souldier to

free-booter or free-quarter in any place. i8» T. L. Peacock
Maid Marian xviii. 273 In the pure principles of freebootery

have they excelled all men. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <y

Eng. I. 448 The Pirate-Kings. . agreed unanimously to forego

their free-bootery.

t Free'-booty. Obs. [f. Free a. + Booty, after

Freebooter.]
1. Plunder or spoil ( to be ) taken by force.

1623 Bp. Hall Serm. V. 152 If any usurping spirit of error

shall have made a free-booty of truth,. 1749 Fielding Tom
"/ones xii. i, Whose property is considered as free-booty by
all his poor neighbours.

2. Taking of booty, plundering.

1649 Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 26 To goe to sea as a man
of war upon free boolie.

Free-born, a. [f. Free a. + Born ///. a.

;

cf. Ger. freigeboren.]

1. Bom free, born to the conditions and privileges

of citizenship, inheriting liberty.

c 1340 Cursor M. 9497 (Trin.) Fre born to be & not bonde.
c 1410 Sir Cleges 399, I am your man fre born. 1612 Row-
lands More Knaues Yet ? (1613) 3 My freeborne Muse is no
such seruile baby, a 17x0 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) li'ks.

(1753) I. 299 That free-born spirits should obey Wretches,
who know not to sway ! 1794 Bloomfield *4 w/er. Law Rep.
14 The Court do adjudge that the said Negro Peter was
free-born. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. m. 178 To me
a free-born Cretan did that journey bring Imprisonment.

2. Pertaining to or befitting a free-born man.
C1510 Robin Hood 2 in Arb. Garner VI. 423 Lithe and

listen, Gentlemen, That be of freborn blood. 1605 \st Ft.

Jcronimo in DodsleyO. /'/. 11 780) III. 98 A base blush upon
our free-born cheeks ! 16x1 Brathwait Nat. Emb. Ded.
(1641) Aij, Professed fauorer and furtherer of all freeborne

studies. 1781 Gibbon Decl.ty F. III. Iii. 275 They insensibly

lost the freeborn and martial virtues of the desert. 1813
Scott Rokcby 1. xvii, The wily priests . . damned each free-

born deed and thought.

T Free-bound. Obs. rare* 1

, [f. Free a. +
Bound sb.*] - Free-board 1.

1639 O/ Nuisance to private Houses 7 Hee that maketh
a Parke, will leave ground.. without the pale for the Keeper
to walke about it. .This is called free-bownd.

t Free burghership. Obs. rare. [f. phrase

free burgher (t kee a. 29) + -ship.] Citizenship.
a 1568 Coverdale Hope Faith/, vii. 42 Our conuersation,

freburgership or dwelling, is in heauen.

Free Church.
1. gen. A church free from state control. In //.

a name often given by Nonconformists to the various

churches of Congregationalists, Baptists, etc., as

distinguished from the Established Church.
1869 Skeats (title) A history of the Free Churches of Eng-

land from a. d. 1688-A.D. 1851. 189s Ck.Q. Rev. July 355
Their, .notion of any number of 'Free Churches'. 1897
Fairbairn in Oxford Free Ch. Mag. Jan. 1 (article) The
Free Churches and the education of their sons.

2. The Free Church {Kirk) of Scotland', the

organization formed by the ministers who seceded

from the established Presbyterian Church in 1843.
1843 [see Disruption 3]. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 47 The

Free Church of Scotland.

So Free-chrrrchism, the principles or doctrines

of the Free Churches ; Free-churchman, a mem-
ber of a Free Church. Also Free-ki rker (depre-

ciatively), a member of the Free Kirk of Scotland.
1847 Candlish in Li/e xiv. (i860) 402, I feel on this sub-

ject far more as a Christian patriot than as a Free Church-
man. 1881 Sat. Rev. 23 July 116/2 This egregious assump-
tion of the Freekirkers. 1884 Chr. World 21 Feb. 135/3
Thus, Freechurchism goes ahead in these colonies. 1897
Ox/ord Free Ch. Mag. Jan. 3 These important bonds of
faith between all Free Churchmen.

t Free COSt. Obs. In ohr. at, of on, upon free
cost*= cost-free, gratis. (See also Cost »M 5 c.)

FREEDOM.
1563 Homilies 11. Agst. Idleness (1859) 517 Eating other

men's bread of free cost. 16*7 Bp. Hall Best Bargaine
Wks. 516 An error of free-cost is better than an high-rated

veritie. 1655 Filler Ch. Hist. 11. iii. § 26 If he affirmeth it

on free cost, we can confute it as cheap, by denying it. 1676
Wvciierley PL Dealer Ded., A man . . had better pay for

what he has at an inn than lie on free-cost at a gentleman's
house. 1749 Lavington F.nthus. Methodists #§ Papists

(1820) 172 The Methodists asking her to live upon free-cost.

1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 134 Considering how well

acquainted I was with the way of travelling at free-cost.

D. as adv. phr. without preposition.

1648 Herrick Hesper., ' Nothing /ree-cosf (1869) 189
Nothing comes free-cost here. 1710 Ozell Vertot's Rom.
Rep. II. IX. 67 That the People might, .see the Sports Free-

cost.

c. attrib. or adj. Gratuitous.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 136 Such

parasites and scrap-gatherers at free-cost feasts.

+ Free-denize, ^- Obs. = Denize.
'577* W?-8? lsee Denize 1,2]. a 1628 F. Greville^V«/«o'

x. (1652) 128 His own subjects free-denized in America.
1630 Lennard tr. Charron s Wisd. 1. xxxvii. § 10 (1670)

123 The Son of God . . being come to secure and free-denize

the world.

t Free-de'nizen, sb. Obs. = Denizen 2, ab.

1576 [see Denizen 2]. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed
III. 1348/2 Peter Moris free denison, having made an engine

for that purpose, a 1640 Jackson Wks. (1673) HI- 610 As
often as any good or harm did happen to any Citizen or f ree-

denizon thereof, a 1653 [see Denizen 2 b].

t Free-de'nizen, v. Obs. = Denizen v. i.

1619 T. Mili.es tr. Mexia's Treas. Anc. fy Mod. Times
II. 910/2 The Irish language became free-denizened in the

English Pale. 1655 Hi*. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 202 No
worldly respects can free-denison a Christian here.

Freedman. [f. freed, pa. pple. of Free v.

+ Man sb.] A man who has been a slave and

is manumitted, an emancipated slave.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 245 Optatus his freed man (who
sometime had bin a slaue of his). 1794 Sullivan Vieiv

Nat. II. 63 The freedman of Tiberius. 1834 Lvtton
Pompeii 1. i, He thinks, .to make us forget that he is the son

of a freedman. 1870 W hittier Soc. Friends Pr. Wks. 1889

III. 307 The Freedmen and Indians.

Freedom (frrdairO. Forms : 1 fr6od6m, fry-

dom, 3-4 freodom, -dam, 4 south, vridom, 2-6

fredomi e, 4-5 fre(e)dam, (4 fredame), 6-7 free-

dome, 7 freedoom, Sc. friedome, 4- freedom.

[OE. frioddm : see Free a. and -dom.]

1. Exemption or release from slavery or imprison-

ment
;

personal liberty, t Letter of freedom-, a

document emancipating a slave.

c 1130 Hali Meid. 5 Nis ha benne sariliche. .akast & in to

bewdom idrahen, hat fram se muchel hehscipe & se seli freo-

dom schal lihte se lahe in to a monnes beowdom. 138a

Wyclif Deut. xv. 13 And whom with freedam thow ^yuest,

thou shall not suffre to goon awey voyd. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. v. v. 57 Thus he long while in thraldome there remayned
. . Untill his owne true love his freedome gayned. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage <i6i4> 295 They will write anything
for monie, as letters of freedome for servants to runne away
from their Masters. 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 298 Taken
by the Turks, and . . have set their heads on work how to get

their freedoms again. 1781 Cowper Charity 172 Neither

age nor force Can quell the love of freedom in a horse. 1880

E. Kirke Garfield 38 Face to face with the alarming truth

that we must fose our own freedom or grant it to the slave.

b. fig. Liberation from the bondage of sin.

< 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII, 320
Wilmjende mid bissum beowdome, cuman to ecum freo-

dome. 1340 Ayenb. 86 pe ober uridom is be ilke pet habbeb
pe guodemen . . bet god neb yvryd . . uram be breldome of be

dyeule. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 b, From the

thraldome of the princes of the world to the fredome of glory

& kyngdome of god.

2. Exemption from arbitrary, despotic, or auto-

cratic control ; independence ; civil liberty.

1375 Barbour Bruce I. 225 Fredome all solace to man
giffis. He levys at esc that frely levys ! 1606 Holland
Sueton. 42 They died for the Libertie and Free-dome of
their Cittie. 1715 Swipt Drapier's Lett. v. Wks. 1761 III.

97 Freedom consists in a people's being governed by laws
made with their own consent. 1780 Cowper Table Talk
284 They, that fight for freedom, undertake The noblest

cause mankind can have at stake. 1817 Uyron BepPo xlvii,

I like the freedom of the press and quill. 1850 1 ennvson
/« Mem. ctx, A love of freedom rarely felt, Of freedom in

her regal seat Of England.

f3. The quality of being free or noble; nobility,

generosity, liberality. Obs.

e 1320 Cast. Love 145 He jaf Adam. .Feirlek, and freodam,
and muche miht. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 564 He was
of knyghthod and of fredam flour, c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Man-
hode 1. Ixxx. (1869) 47 Nay, but me shulde thinke suich a
yifte ful of gret fredom .. and of gret curteysye. 1500-30

Dunbar Poems xxi. 28 On fredome is laid foirfaltour. c 1530
Calisto <$• Melib, C i a. With grace indewid in fredome as

alexandre.

4. The state of being able to act without hin-

drance or restraint, liberty of action.

c 1400 Maundev. xvii. (1839) 193 Fissches, that han fre-

dom to enviroun alle the Costes of the See, at here owne
list, comen of hire owne wille to profren hem to the dethe.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 17 And Romanes, fight for Free-

dome in your Choice. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 513

Alexander of Macedon ..shall rule powerfully and with

great freedom and absoluteness. 1718 Freethinker No. 1

F 5 Freedom of Thought is like Freedom in Actions. 1878

Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ. 67 It is absolutely necessary to

maintain . . the freedom of other men to labour if they like.

1885 L'pool Daily Post 7 July 4/4 The Government's freedom

of action was limited by the fact that they came into negotia-

tions partly concluded.
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5. The quality of being free from the control of

fate or necessity ; the power of self-determination

attributed to the will.

< 888 K. MunKD Boetk. xli. § 2 |>u sexist b?ct God sylle

xllcum frydom [MS. Coil, freodom] swa god to donne swa
yfel. 1340 Ayenb. 86 Uri-wyl huer-by he may chyese and
do uryliche o^er bet guod ober bet kuead. perne uridom tie

halt of god. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. n. xxi. §27. 123 In this

then consists Freedom, (vis.) in our being able to act, or not

to act, according as we shall choose, or will. 1855 Bain
Emotions xi. (1859) 544 The doctrine of Freedom was first

elaborated into a metaphysical scheme, implying its opposite

Necessity, by St. Augustin against Pelagius. 1884 tr.

Lotze's Metaph. 420 The freedom which is said to charac-
terise mental life, and is distinguished from the necessity of
nature.

f6. Readiness or willingness to act. Obs.
a 1626 Bacon New At I. {1627 \ 18 We found such humanity,

and such a freedome and desire to take strangers as it were
into their bosom. 1697 Dam pier Voy, (1729) I. 502, I had
been accustomed to hardships and hazards, therefore I did
with much freedom undertake it.

7. Frankness, openness, familiarity (in intercourse

or conversation) ; outspokenness.

1699 Lister Journ. Paris 67, I had not that freedom of
Conversation as I could have wisht with both of them. 1705
Addison Italy 86 They are generally too distrustful of one
another for the Freedoms that are us'd in such kind of Con-
versations. 179a Mvrkk Corr. 1844 IV. 32, I talked a great
deal to him with the freedom I have long used to him on
this and on other subjects. 1887 F. Darwin Life fy Lett.
C. Danvin 1. 18 And laughed and joked with everyone.,
with the utmost freedom.

b. The overstepping of due or customary bounds
in speech or behaviour ; undue familiarity. I'hr. to

take thefreedom (to do something).
16x8 Fletcher Loyal Subj. 11. 1, Your eye.. Is fix'd upon

this captain for his freedom; And happily you find his

tongue too forward. 1648 Boyle Seraph, Love (1660) 9
This Love, I have taken the freedom to style ' Seraphic
Love'. 1681 Otway Soldiers Port. II. i, Let her alone to

make the best use of those innocent Freedoms I allow her.

171a Steele Sped. No. 492 P 1 The young Women who run
into greater Freedoms with the Men. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott
Napoleon (1855) I. xvi. 287 When the officers do not eat or
drink, or take too many freedoms with the seamen.

8. Of action, activity, etc. ; Ease, facility, absence
of encumbrance.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. i. 103 You cannot with such

freedome purge your selfe. 1705 De Foe in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 322, I humbly thank your Lordship for the
freedom of access you were pleas'd to give my messenger.
i860 Tyndall Gtac. it, iii. 243 The sun's rays penetrate our
atmosphere with freedom.

9. Boldness or vigour of conception or execution.
1643 Howell Lett. I. vi. lvi. (1655* 303, 1 alwaies lov'd you

for the freedom of your genius. 178a Cowper Table-talk
700 Nature. . But seldom . . Vouchsafes to man a poet's just
pretence. Fervency, freedom, fluency of thought [etc.].

184a Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks. (1842) I. 11 For by
knowing, .what was to be done in every figure they de-
signed, they naturally attained a freedom and spirit of out-
line.

10. Physics. Capability of motion. Degree of
freedom : an independent mode in which a body
may be displaced.

1879 Thomson & Tait Mat. Phil. I. 1. § 197 Taking next
the case of a free rigid body, we have evidently six degrees
of freedom to consider.

11. The state of not being affected by (a defect,

disadvantage, etc.) ; exemptionfrom.
1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 1. iii. 57 Though age from folly

could not giue me freedom It does from childishnesse. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 62 Promising to the doers Ion.;
life, health . . freedome from losses, and the like. 1756
Burke Subl. <$• B. 1. xiii, The contemplation of our own free-
dom from the evils which we see represented. 1839 Miss
Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. vii. 99 There is a
freedom from cant about the authoress, which. . I could not
have anticipated.

12. Exemptionfrom a specific burden, charge, or
service; an immunity, privilege;^ Franchise^. 2b.

'' 1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 We eow wulleS. .seggen of pa fre-

dome j>e limpeS to ban deie be is iclepeS su sunedei. c 1205
Lay. 22222 He sette griS he sette fri<5 and alle freodomes.
1386 [see Franchise sb. 2 b]. 1387 Trevisa Higden^Ro\U)
III. 61 He graunted hem fredom [immunitatem] bat dede
bat deede. 1534 Whittinton 'Pnllyes Offices \. (1540) 24
Many thynges be commune to cytezyns amonge them selfe,

as. .fredomes, iudgementes, voyces in elections. 167s Essex
Papers (Camden) I.315 That all y* auntient freemen of y8

respective Corporacions should enjoy their former freedoms
and Priviledges. 1711 T. Madox Hist.

<J-
Antiq. Excheq.

524 K. John, .granted to Robert de Lisieux . . Quittance or
Freedom from Tallage. 1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 9 All
Foreigners might freely come and reside in any Part of this
Kingdom, .with the like Privileges and Freedoms as our
selves. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. I. 332 Freedom from
arrest, a privilege at that time necessary for the cause of
liberty.

b. A privilege possessed by a city, a corpora-
tion, etc. Cf. Franchise sb. 2 a.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 35 If you denie it, let the
danger light Vpon your Charter, and your Cities freedome.
161a Drayton Poly-olb. xi. 180 The great Freedoms then
those kings to these [Universities] did giue. 1673 Temple
Observ, United Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 9 Cities and Towns

J
of

which the Old had their ancient Freedoms and Jurisdic-
tions confirmed, or others annexed.

+ c. A city or corporation possessing such im-
munity. Also, the district over which the immu-
nity extends; the 'liberties'. Cf. Franchise sb.

5. Obs.

1579 Twyne Phisicke agst. Port. 11. F,p. Ded. 160 b, The
actes and lawes of certeine Municipies or freedomes. 1766
Entick London IV. 306 Passing over Tower-hill, they come
again into the freedom.

13. The right of participating in the privileges

attached to : a. membership of a company or

trade ; b. citizenship of a town or city ; often con-

ferred honoris causa upon eminent persons. Also,

the document or diploma conferring such freedom.
a. c 1744 Part. Bill in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. v. lxxi.

32 All persons .. should be admitted into the freedom of the
said company, upon paying a fine of fifty pounds. 1746
H. Walpole Let. Mann 1 Aug., It was lately proposed in

the city to present him [the Duke of Hamilton] with the
freedom of some company.
b. 1579, 1606 [see Franchise sb. 4]. 1748 Smollett

Rod. Rand. (1812 I. 500 The magistrates intended to com-
pliment us with the freedom of their town. 177a Wesley
jfrnl. 28 Apr., They presented me with the freedom of the

city. 1864 H. Ainsworth yohn Law VI. iii, The freedom
of his native city of Edinburgh was transmitted to him in a
valuable gold box. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Vict. c. 29 An Act to

enable Municipal Corporations to confer the Honorary
Freedom of Boroughs upon persons of distinction.

c. The liberty or right to practice a trade ; also

the ' fine ' paid for this: see freedom-fine.
171a Arbuthnot John Bull 1. iv, Lewis Baboon had taken

up the trade of clothier and draper, without serving his time
or purchasing his freedom. 1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 5 P 20
Exclusive of the masters, there are numberless faulty ex-
penses among the workmen,—clubs, garnishes, freedoms,
and such like impositions.

d. Freedom of the Rttle (Sc.\ liberty granted

to a Scotch advocate to plead at the English bar.

1830 ScoTT Ivauhoe Introd., Ivanhoe. .maybe said to have
procured for its Author the freedom of the rules . . since he
has ever since been permitted to exercise his powers of ficti-

tious composition in England as well as Scotland.

e. transf. Unrestricted use of.

165a Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 155 Hee would
not permit Merchants and Sea-men to enjoy a freedom of
that Sea .. but at an extraordinarie rate. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. xix. 528 They having the freedom of our Ship, to go
to and fro between Decks. 186a Burton Bk. Hunter \jZ6^)

48 Having conferred on you the freedom of the library, he
will not concern himself by observing how you use it.

14. Sc. A piece of common land allotted to a

free-man.
1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II. 473 Each of these free-

men possesses what is called a lot or freedom, containing
about four acres of arable land. 1861 Howie Hist. Ace. Ayr
v. 46 The Newton people divided them [the lands] into 48
portions. These were denominated freedoms.

15. attrib. and Comb.,, as freedom-loving adj. ;

freedom-fine, a payment made on being admitted
to the freedom of a city, guild, or corporation.
188a Casskll, Freedom-Jiue. 1884 Miss Hickson Irel. in

\-]th Cent. I. Introd. 15 The Ulster of to-day. .filled with the
. .freedom-loving men of the mixed race.

Hence f Freedom v. trans., to set free. Also
Free'domless a. . without freedom

;
fFree'dom-

ship, investiture with a freedom.
1548 Gest Pr. Masse 107 Christe mourderd. broken, and

offered was the meane wherwyth we be fredomed frome y
thraldome of . . ye devyll. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent.
exxxvi. 838 Baptisme . . was ministred with such reuerence.
that . . the Congregation was assembled together, as if one
were to receiue an holy freedomship. 1821 Byron Irish
Avatar iii, Famine which dwelt on her freedomless crags.

Freedstool : see Frithstool.

Free-hand (fnhsend), a. Of drawing : Done
with a free hand, i. e. without guiding instru-

ments, measurements, or other artificial aid. Also
absol. or quasi-sb. = free-hand drawing.
186a in Diet. Arch. (Arch. Publ. Soc), J.v. 1879 Casselfs

Techn. Educ. I. 48/1 The study and practice of freehand
drawing gives accuracy to the eye. 1888 Nature XXXVII.
294 The curve was not done by freehand, but by means of
engineer's curves.

Free-handed, a. [f. Free a. + Hand sb. +
-ED 2

.] Open-handed, generous, liberal.

a 1656 Bp, Hall Soliloquies 75 He is freehanded and
munificent. 183a Miss Mitford r'/7/a£?Ser.v.(i863)325The
free-handed and open-hearted farmer. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. III. 717 A bold, jolly, freehanded English gentleman.

Free-hea*rted, a. [f. Free a. + Heart +
-ed ^.] Having a ' free heart ' in various senses

;

frank, open, unreserved ; unburdened with anxiety,

guilt, or suspicion ; acting on the spontaneous im-
pulse of the heart; generous, liberal, bountiful.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. lxxix. (1405) 520 Angry

of speche and sharpe. Netheles free herted and fayr of
.speche. c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 177/2 Fre hertyd in yeftys ..

liberatis. 1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. Ded. 1 They
shewed them selues so willing, so glad, so cherefull, and so
fre harted, to further the worke. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps.
xviii. 2 Bound.. with the bond of freeharted and willing
love. 1607 Shaks. Timon m. L 10 That.. Free-hearted
Gentleman of Athens. 1684 Otway Atheist 1. i. Come,
come, no trifling, be free-hearted and friendly. 1788 Gay
B$gg. Op. 11. i, Money was made for the Freehearted and
Generous. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. (18591 43 He..
throws off his habits of shy reserve, and becomes joyous and
free-hearted, a 1853 Robertson Led. ii. (1858 61 A rigorous
proscription of all freehearted mirth.

Hence Free-lieartedly adv. (in mod. Diets.)
;

Pree-heartedness.
1607 Hieron Wks. I. 389 As for examples, we haue . . the

free heartednesse of Cornelius, he gaue much almes. 1686
Burnet Trav. i. (1750) 57 Thr yal! met with a Kindness and
Freeheartedness, that [etc.].

Freehold (frrhould). law. For forms see

Free a. [f. Free a. + Hold sb. ; a transl. of AF.
fraunc tenement.']

1. A tenure by which an estate is held in fee-

simple, fee-tail, or for term of life ; applied also to

a corresponding tenure of a dignity or office.

I5a3 Fitzhekb. Surv. 12 There be many maner of fre

holdes, and holde their landes and tenementes in diuers
maner. 1598 Marston Sco. Viltanie 1. ii. C 4 When tenure
for short yeeres (by many a one] Is thought right good be
turn'd forth Littleton, All to be headdie, or free hold at least.

a i6a6 Bacon Max. <y Uses Com. Law 11636) 44 Leases for

lives are also called freeholds. 1660 R. Coke Powers Subj.

25 Do or Dedi to such a man or woman for term of either of
their lives, or to such a man or woman during the life of
another, creates a freehold. 1846 Parke Moore's P. C.
Cases V. 391 A party cannot be removed from office, in which
he hasa freehold, but for misconduct. 1858I.D.ST. Leonards
Handy-bA: Prop. Law x. 65 An estate for life, or for another
man's life, is termed a freehold, less than an inheritance, but
still a freehold.

2. An estate or office held by this tenure.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870^ 393 And that he be of frehold

yerly, at the Itste, xl. s. 1495 Act \\ Hen. I'll. c. 16 Who
that hath tny freeholde within the Toun of Caleis. 1543-3
Act 34 <y 35 Hen. VIII, c. 22 Manours. .beinge the in -

heritaunce or the freholde of his wife. 1691 Case 0/ Exeter
Coll. 22 He must be turned out by due course of Law

;

and not frighted from his freehold by the thunder of Ex-
communication. 171a Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardetis (ed. 4)

25 The Vicar hath the Freehold of the Chancel. 1765
Blackstonk Comm. 1. i, 100 No freeman shall be divested

of his freehold. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Aristocr.
Wks. (liohn) II. 81 The great estates are absorbing the small
freeholds 1871 Freeman Norm. Com/. (1876) IV. xviii. 167
One lordship in Somerset, alone among all the lauds of
England, became the freehold of the Church of Saint Peter
at Rome.
3. transf and _/?»*.

1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 2 He that medleth with mens
Religion medleth with their custome, nay, with their free-

hold. 1631 Massinger Beleive as You List iv. ii, Courtezan.
Vf thou wer'et Ten times a Kinge, thou best. I am a ladie

. .Metellus. Hee hath touchd her free hold. <i 188a Wmittiek
My Triumph 18, I . .take by faith, while living, My freehold
of thanksgiving,

4. attrib. or adj. Held by freehold ; relating to

or of the nature of freehold.

1537 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 235 All my landes, as well

copiehold as freehold. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 6j, I have
observed men to haue two lundes of Wills, a Freehold will

. .or a Copy-hold will. i8a7 Jarman Pwelfs Devises (ed. 3)

II. 115 The testatrix having in a former part of her will dis-

posed of all her freehold estate. 1876 DlGBY Real Prop. iii.

§ 15. 139 When the rights over the land are given for a period
the termination of which is not fixed or ascertained by a
specified limit of time, the interest is a freehold interest.

Freeholder (fr*"h#»ldaj). [f. Free a. + Hold-
er; rendering AF'. fraunc tenaunl.~]

1. One who possesses a freehold estate.

For the use in Scots Law see quot. 1890.

c 14*5 WyntocnCVpw. viii. xi. 9 In Fyfe bat tyme wes nane
Erie, Lord, na Capytane, De Fre-haldarys of bat Land.
I523 Fitzhkrb. Surv. Prol., And than may the lorde of y"

sayd maners .. haue parfyte knowledge .. who is his fre-

holders, copyeholders, customarye tenaunte, or tenaunt at

his wyll. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 1169 He must (at least)

hold up his hand, By twelve Free-holders to be scann'd.

1765 Blackstone Comm. 1. ix. 347 He [the coroner] is still

chosen by all the freeholders in the county court. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. III. i. 13 The cultivator of the soil

was, for the most part, a freeholder. 1890 BelTs Diet. Law
Scotl. (ed. 7), Freeholder .. in modern language, applied to

such as, before the passing of the Reform Act of 1832, were
entitled to elect or be elected members of Parliament, and
who must have held lands extending to a forty shilling land
of old extent, or 10^400 Scots of valued rent.

fiS> '637 Rutherford Let. 9 Sep. (1891) 499 The whole
army of the redeemed ones sit rent-free in heaven . . we are
all freeholders. 1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 373 Hypo-
crites are hell's free-holders. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) V.
ix. 195 God did not make them freeholders; they held their
possessions under him.

2. slang. (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Freeholder, he whose Wife

goes with him to the Ale-house. 1725 in NfUt Cant. Diet.

Hence Freeholdershi:p.
1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 247. x86a AbSTED Channel

1st. iv. xxiii. (ed. 2) 544 It began with fiefs, and it has
developed a system of practical freeholdership.

t Free'holding, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Free a. +
Holding vbl. sb. ; after Freehold.] = Freehold,
1591 Charter 0/ Kilmarnock in A. McKay Hist. KiU

mamock (1864) 359 We have given.. to our beloved cousin,
Thomas, Lord Boyd, in free-holding or Hfe-rent. 1637
Rutherford Let. ccm.(i8gi) 401 We are but loose in trying
our free-holding of Christ. [1715M. Davies A then. Brit. 1.

306 Franktenement. .must be the Freeholding of an Estate,

either in Fee-simple or Fee-tail.]

Free'holding, fpl a. rare. [f. Free a. +
Holding ppl. a. ; after Freehold.] That pos-

sesses a freehold ; in f early use absol. or ^. = AF.
fraunc tenaunt, Freeholder.

13. . Coer de L. 1259 To Londoun, to hys somouns, Come
.. Serjaunts, and every freeholdande. 1890 Spectator 10
May, Freeholding peasants.

Freeing (frrirj), vbl. sb. [f. Free v. + -ing K]
The action of the verb Free.
1601 High Peak Art. 1. in Mander Derbysh. Mm. Gloss.

(1824) 130 Such working and freeing of the said new taker.
1620 Brent tr. SarpVs Counc. Trent I. 6 An absolution or
freeing, made by authority of the Prelate. 1631 Massinger
Emperor East v. i, The freeing of an innocent From the
emperor's furious jealousy. 180a Mawf. Mineral Derbysh.
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204 (E. D. S.), Freeing sb., entering a mine or vein in the
bar- master's book. 1872 Tennvson Lynette 992 Toward thy
sister's freeing.

b. altrib. and Comb.; freeing-dish, the dish or
measure of ore with which a Derbyshire lead-miner
* frees ' his vein ; freeing-port (see quot).
1851 Act 14 <y 15 Vict. c. 94 Sched. i.§n Being called the

Freeing Dish. 1880 Times 23 Oct. 5/4 This inner bulwark
is provided at intervals with freeing ports, so that in case
a sea breaks over and fills them they may quickly be relieved
of the water.

Free'ish, a. [see -ish.] Somewhat free.

i8ao Biackw. Mag. VII. 391 A gay comedy, .and a freeish

farce.

Freel, ? = Frill sb.1 2.

1637 T. Morton Afeftf Eng. Canaan (1883) 227 Freeles
there are, Cockles and Scallopes.

Freel e, obs. form of Fitail a.

Freelage. Obs. exc. Se. dial. Forms : a. 3
freolac, -aic, -ec, vreoleie. $. 6 frelege, -lige,

-lag(e, 7 freledge, 6-7 freelege, 9 freelage.
[OE. *fre

l
o-ldc, f. fnfo, FREE a. + lac : see -lock

{fre'olac occurs only as a compound of hie neut.

oblation}.

In the later forms the suffix -lege has been substituted
for OE. -lac, on the analogy of knowledge, or possibly by
the same process that has led to the substitution in that
instance.]

f 1. -FREEDOM in various senses: esp. in later

use, a franchise or privilege. Obs.
a. a 1225 After. R. 286 Anker, of oSer freolac, haueS ibeon

oSerhwules to freo ofhire suluen. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2366
Ha . . bisohte . . ba:t he for his freolec, lirstede hire. C1230
Halt Meid. 7 Nis bis beowdom inoh a^ain bat ilke fieolaic

bat ha hefde.

0. 1513 Douglas sEneis ix. iii. 47 Quhat God hes to hym
grantit sik frelage? 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 359 In
Strang presoun, but ransoun or frelag, This nobill man. .[he]

maid to die. 1593 B. Barnes Parthenophil a> P. iv. in Arb.
Garner V. 341 Whom thou in person guardestl dest sub-
orners Should work his freelege). 1593 Kites $ Man. Ch.
Durh. (Surtees) 36 A frelige graunted by God and Sancte
Cuthbert for every such offender to flie unto for succour.
1617 in Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 173 Grace my wife and
her mayde to have theire dyet. .as they used to have when
I was lyveinge, and the freledge of the gardens. 1674 Ray
A*. C. Words 19 Freelege (Sheffield), Privilege. Immunitas.
2. Sc. dial. 'An heritable property, as distin-

guished from a farm, A'oxb.' (Jam.)
attrib. 1805n A. Scott Poems 42 tjam.) Altho' he had

a freelage grant O' mony a tree, herb, flower, and plant, Yet
still his breast confessed a want.

Free lance.
1. A term used by recent writers denoting one of

those military adventurers, often of knightly rank,

who in the Middle Ages offered their services as

mercenaries, or with a view to plunder, to belli-

gerent states ; a ' condottiere , a ' free com-
panion \
1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxxiv, I offered Richard the service

of my Free Lances. 1855 M'ss Yonge Lances of Lynwood
vi. 11864") 95 He . . knew a d'Aubricour would be no discredit
to his free lances. 1877 Mrs. Ouphant Makers Flor. iii. 77
Those rude German free-lances, ever ready to sell themselves
to the highest bidder.

2. fig. Applied esp. to a politician or controver-
sialist who owns no fixed party allegiance, but from
time to time assails one party or the other in a
capricious or arbitrary manner ; also, to one who
in any department of speculation or practice follows
the methods of no particular school.
1864 Standard 16 Apr., They may be Free Lances in

Parliament so long as the guerilla career suits them. 1883
S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 135 The band of literary free-

lances that.. made Eraser's Magazine a name of terror.

1889 Jkssopp ComingofFriars v. 216 The Friars, .were free
lances with whom the bishops had little to do.

t Free*leSS. a. Obs.- 1
[ = ON. fryju-lauss

blameless, i.fryja taunt + -lauss -less.] Blameless.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 431 That freles fleje of hyr fasor.

Free-li'ver. One who lives freely ; one who
gives free indulgence to his apatites.
1711 Shaftesb. Charact. (1737) III. 306 Those naturally

honest appellations of free-livers, free-thinkers, .or whatever
other character implies a largeness of mind and generous
use of understanding. 1806 Culina 53 This is a good, .dish,

for free-livers. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall(i8^g) 87 Free-
livers on a small scale.

Free-Irving', a.

1. Living freely and abundantly, given to free

indulgence of the appetites.
1818 Scott Hrt, Midi, xvi, ' He was a gude servant o' the

town, .though he was an ower free-living man \

2. Biol. Living free from and independent of

the parent.
1889 in Century Diet.

t Free'ly, a. Obs. [OE. frtolic : see Free a.

and -ly 1.] Free, noble; excellent, goodly, beau-
tiful, lovely. (A stock epithet of compliment in

ME. poetry : cf. Free a. 3.)
Beowulf 615 Freolic wif. a 1000 Riddles xv. 13 Freolic

fyrdsceorp. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 68 A meiden. .feir ant freo-

lich o wlite & o westum. a 1300 Cursor M. 8376 pou freli

king, sa ful o bliss. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 162 To bis

frelych feste bat fele am to called, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 193
Sone to deb ber drewe Mani a frely fode. c 1350 Will.
Palerne 822 Alle freliche foules bat on bat frib songe. c 1460
Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 42 Ryse vp now, with thi frely
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face, tc 1475 Sor. hnve Degre 545 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 44
Vndo thydore ! my frely floure.

b. absol. Noble one, fair one. (Cf. Free R)
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1155 Quen I se; my frely I woide

be V^re. c 1420 Auiurs ofArth. \.\ix, That freli. .And the
kene kny^te.

Hence Frelyhede.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.I 185 pe vj. spanne in be

handyl of bi confessioun, is frelyhede ; bat frely. .for loue &
deuocyoun to God, bou art schrevyn.

Freely (frrli), adv. [OE. frtfol/ce, ME. freo-
liche, freliche',frely , f. Free a. + -LY -.]

1. Of one's own accord, spontaneously ; without
constraint or reluctance ; unreservedly, without
stipulation; readily, willingly.

£825 Vcsp. Psalter xciii.fxciv.J 1 Libere €gU, freolice dyde.
<r888 K. ^Elfred Boeth. xviii. § 4 Seo saw! fa;rb swipe freo-

lice to heofonum. c 1205 Lav. 5547 Of Normaundie & of
Flaundres freoliche him fulsten. 13. . Guy Wanu. (A.) 209
Gij him answerd freliche :

' Sir, ichil wel blebeliche \ c 1386
Chaucer Frankl. T. 876-7 And right as frely as he sente
hir me, As frely sente I hir to himageyn. c 1460 Fortescue
Abs. § Lint. Mon. xii. (1885) 139 The reaume off Fraunce
givith neuer ffrely offthair owne gode will any subsidie to
thair prince. 1526 Pilgr. Ferf.(XV. de W. 1531) 11 These
. .gyftes and graces, he hath gyuen to vs frely. 1586 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 46 Let us freely forsake all such
things [worldly goods]. 1607 Shaks. Titnonx. \. no Lord
Timon, heare me speake. Tim. Freely good Father. 1664
Evelyn Kal. llort. (1729) 187 Let none . . despise . . these
short Directions, so freely and ingenuously imparted. 1817
Ld. Ellendorouch in Maule&r Selwyn Rep. K. Bench VI.
316 He does not even ask for [the bills] ; but they are freely

and voluntarily handed over. 1862 Ruskin Unto this Last
82 He may either give it us freely, or demand payment for

it. 1865 R. W. Dale Jeiu. Temp. ix. (1877) 92 He freely
forgives the penitent.

b. With freedom of will or choice.

1340 Ayenb. 86 Uri-wyl, huer-by he may chyese and do
uryliche ober bet guod ober bet kuead. 1398 Trevisa
Batth. DeP.R.u.u. (1495) 28 Angels haue myght and
power frely to chese to vnderstonde and to loue. 1667
Milton P. L. v. 538 Freely we serve, Because we freely
love, as in our will To love or not.

2. Without constraint or reserve in regard to

speech; unreservedly, frankly, openly, plainly.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. III. ii. 2^7, I freely told you.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. \. viii. 32 To speake freely

what cannot bee concealed. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 1 § 4
He may speak his mind freely to me without fear of offend-
ing. 1766 Goupsm. Vic. IV. xxi, We were shewn a room
where we could converse more freel}'. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 69 She well knew that she was not hand-
some, and jested freely on her own homeliness. 1884 Leeds
Mercury 24 Oct. S/2 He. .freely criticised the policy of the
Government in South Africa.

3. Without restraint or restriction upon action or

activity; without let, hindrance, or interference.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2238 pat ai quen we se ani chesun, Freli

may climbe vp and dun. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1106
Hit ferde freloker in fete in his fayre honde. c 1380 Wyclif
Sel. Wks. III. 362 For banne Goddis lawe myjte freelt

renne bi be lymytis bat Crist hab ordeyned. 1503-4 Act 19
Hen. VIL c. 34 § 8 Every suche Woman . . [shall] frely enjoye
. .all hir owne inheretaunce. 1576 Baker JervellofHealth
17 b, To thende the fire maye. .burne the freelyer. 1609
Skene Reg. Maj. 38 The woman may frelie marie, against
the will of the over-lord. 169s Ld. Preston Boeth. 1. 10, I

began to breathe more freely. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc.
143 That the Light may the freelier play upon the Glass.

1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 1 The right of thinking
freely and acting independently. 1879 CasselCs Techn.
Educ. vni. 91/1 These wheels turn freely upon the shaft.

b. Without observance of strict rule ; loosely.

1869 Phillips Vesuv. vii. 180 Only a freely sweeping line

can justly express the form. 1870 Max Muller Sc* Relig.

(1873) 122 Translate it somewhat freely.

4. Without stint
;

plentifully, abundantly
;
gene-

rously, liberally.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12332 Tesus tok \>h corn for-melt, And
freli it a-bute him delt. 13. . E. E. Allit. P C. 20 For bay
schal frely be refete ful of alle gode. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, iv. ii. 75 You would drink freely. i6ix Bible Gen. ii.

16 Of euery tree of the garden thou mayest freely eate. 1659
D. Pell Impr. Sea 100 note. Throw your monies away
freely in the Alehouse. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 260 We ate very freely. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
I. 431 The blood flowed freely. 1879 CasseWs Techn. Educ.
IV. 23/2 He lived in princely style and spent his money
freely. 1883 Rep. Geol. Explor. N. Zealand 39 Gold has
been found freely. 1892 E. P. Dixon (Hull) Seed Catal.

37 Brachycome Iberidifolia . . blooms freely, and is useful
for bedding.

f5. In freedom, with the rights of free birth;

without servitude, with absolute possession (of pro-

perty, franchises, etc.). Freely begotlen — lawlully

begotten. Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 5440 }e scullen. .habben freoliche eoure lond.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 228 He levys at ese, that frely levys !

e 1393 Chaucer Mariage 31 God graunte you youre lyf

frely to lede In fredom. 1415 E. E. Wills (1882) 24 Hers
of his body frelych be-gotun. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. i.

65 Bot it suld joys all Fredomys, Franchys, Profit, and
Customys, Alsa frely as before, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-
hode 1. xlvi. (1869) 27 And that the gouernaunce of heuene
longeth freeliche to me. < 1500 in Arnolde Chron. Index
(1811) 11 That citezens of London. .of al their libarteis and
fre vsage as holly and fully be restored. As them the tyme
of ony our progenitours K.inges frelyest and fullyest they
had. 1396 Shaks. Merch. V. m. ii. 252, I must freely haue
the halfe of any thing That this same paper brings you.
1601 — Tivel. N. 1. iv. 40 Thou shalt Hue as freely as thy
Lord, To call his fortunes thine, a 1647 Haijin<;ton Sum.
Worcestersh. in Wore. Hist. Soc. Proc. 11. 255 The Church
heald one Hyde freely.
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1 6. Nobly ; excellently, beautifully. Obs.
e 1205 Lay. 28941 An hundred and sixti pusend freoliche

iwapned. a 1225 Juliana 21 And under hire nebscheft al
se freoliche ischapet. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 10
Fulle frely he lyued here, c 1350 Will. Palerne 2634 On
be fairest on face and frelokest ischapen.

t 7. a. Without payment or cost, gratis; b. with-
out punishment. Obs. ; = Fkee adv.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5965 Quod gratis accepistis,

gratis dale. He says ' pat pat ^e haf of grace fre And frely
resayved, frely gyf ?e '. 1382 Wyclif Isa. Iii. 3 Freeli
[Vulg. gratis) ^ee hen sold. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
exxxvi. n6Somme of hem lete he go frelych and somme
lete he putte to the deth. 1546 YVriothesleyCAtiw. (1875)
I. 163 Which were discharged frelie without paying any fine
to the cittie. 1550 Ckowif.y Last Trump 1411 Let none
break such laws freli. 1589 Act 31 Eliz. c. 6 § 1 Freelye
without anye rewarde. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng.
I. 264 For 153 children to be taught freely.

8. Sc. f Entirely, completely {obs.) ; also used as

an intensive, very.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxv. 78 Quhen flude and fyre sail

our it frak, And frely frustir fetid and fure. 1873 W. Alex-
ander Johnny Gibb xi. (ed. 3) 66, ' I wud like freely weel to
see them, man ', said the stranger.

Freeman (frrmaen). [QK.fre'oman : see Free a.

and Man sb.]

1. a. One who is personally free; one who is not
a slave or serf. b. In later use often, one who is

politically free ; one not a subject of a tyrannical

or usurped dominion.
a 1000 Caedmoiis Gen. 2175 (Gr.) Hwset £>fest bu me .

.

freomanna to frofre. c 1000 Laws of A£t/ielred 1. i. § 1

Dset adc freoman^etreowneborh ha;bbe. c 1205 Lay. 15577
pu nahtes i nane stude habben freo-monnes ibude. c 1275
Fortune 3 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 86 Wyb freomen bu art
ferly feid. a 1300 Cursor M. 16022 All J>ai gedird o £»e tun,
bath freman and dring. 138a Wyclif Eph. vi. 8 Whethir
seruaunt, whether fre man. c 1440 Prom/. Parv. 178/1
Fremann, made of bonde .. manumissus. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. 111. ii. 25 Had you rather Caesar were Huing, and
dye all Slaues ; then that Caesar were dead, to Hue all Free-
men? 1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll. 1.459 No Free-man shall be
imprisoned without due Process of the Law. 1784 Cowpek
Task v. 733 He is the freeman whom the Truth makes free
And all are slaves beside. 1793 Burns Scots, wha hae
iv, Free-man stand, or free-man fa . 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit
U. S. II. 98 A coloured free-man. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 222 Injustice, whether existing among slaves or
freemen.

2. One who possesses the freedom of a city,

borough, company, etc.

1386 Rolls of'ParIt. III. 225/1 The eleccion of Mairaltee
is to be to the Fre men of the Citee. 1682 Enq. Elect.
Sheriffs 34 The Rights, .are not only granted to the Mayor,
but to the Free-men and Barons. 1705 Addison Italy Wks.
1721 II. 42 Both having been made Free men on the same
day. c 1744 Pari. Bill in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. v. lxxi. 32
The oath to be taken by the freemen of the said company.
1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II. 474 The son and heir of a
freeman succeeds to his inheritance within the borough un-
encumbered by the debts of his father. 1863 H. Cox Instit.

m. ix. 730 The electors [of the Council] are citizens, bur-
gesses, or freemen.

3. In various modern uses. a. (See quot.)
1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 194 A class of beaver-trappers

and hunters technically called freemen. .They are . . Cana-
dians . . who have been employed . . by some fur company, but
their term being expired, continue to hunt and trap on their

own account.

b. Austral. A 'free-labourer*, a non-union man.
1890 Times 8 Sept. 3/1 The ships are being loaded by

freemen.

4. Comb.
y

as freeman-like adv.; f freeman's
song, the name applied in 16th c. to a certain class

of vocal compositions of a lively character.

1561 T. Nokton Calvin's Inst. nr. 273 Children, whiche
are more liberally and more freemanlike handled of theyr
fathers, c 1575 J. Hooker Life of Careiv 39 The King
would very often use him to sing with him certain songs
then called fremen songs, as namely ' By the bank as I lay'.

2609 [T. Ravenscroft] Deuteromelia : or The Second part
of Musicks melodie, or melodius Musicke. Of Pleasant
Roundelaies; K. H. mirth, or Freemens Songs. And such
delightfull Catches. 16x1 Cotgr., Virelay, a .. Round,
freemans Song.

Hence PrecmansMp, the position or status of a
freeman, with its rights and privileges.

1869 Daily News 31 Aug., The fees payable on taking up
freemanship. 1873 McDowell Hist. Dumfries xxviii. 315
He had to serve other three years . . before he could aspire

to freemanship.

Freeniartin (Trrmautin). [Ofunknown origin

:

cf. Ir., Gael. mart
y

heifer.] A hermaphrodite or

imperfect female of the ox kind : see cjuot. T 79°*
1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1651/4 The Heifer . . is supposed to

be Spaied, or else a Free-Martin. >779 J- Hunter in

Phil. Trans. LXIX. 279 Account of the Free-martin.

1790 Bewick Hist. Quadrupeds (1807) 28 When a Cow
happens to bring forth two calves—one of them a male, the

other a female,—the former is a perfect animal, but the latter

is incapable of propagation, and is well known to farmers
under the denomination of a Free Martin. 1856 Farmer's
Mag. Jan. 56 Freemartins and Spayed Heifers are not
qualified.

b. transf Said of a sheep.
a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 361 An ewe-sheep, that is a

free-martin, .has a. .Ianker bearing than other sheep.

Freemason (Jrrm^san, -s'n). [f. Fkee a. +
Mason.
The precise import with which the adj. was originally used

in this designation has been much disputed. Three views
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have been propounded, (i) The suggestion that free
mason stands (or free-stone mason would appear unworthy
of attention, but for the curious fact that the earliest known
instances of any similar appellation are mestrc mason de

franche peer, ' master mason of free stone ' (Act 25 Edw. I II.

st. 11. c. 3,- a.d. 1550), and sculptores lapidum liberorum,

'carvers of free stones ', alleged to occur in a document of

1217 (tr. Finders Hist. Mas. 51, citing Wyatt Papworth) ;

the coincidence, however, seems to be merely accidental.

(2) The view most generally held is that free masons
were those who were ' free ' of the masons' guild (see

Free a 29). Against this explanation many forcible ob-

jections have been brought by Mr. G. W. Spetli, who
suggests (3) that the itinerant masons were called 'free'

because they claimed exemption from the control of

the local guilds of the towns in which they temporarily

settled. 14) Perhaps the best hypothesis is that the term

refers to the mediaeval practice of emancipating skilled

artisans, in order that they might be able to travel and
render their services wherever any great building was in

process of construction.]

+1. A member of a certain class of skilled workers

in stone, in the 14th and following centuries often

mentioned in contradistinction to 'rough masons',

Migiers', etc. They travelled from place to place,

finding employment wherever important buildings

were being erected, and had a system of secret signs

and passwords by which a craftsman who had been

admitted on giving evidence of competent skill

could be recognized. In later use (16-iSthc.) the

term seems often to be used merely as a more com-
plimentary synonym of ( mason ', implying that the

workman so designated belonged to a superior

grade. Obs.

1376 in Conder Hole Craft 51 [A list of the city com-
panies with the number of their representatives on the

Council has : Free masons 2, Masons 4. Hut in the original

handwriting the figure for the Masons is altered to 6, and
the entry Free masons is expunged]. 1396 Charter Rich.
//(Sloane 4595) in Masonic Mag. 118S2) 341 Concessinuis.

.

archiepiscopo Cantuar. quod . . viginti et quatuor lathomos
vocatos ffre Maceonset viginti et quatuor lathomos vocatos
ligters . . capere . . possit. [1444 Act 23 Hen. VI, c. 12 Les
gagez ascun frank mason ou maister Carpenter nexcede pas
par le jour iiij d. ovesqe mangier & boier . . un rough mason
& mesne Carpenter . . iii d. par le jour.]. 1477 Norton
Ord. Alch. Proem, in Ashm. (1652) 7 Free Masons and
Tanners. 1484 Churchiv. Ace. Wigtoft, Line. (Nichols

1797) 80 Paide to Will'm Whelpdale fremason for makyng of
the crosse in y6 chirchrth. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 22 § 1

A Freemason maister Carpenter Rough mason Brickleyer
[etc.]. 1504 Bury Wills (Camden' 104 To John Dealtry,
fremason, xs. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 142 The
free mason setteth his prentyse first longe tyme to lerne to

hewe stones. 1548 Act 2^-3 Edw. VI, c. 15 § 3 No Person
.. shall .. lett or disturbe any Fre mason, rough mason,
carpenter, bricklayer. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. Cont. (ed. 7)
A. iv, In free Masons craft, in Joyners craft. x6o8Topsei.l
Serpents (1658) 650 Who seeth not that it were far better the

master work-men, free masons, and carpenters, might be
spared, then the true labouring husbandman ? 1662 Evelyn
ChaUogr. (1769* 90 Encountring the difficulties of the free-

mason. 1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5907/4 Anthony Ashley ..

Free Mason. 1723 Ibid. No. 6195/6 John Lane . . Free-

Mason.
2. A member of the fraternity called more fully,

Free and Accepted Masons.
Early in the 17th c, the societies of freemasons (in sense 1)

began to admit honorary members, not connected with the
building trades, but supposed to be eminent for architec-

tural or antiquarian learning. These were called accepted
masons, though the term free masons was often loosely

applied to them ; and they were admitted to a knowledge
of the secret signs, and instructed in the legendary history
of the craft, which had already begun to be developed. The
distinction of being an ' accepted mason ' became a fashion-
able, object of ambition, and before the end of the 17th c.

the object of the societies of freemasons seems to have been
chiefly social and convivial. In 1717, under the guidance
of the physicist J. T. Desaguliers, four of these societies or
' lodges ' in London united to form a ' grand lodge ', with a
new constitution and ritual, and a system of secret signs

;

the object of the society as reconstituted being mutual help
and the promotion of brotherly feeling among its members.
The London 'grand lodge' became the parent of other
' lodges ' in Great Britain and abroad, and there are now
powerful bodies of ' freemasons', more or less recognizing
each other, in most countries of the world.
1646 Asnmole Mem. (1717) 15 Oct., [At] 4 Hor. 30 Minutes

post merid., I was made a Free-Mason at Warrington in

Lancashire, with Colonel Henry Mainwaring. 1686 Plot
Staffordsh. 316 Admitting Men into the Society of Free-
masons, that in the moorelands of this County seems to be
of greater request, than any where else. Ibid., A Fellow of
the Society, whom they otherwise call an accepted mason.
1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 393/2, I cannot but Honor .

.

the Masons . . the more as being a Member of that Society
called Free-Masons. 1691 Audrey Memorandums 18 May
in Conder Hole Craft (1894 >

4 This day is a great convention
at St. Pauls church of the fraternity of the free [erased, and
accepted ivritten above] Masons ; where Sir Christopher
Wren is to be adopted a Brother. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 26
F 3 They have their Signs and Tokens like Free-Masons.
1723 {title) The Constitutions of the Free-masons . . for the
Use of the Lodges. 1753 Scots Mag. Sept. 425/1 The society
of free and accepted masons caused a. .triumphal arch.,
to be erected. 1816 'Quiz' Grand Master vn. 174 'I'd
turn a Turk, or Methodist—Christian, Freemason, even
Jew ['

3. attrib. (of or pertaining to freemasons), as

freemason knock, secret, work.
1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 220, I distinguished his

Tree-mason knock at my door. 1785 Burke Sp. Nabob of
Arcot 33 The true *free-mason secret of the profession of
soucaring. a 1490 Botoner /tin. ^Nasmith 1778) 268 De
*fremason-work operata.
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Hence Pree:maso*nic«., of or pertaining to free-

masons ; Free-ma sonism (Stand. Diet.) = FREE-
MASONRY.
1831 H'estm. Rev. XIV. 156 A free-masonic order who

converse by signs, innuendos, and slang. 1859 Thackeray
Virgin. II. xxxviii. 317 That mysterious undefinable free-

masonic signal, which passes between women, by which
each knows that the other hates her. 1861 Sala Dutch
Pict. vi. 85 There she is at her post, with a wonderful free-

masonic understanding with the doctor.

Freemasonry Jrrin^'s'nri). [scc-ry.]

fl. The emit or occupation of a freemason. Obs.

1435 in Speth Freemasonry 4 [In 1435 'John Wode,
masoun ', contracted to build the tower of the Abbey Church
of St. Edmundsbury] in all mannerc of thinges that longe
to free masonry.
2.- The principles, practices, and institutions of

freemasons.
i8oz Edin. Rev. I. 6 The lodges of Free Masonry. Ibid,

14 He denies that the secret of freemasonry consists in'

liberty and equality. 1825 Macaulay Ess., Milton (18S7)

24 Most of their absurdities were mere external badges,
like the signs of freemasonry or the dresses of friars.

3. fig. Secret or tacit brotherhood, instinctive

sympathy.
1810 Scott Fam. Lett. 30 Mar. (1894) I. vi. 173 There is

a freemasonry among kindred spirits .. that always leads

them to understand one another at little expense of words.

1847 Alb, Smith Chr. Tadpole vii. (1S791 68 There seemed
to be a sort of free-masonry amongst them, i860 Emfrson
Cond. Life, Culture Wks. (Bohn) II. 369 The gun, fishing-

rod, boat, and horse, constitute among all who use them
secret freemasonries. 1886 Mrs. Craik A". Arthur v. 178

The two children with the wonderful freemasonry of child-

hood. .made friends immediately.

Freend, Sc. form of Friend,

Freeness (frenes). Now rare. [f. Free a.

-f- -NESS.]

1. The quality or state of being free (in different

senses of the adj.) ; freedom.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love xx. 46 With frenes truly of her

lyst with grace of god bai ar fulfillyd. 1587 Colding De
Moruay xiii. (1617) 206 According to their freenes. . they
work freely. 1642 Br. Reynolds Israel's Petit. 22 That
cometh like water out of a Spring, with a voluntary
freenesse. 1647-8 Cottkrell Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 23
Resolution and freeness of courage. 1656 Jf.anks Fuln.
Christ 218 The absolute freenesse of it : It was neither for

his advantage, as an end, nor for our deservings, as a
motive. 1862 C. Dresser Art Decorative Design 70 The
convolvulus winding its way in graceful freeness around the

branches.

b. Const, from.
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxvi. 260 Freenesse from

Enemies, Cleernes from Injuries. 1648 JeNKYN Blind Guide
lit. 36 The freenesse of their writings from, .error.

2. Readiness; generosity, liberality.

c 1300 Cursor M. 27861 'Cott. Galba' Frenes of hert and
large of gift. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. xvi. 88 Filt'us, hi the
Fader wille and frenes=e of Spiritus Sanc.'i. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. v. v. 421 Wee'l learne our Freenesse of a Sonne-in-
Law : Pardon's the word to all. 1648 Petit. Eastern Ass.

25 Their . . freeness to assist the Kingdome in a time of
need. 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt. (1841) 180 Let us now
pay taxes that we may never pay taxes; for, as matters
now stand, our freeness at the present may cause our free-

dom at the future. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 37. 1/1 This
Comparison displays the Freeness of Remission with
regard to the Offending Persons.

3. Unreservedness (in speech, etc.) ; openness,

frankness.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xvii. 13 Frenesse
in reprouyng of kynges. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 106 b,

Freenesse of speache, is when we speake boldely & without
feare. .whatsoeuer we please, c 1614 Cornwallisui Gutch
Coll. Cur. I. 149 He would requite my kind proceeding
with a real freeness. 1633 Hkywood Eng. Trav. in. Wks.
1874 IV. 57, I am sorry my freenesse should offend you.

Free-qua'rter. Hist. The obligation or im-

post of having to provide free board and lodging

for troops ; also, of the troops, the right to be bil-

leted in free quarters, or else the necessity of having

to find them for themselves. To live at free-

quarter: to be maintained without expense to the

government.
1648 Petit. Eastern Ass. 17 Have not inforced Assesse-

ments, and free-quarter grated them as small? 1648 Crom-
well Let. 15 Nov. in Carlyle, The Country is. .not able to

bear free-quarter ; nor well able to furnish provisions if we
had moneys. 1655 — Sp. 22 Jan. ibid., These took advan-
tage from . . the stopping of the pay of the army, to run us
into Free-quarter, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 63 Make
Law and Equity as dear, As Plunder and Free-quarter
were. 18x8 Cobbett in Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 524 An army
must be sent into Yorkshire; but, they must live at free-

quarter then.

Hence f Free-quarter z/., to live at free-quarter;

t Pree-qua-rterer, one billeted in free quarters.

1648 Prynne Plea for Lords Cij, As our free-quarterers
doe now. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 16 As for evil Things,
look on them but as Lodgers, (though as unwelcome as
Free-quarterers). 1659 To free-quarter [see Freebooter ?'.].

Freer Jrrzi). [f. Free v. + -eb 1 .] One who
frees or sets free.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xiv. xi. (1620") 485 He
is the Freer who is the Sauiour. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's
Lett. (1654) III. 142 But the French shall be the freers of
all the earth. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy II. 76 It was
erected to him. .as to the freer of the city.

Freer, obs. and Sc. dial, form of Friar.
Frees, Freese, obs. ff. of Frieze, Freeze.

FREE-STONE.

Free:-Sele'ctor. Austral. One who takes up
a block of crown-land under the Land Laws and
by annual payments acquires the freehold (Morris 1

.

Also called simply selector.

i86ti Sydney Morn. Her. 9 Aug. (Morris), The very law
which the free selector puts in force against the squatter.

1881 Mrs. C. Praed Policy <y /'. III. 260 He made a spring
at the free-selector. 1883 Keiohley Who are You 79 Far
apart stood free-selectors' huts.

So Free-sele et -'. trans., to take up (land) under
Government ; hence Pree-selecting- vbl. sb. and

fipl. a. ; Free-selection, the action of the vb.
1870 T, II. Brum Neiv Homes ii. 87 A man can now go

and make his free selection before survey of any quantity
of land .. at twenty shillings an acre. 1884 Bolurrwoou
Melb. Mem. xix. 134 Had he proceeded to free-select an
uninhabited island. Ibid. xx. 142 This was years before
the free selection discovery. 1890 — Col. Reformer (1891)

321, I camped . . just below those free-s- lecting friends of
yours. Ibid. 401 Free-selecting here might be very well for

some people ; it didn't suit them.

t Free'ship. Obs. [f. Free a. + -ship.]

1. Freedom, liberty.

c 1175 Iamb. Horn. 75 He .gefhom eche frechipc allc ha
bet hit aide cunnen. c 120$ Lay. 372 Air we nulleS mid
fresdpe faren from ure feonden.

2. Liberality, generosity.
a 1225 After, R. 3S6 Luue is heouenc stiward, uor hire

muchele ureoschipe.

Freesia (fr/zia). [mod. I .at.] A genus of

iridaceous bulbous plants of the Cape of Good
Hope, allied to Gladiolus.

1882 Garden 4 Feb. 73 '3 Freesias. 1891-6 [In many
newspaper quots., often spelt Frecziti].

Free soil, sb. and a. U.S.

A. s/>. Territory in which slaveholding was pro-

hibited.

a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874') IV. 547 All these, in the slang
of the day, were what are called slave territories, and not
free soil.

B. adj. The epithet of a political party in 1846-

56, which opposed the extension of slavery into

the territories
;
pertaining to this parly or its prin-

ciples.

1848 Lowell Bigloiv P. Poems 1890 II. 143, I went to a
free soil meetin' once. 1875 -V. Atuer. Rev CXX. 69 Mr.
Clay was speaking of the antislavery agitators and of the
Free-soil party.

So Tree-soiler (a) a politician in favour of free

soil and opposed to slavery
;

(b) one who lives on
free soil, a free man. Free-soilism, the principles

of the Free- soil party, opposition to slavery.

1849 Longf. in Life (1 891) II. 162 Palfrey, Adams, Sumner
. .all and several Free-soilers. 1855 Eraser's Mag. LI. 675
All the free-soilism of the north will strain its every nerve to
[etc.]. 1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 73 Tainted with Free-
soilism or Abolitionism. 1888 Brvck Amer, Comnno. II.

in. Iv. 355 The Abolitionists and Free Soikrs. .had for some
time previously acted as a group by themselves.

Free-Spoken, a. [cf. plain spoken ] Ac-
customed to speak plainly and without reserve.

Hence Free-spokenness.
1625 Bacon Apophthegms % 176 A free-spoken Senatour.

1641 Milton Animad. Rem. Def Wks. 1738 I. 79 These
free-spoken and plain-hearted Men, that are the Eyes of
their Country. 1856 Grote Greece 11. xcvi. XII. 508 The
slaughter of the free-spoktn orators. 1863 Hawthorne
Our Old Home 269 In our refined era, just the same as
at that more free-spoken epoch. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref
Ch. Eng. II. 486 The free-spokenness of Queen Elizabeth
and King James.

Free state.
1. Occasionally = Republic. Now rare.

1646 Fuller Wounded Consc. 1184 i>33o As all countries
are not monarchies governed by kings, but some by free-

states, where many together have equal power. 1727-41
Chambers Cycl, Tree State. 1850 Mkkivale Rom. Emfi.
(1865) I. ii. 54 Names conspicuous in the municipal annals
of the free state.

2. U.S. Before the Civil War of 1861-5, a state

of the Union in which slavery did not exist.

1861 Lowell E Pluribus Vnum Prose Wks. 1890 V. 47
He would .. have received the unanimous support of the
Free States. 1888 Bryce Amer. Conimiv. II. m. liii. 334
New States had been admitted substantially in pairs, a slave
State balancing a free State.

Free-stone, freestone K Also 4 fre-

stane, 6 freese stone, 7 friestane, frise-stone.

[f. Free a. + Stone sb. ; a transl. of OF. franche
pere, where the adj. means ' of excellent quality '

;

cf. Frank a.'1 5.]

1. Any fine-grained sandstone or limestone that

can be cut or sawn easily.

c 1330 Seuyn Sag. (\V.) 3036 The knyght gat masons many
ane, And grat them hew ful faire fre-stane. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 37 An ymage of our lady . . in an howsyng
of free stoon. 1577 Harrison England 11. iii. (1877) 1. 71
Houses builded . .for the most part of hard freestone. 1640-1
Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 67 He hes use for

certaine friestane for building. 1662 Gerbier Princ. 24 As
for Free-stone, Portland Stone works well. 1773 Brydone
Sicily xv. (1809) 172 The streets . . are all paved with white
free-stone. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 18 The
alluminous ore of Whitby is sometimes a grey Freestone.

1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Raihu. 367 The handsome em-
battled tower, .is chequered with flint and freestone,

f b. A slab or piece of such stone. Obs.
c 1475 Pitt. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 768 Hec timeria, a fre-

stone. i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 570 Toads have been found in



PBEE-STONE. 528 FREEZE.
the middle of a Freestone. 1711 Hearnf. Collect. (Oxf.
Hist. SocJ III. 412 A White Free Stone is laid over Mr. Wm.
Joyner's Grave.

2. attrib. and Comb., as freestone house, + mason,
ornament, passage, quarry

; f freestone-coloured
a., of the colour of freestone.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. iii. 25 She has .. A *freestone

coloured hand. 1665-6 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc. I II. 72
The larg *free-stone house. 1703 in Willis & Clark Cam*
bridge (1886) II. 211 Paid the *freestone Mason his bills in

full. 17*6 Amherst Terras Fit. xliv. 235 What ! are there

no living ornaments in Oxford ? Are its inanimate, its *free-

stone ones its greatest glory? 1766 Entick London IV. 357
A *free-stone passage. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. 1. xi. 111.

1 . 1 86 The value of a *freestone quarry . . will . . increase.

Free*-stone -. A variety of the peach (or

nectarine) in which the flesh parts freely from the

stone when ripe. Alsofree-stone peach.
1866, 1880 [see Clingstone]. 1889 Farmer Americanisms,

Freestone peach.
Freet, var. of Freit Sc.

Free-thinker (frrhfcgkai). One who refuses

to submit his reason to the control of authority in

matters of religious belief; a designation claimed
esp. by the deistic and other rejectors of Christianity

at the beginning of the 18th c.

The sect mentioned in the first quot. seems to be identical

with the ' free seekers ' ("quot. 1603 s.v. Free D. i c).

.1692 S. Smith [title) The Religious Impostor. .dedicated
to Doctor S—lm—n, and the rest of the new Religious
Fraternity of Free-Thinkers, near Leather-Sellers-Hall..
Printed . . in the first year of Grace and Free Thinking.
1708 SwiKT Setitim. C/i. ofFug. Man Wks. (1755) II. I. 56
The atheists, libertines, despisers of religion . . that is to say,

all those who usually pass under the name of Free-thinkers.
1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 170 Freethinker, .has
come to be synonymous with a libertine and a contemner of
religion. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 151 The modern
freethinker does not attack Christianity ; he explains it.

transf. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlv, He (who had
been . . inclined to be a sad free thinker on these pointsj

entered into poaching and game preserving with ardour.

Free-thi'nking, vbl. si. The free exercise of

reason in matters of religious belief, unrestrained

by deference to authority ; the adoption of the

principles of a free-thinker.

? 1692 [see Free-thinker]. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 58. 1/2
Free Thinking (to use the Modish Phrase) . . is no better

than a Sword in a Child's hand. 1758 Gray Let. Poems
(1775) 263 The mode of free-thinking is like that of Ruffs
and Farthingales, and has given place to the mode of not
thinking at all. 1773 Gentl. Mag. X 1.1 II. 122 If, by free-

thinking, Deism be meant.
attrib. 1719 Free-Thinker 118 p 2, I proceeded, .to give

Assurances of many Free-Thinking Feats, which it was,
then, generally suspected I never intended to perform.

Free -thinking, ppl. a.

1. Holding the principles of a free-thinker.
a 1716 South Serm. (1843) *!• io9 Our free thinking and

freer practising age. 1730 Coventry Pompey Litt. 11. ix.

(1785) 66/1 A free-thinking writer of moral essays.

2. Peitaining or relating to free-thinkers or free-

thought.
1726 Amherst Terras Fit. xi. 5? Those heritical, perni-

cious, and free-thinking tracts. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xix, Her shocking free thinking ways. 1882 Sat. Rev. 18

Nov. 671/1 Trashy freethinking productions.

Free-thought. = Fuse-thinking vbl. sb.

1711 Shaftesb. Charact. (1737) II. 116 If it brings along
with it any affection opposite to manhood, .or free-thought.

1874 Morley Compromise (18S6) 152 The tendency of
modern free thought is [etc.]. 1887 Academy 12 Nov. 314
These centres of learning and freethought.
attrib. [1882 Cassell, Free-thought a. of or pertaining

to free-thinking.] Mod. A—'s catalogue of free-thought
publications.

Free trade, free-trade.
1. An open and unrestricted trade.

1606 Chapman M. D'Olive 1, Wit's become a free trade for

all sorts to live by. 1622 Malynes Maint. Free Trade 105
A Remedie, whereby the K,ingdomc shall enioyall the three
essential parts of Traffique vnder good and Politike Gouern-
ment, which will bee Free Trade effectually or in deed.
1642-3 Earl oi-' Newcastle Declar. in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1721) V. 137 As if they desired not only the free Trade, but
even the Monopoly of plundering to themselves. 1670 R.
Coke Disc. Trade 33 Our Plantations . . would have been
much increased and inriched by a Free Trade, more than by
this restraitit. 1804 Edin. Rev. IV. 308 The wisdom of
allowing a free trade has been pretty generally allowed in

speculation by all statesmen. 1846 McCulloch Ace. Brit.
Empire (1854) II. 527 The circumstance of our carrying on
a great free trade with it.

2. Trade or commerce left to follow its natural

course, i. e. without the interference of customs
duties designed to restrict imports or of bounties

intended to foster home production. Also, the

legislative establishment or maintenance of this

state of things, and the principles of those who
advocate it ; opposed to protection.
Adam Smith IV. N. 1776 uses freedom 0/ trade in this

sense. He has also frequently afree trade, in sense 1.

1823 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 400 One newspaper
says . . he will endeavour to ' inculcate in the mtnd of the
Bourbons wise principles of free trade V 1825 M cCulloch
Pol. Econ. 11. ii. 134 Suppose that, under a system of free

trade, we imported a considerable proportion of silks and
linens now wholly manufactured at home. 1861 Cobden in
Times 18 July, The principles of Free Trade.

b. In various occasional applications (see

quots.).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Free-trade .. unrestricted
action in banking operations. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xvii.

(1876)231 Correctly stated, free trade in land consists rather
in the removal of the hindrances which the law puts on the
conveyance of land.

3. Trade free from the lawful customs duties

;

smuggling.
1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xiii, ' If you will do nothing

for the free trade, I must patronise it myself So saying
he took a large glass of brandy. 1834 H. Miller Scenes <y

Lcg. xiv. (i88g( 211 [He] was engaged . . in the free trade,

and had set the officers of the revenue at defiance.

4. attrib.

1829 H. Hawthorn Visit Babylon 45 In all this, do you.,
discover anything like your free-trade plan? 1877 Daily
News 5 Oct. 4/4 The free-trade party.

So Free-trading1

#., favouring fre '-trade; Free-
tra'dist, an advocate of free-trade.

1832 Halt in Eraser's Mag. VI. 593 To the theory of the

free-tradist objections cannot well be made. 1851 Lytton
Lett. John Bull 93 To sum up the authorities from Free-
trading political economists.

Free-tra'der.
1. One allowed to trade without restriction.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India -V P> 86 They permit Free
Traders on their Island Bombaim. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour I. 375 The pedlar . . was, as it were, the first ' free-

trader '.

b. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Free Trader, ships trading

formerly under license to India independent of the old East
India Company's Charter.

2. A smuggler ; also, a smuggling ves-el.

1815 Scott Guy M. v. There go the free-traders. 1824 —
Rrdgauutletcb.xiv,As if. .a free-trader could sail theSolway
as securely as a King's cutter !

3. An advocate of free-trade.

1849 Cobden Speeches 34 If. there be freetraders who
think that free-trade is only an experiment. 1878 A\ Amer.
Rev. CXXVI. 266 They were tariff men and free-traders,

conservative Whigs and radical Democrats.

Free will, free-wrll, freewill. [Sec

Free a. 19.]

1. (Best written as two words.) Spontaneous will,

unconstrained choice (to do or act). Often in phr.

of one's envn free will, and the like. + In one'sfree

will', left to or depending upon one's choice or

election.

a 1225 A net. R. 8 [>eos & swuche obre beo5 alle ine freo

willetodonneoberto leten hwon me euer wule. 13.. Alyrour
of tewed Men 4 in Min. P. Vernon MS. 407 God send vs

thoght tohisplesyng In whos fre wil hyngesall thyng. 11510
More Picus Wks. 1 1/2 Very happy is a christen man, sith that

the victorie is. .put in hisowne fre will. 1590 Spenser F.Q. i.

viii. 5 Every dore of freewill open flew, 1611 Bible Ezra vii.

13 All they, .which are minded of their owne free-will togoe
vp to lerusalem. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11.(1711)42 Every
Ship's master is left to his free will, whether he will sail into

the Ice. 1712 Steele Sfiect. No 308 r 1 Whether she has
not been frightened or sweetned by her Spouse into the Act
she is going to do, or whether it is of her own free Will.

1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vii. 100 Having of her own free-

will exposed her life. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 133
They were allowed to wander at their own free will.

2. ' The power of directing our own actions with-

out constraint by necessity or fate' (J.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 9408 Wijt and skill he gaf bam till,

Might, and fairhid, and frewill. 1340 Ayenb. 86 pe uerste

is uri-wyl huer-by he may chyese and do uryliche ober bet

guod ober bet kuead. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 104

(Camb. MS.) Of the knowynge and predestinacion diuine

and of the lyberte of fre wille. 1508 Fisher 7 Peuit. Ps.
cxlii. Wks. (1876) 259 He made vs and endued vs with
reason and frewyll. 1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 28 Frewyl
can not be wythout knolege, both of the gud and of the yl.

1654 Hobbes Liberty, JVecess., etc. (1841) 1 The third way of
bringing things to pass, distinct from necessity and chance,
namely, freewill. 1700 Astry tr. Saaz>edra-Fa.vardo I. 205
Such variety of Events, as fortune produces, or free-will

prepares. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. ii. (1866) 22 With-
out free-will there could be no human goodness.

b. In a bad sense : Arbitrary or licentious

will.

1514 Barclay Cyt. <y Vplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 34 In

stede of vertue, ruleth frewyll & lust ! 1547 Salesbury
Welsh Diet., Mymfnvy, Frewyll.

3. attrib. (infree-wilt offering) -given readily or

spontaneously.

1535 Coverdale /YIiii[i]. 6 A frewil offeringe wil I gene
the. 1611 Bible Ps. cxix. 108 Accept, I beseech thee, the

freewil offrings of my mouth. 1878 BotW. Smith Carthage

44 The free-will offerings of their golden ornaments by the

Libyan women.
b. attrib. and Comb, (sense 2).

C1575 Fulke Conful. Doctr. Purgatory (1577) 13 The free

will men of our time. 1627 S. Ward Christ All in All 13

To all.. merit and freewill-mongers.

Hence Pree-wi'lleda., having the faculty of free-

will ; Pree-willer, a contemptuous term for one

who believes in the doctrine of free-will, an Armi-
nian ; Pree-wi'llist rare, a believer in free-will, a
4 libertarian '

; f Free-willing1

a. (in Coverdale',

spontaneous, giving (or given) freely.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 889 Peccability arises from
the necessity of imperfect "freewilled beings left to them-
selves. 1709 Prior Ode to Col. VitHers, In vain we think
that free-wifi'd Man has pow'r. 1685 Bunyan Pharisee fy

PubL, Wks. 1737 II. 681 So again, the *Free-willer, he will

ascribe all to God. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. Hi. 562 Using
therein the newcoined phrase of free-willers. 173*^38 Neal
Hist. Purit. (1822) I.90 Besides these free-willers it seems
there were some few in prison for the gospel that were Arians.

1814 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 534 Freewillers were persecuted as
heretics. 1535 Coverdale Exod. xxxv. 29 The children

of Israel brought *fre-wyllynge offerynges. — 1 Chron.
xxx. 9 And y people were glad that they were fre wyllinge :

for they gaue it with a good wyll . . vnto the Lorde. 1867
Bagehot in Fortn. Rev. Nov. 522 Every *Freewil)tst holds
that [etc.].

Free-WOman, A woman who is (personally)

free ; also, a woman who possesses the freedom of

a city. (Cf. Freeman.)
1611 Bible i Mace. ii. 11 Of a free-woman shee is become

a bondslaue. 1635 R. N. Camden s Hist. Eliz. 1. 3 She was
alwaies her owne free woman and obnoxious to none. 1641
Hinde y. Brnen li. 168 Are ye not rather the children of the

bond woman .. than children of the free woman. 1766
Entick London I. 471 Any freeman or freewoman of this city.

Freeze (fr/z), sb. x [f. Freeze v.] The action

of the vb. Freeze ; lit. and fig. Also freeze-out

:

see Freeze v. 7 ; freeze-up : see Freeze v. 2.

c 1440 York Myst. xiv. 72 J>e fellest frese bat euer I felyd.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. 256/2 The Lord, the
Lowne, the Sir, the Swaine Against the freeze, of Freeze
make winter suites. 1866 Dickens Lett. 6 Jan. (1880) II.

246, I am charmed to learn that you have had a freeze out
of my ghost story. 1879 Lumberman s Gaz. 19 Dec, Most
of the saw mills . . get as much of their stock into lumber
before the freeze-up. 1882 Garden 18 Mar. 177/2 The severe

frost of Oct. 5 . . was an exceptional freeze. 1884 Bread-
tvinners (U. S.) 144 They organized a freeze-out against

him. 1891 K. Field Washington IV. 383/2 During a

freeze there is no comfort in a southern house.

t Freeze, sb$ Obs. Also frees. (See quots. ;

Also freeze-water, water used for diluting wine.
16. . Songs Lond. Prentices 1 Percy Soc.) 155 Let me" have

but a touch of your ale. .Or tinkers frees, Or vintners lees.

1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Mag. xvni. 382 Freeze-water [orig.

has aqua only] is thinner than new wine, and lighter. 1698

In Vino Veritas 8 A Liquid nick-named Freeze, which is.

.

but a hungry, thin, sorry kind of Cyder, which does us a .

.

kindness in lowering our Wines. 17x9 D'Urfey Pills III.

104 They had fetched their Frees, And mired their Stomachs
quite up to their Knees in Claret and good Cheer.

Freeze (fr«)i v. Pa. t. froze (frto). Pa. pple.

frozen (fr^«z'n). Forms: Infin. i fr6osan, 3-4
fr(e)osen, 4-6 fre(e)se(xi, frise, (5 freys, 6 freis,

freze;, 6, 8 frieze, 7-8 freez, (7 freize), 6 freeze.

Pa. t. 1 fr6as, 4 fre(e)s(e, 5 frore, frose, (9 dial.

friz), 7- froze ; weakforms: 4freesed, 6 frised,

9 freezed. Pa. pple. a. 1 froren, 3-5 froren,

-yn, 5-6, 9 frorn(e, 4-9 frore (4 froore, 5 froare)

also 3-4 i-,yfrore. £. 4~6frosen, -yn, 6 frose),

5-9 froze (now vulgar), (9 dial, and vulgar friz),

6- frozen ; weak forms : 6 frozed, 7-8 freezed.

[A Com. Tent. str. vb. : OF. friosan = MLG.
vrhen, Du. vriezen, OHG.friosan (MHG. vriesen,

mod.Ger. frieren), ON. friosa (Sw. frysa, Da.

fryse), Goth. *friusan (inferred fromfrius frost) :—

OTeut. *freusan, f. root *f"reus-,fraus-,fritz-:—-pre-

Teut. *preus-
t
prous-, prus- ; cf. Lat. pruina (:—

1*pru$vTna hoar-frost), Skr. prulva drop, frozen

drop, hoar-frost ; less obviously connected in sense

are L. priirTre to itch, priina (:—*prusnd) live coal,

Skr. plus to burn ; some scholars assume contami-

nation with the Aryan root *areus, qrus to freeze,

whence Gr. KpuoraWos ice.

The OTeut. conjugation was *freus-, fraus, fruzum,
frozono-, which is accurately represented in the OE.
friosan, frtas, fruron, froren. The later Eng. form of

the pa. pple. frosen, frozen (whence pa. \. froze) is due to

the analogy of the pres.-stem; similarly ON. has frosenn
(possibly the source of the Eng. form) beside the older

frorenn, and Du. has pa. t. vroor, pa.pple. vrozen, as well

as the correct vroos, vroren ; the MHG. inf. vriesen, pa. t.

vrds, have become in mod. Oer. frieren, fror, through the

analogy of the pa. pple. gefroren.]

I. intransitive uses.

1. impers. Itfreezes: the local temperature of the

atmosphere is such that water becomes ice. f Also
qtiasi-}v/'.w/a/ with a subject (frost, etc.).

971 Blickl. Horn. 93 Men steorran ma^on xeseon swa
sutole swa on niht Sonne hit swiSe freoseb. a 1000 Gnomic
Verses (Bosw.), Forst sceal freosan. c 1000 iEi.FRic Gram.
xxii. (Z.) 128 Getat, hit fryst. a 1*50 Owl $ Night.620 An
his hou never ne vor-Iost, Wan hit snuith, ne wan hit frost.

a 1310 in Wright's Lyric P. xxxix. no When the forst fre-

seth, muche chele he byd. 1361 Langl. P. PI. A.vm. 115

Whon the Forst freseth foode hem [the foules] bi-houeth.

1390 (Iower Cotif III. 236 If the month of juil shall frese.

1481 Caxton Reynard {Arb.) 82 He shal neuer take harm
by colde . . thaugb it snowed, stormed or frore neuer so sore.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII (1809) 671 Still it frised.

1649 R. Hodges Plain. Direct. 8 If it freez, put on your

frees jacket. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 153 It snowed

all night, and froze very hard, 1837 W. Irving Capt.

Bonneville III. 40 A road in the wet snow, which, should it

afterwards freeze, would be sufficiently hard to bear the

horses.

2. Of a liquid, or liquid particles : To be con-

verted into ice. Of a body of water : To become

covered with ice. Occas. with complement, as to

freeze hard, solid.

c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 317/608 pe dropen bicometh to

snowe, And banne buy freosez adoneward are huy comen

here ou^t lowe. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 121 pe

snowe lay in be feld, fe water frese biside. c 1400 Maunof.v.

(1839) xi. 125 Thare ys a nother Ryvere, that upon the

nygt freseth wondur faste. c 153a Dewes Introd. Fr. in

Falser. 947 To frese, geller. 1692 Ray Creation 11. i.ed. 2)

122 The aqueous Humor of the Eye will not freeze. 1694
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Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 222 The Dutch, who winter'd

in Nova Zembla, took notice, that the salt Water freez'd.

1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 159 Port Wine froze solid.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art II. 41 Some other

liquor must be employed, which is not so subject to freeze.

1878 Markham Gt. Frozen .Sea v. 60 The cold spray flew

aft into our faces where it almost froze.

b. To become hard or rigid as the result of cold
;

esp. of objects containing moisture.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 22 Wherof art thou so sore afered.

That thou thy tunge suflrest frese. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late
Voy. 11. (1711) 206 Their Tackle was so frozen, and full of
Isicles* 1715 Pope Odyss. xix. 238 Snows collected on the
mountain freeze. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 21 Our
Ropes were now froze with Ice hanging on them.

Jig. 1848C. Bronte J. /Tyr^xix.Thesmileon his lips froze.

3. To become fixed to (something) or together by
the action of frost.

1 1460 Toiuneley Myst. (Surteesi 09 When my shone freys

to my fete It is not alle esy. 1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. iv. i.

7 Were not I . . soone hot ; my very lippes might freeze to
my teeth, i860 Tyndall Giac. 11. xxiv. 361 Their liquid

liberty is destroyed, and the surfaces freeze together. Mod.
In Canada a child's tongue once froze to a lamp-post he was
licking.

b. U.S. and Australian. To freeze {on) to: to

hold on to (a person or thing) ; to keep tight

hold of; also, to become attached to (a person},
1 take to'. Cf. to stick to. Also, tofreeze down.
1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 377 Do as I do,

younker. .freeze down solid to it. 1861 Lowell Biglmo P.
Poet. Wks. 1890 II. 234, I friz right down where I wuz,
merried the Widder Shennon. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold.
Butterfly xx. 163 No, sir ; I am of the children of Israel

;

and I freeze to that. 1882 Sala Amer. Revis. (1885) 193
1 Freezing' to him, as the Americans call it—was a tiny
fellow of some eight years. 1883 P. Robinson Saints <y

Sinners 114 The better the Mormon, the harder he freezes

to his religion. 1888 Rider Haggard Col. Quaritch xvii,

He's a lawyer and he might not freeze on to you. 1890
Boldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 189 Here, Jem ! . . freeze

on to this brute.

4. To be affected by, or have the sensation of,

extreme cold ; to feel very chill ; to suffer the loss

of vital heat; to die by frost. So to freeze to

death.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 38 Wether that he frese or
swete .. He woll ben idel all aboute. 1601 ?Marston
Pasouit ^ Kath, 11. 363 Powre wine, sound musicke, let

our blouds not freeze. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. iv.

21 Nay, you must not freeze. 1681 Colvil Whigs
Sufplic. (1751) 37 A. .passage . . he finds by the north-west,
Where Davies freezed to his rest. 1698 Fryer Ace. E.
India $• P. 318 We might sooner have frozen than kept our
Innate Heat entire. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 176 By
being thus hung in the Air, the Rabbit . . freezes to Death.
18x7 Coleridge Three Graves 22 Her limbs did creep and
freeze. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes H, The sculptured dead,
on each side, seem to freeze.

b. Of inanimate things: To be extremely cold
;

to be utterly devoid of heat.

1613 Shaks. Hen. V//f, m. i. 4 Orpheus .. made ..

the Mountaine tops that freeze, Bow themselves. 1700
Drvden Pal. fy Arc. 11. 540 Heav'n froze above severe, the
clouds congeal. 1823 Lamb Elia, Old Beue/iers I, 7\, His
kitchen chimney was never suffered to freeze.

c. In non-material or fig. sense : To grow in-

tensely cold; to lose warmth of feeling; to be
chilled by fear, etc. ; to shudder.
a 1557 in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 169, I frise amids the fire.

1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. it. i. 340 Gray-beard thy loue doth
freeze^ 1596 B. L[inche] Diella (1877) 74 Thou then didst
burne in loue, now froz'd in hate. 1607 Dekker Whore of
Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 265 Courage, to kill Ten men I

should not freeze thus. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastici Introd. 66
Zeal against Paganism did not freeze. 1718 Pope Iliad
XV. 756 Pale, trembling, tired, the sailors freeze with fears.

1874 Mahaffv Soc. Life Greece ix. 289 If I behold the tiny
fish on which they put such a price I freeze with horror.

II. Transitive uses.

5. Of natural agencies : To change (a fluid) to a
solid form by the action of cold ; to congeal ; to

form ice on the surface of (a river, etc.). Also
said causatively of personal agents.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 609 In this. .yere. .began afroste
that, .frose y' Thamys. 1563 W. Fui.ke Meteors (1640) 54
The .. Northern winds doe frieze the vapours; and so it

becommeth hoare frost. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. 325
The froist dois freis vp all fresche watter. 1641 French
Distill, v. (1651) 164 It will .. forthwith be freezed. 1729
Savage Wanderer 1. 57 Far hence lies, ever freez'd, the
northern main. 1781 CAVALLoin Phil. Trans. LXXI.516,
I have froze a quantity of water with an equal weight of
,ood ether. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. -znd Voy. xxxvi. 507
"e froze oil of almonds in a shot-mould.

b. With adverbs. Tofreeze over : to cover with
a coating of ice. To freeze in, up : to set fast in

ice. Tofreeze up: to obstruct by frost.

1^90 Shaks. Com. Err. v. 1. 313 Though .. all the Con-
duits of my blood [be] froze vp. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd.
ty Comnnv. (1603) 146 The rivers and other waters are frozen
uppe a yearde or more thicke. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614! 433 The Ozera or lake before the toune was frozen
over Octob. 13. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 28
Anvile, Smith's Tongs, and other Tools belonging to the
Cookery were frozen up in the Ice. 1719 De FoKCrusoeu.
xv. The Baltic would be frozen up. 1748 F. Smith Voy.
Disc. I. 105 His Ship.. was froze up. Hid. 154 By the
ninth the Creek was froze over from Side to Side. 1858 B.
Taylor North. Trav. xvi. 164 Six vessels lay frozen in,

at a considerable distance from the town.
c. To congeal (the blood) as if by frost ; chiefly

as a hyperbolical expression for the effect of terror.

Vol. IV.
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Hence with personal obj., to ' malce (one's) blood
run cold ', to horrify intensely.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. vn. Ixvi. (1495) 283 The
venyme of a scorpion .. closyth the herte atte the last and
fresyth the blood with his coldenesse. 1579 Spenser She/h.
Cat. Jan. 26 Such rage as winters raignetn in my hart, My
life-hloud freesing with unkindly cold. 1601 Shaks. Ham.
1. v, 16 A Tale . . whose lightest word Would . . freeze thy
young blood. 1633 Ford Love's Sacr. 1. ii, Look here, My
blood is not yet freez'd. 1639 T, Brugis tr. Camus' Mor.
Relat. 347 The one inflamed me with love, the other freezed
me with feare. 1707 Curios, in Husb. fy Card. 242 A cool
and serious Air, capable of freezing his Readers. 1741
Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 102, I should have melted her
by love, instead of freezing her by fear. 1755 B. Martin
Mag. Arts <$• Sc. 79 One Moment's Cold, like theirs, would
..Frieze the Heart's Blood.

d. fig. To chill, quench the warmth of (feelings,

etc.) ; to paralyse (one's powers, etc.).

1595 Shaks. John m. iv. 150 This Act . . shall coole the
hearts Of all his people, and freeze up their zeale. 1750
Gray Elegy 52 Chill Penury repress'd their noble rage,
And froze the genial current of the soul. 1793 F. Parsons
U 'oman as she should be III. 133 This paragraph froze his
senses. 184a Lytton Zanoni 25 That recent hiss froze up
her faculties and suspended her voice.

6. To affect with frost; to stiffen, harden, injure,

kill, etc. by chilling ; to change into or to (some-
thing) and fig. to bring into a certain state by
chilling. Also, to freeze to death : rare in active.

Occas. to allow to freeze.

1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. iv. i. 40 My Master and mistris

are almost frozen to death. 1634 Milton Comus 449 That
snaky-headed Gorgon shield .. Wherewith she [Minerva]
freezed her foes to congealed stone. 1700 Drvden Pal. ty

Arc. in. 839 Sense fled before him [Death], what he touched
he froze. 1704 Dcd. in Clarendon"s Hist. Reb. III. 4 Severe
Winters, that freez. .and cut off many hopeful plants. 1748
F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 163 And if close, the Snow lying
there must freeze the Leg. 1855 Kingsley Heroes 11. u868)
23 Will she not freeze me too intostone? 1878 Mrs. Stowe
Poganuc I*, xi. (ed. 3191 He [the bird] must have chilled bis

beak and frozen his toes as he sat there.

7. Tofreeze out : a. lit. in pa. pple. or ppl. a. :

see Frozen, b. fig. (U.S. colloq.) To exclude
from business, society, etc. by chilling behaviour,

severe competition, etc.

1890 Daily News 25 Jan. 2/2 Part of the campaign for
' freezing out ' the Rosario Company.
Freeze, obs. form of Frieze.

t Freeze-pot. Obs. [f. Freeze v.] An epithet

applied to January.
1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. (1878) 233 Janeuer fryse

pot. .And feuerell fill dyke.

Freezer (frrzai). [f. Freeze v. + -erV]
1. A machine used for freezing, or for keeping

anything extremely cold.
i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1887) 74 He had agitated a

quantity of. .milk in what was called a cream-freezer. 1870
Mrs. Prentiss Let. 4 July in Life xi. (1883) 350 Papa
bought a new fashioned freezer, that professed to freeze in

two minutes.

2. Anything that freezes.

1845 Hood To Adm. Gambler ix. The Maine—the Weser
—or that freezer, Neva.

fig. 1848 Dickens Dombey\, The books.. looked.. as if

they had but one idea among them, and that was a freezer.

3. A sheep destined, when killed, to exportation
in a cold chamber.
1893 J. Hotson Led. in Age 30 Nov. 7/2 The breeding of

what are in New Zealand known as ' freezers'.

Freezing (fn-zirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing *.]

1. The action of the vb. Freeze ; also, freezing
in

}
out, etc. : see Freeze z>. 5 b, 7. At freezing

= at freezing-point (see 2).

_ 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xlvi. (1495) 889 Greys
is made faste and harde by fresyng and by colde. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1. (1586J 29 b, To sowe it . . of
October, that it may take deepe roote before the freezing

and colde in Winter, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xcvii, What
freezings haue I felt. 1665 Hooke Microgr.gi If you.,
expose it to a very sharp freezing. 1803 T. Beddoes
Hygeia x. 34 The weather was at freezing. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I. xxxi. 420 Now awaits the freezing-in of her
winter cradle. 1891 E. B. Howell in Advance (Chicago)
25 June, The law permits the unjust ' freezing out ' of the
small capitalist.

2. attrib. and Comb., as freezing-chamber \ also,

freezing-mixture, a mixture of two or more sub-
stances, e.g. salt and snow, which, while remaining
liquid, is cold enough to freeze some other liquid

within its influence ; freezing-point, the point
on the thermometer marking the temperature at
which a liquid, esp. water, freezes.

1896 Daily News 28 May 6/3 Delahaeffs body lies in the
^freezing chamber at the Morgue. 1695 Woodward Nat.
Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 236 A strong *freezing Mixture.
1869 E. A. Parkes Fract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 155 The air may
also be drawn through tubes cooled by a freezing mixture.
1747 Phil. Trans. XL1V. n, 613, 17 degrees above or
*freezing Point, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv. 190 The tem-
perature of the air was 20 Fahr. below the freezing point.

Freezing (frrzirj), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -IMG*.]
1. That freezes, in senses of the vb.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. 111. iii. 39. £1625 Milton Death ofafair

Infant 16 Through middle empire of the freezing air. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 738 By Strymon's freezing Streams
he sate alone. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 100 F 1 A freezing
Night. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 10 In a freezing
cold, clay contracts more than any other earth.
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2..Z&. I esp* of manners: Chilling.
1813 H. & J. Smith Horace in Lond. 95 Oh grant that he

may never spread Its freezing influence to my heart. 1849
Miss Mulock Ogilvies iii. (1875) 27 Her sudden burst
of enthusiasm met with but a freezing reception. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. exxiv, A warmth within the breast
would melt The freezing reason's colder part. 1855 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. IV. 538 Many., had been repelled by his
freezing looks. 1886 W. Hooper Sk. Acaui. Life 16 To
regulate all things with freezing accuracy and precision.

Hence Preezing-ly adv., in a freezing manner.
a 1420 Hocclkve De Reg. Princ. 1806 Thoght me brenneth

and freesyngly keelith. 1798 W. Tayi or in Robberds Mem.
(1843) I. 226, 1 wrote to him very freezingly. 1848 C.
Bronte % Eyre iv. (1873) 31 Her eye of ice continued to
dwell freezingly on mine.

Freezy frrzi), a. rare. [f. Freeze v. + -t *.]

Chilled almost to freezing.

1827 Hood Lamia lx, With blue chilly shades, Showing
wherein the freezy blood pervades

Frefre, var. of Fbovkb, Obs., to comfort.

Freibergite (frsi'b^igait . Min. [f. Freiberg,
a town in Saxony + -ITE. Named by Kenyott in

'853.] A variety of tetrahedrite containing silver.

1856 C. V. ShePARD Min. 347 Freibergite.

Freiesle'benite. Min. [f. Freieskben, who
first described it + -ite. Named by Haidinger in

1845.] Asulph-antimonide of lead and silver, which
crystallizes in striated prisms. Cf. Diaphokite.
1850 Dana Min. 541 Freieslebenite.

Freight Tr#t , sb. Also 5 freyte, freyght,
6-7 fraight. 6 irate, [prob. a. MDu. or MLG.
vrecht, var. of vracht : see Fraught sb. The word
lias passed from I)u. or LG. into some of the Rom.
langs. ; Y.frel hire of a ship from 13th c), Sp.

fete, Vg.frete.]

1. Hire of a vessel for the transport of goods;
the service of transporting goods (originally, by
water; now extended, esp. in (f.S., to land-transit

;

the sum of money paid for this. In early use also :

Passage-money.
1463 Maun. .$• Housek. Exp. 194 My mastyr toke hym

ffor his ffreyte toCaleys. .vj. Ii. 1483 Cwxovi Gold. Leg. 283/2
Whome they receyued in to theyr Shippe gladly and sayd
they wold brynge hyin thyder without ony freyght or huyr.

1538 Starkey England 11. i. 172 Specyally yf to that were
juynyd a nother ordynance. .wych ys, concernyng the frate

of marchandyse. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Toug,
Naulage, the fraight or fare payed for passage oner the

water, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 19 Those who have
the command of the Sea Trade may Wurk at easier Freight
with more profit. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 353 Having
agreed to pay no Freight there. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 180
Let a small deduction be made from the freights of ships,

and from seamens wages. 1765'!'. Hltciiinson Hist. Mass.
I. ii. 257 They purchased a ship-load of masts, the freight

whereof cost them sixteen hundred pounds. 1854 Haw-
thorne Eng. Note-bks. 11883) II. 123 The captains talk

together about ..how freights are in America. 1861 Goschen
For. Exch. 18 The charge for freight acts with the same
force as a charge for a commodity actually produced and
exported. 1868 Rogers Pol. Eicon, ix. 1 1876) 83 The passage
from the East to Europe has been so shortened, that a
freight from thence to England is reduced to one-fourth.

t b. To takefreight : to take passage for oneself

and goods. Obs.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. xvi, We all took freight with him.

2. The cargo or lading (of a ship) ; a ship-load.

In U.S. by extension : Anything carried by sea or

land (a general term for 'goods' in transit). Fast

freight (U.S.) : see Fast a. 11.

150a Arnolde Chron. (1811)229 W'e. .charge you precisely

that the forsayd [merchants] wyth their shyp's freight .. ye
suffer and let go passe. 154° ^ ct 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14
Beyng mynded..to take any freight or ladynge. .into any
of the saide shyppes. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 3
When they have their full Fraight of Whales, they put up
their great Flag. 1789 Brand Hist. Newcastle II, 255 [A
vessel] trading to Newcastle upon Tyne with corn, and
returning with a freight of sea-coals. 183a Ht. Martineau
Ireland 131 Do you know that Vessel? You cannot be
aware what freight it bears? 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II.

xix. 196 They offered to exclude both clothes and food in

favor of a full freight of these treasures.

b. transf. A load, burden.
1618 Chapman llcsiodi. 574.At thypurse'sheight, And when

it fights low, give thy use his freight. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. 11. 599 With the ruddy Freight the bending Branches
groan. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v. 84, I . . looked self-ques-

tioned what this freight Which the new coiner carried..

Could mean. 1878 Huxley Fhysiogr. 73_These warm moist

winds.. deposit their freight of moisture in showers of rain.

C. fig.
^1631^ Donne in Select. (1840) 43 Keep up that holy

cheerfulness, which Christ makes the ballast of a Christian,

and his freight too. 1755 Young Centaur v. Wks. 1757

IV. 223 Every moment shall return, and lay its whole

freight, .before the Throne. i8xa J. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms
1. 127 An earthly freight she bears Of joys and sorrows.

187a Holland Marb. Pro/h. 97 A man who lifted On ready

words his freight of gratitude.

t3. A journey of a laden vessel. Obs.

1716 Church Philip's War fi%6$)l. 157 Me made use of

Canoo's: But by that time they had made two fraights..

the Wind sprung up.

4. U.S. Short for freight-train; a goods-train.

Byfreight : by the usual means of transportation,

as opposed to by express.

1881 Chicago Times 18 June, A freight of thirty loaded

cars, .collided with the other train.
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5. attrib. and Comb. (esp. U.S. in reference to

the carriage of goods by railway), as freight car

( = goods truck or van), carriage, engine, -man,

route, shed, steamer, traffic, train ^= goods train);

also freight-handler, -handling. Also ifreight-

money, payment for conveyance of freight.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 55 There were, in the train,

two first-class passenger cars, and two *freight cars. 1884
Pall Mall G. 25 Sept. 5/2 They will put up their rates on
the *freight carriage eastward. 1882 Ibid. 12 July 8/2

A riot has occurred [at Jersey city] between the ^freight-

handlers on strike and the Italian labourers. 1887 Bureau
Statist. Labour (N. Y.) 327 There was also a great interrup-

tion of *freight-handling. 1855 Gen. Term Rep., Goods.,
should be sent forward by a carrier, or *freightman. 1755
Magens Insurances II. 189 All Insurances on expected
Gain.. future *Freight-Monies, Seamens Wages and Mens
Lives are universally forbid. 1881 Chicago Times 12 Mar.,
This has been the cheapest *freight route to New York. Ibid.

17 June, Between the gas-works and the *freight-sheds of
the. .railway. 1891 Pall Mall G. 3 Dec. 6/2 The St. John's
Board of Trade, .thinks that the interest of the country
would he better served by grants to ^freight steamers. 1885
Ibid. 10 Sept. 6/1 Goods traffic —called in America *' freight

'

traffic. 1872 Japanese in America 199 * Freight-trains fre-

quently number.. one hundred cars.

Freight (fivU), v. Forms: 6-7 fraight, (6

freith), 7- freight. Pa. t. and pa. pple. 6
freyghted, frayted, 6-7 fraighted, 7- freighted.

[f. piec. sb. ; cf. Fraught v .]

1. trans. To furnish or load (a vessel) with a
cargo ; to hire or let out (a vessel) for the carriage

of goods and passengers. Also with out and to or

for (a place).

1485 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 229 For too. .lade and freith

and cary awaye. 1555 Eden Decades 296 Donco, where the
marchauntes. .fraight theyr shyppes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
11. xxii. 119 With the Merchandise they buy at home, can
fraight a Ship, to export it. 1671 Clarendon Dialog. Tracts
(1727) 293 They who freighted them out. 1703 C. Mather
Alagn. Chr. 1. vi. (1852) 84 They build one ship more,
which they fraighted for England. 1800 Wf.llesley in

Owen Desp.-joj The British merchants, .not having obtained
the expected permission to freight their ships to the port of
London. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II 223 An opportunity
of making immense sums of money, by freighting their ships
to the powers at war. 1878 Simpson Sc/t. Shaks, I. 120 He
proposed to freight as many English vessels as possible by
Flemings, Frenchmen, Spaniards, and Italians.

b. transf. To load, store. Alsoyi"^. of a burden :

To bear upon as a load.
1829 Lytton Devereux 1. vii, Fortune freights not your

channel with her hoarded stores. 1838 Sparks Biog. IX.
Eaton xi. 301 The caravan had been freighted by the
Bashaw only to this place. 189a Talmage in N. Y. Weekly
Witness 13 Jan. 7/5 All the sins of the past and of the
present freighting him.

C. U. S. intr. Tofreight up : to take in a cargo, fig.
1889 ' Mark Twain' Yank, at Crt. K. Arth. (Tauchn.)I.

128 How to freight up against probable fasts before starting.

2. To carry or transport (goods) as freight.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Euery brode wollen cloth

freyghted to Daunske. 1697 Damfjer Voy. I. xv. 412
Every man freights his Goods in his own room ; and prob-
ably lodges there, if he be on board himself. 1681 Henty
Cornet of Horse xvi. (1888) 160 Van Duyk would have
freighted a sh'ipful of presents to Rupert's friends.

Hence Freighting vbl. sb,

167s Essex Papers (Camden) I. 7, I Incourage all I

possibly can buildinge of Ships of our owne (for Fraigtinge
of Forringhners distresse us). 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk.

t
Freighting, a letting out of vessels on freight or hire.

1884 L, Hamilton Mexican Handbk. 67 The water flow-
ing down from the various ravines, .fills the arroyo and
renders freighting in wagons difficult.

attrib. 1769 Burke Late St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 83 The
freighting business revived. The ships were fewer, but
much larger. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 396 The roads
seemed to be doing a heavy freighting business with cotton.

1880 N. H. Bishop 4 Months in Sneak-Box 15 There
appears to be no fixed freighting tariff established for boats.

t Freight, pple. and ///. a. Obs. Forms : 5-6
freyght, 6-7 fraight, 6-8 freight. [Contracted
pa. pple. of Freight v.]

1. Freighted, laden.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 404 The ryuer of Loyer, wher at

y* season certayne shyppes faye freyght with vytall. 1600
Holland Livy xxix. 736 And so [he] dispatched away the
ships a second time fraight and laden with the spoiles of
enemies. 1649 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 39 Ships, richly

freight with wines and other commodities.

b. transf vcx&fig. (Cf. fret full, Feet z».6)

1565 Jewel Def. Apol. (1611) 463 It was written by a man
of an iron face, .and is freight full of most shamelesse lies.

1587 Turbervile Trag. T. (1837) 214 The jades were fully

fraight with heavie burdens. 1600 Holland Livy xxm. xii.

(1609) 481 Two strong holds .. full and fraight [plena] of
prizes and victuals. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 134 P2 Each
Paragraph is freight either with useful or delightful Notions.

2. Fraught, provided, abounding with.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. (Arb.) 167 This yle is

fraight with both bounteously. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xii.

35 The king . . with suddein indignation fraight Bad on that

Messenger rude hands to reach. 1623 Webster Duchess
Malfi v. i, I'll go in mine own shape, When he shall see it

fraight with love and duty.

Freightage (fr^'ted^). [f. Freights. + -age.]

1. The hire of a vessel for the transport of goods;
cost of conveyance of goods (originally, by water;
now extended, esp. in U.S., to land-transit).

1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State July an. 1656 Wks. 1851
VIII. 349 A Sum of Money owing .. upon the account

of Freightage and Demorage. 1785 J. Phillips Treat.
Inland Naz'ig. 32 The tonnage, freightage, and tolls,

will produce as follow. 1819 Shelley Let. to Peacock
21 Sept., It costs, with all duties and freightage, about half.

1885 Law Times LXXIX. 189/1 The defendants, .offered

him a steamer called the Gtendevon. .at the rate of 30$.

freightage. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 23 Oct. 4/8 The higher
scale of freightage [by railroad] will be maintained.

b. The freighting or hiring of a vessel.

1755 Magens Insurances II. 282 If a Ship be intirely

freighted for a full Cargo.. In case the Owner was not
informed of the above-mentioned full Freightage.

2. That with which a vessel is freighted ; freight,

cargo
; quantity of cargo conveyed.

1803 Syd. Smith Wks. U859) I. 61/1 The immense in-

crease of their [Danes'] freightage during the wars of this

country. 1843 Mrs. Romer Phone, etc. I. 309 The largest

vessels can ride at anchor in safety, and unload their freight-

age close to the very houses, i860 Russell Diary India
I. ii. 11 English ships laden with full freightage of gallant

soldiers. 1885 Harper's Mag. LXXI. 199 Coal as an up
freightage is fully as important as the down cargo of grain.

b. transf Burden, load.

1823 Sismondis Lit. Eur. (18461 II. xxix. 282 The
wretched freightage of the Atlantic wave. 18*5 Blackiv.

Mag. XVIII. 601 The Diligence .. discharged its whole
freightage into the street.

e fig-
1827 Mary Howitt Two Voy. i, My ship waits but for me

. .And all I lack of freightage now is a farewell word from
thee. 1859 G. Meredith R. Feverel xii. (1878) 77 Con-
science was beginning to inhabit him, and he carried some
of the freightage known to men ; though in so crude a form
that it overweighed him, now on this side, now on that.

3. Transport of goods.
1886 Harper s Mag. LXXII. 216 All travel and freightage

are still, as of old, conducted by means of horses, asses,

camels and mules.

Freighted (fa7 "ted), pple. and ppl. a. [f.

Freight v. + -ed 1.] Laden with cargo.

1553 Eden Treat. Newelnd. (Arb.) 21 Shyppes frayghted
wyth gossampine cotton and silke clothes. 169a Luttrell
Brief Rel. (1857) II. 33 A rich ship from Spain, freighted

with pieces of eight. 1703 Tate Her Majesty's Pitt, xxix,

To Western Worlds our Freighted Fleets shall run. 185a

Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxi, The boat moved on

—

freighted with its weight of sorrow. 1855 Prescott Philip

II, I. iv. v. 455 Their galleys still returned to port freighted

with the spoils of the infidel.

b. transf. andfg.
1567 Drant Horace's E/ist. vii. Dv, At supper when he

had at full Layde out his lauishe mynde At length to bed
to take a nap He fraighted, was assynde. 1645 Pagitt
Heresiogr. <i66i) 124 Some persons .. being fraighted with

many loose, and unsound opinions. 1725 L. Welsted
Oikogr. 4 From whence we may .. survey, The freighted

Thames. i8ix L. M. Hawkins C'tess <y Gertr. I. 57 He
therefore endured with complacency, her freighted work-
basket. 1850 W. Irving Goldsmith xxvi. 257 Just arrived

from College . . full freighted with academic gleanings, i860

Motley Netherl. (1868) I. i. 2 Epistles which .. were
freighted with the doom and destiny of countless millions.

Freighter (fr^-taj). [f. Freight v. + -ek '.]

1. ' One who loads a ship, or one who charters

and loads a ship' (W.).
1622 Malynes Anc. Laiv-Merch. 138 And hereupon C. D.

the Merchant and Fraightor, doth likewise couenant with

the said Master . .that he ..will lade or cause to be laden.

.

the said Ship. 1665 Pei-ys Diary 11 Mar., Abundance of
most ingenious men, owners and freighters of the ' Experi-

ment '. 1717 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. hid. I. vii. 70 The
Freighter, who was a Mahometan, delayed paying the

Freight long after it was due by the Tenor of the Charter-

party. 1848 Arnoui.d Mar. Insur. (1866) 1. 1. iii. 57 It was
stipulated by the Charter-party that the freighters should
pay for the use of the ship.

b. One who consigns goods for carriage inland.

187a Daily News 2 Oct. 4 It was resolved that a freighters'

association be established, having for its object the assimila-

tion and check of railway charges. 1882 Edin. Rev. Oct.

458 What the public service demands is, that freighters

and manufacturers should be allowed to choose for them-
selves.

2. One whose business it is to receive and forward

freight.

1714 Mandeville .Fa3. ^« (1725) I. 205 The Dutch.. are

carriers and freighters to the rest of the world. 1884
American IX. no Men employed by the freighters to

look after the mules, .to prevent their straying off.

3. A vessel for transporting goods, a cargo vessel.

1878 N. H. Bishop Voy. Paper Canoe 278 Though a
freighter and not a royal yacht, the Rurik looked every inch

a government vessel. 1893 Leisure Hour Apr. 389 Our
ships get larger whether they are freighters or expresses.

Frerghtful, a. rare~ l
. fperh. f. *freight dial.

= Freit + -ful.] ?Of the nature of a charm or

incantation.

1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. in. Crit. Hist. 90 Gnosticks,

who all dealt in Magical Medals and freightfull Inscriptions.

Freightless fr^'tles), a. rare. [f. Freight
sb. + -less.] Without freight or load.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. u. 155 Wave after wave rolls

freightless to the shore. 1795 A. Seward Lett. (1811) IV.

94 The age of these freightless, these lonely seas.

i Frei'ghtment. Obs. [f. Freight z/. + -ment;

after Y . fretement.] The action of hiring a vessel

;

the document which records this.

1559 in Sir R. Sadler's Papers (1809) II. 235 And if you
have advertised me of touching their fshippes'] fretment.

162a Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 402 Vpon the ladings of
Ships which are to take in the same, or else may incurre a
further danger vntotheCharter-partie of fraightment. 1755

Magens Insurances II. 25 When it can be proved against
any one, whether by Charter- Party, Bills of Lading,
Freightement . . that he has altered the Voyage insured upon.

Freik, Freir {Sc), var. of Freke, Friar.
Freis, var. of Freeze.

Freit (frit). Sc. Forms : 5-6 frete, 6-9 freet,

7 freite, 8 fret, 7- freit. [a. ON.fre'lt fem., news,

inquiry, augury, corresponding to OE. freht (for

*freoht, friht), oracle (whence frihtere diviner,

frihtrian to divine), from the root of Frayne.J
Anything to which superstition attaches ; an
omen ; a superstitious formula or charm ; a super-

stitious observance or act of worship.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28310, I .. folud wiche-crafte and frete,

and charmyng. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xviii. 362 Mak-
beth aye In fantown Fretis had gret Fay. 1533 Bellenden
Livy 1, (1822)42 The Albanis hallowit thair fretis, and terri-

bill conjuraciouns. 1597 Jas. I. Daemorol. 1. iv. 11 All
kinde of practicques, freites, or other like extraordinarie

actiones. ? 17 . . Adam o' Gordon xxvii, in Pinkerton Select.

Sc. Ballads (.1783! I. 49 Wha luik to freits, my master deir,

Fretts will ay follow them. 1768 Song in Ross' Helenore
(1789) 147 Fouk need not on frets to be standing That's
woo'd and married and a'. 1868 G. Macdonald R.
Falconer III. 70, 'I dream aboot him whiles sae lifelike,

that I canna believe him deid. But that's a' freits.*

Hence Frei'ty a., superstitious.

1788 J. Macaulay Poems (1790) 122, I. .saw a blade fast

sticking to my hose, An', being freety, stack it up my nose.

1818 Edin. Mag. Sept. 154 Deeply imbued with the super-

stitious and freitty observances of his native land.

t Freith, v. Sc. Obs. Also 4 freth. [Sc. form

of Friths.] trans. To set free, liberate. Tofreith
oneself', to perform one's promise, esp. in Sc.

Law. To release from an obligation or pecuniary

burden.
13.. Assis. Dav. II in Balfour's Practicks (17541 18 To

freith and releive thair borghis, except thay have a lauchfull

essonyie. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Adrian 290 To freth his

borowis & mak fre. 1466 Acta Dom. Audit. (1839) 3 To
freith the said landis . . of the v mercis . . that he grantis he
promist to pay. c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1516 Wallace gert

freith the wemen, off hys grace. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II. 187 That tha had done, and freith [thame] for to go To
thair awin land. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

x. 319 The Protectour denyes ony way to freith the Erie

afor the weiris be endet. Ibid. 350 Quene mother suld

suirlie freith her selfe in al, quhat euir scho had promiste.

T Freke. poet. Obs. Forms : 1 freca, 5-6
freak(e, freik(e, (5 frecke, freeke, freyke), 4-
freke. [OE. freca, properly snbst. use of free,

Freck a.] Properly, one eager for fight ; a warrior,

champion ; but usually a mere poetic synonym for

* man i,cf. berne, tulk, xuye).

Bemuulf 1563 He &efeng ba fetel-hilt freca scyldinga.

13. . K. Alis.2161 Oure kyng hath this freke y-felde. c 14*0
Avow. Arth. xl, Wele armut and dy^te, As freke redy to

fy^te. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 255 in Babecs Bk. 305 Go not

forthe as a dombe freke. 15. . Scotishffeilde 50 in Furniv.

Percy Folio I. 214 When his father, that feirce freake, had
finished his dayes. a 1555 Lyndesay Tragedy 218 Than
euery freik thay tuke of me sic feir. a 1605 Montgomerie
Commend, ofLove 39 Fy on that freik that can not love.

t Frelan d, frelanffe. Obs. (See quot.)

1690 Evelyn Mundus Muliebris 6 Place aright . . Frelange,

Fontange. — Fop Diet., Fretan [ed. 2 Freland\, Bonnet
and Pinner together.

t Frels, v. Obs. Forms : 1 fre"olsian, 3 Orm.
ire^o)Usenn, 4 frels(en. [OE.frtfolsian, \.fr4ols

str. masc, neut. 'freedom, time of freedom, festival',

also as adj. free
'

; cf. OFris. frihals freedom,

OHG. frihals free man, freedom, ON.frials adj.

free, Goth, fre1hats freedom; the sb. (adj.) means
literally free neck* : see Free a. and Hals.]

1. trans. To keep (a holy day) free from work j

to celebrate.

c 1000 M\.ymc Exod. xxxiv. 21 Wire six dagas and freolsa

Sone seofoSan. c 1200 Ormin 8895 To frellsenn baer J?att

hejhe tid O batt Judisskenn wise.

2. To set (a person) free; to free, release.

c 1250 Lord's Prayer in Rel. Ant. I. 22 Frels us fra alle

ivelejnnge. a 13x> Cursor M. 10082 His folk to frels fra

sin and scam.

Fremail, var. of Fermail.
1892 G. Lambekt Gold $ Silversmiths' Art 48 Another

fremail of gold, garnished with three pearls.

Frenid (fremd). a. Obs. exc. Sc. and north.

Forms: ifr8emde,frem(e)de, Northumb. frempe,
2-6 fremde, 3 fraemde, Orm. fremmde, freo-

mede, south, vreomede, 3-5 frem(m)ed(e, (4
fremned, frimmed), 4-5 fremyd, 5-9 Sc.

frem(m)it, -yt, 4-7 frem^m.e, (7 fremb), 5-7

frem(e)(d, fremb'd(e, 6 frermed, 7, 9 Sc. frem,

(9 fraim\ 6, 8 Sc. fram(m)et, (8 fram'd, 9
fraumit), 9 Sc. frem't, frem(m)*d. [Com. Teut:

OE. fr$mede, fremde, fremfe = OS.fremilhi (Du.

vreemd), QHG.framaiii,fremidi strange, wonder-

ful (MHG. vremede, vremde), Goth, frama/s for-

eign, estranged :—OTeut. *framopjo-, framifjo- f.

*fram~: see l'ROM.]

1. Foreign : see Foreign 8.

a 1000 Laws oflne (Schmid) § 20 Gif feorcund mon, oSo^

fremde, butan weje $eond wudu gonge. ^1386 Cuaucek
Sor.'s T. 421 A faukoun peregryn than semed sche Of
fremde loud. 1596 Dalkymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vn.

4 Ambassadouns thay directe to framit natiounis quha war
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thair special freinds. ?i7_. in Child Ballads It. Hi. A. (1884)

450/2, I wish I had died on some frem isle, And never had
come hame ! 1838 Mrs. Oliphant Laird ofNorlaw I. 299
' Dinna bring me a daughter of that land to vex me as the

fremd woman vexed Rebecca.' 1864 T. Clarke Westmld.
Dial, in Kendal Merc. 30 Jan., It mappm mud lead me
inta sum fremm'd cuntry.

b. m Fo&uaH 4.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xli. (1887) 242, I may not at

this time prosecute this position, as to fremd for this place.

2. Strange, unknown, unfamiliar. Also ellipt. or

absol. (qitasi-^.). The fremd: strangers. Of an

incident : Remarkable, surprising.

£950 Limits/. Gosp. John x. 5 Foroon ne cu5on stefn Sara
fremoe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 106 His deore deciples. .bileueden

him alle one, ase ureomede. a 1300 Cursor M. 28292
Priuetis o fremyd and frende I haue discouerd. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 1046 Dido, That nevere yit was so fremde
acas. 14.. in Pol. Kel. fy L. Poems (1866) 249 Eueryman,
bobe fremyd & kouth, Xul comyn with-outyn ly. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems 11893) 307 The fremmit thairof thair baggis
can fill. 1535 Durham De/os. (Surtees) 52 Let her take 2

fremde menije, or frendes, and I other 2. 1580 Sidney
*4n:<z.'/m u 622) 87 Cowards. .With sight of fearefrom friends

to fremb'd doe flie. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. (1874)
184 'There's a fremd man i' t

1 house, I heerd his voice !'

1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibh xxxv. (1873) 199 Mary
Howie needin' to gae awa' to the frem't.

b. Wild, opposed to tame.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 480 (529) Al this world is

blynd In this matere, bothe fremed and tame.

3. Like a stranger, estranged, unfriendly. Of
the bearing;, voice, etc.: Strange, forced, unnatural.

Const, in OE. with dat., with, till.

a 1000 Sal. fy Sat. 68 FracoS he biS Sonne and fremede
frean aelmihtigum. a 1x40 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 200 Woa
is me bet ich am so freomede wi'5 be. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus ir. 199 (2481 Lat be to me your fremde manerspeche.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 3343, I hafe bene frendely, freke, and
fremmede tille other. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 225 On
syde scho luktt wyth ane fremyt fare. 1580 Sidney A rcadia
111. Wks. 1724 II. 719 And makes them fremb'd, who friends
by nature are. 1636 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 178 He
looked fremed and unco-like upon me when I came first

here. 0x651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) H. 280 The
Erie of Murrey was so frem to Mr. Knox, that fete.]. 1789
Burns 5 Carltns xx, Monie a friend that kiss'd his caup, Is
now a fremit wight. 1859 T. Brown Rub $ F.g Rab called
rapidly, and in a fremyt voice.
Proverb. 1711 Kelly Sc. Prov. 72 Better my friend

think me framet, than fashious. 1823 Scott Quentiit D. v\ t
' Better kind fremit, than fremit kindred.'

b. Adverse, unpropitious, hostile.

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xxiv, So infortunate was we that
fremyt day. 1513 Douglas ASwis 1. i. 58 Scho thame for-

drivis .. by fremmit weird full mouy ;eiis tharbye. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (18581 1. 323 Sayand the Britis fremit
war and fals.

4. Not related, of another family or house ; op-
posed to sib or kin. Often ellipt. or absol.
a 1200 Moral Ode 34 Sone wide hine for^eten be fremede

and be sibbe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 184 Nanmore ben bu woldest
beaten a ureomede child pauh hit agulte. c 1340 Hampole
Prose Tr. (1866) 8 Many . . neuer haue halde be ordyre of
lufe ynesche baire frendys sibbe or ffremede. < 1460 How
Goode Wif taught hir Daughter 17 in Hazl. E. P. P. I.

181 Make thou none iangelynge withe fremed ne withe
sibbe. C1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) B iij,

For thy fremde folke and seruauntes to prouide. 1530
Palsgr. 627, I make of a frenned chylde my sonne by the
lawe. ye adopte. 1550 Coverdale Spir. Perle xvL 126
Those children that are nursed by frembd mens fyers. 1611
Cotgr., Affiliation, adoption, or the conferring on fremme
children all aduantages belonging to naturall ones. 1862
Hislop Prov. Scot. 143 Mak friends o' fremit folk.

Hence Fremdlytf</zj., strangely, like a stranger;

unkindly. Fremdness, strangeness, coldness
;

also personified.

13.. Gaw. # Gr. Knt. 714 Fer floten fro his frendez
fremedly he rydez. c 1500 Lancelot 1508 [They] haith no
thonk bot fremmytness of the. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
II. 3 Fra all the Scottis prescribit war ilkone. .So fremmit-
Ue in mony sindrie land. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus in. 6
The lustice Clark, was callit Fremmitnes. 1569-70 Knox
Let. to Cecil 2 Jan. in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864I III. 318,
I have been fremedly handled. 1807 J. Stagg Poems 49
The hand of fate unkeynde Has us'd us fremtly.

t Freuie, sb. Obs. Forms ; 1 fremu, freomo,
2-3 freme, 3 freoma, -e, 4 south, vreme. [OE.
frtmii str. fern., noun of quality from/ram forward.]
Advantage, benefit, profit. Cf. Frame sb. 1.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 135 Benefcinm, fremu. c888 K.
>Elfred Boeth. xiv. § 1 Hwelc fremu is 3e 3aet, 5aet bu
wilnixe bissa andweardena gesaelba. c 1000 Sax. Leechd.
I. 84ponne ys wen ba;t hyt him cume to mycelre freme.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 217 J>at we hine [Godl lufie. .naht him to
mede ac us to freme and to fultume. c 1205 Lay, 674 He
deS him selua freoma a helpeS his freondene. 1258 Charter
Hen. Ill in Tyrrell Hist. Eng. (1700) II. App. 25 Ure
treowthe for the freme of the Loande. 1340 Ayenb. 69 Yef
enye of hare uryendes ham wylleb rede and hare ureme
ssewy najt ham nolleb yhere.

t Freme, v. Obs. Forms: 1-2 fr§mian, frem-
man, 3freme(n, -ien,(fremmen, froemen, south.

vreomien). [OE. frynian, fremman trans, and
intr. = OFris. fremma, OS. fremmian, OHG.
'gi-fremen, ON. fremja :—OTeut. *framjan

t
f.

*fram forward : see From.]
1. trans. To help forward, promote the interests

of; to benefit ; to refresh (with food, etc.). Also,
to indulge.
Beoivulf 1832 Ic on Hijelace wat..ban he mec fiem-

man wile weordum ond worcum. a 1000 Andreas 936 (Gr.)
Da:t ic eaSe ma;^ aura ^ehwylcne fremman and fyroran
freonda minra. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2367 Ha. .bisohte. ,pa:t

he for his freolec, firstede hire & fremede. t 1250 Gen. <$•

Ex. 1245 5he gan fremen ysmael Wi3 watres drinc and
bredes mel.

2. intr. a. To profit, be of service, b. To gain

ground, make progress; = Frame v. i and 2.

c 1000 /ElfriclVYw. xxxvii. 20 Donne bib jesyne, hwaet him
his swefn freinion. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvi. 26 Hw;tt
frerna'5 xne^uin menn beah he [etc.]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
in Ne ligge nefre on bine heorde, bet hauelese nionnam
meie fremian. a 1225 A tier. R. 284 Gif bu hauest . . eni ooer
bing bet ham wolde ureomien. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
lxxxviii[i]. 22 Noghte freme in him sal pe faa.

3. trans. To accomplish, effect, perform.
Beowulf 2800 Fremmao je nu [MS. gena] leoda bearfe.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 30 (.Gr.) pais engles mod, ^e bone
unraed ongan arrest fremman. c 1205 Lay. 24010 Heo scullen

me monradene mid moscipe fremmen. c 1300 Havelok 441
Alle haueden sworen. .That he sholden hise wille freme.

t Fre'meful, a. Obs. [OE. fremfttll, {.fremit,

Freme sb. •+ -ful.] Advantageous
;

profitable

;

beneficial, beneficent.

i 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 152 Dysse wyrte wos ys swyoe
fremful. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 Ne bi5 naut his lare

fremful. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 149 Swich wop is frem-
ful to wassende mide sinnes. 1340 Ayenb. 80 Me can todcle

bri manere guodes, guod worbssiplich, guod lostuoll, and
guod urenuiol.

Hence FreTnefully adv., profitably.

< 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 175 Wat it bitocneS. .fremfulliche

to understonden.

t Frement, a. Obs.~° [ad. L. frementem,
pr. pple. offremcre to roar.] Roaring.
1656-81 in Hlount Glossogr.

Fremescence (fR-me'sens). rare. [f. next :

see -exce.] An incipient roaring.

1837 Cari.yle Fr. Rev. I. v. iv, Confused tremor and
fremescence; waxing into thunderpeals, of Fury stirred on
by Fear.

Fremescent (fremesent), a. rare, [as if ad. L.

*fremesccnt-em, pr. pple. of *fremescere, freq. vb. f.

h.fremeye to roar.] Murmuring, growing noisy.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. vi. vii. 11872' 250 Fremescent
clangour comes from the armed Nationals. 1881 Scotsman
9 May 4 On either side fremescent crowds jostle and growl.

t Fre'mish, v. Obs. [a. OF. and Y.frmiss-
lengthened stem of frt(mir:~pop. L. *fremJre, L.

fremere.] intr. To shudder. Of the ranks in an

army : To waver.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew'1

s (E. E. T. S.) 5 He
fremyshid, and for drede tremelyd. c 1450 Merlin 162 He
. .rode in a-monge hem that alle the renges fremysshed.

II Fremitus (fremitus). [L. verbal sb. f. fre-
7«iV^toroar.] a. A dull roaring noise, b. Path.

A palpable vibration or thrill, e. g. of the walls of

the chest.

1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. p. Ivi, The conviction of
Cleinias is followed by a fremitus of applause. 1879 Khoky
Princ. Med. 47 The fremitus is the movement which can be
felt by the hands on making the patient speak.

t Fre'ninian. Obs. rare. Also 7 frinman.
[f. Fremo a. + Man.] A person not related ; a

stranger.

1568 Hist, yacob fy Esau 11. ii. C ij, Where is betwene one
fremman and an other, Lesse loue found than now betwene
brother and brother? a 1639 Whateley Prototypes 1. xi.

105, I proceede to Abrahams carriage toward forreiners that
were not of his house, whether kinsmen or frinmen as we
call them.

Fremmit, fremyt, etc. : see Fremd a.

Fren : see Frenne.
French, (frenf), a. and sb. Forms : 1 frgneisc,

3 frenkis, (4 frenkysch"), 3-4 frankys, frankis,

3 Frenchia, freinsse, frence, frenchs, frenynch,
frensc, (frennssce), frenysch, 3-5 Frenseh(e,

3, 6 franch(e, 3-6 frensh(e, 4 freynsch, 4, 6

frenche, 5 frenssh;e, 3- French. \OYL.fr$ncisc
t

i.franc-a Frank sb.1 + -isc, -ish; the suffix pro-

duces umlaut. With respect to the contraction,

which began in early ME., cf. Welsh from OE.
ivielise, Scotch from Scottish.

The equivalent continental Teut. frankisk-, Latinized as
franciscus, became in OF. franceis, -ois, mod.F. franca is ;

but the fem.franceise instead of francesche shows that the

termination was very early confused with -eis

:

—L. -ensis

(see -ese). ]

A. adj.

1, Of or pertaining to France or its inhabitants.
O. E. Chron. an. 1003 (Laud MS.), Her waes Eaxeceaster

abrocen burh bone Frenciscan ceorl Hugon. c 1205 Lay.
3239 Aganippus be Frennsce king. < 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 81
Des frenkis men o france moal, it nemnen ' un jur natural '.

i- 1450 Co7'. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 118 Thi bowe is bent
Newly now after the Frensche gyse. a 1490 Kotoner /tin.

(Nasmith 1778) 125'rrewrew, afrensh prione. 1529 Supplic.
to King (E. E. T. S.) 52 Nowe the Frenshe fasshyon, nowe
the Spanyshe fasshyon. 1592 G. Harvey Four Lett. Wks.
(Grosart) I. 174 Such French occurrences . . as the credible
relation of inquisitiue frendes . . shall acquaint me withall.
1612 Webster White Devil (Rtldg.) 34/2, I have a rare
French rider, a 1687 Petty Polit. Arith. iv. (1691) 85 The
value of tlte French commodities brought into England.
1712 Steele Sped. No. 350 p 1 An Engagement between a
French Privateer . . and a little Vessel of that Place. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 120 It was eighteen feet

and an half, French measure, in length. 178a Cowper Truth
128 An Indian mystic or a French recluse.

5f Misused for : Gaulish. Obs.

1548 W. Patten Exped. Scotl. Pref. in Arb. Garner III.

57 For killing Viridomax the French king in [the] field at

the river of Padua. 1616 Budden tr. sErodius'' Disc.

Parent's Hon. 4 C. Flaminius. .which enacted the law about
the partage of some french grounds.

b. witli reference to the language, its words or

phrases, compositions written in it, etc.

Partly an attrib. use of the sb. French class, a class to

which French is taught ; so French master.
ti 1300 Cursor M. 24 Sanges sere of selcuth rime, Inglis,

frankys, and latine. c 1386 Chaccek Pars. '/'. r 174 Thiike
newe frenshe song. 1780 CoWFER Progr. Err. 375 His
stock a few French phrases got by heart. 1870 Dickens
£. Drood iii, The French class becomes so demoralised
that [etc.].

f C. French fox: a game of some kind. Obs.

1759 Mrs. Delany I^ife $ Corr. 11861) III 575 How do
you think we warmed and amused ourselves? Why I taught
them French Fox.

2. Having the qualities attributed to French per-

sons or things ; French-like.
\ Frenchfare '. ? elaborately polite behaviour.
13.. Can: <y Gr. Knt. 1116 Syben with frenkysch fare &

fele fayre lotez pay stoden, it stemed & stylly speken.
Vaisoo Chester PL, Noah's Flood 100 For all thy frankish

fare I will not doe after thy red. 1606 Birnie K irk- Burial'I

(1833) 13 So french lies men beetle in their fashions. 1634
W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac s Lett. 1. 168 If any place be more
French then Paris. 1710 Ace. Distemp. F. Whigg 1. 6
Their Frowns, French shrugs. .Laughing [etc.]. 1749 Lady
Llxcorolgh Lett, to Shenstone 28 Nov., As the French
style, .is fashionable. 1784 Cowi-er Tiroc.670 Hisaddress,
if not quite French at ease, Not English stiff, but frank, and
formed to please. 1794 Mhs. Kadclieee Myst. Udolpho i,

Their sprightly melodies, debonnaire steps [etc.] .. gave a
character to the scene entirely French.

3. In names of things of actual or attributed

French origin, as French barley (sec Bakley)
;

French-bit (see quot.) ; French-blue, artificial

ultramarine; French-boiler (see quot.) ; French
bread, a kind of fancy bread ; French brush, a

brush used for rubbing down horses ; French-
casement (see quot. and cf. french •window)

;

French chalk, a variety o! steatite, used for making
marks on cloth, removing grease-spots, and (in

powder) as a dry lubricant for boots and gloves

;

French drain, a rubble-drain
; + French eaves,

eaves provided witli a gutter to carry off the water ;

French lake, a variety of the Flemish fake (in

Young Naut. Diet. 1846) ; French-flyers (see

quot.); French-grey (see quot. 1S62) ; French
hem (see quot.) ; French horn, a metal wind-

instrument (see Hobn) ; t French lock, ?a kind

of shackle for a horse's foot; + French panel,

some kind of wainscoting; French paste see

quot.) ; French pink (see Pink) ; French
purple, French red, rouge (see quots.) ; French
rice = Amelcorn ; French roll : see Roll ;

French roof, a mansard roof; + French rowel,

a kind of seton for a horse ; French salt, ? = bay

salt; f French shroudknot (see quot.); French
sixth A/us. (see quot.) ; French tub, tuning
(see quots.) ; French white (see quot.) ; French
window, a long window opening like a folding-

door, and serving for exit and entrance.

1661 Specif Burneby's Patent No. 133 That sort of
barley commonly called. .*French barley. 1770 Latham
in Phil. Trans. LX. 451 He followed the trade of a
miller, and maker of French barley. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. I. 915 *French-bit (Carpentry 1, a boring tool

adapted to use on a lathe-head or by a bow. 1879 Rood
Chromatics x. 157 This same tendency .. reached a
maximum in * French-blue. 1879 Rossiter Diet. Set.

Terms, *French boiler, Elephant boiler: one large and
two smaller cylinders connected by transverse pipes. 1686

Manch. Crt. Leet Rec. (1888J VI. 246 Short rated *ffrench

bread. 1836 Act 6 <$- 7 Will. IV, c. 37 § 4 Bread usually sold

under the Denomination of French or Fancy Bread or Rolls.

1686 Blome Gentl. Recreat. 11. 11 Rub him [Horse] all over

with the * French Brush, beginning at his forehead. 1842 59
Gwilt Archil. Gloss., *French casements, windows turning

upon two vertical edges attached to the jambs, a 1728 Wood-
ward Catal. For. Fossils 1. 3 Red *French chalk. 1882 Cacl-
feild &. Saward Diet. N'eedleivork, French Chalk, a variety

of indurated Talc. 1776 G. Semple Building in Water 34
Coarse Rubbish and Stones, which were just like a *French
Drain under our Dike. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 47/1

'Box drains', 'French drains', 'blind drains'. 1634 »
Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 699 The *FrenchXves
to keepe the water from the building. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. I. 015 *French-flyers . . stairs that fly forwards until

they reach within a length of a stair from the wall, where a

quarter space occurs; the steps next ascend at a right angle,

when another quarter space occurs ; they then ascend in an

opposite flight, parallel to the first direction. 186a Diet.

Arch. (Arch. Publ. Soc.), *French grey, a tint composed of

white with ivory black, Indian red and Chinese blue. 1882

Garden 25 Mar. 202/3 The flowers are pale blue, or French

grey in colour. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needle-

work, ^French Hem, a description of Hem employed for

the finishing of Flounces. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No, 4067/8 A
*French Lock on her off Foot before. 1556 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 564 The backe. .vnderneth the

turned pilleres of the stalles to be *frenche pannell.
^
1884

Chamb. JrtiL 15 Nov. 731/2 *' French paste which imitates

the diamond so well, is a kind of glass into which a certain

quantity of oxide of lead is introduced. 1873 Weale's Diet.

Archit. (ed. 3),
*French purple, a beautiful dye prepared

from lichens. 1844 Hoblyn Diet. Med., *French red or
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rouge, genuine carmine. 1669 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1886) II. 557 The roofe . . shalbe a sufficient strong
* French roofe to be made after the best manner hipt of[f).

1883 Howells Woman's Reason II. xvii. 118 The row of
French-roof cottages. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3928/4 A bay
Nag. .all his Paces, and had lately a " French Rowel in the

inside of the near Ley behind above the Hock. 1670 Nak-
borough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711)45 Good
white Stone-Salt, whiter than *French-salt. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., *French shroud-knot, the shroud-knot
with three strands single walled round the bights of the
other three and the standing part. 1841 Hamilton Diet.
Mus. Terms App., *French sixth, the name of a chord com-
posed of a major third, extreme fourth and extreme sixth.

1873 Weale's Diet. Archit. (ed. 3),
*French tub, a mixture

used by dyers, of the protochloride of tin and logwood. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Fiat tuning, one of
the varieties of tuning on the lute; called also *French
tuning or French flat tuning. 1844 Hoblvn Diet. Med.,
*French xvhtte, the common designation of finely pulverized
talc. 1801 Trans. Soc. Arts XIX. 291 *French windows
and glass doors. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis vi, The
Doctor slept out of the French windows of the dining-room
into the lawn.

b. of articles of dress, stuffs, etc.

159* Greene De/. Conny Catch. Wks. (Grosart) XI. 96
Blest be the French sleeues and breech verdingales. 1509
Marston Sco. Villanie 11. vii. 203 Seest thou yon gallant in
the sumptuous clothes. .Note his French-herring bones:
but note no more. 1603 Shaks. Mens,for M. 1. ii. 35, I had
as liefe be a Lyst of an English Kersey, as be pil'd . . for a
French Veluet. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 979/4 A strait bodied
Coat, with French Pockets, a 1706 in J. WatsotCs Collect.
1. 30 French-gows cut out and double banded. 1784C0WPER
Task iv. 546 Her tott'ring form 111 propp'd upon French
heels. 181a J. Smyth Tract. 0/ Customs (1821) 127 Cam-
bricks and Lawns, commonly called French Lawns. 188*
Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, French canvas .

.

a description of Grenadine, of a stout wiry character. Ibid.,
French Merino, .is manufactured of very superior wool from
the Merino sheep. Ibid., French Point, a name by which
Alencon lace is sometimes called. Ibid., French Twill,
although called French this is an English-made dress
material—a variety of French Merino.
4. In the names of various animals : French

fly = Cantharides ; French gnrnard, ray, sar-
dine, sole : see quots.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 330 The Cantharides or*French

freene Flies. 1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece 1. i. 15 Take French
lies.. and a few Drops of Vinegar. 1879 Rossiter Diet.

Set. Terms, * French gurnard, Trigla Uneata. \-jj6 Pen-
nant Brit. Zool. III. 77, I met with this species [Raia
fullonica] at Scarborough, where it is called the *French
Ray. 1879 Rossiter Diet. Sci. Terms, *French sardine=
Young pilchard. Ibid., *French sole, Solea pegusa.
5. In names of various trees and plants ; as

f French apple, some flowering plant ; French-
bean ^see Bean 3); French berry = Avignon
BEkry

; f French broom, Sparliitm monosper-
mum

; French cowslip (see quot. and Cowslip 2);

French furze. Ulex europ&us ; French grass,
Onobrychis saliva ; French heath, Erica hiher-

nica ; French honey-suckle, Hedysarum corona-

Hum ;
French lavender, Lavandula Stachas

;

French leek, Allium Porrum ; French lung-
wort, Hieracium murorum ; French mallow, a
species of Malva ? ; French marigold, Tagetes
patula and other species ; French mercury, Mer-
curialis annua ; French nut, the fruit oijuglans
regia -- Walnut ; French oak, (a) a variety of
Ilex, ,6) (see quot. 1829) ; f French onion, Scilla
marilima; French rose, the common red rose,

esp. as used in the pharmacopoeia ; French sage,
a variety of mullein ; French sorrel, Oxalis
Acelosella (see also quot. 1829/ ; French turnip
= Navew {Brassica Napus)\ French wheat
Buckwheat i ; French willow, {a) Epilobium
angustifolium, (b) Salix triandra.
1741 Compl. Fam. Piece n.iii. 378 Several annual Flowers,

as the *French Apple, Convolvulus .. and others. 155a
Huloet, Beanes called * Frenche beanes, eruilia. 1719
D'Urfey Pills k i 872) I. 33 The one thin and lean As a garden
French bean. 1861 Delamer Kitch. Card. 88 French beans
may be divided into two classes: the Runners.. and the
Dwarfs. 17*7-51 *French Berry [see Avignon Berry]. 1866
Treas. Bot., French Berries, trie fruits of Rhamnus in/ec-
torins, saxatilis, amygdalinus, fyc. 1548 Turner Names
o/Herbes 76 Spartium or spartum . . is a bushe called of some
gardiners *french broume. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. eclxxv.
663 Pulmonaria Gallorum, * French Cowslips of Jerusalem.
i6oj Cakew Cornwall 21 Great store of furze of which the
shrubby sort is called tame, the better growne *French.
1863 Prior Plant-n. 87 *French grass, sainfoin. 1871
Jrnl. Bot. IX. 52 The beautiful Erica hibemica. .locally
known as "French Heath, is found .. to make capital
brooms.

_
1629 Parkinson Paradisi in Sole (1656) 340 The

red Sattin flower, although some foolishly call it, the red
or "French Honysuckle. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lxxxvii.
266 It is called in English .. "French Lavender. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 11. clxx. § 1. 469 French lauander. 1548
Turner Names o/Herbes 65 The one is called, .in englishe
a "frenche Leke. 1597 Gerakde HerbalT&b\e Eng. Names,
"French Lungwort. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)
III. 687 French Lungwort. Golden Lungwort, or Hawk-
weed. 1548 Turner Names o/Herbes 50 The other kynde
. .is called in englishe "french Mallowe. 1620 Venner Via
Recta vii. 144 The curled Mallow, called of the vulgar sort,
French Mallowes. 1548 Turner Names o/Herbes 80 Viola
fiammea otherwyse called .. in englishe veluet floure or
french Marigoulde. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xxv. 176 We do

call this floure Turkie Gillofers, and French Marygoldes.
>597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xlvii. 262 It (Mercurialises called
. .in English "French Mercuric 1398 Trevisa Barth. De

P. R. xvii. cviii. (1495) 671 The more nottes be "frenshe
nottes and the lasse ben Auelanes. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
vi. Ivi. 731 The fruit is called . . in Englishe Walnuttes
.. and of some Frenche Nuttes. 1796 W. Marshall IV.

England I. 326 French nuts, walnuts. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal in. xxi, 1161 This Oke [Ilex] is named, .in English
Barren scarlet Oke, or Holme Oke, and also of some
* French Oke. 1839 Loudon Encycl. Plants 26 Catalpa
longissima is .. known in the West Indies by the name of
French oak. 1548 Turner Names o/Herbes 71 Scilla is

named .. in english a sea Onion, and in some places, a
"french Onyon. 155a Huloet, "French roses, trachinia.

1853 Pereira's Mat. Med. 1807 Rosa Gallica, French or
Red Rose.. The dried petals of the unexpanded flowers.,

constitute the red-rose leaves of the shops. 188a Cassell,
The petals of the French or Red Rose are astringent and
contain a red colouring matter, which is turned green by-

alkalis. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ecliii. 625 Verbascum
Mathioli, "French Sage. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PL IV.
140 Woody Mullein or French Sage. 1829 Loudon Encycl.
Plants 1081 The young leaves and shoots of several species
of Rumex and Rheum are eaten . . under the name of.

.

* French sorrel. 1863-79 Prior Plant-n. 86 French Sorrel,
the wood sorrel, Oxalis acetosclla. 1832 Veg. Subst. Food
232 The root of the "French turnip, or naveu, differs from
the other varieties. js^Germudv. Herbal 1. lx. 83 In English
"French wheatc.and Bucke wheate. 1658 T. Mayerne
Receipts Cookery xxxi. 31 Take . . a pint of French wheat
flower. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants I. 237 Snakeweed..
Buckwheat. .Frenchwheat. 1838 Loudon Arboretum III.

1499 Salix triandra . .The "French willow, .cultivated in

Sussex and the east parts of England. 1863 Prior Plant-n.
87 French Wilhnv from its leaves somewhat resembling
those of the willow, Epilobium angusti/olium L.

b. f French pippin, warden, varieties respec-

tively of apple and pear; French plum, the fruit

of a variety of Primus domestica, dried and ex-

ported from France.
1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. (1729) 191 Golden Pippin, French

Pippin, Kirton Pippin. Ibid. 226 The. .Squib- Pear, Spindle-
Pear.. and French Wardens. 1838 Loudon Arboretum II.

680 The prune d'Ast..is chiefly used for preparing what are
called in England, ^French plums.

6. In various names given to venereal diseases.

1503 Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. 0/ York(i%y>) 105 A Surgeon
whiche heled him of the Frenche pox. 1592 Greene Disput.
Wks. (Grosart 1 X. 233 There you shall see men diseased of
the French Marbles. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. I.

Eden 621 His burned stalks, with strong fumosities Of
piercing vapours, purge the French disease. 1607T0URNEUR
Rev. Trag. 1. i. Wks. 1878 II. 10 Like the French Moale.
1612 Chapman IVidmves T. in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) VI.
229 They shall be burnt . . to salve for the french-measles.
1614 J. Cooke Tu Quoque ibid. VII. 177 May the french
cannibal eat into thy flesh And pick thy bones. 1664 Butler
Hud. 11. ii. 456 As no man of his own self catches The Itch,
or amorous French aches. 1678 Ibid. in. i. 716 Tis hard to
say.. who imported the French Goods. 1688 S. Penton
Guardian's Instruct. 29 The easie Cure of the French
Complement, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cre:c, French Gout,
the Pox. 1740 Hist. Jamaica 207 If any Servant, .happen
to have the French-pox. 1760-72 tr. Juan ty Ulloas Voy.
(ed. 3I II. 11 It is particularly famous for the cure of the
French disease.

7. Comb, (chiefly prefixed to ppl. adjs., ur objec-

tive), as French-bred', -built,~/ovingrspeaking adjs.

;

French-wise adv. Also t French-sick a., affected

with syphilis (cf. 6), also used punningly.
1684 Otway Atheist in. i, This Man of War, this * French-

bred Hero. 1798 Nelson 28 Sept. in Nicolas DesP. (184s)
III. 135 The only remaining * French-built Ship of the Line.
1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 731/1 The good * French-loving
servants of her English Majesty. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. i. 111. Furies 776 Who bear upon their *French-
sick backs [dessus leurs corps du mat Francois rongez]..
Farms, Castles, Fees. 1772 T. Nugent tr. Hist. Friar
Gerunti II. 182 Which nave made our .. idiom so very
French-sick . . that [etc.]. 1865 Kingsley Ilcrew. Prel.,

French-speaking knights. 1573 Baret Ah. F. 1058 Like
a frenchman, or *french wise, Gallice'.

B. absol. and sb.

1. The French language, or a specified variety of
it. Pedlar's French : cant, thieves' slang.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7542 Vor bote a man conne frenss,

me telb of him lute, c 1320 Cast. Love 25 Ne mowe we
alle Latin wite.-Ne French, c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)

429 pe worby reume of fraunse. .nab translatid be bible.,
out of Iateyn in-to freynsch. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 126 For
Frensh of Paris was to hir unknowe. < 1483 Caxton Vocab.
•2 Frensshand englissh. 1530 Palsgr. 223/1 Frenche spoken
in Burgondy, wallon. 1533 More Debell. Salem Wks.
964/1, I ..would also be boldin suche frenche as is peculiare
to the lawes of this realm, to leaue it with them in wryting
too. 1567 Harman Caveat 24 Pedlers French or Canting.
1642 Howell Tor. Trav. (Arb.) 58 Yet since the last Conquest
much French hath got in. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 12, I could speak but little French. 1888 F. Hume
Mad. Midas t. Prol., 'So', he said rapidly in French, 'we
are in the land of promise '.

2. The French (pi.) : the French people. Also
(rarely) without article = French persons, f For-
merly with inflexion as sb., pi. Frenches.
1595. Shaks. John in. iv. 173 If but a dozen French Were

there in Armes, they [etc.]. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais I.

xlviii, Such is the nature and complexion of the frenches
that they are worth nothing, but at the first push. 1664
Pepys Diary \\ Oct., Captain Titus told us the particulars
of the French's expedition against Gigery upon the Barbary
coast. 1756-7 tr. KeysleVs Trav. (1760) IV. 434^ Germany
bravely defended against the French and Bavarians. 1861
M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 32 Our island has indeed been
conquered by Italians, and conquered by French.

h. French and English : a children's game.
1823 Moor Suffolk Words 238 English and French-

French and English (different games)—-Frog in the middle
[etc.]. 1858 H. Miller Sch. <$ Schm. (1858) 76 They could

play at ' shinty ' and * French and English ', almost within
hail of their parents' homesteads.

French (frenj), v. rare. [f. prec. adj.]

1. To French it: to speak French, nonce-use.

1639 Fuller Holy Warre{i6^)i\.x\\. 196 The Turks could
not French it so handsomely, but that they were discovered.

2. trans. To teach (a person) French, nonce-use.

1831 Examiner 814/1 Where she had been Frenched,
danced, and taught to draw. 1861 [see Deportmented].

3. To render into French or give a French form to.

1887 Sat. Rev. 24 Sept. 435 ' I love you ' (quite correctly

Frenched, ' Je vous airue '). 1890 Pall Malt G. 5 Aug. 3/2
Monte Silvio, .was Frenched into Mont Cervin.

+ 4. (See Fkknched///. a.) Obs.

5. Cookery. (See quot.) ? U.S.
1895 Standard Diet., French v. To prepare, as a chop,

by partially cutting the meat from the shank and leaving

bare the bone so as to fit it for convenient handling.

T French crown. Obs. The English name
for the French coin called Ecu, Escu.
1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out 0/ Hum. 11. i, You should

give him a French crown for it, 1608 Topsell Serpents

(16^8) 715 The powder or dust whereof must be the full

weight of a golden groat, or as we say a French Crown.
Comb. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 97 Your Frenche-crowne

colour'd beard.

b. Punningly, with reference to the baldness

produced by the French disease \
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. i. ii. 99.

t Frenched, ppl- a. [f. French v. + -edL]
Dressed in the French fashion.

1762 Goldsm. Cit. IV. cv, Mrs. Tibbs in a new sacque,
ruffles, and frenched hair.

Frencher (frenjaj). contemptuous, rare. [f.

French a. + -ER *.] A Frenchman.
1845 Jonathan Sharp I. 13 Now, these Frenchers, and

even the English, d#not understand. 1865 Kingsley Herew.
II. i. 3 The mongrel Frenchers who scoff at the tongue of
their forefathers.

Frenchery (fre-njeri). [See -ERY.] French
goods, fashions, characteristics, etc., collectively.

1593 Nashe 4 Lett. Con/ut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 224 A cap
case full of French occurrences . . When that fly-boat of
Frenchery is once launcht, your trenchor attendant ..

intends [etc.] 1826 H. N. Coleridge West Indies 149
Bright island ; I have a nook in my heart for thee with all

thy Frenchery.

french hood. A head-dress worn by women
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

1541 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 695 To the Quenes Grace
ye must appoynte six frenche hoods, with thappurtenaunces.
a 1553 Udall Royster D. 11. iii. (Arb. '35 We snail go in our
frenche hoodes euery day. 1636 Jackson in Hygiasticon
To Translator, For these loose times, when a strict sparing
food More's out of fashion then an old French hood.

b. ?A head-dress worn by women when punished

for unchastity.

1568 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 89 A whipe and a cart and
a franc hoode, waies me for the, my lasse.

Frenchification (frewjifik^jan). [See-FiCA-

tion.] The action of Frenchifying.

1834 Ne7u Monthly Mag. XL. 226 They had assumed all

the Frenchifications possible. 1863 Lytton Caxtoniana
II. xxv. 265 Where he [Pope] was deemed by his contem-
poraries to have improved upon Dryden, it was in the more
complete Frenchification of Dryden's Style.

Frenchified(fre-njif3id),///.a. [f.next + -ED'.]

1. contemptuous. Having French manners or

qualities ; French-like.

1597 B. Jonson Ev. Man out 0/ Hum. 1. \, This is one
Monsieur Fastidious Brisk, otherwise called^ the fresh

Frenchified courtier. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe 1. 1. in Bullen
O. PI. III. 8 Can yee not knowe a man from a Marmasett,
in theis Frenchified dayes of ours? 1717 D. Jones Seer.

Hist. Whitehall II. 328 Which Procedure thunderstruck
the King and his Frenchify'd Council. 1770 J. Love Cricket

4 The Frenchifi'd Diversion of Billiards. 1819 Hermit in

Lond. III. 116 Frenchified John Bull isa would-be butterfly,

and a positive blockhead. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges
ii. (1876) 51 The home satirists jeered at the Frenchified .,

ways which they brought back.

f 2. (See quot. 1659). Obs.

1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius 11. viii. 85 One Man. .whom
he suspected to be Frenchified. 1659 Torriano, Rin/ran-
cescdre, to be or become frenchified, or full of the French-
pox, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Frenchified, in the

French Interest or Mode ; also Clapt or Poxt. 1715 in

New Cant. Diet.

Frenchify (fre nfifai). v. [f. French a. + -fy.]

1. trans. To make French in form or character,

imbue with French qualities, render French-like.
159a Greene Upst. Courtier Wks.. (Grosart) XL 247 Or

will you be Frenchefied with a loue locke downe to your
shoulders? 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. viii. (1628) 281

Arnoldsonne was Frenchefied into Fitz-Arnold. 1741
Richardson Pamela. I. Let. to Editor 13 Reduce our
Sterling Substance into an empty Shadow, or rather frenchify

our English Solidity into Froth and Whip-syllabub. 1761

Chron. in Ann. Reg. 125/2 They dressed him in a bag-wig.

.

frenchified him up. 185a Macaulav in Lifefy Lett. (1883) II.

363 What a quantity of French words have I used I 1 sup-

pose that the subject Frenchifies my style.

2. intr. To become French in ideas, manners,

etc. ; to have French sympathies.

1775 J. Jekvll Corr. 19 Aug. (1894) 46 'Tis in these

domesticated visits one Frenchifies most. 1790 European
Mag. XXXVI. 60 What astonishes ine most is, that this

custom of Frenchifying should be so prevalent among us.

Frenchism (fre-njiz'm). [f. French a. + -ism.]

A French custom, idiom, or characteristic ; a Gal-

licism.
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1750 H. Walpole Lett. II. Mann (1834] II, 306 It is very

amusing though very full of Frenchisms.

Frenchize (fre'njinz), v. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To turn into trench.

1887 Atheweum 26 Mar. 421/2 Kill-devil (Frenchized into

guildive). 1887 Furnivall R. Brunmfs Chron. Wace
(Rolls) I. 2 marg., Master Wace frenchized all the Latin

Brute till Cadwallader's time.

French leave. Originally, the custom (in

the 1 8th c. prevalent in France and sometimes

imitated in England) of going away from a recep-

tion, etc. without taking leave of the host or hostess.

Hence, jocularly, to take French leave is to go away,

or do anything, without permission or notice.

1771 Smollett Humph. Clinker (1895) 238 He stole away

an Irishman's bride, and took a French leave of me and his

master. 177a Town <V CountryMag. 33 She . . left Fanny with

French leave. 1775 J. Jekyll Corr. (1894) 28 [French eti-

quettes] are precise to a degree . . I will allow that. . taking

French leave (which gains ground even among us at present)

is easy and natural. But, on the contrary . .
there is more

formality.. in entering one assembly here [France] than in

taking the round of routs for a whole winter in London.

1775 Tbusler Chesterfeld's Princ. Politeness (ed. 4) 72 As
the taking what is called a French leave was introduced

that on one person's leaving the company the rest might

not be disturbed, looking at your watch does what that

piece of politeness was designed to prevent. x8ai W. Gifforu
in Smiles J. Murray (1891) II. xxi. 55 The few teeth I have

seem taking their leave — I wish they would take a French

one. »866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Martin's Eve xiii, Her
roving son had taken French leave to go back to London.

Frenchless (fre'njles), a. [f. French sb. +
-less.] Having no French.
1818 Moore Fudge Fam. Paris ix. 26 As for me, a French-

less grub, At Congress never born to stammer. 1894 Sat.

Rev. 3 Mar. 230 The rest [of the Romaunt of the Rose] has

to go in double columns of smaller type, Frenchless.

French-like, adv. and a. [f. as prec. + Like.]

A. adv. After the manner of the French people

;

in French fashion.

c 1550 Cheke Matt, xviii. 17 note, We folowing y° greek
calle yis house, as y« north doth yet moor truli sound it, y8

kurk, and we moor corruptli and frenchlike, y° church.

1597-8 Br. Hall Sat. in. vii. 34 His haire, French-Hke,

stares on his frighted hed. 163* Lithgow Trav. 111. 126

Whatsoever extortion or injury they use against him, he

must be French-like contented, bowing his head, and making
a counterfeit shew of thankes.

B. adj. Like the French. 1848 in Craig.

Frenchly (fre'njli), (a.) adv. [f. French a. -t-

-ly.] f A. adj. (See quot.) Obs —° B. adv. In

a French manner, French-like.

1513 Douglas s-Eneis 1. Prol. 269 This wther buik . . Quhilk,
ondir colour of sum Franch Strang wicht, So frenschlie leis,

oneth twa wourdis gais richt. 1530 Palsgr. 313/1 Frenchely
belongyng to the countrey of Fraunce Gaule Galilean. 1559
Mirr.Mag. (1563) Salisbury xxxii, And they as frenchly took
them selues to flyght. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets Dry Dinner
Piv,Go Frenchly: Duchly drink: breath Indianly. 1847 Mrs.
F. Trollope Three Cousins (1866) 33 A word too Frenchly
expressive to admit of translation. 1882 Miss Woolson
Anne xxii. 344 He only smiled, .and Frenchly shrugged his

shoulders !

Frenchman (frenfmaen). [f. French a. +
Man. In early use two words.]

1. A man of French birth or nationality.

O. E. Chron. an. 1052 (Laud MS.), J>a Frencisce menn.
c 1305 Lav. 7663 J&\c Frensc mon j>e wes aht ha?f5 hine
seolfne bi-boht. a 1300 Cursor M. 239 Mast es it wroght

I

for frankis man. 138a WvcLif Set. Wks. III. 516 Sharper
enemys and traitours ban Frensshe men and alle obere
naciouns. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxliv.(i482i295 The
kyng . . was wonder sore agreued and right euyll payed
toward the frensshmen. 1545 Ascham T0.r0/h. (Arb.) 79
The spanyardes, frenchmen and germanes. 1607 Topsell
Four'f. Beasts 125 The breast is by the Frenchmen called
peculiarly Hampan. 178a Cowper Truth 303 The French-
man first in literary fame. 1841 T. A. Trollope Summer
W. France I. i. 5 The generality of Frenchmen, too, are
naturally averse to travelling.

f b. Incorrectly used for : An ancient Gaul.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 271 Afterward h* come

and brak the siege of Frensche men [Gallorum], 1513
Douglas AKneis vm. xi. 35 How the Franchemen did the
$et assail!. 1600 Holland Livyxxn. lvii. 467 A Frenchman
together with a French woman.
2. A (good, etc.) French scholar, colloq.

1670 Cotton Espernon Pref., The greater part of them
being better Frenchmen, than I pretend to be. 1828 Ben*
tham Wks. 1843 I. 247 The subject was not without its diffi-

culties ; the language French : I am but a sorry Frenchman
now; I was, I imagine, not quite so bad an one then.

3. A French ship.

1889 Daily News 21 Oct. 6/5 The vessel . . proved to be a
Frenchman.

f 4. In Virginian tobacco-raising (see quot. i688\
1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 948 French-men

they call those Plants, whose leaves do not spread and grow
large, but rather spire upwards, and grow tall. 1896 P. A.
Bruce Econ, Hist. Virginia I. 439 The plants, .showed, .a

tendency to lag in their growth and to take a spiral shape.
For this reason they were always referred to as ' Frenchmen ',

a people who were associated: in the Virginian mind with
tallness and attenuation in form.

Hence Fre nchmaiilike a. and adv.
1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. 560 The character of

Orasmane is somewhat too chivalrous and Frenchmanlike
for an Eastern sultan. 18*7 Southey Penins. War II. 419
Frenchmen like, they had a theatre in their camp.

[Frenchmore, error for Trenchmobe.]
FrenchneSS(fre-nfnes). [f.FRENCHrt. + -NESS.]

533

The quality or state of being French or of display-

ing French characteristics.

1816 Southey in O. Rev. XIV. 357 The nauseating french-

ness (if we may so call it) of the French stage. 1850 Chamb.
Jrnl. XIV. 257 We are not so much inclined to smile at the

Frenchness of the notion.

t French-peire. Obs. rare. [a. OY.franche
peere, freestone.] = Freestone.

1593 Rites ofDurh. (Surtees) 5 The twp dores in the said

French Peire dores. *

French polish.
1. A polish for wood-work (see quot. 1874).

1819 P. 0. Lond. Direct. 367 Wheeler, T., Warehouse for

Bentley & Co's French Polish. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek.
I. 915 French polish, a solution of resin or gum resin in

alcohol or wood naptha.

2. 'The smooth glossy surface produced on

cabinet-work by the application of this substance

'

(Ogilv.).

Hence French-polish v. trans., to make smooth

and glossy with French-polish , lit. andyfif. ; French-
polished ppl. a. Also French-polisher, one who
French-polishes (furniture, etc.).

1836 Dickens Si: Boz (1837) I. 132 You could. .French-

polish yourself on any one of the chairs. 1847 Alb. Smith
Chr. Tadpole iv. (1879* 40 Houses of rustling brocade and
French-polished mahogany. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,

French-polisher. 1863 Kingslky Water Bab. 144 A shoal

of porpoises., all quite smooth and shiny, because the fairies

French-polish them every morning. 1879 Daily News
7 Apr. 3/1 Their boat.. has just been left by the French

polisher.

Punningly. :886 Ruskin Prxterita I. vi. 202 The modern
German-plated and French-polished tourist.

Frenchwoman. A woman of France ; also

misapplied, fa woman of ancient Gaul.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI% 1. Hi. 143 Was't I? yea, I it was,

prowd French-woman. 1600 [see Frenchman i b]. 1870

Emerson Soc. -y Solit. vii. 148 As was said of the letters of

the Frenchwomen.

Frenchy (fre-nfi), a. (adv.) and sb. [f. FltEXCH

a. -+ -y.]

A. adj. Characteristic of what is French (as op-

posed to English, etc.) ; French like.

18*6 H. N. Coleridge West Indies 148 St. Pierre is a
pretty, .town., it is neat and Frenchy. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 103 The Englishman .. pre-

fers his hot chop . . to the . . amplest and Frenchiest bill-of-

fare.

Hence Frenchily adv. ;
Frenchiness.

1881 Lit. World (Boston) 21 May 179 2 This [book] is

an excellent piece of work, true to its title. Its strain is

Frenchily enthusiastic. 1890 Pall Mall G. 29 Jan. 3/3 This

worship of Frenchiness I would brand as. .unworthy of cul-

tured Englishwomen.

B. sb. A disrespectful name for a Frenchman.
1883 Miss Yonge Stray Pearls II. xvi. 267 The squires had

begun by calling him Frenchy. 1895 Daily News 27 Dec.

7/3 Of what nationality is he, then?— Witness : Why, I

think he's a Frenchy.

Frend, obs. form of Friend.

t Fre*ndent, a. Obs. rare— l
. [ad. L. fren-

dent-em, pr. pple. of /render-e to gnash the teeth.]

Gnashing the teeth.

1630 Lane Cont. Sqr.'s T. 204 (Ashm. MS.) His frendent
horse of manie colors pied.

Frenesy, obs. and dial, form of Fhenzy, q.v.

Frenetic, etc. : see Phrenetic, etc.

Frenge, frer^e, obs. forms of Fringe.

t Preurgerent, #. Obs.—° [h.freniger bridle-

bearing : for the termination cf. belligerent^

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Frenigerent, that ruleth the

bridle.

t Frenne, fren, a. and sb. Obs. [A corrupt

form offrend, Fremd, influenced by etymologizing

association with forenne, Foreign.] *•

A. adj. Strange, not related. ra?e~ K

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices I. (15581 21 They conuey
those same riches to frenne folke : which it were more reason

bothe to bee delt and left to their kinsfolke.

B. sb. A foreigner, stranger, enemy.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Apr. 28 So now his frend is

chaunged for a frenne [1597 fren]. Gloss., Frenne, a straun*

ger. The word I thinke was. .poetically put, and afterwarde

vsed in common custome of speech for forenne. 1614 Davies
Eclogue in Brmvne's Past., If frennes forbeare at home hem
to inuade. They wry their peace to noy each other.

Frenum : see Fr^num.
+ Fre'nzic, a- Obs. rare. In 6 frensyke, -icke,

-eke. [f. Frenzy^. + -ic] =Frenzical. Hence
Fre'uzicness.
1547 Recorde Judic. Ur. 27 But if the pacyent be fren-

syke .. it doth most commynly betoken death. Ibid., If it

be in a burnyng Ague, it is a token of frensycknesse. 1570
Levins Manip. 54 Frenseke, 121 Frensicke.

t Frenzical, a. Obs. Also 6 fransical, 8

phrensical. [f. as prec. + -al.] Affected with,

characterized by, or of the nature of frenzy ; crazy,

mad ; wildly enthusiastic.

a 1586 Sidney Wanstead Play in Arcadia, etc. (1629) 619
A certaine fransical maladie they call Loue. 1677 Gilpin
Demonol. (1867) 50 Their scorns shall have no more impres-
sion upon us than the ravings of a frenzical person that
knows not what he speaks. 1710 W, Gibson Diet. Horses
vii. (1731) in When a horse is poisoned .. he will . . some-
times be Phrenzical and delirious. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (181 1) V. viii. 96 Such a passion.. as might confirm
the intimation I had given of a phrensical disorder.

PBENZY.

Frenzied (fre-nzid), ///. a. [f. Frenzy v. +
-ED 1

.] Affected with or characterized by frenzy;

crazy, mad ; distracted, frantic ; wildly enthu-

siastic.

1796 Jane West Gossip's Story I. 156 His tronbl'd soul lo

phrensy'd rage By fancy'd wrong was stung. 1796-7 Cole-
ridge Sotm., To Author of ' The Robbers', Wandering at

eve with finely frenzied eye. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. xxix, St.

Fillan's blessed well, Whose springs can frenzied dreams
dispel. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxviii, He danced in a

frenzied manner round the sofa. 1874 L. Stephen //ours in

Library (1802) I. ix. 312 Gatherings of frenzied enthusiasts.

Hence Frenziedly adv., in a frenzied manner.
1856 Kane Arct, Expl. I. xiv. 158 They bark frenziedly

at nothing.

Frenzy, phrenzy (fre-nzi), sit. and a. Forms

:

a. 4-6 frenesie, -ye, 4 frenesi, frensye, fransie,

-ye, (4-5frenise, 5frenysye, franeaie, 6frenyse,

franzie), 4-7 frenesy, 5-6 fransey, 6-7 frensie,

-zie, (7frensey), 5-9 frensy, (6 frenesi, fransy,

-zy, 6-7 frenc(e)y), 7- frenzy. £. 6-7 phrene-
sie, -ye, phrensie, -zie, 6-9 phrensy, 9 -esy\

7- phrenzy. See also Phhenesih. [ME. frenesie,

a. OK. frenesie (F. frJnesie) = Pr. freneda, It.

ftenesia, f. late L. phrenesis (whence directly Pr.

frenezi, Sp. frenesi, Pg. frenesi), a pseudo-Gr.

formation (on the analogy of pairs of related words

in -i)<ris, -r/TiKos) after phreneticus , corruption of

Gr. </)ptfiTiA-oy : see Frantic.
'1'he spelling with //:- is now rare ; some writers show a

tendency to prefer it when the reference is to prophetic

ecstasy or demoniacal possession.]

A. sb.

1. Mental derangement; delirium, or temporary

insanity; in later use chiefly the uncontrollable

rage or excitement of a paroxysm of mania. Now
somewhat rare in lit. sense.

a. c 1340 Hampolf. Prose Tr. (1866) 17 A fantasie caused

of trubblyng of be brayne, as a mane hat es in a frensye.

1398 Thkvisa Barth. De P. R. vn. v. (1495) 22 5 Frensy is

an hote postume in certayn skynnesand fellesof the brayne,

and therto folowyth wakynge and rauyng. c 144° Hylton
Scala Perf. (W. de \V. 1494) 11. xxii, Thou shall fall in to

syckenes or in to fantasyes or in to frenesyes. 1549 Conipt.

Scot. xv. 124, I may coinpair them til ane man in ane
frenyse, quhilk bytis his auen membris vitht his tetht. 1674

Milton P. L. (ed. 2) xi. 485 Demoniac frenzy, moping
melancholy, And moon-struck madness. 1713 Swift Frenzy

of J. Denny Wks. 1755 III. I. 138 An officer of the custom
house, who was taken ill of a violent frenzy last April. 1794
Coleridge On a Friend who died ofa Fever 17 Till frenzy

..Darts her hot lightning-flash athwart the brain. 1838

Thirlwall GreeceV. 219 He must have been subject to tem-

porary fits of frenzy.

p. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 133 b, Rinn'ing thyme ..is ..

good . . for the phrenesye. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. iii. § 1

They thinke and doe as it were in a phrensie they know not

what. ai6i7 Bayne On Eph. (1658) 82 Through phrenzie

out of our right minds. 1793 Hoi.croft tr. Lavaters
Physiog. i. 8 Should the light by being brought too close to

his eyes produce phrensy, he may burn himself. 1835

Thirlwall Greece I. iv. 1 1 1 The wome/i of Argos were struck

with phrenzy.

2. jig. Agitation or disorder of the mind likened

to madness ; a state of delirious fury, rage, enthu-

siasm, or the like; also, wild folly, distraction,

craziness.

a. [c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 501, I hold him in a maner
frenesye.] ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 3827 He felle in a fransye for

fersenesse of herte. exjp* Hoccleve ferest'ius' Wife 715
The Shipman had also the franesie, bat with this Emperiue
hadde ment rTulnlHd his foul lust of aduoutrie. 153a Moke
Confut. Tindate Wks. 605/2 Happy were Tindall, if he were

as well recouered of his fransies. 1590 Shaks. Mi'ds. N. v.

i. 12 The Poets eye in a fine frenzy rolling. 1698 Frykr
Ace. E. India $ P. 266 That the Immortal Gods should be

..pleased with such Wickedness, is the highest Frenzy to

believe. 1791 Paine Rights of Man (ed. 4) 8 When the

tongue or the pen is let loose in a frenzy of pxssion. 1837
W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 231 The sight inspired

almost a frenzy of delight. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

234 Some hot-headed Roman Catholic, driven to frenzy by
the lies of Oates. 18^1 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV.

xviii. 112 An act done in the mere frensy of despair.

p. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846)

379 note, His moderation in a time of phrenzy was surely a
sufficient argument. 1795 Windham Speeches Pari. 5 Jan.

(1812) I. 264 With all the phrenzy and fondness which men
usually shew to their most extravagant opinions. 1813 Scott
Rokeby \. xii, I could have laughed..To see, in phrenesy
sublime, How the fierce zealots fought and bled. 1855 H.
Reed Led. Eng. Hist. ix. 287 The king, probably to save

his life from the phrensy of faction, banished him.

b. A crazy notion or wild idea ; also, a craze or

mania {for something).
163a J. HAYWARDtr. mondVs Eromena 126 A new phren-

sie being come into his head of getting the Princesse. 1707

Curios, in Husb. <\ Gard. 13 Whom the Frensy of Travell-

ing never carry'd into Foreign Lands. 1761 Hume Hist.

Eng. III. Ix. 291 Accustomed to indulge every chimera in

politics, every frenzy in religion.

3. attrib. and Comb., as frenzy-pointed, -rolling

adjs. ; frenzy-fever, a fever attended with de-

lirium, ? brain-fever.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 903 Had halfehis people

on this Coast sicke of shaking, burning, *frenzie-fevers.

1806 Antid. Mis. Hum. Life in [She] was seized with the

scarlet fever, from which she was scarcely recovered when
she was attacked by a still more formidable one, a frensy

fever. 1835 Talfourd Ion n. iii, The dull groan and
*frenzy-pointed shriek Pass them unheard to heaven. 1777
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Warton Ode viii. 54 To bid her visions meet the frenzy-
rolling eye.

Hence f Frenziful a., affected with frenzy.

17*6 I)e Foe Hist. Devil 1. iv, All these pretences of
frenziful and fanciful people.

B. adj. [? attrib. use of the sb.]

fl. Mad, insane, crazy. Obs.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 205 He that bindeth a
phrensie man, and waketh him that is sick of the lethargie,

doth trouble them both, and yet he loueth them both. 1616

S. Ward Serin. (1635) 337 AH these sharpers have but a
frensie mans sleepe. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. v. 44 Saunders
..being sent to prison by Stephen Gardner .. (who bad,
Carry away this phrensie -fool, etc.).

2. dial. Angry ; of a violent temper, passionate.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede x, I daresay ye warna franzy,

for ye look as if ye'd ne'er been angered 1 your life. 1876
S. Wariv. Gloss., Franzy, passionate. 1884 Chester Gloss.,

Frauzy, irritable.

Hence fPrenxily adv., \ Frenziness.
1594 T. B. tr. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 310 Vehement

anger is often accompanied with frensinesse. a 1688
Blnyan IVks. (1692) I. 427/1 How frenzily he imagins !

Frenzy (Tre'nzi),7>. [f. Fkenzy^.] trans. To
drive (a person) to frenzy, infuriate.

1810 A. Boswell Edinburgh 155 A poet .. Frenzied by
change of manners and town fashion, Rails at the change.
1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. vii. 439 The people, frenzied by
centuries of oppression, practised the most revolting cruel-

ties. 187a Daily News 18 Mar., The bare thought.. frenzies
him to the verge of madness.

Hence Frenzying///. a.

1795 Southev Joan of Arc 11. 270 Ever and anon Some
mother raised o'er her expiring child A cry of frenzying
anguish. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 267 Rain then
thy plagues. .Ghastly disease and frenzying fear.

Freprie, obs. form of Feippkby.

Frequence ;fn~kwens). [a. F. frequence, ad.

L. frequentia, f. frequent-em : see Frequent and
-ENCE.']

1. An assembling in large numbers ; a crowded
state or condition ; also concr. concourse, crowd,
assembled throng. Obs. exc. arch.

I535 J- A1 ' Kick in Four C. Eng. Lett. 33 There was here
suche frequence of women commyng and reassorting to this

monastery. 1579 FuLKS Confttt. Sanders 542 The great
multitude of people in that church, by reason of the frequens
of the imperial city, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 1 1,

1 was encouraged with a sufficient frequence of Auditors.
1671 Milton /'. R. 1. 128 The Most High who, in full fre-

quence bright Of angels, thus to Gabriel smiling spake. 1835
Browning Paracelsus 11. 242 Hold me before the frequence
of Thy seraphs. 1871 — Balaust. 2001 He .. knew the
friendly frequence there.

+ 2. Constant use of (something) ; familiarity,

close acquaintance. Obs.
1603 Florio Montaigne n. xxxvii. (1632) 428 [He] sub-

mitted himselfe to that arte [medicine] .. by reason of the
frequence he had in other Sciences. 1617 Bi*. Hall Quo
Vadis xx. 79 Besides the ordinary practise of Idolatry, and
frequence of oathes. 1624 — Rem. Wks. (1660) 4 Oh ye
foolish Israelites with whom too much frequence made the
food of Angels contemptible.

3. Frequent occurrence or repetition.

1603 Florio Montaigne in. v. 522 The long-continued
frequence of this accident, should by this time have seasoned
the bitter taste thereof. 1641 Ansiv. Vind. Smectynmuus
Pref. 1 Bemoaning the frequence of scandalous Pasquins.
1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. vi. 1136 Ever some spiritual
witness new and new In faster frequence. 1889 L. Keith
Hurric. Petticoats I. x. 212 The granny, .wakes up to tell it

[her story] anew with a zest that is never staled by frequence.

f b. Physics. = Frequency 4 b. Obs. rare- 1
.

1748 Hartley Observ. Mani.W. 119 Vibrations of different
Kinds, or Frequences.

Frequency (frf-kwerrsi). [ad. L. frequent'ia;
see prec. and -ency.]

T 1. The state or condition of being crowded
;

also concr. a numerous assembly, concourse, crowd.
1553-87 Foxe A. <$• /)/. (1596) 196/1 The king com-

manded all the .. prelats of the church to be called
in a great solemn frequencie. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb.
A'ent^ 11826) 201 To^ Pinnendene Heath .. expert men
of this Shyre ..came in great frequencie. 1601 R. John-
son Kingd. ff Commw. (1603) 114 Nothing doth better
temper the aire of any place than the frequency of inhabi-
tants. 1644 Milton ydgm. Bucer (1851) 290 He was for

two years chief Professor . . with greatest frequency and
applause of all learned and pious men. 1723 State 0/Russia
I. 209 The frequency of People at Moskow was extraordinary
on this Occasion.

i 2. The fact of occurring at short distances apart

;

numerotisness. Obs.

1659 B. Hakhis ParivaVs Iron Age 45 The enemies army
could not enter, in regard of the frequency of great rivers.

t 3. The constant use or repetition ^/"(something);

frequent practice. Obs.
1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 69 The patronage of Ple-

beians .. The frequencie of which custome made Nobilitie
famous. 168a Norris IHerocles 14 Neither does this pre-
cept of honouring an Oath forbid us Perjury only, but also
frequency of Swearing. 1688 S. Penton Guardians Instr.

59 Oblige him to frequency of Writing Home. 1785 Sarah
Fielding Ophelia II. xviii, The frequency of vice had
deadened her sense of it.

tb. Frequent intercourse, familiarity with (a

person) ; constant attendance at (a place). Obs.
1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 21 The greatest bane of

English Gentlemen abroad, is too much frequencyand com-
munication with their own Countrey-men. 1680 Ln. Capel
Sp. Ho. Com. 26 Oct. in Collect* Poems 179 Who by his

frequency at the Palace, had seemed rather one of the
Family.

4. The fact of occurring often or being repeated

at short intervals. Of the pulse : Rapidity.
1641 Ld. J. Digbv Sp. Ho. Com. 19 Jan. 20 The frequencie

of Parliament is most essentially necessary. 1696 tr. Du
Mont's Voy. Levant 226 Earthquakes . . there happen'd
four in one day . . Nor does their frequency make 'em less

dreadful. 173a Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 272 They increase

the Strength and Frequency of the Pulse. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W, vii, I began.. to be displeased with the frequency
of his return. 1836 Hor. S.mith Tin Trumpet (1876) 271
The diminished frequency of wars. 1883 A. Jessopp in igth
Cent. XIII. 259 The ghastly frequency of the punishment of
death tended to make people savage and bloodthirsty.

b. Physics, etc. The rate of recurrence of any
regularly repeated event, e.g. a vibration ; the num-
ber of times that it occurs in a second or other

assumed unit of time.

1831 Brewster Nat. Magic ix. (1868) 287 The pitch or
frequency of vibration constituting the note. i88z Nature
No. 616. 359 If the notes d and d" are sounded together,

their frequencies being in the ratio 8 : 9. 1893 Times 11 May
6/1 Alternating currents of high frequency. 1896 W. G.
Woollcombe Pract. Work Physics 111. 69 Take the average
of these numbers for each fork to represent the ratio of their
frequencies.

t Frequent, sb, Obs. rare
- 2

. f f. Frequent v.]

Frequcntation, resort.

1631 Hrathwait Whimsies, Decoy 28 Private alleys are
his sanctuaryes in the citie : but places of publike frequent

in the countrey. 1635 — Arcad. Pr. M. 162 Private solitary

groves Shut from frequent, his contemplation loves.

Frequent (frrkwent ), a. [ad. L. frequent-em
crowded, frequent ; cognate with farcire to stuff

(see Fakce v. 1
).]

j- 1. Of persons, an assembly, etc. : Assembled in

great numbers, crowded, full. Often in full and
frequent. Obs.

1590 Disc. cone. Span. Invas. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

166 There was generally made throughout the whole realm
a most frequent assembly of all sorts of people. 1606
Holland Sueton. 14 He. .in a ful and frequent assemblie.

.

besought the faithfull helpe and assistance of his soldiers.

ci6it Chapman Iliad II, 71 As when of frequent bees
Swarms rise out of a hollow rock. 1638 Baillie Lett. (1775)
I. 37 To-morrow, in Stirling, is expected a frequent council
1*74 Dryden State Innoc. 1. Wks. 1883 V. 128 "lis fit in

frequent senate we confer. 17*5 Pope Odyss. xvi. 377 Apart
they sate, And full and frequent, form'd a dire debate. 1746
H. Walpole Lett, to Sir it. Mann (1857) II. 38 One hundred
and thirty-nine Lords were present, and made a noble sight

on their benches frequent andfullX

f b. Of a place : Filled, full, crowded (with

persons, rarely with tilings). Also, much resorted

to, frequented. Obs.

1536 Bkllknden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xviii, The erd is

now mair frequent in pepil than it was. 1555 Ghindal AV/«.

(1843) 239 Master Scory and certain other, .have an English
Church there, but not very frequent. 1603 Holland Pin-
larch's Mor. 342 When he was to play upon his harpe, for

a prize in some frequent Theater. 1604 R. Cawdrev Table
Alph., Frequent, much haunted, or goe too. 1673 Ray
Journ. Lo7v C. 1 The town.. seemed frequent and full of

people. 1815 Shelley Alastor 93 Halls, Frequent with
crystal column, and clear shrines Of pearl.

2. Found at short distances apart ; numerous,
abundant. Somewhat arch.

1605 Camden Rem. (16371 2 [Britaine is], .beautified with
many populous Cities . . frequent Hospitals [etc.]- 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658.J 343 There is no Beast so fre-

quent as these in all Cilicia. 1657 R- L'gon Barbadoes
(1673) 2 Pirats and Pickaroones : which are very frequent
upon the Coasts of Spain. 1705 Addison Italy (1766) 149
Through frequent cracks the steaming sulphur broke. 1722

D. Coxe Carolina 86 The Plant . . is very frequent in most
of the Southern Parts of this Country. 1816 Keatince
Trav.(i8i7) I. 217 Walls, .flanked and crowned by frequent

^uuare towers, i860 Hawthorne Transform. II. xvi. 275
Bt was a wise and lovely sentiment, that set up the frequent
shrine and cross along the roadside.

3. Commonly used or practised, well known,
common, usual. Now rare, f Frequent to : com-
monly occurring in.

1531 Ei.yot Gov. in. vii, Howe frequent and familiar a
thynge with euery astate and degre throughout Chris-
tendame is this reuerent othe. 1635 A. Stafford Fern.
Glory (1869) 39, I have not ..used any one word not
frequent and familiar, a 1668 Davenant Siege 1. Dram. Wks.
1873 IV. 375 In the epistles Dedicatory., tis frequent To
bely men with praise. 1706 Congreve Disc. Pindaric Ode
Aj, There is nothing more frequent among us, than ..

Pindarique Odes. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue*s A need.

Paint. (1786) II. 239 Such enamelled plates being frequent
to old watches instead of crystals. 18x6 Keatinge Trav.
(1817) I. 139 Such we may rely on it was a picture, and a
correct one, of frequent life. 1869 Times 1 Jan. 4 Itis
frequent to impute to Radicals the wish to ' Americanize
our institutions*.

fb. Of a report, etc.: Widely current. Of a
book : Widely circulated, popular. Obs.
i6»3 Crt. <y Times Jas. I <i849> II. 369, I was not then

fully persuaded of the prince's going to Spain, though the
report were frequent, from London. 1626 Massinger Rom.
Actor 1. i, 'Tis frequent in the city he hath subdued The
Catti and the Daci. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Pot-Poet
(Arb.) 46 His frequent'st Workes goe out in single sheets.

1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 62 The story is frequent.

4. Happening or occurring at short intervals;

often recurring ; coming or happening in close suc-

cession. Of the pnlse : Faster than is normal or

usual (cf. F. foulsfrequent).

The prevailing sense, by which all the others, so far as they
survive, are more or less coloured.
1604 K. Cawdkey Table Alph., Frequent , often, done many

times. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 260 This watch- word will

be frequent in his cups. 1663-3 Marvell Corr. xxxvii. Wks.
1872-5 II 83 Concerning which you may expect frequente
letters. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 43 This Pulse is

feverish.. and frequenter than the former. 1750 T. Newton
Postscr. to Milton's P. L., There have been frequent for-

geries in the literary world. 1795 Gentl. Mag. 539/2 The
blights were this year. .more frequent, and. .more destruc-
tive than usual. 18x6 J. Wilson City ofPlague 1. i, These
green banks . . Brown, when I left them last, with frequent
feet, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxin. 166 The snow was deep
. .and our immersions in unseen holes very frequent.

5. Addicted to, wont to indulge in (a practice,

course of action) ; accustomed to do (something)
;

given to repetition in (a subject). Now rare.

1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 911 Bot weill }e knaw, thair
is na men frequent To enter heir. 1608 Dod & Cleaver
Expos. Proz>. ix. & xii. 101 The holy Ghost in this booke,
is very frequent in this point. 16x1 Shaks. Wint. T. iv.

ii. 36 He is..lesse frequent to his Princely exercises then
formerly he hath appeared. 1616 Donne Serm. cliii.

(Alford) VI. 118 The fathers were frequent in comparing.

.

Eve the Mother of Man and Mary the Mother of God.
1649 lip. Hall Cases Consc. 7 How frequent the Scripture
is in the prohibition of this practice. 1710 Steele Tatler
No. 244 F 5 Fellows of this Class are very frequent in the
Repetition of the Words Rough and Manly. 1854-58
Newman Idea of University (187 3> 329 Milton is frequent
in allusions to his own history and circumstances.

6. f a- That is often at or in (a place). Obs.

b. (with an agent-noun) : That does a thing often

;

constant, habitual, regular.

i6ii Bible 2 Cor. xi. 23 In prisons more frequent: in

deaths oft. 1614 Massinger Pari. Loz>e 1. iv, In suffer-

ing such a crew of riotous gallants . . to be so frequent
Both in your house and presence. 1628 in Picton L'pool
Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 208 Fyve of the frequentest Comuni-
cants. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 306 The timorous hare,

Grown so familiar with her frequent guest, Scarce shuns me.

1857 Willmott Pleas. Lit. xi. 49 Of course, the frequent
writer will in time be quick. 1886 Ruskin Prseterita I. vii.

211 The Professor was a frequent guest at my grandmother's
tea-table.

t c. That is often in company with (a person)

;

familiar; conversant in (a subjectV Obs.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxvii, Accuse me thus . . That I haue

frequent binne with vnknowne mindes. 16x5 J. Stephens
Satyr. Ess. 214 A talkative Barber : with whome he is the
more frequent. 1631 Hevwood Eng. Elt'z. (1641) 52 He
was.. In the liberal! arts so frequent, that they appeared
rather innate and born with him, then . . acquired. 163* —
2nd Pt. Iron Age To Rdr., Wks. 1874 III. 352 Euery hard
name, which may appeare obscure or intricate to such as
are not frequent in Poetry.

7. quasi-Oi/v. (Also, in illiterate use, as a real

adv. = Frequently, often.)

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 6 Such like more occurre in

ancient and later Storie very frequent. 1784 Cowper Task
II. 61 TV old And crazy earth has had her shaking fits

More frequent. 1810 Scott Lady of L. \. 490 Nor frequent

does the bright oar break The darkening mirror of the lake.

1870 B. Harte Truthf fames ii, But his smile it was pensive

and childlike, As I frequent remarked to Bill Nye.

Hence Frequentness, the state or condition of

being frequent ; frequency.
1664 H. More Expos. Seven Churches 07 a, The more-

then-ordinary frequentness ofburning the blessed Protestant

Martyrs.. in this Period. 1668 — Div. Dial. 11. viii. 217
Admit the necessity of dying, what necessity or conveniency
of the frequentness of Diseases? 186a Burton Bk. Hunter
344 The frequentness of saintship among the Irish.

Frequent (fr/kwe*nt), v. [ad. L.frequentdre,

f. frequent-em Fkequent. Cf. F. frequenter (re-

corded from 1 2th c.).]

1. trans. To visit or make use of (a place) often ;

to resort to habitually; to attend (a meeting, etc.).

1555 Edkn Decades 320 The nauigation to India was then
welknowen and frequented. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm.
xv. 266 Many . . haue frequented sermons with appearance
of great deuotion. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 769
This house is fiftie or threescore yards long, frequented

onely by Priests. 1694 Gibson in Lett, Lit. Men (Camden)
227 He constantly frequented the Presbyterian meetings.

1711 Steele Spect. No. 148 P 4 A Coffee-house which I

myself frequent. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World (1840)

193 Some of those ways through the hills were much fre-

quented. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 11 Proper ideas

or materials are only to be got by frequenting good com-
pany. 1768-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1888)

I II. 248 Drawing in the academy, which was then frequented,

though established only by private contributions among the

artists. 1834 L. Hunt Town iv. (1848) 191 The Church of

St. Clement Danes . . was the one most frequented by Dr.

Johnson, i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 213 Whales of

the species called 'California Greys', frequent this.. bay.

2. To visit or associate with (a person) ; to be

frequently with (a person) or in (his company).

Now somewhat rare.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 123 Frequente and
haunte the conipanyes of wysemen and not of the riche.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 293 If you frequent the com-
panie of Crates, a man indued with rare wisdome. 1580

Sidney Ps. xxvi. iit, I did not them frequent, Who be to

vainesse bent. 1616 in J. Brown Bunyan i. (1887) 4 He doth

frequent and keep company with Margarett Bennett. 1683

Penn Wks. (1782) IV. 307 Nor do their husbands frequent

them till that time [their month] be expired, a 1734
North Lives (1826) II. 192 His Lordship had one friend

that used to frequent him much. 1889 Lowell Latest Lit.

£w.(i892)i45lt is for other and greater virtues that I would

frequent the Greeks.



FREQUENTABLE.

+ b. Ofa disease: To attack often. Obs. rare~x
.

163a tr. BruePs Praxis Med. 59 This disease .. doth fre-

quent children.

f 3. To use habitually or repeatedly ; to practise.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 29 Charles.. by ardaunt desyre
frequented the bookes composed vpon the crysten fayth.

1541 Bible (Craunier) title-p.. The Byble in Englyshe .. to

be frequented and used in everye Churche within this his

sayd realme. 1546 Langlf.y tr. Pol. Verg. de Invent. 1. xi.

226 The Great Prophet Dauid, whiche songe the Misteries

of God in Meter frequented Singing. 1576 Fleming
Pauo/>l. Epht. Epit. A, Vertuc and commendable be-

haviour, was of them both so frequented and followed.

1614 W, B. Philosopher s Banquet (ed. 2) 105 The oyle of
Oliues they, .frequented, .sparingly. 1642 W. Bird Mag.
Hon, 55 And after that the word Baron seemeth to be fre-

quented in this Realm in lieu and place of the word Thane.
1665-7 Dryden Ess. Dram. Poesy (1668) 43 A Play which
has been frequented the most of any he has writ.

fb. To celebrate (a sacrament, etc.) ; to honour
with observances. Cf. F'. frequenter\ Obs.
a *555> '669 [see the vbl. sb.]. 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding

(1611)375 He gaue the I mage of his Passion to be frequented
[celebrandam] in the Church. 1579 Fulke Refut. Pastel
723 The Christians did solemnelye frequent the memories of
the martyrs. 1581 J. Bell Haddorfs Answ, Osor. 343 b,

God did institute in his Church two Sacramentes . . If we do
not frequent these in that sincerity of Religion . . Let us be
condemned.

f c. reji. To busy oneself about something. Obs.
a 156a G, Cavendish IVolsey (1893) 216 He dayly fre-

quentyng hymeself abought suche busynes and deeds of
honest charitie.

f4. To familiarize with, Obs. [Cf. Frequent «.

6 b.]

1588 Exhort, to H. M. faithful Subjects in Hart. Misc.
II. 93 Ye encounter with them that are rich, hardy, reso-

lute, and frequented with daily victories. 163a Lithgow
Trav, v. 219 [The Armenians practised certain vices] which
my conscience commands me to conceale : least I frequent
this Northern world with that which their nature never
knew.

1 5 . intr. To resort to or unto (a person or place)

;

to associate with (a person) ; to be often in or
about (a place). Obs.

1577 Hanmer^wc. Eccl. Hist. (1619)96 An infinite multi-
tude, .frequented vnto Paulus. 1580 Lylv Euphues (Arb.)

467, I frequented more often to Camilla. 1599 Sir R.
Wroth e in Ellis Grig. Lett. Sen 11. III. 181 Sertaine lewde
fellowes. .which doefrequenteand useaboute Layton heath.
1651 tr. Life Father Sarpi (1676) 67 He frequented much
with Fra. Antonio da Viterbo. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat,
cone. Relig. 1. vii. 123 Will she frequent in Towns, or will

she resort tounhabited places? 1715 Pope Gdyss. v. 128 Far
from all the ways Where men frequent. 1810 Scott Lady
of L. 1. xxv, Nor track nor pathway might declare That
human foot frequented there.

f 6. trans, a. To crowd or pack closely together.

b. To crowd, fill (a place). C. To supply abun-
dantly. Obs.

1578 [see Frequented///, a.]. 1596 Drayton Legends u.
253 These brimfull Eyes With Tydes of Teares continually
frequented. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1091 With tears Water-
ing the ground, and with our sighs the air Frequenting.
168a R. Burton Admir. Cur. (1684) 82 Winchester is a City
which flourished in the time of the Romans and now in-
differently peopled, and frequented by water.

Hence Frecjue-nting vbl. sb.

a 1555 Ridley in Confer, betiv. Ridley $ Latymer (1556)
16 bj The .institution of our sauior Christe, for the ofte fre-

quenting of the remembrance of his deathe. 1581 J. Bell
Haddori'sA ns7u. Gsor. 138 b, As touchyng Luthers frequent-
yngof Hyperbolicallspeaches. 1669 Woodhead^V. Teresa 1.

xix. (16711 119 Here comes in the frequenting of the Sacra-
ments. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 376 Birds, by whose
frequentings he arrives to the top of his hopes. 1870
Lubbock Oris, Civiliz. v. 163 Which may be known from
ordinary snakes by certain signs, such as their frequenting
huts, not eating mice [etc.].

rrequeiltable (fr/kwe'ntabl), a. rare. [f.

Frequent v. + -able. Cf. F. frequentable.] That
may be frequented or visited, easily accessible

:

fa. of a person (obs.) ; h. of a place.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 126 The exercises of that age

[youth], and his humour . . made him something the more
frequentable. 1843 New Mirror III. (Cent.), Have made
their bookstore most frequentable for facility of purchase.

Frequentage (frrkwenteds). rare~ '. [f.

Frequent v. + -age.] * The practice or habit of
frequenting* (W.).
1814 Southey Roderick x. 37 To guard them on their

flight through upland paths—remote from frequentage.

I Frequentauce. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Frequents.

+ -ance.J ? The fact of being frequented or re-

sorted to.

"593 Nashe Christ's T. 79 b, Some one Gentleman generally
acquainted, they giue his admission vnto, sans fee, and free
priuiledge thence-forward in theyr Nunnery, to procure them
frequentance.

Frequentation (fnkwent^-j3n\ [a. F. fre-
quentation, ad. h. frequentation- em, n. of action f.

frequentdre to Frequent.]
1. The action or habit of frequenting (a place);

a visiting or resorting to frequently ; habitual at-

tendance.

fS8S T. Washington tr. Nidwlafs Voy, 11. in. 33 The
principall entrie was . . shut with great bushes . . which in
processe of time and lacke of frequentation, were so growen.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle 11. 73 Are these the fruit thy
frequentation Of learned sermons yeilds? 1660 Water-
house Arms <$ Arm. 155 Famous it has been for its Trade,

535

and frequentation of forraigners to her. 1748 Chesterf.
Lett. (1792) II. cl. 33 The frequentation of courts checks
this petulancy of manners. 1775 Johnson Western 1st.

Wks. X. 477 A shop in the islands as in other places of
little frequentation. 1807 W. Taylor in A?in. Rev. V. 571
The art of deserving it [praise] will hardly be attained with-
out some frequentation of the theatre. 1847 Grote Hist.
Greece 1. xxviii. (1862) III. 46 Reciprocal frequentation of
religious festivals was .. the standing evidence of friend-

ship.

2. The action or habit of frequenting (a person)

;

familiar intercourse with.
? 1520 Barclay tr. Jugurtha xlv. 63 They dwelled seperat .

.

farre from the court and frequentation of kynges of numidy.
c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 390 He denied he was a
Witch or had any Frequentation with them. 165a Cot-
terell Cassandra iv. (1676) 55 Retired from the commerce
or frequentation of men. 1881 Pall Mall G. 14 Oct. 4 He
had however qualities which were derived no doubt from
early frequentation with negroes. 1890 Sat. Rev. 22 Feb.
216/1 If only frequentation of sovereigns and statesmen
could do it, a superficial explanation would be provided.

f 3. The .act of using or making use ^frequently.

Also, in early use, a custom, practice. Obs.

15*5 Ln. Berners Froiss, II. ccii. [exeviii.] 620 They be
herde people, and of rude engyn and wytte, and of dyuers
frequentacyons and vsage. 1578 Banister Hist, Man vm.
102 Collumbus reproued such as hitherto haue made descrip-

tion of the eyes, by frequentation of brutish Anathomies.
a 1678 Woodhead Holy Living (1688) 56 Frequentation of
prayer is an employment more spiritual.

b. Frequent use or celebration (of the sacra-

ments). (So F. frequentation.)
1626 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 217 The exercise of the

presence of God, ioyned with, .frequentation of sacraments.
1887 C. W. Wood Marriage 20 Prayer and the frequenta-
tion of the sacraments will be the source of help.

Frequentative 'Jakwcntativ), a. and sb. [ad.

L. frequent'at'tv-us in the later L. grammarians
,

f. frequentdt- ppl. stem of frequentdre : see Fbe-
quent v. and -ive. Cf. Y.frtfquentattf, -ive.]

A. adj.

+ 1. Accustomed, versed in. Obs. Sc. rare — 1
.

1560 Rolland Crt, Venus 11. 79 In siclik Actis thay [the
Musis] ar frequentattue, And mair facill }our mater will con-
saif.

2. Gram. Of a verb or verbal form : Serving to

express the frequent repetition of an action.

1533 Udaix Flmvers Lat. Sp. 115 Rescio .. and a verbe
frequentatiue of the same : rescisco. 1656 Hammond Wks.
(1684) II. 70 There is no such thing in the Greek language,
as the variation of frequentative, transitive, and reciprocal.

1711 [see Desiijerative a. 2]. 1793 Beattie Moral Sc. i.

i. § 3. 58 The verbs called Deponent, Desiderative, Frequen-
tative, .etc. 1845 Stoddaut in Encycl. Metrop. I. 50/1 The
termination so 111 visa, has a desiderative force, in pulso, a
frequentative. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. xxxvi. 415
An action may be often repeated, and a frequentative con-
jugation follows.

B. sb. Gram. A frequentative verb }
verbal form,

or conjugation : see prec.

J530 Palsgr. 403 They knowe neyther frequentatyves,
nor inchoatyves. 1626 Bi\ Andrewes Serm. (1856) I. 125
It is not exiliit neither, but exultavit. And that is a frequen-
tative ; and so he did it more than once. 1711 J. Green-
wood Fng. Gram. 193 By the addition of le, it becomes a
Frequentative, as Sparkle. 1870 F. Hall Hindi Reader
137 [A'arna], following an uninfected past participle, forms
a frequentative.

T b. ?An adverb expressing frequency. Obs.

1635 Grammar Warre B viij, Other Adverbs: as Indica-
tives, Frequentatives, Meditatives.

Frequented (ftv'kwc-nted), ppl. a. [f. Fre-
quent v. + -ED 1

.] f a. Crowded {obs.). fb. Com-
monly practised or used (obs.). c. Of a place :

Often resorted to.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 81 Blacke concreted blond.

.

packed together with the frequented Fibres. 1586 W.
\Vebbe Ertg. .fW/r7e(Arb.)56Themostvsuall and frequented
kind of our English Poetry. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 36
Patales (a most famous and frequented port). 1655 Earl
Orrery Partlun. (1676) 1 He invited him into a less fre-

quented walk. 1666 J. Sergeant Lett. Thanks 80 Naturall
knowledges imprinted by frequented Sensations, a 1677
Barrow Serm. (1686) III. 399 The goodness of God is a
frequented theme. 1773 Observ. State Poor 34 Ghastly
countenances .. haunting our mo^t frequented avenues.
1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. xx, It was the least frequented
of the bridges. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bk. iv. (ed. 2)

118 In the frequented parts of the North Atlantic.

Frequenter fr/kwe-ntsj). [f. Frequent v. +
-ER 1.] One who frequents or resorts to (a place)

;

also, one who attends (a meeting, etc.).

1613 PuRCHAs/Yi^*/«tf£-(?(i6i4)ToRdr. riv b, Agratious
King, so diligent a frequenter of Sermons. 1634 Docu~
ments agst. Prynne (Camden) 5 The miserable spectatours
and frequenters of these infernall pleasures. 1751 Richard-
son Rambler No. 97 r 25 What expence of dress, .is required
to qualify the frequenters for such emulous appearance.
1874 Helps Soc. Press, iii. 56 There are not even seats
provided for the frequenters of gin-palaces.

t Freque'utless, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fre-

quent sb. + -less.] Not frequented.
1631 Chettle Hoffman I b, It semes frequentlesse for the

vse of men : Some basiliskes, or poysonous serpents den !

Frequently (frrkwentli), adv. [f. Frequent
a. + -ly -.] In a frequent manner.
1. At frequent or short intervals, often, repeatedly.
1531 Elyot Gov. 1. xxii. (1880) 245 He had frequently in

his mouthe this worde. 1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat
in. ii, These being heaven's gifts, and frequently conferred
On such as are beneath them. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxi,

FRESE.

He had been since frequently at my house. x86o Tvndall
Glac. xxvii, I frequently examined the colour of the snow.

f 2. Numerously, populously. Obs.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. iv. 279 The place became frequently

inhabited on every side. 1638 R. BAILLIE Lett. iv. (1775)1.

34 The noblemen who came in frequently against the after-

noon, stayed all that night.

Frere, obs. form of Friar.
Fresadow : sec Frisado.

Frescade (freska*d> Also 6 (from It.) fres-

kata. [a. V.frescacle (Cotgr.), ad. It. frescata, f.

fresco cool, FBE8H.1 A cool walk ; a shady alley.

[1630 A'. Johnsons Kingd. <y Commw. 7 Nor have those
under the Torride Zone so much need of the Romatie
(Jrottaes or Freskataes for to coole them.] 1656-81 Bloi.'nt

Glossogr.y Frescades, refreshments as. .light garments, cool
air.. cool drinks, Bowers or shades over-spread with green
boughs. 1759 Loud. Mag. XXVIII. 605 They . .go in parties

to enjoy themselves in their gardens and frescades. 1832
Eraser's Mag. IV. 706 The fragrant orangeries,—the grateful
frescades,—the many-twinkling fountains.

FreSCO 'fre^sk^'i,^. Also 6-7irisco; pi. fres-

cos, -oes. [ad. It, fresco cool, Fre.sh.]

+ 1. Cool, fresh air; occas. a fresh breeze. In
fresco', in the fresh air. Obs. Cf. Alfresco.

^
1620 Brknt tr, SarpCs Hist. Counc. Trent (1625) 410

There being a custome amongst the people of Paris, in the
Summers euenings, to goe out of the Suburbes of S. German
in great multitudes, to take the fresco. 1630 B. Jonson
AV70 Inn iv. ii, Come, let us take in fresco, here, one quart.

1644 Evelyn Diary 4 Nov., Here, in summer, the gentle-
men of Rome take the fresco in their coaches and on foot.

1698 Fryer Acc. F. India <y /'. 12 We had a promising
Fresco, but somewhat chilled by too frequent Calms. Ibid.

335 As they sit in Frisco. 1740 Ghay Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 82
They, .walk about the city, or upon the sea-shore, .to enjoy
the fresco. 1785 Sarah Fielding Ophelia II. i, I.. was ..

overtaken by Mrs. Herner, in fresco as before.

at/rib. 1742 H. Walpole Let. 26 May (1857) *• r °7 We
have as much waterworks and fresco diversions, as if we
lay ten degrees nearer warmth.

t b. 'It has been sometimes used for any cool

refreshing liquor * (T.). Obs.— °

[1880 C. R. Markham Pernv. Bark 7 Fevers, which they
treat withfrescos or cooling drinks ]

2. A kind of painting executed in water-colour

on a wall, ceiling, etc. of which the mortar or

plaster is not quite dry, so that the colours sink in

and become more durable. Orig. in phrase (to

faint) in fresco.
1598 R. H[.wdocke] tr. Lomatius' Aries Paiutiuge, etc.

in. iv. 99 Which wil cause the colours in Frisco to continue
as faire as if they were laid while the chalke is fresh.

[1644 Evelyn Diary 21 Oct., The houses, .are. .excellently
painted, a fresco on the outer walls.] Ibid, 22 Oct., To
this church joins a convent, whose cloister is painted in

fresco very rarely. z688 R. Holme Armoury ill, 147/1
Frescoe, or Wall Painting ; some call it selling. 1749 Stack
in Phil. Trans. XI-VI. 14 The Paintings, .in Hercttlaneum
. . are all done in Stucco in Water-colours in Fresco. 1843
Ruskin Let. 21 Sept. in Atlantic Monthly LXVIII. 740 It

is not the love of fresco that we want. 1870 Emkrson Soc.

<y Solii., Domestic Life Wks. (Rohn) III. 54 The grand
sibvls. .painted in fresco by Michel Angelo.

D. A painting so executed.
1670 R. Lassels Voy. Itat. 1. 238 The Library, painted with

a rare Fresco, which is yet ravishing and lively after two
hundred years. 1717 Pope Ep. Jervas 34 A fading Fresco
here demands a sign. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 347 The
beautiful frescoes that decorate the walls. 1870 F. R.
Wilson Ch. Lindisf 91 This church is represented in one
of the famed frescoes at Wallington Hall.

C. attrib. and Comb., as fresco-paint
t
-painting,

-plaster, -wall.

1842-5 Browning Waring 1. vi, We are on the brink Of
something great in "fresco-paint. 1683 Evelyn Diary 16

June, The incomparable *fresco painting in St. George's
Hall. 1879 Sik G. Scott Lect. Archil. I. 213 Let us take
advantage of the lessons it affords us in. .fresco painting.

1843 Ecclesiologist II. 19 The use of *fresco-plaister in very
early buildings. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid iv, It was
a lofty room with beautiful old *fresco walls and ceiling.

FreSCO (fre'sko), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
paint in fresco.

1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers I. iii. 202 The Donation of Con-
stantine, frescoed in the Vatican. 1893 Pall Mall Mag. 1 1

.

345/2 We do not. .fresco our azure ceiling with angels.

Hence Frescoed ///. a., Prescoin^ vbl. sb.

Also Frescoer, Fre'scoist, one who paints in

fresco.

1849 Ruskin *SV7>. Lamps i. § 7. 15 Have we no- .frescoed

fancies on our roofs? 1859 Sat. Rex>. VIII. 73/1 Many a
mute inglorious frescoist has only waited his hour. 188a

Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 59 The frescoed Parnassus gradually
emerges from out of the dark wall. i88» Harper's Mag.
Dec. 462 Some leisurely prisoner of the frescoer's trade.

1885 Ibid. Mar. 609/1 The original frescoing of walls and
ceilings, .was the work of a. .soldier.

tPre'SCOUr. tnonce-ivd. [ad. pseudo-L. fres-

eftra, It. frescura, n. of quality f. fresco Fresh.
Cf. Fraischeub.] Coolness.
1627 tr. Bacon's Life ff D. (1651131 By Cold, and by akinde

of Frescour (as we now-a-days speak),

t Prese, sb. Obs. north, dial. Also fres(se.

[Of obscure origin.

Stratmann compares OS. fresa str. fern. (MDu. vrise,T}\x.

vrees\ OHG. freisa, fear, danger. The sense is not inap-

propriate, but the exact OE. equivalent of these words would
be *frds, yielding *frase in northern ME.]
In phr. nofrese = i no doubt'.
a 1400 Pistill ofSusan (Vernon) 43 To fonge flourus and
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fruit pou^t £ei no fresse. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees)30

So wold mo, no frese. .Of wifes. .For the life that thay leyd,

Wold thase husbandes were dede. Ibid. 291 Putt thi hand
in my syde, no fres, ther Longeus put his spere,

f Prese, v. Obs. rare ~ l
, trans.

c 1510 Robin Hood tv. 42 in Fliigel Lesebuck 178 Make glad

chere sayd lytell Johan And frese our bowes of ewe.

Frese, obs. form of Freeze.

Fresh, (fref), a., adv. and sb. } Forms : a. 1

fersc, 3 fersse, ferchs, south. uer(i)sse, 4 fersch(e.

&. 3 Orm. fressh, 3-5 fress(e, 3-6 freche,

fres(s)ch(e, 4 fraiche, frechs, 4-5 freys(s(he,

freyssche, 4 6 fres(s)h(e, 4 freisch, 5 freisshe,

4- fresh. [The a forms, which are not found later

than the 14th c, represent OK. fersc (recorded only

in senses 4 and 5, opposed to ' salt '), corresponding

to Du. versc/t, OHG.frisc (MHG. vrisck, mod.Ger.

frisch ; used in senses approximately identical

with those found in Eng.), OS.fersk-r (Sw.farsJb,

Da. fersk ; chiefly in physical senses ; the mod.
Jcc\. frisk, Sw., Da. frisk, are adopted from Ger.)

:—OTeut. *frisko-. As the £ forms (with fre-) do
not occur till the 1 3th c, it is most likely that they

are due to adoption of OF.freis ma^c,fresche fern.

(mod.F. frais, fraiche), = Pr. fresc, Sp., Pg., It.

fresco, a Com. Rom. adoption of OTeut. *frisko-.

The senses first occurring in ME. coincide substantially

with those in OF.; how far they were introduced from that

language, and how far they descend from unrecorded OE.
uses, cannot be determined.
The ultimate etymology of OTeut. *frisko- is obscure,

Kluge compares OS1. pristnu fresh {:~*praiski/io)
t
Lith.

priskas unleavened, and Finn. ricska~ unleavened.]

A. adj.

I. New, recent.

1. New, novel; not previously known, used, met
with, introduced, etc. f Also absol. in advb. phr. of,

onfresh = Afkesh.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 516 New & freyss goddis

come. 1*1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlhi. 165 The battayl

beganne of fresshe to be sore fyers. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 302 b, Than thy payne began of fresshe to be
renewed. 1637 Milton Lycidas 193 To-morrow to fresh

woods and pastures new. 1639 Fuller Holy Warre (1647)
I. xvi. 25 This sight so inspirited the Christians, that

coming in on fresh, they obtained a most glorious victorie.

1748 F. Smith I'oy.Disc. I. 9 The Fog. .presenting continu-
ally fresh Objects. 1777 Burke Or?*. (18441 II. 162 That fresh

concern and anxiety which attends those who [etc.]. 1798
MaLTHUS Po/>ul. (1878) 3 Very severe labour is requisite to

clear a fresh country. 1813 Byron Ch. Ifar, in. Iv. 529 Its

[river's] thousand turns disclose Some fresher beauty. 1861

M. Pattison Ess, (1889) I. 31 There are few traces of fresh

research or new matter produced. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par, I. 1. 384 And with fresh hope came on the fresh May-
day. 1888 Times 12 Nov. 13/3 The untoward fate of plays

that break fresh ground.

b. In weaker sense : Additional, another, other,

different, further.

c 1400 Maunl»ev.(i839) xxii. 243 Then thei maken fressche

men redye. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxvii. 209 Than suld

I haif a fresch feir to fang in mynn armes. 153a MOKKCoufut.
Tyndale Wks. 675 In the conclusion of al that tale, he knit*

teth it vp with afreshe lusty ppynt. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(16141 644 In which way having gotten fresh helpe of some
other streames. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (1677) 16

The Hounds ,. take fresh scent, hunting another Chase.
1709 Steele Taller No. 14 F 7 The Troops of the Allies

have fresh Orders dispatched to them. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 452 p 2 Our Time lies heavy on our Hands till the

Arrival of a fresh Mail. 1721 Bailey, Fresh S/elt. .a fresh

Gang to relieve the Rowers in the Long-Boat. 180a Mar.
Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 106 Several fresh spec-
tators were yet to see the sight. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed.^ 2)

II. 198 Interest was seldom allowed to be turned into prin-

cipal, except upon the advance of fresh money. 1849
Macaulay Hist, Eng. I. 153 One fresh concession .. was
easily obtained from the restored king. 1896 Law Times
C. 408/2 We must begin a fresh paragraph.

2. Recent; newly made, recentlyarrived, received,

or taken in. Cf. Fr. frais.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cense. 5307 Woundes..J>at fressche sal

sem and alle bledand. c 1400 Laufranc's Cintrg. 172 So bat

be wounde be freisch and not oold hurt. 1535 Coverdale
1 Sam. xxi. 6 The Shewbredes. .were taken vp before the
Lorde, that there might be other freshbredes set therin. 1665
Boyle Occas. Refl. Pref. (1845) n, I was fain . . to insert.,

some of a much fresher date. 1698 Fryer Acc. E, India fy

P. 9 This Morn by fresh Advice he was assured [etc.]. 1704
Swift T. Tub Apol., The Author was then young, .and his

reading fresh in his head. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. 1. 146
Seeing whether the Marks of their Teeth are fresh or not.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 16 The ministers of Fer-

dinand VII could not please him more than by laying
before him a fresh express or dispatch, i860 TyndalloVo^.
I. xxvii. 204 The floor . . was covered with snow, and on it

were the*fresh footmarks of a little animal.

b. Newly come or taken from, out of.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. 31 Great yellow Frogs also are

much admired, especially when they come fresh out of the
Pond. 1700 Dryden Fables, Cock <y Fox 289 The hue and
cry of Heaven pursues him at the heels, Fresh from the fact.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 330 By forms unfashioned, fresh from
Nature's hand. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 45 A.. pro-

duction, .fresh from the press, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
II. 209 An heiress quite fresh from Bengal. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (18761 I. App. 673 The narrative . . was fresh

from the lips of an Englishman.
C. Law. Fresh force (AF. fresche force, Anglo-

Lat. frisca fortia), fresh disseisin :
=

' novel dis-

seisin' ; see quots. and Disseisin i b. Fresh fine,

pursuit, suit: one made or levied immediately or

within a short prescribed interval.

{1292 Britton 1. xix. § 6 Deforceours et purprestours par
fresche force.] 1419 Liber Albus (Rolls) I. 173 Item, de
assisis Novae Disseisinae, vocatis ' Fresshforce \ 1538
Fitzherb. Just. Peas 132 b, Upon any out crie, hute or
freshesuit for any felonye. a 1626 Bacon Max. fy Uses
Com. Law (1636)64 But if he [the owner] make fresh pursuit
he may take his goods from the thiefe. 1641 Termes de la
Ley 169 An Assise or Bil of fresh force brought within 40
daies after the force committed, or title to him accrued.
Ibid, 171 Fresh suit. 1670 Blount Laiv Diet, Fresh Dis-
seisin [see Disseisin i bl 1721 Bailey, Fresh suit. 1848
Wharton Law Lex., Fresh-fine, a fine which has been
levied within a year.

3. Making one's first acquaintance with a posi-

tion, society, etc. ; raw, inexperienced ; unsophisti-

cated, 'green'. Also {University slang), charac-

teristic of a freshman

. 1595 Shaks. John in. iv. 145 How green you are, and fresh

in this old world. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier 11. 184
Between two Armies both made up of fresh Men, that have
never seen any Service. 1724 R. Falconer Voy. (1769) 11

Reserv'd by the old Sailors . . must not be touch'd by the
fresh Men, as they call 'em. 1815 E. S. Barrett Heroine
III. 9 If I don't tell the coach-maker what afresh one he was,
to give you his barouche on tick. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey
iv. v, Did you ever fight a duel ? No ! ..Well ! you are fresh,

indeed ! 1834 Ox/, i'niv. Mag. I. 101 It is very fresh to walk
about in academic costume with a stick in his hand. 1856
Kane Arct. Expl. I. xix. 237 He was a perfectly fresh man,
not having yet undertaken a journey.

II. Having the signs of newness.

4. Of perishable articles of food, etc. : New, in

contradistinction to being artificially preserved
;

(of meat) not salted, pickled, or smoked ; (of

butter) without salt
;
(of fruits, etc.) not dried or

preserved in sugar or the like.

0. 901-9 Charter of Eadweardm Cod. Dipl.V. 164 Tu
rteoeru ooer sealt oSer fersc.

0. 1388 Wyci.if Num. vi 3 Thei schulen not ete freisch

grapis and drie [u7>as recentes siccasve], c 1400 Laufranc's
Cirurg. 347 Adepts porci antiqui sine sate id est freisch

swynys grese molten, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 630
Fresche lamprey bake bus it must be dight. c 1483 Caxton
Vocab. 5 Flesh of bueff saltede shall be good with the
mustarde. The fressh with gharlyk. Ibid. 6 Fressh hering.

.

Reede heeryng. 1541 Act 33 Hen, VIII, c. 2 No. .person.

.

shall ..by aniefreshe fyshe ofanie estraunger in . . Flaunders.
1620 Venner Via Recta v. 91 There is made a kinde of
Iuncket, called in most places a Fresh-Cheese. 1648 Gage
West Ind. xix. 143 They will buy. .a Riall worth of fresh

meat to eat on the Lords day. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
iv. 365 And seek fresh Forrage to sustain their Lives. 181

1

A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818) 606 If in the dry state>

by pulverization, or, if fresh, by slicing. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. I. 314 During several months, even the gentry tasted

scarcely any fresh animal food. 1864MRS. CARLYLF.Z.e/MII.
234 Three jxmnds of fresh butter at twenty pence a pound.
absol. c 1330 Arth. <? Merl. 7290 Made hem at aise with

fresche and selt.

\ b. Seequot.) Obs. rare* 1
. (Perh. some error.)

1530 Palsgr. 313/1 Fresshe or lussyouse as meate that is

nat well seasoned, or hath an unplesante swetnesse in it,

fade.

5. Of water : Not salt or bitter ; fit for drinking.

t Also of a marsh : Containing fresh as opposed
to salt water ; watered by a river {obs.).

[A Com. Teut. sense : prob. an extension of the notion
' without salt ' as applied to meat (sense 4).]

a. C893 K. Alfred Oros. 11. iv. § 6 [Eufrates] is maist

eallra ferscra waetera. c izoo S. Eng. Leg. I. 316/597 pe
sonne . . makez be wateres brebi up-ri3t . . Bobe pe sees an
ferchse wateres.

3. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiii. xxii. (1495) 455
For cause of., fresshe waters that come therto the see . . is

more fresshe. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 39 Of
fysschyng of freschwatyr & of salt watyr, pe tythe ow$te to

be payed, a 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2224 A fresche

well was her besyde. 1553 Eden Treat. Neive Ind. (Arb.)

26 In this deserte are. .founde bytter waters : but more often

fresshe and sweete waters. 1576 Act 18 EUz. c. 10 § 10 No
Acre of fresh Marsh, .[shall] be taxed above the Rate of a
Penny . . nor of every ten Acres of salt Marsh above the Rate
of a Penny. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda"s Conq. E.
Ind. vii. 19 Our men quietly landed and tookein fresh water.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. m. iv. 419 Tempests are kinde, and
salt waues fresh in loue. 1670 D. Denton Descr. N. York
(1845) 19 These woods also every mile.. or half-mile are

furnished with fresh ponds, brooks, or rivers, a 1691 Boyle
Hist. Air (1692) 154 He always found the ice fresh that

floated upon the sea-water. 1697 Dampier Voy, I. Hi. 34
Sometimes we find them in salt Water, sometimes in fresh.

1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4489/3, ngAcres of fresh Marsh-Lands.

1775 Romans Hist. Florida 267 Another river .. is very
rich in fresh marsh. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 235
Throwing into large quantities of pure fresh water a few
drops of volatile oil. 1878 Huxley Fhysiogr. 73 The great

stream of fresh water which flows over Teddington Weir.

b. Of or pertaining to such water. + Of fish

= Freshwater a.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 1 Engelond ys ful ynow..Of salt

fysch and eche fresch, and fayre ryueres per to. 1467 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 396 Fresshe fysshe as Tenches. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. m. i. 128 Till the fresh taste be taken from
that cleerenes, And made a brine pit with our bitter teares.

1608-11 Bp. Hall Medit.
<fr

Venus i. § 8, I have oft won-
dred howe fishes can retaine their fresh taste, and yet live

in salt waters, 1881 J. Payn Hum. Stories 294 The profes-

sional fisherman, .whether he be salt or fresh.

6. Untainted, pure; hence, possessed of active

properties ; invigorating, refreshing. Said esp. of

air and water.
1340 Cursor M. 11705 (Trin.) A welle out braste wib

stremes clere fresshe & colde. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 16
There sprang a welle fresh and clere. 14. . Tuudate's Vis.
1071 Sum of horn thei madyn nesche As is the water that is

fresche. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxii. 1 Hc.ledeth me to a
fresh water. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. in. 45 The fresh Streames
ran by her, and murmur'd her moanes. 1611 — Cymb. v.

iii. 71 [Death] hides him in fresh Cups, soft Beds, Sweet
words. 1648 Gage West Ind. xviL 117 A fruit named
Xocotte. .it is fresh and cooling. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 771
They among fresh dews and flowers Flie to and fro. 1692
Ray Dissol. World 82 The inferiour Air. .in the Night so
very fresh and cold. 1749 Berkeley Word to Wise Wks.
III. 440 It takes the peasant from his smoky cabin into the
fresh air. 1828 Scott F\ M. Perth xxxii, The desire of
fresh air..had carried her into the ..garden. 1855 Bain
Senses <y Int. w. ii. §7 Fresh odours.. that have an action
akin to pure air.

+ b. Cool; see Cool a. 1 and id. Cf. Fr. frais.
In Romanic langs. a very prominent sense ; rare in Eng.
C1400 Maundev. (1839) iv. 29 Thei .. sytten there [in

dyches]. .for thei may ben the more fressche. 1412-20 Lydg.
Chron. Troy 11. xi, Fresche alures with lusty hye pynacles.
1580 Frampton Dial. Yron <$ Steele 150 The Porche of the
dore is verye freshe. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. v. 108 Here is

constantly a fresh Sea breeze all Day, and cooling refresh-
ing winds in the Night.

7. Retaining its original qualities; not deterio-

rated or changed by lapse of time ; not stale, musty,
or vapid, f Formerly often reduplicated/m/* and
fresh (cf. hot and hot ').

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 36 pe blode was bobe
warme & fresh, bat of be schankes lete. c 1400 Laufranc's
Cirurg, 352 An oynement . . al freisch leie it perto, for pe
more fretsch pat it is be bettir it is. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. III. 351 Tua bostis of gude wyne, Baith stark and
freche. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xci[i]. 10 Sly horne-.shal be
anoynted with fresh oyle. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach"s
Itusb. iv. (1586) 158 b, See that their nestes bee very cleane,
and kept still with freshe cleane strawe. 1632 J. Hayward
tr. BiondPs Eromena 128 Having restored me with fresh

egges. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 111. 55 The other Fish we
took as we had occasion fresh and fresh. 1805 Dibdin in

Naval Chron. XIII. 393 Burton ale—fresh or stale. 1823
Lamb Elia, Distant Correspondents, As fresh as if it came
in ice. 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit U.S. xxx. 181 Roots of trees

and wood in a fresher state than I ever saw them in any
tertiary formation. '859 G. Wilson Gateiuays Knowl.
^ed. 3) 71 The .. Mammoth remains fresh as on the day of
its death.

b. transf of immaterial things.

14. . Pol. Ret. ff L. Poems (1866) 233 Trewloue is fress &
euere neu. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 452 P5 By this means
my Readers will have their News fresh and fresh. 1758
Johnson Idler No. 14 T 6 To be able to tell the freshest

news. 1802 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 6/1 It is only by the
fresh feelings of the heart that mankind can be very power-
fully affected. 185$ Kingsley Westiu. Hoi (1861) 350 The
genial smile of English mirth fresh on every lip.

8. Not faded or worn ; unfading, nnobliterated.

Said both of material and immaterial things.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 66 They [i.e. the names] were
As fresshe as men had writen hem there the selve day right.

IS?* Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 303 note, Wee might still have
them, by continual view of their pictures, in freshe remem-
brance. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 68 Our garments are now as
fresh as when we put them on. 1611 Bible Job xxix. 20
My glory was fresh in mee. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 365 These
Roses will retaine. .their Colour fresh for a yeare at least.

1631 Gouge God^s Arrows in. Ixxvi. 326 By such memorials
the memory of Gods mercies is kept fresh. 1641 J. Jack-
son True Evang, T. 1. 69 These antipathies . . do still re-

maine. .as fresh, as if Adam had but falne yesterday. 171J
Loud. Gaz. No. 4867/4 The Small Pox fresh upon him.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vi. §27 Men .. who lived.. when
the memory of things was fresh. 1837 Disraeli Venetia
11. i, An incident . . as fresh in her memory as if it had
occurred yesterday. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng.^ I. 447
Samuel Pepys, whose library and diary have kept his name
fresh to our time.

9. Not sullied or tarnished ; bright and pure in

colour ; blooming, gay.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 92 Upon the fresshe daysy

to beholde. < 1386 — Knt. y
s T. 260 The fresshe beautee

sleeth me sodeynly Of hir that rometh in the yonder place.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 997 Iason . . hade fongit pe flese & be
fresshe gold. 1500-20 Dunbar Thistle $ Rose 55 To luke

vpone his [the sun's] fresche and blisfull face. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf (W. de W. 1531) 74 Flourysshe the forenoone neuer
so fresshe, at the last commeth the euentyde. 1551 T.
Wilson Logike (1580) 3 Rhetorike .. setteth forth those

matters with freshe colours. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1041

Flours were the Couch. .Earths freshest, softest lap. 1749
F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 28 The Green of the Pine .. now
looked fresh and pleasant. 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat.
(18071 37 He never had a fresh complexion, but,_'t was
always dark. 1801 Southey Thalaba 111. xxxvii, Her
cheek Lost its fresh and lively hue. i860 Tyndall Glac.

1. xxv. 177 Scarcely less exquisite than the freshest bloom
of the Alpine rose.

b. Of personal appearance : Blooming, looking

healthy or youthful. Often fresh and fair ; also

in proverbial phrases/m/* as paint, as a rose, etc.

C138S Chaucer L. G. W. 1191 Dido, An huntyng wolde
this lusti fresche queene. 1513 Douglas Mneis vm. x. 29

Venus, the fresche Goddes . . can draw nere. 1585 Abp.

Sandys Serm. xv. 267 The freshest Gospeller in appear-

ance, in experience is found not to be the soundest. 1596

Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. v. 29 Hast thou beheld a fresher

Gentlewoman. 1635 J. Haywakd tr. BiondVs Bant'sh'd

Virg. 94 A widow fresh and faire. 1800-24 Campbell
Poems, Ritter Bann iv, 'Twas the Abbot of St. James's

monks, A fresh and fair old man. 1815 E. S. Barrett
Heroine III. 81 Forth they walked . . as fresh as an oyster.

Ibid. III. 155 As fresh as a daisy. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant
Makers Flor. vi. 172 The fresh country ladies had to be

warned against spoiling their natural roses with paint. 1881

Dr. Gheist 217 Though nearly seventy years of age, he is
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still hale and ' fresh as paint \ 1885 Russell in Harfer's
Mag. Apr. 763/2 [They] see him emerge from his carnage,
after a long journey, ' fresh as a rose '.

+ c. Gaily attired, finely dressed. Obs.
c 1440 Generydes 2037 Ther coursers trappid in the fressest

wise, c 1460 Paston Lett. No. 437 II. 86 Perys of Legh
come to Lynne opon Cristynmesse Even in the fresshest wise.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour C iij, To array and make me
fresshe for them. 1530 Palsgr. 623/2 My maystresse maketh
her fresshe, I wene she go out to some feest to daye. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon Ixviii. 235 They rose & apparelled them
in fresshe arraye. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 807/2
With manieafresh gentleman riding before them.

10. Not exhausted or fatigued ; full of vigour

and energy ; brisk, vigorous, active, t Of a coun-
try : Of unexhausted fertility.

o. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 397 An hondred kny;tes, pur
fersse & sound, c 1350 Will. Palerne 3633 A fersche ost

hem to help hastili ber come.
ft. cxuo$ Lav. 9418 To heo eoden alle afoten : & swiSe

freche weoren. 13. . K. A lis. 2405 He hadde y-hud .. xx.
thousand, That scholden come, on fresche steden. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 103 pekyng aseknes hent, pededehim
tok alle fresse. c 1400 Melayue 1528 Oure Britons bolde that
fresche come in Thoghte that [etc.J. 1 1450 Merlin 108
Kynge Aguysas. .a freisshe yonge knyght, and with hym vC
knyghtes. 1533 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccexxxix. 532 They
were nat strong ynough to abyde them that were fresshmen,
for theymselfe were sore traueyled. 1538 Starkev England
1. i. 26 The mornyng, when our wyttys be most redy and
fresch. 163a J. Havward tr. Biondis Eromena 21 He
mounted first on the one fresh horse, and afterwards upon
the other, posting on. 1648 Gage West hid. xiii. 74 This
Country is very fresh and plentiful!. 1843 James Forest
Days v, Take with you three of your fellows whose horses
are the freshest. 1863 Miss Braddon J. Marchmont II.

i. 3, I never felt fresher in my life. 1882 Daily Tel. 3 Jan.,
Ignition is probably the freshest of all the veterans.
absol. 1594 Daniel Compl. Rosamond cii, Or whilst we

spend the freshest of our time, The sweet of youth in plot-
ting in the ayre ; Alas how oft we fall, hoping to clime,

f b. Recruited, refreshed, rested. Obs.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vii. 162 Whan thei shall

be fresshe, thenne shall ye mow make werre. 1700 Dryden
Theod. <y Honoria 187 Nor lies she long, but . . Springs up
to life, and fresh to second pain Is saved to-day, to-morrow
to be slain.

+ 11. Ready, eager. Const. to, also to with inf.
c iaoo Ormin 6348 A33 himm birrb l>eon fressh baerto [1. e.

to worship God], c 1340 Cursor M. 18060 iFairf), Was
nevir ern so fresh to flight. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1254
Enmys thre . . J>at, to assayle us here, er ay freshe. 1613
Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. i. 3 Euer since a fresh Admirer of what
I saw there.

+ b. Ready to eat or drink; having an appetite
or inclination. Also, fresh andfasting. Obs.
1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 840 Drinking a filthy

liquor, whereto they said Tobacco made them fresh. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India % P. 92 They will fresh and fasting,
besprinkle themselves with the Stale of a Cow.

12. Of the wind : Having considerable force,

strong; + formerly, springing up again (obs.).

Hence, of the * way ' of a ship : Speedy, steady.

Also qnasi-adv. in to blowfresh. Cf. ¥r.frais.
ai533 Ld. Berners Huon Ixi. 213 They .. lyft vp theyr

saylles & so had agood freshe wynde. 1582 N. Lichefield
fr. Castanheda's Come. E. hid. xxvi. 66 Uppon a sodayne
there came a fresh gale of Winde. 1627 CAPT. Smith Sea-
man's Gram. x. 46 A fresh Gale is that doth . . presently
blow after a calme. 1659 D. Pell /Mr, Sea 322 It is a
long time ere a ship can bee put upon the stayes when shee
has her freshest way. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2181/4 The
Wind blowing very fresh . . forced into the Downs a Dutch
Man of War. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I, x, Not making such
fresh Way as I did before. 1766 Brice in Phil. Trans.
LVI. 226 The velocity of the wind on May the 6th, when it

blew a fresh gale. 1805 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1846)
VII. 77 If it comes on to blow fresh I shall make the signal
for Boats to repair on board. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol.
Econ. 29 The miller grinds corn when the breeze is fresh.

13. With regard to the use of drink, in two oppo-
site senses : a. Sober. Now only Sc b. Exhi-
larated by drink

;
partially intoxicated ; ' half seas

over \

a. C14JS Seven Sag. (P.) 1226 He was freche, he was
nought dronke. 1628 W. Yonge Diary 113 The Lord Den-
bigh scarce fresh any day after the morning. 1822 Scott
Pirate xxiv, ' Our great udaller is weel eneugh when he is

fresh.*

b. i8iz Sporting Mag. XL. 174 On his return home,
rather fresh. 1829 Marryat /•'. MiUimay xiii, I could get

\
fresh '..when in good company. 1840 C. Bronte Shirley

iii. 31 For my notion was, they were all fresh.

14. Sc. and north, dial. Of the weather: a. Open,
not frosty, b. Wet.
178a Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Sc. Dial. 49 Fresh weather.

Open weather. 1790 Grose Pro?: Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v.,

How's t' weather to-day? Why fresh ; i.e. it rains. 1795
Statist. Acc. Scot., Stirlings. XV. 319 note, Our winters..
have been open and fresh, as it is termed. 18*7 Sporting
Mag. XX. 363 What is called in Durham ' fresh weather',
alias rain. 1880 Daily News 29 Dec. 2/1 There were indi-
cations of fresh weather. .The fresh became less marked.

15. Comb., as fresh-looking, +fresh-neiv adjs.

Chiefly parasynthetic, as fresh-coloured, -com-
plexioned, -faced, -hearted, (-heartedness), -leaved,

•^-looked, +-suited, -tinctured adjs. Similarly/rw/*-
button, -skin vbs., fresh-dooring vbl. sb.

1771 Foote Maid 0/ B. i. Wks. 1799 II. 213 To turn the
lace, and "fresh-button the suit. 1608-11 Br, Hall Medit.
fy Vowes \. § 24 *Fresh coloured wares, if they bee often
opened, leese their brightnesse. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xxxi, With a fresh-coloured face. 1686 Lond. Gaz. 2156/4

Vol. IV.

A Girl of about 11 years of Age.. light brown hair, and
*fresh Complectioned. 189a E. Reeves Homeward Bound
117 A .. fresh-complexioned, quiet, fair man. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 250 By dint of whitening,
sash-windowing and "fresh-dooring, the old ample farm-
house has become a very genteel-looking residence. 1862
H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 354 *Fresh-faced girls sit

knitting by their myrtles. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T.
(1851) II. viii. 123 But I cried the *fresh-hearted New Year.
1870 Iltustr. Lond. News 29 Oct. 438 The *fresh-heartedness,
generosity, and heroism which seagoing has a manifest
aptitude to nourish. 1657 Cokaink Obstinate Lady 1. i,

That dost.. in *fresh-leaved woods delight! 1714 Loud.
Gaz. No. 5249/4 One William Williams, a 'fresh look'd Boy.
1848 H. Rogers Ess. (i86o> III. 314 The *fresh-looking
masonry of yesterday. 1608 Shaks. Per. 111. i. 41 This
*fresh-new sea-farer. 1836 E. Howard A*. Reefer xxu, I had
Afresh skinned myself. 1638 Ford Fancies 1. iii, Enter
Livio, *fresh suited, a 1743 Savage Lady Tyrconnel 43
*Fresh-tinctur'd like a summer-evening sky.

B. adv.

1. In a fresh manner, freshly (see senses of the

adj.) ; newly
; + clearly

; + eagerly
; + gaily

;

+ strongly. + Also Law, immediately.
C1386 Chaucer Kittys T. 190 Y-clothed was she fresh, for

to devyse. c 1420 Anturs of Arth. iv, Fresche thay folo

the fare, c 1470 Henry Wallace mil 1423 With the small

pype, for it most fresche will call. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems

I Ixxxvii. 26 New of thi knop, at morrow fresche atyrit. 1523
Skelton Carl. Laurel 39 A pavylyon. .garnysshed fresshe

after my fantasy. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI
t in. ii. 188 The

Heyfer dead, and bleeding fresh. 1622 Crt. fy 'Times fas. I
(1849) H- 33^ Speak fresh that way. a 1626 Bacon Max.
(y Uses Com. Law (1636} 64 If fresh after the goods were
stolne, the true owner maketh pursuit. 1676 Lady Chaworth
in \ith Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 29 There is 4
pound of [comfits] and made fresh for you of the purest
sugar. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth 1. 145 When the earth
was fresh broken. 1709 tr. Poncet's i'oy. /Ethiopia 11 Thick
Beer.. being bad to keep, they are fore'd to make it Fresh,
almost every Hour. 1737 Whiston Josephus"

1

Hist. 1. xiv.

§ 4 Anthony . . remembering very fresh the wars he had
gone through. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 107

Plantane root fresh digged up. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scana.
11. ii, Mrs. Can. She has a charming fresh colour. Lady T.

Yes, when it is fresh put on.

2. Comb, chiefly with prcs. and pa. pples., as

fresh-armed, -baked, -bleeding, -blooming, -blowing,

-blown, -boiled, -bom, -breaking, -caught, -coined,

-comer, -cropt, -drawn, -fallen, -forged, -killed,

'made, -quilted, -rankling, -rubbed, -slaughtered,

-thrashed, -thrown, -tttrned, -watered', fresh-run a.,

(a fish, esp. a salmon < that has lately run up from

the sea.

"535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 379 Ane new *fresche armit
gard. 1849-52 Todd Cycl. A nat. IV. 844/2 *Fresh-baked
brown bread. 1718 Pope Iliad xv. 698 His side, *fresh-

bleeding with the dart. 1735 Somerville Chase 11. no In
each smiling Countenance appears * Fresh-blooming Health.
1671 M iLTOxSamson 10 The breath of Heav'n *fresh-blowing,
pure and sweet. 1632 — L Allegro 22 'Fresh-blown roses
washed in dew. 1833 Marryat P. Simple ( 1 863) 243 Look-
ing as red and hot as a *fresh-boiled lobster. 1708 J. Philips
Cyder 11. 438 Can they refuse to usher in The "fresh-born
Year with loud Acclaim. 1817 Byron Manfred 1. ii, And
thou, *fresh breaking Day, and you, ye Mountains, Why
are ye beautiful? 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xx,

I thought I would make you a present of a Afresh-caught
specimen. 1785 Cradbe Newspaper 82 The *fresh-coin'd
he. 1890 Spectator 4 Oct., *Fresh-comers from England
and elsewhere. 1777 Potter Aeschylus' Supplicants 90
Why. .fly you to these Gods for refuge, Holding these "fresh-

cropt branches crown'd with wreaths? 187a Lever Ld.
Kilgobbin lv, A *fresh-drawn cork. 1885 Fortn. Rev. 1 Feb.
170 No doubt the thawing of rfresh-fallen snow is not
pleasant. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 171 With-
out loss of time, * fresh-forged anathemas are come. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 238 The Gutts of their Cattle
*fresh killed. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Corinua's going a
Maying (1869) 69 Aurora throwes her faire * Fresh-quilted
colours through the aire. 1763 J. Brown Poetry <*r Mus.
vi. 100 Inward Grief, *fresh-rankling in his Soul. 1896
Daily News 2 Apr. 8/5 It had a *fresh-rubbed sore under
the collar. 1863 Kingsley Water Bab. 83 As clean as a
Afresh-run salmon. 1718 Pope Hiadxvi. 198 Some tall stag,

*fresh-slaughter'd in the wood. 1883 Goole Weekly Times
7 Sept. 2/6 Very little *fresh-thrashed wheat has been
marketed during the past week. 1821 Keats Isabella xlvi,

She gazed into the *fresh-thrown mould. '777 Warton
First of April 29 The *fresh-tum'd soil. 1535 Coverdalk
Isa. Iviii. 11 Thou shalt be like a *freshwatred garden.
1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. 11. 365 That . . verdant lawn,
Fresh-water'd from the mountains.

C. sb.i

1. [The adj. used absol. passing into a sb.] The
fresh part or period (of a day, year, etc.).

*7 J5 Jane Barker Exilius II. 22 They went to divert
themselves in a cool Walk, during the fresh of the Morning.
a 1734 North Lives I. 192 And for that work he took the
fresh of the morning. 1883 Holme Lee Loving $ Serving
I. xv. 288 In the fresh of the morning it is the greatest de-
light. 1889 Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 381 The robins.. keep
on pretending it is the fresh of the year.

2. A rush of water or increase of the stream in

a river ; a freshet, flood. Also, a flood of fresh water
flowing into the sea ; esp. an ebb tide, whose force

is increased by heavy rains. Freq. in pi.

1538 Leland Itin. III. 136 Lichet Village and an Arme
out of Pole Water beting with a litle fresch. c 1682 J.
Collins Making Salt in Eng. 10 Sometimes there are great
freshes in the River of Tyne. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India
<$ P. 25 We met with the Freshes off the Shore caused by
the Upland Rains. 1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 31 And
the Freshes or Landwaters, the Snow being mostly dis-
solved, very much abaled. 1764 Phil. Trans. LIV. 83 The

officers observed the king's boat to float suddenly, which
theyattributed to a great fresh. 1787 M. Cutler in Life,
Jrnls. <y Corr. (1888) II. 401 The high freshes. .will bear
a vessel of any burden, .out to sea. 1848 S. W. Williams
Middle Kingdom I. i. 18 The banks are not so low as to be
injured or overflown to any great extent by the freshes.

b. A sudden increase (of wind) ; a gust, squall.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. iii, If I should be taken with a
fresh of wind. 1823 Scoresuy Whale Fishery 23 In the
afternoon we had a fresh of wind.

3. A pool, spring or stream of fresh water.
1571 Hanmfr Chron. Irel. (1633) 63 A small fresh or brook

that falleth into the Nure. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. ii. 75
He shall drinke naught but brine, for Tie not shew him
Where the quicke Freshes are. 1612 Capt. Smith Map
Virginia 13 It groweth like a flagge in low muddy freshes.

1791 CowPER Iliad 11. 952 Brouzed On celery wild, from
watery freshes gleaned [t\e68(ttm6f tc o-e'Au-oj ]. 1817 Keats
Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 53, I see Carisbrooke Castle from my
window, and have found several delightful wood-alleys.,
and quiet freshes.

4. A freshwater stream running out into a tide-

way ; the part of a tidal river next above the salt

water
; also, the land or lands adjoining this part.

Freq. in pi. Now V. S.
1634 Relat. Ld. Baltimore's Plantat. (1865) 12 It runs vp

to the North about 20 miles before it comes to the fresh. 1658
R. Franck North. Mem. (1694) 173 Here the Salmon
relinquish the Salts because by the Porposses pursued up
the Freshes. 1683 W. Penn Wks. (1782) IV. 313 TheSwede*
[inhabit] the freshes of the river Delaware. — Let. to
North in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. I. 412 We are one hundred
and thirty miles from the main sea, and forty miles up the
freshes. 1686 Laws of Maryland (1765) ii, At Pile's Fresh,
on both Sides of the said Fresh. 1689 Banister Virginia
in Phil. Trans. XVII. 668, I have sent you what Muscles
our Freshes afford. 1693 J. Clayton Acc. Virginia in

Misc. Cur. (1708* III. 297 In the Freshes they more rarely
are troubled with the Seasonings. 1705 Beverley Hist.
Virginia 11. ii. 6 By running up into the Freshes with the
Ship.. during the Five or Six Weeks, that the Worm is thus
above Water. Ibid. iii. 11 Mawborn Hills in the Freshes
of James River. 1708 Oi.u.mixon Brit. Empire Amer. I.

151 This part of the Delaware is call'd the Freshes. 1896
P. A. Bruce Econ. Hist. Virginia I. 500 note, His planta-
tion, .was situated in the freshes of Rappahannock River,

t Fresh., sb.- Obs.*' [?var. of Fku.su ^.1]
An onset, rush.

c 1400 Destr. T?-oy 4730 The fresshe was so felle of the
furse grekes. .That [etc.].

Fresh., v. [f. Fresh a. ; cf. Y.fraichir (OF.
freschir intr. in the 12th c.).j

fl. trans. To make fresh, a. To refresh, re-

cruit, strengthen ; also, to increase, b. To renew,

repair, c. Nant. To fresh the hawse : see

Freshen v. 3. Obs.
a. ?ai366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1513 He though te of

thilke water shene To drinke and fresshe him wel witballe.

1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 119 Crist wolde bat
our hope were freschyd in hym. a 1420 I'allad. on Husb. 1,

291 As diuers men nan done to fresshe her fame. 14..

Sir Beues (i8S$) 134/77 (MSS. CM.)The watur him freschyd,

bat wascolde. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cxl. 167 They
of Calays were often tymes . . fresshed by stelth. c 1586
C'tess Pembrokk Ps. cxlyii. iii, [He who] Fresheth the

mountaines with such meedfull spring. i635Qltari.es Embt.
I. xi. (1718) 45 And fresh their tired souls with strength-

restoring sleep. 1890 B. L. Gii.dersleeye Ess. <y Stud. 190
Now stay. .And fresh your life anon.

b. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 727 They make Her water
thryes fresshed euery day. 1513 Cnutxhiv. Acc, St. Mary
hill, London (Nichols 1797) 107 For freshynge the canopy
at the high awter. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 1.

Tropheis 325 With fresh assaults freshing their fury so.

1635 Quarles Embl. in. 1 1857) 268 Groans fre^h'd with
vows and vows made salt with tears.

C. 1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvi. 78 Fresh
the Hawse.
2. intr. f Of the wind : To become fresh, to

begin to blow fresh. Also with ///. Occas. of the

sea : To become lively, roughen.
1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 107 The 16. the winde freshed, and

we passed by Mount Carmel. 1659 B. Harris ParivaCs
Iron Age 282 The wind freshing westwardly, the English
bore in.. hard among them, a 1691 Flavel Sea-Deliver.

(1754) 157 The wind freshed up, and began to blow a brisk

gale. 1775 E. Wild Jrnl. in Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc. Ser. 11.

II. 267 The wind freshing we got clear after several tacks.

1892 [see///, a.].

Hence Fre'shing vbl. sb., renewal, refreshment

;

(of a wound) recrudescence ; Freshing ppl. a.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon exxxii. 488 Thou nedyste not
fere of any fresshynge nor of more fourtherynge for me.

1591 Spenser Daphn. 26, 1 walkt abroad to breath the fresh-

ing ayre. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 7 Abrahams
bosome, wherein the Saints receiue freshing. 16:3-16 W,
Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv, Her skill in herbs might helpe

remove The freshing of a wound which he had got. 1892

Daily News 30 Nov. 3/1 He can paint the freshing sea when
the tide runs in.

Freshen (fre'Jan, fre-fn), v. [f. Fresh a. +
-EN 5.]

1. intr. To become fresh, a. Of the wind : To
begin to blow fresh ; to increase in strength. Also

with up. Const, into.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. iv. 79 The wind came about to the

Eastward and freshened upon us. 1760 G. Washington
Writ. 11889! II. 143 The Wind freshened up as the Evening
came on. 1836 Marryat A/idsh. Easy xvii, The wind now
freshened fast. 1884 Pae Eustace 197 The wind was again
freshening into a gale.

b. To assume a fresh look ; to become bright or

vivid ; to brighten.

68
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iSxo-ao W. iRviscSketch Bk., Christm. Dinner {iZ(>s) 281

How truly is a kind heart a fountain of gladness, making
everything in its vicinity to freshen into smiles ! 1848 C.

Bronte J. Eyre ix, A greenness grew over those brown
beds, which freshening daily, suggested the thought that

Hope traversed them at night.

C. To grow fresh ; to lose salt or saltness.

1864 in Webster ; whence in mod. Diets.

2. trans. To make Fresh, in various senses : esp.

to recruit, renew, revive, give freshness to ; to re-

move salt or saltness from. Also with up.

1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 14 Water Holes . . were cut

in the Ice, for freshening the Meat. 1764 Goldsm. Trav.

246 Freshen'd from the wave the zephyr blew. 1777 Robert-
son Hist.Amcr.(i7-;S)l. it. 138 It freshens the ocean many
leagues with its flood. 1801 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda

(1833)11. xxi. 90 Let in a little air to freshen the room. 1805

Southev in Arm. Rev. III. 227 [They] get into the suburbs

. .and freshen themselves for the confinement of the week to

come. 1808 — Lett. (1856) II. 94 He will beat the Austrians,

and freshen his popularity in France by so doing. 1856

Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 254 It would freshen up my Italian.

i860 -1 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 70 It freshens up a sick

person's whole mind to see ' the baby '. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 1. i, The good wives of the market freshened their

utensils. 1871 Napheys Prev. q Cure Dis. 1. iit. 05 It is

freshened with carbonic acid gas. 1874 Deutsch Rem. 258

And must we again freshen up their memory? 1877 Good-
holme's Dam. Cycl. 113 (Cent.) Freshen [salt codfish] by
leaving it in water an hour.

3. Naut. ' To relieve (a rope) of its strain, or

danger of chafing, by shifting or removing its place

of nip ' (Adm. Smyth). Tofreshen hawse, the nip

:

to pay out more cable, so as to change the place

of the part exposed to friction. Tofreshen ballast

:

1 to divide or separate it, so as to alter its position

'

(Adm. Smyth). Tofreshen way : of a ship, to in-

crease the speed ; also transf. of a passenger or

traveller.

1855 Capt. Chamier My Trav. I. xi. 177, I freshened my
way, and got home as quickly as possible.

Hence Freshened, Tre-shening ppl. adjs. Also
Freshener, something that freshens; spec, a spell

of exercise for * freshening ' a horse.

1704 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho xvi, I ..bid the

freshen'd waters glide . . Through winding woods and pas-

tures wide. 1817 Moore Latin R. (1824) 223 Gave her
cheeks all the freshened animation of a flower that [etc.],

1884 Advance (Chicago) 13 Mar., Change of method will be
a freshener of interest, 1889 Mrs. Randolph New Eve I.

i. 1 1, I thought of taking the bays out for a freshener on the

cliff. 1894 West/n. Gaz. 31 Aug. 3/1 The simplest form of

this grafting process is the bringing together of 'freshened'

edges of flesh.

Fresher l (fre-Jai). [f. Fresh a. + -er *.] One
who or that which comes fresh, a. Univ. slang :

= Freshman, b. A fresh breeze. Hence Fresh.er-

tlom, the condition of a freshman.
1882 Society 14 Oct. 4/2 The entry of freshers is about two

hundred under the average. 1891 Duncan Amer.Girl Lond.
254 According to the pure usage ofOxonian English, he was
a ' Fresher '. 1894 Field 9 June 836/2 The Britannia took

in her flying jib, a fresher from off St. Mary's Marshes
laying on until the Prince ofWales's cutter was fairly foam-
ing. 1895 igthCent. Nov. 363 Emergence from the condition

of ' fresherdom '.

Fresher 2
, dial. A young frog.

i8»3 in Moor Suffolk Words. 1896 Blackiv. Mag. Mar.
314 He loved to catch ' freshers* and let them hop down his

throat.

Freshet (fre'jet). Also 8 erron. fresh shot.

[f. Fresh sb. 1 + -kt ; or possibly a. OF. freschet

adj., dim. oi freis Fresh a. (cf. fontaine frechette,

16th c. in Godef.).]

1. A small stream of fresh water. Cf. Fresh
sb.1 3. Obs. exc. poet.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 113 Freshets distilling from the said

mountaines. .do fall into the lake. 16x1 Sir T. Dale in A.
Brown Genesis U. S. (1800) I. 507 A shallop necessarie and
propper to discover freshens, Rivers and Creekes. 1674
Josselvn Voy. Nciv Eng. 160 Gardens, well watered with
springs and small freshets. 1817 Carlvle Germ. Romance
IV. xiii. 215 The Traveller, .skirts, on the dry lea, many
a little freshet. 1887 Bowen Virg. JEneid 1. 168 A cave..
sweet Fountain freshets within it.

2. A stream or rush of fresh water flowing into

the sea. Cf. Fresh sb. 1 2.

1596 L. Keymis in Hakluyt's Voy. (1600) III. 673 The
freshets . . grow strong and swift, setting directly off" to sea

against the wind. 1711 Bailey, Fresh Shot . . is when any
great River falls into the Sea. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc.

(1879) I. vii. 238 He hugged the cross freshets instead of

striking out into the smoother water.

3. A flood or overflowing of a river caused by
heavy rains or melted snow.
1654 E. Johnson Wond.-wrkg. Provid. (1867) 45 Her

scituatton is neere to a River, whose strong freshet at break-

ing up of Winter filleth all her Bankes. 1784 M. Cutler in

Life, frnls. $ Corr. (1888) I. 100 The freshet in the river.

.

was so sudden that cattle . . were in danger of being drowned.

1837 C. T. Jackson \st Rep. Geol. Maine 109 The loose

materials . . are deposited along river courses, especially

during freshets. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 142 In a flood, or

freshet, the water is always highly charged with detritus.

trans/, and fig. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/. -t.

(1883) 106 A feast of reason and a regular ' freshet ' of soul.

1872 Mark Twain Innoc. Abr. xvii. 116, I never saw such
a freshet of loveliness before. 1886 Mrs. Phelps Burglars
in Par. ix. 155 Freshets of circulars poured over the land.

attrib. 1865 M. C. Harris St. Philip's xxiv. 173 Rough
bridges, .left gaping from freshet-time to freshet-time. 1875

in Ruckland Log-hk. 364 It is always in a freshet season that

the Channel cuts down the Frampton side. 1895 J. Winsor
Mississ. Basin 14 Evans, .puts the ordinary freshet rise at

twenty feet.

Hence Pre'shet v. trans., to flood as with a

freshet; in quot. fig.
1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys II. 179 The winds ..

fresheted all the waysides . . with a down-pour of colour.

Freshflll(frejiul),<z. rare. [LFreshc. + -ful.]

Full offreshness; refreshing. Hence Preshfulness.
1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 426 Fragrant breezes, freshful

showers, a 1859 L. Hunt Poems (i860) 234, I took a long

deep draught of silent freshfulness.

Fre*shhood. U. S. = Freshmanhood.
1836 Harvardiana III. No. 555. p. 98 When to the college

I came in the first dear day of my freshhood.

Freshish. (frejij), a. [f. Fresh a. + -ish.]

Somewhat fresh ; in senses of Fresh a.

1741 Richardson Pamela I. 170 If the Mould should look
1 little freshish, it wont be so much suspected. 1

Lady Hunter in Sir M. Hunters Jrnl. (1894) 123 All11 the

fales. .are. -a little fresh, or freshish. 1824 Examiner 555/2
le was freshish. .neither drunk nor sober. 186a T. A.

Trollope Marietta I. i. 6 ' It is freshish '
. . pulling up the

fur collar. 1865 Examiner 18 Mar. 163 Sims, a waterman,
says there was a freshish wind, but no surf.

t Fre'sh-lap. Obs. = Dewlap i.

1398 [see Dewlai-].

Freshly (fre*JIi), adv. [f. Fresh a. + -ly2.]

In a fresh manner.

1. Newly; lately; recently. (Now only with ppl.

adjs.)

c X3»5 Body fy Soul 255 in Mapy

s Poems (Camden^ 343
Whoder thou;test thou fere, That were thus freshlichefrom

me gon? 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 56 New comen in to

Irlonde fresshly after the martirdome of seint Thomas of

Caunterbury. 16x0 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 236 Where we, in all

our trim, freshly beheld Our royall, good, and gallant Ship.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Love xxvi. (1700) 159 As I freshly inti-

mated, I . . fear .
.
your rir'd Patience, .doth summon me to

leave you. 1703 Maundrell Joum. Jems. (1721) Add. 3

The banks were freshly wet. x8xs Byron Ch. /far. 1. lxviii,

Yells the mad crowd oer entrails freshly torn. X856 Froude
Hist. Eng. II. 276 The excommunication of the king was
then freshly published.

b. Anew, afresh. Now rare.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 508 He bled freshly.

1617 Wither Fidelia Juvenilia (1633) 458 Downe againe

we set And freshly in that sweete discourse went on. 189s

Bookman Oct. 27/2 An additional reason for freshly intro-

ducing him. .to English readers.

2. With unabated or renewed vigour. +Also
fiercely, eagerly {obs.).

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1190 William ginnes ride fresly to-

wardhere fos. 1375 Barbour Bruce vu. 166 And fell rycht

freschly for till ete. 14. . Fencing w. Two-Handed Sword
in Ret. Ant. I. 309 Fresly smyte thy strokis by dene. 1526

Pilgr. Perf.(W. de W. 1531) 121 The trees & flowres dyd
. .sprynge moost fresshly. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

818/1 Three score archers shot freshlie at their enimies.

X598 Stow Surv. 348 He was .. freshly pursued. 1678

Dryden & Lee (Edtpus iv. Wks. 1883 VI. 205 Fate seemed
to wind him up for four score years ; Yet freshly ran he

on ten winters more. 1849 W. M. W. Call Reverberat.

1. 8 Again the life-tree freshlier springs, x88x Swinburne
Mary Stuart 11. ii. 82, I would sleep On this strange news
of thine, that being awake I may the freshlier front my sense

thereof.

b. With respect to the wind : Briskly ; with

considerable force.

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 415 They .. bare a topte saile

affor the wynde ffresshely, to make a good ffare. 1850

Tennyson /« Mem. xcv, [A breeze] gathering freshlier over-

head, Rock'd the full-foliaged elms. 1885 Manch. Exam.
10 Sept. 5/5 It has been blowing freshly fiom W-S-W.
3. With undiminished intensity, purity, distinct-

ness, etc.

c 1369 Chaucer Detlte Blaunche 1228 And love hiralwey

freshly newe. x66o Cowley His Majesties Restoration

iv, That name of Cromwell, which does freshly still The
Courses of so many Sufferers fill. 17*0 Pope Iliad xvm.
621 One held a living foe, that freshly bled With new-made
wounds 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. Pref. 9 While

yet the man lives freshly in the memory of his fellows.

4. With fresh appearance, odour, etc.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 111. ii. 243 Looks he as freshly, as he

did the day he wrastled? x8ij> Byron Juan 11. clxix, And
every morn his colour freshlier came. 1883 Stevenson
Treas. /si. in. xiv, The air. .smelt more freshly than down
beside the marsh.

f 5. Gaily, with magnificence. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 6206 A chariot. .Framet ouer fresshly

with frettes of perle. 1470-85 Malory Arthur in. i, So
they rode fresshly with grete royalte. 15*3 Ld. Berners
Froiss. L xvi. 16 Ladyesanddamozellesfreshlyapparayled.

6. Comb, with pa. pples., asfreshly-blown, -fallen,

-named, -opened adjs.

1661 Boyle Spring ofAir 11. iv. (1682) 49 The one is that

freshly-named Mr. Townly and divers ingenious persons,

etc. x86o Tyndall Glac. 1. iv. 34 The melting of freshly

fallen mountain snow. i86x L. L. Noble Icebergs 140

Freshly blown lilacs. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. IV. lxi.

216 She. .looked out like a freshly-opened flower.

Freshman (fre-Jm&n). [f. Fresh a. + Man.]
1. A new comer ; a novice ; a 'new hand '. Used

by Cheke for f a proselyte.

c 1550 Cheke Matt, xxiii. 15 le go about both bi see and
land to maak oon freschman. a 1627 Middleton More
Dissemblers 11. iv, I'll trust no freshman with such secrets.

X679 Burnet Hist. Re/. I. 490 Cranmer was an old and
experienced captain, and was not to be troubled by freshmen

and novices. X708 Royal Proclam. 26 June in Lond. Gaz.

No. 4452/2 The Masters of Fishing-Ships ..do neglect to

?roduce Certificates of their Compliments of Green Men or
resh Men. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II- 11. i. 89 Shy

and unsophisticated I, as honest freshman, waited.

attrib. 1833 Whewell in Todhunter Acct. Whewelts
Writ. (1876) II. 164 We freshman reviewers are too serious

for Lockhart.

2. A student during his first year, esp. his first

term, at a University.

1596 Nashr Saffron Watden 4 He was but yet a fresh-

man in Cambridge. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Gentl. 0/
Univ. (Arb.) 44 At Tennis . . when hee can once play a Set,

he is aFresh-man no more. 1682 Shadwell Lane. Witches
1. B j b, Your Master of Artship That made you lord it over

Boys and Freshmen. 178a M. Cutler in Life, Jrnls. <$•

Corr. (1888) II. 206 The admission of so large a class of
Freshmen the last year . . is matter of agreeable surprise.

1853 ' C. Bede' Verdant Green iii, Freshmen cannot learn

the mysteries of college etiquette in a day.

b. Comb, as freshman-class U.S., ' the lowest

of the four classes in an American college (Web-
ster 1890) ; freshman-sophomore U.S. (see quot.

1851) also shortened fresh-sopk{omore^.

1847 Yale Lit. Mag. XII. 114, I was a Fresh-Sophomore
then, and a waiter in the commons' hall. 1851 B. H. Hall
College Words, Fresh-soph, an abbreviation of Freshman-
Sophomore. One who enters college in the Sophomore
year, having passed the time of the Freshman year elsewhere.

Hence Freshmanhood, the condition or state of

a freshman ; the period during which it lasts

;

Freshma nic a., of or pertaining to a freshman ;

fFreshmanly a. = prec, ; Freshmanship =
freshmanhood ; also humorous, the personality of

a freshman.
X568 C, Watson Polyb. To Rdr., Thus I put forth this my

freshmanly enterprise. 1605 B. Jonson Volponew-. i. (Rtldg.)

105/2 Well, wise sir Pol, since you have practised thus

Upon my freshman-ship, I'll try your salt-head, What proof

it is against a counter-plot. 1617 Hales Serm. 9 This young
fencer hath set himselfe vp one of the deepest mysteries of

our profession, to practise his freshmanship vpon. c 1741
Brainerd in Edwards Life i. (18511 15 Being much exposed
on account of my freshmanship. 1837 Lowell Lett. ti8o4>

I. 21 Those days of Freshmanic innocence. 1848 J. H.
Newman Loss <V Gain 4 What they had in common was
freshmanship, etc. 1876 Ruskin Fors Clav. VI. Ixvi. 192

That I might not torment Mr. Baker with his freshmanship.

X885 Macm. Mag. Nov. 28/ 1 As it grew in the Freshman-
hood of John Henry Newman.

t Freshment. Obs. [f. Fresh v. + -ment.]

Refreshing influence.

1611 J. Cartwright Preacher's Trav. 19 To enioy the

freshment of the aire and riuer.

Freshness (frejnes). [f. Fresh a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being fresh in senses of

the adj. Also concr. (nonce-use) a fresh stream.

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. xm. xxL (1495) 451 Fressh

water rysyth vpwarde for fresshnes and lyghtnes, and salte

water fallyth dounwarde for his heuynesse. 1493 Petronilta

(Pynsom 138 Clad all in floures of spirituall fresshnesse.

a 1500 Cucko-w $ Night. 155 For therof truly commeth all

goodnesse. . Joltitie, pleasaunce, and freshnes.se. a 1533 Ld.

Berners Hnon lv. 184 Ye fresshenes of his aparyll. i6a6

Bacon Syfoa § 824 The Kite affecteth not so much the

Grossenesse of the Aire as the Cold and Freshnesse

thereof. 1683 Boyle in Phil. Trans. XVII. 628 My way
of examining the Freshness and Saltness of Waters. X7XJ

Budgell Sped. No. 425 F i That I might enjoy the

Freshness of the Evening in my Garden. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. I. 1. vi. § 32 The mind runs after it with . . much
freshness and eagerness. 1803-6 Wordsw. Intimations

tmmort. i, The glory and the freshness of a dream, a i8ji

Keats 'I stood tiptoe upon a little hill\ Where the hurrying

freshnesses aye preach A natural sermon o'er their pebbly

beds. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I II. 164 The impres-

sion, .had already lost much of its freshness, 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. I. 1. 13 The freshness of the open sea Seemed
ease and joy and very life to me.

Freshwater, a. [f. Fresh a. + Water sbJ]

1. Of or pertaining to, yielding, produced by, or

living in water that is fresh or not salt. Also, per-

taining to an animal that lives in fresh water. So

in names of fishes, asfreshwater mussel, etc.

15*8 Paynel Salertte Regim. O iij, The best freshe water

fyshe . . is taken in water stonye in the bottum. 1765 T.

Hutchinson Hist. Mass. I. v. 465 Pearch, and other fresh-

water fish. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 160 The
fresh-water polypus. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 11776) L 49
Animals . . bred in the numerous fresh-water lakes. 1798

Sporting Mag. XII. 183 The Bull-head . .is in some places

called the fresh-water devil. 1828 Miss Mitford Village

Ser. 111. (1863) 82 Fresh-water flowers of several colours.

1863 Lyell Antiq. Man 142 Land and fresh-water shells,

are common to both formations. 1875 Croll Climate fy T.

xxix. 485 We suppose those in the western channel to be

of freshwater origin.

2. Unaccustomed to salt water, new to the sea.

1621 Crt. <y Times fas. I (1849) II. 215 The French am-
bassador . . being himself such a fresh-water sailor. 1659

D. Pell Impr. Sea 515 Fresh-water travellers at Sea. 1719

De Foe Crusoe 1. i, You're but a fresh-water sailor. 1816

Keatinge Trav, (1817) I. 26 A considerable deal of bustle

occurs amongst the fresh-water sailors of these countries,

fb. fig. Unpractised; unskilled; untrained; raw.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 232 [The storm] did

marvellously trouble them, and specially those that were but

fresh-water Souldiers. 1624 Crt. $ Times Jas. 7(1849)11.

461 Some fresh-water soldiers are preferred to old servitors.

1677 App. to Spottisivood's Hist. Ch. Scot I. 15 The Tiro-

nenses . . are not a distinct Order ofMonks, but rather young
Novices, or fresh-water Monks. X7»7 A. Hamilton New
Ace. £. Ind. I. xxvii. 338 The.. Army was commanded by

..Antonio de Figuera, a Freshwater Soldier, but a great
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Bragadocio. 1754 Fielding Voy. to Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII.

11 Ignorant, unlearned, and fresh-water critics.

t3. Fresh-water soldier, a name for the plant

Stratiotes aloides (Gerard, Herbal, 1 597, 11. ccxcix).

Hence t Fresh-watered a. = prec. 2 b.

1674 S. Vincknt Gallant's Acad. Ep. Ded. A v b, Com-
manders will not disdain to instruct even a fresh-watered

Souldier in the School-points of War.

t Freshwoman. rare. The analogue of a

freshman in an imaginary university.

a 1637 Middleton Chaste Maid m. ii, Mother, you do
intreat like a fresh-woman.

Freshwood, dial, form of Threshold.
Fresison (fnsars^n). Logic, A mnemonic

word designating the fifth mood of the fourth figure

of syllogisms.
i8»7 Whately Logic (ed. 2) 98 Fresison.

Freson(e; see Frison Ol>s., Frisian (man or

horse).

Fres(s)t, var. form of Frist. Obs.

Fret (fret), sb. 1 Also 4-9 frette, 5-6 frete, (6

^V.fratt). [app.a.OF./rtV^ trellis-work, interlaced

work (mod.F. frette, in the heraldic sense = 2).

This sb. and the related Fret v.2 are commonly believed

to represent the OE. fr&tive pi., ornaments, frxtiv'y i)an to

adorn, but this appears to be phonological ly inadmissible,

and many of the usual phraseological combinations of the

words in ME. are paralleled by similar uses in OF.]
1. Ornamental interlaced work ; a net ; an orna-

ment (esp. for the hair) consisting of jewels or

flowers in a network.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. A 1 47 A frette of goold sche

hadde next hyre her. Ibid. B 228 In-with a fret of rede rose

leves. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 228 With frette of perle upon
his hede. 14.18 E. E. Wills (1882) 36 Wroght wit mapil
leues and fret of a iij. foill. ?f 1475 Sqr. lowe Degre ~ii2

A ladyes head with many a frete: 1488 in Tytler Hist.
Scot. (1864) II. 302 A frete of the quenis oure set with grete
perle. a 1500 Flower fy Leaf 152 On her head A rich fret

of gold.. full of stately riche stones set. 1516 Inventories
(1815) 26 Item ane paclott of crammesy satene with ane
fratt of gold on it with xii. diamantis. 1603 Drayton
Bar. Wars vi. xliii, About the Border, in a fine-wrought
Fret Emblem's, Empressa's, Hieroglyphics, set. 1867
Morris Jason vit. 190 Unto her fragrant breast her hand
she set, And drew therefrom a bag of silken fret.

2. Her. Originally, a figure formed by two bend-
lets, dexter and sinister, intersecting; =F. frette.

(Cf. Fretty.) In later use, ( a figure formed by
two narrow bands in saltire, interlaced with a

mascle ' (Cussans).
1572 Bossewf.ll Armorie 11. 85 b, The Fret borne in this

Cote Armour, is founde borne also of diuerse noble Gentle-
men. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 11. xxiv, In his white
Cornet, Verdon doth display A fret of Gueles. 1761 Brit.
Mag. II. 149 Arms.. in the second and third, a fret, or.

1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <$• Pop. xv. 224 Hugh, the head
of the family, bears the frette without any difference.

3. fa.. Arch. Carved ornament, esp. in ceilings,

consisting of intersecting lines in relief. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva §111 We see in Garden-knots, and the

Frets of Houses, and all equall and well answering Figures
how they please. 1635 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson
Washingtons App. 71 To Butler and his boye . . plastering
the frett in the drawinge chamber. 1664 Evelyn Archit.
138 Roofs. .Emboss'd with Fretts of wonderful relievo.

b. An ornamental pattern composed of con-

tinuouscombinations of straightlines, joined usually

at right angles. Also attrib.

1664^ Evelyn tr. Freart's Arch. 11. ix. no The Fret, .con-
sists in a certain interlacing of two Lists or small Fillets,

which run always in parallel distances equal to their breadth,
with this necessary condition, that at every return and
intersection they do always fall into right angles. 1665-76
Rea Flora 8 A railed fret of twenty-three divisions. 1833
J. Holland Mann/. Metal II. 172 The fret, an ornament,
either of open filigree work, or cast in bold relief, .is placed
immediately beneath the lowest bar or fret-rail, and in the
best kind of stoves it is made stationary. 1836 H.G. Knight
Archit. Tour Normandy 199 The most common mouldings
are the billet. .the zig-zag or embattled frette. 1857 Birch
Ane. Pottery (18581 II. 4 The fret or herring-bone is of
common occurrence on vases of the oldest style. 1879 J. J.
Young Ceram. Art 200 In the kylix on the right, the recti-

linear designs and enclosed squares become the fret.

4. Comb., as fret-cutting vbl. sb., the cutting of

wood with a fret saw into ornamental designs

;

also attrib. ; fretwood, wood prepared for Fret-
work (sense 2). Also Fret-saw.
i88x Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 530 Small

pieces of ornamental furniture . .can be adorned most effect-

ively by fret-cutting. Ibid. § 663 A fret-cutting treadle-
machine. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1262/3, 12 ft. planed fret-

wood.

Fret (fret), sb? Also 6 frete, freete, freate,

7 freat. [f. Fret v.*]

1. A gnawing or wearing away, erosion. Now
rare. Also concr. f a canker, a fretting sore

;

a decayed spot (in the wood of a bow or arrow, in

a hair).

i54S Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 120 Freetes be in a shaft as
well as in a bowe, and they be muche lyke a Canker,
crepynge and encreasynge in those places in a bowe,
whyche be weaker then other. 1639 Fuller Holy Warre
(1647) iv. iv. 173 This string to his bow is so full of gauls,
frets, andknots, it cannot hold. 1681 Chetham Angler's
Vade-tn. ii. § 6 (1689) 10 Such [hairs] as are .. free from
Galls, Scabs and Frets. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
II. 82 The fret or erosion which frequently takes place in

different parts of the skin. 1830 Tennyson Poems 41
Before., the busy fret Of that sharpheaded worm begins.

fig. 1580 Babington Lord's Prayer (1596) 6 If thou de-

sirest to be free from the fret of enuie .. pray. 1581 J.
Bell tr. I/addon's Answ. Osor. 391 And now behold how
many pumples and fretts lurke under this one skabbe of the

popish doctrine. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 111. xii, Time
never toucht him with deforming Fret. x6o6G. W[ool>cocke]
InstineOg 6b, He was a diligent repressor of Eunuchesand
Courtiers, calling them themothes andfrettesofthe Pallace.

2. Pain in the bowels, gripes, colic. Also//. Now
dial. Cf. Fret v.1 4.

1600 Surflet Countrie Farme 11. xlix. 316 Oile of[Jesamin]
. .will, .appease the frets ofyoong children. i652Culpki>i'er
Eng. Physic. 161 Children, .are troubled with winde in the

stomach or belly, which they [Nurses] call the Frets. 1681

W. Robertson Pkraseol. Gen. (1693) 642 The fret, or mouldy-
grubs, 1842 Johnson Farmer's Fncycl., Fret m farriery, a
name sometimes applied to gripes or colic in horses or other
cattle.

3. Agitation of mind ; a ruffled condition of tem-

per ; irritation, passion, vexation; also, querulous

or peevish utterance. In phr. fret of mi'mi, fret and
fever, fret amifume.

1556 J. Heywood Spider fy F. xliii. 38 This formost spider

and flie in furious fret, Frowning ech on other. 1607
Tourneur Fez'. Frag. 1. i. Wks. 1878 II. 6 The thought of

that Turnes my abused heart-strings into fret. 161a Crt.

«$- Times Jas. /(1849) I. 184 He is . . blamed . . as if he had
hastened his brothers end by putting him into frets. 1647
TrappQww. 2 Cor. xii. 5 They make us sick of the fret. 1664
H. More Myst. Inig. xx. 77 It were a plague and fret of
mind . . to the poor credulous Laiety. 17*4 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 145 My lord was in as great a fret as I.

1820 Lamb EUa Ser.i. South-Sea Ho., Situated as thou art

..amid the fret and fever of speculation. 1837 Carlyle
Er. Rev. II. m. vii, A fret and fever that keeps heart and
brain on fire. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <y Dan. xxix.

(1867)290 He heard his wife's plaintive fret. 1885SPURGEON
Treas. Dav. Ps. exxvii. 2 Those whom the Lord loves are

delivered from the fret and fume of life.

j 4. A sudden disturbance (of weather); a gust,

squall (of wind) ; in early use also, agitation of

waves. Obs.

1558 \V. TowrsoN in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 130 It [foresaile]

was blowen from the yarde with a freat. 1583 Stanyhurst
sEneis 1. (Arb.) 24 Through Sicil his raging wyld frets .

.

you sayled [Scyllxam rabiem experti}. 1590 R. Ferris
Voy. Bristow'xa Arb. Garner VI. 159 We were in a great

fret by reason of the race. 1653-4 Whitelocke Jml. Slued.

Emb. (1772) I. 166 Such frets of weather in twenty howers
time .. that [etc.]. 1678 Teonge Diary (1825) 269 At on
this morning roase a frett of wind. ^1734 North Lives
(1826) II. 316 Between Ireland and the height of the Cape,

such frets of wind came down.

fifr 175° Johnson Rambler No. 73 F 10 Frustrated of my
hopes by a fret of dotage.

5 . Secondary fermentation in liquors. Phr.

on or upon the fret.
1664 Beale Cider in Evelyn's Pomona 40 Men like or

dislike drink, that hath more or less of the fret in it. 1703
Art fy Myst. Vintners 12 White Wines upon the Frett.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extetnp. 1 Midling Ale .. fresh,

and not upon the fret. 1763 S. T. Janssen Smuggling laid
open in The Officer should not dip when any Wines are

upon the Fret. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 240
When every symptom of fret is wholly subsided, the cider

is racked off. 1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss., Fret, a gaseous
fermentation of cider or beer.

6. Phr. On or upon thefret (see senses 3 and 4 ;

perh. partly transf. from sense 5) : in a state of

agitation, irritation, ill-humour, or impatience.

1679 Shadwell True Widow 6 'Tis some Roring Rant-
ing Play that 's upon the fret all the while. 1688 Vox Cleri

Pro Rege 3 But he fears nothing, when his Zeal and bis

Discretion are once, upon the fret. 1704 Addison Italy 160

The Surface, .cover'd with Froth and Bubbles; for it [River]

runs all along upon the Fret. 1705 S. Whately m Perry
Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. 1. 166 Crying out whenever he is

put upon the fret, * Gov' Nicholson '. 1782 Miss Burney
Cecilia x. x, The moment you have put him upon the fret,

you'll fall into the dumps yourself. 1854 Dk Quincey
Autobiog. Wks. II. 280 Flanders . . on the fret for an insur-

rectionary war. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xxv. 94
He was always either on the strut or the fret.

Fret (fret), sb$ Also 5-6 freyte. [of uncer-

tain etymology.
Possibly a use of OY./rete ring, ferrule (see Fret -A.5 ).

Another possibility is that it is connected with Fret v. to

rub (cf. quot. 1606).]

In musical instruments like the guitar, formerly a
ring of gut (Stainer), now a bar or ridge of wood,
metal, etc. placed on the fingerboard, to regulate

the fingering.

11500 Prov. in Antig. Rep. (1809) IV. 406 In myddest of
the body [of Lute], the stryngis soundith best, For, stoppide
in the freytes, they abydeth the pynnes wrest. 1565 Calf-
hill Ansiu. Treat. Crosse 21 b, If the strings be out of
tune, or frets disordered, there wanteth the harmony.
1606 Chapman M. D'Olive 1. B3D, The string sounds
euer well, that rubs not too much ath frets. 1698 Phil.
Trans, XX. 80 The Frets are nearer to one another toward
the Bridge. 1788 Cavallo ibid. LXXVIII. 242 In a set

of musical keys, pipes, or frets, a temperament is absolutely
necessary. 1837 Blackw. Mag. XLI. 92 The violin, which
once had six strings, with guitar frets, was fortunately
relieved from these superfluities.

fit* z Sfi7 Gascoigne's Wks. y Hearbes, &C, Commend.
Verse, Whose cords were coucht on frets of deepe disdaine.
attrib. 1814 Cary Dante, Parad. xx. 22 As sound Of

cittern, at the fret-board.. Is. .modulate and tuned.

Pret, sbA rare. [ad. OF'. frete, fraite, fraicte,

breach.] A breach or passage made by the sea.

(Quot. 1884 perh. belongs to Fret sb.2)

1587 Fleming Contn. 11olinshed III. 1537/2 They had no
entrance at all, vntill the riuer had made a new fret. 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Hib. m. vi. (18101 550 Before they could
compasse the fret, or cleft rocky ground as aforesaid. 1884
Times 15 Aug. 5 The sands bad a tendency to accumulate
in the Upper Mersey and . . it was the ' frets ' and erosion
of the sand banks which counteracted this tendency.

Fret (fret), sb.$ Obs. exc. dial. [a. OF. frete

(mod.,F. frette) a ferrule, ring (also spec, as below).]

(See quols.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 332/1 The Frets, .of a Wheel

. are Iron Hoops about the Nave. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss.,

Fret, the belt of iron which goes round the nave of a
wheel. Also called Clam.

t Pret, sbfi Obs. Also 7 frete. [ad. L. fret-
urn. (Perh. confused with Fret sb,*).] A strait.

1576 Sir H. Gilbert Disc.Passage to Cataia i, An Islands
[America] .. hauing on the Southside of it the frete, or
strayte of Magellan. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 345
This Sea coast of Britaine is seperated from the Continent
of Europe by a frete or streight. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. vii. xiii. 364 In this Euripe or fret of Negropont
..Aristotle drowned nimselfe, as many affirme. a 1661
Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 506 A small fret (known by
the peculiar name of Mcnai) sundc-reth it from the Welch
continent.

Fret (fret), vA Pa. t. and pple. fretted.
Pr. ppl. fretting. Forms : Inf. 1 fretan, 2 freo-

ten, 3-6 frete(n, 3 south, vreten, 5 fretyn, freete,
6 freat(e, 6-7 frett e, 4- fret. Pa. t. 1-2 frdet,

3-4 fret(e, south, vret, freet, 4 frat(e, frette,

6 fret; also weakforms: 5 freted, 6- fretted. Pa.
pple. 1 freten, 4 freaten, fretyn(e, 5 frete, -ette

;

weak forms : 6- fretted ; also 4-7 fret. Also
3-4 i-, yfrete(n, 5-6 i-, yfret(te. [OF. fretan str.

vb. (conjugated like etan to EatO = MLG., MDu.
vreten (Da. vreten), OHG.fre^zeu (MHG. vrezfpn,

mod.G.fressen),Goth,fraitan{\}ret.fr$f),{t Q'TGU.t.

fra- (see Yon-pref. 1
) +

'¥elan to Eat.]

f 1. trans. Chiefly of animals : To eat, devour.

Also with up and to eat of. Obs.
Beowulf 1582 He .. fra»t .. fyftyne men. O. E. Citron,

an. 894 Hie. .haifdon miclne d;cl bara horsa freten. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 133 Sum [sede feolj hi be weie . . and fu^eles

hit freten. c 1205 Lay. 274 Let bu ba hundes . . eiSer freten

oSer. a xstt After. R. 66 J>e coue. .fret al ban of hwat heo
schulde uor'5 bringen hire cwike briddes. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex.
4027 Bis leun sal o5er folc freten. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
(Horstman) lxxix, 14 A beste frate it and nama. C1315
Shoreham 161 Opone thy wombe thou schalt glyde, And
erthe frete. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XVHI, 194 Adam after-

ward aaeines hus defence Frette of pat fruit, c 1385 Chaucer
E.G. W. 1951 Ariadne, And into a prysoun. .cast is he Tyl
. .he shulde fretyn be. c 1394 /'. PL Crede 729 pey freten

vp the furste froyt & falsljche lybbep.
absol. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 95 And in fastyng-dayes

to frete ar ful tyme were. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.)

71 Have of thine own and faste gyne to frete.

fb. transf To devour, consume, destroy. Obs.

c 1000 /Elfric Dent, xxxii. 22 Fyr fryt land mid his

wsestme. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 404 pat be flod nade al freten

with fre3tande wawez. ?« 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose^Zj For
alle thing it [tyme] fret and shal. 1388 Wyclif Micah v. 6

Thei shulen frete the lond of Assurbi swerd. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 9691 A tru to be takon. .baire men for to bery, And to

frete horn with fyre.

absol. 1583 Stanyhurst AEtteis 11. (Arb.) 67 Thee fyre heer

on fretting [ignis edax] with blaze too rafter is heaued.

2. To gnaw ; to consume, torture or wear away
by gnawing. Now only of small animals

:

= Eat 9. Also intr. (const, on, into).

a\zoo Moral Ode 274 Naddren and snaken . . tered and
freteS be uuele speken. c 1305 Lay. 166 Heo [fleojen] freten

bet corn & bat graes. c 1275 XI Pains 0/Hell 19 in O. E.
Misc. 147 Wrmes habbeb my fleys ifreten. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 6570 Vermyn grctc.be synful men sal gnaw
and frete. 1340-70 A lisauuder 1159 Fayre handes & feete

freaten too the bonne. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 171
Wormes. .frate so Julianus his neberende bat [etc.]. 1430-40
Lydg. Bochas vn. ii. (1554) 166 b, His flesh gan turne to cor-

ruption Fret with wormes vpon eche partie. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. lxvii. 384 (Add. MS.), I suffere thes todes to frete.

(1450 Lonelich Oai'/xlvii. 207 On his hondis he gan to
frete. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 127 The
mothes and soft wormes fret the cloath. 1551 Psalter xxxix.
12 Like as it wer a moth fretting a garment, a 1577 Gas-
coigne Flowers Wks. (1587) 92 The greedie wormes that

linger for the nones, To fret vpon her flesh. 1601 Holland
Pliny 1. 198 The Dragons put in their heads into their snout
. .and withall fret and gnaw the tenderest part. i8s6 Lamb
Elia Ser. 11. Pofi. Fallacies

%
Home is a Home, etc, We

cannot bear to have our thin wardrobe eaten and fretted

into by moths. 1864 Swinburne Atalanta 1423 The .

;
bee

Flits through flowering rush to fret White or duskier violet.

fig- 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. n. xix. (1495) 45 The
fende. .purposyth to chew and to frete the clene iyf of gode
men.

b. To champ (the bit) ; also absol.

1835 Lytton Rienzi v. ii, Fretting his proud heart, as

a steed frets on the bit. 1850 Blackie sEschylus II. 67
A young colt That frets the bit. .Art thou.

3. transf. of slow and gradual destructive action,

as of frost, rust, disease, chemical corrosives,

friction, the waves, etc. : =Eat 10. Const, into,

to (the result). Also with asunder, away, in

pieces, off, out.

In this and the following senses this vb. has partly

coalesced with Fret v.*

a 1225 Ancr. R. 184 He uret him suluen. weilawei ! ase

be uile de5. 13. . B. E. Allit. P. B. 1040 J>e soyle by bat

se halues . . fel fretes be flesch. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xvi. vii. (1495) 557 The fome of syluer . . fretyth awaye
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superfluytee of deed flessh. c 1430 in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems
183 pe rust bat pi siluer dub freete. 1513 Fitzherb. Husb.
§ 20 The thistyll . . freteth away the cornes nygh it.

1567 G. Fenner in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 148 Our cable was
fretted in sunder with a rocke. a 1577 Gascoigne Flowers
\Vks.(i587)69, I may no praise unto a knife bequeath Wyth
rust yfret though painted be the sheath. 1590 R. Payne
Descr. Irel. (1841) 5 The seas fretteth away the Ice and
Snowe. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. m. 37 Inkes that .. would
corrode or fret the paper in peeces. 1603 F'lorio Montaigne
(1634) 266 The Barbie fishes, .will set the line against their

backes, and. . presently saw and fret the same asunder. 1640
Fuller Joseph's Coat vii. (1867) 182 Some thieves have ,.

fretted off their fetters with mercury water. 1658 W. Burton
Itin. Anton. 158 The name of the City [on the coin] fretted

out and quite worn away with age. 1660 Boyle New Exp.
Phys. Mech. xxii. 166 The Air.. is so sharp, that in a short

time it frets not only Iron Plates, but. .Tiles upon the Roofs
of Houses. 1727 W. Mather Yng. Alan's Comp. 74 The
Copperas in the Ink will fret the Nibs. 1859 Kingsley
Misc. (i860) 1. 106 An island fretted by every frost and storm.
1878 Huxley Pkysiogr. 134 The river frets away the rocks
along its banks.
absot. 15*6 Tindale 2 Tim. ii. 11 Their wordes shall fret

even as doeth a Cancre. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. lxxxiv.

135 The Onions do fret, attenuate or make thin. 1610
Markiiam Maslerp. 11. clxxiii. 484 Arsnick .. eateth, and
fretteth, being a very strong corrosiue. 1888 Elworthv
W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., [Said of a grindstone] Capital
stone, it frets (i.e. grinds) well.

b. Jig. Chiefly of the passions, etc. : To ' de-

vour', 'consume', torment; cf. Eat 10 c. Also,

lofret oneself. Obs. exc. in fret the hearty in which
use this sense is now hardly distinguishable from 8.

c iaoo Ormin 16132 Hat lufe towarrd Godess hus me
fretebb att min herrte. 1300 Gower Con/. III. 98 Full of.

.

wrathfull thought He fret him selven all to nought. 1430-40
Lydg. Bocltas iv. i. (1554) 101 a, This Manlius was fret in his
corage To greater worships sodainly to ascende. c 1450
How good Wije taught Daughter 80 in Hazl. E. P- P.
I. 185 Envyouse herte hym selfe fretithe, my dere childe.
a 1541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861} 47 So wrathful love ..

May freat thy cruel heart ' a 1547 Surrey sEneid iv
126 Dido doth burne with loue, rage fretes her boones,
1600 Hoi.land Livy ix. xiv. (1609) 322 Their hearts alreadie
fretted and cankered at the very roote, for the last disgrace
received. 1711 Steele Sf>ect. No. 260 » 1 A crafty Consti-
tution, and an uneasy Mind is fretted with vexatious Pas-
sions. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (18111 III, xlt. 241 Itdid
tease me ; insomuch that my very heart was fretted, 1849
Saxe Poems, Proud Miss McBride, The very sigh That her
stately bosom was fretting. 1856 Hawthorne Eng. Note-
6ks. (1870) II. 59 So many curiosities drive one crazy, and
fret one's heart to death.

+ c. Tofret oat (time) : to waste.
1608 Armin A'wr' A7«*.( i 880) 50 By the third is cald to ques-

tion most that musically fret their time out in idle baubling.

f 4. Said of pains in the stomach or bowels.
c 1275 XI Pains Hell 148 in O. E. Misc. 151 Gripes fretep

heore Mawen. <: 1440 Promp. Parv. 179/1 Fretyn, or
chervyn, torqueo.

5. To form or make by wearing away ; = Eat 11.

With cognate obj. tofret its way.
*593 Shaks. Rich. If, in. iii. 167 Till they haue fretted vs

a payre ofgraues, Within the Earth. 1605— Lear i.W. 307
Let it stainpe wrinkles in her brow of youth, With cadent
Teares fret Channels in her cheekes. 164a Fuller Holy <$•

Prof. St. v. xix. 441 As if his eager soul, biting for anger at
the clay of his body, desired to fret a passage through it.

1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. iv. 87 A broad white
torrent fretting its way along the bottom of an impassable
gorge.

T 6. intr. To make a way by gnawing or corro-
sion ; lit. unAfig. ; =*E.vt 12. Also with through.
Const, into, to. Obs.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 127 The ffresinge ffrost
Arreted to here herds. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxii.
(Percy) 159 With knotted whyppes in the flesshe to frete.

*534 Act 26 Hen. VIIf, c. 9 The flud and rage of the sea
,. doth freate . . in dyuers places. 1567 Turberv. Epit. <$-

Sonn. (1857) 368 Eche lowering looke of yours, frets farther
in my hart.

^
1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 1126 How

dangerous it is, to suffer sinne to lye fretting into the soule

!

1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del 11. vii. 123 The Water .

.

would sooner fret through and cause a passage then make
a stoppage. 1650 Fuller Ptsgak iv. v. 82 His streams
[mouths of the Nile] fret one into another. Ibid. 373 Per-
forations which in process of time might fret in, and indent
into the structure itself. 1676 Wiseman Surg. 1. xvii. 80
Many Wheals arose, and fretted one into another, with great
Excoriation.

t7. intr. (or reft. To become eaten, corroded, or
worn ; to waste or wear away ; to decay, become
corrupt. Also with asunder, off, oat. Obs. Cf.
Fret vA 2.

i486 Bk. St. Albans B ij b, And that same penne shalle
frete asonder, and fall a way. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. f Arb.)
121 Bowes moostcommonlye freate vnder the hande. .for the
heete of the hand. 1568 Jacob <$• Esau 11. iv. in Hazl. Dods-
ley II. 218 If I had bidden from meat any longer, I think
my very maw would have fret asunder. 1503 Drayton Idea
170 Metals doe waste, and fret with Cankers Rust. 1657
W. Rand tr. Gassendts Life o/Peiresc 11. 128 When passing
through a coloured glasse, they [the Raies of the Sun] fret
off, and carry with them some portion of the colour. 1761
Haddington Forest-trees (1765) 23 They [Alder trees]
fretted at the top and died. 176a Falconer Shipiur. 11.

299 The leather fretting.. By friction wore must ever be
supply'd. 1804 Abkrnethy Surg. Observ. in The wound
fretted out into a sore.

8. trans. To chafe, irritate. Chiefly with regard
to the mind : To annoy, distress, vex, worry. Also,
tofret oneself \ and to bring into or to (a specified
condition) by worrying. Cf. Fret v* 1.

riafto S. Eng. Leg. I. 187/95 So pat be salt scholde is

woundene frete. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxxvi[i], 1 Frett
not thy self at the vngodly. 1546 [see Fretting vbl.

sb. 3]. 1594 Forman Diary (1849) 26 She cam not to
me, and I was marvailously freted with yt. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. w. \. 77 You may as well forbid the Mountaine
Pines To wagge their high tops . . When they are fretted

with the gusts of heauen. 1658 Bromhall Treat. Specters
1. 52 They that stood by mocked him, and he being fretted

went away. 1693 W. Freke Art of War ix. 265 Arrows..
fret horse doubly more than Guns can. 1709 Steele &
Addison Tatler No. 160 F 9, I should have fretted my self

to Death at this Promise of a Second Visit. 1768 Goldsm.
Good-n. Man 1. i, I have tried to fret him myself. 1801
Southey Thalaba xi. iii, The officious hand Cf consolation,
fretting the sore wound. i8«o W Irving Sketch Bk. I. 207
The horses were urged and checked until they were fretted

into a foam. 1625 Ld. Cockburn Mem. iv. (1874) 190 They
were fretted into something like contempt by the rejection
of a claim, 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 32 The long-lost
mother . . once fretted our young souls with her anxious
humours. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xi. 91 The
bishop .. fretted himself in his chair, moving about with
little movements.
absot. c'1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 173 pe bladdre ne mai

not be spudid if it bekutt. .for. .pe urine fretib and bat lettip

be souding. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 111 v, Injuries from
friends fret and gall more.

9. intr. for reft. To distress oneself with constant

thoughts of regret or discontent ; to vex oneself,

chafe, worry. Often with additional notion of
giving querulous nnd peevish expression to these

feelings. Also, tofret andfame, and fret it oat.

1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utop 1. (1895) 75 He.. so fret,

so fumed, and chafed at it. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk.
(Camden) 46 [He] chafid and frettid like a proctor. 1602
Marston Antonio's Rev, v. iii, Another frets, and sets his
grinding teeth Foaming with rage. 1631 Gouge Gods
Arroius in. iii. 188 The more conspicuously are their evill

deeds discovered : which makes them the more fret and
fume. 1646 ) Hall Horae Vac. 53 Hanniball gallantly
frets it out in Silius. 1699 Dampiek Voy II. 1. 81 He
fretted to see his inferiours raised. 1709 Steele Tatler
No g f 1 He neither languishes nor burns, but frets for

Love. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man v, He cnly frets to keep
himself employed. 180a R. Anderson CumberId. Ball 43
Another neet'il sum be here, Sae diwent freet and whine
183a Tennyson May Queen Concl- 45 Say to Robin a kind
word, and tell him not to fret. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Manch. Strike i. 7 Don't fret, wife , we must do as others
do. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library {1892) II. v. 150
Englishmen were fretting under their enforced abstinence
[etc.]. 1875 W S. Hayward Love agst. World 83 In
secret, Jasper fretted and fumed.

b. <\XLB.s\-trans. With away, oat.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v v. 25 A poore Player, That struts

and fiets his houre vpon the Stage. 1611 Barrey Ram
Alley in. i. in Hazl. DodsleyY^ 327 Now let him hang,
Fret out his guts, and swear the stars from heaven. 1829
I. Taylor Enthus. ix. 244 Many who . . have fretted away
an unblessed existence within . . the monastery. 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 48 She had driven him from
his country to fret out his life in banishment. 1879 Farkar
St, Paul (1883) 357 The Vibiuses. . who. .fretted their little

hour on the narrow stage of Philippi.

10. intr Of liquor: To undergo secondary fer-

mentation. Obs. exc. dial.

1664 Bkalb Cider in Evelyn's Pomona 36 When it [i. e.

the Cider] is bottled it must not be perfectly fine, for if it is

so, it will not fret in the bottle, a 1680 Butler Rem.
(1759) I 244 All Love at first, like generous Wine, Fer-
ments and frets, until 'tis fine. 1775 Sir E Barry Obserrt.
Wines 43 Some of the .. more generous kind [of wine]
..required great care to prevent them from fretting. 1888
Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. 270 Eret, to ferment.
transf. \1oLPoet Reg. 470 Beneath these butchers stalls

..Where rankling offals fret in many a heap
b. trans, {causatively). Also, To fret in : see

quot. 1872.
174a Lond. <y Country Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 66 Without fretting

or causing it to burst the Cask for Want of Vent i860
O. W. Holmes Elsie V xxii. (1891) 313 Both were .. old
enough to have all their beliefs ' fretted in ', as vintners
say,—thoroughly worked up with their characters. 187J
Cooley's Cyct. Pract. Receipts (ed. 5) 1 185/2 The technical
terms ' sweating in ' and fretting in ' are applied to the
partial production of a second fermentation, for the purpose
of mellowing down the flavour of foreign ingredients (chiefly

brandy), added to wine.

11. intr. Of a stream, etc. : To move in agitation
or turmoil, to flow or rise in little waves ; to chafe.

Often used with conscious metaphor and mixture
of sense 9.

17*7-46 Thomson Summer 48 1 The . . brook . . fretting o'er
a rock. 1803-6 Wordsw. Intimat. Immort. xi, I love the
brooks which down their channels fret. 1808 Scott Marm.
II. Introd. 104 Scarce can Tweed his passage find, Though
much he fret, and chafe, and toil. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley
xxi. 307 The mill-stream, .fretting with gnarled tree-roots.
1888 Bryce Amer. Commiv. I. xiv. 189 Short sharp waves
in a Highland loch, fretting under a squall against a rocky
shore.

fig. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. iv. (1869) 81 A certain
stream of irritability that is continually fretting upon the
wheels of life. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 1. iii. 51 The
stream of thought, Fretting against its limits and obstruc-
tions.

12. trans, {causatively). To throw (water) into

agitation ; to cause to rise in waves ; to ruffle.

1794 G. Adams Nat. fy Exp. Philos. I. vi. 210 The surface
of the water is fretted and curdled into the finest waves
by the undulations of the air. 1839 Dk Quincey Recoil.
Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 54 Some great river . . fretted by rocks
or thwarting islands. 1858 Lytton What Will He do 1. iv,

See . . how the slight pebbles are fretting the wave. 1863
Hawthorne Our Old Home 272 The surface [of the river]

. . being fretted by the passage of a hundred steamers.
1871 Joaquin Miller Songs Italy (1878) 23 Not one gondola
frets the lagoon.

13. dial. See quot. ; cf. sense 4 and Fret sb.- 2.

1856 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. 11. 482 The grassland in

this district is peculiarly liable to scour (' fret ') the young
cattle.

Fret (fret), v. 2 Forms: Inf. 4-7 frett(e, (g
freett, 6 freat), 5- fret. Pa. t. 5 fret. Pa. pple.

4-7 fret(t(e, (5 freit, freyt), 4-5 frettet, -it, -ut,

4- fretted. Also pa. pple. 4 ifreted. [Pern, re-

presents several distinct but cognate words. In
part this word seems to be a. OF. freter (used in

pa. pple. frete, — Anglo-Lat. frectatus, frictatus,

frestatus, in the sense * ornamented with interlaced

work, embroidered with gold, etc.*, also Her.
' fretty '), f. frete : see Fret sb. 1 In the architec-

tural sense it agreeswith Fretish v.~; the two forms
may be adoptions of the two stems of the OF. vb.

*fraitir, fraitiss-. There may also have been an
independent English formation on Fret sb.*

The common view, thaifret represents OlZ.fr&iu^iian, to
adorn, seems inadmissible phonologically ; but it is possible
that the OE. vb., though not recorded after the 12th c,
may have survived in speech, and have been confused with
the Romanic vb.]

1 1. trans. To adorn with interlaced work, esp.

in gold or silver embroidery; in wider sense, to

adorn richly with gold, silver, or jewels. Obs.
13.. E. E. Allit, A B. 1476 Fyoles fretted with flores &

fleez of golde. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 9107 Other stanes
of gret prys > With fyne gold wyre alle obout frett. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 11 Fetislich hir fyngres were fretted

with golde wyre. t 1400 Beryn 3926 A swerd .. wyth
seyntur Ifreted all with perelis. c 1450 Golagros <$ Gaiu.
318 Frenyeis of fyne silk, fretit ful fre. 1494 Fabyan Chron.
iv. lxix. 48 The Emperour .. garnysshecf the Crosse with
many riche stones freit with golde. a 15*9 Skelton Image
Hypocr 375 Curtle, cope and gown* With golde and perles
sett And stones well iffret 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

815/1 Ladies all in white and red silke, set vpon coursers
trapped in th*. same sute, freated ouer with gold. Ibid.

857/1 The quire, .sieled with cloth of gold, and thereon fret

ingrailed bent clothes of silke. 1600 Fairfax Tasso ix.

lxxxii. 175 In his Turkish pompe he shone, In purple robe,
ore fret with gold and stone. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 74 He
could . haue fretted (as it were) the whole volume of the
booke with excellencie of words, a 1668 Davenant Masque
Wks (1673) 364 His bed-chamber door, and seeling, fretted
with stars in Capital Letter.

b. transf. To variegate, chequer, form a pattern

upon.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 104 Yon grey Lines That fret the

Clouds, are Messengers of Day 1839 Longf. Hyperion
m. i (1853) M2 White clouds sail aloft ; and vapours fret

the blue sky with silver threads.

2. Arch. To adom {esp. a ceiling) with carved
or embossed work in decorative patterns.
161 1 Shaks. Cymb. il iv. 88 The Roofe o'th Chamber

With golden Cherubins is fretted. 1615 Sir R. Boyle
Diary (1886) I. 66, I compounded with my plaiserer to
ffrett my parlor. 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 322 The
Duke of York's chamber.. as it is now fretted at the top,

is . . one of the noblest and best-proportioned rooms. 1853
Kingsley Hypatia xix. 218 Against the wall stood presses
and chests fretted with fantastic Oriental carving.

^
transf and fig. 160a Shaks. Ham. \\. ii. 313 This Ma-

iesticail Roofe, fretted with golden fire. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. vi. v. 336 Simple ignorance not fretted and embossed
with malice, .caused that desolation of Libraries in England.
17*9 Savage Wanderer 1. 40 The solar fires now faint and
wat'ry burn, Just where with ice Aquarius frets his urn !

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 559 Vaulted by magnificent
canopies, fretted with a variety of depending petrifactions.

1842 H. Miller O. R. Satidst. viii. (ed. 2) 170 Its shelly
armour was delicately fretted with the forms of circular or
elliptical scales.

3. Her. To interlace.

157* Bossewell Armorie 11. 121b, Hee beareth Or, a
Lyon rampaunt d'Ermine, debrused with two Barruletes,

and fret with the thirde, Sable. 1838-40 Berry Encycl.
Her. I, Fretting each other, interlacing each other,

tPret, v.'* Obs. rare. [ad. OF. freter (Fr.

fretter), S. OF. *frele (Fr. frette) ring, hoop.]
trans. To bind (properly, with a hoop or ring).

Alsoy5#.
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 41 Foxes frettid in fere wasten

the cornes. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xxviii. (1869)
190 She was bounden with hoopes, and faste fretted [fretee].

Ibt'd. xxix. 191 She is bounden and bounden ayen ; fretted

[F.fre/ee] with obseruaunces. a 1450 Fysshynge %v. Angle
(1883) 8 Double the lyne and frete hyt fast yn pe top with
a nose to fasten an your lyne.

tPret, vA Obs.: merged in F"RET vA 3-13.
[Of difficult etymology.
It might satisfactorily be explained as a. OF. *fretter =

mod. F. dial, fretter, Pr. fretar, It. frettare'.-~vulgar L.
*fridare, freq. of L.fricdre to rub ; but the OF. form has
not been found. Cf. ihesynonymousOV.froter(F.frotter),
which, in spite of phonological difficulties, some scholars

connect with this group.]

1. trans. To rub, chafe. Also with away.
Causatively : To make pass by rubbing ; to cause

(a keel) to graze.
13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vertwn MS. xxxii. 978 Penaunce.

.

fretep a-wei pe fulpe of synne. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Clemens 283 pai fretyt bare facis pane [faciem confricantes]
Fore ferly& pis speke be-gane. c 1450 Two Cookery'bks. 113
Nym appeles, seth hem, let hem kele, frete hem thorwe an
her syue. 1483 Cath. Angl. 143/1 To Frete

; fricare .. to
rubbe. a 1547 Surrey in TottePs Misc. (^Arb.) 27 Ne by
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coward dred..On shalow shores thy keel in perill freat.

1653 H. Cogan I)tod. Sic. 127 The inhabitants..know this

tree..by the Elephants robbing and fretting it. 1705 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4179/4 The Hair fretted short about the middle of

her Mane.

fig- xS^i Lambaruk Eiren. iv. xtx. (1588) 602 The one of

these Statutes doth not fret the other.

b. Of a bird : To preen (feathers).

»4»3 Jas. I KingisQ. xxxv, Freschly in thaire birdis kynd
arraid Thaire fetheris new, and fret thame In the sonne.

2. intr. To rub, produce friction ; to fray out.

1643 Fuller Inaug, Serm. § 23 That his curtesies might
not unravell or fret out hath bound them with a strong
border. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 147 Such positions, that

one [branch] may not easily fret upon another. 1692 Ca.pt.

Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvi. 81 To Serve a Rope, is to

wind something about it, to keep it from fretting out. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) H. 587 Taking off the weight of
difficulties, so that they may not fret upon the shoulders.

3. a. ? To have dealings with (cf. F. se /rotter

avec). b. ? To conflict, offend against. Obs.
(The interpretation of the words in these passages, and

their identity with the present verb, are very doubtful.)

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12846 Hetis horn, .to haue all hor hert

wille, Of ffredom. .fret with horn so, And all your will shall

ye wyn. 1435 Misyn Fire 0/Love q-z Slike frenschypis pure
naturel, & berfore meyd ne vnmeyd, bot if it oght freyt [nisi

aliquid moliatur\ agayn godis commament, it is worbi.

Fret ( fret), vf> [f. Fbbtj&S] trans. To furnish

(a guitar, etc.) with frets. Hence Fr&ttedppl. a.

1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood 5 While you your
selues like musicke sounding Lutes fretted and strunge,

gaine them their silken sutes. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 388
[Punning use] Call me what Instrument you will, though you
can fret me, you cannot play vpon me. 1647 WARD Simp.
Coblery$ Instruments maybe well made and well strung, but
if they be not well fretted, the Musique is marred. 1689
Lond. Gaz. No. 2437/4 All sorts of fretted Instruments,
especially Lutes and Viols. 1874 Kn[ght Diet. Mech. II.

1031 An instrument having the fretted neck of the former
[the guitar].

T Tret, vfi Obs. Pa. pple. fret(t(e ; also

yfretted. [ad. OY. fretert
pa. Tpyle.fretd i garni

'

(Godef.)
;
perh. a use of freter Fret v.* Cf.

Freight pple. i b.] trans. To furnish, stock, stud,

supply. Chiefly in pa. pple. modified by advbs.

full, thick, well.

13. . E. E. Altit. P. B. 339 With alle be fode bat may be
founde frette by cofer. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4705 Love, it is an
hateful pees . . A trouthe [Thyune and MS. And through
the], fret full of falshede. c i4ooMAUNDEv.<Roxb.)xx.v. 136
All bir greez er . . frette full of perle and ober precious
stanes. c 1400 Ywaine <y Gaw. 3160 A klub .. Thik fret

with mani a thwang. 1413 Pilgr. Sotvle (Caxton 1483)
tv. xxxii. 81 Armes..wel frett with senewes and al ful of
veynes. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas v. vii. (1554) 127 a, A croune
of fresh Laurer Forged of gold, fret full of stones clere.

Pret, ///. a. fpa. pple. of Fret v?\ Of a
ceiling : = Fretted ppl. a.%

1663 Gerbier Counsel (1664) 45 Summers . .to be framed in

such proportion as may serve to make an Italian fret Seeling.

1710 Strype Stov/sSurv. 1. 11. xiii. 191/1 This Church.. was
built in an Octangular Form with a fine fret Cieling.

t Pretchard. Obs.- 1
[f. *fretch, Fratch v. +

-ard.] A fretful or peevish person.
a 1640 W. Fenner Sacrifice Faith/. (1648) 15 The angrie

fretchard praies for patience and meeknesse and yet sets

downe without it.

tFretel. Obs~ x
[a. OYr.fretel,frestel.] A

sort of flute ; a pan-pipe.
1480 Caxton Ovid^s Met. xi. iv, And Tymolus. .juged by

ryghte that the sowne of the lyre was better than the fretet

or pype of Cornewaylle.

+ Fretewil. [f. stem of Fret v. 1 + wil (related

to Will sb. and v.) desirous. Cf. ME. dmnc-wil,
herc-wil, spatwil, etc.] Voracious.
11115 Ancr. R. (MS. C) 128 note, Fretewil wiSalle.

Fretful (fretful), a. [f. Fret v. 1 + -ful.]

1 1- a. Corrosive, irritating, lit. and_/Z£". b. Irri-

tated, inflamed. Obs.

1503 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 403 Though parting be a
fretfull corosiue, It is applyed to a deathfull wound. 1594
Plat Jewell-ho. 1. 56 More sharpe, and fretfull to their
fingers than their vsuall morter. 1804 Abernf.thy Surg.
Observ. 126 The ulcer.. was of the size of a shilling, with
fretful edges.

2. Disposed to fret, irritable, peevish, ill-tem-

pered ; impatient, restless.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 20 A Tale . . whose lightest word
would, .make, .each particular haire to stand on end, Like
Quilles vpon the fretfull Porpentine. 163a J. Hayward tr.

Biondi's Eromena 96 In so much as he became fretfull, and
pettish. 1739 Cibber Apol. (1756) II. 34 The fretful temper
of a friend. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 200 Im-
pelled by a fretful impetuosity. 1802 Med. Jml. VIII.
528 The child had become more silly and fretful. 1833
Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 83 A horse continues uneasy and
fretful with the bit. 1837 Lytton E. Maltrav. ill. ii, Men
of second-rate faculties .. are fretful and nervous, a 1848
Rossktti Blessed Damozel vi, Where this earth Spins like

a fretful midge.

3. a. Of water, etc. : Agitated, troubled, broken
into waves, b. Of the wind : Blowing in frets or

gusts
;
gusty.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. n. iv. 691 Two goodly
streames . . Whose fretfull waues beating against the hill,

Did all the bottome with soft muttrings fill. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 322 The horizon . . was so extremely black,
fretful, and hazy, that nothing could be seen, a 1849 J. C.
Mangan Poems (1859) 122 Bitter blows the fretful morning
wind. 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 July 2/2 A pretty picture framed
by the fretful sea and the cloudless sky.

4. Characterized by or apt to produce fretting.

1737 Thomson Mem. Ld. Talbot 340 The kindred Souls
of every Land, (Howe'er divided in the fretful Days Of
Prejudice and Error) mingled now. 1798 Wokdsw. Tintern
Abbey, The fretful stir Unprofitable and the fever of the

world. 185a Blackie Study Lang. 33 To pick words out
of a dictionary is fretful. 1890 Murray's Mag. June 737
The fearsome, fretful, forest, dank and deep.

Hence Fretfully adv., in a fretful manner; Pret-
fulness, the quality or condition of being fretful.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 274 And this we tearme fret-

fulnesse or pettishnes. 1789 Mad. D'Akblay Diary Apr.,

Really frightened at she knew not what, she fretfully ex-

claimed, [etc.]. 1843 J. Martineau Chr. Life (1867) 239
Drives away every trace of fretfulness. i860 Froude Hist.
Ettg. V. 174 The Carews rode fretfully up and down the

river banks, probing the mud with their lances to find foot-

ing for their horses. i88oOuida Motlis I. ix. 228 'What is the

useof putting off?
1

said hermotherfretfu!ly,'you will be ill'.

tFre'tish., fre'tize, vA Obs. Also 6 fre-

tissh, freatish, 6-7 frettish, -ize. [f. frediss-

lengthened stem oiOYx.fredir,freidir (
Yx.froidir),

i.freidiYx.froid) cold.] trans. To chill, benumb.
Only in pass.

1523 St. Papers Hen. I'llI, IV. 52 Many of their horses

loste and fretished. 1535 Ibid. IX. 147, I could get neither

bread, drink, nor fire .. till I was fretisshed. 1581 Mil-
caster Positions xliii. 11887) 205 That foolish fellow was
fretished for cold. 1607 Wai.kington Opt. Glass 58 Reviv-

ing those remote parts, which without his influence woulde
otherwise be frettisht with a chilnes.

Hence Fretished///. a. ; Fre'tishing, vbl. sb.,

a weakness in a horse's feet, the result of a chill,

the pinching of a shoe, etc. ; Fretishing ///. a.,

becoming 'fretished'.

1581 Mulcaster Posit, vi. (1887) 48 Daunsing. .strengthen-

eth weake hippes, fainting legges, freatishing feete. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts (16581 292 Of the fretized, bruken,

and rotten lungs. 1610 Markham Masterp. II, lxii. 322 If

the horse be foundred through the straitnesse of a shoo,

which . . is not a founder, but a frettizing which is a degree
lesse then foundring. 1617 — Caval. vni. 8 Nowe if his

Horse haue beene formerly foundred or frettised vpon his

feete. 1639 T. De Gray Compl. Horsevi. 38 We prick the
two Toe-veines which do help Frettizing.

tFre'tish, fre'tize, ».* Obs. In 7 frettish.

[Connected with OF. fraitis (Godef.), said of

capitals of columns, and app. rendering ' quasi in

modum retis' in 1 Kings vii. if. Cf. Frkt sb. 1

, v.*

If this be a pa. pple., the Eng. vb. is prob. ad. OF. */rai-

tiss-, */raitir. If it be an adj. :—L. type ? */racticius, the

Eng. vb. is prob. formed upon it.]

trans. —FRET v? Hence f Fre'tized ///. a.,

t Fre-tizing vbl. sb.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 36 The fretised seelings

curiously wrought. 1601 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886J II. 260 Payde also vnto Cobbe for frettishing the
gallerie and the great chamber 30''. 1606 Breton Sydney's
Ourania ii, In purple robe with starres yfretized. Ibid.

xvi, A Carkanet. .Fretized with Carbuncles. 1626 T. H.
Caussin's Holy Crt. 85 This, .beautiful embowed frettizing

of the heauenly Orbes. a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill, lii.

429 Angiports. .frettized and embowed Seelings. 1703 T, S.

Art's hnprov. I. 43 Frettized work.

Fretless (fre'tles), a. rare. [f. Fret sb.'1 or v. 1

+ -less.] a. Free from fret or annoyance, b. Of
water : Unruffled.

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 3 Fretless and free, Soul clap

thy pinion ! 1894 A. Webster Mother ty Dan. (1895) 17

A full and crystal lake, .strong and fretless, stirs not.

t Fre*tly, a. Her. Obs. [a. OF. freteltf, occur-

ring in the sense bespattered (with mud) ', dim.

of frete Fretty ; cf. the MDu. adapted vb. frete-

leeren to chequer.] = Counterfessed.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. B iij a, Fretly is calde in armys

whan the cootarmure is counterfesid. 1586 Ferne Blaz.
Gentrie 207 They called it sometimes Countersesyd, and
commonly Frettely.

Fretoure, obs. form of Fritter.

Fret-saw. [f. Fret sb. 1 + Saw sb.] A saw
used for fret-cutting. So Fret-sawing vbL sb.,

fret-cutting with such a saw.
1865 Specif. J. Kennan's Patent No. 926. 1 Oscillating

frame in which the fret-saw is strained. 1875 W. E. A.
Axon Mechanics Friend 15 Vibrating fret-saw.

Fre'tsome, a. rare. [f. Fret v. 1 + -some.] a.

Causing to fret; annoying, b. Given to fretting.

1834 J. Wilson in Blackiv. Mag. XXXVI. 586 Incessant
refilling of plates is fretsome. "1870 Mrs. Phelps Hedged
In xviii. 273 Been aye too busy and poor an' fretsome.

Frettage (fre'te^). [a. Yx. frettage, i.fretter

to ring, f. frette Fret sbS>\ a. The process of

shrinking on rings of metal about the breech* of a
gun to give additional strength, b. The collection

of rings thus employed.
1882 Rep. Chie/0/Ordnance 244 (Cent.) The gun. .ordin-

arily receives an exterior frettage.

Frettation (fret^'Jan). rare — 1
, [f. Fret v.1

+ -ation.] Annoyance ; discomposure.
1779 Mad. D'Arblay Diary (1842) I. iv. 163 She heard of

my infinite:/rettation upon occasion of being pamphleted.

T Frette. Obs. rare. [app. ad. med.h. /return,
adapted form of the Tent *frij>tt- Frith sb., peace.]

A composition, agreement.
C1330 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 290 Barons. .Suld com ber

he was, & with him mak ber frette, Or [etc.]. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. exciii. 169 No man must speke with the Kyng,
but he had made with hym [the chamberlain] a frette for to
done his nede.

Frette, var. of Fret sbA

Fretted (frc-ted\///. ^.1 [f.FRETz».i +-edi.]

1. Eaten or worn into holes, chafed.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 121 To make the freated

place as stronge or stronger then any other. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. IV, ccclxxxii, His Raigne was All one thin

Much-fretted veile of Loyaltie. 1821 Joanna Bah. lie Met.
Leg., Lady G. B. xxxi, Through fretted hose and garment
rent.

2. Worried, vexed, chafed, distressed.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. Pref., The fears of these

fretted philosophers will by and by subside. 1797-1803
Foster in Life ty Corr. (1846) I. 203 Feelings are rather

fretted than melancholy. 1864 E. A. Murray E. Norman
I. 7 Mrs. Townshend's .. countenance .. bore that fretted

expression which [etc.]. 1876 Blackie Songs Relig. % Li/e
136 Like ruffled plumes upon a fretted bird.

3. Of water: Raised in small waves, ruffled.

1855 H. Reed Led. Eng. Hist. in. 4^16 The sentiment of

filial piety, which ought to flow in a placid current, is changed
into a broken and fretted tide.

Fretted Jre-ted). ///. a.- [f. Fret v.2 + -ED *.]

1. Adorned with carving in elaborate patterns
;

carved or wrought into decorative patterns.

1552 Huloet, s.v. Beams, Beameofaroufft.*, not beynge in-

bowed or fretted. 1667 PepyS Diary 3 May, The Duke of

York's chamber, .is now fretted at the top. 171 1 Pope Temp.
Fame 138 Wide vaults appear, and roofs of fretted gold.

1750 Gray Elegy 39 Thro' the long-drawn isle and fretted

vault The pealing anthem swells the note of praise. 1813
Byron Br. Abydos 11. v, And round her lamp of fretted gold

Bloom flowers in urns of China's mould. 187a Rvskin
Eagle's Nest g 92 The fretted pinnacles of Rouen.

b. trans/. andyT^. in various senses.

c 14*0 Pa/lad. on Husb. iv. 725 His necke in many a ruge
Yfretted grete. 1784 Cowper Task v. 118 Embossed, and
fretted wild The growing wonder takes a thousand shapes

Capricious, 1809 Pinkney Trav. E'rance 205, I.. watched
..the moon ascending in the fretted vault. 1856 Catekn
Poems (ed. 2) ti The antler'd oak, the fretted thorn, i860

Tyndall Glac. \. xi. 78 The slope .. its termination being

the fretted coping of the precipice.

2. Her. Interlaced. Cf. Fretty a. 1

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 177 Burley beareth palee of 6

parts A and B, fretted with a barrulet in fesse G, chiefe and
baste of the same. 1610 Giillim Heraldry iv. iii. 195
The Field is Pearle, a Purse open, the long strings thereof

pendant, Fretted, Novved, Buttoned and Tasselled.

+ Fretten. Obs. Also 5 freton. [ad. Fr.

/retin broken pieces, ultimately f. h./ratlus broken.]

(See quots.)

1477 Norton Ord. Alch.\\. in Ashm. (1652) 96 The harder

stuffe is called Freton, Of clipping of other Glasses it come.
1688 R. Holme A rmoury in. 385/2 Fretten is wastecutand
broken Glasse fit for noe worke. Castaway glasse.

Fretter l (fre*toi\ [f. Fret v. 1 + -er '.] One
who or that which frets.

1. t a. A devonrer((7/^.). b. That which j^naws,

eats away, or corrodes. Obs. exc. in vine-fetter

:

see quot. 1608.

1523 Fn 2HERB. Husb. § 43 Terre . . is a fretter, and no
healer, without it be niedled with some of these [oil, butter,

etc.]. 1568-9 Act 11 F.liz. in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 298

The fretter of our lives and substance. 1608 Topsell Ser-

pents 666 Vine-fretters, which are a kind of Caterpillers, or

little hairy wormes with many feet, that eat vines when
they begin to shoot. 1610 Markham Masterp. \\. exxx. 432
Other Farriers vse the powder of Risagallo, or Risagre, but
it is a great deale too strong a fretter. 1611 Cotgr.,
Tavelliere, the little worme called a Wood-fretter. 1771
Misc. in Ann. Reg. IJ2/2 Reaumur has proved that vine

fretters do not want an union of sexes for the multiplication

of their kind. 1895 Dublin Rev. Oct. 444 He considered

the generation of vine fretters from a new point of view.

2. a. One who or something which irritates or

chafes, b. One who gives way to fretting or ill-

temper.
a. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. viii. (Arb.> 38 So that

fraylte to hym be no freter. a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Bloody
Bro. 11. ii, Give me some drink, this fire's a plaguy fretter.

1790 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Advice to Put. Laureat Wks.
1812 II. 341 Thou plague of Post Office, the teaser, fretter.

b- 1649 Fuller Just Man's Fun. 19 The first are the

fretters. a 173a T. Boston Serm. (1850) 120 This doctrine

reproves murmurers and fretters.

Fretter- (fretai). [f. Fret z/> + -er1.] A
branch that rubs.

1615 W. Lawson Orch. $ Gard. in. xi. (1668) 38 Fretters

are when . . two or more parts of the tree, or of divers trees,

as arms, boughs . . grow so near and close together, that

one of them by rubbing doth wound one another. 1664
Evelyn Sylva (1776) 472 This is of great importance and so

is the sedulously taking away of Suckers, Water-boughs,
Fretters, etc. 1670 J. Smith England's hnprov. Reviv'd 72.

Fretting (fretirj), vbl. sb.l [f. Fret f. 1 +
-ing 1.] The action of Fret v -

1 in various senses.

1. A slow gnawing or eating away; erosion, cor-

rosion ; also, the process of decaying or wasting.

1382 Wyclif 1 Kings viii. 37 If that hungre were growen
vp on the erthe, or . . fretynge or locust. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvi. xlv. (1495) 568 Rust is .

.
done awaye

. .by . .fretyng of a sawe or a fyle. c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxiv.

278 <Add. MS.) And the thirde day after she died, as by
fretyng of the addres. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 108

Buckles and agglettes at vnwares, shall race hys bowe, a

thinge. .perilous for freatynge. X599HAKLUYT Voy. II. 161

No Wooll is lesse subiect to Mothes, or to fretting in presse,

then this. 1793 G. White Selborne v. (1853) 22 These roads

are by . . the fretting of water worn down through the first

stratum of our freestone. 1878 Masque Poets 106 The
fretting of worms on withered wood.
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f b. A gnawing or pain (in the bowels). Obs.

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 73/1 Chervynge, or fretynge in pe
wombe, torcio. 1533 ElyotGu*. Helthe 24 [Fennel seed)

mytigatethfreattyngesof thestomake and guttes. 1578 Lvte
Dodoens v. Ix.wiii. 646 Gripings and frettings of the belly.

2. Of fermented liquors : The process of under-

going a second and inactive fermentation.

01700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Parell. .poured into a

Vessel of Wine to Cure it's Fretting. 1745 Needham
Microsc. Disc. vii. 76 The fretting of Wine in the Spring
Time, .may be owing to a Fermentation. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 171 Singing must be carefully

distinguished from fretting. The former is the result of
active, the latter of inactive, fermentation.

3. The action of irritating or chafing.

1546 Phaer Bk. Childr. (1553) Tvb, Some haue an ytch
and a fretting of the skynne as yf it hadde bene rubbed with
nettels. 1638 Baker tr. Balzacs Lett. (vol. II) 194 The
onely Medicine that, .cleanseth without fretting.

4. Vexation, worrying ; an instance of this.

1516 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 115 Turment not thy
selfe (my hert) with affttccyon & frettynge for that thynge
that thou can not haue. 1583 Stanyhurst SEneis 11.

(Arb.)46 With choloricque fretting I dumpt. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 83 They fall into passions, frettings,

sweating, pulling off their hats, and trembling fearfully.

a 1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 46 By their continual
Peevishness and Frettings, they become ten times more un-
easy. i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Bohni II. 325
In age, we put out another sort of perspiration,—gout,
fever, rheumatism, .fretting, avarice.

Fretting (fre-tirj), vbL sb* [f. Fret v. 2 +
-ing l.] The action of covering (a ceiling, etc.)

with frets or fretwork ; the ornamentation so pro-

duced. Also trans/.

1614 Sir R. Boyle Diary (1886) I. 49, I agree to paie the
plaisterers for fretting of my gallery at Yoghall 40 marks.
1614 Wotton Archit. (1672) 63 Of this plastick Art, the
chief use with us is in the graceful fretting of Roofs. 1801
Southey Thalaba IV. x, The lovely Moon, O'er whose
broad orb the boughs A mazy fretting framed. 1858 G.
Macdonald Phantasies xiv. 185 The arches intersected in-

tricately, forming a fretting of black upon the white. 1880
Watson in Jml. Linn. Soc. XV. No. 84. 227 The peculiar
microscopic spiral fretting of the genus.

tFre'tting, vbl, jfl.3 Obs. [f. Fretw.4 + -ing2.]
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 179 If yoxx wolt kepe pe eendis

of be heeris fro fretynge. 155a Hlloet s. v. Bolster,
Bolsters whyche bearers of burdens, as porters, etc. do
weare for freatynge, thomices. 1578 Banister Hist. Man
1. 1 3 [A] Gristle . . maketh the motion . . more easie, and swift,

without metyng and frettyng^ of the Bones. 1600 Hakluyt
Voy. (1810) III. 128 They kindle their fire with . . fretting
one sticke against another. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 65
Trees planted a good distance one from another are freed
from frettings and gallings.

Fretting (fre-tirj),///.^. [f. Fretz\1 + -ing2.]

That frets, in senses of the vb.

1. Gnawing, corroding, consuming, wasting.

a. in material sense. Obs. or arch.

1393 Langl. P. PLC. xxi. 158 Of alle fretynge venymes
be vilest is be scorpion, c 1400 Lanfranc^s Cirurg. 203
Eruginosa is lijk be rust of copur. & Ws maner of colre is

miche freting & scharp. 1570 G. Ellis Lament. Lost
Sheep lxxvii, Thou drankest freting vineger with gall, To
make their bitter waters hunny-sweet. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
ill. Ivi. 223 Cast into fretting and devouring ulcers . . it

stayeth the same. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. iii. 151
Command these fretting waters from your eies. 1665-6
Phil. Trans. I. 257 Some other thing that will not be
injured by the fretting Brine. 1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle
iv. i, Dor. Now has he a fretting Feaver on him. 1685
Boyle Salub. A ir 65 The Liquor.. by its fretting quality
corrodes and dissolves Gold. 1769 J. Brown Diet. Bible
s.v., A fretting leprosy is one which by prickling and rank-
ling wastes the flesh. 1813 T. Busby Lucretius 1. 361 To
watery drops the hardest marbles yield, And lessening
ploughshares own the fretting field. 1873 Farrar Silence

f V. iii. (1875) 61 All these gifts combined saved her not
from being eaten away by that fretting leprosy of her
favourite sins.

b. in immaterial sense.

1413 Pilgr. Sozvle (Caxton 1483) in. iii. 51 Ye ben lene
Caitifs withouten flesshe and that is of youre owne fretyng
hertes. £1450 Lydg. & Burgh Secrees 1573 The sharp
Corosye of fretyng detraccioun. Ibid. 1971 And delyuer in
the heed, flYom fretyng malencolye. CX586 C'tess Pem-
broke Ps. lxxviii. iii, These memories, in memory enrold,
By fretting time may never thence be worn. 165a R.
Boreman Countr. Catech. x. 28 Sinne, which is of that
fretting nature, that wasting power (etc.]. 1682 O. N.
Boileau's Lutrin iv. 332 Exiling fretting Care, that kills a
Cat 1 1751 JoRTiN^Vr/«. (i77i)I.iv. 75 By industry we shut
out.. many fretting desires. X878 Morley Vauvenargues 7
If poverty means pinching and fretting need of money.

C. intr. for refl. Decaying.
1821 Clare Vill. Mt'nstr. I. 46 Curiosity his steps hath

led To gaze on some old arch or fretting wall.

2. Chafing, fretful. Of a horse : Impatient.

Also trans/.

1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 43 Full sore she feard her
flanks, and thought shee sawe Her friende pursue her on his

fretting steed. 1594 Hooker Feci. Pol. iv. ix. § 2 When wee
are in a fretting moode at the Church of Rome. 1864 Sir F.
Palgrave Norm. $ Eng. IV. 179 Familiar and friendly con-
versation with the angry fretting king. 1883 Pall MallG.
30 Nov. 4/2 Slow barges . . move on more speedily behind
a fretting tug.

3. Agitated, frothing. Of wine : That is under-
going a second fermentation.

1567 Turberv. Epil. <y Sonn. (1837) 342 No force of fret-

ting fome. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady m. iv. (1734) 300
uirJust as a Bottle of.. fretting Wine, when the Cork is pull'd

out, will fly up, fume, and rage, a 1764 J. Clubbe Physio-
gnomy 38 Anger is a kind of yeast in lumpish constitutions,

that ferments, and gives a frothy, fretting volatility tc the
sluggish matter.

b. Of the wind : Blowing in frets or gusts.

16*8 Digby Voy. A/edit. (1868) 51 It was a maine storme,
and a furious fretting wind, and in gustes there came most
violent flawes.

Hence Prettingly adv., in a fretting manner.
1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. V. Wks. {1711) 107

In musical instruments, if a string jar and be out of tune,

we do not frettingly break it, but leisurely veer it about to

a concord. 1866 Mrs. M. J. Preston Beechenbrook, Like a
mettled young war-horse that, .frettingly champs at the bit.

Pretty (fre-ti), a. 1 Also frett6(e. [ad. OFr.

frettt, i./rete trellis-work : see Fret sb. ]

]
1. Her. ' Covered with a number of narrow bars

or sticks, usually eight, lying in the directions of

the bend and bend-sinister, interlacing each other'

(Cussans). f Of a charge : Fretted or interlaced

with.
156a Legh Armory 158 b, If there be mo then viii Peces.

then shall it be blazed frette and neuer tell the pices.

157a Bosseweli. Armorie 11. 36b, This Cheuron may be
borne frettie with an other. 1705 HearneO//^/. 24 Nov.,
[He] bore for his Armes Or frette gules, with a Besant on
each joynt of y> Frette. 1844 Page Suppl. Suff. Trav. 159
Willoughby : or; fretty, azure. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg.
Monast. Ord. (1863) 109 Morville bears the Fretty fleurs-

de-lis.

absol. quasl-sb. 1687 Lond.Gaz.tlo. 2217/4 Thefollowing
Coats of Arms. .viz. A Frettee of Six Barrs, and a Party-par-

pale Indented Quarter'd Coat upon the one Pair. 1869 W.
S. Ellis Antiq. Her. x. 236 The Lord Audley as a special

favour . . allowed four of his esquires to bear his own fretty in

their coat armour.

t 2. trans/.

a 1618 J. Davies Sonnet Oxf. Univ. 16 Oxford, o I

praise thy situation..Thy Bough-deckt-dainty Walkes, with
Brooks beset Fretty, like Christall Knots, in mould of let.

Pretty (fre'ti), a.'- [f. Fret v. ] + -y '.] Inclined

to fret. a. Of persons : Fretful ; irritable, b. Of
a sore : Inflamed, festering.

1844 Dickens Let. to Forster in Forster Life (1873) II.

no O'Connell's speeches are the old thine : fretty, boastful,

frothy. 1890 Life's Remorse II. xiii. 136 I have been rather

fretty about it. 1894 Catholic News 16 June, The book is

a literary running sore, fretty, stenchsome and repulsive.

1895 R. Kipling in Pall Mall G. 26 June 2/1 Itisacurious
thing that if you call his name aloud in public after an
Englishman you make him hot and fretty.

+ Fre*twise, -ways, adv. Obs. [f. Fret sb.i

+ -wise.] In the form of a fret ; so as to interlace.

14*3 Jas. I Kingis Q. xlvi, In fret-wise couchit [was]

with perleis quhite. 1610 Guillim Heraldry til. xxii. 169
Sometimes you shall find Fishes borne fret-waies, that is to

say fretted or interlaced one ouer another. 1717 Tabor in

Phil, Trans. XXX. 558 Some [bricks] had one of their

Sides wav'd. .some Fretwise.

Fre*twork. [f. Fret sb.\ + Work sb,]

1. Arch. Carved work in decorative patterns con-

sisting largely of intersecting lines, esp. as used in

the decoration of ceilings.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxvi. xxiv. II. 595 Piastre serveth

passing well to white wals or seeling ; also for to make little

images in fretworke, to set forth houses, c 1710 C. Fiennes
Diary (1888) 144 Ye Church is new and very handsome,
good frettworke on y> top. 1768 Grav in Corr. w. N.
Nicholls (1843) 81 The wooden fretwork of the north isle

you may copy, when you build the best room of" your new
Gothic parsonage. 1813 Byron fuan xn. lxii, The gale

sweeps through its fretwork. 185* Miss Yonge Cameos
(1877) H* x 'v- M9 A tomb rich in fretwork and imagery.
trans/, and fig. 1693 W. Freke Set. Ess. Apol. 6 If..

the . . sincerity of my Work has been full and just . . I may
well leave the Fretwork . . to an after part. 171a Addison
Sped. No. 414 P 2 The curious Fret-work of Rocks and
Grottos. 1820 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. South Sea Ho., Moths.

.

making fine fret-work among their single and double entries.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 353 Some party of pleasure

banqueting on the turf in the fretwork of shade and sun-

shine.

attrib. 1634 Wither Emblemes 222 Hee that in his hall

or parlour dines Which fret-worke roofes, or costly cedar
lines. 1799 R. Warner Walks (1800)43 The magnificent

cathedral of Wells, with its fret-work towers. 1807 Wordsw.
White Doe vn. 343 And floors encumbered with the show
Of fret-work imagery laid low. 1841 T. J. Ouseley Eng.
Melodies 146 To gaze upon the leafy fret-work screens.

1878 M cVittie Ch.-Ch. Cathedral 75 A fret-work suing
course under the triforium arcade.

2. Wood-work cut with a fret-saw into orna-

mental designs.

1881 Young Every man'his own. Mechanic § 39 Better
adapted for back-grounds than for sawing as fret-work.

Ibid. % 633 Fret-work consists chiefly in cutting out an open
and elaborate design in thin wood.
3. Her.
1864 Boutell Her. Hist, t, Pop. vii. 32 This Frette-Work

is supposed to be in relief upon the field.

4. (See quot.)

1859 Gwilt Encycl. Arch. II. iii. (ed. 4) 586 Fretwork is

the ornamental part of lead-light work, and consists in

working ground or stained glass into different patterns and
devices.

Hence Fre'tworked///. a.

1875 J. H. Bennet Winter Met/it. iv. xix. 607 The sand-
stone rocks, .are. .fretworked into every conceivable shape.

Freuch, Sc. form of Frocgh a., weak, frail.

Freure, var. of Frover, Obs., comfort.

Frevol(l, -wall, -ell, -ill, var. ff. Frivol, Obs.

Frey, obs. form of Fry sb., young fish.

Freyne, var. of Frian, Obs.

Freytoureere : see Fraterer.

Frezel, var. of Frizzle, sb.2

Friability (fraiabi'liti). [ad. F. friability-, see

F'riable and -ity.] The quality of being friable.

i6ao Venner Via Recta iv. 73 Codfish for . . friability of

substance is commended. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. vi.

(1695I 337 Its Malleableness too . . would be changed into a
perfect Friability. 179a A. Young Trav. Francei%q In some
states the particles . . recede and melt with friability. 1858
Geikie Hist. Boulder viii. 153 From their friability they are

most easily decomposed.

Friable (frsrab'l), a. Also 7-8 fryable. [a.

F. friable, ad. L.friabilis, i.fridre to crumble into

small pieces.] Capable of being easily crumbled

or reduced to powder ;
pulverizable, crumbly.

1563 T. Gale Treat. Gonneskot 2 The spume of Nitre is

Judged best, which is most lyghte, fryable. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World Pref. 17 Stone Walls, of matter moldring and
friable, have stood two or three thousand years. 1684-5

Bovle Mitt. Waters 48 Lightly calcin'd . . till it became .

.

friable between the Fingers. 1793 G. White Selbornc iv.

(1853) 21 Balls of a friable substance like rust of iron called

rust balls. 1845 G. E. Dav tr. Simon's A nim. Chem. 1. 288

The clot is soft, friable.. and is very rarely covered with
a huffy coat. 1870 Emerson Soc.

<fr
Solit., Farming Wks.

(Bohn) III. 6t These tiles. .drain the land, make it sweet
and friable.

Hence Friableness.
1667 Boyle Orig. Formes <y Qual. (ed. 2) 317 In Vitriol the

friableness. .need not be attributed to the compositum as

such. 1853 Johnston in Jrnl. R. Agru: Soc. XIII. I. 21

The natural fertility and friableness of its soils.

t Frian, freyne. Cookery. Obs.

c 1500 For to serve a Lord in Babees Bk. 376 Chese,

freynes, brede hole, with a cake. 1597 Bk. Cookerie F, How
to make Frians.

t Fri'and, a. {sb.) Obs. ta - F- friand dainty

;

according to Hatz.-Darm. an alteration oifriant,
pa. pple. of frire, the primary sense being ' qui

grille (d'impatience) '.] A. adj. Dainty ; delicious

to the palate; fond of delicate food. B. sb. A
person of dainty taste in food, an epicure.

1598 Florio, Leccardo, a glutton, a friand, a gurmand.
J599 A. Hume Hymns (1832) 11 The little friand fish in

flude, and dentie volatil. 1603 Florio Montaigne III. xiii.

(1632) 622, I am very friand and gluttonous of fish. 179a

Bentham Wks. (1838-43) X. 276 The good family wanted
something friand for a side dish. 1818 T. Moore Fudge
Family 22 The land of Cocaigne, That Elysium of all that

is friand and nice.

t Friandise. Obs. [a. Y.friandise, f. friand
dainty.]

1. Something dainty to the taste, a delicacy.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour B vij, She. .gaf to them flesshe

and other fryandyses delycyous.

2. Daintiness, fondness for delicate fare.

1603 Florio Montaigne 111. xiii. (1632) 620 Whosoever re-

mooveth from a child a certaine . . obstinate affection . . to

bakon, or to garlike, taketh friandize from him. 1604 E. G.

D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xvi. 255 They have invented .

.

(for friandise and pleasure) a certaine kinde of paste.

Friar (frsi'J, frai-aj), sb. Forms: 3-6, 9 arch.

frere, 3-5 frer, 5-6 freer(e, 6.SV. freir, (freyr),6

freare, freajour, frir, 6-7 fryer, 6-8 frier, fryar,

9 Sc. dial, freer, freir, 5, 7- friar. [UK frere,

a. OF. frere (mod.F. frere , earlier fredre :—Lat.

frdlrem, Brother.
In Fr. and Pr. the words for brother and friar are the

same ; in the other Rom. langs. they are different. It.

/rate (as a prefixed title fra) is ad. \\/ritcr; Sp./raile

(as prefix fray), earlier frairc, is ad. Pr. /raire, regularly

repr. h./rdtrem: Pg. has frei from the Sp. /ray.

For the change offrere into /riar, cf. ;nl>«(=choir)froin

quere, iriarhom brere, entire from entere.]

1 1. — Brother, in fig. applications ; esp. in OFr.

phrase beu frere ' fair brother*. Obs.

c 1190 Beket 1348 in .S. Eng. Leg. I. 145 ' Certes, beu
frere ' quat be pope :

' I-nelle nou}t take on so \ C l»9o St.

Brendan I2t Ibid. 223 ' Beau freres' quab seint brendan :

'}e nebore nobing drede '. £1330 Amis it A mil. 17 How
yong the[y] become frere. In courte whereas thei were.

c 1530 Hickscorner E ij, What Frewyll myne owne frere

Arte thou out of thy minde. l8ai Joanna Baillie Met.

Leg., Lady G. B. xix, Her jealous Frere, oft on her gazing.

2. In the Roman Cath. Ch. : A brother or mem-
ber of one of certain religious orders founded in the

13th c. and afterwards, of which the chief were the

four mendicant orders : the Franciscans (t Friars

minors, Minorites, or Grey Friars) ; the Augustines

{Austin Friars) ; the Dominicans {Friars Preach-

ers, Black Friars) ; and the Carmelites (+ Frirs

carims = F.freres carmes ; White Friars').

c 1190 Beket 1170 in .S. Eng. Leg. I. 140 Forth rod Jris holi

man As bei it were a frere and let him cleopie frere cristian.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10105 & per . . J>e ordre bigan of

frere prechors. a 1310 in Wright's Lyric F. no He lenebon

is forke ase a grey frere. c 1315 Poem Times Edw. II, 163

in Pol. Songs (Camden) 331 Freres of the Carme, and of

Seint Austin, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 139 Twa frere

meneours of Lombardy. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7462 Sakked

Freres. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 91 Geder up, lo,

lo, Ye hungre begers frerys. c 1500 God speed the Plough

55 Then commeth the blak freres. a 150J in Arnolde Chron.

(181 1) p. xxi, This yere . . frirs carims began first . . A". Dm.
M.ij.C.xx. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 140 Though
the frere minor gyue great example of holynes. 1519 More
Dyaloge in. Wks. 223/2 Frere Hierom geuing vp his order

of the frere obseruantes came to hym. 1537 in Brand Hist.

Newcastle (1789) I. \y>note. Prior of the Irea30urs Preach-

ours of Newcastell. a 1596 in Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. 1. 148

It was the Friar of Orders gray As he forth walked on his



FRIAR.

way. 16*8 Coke On Lilt. 132 The Order of Friers Minors
and Preachers. 1647 Trapp Com/tt. 1 Tim. iv. 2 It was
grown to a common Proverb, A Frier, a tier. 1673 Ray
Journ. Low C, Spain 492 A great Convent of Dominican
Freres. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 19 Johan. de Coloribus

. . by Profession a Black Frier, was a Reader of Divinity.

1703 Maundrell Joum. Jems. (1732) 7 Some Itinerant

Fryars. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian vi, These friars had
left the convent. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. xxix, Lordlings

and freres— ill-sorted fry I ween ! 18x6 Scott Antiq. xxvii,
' He might be a capechin freer for fat I kend.' 1874 Green
Short Hist. iii. § 6. 145 To the towns especially the coming
of the Friars was a religious revolution.

b. Sometimes loosely applied to members of the

monastic or of the military orders.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 197 pe freres of be hospital,

& be temple also. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. vii. (1884)

139 The brimborions oftheca^lestine friars. 1801 A. Rank en

Hist. France I. 225 In ordinary occurrences of difficulty

he [the Abbot] may consult with the older friars.

C. //. The quarters or convent of a particular

order ; hence often used as a proper name for the

part of a town where their convent formerly existed.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 33 He .. with Schyr Ihone the

Cumyn met, In the freris, at the hye Awter. 1479 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 426 They snail here sermonde at the fTrere

menors. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cxcvii. 173 The barons
token counceyll bytwene hem at Frere prechours at pount-
fret. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. xiv. vii, He wes in be

freiris of Dunfreis. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. i. 270 A
place . . still retaining the name of Black Fryers. 1822

Scott Nigel xxv, You are about to leave the Friars? I will

go with you. 1897 Ox/. Times 13 Feb. 5/8 Houses in the

..Friars have been invaded by the flood-water.

f3. Some vessel, etc. made in the similitude of

a friar. Obs.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 41 To Kateryne Druy my best

gay cuppe of erthe kevvryd, or ellys oon of the frerys, to

chese of bothe.

t 4. Some kind of fly (see quot.). Obs.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min. 48 The long flye called

a Frier.. which is counted poysonsome.

5. A name given to various fishes.

1603 Owen Pembrokesh. (1891) 123 The frier [named in a
list of fish]. 1889 Century Diet., Friar, a fish of the family
Atherinidse. An Irish name of the angler, Lophius pisca-
tortus. 1892 Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., Friar, a
name for the silversides, a North American fish, Chirostoma
notatum.

6. An Australian bird of the genus Philemon.
Now usuallyfriar-bird.

1798 D. Collins Ace. Eng. Col. N. S. Wales 615 Vocab.,
Wirg-an, Bird named by us the Friar. 1848 J. Gould
Birds Austral. IV. Descr. pi. 58 Tropidorhynchus Cortti-

culatus. . Friar Bird.

7. Print. (See quots.)

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. 377 Fryer, when the Balls
do not Take, the Un-taking part of the Balls that touches the
Form will be left White, or if the Press-men Skip over any
part of the Form, and touch it not with the Balls, though
they do Take, yet in both these cases the White place is

cal'd a Fryer. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. 524 That
corner untouched by the ball [of printer's ink] .. is tech-
nically termed a. friar. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Print, (ed.

Ringwalt), Friars, light patches caused by imperfect inking
of the form.

8. White friars*, 'a small flake of light-coloured

sediment floating in wine '.

a 1745 Swift Direct. Sen: i. Wks. 1824 XI. 396 If the
cork be musty or white friars in your liquor.

0. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive (of or per-

taining to the friars), asfriar-hoifse, -kirk, -lands

;

appositive, asfriar-beggar (and see under sense 2\
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxxvii. 262 The iiij ordres of

the *frere beggers. 1525 Fitzherb. Husb. 58 b, Chyrches,
abbeys, *frere houses. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 488
He . . Syne bureit was ..In the *freir kirk at the hie altar

end. 16B1 in Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 379 They likewise
renounce all chapels, .monk-land, *frier-lands..and dice.

b. Special comb. : friar's balsam, tincture

of benzoin compound used as an application for

ulcers and wounds ; friar-bird : see sense 6

;

friar*s cap(s, the Monkshood, Aconitum Napel-
lus ; friar's chicken, ' chicken-broth with eggs
dropped in it* (Jam.) ; friar's cowl, the Cuckoo-
pint or Wake Robin, Arum macnlatum ; friar's

crown, Cardials eriophorns
; f friar-fly, an idler

;

friar's goose, Eryngium campestre ; friar's-grey,

grey worn by the Franciscans ; friar's-hood =
friar's cowl' friar('s knots, in goldsmith's work,
knots made in imitation of the knotted cords of the
Franciscans; friar's lantern = Ignisfatuus; friar-

skate, the Rata alba ; friar's thistle = friars
crown.
1844 Hoblyn Diet. Med., *Friars' balsam. 1830 Wither-

ing 1

s Brit. Plants (ed. 7) (Brit. & H.\ *Friars caps. 1861
Miss Pratt Flower. PI. I. 46 Monk's-hood, Aconitum
Napellus. .Had the old names of Helmet-flower and Friar's-

cap. 178a Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Sc. Dial. 150 Fried
chickens, (properly) *Friars chickens. A dish invented
by that luxurious body of men. 1815 [see Crappit-head].
1597 Gerarde Herbal n. cexci. 686 Of*Friers Coule, or
hooded Cuckowpint. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 90
Wake Robin or Cuckow Pintle . . is of some called Friers
Coule, because of the hooding of the Pestle, when it is

springing forth. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccclxii. 990
The downe Thistle . . is thought of diuers to be that . . re-

ported] to be called Corona fratrum or * Friers Crowne.
1577 Northbrooke Dicing{\s79) *i b, Idlers & wanderers
were wont to be called *friers flees [the Lat. above is

fratres muscas) that do no good. 1861 Mrs. Lankester
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Wild Flcnvers 62 Another British species, Eryngium
Campestre, called by Jfohn Ray *Friar's Goose. 1594
Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. xiti. § 6 As one family is not abridged
of liberty to be clothed in *friars'-grey for that another doth
wear clay-colour, so neither are all churches bound to the

self-same indifferent ceremonies which it liketh sundry to

use. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cexci. 686 * Friers hood is of

two sorts, the one broad leafed, the other narrow leafed.

1488 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1877) I. 83 A chen;e of gold
maid in fassone of *frere knottis. 1529 M. Parr in Wills
Doct. Comm. (Camden) 18, xviij. diamontes sett with fryers

knottes. 1631 Milton L'Allegfo 104 And he, by *Fnar's
Lantern led, Tells how [etc.]. 18x0 Neill List Fishes 28

(Jam.) Sharp-nosed Ray. .*Friar-skate.

t Friar, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To act as a friar, play the friar.

a 1535 More How Serjeant would be Frere 156 in Hazl.

E. P. P. III. 125 His heart for pride lept in his side, to see

howe well he freered. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1892) II. 571
A rich Boor's Son, whom his Father had sent abroad a
Fryaring, that is, shroving in our Language.

2. trans. To make (a person) a friar.

1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 232 There remaines
nothing for a lew converted, but to bee Friered.

t Pri/arage. Obs. In 6 frerage. [f. Friak
sb. + -age.] The system of the orders of friars.

1555 Ridley Farcw. Let. in Cert. Godly Lett. Saints
(15641 100b, Her false counterfayte religion in her monkery
and frerage, and her traditions, whereby [etc.].

Friarhood. [f. Friar sb. + -hood.] —Fra-
ternity.
1716 Ayliffe Parergon 259 By the Canon-Law.. Abbots

. . may excommunicate their Monks for Disobedience, .and
if they become incorrigible thereby, they may be expell'd

and turn'd out of the Society of the Fryar-hood.

t Fri'arish, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ish.] Of
or pertaining to friars, friar-like.

1581 Hanmer Answ. Jesuit's Challenge To Rdr. 2 In
weede monkish, frierish, priestly and Pharisaicall. Ibid.

25 b, This is right Frierish, Limitor like.

Fri'ar-like, a. Like a friar; of or pertaining

to friars.

1600 O. E. Kept, to L,ibel 1. viii. 189 AU honest men detest

this frierlike fashion. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (R.),

Their friar like general would the next day make one holy-

day in the Christian calendars in remembrance of 30,000

Hungarian martyrs slain of the Turks. 1646 P. Bulkelev
Gospel Covl. 1. 24 The idle toyes, and frier-like conceits about
Purgatory drawn from hence, I passe by.

+ Fri'arling. Obs. rare ~ 1
. [f. as prec. + -ling.]

A young friar, a disciple in friarhood.

1563-87 Foxe A. <5> M. (1596) 381, I ..will that all my
frierlmgs shall labor, and hue of their labor.

Friarly (frai-sair, a. {adv.) Now rare. [f. as

prec. + -ly l and ^.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to friars; resembling

a friar ; friar-like.

1549 Latimer $tk Serm. be/. Edw. F/(Arb.) 151 Thys is

a fryerly fashion that wyll receyue no monye in theyr
handes but wyll haue it put vpon theyr sleues. 1583 Gold-
ing Calvin on Deut. lxxxiv. 518 These frierly flatterers,

1609 Bp. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cath. 247 In his

Friarly garments (habits of peace and pietie). a 1661
Fuller Worthies in. (1662) 125 He never set his name to
his Books, but it may (according to the Frierly- Fancy) be
collected out of the Capital Letters of his severall works.

1817 T. L. Peacock Melincourt II. 33 In life three ghostly
friars were we And now three friarly ghosts we be. 1885 G.
Meredith Diana Crossways II. vii. 159 We will. .send you
back sobered and friarly to Caen.

B. adv. In friarly fashion, after the manner of

the friars.

a 1631 Donne Lett, to Sir R. H. (Alford) VI. 337, I never
fettered nor imprisoned the word Religion, not straightening
it Friarly, ad religiones factilias.

t Friar Rush.. The proper name (Ger.

Kausch) of the hero of a popular story, which tells

of the adventures of a demon disguised as a friar.

Hence used as the name of a Christmas game.
1603 Declar. Popish Impost. 33 Fitting complements for

. .coalevnder candlesticke : Frier Rush : and wo-penuy hoe.

U Confused by Scott (?after Milton I'Allegro 104)

with Ignisfatuus.
1808 Scott Alarm, iv. i, Better we had .. Been lanthorn-

led by Friar Rush.

Fri'arship. nonce-wd. [f. Friak sb. +-ship.]

A mock title applied to a friar or monk.
1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. lxvi. (1737) 272 As if every

one was a Monk, like his Fryarship.

Friary ^frsi-ari). sb. [f. Friar sb. + -y 2
; see

the earlier Fhary.]
1. A convent of friars.

1538 Latimer Let. toCromwell6 Oct., Rem. (Parker Soc.)

403 If the kings grace, .would vouchsafe to bestow the two
friaries, Black and Grey, with their appurtenance, upon this

his poor, ancient city, a 1659 Cleveland Wks. (1687) 217
Not a poor loophole, Error could sneak by, No not the
Abbess to the Friery. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. I.

156 Near Guildford is the Friery. 1814 Miss Miteord
Village Ser. 1. (1863) 122 The remains of an old friary. 1884
Catholic Times 10 Oct. 4/8 The foundation-stone of the new
Friary , . the first of the kind established since the Reforma-
tion.

2. A fraternity or brotherhood of friars.

1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 423 A Friery or Brother-
hood founded by Raph Hosiar. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No.
3312/3 A Bill for Suppressing Fryeries was presented this
day to the House of Lords. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog.
II. 216 He proposed also to found a convent, to be dedicated
to the poorest friary in the Kingdom.

FRIBBLE.

T 3. The institution or practices of friars. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. 272 When John Milverton ..

began (in favour of Friery) furiously to engage against
Bishops and the Secular Clergy, a 1661 — Worthies iv.

(1662) 9 A Secular Priest, betwixt whose Profession and
Fryery, there was an ancient Antipathy.

4. attrib. (of or pertaining to a friary or friaries),

as friary-cart, -chapel, -church.

1598 Stow Sun: 357 This was called the frery cart ..

and had the priueledge of sanctuary. 1774 Warton Hist.
Eng. Poet. 1. ix. 293 It was fashionable for persons of the
highest rank to bequeath their bodies to be buried in the
friary churches. 187a Daily A'ews 22 May, The Friary
Chapel, where the ceremony was to be held.

t Fri'ary, a. Obs. [f. Friar sb. + -y '.] Of or

pertaining to the friars.

1589 CoorKR Admon. 224 Hypocrites .. which will haue
these preceptes perpetuall, and builde thereon frierie and
munkish superstition. 1605 Camden Rem. (1636) 165 Francis
Cornefield. .invented to siynifie his name, Saint Francis with
his Friery kowle in a cornefield.

t Fria'tion. Obs. [as if ad. L. *fridtum-em,
n. of action i.friare to rub into small pieces.] The
action of rubbing or crumbling into small pieces.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Frication or Friation, a rubbing
or fretting together. 1657 K. TURNER Paracels. Chym.
Trans/nut. 43 The first beginning of its Resolution is not
Friation. 1743 Lond. <V Country Brew, 11. {ed. 2' 139 By
stich Friation they are put into a Condition of imparting
their Kssence more freely to the Wort.

Fribble (fri'b'l), sb. and a. [f. next vb.]

A. sb.

1. A trifling, frivolous fellow, one not occupied
in sericus employment, a trifler.

1664 J. Wilson Cheats 1. iii, A Company of Fribbles, enough
to discredit any honest House in the World. 1771 J. Giles
Poems 161 A nymph who can for me forego The fop, the
fribble, and the beau. 1865 Meriyale Rom. Emp. VIII.
lxiv. 128 The criminals they lash were at least no milksops
in crime, no fribbles in vice. 188: Bfsant & Rick Chapl.
Fleet 11. iii,Yonder little fribble, .is a haberdasher from town,
who pretends to be a Templar.

2. A trifling thing; also, a frivolous notion, idea,

or characteristic.

1832 W, SiEi'MKNSON Gateshead Poems 24 To supply his

horse's rack He deem'd it but a fribble. 1874 Blackie
Self-Cult. 83 The fribbles, oddities, and monstrosities of
humanity.

3. Frivolity, nonsense.

_
1881 K. Mulforu Republic o/God ii. 31 note, This life, that

is not that of fribble or of crime, is not ephemeral.

4. Comb.
s
as fribble- like adj.; fribble-frabble,

nonsense.
1822 T. Mitchell Aristoph. II. 239 He with legs planted

wide in this fashion, Fribble-like, swings his frame. 1859
Sala Tiv. round Clock d86i> 77 The innumerable whim-
whams and fribble-frabble of fashion.

B. adj. Trifling, frivolous, ridiculous.

1798 Brit. Critic Jan. 96 The superficial, trivial and frigid

manner in which that fribble minister (Ministrede Boudoir)
treated this important branch of administration. 1839
Thackeray Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 128 An illustration

of some wretched story in some wretched fribble Annual.
1840 — Catherine i, Lovely woman !. .what lies and fribble

nonsense canst thou make us listen to.

Hence Fri'bbledom, the spirit or behaviour of

a fribble; Fri'bbleism, the quality characteristic

of a fribble, frivolity.

1758 Phanor in Goldsmith's Wks. (ed. Gibbs) IV. 429 He
[Shakespear] disdained the fribleism of the French, in

adopting the blemishes with equal passion as the beauties
of the ancients. 1844 Blackw. Mag. LV. 557 Such as the
Quarterly informed us last year, in a fit of fribbledom, were
worthy the neat little crowquills of lady-authors.

Fribble (frrb*l), v. [onomatopoeic; prob. in-

fluenced in sense by association with Frivol.]

1 1. a. trans. To falter, stammer (out) ; also

intr. with through, b. intr. To falter, totter in

walking. Obs.
a 1627 Middleton Mayor of Queenborough v. i, They

speak but what they list of it, and fribble out the rest.

1640 Brome Antipodes u. Wks. 1873 III. 257 If he [the
actor] can frible through, and move delight In others, I [the
author] am pleas'd. a 1652 — Mad Couple 11. ibid. I. 26
You haue often muttered and fribled some intentions towards
me. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 49 f 8 The poor Creature
fribles in his gate. 1848 Craig, Fribble . . to totter like a
weak person.

2. intr. In early use, to act aimlessly or feebly,

to busy oneself to no purpose ; to * fiddle *, Now
(exc. dial.) only in strongly contemptuous sense

:

To behave frivolously, trifle.

1640 Brome Sparagus Garden 11. ii, As true as I live he
fribles with mee sir Hugh. 1664 Bltler Hud. 11. iii. 36
Though Cheats yet more intelligible Than those that with
the Stars do fribble. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI.
lxxviti.378 He fribbled with his waistcoat buttons, as if he
had been telling his beads. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes II. 27
Not as you treat these fools that are fribbling round about
you. 1892 I. Zangwill Bow Myst. 60 Who's fribblincnow,

you or me, Cantercot ? 1895 E. Anglian Gloss., Fribble, to

fuss about.

b. trans. To fribble away: to throw away or

part with lightly, fool away. Tofribble out (nonce-

use) : to portray with purposeless minuteness.

1633 Shirley Witty FairOne iv. ii, Here is twenty pieces

;

you shall fribble them away at the Exchange presently.

a 1834 Lamb Final Mem. viii. To B. Barton, Rembrandt has
painted only Belshazzar, and a courtier or two. .not fribbled

out a mob of fine folks. 1879 McCarthy Own Times I. x.

205 While Lord Melbourne and his Whig colleagues..were
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fribbling away their popularity. 1887 Fenn Master of
Ceremonies xii, Don't fribble away the season.

3. To frizz or frizzle (a wig). Sc.

1756 [see Fribbled ppl. a.]. 1822 Galt Steamboat xii. 297
The minister had a blockhead whereon he was wont to dress
and fribble his wig.

Hence Frrbbled ppl. a., Fribbling vbl. sb. and
///. a. Also Pribbler, a trifler ; Pribblery,
frivolity.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 474 The gingling Eare, or Fancy
. . may have Patterns exceeding ordinary Imitation, or
Friblings of Wit. 1656 R. Fletcher Martiall iii. 63 He
then that's pretty's but a fribbling fool, a 1680 Earl of
Rochester Poems (1702) 129 And fribling for free speaking
does mistake. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), A Fribbling
Question. 171a Steele Sped. No. 288 P2 A Fribbler is one
who professes Rapture and Admiration for the Woman to
whom he addresses, and dreads nothing so much as her Con-
sent. 1756 Toldervy Two Orpluins III. 106 It was a
severe punishment to the fribbled jessamy waiter. 1873 H.
Kingsley Oakshott xii. 278 He had been writing fribbling

poetry. 1889 T. Wright Chalice o/Carden xxxiii. 227 Why
this waste of time, this wronging of self, this reduction to a
condition of fribblery?

Fribblish. (fri-blij), a. [f. Fiubble sb. + -ish.]

Characteristic of or suited to a fribble ; frivolous,

trifling.

1768 Mrs. Delany Lett. Ser. 11. I. 176 His library is

indeed as fribblish as himself, c 1770 T. Erskine Barber
in Poet. Reg. (1810) 329 No longer England owns your
fribblish laws. 1803 S. Pegge Anecd. Eng. Lang. 153 You
may perhaps be puzzled.. to discover how, instead of our
received preterite fought he should obtain such a maidenly
and fribblish substitute asft. 1830 J. Wilson in Biackw.
Mag. XXVIII. 848, I love to be candid, fribbleish and
feeble.

Friborgh, -burgh: see Frithborh, Hist.

t Fricace, sb. Obs. Forms : 6 fricasie, -ye,

6-7 fricacie, 7 fricace. [ad. L. fricatio Frica-
tion ; for the form cf. conspiracy^ — Frication,
Friction i.

'533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 47 a, Of fricasies or
rubbynges precedinge exercise. 1605 B. Jonsos Volpone n.
ii, Applying only a warme napkin to the place, after the
vnction, and fricace. a 1643 W. Cartwright Love's Convert
11. ii, Some Grooms o' the Teeth, and others of the hair;
Mistres o' th' Fricace, one, one of the Powders.

t Fri'Cace, v. Obs. In 6-7 fric c)ase. trans.

To rub ; to subject to friction. Hence Fri'cacing
vbl. sb.

*579 J; Jones Preserv. Bodie fy Sonle I. xxiii. 44 Fricasing
the bodie first emptied of the common excrements. 1607
Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 143 First rub and friccase the
wart violently, and afterward anoint it with Salt. Ibid. 504
[The powder] rubbed upon the teeth, although they be loose
. .yet, Pliny satth, they will be recovered by that fricassing.

Fricandeau (triksend^). PI. fricandeaux.
Also 8 fricando 'e. [a. F. fricandeau] A slice

of veal or other meat fried or stewed and served

with sauce; a collop; a fricassee of veal.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fricandoe, a sort of Scotch
Collops made of thin slices of Veal, well larded and stufTd.

1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v., To make farced Fricandoes
or Scotch Collops. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr.
(1778) 115 A Fricando of Beef. 1812 Combe Picturesque
xxvi, 'That dish ', he cried, 'I'd rather see, Than frican-
dean orfricassee '. 18*9 Lytton Devereux iv. vii, I think
her very like a fricandeau—white, soft, and insipid. 1884
Girls' Own Paper June 491/1 For birds, hares and frican-

deaux the bacon should be two inches long.

Hence Fricandeau* v. trans., to make into fri-

candeaux.
1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 132 To fricando

Pigeons.

Fricandel, -elle (frikaendel). Also frica-

delle. [quasi-Fr. form of prec.] (Seequot. 1892.)
1872 Wame's Every-day Cookery 155 Ragout, Fricandelles,

Sweetbreads. 189s Garrktt Encycl. Cookery, Fricadeltes,
These are also erroneously called Fricadilloes and Frica-
telles. They are hashed meat made into balls and fried.

Fricassee (frikas/*), sb. Forms : 6-7 fricase,

fricacy, -ie, 6-8 fricasy, (7 frycase, fricace,

fregacy), 7 fricassie, (frigasie), (8 fricasey,

frigacy, frigusee), 7-9 fricass6, 7-9 fricasee,

7- fricassee, [a. Y.fricasse'e, i.fricasser to mince
and cook in sauce ; of unknown origin.]

1. Meat sliced and fried or stewed and served with
sauce. Now usually a ragout of small animals or

birds cut in pieces.

1568 North tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. (1619) 624 That hee
coulde make seuen manner of fricasies. 1597 2nd Pt. Gd.
Hus-wiues Jewell Bij, For fricasies of a lambes head and
purtenance. 1656 Perfect Eng. Cooke 3 To make a Fregacy
of Lamb or Veal. 1678 J. Phillips Tavernier's Traz». t

Persia in. i. 101 Little Birds, .of which we caught enow to

make a lusty Fricassie. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 263
A duck, which was hot at dinner, was brought cold in the
evening, the next day served up as a fricassee. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. <£ It. frnls. (1872) I. 25 A fowl, in some sort of
delicate fricasee.

fig. a 1657 Lovelace Lucasta (1659) 80 Hotter than all

the rosted Cooks you sat To dresse the fricace of your
Alphabet. i86z Thornburv TurnerX. 300 His confused and
unequal picture of the ' Field of Waterloo' .. a perfect

fricassee of ill-drawn lumps of figures.

f2. (See quot. 1611.) Obs. rare — x
.

c 1575 Life Ld. Grey (Camden) 30 It was resolved.. to
make a fricoisie within the bullckwarck, and prezently too
withdrawe all from thence.. and then too have blowen it up
whoale. [1611 Cotgr., Fricassee: .a kind of charge for a
Morter, or murdering peece, of stones, bullets, naHes, and

peeces of old yron closed together with grease, and gun-
powder.]

f3. A kind of dance : see quot. Obs. rare~ l
.

1775 Mrs. Harris in Prh: Lett. Ld. Malmesbury (1870)
I. 294 A new dance at the Festino, called the Fricasee ..

begins with an affront, then they fight and fire pistols, then
they are reconciled, embrace, and so ends the dance.

Fricassee frikasr), v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F.

fricasser.] trans. To make a fricassee of; to

dress as a fricassee. Also trans/.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673* ioThe Sun. .did so scald
us without, as we were in a fitter condition to be fricased for
the Padres dinner, than to eat any dinner our selves. 1671
Eachard Observ. Answ. Cont. Clergy (1696) 63 Common
sense and truth will not down with them unless they be
hash'd and fricassed. 17*4 Compi. Fam. Piece 1. ii. 127 You
may fricasy it, or fry it as you do Veal. 1788 Ld. Auckland
Diary Corr. 1861 II. 76 They are all fried and fricasseed by
the sun at Madrid. 1817 Keats Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 72,
I would have, .fricaseed. .her radishes, .ragouted her onions.

1859 Thackeray Virgin, viii, We cannot afford to be both
scalped by Indians or fricasseed by French. 1874 Cooke
Fungi 98 Sparassis crispa. . In Austria it is fricasseed with
butter and herbs.

fig- I7I9 D'Urfey Pills II. 2 He Trills, and Gapes, and
Struts, And Fricassee's the Notes.

Hence Fricassee'd ///. a., lit. andfg.
1672 R. Wild Declar. Lib. Consc. 9 All manner of Rost,

boyl'd. .friggassi'd, carbonado'd sinners of both sexes. 1768
Sterne Sent. Joum. (1775) I. 4 By three I had got sat down
to my dinner upon a fricassee'd chicken. 1859 Jephson
Brittany v. 54 A breakfast of. .fricasseed chicken [etc.].

Fricasseer ifrik&srsi). [f. prec. + -ER*. Cf.

Y.fricasseur.] One who makes fricassees.

1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1866) 268/1 Call we this

plodding fricasseer a Cook?

t Pricate, z>. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. h.fricdt- ppl.

stem oifricd-re to rub.] trans. To rub (one body
on another).
1716 Newton Let. to Law 15 Dec. in Nature (1881)

12 May, A piece of Amber or resin fricated on Silke clothe.

t Frica'tion. Obs. Also 6 fricacion. [ad.

h.fricdtion-em, n. of action Lfricdre to rub.]

1. The action or process of chafing or rubbing
(the body) with the hands. Cf. Fricace and Fric-

tion 1.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 75 b, Then increase frica-

cions and exercise by litel & litel. i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 58
Gentle Frication draweth forth the Nourishment, by making
the Parts a little Hungry. x66i K. W. Couf. Charac., De-
tracting Empiric (i860) 65 This quackroyall is . . never so
happy as when he's, .telling them, .how many humours he
hath asswaged by frication. 1694 R. Buhthogge Reason 85
By. .a strong Frication of the eye from without.

2. The action of rubbing the surface of one body
against that of another ; friction.

1631 Jordan Nat. Bathes v. (1669) 29 Some woods that are
unctuous, .which yield fire by frication. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. m. 156 A well polished Stick of hard Wax (imme-
diately after frication) will.. move the Directory Needle.
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Shrouding, They [trees] need
no fence.. as standing in no Danger of the Brousings and
Frications of Cattle or Conies.

Fricative (fri'kativ), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
fricdtiv-us, f. L. fricare to rub: see -ative.]

A. adj.

1. Of a consonant-sound : Produced by the fric-

tion ofthe breath through a narrow opening between
two of the mouth-organs.
i860 Marsh Eug.L.ang. 480 The £. .showing no tendency

to the more explosive articulation of some of the German
dialects, or the more fricative of the Spanish. 1875 Whitney
Life Lang. iv. 61 A sound of very different character,

a fricative consonant. 1883 [see Faucal sb.].

2. 'Sounded by friction, as certain musical in-

struments' (Cent. Did.).

B. sb. A fricative consonant.
1863 Lepsius StandardAlphabet 68, H belongs, therefore,

to the unvocalised strong fricatives.

Fricatory (fri'katari), a. nonce-wd. [f. L. type

*fricdtori-us, f. fricator one who rubs : see -ory,]

fig. That rubs or ' rubs down \
18x9 Moore Diary 6-7 Apr., One of those fricatory letters

with which we asses of literature rub each other.

Fricatrice (frrkatris). [ad. L. *fricdtrtc-em,

fern, agent-n. f.fricdre to rub.] A lewd woman.
1605 B. Jonson Volpone iv. ii, [A patron] To a lewd harlot,

a base fricatrice. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. v. 165 Ingles,

Fricatrices, He-Whores. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xcix. 10
Like slaver abhorr'd breath'd from a foul fricatrice.

Fricht, Sc. form of Fright v.

t Frickle. Obs.~°
1681 Blount Glossogr., F'n'ckle, a Basket (for fruit) that

holds about a bushel.

Fricollis : see Frijoles.

Frictile (frrktil), a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. type

*friclilis, f.fricdre (pa. pple. frict-us) : see -ile.]

Obtained by friction.

1883 J. S. Stallybrass it. Grimm's Teut. Mythol. II. 610
There is water boiled on the frictile fire.

Friction (fri'kfsn), sb. [a. F. friction, ad. L.

friction-em, n. of action from fricare to rub.]

1. The action of chafing or rubbing (the body or

limbs). (Formerly much used in medical treat-

ment.) Cf. Frication.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxiv. (1887) 122 Gouerning the

body after exercise, and his frictions to rubbe it and chafe

it. 1619 Massinger Picture iv. ii, If he but hear a coach.

.

The friction with fumigation, cannot save him From the
chine-evil. 1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (1711) 35 The
Solids, .must be treated, .by Frictions, Exercise of the Body
..and the like. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 369 Observations on
the Effects of Acetic Ether applied by Friction in Rheumatic
Complaints. 1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr. 1. vi, Hoping to
have got off by. .a little blistery friction on the back ! 1875
Hamerton Intell. Life x. v. 388 A cold bath, with friction

and a little exercise.

2. The rubbing of one body against another

;

attrition.

1704 Newton Optics lit. i. (1721) 314 Whether that agitation
be made by Heat, or by Friction, or Percussion, or Putre-
faction, or by any vital Motion. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.
I. 481 The rocks below. .are worn many feet deep by the
constant friction of the water, a 1800 Cowper Mischievous
Bull iii, The sheep here smooths the knotted thorn With
frictions of her fleece. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xviii. (18^2)
409 A light was procured by rubbing a blunt-pointed stick

in a groove made in another, .until by friction the dust was
ignited.

3. Physics and A/ec/i. The resistance which any
body meets with in moving over another body.
* Angle offriction, the maximum slope at which one body
will rest upon another without sliding down. Centre of
friction : see Centre 16. Coefficient offriction, the ratio

between the force necessary to move one surface horizontally
over another and the pressure between the two surfaces ; cf.

Coefficient sb. 2 b. Friction at rest, the amount of fric-

tion between two touching bodies that are relatively at rest.

Friction of motion, ' the power required to keep a moving
body in motion ' (Lockwood). Friction of repose, ' the
power necessary to set a body moving from a state of quies-

cence ' {Lockwood).
172a Cheselden Anat. vii. (ed. 2^ 39 This Contrivance is

always found necessary by Mechanics, where the Friction of
the Joyntsof any of their Machines is great. 1755 Johnson,
Friction, the resistance in machines caused by the motion of
one body upon another. i8xa I mison Sc. $Art I. 57 Polished
substances . . have less friction than rough ones. 1859
Rankine Steam Engine § 13 That excess, however, of
the friction of rest over the friction of motion, is instantly

destroyed by a slight vibration. 1868 E. J. Routh Rigid
Dynamics no When one part of a body rests on another a
force is called into play tending to prevent slipping. This
force is called friction. 1875 Nystrom Elem. Meek. 88

Rolling-friction is the resistance of uneven surfaces rolling

on one another, like that of a wheel rolling on a road.

4. fig. ; esp. of the jarring or conflict of unlike

opinions, temperaments, etc.

1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. iii, Souls, .by long friction

and incumbition, have the happiness, .to get all be-virtu'd.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 531 When memory
began to lay in her stores, their frictions among one another
struck out the first sparkles ofjudgment and forecast. 179a
Mad. D'Arblay Let. to A. Young 18 June, You find by a
little approximation and friction of tempers and things that

they are mortal. 1834 H. Miller Scenes fy Leg. xvi. (1857)

239 The fears of the people, exposed to so continual a fric-

tion, began to wear out. 1875 H. James R. Hudson (1879)
I. 25 He felt the friction of existence more than was sus-

pected. 1884 J. Hall Chr. Home 151 In this case friction

between parent and child is out of the question.

5. Comb., chiefly Mech., as friction-ball, one

of the balls used to lessen the friction of bear-

ings, etc.; friction-block, a block which is pressed

against a revolving body to arrest its motion by
friction ; friction-brake, see quots. : also, a brake

operating by means of friction ; friction-breccia

Geol. -fault-rock (see Fault 1 1) ; friction-clutch,

-cone, -coupling, -disc, contrivances for trans-

mitting motion by frictional contact ; friction-fire,

fire obtained by means of a fire-drill; friction-

fremitus Path. — friction-sound ; friction-fuse

=friction-tube ; friction-gear, -gearing, gear or

gearing for transmitting motion by frictional con-

tact ; friction-machine (see quot. 1884) ; friction-

match, a match that ignites by friction ; friction-

powder (see quot.) ; friction-primer, the name
used in the U.S. forfriction-tube ; friction-roller,

(a) a roller placed so as to lessen the fiiction of

anything passing over it; {b) seequot. 1888 ; fric-

tion-sound Path, (see quot.) ; friction-tight a.
}

fitting so tightly that the desired amount of friction

is obtained; friction-tube (see quots.' ; friction-

wheel, (a) seefriction-roller; (b) see quot. 1888.

184a Francis Diet. Arts, *Friction balls. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 915/2 *Friction-brake, a form of dynamo-
meter invented by Prony, in which a pair of 'friction-blocks

are screwed to a journal rotating at a given speed. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 436 White's friction

brake measures the amount of work actually performed in

any time by an engine or other ' prime mover ', by allowing

it during the time of trial to waste all its work on friction.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 357/1 Friction Brake..-* A
measurer of the lubricity of oils. 184a Francis Diet. Arts,

* Friction-clutch. Ibid., * Friction-cones. 1888 Locfouood's

Diet. Mech. Engin., * Friction Disc. 1865 Tvlor Early
Hist. Man. ix. 257 The flint and steel has superseded the

ancient *friction-fire. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med.(ed. 3)

II. 7 The presence of any cardiac thrill or pericardial *fric-

tion-fremitus. 1879 Khory Princ. Med. 47 Friction fremitus

may be felt while the patient is taking deep breath, i860

Illustr. Land. News 25 Feb. 191/2 The old plan of avouch-
hole on the top is disused, and the ''friction-fuse substituted.

1874 Knight Did. Mech. I. 916/2 *Friction-gear. 1888

LockwoocTs Diet. Mech. Engtn., Friction Gearing .. gear-

ing, whose driving force is produced by the friction only of

the peripheries of the wheels. 180* Med. Jrnl. VIII. 478 An
isolated electric pile, or a *friction machine of Nairn,

positive and negative, and also isolated. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. IV. 357/2 Friction Machine, an electric
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machine, generating electricity by contact with amalga-

mated silk. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks.
(Bohn) I. 337 Thus, the men of the senses .. believe that

mustard bites the tongue, that . . *friction-matches are in-

cendiary. 1864 Webster, * Frictionpowder, a composition

of chlorate of potash and antimony, which readily ignites

by friction. 1874 Knight Did. Meek. I. 916/2 *Friction-

primer, a small brass tube filled with gunpowder, and
having a smaller tube containing friction composition in-

serted at right angles near the top. 1703 Wollaston in

Phil, Trans. LXXXIII. 150 * Friction-rollers were applied

to take off some of the weight. 1875 R. F. Martin tr.

Havrez' Winding Mack. 91 The movement of this valve is

produced by a cam with bosses, by means of a lever and a
friction-roller. 1888 Lockivood's Diet. Mech. Engiu.,

Friction Rollers, or Friction Wheels, small rollers which
revolve in bearings, and sustain an axle In the depression

formed by the contiguity of the upper portion of their peri-

pheries. i860 Fowler Med. Voc, ^Friction sound, the

auscultatory sound heard when the pleura; or pericardium

are roughened by inflammation and effused lymph. 1864

Webster, *Frictz'ou tube, (Mil.), a tube used for firing

cannon by means of friction.
_ 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wo?'d-

bk., Friction-tube . . ignition Is caused by the friction on
sudden withdrawal of a small horizontal metal bar from the

detonating priming in the head of the tube. 177* Phil.

Trans. LXXII. 476 Their axes, .rested on *friction wheels

of four inches diameter. 1826 J. Adamson Railroads 23 A
large fixed pulley or friction-wheel. 1888 Lockwood s Diet,

Mech. Engin., Friction Wheel, any wheel which drives or is

driven by friction.

Friction (frrkjbn), v. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr.

To move about with friction ; to friction away, to

go on rubbing, b. trans. To chafe or rub (the

body or limbs), c. intr. To sustain friction (see

quot. 1855).
184a Meek. Mag. XXXVI. 61 Did not the earth perform

its motions as regularly before the creation of man, as now
it does with 800,000,000 of human beings on its surface in-

cessantly frictioning about. 1855 Tait's Mag. XXII. 186

If it [an oil-painting] will 'friction ' as the term is—that is,

if he can raise the varnish by rubbing with finger or thumb,
he accounts himself happy ; and, laying it flat onhisdining-
table, he frictions away till his hands are tender and blis-

tered. 1856 Kane Aret, BxpL I. xxvii. 361, I reached the

ice-floe, and was frictioned by Hans with frightful zeal.

Frictionable vfrrkjsnaVl), a. rare. [f. Fric-

tion sb. + -ABLE.J Liable to undergo friction.

1847 Jml. R. Agrlc. Soc. VIII. 11. 338 An agricultural

steam-engine being much exposed to the weather, and con-
sequently the frictionable parts liable to corrosion.

Fractional (fri-kjanal), a. [f. Friction sb. +
-al.] Of or pertaining to friction, moved or pro-

duced by friction.

Frietional electricity, electricity developed by friction (see

Electricity i). Frictional escapement in Watch and CI.'

making, an escapement receiving and transmitting motion
by friction. Frictional gearing {-wheels), wheeis which
transmit motion by friction instead of by teeth. Frictional
resistance, the resistance of surfaces due to friction ; esp.

the resistance to slipping of riveted joints by the contraction
of the rivets {Lockwood).
1850 Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 2) 23 The deflection

of the magnetic needle . . when resulting from frictional

electricity. 1870 Tvndai.i, Lect. Electr. 17 By linking cells

together we cause the voltaic current to approach more and
more to the character of the frictional current. 1871 Proctor
Sun iv. 21 1 The frictional impulses of circulating planetary
matter in process of subsidence into . . the larger body. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 275 No relative motion
can take place without meeting with frictional or other
forms of resistance. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch fy Clockm.
107 The Cylinder, Verge, and Duplex are the best known
examples of frictional escapements for watches. 1886 A.
Winchell Walks <y Talks Geol. Field 101 Daily motions
adequate to develop a large amount of frictional heat.

Hence Frictionally adv., ' as regards friction
'

(Cassell 1882).

Frictionary (frrkfanari), a. nonce-iod. [f. as

prec. + -auy.] = prec.

1839 Lady Lytton Cheveley (ed. 2) I. xii. 281 He con-
siderably endangered Frump's frictionary equilibrium, and
nearly reduced her to a horizontal position.

Frictionize (frrkfonaiz), v. [f. Friction sb.

+ -IZE.] trans. To subject to friction ; to rub.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 301 By the aid of

a hard towel—he goes over his entire skeleton, frictionizing.

1859 Sala Tw, round C lock (1861) 376 Their principal re-

creation is to scrub, polish, tickle, and frictionise the brass
and wood work of the fire-engines.

Frictionless (fri'kfanles), a. [f. Friction sb,

+ -LESS.] Free from or without friction.

1848 in Craig. 1875 Croix Climate $ T. viii. 136 Un-
less water be frictionless, a thing which it is not. 1887
Ewing in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 597/2 The joints and bear-
ings of all the levers are made frictionless.

fig. 1848 Lowell Fable for Critics Poet. Wks. 1890 III.

53 It gives you a cool brain, quite frictionless, quiet. 1884
Kendal Mercury 19 Dec. 5/2 The . . frictionless speed with
which the Boundary Commission are proceeding.

Hence Fri'ctionlessly adv., in a frictionless

manner ; without friction.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. i. § 319 A system in
which any number of fly wheels.. are pivoted frictionlessly

on any moveable part of the system.

Friday (frard*', -di). Forms : 1 frisedsex,

fri'sdfes, 3 fridsei, 2-3 fridai, 3 south, vridei,
vridawe, vryday, 3-7 fryday, 4-6 frydaye, (4
fredaye), 6 fridaie, 3— friday. [OE. fr/gedtrg,
* day of (the goddess") Frig ' ; a Com. YVGer. trans-

lation of the late L.dies Veneris, day of (the planet)
Venus. Cf. OFris. frigendei (where however the
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name of the goddess is of the weak declension),

MDu. vrldag (Du. vrijdag\ OHG./r/fl/^(MHG.
vritac, mod.Ger.freitag) ; the ON.friddagr (S\v.,

Da.fredag seems to be of Ger. origin.

The OE. Frig str. fern, occurs only in this name and as a
common noun inpl. = Lat. veneres; it corresponds to ON.
Frigg, name of the wife ofOdin (not, as often said, toFrey/a,
though the latter goddess corresponds more nearly in charac-

ter to Venus 1
, and is the fern, of the OTeut. adj. *frijo-,

originally ' beloved, loving ' : see Free, The more exact
transl. of' Dies Veneris ', Freyjudagr, occurs Hist, in some
Icel. writers.]

1. The sixth clay of the week.
Black Fridayia) ^Schoolslang (see quot. 1611); (Z')applied

to various historic dates of disastrous events which took

place on Friday, as Dec. 6, 1745, when the landing of the

Young Pretender was announced in London ; May 11, 1866,

when a commercial panic ensued on the failure of Overend,
Gurney, & Co. Golden Friday, the Friday in each of the

Ember weeks, t The three Golden Fridays, humorously for

Good Friday: see quot. 1532. Good Friday, the Friday
before Easter-day, observed as a holy day to commemorate
Christ's crucifixion ; also t Long Friday (see quot. 1891).

a 1000 Laws Eth. v. § 17 Fa;stan adce Fri^e-da:*. c 1050
ByrhtfertlCs llandboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 302 FriT;eda?3,

Wednesday, sa:ternes dsex. a 1x23 O.E. Chron. an. 1106

On )>on Frtjedajg. .aetywde an un^ewunelic steorra. 1154
O.E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MSA & on lang fridaii him
on rode hengen fry ure Drihtines luue. c 1205 Lav. 13932
Freon heore la:fdi heo sjuen hire fridsei. 1297 R. Glouc,
(1724) 229 per uore be Englysseclupede.. after Frye, Fryday.
[c 1330 Ann. Loud. an. 1305 in Stubbs Chron. Ediv. I ty II
(Rolls) I. 136 Die qui dicebatur bonus dies Veneris.] 1393
Langl. P. PL C. xix. 168 This by-fil on a Fryday, a htel

by-fore Paske. £1400 Maundev. (1839) vu - 7^ And on the

Gode Fryday it [the Lampe] gothe out be him self, c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1513 On be fryday, god mad man.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 303 b. The sixth chapiter

sheweth a meditacyon for Fryday. 153a Moke Confut.
Tindale Wks. 651/2 The .iii. golden frydayes, that is to

wit, the frydaye nexte after Palme sundaye, and the fry-

daye next afore easter day, and good fryday. 1584 R. Scot
Discov. Witchcr. 11. viii. 24 Above all other times they
[witches] confesse upon fridaies. 1611 Boys Exp. Epist. -5-

Gosp, (1630) 203 Let ine tell them of another schoole-tricke *,.

at the world's end there is a blacke-friday, a general!

examination, a 1618 Raleigh Mahomet (1637) 19 And
because his [Mahomet's] creation hapned upon a friday, that

day was ordayned by him to be their Sabbaoth. 1850
Neale East. Ch. iv. i. I. 750 The Friday after Pentecost is

called Golden Friday, and is a high Festival. 1868 Campion
& Beaumont Prayer-bk. Interleaved (1876) 115 The term
Good Friday is peculiar to the English Church. 1891 Ben-
ham Diet. Reltg. 476 Among the Saxons it [the Friday in

Holy Week] was called Long Friday—probably on account
of the long fasts and offices used on this day.

2. A reception or entertainment given on that day.
1836 C'tess Granville Lett. (1894) II. 209 Not a Genoese

appeared there, or at my Friday. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. %
Merck. I. ii. 73 Happy the man who was admitted to the
Marchioness's Fridays.

3. attrib. and Comb., as Friday morning. Also

f Friday-face, a grave or gloomy expression

of the countenance : whence t Friday-faced a.,

sad-looking ; Friday-fare, food for a fast-day
;

t Friday-feast, a fast-day meal, a fish dinner;

T Friday-look, a solemn Iook = Friday -face.

1592 Greene Groatsw. Wit (1617) Civ b. The Foxe made
a *Fridayface, counterfeiting sorrow. 1681 \V. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. \ 1693) 1092 What makes you look so sad, and
moodily ? with such a Friday face, c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall
Gr. in. ii. (1881) 57 No, you *Friday-fac't-frying-pan. 1606
Wily Beguiled in Hawkins Eng. Drama (1773) III. 356
What a friday-fae'd slave it is ! I think . . his face never keeps
holiday. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, xlix, That he
might haue his Capons, *fryday fare. 1864 Tennyson En.
Ard. 100 The lonely Hall, Whose Friday fare was Enoch's
ministering. 1649 lip. Hall Cases Consc. 56 Invites his

friends to a *friday feast, a 1716 South Serm. (i7i7)VI.

109 If he steps forth with a *Fnday-look and a Lenten Face
..Oh ! then he is a Saint upon Earth. 1633 Rowley Match
Midnight 1, A plague of * Friday mornings !

Pridge (frirl^), v. Also Frig. [App. onoma-
topoeic; cf. >idge, Fig.]

T 1. intr. To move restlessly (about or up and
down) ; to fidget. Cf. Fidge v. Obs.
a 1550 Hye way to Spyttel-ho. 394 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.

44 At euery doore there they foot and frydge. 1617 Mark-
ham Caval. v. 23 Whilest you currie your Horse, if hee
keepe a fridging vp and downe . . it is a signe your Currie-

combe is too sharpe. 1642 H. Moke Song 0/Soul 11. ii. in.

xxii, So must it. .rub against the Stars, surround the Sun.

.

Then swiftly fridge about the pallid Moon. 1681 Halliwell
Melampronoea 3 The little Motes or Atoms that fridge, and
play in the Beams of the sun. j

f 2. To chafe, rub, scrape {against or upon), 06s.
i6ty Markha.m Caval. m. 70 His spurs also must needes

fridge vpon his sides. 1651 H. More SecondLash (1655; II.

213 The parts fridge one against another uncessantly.

3. trans. To rub, fray, chafe ; to wear away by
rubbing. Also with off. Now chiefly dial.

1617 [see the vbl. sb.] 1761 Sterne 'Tr, Shandy III. iv,

You might have . . fretted and fridged the outside of them
all to pieces. 1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss., Fridge,
to rub in pieces. 1788 Marshall Rural Econ., E. Yorks.
(E. D. S.), Fridge, to chafe, to wear or injure by friction.

1848 A. B. Evans Leicestersh. Words, etc., Fridge, To fray,

chafe, or ' rough up ' .

.

' These stockings won't fridge you so
much as coarse ones'. 1857 Mrs. Gatty Parablesfr. Nat.
(1859) II. 33 The Spruce-fir next him had come so close that
its branches fridged off little pieces of bis . .bark.

f 4. ? To jerk or scrape out. Obs.-1

1676 H. More Remarks xxxiii. 132 The immersion of the
Tube may be made so obliquely and leasurely as neither to
press out nor fridge out any mercurial effluvia.

FRIEND.

Hence Fri'dging vbl. sb.

1617 Markham Caval. II. 70 Yet when you strike, to strike

freely and soundly, for the tickling or fridging of a horse with
the spurrc is a grosse fault. 1668 H. More Dtv. Dial. 1. x.

(1713) 19 My the mutual fridging of those Particles one
against another. 1678 Cudworth lutetl. Syst. 831 The
meer Fridging up and down, of the Parts of an Extended
Substance, changing their Place. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. 11756) I. 333 By the Fridging, etc. in Riding, the

.Serum or watery Part of the Blood is gathered between
the two Skins.

t Frie, v. Obs~ ' [ad. O'S.fryja to challenge.]

trans. To blame. Cf. Freeless.
C 1300 Havclok 1998 And tlier nis he nouth to frie, For

other sholde he make hem lye Ded.

Fried (fraid), ///. a. Also 4 i-fri3et. [pa. pple.

of Kky z'.] Cooked by frying.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vn. 298 Bote bit weore fresch flesch

or elks fisch i-fri^et. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Hk. Nurture 500
Off Fryed metes be ware, for bey ar Fumose in dedu. 1598
Eputario H j b, Cut it on both sides like a fried fish. 1771
Goldsm. Haunch of Venison, At the top a fried liver and
bacon was seen. i86oTyndall Glac. 1. xii, 86 Roast mutton
and fried potatos were our incessant fare.

fig. 1624 Cam . Smith Virginia vi. zu8 Who would have
sought for wealth amongst those fried Regions of blacke
brutish Negars.

Friend fiend), sb. and a. Forms : 1 freond,
friond, [dat. friend, frynd\ 2-3 friend, ^ south.

vriend,2-7frend(e,4^/////.vrend(e, 3 4 freond,

(3 south, vreond , 3 7 freind'e, 4 south, vrind,
vryend, 4-6 freend(e, freynd, 5-7 frind.e, 5-6
frynd(e, : 6 Sc. freyind), 6- friend. PI. 1 friend,

frynd, freond, fr^ondas, friondas, 2-3 frend.

friend; e, 3 frond, 3-4 freond ; otherwise regular.

[Com. Tent. : OK. friond str. masc. - OFris.. OS.
frittnd, friond (Du. vriend), OHG.friunt (MHG-
vriunt, mod.Ger. freund), OX. (with change of

declension in sing.) fnvnde (Sw. friinde, Da.

frxude), Goth, frijonds ; the pr. pple. of the OTeut.
'vb. *frijdjan to love (OK. freogan, fn'on, Goth.

frijon ; the Ger. freien, Dn. vrijen to woo, and
the rare ON.frid to caress, arc prob. not identical,

though from the same root,
1

, f. pre-Tcut. *friyo~

dear : see Free a.] A. sb.

1. ' One joined to another in mutual benevolence

and intimacy' (J.\ Not ordinarily applied to

lovers or relatives (but cf. senses 3, 4).
Beowulf 101S (Or.) Heorot innan waes freondum afylled.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2025 pa Yxt inwitspell Abraham
sae^de freondum sinum. cizoo Okmin 17960, & whase iss

batt bridgumess frend, He stannt wiJv himm. c 1205 Lav.

703 5e sculen . . beon mine leofe freond. c 1305 Pilate 98-9
in E. E.P. (1862) 114 Gode freond hi were For tuei sdirewen
wolleb freond beo. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8553 TTo was vn-

kyndly to knaw of Mr kyd freiioTs. 1484 Caxtoh Fables of
sEsop Hi. xiii, A trewe fiend is oftyme better at a nede than

a Royalme. 1557 TotteTs Misc. iArb.) 185 A faythfull

frende is thing most worth. ci6$i Hobbes Rhet. (1840)455
A friend is he that loves, and he that is beloved. 1768 74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 310 If we observe the common
discourses of mankind, we shall find a friend to be one we
frequently visit, who is our boon companion, or joins with

us in our pleasures and diversions, or [etc.]. x8ox Southev
Thalaba viii. i, The sound of his dear native tongue May-
be like the voice of a friend. 1881 Besant & Rice Cha/l.

Fleet I. 91 The doctor is a private friend of the dean.

b. In various proverbial expressions, f But a

friend'sfriend: ever so remotely connected.

1340 Aycnb. 186 panne he yzi}b his niede : uor ate niede

me yzijb huet be urend is. (1468 Paston Lett. No. 582 II.

313 Better ys a frende unknow then knowen. c 1489CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymou xix. 433 It is sayd, that at the nede the

frende is knowen. 1539 Taverner Etasm, Proz>. (1552) 32
A frende is more necessary than either fyer or water. 1546

J. Heywood/Vw. (1867)37 Many kynsfolke and few freends,

some folke saie. 1562 — Prov.andEpigr. (1867) 132 Prone thy
freende er thou neede. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd.
(Percy) 82 No, by lady, a friend is not so soone gotten as

lost. 1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. Pref., I am confident you will

owne any thing that is but a friends friend to a cause
of Loyalty. 1816 'Quiz' Grand Mastery. 100 * A friend

in need ' Is, certainly, ' a friend in deed \

c. Friend of God\ a person eminent for piety,

and presumed to enjoy God's special favour. Now
only with express reference to Jam. ii. 23.

O. E. Chron. an. 654 He waes swyoe Codes freond. c 1205

Lay. 9145 pat scolde beon i-haten Haelend & helpen his

freondes. c 1230 Halt Meid. 7 pus hauen godes freond al

be fruit of bis world, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Berthol. 41 Of
mychty god . . be frende he is.

d. Used in subscribing a letter.

1529 Wolsey in FourC. Eng. Lett. 11 Youre oldebrynger
up and lovying frende. 1650 CttAS. II in Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 254 Your most affectionate frinde, Charles R.
*66i Jer. Taylor in Hatton Corr. (1878) 27 Your LorP*

most endeared, as most obliged, freind and servant.

e. Applied to a second in a duel.

x8oo Mar. Edgeworth Belinda (1832) I. iv. 72 Miss
Honor O'Grady would be hex friend upon the occasion.

1874 E. B. de Fonblanque Life A. Fonblamjue 16 The
matter was at this point referred to two ' friends ', by whom
a hostile meeting was arranged.

2. Used loosely in various ways : e.g. applied to

a mere acquaintance, or to a stranger, as a mark
of goodwill or kindly condescension on the part

of the speaker ; by members of the * Society of

Friends* adopted as the ordinary mode of address

(cf. 7). Also often ironically.
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Similarly in parliamentary language, 'my honourable

friend ' is often used by members in referring to each other

;

so also ' my learned friend ' is applied in the law courts by
counsel to each other. Cf. 6.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 21/83 ' Mine leue frend', seide bis

holie Man. a 1300 Cursor M. 3229 * Frend ', he said, ' bou
wend in hij vntil mesopotam '. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk.
(MS. B.) 369 Oure sib men and oure wele-willandes, Oure
frendes, tenandes, & seruandes. 138a Wvclif Matt. xxii. 12

Frend. hou entridist thou hidir, nat hauynge brijd clothe?

Ibid. xxvi. 50 Frend, wherto art thou comen? C1470HENRY
Wallace II. 89 Gud freynd, pray I the, The schireffis ser-

wand thow wald lat him be. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. i.

Wks. (1876) 2 Frendes this day I shall not declare vnto you
ony parte of the epystle. 1710 Steele Taller No. 204 P 6

A Quaker . . with an Air of good Nature and Charity calls

you Friend. z8oa Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. 11813) II. 195
* Nay, keep it, friend, keep it ', said Dinah Plait. 1859 Geo.
Eliot A. Bede ii, Dear friends, come and take this blessed-

ness. 1800 Boldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 321 Those
free-selecting friends of yours.

3. A kinsman or near relation. Now only in//,

(one's) relatives, kinsfolk, 'people'.
This is the only sense of the word in the Scand. langs.,

where sense 1 is expressed by ON. vinr (Sw. van, Da. ven)
;

similarly in many HG. dialects, freund is 'kinsman', the

sense of 'friend' being expressed by gu/erfreund (K\\ige).

O. E. Chron. an. 1135 pa namen his sune & his frend &
brohten his lie to Englelande. c iaoo Vices fy Virtues xvii.

(1888)41 Of his a3ene wiue and ec of his auenefrienden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3016 For be birth of ysaac, gret ioican his

frendes mak. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAywon ix. 225 For
who that betraieth. .his frende carnall ought not to lyvenor
have ever ony worshyp. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.
1 5061 11. viii. 104 All the sones&doughters ofAdam &of Eue
the whiche were our fyrst frendes. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
111. i. 106 She . . is promis'd by her friends Vnto a youthfull

Gentleman of worth. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 103 Friends

agree best at a distance. By Friends here is meant Rela-
tions. Mod. The prisoner will be handed over to the care

of his friends. His friends are well-to-do people.

f 4. A lover or paramour, of either sex. Obs.

1490 Caxton F.neydos xviii. 67 Playse the, thenne to haue
mercy of this poure desolate frende [Dido], that shalle be
sone broughte to the poynte mortalle. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v. ii. 405 O ! neuer will I., come in vizard to my friend, Nor
woo in rime like a blind-harpers songe. 1603 — Meas. for
M. 1. iv. 29 He hath got his friend with childe. 1765 Foote
Commissary 1. Wks. 1799 II. 16 When a gentleman wanted
a friend, I could supply him with choice in an hour.

5. One who wishes (another, a cause, etc.) well;

a sympathiser, favourer, helper, patron, or supporter.

Const, of, to.

c\zo$ Lay. 1615 In to France he ferde ber he freond

funde. a 1300 Cursor M. 14569 To iurselem rede we bou
wende For par es communli pi freind. 138a Wyclif Proz>.

xxii. 11 Who looueth clennesse of herte, for the grace of his

lippis shal ban the king frend. a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr.

ix, With that a freynd of his cry'd, fy ! And up ane arrow
drew. 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Mace. vii. 7 Let him punish al

his frends and ayders. 16x2 Peacham Graphice 11. iv, Shee
is a friend to all studies, especially poetry. 1710 Shaftesb.
Adz'ice toAut/wr(iysy) 143 The Minister who was no friend

to the young nobleman. 178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. II.

ix. 206 The Gnostics ..were no friends to marriage. 1876

J. Parker Paracl. n. xviii. 341 Physical science has a friend

in every theologian. 1878 Morley Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser.

1. 198 These who should only have been friends of order.

b. Said of God or Christ.

C 1325 Metr. Horn. 23 Criste warnes us ful fair als frend.

c 1460 Toivneley Myst. fSurtees) 14 Cain, I reyde thou so

teynd That God of heven be thi freynd. 1500-ao Dunbar
Poems xx. 43 Hald God thy freind, evir stabill be him stand.

\j^QHKTHMALett.Nepheiviv.2t His never-failingAlmighty
Friend.

C. Friend in or at court : one who has ability

and disposition to help another by his influence in

high quarters.
< 1400 Rom. Rose 5541 For freend in court ay better is

Than peny in [his] purs [orig. Qu'ades vaut miex amis en
voie Que ne font deniers en corroie]. 1539 Taverner Erasm.
Prov. (1552) 14 A frend in court is worth a peny in purse.

1655 Dickson On Ps. cv. 16 When the Lord was to bring

his people into Egypt He provided so as they should
have a friend at court before they came. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xxxviii, I shouldn't wonder—friends at court you
know—but never you mind, mother, just now. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 23 Sept. 11/2 Despite the activity of the squatters'

friends ' ait court ' (that is, in the public land offices at Sydney).

d. trans/. Anything helpful.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 150 Wherfore spiritus exalibbe
whiche bat ben freendis bope to be body and also to be soule.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 458 Good Expedition be my
friend. 1671 Narborough Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1.

(1711) 186 Here Brandy was our best Friend, for it kept
them always Fox'd.

6. As opposed to enemy in various senses : One
who is on good terms with another, not hostile or

at variance; one who is on the same side in war-

fare, politics, etc.

a 1000 Eleue 953 (Gr.) Se feond & se freond. 11175
Cott. Horn. 231 Wa .. him were frend oSer fend. 13..

K. Alts. 122 He disgysed him anon, That himno kneow
freond neo fon. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7853 To beri be bodys
of hor bold frendys. < 1440 York Myst. xx. 173 For frende

or foo. 1508 Dunbar Flyting w. Kennedie 85 My freyindis

thow reprovit with thy pen? Thow leis, tratour ! _ 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 26 Lor. Who comes so fast in silence

of the night? Mes. A friend. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy.

Levant 175 The French, whom they call Friends and Allies.

17x7 Bolingbroke Let. to Windham Wks. 1809 I. 7 From
our enemies we expect evil treatment, .but when our friends

abandon us . . the firmest mind finds it hard to resist. 178a

Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. Pref. 20 Whether it be by a friend

or an enemy, I shall be glad. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xlii,

' I hae been willing to save the life o' friend and foe.'
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b. Phrases : To be
t f hold, keep, make friends

with, t to make friends to : to be or get on good
terms with ; also absol. to be friends, f To have,

etc. to iat'\ friend, i.e. as a ' friend ', on one's side.

1500 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 28 So forward on his way (with

God to frend) He passed forth. 1596 Shaks. i Hen IV, in.

iii. 203, 1 am good Friends with my Father, and may do any
thing. 1599 — Much Ado 1. i. 91 Mess. I will hold friends

with you Lady. 1601 — Jul. C. 111. i. 143, I know that we
shall haue him well to Friend. 1603 — Meas. for M. 1. iii.

182 Implore her., that she make friends To the strict deputie.

1605 — Macb. iv. iii. 10 As I shall finde the time to friend ;

I wil. 1611 — Wint. T. v. i. 140 From him Giue you all

greetings, that a king (at friend) Can send his Brother. 1647

Clarendon Hist. Reb. vn. § 24 The King had no Port to

Friend, by which he could bring Ammunition to Oxford.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxxix (1739) 173 The
people.. had God to Friend in all. 1657 R. Ligon Barba-

does (1673) 108 By his own Industry, and activity (having

youth and strength to friends) raise his fortune. 1697 Dam-
pier Voy. I. ii. 23 A party of 500, or 600 men..may do it

without asking leave of the Indians ; though it be much
better to be friends with them. i7i5-*o Pope Iliad vm.
230 Sole should he sit, with scarce a god to friend. 1823

J. Wilson Trials Marg. Lyndsay xxiii. 190 Will you be

friends with me again, Mary? 1873 Black Pr. Thulexvi.

255 You will never make friends with me by speaking ill of

my husband. 1884 W. E. Norris Thirlby Hall y, You
must keep friends with her, or she may do you an ill turn

one of these days.

f c. Heavyfriend, smallfriend: an enemy. Cf.

Backfriend i.

1606 Holland Sueton. 182 His Aunt Lepida. .hee deposed

against.. thereby to gratifie his mother her heavie friend,

and who followed the suite hotly against her. 1767 Wesley
Wks. (1872) III. 270 So hitherto all the bad labour of my
small friends is lost.

7. A member of the Society of Friends, a Quaker.

1679 Establ. Test 24 He passes for one of their Friends.

1708 Whiting [title), A Catalogue of Friends Books ;

Written by many of the People, called Quakers. 1796 T.

Twining Trav. Amer. (1894) 67 It is probable that his

name is held in respect by the ' Friends ' of Pennsylvania.

1870 Whittiek Pr. Wks. (1889) III. 307, I am not blind to

the shortcomings of Friends.

8. attrib. and Comb., as +friend-foe, -killer,

-maker, -spectator ; friend- betraying, -finding,

•making, t -pretending, f -seeming adjs. Also

+ friend-pipe, the calumet ; friend-stead a. Sc. f

' possessing a friend ' (Jam.), befriended ; friend-

strong a., having many friends.

1645 Quarles Sol. Recant. 1. 37 Where. .*friend-betraying

treasure May passe in barter for repented Pleasure. 1846

Browning SouVs Trag. I. 63 Luitolfo was the proper

*Friend-making, everywhere *friend-finding soul, a 1618

Sylvester Miracle Peace Wks. (Grosart) 1 1. 42 The *friend-

foe strangers, With us, against us. 1586 J. Hooker Girald.

Irel. in Holinshed II. 182/2 He received his just reward of

.. a *friend killer. 1580 Lupton Sivqila 118 The chiefe

friende and *friendmaker is money. 1775 Adair Amer. Itid.

167 Indian methods of making peace.. They first smoke out

of the *friend-pipe, and eat together, a 1661 Fuller Worthies

(1840) III. 274 His *friend-pretending foes. i6ao Melton
Astrolog. 74 In fawning and *friend-seeming shewes. 163a

Brome North. Lasse Prol., Gallants and * Friends-spectators

will yee see A strain of Wit that is not Poetry? 1637

Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 462, 1 am sure that while Christ

lives, I am well enough *friend-stead. a 1618 Sylvester
Sonn. vii. Wks. (Grosart) II. 322 Our *friend-strong Muse
shall use the helpe of Strangers.

t B. adj. Well-disposed, friendly, not hostile.

(Cf. Enemy a.) Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. lxvii. (Tollem. MS.)
Fresche bred and clene, made of whete, is moste frende

and acordynge to kynde. < 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 69
A fisician pat was frend to be freendis of be pacient. 1574
Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ef>. 28 The citie of Sagunto
was alwayes friend and allied with the Romanes. 1600 E.

Blount tr. Conestaggio (ed. 2) 33 They were in a strong

lodging, ioyning to a friend towne. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v.

iii. 18 That I may rest assur'd Whether yond Troopes are

Friend or Enemy. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 36 Passe you
not with much labour many plaines, that are friend to vs?

1690 S. Sewall Diary 10 Mar. (1878) I. 315 The present

settlement of the Friend-Indians.

Friend (frend), v. Forms: 3 vreonden, 4-6

fre e)nde, 9 Sc. freend, 6- friend, [f. Friend sb.]

+ 1. trans. To gain friends for. Obs. rare— '.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 420 Ne makie none purses, uorte ureonden

ou mide.

f2. To make (persons) friends or friendly; to join

in friendship ; to join (a person) to or with another

in friendship. Chiefly in pass, to befriended. Obs.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. ix. 109 Charitie is love, and
love is charity. God graunt us al[Ie] therin to be frended !

(•1435 Wyntoun Cron. vn. vi. 196 And eftyr swne frendyt

were The Kyng Dawy of Scotland And Stewyn Kyng ban of

lngland. 1585 Earl Leycester in Corr. Dudley (1844) 33
Yf the man be as he now semeth, hit were petty to loose

him, for he is in dede mervelously frended. 1587 Fleming
Ccntn. HolinshedIII. 1346/2 What freendship he had shewed
. .both by his owne purse, as also by freending them to some
of the popes chamber, a 1598 Rollock Sertn. Wks. 1849

I. 363 Thou sail never get regeneratioun befoir God be

friended with thee : thou is his enemie, thou raon be friended

with him. 1604 T. Wright Passions I. x. 37 Others you
have, soone angrie. soone friended.

3. To act as a friend to, befriend (a person, cause,

etc.) ; to assist, help. arch, ax poet.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 89 Freende they

any. That flatter many? 1^81 Savile Tacitus* Hist. iv.

xxxix. (1591) 198 Kings which frended the cause. 1600

Holland Livy xxxi. xi. 779 They had undertaken the

warre upon king Philip, because he had friended and aided

FRIENDLIHOOD.
[auxiliis juvisset] the Carthaginians, a 1618 Sylvester
Maiden's Blush 967 Shee all the gods requires To friend

her love, and further her desires. 1676 W. Row Contn.

Blair s Autobiog. xii. 11848)434 Reports came that the King
would friend Lauderdale. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 27 Do
thou but at his birth the boy. .0 chaste Lucina, friend.

absol. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 1. ii. 84 Well, the Gods are

aboue, time must friend or end.

b. fig, of things.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. ii. 143 If they be not

friended with hedge, ditch, or some such place of aduantage.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. v. 19 Disorder that hath spoyl'd vs,

friend vs now. 1622 Drayton Poly-otb. xxii. (1748) 343
But friended with the flood the barons hold their strength.

1721 Southerne S/artan Dame 1. i, There the street Is

narrow, and may friend our purpose well. 1867 M. Arnold
Poems, St. Bramian, That germ of kindness . . outlives my
doom, And friends me in the pit of fire.

4. To friend it : to act the Iriend. rare.

1849 Clough Dipsychus 1. iii, To herd with people that

one owns no care for ; Friend it with strangers that one
sees but once.

Hence + Frie*nding vbl. sb., friendliness ; the

action of befriending or favouring one's friends.

1602 Shaks. Ham. \. v. 185 T'expresse his loue and friend-

ing to you. 1643 Compl. Ho. Com. 10 There is notable

friending there in causes.

t Fne'ndable, a. Obs. rare. [f. Friend sb.

+ -able. Cf. amicable.'] Friendly.

c 1570 Fridefy Lowl. (1841) 83 Sleepe to nature so friendable.

Friended (fre'nded), ///. a. [f. Friend sb.

and v.] a. Having a friend ;
possessed of or sup-

plied with friends. Usually qualified by an adv.

as ill, well, etc.friended, b. In sense 3 of the vb.

:

Befriended (rare).

1530 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VII. 243 Cassalis and other

be so frendyd abought Yowr Grace, that they have avyses of

al the tenour offyowr mooste honorable lettres writen hyther.

1568 Tilney Disc. Mariage E iv, What avayleih it a man
to have his wife of. .good parentage, and wel friended, if

[etc.]. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 111. (1605) 292 The curteous

Amphialus .. ranne ouer the head of his therein friended

enemie. 1581 Mulcaster Positions iv. (1887) 19 Who is so

ill freinded, as he hath not one, with whom to conferre.

1603 Knolles///^/. Turks, Although he was a man mightily

friended, yet was he. .banished. 1834 Scott Redgauntlet

let. xi, 'He was weel-freended and at last he got the haill

scraped thegither.' 1884 Edna Lyall We Two xl, I have
been well ' friended * all my life, he said.

Prov. 1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 86 For (as hyt ys

commynly and truly also sayd) materys be endyd as they

be frendyd. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 292 As a man is

friended, so the law is ended. 1610 Heywood Gold. Age 1.

i. Wks. 1874 1 1 1. 6 Causes best friended haue the best euent.

t Friencless. Obs, In 4 frendesse. [f.

Friend sb. + -e$S.] A female friend.

1382 Wyclif Prov. vii. 4 Clepe thou prudence thi frendesse.

1388 — Song Sol. i. 8.

t Frie'ndfal, a. Obs. [f. Friend sb. or v. +
-ful.] Friendly, well-disposed, loving.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Vincencius 173 par-for so frendful

ma nane be to me as pu. < 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1383
A hous, quhar . . A wedow duelt was frendfull till our men.
a 1509 Hen. VII in Antiq. Rep. u8o8) II. 321 note, The
dedly corruption did utterly overcom the pure and frendfull

Mod. 1570 Buchanan Ane Admonitioun Wks. (1892) 36
Remember yat he schew him self neuir mair freindfull and
succurabill to na people yan he hes done to 30W.

Hence t Prle-ndfully adv., in a friendly manner.
c 1375 Se, Leg. Saints, Placidas 659 He hyme met, & . .ful

frendfylly hym gret. c 1450 Golagros fy Gaw. 1173, I mak
you request, Freyndfully, but falsset, or ony fenyeing, That
ye wald to me.. Tell your entent. 1535 Stewart Cron.

Scot. III. 329 Thir governouris to purpots than tuke Richt

freindfullie to deliuer this duke To his fredome.

Frie'ndism. noncc-wd. [f. Friend^. + -ism.]

i8»o Coleridge Lit. Rem. II. 174 Shakspeare meant to

represent Richard as. .a man with a wantonness of spirit in

external show, a feminine friendism, an intensity of woman-
like love of those immediately about him.

Friendless (Jrendles), a. [f. Friend sb. +
-less.]

1. Destitute of friends. + Friendless man : in

OE. law a frequent designation for an outlaw.

cgs° Hindis/. Gosp. Johnxiv. 18 Neforlet ic iuihfreondleasa

ic cymmo to iuih. a 1035 Laws ofCnut 11. § 35 (Schmid)

Gif freondleas man xeswenced weorbe. c 1*90 .V. Eng. Leg.

I. 331/292 So freondlese ase huy were, c 1330 Amis fy A mil.

1559 A frendleser man than he was. < 1400 Beryn iyu
For now ful frendlese, yee mowe wel sey that ye been.

155a Abp. Hamilton Catech, (1884) 31 Ane freindles man
or woman. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. i. 81 Alas, I am a

Woman frendlesse, hopelesse. x664SouTH.S>r>«.(i737) II. ii.

68 Woe to him that is alone, is verified upon none so much as

upon the friendless person. 1847 Loncf. Ev. ii. i, Friend-

less, homeless, hopeless, they wandered from city to city.

absol. a 1035 Laws ofCnut 11. § 35 (Schmid) Be freond-

leasan. 15*6 Tindale Jos. i. 27 To vysit the frendlesse

and widdowes in their adwersite. a 1777 Fawkes Nathan's
Parable 29 To recompense the friendless and the poor.

2. Used by Shelley Unfriendly.
1818 Shelley Rev. Islam in. xiii, One bare A lighted

torch, and four with friendless care Guided my steps the

cavern-paths along.

Hence Priendlessness.
1812 Byron Ck. Har. 11. vii, The seeming friend lessness

of him who strove To win no confidence. 1854 J. S. C.

Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. iv. 72 She experienced the most

afflictive reverses of friendlessness. .and penury.

t Frie'ndliliOOd. Obs. Forms: 4frendely-

hede, 5 frendle-, frendlihede, frendlyhead,

•hed(e, -hode. [f. Friendly + -head, -hood.]

Friendliness, friendship.
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1390 Gower Con/. II. 286 As by way of frendelyhedc.

a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Print. 958 In mukke is alle this

world.es> frendlyhede. e 1440 Generydcs 5170 Telle me
doughter, of very frendlehede, What sygrem scid. 1481

Earl Worcester Tulle on Friettdsh. (1530) A v, I trustethat

the frendlyhode of Scipio with Lelyus shalle be knowen to

all them whiche shal come aftir us.

Friendlike (frendtoik), a. [f. Friend + -like.]

Like a friend or friends, friendly.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmog. Glass 171 The nature of the

people more ciuill, frindlyke, wise. 1596 Drayton Leg.
Matilda Iviii, But soone my Soule had gath'red vp her
Powers, Which in this need might, friendlike, giue her ayd.

a 1721 Prior Erie Robert's Mice 35 Reply'd the friendlike

Peer, I weene, Matthew is angred on the Spleene.

Friendlily (fremdlili), adv. [f. Friendly a.

+ -LY %.] In a friendly manner, like a friend.

1680 Earl Roc/testers Will in Wills Doctor's Comm.
(Camden) 140 Soe long as my wife shall . . friendlily live with
my mother, c 1728 Earl of Ailesburv Mem. (1890) 651

We discoursed friendlily on several subjects. 1829 S. Turner
Mod. Hist. Eng. III. 11. xi. 356 She sent the two nobles, .to

persuade him. .to come back friendlily to her. 1883 Miss
Broughton Belinda 1. vii, Nodding friendlily to the
powdery miller as they pass.

Friendliness (fre'ndlines). [f. Friendly a.

+ -SMB.] The quality or condition of being

friendly; rarely//., manifestations of friendliness.

1490 Caxton Eneydos vii. 31 They began to treate wyth
theym curtoysly, wyth all gre and frendlynes. a 1500
Chaucer's Dreme 814 She had whole richesse Of woman-
head, and friendlinesse. 1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 10 His
humblenes, and frendelynes to all men. 1650 J BR. Taylor
Holy Living i. §4(168x^)7 Let all the intervals, .be imployed
in prayers . . charity, friendliness, and neighbourhood. 1790
G. Walker Serm. II. xxi. 127 All the engaging, the heart-

rejoicing friendlinesses of a human being. 1807 Southey
Let. 8 Dec. in Li/e «y Corr. III. xiii. 124 Fully sensible of
your friendliness. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. xvi, The keen
eyes were bright with hope and friendliness.

Friendly (fre-ndir, a. [sb.) and adv. [OE.
friondlic adj., -lice adv. : see Friend sb. and
-ly 1, a

.] A. adj.

1. Having the qualities or disposition of a friend,

disposed to act as a friend, kind.
C900 tr. Baedds Hist. v. xiii. (1891) 440 OtSbe 5urh 5a

freondlican snglas o3be 3a feondas. C1374 Chaucer
Troylus 11. 106 (155) He is the frendliest man Of so grete
astate, that ever I saw in my lyve. 140a Hoccleve Let. 0/
Cupid 302 How frendely was Medea to Jason. 1477 Earl
Rivers iCaxton) Dictes 8 b, The enuyous man is frendely
to him that is present. 1584 Burleigh in Fuller Ch. Hist.
ix. v. 159 Your Graces as friendly as any Will. Burley.
1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. vi, I knew him to be friendly as far

as he was able. 1871 G. Meredith //. Richmond xiii, No
one could be friendlier.

2. Characteristic of or befitting a friend or friends;

manifesting friendship.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 251 Hyde Jonathas al

thyn frendely manere. 15*5 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. ccxli.

312 The grayhounde. .made to hym the same frendlycoun-
tinaunce and chere as he was wonte to do to the kyng.
1606 Shaks. Ant. # CI. 11. vi. 47 Your Mother came to
Cicelie, and did finde Her welcome Friendly. 1683
Pennsylv. Archives I. 72 And first, I congratulate w th a
friendly Joy. 1709 Steele & Swift Taller No. 67 p 12 To
tell People of their Faults in a friendly and private Manner.
"785 J. C. Lemon Let. 8 Apr. in T. J. Pettigrew Li/e
(1817) II. 425, I was sorry to perceive by your last friendly
letter that you have failed in procuring a loan for my friend

Mr. W. 1868 Miss Braddon Run to Earth I. i. 9 Jernam
acknowledged their courtesy with a friendly nod.

b. Friendly lead
}
among the poorer classes in

London, an entertainment given by friends for the

benefit of a person in distress, etc.

1886 Besant Childr. Gideon 11. xxxii, The great table
dented . . with a thousand hammerings of pewter pots at
friendly leads. 1895 Daily Tel. 26 Sept. 3 He went to a
' friendly lead ' for the benefit of a man who had just come
out of the hospital.

3. Not hostile or at variance ; on amicable terms.

Const. to
t
with.

1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 481 Why answer not the double
Maiesties, This friendly treatie of our threatned Towne.
1607 — Thnon v. i. 122 Nothing but himselfe, which
lookes like man, Is friendly with him. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 695 The Inhabitants whereof .. have
shewed themselves friendly to the Portugals. 1671 Nar-
borough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 13s The
People were friendly, .but .. very theevish. 1798 Nel-
son 22 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 47 The King's flag

is insulted at every Friendly Port we look at. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 399 The wits and the Puritans had
never been on friendly terms, i860 Ann. Reg. 21 Sowing
suspicion and distrust, calculated to bring about a total

rupture with a neighbouring and friendly country.

b. Not proceeding from or attended with hosti-

lity; amicable. Of an action at Law: Brought
between parties not really at variance, in order to

obtain a decision on some point.

e. Of a match at football, etc. : Played simply
for the honour of the thing and not in competition

for a cup, etc. Usually ellipt. (quasi-j^.).

1894 Athletic News 5 Nov. 4 The Sunderland and Wool-
wich Arsenal match was a friendly. 1895 Westm. Gaz.

7 Nov. 3/2 When an inter-club match is called a 'friendly',

the inference as to what a league match means is fairly easy.

4. Favourably disposed, well-wishing ; inclined

to approve, help, or support.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xxiv. [xxv.] 8 O how frendly & right-

uous is the Lorde. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. i. 94 The Gods
to day stand friendly. 1826 Foster in Life <y Corr. (1846)

II. 79 A letter. -which contained a most friendly reference

to me. 1878 J.C Mokison Gibbon 72 The side of his history

from which a friendly biographer would most readily turn

away.

5. Of things, influences, etc. : Disposed or likely

to be helpful or serviceable ; kindly, propitious,

favourable, salutary. Const, to, f unto.
C1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 4 He is in dignite &conforted

with frendly aspectys of planetes. 1592 Shaks, Rom. ty

Jul. v. iii. 163 () churle, drinke all? and left no friendly

drop, To helpe me after. 1659 Hammond On Ps. cvii. 23-
30 By the friendliest gales. 1683 Tryon Way to Health
192 Ihe more simple . . sorts of Food and Drink, as Bread,
Cheese .. are both mild and friendly. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser,

1. Mockery End, As words written in lemon come out upon
exposure to a friendly warmth. 1850 Pkescott Peru II.

341 He bent down his head to kiss it, when a stroke, more
friendly than the rest, put an end to his existence.

b. Suitable to one's comfort, convenient.

1697 Dryden Virg, Georg. iv. 33 Neighb'ring Trees, with
friendly Shade invite The 'Troops. 1713 Addison Cato 1. iv,

At th'approach of NightOn the first friendly Bank he throws
him down. 1885 J. Payn Talk 0/ Town II. 196 A friendly

pillar brought Dennis himself to anchorage.

1 6. Of things :
' Disposed to union ' (J.) ; not

jarring or conflicting. Obs.

1717 Pope Ep. to Jervas 15 Dike friendly colours [we]

found them both unite. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 272 To
bring all the parts into their most friendly state of contact.

7. Of or pertnining to the Society of Friends.

1886 American XII. 155 Whose family are Friendly people.

8. Friendly Society. Originally, the name of

a particular fire-insurance company. In later use,

one of numerous associations, the members of which

pay fixed contributions to insure pecuniary help

in sickness or old age, and provision for their

families in the event of death.

1703 Lojid. Gaz. No. 3910/4 All Persons who have any
Demands upon the Undertakers of the Friendly Society, by
reason of the late Fire, .may . . Receive the money, due on
any Policy of Insurance. 1720 Ibid. No. 5909/3 The
Friendly Society (or Sheaf of Arrows) give Notice, That
they assure Losses from Fire. 1819 Gentl. Mag. 529 He
placed the property of Friendly Societies under the protec-

tion of the laws. 1863 FawcETT Pol. Econ. II. ix. (1876* 240
A Trades'-Union performs the ordinary functions of a
Friendly Society.

9. Comb., asfriend/y-fendiy, -seeming adjs.

1709 E. Holdsworth Muscipula (1749) 51 With friendly-

seeming wellcome. 1877 Tennyson Harold in. i, With that

friendly-fiendly smile of his.

B. sb. (See also A. 3 a") A ' friendly ' native,

one of a friendly tribe. Usually//.
1870 Pall Atall G. 19 Apr., They were friendlies returning

home. 1885 Ibid. 17 Mar. 8/1 Our Arab ' friendlies ' declare

that [etc.l.

C. adv. In a friendly manner or spirit, like a

friend, with friendship.

BeoivuIf 1027 Ne ^efra-'^n ic freondlicor feower madmas.
< 1205 Lay. 14845 We scullen an londe. .godesfolc uroaifrien

& freondliche hit halden. a 1300 Cursor M. 15294 For-
wit his disciplis fete Ful freindli he fell. 136a Langl.
P. PI. A. xi. 171 Was neuer gome vppon grounde. .Feirore
vndurfonge ne frendloker maad at ese. c 1440 York Myst.
xxxiii. 76 So frendly he fared, c 1475 Rau/Coil^ear 281

Than spak he freindly. IS49 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par.
Jos. i. 27 Euen so muste we agayne bee bothe mercyfull and
frendely liberall towardes our neighbour. 1608 Rowlands
Humors Looking Glasse 9 Vnles he friendly drew his

purse. 1705 Hearne Collect. 21 Nov., Wch [he] was friendly

told of. 1772-84 Cook l-'oy. (1790) V. 1672 Some of the men
marry three wives, who in general live friendly together.

1807 P. Gass Jrnl. 255 The natives used us friendly and
with kindness. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xii.

157 He tended him friendly in his castle for three days.

t Friendman. Obs. [f. Friend sb. + Man.]
An intimate friend ; also, a relative.

c iaoo Trim. Coll. Horn. 183 Among bat be sowle witeS be

licame worpe5 hewe and be frendmen him biwepeS gef bar

anie ben. a 1300 Cursor M. 20242 Hir freind-men til hir

schocald. [1884 J. Parker Apost. Li/e III. 4 Man looks for

man—not any man, but the friend-man.]

t Prie'ndrede. Obs. [OE.freondrkden : see

Friend sb. and -red.] Friendship.
c888 K. ./Elered Boeth. xxi, (>aet hie jetreowlice heora.

.

freondrxdenne healdab. 13.. K. Alis. 1488 To beon of
his freondrede. 1340 Ayenb. 149 $>ise urendrede ous ssewede
Iesu crist be zobe urend.

Friendship (fre*nd]ip). Forms: i-3fre"ond-
scipe, (1 -scype, 3 freond-, freontschipe, freon-
scipe), 2-3 frendshipe, 3-4 frenscip, -seep,

freinschip, 3-5 frendscip, -schip, frenschip e,

(4 frendischipe, frencipp, -s(c)hepe, 5 -chepe,
4-5 frendeship, (freendshippe), frenshipvpe.
-shyp, 4-6 frendship(pe, (4 frendshepe, 6

-shype, 4 Sc. freyndschip, 6 Se. freindship, G-
friendahip. [OE. frtondscipe : see Friend sb.

and -ship.]

1. The state or relation of being a friend ; asso-

ciation of persons as friends.

Becnvulf 2069 py ic HeaSobeardna hyldo ne telje .

.

freondscipe feestne. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 Aire erest bu
most habben mine freonscipe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 98 Uor no
freondschipe nis so vuel ase is fals freondschipe. 129^
R. Glouc. (1724) 35 pat bi nom be myn frenschipe for bi

sobnesse al clene. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. iii.

(1495) 553 It is sayd that alabastre . . gendryth and kepyth
frendshypp. c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 76 He fest me to his
frenschippe, so frendly he fared. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind.
(Arb.)36Wildemenne,which could by nogentilnes be allured
to frendshippe. 1612 Bacon Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 160

Without friendship, society is but meeting. 1733 Swift Li/e

ty Char. Dean S— t 43 True friendship in two breasts re-

quires The same aversions, and desires. 1875 Manning
Mission II. Ghostv. 125 'Ihe love of friendship is. .the most
perfect form of love.

b. A friendly relation or intimacy.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 210 Freondscipas niwe. 1536

Bellenuen Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 7 Knawing weill, na thing
micht bring the pepill sonar under ane freindschip and band
than sic doingis. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 85 The
learned and choice Friendships that you enjoy. 1697
Dampier Voy I. vii. 182 To endeavour a Friendship with
those Indians; a thing our Privateers had long coveted.

184a Tennvson Will Waterproof 40 And softly, thro' a
vinous mist, My college friendships glimmer. 1871 Morley
Yoltaire (1886) 361 His friendship with two of the chief
actors may have biassed his judgment.

t C. collect. Friends. Obs.

c 1400 Beryn 3526 And lokid . . with a rewful cher .. on
othir frendshipp and ney^bours he had ther. a 1440 Sir
Degrev. 1274 The duke rekyvered a3yne, Hys frenchepys
were fayn. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. c. 80 Cadwalyn in

playne batayll slowe Edwyn and al his frendshtppes.

2. Friendly feeling or disposition felt or shown
by one person for or towards another ; friendliness.

-\ In friendship-, on friendly terms.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14359 Mikel fienscip has bou him kidd.

1375 Bakhour Bruce 1. 84 For that at the King off Ingland
Held swylk freyndschip and cumpany To thar King, c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 7 f>at was giffen me for grete fren-

schepe. 1596 Spenser State Irel. (Globe) 661 Such rawe
captaynes as are usuallye sent out of England, being therto

preferred onely by frendship. and not chosen by sufficiencye.

1664 South Serm. (1737) II. ii. 45 We have here.. an ac-

count of Christ's friendship to his disciples. 1723-4 in

Swi/t's Lett. (1766) II. 277, I could never impute it to want
of friendship in one, whose goodness to me has always been
abundantly more than I could deserve. 1861 M. Pattison
Ess. (iS8q) I. 38 To renew the assurance of his friendship,

which was not diminished by the sorrowful event.

f 3. A friendly act ; a favour ; friendly aid. Obs.

1535 Coverdale P>ov. xviii. 24 A frende that delytetb in

loue, doth a man more frendshipe, and sticketh faster vnto
him then a brother. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 62 Hard by
heere is a Houcll, Some friendship will it lendyou 'gainst

the Tempest. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb 11. i. You have
done me friendships infinite, and often.

t4. 'Conformity, affinity, correspondence, apt-

ness to unite' (J.). Cf. Fbikndly 6# Obs. ?-are~ '.

1695 DrYDEN tr. Du/resnoy's Art Paint. Observ. ijsThis
rule obliges us to know those Colours which have a Friend-

ship with each other, and those which are incompatible.

t Frie'ndsome, a. Obs. [f. Friend (? sb.

or a.) + -SOMK.] Friendly, kindly, benign.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixviii. 20 [Ixix. 16] Here me, lauerd,

witterli, For frendsome es bi merci. 1375 Barbour Bruce l.

88 Thai trowyt that he ..as freyndsome compositur, Wuld
hawe Iugyt in lawte.

Hence f Prie-ndsomcness.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxiv. 12 [Ixv. n] BHsse saltou be

croune bat es Of yhere of his frendsomnes. Ibid, lxxxiv. 13

llxxxv. 12] Sothlike frendsomnes lauerd giue sal.

Frienge, obs. form of Fringe.

Frier, var. of Fryer ; obs. form of Friar.

t Friese, a. and sb. Obs. [The native name :

see Frisian.] = Frisian a. and sb.

1481 Caxton Reynard u\rh.) 42 Pater symonet the friese

was woned to make there false money. 1675 tr. Camden's
Hist. Eliz. iv. (1688) 592 They [Spaniards] were received

by the Friese Musketiers with a Volley of small Shot.

Hence Trie sic a., fPriesish a. [see -ic, -ish],

= Frisian.
1864 Webster, Friesish (rare). 1887 Cummins {title) A

Grammar of the Old Friesic Language.

Frieze (&»*), sb. 1 Forms: 5-6 fres(s)e, 5-7
fryce, fryse, 6 friese, fryze, 6-8 frees(e, -z(e,

5-9 frise, 6-9 frize, 7 freise, -ze, 6- frieze.

[a. Fr. frise (from 15th c), f. friser (i6thc.) to

curl (hair, etc.) : see F'rizz v.1]

1. A kind of coarse woollen cloth, with a nap,

usually on one side only ; now esp. of Irish manu-
facture. Also frieze-cloth, + frieze-ware.
1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 37 Also a gowne of grene frese.

1462 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. 150 Item, payd ffor iij. ;erdys

off blakke ffryce ij. s. ob. 1483 Act 1 Ric. Ill, c. 8 § 18

The making, .of any Cloth called Frise Ware, a 15*9 Skel-
ton Wks. (Dyce) I. 121 In dud frese ye war schrynyd With
better frese lynyd. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Hi. xix.

(1634) 407 For this is truly said, that oftentimes in freese

and course cloth dwelleth a purple heart. 1611 Speed Tlwat.

Gt. Brit. vi. (1614) ji/i A home spun freeze-cloth. 1627

Lisanderfy Cat. v. 89 His wast-coate of redde fryse. 1683

Brit. Spec. 43 A thick Covering made of course Wool, having

a Nap on both sides Hke Freez, worn by the Gauls and
better sort of Britains to keep out the Cold. 1765 Sterne
'Tr. ShaudyWll. xxi, An old calash. .lined with green frize.

1803 Ann. Rev. I. 416 In the county of Wicklow a kind of

frize and ratteen of pretty good quality, is very generally

made for domestic uses, 1827 Miss Sedgwick //. Leslie

(1872) II. 187 His dress was an overcoat of coarse frieze

cloth. 1836 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh iv. 540 Half St.

Giles in frieze Was bidden to meet St. James in cloth of gold.

1 2. The nap or down on a plant ; a tuft of the

same. Obs.

1640 Parkinson Theal. Bot. 255 Nine leaves, three whereof

fall downe, having a freeze neere the bottomes. 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden no Round Leaves .. thicker and
greener than those of the Butter-burr, with a little Down
or freese. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 109/1 Dittany hath

. .a Tassel in the middle, .with a little Freez or Thrum.

3. In Leather-manuf. An imperfection in leather,

consisting in a bruising or abrasion of the grain.
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FRIEZE.

1885 C. T. Davis Leather iv. xiii. 239 ' Frieze ' is prin-
cipally caused in the subsequent step of sweating when the
grain of the hide is inclined to be tender and has the
appearance of being scraped off.

4. attrib. and Comb. Chiefly simple aitrib. or

qnasi-adj. = 'made of frieze', as in frieze coat

(whence frieze-coated adj.). Also frieze-coat,

a designation applied to an Irish peasant; f frieze-

leather frizzed leather.

1531 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 29 Wm Wey als. Smy}th
myoldffrysecotte. \%j^Ibid. 28 Sir John Sherman my ffryce

gowne. c 1550 W. S. Disc. Common Weal Eng. 11. (1893) 82 In
a kendall cote in somerorinafrese cote in winter. 1563 Foxe
A. <5- M. 1365/1 Maister Latimer, .wearing an olde threade-
bare Bristowe fryse gowne gyrded to his bodye with a peny
lether gyrdell. 1594 Plat Jcivelldto. in. 72 A peece of
freese-leather. 1598 Florio, Marrochino, Spanish lether,

frizeleather. 1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all A ij, Vp
starts an old cacodemicail Academicke with his frize bonnet.
1640 \V. M. Wandering Jew 11857) 2Z A poore Ale-house is

your Inne, an old Freeze Jerkin in Summer your Sonday-suit.

177S Sheridan Duenna 11. iii, As ridiculous as gold lace on
a frize coat. 1796 Coleridge Observ. Blossom 1st Feb., This
dark, frieze-coated, hoarse, teeth-chattering Month. 1845
Disraeli Sybil (Rtldg.) 295 'Poor Ireland!' said Gerard.
1 Well, I think the frieze-coats might give us a helping hand
now, and employ the troops at least.' 1886 Hall Cajne Son
ofHagar 11. xvi, Paul had thrown on a long frieze ulster.

Jig. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet (1844) 39 Such frize jestes
uppon fustion earnest.

Frieze (friz), sb.'- Arch. Forms: 5 fres, 6
frise, fryse, 6-7 frese, 6-9 frize, 7 freese, 7-8
freeze, S freze, 7- frieze, [a. Fr. frise fern.,

which (with Sp. friso masc.) is prob. related in

some way to the synonymous It. fregio masc, also
' border, fringe, ornament * :—L. Phrygium (sc.

opus) a Phrygian work (cf. Phrygiw vestes embroi-
dered garments).]

1. That member in the entablature of an order
which comes between the architrave and cornice.

Also in extended sense (see quot. 1850).
1563 Shute Arc/iit. D iv b, The Architraue, frise, and

Cornish.. Zophorus, which we cal y« frese. 1644 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) '• V * ne room •• is tapestried with crimson
damask . . the frieze above rarely painted. 1656 Davenant
Siege ofRhodes 1. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 259 In the middle
of the freese w*as a compartiment, wherein was written
Rhodes. 1726 Leoni Designs Pref. 2/1 Makes the projec-
tion of the Architrave., hide the Freze. 1762-71 H. Walpolk
\'ertue"sAnecd. Paint. (1786) II. 57 note, The .. frieze
adorned in stucco with sea-monsters, a 1774 Goldsm. Descr.
Autltor's Bed Chamb. 17 With beer and milk arrears, the
frieze [of a mantel-piece] was scored. 1812-16 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 158 Stiffly ornamented friezes.

1850 Parker Gloss. Archit. <ed. 51 221 Any horizontal broad
band which is occupied by sculpture may be correctly
termed a frieze (and is so by architectural writers\ whether
it form part of an entablature or be placed in any other posi-
tion. 1852 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Madonna (1857) '48 A frieze
of angelic boys ornaments the alcove.

b. A band of painted or sculptured decoration.
1847 Disraeli Taucred 1. vi, They entered the ball-room

..the walls of looking-glass, enclosing friezes of festive
sculpture. 1851 Layard Pop. Ace. Dtscov. Nineveh xiii.

344 A thin coat of plaster, on which were painted figures
and ornamental friezes.

2. a. In a column (also frieze of the capital) =
Hypotkachelium. b. In a cannon: The encircling
ring immediately behind the cornice-ring (see Cor-
nice 4).

1Sfi9~91 Spenser Vis. Bellay iv, The chapters Alablaster,
the fryses christall. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 32 The Freese,
Gul or Throat. 1692 Caft. Smith's Seaman's Cram. 11. vi.

94 C is the Freeze |of a cannon]. 17x1 Pope Temp. Fame
142 The freezes gold, and gold the capitals.

3. attrib. and Comb., as frieze-work. Also

f frieze-orders pi. , those in which a frieze is always
a part of the entablature ; frieze-panel, (a) one
of the uppermost panels of a six-panelled door

;

(b) the lower part of a gun-port (Adm. Smyth)

;

frieze-rail, the rail below the frieze-panels.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 31 Any of the * Frese orders. 1678

Moxon Meek. Exerc. I. 106 The *Friese Pannel above the
*Friese Rail. 1859 Gwilt Encycl. Arch. (ed. 4) 568 In-
doors, the upper rails are called top raits ; the next in
descending, frize rails.. The panels are also named from
their situations on the door ; thus CC, being the uppermost,
are called Jrize panels. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1773
Nothing is to be seen without a kind of *freeze-work, or
a representation of some animal upon it.

Hence Friezed ppl. a. [-ed -], furnished with
a frieze ; Friezeless a., having no frieze.

1819 Wiffen Aonian Hours (1820) 76 Night's shrieking
bird Flaps the friezed window with her wing. 1852 Willis
Summer Cruise in Medit. xl. 244 Some friezeless portico.

Frieze (fr/z), vX Forms: see Frieze sb. 1 [ad.

F.friser or Sp. frisar; perh. identical with the

vb. of the same form represented by Frieze v? :

see Frizz vX\
1. trans. To cover with a nap ; = Cotton v. 1 I.

Obs. exc. Hist.

*S<>9. 1557 [see Friezed ppl. aM 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII,
c. 15 Many poore people haue ben well set a worke . . with
dressing & frising of the said cottons. 1591 [see Cotton
v. 1 iL 1601 [seeFRiEZED///. a. 1 1], 1685 Land. Gaz. No.
2009/8 For Beautifying of Cloth . . by Napping and Freezing
the same without Honey. 1885 Fortn. in Waggonette 61
There were mills for scouring, fulling, and friezing cloth.

t 2. ^ Frizz v. 1 (q. v. for examples in the forms
freeze, frize). Obs.

548

+ 3. To brush lightly over. ( — F.friser 'effleu-

rer\ Littre.) Cf. Frizzle vA 3. Obs.
1622 Peacham Compl. Gent. 115 For Leather, .take yellow

Oker .. and where yon will have it darker, by degrees, mix
Umber with it, and when you have wrought it over, take a
broad Pencil and frieze it over with Umber.
4. Comb., t frieze-board (see quot.).
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 348/1 The [Clothiersl Frise

Board is that by which the Cloth after it is sheared hath a
Nap or Curl put upon it.

Hence Frie'zing vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 1 §4 No Person. -shall use or exercise
the Faculty of Frizing or Cottoning. 1694 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2985/4A new built Water-Mill. .containing, .a Fryzing
Mill, a Raising Mill for Cloth.

Frieze (fr/z), v£ [ad. V.friser, related tofrise
Frieze *M ; chiefly in pa. pple. frise, whence
med.L.frisalus embroidered (with gold).]

1. trans. To embroider with gold ; to work
(gold) into arabesques, etc. Now rare.

1577-87 [see Friezed ppl. a. 2]. 1881 Academy 28 May
400/2 A magnificent screen—golden in hue and patterned
and friezed in exquisitely delicate arabesque.

2. Aaut. (See quots.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Freezing, a sort of
ornamental painting on the upper part of a ship's quarter,
stern or bow. It consists generally of armour, instruments of
war, marine emblems etc. 1771 Rear Admiral J. Montagu
To Secretary ofAdmiralty 15 Apr., An order to the Navy
Board 'for his Majesty's ship Captain to be freezed on the
quarters'. C1850 Kudim. Navig. (Weale) 120 Friezing,
ornamental carving or painting above the drift-rails, and
likewise round the stern or bow.

3. To cover (a silver plate) with chased patterns.
Now used by workmen with reference to ' frosted work ',

and associated with Freeze v.

1678 Loud. Gaz. No. 1301/4 Ixwt . . A round Gold Watch
..the Dial plate freezed with a little knot in the middle.
1683 Ibid. 1800/4 A round Silver Watch.. with a Freiz'd
Dial-Plate. 1684 Ibid. 1938/4 A Silver Watch with . . long
frized Hours on the Dyal Plate.

Frieze, Friezeadow : see Freeze, Fbizado.

Friezed (fr/zd), ppl. a. 1 Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

Frieze v. 1 and sbA + -ed.]

1. Of cloth : Having a nap ; = Cottoned i.

1509 Bury Wills (Camden) 112, I wyll y
1 euery poor man

and woman dwellyng in myalmesse howsyn have, .a ffrysed
rosat gown. 1557 Act 4 <y 5 Phil. A Alary c. 5 § 12 Upon
Pain of Forfeiture for every Welsh Cotton or Lining frised

or cottoned to the contrary, vj. s. viij. d. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 227 About Istria and Liburnia, the sheeps fleece

resembleth haire rather than wooll, nothing at all good for

to make frized clothes with a high nap. 17*1 C. King Brit.
Merch. I. 291 Pennistones freized. 1865D1RCKS Mra. Wore.
iv. 37 The term being applied to garments having long wool,
then said to be friezed.

2. Of a plant: Downy; -Cottoned 2.

1578 Lytb Dodoens in. x. 328 Rha (as it is thought) hath
great broade leaues .. white and fryzed underneath. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 1. xxxvi. § 1. 51 A fringe .. downe the
middle of the lower leaves, .tipped or frized.

t Priezed, ///. a* Obs. In 6 frised, frized.

[See Frieze z>.-] Of gold : Wrought into orna-

mental patterns. Of cloth : Embroidered or other-

wise adorned with patterns in gold,
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 805/2 Fret with frised

gold. Ibid. 807/1 A tree of gold, the branches and boughes
frised with gold. 1587 Fleming Conttt. Holinshed 1 1 1 , 1 338/1
A canopie of cloth of gold frized.

Friezer (fr/~zai). Forms: 6 friser, 6-9 frizer.

[f. Frieze vA + -SB '.] One who friezes cloth.

1557 (see Cottoner i]. 1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 7 § 1 Six hun-
dred Persons of the Art or Science of Sheermen or Frizers.

1871 Gd. Words 608 The drapers, cottoners, and frizers of
Shrewsbury.

Prie'zy, a. [f. Frieze j£.! + -y1.] Clad in frieze.

1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. 35 A rough, friezy man
brought in some uncouth leathern bags. 1855 Chamb.
Jrnl. IV. 153 Friezy hairy groups, .wondering at us.

+ Frig, v. Obs. Also frigg. [? Onomatopoeic
alteration of Frike v.\ cf. Fridge, Fig, Fidge vbs!\

1. intr. To move about restlessly ; to agitate the

body or limbs. Cf. Fridge v. i.

c 1460 To7vnelcy Mysl. (Surtees) 313 Awelle blawen bowke
thise frygges as frogges. 1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878) 51
Marke how Seuerus frigs from roome to roome. 1653
Urquhart Rabelais 1. xi, He would, .be often in the dumps,
and frig and wriggle it. 1658 Rowland Moujet's Theat.
Ins. 055 How ridiculously the barbarous people when they
are bitten will frig and fnsk. 1719 D'Urfev Pills IV. 124
O ! how they do frig it, Jump it and Jigg it.

2. trans. To rub, chafe: = Fridge v. 3.

a 15*9 Skelton E. Rnmmyng 178 The bore . . His rumpe
..he frygges Agaynst the hye benche. a 1605 Polwart
Flyting iu. Montgomerie 724 Except I were to frig thee with
whin stanes. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk § Selv. Ep. Ded., As
long as the Summers warmth holds on to cocker them, and
the days heat to frigge and chafe them [flowers and insects].

3. Comb., as frig-beard.
1708 Motteux Rabelais v. v. 164 Shavers and Frig-beards.

Hence f Frigging
1 vbl. sb. Also f Prigger.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) 21 Sum luvis Jang trollie

Iolly^ And sum of frigging fane. 1598 Florio, Menamenti,
stirrings, friggings. 1659 Torriano, Frugatoio. .a frigger,

a clown, a wriggler up and down.

Frigate (fright). Forms : 6-7 fregate, -att,

-ot, frig(g)ot(e, -tt, 6-9 frigat, (6 frygatte, 7
fricket, friggatt, -ett), 6- frigate. Also 6 in

It. form fragatta [ad. Ft. frigate, ad. It.fregata,

fragata,~Hp., Pg., Cat. fragata.

FRIGEFY.
The ultimate etymology is unknown, the hypothesis of

Diez, that it represents a late L. fabriedta in the sense
1 building' (cf. F. bailment building, ship), being generally
rejected by recent scholars.]

1. A light and swift vessel, orig. built for rowing,

afterwards for sailing. Obs. exc. poet.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. 1. ii. 2 b, With a
frigat to accompany us and to bring backe newes from us.

1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 151 All which people
were embarked in small ships and two frygattes [printed
foygattes]. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. itl And toward
Sunne set, the castle sent a Fragatta vnto vs, to giue vs
warning of three Foistes comming after vs. 1613 Sherley
Trav. Persia 8 Perceiving a Fregat a farre off, rowing
towards vs. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 106 The other
are Frigats fit to Row or Sail. 173* Lediard Sethos II.

vm. 171 He promisM..to furnish nim. .with a frigat to
carry him.. to the port. 1810 Scott Lady oj L. I. xxiv,

Permit me . . to guide Your fairy frigate o'er the tide.

2. Applied to a vessel of larger size. fa. A
merchantman. Also galleon-frigate. Obs.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 180 They sent one of the

two Frigats last left with them for England. a 1674
Clarendon Hist, Reb. ix. § 115 They .. had at that time
another Frigat of Mr. Hasduncks. 17*3 Lond. Gaz. No.
6142/2, j^ of the Craggs Frigate. x8oo NavalChron. II. 237
Two more galleon frigates were expected. 1894 C. N.
Robinson Brit. Fleet 229 Among the merchant-men serving
against the Armada, .was a frigate.

Jig. 164a Milton Apol.Smect. (1851)258 He must cut
out large docks . . to unlade the foolish frigate of his un-
seasonable autorities.

b. A war- vessel. In the Royal Navy, formerly

a vessel of the class next in size and equipment to

ships of the line, carrying from 28 to 60 guns on
the main deck and a raised quarter-deck and fore-

castle. As now used, the term no longer denotes

a distinct class of vessels, being often applied to

ships of much larger size than those that were so

designated early in this century.
1630 A". Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 224 There are con-

tinuall fights with the Portugall Frigats. 1641 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) I. 41 The packet-boat, .a pretty frigate of six

guns. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 264 Being with
one of the king's frigates in the Baltic. 1825 J. Neal Bro.
Jonathan III. 43 Without a single ship of war, frigate or
sloop, to encounter a powerful navy. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., DonkeyJrigate, those of 28 guns, frigate-built

;

that is, having guns protected by an upper deck, with guns
on the quarter-deck and forecastle. 1877 W. Thomson Voy.
Challenger I. i. 11 She has all the accommodation of a frigate

with the handiness and draught of water of a corvette.

3. A large swift-flying raptorial bird (Fregata
aquila or Tachypetes aqailus), found near land in

the tropical and warmer temperate seas. Also
frigate-bird, -petrel.

1738 Albin Nat. Hist. Birds III. 75 The Frigate Bird.
The Indians call it so, because of the Swiftness of its Flight.

1756 Phil. Trans. XL1X. 627 The sea-birds, called frigates

..quit the air, and seek the shore. 18371 Mrs. Caulfeilu
Deluge 94 At his side The kingly eagle, frigat, pelican. 1859
Darwin Orig. Spec. vi. (1878) 142 No one except Audubon
has seen the frigate-bird . . alight on the surface of the
ocean. 1895 Daily Neius 16 Sept. 6/2 The Frigate Petrel.

.

a specimen was washed up dead on the shore of Walney
Island in November 1890.

4. attrib. and Comb.,Sisfrigate-a/ms/iouse (nonce-

wd.), fashion ;
frigate-like adj. and adv. Also

frigate-built a., having ' a descent of some steps

from the quarter-deck and forecastle into the waist
*

(Adm. Smyth) ; frigate-bird, -petrel (see 3).

(11657 Lovelace Poems (1864) 201 Have you not seen a
cliaract lie A great cathedral in the sea, Under whose Baby-
lonian walls A small thin *frigot almshouse stalls ? 1676
Lond. Gaz. No. 1130/4 VivaOranga of St. Malo's, Burthen
50 Tuns .. * Frigat built. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 213 A small frigate-built vessel. 1863 P. Barry Dock'
yard Econ. 75 A ship of more than usually heavy scantling,

and with a variety of foreign timber judiciously distributed

in all its parts, might have fairly claimed to be frigate-built.

1641 Evelyn Mew. (1857) I. 18 Phineas Pett, inventor of the
*fngate-fashion of building. 1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1077/4
A small Bark, called the Castle Frigat of Falmouth, burthen
25 to 30 Tun, built *Frigat like. 1708 Ibid. No. 4398/3
Captain Haddock, .got Sight, .of two Frigat-like Ships.

Frigatoon (frigat/?n). [ad. It. fregatone, aug-

mentative oifregata Frigate.] (See quot.) ' Also
applied to a ship sloop-of-war' (Adm. Smyth).
17*1 Bailey, Frigatoon, a Venetian Vessel, built with a

square Stern without any Fore-mast, having only a Main-
Mastf Mizen-Mast and Bow-sprit. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

t Frrgefact, v. Obs~ 1 [ad. L. frigcj
r
act-dre,

i.frtgere to be cold + fact- ppl. stem of fac?re to

make.] trans. To chill. So f Fri'gefacted ///. a.

[see -ed l
], made frigid

; f Frigefaction [see

-ion or -tion], the action or process of chilling

;

f Frigefa'ctive a. [see -ive], chilling.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 21/2 If it be
a Foote or a Legge which is in this sorte frigefacted, I then

take my beginning of circumuolutione at the knees to the

bodye vpwardes. 1651 Biggs New Disp. r 192 Frigefactive

and positive power, c 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. {1658) 279
Taking a huge draught of frigifacted wine. 1656 Blount
Gtossogr., Frigejaction, a making cool._ 1660 H. More
Myst. Godliness vn. xv. 340 Saturn . . is in an high degree

frigefactive, as also exsiccative. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII.
6132 All these to be further examinee! by Contusion, Agita-

tion, Frigefaction. 1684 Ibid. XIV. 769 The severity of the

Air's frigefactive power.

t Frrgefy, v. Obs. Also frigify. [ad. med.

L. *frigeficare, i.frtgere to be cold : see -FY.]



FRIGERATE. 549 FRIGHTFULNESS.
1. trans. To make cold ; to cool.

Hence Fri'gefied, Fri gefying ///. adjs.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 44/1 Then infuse

her in frigefyed water. Ibid. 226/1 She must eschewe . . of
Onions, Apples, Peares, Oranges, and of all other frigifyinge

fruictes. 1604 R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Frigifie, coole,

make cold. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 153 When any
want a Medicament that califies or frigifies.

2. intr. To become cold.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabellwucr s Bk. Physicke 2/1 Let them
seeth sufficiently in water, and then let it somwhat frigifye.

tFri'gerate, *>• Obs-° [f. L.frigerdt- ppl.

stem offrigerare to cool, f.flgus : see Frigid and
-ATE.] trans. To make frigid ; tocool. Sofrri-
greration Obsr~ 1 [see -ation], the action or pro-

cess of cooling
; f Fri tferatory Obs.~° [see -OR*],

see quot.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Frtgerate, to cool. Frigeratory,

a Cooling-house, or place, a 1691 Boyle Hist. ^;>xl.(i6o2)
248 Which wonderful Change I should not so much ascribe
to a Frigerationofthe Air. .as to some nitrous. .Exhalations.

Friggle (fri-gTj, v. [frequentative of Frig.]
intr. f a. To jerk oneself about ; to wriggle, b.
dial. To fribble, to fuss. Hence Frrggling ppl. a.

i6si S. Ward Happin. Tract. (1627) 44 Is it harder for vs
to cut off the friggling taile of that Hydra of Rome ? 1626

J. Yates Ibis ad C&s. 1. 6 Though the head of this Hydra
was cut off, yet it had still afriglingtaile. 1848 A. B. Evans
Leicestersh. Words, etc., Friggle, to be tediously particular
over a thing. .She friggles so long at it.

Fright (frail), sb. Forms: i fyrhto, -u
{Northumb. fryhto, fyrihto), 3-4 fri5t, 5 fry^t,

frey(h)te,-th,7-fright. [OK.//7///^,ametathetic
form (recorded only in Northumb.) offyrhto, -k =
Goth.faurhtei:—OTeut.*furhtin--w\c. fern., noun of
state or quality from *furhto-, forhto- adj., afraid

{GoKh.fanrhts, OS.foroht,forKa)ht, OHG.foraht,
OK.forhl). The other WGer. langs. have a synony-
mous derivative of the same root ; OFris. fruchta,
OS. for(a)hta (MDu. vruchtie, vrocht\ OHG.
for[a hia(MHG.vorhte,mod.Gcr.furchl) :-OTeut.
*{furhtd, -6n-) forhtd, -6n- str. and \vk. fern.]

1. fa. In OE. : Fear in general (obs.). b. In
ME. and in mod. use : Sudden fear, violent terror,

alarm. An instance of this. Phr. to takefright.
c 825 Vesp. Hymns xii. 13 Dykes fiondes 3es efestgan facne

fyrhtu stille awecce. c 1000 Ags. Ps. liv. 20 [lv. 19] Nehim
Codes fyrhtu ^eorne ondrsdac*. c\*xpGen.$ Ex. 1234 His
moder wurS ne3 dead for fri^t. c 1325 Body ty Soul in Maps
Poems (Camd.

| 338 Ne thorte us have frijt ne fen, that God
ne wolde his blisse us sent, c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 948 Tho
the knave hadde a fry^t. c 1440 Promp. Tarv. 177/2 Freyhte,
or feer . . timor, pavor, terror. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. hi. 232
Least by his clamour. .The Towne might fall in fright. 1609
Holland Amm. Marcell. xxix. xii. 369 The Mazices..thus
beaten down in sundry slaughters, in a foule fright, brake
their arraies. 1654 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden)
II. 96 The greate advance made into this countrye had noe
other ende then by giving a generall fright. 1770 Junius
Lett, xxxviii. 189 note, The minister took fright. 1791 Mrs.
Radcliffe Rom. Forest iv, In my fright. .1 forgot to take
the roundabout way. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III.
221 The antelopes, nearly exhausted with fatigue and fright
. . made no effort to break through the ring of the hunters.
1847 Tennyson Princ. vi. 351 An echo started up. .and died
of fright in far apartments.

2. + Anything that causes terror (obs.). Hence
(colloq.) a person or thing of a shocking, grotesque,
or ridiculous appearance.
1634 \V. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. r. 8 Hide my selfe here

with your good favour, .than to beare a shew there with
their frights and soure lookes. ^1661 Boyle Style ofScript.
(1675) 27 As a skilful fowler. .catches, .some with frights, as
black-birds with a sparrow-hawk or a low-bell. 1751 Mrs.
Delany Let. to Mrs. Dewes in Life fy Corr. 50 A friend .

.

who is working a fright of a carpet ! 1809 Miss Mitkord
in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. 76 The present race of young
men are such a set of frights. 183a E. Ind. Sketch Bk. II.

174 To be sure., the women are sad frights, very yellow, and
mostly so lean. 1864 H. Ainsworth John Law m. in, 'You
mustn't marry that ridiculous old fright \ she whispered.

II 3. ? Misused for Fret sb.

1668 in Boyle Hist. Air xv. (1692) 85 The Storm had
seven Paroxysms or Exacerbations, which the Seamen call
Frights of Weather.

Fright (frait), v. Forms: lfyrhtan(yV<W//«/«£.
fyrhta, fryhta\ 3 fri3ten, 5,96V. fricht, 6 frite,
6- fright. Pa. pple. 9 dial. frit. [OE. *fryhtan
(Northumb. fryhta), metathetic var. of fyrhlan,
corresp. to OFris. fruchta, OS. forhtian (MDu.
vruchtett), OHG.forhten,furhten (MHG.rar/i/^,
mod.Ger. fiirchten), Goth, faurhtjan :—OTeut.
*fur/itjan to fear, f. *furhto- {forhto-) afraid. (OE.
had also forhtian = OS. forhtOn, of the same mean-
ing but differing conjugation^. The factitive sense
' to terrify ' is peculiar to Eng.]

f 1. intr. To be afraid, to fear. Obs.
c 1000 Durham Hit. (Surtees) 102/21 Du doest 5a fyrhta,

facts earn tremere. c 1250 Gun. <y Ex. 1861 Oc michil he
fri^tede for-5i bo5en symeon and leui. Ibid. 3978 Dho^ Oe
asse spac, fri}tede he no}t.

2. trans. To affect with fright ; to scare, terrify.

Now rare exc. poet, and Sc. ; in ordinary language
its place has been taken byfrighten.
<rgoo tr. Bseda^s Hist. iv. iii. (1890)268 Gif . . bunorrade

eoroan and lyfte bra^den and fyrhten. 1413 Jas. I Kingis
Q. clxii, I ne wist quhat to done, so was I fricht. 1580

Sidney Ps. ix. xiii, With terrors greate, O Lord, doe thou
them fright. 1628 Hobbes Thucyd. (18221 23 The likelihood
of the war wherewith the Corcyreans frighting you go about
[etc.]. 1700 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 9 Those that
fired upon the Indians, and frighted them. 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Couo. 1. j, Frighting the maids, and worrying the
kittens. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 196 The coy hare
squats nestling in the corn, Frit at the bow'd ear tott'ring
o'er her head. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxxii, No lower
life that earth's embrace May breed with him, can fright
my faith. 1869 C. Gibbon A'. Gray iv, ' Ye needna be
frichted, mither, he's just got himsel hurt \

absol. 1748 Johnson Vanity of human Wislies 148
Should no. .difficulty fright.

b. With complement : To scare away, etc.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. iv. v. 11 Heele fright you vp
yfaith. 1637 B. Jonson SadSheph. 1. ii, Except Love's fires

the vertue nave To fright the frost out of the grave, a 1643
Suckling Ace. Relig. Ep. (1646.) 1, I send you that Discourse
which frighted the Lady into a cold sweat. 1651 Hobbes
Levi'ath. iv. xlvi. 373 Would fright them from Obeying the
Laws. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 121 Of a Sword the flame
Wide waving, all approach farr off to fright. 1678 Wani.ey
Wond. Lit. World x. i. §97.468/1 Charles the fifth, .frighted
Solyman the Turk from Vienna. 1697 Dryden Virg.Georg.
iv. 167 The God.. who frights away, With his Lath Sword,
the Thieves and Birds of Prey. 1697 Bi\ Patrick Comm.
E.vod, ix. 27 A Man distracted and frighted out of his Wits.
1705 Stanhope Paraphr. (1709) IV. 558 A Refractory People
might be frighted into good Manners. 1719 Watts ' There
is a land ofPure delight ', Not Jordan's stream, nor death's
cold flood, Should fright us from the shore. 1779-81 John-
son L. P., Thomson Wks. IV. 170 He accompanied the
players by audible recitation, till a friendly hint frighted
him to silence. 1821 Keats Lamia 1. 5 Before King Oberon's
bright diadem . . Frighted away the Dryads and the Fauns
From rushes green.

Hence Frrghting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1631 Denison Heav. Banq. 188 Frightings and terrors.

1648 Gage West Ind. xxi. 188 How did I sometimes look
upon Deaths frighting visage? 1650 W. Brolgh Sacr.
Princ. (1659) 16 Their triviall and frighting argument. 1663

J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 29 God hath now, in a great
measure, left frighting of men to Heaven by visible terrors.

1674 J. B[rian] Ilarv. Home iu. 19 Frighting fearfull terrors.

Frightable (fn>i-tab'l), a. rare~ l
. [f. Fright

v. + -able.] Capable of being frightened.

1832 Carlvle Let. 31 Aug. in Froude Life (1882) II. 306
Medical men can do nothing except frighten those that are
frightable.

Frighted (frai-ted\ ///. a. [f. Fkight v. +
-ED l.J Affected with fright, scared.

1647 Trapp Mellif. Theolog. in Comm. Epi'st. 727 As a
frighted worme wriggles into its hole. 1650 W. Brough Sacr.
Princ. (1659) 480 The sinner, .must be [penitent] not from a
frighted phansie. 1700 Dennis Iphigeuia 49 Frighted Wolves,
with dreadful Howl, Her dire approach declare. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (181 1» II. x. 61 The man must think he
has a frighted fool to deal with. 1839 Longf. Hesperus vii,

She shuddered ..like a frighted steed. 1870 Bryant Iliad II.

xxii. 311 Driven within the city walls Like frighted fawns.

Hb. Of a region or space : Pervaded with fear.

Milton's frighted deep is echoed by later writers.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 994 Such a numerous host Fled not
in silence through the frighted deep. 1715-20 Pope Iliad
xiv. 446 Like lightning flashing through the frighted Skies.
a 1780 Blake Tiriel vii. 1 She.. led him over mountains
and through frighted vales. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. 11. 207
Ere Rome's first Eagle clave the frighted air.

Hence Frrghtedly adv., in a frighted manner.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. lix. 395 An accent

rather frightedly and hoarsely inward than shrilly clamorous.

Frighten (frai't'n), v. [f. Fright sb. + -en 5.

A late formation, which has taken the place of the

earlier Fright z>.] trans. To throw into a fright

;

to terrify; = Fright v. 2.

1666 Pepys Diary 4 Sept., Which at first did frighten
people more than any thing. 1697 Dampier I'oy. I. x. 280 But
even that was a Voyage enough to frighten us, considering
our scanty Provisions. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest x,

I am sorry I frightened you so last night. 1842 Addy Water
Cure (1843) 206 These lunatics . . never frighten women or
children. 1883 Froi'de Short Stud. IV. 1. vi. 65 In fearing
that England would go into schism the pope was frightened
by a shadow.

b. With complement : To scare into, out of etc.

1691 W. Nicholls Answ. Naked Gospel 47 They were
frightened to it by the Arms and Threats of the Souldiers.
Z700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 278 [They] thought by
Fire and Sword, .to frighten him out of his Kingdom. 1726
Shelvocke Voy. round ^ World (1757) 116 They frighten
them into the most laborious submission. 1806-7 J. Bekes-
ford Miseries Hum. Life xxi. xv, Paying handsomely, .to
be canted out of your saddle, and frightened out of your
wits. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. 11. i. 168 The French
Revolution had frightened all classes out of advanced ways
of thinking. 1890 Spectator 1 Nov. 583/1 Manufacturers.

.

are frightened to death at the., rise in prices. 1891 Daily
News 23 Nov. 2/6 There are no stocks to frighten down
prices. 189a Law Times XCII. 394/2 Evidently the idea
was to frighten and terrorise the lady into paying.

Hence Pri-g-htening1

vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Fri ghtenable a.

t
capable of being frightened

;

Pri-g-htener, one who or that which frightens.

1715 Burnet Hist. Ref. III. 390 note, I do not find there
was any frightning Threatnings. i8iz Coleridge Lit. Rem.
(1836) I. 362 Man as . . a frightenable being. 1841 Col.
Hawker Diary (1893) II. 195 A bird frightener from
Southampton. 1850 Mrs. F. Trollope Petticoat Govt. 32
You do not look so frightenable as my Aunt does, c 1854
Faber Hymn, Predestination vi, And still the frightening
echoes grow, As it goes sounding on. — Divine Favours
v, Why didst Thou come so frighteningly. 1865 English-
man's Mag. Oct. 298 The number and variety of living
things is positively frightening.

Frightened (frei't'nd), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED

'.J That is put into a flight; affected with
fright. Also^.
rti7»i Prior Lady's Looking-glass 16 Pig waves lash the

frighten'd shores. 1828 Scott /'". M. Perth xi, He suffered
the frightened girl to spring to the ground. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola 1. xx, Her face wore a frightened look, as if

she dreaded the effect of her boldness. 1885 Athenxum
2 May 561/3 The police, .turn the frightened inmates out of
their beds.

b. Const, at. In recent colloquial use frightened

of (cf. * afraid of) is common
; frightened for in

the same sense is Sc.
1827 Carlvle Germ. Romance II. 123, I saw thee running

;
.but thou wert frightened for our little dog. 1830 Wmkwell

in Todhunter Acct. WItewell's lVrit.(i8j6)ll. j<-8, I cannot
but be vexed that.. you should set seriously about being
frightened of my own worshipful self. 1858 .SW. Rev. VI.
310 2 It is not usual for educated people to perpetrate such
sentences as. .' I was frightened of her '. 1881 Mks. Moles-
worth Herr Baby 113 liaby was at first terribly frightened
of him. 1890 [see the vb.] 1897 Daily News 8 Apr. 11/1
What were you frightened at ?

Hence Pri*ghtenedly adv.
1884 E. Fawcett Rutherford xxiv, 294 She was on the

verge of drawing away from her frightenedly. 1891 H. Her-
man His Angel 10 Looking out . .not in the least frightenedly,
but inquiringly.

t Fri'ghter. Obs. [f. Fright v. + -er *.]

One who or that which causes fright or scares away.
Feverfrighter : = 1'"kbhifl'GE.

ti6n Chapman Iliad xm. 279 And is of such strength
that in war the frighter he affrights. 1683 Salmon Dorou
Med. 11. 586 The Fever 'frighter' of Dr. Riverius. 1693 —
Bates Pharm. (17131 277/2 "I'is a famous Ague Frighter,
seldom or never failing the Cure at some few Doses taking.

Frightful (frai'tful), a. [f. Fright sb. + -fit,.]

fl. subjectively. Full of terror; timid; alarmed.
ci2$o Gen. <y Ex. 3459 dis fri^tjful [folc] 811s a-biden,

Quiles 5is daises for[3] ben gliden. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb.
xiii. 215 The wild and frightful! Heards .. Feed fairety on
the Launds. 1677 Gilmn Demonol. (1867) 16S The heart is

apt to be startled with threatenings . . especially those that
are of a more tender and frightful spirit 1765 Foote
Commissary 11. Wks. 1799 II. 24 These Uourgois are so
frightful. 180a Mrs. J. Wilst Infidel Father III. 332,
I am so frightful at being in a murderer's house.
Comb. 1718 Kowe tr. Lucan 245 Ghastly, and frightful-

pale her tace is seen.

2. objectively, a. Tending to cause fright ; alarm-
ing. Const, to. ? Obs.
1607 Tolrnkur Rev. Trag. 11. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 64 It fell

so without fright-full word. 1690 J. Mackenzie Siege
London-Deny 31/1 It was then a little more frightful to our
people than afterwards. 1725 De Foe I'oy. round World
(1840) 349 Any. .ravenous creature, .which . . were frightful

to the deer. 1812 Shelley Addr. Irish People 8 Is danger
frightful' to an Irishman who speaks for his own liberty?

b. Horrible to contemplate, shocking', dreadful,

revolting. Often hyperbolically applied to bad or

annoying things ; cf. a-afid, fearful, terrible, etc.
' A cant word among women for any tiling unpleasing 1

(J.).

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 295 Sea-Devils or
Sand-Creepers are 5 or 6 yards long, with a frightful Head.
1733 Pope Ep. to Cobhatn 250 One would not, sure, be
frightful when one's dead. 1752 Hume Ess. fy Treat. (1777)
I. 199, I need not recount the frightful effects of jealousy.

1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, Germany II. 301 A high tower,
from whence he sounds a frightful horn. 1827 Macaui.ay
Macchiav. Ess. (18501 33 The annals of France and England
present us only with a frightful spectacle of poverty, bar-
barity and ignorance. 1879 Froude Csesar xii. 162 The
Clodius business had been a frightful scandal.

+ 3. quasi-j/>.
(J>1.)

= frightful adjuncts or acces-

sories.

1727 De Foe Secrets Invis. World (1735) xiii. 329 If he
[the Devil] will come in all his Formalities and Frightfuls,
he would not be capable of half so many Cozenings and
Cheatings as he now puts upon us.

Frightfully (frai-tfuli), adv. [f. Frightful 4-

-LT-.] In a frightful manner ; to a frightful degree.

1 1. subjectively. In a manner indicating fright

;

timidly. Obs.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 237 She, as if her enemy

had been at hand, amazedly and frightfully answered [etc.].

1653 H. More Antid. Aih. 11. xii. (1712) 82 To run away
from a snail, and very ruefully and frightfully to look back,

1674 Hkevint Said at Endor 55 [He] cryed out frightfully,

Who art thou ?

2. objectively, f a. qualifying a vb. : Like a
* fright'; hideously. Obs.

1729 Swift L.adfs Jnd. 48 Then to her glass; and, 'Betty,
pray Don't I look frightfully to day?' 1752 Johnson Rambler
No. 193. p 8 The Beauty remarks how frightfully she looks.

b. To a frightful extent or degree. Often hyper-

bolically as a mere intensive with adjs. of unfavour-

able connotation. Cf. Frightful 2.

1817 J. Scott Paris Revis. (ed. 4) 350 Their reverses

made one feel the place frightfully unsafe. 1828 Lady
Granville Lett. 22 Nov. (18941 II. 36 His thirst for know-
ledge is frightfully minute. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IV. 252 His cheeks.. grew frightfully livid. Ibid. 275 His
features were frightfully harsh. 1870 Dickens £. Drood ii,

You look frightfully ill. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy $ V.
I. 65 We English are frightfully wanting in tact.

FrightfalneSS (frartfulnes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.J The quality or state of being frightful,

f a. The state of being filled with fright (obs.).

b. The quality of causing fright ; hideousness.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 401 Her face sad and per-

plexed, shewing frightfulnesse so perfectly. 1633 Bp. Hall
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Hard Texts 453 Express a (rightfulness and an amazed
suspicion of the approach of an enemy. 1684 tr. Bonefs
Merc. Comfit, ix. 333 Is Wormwood good for frightfulness?

1713 Nelson Dr. Bull Introd. (1840)7 All this serveth chiefly
to cover the frightfulness of mortality.

Frigh.tless(fr9i-tles),a. [f. Fright sb. + -less.]

Free from fright, without fear.

1606 Marston Sophonisba iv. i, I speake all frightles.

t Frrghtly, adv. Obs. [f. *fright, contracted

pa. pple. of FniGHT v. + -ly
'l

, Cf. Fbightily
under Frighty.] In a frighted manner.
c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 3870 Ic wene frijtlike Sat he do. c 1460

To7vneleyMyst.(Suriees)i$2, I was castyn in care so frightly
afrayd.

Frightment (fraitment). rare. [f. Frights.
+ -ment.] a. The state of being in a fright, b.
Something that causes fright.

1607 Dekkeb Westw. Hoe Wks. 1873 H- 338 All these
frightments are but idle dreames. 1647 \V. Browne tr. Polex-
ander in. 11. 62 Bellerophon came on for all the turbulency
and furious frightments of his horse. j649DRU.MM.OF Hawth.
Poems Wks. (1711) 46 Sighs, plaints, horrors, frightments,
. . Invest these mountains. 1831 J. Wilson Unimore vi. 259
Remorse there sends her frightments, Conscience hers.

t Fri'ghtness. Obs. \i.*fright (see Frightly)
+ -nessJ The state of being in a fright, panic.
c 14*5 Eng. Cong, Irel. (E. E. T. S.) 16 Whan the host was

in so gret frightnes.

Frightsome (froi-ts£m), a. [f. Fright sb. +
-someJ a. Causing fright ; frightful, b. Feeling
fright, full of fear.

c 1817 Hogg TatesfySk. II. 04 How lonely and frightsome
—to be left by herself. 1827 Carlyle German Romance I.

306 Edwald and Froda had their own almost frightsome
thoughts on the matter.

t Frrgh.tyf
a. In 3 fri:jti. [f. Fright sb. +

-Y 1
.] a. Causing fright, formidable, b. Suffer-

ing from fright ; fearful. Hence t Frifflitiliead,
fearfulness ; Friffhtily adv.
c 1250 Gen. Sf Ex. 984 Of him kumen folc fri3ti. Ibid.

1617 Iacob abraid, & seide frijtilike. Ibid. 2222 Al he it

listnede in frijtihed. Ibid. 2849 Sephora . .gret, and wente
fruti a-gen.

Frigid Tri'd^id), a. [ad. L. frlgid-us , t.frigere
to be cold, i.frigits cold.]

1. Intensely cold, devoid of heat or warmth, of
a very low temperature.
1639 Chapman & Shirley Balliv. ii, Your eye Will make

the frigid region temperate, Should you but smile upon't.
1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. vii. 35 If. .in a Winter-night, we
expose the liquor to the frigid air. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 4
Frigid applications, would .. have induced a spontaneous
separation. 2820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 340 In these
frigid regions, the scurvy becomes a very alarming disease.
Ibid. 362 Frigid winds (or winds blowing over an extensive
surface of ice). 1849 Longf. Christmas Carol v, Nuns in
frigid cells At this holy tide. 1878 M. A. Brown Nadeschda
47 Like snow on the mountains, So white but yet so frigid.

b. Frigid zone : each of the two regions of the
globe which lie within the north and south polar
circles respectively.
[i597 Hartwell Pigafetta"s Congo Title-page, The two

Zones, Torrida & Prigida.] 1622 Massinger & Dekker
Virg. Mart.v.i, I'll, .hang thee In a contorted chain oficicles
In the frigid zone. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 65 The shuddYing
tenant of the frigid zone, Boldly proclaims that happiest spot
his own. i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea i. 15 It conveys heat
away from the torrid zone and ice from the frigid.

1 2. trans/. Wanting in sexual vigour ; impo-
tent. Obs.

1660 R. Coke Pmver $ Subj. 78 If either party were pre^
contracted, or frigid ; these necessarily preceding the
matrimony do dissolve the bond, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Frigid, a weak disabled Husband, cold, impotent.
1732 Swift Beasts' Confession Wks. 1755 IV, 1. 268 He was
not much inclin'd To fondness for the female kind . . Not
from his frigid constitution, But through a pious resolution.

3. fig. Destitute of ardour or warmth of feeling,

lacking enthusiasm or zeal ; cold, indifferent,

apathetic ; formal, stiff.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. v. 27 To be content that times
to come should onely know there was such a man, not
caring whether they knew more of him, was a frigid ambi-
tion in Cardan, a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 363
His faint and frigid expressions thereof manifested his
mind rather to betray than defend it. 1750 Johnson Ram-
bler No. 18 r 3 The most frigid and inexorable judge. 1751
Ibid, No. 149 f 5 Our reception was rather frigid than
malignant. 1807-8 W. Irving Saimag. (1824) 353 Charms
that might warm even the frigid heart of a dervise. 1862
Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) IV. xxxviii. 321 The nobles ..

let matters take their course with frigid indifference. 1880
T. Hardy Trumpet Major III. 224 Anne went home with
her, bidding Loveday a frigid adieu.
absol. 1762 Foote Orators II. Wks. 1799 I. 219 You will

have at one view, the choleric .. the frigid, the frothy.. and
the clamorous.

b. Said of things : Chilling, depressing.
1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury vi. (1886) 18 The

frigid respectability and dilapidated grandeur of the Fau-
bourg St. Germain. 1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas 1. iv,

Placed, not amid the frigid splendours of the drawing room,
but . . in his own particular den.

C. That leaves the imagination cold ; that does
not stir the fancy; lacking fire or spirit ; dull, flat,

insipid. \ Formerly also (as L. frigidus), of a
reason, argument, etc. : Lacking force or point,

senseless, absurd.
1643 Milton Divorce ix. (1851) 46 The pretended reason

of it Lis] as frigid as frigidity it self. 1699 Bentlky Phalaris

112 Was ever any thing so forced, so frigid, so unworthy of
refutation? 1713 Parnell Styles Poetry 65 Bleak level

Realm, where Frigid Styles abound, Where never yet a daring
thought was found. 1729 Swift On burning a dull Poem
Misc. 1735 V. 48 Methought. .No Vessel but an Ass's Head
Such frigid Fustian could contain. 1839 H. Rogers Ess. II.

iii. 138 The one shall impart the most frigid, and the other
the most vivid conception of the meaning. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. IV. 273 He . . gave vent to his feelings in a
hundred and sixty lines of frigid bombast.
Hence Fri'gidly adv., Frigidness.
1647 Trapp Comm. Mark L 22 And not as the Scribes.

Frigidly and jejunely. 1697 Bates Harmony Div. Attrib.
xvii. 322 If in the Platonical Philosophy there are some
things directing to it, yet they are but frigidly exprest.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Frigidness, coldness. 1777 Nat. Hist.
in Ann. Reg. 89/1 Lands doomed by nature to perpetual
frigidness. 1844 Hood Bridge of Sighs xv, Ere her limbs
frigidly Stiffen too rigidly. 1883 Black Shandon Bells xxvi,
' What I have is quite enough ', said the . . lady, somewhat
frigidly.

t Frigidal, a, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fkigid +

-al.] = Frigid.
1651 Biggs Hew Disp. r 171 Of a frigidal temper.

II Frigidarium frid^ideVriym). [L., f. frT-
gid-us cold.] The cooling-room in a Roman bath.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey. 183a Gell Pompeiana I.

vi. 95 Here was certainly the frigidarmm. 1840 Hood Up
Rhine 244 Grown men and women were wading up to their
chins in a sort of Frigidarium.

b. Iransf. A room kept at a low temperature.
1892 Q. Rev. Apr. 400 The chief rooms with all their

ample fire-places were but miserable frigidaria. 1892 Pall
Malt G. 14 Apr. 2/2 Room, .for fourteen in the frigidarium
[of the Morgue].

t Fri'gidate, v. Obs. rare ~ l
. [f. ppl. stem

of L. frigid-are. f. frlgid-us Frigid : see -ate 3.]

trans. To make frigid. [Cf. infrigidate.)
1691 Neu> Discov. Old Inireague xxxi, Who Frigidated by

Distemper'd Hams, His Fiery Zeal for Slavery proclaims.

t Fri'gidative, a. Obs. rare " \ [f. L.frigi-

dare : see prec. and -ative.] Cooling.
1659 Macallo Can. Physick 87 The frigidative or cooling

remedy.

t Frigi'dious, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [irreg. f. Frigid

+ -(i)ous.] Frigid, intensely cold.

1630 ]. Taylor (Water P.) Anagrams <$- Sonn. Wks. 11.

257/1 I-rigidious Janus twofold frozen face, Turnes moyst
Aquarius into congeal'd yce.

Frigidite (frrd.^idsit). A/in. [f. Frigid-o the

place where found + -ITE.] ^See quot.)
1887 Dana Man. Min. fy Lith. 150 Frigidite is a nickeli-

ferous variety [of Tetrahedrite] from the Apuan Alps.

Frigidity (frid^rditi). [a. F. frigidity ad. L.

frigiditat-em, i.frigidus : see Frigid and -ity.]

1. The state or condition of being frigid ; intense

coldness.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 124 And in frigiditie [L.

locis frigidis] Of seed and bayes make the semynary.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Fight at Sea Wks. in. 37
Neither the parching heat of Lybia..or the benumming
frigiditie of Groenland. 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 274 There
is such an intolerable frigidity in some parts under the
Poles, as that they cannot bee discovered. 1795 Gentl.
Mag. 530/2 It had seemed probable that the intense frigidity

of the winter would have destroyed the animalcule.

b. In old Physiology : The quality of being

frigid or producing frigidness ; = Coldness i b.

1574 Newton Health Mag. 44 The great frigiditie and
coldnesseofit[Purselayne]. .maye be tempered andqualefied
with Minte. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God 438 Our
Astronomicall divines say that Saturns frigidity proceedeth
from these waters. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg.
xxvi. vii. (1678) 633 If to the same frigidity remaining in

Fruits, a certain humidity accrew. 1750 tr. Leonardus'
Mirr. Stones 100 As it is of an exceeding cold nature, it

does, with its frigidity, convert the air.. into water.

C. Lack of natural heat or warmth (of the body).
1631 Gouge God's Arrcnvs 11. i. 131 Before David died,

such frigidity fell upon him, as with cloathes they could not

keepe him warme. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. xiv, 82 The
frigidity of decrepit Age is as much its enemy.

2. Iransf Want of generative heat ; impotence.
1586 Ferhe Blaz. Gentrieu. 58 Hisi. wife, .wasdeuorced

from him for cause of frigiditye. £1645 Howell Lett.

(1650) I. 4 His articulate lady, called so, for articling against

the frigidity and impotence of her former Lord. 1645 Mil-
ton Colast. Wks. 1738 1. 299 Why are we suffered to divorce
Adulteries, Desertions, or Frigidities? 1658 Rowland
Moufefs Theat. Ins. 992 Forasmuch as Eunuchs .. make
most noise and greater than young persons that are more
hot, therefore frigidity cannot be the cause.

3. fig. Want of warmth of feeling or enthusiasm

;

apathy, coldness, indifference.

0:1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 220 This heat may ouercome
my former frigidity and coldness. 1771 Johnson Lett, to

Mrs. Thrale 20 July, I dare neither write with frigidity nor
with fire. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. xlv. 173 There is need
that the frigidity of the Scholar be exchanged for the genial
nature of the dweller in the open sunshine of heaven, i860
Holland Miss Gilbert xvii. 318 'She is not, sir', replied

Fanny with excessive frigidity. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit.,

Success Wks. (Bohn) III. 128, 1 seek one who shall make me
forget or overcome the frigidities, .into which I fall.

b. Lack of imagination ; deficiency in fire or

spirit ; flatness, insipidity ; also quasi-coner.
164a Milton Apol. Smect. vi. 33 Having begun loftily, .he

falls downe to that wretched poorenesse and frigidity as to
talke ofBridge street in heavn. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 1. ix. 37 Driving at these as at the highest elegancies,
which are but the frigidities of wit. 1763 Fordyce in Four
C. Eng* Lett. 286 The polite frigidity of the French drama.

1846 Hawthorne Mosses 1. i. 17 The frigidity of modern-
productions was characteristic.

Frigidize tfrrd^idaiz), v. rare- 1
, [f. Frigid

a. + -izk.] trans. To depress (a person) by frigi-

dity of manner; to make frigid.

1868 D. Rice Gmvers of Glename I. 105 Lady Gower ..

tried at first to frown her down and frigidize her.

t Frigi'ferOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 frigi-

verous. [badly f. L. frig-us cold + -^i)ferous.]

Bearing or bringing cold ; cold.

1664 Evelyn Sylva 11776} 26 Not exposed to Sulphurous
exhalations or Frigiverous winds.

t Fri'gitate, v. Obs. rare — 1
, [irregularly f.

L.frigus cold.] intr. To freeze.

1635 Voy. Foxe § James to N. West (Hakluyt Soc.) 427
The sea doth keepe it selfe from frigitating.

tFrigOr. Obs. rare. [a. h.frigor, noun of state
from frigere to be cold.] Extreme coldness.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Phys. 183/1 Ther will

approach on him a vehement frigor, or coulde. 1603 Owen
Pembrokesh.{ 1891)121 To avoyde the frigor of the frozen seas.

Frigoric ^frigfj'rik),^. and a. [{.. L.frigor-,fri-
gus cold + -ic. Cf. Y.frigorique sb. (Littre Suppl.).]

f A. sb. An imagined ' imponderable ' substance

supposed to be the cause of cold. Cf. Caloric.
1812 Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 297 If. .waterhas decreased

in temperature, and dilated by the presence of frigoric, why
should frigoric. .produce a contrary effect [in mercury]?

B. adj. 'Pertaining to or consisting in the appli-

cation of cold* {Cent. Diet.), rare.

tBBjSci. Amer. N.S. LVI. 178 The conditions under which
the frigoric service was to be introduced into the morgue.

Frigorific (frig6rifik),a. Physics, [a. h'.fri-

gorifique, ad. L. frigoHfic-tis cooling : see prec.

and -MO.] Producing cold, freezing ; cooling.
1667 Boyle in Phil. Trans. II. 608 A strongly frigorifick

mixture of Ice and Salt. 1685 — Effects ofMot. iv. 41 The
Atomists ascribe the freezing of water to the ingress of mul-
titudes of frigorifick corpuscles. 1789 Chron. in Ann. Reg.
195/1 Quicksilver was again completely frozen, .in afrigorihe
mixture. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 364 Data for

determining the frigorific effect of the ice on the tempera*
ture of the Pole. 1863 Tyndall Heat x. 277 Rumford main-
tained with great tenacity the existence of ' frigorific rays '.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 159 P7 Knowledge and virtue

remain too long congealed by this frigorifick power. 1810
Shelley Zasirozzi xiv, A frigorific torpidity of despair
chilled every sense. 1867 Bushnell Mor. Uses Dark Th.

195 Their moral nature wants the true frigorific tension of
a well-wintered life and experience.

t Frigorifical, a. 0bs.-° [see-AL.] =prec.
1656 in Blount Gtossogr. 1711 in Bailey.

Frigorify (fng^-rifai;, v. [f. L.frigor- ,frigits

cold -+- -(i)fy.J trans. To cool or make cool.

Hence Frigorifying ///. a.

1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 74 Cold-blooded
animals, are provided with a frigorifying rather than with
a calorifying apparatus.

tFri'got. Obs. rare- 1
. [? arbitrarily f. Frigid,

after bigot, etc.] A person of frigid temperament.
1683 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 26 It is much better

patiently to be such a hen-peckt frigot than always to be
wrack 'd and tortured with, .suspicion and jealousie.

Frijoles (in Sp. ixi'\o\ei), sb. pi. Also 6 fri-

soles, frysoles, 7 frixoles, frizoles, 9 fricollia.

A kind of kidney-bean grown and much used in

Mexico. Cf. Fasels.
1577 Frampton Joyful News 66b, I doe sende you.,

certaine Frisoles, that you maie commaunde to bee sowen
in the beginning of Marche. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 803 Three boyes sate by eating tosted Mais, with
sodden Frizoles in a little pan. 1648 Gage West Ind. xv.

99 A dish of Frixoles .. being black and dry Turkey or

trench beanes boyled with a little biting Chille. 183s Veg.

Subst. Food 222 The small black beans calledy>7a>//fj, which
are in general demand all over Mexico, are no doubt a kind
of kidney-bean. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xiv. 35 Living
upon beef, hard bread, and frijoles, (a peculiar kind of bean,
very abundant in California). 1854 J. L. Stephens Centr.
Amer. 27 He . . set before us chocolate and what he called

the national dish, frijoles, or black beans fried.

t Frike, a. Obs. [a. OF. frique (13th a), re-

garded by some scholars as the earlier form of

J risque (see Frisk a.) ; it is perh. a. Teut. *freko-

Frkck a. In ME. the adjs. frike zn&freck seem

to have been somewhat confused.]

1. Lusty, strong, vigorous.
13., Fest. Church in Holy Rood 221 The egle is frikest

fowle inflye. c 1400 Destr.Troy 2204 My floures bene fallen,

& my frike age. c 1400 Sowdone Bab.\o\ Barons, Admyralls,
and Dukes frike. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy) 230 When
thou art fryke and in thy flowres, Thou werest purpure,
perreye, ore palle. ,1440 Promp. Parv. 179/1 Fryke, or

craske, or yn grete helthe, crassus. c 1475 Partenay 2803
The body welle made, frike in ioly plite.

2. Joyful.
c 1430 Hymns FiVy. (1867) 23 Loue is hetter ban be cole

To hem |'at of it is fayn & frike [rime lijke].

Hence f Pri'ckly adv., t Pri'keness.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6120 Lest bi friknes so furse . Brynge be

to bale. Ibid. 9880 All ffrickly his fos fled at the last, c 1440
Promp. Pari'. 179/1 Frykenesse, crassitudo.

t Frike, v. Obs. rare. [OE. frtcian (only

once).] intr. To dance, move briskly.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 17 We sungun eow & je ne
fricudun [c 1175 Hatton Gosp. fricodon]. c 1*00 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 211 Al hit is idel bat me at ple^e bihalt .. bih and
shonkes and fet oppieft. .armes and hondes frikieS.
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f Frilal. Obs,— [? f. Frill sb. after the ana-

logy of Fallal.] A border of ornamental ribbon.

1690 Evelyn Mundus Muliebris 6 Frilal next upper Pinner
set, Round which it does our Ladies please To spread the

Hood callM Rayonnes. 1846 in Faihholt Gloss.

Trill (fril), *M [This and the related Frill v\
are of uncertain origin. The common view is that

Frill v$, to shiver, gave rise to a sb. (see Frill
sff.3) meaning ' the ruffling of a hawk's feathers

when shivering \ and that the word as applied to

an article of costume is a transferred use of this.

But this hypothesis finds no support in the rare

early instances of the words ; and there is no proof
that the sb. ever had the alleged sense. Sense 2 of

the vb. suggests that it may be a metathetic form
of Furl ; but this is app. peculiar to Knolles, and
should perh. be regarded as an unconnected word.
The sb. as used by butchers (sense 3 below) is

commonly regarded as a transferred sense from the
* frill' of a shirt ; but the analogy of Chitterling
and of F. /raise (mesentery of a calf, 14th c. ; ruff,

frill, 16th c.) suggests the possibility that the

butchers' sense may be the original (though not re-

corded until quite recently). Godef. has one quot.

for an OF. pple. freole (v. r. freioleit) = ' frilled

'

(said of a shirt) ; and it is noteworthy that in the

17th c. the F. equivalent of Furl v. (cf. Frill
z>. 1 2) wasfresUr

t
which seems to belong to OF.

/reseler to frill, adorn, i.freset, -ele
t
dim. of /raise

ruff; but it is not easy to see how Eng._/W// can
be connected with these words.]

1. An ornamental edging made of a strip of any
woven material, of which one edge is gathered and
the other left loose so as to give it a wavy or fluted

appearance. Toby-frill, such as appears on the
figure of Toby in the frontispiece of Punch.
(The sense in the first quot. is doubtful ;

' horr&ived frills

'

suggests rather false curls or the like than what is defined
above; cf. Frill p. 1 2.)

1591 R.TuRNBULL£".r/»(W. Jos. 05 b, Their flaunting ruffes
..their borowed frilles, and such like vanities. 1801 Mason
Suppl. to Johnson, Frill, an edging of fine linen on the
bosom of a shirt. 1812 J. Nott Dekkers Gvlls Home-bit.
90 note, What we now call the frill or chitterling of the
shirt. 1841 Lytton Nt. A> Morn. It. Hi, What have you
been at? You have torn your frill into tatters. 1882
Miss Braddon Aft. Royal II. x. 210 Mopsy and Dopsy,
their long limbs sheathed in sea-green velveteen, Toby-frills
round their necks.

b. tram/ A similar article of cut paper or net

put round the knuckle of a ham, etc. when brought
to table.

1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 33 His eyes fixed ab-
stractedly on the frill of a ham before him.

C. Anything resembling such an edging ; e.g. a
fringe of feathers round the neck of a bird ; a pro-
cess like this on an invertebrate animal, a ring on
a fungus, a tuft on the neck of a dog, etc.

1878 Bell Gegenbaur's Cotttp. Anat. 122 They consist of
4 or 8 frills, curved in a semilunar form. 1883 G. Stables
Our F"riend Hie Dog vii. 60 Frill—The mass of feather on a
long-coated dog's chest.

a. fig. (U.S. colloq.) An affectation of dress or
manners, an air. Usually^*/.
1889 Century Diet. s. v., He puts on too many frills.

2. A kind of scallop-shell. See Freel.
1803 Montagu in Gosse Year at Shore (1865) 25 note,

[This Pecten] is known by the name of Frills or Queens.
1865 Gosse ibid., The term 'frill' obviously refers to the
form of the shell.

3. Used by butchers for : The mesentery of an
animal.

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Frill, a piece of
fleshy fat surrounding the entrails of a pig ; it has the ap-
pearance of being puckered like a frill, whence its name.
1884 Chesh. Gloss. , Frill, the puckered edge of the fat which
is stripped from the entrails of a pig.

4. Photography. [From the vb.] The irregular
rising of a gelatine film at the edges of a plate, so
as to present the semblance of a frill.

5. attrib. and Comb., as frill-like adj. ; frill-

back (see quot.) ; frill-lizard, an Australian lizard
of the genus Chlamydosaurus whose neck is en-
circled by a broad membrane, erectile at pleasure.
1765 Treatise Dom. Pigeons 144 The Frill-back..what is

remarkable in them is the turn of their feathers, which appear
as if every one distinctly had been raised at the extremity
with a small round-pointed instrument, in such a manner as
to form a small cavity in each of them. 1895 VFestm. Gaz.
17 Aug. 3/3 The extraordinary frill-like appendage which
encircles its neck.

Hence Prrllless a. [-less], having no frill;

Frilly a. [-Y 1], furnished with a frill.

1843 Hood To Henrietta ii, With . . a pair of frilly
trousers, like a little bantam cock. 1883 D. Wingate Lost
Laird xvi, Over her grey hair she wore a frillless ' mutch'.
1896 Punch 21 Mar. 133/3 Blossoms flounced and frilly.

t Prill, J*.a 06s. (See quot.)
1611 Cotgr., Male, the greatest kind of sea-Crab, round,

long-legd, and verie rough-shelled ; some call her, a Frill.

Frill, «M rare~°. [f. Frill ».»; but the word
seems to be an etymologizing figment : see note on
Frill *M] (See quot.)

1846 Worcester, Frill.. the ruffling of a hawk's feathers

when frilling with cold.

Trill (fril), v.i [See Frill j*.i]

1. trans. To furnish or decorate with a frill. (In

the first quot. the meaning may be ( to curl the

hair* ; cf. sense 2 and Frill sb. 1

1, quot. 1591.)
1574HELLOWES Gueuara"s Fatn.Ep. 296 Thegoode townse-

like craftsman, needes no daughter in lawe that can fril and
paint her selfe [que sepan affeytar\ 1766 Smollett Trav.
I. vii. 105 When I see one of those fine creatures, sailing

along, in her taudry robes of silk and gauze, frilled, and
flounced, and furbelowed. 1831 Sir F. B. Head Bubbles of
Brunnen 114 Next came a row of women in caps, frilled

and bedizened. 1866 Geo. Eliot /''. /A?// (1868) 53 A dainty
work-basket frilled with blue satin.

absot. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xi, They can pink, point,

and frill, and know something of music.

b. To serve as a frill for.

1887 Fenn MasterofCeremonies iii, The great mob of lace
that frilled her night-cap.

T 2. To furl up ; to twist back. Obs. rare.
1603KNOL1.KS Hist. Turks (1621)516 His long mustachoes

on his vpper lip, like bristles, frild back to his neck, .did so
expresse his martiall disposition . . that [etc.]. Ibid. 1256
To depart whither they would, with their ensignes frilled vp.
Ibid. 1288 Ensignes. .frilled vp.

3. Photography, a. trans, {causatively.) To raise

(a film) in flutes like a frill, b. intr. Of the film :

To rise in flutes like a frill.

1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 57 The drops of per-

spiration would sometimes splash on a plate, you know, and
sort of frill the film.

+ Frill, v.'1 Obs. rare. [prob. echoic] intr.

Of the eagle : To scream.
1677 Wittie Gout Raptures Iviii. (1681) 103 The Goat did

blare, squeak did the Hare, And there the Eagle frilled.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 310/2 The Eagle Frilleth, or
Scriketh.

Hence Prill sb., the cry of an eagle.

1847 in Halliwell.

t Prill, 0.8 Obs.-° [ad. OF. /riller.'] intr.

To shiver with cold.

1671 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl. Tt ij, The hawk
Frilleth, a Fr. G. Fritter, Horrere, Rigere, Tremere. 1721
Baileys. v., The Hawk frills. 1755 in Johnson. 1847 in

Halliwell. Hence in mod. Diets.

Frilled (frild), ppl. a. [f. Frill sbA or vA +
-ED [ or 2.] Having, wearing, or adorned with a
frill, or something like a frill. Of a photographic
plate: Raised in flutes at the edges. Frilled lizard

^frill-lizard. Hence Fri'lledness.
18*5 Ld. CocKBURN^/fw. i. (1856)37 The polite ruflled and

frilled gentlemen of the olden time. 1827 in Hone Every-
day Bk. II. iqo A delicate frilled hand. 1863 Wood Illustr.

Nat. Hist. III. 87 The Frilled Lizard is a native of Aus-
tralia. 1865 Sat. Rev. 21 Oct. 513/2 In America the legs of
tables have been seen by travellers encased in frilled trousers.

1867 W. B.Tegetmeier Pigeons ix. 82 Some of the flying
birds seen in this country are frilled very much like an Owl
or a Turbit. i88y Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 302 The
very beggar or fakir in the streets, whose face has more lines
of humiliation and dejection than a frilled negative.

Prillery (frrleri). [f. Frill sb.* + -ehy.] An
arrangement or mass of frills ; frills collectively.
1887 A. Sterry Lazy Minstr. (1892) 85 A wealth ofsnowy

frillery and lace. 1889 Daily News 13 July 3/3 Many of
the frills were silk as well ; in one case a thick ruching of
white silk having been substituted for the more orthodox
sort of frillery.

Frilling (frilirj), vbl sb. [f. Frill vA +
-ING 1.]

1. The action of putting a frill to (a garment)

;

also concr. frilled edging ; frills collectively.

1815 E. S. Barrett Heroine II. 149 Here was no.,
seaming, or frilling, or flouncing. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect.
viii, The frillings and trimmings on her bridal dress looking
like earthy paper. 1886 J. K. Jerome Idle Thoughts {1889)

153 [They] mourn with one another over the decadence of
cambric frilling. 1896 Daily News 7 Mar. 6/3 Accordeon-
pleated frilling lavished on hats, toques, and capes.
attrib. 1887 Daily News 7 Nov. 2/5 The ruching and

frilling department is dull.

2. Photography. The rising of a gelatine film in

flutes along the edge.
480 A thenmum 1 1 Dec. 782/1 * Frilling ' was prevented by

the same means. 1890 Abney Treat. Photogr. (ed. 6) 136
* Frilling * of the plate takes place in the hyposulphite of
soda solution.

fFrilloek. Obs. rare~K ?=Fillock.
1647 G. W. Grand Pluto's Progress through Gt. Brit. 15

Madge my deare and bonny Frillock Set we downe beside
this hillock.

Frim, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1 freme, 4
frym, 6-7 frimm(e, (7 frime, 8 frem), 7- frim.
[OE. /rente :—prehistoric *frami-, cognate with
/ram adj., forward, advanced, bold.]

a. Vigorous, flourishing ; after OE. only in phy-
sical sense (or fig. of this), luxuriant in growth,
plump, full-fleshed, b. Abundant in sap, juicy,
full of moisture ; rarely in unfavourable sense.
Also of sap : Abundant, rich. c. Easily melting,
soluble, fusible.

Beowulf 1932 Mod prySo wasg fremu folces cwen. c 1000
Cxdmon's Gen. 2328 iGr.t Ic bam magorince mine sylle
godcunde gife gastes mihtum, freondsped fremum. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. A. 1078, & twelue sybez on aer bay beren
ful frym [fruits], c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 5 Cast on be
powder of hare I wot ; Hit is so frym, ren hyt wylle An malt
as sugur. 1589 Mar Marline 3 Abbots were fat and friers
frimme. 1600 Holland Livy vi. vii. (1609) 221 Those nations

that by long peace were most frimme and lustie [ex inte-

gerrimis]. 1601 — Pliny I. 348 Many are so frim and free

of milke, that [etc.]. Ibid. 463 The timber also is more
frim and soft. 1604 Drayton Owle 5 The frim sap . . From
the full root, doth swell the plenteous rynde. 1613— Poly-olb.

xiii, My frim and lusty flank Her bravery then displays. 1622
Ibid.xxvu, Her deare daughter Dale, which her frim Cheeke
doth lay To her cleere mothers Breast. 1657 Austen Fruit
Trees \. 136 Seede plants are commonly more frim straight
and handsome, then wood-stocks. 1609 Worlidge Sysl.
Agric. (1681) 224 If May and June prove wet Months, it

causes a Frimm and Frothy Grass. 171a Mokton North-
amptonshire 51 The fremmest . . that is the richest feeding
land we have. 1736 W. Ellis New Exp. Husb. 54 The
shorter and younger the grass, the frimmer is the Sap.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Oj b, Potter's Ore ..is so frim
and fusible that a great deal of this sort is sold. 1750 W.
Ellis Mod, Husb. IV. i. 151 A frim growing time. 1888
Sheffield Gloss, s. v., This lettuce is very frim.

Hence Frimness.
C1714 T. Bates in Athenaeum No. 1982 (1865) 535 3 The

frimness of the grass. 1736 W. Ellis New Exp. Husb. 64
We. .sow a Mixture of Clover, .to allay its Frimness.

II Frimaire (frimfr). [Fr., f. /rim-as hoar-

frost.] The third month of the French revolu-

tionary calendar (from Nov. 21 to Dec. 20).
1838 Nicolas Ckron. Hist. 171 Frimaire (Sleety Month).
Frim fram, var. of Flim-flam.
1693 Sc. Presbyt. Eloq. (1738) 131 Criticks with their frim

frams and whytie waities.

Fringe (frindg), sb. Forms: 4-7 frenge, (5
frenyfe, 6 Sc. frenge, 6-7 fryi(y)ng, frienge',

(7 frindge' , 6- fringe. [ME. frenge, a. OF. frenge
(1316 in Douct d'Arcq Comptes de VArg, des Kois
de Prance 6o), also (Walloon) fringe (mod.Fr.
/range) =Pr. fremja, /ermja :—popular L. *frim-
bia, metathetic alteration of class. Lat. fimbria
border, fringe. The change of ME. (e) to mod.
Eng. (i) before (nd^) is normal : cf. hinge, singe.]

1. An ornamental bordering, consisting of a narrow
band to which are attached threads of silk, cotton,

etc., either loose or formed into tassels, twists, etc.

(Occas. spec, that worn by the Hebrews in accord-
ance with the command in Num. xv. 38.)
13.. Gaw. fyGr. Knt, 598 A sad el, pat glemed ful gayly

with moiiy golde frenges. 1407 Nottingham Rec. II. 52
Pro uno riben frenge de cirico, xvij d. c 1540 Pilgr. 7\ 175
in Thynne's Animadv. (18651 App. i, With a blak fryng
hemyd al about. 1602 Marston Ant. fy Mel. m. Wks. 1856
I. 39 The fringe of your sattin peticote is ript. a 1714 M.
Henry Exp. Judges xix. 22 What did it avail them that
they had.. God's Law in their Fringes, but the Devil in

their Hearts. 1762-71 H. Walpole Ferine"s Anecd. Paint.
(1786) IV. 70 Another Dutch painter .. faithfully imitating
the details of lace, embroidery, fringes, and even the threads
of stockings. 1861 Miss Yongk Stckesley Secret ii. (1862)42
Drab alpaca frocks, .not a coloured bow nor handkerchief,
not a flounce nor fringe, to relieve them.

b. collect. A manufactured article of this kind
which may be cut into lengths.

1327 IFardr. Ace. Edw. Ill 33/2, 14 uln. frenge, serico
nigro, per uln', 3d. 1461-83 IFardr. Ace. Edw. IF
(Nicolas) 117 For frenge of gold of Venys at vj s. the ounce.
1466 Paston Lett. No. 549 II. 270 For grey lynen cloth and
sylk frenge for the hers. 1589 Nottingham Rec. IV. 226
For fustyan and fringe, .tryminge vpp of the townes pikes.

1660 Goosirey Churchw. Ace. in Karwaker Sandbach (1890)
248 Pd. for cloth, silke, thread, and frinje, for a pulpit chussin
1 U. 1708 J. Chamberlavne^V. Gt. Brit. 1. m. iii. (1743) 168
An earl may also have a cloth of State without pendants,
but only Fringe. 1814 Jane Austen Mansf. Park II. i. 184
She had . . made many yards of fringe. 1815 Jane Taylor
Display xiii. 167 Pray do you sell silk fringe ?

2. Anything resembling this ; a border or edging,

esp. one that is broken or serrated.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Pref §11 Little distances
neere the centre make larger figures, then when they part
neere the fringes of the circle. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,
Hen. F, exc, A Curled Cloud, whose Top With golden
frindge, Spreads Glorie. a 1687 Cotton Song, Poems
(1689) 354 Light .. Beautifies The rayie fringe of her fair

Eyes. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 85 p 1 A friend of mine
. .has converted an Essay of a Man of Quality into a kind
of fringe for his candlesticks. 1720 Gay Poems (1745) II.

107 Some works come forth at noon and die at night In
blazing fringes round a tallow light. 1815 Byron Siege
Cor. xvi, The fringe of the foam may be seen below. 1852
Conybeare & H. St. Paul (1862) I. i. 8 Asia Minor.. was
bordered by a fringe of Greek colonies. 1856 Ld. Cockburn
Mem. i. (1874) 46 [He] detected the dying man peeping
cautiously through the fringes of his eyelids. 1857 Living-
stone 'Trav. v. 96 A rim or fringe of ancient rocks. 1864 C
Clarke Boxfor Season I. 95 His whiskers met in what is

commonly known as a Newgate fringe. 1866 Geo. Eliot F.
Holt(i868) 5 The handlooms made a far-reaching straggling
fringe about the great centres of manufacture. 1871 L.
Stephen Playgr. Eur. iii. (1894) 85 A broad fringe of snow
ending in a bergschrund. 1890 BoldrewoodCW. Reformer
(1891)221 A grand-looking sheet of fresh water., a thin fringe
of timber surrounding its margin.

*> fig> occas. in sense of an appendage or sequel

;

also {slang or colloq.), irrelevant matter.
164a [see Facing 4 b]. 1651-3 Jer. Taylor Senn. for

F>ar(i678) 357 In. .the confines of Grace and the fringes of
Repentance, a 1734 North Lives I. 322 There followed
the horrid conspiracy, called the Rye plot, and, as fringes
to these» other minor plots. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John
Bapt. i. § 5. 47 A fringe of Gentile forces and influences had
surrounded the sacred institutions of Judaism. 1875 Emer-
son Lett. <r Soc. Aims, Greatness Wks. (Bohn) III. 272
Depth of intellect relieves even the ink of crime with a
fringe of light. 1886 Police Report, As to what had taken
place in the park, he (the magistrate) considered it simple
fringe, and he would not go into that.



FRINGE. 552 FRIPPERY.

c. A portion of the front hair brushed forward
and cut short. Cf. Bang.
1883 Mrs. Oliphant A Lover $ his Lass (ed. 2) III. iv.

84 Jean was not too old to indulge in. .fringes and curls on
her forehead. 1884 Besant Childr. Gibeon 49 The ' fringe

'

was never intended to darken and disfigure the face. 1887
Daily News 2 May 7/2 Wanted, at once, a young person .

.

who understands house and parlour work. .No fringe.

d. In plants.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 217 The said root is full of strings

or fringes. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 2) III. 330
Splachnum . . fringe with 8 teeth. 1846 J. Baxter Liar.
Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 363 Calyx magnified, showing the
fringes. 1856 Capern Poems (ed. 2) 136 Why its [the

daisy's] fringe . . Is thrown o'er mosses mellow. 1862 Darwin
Ferlil. Orchids v. 207 If these fringes are placentae, they
are more largely developed than in other Orchids. 1879
Lubbock Sci. Led. i. 17 Small flies . . when they have once
entered the tuhe, are imprisoned by the fringe of hairs.

e. In animals.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 174 The whole edge of the wing is

cover'd with a small fringe, consisting of short and more
slender brisles. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. 11. (1818)

279 A black substance on the fringe or fin [of oysters].

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 327 Elytra and wings
..without fringes. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Aniin. Kingd.
(ed. 4) 107 A delicate contractile arborescent fringe. 1848
Carpenter Anim. P/tys. 248 In Fishes the gills are com-
posed of fringes.

f. Anal. = Fimbria.
1857 Bullock Cazeaux' Midwif. 65 One of these fringes

. .attaches itself to the extremity of the ovary.

g. Oplics. One of the coloured spectra produced
by diffraction: see Diffraction i.

1704 Newton Optics in. i. (1721) 293 These Shadows have
three parallel Fringes, Bauds or Ranks of colour'd Light
adjacent to them. 1831 Brewster Optics iv. 32 A bright
light, .separated from the faint light by a coloured fringe.

1837G0RING& Pritchard Microgr. 76 When I obtained the
light of the prism.. obliquely, the coloured fringes instantly
appeared.

3. attrib. and Comb., as fringe-maker
; fringe-

making vbl. sb. ; fringe-backed, -finned, -hung,

-lipped adjs. Also fringe-flower = fringe-lree ;

fringe-gloves, fringed gloves, gloves ornamented
with a fringe ; fringe-loom (see quot.) ; fringe-
moss, a name for various species of moss (see

quot.) ; fringe-myrtle (see quot.) ; fringe-pod,
a name given in California to Thysanocarpus
laciniatus ; fringe-tree, Chionanthus vhginica.
1871 Nicholson Patxont. 321 A division of Ganoids called

. .Crossopterygida2,or*fringe-finned. 1882John Smith Diet.

Pop. Names PI. *Fringe*Flower {Chionanthus virginica) a
shrub, .of the Olive family. 1589 Acc.-bk. W. Wray'm Anti-
quary XXXII. 55 A dosse' *fringe gloves. 1670 Wood Life
(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 208 A rich pair offring gloves, 1837 Hood
Hero <y Leander lxxvi, Picture one. .Who slowly parts the
*fringe-hung canopies. 1836 Varkell Brit. Fishes (1859)
I. 19 The * Fringe-lipped Lampern. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., * Fringe-loom , one in which the weft-thread is carried

and detained beyond the limit of the warp, which has thus

a series of loops beyond the selvage. 1679 Bedloe Popish
Plot 11 French-*fnng-maker. 171a Steele Sped. No. 478
F2 Fringe-makers, lace-men. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5086/4
The Employment .. of *Fringmaking. 1818 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 6) III. 1058 Toothed Hoary *Fringe-Moss,
Bryum hypnoides. 1868 Tripp Brit. Mosses 124 Ptychomi-
trium polyphyllum, Many-leaved Fringe Moss. 1866

Treas. Bot.
t
*Fringe-Myrtles, a name given by Lindley to

the Chama^lanciaceae. 1775 A. Burnaby Trav. 7 The woods
are beautified with *fnnge-trees, flowering poplars, etc.

1863 S. L. J. Life in South I. vi. 85 The fringe-tree.

Hence Fringeless a., having no fringe; Tri'nge-
let, a small fringe.

1837 Cooper Recollect. Europe II. 78 The present cropped
and fringeless, bewhiskered and laceless generation of
France. 1868 Tripp Brit. Mosses 71 Anodus Donianus ..

Fringeless Bristle Moss. 1887 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXXI.
747 Each fringelet is a tube made of firm elastic membrane.

Fringe (frind,^), v. [f. Fringe sb.]

1. trans. To furnish, adorn, or encircle with a
fringe or something resembling a fringe. Chiefly

in pa. pple.
1480 IVardr. Acc. Edw. IV(iBy>) 143 An other sperver.

.

frenged with frenge of silk. 1555 Eden Decades 315 They
so rychely frynge and byset the same with perles. 1665
Hooke Microgr. 174 Nor is this edge onely thus fring'd.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. Imita $ P. 37 Curtains fringed with
Battlements from one to the other. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 1 Apr., They are covered.,

with . . cloth . . very often richly embroidered and fringed. 1821

Clare Vill. Minstr.W. 164 Day's first rays. .Fring'd the blue

clouds with gold. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) II. 9 The wheat fly itself is very small ..with rounded
wings, fringed with short hairs. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet

L. vii. (1883) 125 A pair of gloves, which she had fringed

and embroidered to his order. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf
Skirl. II. 165 A long tract of moorland, fringed with
villages. x888 F. Hume Mad. Midas 1. Pro!., Fringing the

wet sands with many coloured wreaths of sea-weed and
delicate shells.

fig. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 250 When he hath
set downe some wicked Doctrine, presently to lace and
fringe it with Precepts of Fasting, Prayer, or Good.manners.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 11. 20 The transaction . . was
fringd with such cautelous restraints that he was sure to

keep the better end of the staff still to himself. 18*8

Sporting Mag. XXII. 233 The old Gentleman's memory
is fringed with exemplary characteristics.

2. To serve as a fringe to ; to present the appear-

ance of a fringe upon.
1794 W. Hutchinson Hist. Cumberld. I. 188 The wood

that fringes the border of the rivers. 1813 H. & J. Smith
Rej. Addr. 65 Why, beautiful nymph, do you close The

curtain that fringes your eye? 1859 W. S. Coleman Wood-
lands 1 1 866) 84 The Alder loves also to fringe the margins
of our lakes and pools. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. xii.

342 Close upon the Esquimaux who fringe the northern
coast. 1873 Tristram Moab viii. 153 Camels in scattered
order, .fringed the horizon. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner. 338 A narrow band, fringing the lateral edge of
the bundle.

3. To fritter or trifle away. rare.

1863 G. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) H. 367 Such fringing
away of precious life, in thinking of carpets and tables, is an
affliction to me.

Fringed (frind^d), ///. a. [f. Fringe sb. or v.

+ -ed.J Furnished with a fringe ; adorned with
or as with a fringe.

1495 Wills Doct. Com. (Camden) 4 Twoo curteyns of whit
sarcenet fringed. 1551 Church Goods in Dillon Calais <$-

Pale (1892) 97 Foure quesshinges, one of reede frynged
silke. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 408 The fringed Curtaines
of thine eye aduance. 1654-5 in 12in ^eP- Hist. MSS.
Covim. App. vii. (i8oo> 22, 4.1. for a black fringed belt. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 262 The fringed Bank with Myrtle crownd.
«I775 Hobie Noble in Child Ballads clxxxix. 2/1 He has
pulld out his fringed grey. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants
(17961 II. 380 Flowers 3 or 4 together, included in a mem-
branaceous fringed sheath. i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist.
II. 369 The margin of their wings is fringed. 188a Garden
24 June 437/2 The old and pretty Fringed Pink.

Fringeilt frrnd^ent), a. rare~ [

. [? formed to

correspond with friction, on the supposed analogy
of fraction, frangent.] Exercising friction.

1847 Emerson Pocms(iZ$-j) 104 A shower of meteors, .lit

by fringent air, Blaze near and far.

Frhigillaxecms, a. [f. 'L.fringilla finch +
-aceou.sJ. Pertaining to the finches (Webster 1864).

FringiTlide [anglicized sing, form of mod.L.
fringillidiv'], a bird of the finch family. Prin-
ffiTliform a. [-(i)form], finch-like {Cent. Diet.).

PringiTline a. [-i>'e], of or pertaining to the

finches.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlii. (1856) 390 That familiar

little fringillide, the snowbird. 1874 Coies Birds N. W.
163 The Lark Bunting is one of the most singularly special-

ized of all our fringilline forms. 1893 W. H. Hudson Idle
Days in Patagonia 1. 15 The finest voiced of all the fringil-

line birds.

Fringing (fri-nd^in), vbl. sb. [f. Fringe v. +
-ing '.] The action of the vb. Fringe ; in quots.

concr. = Fringe i a. Also transf.

1598 Florio, Smancerie . . any trimming, lacing, fringing,

or such ornament. 1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr. 11. i, With
much plumage and fringing. 1864 — Fredk. Gt. IV. 576
Some fringing of light horse. 1892 E. Reeves Homeivard
Bound 306 Simulated pearls of transparent radiance, .adorn
it round about with a fringing of copper.

Fringing, ppl. a. [f. Fringe v. + -ing 2
.]

That fringes. Fringing reef : see quot. 1878.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xx. '1873) 465 The three great
classes of coral-reefs, Atolls, Barrier, and Fringing-reefs.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. xv. 253 Rocky ridges which fringe

a shore in the manner just described, are known as fringing-

reefs. 1888 Hryce A mer, Com/tnu. I.xxiii. 339 The American
Constitution, .with the mass of fringing decisions which ex-

plain it. 1895 Daily Neivs 26 Aug. 3/2 Its blue sea, and
fringing islands.

Fringy (fri-ndgU, a. [f. Fringe sb. + -y *.]

1. Of the nature of or resembling a fringe.

c 1750 Shenstone Elegies xxi. 10 My devious path I bend,

Through fringy woodland, or smooth-shaven lawn. 1822-34

Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 327 The fringy termination of

the Fallopian Tubes. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxv.

(1856) 321 A fimbriated or fringy series of purple cirri. 1880
* Mark Twain' Tramp Abroad I. 75 The gracefullest little

fringy films of lace.

2. Furnished or adorned with a fringe or fringes
;

covered with fringes.

1831 T. L, Peacock Crotclu-t Castle xiv. (1887) 149 All that

surrounded their [eyes
1

] fringy portals was radiant as ' the

forehead of the morning sky \ 1852 Mcanderiugs ofMem.
I. 206 Fluttering as the mantle's fringy rim. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. xvn. v. VII. 48 Green, shaggy or fringy moun-
tains looking down on it to rearward. i886RusKiN/Varr>«7<x
I. vi. 203 Any sort of people in conical hats and fringy caps.

Comb, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. iii. § 21 The dog
..is one of the little curly, short-nosed, fringy-pawed things.

Fringy, var. of Feringhee.

fFrini'ght. Oh. rare. [ = ON.frid-nott;*(.

QM.frige-aeten Thursday evening.] a. The night

before (^Good) Friday, b. The night of (Good)
Friday.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 122 Efter alle he schendfule pinen bet he

bolede oSe longe uriniht, me ledde him amorwen uorte

hongen o waritreo. ,1440 Jacob's Well t,E. E. T. S.) 177
On good fry^-ny^t. .be chanoun lay be be iewys dowter. On
be satyrday [etc.].

II Fripier (fri*pi3j,fr/pi^). Also 9 frippier. [Fr.

fripier : see Fripi'ER.] A dealer in old clothes.

1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 242 Men . . turn their principles

inside out, as a frippier does a garment. 1847 James J.
Marston Hall xxi, The house of the well-known fripier

Martin, where every sort of dress, .was to be procured.

t Fripier. Oh. [transformation of Fr. fri-

pier: see next.] =Fripper.
1589 Nashe Efi. to Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 8 Those

and these are . . bought at the deerest though they smell of
the friplers lauander halfe a yeere after. 1596 — Saffron
Walden 72 When hee first began to be a fripier or broker

in that trade.

II
Fripon. Obs. [Fr.] A rogue.

1691 Satyr agst . French 19 (Stanf.) Attended by a young
Hit Gareon, Who from his Cradle was an arch Fripon.petit

1724 Ramsay Evergreen (1824) II. 70 (Dunbar's Flyting)

And help to hang Fripons for half a Frank [original and
help to hang the pece for half a frank].

II Fripon n erie. rare. Also fripp-. [Fr.

friponnerie, f. fripon (see prec.\] Roguery.
1708 tr. Petronius Arbiter Key 1 Associates in all sorts of

Fnponeries and Debocheries. 1747 Walpole Let. H. Mann
26 June, Lett. 1857 II. 90 The shortest way to prevent any
fripponnerie. 1818 R. Peters in J. Jay's Corr. <$• Publ.
Papers (1893) IV. 424 Most of the articles went through my
hands, .and a more complete piece of fripponerie never was
seen.

t Fri'pper. Oh. [ad. Fr. fripier, f. /riper to

tear to rags, f. OF'. frepe, ferpe, felpe rag.] =next.
1598 Florio, Barattiere. .a trucker, a marter. .a fripper.

1605 IJacon Adv. Learn, n. xvii. § 14. 66 Like a Frippers
or Brokers Shoppe ; that hath ends of euerie thing, but
nothing of worth. 1657 Howell Londinop. 81 Frippers or
Upholders, that sold Apparel. 1697 Vievu Penal Laws 31
Goods wrongfully gotten, and sold to Brokers, Frippers or
Pawn-takers.

Fripperer (frrparai). [extended form of prec:

see -er 1 3.] A dealer in enst-off clothing.

1584 Whetstone Mirr. Mag. 33 b, They upon their owne or

maisters apparell . finde Brokers or fripperers. 1641 Termes
de la Ley 171b, Friperer is one that uses to dresse old

clothes to sell againe. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III.

619 To see his fripperer.. reminds him of his meanness.
i860. •;.'.' Year RoundNo. 76.614 Birchover-lane, where the
fripperers, or sellers of old clothes, dwell.

Frippery (fri peri). Forms : 6 freprie, frip-

perie, (7 thripperie), 7 fripery, 7- frippery.

[a. or ad. OF. freperie, ferperie, felperie (Fr. fri-

perie)
t f.frepe, ferpe,felpe rag.]

In all senses, more or less collective.

+ 1. Old clothes ; cast-off garments. Oh.
1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 74 Tho* it be awld,

and twenty tymis sawld, 3it will the freprie mak 30W fane

With vlis to renew it and mak it weill hewit. 1606

Holland Sueton. 241 Which extendeth also to slaves and
old wares or thripperie. 1638 Ford Fancies 1. iii, Some
frippery to hide nakedness. 1700 Congreve Way of World
in. v, I'll reduce him to frippery and rags. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 409 An old huge full-bottomed perriwig

out of the wardrobe of the antiquated frippery of Louis the

Fourteenth. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 199 _ The old

garments and frippery that fluttered from every window.

fig- 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. To Rdr. 11654) 3 And
makes a great shew of the frippery and brokage of other

Authors. 1742 H. Walpole Lett. H. Mann (1834I I. xxv.

112 Old Sarah's Memoirs.. are nothing but remnants of old

women's frippery.

2. Finery in dress, esp. tawdry finery ; an example
of this, an article of fashionable attire. Also,

transf tawdry ornamentation in general.

1637 Sir E. Burke in Dk. of Rutland's MSS. (1888) I.

498 Such a cuning peti larceny of fripery as amazes us all.

1681 Crowne Hen. VI, 1. 10 A little Pinke Laden with toyes

and fripperies from France. 1773 Goldsm. She Stoops to Con-
quer 1, She is as fond of gauze and French frippery as the best

of them. 1833 Ht. Mahtineau Manch. Strike i. 16, I will.

.

send my wife with a cloak . . to hide the child's frippery. 1856

MissMulock J. Halifax x, With no fripperies or fandangos
of any sort. 1864 Knight Passages Wrkg. Life I. v. 220
We obtained one of this class of Churches, .at a preposterous

cost for Bath stone and corresponding frippery.

b. Applied to a showily-dressed person.

1877 Black Green Past. iv. (1878) 34 The painted fripperies

you meet at every woman's house in London.

c. Articles of small value ; trifles.

1803 Jane Porter Thaddens xxiv. (1831) 203 Boxes,

baskets, and other frippery. 1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger
Son II. 241 Modern frippery of combs, razors, brushes [etc.].

d. fig. Empty display, esp. in speech or literary

composition; showy talk; ostentation.

17*7 Swift To Yttg. Lady Wks. 1755 II. 11. 47 Vou will

gather more advantage by listening to them, than from all

the nonsense and frippery of your own sex. 1764 Gray
Lett. Wks. 1884 III. 187, I can stay with great patience for

anything that comes from Voltaire. They tell me it is

frippery, and blasphemy, and wit. 1871 Freeman Hist.

Ess. Ser. i. v. 114 Throwing aside all the fopperies and
fripperies of chivalry. 1877 Mrs. Olii-hant Makers Flor.

ix. 237 A noble young gentleman amid all his frippery of
courtier and virtuoso.

1 3. A place where cast-off clothes are sold. Oh.
1598 Florio, Recaten'a, a fripperie or brokers shop. 1610

Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 225 Oh, ho, Monster; wee know what
belongs to a frippery, a 1635 Corbet Poems (1807) 98 For
learning, th' Universitie ; And for old clothes, the Frippery.

[1830 James Damley xxix. 128/2, I will get the three dresses

this very night, from a frippery in Poole Street.]

fig. 1616 B. JoNsoN Epigr. 1. lvi, Whose Workes are eene

the frippery of wit. 1649 Owen Sertu. Wks. 1851 VIII. 236

Ireland was termed by some in civil things a frippery of

bankrupts. <i 1680 Butler Rem.(ij^o) I. 364 A Frippery

of common Places of Pulpit Railing, ill put together.

f4. A stand or horse for dresses, etc. ; a ward-

robe. Oh.
a 1616 [see Flippery : Dyce prints frippery]. _

1632 Mas-
singer City Madam 1. i, He shews like a walking frippery.

c 1645 Sir R. Verney Inv. Claydou in Lady Verney Mem.
Vemey Fam. I. 6 The little and greate Fripperies, etc.

1 5. Trade or traffic in cast-off clothes. Obs.

1599 Sandys Europae Spec. (1632) 131 The Iewes..have

generally not any other trades than frippery and usury. 1606

Chapman Mons. D'Otive in. i, D'Ol. Now your profession,

I pray? Frip. Fripperie, my Lord, or as some tearme it,

Petty Brokery.

6. Tawdry style ; frivolity, rai'e.

1802 Mad. D'Akblay Diary 5 May, His manly air carried

off the frippery of his trappings. 1855 Chamier My Travels

I. xviii. 310 The frippery of fashion might not have caused

a Roman to strut about with an eye-glass.



FRIPPERY.

7. attrib. and Comb.
c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. 24 Yet by that base and servile

way of Frippery trade, they grow rich. 1744 Ess. Acting
18 Macbeth s.. Night Gown., ought to be a Red Damask,
and not the frippery-flowered one of a Foppington.

Hence Fripperied over, pa.pple., showily tricked

out.

1858 Miss Mulock Thoughts Women 323 Flimsy, light-

coloured dresses, fripperied over with trimmings.

Frippery (fri'peri), a. [developed from the

attrib. use of the sb.] Trifling; frivolous; con-

temptible ; trumpery.
a 1625 Fletcher Chances 11. ii, A frippery cause. 1739

Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 49 That city . . made so frippery

an appearance, that instead of spending some days there.

.

we only dined, and went on to Parma. 1768 Foote Devil
on 2 Sticks 1, In spite of the frippery French Salick laws,

a woman is a free agent. 1795 Jemima I. 161 His dress, .is

so frippery. 1844 Black-w. Mag. LV. 200 Neither will they

be persuaded by the frippery tomes which load the counters.

1859 Jephson Brittany v. 55 Numbers of frippery and
vulgar ornaments on the table. 18.. M. Pattison Mem.
ii. (1885) 89 Betake themselves ..to the frippery work of
attending boards.

t Frippish, a. Obs, rare~ l
. [f. Fripp-ery +

-ish.] Tawdry, gaudy.
1787 Generous Attachment I. 156 Let them erect their

pompous edifices with all the frippish grandeur of modern
architecture.

+ Frrpple, var. of Fribble sb.

1610 Hf.alev St. Aug. Citie ofGod 355 Do but leave your
fripples and sticke to the fathers.

Frisado : see Frizado.

t Frisca'do. Obs.- 1
[f. Frisco + -ado.] =

Frisco.
1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. n. xv, Fearefull to

approach neere the friscadoes of her Iron heeles.

+ Friscaj'oly, a, Obs. [?{.frisca, Frisco +
Jolly.] Used as a refrain for jovial songs ; also

attrib.

1519 Inter!. 4 Elem. (1848) 17 Synge fryska joly, with
hey troly loly. a 1529 Skelton Reptyc. Wks. 1843 I. 209
Stoical! studiantes, and friscaioly yonkerkyns. 1538 Bale
Thre Lawes 1794 Now shall I be able to . . make frowlyke
chere, with hey how fryska Jolye. [1580 : see Frisk a.]

t Fri'scal. Obs. Also 6-7 friscol, -oil, 7
friskal, -kle. [f. Frisk sb. or Frisco

;
perh. on

the analogy of caracole.'] = Frisco.
c 1570 Marr. Wit $ Science iv. ii. D ij, These friscoles

shal not serue your tourne for al your vauntes so braue.
1611 Coryafs Crudities Panegyr. Verses, His treadings
were but friscals of a poppet. 1612 Shf.lton Quixote 1. iv.

iii. 315 And saying so, he gaue two or three friskles in the

ayre with very great signes of contentment. 1622 Mabbe
tr. Alemans Guzman d'A If. 11. 175 Their beds .. wherein
they were like to- .fetch, .friscalls in the ayre.

trans/. 1613 Wither Efithal. Juvenilia(i633)36oComets
and Meteors, .shew their fiery Friscoils in the ayre.

Friscay, obs. form of Frisky.

f Frisco. Obs. Also 6 frysca, frischo, 7
friska, friskoe

;
pi. -os, -oes, -as. [? Pseudo-It.

form of Frisk sb.]

1. A brisk movement in dancing ; a caper.

1519 Interl. 4 Elem. (1848) 45 That shall both daunce and
spryng. .With fryscas and with gambawdes round. 1566 J.
Partridge Plasidas B iij, With fetching frischoes here and
there. 1598 Barckley Eelic. Man 1. ( 1603) 38 Hee fetched at
the last such a frisco, that he fell downe and brake his neck.
1608 Armin Nest. Ninn. (1880) 56 Shee longed to heare his

friscoes morallized, and his gambals set downe. 1634 Ford
/*. Warbeck m. ii, Observe the friska, be enchanted With the
rare discord of bells, pipes, and tabours. 1675 Teonge Diary
(1825) 50 Having taken their frisco, returnd as they cam.
2. Applied to a person as a term of endearment.

(Cf. Friskin 2.)

a 1652 Brome Neiu Acad. 1. Wks. 1873 II. 3 Where's my
Boykin? my Friskoe? my Delight?
Frisco(i)l, var. of Friscal.

Frise (f"z), sb. [short for Cheval de prise.]

= Cheval de frise i. Also trans/.
1809 Campbell Gertr. Wyom. in. xxv, Each bold and

promontory mound With .. armour crown'd, And arrowy
frize. 1856 Lever Martins of Crd M. 145 A low wall,
coped with a formidable 'frize of broken bottles.

II Frise (friz*?', a. [Fr. frise
1

in similar sense,

pa. pple. of /riser : see Frieze, Frizz vbs.] (See

quot. 1884.)
18&4 West. Daily Press 20 June 7/5 Frise materials are

everywhere, frise meaning a raised design . . in silk, looking
as if it had been woven over pins, and the pins withdrawn.
1892 Daily Neivs 24 Oct. 3/1 A raised frise" stripe in black
silky wool.

Frise, obs. form of Freeze, Frieze.
Friseado, var. of Frizado.
Frise stone, var. of Freestone.

Frisette (frize't). Also frisett, frizette. [a.

Yx./risette, f. /riser to Frizz.] A band or cluster of
small curls, usually artificial, worn on the forehead,
1818 Lady Morgan Ft. Macarthy IV. § vi. 239 The one

appeared without his stays, and the other without her
frizette. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf-t. ii. (1891) 30
A. .middle-aged female, with a parchment forehead and a
dry little ' frisette ' shingling it. 1868 Daily Neivs 10 Aug.,
The sixpenny frisett sold to fill out the sparse locks of the
servant-of-all-work.

I! Friseur (fn'zor). Also frizeur. [Yr./riseur,
f. /riser to Frizz.] A hairdresser ; now rare.

1750 Chesterf. Lett. (1774) II. 60 Let your man learn
of the best friseur to do your hair well. 1777 Franklin

Vol. IV.

553

Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 69, I wish every lady and gentle*

man in France would . . dismiss their friseurs, and pay me
half the money they paid to them. 1816 Snorting Mag.
XLVII. 306 By mercers, frizeurs, mantua-makers press'd.

1831 Jekyll Corr. (1894) 279 The sister, a romp, married a
sort of friseur, the son of old Viscount Fitzwilliam. 1856
R. W. Procter Barber's Shop vii. (1883) 35 He was sur-

passed by. .a conscientious frizeur ofan older school.

Frisian .frrzian), a. and sb. [f. L. Frisi-i pi.

(ad. the native name: OFris. Frise, Frese, MDu.
Vriese (Du. Vries), OHG. Friaso, Frieso, OE.
Frisa

f
Fresa wk. sb., a Frisian) + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the people of Fries-

land. B. sb. a. An inhabitant of Friesland. b.

The language of Friesland.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus'
1 Ann. xi. vi. 147 The Frisian

nation . . rebelled after the ouerthrow of L. Apronius. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 212 The Frisians, neere vnto whom we
lay incamped, shewed our men this herb. 1875 Whitney
Life Lang. x. 181 English literary monuments go back to

the seventh century . . and Frisian literature from the four-

teenth. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowi. II. 1472
The rigorous party was again divided into Vlamingen and
Frisians.

+ Frisic, a. Obs. In 7-8 -ick. See Friesic.

[£ as prec + -ic] Of or pertaining to Friesland.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. iv. 163 Divers other

[Languages], seem to be much derived from them, namely,
the Greek .. Frisick, Illyrian [etc.]. 1763 Johnson Let. to

Bos%vell 8 Dec. in Life, It will be a favour if you can get me
any books in the Frisick language.

Frisk (frisk), sb. [f. Frisk v.]

"+1. A brisk and lively movement in horseman-
ship or dancing ; a caracole or curvet ; a caper, a

jig. To/etch afrisk : see Fetch v. 9. Obs.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss: II. txxviii. [Ixxiv.] 234 Eche of
them [knyghtes] a good dystaunce fro other made theyr
tournes and fryskes fresshly. 1563-87 Foxr. A.

.f-
M. (1684)

III. 145 He leapt, and set a frisk or twain, as men commonly
do in dauncing. 1396 Si'enser /'". Q. iv. x. 46 Then doe the

salvage beasts begin to play Their pleasant friskes, 1610
Rowlands Martin Mark-all 36 Diuers. .can now for ioy .

.

fetch friskes about the house. 1640 Shirley Arcadia hi. i,

The new frisk we danced at Enispe to-day. 1696 Aubrey
Misc. {1721) 79 When he had done his Message he gave a
Frisk. 1780 Cowi-er Table T. -zyj Give him [the French-
man] his lass, his fiddle and his frisk. 1842 C. Whitehead
Ricliard Savage (1845) I. vii. 89 He favoured me with a
frisk as I left him at his own door.

2. trans/ and fig. A brisk sportive movement

;

a frolic ; also, a freak, whim, + Frisk 0/ nature =«=

freak 0/ nature : see Freak sb. 4.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 186 If they do by a frisk get below

that superficies, they presently ascend again, a 1677 Harrow
Serm. Wks. 1716 III. 79 New objects .. excite the spirits

into a pleasant frisk of motion. 1752 Johnson in Boswell
(1848) 80/1 I'll have a frisk with you. 1801 Foster in Life
<V Corr. (1846) I. 133 The frisks of a company of summer
flies. 1809 Ann. Reg. 754* There is scarcely a nobleman.

.

who is not possessed of one or more of these frisks of nature.

1819 Scott Earn, Lett. 17 Apr. (1894) II. xv. 43, I wish you
would all take a frisk down here this summer. 1825— Jml.
22 Dec., Can't say what made me take a frisk so uncommon
of late years, as to write verses of free-will. 1852 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xx, When you and I had a frisk down in Lincoln-
shire. 1889 H. F. Wood Englishman ofRue Cain iv, The
married frumps come over for a frisk.

T Frisk, a. Obs. Also 6 friske, fryske, frixe.

[a. OFr. /risque, of uncertain origin ; by some
viewed as ad. Teut. */risk-, Fresh a. ; by others

as an altered form of/rique: see Frike a.] Full

of life and spirit ; brisk, lively, frisky.

1528 Paynel Salerne Regim. H b, Wyne muste be friske

& sprynkelynge. c 1540 Boohde The boke for to Lertte
B ij b, The Est wynde is temperat fryske and fragrant. 1580
Sidney A rcadia in. 401 Thou seest how friske and jolly now
he is. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. vi. i. 294 Fayne would she
seeme all frixe and frolicke still. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. Asne,
Asses discharged of their burthens, vnsadled, and set at

libertie, are the friskest creatures aliue.

b. Of a horse's tail : Constantly in motion
;

jerky. Cf. Flisk, Flicky, Fliggy, Fletch.
1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 3017/4 A brown bay Mare with a ..

frisk Tail. 1705 Ibid. No. 4148/4 A black Gelding, .with a
long frisk Tail.

Frisk (frisk), v. Also 6-7 friske, frysk(e, 7
frisque. [f. prec. adj.]

,1. intr. Of living beings: To move briskly and
sportively ; to dance, frolic, gambol, jig. Also
with about, away, in and out, off, and tofrisk it.

1519 Interl. 4 Elem. (1848) 49 And I can fryske it freshly.

1583 Stanyhurst AKueis 1. (Arb.) 34 Nymphs a thowsand
do frisk with Princelye Diana. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd.
<$• Comniiv. (1603) 64 Sholes of fish frisking and playing
hard under the wals of the citie. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T.
1. ii. 67 We were as twyn'd Lambs, that did frisk i' th' Sun.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 2 He [the Flea], .will frisk and
curvet so nimbly. 1679 E. Brown Let. to Blythe in ind
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1 14/2 Thegallantsarefrisquing
and making merry in Hyde Park. C1704 Prior Simile 14
Those merry blades, That frisk it under Pindus' shades.
1730 Fielding Temple Beau 1. i. For your heart is like a
coffee-house, where the beaus frisk in and out, one after
another. 1764G0LDSM. Trav. 253 The gay grandsire, skilled
in gestic lore, Has frisked beneath the burden of threescore.

1785 Burns To fas. Smith xv, Cold-pausing caution's
lessons scorning, We frisk away. 1821 J. W. Croker Diary
8 June, To-day he has frisked off to Windsor. 1891 Smiles
J. Murray II. xxv. 177 He. .rejoiced at seeing the children
frisking about in the happiness of youth.
transf andfig. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 9 It will make the

Water friske and sprinkle up in a fine Dew. a 1716 South

FRISKY.

Serm. (1717! V. 492 The Proclamation of a Prince never
frisks it in Tropes. 1779 A. Hamilton Wks. (1886) VII. 586
Did I mean to show my wit? .. Did I only intend to frisk?

1823 Lamb EHa, Oxford in Vacation, The enfranchised quill

. . frisks and curvets . . over the flowery carpet-ground of a
midnight dissertation.

2. trans, a. To move (;//, out, about, etc.) in a

sportive or lively manner, b. To frisk azvay : to

squander on freaks or caprices.

?i6. . A Cap, etc. (N.), To frisk away much of thy time and
estate. 1665 Hooke Microgr, 187 It would by frisking out
of its tail, .sink itself below the surface, a 1693 Urquhart
Rabelais Hi. xvii. 140 A pair of Yarn Windles, which she.,
veered, and frisked about. 1862 R. H. Patterson Ess.
Hist. $ Art 109 The tail is frisked up into the air in the
liveliest manner possible.

T 3. To render sprightly, enliven. Obs.

1802 Fenton Wks. 63, I look'd for sparkling lines, and
something gay To frisk my fancy with.

4. slang, a. (See quot. 1812.) b. To hoax.
1812 J. H. Vaux E'lash Diet., J-'risk, to search ; to frisk

a cly is to empty a pocket of its contents ; to standfrisk is

to stand search. 1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 150
Has Tom been frisking you already with some of his jokes V

Friskal, var. of Friscal.

Frisker (fri*skoi\ Also frysker. [f. Frisk
v. + -kr '.] One who or that which frisks. Also
slang (see the vb. 4 a), a pilferer.

1547 Boorde Introd. Knowl. (1870) 117 Now I am a
frysker, all men doth on me looke. 1633 Mahmion Fine
Companion CI ij. He tells thee right, my brave Frisker.

1719 D'Urfey Pills II. 20 Such Fraysters and Friskers as

these Lads and Lasses. 1842 Browning Pied Piper, Grave
old plodders, gay young friskers. 1892 Star 6 Feb. 3/4
A dangerous gang of ' till friskers '.

tFri'sket 1
. Obs. rare- l

. [Meaning and origin

doubtful : cf. OF'. friquet a small lively sparrow.]
c 1602 in Nichols Prog?: Q. Eliz. III. 586 The chatting of

pyes,and the clnrkinge of the friskets.

Frisket - (friska). Printing, [ad. Fr. fris-

quette, of unknown origin.] A thin iron frame

hinged to the tympan, having tapes or paper strips

stretched across it, for keeping the sheet in position

while printing. Tofly the frisket : see Fly ».2 2.

1683 Moxon Mech. Excrc. II. 55 Which . . serves for the

Frisket to move truly upon. 1777 Hoole Comeni?ts' Vis.

World (ed. 12) 118 The pressman beateth it over with

printers ink. .spreadeth upon it the papers put in the frisket.

1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. 526 To catch the bottom of

the sheet when the frisket rises and conveys it quickly and
gently to the catch. 1884 West. Morn. News 23 Apr. 5/2

A press frisket was thrown down.
attrib. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. 55 From the Fore-end

or Frisket-joynt. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 308
The clerk now inks the type with a printer's ball, opens the

frisket sheet . . on its hinges, and places the note . . against

the tympan. 1880 Printing Times 15 Mar. Advt., Frisket

forks are so arranged that, etc.

Friskful (fri-skfur, a. rare. [f. Frisk sb. or v.

+ -ful.] Apt to frisk, frolicsome.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 836 His sportive Iambs., in

friskfid glee, Their frolics play. 1876 F. Locker Bramble-
Rise viii. in Lond. Lyr., My little friskful daughter.

t Fri'Skin. Obs. Also 6 fruskin, 7 frisquin.

[f. Frisk sb. or v. + -in (? for -ing l
).]

1. A brisk lively action ; a frolic, playful encounter.

To try afriskin : to have a brush (see Brush sb.Z

1). Also to dancefriskin.
1570 Levins Manip. 133 Fruskin, saltus. 1599 Nashe

Lenten Stuffe To Rdr. (1871) 18 This is a light friskin of

my wit. 1612 Two Noble K'. iv. iii, The pranks And friskins

of her madness. 1621 Burton Anal. Mel.iu. ii. in. iii. (1651)

472 It was the custome of some lascivious queans to dance
friskin in that fashion. 1675-93 Crowne Country Wit 1.

Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 34 Yes, Betty Frisque and you shall

try a frisquin for him,—you shall duel it, you shall.

2. A gay frisky person.

1596 Nashe Saffron Wahten 143 His Wench or Friskin

was footing it aloft on the greene. 160a Dekker Satirom.
Dram. Wks. 1873 I. 217 Sir Q. I gaue thee this chaine,

manlie Tucca. Tuc. I, sayst thou so, Friskin.

Frisking (fri-skirj), vbl. sb. [f. Frisk v. +
-ing '.] In senses of the vb.

1553 tr. Beza's Admonit. Pari. (1566) G iij b, The Lords
Supper . . is transformed into . . olde stagelike frisking and
horrible Idol gadding. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Gambade, Old
peoples frisking doth presage their ending. 1725 Bradley
Earn. Diet. s.v. Nose, If it [the Blood] proceeds from a
Vein, it is thicker and redder, and runs without any frisking.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Frisking, the wind freshen-

ing. 1890 Spectator 3 May 624/1 And the lambs bleat !.

.

And their friskings, and their races !

Frisking (fri-skin), ppi. a. [f. Frisk v. +
-ing a.] That frisks, in senses of the vb. f Of

wine : Sparkling.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. \. Fij, Fragrant friskyng wyne.

1610 Dr. Dodypollm. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 122 A fine

frisking usher in a dauncing schoole. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. in. 105 The quick Motions of the frisking Tail.

1725 Pope Odyss. xui. 296 The bounding goats and frisking

heifers rove. 1827 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 21 A certain

snappishness—a frisking abruptness.

Hence Fri-shingly adv., in a frisking or frisky

manner. In mod. Diets.

Friskle, var. of Friscal.

Frisky (fri-ski), a. Also 6 frysky, friscay, [f.

Frisk sb. +-Y 1
.] Given tofrisking; lively; playful.

? a 1500 Ragman Roll 132 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 75 And
your foot ye tappyn, and ye daunce, Thogh hit the fryskyst

horse were in a towne. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clx.
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[clvi.] 279 a, The Iorde of Clary, .was a frisca. and a lusty

knyght. 1743 J. Davidson A^tteid vi 1.203 By the Heat in

Frisky Bells the Liquors dance. 1780 Mad. D'Arblay Lett.

July, She was as gay, flighty, entertaining, and frisky as

ever. 181a Byron Waltz vii, His Sancho thought The
knight's fandango friskier than it ought. 1861 L. L. Noble
Icebergs 291 Away they trip it, like so many frisky buffalo

calves. 1875 J. H. Bennet WinterMedit. in. xv. 500 The
Negroes . . of all ages, from frisky merry little children to

decrepit old men. 1885 Manch. Exam. 2 May 6/2 The
dogs, at once sagacious and frisky, have been admirably
drawn.

Hence Pri'skily adv., in a frisky manner ; Prls-
kiness, the quality or state of being frisky.

17*7 Bailey, Friskitwss. 1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
3 Aug., I left him .. to make his own comments upon my
friskiness. 1862 Lytton Sir. Story II. 74 The white bear
gambols .. friskily after his meal on human flesh. 1865

Sat. Rev. 5 Aug. 172 An outpouring of intellectual friski-

ness. 1894 Daily News 20 Mar. 3/1 The brims to hats are

friskily curved.

tPri-slet. Obs. rare ~l
. [? f. OF./reset, dim. of

/raise ruff + -ET.] ' A kind of small ruffle ' ( Halli-

well).

1607 Brewer Lingua iv. vi, Partlets, Frislets, Bandlets.

Frisole, var. of Frijole.

t Pri'SOn 1
. Obs. Forms : 4 frysoun, 5 fre-

son(e, -un. [a. OF. frison, ad. late L. frison-em
a Frisian.] a. A native of Friesland. b. A
Friesland horse.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10663 A frysoun 5e shul

vndyrstande To a marchaunde of fryslande. ? a 1400 Morte
Arth. 1365 A freke ..Come forthermaste on a fresone in

flawmande wedes. c 1430 Anturs ofArth. xxxi, The freson

was afrayet, and ferd of that fare.

tPrison^. Obs. [a. F.frison (1474 in Godef.);

Littre and Hatz.-Darm. derive it from /riser

Friezes. 1
] ?Some kind of woollen stuff. Also

frison-stuff.
1562 Stanford Churchw. Acct. in Antiquary {April 1888)

168 For ij lodes of ffrysons \}S. 1714 French Bk. Rates 69
Frizon-S tuffs, 13 Ells.

t Prisoneer. Obs. ? = prec.

1700 Congreve Way 0/ World v. i, Go, hang out an old
Frisoneer-gorget.

Frisque, Frisquin, obs. ff. Frisk, Friskin.

Frist, sb. Obs. exc. arck. Forms: 1 first, fyrst,

frist, 2-4 first e, south, virst, (3 ferst, feorst,

forst), 3-4 furst (it), 3-5 fres(s)t, (4 freist), 4
friste, 5 fryst, 5- frist. [OE. first, fyrst, frist

masc. Cf. OFns. first, /erst neut., OS. frist, OHG.
fristkm. (neut.) (MHG. 7>r/>/, Ger./m/fem.),ON.
/rest neut. pi. (fern, sing.).]

1. A space of time, time ; a certain time.

Beowulf 134 Nss hit lengra fyrst. O. E. Chron, an. 918
Ob bone first be hie wurdon swi£e metelease. a 1175 Cott.

Horn. 229 Furtie da?en firste (he] ham mid wnede. c iaog
Lay. 12242 Wid innen ane 3ere, nes ber first na mare, iwrao
be king Gracien gumene forcuoest.

2. Delay, respite; also, a truce. To do in or a
( =* on) frist'. to delay, procrastinate, give respite of.

Cyor on/rist: {Sc.) in the future, at a distance.

To/rist : on loan or credit.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 71 Ure deS he do in firste }et. c xsoo
MoralOde 38 Ne scholde nomon don a virst ne slakien wel
to donne. a 1300 Cursor M. 19225 Pe penis . . he broght,
wit-vten frest. c 1300 Beket 890 For-to be nexte daie we
biddez furst. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 277 At to morn, but
langar frest, }e saU isch furth. 1387 Trevisa Hidden
(Rolls) VII. 49 First of ten dayes were i-graunted. 14..
Tundale's Vis. 60 He wold gyve dayes for nis best But he
sold the derur for the fryst. < 1440 Promp. Parv. 178/2
Freste, or to frest yn byynge or borowynge, mutuant. '.' r 1450
How goode wif taught daughter 161 in Hazl. E. P. P. I.

191 Borow nought blethely, ne take nought frest. a 1555
Lyndesav Peder Coffeis 43 Ane dyvour coffe . . Takis gudis
to frist fra fremmit men. 1888 Murray's Mag. Apr. 497 My
time is short, my frist is o'er, and I have much to say.

attrib. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII.49pe firste dayes.
Proverb. (Sc.) c 1565 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(1814) I. 238 All thir lordis war verrie blyth, thinking that
all evil was guid of frist- 1808-80 Jamieson s.v., All ills are
good a frist.

t Frist, v. Obs. Forms : see the sb. [f. the

sb.; cf.OFris./<?/-^a, OHO./risten,/ristdn (MHG.
vristen, mod.Ger. /risten), ON./resta, (Sv/.frista,

Da./riste).]

1. intr. To delay, grant respite. Also to/rist it.

a i»5 St. Marker. 15 pa:t ha ne firsten hit nawiht to
schawen hit ischrifte. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2331 Nawiht,
King, ne kepe ich pact tu hit fir firsti. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.
B. 743 pa$ faurty forfete 3et fryst I a whyle. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 162 Thairof wald delay nolangar nor
frist.

2. a. with dat. passing into trans. To grant delay

to (a person) ; to respite, b. trans. To put off,

delay (a thing) ; to postpone the enjoyment of.

a 1225 Lee. Kath. 2399 P3^ ^e » f°r his freolec firstede hire.

1340 Ayenb. 173 And najt ne uerste uram daye to daye.
157° Satir. Poems Reform, xvi. 71 Thocht he be fristit at

this tyme, He will not be forgeuin. 1637 Rutherford
Lctt. clxxx. (1848)345, I would frist heaven for many years.

3. trans, a. To lend or give (a thing) on credit.

b. To give (a debtor) credit or time for payment.
C. To grant time for payment of (a debt).

1 1440 Promfi. Parv. 178/2 Frestyn, or lende to freste.

1540 Compi. Scot. xv. 124 Quhen I laubyr .. be mecanik
craftis, I am compellit to len and to fyrst it to my tua cruel
briethr. 163a Rutherford Lett, lxxxix. (1848) 165 That

debt is not forgiven, but fristed. 1637 Ibid. cv. 202 Frist

Christ *, He is an honest debtor, /bid, eclxvii. 527, I am
content; my faith will frist God my happiness. 1691 Ray
N. C. Words, Frist, to trust for a Time.
absol. 14.. Ret. Ant. I. 316 Kype and save, and thou

schalle have ; Frest and leve, and thou schall crave.

Proverb, 1718 Ramsay Christis Kirke Gr. 111. iii, What
aft fristed's no forgien. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xi,

What is frtsted is not forgiven.

Hence Fri*sted/>//. a., Frrsting vbl. sb.

14.. Tundalef

s Vis. 55 For frystyng wold he ocur take
And nothyng leyn for Goddis sake, a 1605 Montgomerie
Misc. Poems v. 45 Sen fristed goods ar not forgivin, Quhen
cuppe is full, then hold it evin. 1637 Rutherford Lett.

cexxvi. (1848)443 A suspension and a fristing of my heaven.
Ibid. ccxi. 413 Few know the pain and torment of Christ's

fristed love.

Frist(e, obs. form of First.

t Fri-steKDe. Obs. [a. OF. frestel(e.~\ A
flute.

c 1400 Ywaine § Gaw. 1396 Damysels danceand ful wele,

With trompes, pipes, and with fristele. 1483 Cath. Angl,
143 Fristelle.yfj^w/d.

tPri'Ster. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. Du. vrijster —

vrijdster * amasia, virgo nubilis* (Kilian), f. vrij-

(d)en to woo, court.] A sweetheart.
1640 Glapthorne Wallenstein 1. iii, A short coat frister,

That as she milkes each morning, Bedews the coole grasse
with her Virgin moisture.

T Fri'SUre. Obs. Also frizure. [a. Fr./risure,

i. /riser: see Frizz.] Mode or fashion of curling

the hair.

1755 Lond. Mag. July 343 Let an artificial flow'r Set the

frisure off before. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. II. 18 July
Let. i, She was most remarkable for the frisure of her head.

1773 Graves Spirit. Quixote v. vii. 285 Though it had not
received the fashionable frizure, it was grown, -long enough
to curl. 1790-1811 Combe Devil upon 2 Sticks in Eng.
(1817) IV. 23 The immense expanding frisure of 1780.

t Frit, sb.^ [a. Ft. frit, pa. pple. offrire to fry.]

? Toast.
14. . Ane. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 449 Daryolus,

and leche-fryes, made of frit and friture.

Frit (frit), sb:1 Also 7-9 fritt. [ad. (directly

or through F. fritte) It. fritta, fern. pa. pple. of

frigge're to Fry.]

1. Glass-making. A calcined mixture of sand and
fluxes ready to be melted in a crucible to form
glass.

1662 Merret tr. Neris Art of Glass 17 Fritt is nothing
else but a calcination of those materials which make glass.

1773 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 461 The globe in ques-

tion was of this frit. 1800 tr. Lagrange'sChem. I. 415 The
product is a kind of vitreous frit, soluble in water. 1853 Ure
Diet. Arts I. 908 The founding-pots are filled up with these

blocks of frit. 1870 T. W. Webb in Eng. Mech. 21 Jan.
448/1 Specks of ' frit ' (unmelted material in the substance

of the glass).

2. Ceramics. The vitreous composition from

which soft porcelain is made.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. Notes 39 The frit of the

potters . . is liable to crack in drying. x8« G. R. Porter
Porcelain fy Gl. 43 A frit compounded ofnitre, soda, alum
and selenite. 1875 Fortnum Majolica i. 2 A loose frit or

body, to which an enamel adheres.

3. attrib. and Comb., a.s/rit-brick
t
-mixer, -powder.

Also frit-porcelain (see quot.).

1853 Ure Diet. Arts I. 908 These frit-bricks are after-

wards piled up in a large apartment for use. 1874 Knight
Diet. Meek. I. 917 A frit-mixer is a horizontal cylinder

with oblique beaters, or a box with semi-cylindrical bottom
and a rotating shaft with beaters or stirring arms. 1881

Porcelain Works, Worcester 15 This fritt powder is used
along with borax and other materials. 1889 Century Diet.,

Frit Porcelain, a name given to the artificial soft-paste

English porcelain.

Frit (frit), v. [f. Frit sb.2] trans. To make
into frit ; to fuse partially ; to calcine. Hence
Fritted ///. a., Fritting vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 295 Fritting,

when single parts of the mass are melted, while others remain
unaltered. 183a G. R. Porter Porcelain <y Gl. vi. 199 The
sand, lime, soda, and manganese, being properly inter-

mingled, are fritted in small furnaces. 1853 Ure Diet.

Arts I. 908 When the fourth hour has expired the fritting

operation is finished. 1879 Rutley Stud. Rocks xiv. 291

Porcelain jasper has a fused or fritted appearance. 1881

Raymond Mining Gloss., Fritting, the formation of a slag

by heat with but incipient fusion. 1881 Harpers Mag.
Feb. 364 These . . are fritted or melted in an oven till they
run like molasses.

Fri*t-fly. A small fly of the genus Oscinis,

destructive to wheat.
1881 Miss E. A. Ormerod Injur. /wf^^(i8oo)92The Frit

Fly is a small, black, shining, two-winged fly. 1893 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 827 Some other pests, .are wire-worms,
crane-fly, frit-fly..and winter-moth.

Frith, sb. 1 Obs. exc. Hist. [Com. Teut. : OE.
fridu, frioffu, freotfu str. masc. and fern., /rid str.

neut., = OFris. fretho,frede,/erd, OS.frit/iu masc.

(MDu. vrede, verde, Du. vrede masc), OHG. fridu
(MHG. vride, mod.G. friede), ON. /riSr (Sw.,

Da. /red), Goth. */rij>u-s (in comb. Fripareiks =
Frederick) ; f. OTeut. root *frt- to love : see

Fkiend.]

1. Peace ; freedom from molestation, protection
;

safety, security.

C893 K. .Alfred Oros. v. ii. § 8 He xenom frib wip \>mt

folc. C050 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. x. 34 NecuomicfriS sende

ah suord. 0. E. Chron. an. 1011 (Laud MS.), ponne nam
man gri5 & fri3 wiS hi. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Londe bet
bi5 on griSe and on friSe under mire onwalde. c 1250 Gen.
ff Ex. 681 Euerilc man he gaf lif and friS 3at to oat like-

nesse so^te griS. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 90 pat
bataile was hard, fo men has no frith, c 1380 Wyclif Wks.
(1880} 289 3'f v^> poscessioneris toke frepis in here lond.
1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 5. 45 Their leader was bound
by a solemn peace or ' frith '.

t 2. a. A game-preserve, deer-park. b. Water
frith : a place where the fishing is preserved. Obs.
OE. had de'or-frid in the abstract sense * protection of

game ' {OE. Chron. an. 10S6).

c M05 Lay. 1432 5e huntieS i bes kinges friSe [c 1275
pare]. 1584 in Binnell Descr. Thames 63 Places inhibited
to fish in, called Water Friths.

3. Comb.: frith-guild, a guild established for the

maintenance of peace ; also attrib. ; frith-silver,

? some feudal payment (see quots.) ; frithsoken
OE. and Hist., an asylum, a sanctuary (the later

explanations seem to be baseless conjectures).
a 1000 Laws ofJEthelstan vi. c. 8 § 9 (Schmid), Gif ure

hlaford . . us jenijne eacan ^ebxncean mae$e to urum *fru5-

gildum. 1861 Pearson Early fy Mid. Ages Eng. 128 The
frank-pledge or frith-guild system had been vigorously en-
forced under Edward. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 4. 190
The tendency to unite in such ' Frith-gilds' or Peace-clubs
became general throughout Europe. 1669 in E. Salt Hist.
Standon(iBSB) 114 It was agreed .. that John Hardinge
shall sett a gate, .he payinge yearly the *frith selver of the
towne. 1863 N. ty Q. Ser. m. IV. 477 Frith-silver, up to
the last fifteen or twenty years, a payment, chargeable on
the poor rates of the parish [Alrewas, Lichfield], was
annually made to Lord Somers, and bore the above name.
1014 Laws of Ethelred vm. c. 1 (Schmid), Dan he *friS-

socne . . jesece. c 1x56 Gloss. Law Terms in Ret. Ant. I.

33 Frithsocne, Franchise de francplege. 0134a Higden
Polychr. (Rolls) II. 94 Frithsoken, id est, tutatio in juris-

dictione ; Gallice, seurte en defence.

Frith. (tri)>),sb2 Forms: 1 'se'fyrhtSe, fyT(h)tJ,

4 friht, fryht, 5 freth, 9 Kent, fright {--wood, 6
fryth(e,3-frith. Also Firth .r<M [OE.(ge)frr/ide

str. neut. (also /yrkd str. fern.) :—OTeut. type

*{gd)/urhiJ>jom (see below). In ME. and in mod.E.
the word seems to have been confused with others

of similar sound : see the remarks under senses 1

and 4 below.
The OTeut. type *{ga)furhipjom would appear to be a col-

lective f. *furhA Fir ; but there is no trace in Eng. of the
etymological sense ' fir-wood ', and as firs seem to have been
not very abundant in early times in this country, the develop-
ment of the general sense ' wooded or waste land ' must have
taken place on the continent. Cf., however, the mod.Ger.
forchdistel, forchgras, forchheide (Grimm), which seem to

contain a word that may be the source of med. L. frocus
(OF. froit) waste land; if sofyrhoe may be derived from it.

With regard to the form-history in Eng., the reduced form
fyrSe is represented by Firth sb. }

, and with metathesis by
frith. The fuller form fyrhde is represented, with meta-
thesis, by ^AK. friht, mod.Kentishfright-wood.
The Welsh ffridd, ffrith, often given as the etymon, are

adopted forms of the Eng. word.
To the scanty evidence for the OY..fyrh${e must be added

the place-name Pirbright in Surrey, which in documents of
13th and 14th c. appears as Pirinrith, Pirifright, Pirifrith,

Purifright :—OE. *pirig-fyrh$e pear-' frith '

: see Cat. Close

Rolls 1326 p. 622, Manning & Bray Surrey I. 145, Surrey
Fines (Surrey Archaeol. Soc.) 22.]

1. With uncertain meaning, denoting a wood of

some kind, or wooded country collectively, esp* in

poet, phrases associated with /ell, field.

In the later quots. the word occurs only as a poetical archa-

ism of vague meaning. In the earlier quots. it may have
had the more definite sense explained under 2. In senses 1, 2

there may be confusion with Frith sb. 1 2 a.

? 826 Charter of Ecgberht in Birch Cart. Sax. I. 545ponne
on bone hax.an to whan fyrSe. 80B Charter of sElfred
(Farleigh, Kent) ibid 1 1. 220 Donne is 5aet su5 land ^emxre
oaes cinges west andlang 5a:s fyrh5es 00 oone bradan we*.

?956 Charter of Eadwig ibid. III. 120 Of ban stapole on
accan £efyrho"e. 973-4 (MS. 12th c.) Charter of Eadgar
(Hants) ibid. III. 032 On Set wot treow set oere baran
fyrh<5e. a 1300 Cursor M. 7697 In feild and tun, in

frith and fell, a 1310 in Wright's Lyric P. x. 36 In a
fryht. .y founde a wel feyr fenge to fere. £1330 Kyng fy

Hermit 20 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 13 The grete herte for to

hunte, In frythys and in felle. £1350 Will. Palerne 2216

J>ei trauailed af a ni^t, out of forest & fribes & alle faire

wodes. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xii. 219 And of the floures

in the fryth and of her feire hewes. 156a Phakr /Eneid
ix. Aa iij, A Pynetree frith I had [l-at. pinea silva mihi].

1573-80 Golding ToRdr.in Buret's Alv. Av/i In plant,

or tree, By natures gift abroad in frith and feeld. i6i»

Drayton Poly-olb. xi. 174 As over Holt and Heath, as

thorough Frith [margin, high wood] and Fell. i8« Bailey
Mystic 83 Where now stretch Forest and upland frith.

2. A piece of land grown sparsely with trees or

with underwood only. Also, a space between

woods ; unused pasture land (see quots.). Now
only dial.

1538 Leland Itin. (ed. 2, 1745) II. 3 From Maidenhedde
Town a 2 Miles by narow wooddy Way to the Frithe, and
so thorough the Frithe 3 Miles. Ibid, (margin), Frutt'cea

Sylva, Angl. Frithe. 1628 Coke On Litt. 5 b, Frythe is a plain

between woods. 1641 N. Riding Rec. IV. 2i6
>
The inhabi-

tants of Sheriff Hutton presented for not repairing the high-

way leading to le Frith. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld.
Dial. (1840), Frith, unused pasture land. 1869 in Lonsdale

Gloss. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Frith . . a thin, scrubby wood, with

little or no timber, and consisting mainly ofinferior growths.

189a Northumbld. Gloss., Frith, a clearing in a forest.

3. Brushwood, underwood ; sometimes forming a

hedge, hedgewood.
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1605 Rec. Chippenham 194 in Wilts Gloss. (1893I s.v., Itm
to James Smahvood for an Acre and halfe of hedginge frith

out of Heywood .. Item for felling the same frith. 1631

Markham Weald 0/Kent 11. i. (1668) 2 It will grow to frith

or wood, if it be not continually, .laboured with the plough.

1668 Worlidge Diet. Rust., Frith, underwood, or the

shroud of Trees. 1670 J. Smith England's Improv. Re-
viv'd 27 A dead Hedge.. made of dead wood, as Bushes
and Frith, which is all sorts of small wood that are not

Thorns. Ibid. 31 Frith . . is all small lops or shreadings of
trees, as also all Under-woods. 1796 W. Marshall W.
England I. 326 Frith, brush-wood. 1813 T. Davis Agric.

Wilts 267 Frith, thorns or bush underwood. 1853 W. D.
Cooper Sussex Gloss, (ed. 2), Frith, young underwood
growing by the side of hedges. 1863 Wise New Forest
183 Frith, too, still means copse-wood.

4. Ahedge; esp. one made of wattled brushwood;
also, a hurdle.
[Although this sense appears to be chiefly a development

of sense 3, it may partly belong to other words of similar

form but etymologically unconnected. (i)The sense 'hedge',

and the related Frith v? 1, might without difficulty be
regarded as special uses of Frith so. 1 and v. 1

; cf. MHG.
vride ( — Frith so. 1

) used in the senses of 'fence, fenced
place ', mod.Ger. einfriedigen to fence in. (2) As in S.W.
dialects both fr- and w- are represented by vr-, it is

possibU that frith in the sense of ' wattled work ' may be
partly a literary rendering of a dialectal vrith, vreath
connected with OE. turtSan (see Writhe, Wreathe).]
(1430 Durh. MS. Cell. Roll, Item in fridys, \\d. Item in

cirpis, v')d.] 1511-1647 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb.
in Kent. Gloss. s.v., To enclose the vij acres wt. a quyk
fryth before the Fest of the Purification. 1810 Voc. Dev. $
Cormu. in Monthly Mag. XXIX. 466 Frith, writh, wattles
or hurdles, placed in a gap. 1864 T. Q. Couch E. Cornwall
Wds. in "jfrnl. Roy. Inst. Cormu. Mar., Freath, or Vreath,
a wattled gap in a hedge. 1884 Blackiu. Mag. CXXXVI.
785/1, I was getting over a frith [foot-note, hurdle] by
Nicholls's cow-house. 1887 Kent. Gloss., Frith, a hedge.

+ b. The same used as a fish-weir. Obs.
x6oa Carew Cornwall 30 The Weare is a frith, reaching

slope-wise through the Ose, from the land to low water
marke, and hauing in it, a bunt or cod with an eye-hooke,
where the fish entering, vpon their comming backe with
the ebbe are stopped from issuing out againe. .and left drie

on the Ose.

5. attrih. and Comb., as f/rilh-copse, \-man,
-wood

; + frith-pear, the name of a kind of pear

;

frith-work [dial.), wattling.

1583 Stanyhurst s&neis 1. (Arb.) 32 In this greene •frith-

cops a new sight newly repressed Long feareful dangers.
01400-50 Alexander 5597 Fiue thousand olifants in fere

ba *frithmenn him bro^t. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729)
?\7*Frith-Pears, Arundel-Pears i also to bake 1887 Kent.
Gloss. s.v. Frith, Though some of the old woods bearing this

name may now, by modern treatment, have been made
much thicker and more valuable, they are also still called,

as of old, *fright-woods, as the Fright Woods, near Bedge-
bury. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 134 The *frithe-

work or wattling was made upon willow or sallow stakes.

Frith (fri]>\ sb.^ [Metathetic form of Firth sb.2
;

possibly suggested by the form Frith sb. 2 = Firth
sb. 1

, or by the once commonly supposed derivation

from L. /return.] = Firth-.
1600 Holland Livy 1375 The Tyber.. brake out many

times, and having found a frith or creeke, it beat upon the
foot of the Aventine. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 919 The warie
fiend Stood.. Pondering his Voyage; for no narrow frith

He had to cross, a 1608 Temple Hist. Eng. (1699) 37
The Neck of Land between the two Fryths about Sterling
and Glasco. 172a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 243 Waiting
to go up the frith with the flood. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 16
Lands intersected by a narrow frith Abhor each other.
1806 Gazetteer Scotl. Introd. 7 The Friths of Forth and
Clyde. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Concl. 115 The friths that
branch and spread Their sleeping silver thro' the hills.

t Frith, z>. 1 Obs. Also 3 fru"Kie,4^7/M.vre]>ie,

5 frethe. [OE./HSt'an,/reodian, f. Frith sb. 1 ; cf.

OFris. /rethia, /erdia, OS. /rit/idn, OHG. (ga-)-

/ridon, ON. /riSa (Sw. /reda, Da. /rede). Cf.

Freith v.]

1. trans. To keep in peace, make peace with

;

to secure from disturbance, defend, help, preserve,

protect.

C893 K. Alfred Oros. iv. i. § 9 Angunnan pa herjean &
hjenan ba be hie fribian sceoldon. O.E. Chron. an. 921 past
hie. ,eall biet fribian woldon baet se cyng fribian wolde. C1175
Lamb. Horn. 15 Eower lond ic wulle fribian. c 1205 Lay.
16804 5>f- -pu me wult fru5ien we be wulleS to teon. a 1300
Cursor M. 24133 pou frith me noght als freind. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8733 peyr buryels he boughte
for to honure Wyb som pyng bat ay myght dure, & ffrype be
stede per bey lay. 1340 Ayenb. 7 Me ssel hine loky and
urebie zo holyliche. la 1400 Morte Arth. 656 Fannde my
fforestez be ffrythede. .That nane werreye my wylde.

2. To free, liberate. Cf. Freith v.

c iaso Gen. <j- Ex. 3094 Bi-sek Jot god, Sis one si5e, Sat he
vs of ois pine friSe. 1470 Harding Chron. clxix. v, Then
was Vmfrey erle of Herford frethed clene, And enter-
chaungid for Kyng Robertes wife.

Frith. (fri}>), v.- Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 frethe,

9 dial, freath, [f. Frith sb.'- (senses 3,4); but perh.

of mixed derivation : see note under Frith sb.'- 4.]

1. trans. To fence in. AlsoyS^.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 590 He is frithed in with

floreines. ta 1400 Morte Arth. 3247 Froytez. .ffaire frithed
in frawnke appone tha free bowes. c 1400 Beryn 292 The
sauge & the Isope, I frethid & I-stakid. 1541 Old Ways
(1892) no Walter was cuttyng off a hagge to frithe a corne.

2. intr. a. To form a hedge of wattled brush-
wood ; to wattle, b. To cut underwood, c. (See
quot. 1893.)
1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 132 Frithing, or

wattling with willow-stakes, or any other hardy wood.
1847 78 Halliwell, Frith, to plash a hedge. Devon. 1866
Blackmore C. Nozvetl I, A labourer ..had been frithing:

that is to say, cutting underwood 111 one of the forest copses.

1893 Wiltsh. Gloss., Frith, to make a brushwood drain.

Hence Frithing, material for fencing ; brush-

wood, underwood.
1429 Durh. MS. Cell. Roll, In ij Draghtrap'is et iij

frethyng", xixd. 1866 Blackmoke C. Nowell xlv, The
frithings have not been cut for ten years.

t Fri'tllborh. Law. Only OE. and Hist. Also
frithborg, -burg, frichborgh, fridburgh, fri-

borg;h, -burg(h, -bourg, freoborg, freeborgh.
[OE. */ri$borh lit. 'peace-pledge': see Fhith sb. 1

and Borrow sb. ; the word, though found in no
document earlier than the spurious ' Laws ofEdward
the Confessor' (app. the source of all the later state-

ments on the subject), is certainly genuine. A mis-

translation of the corrupt form /riborg, /reoborg"

gave rise to the later name Frankpledge.] The
Old English name for Frankpledge.
a 1200 Laws of Edw. Conf. c. 20 Preamble (Schmid* Alia

pax maxima est, per quamomnes firmiori statu suMtntantur;
scilicet fidejussionis stabilitate, quam AngU vocant friS-

borgas, prarter Eboracenses, qui vocant earn tenmanne tale.

Ibid. c. 20. § 3 and caps. 21, 29 [other texts readfri-,freo-}.
1 izoo Fleta i. xlvii. § 10 (1647) 62 Frichborgh. 1607
[see Decener 2]. a 1641 Si'ELMAN Anc. Govt. Eng., Reliq.

(*72 3) 5 1 Every Hundred was divided into many Freeborgs
or Tithings. .which stood all bound one for the other. 1747
Carte Hist. Eng. I. 311 Appeals from the decisions of par-
ticular friborghs. 1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761 > I. ii. 49 A
tithing, decennary, or fribourg. 1874 Stuubs Const. Hist.

§ 41 I. 87 The association often men in common responsi-
bility legally embodied in the frithborh or frankpledge.

t Pri'th-burgher. Obs. local. [Interpreted as

f. Frith sb:1 + Burgher ; but perh. originally con-

nected with Frithborh.]
1587 in Chambers' Bk. Days I. 728 The Lord Bailiff ..

issued his summons . . to choose four ' Frith Burghers '

. . to

act as jurymen. 1769 De Foey

s Tour Gt. Brit. III. 151 If

the Offence was committed . . within the Bounds of the
Forest, then there were Frithbourgers also to judge of the

Fact, who were to be summoned out of the Forestholders,
as they are called, who were to hold of that Frith, that is of
the Forest. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 145 This officer

summoned a jury of frith-burghers to try him.

Frithles, sb. pi. dial. [f. Frith sb.% or v. 2
;

but cf. OE. wripels band.] A flexible branch or

twig used for wattling.
1881 Blackmore Christoiuell (1882) II. iv. 79 To lash it,

with stout oak frithles, to a pair of stout ash-saplings.

t Frith-Stool. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 1 frith-,

frythstol, 7 freedstool, 9 fridstool. [OE., f.

/rid, Frith sb. 1 + stol chair, seat: see Stool.] a.

OE. only. A place of safety ; a refuge, b. A seat,

usually of stone, formerly placed near the altar in

some churches, which afforded inviolable protection

to those who sought privilege of sanctuary.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxxix. 1 pu eart friS-stol us faeste,

Drihten. a 1016 Laws of Ethelred' vu. c. 16 And jif for-

worht man fri5-stol jesece. 1610 Holland Camden s Brit.

1. 712 This seat of Stone is called Freedstool, that is, The
chaire of Peace. 166a Ray Three Itin. 11. 137 At the upper
end of the choir, on the right side of the altar stands the

Freed stool. 1829 G. Poulson Beverley 687 The Fridstool

is., hewn out of a solid stone, with a hollow back. 1871
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 288 Inviolable sanc-

tuary . . was afforded . . by the frithstool of the saint.

t Frithy, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Frith sb* + -y'.]

Of the nature of * frith ' or brushwood.
a 15*9 Skelton Garl. Laurell 22 In the frytthy forest of

Galteres.

Ii FritiUaria (fritile>ria). Also 7 rrit(t)ell-.

[mod.L. /rtlit/dria, i./ritillus dice-box.

According to Clusius Rariorum aliquot Siirpiutn per
Pannon. etc. observ. Hist. (1583) 172, the name was given
by Noel Capperon, a druggist of Orleans, to the Common
Fritillary, ' quod ejus areolae versicolores fritillum quodam-
modo aimulentur '. Unless this refers to some chequered
pattern with which dice-boxes were painted, Gerarde's
explanation below would seem to be correct, though the

Lat. diets, of the 16th c. and still earlier give the correct

explanation of frit illus. In any case the name refers to

the chequered markings of the corolla, not to its shape as is

usually stated.]

A genusof liliaceous plants,the best known species

of which are the Crown Imperial (K zmperialis),

and the Common Fritillary or Snakeshead (/'.

Meleagris) found locally in moist meadows.
1578 Lyte Dodoens n. Hi. 214 The third [Tulipa] is called

. .Flos Meleagris. .some do also cal this flower FritiUaria.
x597 Gerarde Herball 123 It hath been called Frittillaria,

of the table or boord vpon which men plaie at chesse, which
square checkers the flower doth very much resemble, some
thinking that it [the chess-board] was named Frittillus.

1611 Tradescant's bill in A. Amherst Gard. Eng. (1895)
170 Fortye fritellarias at 3 pence the peece. 16*5 Bacon
Ess., Gardens (Arb.) 556 Camairis, Frettellaria. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 198 March. .Violets, FritiUaria.
1741 Compl. Earn. Piece 11. iii 378 Bulbous-rooted Flowers
.. such as the .. Fritillaria's, and Colchicum. 1881 Miss
Bkaddon Asph. xii. 137 Primroses ; anemones ; hyacinths

;

and the rare fritillaria.

Fritillary (fritrlari). [Anglicized form of prec.

Cf. Fr. /ritillaire.]

1. Any plant of the genus Fritillaria, esp. F.

Meleagris (see prec).
1633 Gerardes

s Herball 1. lxxxix. 151 In English we

may call it Turky-hen or Ginny-hen Floure, and also
Checquered Daffodill, and Fritillarie, according to the Latine.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 74 Fritillary. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11, 74/1 The sullen Lady . . some call it the black
Fritillary. 1767 J. Abercrombie Ev. Man his own Gard.
(1803) 47 Fritillanes, crown imperials, or any other kind of
bulbous flower-roots. 1828 Miss Mitforo Village Ser. in.

(1863) 531 The chequered fritillary or the tinted wood
anemone. 1867 M. Arnold Thyrsi's, I know what white,
what purple fritillaries The grassy harvest of the river-fields

Above by Ensham, down by Sandford yields.

2. A name for several species of butterfly, e. g.

the Silver-washed Fritillary {Argynnis paphid)
and the Queen of Spain Fritillary {A. lathonia).

1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago III. 132-3 The 'white
admirals' and silver washed 'fritillaries' flit round every
bramble bed. 1866 Blackmore C. Nowell xxx, Off dashed
Bob after a Queen of Spain fritillary.

t Fritiniency. Obs.~ l (In the first ed. spelt

/ritiniancy ; the mod. Diets, spell /ritinancy.)

[f. \,./ritinm-re to twitter + -AKCT.] Twittering.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep.\. iii. 236'rhenoteorfritin-

iancy [ofthe Cicada] is far more shrill then that of the Locust.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fritiniancy, Fritiniency.

Fritt : see Feit sb 2

t Fritta'do. Obs. [ad. It. /rittata, f. /rittare

to fry, f./ritlo, pa. pple. of /riggere : see Fry v.]

A fritter.

I035 J. Hayward tr. Bioftdi's Banish'd Virg. 46 Making
her a frittado of egges and milke he set it before her.

Fritter (fri-toa), sb. 1 Forms: 5 fretoure, -ure,

frutter, fruyter, frytour , -owre
,

(freature)

,

5-6 frit-, frut-, -er, -eur, -our(e, -ur(e, 6
frither, frytter, 7 frittar, 5- fritter, [a. Fr.

/riture = Sp. fritura , It. /rittura :—Lat. type */ru-
ttlra, i.Jrigfre to Fry.]
1. Usually //. A portion of batter, sometimes

containing slices of apple, meat, etc., fried in oil,

lard, etc. Often preceded by some qualifying word,
as apple-, oyster-, rice-/ritter ; also, in 15— 16th c,
in some semi-anglicized French terms, as -j*/ritter-

bounce, -pouch, -sage, -viant (meat) (obs.).

1 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 55 Tarts and daryels and
custan dere, Rysshene and pome dorres, and frutur in fere.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 501-2 O fruture viant,

Frutur sawge, byn good, bettur is Frutur powche ; Appulle
fruture is good hoot, but be cold ye not towche. 1494
Fabvan Chron. VII. 600 Frytour of sunne facion, with a
floure delyce therin. 150a Arnolde Chron. (1811) 240
Fresshe storgion, quynces in paste, tarte poleyn, fritour

bounce. 1634 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. hater Kent 12

Pancake or fritter or flap-iacke. 1664 Pepys Diary 19
Aug., Home to supper to a good dish of fritters. 1769
Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 161 Batter, made as
for common fritters. i8« W. Irving Tour Prairies 72
A paste made of flour andwater, and fried, like fritters, in

lard. 1859 All Year Round No. 36. 222 The fritter refuses

to imbil>e any more oil. 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. xix. 301,
I have heard much of the rice fritters and savoury soups of
the Lancashire vegetarians.

fig. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622^ 276 O Clinias. .the very
fritter of fraud, and seething pot of iniquitie.

f2. ? A species of apple. Obs.— 1

1591 Lyly Endym. in, iii, For fruit these, fritters, medlers,
hartichokes and lady longings.

3. pi. IVAating^FEKKS.
[Perh. a transferred use of F. friture fat in which some,

thing is fried.]

1631 Pellham Preserv. 8 Englishm. in Green-land 22 We
agreed. . tokeepe Wednesdayes and Fridayes Fasting dayes;
excepting from the Frit tars or Graves of the Whale, (marg.
note. These be the Scraps of the Fat of the Whale, which
are flung away after the Oyle is gotten out of it.) 1813
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 488 Extracting the oil from the fritters.

1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 176 The finks or fritters

were always sufficient to boil the remainder without any
other fuel.

4. attrib. and Comb., as /ritter-barrow, -pan,

-seller ; /ritter-filled ppl. a.

1830 Scoresby Acc. A retic Reg. II. 176 A ' ^fritter barrow

'

being furnished with a grating . . drained the oil from the
fritters. 1619 Pasquifs Palin. (1877) 152 When every
paunch till it can hold no more, Is *rritter-fild, as well as
heart can wish. 1625 B. Jonson Staple of N. 11. i, My
face dropt like the skimmer in a *fritter-pan. 1636 Daven*
ant Witts 1. i, Hans van Holme, ^fritter seller of Bombell.

Fritter (fri'tai), sb.2 [app. an altered form of

Fitters ; perh. due to the influence of prec. ; but

cf. OF./reture,/ratture:~L./ractura Fracture.]

1. //. Minute pieces, fragments, shreds. Also,

articles of trifling size, trifles. Now rare.

In Johnson's quots. (i6j6 Bacon, 1678 Butler) the correct

reading is fitters ', in Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 151 The word
is prob. Fritter sb.1

1755 in Johnson. 1767 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1792)

I. iv. 94 Trimmings hanging in fritters and tattars. tc 1890

in Daily Neius 12 Oct. (1895) 6/3 A huge collection of

ornamental fritters huddled together.

attrib. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. ii. 168 There appears

these differences, Flaxen Clouds, Fleec'd Clouds, some which
I cal! Fritter Clouds, all from their likeness.

2. [From the vb.] Excessive subdivision (by

which the general effect is lost).

1803 Repton Landscape Gard. (1805) 56 Producing variety

without fritter, and continuity without sameness. 1848

Rickman Archit. 201 This window is a series of small panels

. .and these, .throw the building into fritter.

Fritter (frrtai), v. Also 8 fretter. [f. prec]

1. trans. To break or tear into pieces or frag-

ments ; to subdivide minutely. Now rare.
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FRITTERER.
1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) IV. 1243 Having our main-top-

gallant yard carried away in the slings, and the sail frittered

in a thousand pieces. 1780 Burke Sp. (Econ. Reform Wks.
III. 285 Frittering and crumbling down the attention by
a blind unsystematick observance of every trifle. 1784

J. Barry in Led. Paint, i. (1848) 83 The no less mischievous

fragments into which they [northern hordes] were frittered.

1803 T. Jefferson Writ. (1S30) III. 508 Perverting the

simple doctrines he taught, .and frittering them into subtle-

ties. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life 11826.) xx.

ix. 268 The kernel to be. .frittered among the parties crack-

ing. 1816 Keating e Trav. (1817) II. 236 France was once
frittered into subdivisions, as Spain still is. 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. {ed. 4) \. 359 When they [i.e. hydatids] die,

the bags and cysts are often broken up and become frittered

into minute tatters and filaments. 1866 Alger Solit.Nat.
A> Man iv. 366 That throng of women whose attention is

frittered on trifles.

b. intr. for reft. + To become broken into pieces

or subdivided (oh.), rarely, To dwindle.

1796 Kirwan Elcm. Min. (ed. 2) I. 79 Small pieces of it

fritter between the fingers, a 1828 H. Neelf. Lit. Rem.
(1829) 18 The canvass fritters into shreds and the column
moulders into ruin. 1876 J. Parker Paracl. n. Epil. 374
Minuteness never fritters into pettiness.

2. a. "With away, down : To do away with
piecemeal ; to attenuate, wear down, whittle away;
to spend (energy, time) on trifles, to waste.
1728 Pope Dune. 1. 232 How prologues into prefaces decay

And these to notes are fritter'd quite away. 1777 Burke
Let. to Mrq. Rockingham Wks. IX. 170 To break the con-
tinuity of your conduct, and thereby to weaken and fritter

away the impression of it. 1799 Han. More Fern. Educat.
(ed. 4) I. 73 They had . .frittered down delicacy into frivolous-

ness. 1803 Wellington Let. to Close in Gurw. Desp. II.

88 To fritter away the small force which his Highness has
produced. 1820 Ln. Dudley Lett. 26 Sept. (1840) 266 Our
unpunctuality. .fritters away so large a part of the . . day in

wearisome waiting. 1846 McCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire
(1854) I. 537 The whole country would be frittered down
into potato gardens. 1846 Thackeray Crit. Rev. Wks.
1886 XXIII. 96 He frittered away in fugitive publications
time and genius. 1868 Miss Braddon Run to Earth III.

vi. 87 You know what Sheridan said about frittering away
his money in paying his debts.

f b. With out. To bring out, utter piecemeal.
a 1764 Lloyd Poetry Professors 42 What pretty things

imagination Will fritter out in adulation.

Hence Frittered fipl. a.. Frittering vbl. so.

and///, a.

1778 Boswell in Johnson (1791) II. 216 He could put
together only curt frittered fragments of his own. 1795
Mason Ch. Mus. ii. 136 The frittering of one syllable into

almost half a century of semiquavers is perhaps the best
and only expedient for shewing its executive powers. 1803
Refton Landscape Card. (1805) 47^ If too many trees be
introduced .. the effect becomes fritter'd. 1816 J. Scott
Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 77 Broken mass of small windows, un-
equal stories, frittered compartments. 1853 Robertson
Serm. Ser. n. 337 A foolish, frivolous, disgraceful, frittered

past. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov., This frittering away of feeling

on the scenes of an opera.

Fritterer (fri-tarai). [f. Fritteb v. + -ek i.]

One who fritters or wastes (time).

1837 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 14 On this day . . have I, erst

the most incorrigible of time's fritterers, learned. . twenty (!)

pages in Cicero. 1892 Welsh Rev. Feb. 351 The un-
awakened but happy fritterer.

t Fri'ttle, a. Obs. ? Fickle.
XS79 Tomson Calvin s Serm. Tim. 612/1 We are so frittle,

that though the way be plaine and beaten before vs, yet
can we hardly lift vp one foote. 1638 Farley Emblems
xxxix, Then to the frittle people he doth stinke.

Friture, obs. form of Fritter so. 1

f Fri'vol, a. and sb. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms

:

5 frewall, -ill, 5-6 -ell, -oil, 5-6 frivole, 7 -oil,

fryvol(l)e, 6 frevol(l, fruell, 7 frival(l. [a. F.

frivole, ad. L.frlvol-us : see Frivolous.]
A. adj.

1. Fickle, unreliable.
c 1470 Henry Wallace if. 144 Frewill [v.r. freuoll] fortoun

thus broucht him in the snar. Ibid. v. 646 The obserwance
Quhilk langis luff, and all his frewill [v. r. freuoll] chance.
2. Frivolous, of little account, paltry, trumpery,

flimsy, absurd. (In quot. 1894 merely a nonce-use.)
1492 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 246A Nain vther frewell

exceptioune. 1497 Bi\ Alcock Mons Perfect. B itj, Whiche
all ben butfryvole excuses. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11.

xxiii. My_ friwoll actioun. 1573 Satir. Poems Refortn. xlii.

883 Thair friuole foches to repeit. 1605 Chapman All
Fooles Plays 1873 I. 134, I did (to shift him with some con-
tentment) Make such a frivall promise. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maf, Slat. Robt. II 49 The saklis frivoll and dilatour ex-
ceptions being omitted. [1894 Sat. Rev. 9 June 615/2 That
wearyful transition from the novel simply frivol to the novel
frivol-philosophic]

B. sb. A frivolous thing, a trifle.

( 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xxvii. 97 Wibouten be all

binges are friuoles. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyu xii. 44
Put out of your ymaginacyon suche casuall fryuolles.

t Fri'VOl, v. I Sc. Oh.— 1
[f. prec adj.] trans.

To declare frivolous ; to quash, set aside.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822) 45 Gif thir jugis frivole his
appellacioun, and convict him.

Frivol (fri'v'l), v.'1 Not in dignified use. Also
frivel, frivvle. [Back-formation from Frivo-
lous.] intr. To behave frivolously, to trifle.

Also, to frivol atvay (money, time) : to spend
foolishly.

1866 Mrs. Whitnev /,. Goldthwaite iv. (1873) 56 They
will come, and frivel about the gates, without ever once
entering in. 1883 Black in Illustr. Lond. Neivs 251 If

556

you want to frivvle . . I shut my door on you. 1885 L.

Wingfield Barbara Philpot II. v. 152 Had he not drawn
5,000/. a year, .which Ins Duchess frivolled away?

Hence Frivolling vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also

Frivoller, one who ' frivols \
1882 Tales Mod. Oxf. vii. 183 So between cricket and

boating and frivoling at the vicarage, the sunny summer
days sped along. 1883 Athenxum 31 Mar. 405^ We fear

that very little confidence could be felt in the frivolling

princes of Simla. 1889 A. Sergeant Esther Denison II.

iv. xxxii. 268, I am a born trifler—a flaneur—a ' frivoller ',

as we call it in our modern slang.

FrrvoHsm. ? Obs. [f. Frivol a. +-lsm]

1. A frivolous occupation.

1778 Apthorpe Preval. Chr. 179 Botany, entomology,

and other frivolisms.

2. Frivolity. In diets, citing Priestley.

Frivolist (frrvolist). [f. as prec. + -1st.] One
who gives his time to frivolity.

1884 Chr. World Pulpit XXV. 138/2 Look on the frivolist.

He is endowed with capacity for thought and will and
aspiration, but he lives making life a laugh.

Frivolity (frivp'lTti). [ad. F. frivoliU: see

Frivol a. and -ity.]

1. The quality of being frivolous ; disposition to

trifle, frivolous behaviour, levity.

1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 86 When frivolity

and effeminacy had been . . acknowledged as their national

character by the good people of this kingdom. 18x6 Scott
Antiq. xii, Musing upon the frivolity of mortal pursuits.

1841-4 Emerson Ess., Exper. Wks. (Bohn) I. 189 A pre-

occupied attention is the only answer to the importunate
frivolity of other people.

2. A frivolous act or thing.

1838 Dickens Nich. Nick. Hi, Mr. Nickleby glanced at

these frivolities with great contempt. 1845 Maurice Mor.
<$- Met. Philos. in Eucyct. Metrop. II. 625/1 Pithy maxims
of conduct . . entering into the lowest details and frivolities.

Frivolize (fri-vobiz), v. [f. Frivol a., Fri-

vol(ous) + -ize.] trans. To render frivolous.

1821 Examiner 66?f-z The mode in which the King is

spoken of., is improved through a French strainer, which
frivolises it most admirably. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1.

Soiver, Human presence, if frivolous, in such moments
frivolizes the soul. 1878 C. Stanford Symb. Christ vii.

195 You are allowing some levity to frivolize your life.

Frivolous (fri'volss). Forms : 6 frivolus,

fryvolous(e, (7 frivoulous), 6-7 frivelous, (6

fryvlous), 7 frivilous, 6- frivolous, [f. L.frt-

vol-us + -ous. Cf. Frivol a.]

1. Of little or no weight, value, or importance

;

paltry, trumpery ; not worthy of serious attention ;

having no reasonable ground or purpose.

1549 Kale Lelands N. Y. Gift D iv, We fynde for true

hystoryes, most fryuolouse fables and lyes. 1578 Timme
Caluine on Gen. 25 It is too frivolous and vaine to ex-
pound this worde. 1634 Ld. Kensington in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. 1. III. 172 In their frivolous delayes, and in the
unreasonable conditions which they propounded. 1648
Gage West Ind. xx. 169 His answers seeming frivolous.

c 1670 Wood Life (O. H. S.) I. 398 The warden . . did put
the college to unnecessary charges, and very frivolous

expences. 1770 Junius' I^ett. xxxix. 198 They voted his

information frivolous. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. 1. xi.

(i860) I. 184 The other frivolous ornaments of dress and
furniture. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth vii, The slight and
frivolous complaints unnecessarily brought before him.

1871 Dixon Tower III. xxv. 280 He was arrested on a
frivolous charge.

b. Law. In pleading : Manifestly insufficient or

futile.

1736 in Swift's LMt. (1766) II. 249 The decree was
affirmed most unanimously, the appeal adjudged frivolous.

1883 Sir H. Cotton in Law Rep. 11 Q. Bench Div. 532
Unless the counter-claim Is frivolous and unsubstantial.

2. Characterized by lack of seriousness, sense, or

reverence; given to trifling, silly.

1560 tr. Fisher s Treat. Prayer F ij, Eschewyng all vayne,
friuolus, and vnfruitfull thoughtes. 1575 G. Harvey I.etter-

bk. (Camden) 101 Frivolous boyishe grammer schole trickes.

1687 Wood Life 21 Apr., The duke of Bucks is dead.,
many frivolous things extant—'Bays', a comedy. 171

1

Steele Sped. No. 156 F6 From reading frivolous Books,
and keeping as frivolous Company. 1783 Johnson 18 Apr.
in Bos7vell, He may be a frivolous man, and be so much
occupied with petty pursuits, that he may not want friends.

i86z Miss Braddon I^ady Audley ix. 63 Lady Audley
amused herself in her own frivolous fashion.

absol. 1836 Emerson Nat., Idealism Wks. (Bohn) II. 160
The frivolous make themselves merry with the Ideal theory,
as if its consequences were burlesque.

Hence Frivolously adv., Frivolousness.
1611 Cotgr., Vainement, vainely, friuolously, to no pur-

pose. 1624 Donne Serm. (Alford) V. exxx. 330 If Abraham
had any such doubts, of a Frivolousness in so base a Seal.

171J Steele Sped. No. 448 P 2 The frivolously false ones.

1768-74 Ticker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 119 To ..judge of the
weight or frivolousness of objections. z8xi G. Chalmers
Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit. 396 This argument . . has been found
to have, at least, the pertinacity of faction, if it have not
the frivolousness of folly. 1885 Ld. Blackburn in Law
Rep. 10 Appeal Cases 223 The bankrupt being held to be
acting frivolously and vexatiously.

Frixe, obs. form of Frisk a.

T Fri'xion. Obs. [as if ad. L. *frtxion-em y
n.

of action f. frigSre (ppl. stem frix-) to roast.]

(See quots.)
161a Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 271 Frixion is the

preparation of some medicaments, with oyl, butter, [etc.].

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 66 Assation and Frixion
differ thus.

FRIZZ.

+ Pri'XOry. Oh. [ad. L. frixorium, f. as

prec] A frying-pan.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 472 That same supellex is

necessary ..as Pottengers, Frixories, etc.

Friz, variant of Frizz.

Friza'do, sb. Obs. Forms: 6-8 fris(e-,

frysado w e, {6 fres-, frisc-, friz-, 7 friez(e)a-

do(w), 7-frizado. [a. Sp.frisado (obs.1, explained

to mean 'silk plush', f. frisar = Yr. friser to curl

(hair), raise a nap on (cloth) ; see Frizz, Frieze vh.]

A fine kind of frieze. Also aitrib.

1542 Nottingham Rec. III. 220 One Spaynes clokeof fry-

sado. 1546 O. Johnson in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 175
Untill I have made sale of the frisados and lynnen cloeth.

1600 Vaughan Direct. Health (1633) 165 In Winter, your
upper garment must be of Cotton or Friezeadow. 1630

J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Hempseed Wks. in. 64/1 Our
cottons, penistones, frizadoes, baze. 1719 D'Urfey Pills

III. 272 And an old Frysadoe Coat to cover his Worship's
trunk Hose.

Hence f Friza'do v. intr., to produce the appear-

ance of frizado. In quot. transf.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handie-crafts 591 A
cleer Brook.. Whosegurglingstreamsfrizado'd on the gravell.

Frize, obs. form of Freeze, Frieze.

Frizel, var. of Frizzle sb:1

Frizette, Frizeur, vars. of Frisette, Friseur.

1 Frizila'tion. Obs.- 1
[f. Frizzle v.* +

-ation\] The action of frizzling (hair).

1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. 141 Her chief and coinon exer-

cise, was, to force a frizilacion of her haire.

Frizon, Frizure, var. ff. Frison 2
, Frisure.

Frizz, friz (friz), sb. Also 7 frizze. [f. next

vb.] The state of being frizzed or curled ; concr.

frizzed hair ; a row or wig of crisp curls.

1668 Etheredge She would if she could in. iii, Draw a
Comb through him, there is not such Another Frizz in

Europe. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2075/4 Her hair brown of

a natural Frizze or Curl about the forehead. 1704 Addison
Italy {1733) 189 A little Friz, like a Tower, running round
the Edges of the Face. 1802 Syd. Smith in Edin. Rev. I.

18 Dr. Parr's wig. .swells out into boundless convexity of
frizz. 1827 T. Hamilton Cyril Thornton (1845) 277 His
golden locks were spread out in the utmost amplitude of
friz. 1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 517 Clustering glossy curls,

which were sometimes made soft and semi-transparent by a
peculiar friz.

fig. 1848 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. (1867) 478 A similar full-

bottomed well-curled friz of words.

b. attrib.

1646 in Thornbury Haunted London (1865) 383 Gave to

old Friz-wig . . 0.6.0. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 40.

260 A Head, .with a friz Wig and plenteous Cravat-string.

Frizz, friz (friz), z>. T Also 7 freeze, 7-8 frize,

8 frieze, [ad. Fr. /riser, = Sp. frisar, to curl

(hair), raise a nap on (cloth) ; in the latter of

these senses the Fr. vb. was adopted earlier : see

Frieze z/. 1 The Eng. word seems to have been

originally pronounced (friz), but to have afterwards

undergone assimilation to the older Frizzle v.

The origin of the Rom. vb. is disputed. There seems to

be no good ground for the common view that it is of Teut.

etymology (the interpretation of the ethnic name of the

Frisians as ' curly-haired ' being a mere assumption) ; quite

possibly it may be a mere special use of the homophonous
F.friser Frieze v. 1

}

X. trans. To curl or crisp (the hair) ; to form

into a mass of small, crisp curls.

1660 Pepys Diary 22 Nov., Dressing of herself with her

haire frized short up to her eares. 1750F. Covenxry Hist.

Pompey 11. iii. (1785) 53/2 People who frize their hair in the

newest fashion. 1771 Smollett Humph. Clinker (1895)

378 This machine fa tye-periwig] has been in buckle ever

since, and now all the servants in the family were employed
to frizz it out for the ceremony. 1777 W. Whitehead Goat's

Beard 32 Is't not enough you read Voltaire, While sneering

valets frizz your hair? 1820 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. South-Sea
Ho., He wore his hair, .powdered and frizzed out. 186a H.
Marryat Year in Sweden II. 41 Grayish hair, frizzed, in

short crepe' curls,

2. intr. Of hair : To stand up in short crisp curls.

Also trans. To set up (hair) on end ; to erect.

1696 [see Frizzing ///. «.]. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina
501 [Thehairl at the crown of the head, .is about two inches

broad . . and stands frized upright. 1810 Sporting Mag.
XXXV. 246 The lion roaring and frizzing his shaggy crest.

3. trans. To raise a bur on (the nap of cloth).

^ Frieze v.1

1806 Webster Compend. Did., Friz, to form nap into

small burs.

4. In Leather-dressing-. To rub (wash-leather,

etc.) with pumice-stone or a blunt knife, so as to

remove the grain, soften the surface, and give a
uniform thickness.

1697 [see Frizzed ppl. a.). 1726 Did. Rust. (ed. 3) s. v.

Wet-glover, Frizing is the working the Skin woolly on one
side. 1853 C. Morfit Arts of Tanning 434 The skins, after

having been brought to a state of pelt, .are subjected towhat
is technically termed frizing, which is a rubbing with a

pumice stone, or working under the round edge of a blunt

knife. 1885C T. Davis Leal/ier xlii. 681 The treatment with

the scraping-knife being generally not sufficient for complete

frizzing, the remaining portions of the grain are removed
with another sharp knife.

Hence Frizzed///, a., Fri'zzing vbl. sb. and///, a.

c i6ao Z. Boyd Zion's Floxvers (1855) 117 Freez'd Minions
all, most brave in vaunts and vowes. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No.

2459/4 Black short frized Hair. 1696 W. Mountague Delights

Holland 52 Fellows, with black frizzing Hair and great
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Whiskers. 1697 Vino Penal Laws 60 To use dry, curried

and frized Leather. C1770 Erskine Barber in Poet. Reg.
(1810) 327 Ruin seize tiiee, scoundrel Coe ! Confusion on thy
frizzing wait. 1787 Generous Atiachm. I. 28 His hair wears
the flourishes of the most skilful of the frizzing tribe. 1822
W. Irving Braceb. //rr//(i845) 309 The barber would thrust
out his frizzed head, with a comb sticking in it. 1856 R.
W. Procter Barber's Shop xxi. (1883) 204 He . . walked
about London in his well-combed wig, frizzed and three
tailed.

_ 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 917 Frizzing-machine,
a machine on which the nap of woolen cloth is formed into
a number of little prominences or tufts.

Frizz (friz), v.'1 [f. Fky v. with echoic termi-

nation.] a. intr. To make a sputtering noise in

frying, b. trans. (See quot. 1891.)
1835 Marryat Jac. Faithf. ix, What's that frizzing in

your frying-pan ? 1891 Hartlaud Gloss., Frizz or Frizzle,
to scorch or dry up.

Frizzle (fri'z'l), s/>. 1 [See Frizzle zv1

]
1. Frizzled hair ; a short crisp curl.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (16141 650 They curie and fold
the haire of their head, making a hill in the midst like a hat,
with frizzles round about. 1641 Milton Animadv. (1851)
191 To rumple her laces, her frizzles, and her bobins. a 1845
Hoon^ Hymeneal Retrosp. I. vii, Though now they look
only like frizzles of wool, By a bramble torn off from a sheep.
1875 Browning Ned Bratts 32 Some blue fly Which punc-
tured a dewy scalp where the frizzles stuck awry.
trans/. 1863 Carlyle F'redk. Gt. xvui. xiii, Bald crown

of the landscape, girt with a frizzle of firwoods all round.

t b. A frizzled wig. Obs.
1628 Bp. Hall Righteous Mammon Wks. 720 When his

eyes should meet with a poudred frizle.

2. [f. the vb.] The state of being frizzled.

1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L., Custom Ho. (1851) 39A wig of majestic frizzle.

3. attrib. and Comb., as \frizzlefrize, -head;
frizzle-headed, -topped adjs.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. vm. (1593) 208 The frizzle
topped wench in coorse and sluttish geere. 1778 Miss
Burney Evelina lxxxii, Pray what do you do with that
frizle-frize top of your own ? 1840 Lady C. Bury Hist.
Flirt iv, Fancy him bowing his little frizzle head. 1891 T.
Hardy Tess I. 19 A frizzle-headed brawny damsel.

Frizzle tfri-zT), sb.* dial. Also 7 frezel, 9 friz-

(z)el. f? Corruption of Fusil.] (See quot. 1892.)
1629 Z. Boyd Last Battell Soule 1266 He is euer readie

to strik fyre with his frezell and his flint, e 1817 Hogg
Tales <$• Sk. III. 192 Putting down the frizzel, and making
it spring up again with a loud snap. 1892 Northumbld.
Gloss. 305 Frizzle, in flint and steel guns the piece of iron
acted on by the flint to produce the explosion.

Frizzle (fri'z'l), zi.l Forms: 6frisel,frysle,6-8
frisle, frizel(l, frizle, (7 frez-, frizil\ 7- frizzle.
[This and the related F'rizzle sb. are of obscure
origin ; they occur much earlier than Frizz v. to
curl (hair) from which they might be supposed
to be derived ; the verb to Frieze cloth, however,
which is etymologically identical, is older, and
may have given rise to frisel as a frequentative
formation. Cf. OFris. frisle, fresle, head of hair,
curls, North Fris. friessle, fressle head of hair, lock
of hair, mod. Fris. frisseljen, frislen to plait (esp.
the hair) ; but the origin of these words, and their
relation to the Eng. words, is uncertain ; cf. also
OF. fresel a comb worn in the hair.]

1. trans. To curl (hair) in small crisp curls.
15*5-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Calamistratus, trimmed:

crisped : or frisled. 1373 Twyne JEneid LI j, Lockes with
bodkins frisled fine. 1631 Brathwait Eng. Gentlm. (1641)
283 A long lock he has got, and the art to frizle it. 1707
Curios, in Husb. f, Gard. 277 'Tis enough only that her
Hair be not frizzled. 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide xi. 41 A
prodigious rough black Head of Hair That is frizzled and
curl'd o'er her Neck that is bare. 1822 W. Irving Braceb.
Hall iv. 34 Her hair .. is frizzled out and put up with pins.
1869 Trollope He Knew vii, Her grey hair was always
frizzled with the greatest care.
absol. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. Epil. 15 They .. bum-

bast, bolster, frisle, and perfume, a 1613 Overbury A Wife
(1638) 180 Hee studies by the discretion of his Barber, to
frizle like a Baboone.

T b. ttransf. To adorn with frills or ruffles. Obs.
[But possibly a distinct word. Cf. OF. fresele frilled,

ruffled, f.fresel frill; also FrisletJ
*753 Songs Costume (Percy) 231 Frizzle your elbows with

ruffles sixteen. 1755 Lond. Mag. July 343 Circling round
her iv ry neck, Frizzle out the smart Vandike.
2. intr. for refl. To form into crisp curls ; to

curl or twist up.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 505 The dust of the

same mixed with oyl..doth cause the hair to frisle and curl.
1717 Bradley F'am. Diet. s. v. Crcrtou-Scab, A. .malignant
Matter, that breaks forth at the Roots of the Hair, where it

sticks to the Skin, and makes it frizzle and stare. 1886 /-,i:r
Times LXXXI. 84/1 The smoke and the noxious gases
caused the leaves of the plants, etc., to curl and frizzle up.
1 3. trans. To brush or touch lightly. Cf. F'rieze

w.13.

1634 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 1. xxvi. 93 For a feather,
Lake frizled with red lead. 1652 Wright tr. Camus'
Nature's Paradox 134 The agreeable noise, which the
Leaves of the Neighbouring Trees did make, when ffizled
by the Zephyr's welcome Wings.
Hence Pri-zzlinsr ppL a. Also Pri-zzler, one
who frizzles.

1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 95 Their comb . . with which
they now and then combed their frizzling locks. 1779-80
Cook Voy. (1785) I. t83 In some it [hair] was of a frizzling
disposition. 18x6 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym. 263 Mu-
sicians, dancing-masters, perfumers, frizzlers, gilders.

Frizzle (fri'z'l), v.2 [f. Frizz p.* : see -i.e.]

a. intr. = Frizz v.- a. b. trans. To fry, toast,

or grill (with a sputtering noise).
a. 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots (1869) 362 A nice fresh

steak was frizzling on the gridiron. 1863 Confess. Ticket-
ofLeave Man 77 Jack dropped the candle, and set some of
the wigs frizzling. 1874 Dasent Tales Fjeld 187 He heard
the molten lead bubbling and frizzling in our clerk's
throat.

b. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. tr It. Jrnls. II. 134 When the
sun had the fairest chance to frizzle me. 1888 Burgon
Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iv. 388 To pull a herring daily from the
string, and to frizzle it. .for breakfast.

Hence Frizzled, Frizzling ///. adjs. Also
Frizzle sb., the action of the vb.
1832 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. iv, Aunt Chloe .. pre-

siding, .over certain frizzling items in a stewpan. i860 All
Year Round 460 My frizzling brains. 1891 Rutland Gloss.
s.v. ' The doctor says as how he's to hev some frizzled
mutton.

'_ 1894 Crockett Raiders fed. 3) 35 Flounders .

.

with their tails jerking Flip, flap, in the frizzle of the pan.

Frizzled (fri-zfd), ///. a. [f. Frizzle vS +
-ED 1.] In senses of the vb. : a. of hair. Also,
of a wig, the head : Consisting of or covered with
crisp curls. Of a fowl: see quot. 1885.
1567 Drant Horace's Art Poetrie, etc. C iij a, Mecenas,

if I meete with the without my frisled top, Not notted
fyne and fashion lyke. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Cam-
den) 103 A gallant friseld pate. 1598 Barckley Fclic. Man
111.(1603) 272 You shall have a halter in place of yourfrizeled
haire. 1650 Bui.wer Anthropomet. ii. 58 The frizled and
over-powdered Gallants of our times. 1660 F. Brooke tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 250 Displumed geese, as likewise most
part of the ducks were, the rest frizeled. 1725 Bradley
Earn. Diet. s.v. Poultry, Frisled Hens . . may also be put
into the Yard. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 6 He called
it New Guinea, from the frizzled locks of the inhabitants.
1817 Lady Granville Lett. June (18941 I. 101 A fine,

courteous-looking seigneur, with a grey frizzled head. 1847
Ld. Lindsay Chr. Art I. 126 Cain is represented with
frizzled hair. 1885 TeGbtheiSR in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 645
Frizzled fowls are birds in which each feather curls outwards
away from the body. They are common in India.

fig. '577 Harrison England Pref. (1877) in, I hope that
this foule frizeled Treatise of mine will prooue a spur to
others better learned. 1652 Benlowes Theopk. v. vii. 68, I

will Neglect curl'd Phrases frizled skill.

b. of other objects.

1596 R. L(inche] DiellaliZjj) 66 All tapistred with Natures
mossie greene, Wrought in a frizled guise. 1599 Thynne
Animadv. (1875) 33 note, Aurifrisium frisled cloth of gold.
i6oi Holland Pliny I. 396 Those [citron tables] that are
frisled with small spots standing thicke. 1613-16 W. Browne
Brit. Past. 11. v. 158 The frizled coates which doe the moun-
taines hide. 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 323 The. .Bush with
frizl'd hair implicit. 1746-7 Hf.ryey Medil. (1818) 101 The
parsley.with her frizzled locks, a 1803 Beattie Hares 34
O'er their head The furze its frizzled covering spread. 1784-
1815 Annals ofAgric, Suff. V. 251 (E. D. S.) Frizled. ' The
straw [ofthe potatoes] beingfrizled (curled) as they call it here.'

Frizzling (frrzlirj), vbl. sb. [f. Frizzle ».l +
-WO 1.] The action of the vb. Frizzle in various
senses ; an instance of this. Also attrib.
1592 T. Timme Ten Eng. Lepers F iij, The divell himselfe

was the first inventer of . . frizling. 1611 Coryat Crudities
261 Afrislingorcrispingpinneofiron. i6^Pryuse Histriom.
I. vi. i. 303 Meretricious Paintings, Fnzlings, Pouldrings,
Attyrings, and the like. 1862 Sala Accepted Addr. 128 No
frizzling tongs had ever been heard of in their vicinity.

Frizzly (fri-zli), a. [f. Frizzle sbA +-yK] Full
of frizzles or crisp curls.

1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 370 Frizly
black . . Hair. 1782 Ei.phinston tr. Martial 11. xxxvi. 103
Nor with frizzly shock, nor frowsy hair. 1833 Longf.
Oulre-Mer Prose Wks. 1886 I. 264 The crisping, frizzly
waves glide in snaky folds. 1882 Day of Rest 206 The
under steward—whose frizzly unkempt head of hair stood
out. .round his head like a halo.

Frizzy (fri'zi), a. [f. Frizz sb. + -y i.] Of,
pertaining to, or resembling a frizz.

1870 Dasent Annals (ed. 4) I. 339 A thing with frizzy
hair all down her neck. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. I. 217
Mr. Lush's . . strong black grey-besprinkled hair of frizzy
thickness. 1881 Tylor Anthropol. 72 The Africans show
the woolly or frizzy kind [of hair].

t Fro, sb. Obs.- ' [? a. ON. frd in the same
sense.] Comfort, relief.

a 1310 in Wright's Lyric P. xxxvi. 100 Of myne deden
fynde y non fro.

Fro (frou), Sc. frae (fr/), prep, (adv., conj.).
Forms: a. (chiefly north, and Sc.) 2-7 fra, 5-6 fray,

(6 fre, frea), 8-9 frae ; 0. 2- fro, (4-5 froo,

7 frow). [a. ON.frd, corresp. to OE. /raw.FROM.]
A. prep. (Now only Sc. and dial.)

1. = From in all its senses.
o. C1200 Ormin 211 Fra biss da},3 bu shallt ben dumb.

Ibid. 1265 Swa ferr fra Godess riche. a 1300 Cursor M. 479
(Gott.) Lucifer . . fell For his pride fra heuen to hell, c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref. 1 To. .delyuervs fra deed withouten
end. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) 9Euery Satterday fra ane efter none to four houris. 1558
Kennedy Compend. Tractiue in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) 103
To discerne the rycht understanding of the Scripture fra the
wrang. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 163 To abstein
fra flesh. 1788 Burns Naebody, I'll borrow frae nae-body.
1803 Wordsw. Yarrow Unv. v, Fair hangs the apple frae
the rock. i8i6Scott A niiq. ix, After his walk frae the manse.
1876 J. Wilson Noet. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 174 You canna
tell a tree frae a tether. 1877 A^. W. Line. Gloss., Fra, from.
p. c 1200 Tnn. Coll. Horn. 1 11 pis longe weie be he ferde

rroheuene to helle. c 1250 Gen. A> Ex. 89 God ledde hem fro
helle ni5.t to paradises leue lijt. c 1374 Chaucer Compl.
Mars 256 Whan hit was fro his possession, c 1380 Wyclif

|

Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 138 And bus semen oure religious to be
exempte fro chnrite. 1382 — 2 Sam. xxiv. 15 Fro Dan vnto
Bersabee. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 1 At Trumpington, nat
fer fro Cantebrigge. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. m Clobede hem
in copis, to be knowe froobere. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. lii, Fro
this day forth. 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 1. i. 7 Froal resonyng.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xliv. 29 They went fro toune to
toune. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 15 [He] gyueth
fro hymselfe frely. 1581 Sidney Astr. <y Stella ix, Where
you may haue some defence Fro the storms in my breast
breeding. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 261 Why did you throw
your wedded Lady fro you ? a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 29
Can cal vow'd men fro cloysters, dead from tombs. 1884
Cheshire Gloss., F'ro, from.

+ b. Iii verse frequently placed after its sb. (esp.

as a rime-wd.l. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16814 + 20 Or bai parted horn froo. 1362

Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 34 When heo was me fro, I loked and
byhelde. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4120 That I mote goo So fer the
fresh floures froo. c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. (Surtees) 258 That
no tratur stylle his cors you fray, c 1470 Henry Wallace
vm. 837 Bot othir dede, or ellis fled thaim fray. 1549-62
Steknhold & H. Ps. xxx. 13 The mourning weede thou
tookest me fro. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (16221 87 Pas thought
it hell, while he was Cosma fro. 1805 Scott Last Minstr.
III. xvi, Well could he hit a fallow-deer Five hundred feet
him fro.

+ c. Fro oneself: 'beside oneself, out of one's

wits. Cleanfro : quite contrary to. (Cf. FROM 8 b.)

1483 I'idgaria abs Terenlio 18 b, I am fro my selfe for
angyre. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour B iij, She bycam al

frantyke and fro herself. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II.

ccxix. [cexv.] 676 They had spyces ynoughe, and bredde
made of mylke, clene fro the nature of" Fraunce. c 1530 —
Art/t. Lyt. Bryt. (1S14) 111 He was so sore dysplcased, that
he was nye therwyth fro him selfe.

2. Followed by other prepositions. (Cf. From 1 6.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 14407 Fra amang bat cursed ledd.

c 1340 Ibid. 25596 (Fairf.) pou was tane fra of } e crosse. 1382
Wyclif Josh, viii. 11 Fro a3ens of the citee [Vulg. ex ad-
versofivitatis]. 1382 — Luke i. 78 He spryngynge vp fro
an hi3 hath visytid vs. c 1400 Gamelyn 803 'J'ho come
Gamelyn flounder bewode-rys, a 1592 Marlowe^ Nashe
Dido III. (Rtldg.) 262/2 But I will tear thy eyes fro forth thy
head. 1813 HocoQueen's Wake 70 than up there rase ane
wee wee man Franethe the moss-gray stane.

+ 3. With an adverb in place of a sb.-object.

(Cf. From 15.) Fro San Sat: from the time that.

Froforth : ? = from this time forth. Obs.
CI20O Ormin 17970 He batt fra bibufenn comm. c 1250

Gen. <y Ex. 1 88 Fro 3an Sat he sin^en bi-gan. a 1300 Cursor
M. 932 Eue fra ban hir cald adam. Ibid. 10976 f>ou sal be
dumb fra nu. Ibid. 20078 Forquam i com dun fra o-bouen.
c 1340 Hampolf. Wks. (Horstman) I. 187 Sothely fra thy-
thenelnrysesagretlufe. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.m. 109 Cam
late fro bia,unde. c 1449 Pecock Repr. I. xii. 63 Be waar
therfore frohens forthward. Ibid. 11. ix. 197 Whanne he were
departid frothens. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxi. 243 Ye
may go fro hens forth where ye lyst. 1536 in Strype Eccl.
Mem. (1721) I. xxxv. 271 It is to trust. .that party will also
froforth. .own to law all other abusions.

f 4. Of, concerning. Cf. ON./ra. rare-'.
C1300 Harrow. Hell 28 More wo Then i con oil telle

fro.

B. adv. In a direction or position that is remote
or apart ; away. Now only in phr. to andfro (see

To) ; for which rarely/)? (frd) and till, t To do
fro : to remove. Also, contrary, against. Of or
fro : for or against.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8927 par was a stank bot littel fra Hight

piscina probatica. Ibid. 11937 pat water moght rin fra and
till, Vte of be Hum al atte will, c 1420 Pallmi. on Husb.
XII. 197 Whan they come vp the smallest fro they do, So
that the saddist faster may ascende. € 1450 Holland
Howlat 270 Sum said to and sum fra, Sum nay and sum
?a. 1562 Child-Marriages (E. E. T. S.) 204 He sais he
cannot say anythinge of his honesty, of nor fro. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. Epit. A iij b, Passage to, fro, and
through without danger.

tb. Comb., as//-0-/ra<rVz-=ABr)UtTOR 1. Obs.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 749 Called the Fro-leader or

the muscle of Indignation or the Wayward muscle.
fC.conj. (Chiefly north.) Obs.

1. From the time that, from the moment when ;

as soon as, when. Also, fra that.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1325, & al pur} dome of Daniel,

fro he deuised hade, pat alle goudes com of god. 1375 Bar-
bour Bruce 1. 141 And fra he wyst quhat charge thai had,
He buskyt hym, but mar abad. Ibid. 581 Fra at the Brwce
to dede war brocht. c 1375 Sc. I*eg. Saints, Petrus 536 And
fra Marcellus bis cane se, He had parof rycht mekil wondir.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxiv. 109 And, fra I come pare,
I knewe wele bat it was oberwise. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 39 Fra he was eght }ers aid. Ibid. 3435 Fra J?at

god my saule will haue. 14. . Plumpton Corr. (1839) 28, 1 am
siker he will thank you full hartely, fro I lett him witt. 15.

.

[Dunbar] Gif)e wald lufe 14 Poems (1893) 312 And he that
is of hairt vntrew, Fra he be kend, fair Weill, adew. 1513
Douglas rEneis vi. x. 1 Fra that the ancyant nun of Dan
Phebus Thir wordis endit had.

2. In a logical sense : Since, seeing that.

.'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1. 701 Syne efter him Alexander
his bruther . . Efter his deid succeidit in his steid, Fra this
Edgair witboutin child wes deid. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie
(Arb.) 43 Then, fra I saw (as I already told) How men com-
plaind. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 102 Fra the follower haue
founden borgh iawfullie.

tFro, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. Fro adv.] inlr.

1 To go frowardly or untowardly, be unsuccessful.
'559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Yorkxxm, God that causeth thinges

to fro or frame.

Fro, obs. form of Frow, Dutchwoman.
Froam, ? erron. form of F'ream.

Froat, Froath, vars. of Frot, F'roth.
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Frob, obs. var. of Throb.
Frock {frpk),s&. Forms: 4~5frokke, 5 frogge,

4-6 frok(e, Sc. or north, frog, 6-7 frocke, 6-

frock. [a. Y.ftoc (recorded from 1 2th c.) ; of un-

certain origin.

Cf. Vr.floc frock, med.L. froccus,floccus. Some scholars

regard the./?- forms as the original, and identify the word
with L. Jloccus, OY.floc Flock sb. % Others regard froe
as adopted from a Teut. word, OHG. hroch (once), OS. kroc

(once), OFris. krokk (rare) ; but in these forms it is believed

by many Germanists that the hr- is a misspelling without
phonetic significance, the usual forms being OHG. rock

(mod.Ger. rock), OFris. rokk, OE. roce.]

1. A long habit with large open sleeves ; the outer

and characteristic dress of a monk. Rarely, a

cassock (of an Anglican clergyman). Hence, the

priestly office which it indicates. Cf. Unfkock v.

1350 Durh. MS. Cka. Roll., In xj pannis. .praeter ij frokkes.

1362 Langl. P. PL A. v. 64 Of a freris frokke were the fore-

sieuys. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 179/2 Froke, monkes habyte
. .cuculla. 1466 Paston Lett. No. 549 II. 270 For a cope
called a frogge of worsted for the Prior of Bromholm xxvi s.

\\\\d. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xix. 3-4^ An other

poynteth to some one of the pharisaical sort, clad in a blacke
frocke or cope. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 465 A
French Monk, who some time since had left his Frock for

a Petticoat. 176a H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. I.

iii. 51 As the frock of no religious order ever was green,

this cannot be meant for a friar. 1810 Scott Latiy of L.
in. iv, The Hermit by it stood, Barefooted, in his frock and
hood. 1887 W. Gladden Parish Problems 333 It was
the utterance of such words as these that cost the great

Carmelite preacher [Father Hyacinthe] his frock.

2. An upper garment worn chiefly by men ; a long

coat, tunic, or mantle.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1742 pe kyng comaunded anon to

clepe bat wyse, In frokkes of fyn clop. 1375 Barbour Bruce
x. 375 With blak froggis all helit thai The Armouris at thai

on thame had. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxviii. 57
Ilkane a gud Burdowne in hand, And royd Frogis on bare

Armyng. c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. (Surtees) 241, I wold be
fayn of this frog [Christ's coat] myght it fall vnto me.
1500-30 Dunbar Poems H. 3 To giffa doublett he is als doure,

As it war off ane futt syd frog. 1527 Lane. Wills I. 6 And
also that he geiff to Richard Fene a jakett called my frocke.

1611 Bible Ecclus. xl. 4 From him that weareth purple, and
a crown, vnto him that is clothed with a linnen frocke.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarck., Hen. V, clxxix, Another girds

his Frock, w tb a sure Thonge. 1700 Dryden Sigism. fy

Guise. 144 Yet (for the wood perplexed with thorns he
knew) A frock of leather o'er his limbs he drew. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Years II. 559 Kings at

arms covered with long frocks of cloth of gold.

fig. 1604 Shaks. Ham. ill. iv. 164 (Qo. 2) That monster
custome . . to the vse of actions faire and good . . giues a frock

or Liuery That aptly is put on to refraine night.

b. Frock of mail : a defensive garment, armour.

Cf. coat of mail.
1671 Milton Samson 133 Samson. .Made arms ridiculous,

useless the. .frock of mail Adamantean proof. 1835 Brown-
ing Paracelsus in. 715, I have addressed a frock of heavy
mail, Yet may not join the troop of sacred knights.

Jig. 184 1 4 Emerson Ess., Politics Wks. (Bohn) I. 244
The gladiators in the lists of power feel, through all their

frocks of force and simulation the presence of worth.

3. A loose outer garment worn by peasants and
workmen ; an overall ; more fully smock-frock.
a 1668 Davenant Newsfrom Plymouth iv. i, Cable. Come

your affair, Squire of the Frock ! Briefly Dispatch ! Where
is this courteous Damsel ? Porter. At my House, Sir.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India $ P. 95 Flesh-coloured Vests,

somewhat like our Brickmakers Frocks. 1724 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 237, 1 had pistols under my grey frock. 1777
Watson Philip 7/(1839)525 Three officers, .disguised like the

peasants of that country with long frocks. 1840 R. H. Dana
BeJ. Mast xxxvi. 136 The duck frocks for tarring down
rigging. 1883 C Walford Pairs 153 Dealers in haubergs,
or waggoners frocks.

b. A wearer of a smock-frock ; a poor person.
1612 W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 25 The rich and the

poore, euen from the furd gown to the sweating frock. 1625
B. Jonson Staple ofN. v. ii, Porter. Sir, I did give it him.
P. sen. What. .A frock spend sixpence 1

c. A woollen 'guernsey' or 'jersey* worn by
sailors; esp. in Guernsey ox Jerseyfrock.
1811 W. Thom Hist. Aberd. vi. 150 Besides stockings,

they make frocks, mitts, and all sorts of hosiery. 1825
Jamieson, Frock, a sort of worsted netting worn by sailors,

often in lieu of a shirt. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Voy.

Eng. Wks. (Bohn) II. 13 The sailors have dressed him in

[a] Guernsey frock. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Frog,
an old term for a seaman's coat or frock. Ibid., Jersey
frocks, woollen frocks supplied to seamen.

4. The outer garment, for indoor wear, of women
and children, consisting of a bodice and skirt ; a
gown, dress.

The word is now applied chiefly to the garment worn by
children and young girls, cf. short Jrock', that worn by
women is commonly called a dress; gmvn is also current,

though (exc. in the U.S.) less generally. (But in the

language of fashionable society the use of frock for ' dress*

has within the last few years been revived.)

1538 Bury Wills (Camden) 134, I wyll my goddowter
and seruant, shall haue my wosted kyrtell . . and my froke.

1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 325 Let youre wiues
therefore put of theire fine frockes and Frenche hoodes.

1613 Drayton Poly-olb. xviii. 284 And on her loynes a frock

with many a swelling pleate. 1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 4117/4
Cloathed with a red Damask Coat, with blue Flowers, and
over it a white Holland Frock. Jbid. No. 4149/4 James
Smith, upwards of 4 years of Age, in a hanging Sleeve Coat,

and a painted Frock, .is missing. 1755 Johnson s. v. Frock,
A kind of gown for children. 1818 La Belle Assemble
XVII. No, 108.87/2 The newest ball-dress is composed of

a frock of tulle, over a rose-coloured slip of satin. 1833
Ht. Maktineau Three Ages 111. 108 Striving to patch up once
more the girl's frock and the boy's coat. 1867 Trollofk
Chron. BarsetW. xlv, 9, I don't think I've ever been in

Ix>ndon since I wore short frocks. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt.
Royal II. vii. 143 Fishky.. looked lovely in her white satin

frock and orange-blossoms. 1884 GirVs Own Paper 28 June
618/3, I think ' frock ' seems to be applied to the morning
costume, and ' dress ' to that of evening only. 1889 Barrie
Window in Thrums 172 There could never be more than a
Sabbath frock and an everyday gown for her.

6. A coat with long skirts. In mod. quots. =
Frock-coat.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. vi, A light coat like a frock. 17^8

Smollett Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 387 A gentleman dressed in

a green frock came in. 1770 Richardson A need. Russian
Emp. 325 A light blue frock with silver frogs. 1839-40 W.
Irving Wolfert's R. (1855) 162, I observed the Duke of
Wellington .. He was alone, simply attired in a blue frock.

1855 Thackeray Newcomcs I. 128 Dine in your frock .. if

your dress-coat is in the country. 1876 Besant & Rice
Gold. Butterfly III. 194 The coat..a comfortable easy old

frock, a little baggy at the elbows.

b. A coat of a similar * cut' used as a military

uniform ; spec, see quot. 1881.

1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vn. xcii. 422 He. .appears.

.

always in his regimentals, which are a blue cloth frock

with silver brandenburgs. 1881 Wilhelm Milil. Diet.,

Frock, in the British service, the undress regimental coat

of the guards, artillery, and royal marines. 1890 19M Cent.

Nov. 842 The stable jacket will retain its freshness, as its

owner drills in his ' service frock '.

6. attrih. and Comb., frock-body; frock-like adj.

;

f frock-clothes, -dress [rare), dress of which a

frock-coat is a part : so frock-suit ; + frock-

man = 3 b; frock-uniform, undress uniform

(see 5 b).

1862 F. Wilford Maiden ofour own day 97, I can make
this *frock-body while you are making the skirt. 1769
Public Advertiser 1 June 3/2 Silk Cloths . . for Gentlemens
Dress and * Frock Cloaths. 1854 T. Buchanan in Harper's
Mag. Jan. (1884) 256/1, I was invited 'in *frock dress' to

the dinner. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 183 From be-

neath his vest there hung, .the *frock-like ' gatya ' (drawers)

of the Magyar peasant. 1657 Reeve God's Pleafor Nineveh
11. 46 If ye fight for the wall, let not the *frokman take
the right hand of you in worth, 1810 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. VI. 591 We. .shall be highly Battered by your
company, .whether in full or in *frock uniforms.

Hence Pro -ckhood, the state of being dressed in

a (short) frock; + Pro-deified ppl. a., clad in a
(monk's) frock.

1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xlvi. (1737) 186 A frockifv'd

Hobgoblin. 1861 Wvnter Soc. Bees 124 How many Billies

and Bobbies, revelling in all the glorious ease of frockhood,

have you not reduced to the cruel purgatory of breeches.

Frock (fiyk)i v. [f. Feock sb.] trans. To pro-

vide with or dress in a frock ; lit. andy^f. b. To
invest (a person) with priestly office or privilege.

Cf. Unfkock v.

1828 W. S. Landor W-fcf, (1846) I. 535/2 A gentleman whom
perhaps nothing but the hope of gratifying his amiable
passions had cowled and frocked. i860 All Year Round
No. 54. 79, I have seen baby London short-coated, and
frocked, and breeched. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic xcv,

I'll .. femininely frock, Your poem masculine that courts
La Rocque. 1896 Fairbaikn in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 315
Founding a Jerusalem bishopric and frocking its new bishop.

Frock-coat. A double-breasted coat with

skirts extending almost to the knees, which are not

cut away but of the same length in front as behind,

1823 Spirit Pub. Jmis. (1824) 60 A regularly built green
frock coat, not forgetting the velvet collar. 1835 Willis
Pencillings II. xliv. 46 He sat on a divan, cross-legged, in

a military frock-coat. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz (1850) 192/1

He usually wore a brown frock-coat, without a wrinkle.

1886 Hall Caine Son of Hagar 11. xvi, There was John
Proudfoot, the blacksmith, uncommonly awkward in a
frock coat.

Hence Frock-coa*ted ppl. a.
}
wearing a frock-

coat.

185a R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 205* The
people ..could hardly recognise the frock-coated, fancy-

vested, military-trousered swell as Lord Scamperdale.

Frocked (Met), pple. and ///. a. [f. Frock
sb. and v. + -ED.] Dressed in a frock.

'.'.1550 Robin Consc. 167 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 238, I will

goe frocked and in a french hood. 1830 Tennyson Poems
146 Both in bloomwhite silk are frocked. i860 Hawthorne
Marh. Faun xxi. (1883) 226 Frocked and hooded skeletons.

1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 318 The Father came bare-

headed, frocked, a rope Around his neck.

Frocking (frfrkirj). [f. Frock sb. + -ing 1
. Cf.

Coating.] Material for (smock-)frocks.

1864 Lowell Moosehead frnl.. Fireside Trav. 112 Enor*
mouscowhide boots, over which large blue trousers of frock-

ing strove in vain to crowd themselves.

Frockless (Mkles), a. [f. Frock sb. + -less.]

Without a frock.

1880 Daily Ncius 1 Nov. 2/5 Brissac privately orders a
guard to be set over the frockless friars.

t Fro'dils. Obs. Also 7 frodels. [shortened

ad. Fr. afrodille : see Affodill.] = Affodill i.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (1677) 146 Two pound of
the Roots of Frodels. 17*5 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Mange,
The Roots of Frodils two Pounds.

Froe, frow (frJu). Now chiefly U.S. Also
6-7 frower, 7 frowe, frau, 8 fro. [The synony-
mous Fromward suggests that the earliest form
froiver represents a subst. use of Fuoward<z. in the

lit. sense ' turned away *, the reference being to the

position of the handle.]

1. A wedge-shaped tool used for cleaving and
riving staves, shingles, etc. It has a handle in the

plane of the blade, set at right angles to the back.

1573 Tusser Husb. xvii. (1878) 36 A frower of iron, for

cleauing of lath. 1616 J. Lane Cont. Sor.'s T. ix. 63 In-

castinge stooles, ropes, froes,chaines..and alltrassh whatso-
ever. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia iv. Wks. (Arb.) 6o8Tooles
[required] . . 5 frowes to cleaue pale. 1668 Worlidge
Diet. Rust., A Frower, an Edge-tool used in cleaving
Lath. 1685 R. Burton Eng. Emp. Amer. x. 149 A set of
Wedges and Fraus. .to every family. 1775 Romans Hist.
Florida 182 A river or splitter, who rives them [trees] with
the fro. 1851 S. Judd Margaret xvi. (1871) 137 With froe

in one hand and mallet in the other. 1874 Knight Diet.

Meek. I. 918 Frow (Coopering).

t 2. (See quot. ; perh. a distinct word.) Obs.

1594 Plat Jewell-ko. in. 20 Those warming pinnes. .which
of some are called Froes, and being put into their cases,

and those cases wrapped in linnen bagges, doe serve to heate
beddes.

Froe, obs. form of Frow, Dutchwoman.
Frog 1 (fi?g). Forms: 1 frogga, 2-7 frogge,

4 frock, 5 froke, (4 froge, 5 frugge), 7 frogg,

5- frog. PL 2 froggen, 3 •wToggen. [OE. frogga
wk. masc. ; a hypocoristic formation (peculiar to

Eng.), from the root contained in the various Teut.

synonyms, of which there are three different types

:

(1) OFi.frox, (*frosc),forsc str. masc. (see Frosh)
= Du. vorsck, OHG. forsk (MHG. vorsch, mod.G.

frosch), ON. frosk-r:-QTtut. *frosko-z\ (2) ME.
frude, Froud, frog or toad, related by ablaut to

ON.frauO-r, OSw. pi. fr+dhir (Da./r<?) ; cf. OF.
froit, frot toad, which is perh. of Scandinavian

origin
; (3) ON. frauke, whence perh. the ME.

froke, given among the forms of the present word.
The etymological relation between the various Teut. words

involves some unsolved difficulties. Some scholars, on the

ground of OK. frogga, and ON. frauke, assume a root end-
ing in a guttural, and explain OTeut. *frosko- as = *froh-sko-.

This does not account for the MK. frude, 01$.frauo*-r, and ,

hence it has been suggested that the common root of all the

words tefrud- (frod-), fraud-, friid- \ OTeut. frud-+ suffix

-ko- would by phonetic law become *frosko- ; the ON.
frauke appears**o be for *fraub'ke. With regard to OE.
frogga it may be remarked that the ending -gga occurs in

several other names of animals : cf. stagga, docga, wicga.
It is possible that frogga may owe its form to the analogy
of other animal names with this termination.

1. A tailless amphibious animal of the genus
Rana, or, in wider sense, of the family Ranidm.
The Promp. Parv. (Norfolk, c 1440 explains frogge,

frugge as meaning ' toad ' (bufo), while the formsfroke and
frosehe are said to mean 'frog' (rana). It is not known
whether this distinction was recognised in the Norfolk
dialect of the time ; modern East Anglian glossaries do not

mention it.

c 1000 jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 122/10 Rana, frogga.

< 1000 — Horn. II. 192 He afylde eal heora land mid
froggum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 51 per wunieS in-ne. .jeluwe
froggen and crabben. 1*97 R. Glouc. (1724) 69 For it alles

com forb, yt was a foul frogge. a 1300 Vox -t Wolf 256
Wroggen haueth his dou iknede. 13.. M. E. Glosses in

Ret. Ant. I. 80 Frock, reyne. 1387 Trevisa Higden {RoUs)

IV. 397 pey. .made hym unwitynge drinke a frogge. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 180/1 Froke or frosche. .rana, i486 Bk. St.

Albans Civ b, Yeue hir a frogge for to eete. 1555 Eden
Decades Pref. (Arb.) 53 Leaste . . thou bee lyke vnto Isopes

frogges. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 14^ Eye of Newt, and Toe
of Frogge. 1653 Walton Anglerwi. 145 The Pike will eat

venemous things (as some kind of Frogs are). 1698 G.
Thomas Pennsylv. (1848) 16 There is another sort of Frog
that crawls up the Tops of Trees. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VII. 73 The frog, .can live several days under
water, without any danger of suffocation. 1802 Bingley
Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 389 The Edible Frog. 1840 Hood
Up the Rhine 129 Amongst the fossils isa complete series of
frogs.

b. In various proverbial expressions.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm, Par. John Pref. 4 The whiche
peraduenture will, .saye yl I geue frogges wine, as the Greke
prouerbe speaketh. a 1555 Latimer in Foxe A. $M. (1684)

III. 413 Well, I have fished and caught a Frog; brought
little to pass with much ado. 1603 Dekker Grissil v. i,

Old M[aster] you haue fisht faire and caught a frog. 1823

Lockhart Reg. Dalton vi. i. (1842) 345 Whose coat was as

bare of nap as a frog's is of feathers.

2. Applied to certain animals more or less resem-

bling frogs, e.g. the Frog-fish or Angler 2.

1769 Pennant Zool. (1776)111. 106, 1 have changed the old

name of Fishing Frog to the more simple one of Angler. 1855
Ogilvie Suppl., Frog, Frog-fish, names sometimes applied

to. .(Lophius piscatorius) "the angler. 1885 T. Roosevelt
Hunting Trips vi. 191 The homed frog is not a frog at all,

but a lizard.

3. As a term of abuse applied to a man or woman.
Also, + a Dutchman.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1782 Formest was

sire Gogmagog, He was most, bat foule froge. 1535 Lynde-
say Satyre 2136 Ane Frog that fyles the winde. i6a6 L.

Owen Spec. Jesuit. (1629) 54 These infernail frogs (Jesuits]

are crept into the West and East Indyes. 165s Season. Exp.
Netherl. 2 Neither had I ever wished the charming of those

Froggs fthe Dutch].

4. A name given to certain diseases of the throat

or mouth.
1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 174 The Frog—It is a swell-

ing under the Tongue that is common to children. 1748 tr.

Renatus* Distemp. Horses 235 Little Frogs, Pushes or

Swellings in the Tongues ofOxen. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss.,

Erog-i~t
y

-mouth, a popular name for the complaint known as
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the thrush. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex.
t Frog, the thrush, or

aphthous stomatitis, of infants.

5. —frog-stool.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cviii. (Tolletn. MSA
Yf it is doo ainonge frogges [ 1535 frogge stoles : Lat.fu/igos]
& venemouse meetes, it. .quencheball be venym.

6. Brickmaking. (See quot.)

1876 Sir E. Beckett Bk. Build. 162 Making bricks with
a hollow in one or both faces which I have heard absurdly
called a frog.

7. at/'rib. and Comb. a. attributive, asfrog-colour)
-concert, -green, -kind, -pit, -tribe

;
jrog-like adj.

;

b. objective, as frog-fishing ; c. parasynthetic, as

frog-coloured, -hearted, -voiced adjs.

1836 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Knights 1. iii, Died himself
*Frog-coIour. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 238 Many of
the faces round me assumed a very doleful and *frog-
coloured appearance. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc, Amer.
II. 184 We were being treated with a *frog-concert. 1889
Century Diet., * Frog-fishing, the act or practice of fishing
for frogs with hook, line, and rod ; frogging. 1890 Daily
News 20 Nov. 2/1 The small bonnet .. is in *frog-green
velvet. 1846 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1894) I. 201 A *frog-
hearted wretch. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 97 The
*Frog kind.

_
1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoe. (1573)

225 b, By their complaintes .. and disputations altogether
*frogge.fyke and fenlyke, they be hatefull both to God and
men. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy x\x. 176 As loud as his frog -

Hke voice permitted. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. A viij b,

They that take From puddles or dull * Frog-pits, never make
Themselves nor others happy. 1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat.
IV. 1213/1 The larva, resembling in appearance a *frog-tad-
pole. 1851 Carpenter Man. Fhys. (ed. 2) 396 The *Frog
tribe, which forms the lowest order of Reptiles. 1799 Cole-
ridge Lett. (1895) 308 You ill-looking *frog-voiced reptile !

8. Special comb. : frog-back, a ( back ' at leap-

frog ; frog-catcher (see quot.) ; frog-clock, ? m
frog-hopper \ frog-crab, a member of the crusta-

ceous genus Ranina ; frog-dance, ? a kind of horn-
pipe in which the performer crouches down in a frog-

like attitude ; frog-eater, one who eats frogs, a term
contemptuously applied to Frenchmen ; so frog-
eating ppl. a. ; frog-hopper, a group of homo-
pterous insects of the family Cercopidx, so called

from their shape and leaping powers ; frog's horn-
pipe (see frog-dance) ; f frog-paddock, a large
kind of frog ; frog-pecker, a heron ; frog-pike,
frog-plate, frog-shell (see quots.) ; frog-spit,
-spittle, {a) = Cuckoo-spit > i : (b) —frog-spawn

;

frog-tongue (see quot.).
rti86i Mrs. Browning Lett. R. H. Home (1877) ** 2 58

Everybody was bound to run at the ' *frog-back ' given, and
do his best. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 212 Quaw bird or
*Frog Catcher, Ardea clemata. 1653 W. Lauson Comm. f.
D[enttys] Seer. Angling in Arb. Garner 1. 196 Washing down
worms, flies, *frog-clocks, etc. 1879 Rossiter Diet. Set.
Terms*Frogcrab, Ranina: can climb trees, etc. 1895 Westm.
Gaz. 30 Oct. 1/2 A **frog-dance', cleverly executed by a
budding barge-builder of seventeen. 1863 G. Kearley Links
in Chain viii. 179 M. de Lacepede was a *frog eater. 1889
Century Diet., *Frog-eating. 1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII.
351 The remaining Rauatrx, or *Froghoppers. 1857 Living-
stone Traz'. (1861)281 Our own 'frog-hopper' (Aph rophora
spumaria) or ( cuckoo-spit \ 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xi,

A dancing step . . commonly called the * Frog's Hornpipe.
1653 Walton Angler vii. 151 The green Frog. .isbyTopsel
taken to be venemous; and so is the Padock, or *Frog-
Padock, which usually keeps or breeds on the land. 1825
Scott Betrothed xxiii, I will shew you one of these •frog-
peckers. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Frog-pike, a
female pike, so called from its period of spawning being late,
contemporary with the frogs. 1867 J. Hogg Microse. 1. ii.

no A *Frog-plate for viewing the circulation of the blood
in the web of a frog's foot. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl., *Frog-
shell, the name applied to various species of shells of the
genus Ranella. a 1815 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, *Frog-spit.
1855 Ogilvie Suppl., Cuckoo- spittle or *frog-spittle (Aphro-
phora spumaria). 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 94
The Ranula or *frog-tongue, is a tumour under the tongue.

b. In various plant-names, as frog-bit, (a)
HydrochaHs Alorsus-ranx, an aquatic plant

;
(b)

Limnobinm Spongia, a similar plant of America

;

frog-cheese, (a) (see quot. 1866) ; (/') Malva syl-

zw/m(cf."Cheese.^.* 5); frogfs-foot, duckweed
{Lemna) ; frog-grass, (<7) = Ckab-grass 1 ; + (£)
Jttncus bttfonius ; frog's lettuce, water caltrops,

Potamogeton denstts ; frog-orchis (see quots.)

;

t frog-parsley, some plant (?=fools* parsley)',

frog-stool - Toadstool ; frog-wort, a name given
to species of Orchis.
1578 Lyte Dodoens i. lxxi. 106 The thirde [kind of floating

weeds] .. is called .. *Frogge bitte. 1741 Compl. Fam.-
Piece 11. iii. 374 The . . Spearwort, and Frogbits. 1866
Treas. Bot., Frog-bit, American, Limnobium. 1868 Nat.
Encyd. I. 659 One of the Frogbit tribe of plants. 1818
Withering's Brit. Plants fed. 6) IV. 453 Lycoperdon ..

*Frogcheese. 1866 Treas. Bot., Frog-cheese, a name applied
occasionally to the larger puff-balls when young. 1529 Crete
HerbalccMx. P i, Lentylles of the water ben called *frogges
fote. 1863 Prior Plant-n. 87 Frog-foot, lemna. 1597 *Frog
grasse [see Crab-grass i]. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot.
Index 1738 Frogge grasse or Toadegrass. Ibid. 11. lviii. 281
The people that dwell neareit by the Sea side, call it Frogge
grasse or Crab grasse. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 385
Glass-wort is sometimes called . . Frog-grass. 1597 Gf.rarde
Herbal 11. ccxeviri. 824 Small water Caltrops or *Frogs
lettuce. 1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., *Frog-orchis, see Gymna-
denia viridis. 1861 Miss Pratt Floiver. PL V. 214 Green
Habenaria .. sometimes called .. Frog Orchis. 1651 J.
F[reake] Agrippa's Occ. Philos. xviii. 41 Sheep fly from
* Frog-parsley as from some deadly thing. 1535 *Frogge

stoles [see 1398 quot. in Frog sb. 1 5]. 1661 Lovell Hist.
Anim. <y Min. 144 The dung helps against Frogstooles with
wine and vineger. 1865 Science Gossip 1 Nov. 258 In
Dorsetshire poisonous fungi are often called ' Frogstools '.

a 1824 Holdich Ess. Weeds 11825) 65 Man-orchis, Red-lead
and *Frogwort are the only English names we have heard
given to these weeds in damp pastures.

C. In names of games, as frog-in-the-middle,

frog over an old dog. Also Leap-fkog.
1801 Strutt Sports $ Past. iv. iv. 203 Another [game]

equally ..well known with us, and calledFrog in the middle.
1847-78 Halliwf.ll Frog ewer an old dog, leap-frog, list of
games, Raw!. MS.
Frog 2 (frfg'. [Of doubtful origin.]

Perh. a use of prec, suggested by some resemblance in

sound between this word and the It. name forchetta, or
some dialectal variant of F.fourchette.

An elastic, homy substance growing in the middle
of the sole of a horse's hoof.
1610 Markham Masterp. n. ci. 384 The Frush; which of

some is called the Frogge of the foot, is the tenderest part
of the hoofe towards the heele. 1727 Swift Gulliver iv. ix,

They have excellent medicines, .to cure, .cuts in the pastern
or frog of the foot. 1840 Youatt Horse xviii. 376 In the
space between the bars, and accurately filling it is the frog.

b. Comb. : frog-stay (see quot.).

1829 B. Clark Hippodon. (ed. 2) 61 This cell or cleft of
the frog is . . prevented from rupturing inwards towards the
quick by a stout considerable cone of horn passing directly

from it into the sensitive frog. .This cone commences nearly
opposite to the termination of the heels of the coffin-bone.

.

This part, .being without even a name, I gave it the epithet
frog-stay, .from its closing the frog, and holding more firmly

its halves together.

Prog'5 (frpg). [Of obscure origin; perh. ad.

Pg. froco (repr. L. floccns Flock sb.), which has
much the same sense.]

1. An attachment to the waist-belt in which a
sword or bayonet or hatchet may be carried.

1719 De Foe Crusoe I. xv, A belt with a frog hanging to
it, such as. .we wear hangers in. 1725— Voy. round World
(1840) 150 Every man a hatchet, hung in a little frog at his

belt. 1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet., Frog .. that
part of a soldier's accoutrements which is attached to the
waist-belt for holding the bayonet. 1879 Rutley Study
Rocks v. 40 A small leathern frog with a flap.

2. An ornamental fastening for the front of a mili-

tary coat or cloak, consisting of a spindle-shaped
button, covered with silk or other material, which
passes through a loop on the opposite side of the
garment.
1746 Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 306 Laces, frogs,

cockades, .are so many, .obstacles to a soldier's exerting his
strength. 1770 W. Richardson Anecd. Russian Emp. 325
In a light blue frock with silver frogs. 1796 J. Anstey
Pleader's Guide (1803) 181 The coat. .With tabby lin'd and
fro^s complete. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz vii, He wore a
braided surtout with frogs behind. xZ^SHist.Rec. 3rd Light
Dragoons 39 The buttons set on three and three upon yellow
frogs or loops. 1848 Craig, Frog . . a small barrel-shaped
silk ornament with tassels, used in the decoration of mantles,
etc. 1896 Daily News 19 Mar. 6/5 Serge suits and tweed
costumes are better adapted than any other to this style of
ornamentation. Frogs are sold in sets to accompany the
braiding.

3. Comb., asfrog-belt, -button.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. iv. (1840) II. 68 He drew a
hatchet out of a frog-belt. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II.

190 A coat with frog-buttons. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
F~rog-l'elt, a baldrick.

Frog4 (fr?g). (See quot. i860.)
i860 Worcester (citing Williams), Frog (Railroads), a

grooved piece of iron placed at the junction ofthe rails where
one track crosses another. 1889 Scott. Leader 30 Apr. 5
The accident, .would appear to have been caused by the
train suddenly leaving the rails at a ' frog '.

Frog-fish. A name given to various fishes,

esp. to the Angler or Fishing-frog {Lophius pisca-

torius). Other varieties belong to the genera Ba-
trachus and Chironectes.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. m. xxiv. 169 The . . Frog-
fish. 1769 Pennant Zool. (1776) III. 105 Toad-fish, Frog-
fish, or Sea-Devil. 1835-6 Todd Cyel. Anat. I. 114/2 The
oesophagus ofthe frog-fish leads to a large globular stomach.
1879 Rossiter Diet. Sci. Terms, Frog fishes, Chironectes.

Frogged ("Vgd), ppl. a. [f. Frog 3 + -ed a
.]

Of a coat, etc. : Fastened or ornamented with
frogs.

1774 W. Cole in f. Granger's Lett. (1805) 370 Coat with
frogs, and slashed sleeves frogged also. 1796 J.

Anstey
Pleader's Guide (1803) 181 Which coat, so trimmed, so
frog'd, said Gull Did spoil. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr.
ii. (1873) 13 note, Young Betty., clad in a furred and frogged
surtout. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges iv. (1862) 188 A
frogged frock-coat with a fur collar.

Froggery (fVgeri). [f. Frog i + -ery.]
1. An assemblage of frogs, frogs collectively.
1785 Sara Fielding Ophelia II. ii, The concert, of which

the froggery made the bass. 1842 Blackzv. Mag. LI. 47 A
thrush, who is watching the froggery from above.

2. A place where frogs are kept or abound.
1763 Euz. Carter in Pennington's Memoirs (1808) I. 335A very high causeway, with a perpendicular descent on each

side to the toaderies and frogeries below. 1854 Bait's
Mag. XXI. 695 He had what he called a Froggery and
Toadery at the bottom of his orchard. 1871 Echo 14 Jan.,
Mr. . . confesses to have actually kept a * froggery ' for his
own private consumption.

Frogging (fty-gin), vbl. sl>y [f. Frog* +
-ing 1. j Catching frogs, fishing for frogs. Also
attrib.

1651-7 T. Barker Art 0/ Angling (1820)25 Pikes go a
frogging. 1884 G. W. Sears Woodcraft (Cent. 1

, When, .fish-

ing is very poor, try frogging. 1893 J. A. Barry S. Broivn's
Buuyip, etc. 78 A thumping, lively carpet snake, whose
frogging ground he had intruded on. 1895 K. Grahame
Golden Age 182 Nor had he gone frogging by himself.

Frogging ("Tgin), vbl. sb? [f. Frog 3 +
-ing I.J The ornamentation on a frogged coat.
1888 Times 20 Jan. 5/3 A Bohemian costume, made up of

a long, frogged coat — this frogging being, by the way, an
essentially Hungarian ornament.

Froggish (nrgij), a. [f. Frog **.! + -ish.]

Frog-like.
a 1889 J. G. Wood (Cent.), The froggish aspect.

Froggy \ftp'gi), sb. [f. Frog * + -y.]

1. A playful designation for a frog.

1840 Hood Up the Rhine 129 A series of frogs, from the
full-grown froggy, .down to that minute frogling or tadpole.

2. slang. A term of contempt for a Frenchman,
from their reputed habit of eating frogs.

1872 S. de Vehe Americanisms 82 As when Frenchmen
were dubbed Froggies. 1894 Astlky 50 Years Life I. 203
With the assistance of ' Froggy ', we succeeded in filling all

our bottles.

Froggy (fr^-gi), a. [f. Frog 1 +-Y *.]

1. Having or abounding in frogs.
1611 Cotgr., Grenouiliiere, a froggie place. i&x$Bl<7C&7t>.

Mag. XIII. 458 A. .slimy, froggy pool. 1882 Edna Lyall
Donovan xxiv, Why are you wandering up and down the
very froggiest and toadiest path in the garden?
2. Frog-like, such as a frog would have.
1837 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) IV. 223 The little

Whigs, .are puffing out their froggy sides to the dimensions
of the ox. 1883 R. F. Burton & Cameron Gold Coast I. iii.

59 Froggy faces.

Froghood (frp-ghvid). [f. Frog 1 + -hood.]
Quality or standing as a frog.

a 1770 C. Smart Duellist 32 Too hard for any frog's

digestion, To have his froghood call'd in question. 1888
G. Allen in Gd. Words 230 In the accomplished dignity of
perfect froghood.

Frogland (fr^-gla-nd). [f. Frog* + Land
sb.~\ Marshy land in which frogs abound, as the

Fens, Holland, etc. In quots. attrib. only.
1721 Ramsay Tartana xxxiii, May she be curst to starve

in frogland fens. 1830 Scott Auehindranc I. i, A Nether-
lander, One of our Frogland friends.

So Fro-glander, slang, a Dutchman.
a 1700 U. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Frog-landers, Dutch-men.

1867 in Smyth Sailors Word-hk.

Frogling (fVglirj). [dim. of Frog J
: see

-LIHG.T A little frog; also, a tadpole.

1742 Jarvis Quia: i. hi. iv. (1749) 107 He does not fail ..the
wormlings of the earth, nor the froglings of the water. 1831
Carlyle in For. Q. Rev. VIII. 365 A Frog with Frogling
by his side Came hopping through the plain. 1840 Hood
Up the Rhine 129 That minute frogling, or tadpole.

Frog-march, frog's-marcli.
1. A movement forward in frog fashion.
1880 Sir S. Lakeman Kaffir-land iv. 26 He had had

a frog's march—that is to say, on hands, belly, and knees.

2. slang. The method of carrying a drunken or

refractory prisoner face downwards between four

men, each holding a limb.
1871 Evening Standard 18 Apr. 5/4 They did not give the

defendant the 'Frog's March'. 1882 Daily Tel. 20 Nov.
3/2 Treating a refractory toper to the frog's-march, by carry-
ing him, face downwards, to the station. 1885 in West.
Morn. Neivs 2 Jan. 7/3 What is known as the ' frog's march \
Hence Prog-march, frog-'s-march v. trans.

;

Prog'-marcMng' vbl. sb.

1884 B'ham Weekly Post 15 Nov. 3/7 Deceased was ' frog's-

marched'— that is, with face downwards— from Deal to
Walmer. 1894 Times 8 May 13/6 Death was accelerated
by the ' frog marching'.

Frog-mouth, frog's mouth.
1. A name given to the Snapdragon (see quot.).
1851 S. Thomson Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4) 252 The great snap-

dragon or frog's-mouth {Antirrhinum majus).

2. A bird of the family Podargidx.
1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. IV. Birds 387 The frog-mouths

(Batrackostomus) are confined to southern India [etc.].

Frog-spawn, frogs' spawn,
1. The ova, spawn, or young of frogs.
i6ai Bi-rton Anat. Mel. 1. iii. n. ii. (1651)200 He had

.. swallowed frogs-spawn. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 228
Frog's Spawn. 1833 J. Rennie Alph. Angling 11 Carp ..

will devour small eels, frog-spawn, and the roe or the young
of fishes. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Frog's spawn, the ova of the
common frog. .Once used in medicine.
attrib. 17x0 Steele Tatter No. 245 f 2 A Collection of

Receipts to make. .Frog Spawn Water.
2. The popular name for certain freshwater algpe,

which form green and slimy masses floating on the
surface of ponds and ditches.

1864 Realm 15 June 546 Cities to which Genoa is a cob-
web on a wall and Venice mere frog-spawn in a puddle.
1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept 299/1 Slime and frog-spawn
are the chief products of these holes.

fig. 1895 J. Smith Message of Exodus xix. 297 God in
whom his fathers trusted was different from the frog-spawn
of superstition.

3. Sugar-manuf. A fungus destructive to saccha-
rine solutions.

1887 tr. De Bary's Fungi 469 Leuconostoc mesenterioides,
the 'frog-spawn' of sugar-factories.

Froise, fraise (froiz, fr^'z). Forms: 4-7
froyse, froyze, 5 froys, 7 frois, (froyes), 7-9
froize, 4- froise, 8- fraise. [The twofold spelling
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with at, oi would seem to point to a Fr. etymon,
OF. *freis, *freise, repr. popular Lat. *frfxum 1

-a,

var. of frixum, -a, pa. pple. neut. and fern, of

frlgere to Fry ; but the word has not been found.]

A kind of pancake or omelette, often containing

slices of bacon.
1338 Durh. MS. Cell. Roll, In Carnibus pore' pro froys,

\}d. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 93 He routeth with a slepy noise
And brustleth as a monkes froise Whan it is throwe into

the panne. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 741/29 Hocfrixum,
a froys. 1579 Twvne Phisicke agst. Fort. 11. cxvi. 310 b,

Eschue puddinges, sausages, froyses,and at manner confected
and mengled meates. 1651 Randolph, etc. Heyfor Honesty
v. Wks. (1875} 475 They'd make me froises and flapjacks too.

1672 T. B. Let. toAuthor Vind. Clergy 79 To smell a Fanatick
as far as another man shall do broil'd Herrings, or a burnt
froise. 1755 Johnson, Praise, a pancake with bacon in it.

1819 \V. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLVII. 133 The general
. -threw the froize out of the window. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shro/s/t. Word-bk., Praise, a kind of pancake eaten with
sweet sauce : it was thicker than the ordinary pancake,
and made with a ' stiffer ' batter.

Froit, Sc. var. Frot ; obs. form of Fruit.

t PrO'kin. Obs. [a. Du. \vrouwken (Kilian),

dim. of vrouw : see Frow and -kin.] A little

Dutch woman ; a Dutch child.

1603 Dkkker Wonderfull Yeare DWb, A little Frokin
(one of my Dutch runnawayes children!. 1620 Middi.eton
Courtly Masque Wks. (Bullenf VII. 169 You,bIue-ey'd frokin,
looks like fire and brimstone. 1738 Common Sense (1739)
II. 58 My Neighbours learn nothing but to be so proud they
won't darn their own Linnen, and all their Talk is of nothing
but Mantelets, Frokins, FarinelH, and London Midwives.

Frolic (frflik), sb. [f. Frolic v. or a.]

1. An outburst of fun, gaiety, or mirth ; a prank.
Also, f a. flourish (on the drum). On the frolic :

on the ' spree '.

"1635 Corbet To Ld. Mordaunt no Whiles the bold
Drum Strikes up his Frolick, through the Hall they come.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 311 Thou and I will enjoy our
selves in uncontrouled Frolicks, and Discourse. 1681 Dry-
den Sp. Friar \\\, Hi, I was upon the frolic this evening, and
came to visit thee in masquerade. 1700 Cibber Love makes
Man v. iii, What, is my deary in her frolics already? 1784
Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 101, I spent no time in
taverns, games, or frolics of any kind. i8»8 Scott P. M.
Perth xxx, But mark you, it shall be the last of my frolics.

1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 176 He . . often filled

whole pages, .with the gay frolics of his pencil.

b. Fun, merriment, sportive mirth.
1676 D'Urkev Mad. Fickle ill. i, There's mirth and frolick

in 't. #1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 282 To such
a madness of frolick and intemperance. 1774 Goldsm.
Petal, 52 Alas, that such frolic should now be so quiet !

a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 276 Those who meet as we
have met, In frolic and in laughter. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 39 All young creatures are full of motion and frolic.

c. = Whim.
1711 Swift Jrnt.to Stella 5 Apr., If the frolic should take

you of going to Bath, I here send you a note on Parvisol.

2. A scene or occasion of gaiety or mirth ; a
merry-making; a party. In U.S. — Bee 4. Also
.preceded by some modifying word, as reaping-^

water-frolic.
c 1645 Howell Lett. vr. 37, I intend to wait on you, and

give you a frolik. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St. v. x.
We hit upon this Frolick, Colonel, only for a kind o' Mask
. .to celebrate your Nuptials. 1770 Mad. D'Arblay Parly
Diary 20 Apr., I told him of my frolick for Friday. 1817

J. Bradbury Trav. Amer. 292 This operation is almost
always the subject of what they term a frolic, or in some
places, a bee. 1833 Ht. Martinbau Briery Creek i. 18 They
meant to have a reaping frolic when the corn should be ripe.

It should^ be a pic-nic. 1895 E. Anglia Gloss., Frolic,
water-frolic, a gala, regatta, or water-picnic.

t 3. ? Humorous verses circulated at a feast. Obs.
1616 B. Jonson Devil an Assn. viii. To see him..drinke

vnto 'hem ; And then talke baudy : and send frolicks ! O !

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiv. § 2. 244 Move-
able as Shittlecockes . . or as Frolicks at Feasts, sent from man
to man, returning againe at last, to the first man.

f4. A plaything ; toy. Obs.
1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vh. 136 Apples were dedicated unto

her, and her image commonly made with such fruit, as a
frolick in her hand.

Hence Frolicful a.
; f Frolicky a. Obs., full

of frolic, frolicsome.

1848 Craig, Frolicful. 1748 Richardson Clarissa V. xxiv.

209 A little too frolicky that air—Yet have I prepared my
Beloved to expect .. great vivacity and quality-freedom.
1751 Ibid. (ed. 4) V. x. 68 Yet may we . . make a good frolicky

half-day with them.

Prolic (fiy*lik), a. Forms : 6-8 frol(l)i(c)k(e,

(6 fralicke, fro^w)lyke), 6-9 frolique, (7 frce-

lich), 6- frolic, [a. Du. vrolijk (in Kilian vro-

lic&)
t
= OS. +MUt (whence frttico adv.), OHG.

frolick (MHG. vrSlich, vrauic, mod.Ger. frohiich)
;

f. MDu. vro^QHG.frd (MHG. vrd, mod.G. froh)
glad, joyous.]

1. In early use : Joyous, merry, mirthful. In later

use with sense derived from the vb. : Frolicsome,
sportive, full of merry pranks.
1538 Bale Thre Lawes 1794 And make frowlyke chere,

with hey how fryska jolye ! c 1600 Day Begg. BednallGr.
11. i. (18S1) 30 Fair Love, be frolick ; talk no more of death
and care. 163a Milton V*Allegro 18 The frolic wind that
breathes the spring. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. 1. § 74 The
Nature and Education of Spain restrain'd men from .

.

Gayety, and Frolique humour. 1676 Etheredge Man of
Mode iv. i.Then sparkling champagne. .Makes us frolic and

gay. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. n. 140 Galantha . . prints

with frolic step the melting snows. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby
vn. iv, Her voice was rich and sweet ; the air she sang . . fan-

tastically frolic. 1873 Holland^. Bonnie, iii. 60 A thousand
forms of frolic life,

absol. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 182 Blessed are

the frolick and joviall. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 176 p 6 You
may find Instances of the Haughty, the Proud, the Frolick,

the Stubborn, who are each of them in secret downright
Slaves. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Addison Wks. III. 54 The
Tatlerand Spectator, .taught the frolic and the gay to unite

merriment with decency.

tb. transf. of colours, wine, etc. Obs.
? 1606 Drayton Eclog. iv, Poems, etc., Ejb, She ware

a frock of frolicke green. 1644 Quarles Barnabas fy B. 2

Eat thy bread with a merry heart, and gulp down care in

frolic cups of liberal wine. 1648 Herrick Hes/er., Ode
for B. Jonson, And yet, each Verse of thine Out-did the
meat, out-did the frolick wine.

f 2. Free; liberal. Const, of. 0bs.-~ l

1593 Pass. Morrice 79 Shee began to perceave that Master
Anthome was changed, being nothing so frolick of his kind-
ness as he had been.

3. qunsiadv. or interjectional.

1594 Lodge Wounds Civ. War (1883) 19 Froltke braue
Souldiers wee must foote it now. 1596 Shaks. 'Tarn. Shr.
iv. iii. 184 Therefore frolicke, we will hence forthwith.

4. Comb.,, asfrolic -heat-led adj.

1646 Quarles Judgemt. fy Mercy Wks. (Grosart) I. 73/2
The vacant houres of frolique-hearted youth.

Hence f Frolickish a., somewhat sportive

;

T Frolickness, the state of being frolic.

1617 Hieron Wks. II. 104 Dost thou maruell at his frollike-

nesse and iollitie. 1660 Charac. Italy To Rdr. Aiv, The
more frolickish Genius, who no doubt is freer from intended
mischief then the thoughtful man, will disgest it. a 1679
T. Goodwin Wks. (1704) V. 199 Mirth, Jollity, Frolickness
of youth, as you call them. 1681 Glanvill Sadducismus
II. (17^6) 453 Frolickness of Fancy.

Prolic (frolik), v. Inflected frolicked, fro-
licking, [f. the adj. ; cf. Ylem.frolichen (Kilian),

also Ger. frohlocken (where the second element is

of obscure origin).]

1. intr. To make merry ; in later use, to play
pranks, gambol, caper about. Also, to frolic it,

1593 Tell-Troth"s N. Y. Gift 29 They frolique both in
glory. 1601 ? Marston Pasquilty Kath. 1. 52 'Tis Whitson-
tyde, and we must frolick it. 1624 Ford Sun's Darling v.

1, I come to frolic with you, and to cheer Your drooping
souls by vigour of my beams, a 1677 Barrow Wks. (1687)
I. xiv. 201 Those who can devise no other subjects to froliick

upon beside these. Ibid. 205 It would not be seemly to frolick

it thus. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Fill. 257 Lightly they frolic o'er

the vacant mind. 1780 Johnson Lett, n Apr., My mistress
. . laughs, and frisks, and frolicks it all the long day. 1833
Byron Island \\\. iii, Its bounding crystal frolick d in the ray.

1841-4 Emerson Ess., Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 158 Talent may
frolic and juggle ; genius realizes and adds. 1886 Ruskin
Prxterita I. vi. 181 Horses, .frolicking. with each other
when they had a chance.
quasi-r><z7/$. 1798 Spirit Pub. Jmis. (1799) II. 194 'Twas

theirs. .To laugh, intrigue, and frolic life away.
2. trans. + a. To make joyous or merry {obs.)

b. [from the sb.] To give frolics* or parties to.

1583 Stanyhurst JEneis m. (Arb.) 81 Also mye com-
panions in country cittye be frollickt. 16*7-77 Feltham
Resolves 1. lxxv, Wks. 115 Virtue .. gives such Cordials, as
frolick the heart, in the press of adversity. 1807-8 W.
Irving Sal/nag. (1824^ 137 By dint of dinners, of feeding and
frolicking the town, the Giblet family worked themselves
into notice.

Hence Frolicking vb/. sb. and ///. a. Also
Frolicker, one who frolics; Fro'lickery Uionce-

wd. [see -eky], buffoonery.
1676 Teonge Diary (1825) 165 All the day following they

spend in frollikeing with their women, c 1741 Brainerd in

Edwards Life i. (185O 3 Addicted to young company or
frolicing (as it is called). 1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Nov.,
In the midst of this frolicking, .the King entered. 1801 in

D. L. Leonard Papers Ohio Ch. Hist. Soc. (1894I V. 48
Swearers and Sabbath-breakers, frolickers and dancers were
pricked and crying for mercy. 1829 Cobbett Adv. to Lover
§ 147 Winter is the great season for jaunting and dancing
(called frolicking) in America. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm.
# Eng. I. 408 He took to the trade in frolickery. 1871
'Mark Twain' Innoc. Abr. i. 11 A long summer day's
laborious frolicking. 1887 Bowen Virg. Eclog. it. 64 Frolick-
ing she-goat roves to the cytisus flower to be fed.

t FrO'licly, adv. Obs. Also frolickly. [f.

Frolic a. + -ly-.] In a frolic manner ; mirthfully.
159a Greene Upst. Courtier Gij, A mad merrie crue..

leping ouer the field, as frolikly as if they ought not all the
world two pence. 1658 Rowland Moufel's Thcat. Ins.

uo2 The Fox,. very froliquely being delivered from their

[fleas'] molestation . . swims to land, a 1674 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. ix. § 14 But, after some days frolickly spent at Bath, he
return'd to his former temper.

Frolicsome (fifiikttfm), a. Also frolick-

som(e. [f. Frolic v. or sb. + -some.] Full of

frolic ; gay, merry, mirthful.

1699 Shaftesb. Virtue 11. 11. iii, A gay and frolicksome
Delight in what is injurious to others. 1714 R. Falconer
Voy. (1769) 86 Instead of coming on board to be frolicksome
and merry, we should have given Thanks. 1791 Boswell
Johnson Ded., Dr. Clarke, .was unbending himself, .in the
most playful and frolicksome manner. 1807-8 W. Irving
Salmag. (1824) 147 In their frolicksome maKce the Fates
had ordered that a French boarding-house . . should be
established directly opposite my aunt's residence. 1863
Geo. Eliot Romola 1. x, Mingled with the more decent
holiday-makers there were frolicsome apprentices.

Hence Frolicsomely adv., Fro'licsomeness.
1737 Bailey, pyolicksomncss. 1833 Blackiv. Mag.

XXXVIII. 23 They gave way. .to the. .mischievous frolic-

someness. .of advanced boyhood. 1874 T. Hardy Madding
Croiud I. xiii. 163 'Capital!' she exclaimed, throwing
down the letter frolicsomely. 188. R. G. H[ill] Voices in
Solitude 195 The fresh breeze, .frolicsomely flaps them on
her breast.

t Froligozene, -one. Obs. [? suggested by
Du. vrolijk zijn * to be jolly ' : see Frolic #.]

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy) 50 Ha, my re-

solued Nicke, frohgozene ! 1634 Heywood & Brome Lane.
Witches 1. B 2, What all lustick, all froligozone ?

From (frpm), prep, {adv., conj.). Forms : 1-6

fram, 3-4 south, vram, vrom, 4 fromme, 5
frome, 1- from. [OE.Jram, frpm, = OS. fram,
OHG. from (MHG. vram), Goih.fram, ON. frd
(see Fro). The primary sense is ' forward' ; cf.

ON. fram{m (Sw. fram, Da. freni) :—*framz =
Goth, framis (comparative) 'forward', adv.; cf.

also the adj. OIL.fram,from, ON. fram-r forward,

valiant ; further cognates are cited under Forme,
Frame. From the sense ' forward ' were developed
those of ' onward ', ' on the way ',

' away ', whence
the transition to the prepositional use is easy.]

A. prep.

1. Denoting departure or moving away : govern-

ing a sb. which indicates a point of departure or

place whence motion takes place. Also with advbs.

prefixed (e.g. away, down, out).

O. E. Chron. an. 874 Her for se here from Lindesse to

Hreopedune. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 A mon lihte from
ierusalem in to ienco. 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 325 Harde-
knout hys broper bo ben wey sone nome Fram Denemarch in

to Engelond. c 1310 Sir Tristr. 349 Out of hauen Jrai rade
. . Fram be brimes brade Gun flete. c 1386 Chaucer Prol.
128 She leet no morsel from hir Hppes falle. 1563 \V. Fulke
Meteors (1640) 4 Lifteth them up very high from the earth into

the aire. 161 1 Bible Gen. iv. 16 And Cain went out from the
presence of the Lord. 1660 Barrow Euclid m. Prop, xxviii,

From the centers G, H draw GA, GC, and HD, HP. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. iv, I came down from my apartment in the
tree. 176a Goldsm. Cit. W. xiii, I am just returned from
Westminster Abbey. i8ix L. M. Hawkins C'tess fy Gertr.
IV. lxxxv. 328, I should chuse to have her buried from her
own house. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome (1845) I. xi. 200 He.,
leapt down from his seat. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 399
During the voyage of the sacred ship to and from Delos.

b. from . . to, used with repeated sb. to denote

succession, change of place. Similarly in proverb,

phr.from post to pillar, and the like.

1530 Palsgr. 818/2 From towne to towne, de ville en ville.

1563 W. Fulke Meteors 11640) 24 When the Exhalation is

driven from side to side of that cloud. 1583 Golding Calvin
on Dent. c. 615 Certaine others of the faithfull whome God
tossed from post to piller. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11.

(1882)27 To beg their breade from doore to doore. 1631
Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 262 How often the body of Saint
Augustine was tost from porch to pillar. i8ai Keats Lamia
27 From vale to vale, from wood to wood, he flew. 1849 Sir

J. Stephen EccL Bt'og. I. 215 Xavier's name was repeated
from mouth to mouth with cries of vengeance.

2. Indicating the starting-point or the first con-

sidered of two boundaries adopted in defining a
given extent in space.

971 BUckl. Horn. 5 Ac se j^eleafa sceal beon fram eorban
up to heofonum areaht. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 J>e s£e

is biter, swo is ec bis woreld fram ende to ocW. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 2 Techinge be anotomie of alle lymes
from be heed to be foot. 1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. xxiv. 15
So that there dyed of the people from Dan vnto Berseha,
thre score and ten thousande men. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. in.

i. 3 Full many Countreyes they did overronne, From the
uprising to the setting Sunne. 1717 Gay Fables, Barley-
Moiv fy Dunghill 2 How many saucy airs we meet, From
Temple - bar to Aldgate - street ! 1806-7 J* Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi. Miseries Stage Coaches iv.

The whole machine, .groaning under its cargo from the box
to the basket. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) 1. 16 Neustria
..extended from the Meuse almost to the present southern
limits of France. 1884 Illustr. Lond. News 20 Dec. 603/1
From title to colophon all is sound and whole.

b. Indicating the starting-point in a series or

statement of limits.

Expressions like 'from four to ten' are treated gram-
matically as simple numerals, and may qualify the subject
of a sentence, or the obj. of a vb. or prep.

, 1000 itlLFRic Gen. vi. 7 Ic adili^e bone mannan .. fram
baere eorSan ansine fram bam men o5 ba nytenu, fram bam
slincendumo3 bafugelas. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.(W. de W. 1531)

25 b, From y begynnynge to y ende. i66»Stillingfl. Orig.
Sacr. 1. vi. § 3 The Sicyonian Kingdom, .from which Varro
began his history. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. 75 They are
rowed with from 16 or 20 to 24 Oars. 1789 G. White Set-
borne (1813) I. xviii. 286 The swallow lays from four to six

white eggs. 1866 Crump Banking ix. 207 Many bankers
are always below their authorised issues by from 25 to 20 per
cent. 187a Ellacombe Ch. Belts Devon ix. 269 The whole
alphabet.. is not unfrequently met with as an inscription,

from the fourteenth, or fifteenth, to the seventeenth century.

3. Indicating a starting-point in time, or the be-

ginning of a period. (The date from which one

reckons may be either inclusive or exclusive).

Also in idiomatic phrases like from a child'= from

(his) childhood (cf. Gr. e/c Traioos, Ik iraiSaiv).

( 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in AngHa (1885) VIII. 300
Fram easier tide bast he eft cume. X340 Aycnb. 12 Alle jxm
bet uram be ginningge of be wordle storue in 20b & guode
byleaue. c 1386 Chal'cf.r/V»/. 324 In termes hadde he caas
and domes alle, That from the tyme of king William were
falle. 1535 Coverdale Neh. xiii. 21 From that tyme forth

came they nomore on the Sabbath. 1579 Fulke Confut.
Sanders 593 Images were vsed from the Apostles, and Christ

him selfe. 1611 Bible 2 Tim. iii. 15 From a childe thou
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hast knowen the holy Scriptures. <zx6i6 Beaum. & Fl.

Thierry «y Theod. v. i, We are thieves from cur cradles, and
will die so. J748 Smollett Rod. Rand. (1792) II. 275 Here

I absconded from five o'clock in the morning to six in the

evening. 1795 Gentl. Mag. 545/1 The scenes to which we
have been accustomed from our infancy. 1816 Keatinge
7V7w.d817iI.99 An unaltered smile, and an inflexible seat,

were preserved from first to last. 1836 W. Irving Astoria

III. 257 A succession of adverse circumstances, .beset it

almost from the outset. 1844 Regul. <r Ord. A rmy 3 Officers

. .are to take Rank and Precedence from their Commissions

as Colonels in the Army, not from the dates of their Appoint-

ments as Brigadiers. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxxvi, I knew
him from a boy. 1883 Law Rep. 10 Appeal Cases 379 The
gate was erected in 1846, and the public were effectually

excluded from that year.

b. from . . to, used with repeated sb. to denote

succession or recurrence at regular intervals.

c 13*5 Lai le Freine 229 This Frein thriued frani yer to

yer. 1530 Palsgr. 808/2 From hour to hour, de heure en

heure. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii. 26 And so from houre to

houre, we ripe, and ripe. 1611 Bolton Stat. Irel. 37 {an.

5 Ediu. IV) On paine of two pence a man from nioneth to

other. 1675 tr. Machiavellfs Prince (1883) 285 Having re-

ceived a new policy from three months to three months.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 63 n The Thoughts will be rising

of themselves from time to time. 1790C0WPER Stanzasfor
1790, He who sits from day to day Where the prisoned lark

is hung. 1895 A. F. Wars in Law Times XCIX. 547/1 The
. .examination is in special books set from time to time.

4. Indicating a place or object which is left at a

distance or left behind by an object which with-

draws or goes away. Formerly also with ellipsis

of verb.

O. E. Chron. an. 755 Ond him cybdon paet hiera nuegas
him mid wsron, pa be him from noldon. 971 BUckl. Horn.

47 ponne flyhp bit deofol fram us. c 1290 Bcket 340 in .S".

Eng. Leg. I. 116 Sire henri, be kingus sone. .bi-Iefde euere

in is warde, fram him nolde he nou^t. c 1340 Cursor M.
20308 (Br. Mus. Add. MS.) Hit rewib me, that I schal—
Ionan—parte fram pee. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Aug. 107

Yet should thilke lasse not from my thought. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, v. iv. 21 We will not from the Helme, to sit and
weepe. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. in. 49 And, spurring from
the Fight, confess their Fear. 1709 Swift & Addison Tatler

No. 32 p 2 She shrinks from the Touch like a Sensitive Plant.

1838 Thirlwall Greece II. 304 He withdrew from the coun-

cil unobserved. 1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 714, I re-

coiled from the murderous instrument.

b. Indicating a place or object which is left on

one side by an object which deflects or turns awhy.

f Rarely used simply ~ i averted from '.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. XXX. § 1 Whether it be a thing
allowable or no that the minister should . . turn his face at

anytime from the people, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. 0/
Malta 1. i, Why speak'st thou from me? 173* Berkeley
Alciphr. vii. § 2 Mankind are generally averse from think-

ing. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sc.$ Art I. 422 The ray
being bent towards the perpendicular on entering another
medium of greater density, and from the perpendicular, on
entering a medium of less density.

5. Denoting (statically) distance, absence, remote-

ness : a. after words indicative of the extent of

distance, also after away, absent, apart, etc.

O. E. Chron. an. 893 Hi tugon up Mora scipu ob bone
weald .iiii.,ivmila fram basmmupan ute weardum. ^ji BUckl.
Horn. 43 Sae^de. .bast he gesawe naht feor from ba:s maesse-

preostessidan. .oberneealdneman. 1340 Ayenb, 270 Ly$t ne
is na3t awaye : ac ye byep awaye uram ly^te. 1506 Guvl-
forde Pilgr. (Camden) 47 Sydon is but right lytell from the

citye of Tyre. 1588 J. Udall Demonstr. Discipl. (Arb.) 26

How can he feed them from whom he is absent. Ibid. 27 If

the priests might not dwell farre from the temple. 1653 Hol-
croft Procopius* Gothick Wars iv. 124 The Ocean being far

distant from these mountains. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxv,
We were now got from my late dwelling about two miles.

1820 Keats St. Agnes xvi, Alone with her good angels, far

apart From wicked men like thee. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome
(1845) I.xii. 211 Veii layabout ten miles from Rome. 1847-9
Helps Friends in C. Ser. 1. (1851) 1. 179, I am far from say-

ing that merit is sufficiently looked out for.

b. used simply+*%w*y from, apart from, absent

from, etc. Now only infrom home. (Cf. 8 b.)

- 1340 Cursor M. 10413 iFairf.) When he hym held from
home. C1374CHAUCER TroyIns w. 738(766) What isCriseyde
worth, from Troilus? 1562 J. Heywood Prov. <$• Epigr.
(1867) 206, I dwell from the citee in subbarbes. 1571 in

W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 339 Noe freman of the
Cytie . . shall grynde from the said milles any kynd of
grayne. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xv. x. (1886) 341
Go to a faire parlor or chamber . . and from people nine
daies. 1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. 11. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 64
'Tis now good policie to be from sight. X738 Johnson
London 225 Sign your will, before you sup from home. 1761

Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Bidulph I. 318 Whatever your
designs may be, it will be less to my dishonour, if you
prosecute them from under your husband's roof. Ibid. II.

118 Mrs. Arnold was from under her husband's protection.

1796 Moser Hermit ofCaucasus I. 238 He was continually

from home, running from one house to another. 1802 Mrs.
E. Parsons Myst. Visit IV. 203 Georgina she could not
bear a moment from her sight.

6. Denoting removal, abstraction, separation, ex-

pulsion, exclusion, or the like : a. Governing a sb.

or pron. expressing a concrete object.

971 BUckl. Horn. 67 Maria hire jeceas bone betstan dasl, se

ne bi<5 na;fre fram hire afyrred. c tooo Ags. Gosp. Matt,
xxv. 32 Swa swa se hyrde asyndrab 5a seep fram tyceenum.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 446 For to saue thi soule fram
Satnan thin enemy. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. 1. xviii. 21 Which gave occasion unto a brother of his

to take away his life from him. 1590 C. S. Right Relig. 26
From the determination of a counsel! there can be no appella-
tion. 1610 Shaks. Temp. Epil. 9 But release me from my
bands. 1697 Dryden virg. Georg. 111. 513 Some bending
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Valley . . Clos'd from the Sun, but open to the Wind. 1807

Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. 194 There hungry dogs from hungry
children steal. 1811 Keats Isabella xvii, Paled in and vine-

yarded from beggar-spies. 1841 Ei.phinston'e Hist. Ind. I.

439 The narrow tract . . separated from Me'kran . . by the range

of hills which form Cape Arboo. 1891 Law Times XCII.
18/2 Will there be an appeal to the Court of Appeal from

a refusal to certify?

b. Denoting privation, separation, abstention,

freedom, deliverance, etc. {from a state, condition,

action, etc.).

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 1 3 Ah sefrig usich from yfle.

971 BUckl. Horn. 25 Men. . nellap ablhinan from heora un-

rihtum gestreonum. 1340 Ayenb. 86 f>e guodemen . . bet god
heb yvryd . . uram be bretdome of be dyeule. c 1400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. 70 Noon ober wey bat my^te save be sike

man from dee)?, c 1449 PfiCOCK Repr. v. Xlil. 553 Refreyn-

yng from yuel. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Litany,

From battaile and murther, & from sodain death : Good
lorde deliuer us. 1576 Fleming Panopl. F.pist. 400 note,

Greedines of vayne glorie an impediment from keeping due
order. 1647 Ward Simp. Colder 51 To keep their Kings
from devillizing. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 176 r 1 After a

little Ease from the raging Pain caused by. .an aking Tooth.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 3 Lysicles could hardly refrain

from laughing. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. 507 When thy

rich master seems from trouble free. 1845 M. Pattison Ess.

(1889) I. 18 To vindicate himself from the charge of treason.

1847-9 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 1. (1851) I. 206, I did not

attempt to dissuade Milverton from his purpose.

+ C. followed by inf. instead of the vbl. sb. Obs.

1591 SPENSER Ruins of Time 429 Not 10 haue been dipt in

Lethe lake Could saue the sonne of Thetis from to die. 1596
— /*. Q. iv. v. 7 He sau'd the victour from fordonne.

7. Indicating a state, condition, etc., which is

abandoned or which is changed for another. Often

used before an adj., or a sb. that denotes a person,

as if with ellipsis of being:

1340 Ayenb. 7 Oure Ihord aros uram dyabe to lyne banc

zonday. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redelesi. 5 3^ were lyghtlich

y-lyfte flrom that 30U leef thou^te And ffrom 30111*6 willffuH

werkis }oure will was chaungid. 1595 Shaks. John v. iv. 25

Euen as a forme of waxe Resolueth from his figure 'gainst

the fire. 1641 Anana 328 From a slave she became to be a

Princesse. 1700 Dryden Pal. A> Arc. HI. 750 Meanwhile,
the health of Arcite still impairs; From bad proceeds to

worse. 1741 Richardson Pamela I. 55 You have made our

Master, from the sweetest-temper'd Gentleman in the World,
one of the most peevish. 1771 GoLDSM. Hist. Eng. II. 203

From being attacked, the trench now in turn became the

aggressors. 1823 F. Clissold Ascent Mt. Blanc 23 The
western arc of the misty circle kindled, from a rosy to a deep
reddening glow. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. 1185S) I. iv. 312 It

became necessary to increase the penalty, .from banishment
to death. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 51 From
villains they became prosperous and independent yeomen.
1872 Browning Fiflne ex. 6 Temples.. which tremblingly

grew blank From bright.

8. Used after words which signify distinction,

difference, unlikeness, etc.

Formerly more widely used than at present ; we now say 1

'inferior to', 'other than', and (usually) 'foreign to'; but
\

verbs of distinguishing, differing, etc. still takey>w//; so also

different (but see that word), difference, distinct, etc.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. Prol. 56 Clotheden hem in copis to

ben knowen fram othere. 1553 Eden Treat. Neive Ind.
(Arb.) 15 The Elephant is a beast .. little inferiour from
humaine sense, a 1656 Hales Tracl(i6jy) 170 Othersfrom
themselves. 1828 Whately Rhet. 1. ii. § 2 Quite foreign

from all their experience. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 82

The extreme Puritan was at once known from other men by
his gait. 1861 M. Pattison Ess, (1889) I. 47 The Corpora-
tion had its constitution, not materially differing from those

of other guilds, a 1881 RosSKTTI House ofLife v, Thy Soul
I know not from thy body. 1887 L. Carrou.Game ofLogic
iv. 94 You can't tell one flower from another.

+ b. used simply to denote qualitative remote-

ness, unlikeness, incongruity, etc.: =away from,

apart or aside from, out of, alien to. From oneself

m beside oneself, out of one's wits. Obs. (Cf. 5 b.)

C1050 Martyrology (Cockayne) 118 J>set ic for be sprece

from minre Jecynde. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvii. (heading)

As a woman disperate and from herselfe. 1531 Elyot Gov.

hi. xxi, Thou art all inflamed with wrathe. and clene from the

pacience which thou so much praysest. 1579 Fulke Heskius'

Pari. 58 M. Heskins collections are vaine, and from the

authors meaning. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 111.(1605)298 He was
quite from himself, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxlvii, My thoughts

and my discourse as mad mens are, At random from the

truth vainely exprest. 1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. v. i.

Wks. 1878 II. 132 O pardon me to call you from your
names ! a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. ofMalta in. iv, A very
hard thing, Sir, and from my power. 1632 Massingek
Maid ofHon. in. i, Ast. But this is from the purpose. Rod.
To the point then, a 1637 B. Jonson tr. Horace's Art Poet.

159 If now the phrase of him that speaks shall flow In sound
quite from his fortune [forlunis absona].

9. Indicating the place, quarter, etc. whence
something comes or is brought or fetched ; often

— out of; also after words denoting choice, selec-

tion, or distinction out of a number or mass of

individuals.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. n. vi. 1. (1651) 545, I light my
Candle from their Torches, 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
iv. 793 From his Herd he culls, For Slaughter, four the
fairest of his Bulls. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock in. 128 Clarissa
drew .. A two-edged weapon from her shining case. 1808
Scott Marm. v. Introd. 145 Such notes as from the Breton
tongue Marie translated. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome I. vii,

She drew a knife from her bosom. 1843 Eraser's Mag.
XXVIII. 565 Jenny gathers cranberries from the neighbour-
ing wood. 1864 Law Times Rep. X. 718/2 A labourer ..

employed, .to dig ballast from a pit. 1879 Church Spenser
ii. 29 He came from Cambridge. 1885 Law Times LXXX.

FROM.

37/2 The following, extracted respectively from The World
and Truth. 1897 F. Hall in Nation (N. V.) LX1V. 163^1

This list I coulcf amplify from my own verbal stores.

b. with ellipsis of a verb or participle: = coming

from, taken from, etc.

1745 De Foe y

s Eng. Tradesman xxvi. (1841) I. 266 Serge
from Taunton and Exeter. 1771 R. Henry Hist. Gt. Brit.

I. 1. vi. 378 The Phoenicians from Cadiz were the only

persons who traded to these islands. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. II. 3 Zealous Cavaliers from the country. 1895 Book-

man Oct. 26/2 The history has been . . distorted by stock

quotations from the fathers.

10. Indicating a place or position where action

or motion is originated which extends beyond that

place, while the originator remains fixed there (e.g.

a place whence a person directs his vision, and^/f^.

a 'point of view ). Similarly after woids which

express ' hanging', ( depending', and the like.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. in. v. 228 Jul. Speakest thou

from thy heart? A'ur. And from my soule too. 1619 Daniel
To Henry I Vriothesly42 He. .doth from a patience hie Looke
onely on the cause [etc.]. 1658 Hist. Q. Christiana's Progress

to Rome 246 Gay ornaments hanging from the window's and
balcons. 1667 Milton /'. L. xn. 227 God from the mount of

Sinai . .will himself. . < Jrdain them laws. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 615 The sultry Dog-star from the Sky Scorch'd

Indian Swains. 1771 K. Henry Hist. Gt. Brit. I. 1. v. 338
Those who fought from chariots. 1801 Soithey Thalaba
VIII. ix,The Cryerfrom the Minaret, Proclaim'd the midnight
hour. 1844 Hue's Tartary I. 150 Each of us hung a bag from

his shoulders. 1867-76 G. F. Chambers Astrou. 685 When
observations are made from the deck of a ship. 1887 1..

Carroll Game of Logic i. § 3. 35 From their point of view
they are perfectly right.

fc
11. Indicating a person as a more or less distant

source of action, esp. as a giver, sender, or the like.

In OK. also indicating the agent — by.

971 BUckl. Horn. 27 prut he w;ere costod from deofle.

Ibid. 45 ponne onfob hi from Gode maran mede bonne hi

from Eenigum obrum lacum don. c 1205 Lay. 20 /lifter J»an

flode be from drihtene com. a 1240 Ureisnn 86 in Cott.

Horn. 195 Uor bere gretunge J>et Gabriel "5e brouhte mom
ure heouen kinge. < 1489 Caxton Sounes of Ayntou vii.

159 Ye shall telle the emperour from my belialve, that [etc.].

1585 T. Washington It. Nicholay's Voy. 1. ii. 2 b, With a

frigat to accompany us and to bring backe newes from us.

1605 Shaks. A/acb. 1. iii. 105 He bad me, from him, call

thee Thane of Cawdor. 1608 — Per. 1. i. 164 An arrow
shot From a well-experienced archer. 1611 Bible John
vii. 29 For I am from him, and he hath sent me. 1662

Stilling fl. Orig. Sacr. 11. iii. $ 1 Moses tells them as from

God himself. 1664 Marvell Cory. Wks. 1872-5 II. 159 On
the third [day], .he had audience from his Majesty. 1790-

1811 Combe Devil upon Two Sticks in Eng. (1817) I. 263 In

this business, as in every other, she acted from herself. 1843

Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 328 You shall hear from my at-

torney. 1844 Thirlwall Hist. Greece VIII. 303 Dionyso-

dorus, an envoy from Attalus. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng:
I. 405 Independence, veracity, self-respect, were things not

required by the world from him. 1883 Century Mag. XXVL
919/1 He. .still holds his place from the trustees. 1883 Daily

Neivs 22 Sept. 4/6 Virulent abuse from that class of men.

12. Denoting derivation, source, descent, or the

like : a. in regard to material things.

1399 Rolls of Parlt. III. 423/1, I Henry of Lancaster ..

am disendit by right lyne of the P.lode comyng from the

gude lord Kyng Henry tberde. 1595 Shaks. John 1. i. 124

This Calfe, bred from his Cow. 1646 SirT. Browne Pseud.

Ep. v. v. 239 Eve, who. .anomalously proceeded from Adam.
1667 Milton /'. L. v. 480 So from the root Springs lighter the

green stalk, from thence the leaves More aerie. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. iv. 481 Clio and Keroe, from one Father both.

1736 W. STUKKLEvin Mem. (Surtees>II I. 169 Ebulus or wild

elder, fancyed to spring from the Danes blood. 1771R. Henry
Hist. Gt. Brit. I. 1. vi. 371 The greatest rivers sometimes

flow from the smallest fountains. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg.
1. 739 Bequeathed to missions money from thestocks. 1821

Keats Lamia 1. 334 A real woman, lineal indeed From
Pyrrha's pebbles or old Adam's seed. 1870 Anderson
MissionsA mer. Bd. 1 1, ix. 68 Dangerous cuts from a sabre.

b. in regard to things immaterial; esp. 'noting

progress from premisses to inferences' (J.).

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. Ded. p 3 An
argument drawen from the greatnesse of the labors. 1658

J. Robinson Eudoxa ii. 23 The Argumentation is from a
Similitude, therefore not Apodictick. 1712-14 Pope Rape
Lock 1. 1 What dire offence from am'rous causes springs.

1795 Gentl. Mag. 541/1 You will be astonished at the logick

which could draw such an inference from that address. 1821

Keats Isabella xiv, Enriched from ancestral merchandise.

1838 Thirlwall Hist. Greece IV. 223 Several very perni-

cious consequences arose from this bent of mind. 1839 G.

Bird Nat. Philos. 40 From these facts the following laws

have been deduced. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 320 His
chief pleasures were commonly derived from field sports and
from an unrefined sensuality. 1887 L. Carroll Game of
Logic i. § 2. 21 Let us try to draw a Conclusion from the

two Premisses.

13. Indicating a model, rule, copy; also, a person

or thing after which another is named.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. in. i. 53 For sure ^Eacides Was

Aiax, cald so from his grandfather. 1655 Stanley Hist.

Philos. 1. (1701)42/2 Cleobulus..had a Daughter whom he

named Eumetis, but was called commonly from her Father

Cleobulina. 1697 Dryden AVneid in. 28, I lay the deep
Foundations of a Wall ; And Enos, nam'd from me, the

City call. 1703 Moxon Mech. E.xerc. 127 You are to con-

sider what Apartments . . to make on your Ground-plot .

.

and to set them off from your Scale. 1800 H. Wells Const.

Neville III. 266, 1 am. .to take charge of a younger brother,

who was named from him. 1811 L. M. Hawkins Ctess <y

Gerlr. III. lix. 259 She sketched objects ; she colored from
nature. 1875 Knight's London {WaAford) I. xi. 195 The Bird-

cage walk, .was so named from the cages of an aviary dis*

posed among the trees which bordered it.



FROMSHAPEN.
14. Denoting ground, reason, cause, or motive

:

Because of, on account of, owing to, as a result of,

through. Now replaced in some uses byfor.
i6xx Shaks. Cymb. i. v. 24 Your Highnesse Shall from

this practise but make hard your heart. 1622 Fletcher Sp.
Curate m. iii, For what I now do is not out of spleen, .but

from remorse of conscience. 1663 Cowley Pituiar. Odes 2nd
Olympique, Argt., He is commended, .from his Hospitality,
Munificence and other Virtues. 1710 Norris Chr. Prud.
ii. 99 His Cunning is the more odious from the resemblance
it has to Wisdom. 176a Goldsm. Cit. W. xi, From such a
picture of nature in primeval simplicity, .are you in love with
fatigue and solitude? 1764 Foote Mayor of G. I. Wks.
1799 I. 165^ Whether from the fall or the fright, the Major
mov'd off in a month. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 3-2/2

The man could not be brought here . . without imminent
danger of expiring from fatigue. 1796 Hist, in Attn. Reg.
8 They spoke and acted from principle. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby iv. iii, Remarkable from the neatness . . of its

architecture. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 232 That
weak apostle who from fear denied the Master. 1851
Illustr. Loud. News n Jan. 23 Nine children died from
want of breast milk. 1863 Whyte Melville Gladiators I.

264 The mighty fabric . . was beginning, .to sink and crum-
ble from its own enormous size and weight. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 29 Oct. 5/4 The firm had to suspend payment, not
from any fault of their own, but from their connection with
another firm. 1883 Law Rep. 11 Q. Bench Div. 597 The
censure had been made injuriously and from motives of
private malice. 1885 T. Raleigh in Laiv Q. Rev. Apr. 151
A person suffering from senile dementia is not a lunatic.

b. indicating the ground of a judgement, belief,

or the like.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 16 Fram hyra waestmun £e hi
under^ytaS. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C. (1738) I. 7 That the
rain doth continually wash down earth from the mountains
..is manifest from the Lagune or flats about Venice. 1855

J. W. Croker in C. Papers (1884) III. xxix. 328 From your
silence I fear the fact is so. 1891 M. R. Haselden in Law
Titties XCII. 107/1 From the language of the preamble
you might perhaps fancy that [etc.}. 1894 Solicitor's Jrnl.
XXXIX. 2/2 It is clear from these decisions that [etc.].

15. Used in certain of the above senses (esp. 1,

2
t h 9» 10) with an adverb or a phrase (prep. +

sb. or pron.) as object, a. With obj. an adverb
(of place or time), as from above, afar, etc. Also,

more or less pleonastically, before hence, thence,

whence, henceforth, etc. : see those words.
c 1340 Cursor M. 7505 (Trin.), I hadde no helpe but from

aboue. Ibid. i674Q(Fairf.) From then [Gott. fra f»an. Trin.
fro benne]. 136a Langl. P. PL A. in. 105 Com late from bi-

jonde. (i 1553 Philtot Exam. (1842) 403 A destiny which
from ever hath been, is, and shall be true. 16*5 Bacon Ess.,
Plantations (Arb.) 534 That the Plantation may spread into
Generations, and not be euer peeced from without. 1685 Dry-
den Thren. August. 169 They mined it near, they battered
from afar. 1748 I homsox Cast. /ndol. ii. 391 And from beneath
was heard a wailing sound. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 116 The
mingling notes came softened from below. i8ai Keats
Isabella xxxii, The breath of Winter comes from far away.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 11. vii, From of old, Doubt was but
half a Magician.

b. Followed by a preposition indicating a static

condition, us from amidst, beneath, etc.

exooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. iv. 25 Fram be^eondan iordanen.
1388 Wyclif Luke xxiv. 49 Til that 3e be clothid with
yertu from an hi}. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. i. 44 She culd
;t from among the rest. 1637 Milton Lycidas 16 The
sacred well That from beneath the seat of Jove doth spring.
X671 — Samson 1691 His fiery virtue roused From under
ashes into sudden flame. 1667 Sir R. Moray Let. 10 Dec.
in Lauderdale Papers (1885) II. 88 There is a Damned
book come hither from beyond sea called Naphtali. 1710
Steele Taller No. 170 P 4, I thought it better to remove a
studious Countenance from among busy ones. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 11. vi, That they might feast on fresh meat from on
shore, as we did with their salt meat from on board. 1761
[see 5 b]. 1786 Mackenzie Lounger No. 56(1787) II. 197,
I see my grandmother . . looking at me from under her
spectacles. 1835 Lytton Riemii. i, A body of horsemen.

.

dashed from amidst the trees.

C. Followed, more or less pleonastically, by a
prep, of similar meaning, as out, out of forth, off,

where each prep, serves to strengthen or supple-
ment the sense of the other.
c 1593 Marlowe Massacre Paris 11. iii, His soul is fled

from out his breast. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. viii. § 5
[A principle] drawn from out of the very bowels of heaven
and earth. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 138, I will choose Mine
heyre from forth the Beggersof the world. 163a G. Hughes
Saints Losse 51 Know ye not that God hath taken away
your captaine from off your heads this day ? 1700 Dryden
Pal. «y Arc. in. 514 Knights unhorsed may rise from off the
plain. 1789 G. White Selborne 11813) I. xiv. 256 From out
of the side of this bed leaped an animal. i8ao Keats St.
Agnes xxx, While he from forth the closet brought a heap
[etc.]. 1887 A. Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 150 Ready to
engage with all comers on all subjects from out the stores
of his accumulated knowledge.

f B. quasiWz/. = away. (Cf. Fro B.) Only in

phr. to andfrom ( = to and fro), from and bach.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 60 The synner that gothe

ofte to and from in his foule plesaunce. 1608 Topsell
Serpents (1658) 608 A sliding snake . . Gliding along the
altar, from and back.

+ C. qimsi-conj. = from the time when. (Cf. Fro
C. 1.) Obs.
?r? 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 850 From she was twelve

yeer of age, She of hir love graunt him made, c 1500
Lancelot 1432 Euery gilt . . Done frome he passith the jeris

of Innocens. 1583 Babington Commandm. ix. Applic.
Wks. (1637) 92 From morning to night, from wee rise till we
foe to bed. 1603 Warner Alb. Eng. xi. Ixvi. (1612)282 From
Elizabeth to Raigne, and I to liue begunne.

562

Frome, Fromenty : see Frume, Frumenty.
Fromple, var. of Frumple.

t Fromshapen, ///. a. Obs. Also 6 frame-
shapen. [f. From + Shapen ; ? in imitation of L.

deformdtus.'] Deformed, misshapen.
1581 J. Bell tr. Haddoti's Ansiu, Osor. n. 75b, This

extraordinarie Jurisdiction of the Pope, is a most, .deformed
frameshapen chaungelyng. 1594 Carew Huarte y

s Exam.
Wits xv. § 4. 307 How from-shapen this philosophy is, which
Aristotle bringeth in.

Fro'mward, sb. dial. Also frommard. [app.

subst. use of next : see Froe.] = Froe.
1883 Hants Gloss., Frontward ox Frommard, a tool used

in lath-rending or cleaving. 1890 Gtouc. Gloss., Frommard.

t Fro'mward, a., adv., prep. Obs. Forms:
1 fromweard (adj.), 3 frommard, south, vrom-
mard, 3-4 framward, 4-6 fromwarde, 3- from-
ward. [f. From 4- -ward.]
A. adj. = Turned from or away. (See also B, 1

attrib.)

1. Departing, about to depart. (Only OE.)
c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xi. § 2 ^lc bara be bas woruld

fcesalba ha;fb ober twe^a obbe he wat pxi he him from-
wearde beob oooe he hit nat. c 1000 Seafarer 71 Adl obbe
yldo obbe ecjhete fa^um fromweardum feorh ooJringeS.

2. Froward.
c 1J75 Lttrte

i

Ron4$ in O. E. Misc. 94 peo luue bat ne may
her abyde. .hit is fals and mereuh and frouh And fromward
in vychon tide. 1576 Peterson tr. Delia Casa's Galateo 25,
I call them Fromward people, which will in all things be
ouertwart to other men.
B. adv.

1. In a direction which leads from, or is turned

from, a given place or object.
a 1547 Surrey Pi. Iv. 1 Give ear to my suit, Lord ! from-

ward hide not thy face. 155a Huloet s.v. Becke. .Wyth a
becke fromwarde or to warde. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
1. iv. 354 They from-ward turn. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4917/4
The forepart of his Mane longest, the one part being short,
lies toward, the other fromward.
attrib. 1645 Wither Vox Pacif. 41 Who can unite again

a Broken-bone,Whose parted ends, are set the fromward way.
2. Of time : Onward from a given date.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xviii. 197 And fro thens fromward,
thei ben alle obeyssant to him.

3. fig. In a different or diverse way, contrarily.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 134 Heo makieS frommard hore nest

—

softe wiSuten, & borni wi<5innen. Ibid. 248 Lo 1 nu, hu
urommard beoo be ontfule to ure Louerd !

C. prep.

1. In a direction which leads from or is turned

from (an object), away from.
c 1205 Lay. 1899 Geomagog . . Jnidde Corineum frommard

[1275 framward] his breoste. a 1225 Ancr. R. 112 J>e hole
half & te cw'ike dole drowen bet vuele blod ut frommard be
unhole. c 1300 Beket 886 And kni^tes that were ek with
him al framward him drowe. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xiv. ii. (Tollem. MS.), Mounteynes ben. .rered from-
warde be erbe towarde be heuen. 1493 Festivall (W. de W.
1515) 50 b, AH his steppes towarde and fromwarde the holy
churche. 1551 Recordk Cast. Knowl. (1556) 93 To go wyth
their feet the one against the other, and their heddes the

one fromwarde the other. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 127
As cheerefully going towards, as Pyrocles went frowardly
fromward his death. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. vi. 23 When
the Endeavour is fromward something, it is generally called

Aversion. X673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 5194 Shooting it self

forth into several points or stiriae . . fromward its Center.
17x3 Derham Pkys. Theol. iv. xii. 221 The Feathers being
placed fromward the Head toward the Tail,

b. with tmesis,from . . ward.
1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Auersus, Auersis .. cor-

nibus, . . with the corners from the sunne warde. 1603 J.
Davies Microcosm. (Grosart) 22/2 Sol . . makes vs heavie
going from-vs-ward. 1633 T. James Voy. 13 The Ice had
broken from the Ship-ward. 1703 T. N. City <$• C. Pur-
chaser 29 To signifie that a Wall, .doth not stand up right,

but leans from-you-ward, when you stand before it.

2. Contrary to, different from.
/Z1225 Ancr. R. 100 Hercne5 nu .. al an oSer speche, &

frommard lisse vorme.

So Fromwards adv. and prep.
> 1000 Sax. Leeckd. II. 142 Gif hunta gehite mannan,

sleah bry scearpan neah fromweardes. 1634 5 Brereton
Trav. (1844) 109 Those are also called to account that

are met walking fromwards the Church. 1664 Rclat. Proc.
at Hertford Assize Aug. 7 With his face from-wards the
place where they usually met. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <fr

Setv. 119 A pend or earnest strift fromwards. 1713 Dkrham
Phys.-Theol. v. i. 316 Towards or fromwards the Zenith.

1855 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 723 Frontward (West Eng.),
land is ploughed ' framwards ' when the horses are turning
to the right. x88o Jefperies Gt. Estate 159 The carters

..saying 'toward' for anything near or leaning towards
you, and ' vrammards ' for the reverse.

1 Froncle. Obs. rare. [a. OY. froncle, ad. L.

furunculus Furuncle.] A furuncle or boil.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. (1586) 53. 1547 Boorde
Brev. Health Ixxiii. 26 b, A froncle is a lytle impostume
ingendred of a gross bloud.

Frond (fr*md), sb. 1 [ad. L. frond-, frons leaf,

applied by Linnxus in a specific sense, in contra-

distinction tofolium leaf.]

1. Bot. The leaf-like organ formed by the union
of stem and foliage in certain flowerless plants.

Formerly (and still in loose popular language)
applied also to the large compound leaves, e. g. of

the palm, banana, etc.

[ J753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Frondes expresses
leaves consisting of several other leaves and forming the

FRONDESCENT.
whole plant.] 1785 Martyn Rousseaii's Bot. xxxii. 489
Our common species . . may be known by the frond or leaf
being ovate. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 478 The lower
larger fronds were digitated, or rather radiated. 1840 E.
Newman Brit. Ferns Introd. (1844) 31 The fronds of ferns
are generally much divided. 1858 T. R. Jones Aquar.
Nat. 14 One or two fragments of stone with fronds of green
sea-weed growing thereon. 1874 C. Geikie Life in Woods
vi. 110 The broad fronds of the pine trees. 1877 — Christ
liv. 18791 661 Cutting fronds .. from the palm-trees, that
lined the path. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 235 A frond differs

from an ordinary leaf in usually bearing fructification.

attrib. 1877 F. Heath Fern W. 112 One of the latter
contains a frond-bud or imperfect germ.
2. Zool. A leaf-like expansion found in certain

animal organisms.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 323 Small, foliaceous, fronds

solitary. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 370 The fronds
are mucilaginous when young.

Frond (fr^nd), sb.- Surg. [ad. F. fronde lit.

'sling*. The Syd. Soe. Lex. gives, as obsolete, a
latinized form frondiumj] (See quot.)
1848 Craig, Frond .. a bandage employed principally In

wounds and diseases of the nose and chin, and more espe-
cially in cases of fracture or dislocation of the lower jaw.

Frond (frpnd), v. nonce wd. [f. Fkond j<U]
intr. To wave with fronds.
1866 Blackmore Cradock Nmvell\, A massive wood ..

crisping, fronding, feathering, .here and there.

Frond, obs. form of Friend.

Frondage (hynded^). [f. Frond sbA + -age.]

The fronds (of a tree or plant) collectively. Some-
times improperly used as a synonym of foliage.

184a Sir A. de Vere Song ofFaith 21 Cedarn woods with
shadowy frondage cool. 187X Swinburne Songs bef. Sunrise,
Hertha, The tree many-rooted . . With frondage red fruited.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 475 Jamaica, with its tree-

ferns and flowerless frondage.

Frondaille, var. of Frundel. Obs.

+ FrO'ndated, a. Obs. rare. [f. L.fronddt-us
leaved (f. frond-, frons leaf) + -ed!.] * Leaved,
having leaves' (1727 Bailey vol. II).

t Frondation. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. late 1*

frondation-em, f. frond- ,frons leaf.] (See quot)
1664 Evelyn Sylva xxviii. 77 Lastly, Frondation or the

taking off some of the luxuriant branches and sprays, of
such Trees, .is a kind of pruning.

II Fronde (frond). Fr. Hist. [F\ fronde sling.]

The name given to the party which rose in rebellion

against Mazarin and the Court during the minority

of Louis XIV; hence, a malcontent party; also,

violent political opposition.

'798 J. Q- Adams Wks. (1854) IX. 206 The history of
France during the periods of the League and the Fronde.
1808 Edin. Rev. XII. 493 Was there ever a mixed consti-

tution without a frona'e? 1831 Disraeli Vng. Duke 111. x.

136 A fronde was formed but they wanted a De Ketz.
1889 Athenaeum 20 Apr. 507/2 His chance came in the
fronde against the Second Empire when its day was waning.

+ Fro'nded, ppl. a. 1 [ad. L. frondatus : see

Fbondated.] Having leaves or foliage.

1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. i. 19 The Clustre of Diadems
which begirt her high fronded forehead

Fronded (fronded), ppl. a.2 [f. Frond sb. 1 +

-ED 2
.] Having fronds.

188a Whittier Eternal Goodness 20, I know not where
His islands lift Their fronded palms in air. 1883 W.
Wfstai.l Ralph Norbteck's Trust III. xiv. 186 She was
sitting, .under the fronded roof of the mighty palms.

Frondent (fr^nd^nt), a. [ad. L.frondent-em,
pr. pple. of frondcre to put forth leaves.] Full of

fronds or leaves, leafy.

1677 T. Harvey tr. Owen's Epigr. in. No. 118, I, Phcebus
Tree, still frondent, flourishing, 17*7 Bailey vol. II,

Frondent, bringing forth Leaves. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
I. vii. vi. That broad frondent Avenue de Versailles. 1864
— Fredk. Gt. xi. i. (1865) IV. 12 A real Newspaper, frondent
with genial leafy speculation. 1863 Reader 7 Nov. 537 The
..broad frondent banana-like leafage.

FrondeSCO (frpndes), v. [ad. L. frondesctre

(see Frondescent).] intr. To put forth leaves.

a 1816 Staughton Eulogy Dr. Rush in Pickering Vocab.
<i8i6) s.v., His powers began now to frondesce and blossom.
[Hence 1846 in Worcester.]

Frondescence (fr^ndesens). [ad. mod.L.
frondescentia, f. L. frondescent-em : see next and
-ence.] (a) The process or period of coming into

leaf, (b) The conversion or development of other

organs into leaves, (c) Fronds or leaves collectively.

1*793 Martyn Lang, Bot., Frondescentia, leafing season.

.

the time of the year when plants first unfold their leaves],

1841 Maunder id, <$• Lit. Treas., Frondescence .. the pre-

cise time of the year and month in which each species of
plant unfolds its leaves. 1888 Harper's Mag. July
LXXVIL 216 Nearly as bright are the masses of pomme-
cannelle frondescence, the groves of lemon and orange.

Frondescent (fi^nde*sent), a. [ad L. fron-
descent-em, pr. pple. of frondesetre, freq. of fron-

dere to put forth leaves, f. frond-, frons leaf.]

Springing into leaf; expanding into fronds.

i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 435 Polypiferous masses
sub-stony, with crustaceous or frondescent expansions. 1846
Dana Zooph. (1848) 12s Frondescent or papillose appen-
dages. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. (1873) 411 A young
frondescent life would show itself again.

Hence Fronde scently adv.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 125 Tentacles papillose or fron-

descently lobed.
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]| Frondeur (frondor). [Y.frondeur, i.fronde

(see Fronde).]

1. Fr. Hist. A member of the Fronde.
1798 Anecd. Dist. Persons IV. 333 Would to Heaven that

the late Frondeurs in that Country had been as harmless.

2. transf. A malcontent, an ' irreconcilable'.

1847 Longf. in Life (1891) II. 93 All Americans who
return from Europe malcontent with their own country, we
call Frondeurs. 1880 Daily Tel. 22 Sept., Are the French,
then, incurable frondeurs? incorrigible revolutionists, who
must attack a Minister simply because he is ' in ' ?

Frondiferous (fr^ndi-ferss), a. [f. L.frondi-

fer bearing leaves (f. frond-, Frond j£. ]
: see

-(Tperous).] Bearing leaves or fronds.

1599 R. Linche Anc. Fiction M iij, Ouershadowed with
frondiferous boughes. 1656 Blount Gtossogr., Frondi-
ferous, that beareth leaves or branches. 1825 Hamilton
Handbk. Terms, Frondiferous in Botany, bearing leaves.

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Frondiferous, leaf-bearing; applied
to flowers which produce leaves. Also applied to plants,

like ferns, which bear fronds.

Frondiforni (fr^-ndif^rm), a. [f. L, frond-,
Frond *M + -(i)fOKlf.] Having the shape of a

frond.

1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

FroildigerouS ( fr^ndi'd^eras) , a. [f. L. frond-
,

Frond so. 1 + -(i)gerous.] Bearing fronds.

1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Frondiparous (fr^ndi-paras), a. [f. L.frond-,
Frond sbJ+par-ere to bring forth + -ous.] Pro-
ducing leaves instead of fruit.

1866 Treas. Bot., Frondiparous, a monstrosity, consisting
in the production of leaves instead of fruit. 1885 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Frondiparous, leaf producing ; applied to flowers
which produce leaves.

FrondivorOUS (n7>ndi'voras),a. [f. L. frond-,
Frond sb. 1 + -vor-us devouring + -ous.] Eating
or feeding on leaves.

1828 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 126 Graminivorous, fron-

divorous, carnivorous.

Frondlet (frp-ndlet). [f. Frond sb. x + -let.]

A little frond.

1862 Jml. R. Dublin Soc. Apr. 348 The first young frondlet
was seen to be protruded from the nipple end of the
sporangia. 1881 G. Allen Evolutionist at Large xxii. 213
Each frondlet. .is separately symmetrical as well.

Frondose (irpnd5«-s), a. [ad. L. frondos-us,
f. frond-, Feond so.*] Covered with fronds

;

having the form or appearance of a frond. In
early use, + Leafy, leaf-like.

1721-92 Bailey, Frondose, leavy or full of leaves. 1793
Martyn Lang. Bot., A frondose stem; applied to Palms.
1807 J. E. Smith Pliys. Bot. 493 Liverworts. Of these the
herbage is commonly frondose. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric.
§ 3987 (ed. 2) 648 The branches of frondose trees. 1890 H. M.
Stanley Darkest Africa II. xxviii. 260 Banana groves
..extended out in deep frondiose [sic] groves far into the
Semliki Valley.

b. Comb., frondose-branched a., having flat

branches spread horizontally like the fronds of

a fern.

1831 Loudon Encycl. Brit. § 3987 (ed. 2) 648 Resinous
or frondose-branched trees.

Hence Frondo-sely adv., Prondo seuess.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Frondoseness, leafiness. 1882 Crom-

bie in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 561/2 Thallus frondosely dilated.

J
FrondO'sity. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ITY.]

1. Leafiness.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Frondosiiy, leaviness, or aptness

to bear leaves. 177a Nugent tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 330
In the frondosity of a pleasant meadow.
2. (See quot.)
1658 Phillips, Frondosity, a flourishing with green leaves,

being just under the architrave.

f Frondo-soua, a. Obs~° [badly f. L. fron-
dos-us (see Frondose) + -ors.] (See quot.)
1623 Cockeram, Frondosous, full of leaues.

Frondous (fr^ndas), a. [ad. L. frondos-us;
see Frondose and -ous.] Leafy (see quots.).
1828 Webster (citing Milne) s.v., A frondous flower is one

which is leafy, one which produces branches charged with
both leaves and flowers. 1864 Sir K. James Tasso xvi. xii,

Among the frondous boughs 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fron-
dous, having branches bearing both leaves and flowers.
Also, a term applied to flowers parts of which develop into
leafy structures.

Frondule (frp'ndiwl). [dim. of Frond sb.^ :

see -ule.] A small frond {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

II Frons (frpnz). [Lat.] = Front sb. i c.

1856-8 W. Clark Van dtr Iloeven's Zool. I. 290 Poly-
zonium Brandt. Two series of 3 small eyes in the frons.

Front (front), sb. (and a.) Forms; 3-7 frount; e,

frunt(e, 4 Sc. froynt(t, 4-6 fronte, 4, 6 frownt,

(4 frond), 3- front, [a. OF, and Fr. front, ad.

L. front-em, frons the forehead.]

I. Forehead, face.

1. m Forehead i. Now only poet, or in highly

rhetorical language.
( 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 169/2176 Bote fram be ri}t half of is

frount. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Machor 1547 pe takine of be
cors to mak, one bar froynttis. 1390 Gowek Co/if I. 47 A
sterre whit Amiddes in her front she [the hors] hadde. c 1450
St. Culhbert iSurtees) 405 pe calf is rede I undertake, With
a white sterne in be fronte. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. v. 71
Peple ther. .haue only but one eye, and that standeth right
in the myddys of the fronte or forhede. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholas's Voy. 1. vi. 4 b, On theyr heads a Saracoll of

Crymson velvet, and before the front the bande, a silver

socket set with long feathers. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. iv. 56
See what a grace was seated on his Brow, Hyperions curies,

the front of Ioue himselfe. 1671 Milton Samson 496 The
mark of fool set on his front ! 1735 Somerville Chase in.

513 Soon he rears Erect his tow'ring Front. 1777 Shekmmn
Sch. Scand. A Portrait 13 Ye matron censors. .Whose peer-
ing eye and wrinkled front declare, etc. 1814 Scott Id.
of Isles VI. xxxvii, And bore he.. Such noble front, such
waving hair? 1847 Lvtton Lucretiai 1853) 227 Her nostrils
dilated, and her front rose erect. 1884 W. Allingham Black-
berries (1890) 88 Blear eyes, huge ears, and front of ape.

b. in fig. phrases, alter Shakspere.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 80 The verie head, and front ofmy

offending. Ibid. Hi. i. 52 (Qq.) To take the safest occasion
by the front. 1816 Kbatince Trav. (1817) I, 15 This was
the whole front of his offending. 1878 Mori.f.y Condorcet
37 Placing social aims at the head and front of his life.

c. rarely used techn., e.g. in Entomology.
1826 KlRBY &Sp. Entomol.(iB28) III. xxxiv. 483 The front

of insects may be denominated the middle part of the face
between the eyes.

2. l»y extension : The whole face. Cf. Yx. front.
Front tofront izac^i^—face toface: see Face 2 d.

1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De P. R. ix. ix.(i495) 354 Januarius
is payuted wyth two frontes to shewe and to teche the be-

gynnynge and ende of the yere. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun
791 Nor hire nekke nor hire front vsed sho to here vppright.

1508 Dunbar Flyting iu. Kennedie 84 Fy ! feyndly front,

far fowlar than ane fen. a 1605 Polwart Flyting w. Mont-
gomerie 784 Jock Blunt, thiawin frunl ! 1605 Shaks. Macb.
iv. iii. 232 Front to Front, Bring thou this Fiend of Scotland
and my selfe. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 82 Brazen Impu-
dence, .bath two fronts, its boasting one, and bold one : with
the one they look back . . the other looketh forward. 1697
Creech Manilius 1. ix, They stand not front to front, but
each doth view The others Tayl, pursu'd as they pursue.
1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 292 Antelopes . . guarding
their Fronts, scampering with their Heads to the Earth, to
avoid the . . Enemy aloft. 1767 Sir W. Jones 7 Fountains
Poems (1777) 50 Till thrice the sun his rising front has
shown. 1802 Beddoes Hygeia 11. 39 Those .. have the
courage to treat it, front to front, in a manner corresponding
to the enormity of the consequences [etc.]. 1855 Tennyson
Maud ii. i. 28 For front to front in an hour we stood.

3. fa. The face as expressive of emotion or char-

acter ; expression of countenance (obs.). b. Bear-

ing or demeanour in confronting anything ; degree

of composure or confidence in the presence of

danger, etc.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. viii. 47 (Camb. MS.) Whan
sheffortune] descouereth hir frownt and sheweth hir maneres.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 104 b, [Medea] commanded that her
ladies, .shold put on the fayr fronte in entencion to make
feste solempne. 1637 Heywood Royall King 1. Wks. 1874
VI. 17 That face, .beares the selfe-same front, 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 20 F 3 A Fellow that is capable of shewing an
impudent Front before a whole Congregation. 1762 Fal-
coner Shipwr. 11. 347 Who, patient in adversity, still bear
The firmest front. 1800-24 Campbell Poems, Visiting Scene
in Ayrshire iv, Through the perils of chance .. May thy
front be unalter'd. 1821 Scott Kenihv. vi, The. .unclouded
front of an accomplished courtier. 1873-4 DixOH Two Queens
IV. xxii. ix. 221 Kildare .. resolved to . . meet his accusers
with a brazen front.

transf 1855 Pkescott Philip II. 1. 11. xiv. 309 The league,
which had raised so bold a front against the government,
had crumbled away, i860 Tyndall Glac. \. xi. 76 The lime-
stone bastions, .preserved a front of gloom and grandeur.

4. Effrontery, impudence. Cf. Face 7, Fore-
head 2. Now rare. So, + man offront. To
have thefront : to be sufficiently impudent.
1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 111. ix. (1712) 170, I . . wonder

how any man, except one of the most hardened front, can
[etc.]. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 168 P 3 Men of Front carry
Things before 'em with little Opposition. 1717 De Foe
Mem. Ch. Scot. {1844) 5 With what Front the Absurdities
charg'd on her could be broach 'd in the World. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 293 None of the commissioners
had the front to pronounce that [etc.].

II. Foremost part.

5. Mil. a. The foremost line or part of an army
or battalion. Also, fa rank (obs.), and in words
of command ; e.g. files to the front, right infront.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3584 In sexe semli batailes. .al be fore

in be frond he ferde ban him-selue. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1278
pan. .ffrochit into be frount & a fray made. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 11. x. 87 But alweyes kyng Lot helde hym in the
formest frunte. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres Gloss. 250
Fronte, a French word, is the face or foreparte ofa squadron
or battell. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. vi. 8 Both our powers, with
smiling Fronts encountring. 1625 Makkham Souldiers
Accid. 6 The Rankes are called Frunts, because they stand
formost . . but in truth none can properly be called the Frunt,
but the ranke which standeth formost. 1667 Milton P. L.
vi. 105 Front to Front Presented stood in terrible array.

1697 Dkyden Virg. Georg. 11. 378 As Legions in the Field
their Front display. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 61
Commanded Captain Jochem, who led the Blacks, to march
in the Front. 1775 R. King m Life fy Corr. (1894) I. 9 They
. . began their march, with a very wide Front. 1838-43
Arnold Hist. Rome III. xliii. 141 The.. Gaulish horse
charged the Romans front to front. 1859 F. A. Griffiths
Artil. Man. (1862) 7 Files to the front. Ibid. 18 A column
Left in front will bring its rear companies to the front.
Ibid. 19 Open column, right in front—right about face.

b. Line of battle.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 569 The Ingliss men com on
sadly. . Richt in a frount vith a baner. c 1400 Destr. Troy
10869 And all fore to be fight in a frunt hole. 1607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 249 They used to terrifie the Bar-
barians, setting their Horses in a double front, so as they
appeared headed both wayes. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 78
If we aduance in a large Front . . if m a narrow Front. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 563 Advanc't in view they stand, a horrid
Front Of dreadful length. 1710 Lond. Gas. No. 4744/2 Our

. . Army . . marched . . to Attack the Enemy in full Front.
1838 Thiri.wai.l Greece III. 349 The Spartans.. preserving
an even and unbroken front. 1886 Daily News 13 Sept. ^pj
The troops marched past, ttie infantry in company fronts and
the cavalry by half squadrons.

C. The foremost part of the ground occupied, or

in wider sense, of the field of operations ; the part

next the enemy. Also, the foremost part of a posi-

tion, as opposed to the rear.

1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Warres 440 Not onely the
Front as heretofore, but the backside also, .rendred unsafe.

1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F. II. xli. 504 Belisarius protected his

front with a deep trench. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desfi.

VI. 367, 1 propose to move up the infantry of the army to the
front again. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 320 One
division . . was sent to take the stockades in rear, while
another .. threatened them from the front. 1879 Fife-
Cookson Armies of Balkans i. 6 To see him before his

departure for the front next day. 1889 R. Kipling Willie
Winkie -j-2 British Regiments were wanted—badly wanted—
at the Front.

fig. 1846 Greener Set. Gunnery 54 The present state of
our artillery requires an advance to the front, to be in a line

with the march of science.

d. The direction towards which the line faces

when formed. Change offront : see Change v.

9 b ; in qnot.7^. To makefront to : to face in the

direction of; in quot. Jig.
1832 in Prop. Regul. Insir. Cavalry lit. 46.- 1833 Regul.

Instr. Cavalry 1. 14 The whole will face, as accurately as
possible, to their former front. 1837 Carlyi.k Fr. Rev. III.

I. i. (1872) 9 The improvised Municipals make front to this

also. 1879 Lubbock Addr. Pol. -y Educ. iv. 92 This change
of front seems to be founded on the report of the Board of
Education for Scotland. 1891 Daily News 28 Nov. 5/6 The
eventuality of a war with two fronts—that is to say, with
France and Russia—was foreseen.

e. Front offortification: see quot. 1859.
1851 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. 23 The outline above

traced is called a Front of Fortification. 1859 F. A.Griffiths
Artil. Man. (1862) 261 A Front of Fortification consists of
two half bastions, and a curtain.

6. Arch. * Any side or face of a building, but

more commonly used to denote the entrance side'

(Gwilt) ; occas. collect, in sing., and //. = ' the four

sides' ;of a mansion). Also back-, rear-front.

1365 Durham Halm. Rolls (Surteest 41 Non fecit clausu-
ram tenementisui de le front. 138* Wyclif Ezek. xi. 9 He
metide..the frount thcrof in two cubitis. 11440 Promp.
Pan.<, 181/1 Frownt, or frunt of a churche, or ober howsys.
1624 Wotton Archil. (1672) 16 And the contrary fault of
low distended Fronts, is as unseemly. 1703 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. 265 A Building, which is 25 Feet, both in the Front
and Reer Front. 1760-72 tr. yuan fy Utloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II.

32 The fronts being of stone. 1806 Gazetteer Scot I. (ed. 2)

144 The Town-house, an elegant structure, with a handsome
front. 1841 W. Spalding Italy fy It. 1st. III. 150 Monastic
cloisters with their dark length of front. Ibid. 166 One of

the back-fronts of the old palace. 1888 Bukgon Lives 12

Gd. Men II. xii. 355 The garden front was most incon-

veniently embowered, .in forest trees. 1893 W. P. Courtney
in Academy 13 May 413/1 The fronts of the mansion were
decorated with statues by skilled sculptors.

7. gen. The part or side of an object which seems

to look out or to be presented to the eye ; the fore-

part of anything, the part to which one normally

comes first. Opposed to back, esp. in objects that

have only two sides. Cf. Back sb. 3.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 10814 In be frunt of bat faire yle, Was
a prouynse of prise. 1555 Eden Decades 85 We found the

fyrst front of this land to bee broader. 1577 B. GOOGB
Heresbach's Hush. 1. (1586) 41 b, A lowe kinde of Carre with

a couple of wheeles, and the Frunt armed with sharpe
Syckles. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 47 Had he his hurts

before? I, on the Front. 1705 Addison Italy 5 The Front
to the Sea is not large, but there are a great many Houses
behind it built up the Side of the Mountain. 1788 Gibbon
Decl. fy F. 1. (Milmanl V. 2 The southern basis presents a
front of a thousand miles to the Indian Ocean. 1823 H. J.
Brooke Introd. Crystallogr. 287 The opposite angles, edges,

and planes, which are supposed to form the back of the

engraved figure, are respectively similar to those which
appear on its front. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2)

398 The sternum itself being so largely developed, as to
cover almost the entire front of the body. 1893 F. W.
Maitland Mem. de Pari. Introd. 92 The skin being thin,

the writing on the front could be seen upon the back.

b. transf With reference to time : The first

period ; the beginning, poet.

£-1600 Shaks. Sonn. cii, Philomel in summer's front doth
sing. 1842 Tennyson Gard. Dan. 28 More black than
ashbuds in the front of March. 1883 Stevenson Silverado
So. 237 A hawthorn in the front of June.

t c. = Frontier sb. 4. Obs.

1589 Greene Sp. Masquerado Wks. (Grosart) V. 256
When the Sarasens . . had inuaded Germanie, and the frontes

of France. 1593 Hollyband Fr. Diet. P2b, Lesfrontieres
d'vn pais, the frontiers of a countrey : the front or marches,

d. Mining. =Face 20 a.

1717 tr. Frezier's Voy. S. Sea 183 A Mine, which is 40
Varas, or Spanish Yards in Front. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coalfy
Coal-mining 140 Let us now turn our attention to the 'face'

or front of the working.

e. Land facing a road, river, the sea, etc. ; a

frontage.

1766 Laws o/N. Carolina (1791) 234 The Water Frontsof
the Lots herein before mentioned. 1769 Bp. Wilton Inclos.

Act 2 Occupiers of ancient messuages, cottages, houses or
fronts.

f. Theatrical. (See quots.)

1810 Scott Earn. Lett. 30 Mar. {1894) 1. 174 There was fine

work in the front, as they call the audience part of the
house. 1894 Evening News 18 Oct. 2/6 Generally speaking,
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the ' front of the house ' means the audience ; but among
theatrical employe's the ' front of the house ' means every-
body engaged to work before the curtain.

t 8. The first part or line of anything written or

printed. In thefront: at the head. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 435, I could not but in y8
very front and beginning of my letter, use this. 1594
Bllndevil Exerc. 111. 1. x.x. (ed. 7) 324 Six Columnes,
every front or head whereof is noted with three great letters,

D. M. S. signifying degrees, minutes, and seconds. 1654
Whjtlock Zootomia 94 A Catalogue of above three hundred
Advisers, and his name in the Front. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Past. vi. 17 Thy Name. .Shall in the front of every Page be
shown.

tt). = Frontispiece sb. 3 or 4. Obs.

1647 Crashaw Poems 128 If with distinctive eye and mind
you look Upon the front, you see more than one book.
a 1718 Penn Life Wks. 1726 I. 147 Which the Reader may
find in the Front of the Books they [the Prefaces] were
designed for.

9. A fore part or piece having some particular

use or function.

1847 A. M. Gilliam Trap. Mexico 152 The body of the
wagon is about equally balanced over the axletree, the front

resting upon the tongue. 1851 Offic. Catat. Gt. Ex/iib. I.

467 Pianoforte, .in newly designed case with sliding front.

Ibid, II. 526 Boots and shoes, .with elastic fronts and sides,

fb. = Frontal sb. 2. Obs.

1533 in Weaver Wells Witts 11890) 148 To the gyltyng of
the ffrownt at the hye auter. 1539 Petcrbord' Im>. in N. <$•

Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 459 In the Roodll^oft . .one front of painted
cloth. 155^-3 Inv. Ch. Goods Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield
IV. 66 One fronte for an alter of yelowe and grene satten.

c. A band or bands of false hair, or a set of false

curls, worn by women over the forehead.
1687 Conor eve Old Bach. w. iv, I undertook the modelling

of one of their fronts, the more modern structure. 1837
Thackeray Ravenswing i, Mamma means her front ! 1865
Trollope Helton Est. xvii, The graces of her own hair had
given way to a front. 1886 Pall Mall G. 24 Aug. 13/2 A.

.

black velvet band . . to keep her auburn front . . in its place.

d. That part of a man's shirt which covers the

chest and is more or less displayed ; a shirt-front;

also, a ' dicky
'

; also, a similar article of silk, etc.

serving as a cravat.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xvii, What a very few shirts

there are, and what a many fronts. 1851 Offic. Catal. Gt.
Exhib. II. 579 Gentlemen's fronts and stocks.

10. A position or place situated before something
or towards a spectator ; forward position or situa-

tion. Only in phrases with prefixed prep.

a. In {the) front ^/"(prep. phr.) : at a position

before, in advance of, facing, or confronting ; at

the head of (troops). In his, our, etc. front : in

front of or facing him, us, etc.

The article is now omitted, exc. in expressions like in the
{very)front of (danger etc.) — ' in the position most exposed
to ', ' bearing the brunt of.
1698 Frver Acc. E. India § P. 144, I saw. .a pragmatical

Portugal., in the front of 40 men marching to the Gover-
nor's. 1712 W. Rogers Voy. 174 We..fir'd..at the Men in

Arms in the front of the Church. 1777 Watson Philip II
(1839) 143 Behind him there was a little wood and the walls
of a convent ; and in his front, the morass above mentioned,
which was almost impassable. 1816 Keatinge Trav. 11817J
I. 225 The standards were faced about, and formed in our
fronts. 1847 A. M. Gilliam Trav. Mexico 256, I was par-
ticular to make my servants keep in front of me. 1853 Sir
H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 144 Forcing a passage
across the river in his front. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
1 1 1. 1 The proclamation was repeated . . in front of the Royal
Exchange.
fig. 1609 Tourneur Funeral Poeme on Sir F. Vere 172, I

the front Of danger where he did his deedes advance. 1817
Chalmers Asiron. Disc. v. (1852) 124 Those holy. .men.,
in the front of severest obloquy, are now labouring in
remotest lands. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist,
Ten 1*. II. 345 In the very front of danger. 1892 Spectator
i2Mar. 353^1 His majesty will speedily be in front ofa new
difficulty. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 28 July 9/2 The shares had
nothing in front ofthem—no preference or debenture capital.

b. In (f the) front (advb. phr.): in an advanced
or forward position ; on the side that meets the

eye ; in a position facing the spectator.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 380 With his whole

forces, in front, [he] assailed. 1700 T. Brown tr. Ercsny's
Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 21 By comes a Christning, with
the Reader and the Midwife strutting in the Front. 1748
F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 133 The upper Story had the two
Captains Cabins in Front. 1821 G. W. Manby Voy. Green-
land (1823) 134 Determined .. to attack him [a bear] in
front, I got upon the ice. 1847 A. M. Gilliam Trav.
Mexico 76 These dirt hovels presented a bold contrast with
the city behind, and the wealthy church in front. Ibid. 99
A kind of shawl [which] by being crossed in front, obscures
the bosom. 1879 Harlan Eyesight ix. 129 The most in-

jurious direction for light to come from is that directly in

front. 1895 Scot. Antiq. X. 78 Setting an old press in front

so as to conceal the door.

C. To thefront {of) : to a position in front (of).

1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Keg. I. 235 Being removed to
the front of a brisk fire, a strong ebullition commenced.
1887 Bowen Virg. A^neid v. 150 Far to the front shoots
Gyas.. Gliding ahead on the water.

d. To come to the front : to become conspicuous,

be revealed, emerge into publicity ; to make oneself

or itself manifest. So ( 7o be) to thefront= ' to the

fore ' {rare).

1871 Archxol. Assoc. Jml. Sept. 323 Another saint came
to the front. 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay II. ix. 132 When
subjects came to the front on which his knowledge was
great. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XVI. 184/2 At such a time
'tis true boastful self would come to the front. 1885 Mrs.E

Lynn Linton Chr. Kirktand III. vi. 231 Underneath in

the hidden depths lurked other matters than those which
came to the front. 1886 Daily Neivs 6 Jan. ^ 5/1 The year
has gone, however, and the aged Emperor is still to the
front.

11. ellipt. (quasi-*fc#. or tufa.)

1667 Primatt City % C. Build. 36 Suppose that same be

25 foot Front, and forty foot deep, it may be let for to be
built, for forty shillings the foot Front, c 1680 Hickerin-
gill JF.fo. (1716) II. 512 The Enemy, .had beset them Front
and Rear. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 8 The biggest

ofthem [buildings] had not four yards Front. 1845 Fiorisfs

Jml. 25 A little shed, open back and front. 1892 I. Zangwill
Bow Myst. 127 It's the key of my first-floor front.

f 12. [from the vb.] Encounter, onset ; = Affront
sb. 3. Obs.

15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxxxii. 760 The men of
armes. .at the first front ouerthrue many.

III. attrib, and Comb.
13. attrib., passing into adj. =Of or pertaining

to the front, situated in front. (The comb, of adj.

+ sb. is itself often used attrib.*)

1600 Holland Livy xxxvn. 957 They had raunged their

ships broad in a front-ranke. 1679 MoxoN Mech. Exerc I.

vii. 133 If your Shop stand in an eminent Street, the Front
Rooms are commonly more Airy than the Back Rooms.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 145 P2 She in a Front Box, he in

the Pit next the Stage. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 106.

4/1 The Front side of a good House, is to be Lett. 1718
Freethinker No. 57 F 3, I shall be next Saturday at the

Play, in a Front Row. 1770 G. White Selborne let. xxviii.

80 The horn of a male moose, which had no front-antlers.

183a Prop. Regttl. Instr. Cavalry 11. 33 The leading front-

rank man advances two horses' lengths. 1838 Lytton
Alice 64 The front entrance is kept locked up. 1843 ^ IR

C. Scudamore Med. Visit Grdfenberg 1 The small-pox,

and the loss of some front teeth from an accident, impair

his good looks. 1851 Offic. Catal. Gt. Exhib. I. 467 A
front and side elevation of the Elizabethan pianoforte, i860

Tyndall Glac. II. x. 275 A straight pinnacle of ice, the

front edge of which was perfectly vertical. 1883 Expositor
VI . 434 He [St. Peter] was naturally quick, mobile, a front-

man. 1884 Milit. Engin. I. 11. 43 The front ditch party
are extended at 5 feet apart.

14. In special comb, and phrases : front bench,
the foremost bench on either side of the Houses of

Lords and Commons, occupied by ministers and
ex-ministers respectively ; front door, the prin-

cipal entrance-door ofa house ; front driver (see

Driver 6 b) ; front-fastening a., that fastens in

front ; front-handed a., done with a forward

movement of the hand ; front name {jocular or

vulgar), a Christian name ; front-stall, an appen-

dage to the bridle covering the horse's forehead

;

t front-tickled a. (? nonce-wd. ), ? flattered ; front-

ways, -wise advbs. % in a position or direction

facing to the front.

1891 Daily Hews 28 July 3/4 To have seen the motion
carried on the strength of the two * Front Bench speeches.

1812 Examiner 31 Aug. 552 '1 At the *front door.

1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. 11883) no The front-

door is on the street. 1871 Figure Training 88 A *front-

fastening corset. 1843 /'. Parley's Ann. IV. 74 He v made
a quick *front-handed plunge in the direction from which the

attack came. 1895 Pall Mall Mag. Mar. 511 ' What's your
*front name?' asked Roy boldly. 1601 Holland Pliny II.

631 The KK. of the East had their horses set out therewith

[cochlides]. .in their *frontstals. 1653 Ubquhaht Rabelais
11. xii. 83 A barbed horse furnished with a frontstal. 1825
Scott Talism. i, The front-stall of the bridle was a steel

plate, with apertures for the eyes and nostrils. 1649 G.
Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V

t
ciii, But faire pretence leads on ;

and the Dull Heard * Front-tickled, yeild themselves into his

hand. 1863 R. H. Gronow Remin. II. 46 The cocked hat
he always wore, placed ^frontways on his head, like that of

the Emperor Napoleon. x774Goldsm. Nat. Hist. V. in. ii.

{Venom. Serpents*, It has.. a mark of dark brown on the
forehead, which, when viewed ^frontwise, looks like a pair

of spectacles. 1885 Middleton in F.ncycl. Brit. XIX. 612/1

Though the faces are nearly always represented in profile,

the eyes are shown frontwise.

FrOIlt (Jrtmt), v. 1 [ad. OF. front-er in same
sense, f.front Front sb. ; it mr.y however in some
uses be an independent formation on the Eng. sb.]

1. intr. To have the front in a specified direction;

to face, look. Const, on, to, towards, upon.

1533 Ln. Burners F'roiss. I. Ii. 73 The french king..
?urueyed suffyciently for all the forteresses frontyng on
'landers. 1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis in. (Arb.) 88 Tarent .

.

to which heunlye Lacinia fronte th. 1660 F. Brooke tr,

Ee Blanc's Trav. 297 A countrey .. fronts upon another
Nation. 1703 Maunurkll fourn. ferns. (1732) 143 Having
a few small Rooms fronting outward. 176a H. Walpole
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. II. ii. 48 This room was erected
..fronting westward to the privy-garden. 1864 Tennyson
Enoch Arden, Philip's dwelling fronted on the street. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman III. iii. 134 The rooms fronted to

Athol Street.

f b. trans. To set the front of (a building) in a
specified direction. Obs.
1665 J. Webb Stone-Hcng (1725) 105 Temples, .should lie

so fronted, as that Travellers passing by might behold them.
a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. New Eng.(\%i\) II. 97 Mr. G. has
erected a large elegant mansion, fronted towards the river.

2. trans, a. To have the front towards ; to
1 face \ stand opposite to.

1606 Shaks. Tr.
(J-

Cr. in. in. 122 Like a gate of Steele,

Fronting the Sunne. 1696 tr. Dn Mont's Voy. Levant 2

All the Houses . . which fronted the Bishop's Palace. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones v. v, This enclosed place exactly
fronted the foot of the bed. 1823 F. Clissold Ascent Alt.

Blanc 11 Fronting us, rose the summit of Mont Blanc.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 109 The perspective picture which
fronts the title-page represents a cotton factory.

b. Ofa building; To have its front on the side

of (a street, etc.).

1698 Frver Acc. E. India fy P. 38 Opposite to this, one
[Gate] more stately fronts the High-street. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela (1883) I. 323 This alcove fronts the longest

gravel-walk in the garden. 1833 Act 3 fy 4 Will. IV, c. 46

§ 90 The proprietor or proprietors of any buildings fronting

any of the streets. 1847 A. M. Gilliam Trav. Mexico 106

The church, .was to have fronted the Plaza.

3. To stand face to face with, meet face to face,

look straight at, face, confront ; esp. to face in de-

fiance or hostility, present a bold front to, oppose*
lit. andy?£.
1583 Stanyhurst ASneu n. (Arb.) 55 Of Greeks thee first

man with a gallant coompanye garded Fronted vs. 1596
Spenser Stale Irel. (Globe* 660/1 He dare now to fronte

princes. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. I. iii. 59 Front her, boord
her, woe her, assayle her. c 1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth IV.

iii, Amazed, .at your, .impudence, That dare thus front us.

1697 Dryden Disc. Epic Poetry D 4, When /Eneas and
Turnus stood fronting each other before the altar. 1701

W. Wotton Hist. Rome, Marcus iv. 65 Some fell upon the

Rear, some fronted them directly. 1837 Hawthorne A mer.
Note-bis. (1883) 104 Here you fronted the ocean, looking at

a sail. 1839 Carlyle Chartism (1842) 98 Evil, once man-
fully fronted, ceases to be evil. 1852 Robertson Serm.
Ser. in. xvii. 222 Soldiers can be hired . . to front death in

its worst form. 1864 Kirk Chas. Bold I. i. 22 The brazen

pride with which he fronted accusation and reproach.

b. said of things.
1602 W. Watson Decacordon 265 Would God such things

. . never had fronted our native shores ! 1606 Shaks. Ant.
SfCl. 11. ii. 61 Those Warres Which fronted mine owne peace.

1637 Heywooij Royall King 11. iv. Wks. 1874 VI. 26, I am
arm'd with innocence, And that dares front all danger. 1873
Black Pr. Thule (1874) 6 At length, the boat, .fronted the

broad waters of the Atlantic.

4. To set face to face with, confront with.
1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 11. ix. 351 The Cardinall had

fronted him with one such false place out of Chrysostome.

1625 Bacon Ess., Seditions ^Arb.) 411 Which kinde of
Persons, are.. to be fronted, with some other, of the same
Party, that may oppose them. 1853 Robertson Serm.
Ser. 111. xxi. 275 Fronting his patron and his prince with

the stern unpalatable truth of God.

5. To adorn in front; to furnish with a front.

(So in comb, new-front.) Also, to face (with some
specified material) ; =Face v. 13.

1635 Davenant Prince dAmour Wks. (1673) 396 The
Scame was discovered with a Village consisting of Ale-

houses and Tobacco shops, each fronted with a red Lettice.

174a W. Cole in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 228

They have, .new Fronted the east front. 1762-71 H. Wal-
pole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. {1786) IV. 231 He new fronted

his house in Piccadilly. 177a J. G. W. De Brahm Hist.
Georgia (1849) 45 The Savannah Bay is nearly fronted with

contiguous Wharfs. 1782 Cowper Let. Wks. 1837 XV. 116

My green-house .. is fronted with myrtles, and lineoj with

mats, a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. Nciu Eng. (1821) II. 31 The
Presbyterian church . . is fronted with two towers. 1824 A nn.

Reg. 87 The whole building was proposed to be fronted with

stone.

f 6. To introduce (a tale, etc) with (the mention

of or reference to something) ; to preface. Obs.

1592 Greene Art Conny Catch, m. 9 The wily Treacher.

.

coyned such a smooth tale vnto them both, fronting it with

the Gammon of Bacon and the Cheese sent from their

maides Father. 1599 Broughton's Let. v. 15 You .. haue
fronted your I.ibeli with this inscription. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 109 Hippocrates did wel to front his Axiomatical!

Experiments .. with the grand Miscariages in the practice

of Physitians. '11732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 73
Solomon . . fronts his writings, in the beginning of the Pro-

verbs, with most express gospel.

b. To place in front as a frontispiece. Obs.~ l

1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansiv. NamelessCath. 305 Pmdarus
would haue in the beginning of a Treatise . . some glorious

personage fronted.

7. To be or stand in front of, to serve as a front to.

X591 Spenser Vis. Beltay ii, I saw a stately frame. .With
hundreth pillours fronting faire the same. 1606 Shaks. Tr.

cr Cr. iv. v. 210 Vonder wals that pertly front your Towne
. . Must kisse their owne feet. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom.
E'orest v, She came to the lawn which fronted the fabric.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xiv. (1879) 296 The coast, .is fronted

by many breakers, a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady of Manor
II. x. 3 A. .mansion, .fronted by a garden abounding with

fruits and flowers. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 228/1 The
damage done to the sea wall fronting Curry Marsh Farm.

8. Chiefly Mil. f &. intr. To march in the front

or first rank. Obs~ '

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. ii. 42, I. .front but in that File

Where others tell steps with me.

b. To turn the front or face in a specified direc-

tion ; = Face v. 9 b. Also, as word of command.
I<S3S J- Hayward tr. Biondis Banish'd Virg. 122 Upon

this the third fronting to their flanckward spurr'd towards

him. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 14 He fronts to the

left. 1847 Difantry Alan. (1854) 5 Upon the word Front,

if he has faced to the right, he fronts to the left.

C. To form a front or extended line.

1802 C. James Atilil. Diet, s.v., When the battalion is

marching by files.. the word front is always practised to

restore it to its natural situation in line. 1807 Pike Sources
M/ssiss. 111.(1810)258 The Spanish troops, .were remarkably
polite, always fronting and saluting when I passed 1883

Army Corps Orders in Standard 22 Mar. 3/2 It will halt,

front, and march past.

d. To front about : to turn round so as to face

in another direction.

1886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyll 23 Mr. H. . . fronted about

with an air of defiance.



FRONT.

e. trans, (causatively, from Front ! as a word of

command) : To cause to form a front or line.

1796 Instr. fy Reg. Cavalry (1813) 74 He then //alls,

fronts ! it, and dresses and closes it to its pivot marker on
the line. 183a Prop. Rcgul. Instr. Cavalry 11. 14 In the

movement of Threes to a flank, the squadron should occupy
but little more ground than when fronted. 1859 F. A.
Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 25 Each company in succes-

sion will be halted, and fronted.

f 9. (See quot.) Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 559/1, I fronte up, as a woman dothe the
heare of her heed with a fyllet. jt effronte. I wene you
be hydden to some bridale todaye,you be so well fronted up.

10. Sc. and dial. (See qiiots.)

1808-18 Jamieson, To front, applied to meat, when
it swells in boiling. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss., Front, of
tender meat which swells in cooking ; of meal which swells

under boiling water ; of the full feeling supervening after a
hearty meal, etc.

t Front, v. 2 Obs. In 4-5 frunt, pa. t. frunt.

[ad. OY. fronter to ill-treat.]

1. trans. To strike, kick, drive back.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 187 pe freke hym frunt with his

fot. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6923 He . . frunt hym in pe fase a
full fel wond. Ibid. 8327 Polidamas .. ffaght with horn
felly, frunt horn abacke.

2. intr. a. To rush, make a rush. b. To fall

plump.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6887 pe freke, with a felle spere frunt

vnto Ector. Ibid. 6890 He frunt of hys fol flat to be
ground.

Frontage (fronted?), [f. Front sb. + -age.]
Not in Johnson or Todd.
1. Land which abuts on a river or piece of water,

or on a road. Also, the land between the front of
a building and the road, etc.

1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 87 Frontage is where the
grounds of any man do joyn with the brow or front thereof
to the Sea, or to great or royal streams. 1813 Examiner
17 May 319/2 They have obliged proprietors of houses
situated at a short distance from the road to purchase their
frontage. 1831 Drakara"s Stamford Neivs 4 Feb. Advt. 1

Two Frontages with two cottages upon the same. 1861
M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 46 One corner of the Thames
Street frontage [of the Steelyard] was occupied by a wine-
house. 1870 Daily News 16 Feb., The remainder of the
establishment consisting chiefly of the river frontage, will

then be sold in plots. 1875 Spectator (Melbourne) 15 May
16/1 It might be bought and sold in the market any day,
like a Collins-street frontage.

2. Measurement of front-line, extent of front.

1844 Port PhilliA Patriot 18 July 3/7 The run has four
miles frontage to the Yarra Yarra. 1863 Hinchliff Trav.
S. A mer. 24 Shopkeepers in the best quarters pay enormous
rents, but get very little frontage to display their goods. 1867
Smyth Sailors Word-bit., Frontage, the length or face of
a wharf. 1873 Gkikie Gt. Ice Age v. 66 The . . glacier .

.

shedding icebergs along its whole vast extent of frontage.
1887 Times (weekly ed.) r July 20/4 The substantial old
Family Mansion, .extensive frontage of 35 ft.

3. The front face or part of a building. Also
collect.

1861 Times 16 Aug., There is a breadth of roadway and
a grandeur of frontage that would not disgrace the neigh-
bourhood of Piccadilly. 1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome
Ixxix. {1877)669 The august capitals of Egypt and Syria,
with their long columnar frontages, and marked horizontal
lines of architecture. 1875 M. Pattison Casaubon 400
Savile was just finishing the fine frontage towards the
meadows. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid ii, The frontage
of the Chateau looked southward. 1894 Daily News 5 Sept.

5/3 A municipal law requires the frontages of Paris houses
to be painted or scraped every six or seven years.

4. Mil. * The ground troops of line occupy either

on parade or in camp' (Voyle).

1893 Times 15 June 12/1 The battalion commander 'In-
structs the captains as to the frontage of their companies.'

5. The action of fronting in a certain direction
;

the fact of facing a certain way ; exposure, outlook.
1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX.

183 The breeze is .. excluded by careless frontage. 1867
D. G. Mitchell Rural Stud. 286 But it has no wide and
open frontage to the sun. 1871 Daily News 22 Sept., We
had changed front left back to meet his flank attack ; now
we had still to maintain that frontage.

H An alleged sense * part of a woman's head-
dress', given in some Diets., is based on a blun-

dered version of a passage of Addison : see quot.

I71 1, S.V. FONTANGE.
6. attrib., asfrontage-foot', -owner', -rate, -system

;

frontage-claim, a portion of land of a definite

measurement in front, but of indefinite length to-

wards the rear.

1869 R. B. Smyth Goldf. Victoria 612 Frontage-claim

—

A claim, the lateral boundaries of which are not fixed until
the lead has been traced through it. 1877 Black Green
Past, xli. (1878) 325 We would cover every frontage foot
with gold. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 843 The small affair of
a frontage rate. 1890 Bolorewood Miner's Right viii.

81 The frontage system, .was considered., to afford a highly
needful guarantee for capital invested in mining enterprise.

1896 Star 15 Dec. 2/6 Charging the frontage owners gs. in
the pound.

Frontager vfrflTitedgDj). [f. Frontage + -e«J.]

1. An owner of land or property adjoining : a.

the sea-shore.
1622 Callis Stat. Servers (1647) 25 The Frontagers have

claimed those grounds so left, by a pretended Custome of
Frontagers. 1866 Pall Mall G. 4 Dec, The free use and
enjoyment of the sea-shore., giving to the frontager . . such
a title as may not be inconsistent with those rights. 1885

565

Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 570 The liability of a frontager

to repair a sea-wall, .can only be ascertained by usage.

b. a roadway.
1739 Be~.vkolm Inclos. Act 6 Messuagers, cottagers and

frontagers. 1880 Ld. Tiiesigkr in Law Rep. Exch. Div.
V. 206 Several frontagers called upon to pay the expenses
of paving a street. 1890 Sat. Rev. 10 May 559/2 Mr.
Forhes would willingly carry a new line along the proposed
route, .with the permission of the frontagers and owners.

2. One who lives on a frontier, rare — 1
.

1893 S. L. Poole Auranzeb vi. 115 Mir Junda's disastrous
campaign in Assam was typical of many attempts to subdue
the North-east frontagers of India.

Frontal (frontal), sb. Forms: 4-5 fro(u)n-
telT, 5-6 fruntall(e, -telle, 6-7 frontall, 6-8

frontale, (6 frontayle\7-frontal. [ME.frotinlel,

a. OF. frontel :—late L. frontdie, f. front-, frons:
see Fhont sb. and -AL. OF. had also the form
frontal (still preserved in some senses) ; in mod.F.,

by confusion of suffixes, frontail and fronlean (cf.

med.L. frontellum in /'romp, Parv.) are used in

various specific applications of the general sense.]

fl. Something applied to the forehead. Obs.

a. A band or ornament worn on the forehead.
c 1320 Pol. Songs (Camden) 154 The bout and the barbet

wyth frountel shule fe^e. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 585/2
Frontale, a frontell. 1552 Huloet, Krontayle for a womans
head, some call it a fruntlet. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
416 His brother foorthwith tooke the roiall frontall called a
diademe, and did it about his owne head. 1611 Bp, Hall
Serm. v. 52 Look how much difference there is between .

.

the frontal of the high priest and the bells of the horses.

b. A piece of defensive armour for a horse's

head ; ^front-stall. (Cf. Fr. frontail, frontea «.)

1587 Underdown tr. lieliodonts IX. 126 They anne their

horses too ; about his legges they tie bootes, and couer his

head with frontals of Steele.

c. Med. A medicament applied to the forehead

to cure headache. (Cf. Yr, frontal, fronteau.)
1601 Holland Pliny II. 75 It cureth the head-ach, if it

be applied as a frontall to the forehead and temples. 1710
T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 172 A Frontal with Mastic.

1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784) 154/1 The frontal pre-
scribed by Fathom was applied.

d. A knotted cord, wound tightly round the

forehead as a means of torture. (Cf. Fr. frontal.)
1653 H. Cohan tr. Pinto's Trav, xv. 48 To make your

brains fly out of your heads with a frontal of cord.

2. A movable covering for the front of an altar,

generally of embroidered cloth, silk, etc., but some-
times of metal.
1381 in Eng. Gilds (lSyo) 233 An altar-cloth, with a frontel,

for the great feast-days. 1459 Paston Lett. No. 336 I. 489
Item, j. auter clothe, withe a frontell of white damaske. 1536
Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 394 The goldin and silkin

claithis .. war distribute amang the abbays of Scotland to
be vestamentis and frontallis to thair altaris. 1566 Eng.
Ch. Furniture (Peacock 1866) 49 A girdell a fruntall and
3 albes. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 305
The frontal, or coloured altar-cloth, should hang separately
from the altar. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 266
Frontals may be. .formed of gold and silver plates.

+ b. ? A hanging for the front of a bed. Obs.

1539 in Inv, R. Wardrobe (1815) 47 Rufis of beddis.—Item
. . t lire curt ingis. . withane frontale. 1543 Ibid. 98 The nether
frontale of the samyne bed.

C. A decorated front for a tomb.
1881 Academy 5 Mar. 177/3 The wriole frontal is enriched

in a. .somewhat tawdry manner by numerous false gems.
3. The facade of a building.

1784 Hkxlev £eckford*s Vaihek(iS6B)j^6 nole,We are told
of a strange fortress, .whose frontal presented the following
inscription. 1827 Lytton Pelkam xxiii, Vast hotels, with
their gloomy frontals, and magnificent contempt of comfort.

1893 M. E. Francis A'. C, Village 202 Not a very imposing
building, .with its low frontal and irregular architecture.

f4. Arch. (See quot. 1730-6.) Obs.
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 36 It hath foure windowes

with frontals and galleries. 1730-6 Bailey (folio*, Erontal,
a little fronton or pediment sometimes placed over a little

door or window.

t 5. = Frontier sb. 3 (where see quot. 141 3-ao).

Frontal (frontal ; in sense 2 often frontal), a.

[ad. mod.L. frontalis, f. front-, frons : see Front
and -al. Cf. Ft. frontal adj.]

1. Of or pertaining to the forehead, or to the cor-

responding part in the lower animals. Frequent
in anatomical applications, as frontal artery, bone,

sinus, vein, etc. Frontal tonsure : see quot. 1894,
1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Vein, Frontal-vein, the fore-

head vein, a third branch ofthe outward throat vein, whence,
mounting by the bottom of the nether jaw, it comes into
the lips and nose, and thence ascends by the inside of the
eye to the middle of the fore-head. 1741 Monro Anat.
Bones (ed. 3) 87 The frontal Bone serves to contain, defend
and sustain the anterior Lobes of the Brain. 1746 Parsons
in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 6 The true Frontal Muscle arises
fleshy from the Process ofthe Os Erontis. 1826 Kirby & Sp.
Entomol. (1828) IV. xlv. 258 He conjectures the seat of this
sense [smell] to reside in certain frontal organs. 1840 G. V.
Ellis Anat. 2 The frontal artery, a branch .. of the
ophthalmic. 1879 Calderwood Mind $ Br. ii. 16 The
front of the brain.. is known as the Frontal Lobe. 1894
I. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd. 41 The tonsure was made
by shaving off all the hair in front of a line drawn from
ear to ear, and is called the frontal tonsure.

2. Of or pertaining to the forepart or foremost
edge. Frontal hammer \ see quot. 1881.
1860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxvii. 217 From the summit

descended by a glissade to the frontal portion of the cavern.

FRONTIER.
1863 Lyell Antiq. Man xv. 300 The frontal or terminal
moraine. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Frontal hammer
or F'rontal kelve, a forge-hammer lifted by a cam, acting
upon a 'tongue' immediately in front of the hammer-head.

b. Of an attack, etc. : Directed against or de-

livered upon the front.

1884 Milit. F.ngin. I. 11. 63 A magazine exposed to frontal

fire only. 1886 N. L. Waliokd Pari. Gen. Civ. War 43
With the aid of a frontal attack by the infantry.

3. quasi-.r£. —frontal bone.

1854. Owen Skel. <y 'Teeth 111 Circ. Sc. I. 193 The frontals

..rest by descending lateral plates, representing connate
orhitosphenoids. 1857 Bullock Cazeaux' Midwif 218
The frontal, forming the forehead, as well as the superior-

anterior part of the face. 1858 Lytton ll'kat will he do
11. iv, This was, indeed, a horse of great power.. and such
a head ! the ear, the frontal, the nostril?

t Fro"n.tal, v. Obs.- 1
[f. Frontal sb.] trans.

To be a frontal or prelude to ; to precede.

1652 URQUHART Jibuti Wks. (1834) 177 Serving in this

place to frontal a Vindication of the honour of Scotland.

tFro'ntary. Obs. [f. Front sb. + -arv l]

= Frontal sb. i c.

1564 78 Blli.ivn Dial. agst. Pest. (18881 27, I haue
appoincted . . in what order that your frontary should bee
applied to your forehed to cause you to sleape quietly.

Frontate (frp'nt-, frzrnte't), a. Hot, [ad. mod.L.
frontdt-us, {.front-, frons : see Front and -ate -.]

= next.

1855 in Ogilvie Suppl.

1 Fro'ntated, a. [f. as prec. + -ed '.] (See

quot.)

1719 QuiNCV Lex. Physico-Med. 161 Frontated, \\\ Botany
expresses the Leaf of a Flower growing broader and broader,
and at last, .terminating in a right Line.

Frontayle, -el(l, obs. forms of Frontal.
Fronted (JwnU-d),f>J>l. a. [f. Front sb, or v. +

-ed.] Furnished with or having a front ; formed
with a front. With qualifying adverb : Having
a front or countenance with a specified expression.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess., Impudent Cinsurer (1857)

133 Hee is so fronted with striving to discountenance know-
lege, by the contempt of it, as you would think him borne
to insolence. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 532 Bart curh thir fierie

Steeds, or shun the Goal With rapid wheels, or fronted
Brigads form. 1873 A. Dobson Vignettes in Rhyme, Sundial
xii, So kindly fronted that you marvelled how The frequent
sword-hilt had so frayed his glove.

Fronter, var. of Thrunter Sc. ( = a ewe in her

fourth year).

Frontier (Jrp'n-, fr»*nti«), sb. and a. Forms:
5 frounter(e, -teere, -tier, -tor, fron-, frowntere,
5-6 frontyer, 5-7 fronter, 6 frontour, 6-7 fron-
tire, 6- frontier. Also Fronture [obs.). [a. OF.
frontier masc, fronticre fern. (mod.Fr. frontUre\
f. front Front sb. Cf. Yx.fronteira forehead, It.

frontiera, Sy.frontera, Tg.fronteira frontier.]

A. sb.

T 1. The front side ; the forepart. Obs.
c 1430 Lvdc, Attn. Poems (Percy) 16 Att fFrountor of thees

welles clere, Ther whas a scripture commendyng ther

lycour. 1538 LELAND Itin, I. 107 The fronter of which
Ward in the entering is exceeding stronge with Toures and
Portecoleces. 155* Robinson tr. Mote's Utop. 11. (1805) 116

The forefrontes or frontiers of the ii corners [of the haven]
..be very, .daungerous.

f b. The side that fronts in a specified direc-

tion. Obs- 1

1599 Hakluyt Voy. I. 95 The principal wife placeth her
court on the West frontier.

T C. The forehead. Obs. rare -1 .

1583 Stlbbes Anat. Ahus. 1. (1877) 67 Their bolstred
heir, .standeth crested round about their frontiers.

1 2. = Frontlet 4. Obs.

1440 in Eng. Ch. Furniture (Peacock 1866) 182 Item syx
alter towelles of lynnen cloth the first with a frounter pailed
read white and black.. the 5th with a frountier of burde
Alisander.

f3. The front line or foremost part of an army.
Hence 'attack, resistance' in phr. to makefrontier
(tr. OY . fairefrontih-e). Obs.
? a 1400 Morte A rih. 2898 Frykis one the frowntere welle

a fyve hundreth. 1413-20 LvDO. Chron. Troy 1. ix. (1555)
In the frounter [1513 frountell] many manly man With
sharpe speres first together ran. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss.
I. eclv. 378 He sent them into Poicters to kepe the citie,

and to make fronter there agaynst the frenchemen.

4. sing, and pi. The part of a country which
fronts or faces another country ; the marches ; the

border or extremity conterminous with that of an-

other.

1413 Pilgr. Solute (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 80 To kepe the
frounters of the reame fro perille of enemyes. 1489 Caxton
Eaytes of A. m. xxii. 215 The fronteres of Caleys. 1540
Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 48 On y° east partes and frontours of
this his realm. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. § Commzv. 171
Vpon another frontire lie the Spaniards. 1648 Gage West
Ind. xx. 157 After the two daies we drew neer unto the
Heathens Frontiers. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 129 F 8

A Country Church upon the Frontiers of Cornwall. 1781
Gibbon Decl. <$• F. 1 1 1. 126 It might be dangerous to weaken
the defence of the frontier. 1838 Lytton Calderon i. 64
He.. received an order to join the army on the frontiers.

1853,}. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) II. 1. ii. 84 He found
a difficulty in defending his frontier towards Persia,
transf. and fig 1672-3 Mahvell Rett. Transp. I. .39

Those Churches which are seated nearer upon the Frontire
of Popery. 1738 'Tom Ring's, or Humours Cov. Garden 3
A spacious Plain.. Whose large Frontiers with Pallisados
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bound From Trivia's Filth inshrines the hallow'd Ground.

1768 W. Wilkie Rake < Hermit 65 Faith in the utmost

frontier stands. 1839 Murchison Silur. Syst. 1. xxyii.

350 Along this portion of their frontier, the Upper Silurian

Rocks [etc.]. i8S5 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 150 A few

seditious persons.. had gone very near to the frontier of

treason. 1870 Max Mu'ller Sci. Relig. (18731 391 Even in

this more general study of mankind, the frontiers of lan-

guage and race ought never to disappear.

b. U.S. ' That part of a country which forms

the border of its settled or inhabited regions : as

(before the settlement of the Pacific coast), the

western frontier of the United States ' (Cent. Diet.).

1870 Emerson Sac. A> So/it., Civiliz. Wks. (Bohn) 1 1 1. 8 'Tis

wonderful howsoon a piano gets into a log-hut on the frontier.

f 5. A fortress on the frontier ; a frontier town.

1604 Shaks. Ham. ((>'. 2) IV. iv. 16 Goes it against the

maine of Poland, sir, Or for some frontire? 1641 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) I. 22 Gorcum, a very strong and considerable

frontier. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World^iS^o) 222 It [Bal-

divia] was a fortification and a frontier. 1796 Morse A mer.

Georg. I. 721 [Natchitoches in Louisiana] was a frontier on

the Spanish settlements.

+ b. A barrier against attack. Obs.

1589 Ive Fortif. 1 A Forte not placed where it were neede-

full, might skantly be accompted for frontier. 1648 Gage
West hid. xv. 105 This Province, .which is a Frontier

against those Heathens. 1664 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5

II. 122 His Navies do carry a moveable Frontire to all the

habitable world. 1690 W. Edmundson Jrnl. I1715) 133

Three Hundred Firelocks, as a Frontier, to intercept the

English Soldiers.

f 6. A settler on the frontier ; a frontier-man.

1677 W. Hubbard Narrative 51 The Frontiers discerning

Indians in. .the Swamp, fired immediately upon them.

B. adj.

1. Of or belonging to the frontier of a country

;

situated on the frontier, bordering. Const, to.

1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cxiii. 135 The erle.. departed

his people into dyuers garysons, to kepe fronter warre.

1530 Palsgr. 34 The dyuersite of pronuncyacion of the

other frontier countreys. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 43 Diuers

frontier Cities and Castles. 1647 w - Browne tr. Polexandcr

III. 87 A desert which is frontire betweene Guinea and

Senega, a 1648 Ld. Herbert Life (1886) 240 Held their

way towards Bayonne, a city frontier to Spain. 1667M1LTON
/'. L. 1. 406 Dreaded through. .Gaza's frontier bounds. 1701

Col. Rec. Pennsylv. II. 20 Leaving that most (fronter part

. . Denuded of. . Defence. 1756 G. Washington Lett. Writ.

1889 I. 360 The intent of sending men hither was to protect

the frontier inhabitants. 18*7 J. F. Cooper Prairie I.

xiv. 209 If you come a foot nlgber,you shall have frontier

punishment. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos 1. xxxiii. 281 A
few of the frontier castles had fallen into his hands.

f2. Fronting; opposite. Obs.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 106 With readie minds.,

they breake through the frontier bankes over-against them.

Frontier (frp'n-, rrtrnti'l), v. [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. intr. To be a frontier, or as a frontier ; to

border on or upon. Obs.

1599 Hakluyt Vey. II. 15 The countrey called Suet.,

frontering vpon the countrie of the Damascenes. 1652-6*

Heylin Cosmogr. 11. (1682) 166 As far Westward as the River

Tibiscus, where it frontiered on the Jazyges Metanasta:.

2. trans, a. To look upon the frontier, boundary,

or coast of; to face ; now rare. fb. To stand in

front of ; to bar, oppose. Obs.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. (1618) 270 They saw the armie so

hardie, as to incampe in that valley which was frontired

with troublesome mountaines, and in the midst of the

enemies countrey. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Geutrie 11. 32 Being

that part of the country a frontering the sea. 1589 Ive

Fortif. 29 So small Forts may well serue to hinder the

courses of a small number, but not to frontier a forcible

enemie. 1596 Spenser State /ret. (Globe) 621/2 Now that

it is noe more a border, nor frontyerd with enemyes. a 1849

J. C. Mangan Poems U859) 227 The bridge that, bounding

Life's domain, frontiers the wold of death.

Hence t Pro'ntiering ///. a., occupying the

frontier or border ; neighbouring.
1600 Dvmmok Ireland (1843) 35 His Lordship .. repared

the breaches of the castle, and placed such a garrison in the

same as might anoy the fronteringe rebells.

Fro'iitierism. rare-1
. [See -ism.] A mode

of expression current on the (U.S.) frontier.

1890 Harper's Mag. Aug. 383/1 A shallow 'cooley 1

(frontierism for gully) that led down through the bluff.

Frontierman, fro ntiersniaii. Chiefly

U.S. [f. Frontier sb. + Man ; for the second form

cf. draughtsman, tradesman] One who lives on

the frontier of a country, or on the outlying dis-

tricts of civilization.

1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 209 Somewhat in the manner
of our frontier men's leggins. 1814 Brackenridge I'iews

Louisiana 116 There seems to prevail a rage amongst the

frontiers-men, for emigration to that quarter. 1851 Mayne
Reid Scalp Hunt. xx. 142 They were all, or nearly all,

natives of the Mexican border, fronliermen. 1877 W.
Matthews Ethnogr. Hidatsa 22 The whites they had seen

were mostly rude Canadian frontiersmen. 1883B. Mitford
Zulu Country iii. 45 A burly frontiersman, .strides along in

all the glory of wideawake and corduroy.

Frontignac (frpntinyark), sb. Often attrib. or

quasi-a<r)'. Forms 7-9 frontiniac(k, (7 fran-

tiniak, ick, frontineacke) , 8 frontigniac, 8-

frontignao. [erroneous form of next ; the substitu-

tion of -ac for -an is perh. due to a reminiscence

of the many southern Fr. names in -ignac.]

1. A muscat wine made at Frontignan, in the

department of Herault, France.

1619 Weldon in Chambers Life "Jos. / (1830) II. v. 148

His drinks . . were frontiniac, canary, high country wine.

1636 Davenant Witts v. i, Nothing could please your

haughty Pallat but The Muskalelli, and Frantiniak Grape !

1670 W. Hughes G"«/>/. Vineyard (16&3) 73 Frantinick M
a very pretty pleasant Wine. 1765 Brownrigg in Phil.

Trans. LV. 221 Those long vials, in which Frontiniac wine

is usually kept. 18*6 Polwhele Trail, ff Recoil. II. 377

The Coniac-brandy, Claret and Frontiniac were excellent.

2. The grape from which this is made.
a 1641 Suckling Lett. (1646) 55 Mistresse and Woman

differ no otherwise than Frontiniack and ordinary Grapes.

1715 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Exposition, Muscats (the

grapes) they call Frontiniacks. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng.

Hoitsekfr. (1778) 363 The Frontiniac grape is the best.

t Frontignan. Obs. =prec.

1756 Nt gent Gr. Tour, France IV. 36 Frontignan excellent

for a glass or two. 1777 G. Forster Voy. round World
1. 78 French plants of burgundy, muscade, and frontignan

have likewise been tried.

Fronting (fr»-ntin,), vbl. sb. [f. Front ».]

1. The action of the vb. Front in various senses.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887) 212 In some
desperate cases, fantasie is froward, and wil bide no front-

ing. 1659 Torriano, Facciata . . any fronting or facing.

1796 Instr. *, Reg. Cavalry 1 1813) 183 The fronting every

two hundred yards is prescribed to prevent the breaking or

falling into file of the line. 1831 Prop. Regul. Instr. Cavalry

111. 86 The halting and fronting of each line may. .be regu-

lated. 1883-4 J- G - Butler in Bible-Work II. 65 This bold

fronting of danger for the preaching of Christ. 1895 Daily

News 1 June 5/6 It was . . determined to achieve the new
fronting without disturbing it [the Dutch cannon ball).

2. concr. A superficial coat or layer ; a facing.

1886 Athenxum 22 May 686/3 The bath, .reaching to the

marble semicircular fronting of the western mosaic. 1891

Daily News 26 Dec. 5/5 The. .town has everywhere a thin

fronting of sparkling white.

Fronting (frtrntirj), ///. a. [f. Front v. +

-ing 2
.] That fronts ^in senses of the vb.).

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, IV. iv. 66 Oh, with what Wings
shall his Affections fiye Towards fronting Perill, and oppos'd

Decay ? a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 82

They made supernal Waves asunder start, And into fronting

liquid Bastions part. 1797 Coleridge Tins Lime-Tree

Boiuer, etc. 54 Those fronting elms. 1816 Keatinge Trav.

(1817) I. 192 Their military [infantry] is formed in a long ..

lane of two fronting ranks. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lady
Geraldine's Courtship 68 She, with level fronting eyelids.

1846 Ld. Houghton Men ofOld iv, Content, as men-at-arms,

to cope Each with his fronting foe.

Hence Frontingly adv.

1859 Chamb. Jrnl. XL 128 Hostile armies..On dimly

tented fields, stand frontingly.

t Fro-ntish, a. Obs. rare.- ' [f. Front a, +

-IflH.] Only mfrontish-door=front-door.
1703 T. N. City ft C. Purchaser 128 Frontish doors in

great Buildings, with their Ornaments, as Pilasters, etc.

Frontispiece (frrvntispfs), sb. Forms : 7

frontispice, -peece,(frontespice,fr6ntice-pieee,

frontispeice), 6- frontispiece, [a. Fr. frontis-

pice, ad. med.L. frontispicium lit. ' looking at

the forehead ', metoposcopy, hence physiognomy,

countenance, face or facade of a building, f. L.

front(i)- (see Front sb.)+spieium, f. early Lat.

spectre to look. In English the spelling was very

early assimilated to that ofpiece]

1. The principal face or front of a building ;
' but

the term is more usually applied to the decorated

entrance of a building ' (Gwilt).

1597-8 Br. Hall Sat. v. ii. 62 But if thou chance cast

vp thy wondring eyes. Thou shalt descerne vpon the

Frontispice, OYAE12 F.ISHTfJ grauen vp on hye. 1630

Brathwait Eng. Gentian. (1641) 8 An indiscreet builder,

who preferreth the care of his frontispice before the maine

foundation. 1689 Burnet Tracts I. 45 The French King
gives 10000 Livres for the Frontis-peice. 1753 Hanway
Trav. (1762) I. vn. xcv. 440 The ornaments of the architec-

ture, and the relievo in the frontispiece, are after the Chinese

and japan manner. 1797 Holcroft Stolberg's Trav. led. 2)

II. lvi. 302 The temple .. was of white marble. On the

frontispiece was the . . chariot of the Sun. 1855 Fergusson

Handlk. Arch. II. 772 As a frontispiece .. it [the three-

gabled front of the Cathedral of Orvieto] is not without

considerable appropriateness and even beauty. 187*

Symonds Italy % Greece 102 The facade [of the Cathedral

of Orvieto] is a triumph of decorative art. It is strictly

what Fergusson has styled a ' frontispiece' ; for it bears no

relation whatever to the construction of the building.

transf. and fig. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass i. <i664> 3

He had his celestial sentence . . engraven on the frontispeece

of his Heart, a 1678 Marvell Poems, Appleton House 23

A stately frontispiece of poor Adorns without the open door.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. in. xi. § 20 Who is it has inform'd

us, that a rational Soul can inhabit no Tenement, unless it

has just such a sort of Frontispiece. 17J8 Glover On Sir

Isaac Ncivton 207 The ev'ning on the frontispiece of

heav'n His mantle spreads with many colours gay.

fb. The summit of a building. Obs. [So some-

times med. L.frontispicium]
1600 Holland Livy x. xxiii. 368 The image of Jupiter.

.

in the lanterne or frontispice [L. culmine] of the Capitoll.

2. The pediment over a door, gate, etc. Also,

a sculptured or engraved panel.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 580 The very frontispiece and

maine lintle-tree which lay ouer the jambes or cheekes of

the great dore of the said temple. 1637 Heywood Royal
Ship 41 Upon the upright of the Upper Counter, standeth

Victory, in the middle of a Frontispiece. 1667 Milton P. L.

III. 506 A Kingly Palace Gate, With Frontispice ofDiamond
and Gold Embellisht. 1686 Burnet Trav. iii. drso) 168

The great Dome is a magnificent Building, but the Frontis-

piece to the great Gate is not yet made. 1819 Shelley To
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Peacock 25 Feb., Columns, .supporting a perfect architrave,

and two shattered frontispieces. 1850 Leitch tr. Mutter's

Anc. Art % 109. 76 An Ionic portico on the outside, and on

each side a Doric frontispiece.

fig. 1632 Missklden Free Trailed*. 2) 2 When God
himselfe setteth these duties in the frontispice or top of

both the Tables of the Decalogue.

t 3. The first page of a book or pamphlet, or

what is printed on it ; the title-page including

illustrations and table of contents ; hence, an intro-

duction or preface. Obs.

1607 R. C. tr. //. Estierlne's World of Wonders Ep. Ded.,

1 could see none . . fitter to be placed in the Frontispice

of this worke . . then your two Lordships. 1614 Selden

Titles Hon. 226 In the Frontispice of Ina's laws, he

saith he made them with the assent and help of his Bishops.

1618 Bolton Florus To Rdr., Hee figures the whole

people of Rome, in the person of a Man (as the frontis-

pice sheweth). 1646 Burgess in Presbyt. Rev. (1887) 317

This speech . .a scoffing Remonstrant takes, and sets it forth

odiously in the Frontispice of his Book. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. v. $ 1 A Declaration (which he caused to be

printed, and, in the Frontispiece, recommended to the con-

sideration of all his loving Subjects). 1711 Steele Sped.

No. 296 f 1 Your prefixing Greek Motto's to the Frontispiece

of your late Papers. 1711 Bailey, Frontispiece, .the Title

or first Page of a Book done in Picture.

fig. , 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeley: (1883I II. 409 His

face was the frontispice of his mind ; he knew not how to

dissemble a thought. 1651 Jer. Taylor Serin, for Year 1.

v. 57 Godly sorrow is but the frontispiece or title page. 1673

Lady's Call. 1. ii. 12 Nature . .never meant a serene and clear

forehead should be the frontispiece to a cloudy tempestuous

heart. 1704 S. Wesley Def. Let. cone. Educ. Dissenters 23

Stephen Marshall, the very Frontispiece of Smectimnuus.

4. An illustration facing the title-page of a book

or division of a book. (The current sense.)

The ' Frontis-piece ' of the first quot. faces the title-page.

168a I.ithgoivs Trav. ill. 120 And lo in the Frontis-piece is

myEffigies affixed withmyTurkish habit . . even as I travelled.

1748 Lady Luxborough Tett. to Shcnstone 28 May, I

grudge six shillings for Herveys Meditations, .but I want

to see the frontispieces. 1753 Gray Let. Poems (1775) 225

If I had received such a book, with such a frontispiece, .it

would have given me a palsy. l8ao Scoresby Acc. Arctic

Reg. II. 368 The engraving which forms the frontispiece to

this volume .. is illustrative of this accident. 1878 H.H.
Gibbs Ombre 8 One of them appears in the Frontispiece

which is taken from Seymour's ' Compleat Gamester '.

fit. 1691 J. Wilson Belphegorx. ii, In a word, a thing

made up of so many several parishes, that you'd have taken

him at first sight for a frontispiece of the resurrection.

5. The front piece or forepart of anything.

a. The face or forehead. Chiefly jocular.

a 1625 Grobian's Nuptialls, MS. Bodl. 30, If. 17 a, That

fayre frontispeece of yours. 1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761)

I. i. 26 It wereapity that, .so beautiful a frontispiece should

cover a mind destitute of internal grace. 1771 Nugent tr.

Hist. Fr. Gerund I. iv. 120 A smart little father, with a bit

of toupet on his frontispiece. 1811 Sporting Mag. VIII. 233

Hammering his frontispiece to the appearance of a pudding-

stone. 1871 Browning Fifine xcv, No face-shape, beast or

bird. .but some one had preferred From out its frontispiece..

To make the vizard whence himself should view the world,

f b. In a theatre : The front scenery ; also, the

forepart of the stage. Obs.

1651 J. Wilson Astrxa A viij, The Shepherdess avanceth

to the Frontispiece of the Scene. 1667 Davenant & Dryden
Tempest 1. i, The curtain rises, and discovers a new frontis-

piece, joined to the great pilasters.

Frontispiece (fnmtisp/s), v. [f. prec. sb.]

trans, a. To furnish tot'M as a Frontispiece (senses

3, 4), put a frontispiece to. b. To represent on the

frontispiece. 0. To put as a frontispiece.

1715 M. Davtes A then. Brit. I. Pref. 12 Those two

Clementin Epistles . . wherewith . . Cotelerius frontispiec d

his Collection of Apostolick Remains. 1716 Ibid. II. 297

His insolent Sermon, Sawcily frontispiee'd, Non-Resistance

without Priestcraft, &c. c 1811 Byron in Dowden Shelley

(1887) II. 364, I have advised him to frontispiece his book

with his own head, Capo di Traditore, the head of a traitor.

1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 201 [He] is frontispieced most

abominably, in a sort of caricature of the Freischutz. 1836

Ibid. XIII. 34 Poole's Sketches . . are frontispieced with an

engraving. 1894 Speaker 19 May 560/2 Let him frontispiece

a good map.
.

Hence Prontispiecer, one who supplies a fron-

tispiece.

1818 Lamb Let. to Barton 5 Dec, I esteem thy verses ..

honour thy frontispicer, and .. reverence thy. dedicatee.

Frontisterion, -urn : see Phrontisterion.

FrontleSS (fr»'ntles\ a. Also 7 frontles(se.

[f. Front sb. + -less.] Having no front.

1. fig. Unblushing, shameless, audacious, daring
;

= Foreheadless a. Now rare.

1605 B. Jonson I 'olpone iv. v, The most prodigious, and

most frontlesse piece Of solid impudence. 1615 Chap-

man Odyss. I. 425 Command to towns of their nativity

These frontless wooers. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter 11.

10 The whelps of that Roman litter have thus cast front-

less imputations upon them. 1739 Cibber Apol. (17561 I.

99 As if the author had impos'd upon them the most frontless

. absurdity. 1791 Boswell Johnson 10 Sept. an. 1773 The

duchess had not superior parts, but was a bold frontless

woman. 1823 Btackw. Mag. XIV. 464 We have .
.
editors

frontless enough to advocate them. 1850 L. HuNT-4»««*;o.r-

11 xi. 79 The repulsiveness of a republic, .with its frontless

love of money. 1886 Swinburne Miscell. 297 A brainless

and frontless trafficker in scandal.

2. Of a house : That has had its front destroyed.

1887 Pall Mall G. 1 Mar. 12/1 Diano Marina is a wreck

. .The passengers in the trains look into frontless houses.

Hence Prontlessly adv., Frontlessne»s.
1618 Chapman Hesiod 143 The worse depraving the
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better ; and that front lessly. 1631 Rrathwait Whimzies,

Ruffian 83 Hee will intrude most frontlesly into any com-

pany. 1698 K. Fercusson Ecclesiastick 5 Without a strange

frontlessn ess, they can neither deny [etc.]. 1709 J. Logan
in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 370, I cannot persuade myself

that any man will be so frontlessly base.

Frontlet (fivntUt). Forms: 5-6 frontlettfe,

(6 frountlett, 7 frontilet), 6- frontlet [a. OF.

frontelet, dim. of frontel, fronteau Frontal sb.

:

see -let.]

1. Something worn on the forehead.

a. An ornament or band ; also, a bandage worn
at night to prevent or remove wrinkles.

1478 in Rolls of Parlt. VI. 289 Frontlettes of blak

velvet. 150a Priv. Purse Fxp. Elt'z. of York '1830) 68

A frontlet of golde for the Quene. c 1540 J. Hf.ywood
Four P. P. Bjb, And they be masked in many nettes As
frontlettes, fillettes, partlettes, & braceletes. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 837 They weare also frontlets ot feathers :

in their eares they weare bones. 1641 J.
Jackson Trite

Evang. T. in. 206 Holinesse to the Lord is found written.,

upon the high Priests frontlet, a 1717 Parnell To an
Old Beauty 2 To please our youthful sight You sleep in

cream and frontlets all the night. 1755, Young Centaur vi.

Wks. 1757 IV. 255 The Centaurs, .wearing frontlets of brass

on their foreheads. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 260 That
Dame of haughty air . . wears a frontlet edged with gold.

1866 J. G. Murphy Comm. Ex, xiii. 9 The fillet or frontlet

encircles the head.

ftg. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 208 How now Daughter?
what makes that Frontlet on? You are too much of late

i'th'frowne. 1791 Cowi-er Oityss. xm. 469 As when we
loosed Her radiant frontlet from the brows of Troy. 1876
Swinburne Erechtheus 1396 To bind on the brows of thy
godhead a frontlet of night.

b. In Exod. xiii. 16, Deitt. vi. 8, or phrases refer-

ring thereto : =- Phylactery.
1578 BtBLB (Genev.) Exod. xiii. 16 It shalbe as a token

upon thine hande, and as frostlets betwene thine eyes.

1670 L. Stuclev GossiP'Glass xl. 4S1 Let it be as Frontlets

between thine eyes day and night. 173a Swift Lett.

Wks. 1841 II. 674 His [Clarendon's] books had frontlets of
Scripture to recommend and sanctify all their venom. 1825
Macaulav Milton Ess. {1854) 27 That sublime treatise

which every statesman should wear as a sign upon his

hand and as frontlets between his eyes.

fe. A cloth or bandage containing some medi-

cament ; also, the medicament itself. Obs.
1600 Surflet Countrie Farme 1. xii. 57 To cause them to

sleepe . . it is good to make a frontlet with the seede of
poppie, (etc.]. 1607 Topskll Four-f. Beasts (1658) 401 To
put them all togetner into a Frontlet or fore-head cloth.

16x1-51 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. v. 1. vi. 306 Frontlets are

well known to every good wife. Rose water and Vinegar .

.

applied to both temples. 1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v.

Eye, You are to apply to the Temples a Frontlet made
with Provence Roses.

d. = Front 9 c. rare — 1
.

1785 Crabbe Newspaper 375 These flaxen frontlets with
elastic springs.

e. -- Frontal ib, front-stall (see Front j£. 15).
1805 Scott Last Mittstr. 1. v, Thirty steeds. . Barbed with

frontlet of steel. i6yjOvin\ Pascarel 1 1. 89 The bullocks went
on their slow ways with (lowers in their leathern frontlets,

t f. A coronet. Obs.

1610 Guillim Heraldry vi. Concl. (1611) 283 Twixt an
Earle and Vicounts Frontilets The ods is like : so needlesse
to be learn'd,

2. = Forehead 1. Now only of animals.
1659 D. Pell Imfir. Sea 378 Like the smooth-facedfbnles,

fluvia, stagna, and lacus's of a land, that lyes with never
a wrinckle upon their frontlets. 1758 Dyer Fleece 1. 203
A fairer species. .Of shorter limb, and frontlet more ornate.

1810 Scott Lady of L. I, ii, The antlered monarch of the
waste. .Tossed his beamed frontlet to the sky. 1851 Mavne
Reid Scalp Hunt, xxxix. 299 We can recognise the horns
and frontlets of the elk. 1878 G. Macdonald Phantasies
vi. 88 From frontlet to tail the horse likewise shone red.

1890 Boldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 228 A very evil-

looking beast, .with a development of horn remarkable even
in that forest of frontlets.

b. Omith. The margin of the head, behind the

bill, of birds, generally clothed with rigid bristles.

1874 Coues Birds N. W. 89 The differences, .are found in

every sufficient series of the North American bird; thus,

of two specimens, both shot at Washington, D. C, one has
a whitish and the other a brown frontlet.

^3. The facade of a building : = Front sb.6. Also
trans/.

x8o8 Scott Marm. v. xx, The antique buildings, climbing
high, Whose Gothic frontlets sought the sky. 1830 W.
Phillii-s Mi. Sinai 1. 338 Fair east he turn'd him, and anon
attain'd The beetling frontlet of the mountain.

4. A superfrontal or cloth hanging over the upper
part of an altar frontal ; also, an ornamental border

to an altar-cloth.

1536 Reg. cfRiches in Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 199 A purpure
cloth, with an ymage of the Crucifix.. with a divers frontlet,

having in every end two white Leopards. 1549 Eng. Ch.
Furniture iPeacock i860) 246 Item on corporaxe cloth & ij

tasslys. Item one lyttell frountlett of ffustyan. 1874 Mickle-
thwaite Mod. Par. Churches 305 One frontlet may serve
with a variety of frontals. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div.
Worship 269 Frontlets may be sewn on the front of these
linen cloths so as to hang over the edge.

tProntly, adv. Obs. [f. Front sb. + -ly2.]

? With a bold front, bravely.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 174 Thai-.frontly with thar
fayis can ficht.

Pronto- (frp-nto), used in scientific nomenclature
loxfronti-, the combining form of Y,.front-em,frons
Front, chiefly in anatomical and surgical combs.
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signifying < pertaining to the front or forehead and

to something else
' ; as vafronto-auricular, -ethmoid,

-malar\ -mental (see Mental a.-) , -nasal, -occipital,

-orbital, -parietal, -sphenoidal, -squamosal, -tem-

poral, for which see the word forming the second

member of the combination.
1857 Bullock Cazeaux' Midwif. 221 The fron to-mental,

or the facial, extends from the frontal boss to the point of

the chin. 1864 Reader No. 85. 204/1 The fronto-nasal

protuberance. 1866 HuxLEY Preh. Rem. Caithn. 99 The
bast-cranial line is from the anterior margin of the foramen
magnum to the fronto-nasal suture. 187a MlVART Elem.
Anat. 100 The parietal may be one with the frontal, forming

a fronto-parietal bone. 1886 F. H. H. Guillbmard Cruise
Marchesa I. 214 Thus causing the frontoorbital edge to be

very sharp.

Fronton (frff*nt#h), Also 9 frontoon. [n.

Fr. fronton, ad. It. frontone, f. froute Front.]

1. Arch. A pediment.
1698 M. Lister fourn. to Paris (1699) 42 There are two

Stones in the Fronton of the South East Facade of the

Louvre. 1711 Bailey, Fronton [in Architecture] is a
Member which serves to compose an Ornament, raised over

Doors, Cross-works, Nitches, etc. i8oj W. Taylor in

kobberds Mem. I. 417 Every architrave and window-sill of

the long and regular palace of the Tuileries was thickly

dotted with these arches,—every fron toon and arch regu-

larly framed with them. 1850 Leitch tr. Muilcr's Ant. Art
§ 284. 314 It stands more upright over the fronton and
inclines forward more above the side-walls. 1894 Daily
News 9 Oct. 5/3 One of the curiosities of Paris is the

bas-relief on the fronton of the east side of the Louvre over

the colonnade.

2. Of an altar: m Frontal sb. 2.

1749 U. ap Rhys Tour Spain <y Portugal (1760) 83 An
exceeding rich Altar, the Fronton of which is of Brass gilt.

||
3. [Sp.] A building where pelota is played.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 7/1 The great objection to the

popularity of pelota over here is the expense of the fronton

or court. 1896 Daily Chron. 16 May 9/4 A fronton epi-

demic broke out in Madrid.

PrO'ntsman. [f. Front sb. + Man.] A sales-

man who stands on the pavement in front of a shop.

1896 Daily Chron. 25 Aug. 9/4 Butchers.—Young man,
22, seeks Situation as cutter and frontsman.

Fro'ntstead. [f. Front sb. + Stead sb.] A
piece of ground between the front of a house and
the road or street ; a fore-court, a front garden.

Now dial. only.

1688 Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 285 He would make a
bonefire on his own frontstead. 1769 Aclome Inclos, Act 11

Houses, frontsteads, garths, gardens, and orchards. 1825
Brighton Commissioners Act § 76. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Frontstead, a front site in the line of a street.

f PrO'nture. Obs. Also 5 frunture. [altered

form (after words with suffix -ure) of Frontier.]
= Frontier.
1417 Ld. Furnyval in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 58 A

bridge .. sett in the fronture of the borders of the Irish

enimies. c 1430 Lydg. Mitt. Poems (Percy) 18 And last was
wryten in the ffrontures ' I schalle ffullefille him withe joy

'

[etc.]. 145a Fasten Lett. I. 237 Charlys Nowel, Otywell
Nowell, Robert Ledeham. kepe a frunture and a forslet at

the hows of the seid Robert Ledeham, and issu ought at her
pleser. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xvii. § 7. 97 Placed
in the fronture of this Chapter.

Frontward, -wards i/nrntwgid, -z), adv.

(a., sb.) [f. Front sb. + -ward(s.]

1. Towards or in the direction of the front ; also,

to the front of.

1865 G. Meredith Rhoda Fleming xxvi, She spoke, gazing
frontward all the while. 1876 S. Lanier Poems 11884) 133
Run each road that frontward leads. 1877 — Hard Times
in El/land 6 Drew More frontward of the mighty fire.

b. qua.s\-adj. Of or pertaining to the front.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xx. xi. IX. 208 Burkersdorf,

Ludwigsdorf. .are frontward posts.

fc. quasi-j^. The direction towards the front.

1553 Brende Q. Curtius (1570) gob, Suche as stode in y°

hinder partes of the battailles, were ordered to turne their

faces from y* frontwards.

2. With the front or face in a specified direction.

Const, to. rare ~ l
.

1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vit. 310 Men define a
man The creature who stands frontward to the stars.

f FrO'nysate, a. Obs, [app. connected with

Gr. <pp6vqats thought, intelligence.]

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Pref., Your
scyentycall beneuolence and clere fronysate intellygence.

+ FrOOfe. Obs. rare~ x
. App. used by Chapman

for 'the handle of an anger' (^Nates).
1615 Chapman Odyss, ix. 530 And as you haue seene A

ship-wright bore a nauall beame ; he oft Thrusts at the
Augurs Froofe ; works still aloft ; And at the shanke, helpe
others ; with a cord Wound round about, to make it sooner
bor'd.

t FrO*ppish, a. Obs. Also fropish. [? f. *frop,

var. of Frap v. + -ish.] Froward, fretful, peevish.

1659 J. Alleine in Life (1838) Let. 1. 140 As a man would
give a thing to a froppish child. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No.
77.2/2 A fropish, froward. .Perverse Wife. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) IV. xxxvii. 260 So, once, he was as frop-
pish as a child, on my calling him the man. 1784 R. Bage
Barham Downs 1. 138, 1 was a giddy headed girl, too proud
and froppish to take up with my sister's leavings.

Hence + Fro'ppishness.
1688 S. Penton Guardian's Instr. 75 Whenever you find

the Child in an Extravagant fit of Froppishness and Anger.
1754 Richardson Grandison (ed. 7) V. 112 If my Lord will

ask pardon for his froppishness, as we say of children.

FROST.

Frore (fr<>j), f froren, + frorn(e, pa. pple.

and///. a. [pa. pple.of Freezes, (q. v. for Forms).]

1. With distinctly participial sense : Frozen.

Obs. exc. dial.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 97 Of waters froren, of yses wal, 3is

middel werld it luket al. 1*97 R. Gi.otc. (1724) 265 pe
water yfrore hys. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvin.

xcii. (1495) 840 Salamandra quenchyth the fyre that he
towchyth as yse dooth and water frore. 1477 Norton Ord.
Alch. I. in Ashm. (1652) 19 Plenty of water that was therein

froare. 1542 Hen. VIII Declar. Scots 197 Our bloud is ..

frorne with the cold ayrc of Scotlande. 1880 Sharp Sword
ofDamocles III. 74 The lake .. was soon 'from', as they
say in Suffolk.

absol. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodc 11. xc. (1869) 108, I

hatte Peresce..the foollich, the founded, the froren.

2. Intensely cold, frosty, frost-like. Now only

poet, in the iormfrorc (after Milton's use).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 130 b/i After longe tyme saynt

Julyen slepte aboute mydnyght . . and it was from and
moche colde. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 595 The parching Air
Burns frore, and cold performs th' effect of Fire. 1708

J. Philips Cyder n. 74 Th' aged Year Inclines, and Boreas'
Spirit blusters frore. 1764 Churchill Gotham 1. Poems
II. 19 Frore January, Leader of the Year. i8ai Shel-
ley Prometh. Unb. I. 121 Snow-fed streams now seen
athwart frore vapours. 1829 Soutiiev in Anniversary 9
Epistle, Time upon my head Hath laid his frore and
monitory hand. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 415 The
Loves .. lie, Frore as taken in a snow-stonn. 1887 Bowen
Virg. sEneidw. 251 His beard is with icicles frore.

Frory (fr6»'ri), a. Also froarie, -y. [f. Frore
ppl. a. + - V 1

. Cf. OE.frtoriz.]
1. Frozen; frosty; extremely cold.
a I5SS Abp. Parkkr Ps. exxi. 368 The moone by night

shall serue thy turne : Her frory homes shall thee not fray.

1590 Si'Knskr /'. Q. in. viii. 35 Her up betwixt his rugged
hands he reard, And with his frory lips full softly kist. 1691

DRYDEN Arthur 111. 31 There the pale Pole Star in the

North of Heav'n Sits high and on the frory Winter broods.

1855 Sinc;leton Virgilll. 271 Her son within a vale retired

afar, Sequestered by the frory flood, she saw.

T 2. Covered with foam or froth. Obs.
1600 Fairfax Tasso 11, xl, While .. yong, she vs'd with

tender hand The foming steed with froarie hit to steare.

T Frose'nder. Obs.— 1

[f. Fro adv. + Sender.]
One who sends forth. So Frose'nt ///. a. [ + Sent

///. a.], that is sent forth ; in quot. absol.

c 1550 Cheks Matt. ix. s note, Kven as y servant is to y«

M r
. .so is y frosender, and y" frosent.

Frosh, frosk. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 frox,

forsc. 3-4 frosse, 3-5 frosk(e, 3, 5-6 frosche,

4-5 frossh(e, 5-7 frosh, 8-9 dial, frosk. /'/. 3
frosse. [See Frog sb. 1

] A frog.

c 1000 ^Flfric Exod. viii. 4 To J;e and to binum folce and
in to eallum binum J>eowum gaS ba froxas. a 1240 Sawlcs
Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 Neddren ant eauraskes [z: rr.

eaureskes, eafroskes]. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2969 Do cam 3or
up swile froskes here r5e oede al folc egipte dere. a 1300
Cursor M. 5928 pat tober on-com pat him fell Was frosse

bat na tung moght tell. 138a \Vyclif_ Ps. lxxvii. 45 He
sente in.. a frogge [v. r. frosshe], and it destro3ede them.
?izi4oo Morte Arth. ro8i His frount and his forheuede,

alle was it ouer, As the felle of a froske. 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Arb.) 37 The frosshis. .complayned that they had
none lorde. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. xv. (151)3) 35° T he-

mud hath in it certaine seed whereof greene froshes rise.

1674-91 Rav N. C. Words (E.D. S.), Frosh, a frog. 1690
in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 288 It is order'd in

Councel y* no allowance be given him to slutch y frosse

lake. 1781 Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss., Frosk. 1821

Mrs. Wheeler Cumbld. Dial. App. 7 Thou cuddent tell

me be a frosk, at hed been- hung up beeth heels ith' sun-

shine, an dryt to deeth. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., E'rosg
i
Frosk.

1873 Swaledale Gloss., Frosk.

t Froshell. Obs. In 5 freshell (? incorrectly),

frosshell. [app. a corruption of OF. fourchelte,

forcel : see Forcel.] The furcula of a bird.

i486 Bk. St. Albans C iij b, Yeue hir a chekyn. .and take
the tenderist of the brest withe the ffreshell [1496 frosshellj

bone and let hir eate it.

Frcsling. Obs. exc. dial. [? for *frostling, f.

Frost sb. + -i.ing.] (See quot. 1823.)
''1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 460 Another brought two

goslynges, That were noughty froslynges. 1823 Moor
Suffolk Words, Froslin, a lamb, a goslin, a chicken, an apple.

&c, nipped, or pinched, or injured by frost.

Frost (fr^st), sb. Forms : 1 frost, forst, 2-5

forst(e, 3 south, vorst, 5froste, (4 wrost, froist,

7 froast), 4- frost. [Com. Teut. : OE. frost,

nsually_/0rj/, str. masc, corresponds to OFris.frost,

forst, OS. frost (MDu. vorst masc. and fern., mod.
Du. fem. only), OHG./rw/ (MHG. vrost, mod.Ger.

frost) str. masc, ON. frost neut. (Sw., Da. frost

masc.) :—OTeut. *frusto-, f. weak-grade of the root

of *freusan to Freeze.]

1. The act or state of freezing or becoming frozen
;

the temperature of the atmosphere when it is below
the freezing-point of water; extreme cold. Often

used with qualifying adj. as hard, sharp, etc. frost.

Black frost: frost not accompanied by rime; op-

posed to white frost (see sense 2). Also personi-

fied m/ack Frost.

t Betcnv frost: below freezing-point (obs.). (Ten, etc)

degrees offrost : degrees below freezing-point.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 485 Gelum, frost, a 1000 Phoenix
58 Se hearda forst. a 1113 O. E. Chron. an. 11 10 Treow
wasstmas wurdon bare nihte purh forste swi3e for numene.
CI175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Ic walde fein pinian and sitten on
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forste and on snawe up et mine chinne. a 1150 Owl <y

Night. 524 Wane nijtes cumeth longe, And bringeth forstes

starke an stronge. 138a Wyclif Dan. iii. 69 Byndynge
frost [1388 Blac forst] and colde, biers 3e to the Lord.
c 1450 Merlin 149 Thei cloded hem warme as thei myght,
for the froste was grete. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

cclxxxvi. 428 They went a seuyn leages afote .. and it was
harde frost, wherby they cutte their fete. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Efiist. 395 The Winter Frostes doe not alwayes
indure : no more should your greefe. 1647 Cowley Mistress,
Bathing in the River iv, When rigorous Winter binds you
[river] up with Frost. 1694 Ace. Sev, Late Voy, 11. (1711)

207 The Days in Summer being excessive hot, and the

Nights sharp Frosts, even to an inch thickness in the
Ponds. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 47 The Liquor
subsided to 18 degrees, which was two Degrees below Frost.

1804 J. Ghahxme Sabbath 214 As when a waveless lake. .Is

sheeted by a nightly frost with ice. 1847 A. M. Gilliam
Trail. Mexico 9 Welcome Jack Frost had visited the city

of New Orleans, .that hoary benefactor. 1851 Hawthorne
Twice-told T. Ser. II. Shaker Bridal, The hoarfrost, and
the blackfrost, hath done its work on Brother Adam.

b. viewed as an agent which penetrates and
freezes the contained moisture of a porous sub-

stance, esp. the ground.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. {1711) 27 The frost cannot

penetrate far into such Ground. 18. . C. D. Warner Spring
in New Eng. i.Cent.), In the shade there is still frost in the
ground. 1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields $ Cities 139
Frost will penetrate eight inches, sometimes more. 1894
Westm. Gaz. 5 Apr. 3/2 A sheep's carcass is small ; you can
get the frost out of it as soon as you require it.

+ c. Proverb. {Cf. farewellfieldfare.) Obs.
c 1590 Play Sir Thomas More (1844) 52 Why, farewell,

frost. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Sod 43
Farewell, frost. 1670 Ray Eng. Prov. 174 Farewel, frost

;

nothing got, nor nothing lost.

2. Frozen dew or vapour. More fully hoar{y,
rime, or whitefrost.
a 1000 Riddles Ixxxviii. 8 (Gr.) Hwilum hara scoc forst of

feaxe. a 1300 Cursor M. 6520 Manna . . fel fra lift sa gret
plente, Als a grideld frost to se. a 1340 Hampole Psalter
Ixxvii.52 f>aire mours[Vulg. ?noros\. .hesloghein ryme froist.

1382 Wyclif Dan. iii. 68 Dewis and whyt frost, blesse 5e to

the Lord. 1563 W. Filke Meteors (1640* 54 Hoare frost or
white frost is nothing else, but dew congealed by over much
cold. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 809 Seed-time and Harvest,
Heat and hoary Frost, Shall hold their course. 1704 Pope
Winter 9 Behold the groves that shine with silver frost.

1739 T. Smith Jrnl. (1849) 268 Last night there was a very
white frost, that killed the tops of our potatoes. 183a
Tennyson New Year's Eve iv, There's not a flower on all

the hills : the frost is on the pane,

f b. Frozen water, ice. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv. 61 Anober water bat on

nyghtes fresez hard, and on days es na frost sene beron.
1580 Frampton Dial. Yron A> Steele i6q Waters which doe
proceed of snow and of frost. Ibid. 170 With a piece of frost,

chewing it continually.

3. jig.

t 1200 Ormin 12655 To shridenn uss barnvibb onn}aen be
frosst off fakenn trowwbe. 1595 in Caxtons Blanchardyn
(E. E. T. S.) 214 A frost of cares [began] to ouer runne their
summers blisse. 1769 Sir W. Jones Pal. F'ortuue Poems
{1777) 22 A reverend sage, Whose beard was hoary with the
frost of age. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. XX. 225 The
Renaissance frosts came, and all perished.

b. esp. Of a person : Coldness of behaviour or

temperament, frigidity ; also slang, a ' coolness \
'635 J. Hayward tr. Biondis BanislCd Vitg. 141 The

difference betweene a woman of frost and one of fire. 1720
Humourist 99 But with all this Shyness, Frost, and Virtue.

.

my Friend finds her as willing a Tit [etc.], 1815 Scott
Guy M. Iv, One of those moments of intense feeling when
the frost of the Scottish people melts like a snow wreath.
1886 Mallock Old Order Changes II. 256 He could not .

.

keep a slight frost from his manner. 1891 S. J. Duncan
Amer. Girl Loud. 196 There's a frost on—we don't play
with each other any more.

c. Sc. (See quot. 1825-80.)
a 1757 Gil Morrice x- in Child Ballads iv. lxxxiii. (1

272 Sen ye by me will nae be warnd, In it ye sail find frost.

1815-80 Jamieson, Eros'
with difficulties, Banff's.

, in it y<

; to finri frost, to meet

4. slang (originally Tkeatr.). A failure.

1886 Stage Gossip 70 When a piece 'goes' badly, it is

called, a ' frost \ 1891 I. Zangwill Bachelors' Club 209 This
last book . . is a regular frost. 1896 Q. Rev. Oct. 538 The
Randt mines would, in mining phrase, 'turn out a frost*.

f 5. a. A colour like that of hoarfrost ; silver-grey.

b. Gold or silver frost-work ; cf. frost-button. Obs.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 83 The colour for the
most part, frost upon green. 170a Loud. Gaz. No. 3810/8
All Gold and Silver Plate shall be spun close on well boiled
and light died Silk only, (Frost excepted).

f6. ?=Calk sbJ 2. Obs.

1718 S. Sewall Diary 19 Jan. (1882) III. 161 Great Rain,
and very Slippery : was fain to wear Frosts. Ibid. 5 Feb.
III. 165 Had like to have fallen grievously, by reason of my
Frosts, on the Steps in the night. {Note, Probably the

caulks or mocassins of those days, which were in use till

quite recently by aged people.)

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as frost-

diamond, -giant, -mark, -power, -scene, -time, -wind,
-wound, -wreath; also frost'-like adj.

1868 Ld. Houghton Select, fr. Wks. 215 "Frost-dia-
monds twinkle on the grass. 1889 R. B. Anderson tr.

Rydberg's Teut. Mythol. 134 Thor, the divine foe of the
*frost-giants. 183a Tennyson Palace Art xiii. From
shadow'd grots of arches interlaced, And tipt with*frost-like
spires. 1856 Kane Arct. E.xpl. II. xix. 193 Not an icicle or
even a *frost-mark was to be seen on the roof. 1889 R. B.
Anderson tr. Rydberg's Teut. Mythol. 138 The *frost-

powers led by Thjasse's kinsmen. 1709 Steele Tatter No.
182 r 1 We shall not shortly have so much as a Landskip or

* Frost-Scene to refresh ourselves. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 467 Longe aftirward, in frosty time [v.r. *frost

tyme], Iulian was wery, and reste hym aboute mydny^t.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiti, A sharp *frost-wind, which
made itself heard and felt from time to time. 1820 Keats
St. Agnes xxxvi, The frost-wind blows. 1856 Kane Arct.
Expl. II. iii. 45 One [suffering] from *frost-wounds. 187a
Bryant Little People of Snoxu 349 Around that little grave,
in the long night, * Frost-wreaths were laid.

b. instrumental, asfrost-beaded, -bound, -burnt,

-chequered, -concocted, -congealed, -fettered, -firmed,

-kibed, -rent, -riven, -tempered adjs.

1842 Faber Siyrian Lake, etc. 122 The white *frost-

beaded grass. 1785 Cowper Task v. 155 Materials, ."frost-

bound Firm as a rock. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. iv. i,

I came .. Among the Alps, all through one frost-bound
dawn. 1770 Armstrong Misc. I. 152 Whipping the 'frost-

burnt villagers to the bones, a 1847 Eliza Cook To the
Robin vii, The *frost-chequer'd pane. 1726-46 Thomson
Winter 707 The *frost-concocted glebe Draws in abundant
vegetable soul. 1877 Longf. Wapentake, Voiceless as a
rivulet *frost-congealed. 1811 E. Lysaght Poems 1 The
*frost-fettered rivers no longer can flow. 1591 Sylvester
Du Bartas 1. v. 875 For when her Troops of wandring
Cranes forsake * Frost firmed Strymon. 1848 Kingsley
Saint's Trag. 1. iii, Proud of your *frost-kibed feet, and
dirty serge. 1806 J. Grahame Birds Scotl. 84 A *frost-rent

fragment. 1873 J.
Geikie Gi. Ice Age v. 58 A heap of

*frost-riven debris. .1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. i. 16 My
thoughts recal the *frost-tempered junks of this pachyder-
moid amphibion.

C. Special comb. : frost-bearer= Cryophorus;
frost-bird (see quot.); frost-blite, the plant Cheno-
podium album (see quot.) ; frost blue see quot.)

;

frost-bow (see quot.); + frost-brained a., dull,

stupid ; frost-button, a button with a frosted sur-

face ; frost-cog (see quot/ ; frost-dew, hoar-frost,

rime; frost-fall (see quot.) ; frost-fern, a fern-like

figure produced by the freezing of a moist surface
;

frost-fish, (a) the Tomcod, Microgadus tomcodus,

so called from its appearing on the coast of N.
America as the frost sets in

; (p) the scabbard-fish,

Lepidopus caudatus frost-flx v., to fix with
frost ; frost-fog — frost-mist ; frost-grape, an
American species of the vine Vitis cordifolia or

riparia ; frost-hoar a., covered with hoar frost

;

frost-itch, -lamp (see quots.) ; frost-line (after

snow-line), the limit of frost ; frost-mist, mist

caused by the freezing of vapour in the atmosphere

;

frost-nail sb., a nail driven into the shoe to pre-

vent slipping in frosty weather; so frost-nail v.,

to put frost-nails in the shoes ; frost-piece, a

person of cold behaviour or disposition ; frost-

rime —frost-smoke', frost-root, the common flea-

bane of the U.S., Erigeron philadelphicus {Cent.

Diet.) ; frost-shod pple., shod with frost-nails

;

alsoyS"^.; frost-smoke;seequot. 1867); frost-split

(see quot.) ; frost-stud = frost-nail sb. ; frost-

valve (see quot.) ; frost-weed, -wort, the plant

Helianthemum canadense, sometimes used as an
astringent or aromatic tonic ; so called because,

late in autumn, crystals of ice shoot from the

cracked bark at the root (W.). Also Frost- bite,

-bitten", Frost-nip, -nipped, Frost-work.
1816 ' Frost-bearer [see Crvophorus]. 1848 H. W. Her-

bert Field Sports in U. S. II. 58 The American Golden
Plover . . is better known to our gunners by the name of
*' Frost Bird ', so called from being more plentiful during the
early frosts in autumn. 1835 Booth Analyt. Diet., *Frost-
blite. 1863 Prior Plant-n., Frost-blt'te, a bhte whitened as by
hoar-frost, Chenopodium album. 1873 Weale's Diet. Arch.
(ed. 4), *Frost blue, a coarse variety of smalt. 1863 Home
Walks 20 A *frostbow appeared, resembling in all respects
a rainbow, except that it was of a lustrous white. 159a
Nobody fy Someb.iw Simpson Sc/i. Shahs. 11878) I. 300 But Tie,

*frost-braind, will not be obtaind To take upon him this

Realmes government. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2192/4 A good
cloth Coat .. trim'd with a silver and silk *frost Button.
1711 ibid. No. 4912/4 A dark Grey Suit of Cloaths, trim'd

with Gold Frost Buttons. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV.

358/2 *Frost Cog, a toe or projection on a horse shoe to

keep the animal from slipping. 1826 Scott Woodst. xxviu,
My pumps are full of this "frost-dew. 1879 Miss Bird
Rocky Mount. I. 295 That curious phenomena [sic] called

*frost-fall. -in which, whatever moisture may exist in the
air, somehow aggregates into feathers and fern-leaves. 1871
Tvndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. xiv. 358 When it [water]
runs into *frost-ferns upon a window pane. 1634 W.
Wood New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 36 Th' *Frost fish and
the Smelt. 1795 J. Sullivan Hist. Maine 21 The people
have torn cod, or what they call frost fish . . in great
plenty. 1880 Gunthkr Ditrod. Study Fishes 435 The
Scabbard-fish {Lepidopus caudatus)

.

. is well known in New
Zealand, where it is called ' Frost-fish '. 1890 J- Habberton
Out at Twinnetts 50 A string of frost-fish in one hand,
and a lighted pipe in the other. 1800 Hl'rdis Fav.
Village 1. 15 When did the God.. Congeal and *frost-fix

your [mountain's] prodigious limbs. 18x3 Scott Tricrm.
1. iii, The sun was struggling with *frost-fog grey. 1859
Bartlett Diet. Amer., Chicken Grape, the River Grape,
or Vitis riparia', also called *Frost Grape. 1853 C.
Bronte Villette iv, The ice-bound waters and *frost-noar
fields.

^
1894 Duane Student's Diet. Med., Pruritus

hiematis, winter itch, ^frost-itch. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech. I. 918/2 *Frost-lamp, an oil-lamp placed beneath the
oil-tube of an Argand lamp to keep the oil in a flowing con-
dition. 1865 Whittier Snow-Bound 160 While the red
logs before us beat The *frost-line back with tropic heat.

1814 Scott Wav. xlvi, A *frost-mist rising from the ocean,
covered the eastern horizon. 1611 Cotgr., Ferri a glace,

shod with *frost-nayles. 1874 Knight Did. Mech. I. 918/2
F'rost-nail, a roughing nail driven into a horse's shoe in

slippery weather. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 11. 26 If I slip,

you shall see how I will *frostnayle my selfe the nexte
time that I ride abroade. 1673 Lond. Gaz. No. 753/3
His Highness hath caused all the Horse of his Guard to

be Frost-nailed. 1748 Richardson Clarissa xxxi, The
little hold I have in the heart of this charming *frost-

piece. 1828 Scott JfyM. Perth xxxi, Away, villain, and
marshal in this fair frost-piece. 1820 Scoresbv Acc.
Arctic Reg. I. 434 *Frost-nme or frost-smoke., consists

of a dense frozen vapour, apparently arising out of the sea

or any large sheet of water. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11.

xiii. 354 To say truth, it [self murder] is a meate a man
must swallow without chewing, vnlesse his throate be 'frost-

shod [ Fr. ferre a glace], 1765 Smollett Trav. xxxviii.

(1766)11.216 The mules .. were frost-shod for the occa-

sion. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xxi. 136 In those

forlorn regions round the poles . . the sea smokes like

an oven, and a fog arises which mariners call the *frost

smoke. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Frost-smoke, a
thick mist in high latitudes, arising from the surface of the
sea when exposed to a temperature much below freezing;

when the vapours as they rise are condensed either into a
thick fog, or, with the thermometer about zero, hug the
water in eddying white wreaths. 1753 Chambers Cycl.

Supp., *Frost split, a phrase used by our farmers to express
such trees as have large cracks in their trunks and branches.

1895 Times 2i Jan. 13/6 The sudden change in the weather
has checked the demand for skates, *frost studs, and heat-

ing apparatus. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 358/2 *Frost
Valve, a valve which opens to allow water to escape from
the portion of the pipe or pump where it is liable to be
frozen. 1866 Treas. Bot., *Frost-weed, Helianthemum
canadense. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Atner., *Frosiwort
(Ct'stus canadensis), a medicinal plant prepared by the

Shakers, and used for its astringent and tonic properties.

Frost (frf>st), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To freeze, frost-bite, nip with frost. To
frost off": to cause to drop off with frost. Chieflv/S^.

1807 [see Frosted 1]. 1818 Keats Endym. m. 188 At
this, a surprised start Frosted the springing verdure of his

heart. 1871 Blackie Four Phases 1. 49 Individuals whose
social sympathies have been frosted in early life. 1884
Tennyson Becket 1. iv, The golden leaves, these earls and
barons, that clung to me, frosted off me by the first cold

frown of the King. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss., Frost, to spoil

by the frost, of potatoes.

2. To cover with or as with rime ; also with over.

Chieflyfig.
1635 J. Hayward tr. Biotulfs Banished Virg. 153 Such

beauties as Aurora takes oft-times pleasure, in first frosting

over with her canded dewes. 1787-9 Wordsw. Evening
IFrt/^',Therisingmoon, While with a hoary light she frosts the

ground. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 73 Nitre, .frosts with
branching plumes the mouldering walls. 1861 Times 22 Oct.,

These camps increase in number and in size till the white

canvass frosts every knoll. 1890 C. Dixon Stray Feathers ii.

26 He frosts the feathers of some with gold and silver.

3. To give a frosted surface to (glass or metal)

;

to make (glass) to resemble ice.

1833 [see Frosting i]. 1849 [see Frosted 5b].

4. To treat (a horse's shoes) by the insertion of

frost-nails, roughing, etc., as a protection against

slipping in frosty weather; to shoe (a horse) in

this way.
157a in Gage Hist. H'engrave (1822) 192 For frosting the

cart-horses at Thetford. .\d. 1665 Pepys Diary 26 Nov., I

. . set out, after my horses' being frosted, which I know not

what it means to this day. 175a J. Macsparran America
Dissected (1753) 39 With a Horse well caulk'd and frosted,

'tis fine Travelling. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 189, I

could not get the shoes of my horses frosted. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss., Frost, to turn up the hinder part of a horse's

shoes, or to put frost-nails in them to hinder the animal from
slipping on ice.

trO'St-bit, pple. and ///. a. rare. = Frost-

bitten.
1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 13 The Weather was so

sharp as several of the People were Frost-bit. 1851 D.
Jerrold St Giles i. 7 There's some poor devil outside that's

frost-bit and going to die.

fig. 1813 Byron Age Bronze x, A Calmuck beauty with

a Cossack wit, And generous Spirit, when 't is not frost-bit.

PrO'St-bi:te, sb. * The inflamed or gangrenous

condition of the skin and adjacent parts produced

by exposure to severe cold. The milder forms

constitute chilblain ; the severe form, or gangrene,

may be either dry or moist, usually the latter'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 57 Inflammation accom-

panying the state which is usually denominated frost-bite.

1823 Scoresby Jrnl. Whale Fishery 44 Some of the

sailors suffered considerably from partial frost-bites. 1876

A. Arnold in Contemp. Rev. June 42 One does not look for

frostbite in Ispahan.

Fro*st-bi;te, z'- Also 7 frost-bit. trans. + To
injure with intense cold, also fig. ; to invigorate

by exposure to the frost {obs.) ; to get (oneself or

one's limbs) frost-bitten.

1611 Coryafs Crudities Panegyr. Verses G iii b, Emilia

faire thou didst frost-bit, And shee inflamed thy melting

wit. 1667 Pepys Diary 2 Jan., My wife up, and with Mrs.

Pen to walk in the fields to frost-bite themselves. 1856

Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 403 Morton has frost-bitten both

his heels.

b. fig. To whiten.
a 1618 J. Davies Wittes Pilgrim, xcvii. Wks. (Grosart)

19 Many winters haue Frost-bit my Haires.

So Frost-biting vbl. sb. ; Frost-biting ppl. tf.»

intensely cold. lit. andfig.

1593 Tell-Troth's N. V. Gift 23 His frost-biting words

should nippe her. 1633 Earl ftlANCH. At Mondo (1636)
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28 The graine cast into the earth, after a frost-biting,

comes up the fairer. 1635 L. Foxe N. W. Foxe 171

Such as had been upon those Frost-biting voyages. 1711
Swift Lett. (1767) III. 243 Pray walk when the frost

comes, young ladies, go a frost-biting. 1817-8 Cobbett
Resid. U. S. (1822) 202 If the cold be such as to produce
danger of frost-biting, you must take care not to drink strong
liquors. 1895 C. Markham in Westm. Gaz. 5 Sept. 7 'i

The only effect of this was to stop the circulation and make
frost-biting all the easier.

FrO*st-"bi :tten, pple. and///, a. Injured by
exposure to frost.

x593 Nashe Christ's 7\Wks,(Grosart) IV. 181 Farre poorer

then poore frost-bitten Snakes. 1594 — Terrors of Night
Ibid. III. 267 [He] like a lanke frost-bitten plant Iooseth

hys vigor. 1665 Pepys Diary 21 Dec, A good chine of beef

. . being all frost-bitten, was most of it unroast. 1669 Wor-
lidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 93 The Leaves also gathered ..

somewhat before they are much frost-bitten. 1824 W. I rving
T. Trav. I. 250 Some fruits become mellower.. from having
been bruised and frost-bitten. 1865 Dickens Lett. 1 Mar.
(1880) II. 226, I have been laid up here with a frost-bitten foot.

fig. 1622 Mabbe tr. Alemaris Guzman d'Alf. 11. 34 The
Captaine, when hee heard me say so, was frost-bitten. 1634
Ford P. Warheck iv. v, Lady, I return But barren crops
of early protestations, Frost-bitten in the spring of fruitless

hopes. 1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 60 * She's 'ad what
I may call a frost-bitten life of it.'

b. Frost-bitten asphyxy (see quot.\
1823-34 Good's Study Med. ^ed. 4) III. 435 Frost-bitten

Asphyxy, or that produced by intense cold.

Frosted (frosted),///, a. [f. Frost sb. and v.

+ -ED.]

1. Injured by frost, frozen, frost-bitten.

1807 Wilkinson in Pike Souixes Mississ. (1810) 11. App.
29 Two more of my men got badly frosted. 1871 Blackie
Pour Phases i. 13 Socrates . . trod the frosted ground with
his bare feet. 1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story ii, Why does
sudden heat., destroy a frosted plant ? 1892 Times (weekly
ed.) 2 Feb. 89/3 Slightly frosted wheat is reduced for flour

making purposes perhaps 30 per cent, in value, what is

called frozen wheat 50 per cent.

2. Covered (over) with rime or hoar-frost.

1730 Gay Poems (1745) I. 164 Hoary Thames with frosted

oziers crownd. 184a Motley Orr.(i889) I. iv. 115 The trees
were frosted all over with silver. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y

It. Jrnls. (1872) I. 9 The windows were already frosted with
French breath. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets x. 313 Tall tree-

heaths that wave their frosted boughs above your head.

fig. 1847-8 H. Miller First Impr. ii. 25 Picturesque
incidents, .frosted over with the romance of history.

3. Covered with a fine powder or coating resem-
bling rime. Also with over. Frosted cake : cake
covered with concreted sugar or i icing '.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India fy P. 318 Entering upon the
Plains .. we found it all frosted with Salt. 1734 Fielding
Old Man taught Wisdom Wks. 1874 III. 122 His head ts

..done all down upon the top with sugar, like a frosted
cake. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 128 Its [Fluor's]
surface mostly smooth, and frosted over with minute
crystals. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 114 Pope and his school wrote poetry fit to put round a
frosted cake. 1887 Lady 20 Jan. 37/1 The younger [lady]
was attired in frosted tulle and snowdrops.

b. spec, in Zool. and Bot. Covered with glisten-

ing particles, silvery hairs or scales, etc.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 31 IV. 279 Pileus .

.

when fresh gathered, beautifully frosted over with distinct
globular pellucid particles. 1829 Loudon Plants 1099
Frosted, covered with glittering particles, as if fine dew
had been congealed upon it. 1861 Miss Pratt Flenuer.
PI. IV. 279 Frosted Sea Orache.

c. Of the hair : Hoary, white.

1645 0. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 II. 64 'Twould trouble
me, when I, with frosted hairs, Should look at what I was.
(11717 Parnell Gift 0/Poetry Poet. Wks. (1758) 35 Help-
less Age with hoary frosted head.

4. Of glass, silver, etc. : Having a surface rough-
ened or finely granulated so as to resemble a coating
of hoar-frost.

1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2429/4 The 5th had a Silver Box and
pinn'd Case, long Hours of the Dial Plate, and Frosted.
1711 Ibid. No. 4916/4 A .. Cloth Suit trim'd with frosted
Buttons. 1793 Smeaton Edysione L. §211 Beingofadead
frosted surface on breaking. 1825 T. Cosnett Footman's
Directory 31 The parts [of silver salvers, etc.] which are
rough, or what is called frosted. 1852 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's S/>. Tour (1893) 156 A large jug.. between two
frosted tumblers. 1883 Hardwick's Photogr. Ckem. (ed.

Taylor) 123 The Salts of Iron, .produce a sparkling precipi-
tate, resembling what is termed frosted silver. 1889 Times
(weekly ed.) 20 Dec. 7/4 This office had frosted glass windows.

5. Made to resemble rough ice : a. Arch. Resem-
bling a cluster of icicles or ice formed by irregular

drops of water.

1790 W. Wrighte Grotesque Archit. 7 The arcades to be
ice or frosted work. 1859 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Frosted,
a species of rustic-work, imitative of ice formed by irregular
drops of water. 1868 G. Stephens Runic Mon. II. 507
The single lines slightly roped or twisted or frosted, or what-
ever we may call it.

b. Frosted glass : a kind of Venetian glass (see

quot.).

1849 A. Pellatt Curios. Glass-making 116 Frosted glass
. .has irregularly veined, marble-like projecting dislocations,
with intervening fissures. Ibid. 139 Fig. 2 Ancient Venetian
frosted vase. .The satyr beads have been impressed . . after
the vase was frosted. The frosting manipulation and the
Vitro di Trino are explained at pages 113 and 114.

Frostify (frpstifai), v. [f. Frost sb. + -(i)fy.]

intr. To become frosty. Implied in Prostiflca'-
tion, jocular, the process of becoming frosty

;

Fro-stifled///, a., dial., frosty.

Vol. IV.

. » Frost-bitk sb.

Two of his toes had been

1831 J. Wilson in Blackiu. Mag. XXX. 543 A certain
frostification in progress among most elaborately tended
whiskers. 1854 Miss Baker Northhants. Gloss. , Frostified.

Frosting (frfVstin/, vbl. sb. [f. Fkost v.}

1. The action of the vb. Frost ; exposure to the

influence of frost or frosty air (gerundially f a or

t on frosting).
1617 P>p. Hall Quo Vadis ? § 3 Fond mothers vse to send

forth their daughters on fronting, early in cold mornings.
X647 Trapp Comm. Heb. xii. 10 Aloes kils worms, and
stained clothes are whitened by frosting. 1667 Primatt
City $ C. Build. 51 Mould that was digged up in the
winter, and laid a frosting. 183a G. R. Porter Porcelain
<T Gt. 310 The grinding of glass, or frosting it, in order to
lessen its transparency. 1849 [see Frosted 5 bj.

2. concr. a. A substance powdered to resemble
frost and used for ' frosting * purposes ; esp. pul-
verized white sugar used for 'icing ' cake. b. A
* frosted' surface : see quot. 1892.
1756 c. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 64 A kind of stoney con-

crete, .like a sort of frosting. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Frosting, loaf-sugar prepared to coat plum cakes with. 1892
F. J. Britten Watch «£ Clockm. (ed. 8), Frosting, (.1) the
grey surface produced on steel work for watches, etc, ; (2) the
granular or ' matted ' surface given to brass pieces prior to
gilding. 1894 Times 16 Aug. 6/2 hakes, crayons, smalts and
frostings.

Frostless (frfVstles), a. [f. Frost sb. + -less.]

Without frost.

1711 Swift yml. to Stella 14 Jan., Did you everseesuch
a frostless winter? 1851 frnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 35S
A wet or frostless winter.

Frostling. Building. (See quot.)
1823 P. Nicholson Tract. Build, vit. 337 It is this crys-

tallization which is observed by the workmen when a heap
of lime is mixed with water, and left for some time to mace-
rate. A hard crust is formed upon the surface, which is

ignorantly co.\\edfrostling, though it takes place in summer
as well as in winter.

Fro'st-nip, sb. rare"
1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xli

lost by frost-nip.

FrO'St-nip, V. ra?-e~ x
. trans. To nip or injure

with frost. Cf. Frost-bite v.

1642 Fuller Holy fy Pro/. St. iv. i. 241 They.. will not so

much as frostnip their souls with a cold thought of want
hereafter.

Fro*st-ni pped, pple. and ppl. a. =Fuost-
BITTEN.

1773 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 129 Its other branches were .

.

frost-nipt. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4 II. 122 A pair of naked
frost-nipt legs. 1817 Scott Harold 11. ii, Frost-nipt leaves.

1886 Hall Caine Son of IIagar 11. xiv, Sheep were bleating

high up on the frost-nipped side of the fell.

fig. 1684 Z. Cawdrey Certainty Salvat. 28 The first

warm. .Spring-beam to the Frost-nipt Loyalty of the Nation.

1695 Congreve Loi'efor L. iv. xv, Honesty will go as it did,

frost-nipped in a summer suit. 1797 M. Robinson Walsing-
ham II. 219 Its expanding wings had been frost-nipped by 1

disappointment.

Frost-work,
1. Work produced by frost ; ^.the delicate tracery :

formed on the surface of glass, etc. by frost.

1729 Savage Wanderer m. 65 In Frost-work now delight
j

the sportive kind [Fairies]. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. 11.

483, I peeped through the chamber window externally

beautified by the glittering frost-work. 1862 M'Cosh '

Supernal. 11. i. § 4. 153 The frostworks on our flag-stones,

and windows, so like the tree in their ramifications.

fig. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 11. 438 Lo, Fancy's
fairy frost-work melts away. 1853 C. Bronte Villette xix.

188 These few warm words .. breathed on that frail frost-

work of reserve.

attrib. 1822 Shelley Hellas 416 Ye who strike To dust I

the citadels of sanguine kings . . And thaw their frostwork
diadems like dew. 1832 J. Bree St. Herbert's Isle 4 The i

frost-work palace of an April night.

2. Ornamentation in imitation of this.

1648 E. Sparke in J. Shute's Sarah <$• Hagar (1649) ,

Pref. b 1 a, Many others set but their slight Frost-works
upon Sattin. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 7 Her body looks
like Silver in Frost-work. 1872 Ruskin Eagle's Nest § 174
The feathers like frost-work of silver.

attrib. 1703 Moxon Mech. E.xerc. 59 Like frost work
Silver.

Hence Fro *st-worked ///. a., ornamented with
frost-work, frosted.

17x0 Lond. Gaz. No. 4748/4 A small silver Milk Pot frost

worked.

Frosty (fr^-sti), a. [f. Frost sb. + -y 1
; OE.

had the equivalent fyrstig ; cf. Du. vorstig, OHG.
frostag (MHG. vrostec, -ic, mod.Ger. frostig).]

1. Affected with or characterized by frost ; reduced
to a temperature at or below freezing-point ; ice-

cold.
C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 111. xiv. [xix.J (1890) 217, &se winter

weere grim & cald & fyrstig. c 1374 Chaucer Anel. % Arc.
2 In the frosty contrey called Trace. < 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 79 Whanne a bodi brebip wib be moub in frosty
wedir..bou my^t se be breeb. 1557 TotteVs Misc. (Arb.)
171 The sparrow in the frosty nyght, May shroude her in
the eaues.^ 1626 Bacon Sylva § 231 In Frosty weather,
Musick within doors soundeth better. 1710 Swift Lett.
(1767) III. 45 It has been fair two or three days, and is this
day grown cold and frosty. 1765 Akenside Pleas. I/nag. 11.

339 The frosty moon Glittering on some smooth sea. i860
Tyndall Glac. 11. v. 251 If the winter set in with clear frosty
weather. 1864 Tennyson Boddicea 75 The noise of frosty
woodlands, when they shiver in January.

t b. Belonging to the winter-season. Obs.
^1381 Chaucer Part. Foules 364 The throstel old; the

frosty feldefare.

2. trans/, and jig. Cold as frost; chilling; with-
out ardour or warmth of feeling, frigid.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 173 Thisbe, How kysseth she his
frosty mouthe so colde? 1592 Shaks. Ven, $ Ad. 36 She red
and hot.. He red for shame, but frosty in desire. 1599 B,
Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. Dram. Pers., Asper . . One
whom no. .frosty apprehension of danger, can make to be a
parasite. 1605 Tryall Ckev. H. iii. va Bullen O. PI. III. 295
Her father, .is frosty in my fervent suite. 1726 Adv. Capt.
R. Boyle 83 Death still bore to me a frosty Sound. 1833
Carlyle in Froude Carlyle (1882) II. xvi. 381 He [Jeffrey]
now writes to Jane in the frostiest, .manner. 1871 Palgrave
Lyr. Poems 77 Fenced from the frosty gales of ill.

3. Covered with or consisting of hoar-frost.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. in. (1586) 141 The
frostyeOrasse. .fits their bellies full of water. C1586CTESS
Pembroke Ps. lxxiv. xvi, The winters frosty gowne.
1856 Kauk Arct. Expl. I. xxxi. 424 The dormitory decked
itself on the instant with a frosty forest of feathers [when the
cold outside air was let in].

4. Having the appearance of being covered with
frost, a. Of the hair: Hoary, white.
14.. Circumcision in TuudaWs Vis. 85 Janus bifrons ..

With frosty herd. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's Shefih. Cat.
Feb. Embleme, So the old man checketh the rash-headed
boy for despysing his gray and frostye heares. 1625 Hart
Anat. Ur. II. ix. 117 Where was old frostie father gray-
beard (Saturne I tneane)? 1794 Burns John Anderson my
Jo, Your locks are like the snaw ; But blessings on your
frosty pow, John Anderson my jo.

b. Hence, Characteristic of old age.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 77 If my frostie signes and chaps

of age. .Cannot induce you to attend my words. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our old Home 257 That dreary picture of Lear, an
explosion of frosty fury.

c. spec, in Entom. Of a glistening white colour.

Also frosty tvhite.

1698 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 396 The Sides are
grey or frosty. 18.. Packard (Cent. 1

, When seen laterally
the surface appears frosty white.

5. Comb. a. adverbial, as \frosty cold; b. para-

synthetic, as jrosty-natured, -spirited, -ivliiskered',

frosty-face slang see quot. 1785); also attrib.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xx. 67 Now thou art

*frosty cold, now fyry hole. 1753 A. Murphy Grays-Inn
Jml, No. 48 p 11 My Friend's Wife damned ugly in a
Morning—A "frosty Face Devil. 1785 Grose Diet. I ulgar
Tongue, Frostyface, one pitted with the small pox. 1618
Dekker (hales Atmanacke, Men are so "frosty natur'd.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iii. 21 What a * Frosty-spirited
rogue is this? 1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour
(1893)35 His old brandy-nosed, *frosty-whiskered trumpeter
of a groom.

Hence rro*stily adv., Frostiness. Also
fFrosty v., to make to look frosty, cover with ice.

1596 Lodge Marg. Amcr. C ij, But when againe her mor-
row-gathered IceThe morne displaies,and frostieth drouping
leaues. 1616 B. Jonson Fpigr. Iii, I rather thou should'.st

utterly Dispraise my work, than praise it frostily. 1720
Welton Suffer. Son ofGod I. vi 118 The Pinching Cold
and Frostiness of the Night ! 1830 E. B. Pusey Hist. En-
quiry II. 239 The iciness of the state, the dullness of letters,

the frostiness of the people. 1851 Hawthorne Snow Image,
etc. (1879) 31 The stars glimmering frostily. 1859 Life E.
Henderson vi. 392 Volumes chargeable with somewhat of
frostiness. 1885 Harpers Mag. Mar. 593/1 Her mother
met them frostily.

Prot (frft), v. Forms : 4-7 frote, (4 froote,

Se. froit), 6-7 frott e, 7 froat'e, 4- frot
;
pa.

pple. 4 ifroted, 5 yfrote. [a. OF. froter (mod.
YT.frotter), of unknown origin.]

f 1. trans. To rub, chafe ; spec, to polish (a pre-

cious stone) ; to rub (a garment) with perfumes ; in

early use, to stroke, caress (an animal). Obs.
a 1225 [see Frotting vbl. sb.]. c 1320 Orfeo 77 She froted

hur hondys and hur fete. 13. . Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1919 Her
[dogs'] hedez pay fawne & frote. 1340-70 Alisauuder 1174
Hee raught forthe his right hand & his [Bucephalus'] rigge
frotus. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saittts. Pelagia 71 For-bi he one
be cause fel. .& one be erde froittit his face. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) II. 17 }if he [a stoon] is i-froted and i-het,

heholdep what hym nei^hep. Ibid. (Rollsi IV. 25 5°nge-
lynges . . frotede pe oliphauntes in be forhedes wib hors
combes, c 1440 Partonope 1927 Embrowded with peerlc
wele y-frote. c 1450 Merlin 76 Frote youre visage with this

herbe, and youre handes. 1561 Hoilybush Horn. Apoth. 2

Let him frot the head sore therewyth. 1562 Leigh Armoric
f 1 597)52 The Hart, .froteth his homes to make themsharpe.
1600 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. (1616) v. iv, I assure you,
sir, pure beniamin . . I frotted a jerkin, for a new-reuenu'd
gentleman, yeelded me three score crownes but this morn-
ing, and the same titillation. 1608 Middleton Trick, etc.

iv. iii, A sweet debt for froating your doublets. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury 11. 239/1 [To] Frott or Rub themselves
as Hawks will do. .is to rub her eyes on her Wings.
absol. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 11. exxxiii. (1869) 127 On

that oon side [j can] frote and enoynte.

fig- a '34° Hampole Psalter exxxi. 5 Wib pis thoght
frote bi for heuyd.

2. Tanning. To work or render supple by rub-

bing. 1853 [see Frotting vbl. sb.].

Hence f Fro'terer, one who rubs.

1607 Marston What you luill m. L Eivb, I am his

froterer or rubber in a Hot-house.

Froth (fr£J>), sb. Forms : 4 frooth, froJ>e, 5-6

frothe, 6-8 froath, 4- froth. [Not found in OK.

;

perh. a. ON.froda wk. fern. (Da..fraade ; the rela-

tion of Sw.fradga is obscure), related to the synony-

mous ON. fraud neut. ; the root (OTeut. *freub-,

fraup-ifrud) appears in OE. d-freodan to froth.

Possibly the Eng. word represents both ON. frautf and
froda ; for the later shortening cf. cloth.]
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FROTH.

1. The aggregation of small bubbles formed in

liquids by agitation, fermentation, effervescence,

etc.; foam, spume; = ¥oam sb. i.

1382 Wyclif Hos. x.6 Samarie made his king for to passe,

as frooth on the face of water, c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 1 80/2

Frothe, spuma. 1530 Palscr. 223/1 Frothe of an egge,

glette. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 24 Venus was
feigned by the Poets to spring of the froatlie of the Seas.

1648 Gage West Ind. xvi. 106 Untill it bubble and rise into

a froath. 1672-3 Grew Anat. Roots 1. Hi. § 4 The Froth of

Beer or Eggs. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 333
The water was all a white foam of froth. i7gs Sir J.

Dalrymple Let. to Admiralty 4 It would prevent the

Yeast, or, as it is commonly called, the Froth, from bubbling

over. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 132 This second caldron

is always covered with a foam or froth. 1886 Tip Cat xxii.

300 She. .had shaken the bottle so vigourously that its con-

tents were more than half froth.

trans/, andfig. 1581 J. Bell //addon's Answ. Osor. 108

Through the resistyng of the froath and enticementes of

sinne. 1635 Swan Spec. M. i. 1 3 (1643} 24 The doting froth

of a wittie brain. 1676 Dryden Aurengz. v. (1685) 71 For-
give those foolish words—They were the froth my raging

folly mov'd When it boil'd up. 1692 Wagstaffe Vina.

Carol. Introd. 11 My end is . . to blow off that Froth, that

has been thrown on his Memory. 1824 Landor /mag. Conv.
Wks. 1846 I. 3 Society is froth above and dregs below. 1878

MoRLEYCrtr/y/^ig4The lees and froth of common humanity.

b. spec. Foaming saliva issuing from the mouth.
13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1572 pe frobe femed at his mouth

vnfayre bi be wykez, Whettez his whyte tuschez. 1601

Holland Pliny xxxv. x. 542 The froth which fell from his

[a dog's] mouth as hee panted and blowed almost windlesse

with running. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supf., Froth . . is a

moist white matter that oozes from a horse s mouth. 1885

Syd. Soc. Lex., Froth, bronchial, the tenacious frothy-

secretion expectorated in some cases of asthma, .and other

affections of the respiratory organs.

c. Extraneous or impure matter rising to the

surface of liquids during boiling, etc. ; scum.

1533 Elyot Cast, f/elihe 11. xviii. (1541) 134 That [water],

wherof commeth least skimme or froth, whan it doth boyle.

1648 Gage West Ind. xvi. 107 In wine which is in the Must
. . a thinner substance, which is the flower, and may be
called the scum, or froath. 1846 J. Baxter Lihr. Praci. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 170 To skim off the froth collected on the surface.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 193 Its name recalling its origin as

the froth or scum of lava. 1883 H'ardivick 's Photogr. Chem.
(ed. Taylor) 363 A mixture is made of Gelatine, Albumen,
[etc.] . .the ingredients being well beaten together ; when the

froth has settled down the mixture is filtered.

2. Something comparable to ' froth ' as being

unsubstantial or of little worth.

1593 Shaks. Liter. 212 What win I if I gaine the thing I

seeke?. .a froth of fleeting ioy. 1604 Earl Stirling Darius
i. Chorus, Drunke with frothes of pleasure. 1612 Brinsley
Lud. Lit. 210 Nothing but froth, childishnesse and vn-

certanetie. 1686 Horneck Crucif. Jesus xxii. 629 When
thou hast delighted in froth, and idle talk. 170a C. Mather
Magn. Chr, in. iii. (1852) 547 It was food and not froth,

which in his publick sermons he entertained the souls of his

people with. 1783 H. Blair Rhet. (1812) II. xviii. 23 There
is no froth nor affectation in it.

fb. Applied to what is tender or immature.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg- Princ. 2270 We Romayns bat

bey han in prison loke, Ben but 3_onge froth, vnlerned in

batayle, And othir feble folk with age I-broke. 1557
Tusser 100 Points Husb. lix, Eate vp thy veale, pig and
Iambe being froth.

3. Applied contemptuously to persons. Cf. Scum.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 167 Froth, and scum thou

liest. 1603 Dekker Grissil in. li. Wks. (Grosartt V. 168

Out, you froth, you scumme. 1678 Marvell Grcnvth
Popery 22 The Froath of the Town, and the Scum of the
University. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xv, That his son
should consort with all. .the dirtiest froth of the sea.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive, asfroth-flake;

froth-tike adj. ; b. instrumental and originative, as

froth-becurled, -born, -clad, -facet/, -foamy adjs.

;

c. special comb., as froth-spit = Cuckoo-spit i
;

froth-stick, a stick for whipping cream, etc. Also
in many names given to the frog-hopper (Aphro-
phora spumaria) or cuckoo-spit insect, as froth-

fly, -frog-hopper, -insect, -worm.
1624 Milton Ps. cxiv. 8 That saw the troubled sea and

shivering fled And sought to hide his *froth-beeurled head.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 19/2 The
•froth-born goddess of the sea. 1769 Home Fatal Discov.
v, The *froth-clad pool. 1625 W. Harbert Poems (Grosart)
81 *Froth-faced Neptune. 1841 Browning Pippa Introd.

6 Not a *froth-flake touched the rim Of yonder gap in

the solid gray Of the eastern cloud. 1864 *Frothfly [see

Fescue 4]. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xi. 23 The nimble
thyes Of his *froth-fomy steed. 1816 Kirby & Sp. En-
tomol. (1843) U. 10 The * Froth-frog-hoppers .. entered the
room in such numbers as to cover the table. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 353 Of the Earwig, the *Froth Insect,

and some others, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1861) 257
A very shallow crape bonnet frilled and *froth-like. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Snfip.,

*Froth spit or cuckow spit, a 1706
Country Wedding in Watsons Collect, in. {1706) 47 My
bairn has tocher of her awn . . A *Froath-stick, a Can, a Creel,

a Knock. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 11. v. 358 To this

order of insects we may also refer the Cuckow Spit, or
* Froth Worm.
Froth (fi#), v. Also 5-6 Qerron.) frote, 7-8

froath. [f. prec. sb. ; ON. had/>-/j'u*#.]

1. intr. To emit froth or foam ; to foam at the

mouth. Of liquids : To gather or throw up froth

;

to run foaming away, by, over.

1382 Wyclif Mark ix. 17 The which.. hirtith him, and he
frothith, or vometh. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 801 As
wilde bores . . That frothen whyte as foom for ire wood.
c 14*5 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 36 The

mayde begane greuously to be turmentyd, and sorer than
she was woonnte to be vexid, frotyng at the moweth. 1529

More Supplic. Soulys 13 These folk . . fume, frete, frote

and fome as fyerce and as angerly as a new huntyd sow.

1603 Holland Plutarch's A/or. vi- ix. 607 When oyle doth
froath or fome. 1641 Hinde J. Bruen xlvii. 148 Hee would
. .froth and fome like a Boare. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock
11. 136 The sea that froaths below. 1821 Clare Vill.Minstr.

I. 45 They., call for brimming tankards frothing o'er, a 1839
Praed Poems (1864) II. 50 Grief soon would bid the beer to

run, Because the squire's mad race was done, Not less than
now it froths away, Because ' the squire's of age to-day '.

1855 Browning Cht'lde Roland xix, This, as it frothed by,

might have been a bath For the fiend's glowing hoof. 1876

T. Hardy Ethelbert

a

(1890) 37c His lips frothing likea mug
of hot ale. 1880 'Ouida' Moths I. 12 The cutlets duly
frothing in their silver dish.

Jig. 1824 Black™. Mag. XV. 594 For this the demagogue
spouts— the newspaper froths— the liberal in Parliament
proses. 1873-4 Dixon Two Queens III. xin. x. 55 The
leaguers of Cambrai were frothing at each other, and pre-

paring for a future fight.

2. trans. To emit or send forth in or like froth

or foam. Now only with out.

1382 Wyclif Jude \\. 13 Frothinge out her confusiouns.

!388 — Wisd. xi. 19 Ether beestis frothinge heete of firis.

1859 Tennyson Vivien 765 Is your spleen froth'd out, or

have ye more?
3. To cause to foam ; to make froth rise on the

surface of; to pour out in such a manner as to make
frothy. Also tofroth up.

1621 Fletcher Pilgrim 111. vi, Fill me a thousand pots,

and froth 'em, froth 'em. 17x5 Prior Doum-Hall 120 The
wine was froth'd out by the hand of mine host. 1773 Johnson
in Boswell 30 Sept., She . . made his coffee, and frothed his

chocolate. 1806 Culina 79 Judiciously beating and frothing

the eggs. 1832 Tennyson Death Old Year iii, He froth'd

his bumpers to the brim. 1864 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 227

A tumbler of milk warm from the cow, and all frothed up.

absol. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. iii. 15 Let me see thee

froth and Hue.

4. To bespatter or cover with or as with froth or

foam. Also, tofroth over something), fig.

1771 Smollett //. Clinker Wks. 1806 VI. 122 He suddenly
bolted out. .his face frothed up to the eyes with soap lather.

i8ox Southey Thalaba vi. v, The foam froth'd his limbs.

1856 Kane Arct. ExPl. I. xxx. 415 Foam pours out from
his jaws till it froths his beard. 1885 O. W. Holmes Mori.
Antip. Introd. (1886) 4 A certain amount of sentiment.,

somewhat frothed over by his worldly experiences,

5. Comb, f froth-can, the trick of frothing the can.

1624 Skelton's Ghost, E. Rumming Prol. 19 Our pots were
full quarted, We were not thus thwarted, With froth-

canne and nick-pot.

Hence Frothed ///. a., Frothing vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

13. . E. E Allil. P. B. 1721 fat frobande fylbe, 1613-16

W. Browne Brit. Past. n. iii. His hasty waves among The
frothed Rocks, bearing the tender song. 1628 Robin Good-
fellow ii- (1638) D iij a, A Tapster .. with his pots smal-

nesse, and with frothing of his drinke, had got a good
summe of money together. 1673 R. Head Canting Acad.
186 By brewing Rebellion, Micking, and Frothing. 1753
Scots Mag. July 318/2 Which she. .threw back with some
frothed phlegm. 1795 A. Seward Lett. (1811) IV. 102 A
frothing brook leaps and clamours over the rough stones.

1798 Ferriar OfGenius in /11ustr.Sterne, etc. 285 Alexander
learnt the art of frothing at the mouth. 1807 T. Thomson
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 484 The frothing might . .be ascribed to the

emission of this oxygen on the application of heat. 1820 L.

Hunt /ndicator No. 23 (1822) I. 177 That frothed glass of

porter. 1873 ' Ouida ' Pascarel 1. 47 Florio was perpetually

in and out. .with some frothing cup of chocolate.

Fro'thery. nonce-wd. [f. Froth sb. -+ -eby.]

Mere froth, empty display, triviality.

1851 Caklyle Jrnl. in Froude C.'s Life in Lond. II. xix.

79 * All nations ' crowding to us with their so-called industry

or ostentatious frothery.

Frothless fr^bles), a. [f. Froth sb. + -less.]

Having no froth, free from froth.

1848 in Craig ; and in later Diets.

Frothsome (fr£*bsr>m), a. [f. Froth sb. +
-some.] Full of froth, frothy.

1880 Blackmore Mary A tierley III. ix. 127 The sea..

weltered in a sadly frothsome state.

Frothy (fr^-pi), a. [f. Froth sb. + -y ]
.]

1. Full of, covered with, or accompanied by froth

or foam ; foamy.
1533 Frith Disput. Purgai. (1829) 157 Their .. frothy

waves. 1592 Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 901 The hunted boar

Whose frothy mouth. .A second fear through all her sinews

spread. 16x3 Uncasing of Machivils /nstr. C ij b, Beare
with a Tapster though his Cans be frothie. 1615 Latham
Falconry (1633) 117 When you do finde your Hawkes
mouth and throat to bee continually frothy and furred. 1700
Dryden Palamon $ A. 11. 205 Two boars .. With rising

bristles, and with froathy jaws. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol.

in. 281 Wanton Joy Lavish had spilt the Cyder's frothy

Flood. 1823-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 450 A frothy

cough ensues. 1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem.
II. 311 The urine, .was turbid and of a reddish colour, very
frothy [etc.]. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 11. iii. 124

Back the frothy wave is flowing.

fb. Frothy Poppy, the Bladder Campion.
So called because it was supposed that cuckoo-spit was

more frequently found on this than on other plants.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccxiv. 551 Called .. in English
Spatling Poppie, frothie Poppie, and white Ben. 1878 in

Britten & Holland Plant-n.

2. Consisting of froth or light bubbles, of the

nature of or resembling foam, spumous.
1605 Timme Quersit. 1. vii. 32 The flower of salt . . is

frothy. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. iii. 237 That
spumous frothy dew or exudation. 1697 Dryden Virg.

FROUGH.
Georg. 111. 400 About his churning Chaps the frothy Bubbles
rise. 1799 Med. Jrtil. II. 140 His saliva was remarkably
frothy. 1839 Murchison Silur. Syst. \. xxv, 320 The frothy
breccia on one side. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 454 The tapetum
becomes disorganised and forms a frothy mucilage.

f b. Soft, not firm or solid, flabby. 06s.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 740 You need not fear that Bathing

should make them [the Turks' bodies] frothy. 1658 Row-
land Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1070 She hath a frothy body.

3. fig. Vain, empty, unsubstantial, trifling. Also,

of a person : Having no depth of character, con-

viction, knowledge, etc. ; shallow.

1593 Nashe 4 Lett. Confut. 16 The abiectest and frothiest

forme of Diuinitie. 1622 Wither Mistr., Phitar. Wks.
(1633) 686 Such frothy Gallants, a 1652 J. Smith Sel. Disc.
iii. 54 Contentious disputes, and frothy reasonings. 1661

Boyle Style of Script. 11675) 189 Our frothy censurers.

1707 Re/lex. upon Ridicule 66 Most young People are too
frothy. 174* Richardson Pamela III. 412 Adding, in his

frothy Way, Now can I say, I have saluted an Angel. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. viii. (1871I 123 With .. much frothy

rant. 1884 Edna Lyall We Two xvi, A mere ranter, a
frothy mob orator. 1885 Mag. of Art Sept. 450/2 Much
frothy fine writing.

absol. 1762 Foote Orators 11. Wks. 1790 I. 219 You will

have at one view, .the frothy, the turgid, the calm, and the

clamorous.

4. Comb., asfrothy- looking adj.

1880 Miss Bird Japan I. 133 A frothy-looking silk crepe.

Hence Pro'thily m/z'., Prothiness.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 259 The humidity, heate,

frothinesse and whitenes. a 1716 South Semt. (1737)
VIII. ix. 264 The profaneness and frothiness of his dis-

course. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Frothily, with Froth; also

emptily, not solidly or substantially, lightly. 1823 Lamb
Elta, On some Old Actors, The . . face . . that looked out so

formally flat in Foppington, so frothily pert in Tattle. 1846

G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 5 A limpid fluid.

.

unobscured by frothiness. 1890 Longm. Mag. Nov. 109
Persons who frothily declaim about genius.

tFrO'tion. Obs. rare~ l
. [?a. Du. vrouwt/e(n

~ vj-owiuken : see Frokin.] ? A maiden.

1587 Turberv. Trag. T. 12 a, Athwart the wood With
cruel! curres an armed knight there went, That had inchace
a frotion fresh of hewe.

Frotting (fr^tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Frot v. + -ing*.]

The action of the vb. Fkot in various senses.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 284 J>e caliz. .buruh so monie duntes &
frotunges, to Godes biheue..so swufte ueire afeited. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 417 Frotinge of iren and whe-
stones bou schalt hire, c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 195
Froting wib squillis is good berfore. 1853 C. Morfit
Tanning, etc. 157 The working, or frotting is solely to

remove the wrinkles and stiffness of the dry skins.

t Fretting, ///. a. Obs. [f. Frot v. + -ing 2
.]

Rubbing
;
(oflanguage) grating, harsh.

1387 Trevisa Higden 1 Rolls) II. 163 pe longage of be

Norbhumbres..is so scharp, slitting, and frotynge. 1567
Turberv. Epitaphes, etc. 70 b, It frets the Culter keene that

cuts the froting soyle.

+ Frond. Obs. Also 2 frude, -te, 3 frode, 5
frowde. [ME. frude (riming with prude); see

Frog sb. ]

] A frog or toad.

a 1200 Moral Ode 271 J>eor berS naddren and snaken eueten

and frude [v. rr. fruden, frute]. a 1240 Sawles Warde
in Cott. Horn. 251 pe laSe helle wurmes, tadden ant frog-

gen [v. r. froden] be freoteft ham ut te ehnen. c 1440
Jacob's Well (E. E.T. S.) 209 He openyd his cofere in

presence of his confessour, & fonde ber-in as manye frowdys
as he putt ber-in almessis. pe preest seyde :

' here bou
seest how almes of euyl getyn good plesyth god !' bat man
seyde . . syth I falsly haue deuouryd be peple of here good,
berfore bise frowdys schal deuowre my body qwyk. 1496
Dives <$• Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xlvi. 87/1 Some man hadde
leuer for to mete with a froude or a frogge in the waye than

to mete with a knyght or a squyre.

II Frou-frou (Jr« fr«). [Fr. ; of echoic forma-

tion.] A rustling, esp. the rustling of a dress.

1870 Athenxum 4 June 734 The modern froufrou of satin

and gros-de-Naples skirts is nothing to the rustling of

brocaded silks. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. $ Merck. III. v. 155
With a frou-frou of soft silk she arose. 1891 Speaker 1 May
527/1 The rustle of the dresses, the frou-frou of the fans.

fig. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly vi, The frou-

frou of life was lost to her. 1883 'Ouida' Wanda II. 4
The Princess fretted for some little fiou-frou of the world
to break its solemn silence.

Frough, frow, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

3 frouh, 4 frou;, 5 frogh, 5, 6, 9 Sc. freuch, (6

frewch, 8 freugh), 4, 7- frow, 8 frowe, 5, 7-

frough. [Of obscure origin : the forms point back

to OE. *Jr6h, or possibly *fr6h ; a word of the

latter form is represented by prSgum 'rancidis*,

frdn 'rancida' (Napier OE. Gil. vii. 193,^10);
for the meaning cf. Fkoughy.]
1. Liable to break or give way, not to be depended

on, frail, brittle. //'/. and fig.

c 1275 Luue Ron 44 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 94 Hit is fals and
mereuh and frouh. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2305
poghe be prest be fals or frow. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 671

Ek thike ysowe is frough [L. sectilt's) And rare ysowe is heded
grete & tough, c 147S RaufCoitgear 525 Oft fair fouIHs ar

fundin fay nt, and als freuch. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. l

vii, Quha suld haue firm esperance in this, Whilk is alace sa

ffreuch and variant ? 1568 Bannatyne Poems (1770) 185 This

warld is verry frewch. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679)18 Timber
. .which grows in Gravel is subject to be Frow (as they term

it) and brittle. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Words 28 Frough, loose,

spungy. Frough wood, brittle, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757)

37 The arms of an ash-tree are commonly put in if they be

not too frowe. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Frough-wood,
brittle wood. 1785 Jrnl. fr. Lond. in Poems Buchan
Dial. 5 The swingle-trees flew in flinders, as gin they had
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been as freugh as kail-castacks. 1825 Brockett N. C. Words,
Frough, loose, spungy, easily broken.

2. Crisp or ' short ' to the taste.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 662 To make hem frough,

kitte of the bladys longe.

3. Se. (See quot.)
1808-80 Jamieson, French . . 2. dry ; applied to corn, that

has recovered from the effects of rain in the time of harvest.

Frougliy, frowy (frJ»*i), a. Now dial. [?f.

FliOUGH a. +-y ]
.]

1. Musty, sour, stale, not sweet.

1579 Spknser Sheph. Cat. July in They.. like not of the

frowie fede. a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Frowy, stale,

on the point of turning sour from being over kept. 1866

Mrs. Stowe Lit, Poxes 117 Mrs. D. is a decent housekeeper,

and so her bread be not sour, her butter not frowy [etc. J.

2. Of wood: Spongy, soft-textured, brittle. Froxvy-

stuff{szt quot. 1858).
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees^ 32 The best strides are

those that are made of froughy, unseasoned oake. 1677
Moxon Meek, Exerc. (1703) 67 If your Wood be soft, and
your Stuff free, and frowy, that is, evenly temper'd all the

way. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Hnsb. VII. ii. 43 (E. D. S ) Such
an ash.. grows frowy, short and spungy. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Frowy -sttiff, a builder's name for short, or

brittle and soft, timber. 1889 Farmer Americanisms,
Froughy, spongy, brittle, or, in fact, applied to anything
that is of inferior quality.

Frounce (frauns), sb.'1 Also 5-7 frownce. Cf.

the altered form Flounce sb. [a. OFr. fronce,

fronche {Yx.fronce), = Sardinian frunza.
According to some scholars a vbt. noun f. the Rom. */ron-

tire (OF., Pr., OSp. froncir, Sp. /ruttcir, Cat. /runsir,

Sard. /ruuziri), to wrinkle the brow, to wrinkle, f. L.

front-em brow, Front. Others consider the Rom. sb. to

be adopted from OHG. (*wrunza) t rnnza, modG. runze
wrinkle.]

f 1. A wrinkle. Obs.

1390 Gower Ccnf. III. 27 He seeth her front is large and
pleine, Withoute frounce of any greine. 1430-40 Lyug.
Bochas 1. xx. (1494) evijb, Their reueled skyn abrode to

drawe and streyne Frowarde frouncis to make theym smoth
& pleyne. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters C iv,

The same water taketh awaye the frounces in the face whan
it is rubbed therwith. 1616 Bui.lokar, Frownce, a wrinkle.

1721 Bailey, Frounce, a Plait, a Wrinkle. Hence in mod.
Diets.

f 2. A fold, crease; a pleat. Also Jig., duplicity.

1:1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. ii. 5 (Camb. MS.) With the
lappe of hir garnement I-plited in a frounce she dryede niyn

eyen. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xtll. 318 ' Bi Criste ', quod
Conscience tho, ' thi best cote . . hath many moles and
spottes '. .' 5e, who so toke hede '. .Men sholde fynde many
frounces and many foule plottes. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 173
So that he pronounce A plein good word withouten frounce.

1721 [see 1].

T 3. The ornamented edge of a cup. Obs.

< 1440 Promp. Parv. 180/2 Frownce of a cuppe, fron-
tinella \Yynsonfrigium).

+ 4. = Flounce sb.- 1. Obs.— 1

1619 Fletcher M. Thomas m. ii, Farthingals, and
frounces.

5. With allusion to Milton's use of Frounce v. :

A piece of foppish display.
1881 Duffiei.d Don Quix. II. 397 With these [dresses] he

made so many frounces and tricks. 1887 Saintsbury Ess.
Eng. Lit. (1891) 153 A rather plain and straightforward
writer, with few tricks and frounces of phrase and style.

Hence f Frounceless a., without a frounce or

wrinkle, unwrinkled.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 860 Hir forheed frounceles.

t Frounce, sb:2 Obs. Forms : 5 frouneh,

5 fronse, 6 fronce, frounze, 6-8 frownce, 5-
frounce. [Of obscure origin; no similar word of
like meaning is known in Fr.
Perhaps it may be etymologically identical with prec, or

due to some mistake ; cf. Froncle and Formica 2.]

1. A canker or sore in the mouth of a hawk.
a 1450 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 3 With mysfedyng ben

schall sche haue the frounce, c 1450 Bk. Hawkyng in Ret.
Ant. I. 301 Of the f[r]ounches it is drede for it is a noyous
sekenes. i486 Bk, St. Albans C vj b, Blaynis in haukes
mouthes cald frounches. 1587 Turberv. Trag. Tales 183
The frounce consume the flesh of her, that feedes vpon my
bones. 1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. 11. (1677) 249 The
Frownce proceedeth from moist and cold Humours which
descend from the Hawk's Head to the Palate. 1725 Brad-
ley Fain. Diet. s. v. Rye, It .. causes the Frownce, or a
perpetual dropping Humour, very hard to be cur'd. 1820
Scott Abbot iv, 'Twere the ready way to give her the frounce.

2. A disease in the mouth of a horse : see quot.

1587. Cf. Cameky.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Horses (1627) 131 The frounce

is a disease scone cured, and they are smal pimples or warts
in the midst of the pallat of his mouth aboue, and they are

soft, and they will let him to eat his meat. i6io[seeCAMERv].
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet,, Cautery or Frounce, a Distemper
in Horses. In mod. Diets.

Frounce (frauns), v. Forms : 3-4 fronce, 4-6
frounse, 6-7 frounze, frownce, >se, 4- frounce.

[ad. OF. froncier, froncir (Fr. froncer), f. fronce
Frounce j£.']

+ 1. trans. To gather in folds or wrinkles, to

wrinkle ; to knit, purse (the brows or lips) ; occas.

to knit the brows of. Also with up. Obs.
The first quot. perhaps belongs to 1 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3571 J>e front it fronces pat was scene.

13.. Gaw. <$• Gr, Knt, 2306 penne tas he hym strybe to

stryke, & frounsftg bo|?e lyppe & browe. 1390 Gower Con/.
I. 95 With that she frounceth up the browe. c 157a Gascoigne
Fruites JVarre (1831) 209 The frolicke fauour frounst and

foule defast. 1587 Hughes Mis/ort. Arthur w. ii. in Ha?l.
Dodsley IV. 321 Al! fury-like, froune'd up with frantic frets.

1628 Lie GltYS tr. Barclay's Argents 143 That he may not
seeme mercenary, hee will frounce his browes.

T b. intr. To knit the brows ; to look angry.
Also of the face or forehead : To fall into wrinkles,

become wrinkled. Obs.
C1450 Henryson Test. Cress. 155 in Thynne's Chaucer

Qqiiij, His face frounsed. .His teth chattred. c 1530 Ln.
Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 489 [He] frounsed and
glared with his eyen as though he had ben wode. 1583
Stanyhurst sEneis 11. (Arb.) 63 Grislye faces flouncing,
dyd I see. 1600 Holland Livy vn. vi. 253 They frounced
and tooke on most insolently for this unhappie expedition.

2. trans. To frizz, curl (the hair, a wig, etc.)

;

also, to curl the hair of.

1526 Skei.ton Magny/. 1532 Schall frounce them in the
foretop. 1559 Aylmer Harborowe Njb, Ladies, .with their
heares frownsed and curled, a 159a Greene Mamillia 11.

Wks. (Rtldg.) 316 1 A periwig froune'd faste to the front.

1632 Milton Penseroso 123 Not trick'd and froune'd as she
was wont. 1819 H. Busk Vestriad 11. 102 Some, .scatter'd

o'er the silver margin stood, To frounce their braids.

b. fig. [Echoing Milton : see quot. 1632 in 2.]

1891 Saintsbury Scherers Ess. Pref. 9 Not only unneces-
sary, but in bad taste, to trick or frounce him in English.

t 3. To gather (a piece of cloth, a garment, etc.)

into creases or pleats ; to pleat. Obs.
a 1533 Ln. Bernkrs Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Ccvj,

Their shurts frounced. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Mowbray's
Banishtu. xxv, AH iagde and frounst with diners coloures
dekt. 1610 Guillim Heraldry vi. v. (1611) 266 A piece of
cloth, .that is iagged and frownced after the manner of our
now commonly recieued Mantlings. 1805 Scott Last Min-
str. iv. xviii, Buff coats, all frounced and broidered o'er.

+ b. intr. To fall into creases or pleats. Obs.
c 1400 Ron:. Rose 7259 Shoos knopped with dagges That

frouncen lyke a quade pipe, 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'll!

(1809) 691 It bossed out and frounced very stately to behold.

Hence Frounced, ppl. a., + (a) of the forehead :

Wrinkled ; (/>) of the hair, the head, etc. : Curled,

frizzed; Froirncing vbl. sb., f {a) knitting of

brows; (b) frizzing; also attrib.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 221 A
sharpe straght farred, noght gretly lene ne al full, nethyral
frouncet. c 1450 H enryson Fables, Paddok fy Mous 43 Her
fronsit face, a 1529 Skelton /'. Sparowe 1337 The ferryman
of hell, Caron .. with his frownsid foretop. 1530 Palsgr.
223/2 Frounsyng,/roncement . a 1568 Ascham Sc/toleiit. (Arb.)

54 An ouerstaring frounced hed, as though out of euerie
heeres toppe, should suddenlie start out a good big othe.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 148 Thy flaring frounzed
Periwigs. 1600 Holland Livy xxxin. xxxix. (16091 846
There was frounsing, and their bloud was up. 1603 IL
Crosse VertuesComiitw.vi%-j%)-j6 Fyevpon these frownsing
Irons. 1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lot, Unl. § 203 The
Temples . . in those that are angry frownced or' furrowed.

1835 in Gentl. Mag. Feb. (1836) 135 And her hair was all

frizzled and froune'd like a nigger.

Frount(e, FrountelJ, Frounter, obs. ff. of
Front, Frontal, Frontier.

t Frovrsshitre. Obs.- 1
fad. OF. froisscure

{Yr.froissure), i.froisser to rub violently, to crush.]

A bruise, contusion.
c 1477 Caxton /ason 138 b, Renewing to him the dolour

and grete payne of his woundes and frousshures.

Frouzy : see Frowzy.
t PrO'Ver, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 fr6fer, -or, -ur,

2-3 frofer, 3 frofre, froure, frowere, frover(e,

south, vroure. [OE.frofor, str. fern, and masc. =
OS.fr6bra,fr6fra, OUCj.fltiobara.}
1. Comfort ; a means of comforting.
BeoivuIf 698 Him dryhten forgeaf .. frofor ond fultum.

c 1000 /Elfric Horn. I. 136 He ^e-andbidode 8one frofer.

c 1200 Ormin 8786 Forr batt he 3ifebb her hiss beoww Hiss
frofre o seofenn wise, a 1225 Ancr. R. 92 peonne schullen

3e iseon hu al be world nis nout, & hu hire uroure is fals.

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 185 We . . buggep worldles

froure wib moni sori teone.

b. applied to God, the Holy Ghost.
a 1225 Juliana 11 3efbu wult. .leuen. .i behaligast folkene

froure. c 1250 Hymn to God 5 in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 258
Vroure & hele folkes fader, c 1250 Gen. <$- Ex. 54 Hali froure

welt oc Sat m&gt c 1275 Lay. 387 Fader he his on heuene
and alle man his frouere.

2. attrib. , as Frover- Ghost [ ~ OHG.fltwbargeist]

;

also in syntactical form Frovre Ghost, the Com-
forter, the Holy Ghost.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xiv. 26 Se haliga frofre gast. nooo

jElfric Horn. I. 322 Se Halga Gast. .is ^ehaten on Grecis-
cum ^ereorde, Paraclitus, 5a?t is, Frofor-gast. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn, f}-] pe frofre gast. c 1200 Ormin 10554 Pe Faderr, & te

Frofre Gast Himm hafenn sett to demenn.

T Tro'Ver, v. Obs. Forms : 1 frefran, -ian,

frdf^rian, 23 frefrian, -en, 2-3 freuren, -in,

2-4 frou(e)ren, -in, south, vrouren, vroeefrien,

(3fro"Seren). Also 1-2 sefrt>fran,-ian, 2 ifr6fran,

3 ifr6fren. [OE.frefrian.frdfrian, aisogefrcfran,

gefrefrian, i.fnfor, Frovek sb. Cf. OS.frdbrean,
OHG .fiuobiren.]

trans. To comfort, console. Const, for, of.

C900 tr. Bzeda's Hist. v. v. 11800' 396 Cwa;5 he bset ^ewune-
Hce word baera frefrendra. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xi. 19 His,

woldon hi frefrian for hyra brocW bingon. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 97 He ifrefraS ba drorijan. < 1200 Ormin 150 Forr
batt he wollde himm frofrenn. < 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 119
Bidde we nu be holigost. .bat he. .freure us of alle sore3e.

C 1205 Lay. 19545 pat [ich] on bUsen felde mote beon
ifroured. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 465/104 Pouere Men
bare-with to freueri. c 1315 Shoreham 7 Frevereth thorwe

his body man. c 1320 Cast. L.oue 889 Of bulke [grace] bat
alle [con] frouere.

Hence t Fro'vering vbl. sb.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 117 Ich wile }iu senden be heuen-
liche frefringe \vi3-innen a lit da^es. c 1300 Harrow. Hell
166 We hopeth wel thourh thy comyng Of oure sunnes
haven froryng.

Frow (frau), sb. Forms: 4, 6-8 frow(e, 6-8
fro(e, (7 frau. phraw), 7- frow. [ad. Du. vrouw
•=Gev.frau lady, woman, wife.]

1. A Dutchwoman.
1390 Will 0/ M. Qucllyngbourgh (Comm. Crt. Lond.),

Margareta Quellyngbourgh Frowe. 1477 Paston J. ell.

No. 792 III. 181 The frowys of Broggys, with there hye
cappes. 1605 Lond. Prodigal \. i, By this light a Dutch
frow; they say they are called kind. 1617 Middlf.ton &
Rowley Fair Quarrel ill. ii. 1 [To a Dutch nurse] Sweet
fro, to your most indulgent care Take this my heart's joy.
ti68i Roxb. Ball. (1891) VII. 490 In Holland a Phraw
he did wed, a couple he marri'd in Cailes. 1796 Campaigns
1793-4 I- '• i'- 7 '1'he skippers and frows flocked in crowds to

the pier.

2. A woman, a lady ; a wife. Chiefly of Dutch
or German women, or of others compared to them.
1587 Harrison England n. ix. (1877) 1. 189 Saxon princes

began to ioine in matrimonie with the British ladies, as the
British barons did with the Saxon frowes. 1639 Glapthorne
Wallenstein m. ii, I've known him. .for all this heat 'Gainst
woman-hood, pursue a sutlers froe. 1666 tr. Horace^s Odes
viii. ii, The sun-burnt froe Of him that was chose Consul
from the plough. 1708 E. Cook Sot-weed Factor (1865) 21
We scarce had play'd a Round about, But that these Indian
Froes fell out. 1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Son I. 168
Old Saboo there keeps himself, and frow, and half a score
of young ones.

f3. Applied to the Maenads or Bacchantes of
classical paganism ; also trans/.

1567 Ti'kberv. Chdd's Ep. 114 Tne frantike fro, Whome
fell Erichtho hath in chase. 1589 I'asquil's Ret. D, Some
gadded vppe and downc the streetes, tike Bacchus Froes.
1606 Ciiai'MAN M. D'Oliye Plays 1873 I. 208 The Ladies of
this land would teare him peece-meal (As did the drunken
Froes, thi-' Thratian Harper). 1612 Dkayton Poly-olb. viii.

117 The frantick British Froes, their hair disheuelled With
fire-brands ran ahout. a 1616 BeauM, it Fl. Wit at Sev.
ii'eapons v. i, They are now Buxsome as Bachus Froes

—

revelling, dancing.

4. dial. (See quot.)
1781 J. Hutton Pour to Caves Gloss. Fro7v sb., an idle,

dirty woman, c 1795 [? PorsonJ Horace Odes 1. xxvii. in

Spirit Publ. Jmls. (1799) I. 142 And were your girl the
dirtiest drab. .Out with it. .What? is it she? the filthy frow.

t Frow, adv. Obs. rare— x
. [Cf. ON./ni-r adj.,

quick.] Hastily.
c 1325 Earth 1. in E. E. P. (1862I 150 Erb vp erb fallib fol

frow [glossed_/J\s7*WJ.

Frow : see Fkoe, Fhough.
Froward (frJu'waid), a., adv., prep. Forms:

a. 2-5 fraward, 3 Orm. frawarrd, 4-5 frawarde,
-werd, frauward, 5-6 Sc. frawart, 6 frauwerde

;

$. 2- froward, 4-5 frowerd, 4-6 frowarde.
[Early ME. i.fra, Fko + -wahd. Cf. P'romwakd.]

A. adj. (Not now in colloquial use.)

1. Disposed to go counter to what is demanded
or what is reasonable; perverse, difficult to deal

with, hard to please ; refractory, ungovernable

;

f also, in a wider sense, bad, evilly-disposed,
' naughty \ (The opposite of t&zuard.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7302 ' Parfai ', ban answard samuel, ' Yee
ar to fraward [Trin. frowarde] wit to dele '. 1340 Hamvole
Pr. Cousc. 5854 If man be til God frawarde. 1382 Wyclif
Deut. xxi. 18 If a man gete a rebel sone, and a fraward.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 319 To chaste froward
men and stume men. c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems 141 How
may this be that thou art froward To hooly chirche to pay
thy dewtee. 14. . Why I can't be a Nun 317 in E. E. P.
(1862) 146 For sum bene devowte, holy, and towarde. .And
sum bene feble, lewde, and frowarde. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. vi. 13 Ye shall be safe . . agaynste the

frowarde temptour. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. iv.

(1586) 167 b, The Cocke of this kinde, is a frowarde and
mischievous Birde. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serin, ii. 28 Samuel,
reiected. .by this froward & rebellious people. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Innovations (Arb.) 527 A Froward Retention of Cus-
tome, is as turbulent a Thing, as an Innouation. 1689-90
Temtle Ess., Poetry Wks. 1731 I. 249 When all is done,
Human Life is, at the greatest and the best, but like a
froward Child, that must be play'd with and humour'd
a little to keep it quiet till it falls asleep. 1703 Claren-

don's Hist. Reb. II. Ded. 5 That this Remark may not

look froward or angry, a 1716 Blackall Wks, (1723) I.

45 Such froward and touchy People as these. 1775 Johnson
14 Apr. in Boswell, A judge may become froward from age.

1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 270 In the infancy of taste,

the froward pupils of art took nature to pieces, as spoiled

children do a watch. 1848 Lytton Harold v. vii, 'Speak

on ' said Hilda, calmly as a nurse to a froward child. 1855

Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. xix. (1858) 291 Russell had always

been froward, arrogant, and mutinous.
absol. 1535 Covf.rdale Ps. xvii[i]. 26 With the frowarde

thou shalt be frowarde. 1661 Bramhall Just Viud. iii. 47
They may remove the froward from their offices, 1842 I. H.
Newman Par. Serin. VI. 346 If you bear with the froward.

2. Of things : f a. Adverse, unfavourable, un-

toward ; difficult to deal with, refractory. Of
shape (cf. B. 2): Ill-formed, ugly (obs.^. b. In

later use only as fig. of sense 1 (said, e.g., of for-

tune) : Perverse, ill-humoured.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8104 Bi-halden vs inogh has bou Vr fra-

ward scapp al ses bou hov. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2622 The
weder was cold & froward. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 103

By froward chaunce my hood was gone. 1513 Douglas
72-2
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&?ieis in. ii. 149 Syryus, the frawart star. 1513 Skf.lton

Gar/. Laurel 1450 This delycate dasy, With frowarde

frostis, alas was all to-fret. 1541 R. Copland Gatyeris

Terap. 2 D iij, Curacyon of frowarde and rebel vlceres. 1576

Fleming Panopl. Epist. 120 To take his froward fortune

and untoward luck with, .patience. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.

Waters III. 213 It has been my froward fate to have too

much. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 270 During this month
of froward weather. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v. 348 The
froward chaos of futurity. 1880 Miss Broughton Sec. Th.

11. vii, The froward May month.

t 3. quasi-j/;. A froward person or thing. Obs.

a 1529 Skelton P. Sparoive 779 Our language is so rusty,

So cankered, and so full Of frowardes. 1581 J. Bell
Haddon's A nsiv.Osor. 266 b, Through the cankerd peevish-

nes of wayward frowardes.

t B. adv. Obs.

1. In a direction that leads away from the person

or thing under consideration ; = Kromwakd.
O. E. Chron. an. 1127 Eall ba;t ba beon drajen toward swa

frett ba drane & dra^aS fraward. 14*6 Audelay Poems 68

5if thou to the cherche go, Toward, froward, or ellis cum
fro. 1494 Fabvan Chron. v. exxvii. 108 He myghte goo or

ryde frowarde or sydewarde, but towarde the chapell myght
he in no wyse atteygne. 1540-54 Croke Ps. (Percy Soc.' 34
Thy face allwey thus wilt thou let Be turned froward ? 1596
Spenser F. Q. vi. x. 24 And eeke them selves so in their

daunce they bore, That two of them still froward seem'd to

bee, But one still towards shew'd her selfe afore.

2. fig. Untowardly
;
perversely. Froivard shapen

= misshapen (cf. Fhom-shapen).
a 1300 Cursor M. 8076 Sagh man neuer for-wtt bat hore,

Sua fraward scapen creature. 1580 Lylv Euphues (Arb.)

465 Thou knowest howe frowarde matters went, when thou
tookest shippe.

t C. prep. (In a direction) away from; =From-
ward. Also in form frcnoards. Obs. (or arch?)

1200 Ormin 4672 J>a turrncsst tu be frawarrd Godd, &
towarrd eorblic ahhte. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3322 At euen cam
a fu^el-fli^t, fro-ward arable to hem ri}t. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. 11. viii. (1495) 36 The angels slake neuer.

.

nother tornyth theyr entent frowarde god. c 1400 Melayne
1314 The Sowdane. .sawe the Cristen in the felde Frowarde
the Cite ride. .1470 Henry Wallaces. 786 Frawart the

south thaim thocht it best to draw. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
x. xxx, And euer sire Tristram tracyd and trauercyd and
wente froward hym here and there. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
1. i. 57 Scho thame fordrivis, and causis oft ga will Frawart
Latium. Ibid. iv. Prol. 130 Thy self or thame thou frawartis

God remouis. a 1850 Rossetti Dante fy Circ. 1. (1874) 106

He only is a pilgrim who goeth towards or frowards the

House of St. James.

b. with tmesis fro . . ward.
c 1220 Bestiary 719 And wende we neure fro him-ward.

t Froward, v. Obs. [f. prec. adj.] trans. To
make froward.
1627-47 Fki.tham Resolves 1. xxxvi. 119 Vexations when

they daily billow upon the minde, they froward even the

sweetest soul, and. .turn it into spleen and testinesse.

t Frowardhede. Obs. [-hede, -head.] *=

Frowaudness.
C 1470 Harding Chron. ccix. ix, The prynce of wrath and

wilful! hede Agayne hym made debate and frowardhede.

Frowardly (fr<?*» *waidli), adv. [f. Frowarde.
4- -LY *.] In a froward manner

;
perversely ; ad-

versely. (Now chiefly arch, in Biblical phrases.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7317 (Gott.) ' Mi folk ', said godd, ' full

frawarly [ Trin. frowardly] bai seke and wirke full grett enuy.

14.. Lydg. Secrees 1032 Avaryce and gadering frowardly.

1435 Misyn Fire ofLove I. v. 11, & luf of be endeles lufar

for fals luf frawardly bai haue lost. 1509 Hawks Past.

Pleas, xiv. ii, Afrycus, Auster bloweth frowardly. 1516
Tindale i Cor. xiii. 4 Love doth not frowardly. 1588 A.
King tr. Canisius* Catech. 145 Quhilk glaidlie or frawartlie

dois presume to speik agains the halie decrees of the fathers.

1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 211 Finding the mis-

believer not frowardly affected. 1688 S. Penton Guardians
Instr. 71, I once dealt with him very Frowardly, and ask'd

him plainly, How [etc.]. 1845 6 Trench Huls. Led. Ser. 11.

vii. 263 He deals frowardly in the land of uprightness.

Frowardness (frjwwajdnes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] Froward quality or condition ; perversity

;

untowardness ; an instance of this.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27617 O pride bicums vnbuxumnes, strif

andstrutt, and frawardnes. a 1340 Hampole Psalter hv. 22

Dwelland in frawardnes of baire witt. c 1440 Jacob's Well
(E. E. T. S.) 155 Frowardnes comyth fro pe herte, but be

tunge schewyth it out thrugh ouer-thwerte woordys. c 1555
Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden! 223 He did it not

for any self-will or frowardness. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 393 The frowardnesse of my fortune. 1647 Claren-
don Hist. Reb. vi. § 21 The pride, frowardness, and
perversness of the Rebels. 171a Berkeley Pass. Obed. § 42
We should not. .shew a frowardness or impatience of those

transient sufferings, a 1716 South Serm. II. 78 How many
Frowardnesses of ours does he smother, how many Indigni-

ties does he pass by. 1775 Burke Sp. Cone. A tuer. Wks. (1808)

III. 62 It is nothing but a little sally of anger, like the fro-

wardness of peevish children, who, when they cannot get all

they would have, are resolved to take nothing. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. L.Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 188 Giving way toone
of his Occasional fits of boyish frowardness, he dashed his

sword OB the floor.

t Fro*wardship. Obs. [see -ship.] «prec.
14.. Burgh Laws c. 34 (Sc. Stat. I.), Throuch frawart-

schyp [contrarietate] of hym selff.

Frowde, var. of Froud, Obs., frog or toad.

Frower : see Froe sb.

Frowie, var. of Fkocghy a. Obs.

Frowish, a.1 Obs. rare.- 1 [? f. frow. Fro +
-ISH, after froward.] ? Unfavourably disposed,

froward.
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1589 Greene Tullies Loi>e (16091 D b, Were you but as

fauourable as you are frowish.

t Frowish, a.2 Obs. [f. frow, Frough a. +
-ISH.] Frowzy, stale-smelling, fetid.

1608 Withals' Diet. 286 He that is rank or frowish in

savour, hircosus. 1688 Bunyan Solomon s Temple xvii,

Covetousness makes a minister smell frowish.

Frown (fraun), sb. [f. next ; but cf. the equi-

valent OY.froigne.]
1. A wrinkled aspect of the brow ; a look expres-

sive of disapprobation or severity, occas. of deep

thought or perplexity. Also, the habit of frowning.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 209 You are too much of late i' th'

frowne. 1635 in Ellis Otig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 206 With one
frown, divers of us being at White Hall to see her.. she

drave us all out of the Chamber. 1710 Steele & Addison
Tatler No. 253 P 8 May a Man knit his Forehead into

a Frown. 1801 Southey Tkalaba 1. viii, His brow in manly
frowns was knit. 1863 Miss Bbaddon Eleanor's Vict. III.

i. 3 The lawyer, .walked away from his wife with a frown

upon his face. 187a Darwin Emotions ix. 223 He encounters

some obstacle in his train of reasoning . . and then a frown

passes like a shadow over his brow.

Jig. 1783 Mason Du Fresnoy^s Art Paint. 341 Beneath
the frown of angry Heav'n. .The guilty Empire sunk. 1808

J. Barlow Columb. III. 636 Ere darkness shroud you in

a deeper frown.

2. A manifestation of disapprobation.

1581 Mulcaster Positions v. (1887) 27 Dissuaded from the

worse, by misliking and frowne. a 1627 Sir J. Beaumont
Ansonius xvi. 33 Peruerring crimes he checkes with angry
frownes. 17*1-2 Wodrow Suffer. Ch. Scott. (1838) I. 1. it § 2.

1 12/1 To this no answer was given, but frowns. 17a* De Foe
Relr'g. Courtsh. 1. iii. (1840) 104 The father's frowns are a

part of correction. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 205 He
tried the effects of frowns and menaces. Frowns and menaces
failed. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. ix. 140 Ralegh . . was
still., under the frown of his royal mistress.

Hence Prownfnl a., full of frowns ; Frown-
less a., devoid of frowns; Frowny a., having a

habit of frowning.

1771 Langhorne Laurel $ Reed 52 The murderer's

burning cheek to hide, And on his frownful temples die.

a 1861 Sir F. Palgrave (Ogilvie), Her frowny mother's

ragged shoulder. 1890 Univ. Rev. 15 June 262 Planted with

virtues, frownless gravity And sober elegance.

Frown (fraun), v. Forms : 4-6 froun(e, (5

frownyn), 6-7 frowne, 4- frown. [ME.froune,
ad. OF. froignier, frongnier (mod.F. only in the

compound refrogner), of obscure origin.]

1. intr. To knit the brows, especially by way of

expressing displeasure or (less frequently) con-

centration of thought ; to look sternly. Said also

of the brow. + Also {rarely), to sneer.

C 1386 [see Frowning ///. a.] c 14^0 Lydg. Min. Poems
17 Wiche ought of resone the devise to excuse To alle

tho that wold ageyn it ffroune or musee. c 1440 Prontp.

Parv. 181/1 Frownyn wythe the nose, nasio. C1477 Caxton
Jason 52 He frowned in this wise and bote on his lippe a

grete while. 1574 Mirr. Mag., Sabr'ma xxix, When For-

tune most doth smile : Then will she froune : she laughes

but euen a while. 1602 Marston Ant. fy Mel. in. Wks.
1856 I. 32 Fortunes browe hath frown'd, Even to the utmost

wrinkle it can bend. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 106 He ended
frowning, and his look denoune'd Desperate revenge. 1777
Sheridan Sch. Scand. A Portrait, She frowns no goddess,

and she moves no queen. 1858 Lytton What will he

do 11. xii, Had I been your father, I should have taken

alarm, and frowned. 187a Darwin Emotions ix. 223 A man
who joined us, and who could not conceive what we were

doing, when asked to listen, frowned much, though not in

an ill temper.

b. Of inanimate things : To present a gloomy
or threatening aspect.

1643 Rogers Naaman 118 They saw the times to frowne

and trouble to come. 1659 D. Pell /w/r. Sea 480 And
will you not bee in the like fear, when the Heavens frown

above you ? 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 85 And though the rocky-

crested summits frown. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.

Udolpho i, And sometimes frowned with forests of gloomy
pine. 1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit. Ch. i. (1847) 7 That wild

architecture, whose gigantic stones . . are still to be seen

frowning upon the plains of Stonehenge. 1854 J. S. C.

Akbott Napoleon (1855) II. xv. 283 The cannon of the

Prussians frowned along the rugged eminences of their left.

1868 Milman St. Pants i. 9 A rude Saxon temple may have

frowned down from the height above the Thames.

2. To .express disapprobation or unfriendliness

by a stern look. Const, at, on> upon. Also in

indirect passive.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 395 You are not the first

upon whom fortune hath frowned. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.
1. i. 194, I frowne vpon him, yet he loues me still. 1648

Gage West Ind. iv. 13 Much were wee frowned at by the

Dominicans our chiefest friends. 1709 Addison Tatter

No. 24 P 11 Frontlet not only looks serious, but frowns at

him. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xix, Montoni
frowned upon him. a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. V. 152

That they should be. .frowned upon at Kensington for not

going farther.

b. attributed to inanimate objects.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. in. iii. 6 The heauens with that we
haue in hand, are angry, And frowne vpon 's. 1816

Keatinge Trav. (1817) II. 32 Robat and Sallee seem to

frown at each other across this fine river.

3. quasi-trans, a. To drive or force with a frown

away, back, dovm, off', sl\sofrom, into (something).

1678 Dryden Allfor Love 11. i, Ventidius fix'd his Eyes
upon my Passage Severely, as he meant to frown me back.

171a Blackmobe Creation$i5 Despairing wretch, he'll frown
thee from his throne. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. iii. § 2

Nor should such an enquiring temper be frowned into silence.

ci8oo K. White Lett. (1837) 274 The fear of singularity
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frowns me into the concealment of it. 1805 Byron To Dorset

v, Peace, that reflection never frown'd away. 1806 Wee-
ster in Scudder Life vi. (1882) 231, 1 will he neither frowned

nor ridiculed into error. 1831 Lytton Codolph. 66 You would
not frown a great person Tike Lady Delville into affection

for us. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge ii, And the cold hlack

country seemed to frown him off. 1870 Baldw. Brown Eccl.

Truth 261 A new order of society in which . .judges [should]

no more frown down the poor.

b. To enforce, express, produce, etc. by a frown.

1775 Sheridan Rivals Epil., She smiles preferment, or

she frowns disgrace. 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Re7\

XXV. 518 Among us, however, the present _ statue of the

prophet would seem to frown restraint on levity and mirth.

1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. iii. (1894) 72 In 1861 the

Schreckhorn .. still frowned defiance upon all comers.

Hence t Frowned ///. a., covered with a frown;

made to look frowning. Also Prowner, one who
frowns.

1598 Florio, /narcato, a frowned or scouled countenance.

1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 138 Such, .friends or

acquaintance as are neither . . Fawners nor Frowners. a 1763

Byrom Christ among Doctors 10 That meek old Priest,

with placid Face of Joy, That Pharisaic Frowner at the

Boy. 187a Darwin Emotions ix. 223 Some persons are such

huhitual frowners that the mere effort of speaking almost

always causes their brows to contract. 189a IdlerJune 590

A handful of frowners against thirty million laughers !

Frownce, obs. form of Fkounce.

Frowning (frau-nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Frown v. +

-ing '.] The action of the vb. Frown ; an instance

of the same.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4062 With that the cherl his clubbe gan

shake, Frouning his eyen gan to make, And hidous chere.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 181/1 Frownynge. 1548 Udall
Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 9 E vj, For bittur frounyng, godly ioye

and lightenesse of herte. 159a Wyrley Armorie 145 With
frownings dume, downe are his smilings cast. 1616 J. Lane
Cont. Sqr.'s T. x. 478 Turnes him fro, and nought but

frowninges gave. 1713 Swift Frenzy of J. Dennis Wks.

1755 III. 1. 146 He read a page or two with much frowning.

l8ai Clare Fill. Minstr. I. 16 How pinch'd with winter's

frownings he has been. 187a Darwin Emotions ix. 224

We may conclude that frowning is not the expression of

simple reflection . . but of something difficult or displeasing

encountered.

Frowning (fraunin), ppl. a. [f. Frown v. +
-ing2.] Thatfrowns; gloomy; stern; disapprov-

ing, threatening.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 300 And eke whan I say ya, ye

say not nay, Neither by word ne frouning countenance

:

Swere this, and here I swere our alliance, c 1430 Lydg.

Min. Poems 245 Now frownyng cheer, now fressh of

visage. 1567 Turberv. To a Gentleifoman from whome
he tooke a Ring 1 What needes this frowning face? 1659

D. Pell Impr. Sea 377 A frowning, raging, and rowhng

storm. 1736 Neal Hist. Purit. III. 520 The General

Assembly . . sent at the same time two frowning letters.

i8aa B. Cornwall Poems, Modena, And o'er her many a

frowning fold Of crimson shades her closed eyes. 1847

A. M. Gilliam Trav. Mexico 20 The frowning guns of the

Castle. 186a H. Marrvat Year in Sweden II. 402 A deep

ravine of frowning rocks.

b. attrib. in tfrowning cloth, an imaginary

frontlet supposed to be worn by a person when

displeased.

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 285 The gallery, where shee

was solitaryly walking, with her frowning cloth, as sick

lately of the solens.

Frowningly (framiinli), adv. [f. Frowning

*//. a. + -LY -.] In a frowning manner.

1556 J. Heywood Spider * F. lxxvi. 22 Such flies as erst

had frowninglie faste him : Louinglie they then, on him did

smothlie smile. 1617 Hieron Wks. (1619-20) II. 270 With

the eye of his soule he saw the Lord looke frowningly vpon

him. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xxvi, ' You shall know

me hereafter', said the stranger, frowningly. 1870 Miss

Bridcman Ro. Lynne II. ii. 21 Four rows of dark houses

that frowningly faced one another.

Frownt, obs. form of Front.

Frowst, froust ifrctu.s.t), v. "idial. [Of un-

known origin ; cf. Harrow school slang/««i/sb.,

'extra sleep allowed in the morning of Sundays

and whole holidays ' (Barrere and Leland).] intr.

To rest lazily, lounge.

1884 Standard 5 May 4/4 A generation that frousts over

the fire. 1889 B. Whitby Awakening M. Fenwick II. 182,

I hate ..frowsting over a fire.

FrOWSty (fruusti), a. dial, [of obscure origin

;

cf. OF. frouste ruinous, decayed ; also Froughy,

Frowish, Fbowzt.] Fusty; having an unpleasant

smell. (In Berks., Oxf., Leic, and Glouc. glos-

saries.)
.

1865 Athenxum No. i960. 678/1 Use it on his frowsty

head. 1881 E. J. Worboise Sissie xvii, When it is not only

humble, butfrmvsty .. you are apt to wish you were any-

where else than at home 1

Frowy : see Froughy a.

tFrowae, sb. Obs. Also (?6 frowes), 6-7

frowse, 7-8 fruz, 8 frouze. [Of uncertain origin ;

possibly an alteration of Frounce, with assimi-

lation to Friz, Fuzz.] ? A wig of frizzed hair

worn by women. A\sofrowze-,fruz-toiver.

1363 Foxe A.ff M. 919/2 Her two gentlewomen . .
helped

her of therwith [her gowne] and also with her frowes paste

and neckerchefe. 1670 Lady M. Bertie in 12M Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 21 Some ware all small ribban, others

brode ribbans . . and all frowzes of their owen haire. 1676

Etherege Man of Mode 1. i. Wks. (1888) 245 This fine

woman, I'll lay my life . . has adorned her baldness with

a large white fruz. 1687 Congreve Old Bach. iv. viii, The
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mother [bought] a great fruz-tower and a fat amber-neck-
lace. 1710 Brit. Apollo II. No. ior. 3/2 This filthy Fruz
I ne'er shall brook. 1724 [see Bui.i.-tour].

Frowze, v. Obs. exc. dial. In 7 frouze. Also
Fbuz v. [related to prec. sb.] trans. To curl,

frizz, ruffle, rumple.
1611 Florio, Increspare, to crispe, to curie, to frouze.

Also to wrimple. 1881 Isle 0/ Wight Gloss., Frowze, to
rumple.

Frowzy (frturzi), a. Also 7-9 frouzy, 8-9
frowsy, (9 frousy). [Perh. cognate with Krowsty,
or with some of the other words there referred to.

Cf. also Frowze sitJ]

1. Ill-smelling, fusty, musty; having a 'close'

unpleasant smell from being dirty, unwashed, ill-

ventilated, or the like.

1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. iv. 1, An overgrown Deputy of
the Ward, tho a frouzy Fellmonger. a 1700 Dryden quoted
in Faction Displ. (1704) 15 With Frowzy Pores, that taint the
ambient Air. 1773 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 400 It is the
frouzy corrupt air from animal substances, a 1802 Strutt
Bumpkin's Disaster (1808) 19 Is pinching frowzy wenches in
their bed Fit sport for spirits? 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xvi,
By the steams of moist acts of Parliament and frowsy
petitions. 1857 Hughes Tom Brmvn 1. ix. In his weeks
my study was so frowsy I couldn't sit in it. 1871 L.
Stephen Playgr. Fur. iv. m. 252 Another Greek convent,
said to be frowzier, if possible, than that of Csalho.

2. Having a dirty, untidy, soiled, neglected ap-
pearance (like e.g. unkempt hair' ; dingy, rusty,

slatternly, unkempt. Of the complexion : Red
and coarse, blowzy.
1710 Apparition 7 A frowzy high-crown'd Hat his face

did hide. 1716 Swift Progr. Beauty Wks. 1755 III. n. 163
A frowzy dirty-colour'd red Sits on her cloudy wrinkled
face. 175a J. Spence [Sir H. Beaumont] Crito 53 His
Woman of a. .sun-burnt frowsy Complexion. 1807 Ckabbe
Par. Reg. 1. 214 See ! on the floor, what frowzy patches
rest! 1823 Blackiv. Mag. XIV. 530 The frowzy hostess
would complain. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop iii, Hair ..

hanging in a frowzy fringe about his forehead. 1848 —
Dombey vi. There were frowzy fields, and cowhouses . . at
the very door of the Railway. 1857 W. Collins Dead
Secret 11. ii, [He] produced from the pocket, .three frowsy
acidulated drops. 1882 Chamb. Jrnl. 90 A pony would be
shoving its frowzy brow against its master's shoulder. 1895
Gloss. E. Anglia, Frouzy, blouzy, with disordered and un-
combed hair.

fig. 1821 Byron yuan in. xciv, A drowzy frowzy poem,
call'd the ' Excursion \ Writ in a manner which is my
aversion. 1859 Lang Wand. India 245 Even the frowsy
military board—composed of several very old and feeble
Company's officersof the last century—was frightened into
something like activity.

3. Comb., asfrowzy-heiuied adj.

i860 Holland Miss Gilbert iv. 53 Frowzy-headed men
passed him in the yard. 1875 Howells Foregone Concl. 60
A frowsy-headed wom?n.
Hence Pro'wziness.
1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees 11. (1733) 41 The Frowsiness

of the Place, and the ill Scents of different kinds, are a per-
petual Nuisance. 1835 Beckford Recoil. 106 That species
of high conventual frowziness which monastic habits and
garments are not a little apt to engender. 1881 Daily
News 7 Dec. 5/3 They regard . . the frowziness of our [rail-

way-carriage] accommodation with contempt. 1893 Temple
Bar Mag. XCIK. 197 He loves to have his room reeking
with heat and frowsiness.

Froynt, obs. Sc. form of Front.
Froyter, var. of Frateb, Obs.

Frozen (frJu'z'n), ///. a. Forms : see the verb.

fpa. pple. of Freeze z/.]

1. Congealed by extreme cold ; subjected or ex-
posed to extreme cold.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxv. 5 pe south blawand frosyn

strandis Iesis_& rennys. a 1400 50 Alexander 3C63 Sir
Dary. .fande it [the burne] frosyn hym byfore. 1555 Eden
Decades Contents, The nauigation by the frosen sea. 1667
Milton P. L. n. 587 Beyond this flood a frozen Continent
Lies dark and wilde. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India fy

/*. 3
Warmth adds Spirits to our frozen Limbs. 1833 N. Arnott
Physics (ed. 5) II. 1. 90 A piece of frozen mercury . . thrown
into a little water at 32 . 187a Yeats Techn. Hist. C»mm.
224 In Canada . . frozen meat is a common article of com-
merce. 1893 Times (weekly ed.) 2 Feb. 89/3 Allowance
must be made in the North-West [of Canada] for a propor-
tion of frozen wheat.

b, fig. and of immaterial things. Of facts,

truth {U.S.) =Hard, Solid.
1576 Fleming Pauofil. Epist. 367 Is that olde acquaint-

ance, .frozen, .in you? 1641 Milton Ch.Govt.vi. (1851H25
But farre worse then any frozen captivity is the bondage of
Prelates.

_ 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. viu. 99 Verse fires the
frozen Veins. 1760 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. 146 They
hoped to see . . christian charity, then frozen, wax warm. 1814
Byron Corsair 1. xv, The tender blue of that large loving
eye Grew frozen with its gaze on vacancy. 1858 Hawthorne
Fr. fy It. yrnls. 1 1. 62 This frozen sisterhood of the allegoric

family. 1867 M.Arnold Sonn., West London, The rich she
had let pass with frozen stare. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Herald
25 Sept., ' Frozen Facts' is a purely American expression.
Ibid. 22 Oct. 2/2 We were simply stating the frozen
truth.

2. Frozen-out : cut off or excluded by frost.

Frozen-up : closed or stopped by frost.

1885 G. Allen Babylon iii, On the stray chance of catch-
ing a frozen-out racoon. 1890 Daily News 31 Dec. 3/2
1
All-froze-out poor working men who've got no work to

do-o-o'..The carrying of water to frozen-up householders
has become almost a . . recognised industry. In many of
the suburbs there has been, .a mellifluous sing-song telling
of frozen-up pipes. 1893 Ibid. 23 Feb. 7/4 The frozen-up
German seed is still delayed.

3. Comb., asfrozen-marled adj.

1654 tr - Scudery's Curia Pol. 26 They are not men, but
cold statues, and such as the frozen hearted Venetians.

Hence Pro* zenly adv., in a frozen manner; with
a cold look or action; {(/. S.) stubbornly ; Fro zen-

ness, frozen condition.

1653 Gaudbh Hieraspistes 486 For however people have
now and then a warm fit of giving, .they soon returne to
that frozenness, which is hardly dissolved by any mans
warmest breathings. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Twer-
ing, The Signs of which are, they look frozenly on their

Sides. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xv. 151 He .. looked
frozenly at the prisoner, rebuking him [etc.]. 1864 Lowell
Fireside Trav. 150, I . .began to hack frozenly at a log.

T Prub, v. Obs. rare. [Short f. Fkubbish, perh.

influenced by Ri'B.] trans. To furbish or polish.
1611 Florio, Amolare, to frub or furbish. 1656 W. D.

tr. Comenius Gate Lat. Unl. § 415. 119 The Frubber or
Furbisher frubbeth or furbisheth.

t Frubber. Obs. ff.prec. + -ER*. Cf. Fciusek.]

A furbisher, burnisher, or polisher.
1612 Chapman Widenves T. Plays 1873 III. 73 [To a maid-

servant] Well said frubber, was there no Souldier here lately?

1659 Torriano, Frugatoio, also a burnisher or a frubber.

t FrU'bbish, v. Obs. Also frobish. [var. of
Fuhbihh.] trans. To furbish or polish by rubbing.
1570 Levins Manip. 144/20 To Frubbish, fricando polire.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 466 When it is well scoured and
clensed with sand, and knowne by the brightnesse and
lustre thereof that it hath bin sufficiently frobished and
purified, a 1625 Fletcher Cast. Country in. iii, I'll make
you young again, beleeve that Lady, I will so frubbish you.

Hence f Pru'bMsher, a furbisher.

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1074 The frubyssher hath my sword.

Fruct e, obs.^ var. of Fklit sb. and v.

Fructed (frzrkted), a. Her. [I. L. frucMis
fruit + -ed-.] Of a tree or plant : Having fruit ^of

a specified tincture).

1610 Gujllim Heraldry in. vii. (1611) 105 He beareth
argent a pine apple tree Fructed proper. 1688 R. Holmk
Armoury n. 5/1 A Garland of Vine leaves fructed (that is

with Bunches of Grapes) about his Temples. 1708 [see

Eradicated b.] 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her., A pear tree

erased, fructed ppr. that is, with its fruit in the natural
colour. i868Cussans Her. (1893) 103 An Oak-tree is fructed

of its Acorns; and a Pine, of its Cones.

fFru'cterist. Obs. rare. (See Fructster.)

Fructescence (froktcsens). [ad. mod.L.
frnctescenlia, f. fruciescent-em ; see Fkucte.scent
and -ENCE.] (See qnot.)

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Fructescentia. . Fructescence, or
the fruiting season, is the time when vegetables scatter
their ripe seeds. 1848 in Craig.

Fructescent ^kte-sent), a - [ad. mod.L.
fructescent-em, pr. pple. of fruciescere to produce
fruit, f. h.fr?7clits fruit.] Beginning to bear fruit.

1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 30 Works are of three
descriptions, technically designated as accumulated, current,
and fructescent.

Fructicist (frzrktisist). Also Fructist. [f.

lu.fruct-us Fruit + -ic + -1ST.] One who classifies

plants by their fruit.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. I1857) III. 253 Linnanis
..began by being a fructicist. 1886 Thompson in Encycl.
Brit. XX. 301/1 He [Ray] was no longer a fructicist but
a corollist.

[Fructieulose, spurious word in mod. Dic-
tionaries : see Fruticulose.]

II FrUCtidor (fr/Vku'cW). [Fr. ; f. L. fruct-us
fruit + Gr. Swpov gift.] The twelfth month of the

French revolutionary calendar (from Aug. 18 to

Sept. 16) ; the revolution which took place in that

month in 1797. Hence Pructidorian, a., belong-
ing to the party that came into power in Fructidor.
I793"97 Spirit Publ. yrnls. (1799 1 35 note, The explosion

of the 18th Fructidor. 1884 J. R. Seelev in Encycl. Brit.
XVII. 199 The catastrophe came on 18th Fructidor (Septem-
ber 4, 1797}. .Such was Fructidor, which may be considered
as the third of the revolutions which compose the . . French
Revolution. .The circle of Madame de Stael was strongly
Fructidorian.

Fructiferous (frokti-feras), a. [f. L. fructifer
{i.fritctus fruit + -fer bearing) + -ous.] Bearing
or producing fruit ; fertilizing.

163a Lithgow Trav. m. 85 All other fructiferous trees.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 217 Inundations which
fertilize all Egypt, and serve instead of fructiferous rains.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 61 The finely divided,
loamy or fructiferous part of the soil. 1857 H. Miller
Test. Rocks xi. 433 None of its branches yet found bear the
fructiferous stalk or spike.

Hence Pructiferously adv.
1626 A. Speed Adam out of E. xvi. (1659) J 34 You may

sometimes cast the water that drayneth from the Muck,
upon the muck heaps again, which wilk.desend to the
former receptacle more fructiferously. 1635 Hevwoou
Hierarch. 11. Comm. 98 Neither more fructiferously can
any thing be found than the holy Trinitie.

t Fructifiable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fructify

+ -able.] Capable of bearing fruit.

1623 T. Adams Barren Tree 37 The Fig-tree does not beare
so soone as it is planted.. but now it is growne fructifiable.

Fructification (fr^ktifik^-Jsn). [ad. L.fruc~
tification-em, f. friictificare to Fructify.]
1. The action or process of fructifying or pro-

ducing fruit (now rare exc. Bot.). Also fecunda-
tion, fertilization (^ obs.).

1615 Jackson Creed iv. 11. vi. § 3 When the first seeds of
that faith, which . . by fructification, .becomes salvifical, are
first sown in our hearts. 1632 Marmion Holland's Leaguer
iv. i, Wholly given To the deeds of fructification. 1635
SwAN.S/Vt. M. vi. § 4 (1643)236 The sprouting, springing, and
fructification of the earth, 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
ill. xxi. (1658)198 As may be discovered from several Insects

generated in rain water, from the prevalent fructification of
plants thereby, a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit

(1867) 483 They may indeed be sowed too thick with seed of
another nature, which may hinder the fructification thereof.

1759 tr. DuhamcVs Husb. 1. xv. 91 The organs of fructifica-

tion. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 41 IV. 10 The plants

of the feeblest structure die, as soon as fructification has
taken place. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Tract. Agric. (ed. 4) II.

73 At the time of fructification, watch the plants daily.

Jig. 1604 T. Wricht Passions v. §4. 253 Giving is a free

translation of the right or title, of dominion . . or fructification

of anything to any man. 1721 R. Keith tr. T. a Kempis
Solil. Soul xvi. 229 Temptation is wont to be very helpful

.. to the Fructification ofVirtues. 1892 Pall Mall G. 13
Sept. 3/3 As regards the fructification of their estate, there

is all the difference in the world between the value of arable
as distinguished from mere grazing land.

2. concr. in Bot. a. The fruit of a plant ; b.

collect, the organs of fruiting or reproduction, esp.

the reproductive parts of ferns and mosses.
1764 Gr.ungkr Sugar Cane 1. note 6 That part of the

Cane which shoots up into the fructification, is called by
planters its Arrow. 1767 P. Collinson in Darlington's
Mem. (1849) 292 The Wild Lime is a singular plant. Dr.
Solander wishes for its fructifications. 1791 K. Darwin
Bot. Gard. 11, Pref. , The families or Genera are charac-
terised by the analogy of all the parts of the flower or
fructification. 1864 T. Moore Brit. Ferns 11 Collectively,

these cases and their contents are called the fructification.

1877 F. Heath Fern 11", 294 Nearly the whole under side

of the frond is covered with the fructification. 1882 Vinks
Sachs' Bot. 95 This is usually the case, .with many Lichens
and the fructifications of Fungi.

Fructificative i.fri>-ktifik^tiv\ a. [f. L.

friictificare: see Fructify and -ativb.] Capable
of fructifying

;
produced by fructification.

1887 tr. De Bary's Fungi iv. 125 Where fructificative

and purely propagative generations uf bious proceed alter-

nately from one another.

Fructiform (Jrvkni^im] , a. [f. L. fruct-us
fruit + -(i}form.] Having the form of a fruit.

1816 Sir J. Sinclair in Monthly Mag. XLII. 298 The
fructiform productions which were found upon the same
stalks often remained fixed together.

Fructify Jrzrktifoi;, v. Also 6 frutyfye. [a.

F. /7'iictifier, ad. L. fructijicare, f. friicttts fruit

:

see -fy.]

1. intr. To bear fruit, become fruitful.

a 1325 Prose Psalter U[i], 8 Ich am in Godts hous as oliue

fructifiand. 1340 Ayenb. 234 (>et zed. .fructefide of one half

to be britta^te, of oj>er half to zixtia^te. c 1400 Mal'NDEV.
1 1839} v. 50 Elles it [the Ilawm] would not fructify, c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun 1065 Aarons ^erde fructified without
plantacionne. 1538 Balk Thre Laives 141 Hys wyfe shall

encreace, hys land shall frutyfye. 1561 Daus tr. BulUnger
on Apoc.(i5J3) 304 The tree of lyfe. .doeth fructifie, or bring
forth fruite twelue tymes in the yeare. 1665 Bovlf, Occas.

Reft, iv. xv. {1845* 260 Those Soils wherein they will after-

wards Flourish and Fructifie. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 7.

2/2 Saffron, .needs no adventitious moisture to make it

Fructify. 1794 G. Adams Nat. fy Exp. Philos. III. xxvi.

84 Causing it [the perfect animal] to fructify and renew the

species. 1874 Cooke Fungi 13 Species of lichens which in

many countries do not fructify.

fig. c 1393 Chal'cf.r Scogan 48 Thenke on Tullius kinde-

nesse, Minne thy frend, ther it may fructifye ! ^1422
Hoccleve Learn to Die 17 Y shal teche thee Thyng pat
shal to thy soule fructifie. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 422 b/i

So moche grewe and fructefyed the chylde in resplendour
or lyghte of alle good vertues. 1502 Ord. Ctysten Men
(W. de W. 1506) 1. iii. 24 And desyreth not to fructefye
neyther to encrease with the goodes of the erthe. 1699
Dampier Voy. II. 1. 96 It seems very improbable that Chris-
tianity should fructify there. 1847 C. G. Addison Contracts
ir. iii. § 1 (1883) 591 This description of pledge . . was con-
stantly fructifying and paying off the debt. 1875 Hamerton
Iutell. L,i/e xi. iv. 420 Each has caused to fructify the talent
which the Master gave,

2. trans. To make fruitful, cause to bear fruit;

to fecundate, impregnate.

m
1583 Stubbes Anat. Alms. 11. {1882') 66 To fructifie and

increase the earth. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. King fy No K. 11.

i, Let a man . . fructify foreign countries with his blood.
c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon (1810) 4 The red marie hath
this property to fructify the barrenest ground, a 1711 Ken
Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 441 To fructify the Seed he
sow'd. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. fed. 4) I. 654 On the
mucous surface of which . . it [exhalation of yellow fever] .

.

fructifies a like harvest of contagious matter. 1865 W. Kay
Crisis Hup/etdiana 6 Many a plant has been fructified by
means of pollen, .brought to it unwittingly by an insect.

fig. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 204 It fructifies

our knowledge by making it practical. 1769 Blrke Late
St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 85 Floods of treasure would . . have
fructified an exhausted exchequer, i860 Smiles Self-Help
xi. 282 The facility with which young people are made to

acquire knowledge, .fills, but does not fructify the mind.

Hence Fru'ctified ppl. a., in senses of the vb.

;

also f Her. = Fructed ; Pructifying^/. sb., the

action of the vb. ; Pru'ctifying* ppl. a. Also
Pruxtifier, one who or that which fructifies.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. i. 3 {Camb. MS.) Affeccyons
whiche bat ne ben nothing fructefiynge nor profytable.

1532 Fructyfyed [see Fructive]. 1594 Plat yewell-ho. 1.

3 The vegetatiue & fructifying Salt of Nature. 1638
WiLKiNS New World 1. (1684* 128 It is not necessary there
should be the same means of Growth and Fructifying in

both these Worlds. 1649 Hammond Semi. Chr. Oblig'.
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Peace 10 The growths and fructifyingsof his Graces. x68i
T. Jordan London's Joy 5 An Almond-tree Leav'd, Blos-
som'd, and Fructified. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. Prol.
fl737) P- 'v«. These merry and fructifying ,. Books. 1816
Scott Old Mart, viii, An able and fructifying preacher.
1825 CoLERiDGK^/rt'j- Rejl. (1848) I. 261 Afructifying of the
corrupt seed, of which death is thegermination. 1835 Eraser's
Mag, XII. 39 Think you . . that one of our great financiers
I mean the Thomsoman fructifier . .would be scared from
his presidency by apprehension of a general bankruptcy ?

1879 B, Taylor Stud. Germ. Lit. 263 His ideas still retain
their fructifying character.

Fructiparous (frjekti'paras), a. [f. h.friict-us

fruit + par-ere to produce + -ous.] (See quot.)
1866 in Treas. Hot. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fructiparous,

producing fruit in excess of the normal quantity.

Fructist (fryktist). [ad. mo(\.L.fructist-a
t

f.

h.friictus fruit: see -1ST.] (See quot.)

1775 Ash, Fructist, a botanist who endeavours to distin-
guish the several kinds of plants by the fruit or seeds which
they produce.

T Fructive, a. Obs. rare-1
, [irreg. f. L.

fruct-us fruit + -ive.] Fruitful.
14.. Lyd. Commend. Our Lady 38 Fructif [153a Thynne's

Chaucer, Fructyfyed] olyue, of foyles faire and thikke, And
redolent cedre.

Fructivorous (froktivorra), a. [as if f. I..

*fructivor-tts (f.fruct-us fruit + -vorus devouring)
+ -ous.] Eating or feeding on fruit.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 310/1 Fructivorous Birds
such as feed upon Fruit. 1845 Zoologist III. 912 Fruc-
tivorous animals will sometimes feed on flesh.

Fmctose (iro-kt^us\ Chem. [f. L.fruct-us fruit

+ -OSE.] 'Fruit sugar or lxvulose. Also applied
to the sugar found in fruit, which consists of vari-

able proportions of laevulose and dextrose * {Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1885).
1864111 Webster. 1893 P. F. Frankland Seer. Friends <y

Foes 104 One of the principal artificial sugars prepared by
Fischer is called fructose. 1894 Gould Illustr. Diet. Med.

t

Fructose, Ce H[2 Gy, Fruit-sugar, formerly called levulose.

fFru-ctster. Obs. rare-*. [Cf. Fruitester.]
1688 K. Holme Armoury 11. 86/1 Fructster a Fruit-seller

;

of some Fructerist or Fruterer.

t Fruxtuage. St, Obs. [f. 'L.fruttu-s Fruit
+ -agk. Cf. FruitaOK.] Fruits collectively, fruit.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 141 Their Moondayes
mercatt, occasioning necessarlie the carieing of loads on the
Lord's day; Item, Selling of flours and fructuages that day.

t FrU'Ctnal, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -al.]

Fruitful.

1528 Lyndksay Dream 818 The haboundance offyschisin
our seis, And fructuall montanis for our bestial]. 1629 T.
Adams Serm. Wks. I. 274 It is fructuall : let it be so to vs
in operation. It giues vs the fruite of life, let vs returne it

the fruits of obedience.

Fructuary ffhrktitt&ri), a. and sb. [ad. L.
frftcfitdri-us, f.fnlclus Fruit: see -ary.]

A. adj. in Roman Law. Of or belonging to usu-
fruct ; usufructuary. Only in fructuary stipulation.
1875 Poste Gains iv. § 166 Provided that he gives his

opponent security by the fructuary stipulation,

t B. sb. Obs.

1. One who enjoys the ' fruits * or profits (of some-
thing) ; a usufructuary.

1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari. App. 168 A fructuary can
dispose or give the profits at his pleasure. 1687 Dr. Smith
in Magd. Coll. <$• ?as. II (O.H.S.) 162 Of which we are but
the fructuaries.

2. Something enjoyed by usufruct, rare — 1
.

1651 W. G. tr. Cowers Inst. 63 In fructuaries and in those
things whereof we have the use but not the property.

+ Fruxtuate, v. Obs.1 [f. L. fructu-s Fruit
+ -ate 3.] intr. To bear fruit ; to fructify.

1663 F'lagellutu, or O. Cromwell led. 2) 5 Those ill quali-
ties which fructuated in him [Cromwell] at this age.

Hence Pructuated />//.#. Her. Fructed. Also
Fructuation, the action of bearing fruit

; f toner.

a crop of fruit (in quot.yf^.).
1782 T. Pownall Antiquity 60 Knowing .. with what

superabundant population the first fruciuation of an advanc-
ing society is loaded. 1809 J. Home in Naval Chron.
XXIV. 193 An oak tree vert, .fructuated or. 1885 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Fructuation, the development or production of fruit.

Fructule (frokti«l). [a. F. fructule, f. L.
friittus + -ule.] (See quot.)

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., F'ructule, one of the parts or simple
fruits of which a compound fruit is made up.

tFructuose,^. Obs. Alsosfrut-. [ad. h.friie-

luos-us : see Fructuous and -ose.] = Fiu ctuous.
11440 Promp. Parv. 181/2 Frutuose or full of frute ..

fructuosus. c 1450 tr. De hnitatione 1. xv. (1893) 17 What
euer be doon of charite . . is fructuose. 1524 St. Papers
Hen. VIII, VI. 317 He may perceve the Kinges recommen-
dations., to be unto him fructuose and to good purpose.
1727-36 in Bailey.

t FructuO'Sity. Obs.-° [ad.F.fruclttosite',f.

\,. fructuosus : see next and -ity.] The condition
or quality of being fructuous. 1727-36 in Bailey.

FmctuoUS (fr»*kti«as), a. Also 5 fructuowse,
6 fructuus, -eous. [a. OF. fructuous (mod.F.
fructueux), ad. L. fructuos-us, f. fructus Fruit:
see -ous.]

1. Full of, abounding with, or producing fruit.

138a Wyclif Jer. xl 16 An olyue plenteous, fair, fructuous.
C1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 42 That Lond . . is drye and
nothing fructuous. 1413 Pilgr. Sonde (Caxton 1483) iv. ii.

58'Ihatgraf was taken fro a freeappel tree and a fructuous.

15*3 Douglas Mneis 1. viii. 68 Ane . . fructuus grund,
plenteous of victall. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 106
Thair follouit 3eiris thre So fructuous with sic fertilitie.

1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 310 It was as populous
as fructuous ; and at once blessed with pregnancie both of
fruits for the people, and of people for the fruits. 1617-77
Feltham Resolves 1. xix. 33 As fruits, .trans-earth'd. haue
vigour enough in themselves to be fructuous according to
their nature. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I.

106 It leads us . . to woods and fructuous plains. 1855
Browning Old Pict. Florence xxxiv, Contrast the fructuous
and sterile eras. 1886 B. Roosevelt Copper Queen I. ii. 23
Did not fruit come from St. Joseph, and every other fruc-
tuous town from east, west, north, or south?

T b. Promoting fertility, rare.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 991 If water were of the

oune nature fructuous, it must needs follow, that it selfe
alone, and at all times, should be able to produce fruit.

1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 35 So rich the soil, So much does
fructuous moisture o'erabound.

2. Jig: Productive of 'fruits' or results; advan-
tageous, beneficial, profitable.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. Prol. 73 Telleth quod he youre
meditacioun. .Beth fructuous and that in litel space. (-1410
Love Bonavent. Mirr. xl. 88 tGibbs MS.) After bat worthy
sopere was done : and bat noble and fructuouse sermon endet.
1528 Roy Rede Me{krb.) nsGoddis wordc.The fructeous
fode of oure faythfull trust, Thou hast condempned. 1879
A. W. Ward Chaucer ii. 123 The even more improbable,
but . . infinitely more fructuous tale of patient Griseldis.

1884 Law Times 14 June 119/1 The execution must be
fructuous if poundage is to be payable.

Hence Pructuously adv., Fru ctuousness.
1382 Wyclif Rectus, viii. 10 Of hem [wise prestis] forsothe

thou shall lerne wisdam . . and fructuousli vse grete men
withoute pleynt. c 1450 Gesta Rom. Hi. 233 (Harl. MS.

J

Who so euer prechithe fructuovslye the worde of god. 1530
Proper Dyaloge (Arb.) 150 Old writinges . . do include The
pithe of a matter most fructuously. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl.,
Pructuously, fruitfully, fertilely. Fructuousncss, fruitful-

ness, fertility.

t FrU'Cture. Obs. rare~°. [a. OY. fructure,
ad. med.L. fructitra, f. frut (ppl. stem fruct-) to

enjoy.] The use or enjoyment of the fruits (of
something).
1611 Cotgr., Fructure, the fructure, vse, fruition, posses-

sion, or enjoyment of
Frude, var. of Froud, Obs., frog, toad.

Frugal (frugal , a. [ad. L. frugdlis, f. frftgi
used as indecl. adj. ' frugal, economical, useful ',

originally the dat. of frux profit, utility, fruit

(chiefly in pi. fruges fruits) : see -al. Cf. F.

frugal.]
1. Careful or sparing in the use of food, goods,

etc.; economical. Const, of (? obs.).

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. n. i. 28, I was then Frugal!
of my mirth. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, snd Olymp.
Ode xl, 'lis now the cheap and frugal fashion, Rather to
Hide than Pay the Obligation. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Observ. Surg. (1771) 51 Observation had taught me to be
frugal of the Teguments. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxvii.
120 Few had borne a greater part in the frugal politics of
the late king. 178a Cowi-er Gilpin viii, Though on pleasure
she was bent She had a frugal mind. 1841 Elphinstone
Hitt. Ind. II. 457 The mere husbandmen are sober, frugal,
and industrious. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 685 The
frugal life of the true Hellenic citizen.

b. Of things, esp. food : Sparingly supplied or
used ; of small cost ; opposed to luxurious.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 616 Captaine Timotheus

having upon a time beene at a sober and frugall scholars
supper. 169^7 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 194 Pot-herbs. . bruis'd
with Vervain, were his frugal Fare. 176J Goldsm. Cit. IV.
xlvi. (1837)267 A frugal meal, which consisted of rootsand tea.

1783 Craobe Village 1. 324 The glad parish pays the frugal
fee. 1868 Browning Ring <$ Bk. 11. Half-Rome 460 A
frugal board, bare sustenance, no more. 1894 Mrs. H.
Ward Marcella I. 9 The uncovered boards with their frugal
strips of carpet.

2. Comb., asfrugal-feeding adj.

1814 Edin. Rev. XXIII. 51 The frugal-feeding goat sup-
plied a competency of milk.

Hence Frog-ally adv., in a frugal manner

;

Fru'ffalness.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxix. § 1 For worldly goods it

sufficeth frugally and honestly to vse them to our owne
benefit. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. iii. 37 Plato
seemed too frugally politick, who allowed no larger Monu-
ment then would contain four Heroick Verses. 1721 Berkeley
Prev. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks. III. 198 That sum. .frugally and
prudently laid out in workhouses. 1727 Bailky vol. II,
Frugalness. 1779-81 Johnson L. P. Wks. 1816 IX. 338 He
seldom lives frugally who lives by chance. 1871 Carlvleiq
Mrs. Carlyte's Lett. I. 373 His frugally elegant small house
and table. 1886 Ruskin Prseterita II. ix. 328 The bunch
of grapes or stalk of garlic they frugally dined on,

Frugalist (fr?7galist). [f. Frugal a. + -ist.]

One who lives frugally.

1864 Daily Tel. 12 Oct., Unless the colleges could be en-
larged, residence within the walls for the ' frugaltsts' would
be impossible.

Frugality (iW/gce-lTtiy [a. F. frugality nd.

'L.frugd/itat-em, f.frugdlis: see Frugal and -ity.]

The quality of being frugal ; moderate or sparing
expenditure or use of provisions, goods, etc.

1531 Elyot Gov. in. xxi, The auncient temperaunce, and
moderation in diete, called sobrietie, or in a more general
terme, frugalitie. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 136 Fru-
galitie in diet was priuately misliked : Towne going to good
cheare openly vsed. 1651 Hobbes Gozd. /$ Soc. xii. § 9. 183
Riches are gotten with industry, and kept by frugality.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 13 f2 A family remarkable for
domestic prudence and elegant frugality. i8o7CRABBK/>

#r.
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Reg. 1. 445 The wise frugality that does not give A life to
saving, but that saves to live. i88x P. Brooks Candle of
Lord 128 In this miracle . . there is a meeting of generosity
and frugality which is striking.

b. Const. of{? obs.).

1700 Dryden Fables Ded. (1721) 8 In this frugality of your
praises there are some things which I cannot omit.

c. Occasional uses: The product of frugality,

wealth gathered by economy; also in //. frugal

ways of living, frugal fare.

1725 Pope Odyss. 11. 62 Thro* my court the noise of Revel
rings, And wastes the wise frugality of Kings. 1842 Kings-
ley Lett. (1878) I. 61 A temporary sharer in the frugalities
of my farm house lodging.

Frugardite (h w-gajdait). Min. Also -it.

[f. Frugard in Finland, where found + -ite. Cf.

F. frugardite.] (See quots.)
1823 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crystallo^r. 467 Frugardit,

reddish idocrase containing magnesia. 1884 Dana Min. 277
The mineral from Gokum. and that from Krugard, Frugar-
dite, have been denominated magnesian.

Frugffan (fr»-gan). dial. Also 7 fruggin.
[var. of Furgon.] (See quots.)
161 1 Cotgr., F'ourgon, an Ouen-forke (tearmed in Lincoln-

shire, a Fruggin) wherewith fuell is both put into an Ouen,
and stirred when it is (on fire) in it. 1652 Inv. T. Teanby
ofBarton-on-Humber {N. IV. Line. Gloss.), In the kitchen
. .on fruggin. X788 W. Marshall Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.),

Fruggan, an oven-poker. 1868 Atkinson ClevelandGloss.,
Fruggan, a curved iron scraper or rake to stir ashes in an
oven with, or on the hearth. 1892 in Northumb. Gloss.

tFrugi*ferent,tf. Obs.-9 [sLd.L.frugiferent-

etn f. as next : see -ent.] = next.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Frugiferent, bringing forth fruit,

profitable.

FrugiferouS (frwd^iferas), a. [f. L.frugifer
(tfrugi-y frux fruit + -fer bearing) + -ous.] Fruit-

bearing, fruitful. Hence Frugi feronsness (Bailey

1727-36).
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 18 All trees are not frugi-

ferous, Christians are. 1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713)

4 And God said, Behold, I give you every frugiferous Herb,
which is upon the face of the Earth.

fig. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. xxvi. 318 We never ac-
counted the Experiment either so luciferous or frugiferous,

to make it our business to attend rivals.

FruglVOroUS (frwdgi-voras), a. [f. \,.frugi-,

frux fruit + -vorus devouring + -ous.] Eating or

feeding on fruit. HenceFrugi-vorousness ^Bailey

1727-36).
1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. vn. ii. 384 Suited to various

Foods, some Membranaceous, agreeable to the frugivorous
or carnivorous kind. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 302 This
bird having a remarkable thick, strong bill, more like the
frugivorous tribes. 1800 Syd. Smith in Edin. Rev. Apr. 147
Philippics against frugivorous children after dinner, are too
common. 1873 E. Smith Foods 86 A small monkey and a
frugivorous bat are eaten as delicacies in Zanzibar.

t Fruibly, adv. Obs.- 1

[f. *fruible (ad. med.L.
*fruibilis, i.frui : see next) + -LY 2

.] Enjoyingly

;

in a state of enjoyment.
< 1450 tr. De hnitatione 11. i. 41 A louer of ihesu..may

frely. .lifte himself aboue himself in spirit, and bere reste

fruibly [h.fruitiz'e],

t Fruisli, v. Obs. In 5 fruisshe. [ad. OF.
fruiss- lengthened stem offruir to enjoy, ad. pop.

L. *fruire (classical h.frui deponent vb.).] trans.

To enjoy. Hence *Fruishing ///. a., Fruish-
ingly adv.
c 1450 tr. De hnitatione in. xxiii. 92, I may not fruisshe

tho iocunde clippinges that are redy to holy spirites. Ibid.

in. xviii. 86, 111. Ivi. 133. Ibid. 111. fxiii. 147 Goneall Sc hool
into be loue of me, in whom bei reste fruisshingly.

Fruit (n>7t), sb. Forms : a. 2-6 frut, 3-6
fruyt(e, 4-5 froyte, (4 frot(t, fryt(e),4~6 frute,

-tt(e, north, and Sc. froit(e, (4 freut, frou(i)t,

fru5t, 5 fret, fruth), 4-7 fruite, (4 fruyjte, 6
frught, St, frw(i)t), 3- fruit. ^ 4-6 fruct(e,

6 fruict. [a. OYr.fmit (later often speltfruict) :—

I., fructus («-stem), f. *frugv- root offrut to enjoy.]

The formfruct(e in i4~i5thc. English use, and still later

in Sc. writers, appears to be merely a variety of spelling (of

course after the L.); but it is possible that in the few Eng-
lish 16th c. uses of this form, which seem to be confined to

immaterial senses, the writers intended the word to be taken
as a direct adaptation of the Latin, with the c pronounced.

1. Vegetable products in general, that are fit to

be used as food by men and animals. Now usually

In pi. Alsofruits of the earth or the ground.
o. c 117s Lamb. Horn. 135 Me saweS sed on ane time and

gedereo pet frut on ooer time, c 1300 Cursor M. 28833
(Cott. Galbai pe pouer man es like be felde, pat mekill fruit

es wont to yelde. c 1375 Lay Folks Alas s Bk. (MS. B.) 392
po froytes of po erthe make plentuus. 1389 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) in We schal beseke for y;' frutte y l is on y herthe.

i486 Bk. St. Albans Ev, Booth in wodys and feldis come
and oder frute. 1538 Stakkev England 1. Iii. 73 Yf hyt
were dylygently laburyd hyt wold bryng forth frute for the

nuryschyng of man. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany, That
it may please thee to give and preserve to our use the kindly

fruits of the earth. 1648 Gage West Ind. xii. 43 The answer
of our Queene Elizabeth . . to some that presented unto her

of the fruits of America. 1665 Ord. Mayor Lond. in De
Foe Plague (1840)46 That no. .musty corn, or other corrupt

fruits, .be suffered to be sold. 1715 Watts Logic 1. vi. § 3
If the husk or seeds are eaten, they are called the fruits of the

ground. 1791 Newte 'Tour Eng. fyScot. 196 At Aberdeen,
turnips, carrots, and potatoes, pass, among the common
people, by the name of fruit. 1859 Jephsqk Brittany il. 20 The
Breton peasant can turn all the fruits of the earth to account
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8. c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 3 They helde hem paied
of the fructes bat bey ete. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv. 63
Quhilk slayis the come and fruct that growis grene.

fig' C1374 Chaucer Boeih. 1. pr. i. 3 (Camb. MS.l Thise
ben tho that..destroyen the corn plentyuos of fruites of
resone. 1559 Mirr. Mag., lien. VI, xxxix, See here the

pleasaunt fruytes that many princes reape. 1707 Watts
Hymn, ' Come, we that tore ike Lord' viii, Celestial Fruits

on earthly Ground From Faith and Hope may grow. 1783
Watson Philip ///(1793) I. 11. 233 The only fruit which he
could reap from a victory.

2. The edible product of a plant or tree, consist-

ing of the seed and its envelope, esp. the latter

when it is of a juicy pulpy nature, as in the apple,

orange, plum, etc. \ Tree offruit -fruit-tree.
As denoting an article of food, the word is popularly

extended to include certain vegetable products that resemble
* fruits ' in their qualities, e. g. the stalks of rhubarb.

a. collect, in sing.

a 1225 Alter, R. 150 Figer is ones kunnes treou bet bereS
swete frut, bet me clepeo figes. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B.

1044 pe fayrest fryt bat may in folde growe, As orenge &
ober fryt. < 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 69 Al ober
trees of fruyte. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg, 75, 1 ne apreve
nou$t almaundis ne noon ober vaperous fruyt : as notis
eibir walnotis eiber avellanes. c 1483 Caxton V'ocab. 6 b,

Of fruyt shall ye here named Peres, apples, plommes. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Hush, n, (1586) 62 The berries,

which is the fruite, are redde. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 43a
The lowness of the Bough, where the Fruit cometh, inaketh
the Fruit greater. 1677 Grew Anat. Fruits v. § 1 (1682)

186 The Fruit, strictly so called, is, A Fleshy Uterus, which
grows more moist and Pulpy, as the Seed ripens. 1706 Pope
Let. to Wycherley 10 Apr. Lett. (1735) 26 We take Branches
from a Tree, to add to the Fruit. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII.
27 [Bats] devouring indiscriminately every kind of fruit.

fig. a 1225 Ancr. R. zj6 Mon, pi flesch, hwat frut bereS
hit? 1697 Dryden Virg, Georg. in. 57 Heroes, whose
Etherial Root Is Jove himself, and Caesar is the Fruit. 1771
Junius Lett. lix. 304 [He] sees the fruit of his honest industry
ripen beyond his hopes.

b. with a and //., as denoting a kind of fruit.

o. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 216 Dat he sulde him 5er loken fro

A fruit, Se kenned wel and wo. a 1300 Cursor M. 11667
(Gdtt.) Scho. .sau a frout . . Men clepes palmes in bat land.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 191 The treis. .Chargit vith froytis

on syndri viss. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 261 J?ou schalt
purge colre wi(> a decoccioun of fretis. c 1460 J. Russell
Bk. Nurture 667 Speke . . For frutes a-fore mete to ete }>em
fastyngely. 1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 252
Our fruites and graines be Apples, Nuts, and Come. 1650
Fuller Pisgah 1. iv. 11 Dates, Almonds . . Nuts . . Pome-
granates and other severall fruits. 179S Gentl. Mag. 540/1
The glow of ripe fruits and declining leaves mark the
autumn. 1842 Tennyson Gard. Dan. 190 Fruits and cream
served in the weeping elm. 1858 Homans Cycl. Commerce
886 This fruit [currants] is of a violet colour, and hangs in

long loose bunches.

0. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 70 Planted withe treis of verdure of
divers fructis. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 14 To taste,

and smell. .Delicious fruictis, whilks in that tyme abound.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 6 Excepte spice
and Vine, and sum fructes.

C. An individual product of a tree. rare.

1873 C. Robinson N. S. Wales 26 The Mandarin has
borne 4,200 fruits in the year.

d. Proverbs.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 38 (Gott.) Wers tre werfrouit it beris.

c 1530 R. Hilles Common-pl. Bk. (1858) 140 Often tymys
provyth the frught affore The stok that hyt cometh off.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 115 The weakest kinde of
fruite Drops earliest to the ground, 1640 J. Dyke Worthy
Commuu. 176 No roote no fruite.

)3. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) 1. 165 Sindrie tymes we
se That rycht gude fruct cumis of ane gude tre.

f3. A fruit-tree ; also a food-plant. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8239 All frutes he plantede in bat place.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 84 b, About the
tenth of June, both the Vine, and Wheate, the two noble
fruites, do flowre. 1767 A. Young Farmers Lett. People
313 Many of our fruits and most useful plants are the
natural inhabitants of much warmer countries.

1 4. A course of fruit ; the dessert. To he in

onesfruits : to be at dessert. Obs.
1577-87 Holinshed Ckron. III. 915/2 The officers being

at dinner, and the cardinall not fullie dined, being then in

his fruits. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 52 My Newes shall be
the fruit to that great Feast.

5. The seed of a plant or tree, regarded as the
means of reproduction, together with its envelope;
spec, in Hot. * the ripe pistil containing the ovules,

arrived at the state of seeds' (Lindley) ; also, the
spores of cryptogams.
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. i. 21 In Botany, by fruit,

in herbs as well as in trees, we understand the whole fabric
of the seed. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 194
Its flower is that of Plantago, but.. its fruit distinguish[esj
it from that genus._ 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814)
140 Fruits .. contain a certain quantity of nourishment laid
up in their cells for the use of the Embryon plant. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora 210 Hypochxris .. Fruits striate,

scabrous. 1886 A. Winchell Walks <y Talks Geol. Field
174 The low rank of these plants [in the coal -formation] is

evinced also by the absence of flowers and fruit.

6. Offspring, progeny. Also, an embryo, foetus.

Orig. a Hebraism. Now rare, exc. in Biblical

phraseology. More fully fruit of the body, loinsi

womb.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5445 p\ frut i se bi-for mi nei. « 1340
Hampole Psalter cxxxi. n Of be froite of pi wambe i sail

sett on bi seat. 1382 Wyclif Acts ii. 30 God hadde sworn
to him, of the fruyt of his leende for to sitte on his seete.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. Ixxiv. (1495) 647 We
speke vnproperly somtyme and call the brode of the beestys
frute. c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 42

Stondyng neyr the tyme that the fruyt shulde be proferid
forth. .1500 Melusine xxx. 218 Duchesse, take good
heede of your fruyte that groweth in your blood. 1533
Gau Richt Fay 11888) 12 Thay quhilk takis avay the
frwtis of thair nichtburs beistis. 1535 Coverdale Deut.
xxviii. 4 Blessed shalbe the frute of thy body. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 11. Ixxvii. 252 It closeth the Matrice, causcth the
fruite to jive. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. iv. 24 Least
with my sighes or teares I blast or drowne King Edwards
Fruite. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (16581 463 There is.

.

another excellent medicine, .whereby the fruit in a womans
womb may be brought forth either dtad or putrified. 1611
Bible Exod. xxi. 22 If men striue, and hurt a woman with
child, so that her fruit depart from her. 1641 Hindb
J. Bruen i, 2 The Lord with-held the fruit of the womb, .so

that by her he had no issue. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) IV. 128 Risking the loss of the uterine fruit.

7. Anything accruing, produced, or resulting from

an action or effort, the operation of a cause, etc.

a. Material produce, outgrowth, increase
;
pi.

products, revenues.
a. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.t 202 pe fruyte & be

profy^te of bat lande & of beeste in bi tyme. 1523 Fitz-
herb. Sur7'. 36 S. B. occupyeth the sayd personage him
selfe, withal! the glebe landes, medowes, tythes, and all

other frutes. 1611 Bible 2 Esdras viii. 10 Milke.. which is

the fruit of the breasts. 1715 20 Pope Iliad xvn. 6 Round
her new-fallen young the heifer moves, Fruit of her throes.

1726 Shei.vocke Voy. round World 86 A dozen of hams.

.

the fruit of this country. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 31

1

The produce of the soil far exceeded the value of all the
other fruits of human industry.

$. a 1500 Cotkelbie Sow iii. 763 Quhilk for be tyme no
fruct nor proffeit did. 1563 Abp. Parkkk Articles, Am patron
that, .taketh the tythes and other fructes to him selfe.

b. An immaterial product, a result, issue, con-

sequence, sing. and//.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 19230 Was neuer be fruit suilk bot

ill. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptista 268 Dois worthy froite

of pennance ay. 11386 Chaitkr A'nt.'s T. 424 Of al oure
strif, God woot, the fruyt is thin. 1413 Filgr. Solute
(Caxton) v. xiv. (1859) 80 Alle the wyde world is fulfylled

with the fruyte of theyr good labour, c 1460 Fortescce
Abs. <$- Lint. Mon. iii. (1885) 116 Sumwhat now I haue
shewid the frutes of both lawes. 1548-9 (Mar.i Bk. Com.
Prayer Post-Communion, The fruite of good lining. 1601

Shaks. Twel. N. 11. v. 216 If you will then see the fruites

of the sport, mark his first approach before my lady. 1659
Hammond On Ps. 1 All these Psalms are not the fruit

or product of one inspired brain. 1668 Temple Let. to

Ld. Arlington Wks. 1731 II. 108 The Fruits of our Con-
ferences your Lordship will find in the Enclosed. 1712
Addison Spect. No. 2S7 P6 Riches and Plenty are the natural

Fruits of Liberty. 1786 Cowper Let. to Churckey'WUs. 1837
XV. 189 The most effectual spur to industry in all such
exertions, is to lay the fruit of them before the public. 1853

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873! II. 1. ii. 64 Zingis swept
round the sea of Aral, and destroyed the fruits of a long civi-

lization. i8s& Caklylk Fredk. Gt , 11. vi. (1865) I.85 His going
on the Crusade, .was partly the fruit of the life she led him.
£. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 23, I wishe-.that yong

M. Rob. Sackuille, may take that fructe of this labor. 1585
M. W. Commend. Verses to Jas. I's Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 10
Lo, heir the fructis, Nymphe, of thy foster faire.

C. Advantage, benefit, enjoyment, profit.

a. c 1230 Halt Meid. 7 pus hauen godes freond al pe fruit

of bis world bat ha forsaken habbeft. 1484 Caxton Curtail 3
Thou shalt haue labour wythoute fruyt and shalt vse thy lyf

in perylle, 1559 Mirr. Mag., Worcester \, The fruite Ofread-

ing stories, standeth in the suite. 1588 J. Udall Diot replies

(Arb.) 17 You shold preach foure tunes euery weeke, with
more fruit than you can doe now foure times euery yeere.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 145 She tooke the Fruites of my
Aduice. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 384 The
greatest fruit which the Emperour reapeth by the Crowne
of Hungarland, ariseth by the benefit of Mines. 1698 J.
Howe in H. Rogers L.ife x.(i863i 219, I read thy lines with
fruit and delight. 1858 F. Hall in Jml. Amer. Orient.

Soc. (1862) VII. 31 Whosesoever, .at any time, has been the

soil, his, at that time, has been the fruit of even the previous
bestowment thereof.

/3. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxiv. 22 Off warldis gud and
grit richess, Quhat fruct hes man but miriness?

8. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., asfruit-

barrow, -basket, -branch, -broker, -close, -dealer,

-dish, -garden, -grove, -industry, -loft, -shop, -sort,

-stall, -stand, -stone, -tart, -time ; also fruitwise

adv.
1801 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1802) V. 187 * Fruit-barrows and

the hunger-giving cries Of vegetable venders fill the air.

z8o$Gentl. Mag. Ibid. (1804) VII. 44 Look at. .thefillagree

tea-caddies, the *fruit-baskets, &c, &c. 1719 London &
Wise Compl.Gard. xv. 123 Ifa* Fruit Branch should chance
to be join'd with the two Wood Branches it may be pre-

serv'd. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. \x, Several ^fruit-

brokers had their marts near Todgers's. 1882 Shorthouse

J. Inglesant II. xxvi. 317 Inheritance of *fruit-closes, and
olive-grounds. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 39 The de-

fendant is a * fruit-dealer. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. i.

95 We had but two in the house, which . . stood, as it were
in a *fruit dish. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 3
Kitchen and *Fruit-Gardens. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 974 The
faithful slave Whom to my nuptial train Icarius gave, To
tend the *fru it-groves. 1894 Daily A'eivs 5 Apr. 5/5 Will
the *fruit industry of this country find another ,£ 100 towards
it ? 1552 Huloet, *Fruite loft, or place to lay fruite in, or to

kepe fruite, oporotheca. 1604 Office B. V.M. 277 Ps. Ixxviii.

1 They haue made Hierusalem a frute loft. 1650 Howell
Giraffi's Rev. Naples 1. (1664) 10 He went up and down the
*fruit-shops that were in that quarter. 1842 Browning Soli-

loquy Sf>. Cloister vi, How go your flowers ? None double ?

Notone*fruit-sort can you spy? i858SiMMONDS.DrV/. Trade,
* Fruit stall, a stand on the pavement where fruit is sold in

the streets. \&x>Morn. Chron. in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1801)
IV. 40 Nor do we ever see him .. riding backwards over
*fruit-stands. 1845-6 G. E. Day tr. Simons Anim. Chem.
II. 465 Their nucleus is usually a foreign body, a *fruit-

stone, a splinter of bone, a needle, or woody fibre. 1568
North Gneuara's Diall Pr. iv. (1610) 624/1 Hee coulde
make, .twelue sorts of sawees and ten of *fruit tartes. 1552
Huloet, *Fruite tyme, when fruite is ripe, vindemia. 1712
Addison Sped. No. 477 p 1, I do not suffer any one. to

drive them [the birds] from their usual haunts in fruit-time.

1864 Swinih.'rne Atalauta 214 *Fiuit-wise upon the old
flower of tears.

b. objective, as fruit-bearer, -culture, -eater,

-evaporation, -giver, -grower, 'keeper, -monger,

-picker, -seller, -vendor
;
fruit-bearing, -candying,

-packing vbl. sbs.
;
fruit-bearing, •bringing, -eat-

ing, -growing, -producing ppl, adjs.

1726 Leoni Albcrti's Archit. I, 24/2 Trees, .especially

"Fruit-bearers. 1883 H. Drl'.mmond Nat. Law in Spir. W.
(ed. 2) 271 * Fruit-bearing without Christ is not an improba-
bility, but an impossibility. 1629 Parkinson Parodist
Title-p. , An Orchard of all sorte of *fruit-bearing Trees.

1863 Berkeley Brit. Mosses i. 4 We have the fruit-bearing

branches more distinct. 1853 HlCKlE tr. Aristopk. (1872)
II. 546 Ceres, the "fruit-bringing queen. 1889 Daily News
31 Slay 5/4 *Fruit-candying establishments. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 144 A 'Frute eter, xirofagus. 1848 Craig, Ampe-
Hdre, Chatterers or fruit-eaters. 1883 G. Allen in Knoivl.

25 May 304/1 The blackcap .. is a confirmed fruit-eater.

1884 Littells Living Age 688 'The shambling, *fruit-eat-

ing, bear. 1895 Daily News 13 Dec. 5/4 Fruit evapora-
tion would pay British fruit-growers. 1888 Epictetus 11. x.

74 He will be Raingiver and *Fruhgiver. 1884 Harpers
Mag. Mar. 602/2 The. .'fruit-grower may. .be made in-

dependent of the weather. 1894 Pop. Set. Monthly XLIV'.

487 Our neighbors of northern Europe are., removed from
*fruit-growing regions. 1623 Cockekam ii, A *fruit keeper,
cpicarpean. 1721 Bradley Virtue Coffee 28 As our ' Fruit-

mongers do for Cherries. 1894 Daily News 22 Jan. 6 3, I

am not going to reply in 'The Daily News ' to the three
letters on *fruit-packing. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. I. 164
For harvesting, we liave mowing, reaping and binding
machines, shellers, *fruit-pickers, etc. 1895 Daily News
27 Sept. 2/3 Great Britain has to be seriously reckoned with
as a *fruit-producingcountry. 1552 Hvi.oet, *Fruite seller,

fructuarius. 1887 Spectator 25 Mar. 412 '2 The Italian

fruit-vendor or organ-grinder is often a retired workman.

9. Special comb. : fruit-bat (see Flying-fox)
;

fruit-bud, a bud containing a fruit germ, in

opposition to leafbud; fruit-button =fruit-bud \

fruit-cake, (a) a cake containing fruit
;

(b) (see

quot.) ; fruit-clipper, a fast-sailing ship, built for

the conveyance of fruit ; fruit-crow (see quot/,
;

fruit-dot, Bot., the sonts of ferns; fruit-fly (see

quot.) ; fruit-frame (see quot.) ; fruit-girl, a

girl who sells fruit ; fruit-house, a house for storing

fruit; fruit-knife, a knife for cutting fruit, with

a blade of silver or other material not affected

by the acids of the fruit ; fruit-meter, a person

officially appointed to examine all fruit brought

into a market (Cassell) ; fruit-mill (see quot.)
;

f fruits-paying, the payment of annates or ' first-

fruits ' ; fruit-piece, ' a pictured or sculptured

representation of fruit* (Cent.Diet?) ; fruit-pigeon,

a general name given to the pigeons of the genera

Carpophaga and Treron\ fruit-press, an apparatus

for extracting the juice from fruit by pressure; fruit-

spur, a small branch whose growth is stopped to

ensure the development of fruit-buds ; fruit-stalk,

a stalk that bears fruit ; spec. =-- Peduncle ; also

occas. — Carpophore; fruit-sugar = Glucose or

Levulose ; fruit-tree, a tree cultivated for its

fruit ; f fruit-trencher, a wooden tray, formerly

used as a dessert-plate; ffruit-user " USUFRUC-
TUARY sb.\ fruit-wall, a wall against which
fruit-trees are trained ; fruit-wife, fruit-woman,
a woman who sells fruit ; also, + a bawd

; f fruit-

yard, an orchard.

1883 Cbamb. Jml, 22 Dec. 810/1 That curious species of
bats known as the "fruit-bat or flying-fox. 1664 Evelyn
Kal. Hort. (1729) 190 [When] the Sap begins to stir.. one
then best discerns the 'Fruit-huds. 1707 Curios, in Husb.
<y Gard. 147 The Graft very seldom fails, .provided it.,

have *Fruit-Huttons. 1885 Lankkster in Encycl. Brit.

XIX. 841/2 The cysts [of the Endosporex\ may be united
side by side in larger or smaller groups.. These composite
bodies are termed ' * fruit-cakes ' or ' aethalia ', in view of the

fact that the spore-cysts of Fuligo, also called yEthalium—
the well-known 'flowers of tan' -form a cake of this

description. 1864 Blackmore C. Vaugkan lxxi, The 'Lily-

flower '. .could exhibit her taffrail to the smartest *fruit-

clipper. 1856 W. S. Dallas Nat. Hist. Anim. Kingd. 552
The Gymnoderina?, or *Fruit Crows. 1880 Gray Struct.

Bot. 433/2 The clustered * fruit-dots of ferns. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., *Fruit-JJies, a name given by gardeners, and
others, to a sort of small black flies, found in vast numbers
among fruit trees, in the spring season. 1874 Knight Diet.

Meek., *Fruitframe, Hort. a trellis or espalier. 1750 H.
Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 23 July (1857) II. 213 She
had brought Hetty, the *fruit-girl, with hampers of straw-

berries and cherries. 1812 Combe Picturesque xxm, A fruit-

girl's barrow strikes his shin. 1794 Ld - Spencer in Ld.

AucklatufsCorr. (1862) III. 255, 1 am going with Caroline

to the *fruit-house. 1855 H. Clarke Diet., *Fruit-kntfe.

1881 Daily News 5 Aug. 2/7 In long past days the Corpora-

tion *fruitmeters claimed a sample of fruit from each

package entering the Port of London. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Fruit-Mill, a mill for grinding grapes for must or

apples for cider. 1709 Strypk Ann. Ref.l. vi. 07 To pray

the Queen ..to be discharged of their own subsidies the

first year of their *fruils paying. 1865 Atlienamm No.

1954. 494/3 A rare *fruit-pigeon from the Seychelles. 18*3 in

Cobbett Rur. Rules (1885) I. 325 [A] great number of these

*hoots have *fruit-spurs, which will have blossom, if not
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fruit, next year. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 17

Leaf-stalks, shorter than the *fruit-stalks. 1846 I. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 301 [Strawberries] Every
runner is, in its incipient state of formation, capable of be-

coming a fruit-stalk. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb.

11. (1586) 72 *Fruite trees and Vines. 1667 Milton P. L.

v. 213 Where any row Of Fruit-trees, .reached too farr Thir

pamperd boughes. 1846 J. Baxter I4br. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) II. 379 Three modes of pruning.. first, the fruit-tree

method. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. 28 He greets us with

a quantity of thum-ring posies. He has a fortune there-

fore good, because he is content with it. This is a piece of

sapience not worth the brain of a *fruit-trencher. 1883 Oxf.

Guide-book [The picture-gallery of the Bodleian contains]

Queen Elizabeth's fruit-trenchers, c 1449 Plcock Kepr.

411 But thei ben *Fruyte Users of the godis. 1699 {title)

*Fruit Walls improved by inclining them to the Horizon.

1773 Mrs. Grant Lctt.fr. Mount. (1807) I. x. 78 She has

built a fruit wall, a thing before unheard of here. 1611

Cotgr., Fruictiere, a * Fruit-wife; or woman that selleth

fruits. 1672 Dryden Assignation in. i. Wks. 1883 IV. 416

She's as arrant a*fruit-woman as any is about Rome. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 358 Fruit women screamed. 1555

W. Watrkman Fardle Facions 11. ix. 205 The Gelonites, occu-

pienge tilthe : Hue by corne, and haue their *frute yardes.

Fruit (fr/H), v. Also a. 4-5 frute, -yn ; £. 5

fruct. Pa. pple. 4 y-fruited. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To bear fruit.

a. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 39, I saue it til I se it. .som-

del y-fruited. c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 182/1 Frutyn, or brynge

forhc* frute, fructifico. 171a J. Petiver h\Phil. Trans.

XXVI I. 424 It Fruits yearly in Chelsey GardenA793 Trans.

Soc. Arts (ed. 2) IV. 220 They have fruited, and are now
propagated in almost all the West-India islands. 1854

Hooker Himat. Jrnls. II. xxvii. 253 But few of them
fruit. 1882 Mrs. Riddell Daisies <y B. I. 114 The scarlet-

runners fruiting and blooming at the same time.

p. a 1500 Colkelbie Sow iii. 766 How suld a penny fruct

contrair nature.

fig. 1:1440 Jacob's /FW/i.E.E.T.S.) 250. Mysgouernaunce
..frutyth no$t in goodnesse to be soule. 1851 Beddoes'

Poems Mem. 113 Interchanging knowledge, as it.. fruited

daily in every branch of science. 1883 Baldw. Brown
Home iii. 50 We can see the passions and the forces work-
ing, which fruit in bane or blessing.

2. trans, {causalively) To make bear fruit ; to

cultivate to the point of bearing fruit, lit. andj£p.

1640 J. Dyke Worthy Commun. 177 He is rooted in Christ,

and therefore fruited by Christ. 1851 Beck's Florist Jan. 8,

I have not fruited those sorts [of Strawberries], 1862

Thoreau Excurs.y On Wild Apples (1863) 291 Their
' Favorites * [apples], .when I have fruited them turn out

very lame. 1882 W. B. Wekden Soc. Law Labor 25 For
Capital is Labor fruited, saved and preserved.

x 3. In various obsolete uses : a. To produce as

fruit, b. To flavour with fruit-juice. Obs.

1382 Wvclif Pectus, xxiv. 23, I as a vyne frutede [Vulg.

fructificavi\ swotnesse of smel. 1736 Bailey I/ouseh. Diet.

359 Fill tin iceing pots with any sorts of cream you please,

either plain or sweetened, or you may fruit it.

Fruitage (frw'tedg). Also 6-8 frutage, (7

-idge). [a. OY. fruitage, {.fruit Fkuit.]

1. The process, season, or state of bearing fruit.

1578 Banister Hist. Man vm. 102 Plantes : which onely

florish in growyng, and frutage. 1610 W. Foi.kingham
Art of Survey 1. iii. 6 In Grouth, the thriuage, verdure,

fruitage .. &c, of particular Vegetables are regardable.

1816 Coleridge Biog. Lit., Lay Serrn. 317 A tree trans-

planted from Paradise, with all its branches jn full fruitage.

1871 Lytton Coming Pace xvii, Fruit-bearing plants after

fruitage either shed or change the colour of their leaves.

fig. 1892 Ch. Q. Rev. Jan. 444 Many have commented on
the late fruitage of Swift's genius.

2. Fruit collectively ; a crop of fruit.

1610 W. Folkingham Art 0/Survey 1. vi. 13 What Trees,

Plants, Shrubs: what Frutage, Mastage, Gummage. 1613

CHAPMAN Masque of Inns 0/ Court Plays 1873 III. 117

Freely earth her fruitage bearing. 1667 Milton P. L. x.

561 Greedily they pluck'd The Frutage fair to sight. 1708

J. Philips Cyder 1. 3 Whoeer expects his labring trees

should bend With frutage. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. 11. 215
The wide domain, with game and fruitage crown'd, Supplied
their food. 1883 Mrs. Rollins New Eng. Bygones 180 Much
of the plumpest fruitage found its way into the hoards of
thieving boys.

fig. 165a BtNLOwES Theopk. iv. I. 58 When me Thou shalt

impregn'd with Vertues make A fruitful Eden, all the

frutage take. 1749 Smollett Regicide iv. iii, I come. .To
claim the promis'd fruitage of my love. 1883 S. C. Hall
Retrospect II. 39 His genius was yet in the bud—with the

promise of glorious fruitage.

f b. pi. Various sorts of fruit. Obs.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xiii. no Men do more
copiously in the Season of Harvest feed on Fruitages then at

any other time.

c. transf. Offspring, rare- 1
.

1850 Bi.ackie Aeschylus I. 195 Yet should she By her own
body's fruitage have been slain?

f 3. A decorative arrangement of fruits ; a repre-

sentation of this in embroidery, painting, carving,

etc. Obs.
1600 Q. Eliz. Wardr. in Nichols Progr. (1823) III. 509

One peticoate. .with a veric faire border of pomegranetts,

pyne aple trees, frutidge, 1604 Dekkkr King's Enter-

tainm. Wks. 1873 I. 309 Pomona—attirde in greene,

a wreath of frutayes circling her temples. 1645 Evelyn
Diary 29 Jan., The vines, climbing to the summit of the

trees, reach in festoons and fruitages from one tree to

another. 1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 115/2 Fruitage is

the hanging of several sorts of Fruit together in husks with

strings, c 1710 C. Fifnnes Diary (1888) 238 The most
exactest workmanship in ye wood carving.. both in figures,

fruitages, beasts, birds, flowers. 1719 Loniion & Wise
Compl. Card. 37 A glorious Embroidery of Festoons, and
Frutages, depending from the yielding Boughs.

576

Hence Prui'tagred ppl. a., abounding in fruitage.

1846 C. G. Prowett rEschylus' Prometh. Bound 22

Flowery spring Or fruitaged summer.

Fruitarian (fr«te->"rian). rare. [f. Fruit sb.

+ -arian ; cf. vegetarian] One who lives on fruit.

1893 Nat. Food Mag: Feb., Even at yi. a lb., .the econo-
mical fruitarian would gain on the economical cerealist. 1896
IVestm. Gaz. 4 May 10/1 He became ' fruitarian ' . . He
believed in nothing but fruit.

Fruited (fr«-ted), ///. a. [f. Fruit v. + -ED 2
.]

•fl. Having fruit of a certain kind. Obs.

1612 T. James Jesuits' Down/. 4 Fie on such Fatherhood,

so rooted, so fruited.

2. a. Of a branch, tree, etc. : Having fruit upon
it. b. Abounding in or laden with fruit.

1784 Burns 'Nolo Westlin Winds' iv, Let us.. view..

The rustling corn, the fruited thorn, And ev'ry happy
creature. 1850 Blackie /Eschylus II. 122 Mighty Jove,

the gracious giver. .Crown the fruited year ! 1864 Boutell
Her. Hist, q- Pop. xiii. (ed. 3) 124 A wreath of peach-

branches fruited. 1885 Manch. Exam. 14 July 4/5 The
plant, .though small is unusually heavily fruited. 1888

Morris Burghers' Battle in Athenaeum 16 June 761/2 The
shadows of the fruited close Dapple the feast-hall floor.

Fruiten (fi*fn), v. [f. Fruit sb. + -en5.]

7 a. trans. To make fruitful (06s.). b. intr. To
become full of fruit. Hence Frui'tening ppl. a.

(rare- 1
').

1633 Bp. Ham. Hard Texts 84, 1 will give you seasonable

rains, .to supple and fruiten the earth. 1839 Bailey Festus

(1848) 11/2 Fanning the fruitening plains.

Fruiter (fra-tai . [orig. a. F. fruitier, {.fruit;

later prob. independently f. Fruit sb. or v. + -ml.]

fa. One who deals in, or has the care of fruit.

b. A vessel engaged in the fruit-trade, o. A tree

that produces fruit, d. A fruit-grower.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Housch. Ord. (1790) 22 Besides the

fruter and waferer. c 1500 Cocke Lorelfs B. (Percy) 9
Fruyters, chese-mongers, and mynstrelles. 1667 Canter-

bury Marriage Licences 31 July (MS.) William Settertree

of Brooke . . fruiter, i860 A. Cumming in Merc. Marine
Mag. VII. 102 Let them.. swing to one anchor .. (as the

fruiters do at St. Michael's). 1870 Harper's Mag. XLI.
864 A man can't bring into port, .a fruiter from the Levant,

with Portuguese and Greeks before the mast. 1882 Gard.
Chron. No. 421. 79 The former is a handsome variety of

medium growth, and a sure fruiter. 1887 J. E. M fGowAN
Chattanooga <y Tennessee 35 The fruiter, farmers and
truckers have now more capital for their business.

Fruiterer (fr*7
-t2rw). [extended form of prec.

:

see -kr 1

3.]

1. A dealer in fruit ; a fruit-seller.

1408 Close Roll 9 Hen. /Kb, Thomas Sebeche, ffruterer.

1556 J. Hbywood Spider <y F. Ssj b, The frewte. .onthe
frewterers hande lying. 1597 Sharks. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 36

The very same-day did I fight with one Sampson Stock-

fish, a Fruiterer. 1650 Howell GiraM's Rev. Naples 1.

(1664) 12 Telling the fruiterers that they should pay the

gabell. 1710 Gay Poems (1745) I. 167 Walnuts the fruit-

erer's hand, in autumn stain. 1815 Elphinstone Ace.

Caubul (1842) I. 75 Amongst the handsomest shops were

the fruiterers'. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life ix. i. 301

Careful as a fruiterer is of the bloom upon his grapes.

f 2. A fruit-grower. Obs.

1612 Drayton Poly.olb. xviii. 298 The Pear-maine .

.

Which carefull frut'rers now have denizend our owne. 1615

W. Lawson Orch. A- Gard. III. i. (1668) 1 Whosoever
desireth..to have a pleasant and profitable Orchard, must
provide himself of a fruiterer. .Skilful in that faculty. 1813

Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (r8i4) 255 Most of our best

apples are supposed to have been introduced into Britain by
a fruiterer of Henry the Eighth.

FruitereSS (fi/Meres). Also 8 fruitress. [f.

as prec. + -ESS.] A female seller of fruit.

1713 Steele Guardian No. 87 r 1 The hawker-women,
fruitresses, and milk-maids. 1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIV.
244 The fair fruiteress, it seems was jealous of her neigh-

bour. 18J3 Lamb Elia, Afy First Play, The fashionable pro-

nunciation of the theatrical fruiteresses then was 'Chase
some oranges '. -chase pro chuse.

Fruitery (frK'teri). Also 7 frut(e)ry. [ad.

Yr.fruiterie, {.fruit Fruit.]

t 1. A place for growing or storing fruit. Obs.

1609 Patent 7 Jas. I in Act 5 Geo. III. c. 26. Preamble,
Dove-houses, orchards, fruiteries, gardens, lofts, cottages.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v., You must be careful in

cleaning and sweeping your Fruitery often. 1816 Kirhy &
Sp. Entomol. (1843) 1. 161, I must next conduct you from
the garden into the orchard and fruitery.

2. Fruit collectively ; a crop of fruit. Now rare.

16. . Sylvester Du Bartas (N.), He sowde and planted

in his proper grange (Upon som savage stock) som frutry

strange. 161a Drayton Poly-olb. xiv. 229 Where full

Pomona seemes most plentiously to flowe, And with her

fruitery swells by Pershore in her pride. 1656 S. Holland
Zara (1719) 27 Indeed she had manifested a prodigious

prodigality, had she afforded a Shambles to her Frutery.

1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 35 Oft, notwithstanding all thy

Care To help thy Plants, when the small Fruit'ry seems
Exempt from Ills, an oriental Blast Disastrous flies. i8j8

Miss Mitford Village Ser. III. (1863) 491 Dealing with

him in all sorts of fishery and fruitery for. .her shop.

t Fruitester. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fruit sb. +

-stkr.] = Fruitekess. ^Cf. quot. 1672 {oxfruit-

woman in Fruit sb. 9.)
c X386 Chaucer Pardoners T. 16 Than comen tomb-

esteres Fetys and smale, and yonge frutesteres [v. rr. fruyt-

esteres, fruytsters].

Fruitful (fr/7'tful),«. Forms: a. (see Fruit sb.).

3. 4-7 fructfull, '5 fruetufulle), 6 fruictfull.

[f. Fkuit sb. + -ful.]

FRUITFULLY.

1. Productive of fruit. Of trees, etc. : Bearing

plenty of frait. Of soils, etc. : Fertile. Of rain,

etc. : Causing fertility.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxlviii. 9 Tries fruitefulle and cedres

alle. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv. 61 pir hilles er rujt

fruytfull. 1535 Coverdale Nth. ix. 25 Vynyardes, oyl-

garden, and many frutefull trees. 1563 W. Fulke Meteors

(1640)63 Clay.. is not so fruitfull as marie. 1594 Shaks.

Rich. Ill, v. ii. 8 The . . Boare (That spoyl'd your Summer
Fields, and fruitfull Vines). 1601 Holland Pliny xix. vii,

Such seeds.. must be all throughly dried before they be.,

fruitfull. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. xiv. 49 The
fruitfull Nilus. .filling all the trenches to make a plenty of

corn and fruits. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. x. 293 The Tree hath

usually 3 fruitfull Branches. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1.

236 Heav'n invok'd with Vows for fruitful Rain. 1739 Lady
Pomfret Let. I. xxii. 84 A very steep but fruitful hill, .the

vineyards . . crown the very summit. 1859 Thackeray
Virgin, xxiv, His estate .. was as large as Kent; and.,

infinitely more fruitful.

2. Productive of offspring ; not barren
;
producing

offspring in abundance, prolific.

c 15*0 L. Andrewe Noble Lyfe in Babees Bk. 229 A
Bremen is a fruteful fisshe that hathe moche sede. 1516

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 153 b, Lya was the more
fruytfull, and had more chyldren than Rachel. 1577 B.

Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 162 Some [hens] are

so fruitfull, as they kill them selves with laying. 1611

Bible Gen. i. 22 God blessed them, saying, Be fruitfull,

and multiply. 1667 D'chess Newcastle Life Dk. New-
castle (1886) 87 A young woman that might prove fruitful

to him. 4x1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 225 The
fruitfullest marriage that has been known in our age.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 43 Nature .. has

rendered some animals surprizingly fruitful. 1841-71 T. R.

Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 367 The queen bee, when
deprived of her wings before any communication with the

male has taken place, will nevertheless lay fruitful eggs.

1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xii. 111 That mar.

riage proved happy and fruitful.

D. Astrol. Favourable to fecundity.

1711 Bailey, Fruit/ul Signs, [in Astrology] are the Signs

Gemini, Cancer and Pisces.

f 3. Of a harvest, a crop, hence of a reward,

a meal, etc. : Abundant, copious. Chiefly in

Shaks.
160a Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 80 The fruitfull Riuer in the Eye.

I&o3 — Meas./or M. iv. iii. 161 One fruitful Meale would

set mee too't. 1607 — Timon v. i. 153 With a recompence

more fruitfull Than their offence can weigh downe. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. II. 197 Harvests heavy with their

fruitful weight, Adorn our fields.

4. transf. and fig. f a. Productive of (material

things), abounding in. Obs.

1619 S'hertogenbosh 1 This Boscage was., fruitfull of wild

Deere. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India t, P. 328 The whole

Region is very fruitful of Barren Mountains.

b. With reference to immaterial things : Prolific;

abundantly productive. Const, in, of.

. "535 Coverdale Col. i. 10 To be frutefull in all good

workes. 1667 Milton P. L. 111. 337 Golden days, fruitful

of golden deeds. 1674 Wood Lt/e (O. H. S.) II. 284 Mar-

tock in com. Somerset, ever fruitfull in good wits. 1744

Armstrong Presera. Health 11. 457 We curse not wine : The
vile excess we blame ; More fruitful than th' accumulated

board Of pain and misery. i8j6 T. I. Wharton in Pa.

Hist. Soc. Mem. I. 134 His travels are fruitful of infor-

mation. 1843 Prescott Mexico vi. i. (1864) 335 His

fruitful genius suggested an expedient. 1844 H. H. Wilson

Brit. India II. 406 A fruitful subject of contention. 1876

Trevelyan Macaulay I. v. 289 The main incidents of that

Session, so fruitful in great measures. 1885 Public Opinion

a Jan. 37/2 Prince Albert Victor . . has probably a long and

fruitful career before him.

5. Productive of good results ; beneficial, profit-

able, remunerative. Now only of actions, qualities,

or the like ; formerly also of concrete things.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. T 36 And this is fruitful penance

avenst tho three thinges, in which we wrathen our Lord

Jesu Christ. ,-1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 228 Ydel.

nesse & ese wyth-oute fruytfull occupacyoun. 1504 Atkyn-

son tr. De Imitatione 1. xxv. 178 Holye redynge of frutefull

doctrine. 1616 Surf. & Markh. Country Fanue 316 Ihe
fruitfullest thing that can be kept about a Countne-house

is Bees. 1640 Yorke Union Hon. 4 Robert with his followers

obtained a fruitfull possession in those parts. 1712 Addison

Sped. No. 303 r 4 Instances of the same great and fruitful

Invention. 1867 A. Barry Sir C. Barry ix. 303 It had the

opportunities of rapid and fruitful exercise.

0. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 56 The noble and fruetufulle ex-

amples of the noble cenatours. 1347- 8 Ordre 0/Communion

4 His mooste fruictfull and glorious Passion. 1551 Lvnde.say

Monarche 4788 I-at thay y' fructfull fysche [i.e. the Kirk]

eschaip thare handis.

+ Fruitfulhead. Obs. In 5 fru3tfu.Lb.ed. [f.

Fruitful + -head, -hood.] = Fruitfulness.

c 1440 Jacob's Well(M. E. T. S.) 238 Welched softhed &
neschhed, fru3tfulhed.

Fruitfully (fr/7'tfuli), adv. [f. Fruitful +

-lt 2
.] In a fruitful manner.

1. So as to produce good results ; with good

effect, beneficially, profitably, edifyingly.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xviii. 20 Euery tyme bei spendid

fruytfully. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixv. § 19 Our very

nature doth hardly yeeld to destroy that which may bee

fruitefully kept. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosea be. 311

That you may be helped fruitfully to read much Scripture.

1658 C. Cartwright (///&i A Practical and Polemical Com-

mentary., on the Whole Fifteenth Psalm. Wherein the

Text is learnedly and fruitfully explained. 1894 Advance

(Chicago) 29 Apr., It is the mission of others to illustrate

and to show how to think, wisely, deeply, fruitfully.

\ 2. a. Copiously, fully, b. In such a manner

as to be prolific. Obs. rare.



FRUITFULNESS.
1601 Shaks. Atti Weil 11. ii. 73 La. You vnderstand me.

Clo. Most fruitfully. 1605 — Lear iv. vi. 270 If your will
want not, time and place will be fruitfully offer 'd. a 1684
Earl Roscommon Virgil's Sixth Eclogue 45 How scatter'd
Seeds of Sea, and Air, and Earth, And purer Fire., did fruit-

fully unite.

Fruitfulness (fnrtfulnes). [f. Fruitful +
-NESS.] The quality, fact, or state of being fruitful,

in senses of the adj.

L Fertility in crops ; exuberant production.
1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R, xvii. lxi. (1495) 637 The

fygge tree • • na*h that name of fruitfulnesse, for it is more
fruytfull than other trees. 1561 T, Norton Calviti's Inst.
1. xvi. (1634) 85 As though the fruitfulnesse of one yeare were
not the singular blessing of God. 1601 Weevek Mirr. Mart.
Bij, A ground Which thrice a yeere her fruitfulnes did show.
1695 Ld. Preston Aw/A. i. 18 note, Named Felix, .famous
for its Fruitfulness and Number of Cities. 1775 Adair Amer,
Ind. 184 The vine was ..a symbol of fruitfulness. 1879
Casselfs Techn. Educ. I. 245 Some idea of its [banana sj

fruitfulness may be gathered from the statement [etc.].

concr. 1649 Roberts Clavis BibI. 80 And plentifully he
did eate The fruitfulnesses of the field.

2. Fertility in offspring ; fecundity.
1624 Gataker Transubst. 138 By that blessing hee be-

stowed fruitfulnesse upon them. 1647 Fuller Good Th. in
Worse T. (1841) 120 That water . . proved like the spa unto
her, so famous for causing fruitfulness. 1702 Addison Dial.
Medals ii. 93 The Cornu-copiae in her hand is a type of her
fruitfulness. 1846 McCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854)
I. 420 The increase . . must .. be attributed to an increased
fruitfulness of the female sex.

3. Productiveness in general

:

a. of material things. ? Obs.
1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commw. 237 The fruitful-

nesse of the Mines is no whit diminished. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. 11. 103 The milkie fruitfulnesse of the Cow.

b. of immaterial things. Also, profitableness,
utility ; occas. + liberality.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xi. xxxvii, He shat attaste the
well of frutefulness Which Vyrgyl clary tied. 1551 Bible
Ps. xxxvi. note, The fertilitie and fruitfulnes of the holy
Ghoste. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Fpist. 266 To heale that
up by the fruitfulnesse of physicke. 1604 Shaks. Oth. Hi.
iv. 38 This argues fruitfulnesse, and liberal heart, a 1661
Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 87 It [woad] giveth them
[colours) truth and fruitfulness. 1702 Addison Dial. Medals
ii. 52 Shows at the same time the great fruitfulness of the
Poet's fancy. 1833 Lamb Elia, Product. Mod. Art, To the
lowest subjects .. the Great Masters gave loftiness and
fruitfulness. 1881 J. R, Illingworth Sertn. Coll. Chapel
150 The fruitfulness of the fragmentary lives of old.

Fruiting (fWHirj), vbl, sb. [f. Fruit v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the vb. Fruit; the process
of bearing fruit, f In early use concr. : Offspring.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12257 (Gott.) pat be geld pair fruiting

find. 1862 Ahsted Channel Isl. iv. xxi.(ed. 2)488 A.. white
frost, will, .check the fruiting of the trees for several years.
1871-2 H. Macmillan True Vinem. 115 The period of.,
fruiting is accelerated, .by grafting.

Fruiting (fnrtirj), ppl.a. [f. Fruits. +-iNG y
.]

Bearing fruit.

1778 Cowper Let. 3 Dec, He has presented me with six
fruiting pines. 1870 Hooker Stud. Elora 178 Galium nli-
ginosum. .fruiting pedicels erect. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot.
11. 289 [Of Horsetail] The fertile or fruiting stem is un-
branched. 1894 Flora A. Steel Potters Thumb (1895) 161
A shingled hut, hung with flowering, fruiting gourds.

Fruition (fr/7i jan). Forms : 5-6 fruicion,
-yon, fruycion, (5 fruycon), fruyssyon, 6 frui-
tioun, fruytion, 6- fruition, [a. OF. fruission,
fruition, fruycion , ad. h.fruitionem, n. of action
f.frui to enjoy : see Fruit sl>.~\

The action of enjoying; enjoyment, pleasurable
possession, the pleasure arising from possession.

t In thefrttition of= in the possession of.

1413 Pitgr. Sotule (Caxton 1483) iv. xxviii. 75 An aungel
bath that knowynge of his creatour by very fruycion. c 1450
Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 86 Contryssyon, Compassyon, and
Clennes, And that holy mayde Fruyssyon. 1554 Latimer in
Strype Eccl. Mem. HI. App. xxxv. 98 If we live by hope let
us desire the end and fruition of our hope. 1600 Hakluyt
Voy. (1810) III. 57 We had when so disposed, the fruition
of our bookes. 163a Lithgow Trav. v. 179 Solyman
entred the Toune as conquerour. .It is ever since in the
fruition of Turkes. C1655A.S1DNEY 'Treat. Love in 19th Cent.
Jan. (1884)61 It is very certaine that all desire is for fruition.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 256 p 7 An Object of Desire placed
out of the Possibility of Fruition. 1855 Thackkray New-
comes I. 20 Repaid by such a scant holiday and brief
fruition. 1883 19th Cent. May 854 In the contemplation
and fruition of the Uncreated Good.

U Erroneously associated with Fruit.
^
(The blunder is somewhat common both in England and

in the U.S. , but is not countenanced by Dictionaries in this
country, nor by Webster or Worcester.)
1885 Harpers Mag. May 906 The greenish nuts, ripened

as always from the flowers of the previous year and now in
their full fruition. 1889 Century Diet. , Fruition, a coming
into fruit or fulfilment. 1895 Standard Diet., Fruition,
the bearing of fruit ; the yielding of natural or expected
results; realization, fulfilment.

Fruitist (fr?7'tist). [f. Fruit sb. + -ist.] One
who cultivates fruit.

1824 B. Maund {title) Fruitist: a Treatise on Orchard
and Garden Fruits. 1848-61 {title) The florist, fruitist and
garden miscellany. 1849 Florist 52 Our space prevents our
doing more than warmly recommending such of our readers
as are fruitists to procure this work.

Fruitive ((rit-hiy), a. [ad. med.L. fruitivus,
in unio fruitiva (Thomas a Kempis) ; f. L.fru-t
(see Fruition).] Consisting of, arising from, or
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producing fruition or enjoyment ; having the faculty
or function of enjoying.
1635 Rots Myst. Marr. (1653I 263 A spiritual conjunction

& the excesses of a fruitive union. 1648 Boyle Seraph.
Love xxvi. (1700) 154 To whet our Longings for Fruitive
(or experimental) knowledge. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous
(1825) 77 This vision is fruitive, unites the Soul with the
blessed object^ a 1866 I. Grote Treat. Mar. Ideals (1876)
293 Utilitarianism, .looks upon man as fruitive, or enjoying,
in the first instance, and active only in the second instance.

Fruitless (fr«*tles), a. [f. Fruit sb. + -less.]
Devoid of fruit.

1. Not producing fruit ; barren, sterile. + Rarely
of animals: Not producing offspring, unfruitful.

1513 Bradshaw St, Werburge (1887) 806 With whom this
lady lyued a longe season Barrayn and fruyteles of gene-
racion. 1546 Supplic. Poore Commons (E. E. T. S.) 92
Rotton and fruyteles trees. 1596 Edw. Ill, 1. ii. 151 The
ground, .seemes barrayne, sere, vnfertill, fructles [ed. 1599
fruitlesj, dry. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 224 Such begotten
in this maner..are themselues barren and fruitles, vnable
either to beare or beget yong. 1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man
230 We see some women which haue conceyued to become
fruitlesse for a space. 1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 3 Christ
..had power.. to turne the fruitlesse desarts into kitchins.

1725 Bradley Lam. Diet. s.v. July, Diligently removing,
either by Pinching or the Knife, all weak and fruitless

Shoots. 1800 Stuart in Owen Wellesley's Desp. 571 The
part that does not belong to us is savage and fruitless.

1851 Riskin Stones Ven. II. iv. § 17.69 The root of a fruit-

less tree.

2. Yielding no profit or advantage; producing
no effect or result ; inefficacious, ineffectual, un-
profitable, useless ; empty, idle, vain.

1340 Hampole Pr. Coftsc. 5666 Ilk idel worde, spoken in

vayne, pat es to say, bat war fruytles. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems lxvi. 2 This waverand warldis wretelndness, The
fail^eand and frutless bissiness. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 1.

(1605) 44 The basest and fruitlessest of al passions. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 371 When they next wake, all this

derision Shall seeme a dreame, and fruitlesse vision. i6n
Bible Wisd. xv, 4 An image spotted with diuers colours,
the painters fruitlesse labour. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. ix.

251 Our search was. .fruitless. 1751 Jortin Scrm. (1771)
V. iii. 49 Vows which often end in fruitless regrets. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 298 The liberality of the nation
had been made fruitless by the vices of the government.
1878 Mori.ky Crit. Misc., Carlyle 202 It is fruitless to go to
him for help in the solution of philosophic problems.

3. a. Of persons : Not attaining one's object

;

unsuccessful, b. Const, of Unable to produce
or utter (words), rare.

1843 Carlyle Past $ Pr. 11. vi, The Devil and the Dream
both fled away fruitless. 1858 — Fredk. Gt. iv. v. (1865)
I. 309 He storms and rages forward . . but . . has to retire
fruitless, about daybreak, himself wounded. 1869 Lowell
Under the Willows Poet. Wks. (1880) 195 Dumbly felt with
thrills Moving the lips, though fruitless of the words.

Hence Fruitlessly adv., Prui •tiessness.
1612-15 Br. Hall Contempt., O. T. xi. v, Then she had

griefe from her own fruitlesnesse. 1626 Massinger Rom.
Actor iv. 1, You have but fruitlessly laboured to sully A white
robe of perfection. 1727 W. Mather Yng. Man's Comp.
72 Time fruitlesly pass'd away, will in the end cause an
aking Heart. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. F'orest xi, She
saw the inconvenience and fruitlessness of opposition. 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 55 Policy had laboured for a
union, and had laboured fruitlessly. 1872 Lidi>on Elem.
Relig. v. 184 If by 'God ' is meant only [etc.]. .we need not
read Spinoza to convince ourselves of the fruitlessness of
prayer.

Fruitlet (fn?-tlet). [f. Fruit ^. + -let.] A
little fruit ; Bot., a single member of an aggregate
fruit : see Aggregate a. 5.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 495 If the carpels do not cohere,

each forms a part of the fruit, or a fruitlet. 1883 G. Allen
Col. Clout's Cal. xxi. 119 The blackberry and raspberry;
where the individual fruitlets grow soft, sweet, and pulpy.

Fruitling (frtt'tlifl). [f. Fruit sb. + -ling.]

A small fruit ; in material and immaterial sense.

1876 J. Ellis Caesar in Egypt 247 Time lost ! in ac-
quiring some fruitlings of error. 1891 Chamb. Jrtil. Feb.
107/2 A mango tree with two small green fruitlings on it.

t Fruituously, adv. Obs.- 1 Altered form
of Fructuously, after Fruit.
c 1450 tr. De Imiiationc 1. xiv. 16 Euere he laborib fruytu-

ously.

t Fmritnre. Obs- 1 [As if ad. L. %fruitura,
l.frui to enjoy : see Fruit.] Fruition.
a 1653 G. Daniel Idyll i. 99 To give the fruiture of each

desire.

Fruity (fn7-ti), a. [f. Fruit sb. + -y 1.]

1. Of or pertaining to or resembling fruit.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1677) 72 A fruity taste. 1817
L. Hunt Let. to C. C. Clarke in Gentl. Mag. May (1876)
600 All that is fine, floral, and fruity. 1850 Blackie
JEschylus I. 81 The flowery calix, full surcharged With
fruity promise. 1858 Blsunell Nat. fy Supernat. iv. (1864)
91 The succulent peach gathers its fruity parts . . about the
nut or stone. «i86i Mrs. Browning Lett. R. H. Horne
(1877) II. 131, I never saw a blooming girl of sixteen with a
more fruity hopefulness in her countenance.

2. Of wine : Having the taste of the grape,
1851 D. JerroldS/. Giles xxvi'i. 281 A glass of good fruity

port—and yours is capital. 1855 Athenxum 13 Oct. 1194
Genuine Masdeu is a very fine fruity wine.

Hence Fruitiness.
1869 Contempt Ret'. XL 357 Appreciating critics who write

about its [a picture's] fruitiness, and juiciness, and pulpi-
ness. 1895 Daily News 10 Apr. 4/7 The wines of the last
vintage, .are wanting in ripeness and fruitiness.

t Frumberdling. Obs. [O'E.frumbierdling,

FRUMENTY.
frumbyrdling, f. frum-a first + beard beard (with
umlaut of ea to ie) + -ling.] A youth.
c 1000 Supp. AClfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 171/22 Pnbe

tenus, frumbyrdling. 1 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 41 He frum-
berdlinges binimed unSeawes and gode techeS.

t Frume. Obs. Also 1 fruma, 3-4 frome.
[OK. fruma \vk. masc.: see Forme a.] Beginning.
Beoivul/22og Waes se fruma e^eslic. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt.

xix. 4 Se be on fruman worhte, he worhte wa;pmann a;nd
wif-mann. c 1205 Lav. 13265 pe frume wes vnhende : & al

swa wes be snde. ^1250 Owl <y Night. 476 Hit is gode
monne i-wone, An was from the worlde frome, That [etc.].

13.. Sir Beues 3197 (MS. A.) Ich bidde the at the ferste

frome That [etc.]. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1104 Speke we attc
frome Of Krld Olyuer & his felawes.

t Fru'ment, Obs. [ad. L.fr/lmeni-uw corn,

i.friigv- root oifrui to enjoy
.J

1. Corn.
ri44o I AUG. St. AlboniiSM) Auj, Grayne of this frument

was this man Albon. £1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners
(1570) Ciij, Fulsome fieldes habundaunt of frument. 1601
Holland Pliny xvm. vii. 560 When the Bruers steep their
wheat or frument in water.

2. =Fhumkxtv r.

1494 Fabyan (.'hron. vii. 599 Frument with venyson. 1677
Gale Cri. Gentiles II. in. 173 Bread, and Fruments [orig.

Pultcs] and Wine.

Frumentaceous (fr^ment^jas), a. [f. late

\j.frumentace-us f. \,.frumcntttm corn) + -ous.]

Of the nature of or resembling wheat or other
cereals. Hot. (see quot. 1841).
1668Wilkiss Real Char. 70 Frumentaceous ; Such whose

seed is used hymen for food. 1721-92 Bailfy, Frumen-
taceous plants. 1841 Maunder Sci. -y Lit. Treas.,
Frumentaceous, in botany an epithet for plants that have
their stalks pointed, and their leaves like reeds, bearing
their seeil in ears, like corn.

t Frumental, a. Obs. rare. [ad. 'L.frumen-
liil-em, {.frftmentum corn : see -AL.] Of or per-

taining to corn or grain.

1670 R. Wittif. in Phil. Trans. V. 1076 Any Vinous or
Frumental Spirit.

t Frumenta'riail, a. Rom. Ant. Obs. rare.

[f. L. frumentari-us, f. frftmentum corn + -an.]
= next. Only in Frumcntarian law, i. e. a law
providing for the distribution of corn at low rates.

1632 Observ. Forms Gort, 31 They, .humoured the Com-
mons by the Agrarian and frumcntarian Laws.

Frumentarious (frwmente>ri3s), a. rare.

[f. as prec. + -OUS.] Of or pertaining to corn.

1670-81 in Blount Glossogr, 1806 Syd. Smith in Mem,
(1S55) II. 24 Horner, the frumentarious philosopher.

t Fru'mentary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. frit-

mentari-us : see prec] = Fktjmentahian a.

1656 Earl Monm, Advt.fr, Pamass. 10 Those seditious
Frumentary, and Agrarian Laws.

Frumentation (frwment^'Jan). Rom. Ant.
[ad. L. fr7/ mentation-cm, f. frftmentari to furnish

with corn, f.frfnncntum corn.] ^Sec quot. 1861.)

1623 in Cockeram. 1721-92 in Bailey. 1861 J. G.
Sheitard Fall Rome i. 28 The third class . . lived upon the
' fomentations', or public largesses of corn.

t FruinenttVSe, «* Oh. rare, [as if ad. L.

*frumentffs-ust f.frumentum corn: see-osE.] 'Full
of corn' (1727 Bailey, vol. II).

Frumenty (fr«'m£nti), furmety (fo'imeti),

Forms: a. 4 frumentee, 5 frumyte, 6-7 frumen-
tie, -tye, 7 frummetry, 7, 9 fromenty, 7-9
frumet(t)y, 8 frumentary, 9 fromety, frumerty,
-arty, frummaty, -ety, 5- frumenty. 0. 4-5
furmente, 5, 6, 9 -ty, 6 fermet6, fer-, fir-, four-,

fur-, fyrmentie, -ye, 7 fir-, formity, formety,
S-9 fu(r^metry, furmetree, -etty, 7-9 furmety,
-ity. [ME.frumentee,furmente, a. OF.frumentee,
fourmentee, f. frument, fourment (mod.F. ffo-
ment) :—late popular L. ^fntmentum » class. L.

frumentum corn.]

1. A dish made of hulled wheat boiled in milk,

and seasoned with cinnamon, sugar, etc.

?*ii4oo Morte Arth. 180 Flesch fluriste of fermysone
with frumentee noble, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 3S3
Fatt venesoun with frumenty. 1483 Cath. Angl. 144/2
Frumyte, fmmenticium. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. Ee b/i
Frumentie made of sodden wheate. 1732 Acc. Workhouses
U Dinner. . Frumetty and Beer at 3 o'clock. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk, II, 68 The Squire made his supper of frumenty,

a dish made of wheat cakes boiled in milk with rich spices.

i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on F7. II. 153 Mothers.. who made
their butter and their fromenty well.

0. ?< 1300 Form 0/ Cury in Warner Antiq. Cnlin. 15

Make furmente as before. (1483 Caxton Vocab. 6 b,

Furmente whiche is made of whete. 1544 Phaer Regim.
Life (1560) G v, Peasen, beanes, mylke, cheese, ryse, and
ftrmentie. >i 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca 1. ii, He'll finde

you out a food that needs no teeth nor stoinack ; a strange

formity Will feed ye up as fat as hens i'th forehead.

1796 Sporting Mag. VIII. 220 John Gawston, eat such a
quantity of what is called furmety, that he actually burst

!

1827 Clare Sheph. Cal. 56 The high bowl . . Fill'd full of

furmety. 1859 Mrs. Gaskell Round the So/a 42 We had
. . furmenty on Mothering Sunday. 1864 Knight Passages
Wrkg. /,*/H.28Gn that fourth Sunday in Lent, I regularly

feasted on Furmety.

f 2. A kind of wheat or spelt. Obs.

1600 Surflet Country Farme v. xvii. 687 Furmentie is

that which the Latines call Alica or Chondrus, and it is a
kinde of wheate, whereof, .is made a kinde of grosse meale,

resembling oatmeale, 1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xxiii. 582
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FRUMKENNED. 578 FRUSH.
After the Frumentie or Spike corn be taken off, there be
pulse sowed three times, one after another.

3. Wheat mashed for brewing, rare (? nonce -us*),
1882 tr. Thausing's Beer iv. 197 The wheat is crushed and

mixed with water. This frumenty is allowed to ferment.

4. Comb., as frumenty- or furmety-corn, -kettle,

~pot,-seller. Also frumenty sweat(see quot. 1847 \

*535 Coverdale 2 Sam. xvii. 19 The woman . . strowed
firmentye come theron. c 1550 Wyl Bucke His Test.

(HalliwJ 43, I bequeth my grece to .. the fermete potte.

1623 Massinger Bondman 1. Hi, Licking his lips Like a
spaniel o'er a furmenty-pot. 1668 R. L'Estrange Vis.

Queth (1708) 127 Simpering like a Frumety- Kettle. 1847
Halliwell s.v., A person in a dilemma is said to be in a
frumenty sweat. 1889 T. Hardy Mayor of Casterbridge i,

The furmity seller decided to close for the night

+ Frumkenned, ///. a. Obs. [OE. frum-
cenned

i
i. frum-a first + cenned, pa. pple. of cennan

to bear.] First-born.

C893 K. Alfred Oros. 1. vii. § 1 Ealle 5a cnihtas and
ealle 5a maxlena be on baem lande frumcennede waeron.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. i. 1 Heo cende hyre frum-cennedan
[ 1160 I/atton kennedej sunu. cuys Lamb. Horn. 87
Godes engel. .acwalde on elche huse. .frumkenede childe.

t Fru'mmagemed, ppl Cant. Obs. (See

quots.)

^1700 Vi. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Frummagcm"d, choaked.
1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Frummagem'd, choak'd,
strangled, or hanged.

f Fnrmmer. Obs. rare. [?var. of Fri'Mper.]
1659 Torriano, Taccagnatore, a chuff, a caviller, a

frummer, a niggardly wretch.

Frump (fr#mp), sb. [Of unknown origin
; pos-

sibly shortened from Frumple.]

fl. ? A sneer, ?a derisive snort. Obs.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 4 You vse the nostrils too
much, and to many vnseasoned frumps [to a man, as if he
were a horse]. 1593 Greene Disput. 24, I gaue him
slender thankes, but with such a frump that he perceiued
how light I made of his counsayle. 1650 Trapp Comm.
Dent, xxiii. 4 As God takes notice of the least courtesie
shewed to his people . . so he doth of the least discourtesie,

even to a frown or a frump.

f2. Amocking speech or action; afloutjeer. Obs.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 188 You brought a shillyng
to ninepence .. and so gave hym a frumpe euen to his face.

1598 Barcki.ey Felic. Man (1631) 99 Esteeming those
things as the frumps of fortune, which ye exalt above the
skies and take for felicitie. 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scornf.
Lady 11. iii, Sweet Widow leave your frumps, and be
edified. 1651 Howell in Cartwright's Poems b 8 b, They
dash thee on the Nose with frumps and rapps. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Frump, a dry Bob, or Jest.

1 3. A derisive deception, a hoax. Obs.

*593 Hollyband Fr. Diet. (Halliw.\ To tell one a He, to
give a frumpe. 1668 Davenant Man's the Master 11. i,

These are a kind of witty frumps of mine like selling of
bargains. 1791 Pegge Derbicisms Ser. 11. (E. D. S.),

Frump, an untruth, a story.

4. //. Sulks, ill-humour. Now dial.

1668 Dryden FT/e/iing's Love iv. i, Not to be behind
hand with you in your Frumps, I give you back your
Purse of Gold. 1678 — Kind Kpr. 1. i, Why should you
be in your frumps, Pug, when I design only to oblige you?
1823 Scott Pevcrii xl, When the Duchess of Portsmouth
takes the frumps. 1823 1s\ook. Suffolk Words km., If insolent

withal, she [a cross old woman) would be said to befrumpy
exfrumpish or ' in her frumps '.

5. A cross, old-fashioned, dowdity-dressed woman.
Also rarely, said of a man.
1817 Godwin Mandeville I. xi. 261 They voted me a prig,

a frump, a fogram. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Hamilton
Tighe 97 All the best trumps Get into the hands of the other
old frumps. 1859 G. Meredith R. Feverel xlii, I looked a
frump. 1888 Rider Haggard Col. Quaritch I. 231 'Hang
me . . if she has not taken up with that confounded old
military frump '.

b. said of a dowdy dress.
1886 G. R. Sims Ring o' Beits, fyc. ix. 229 She taught me

..how to make pretty dresses., for half what my ugly old
frumps of gowns, .used to cost me.

Frump fr»mp),z/. [Connected with Frump sb.]

1. trans. To mock, flout, jeer; to taunt, insult,

browbeat, snub. To frump off: to put off with
jeering answers. Obs. or arch.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 34/1 He taketh the man to
be overlavish of his pen in frumping of his adversaries with
quipping taunts. 1606 Holland Sneton, 149 Whom..
Caius was wont to frump and flout in most opprobrious
term.es as a wanton and effeminate person, a 1625 Flet-
cher Chances 111. i, Was ever Gentlewoman So frumpt off

with a foole ? 1655 Gurnall Chr. in A rm. 1. 1 16 God suffers

somtimes the infirmities of his people to be known by the
wicked (who are ready to check and frump them for them).

1753 Sehoot of Man 288 How can your spirit bear that

Aglae shall daily be frumping you.
rlerron. 184 1 Taifs Mae;. VIII. 561 Conceiting himself,

when he is only frumping the face of his own whim, to be
beating., a whole world of buckramed giants into jelly.

t 2. intr. To scoff, mock. Const, at. Obs.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. m.Biijb,One Meviusdid frumpe
and floute at Nevie then awaye. 1583 Golding Calvin on
Dent. xiv. 81 These skofTers which are alwayes frumping.
1611 Dekker Roaring Girle Wks. 1873 III. 202 We are

but frumpt at and libell'd vpon. 1662 Rump Songs 11. 60,

I do not love for to frump. [1851 S. Judd Margaret xvii.

(1871) 148 The riders screamed, cross-bit, frumped and
hooted at each other.]

T 3. To sulk, be in a bad temper. Obs.

1693 Southerne Maid's Last Prayer in. i. My wife
frump'd all the while and did not say one word.

4. trans. To put in a bad humour, vex.
1862 fit. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 59 Gustaf, frumped

at the non-arrival of the Garter, placed the portrait of
Charles Edward, .opposite his own in the palace.

Hence Pru'mping vbl. sb. Also Frumper, one
who * frumps*.
1598 Florio, Mottcggiatore, a frumper, giber or iester,

a quipper. 1611 Cotgr., Motquerie . .a mocking, flowting,

scoffing, frumping. Ibid., Mocqueur, a mocker, flowter,

frumper. 1664 Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765) 31 Pray young
Man leave off your Frumping. 1677 Holyoke Lat. Diet.,

A frumper, sannio.

t Fmrmpery. Obs. [f. Frump sb. + -ery.]

Abuse, mockery ; also, a flout, mock, or sneer.

1583 Stanyhlrst sEneis, etc. (Arb.) 145 With bitter

frumperye taunting. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xl,

Which is the cause wherefore he hath of all men mocks,
frumperies and bastonadoes.

Frumping (frtf-mpirj),///. a. [f. Frump v. +
-ing^.] That frumps; mocking, scoffing, jeering.

1577 Holinshed Chron. (1807-8) II. 24 This frumping
speech so moued the king, that, letc.J. 1609 Holland Amm.
Marcetl. xxx. iv. 387 ./Esops frumping scoffes or fables.

a 1652 Brome Damoiselte 11. Wks. 1873 1. 403 The frumping
Jacks are gone.

Hence Prumpingly adv.
1576 Fleming tr. Caius' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 267

[DogsJ which some, frumpingly, term Fisting Hounds.

Frumpish (farmpij), a. [f. Frump sb. + -isii.]

Disposed to mock or flout; jesting, sneering; also,

cross, ill-tempered.

1647 Wharton Pluto's Progr. Gt. Brit. 15 Thy lowring
scowling makes me dumpish, For to see my Love so frump-
ish, a 1668 Davenant Play-House to be Let Wks. (1673)
116 When Fortune frumpish is, who e're withstood her?
1757 Foote Author 11. Wks. 1799 I. 155 Methought she
looked very frumpish and jealous. 1820 Keats & Hunt
Keats' Wks. (1889) III. 35 Such a frumpish oldfellow. 1882
Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I. ii. 47 The companion sour
and frumpish.

t Fnvmple, sb. Obs. Also 5 fromple. [f.

next vb.] A wrinkle.
i 1440 Promp. Pan\ 181/2 Frumpylle, ruga. 1490 Cax-

ton Eneydos xxviii. in Grete ryueles and fromples that
'< putte oute the beaulte of the playsaunte vysage,

Frumple, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-6 from-
1

pie, 5 frompel, 6 frompill. [?ad. Du. verrom-

!

pelen (Kilian) of same meaning, f. ver- = For- +

rompelen to Rumpi.e.]

1. trans. To wrinkle, crumple.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. 1. (1495) 168 The flesshe

in the buttockes is fromplyd and knotty. C1489 Caxton
Sonnes of Aymon i. 48 He frompeled his forhede and
knytted his browes. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 112 b,

She founde all his clothes frompled. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
vi. iv. 660 The leaves are not smoth, but crompled or

frompled. 1611 Cotgr., Plionner, to wrinkle, crumple,
frumple. 1825-80 Jamieson, Frumple, to crease, to crumple.

1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Frumple, to wrinkle, to ruffle or

disorder.

2. ? To rumple, tumble.
a 1529 Skelton Manerly Margery 16 What wolde ye

frompill me ? now fy !

Hence Frtrmpled ppl. a.

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 181/2 Frumplyd, rugatus. 1896
Warivicksh. Gloss, s. v., A frumpled pinafore.

Frumpy (frzrmpi), a. [f. Frump sb. + -Y*.]

Cross-tempered ; also, like a frump, dowdy.
1746 Clan Ronaldsmen in Jacobite Songs (1887) 238 The

frumpy forward Duke, a 1825 Forby roc. E. Anglia,
Frumpy, having a sour and ill-humoured look, c 1840

J Mitford in C. M.'s Lett. fy Remin. (1891) 181 He is as
old-fashioned and frumpy as if he had never been out of
college. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 243 An old, faded,

frumpy bonnet. 1849 Dickens Dav. Co/p. xliv, I have been
a grumpy, frumpy, wayward sort of a woman, a good many
years. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal xxvii, She was
frumpy and dowdy.

t Fnrmrese. Obs. In 3 frumraes. [f. OE.
frum-a first + rks rush.] A first attack, onslaught.

c 1205 Lay. 8655 JEt bon frum rseien ; he feolde. .feowerti

hundred.

t Fru'mscliaft. Obs. [OE. frumsceaft, f.

frum-a first + sceaft creation, f. sciefpan to Shape.]

First formation, creation.

Beowulf 91 Saigde, se be cube frumsceaft fira feorran

reccan. cyoo tr. Baedd's Hist. iv. xxv. [xxiv.] (1890) 344
pa cw£e<5 he : Hwa't sceal ic singan? Cwa;5 he : Sing me
frumsceaft. a 1225 Juliana 3 In ure lauerdes luue be feader

is of frumscheft. a 1225 St. Marker, to pu folckes feder of
frumschaft schuptest al the ischapen is.

t Frumth. Obs. Forms : 1 frymtt (? errone-

ously frumtj), frymflo, 2 frenvB, 2-3 frumo\ south.

vrwrrtS, Orm. frummU. [OE.frymd, Northumb.

frym&o, fern, i.frum adj., original.] Beginning.
£-950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. xxv. 34 From frym5o middan-

fceardes. a 1000 Eleue 345 (Gr.) FrumSa god. a 1000 Boetk.

Metr. xi. 75 Hi. .sculon pone ilean ryne eft gecyrran be a;t

frym5e. c 1200 Ormin 18555 piss wass i frummpe wibb sob
Godd. a 1225 Ancr. R. 104 Ich seide. .i5e frumSe of bis tale.

12
. . Duty Chr. 30 in O. E. Misc. 142 He [Crist] hit haued

al bibouht be frumSe to bon ende.

t Fmrndel. Obs. Forms : 6 frondaille,

frundle, 6-7 firundel(l, 7 frundele. [app. a var.

oifarundell, Farthingdeal.] A dry measure ; by
Ray said to be equal to two pecks.
Quot. 164 1 seems to identify the fruudel and the peck.

This appears more probable than Kay's statement, if the

word means etymologically 'quarter' (of a bushel); but
the discrepancy may admit of being explained, as Ray
mentions the existence of a * bushel ' twice as large as the

standard bushel.

c 1550 Bottcsford Manor Rec. (N. W. Line. Gloss.), From

martyngmes to mydsomer i frondaille off malt. 1557 in

Antiquary Dec. (1888) 20, i frundell of barlye. 1641 Bf.st
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 68 Many will putte to a pecke or
frundell of make.. to make it both stronge and likewise to
keepe well. 1673 Yorksh. Dial. 6 in 9 Specim. (E. D. S.J

in You s' ge m a frundel o' yar grains. 1674-91 RayA'.C.
Words 28 A Frundele : Two pecks.

Frunt(e, obs. form of Front.
Fruntalle, -elle, obs. forms of Frontal.
Frunter, var. of Thrunteu Sc. (a ewe in her

fourth year).

Frunture, var of Fronture, Obs.

Frush (frpp, sb. 1 Obs. exc. Sc. Also 4-5
frusche, 4-6 frusshe, (5 frushe, 9 arch, frusch).
[a. OY.fruiSjfrois, n. of action i.fruissier,frois-

sier : see Frush 7/.]

fl. A rush, charge, onset, collision. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 292 He and all his cumpany.

.

In-till a frusche all tuk the flycht. c 1400 Melayne 268
Righte at the firste frusche thay felde Fyve thowsande
knyghtis. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xxi, All in a frushe
in all the haste they may They ran. 11533 Ld. Berners
Huon exxx. 474 So they aprochyd, and al at a frusshe of
both partyes dasshed together.

b. The noise caused by this ; the crash of break-
ing weapons, etc.

137S Barbour Bruce xn. 545 Men mycht her, that had
beyn by, A gret frusche of the speres that brast. 1805
Southey Modoc 11. xix, With horrible uproar and frush Of
rocks that meet in battle. 1875 J. Veitch T-wced 144 Of
mingling spears a shivering frusch.

2. collect. Fragments, splinters.

1583 Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 18 Al the frushe and
leauings of Greeks. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm d
(1827) 190 Some brak in sma* The carvit wark.. Sending the
glory o' the wa' In fritter't frush about.

Frush (frz?J>, sb.2 Obs. exc. dial. [Of uncertain

origin ; Topsell's suggestion (quot. 1607) seems not

impossible. It might be plausibly regarded as a
subst. use of Frush a. ; but that word has not been
found earlier than the present century.] = Frog sb.2

Also (more fully running frush) a disease which
attacks this part of a horse's foot ; thrush.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 324 The frush is the
tenderest part of the hoof towards the heel., and because it

is fashioned like a forked head, the French men call it

' Furchette ' which word our farriers, .perhaps for easiness
sake of pronuntiation, do make it a monosyllable, and pro-

nounce it the ' frush '. 1639 T. De Gray Compl. Horsem.
q Let her shooes be taken off, her feet pared well, the
Frush and heeles opened. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 152/2
The running of the Frush ; which is a rotten corrupt humour,
that comes out of his [a horse's] Leg. i7»5 Bradley Earn.
Diet. s. v. Hoof, When the Frush is broad, the Heels will

be weak. 1737 Bkacken Farriery Imfr. (1757) II. 32
A large Coronet is often accompanied with a tender Heel
and running Frush. 1754 Diet. Arts fy Sc. II. 1350 Frush,
or Frog, among farriers, a sort of tender horn which arises

in the middle of a horse's sole. 1892 Northumbld. Gloss.,

Frush, the thrush, or tender part of a horse's foot.

Frush (frtff), a. Sc. and north, dial. [?f.

Frush v. ; but cf. the synonymous Frough a.]

1. Liable to break ; brittle, dry, fragile. Cf.

Frushy a.

1802 in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. II. 142 O wae betide

the frush saugh wand! 1826 Blackw: Mag. XIX. 243
Frush becomes the whole cover in a few seasons ; and not
a bird can open its wing . . without scattering the straw
like chaff. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 200 The
bottom of the pulpit being auld and frush the wooden tram
flew crash through. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss., Frush, very
brittle ; crumbly. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss., Frush,
brittle, as applied to wood, Sec. : said of flax when the
' shoughs ' separate easily from the fibre.

fig. 1823 Galt Entail I. 50 When we think o 1 the frush

green kail-custock-like nature of bairns.

2. Soft, not firm in substance.

1848 T. Aird Frank Sylvan Poet. Wks. 302 They.. peel

the foul brown film of rind [of the earth-nut] away To the

pure white, and taste it soft and frush. 1889 Daily News
12 Nov. 2/1 Beef that is in the flabby, unwholesome-looking
condition that the butchers call 'frush \

3. Frank, forward. Aberd. (Jam.) ? Obs.

1779 in J. Skinner's Misc. Poetry (1809) 183 Ye're unco
frush At praising what's nae worth a rush.

Frusll(fryjr ),z>. F°rms: 4-6frusch(e,frus(s)he,

(4 frussche, fruyshe, froche), 6- frush. Also

(sense 5) 8 frust. [a. OF. fruissier, froissier

(mod.F.froisser) :—popular L. *frustidre to shiver

in pieces, f. L.frustum fragment : see Frustum.]

fl. trans. To strike violently so as to crush,

bruise, or smash. Obs.

13.. K. Alis. 1814 To frusche the gadelyng, and to bete,

And none of heom on lyve lete. 1:1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel.

Wks. I. 201 Lest bet frushen her owne brest at be hard
stoone. C1477 Caxton Jason 138 They frusshed his helme
and made him a meruaillous wounde in his hede. 1588

Greene Pandosto (1607) 10 High Cedars are frushed with

tempests, when lowe shrubs are not toucht with the wind.

1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xi. Ixv, With fury each invades

His opposite their mutual armour frushing.

f b. with adv. or advb. phrase. Obs.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Petrus 588 Harnise and sched &
body all Fruschit in peciss vndir small, c 1500 Lancelot

1201 Thei fond his scheld was fruschit al to nocht. 1534
More On the Passion Wks. 1275/1 Enmyty wil 1 put

betwene thee and the woman, .she shal frushe thyne head

in peeces. 1569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic. III. ii. 107 He was.

.

frushed and brused to death. 1609 Bible (Douay) Judg.
v. 11 The chariottes were frushed together.
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f c. To dash (a person) aback, down, etc. Obs.

1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 204 Where evere bis

spirit takib him he fruyshib him doun. ( 1400 Destr. Troy
3225 pai. .frusshit horn abake. Ibid. 5931 He frusshet so

felly freikes to ground.

f d. fig. To crush, disable. Obs.

£-1470 Henry Wallace in. 197 The Sothroune part so

frusched was that tide, That in the stour thai mycht no
langar bid*, c 1510 More Picns Wks. 9/1 Refreshing all

his membres that were bruised and frushed with that feuer.

1577 Stanyhlrst Descr. Ire/, in Holinshed (1807-8) VI. 38
They are sore frusht with sicknesse.

f 2. intr. To rush violently ; also with in, out,

together. Abo in comb, again-frushe \ see Again- 2.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 161 Horss com thair fruschand,
hed for hed. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11893 pan the freike shuld
frusshe out, & a fyre make. Ibid. 11927 The grekes..
Frushet in felly at the faire yates. c 1400 Melayne 469
A fire ban fro p* crosse gane frusche. .1400 Maundev.
(1839) xxii. 238 Thei frusschen to gidere fulle fiercely.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3831 He com frushing, and leid

on, And sleugh ther many a worthie mon. c 1450 Merlin
208 Thei frussht bothe on an hepe, the horse and bis

maister.

3. trans. To rub harshly, scratch. Obs. exc. dial.

( 1400 Destr. Troy 13940 Hc.ffowle frusshet bis face

with his felle nailes. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy) 39
With his berde he frusshed hir mouthe un-mete. [1877
N. W. Line. Gloss., Frush, to rub, to rub bright, to polish.]

+ 4. intr. To break, snap; to break or become
broken under pressure ; to become crushed. Obs.

rare.

1489 Barbour's Bruce xn. 57 (Edin. MS.) The hand-ax-
schaft. .fruschit..in twa. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng 219
Timber-Work.. to keep the Arras from frushing.

T 5. trans. The technical expression for : a. To
carve (a chicken) ; cf. BBKAK v. 2 b. b. To dress

(a chub). Obs.

c 1430 Lydg. Mors, Shepe <$- G. (Roxb.) 33 A chekyn [is]

frusshed. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk, (1868) 265
Termes of a Keruer . . frusshe that chekyn. 1708 W. King
Cookery 33 Persons of some Rank, and Quality, say, Pray
cut up that Goose : Help me to some of that Chicken., not
considering how indiscreetly they talk, before Men of Art,
whose proper Terms are, Break that Goose, frust that
Chicken. 1726 Ge?ttlcman Angler 149 Frushed is a Term
used for a Chub or Chevin when it is dressed ; as to Frush,
i.e. to Dress. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 168 Frush a chub,
dress him.

6. To straighten, set upright (the feathers of an
arrow). Obs. exc. Hist.
1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 418 How quikly the Archers

bent their bowes and frushed theire feathers. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. § 56 The Archers strict vp their

sleeues, bent their Bowes, and frushed their feathers. 1877
Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. in, xx. 189 The archers strung
their bows and ' frushed ' their arrows.

Hence f^ru'shing vbl. sb. Obs.
1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 504 At the assemble thair, Sic a

fruscning of speris wair That fer avay men mycht it her.

c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 18 Than began
great . . frusshyng of speres, & bateryng of harneys v/t

swerdes. 156a Bulleyn Dial. Soarnes <$ Chir. 39 b, Euery
riuyng, or frushyng of mannes fleshe, whiche maie be., by
meanes of a wounde, and without a wounde. 1589 Florio,
Ammaccatura. .a frushing together.

T Fru'shing, ///. a. Obs. rare. Also 5 Se.

fruschand. [f. Frush v. + -ing ;%] That breaks
or is liable to break ; brittle.

£-1470 Henry Wallace 11. 190 O wareide suerd, of tempyr
neuir trew, Thi fruschand blaid in presoune sone me threw.
Ibid. in. 147 The shafft to schonkit off the fruschand tre.

Hence f Frushingrly adv. Obs.
1659 Torriano, Affrrtsto, by shivers, frushingly, piece-

meal.

t Pru'shy, a. Obs. Also 8 frushey. [f. Frush
+ -y».] Liable to break, brittle, fragile. Cf.

Frush a. 1.

1610 W. Folkingham Art 0/Survey 7 The large and loose
grained timber of the old Oake and frusshie Ash. 1776 G.
Semple Building in Water 86 Bog Oak Timber is always
found to be frushey.

Fruskin, var. of Friskin, Obs.

t Trust (fr»st). Obs. rare. [ad. h.frust-um
a piece.] A fragment.
1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy VII. xxxi, Such a story affords

more pabulum to the brain than all the Frusts, and Crusts,
and Rusts of antiquity, which travellers can cook up for it.

1820 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) VI. 165 The top is a mere frust.

T FrU'Ster, «. and sb. Se. Obs. Also frustar,

-ir, -yr. [? Back-formation from Fruster v. or

Frustrate.]
A. adj. Fruitless, ineffectual, meaningless, vain

;

empty of (deeds). Also absol. infruster : in vain.

i 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 345 In frustyr termys I will

nocht tarry long. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 53 He of
natur that wirker wes and king, Wald no thing frustir put.

Ibid. lxv. 21 To ws. .in our darkness be lampisin schyning:
Or than in frustar is fall] jour lang leirning. 1508 — Tua
Mariit Wemen 190 He has a forme without force, And
fair wordis but effect, all fruster of dedis.

B. sb. Frustration, disappointment.
CX470 Henry Wallace 1. 313 Quhat suld I spek of frustir?

t Fruster, v. Obs. [ad. Fr. frustrer
y
ad. L.

frustrdri : see Frustrate v.~\

1. trans. To balk or defraud <?/" something due or

expected. Also, to falsify (a prediction).

1490 Caxton Eneydos xii. 45 Pygmalyon the wolde haue
frustredof the grete tresours and Rychesses that he awayteth
to haue of thy somtyme husbande. Ibid. xxii. 80 Prenos-
tycatures. .that to her were frustred.

2. To bring to nought, render useless ; to frustrate

(an enterprise) ; to destroy, lay waste, ruin. Also
intr. for reft.

1500-20 DuNBAR Poems xxi. 78 Quhen flude and fyre sail

our it frak, And frely frustir feild and fure. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 45 [This] wald be caus sone efterwart
perchance The commoun Weill to fruster and to fail). 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xviii. 50 Bot God, that hes thy
Maiestie in cure, Will fruster all thair fulische Interprysis.

ci6ii Sylvester Du Bar/as 11. iv. iv. Decay 1127 Have
these . . Withstood your Fury, and repulst your Powrs,
Frust'red your Rams, fired your flying Towrs?

t Frustilla'tion. Obs. [f. L. frustill-um a

small piece + -ation.] A breaking into small

pieces. In quot. quasi -concr. something frag-

mentary.
x653 J- Hall Paradoxes 53 All pleasures here are but

petty frustillations.

t FrU'Strable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

frustrabilis, i. frustrdri : see Frustrate vJ]

Capable of being frustrated or rendered ineffectual.

1674 Hickman Quintjuart. Hist. (ed. 2) 176 The Domini-
cans, from whom it is likely he got nothing agreeable to the

Jesuits notion of respective Decrees, and frustrable grace.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 404 The Divine Wil is univer-

sally efficacious, insuperable, .nor impedible and frustrable

in any manner.

t Frtistra'lieous, a. Obs. Also 7 trron.

frustaneous. [f. L. type *frustrdne-us (Lfruslrd

in vain) + -ous. Cf. It. and Sp-frustraneo!\ Vain,

useless, ineffectual, unprofitable.

a 1643 J- Shute Judgem. ty Mercy (1645) 4 Though hee
saw how frustranious [sic] and empty all his intendments

and purposes were. 1649 Milton Eikon. 53 A most insuffi-

cient and frustraneous meanes. 1653 GaUDEN Hierasp. 74
Frustaneous and vain desires. 1665 G. Harvey Advice agst.

Plague 25 This, if frustraneous, is fortified with Diascord.
or Laud. Op. a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721

I. 317 Their real Substance to evade, And have their Force
frustraneous made. 1780 J. Howie Faithf. Contend. Pref.

10 It were frustraneous to insist upon a portrait of that here.

Hence f Frustraneously adv., vainly.

1689 G. Harvey Curing Dis. by Expect. 2 From which
the Patient day by day frustraneously expecting relief.

Frustrate (fry'str^t), pa. pple. and ///. a.

arch. Forms: 5-7 frustrat, (6frustraite), 5- frus-

trate, [ad. lu. frustrat-us, pa. pple. of frustrdri,

frustrare : see next.] Equivalent to the later

Frustrated.
+ A. pa. pple. In various senses of the vb. Obs.

In recent archaistic use the word is prob. viewed by the

writers as adj. ; see the examples under B.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 100 So the abbot frustrat

went home sory. 1471 Rii'Ley Comp. Alc/t. v. in Ashm.
(1652) .148 That thy labor therfore be not frustrate. 1500-20

Dunbar Poems xxxv. 40 Sleipand and walkand wes frustrat

my desyr. 1504 Atkynson tr. De Imilatione 111. iii. 197
They be ofte frustrate of that that they truste vpon. 1528
Gardiner in Pocock Rec. Re/. I. 1. 103 The said Com-
mission might be. .frustrate and letted. 1529 More Dyaloge
in. Wks. 236/1 Because the cumming together of the Lordes
from Grenewiche . . shoulde not bee frustrate. 1540-1 Elyot
Image Gov. 24 Noble Germanicus, who shoulde have
succeded Tiberius in the empyre, if the treason of Fiso

hadde not frustrate the truste of the People. 1555 Eden
Decades 66 Beinge thus frustrate of the increase of theyr

seedes. 1606 Shaks. Ant, $ CI. v. i. 2 Go to him, Dolla-

bella, bid him yeeld, Being so frustrate, tell him, He mockes
the pawsesthat he makes. 164a Milton Apol.Smect. (1851)

270 He who would not be frustrate of his hope to write well

hereafter in laudable things, ought him selfe to be a true

Poem, tt 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. Prol. 13 He was
altogether frustrate and disappointed.

B. ppl. a.

1. a. Bereft or deprived of, or of the chance of;

destitute of. Obs. exc. arch. Cf. Fr.fruslre'.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 3 Death, .leaveth the body
frustrate of feeling. 1587 A. Day Daphnis cy Chlor., Frus-

trate was his body of garments. 1602 Fulbecke 15/ Pi.

Parall. Introd. 1 Such a profitable thing should [not] be

altogether frustrate of attempt, howsoeuer voide of effect.

1616 J. HAicin J. Russell Haigs vi. (1881)140, I am frustrat

of money, so that I cannot come to Newmarket myself.

163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 149 Returne againe from whence
they came frustrate of power, and robbed of obedience.

1868 Browning Ring $ Bk. iv. 141 The face Of Pietro

frustrate of its ancient cheer. 1878 — La Saisiaz 364 At
what moment did I so advance Near to knowledge as when
frustrate of escape from ignorance.

t b. Balked, disappointed of. Obs.

1563 Homilies 11. Sacrament 11. (1859) 439 That the same
most mercifull worke might., not be frustrate of his end
and purpose. 1675 Hobbes Odyssey x. 412 But of that

intent I was made frustrate by the Company. . 1703 A. B.
Law Success. Benefices 34 The great Work . . becomes
frustrate of its End.
2. Failing of effect ; ineffectual, fruitless, un-

availing, useless. ? Obs.

1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 144/1 And finally, then wer
these wordes frustrate where he said : Lo, I am w l you al

y° dayes to y
H worldes ende. 1600 Maides Metam. mi. i. in

Bullen O. PI. I. 131 We wish you to forbeare this frustrate

mone. 1651 Stanley Poems 34 And doth relate His frustrate

sport. 1715-20 Pope Iliad v. 237 Some guardian of the

skies, Involved in clouds .. turns unseen the frustrate dart

away. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. x. (1794) 103 The
florets . . of the ray are imperfect, and therefore abortive or
frustrate. 1847 R. W. Hamilton Disq. Sabbath 1.(1848)20
Else were creation a frustrate thing.

T b. Of a legal document, enactment, or pro-

ceeding : Invalid, null, unavailing. Obs.

1497 Bt\ Alcock Mons Perfect. C iij, Without they be

kept in dewe obedyence ben voyde & frustrate, c 1555
Hari-sfield Divorce Hen. VI11 (Camden) 46 Whether all

marriages made against that prohibition were void and
frustrate it is not very certain. 1590 Swinburne Testa-

ments 263 The later testament doth make frustrate the

former. 1638 Sir R. Cotton Abstr. Rec. Tower 6 Thus
the Parliament continued, .until! the King was out of debt,

making frustrate the grant. 1664 Fleaden F. 1. 6 The
league therefore and peace is vain And frustrate.

3. Of a desire, hope, purpose, etc. : Balked, de-

feated, disappointed, futile.

1588 Q. Eliz. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. III. 138 That
purposse which we double not but by godes goodnes, shall

prove frustrate. 1647 May Hist. Pari. 11. v. 91 Tbough
that expectation were made frustrate by the Earl of War-
wick. 1700 DrydeN Fables, Meleager $ A talanta 164 And
multitude makes frustrate the design. 1740 Somkrville
Hobbhtol m. 348 His frustrate Hopes, and unavailing Pains.

1863 I. Williams Baptistery 11. xxiv. 1 1874) 93 Men.. in

their frustrate longings still again The weary round of
earthly tilings pursue ! 1876 Farkar Marlb. Serin, xxxix.

395 To all of you pain must come ..and many frustrate hupes.

-j-4. Idle, vain, purposeless. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 107, I knaw me vicious. Lord,

and ri^ht culpable .. Of frustrat speildng in court, in kirk,

and table. 1529 Moke Com/, agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1 143/1 So
were it vndoutedlye frustrate to laye spiritual! causes of
coumforte, to hym that hath no faythe. 1535 Act 27
Lien. VIII, c. 3 Without frustrate or wilful delay.

Hence + Pru-strately adv., in vain.

1632 Vicars / 'irgiCs sEneid xi. 812 Great Tuscane dames,
as she their towns past by, Wisht her their daughter in law,

but frustrately.

Frustrate (frystne't), v. Pa. pple. 6- frus-

trated
; 5-7, 9 arch, (see Frustrate///*.), [f. L.

frustrat- ppl. stem offrustrdri to disappoint, f.

frustrd in vain. Cf. Ft.frustrer.]

1. trans. To balk, disappoint (a person

\

1447, 1606 [see Frustrate pa. pple.]. 1663 Wood Life
(O. H. S.) I. 509 And soe they were frustrated in their

destgnes. 1766 Golijsm. Vic. IV. xiii, To improve their

good sense, in proportion as they were frustrated in ambi-
tion. 1847 James Convict iii, He had been seldom frustrated

in life. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iv. xxviii, Gwendolen
he would certainly not have been sorry to frustrate a little.

b. Const, of (a desired object). Now rare.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, vi, They frus-

trate and defeact themselues of that blessed rewarde,
whiche [etc.]. 1571 Hanmer Chron. hel. (1633) 119 Being
frustrated of your long desired presence and promises.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. ii. 17 Being frustrated of getting over
the River this way, we lookt about for a Tree to fell across

the River. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will 11. xi. 115 God,
after he bad made the World, was liable to be wholly frus-

trated of His End in the Creation of it. 1865 Pall Mall
G. 30 Dec. 1 Frustrating them [Americans] of what they
consider their ' destiny*.

2. To deprive of effect, render ineffectual ; to

neutralize, counteract (an effort or effect).

1471 [see Frustrate /«. ///<.]. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe
Ind. (Arb.) 14 To bewray poisons and to frustrate th[e] op-

peracion therof. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 762 They
are heartlesse, if they see defence to frustrate their arrowes.

1671 J. Webster Metallogr. vi. 108 Vet they not lying near

enough the superficies of the earth, may frustrate its effects.

1703 J. Rarrett Analecta 50 Is not such a Course likely

to frustrate to them all means of Conversion? 1841 Elphin-

stone Hist. Ind. II. 23 He endeavoured to frustrate the

effects of it by imposing many humiliating ceremonies on
Bakarra Khan. 1875 Scrivener Led. Text N. 'Test. 9 The
worst effects of the enemy's malice were frustrated.

b. To make null and void; to annul, abrogate

(a law, etc.); to do away with (a right). Now
somewhat rare.

1528 [see Frustrate pa. pple.]. 1601 R- Johnson Kingd.
«y Commw. (1603) 67 The Ordinances of these diets cannot
bee frustrated, but by another diet. 1660 R. Coke Poiver
«y Subj. 205 Nor [ought] the Laws and Statutes of this

Realm [to be] by him frustrated, a 1848 R. W. Hamilton
Rem. <$- Punishm. vi. (1853) 239 A moral system is not frus-

trated, so long as it can enforce its sanctions. 1853 Sir W.
Hamilton Discuss. 411 The fellows frustrated the common
right of graduates to the Office of Tutor.

0. To render vain ; to balk, disappoint (a hope,

expectation, etc.) ; to baffle, defeat, foil (a design,

purpose, etc.). (The current use.) Also, +to
prevent the fulfilment of (a prophecy).
1500-20, 1540-1 [see Frustrate pa, pple.]. 1605 Shaks.

Lear iv. vi. 64 'Twas yet some comfort When misery could

beguile the Tyrants rage And frustrate bis proud will.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 1 16 Julian.. sent for worke-
men from all places, thinking to frustrate Christs prophecie

concerning the Temple. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E.
Ind. 17 But our hopes were strangely frustrated : for we
quite lost our course. 1732 Leuiard Sethos II. ix. 33911c
was .. thoughtful of .. frustrating Anteus's unjust design.

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 14 The innocent has a chance

to frustrate or avoid the villany. 1809 Roland Fencing 67

You have the power frequently to frustrate your adversary's

intended motion. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 155

Sastri's enemies . . had come from Baroda to frustrate his

negotiation. 1858 Buckle Civitiz. (1873)11. viii. 548 His
plan was frustrated, owing to its premature announcement
by his friends in Paris.

Hence Frustrating vbl. sb. Also f Prnstrater,

one who frustrates.

1640 G. Watts tr. Bacons Adv. Learn, vi. 298 The frus-

trating of that vaine conceit makes it seem longer than the

truth. 164& Eikon Bos. v. 31 Let thy grace teach Mee wisely

to enjoie as well the frustrateings, as the fulfiilings of My
best hopes. 1*1665 Digbv pr(v, Mem. (1827) 117 To con-

tinue too long in such a school is a frustrating of the intent

of it. 1676 Packet Adv. Men 0/Slta/tesbury 39 Continual
Frustrater of the Parliamentary Constitution. 1681 Baxter
A nsiv. Dodwell 149, 1 would have endeavoured to avoid the

73-2
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common frustraters of Disputes. 1843 Lytton Last Bar.
iv. i, I shall know how to advise Edward to the frustrating
all your schemes.

Frustrated (frzrstr^ted), ///. a. [f. Frus-
trate P. + -BD 1

.] In senses of the vb. ; disap-

pointed, balked, etc.

1641 J. Shute Sarah <y Hagar {1649) 155 A frustrated
name is an hainous crime. 1661 Boyle Style of Script.

48 Our By-acquists do richly recompense our frustrated

(or rather unsucceeding) pains. 1799 R. Warner Walk
West. Counties (r8oo) 143 The two ravens, .returned to

accomplish their frustrated purpose. 1838 Carlvle Misc.
(1857) I. 128 With a frustrated, nay terrified aspect. 1854
Emerson Lett, fy Soc. Aims, Comic Wks. (Bohn) III. 204
The frustrated expectation . . in the intellect is comedy.
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxiv, Now he felt weary, frustrated

and doubtful of his own temper. 1877 Daily News 5 Nov.
5/2 There must surely be. .a good many frustrated careers.

Frustration (frystr^i'Jan). [ad. L. frustra-
tion-em, n. of action f. frustrarl to Frustrate.]
The action of frustrating; disappointment; defeat;

an instance of this.

C1555 Harpshield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 184 That
he should.. with crafty secret frustrations dally with him.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 175 The perpetuall frustration and
reuocationof theforesayd priuiledges. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 111. xii. 135 This were ..a frustration of that
seminall power committed to animalls at the creation. 1676
SoUTHSerw. (1823) 1. 247 The authors, .having missed oftheir
mighty aims, are fain to retreat with frustration and a baffle.

1776 G. Horne Comm. Ps. lxxxix. 46 The frustration of
the divine counsels concerning man. 185a Grote Greece
11. lxxvii. X. 101 note, Aristeides ascribes the frustration of
this attack to the valour of two Athenian generals. 1863
Geo. Eliot Romola 1. ii, He thrust his hand into a purse
. .and explored it again and again with a look of frustration.

1884 Law Rep. 12 Q. Bench Div. 548 There may be cases
of acts absolutely inconsistent with, and amounting to an
entire frustration of the main object of the deed.

FrUStrative (frz?-strativ),rt. rare. [i.\,.frus-

trdt-(see Frustrated.) + -ive. Cf.OF.frustralif]
Tending to frustrate, balk, or defeat ; disappointing.
1730 in Bailey (folio). 1755 in Johnson. 1839 L. Blan-

chard in New Monthly Mag. LVII. 418 The exposition.,
would have been utterly frustrative of its intention.

t Fru'stratory, a. Obs. Also 5 frustratoire,

6-7 frustfr)atorie, (6 frustatery, frustratarie,

7-S frustatory'. [ad. OF.frustratoire and late L.

frustraiorius', {.frustrarl'to Frustrate.] Tending
to frustrate, balk, defeat, or make void. In early use

also : Resulting in disappointment, disappointing.
1490 Caxton Encydos xxii. 78 Many goynges & com-

ynges were there made of the sayd anne . . that fynably
were all frustratoire. 1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 5 With
convenyent spede without any frustratory delay. 1593
Conspir. Pretended Kef. 60 Then would he. .by frustratorie
kindes of answeres goe about to put off such interrogatories.

1650 Gentilis tr. Malvczzts Considerat. 144 If this be not
true, that was frustratory, and of no availment to Socrates.
1681 Hickerincill Vind. Naked Truth n. 26 Without
Frustatory Delay. 1716 Aymffe Parergou 75 Bartolus
restrains this to a Frustatory Appeal.

Frustule (frystittl). [a. ¥. frustule, ad. late

I,, frustulum, dim. of Frustum.] The siliceous

two-valved shell of a diatom, with its contents.
1857 BerkelkyCVj'//^. Bot. § 103. 130 The frustules which

are long and slender, slip over each other, yet so as always
to adhere. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. n. i. 278 Each frustule
is however a perfect unicellular plant. 1876 Page Adv.
Text-bk. Geol. iii. 67 Diatomaceae. .whose frustules are
also of silex.

Frustuleut (frzrsti/lflent), a. [ad. h.frustu-
lentus, i. Fhustum.] Full of small pieces.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. Hence in later Diets.

Frustulose (fr^sti/ZlJU's), a. Bot. [f. L.

frustulum + -ose.] (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot., Frustulose, consisting of small fragments.

1880 in Gray Struct. Bot. 412/2.

II Fru'stulum. Obs. PI. frustula. [L. frus-
tulum small piece.] a. A fragment, an atom.
b. Math. A small frustum.
1700 S. Parker 6 Philos. Ess. 109 Nor yet could each

such Frustulum have been so modify 'd and temper'd as we
find, unless by the same. 1785 Herschel in Phil. Trans.
LXXV. 241 Suppose a rectangular cone cut into frustula
by. .planes perpendicular to the axis.

Frustum (frcrgttfm). PI. -a, -urns. Alsoerron.

7-9 frustrum, [a. L. frustum piece broken off.]

1. Math. The portion of a regular solid left after

cutting off the upper part by a plane parallel to the

base; or the portion intercepted between two planes,

either parallel or inclined to each other.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 57 In the parts

thereof [plants] we finde. .frustums of Archimedes. 1669
Phil. Trans. IV. 960 The Axis of a Pyramid .. and of

a Figure of different Bases, which he calls a Frustrum of

a Pnsme. 1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 265 The
. . Frustrums of Spheres, cut by parallel Planes, are equal to

the corresponding Surfaces of the Sphere's Circumscr.
Cylinder. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 49 We could see

within the straits a hil! with a flat top, like what is called

the frustum of a cone. 1812 6 Plavfair Nat. Phil. II. 391
This proposition is easily proved of pyramids, and frusta

of pyramids, of which the solid angle is indefinitely small.

i8a8 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 378 The differ-

ence between the two piles thus found will be the number
in the frustum or incomplete pile, i860 Maury Phys.
Geog. Sea iv. § 218 We may. .liken this belt of winds which
encircles the earth., to the frustum of a hollow cone.

b. Applied to the sections of the shaft of acolumn.
1835 Willis Pencilling^ II. xl. 23 We were directed to it

by thirteen or fourteen frustra of enormous columns. 1850
Lritch tr. Miillers Anc. Art § 286. 316 A truncated pillar,

or frustum of a column.

2. gen. A portion or fragment of anything
material or immaterial, rare.
1721 Bailey, Frustum, a Fragment, a broken Piece.

rti733 R* North Examen in. viii. (1740) 624 This Frustum
of a Libel is grafted into his pious History. 1812 Crabbe
T. in Verse vii. Wks. 1834 IV. 288 She minced the sanguine
flesh in frustrums fine. x8is Knox & Jebb Corr. II. 94
What I would deprecate is, putting into people's hands the
frusta of a system.

Frutage, obs. form of Fruitage.
Prute, var. of Fboud, Obs., frog, toad.

Frutescence !fr«te-sens). [f. next: see-ENCE.]

Shrubbiness.
1882 N. Y. Tribune 28 June, The earlier this is done

after the first appearance of frutescence the better.

Frutescent (fr«te'sent), a. Bot. [Incorrectly

f. Frut-ex + -escent. The correct form would be

*fruticescent.'\ Becoming shrubby; having the

appearance or habit of a shrub.
1709 Phil. 'Trans. XXVI. 460 Our Frutescent Herbs,

such as Lavenders, Abrotonums, Rue, Tyme. 1775 Masson
ibid. LXVI, 288 Evergreen shrubs, both frutescent and
succulent. 1801 Barrow Interior S. Africa I. i. 26 The
frutescent or shrubby plants. Ibid. 38 A tall, elegant, fruit-

escent [sic] plant. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 185 Stems
..in the frutescent species leafy. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr.
Afr. in frnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 142 The fruitescent [sic]

produce of the mountains.

Frutex (fnrteks). Bot. In 7 pi. frutexes.

[a. L.frulejc.] A plant having a woody stem, but

smaller than a tree ; a shrub.
1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 67 What is meant by trees,

frutexes, &c. 1737 in Bailey II. 1880 in Gray Struct. Bot.

t Fru*tical^«. Obs. [f. L.frutic- Frutex +
-al.] Having the nature of a shrub, shrubby.

i597Gerarde//>WWiii. xiv. 1 129 This shrubbie orfruticall

plant. 1657 Tomlinson ReuotSs Disp. 396 The ferulaceous
Plants can scarce be called fruticall.

t Fru*ticant, tz. Obs.~l [ad. L,. fruticant-em
pr. pple. of fruticdre to sprout.] Putting forth

shoots, sprouting. Also + Fru'ticate v. Obs~ Y

intr. To shoot, sprout. + Prutica'tion. Obs.-°

[L. fruticdlion-em.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Frutication, sprouting out ofyoung

sprigs, a springing forth. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp.
148 In which. .Soyl, many of the same kind fruticate. 1664
Evelyn Sylva (1679) 2 These [trees] we shall divide into

the greater and more deciduous, fruticant, and shrubby.

1740 Tuli. .Vuppl. Hors#-hoing 260 The other Fields.. being
planted late, could not be ho'd till after the time of Frutica-

tion (i.e. Tillering) was past.

t Frutixeous, a. Obs. [f.L.frutic- Frutex
+ -eous.] Shrubby, bushy.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 34 Of a low and fruticeous

growth.

Fruticose (t'ru-tikd^s),a. Nat. Hist. Also 9
erron. fructicose. [ad. L. frutieds-us, f. frutic-
Frutex.]
1. Of the nature of a shrub ; having woody stalks.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. § 4. 81 Fruticose, having
stalks of a hard woody consistence. 1721 Bailey, Fru-
ticose Stalks, stalks of a hard woody Substance. 1870
Hookeh Stud. Flora 120 The fruticose RubL 1882 Vines
Sacks' Bot. 475 The main shoots .. may.. climb, or may
form the stems of arborescent and fruticose plants.

2. Resembling a shrub in external appearance

;

said, e.g., of certain minerals, zoophytes, and lichens.

1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 9s The whole
when viewed from above has a fructicose aspect, not unlike

the appearance of cauliflower. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848)

432 The mode of growth . . arborescent, and clustered (fru-

ticose). 1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 56. 70 The species

which are most fruticose in haliit consist of a single cell.

188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 319 The Fruticose Lichens are

attached only at one spot and with a narrow base, and rise

from it in the form of small much-branched shrubs.

Fruticous Jr/?tikas), a. rare~°. [f. L. fru-
tic-em Frutex + -oua.] = prec.
1828 in Webster. Hence in mod. Diets.

Fruticulose (fr#ti:ki/7lJu*s), a. [as if ad. L.

*fruticulos-us, f. *fruticul~usj dim. of Frutex.]

Resembling a small shrub. Also in comb, form

Fruticulo'so-.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 331 In the fruticulose or

foliaceous species [of Lichens] the medulla is distinctly

floccose. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848)611 Camose Alcyonida;,

fruticuloso-ramose.

Fru'tify, v. nonce-ivd. A comic blunder at-

tributed to an illiterate person ; the word meant is

notify, which is confused with fructify.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 142 The Jew hauing done me

wrong, doth cause me as my Father being I hope an old

man shall frutifie unto you.

Fruycion, -ssyon, -tion, obs. ff. Fruition.

tFruz, sb. [onomatopoeic; cf. Friz, Fuzz:
see also Frowze.] A collection of short and small

branches, producing a frizzy appearance.
1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 53 The

Second cut all those Branches within three or four Eyes, or
Buds, and by that means occasion abundance of Fruz.

Fruz, v. Obs. exc. dial. [Cf. prec] trans. To
spread out (hair) in a frizzy mass ; to ruffle, rumple.

(Cf. Furze v.) Hence Fruzzed ppl. a.

1705 Rowe Biter 1. i, She has as much, .black Hair fruz'd

out as any Toast of 'em all. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5171/4
Short fruz'd brown Hair. 1873 Yorksh. Mag. May 378 (in

N. W. Line. Gloss. s.v.) He could, .smooth the place down,
and fruzz it up from beneath so deftly, that no one could
tell that any hay had been taken. 1889 N. IV. Line. Gloss.,

Fruz, to rub the hair the wrong way on, to entangle.

Fry (frai ;, sb. 1 Also 7 frey. [a. ON. frio,

fred'frk neut., seed = Goth./Vazw seed, offspring.

Cf. ON. fri6-rt frx-r adj., fertile. The F. frai
masc. , used in sense 3, is believed to be unconnected.]

1. Offspring, progeny, seed, young (of human
beings); a man's children or family; rarely, a
child. Now obs. exc. as transf. from sense 3.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, George 867 Fourty thousand
wane to be fay, outakine wemene & Jung fry. c 1460
Tmvneley Myst. (Surtees) 24 Deus. Noe, to the and to thi

fry My blyssyng graunt I. 1508 Dunbar Tua mariit
VVemen 403, I . . maid bot fulis of the fry of his first wif.

1564-78 Bulleyn Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 13 Commaunde
your folkes to departe out of the chamber and your yonge
frie also. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. ii. 83 What you Egge?
Yong fry of Treachery. 16*4 Quables Sion's Elegies 1. 5
Thy tender frie Whom childhood taught no language, but
their crie T' expresse their infant griefe.

2. The«roe (of a female fish).

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 16 Take fayre Frye of Pyke,
and caste it raw on a morter. 1440 Anc. Cookery in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 469 Take frye of female pike, and pille

away the skyn. [1869 Lonsdale Gloss., To shoot one's fry,
to make a last effort without success. Derived from the

analogy of a female herring, who having shot her fry, has
done all she can do in the course of nature.]

3. Young fishes just produced from the spawn ;

spec, the young of salmon in the second year, more
fully salmon fry.
1389 Act 13 Rich. II, c. 19. § 1 Stalkers . . par les quelles

le frie ou brood des salmons laumpreis . . pourra estre pris.

1462 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 562 Grete carpes and
many oare smale and myche fTrye. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar
682 Fyne foullis in Fyrth, and Fischis with fry.^ 1531-*^^
2^ Hen. VIII, c. 18 Broode and frie of flsshe in the saide
nuer . . be commonly therby distroied. 1565 J. Spabke in

Hawkins" Voy. (1878) 61 An innumerable yonge frie of these

flying fishes. 1635 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 141 The
force of winds may suddenly sweep away little frey out of
ponds. 1677 Johnson in Ray's Corr. (1848) 128 In
Cumberland, the [salmon] fishers have four distinctions of
yearly growth (after the first summer, when they call them
free, or frie, as we smowts, or smelts) . . young fry of other
fishes. 1766 Pennant Zool. (17761 III. 297 They feed ..

sometimes on their own fry. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon
(1813) 75 The young salmon fry, or gravellers. 1861 Act
24 /(- 25 Vict. c. 109. § 4 Fish of the genus salmon, whether
known by the names, .salmon, .burntail, fry, samlet, [etc.].

b. Applied to the young of other creatures pro-

duced in very large numl>ers, e.g. bees, frogs.

1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 903 Combs . . which
contain the young spawn or fry of the Bees. 1609 C. Butler
Fern. Mon. (1634) 135 The Bees, specially the young fry

(being loaded and weary with their labour) . . are beaten
down. x6aa Massinger Virg. Mart. 11. ii, A bed of snakes
. . whose poisonous spawn Ingenders such a fry of speckled
villainies. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 832 A race obscene,

Spawned in the muddy beds of Nile. .And the land stank—
so numerous was the fry. 1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856)

10 The fry of the aquatic races are almost as different from
their parents as the caterpillar from the butterfly.

C. fig.
1600 Heywood 1st Pt. Edw. IV (1613) Cij a., This hedge-

bred rascall this filthy fry of ditches, A vengeance take you
all. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 442 They come from the sea of
Rome, .to beget a new spawne and frie of catholikes. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 459 The Sunne. .together with

his frie (whole armies of Gnats). 1806 Surr Winter in

Lond. (ed. 3) II. 199 It was reserved for the present day to

bring forth a fry of young critic imps.

4. Hence, as a collective term for young or in-

significant beings : now chiefly in phrase lesser,

small ox youngfry. a. The smaller kinds of fish

or other animals.
1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. 811 The huge Leviathans..

attend their prey And give no chase, but swallow in the frie.

1674 Pilleyn in Flat/nan's Poems 2/2 Let your eye
Wander, and see one of the lesser frie . . Ruffle his painted
feathers, and look big. 1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. 1. (1677)

56 We bring out not onely Pike and Carp, but lesser Fry.

1697 Dami'ier Voy. I. xvi. 465 This small Fry I take to be
the top of their Fishery : they have no Instruments to catch

great Fish. 1718 Prior Knowledge 108 Of fishes next. .From
the small fry that glide on Jordan's^ stream .. To that

Leviathan. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. vii. (1879) 137 A lake

.. which .. swarmed with small fry. 1873 G. C. Davies
Mount. «5> Mere xiii. ioi One of the small fry.. is hopping
about on the grass.

b. Young or insignificant persons (collectively

or in a body) ; a ' swarm ' or crowd of such persons.

rti577 Gascoigne Herbs, Weeds, etc. Wks. (1587) 303 To
make their coine a net to catch yong frie. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. xii. 7 Them before, the fry of children yong.. did
play. 1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman-Hater in. iii, The whole
frie in a Colledge, or an Inn of Court. 1641 Milton Prel.

Episc. 2 To that indigested heap, and frie of Authors. 1689

Swift Ode to Temple Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 242 As in a theatre

the ignorant fry, Because the cords escape their eye, Wonder
to see the motions fly. 1738 Birch Milton M.'s Wks. 1738
1. 27 A public School to teach all the young Fry of a Parish.

"799 Morn. Post in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1800) III. 122 The
fresh fry so constantly emerging from the scholastic trammels

of Eton. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. ix, Mrs. Bird.

.

followed by the two eldest boys, the smaller fry having by
this time been safely disposed of in bed. 1878-81 C. Fleet
Ancestors in Sussex Ser. 1. 122 Chambermaids, and all the

fry who feed on the little weaknesses of humanity. 1885

J. Payn Talk of Town II. 99 Compared with [Sheridan], all

other managers were small fry.
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e. of inanimate things.

1587 Mirr. Mag., Bladud xvi, An heape of hurtes. .a fry

of foule decayes. 1650 tr. Ho/ham's In/rod. Tent. Philos.

Pref., Few have attained its height in this last frie of books.

1652 62 Hkylin Cosmogr, 11 1. (1682) 220 South of Japan,
lyeth a great fry of Islands, a 1797 H. Walpole (Ogilvie>,

We have burned two frigates, and a hundred and twenty
small fry. 1859 Jephson Brittany iv. 38 Having sold his

eggs, rags, and other small fry. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 591
The smaller fry of Christmas Books.

Hence Fry-hood, the state of being ' fry \
1884 Longm. Mag. III. 531 An abdominal pouch, where

they [the eggs] are.. nourished during their early fryhood.

Pry (frai), sb. 2 [f. Fry v. 1]

+ 1. Excessive heat. Obs. rare~ l
.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 187 Their colour is blacke
(living in the scorching frie of the Torrid Zone).

2. Food cooked in a frying-pan ; fried meat.
1639 Mayne City Match in. ii, This came from The Indies,

and eats five Crownes a day in frye, Oxe livers, and browne
past. 1848 Dickens Dombey xviii, Cook promises a little fry

for supper, a 1850 Rossetti Dante # Circ. 1. (1874) 226,
I get my dinner, you your supper, free ; And, if I bite the
fat, you suck the fry.

b. dial. Applied locally to various internal

parts of animals, usually eaten fried.

1847-78 Halliwell, Fry, the pluck of a calf. North. 1877
Holdemess Gloss., Fry, the viscera of a pig, or other animal,
generally cooked in a frying-pan. 1879 Cumbld. Gloss.,

Fry* pig's Hver. 'Mudder sent us a fry o't* killin' day.'
1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., The products
of lambs' castration are called lamb's fries. 1894 Blackmore
Perlycross no A dish of lamb's fry reposing among its

parsley.

t Pry, *£8 Obs. rare* 1
. [?cf. Fly sb? 5 d.] 'A

kind of sieve' (J.).
1707 Mortimer Husb. 270 He dresseth the Dust from it

[Malt], by running it thro' a Fan or Frie.

Fry (frai), vA Inflected fried, frying, [a. F.
fri-re ( = Pr. frz'r, Sp. freir, Pg. frigir, It.

friggere) :—L. frJgere to roast, fry, cogn. with Gr.
(jipvyeiv, Skr. bhrajj, of the same meaning.]
1. trans. To cook (food) with fat in a shallow pan

over the fire.

c 1290 [see Frying vbl. sb.]. 1340 Ayenb. 1 1 1 f»et ilke bread
..wes ymad of oure do:je..and yfryd ine be panne of be
crouche. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 747
Flesche of bestys is sometyme rostyd and somtyme fryed.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 21 Take onyons and . . Frye horn
in grece. i486 Bk. St. A /bans Ciij a, Take a blacke snake
. .andfryitinan erthyn potte. 1530 Palsgr. 158 VnepSylle,
a fryeng pan to frye any meate in. 1579 Langham Card.
Health (1633I 95 Frie it with sheeps suet, and apply it to
bruses. 1769 Mrs. Raffai.d Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 71
A very good way to fry Beef Steaks. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV.
65 The tender leaves are very commonly . . fried with other
herbs. 1875 Mary Jewel Model Cookery 21/1 Frying being
actually boiling in fat instead of water.

b. Phrases : Fry your eggs : mind your own
business. To have otherfish tofry (sec Fish sb. 4 c).

1841 James B?-igaud ii, Fry your eggs, Gandelot, and leave
other people to fry theirs. 1864 JV« <V Q. 3rd Ser. VI. 495/1
Cornish Proverbs .. Fry me for a fool and you'll lose your
fat in frying.

2. trans/, and fig. f a. trans. To torture (a

person) by fire ; to burn or scorch (anything) with
effects analogous to those of frying; sometimes
hyperbolically, of the heat of the sun, etc. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Jer. xxix. 22 As Achab whom friede [Vulg.

frixit\ the king of Babiloyne. c 1440 Jacob's IVelliE.E.T.S.)
II pou schalt be rostyd and fryed in be fyir of helle 1 c 1526
Frith Disput. Purgat. (1829) 112 He will not fry us in the
fire of purgatory for our sins. 1588 A. King tr. Can/sins'
Catech. Prayers 27 My banes as it ver in ane frying panne
ar fried. 1638 Wither Brit. Rememb. vm. 2700 When we
were boyld and fryde, in blood and fire. 1695 Hlackmore
Pr. Arth. iv. 925 Raging Sirius fries the thirsty Land. 1697
Dryden JEneidwx. 644 So when with crackling Flames a
Cauldron fries, The bubbling Waters from the Bottom rise.

fb. Tofry a faggot', see Faggot sb. 2. Obs.
1563-87 Foxe A. # M. (1684) III. 124 Master Hooper..

said.. must we two take this matter in hand, and begin to
frie these faggots. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 946/2
A great manie of them..had died for it in Smithfield, in
frieng a faggot.

3. intr. To undergo the operation of cooking
with fat in a pan. rare in lit. sense. Tofry in

one*s own grease (also f in passive) : originally

transfi, said e.g. of persons burning alive, and fig.
to be tormented by one's own passions ; now only,

to suffer the consequences of one's own folly.

13. . Coer de L. 4409 Beter it is that we out renne, Thenne
as wrehches in house to brenne, And frye jnne oure owne
gres ! C1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 487 In his owene grece
I made him frye For angre, and for verray Jalousye. a 1415
Lydg. Temp. Glas (1891) 14 Thus is he fryed in his owene
gres, To-rent & torn with his owene rage. 1546 J. Hey-
wood Prov. (1867) 37 She is as fierce as a Lyon of Cotsolde.
She fryeth in hir owne grease. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth
11.78 Let.. the woods and forests blaze away, and the fat

soyl of the earth fry in its own grease ; these things will

not affect us [the rocks and mountains].

4. transfi To undergo the action of fire or intense

heat, with effects resembling those of frying ; to

frizzle, burn with a sputter or exudation of juices.

T Formerly often of persons tormented by fire

;

also hyperbolically.
c 1536 Frith Disput. Purgat. (1829) 136 Thinkest thou to

be justified by frying in purgatory? 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xii. 117 Luke gif 3our partie prydis yanie in thair
spurring, Keipand the feildis, and fryis not in thair furring.

1583 Lyly Pref. Ep. in T. Watsoti's Poems (Arb.) 29
A sworde frieth in the fire like a blacke ele. 1596 Drayton
Legends iii. 147 Fudl to that fire, Wherein He fry'd. 1601
B. Jonson Poetaster 1. i, Earth and seas in fire and flame
shall fry. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. vii. 6 The Smiths
forge fries, when cold water is cast upon it. 1656 Cowley
Mistress, Incurable ii, As well might men who in a feaver
fry, Mathematique doubts debate. 1664 Waller Late War
Spain 84 Spices and Gums about them melting fry. /1171X
Ken Imitat, Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 529 Tho' frying where
the Sun all Day Shoots perpendicular fierce Ray. 1715
Bentley Serm, x. 358 What Heart could bear that his dead
Father should fry in the flames of Purgatory? 1886 A. Win-
chell Walks cy Talks Geol. Field 152 Caking-coals, when
ignited, seem to fry with an exudation of a fluid petroleum.

b. with advbs. up, out expressing the result of

heating.

1630 May Lucan v. 471 The installs melted by the Sunne,
fry'd vp. 1694 Ace. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 177 When the Fat
is well tryed or fryed out. 1816 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 1

The heat of the stove made the rosin in the wood to fry out.

C. fig. Of a person : To burn with strong passion

or emotion. Also rejl. in same sense.

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl. 163 Thay frylt in furie

that he schaipit quick. 1583 Stanyhurst AEneis 1. (Arb.)

19 Thus she frying fretted, thus deepely plunged in auger
^Eolian kingdoorn shee raught. 1591 Lyly Endym. v. iii,

In the moment that I feared his falshood and fried myself
most in mine affections. 1646 Sir R. Fanshawe tr.

Guarino's Pastor Ftdo (1676) 192 The happiest Pair that
this day fry Under the torrid Zone of Love. 1648 Jos.
Beatmont Psyche 1. ccxviii, Whether she walks, or sits, or
stands, or lies, Her wretched self still in her self she fries.

1767 Babler I. 97, I sat frying the whole time, from a con-
scious incapacity to please. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

(1815) 62 My uncle, frying with vexation, cried, [etc.]. 1842
T. Martin in Eraser's Mag. Dec. XXVI. 652/2, I lay frying
with impatience to hear the clatter of cups.

*t*
d. said of a feeling, passion, etc. Obs.

1563 B. Oooge Eglogs (Arb.) 83 Here fyre and flames by
Fancie framde, In brest doo broyle and frye. 1581 T.
Howell Denises (1879) 176 Thus lone at once doth frye,

freeze, ryse and fall, a 1632 Fairfax (Ogilvie), What
kindling motions in their breasts do fry.

+ 5. Of water: To be agitated, boil, seethe,

foam. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 45 Ye might have scene the

frothy billowes fry Vnder the ship. 1697 Dryden Aineid
VII. 737 Thus, when a black-brow'd gust begins to rise,

White foam at first on the curl'd ocean fries.

fb. To ferment; to seethe (in the stomach).

Of lime : To slake. Obs.
1624 C.-\i>t. Smith Virginia ill. ii. 44 As much barley

boyled with water for a man a day, and this having fryed
some 26 weekes in the ships hold, contained as many
wormes as graines. 1626 Hacon Sytva § 52 To keep the
Oyle from frying in the Stomach, you must drinke. .Milde
Beere after it. 1647 Trapp Mellificium Theol. in Comm.
Ep. 619 Cast water upon this lime, it will fry the faster.

Hence Frying ppl. a.

1587 Tirberv. Trag. T. (1837) 128 Whose frying hartes

With Cupids coles did melte. 1592 Greene Mamillia 11.

Wks. (Grosart) II. 175 So discontinuance should be of
sufficient force to quench out yc frying flames of loue.

Fry (frai), v? rare— 1
, [f. Fby sb. 1

] intr. To
swarm.
1816 L. Hunt Rimini 11. 171 Plashy pools with rushes,

About whose sides the swarming insects fry, Opening with
noisome din, as they go by.

f Fryberry. Obs. rare — *. A raspberry.
C1532 Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1073 Fruites, as

cheres..strauberis, fryberis [F'. framboises).

Fryce, obs. form of Fkieze sb. 1

Fryer, frier (frsi-aj). [f. Fry v. 1 + -BBA]
1. One who fries (fish) ; also a vessel used in fry-

ing (fish). More fully fish-frier: see Fish sbJ 6d.
1859 Sai.a Tw. round Clock (1861) 18 Offal [fish] is bought

only by the ' fryers'. 1884 Health Exhib. Catat. p, lvii/2

Four Large Fish Fryers.

2. //. Fish for frying.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 166 This supply is known
in the trade as ' friers ', and consists of the overplus of
a fishmonger's stock.

Frying (fraiin), vbl. sb. [f. Fry v. 1 + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fry.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 187/86 Pat grece of him orn a-brod :

ase bei it frijnge were. 1340 Ayenb. 23 J>is zenne is be
dyeules panne of helle huerinne he makep his friinges.

1535 Coverdale i Chron. xxv. 29 For the pannes, for y°
fryenge. 1633 P. Fletcher Contemnenti 2 Chill icie frosts

in midst of Summer's frying. 1829 Marryat F. Mildmay
ii, The frying of beef-steaks and onions. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge ii, There stole upon him from the distant kitchen
a gentle sound of frying.

2. attrib. and Comb., asfrying-piece, Frying-pan.
1890 igt/i Cent. Nov. 838 The orderly corporal slices off

a frying piece and has it cooked for his breakfast.

Fry*ing-pa:n. [f. Frying vbl. sb.]

1. A shallow pan, usually of iron, with a long
handle, in which food is fried.

1382 Wyclif i Chron. xxiii. 29 Theprestis..tothe fryinge
panne [Vulg. adsartaginem\ 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xix. cxxviii. (1495) 936 Sartago the fryenge panne hath that
name of the noys that is therm whan oyle brennyth therin.
1481-90 HowardHouseh. Bks. (Roxb.)i29 Item, for a frying
pane x.d. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 111. iii. (1634) 167
That that remaineth, fry it together in a Frying panne with
Suger. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia m. v. 58 For want of
nets, .we attempted to catch them [fish] with a frying pan.
1719 D'Urfey Pills (ifyn) V. 38 Frying-Pans they do use
for Ladles. 1806 Cnlina 218 Melt a piece of butter in

a frying-pan .. pour in the above preparation. 1865 Living-
stone Zambesi xxvii. 564 Which, .resembled the noise of
fifty fryingpans in active operation.

fig. 1602 Narcissus (1893) 643 O frieng panne of all fritters

of fraud. 1616 61 Holyoay Persius (1673) 296 This hissing
frying-pan of speach.

b. Phrase ( To jump, leap, etcO out of (hefrying-
pan into the fire: to escape from one evil only to

fall into a greater one.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 488/2 [He] featly con-
uayed himself out of the frying panne fayre into the fyre.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1874) 126 Leape out of
the frying pan into the fyre; and change from il paine to
worse. 1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage 1. vi. (1614)32 Like.,
the foolish fish that leapeth out of the frying pan into the
fire. 1705 Hickeringill Pricst-cr. 1. (1721) 32 Priest-craft

got the Ascendant at Rome, and then Men were—out of
the Frying Pan into the Fire. iBgoGi/ardian 1 Oct. 1507/3
If they thought they could get away from the State by dis-

establishment, they would find that they were jumping out
of the frying-pan into the fire.

2. attrib. and Comb., a*frying-fan maker; fry-

ing-pan brand {Austral.), ( a lar^e brand used by
cattle-stealers to cover the owner's brand' (Morris'

;

frying-pan plate, ? a piece of tin-plate cut out to

!
be made into a frying-prm.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. ix. 335 Nine fryingpan-plates being

commonly laid upon one another and claspt together by
turning up 4 Labells. Ibid. 336 There are but two Master
Frying-pan makers ..in the whole Kingdom. 1857 F. De I!.

Cooper Wild Adv. Austral. 104 This person, .got into some
trouble, .by using a ' frying-pan brand '.

tPry money. Obs. ? -frith silver 'see Frith
sbJ b).

1530 in Weaver Welts Wills (1890) 115 Debts . . Rob ffar-

mer, and Jone Portyn wedowe, of fry moiiy ujli. vjj. \ujd.

Fryse, obs. form of Frieze sb. 1

Fryst, Fryze, obs. forms of First, Frieze sbA
Fuage, var. of Feuage, Obs., heaith-tax.

1765 [see Fumage].

Fuants, var. of Fiants, Obs.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (16^7) 12 Of a Fox, the
Bilhting; and all other such Vermin, the Fuants.

Pub, var. of Fob v., to cheat, impose upon, put
(^"deceitfully (in quot. 1619, ? to reject with scorn).

1597, 1602, 1647 [see Fon ».'], 1619 Fletcher M. Thomas
n. ii, My letter fubb'd too, And no access without I mend my
manners ! 1639 Massingek Unnat. Combat, m. i, Well,
I must not Be fubb'd off thus. 1889 Sikvhnson Master of

,
B. 74 Our Albanian fubbed us off with a thousand delays.

Pub b, fub(b,S. [onomatopoeic : suggested

by full, chub, etc.]

T" 1. A small chubby person. Chiefly used as a

term of endearment. Obs.
1614 T. Freeman Rub $ Great Cast xliv, Caspia, that

same fowle deformed Fubs. 1678 Otway Friendship in F.
m. i, So farewell Fubb, 1681 — Soldier's Fort. 1. i, Dead,
my poor Fubses ! 1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice v. 48 'Tis he
that I told you is to marry my Indian Fubs of .1 Sister. 1694
Kchard Plautus, Rudens \\. viii, Here's the Water, my little

Fubs ye ! 1721 Bailey, Fub, as a fat Fub, a little plump
Child.

2. (See quots.)
1807 Public Char., Ld. Somerville 213 It is the custom in

Spain and adopted here with our Merino wool, to divide or
I sort the fleece into three portions of different qualities,

I
namely into rafmos, finos, and terceros ; or superfine, line,

and fubs or refuse. 1882 Lane. Gloss., Fub, long withered
grass on old pastures or meadows.
t Pu'bbery. Obs. rare. Cf. Foubeuy. [f.

Fi'B v. +-ERY.] Cheating, deception.
1604 Marston & Webster Malcontent 1. i, O heaven ! O

fubbery, fubbery !

tPu'bble, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [onomatopoeic : cf.

fumble.] trans. ? To jumble (up).
1611 Cotgr., Eutrctouille . .intangled, fubbled, confounded.

Entretouiller, to mingle, intangle, confound, fubble vp
things together.

Pubby {fvh'i), a. rare. [f. Y\;i\sb. + -v 1
. Cf.

Fobby.] - Fubsy.
1790 J. Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 12 Th' Idalian

urchin and his fubby crew. 1815 Nichols Lit.Anecd. \Zth
C. IX. 339 note, The Sculptors and Painters apply this

epithet to children, and say for instance of the boys of Fiam-
mengo, that they axe fubby. 1867 R. S. Hawker Prose
Wks. (1893) 144 A ruddy-visaged widow, .fubby and inter-

jectional in figure.

Fu'bsical, a. rare- 1

, [f. Fubsy + -ic + -al.]

= Fubsy.
1834 Beckford Italy II. 51 A fubsical, squat wife.

Pubsy (fwbzi), a. Also 8 fubsey, 9 fubzy.

[f. Fub(s + -y 1.] Of the figure, limbs, etc. : Fat
and squat.
1780 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Apr., Her daughter, a fubsy,

good-humoured, .merry old maid. 1826 J. Wilson Noct.
Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 261 Fat and fubzy fellows of colleges.

1829 Dk. Buckhm. Priv. Diary III. vii. 159 A fat, fubsy

foot, as unsentimental as could be. 1879 Sala Paris herself
agaiu(iS8o) II. iv. 57 She was a squat, fubsy little old woman.
1895 Spectator 23 Nc*. 723 To hold and confess the opposite

opinion is to announce oneself a fubsy Philistine.

transf 1837 Marryat Dog-fiend viii» He was. .cosily.

.

seated upon the.. little fubsy sofa.

FucaceoUS (fi/'kv'-jbs), a. [f. mod. I,.flit dce-x
(f. h.fucus : see Fucus) + -008.] Of or belong-

ing to the group Fucaceae of seaweeds.

1891 Atlienxum 21 Mar. 382/3 The Fucaceous Genus
Turbinaria.

t Fu'Cal, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Fuc-US + -ai„]

Of the nature of fucus
'

; specious, fair-seeming.

1619 H. Huttok Follies Ana/. (Percy) 53 Joves constant

Daphne, timorous, perplexl, His fucall arguments doth still

confute.



FTTCATE.

+ Fuxate, a. Obs. [ad. L. fucdt-us, pa. pple.

of fucare to paint, rouge, f. fiicus Fucus.]

Artificially coloured, beautified with paint; hence,

falsified, disguised, counterfeit.

1531 Elyot Gov. in. iv. (1883) 221 In vertue may be nothing

fucate or counterfayle. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abut. 1.(1877)

183 What setting foorth of fucate and deceiuable wares.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. i. II. iii, Virtue and honesty

are great motives, .especially if they be sincere and right,

not fucate.

+ Fucate, v. 06s.-" [f. h.fucdt-, ppl. stem of

fucare : see prec] trans. To paint, counterfeit.

1535 [see next). 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1721 in Bailey.

t Fucated, ///. a. 06s. [f. prec.+ -ED 1
.] -

Fucate a.

1535 Joye Apol. Tindale 20 For the trowth knoweth no

fucated, polesshed and paynted oracion. 1755 in Johnson.

+ Fuca'tiou. 06s. rare. [n. of action f. L.

fucare : see Fucate and -ation.] The action of

painting the face ; hence, the giving of a false sem-

blance or appearance, counterfeiting.

1612 J. Cotta Dang. Pract. Phys. I. v. 46 Apothecaries.

.

that, .use faithfull Industrie in fitting wholesome and incor-

rupt remedies .. without fucation, adulteration or deceit.

1638 N abbes Covent Garden I. iii, They [balconies] set off

a Ladies person well, when she presents her selfe to the

view of gazing passengers. Artificial fucations are not

discern'd at distance. 1721 Bailey, Fucation, Colouring,
Painting, or Counterfeiting.

t Fuca'tious, a. 06s. rare. [f. prec. : see

-ou.s.] Of the nature of ' fucation ', fair-seeming,

specious, deceitful.

1654 Vilvain Theorem. Theol. ii. 78 To offer a courtesy

under impossible condition, is frivolous or fucatious. 1660

Waterhouse Arms A> Arm. 38 Varnished over with fuca-

tious semblances of truth.

t Fucatory, a. 06s. [f. h.fucat- (see Fucate)

+ -oby.] Relating to paintingorartificial colouring.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 737 This Fucatory Art .

.

is exercised by none but some Juglers, andvafrous Knaves.

Fucher, fuchez, obs. pi. ff. Fitchew, polecat.

C1450 Bk. Ilawkyng in Ret. Ant. I. 305 That no fucher

no vulymare enter in. 1467 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees)

235 Unam togam de crymysin, painulatam cum fuchez.

Fuchsia (fiK'/'a). [mod.L. f. the name of the

German botanist Leonhard Fuchs (16th c.).] A
genus of ornamental shrubs (N. O. Onagracese)

with drooping flowers ; a plant of this genus.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1789 Curtis' But. Mag. III.

97 Fuchsia coccinea. -Scarlet Fuchsia., was introduced to

the royal gardens at Kew in the year 1788. 1837-9 Hallam
Hist. Lit. I. ix. 1. § 20. 471 Leonard Fuchs. .has. secured

a verdant immortality in the well-known Fuchsia. 1861

Whyte Melville Good for Nothing 11. 169 The pendant

fuchsias drooped in their last loveliness. 1868 Less. Mid.

Age 316 Pretty bow-windows, with the crimson fuchsias

climbing up them.

b. (See quots.)

1866 Treas. /lot.. Fuchsia, Australian or native. A
colonial name for Correa. 1880 L. A. Meredith '/'asm.

Friends <y Foes iii. 23 note, Correa speciosa—native fuchsia

of Colonies.

C. attri6., asfuchsia-red, -tree.

1873 Black Pr. Thule (1874) 47 The girl, turned to a

fuchsia-tree, pretending to pick some of its flowers. 1895

Daily News 16 Jan. 7/4 Bright fuchsia-red has become..

a favourite.

Fuchsine (f«ksin). [f. Fuchs-ia + -nil.

Named from its resemblance to the colour of the

flower.] A salt of rosaniline, crystallizing in iri-

descent green tablets, soluble in water and forming

a deep red liquid ; used as a dye.

1865 Reader 23 Sept. 354/1 An alcoholic solution of aniline

red and fuchsine. 1883 West. Daily Press 22 Oct., Apple,

foreign seeds, and currants well mixed, and tinctured with

fuchsine, are frequently palmed off as .. raspberry jam.

Fuchsite (fr/'ksait). Mitt. [Named in 1S42

after the mineralogist J. N. von Fuchs : see -he.]

A variety of muscovite containing chromium, which

gives it a green colour.

1844 Dana Min. 321 Fuchsite is a chrome mica from the

Zillerthal.

FucivorOUS (fiKsi'vows), a. [f. L. fuc-us

Fucus + -vor-us devouring + -ous.] Fating, or

subsisting on, sea-weed.

i860 in Fowler Med. Voc. 1864 Webster cites Dana.

t Fuco'd , Z/''- a. 06s. rare- 1
. Beautified with

fucus, painted.

1652 Benlowes Theoph. 1. xii, Frequent are fuco'd Checks

;

the Virtuosa's rare.

Fucoid fi«-koid),a. axi&.s6. [f. Fuc-us + -on».

Cf. V.fucoide.]

A. adj. a. Resembling or belonging to sea-

weeds, esp. those of the gr6up Fucaceie. b.

Characterized by or containing impressions of such

seaweeds or markings similar to them.

1839 Roberts Diet. Geo!., Fucoid, a term applied to

several fossil plants. There is a fucoid shale, so called from

the abundance of fuci it contains. 1854 Murchison Siluna

vi. 136 In the cliffs at Ludlow, the chief rocks are sur-

mounted by what I termed the fucoid bed. This is a green-

ish-grey argillaceous sandstone, almost entirely made up. of

a multitude of small, wavy, rounded, stem-like forms, which

resemble entangled sea-weeds. 1871 Lyell Student's Elem.

Geol. xxvii. 473 These sandstones have been called in

Sweden ' fucoid sandstones '.

B. s6. a. A seaweed of the group Fucacex.

582

b. A fossil marine plant resembling these.

1848 Craig, Fucoid, a fossil plant belonging to the order

FucaceEe. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks i. 17 The fucoids,

or kelp-weeds. 1859 Page l/andbk. Geol. Terms s.v.,

Fucoids or fucus-like impressions occur in strata of every

epoch, i860 Hartwig Sea A> Wond. iii. 30 The feathery

sertularia, the delicate fucoid. i860 A 11 1 'ear Round No. 50.

562 Little fucoids, progenitors of the kelp-weeds. 1872

Nicholson Palxont. 477 The Lower Cambrian Rocks have

yielded many so-called ' fucoids '.

Fucoidal (fittkoi'dal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.] =
Fucoid A. b.

1849 Murchison Siluria viii. 177 Fucoidal sandstones.

1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks xi. 465 They seemed fucoidal,

and might of course belong to any age. 1872 Nicholson
Palxont. 477 The ' Fucoidal Sandstone ' of Sweden.

+ FUCOSC a. 06s.-" [ad. L.fucosus, f. Fucus.]

1727 Bailey vol. II, Fucose, painted, feigned, counter,

fietea.

t Fu'COUS, a. 06s. [f. L. fucos-us : see prec.

and -ous.] Of the nature of fucus or ' paint'.

1660 R. Coke Power q Subj. Pref. 4 It is Vice which.,

hath such specious shewes and pretences put upon it, to

make it seem Virtue, which fucous and false paint continues

no longer then the present Faction.

II Fucus (fi»-k»s). PI. ||
fuci (fia-sai) ; also

7-S fucus;s)es, 7 fuous's, fucos, fucu's ;
also

anglicized 0. fukes. [a. L. fucus rock-lichen, red

dye, rouge, false colour : cf. Gr. tpvxos (neut.).]

+1. Paint or cosmetic for beautifying the skin ; a

wash or colouring for the face. Frequent in 1 7th c.

writers. 06s.
a. 1599 IS. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, What are the ingre-

dients to your fucus? 1607 Dkkker Westw. Hoe Wks.

1873 II. 285 Heere is.. an excellent Fucus to..weede out

Freckles. 1672 Cave Prim. Chr. 11. iii. (1673) 66 Leaving

fucus's and paintings, .to those that belong to Plays and

Theatres. 167s Cocker Morals 59 Virtue hates Fucos, Patches

and perfumes, a 1711 Ken Urania Poet. Wks 1721 IV. 496

The loathsome Fucus. .Which fill'd and glaz'd her furrow'd

Skin. 1757 Phil. 'Trans. L. 76 Bella-donna .. came into

credit as a fucus among the Italian ladies.

p. 1600 Surflet Countrie Farme III._ lxix. 592 These
compound waters are. -for fukes and painting, as ornaments

to the body. 1601 Holland Pliny (1634) Words of Art, Fukes,

paintings to beautify the face in outward appearance.

fb. fig. 06s.

1640 J. Mollis in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 168

Whatsoever Fucus or Artifice they be slighted over with,

I do not like their Countenance. 1681-$ J. Scott Chr. Life

111. (1696) 390 God . . sees through all the Dawbings and

Fucu's of Hypocrisie. 1701 Collier M. Anton. (1726) 155

Pull off its mask and fucus, and view it in its naked essence.

1742 Young Nt. Th. vm. 462 Of fortune's fucus strip them,

yet alive.

p. 1657 Reeve God's Plea 108 If not a Penitent, what

will all his Church tinctures do him good ? No, Jerusalem

had all these fukes to Admiration.

t C. gen. Any dye or colouring. 06s.

1676 R. Dixon Nat. two Test. 2 To give Poyson a gusto of

Honey, and colour over a Leaden Cause with a Fucus of

Gold. 1698 J. Fryer Ace. E. /nd. t, P. 332 We.. have
hardly given the Potter his handful of White Marie to form

into Vessels without Fucus.

2. A genus of seaweeds with flat leathery fronds.

Formerly applied more widely.

1716 Derham Physico-Theol. 415 note, The first that dis-

covered the Seeds in Fuci, was the before commended Dr.

Tancred Robinson. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 63 The whole

rock.. was covered with that curious kind of fucus. 1778

Lightfoot Flora Scot. (1789) 996 In basons of water left by

the tides, and often adhering to Fucuses. 1813 Sir H. Davy
Agric. Chem. (1814) 282 The common fucus, which is the sea-

weed usually most abundant on the coast. 1838 T. Thomson
Chem. Org. Bodies 945 Laminaria digitata. This fucus

is olive-coloured. 1857 Wood Com. Obj. Seashore 30 The

slimy and slippery fuel make the rock-walking exceedingly

dangerous.

Hence Fucused ///. a., beautified with paint,

painted (alsoj??.) ; Fucusing v6l. s6.

«i68o Earl of Rochester in D'Urfey's Pills (1719) III.

343 With butter'd Hair, and fucus'd Breast. 1681 Glanvill

Sadiucismus II. (ed. 2) 34 How did the Jugglers do this

with Painting and Fucussing. 1684 Phillips tr. Plutarch s

A/or. (1691) III. vii. 199 The Sibyl .. uttering Sentences

altogether thoughtful and serious, neither fucus'd nor per-

fum'd. 1855 Kingsley Westw. //o/(i86i) 180 A painted,

patched, fucused, perriwigged, bolstered, Charybdis.

Fud (f»d). Sc. and north, dial. [Of uncertain

origin
;
perh. a. or cognate with ON. futS neut.,

cunnus, = MHG. vut (mod.Ger. hundsfott used as

a term of abuse) ; formally identical with Skr.futau

dual, buttocks.]

1. 'The backside or buttocks' (Jam.).

178s R. Forbes Poems in Buchan Dial. 5 He . .
turn'd to

ushis fud. i8o4TARRAs/'o««J99,I..wadyirheavyfudgie
A piercin pike.

2. The tail or ' scut ' of a hare, rabbit, etc.

1787 Burns Tarn Samson vii, Ye maukins cock your fud

fu' braw, Withouten dread. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle

xvii. (1859) 459 D° y°u cock your fud at me, you tiny thief

you?—he struck at it with his stick. Tip the duck dived

and did not rise again. 1847 in Halliwell ; and in various

dial, glossaries.

3. Woollen-manuf. [Perh. a different word. Cf.

Food 4 b.]

1873 Weale's Diet. Archil, (ed. 3), Fud, woollen waste.

1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Fudd, the refuse or dirt

cleaned out of the materials during the processes of scrib-

bling and carding.

Fud(dN
>e, obs. form of Food.

Fudder(fwdaj). Also 7-8 fooder. [ad. Ger.

FUDDLE.

fuder ( = FoTHER) used in the same sense.] A tun

(of wine).
1679, a 1767 [see Fooder). 1839 Burckhardt German

Did., Fuder, fudder, tun (of wine). 1831 Longf. Gold. Leg.

iv. Convent of Hirschau 100 A benison rest on the Bishop

who sends Such a fudder of wine as this to his friends !

[1884 St. James's Gaz. 11 Aug. 5/2 Eight fuders of wine.]

Fudder, Sc. var. of Fouldbe.
c 1590 Burel Pass. Pilgr. in J. Watson's Collect. (1706) IL

24 To fle the flichts, of fudder.

attrib. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 219

Thunder-volhes..And fudder-flashes mixt wi' haii.

Fudder, obs. form of Fodder, Fother.

Fuddle i fo'd'l), s6. slang or colloq. [f. nextvb.]

+ 1. Drink, liquor, ' booze'. 06s.

1680 R. L'Estrange Colloq. Erasm. 124 They have taken

their Dose of Fuddle. C1680 Ro.xb. Ball. (1890) VII. 78

With a cup of fuddle, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

Fuddle, Drink. 1706 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. 1. v, We sipp'd

our Fuddle, As Women in the Straw do Caudle.

2. A drinking bout. On the fuddle : out for a

lengthened spell of drinking.

a 1813 A. Wilson My Landlady's Nose Poet. Wks. (1846)

301 Old Patrick M'Dougherty when on the fuddle, Pulls

out a cigar, and [etc.]. 1832-53 Whistle-biukie (Scot.

Songs) Ser. ill. in For a ance-a year fuddle I'd scarce gie

a strae. 1865 B. Brierley /rkdale I. 61 At th' height of

a wakes fuddle. 1&91 Neivcastle Even. Chron. 29 Jan. 3/1

She usually provided food in the house when she was not

on the 'fuddle'.

3. Iptoxication ; an intoxicated state.

1764 Lorn Life 24 In order to take large Morning Draughts,

and secure the first Fuddle of the Day. 1890 Yoshiwara

Episode 67 If he were only in his senses, instead of in a fuddle.

4. transf The state of being muddled, confused,

or the like.

1827 R. H. Froude Remains (1838) I. 219 My notions

about it have been.. very fuddled and bewildered; and,

I suppose, if 1 were to attempt to analyse and explain them,

I might raise my fuddle to the n"> power. 1880 Webb
Goethe's Faust 11. v, He rushed about—Vain was his frenzied

fuddle.

Fuddle (fo'd'l), v. [Of obscure origin ; cf. Du.

vod soft, slack, loose, Ger. dial,fuddeln to swindle.]

1. intr. To have a drinking bout; to tipple, booze.

Also, tofuddle ii.

1588 Ace. in Morris Chester (1895) 328 John Wright, for

fuddleing and drinkinge with other leters and molestationers,

just nothing. 1659 D Pell /mpr. Sea 116 note. See a

Captain of a ship sending for this, and the other shandy

fellow, -to fuddle it in their cabbins. 1696 W. Mountague
Delights Holland 184 The Men . . sit up Gaming and Fud-

dling greatest part of Night. 1713 Pol. Ballads (i860) II.

137 Here Barons may talk, and Squires may fuddle. 1821

Joseph the Book-Man 33 No man might drink That could

not fuddle till he wink. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon in. (1864)

53 He is going to fuddle in honour of St. Thome'.

b. quasi-/ra«J. with away. fAlso, to empty

(a pot) by drinking.

t 1680 Roxb. Ball. (1890) VI I. 77 She calls up her Neigh-

bors, for to go and fuddle a Pot. 1756 Gentl. Mag.
XXVI. 431 They fuddle away the day with riot and pro-

phaneness.
, .

2. trans. To confuse with or as with drink, intoxi-

cate, render tipsy.

C1600 Timon 11. v. (1842I 37 He giue thee ale pragmatical]

indeede Which, if thou drinke, shall fuddle thee hande and

foote. 1633 May Heir 1. in Hazl. Dodslcy XI. 523 Did you

never come in half fuddled? 1706 E. Baynard Cold Baths

11. (1709) 362, I made my Man give him a Cup of Ale.,

under a Pint, yet it almost fuddled him. 1771 Smollett

Humph. CI. (1815) 233 After all the other females were

fuddled with dram-drinking. 1809 W. Irving hnickerb.

(1861)241 The inhabitants. .get fuddled with mint-julep and

apple-toddy. 1837 Dickens Pickio. 1, Bob Sawyer and Ben

Allen, both slightly fuddled. 1890 Spectator 27 Dec. 938/1 It

[hypnotism] fuddles the will, in fact, but does not destroy it.

absol. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Strawberry, The

Wine made of them will Fuddle. 1826 J. Wilson Noct.

Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 130 The toddy having lost all taste and

all power o' fuddlin.

b. Tofuddle one's cap or nose : to get drunk.

1663 Cowley Cutter ofColman St. 11. ii. We'll fuddle our

Noses together. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) IV. 106 If their

Caps be fuddled with Ipse. 1724 in Ramsay / ea-t. Misc.

(1729) 15 Come, let us fuddle all our Noses, c vm Spirit

Pub.Jrnls. (1799) I. 9 No Persian of old, till hefuddledhis

nose", Any measure in Senate was wont to propose.

C. transf (,See quots.)

1825 Brockett N. C. Words, Fuddle, to intoxicate fish.

1835 S. Oliver Rambles in Northumb. 83 What they call

fuddling the fish, by liming the water, or throwing into the

pools a preparation of Coculus Indicus.

3. transf and fig. To stupefy, mudule, confuse

(also + with up). Formerly also of delight, etc.

:

To 'intoxicate'. (In quots. 1617, 1678 perh.=

Furrle.)
...

1617 tr. De Dominis on Rom. xm. 12 Nor would they

suffer themselues to be any longer decciued and fuddled up

in that darke cloud, anil night of infolded faith. 1678 Cud-

worth /ntell. Syst. 1. iii. 157 Nature is.. Reason immersed

and plunged into Matter, and as it were fuddled in it, and

confounded with it. 1694 Crowne Married Beau v. Wks.

1874 IV. 325 Now she will fuddle me with every kiss. 1745

Lady S. Cowper Let. to Mrs. Dewes 5 June in Mrs.Delany s

Life t, Coi-r. (1861) II. 356 He was quite fuddled with joy.

1801 Edin. Rev. II. 398 He is fuddled with animal spirits.

1854 H. Rogers Ess. (i860) II. 6 To impair and fuddle the

intellect. _ .- ... .

4. Com//.: + fuddle cap [see 2 b], a tippler, sot.

1666 tr. Horace's Odes 1. i, The Fuddlecap whose Gods

the Vyne. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. vl. (1737) 21 Heres

to thee, old Fuddlecap.



FUDDLED.

Fuddled (fVdi'd), ppl. a. [f. Fuddle v. + -ed*.]

Intoxicated ; also, muddled.
1656 H. More Enthus. Triumph. 7 They would consider

of it first both welnigh fuddled and sober. 1693 Dryden
Juvenal vi. 420 Full Brimmers to their Fuddled Noses
thrust. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 537 The table floating

round, And pavement, faithless to the fuddled foot. 1830
Boston Gaz. 26 Oct. 4, I was not drunk, I was only fuddled.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi v. 117 Our men soon pacified

the fuddled but good-humoured medico.

Fuddler (fydlaj). [f. Fuddled. + -ER 1
.] One

who fuddles, a tippler.

1699 Bentley Phal. iii. 125 What Present could be more
proper to such a Fuddler than . . one of the biggest of Cups 7

1764 Loio Life 32 For the Use of., conceited Fudlers.

1812 \V. Tknnant Anster F, 1. xix, I'll not have you, thou
fuddler.

Fuddling", vbl. sb. [f. Fuddle v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fuddle.
1665 J. Webb Stone-Hcng (1725) 225 His other Fables, of

Electing, Feasting, Fudling, Fulling, they are beneath us,

1670 J. Furly Test, to True Light 24 Go not a Fudling,
but fear the Lord. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack of Gold xxx, The
fuddling commenced in earnest.

2. attrib. and Comb., zsfuddling-bout, -cap,-liquor,

-table, -tent; fuddling-crib, -school, a drinking

den.
1708 Motteux Rabelais v. ix, We went back to have

t'other *fuddling Bout, c 1600 Songs Costume (Percy) 119
The *fuddling cap, by Bacchus' might, Turns night to day,
and day to night. 1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 80 The Parson
hath lost his Fuddling-cap. 1856 Househ. Words XIII. 544
Saunders's *fuddling crib was a double hovel. 1707 Sloane
Jamaica I. p. xxix, The common *fuddling liquor., is

Rum-punch. 1680 Morden Geog. Red. (1685) 333 The
Greeks ..keep *Fudling Schools for the Mariners. 1708
T. Ward Eng. Re/. (1716) 37 Transform'd the. .Altars into

"Fuddling Tables. 1683-4 Frost ^1683-4 (Percy) 6 Where
ships and barges used to frequent Now may you see a booth
or "fuddling tent.

Fuddling (fVdlirj), ///. a. [f. asprec. +-ING 2
.]

That fuddles, tippling.

1654 R. Whitlock Zootomia 93 Fudling Gossips. 1662-3
Pepys Diary 24 Mar., A fuddling, troublesome fellow.

185a Thackeray Esmond 1. xi, Fuddling squires from the
country round.

Fude, obs. form of Feud ', F"ood.

Fudge (fate)j int. and sb. [Origin obscure.
The int. as used by Goldsmith (quot. 1766) seems from the

context merely to represent an inarticulate expression of
indignant disgust, though later writers who adopted it from
him use it with a more definite meaning. The sb. appears
to have been developed partly from the int., and partly from
Fudge v. The etymology suggested in the annexed quot.
1700 can hardly be correct, though Captain Fudge, ' by some
called Lying Fudge', (Letter of 1664 in Crouch Posihuma
Christiana 1712, p. 87) was a real person (the surname is

still common in Dorset). The nautical phrase 'You fudge
it ', associated in 1700 with the name of the mendacious
captain, prob. belongs to Fudge v. i. In a dialogue of
1702. 'The Present Condition of the English Navy', one of
the interlocutors is called * Young Fudg of the Admiralty

',

perh. with allusion to the same verb.

1700 Remarks on the Navy in D'Israeli Cur. Lit., Neology
(1841), There was, sir, in our time one Captain Fudge, .who
. .always brought home his owners a good cargo of lies, so
much that now aboard ship the sailors, when they hear
a great lie told, cry out, ' You fudge it '.]

A. int. Stuff and nonsense ! Bosh

!

1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xi, The very impolite behaviour of
Mr. Burchell, who . . at the conclusion of every sentence
would cry out Fudge ! c 1818 Peel in Croker Papers (1884)
I.iv. 1 16 To all the latter part of your letter I answer. .Fudge.
1842 Barham Ingot. Leg., Bloudie Jacke, But others cry
' fudge '. 1876 F. E. Trollope Charming Fellow I . xv. 200
Anything of consequence to say? Fudge ! He is coming
begging.

B. Sb.

1. Contemptible nonsense, ' stuff*, bosh.
1791 Mrs. Raucliffe Rom. Forest x. That is all fudge to

frighten you. 1838 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 28 As for my
dependence on my own powers, 'tis all fudge. 1865 K. C
Clayton Cruel Fortune II. 105, I only hope your marriage
will cure you of your silly fudge.

2. A made-up story, a deceit.

1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) III. 112 But
that must be all a fudge ; because, you see, he did not over-
take you. 1841 Lytton Nt. <$- Morn, it, vii, Very genteel
young man—prepossessing appearance—(that's a fudge !)

highly educated. 1878 Emerson Misc. Papers, Fort.
Ref>ubl. Wks. (Bohn) III. 399 'Tis a wild democracy; the
riot of mediocrities and dishonesties and fudges.

3. An impostor, humbug.
1794 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen III. 132 What an old

fudge ! You won't give her up, I hope, Charles.

Fudge (^3), v. [app. an onomatopoeic altera-

tion of Fadge v., with vowel expressive of more
clumsy action.]

1. trans. To fit together or adjust in a clumsy,

makeshift, or dishonest manner ; to patch or ' fake

'

up; to 'cook' accounts. Often in schoolboy lan-

guage : To make (a problem) look as if it had
been correctly worked, by altering figures ; to con-

ceal the defects of (a map or other drawing) by
adjustment of the parts, so that no glaring dis-

proportion is observed ; and in other like uses.

Cf. Fadge v. 3. Often with up.
The first quot. is open to doubt, as the word may be

a misprint for/ridged.
1674 N. Fairfax 5»#.-<y.SV/r'.Ep. Ded., They may., be.,

fudged up into such a smirkish liveliness, as may last as
long as the Summers warmth holds on. 1771 Luckombe

583

Printing ^cfi Fudge, to contrive without necessary Materials
or do Work in a bungling Manner. 1861 Sai.a Dutch.
Pictures xvi. 255 Do they go to chapel in surplices, and
fudge impositions? 1867 Miss Braddon Birds 0/ Prey
1. ii, Any one who can fudge up the faintest pretence of
a. claim to it. 1879 F. Poi.lok Sport Brit. Burmah II. 99
They fudged their accounts so as to give little or no trouble
to the almighty control department. 1886 C. D. Warner
Their Pilgrim, xiv. 297 A stout resolute matron . . witji

a lot of cotton lace fudged about her neck. 1890 W. West-
cott in Brit. Med. Jml. 15 Mar. 620 The root of the white
bryony . . is sometimes fudged up by dealers to imitate the
mandrake root.

absol. 1888 Rye Record-searching 9 Straining coinci-
dences, presuming identities, and fudging judiciously.

b. To thrust in awkwardly or irrelevantly; to
foist in.

1776 FOOTS Bankrupt m. Wks. 1799 II. 128 That last

suppose is fudged in. 1824 lUackw. Mag. XVI. 708 This
adjected part of the plan, which has been fudged in with
so much unnecessary haste.

e. Naut. Tofudge a days work : to work a dead
reckoning by rapid ' rule of thumb' methods.
1830 Marryat R'ing's Own viii, He could fudge a day's

work. 1836 — Midsh. Easy xviii, Before they arrived at
Malta, Jack could fudge a day's work.

2. intr. To fit in with what is anticipated, come
off; also, to turn out, result ; = Fadge v. 4.
Isfadge the true reading in these passages?
1615 Chamberlain Let. 15 June m L'rt. % Times Jas. I

(1849) ! 366 Sir Fulk Greville is once more in speech to be
made a baron, .but, if that fudge not, the Bishop of Win-
chester is in the way to be lord privy seal. 1829 Scott Jml.
2 Feb., We will see how this will fudge. 1831 Ibid. 20 Jan.,
We will see how the matter fudges.

3. [f. Fudge int. or sb.] To talk nonsense, tell

' crams '. Also qua.si-lrans.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 205 The Duchess, .feeds, flatters and
fudges them into allegiance. 1884 Chester Gloss., Fudge,
to talk nonsense ; especially with the intent to cram another
person.

Hence Fudged///, a., Ftvdging vbl.sb.
i860 R. F. Burton Ccntr. A/r. I. v. 132 He had .. an

addiction to 'fudging', which rendered the severest over-

seeing necessary. 1885 Rye //V.sy. Nor/oik 226A lot of fudged
heraldry. 1895 Edt'n. Rev. Apr. 465 A circular dome can
easily be raised with only a little fudging of the surfaces.

Fudge-wheel. [?f. Fudge v. + Wheel sb.]

(See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. MecJu I. 921 Fudge-wheel (Shoe-
making), a tool to ornament the edge of a sole.

Fudgy (fvd^i), a, [? f. Fudge v. + -y 1
.]

1. Fretful, irritable, uneasy.
1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 677 [He] kept running to and fro

like a wasp without a sting, very tierce and fudgy. 1883
Hants Gloss, s.v., They young cows are apt to be fudgy in

milking.

2. U.S. Botched, bungling, awkward.
1872 C. D. Warner Saunterings (1883) 156 There is some

fashion, in a fudgy quaint way, here in Munich.

Fueillemort(e : see Feuillemorte, Filemot.

Fuel (fi»*el), sb. Forms : 4-5 fewaile, 5-6 -all,

5-8 -el(l, 4-5 fowayle, 5 -aly, -el(l, 4 Sc. fwaill,

4-7 fuell(e, 8 feuel, 7- fuel. [a. OF. fowaille,

feuaile :—popular 'L.focalia, neut. pi. oifocdlis adj.,

f. focus fire : see Focus. In the medieval Lat. of

France and Englandfocalia \>\. y
focale or focalium

sing., frequently occur in charters with reference to

the obligation to furnish or the right to demand
supplies of fuel.]

1. Material for burning, combustible matter as

used in fires, etc.

1398 Trevjsa Barth. De P. R. xv. cix. (1495) 528 In many
places the grounde is glewy : and of it they make good
fuell. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvii. 126 Men . . driez

bestez dung and brynnez for defaute of fewaile. £1450 Bk.
Curtasyc 385 in Babees Bk. 311 Fuelle bat schalle brenne
In halle. 1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 347 Meate, clothe,

and fewell withe the same to bye. 163a Lithgow Trav. x.

497 Divers kinds of Coale, and earth fewell. 1727 Swift
Gulliver 111. \. 180 Dry grass and sea-weed which I intended
for feuel. 1815 Elphinstone Acc. Caubul (1842) I. 381
Shrubs, which . . serve for fuel. 1827 Faraday C/icm. Manip.
iv. 98 The fuel to be used in furnaces, .coal, coke, and char-
coal.

P In the poem of Coer de Lion, which contains the earliest

known examples of the word in Eng., it seems to be used
for 'victuals, provisions', perh. by a misinterpretation of
the OF. phrase douche et fouaillc ' meat and fuel', which
seems to have been current as a general expression for the
necessaries of life ; cf. the quots. from Barbour below.
13. . Coer de L. 1471 No man selle hem no fowayle. Ibid.

1545 ' Swylk fowayle as we bought yistyrday, For no catel

get I may.' Rychard aunsweryd . .
' Off froyt here is gret

plente !
'. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 64 The castell weill

vittalit thai, With met and fwaill can purvay. Ibid. 170
[Thai] na wittaill na fwaill had.

b. fig. ; esp. something that serves to feed or
inflame passion, excitement, or the like.

c 1580 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxlvii. 3 [He] Fuell of life

to mountaine cattaile yieldes. 1596 Drayton Legends iii.

147 My blandishments were Fuell to that fire. 1641 J.
Jackson True Evang. T. in. 206 They foment, and adde
fuell to their inimicitious qualities. 1681 Temple Mem. 111.

Wks. 1731 I. 339 Lord Shaftsbury had been busie in pre-
paring Fewel for next Session. 1709 Steele Tatler No.
150 F 6 Where each Party is always laying up Fuel for Dis-
sention. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India IL iv. viii. 273 This
elevation added fuel to the ambition of Hyder. 1835THIRL-
wall Greece I. viii. 299 Enjoyments which could supply fuel
to private cupidity. 1855 Bain Senses $ Int. HI iii. § 13
Difficulty adds fuel to the flame.

paper on

1807

1897

FUFF.

2. (With a and //.) A kind of fuel, f Also //.
in collective sense, articles serving as fuel.

1626 Bacon Sytva § 775 Turf, and Peat, and Cow-sheards
are cheap Fewels, and last long, rt 1694 M. Robinson
Autobiog. (1856) 60 That none should be troublesome to
their neighbours by cutting their wood or breaking their
fuels. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. xi. 11. (1869) I. 176 Coals
are a less agreeable fuel than wood. 1858 Lardner Hand-
bk. Nat. Phil. 386 This fuel, like coal, consists principally
of carbon and hydrogen in various proportions. 1894 Daily
News 25 May 2/6 Mr. G. Stockfleth read
* Liquid Fuels '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as fuel-forest, -house,

-ivood,

1895 Daily News 16 May 6/5 A French 'fuel forest.

Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 473 *Fuel-house.
Mary Kincsley IV. Africa 126 One half of her declr'L
dedicated to 'fuel logs. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 330
Hay, Straw, *Fewel wood. 1823 in Cobbett Rur. Rides
(18S5) I. 361 There is a good dcafof fuel-wood.

c. Special comb. : + fuel-bear vsec quot. and
Bier' ; fuel-economizer, a contrivance for saving
fuel in an engine or furnace ; fuel-feeder (see

quot.) ; fuel-gas, gas intended for use as fuel,

1612 Sturtevant Metallica (18541 117 The *Fewdl-bcare
is a generall part of a Furnace which beareth and holdeth
the fewell and fire. 1880 Engineering 2 Apr. 262 An arrange-
ment of *fuel economiser. 1874 Knight Did. Mech. I. 921
" Fuel-feeder, a device for feeding fuel in graduated quanti-
ties to a furnace. 1886 Jml. Franklin Inst. CXXI. 311
Some form of "fuel-ga^ will be manufactured to take its place.

Fuel (fiw'el), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To feed or furnish with fuel. lit. and fig.
c 1592 Marlowe Massacre Paris 1. i, The native sparks

of princely love. .May still be fuell'd in our progeny. 1609
W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 12 Fivechimnies, weH fewel'd,
vent not more smoake then bis mouth and nostrils. 1647
Cowley Mistress, Despair ii, That dreadful Name, Which
fewels the infernal Flame. a 1711 Ken I/ymnariuiit
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 130 Wealth fuel'd Sin. 1733 Chf.yne
Eng. Malady 11. viii. §8 (1734) 204 Neglecting the Means,
or fuelling the Disease by a Mal-regimen. 1811 W. R.
Stencer Poems 120 Whose fires are not lighted and fuel'd

by Love. 1817 Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 129 The
magic cauldron of a fervid and ebullient fancy, constantly
fuelled by an unexampled opulence of language. 1859 Ld.
Lytton Wanderer 169 We fuel ourselves, I conceive, The
fire the Fiend lights. 1869 Blackmore Loma I), xvi,

I would not put a trunk of wood on the fire in the kitchen,
but let Annie, .fuel it.

2. intr. To get fuel.

1880 Dixon Windsor IV. ii. 14 Poor people had enjoyed
the right of fuelling in the park.

t Fivelist. Obs. rare. [f. Fuel + -ist.] One
who supplies fuel.

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 538 First that our Fuelisl begin
with the Underwood. 1736 in Bailey (folio).

Fuellage, obs. form of Foliage.

Fuelled (fi?7-eld), ///. a. [f. Fuel + -ed 1.]

Furnished with fuel.

1624 Wotton Elem. A rch. in Relio. 11651) 203 Some [of the
precepts for well-building] are plainly Oeconomicall ; as that
the seat be well-watered and well fuelled. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 234 Thundring /Etna, whose combustible And fewel'd

entrals, etc. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 502 The fuel'd

chimney blazes wide. 1772 Murphy Grecian Dan. rv, ii, The
fuelled entrails [of mount ^Etna] summon all their rage.

Pueller (fi^'elai). Now rare. [f. F'uel v. +
-er 1

.] One who or that which supplies fuel for

fires. Also, the domestic who makes the fires,

andfig.

14 . . Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 688 '32 Hicfocarius, a fewyller.

1483 Cath. Angl. 145/1 Fueller (A. Feweller), focarius.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Lenatior, a fueller, a wood
carrier. 1601 Chettle & Munijay Death Earl of Hunt-
ington 1. in Hazl. Dodstey VIII. 235 See the fueller Suffer

the cook to want no wood, a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut.
Rhc/u. N. T. (1618) 738 Let vs see what fine fuellers they
be in the Popes kicben that they can make the Purgatorie
fire so cunningly. 1647 C. Harvey Se/t. Heart (Grosart)
122 See how hell's fueller his bellowes plies Blowing the fire

that burnt too fast before. I72oStryi'e Slaw's Surv. (1754)
II. v. xiv. 313/2 The Carmen . . were incorporated with the

people called Fuellers by the name of woodmongcrs. 1892
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 5 May, The fuelers .. desire to

help the cargo loaders.

Fuelless (fi«*el,les), a. [f. Fuel sb. + -less.]

Destitute of fuel.

1897 Sat. Rev. LXXXIII. 251/2 The party entered the

fuelless wastes of the Barren Land.

t Ftl'ellize, v. Obs. [f. Fuel sb. + -ize.] trans.

To supply with fuel, feed.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature v. 33 Whom the

ordinary Creatures cannot content in fuellizing and refresh-

ing Nature. Ibid. xiii. § 2. 203 Imagining to satisfie Lust,

byfuellizing and feeding it.

Fuerse, obs. form of Fierce.

Puff kM), sb. Chiefly Sc. [f. next vb.]

1. A puff of wind ; also a sound resembling this;

the ' spit ' of a cat ; a whiff (of tobacco-smoke).

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2137 Ane fistand flag; a flagartie

fuffe. 1804 Tarras Poems 67 Something bin' her wi' a
skyte, Gat up, an' gied a fuff. 1816 Scott Antiq. ix, 'The
§haist . . then disappeared like a fuff o' tobacco.' 1881

tevenson Thrawn Janet In Corn/till Mag. XLIV. 443
'There cam' a clap o' wund, like a cat's fuff.' 1895 United
Presb. Mag. Apr. 167 The stillness was unbroken save by
the cheerful fuff of the fire.

2. A burst of ill temper; 'huff', ' fume*.

1834 Carlyle Let. 28 Jan. in Froude Remin. (1882) II.

410 What a miserable fuff thou gettest into, poor old exas-

perated politician ! 1838 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) I. 102,



FUFF.

I have put the Stimahile in a great fun". 1893 Stf.vknson
Catriona 235 The causelessness of all this fun" stirred my
own bile.

3. ? A soft feathery mass. (Ci. fluff.)
1700 S. L. tr. Frykc's Voy. E. Ind. 47 The Leaves [of the

coco-nut tree] spread themselves all in a fun", and the Nutts
under them.

Puff(frrf),T. Sc. and dial, [echoic. Cf. Faffle,
/a^dial.]
1. intr. To puff. Said of a breeze, fire, etc. ; also,

of a person in anger or out of breath. Also, to

fume andfuff, fuffandpegk.
1513 Douglas sEneis vm. vii. 120 The hait fyr Dois fuf

and Maw in blesis byrnand schyr. 1721 Ramsay Elegy
Patie Birnie iii, When strangers landed . . Fuflin an pegh-
ing, he wad gang, And crave their pardon that sae lang
He'd been a coming. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jml. vii.

(1884) 204 She ruffed and kindled, if they but opened their
mouth. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 160
For ane that gat in o' that rout, Ten fuffin' stood a while
thairout._ 1822 Hogg Perils of Man II. 39 He brings
me in mind o' a barrel o' beer, fuming and luffing. 1864
Athenxum No. 1928. 456/2 It was a smithy, luffing, glow-
ing. 1876 Whitby Gloss. , Fuff, to puff, as a breeze does.

b. To go away or 3^ with a puff. lit. and Jig.
1822 Galt Sir A. IVylie III. xv'iii. 150 ' Hefuffed awa wi

a' his gowd and gear to Miss Jenny'. 1892 Northumbld.
Gloss, s.v., The poother fuffed off iv a jiffy.

2. Of a cat or tiger : To ' spit '.

a 1693 [see the vbl. sb.]. 1840 Mrs. CarlyleZc//. (1883) I.

1 24 Coiled up and fuffing like a young tiger about to spring.

3. trans. To puff (a tobacco-pipe). Also, to

send out (steam) with a fuff.

1787 Hurns Halloween xiii, She fufTt her pipe wi' sic a
lunt. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlv, 'Reuben Kutler isna the
man I take him to be, if be disna learn the Captain to fuff
his pipe some other gate than in God's house.' 2894 Crockett
Raiders 240 The pot boiled and fuffed out little puffs of
steam.

Hence Fuffing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1687 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 151 Batrons. .Doth fall

a fuffing, and a mewing, While monkeys are the chesnuts
chewing, a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais m. xiii. 107 Mioling of
Tygers, bruzzing of Bears, sussing [read fuffing (Jam.)] of
Kitnings. 1822 Hogg Perils 0/Man II. 231, ' I should hae
said something in return, but. .1 was like to fa' to the fuffing
and greeting.' 1895 Crockett Men o/Mosshags 165 'Them
that steals . . burns in muckle hell—bleezin' up in fuffin' lowes.'

Fuff (vf), i»terj. Sc. a. Used to imitate a
sound, b. An exclamation of contempt.
1780 Mayne Siller Gun 11. xli, Fuff play'd the priming-

heels owr jther, They fell in shairn ! 1804 Tarras Poems 4
Fuff, Robie man ! chear up your dowie saul !

Fuflle [firfl), v. Sc. rare, [onomatopoeic]
trans. To throw into disorder; to jerk about; to
hustle, treat with contumely. Hence Fuffled///. a.

Also Faffle sb., violent exertion, fuss.

1536 Lyndesay A nsw. A'iugis Flytiug 54 That feynd, with
fuffilling of hir roistit hoch, Caist doun the fat. 1635 D.
Dickson Pract. Writ. (1845) I. 177 Thou must be content
instead of favour to be fuffied. 1801 Hogg Sc. Pastorals
14 When muckle Pate, wi' desp'rate fuffle, Had at Poltowa
won the scuffle. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Stortrid (1827)
66 He saw the Vicar, .In fuffel'd garb, and plicht ungainly.

Fuffy (iwh), a. Sc. and north, dial. [f. Fuff sb.

+ -V.]'
1. Light and soft.

1824 in Craven Gloss. 1851 S. Judd Margaret xvii. (1871)
147 She mounted the high, white, fuffy plain [of snowj.
1876 Whitby Gloss., Fuffy, light, soft, and fraught with dust,
like a fuzz-ball.

2. ' Huffy', ' touchy \
1858 M. Portkous Souter Johnny 30 Nocht invites Vour

fuffy hardship, mair nor see His Satellites.

II Fufu {iu-fa). West African. (See quots.)
1863 Wand. W. Africa II. 144 ' Fufu ' is composed of yam,

plaintain, or casava ; it is peeled, boiled, pounded and made
into balls. 1888 Daily News 17 July 5/3 Plantains . . form
the staple of food with the natives, who beat them up into
fufu.

Fug, Sc. form of Fog sb. 1

Fugacious (""g^'J^s),**. Also 7 -atious. [f.

L.fugdci-,fugax (f.fugere to flee) + -ous.]

1. Apt to flee away or flit. a. Of immaterial
things : Tending to disappear, of short duration

;

evanescent, fleeting, transient, fugitive.

1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) A ij, Fugatious words, which
escape the eares pursuit. #1677 Barrow Serin. Wks. 1716
I II. 53 A thing most fugacious and slippery. 171a Wollaston
Relig. Nat. ix. 206 With at best only a few deceitful, little,

fugacious pleasures interspersed. 1774 Warton Hist, Eng.
Poetry xli. III. 433, I owe this information to the manuscript
papers of these fugacious anecdotes. 1817 W. Taylor in

Monthly Mag. XLI V, 234 There is in the affection of poetic
readers a something very fugacious. 1855 H r. Martineau
Autobiog. (1877) II. 226 The fugacious nature of life and
time. 1865 Mill Exam. Hamilton 203 Colours, tastes,

smells, .being, in comparison, fugacious.

b. Of persons : f Ready to run away. Also
humorously [tit persons), fleeing; (of things) slip-

pery, rare.

1651 J. F[rf.ake] Agrippa's Occ. Philos. 557 The most
fugatious of all the Gods. 187a Howells Wedd. Journ. 81
The oily slices of fugacious ]>otatoes slipping about in the
dish. 1885 Harper's Mag. Feb. 367/1 Aunt, .chuckled away
to herself at the retrospect of her own fugacious figure.

c. Of a material substance : Volatile.
1671 J. Wkbstkr Mctallogr. vni. 126 This Primum ens

..is a fugacious spirit. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Cowpit.
vi. 198 The fugacious poison departs as the Serum breaks
out. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. xi. 433 No one

584

. . has analyzed the fugacious element of air with more
success. 1823 Mechanics Mag. No. 10. 160 From the
highly fugacious nature of that part of coffee on which its

fine flavour depends.

2. Bot, and Zoo/. Falling or fading early ; soon
cast off. Cf. Caducous i.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 35 An immoderate use of crude
fugacious fruits, .will likewise occasion a Diarrhoea. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 288 Curtain white,
delicate, fugacious, hanging in fragments at the edge of the
pileus. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, ii. (1813) 16 Seed., may
be extreemly fugacious by its slight adhesion to the plant.

1874 Cooke Fungi (1875) 18 In some Agarics the ring is

very fugacious or absent altogether. 1877-84 F. E. Hulme
Wild Ft. Ser. 1. p. xiv, Petals., very fugacious.

Hence Pugaciously adv., Fuga-ciousness.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Introd. 56 Well therefore did .

.

Columella put his Gard'ner in mind of the fugaciousness
of the Seasons. x8iz A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1830)
ion Sulphuretted hydrogen is known to be contained in
water . . by its reddening the infusion of litmus fugaciously.
1821 New Monthly Mag. I. 160 The utter inanity and
fugaciousness of all mortal grandeur. 1875 H. C. Wood
Therap. (1879) 116 The volatility of ammonia and the
extreme fugaciousness of its action.

Fugacity (fi?*garsiti;. [f. as prec. + -ty.] The
quality of being fugacious; instability ; transitori-

ness. Of a material substance : Volatility.
1656 IJloint Glossogr., Fugacity, a readiness to run

away, inconstancy, an inclination to flight. 1666 Boyle
Orig. Formes <$ Qual. 190 liy our Experiment, its Fugacity
issorestrain'd, that, .the Caput mortnum. .endured a good
fire in the Retort. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 143 F3 The
deceitfulness of hope, the fugacity of pleasure, the fragility

of beauty.
_ 1807 F. Wrangham Serm. Transl. Script. 31

Considerations of the fugacity of time. 1830 Lindlev Nat.
Syst. Bot. 288 The acrid principle . . notwithstanding its

fugacity, has been lately obtained pure. 1841-44 Emerson
Ess., Poet (1885) II. 321 The accidency and fugacity of the
symbol. 1868 Bushnell Serm. Liv. Subj. 281 The fugacities
are left behind us.

Comb. 1894 11 rit. ")rnl. Photog. XLI. 68 The fugacity-
producing quality of this bath.

tFu'gacy. Obs. [as if ad. L.*fugdcia, Lfugax.]
Flight ; also, the fact of being a fugitive slave.

1 1600 Norden Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) 2 Upon the
fugacie of the conquered Britons. 1610 W. Folkingham
Art ofSurvey in. iv. 71 All goods and chattels, which being
stolne, are left or forsaken by the thiefe in his fugacie.
121641 Bp. Montagu Acts fy Mon.(i6^2) 15 That earthly
City, built up by Cain in the Land of his Banishment,
and Fugacy from God. a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 261 They
were branded to express their fugacy with $ or F.

Fugade, var. of Fougadk.
1687 J. Richards jfrnl. Siege Buda 18 Those that went to

the Left were, .beaten off, by the springing of a Fugade.

Fugal (fiz?gal), sb. Australian, [short f. Cen-
trifugal.] A centrifugal machine for dryingwool.
1895 Australian Pastoralist Rev. 15 Aug. p.xii.Will dry

more Wool at less cost than any other Fugal made.

Fugal ,fi/rgal), a. Music, [f. Fugue + -al.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fugues.

1854 CherubinPs Counterpoint 7 He will be able to form
himself in the style which befits the fugal art. 1875 Ouseley
Mus. Form ii. 23 This is . . common in fugal works. 1881
Mus. Trades Rev. 15 Feb. 7/1 It is in B minor allegro, and
opens with a fugal figure.

Hence Pu-jfally adv., in a fugal manner.
1892 Daily News 4 Nov. 2/1 The various themes are

properly developed, and in at least two instances are even
treated fugaily,

t Fu'gate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. fugdt- ppl. stem

offugdre to put to flight, i.fuga flight.] trans. To
put to flight.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 67 It hath not the qualities of
Stygian fire. .to..fugate the devil. 1653 J. Mayer Comm.
Job, etc. 236 Singing Psalmes fugates Devils.

t Fuga"tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. fugatidn-em,

n. of action f. L.fugdre: see prec] a. A chase;

privilege of hunting, b. A * run * for cattle.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 62 This Clerk
owght to have a booke of Remembraunces of all manner
pourveyaunces of beefe and motons . . that the pasture and
fugations take trewe allowance. 1501 Arnolde Chron.
(181 1) 2 That they haue their fugacions and huntyngis lyke
as they had the tyme of King Harry the Second. 1526
Househ. Ord. (1790) 196 Item, Fugation of beefs, muttons,
and veales.

II Fugato (f«ga'ttf), adv. Music. [It. fugato
fugucd, i.fuga Fugue.] In the fugue style, but

not in strict fugue form. Also sb. Music composed
in this style (Stainer & Barrett 1876).
1866 Engel Nat. Mus. iii. 104 The motive is treated

fugato at the commencement of the allegro.

1' Fuga'tor. Obs. rare -I
. In 7 fugatour. [a.

late L. fugdlor, agent-n. f. fugdre : see Fugate.]
That which puts to flight or drives away.
1657 Tomi.inson Renou's Disp. 300 It is a most solemn

fugatour of Pestilence.

tFuge,^. Obs- 1
[? ad. L.fuga flight.] ? Plight.

1436 in Pot. Poems (1859) II. 198 Assaute was there none

;

No sege, but fuge, welle was he that myght gon.

t Fuge, v. Obs. 1 [ad. L.fugJreto flee.] intr.

To flee.

1566 G* Gascoigne Supposes Wks. 11587) 34, I to fuge
and away hither as fast as I could.

-fuge (nrnls)* suffix, occurring in words (adj. and
sb.) f.mod.L. types in -fugus. According to classical

L. analogy, this ending should be connected with

fugcre to flee (cf. profugus)j and should have the
|

FUGITATION.

sense l
fleeing from ' (cf. lucifugus, erifuga) . In

the medical words febrifugus, lit. driving away
fevers, vermifugus expelling worms, however, the
ending derives its sense from L. fugdre, to put to
flight. In imitation of the anglicized forms of
these, nonce-wds. in -fuge have occasionally been
formed ; chiefly on Lat. stems, as Demonifuge
(q.v.), dolorifuge, something to drive away pain

;

but occasionally on Eng. words, as mendacity-fuge.
1802-12 rJENTHAM Rationale of Judic. Evid. (1827) V. ix.

iv. 429 In all purely pecuniary cases, to which the virtue of
the mendacity-fuge diaphoretic does not extend. 1891 T.
Hardy Tess I. 86 The children.. had made use of this idea
as a species of dolorifuge after the death of the horse.

t Fu'geaud, a. Obs.- 1 [Belongs to the spurious
Sherwood dialect of the piece ; it may be an altera-

tion of FlGENT.]
1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 11. i, Shew your sell In all the

shepherds bauldly ; gaing amang 'em, Be mickel in their
eye, frequent and fugeand.

t Fnger 1
, fngO. Obs. [cf. AF. sataynfugeree,

in Slat. Edw. //^(Godefr.).]
1465 in Paston Lett. III. 436 The polronds of a payre

bryganders of rede sateyn flfugr. 1596 Union Invent. U841)
ir One cover of a fielde bedde of fuger satten yellowe and
redde. 1638 Lane. Wills III. 206 And a petticoate of fugo
satten layd on wth silver and gold lace and spangled.

t Fuger 2. Obs.- 1

1681 Mrs. Beun Rover 11. Epil., Right Worshipfuls and
Squires : Who laugh, and cry Ads Nigs, 'tis woundy good
When the fuger's all the Jest that's understood.

tFugeratta. Obs. [quasi-It.deriv. of Fuger 1
.]

1638 Pioclam. 5 Sep. in Rymer Feed. {1735) 271/1 Silk
Mohair, Barratine Silk, Rash Silk. .Fugeratta.

Fuggy, Sc. form of Foggy «.3

t Fugh, int. Obs. Variant oifough, Faugh.
1690 Drvden Don Sebast. 11. ii, A very filthy Fellow: how

odiously he smells of his Country garlike ! fugh, how he
stinks of Spain ! 1755 in Johnson. Hence in mod. Diets.

Fughist, obs. form of Fuguist.

Fu'gie. Sc. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 8 fugee.
[perh. f.fugw in the Law Lat. phrase in meditatzone

fugx * contemplating flight', occurring in the 'fugie-

warrant
7

(see 2).]

1. A cock that will not fight ; a runaway. Hence
as a term of abuse, a coward.
1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. (1813)1. 61 The School-masters

were said to preside at the Battle, and claimed the run-

away Cocks, called Fugees, as their perquisites. 1785 R.
Forbes Poems in Buchatt Dial. 29 How foul's the bibble
he spits out, Fan he ca's me a fugee ! 1834 H. Miller
Scenes $ Leg. xxviii. (1857) 4 J 8 The birds. .were converted
into droits, under the ill-omened name of fugies. 1876 Grant
Burgh Sch. Scotl. 11. xiv. 478 The master . . enjoyed the
perquisite of all the runaway cocks, called fugies.

2. Comb. : fugie-warrant, a warrant granted
against a debtor, on a sworn information that be
intends to flee.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxxix, 'Ay', said Ochiltree, 'that will

be what they ca' the fugie-warrants.

t Fll'gient, a. Obs.- 1 [ad. h.fugient em, pr.

pple. of L,.fuge*re to flee.] Fleeing.

1650 Ashmole Chyni. Collect. 60 Lest the fugient should
first fly away, before the Fire could any way bring forth the
persequent thing.

tFtrgill. Obs- 1 [ad. med.L. fugilla.] A
glandular swelling.
1543TRAHERON Vigo's Chirurg. 129 Scruphules and fugilles

ben often engendred vnder the arme holes. [1706 Phillips
(,ed. Kersey) Fugile, an Impostumein the Ears.]

t Fu-gitable, a. Obs. rare - l
. [f. L. fugit-

(see Fugitive) + -able.] = Fugitive.
i6a8 Fei.tham Resolves II. xlvii. 139 Devoting thee to

pleasure, and the fugitable [1631 fugitiue] toyes of life.

Fu'gitate,///. a- Sc. Law. [ad.h.fugitdl-us,

pa. pple. oifugitdre : see next.] Outlawed.
1751 J. Ixiuthian Form of Process (ed. 2) 235 Such of the

Baunefs as were absent, were fugitate.

Fugitate (fiw'd^it^t), ppl.v. [f. L. fugitdt-

stem aifugitdre, frequentative vb. f.fugHre to flee,

but as used in Sc. Law f. Fugit-ive + -ate3.]

1. trans. Sc. Law. To declare fugitive, to outlaw.

1721 Wodrow Sufferings Ch. Scott. I. 11 On the io* h of

October [1660] the Committee fugitate Sir Archibald Johns-
toun of Waristoun [and others]. 1766 Chron. in. Ann. Reg.

63/1 The offenders were both fugitated for non-appearance.

2. intr. To run away. rare~ l
.

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 182 My valet.. had edged to the

door, and was on the point of fugitating.

Hence Firgitated ppl. a., put to flight, expelled.

i8»4 J. M cCulloch Highlands Scotl. IV. 171 Many
manuscripts were carried to Douay, Rome, and Katisbon,

by the fugitated monks.

Fugitation (fiwdgit^'Jon). [n. of action from

prec. : see -ation.]

1. Sc.Law. A judicial sentence, declaring a person

to be a fugitive from justice, and inflicting the

penalty of outlawry and confiscation of goods.

175a J. Louth ian F~orm of Process (ed. 2) 144 The Sentence

of Fugitation is pronounced by the Clerk to the Macer..

thus: 'The Lords Justice-Clerk and Commissioners of

Justiciary, Decern and adjudge—, —and to be Out-laws

and Fugitives . . and ordain, .all their moveable Goods . . to

be escheat. 1820 Edin. Rev. XXXIV. 192 Pronounce
sentence of outlawry and fugitation. 1880 M asson Milton
VI. 1. i. 134 On the 10th of October there was a decree of

fugitation or outlawry against Sir Archibald Johnstone [etc. ].



FUGITIVE. 585 FUGUE.
b. transf. Exclusion from society.

1837 Mackio. Mag. XLII. 516 Their ladyships know well

that, .instant fugitation [would] he the inevitable reward of

too much candour.

2. The action of fleeing.

i8»3 Blackiv. Mag, XIV. 14 The bustle of fugitation and
war. 1881 Masson.ZV Quincey no With all allowance for

his wanderings and fugitations.

Fugitive (fi/7
-

dgitiv), a. and sb. Forms: 4-6
fugit-, fugyt-, -if(e, -yf(e, -yve, (5 fegetyff), 6-
fugitive. [a. F. fugit'ifJ fugitive, ad. h.fugitivus,

i.fugit- ppl. stem offugere to flee.]

A. adj. (Formerly sometimes with inflected

plural, esp. in legal phrases after AF.)
L Apt or tending to flee

;
given to, or in the act

of, running away.
1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. ni. i. 7 Whilst yet with Parthian

blood thy Sword is warme, The Fugitiue Parthians follow.

i6j5 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents III, xv. 200 Hee was
not much pleased with this fugitive course, a 1704 T. Brown
Picas. E/>. Wks. 1730 I. no Call back our fugitive mercers
from Covent-garden. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiv. 68 His
oars with fugitive hurry the waters beat.

fig. 1617-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xx. 87 Fugitive Divines,
that like cowards, .run away from their Text. 1644 Milton
Arcop. (Arb.) 45 A fugitive and cloister'd vertue v that never
sallies out and sees her adversary.

b. That has taken flight, esp. from duty, an
enemy, justice, or a master, f Also, of a debtor:

Intending flight.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 376 That no citezein be attached
by his body as fugit yf. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 48. § 2

Catalles of felons fugitif. 1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy.
(1589) 255 That none should receiue the others subiects
fugitiues. 1535 Covehdale Judg. xii. 5 Now whan one of

ye fugityue Ephraites dyd saye [etc.]. 1576 Fleming Panopi.
Epist. 139 If it be my tucke to recover the fugitive fellowe
[a slave]. 1597 Skene De Verb, Sign. 120 Malefactoures
quha are fugitive fra the law. 1600 Holland Livy xxiv.
xxx. (1609) 530 There were scourged and beheaded of
fugitive traitours, to the number of two thousand. 1613 Sir
H. Finch Law (1636) 78 In London, if the debtor he fugitive,

that the creditor before the day of payment may arrest him
to find better surety. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. t6 The wrauth
Of stern Achilles on his Foe pursu'd Thrice Fugitive about
Troy Wall. 1748 Richardson Clarissa III. xxxi. 168 To
countenance a fugitive daughter, in opposition to her parents.

1753 Glover Hoadicea 1. i, Come from your hills, ye fugitive
remains Of shattered cohorts. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.
Pierrey

s Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 99 To implore the pardon
of a poor fugitive negress. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III.

224 The fugitive Englishry found in England . . munificent
relief. 1880 E. Kirke Garfield 19 This was the first instance
in which a Union officer refused to return a fugitive slave.

fig> *55« Robinson tr. Morels Utop. 1. (Arb!) 56 By what
crafte . . the kynge maye . . drawe to him againe fugitiue
Naples. 1704 Addr. Glamorgan in Lond, Gaz. No. 4064/6
For him it was reserved to reduce fugitive Victory to her
former Mistriss's Land.

+ e. Of a substance {e.g. the metal mercury):
Escaping from or eluding the grasp, slippery. 06s.— 1

C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 318 pe fegetyff mercury
[perteynyng] on-to mercuryus.

f2. Driven out, banished, exiled. Const,from, of.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1. 146 That first came thorgh his

destanee ffugityfe of Troy Contree In Italye. 1513 Douglas
Mneis i.i. 4 The man.. that fugitive By fait to Italecoyme.
1549 Compt. Scot. ix. 81 He vas fugitiue fra al cuntreis.
£1560 R. MoRiCEin Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 25, I became
fugityve frome myn awne house. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus
Ann. 34 The Armenians, .receiued the fugitiue Vonones.
3. Moving from place to place ; flitting, shifting,

vagabond. P>\%ofig. Fickle.
1481 Caxton Godfrey exxxi. 195 heading, How guyllem

de grateuylle and his felaws fugytyfs cam in to Allexandrye
the lasse. 1490 — Eneydos ii. 16 This noble companye .

.

now vacabonde and fugytyf by the feeldes dardanike.
*&\^1 Foxe/L fy M, (1596)266/2 The Pictavians. .fugitiue
and unstable. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr, Ess. 277 His helpe
extends farre and neere to fugitive Raga-mumns. 1621
Burton Anal. Mel. 1. iii. 1. ii. 11651) 185 Restless .. fickle,

fugitive, they may not abide to tarrie in one place long.
1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch, § 114. 186, I pity thy fugitive
mind, and pray for thee, when I see thee hunt from one man
to another, and from one Medicine unto another. 1883 Mac-
fadyen in Congreg. Year Bk. 72 Fugitive preachers make
fugitive congregations. 1893 Daily News 26 Apr. 2/3
With fugitive securities, which move between London and
foreign stock markets.

4. a. Of immaterial things : Evanescent, fleeting,

of short duration.
c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570I B iv, This shorte

life present as shadowe fugitiue. 1635 R. Bolton Com/.
Affl. Cousc. v. 127 Fugitive follies and fading pleasures.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 109 In Youth alone, unhappy
Mortals live ; But, ah ! the mighty Bliss is fugitive. 1743
R. Blair Grave 568 Bless'd as the pleasing dreams of holy
men; But fugitive like those. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini iv. 7
The woe was earthly, fugitive, is past. 1863 Mary Howitt
F. Bremer's Greece 1. vu 162 A fugitive gleam lit up the
Vales of Athens and Sparta. 1877 Dowden Skaks. Prim.
iv. 41 The latter—the weak endings—are more fugitive and
evanescent in character.

b. Of impressions, colours, etc.: Quickly fading
or becoming effaced. Less correctly of material

substances : Perishable.
1678 R. R[ussell] Geber 1. v. 12 For the Fire, .consumes

every Fugitive and inflammable Substance. 1695 Woodward
Nat. Hist. Earth vi. (1723I 296 The more tender and fugitive
Parts, as the Leaves. i8u Imison Sc. ty Art II. 188 The
colour is extremely fugitive. 1843 Bischoef Woollen Manuf,
II. 81 The materials used in the fugitive dyes.

_ 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I. 574 note. Letters written on fugitive materials.

Vol. IV.

1879 Print. Trades frtil. No. 26. 30 Cerise, like most
aniline colors, is fugitive.

c. Of a chemical substance: Volatile, rare.
1666 Boyle Orig. Formes fy Qual. (1667) 48 Quicksilver.

.

may be turn'd into. .a Fugitive Smoak. 1684-5 — Min.
Waters 76 Spirituous and Fugitive Exhalations. 1850
Dauueny Atom. 'Ph. x. (ed. 2) 324 A fixed carbonate.,
heated along with an ammoniacal compound of a less

fugitive description.

d. Hot. Of flowers and petals : Soon falling.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 151 [Of the Rock-rose
Tribe] Petals 5, hypogynous, very fugitive. Ibid. Their
beautiful fugitive flowers.

5. Of a literary composition {occas. of a writer)

:

Concerned or dealing with subjects of passing

interest; ephemeral, occasional.
1766 Anstey Bath Guide ii. (1832) 15 At least when he

chooses his book to increase I may take a small flight as

a fugitive piece. 18x0 Byron Blues 11. 95 You're a fugitive

writer, I think, sir, of rhymes? 1823 J. Uadcock Dom.
Auiusem, p. vii, Various fugitive publications of the day.
1864 Spectator 9 Apr. 423 The greater part of periodical
literature is meant to be, and ought to remain, fugitive.

B. sb.

1. One who flees or tries to escape from danger,

an enemy, justice, or an owner. Cf. A. 1. Occas.

one who intends flight. To declare a person a

fugitive (

v
Sc. Law) : to pronounce sentence of Fugi-

tation upon.
1382 Wyclie Num. xxxv. 11 Fugityues that not wilnyng

sheeden blood, c 1400 Maundev. (1839' vi. 66 Men resceyved
there all manere of Fugityfes of other places. 1467 Eng.
Gilds 405 Though it so be the seid fugitif fynd suerte to

answer to the accion comencyd ayenst hym. 1489 Caxton
Faytes of A . 1. vii. 16 To fugityues vnneth or with grete
payne cometh agayn the herte to fighte. 1576 Fleming
Panopi. Epist. 128 Your clearke or Secretarie, hath plaide

the fugitive or runnagate. 1667-1708 Teriues de la Ley
357 Fugitives Goods are the proper goods of bin; that flies

upon felony, which, after the Flight lawfully found, do
belong to the King. [The AF. version has fugitives biens,

as if the word were an adj. ; but the passage of Coke
referred to (Rep. v. 109 b) has bona fttgitivorvm.] 1672
Wii.kins Nat Relig. 252 That man Isaith he [Antoninus]

)

is to be esteemed a fugitive and an apostate, who runs

away from his master. 1752 J. Lot'THlAN Form of Process
(ed. 2) 147 The l'ersons contained in the Criminal Letters,

and formerly declared Fugitives. 1845 S. Austin A'auke's

Hist, Re/. III. 473 The approach of the Turks filled the

town with crowds of fugitives. 1887 Bowen Virg. /Eneid
1. 340 Dido, .a fugitive here Fled from a brother,

f b. A deserter. Obs.

1553 Brende Q. Cuj-tius v. 94/1 It was there shewed him
by fugitiues that came out of Darius camp, that he was fled

with al spede into Bactria. 1606 Shaks. Ant. A> CI. iv. ix.

22 But let the world ranke me in Register A Master leauer,

and a fugitiue. 1611 Bible 2 h'ings xxv. 11 The fugitiues

that fell away to the king of Babylon. 1659 Pearson Creed
(1839) 293 The Romans themselves accounted it a servile

punishment, and inflicted it upon their slaves and fugitives.

C One who quits or is banished from his country;

an exile, refugee.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, in. iii. 67 Who then, but English
Henry, will be Lord, And thou be thrust out, like a Fugitiue?

1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commw. 48 Rome .. is the

Seminary and Nursery of English Fugitives. 1692 Wash-
ington tr. Milton's De/ Pop. M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 510 This
is what that herd of Fugitives and Vagabonds hired you to

write. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. v. xxxvi. 265 The Greek
fugitives from Constantinople promoted a taste for eloquence.

1836 W. Irvisg Astoria II. 58 Fugitives from the Spanish and
American frontiers. 1855M1LMAN Lat. Chr. 11. i. (1864) 1. 137
The fugitives from Rome were found in all parts of the world.

f d. One that abandons a monastic life. Obs.— 1

1482 Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 84 Religyous persons that

were fugytyuys that is to sey that ranne oute of her order.

2. One who shifts about or moves from place to

place ; a vagabond, wanderer. Applied also to the

lower animals.

1563-87 Foxe A. Sf M. (1684) III, 747 If thou wert an
honest Woman, thou wouldest not. .run about the Country
like a Fugitive. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 239/1 [A]
Fugitive . . is a Hawk that rangleth and wandreth abroad.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 159 When the Swarms.. idly

Stray, Restrain the wanton Fugitives.

3. Something fugitive ; something fleeting, or that

eludes the grasp. Obs. exc. with personification.

1683 Pettus Fteta Min. 1. (1686) 242 They [light ores]

cannot well be brought into compass, for they rise for the
most part in the Water, and are fugitives. 1690 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) III. 316 You would not exchange your inward
consolation, for the return of all those external fugitives you
once enjoyed, a 1774 Harte Vis. Death Introd. 48 What
Muse hut his can Nature's beauties hit, Or catch that airy
fugitive, called wit. 1847 Emerson Poems, Ode to Beauty,
Thou eternal fugitive, Hovering over all that live.

Hence Pu gitive v. (twnce-wd.) trans., to make
fugitive, drive into exile ; Pu'gitively ouiv. rare~°,

in a fugitive manner(\Vebster 1864) ; Pugltivism,
the condition ofa fugitive; Pugiti'vity, the quality

or state of being fugitive.

1843 W. S. Landor Let. 16 Apr. in R. R. Madden Life
C'tess Blessington (ed. 2) II. 411 What fugitivities in this
lower world ofours ! 1864 Greenshield Ann. Lesmahagow
vi. 116 Her son Thomas was fugitived in the persecution.

1877 IX M. Wallace Russia xxix. 468 This change in the
position of the peasantry . . naturally increased fugitivism
and vagrancy.

Fugitiveness (fi/i'd^itivnes). [f. Fugitive a.

+ -Ness.] The quality or condition of being fugi-

tive (see the adj.).

a i66x Fuller Worthies 1. (1662) 38 The Ficklenesse and

Fugitivenesse of such Servants, justly addeth a valuation
to their constancy, who are Standards in a Family. 1664
H. More Antid. Idol. 2 The Ludicrousnesse and Fugitive-
nesse of our wanton Reason. 1680 Boyle Scept. Litem, v.

318 That also divers Salts, .are very Volatile, is plain from
the fugitiveness of Salt. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. i.

(1869)2 The suddenness and fugitiveness of the interest taken
in them. 1833 Lamh EHa, Superann. Man II, What with
my sense of its fugitiveness, and over-care to get the greatest
quantity of pleasure out of it.

t Fu'gitour. St: Obs. Also 6 fug i)atour.

[ad. Y,.fugitor, f. fugere to flee.] A fugitive.

1533 Bellenden Livy 11. (1822) 124 The Hethrusuhis war
, advertist be ane fugitoure of this huge nowmer of bestial

Hand utouth the portis. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 355
All fugatouris als far fra the law that (led, Siclykc for rebcll

1 to thame bayth be hed.

Fu.'gle,?'. 1 slangoi dial, trans. To cheat, trick.

1719 D'Ureey Pills I. 126 Who fugell'd the Parson's fine

! Maid. 1883 Atmondbury Gloss., Fugel, or Fugle, to cheat,

deceive, or trick ; used actively.

Fugle l'\i~rg\),v.- [back-formation from Fugle-
i
MAN.]

1. intr. To do the duty of a fugleman ; to act as

! guide or director ; to make signals. lit. andfg.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rer: III. v. vii. (1871) 207 Wooden

1 arms with elbow-joints are jerking and fugling in the air, in

r the most rapid mysterious manner! 1863 De Morgan in

I From Matter to Spirit Pref. 35 The case . . fugles admirably
for a very large class of the philosophical principles.

b. trans. To give an example of something^ to.

1868 Pall Mall G. 29 June 12/2 The cost of keeping a few
thousand good men to fuyle all the public and domestic
virtues to the benighted millions of Roman Catholics.

2. Comb.
1837 Caklvle Fr. Rev. III. v. iv. (1871) 101 The French

nation is of gregarious imitative nature; it needed but a
fugle-motion in this matter. 1842 Miai.l in Nonconf II.

377 The fugle-word [Martyrdom] of our present article, is a
venerable expression.

Hence Fugling vbl. sb.

i

1858 Carlyle Fredk, Gt. n. ii.fi868i I. 81 No C7ech blows
into his pipe in the woodlands, without certain precautions,
and preliminary fuglings of a devotional nature. Ibid. IV.

viii. 468 A certain handy and correct young fellow..
who already knew his fugling to a hair's-breadth, was
Drill-master. 1863 Reader 5 Dec. 656 What the author
calls, metaphorically, ' Fugling', or the representation of
a corporate process of mind by some single exaggerated
instance of the same process stationed in front of it.

Fugleman (fiw'g'linaen). Also fugelman,
fugal man, flugleman, flugelraan. [ad. Ger.

fliigelmann leader of the file, i.fliigel wing + maun
Max.] A soldier especially expert and well drilled,

formerly placed in front of a regiment or company
as an example or model to the others in their

exercises.

1804 Mom.Chrou. in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1805) VIII. 117
Time has utterly deprived these stiffening limbs of mine of

all power to spring through the rapid motions of the fugle-

man. 1809 W. Irving Kuickerb. (1861)143 Several times was
Antony obliged to stand forth like a fugleman and repeat the

sign. 1814 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXIV. 271 Like
the flugelman of a regiment, he over-acts the movements
which he would excite in others. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.

I. v. v. 579 This Hohmann was now Flugetmann (' fugleman

'

as we have named it, leader of the file). 1886 H, F. Lester
Under two Fig 'Trees 220 With the captain as volunteer
fugleman the colony quickly enrolled.

trattsf. slx\c\ fig.

1814 J. Gilchrist Reason 44 After the example of some
great gardener who has been made Angle-man to all gene-
rations. 1827 Svn. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 120/2 We pro-

pose Lord Nugent as a political flugelman. 1845 Miai.l
in Nonconf. V. 33 What ! must the state be fugleman to

God's worshipers, that all may assume the same posture
and bow alike? 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xliv. (1879)

388 Acting as fugleman for the approbation, which was
judiciously thrown in from time to time. 1855 E. Forbes
Lit. Papers vi. 168 Popular guides to public collections are
seldom of more value than the explanations of the fugleman
of a raree-show. 1875 F. Hall in Lippincott's Mag. XV.
342/1, I picked out their fugleman, a well-grown boar,

and fired.

Hence Ftrglemanship, the office and duties of

a fugleman. Also by substitution, Ptrglewoman,
a woman who gives a signal.

1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) I. 37 Not the smallest

regularity of fuglemanship or devotional drill-exercise. 1868

Daily Tel. 27 May, Miss Tickletoby. .well acting as fugle-

woman to her eight-and-twenty boarders, waves her virtuous

pocket-handkerchief in response to the salutations from
a drag full of roystering young guardsmen.

Fugue (fi/7g),^. Forms: 6-8 fuge,(7 fug), 7-8

feuge, 7- fugue, [a. Y. fugue, ad. It.fuga lit.

'flight':—L.fuga, related to fugtVe to flee.] 'A
polyphonic composition constructed on one or more
short subjects or themes, which are harmonized ac-

cording to the laws of counterpoint, and introduced

from time to time with various contrapuntal devices'

(Stainer and Barrett). Double Fugue (see quot.

1880).

'597 Morley Introd. Mns. 76 We call that a Fuge, when
one part beginneth and the other singeth the same, for some
number of notes (which the first did sing). i6a6 Bacon
Sylva § 113 The Reports and Fuges have an Agreement
with the Figures in Rhetorick, of Repetition, and Traduc-
tion, a 1646 J. Gregory Posthuma (1649) 48 The Contra-
punctum figuratum, consisting of Feuges, or maintaining of

Points. 1667 Pepys Diary 15 Sept., The sense of the words
being lost by not being heard, and especially as they set

them with Fuges of words, one after another. 1667 Milton
74



FUGUE. )86 FULFIL
P. L. xl. 563 His volant touch Instinct through ali propor-

tions low and high Fled and pursu'd transverse the resonant
fugue. 1795 Mason Ch. Afus. i. 59 The Fugue is indeed come
into disrepute with Modern Masters. 1875 Ouseley Afus.

Form ii. 4 The art of Fugue can he mastered thoroughly by
dint of laborious application. 1880 Grovk Diet. Mus. I. 459
Double Fugue, a common term for a fugue on two subjects,

in which the two start together.

trans/. 1863 Geo. Eliot Komola I. i, Elderly market-
women, .contributed a wailing fugue of invocation.

Comb. 1869 Ouseley Counter}, xviii. 150 Of all kinds of
musical composition none perhaps is so important as the art

of fugue-writing.

Fugue (fi'igl, i>. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To com-
pose, or perform, a fugue. (Nonce-use, tofugue it.)

1834 Beckford Italy I. 4 Half-a-dozen squeaking fiddles

fugued and flourished away in the galleries. 1894 Du
Maurier Trilby i. 41 They fugued and canoned and
counterpointed it.

So Fuguing vbl. sb. ; Fuguing ppl. a. ( =
Fugued ///. a.).

1694 Purcell Playford's Skill Afus. (1697) 98 The third

sort of Fugeing is called a Double Fuge. 1731 Rules/or
7'horoiu-Bass in Holders Harmony 200 Short Lessons by
way of Fugeing. 1795 Mason Ch. Afus. ii. 104 Dr. Tudway
. .had the boldness to declare, ' that the practice of fuguing
in vocal music obscured the sense.' 1862 W. W. Story
Roba di R. iv. (1864) 48 The fuguing chants of the Papal
choir sound.. down the aisles. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc
P. vii. 56 Those old fuguing tunes were like the same [calm]
ocean aroused by storming winds.

Fugued (fi«gd), ///. a. [f. Fucde sb. and v.

+ -ed. Cf. F. fugue] Composed in the form of

a fugue.

1856 Sat, Re-.: I. 319/2 The first part is brought to a close
by a fugued chorus. 1871 H. B. 1'orman Living Poets 369
A sort of fugued movement. 1878 E. Prout in Grove Diet.
Afus. I. 307 Pieces written, .in a fugued style, thougli not
strict fugues.

Fuguist fiz?gist). Also S fughist, 9 fugueist.
[f. Fugue sb. + -1ST.] A composer of fugues.
1789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. ii. no Handel was perhaps

the only great Fughist exempt from pedantry. 18*9 Lamb
Lett. (1888) II. 233 Dear Fugueist, or hear'st thou rather
Contrapuntist? 1841 H. F. Chori.ey Mus. A> Mann.
(1844) III. 246 Classical preluders and steady fuguists will

come in time.

Fuhel, -wel, obs. forms of Fowl sb.

Fuid'e, obs. form of Fbud1 .

Fuil-de-mort, corrupt f. Feuili.emorte a.

1687 A. I.ovell tr. Bergerac's Com. Hist. I. 138 And con-
tents himself with an old Fuil-de-mort Cloak.

Fuil^ie, var. of Fulyie, Sc.

Fuir-days. Sc. Also foor-, fure-, fuor-.

[Somewhat obscure ; the sense would suggest iden-

tification of the first element with Fork adv., but

the phonology is in that case abnormal.] a. l.ate

in the day : = _/«;• days, forth days (see Far ailv.

3 c, Foktii A. 4 b). b. Broad daylight.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 517 The king .. left his

sueit that tyme, and tuke gud rest, Sleipand rycht sound
quhill all the nycht wes past, And on the morne, quhill it

wes neir fuir-dais. 1718 Kamsay Christ's Kirk Or. 111. 17
Be that time it was fair foor days. 1807 J. STAGG Poems
17 At last 'twas gitten wheyte fuor days, The lavrocks shrill

war whuslin'.

Fuisum, -un, obs. forms of Foison.

t Fuite. Obs. rare. In 5 fuyte. [a. Y.fuitc
flight, i.fuir to flee.] Flight.

1499 Caxton Eneydos vii. 31 Semed to theym that they
oughte to make an ende of their fuyte or fleeynge.

t Fuk. Obs. Also 5 fukke, fuck(e, fouke.
[Proximate source uncertain ; the word, with such
variety of application as is not uncommonly found
in nautical terms (cf., e.g., Mizen), occurs in many
mod. European langs. : Y.focyvXs; T>\y.fok (MDu.
fokke) foremast ; Ger.fock(e, Sw.fock, Da.fok fore-

sail. The origin is usually sought in ON. fok,
action of driving, f. root oifiiika to drive

;
possibly

the nautical word was originally a shortening of
various compounds of this.] Some kind of sail

;

1 a jib, a stay-sail (but prob. used loosely in quots.).

Also inComb./K/w/tw/ (in quot. 1598 = ' foremast '),

fuksail, fuksheet.
1465 Afann. A> Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 200 Item, my mastyr

paid for a ffukke maste, iiij.s. \\\y.d. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (1858) I. 20 Tha salit fast, .befoir the wynd With fuk-

saill, topsaill, manesall, musall, and hlynd. fbid. 100 It is

. .Sax houris saling bayth with fuk and blind. 1568 Satir.

Poems Reform, xlvi. 30 Plum Weill the grund quhat evir

?e doo, Haill on the fukscheit and the blind. 1598 W.
Phillips tr. Linschoten 1. 165 The chiefe Boteson hath.,
gouernement ouer the Fouke mast, and the fore sayles.

trans/. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems xiv. 74^ So mony fillok

with fuck sailis Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

a 1529 Skelton Col. Cloute 399 Set up theyr fucke sayles

To catch wynde.

Fuke (fi«k). Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 fuike, -yke.

A lock of hair.

1483 Cath. Angl. 145/1 Fuike {A. Fuyke), lanigo. 1674
Ray N. C. Words 19 Fukes : Chesh. Locks of Hair. 1688

R. Holme Armoury n. 154/1 The Topping, or fore-top [of

a horse]; Fuke. 1879 in Miss Jackson Shropsh. Wordbk.
Fukes: see Fucus.
Ful, obs. form of Foul.

-ful, suffix, originally identical with Full a.

1. Forming adjs. In OE. the adj. full, like its

equivalent in the other Teut. langs., was used in

composition with a preceding sb., forming adjs.,

the etymological sense of which (
«

' full of . . .'; is

usually somewhat weakened, so that the words may
be rendered ' having ', ' characterized by ' (the attri-

bute denoted by the sb.) ; the meaning of the suffix

thus differs little from that of L. -osus, -ous. In

ME. and in mod.E. many new formations of this

type have arisen, some of them from Romanic sbs.,

as beautiful, graceful ; and the suffi x is still to some
extent productive. In the 14th c. a few new forms
arose in which the suffix had the force of ' possess-

ing the qualities of
'

; e. g. masterful, manful. In
OF. -full was not ordinarily appended to adjs. ; an
instance occurs in deorcfull, Parkful, used to

render L. tencbrosus, and prob. formed in imitation

of it. In the ifith and 17th c. a few new words
appear f. adjs. or L. adj. stems + -ful, e. g. direful,

grateful, tristful, fierceful ;
prob. these were due to

the analogy of older synonyms having this suffix,

though it is possible that they may have been in

part suggested by It. words like gratevole {grade-

vole), the ending of which has an accidental resem-

blance to the Eng. suffix. As the sbs. to which
-ful is appended are often nouns of action or state

coincident in form with the stems of related vbs.,

it happens frequently that a word really f. a sb.

+ -ful is associated in ordinary apprehension rather

with the vb. than the sb. (For this there are

sometimes special causes ; e. g. the sb. thank being

obsolete in the sing, while thank vb. is current, the

adj. thankful is naturally viewed as a derivative

of the latter.) Hence in mod.Eng. adjs. in -fulare

sometimes formed directly on verb-stems, the sense

of the suffix being ' apt to ',
' able or accustomed

to ', as in assistful, dislractful, crossful, mournful

;

an example of a passive sense ( = -able) occurs in

bashful.

2. Forming sbs. In the Teut. langs. the form of

expression in which a sb. denoting a receptacle is

followed by the adj. Fill in concord with it and
governing a genitive (e.g. 'a hand full of corn')

was used, not only in its proper sense, but in the

transferred sense of ' the quantity that fills or would
fill ' (the receptacle) : see Full a. I b. The am-
biguity thus arising is partly obviated by a differen-

tiation of form ; the sb. and adj. are treated as inde-

pendent words when they retain their proper sense,

but as forming a compound when the sense is trans-

ferred. This differentiation has not been carried out

to an equal extent in the various langs. In Ger.,

handvoll 'handful', mitndvoll 'mouthful' are

written as single words, but this makes no real dif-

ference in their syntactical value ; the gender of the

quasi-compound is determined by that of its first

clement, and there is no inflexion. In OE. the de-

velopment had proceeded a step further in the case

of handfull, which, although retaining the fern,

gender of hand, was so completely one word as to be

declinable (accus. -fulle, pi. -fulla, after the prevail-

ing declension of feminines) ; in the 14th c. the pi.

was handfullis. No other compound of this class is

found in OE. ; commonly the notion was expressed

in the original Teut. manner by the adj. full in

concord with the sb. This continued also in ME.

;

but owing to the practice of using the sing, of a

noun of quantity instead of the pi. after a numeral,

there is seldom any evidence to show whether the

ME. antecedent of a word like dishful is to be

regarded as a syntactical combination or as a single

word. In mod.Eng. -ful has become a suffix form-

ing derivatives with the general sense ' quantity

that fills or would fill ' (something), and may be
attached at pleasure to any sb. denoting an object

that can be regarded as holding or containing a

more or less definite quantity of anything ; thus we
have not only bottlcful, boxful, cartful, spoonful, etc.,

but bookful, churchful, houseful, worldful, etc. The
plural forms spoonsful, cupsful, etc., which are still

sometimes heard, represent either a survival of, or

(much more probably) a return to, the older gram-
matical view ; but though they have thus some
appearance of historical justification, they are con-

trary to good modern usage, and are objectionable

on account of their ambiguity.
The ON. -fyllr {kand/yllr handful, munnfyllr mouthful,

etc.) is not identical with the Eng. suffix, but is the sb.

fyllr fern. = Fill sb}, and the compounds are therefore all

fern., whatever the gender of the first element.

t Fu'lcible, a. Obs.-° [f. L.fitliTre to support

:

see Fulcrum and -ble.] That may be propped up.
1623-© in Cockeram ; whence in later Diets.

t Fu'lciment. Obs. [ad. late L.fulcimen/um,
i.fulcire : see Fulcrum and -ment.] A prop or

support ; usually spec, a fulcrum.

1648 Wilkins Math. Afagic 1. xii. 80 If we conceive the
same dis-proportion betwixt their several distances in the
former faculties, from the fulciment, or center of gravity,
they would both equiponderate. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's
Disp. 258 Boughs which without fulciments would lay along
the ground. 1695 Alingham Geom. Epit. 54 Thefulciment
or point of bearing comes nearer the middle of the Oar. 1710
Brit, Apollo III. No. 56. 2/1 In this Position of the Body
the Fulciment . . is the Legs. 1759 tr. Duhaniets Husb. 1.

vii. (1762) 17 And a weight, or fulciment, as he calls it.

fig. 1796 W. Taylor in Afouth/y Rev. XIX. 518 A fulci-

ment is wanting to the lever of revolution.

Fulcne(n, var. offulhtne, early ME., to baptize,

q.v. under Fullought.
Fulcra : pi. of Fulcrum.
Fulcraceous (folkr^i-Jasl.a. Bot. [f. Fulcrum
+ -aceous.] Of or pertaining to the fulcra of plants.

1866 in 'Preas. Bot.

Fulcral (foikral 1
, a. rare. [f. Fulcrum +

-al.] Relating to the fulcra of a fish.

187a Nicholson Palxont. 323 Fin borders generally with
fulcral scales.

Fulcraut (fflkiant\ Ent. (See quot.)
1826 Kirby & Si'. Entomol. IV. 346 Fulcrant, when the

trochanter merely props the thigh below at the base, but
does not at all intervene between it and the coxa.

Fulcrate (firlkw't), a. Bot. [f. Fulcr-um
4- -ate 2

.] Supported by or provided with fulcra.

1760 Lee fntrod. Bot. III. iv. 166 Fulcrate, propt; when
their Branches descend to the Root ; as in Fiats, i860
F'owi.er Med. Voc., F'ulerate, in Bot., having branches de-

scending to the earth ; having fulcres. 1880 Gray Struct,
Bot. 412,2.

Fulcre. Englishing of Fulcrum (in sense 2 a).

i860 in Fowler Med. Voc.

Fulcrum (firWaftn); PI. fulcra. Also 7 ful-

chrum. [a.h.fulcrum fin class.L. 'the post or foot

of a couch "), f. root oifulcire to support, prop.]

1. A prop or support ; now only spec, in Mech.
the point against which a lever is* placed to get

purchase or upon which it turns or is supported.

1674 Petty Disc. Dupl. Proportion 41 Square Rods..
whose Ends let be supported with convenient Blocks or
Fulcra. 1690 Boyle Med. Hydrostat. ix. 60 The Ballance
hangs on a stable Fulcrum. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VII. 182 They [serpents] entirely want a fulcrum, if I may
so express it, from whence to take their spring. 1802 Paley
Nat. Theol. viii. § 2 The same spine was also . . to afford a
fulcrum, stay or basis for the insertion of the muscles which
are spread over the trunk of the body. 1803 J. Wood
Princ. Afech. iv. 50 The Lever is an inflexible rod, moveable
upon a point which is called the fulcrum or center of
motion. 1832 De la Beche Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 40 If the

centre of gravity of the mass chances to be high and far

removed from the perpendicular of its fulcrum, the stone

falls from its elevation. 1855 Holden Hum. Osteol. (1878)

141 The use of the scapula is to afford a movable fulcrum
for the motions of the arm. 1869 Gillmore Reptiles fy Birds
ii. 59 They hook themselves on to a tree, which gives them
the power of a double fulcrum.

b. fig.
1678 CunwoRTH fntell. Syst. 472 'I he most excellent Ful-

crum of the Soul, the perswasion of the Everliving God.
(11679 T. Goodwin IVks. (16S2) II. iv. 335 Our Hearts will

need a most special strong fulchrum, support and susteiner

(as the word imports). 1804 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II.

334 This .. should have been selected as the fulcrum of in-

dignation. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) I. iv. 172

The consulship was the fulcrum from which the whole
Roman world was to be moved. 1853 Sir H. Douglas
Afilit. Bridges (ed. 3) 222 A footing once gained is a fulcrum
which should never be lost.

2. (Chiefly //.) a. Bot. Accessory organs or

appendages of a plant ; e. g. bracts, stipules, ten-

drils, etc.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxxi. 485 The parts I now
allude to, are what he [Linnams] calls Fulcra, props or sup-

ports of the plant. 1807 J.
E. Smith Phys. Bot. xvii. 218

Of the several kinds of Fulcra, or Appendages to a plant.

1874 Cooke Fungi 62 In an exotic genus . . the fulcra, or

appendages, .are black.

b. Ichth. (//.) The small osseous scales ar-

ranged in a row and situated on the anterior ray

of the fins of many ganoid fishes.

1880 Guntiiek- Fishes 360 Vertical fins with a single series

of fulcra in front. 1885 tr. Ctaus' Zool. II. 164 The spine-

like splints known asfulcra.

Fulder, Sc. var. of Fouldre, Obs., a thunderbolt.

1513 Douglas sEneis xli. xiv. 88 Nor fuld<:ris dynt .

.

With sik a ruinmyll coin bratland on sa fast.

Fule, Sc. form of Fool ; obs. form of Fowl.

Fulfil (fulfi'l), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. fulfilled

(fulfi-ld). Forms : 1-7 (see Full a. and Fill v.\

8-9 fullflll, 3-9 fulfill, 4- fulfil. [OE. full-

fyllan, f. Full a. +fyllan to Fill. Cf. tofillfull:

see Fill v. 1.]

1. trans. To fill to the full, fill up, make full.

Const, of, with. Now only arch.

a. in material sense.

c 1000 Cleric Cram. xxvi. (Z.) 153 Complco, ic fullfylle.

c 1250 Old Kent. Serin, in O. E. Alise. (1872) 29 po serganz

uuluelden bo faten of watere. c 1350 MS Palerne 4319

Al bat huge halle was hastili fulfulled. 1382 Wyci.if Gen.

i. 28 Growe ?e and be }e multiplied and fulfille }e the erthe.

c 1400 f.anfranc's Cirurg. 102 Aftirward I fulfillide be

wounde with hoot oile of rosis. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

79 b/2 All the londe therof shal be fulfyllid with deserte.

ha 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) ii. 68 All Beastes I byd
vow multeply . . the earth to fulfill. 1548-77 Vicary A nat.

lL (1888) 22 Simple and pure fleshe, which fulfylleth the



FULFIL. 587 FULGURANCE.
concauities of voyde places. 1875 Jowett Plato fed. 2) III.

676 The world has received animals . . and is fulfilled with

them.

b. in immaterial applications.

a 1300 Cursor M. 852 (Gott.) God ..fulfild bis world al wid
his grace. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) v. xiv. (1859) 80 The
Apostles were fulfylled with the holy ghoost. 1480 Robt.

Devyll 5 Hys hearte was fullfylled all with thought. 1529
Mork Com/, agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1151/2 Theyr owne con-

science . . may fulfil their heartes wyth spiritual ioy, 1563
Homilies II. Rogation Week 1. (1859) 475 He . . fulfilleth

both heaven and earth with his presence. 1612 T. Taylor
Comm Titus ii. 12 He not drunke with wine, but be fulfilled,

with the spirit. 1825 Scott Talism, xxiv, I have never
known knight more fulfilled of nobleness. 1830 Tennyson
Poems 35 Her subtil, warm, and golden breath Which
mixing with the infant's blood Fullfills him with l>eatitude.

1864 Swinburne Atalanta 2120 Killing thine eyes And
fulfilling thine ears With the brilliance of battle. 1870
Morris Earthly Par, I. 1. 313 When he was fulfilled of this

delight.

f c. To spread through the whole extent of; to

pervade. Obs.
138a Wvclif Jer. xxiii. 24 Whether not heuene and erthe

Y fulfille? seith the Lord. 1535 Coverdale Dan. it. 35 The
stone .. became a greate mountayne which fulfylleth the

whole earth. 1581 Mariseck Bk, ofNotes 436 The gloric

of the Lord fulfilling the house.

t 2. To furnish or supply to the full with what is

wished for ; to fill as with food ; to satisfy the

appetite or desire of. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter c\\\[i\. 16 Be fulefilled sal trees ofe

felde ilkan. i 1340 Cursor M. 6842 (Fairf.) f>e seyuende
3ere lete hit ly stille pe pouer men hunger for to fulfille.

138a Wvclif Matt. xv. 33 Therfore wherof so many loouys
to vs in desert, that we fulfille so grete a cumpanye of

peple? 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas m. 1. (1554) 70b, Thyne
empty wombe eche day to fulfill, If thou mightest haue
vittayle at thy will. < 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. 1. 3 pe eye
is not fulfilled wip be iv^x. nor be ere wip heringe. c 1500
Lancelot 941 Your plesance may ye wel fulfill Of me. 1592
Timme Ten Eng. Lepers F ij, Not to sustaine nature, .but

to fulfill insaciable gurmandize. 1601 Holland Pliny I.

114 To fulfill his greedy and endlesse appetite.

3. To fill up or make complete ; to supply what
is lacking in; f formerly sometimes with forth.

Also, to fill up or supply the place of something)

;

to compensate for (a defect). Obs. exe. arch.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Al swa fele be me mihte bat tioSe

hape fulfellen. C1290 S, Eng. Leg. I. 305/214 pare-fore

man is i-wrou^t, To fulfulle be teope ordre bat was out of
heouene i-brou^t. c 1380 Wyclif L.ast Age Chirche p. xxvii,

Cristen men hauen xxi lettris. .and 5euynge to eche c. be
newe Testament was endid whanne pe noumbre of bes

assingned lettris was fulfilled. 1382 — Phil. ii. 2 Fulfille

3e my joye. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 29 po .ij. defautis
be medlynge of be ligament fulfillip. c 1440 Proutp. Pari'.

182 Fulfyllyn or make a-cethe in thynge bat wantythe,
supleo. 1473 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1877) I. 30 Item iij

quarteris of blak to fulfill furth the lynyng of the Queynis
goone. 1533 Bellenoen Livy 11. (1822) 107 The new Faderis
chosin . . to fulfill the auld nowmer of Faderis afore minist. 1556
Robinson tr. More's lffop.{ed. 2)11. (Arb.Jgo Then they fulfyll

and make vp the numbre with cytezens. 1850 Mrs. Brown-
ing Poems I. 9 Glory and life Fulfil their own depletions.

f b. absol. or intr. To supply what is wanted.
1390 Gower Con/, III. 138 Where lacketh good the word

fulfilleth To make amendes for the wronge.

f4. To fill, hold, or occupy (a position that has
been vacant); to take (the place of something). Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. I/om. 33 Man sholde fuluullen englene

sete. c 1400 Lati/ranc's Cirurg. 221 pat it mi3te fulfille be

place of be brote. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 289 Whiche
gete turfes . . to fulletille the stede of woode. 1509 Barclay
Shyp 0/ E'olys (1570) 168 His wretched Carcas shall the
voyde graue fulfill. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. ii. ((888) 18

Some (bones] to fulfyll the hollowe places, as in the handes
and feete.

5. To carry out or bring to consummation (a

prophecy, promise, etc.) ; to satisfy (a desire,

prayer).
In origin a Hebraism: a literal transl. of the Yulgate

adimflere, implere, Hellenistic Greek irAijpoyf, used in an

unclassical sense after Heh. n'jo, literally ' to fill'.

c »2qo S. Eng. Leg. I, 104/119 ^uit it scholde bi-foren eov
alle bi folfuld bi me her. a 1300 Cursor M. 26254 His
flexs lust to ful-fill. c 1320 Cast. Love 1201 The profecye of

Symeon Wes fulfylled than, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. Jr. 694
Cleopatra, Thilke comenant..I wele fulfille. 1400 G. ah
David in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 6 Other thinges he
behi5t me the qwich he fulfullyt not. 1514 Barclay Cyt.

<t Uplondyskm. (Percy Soc) 9 Fulfill thy promise, I praye

the now begynne. a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 43 His
purpose was onely to get money: but God's purpose was
(thereby) to bring Mary to Bethlehem. Hee, to fill full

his Cotters, God, to fulfill the Prophecies. 1769 J. Brown
Diet. Bible (1818) s. v., To fulfil requests and desires is to

grant the things desired. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rei>. I. iv. i.

(1872) 101 The universal prayer therefore is to be fulfilled.

i860 Tyndall Gtac. 1. xvi. 112, I fulfilled to the letter my
engagement., to ask no help. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp.
ix. (T875) 145 Full of bright promise never fulfilled. 1883

H. Spencer in Contemp. Rev. XLIII. 15 Nature leads men
by purely personal motives to fulfil her ends.

re/1. 1842 Tennyson Card. Dau. 233 My desire. .By its

own energy fulfill'd itself. 1847 — Princ. vn. 121 If you
be, what I think you, some sweet dream, I would but ask
you to fulfil yourself.

6. To carry out, perform, execute, do (something

enjoined) ; to obey or follow (a command, the

law, etc).
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1222 To fulfillen godes reed, a 1300

Cursor M. 9736 pi will i sal euermar full-fill. 1390 Gower
Con/. III. 264 That thing may he nought fulfille. 1484

Caxton Fables 0/
' SEsop 11. xvi, My mayster . . whiche con-

strayneth me to fulfylle his wylle. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 2 So to study this present treatyse, that they may
fulfyll it in theyr lyuyng. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. (1851)

353 Let not therfore under the name of fulfilling Charity, such
an unmerciful! . .yoke, bee padloukt upon the neck of any
Christian. 1667 — P. L. xu. 402 The Law of God exact he
shall fulfil. 1777 Blair Serin. I. iv. in Let us carry on our
preparation for neaven. .by fulfilling the duties and offices of
every station in life. 1781 Cowper Expost. 644 To praise
him is to serve him, and fulfil, .his unquestioned will. 1835

J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (1837) I. v. 76 In what sense do
we fulfil the words of Christ? 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv.

310 Still each hand fulfilled its pious labour eternal.

tb. To perform, execute, accomplish (a deed).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 288 }if per were eise uorto fulfullen be

dede. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 53 Thei fulfillen first the
more longe Pilgrymage, and after retournen a^en be the
nexte Weyes. 1582 A. Mi'ndav Discov. E. Campion in

Arb. Garner \* 11 I. 205 The deaths of these noble personages
should be presently fulfilled. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1635 Where
you did fulfil The loathsome act of lust.

c. To fill the requirements of, answer (a pur-

pose), comply with (conditions'.

1784 CowPER Tiroc. 93 If all .. Fulfill the purpose, and
appear design'd Proofs of the wisdom of th' all-seeing Mind.
1793 SmeaTON Edvstone L. § 304 Kvery stone fulfils its place
inside and out. 1834 LytTON Pompeii 1. ii, The numerous
haunts which fulfilled with that idle people the office of cafes
and clubs at this day. 1840 LARDNER Geotn. 112 If in two
triangles, either of the conditions of similarity he fulfilled,

the other condition must also be fulfilled, i860 Mill Repr.

'

Goz't. 118651 1/1 To inquire what form of government is best

fitted to fulfil those purposes. 1862 H. Spencer First Princ.
ii. iv. § 53 (1875) 174 Before a truth can be known as neces-

sary, two conditions must l>e fulfilled. 1870 M. D. Conway
Earthw. Pilgr. xxvii. 320 A street speaker and his audience
fulfilling the condition of moving on. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 5) V. 200 The Cretan laws, .fulfil the object of laws, which
is to make those who use them happy.

7. To bring to an end, finish, complete (a period,

portion of time, a work, etc.).

C 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 5/145 }waue be time were folfuld.

1340 Ayenb. 262 pis hoc is uolueld ine be eue of be holy
apostles Symon an Iudas. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 168

pere is fullillid be firste digestioun of pe guttis. r 1400 tr.

Secreta Secret,, Gov. LordsA. (E. E. T. S.) 71 Turne be

vpon by left syde, and fulfylle by sleepe vpon bat syde.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 72 A thynge that is

infynyte maye not be fulfilled. 1526-34 Tindai.k Acts xiii.

25 When John had fulfylled his course, he sayde, whome
ye thinke that I am the same am I not. 1535 Covekdale
2 Sam. vii. 12 Whan thy tyme is fulfylled y

c thou shalt

slepe with thy fathers. 1784 Cowi'ER Task VI. 786 Six

thousand years of sorrow nave well-nigh Fulfilled their

tardy and disastrous course Over a sinful world. 1814

Scott Ld. 0/ Isles 11. xxix, Whose ill-timed speed Fulfill'd

my soon-repented deed.

Hence Fulfilled///, a.

1649 Milton Eikon. xxvii. Wks. (1847) 329/1 All our past

and fulfill'd miseries.

Fulfiller (iulu-lai). [f. Fulfill. + -ER 1
.] One

who fulfils, in various senses of the vb.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. 108 The hooly
ghoost that is the ender and the fulfiller. 1545 Brinklow
Lament. 24 b, Christ wolde not breake the lawe, but was
the fullfiller of the lawe. 1692 South Serm. (1718) II. 102

God himself is first the author, and then the fulfiller of

them. 1752 Law Spirit of Loi<e 11. (1816) 138 A fulfiller of

all righteousness. 1843 Hood Forge 1. xiii, Of his duty so

true a fulfiller. i860 Pusey Min. Pro/h. no The faithful

Fulfiller of His promises.

Fulfilling ^fulfrlin), vbl. sb. [f. Fulfil v. +

-ING 1
.] The action of the vb. Fulfil in various

senses ; an instance of this ; also concr. that which
fulfils. Cf. Fulfilment, now usually substituted.

1340 Ayenb. 260 God bet is be endeand be uoluellinge and
be somme of his wylninges. 1382 Wvclif Rom. xiii. 10

Therfore loue is the plente, or fulfillinge, of the lawe. 1480
Caxton Citron. Eng. cexxxviii. 263 For vnmesurable ful-

fylling of his lust his lyf shorted the souner. 1526 Pilgr.

PtrfAyf.deW. i53i>43Theaccomph'sshynge or fulfyllynge

of his commaundementes. 1628 J. Gaule Pract. 'Theories

(1629) 22 He could haue indured any thing rather then a
Prophecies not fulfilling. 1671 Milton P. A'. 11. 109 With
thoughts Meekly compos'd awaited the fulfilling. 1715 Die

Foe Earn. Instruct. 1, i. (1841) I. 29 The fulfilling of Old
Testament types, and Old Testament promises.

Fulfilling (fulfi'lirj), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ing^.] That fulfils, in senses of the vb.

; f hence,

complementary or suitable to (obs.).

1340 Ayenb. 113 pa3 ha leuede an hondred year.. he ne
mi^te na^t do uoluellinde penonce of one dyadliche zenne.

145a in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1ZS6 I. 282 A Batylment
by nethe with a Crest above and a Casement fulfyllyng to

the werk. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <$ Cr. Prol. 18 With massie
Staples And corresponsiue and fulfilling Bolts.

Fulfilment (fulfrlment). [f. Fulfil v. +
-mknt.] The action or an act or process of ful-

filling; accomplishment, performance, completion.

^Not in Johnson 1755.)
1775 in Ash. 1777 Blair Serm. I. v. 141 With what

entire confidence ought we to wait for the fulfilment of all

his other promises, in their due time. 1786 1805 J. H.
Tooke Parley (i860) 586 Gage. By which a man is bound
to certain fulfilments. 1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil.

1. iii. (1851) 42 There are consequences and fulfilments of
the laws of nature. 1849 James Woodman ii, She exacted
a fulfilment of all prescribed duties from her nuns. 1891
Law Rep. Weekly Notes 76/2 The fulfilment of the con-
dition literally became impossible.

f Fu'lgence. Obs. [f. as next : see -ence.]

= next.

?rt 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) i. 180 And here were now

the Trynitie, We sholde him pass by our fulgence. a 1645
Hevwood Epil. Wks. 1874 VI. 343 May Venus and the
Moones bright constellations, With their best fulgence
smile on all your Nations 1652 BenlowkS Theoph. v. Ivii,

Sols radiant Fulgence in meridian Skies Seeni'd shade unto
those Clarities.

t Fu*lgency. Obs. [f. next : see -ency.] Ful-

gent quality; brightness, splendour.
1659 I>. Pell Impr. Sea 480 A flower that will constantly

expose itself unto the fulgency of the Sun. 1794 Sullivan
/ 'jew A'at. II. 412 The great fulgency and clearness of the
sun's light.

Fulgent (fwldgSnt), a. [ad. L.fulgent-em
,
pr.

pple. of fu/tft're to shine : see -ent.J Shining

brightly; brilliant, glitteting, resplendent. Now
poet, or rhetorical.

1432 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 13 Asches or sonde, whiche
semenge as thynges impure and wontenge ly^hte be wonte
to yelde pure materes and fulgent. ?ai$oo York Myst.,
Inholders (1885) 514 Hayle ! fulgent Phebus. 1615CK0OKE
Body 0/Man 563 It doth lesse hinder the fulgent brightnes
of the christaline. 1636 Hevwood Loi>es Mistress 2nd Prol.

Wks. 1874 V. 88 Liquid Gold Of fulgent beautie. 1667
Milton /'. L. x. 449 At last, as from a Cloud, his fulgent
head And shape Starr-bright appeer'd. 1770G lover Leonidas
iv. 518 Other Thracians. .fulgent morions wore, With horns
of bulls in imitating brass Curv'd o'er the crested ridge.

1807 Wordsw. Gipsies 16 Then issued Vesper from the fulgent
west. 1835 Blackiv. Mag. XXXVT1I. 401 Brighter,. than
the stream Which in Pirene shed its fulgent gleam.

fig. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist II. ii. 32 The studious
mind, .throws off acids and crusty particles in the piling of
the years, until it is fulgent by clarity,

b. Her. (See quot.)
1828-40 IjEKKV Eucyct. Her. I, Fulgent, having rays, as

a star fulgent.

Hence PuTg*ently adv., TuTg-entness.
1727 ii.uLEY vol. II, Fnlgeutness. 1880 G. Meredith

'frag. Com. (1881) 36 Ik-r hero faced about and stood up,
looking at her fulgently.

Fulgid (fwld^id), a. [ad. "L.fulgid-us, f. ful-
gere to shine.]

1. Flashing, glittering, shining.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fulgid, shining, glistering,

bright. 1678 R. kfussEi.l.] Gebcru. 1. hi. vi. 74 Of most, .ful-

gid Splendor. 1715-20 Pope Iliad x. 547 Through the brown
shade the fulgid weapons shined. 1773 Wilson in. Phil.

Trans. LXIV. 16 This l>eauteous substance is at the sur-

face, most fulgid. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 51 The
fulgid sunbeams spread abroad their animating light. 1822

T. Taylor Apuleius xi. 261 A very black robe fulgid with
a dark splendour. 1870 Emerson Soc >$ Solit viii. 163
Demons with fulgid eyes.

2. Nat. Hist. (See quot)
1826 Kikby & Si'. Entomol. IV. 279 F"ulgid, a bright

fiery red.

Hence PTtlgl'dity, fulgid state or condition.

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1755 in Johnson; and in

mod. Diets.

FulgOr, fulgOUr (Mgoj, -sj). arch. [a. L.

fulgor, l.fitlgere to shine.] A brilliant or flashing

light ; dazzling brightness, splendour.
1602 Makston Ant. <V Mel. 1. Introd., By the resplendent

fulgor of this Steele, I will defende the feminine to death.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. x. 128 Glowewormes
alive, project a lustre in the darke, which fulgour notwith-

standing ceaseth after death. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

(1677) 302 Chains of burnished Gold or Brass, whose fulgor

they delighted in. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 13 Thefulgour
and rapidity of the streams of lightning . . exhibited a very

awful scene. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. v. iv, There had
risen., quite another variegated Glitter and nocturnal

Fulgor. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades n. 103 Leaped up the

hot red sun above the sea, And lit the horrid fulgour of his

scales.

fi.<- *&3S Hevwood Hierarch. v. 278 Those Mindes and
Essences diulne By nature with Miraculous Fulgor shine.

1668 H. More Div. Dial. 1. xiv. (1713) 28 Hyl. There
shines from them such an intellectual fulgor. 1834 Eraser's

Mag. X. 699 Their influence shall enable us to make this

article, .glow with a fulgour not otherwise its own.

FulgorOUS (h>lgor3s\ a . rare. [f. Fulgor +
-ous.] Flashing, brilliant, lustrous, lit. anclyi"^

-

.

1772 Nugent tr. Hist. Fr. Geritttd I. 204 Their waxen
wings desolving at the inflamed and sparkling rays of so

fulgorous and resplendent a defender. 1833 Carlyle
Diderot Misc. 1857 III. 194 He heard him [Diderot] talk

oneday. .with a fulgorous impetuosity almost beyond human.

II Fulgur. Obs. [L., f. fulgere to lighten.]

Lightning, a flash of lightning.

1563 W. Fulke Meteors <i64o) 27 Fulgur is that kinde of

lightning which followeth thunder. 1695 D'Urfey Gloriana

ix. 2 Till by some Flashes of ./Etherial Fire, And fatal

Fulgur glimmering Light was lent.

fig. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 175 The King.

.

by the fulgur of his eye can dart them dead.

FulguralCfy-lguiral),^. rare. [a. V.fulgural,

ad. L. fulgnratis, f. fulgur lightning: see -al.]

Of or pertaining to lightning. Fulgural science

(Fr. sciencefulgurate) : divination by lightning.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fulgural, belonging to light-

ning. 1813 T. Busby tr. Lucretius vi. Comm. iv, The
Romans, it is well known, derived from the Tuscans the

system of their fulgural superstition. Ibid. v. Comm. v,

Their skill in fulgural divination. 1891 tr. De la Saussaye's

Man. Sc. Retig. xvi. 139 This fulgural science was con-

sidered of Etruscan origin.

t Fu'lgurance. Obs. rare. [f. next : see

-ance.] Dazzling brilliance (as of lightning^.

1652 Benlowes Theoph. vi. xxiv, Who, like a full-orh'd

Moon, our stars out-shin'd In glorious Fulgurance of minde.

Ibid. vn. xxviii, From this Fulgurance such splendors fly.

74-2
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Fulgurant (fzrlgiiirant), a. [ad. \„fulgitrant-
etn, pr. pple. of fulgurare to lighten, f. fulgur
lightning : see -ant.] Flashing like lightning.

1647 H. More Resolution Poems 175 [Though] Nature
play her fiery games In this forc'd Night, with fulgurant
flames. 1840 Browning Sordello v. 43 Careful Jove's face

be duly fulgurant. 1868 — Ring # Bk. vi. 1600 That erect

form, flashing brow, fulgurant eye.

Hence Puljpirantly adv.

1873 Dowden in Contemp. Rev. JFuly 193 This eruption

[in V. Hugo's Chat intents], which is meant to overwhelm
the gewgaw Empire goes on fulgurantly, resoundingly, and
not without scoriae and smoke.

Fulgurate, v. [f. L. fulgurat- ppl. stem of

fulgurare to lighten, i.fulgur lightning: see -ate3.]

in/?'. To emit vivid flashes like lightning.

1677 Phil. Trans. XVI 1 1. 867 [It] doth now and then fulgu-

rate, and sometimes also raise it self as 'twere into waves of
light. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. iii. 179 As soon would
we have believed that two Diamonds could Fulgurate. 1756
[see Flagrate z>.]

Hence Fulgurating ///. a. ; also trans/, (of

pains) darting like lightning through the body.
1677 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 867 This fulgurating substance

carries its light alwaies with it. 1709 F. Hauksbke Phys.
Mech. Exp. ii. (1719) 36 A brisk Fulgurating Light was
produc'd. 1878 A. M. Hamilton New. Dis. 276 The indi-

vidual may first notice the commencement of the disease
by fulgurating pains which dart from the feet up the legs
and thighs.

Fulguration (folgiur^-Jan). [ad. L.fulgurd-
tion-em, n. of action f. fulgurare : see Fulgurate
and -ATION. Cf. F'. fulguration.]
1. The action of lightning or flashing like light-

ning
; chiefly in pi. flashes of lightning. Now rare

in literal sense.

1633 J. Donk Hist. Septuagint 57 Your Eyes.. were so
incountred with the order and splendor of the workes . . so
as you should be forced to turn them elsewhere or not too
stedfastly behold their Fulguration. 1642 Howi-xl For,
Trav. (Arb.) 12 Though thunder be first in Nature being by
the violent eruption it makes out of the cloud the cause of
such figurations. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth II. 93 These
signs are chiefly, .the figurations of the air, and the falling
of stars. 18x3 T. Forster Atmosph. Phaenom. (1815)76
The vespertine figurations, called summer lightning, are
not followed by any thunder at all.

JSg. 1874 H. K. Reynolds John Bapt. ii. 88 Angels are
the figurations of His power. 1877 E. Caird Pkilos. Kant
v. 86 The continual fulgurations of deity.

2. In Assaying. (See quots.) Cf. BLIOK.
1676 Coles, Fulguration, a reducing metals into vapours

by the help of lead (in a copel) and a violent fire. 1758
Reid tr. Macqners Chyttt. L 323 The surface of that metal
will at once dart out a dazling splendour: but, if the fire be
strong enough to keep the Silver in fusion . . this change of
colour, which is called its fulguration, will not be so percep-
tible, and the Silver will appear like a bead of fire. 1853
Urk Diet. Arts I. 98 When the lead is wasted to a certain
degree, a very thin film of it only remains on the silver,

which causes the iridescent appearance, like the colours of
soap-bubbles ; a phenomenon, called by the old chemists,
fulguration.

II Fu'lgurator. rare. [L.fulgurdlor, i.fulgur
lightning.] A priest who interprets lightning.

1813 T. Busby tr. Lucretius vi. Comm. v, The Tuscan
fulgurators. . were induced . . to direct sacrifices which they
knew would be unacceptable to the Gods.

+ Fu'lgure. Obs. rare. [a. OY. fulgure, f. L.

fulgur lightning.] = Fulgob.
a 1633 Austin A/edit. (1635) 88 The Light or fulgure in it

[star] was purely Supernaturall. 1661 Morgan Spk. Gentry
1. iii. 34 Noble by reason of fulgure and transparencie.

Fulgureous, a. rare- 1
, [f. ~L.fulgureus (f.

fulgur lightning) : see -Eous.] Of the nature of
lightning.

1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. viii. 224 Generated in the
sky by a fulgureous exhalation.

Fulgurite (ftHgiurait). [f. I,.fulgur lightning

+ -ITe!]

1. Geol. (See quot. 1865.) Also written (less

correctly) fulgorite.

1834.Mrs. Somervii.le Connex. Phys. Sc. xxvii. (1835) 312
I)r. Fiedler exhibited several of these fulgorites in London
. . dug out of the sandy plains of Silesia and Eastern Prussia.
1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. iii. (18^2) 60 At Paris MM.
Hachette and Beudant succeeded in making tubes in most
respect similar to these fulgurites. 1865 Page Handbk.
Geol. Terms, Fulgurite, Fulgorite, any rocky substance
that has been fused or vitrified by lightning. More strictly

applied to a bore or tube produced by the passage of light-

ning into a sandy soil. 1884 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 526 In
sand or rock, where lightning has struck, it often forms
long hollow tubes, known to the calmly discriminating
geological intelligence as fulgurites.

2. An explosive substance (see quot. 1889).
1882 H. S. Drinker Tunnelling (ed. 2) 102. 1889 Cun-

ijill Diet. Explosives, Fulgurite consists of nitro-glycerine
mixed with some coarsely ground farinaceous substance.
1894 Daily Nnus 22 Jan. 5/5 At Geneva a trial has been
made in a quarry with the new explosive, ' fulgurite ', under
the direction of the inventor, Raoul Pictet.

t Fulgu'rity. Obs.~° (See quots.)
x6»3 Cockeram, Fulguritie, lightening. [In eds. 1631-2

printed Fulgurite, in 1637-9 Fulgurie.] iyai Bailey,
Fulgurity, Shining, Glistering.

Fulgurous vftrlgifiros), a . Also 7 fulgrous.
[f. L»fulgur lightning + -ou«.] Resembling light-

ning ; full of or charged with lightning. AlsoyS^.
1616 J. Lane Contn. Sor.'s T. vm. 217 Thepitchieclowdes

of fulgrous heavn, 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xix, viii.

VIII. 26r The angry similitude had shot, slightly fulgurous
and consolatory, athwart the gloom of one's mood. 1876
I.OWELL Ode Poet. Wks. 1890 IV. 94 Of Rome, fair quarry
where those eagles crowd Whose fulgurous vans about the
world had blown Triumphant storm and seeds of polity.

Fulham (fu-lam). slang. Forms : 6 fullan,

G-7 fullam, 6-8 fullom. (7 fullum), 7- fulham.
[Of uncertain origin : by some conjectured to be
derived from the place-name Fulham, once a noted
haunt of gamesters. Another conjecture is that

the oldest form fullan = 'full one', which would
suit the sense.] A die loaded at the corner. (A
highfulham was loaded so as to ensure a cast of

4, 5, or 6 ; a lowfulham, so as to ensure a cast of

If 2, or 3.)
c 1550 Dice-Play C iiij a, Fullans . . be square outward.

Yet being within at the corner with lead, or other pondorus
matter stopped, minister as great an aduantage as any of
the rest. 1591 Nobody <$• Someb. in Simpson Seh. Shaks.
(1878) I. 337 Those are called high Fulloms. 1598 Shaks.
Merry IK 1. iii. 94 Let Vultures gripe thy guts : for gourd,
and Fullam holds : & high and low beguiles the rich &
poore. 1605 Lottd. Prodigal 1. i, Two bale of false dice,

videlicet, high men and low men, fulloms. .and other bones
of function. 1674 Cotton Conipl. Gamester 12 This they
do by false Dice, as High-Fullams 4, 5, 6. Low-Fullams 1,

2, 3. 1711 Puckle Club 21 At dice they have The Doctors,
the fulloms. 1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 100 A bale of
fulhams. 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke xxx. 316 There is no
loading of the dice, or throwing of fulhams.

fig. 1644-7 Cleveland Char. Lond. Diurn. (1677) 108
Now a Scotch-man's Tongue runs high Fullams. There
is a Cheat in his Idiom. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. i. 642 One
cut out to pass your tricks on, With Fulhams of Poetick
fiction.

t Fuli'ginated, a. Obs. rare. [f. L.fuliginat-
us (tfuligo soot; + -ed *.] Of a sooty colour, as if

powdered black.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 193 Such the misery of these
fuliginated creatures, who as they use all Ceremonies of
devotion usually on the nights and not at daytime, tis they
say because the Devill is then sole Ruler. X796 Kibwan
Elem. Afin. (ed. 2) II. 310 It is formed either by the union
of the Yellow Calx with an excess of Volalkali, and this

may be called the Fuliginated Calx.

t Fuligino*se,<* Obs.~° [sid.L.fiiliginos-us:

see Fuliginous and -ohe.] = Fuliginous i and 3.

17*1-36 in Uailey. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Fuliginosity (fiwlidjin^ -siti). [ad. F. fuli-
ginosite, f. h.filliginds-us (see next) + -ity.] The
condition or quality of being fuliginous or sooty

;

sooty matter, soot.

1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chyni. I. 185 A short tapering
funnel, .which will serve for a chimney to carry off all fuli-

ginosities. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 471 All fuliginosities

arising from combustion on the surface of the earth are
finally carried into the sea.

fig- x®37 Carlyle Mirabeau, Ess. (1840) V. 136 In the old
Marquis there dwells withal, -a latent fury and fuliginosity

very perverting. 1895 Expositor Nov. 350 This might be
due to intentional fuliginosity—(if I may coin a word) but
it cannot be the case that the whole of the Talmud has
been wilfully obscured.

Fuliginous nwli'djsinas), a. Also 7 -enous,
-inus. [ad. L. fultginos-us, t. fuligo soot : see

-ous. Cf. Y.fuligineux, -euse.~\

1. Pertaining to, consisting of, containing, or

resembling soot ; sooty.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. n. v, It offends commonly

if it be to . . fuligenous, cloudy, blustering, or a tempestuous
Aire. 1638 Wilkins Neiv \Vorld 1.(1684) 73 This Fuliginus
matter, which did thus obscure the Sun, must needs be very
near his Body. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii.

334 A sootish and fuliginous matter proceeding from the

sulphur of bodies torrified. 1684 Evklyn Diary 24 Jan.,

London . . was so filled with the fuliginous steam of the
sea-coal, that hardly could one see across the streets.

^ 1731
Hales Stat. Ess. I. 260 In great cities where the air is full

of fuliginous vapours. 182* Lamb EUa Ser. 1. Praise of
Ckimneys7feePers, The fuliginous concretions, which are

sometimes found (in dissections) to adhere to the roof of the

mouth in these unfledged practitioners. 184a De Quincey
Pagan Oracles Wks. VIII. 222 A huge octagon lamp, that

apparently never had been cleaned from smoke and fuligi-

nous tarnish.

Jig. < 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 107 Prayer compar'd
with praise, is but a fuliginous smoak issuing from the sense
of sin. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. xix, His ideas . . all

obfuscated and darkened over with fuliginous matter ! 1845
Carlyle Cromvjell (1871) IV. 3 A very fuliginous set of
doctrines. i860 Trolloi'e Cast. Richmond II. 80 The
debate went on. .with many sparks, .of eager benevolence,

and some few passing clouds of fuliginous self-interest.

b. Covered or blackened with soot. Chiefly in

humorously bombastic use.
<* 1763 [see Fuliginously]. 1843 Carlyle Past <y Pr. 111.

xv, To that dingy fuliginous Operative, emerging from his

soot-mill. 1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. II. 32 A fuliginous

suburb of factories, a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sketches (1879)
I. 59 The pleasant gardens . . are a delight and a luxury to

the Londoner escaped from some close fuliginous domicile.

1884 Pall Mall G. 16 Oct. 1/1 All the world is peering
down the fuliginous chimney.

1 2. In old physiology applied to certain thick
* vapours ' or ( exhalations said to be formed by
organic combustion, and noxious to the head and
vital parts. Obs.
i574 Newton Health Mag. 53 Those apples . . repel and

drive away all fuliginous moyste vapours which trouble the

harte and strike up into the head. 16x1 Burton Anal. Mel.
II. v. 1. iv, It is not amiss to bore the scull with an instru-

ment to let out the fuliginous vapours. 1664 Power Exf.

Philos. 1. 57 The grosser Steams that continually perspire
out of our own Bodies . . are the fuliginous Eructations of
that internal fire, that constantly burns within us. 1725
Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Bath, It will be attended with
these two Advantages, viz. the Dissipation of the fuliginous
Excrements, and drawing out the superfluous Humours.
3. (Chiefly A7

al. Hist,) Soot-coloured, dusky.
[1688 K. Holme Armoury ii. 290 The upper part of the

Body is brown, or Fulgineous {sic).] 1822-34 Good's Study
Aled. (ed. 4) I. 339 A morbid deep-coloured bile, fulvous,
greenish, or fuliginous. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV.
282 Fuliginous, the opaque black of soot. 1869 O. W.
Holmes Cinders from Ashes in Old Vol. Life (1891) 247
An older and much bigger boy, or youth, with a fuliginous
complexion. 1874 Coues Birds N. ll\ 642 Entire plumage
deep sooty or fuliginous blackish.

Hence Puli'ginously adv., Full ginousness.
1576 Newton Lemuie's Complex. (1633) 222 When this

sinke of Melancholy is once exhausted, and all fuliginous-
nesse banished. 1652 French Yorksh. Spa ii. 27 According
to the fuliginousness of vapours more or less recoiling, the
fire is more or less choaked. a 1763SHENSTONE Wks.(\-]b$)
I. 114 To rear some breathless vapid flow'rs Or shrubs
fuliginously grim. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 11. iii,

Military France is everywhere full of sour inflammatory
humour, which exhales itself fuliginously, this way or that.

II Fuligo (fitttoi'go;. [L.] Soot. (See also

quot. 1727.)
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ej>.\\.x\\. 335 Thus Camphire

of a white substance, by its fuligo affordeth a deepe black.

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. ComPl. Gard. Advt. to Curious
4 Wax, or Oyl-Olive (for such it ought to be, to avoid the

inlollerable smell and fuligo'sof gross and cheaper Materials*.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Fuligo, sulphureous, foul and thick

Vapours, breath'd out at the Mouth, or thro' the Pores of
the Body. 1830 ll'estm. Rev. XII. 387 The book before us
smells pestilently of orange peel and the lamp .. nor is the

fuligo wanting.

Fulimart, obs. form of Foumart.

Folk fulk), v. dial. Also fullock. [Of obscure

origin; cf. Fllkat.] (See quots.) Hence Ful-
locking vbl. sb.

a 1784 in Milles MS. Gloss. (Halliw.). 17^6 Grose Diet.

J 'ulg. 'Tongue (ed. 3), Fulk, to use an unfair motion of the

hand in plumping at taw. Schoolboy's term. 1843 P. Parley s

Ann. IV. 311 Come, down with your taw— no fulking. . . I

like to see boys manly, even in their boyhood. 1874 Halli-
well, Fulk, a phrase made use of by boys playing at taw,

when they slily push the hand forward to be nearer the mark.
Fullock, to jerk the hand unlawfully. A term at marbles.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Fullock, to jerk the hand and arm
unlawfully at marbles, instead of shooting from the thumb-
joint with the hand perfectly steady. 1875 Whitby Gloss.,

Fullock, to fire a marble . . from the hand, by a jerk of the

bent thumb. ' That was well fullock'd/

Fulk, obs. form of Folk.

t Fulkat, v. Obs, rare~x
. (See quot.1

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 263/1 Fulkat, or Fulkating
over hand [in the Game of Truck] is to make your Ball

jump over his through the Argolis, when his Ball lies

directly in the way before you.

t Fu'lker. Obs. rare— 1

. [Corruption of Ger.

fucker, fugger : cf. Fogger, Fookeb, Fowkeb.]
1 A pawnbroker or usurer ' (Halliwell).

1566 GAScoiGNE,S";//)/(7^f ii. iii, A prety paune, the fulkers

will not lend you a farthing upon it.

t Full, sb.* Obs. [OE.>/- OS.////, ON. full,

str. neut.
;
perh. originally the neuter of the adj.]

A cup, goblet ; a bumper.
Beojvul/616 pa. freolic wif ful je-sealde arrest Eastdena

ebel-wearde. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 88 Drince Sonne breo

ful fulle. .nistij. c 1205 Lay. 14325 Oder mil me piderjared

. . penne bat uul beo5 tcumen "eiine cusseoS heo breoien.

t Full,^ 2 Obs. rare.~ l [Identical with Sc.fow
(sec quot. 1673 below) of which Foose seems to be

the plural, and Fouat a derivative or compound.
It is not clear whether Bullen's_/W/ is the orijjuial form

(?from Full a., with reference to the fleshy leaves), or due
to his own conjectural identification of the sb. foxv with

_/W=fuII.]

Houseleck.
156a Bcllein Bk. Simples (1579) 35 It is called Houslike

..in the South parts of England, but in the North it is

called Full. 1673 Weddkrburn Vocab., Seduvt majus,
Fow.

Full (ful), a. y
s&.'t, and adv. Forms: 1-7 ful,

3-5 fol(le, south. vol(le, 4-5 fulle, 6 Sc. fow,

8 Sc. fou, 1- full. [Com. Teut. : OE. full

~OYjh.fol,ful, OS.////;/(Du. vol), OHG. fol\l

;MHG. vol, mod.Ger. voll), ON. full-r (OSw.

fuld-er, mod.Sw. full, Da./«A/), Goth, full-s :-

OTeut. *follo-,fullo- :-0Aryan *pj-n6, represented

also in Lith. pilna-s, OS1. plitnu ; cf. also the

synonymous Skr.piirnd, I,, plains, Olr. Ian, Welsh
llaxvn (:—pre-Celtic *'pldno-, plono-), which though

not formally identical contain the same root and

suffix. From the Aryan root *pel-, pol-, //, and its

extended forms pie-, plo-
t

etc. are derived many
words expressing the notion of abounding, fdling,

etc., as Skr. puru, Gr. vokvs (see F'elk a.) ; Gr.

mfxirXdvai to fill, -nX-qprjs full, irX^oy multitude, L.

{com-, im-, op-, re-, sup-) plere to nll,//&r more.

In this and in several other words (Sievers Ags. Gr. § 55),

the OE. « represents WGer. o\ when this is the case a

labial consonant is almost always present, but the precise

conditions have not been determined.!

A. adj.

1. Having within its limits all it will hold ; havirfg

no space empty ; replete. Const, of (in OE. with
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genitive). Often with intensive phrases, as full as

an egg, full to the brim (see Hrim sb.'A 4 b),full to

overflowing, full up (colloq.), etc. For advbl.

phrase full mouth : see Mouth.
a 1000 Judith 19 pjcr w;uron bollaii steape boren. .swylce

eac bunan and orcas fulle tflettsittendum. .1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 193/45 A fat bare itod fol of babe-water, a 1300
E. E. Psalter cxliii. 14 Cleues ofe ba fulle ere ybite

\
promptnaria eorum plena], c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg.

4 1 Heelde into be hoole . . hoot oile of roses . . til al be wounde
be ful. c 1483 Caxton Vocab. 12 Hit is of a fulle fatte.

1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640) 56 The ignorant in Philo-
sophy must be admonished, that all things are full, nothing
is empty, for nature abhorreth emptinesse. 1590 Nashe
PasquiTs A/ol. 1. C 1j b, To preache to Gods people vpon
a full stomach. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, II, iv. 68 Can a
weake emptie Vessel beare such a huge full Hogs-head?
1648 Gage West Ind. vi. 19 Filling them [boats] so fast and
so full, that some sunke. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11.

(1711) 175 When many Whales float on the Sea, they [birds]

have their Bellies full. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y /'.

112 A Board plastered over, which with Cotton they wipe
out, when full, as we do from Slates. 1710 Steele Tatter
No. 187 P 5 The full House which is to be at Othello on
Thursday. 1711 BuDGBLL Spect. No. 77 T 9 When he is

playing at Backgammon, he calls for a full glass of Wine
and Water. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull in. iv. 49 When
she came into any full assembly. 1764 Foote Patron in.

Wks. 1799 I. 353 Full.. As an egg. 1786 Burns Dream
131, I hae seen their coggie fou. 1813 Scoresby Whale
Eishery 126 An ancient flying, a signal indicative in the
whale fishery of a full-ship. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neigkh. iii. (1878) 32 A few full sacks, tied tight at the
mouth. 1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitford I. ii. 37 The coach
was completely full. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 131
All the stables were full. 1892 Daily News 18 Oct. 5/3
Because they [cemeteries] are full up.. this additional one
is required.

b. Locutions in which full is in concord with
a preceding sb. denoting a receptacle are sometimes
used transf to signify either ( 1 ) the contents viewed
with respect to quantity, or (2) a quantity equal to

the capacity of the receptacle. In the latter of
these applications, this usage is now almost super-
seded by the practice of forming derivatives ad
libitum with the suffix -ful 2.

< 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 268 Sele bonne ca:Uc fulne to
drincanne. r 1205 Lay. 1285 In baeresa;heofunden vtlawen
. . fifti scipen fulle. Ibid. 6470 A kene sweord and enne koker
fulne flan. 1563 W. Fulke Meteors(i6*o) 52 He that hath
seene an egges shell full of dew drawn up by the Sunne .

.

in a May morning. 1884 G. Moore Mummer's Wife (1887)
179 A theatrefull of people.

c. fig. (see 2 c) ; esp. of the heart : Overcharged
with emotion, ready to overflow.
c 1300 Cursor M. 19404 (Edin.) Steuin of strenbe and godis

grace was fillid ful in ilk a place. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii.

175 Speake, for my heart is full. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. i,

His heart was so full, he could say no more. 1797 Mrs.
Radcliffe Italian xii, My heart was never so full in my life.

+ d. Of an office: Occupied, not vacant. Const.

of Obs.
iS1+lrt Litttetotfs Tenures 38 b, Where a villeyne pur-

chasethe the avowson of a Church full of an incumbent.
«>734 North Lives (1826) II. 11 He laid his eye on the
place of Chief Justice of Chester, which was full of Sir Job
Charleton.

e. Of an animal: Pregnant. Of a fish; Charged
with roe. + Full of {foal) : big with.
a 1618 Rates Merchandize Gib, Hearings white, full,

or shotten, the barrell viijj. iiij^. 1722 Lond. Gaz. No.
6120/4 A large Black Mare .. very full of Foal. 1864 Mil
("hell Herring 114 If the herrings are assorted, namely,
Um full herrings (herrings full of milt and roe) separated

|

from matjes (herrings with the milt and roe of a small size),

and these separated from ' ylen ', empty or shotten herrings,
the fishery officer has authority to apply a brand with the
word ' full ' to the first, and the word ' maties ' to the second
description, .in addition to the crown brand.

tf. Having the outline filled in ; solid, not open.
Fullflower ( = F.fleurpleine) «=* double flower'.
1597 Morley Introd. Mus. Annot., There were . . foure

mauers of pricking, one al blacke, which they tearmed blacke
full, another which we vse now which they called black
void, the third all red, which they called red ful [etc.]. 1683
Robinson in A'ay'sCorr. (1848) 137 It hath no full, or double
flower. 1715 Desaguliers Eires Impr. 118 Make three
openings in it.. the space Im, which is 6 Inches wide, must
be left full.. leave qc open 6 Inches wide, be and qy full,

being of 6 Inches each.
absol. 1703 T. N. City <y C. Purchaser 128 Let the Doors

. .be right over one another, that the void may be upon the
void, and the full upon the full.

2. a. Containing abundance of; plentifully

charged, crowded. + Rarely const, with.
a 1000 Sal. Sf Sat. 174 (Gr.) Hateb Sonne heahcyning helle

betynan, fyres fulle. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) n Engelonde
is vol inos of frut and ek of tren. 1340 Ayenh. 28 pet com
. .is uol of frut and al ripe, c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s 'P. 1288
A wrethe of gold . . set ful of stones brighte. c 1400 Lau-
franc's Cirurg. 53 But if be membre bat was brusid be ful
of senewis, as be hand ouber be foot. 1519 Horman Vulg.
xxxi. 257 a, The fylde was strowed full of caltroppis. 1582
N. Licheheld tr. Castanheita's Conq. E. Ind. xl. 94 Great
adders, which are very full of poison. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 341 Which the people take with boords
bored full of holes. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 229 As
full of spite and ill nature as a Spider with poyson. 1737
Bracken Earriery hnfir. (1757) II. 147 Some Horses will
be too full of flesh. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 436 His
bedchamber is full of Protestant clergymen. 1878 Smiles
Robert Dick vii. 76 The sky was full of fire.

t b. Formerly sometimes of a surface : Covered
(with). Const, of Obs.

1563 W. FuLKH Meteors (1640) 36 b, The lidde will be all

full of smalt drops of water. 1579 GossoN Sch. Abuse(Arh.)
54 We. .turne him away with his backe full of stripes. 1583
Hollyband Campo di Eior 133 Here l)e the dice. How full

of dust they be. 1657 R. LlGON Ilarbadocs (1673) 75 The
rind of a pure ash colour, full of wrinkles.

C. In non-material sense : Abounding (in), abun-
dantly characterized (by). Const, of occas. -fivith

(in OK. with genii, or instrumental).
tiooo Cxdmon's Gen. \iq-z (Gr.) He . . xeseah unrihte

eorftan fulle. c izoo Ormin 1784 Crisstnedd bed..iss All
full off hali^domess. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1 10 Ouer Sat . . An
oder heuene ful o blis. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1917 A loghebai
founden made, Was ful of gamen and play. 1340 Ham pole
Pr. Conse. 551 pus may a man his bygynnyng se Ful of
wrechednes and of caytifte*. 1397 Rolls of PariI. III.

379/2 He that bathe ever bene ful of mercy and of grace to
all his lyeges. 1513 Douglas sEueis in. Prol. 13 Of uncouth
daugeris this nixt bliik hail is full. 1569 Tukberv. Trag.
T. etc. (1587) 199, I found him full of amours euery where.
1611 Bible Acts xiii. 10 O full of all subtilty and all mis-
chiefe. 1650 Trap!' Comm. Deut. vi. 12 Full with Gods
benefits. 1682 Noruis Hierocles 24 The fuller it is of labour
& slavery. 1715 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (18371 II. 12
Vour whole letter is full of mistakes. 1754 Siikhiseare Main'-
«/<?«>( 1 766) I. 150 Mr. Sharply being retired, full with Self-

applause of his deep Cunning. 1857 Li>. Houghton in Life
(1891) II. xii. 18 M. Guizot is. .full of political and literary
gossip. 1878 Morlf.y Carlyle Crit. Misc., Ser. I. 200 The
Protestant cause remained full of vitality.

d. A full man : (After Bacon) One whose mind
is richly stored.

1597-8 Bacon Ess., Studies (Arb.) 10 Reading maketh a
full man. 1868 Lowell Drydeu Pr. Wks. 1890 III. 105
For, like Johnson, Burke, and the full as distinguished from
the learned men, he was always a random reader.

3. Engrossed with or absorbed in ; fully occupied
with the thought of (something). Now only with
const, of. f Formerly also with that or infinitive.
1607 Ff.nton in Lismorc Papers Ser. 11. (1887) I. 116 We

are now so full to prouide for the daungers which the tynie
doth threaten on all sides, that [etc.]. 1633 Br. Hall Hard
Texts 403 Those that are most full, and most conscious of
their owne infirmities. 1657 R. I.igon Barbadoes (167326,
I could not go my self about it, being full of other business.
1669 Pepys Diary 24 Jan., The king seemed mighty full

that we should have money to do all that we desired. 1737
Bracken Earriery hnpr. (1757) II. 79 These Sort of Petit
Maitres are so full of themselves, that they reject all wise
Counsel. 1765 Reid Let. in Wks. I. 43/1 Your friend..
was very full of you when hewas here. 1853 Mrs. Carlylf.
I^ett. II. 238, 1 am full of business, owing to the sudden move-
ments. 1866 Alger Solit. Nat. <y Man in. 130 The lonely
man, if full, is quite likely to be full of himself.

4. Having eaten or drunk to repletion. (Cf. Fou.)
Alsofulloffoody wine, etc. Noworaft. (and vulgar).
c 1000 Ags. Ps. lviii[i]. 15 Gif hi fulle ne beo3 [hi] fela

gnorniaS. 1382 Wyclif Acts ii. 13 Thei ben ful of must.
f 1400 Lan/rauc's Cirurg'. 229 And he schal not, whanne
he is ful, slepe anoon perupon. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Epist. 290 Full of wine, and intoxicated with Bacchus
berries. 1583 Hollyband Campo di Eior 43 Hast thou no
liste to eat ? Art thou full ? 1611 Bible Prw. xxvii. 7 The
full soule loatheth an honie combe. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to
Stella 7 Dec, I . . have eaten cold pie . . and I am full.

1737 Ramsay Scot. Prov. (1776) 33 He's unco fou in his ain
house that canna pike a bane in his neighbour's. 1787 ' G.
Gamuado' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 26 Horses full of grass
are very subject to scourings. 1875 Dasent Vikings III.

176 So they ate and drank and drained the mead-horn once
more, and, when they were all full, they made a raft.

b. Having one's needs or appetite satisfied

;

having had one's fill ' of anything. Obs. exc. in '

the Hebraismsfull ofdays, years, children.
6*1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 Heo [Auaricia] is helle Hiche,

for5on bet hi ha habbe5 unafillendliche gredinesse, bet hi !

nefre ne beo5 fulle. c 1230 Halt Meid. 39 Upo hwas
nebschaft be engles ne beoo neauer fulle to bihalden. 1382
Wyclif Job xlii. 17 He diede old, and ful of dajis, 1585
T. Washington tr. Nichotays Voy. Ded. r iij, An example

\

of Jacob, an old man, and ful of yeres. 1611 Bible Ps. xvil.

14 They are full of children. 17x5 Tickell Iliad 1. 292 I

Full of Days was He ; Two Ages past, he liv'd the Third i

to see. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. ii, The first Viscount
Castlewood died full of years.

c. f Sated, weary of {obs.). Similarly in mod.
colonial slang,full up (of\
1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 32 Heo [Regan] was al ful of hym

(Lear] er be 3eres ende. 6-1320 R. Brunne Mcdit. 993
3yf *je be ful of my der sone. c 1477 Caxton Jason 21
Anone. .ye shal be wery«ind full of her. 1555 W. Watre-
man Eardle E'acions «App. 322 He maye waxe full of the
lawe, and vtterly-^ontempne it. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 418 The Athenians being full of him, tooke pleasure to
raise slanders and contumelious reproches of him [Themis-
tocles]. 1611 Bible Isa. i. n, I am full of the burnt offer-
ings oframmes. 1625 Bacon Ess., Masques, The Alterations
of Scenes, .feed and relieue the Eye, before it be full of the
same Obiect. 1890 Boldrewood Miner's Right xxiii. 213
She was 'full up" of the Oxley. .a rowdy, disagreeable gold-
field. 1891 E. Reeves Homcivard Bound 33 The men.,
get tired, or as the colonial slang goes, ' full up ', soonest.

f 5. Abounding in wealth ; amply supplied with
means ; also in weaker sense, having sufficient for

one's needs. Obs.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. iii. 74 b, To

have a new [emperor] ful, and ready to give. 1611 Bible
Phil. iv. 18, I haue all, and abound. I am full. 1681 W.
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 651 He is a full man, om-
nium rerum affluentibus copiis ditatur. 1683 Salmon Doron
Med. 1. 118 Of the Poor and Needy no recompence can be
expected, as of the Rich and Full.

6. Abundant, amply sufficient, copious, satisfying,

satisfactory. Said both of material and immaterial
things.

c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Euke vi. 38 Sylla3 and eow byb jeseald
God -semet and full. 1052-1067 Charter of Eadiveardxn
Cod. Dipt. IV. 211 Ic wille hahban fullnedom of Sam menu.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9560 His witherwin him wroght ful wa.
c 1400 Laufratics Cirurg. 37 Of J?ese mundificatyves bou
schalt have a ful techinge in be laste tretis. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 342 note. He had full experience and proofe
of his qualities in friendship. 1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. $
Commiv. 53 Of diets, that of Germany is full, or rather
fulsome. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. III.) 9 Thus
I doe but tast of that whereof you make full meales. 1655
Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. (1701I 31/2 They who want means
Believe themselves of full estates possest. 1697 Drvdkn
Virg. Georg. u. 756 The falling Mast For greedy Swine
provides a full Repast. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch
316, I want a full Experience in these low Pulses. 1732
Berkf.lf.y Alciphr. 11. § 7 Suppose you saw a fruit of a
new untried kind; would you recommend it to your own
family to make a full meal of? 1884 Culrch Bacon ii. 29
He turned his studies to full account.

b. Of an account or report, hence of a writer.etc:

Complete or abundant in detail.

1656 Denham Destr. Troy 1'ref., Where my expressions
are not so full as bis. 1662 Stillingkl. Orig. Sacr. 1. ii. § 8
They who were so famed for wisdom and antiquity, should
be able to give a full and exact account of themselves
through all the ages of the world. 1712 Berkeley Pass.
Obed. Wks. III. 139, I have endeavoured to be as full and
clear as the usual length of these discourses would permit.
1845 Graves Rom. Law in Encycl. Metrop. 778/1 For the
basis of his Greek text, Contius took, as the best and fullest,

the edition of Scrimger. 1866 Loro Blackburn in Hurlstonc
<$- Cottman's Rep. IV. 275 The case is reported .. by Lord
Raymond, whose report is the fullest. 1871 Freeman Hist.
Ess. Ser. 1. iv. 90 We might have expected him [Roger] to
be very full on that part of his history. 1882 Pebody Eng.
Journalism xx. 152 You will find in its columns all the latest

and fullest telegrams from every part of the world. 1884
Sir E. E. Kay in Law Times Rep. 26 Apr. 257 2 The
audience are quite at liberty to take the fullest notes they
like for their own personal convenience.

7. Complete, entire, perfect. f(To he) in full

j

will to : quite ready, eager to. Also full point,

slop, for which see those words.
O. E. Chron. an. 917 f>a land leode. .sebrohton hie on

fullum fleaine. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxi. 8 Sece him eft

hr£e6e fulne friodom. (.1205 Lay. 29047 We wiillcS mid be
uehten mid fullere strenSen. 1340 Hampoli: Pr. Consc.
2611-2 pe bodys sal . . outher ban have ful ioy togyder, Or
ful sorow. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 22 pei were .. in

fulwille to suffre. for be love of ihesu Grist. 1399 Rolls of
Parlt. III. 424/1 Whiche States .. gafen hem full auctorite
and power. 1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 28 This testament is

mj* voile & hole wille. 1551 Records Pathiu. Knowl. 11.

xlii, Foure longsquares..and one full square. 1563 W. Fulke
Meteors (1640) 17 Seen only in the morning and evening,
when the light of the Sunne is not in his full force. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 240 Taking a view of ourselves by
this looking glasse to make full and just account. 1582 N.
Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. lxxvi. 156 b, He
gaue them for ful answere, that [etc.]. 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. v. i. 399 We shall make full satisfaction. 1622 Sparrow
Bk. Com. Prayer {1661} 313 For our fuller perswatton of this.

1631 Gocge God's Arro7os iv. xiii. 391 In his time the Gos-
pell shinedoutin her full brightnesse. 1638 Baker tr. Bat-
zac'sj.ett. (vol. III.) 1 15 When a comely personage comes in

place, .you shall have all husht . . onely to take a full view.
1652 C. B. Stapylton Herodian 11. 21 To make the matter
full, there souldiers came Unknown unto Perennus. 1669
Stlrmy Mariner s Mag. 1. 20 That the Prize may receive
our full Broadside. 1701 Swift Contests Noblts <y Com. Wks.
1755 II. 1. 33 Entering the scene in the time of a full peace.

1717 tr. Erezier's Voy. S. Sea 14 When it was full Day [we
spy'd] a very high Land. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 5 We
assured him, he was at full liberty to speak his mind. 1822 34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 132 Full vomiting . . has also
been very advantageously employed. 1838 Thirlwall
Greece III. xx. 131 They received each a full suit of
armour. 1843 Lefevke Life Trav. Phys. I. 1. i. 10, I was
introduced to him in full form. 1845 /'. Parley's Ann. VI.
36 White batenbrier often in full flower. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng, I. 439 When he declared himself a Roman
Catholic, he was in full possession of his faculties. 1849
Ci.aridgk Cold Water-cure U869) 211 The rabbit is now in

full health and vigour. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 4. 192
A seven years' apprenticeship formed the necessary prelude
to full membership of any trade-gild. 187-5 Fortnum
Majolica xii. 113 The Gubbio fabrique was in liill work
previous to 1518.

b. Answering in every respect to a description
;

possessed of all the qualifications, or entitled to all

the privileges implied in a designation. /';///

brother, sister : born of the same father and mother
(opposed to Half-brotheu). Full man : see quot.

1 86 7.

O. E. Chron. an. 1036 He waes paeh full cyng ofer eall

Engla land. 1508 Kennedie Flyting iv. Dunbar 33 Bel-

zebub thy full brothir will elame To be thyne air. 1570
Bury Wills (Camden) 156 Agnes my wyfe I doo ordeine
and make my full executrix. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 36 For
I haue serv'd him, and the man commands Like a full

soldier. 1606 — Ant. $ CI. in. xiii. 87 One that but per-

formesThe bidding of the fullest man. 1634 Canne Necess.
Se/ar. (1849) 238 Their deacons are not to administer the

sacraments, neither any of those which are full priests, but
according to a popish liturgy. 1738 Swift Corr. Wks. 1841
II. 803 He proved the fullest rogue.. in either kingdom.
1760 R. Heder Horse Matches ix. 143 Chub is full brother
in blood to Mirza. 1810 Naval Chron. XXIII. 94 The term
1
full passenger * is explained . . Every person above 16 years "

of age falls under that description, a 1825 EairA nnie xxxi.

in Child Ballads 111. lxii. (1885) 73/2 ' Then I'm your sister,

Ann', she says, 'And Im a full sister to thee'. 1867
Smyth Sailor s Word-bk., Full man, a rating in coasters

for one receiving whole pay, as being competent to all his

duties; able seaman. 1883 American VI. 125 Mr. Frank
Holl has been elected a full Royal Academician. 1891
D. Macrae G. Gilfillan 78 One full sister of Dr. Ander-
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PULL.
son and thre« full brothers died in youth. 1894 Doyle
S. Holmes 148 A gallant veteran, who started as a full

private,

fc. Of a foe: Avowed, open. Of a friend:

Thorough, trusty. t^Cf. Kntikk 3 c.) Obs.
97a Will of sEl/laed in Birch Cart id. Sax. III. 6oj pa;t he

beo..min fulla freo[n]d & forespreca. i 1275 Passion 174
in 0. if. Misc. 42 per him cumeb iudas, pat is my fulle i-vo.

17 1300 Cursor M. 14780 pai him held hair ful fa. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus 1. 1059 Pandarus.. desirous to serve His
fulle freend, than seyde in this manere.

8. Complete in number, quantity, magnitude or

extent ; reaching the specified or usual limit. Of
the moon : Having the disc completely illumi-

nated : cf. FULL moon. Of the face, or front

:

Entirely visible to the spectator; advb. phr. (in)

fullface. Fullfay (see quot. 1867).
c 1000 ^Ei.fric Gen. 1. 10 Dar hij waeron seofon da^as fulle.

«i»3 c)* &• Chron. an. 1013 Bead ba Sweden full *ild.
Ibid. an. 1031 Whenne bset flod byb..ealra fullost. Ibid.
an. 1106 Waeron fcesewen twefcen monan .. bejen fulle.

• 1205 Lay. 1632 Fulle seouen nihte heo somenede cnihtes.
c '3'5 Shorbham 45 So thes beth ordres folk sevene. c 1350
Will. Palente 2745 At be fulle flod bei ferden to sayle.
r 1410 Chron. Eng. 416 in Ritson II. 287 Ahte ant tuenti
folle yer. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 Alle other that
hath take the fid ordir of preesthod. c 1477 Caxton Jason
-6 b, The whiche deyde assone as it was born for it had not
lis full time. 1535 Coyerdale i Chron. xxii 22 For y full

money shall thou geueit me. 1559W. Cunningham Cosmogr.
Glasse 98 Whan as the mone unto the world . .shining with
face both full and round. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 250 Thou
did promise To bate me a full yeere. 1613 Purchas Pilgrim-
0:^(1614)401 And over ten thousands, which made a full

regiment. Ibid. 740 One of their ships, .happened to strike
on a great Whale with her full stemme. 1648 Gage West
Ind. xii. 43 To visit Mexico (which was not two full miles
from us). 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 38/2 He lived
to a full Age, about Seventy Years, or (following the account
of Suidas for his Birth) Eighty. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 287,
I knew the time Now full, that I no more should live
obscure. 1700 S.L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E.hui. 6 The full and
regular pay begins only after they are passed the Tonnen.
1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3756/15 Irish Usquebagh . . to be sold
in full Quart liottles. 170a Addison Dial. Medals Wks. 1721
I. 538 The head of a Roman Emperor drawn with a full face.

1710 In full Front [see Front sb. 5 b]. 1715 Loud. Gaz.
I^o. 535*73 He will be .. pleased to allow Full-Pay to such
Half- Pay Officers. 1723 Sir R. Blackmore Hist. Conspiracy
36 His Lieutenant Colonel, Major, and Captains, being
named] and the Troops almost full. 1742 Loud, fy Country
Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 11 The Flour of the Grain will remain in
its full Quantity. 1750 BEAWBS Lex Mercat. (1752) 250
When the Sea is full, the Admiral hath Jurisdiction there.

1753 Scots Mag. Feb. 100/1 The moon was .. full. 1784
Herschel in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 262 Measure .. of the
polar diameter 21" 15"' full measure, that is, certainly not
too small. X805T. Lindley Voy. Brasili 1S0S) 102 A concert
of sacred music was performed by a full band, with vocal
parts. 1817 W. Selwvn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1252
The plaintiff shall have full costs. 1853 Kingsley I/ypatia
xxix. 360 There Plulammon waited a full half-hour. 1855
Macau lay Hist. Eng. III. 355 The muster was not a very
full one. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Pull pay, the
stipend allowed when on actual service. 1876 Voyle Mt'lit.

Diet. 153 Full Charges, in artillery, are the ordinary charges
used with rifled projectiles. 1876 Humphreys Coin Coll.
Man. vi. 54 The head of Apollo on the gold coin, .appears
in full face. 1895 M. R. James Abbey St. Edmund at Bury
51 At top is Christ in a mandorla seated full-face with a book.

b. Of an assembly, council, etc. : One from
which none or few of the members are absent.

".557 Order of Hospitalls C iv, Item That no Lease,
alienation . . be . . done, of Lands or Tenements except at
a Full Court. 1604 Shaks, Oth. iv. i. 275 Is this the Noble
Moore, whom our full Senate Call all in all sufficient?

1834 Wallace in Mackintosh Hist. Rev. p. viii, He.. kept
the academic senate waiting for him in full conclave. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. 1 1. 78 James, .in full council declared
it to be his pleasure that fete.].

f c. Of a point in the compass : Exact, due (east,

etc.). Cf. C. 3 b. Obs. rare.
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. % Commw. 77 The Island is

situated almost full North. Ibid. 122 On the full East doe
the Alps divide it [France] from Italic

d. In various phraseological combinations : as

///// Jlood, sea, tide {lit. and Jit;.) indicating the
greatest height of the water, or the time when it is

highest. Also full tide, used attrib. and as adv.

Full summer: the height of summer. Cf. B. 4 b.

1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5174 It was full se. Ibid.

5178 And so it was full flode. 1574 Bourne Regiment for
Sea 7 b, The Moone dooth make a full Sea at that place.

1576 Fleming Patiopi. Epist. 395 Thinke you .. that your
ebb is so lowe, that you are never like to have a ful tyde?
1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche xiv. 83 Although the courteous
Sun With free and ful-tide Raies about it flows. 1699
Damtier Voy. II. 1. 16 Not so swift near full Sea as at
other times. 1708 Mks. Centlivre Busie Body 11. ii, Such
Swi-m-ing in the Brain.. carries many a Guinea full-tide to
the Doctor. 1845 G. Murray Islaford 78 Fortune's full-

tide flowing Shall bring him back to me. 1865 Tkolloi'e
Belton Est. i. 5 It was full summer at Belton. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk. , Full sea, high water. 1875 W. M (, Il-

wraith Guide Wigtownshire 140 The surf breaking over
the rock at full flood. 1887 Spectator 25 June 859/2 At this

Jubilee-time, when the whole nation is in the full tide of
rejoicing.

9. Possessed of, delivered with, or exerting the

utmost force, f With a full arm, eye, mouth,
soul : with the utmost strength of (the arm, etc.).

c iago S. Eng. Leg. I. 86/93 Loude he gradde with folle

Mouth. C1489 Canton Sonnes of Aymon xvii. 392 He..
toke hym wyth a full arme .. in lyke wyse in maner of
wrastelyng. 1509 Barclay Shyp ofPolys O570) 99 It neuer

590

loketh on man with eyes full But etter his heart by furious
wrath is dull, a 1533 Ld. Bkhners Huon lxvii. 230 Whom
so euer he strake a ful! stroke ncded after nosurgyon. 1583
Hollyband Camfo dt Fior 121 Was better fixed in the
iiiemorie .. if I did amain with a full voice. 1609 Bible
(Douay) Isa. ix. 12 The Philisthims. .shal devoure Israel
with ful mouth. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. i. 44 For seuerall
vertues Haue I lik'd seuerall women, neuer any With so
full soule, but I etc.]. 163a J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Ero-
vtena 28 Rush't into the chamber . . and . . thrust at him
a full stocada. 1634-5 Brereton Trav. (Chetham) 124
Presently favouring us. .with a full gale of wind. 1657 R.
LiGON Barbadoes (1673) 29 Bread . . has not here that full

taste it has in England. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11.(17111

38 If in a brisk Gale of a full Wind the Sails are all full and
Round. 1700 S. L. tr. P'ryke's I 'oy. E. hid. 207 The Javians
set up a full Huzza. 1783 J. C. Smyth in Med. Commun.
I. 142 Pulse 68, full and strong. 1805 T. Lindley Voy.
Brasil (180B) 21 His pulse full and regular.

b. Of light: Intense. Of colour: Deep, intense,

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 66 These leaves being.,
of a full green. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 26 View her
with a full light transmitted through a Burning-glass. 1791
Hamilton Berlhollet's Dyeing 1. 1. 1. i. 19 The colour of the
wool will be much more full and intense. 184a Tennyson
Locksley Hall 17 In the spring a fuller crimson comes upon
the robin's breast. 1869 Phillips Vesu?/. xi. 303 Under the
application of heat, amounting to a full red in iron.

e. In various phraseological combinations : as

full butt, cry, drive
,
gallop,Jump, pack, pelt, pitch,

retreat, sail, scent', speed, stretch, swing, tilt, etc.

:

for which see the words.

10. Having a rounded outline ; large, swelling,

plump, protuberant.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 268 Ealle eorblice lichaman beob

fulran on weaxendum monan. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
JIusb.iw. (1586) 115 The hoofe that is ful and fleshy, is nut
to be liked. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xi. 54 The
longer a ship is, the fuller should be her Bow. 1674 N. Cox
Gentl. Recreat. 11. (1677) 178 A round Head, somewhat full

on the top. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2320/1 This Sultan
Soliman is of a long, lean and pale Visage, with a full

black Eye. 1697 Dampier Voy. 1. iii. 32 Full round Faces,
small black Eyes.. full Lips, and short Chins. Ibid. xi. 131
It is a high bluff, or full point of Land. 1698 Fryer Ace.
E. India A> P. 53 Where we took in fuller and larger Pepper
than any yet. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 125 The Women
. .fine large full Eyes, round Faces, and every Feature exact.

1803 Med. Jml. IX. 36 In proportion as the patient was
full, robust and vigorous. 1840 Miss Mitfordiii L'Est range
Life (1870) III. vii. 109 She is. .full enough to prevent the
haggard look which comes upon women who grow thin at
fifty. 1 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 152 Its use is to take
out the snying edge occasioned by a full bow. 1894 J. E.
Humphrey^ Pop. Sci. Monthly XLI V. 494 The fruit is cut
as soon as it is 'full '.

b. Of portions of dress: Containing a superfluity

of material which is arranged in gathers or folds.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jonrn. Fiance I. 306 White silk petti-

coat, exceedingly full and short. 1824 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. 1. (1863) 213 An open gown.. whose very full

tail.. would have formed an inconvenient little train. 1862
Miss Yonge Stokesley Secret ii. 42 Alpaca frocks, rather
long and not very full. 1891 Leeds Mercury 27 Apr. 4/7
Velvet sleeves, full and high on the shoulders.

11. Naut. (with mixed notion of 1 and 10). Of a

sail: Filled. Of the ship: Having her sails filled

with wind; and in phrase keep {her, i.e. the ship)

full. Full and ly : see By adv. 1 d. Full for
stays : see quot.

1627 [see By adv. 1 d]. 1697 Occasional Conformity 10
"l'is like a Ship with her Sails hal'd some back, and some
full. 1769 Falconer Did. Marine { 1 789) Z z iij, You are all

in the wind ; keep her full ! 1805 AnM. Stirling in Naval
Chron. XV. 80 We . . had our main-top-sail full. 1838 PoE
A. G.FymWks. 1864 IV. 15 We .. kept full, and started

boldly out to sea. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. , Fullfor
Stays/ The order to keep the sails full to preserve the
velocity, assisting the action of the rudder in tacking ship.

1882 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 148 When the fore sail is

full, ' Let draw'.

12. Comb. a. with sbs. forming combinations

used attrib. ; asfull-cream, -draught, -dug, -hand,

-page, -plate, -power, -top, -value, -way, -weight.
1881 Chicago Times 16 Apr., The *full-cream cheese

manufactured in the states of Wisconsin and Illinois. 1856
Kane Arct. Expl. II. iii. 46, I have manufactured a 'full-

draught pipe for our smoky stove. 185a Meauderings of
Mem. I. 79 Where "full-dug foragers at evening meet In
Cow-bell concert. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 22 The., pro-
fuse sacrificatory expences of *ful-hand oblationers. 1889
Spectator 14 Dec. 849 We may select for notice the *full-

page illustrations of 'Dundee ' and ' Stirling '. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch # Clockm. 108 A *full plate watch has a top
plate . . of a circular form. 1890 Times 18 Sept. 4/2 The
Skipjack .. left Sheerness yesterday for the *full-power
official trial of her machinery. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6206/9
He is. .pale fae'd, a*full-top Wig. 1896 Daily Neivs 31 Mar.
9/3 Any *full-value gold pieces in circulation will have to be
called in. 1882 Wore. Fxhib. Catal. iii. 49 Excelsior *full-

way hot water valves. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV, Full
Way Valve, a pipe valve which lifts entirely out of the
current. Also called a clear-way valve. 1866 Crump Banking
x. 234 The Bank, .would supply new and ^full-weight coin.

b. with pres. and pa. pples. forming combina-
tions in which full stands as a complement ; as

full-built, -charged, -crammed, -farced, -fed, -flcnver-

ing, -flowing, -fraught, freight, -freighted, -gorged,

-made, -opening, -pulsing, -resounding, -stuffed,

-swelling; alsofullfeeding vbl. sb.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4510 The Hoy Burthen 9 or 10 Tun,
very *full built forward. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. ii. 3, I

stood i' th* leuell Of a *fulf-charg'd confederacie. 1827
Kebi.e Chr. V, 1st Sund. in Lent, Thy full-charg'd vial

FULL.
standing by. 1613 Wither Sa/ir. Ess. 11. ii. V j a, Emptying
their _*full cram'd bags. 1879HUXLEY Hume'i. 56 Unknown
to this full-crammed and much-examined generation. 1578
Timmk Caliiine on Gen. 189 The place.. so *full-farssed and
stuffed up. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 594 The *full-fed hound or
gorged hawk, Make slow pursuit. 1887 Spectator 5 Mar.
320/1 We. .have a notion that full-fed authors do bad work.
1382 Wyclif Gen. xli. 20 Other seuen oxen . . the whiche
..no merke of "fulfedyng ^ouun. 1577 St. Aug. Manual
(Longm.) 12 The place of fulfeedyng by the plentifull run-
ning streames. 1821 Keats Lamia \. 44 The taller grasses
and 'full-flowering weed. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 74 Lady
I am not well, else I should answere From a *full flowing
stomack. 1832 Tennyson CEnone 67 While I look'd And
listen'd. .the fullfiowing river of speech Came down upon
my heart, c 1606 Fletcher Woman Hater 1. ii, His tables
are "full fraught with most nourishing food. 1694 Echard
Plautus 103 I'll teach her how t' act. .and send her *full-

frai^lit with my Tricks. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol 111. 356
A full-freight Ship, Blest in a rich Return of Pearl, or Gold.
a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 319 His *full-

freighted Thought, Back on his Tongue, Hymn and Heroick
brought. 1596 Shaks. Taut. Shr. iv. i, 194 She [my
Faulcon] must not he *full gorg'd, For then she neuer lookes
vpon her lure. 1781 Cowi-er Hope 509 The full-gorged
savage. 1790 Pol. Misc. 58 With *full-made sleeves and
pendant lace. 1730 46 Thomson Autumn 421 The pack
*fulI-opening various. 1878 Morley Carlyle 189 No feeling

for broad force and *full-pulsing vitality. 1737 Pope Hot:
Epist. 11. i. 268 Dryden taught to join the *full-resounding
line. 1613 Drayton Poly-olb. xiv. 118 When twixt their burly
Stacksand'full-stuft Barnes they stand. 1748 Ttiow son Cast.
Indol. 1. 297 Each spacious room was one *full-swelling bed.

c. parasynthetic, asfull-bagged, -banked, -bellied,

-bloomed, -blossomed, -bosomed, -bowed, -brained,

busted, -buttocked, -cheeked, -chested, -clustered,

-eared, -feathered, -flanked, 'fleshed, -flocked, -foli-

aged, -formed, fortuned, -fronted, -f-uited, "\-gas-

kined, -haired, -handed, -happinessed, -haunched,

-headed, -hipped, -jointed, -leaved, -licensed, -limbed,

-measured, -minded, -natured, -necked, •paunched,

-personed, -powered, -proportioned, -rayed, -rigged,

-roed, -sailed (lit. and fig.), -shouldered, -sized,

-skirted, -smiled, \-speeched, -sphered, -statured

(lit. and fig.), -stomached, -streamed, -throated,

'timed, -toned, -lushed, -uddered, -voiced, -weighted,

-rvkiskered, -winged, -wilted, -wombed.
1613 Drayton Poly-olb. xiv. 227 The *full-bagd Cow. 1630

J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 15 No full bag'd man would
euer durst haue entered. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxviii.

235 Many a *full-bankt Flood. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1638/8
Stolen, .a dark Brown Nag. .pretty * full-bellied, and reason-
able fat. 1646 Crashaw Steps to Temple 21 Lo ! a mouth,
whose "full-bloom'd lips At twodeare a rate are roses. 1840
Longf. Sp. Stud. 1. iii, The *full-blossomed trees filled all

the air with fragrance. 1603 Drayton To Maiestie A*. James
A iv, The fruitfull and *ful-bosomM Spring. 1883 Harper's
fl/ag. Aug. 376/2 The *fulI-bowed schooners lean over on
the beach at low tide. 1596 Fitz-Geffray Sir P\ Drake
(1881) 26 Whose *ful-braind temples deck't with laurell

crowne. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 539 Her *full-busted

figure head Stared o'er the ripple feathering from her bows.
1672 Loud. Gaz. No. 657/4 A Bay Mare . . with . . a black
List down the Buttock, and *full Btittockt. 1686 Ibid.

No. 2145/4 Elizabeth Tildel. .short and black, *full-cheek'd.

a 1711 Ken Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 92 It chane'd,

just as the full-cheek'd Moon Reach'd her nocturnal Noon.
1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1620/4 A black brown Gelding, .short

Neck, 'full Chested. 1645 Qlarles Sol. Recant, vii. 19
*Full clusterd Vineyards. 1635 — Plmblems 1. ii. Epig. 2

A *full-ear'd Crop, and thriving. 1845 Mrs. Norton Child

ofIslands (1846) 107 Whose mass of full-eared sheaves the

reapers bind. 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. (ed. 3) II. 254
Barton is a *full-feathered pigeon. 161a Drayton Poly-olb.

in. 298 Many a plump-thigh'd moor & *ful.flank'd marsh.

1832 Motherwell AW. II ks. (1847)48 In *full-fleshed pride,

Bright roses burst in June. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxvi. 38
The large, and goodly *full-flockd Quids. 1807-8 W. Irving
Salmag. (1824) 187 The whispers of the *full-foliaged

grove fall on the ear of contemplation. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 823 The *fulI-formed maids of Afnc. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. .y CI. iv. xv. 24 Th 1 Imperious shew Of the *full-

Fortun'd Ca:sar. 1895 Daily Neivs 20 Mar. 7/1 A *full-

fronted coat. x853HicKiEtr./lm7o///.(i872)II. 543Shaking
the *full-fruited chaplet about your head. 1682 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1768/4 A white grey Roan Gelding, .well Crested..

*full gascoign'd. 1689 Ibid. No. 2513/4 A grey Mare, .only

gallops and trots, and a 'full haired bob Tail. 1643
[Angier] Lane. Vail. Achor 35 Mercies, .have been granted

. . with 'full-handed favours. 1815 Lamb Lett. 11888) 1. 294
My "full-happiness'd friend is picking his crackers. 1685

Lond. Gaz. No. 2019/8 Stolen .. a brown bay Nag..*full

Haunched, and small Bodied. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817)

I. 152 *Full-headed trees.. have been left at judicious in-

tervals. i88aO'DoNovAN./WV>T't>rtA'/s I. 343 The. .slovenly-

looking *full-hipped tunic. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2355/4 A
dapple grey..*full jointed in both his hinder Legs. 1630

Drayton Muses Elysium 199 With *full leav'd lilies I will

stick Thy braided hair. 1883 Goole Weekly Times 14 Sept.

5/3 To be let, the ' Royal Oak Inn '. .a *full-Hcensed House.

1859 Tennyson Guinevere 43 Those whom God had made
*full-limb'd and tall, a 1711 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 1x4 God oft makes Thunder, Lightning, Storm,

Hail, Snows, Pour on full-measur'd Sin, *full-measur'd

Woes. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xxxiv. 58 To be poor,

is to be made a pavement for the tread of the *full-minded

man. 1823 Lamb Etia Ser. II. Child Angel, Those *full-

natured angels tended it by turns. 1670 Narborough ?r«/.

in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 59 Uhey are *full-necked,

and headed and beaked like a Crow. i6o7ToPSELL/'"<wr-/;

Beasts (1658) 332 To be ministered . . when the horse is not

altogether *full panched, but rather empty. 1873 Howells
Chance Acquaint, i. 14 The *full-personed good-humored
looking gentleman. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 11. 317 To-day is

yesterday return'd . . *Full-powYd. 1631 Weever A nc. Fun.
Mon. 762 Two *full proportioned figures in brasse. 1879

Geo. Eliot Coll. Breakf P. 762 *Full-rayed sensibilities
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which blend Truth and desire. 1830 N. S. Wheaton *frnl.

342 A *full-rigged [French] bagage waggon is a curious
spectacle. 1884 E. Ingehsoll in Harper's Mag. May 869/2
Full-rigged foreign ships. 1895 Daily News 26 Jan. 5/5
The *full-roed Norway herrings, 1594 Nashk Un/ort. Treat.

A3 Mercenarie attendants on his *ful-sayld fortune. 1622

Drayton Poly-olb. xix. 178 Arthur's full-sail'd Fleet. 1629
Massinger Picture 11. n, Such is my full-sailed confidence in

her virtue. 1808 J. Uariow Coinmb. i. 623 The fullsail'd ship

. . Dash d into fragments by the floating rock. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xxxix, A "full-sized wine-boltle carefully corked.

1689 Lond, Gaz. No. 2416/4 A *full skirted Leather Saddle.

1882 Ogilvie, *Full-souted, magnanimous ; of noble dis-

position. 1692 Land. Gaz. No. 2809/4 Timothy Phillips ..

*full speech'd, in a light grey. .Suit, .went away, .with a..

Sum of Money. 1833 Tennyson Poems 84 * Fullsphered
contemplation. 1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2631/4 A Black named
Johanna . . *full Matured. 1844 Mbs. Browning Lady
Geraldine 's Courtship Ixvii, And my soul . . sprang, full-

statured in an hour. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 63 Grosse *full-

stomacht tautology. 1611 Tourneur Atk. Trag. 11. i. Wks.
1878 I. 40 The full-stomack'd Sea. 1593 Nashe ChrisCs T.

38 b, Hearing riche London was the "full -streamed wel-head.
1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot. 72 And joins, with opened
banks, the full-streamed Clyde. 1820 Kkats Ode to Nightin-
gale 10 Thou, light-winged Dryad of the trees. .Singest of
summer in * full-throated ease. 1889 Daily Nezvs 5 June
6/7 Just preceding or at the time of her death she had been
delivered of a "full timed child. 1827 Keble Chr. V. SS.
Simon and Jude, Mild As evening blackbird's *full-ton'd lay.

1611 Cotgr., Mire" . . long-tusked, *fu!l-tushed, as a full-

growne Boare. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 222 The *full-

uddered mother lows around The cheerful cottage. 1632
Milton Penseroso 162 There let the pealing organ blow,
To the *fulI-voiced quire below. 1888 Daily Neivs 5 Oct. 5/2
The Bank of Germany does not refuse Midi-weighted gold
to those who can demand it. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick,
xvii, Such a Midi-whiskered dashing young man. i6n
Shaks. Cymb. m. iii. 21 The Mull-wing'd Eagle. C1630
Drummond of Hawth. Poems Wks. (171 1) 41/1 Full-winged
argoses, 1884 American VIII. 251 Any *full-witted
American. 1630 Drayton Noah's Flood 34 The *full-womb'd
Women very hardly went Out their nine months.

d. Special comb.: full-back {Football), position

in the field behind the other ' backs' ; a player in

this position ; also attrib.
; f full-belly, one who

has or makes a point of having his belly full ; full-

bodied a., having a full body {esp. of wine : see

Body 25) ; tihofig. ; full-breasted a., having a full

breast ; also trans/. ; full-brimmed a., full to the

brim, overflowing ; full-centre arch [Fr. arc a
plein-cinlre] (see quot.) ; + full-charge, v., to

charge to the fall (cf. full-charged in 12b); full-

circle adv.
}
with the form of a full circle or disc

;

full-eyed, f (a) perfectly visible ; seen in the front;

(b) having full eyes ; full-flavoured «., having a
full or strong flavour (said esp. of cigars); also_/?i,\;

full-front v., to present a full front to; ffull-
mouth, one whose mouth is full (of words), a
chatterer ; also attrib. = Full-mouthed ; full-

orbed a. poet, (of the moon), having its disc com-
pletely illuminated ; also fig. ;

(hence full-orbed-

ttess)
; f full-trussed a. (of a horse), having full

hind-quarters.

1887 Shearman Athletics $ Football 324 Last but not
least comes the *full back . . Two things only are required
of him, that he should be an admirable and accurate drop,
and a safe and strong tackier. 1893 A. H. Harrison m
Assoc. Football Handbk. 18 Let the full-backs keep close to
their halves. 1896 Daily Neivs 29 Oct. 9/4 A splendid little

bit of full-back work. 1637 R. Humphrey tr. Si* Ambrose
1.30 Lazy lubbers, and 'full bellyes, drowned in worldly
delights. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2162/4 He is about 21
years of age . . broad-shoulder 'd, Mull-bodied. 1688 R.
HOLMS Armoury 11. 336/2 A Bleke . . is a full bodied little

Fish . . with red eyes. 1710 J. Clarke RohaulCs Nat. Phil.

(1729) 177, I put in a Quart of full-bodied Red Wine. 1835
Willis Patentings I. ix. 60 It is a ripe, rich, full-bodied
liquor. 1890 Standard 10 Mar., To the full-bodied humour
of. .Hogarth. i6n Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614) 125/1 A
provident and *full-breasted mother. 1657 R. Ligon Bar-
badocs (1673) 51 The men, they are.. full breasted, well
filletted. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Dnprov. 120 Our Wheat
is large, full-brested, and thin-rined. i6zz Drayton Poly-olb.
xxix. 110 Two faire and *full-brim'd Floods. ^1845 Hood
To Mrs. Fry xiii, I like the pity in your full-brimmed
eye. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., * Full-centre A reh, a semi-
circular arch or vault. One describing the full amount
of 1S0 . 1766 S«V Locked Jaiv in Phil. Trans. LVII. 89,
I now . . several times Mull-charged her with the electric

matter. 1879 Browning Pheidippides 39 The moon, half-

orbed, is unable to take * Full-circle her state in the sky

!

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Glance iii, What wonders shall
we feel when we shall see Thy Mull-ey'd love. 1688 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2318/4 One of the persons a little Man, full eyed,
in a cinnamon colour'd Coat. 1891 Duncan Amer. Girl in
Lond. 231 A very frank and *full-flavoured criticism. 1855
Browning Saul, Perfection, no more and no less, In the
kind I imagined, *full-fronts me. 1589 Greene Menaphon
(Arb.) 54 Some propheticall *full mouth. 1646 Crashaw
Music's Duel 156 A full-mouth Diapason swallowes all.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 42 Now reigns *Full-orbed the moon.
1831 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, xxxiv. 260 The moon, full-

orbed, is sweeping up towards the zenith. 1871 R. B.
Vaughan Life Thomas AquinasW. 644 The steady full-orbed
revelation of Jesus Christ. 1895 United Presbyt. Mag. 259
We confess to the impression that he lacks somewhat of
fullorbedness. 1683 Loud. Gaz. No. 1846/4 A Mull trust
Nag, a good Trot, short Rack.
B. quasi-j/>, and sb.

1. The adj. used absol., passing into sb. In various
adverbial phrases.

a. At (the) full : + (a) In various uses, now
chiefly expressed by the other phrases below : Fully,

completely ; at full length ; to tlie full extent {obs.).

(/') At the position or moment of fullness ; in the

state of fullness (cf. 4 c).

c 1340 Cursor M. 4008 (Trin.) But who so god helpc wol
May sauely go at be fol. c 1380 Wyclif Church .y Members
Sel. Wks. III. 347 Lord ! where he were not charged at the
fulleas apostlis weren. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv.

exxvii. (1495) 536 A penne maye not wryte at full the

praysynge of this kyngdom. 1413 Pilgr. Soivlc (Caxton
1483) iv. xxxii. 81 They ben wel ioynted and myghtely boned
so that they ben strong at the fulle. 1563 Homilies 11. Agst.
Gluttony ("1859) 299 They that use to drinke deeply and to

feed at full. 1632 J. Hayward tr, BiondPs Fromeua 171
Satisfying, .the rest of his demands at full. 1662 Geruier
Princ. 35 Eight Foote in length, being at full the space
which the Horse doth possess when, .he lyeth stretcht on
his Litter. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 641 His regal state Put
forth at full. 1703 Hearne Collect. 22 Nov., Giving Ids

Reasons at full. 1742 Young Nt. Th. v. 878 He drops his

mask; Frowns out at full. 1790 Burke Fr.Ker.d6 The
power of the house of commons, .is. .great; and long may it

be able to preserve ils greatness, .at the full. 1874 MlCKLE-
thwaite Mod. Par. Chztrches 186 Having certain jets turned
on at full.

b. In (f the) full : (a) with reference to a

statement, etc. : At full length, in extenso
;

(b) Of
payments, receipts, etc. : To the full amount. In
full of: in full discharge or satisfaction of. fy/ leg

in the full', one that is plump and well rounded.
1552 J. Cail's Sweating Sickness 4 A woorke of Krasnius

..I dyd geuc.not in the ful as the authore made it, but
abbreuiate. 1602 Mahston Ant. -y Mel. III. Wks. 1856 I. 36,

I have a good head of haire. .a legge, faith, in the full. 1679-88
Seer. Serv. Money C/ias. .y fas. (Camden) 35, 37

1 ' 5* 9' 1
, in

full of a former bill for that service. 1704 J. Pitts Acc. Ma-
homctans 23 The Cause ..may be for not paying in full to two
or three Shillings. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 368 To
assign her Five Hundred Pounds, in full of all her Demands
upon her Family. 1754-62 Hume Hist, Fng. {18061 IV. liv.

177 Light hundred and fifty pounds a day, in full of their

subsistence. 1781 Couter Convers. 201 A satisfactory receipt

in full. 1879 Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 814 A sufficient

sum to pay the trade-creditors of my aforesaid sons in full.

1885 Manch, Exam. Nov. 3/2 Reproducing in full instead
of simply summarising the. .documentary material.

e. To the full (also f tofull) : to the utmost

extent, completely, fully, quite. Also t to satiety.

1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xxi. 413 May no..presiouse drynkes
Moyst me to be fulle. c 1430 Freemasonry 682 The angele
Gabryelle, Wol kepe hem to the ful welle, 1577 St. Aug.
J/Vi«/m/(Lungm.) 114 Although I cannot do it to the full hi

this lyfe: yet let me profite from day to day untill it may
come to ttie full. 1611 BlBLE Exod. xvL 3 When we did eate
bread to the full. 1628 Gaule Pract. Theorists Paiug. 60
Done, Done to full, whatsoe're he came to doe. 1648 G.\(;e

litest lud. xxi. 190 We thought our money had satisfied them
.. to the full. 1701 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 53,
I must expect my right to the full. 1798 G. Washington Lett.

Writ. 1893 XIV. 73 To keep them out of it; or which is to

the full as likely, to direct them into another course. 1885
Vpool Daily Post 1 June 5/4 The University match promises
to illustrate to the full the delightful uncertainty of cricket.

2. = Fill sb. 1 i. Now m^.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vi. 266 Arise vp ar appetit haue eten

his fulle. 1607 Toisell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 187 If they eat

Walnuts (and not to their full) unripe. 1648 Gage West
Ind. xiii. 76 Here is now enough, drink thy full of it. 1862

Merivale Rom. Emp. (1871) V. xliv. 281 These flies, he
said, have nearly sucked their full.

_ 1874 Dasknt Talesfr.
Fjetd 152 Tom Toper had eaten his full. Ibid. 178 They
had all stared their full.

fb. The quantity that fills (a receptacle). Obs.

[app. evolved from -Fur, 2.]

1799 Spirit Publ. Jmls. (1800) III. 7 The full of his hat is

the standard of his corn measures.

3. Complete scope, entire range; entire amount
or sum total ; completeness, fullness. + In adverbial

phrase, All thefull : in all its fullness or complete-

ness (obs.). Now rare.

C1330 Arth. <y Merl. 8433 What bou se al be fulle, Wiche
socour don we schulle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13855 When the
freike had the fulle of xv**"" yeres. 1523 Ld. Berners
Froiss. (1812) I. 689 They shulde playnly shewe the full of
his entencyon and mynde. 1592 Daniel Delia Poems 11717)

409 Her tender Bud doth undisclose That Full of Beauty,
Time bestows upon her. 1670 Cotton Espernon 1. n. 49 The
Lords of Guise had the full of their own demands. 1720
De Foe Capt. Singleton x. (18401 172, I should not be able
to recollect the full. .of the great variety. 1734 Snelgrave
Guinea <$ Slave Trade 55 Afterwards we experienced the
full of what he told us. 1843 J. H. N v.wmax Apologia (1&64)
358 With my opinions, to the full of which 1 dare not confess.

1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trag. II. xix. 134 Sleeping as he
did, right in the 'eyes 1

, he got the very full of the motion.

4. The period, point, or state of the greatest full-

ness or strength.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. lxix. (1495I 287 One
manere medicyne nedyth in the begynnynge of the euyll,
and a nother in the fulle, and a nother m passynge therof.
c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 12560 [The] stones at the full of the Mode
[were] flet all aboue. i6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxi.
317 Empires, .haue their risings, their fuls, and their fals.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 399 Their [the Romanes']
Empire was growing to the full, c 1621 S. Ward Life of
Faith (1627) 97 Whiles he was. .in the full of his prosperity.

b. Ufa month or season: The height, the middle.
1638 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 143 The perfect season to sow

Melon-seeds, is in the full of february. 1855 Browning
Another Way of Loz>e i, June was not over Though past
the full. 1858 Motley Corr. (1889) I. 327 The highest
circles of London in the full of the season.

c. Thefull of the moon (also ellipt. thefull and
in phr. at full) : the period or state of complete
illumination of the moon's disc.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 341 Thanne shal she [the moon]
been euenc atte fulle alway. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
v. Iviii.(i495) 174 Becstes and trees haue passynge plenteof
humours and of marowe in the fulle of the mone. 1559 W,
Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 149 Before the Full, and after

the change, she shineth presently, the sonne being set. 1598
Yong Diana 309 The fills and wanes cf the Moone. a 1652
Bromk Quccne's Lixch. II. i. Wks. 1873 III. 473 Bright
Cynthia in her full of Lustre. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii.

262 He made an Instrument to know If the Moon shine at

full or no. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 431 The Paschal Moone,
whose Full fell. .next after the Vernal Equinox. 1720 Die

Foe Capt. Singleton vii. (18401 123 The moon was near the
full. 1794 Trans. Soc. Arts XII. 245 Every full and change
of the moon. 1818 M. G. Lewis Jml. W. Ind. (1834) 28
She is to be at her full to-morrow. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge i, The moon is past the full, and she rises at nine.

fig- '59° Nashe PasauiTs Apol. 1. C, Heere his wit is at

the fulled, and presentlie it beginneth to wane againe.

5. The lull grasp (of the hand).

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 59 The bridoon rein . . to be
held in the full of the bridlehand.

6. Crown fulls : Herrings of the best brand (see

quot. 1864 in A. 1. e).

1892 Berwick Advertiser 16 Sept. 3 '6 Not a single barrel

of crown fulls has been branded this summer.

+ 7. A set ,of kettles). Obs. ? Another word.)
1466 Maun. <y l/ouseh. F.xp. 206 My mastyr paid, .for in.

kettellescaldea (Tulle, iij.s. vj.d. 1502 Arnolde Chrou. (iSir)

237 Fullis offketellis redy bownde, the full, at iij.s'. iiij. d\
1528 Sin R. Weston in Dillon Calats \- Pate (1892' 91 Item,
of every fulle [printed fulle] of keltles j' 1

. 1660-1 Nevn'aslte
Merck. Advent. (Suttees) 202 Kailph Fell .. petitioned for a
full of battery seized on.

C. adv.

1. Simply intensive : Very, exceedingly.

a. with adjs. of quality. Now only poet.
r888 K. /F.lkrkd Boeth. xi. § 1 Manege beop beah a'£ber

£e full ;ebele ^e full weli^e and beob beah full unrote. c 1000
Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxxviiili). 3 [4] Ic .. ^eworhte ful sefte seld,

b;et hi sa;ton on. a 1200 Moral Ode 75 in Trin. Coll. Horn.
222 Heiiene and eroe he ouersihci Ins eien be5 ful brihte.

c 1300 Cursor M. 21061 (Edin.i Ful elde (queii bat] he seich

his endedai him nei^and neich. r 1380 Wvclie Wks. (1SS0)

309 3ee, ful deer breberen. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. no
pese boonys in oon partie ben ful hard, c 1420 Sir A madace
[Camd.) xxvii, Sir Amadace toke leue atte alle, Un-semand
with fulle glad chcre. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 7 Praye
for oure right poure and lull wretched soullc. 1461 Paston
Lett. No. 416 II. 51 To my full worshipful! ..maister. 1482
Div. of W. Telle (Somerset Ho.) The Full Reverend Fadur
in God John Aichepysshop of Canterbury, a 1550 Christis
Kirke Gr. 1. iii, Fou 5ellow 5ellow wes hir heid. 1590
Stenser /'. Q. i. viii. 17 Came hurtling in full fierce. 1613
Suaks. Hen. VIII, 1. i. 133 Anger is like A full hot Horse.
1640 J. Dyke Worthy Comnntn. 56 Full faine wilt thou be
to have Christ Jesus to receive thy soule. 1741 Richardson
Pamela I. 70 And I suppose too, she'll say, I have been full

pert. 1869 Jeas Ingelow Lily <y Lute II. 104 O, full sweet,

and O, full high, Ran that music up the sky.

b. with adjs. of quantity or indefinite numerals.

Now only arch, infull many.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 39 Ful litel while it was bat he in

loy wald bee. 13.. E. E. Attit. P. C. 18 For bay schal
comfort encroche in kybes ful mony. ^1330 R. Bkunne
Chron. (1810) 40 Fulle fo [printed so] frendes he had. C1400
Maundev. (1839) xviii. 198 In that Lond is full mochelle
waste, c 1450 A/irour Satuacioun 1278 [She] lete falle fulle

many a tere. 1477 Norton Ord. AteA. Proem in Ashm.(i652)
10 Full few Clerks. 1557 North Guevara's DialI Pr. * ij a,

Gen. Prol., (J iv b, Ful few are the pleasures which Princes
enioy. 1750 Grav Elegy xiv, Ful! many a gem of purest ray
serene. 1820 Keats St. Agnes v, Old dames full many times
declare. 1853 Kingsley liypaiia xiv. 168 Philammon would
have gone hungry to his couch full many a night.

c. with advbs. Now arch., chiefly in full well.
r888 K. /Ei.fred Boeth. xxxviii. § 5 pa men be habLab

unliale eagan, ne ma^on ful eabe locian on^ean Jia sunnan.
a 1000 Byrhtnoth 311 (Gr.) He ful baldlice beornas laerde,

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 pa iuguleres and ba o3er sottes alle

heo habbeS an bone fulneh. a 1225 Ancr. R. 90 ' Vbi amor,
ibi oculus' ; wite bu fulewel. a 1300 Cursor M. 1800 (Gott.)

Alias ! fule late bai bairn began, e 1300 Harrow. Hell 100
Jesu, wel y knowe the ! That ful sore reweth me. 138a
Wyclif i Mace. vi. 62 The kyng.. brake fulsoone the ooth
that he swore, c 1450 Merlin 25 Full euell haue ye sped
that thus haue slayn youre kynge. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes
ofAymon i. 35 He thenne kyssed his clulde alle bloody full

often. 1529 Frith Wks. (1573) 98 Christ full lowly and
meekely washed his disciples feete. 1600 Holland Livy
vni. xxxviii. (1609) 310 Let them buy it full deerly. 1635 J.
Hayward tr. BiottdPs Banish'd Virg. 206 Full litle slept the

Duke that night. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 536 The imperial

ensign .. full high advanced, Shone like a meteor. ^1711
Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 523 Full well I know
my lesus present there. 1782 Cowper Gilpin 70 Full slowly
pacing o'er the stones. 1818 Wordsw. Had this effulgence

iv, Full early lost, and fruitlessly deplored. 1875 Helps
Ess., Transact. Business 73 Those who can seem to forget

what they know full well.

2. Completely, entirely, fully, quite.

a. with adjs., esp. numerals. Also Full due

(see quots. 1867 and 1895V
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxvi. 33 Aulixes. .saet Ionge bass tyn

winter full, c 1340 Cursor M. givj (Trin.) Sip bis world
bigon to be Is foure bousonde six hundride fol. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus 1. 378 Thus argumentyd he, inhisbygyn-

nyng, Ful unavysed of his wo cominge. 155a Bk. Com.
Prayer, Ordination, Full .xxiiii. yeres olde. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586)27 It waxeth greater, and. .is

within fourtie dayes after ful ripe. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1.

ii. 396 Full fadom fiue thy Father lies. 1653 Sir E. Nicho-
las in N. Papers (Camden) II. 6 Being now not full 13
years of age. c 1710 C. Fiennes Diary (1888) 11 We were
full an hour passing that hill. 1812 Examiner 5 Oct. 634/1
New Beans are full 6s. per quarter lower : but old ones fully

support their price. 1825 Cobbett Rur. Rides 245 A hill of
full a mile high. 1863 Kingsley Water Bab. 9 He weighed



PULL.

full fifteen stone. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wiml&k, Full due,
for good ; for ever

; complete ; belay. 1871 Palgrave
Lyr. Poems 35 She. .Blushed like the full-ripe apple. 1874
Stubbs Const. Hist. I. iii. 50 As being a full-free member
of the community. 1884 Reade in Harpers Mag. Mar.
637/2 ' I condemned it ten years ago'. 'Full that..,

1 said

Pierre. 189s E. Anglian Gloss. , Full due, final acquit-

tance, for good and all.

b. with advbs. Now rare.

138a Wyclif yosh. vi. 5 And the wallisof the cyte [Jericho]

shulen fuldoun falle. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. clxii. 200
Kynge Johan was that day a full right good knyght. la 1550
Frere <y Boye 134 in Ritson Anc. F. P. 40 Than drewe it

towarde nyght, jacke hym hyed home full ryght. 1746
Chesterf. Lett. (i792) '• cv - a88 He articulated every word
. . full loud enough to be heard the whole length of my
library. 1833 H. Martineau Tale of Tyne vi. 116 Adam,
as I told you, I saw full enough of.

c. with advbl. phrases. Also in full as, full as

(or f so) . . . as.

1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1215/2 Though
menne shoulde neuer stande full out of feare of fallynge.

1670 Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 52
Some Swans but not full so large as ours. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E, India fy P. 215 The Topaz is a Stone very hard,
full as hard as the Saphire. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. vi,

They lived, though .. concealed, yet full at large. 175a
Young Brothers in. i, To mount full rebel-high. 176a
Footk Lyar 11. Wks. 1709 I. 302 You will be full as useful

to it by recruiting her subjects at home. 1796 Mrs. Glasse
Cookery v. 53 Butter put into the dripping-pan does full as
well. x8a5 in Cobbett Fur. Rules 11885) H. 38, I should
get full as much by keeping it [the story} to myself. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 92 To the English reader
they are full as interesting as to Americans.

f d. Ful iwis, fuliwia, to fuliwis : full cer-

tainly, for certain, assuredly. Obs.

t 1200 Ormin 2529 patt witt tu fuliwiss. c 1205 Lay.
26841 Ich wulle bitachen be ful iwis minne castel inne
Paris, c izzo Bestiary 563 Fro 5e noule ni5erward ne is $e

no man like, Oc fis to fuliwis. c 1300 Harrow* Hell 55
Fore Adames sunne, fol y-wis, Ich have tholed al this.

e. Full out : to the full, fully, out and out,

quite, thoroughly. Obs. exc. dial.

138a Wyclif Isa. xii. 6 Ful out io^e, and preise, thou
dwelling of Sion. c X400 Prymer, Litany in Maskell Mon.
Kit. (1846-7) II. 106 Lord, make saaf the king : and ful out
heere thou us in the dai that we shulen inclepe thee, a 1500
Chaucer's Dreme 2138 Archbishop and archdiacre Song
ful! out the servise. 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 624
This number must definitely be taken for so many thousands
full out, that [etc.]. 1615 Bp. Andrewes Scrm. (1629) 485
Sacrilege the Apostle rankes with Idolatrie ; as being full

out as evil!. 1676 Halley in Rigaud Corr.Sci. Men (1841)
I. 226 Mr. Mercator is full out as obscure in his treatise of
Mars. 1699 T. C[ockman] Tully's Offices (1706) 201 And
Lucius Crassus. .was full-out asgenerous. 1869 in Lonsdale
Gloss.

3. Of position and direction : Exactly, directly,

straight.

158a N. LiciiEFiELD tr. Castanheda's Cotta. E. Ind. lxvii.

137 Our Ordinance beeing shot off, did all light full amongst
the enimies. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. 11. v. (1886) 20

[They] dare not looke a man full in the face. 163a Lithgow
Trav. vi. 248 An olde Arch of stone. .standing ful in the

high Way. 1674 N. Cox Gent I. Recreat. m. (1677) 13
Always, .shoot. .rather side-ways, or behinde the Fowl,
than full in their faces. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P.
25 For which the Winds served them well enough, though
full in our Teeth. 1702 Pope Jan. fy May 456 Full in the

centre of the flow'ry ground A crystal fountain spreads its

streams around. 1801 Southey Thalaba x. xvti, Full in

his face the lightning-bolt was driven. 183* H. Martineau
Detnerara ii. 16 With these principles full in his mind, he
began to observe all that surrounded him. 1883 E. Inger-
soll in Harper's Mag. Jan. 196/1 A sudden escape from
curtaining oak branches brought us full upon the summit.

b. With reference to the points of the compass :

Due. See Due B. 2. 1 Obs.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 146 Until! she
commeth to the Meridian Circle, and is full South. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 79 Before Zacynthus 35 miles full Last,

are the two Strophades. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy Pref.

A school that stands full south. 1708 Brit. Apol. No. 93.

2/1 The. .Wind is. . Full East. 1720 De Foe Caft. Single-

ton ix. (1840) 154 The one [way] was to travel full west.

f4. With vbs. or pples. : Fully, completely, en-

tirely, quite, thoroughly. Obs. •

cgootr. Bxila's Hist. 11. xiv. [xvi.J (1890) 144 Bifulcu3um
strasium. 1x54 O. E. Chron. an. 1083 Hi comon into capitu-

lan on uppon ba munecas full ^ewepnede. 1340 Ayenb.

107 Huer-by we ssolle by zuo uol dronke of bine loue bet

[etc.]. 1430-40 Lyug. Bochas 1. ix. (1544) *7 a » He was
brought forth and recured And full made hole of his woundes
sore. 1529 More Co/nf agst. Trib. 11. 1182/2 Then he
feareth that he bee neuer full confessed, nor neuer full con-

trite. 1611 Bible John vii- 8 My time is not yet full come.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 508 Our Reader, .being

before full cloyed with our tedious Narrations. 1697 Dry-
den Virg. Georg. in. 319 When once he's broken, feed him
full and high.

^
1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 237 He had the

small-pox. .again very full.

5. Comb. fa. with vbs. : full-bring [cf. OFris.

ful-branga, Ger. vol/bringen] trans, to accomplish;

full-burn intr., to blaze forth, follow hotly ; full-

forth [ + Forth v.] trans., to accomplish, com-

plete ; full-make trans., to complete, perfect

;

full-serve trans. , to serve fully ; full-sound intr.,

to sound loudly ; full-timber trans., to build

completely ; full-thrive intr., to thrive to the full

;

full-work [Ol*;. full-xvyrcan = OHG. fol{l)aivur-

chan\ trans., [a) OE. to perpetuate
;
\b) to com-

plete. Obs.

592

riaoo Ormin 16335 5ure temmple timmbredd wass, & all

*ful!brohht till ende. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxx'x. 36 For what
my synne, has thow thus *fulbrent [Vulg. exarsisti] after
me. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 237 His 3iaf miht and strencbe
burl be gief of his gaste his hesne to *fulfor5ie. c iaoo
Ormin 15597 ^rbann hiss temmple mihhte ben Fullwrohht
& all fullforbedd. '11300 E. E. Psalter xvi[i]. 5 *Ful-
make mi steppes in sties pine. 1490 Caxton Eneydos
xxvii. 104 Fulmake thoblacyon to pluto. 1340 Ayenb. 33
And me kan zigge huo bet serueb and na}t "uol-serueb his
ssepe he lyest. 138a Wyclif Judg. vii. 18 Whanne the
trompe *fulsowneth in myn hoond. c 1200 Ormin 5130 Swa
*full}>rifenn patt itt nohht Ne ma}} na mare waxxenn. Ibid.
16321 Godess temmple. .wass i sexe jeress all and fow-
werrti; *ful!timmbredd. <i 1035 Cnut's Laws n. c. 61
(Schmid) Gif hwa on fyrde gnSbryce *fulwyrce. c iaoo
Fullwrohht [see quot. forfullforth abovej.

b. with pres. and pa. pples. (cf. A. 1 2 b. to which
some of these might be referred), as full-accom-
plished, -acorned, -atijusted, -armed, -assembled,

-assured, dreaming, -bearing, -born, -bound,
-buckramed, -descending, -digested, -distended,

\-drive{n, -exerted, -extended, -fashioned, f-fast,

fatted, -fledged, -glowing, f -greased, f -knowing,

T -known, -levelled, -manned, -nerved, -plumed,

-ripened, -spread, -strained, -trimmed, -tuned,

T -waxen ; t full-begotten, lawfully begotten,

legitimate; full-blown 1
, filled with wind, puffed

out {lit. andy^-.) ; see Blow v.1 22 ; full-blown '-,

in full bloom (lit. zndfg.) ; see Blow v$ i ; full-

stated (see quot.'.

i7a6 -46 Thomson Winter 668 Indulge her fond ambition.

.

To mark thy various *full-accomplished mind. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. 11. v. 16 Like a full Acorn'd Boare. 1730-46 Thom-
son Autumn 835 The *full-adjusted harmony of things.

1776 Mickle tr. Camoens 1 Lusiad 31 *Full-arm'd they
came, for brave defence prepared. 1735 Thomson Liberty
in. 260 Her *full-assembled Youth innumerous swarm'd.

1839 Bailey Festus tax. (1848) 220 The *full-assured faith.

1735 Somkrville Chase 11. 142 Had not her Eyes, With
Life ^full-beaming, her vain Wiles betray'd. 1896 Daily
Neivs 17 June 4/5 The thousand acres is never all *full-

bearing altogether. 1636 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 182

Your Father counteth you not a bastard : *full-begotten

bairns are nurtured. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 3 With
cheeks *full blowne Each man will wish the case had beene
his owne. a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 15 A time
in which (for externals) she was full blown. 1635-56 Cow-
ley Davideis II. 735 Some did the Way with full-blown

Roses spread. 1693 Drydkn Persius 1. 254 Who at enormous
Villany turns pale, And steers against it with a full-blown

Sail. 1699 Bentley Phal. 414 Full blown with the opinion

of his wonderfull Acuteness. 1749 Johnson Vanity Hum.
Wishes 99 In full-blown dignity, see Wolsey stand. 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 20 Flower that's full-blown tempts

the butterfly. i8ai Keats Lamia 1. 172 Whither fled

Lamia, now a lady bright, A *fult-born beauty new and
exquisite. 1766 W. Gordon Gen. Connting-ho. 319, 45
barrels *full bound mess-beef. 1851 Offic . Catal. Gt. Exhib.
II. 545 Bible, 8vo., full-bound in maroon Turkey morocco.

1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1. i. 7 The *full-

buckramed fancy dresses of the young gentlemen. 1715-ao

Pope Iliad xx. 460 The impatient steel with * full-descend-

ing sway Forced through his brazen helm its furious way.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 419 We shall, .partake

in the expertness and *full-digested remembrance belonging

to that. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 185 The *full-distended

clouds Indulge their genial stores, c 1386 Chaucer Frankl.

T. 502 This bargayn is *ful dryue, for we been knyt. 17x6-46

Thomson Winter 171 Before the breath Of 'full-exerted

heaven they wing their course. 1730-46 — Autumn 1119

The long lines of *full-extended war In bleeding flight

commixed. 1883 Gtasg. Weekly Her. 21 Apr. 8/2 Ladies'

*fulI-fashioned biack Lisle thread hose. £1175 Lamb. Horn.

61 j»a odre weren *fulfeste sone. 138a Wyclif Dent, xxxii.

15 Ful fat maad is the loued, and a^en wynsed ; *ful-fattid,

fulgresid, outlargid. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 7 Nov. 8/2 A
tutor's pay is only about a third of that of a *full-fledged

professor. 1895 Sir W. Harcourt Sp. in Ho. Com. 14 Mayt

A full-fledged butterfly. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery 1. viil

(1874) 89 The sun.. Blending them in the golden blazonry

Of his *full-glowing orb. 138a # Fulgresid [see full-fatted].

161a Selden Drayton's Poly-olb. To Rdr., What the Verse

oft with allusion, as supposing a *full knowing Reader, lets

slip. 1386 Rolls of Farlt. III. 225/1 Nichol Brembre.

.

with stronge honde, as it is *ful knowen . . was chosen Mair.

1701 Norris Ideal World \. i, 6 This is.. staring, with a

'full-levelled eye, the great luminary of spirits in the face.

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. in. vii. 52 Our ouer-plus of shipping

will we burne, And with the rest *full niann'd, from th'

head of Action Beate th' approaching Caesar. 1839 Bailey

Festus vii. (1848) 70 Dare with *fullnerved arm the rage of

all. c 1630 Dktmm. of Hawth. Elegy on G.Adolphus\Vks.

(1711) 54 With "full plum'd wing thou faulkon-Iike could fly.

1861 Thornbury Turner (1862) I. 58 He will be a full-

plumed Royal Academy Student. 1878 Masque Poets 214

Brings to northern shores x full-ripened tropic fruits. 1660

Dkyden Astrwa Redux 64 With *full-spread sails to run

before the wind. 1748 Thomson Castl. IndoL 1. 209 Slow

from his bench arose A comely full-spread porter, swol'n

with sleep. 1867 Smith Sailor's Word-bk., Full spreatl, all

sail set. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 405 (E. D. S.) Ya know es

kepChallacomb-MoorinHond; tes*vull stated. Ibid.,Full-

stated, spoken of a Leasehold Estate that has Three Lives

subsisting thereon. 1757 Dyer Fleece in. 169 Sinewy arms of

men, with *full strain d strength, Wring out the latent water.

i8a6 Scott Mai. Malagr. ii. 59 A *full-trimmed suit of

black silk, or velvet. 1842 Tennyson Love <$• Duty 40 When
thy low voice, Faltering, would break its syllables, to keep

My own *full-tuned. c iaoo Ormin 10890 He wass *full-

waxenn mann.

tFull, z>. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 ful(l)wian, fullian,

3-4 folle(n, 3 south. volle(n, 3 fulhe(n, vul;en,

fulewen, folewen, 2-4 fulwe(n, ful^e, 2 fule(h)-

3en, 4 folwen, fologhe, 5 folowe, 4-6 fulle, (4

FULLAGE.
fully). [OE. fullian, fullwian, f. Full adv. +
OTeut. *7vf/iejan, wihjan (OHG. ivfken, mod.Ger.
weihen) to consecrate, f. *ttdho- (OS., OHG. wih,
Goth, wei/is) holy.
The word thus means 'to consecrate fully \ A convert

who was deemed not sufficiently instructed for baptism, or
who shrank from assuming the responsibilities which it

involved, was frequently prime-signed, i.e. marked with
the sign of the cross only, the ' full consecration ' by baptism
being deferred till a later period.]

trans. To baptize.

£900 tr. Bxda's Hist. \. xv. [xxvi.] (1890) 62 Ongunnon
heo somnian & singan..& men beran & fulwian. a 1000
Martyrol. (E. E. T. S.) 80 He wis jefullwad xt Rome.
C 1000 Ags. Gosp. John 1. 33 Se be me sende to fullianne on
wa;tere. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 101 Heo setteS heoran handan
ofer iful^ede men. c iaos Lay. 2402 t>e king heo lette fulwen
aefter bon lawen. a 1225 Leg. Katn. 1391 Hwi ne hihe we
for to beon Ifulhet [?>.r. ifulhtnet] as he het his. iao.7

R. Glouc. (1724) 239 As 3oure fader dude, do, And be
yuolled in holy water. 13.. E. E. Attlt. P. B. 164 Alle
am labed Iuflyly..pat euer wern fu^ed in font bat fest to
haue. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5697 He wolde fully, .pan Amyra!
bat was bere. C1430 Chez/. Asstgne 369 The sixte was
fulwedde cheuelere assigne. c 1450 Myrc 85 To folowe the
chylde }ef hyt be nede. 1483 Festivall (W. de W. 1515)
32 b, Cryslcwas fulled in water.

Full (fid), z>.2 Also 4 follen, fulle(n. [f.

Full a.

OE. had fullian to fulfil iCxdmon's Gen. 2317), but con-
tinuity is doubtful; in the early ME. futlen the « prob.
represents it, so that the examples belong to Fill v.]

•fl. trans. To make full. Cf. Fill v. i. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. v. 184 In couenant that Clement

schulde the cuppe fulle. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 39 Thanne
is oure mouth fulled of joye. 1484 Caxton Fables of
SEsop (1889) 72 He was .. fulled with sorowe. 1637-47
Feltham Resolves 1. lxxxvii. 270 Surely travail fulleth the
man.

b. intr. To be or become full. Const, of Obs.

exc. dial, and in U.S. of the moon.
136a Langl. /'. PI. A. xi. 44 Thei . . demeth god in-to the

gorge whon heore gottus follen. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.
Soc.) 343 Myn heed dullyth Myn herte rTullyth Of sslepp.

1864 Webster, The moon fulls at midnight. Mod. Suffolk

dial. (F. Hall) 'The moon will full to-night*.

t 2. trans. To fulfil, complete. Obs.

1380 [see Fulling vbl. sb.]. 1493 Acta Dotrt. Cone. (1839)

247/1 pe saidis persons sail mak na payment of the said soume
quhillthepoyntisof pe said decrett be fullit efter the forme of
besamyn. 1640 Krome A ntipodes ui. viii. Wks. 1873 III. 2°°
Before he has given her satisfaction I may not full my suit.

3. Dressmaking. To make full ; to gather or

pleat. Also with on.

1831 Westm. Rev. XIV. 424 The milliner with her fulling,

and quilling, and puckering, come[s] in to supply the retiring

graces of nature. 183a E. Ind. Sketch Bk. I. 261 A petticoat

fulled and stiffened into the dignified rotundity of a hoop.

2884 West. Daily Press 2 lune 7/2 Plastrons.. are composed
of a straight piece, fulled into a small band at the top. 1890

Daily Neivs 4 Dec. 3/4 Many pretty little jackets .. are

composed of black lace fulled on over a foundation of silk

or gold gauze.

b. intr. To draw up, pucker, bunch.

1889 Century Diet., The skirt fulls too much in front.

Hence Fulled ///. a., gathered or pleated;

arranged in folds; Fu'lling vbl. sb., the action of

the vb. ; +a. the action of fulfilling ; b. the action

of gathering or pleating ; in quots. concr.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 257 Her matere schulde be

trube and fullynge of Goddis lawe. 1760 Mrs. Delany Life

<r Corr. Ser. 11. III. App. 504 There was very little fulling,

but the whole design was to be seen without many folds.

1877 Blackmore Cripps I. ii. 24 She gathered in the skirt

of her frock and the fulling of her cloak. 189a Daily
Nezos 16 Feb. 6/5 Coats.. finished off at the neck with a

fulled shoulder cape.

Full (ful), v* Also 5 ful(le. [ad. OV.fuler
(F.fouler) : see Foil v. 1

]

1. trans, spec. To tread or beat (cloth) for the

purpose of cleansing and thickening it ; hence, to

cleanse and thicken (cloth, etc.).

1377 Langl. P. Ft. B. xv. 445 Cloth that cometh fro the

weuyng is nou^t comly to were, Tyl it is fulled vnder fote

or in fullyng-stokkes. c 1440 Promp. Pan.'. 182/1 Fulle

clothe, fullo. c 1483 Caxton Vocab. 15 b, Colard . . Can
well fulle cloth. i«i 1 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 The
Walker and Fuller shall truely walke fulle thikke and werke

every webbe of wollen yerne. 1598 Florio, Follare, to full,

as clothes in a presse. 1643 Prynne Open. Gt. Seale 20

One.. man should be assigned.. to seale the Clothes that

shall be wrought and fulled in London. 1695 Lond. Gas.

No. 3086/4 A new Invented Engine, which Fulls all sorts

of Stuffs by Hand or Mans Labour. i8ia Southey in

Q. Rev. VII. 63 In this manner a girl can full twenty pair

of hose in four or five hours. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist.

Comm. 147 English cloths, at the outset were sent to be

fulled and dyed in the Netherlands. 1884 J. Payne Tales

fr. Arabic I. 233, I shall, .weave for her and full her yarn.

+ 2. gen. To beat or trample down ; also, to

destroy. Obs.

c 1400 Rcnvland $ O. 112 Fulle the under my horse fete.

ri440 York Myst. xi. 118 Nowe kyng Pharo fuls thare

childir ful faste. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 78 Hee
threw his hey abroad a nights afore hee lette them in, be-

cause then they did not runne over it and full it so much.

trullage. Obs. \j\.OY.fou!lage{V.foutage),

L fouler io Full.]

1. Money paid for the fulling of cloth.

1611 in Cotgr. s.v. Foullage. 1706 in Phillips (ed.

Kersey). 1755 in Johnson. Hence in mod. Diets.
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2. [Cf. Fulyikj//.2; the lit. sense is 'what is tram-

pled under foot'.] Refuse, street-sweepings, filth.

1689 T. Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 51 Some storm
or other must be near at hand, To sweep away the foliage

of the Land. 1780 A. Young Tour. Irel. I. 9 They go
much to Dublin for fullage of the streets to lay on their

hay grounds.

Full age.
Adult 01 mature age, esp. (in opposition to

nonage) the age of 21 years. Cf. Age sb. 3.

1622 Kacon Holy War (1629) 129 That after full Age the

Sonne* should Expulse their Fathers and Mothers out of
their Possessions. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 320
God had a respect to the non-age and full-age of his people.

1S18 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 428 Those . . who are of full

age and sufficient understanding, should have power to suffer

a common recovery. 1885 Gladstone in Ckr. World 15 Jan.
37/1 The anniversary , . which will to-morrow bring your
Royal Highness to full age.
attrih. a 1659 Cleveland Poor Cavalier 11 E'er ripe

Rebellion had a full-age Power.

Hence + Full-aged ppl. a., being of full or

mature age. Of a horse : Exceeding the age of

6 years (now simply, aged). Obs.
1631 Quarles Div. Poems, Samson xiii. 31 A full ag'd Lyon,
who had sought.. his long-desired prey. 1682 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1737/4 A chesnut sorrel Nag, with a bob Tail, full aged.
171* Steele Sped. No. 514 p 4 There stood by her a man
full-aged, and of great gravity. 1724 Lond. Gaz. No.
6310/3 A sorrel Horse, .full aged.

Full-blood, a. a. Of a brother or sister :

Horn of the same parents (opposed to Half-blood
\. attrib.). b. Qualifying an ethnic designation:

Of pure or unmixed race.

188a A. Macearlane Consangui'u. 17 brother, full-blood
— male child of male and female parents. 1888 Harper's
Mag. Mar. LXXVI. 602 The full-blood [Cherokee] is

always present in the national Legislature. 1893 Columbus
(Ohtoj Disp. 2 Oct., His mother [was] a full-blood Pota-
watomie squaw.

Similarly Full-bloo'ded a. = Full blood, lit. and

fig. ; also, having plenty of blood. Hence Pull-
bloo'dedness lit. vwXfig.
itM J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 68 A full-blooded re-

ublican 'driver'. 1841 Catlin .V. Amer. Iml. (1844) II.

vii. 220 His general appearance and actions, those of a
full-blooded and wild Indian. 1884 Century Mag. XXVIII.
42 The full-bloodedness, the large feet and hands. 1894
Athetueum 5 May 571/3 His unquestioned ability has not
the roundness, the ripeness, the mellow full-bloodedness of
the style of* The Heptameron '.

Fu'll-bottom. [f. Full a. + Bottom sb.] A
full-bottomed wig.

1713 Gay Guardian No. 149 F 5 Little master will smile
when you.. thrust its little knuckles in papa's full-bottom.

1759 Chrou. In Ann. Reg. 169 '2 A flaxen full bottom
suitable to the age between forty and fifty. 1822 T.
Mitchell Aristofh. II. 296 Full-bottom, tie, per riwig, curl,

or toupee.

Full-bottomed, a. [f. as prec. + ed 2.]

1. Of a wig: Having a full or large bottom.
171 1 Hudgell Spect. No. 150 P 7 My Banker ever bows

lowest to me when I wear my full-bottom 'd Wig. 1797
The College 15 A huge full-hottom'd wig, and college gown.
1878 .V. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 52 Their hero..wore a Greek
helmet over a full-bottomed wig.

2. Naut. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Full-bottomed, an epithet
to signify such vessels as are designed to carry large
cargoes.

t Fullcome, v. Obs. [f. Full adv. •+- Come v.

Cf. Ger. volkommen adj., perfect.] trans. To finish
;

to perfect,

c 1477 Caxton Jason 16 An other spere that he [Jason]
had taken of his esquyer for to fulcome his emprise, c 1483— i'oi ab. 47 Dieti leitr laisse leur voye Bien employer, God
late them theyr waye Well fulcome.

t Fulldo', v. Obs. [f. Full a. + Do.] trans.

To accomplish, fulfil, complete.
a 1**5 Amer. R. 372 Me schal fuldon flesches pine ase

uor5 ase euere efne mei bolien. 1340 Ayenb. 28 To destrue.

.

alle guod by hit lite by hit lesse by hit uoldo. c 1483 Caxton
Vocah. 23 Whiche make verry confession. And theyr
penaunce fuldoo. c 1500 Melusine i. 1 He wyl helpe me to

bring vnto a good ende & to fuldoo it att hys glorye &
praysyng. i6o<; Verstegan Dec. Intell.xx. (1628) 29 Willing
to full-doe their too-falne lot.

Hence f Frrll-do sb., completion, finish. (Perh.

the source of the Naut. phrasefor a full due : see

Due sb. 8.)

1631 [see Do sb. 1 2].

Full dress. See Dress sb. 2 a. Aho fig.
1790 Cowper Lett. 17 June, Here am I at eight in the

morning in full dress. 1875 Lowell Poet. Wks. (1879)

465 The habitual full-dress of his well-bred mind. 1887
Spectator 4 June 764/2 A crown that could be worn, like

a ttara of diamonds, as an adjunct of full dress.

b. attrib. as in full-dress coat, dinner, rehearsal,

suit, etc. ; also fig., as m full-dress debate, a formal
debate in which important speeches are delivered

on each side.

1812 J. Nott Decker's Gvlls Horne-bk. 41 note, Not
a full-dress coat is made without it. 1834 T. Moore Mem.
(1856) VII. 47 A Tory of the full dress school. 1851 Illustr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. II. 526 Pair of full-dress boots. 1879
F. W. Robinson Coward Consc. I. viii, A rusty, black, full-

dress suit. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commiv. III. vi. cxi. 600
At present the 'full-dress debates' in the Senate are apt
to want life. 1893 Times 8 July 12/2 Mr. Heneage's
amendment is not the best possible text for a full-dress

debate.

Vol. IV.

Full-dressed, a. Fully dressed ; wearing
full dress, f Of a coat :

--= prec. b.

1752 A. Mcrphy Grays-Inn Jrnl. No. 14 r 2 In a full-

dressed Coat, with long Skirts. 1806 SuRR Winter in Lond.
(ed. 3) III. 161, I have no objection in the world to full-

dressed assemblies. 1824-9 Landok Imag. Ccnv. Wks. 1846
I. 206/2 There are hours and occasions when she needs not
be full-dressed.

+ Fulle-nd, ». Obs. [OK. fullem/ian (= Ger.
vollenden) : see Full adv. and End v.] trans. To
end fully, accomplish, complete, fulfil.

c 900 tr. B.eda's Hist. m. xxiii. (MS. H in Smith 554
note), He basd Cynebill .. I'set he oa arfsestan ongunnen-
nesse fullendode and ^efylde. a 1200 Moral Ode 239 in

O. E. Misc. 66 peo bat gode were by-gunne and ful-endy
hit nolden. c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 61 We hauen ure
penitence fulended. c 1300 Beket 2322 If he fill in feble
slat, that he tie nu^te hit ful ende. 1382 Wyclif Ecclus.
xxxlv. 8 With oute lesing shal be ful endid the word of the
lawe. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. iv. 114951 349 The
Cycle and the Course of the Mone is fullended in the
nintenth yere. c 1425 Eng. Cottq. Irel. (E. E. T. S.) 134 He
that al thynge fulle endet.

Fuller (ftrlai), sb.^ Forms: 1-4 fullere, 3
follare, 4 south, vollere, 4-6 fullarie, (6 fullor,

furler, 7 fullner), 4- fuller. [OK. fullere, ad.

Vi.fullo (of unknown origin), assimilated to agent-
nouns in -g;r, -ER 1

. If there existed an OF. *ful-

lian vb., ad. late L. fulldre to Full, the agent-

noun may have been derived from it.]

1. One whose occupation is to full cloth.

c 1000 Ass. Gosp. Mark ix. 3. .1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 366/53
Mid one follares perche ; bat men tesieth opon cloth, a 1327
Pol, Songs (Camden) 188 The webbes ant the fullaris assem-
bleden hem alle. 1340 Ayenb. 167 Mochel is defouled mid be
uet of uolleres be robe of scarlet. 1511-2 [see FuLL7'. :i 1].

1583 Stubbes- -tnaf. A bus. 1 1. 1 1882' 24 Compounding with the

Fuller to thicke it [woof] very much. 1645 Bp. Hall Remedy
Discontents 118 The Fuller treads upon that cloth which
he means to whiten. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 156 Three
weavers, .six spinners, one fuller and burler. 1866 Rogers
Agric. <y Prices I. iv. 103 There are twelve clergymen, .six

fullers and six girdlers. 1885 Instructions to Census Clerics

66 (In list of workers in textile fabrics). Fuller.

2. In the names of various materials, plants, etc.

used in the process of fulling ; ns fuller's clay =«

Fuller's earth; fuller's grass, herb, weed,
{Saponaria officinalis) ; fuller's teazel, thistle

{Dipsacusfullonuni) ; fuller's thorn? = prec.

1776 Adam Smith W. -V. iv. viii. (1869) II. 238 *FulIer\s

earth or fuller's clay. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. v.

101 Fuller's clay or earth. 1526 Grete Herball ccclxxxiiij,

Saponaria. .is called. .*fullcrsgrasse. 1601 Holland Pliny
II. 262 The * Fullers herb in wine honied. 1607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 486 There is an herb called Fullers-

herb which doth soften wool. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus IV. Ix.

522 This kinde of Thistel is called. .*Fullers Teasel. 1653
CuLrEPER Eng. /'hys. 356 "Fullers Thistle, or Teasel. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 661 An Herbe called Hippopha;ston [that

groweth] vpon the *Ful!ers Thorne. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), *Fullers- Weed, or Fullers-thistle, an Herb.

Fu'ller, sb.% [?f. Full v.~ (sense 3) + -er '.]

1. Blacksmithing, etc. A grooved tool on which

iron is shaped by being driven into the grooves.

1864 Wkbster, Fuller, a die, a half-round set-hammer.

1896 Farriers Price List, Best Cast Steel, for Fullers,

Stamps, &c.

2. A groove made by a fuller.

1855 Miles Horseshoeing 9 The ' fuller ' should be carried

quite round the shoe to the heels, and the fullering iron

should have both sides alike. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,

Fuller, the fluting groove of a bayonet. 1889 Daily Tel.

1 Mar. 5/8 The present pattern is too thin in the 'fuller'.

Hence Fu'ller v.,Wo stamp with a fuller; to groove

by stamping; also dial, to goffer ^ linen\ Fu'll-

ered ppl. a. Fu'llering" vbl.sb.. the action of the

vb. ; also concr. the groove thus formed.
1820 Bkacv Clark Descr. Nt~iv Horse Shoe 14 Our old

English custom of fullering. 1831 J*. Holland Mann/.
Metal I. 170 The shoes being fullered or grooved near the

outer edge to receive the heads. 1841 Hartshorse Salopia
Antiq. Gloss. 434 Fullaring, a groove into which the nails

of a horse's shoe are inserted. 1855 Fullering iron [see

sense 2 above]. 1868 Regul. \ Ord. A rmy p 573 The horse's

Shoe is not to be grooved or fullered. 1880 Ulackmore .Mary
Anerley I. xi. 159 His linen clothes are dry, and even quite

lately fullered—ironed you might call it. Mod. Adid., Sandal
horse shoe., made of plain, fuller'd, or Rodway bar.

Fuller's ea'rth. A hydrous silicate of
alumina, used in cleansing cloth; also Geol. a group
of strata characterized by the presence of this earth.

1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 31 Mynes of tynne, leed, ore, cole
. .lymestonne, chalke, furlers[^/t"i526; ed. 1534 fullers] erthe,
Sande, cley. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxv. xvii. II. 560 This
Fullers earth Cimolia, is of a cooling nature. 1667 E. Cham-
hkrlayne5/. Gt.Brit. U 1684)7 Fullers Earth is nowhere else

produced in that abundance and excellency as in England.
1738CHESTERE. Comm. Sense 11 Nov. (1739) H- 23^ Fuller 's-

Earth, the Exportation of which is strictly prohibited by
our Laws. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. I. 9 Like fuller's

earth, defiling for the moment but purifying in the end.
1854 F. C. Bakewell Geol. 50 The bed of clay called fuller's

earth .. may be considered merely local. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 36 This Fuller's earth forms a thick bed of clay
which retains the water that reaches it.

fig. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 56 The blots of sin will

be easily taken out by the soap of sorrow, and the fullers-

earth ofcontrition. 1727 Gay Beggar's Opera 1. ix, Money,
Wife, is the true Fuller's Earth for Reputations, there is not
a Spot or a Stain but what it can take out.
attrib. 1816 W. Smith Strata /dent. 31 The Fuller's

Earth Rock, .in many places is imperfectly lapidified.

tFu-llery. 06s.-° [f. Fuller sb.i +-Y-V] A
place where the process of fulling is carried on.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1755 in Johnson. Hence in mod.

Diets.

Fu:ll-fa*ced, <*. [f. FOLL a. + Face J- -ED -.]

1. Having a full face; esp. of persons, having a

full or plump face.

1622 Mabbr tr. Alemons Guzman d'Alf. 1. 31, I was a
yong Lad, ruddy-cheek't, full-fac't, and plumpe withall.

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 980/4 Stolen.. a large silver Cup. .by
a Lodger, .a Full-fac'd man. 1796 Hull Advertiser 3 Sept.

2/2 David Hallett. .stout made, of a low stature, and full

faced. 1824 Miss Muford Village Ser. i. (1863J 230 One
side consisting of a full-faced damask rose.

b. said of the moon at full.

1647 H. More Song of Soul in. n. xxvii, Not from full-

faced Cynthia.

2. Having the face turned fully on the spectator

or in some specified direction.

1610 GuiLLIM Heraldry vi. v. 265 The full faced Helmet
doth signifie direction or command. 1832 Tennyson
(Enoue 79 When all the full-faced presence of the Gods
Ranged in the halls of Peleus. 1894 J. P. Honsin Westm.
Gaz. 7 Feb. 2 1 As full-faced to the sunshine as you are to-

day.

t Fullfreme, v. Obs. Also 5 full-ferm.

[OK. Jul I fremian, freniman : see Full adv. and
Fremk v.] trans. To accomplish, fulfd, perfect.

Hence f Fullfre'med //>/. a. ; + Pullfre'medly
auhh, perfectly; \ Fullfre'medness, perfection.
(•888 K. /Ei.KHKD Boeth. vii. § 5 pinre iiniibt gitsunga

?ewiil to fulfremmanne. cooo tr. B.rda's Hist. in. xix.

[xxvii.] (1891 ) 244 Lifde he his lif in micelre eacWodnesse
..and in fulfremednesse. 971 BlickI. Horn. 35 Gif we ba
daias fulfremed lice for Gode Hf^eab. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

John iv. 34 pa\;t ic full fremnie [<:ii6o Hatton fulfremie]

his weorc. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Ne mea nan iscefte ful-

fremedHce smea^an ne understonden embe god. < 1200
Obmin 2530 Fullfremedd herrsummnesse. Ibid. 5135 patt

te birrb ej^berr lufess mabht Fullfremeddlike fillenn. Ibid.

6083 patt maim |>att tiss Fullfremeddnesse foll^bebb. i486
Bk. St. Albans A viij b, Thos same barris shall telle you
whan she is full summed or fuil fermyd.

Firll-gro'wn. [f. Full adv. + Grown.] Fully
grown ; having attained full size or maturity.
1667 Milton /'. /.. vii. 456 InnumerouslivingCreatures..

Limb d and full grown. 1724 I )\-: Foe Mem. Cavalier \ 1840)
^o Wickedness presented itself full-grown. 1767 Hunter
in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 43 Fig. II. The same view of the
same bone in a full-grown Elephant. 1859 Darwin Orig.
Spec. iii. (1873) 52 In a slate of nature almost every full-

grown plant annually produces seed. 1871 Blackik Four
/'liases i. 151 He had two sons, one full-grown.
trans/. 1856 Stanley Sinai A- Pal. x. (1858) 374 Four

springs pour their almost full-grown rivers through the plain.

Hence Full-grow"ner coltoq. or slang, a full-

grown person.

1867 P. Fitz<;hrald75 Brooke Si. III. 251 A full growner :

no ' Miss ' at all in the case.

t Firllliead 1

. Obs. In 4-5 ftOhed(e. [f.

Full a. + -head.] Fullness.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxv. o [xxxvi. 8] pai sal be drunken,

als ot wine, Of be fulhed of house [ ine. 1340 Ayenb. 119
Alsuo wes he..zuo uol of grace.. |?et of his ttolhede we
nimeb al. < 1440 Hylton Scala /'erf. (1494* in. xxii, In
hyr was fulhede of all vertues without wem of synne.

t Fu'llhead -. Obs. [f. Full a. + Head sb.}

A castrated stag.

1803 J. Sleight in Ann. Agrt'c.XXXlX. 556 The full-

heads.. always herd with the bucks, excepting in the rut.

Fu*ll-hea*rted, a. [f. Full a. + Heart +
-ED-.] Having a lull heart, a. Full of courage

and confidence ; hence of a work : Carried on

with zeal. b. Full of feeling ; indicative of strong

emotion. Hence Full-lieaTtedly adv.
1611 Smaks. Cymb. v. iii. 7 The Enemy full-hearted, Loll-

ing the Tongue with slaught'ring. 1851 Mrs. Hkowning
Casa Gnidi 31 The sky above, .seemed to. .palpitate in

glory, like a dove Who has flown too fast, full-hearted.

1859 Smiles Self-/Ielp xii. (i86ot 323 The most effective

work is always the full-hearted work. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. IV. lxiii. 240 Full-hearted silence. 188* J. L.

Ludlow in Homilet. Monthly May 451 For you he lived.,

and sends his Holy Spirit as full-heartedly as if there were
no other human being.

Fullimart, obs. form of Foumart.
Fulling, vbl. sb. 1 Obs. Also 5 folowynge.'

[f. Full vX} Baptizing.

1387 Trevisa IHgden (Rolls) IV. 257 Som acounteb from

be fullynge of Crist. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xv. 207 Ther
is follyng of font and follyng in blod-shedynge. < 145°

Myrc 146 Eghte dayes they schullen abyde That at the

fonte halowynge They mowe take here folowynge. 1483
F~esti7>allCW. de W. 1515) 48 This trynyte was knowen in

the fullynge of Cryst as the gospel setteth.

Fulling, vbl. sb* : see after Full v.2

Fulling (nrlirj\ vbl. sb.s [(. Full 0.8 + -ing M
1. The process of cleansing and thickening cloth

by beating and washing ; also called milling.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. ^48^2 This trade of Milling

or thickning Cloth is termed Fulling. 1791 Hamilton tr. Ber
thollet's Dyeing I. 1. n. i. 127 He has explained the effects

of fulling by the external conformation of the hair or wool

of animals. 1812 Southey in Q. Rev. VII. 63 The women
perform the work of fulling by treading the cloth in a tub.

transf. 1894 Gould Illustr. Diet. Med., Fulling, in mas-
sage, a valuable method of kneading, named from the

motion used by fullers in rubbing linen between their hands.

2. attrib. axfulling-boy, -hammer, f -mace, -stone;

f fulling-clay, f -earth = fuller s earth; fulling-
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mill, a mill in which cloth is fulled or milled by
being beaten with wooden mallets, which are let

fall upon it (or in modern use, by being pressed

between rollers) and cleansed with soap or fuller's

earth; f fulling-stocks, wooden mallets worked
by machinery, used for fulling cloth.

1677 Yarranton En%. Improv. 109, If I had not been an
old Clothier, and a *Fulling-Boy when I was young. 1688

Lond. Gaz. No. 2338/1 We do. .streightly Charge, .that no
manner of.. "Fulling Clay, be .. exported. 17*0 Ibid.

No. 5853/1 Any Fuller's-Earth, or Fulling-Clay. 1563-87
Foxe A. fy M. (1684) III. 591 A certain poor man.,
went to the Sea, minding to have gone into Kent for
* Fulling Earth. 1796 Kitwan Elem. Mitt. (ed. 2) I.

186 Some fulling Earths, it is said, effervesce slightly

with acids. 171a Mottf.ux Quixote lit. vi. (1749) I. 160 Let
the six *fulling-hammers be transform'd into so many giants.

1612 Shelton Quixote ill. vii. 175 Without being able to

attribute it to the little knowledge of the 'fulling Maces
or the darkenesse of the night. 1417-18 Abingdon Ace.
(Camden) 88 note. The reparacions done this yere at y»

*FullingmiIles. 15*3 Fitzhf.kb. Surv. 9 b, Fullyngmylnes,
sythe mylnes, cutlersmylnes. 1612 in Naworth Househ.
Bks. 8 The wholl yeares rent of the fulling mill. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand. xvi. (1804) 97 My heart went knock,
knock.. like a fulling-mill. 1805 Luccock Nat. Wool 161

Nor will the cloth .. endure without injury the violent

strokes of the fulling mill. 1876 Holland Sev, Oaks i. 2

Below this two or three saw-mills, .and a fulling-mill. 1377
*Fullyng-stokkes [see Full v." 1]. 1879 Casselfs Tcchn.
Ednc. IV. 342/2 The 'fulling-stocks* .. consist of heavy
wooden mallets. 1884 J. Payne 1000 Nts. <y One Nt. VIII.

135 Making the ship fast to one of the *Fulling-Stones.

Fullish (fivlij), a. [f. Full a. + -ish.] Some-
what full.

1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 164 Rather pompous and dullish
;

of falsetto, too, fullish. 1871 G. Meredith //. Richmond
(1886) 206 Her nose firm, her lips fullish. 1889 National
Rev. XIII. 686 The most noticeable features of the face are
the rather prominent nose and fullish lips.

^f app. misused for fulliche, Fully adv.
c 1500 Melusine xxvi. 208 It is not fullyssh a moneth com-

plet syn that we departed thens.

Full length. The entire length or extension

of any object.

1. In advbl. phrase, {at" full length,

1709 Steele & Addison Taller No. 93 P 4, 1 have, .drawn
at full Length, the Figures of all sorts of Men. 1844
Dickens Mart. L'huz. vi, By constructing, .a temporary
sofa of three chairs, .and lying down at full-length upon it.

1855 Singleton Virgil I. 47 Of polished marble thou full-

length shalt stand.

2. attrib., as full-length figure, portrait, etc.

Also ellipt. a full-length.
1850 L. Hint Autobiog. II. xiv. 141 A full-length portrait

. .of a little girl. 1894 A D. White in Pop. Set. Monthly
XLIV. 722 A full-length woodcut showing the Almighty
in the act of extracting Eve. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 1 May 1/2

Just above the line, hangs a full-length of the German
Kmperor. 1897 Daily News 8 Apr. 8/1 This is, we under-
stand, the first full-length novel he has written.

Jig. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 296 What may
be called a close and full-length portrait [of a disease].

Full moon.
1. The moon with its entire disc illuminated.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxviii. 81 Hwa is on weorulde baet

ne wundri^e fulles monan. 1530 Pai.sgr. 223/2 Full
moone, plaine tune. 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. iv. i,

'Twas a Full-moon, and such a Moon, Sir ! 1812 16 J.
Smith Panorama. Sc. -V Art I. 597 The full moon rises at
sun-set 1883 Ouida Wanda I. 58 The full moon was
rising above the Glockner range.

2. The period at which this occurs ( = L. fleni-

luniuni).
a 1300 Cursor Af. 17288+72 t>ese thre thinges a-bod our

lord, or he to ded wald goo, Vre leuedy day & friday als

and ful moyne als-soo. C147S Ptct. Woe. in Wr.-Wiilcker
800 Hoc plenilnnium, fulmone. 1563 W. Fulke Meteors
(1640) 61 b, From the new moone, to the full, all humors do
encrease and from the full to the new Moone, decrease
againe. 1676 Wiseman Wounds v. ix. 393 Towards the Full-

moon, as he was coming home one morning, he felt his Legs
fault er. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)
III. 34 They [tides] exhibit no sensible rise till the second
or third day after the full Moon.
3. attrih.

1780 Cow per Progr. Err.iZi The breach, though small at

first, soon opening wide. In rushes folly with a full-moon
tide. 1797 Southey in J. Cottle Remin. (1847) 211 A very
brown-looking man of. .full-moon cheeks. 1894 G.Meredith
Lord Ormont I. iii. 91 Howling like full-moon dogs all

through their lives.

FuTl-mou'tliecl, a. [f. Full a. + Mouth sb.

+ -ed *.] Having a full mouth.
1. Of cattle : Having the mouth full of teeth

;

having the full complement of teeth.

1577 Harrison England 1. iv, Now forasmuch as in such
as bee full mouthed, eche chap hath 16 teeth at the least.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 1998/4 A brown bay Mare above 14
hands high, full Mouth'd. 1709 Ibid. No. 4521/4 Stoln . . a
blood-bay Mare .. full mouth'd. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 93 These six teeth tolerably de-
veloped . . probably misled Mr. Parkinson . . to say that at

four years old cattle were full-mouthed. 1892 Salisbury
Jrnl. 6 Aug. 4/1, 100 grand full-mouthed ewes.

+ 2. Having the mouth filled with food ; hence,

Festive, transf Of a sail : Filled with wind.

Also fig. Obs.
1635 (Jcari.es Etnbl. v. vii. Epig. 271 Cheare up, my soule

:

call home thy spir'ts, and beareOne bad Good- Friday; Full-

mouth'd Easter's neare. 1645 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878
II. 12 Where, where resides content ? 'Tis neither in Extent
Of Power, nor full-mouth'd gaine. 164s Quarles Sol.

594

Recant, iv. 39 Force and bold-fac'd Wrong May hap to roar
upon thy full-mouth'd Sailes. ^1701 Sedi.ky Poems Wks,
1722 I. 16 Like murm'ring full-mouth'd Isra'lites we stand.
3. a. Having a loud voice or sound ; sounding

or talking loud. Of dogs : Baying loudly, b. Pro-
duced or uttered with a loud voice or with violence.
a 1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche 11. 161 Whom both the

full-mouth'd Elders hastened To catch th' Adulterer. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India <y /'. 314 He came to me full mouth'd
in the King's Name. 1735 Somervii.i.e Chase m. 410 The
full-mouth'd Pack With dreadful Consort thunderin his Rear.
b. 1605 Narr. Murlhers Sir J. Fitz (i86ot 6 The

fulmouth'd report of infamous rumour. 1620 Qiarles
Jonah Kjb, Had Boreas blown His full-mouth'd blast.
C1645 Howell Lett. (1655) II. 76 A full-mouth'd Language
she (German] is, and pronoune'd with that strength as if

one had bones in his tongue insteed of nerfs. 1708 Mot-
teux Ralyelais iv. lxvii. (1737) 276 With a full mouth'd
laugh. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. xxii. 279 These faithful
servants generally bayed their full-mouthed welcome from
afar off.

Hence Pullmouthedly adv., with a full month
;

uncompromisingly.
1887 Saintsbury Hist. Elizab. Lit. iv. (1890) 154 The

earlier Satires, .denounce lewd verses most fullmouthedly.

Fullness, fulness (firln&s). [f. Fill a.+
-n BSS. OE. had felines = OHG. folnissi :-OTeut.
*fulli;?assu-z; but as the existing word does not
appear before the 14th c. it was prob. a new forma-
tion rather than a refashioning of the older word.
The spelling fullness, though less common ie.\c. in the

U.S.) thanfulness, is here adopted as more in accordance
with analogy : see the remarks s.v. Dullness.]
The quality or condition of being full.

1. The condition of being fdled so as to include
no vacant space.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 11. (1586) Sob, The
equall medley of heat and cold, drieth and moisture, fulnesse
and emptinesse. 163a Litugow Trav. VI. 254 How commeth
it to passe.. that the Lake it selfe never diminisheth, nor
increaseth, but alwayes standeth at one fulnesse. 1692
Bbntley Boyle I^cct. vii. 223 If the presence of this ethereal
Matter made an absolute Fulness, a 1716 South Stmt.
* ] 737) H. iv. 145 Like water in a well, where you have ful-

ness in a little compass.

b. fig. Of the ' heart ' : The state of being over-

charged with emotion.
1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 16*5 A principall Fruit

of Frendship, is the Ease and Discharge of the Fulnesse
and Swellings of the Heart. 1797 Mrs. Radclifke Italian
xx. (1824) 636 He yielded to the fulness of his heart. 1885
R. Buchanan Annan Water vi, Father only speaks out of
the fulness of his heart.

2. The condition of containing (something^ in

abundance, or of abounding in (a quality, etc.).

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 2 Fulnes of wisdom &
gastly sauour. 1651 Hobbes Ler-iath. m. xxxiv. 215 That
Fulnesse [of the Holy Ghost] is not to be understood for

Infusion of the substance of God. 1878 L. P. Meredith
Teeth 19 He. .died in consequence of fulness of blood.

b. eoner. All that is contained in (the world,
etc.). A Hebraism.

t

a i3«5 Prose Psalter xli.v. [I.J 13 pe world and J>e fulnes of
it is myn. 1535 Coverdale i Chron. xvii. 32 Let the See
make a noyse, and the fulnesse therof. 1738 Wesley Ps.
xxiv. i, The Earth and all her Fulness owns Jehovah for

her sovereign Lord !

3. Completeness, perfection ; complete or ample
measure or degree.
c 1320 Cast. L.ove 283 Of oone volnes they were fu! ry;ht.

1SA^~9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Offices 8 b, The fulnesse of
thy grace. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i. 35 Such is the
Fulnesse of my hearts content. 1610 Br. Cakleton Jitrisd.
2 They yeeld to the Pope a fulnesse of power as they tearme
it, from whence all Spirituall Jurisdiction must proceed to
others. 1611 Bible Ps. xvi. 11 In thy presence is fulnesse
of ioy. 1667 Milton P. I., in. 225 The Son of God, In
whom the fulness dwels of love divine, a 1704 T. Brown
Tivo Oxford Scholars Wks. 1730 1. 10 Houses where I shall

be entertained with such fulness of delight. .that [etc.].

1843 Mi all in Nonconf III. 401 Christianity is distinguished
by.. a fulness of generosity. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. IV.
vii. ii. 44 The papacy in the fullness of its strength.

b. Phrases. The fullness of time ( = Gr. irXrj-

pojfta rov xpovov) : in Biblical language, the proper
or destined time. In itsfullness : in its full extent,

without exceptions or qualifications.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Gal. iv. 4 When the fulnes of time
was come, God sent forthe his Sonne. 1640 Howell
Dodonas Gr. (16451 41 And this work was done in a fulness
of time. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) I. i. 4 Which in the
fulness of time should be made manifest. 184a Mrs. Brown-
ing Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 134 Admitting the suggestion in

its fulness. 1867 Freeman Norm. Com/. (1876) I. App. 728
That tale he adopts in its fulness.

c. Copiousness or exhaustivencss (of knowledge,
statement, or expression).
i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 410 The words, with a Divine

fulness, express [etc.]. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. i. 5 To
illustrate the principles of linguistic science, .with as much
fullness as the limited space at command shall allow. 1885
Manch. Exam. 8 May 5/2 The study of the ancient lan-

guages is one which peculiarly demands fullness of know-
ledge to make it fruitful. 1887 Spectator 3 Sept. 1188 The
interesting matters which he describes with more or less

fullness.

1 4. The condition of being satisfied or sated
;

satiety, rejection ; the condition of having indulged

to excess. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Isa. Ivi. 10 Vnshamefast doggus knewen not

fulnesse. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 182/1 Fulnesse of mete,
sacietas. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 109 Thair wes

FULL-SUMMED.
nowdir lad nor \pr. not] loun Mycht eit ane baikin loche For
fowness. 1576 Fleming Pauopi. Epist. 115 As for me, if I

may enjoy the fulnesse of my desyres, the residue of my lyfe
will I lead in Rhodes, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ivi. 6 Although
today thou fill Thy hungry eyes even till they wink with
fullness. 1666 Stillingfl. Serm. (1696) I. i. 43 When God
hath made us smart for our fulness and wantonness, then we
grew sullen and murmured and disputed against providence.
1682 Norris Hieroctes 93 In the third place he puts Exer-
cise, as that which corrects the fulness of diet.

f5. The condition of being well supplied with
what one needs. Hence, of things, abundance,
plenty. Obs.
t
,,i44o Promp. Pan: 182/2 Fulnesse or plente, habun-

dancia, copia. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. vi. 12 To lapse in
Fulnesse Is sorer, then to lye for Neede. 1648 Et'hon Bas.
ix. 57 The Houses ; to whom I wished nothing more then
Safetie, Fulness, and Freedom. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India
«r /*• 225 Amidst this Fulness of every thing. 1722 Pf. Foe
Col. Jack (1840) 180 Before I revelled in fulness, and here
I struggled with hard fare.

6. Of sound, colour, etc. : The quality of being
full ;

' volume ',
' body \

1440 Promp. Parr. 182/2 Fulnesse of sownde, sonoritas.
1622 Bacon Hen. ITI, 7 The . . Applauses of the People .

.

were true and vnfeigned, as might well appeare in the very
Demonstrations and Fulnesse of the Crie. a 1744 Pope
Pastorals 1. note, This sort of poetry [pastoral] derives
almost its whole beauty from a natural ease of thought and
smoothness of verse ; whereas that of most other kinds con-
sists in the strength and fulness of l>oth. 1851 Illustr. Catal.
Gt. Exhib. I. 131 Ochres. .Exhibited on account of their
clearness, fulness of colour, body. 1879 Casselfs Tcchn.

J

Ednc. I. 230/2 A subtle mingling of colour, an exquisite
delicacy and refinement of treatment, a fulness such as

\
always results from a rich mingling of hues. 1881 Standard
18 Oct. 3/4 The wort is ., passed into a copper with 20 per

I

cent, of malt-flour, to impart fullness and flavour.

7. Full habit of body ; roundness or protuberance
! of outline.

1613 Pcrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 505 Crabbes heere with

j

us have a sympathy with the Moone, and are fullest with
, her fulnes. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. III.) 173

]

To heare of your health, and that you keepe your bodie in

that reasonable fulnesse of flesh, which contributes some-
thing to your gravitie. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 378

!
Most of them by a Fulness of Body are subject to the
Hemorrhoids. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne i. 7 A certain
degree of fulness improves the figure, a 1822 Shelley
Pericles Ess. & Lett. (Camelot) 140 The face is of an oval

1

fulness. 1841 Brewster Mart. Sc. m. ii, In a family
; notorious for fulness, she is considered superfluously fat.

b. A feeling of internal pressure or distension.
1800 Med. Jrtil. IV. 364, I perceived a sense of fulness in

the head, and throbbing of the arteries. 1807 //•///. XVII.
528 ' Internal distress, a sense of fulness and aching' may
be felt.

8. Dressmaking. The condition of being ' full '.

Also eoner. the portion of material arranged in

folds to produce this.

1884 West. Daily Press 1 June 7/2 An ordinary short
skirt .. trimmed with flounces, or other fulnesses. 1897
Globe 18 Feb. 6/3 The fulness of this blouse effect is drawn
in close at the waist.

Fullock : see Fulk v. dial.

t Fullo'nical, (i. Ohs.-" [f. L.fulldnie-us (f.

fullon-, fullo, a fuller) + -al.] belonging to

a fuller' ^Bailey 1721).

t Fu'llought. Obs. Forms: 1 ful(l/wiht, 1-2

fulluht, 2-3 fuluht,ful(e)ht, 3 fulleht, 4follaut,

fullou3t. follo5t, fullau5t, fullou(g)ht. 5 folgh-

the. [Oli.ful^l wiht, noun of action f. fuiwian
(prehistoric -7(>/han): see FULL 7'.I] Baptism.

' 1000 Ags. Gosf>. Matt. xxi. 25 Hwre<$er MM iohannes
fulluht be of heofonum be of mannum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

91 Underfoft" fuluht on cristes nome. c 1*05 Lay. 9617 pa be
time wes ifulled baet hit [bet child] fulleht sculde habben.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 160 He was (lodes baptiste—be muchele
heihnesse bet he heold, ine fulubte under his honden. a 1330
Oluel 316 pou nost what follaut is. 11375 Joseph A rim.
682 J>enne com Seraphes and fullou^t furst askes. 1393
Lanul. P. PI. C. xviii. 76 Follouht is trewe. e 1450MYRC
177 Alle these be cosynes to hym for ay .. The preste bat
foloweb. .be godfader & hys Wyf knowe be-fore folghthe.

Hence in early ME. fu'l,e)htles a. [see -less],

without baptism. Fu'lhte v., also lu lhtne
(fulcne), v. [see -en] trans, to baptize. Pu*lht-
ninge, falcninge, vbU sb. Pulcnere [see -er 1],

(John the) Baptist.
c 1175 L,amb. Horn. 73 Mon scule childre fulhten. Ibid.,

J>a weren monie childre dede fulhtles. c xzoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 15 Dre bing. .bat on is rihte bileuc, bat ooer is fuloht-

ninge, he bridde be faire liftode. Ibid. 131 Iohan be fulc-

nere. Ibid. 139 Seint iohan baptiste was send into bis

midden erd to donde brefolde wike. an is to ki&en cristes to

cume, ooer is bodien fulcninge, bat bridde isfulcnen. c 1200

Ormin 9149 Sibbenn toe he ba;r be folic To spellcnn & to

fullhtnenn. < 1205 Lay. 29769 ]>eo he alle fullehteS and to

gode fuseoS. a 1225 Leg. A'ath. [see Full z'.'J.

Full-summed, a,

1. Fakonry. Of a hawk or its wings : In full

plumage.
i486 [see Fi-llfreme]. 156a J. Heywood Proi'. <v Epigr.

(1867) 169 Byrdes wynges once full sumd byrdes wyll hardly

becatcht. 1640 Howell Dodona'sGr. 72 The King of Birds

. .with fullsummd wings fastning his Talents East and West.

1671 Milton /'. A'. 1. 14 Inspire. .my prompted song. .And
bear through highth or depth of Nature's bounds, With
prosperous wing full summed.
2. nonce-use. Fully developed or accomplished.

1847 Tennyson Princ. vn. 272 These twain, upon the skirts

of Time, Sit side by side, full-summ'd in all their powers.



FULL-TIMER. 595 FULMINATION.

IMrll-ti'mer. [f. phrasefull lime + -er 1
.] A

child that attends school during the whole of the

school hours; opposed to Half-timer b.

1870 Morning Post 2 June 2/1 There is no uniform rule as

to the period either of age or knowledge when the ' full-

timer ' shall hecome the ' half-timer'. 1895 Wcstm, Gaz. 6

June 2/2 He [the half-timer] needn't read so well, write so

well, draw so well, cipher so well as the full timer at school.

t Fu*lly, a- Obs. [f. Fulla. + -Y *.] Complete,

perfect, thorough, without defect. Also, of a lull

or rounded form.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxxviii[i]. 22 With full! hatereden

hated I pa. a 1300 Cursor M. 9862 All es fulli bat he
wroght. 1505 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 232 The said

queen's [Joanna, of Naples] breasts be somewhat great and
fully, .they were trussed somewhat high, .the which causeth

her grace to seem much the fullyer, & her neck to be the

shorter. 1513 Bradshaw St. Wcrburge I. 1366 Well byloued
father this is my fully mynde.

Hence fTnUilyadv., completely, fully
;
fru'lli-

ness, fullness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10404 (Cott ) J>e takening of a hundret
tale Al fullines it takens hale. 1375 Bakuour Bruce 11. 424
And haid till erd gane fullyly, Ne war he hynt him by his

sted, £"1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptista 207 Al be lafe..of

his gret fullyness has tane. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III.

127 All the laif. .wes. .with the said bischop fullelie remittit.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius 1 Catech. 174 S. Johne. .is fullalie

occupied in commending vnto vs brotherlte charitie.

Fully (fu-li), adv. P"orms: see Full a. and
-ly -. [OK. fullicey

f. Full a. + liee -ly - — OS.
fulliko, OUG./ollu/io (MHG. volliche).]

In a full manner or degree; to the hill, with-

out deficiency; completely, entirely; thoroughly,

exactly, quite, f -Fully and by {Xaut,) — full
and by : see By B, i d.

t 900 tr. Bxdds Hist. II. iii. (1890) 104 Heo [the church] 1 a

Syta BflCS fullice ?;eworht ne xehal^od. c 1050 Byrhtferth's
Handboc in Anglia VIII. 306 pa;t he fullice sefra;twod sy
mid feower & twentij tidum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 He
nis noht fulliche cristene moil bet [etc.]. C 1205 Lay. 14150
Ich beo i bine londe fulliche at-stonde. c 1230 Halt Meid.
11 Meidenhad is te blosme bat beo ha eanes fulliche for-

coruen, ne spruteo ha neauer eft. £1290 -S". ling. Leg. I.

29/6 pat fulliche so holi man nas. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Cottsc. 476 Unnethes es a child born fully That it ne by-
gynnes to goule. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 50 We fulliche

vndirstondend }our lettres. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 87
Him nedib his medicyn I-maad nou"}t fulliche sodrie. t'1440

Douce MS, 55 ch. xx, I^ete it nat buille fully, c 1440 Gesta
Rom. ii. 5 (Harl. MS.) Whenne the candell was li*}t, beysawe
fully the toode sitting on his brest. 1482 Monk of Evesham
(Arb.) 26 More opynner and fullyor than he knewe afore.

1526 Piigr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 230 b, All the powers &
desyres of mannes soule shall be fully contented & quyeted.
1611 Bible Rev. xiv. 18 Gather the clusters of the vine of
the earth, for her grapes are fully ripe. 1630 A*. Johnsons
A'ingd. <y Comtmv. 187 Italian, Spanish, and Greek, who
fully pronounce every letter in the word. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts 275 His eyes . . are so fully placed as is most
comely. 1653 Baxter C/tr. Concord 19 The things that we
thought should be fullier expressed then in the ancient
Creed, are these. 1695 Lu. Preston Boet/i. u. 63, I know
that thou art one who hast been fully perswaded. 1727 A.
Hamilton Neiu Ace. E. Ind. I. i. 15 Sheeps Wooll, that is

fully as hard and coarse as Hogs Hair. 1766 Goldsm. Vic.

IV. iii, In this I satisfied him fully. 1769 Falconer Diet.

Marine (1789) Eee, Fully and by ! 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe
Rom. forest \, And introduced the strangers more fullyto

each other. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 17 Inferior

Franks . . posted themselves, fully armed, outside. 1848 C.

Bronte J. Eyre v, By the time that exercise was terminated,

day had fully dawned. 1891 Law Times XC. 441/2 Both
sides should be heard, and heard fully.

b. with numerals and expressions of quantity.

Also (7b eat, feed) fully'= to satiety.

a 1300 Cursor M. 488 par he badd noght fullik an vre.

1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 4570 Anricrist .. Sal regne thre

yhere and an half fully, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2092 Fuliche

ne is he no*jt now fram be vj fet y-mete in brede. c 1386
Chaucer Knt.'s T. 111 Ne take his ese [wolde he] fully

half a day. c 14*5 Craft Nombrynge (E. E. T. S.) 26 By
twene an hundryth and a thowsande, so bat it be not a
bowsande fully. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccvii. 189 The
kyng had not yet fullych eten. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Ordination Pref., Fully thyrtie yeres of age. C1586 C'tess
Pembroke Ps. exxxii. x, The poore .. with store of bread

Shall fully all be feud. 1720 Pope Iliad xxm. 220 Behold
Achilles' promise fully paid. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877)
II. ii. 25 Hesitation lasting fully two days.

Fullymart, obs. form of Foumart.

Fulmar (fudmaj). [originally belonging to

the dialect of the Hebrides, and so prob. of Norse

origin
;

peril, f. ON. ////-/ Foul (referring to the

disgusting odour of the bird) + md-r Mew, gull.

That the word is, as commonly said, a transferred use of

fulmar, Foumart, seems unlikely. The Gael, fulmair
and the scientific Latinfutmarus are from Eng.]

A sea-bird of the petrel kind Juilmarus glacialis),

about the size of the common gull. Also called

fulmar petrel.

1698 M. Martin Voy. St. Kilda 55 The Fulmar, in Big-

ness equals the Malls of the Second Rate. 1742 De foe's

TonrGt. Brit. IV. 275 Another Bird.. called Fulmar, about
the Size of a Moor-hen. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768} II. 431
The Fulmar supplies them with oil for their lamps, down
for their beds. 1823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 126 In con-

sequence of a fulmar's darting upon its back, and plunging

its beak in the skin. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 406 Still

and ghost-like buoyant Fulmars wing their way.

Fulmar d(e, -mart, obs. forms of Foumart.

i Fulnien (fwlmen). [L. ; = 'lightning that

strikes or sets on fire, a thunderbolt '.] A

thunderbolt ; thunder, esp. as the attribute of

Jupiter.
1684 I. Mather Remark. Provid. 79 The fulmeen or

thunder-bolt is the same with the lightning. 1747 J. SpENCE
Polymetis n. vi. 49 In his right hand, .he grasps hisfulmen;
his thunder, as we are used to translate that word, im-
properly enough. 1812 Examiner 25 May 328/1 We
recognise the. .god. .by his fulmen.

I
fig. a 1856 Sir W. Hamilton (Ogilv.1, Reasoning cannot

I find such a mine of thought, nor eloquence such a fulmen
of expression.

Fulmer d(e, -mert, obs. forms of Foumart.
Fulminancy (fo'lminansi), rare. [f. next:

j

see -ANCY.J Fulminant character.
1858 Carlvlk Fredk. Gt. 1. v. i 18651 I. 46 The new King

noticed her, and hurled back a look of due fulminancy.

Fulminant (fzrlminant),///. a. and sb. [a. F.

fulminant, or ad. its original I,, fulminant-cm,
i pr. pple. offulmindre : see Fulminate v.]

A. adj.

1. ^Fulminating, in various senses.

1602 Fulisecke Pandectes 78 Let .. his fulminant foolish

deity .. bee measured by the law of God. 1681 H. Moke
i Exp. Dan. ii. 46 Who .. had power over Purgatory and

Hell, ihither to strike innocent Souls by his fulminant Ex-
communications. 1693 Salmon Bates' Dispens. (171 3) 319/1

1

This Fulminant Gold. 1818 M00BE Fudge Lam. Paris vii.

99 Fierce wasthe cry and fulminant the ban. 1872 BLACKIE

I

Lays /light. 117 From whom the fulminant Frenchman
knew defeat.

2. Path. Developing suddenly.
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 104 The fulminant forms

of anthrax. 18.. Med. News L. 41 (CenO The glandular
1 alterations were especially pronounced in fulminant cases.

B. sb. Something that thunders or explodes ;

j a thunderbolt, an explosive, rare.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. vm. 557 He bids conflicting ful-

1 mutants expire The guided blast, and holds the imprison 'd

I fire. 1891 Chambers' Encyct. s.v. Mandeville, This book
was a pothouse fulminant, levelled against the ethical

. theories of Shaftesbury.

Fulminate (Mminc't), sb. [f. Fulmin(ic) +

j

-ate.] A compound of fulminic acid with a base,

I

detonating by percussion, friction, or heat.

1826 Henky Elem. Chem. I. 456 A class of salts, to which

I

they have given the name of fulminates, i860 PlESSE Lab.
1 Chem. Wonders 25 Fulminate is prepared with nitric acid

. .alcohol, and mercury. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 732
I Fulminate ofCopper is obtained in green crystals. Ibid.,

\
Fulminate ofmercury, Mercuricfulminate. Fulminating

j Mercury. Ibid. 737 Fulminates ofZinc. The neutral salt,

also called fulminating zinc, was first obtained by Liebig.

Fulminate (fyliuin^t), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple.

5-6 fulminat, 6-8 (pa. pple.) fulminate, [f.

L. fulmindt- ppl. stem of fulmindre to lighten,

strike with lightning, f.fulmen lightning.]

I. In physical senses.

1. intr. To thunder and lighten, rare.

1610 J. Daviks Wits Pilgrim I ivb, With a firy Wreathe
bind thou my Brow That mak'st the Muse in Flames to

fulminate. 1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 6° It tonitruated

horribly, fulminating promiscuously from all parts of the

troubled Hemisphere. [Meant for ludicrous bombast.] 1742

Young Nt. Th. ix. 490 Loud .,-Etnas fulminate in love to man.

2. To issue as a thunderbolt.

1861 J. G. Shki'pakd Fall Rome iv. 164 It was on the

latter body that the bolt of Roman vengeance first fell, and

it was as sudden and as terrible in its effects as if it had
really fulminated from the throne of Capitolian Jove.

t 3. Metallurgy. Of gold : To become suddenly

bright and uniform in colour. Obs.

l-jz'j P. Shaw tr. Boerhaave's Chem. U74 1 ) I-
7
1 note, Till

..the gold have fulminated, as the refiners ^all it.

+ 4. trans. To strike with lightning. Obs. rare.

1666 Sanckoft Lex Ignea 40 Shall our Mountain.. be
fulminated, and thunder-strook.

5. To flash forth like lightning.

1630 Randolph Panegyr. to Shirley's Gratef. Sera. Aiij,

I cannot fulminate or tonitruate words, .normakeaiusiurand,
that [etc.]. 1863 Mks. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. ii. 46 The one

[Beatrice's wit] is fulminated in brilliant coruscations . . the

other [Rosalind's wit] shines with gentle, genial radiance.

6. ? f a. trans. To cause to explode with sudden

loud report (obs.). b. intr. To explode with a loud

report, detonate, go off.

1667 HicNSHAwin Sprat Hisl.R.Soc. 275 If you fulminate

it [salt-petre] tn a Crucible. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I.

235 The nitre and tartar will soon begin to fulminate. 1853
\V. Gregoky Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3) 255 A dark powder is

formed, which fulminates violently when heated.

[Originaliyarenderingofmed.L.yW///z«rt>r, the technical

term for the formal issuing of condemnations or censures

by the pope or other ecclesiastical authority; afterwards

used with wider application and with reference to the

literal sense.]

7. trans. To * thunder forth '
; to utter or publish

(a formal condemnation or censure' upon a person.

e 1450 Heniiyson Tale ofDog 80 The Arbiteris. -The sen-

tence gaif, and proces fulminat. i$3a-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII,

c. ia § 2 Notwithstandynge. .it should happen any Excom-
mengement . . to be fulminate, promulged, declared, or put

in Execucion. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus in. 17 The mater
was to be fulminat. 1682 Ne^osfr. Fiance 37 The Pope
sent . . a P>ull of Excommunication, which he required him
. to fulminate in his Name against all the Assembly. 1726

Ayliffe Parergon 157 All Ecclesiastical Persons, .to whom
an Ordinary Jurisdiction is given .. may fulminate these

Church-Censures. 1750 Wakburton Doctr. Grace n. v.

Wks. 1811 VIII. 339 Judgments., fulminated with the air of

one who had the divine Vengeance ut his disposal. 1816 J.

Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) Pref. 27 The maledictions he
[Napoleon] fulminated against our Island. 183a tr. Sis*
mondis Ital. Rep. xii. 272 The jope fulminated a bull

against him . . for having hanged an archbishop. 1871
Nai'HEys Prev. <y Cure Dis. 1. iii. 112 Kings have fulmi-

nated their decrees against it.

8. To strike with the • thunderbolts' of ecclesias-

tical censure ; hence gen. to denounce in scathing

terms, condemn vehemently.
1687 Dryden HindfyP. 11. 584 For all of ancient that you

had before.. Was Errour fulminated o'er and o'er. 1688

T. Browne Reasons Bays Changing Relig. 15, I fulminated
Johnsons affected Style. 1760 Hurd in Lett, late eminent
Prelate (18119)311, Burnet's Expositiou\ find was fulminate;
and, had the Convocation been as busy, twenty years ago,

as Dr. Atterbury would have it, I should have been in pain

for the Divine Legation. 1773 Pukke Sp. Prot. Diss. Bill
Wks. X. 37, I would have the Laws rise in all theirmajesty of

terrours, to fulminate such vain and impious wretches. 1806
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 263 The catholic church ..

fulminates without hesitation a Julian or an Elizabeth.

9. intr. Of the pope, etc. : To issue censures or

condemnations [against); gen. to 'thunder', inveigh

violently against.

1639 Fuller Holy War in. xxx. (1647) 162 Peforehis
time the Imperial) majesty.. was never fulminated against

with excommunication. 1660 R.Coke Power <y Subj. 215
Pope Paul .. after he had fulminated so dreadfully against

him, proposed him for an Example to be imitated. 1768
liosu ell Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 65 The Vatican from whence the

holy father used.. to fulminate with serious effect against

the greatest powers in Europe. 1792 Bar. Munchausen's
Trav, xxxiv. 150, I .. seized the Speaker, who was fulmi-

nating against the Aristocrats. 1849 Sin J. STEPHEN Ecet.

Biog. (1850) I. 466 Pulpits fulminated, presses groaned,

1852 Gladstone Glean. 1187911V. xxii. 157 It will be the

duty of the Pope himself to fulminate against them.

Hence FuTminating ?.'/>/. sb., the action of the vb.

1693 W. Salmon Bates' Dispens. (1715) 537/1 Vou need
not fear its fulminating in the drying.

T Fxi'lmmate,//'/. «• Obs. rare. [ad. \,.ful~

mindt-us, pa. pple. of fulmindre (see FULMINATE
2'.).] Fulminated, emitted as a thunderbolt.

1659 BAXTER Key Cath. xlv. 315 They [the Jesuits] were
the only cause that incensed the Pope to send so many
fulminate Preves to these Kingdoms.

Fulminating (fo'lmin^tirj), ppl a. [f. Ful-

minate v. + -ING -.] That fulminates.

1. Detonating, violently explosive.

Fulminating gold, mercury, platinum, silver, various

fulminates or salts of fulminic acid. Fulminating pane
(seequot. 1879*. Fulminating/<w</(.'r, formerly, a mixture uf

nitre, potash, and sulphur ; now sometimes applied to other

violently explosive powders, chiefly containing fulminate of

mercury.

1646 Sir T. IIrowne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 89 These afford no

fulminating report. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 35 These I found

to have quite lost all their fulminating or flying quality. 1691

Ray Creation 1. (1704) 80 For fulminating Engines. 1695

Woodward Arat. Hist. Earth iv.(iy2^ 227 The Fulminating

Damp will take Fire at a Candle. 1794 j. HuTTON Philos.

Light, etc. 2 10 This fulminating composition. 1807 T. Thom-
son* Chem.(ed. 3)11. t2Thispowderisfulminatinggokl, which

is composed of five parts of yellow oxide of gold and one part

of ammonia. Ibid. 423 Mr. Howard, .has given it the name
of fulminating mercury. 1858 (Jreknkk Gunnery 22 Nothing

can resist the exceeding intensity of the action of fulmi-

nating powder. 1879 Kossitek Diet. Sci. Terms, Fulmi-
nating pane, glass plate coated on each side with tin-foil,

which, when electrified, can be discharged with a spark.

1879 CasselCs Techu. Educ. IV. 146/2 Fulminating silver,

even when moist, will explode by percussion.

b. Producing a brilliant flash when ignited.

1676 Lister in Ray's Corr. (1848) 124 The fulminating

powder, which the spikes of Muscus L^yccpod. yield.

2. fig. That thunders or hurls forth censures, de-

nunciations, or the like ; also, that is thundered

forth.

1626 T. H[awkins] Caussin's Holy Crt. 127 Rome, from

whence came all the fulminating thunders, and bloudy

Edicts agaynst Christians, a 1693 Urqlhart Rabelais in.

xii. 93 A powerful and fulminating Goddess. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) II. 11. 91 This fulminating decree.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 16 All things in this his fulminating

bull are not of so innoxious a tendency, a 1839 Pkaed
Poems (1864) II. 273 Hits Sent slyly out by little wits, A
fulminating breed.

Fulniination (LylminJ-'Jan). [ad. h.fulmind-
tion'em,n.ofa.ctioiif.f/tlmindre,see¥VLyiiiiATEv.).]

1. The bursting forth of thunder and lightning.

In quots. only_/%. : cf. 4.

1623 Cockeham, Fulmiuation, thundring. 1650 Bulwer
Anthrofiomet. 126 Like wicked Outlawes despising the ful-

miuation of divine Anger. 1868 Browning King <y Bk. ix.

606 St. Paul.. Deplored the check 0' the puny presence,

still Cheating his fulmination of its flash. 1869 Goulbjurn

Purs. Holiness 96 He beats down with His fulminations

the old idols of prejudice.

2. The action of fulminating or detonating; loud

explosion.
1667 Henshaw in Sprat Hist. K. Soc. 275 The Volatile

part that was seperated from it in the fulmination. 1765

Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LV. 176 Mariotte. .calls these

bubbles [in boiling water] fulminations. 1794 J. Hutton
Philos. Light, etc. 232 Another species of explosion, which

has been termed fulmination. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fulmi-

nation, an explosion with noise, resulting from the sudden

decomposition of a chemical substance.

1 3. Metallurgy. (See Fulminate v. 3.) Obs.

z6i2 YVoodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653)271 Fulmination

.. is a metallicall gradation, with excoction to an absolute

perfection in Cinerition, whose purity is declared by an

effulgent splendor.
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4. The formal emission of an ecclesiastical con-

demnation or censure (see Fulminate v. II;. Subse-

quently with a more general sense : Violent denun-

ciation or threatening ; an instance of this, a terrific

explosion of indignation.

150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) tv. viii. 191 For
the twenty fulminacyons that they make at this day conienly.

1531-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 12 § 3 The sayde fulminacions
of any of the same interdictions. 1606 Crt. a- 'limes Jas. I

11849) I. 63 Their protestation against the Pope's nomina-
tion. 1726 Ayliffk Parergon 132 These Fulminations from
the Vatican were turn'd into Ridicule. 1809 Knox & Jf.bb

Corr. I. 556 Gross vice is not, in the first instance, to he
encountered with menaces and fulminations. 1845 H.
Rogers Ess. I. iii. 122 Awaiting the fulmination of the

hull. 1858 Times 6 Aug. 11/2 His .. generals were more
.strictly hound down by great fulminations never to attack
without permission. 1861 Miss C. Fox *frnls, II. 280

John Bright is great fun, always ready for a chat and
a fulmination.

Fulminatory (folminat^ri ', a. [ad. F. ful-
minatoire, f. L.fu/mindre : see Fulminate v, and
-ory.] Sending forth fulminations, thundering.
161 1 CoTCR., Fulminatoirc, fulminatorie, thundering,

lightening, destroying, terrible. 1656-81 in Blount Gtossogr.

17*1-92 in Bailey. 1820 Examiner No. 641. 47S/2 One of
the framers of the fulminatory preamble. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. II. v. ii. Its speculatory Height or Mountain,
which will become a practical fulminatory Height. 1840

J. Quincy Hist. Harvard Univ. I, 134 Their violent and
fulminatory measures.

Fulmine (firlmin), v. [ad. L./u/min-dre : see

Fulminate v.]

1. trans. To send forth (lightning or thunder).
1590 Spenser F. Q. in. ii. 5 As it had beene a flake Of

lightning through bright heven fulmined. 1830 W. Phillips
Mi. Sinai iv. 381 A sound As 'twere of thunder fulmined
nigh at hand, O'erwhelm'd his hearing.

b. fig. To 'thunder' or flash out.

1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 118 She fulmined out her scorn
of laws Salique And little-footed China.

2. intr. To * thunder', speak out fiercely or

energetically. Now chiefly in echoes of Milton's

use (quot. 167 1).

1623 tr. Famine's Theat. Hon. 11. xiii. 276 He had inter-

dicted and fulmined against the Emperour. 1671 Milton
P. R. iv. 270 Whose resistless eloquence Wielded at will

that fierce Democratic, Shook the Arsenal and fulmined
over Greece. < 1820 S. Rogers Italy, Luigi 35 How unlike
him who fulmined in old Rome ! 1870 Lowkll Study
Wind. 384 Listening to him who fulmined over Greece.

Fulmineous folmi-nfes), a. ? Obs. [f. L.y«/-

mine-us (f. fulmin- Fulmen) + -ous.] Pertaining

to thunder or lightning.

1727 in Bailey vol. II. 1744 J. Claridge's Shepherd of
Banbury's Rules 31 The fulmineous matter in the air is set

on fire. 1766 G. Canning Anti-Lucretius iv. 318 Than the
flame fulmineous fiercer far.

Fulminic (f»lmi-nik\ a. Chem. [f. L.futmm-
(with sense derived from Fulminate v.) + -IC.1 In

Fulminic acid C 2H 2N 2 2 , nitro-acetonitril, an

acid (not yet isolated) forming explosive salts with
some metals.

1825 Hamilton Diet. Terms, Fulminic Acid, in Chemistry,
an acid capable of combining in different proportions, with
different bases, and thus forming as many detonating salts.

1850 Daubf.ny Atom. The. vii. (ed. 2) 215 Cy 2+oxygen
2+ Aq. 1 forms fulminic acid. 1864 H. Spencer liiot.l. 8

The various fulminatingsaltsare all formed by the union with
metals, of a certain nitrogenous acid called fulminic acid.

Fulminous (folminos', a. [f. \~fulmin- Ful-
men + -oua.] Of or pertaining to thunder and
lightning ; fulminating.
1635 Hhywoou Hierarch. 11. 63 In his hand A Trisulc

thunderbolt or Fulminous brand. 1665 Sir T. Browne
Wks. (1835) IV. 354 The like fulminous fire killed a man in

Erpingham church. 1876 F. Harrison Choice Bks. <i886>
122 Sad as those fulminous imprecations on mankind, when
Lear bows his head to the storm.

Fulminurate (fMminiu'-j^t). Chan. [f. as

next + -ate : see Urate.] A salt of fulminuric acid.

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 739 Fulminurales. Ful-
minuric acid appears to be monobasic; at all events all the
fulminurates hitherto obtained contain only 1 at. metal in
place of hydrogen.

Fubninuric ;
fylminiu*Tik),«. Chem. [f. Ful-

min-ic + Uiuc] Only in Fulminuric acid (see

quots.) : Fuhm'nuric ether:

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 738 Fulminuric Acid
C :H 3N :iO ; Isocyanuric acid. An acid isomeric with cya-
nuric acid. Ibid. 741 Fulminuric Ether : see Fulminurate
of Ethyl. 1879 Rossiter Diet. Sci. Terms, Fulminuric
acid., an anhydrous crystalline substance obtained from
fulminic acid.

Fulness : see Fullness.

1 Fulsa'niic, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [? corruptly f.

Fulsome + -ic] = Fulsome.
1694 Congrkve Double Dealer 111. x, O filthy Mr. Sneer;

he's a nauseous figure, a most fulsamick Fop, Foh !

t Fulsion. Obs. rare~ l

. [as if ad. L. *fulsidn-

em, i. fulgere to shine.] The action of shining

forth; an instance of this.

1690 W. Leyhourn Cursus Math. 782 Fourteen of the
Extream Fulsions, or of the brightest shillings of Mars.

Fulsome (fp'Isam), a. Forms: 3-5 fulsum,
4-8 fulsom, 5- fulsome ; also 5 folsome, 6 ful-

soora, 7 fullaorae, (9 foulsome), 6 Sc. fowsum,
7, 9 Sc. fousome. [f. Full a. + -some.

It is possible that there may have been a ME. fulsum
(f. fiil, Foul a.) which has coalesced with this; but the
supposition is not absolutely necessary to account for the
development of senses.J

T 1. Characterized by abundance, possessing or

affording copious supply; abundant, plentiful, full.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2
1 53 De. vii. fulsum ?eres faren. ?*i 1412

Lydc. Lyfe our Ladye iCaxton) A v, For alwey God gaf
hyr to her presence So fulsom lyght of heuenly influence.

Ibid. Ii v b, Like as a fulsum welle Shedyth his stremys in

to the ryuere. c 1440 — Secrees 723 At Ellyconys welle This
philisoffre by fulsom habundance Drank grettest plente.

1481 Earl Worcester Tulle on Eriendsh. Bviib, Though
he. .were sette in moost folsom plente. < 1510 Barclay Mirr.
Cd.. Manners (15701 C iij b, Folowe fulsome fieldes habun-
daunt of frument. 1515 — Egloges iv. (1570) Ciija, Suche
fulsome pasture made him a double chin. 1571 Golding
Calvin, on Ps. lxxiii. 26 Much more fulsome is Davids
confession [orig. Longe' plenior est Dauidis coufessio], 1^83— Calvin on Deut. xcii. 571 Likewise of their firstfrmtes

instcde of making good fulsome sheaues and bundels vnto
God, they gelded them, and made them verie thinne and
lanVe. [1868 Helps Realmah II. xi. 80 My complaint of

the world . . is this—that there is too much of everything.

.

and so I could go on enumerating, .all the things which
are too full in this fulsome world. I use fulsome in the

original sense.]

t b. Growing abundantly, rank in growth. Obs,

1633 Cos/He Whore IV. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Plucke up
the fulsome thistle in the prime.

t 2. Of the body, etc. : Full and plump, fat, well-

grown ; in a bad sense, over-grown. Obs.

1340-70 Alex. iV Dind. 497 Wib be siht clene We ben as

fulsom i-founde as bou^ we fed were, c 1400 Destr. Troy
3068 With a necke. . Nawber fulsom, ne fat, but fetis &
round. 1565 Golding Ovids Met. vii. (1567) 85a, Hisleane,
pale, hore, and withered corse grew fulsome, faire, and
fresh. 1593 Rich Greene's Neives G iij b, A chuffe-headed
Cardinall with a pane of fulsome cheekes. 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. vi. 637 For either arme in such a mould is

cast As makes it full as fulsome as their waste. 1664 H. More
Myst. Into. 238 A fulsome and over-grown and unwholesome
Flesh. 1678 Otway Friendship in F 11. i, 'Tis such a fulsom
overgrown Rogue !

f b. Overfed, surfeited. Alsofig. Obs.

1642 Kogkks Naaman 24 Lazy, Laodicean temper of a

fulsome, carelesse, surfeted spirit. Ibid. 346 Doth he not

deserve at our hands more then a faint tulsome grant with

Martha, thou canst doe all things. 1805 A. Scott Poems
40 (Jam.) Nor fall their [?read tliey] victims to a fulsome rift.

*f C. App. used for: Lustful, ' rank'. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 87 The fulsome Ewes. [Cf.

ranckc in line 81.]

t 3. Of food : Satiating, (
filling ', tending to cloy

or surfeit ; also, coarse, gross, unsuited to a dainty

palate. Obs.

C1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. lxiii, It shulde so soone be

fulsome and not comfortable deynte. 1555 W. Watrkman
Fardle Facions 1. vi. 94 This kinde of meate onely, serueth

them all their life tymc.and neuer waxeth fulsome vr.to

theim. 1577 Harrison Englatut 11. vi. (1877) 1. 160 Our
ale. .is more thicke, fulsome and of no continuance. 1594
Carkw Huarte's Exam. Wits xii. (1596) 198 Though the

same were a meat of such delicacie and pleasing rellish, yet

in the end, the people of Israeli found it fulsome. 1614

Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 488 A little honie is sweet ; much,
fulsome. 165s Moufkt & Bennet Health's hnprov. (1746)

229 A gross and fulsome Nourishment, unless they meet
with a strong and good Stomach, a 1668 Davenant News
fr. Plym. (1673) 3 Their gross feedings On fulsome Butter,

Essex Cheese. 1735 Pope Donne Sat. 11. 118 Carthusian
fasts, and fulsome "Bacchanals. 174* Young Nt. Th. vii.

263 Why starv'd, on earth, our angel-appetites ; While
brutal are indulg'd their fulsome fill r 1770 Wilkes Let.

29 July in Corr. (1805) IV. 76, I dined with the lord-mayor

. .We had two turtles, and a fulsome great dinner.

f b. Having a sickly or sickening taste; tending

to cause nausea. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 434 The oile. .is very fulsome and

naught to be eaten. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. 'Treat. 248
The very sight of that cup, wherein such a fulsome potion

was brought him, turnes his stomacke. 1694 Westmacott
Script. Herb. 6 The common Anise-Seed-Water . . is the

most fulsom and insalubrious of Strong-waters. 1743 Lond.

4 Country Brew. 11. (ed. 2) 107 A certain sour, fulsome

Quality that the former Wort left behind.

t e - f&* ^'°ym£j satiating, wearisome from ex-

cess or repetition. (Cf. sense 7.) Obs.

1531 Elyot Gov. i. xxi, Lest in repetyng a thinge so

frequent and commune, my l>oke shulde be .. fastidious or

fulsome to the reders. 1601 Shaks. 'Pivel. N. v. i. 112 If it

be ought to the old tune, my Lord, It is as fat and fulsome

to mine eare As howling after Musicke. 1605 Camokn
Rem. (1637)43 The Spanish majesticall, but fulsome, running
too much on the O. 1633 Ro<;kks Treat. Sacram. 1. 163

Who then wonders if the Supper of Christ, .be as a fulsome

thing unto you? 1694 Addison Eue. Greatest Poets Misc.
Wks. 1726 I. 36 The long-spun allegories fulsom grow, While
the dull moral lyes too plain l>elow. 1709 Steele Tatter
No. 70 p 4 As too little Action is cold, so too much is fulsome.

+ 4. Offensive to the sense of smell: a. Strong-

smelling, of strong, rank, or overpowering odour.

b. Foul-smelling, stinking. Obs.

1583 Stanvhurst /Eneis 11. (Arb.) 66 Eech path was ful-

soom with sent of sulphurus orpyn. 1606 Sir G. Goose-

caf>f>e 1. ii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 14 Heres such a fulsome
Aire comes into this Chamber. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 507
They are commonly of rank and fulsome smell; as May-
Flowers and White Lillies. 1683 Tkyon Way to Health
119 That is the reason why fryed, baked and stewed Food
does send forth a stronger and fulsomer scent than other

Preparations. 1715 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Malt, The Kiln
ought to have convenient Windows, that your gross

Steams, fulsom Damps, and stupifying Vapours may pass
freely away.

f 5. Offensive to the senses generally ; physically

disgusting, foul, or loathsome. Obs.

71507 Communyc. <W. de W.) Aij, Man is but fulsome
erthe and claye. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 130 Whereby
they noted the great dislyking they had of their fulsome
feedinge. 1595 Shaks. John m. iv. 32, I will.. stop this

gap of breath with fulsome dust. 1621 Burton Auat.Mel.
1. ii. 1. ii. (1651' 53 She vomited some 24 pounds of fulsome
stuffe of all colours. Ibid. 11. ii. 1. i. 232 Calis .. would use
no Vulgar water; but she died . . of so fulsome a disease

that no water could wash her clean. 1627 Drayton Agin-
court etc. 199 A thousand silken Puppets should haue died,

And in their fulsome Coffins putrified, Ere [etc.]. 1642
Davenant Unfort. Loi'ers iv, Who once departed, know this

fulsome world So much unfit to mingle with their pure
Refined ayre, that they will returne. 1720 T. Boston Hum.
Nat. in Fourfold St. (1797) 152 They cleave fondly to these

fulsome breasts. [1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 120/2 Hundreds
of dogs.. are annually committed to the abysses of these

foulsome waters.)

6. Offensive to normal tastes or sensibilities ; ex-

citing aversion or repugnance ; disgusting, repulsive,

odious. ? Obs. exc. as in sense 7.

C1375.SV. Leg. Saints, Julian 496 Of his wykytnes pat

fulsume til al gud-men wes. '.'1/1400 Morte Arth. 1061

There thow lygges, ffor the fulsomeste freke that fourmede
was euere ! 1532 More Confut. Titulale Wks. 713/2 Tindall

..with hys fulsome feeling fayth. 1579 Tomson Calvin's

Serm. Tim. 464/2 It is a foule and fulsome thing, whiche
shee must lcaue off. 16x1 Cotgr. s.v. Robin, A filthie

knaue with a fulsome queane. 163$ Qi'arles Embl. in. ii.

(1718) 133 Seest thou this fulsom ideotV 11645 Howell
Lett. (1650) I. 188 A phlegmatic dull wife is fulsome and
fastidious. 1680 Otway Orphan 1. i. (1691) 3 Now half the

Youth of Europe are in Arms, How fulsome must it be to

stay behind, And dye of rank diseases here at home? 1684

Sir C. Scrope Misc. Poems 112 Let not his fulsome amies
embrace your waste. 1702 Pope Wife ofBath 173 Fulsom
love for gain we can endure. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err.

291 And lest the fulsome artifice should fail. Themselves
will hide its coarseness with a veil. 1819 W. Tennant
Papistry Storm'd (18271 29 Have at a fousome kirk, and
batter Her lustfu" banes untill they clatter I 1826 Scott
Woodst. iii, In a booth at the fulsome fair.

+ b. Morally foul, filthy, obscene. Obs.

1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 37 Lye with her: that's fullsome.

1680 Dryden Pref. to Ovids Epist. (1683) A iij b, A certain

Epigram, which is ascrib'd to him [the emperourj. .is more
fulsome than any passage 1 have met with in our Poet.

1682 Shadwell Medal 3 Thy Mirth by foolish Bawdry is

exprest ; And so debauch'd, so fulsome, and so odd. 1719
D'Urfey Pills (1872) I. 327 And earn a hated living in an

odious Fulsome way. 1726 Amherst Terrx Fit. xxvi. 144

What followed was too fulsome for the eyes of my chaste

readers.

7. Of language, style, behaviour, etc.: Offensive

to good taste; esp. offending from excess or want

of measure or from being 'over-done'. Now chiefly

used in reference to gross or excessive flattery, over-

demonstrative affection, or the like.

1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. PUgr. 201, I never heard any-

thing so fulsome from the mouth of man; and found my
self .. impatient of such silly stuff. 1692 Bkntley Boyle

Lect. vi. 189 They were puffed up with the fulsome Flat-

teries of their Philosophers and Sophists. 1702 Rowe 'Tamer/.

111. i. 1081 Bear back thy fulsom Greeting to thy Master.

1762 Goldsm. Cit. W. xviii, Concealed disgust under the

appearance of fulsome endearment. 1782 J. Warton Ess.

Pope II. xii. 338 This fawning and fulsome court-historian.

1784 Cowper Task vi. 289 The fulsome cant And pedantry

that coxcombs learn with ease. 1802 Mar. Edckworth
Moral T. (1816) I. 226 The fulsome strains of courtly adu-

lation. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vi. 169 Pindar was never

fulsome in his panegyric. 1874 Helps Sac. Press, x'm. 778

This fulsome publicity 1 have described,

b. quasi-j/'.

1742 H. Walpole L,ett. II. Mann (1834) I. xxiv. 104 Some
choice letters from Queen Anne, little inferior in the ful-

some to those from King James to. .Buckingham.

I Fulsomeliead. Obs. [f. Fulsome + -head.]

Plentifulness, abundance.
C1250 Gen. <V Ex. 1548 Heuene dew and er5es fetthed, Of

win and olie fulsum-hed. Ibid. 2128 Do .vij. ?er ben jet to

cumen In al fulsum-hed sulen it ben numen.

Fulsomely (Msamli), adv. [f. Fulsome +

-LY a
.] In a fulsome manner.

f 1. Abundantly, plentifully, fully. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17805 (Gott.) Ga we f»an fulsumli peder.

C 1350 Will. Palerne 4325 f>ann were spacli spices spended

al a boute fulsumli at be ful to eche freke ber :inne. 1412-20

Lydg. Chron, Troy, The foyson and plente Of kyngly

fredom unto hye and lowe So fulsomly gan there to reygne

and snowe. ^1440 Hylton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494)

11. xxvii, He that woll. .fulsomly fele the loue of Jhesu in

his sowle.

2. In a way that causes surfeit or nausea ; in a

way that offends the senses; cloyingly, sicken-

ingly ; disgustingly, loathsomely.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot., Cosmogr. $ Descr. Albion iv.

( 1 541 ) B ij b, Thow sail fynd thaym throw thair intemperance

and surfet diet sa fowsumlie growin. 1563 Homilies 11.

Repairing Ch. (1859! 274 Suffered Gods House to bee in

ruine and decay, to lye uncomely, and fulsomely. 1572

J. Jonks Bathes Buckstone 10 b, Neyther with such [euill

ayre] as commeth of houses fulsomely kept. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe (1871) 91 The very embers whereon he was

singed, .fumed most fulsomely of his fatty droppings. 1620

Venner Via Recta (1650) 34 It is nauseous and fulsomely

sweet. 1708 Brit Apollo No. 78. 3/1 Who but in the

Lushious delight, Which fulsomely Cloys.

3. In a way that is offensive to good taste (see

Fulsome 7). + Also, coarsely, obscenely (obs.).

1677 Sedley Ant. $ CI. iv. i, Your slighted love..Can

you forget ? and fulsomely pursue The man with kindness
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who despises you? 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 553
Apuleius also.-grosly and fulsomely imputes the same to

Plato. 1693 Drvdkn Jwenal Ded. (1697) 34 The Act of
Consummation fulsomly describ'd in the very Words of the
most Modest amongst all Poets. 1700 Congreve Way of
World lv. v, That nauseous cant, in which men and their

wives are so fulsomely familiar. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) III. lxv. 377 Mr. Belford seems, .although very
complaisant, not so fulsomely so as Mr. Tourville. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eug. I. 225 The language of these compo-
sitions was. .fulsomely servile. 1861 Pearson Early <y Mid.
Ages Eng. 444 Praising a king fulsomely during his lifetime,

FulsomeneSS (fv'lsamnes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The quality or state of being fulsome.

+ 1. Abundance, plentifulness, fullness. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Sor. s T. 397 The knotte, why that every

tale is told, If it be taryed til that lust be cold.. The savour
passeth ever lenger the more, For fulsomnes of bis prolixite'.

a 1400 Prymer (18911 95 Y seyde in my fulsuninesse [in

abutuiantia mca}. < 1430 LydC. Min. Poems (PercyJ 14
Bochous scbewed ther his fulsomnes Off holsome wynes to

every maner wighte. 1447 Bokknham Seyntys (Roxb.) 274
Of wych ioye kyng dauyd bus seyde expresse, 1 lord with
pi fulsumnesse sacyat shal be.

f 2. The quality of cloying, surfeiting, or nausea-

ting the palate; grossness, sickliness, or offensive-

ness of savour. Also, the state of being cloyed or

surfeited. AUofg. Obs.
1481 F.ari. Worcester Tulle on Friendsh. C iij a, Ther is

not sucbe fulsomnesse in frendsbip, as ther is in other
thynges, ffor frendsbip fareth as wine which may be kepte
many yeres. 1576 N ewton Lemnie's Complex. 1 56 ax

The body lacking exercise, gathureth fulsomnes & pesti-

lent sauours. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xii. (1596)
191 Our soule hath a fulsomnesse at this slight meat. 1620
venner Via Recta vui. 169 They induce fulsomenesse, and
subuert the stomacke. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. it. 11.

(16^1) 238 To absterge belike that fulsomeness of sweet, to
which they are there subject. 1656 H. More Enthus. Tri. 20
Quickned and actuated, .(as the fulsomnesse of sugar is by
the acrimony of Lemons). 1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans.
XVII. 979 A strong sort of Tobacco, in which the Smoakers
say they can plainly taste the fulsomness of the Dung. 1876
Trench Synon. N. T. Ixi. 219 By 'fulsomeness' is indicated
the disgust and loathing from over-fulness of meat as well
as of wine.

f 3. The quality of being offensive or disgusting

to the senses ; foulness, loathsomeness. Obs.
i56

3.
Homilies 11. Repairing Ch. (1859) 277 All these

abominations they, .have cleansed and purged the churches
of England of, taking away all such fulsomeness and hlthi-

ness as [etc.]. 1610 Price Great. Prince B j b, Others haue
described them by some diseases, to manifest the fulsom-
ness and loathsomnesse thereof.

4. The quality of being offensive to good taste

(esp. by over-adulation or the like), t Also, coarse-

ness, obscenity (obs.). (See Fulsome 6-7.)
1693 Dryuen Juvenal Ded. (1697) 60 No Decency is

consider'd, no Fulsomness omitted. 1699 Bentley J'/ial.

Pref. 50 How a man may commend himself, without Envy
or Fulsomness. 1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) I.

lviii. 179 Rather a proof of the bad taste in pulpit oratory
prevailing, .than of any peculiar servility or fulsomeness.
1881 Times 13 Mar. 93 Adulation became an art,, and was
carried to a pitch of fulsomeness beyond modern conception.

Fulsun, var. of Filsen v. Obs., to aid.

13. . Gaw. <$- Cr. Knt. 99 As fortune wolde fulsun horn be
fayrer to haue.

Pulth, Obs. exc. dial. Also Sc. Fouth. [f.

Full a. + -TH ; cf. length, depth.] Fullness. Also
= Fill j&l, in to eat one'sfulth.
c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 7 Ar the fulthe of tim was comen.

' *375 $c- Leg. Saints, Paulas 863 Quhare hele beis ay
but seknes . . fulth but hungir. a 1400-50 Alexander ii-ji

pare his forrayouris fand be fulth of vitaill. . 1425 Wyn-
toun Cron. 1. xiii. 12 Fra fwlth of mete. 1641 Best Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 5 A lambe will fall .. to eatinge of grasse,
when it is aboute a moneth . . olde

;
yett if it have its fulth

of milke it will forbeare the longer. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss, s.v., Take and eat your fulth on t. 1881 Leicestersh.
Gloss., Fulth, fulness, full growth, perfection, as applied to
flowers, &c.

Fulthe, early ME. form of Filth.

t FuTtum. Obs. Also 1 fultSam, 3 foltom.
[OE. fultumjulttam, i. *ftdlUon { = OHG.fol/a-
ziohan) to assist, f. Full adv. + tfon to draw, Tee v.

Cf. Team f. the root of the simple vb. With regard
to the sense-development see the remarks s. v.

FOLLOW v .] Help, assistance, support ; also concr.

one who or something which helps.
Beowulf698 Ac him dryhten for-^eaf .. frofor and fultum.

a 800 Erfurt Gloss. 360 Emolomentum, fulteam [Corpus
Gloss, fultum}. c 117$ Lamb. Horn. 105 purh dribtnes fultum.
c 1205 Lay. 417 (>at Troynisce folc mid his fulle fultume
nomen . . Brutus & makeden hine to duke, c 1*50 Gen. <$

Ex. 2824 Of me sal fultum ben oe bro}t.

t Fulve, ti. Obs. rare-1 , [ad. L.fu/v-tts : see

Fulvous.] = Fulvous.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. i$i Whose surcles are very

slender, fulve, odorate.

Fulvescent (f»lve*sent\ a. [f. L. fulv-us (see

Fulvous) + -escent.] Passing into a fulvous tint,

somewhat tawny.
1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1828.) II. xix. 124 note, The

ventral segments are fulvescent. 1819 G. Samouelle
Entomol. Compend. 287 Those of a fulvescent colour.

Fulvid (fo'lvid), a. Now rare. [ad. med.L.
ftdvid-us, f. h.fulvus reddish-yellow] = Fulvous.

'599 A. M, tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 40/1 Take a
fulvide or blewe woollen cloth. 164a H. More Song ofSoul
1. I. iii, The fulvid Eagle with her sun-bright eye. 1681 —
Exp, Dan. 27 A Beast of a fulvid or Golden colour, i860

j

Sir Rohan's Ghost vi. 133 Something in the softened light,

through the fulvid noon, was moving here.

Hence Fulvidness.
1685 H. More Illustration 304 The fulvidnessof the Sand

' of the Sea.

t Fu'lvify, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. fitlv-us (see

! next) + -(ijFY.j trans. To make fulvous.

1599 A.M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke i^vfe Fulvefye,
or make it yellow with the poulder of pomegranate shelles.

Fulvous (hvlvas), a. Chiefly Nat. Hist. [f.

L. fulv-iis reddish-yellow + -OUS.] Reddish-
yellow, dull yellowish-brown or tawny.
1664 Beale Aphor. Cider xxxi.x. in Evelyn Pomona 26

A more fulvous or ruddy colour. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
11. 246/1 A Thistle-finch., hath.. Neck & Back of a fulvous
or reddish Ash colour. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. /list. I. 93
Fur shining fulvous brown. 1839 G. Raymond in New
Monthly Mag. LVI. 312, I now clearly distinguished an
expansive eagle .. on the fulvous panel of the hinder boot.
1848 Lowell Big-low P. Poems 1890 II. 8 A Nemean lion,

fulvous, torrid-eyed.

II Fulwa (ftrlwa). [corruptly ad. Bengali
phulwara, the native name of Bassia butyracea.]

(See quots.) Alsofulwa-bitttcr.
"835 Fenny Cycl. IV. 2 Bassia butyracea, the Indian

butter-tree, also the Fuhua, or Phuhvara-trcc . .This phul-
wara butter will keep many months. 1866 Trias. Bot.,
Fulwa, a solid buttery oil obtained from Bassia butyracea.
1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fulwa butter, the concrete oil of the
seeds of Bassia butyracea.

Fulyie (fwlyi), j/'. 1 Sc. Also 5-9 fulye, 6 fu^e,

9 fulzie, foolyie. [var. of Foil sbS\

tl. A leaf. Obs.
15 I 3 Douglas .Ends xn. Prol. 89 Euery faill Ourfret

with ful^eis of figuris full dtuers. 1819 W. Tennant
Papistry Storm d U827J 113 Sae thick they [Bees] owr the
filiates stalk.

2. Gold-leaf.
C 1450 Golagros <v Gaw. 939 The fulye of the fyne gold fell

in the feild. 1488 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1877) I. 85
A Duke with levis of gold, with xiij levis of gold ful^e,

1808-80 JamiesoN, Fulye 2. Leaf gold .. We still use fulye
in the same sense, without the addition of the term gold.

Fulyie, fulzie, sb$ Sc. Also 5-6 fulye, S

foulyie, 9 foulzie, fuilzie. [app. f. next vb. ; the

primary sense appears to be ' what is trampled
underfoot'. Cf. FuLLAGE.
The prevailing spelling in official documents and news-

papers is fulzie, which often receives the anglicized pro-
nunciation (f^izi). The z% however, historically represents

3=y, and the purely popular pronunciation is (f«'lyi) or
(f«-li).]

1. The sweepings or refuse of the streets.

1538 Exlr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) 154 Assis nor fulze.

169a Act Sederunt 4 Aug., The muck and fulzie of the
towne. 1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 174
When towns' bodies . . are pestilential wi' filth and foulzie.

1833 Act 3 <y 4 Wilt. IV, c. 46 § 111 Scavengers., to remove
the dung or fuilzie thereof. 1863 Daily Rev. 22 Oct., They
received about ,£7000 for the fulzie of the town
2. Manure.
1492 Acta Don/. Cone. 289/2 pe tatht & fulye of pe said

nolt it scheip. 1721 Kelly Sc Prov. 308 The Master's
Foot is the best Foulzie.

3. Comb. : fulyie-man, a scavenger.
1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 197 A ginshower

aneuch to sicken a fulzte-man.

f Fulyie, v. Sc. Obs. [Sc. var. of Foil v.]

trans, in various senses of Foil. a. To trample
on. b. To injure, destroy, c. To defeat, over-

come, d. To dishonour, violate (a woman).
c 1450 Golagros ty Gaiv. 928 He. . Pertly put with his pith

at his pesane, And fulyeit of the fyne inaill ma ban fyfty.

1 1470 Hknky Wallace iv. 456 Sone wndir feit ful^eid was
men of wer. Ibid. xi. 22 Hagis, alais, be laubour that was
thar, Fufaei! and spilt. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 350
Seand his men so fuljeit 10 that fecht. 1536 Bellenden
Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 165 He, with unbridlit lust, fulyeit his

anttis. a 1807 Christmas Ba'ing xxvi. in J. Skinner Misc.
Coll. Poet. (1809) 131 Tain lull. .Saw him sae mony fuilzie

[ed. 1805 foolyie].

Hence Fu lyeit ppl. a., exhausted, worn out.

Also Fu'lyear, one who dishonours (women).
1508 Dunbar Tua mariit ivemen 63 Birdis. .lattis thair

ful5eit feiris Hie quhair thai pleis. Ibid. 86 Nothir febill,

nor fant, nor fulyeit in labour. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot.

(182 1) II. 20 He wes ane. .fulyear of matroms.

Funi (forn), sb. Also fung. [corruption of

Chinese fung {hioang).'] A fabulous bird (by
Europeans commonly called the phoenix), one of

the symbols of the imperial dignity in China,
1820 Moore Fum $ Hum Wks. V. 132 One day the Chinese

Bird of Royalty, Fum, Thus accosted our own Bird of
Royalty, Hum. 1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 332
The fum or Chinese bird of royalty.

t Fum, v. Obs. [echoic]
1. intr. To play (on a guitar) with the fingers.

Cf. Strum, Thklm vbs.

i6o£ Dkkker & Webster Westw. Hoe v. Wks. 1873 II.

349 follow me, and fum as you goe. 167a Dryden Assig-
nation 11. iii, He fums on the Guittar.

2. trans. ? To thump, beat. (The quot. is negro-
Eng. ; but cf. Fum-fum b.)

1790 J. B. Moreton W. Indies 154 Then missess fum me
wid long switch. .Me fum'd when me no . . me futu'd too if

me do it.

So with reduplication Fum-fum, (a) expressing
the sound of a stringed instrument

;
(I) a thumping

or beating.

1656 Earl Monm. Advt.fr. Parnass. 326 Trivial Fidlers,
who play fum fum in the meanest Assemblies. 1885 Blachiv.
Mag. Oct. 522 2 He got fum-fum for purloining again.

Fuma'cious, a. rare- , [f. L. Jumare to

smoke, after the analogy of Lat. adjs. in -dc-em :

see -AC10U8.] Fond of smoking.
1864 in Webster.

Fumade (6«m£Wl). Also fi-g i'umado, (7 fu-

matho). Also corruptly Fair Maid. [app. ad.

Sp./umado (f#ma*oV) pple., smoked ; the spelling

fumatho seems to indicate retention of the original

pronunciation.] A smoked pilchard.

1599 Xashe Lenten Stuffe 11871) 61 Cornish pilchards,
otherwise called Funiados. « 1600 Norden Spec. Brit.,
Comiv. (1728) 23 The dryed ware they carrye into Spayne,
Italie, \ enice .. and in those partes tooke name Fumados,
for that they are dryed in the smoake, 1602 Carew Corn-
watt y$a.. ,1 1661 Fuller Worthies, Cornwall \. (1662) 194
Then (by the name of Fumadoes), with Oyle and a Lemon,
they [Pilchards] are meat for the mightiest Dun in Spain.
< 1682 J. Collins Making of Salt 105 This sort [of salted
Herrings] are commonly called Fumathos. 1859 Walcoti
Guide Devon <V Cormv. 525 Pilchards, which elsewhere are
known as ' Fair maids ', are here called Funiados.

Fuinage '. Hist. [ad. med.L. fftmagium
t

f.

ftim-us smoke.] llearth-money.
X7S5 i" Johnson. 1765 Blackstone Conim. I. vii. 323

As early as the conquest mention is made in domesday
book of fumage or fuage, vulgarly catted smoke farthings;
which were paid by custom to the king for every chimney
in the house. 1876 S. Dowell Tax, s in Eng. 1S8S1 1. 1.

10 A fumage, or tax of smoke farthings, or hearth tax,,

ranges among those of the Anglo-Saxon period.

t Fu'magfe'-. Obs.-° [a. ¥.fumage, f. fumcr
to dung.] See quot. 1725.)
1676-1732 Coles, Fumage, manuring with dung. 1725

Bradley Tarn. Diet., Fumage. a Term in .Agriculture
signifying Dung, or manuring with Dung.

II Funiago 'fittm^'g^J. [mod.L., f. fum-us
smoke.] -

v
See quot.)

1887 Jml. Soc. Arts 2 Sept. 918'! The soot dews, or
fumagos, are a genus of fungi which are mainly epiphytes
. .The funiago settles upon the upper sides of leaves.

Fumant (fi«'mant), a. J/er. [a. F. fnmant
pr. pple. oifumer to smoke.] (See quot.)
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Fumant, emitting vapour

or smoke. 1889 in Elvin Diet. Her.

Fumariu 'fi«-marin). Chem. [f. mod.L. Fuma-
ria FUMITORY.] (See quot. 1864.' So rnmaric
acid (see quot.) ; Fu'marate, a snlt of this acid.

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 741 Fumaric acid. C'H'O*
. .An acid isomeric with maleic acid. . It is produced by the
dehydration of malic acid. Ibid. 743 Some of the fumarates
are crystalline, others pulverulent, and most of them have
a mild taste. Ibid. 747 Fumarine, an organic base, con-
tained in fumitory (Fumaria officinalis*. 1876 Hakliy
Mat. Med. 362 The lichen contains, .a little fumaric acid.

Fumarole (fiw'mar^l). Also fumarol, fume-
role, [ad, Y.fumerolle {fumarollc \\ see Feme-
kell.] A hole or vent through which vapour issues

from a volcano ; a smoke-hole.
1811 1'inkkrton Petral. II. 548 A more proper name for

these ignited hills and spots would be fumarols. 1830
Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 342 Kumeroles or small crevices in

the cone through which hot vapours are disengaged. 1852
Blackw. Mag. LXXI. 522 Cracks.. are produced in the

solid rocks; smoking fnmeroles appear. x88i W. (J. Mar-
shall Thro. Amer. xv. 315 The California!! Geysers are

rather fumaroles—an immense collection uf vents from
which hot air is emitted.

Fumart, var. of Foumart.
Fumatho, obs. form of Fumade.

t Fumatic. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. fum-us

smoke ; ? a derisive parody of PNEUMATIC.]
1641 True Char. Untrue Bishop 7 He hateth his enthu-

siastick fumaticks, who talk so much of the Spirit.

Fumatory (fi/rmaUri', sb. Also incorrectly

fumitory, [f. Lat. type *fftmdto~rium, f.fumare:
ste next and -oitv.]

f 1. A censer. Obs. rare— 1

.

c 1530 in Uutch Coll. Cur. II. 318 The mending of a Fumi-
tory waving more then it dyd before by d. oz.

2. A place set apart for smoking or fumigating

purposes.
(31704 T. Brown Wks. (1730) II. 179 To sot away your

time in Mongo's fumitory among a parcel of old smoak-
dry'd cadators. 1842 Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 361 The great

united talent of the age . . had alighted . . on this great

'fumatory' [Manchester], 1851 S. Junu Margaret 11. v.

11871) 238 We have erected a Fumitory for the more com-
plete cleansing of all that pass this way.

Fumatory (fia-maUri), a. [f. L. type *f8ma-
tori-us, i.fumarc to smoke, i.funius : see Fume sb.

and -oky.] Of or pertaining to (tobacco-) smoking.

1847 Black-.v. Mag. LXI. 744 This fumatory process pro-

ceeded for some time almost in silence.

t Funiay, v. Hunting. Obs. rare. Also 5 fe-

raay, femy, fymay. '[? ad. AF. *fu-, femeiier ;

cf. OY.femeis and femier, fumier dunghill,femer
(mod. Y.fumer) to manure ; the ultimate source is

\s.ftmus dung.] intr. Of certain animals, esp. the

hare : To evacuate excrement.
i486 [see Crotey v., Fen r-.

1

].

Fumble (Lvmb'l), v. Also 6 fomble. [Of
obscure origin : equivalent forms exist in other

Teut. langs. ; cf. Du. fommelen, LG. fu?nmeln t

fommehij Sw. fum/a, to fumble, grope
; prob.
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onomatopoeic ; cf. bumbleJumble y
mumble, stumble,

also Famble, Fimhle vbs. Possibly the formation

of the word may have been in part suggested by
the sb. which appeals as OE. folm{e. OS, */olm

(pi. folmos , OHG. folma hand; cf. ON. /alma
(Icel./alma) to grope, with which Sw./a/ula, Da.
famlc { = Famble v.). are commonly regarded as

identical.]

1. intr. To use one's hands or fingers awkwardly
or ineffectually; to grope about. Tofumble at', to

make clumsy attempts at doing or handling (some-

thing). To fumble for ox ofter \ to make clumsy
attempts to reach or grasp. Also to fumble about.

1534 Moke On the Passion Wks. 1293/1 The dyuel..
should not he able to reache hys fChnste's] headc.but
only to fumble about his foote. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y M.
(1596) 1858/2 She desired him to looke m his Testament.
Then he fumbled and sought about him for one. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, 11. iii. 14 For after I saw him fumble with the
Sheets, and play with Flowers . . I knew there was but one
way. 1602 Dekker Saiirom. Wks. 1873 I. 219 What made
these paire of shittle-cockes heere? What doe they fumble
for r a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 108 Those, that cannot
play, delight to fumble on Instruments. 1739 R. Bull tr.

Dedektndus Grobiattus 251 He vainly fumbles at the fatal

Door. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852.) I. 288 If you set a
man with gloves on, or a rustic whose hands are hard by
labour to take off a single sheet, he will fumble about a
long while. 1809 W. Irving Kuickerb. (1861) 169 Seeing
him lay down his pij>e and begin to fumble with his walk-
ing-siatf. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 361 The soldiers
were still fumbling with the muzzles of their guns .. when
the whole flood of Macleans, Macdonalds, and Camerons
came down. 1859 Kisgsley Misc. (i860) II. 139 He.,
fumbled for the bible in his boot. 1874 Burnand My Time
xiv. 119 ' Let me see' said [he] .. fumbling about in all his

pockets.

b. trans/, andyf^.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 5 He will be nibling

and fumbling at all these as far as he dare. 1656 H. Moke
linthus. Tri. (1662) 1 The foulness of his Mind makes him
fumble very dutingiy in the use thereof. 1678 Cldworth
IntelL Syst. 683 Our Mechamck or Atomick Theists, will

have their Atoms, never so much as once to have Fumbled,
in these their Fortuitous Motions. 1686 N. Cox Geutl.
Recreat. v. <ed. 3) 47 If he [horse] fumbles with his Corn,
then give him no more at that time. 1784 J. Barry in

Led. Taint, vi. (1848) 223 Any artist . . fumbling through
three or four strata of colour before he can find them. 1870
M. I). Conway Earthw. Pilgr. xxiii. 267 Englishmen are
still fumbling about Mount Sinai in the East.

C. ? quasi -tratis. with complement.
1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. no A hostler fumbled the

door open. 1887 Punch 19 Mar. 143/2 Dizzy, then Premier,
fumbled his eyeglass into position.

2. trans. To handle awkwardly or with nervous
clumsiness. Also with on, out, over.
1606 Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr. 1, iii. 174 And with a palsie fumbling

on his Gorget, Shake in and out the Riuet. a 1658 CLEVELAND
To T. C. 17 A Nut which when thou'st crack'd and fumbled
o'er Thou'lt find the Squirrel has been there before. 1681
Dryden Spanish Friar 1. i

;
His greasy bald-pate choir Came

fumbling o'er the beads, in such an agony, They told 'em
false for fear. 1756 Connoisseur No. 134 (1774) IV. 228 The
old women, .fumbling over their tattered testaments till they
have found the text. 1801 Gabkielli Myst. Husband I. 235
The fugitives, .having fumbled out their bundles in the dark,
first handed them to him. 1840 Thackeray Bedford*Row
Conspir. i,[HeJcame forward, looking very red, and fumbling
two large kid gloves. 1894 Sai.a Things I have seen II. xx.

254 The coin . . I very soon tarnished by fumbling it . . between
my hot, moist little fingers.

fig 1895 Westm. Gaz. 30 May 3/1 His incident must
come to him naturally or he fumbles it.

b. spec. In games with a ball, To jumble the

ball: to fail to take it 'cleanly'; to stop or catch

it clumsily.

C. To/umble one's way : to find it by groping.
1801 Gamibui Myst. Husb. III. 80 She started up, and

fumbled her way down the dark stairs. 1879 G. W. Cable
Old Creole Days 13 Late that night a small square man..
fumbled his way into the damp entrance.

3. To wrap up clumsily, huddle together. Also
with up.

CtgJM Gascoigne Frnites Warre (1831) 212 Constreynd
to sit. .Close in a corner fumbled vp for feare. 1588 Shaks.
Tit. A. iv. ii. 58 What dost thou wrap and fumble in thine
armes? 1606 — Tr. <y Cr. iv. iv. 48 As many farwels as
be stars in heauen, With distinct breath, and consign'd kisses
to them, He fumbles vp into a loose adiew. 1621 Molle
Camerar. Liv. Libr. in. xiii. 189 They send them [their

women] forth so couered, vailed, and fumbled up. 1647
Fuller Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 140 So many fumble
this, last and next weeks devotion all in a prayer. 1681 [see

Fumbling ppl. a. d], 1830 Eraser's Mag I. 342 The
attenuated, sham, filagree work .. wherewith Mr. Thomas
Moore has thought fit to fumble up the personages of his
' Lalla Rookh '.

4. slang. (Cf. Fumbler b, Fumbling ///. a. c)
Also absol. or intr.

1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 134 }it leit I neuer that

larbar . . fumyll me, without a fee gret. c 1690 Sat. on
Lawyers in Collect. Poems 18 Old Maynard. .Who mumbles
all Day, and fumbles all Night. 1754 Shebbeare Matri-
mony (1766) II. 239 The old Man ..rejoicing to see her
return in Good-Humour, fumbled away the Night. 1762
Goldsm. Nash 180 Impotent posterity would in vain fumble
to produce his fellow.

5. intr. To hesitate in speaking ; to speak halt-

ingly or indistinctly; to mumble, mutter.
1563 Homilies 11. Agst. Gluttony {1859) 305 A drunkard.

.

fumbleth and stammereth in his speech. 159s Troub. Raigne
A". John 11. (1611J no He fuinbleth in the mouth, His speech

doth faile. 1600 Holland Livy xlii. xxvi. (16091 1130
Being.. found fumbling in their answere \hxsitantibus in
responso] they were commaunded to void out of the Counsel-
chamber. 1611 [see Famble 7'.]. 1647 Travp Comm. Matt.
xxvii. 38 His tongue did so fumble and falter in his head.

1704 Obbee Careless Husb. 1. i, How silly a man fumbles
for an excuse, when he is a Utile ashamed of being in love.

1828 Scott E. M. Perth viii, Never lose time fumbling and
prating about it.

b. trans. To speak (words, etc.) indistinctly or

hesitatingly. Also with out, up.
1555 Eden Decades 46 He fumbelethcerteyne confounded

woordes with hym selfe. 1579 Fulke Heskiusy Part. 370
M. Heskins foinbleth out the matter with a foolish caueat.

1583 Stanvhurst A5neis in. (Aib.) 74, I.. With slutting
stamering at length thus fumbled an answer. 1584 Fenner
Def. Ministers (15S7) 121 He hlameth vs for fumbling vp
those things, which we answered distinctlie inough. 1602
Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 127 She
fumbled out, thanks good, and so she dide. 1749 Chesterf.
Lett. (1792) II. ccxiii. 319 As soon as I had fumbled out
this answer.

Hence Fumbled ///. a. Also Fumble sb., a
piece of fumbling, a bungling attempt at some-
thing ; spec, in ball games, a clumsy handling of

the ball
; f also, confused utterance, mumbling.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 84 The world's a well strung
fidle, mans tongue the quill, That fills the world with fumble
for want of skill, c 1831 J. Wilson in Lang Life <y Lett. Lock-
hart (1897) II. 100 He [Wilson] called Lockhart's remarks ' a
feeble fumble of falsehood '. 1884 F. D. Millet in Harper's
Mag. Dec. 134/1 The newspapers grew sticky, fumbled, and
worn at the hands of the frequent readers. 1895 Daily
('/iron. 17 Jan. 6/4 At the first fumble of a Surrey back,
Maturin rushed round.

Fumbler tfzrmbloj). Also 6 fumblar, Sc.

fumler. [f. FUMBLB v. + -KB 1
.] One who fumbles,

in senses of the vb. Cake/umblcr : see Cake sb. 9.

1519 Horman Vulg. 31 No man shulde rebuke, .a stuttar

or fumblar. c 1800 K. White Rem. II. 49 The work of, Sir,

your humble Servant (Who, though I say't, am no such
fumbler). 1826 J. Wilson Noel. A/ubr. Wks. 1855 I. 92,
I must not let down the character of the work, to flatter

a few feckless fumblers. 1879 Geo. Eliot Tlieo. Such viiL

145 A man. .may be a mere fumbler in physiology and yet
show a keen insight into human motives.

b. slang. (See quot. a 1700.)
1640 Bromr Sparagus Garden 11. ii, What stay we for,

can you tell fumbler? 1679 Oldham Sat. Woman 129
Wks. (1698) 1. 147. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Eumbler,
an unperforming Husband, one that is insufficient. 1719
D'Ukeey Pilts V. 349 Wench Fumblers give ear ev'ry Man.
1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. xi. (1804) 56 In the mean-time
give me a ki^s, you old fumbler. 18x8 Soutuey Lett. (1856)
III. 00 A married couple, who have had no children, after

a certain number of years, are compelled by their neighbours
to give what we call a Fumblei's Ftast.

Fumbling (bVmblin), vbl. sb. [f. Flmble v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. Fumhlk.

1562 J. Heywood Trov. fy Epigr. (1867) 217 This man in

his breech feelyng such fumblyng. 1601 Weever Mirr.
Mart. C ij, Now are we dwarfs, they [our issue] will be
pismires then, This is the fumbling of our aged men. 1645
Milton Colast. Wks. (18511 351 Your second Argument,
without more tedious fumbling is briefly thus. 1762 Steven-
son Crazy Tales 49 There's a disorder we call Fumbling,
Amongst the men call'd Fighting shy. 1875 Kinulake
Crimea (1877) V. i. 366 That impotent fumbling after car-

bines or pistols. 1893 Jessoi*p Stud, by Recluse Pref. (1893)

15, I do not call these stray papers Essays, but mere Studies
—fumblings if you will.

Fumbling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing-.]

a. That fumbles or gropes about ; also, charac-

terized by fumbling.

1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 62 The frost-king ties my
fumbling feet. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxiv, She attired

herself, with fumbling fingers. 1865 Max Mullek Chips
(1880) II. xxv. 286 The fumbling efforts of gentlemen in

removing their gloves before shaking hands. 1889 H. F.

Wood Euglishm. of Rue Cain v, A spare individual ..

entered . .after a fumbling rap at the door.

b. fig. That does something clumsily or awk-
wardly ; also, hesitating in speech, mumbling.
1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 698/1 Not anye true

feelynge faythe, but a false fumblyng fantasye. a 1577
Gascoigne Herbs, Weedes, etc. Wks. (1587) 114 Wyth
hollow voice and fumbling toong thus spoke. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxii. § 14 Such are their fumbling shifts. 1602
Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. i. Wks. 1856 I. 75, I could eate
Thy fumbling throat, for thy lagd censure. 1638 Baker
tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 258 He hath .. but a very
fumbling speech. 1681 Hickeringill I'ind. Truth 11. 36
A fibling. .fumbling Arch-Deacon. 1848 Kingsley Saint's
Trag. v. iii, There are wrongs The fumbling piecemeal law
can never touch.

C. Sexually impotent. Cf. Fumble v. 4 and
FUMBLEK b.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 81 b, They be vnto
carnall coiture fumbling, slow, and not greatly therto
addicted, a 1703 Pomfhet Poet. Wks. (1833) 17 Dull old

age, with fumbling labour, cloys Before the bliss. 1710
Brit. Apollo III. No. 77. 3/2 Their Fumbling Neighbours
.. cannot Enjoy The Pleasure of getting a Girl, or a Boy.
1786 Burns Scotch Drink xii, How fumblin cuifs their

dearies slight.

Jig. a-t-STJ Gascoigne Gardninges 32, Herbs (1587) 164
If barreyn soyle, why then it chaungeth hewe, It fadeth
faste, it flits to fumbling yeares. 1684 Otway Trot. Lee's
Constantine, Fumbling, itching Khimersof the town [proud]
T' adopt some base-born Song that's not their own. 1689
HicKKHltiGILL Ceremony*A/ongrer Imrod. Wks. (1716) II. 500
Impotency is supply'd by Fumbling Registers.

d. (See Fumble v. 3.)
1681 Crowne Hen. VI, 1. 3 Pox o' these fumbling robes !

How came my warlike spirit wrapt in these Formalities,

that hold my hands from blood ?

Hence Pu'mblingly adv.

1598 Florio, Paipegone, gropingly, fumblingly. 1636 Ii.

Jonson Discov., Perspicuitas (Rtldg.) 760/2 Many good
scholars speak but fumblingly. 1870 Daily News 9 Nov.,
He is obliged to put on his spectacles fumblingly.

Fume (h?7m), sb. Also 5 feum, 6 fewme. [a.

OF./urn masc. = Pr. /urn, Sp.humo (earlier/umo),
Pcj, It. /umo :—h.//imus smoke; also OY./ume
fern, in the same sense, a derivative (like fitmde,

which has been retained in mod.F.) of jumer,
Fume v. The Kno\ sb. may be in part a direct

adaptation from the Latin.]

I. 1. The volatile matter produced by and usually

accompanying combustion ; smoke. Also with a

and in//. Obs. or arch.
'la 1400 Pety fob 279 in HampoWs Wks. iHorstm.) II. 384

As frome the fyre departeth fume, So body and sowle a-sundre

goth. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.)56 Wyth the fume he
[angelj toke to heven his flyht. 1549-62 Sterniiold & H. Ps.
xxi. 9 Like an Oven burn them, Lord, in fiery flames and
fume. 1618 Bolton Elorus 111. iv. 176 By this kinde of

mockage defiling death as well with fire as fume. 1703
Poi'E Thebais 600 While yet thin fumes from dying sparks

arise. 1783 Priestley in Phil. Trdns. LXXIII. 403 A
copious black fume came from it. 1854-6 Patmore Angel
in H. 11. Epil. (1879) 259 A fresh-lit fire Sends forth to

heaven great shows of fume.

b. Odorous smoke {e.g. that of incense, tobacco).

-J*
Indian fitme . tobacco smoke.

< 1400 So7vdone Bab. 681 Thai brente Frankensense That
smoked up so stronge The Fume in her presence. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 34 b 1 It hath vertue tascende by the

lightnes of the fume [of encence]. e 1550 Lloyd 'Jreas.

J/eattA(i 585) Cij, Fume made of Roes lether, doth in yghtyly
sterre hym vp. 1555 Eden Decades 138 Whose fume is

holsome ageynst reumes and heauynesse of the heade.

1621 G. Sandys OvuPs Met. xi. (1626J 230 Meane-while
Alcyone holy fumes presents To all the Gods. 16*7

Drayton Moon Calf Poems (1748) 172 In some six days
journey, doth consume Ten pounds in suckets, and the

Indian fume. 1697 Bp. Patrick Comm. E-iod. xxx. 35 One
of the most antient Ways of worshipping God ; the first

Men making a Fume, by burning parts of Trees, and
Shrubs. 1784 Cowi'EK Task IV. 473 Curling clouds Of
Indian fume. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, ii, And the fumes
of choice tobacco scent the air.

jC. Something used or prepared for producing

aromatic vapour. Obs.

1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 41 Duryng the time of his

execucion the Emperour commaunded the beedile to crie,

With fume shall he die, who fumes hath sold. 1656 Ridgley
Tract. Physick 219 Rulandus makes a fume of one dram of

white Amber to take at the Mouth. 1665 Pi-:yvs Diary
4 Nov., They suspect by their sending for plaister and fume,
that it may be the plague. 1679 Wood Life ((). H. S.) II.

451 A julep, 3s. 6d. ; a fume 2^. 172a Ds Foe Plague (1884)

207 They had burnt a great variety of Fumes and Perfumes
in . . the Rooms.
2. Odour or odorous exhalation (either fragrant

or offensive) emitted from a substance, flower, etc.

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 251 Breke hem Ibraunchis of

fenel) a litU with bi teeb, and ban bou schalt blowe in bis

be. .pat be fume of be fenel mowe entre into his i^e. 1483

Caxton Gold. Leg. iob/i The fume & stenche of donge.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iv. iv, Aromatyke lycoure, Fra-

graunt of fume. 1599 Life More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog.

U853) II. 47 The fume of hilicampana is very pleasing.

1610 Fletcher Eaithf. Shepherdess v. ii, Send a fume, and
keep the air Pure and wholesome. 1658 A. Fox IP urtz*

Surg. 11. xiv. 115 When these [poultesses] are taken off" ..

there comes a great fume from the Wound. 1718 Free-

thinker No. 92 F 6 She. .cannot bear the Fumes of the Table.

1739 R. Bull tr. Dedekindus' Grobiattus 17 A horrid Fume
shall straight your Crime proclaim To ev'ry Nose. 1865

Swinburne Hymn to Proserpine 96 And the wind falls faint

as it blows with the fume of the flowers of the night.

j 3. Vapour or steam given out by bodies when
heated. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 278 Stoppe it [be vessel] faste,

bat )?er mowe come out perof no fume. 1544 Phaer Regim.
Lyfe (i553)Civb, Receyuingthe fume of the sayd decoccyon
wythin the eyes. 1607 Toi-sell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 93
The liver of a Roe sod in salt water, and the eyes of a
purblinde man held over the fume or reek thereof, are cured

of their blindeness. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth
iv. (1723) 236 Flowing out of the Mouth in Form of a Fume,
or crasser Vapour.

b. The vapour given off by acids and volatile

substances ; said esp. of exhalations or vapours

which are irritant, stifling, or the like. Rare in sing.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 229 Looking at bodies through the

fumes of Aqua fortis. 1680 Boyle Scept. Chem. 1. 87 The
Predominant Fire will Carry up all the Volatile Elements

Confusedly in one Fume. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)

I. 319 The fumes of hot iron, copper, or any other heated

metal. x8oo Med. Jr*il. IV. 467 The nitrat of pneunv.
discharges the acid in red fumes. 1834 J. Forues Laennec's

Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 65 The inhalation of acrid fumes, .some-

times gives rise to pulmonary catarrh. 1879 Geo. Gladstone
in Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 17/1 The fume when given

off from the furnace appears as a dense white smoke.

C. An exhalation or watery vapour rising from

the earth, the sea, etc.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 AI corrupit humiditeis, ande
caliginus fumis..that hed benegeneritinthesycond regione

of the ayr. x6oa Marston Ant. <y Mel. I. Wks. 1856 I. 11,

I descry a fume Creeping from out the bosome of the deepe.

1635 N. Cari'ENTER Geog. Del. 11. i. 12 The vpper face of

the Earth.. sendeth forth many times certaine hot fumes

and vapours. 1755 B. Martin Mag. Arts <y Sc. xv. 103

A prodigious Quantity of Fume and Vapours flying off from

the Body of the Comet. 1828 J. H. Muore Tract. Navig.



FUME. 599 FUMIFEROUS.
fed. 20) 127 The sun's rays upon the enrth cause vapours or

fumes to be continually rising from it. 1875 M. M'Ilwraith
Guide Wigtownshire 62 The fissure is filled with fume and
spray.

4 A vapotir or exhalation produced as an * excre-

ment ' of the body ; esp. a noxious vapour supposed
formerly to rise to the brain from the stomach (now
chiefly as the result of drinking 'strong' or alcoholic

liquors).

c 1400 Lanfranc's Clrurg. 163 pe lungis drawib eir into

He herte, for to do awei be fume and pe untemprid heete of
be herte. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Priuc. 3880 Whan the
paunch is fulle, A fumeclymhetheup into the hede. 1548-77
Vicary Anat. ii. (1888) 24 The Nayles..are a superfluitie

of members, engendred of great earthly smoke or fume.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1050 Grosser sleep, Kred of unkindly
fumes. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11. xiii. (1715) 309
Dreams were believ'd to proceed from the Fumes of the
last Night's Supper. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n. viii, The
wine. .raise[d} disagreable fumes from the stomach into the

head. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 203 The fumes of the
whisky had taken possession of his brain. 1844 Thiki.wau,
Greece VIII. Ixiii. 240 The fumes of the wine at length
thawed their reserve.

II. Figurative senses.

5. Something comparable to smoke or vapour as

being unsubstantial, transient, imaginary, etc.

When used with reference to flattery, the word has often a
mixture of the notions of ' incense ' (1 b). and of sense 6.

1531 Ki.yot Got. ii. i, Fainte praise that is goten with
feare or by flaterars gyuen..is but fume whiche is sup-
ported by silence prouoked by menacis. 1592 Shaks. Rom.
<V Jul. 1. i. 196 Loue, is a smoake made with the fume of
sighes. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. i.§6. 10 Such Naturall
Philosophic .shall not vanish in the fume of subtile, sublime,
or delectable speculation. 1613-18 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng.
(1626) 4 Claudius. .bailing much of the fume of glory, and
little fire to raise it otherwhere. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
Democr. to Rdr. (1651) 34 To smother him with fumes and
eulogies. 1648 Milton Observ.Art. Peace Wks. (1851) 566
As if the known and try'd Constancy of that valiant Gentle-
man were to be bought with Court fumes. 1784 Cowper
Task 111. 172 Great pity too. -That. .They should go out in
fume and be forgot. 1843 LbfKVMK Life Trav. Phys. I.

I. ix. 198 The fumes of philosophical reasoning were dissi-

pated by more material . . ingredients. 1871 R. Ellis Catul-
lus liv. 3 Libo's airs to a fume of art refine them.

6. Something which 'goes to the head' and clouds
the faculties or the reason.

1574 Mirr. Mag.,Sabrine viii, Forgelouzie. -With frensies
fume, enragde hir restles braine. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i.

67 Their rising sences Begin to chace the ignorant fumes
that mantle Their cleerer reason. 1691 Hahtcliffe Virtues
391 Vertue doth refine and purifie our Minds, by stifling

the fumes and steams of every Vice and Passion. 1712
Annisos Spect. No. 281 f 14 It dissipated the Fumes of
Sleep and left me in an Instant broad awake. 1761-2 Hume
Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ix. 517 The fumes of enthusiasm pre-
sently dissipate. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. ii. 75 Some-
times his head gets a little hot with the fumes of patriotism.

7. A fit of anger, an irritable or angry mood.
Chiefly in phrase in afume.
1522 Skelton Why not to Court 421 In a fume or an hete

Wardeyn of the Flete Set hym faste by the fete. 1535
Jove Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 27 Softe & pacient, good
wordis Tindale : and no furiouse fumes. 1539 Taverner
Card. Wysed. 1. 27 b, He was in suche a fume, that he
ranne vpon the yonge man, to haue beaten him. 1602
Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. v. Wks. 1856 I. 88 Tis not true
valors pride. .To stab in fume of blood. 1654

T

'

KAr '* Comm
Neh. iii. 20 He burst out in a heat, being angry both at
himself and others .. and in an holy fume, finished quickly.

*775 Johnson Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 13 June, Every now
and then a lady in a fume withdraws her name. 1x1839
Pkaeu Poems (1864) II. 96 There's Serjeant Cross, in fume
and fret. 1863 Carlyi.e Eredk. Gt. xxi. vi. X. 103 Kaiser
Joseph, in a fume at this, shot-off an express to Bohemia.

b. One who is apt to * get into a fume'. rare~\
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1775) II. 123 The notary's

wife was a little fume of a woman.
III. 8. attrib. and Comb., as fume-black,

blind; f fume-gallant (humorously), a smoker;
fame-worts, a book-name for plants of the N. O.
Fumariacepe (Lindley Veg. K. 1846, p. 435).
1573 Art of Limming 6 To make a fume blacke called

Sable, a 1618 Sylvester Du Bartas, Panaretus 791 A rash
Kxcesse of Courage boiling fell ; whose fume-blind force .

.

Resembles right a sightlesse Polyphem. 1621 Venner
Tobacco C 4 b, Let these fume-gallants enioy their vanity.

Hence Fvrmeless a., free from fumes.
1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Fume (fi/7m), v. Also 7 feum. [a. F'.fumer
— Pr., Sp.j Pg. fumar, It. fttmart :—L. fumarc,
f.fum-us : sec prec. sb.]

L trans. To apply smoke or fumes to; to fumigate.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 179 Herwibanoynte hise heeris,

and firste bou schalt fumie hem wib sulphur, 1544 Pmaer
Pestilence (1553) L vj a, The Kgipcyans were wont to fume
their houses.. with turpentine or rosin. 161a Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 74 Succinum .. is good . . to fume
a ship or house in time of infectious aires. 1669 Wori.idce
Syst. Agric. (1681) 217 Fuming the holes with Brimstone,
Garlick, and other unsavoury things, will drive them out.

1741 Co/npl. Earn. -Piece 1. v. 267 First fume the Vessel
with Brimstone.

b. To perfume with incense ; to burn incense

before or offer incense to.

1641 Milton Reform. 1 They hallowed it, they fumed it,

they sprinkled it. 1700 Drvhf.n Fables, Ceyx <y Alcyone
241 She fum'd the temples with an od'rous flame. 1849-53
Rock Ch. of Fathers IV. xii. 1S6 The celebrant. . went up
to the altar, and. .fum'd it all about with incense.

Jig. 1784 Cowper Task v. 266 They demi-deify and fume
him so.

t C. To perfume. Obs.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1700) 40 That the

kings robes, doublettes, shetes & sheortes be fumyd, by all

the yere, of the yeoman pothecary. 1592 Greene Poems
113 Crisps and scarfs, worn a la morisco, Fumed with
sweets. 1607 Marston What You Will in. i, Now are
the Lawne sheetes fum'd with Vyolets. 1680 Shadwfxl
Woman Captain 11. Wks. 1720 III. 361 Let me have costlier
scents, and fume the room. 1740 Dyer Ruins of Rome 501
Chian Wines with Incence fum'd.

t d. To preserve by smoking ; to smoke-dry
(provisions). Obs.
160a CARKW Cormvall 1. (1723) 33 Those [fish] that

serue for the hotter Countries of Spaine and Italie, they
vsed at first to fume, by.. drying them with the smoake of
a soft and continual! fire. 1661 Evelyn Fumifugium Misc.
Writ. (1805I 1. 228 If one hang up gammons of bacon, beefe,
or other flesh to fume, and prepare it in the chimnies.

e. Photogr. To expose to the fumes of ammonia.
1890 Abnev Treat. Photogr. (ed. 6) 164 By fuming the

film with the vapour of ammonia . . increased vigour is im-
parted to the print. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 68
Some say fume ten minutes, and some say an hour.

2. intr. To emit fumes, smoke, or vapour.
c 1532 Dewrs Introd. E>: in Patsgr. 946 To fume,fumer.

1600 Fairfax Tasso vm. 74 Like boyling liquor..That
fumeth, swelleth high and buhbleth fast. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 539 A Censer is there left fuming all the
day and night. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 11. (1626) 29
The Pules aboue At either end do fume. 1743 Loud. <y

Country Preiv. iv. (ed. 2) 306 It will make the Drink fret

and fume at the Bung. 1784 Cowper Task v. 56 A short
tube That fumes beneath his nose. 1791-1823 DTsraeli
Cur. Lit. (1859I II. 259 On other occasions, they put burnt
old shoes to fume in the censers. 1853 W. Gregory Inorg.
Chem. (ed. 3) 119 The acid appears as a very volatile liquid
..fuming in the air. 1878 C. I). Warner ht the Wilder-
ness vi. 143 The fire sputters and fumes.
Jig. 1620 in Farr S. P. Jas. I (1848) 74 Lust's a fire ..

Lighting never, ever fuming. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Nature ii, If thou shalt let this veiiome lurk, And in sug-
gestions fume and work. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge iv,

The spiritual essence or soul of Sim would sometimes fume
within that precious cask, his body.

T b. trans. To cause to emit fumes. Obs. rare.
1652 Gavi.k Magastrotn. 248 Frankincense being fumed,

and candles being lighted. 1666 W. BocHURST Loimo-
graphia (1894) 62 Burning or fuming vinegar and rose
water. 1681 [see Fuming vbl. sb.].

3. intr. Of smoke, a vapour, etc. : To issue, rise,

pass off ; to rise and pass anfay.
1593 Shaks. Liter. 1043 As smoke, .which from discharged
annon fumes. 159s Spenser Col. Clout 720 Kven such is

all their vaunted vanitie, Nought else but smoke, that
fumeth soonc away. 1620 Venner Via Recta (1650) 309
The vapours, .do slowly fume and ascend to the head. 1643
Wither Campo Afusat 17 Whence, may fume Into thy
nostrils, that sweet-smelling savour. 1667 Milton /'. L.
vit. 600 Incense Clouds Fuming from Golden Censers, hid
the Mount. 1870 Bryant Iliad 11. xiv. 67 From it fumes
A stifling smell of sulphur.

•\ b. Of food, wine, etc. : To rise as fumes (Jo or

into the head). Also with up. Obs.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxxv. 9 Strongc wyne fum-
inge quickly and strongly into the brayne. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 407 One of them when the wine had a
little fumed up into the head, began both to speake and doe
foolishly. 1610 Rarrough Meth. Physick 1. ii. (1639) 3 He
must abstaine from milke, and meates that fume into the
head. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 7S2 They haue a manner to
prepare their Greek-Wines, to keepe them from Fuming and
Inebriating. 1703 Art $ Myst. I 'in/tiers 9 To prevent their

fuming up to the head and inebriating.

C. To pass away or off'm fumes or vapour, rare.

1705 Cheyne Philos. Princ. Relig. i. § 38. 78 Their parts are
kept from fuming away by their fixity. 1866 Mrs. Whitney
L. Goldthivaitc x. 253 They, .did something to it—applied
heat, I believe—to drive away the sulphur. That fumed
off, and left the rest as promiscuous as before.

Jig. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 244 Their light slumbers
gently fum'd away, And up they rose. 1751 Johnson Ram-
bler No. 172 F 4 The madness of joy will fume away. 1852
James Agnes Sorct (1860) II. 2 The Gamin spirit fumed off

in a metaphor, a 1859 De Quincey Post. Wks. (1891) I. 73
Vet all this marvellous learning fumes away in boyish imper-
tinence.

f 4. trans. To send forth or emit as vapour,
disperse in vapour. Also with away,forth, out. Obs.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593* 38 The snake and Adders
..be driuen away with euery sharpe and stincking sauour
fumed abroad. 1627 Cai'T. Smith Seaman''s Gram. xiv. 67
Some. .will, .fume out a most stinking, .smoke. 1647'1'KArp
Comm. Matt, xxvii. 36 That golden censer, Christ's body

;

which through the holes that were made in it. .fumed forth
a sweet savour. 1700 T. Brown tr. Eresny's Amusevt. Ser.
<y Com. 116 Which being Foppishly fumed into their Noses,
Eyes, and Ears, has the Vertue to make them Talk. 1707
Mortimer Husb. Bees 213 Otherwise the heat will fume
away most of the Scent.

Jig. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. xci. (1612) 369 An
Indian weede, That feum'd away more wealth than would
a many thousands feed. 174a Young Nt. 'Ph. vn. 1370 How
vicious hearts fume phrensy to the brain ! 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. xv. (1878) 320 The worship of one's own
will fumes out around the being an atmosphere of evil.

f 5. intr. Of the head or brain : To be 'clouded*
with fumes (of liquor), Obs.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y Ct. u. 1. 24 Tye vp the Libertine in

a field of Feasts, Keepe his Braine fuming.

6. fig. To give way to or exhibit anger or irrita-

tion. Often in phrase fume and chafe, fret and
fume. Also with up.

1522 More De tjuat. Noviss. Wks. 85/1 As the fire of the
burnyng hyl of Ethna burneth only it self, so doth the enuious
parson, fret, fume, & burne in his owne hert. 1535, 1581

[see CHAFE v. in"]. 1551, 1631, 1875 [see Fret r\> 9]. 1676
Hobbes Iliad 187 He. .fum'd Both for the loss of the good
spear he brake. And of the victory he had presum'd. 1768 74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (18521 II. 313 How much he will fret and
fume when he comes to discover the roguery. 1838 Dickfns
Nich. Nick, xxxji, Nicholas, who had been fuming and
chafing until he was nearly wild. 1839-40 W. Irving
Wolfert's R. (1855)211, 1 walked up and down the bar-room,
fuming with conscious independence and insulted dignity.

1859 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. Ixxxu. 44 People who
would fume up at any intimation that they were indifferent.

1872 Black Adv. Phaeton v, The Lieutenant, .was fuming
about the yard to rout out the ostler's assistants. 1878 Miss
Bradpon Open Verd. I. i. 9 Vour wisely selfish man knows
his own interest too well to fret and fume about trifles.

Hence Fumed ///. a.

1612 Wet.stek White Devtlv. iv, Isabella. .Wasimpoisoned
By a fumed picture. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 11. iv.96 They
exported .. pickeld and fumed Herrings. 1890 Woodbury
Encycl. Photogr. 308 Fumed paper should be used within
a day or two after fuming.

II Fume (f«m*), «• [Fr.
; pa. pple. of fumer to

smoke.] a. Of glass : Having a smoky tint. b.

Of oak : Subjected to the process of fuming. (Sec

Fuming vbl. sb. b.)

1883 Fisheries F.xhib. Catal. 79 Venetian Blown Glass.,
in ..opal, avventurinn, fume, corniola. 1895 Daily News
15 Nov. 6/6 The case is of solid oak, fume', relieved by scrolls.

1 Fumee. Obs. rare. [a. Y.fume'c, f.fumer to

FllMB.1 Smoke, a cloud of smoke.
1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. viii. S5 They sette by them fyre

and encence. And they wene certavnly that their though te.s

goo vp vnto our lord in this fumee. 1483 Gold. Leg.
302 a/2 He vanysshed awey as a fumee or smoke.

Fumer hii'mzi). [f. Fume v. + -ek l
.]

\ 1. A perfumer. Obs.
1611 Beaum. & Fr.. Triumph Timet, An endless troop of

tailors, Mercers, embroiderers, .fumers.

2. One who fumes or ' pets into a fume '.

1894 Advance (Chicago^ 29 Mar., Fumers and fanatics who
do nothing but talk about corrupt politics.

Fumerel 1, -ill, obs. forms of Femebell.
t Fu*met \ Obs. or arch. Chiefly//. Also 5

/>/. fumes, ~ //. fumers, 6-9 fewmet. [app. a.

AF. *fumels {*fumez) pi., f. fumer (repr. }..

fimare) to dun";. The continental Fr, word in

this sense wasfumJes, of parallel formation.] The
excrement (of a deer), rare in sing.

14 . Maystre oj the Game MS. Bodl. 546 (Halliw.) And
^if men speke and aske hym of the fumes, he shal clepe
fumes cf an hert. 1576 Turberv. Veuerie 66 There is

difference betweetie the fewmet of the morning and that of
the evenyng. 1598 (see Fumishing]. 1637 B. Jonson .S".( (/

Slnph. 1. ii, By his . . fewmet s, he doth promise sport.

1668 DavenanT Rivals iy, That [(lame] both his Slote and
Fumers do proclaim. 174 1 Compi. ham.- Piece 11. i. 290 Take
up the Fewmet. as well made in the Evening Relief, as in the
Morning. 1774 ( Joi.dsm. Nat. Hist. 11862) I. n. v. 324 The
stag's tail is called the single ; his excrement the fumet. 1871
Tennyson Last Tourn. 371 Thcfewmets of a deer.

t Fumet -, fumette. Obs. [a. F. fumet, f.

fumer to Fume.] The scent or smell of game
when hi^'h

;
game flavour.

1723 Swift Stella at Wood Park 14 A haunch of ven'son
made her sweat, L'nless it had the right, fumette. 1753
Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784) 64/1 A roasted leveret very
strong of the fumet. 1755 Johnson, Fumette, a word intro-

duced by cooks, and the pupils of cooks, for the stink of
meat. 1786 Mackenzie Lounger No. 89 r n [He] gave
the venison a reprieve to a certain distant day, when it

should acquire the exact proper fumet for the palate of
a connoisseur.
transf. 1796 Mod. Gulliver s Trav. 109 The rest were

cramming every crevice they could find with paper, to
exclude the fumette arising from the well-dressed field.

t Firmicl, a. Obs. Also 7 fumide. [ad. I,.

fumid-us, i.fumus Fume sb.
-

] Fuming, vaporous.
1597 I.owe Chirurg. (1634- 2ioThe cause, .is. .drinking of

strong and fumide drinke. 1634 T. Johnson Farcy's Chirurg.
I. ix. 1 1678I 14 Every smell, or fumid exhalation breathing
out of bodies. 1661 Evelyn Fumifugium 11. 16 Two or
three of these fumid vortices are able to whirle it about the
whole City. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. ix. 31 The Vegetable
Spirit is of the same Nature with the Plant .. the Fumid
Spirit with the Odour. X797 Encycl. Brit. II. 445/2 The
comet . . appeared like .. a rude mass of matter illuminated
with a dusky fumid light. 1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Eutnid,
emitting smoke.

Hence fPumi'dity, 7 Fumidness, the condition

or quality of being fumid.
1623 Cockeram, Fumiditie, smoake. 1656 81 Blount

Gtossogr., Funiidity, smoakiness. 1727 Bailey vol. II,

Fumidness.

Fu'miduct. rare. Also fumeduct. [f. I..

fumus smoke ; after Aqueduct.] A passage for

smoke.
1854 Chamb. Jrttl. I. 106 He would have all the smoke

led downwards by a series of fumiducts. 1867 Morn. Star
26 Dec. 7 The smoke from the stoves is conveyed by what
may be called a fumeduct to a further distance, and there
passed into an ordinary chimney.

t Fu*mier. Obs. rarg. In 5 fumyer. [a. OF.
fumicr :~h.fumarium (in class. Lat. a chamber for

smoking wines), i.fum-us smoke.] Smoke.
C1500 J/£*/«j7Wxxxvi.278Heshuld conduyte thevanwarde,

puttyng fyre vpon the way where he went to thentent he
shuld not fayll to fynd hym by the trasse of the fumyer.

t Fumi'ferOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.fumifer

producing smoke \{.fumus Fume sb. 4- fer bearing)

+ -ous.] Hearing or producing fumes or smoke.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1711 in Bailey. 174a Loud.



FUMIFIC. 600 FUMISH.

«V Country Brew. i. (ed. 4) 12 This Malt, -being very much
impregnated with the fiery fumiferous Particles of the Kiln.

t Pumi'fic, a. Obs.~° [ad. L. fumific-us, f.

ffaults smoke + -feus : see -fic] (See quot.)

17*7-36 Bailey, Fumifick, making Smoak, Perfuming.

t Firmificate, v. Obs.-° [f. L. famificat-
ppl. stem of fiim ijicare : see Fcmify.] To make
or cause smoke. Hence Fn'mificated ///. a.,

Tw mifica tion.
1721-9* Bailbv, Fumificate. 17*1 Ibid., Fumification,

a Perfuming. 17*7 Ibid. vol. II, Eumificated, incensed.

.Fumifugist. rare~°. [i. ll film-us smoke
+ -FUGK + -I8T.] ' One who or that which drives

away smoke or fumes \

1846 in Worcrster. 1864 in Webster.

Fumi^y {(iu'Taifoi), v. rare~ l
. fad. L. fismi-

fudre, f, fumifec-us \ see Fumific] trans, {jocu-

larly) To fumigate.
a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1760) II. 100 We had every one

ramm'd a full charge of sot-weed into our infernal guns, in

order to fumify our immortalities.

t Fumigal, a, Obs. rare- 1
. [? Badly f. L.

fumigate to Fumigate.] ? Productive of fumes.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 70 Pleasant
Odours ingendered be shall Of cleane and Pure substance
and fumigale [fumiyall, MS. margin] As it appearetli in

Amber, Narde, and Mirrhe

Fumigailt (fi/7migant\ a. and sb. [ad. L.

fumi&ant-em, pr. pple. oifumigare : see next.]

f A. adj. That fumes. Obs. B. sb. That which
fumigates, rare.

1727-36 Bailey, Fumigant, smoaking, fuming. 1800 Scott.
Leader 7 Feb. 7 The production of the fashionable little

fumigant [cigarette] has trebled in the last two years.

Fumigate (fi«*mig*'t), v. [f. h.fumigdt- ppl.

stem oifumigare to smoke, i.fiimus Fume sb.}

1. trans. To apply smoke or fumes to ; esf>. to

disinfect or purify by exposure to smoke or fumes.
1781 Cowper Let. to Newton (1884) 69 You never fumigate

the ladies, or force them out of company. 1791 Hamilton
Bert/toilet's Dyeing- 1, i. 11. i. 136 The silks . . are fumigated
with sulphur. 1803 Med. jml. IX. 460 Acid fumigations
bid fair to stop the progress of the complaint, .though it

might not always have been proper to fumigate the apart-
ments of the sick. 1845 Florist's jrnl. 170 Let them [plants]

be frequently well fumigated.
Jig. 1876 Geo. Emot Dan. Der. II. xix. 7 These fine

words with which we fumigate, .unpleasant facts.

b. To scent with fumes ; to perfume.
1530 Palsgr. 559/a, I fumygatea place with a swete fumy-

gacion, je enfume or je parfume. Let the place lie well
fumygate, or ever they come. 1610 li. Jonson Alch. i.i, You
must be bath'd and fumigated first. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. iv. 350 With fragrant Thyme the City fumigate. 1836
Lank Mod. Egypt. I. v. 171 The Egyptians take great delight
in perfumes, and often fumigate their apartments, i860
Motley Netherl. (1868' I, v. 259 The Cathedral had been
thoroughly fumigated with frankincense.

f c. ' To medicate or heal by vapours ' (J.\ Obs.

1713 SwiFT, etc. Frenzy of J. Dennis Wks.1755 III. i. 142
Fumigate him, I say, this very evening, while he is relieved

by an interval.

f 2. To extract in fumes, vaporize. Obs. rare.

1663 [see FuMKiATF.n///. a\
3. To darken (oak) by the process of fuming. See
Fuming vbt. sb. b.

Hence Fumigated///, a.

1663 Boyle Usefuln. Nat. Phil. 11. v. vii. 183, I shall only
subjoytl this secret, which a friend of mine practises in

preserving the fumigated Juyces of Herbs. 1717 in Bailey
vol. II. 18.. Beck's Jml. Dec. Art II. 346 (Cent.) A high
dado, 8 ft. high, of fumigated oak.

Fumigating (n/7-migc'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fumi-
gatk v. + -in« *.J

The action of the vb. Fumigate.
1881 M. A. Lewis Tivo Pretty G. I. 40 Washings, fumi-

gating*, and burnings.
attrib. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 218, 1 applied the nitrous gas.

.

by means of a tube from the top of a patent fumigating lamp.
1869 K. A. Pakkes Bract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 332 Fumigating-
room. x88i Daily Neivs 13 Sept. 6 6 The fumigating
walking sticks carried by physicians when visiting plague
and fever cases.

Fumigation (fiwmig^'-Jan). [ad. L. fumiga-
tion-em, n. of action f. fumigare to Fumigate.
Cf. F. fumigation.']

1. The action of generating odorous smoke or

fumes, csp. as one of the ceremonies of incantation ;

the action of perfuming with aromatic herbs, per-

fumes, etc. Also concr. the preparation used to

produce this, or the fumes resulting from it.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame m. 174 Olde wicches, sorceresses,

That use exorsisaciouns, And eek thise fumigaciouns. a 1483
Liber Niger in Honseh. Ord. (1790) 40 These ij wardrobers
have all theyre fumigations. 152s Skklton Why not to
Court 696 It was by necromansy Under a certeyne con-
stellacyon, And a certayne fumygacyon. 1547-64 Bauldwin
Mor. Philos. iPalfr.) 148 Perfect deuotion & the knowledge
of Gods law. .smelleth far more sweetly before Him, then
any earthly fumigation, .doth pleasantly smell in the nose of
man. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, It is the sorting,

and the dividing, and the mixing, .that makes the fumigation
and the sufTumigation. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759' II. 235
These Spirits they use to catch by the Noses with Fumiga-
tions. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 35 f 9 She .keeps the
rooms always scented by fumigations. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics 1 1860) I. 36 A divine efficacy is attributed to rites

and formulas, sprinklings or fumigations. 1867 Parkman
Jesuits N. Amer. viii. (1875) 91 On these the sorcerer threw
tobacco, producing a stifling fumigation.

b. jocularly. Tobacco-smoking.
1800 Freemason's .Magazine in Spirit Publ. jlmls. (1801)

IV. 157 Taciturnity and fumigation are now two essential

requisites in a candidate. . Every member of this society

must, immediately after supper, take a pipe.

2. The action or process of fumigating or apply-

ing fumes or smoke, esp. as a disinfectant.

157a Mascaix Plant. <y Graff. (1592) 49 Defend them
from the frost (if there come any) with fumigations or
smokes, made on the winde side of your Orchards. 1658
Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 956 You may make a Fumi-
gation or Perfume of Pomegranat Pills . . Sulphur, and
Vitriol, which will drive them away. 1757 Darwin in Phil.

Trans. L. 252 The fumes of boiling water were conveyed
upon this ball . . and, after a fumigation for thirty seconds,

it shewed signs of electricity, a 1777 Fawkes Argonantics
II. note (1780) 347 It was the custom of the ancients to force

bees out of their hives by fumigation. 1813 ). Thomson
Lect. Injtam. 489 The day after the fumigation not the
slightest vestige of any offensive odour could be perceived.

189a Times (weekly ed.) 21 Oct. 2/4 The vessel is detained
for fumigation.

t b. spec, (See quots.) Obs.
i6i» Wooimll Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 271 Fumigation is

calcination of metals, by the sharp corroding vapour of
Mercury, Philosophers Lead. 1641 French Distill, iii.

(1651) 80 Calcine it by fumigation, i. e. by the fume of some
very sharp Spirit as of Aqua fortis. 1683 Petti'S Fleta
Min. 11. 21 There are other ways of Calcination especially

of Metals ; viz. by. . Fumigations.

3. Med. ' Exposure to fumes, especially the ex-

posure of the body or a part of it, such as the skin

or the respiratory mucous membrane, to fumes in

order to produce a therapeutic effect ' (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1885). Also concr. the fumes generated for

this purpose.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 256 Make him a fumigacioun

to his eere wib hoot watir. Ibid. 291 Drie hem with fumy-
gaciouns maad of pulpa coloquintida. 15*7 Andrew Bruns-
ivyke's Distyll. Walers'Xxsh, A fumygacyon made of the

1 same water is good for hering. 1629 Massinger Picture

j

iv. ii, The friction with fumigation, cannot save him From
the chine-evil. 1655 Cuij'eppek, etc. River'tus 1. i. 3 Kumi-

I

gations if they be not too strong, do well to consume mois-

1 ture. 1713SWIKT, etc. Frenzy of J. Dennis Wks. 1755 III. 1.

142 Let fumigations be used to corroborate the brain. 1801

Med. Jml. V. 219, I also applied the nitrous fumigation in

cases of synochus. 1876 Bartholow Mat, Med. (1879)

129 In.. maladies of the respiratory organs, it [arsenic] is

used with advantage by the process of fumigation.

4. Comb. : fumigation-lamp (see quot.).

1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. P>urney), Fumigation
Lamps, a recent invention for the purpose of expelling foul

air from the holds and other confined places of ships. 1867
in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk,

Fumigative (liz/'inig^'tiv), a. and sb. [ad.

mod. L. Jumigaliv-ttSy f. L. fumigare: see Fumi-
gate v. and -ive.]

f A. adj. That is used in (medicinal) fumiga-

tion. Obs. B. sb. {nonce-wd.) « Fumigant sb.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physt'cke 200/2 Cause the
Ioyncte, or the whole bodye, to sweate in a fumigative
bath. 1897 Daily Neivs 13 Feb. 6/4 Whether he uses
tobacco thus openly as a friendly fumigative only I know not.

Fumigatoi* [ftu'mige'tai). [agent-n. f. L.

fumigare : see Fumigate v. and -ok. Cf. Y.fumi-
gateur.'] One who or that which fumigates

;

spec, see quot. 1874.
187a ' Mark Twain ' Innoc. Abr. xxi. We feel no malice

toward these fumigators. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I.

924/2 Fumigator, an apparatus for applying smoke, gas,

or perfume. 1888 Sci. Amer. N. S. LIX. 177 A corps of
physicians and fumigators .. thoroughly disinfected and
fumigated the room.

Fumigatory ll/P'migat-rri), a. and sb. rare. [f.

mod.L. type *fumigdtori-us (med.I,. fitmigdlorium
censer) f. \j.fftmigdre : see Fumigate v. and -ouy.

Cf. F . fumigatoire.]

A. adj. Having the quality of fumigating ; con-

cerned with fumigation. B. sb, ' A room or an
apparatus used for fumigation * (fyd, Soc. Lex.

1885).

1799 W. Tooke View Russian Fmp. II. 224 The com-
mission for auelling the contagion caused three receipts for

making fumigatory powders to be published. 185a Fraser's
Mag. XLV. 675 A brother-officer .. sitting down to join in

our fumigatory conclave.

Fuming (fi/rmirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fume v. + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. Fume in various senses.

15*9 More Comf. agst. Trib. ll. Wks. 1172/2 Rather of
his pacyence to take both ease and thanke, then by fret-

tynge and fumynge to encrease hys presente payne. 1578
Mirr. Mag., Harold xvi, O Fancy fonde, thy fuminges
hath mee fed. i6ao Dekker Dream Christ's Coming
Wks. (Grosart) III. 22 Learning burnt bright, without
Contentious fuming. 1681 6 J. Scorr Chr. Life (1747)
III. vii. 197 This fuming of the Incense by the Priests

. . was nothing but a mystical Oblation of those Prayers to

God. 1693 Salmon Bates' Dispens. (1713) 712/1 They are
used for the fuming of the Bed Chambers of sick People.

1870 R. W. Dale Week-day Serm. ii. 40 No fuming and
fretting will make any difference.

b. The treatment of oak with fumes ofammonia
in order to give it an antique appearance.
1893 Westm. Gaz. 27 Feb. 8/1 Oak . . shaded to the . . tint

of the antique work by the process known as ' fuming '.

C. Photogr. (See quot. 1890.)
1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 347 Paper must be

thoroughly dried before fuming. 1890 Woodbury Etuycl.
Photogr., Fuming, a process of subjecting albumimsed
paper to the fumes of ammonia.

d. ( 'omb. : fuming-box, f iV ' a pastile-burner
'

(Halliwell 1847) ; (/>) {Photogr.), an apparatus in

which the sensitive paper is exposed to the fumes
of ammonia; fuming-pot, 'a brazier or censer'

{Cent, Diet.).

1874 Knight Did. Mech. I. 925'! Fuming-box. 1890
Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 68 If paper is. .dry when put
in the fuming box, long fuming does no harm.

Fuming (n/imirj),^//. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That emits smoke, steam, or vapour ; that rises

in fumes. Of acids : Emitting fumes on exposure

to the air. Fuming liquor ofBoyle (see quot. 1807).

157$ Turberv. Faulconrie 309 A fumyng heate that as-

cendeth up from the liver to theyr (hawks'] heads, c 1586
C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxliv. 3 Lord .. make the stormes
arise From mountane's fuming crown. 1615 J. Stephens
Satyr. Fss. 282 He doth sophisticate his fuming Beere, to

breed a skirmish the sooner. 17*5 Pope Odyss. viii. 474
The fuming waters bubble o'er the blaze. 1735 Somerville
Chase 1. 347 Fuming Vapours rise And hang upon the
gently purling Brook. 1791 W. Nicholson tr. ChaptaVs
F.lem. Chem. (1800) III. 55 The fuming nitric acid imme-
diately turns the fixed oil black. 1807 T. Thomson Chem.
(ed. 3) II. 10 Hydrogureted sulphuret of ammonia, known
formerly by the name of fuming liquor of Boyle, because
it was first described by that philosopher. 1853 W. Gregory
Inorg. Chem (ed. 3) 233 Terchloride of Arsenic . . is a colour-

less, volatile, fuming liquid. i86» Goulburn Fers. Relig.

v. (1873) 286 A fuming caldron. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus
Ixiv. 393 AH Delphi's city. . Blithely receiv'd their god on
fuming festival altars.

fig. i8»o Wordsworth Sky Pros/., All the fuming vani-

ties of Earth.

b. Applied to foaming or seething water ; also

to waves perh. with allusion to sense 3. Obs. or poet.

1598 Marston Pygmal. iv. 151 So haue I seene the fuming
waues to fret. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 6 Th* only sound Of
leaves and fuming rills. 1731 Swift Strephon <y ChtoeWVs.
1755 IV. 1. 155 Strephon who heard the fuming rill. 1805
W. Richardson Poems fy Plays I. 28 By the brooks and
fuming rills Come, Smiling Health.

2. That emits odorous fumes, aromatic.
1601 Holland Pliny (1634) I. 380 The fume and smoke of

the Cedar and the Citron trees onely, the old Troianes were
acquainted with when they offered sacrifice : their fuming
and walming steame..they vsed. 1607 Topsell Four-f.
Beasts U658) 244 They make a burning fire with sticks,

putting therein certain fuming herbs.

3. That fumes, angry, raging. Also, characterized

by or exhibiting anger.

1583 Stanvhurst AHneis 11. (Arb.) 46 With fuming fustian

anger. .1 vowd to be kindlye reuenged. 1615 J. Stephens
Satyr. Ess. 44 He will raile .. For I have often heard such
fuming stuffe Presented to an Audience. i8«o W. Irving
Sketch Bk. (1859) 1T 3 The baron . . was naturally a fuming
bustling little man. 1889 Pall Mail G. 4 Jan. 1/1 His
fuming protests against English occupation.

Hence Pn-mingly adv. t in a fuming manner;
manifesting ' fume ' or rage.

1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. xxii. § 7 They answere fumingly,
that they are ashamed to defile their pennes with making
answere to such idle questions. 1611 Cotgk., Fumcusc-
ment, smoakily, fumingly. 1709 Strypk Ann. Ref. I.

xxxviii. 441 Hereupon he departed fumingly. 1894 Argosy
May 356 It was an insult—as he fumingly told himself.

t Finnish, a. Obs. [f. Fume sb. + -ish.]

1. Emitting smoke or vapour. Of a chimney

:

Smoky. Of waves: = Fuming ///. a. i b.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara^s Fam. Fp. (1577) 63 Little

chimneyes alwayes be somewhat fumishe or smokie. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuff Wks. (Orosart) V. 204 Firmely piled

and rampierd against the furnish waues battry.

2. Of the nature of fume, vapour, or smoke.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. viii. 43 The furnish and dryer

part of the cloude yeelding a purplish, the waterie, a
greenish sea colour. 1619 Bainbridge Descr. late Comet
39 Who may not from these smoakie parents feare a furnish

generation ?

3. Belonging to or of the nature of fumes which

rise in the body or stomach. Of meat or wine

:

Causing or emitting fumes.
1519 Hokman Vntg. 28 b, Heare is genderd of superfluous

humours and fumysshe vapours. 15*8 Paynel Saterne's
Regim. F iij b, White wyne . . is lesse fumishe and lesse

vaperous than other. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1560) G v,

The paciente oughtc.to abstaine from, .poudred meates
and fumyshe. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health eclxxxv. 94 This
infirmitie [pleurisy] doth come of a fumyshe bloud. 156*
TiKNKR Baths 12 a, If it be to furnish, then lay. .a peace of
bread in the wine, a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xiii. 109
The furnish Steam of Meat.

4. fig. Inclined to fume, hot-tempered, irascible,

passionate ; also, characterized by or exhibiting

anger or irascibility.

15*3 Ln. Berners Froiss. L cccxlvi. 547 He was a fumisshe
man and malincolyous. 1539 Cranmer in Strype Li/eii6g^)
II. 248 Wee go not about .. to abate our furnish and ran-

corous stomacks. < 1546 Jove in Gardiner Declar. Art.
Joye (1546) 92 b, Let him .. not dispute with poore men in

his fetters and presons with his fumisshe threads. 1567
Drant Horace Ep. ii. To LolUus C iij, Of foolishe kinges.

.

a fumishe flame. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 133 a
Yet is nothing more noysome and preiudiciall then ..

furnish anger and testynesse. 1608 TopsELL.S>r^«Ar(i658)
650 A more furnish, testy, angry, Waspish, .generation.

Hence Ftrmishly adv., Fumishness.
1519 Horman Vulg. 71 Fury and fumysshnes is the

blynde snare of right iugement. 1528 Paynel Salerne^s
Regim. H j a, Be ware howe they drinke stronge wyne . . For
the fumishenes therof huiteth y heed. 1540-7 Coverdalf.
Fruitf. Less. Passion I1593) Pja, O driue thou out of vs

all fumishnesse, indignation, and selfe will. 1563-87 Foxe
A. fy M. (1684) I. 661/1 So wildly he writeth, so fumishly
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he fareth.. 1608 Topskll Serpents (1658) 652 Their naturall

inclination to anger, and the nasty fumishness of Wimps.

t Furnishing. Obs. Also 6-7 iewmishing,
(6 femysshyng, femishing). 7-S fimashing.
[a pp. f. OF. femer, fumer to dung [see Fi'MKT-),

+ ~is/i v on the analogy of vhs. a. Fr. vbs, in -w-, -tr)

+ -inc. 1
.] The excrement (ofa deer\ CI". Fumfts.

1517 St. Papers Hen. I'llI, VI. 598 The scantlyn and
femysshyng of such detr. 1575 (see Crotfv sb.]. 1596
Harington Mctam. Ajax 32 Doth not the keeper.. shew
you his femishing ? 1598 Manwood Lowes Forest iv. § 6

(1615) 45 Of all Deere, the ordure is called fewmets or few-
mishing. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3}, Fimashing i,among
Hunters), the Dunging of any sort of wild Beasts.

t Fu'mist. Obs, rare- 1

, [a. Y.fitmisU, f. L.

ffim-tts smoke.] One who 'cures' smoky chimneys

;

a chimney-doctor.
1785 Franklin Wks. 11840) VI. 526 The nostrums of pre-

tending chimney doctors and fumists.

Fumitory (fi//'mitori\ Forms: a. 4-5 fume-
terre, 4, 6 -terre, 4-7 fumiterre, 4-5 -ytere, (5
fumtere, fymterre ), 6 femiter, -ar. P. 6 fu-

me 'n)torie, femetary, fumitarie, -orie, (fumy-
terry, -tory), 7 fume-, fumitery. 8 furaetory,
6- fumitory, [a. OF. fumctene, ad. med.L.
fumtts icrnv lit. * smoke of the earth *

; so called

because ' it spryngyth . . . out of the erthe in grete

quantyte as smoke dooth other fumosyte that

comyth of the erthe* ^Trevisa, tr. Barth. De P. R.
xvii. lxix\ In the 16th c. the ending was confused
with -ART, -ORY.
The med.L. name is also represented by Vx.fumierra,

and corruptly by li.fnmmostemo ; translated forms are Ger.
erdrauch, Sw. jordrok, Eng. earth-smoke ; cf. the Sp., Pg.
fumaria, whence the mod.L. botanical name.]

A plant of the genus Fumaria (or the related

Corydaiis), usually F. officinalis.
a. c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Fr. T. 143 Of lauriol, centaure,

and fumeterre. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon) 22/1
Fumtts terre, fumeter. .1440 Promp. Par?'. 161 Fymterre,
herbe, fuiuus terre. c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich 1 158
Take pe jus.. of fumtere, [etc.). 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 67,
I sau fumeterre, that tempris ane heyt lyuyr. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 1. xv, 23 There is two kindes of Fumeterre. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 247 Fumiterre the herb whosoeuer do
eat, shal purge choler by vrine.

0. 1516 Grete Herball Kvj a, De Fumo terre, Fumyterry.
1533 Elyot Cast. Heltk (15411 58 a, Wylde hoppes

:

Wormewode : Centorie : Fumitorie. 1548 Ti rner Names
of Herbes (K. D. S.t 23 Capnos called in latin Fumaria, and
in englishe Fumitarie. .in frenche fumiterre. 1573 Tusser
Hush. xci. (1878) 182 Get water of Fumentorie, Liuer to
coole. 1650 H. Brooke Conserr. Health 53 Whey with
Fumitery. 1670 Ray Catal. Plant. Angl. 122 Climbing-
Fumitory. 1736 Bailey Honseh. Diet. 295 Fumitory is

good to cure the itch, scurf and tetters. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau*s Bot. xxiv. 346 Fumitory has two filaments, each
..terminated by three anthers. 1802-3 tr * Pallas' Trav.
(1 B12) I. 90 The Fumaria bulbosa, ox great bulbous fumitory.
1861 Delamer Ft. Card. 88 Fumitory

—

Fumaria of the old
botanists, Corydaiis of the moderns . , The Tuberous Fumi-
tory, C. bulbosa.

b. attrih.

1576 Baker Jtivett of Health 199 b. Taken with Fumy-
terre water.. it cureth the Leprie.

Fumitory, incorrect form of Fim.vtorv.

t Ftrmity. Obs. rare- 1
. = Fcmosity.

iSl* J- Jones Bathes Bnckstone 15 b, It diminisheth the
fumity, or juyce hurtftill.

Fumivorous (fwmi-vorss), a. nonce-wd. [as
if f. L. *fumivor-us {i.fnm-us smoke + -vorus de-
vouring) + -ODB.1 Feeding or living on smoke.
1824 New Monthly Mag. XI. 316 Citizen.—A fumivorous

being, much given to making money.

Fummel : see Fumstt *, sort of mule.
Fummerel(l, obs. form of Fkmkrell.
Fumose (fi?7m<>»-s% a. [ad. L. fumos-us, f.

fumtts smoke-]
1. Full of fumes, giving off fumes, vaporous,

flatulent.

1400 Lanfrauc's Cirrtrg. (MS. B.) 25 To entempren be
fumose hete of be same herte. 1436 Pol. Poems tRolIs) II.

162 To feche the fumose wine, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nur-
ture 354 Y pray yow for to telle me Certenle of how many
metes pat ar fumose in beire degre. x86z Wheats 'Fares

199 The ' Publican and Sinner ' wafted its praises aloft on
a cloud of fumose panegyric.

2. Smoky, thick with smoke, like smoke.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 319 Hc.seyde ofte tymes

when wyndes scholde folowe by fumose vapores ascendenge.
1727 Bailky vol. II, Fumose. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII.

733 What a fumose volume comes from the sheets !

3. Bot. i^See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot., F'umous, Fumose, grey, changing to

brown, smoke-coloured.

t Fumo'sity. Obs. [ad. Y.fumosite' or med.L.
fumositds : see Fumose, Fumous, and -itv.]

1. The quality of being full of fumes or vapours.

1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. vi. (1495) 607 For
fumosyte of the stomacke greuyth the heed and makyth it

ake. £1570 Pride <y Lcnul. (1841) 5 Engendering in the
head fumositie. 1652 J. Wadsworth tr. Colmenero^s Choco-
late 19 Benzoin the Head frees from Fumosity.

2. The flatulent quality of various articles of food ;

the heady quality of wine, etc.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 105 >iff dyuerse drynkes.

of theire fumosite haue be dissesid. Ibid. 350 Ye must
thus know, .be fumositees of fysch, flesche, & fowles. 1542

Vol. IV.

Boordf. Dyetary x. (1870' 254 Bycause wyne is full of

fumosyte.

b. 111-smellint; breath; :smell of food or drink
in the breath.
(-1530 H. Rnom-:s Bk. Nurture 230 Belche thou neare to

no mans face with a corrupt fumosytye. 1558 Warde tr.

Alexis
1

Seer. 83b, Rubbe your teeth wel..to take awaye
the fumositie of the meate.

3. Vaporous humour rising into the head from
;

the stomach.
C 1386 Chaucer,fyr.'s T. 358 Ful were hir liedes of fumo-

sitee. (1400 Panfranc 's Cirurg. 74 pis drynke is alteratijf

. and it lettib fumosite to arise to f>e brayn. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 325 The fumosities that trouble and dim the eie-

sight. 1678 R. R[ussellJ Ccber 11. 1. 1. ili. 28 Their Urain
repleat with many Fumosities cannot receive the true In-

tention.

4. a. The state of fuming or giving off fumes.

b. coinr. A fumy or vaporous exhalation from any-
thing, a fume; the volatile part given off from a

mineral or the like.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch.s. in Ashm. (1652) 65 Infused
with a thick Fumosity congregate Of Water, and aksoe of
Erth succended. 1563 \V. Fulke Meteors (1640) 5B That
water receiveth the fumosity of brimstone, and other
minerals, thorow which it runneth. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas II. i. I. Eden 620 His burned stalks with strong
fumosities Of piercing vapours, purge the French disease.

1650 Ashmolk C/tym. Collect. 132 So that Mercury be made
hot even to Fumosity. 1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 31 2

Rain is . . an Earthly humor, or fumosities drawn up out of
the Water and Earth. 1726 Lros-i tr. Albcrti's Archit. I.

3/1 Whether the Wind be occasioned by a dry Fumosity
of the Earth. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 37 The
Red colour happens in perspicuous stones, when a lighted
fumosity and a tender fire is infused in a perspicuous light. '

Fumous (fir7*ni3s\ a. [f. 'L.ftim-osus (f./Tonus
j

smoke) + -ous. Cf. Y.fwueux.\
+ 1. Giving off fumes; esp. tending to generate

wind or gas in the stomach, flatulent. 0/>s.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 73 Fumous
things alone. 1543 Tkaheron Vigo's Chirurg. in. 1. iv. 90
If it [an apo-teme] came of to muche eatynge of fumous
meates. 16:0 Harrough Meth. Physick 1. xxiv. I16391 40 He
must abstaine from Garlick, Onions, .and such like fumous
things. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 4302 The Stopple, .

which hatli a large Head, .contains the fumous Medicine
1706 PniLLii's(ed. Kersey), Fumous, apt to fume up, that

sends Fumes into the Head, heady.

f 2. Consisting of fumes ; vaporous, windy. Oh.
1534 Elyot Cast. Helthe w. xii. 04 b, Let them abstein

from meate, that insender botches, .fumouse ructuacions or
vapours. 1548-77 Vicaky Anat. ii. 11888)21 That Artere
bringeth with him from the lunges ayre to temper the
fumous heate that is in the liarte. 1604 Jas. I Counterbl.
(Arb.) 98 Since the Subiect is but of Smoke, I tlunke the

fume of an idle braine, may sertie for a sufficient battery
against so fumous and feeble an enemy. 1612 Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653! 21 The Glister Instrument, fit for i

the exact giving of a vaporous, fumous, or dry Glister, &c.
1678 R. R[ussellJ Geber 11. 1. 11. ii. 41 The subtile fumous I

Humidity.

3. Pertaining to smoke or smoking. Nowjocular,
j

1661 Eyelyn Fumifuginvi 1. 7 Those fumous Works many !

of them were either left oft" or spent but few Coales. 1830
Lytton Paul Clifford II. iv. 100 As soon as the revellers

had provided themselves with their wonted luxuries, pota-

tory and fumous.

f4. Full of passion, angry, furious. Obs.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vit. ii. (1554) 166 b, Hasty, fumous,
with furies infernal Of wilful malice innocentes blood to

shede. 1460 Fnstott Lett. No. 349 I. 514 Here hevedy and
fumows langage. .1526 Frith Disput. Purgat. (1829) 88
A man's enemy, .gathereth together all that he can imagine,
and so accuseth a man more of a fumous heat than of any
verity. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 1. 617 With fax and
face fumous. 1684 H. Mork Answer 84 Each maintaining
their cause with like fumous Animosity.

5. Bot. = Fumose a. 3.

1866 [see Fumose a. 3].

Hence Fu-monsiy adv. ; in qnots. f angrily*

furiously.

1460 Paston Lett. No. 349 I. 512 Whan he seyd so
fumowsly, ' Who so ever sey that of me, he lyeth falsly in

hise hede, &c.' 1526 Skelton Jlfagnyf.2522 And fumously
addresse you. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 151 An other
beyng sore offended .. said fumouslie unto hym, dooest
thou heare me? (11652 Hrome Corent Garden 1. Wks.
1873 II. 17 Some have by the phrensie of despair Fumously
run into the sea to throw Their wretched bodies.

Fumrell, obs. form of Femerell.
Fumy (fi;rmi), a. [f. Fime sb. + -y 1

.] Com-
posed of, or full of, fumes, vapours, or smoke ; of
the nature of fume or fumes.
1570 Levins Manip. 101/40 Fumye, fumosus. 1591

Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 1006 Blent With fumie mixture
of grosse nourishment. 1605 Ti.mme Quersit. 1. ix, 36
Ashes .. have in them partly that which is earthie, and
partly that which is fumie. 163s Sir H. Wotton in Lis-
more Papers (1S88) Ser. n. HI. 219 This fumie Citie
[London]. 1703 Rowe Ulyss. 11. i. 953 The fumy Vapours
And mounting Spirits of the deep-drunk Bowl. 1794
Mathias Purs. Lit. (1803) 368 The fumy tint [of a smoked
glass]. 1871 G. Macdonald Parable in Jf'ks. Fancy fy
hnag. IV. 71 Through the fumy, thickened air. 1885
G. Meredith Diana I. i. 4 It knows enough for its fumy
dubiousness.

t b. Fumy ball : ?

bubble.
a puff-ball' (Halliw.); ?a

1598 Hall Sat. iv. iv, All soft as is the falling thistle-
down, Soft as the fumy ball, or Morrians crowne.
Hence Pumlly adv.

t
smokily.

1855 in Ogilvie Supp.

Fun 'fern), sb. [prob. f. Vvs z.]

1 1. A eheat or trick
; a hoax, a practical joke.

a 1700 B, E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fun, a Cheat or slippery
Trick. i7i9D'Uin-EY/'///.?{i372) V. 259A Hackney Loach-
man he did hug her, And was not this a very good Fun H

2. Diversion, amusement, sport ; also, boisterous

jocularity or gaiety, drollery.

(Johnson 1755 stigmatizes it as 'a low cant word'; in
present use it is merely somewhat familiar.)

1727 Swift Misc. Epit. By-words, TI10' he talk'd much of
virtue, his head always run Upon something or other she
found better fun. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones ix. vi, Par-
tridge . . was a great lover of what is called fun. 1751 E.
Moore Gil Bias Prol. 25 Don't mind me tho\ for all my fun
and jokes. 1767 H. Brooke I-'ool of Qual. I. 99 Vindex ..

looked smilingly about him with much fun in his face.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 313 It is fun to them to
break off an ornament, or disfigure a statue. 1790 Burns
Tawo'S/ianter 144 The mirth and fun grew fast and furious.
1837 Dickens Picfav. ii, 'What's the fun?' said a rather
tall thin young man. 1845 S. C. Hall Bk. Gems 90 His
wit and humour delightful, when it does not degenerate
into 'fun \ 1849 E - E- Napier Fxcurs. S. Africa II. 351
Being better mounted than the rest of his troop, [he] pushed
on to see more of the fun. 1887 Shearman Athletics \
Football 325 Most footballers play for the fun and the fun
alone. 1889 J. K. Jkrome Idle Thoughts 42 There is no
fun in doing nothing when you have nothing to do. 1891
Baring-Gould In Troubadour-Land iv. 50, I do not see
the fun of going to hotels of the first class.

b. Phr. To make fun of\ pokefun at (a person,

etc.): to ridicule. Forox infun: as a joke, sportively,

not seriously. lie, it is good, greatfun; a source
of much amusement. / ikefun : energetically, very
quickly, vigorously. Whatfun I how very amus-
ing :

1737 H. Walpole Corr. (1820) L 17, I can't help making
fun of myself. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 157 The American .

.

in a dry way began to poke his fun at the unfortunate
traveller, a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady ofManor III. xxi.

250 Then you won't make fun of me, will your1 1848
Ixjwell Bigltnv P. Ser. 1. iv. 98 Stickin' together like fun.
1849 I-ytton Caxtous iq Vou would be very sorry if your
mamma were to .. break it for fun. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 11. iii, The bolts went to like fun. i860 Gen. P.
Thompson Audi Alt. III. exxvi. 82 Who knows but Volun-
teer Rifles may make a campaign in the Holy Land, and
mount guard over the production of the holy fire at Faster.'
; What fun !' 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 151 He may
pretend in fun that lie has a bad memory. 1877 M. M.
Grant Sun-Maid iii. The races are great fun. 1891 N.
Gould Double Event 1 He's such good fun, and he's >-

obliging. 1895 H. A. Kennedy in 19:-// Cent. Aug.
I suppose the wood-carver was poking fun at him';

3. Comb., asfun-loving adj.

1775 Pratt Liberal Opin. (178^ II. 119 This fun-loving
Alicia

:
1892 Daily Nesvs 14 July 5/1 A fun-loving, jolly,

prankish elf of a woman.
Fun (vi\j,v. [Perh. a dialectal pronunc. of Fon

v. y to befool (not recorded after 15th c.).]

1. trans. To cheat, hoax ; also, to cajole. Const.

of, 07/t of. Obs. exc. dial.

1685 Roxb, Ball. VII. 473 She had fund him of his Coin.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., What do you Fun me .'

Do you think to Sharp or Trick me? 1744 Ozkll tr. Bra>.-
tome's Sp. Rhodomontades (ed. 2)44 He that funs me out
of her, may boldly say, he has fun'd the best Sword in

France. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s.v., Do you
think to fun me out of it. 1812 Sporting Mag. XL. 86
Sure your lordship wouldn't be funning me. 1847-78 Halli-
well, Fun. to cheat, to deceive, Somerset. 1886 F.lworthy
W. Somerset IVord-bk. s.v., He've a-fun me out o' vower
poun.

2. [from the sb.] intr. To make fun or sport ; to

indulge in fun ; to fool, joke.
1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle x, If it be .. Christian-like .

.

to be after funning and fuddling, while a fellow-creature . .

stands before you, all but dead. 1853 W. Jk^oas Antobwg.
III. vii. 83 In later days he was often funning— I can find
no other word to express it—in ' Blackwood '. 1886 E. L
Bynner A.Surriage vi. 77 ' Ye must be funn'm', sir-r ', she
almost gasped.

Hence Firnning vbl. sb.

17*8 Gay Begg. Op. n. Air xix, Cease your funning, Force
or Cunning Never shall my Heart trapan. 1850 T. A.
Trollope impress. Wand. xxv. 377 He took upon him to
furnish amusement during the . . journey by a succession of
funning. 1879 Seguin Black For. xiii. 222 He generally
contrives that his victims shall not materially suffer from
his funning.

Fun, obs. and dial. pa. pple. of Find.

t Funa'mbulant. Obs. [as if ad. L. *funam-
butant-em

y
pr. pple. of an assumed vb. *funambu-

lare to walk on a rope, f.fiinambulus (see Fvnam-
bcxe or its elements.] A rope-walker, a funam-
bulist. So Funa'mbulate v., to walk on a

stretched rope (in mod. Diets.). Pnna'mbula-
tion, the action of walking on a rope. Funam
bulator, a rope-walker. Funa-mbulatory a.,

pertaining to rope-walking ; that walks on a rope.
1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. iv. Decay gn Hee's

fain to stand like the *Funambulant Who seems to tread
the air. 16*3 Cockeram ii, a Rope walker, Fnuambulante.
1721-92 Bailey, *F'unambulation. 1797 E. Darwin Cond.
Fetn. Ednc., Skating on the ice in winter, swimming in
summer, funambulation or dancing on the straight rope.
1676-1732 Coles, * Funambulator. .a dancer on the Ropes.
1883 Sala in Hlustr. Lond. Ne?vs n Aug., The apprentice-
ship of young children to acrobats and funambulators. 1682
Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor.x. § 1 Tread softly and circum-
spectly in this ^funambulatory Track and narrow Path of
Goodness. 17*7-41 Chambers Cyel. s.v. Funambulus, In
the floralia. .held under Galba, there were funambulatory
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elephants. i38o J. H. Ingram in Academy 28 Feb. 153/2
Funambulatory labours.

t Funa'mbule, sb. Obs. In 7 funamble.
[ad. V..fiinambul-us, {.fun-is rope + ambul-are to

walk. Cf. Y. funambule.] A rope-walker.

1697 Evelyn Numism. 277 The late Famous Funamble
Turk.

Hence Funa'mbulic a.
y
of or pertaining to rope-

walkers or rope-walking.
1867 Lond. Rev. 27 Apr. 480 M. Blondin created, as we

are told, an era in the funambulic art.

t Funa'mbule, v. Obs.-° [f. Funambule sb.]

intr. To walk on a stretched rope.

Hence f runa'mbuling' vbl.sb., the action of the

vb. Also t Funa'mbuler, a rope-walker.

1650 1>. Discolliminium 5 Now go I a funambuling, I

wish I may go steady lest I tumble. 1659 Torriano, A rte-

gatore, a tumbler, a funeambuler, a dancer 011 ropes.

Funambulist (fiasmacmbi^list), [f. asprec, +
-isr.] A performer on the tight (or slack) rope,

a rope-walker, a rope-dancer.

1793 Looker-on No. 80 T 3 What man will withhold from
the funambulist the praise of justice, who considers his

inflexible uprightness? 1824 Hebkk jrnl. (ed. 1) II. xx.

334 Tricks which proved him to be a funambulist of con-

siderable merit. 1847-8 De QuiKCBV Protestantism Wks.
VIII. 95 That would be a sad task for the most skilful of
funambulists or theological tumblers. 1896 Daily News
1 Sept. 3 A Funambulist is a gentleman who . . on a rope.

.

turns sommersaults, leaps thro' a ring, and plays on a fiddle

while whirling like a Catharine wheel.

So Puna'mbulism [see -ism], rope-walking.
1824 Dl QuiMCKV Conversation Wks. 1890 X. 280 A sort

of monster hired to play tricks offunambulism for the night.

1886 A. Ji;ssori' in Athenaeum 20 Feb. 264 Horrible lessons

of ghastly grammar and dreary funambulism ydept analysis

of the sentence.

1 Funa*mbulo. arch. [Sp.orIt.,ad.L.//7«flw-

bidus\ see Funambule.] A funambulist.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. II. xv. §2. 53 The Trickes of
Tumblers, Funambuloes, Kaladynes. a i6z6 — Let. $ Disc.

If. Savilte in Resuscitatio (1657) 227 We see the Industry,

and Practise, of Tumblers, and Funambulo's. 1895 Ar.$Q.
3th Ser. VIII. 251 The conjurors and funambuloes of our
adventurously impudent century.

Funa*mbulous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. /«-
iiambul'Us (see Funambule sb.) + -0US.] Of or

pertaining to a rope-walker.
1672 Sir T. Browne Lett. Friend (1690) 9 Tread softly

and circumspectly in this funambulous Track and narrow
Path of Goodness [cf. quot. 1682 in Funambulatory].

I
Funa'mbulus. Obs. PL. funambuli. [L.

:

see Funambule sb.] A rope-dancer.
1! 1614 Jas. Melvill Diary (1842 1 487, I saw afunambulus,

a Frenchman, play Strang and incredible prattiks upon
stented takell in the Palace-close, a 1639 Wotton in Reliq.

(1651) 434 Walking not like a Funambulus upon a Cord,
but upon the edge of a rasor. 1650 BULWBR AnthroPomet.
xxii. 240 Our Funambuli and Tumblers. 1686 Plot Staf-
fordsh. vli. 239 Spiders, .will winde up the thred shorter ti!l

it is very straight, as the Funambuli strain their roaps.

Function (fsP'rjkfan), sb. Also 6 funccion.

[a. OK. function F. fonction, cf. \i.fuuzione, Sp.

funcion), ad. h. function-em, n. of action {.fungi
(fuugor) to perform.]

fl. In etymological sense: The action of per-

forming; discharge or performance 0/" (something'.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wars vi. xciii, His hand, his eye, bis

wits all present, wrought The function of the glorious Part
he beares. 1656-31 in Blount Glossogr. 1701 Swift Con-
tests Nobles <y Com. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 50 A representing
commoner in the function of his publick calling. 1755 in

Johnson. Hence in mod. Diets.

f 2. Activity ; action in general, whether physical

or mental. Of a person: Bearing, gestures. Obs.

1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 142 A trifold kinde of life,

Actiue, which is about ciuil function, and administration.
1602 Shaks. Hani. 11. ii. 582 Teares in his eyes.. A broken
voyce, and his whole Function suiting With Formes, to Ins

Conceit. 1605 — Macb. 1. iii. 140 Function is smother'd
in surmise.

8. The special kind of activity proper to any-

thing; the mode of action by which it fulfils its

purpose. Also in generalized application, esp.

\_Phys.) as contrasted with structure.

a. of a physical organ; in early use of animal
organisms only ; later of vegetable. Often pre-

ceded by some defining word, as animal, organic,

vital, etc.

1590 Shaks. A/ids. A', in. ii. 177 Dark night, that from
the eye his function takes, The eare more quicke of appre-

hension makes. 1664 H. More Myst. Iitiq., Af>ol. 500 The
Karth. .modified into a frame fit for the functions of life.

1692 Bent-ley Boyle Led. viii. 284 If our Air had not been
a springy Elastical Body, no Animal could have exercised
the very Function of Respiration. 1704 F. Filler Med.
Gymn. (1711) 22 Animal Spirits, .serve to execute other

Functions besides that of Motion. 1797 M. Uaii.i.ie A/orb.

Anal. (1807) 285 There is little disadvantage to the animal
functions produced by this variety. 1808 Med. JmL XIX.
386 Before we can. .understand the functions of the nerves,

we must understand those of the brain. 1813 Sir H. Davy
Agric. Chem. (1814) 34 The same. .law. -is. .essential to the

functions of vegetable life. 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic
iii. (1833)51 Some accidental and temporary derangement
of the vital functions. 1838 1 . Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies
i)S3 The functions of the leaves during the day are very
different from what they are during the night. i86a Darwin
Fertil. Orchids ii. 65 These points ofstructure and function.

1881 Vines Sachs* Bot. 730 If the . . limits mentioned .. are

exceeded, the functions of the plant may . . simply come to

rest. 1886 A. WriNCHELL Walks 4 Talks Geol. Field 260 They
[Pterosaurs] foreshadowed birds, .in the flying function.

b. of the intellectual and moral powers, etc.

1604 Shaks. Oth. u. ii. 354 As her Appetite shall play the
God, With his wcake Function. 1671 Milton Samson 596
Nature within me seems In all her functions weary of her-

self. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1837) III. 192 The func-
tions of comparison, judgment, and interpretation. 1868
Farrar Silence <$ /'. ii. (1875' 33 The first function of the
conscience is to warn.

c. of things in general.

1541 R. Copland Galyetfs Terap. 2 Cj, There be two
fyrste dyfferences of the functions and actions of medycyne.
1776 Adam Smith //'. N. 1. iv. (1869) I. 25 These rude bars,

therefore, performed at this time the function of money. 1805-

17 R. Jameson Char: Min. led. 3) i8oThe letters are placed
as if all the angles and edges had different functions. 1854
Brewster More Worlds v. 93 The sun has a great function
to perform in controlling the movements of the whole system.
1862 H. Spencer L'irst Prlnc. 1. i. § 2 (1875) 8 They assert

that the sole function of the State is the protection of persons
against each other, and against a foreign foe. 187a Ruskin
Eagle's N. § 210 The function of historical painting.

4. The kind of action proper to a person as be-

longing to a particular class, esp. to the holder of

any office; hence, the office itself, an employment,
profession, calling, trade.

1333 More Confut. Barnes viii. Wks. 761/1 [B:irnes values

his own prayers above those of Our Lady and the saints]

because thesayntes be al departed hence, .and be no lenger
of our funccion. 1564 Brief Exam, *****, llarmentes make
not the person knowen by name., but his common function.

1574 c?>y£ in D. Irving Hist. Scot. Poetry ( 1861)451 The con-

travenes hereof, if they be ministers, to be secludit fra the

function. 161a Brinsley Lud. Lit. i. (1627) 1 A Discourse be-

tweene two Schoolemasters, Concerning their function. 166a

Bk. Com. Prayer Prayer Ember Week, To those which shall

be ordained to any holy function. 1706 Estcoirt Fair
Examp. iv. i, If 1 don't succeed here, I'll renounce the

Honour of my Function. 1725 Ds Foe Coy. round World
(1840' 210 Exercise no other function than that of a phy-
sician. 1791 Blrke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 85 With per-

fidy to their colleagues in function. 1795 — Regie. Peace
i. Wks. IX. 81 One of the very first acts, by which it

auspicated its entrance into function. i8ti Lamb Good Clerk
Misc. Wks. (1871) 3S5 The quill, which is the badge of his

function, stuck behind his dexter ear. 1862 Stanlev Jen:
Ch. (1877) I. xix. 369 The Jewish Prophets, .included within

their number functions so different as those of king and
peasant. 1871 Pai.graye Lyr. Poems 118 Then at thy
noble function ioil. X878 R. W. Dale Led. Preach, viii.

252 It is our function as ministers to satisfy the wants.. of

the higher life of man.

t b. collect. The persons following a profession

or trade ; an order, class. Obs.

c 1580 in Rye Cromer (1870) p. Ixiii, The Peere . . will yealde
further meanes of trade and wourke to every function.

1613 IYrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 146 The Scribes are not

a Sect, but a function. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. in.

$ 143 The Karl of Essex was rather Displeased with the

Person of the Arch- Bishop .. than Indevoted to the Func-
tion, a 1713 Kllwood Autobiog. (1765) 19, I went, .to hear

the Minister of Chinner ; and this was the last time I ever

went to hear any of that Function. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxi.

177 Thy coward function ever is in fear [said to a priest].

1732 Fielding Miser 111. iv, Never was a person of my
function so used.

c. pi. Official duties.

1550 Bale Apol. 105b, Preferrynge vyrgynyte as.. more
free to all godly funccions. 1596 Bi\ W. Barlow Three
Scrm. ii. 71 Eyther Prince or Subiect fayling in their seuerall

functions and places. X703 Malndrei.l l)onrn. Jerus. (1732)

71 More, .exact in theirfunctions than the other Monks. 1774

J. Bryant Mytltol. 1. 335 They were in some particular func-

tions the most accurate, .of anycreatures upon earth. 1792

J. Barlow Const. 0/1791, 5 The quantity of prejudice with

which their functions called them to contend. 1845 Ford
Handbk. Spain 1. 44 The mule perforins in Spain the

functions of the camel in the East. 1868 Hklps Realmah
iii. (1876) 43 Ministers are worked to death by their double
functions - parliamentary and official. _ 1874 Farhar Christ

86 Caiaphas and Annas were dividing the functions of

a priesthood which they disgraced.

5. A religious ceremony ; orig. in the Roman
Catholic Church. (Cf. It. fnuzione.)
1640 in Trans. St. Pants Eccles. Soc. 1. 46 Wee have had

neyiher prayers nor any other function her thes two yers.

1670-98 Lasskls I'oy. Italy \\. 33 Across set with Diamonds
and Pearls which the Pope wears at his breast in great
functions. 1741 Middlf.ton Cicero I. vi. 416 The dedi-

cation was not performed with any of the solemn words and
rites which such a function required. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi
jonrn. France I. 83 The Christmas functions here were
showy. 1818 H. V. Elliott Let. in Bateman Life iv. (1870*

70 These were the finest parts of the 'Function' as it is

called. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes xi, The function over,

one almost expects to see the sextons put brown hollands
over the pews. 1868 Browning Ring <v Bk. iv. 439 After
function's done with, down we go. 1884 Sat. Re?'. 7 June
745/2 On Wednesday and Thursday last week there were
functions in two adjacent Cathedrals.

b. [? after Sp. funcion: see quot. 1858.] A
public ceremony ; a social or festive meeting con-

ducted with form and ceremony.
[1858 W. Stuart Let. in Hare Story Tivo Noble Lives

(1893) '* 43 1 ' * hope that Char, s journal will have done
justice to the Rajah of Mysore and his funcion along the

road to receive her.] 1864 Kingslev Rom. fy Tent. 123
Then was held a grand function. Dietrich, .had Italy ceded
to him by a 'Pragmatic' sanction. 1878 Besant & Rice
Cetia's Arb. xxxvii, There was a Function of some kind

—

a Launch—a Reception—a Royal Visit—going on in the

Dockyard. 1884 Manch. Exam. 1 1 Nov. 5/2 The American
people are fond of functions. 1894 Dl Maurier Trilby

(1895) 333 A prandial function which did not promise to be
very amusing.

6. Math. A variable quantity regarded in its re-

lation to one or more other variables in terms of

which it may be expressed, or on the value of which
its own value depends.
[This use of the L. functto is due to Leibnitz and his

associates. A paper in the Acta Emditorum for 1692, pp.
169-170, signed 'O, V. E.', but prob. written by Leibnitz,

uses fnndiones in a sense hardly different from its ordinary
untechnical sense, to denote the various ' offices ' which a
straight line may fulfil in relation to a curve, viz. its tangent,

normal, etc. In the same journal for 1694, p. 316, Leibnit/
defines fnnctio as 'a part of a straight line which is cut off

by straight lines drawn solely by means of a fixed point,

and of a point in the curve which is given together with its

degree of curvature '
; the examples given being the ordi-

nate, abscissa, tangent, normal, etc. As the functioties (in

Leibnitz' sense) of a curve are variable quantities having a
fixed mutual relation, this use of the word easily developed
into the modern sense, which occurs in the writings of the
Bemoullis early in the 18th c. A somewhat peculiar use
occurs about 1713, in Leibnitz' Hist, ct Origo Calc. Diff.
{Math. Schriften ed. Gerhardt V. 408), where he says that

just as constant quantities ha\e their 'functions', viz.

powers and roots, so variables have also 'functions' of a
third kind, viz. differentials.]

1779 Chainbers' Cycl. (ed. Rees) s. v., The term /unction
is used in algebra, for an analytical expression any way
compounded of a variable quantity, and of numbers, or con-

stant quantities. 1789 Waring in /'////. Trans. LXXIX. 184

I et a quantity P be a function of x, or the fluent of a function

of.rxi. 1816 Bahbage, etc. tr. Lacroix's Diff. <( Int. Calc. 1

Let us take a function a little more complicated, u = axK 1837
Brewster Magnet. 145 Whether the quantity and deviation

at any point could be expressed by any function of the lati-

tude and longitude of that point. 1885 Watson & Burblry
Math. Th. Etec'r. «$• Magn. I. 242 The functions $ and
</>/, may be positive or negative. 189a J. Edwards Dijff.

Calculus i. § 6 (ed. 2) 2 When one quantity depends upon
another or upon a system of others, so that it assumes a
definite value when a system of definite values is given to

the others, it is called a function of those others. 1893
Forsyth Theory 0/Functions 8 A complex quantity iv is a

function of another complex quantity z when they change

together in such a manner that the value of -r is inde-

pendent of the differential element dz. This is Riemann's
definition.

trans/. 1876 L. Toli.emache in Forttt. Rev. Jan. no A
man's fortitude under given painful conditions is a function

of two variables.

Hence Fu/nctioned ///. a.
}
furnished with or

having a function.

1882 A then&um 18 Nov. 657,2 Imagine a spiritual being

^a»t>taced, so surrounded, and so functioned.

jfftFunction (foTjkfan), v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F.

joyctionner.']

1. intr. To fulfil a function; to perform one's

! duty or part ; to operate ; to act.

1856 Masson Chatterton 11. iv. (1874I 227 Debt, though
1 negative property, still is a kind of property, and functions

J

as such to the advantage of its possessor. z86a Marsh
Eng. Lang. 40 When played upon by an expert operator it

j
functioned, as the French say, very well. 1876 Maudsley

j

Physiol. Mind v. 328 'J'he mind will function along certain

definite lines or paths. 1889 Etttn. Rei: Oct. 533 No in-

strument of despot ism., has ever functioned with so little

noise. 1894 H. Drlmmosd Ascent Man 257 In the higher

groups the nutritive system is., the first to function, and
the last to cease its work.

b. Phys.
1878 BELL Gegenbanr's Comp>. Anat. 7 We. .know Verte-

brata in which the clefts function only for a time as respira-

tory organs. 1887 Athenrum 2QOct. 572/1 Groups, .having

the nephridia functioning as efferent ducts for the gonads.

1896 Life $ Lett. G. J. Romanes 16 But in no case had
it been shewn that they [nerves] functioned as such.

2. To hold a ' function * (see Function sb. e, b)

or ceremonial meeting. ? nonce-use.

1890 Sat. Re?: 10 May 554/1 Two other Societies . .

' functioned ' on the same day.

Hence Fu'nctioning vbt. sb. and///, a.

1881 W. S. Tuke tr. Charcot's Clin. Led. 232 Disturb-

ances resulting from the abnormal functioning of the affected

organ. 1894 Westm. Mag. 8 May 2/3 The mere show, the

social functioning and ceremony, remains, although every-

one knows that the life of the metropolis no longer expresses

itself through the City Corporation. 1694 H. Drummqnu
Ascent Man ii. 117 The still functioning muscles of the

forehead.

Functional (fp-nkfanal), a. [f. Function sb.

+ -AL.1

1. Of or pertaining to some function or office

;

official. In weaker sense: Formal.
1631 J. Rurgfs Ans?v. Rejoined'205 The title of holines is

not alwaies personal), but often functional! .. thus . . the

Levites and Priests, .were stiled holy, i860 S. Wilber-
force Addr. Ordin. 23 The validity, .of. .functional acts.

.

is not affected by the unworthiness of the appointed agent.

1874 H. R. Reynolds John Rapt. v. § 3. 351 He had
certain national, .offices to fill, for which He needed specific

and functional introduction. 1889 Pall Mall G. 23 May 5/1

Some, .functional speeches followed.

2. Phys. a. Of or pertaining to the functions of

an organ. Of diseases: Affecting the functions

only, not structural or organic, b. Of an organ :

Serving a function (opposed to rudimentary).

1843 Sib C. Scudamore Med. Visit Grd/enberg 53 It seems

probable that more than functional error in the membranes
of the brain and spinal marrow exists in this case. 187*

Darwin Emotions vi. 164 It would appear .. that the

lachrymal glands do not.. come to full functional activity

at a very early period of life. 1874 Maudslky Respons. in

Ment. Dis, U. 44 It is with so-called functional disease*
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such as epilepsy, chorea, neuralgia. 1884 Casscil's Family
Mag. Feb. 143/2 Functional disease of the heart.

trans/. 1864 Reader 24 Dec. 792/2 The stage never
needed a tonic more. There are many indications of re-

turning health, amid all its symptoms of weakness and
functional derangement. 1875 Blake Zool. 25 The hoofs
may be . . 2 functional and 2 rudimental, as in the greatest

number of ruminant types. 1879 Sir G. Scott /.tv/. Archit,
II. 190 My last lecture brought the subject of vaulting to

its full functional development.

3. Math. Of or pertaining to a function : see

Function sb, 6.

1806 Gomtertz in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 176 This theorem
evidently supposes that the functional values of J>z are
distinct in the general expression for the sum of the series.

1815 Babbage Ibid. CV. n. 390 A functional equation is

said to be of the first order, when it contains only the first

function of the unknown quantity. Ibid., a, /?, y, &c. are
known functional characteristics. 1860 Boole Finite Diff.
xi. 218 The most general definition ofa functional equation
is that it expresses a relation arising from the forms of
functions ; a relation therefore which is independent of the
particular values of the subject variable.

Hence Functiona'lity, functional character; in

Math. , the condition of being a function. Ftrnc-
tionalixe v., to place or assign to some function

or office (Webster 1864).
1871 Earls Philol. Eng. Tongue § 252 The old native

Latin, whose vitality and functionality was all but purely
factional. 1879 Cavlev in Eucyel. Frit. IX. 818/1 Func-
tionality in Analysis is dependence on a variable or
variables.

Functionally (fogkfonali), adv. [f. Func-
tional a. + -ly -J In a functional manner ; v ith

respect to the functions ; in the discharge of the

functions.

1820 \V. Lawrence Lect. ii. 163 The organ is said to be
functionally disordered. 1846 Owen Brit, Fossil Matttm.
433 The horned Ruminants, for example, manifest transi-
torily in the embryo-state the germs of upper incisors and
canines, which disappear before birth, but which were
retained and functionally developed in the cloven-footed
Anoplothere. 1854 Woodward Mollusca -1856) 256 Its

muscle becomes 1 functionally! an adductor. 1879 H. Spencer
Data of Ethics xi. 188 Functionally produced modifi-
cations. i88z Vines Sachs' Bot. 919 The male organs of
species-hybrids are functionally weak to a higher degree
than the female organs.

Functionarism (fcrgkjaniriz'm). {f. Func-
tionary + -ism.] The system of administration
by means of functional ies ; the characteristic bear-
ing and manner of functionaries ; officialism.

184a Tail's Mag. IX. 177 That new power which in ibis

country is termed official patronage, and which Mr. Laing
calls tunctionarism. 1851 Ht. Martineao Hist. Peace
(1877) III. iv. xiii. 121 By a rapid and perpetual extension of
functionarism . . he was casting a net over France. 1880
Contemp. Re:'. Mar. 432 Functionarism is one of the most
characteristic phenomena in Germany. 1885 Sat. Rev,
3 Oct. 463 What Mr. Newmarch called 'functionarism' in
opposition to individualism—the State undertaking the
fu notions of the individual.

Functionary .'fo-rjkfanari), sb. [f. Function
sb. + -aby 1, after V.fouc/ionuain.] One invested
with a function; one who has certain functions or

duties to perform ; an official.

1791 Blrke Th. Fr. Affairs Wks. VII. 10 Their republick
is to have a first functionary as they call him) under the
name of king, or not, as they think fit. 1816 J. Scott Vis.
Paris (ed. 5) Pref. 61 Several houses have been burnt, and
an unfortunate functionary cut to pieces. 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuz. (C. D. ed.) 195 A female functionary, a nurse.

1879 Froude Cxsar xviii. 303 Legitimate functionaries to
carry on the government.

Functionary, a. [f. Fdnotich sb. + -ary -.]

1. —Functional 2.

18M-34 Cootfs Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 59 The disea-e
may. .commence in some structural or functionary affection
of the abdominal organs.

2. Official; —Functional!.
i86» Mkrivai.e Rom. Em/. (1865) VI. xlix. 118 In order

that these offices should be adequately filled, it was neces-
sary to maintain this functionary reservoir constantly at
the same exalted level. 1882-3 Schajfs Etuycl. Relig.
hnowt. II. 1310 The functionary duties of the Levites.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 23 Aug. 2/3 Let us have done with these
fictions of functionary superiority.

Functionate ^fff'rjkfww't), v. Somewhat rare,

[f. as prec. + -ate 3.] intr. To perform one's

function; to work, operate; to officiate. Hence
Functionating vbl. sb., in quot. attrib,
1856 Lever Martins ofCrdM. 149 The worst of the class

is, they'll only functionate for your grand dinners, and
they leave your every-day meal to some inferior in the de-
partment. 1869 Daily News n June. The reflective faculty
remains in undisturbed repose. As the French say, it does
nut 'functionate'. 1873 E. H. Ci.akke Sex in Educ. 40
The muscles and the brain cannot functionate in their best
wayat the same moment. 1891 D. Wilson Right Hand
187 The existence, then, of greater nutrition and greater
functionating ability in the left hemisphere might well be
assumed.

Fnnctionize (fcTjkJ.in.-iz), v. rare. [f. Func-
tion sb, + -ize.] » Function v. i .

1868 N. Pokier Human Intellect Introd. iv. § 41. 55 A
soul that is self-conscious is not so singular as a brain
funetionizing about itself and its own being.

Functionless (fonkfanles^ a. [f. as prec. +

-less.] Having no function : chiefly in physio-
logical sense. Cf. Function sb. 3 a.

1836 Fonhi-anque Eng. muter Seven Admin. (1837) III.

296 Its nominal functionless minister. 1839-47 Todo Cycl.

Ana-'. III. 238/1 Clavicles -. almost obsolete and function-
less. 1871 Darwin Desc. .Van I. i. 29 The os coccyx in

man, though functionless as a tail, plainly represents this

part in other vertebrate animals. 1879 A. W. Bennett
ID Aiademy 32 A fifth stamen, which however is functionless,

i so far as the ordinary purpose of stamens is concerned.
1889 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 6/2 These organs are quite

• functionless as wings. 1894 J. R. ItUNGWORTH Personality
ii. (1895) 52 Capabilities .. which we cannot conceive ulti-

mately frustrated and functionless.

Fund [fvnd\ sb. [ad. l,.fund-us the bottom;
also, a piece of land. Cf. Fond sb.

Fund and fond were used indiscriminately in the 17th c.

;

in the iSth c. fond went out of use. The senses represent
those of V.foud,fonds, rather than those of L, fundus ]

tl. The bottom; in vaiious applications ; occas.

Phys. = Fundus. /;/ thefund { = F. dans Icfond,
anfond)-, at bottom, fund ofgrass : a low-lying
grass-plat. Cf. Bottom 4 b. Obs.
1677 Gale Crt. GcntitcsW. iv. 36Anadventhiousjoy,whicti

hath no funde or bottome. 1682 H. .More Annot, GlanvilCs
Lux 0. 18 Objects of Sight, whose Chief, if not onely Images,
are in the fund of the Eye. 1705 Vanbrugh Cot/fed. iv. Wks!
(Rtldg.) 431/2 In the fund she is the softest, sweetest,

' gentlest lady breathing. 1709 Brit, Apollo II. No. 77. 2 1

A Glass-Bubble, .fix'd.. to the Fund ofa Vessel. 1712 J.

j

James tr. Lc Blond's Gardening 61 Rowling-Greens, or

;
hollow Funds of Grass. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr.

1
(1757) II. 281 So that the Wound may be closed in its

1 whole Length, from the Fund to the outward Orifice, a 1761

I

Law Comf. Weary Pilgr. (18091 58 This depth is called
the center, the fund or bottom of the soul.

t b. A coach-seat. (Cf. F. carrosse a deux
' fouds.) Cbs.

1699 M, Lister Joum. Paris 12 The Coaches.. of the

;

great Nobility, .have two Seats or Funds.

C. ofa medal.
1697 Evelyn Numism. vi. 214 Moulding Medals. .in case

I

they polish the Fund with any Tool, 'twill seem to lave
!

been trimm'd with more Niceness and Formality than is

Genuine.

T 2. Foundation, groundwork, ha? is ; only in

immateiial sense; — Fond sb. 1. Upon one's own
fund', on one's own account. Obs.

1677 GaLF. Crt. Gentiles II. in. 143 A secret desire of Inde-
pendence., is graven on the very fund of our corrupt nature.

1699 Bf.nti.ey Phal. 75 The only Fund for this Conjecture
is Hermippus's Relation of Pythagoras's Death. 1729 But-
ler Serin. Wks. 1S74 II. 12 Weak ties indeed, and what
may afford fund enough for ridicule. 1745 De Foe Eng.
Tradesman Introd. ("1841) I. 3 The.. British product, being
the fund of its inland trade. 1748 H. Walpolf. Corr. (1837)
II. exciii. 230, I took to him for h's resemblance to you;
but am grown to love him upon his own fund.

3. Source of supply; a permanent stock that can

be drawn upon :

fa. of material things. Rarely//. Obs.

t
1695 Woodward Mat. Hist. Earth t. (1723) 52 The Matter

I it self [being] restored to its original Fund and Promptuarv.
I

the Earth. 1716 R. Cotes in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 69 For
let A B, represent the plane of the Horizon . . K F, a fund of
Vapours or Exhalations at a considerable height above us.

1725 Wodrcnv Corr. (1843) III. 231, I know not what funds
they have of the papers of those times. 1757 A. Cooper Dis-
tiller 1. xviii. (1760) 79 Nor is this the only Fund of their
Brandies. 1793 N. Vansittart Refl. Propriety Peaee 127
Ail inexhaustible fund of recruits maybe drawn from Hun-
gary. 1796 Morse Amer. Geo/;. I. 757 The northern parts
are covered with wood, among which is an inexhaustible
fund of large timber.

b. of immaterial things; = Fond sb. 2: some-
times with mixture of sense 2. t Out of one's own
fund [ = F. de son propre fouds] : from one's own
stock of knowledge, out of one's own head.

rt 1704 T. Brown Wit, (1707) I. 11. 81 The translating
most of the French letters gave me as much trouble as f
I had written them out of my own fund. 1723 De Foe
Col. Jack '1840) 185 Nor had I a fund of religious know-
ledge^ 1769 Junius Lett. xvi. 73 There is a fund of good
sense in this country, which cannot be deceived. 1770 Lang-
horne Plutarch (1879) I* 400/1 Learning, .ought not to
be considered as mere pastime and an useless fund for talk.

1832 Ht. Mariineau Life in Wildsvi. 80 When we get such
afundoflabourasthis at our command. 1863 Mrs C. Clarke
Shahs. Char. xii. 300 Beatrice possesses a fund of hidden
tenderness beneath her exterior gaiety and sarcasm. 1877
A. B. Edwards Up Mile vi. 134 1'he Painter, .brings a fund
of experience into the council.

4. a. sing. A stock or sum of money, esp. one
1 set apart for a particular purpose. Cf. Fond sb. 3.

,
Sinkingfund-, see Sinking vbl. sb,

1694 Massachusetts Law 27 Oct.. A fund for the repayment
of all such sums. 1726-7 Swift Gulliver 1. vi, Or, if that
fund be deficient, it is largely supplied by the crown. 1764
Goi.nsM. Tram, 202 And e'en those ills, that round his
mansion rise, Enhance the bliss his scanty fund supplies.

179S Gcn'l. Mag. 544/2 The principal projector of the fund
for decayed musicians. 1838 Dickens Mich. Xick. xvi,
A .-mall fund raised by the conversion of some spare clothes
into ready money. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv, 25 'There is

a reserve fund, valued at from two to three times the
amount of the yearly expenditure.

b. pi. Money at a person's disposal
; pecuniary

resources. (7i? be or put) infunds-, in possession
of money.
1728 Young Love Fame 1. (1757) 86 By your revenue

measure your expence ; And to your funds and acres join your
sense. 1798 Picion L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886' II. 225 Your
Committee has little doubt of its bringing into the Corpora-
tion Funds a sum of money. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. i.v. §2.
(i876'4i Funds which have not yet found an investment. 1849
ThacJCEKAY Pendcnnis (1885) II. 17 When he had no funds
he went on tick. 1873 C. Robinson N. S. Wales 93 An

additional guarantee from the public funds of one-half the
cost of building. 1879 Miss Braddon Clot'. Foot II. i. it

When he was In funds he preferred a hansom. 1895 Bunn
in Law Times XCIX. 545/1 With a view to putting the
society in funds to pay its out-of-pocket disbursements.

5. t a. sing. A poition of revenue set apart as a
security for specified payments. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., A Staunch Fund,

a good Security. 11715 Burnet Own Time {1734) II. 209
The parliament went on slowly in fixing the fund for the
Supplies they had voted. 1726-31 TiNDAL Rapin's Hist.
Eng. (1743} II. xvn. 135 Some good fund should be assigned
her for the payment of what was due. 1740 W. Douglass
Disc. Curr. Brit, Plant. Amer. 13 The 500,000/. lately pro-
posed without Fund or Period. 1776 Adam Smith W. .V.

v. iii. 11869) !*• 5 ] 3 The first general mortgage or fund, con-
sisting of a prolongation to the first of August 1706, of
several different taxes which would have expired within
a shorter term.

fig. 1819 j. Marshal!. Const. O/in. (1839) 152 Industry,
talents and integrity constitute a fund which is as confidently
trusted as properly itself.

b. 'j'he public) funds-, the stock of the national
debt, considered as a mode of investment.
(The origin of this sense may perh. be illustrated by phrases

like ' to invest in securities''.)

1713 Steele Engliskm. No. 55. 333 Meihouglt my Mony
chink*d..for joy of the Safely of the rest I have in the
Funds. 1783 CowrER Let. 23 Nov.. If he be the happiest
man who has least money in the funds. 1809 R. Langforo
Introd. 'Trade 52 Funds is a general term for money lent to
government, and which constitutes the national debt. 1848
Thackeray Can. Fair xx, Look what the funds were on
the ist of March. 1875 \V. S. Hayward Love agst. World
ii. 10 He.. must have clo'-e on a hundred and fifty thousand
in the funds.

f 6. In sense of I,, fundus : Alarm. Cbs.~*
1708 Motttlx Rabelais '1737) V. -30 You to your, .rural

Fund migrate.

7. Printing. — Fount-. Also attrib.

1683 [see Fount'*]. 1695 Spethnen of Let. to Univ. iy
Dr. John Fell, 5 Pair of Fund Cases. 1709 Tanner Let.

3 Oct. in Hearne Collect. II. .', = 8 They can have a new fund
of Letter from Holland.

8. Comb., fund-holder, one who has money
invested in the public funds ; so fund-holding
ppl. adj.; fund-lord(formed by Cobbctt after land-

lord), a magnate whose position is due to wealth
invested in the funds; fund-monger, one who
speculates in the public fund? ; whence fund'
mongering\b\. sb.

1797 Fox Sp. Assessed Tax Bill 14 Dec. Sp. '1815) VI.
375 Would you tax theproperty of the *ftmd-holder ? 1812
H. Campbell in Examiner 25 May 333 1 In 1688.. the
fundholder received about 80 quartern loaves for bis pound
sterling annuity. 1878 F. Harrison in Fortn. Rev. Nov. 67
If the Sovereign State borrows money at 3 per cent., it. .

confers on the fundholder a legal right. 1825 Corbf.tt Rur.
Rides (1830) I. 81 The taxes being, in fact, tripled by Peel's

Bill, the -fundlords increase in riches. 1888 Pall Mall' G.
18 Apr. 31 The Rothschild family, .those land-absorbing
Fund-lords. 1862 .V. V. 'Tribune 12 June (Cent.) Importing
that the present civil war has been got up by jobbers,
swindlers and 'fund-mongers. 1886 .V. Amer. Rev. Sept.
CXLIII, 210 Thoroughly imbued with its hostility to per-

petual debt and 'fund-mongering.

Fund (fond), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. Originally, to provide a ' fund ' sec

Fund sb. 5) for the regular payment of the interest

on (an amount of public debt} ; hence, to convert

(a floating debt) into a more or less permanent
debt at a fixed rate of interest.

i776[see Funded///, a }. 1789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859)
II. 584 If they fund their public debt judiciously. . I believe
they will be able to borrow any sums they please. 1802
Addincton in G. Rose Diaries (i860) I. 513 Exchequer
bills, which he says he shall., fund. 1845 M'O'lloch
Taxation in. ii. (1852) 454 Had it been funded in a six and
a quarter or six and a half per cent, stock, the interest

might have been reduced five and twenty years ago to 4 or

4$ per cent.

2. To put into a fund or store (see Fcnd sb, 3 V ;

to collect ; to store (immaterial things).
1806-7 J- Berf.sford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vn.

Introd., I have been little in a humour for.. noting them
down in my tablets;— I have funded a few loose agonies,
however. [? Allusion to sense i.) 1845 Fork Handbk. Spain
I. 50 Every day and everywhere we are unconsciously fund-
ing a stock of treasures and pleasures of memory. 1879
Family Herald XI-III. 109 A reserve of lion-like courage
was funded ready for use in that dull mass of matter.

3. To put money) in the 'funds' (see Fund sb,

5 b'; to invest.

1855 Thackeray Ncwcomcs II. 48, I. R. sent a hundred
pounds over to his father, .who funded it in his son's name.
4. intr. Tofund up: to ' pay up 1

,
provide funds.

1888 PBHH Man with Shadow II. xix. 223 You will have
to fund up among the rest, if you don't want to see your
poor parson in rags.

Hence Funding///, a., in sense I.

a 1852 Moore Country Dance $ Quad. oS (Job 11 BullJ un-
fleeced by funding block heads.

Fund, Fund- : see Found, Found-.

Fundable (f»ndab'l), a. [f. Fund v. + -abli:.]

Capable of being funded.
1884 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. n '2 As for the Ten-Forties,

they are now selling at their fundable value.

Fundaco, obs. form of Fondaco.
Fundal (firndal), a. [f. Funt-us + -al.] Relat-

ing to the fundus or base of an organ.
1889 T. M. Duncan Led. Dis. Worn. x. fed. 4) 59 In-

flammation. .of the fundus uteri, fundal endometritis.
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FTJNDALITY.

T Funda'lity. Obs. Feudal Law. [ad. med.L.
j

fundilitas , i.fuiu/dlis, f. L.. fundus an estate. Cf. '

F. fotidaliU.] See quot.)

1611 Cotgr., Foudatite, fundalitie; right of, or interest in,

thesoyle; the title or estate of the Lord of a soyle.

II Funda'men. Obs. rare. [L., f. fundare to

Found.] Foundation, basis.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. IV. 168 Plato makes Religion

to be the principal Fundamen of a Republic. 1678 Ibid.

III. 131 The fundamen of clearing God from being the

Author of sin is [etc.].

Fundament (fondament). Also j found-
ment. Forms: 3-6 fond(e)-,found(e)-,ftmd(e)-

ment, ,4-5 occas. in pi. -mens), 4, ; fonda-, 5-7

foundament, 5, J
fundamente, 4- fundament.

[ME. fondement, a. OF. foinkment :-L. funda-

ment-urn, i. fundare (see Found ».*), f. fundus
bottom : see Fund sb. The form fundament is

directly from the Lat., and is therefore strictly a

distinct word tromfoundment, but it is convenient

to treat them together on account of the occurrence

of mixed forms.]

1 1. The foundation or base of a wall, building,

etc. Obs.
IZ97 R. Glouc (1724) 131 Lat delue vnder be fundement,

& bou schalt bi nebe fynde A water pol. 13. .
Senyn Sag.

21 12 iW.) Thai to-rent ston fram ston, The fondement

to-brast anon. 1377 Laxgl. P. PI. B. xix. 322 pere-with

grace bigan to make a good foundement.-And watteled it

and walled it with his peynes & his passioun. 1426 Aude-
j.ay Poems 23 >if the fondment be false, the werke most

nede falle. 1481 Caxton Godfrey 248 The fondementes of -

it ben in the holy montaynes. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II. 261 Ane castelL.Quhairof the fundament restisjit to se.

1558 Kf.nnedv Compend. Tract, in IVodr. Soe. Misc.

'1S44) 160 Thaye did big firmelye on that sure roke and

fundament.
trout/, and fig. a 1300 Cursor M. 21739 It [be croice] es

. . Fondement of ur clergi . c 1375 St. Leg. Saints, Petrus 9

For-bi cane criste apone hym lay be fundament of haly

kirk. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XIV. J99 Elles is al owre

labour loste . . if fals be be foundement. 138* Wyclh
Prov. viii. 25 Whan he heeng vp the foundemens of

the erthe. (-1449 Pecock Repr. 438 It [Cephas] is also

a word of Sire tunge in which it is as miche to seie as

fundament or ground or stable. 1511 Fisher Serin, agst.

Luther Wks. 11876) 321 That grete foundament of the ,

chirche and most stable stone. 1678 Butler Hud. 111.

ii. 1598 As in Bodies Natural The Rump's the Fundament
of all.

fb. A surface on which to stand, footing. Obs.

c 1418 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 243 Ther fete fallen fonde-

ment.

t 2. fig.
= Foundation 6. Obs.

£1374 Chaucer Booth, rv. pr. iv. 100 iCamb. MS.) 'the

which thing sustenyd by a stronge fowndeinent of lesouns.

1474 Caxton Chcssc 71 The first fondement of Justyce is

that no man sholtl noye ne greue other. T481 Vyrr. it.

xxv. 117 The sonne is the foundement of alle hete and of

alle tyme. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 27 Articulis. .as

thay ar contcmt in the creid quhair thay haiff thair gruud

and fundment prowine be the halie writ. 1536 Bellenden

Cron. Scot. (l8a«) II. 105, I think it expedient, .to preche

first the foundment of the Cristin faith. 1554 Knox Godly

Let. Cj, The fundament and reason, why, he wil neither

offer sacrefice to Idols, neither yet defyle hys mouthe with

their names. 1677 Gale Crt Gcntiles 1L
.

IV
- 45 There is

nothing in Moralitie but has sotnj: relation to . . human
nature as its subject and fundament.

3. The lower part of the body, on which one sits
;

the buttocks ; also, the orifice of the intestines, the

anus. In birds, the vent.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6340 pe luber pef. .smot him boru

be fondement. c 1340 Cursor M. 22395 (Fairf.) Alle be tilb

of his magh salle breste out atte his fondament for drede.

«

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. exevii. 174 He .. with a spere

smote the noble knyght in to the foundament soo that his

bowels comen oute there, i486 Bi: St. A Hans C v, Anoynt

hir fundement with Oyll. IS33 Elvot Cast. Helthe 11539)

56 b, It amendeth the affectes of. .the fundement. 1607 Top-

sell .FoKr-/ Beasts' 1658)148 The falling of the fundament.

1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 35 Cock chickens made bare

at the Fundament. 1698 Sir R. Sibbai.d in Phil. Trans.

XX. 266 He hath passed Three by the Fundament. 1727

Swift Gulliver 111. v, The orifice of the fundament. 1754

Connoisseur No. j F 12 Applying his foot directly to my
fundament. 1871 Napheys Prev. «r Cure Dis. 11. IV. 546

The end may be attained by the pressure of a warm cloth

against the fundament
To. Comb., as fundament-bot (see quot.).

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 261 The CEstrus hxmorrhoidalis, or

funaament-bot.

4. (See quot.)

1894 Gould Illnstr. Diet. Med. etc., Fundament, in

embryology, the rudiment.

t II- O. The action offounding or establishing ;

also, something that is founded, an institution. Obs.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 250 Our foundement was first of I
e

obere. 1513 Douglas rEneis III. i. 37 Begouth I first set

wallis of a citie Allthocht my fundment was inforlunale.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 6 Thay .. maid the

first foundement of the nobil realme of France.

Fundamental (frmdame'ntal), a. and sb. [ad.

mod.L. fundamentdlis, f. fundamentum : see

Fundament and -al. Cf. Y.fonda/ueulal.']

A. adj.

1 1. Of or pertaining to the foundation or base

of a building. Obs.

1611 CORVAT Crudities 503 Conrade .. placed the first

fundamental! stone with his ownc handea. 1632 I.rnu.uw

Ttav. 111.123 Tile fundamental! walls yel exlant. t 1650

fi04

Z. Boyd in Zum's Fleeter* (1855) Introd. 50 Christ the

fundamental stone. 1769 Middlesex Jrnt. 12-14 Sept. 2/2 I

Near 300/. expended in fundamental repairs [of a tavern].

tb. Having a foundation, fixed, not temporary.

Obs. rare~ x
.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 18 'Let us build here

three tabernacles ', movable tilts? No; fundamental and
constant habitations.

2. Of or pertaining to the foundation or ground-

work, going to the root of the matter.

i 1449 Pecock Repr. 111. xix. 413 Aftir sure fundamental
encerche. 1658 A. Fox IVnrlz' Surg. 1. vi, 25 The^ true

signs, whereby you may have a fundamental information of

a wounds condition. 1655 Pearson Creed (1839) 5 If there

be any fundamental distinction in the authority of the

testimony. 1781 J.Moore VieivSoc.lt. (1790) I. viii. 80 Before

they could submit to such a fundamental change, i860

Tyndall Gtac. II. i. 227 The fundamental analogy of sound

and light is thus before us. 1868 M. Pattison Academ.
Org. v. 120 The consideration involves the fundamental

question of what is a University.

3. Serving as the foundation or base on which

something is built. Chiefly and now exclusively

in immaterial applications. Hence, forming an

essential or indispensable part of a system, institu-

tion, etc. Const, to rarely of).

1601 Shaks. Alts Well in. i. 2 Now haue you heard The
fundamental! reasons of this warre. 1641 Vind. Smec-

tymnuut iv. 56 Fundamental! laws are not subject to

alteration. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Itnpr. (1653) 223

The Sheath and plough-head, which is the materiall funda-

mental! peece in the Plough, must be made of heart of Oak.

1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. xi. 235 Samson applied himself to

.the two pillars most fundamental! to the roof of Dagons

Temple, a 1705 Howe in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. Ixxxix.

2 Former mercies are fundamental to later ones. 1718 Prior

Power 217 Their ills all built on life, that fundamental ill. 1771

Junius Lett. lix. 304 The fundamental principles of Chris-

tianity may still be preserved. 1785 Reid Int. Pmvers 608

The fundamental rules of poetry and music and painting,

and dramatic action, and eloquence, have always been

the same, and will be to the end of the world. 1835 J.

Harris 67. Teacher (1837) 87 The existence of the Deity is

a truth fundamental of every other. 1863 Geo. Eliot

Romola III. xx, The ideas of strict law and order were

fundamental to all his political teaching. 1876 Mozley
Univ. Serm. iv. (1877)88 How low down in a man some-

limes, .lies the fundamental motive which sways his life !

b. Primary, original ; from which others are

derived.
1 1449 Pecock Repr. in. xii. 350 Noon fundamental

cromcler or Storier writith therof saue Girald. 1868

Carpenter in Sci. Opin. 6 Jan. 174/2 Of the most varied

shapes, apparently referrible to the Astrortuza limicola as

their fundamental type. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. VII.

262 In the noun the nominative was regarded as the funda-

mental case. 1879 tr. Scmper's Aniiu. Life 11 To show .

.

how such a change in the organ might be effected side by

side with permanence of the fundamental form. 1881

Westcott & Hort6>£. .V. T. Introd. § 15 The fundamental

editions were those of Erasmus, .and of Slunica.

C. esp. Math, and Cryst.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 30 Diuide the side of your Funda-

mental! Cube into so many a:quall partes. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. 11. 47 Therefore we will demonstrate the

fundamental Diagram of the Mathematical Scale. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fundamental Diagram, a Pro-

jection of the Sphere in a Plane &c. 1721-91 in Bailey.

1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. led. 3) 120 A fundamental

figure is said to be acuminated when [etc.l. 1875 Everett
C.G.S.Syst. UnitsW. 7 The quantities commonly selected

to serve as the fundamental units are—a definite length,

a definite mass, a definite interval of time. 1881 Minchin
Unipl. Kinemat. 235 In virtue of the fundamental equations

(2) of No. 2, we have [etc.]. 1888 Lochwoods Diet. Meek.
Engin., Fundamental Circle or Base Circle, a curve which

is rolled over by a generating circle in the production of

cycloidal curves. 1893 Forsyth Th. Functions 591 There

is considerable freedom of choice of an initial region of

reference, which may be called a fundamental region. Ibid.

603 It is a circle being the inverse of a line ; it is unaltered

by the substitutions of the new group, and it is therefore

called the fundamental circle of this group.

4. Of strata : Lying at the bottom.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 42 Mr. Eversman. .tells us that

the fundamental rock of Scotland is a mass of the granitic

I kind. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 202 The fundamental

rock.. is a black slate. 1861 W. Fairuairn Addr. Brit.

Assoc, He has proved the existence of a fundamental

gneiss, on which all the other rocks repose.

5. Biol, and Bot. (See quots.)

1856 Henslow Diet. Bot. Terms, Fundamental-organs,

the nutritive organs absolutely essential to the existence of

the individual. 1866 Trust. Bot., Fundamental, constituting

the essential part of anything; in a plant, the axis and its

appendages. 1881 Vines Sachs' Bot. 155 Epidermal and

fundamental tissues. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fundamental

1 organs, term applied by von Baer to the primary structures

which directly issue from the blastoderm in the form of

, tubes, and from which the permanent organs or structures

I
are developed. 1894 Gould Illnstr. Diet. Med., etc., Fun-

damental Tissue, in biology, unspecialized parenchyma;

[
those tissues of a plant through which the fibro-vascular

i bundles are distributed.

6. Mus. Applied to the lowest note of a chord,

considered as the foundation or ' root ' of it ; also

i to the tone produced by the vibration of the whole
' ofa sonorous body, as distinguished from the higher

tones or Harmonics produced by that of its parts.

I uudaiucntal bass, a low note, or series of low notes,

forming the root or roots of a chord or succession of chords.

Fundamental chord, an old name for the common chord ;

now extended to any chord formed of harmonics of the

fundamental tone.

1751 tr. Ramcaus Treat. Mus. ii. 9 Of the Fundamental

FUNDATORIAL.
Bass. Ibid. x. 28 Any one of the Notes contained in the

fundamental Chords. 1825 Danneley Encycl. Mus., Funda-
mental Movement, progression or movement of that species

of bass. Ibid., Fundamental Sound, the gravest sound or

generator. 1828 Busby Mus. Man., Fundamental Bass,

that bass on which the superincumbent harmony is_ founded

;

or of which the superior parts of the accompanying chord

constitute the third, fifth, and eighth. Ibid., Fundamental
Chord, a chord consisting of the third, fifth and eighth, of

the fundamental bass. 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic viii.

(1833) 181 This sound is called the fundamental sound of

the string. 1876 tr. Blaserna's Sound i. 18 The note is the

lowest that the pipe can give, for which reason it is called

the fundamental note of the pipe. 1876 Stainer & Barrett

Diet. Mus. T., Fundamental tones, the tones from which

harmonics are generated. 1889 E. Prout Harmony iii. § 61

Our ' fundamental chord '—that is, a chord composed of

the harmonics of its fundamental tone, or generator. Ibid.

ix. § 197 We here meet, .with a 'fundamental discord '.

•1 7. jocularly. Of or pertaining to the funda-

ment or ' seat ', posterior.

1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. (1774 1 65, I lingered behind,

detained by my fundamental malady. 1828 Blacfr.v. Mag.
XXIV. 184 He fixes his fundamental feature upon the outer

edge of a chair. *

Hence Pnndame'ntalness.
1727 in Bailey vol. II.

B. sb.

1. A leading or primary principle, rule, law, or

article, which serves as the groundwork of a system

;

an essential part. Chiefly in //. ; the sing, is obs.

or arch.

1637 Crt. f, Times Chas. I (1848) II. 26^3 They have

composed a symbol of fundamentals, which both the

Lutherans and Calvinists do hold without interfering one

with another. 1641 Vind. Smcetymnuus iv. 60 How then

is Episcopacie one of the fundamentals of the kingdome?

1650 H. Brooke Conscn: Health 24 A Fundamental! In

Physic, a 1652 J. Smith Set Disc. VI. v._ (1821) 228 Relying

upon this known fundamental, viz. That there is no

prophecy revealed but by one of these two ways. 1704

Nelson Fest. ft Fasts vii. (1739) 540 The same Apostle

mentions as a Fundamental, not only. . Baptism but also the

laying on of Hands. 1862 Merivale Rom. Eiup. 11865)

IV. xxxix. 373 They permitted little deviation .. from

these great fundamentals. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. i. 16

There is an odd tenacity of life in the fundamentals of.

.

legends. 1878 Morley Vauvenargucs 11 Very faint and

doubtful as to even the fundamentals—God, immortality,

and the like.

b. //. Fundamental requisites. ? nonce-use.

1864 E. Burritt IVali/r. Lotul. to John d Groats 358

Bread, bacon, and butter. Their stock of these fundamentals

was exhausted.

2. Mus. Short forfundamental lone or note : see

A. 6. Formerly = key-note.}

1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Fundamental, in music, denotes

the principal note of a song or composition, to which all the

rest are in some measure adapted, and by which they are

swayed. 1825 Danneley Encycl. Mus., Fundamental, the

principal note or root of a harmony, concordant or dis-

cordant.

Fundamentality to ndament.x'liti). [f. prec.

+ -ity.] The quality or state of being fundamental.

1721-92 Bailey, lundamcntality, the belonging to the

Foundation. 1816 \V. Taylor in Monthly Re-o. LXXX. 367

More of fundamentality in the research. 1840 Gladstone

Ch. Princ. 301 The fundamentality of a given proposition 111

religion.

Fundamentally (fondamc-ntali), atlv. [1. as

prec. + -ly -.] In a fundamental manner.

+ 1. From the foundation or bottom upwards,

thoroughly. Obs.

i6o» F. Hering Anat- 21 Fundamentally learne the Noble

Art of Physicke. 1658 A. F'ox IVurtz' Surg. 1. iii. 7 « ' s

undeniable, that wounds ought to be cured fundamentally,

not superficially. 1662 Plity Taxes 27 Men .. cobble up

old houses, until they become fundamentally irreparable.

2. In fundamental or essential matters or points,

as regards fundamentals, essentially.

1628 T. Spencer Logick 236 To conclude this point of

Connext axiomes ; I hope it doth now appeare, that, they

are fundamentally, and indeed no other but simple. 1664

H. More Myst. Iniq. 110 There can be nothing more

fundamentally Antichristian than it. 1701 J. Law Couuc

Trade 11751) 5 Such as fundamentally, at least understand

arithmetic and accompts. 1748 Chesterf. Lett. 16 Feb.

(1870) My health . . though not fundamentally bad, yet .

wanted some repairs. 1790 Burke Ft. Rev. Wks. V. 125

The simple governments are fundamentally defective. 1827

Yeats Tec/in. Hist. Comm. 325 Fundamentally, the process

consists in [etc.]. 1880 H. James Diary 0/Man 0/1 i/ty 324

I was fundamentally not the least addicted to thinking en!

% 3. jocularly. At the fundament or ' seat .

1836 E. Howard R. Ree/er v, Oh ! those floggings, how

deceptive they were, and how much I regretted them when

I came to understand the thing fundamentally. 1842 Lsee

Dephlogisticate v. 2}

t Fnndamentive, <»• Obs. rare. [f. I unda-

ment + -ive.] Original.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 58 There were in Ierusalem

three factions. F.leazers . . was the fundamentiue and first

tFu-ndative, a. Obs. [f. L. type *Junda-

tivus. f. fundare : see Found v.1 and -ative.]

Tending to found or originate.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. rv. 14 The Divine Bonnie .

.

is . . constitutive and fundative of althings.

Ftindatorial (fondato^rial), a. rare. [f. I

type *funddtdri-us (see next) + -Al.] Pertaining

or proper to a founder.

1892 1'kli man Hist. Ess. Scr. 11. xvi. 30s The Queen issues

the document by virtue of her ' fundatoi ial '
powers.

1.



FUNDATORY.
+ rtrndatory, a. Obs. [f. i„ type *fundd-

tonus, i. funddrc : see FoOND v. 1 and -okv.]
Having the function or effect of founding (an
institution).

1635 Pagitt Chrisliauoer. in. 11636) 67 The Fnndatory
Letters, or Statutes of the Foundation of the said Monastery.
t Fundatrix. Obs. [mod.L.fundti/rix, (em.

of L.futiddtor, agent-n. {.fundarc : see Found e>.-]

= Foundress ',

1549 Ridley in Bradford's Wks. (1853! II. 371 The
fundatrix purpose was wondrous godly, her fact was godly.

Funded (fc-nded),///. a. [f. Fund v. + -ed '.]

1. a. Of a debt or stock : That has been made
part of the permanent debt of the state, with pro-
vision for the regular payment of interest at a fixed

rate.

1776 Adam Smith IF. A", v. iii. (1809) II. 522 The publick
debts of Great Britain funded and unfunded. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 199 Besides the said four funded stocks, a national
bank is established at Philadelphia. 1820 Svu. Smith
Plymley's Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 166/2 Ireland now supports
a funded debt of about 64 millions. 1866 CRUMP Rankin?
ix. 183 The permanent debt due to the Bank . . which was
included in the national debt accounts as funded debt.

b. Of property : Invested in ' the funds'.
1848 Hill Pol. Fcou. Prelim. Remarks I. 9 Funded

property therefore cannot be counted as part of the national
wealth. 1858 I.d. St. Llonakds Handy-bk. Prop. La-.v xx.
152 In bequeathing your stock, give it generally, as all your
funded property.

2. Stored up. Cf. Fund v. 2.

1841-4 Emerson £ss„ Manners Wks. (Bohn) I. 20S The
class of power, the working heroes . . see that . . fashion is
funded talent. 1888 T. W. HicCINSON Women «r Men xv.
77 The traditions and habits of society are to a great extent
what might be called funded and accumulated good feeling.

t Fu-ndible, a. Obs.-" [as if ad. L. *fundi-
bilis, i.funderc to pour.] That may be poured.
1775 in Ash.

Fundie, var. of Found vfi Tn quot. trans. =
to benumb.)
1591 Jas. I. tr. Du Bartas Furies 240 The Moone doth

deaze and fundie him. Her brother rosts him quite.

Funding Jfondin), vbl. sb. [f. Fund v.+
-Oral.] The action of the vb. Fund (sense l)j
conversion of a floating debt into a permanent one.
1776 Adam Smith IK .V. v. iii. (1869) II. 521 We had

recourse to the ruinous expedient of perpetual funding. 1792
A. Young Trav. France 517 It remains a subject of infinite
curiosity, to see how far the infatuated and blind spirit of
funding will now be pursued. 1845 M'Cuiaoch Taxation
111. il. (1852) 447 Funding is now effected in France as in
England, by granting interminable annuities redeemable at
pleasure.

attrib. 1790 M. Cutler in Life Jrnls. A> Corr. (1888) I.

463 Congress, .ought to pay no regard to this matter in their
establishment of a funding system. 1846 M'Culloch Ace.
Brit. Einp. (1854) II. 428 In the infancy of the funding
system it was customary to borrow upon the security of
some tax, or portion of a tax, set apart as a fund for dis-
charging the principal and interest of the sum borrowed.
1892 Daily Ne-.us 29 June 2/3 The directors protest against
the receipt of funding bonds instead cf the cash guarantee.
Fundless (fcrndlts), a. [f. Fund sb. + -less.]

Without funds.

1891 Sat. Ret: 7 Mar. 2781 The unhappy anti-Painellites,
bookless, fundless, branchless, denounced him.
Funduck, obs. form of Fonduk.
II Fundus JsmWs). [h.fundus bottom.]
1. Atmt. The base or bottom of an organ ; the

part remote from the external aperture. Fundus
of the eye: ' the back part of the globe of the eye
behind the crystalline lens' {Syd. Sec. Lex. 188O.
.
i754-«4 Smlllie Midivif. I. 96 The Uterus . . is divided

into neck and Fundus. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 236 The
uterus was united with the fundus of the bladder, and
projected very little above it. 1840 G. V. Ellis Anal. 608
'I he upper part or fundus is convex, and covered by perito-
neum. 1871 Hammond Vis. Nerx: Syst. p. xii, This process
gives a very satisfactory view of the fundus with the optic
disk and retinal vessels. 1877 Huxley Anal. Inv. Aniiu.
x. 604 The oesophageal opening looks backwards to the
fundus ofthe sac. 1887 G. T. Ladd Physiol. Psychol, x.% 16
549 Prolonged work with the microscope will cause the
linages seen in its focus to ' live in the fundus of the eye '.

2. Foundation, groundwork. rmrt~\
1840 De Qutncey Style in Blackm. Mag. July XLVIII. 1

Want of principle and want of moral sensibility compose
the onginal/uudus of southern manners.
Fune, var. of Foin sb.i Obs.

Funebrial (fianrbrial), a. Now rare. Also
7 funebriall, 7-8 funebral. [f. L. funebri-s (f.

funus funeral) + -al.] Of or pertaining to funerals,
funereal. Hence, gloomy, sad, melancholy.
1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 2. T63 What are funebriall

accents, but ruthful lamentations for our friends eclipsed »

1645 Evelyn Mem. (1837) I. "74 Here I heard a Spanish
sermon, or funebral oration. 1604 — Sylva (1776) 291 We
have most of our pot-ashes of this wood together with the
torch or Funebral Staves, a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts
(1684) 91 Their funebrial Garlands had little of beauty in
them beside Roses. 1790 Pennant London (1813) 507A shroud. .he dressed himself in that funebrial habit. 1830
Southey Let. 10 July in Life t, Corr. VI. 108 An air of
book-making, .which is not lessened by the funebrial verses
that it contains. 1865 L'Estrange Yachting round W.
hug. 100 By some they are considered to have been fune-
briaL and originally covered with mounds of earth. 1866
G. MAcpoNALD Unspoken Serut. (1884) 237 Those pagans
who in their Elysian fields could hope to possess only such
a thin, fleeting, dreamy, and altogether funebrial existence.

(505

t Fune'brious, a. Obs. Also funebrous.
[f. as prec. + -ous. With funebrous cf. OY.func-
breux.] — prec.

1653 SikG. Wharton Disc. Comets Wks. (16831 159 Comets
are certain Funebrious Appearances. 1654 Cokaine i?f<z*ltyj

III. 217 At so funebrous a spectacle I could notrefraine from
griefe. 1669 R. B. Life T. Morton Pref. 16 Funebrious sick-
ness of the plague. 1708OZKI.1. Boileau's Lutrinva. 42 Here
Ravens and Funebrous Birds resort. 1721 Bailey, Fune-
brous. [In mod. Diets.

J

tFunel. Obs. rare- 1

. Also 3-4 fonel. [a.

OF. fund:- L. fundie. f. funis rope.] A rope.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3306 Wantes vs here na uessell, Ne

mele, ne bucket, ne funell \v.r. fonel].

Funeral (fifi'neral), a. and sb. Forms : 5-7
funerall, (5 fynerall, C> funyralle\ 4-.-funeral.
Plural. 5-7 funeralles. 5 funerales. funeralx.
fyneralles, 6 funirals , 6-7 funeral Is. [The
adj. is a. OF. funeral, ad. med.L. funeral-is, f.

ffiner-,ffinus, funeral, death, dead body. The sb.

is ad. OF'.funeraille ',,1406 Hatz.-Darm.), collect,

fem. sing., ad. med.L. fiinerdlia, neut. pi. of the
adj. Like many other OF. sbs. in -aille of similar

derivation, the word was used in the pi. with the
same sense as in the sing. mod.F. has only the pi.

funerailles \ ; this usage was originally followed in

English, and continued until the end of the 1 7th c]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the ceremonial burial (or

cremation) of the dead ; used, observed, delivered,

etc. at a burial. Now usually apprehended as an
attributive use of the sb. Cf. B. 6.

Funeral-ale l?nonce-wd.) — Arval Funeralcolumn isee

quot. 1862). Funeral-house: (a) the house from which a
funeral has started, (b) a mortuary. Funeral pall: the
pall used to cover the coffin, also fig. Funeral pile, pyre :

the pile of wood and other combustibles on which a dead
body is burned. i Funeral pot = funeral urn. t Funeral
ring : a ring given at or in remembrance of a funeral ; a
mourning ring. Funeral-toll : the tolling of a bell at a
funeral. Funeral urn : the urn in which the ashes were
placed after cremation.
C1386 Chaucer A'ut.'s T. 2006 He wolde make a fyr, in

which thofnee Funeral he inighte al accomplice. 1439 /.. /.

.

Wills (1882) 115 My byryng..& expenses funeralx. 1529
More Supplic. Soulys Wks. 328 1 there wer in the funeral
seruice at the burying of the corps, the selfe same psalmes
songen. 1548 Udall, etc, Erasm. Far. Mark v. 38-9 The
synsyng men thatsynge vayne funerall songes vntotheueade
bodie. 1579-80 North Plutarch (16761 315 [The people]
came, .to touch the Funerall-potof hisashes. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 84 Is it not lawful! for him to take
monie in his cure for preaching funerall sermons? 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. v. 117 My sighing brest, shall be thy
Funerall bell. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. Dvjb, My
Swans last funerall dirgee to the king. 1604 D&K.KER
Honest li'h. Wks. 1873 II. 4 Funerall griefe loathes words.
1629 J. Cole 0/ Death 164 After any buriall, the neerest
friends returne to the Funeral] house. 1638 Baker tr.

Balzac's Lett. I. (vol. II.) 76 You have had the pleasure to
heare your owne Funerall Oration. 1648 Bury Wills
(Camdent 2ir That noe funerall pompe be bestowed at my
buriall. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. Fp. Ded., The
Funeral Pyre was out and the last Valediction over. 1683
Lend. Cast, No. 1780/4 All Persons who shall have occasion
for Funeral Rings for time to come, a 1693 Urquhart
Rabelais in. Hi. 423 'The Fuel of the Funeral and bustuary
Fire. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. i, The flattery of a funeral
sermon. 1756-7 tr. Kcysler's Trav, (1760) II. 315 They
were equal as to fame and funeral honours, a 1771 Gray
Desc. Odin 70 Hoder's corse. .Flaming on the fun'ral pile.

1797 M rs. Kadcliffe Italian vi, She repaired first to the
convent to attend the funeral service. 1804 J. Grahame
Sabbath 191 The funeral-toll, announces solemnly The
service of the tomb. 1818 Cruise Digest led. 2) VI. 339
After payment of my just debts and funeral expences. 1827
Poli.ok Course T. ix. 1180 Thousands that sleep Forgotten
beneath the funeral pall of Time. i838THiRLWALl.u7rffa'lII.
131 Thepraises ofAthenswere the main topic of every funeral
harangue. 1850 Fcclesiologist X. 339 Vague terms as
Burial-House, or Rest-House, or Funeral-House, will never
come into vogue. 1854 C. F. Alexander Burial of Moses
v. Poems (1896) 84 But when the warrior dieth. His com-
rades in the war, With arms reversed and muffled drum,
Follow his funeral car. 1862 Diet. Arch. (Arch. Pub!. Soc>,
Funeral column, the name applied by some writers to a
pillar raised instead of a cenotaph ; or over a place of
sepulture. 1875 Edin. Rev. July CXLII. 208 It is far more
likely . . that the vow was made at his [Harold Harfagr's]
father's funeral-ale.

2. — Funereal.
1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Dying iii. j 6 To converse with

his friends and slanders by so as may do them com-
fort, and ease their funeral and civil complaints. 1678 Cud-
worth Intel!. Syst. 226 Many of the Religious Rites and
Solemnities, observed by the Pagan Priests, were Mournful
and Funeral. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. III. 8 Aug., The
firs.. look dull and funeral. 1814 Bvkon Corsair 11. xvi,
O'er which the raven flaps her funeral wing.

B. sb. 1. The ceremonies connected with the
burial (or cremation, etc) of the body of a dead
person

; obsequies ; a burial (or its equivalent)
with the attendant observances.
a 1511 Fabyan Will in Chron. Pref. 6, 1 will that after my

funerall.. that .xii. of the foresaid torches be bestowed as
after foloweth. 1526 Pilgr. Pref. (W. de W. 1531) 257 b,
At complyn where shold be remembred the funerall or
buryall of that most holy corps. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 111.

'233 Do not consent That Antony speake in his Funerall.
1667 Evelyn Diary 3 Aug., Went to Mr. Cowley's funeral,
whose corpse ._. was conveyed to Westminster Abbey in
a hearse with six horses. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 416 • 2
Melancholy Scenes and Apprehensions of Deaths and

FTJNERATE.
Funerals, 1794 Mus. Radcliffe Myst. I'tioifihoW, On liis

return from the funeral, St. Aubert shut himself in his

chamber. 1820 W. Ikying Sketch Bk. I. 300 Funerals in

the country are solemnly impressive. 1858 I ,n. St. Leonards
Handy~bk. Prop. Law xxi. 16S You must be careful in your
expenditure on the funeral.

Jig, 1885 Tennyson To Princtss Beatrice, The Mother
weeps At that white funeral of the single life, Her maiden
daughter's marriage. 1894 U'cstni. Gaz. 29 Aug. 5/2 Next
election would see the funeral of party government.

t b. pi. with sing, sense. Obs.

1543 Grafton Coutn. Harding 475 The duke of Gloucestrc
kepte the kyng his brothers funeralles. 11553 Udall
Royster D. (Arb.) 88 Some parte of his funeralls let vs here
beginne. 1645 Qkarles .SV>/. Recant, xii. 58 Mourner^
come to meet Thy tear-bedabled fun'rals in the Street. 1691
Wood Ath. O.xon. I. 280 On the 5 of Sept. following his

Funerals were solemnized. 1711 I.n. Molesworth tr. F.
//oft/inns Franco-Galiia (1721) 22 Lewis .. celebrated his
Funerals.

Jig. 1589 K. Harvey PL Pcrc. (1590) 23, I . .drinke to the
funerals of your Enimitie. 1684 Scanderbeg Red/7', iii. 45
Behold, I say. the time which is the Funerals of my Glory.

+ 2. //. The expenses attending a funeral. Obs.
1496 Will of Cely (Somerset Ho.), After that my funerale-

and dethe be paied. 1590 SwiNBl'KNE Testaments 104 The
lawe of this lande. .leaueth all the residue to the disposition
of the testator, funeralles and debts deducted, a 1626 Bacon
Ma.v. ty O'scs Com. Law (1635) 71 If the Eiecutor or
Administrator pay debts, or funeralls, or Legacies of hi>
owne money.

f3. sing. and//. A funeral sermon. Obs.
1641 Trait TheoL Theol. 193 The tiend ..preacht Sauls

funerall, as one calls it. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. tx. iii. § 2 In
the absence of Doctor Humfreys designed for that service.
Mr

. Giles Laurence preached his Funeralls. ,1 1661 -

1

1

'or: /lies, Hereford < 1 662 1 41, I could learn little from the
Minuter which preached his funeral.

fig. 1621 Crt. <y Times Jas. /(1849) II. 245, I send you
here the funerals of the Bohemian affairs, if that be true
which the enclosed reporteth.

4. A burial procession.
ai745 Swift Direct Servants^ Chambermaid'Wks. ic.4
XL 443 You are sometimes desirous to see a funeral. . As they
pass by in the street [etc.], 1812 I. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms 11.

103 A city bell Wailed for a funeral passing to the tomb.
1824-9 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 1. 320 There is no
funeral so sad to follow as the funeral of our own youth.
1877 Bryant Poems^ Among the Trees 45 The funeral goes
forth ; a silent train Moves 'slowly from the desolate home.
5. In various indefinite applications : a. death

;

b. grave ; C. monument.
1575 R. B. Appius

-S-
Virginia in Hazi. Dodstey \\. 149

Winch hast the seed of thine own loin thrust forth to
funeral ! 1590 Spenser F. Q, 11. v. 25 Him deeming dead ..

[hej Fledd fast away to tell his funerall Unto his brother.
I59 1 — Ruins of Rome 37 Rome now of Rome is th'onely
funerall. 1608 Shaks. Per. 11. iv. 32 He lives to govern us,

Or dead, give 's cause to mourn his funeral. 1668 Denham
Pass. Dido 199 May he., find his funeral I' th

1 Sands, when
he before his day shall fall. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 3x6
Those Funerals which come by gentle and leisurely decays.

6. attrib, and Cotttb., 'as funeral-biscuit
y

-boat.,

-cake, -cap, -party, -undertaker.
1882 McQueen in Macm. Mag. XLVI. 163, 1 have already

referred to what was called the '"funeral biscuit'. 1884
Contemp. Rev. Aug. 320 'Funeral biscuits' are baked
expressly for those who visit the house on the day of inter-

ment. 1843 S. C. Hall Ireland III. 187 And all in that
"funerabboat repeated 'why—why—why'. 1884 Chesh.
Gloss., * Fnneral-cakcs, long, narrow, sponge cakes used at
funerals. Ibid., *Fuueral cr/^s, drinking vessels used at
funerals. 1832 E. hid. Sketch Bk. IL 124, I watched the
^funeral-party as they stood . . in all the pride of their
military array. 1707 Karl qv Bindon in Land. Gaz. No.
4339/3 Divers Abuses, .have been committed .. by Painters,
* Funeral-Undertakers.

t Funeral, v. Obs.~ l
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To

bury. Also ;7 nonce-use), Tofuneral if. to mourn
for the dead.

1595 Hi/NNfs Joseph 76 The purchase of the field and
caue; and all that therein stood Of Heth his children
purchast was, to funerall the good. 1641 R. Harris Abners
Funerall 1 'Tis an hard thing to Funerall it well . . God .

.

helps us here by David. He has the art of mourning.

t Ftrneralize, v. Obs.- 1
[f. Funeral a. +

-ize.] trans. To render sad or melancholy.
1654 Cokaine Dianea n. 119 It transfixes my soule, that

the first day in \vhich I have had the fortune to reverence
you should be funeralized with things most molestfull.

t Fu'nerally, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ly -.]

In a funeral manner; with funeral ceremonies.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. i. 3 For when even crows

were funerally burnt, PoppEea the wife of Nero found a
peculiar grave enterment.

Funerary (fi^nerari), a. [ad. late L. fune-
rdrius, f. finer-, funits : see Funeral. Cf. F.

funt'raire.'] Of or pertaining to a funeral or burial.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xxiiL 185 Those Funerary

and Obsequial Festivals, a 1822 Shelley Pr. li'ks. (1880)
III. 62 It was probably an altar to Bacchus, possibly a
funerary urn. 1866 Daily Tel. 16 Jan. 7/3 The deciphering
of Egyptian funerary rolls. 1890 A. B. Edwards in Century
Mag. Jan. XXXIX. 328 The sacred cats .. had their fune-
rary bronzes laid beside them in the grave.

tFu'nerate, v. Obs. Pa. pple. 6 funerat,
funerated. [f. ^.funerat- ppl. stem, offunerdre,
(.finer-, fFinns \ see Funeral.] trans. To bury
with funeral rites.

1548 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 66 My body to be funerat
within the churcheyerd of Fyngell. 1568 Ibid. My bodye
to be funerated or buried within the churche of Est Witton.
So Puneration [late L. funeration-em], the

performance of funeral rites.



FUNEREAL.
1625 Uanuat Atuw. Jesuit 311 To the .funeiation be-

longeth the imbalming of the dead body. 1693 Knaichblll
Difficult Texts 41 The rites of funeration.

Funereal (fiwnio'rAil , a. [f. L.ffnicre-us (f.

fiiner-.funits : see Funehal) + -al.] Ofor pertain-

ing to a funeral ; appropriate to a funeral. Hence,

gloomy, dark, dismal, melancholy, mournful.
*
1725 Pope Odyss. IV. 740 You timely will return a welcome

guest, With him to share the sad funereal feast, c 1750

Shenstone Elegies iv. 2 Near some lone fane, or yew's

funereal green. 1791 Cowper Iliad It. 725 Cyparissa veiled

With broad redundance of funereal shades. 1818 Scott

Rob Roy xxxv, A chill hung over our minds, as if the feast

had been funereal. 1841 Thackeray znd Fuller. .Vapol. i,

A car. .decked with funereal emblems, had been prepared.

1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. iv. 111. 239 We marched at

a funereal pace through the forest. 1875 Renolf Egypt.

Cram. 66 The funereal papyri.

Hence Funereally adv., in a funereal manner.
i860 All Year Round No. 30. 294 Strangely and fune-

really suggestive of a mausoleum. 1886 W. J. Tucker
E. Europe 332 The hearse . . was drawn by four black

funereally-draped horses.

tFunerous, a. Obs.-" [f. L. J'finer-, fuuus
FuNEBAL.]
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1676 in Coles.

Funest (fi«ne
-

st;,a. Now /-are. Also 7 funeste.

[ad. V. funeste, ad. L. funestus, f. funits : see

FUNERAL.] Causing or portending death or evil
;

fatal, deadly, disastrous ; deeply deplorable.

1654 tr. Scu'dcry's Curia Pol. 96 How funest and direful]

must my conceptions be, looking upon her prison all hanged
with black. 1671 True .Voh-coh/. 418 This execution was.

.

one of the funeste effects of the war. 1727 Swift GotTs

Rt-i\ agst. Punning Wks. 1755 HI- I. 169 Scarce had this

unhappy nation recovered these funest disasters. 1865

Loncf. To Italy 3 The dower funest of infinite wretchedness.

Hence t Fuue"stal, t Funestous adjs. [see -At,

-ous] = Funest. t Fune'state v. [f. L.fiitusldt-

:

see -ate 3.] trans. To make funest or disastrous

^Cockcram 1623). f Funestation [see -ation],

' pollution by touching a dead body' '

v
Coles 1676%

1555 Edln Decades 151 A court or yarde nere-vmo this

funestal place. 1647 w - Browne tr. Polexander I. 90
Have pity on a wretch to whom both life and death are

equally funestous. 1650 Howell Giraffe s Re:: Naples 69

With such funestous preparatifs. 1689 Myst. lllif. 10

That funestous War betwixt Charles the First and the

Parliament.

Fung (l'i>ij). rare. Anglicized form of Fungus.
1882 [see Alg).

Fungaceous ;forjg#jas), a. [(. L.fung-us +

-aceous.] Of the nature of a fungus or fungi.

1874 Cooke Euugi (1875) 270 Circumstances which cause

the destruction of the primitive fungaceous vegetation.

Fungal foygaP, a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

fungeilis, f. L. fungus Fungus.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to a fungus ; of the

nature of a fungus. Fungal Alliance : Lindley's

nam; for the group of fungi.

183s Lindlbt htirod. Ho!. 11848' II. 119 The Fungal

Alliance. 1874 Cooki; Euugi (1875) 16 Unnatural union

between a captive algal damsel and a tyrant fungal master.

1882 Quoin's Med. Dkl. 523 Assuming the filaments to be

of undoubted fungal origin. 1887 Pall Mall G. 16 June
5/2 The peculiar parasite or funga! formation, for the

removal of which he has had to undergo an operation.

B. sb. A fungus.

1845 I.indlevoY/i. But. 156 Fungi— Fungals. 1849 Sidney

in Jrul. Rey. Agric. Sec. X. 11. 382 Fungals most com.

monly grow upon animal or vegetable substances in a state

of decomposition. 1874 Cooke Euugi 36 Many of them
are now proved to be imperfect in themselves, and only

forms or conditions of other fungals.

\ Fungate, sb. Obs. [f. Fung-is + -ate 1
.

Cf. Y.fongate.] Chan. A salt formed.by the com-

bination of ' fungic acid ' with a base.

1821 Ure Diet. Chem., Enngatcs-, the saline compounds
of a peculiar acid, which M. Braconnot has lately extracted

from mushrooms. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies

941 Fungate of potash.

Fungate Jon.g tU\ v. Path. [f. Fing-us +
ATE'1,] intr. To grow up with a fungous form

or appearance ; to grow rapidly like a fungus

(Gould Illust. Diet. Med. 1894) : see Fungus sb. 2.

Hence Fungating ///. a.

1847-9 Todd Cjtt Anat. IV. 132/1 The fungaling sore

produced in the tongue or cheek by a carious tooth. 1878

T. Bryant Tract. .Surg. I. 107 An irregular, fungating,

bleeding surface. Ibid. I. 124 I

or ulcerate.

. 1 1 may fungate, crack, fissure,

t Funge. Obs. [a. OF. */ituge, fongc, ad. L.

fungus Fungus.]
1. A mushroom or fungus.
'!

1 1390 Eorm of Cury in Warner Anti.;. Culiu._ 5 Take
Funges and pare hem dene and dyce hem. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. Dt P. R. xvn. exxiv. 11495' 686 Assheu of wylde
perys dronken helpylh ayeust Funges: todestoles.

2. A soft-headed fellow. [After L. fungus]
1621 Blrton Anat. Mel. I. ii. ill. xiv. (1651) 123 Whenas

indeed, in all wise mens judgments . . they arc mad empty
vessels, funges, beside themselves. Ibid. 11. ii. vi. iii. (165 1) 306

Drink drowns more than the sea (mcer Funges and Casks).

b. lattrib.

•55* J- Hevwood Spider A> E. xxviii. 3 There liueth nut

thylyke tfor a Hie) I trow, For funge wit : thou arte the

fly for the nonse.

f Fungeous, a. Cbs. Also 6 furjgious. [ad.

QV.fongeiuc, f. funge Fungus.] -Fungous.

606

1597 Gekarde Herbal I. lvi. § 2. 78 Blew i'anick hath
a reddish stalke.-full of a fungious pith. 1682 T. Gibson
Anat. 34 They are soft and fungeous.

' Fu'ngiate. Obs. [f. Fungi-c + -ate 1
.] =

FUNGATE sb. 1848 in Craig. 1864 in Webster.

Fungible (fwndjibT), a. and sb. laic. [ad.

med.L. fungibilis (' resfuiigibi/es' Du t'ange), f.

fungi fwith sense as in fungi vice, to take the place,

fulfil the office of.
1'he adj. belongs to Civil Law and to the general theory

of Jurisprudence ; the sb. is in addition a current term of

the law of Scotland.]

A. adj. (See <]uot. 1832.)
1818 H. T. Colebrooke Oblig. tf Contracts I. 64 In the

instance of money and other fungible articles. 1832 Austin
Jurispr. (1S79) ". "M- 807 When a thing which is the

subject of an obligation, .must be delivered in specie, the

thing is not fungible, i. e. that very thing, and not another

thing of the same or another class in lieu of it must be

dtlivered. Where the subject of the obligation is a thing

of a given class, the thing is said to be fungible, i. e. the

delivery of any object which answers to the generic descrip-

tion will satisfy the terms of the obligation. 1886 Sat. Rev.

25 Dec. S53 A certain number of persons . . do not . . regard

books as ' fungible ', but exercise a choice as to the books
they read.

B. sb. A fungible thing.

a 1765 Erskine lust. 111. i. §' 18 U773 I. 418 Grain and coin

are fungibles, because one guinea, or one bushel or boll of

sufficient merchantable wheat, precisely supplies^ the place

of another. 1865 M I.i.nnan Prim. Marriage i. in Stud.

Anc. Hist. (1887)8 The l.ibripens with his scales, officiating

at a will or act of adoption . . illustrates the sources whence
all ideas of formal dispositions were derived—the sale of

fungibles. 1874 Act 37 .(• 38 I'ut. c. 94 S 15 Casualties ..

paid in money or in fungibles at fixed periods or intervals.

1880 Muirhead Gains Digest 489 If he . . had been guilty

of immorality, be was punished by being required to restore

fungibles at once.

Fungic, [(• Fosc-cs + -10. Ci.Y.fongiqtu.]

Of or pertaining to fungi or mushrooms, fungic

acid (see quot. 1885).
1819 J. G. Children Chem. Anal. 275 M. Braconnot has

discovered another acid in fungi, which . . he has named
fungic acid. 1864 Waits Diet. Chem. II. 747 Fungic acid

..According to Dessaigncs. the acid in question is nothing

but a mixture of citric, malic, and phosphoric acids. 1883

Sword Sf Trowel Sept. 480 A John Chinaman was passing

the Consulate just then, and was soon introduced to the

fungic fare.

Fungicide (ffndjiwid). [{.fungi- Fungus +

-C1DB *!] Something used for destroying fungi.

1889 Voice {ti. V.) 6 June, Paris Green, being composed
in part of sulphate of copper, may act to a limited extent as

a fungicide. 1894 Times 10 Dec. 10/2 The latest im-

provements in. .appliances for the distribution of.. fungi-

cides upon growing crops.

t Fungi-ferOUS, " Obs. [f. fungi- Fungus
+ L. -fer bearing + -ous.] Bearing fungi ; covered

with fungi.

1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVTI. 76/2 The Fungiferous Stone.

Fungiform f» n<l.?if/im\ a. \i. fungi- Fus-
gus + -form. Cf. F. fongifonnef] Having the

form of a fungus ; having a termination resembling

the head of a mushroom. Said esp. of papillre on

the tongue.
1823 PulLLirs Mineral, p. lxxxviii, Fungiform, certain

substances, .are occasionally met with having a termination

similar to the head of a fungus; whence they ate said to be

fungiform. 1831 K. Knox Cloouefs Anat. 5?9 Fungiform
Papilla:. Their number isindeterminate. 1868 Wright Ocean
World v. 120 Happalimus.—Mass fungiform, pediciMate

below, expanding conically. 1881 Mivact Cat 172 The
fungiform papilla; are much smaller and more numerous
than the circumvallate ones.

tFu'ngify, v. Obs. rare. [f. I., fungi to per-

form + -,i)fy.J trans. To fulfil or perform ^an

office).

1650 T. Bayly Herba Parietis tag Bending the sevcrall

parts of the body in a devout po-ture to fungifie their

severall offices. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig. 1. 62

Every Minister of the Church, should be in a capacity of

fungifying his office in preaching the Gospel.

II
Fungillus (fimdjjl'lfc). [mod. I., fungiilus,

dim. of L. fungus Fungus] A little fungus.

Hence Fungi'Uiform a. [-form] =Fungikoim.
1830 Lindley Hat. Syst. Bot. 13 Embryo fungilliform,

sealed at the base of firm somewhat fleshy albumen. 1885

P. MacOwan Rep. Cape Town Bot. Card. 12 Our speci-

mens of the fungillus being decayed.

Fungin s
lv ndgin). (Incorrectly fungine). [f.

Fung-us + -IN. Cf. F. fongine, fungine.] The
substance which forms the cell-walls of a mush-

room or fungus.

1819 J. G. Children Chem. Anal. 299 Fungin is to the

fungi, what woody fibre is to trees. 1869 Eug. Mecll. 17

Dec. 333/1 The nutritive part is in the fungin.

FunginouS ffndjinss), a. [f. L. fungin us,

f. fungus + -ous.] Of or belonging to a fungus.

1866 in Trcas. Bot. Hence in mod. Diets.

tFu'ngite. Obs. [f. Fung-us + -ite.] A kind

of fossil coral.

1691 Ray Creation (1701) 102 Fungites, which grow upon

the rocks like Shrubs, ijjfi Phil. Trans. XLIX. 514 The
..most remarkably shaped fungites I ever saw.

FungivorOUS (fondji vorss), a. [f. L. fungi-,

fungus + -voi -us devouring + -ous.] Feeding on

mushrooms or fungi.

1826 Kirby & Sr. Enlomol. let. xlix. ,1828) IV. 492

FUNGOUS.
Among the phytiphagous insects the fungivorous ones form
about a twentieth. 1849 Hardy in Prcc. licr.v. S\t. Club
1 1. No. 7. 361 Other species whose larva; are considered, -to

be either fungivorous or saprophagous.

t Fu'ngO. Obs. Also 6 funga. [?a. It. orSp.

funge F'ungus.] A mushroom or fungus.

1562 Bllleyn Bk. Simples 3 b, Rotten Moushrimpes called

Fungas. 1647 R- Stapvlton Juvenal 73 Pure fungo's, such
as Claudius eate, before His wife's came, after which he ne're

eate more. 1682 Loyal Satirist in Somen 'Bracts (Scott)

VII. 68 Are frogs, fungos, and toadstools the chiefest dish

in a spiritual collation?

Fungoid ifwrjgoid'), a. and sb. [f. F"ung-is +

-OID. Cf. V.fougoide.]

A. adj. Resembling a fungus or its qualities; of

the nature of a fungus.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 252/3 Fungoid, resembling a fungus
;

that is, irregular in form and fleshy in texture. 1853 Kane
Grinucll E.xp. xlv. 11856) 411 The familiar mushroom cr

fungoid appearance which is shown in many of the plates.

1861 S. Thomson Wild El. 11. (ed. 4) 133 Minute fungoid
moulds. 1874 Cooke Euugi 100 Pezi7a venosa has the most
decided nitrous odour, and also fungoid flavour. 1875
Darwin Insectiv. PI. xi. 272 Yeast and other low fungoid

forms flourish in solutions of ammonia.

b. Path. See Fungus 2.)

1844 Dlfton Deafness 89 An inert substance in the ear .

.

surrounded by fungoid growths. 1845 Todd & Bowman
Phys. Anat. I. 100 Cancer, or fungoid disease. 1875 B. W.
Richardson Dis. Mod. Life 30 The malignant growths
include fungoid tumour. 1878^ Habershon Dis. Abdomen
42 The diphtheritic membrane is fungoid in character.

B. sb. A fungoid plant. Also attrib.

1861 H. Macmillan Footn.fr. Page Xat. 211 The highest

development cf fungoid life. 1891 Daily New 3 Nov. 6 1

They lived on a spoonful or two of arrowroot, with such

fungoids as they could gather in the forest.

Fungology (fwjg>*16vlji). [f. Fungus +
-(o)logv.] The science or study of fungi. Hence
Fmigolo gical a. [ + -ic + -al], of or pertaining to

fungology. Fungo-logist [ + -1ST], one who studies

or is learned in fungology.
i860 BerKEI ey (title). Outlines of British Fungology.

1865 Athcn.euiu No. 1980. 463/3 A philanthropic fungolog.st.

1882 Card. Chron. XVIII. 73 the seeker after fungological

knowledge. 1885 Gray Lett. 11893) 7^9 Harkness.. is

absorbed in fungology. 1885 Leeds Mercury 26 Aug. 3 2

The fungologist may not be altogether unwilling to )>art

with a group which has always been a source cf some
perplexity to him.

Fungose, ". [ad. L. fungosus, f. fungus.]
= Fungous i.

1713 J. Petiver in Phil. 'Trans. XXVIII. 217 The welted

Bark or Fungose excrescencies which grow to its Branches.

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 412/2 Fungose-, spongy in textuie,

fungus-like.

Fungosity J't'r)g?'siti\ [f. prec. + -ITV.] The
quality or condition of being fungous ; in quots.

concr. a fungous growth.
1720 S. Parker Bibliah. Bibl. I. 292 Certain little Pusiula.-

and Fungosities on its Surface. 1815 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. LXXVIII. 107 A fibrous, excrescent, and feeble

fungosity. 1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879' 404 An extensive

cavity is exposed, covered with fungosities of a bluish color.

Fungous 'foijgss), a. [ad. I., fungosus, f.

fungus : see Fungus and -ous. Cf. Y.fongueux.']

1. Of or peitaining to fungi ; having the nature

of a fungus, t Also, formerly, Resembling a fungus

in texture ; spongy.
e 1420 Patlad. on Husb. ix. 42 And chaf is bettir for hem

than is donge, For they therof wol be right fungous stronge.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 8 The tables of the bones of y"

head whiche shut betwtne them the Fungous substaunce.

1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xxxv. I. 613 We may be sure of

raine, in case wee see a fungous substance or soot gathered

about lamps and candle snuffs. 1661 Lovell Hist. Auiin.

4 Min. Introd., Their lungs are single, fibrous, divided by

pipes, very long and fungous. 1712 tr. Poiuefs Hist. Drugs
I.27 Rhubarb is a thick fungous Root. 1780 A. Young Tour

Irel. I. 397 Twenty-five acres of spungy fungous bog. 1781

Cowier Convcrsat. 54 The sapless wood, divested of the

bark, Grows fungous. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 274

There is a deep soil, with a crust of fungous moss. 1830

I.lNDl.EY .\'<i/. Syst. Bot. 221 Platcnt:r either single and

fungous, or double and thin. 1855 O. W. Holmes Poems

•37 No fungous weeds invade thy scanty soil. 1876T. Hardy
Etlulbcrla 1 1890) 84 An afternoon which had a fungous smell

out of doors. .

trausf. andy/jf- i«5» J- Hall Height Eloq. p. vi, Fungous

and empty inflations are evil! in an Oration, as well as 111

a nati.rall body. 1853 Rlskin Stones i'en. II. x ii. § 47- 260

The base principles of modern building, .some fungous wall

of nascent rottenness that a thunder-shower soaks down.

1859 Hawthorne Fr. «, It. Jrnls. II. 267 Antiquity, with

merely the natural growth of fungous human life upon it.

b. Path. vCf. Hungus 2.)

1667 R. Lower in Phil. Trans. 1 1. 614 What the cause may
be of that fungous Excressence, or why Horses are peculiarly

obnoxious to it. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. White honey

Charge, Verdigrease or Vitriols keep down the growth of

proud fungous Flesh. 1803 Phil. 'Trans. XCI1I. 207 '1 he

following case of fungous excrescence from ihe tongue.

1834 J. Forbes Laenncc's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 669 Desault

mistook a fungous tumour of the bladder for a calculus.

1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 275 This form of

cancer may produce very vascular fungous growths.

2. Growing or springing up suddenly like a mush-

room, not durable or substai tial.

1751 Harris Hermes 111. v. (1765) 424 That fungous growth

of Novels and of Pamphlets. 1782V. Knox £m.u8io)I.xiv.

86 The fungous production of the common novel-wnght will

be too insignificant to attract his notice. 1816 T. L. Peacock

Headlong Hall vii, Those manufactories, which have
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suddenly sprung up, like fungous excrescences. 1819 W. G.
Meredith Mem. Chas. A*, ofSweden Introd. § 33, 89 One of
the mushroom monarchs of Napoleon, fortunate in not being
as evanescent as his fungous brethren. 1874 H. R. Reynolds
John Bapt. i. § 6, 59 These temporary elements have been
fungous in their growth.

Hence Pn ng-ousnesa, fungous quality.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

Fungus (fc>"ngps), sb. PL fungi (fonder,
funguses. Also 7 fungous, [a. I,,fungus, com-
monly believed to be cognate with or ad. Gr. a<p6y-

70?, (Xiroyyos Sponge; in sense 2 prob. through OK.
fungus {F.fongus).]

1. A mushroom, toadstool, or one of the allied

plants, including the various forms of mould. In

Bol.
f
a cryptogamous plant, characterized by the

absence of chlorophyll, and deriving its sustenance

from dead or living organic matter. Also colled.

in sine
1527 Andrew Bruns:vyke"s Distyll. Waters E vj b, Water

of fungus . . The beste parte and tyme be the whyte tode
stoles or muscheroms whan they be fullrype. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 132 Those excrescenses in manner of Mushromes,
which be named Fungi. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 115 Cork
seems to be by. .the pores, a kind of Fungus or Mushrome.
1694 Ace. Srr: Late I 'oy. n. (17 n) 152 Like unto the Fungus
that grows on Elder, which we call Jews-ears. 1804 Med.
Jrttl. XII. 385 Case of Poison from a Vegetable Fungus. 1838
T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 947 This black matter is a
species of small fungus, which draws its nourishment from
the wheat. 1847 Badham F.schI. Funguses p. xiii, No
country is perhaps richer in esculent Funguses than our
own. 1882 Vines Sacks' Hot. 243, I shall . .treat separately
the forms which contain chlorophyll (so-called Alga?) from
those destitute of chlorophyll (so-called Fungi).

b. transf vcazXfig. Often usedfig. for something
of rapid growth.
1750 Warulrton Julian Introd. (1751) 45 Exsuding from

her [the Church's] sickly Trunk a number of deform'd Fun-
gus's. 1757 Foote Author 11. Wks. 1799 1. 156 The offspring
of a dunghill! born in a cellar.. and living in a garret; a
fungus, a mushroom. 1791 Paine Rights ofMan (ed. 4) 107
They began to consider aristocracy as a kind of fungus grow-
ing out of the corruption of society. 1862 Eraser's Mag.
Nov. 631 Nor, when criticising this architectural fungus
(Exhibition P>uilding], must its cost be forgotten. 187.
Si'lrgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxviii. 36 A mere unsubstantial
fungus of unabiding excitement. 1881 G. \V. Cable Mme.
Delphine i. 2 That significant fungus, the Chinaman.
2. Path. A spongy morbid growth or excrescence,

such as exuberant granulation in a wound.
1674-7 Molins Anat. Obs, (1896) 17 An old Man having

a Contusion upon his Skin there threw out such Fungous
that all the Escharotticks signified nothing. 1721 Bailey,
Fungus [in Surgery], soft spungy, Flesh which grows
upon Wounds. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. ii, 152
Hitters and Acids.applied to Funguses of the Hrain. 1804
Abernethy Surg. Obs. 91 It is no uncommon circumstance
to meet with wens, that have burst spontaneously, and have
thrown out a fungus. 1844 Di/fton Deafness 41 Sometimes
small vegetations can be observed on its surface, and the
commencing existence of polypus or fungus.
fig. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I. 248 The comick
genius was apply "d as a kind ofcaustick, to those exuberances
and fungus's of the swoln dialect, and magnificent manner
of speech.

b. A skin disease in fish.

i8q» Daily News 12 Jan. 5/4 Though the disease of the
skin of fish known as * fungus ' is common, .they never had
a better supply of salmon in the river than at present.

f 3. An excrescence of lamp-black or charred
fibre on the wick of a candle or lamp. lit. andy?^-.

(So in Latin.) Obs.

1775 Fletcher Last Check § i3 Wks. 1795 VI. 243 Is
a spiritual lamp trimmed when its flame is darkened by the
black fungus of indwelling sin? 1813 T. Forstfr Aimosph.
/'h,?n0>n.(i8i$) 1 50 The excrescence of fungi about the wicks
of lamps and candles ; the flaring and snapping of the flame.

4. The vegetable growth employed as tinder.
[1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 27 Nor may we here omit to

mention the ..fungus's to make Tinder.] 1831 Hrewstf.r
Kat. Magic xiii. (1833) 320 The heat of the wire is always
sufficient to kindle a piece of German fungus.

5. attiih. and Comb., as fungus disease (see 2 b
above), growth, production, tree

; fungus-covered,
-like, -proof adjs.

1880 Burton Q. Anne III. xvii. 169
k Fungus-covered

cabins. 1888 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 9/1 Fish affected with
'fungus disease. 1826 Disraeli I'iv. Grey iv. i, The
Literature of the present day, a *fungus production which
has flourished from the artificial state of our Society. 1887
Darwin in Life $ Lett. (1887) III. 348 Raising 'fungus-
proof varieties of the potato. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii,
'Fungus trees grew in corners of the cellars.

Hence Pu'ng-us v. intr., to grow out rapidly like

a fungus ; Fu ng-usecL pa. pple., grown over or
covered with fungus.
1841 Lytton Nt. 4- Morn. (1851) 167 From that little boss

has fungused out a terrible hump. x86a Sat. Rev. XIII.
209/1 From a celebrated cellar, cobwebbed and fungused
with the dirt and dust of half-a-century of neglect.

Fungusy (fo'rjgpsi), a. Also fungousy. [f.

Fungcs + -y1.] a. Covered with a fungous growth.
b. Of a fish : Affected with a fungous disease.
1856 Canning in Hare 2 Noble Lives 1 1893) II. 89 Despatch-

boxes not opened for some time assume the appearance of
a bottle of curious old port—white and fungus-y. 1880
I". Bvckland in Scotsman (1883) 10 Nov. 6/6 He received
a pike, .which after a while became fungousy.

tFuilgy, a. Obs. [f. Funge + -yi.] Like
a fungus in texture, cellular, spongy.

1578 r.AMSTF.R Hist. Man r. 7 The Bones of the Head are
neither altogether Solid, nor yet wholly fungie. 1711 Baii.ev
s. v. Funk, A fungy Excrescence of some Trees.

t Funible. Obs. = FCNKEL i. (Theorig. has
tnichter.)

1658 A. Fox U'ttrtz Surg. m. vi. 234 The fume . . which
the party took down at his mouth going to-bed, in a funible
or pipe.

Funic (fi^nik), a. [f. Fux-is + -ic] Pertain-

ing to the funis or umbilical cord.
1857 in DtsGLisoN Med. Lex. 1876 Plavfair Treat.

Midtv. I. 11. iv. 159 One of these [sounds heard in ausculta-
tion] is the so-called umbilical orfunic senf/le.

t Fu'nical, a. Obs,- 1
[f. Fun-is + -ic + -At.]

Of or pertaining to the funis or umbilical cord
;

supplied through the funis.

'753 N. Torriano Midivifry 13 The Opinion of the
funical Nourishment is also defensible from another Cir-
cumstance.

Funicle (fi/7-nik'l). [Anglicized form of FUNI-
CULUS.] In various senses of Funiculus, esp. a.

» Funiculus 2. b. Bot. = Funiculus 3.
1664 Power F.xp. Philos. it. 134 The uppermost Surface

of the Quicksilver being sliced off, is dilated into a tenuous
Column or Funicle. 1840 Paxton Hot. Dict.

% Funicle, a
little stalk, by which the seed is attached to the placenta.
i860 FoWLKK Med. I'oc, Funicle, in Anat.. an aggregation
of fibres into a little round cord. 1870 Hookfk Stud. Floret

87 Cytisus. Broom.. seeds with a tumid funicle.

Funicular (fu/nrki//ku\ a. [f. L. funiculus
+ -ar. Cf. F.funicu/aire.)

1. Of or pertaining to a funiculus in various

senses, f Funicular hypothesis : see FUNICULUS 2.

1664 Power Exp, Philos. ir. 138 A Confutation of this

Funicular Hypothesis of Linus. 1709 F. Havksbee Phys.
Mech. F.xp. iii. (1719) 89 The Objections of the Favourers
of Suction, and the Funicular Hypothesis. 1866 A. Flint
Princ. Med. (18S0) 735 The name funicular sclerosis is

given to sclerosis following certain definite columns of the
cord, such as lateral and posterior spinal sclerosis.

2. Of or pertaining to a rope or its tension
;

depending on or worked by a rope. Funicular
machine: an arrangement of a cord, pulleys, and
suspended weights, designed to illustrate statical

principles. Funicular polygon', the figure assumed
by a cord supported at its extremities, and having
weights suspended from it at various points.

Funicular railway : one worked by a cable and
stationary engine ; a cable railway.
1828 J. M. Spearman Brit, Gunner (ed. 2* 296 The whole

is called the Funicular Machine. 1837 Whewell Hist.
Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 13 Stevin. .applies his principle of
equilibrium to cordage, pullies, funicular polygons. 1886
Pall Mall G. 24 June 14/1 The ascent. .will be by means
of a funicular railway. 1892 Tablet 3 Sept. 365 A funicular
railway runs up the mountain's side.

3. Resembling a cord ; spec, in Anat. and Bot.
1835-6 Todd Cyct. Anat. I. 702.1 Small muscles .. to

which Poli has given the name of funicular muscles. 1845
Todd & Bowman Phys. Anal. I. 70 Funicular, rounded
cords of white fibrous tissue. 1851 I). Wilson Preh. Ann.
(1863) I. ii. vi. 465 The knotted funicular tore. 1856 Hi \-

slow Diet. Pot. Terms, Funicular chord, a cord-like ap-
pendage, by the intervention of which . . the seeds are at-
tached, instead of being seated immediately on the placenta.

4. Pertaining to the funis or umbilical cord.
1873 Kennedy in Leishman Syst. Midvif, ix. 179 Except

under such circumstances, it must he very difficult to dis-
cover the funicular soufHet.

Funiculate (fifmMritfk't), a. Bot. and Zool.

[f. FuMCTL-rs + -ate 2.] Having a funiculus.
1826 Kirbv & St. Entoviot. IV'. 349 Funiculate, when it

[the postfnenum] forms a narrow ridge. In mod. Diets.

I Funiculus ^mi-kirfltfs;. [L.funiculus, dim.
of funis rope.]

fl. A little rope. Obs. rare~'\
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey).

f 2. A hypothetical 'string' or filament of ex-

tremely rarefied matter, imagined to be the agent
operating in the suspension of the mercury in the

Torricellian experiment. Obs.
The hypothesis was propounded by Franciscus Linus (the

Jesuit F. Line or Hall)in his book DeCorporum Insepara-
bilitate i66r, which attempts to refute the correct explana-
tion of the phenomenon that had been given by Hoyle.
1662 Boyle Sfring ofAir 11. i. (1682) 18 That the things

we ascribe to the weight or spring of the air are really per-
formed by neither, but by a certain Funiculus, or extremely
thin substance provided by Nature. .which. .does violently
attract bodies whereunto it is contiguous if they be not too
heavy to be removed by it. 1669 — Contn. Knv F.xp. 1.

(1682) 5 Who attribute the suspension of the Quicksilver in
the Torricellian experiment to a certain rarified matter,
which some call a Funiculus.

3. The umbilical cord ; = Funis. Hence transf
iu Bot. A little stalk by which a seed or ovule is

attached to the placenta.
1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Rot. n 1 Ovules ascending from

the axis,_ attached to a short funiculus. 1854 Mayne Exp.
Lex., Fjiniculus, a name for the umbilical cord. 1870
Benti.ev Bot. 326 The funiculus is parallel to the ovufe.
instead of being at right angles to it. 1882 Vines Sachs'
Bot. 492 The nucellus. .is seated on a stalk, the Funiculus.

4. Ent. *A term for the part of the antenna which
lies between the scape and the club in certain in-

sects' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1877 W. Thomson Voy. Challenger I. iv. 262 Lamellar

appendage of the outer antenn* reaching to the middle of
the second joint of the funiculus.

5. Anat. 'Applied to the primitive cord or bundle
of nerve fibres, bound together in a sheath of con-

nective tissue, called the perineurium ornenrileuinia
1

{Syd, Soc. Lex).
6. In Polyzoa. (See quoO
1877 Huxley Anat. fur: Aniut. viii. 455 Very generally,

the gastric division of the alimentary canal is connected
with the parietes of the body by a sort of ligament, the
funiculus, or gastro-parietal band.

Funiform (fiw-nif^im), a. [f. L. funis rope
+ -fokm.] Having the form of a cord or rope.
1865 Page Ilandbk. Geol. Terms (ed. 2\ Funiform, cord-

like, rope-like. 1877 \V. Jones Finger-ring 61 The whole
is overlaid with funiform wire ornaments.

Fuuiliform (fiunvlifpivn), a. Bot. [as iff. L.

*funtli-s adj. {{.funis rope) + -TOKM.] (See quot.
1856 Hfnslow Diet. Rot. Terms, Fumlifomt, tough,

cylindrical, and flexible, like a chord ; as the roots of arbor-
escent monocotyledones.

Funipendulous (fi/7nipe-ncli?/bs\ a. ff. L.

ffini-s rope +fendul-us hanging + -0U8.] Hanging
from a rope ; connected with a hanging rope.
1706 W. Jones Syti. Palmar. Matheseos 290 The greater

the Funipendulous Body is, the less doe-; the Medium
Resist it. 1829 T. L. I'kacock Misfort. Flphin vi. 92 The
exhibition of some half-dozen funipendulous forgers might
have shocked .. his humanity. 1863 Dk Morgan Budget
(1872) 336 And so, having shown how the reviewer ba<
bung himself, I leave him funipendulous.

Funipotent (fi/mi-p^tent), a. nonce<vd. [f.

L. funis rope + potent-cm Potent.] Playing
tricks witli ropes.
1880 F. Pollock Spinoza 60 Pelievers in table-moving,

slate-writing, funipotent and other goblins.

II Funis (fi?7*nis). Anat.' [L. funis rope.]

f a. .Short forfunis brachii, ' an old name for the
median vein * [Syd. Soc. I cx.\ b. The umbilical
cord.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Ct'ritrg. 159 pis veync.is eftsoones

dyvydid. and be ootl partie is spred bi be arm manye weies
wiboute forb. bat is clepid funis. 1753 N. Torriano
Midivifry 8 The Funis, the Placenta, with its Amnion and
Chorion, and Allantoides. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 323 With
the other [hand] we take hold'of the funis and make a gentle
distension. 1855 Ramsbottom Obstetr. Med. 64 One coil of
the funis is seen twisted round the neck, and another round
the left ancle.

t Funk, sh\ Obs. Also 4 fonk, 4-^ funke.

7 founck. [Corresponds to M 1 )u. vonkc (Du. vonk\,

OHG.funcho (MHG. vunke, mod.Gcr. funke) wk.
masc, spark ; the Kng. word may have been adapted
from Du., or it may represent an OE. *funea. The
existence of the ablaut-var. MHG. vanke, mod.Ger.
dial, fankc, renders it unlikely that the word is

a diminutive of the sb. represented in (loth, byfew
(gen.funins fire.]

1. A spark. (The sense in the quots. from R.
Brunne is quite uncertain.)
(•1330 R. Iliu'NNE Chron. (1S10) 172 pat was not worth

a fonk. Ibid. 211 pe kyng an oth suore. He suld him
venge on Steuen. .it of bo fourtene monkes , . Ue beten alle

fonkes. 1390 Gower Conf. III. iS Of lust that ilke firy

funke Hath made hem as who saith half wode. 1391 Langl.
/'. /'/. C. VII. 335 For al the wrecchednesse of this worlde
and wicked dedes Fareth as a fonk of fuyr that ful a-myde
Temese. ri440 Promp. Par-:: 1S2/2 Funke or lytylle fyyr,
igniculus, focnlus.

2. Touch-wood. Cf. Punk, Spunk.
1673 Isee 3t. 1704 E. Ward Dissenting Hypocrite 35 Burn

it as Funk, or keep 't as Fodder. 1721 Kailfv, Funk, a fungy
Excrescence of some Trees dress'd to strike Fire on. 1754
Gooch in Phil. Trans. XLVII I. 817 They gather an ex-
crescence, growing, .upon oaks, and call it Funk, which
impregnated with nitre, is used as a match to light pipes.
a 1825 in Forrv I'oc. E. Anglia. Funk, touch-wood.

3. Comb., as funk horn, ?a horn case con-
taining touchwood.
1673 Channon in Col. St. Papers, Amer. $ W. Jnd. (1880)

538 A flint and ' founck horn,' which a man had put in his
pocket the day before to strike fire in the night.

t Funk, sl\- Obs. [f. Fcxk z\*] A strong
smell or stink ; also, tobacco smoke.
1623 \V. CAr-ps in P. A. Bruce Kcon.IIist. I'irginia(i8g6)

I. 136 Betwixt decks there can hardlie a man fetch his breath
by reason there ariseth such a funke in the night that it causes
putrefaction of bloud. a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crerv,
Funk, Tobacco Smoak ; also a strong Smell or Stink. 1725
AVw Cant. Diet. s. v., What a Funk here is ! What a thick
Smoak of Tobacco is here ! Here's a damn'd Funk, here's

a great Stink.

fig- I6S9 iX Pell tmpr. Sea 491 note, I would either run
out of the stinke of swearing, or make them to run out of
the ship that should, .make such a filthy funke in it.

Funk (forjk), *&3 slang. [First mentioned as

Oxford slang
;
possibly, as Lye suggests, a. Flemish

fonck (Kilian), the origin of which is unknown.]
1, Cowering fear ; a state of panic or shrinking

terror. Bluefunk : see Blue a. 3.

1743 Lve in funius' Etynwlogicnm s. v., Funk voxAcade-
micis Oxon. familiaris . to be in a funk . vett. Flandris
fonck est Ttirba, perttirbatio . in de fonck siin, Turbari,
tumultuari, in perturbatione versari. 1765 E. Sedgwick
in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comni. App. 1. 390 Poor Todd.,
is said to be in a violent funk. 1785 Grose Diet. I'ulg.

Tongue s. v., I was in a cursed funk. 1827 De Quincev in

Blackzv. Mag. XXI. 204 The horrid panic or 'funk '(as
the men of Eton call it) in which Des Cartes must have
found himself. 1839 Sir C. Napier 9 Apr. in W. N. Bruce
Life iv. (1885) I2 7 Funk is the order of the day. 1861



FUNK. 608 FUNNEL.
Hi'GHFS Tom Broivu at Oxf. xliv, There is no sign of any-
thing like funk amongst our fellows. 1874 M. Coi.i.ink

Transmigr. II. xi. 183 With all my heroism, I was in

a frightful funk.

2. One who funks; a coward.
i85o in P.arti.ett Dict.Amer., Funk. .2 a coward. x888

Daily Tel. 13 Apr. 5/2 The public opinion among youth
would ..dub a ' fellow ' a ' funk '.

Funk (f»rjk\ sbA Sc. and north, [f. Fr.vK ».3]

1. A kick.

1808-80 in Jamieson. 1838 J. Halley in Life (1842) 145
He placed his hand . . unluckily just on the spot where Mr.
Pony is rather touchy. Sundry vehement funks . . were
the immediate consequence.

2. Ill-humour, passion.
1808-80 Jamieson s. v.. In a funk, in a surly state, or in

a fit of passion. Loth. 1892 Korthumbld. Gloss, s. v., 'The
gaffer's in a fine funk '.

Funk i,forjk;, r. 1 slang. [perh. a. F. dial.

funkier = OY . funkier , fungier :— L. *fumicare (It.

fumicare),fnmigdre, i.fumus smoke. (FUKK sb.-9

though app. f. this vb., is recorded earlier.
]

1. trans. To blow smoke upon (a person) ; to

annoy with smoke.
1699 W. King Furmetry iii. 56 What with strong smoke,

and with his stronger breath, He funks Basketia and her
son to death. 1719 DTJrfey PitlsXl. 303 He . . with a sober
Dose Of Coffee funks his Nose. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom
(1734* 119/1 He proposed that we should retire into a comer,
and funk one another with brimstone. 1785 (".rose Diet.
Vnlg. Tongue s. v., To funk the cobbler, a school boy's
trick, performed with assa fcetida and cotton, which are
stuffed into a pipe, .and the smoke is blown, .through the
crannies of a cobler's stall. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faith/.
xxv. Do look how the old gentleman is funking Mary, and
casting sheep's eyes at her through the smoke. 1840 Barham
ingot. Leg., Spectre Tappington, An arrangement happily
adapted for the escape of the noxious fumes up the chimney,
without that unmerciful ' funking ' each other, which a less

scientific disposition of the weed would have induced.

b. To smoke
s
a pipe, tobacco). \ Also, to blow

(tobacco smoke) on (a person).
a 1704 T. Brown Inscribt. Tobacco-box Wks. 1730 I. 65

Since Jove .. Gives us the Indian weed to funk. 1733
Revolution Politicks 11. 67 When the Ring was upon his

Trial, did not the Soldiers funk Tobacco in on the King as
tie sat. to offend him. 1764 T. Brvdges Homer Travest.

(17971 II. 54 Where a round dozen pipes they funk, And
then return to town dead drunk. 1791 HiddesfoRd Sal'ntag.
1 14 A pipe 1 dtd funk.

c. intr. To smoke.
1829 II . M'jkray N. Amer. I. iv. 211 The grain having

funked for six and twenty weeks in the ship's hold. 1832
W. Stephenson Gateshead Local Forms 29 At Jenny
Brown's she'd smoke and funk. 1855 Browning Fra
Lippo 174 My straw-fire flared and funked. 1860 Bartlett
Did. Amer. s. v., When the smoke puffs out from a chimney
place or stove, we say 'it funks'.

2. To cause an offensive smell.

1708 MoTTEUX Rabelais IV. xxxii. 92. 18*9 Brockett
A". C. Words, Funk, to smoke or rather to cause an offen-

sive smell.

Hence Firnking///. a.

1700 S. Parker Six Pkilos. E<ss. 54 Many a funking Poor
may have had his Pipe lighted by a Flash.

Funk (fonk), 7\- slang. [Belongs to Funk j£.3]

1. intr. To flinch cr shrink through fear; to c show
the white feather ', try to back out of anything.
1737-9 H. Walpolb Lett. (1886) 1. 15 The last time I saw

him here [Eton!, was standing up funking over against a
conduit to be catechised. 1813 Ld. Campbell Let. Apr. in

Life (x83i) I. 295, 1 funk before Ellenborough as much as
ever. I almost despair of ever acquiring a sufficient degree
of confidence before him to put me in possession of my
faculties. 1847 lllustr. Lond. News 27 Nov. 360/2 It

occurred to me that the change of temperature would be
disagreeable, and I rather funked. 1848 Lowell Big-low P.
Ser. 1. ix. Poems 1890 II. 137 To Funk right out o' p'lit'eal

strife aint thought to be the thing. 1885 Runoiman Skippers
kS-SIi. 79, I hope you will not think I am funking.

2. trans. To fight shy of, wish or try to shirk or

evade (an undertaking, duty, etc.). AUo, tofunk it.

1857 K.int,slev Two V. Ago III. 103 He'll have funked
it, when he comes to the edge, and sees nothing but mist
below. x88x H. James Port?'. LadyxW, Not that he liked

good-byes—he always funked them.

3. To fear, be afraid of (a person'.
1836-48 IS. D. Walsh Aristoph., A'nt'ghts 154 The rich

men fear him, And he is funked by all the poorer class.

1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. 385, ' I rather funk the
governor' replied, in turn, Mr. bpooner.

4. To frighten or scare.

1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 197 The Frenchman, funked at

the superiority of his antagonist. 1831 Scott Jrul. 20 May,
Jeffrey is fairly funked about it. 189a Sat. Rev. 30 Apr.

496/2 The jury, 'funked* by the Anarchists, returned ex-

tenuating circumstances in the miscreant's case.

5. Coml>., as funksticks {Hunting;, one who
4 funks ' the ' sticks ' or fences.

1889 U*k>. Rev. III. 76 The 'funksticks* immediately
slacken rein.

Hence Funking vbl. sb. Also Funker.
a 1845 Hoon Jack Hall xi, Funking, indeed, was quite

a thing Beside his function. 1857 Highes Tom Brotvn
I, viii. While he [Flashman] was thrashing them, they
would roar out instances of his funking at football. 1864
C. Clarke Box for Season II. 115 Martyr and Dickenson
are both funkers. 1875 Whyte Melville Riding Recoil.

iv. (18791 64 Of all riders 'the hard funker' is the most
unmerciful to his beast.

Funk (ffrjk), z'. ;i Sc. and north, [app. onomato-
poeic; a variant fung is common (see Jamieson).]
trans, and intr. To kick.

'-1709 Auld Grey Mfmrt i. in Jacobite Songs (1887) 56
You've curried the auld mare's hide, She'll funk nae mair
at you. /bid. v, The good auld yaud Could nowther funk
nor fling. 1821 Iilack~w. Mag. Nov. X. 393 The horse
funkit him aff into the dub. 1823 J. Wilson- Trials Marg.
Lyndsay xxxv. 294 The beast's funking like math 1834
M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 375 The quadruped funking
up her heels and tossing the dry sand with her horns.

1892 Northumbld. Gloss., Funk, to kick, to kick up the
heels as a horse or donkey does. ' To funk off' is to throw
the rider.

Hence Funking-

vbl. sb. Also Funker.
1823 Blackw. Mag. Mar. XIII. 313 It's hard to gar a

wicked cout leave off funking. 1825-80 Jamieson s. v.,

Dinna buy that beast, she's a funker. 185a R. S. Sl'rtees
Sponged Sp. Tour (1893) 219 The move of the hounds
caused a rush of gentlemen to their horses, and there was
the usual scramblings up, and fidgetings, and funkings.

Funkite (ftf'nkait). Min. [Named byDufresnoy
in 1837, presumably after some person surnamed
Funk!\ A variant of pyroxene containing ten per

cent, or more of iron.

1850 Dana /!/?«. 268 Funkite is a green coccolite.

Punky (f»*nki),a. 1 [f. Fink j&S + .y 1 .] In a

state of * funk , frightened, nervous, timid.

1837 Dickens Pickw, [The nervous junior counsel in

Bardell v. Pickwick is named 'Mr. Phunky 1

.] 1845 S.

NayLOR Reynard 46, I do feel somewhat funky. 1871

G. Meredith H. Richmond lii. (1889) 501 If he did not
give up to you like a funky traveller to a highwayman.
Hence Punkiness.
1896 Punch 22 Aug. 88/2, I subdued my native funkiness

so far as to make the revolution of the great wheel.

Funky {iv qki , a.- Sc. [f. Funk sbA] Given
to kick, as a horse ' (Ogilvie Supp. 1855'.

t Funky, a. :i Obs.

1784 Twamley Dairying 11 [Faults in Cheese] Sweet or
Funkey Cheese. Ibid. 30 A means o( preventing Sweet, or

Funkey Cheese.

Funnel (finrfl), sbA Forms: 5 fonelfle, 6-7
funell, 6-8 funnell, (6 fonnell, funnelle), 7

funnel. [Wli. fonel (15th c. ; a supposed earlier

example belongs to Funkl, rope
s
i, app. a. OF.

*Jounil (whence BretoiL/fcffnV). Mod. Pr. dialects

have founil, enfounilh, which are probably cor-

rupted adoptions of L. infundihulum , f. infundfre to

poor in (the Lat. word may have been familiar from
its use in pharmacy); the unrecorded OF, form, and
the Sp.fofttt, Vg.funil, may be adoptions from Pr.]

1. A cone-shaped vessel usually fitted at the apex
with a short tube, by means of which a liquid,

powder, or the like, may be conducted through
a small opening.
1402-3 Durh. MS. Aim. Roll., j funell. c 1430 Pilgr.

Lyf Manhode ill. xxxvii. (1869) T 55 A gret old oon ..pat
a foul sak, deep and perced, heeld with hire teeth, and
hadde with inne it a fonelle [F. entonnour\. ,1440 Protnp.
Pari'. 170/1 Fonel, or tonowre, fusorium. 1578 LVTB
Dodoens I. xii. 20 The parfume .. taken into the mouth
through the pipe of a funnell, or tuunell. 1630 B. Jonson
New /nn 1. i, With a funnel, I make shift to fill The narrow
vessel. 1739 ' K. Bl'LL ' tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 202 To
ev'ry Mouth by Turns the Funnel guide. Let Streams of
Wine, thro' pewter Channels, glide. 1799 G. Smith Labo-
ratory I. 179 Make a paper funnel, and put it in the hole

of the globe. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Ghent. Tcchnot.

(ed. 2) I, 221 The whole fire-box is then rilled up with fuel

by means of a funnel. 1866 Rogers Agrie. <v Prices I. xxi.

549 The juice being poured into the tun by means of a

funnel. 1878 Hixley Physiogr. 49 A circular metallic

funnel for catching the rain, and a vessel for storing it.

fig. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 228 P 2 The Inquisitive are

the Funnels of Conversation .. They are the Channels
through which all the Good and Evil that is spoken in

Town are conveyed. 1886 Pall Mall G. 3 June 2 '1 If

they . . become the 'animated funnels' of the executives of
their associations. 1890 Spectator 16 Aug., The funnel

through which legislation can trickle down to the country
is. .nearly blocked up.

b. spec, in Casting. The hole through which the

metal is poured into a mould. Cf. Gate, Ijtgate,

Teikje.
1874 m Knight Diet. Mech. I. 925 '1.

c. Anat. and Z00L A funnel-shaped organ or

limb ; an infundibulum.
1712 Bi.ackmoke Creationxx. 493 Some [muscles] the long

Funnel's curious Mouth extend Thro' which ingested Meats
with Ease descend. 1839 Johnston in Proc. Bene. A'at.

Club I. No. 7. 200 Funnel [of cuttle-fish] white. 1841-71

T. R. Jones Anint. Kingd. (ed. 4) 623 The surrounding
element being alternately drawn into the branchial cavity

. .and again expelled in powerful streams through the orifice

of the funnel.

2. A tube or shaft for lighting or ventilating pur-

poses ; also, the metal chimney of an engine, steam-

boat, etc. f Formerly also, the soil-pipe of a privy.

1555 Epen Decades 333 A funell or trunke of woodde or

such other open instrument wherby the aver maye be
conueyed into the caue. 1612 Sttetevant Metallica xiii.

92 Priuy Funnels or Vaults may also bee made by the Press-

ware Art so close and so sweete that there can no annoyance
or vnsauory smels euapoure out . . Many houses, .are much
annoyed by the leaking and sincking through the funnels of
Brick. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India A> P. 39 Admitting
neither Light nor Air, more than what the Lamps, always
burning, are by open Funnels above suffered to ventilate.

1701 LiTTKEi.i, Brief Ret. (1857) V. 36 Sir Christopher
Wren has made this day 4 funnells on the top of the
house of commons, to lett out the heat, in case they sitt

in the summer. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. xv. The funnel
to carry the smoke. 1748 Anson s i'oy. in. viii. (ed. 4) 506

I These funnels served to communicate the air to the hold.

1773 Genii. Mag. XI. III. 480/fl There are. -eight funnels
for letting out the steam through windows. 1833 Marrvat

I

/'. Simple xxi.v, Mr. Chucks slapped his fist against the
I funnel. 1839 R. S. Robinson A'aut. Steam Fng. 127 The
1 chimney, or funnel, is made of sheet iron, and rivetted on
I to the uptake. 1868 Lessons Mid. Age 315 All this while the
! steam has been fiercely chafing through the funnel.

b. The flue of a chimney, somewhat resembling

! an inverted funnel (see quot. 1S59).

1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 787 The Funnel
of the Chimney. 1715 Desac.uliers Fires /mpr. 51 The
outward Hole of the Funnel ought to be small, always less

than the Bore of the Funnel. 1859 Gwilt Archit. \ed. 41

949 The cavity or hollow [of a chimney] from the fireplace

to the top of the room is called the funnel.

3. Applied to a funnel-shaped opening, shaft, or

channel in rocks, etc.

1774 CiOldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 102 The sides of the
funnel are actually often burst with the great violence of
the flame. 1791 W. BasTRAM Carolina 246 The ground,,
presenting to view, those funnels, sinks and welts in groups
of rocks.. as already recited. i8xz Brackenridge Views
Louisiana <i3i4.i 106 The number of funnels, or sink holes,

formed by the washing of the earth into fissures of the lime-

stone rock. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 157 A narrow gap
or funnel in the mountains through which the river forces

its way between perpendicular precipices. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's ll'ord-bk., Funnel, the excavation formed by the
explosion of a mine. 1869 Phillips / 'esuv. iv. 105 The crater

now became a funnel which was accessible to the bottom.

4. Applied to anything of conical shape with an

extension at the apex.
1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879' I. iv. 108 This [cloud]

gradually changed into a filmy funnel, from the narrow end
of which the ' cord ' extended to the cloud in advance. 1897
HallCaine Christian x. He lay back, sent funnels ofsmoke
to the ceiling.

5. A cylindrical band of metal ; esp. that fitted

on to the head of the topgallant and royal masts,

to which the rigging is attached.

1694 Acc. Stv. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 161 The Wooden Stick
is fastened within the Iron Colleror Funnel ofthe Harpoon,
with Packthread wound all about, c i860 H. Stuart Sea-
man's Catech. 74 The head is round to receive the funnel.

1882 Narks Seamanship (ed. 6) 31 The rigging of a royal
mast, topgallant mast and topmast, is placed upon a copper
funnel fitting the mast head.

6. A channel, leading from a pond, over which
a net is spread forming a 'pipe', broad at the

mouth but narrowing to a point, into which wild

fowl are decoyed.

1774 Golosh. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 138 This little animal
fdog].. keeps playing among the reeds, nearer and nearer
the funnel, till they [wild fowl] follow him too far to

recede.

7. Ottrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., asftmtiel-

pipe, tube ; similative, asfunnel-fashioned, -formed

\

-like, adjs.
;
funnel-wise adv.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., * Funnel-fashioned flowers,

1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle xviii. (1887) 176 The
smoke was caught and carried l>ack under a *funnel- formed
canopy into a hollow central pillar. 1836-9 Todd Cycl. A nat.

II. 757/2 The fibrous *funnel-like sheath. 1846 Daily News
21 Jan. 6/5 Narrow, up-hill, funnel-like streets. 18*7 Fara-
day Chem. Manip. 13 A piece of "funnel-pipe fitted loosely

into the hole. 1853 W. Gkecorv luorg. Chem. (ed. 3)231
Through one aperture in the cork passes the ^funnel tube.

1840 IIickens Old C. Shop xviii, The landlord, .applied him-
self to warm the same in a small tin-vessel shaped * funnel-

wise.

b. Special comb., asfunnel-casing(s (see quot.

1883) ; funnel-form = funnel-shaped'; funnel-
hood (see quot.) ; funnel-net, the net of a funnel

(sense 6) ; funnel polype (see quot.) ; funnel-

shaped a., shaped like a funnel, infundibuliform,

esp. in Hot. ; funnel-stays (see quot.); funnel-top

(see quot.).

1877 W. Thomson i'oy. Challenger I. i. i3 An excellent

drying-room has been discovered in a space in the *funnel-
casings. 1883 W. C. Rlssell Sailors Lang., Funnel-
casing, a portion of the funnel of a steamer extending
from the smoke-box to some distance upwards. 1880

Gk&Y Struct. Bot. vi. §5. 240 Infundibuliform, or *Funnel-
form, such as the corolla of common Morning-Glory, de-

notes a tube gradually enlarged upwards from a narrow
base into an expanding border or limb. 1883 W. C. Russell
Sailor's Lang., *Funnel-hood, a projected portion of or

protection to the funnel, raised some feet above the

deck. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 138 The decoy-
ducks never enter the "funnel-net with the rest. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Polype, The "funnel polype

nearly resembles a funnel, from which it has its name, /bid.,

Infundibuliform. .There are properly two species of the
*funnel-shaped flowers. x8»3 J. Badcock pom. Amusem.
147 Over this a kind of funnel-shaped supplier is to be made
fast. i860 W. G. Clark Vac. Tour 77 The surface is

honeycombed throughout with circular, funnel-shaped holes.

1846 Volng Naut. Diet. s.v. Funnel, This [funnel] is

secured by ropes or chains, called the "funnel-stays, leading

from eye-plates near the top of the funnel to the ship's sides.

1854 Mavnk Exp. Lex.,*Funnel-Top, common name for

the genus Peziza.

Hence tPn*nnel P. a. intr. of smoke: to

issue out or rise up in a funnel-shaped cloud ; b.

trans, to feed with a funnel. Pu'nnelled ///. a.,

funnel-shaped ; also Jig. ; in Bot. infundibuliform.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 125 Before

a gun is shot off, a stinking smoake funnels out. 1596 —
Saffron li'alden 102 A dampe (like the smoake of a Cannon)
..would strugglingly funnell vp. 1730 ' R. Hill' tr. Dede-

kindus' Grobianus 202 To ev'ry Mouth by Turns the Funnel

guide, Let Streams of Wine, thro' pewter Channels, glide



FUNNEL.
Adown the Throats . . [Note] Whenever this Comedy is

represented, the Gentlemen of the upper Gallery are ex-
ceedingly delighted with seeing Teague funnel Obadiah.
1793 W. Robekts Looker-on No. 67 p 14 The auditory pas-

sage was extremely narrow, and not funnelled as in other
subjects. 1849 Florist 194 [A pelargonium] too funnelled, and
the blotch on upper petals not even. 1883 D. Pidgeon in

Nature 23 June, The double funneled stem of whirling mist
[of a waterspout]. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 130 Quiver-
ing to the swell of funneled uproar.

Funnel (fo'nel), jfj dial. Also fummel.
(See quots. ; the form fummel seems of doubtful
genuineness.)

1835 Booth Analyt. Diet. 323 The Little Mule, or Hinny
..the produce of a Stallion and a She-ass. .In some counties,
it is called a Fummel. 1847 Halliwell, Punnet, a mare
mule produced by an ass covered by a horse. Line. 1866
Bhogden Line. Gloss,, Funnel, a mule whose sire is an ass.

Funniment (fVniment). jocular, [f. Funny
a. + -MENT. Cf. merriment.] Drollery, humour;
also, a joke, a comicality.

1845 Alb. Smith Fort. Scatterg. Fam. xix. (1887) 65 His
first funniment took place amongst the macaws. 1861
Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 138 A man with heaps of
funniment and plenty of talk. 1878 E. Yates Wrecked in
Port xxviii. 319 I'll take care to repay you that little funni-
ment on the first convenient opportunity.

Funny (fo-ni), sb. [perh. f. next adj.] A narrow,
clinker-built pleasure-boat for a pair of sculls.

Also loosely, any light boat.

1799 Caldron or Follies Camb. 9 While others woo The
welf-oar'd funney or the slim canoo. 1808 Ann. Reg, 109
A young couple . . took a sail in a funny off Fulham. 1843
Atkinson in Zoologist I. 293, I was in a ' funny '—as the
small boats at Cambridge are called. 1870 Dasbht Annals
Eventful Life (ed. 4) I. 140 The funnies, cutters, wherries .

.

that thronged the river daily.

Funny (firni), a. [f. Fun sb. + -y'.]

1. Affording fun, mirth-producing, comical, face-

tious.

1756 Toldervy Two Orphans II. \$x Tom Heartley and
Richmond said a great many funny things. 176a Foote
Orators 1. i, Is it damn'd funny and comical ? 1787 Burns
Halloivcen xxviii, Unco tales, an' funnie jokes. 1827 De
Quincey Murder Wks. 1862 IV. 22 He became very sociable
and funny. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xiii, Popping in his
little funny head.
absol. 1820 Praed Eve of Battle 297 A mixture of the

grave and funny.

2. Curious, queer, odd, strange, colloq.

1806 Metcalfe in Owen IVeltesley's Desp. 809 This study
to decrease our influence is funny. I cannot understand it.

1838 James Robber i, That was a funny slip of mine. 185s
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xix, 'What funny things you
are making ' .

.

' I'm trying to write to my poor old woman.

'

1855 Ld- Houghton in Life (1891) I. xi. 527 Lady Ellesmere
was very funny about Mrs. Gaskell, wanting very much to
see her, and yet quite shy about it. 1889 N. IV. Line.
Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v., 'To keap fun'rals waaitin' time efter time
is a straange funny waay for a parson to go on.'

t 3. slang. Tipsy. Obs.
1756 Toldervy Two Orphans I. 62 More brandy was

drank, and, Tom Throw beginning to be what is called
funny, the house was full of uproar and confusion.

4. Comb., as funny-looking adj. ; funny-bone,
the popular name for that part of the elbow over
which the ulnar nerve passes, from the peculiar
sensation experienced when it is struck ; funny-
man, a professional jester.

1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Blondie Jacke, And they smack,
and they thwack, Till your ' *funny bones' crack. 1867
Pall Mall G. 30 Jan. 4 It is like rapping a man . . over the
funny-bone. 1881 Blackmore Christowell xv, Even the
fiddlers three, .worked their funny-bones more gently. 1895
M. E. Francis Frieze <$- Fustian 283 * Yon's a *funny-
lookin' lass. Let's chase her !

' 1861 Mayhew Lond. Labour
III. 119 What I've earn'd as clown, or the *funnyman, with
a party of acrobats.

Hence Funnily adv. , in a funny manner ; Funni-
ness, the quality or state of being funny; a funny
saying or joke. Also Tu*iiiiyinm.noncc-wd.,a. joke.
1814 Lady Granville Lett. 18 Nov, (1894) I. 51 [He]

says she. .talks so funnily and sweetly. 1839 Caroline Fox
Mem. Old Friends (1882) 37 His stories and funnyisms
of all descriptions. 1856 Ld. Cockburn Mem. 317 note, It

was funnily done ; which was not always the case, for it was
often with bitter gravity. 1857 Gen. P. Thomi-son Audi
Alt. I. xi. 57, I did hear one or two members, .make a kind
of school-boy titter at the funniness of a man's not being
seconded. 1865 Daily Tel. 8 Dec. 4/6 Marching . . to the
sound of their own .. irrepressible funninesses. 1882 J.
Brown Hors Subs. Ser. m. 35 A man .. whose absolute
levity and funniness became ponderous.

Funny (ffni), v. Sc. [mod. form oi fundy,
Found v£] intr. To become *stiff with cold, to

be benumbed. Hence Funnied ppl. a.

1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. £2 An eating Horse never funnied.

1785 yrnl.fr. Lond. 3 in Poems Buchau Dial., The wile
limmer was sae do2en'd an' funied wi' cauld. 1845 IVhistle-

Binkie (Scot. Songs) Ser. in. (1890) I. 418 The funneit tod
cam forth.

Funster (fo'nstai). jocular, [f. Fun sb. + -ster
after Punster.] One who makes fun.

1887 Through the Long Day I. 234 Punster is universally
recognised as a permissible and legitimate word, and why
not ' funster ' ? 1892 Dram. Opin. 13 Jan. 3/1 The greatest
punster since Hood, and greatest funster of his age.

Fuor, mistake for, or var. Fur sb. 1 (sense 7V
1858-9 Weale Diet. A rch. (ed. 2^ Fuor, among carpenters,

apiece nailed upon a rafter to strengthen it when decayed.
Fur ((vi), sb.i Forms : 4-7 furre, 7-y furr, 8

fir, 6- fur. [f. Fue v.
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The OF. forre,fuerre, sheath, case, is commonly given as
the immediate source ; but it does not appear to have had
the sense of the Eng. sb., though the derived vb. forrer
(mod. F'. fourrer), originally to encase, developed the sense
'to line', and ' to line or trim with fur.' The Fr. word for
fur is fourrure {OV.forrure): see Furrure.]
1. A trimming or lining for a garment, made of the

dressed coat of certain animals (as the ermine,
beaver, etc. : see 2) ; hence, the coat of such
animals as a material for trimmings, linings, or
entire garments (worn either for warmth or for
ornament). Also a garment made of, or trimmed
or lined with, this material; now chiefly pi., exc.
as denoting a piece of fur to be worn about the
neck.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 228 A burnet cote.. Furred

with no menivere, But with a furre rough of here, Of lambe-
skinnes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 401 pei schal
were no manere furres. 1418 E. E. I ('ills \1882) 34, I be-
quethe . . my ffurre of Calabre. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst.
iSurtees) 163 Thay are so gay in furrys fyne. 1551 in
Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. xxxiii, 539 A fur of black
Irish lamb. 1602 Mahston Antonio's Rev. 11. iii, Thou
wrapt in furres. . Forbidst the frozen zone to shudder. 1681
Woon Life (O. H. S.) II 525 Blak gownes, fae'd with furr.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 231 The inhabitants go
. .cloathed in furs or feathers. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 11.

vi, The costly furs That erst had deck'd their caps were
torn. 1886 Hall Caine Son of IIagar 11, xvi, Greta had
returned to the parlour, muffled in furs.

fig. 1621 Molle Camerar. Liv. Libr. v. XIV. 374 III will,

envie, grudgings, the right linings and furies of the soule.

b. worn as a mark of office or state, and as
a badge of certain degrees nt the Universities.

1634 Milton Comus 707 Those budge doctors of the Stoic
fur. 1675 Otway Alcibiades 1. i, Heavy Gown-men clad in
formal Furrs. 1729 Wateri.and Let. Wks. 1823 X. 320 The
picture of Sir William Cecil, .in his gown and furs, a 1763
Shknstone Economy 1. 148 And add strange wisdom to the
furs of Pow'r.

2. The short, fine, soft hair of certain animals (as

the sable, ermine, beaver, otter, bear, etc.) growing
thick upon the skin, and distinguished from
the ordinary hair, which is longer and coarser.

Formerly also, f the wool of sheep.
c 1430 LydG, Hors, ShePe fy G. 49 in Pol. Ret. fy L. Poems

i6Theshepe.
. berythe furres blake and whyte. i579Si'Knser

Sheph. Cat. Sept. 165 Thy Hall is a bold bigge curre. And
could make a Solly hole in theyr furre. 1608 Shaks. Lear nx,

i._i4(Qo. i^This night, wherin..The Lyon, and the belly
pinched Wolfe Keepe their furre dry. 173a Pope Ess. Man
1. 176 To want the strength of Bulls, the fur of Bears. 1748
F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 189 Leave the Hair on Skins, where
the Fleece or Fir is soft and warm, as Beaver, Otter, &c.
1812 J Smyth Tract. Customs (18211 310 Coney Wool, or
Rabbits' Fur. .principally used by Hatters. 1847 Longf.
Ev. 1. ii. 10 Cold would the winter be, for thick was the
fur of the foxes. 1868 Darwin Anim. ty PI. I. i. 46 All the
cats are covered with short stiff hair instead of fur.

b. Jig. in phr. to stroke the fur the wrong way
(i.e. to cause irritation) ; to make thefurfly (U.S.
slang : see quot.).

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., To make the furfly. To
claw ; scratch ; wound severely. Used figuratively. 1870
Miss Bkidgman Ro. Lynne I. vii. 100 He stroked all the fur
the wrong way. 1888 Denver Republican 29 Feb. (Farmer),
* Wait until the National Committee assembles .. and you
will see the fur fly from the Cleveland hide '.

3. //. Skins of such animals with the fur on them.
1555 Eden Decades 214 In this lande are many excellent

furres as marterns, sables, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) I.

vi. iii. 9, I shall be carefull to bring with me those Furres,
I had instructions for. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. 1. 156 The
Skins of those Beasts, which are killed in Winter being only
of Value, and what we call Firs. 1828 Scott F\ M. Perth
xxvii, This his old host and friend, with whom he had
transacted many bargains for hides and furs. 1836 W.
Irving Astoria III. 168 Mr. Clarke accordingly packed all

his furs on twenty-eight horses.

4. Her. A tincture representing tufts upon a plain

ground, or patches of different colours supposed to

be sewn together.
The eight principal furs are ermine, ermines, erminois,

pean, vair, countervail potent, and counterpotent.
1610 Guillim Heraldty 1. iv. (1660) 20 Furres (used in

Armes) are taken for the Skins of certain beasts stripped
from the bodies and artificially trimmed for the furring,
doubling, or lining of Robes and Garments. 1708 [see
Doubling vbl. sb. 2]. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet., Purs, in

Heraldry are used in the Doublings of Mantles pertaining
to a Coat of Arms, and sometimes to the Coat it self : They
are usually of two Colours. 1766 [see Double v. 6 a].

1882 Cussans Her. iii. (ed. 3) 55 Furs are known by the
name of Doublings, when used in the linings of mantles;
but when coming under the denomination of Tinctures,
they are cailed each by their respective name.
5. collect. Furred animals. Also in phrase fur
andfeather. See Feather sb. 4.
1827 Pollok Course T. v. 1025 Hunted thence the fur To

Labrador. 1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 1. 1. vii. § 7. 106
They will readily hunt fur when nothing else is to be had.
1884 St. James's Gas. y Aug. 4/2 Farmers, .find it somewhat
difficult to carry on their coursing meetings because of the
scarcity of fur.

6. Applied to something resembling fur or adher-
ing to a surface like fur, e. g. a coat or crust of
mould, of deposit from wine, etc.

1843 Lever J. Hiuton vi. (1878) 38 The ill-omened fur
one sees on an antiquated apple-pie. 1852 M rs. C Meredith
Home in Tasmania I. ix. 134 Projecting ridges [in shells],
fringed beneath like the fur of a mushroom. 1855 Dickens
Dorrit (. v, Empty wine-bottles with fur and fungus choking

PUR.

up their throats. 1864 Webster, Fur.. the soft, downy
covering on the skin of a peach. 1877 Black Green Past.
xix, Covered the thick top-coats of the two men with a fur
of wet.

b. esp. A coating formed on the tongue in certain
1 diseased conditions of the body.

1693 Drvden tr. Persius in. 172 My Pulse unequal, and
my Breath is strong ; Besides, a filthy Furr upon my Tongue.
1783 S. Chai'Man in Med. Commun. I. 277 Her tongue had
a wliitish fur on it. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 508 Her tongue,

!
teeth, and lips were covered with a black fur. 1849-52
Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 11 39/2 Variation in the quantity of
fur on the tongue from day to day.

c. A coating or ciust formed by the deposit of
' carbonate of lime on the interior surface of a kettle,

;
boiler, etc.

1805 W. Saunders Min. Waters 38 Boiling, .drives off
the excess of carbonic acid, and thus causes the chalk to be
precipitated; hence the earthy crust, or furr, on kettles.

1837 Mcch. Mag. XXVIII. q6 An invention for dissolving
the 'fur' which collects in kettles and boilers. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 7 July 7/2 For the purpose of removing the fur
from the steam boiler.

7. Carpentry. (See quot.' Cf. Furring vbl. sb.

3 b, Fub v. 6.

1703 T. N. CityKf C. Purchaser 146 When Rafters are.

.

sunk hollow in the middle, and pieces (cut thickest in the
middle, and to a point at each end) are nail'd upon them
to make them straight again.. those pieces so put on are
call'd Furrs. [1858 9: see Fuor.]

II. attrib. and Comb.
8. attrib. or as adj. Made of fur.

'597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s.v. Bullion, Ilk scrplaith of
furfelles.con. 4000. iiij. ounce. 1713 Warder True Amazons
58 A Velvet Cape or Fur Gorget ahout her Shoulders. 1792
Descript. Kentucky 49 Fur-muffs and tippets. 1884 Chamb,
Jrnl. 5 Jan. 10/1 The dogs, .should then be protected by fur-

boots. 1885 Girl's Own Paper Jan. 202/1 Fur balls, fur
fringe, and fur tails seem the most usual finish on all

mantles.

9. ( itneral comb., asfur trade, -trader ; objective,

asfur-dressing vbl. sb. ; instrumental, as fur-clad,
-lined, -trimmed, -wrought ppl. adjs.

;
parasyn-

thetic, as fur-camped, -collared, -cuffed, -gowned
ppl. adj's.

1887 J. A. Sterry Lazy Minstr. (1892) 68 Here comes
a stout, *fur-capped Mossoo. 1784 Cowper Task v. 129
Imperial mistress of the * fur-clad Rnss ! 1842 Macaulay
Lays, Proph. CaPys xxxi, Where fur-clad hunters wander
Amidst the northern ice. 1856 Lever Martins of Cro'M.
136 A grey cloth spencer being drawn over his coat, *fur-
collared and cuffed. 1888 Daily News 21 Sept. 7/2 A *fur-
dressing patent. 1757 J. G. Cooper Apol. A ristippus iii. 160
The .. *fur-gown'd Pedants' bookish Rules. 1886 W. J.
Tucker E. Europe 202 He muffled himself in his "fur-lined

cloak. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 42 People
connected with the "fur trade. 1848 Tuoreau Maine IV,
(1S94I 14 One small leaden bullet, and some colored beads,
the last to be referred, perhaps, to early *fur-trader days.
i860 G. A. Stottiswoode Vac. Tour 98 Long, straight,
*fur-trimmed coats. 1731 Gay Rur. Sports i. 270 Let me,
less cruel, cast the feather'd hook.. And with the *fur-

wrought fly delude the prey.

10. Special comb. : -\- f\xv-ma.n slang (see quot.)

;

fur-puller (see quot.); so fur-pulling vbl. sb.

;

fur seal, the seal which affords the valuable fur

known as seal-skin.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creu>, *Fur~men* Aldermen.
1725 in Neiv Cant. Diet. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,

*F'ur-pullers, those who scrape the loose down off rabbit and
other skins, and do various minor parts of fur-making. 1886
Daily News 13 Dec. 5/5 A widow, working at *fur pulling.

*775 Clayton in Phil. 'Trans. LXVI. 102 The *furr seal has
its name from its coat, which is a fine soft furr, and is

thinner skinned than any of the others. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 191 Group of Fur Seals, .stuffed
Ribbon Seal. .cast of Harbour Seal.

Fur, sb.? ?0bs. [?Cf. OF. forre sheath, case.]

= Box sb.'- 16.

1740 Lond. Mag. 382/1 While a Wheel is turning round
once, all the Parts of the Fur or Box in the Nave, rub
against the Axletree . . The Fur or Box in the hinder Wheels,
is no bigger than the Fur or Box in the fore Wheels. Now,
if the hind Wheels be as high again as the fore ones, .the
rubbing round the Fur or Box in the hind W'heels, will

carry the Load twice as far as the fore Wheels.

Fur, sb. 3 dial. Also 5 fyre, flrre (fyir, fyyre),

6 fyrre, furre, 9 furr. [See Furze.] = Furze.
Chiefly in Comb., asfur-bill, -bush {-busk), -stack;

fur chuck, the bird furze-chat.

1440 Promp. PariK 162/1 Fyyre, sharpe brusche (A", firre,

whynne, P. fyir or qwynne), saliunca. < 1540 R, MoRicEin
Lett. Lit . Men (Camden) 24 Agentilman. .tokea fyrre bushe
on . . a pitche-fork, and being all sett on fyer thruste it into his

moth. 156a W. Bulleyn Bk. Simples 69 a, The Brome and
the Whin or Furre bushe. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 22

He that shooteth at a starre, aimeth higher then he that

shooteth at a furbush. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. II. 13
We are guarding the place now with duck-guns, fur-bilk,

and other spears. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 11

Whinchat (Pratincola rubetrd) .. Furr chuck (Norfolk).

1889 N. IV. Line:. Gloss., Fur.bill, a bill-hook : perhaps
a furze-bill. Fur-busk, a bush of gorse. Fur-stack, a stack

ofgorse.

Pur 'Jvi), v. [a. OF. forre-r {mo&.Y . fourrer)

to line, envelop, encase, sheathe, « Sp., Vg.forrar,

It foderare, a Com. Kom. vb. f. *fod(e)ro case,

sheath (OF.fuerre,forre, Sp., Vg.forro, It.fodero),

a. Teut. *fddro- fGoth. fodr, OF. feddor, OHG.
fttotar, mod.Ger.jutter). In all senses exc. 6 and 7

the Eng. vb. is closely connected with Fur sb. ]

, of
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FURACIOUS.

which it is commonly apprehended as a derivative.

Cf. Fother v.]

1. trans. To line, trim, or cover (a garment) with

fur.

13. . A". Alis. 5474 The kyng dude of his robe, furred with

meneuere. ?<xi366[see Fur sb.1 1]. a 1450 K71t.de la Tour
(1868) 30 Y wolle furre her gowne, coleres, sleues, and cotes,

the here outwarde. a 1533 Ld. Bernebs JIuou xlviii. 160

They gaue her., a mantell furryd with ermyns. 1599
Hakliyt Voy. I. 98 The rich Tartars sometimes fur their

gowns with pelluce or silke shag. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy.

Levant 266 In Winter 'tis furr'd with a Skin, call'd Samour.
1841 Motley Corr. (1889) I. iv. 73 A pair of fur boots (furred

011 both sides). 1842 H. Ainsworth Tower Lond. 11. i
;
A robe

of violet-coloured velvet, furred with powdered ermine.

fig. 1648 Gage West lud. x'iv. 96 A Supper, that should

strongly support our empty stomacks, and furre and line

them well for the next foure and twenty houres.

b. To serve as a lining or trimming for.

1576TURBERV. Venerie 198 His [Raynard's] case will serue

to fur the Cape of Master huntsmans gowne. 1631 T.

Powell Tom All Trades 165 As many Fox-skins as will

furre his Long-lane gowne.

2. To clothe or adorn (a person" with fur.

? 1370 Robt. Cicyte 56 The aungelle . . clad them alle in clothys

of pryse, And furryd them with arinyne. 11450 A'nt..de

la Tour (186&) 30 She shalle be beter purfiled and furred

thanne other ladies and gentille women. «i533Ld. Berners
Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) I j, I am furred with the furres

that thou hast sent me. 1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 652/2 So
to ribband, to fur, to tassel, and to fringe .. men is..

degrading their humanity. 1815 Scott Guy M. xx, Miss
Mannering was furred and mantled up to the throat. 1886

Tinsley's Mug. July 49 It was the 29th May .. and still the

fair were furred.

b. pass. Of an animal or his skin : To be

covered with fur. Alsofig.
1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv., J. Fox 383 Rare Fox (well furr'd

with patience). 1813 Scoresby Whale Fishery 109 The
skin which was very white, and well furred.

3. To coat or cover with fur or morbid matter.

Tofur up : to stop up or ( clog' with this.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 31a, Her Alablaster walls were
all furred and fome-painted, with the bespraying of mens
braines. 1601 ? Marston Pasquil <y Kath. 1. 34 Yee shall

haue me an emptie caske that's furd With nought but

barmie froth. 1669W. Simpson Hydrol.Chym. 354 A rejected

Sordes of the blood, which furs up the Orifices. 1700

Addison Eneid 111. Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 60 The walls On all 1

sides furr'd with mouldy damps. 179a S. Ireland Views
Thames II. 89 This water has the property of not furring

any vessel it is boiled in. 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 25 It

[the water)., furs every thing in which it is kept. 1863

Tyndall Heat xi. 375 The surface of the vessel .. is now
white-furred all over with hoar-frost.

Jig. 1641 Milton Animadzu (1851) 220 We. .after all these

spiritual! preparatives, and purgations have our earthly

apprehensions so clamm'd and furr'd with the old levin.

1684 J. Lacy Sir H. Buffoon iv. iii, Thy love to her is

furred all over like a sick man's tongue. 1863 Hants.
{Otterbourn) Dial., One can't do nothing, one's so furred

up with things.

4. intr. To become furred or coated with morbid
matter. Also, to collect as fur. To fur up: to

become 'clogged* with fur.

1550 Becon Fortr. Faith/. Prol. A vij b, Nowadayes y*

archedecons aske not for y« pore.. but whether y» hosts be
wel kept in y6 pyxe from moulding & furring. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 520 Take it forth, and scrape from it the

mouldinesse or vinewing that doth furre or gather about
it. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 401 A little skill to cleere

and dresse the wheeles may keepe this watch of his life

[the heart] in motion, which otherwise will furre vp and
stand in his dissolution. 1648 Herrick Hester., Upon
Glasco (1869) 46 Teeth . . Which though they furre, will

neither ake or rot. 1649 Blithe Eng. fm/ror. Impr.

(1653) 71 The better will they [Spades] rid off work by
far. .and not fur and clog with Earth, a 1706 E. Baynard
Health (1740) 6 For too much Meat the Bowels fur. 1743
Lond. <y Country Breiv. 111. (ed. 2) 245 Their rough Inside,

that is sooner apt to furr, taint and leak. Mod. This kettle

soon furs.

+ b. Tofur up : to become fluffy. Obs.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 395 The thread is

slightly twisted, in order to enable it to bear the action of

the hot liquor without the fibres separating or furring up.

5. trans. To clean off the fur of (a boiler).

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Furring the boilers, in

a steamer, cleaning off the incrustation or sediment which
forms on their inner surfaces.

6. Carpentry. To fix strips of wood to (floor-

timbers, rafters, etc.) in order to bring them to

a level, or to the required surface. Also with off.

(Cf. Fur j£.i
7.)

1678, 1703, i8»3 [Implied in Furring vbt. sb. 3b]. 1842
Gwilt Archil. 977 The timbers of a floor, though level at

first, oftentimes require to be furred. 185a P. Nicholson's
Encycl. Archit. I. 436. 1891 Scribner"s Mag. Sept. 312/1
Some sod walls are furred off, lathed, and plastered.

U 7. $ nonce-use after Y.fourrer). To foist or

thrust in.

159a Bacon Disc, in Praise 0/Sovereign in Spedding Life
I. 134 But only by furring in audacious persons into sundry
governments.

Fur, obs. or dial. f. Far, Fir, Fire, Furrow.
Furacious (fiur^t'Jas), a. Now pedantic or

humorous, [f. L. fiirdci- (nom. fftrax), f. fiirdrl

to steal + -0U8.] Given to thieving, thievish.

1676 in Coles. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. 11. App. (1852)

194 There could be no stop given to his furacious exorbi-

tancies any way but one. 1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc.

(1842) I. 393 How like is man in one place, to man every-
where ; equally prosing, fraudulent, and furacious. 184a De

610

Qlincey Pagan Oracles Wks. VIII. 208 note, Greece was
viendax, edax,furax (mendacious, edacious, furacious).

Hence Fura'ciousness, Pura'city, the quality

of being furacious ; inclination or tendency to steal.

1633-6 Cockebam, Furacity. 1644 Bi'Lwer Chirol. 134 In
j

their way of Hieroglyphique when they figured furacity or

theft by a light fingered left hand. 1737 Bailey vol. II,

Furaciousness. 1790 Umfreville Hudson's Bay 36 They
[Indians] glory in every species of furacity and artifice.

Furbelow (fv'ibflo), sb. Forms: 7-8 fur-

belo(e, 8 furbellow, (forbulo, forbuloe,, 8- fur-

below. [An alteration of Falbala.]
1. A piece of stuff pleated and puckered on a gown

or petticoat; a flounce; the pleated border of a petti-

coat or gown. Now often in //. as a contemptuous

term for showy ornaments or trimming, esp, in

a lady's dress.

1706 Mrs. Centlivre Basset Table iv. H2b, Lady Revel
. . Discovers a purse in the Furbeloes of her Apron, c 1710

C. Fiennes Diary (1 888) 1 5 Their peticoates silke y* were with
furbellows one above another with Kibons. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 15 F 4 A Furbelow of precious Stones, an Hat
buttoned with a Diamond. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1&22)

I. 275 Here, Jane, settle the furbellows of my scarf. 1837

Praed Poems (1865) 1 1 . 355 The Baron bows low to a furbelow,

If it be not my Lady's dress. x86a Miss Braddon Lady
Audley xxxiii. 240 My lady smiled as she looked at the

festoons and furbelows which met her eye upon every side.

fig. 1883 D. G. Mitchell Bound Together i. Rhetorical

furbelows or broidery that belong to the wardrobesof the past.

2. Anything resembling a flounce.

1742 H. Baker Microsc. 11. xxvi. 203 Its Wings are

encompassed with a Furbelow of long Feathers. 1875
Carpenter Microscope xi. § 481. 584 The beautiful Chry-
saora remarkable for its long 'furbelows' which act as

organs of prehension.

3. A name for Laminaria bulbosa, a seaweed

with a large wrinkled frond.

1846-51 Harvey Phycologia Britannica III. Plate ccxli,

This is the largest British species of the Laminarieae .. Its

common name is Furbelows. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams
257 You . . made The dimpled flounce of the sea-furbelow

flap, .to please the child.

t 4. Conchol. (See quot.) ? Obs.

1776 tr. Da Costa's Conchol. 289 The Furbelow from
Falkland Island; Baccinium Fimbriatum.

5. attrib. passing into adj.; chiefly in the sense
' having furbelows', pleated, + Also as the name of

a kind of pear.
ri68o Crys ofLondon in Bagford Ballads I. 116 Will you

buy any Furbeloe Pears. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4177/4
Lost . . a blue Furbelow Coach- Box Cloth. 1706 Farouhar
Recruit. Officer iv. i, I'll buy you a furbelow scarf. 171a
Arbuthnot John Bull in. i, Crimpt ribbons in her head-
dress, furbelo -scarfs, and hooped-petticoats. 1803 Mary
Charlton Wife fy Mistress III. 221 If you were to put
round you a heap of furbelow veils, you would look

picturesque enough.

Furbelow {fv'ihtlo), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To ornament with a furbelow, or with something

resembling a furbelow.
1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3743/4 Lost, .a Deal Box. .having in

it a rich Scarf forbulo'd with a rich Gold I^ace. 1731-7
Miller Gard. Diet. s. v. Chelone, Many flat Seeds, that are

furbelow'd on the Edges. 1760-78 tr. yuan fy L/ltoas Voy.

(ed. 3) I. 157 It is furbeloed with a richer stuff, near half

a yard in depth. 1840 Dickens Barn. Fudge (1849) 74/2

Many a private chair too, inclosing some fine lady,

monstrously hooped and furbelowed. 1865 L. Oliphant
Piccadilly (1870) 222 Trains of daughters, furbelowed and
flounced by the same dressmakers.

fig. 1709-10 Addison Tatler No. 116 F2 Very florid

Harangues, which they did not fail to set oft" and furbelow

(if I may be allowed the Metaphor! with many periodical

Sentences. 1717 Prior Alma 11. 44 To break their points,

you turn their force, And furbelow the plain discourse.

absol. 1784 R. Bage Barham Downs I. 171 They could

trim, flounce, and furbelow to admiration.

Hence Furbelowed///. a.

1703 Farquhar Inconstant 11. i, Have you got home your
furbelowed smocks yet? 17x3 Steele Guardian No. 142

F 5, 1 am now rearing up a set of fine furbelowed dock-leaves.

1835 Beckford Recoil. 104 Under a most sumptuously
fringed and furbelowed canopy of purple velvet. 1861 J. R.
Greene Man. Anim. A't'ngd., Ccetent. 123 It terminates in

four furbelowed lips.

t Fu'rber. Obs. Also 5 fourbour, forbyer, 6

forborer, 7 forbere. [a. OF. forbere, forbeor,

agent-n. i.forhirXo Furbish.] = Furbisher.
c 1415 in Davies York Rec. (1843) 23? Coupers, . . Fourbours.

149a Nottingham Rec. III. 24, j. forbyer pretii vj d. c 1515
Cocke Lorelfs B. (Percy) 9 Gyrdelers, forborers, and
webbers. 1609 D. Rogers in Digby Mysl. (1882) p. xxi,

Smythes, forberes, Pewterers.

Furbery, var. Fourbery, Obs.

Furbish, (fyjbij"), v. Forms : 4-6 furbusshe,

4-7 furbush, (4 forbisch, fourbosh, 5 forbesh,
foorbush,6furbisshe,7forbush),5forbysch(yri,

5-7 f(o)urbyssh(e, 4- furbish, [ad. Ob'.forbiss-

lengthened stem of forbir ( = Pr. for/n'r, It. for-

bire)
t
ad. OHG.furban in the same sense.]

1. trans. To remove rust from (a weapon, armour,

etc.) ; to brighten by rubbing, polish, burnish.

Also with up.
138a Wyclie Ezek. xxi. 9 The swerd is whettid and

furbishid. ( 1483 Caxton Vocab. 16 A swerde, Whiche me
ought to furbysshe. ' 15.30 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt.

(1814) 327 Varlettes were furbusshynge . . of theyr maysters
harneys. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 70 In heaven.. your
swords are furbushed and sharpened, by him that made their

FURCATE.

metall. 1719 De Foe Crusoe \. xii, I . . furbished up one of

the. .cutlasses. 1791 Cowper Iliad xni. 415 Corslets fur-

bish'd bright. 185a Hawthorne Tnngleivood 7\, Golden
Fleece (1879) 215 As soon as they could furbish up their

helmets. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. xxi, Old arms duly
furbished.

absol. 1624 Quarles Div. Poems, Job in. li, Or if, by
forbushing, he [the potter] take more paine To make it

fairer, shall the Pot complaine ?

fig. £1380 Wvclif Serm. Set. Wks. L 224 Men shulden

not holde al gold bat shyneb as gold, for many bingis ben
fourboshid ful falseli. 1581 J. Bell I/addon's Ausiv. Osor.

134 b, He hath somewhat furbushed the old rusty Argumentes
of other raynebeaten souldiours. 1593 Shaks. Rick. II, 1.

iii. 76 With thy blessings Steele my Lances point, That it

may enter Mowbrayes waxen Coate, And furbish new the

name of John a Gaunt. 1654 Trafp Comm. Job xxix. 25

He had so fourbished the sword of Justice with the Oyle of

Mercy.
2. To brush or clean up (anything faded or

soiled) ; to give a new look to (an object either

material or immaterial) ; to do or get up afresh,

renovate, revive. Chiefly with up, occas. over.

1587 Golding De Mornay xvii. (1617) 304 The soule, which
must be fain to be, as it were, new furbished. 1508 E. Gilpin

Skial. (1878) 65 Thei'Ie flowt a man behind his backe, if he

Be not trim furbish'd and in decencie. i6a9 N. Carpenter
Achitophel in. (1640) 131 He shewed himselfe ambitious to

file and furbish over the staine of his shamefull life. 164a

Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. v. iv. 397 This infection

[Pelagianisme] was to come to this Hand m after-ages,

furbished up under a new name. 1687 Dryden Hind <$- P.

in. 582 Their ancient houses, running to decay, Are fur-

bish'd up. 1691 Wood^IM. Oxon. II. 28 The University

Statutes . . were afterwards corrected, methodized, and
furbisht over with excellent Latine. 1715 Rowe Lady Jane
Gray m. i, They furbish up their Holy Trumpery. 1774

J. Q. Adams in Fam. Lett. (1876) 5, I might be furbishing

up my old reading in Law and History. 1837 Southey
Doctor IV. exxiii. 228 Some part of the furniture was to

be furbished, some to be renewed. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby
viii. iii, What we want, .is not to. .furbish up old baronies,

but to establish great principles.

jb. intr. for reft. Obs. rare-1 .

1697 Dennis Plot fy no Plot 1. 12 Go, get you gone and
furbish, you little young Dog.

Hence Furbished///, a. ; PuTbishing- vbl sb.
;

also attrib. and used gerundially with the omission

of in. Also Fu'rbish sb.> the action of the vb.

< 1430 PUgr. Lyf Mauhode 1. iii. (1869) 2 A foorbushed

swerd wel grownden. 1463 Mann. <y Honseh. Exp. 2-26 My
mastyre payd to Kobyn the armerere. .ffor xij. dayis werke

in ffoibeshynge, iii. s. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. ii. 32 The
Norweyan Lord . . With furbusht Armes, and new supplyes

of men, Began a fresh assault, a 1640 Ball A ns7t: J. Can 1.

(1642) 90 A new furbishing over of the same broken staflfe.

1713 Steele Enelishm. No. 40. 264 These.. are lately

furbishing up to shine out at some favourable Conjuncture.

>77S S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. II. 159 For all the furbish'd

up stuff it contains. 1839C0L. Hawker Diary (1893* II. 171

Had a general furbish of all the gear and stores. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 438 To this the arts of fulling and .

.

furbishing attend in a number of minute particulars. 186*

Lond. Rev. 30 Aug. 188 The tarnished lace having been
subjected to a furbishing process.

t Fu-rbishaMe, a. Obs.~° Capable of being

furbished or polished.

1611 Cotgr., Polissable, burmshable, furbishable.

Furbisher (fi>ibiJV). [f. Kuubish v. + -ER 1
.

Cf. Y.fourbisseur.'] One who furbishes.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 470/1 Foorbyschowre, eruginator.

(-1483 Caxton Vocab. 16 Denis the fourbysshour Hath of

me a swerd. 1594 Mirr. Policy (1599* 2,57 '1'he which
Armourers, Fourbushers, Cutlers, and such like doe furnish.

1653 UnOUHAOT Rabelais 11. xxx. 199 Ogier the Dane was
a Furbisher of armour. 1766 ICntick London IV. 344
Wherein are .. employed about 14 furbishers, in cleaning,

repairing, and new-placing the arms. 1840 Col. Hawker
Diary (1893) II. 172 About getting Long the appointment

of furbisher at the Tower. 1881 J. Evans A nc. Bronze
Intpleui. 5 A furbisher of every cutting instrument in those

metals.

fig. 1617 J. Moore Mappe Mans Mortal. 11. v. 126 As
furbushers, to varnish vs from the rust and canker of our

corruption.

Furbishment (f£> jbijrnent\ [f. Furbish v.

+ -ment.] The action of the vb. Furbish.
1850 Blackie ^Ischylus I. Pref. 8 Every sort of fine

flourishing and delicate furbishment.

II Furca ^frrrka). Kom. Ant. (and allusively).

[L.] A gallows.

1653 Jer. Taylor XXV Serm. Gold.-Grove xii. 162 They
shall escape the furca and the wheel. 1779 Gentl. Mag.
XLIX. 460 The American General deserved afurca rather

than a mischianza.

Furcate Ji>*Jkc't, -&\ a. [ad. med.L. furedtus

(of a hoof) cloven, f. L. furca fork.] Formed like

a fork ; forked or branched.
18 19 G. Samouelle Entomol. Compeud. 248 Converted

into a furcate tail. i8a6 Kirhy & Si*. Entomol. (1828) III.

xxix. 149 The furcate horn of the caterpillar of Parnassius

Apollo. 1841-71 T. R. Tones Anim. Kingd, (ed. 41.729

The insect, being seized by its furcate extremity, is..

brought between the jaws of its destroyer. 1870 Bentley
Bot. 148 A variety of venation may be therefore called Fur-

cate or forked.

Hence Pu rcately adv. Also Purcato-, used

as combining form = forkedly-.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 163 Segregato-gemmate, fur-

cately ramose. Ibid. 511 Glomerate or furcato-ramose.

Ibid. 669 Furcato-dichotomous, two feet high, axils arcuate.

Furcate (fo'ik^t), v. [f. ppl. stem of assumed

L. *furcare, f. furca Fork sb.] intr. To form

a fork ; to divide into branches.
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1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 79 These lines frequently furcate

or give out lateral branches. Ibid. 198 Stems straight,

furcating. 1852 — Crust. \. 142 Another small fissure,

which furcates a short distance above.

Furcated (fz>uk£'ted ),///. a. [f. med.L./«r-
Cilt-US + -ED 1.] = KURCATE a.

1828 Stark Stem, Nat. Hist, II. 426 Ramttli furcated at

the apex. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV.- 401/1 Chaetonotus
and Ichthydium possess a furcated foot. 1859 W. H. Gregory
Egypt I. 174 The dum-palm. .invariably divides at a certain

height into two branches, and these again, .become fur-

cated. 1874 Cooke Fungi 52 Each of these . . branch out
into a furcated form.

Furcation (fyik^Jan). [f. la.furea fork; see

-ATION.] A forking or branching ; hence, a fork-

like division or branch.
1646 Sir T. Hrowne Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 124 When they

[deer] grow old, they, .first doe lose their, .brow Antlers or,

lowest furcations next the head. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848)

71 There are two modes of branching :— 1. By a simple
furcation of the extremity of a branch. 1862 — Man.
Geo/. 36 Another furcation of it passes by Eastern Borneo.
1874 Cooke Fungi 52 The furcations being made in such a
manner that the ends of the branch at last so stand together
that their surface forms a ball.

Furch. (faitj). Also Fouch. [ad. Y.fourche
Fork sir.]

1 1. = Fouch 2. Obs.

1491 in Ld. Treat. Acc.Scotl. (1877) 1. 181 Item, .till a man
of the Chanslaris that brocht a furche of venyson to the
King vs. 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. xi, My heart like

the furch of a hart in rut doth beat within my breast.

2. Vet. Surg. «Frush, Frog. Also attrib. in

furch-stay.
[App. introduced by B. Clark, as a more etymologically

correct substitute for the current forms. The Fr, equiva-
lent isfourehelte.]
1842 Bracy Clark On Running Frush led.

3J
2 The part

diseased, and which in my Treatise on the Foot of the
Horse published in 1809, I called the Furch-stay, as being
the part which held the base of the Furch together. Ibid.

3 This remarkable part was without any name and very
little noticed, till I gave it the epithet Frog-stay or Furch-
stay.

Furch, obs. form of Furrow.
Furchur

ve, var. of Forchure, Obs.
13.. K. Alis. 4995 Another folk there is bisyde That

habbeth furchures swithe wide.

FurciferOUS (fiwsrferas), a. [f. h.fureifer (f.

/urea Fork sb. + -fer bearing) fork-bearer, hence
(with reference to the ' fork * or yoke placed on the

necks of criminals) rascal, jail-bird -f -ous.]

1. Ent. Bearing a forked process ; said of the
larvae of certain butterflies {Cent. Diet.).

2. Rascally, rare (somewhat jocular).
1823 Monthly Mag. LV. 222 Long addicted to furciferous

practices. 1835 De CjuiNCEYin Tail's Mag. II. 81 Observe
the dilemma into which these furciferous knaves must drop.

II Furcula ,fz>Mki/?la). Ornith. [L.fttrcula, dim.
of /urea fork.] A forked bone below the neck of

a bird, consisting of the two clavicles and an inter-

clavicle
; the merry-thought or wish-bone.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. i. (1878) 16 Relative size of the
two arms of the furcula. 1868 — Anim. <y PI. I. v. 175
The sternum, scapula:, and furcula are all reduced in pro-
portional length.

Furcular (fzhikhZlai), a. Also 6 furculare.
[ad. QY.furculaire, f. L. Furcula; in later use
f. Furcula + -ar.] Of or pertaining to the furcula

;

in early use, to the collar-bone.

1541 R. Copland GuydoiCs Quest. Chirurg. F 4 b, Howe
many bones are in ye sholdre?. .the bone sholdre blade and
the bone furculare. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeveri's
Zool. II. 609 Two clavicles, a coracoid and a furcular.

tFuTCule. Obs. Also 6 furculle, furkle.
[ad. L.furcula : see Furcula.] =Forcel. Also
attrib.

1541 R. Copland Guydoti's Quest. Chirurg. D^h, Some be
proprely lacertes that brede nyghe the eares tyll they come
to the furcules or forkes of the brest. 1548-77 Vicaky Anat.
vii. (1888) 56 In the vpper ende of Thorax is an hole.. in
which is set the foote of the Furklebone or Canel bone.

II Furculum (fthikirffom). Omith. [mod.L.
furculum, incorrectly formed dim. of /urea.]
= Furcula.
1833 Sir C. Bell Hand (1834) 54 The furculum or fork

bone, which in carving, we detach after removing the wings
of the fowl, corresponds with the clavicle. 1863 Lyell
Antio. Man xxii. 451 The furculum, or merry-thought.,
marks the forepart of the trunk. 1873 J. Geikie Gt. Ice
Age App. 525 The furculum of a gull was found in brick-
clay at the Bridge of Johnston, near Paisley.

T Fu'rdel, furdle, v. Obs. [var. of Fardel,
v.] trans. To furl or fold. Also with up.
1594 Glenham Neivs fr. Levane Seas 16 Their sayles

furdeld. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Peace France Wks.
in. 114/1 The Colours furdled vp, the Drum is mute. 1635
Fox's Voy.N.-W. /'a^jHakluyt Soc.)496Westrooke all our
sayles and furdeld them up. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts
(1684) 34 Which being a drie and ligneous Plant . . though
crumpled and furdled up, yet, if infused in Water, will

swell and display its parts.

Hence Firrdled ppl. a., f Firrdling vbl. sb.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus Hi. 128 To urge the
thwart enclosure and furdling of flowers, and blossomes
before explication.

Furder, obs. form of Further.
t Pure, v. Obs. Se. [f. *furet Sc. form of Fore

a journey.]

1. trans. To bear, carry.
c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 222 With flour and wyne als

mekill as thai mycht fur. 1487 Sc. Acts fas. Ill (1814)

II. 178/2 That na gudis be Furit be be master apoun his

ouerloft. £1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xvi. 1 How
suld my febill body fure The dowble dolour I indure?
1609 Skene Reg. Mai. 141 Na gudes sould be fured vpon
the over-loft of the sluppes.

2. To lead, conduct. Also absol.

1536 Bellendf.n Cron. Scot. (1821) I. Proheme p. vi, So
far as laboure and his wisdome furis. 1637 Monro Exfied.
1. 45 To his Master the Kings Majesty or Generall, that
fuers or leades the warre.

Hence Firring vbl. sb.-, freight.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 246 For birth and wecht Mr
furing wes so hie, With thame ilkane scho sank into the se.

Fure, obs. form of Fire.

t Furel. Obs. [Possibly a mistake of some
kind: cf. Forche.] ?A gallows.

1587 Harrison England 11. xix. (1877) 1. 310 It is not
lawfull for anie subject .. to . . set vp furels, tuinbrell, thew
or pillorie. .within his owne soile without his [the king's]

warrant and grant.

Furel, obs. var. FoBEL, sheath.

Furen, var. Firen a.
t
Obs. }

fiery.

Furfur (fd'iffij). Path. PI. furfures. Also 7
furfaire, 9 arch, furfair. [a. L. furfur bran.]

DandrifT, scurf
;
pi. particles of epidermis or scurf;

also, a bran-like sediment in the urine.

1621 IUrton Anat. Mel. I. i. 1. iii. (1651) 7 Grievances,
which, .are inward or outward . . belonging to the brain, as
baldness, falling of haire, furfaire. Ibid. 11. i. IV. iii. 231
Leprosie, Ulcers, Itches, Furfures, Scabs, etc. 1754 Diet.
Arts iy Sc, II. 1358 Those excrementitious particles which
are evacuated with the urine, are also called furfures. 1798-
1808 R. Willan Cutaneous Dis. in Cullen's Nosol. Method.
App. (1820) 320 note, Furfur (scruf), small exfoliations of
the cuticle which occur after slight inflammation of the skin.

1835 liuowsitiG Paracelsus iv. 117 My outward crust Of lies,

which wrap as tetter, morphew, furfair, Wrap the sound flesh.

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Furfur, a term applied, especially in

France, to the layers of cuticle, like to bran, which are

detached from the skin in such diseases as pityriasis.

Furfuraceous (f£ufiurt7i 'j3s), a. Also 7 erron.

-acerous, 8 -acious. [f. late L. furfurdce-us

{{.furfur bran) + -ous.] Resembling bran ; scurfy,

scaly ; in Bot. covered with bran-like scales.

1650 Bulwek Authropotnet. 101 The furfuracerous ex-

crements of the Temples. 1735 J. Moore Columbarium 26
The upper Chap of the Bill is half cover'd . . with a naked,
white, tuberous, furfuraceous Flesh. i&zz-fy<-ood's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 674 The urine is peculiarly distinguished by
a natural furfuraceous separation, i860 Bkrkkley Brit.
Fungol. 177 Stem somewhat flexuous, brittle, furfuraceous,

then smooth. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 45 The epidermis,
on being scratched, was raised in furfuraceous scales.

Furruramide (f^'jfiuramaid). Alsofurfuro'l-

amide. [f. Furfur(ol + Amide.] A white
crystalline substance produced by the action of

ammonia on furfurol.

1845 Furfurolamide [see Furfurol]. 1864 Watts Diet.
Chem. II. 747 Furfuramide [see Furfurine].

Furruration(fwfiur^-J'3n). rare- , [f. L.fur-

fur bran + -ation.] * The shedding of the skin in

small branny particles'. (Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Furfuration, the falling of

DandrifFor Scurf from the Head, when it is comb'd. 1721
in Bailey. 1854 in Mayne Exp. Lex.

Furfurine (foufiurin). [f. L. furfur bran +
-ine.] (See quot. 1864.)
1845 [see Furfurol]. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 747

Furfurine . .an organic base, isomeric with furfuramide, and
produced therefrom under the influence of caustic potash, or
simply of heat.

Furfurol (fiJufnir^l). [f. L. furfur + -0L.] A
volatile oil obtained by distilling bran with dilute

sulphuric acid.

1845 Fownes in Phil. Trans. CXXXV*. 261 The following
..will be the provisional nomenclature :—Oil produced by
the action of sulphuric acid on bran, &c. termed * furfurol

'

. . Product of the action of ammonia on furfurol or ' furfuro-

lamide '
. . Vegeto-alkali, ' furfurine,' produced by the dupli-

cation of the elements of furfurolamide.

t FurfurO'Se, ct. Obs.—° [ad. L.furfuros-us,

{.furfur bran.] Full of bran.

1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Furfurous (f^ufiuras), a. [f. L,.furfur bran +
-ous.] Resembling bran ; containing bran or bran-

like particles; made of bran.

1547 ViooRDE.I»rev. Health lxxiii. 23 A furfurouse water or
urine that is lyke as branne were in it. J744 Mitchell in

Phil. Trans. XLIII. 144 Furfurous Desquammations. 182a
Syd. Smith Wks. (1867) I. 359 Furfurous bread and the
water of the pool constitute his food.

Furgon (fi>'Jg^n). Also 6 furgone, 9 furgen,
dial. Fruggan. [ad. Y.fourgon poker.] fa. An
oven-fork, a poker (obs.). b. (See quot. 1881.)
14. . TundaWs Vis. 1059 The turmentowris com rennand

With furgons and with tongisglowand. 1530 Palsgr. 223/2
Furgone for an ovyn, uavldree. 1534 Eng. Ch. E'urnit.
(1866)211, iij furgons of yron. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,
Furgen, a round rod used for sounding a bloomary fire.

t Fu*rial, a. Obs. [a. OY.furial, ad. L.furidl-is t

{.furia Fury.] Furious, raging.
c 1386 Chaucer Sor.'s T. 440 This furial pyne of helle.

164a J. Gower Ovid's Fest. 43 Meanwhile, the young
Prince, furiall lust doth move.
Furibund (fnbvribynd), a. Also 5 furybound,

6 Sc, furebund, 8-9 furiboud. [ad. L. furi-

bund-us (f. furere to rage) ; the earlier forms

through Y. furiboud.] Furious, raging, mad.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xix. 72 As a persone furybounde

and furyous. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II, 610 All in ane
mynd and will, Kicht furebund. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster
v. iii. M 3b,[Ina list ofaffected words] Oblatrant—Obca^cate
—Furibund— Fatuate. 1669 W. SlHFSON Hydrol. Chym. 78
Enragements of that furibund animal the Matrix. 1755
T, H. Choker Orl. Fur. xiv. cxix, Brutal, superb, audacious,

furiboud. 1837 CARLYLE^'r. Rev. I. IV. iv.(i873) 120 A waste
t-nergy as of Hercules not yet furibund. 1855 K. R- Madden
Life Ctess Blesstngton II. 104 Strangely jocular in his furi-

bund movements. 1880 Standard 16 Jan. 4 The furibund
utterances of Ultramontane journalism.

t Furibundal, a. Obs. rare^ 1
. [f. as prec. +

-al.] =prec.
1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 17

Tlit; furibundall Champion nf Fame.

Furicane, -cana, -cano : see Hurricane.
t Fu*rie, v- Obs.— 1

[ad. OF'. furrer, fourrer to

forage.] inlr. To search.
CIZ90.S'. Eng. Leg. I. 377/26 To furie after a Carpenter.

Furied (fiuVrid), a. rare. [f. Fury + -ED-.]

Having fury, furious.

1878 P. W. Wyatt Hardrada 6 The fight Unbroken
raged in its first furied might.

t Fu-rifuff. Obs. rare-1
.

1689 T. Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 14 Timon
Misantropos (though churl enough) I think, was better than
this Furifuffi

Furify (fifwrifoi), v. rare. [f. Fuky + -(l)FY.]

trans. To rentier furious.

1872 Bkou'ninc Eifine Ixxix, Some real man. .must thwart
And furify and set a-fizz this counterpart O' the pismire.

Furio'sant, a. Her. [?f. Furious a. -h-ant.]

(See quot.)
1828-40 Bekry Ettcycl. Her. I, Furiosant, is a term

applicable to the bull, .and other animals, when depicted in

a rage, or madness : it is also termed rangant.

Furiosity (fiurii^-slti). [ad. late L. furiosi-

tat-cm, {.fu/iJsusYvKiovx: see -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being furious ; fury
;

an instance of this. Now rare.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Fotys (1570) 69 His owne madnes
and cruell furiositie. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus ill. 578
We reid greit furiositie Of slauchter maid be Leui and
Simeon. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Furiosity, furiousness. 1894
Phil. Robinson in Monthly Packet Feb. 152 His furiosities

do not count for much.
2. Madness, csp. in Sc. Law (see quot. 1882).

Brieve offuriosity \ a BRIEVE directing an inquiry

as to a person's sanity.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 371 After the dethe of
whom, Claudius, .as in furiosite, wolde say oftetymes, and
inquire . . why Messalina his lady come not to table. 1475
Sc. Acts fas. ///(18141 II. 112 pat in tyme tocum be said

brefe be reformit and a clauss put barin to Inquere of be
foly and furiosite. 1557-75 Drum. Occurr. (Bannatyne)

75 The quenis grace commandit him to pas to the ca>tell

of Edinburgh induring hir will, to appeis the furiositie

foirsaid. 1707 in Athen.rum 1 Feb. (1896) 143 1 A person,

because of her Furiosity, untitt to be dealt with according
to Discipline. 1752 J. Lol'thian E'orm of Process (ed. 2)

286 Services of Idiotry and Furiosity to pay as General
Services. 1814 Scott Wav. xii, As it is expressed in the

breves of furiosity. 1868 Act 31 <$• 32 Vict. c. 100 § 101

The brieves of furiosity and idiotry hitherto in use are

hereby abolished. 1882 W. Bell's Diet. Laiv Scotl.,

Furiosity, or madness, by which the judgment is prevented

from being applied to the ordinary purposes of life.

II Furioso ({urioso), a. and sb. [It. :—L. furi-
osus : see Furious a.]

A. adj. {Music.) See quot. 1825. Also quasi-Wz'.

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Fitrioso (Mus.) or con furia,
Italian, signifying furiously or with vehemence. 1825
Dannhlky Encycl. Mus., Furioso denotes a quick move-
ment, but principally that species of movement which re-

quires a wildness of character in the execution.

B. sb. A furious person. (Also furiosa fem.)
Presumably suggested by the title of Ariosto's Orlando

Furioso.
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. § 202 (1693^ 21S A violent

Man, and a Furioso. *7}<* Age of Wonders vi. in Wilkins
Pol. Hall, (i860) II. 69 The furiosas of the Church Come
foremost like the wind. 1726 Dfl Foe Hist. Devil 11. viii.

(1840) 290 He gave Oliver the protectorship, but would not
let him call himself king, which stuck so close to that furioso,

that the mortification spread into his soul. 1784 Lett, ta

Honoria <$ Marianne I. 74, I have heard one of these pitiful

furioso's raving to a most amiable woman.

Furious (,nu»'ri3s), a. Also 4 furyus, 5-6 Sc.

-ius, 5 Sc. furiouss, -eous, 5-6 furyous, 6 furi-

ouse. [a. OF. furieus (raod.F. furieux), ad. L.

furiosus, {.furia Fury.]
1. Of a person, an animal, etc. : Full of fury or

fierce passion ; mad with anger, zeal, or the like

;

raging, frantic. Also of actions, attributes, utter-

ances : Proceeding from or exhibiting fury ; fierce,

raging, destructively or menacingly violent.

C1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 143 Now wol I speke of

Mars, furious and wood, c 1430 Lydg. Mitt. Poems 157
Whan he [the lioun] is moost furious in bis myhte,

Ther comyth a quarteyn. 1535 Covebdale Ps. vii. 6 Lift

vp thyself ouer the furious indignacion of myne enemies.

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Caslanheda's Conq. E. hid. xxxvi.

87 a, Heerevppon, they began in a furious outrage, running
out of their dores like madde men. 1611 Bible Ezek. v. 15

When I shall execute iudgments in thee m anger and in

furie, and in furious rebukes. 1641 in Hearne Collect. 15

Aug. (1706) (O. H. S.) I. 285 Y" furiousest Presbyterians.

1645 Milton Tetrach. To Parlt., Wks. (1847) 175/e The
77-2



FURIOUSLY.
furious incitements which have been us'd. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. III. 419 The furious Mare, I'arr'd from the

Male, is frantick with Despair. 1751 Hume Ess. $ Treat.

(1777) I. 62 Parties of religion are more furious, a 1853

Robertson Ltd. ii. (18581 58 Furious against every one

whose words make them tremble at their own insecurity.

1855 Motley DutchRcp. 1. iii.(i866)ii2The King, already

enraged, was furious at the presentation of this petition.

1863 F. A. Kemble Kesid. Georgia 14, I cannot help being

astonished at the furious and ungoverned execration.

b. traits/. Of the elements : Moving with or as

if moved by fury, violent, raging.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 111. vii. 80 If the

water be too furious and deepe. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. IV. ii.

259 Feare no more, .the furious Winters rages. 1700 S. L.

tr. pryke's Voy. P. hid. 126 It got a head after so furious

a manner, that it set fire on the Ship itself. 1774 Pennant
Tour Scotl. in 1772, 119 From the top is a view of the

furious Stream. 1799 Cowper Castaway iv, The furious

blast. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxiv. (1856) 196 Blowing

a furious gale.

f c. Of pains., diseases, evil influences : Raging,

cruel. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 373 In langour and in torment

furyus. 1430-40 I.YDG. Bochas I. viii. (1544' 14 Folke

were there blent with furious darkenes. 11470 Hknry
iVallace 11. 21 1 In fureous payne. 1597 Gerarue Herbal II.

Ii. 270 Furious agues. 1627 Abp. Abbot Narr. in Rushw.

Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 434 Some furious infirmities of Body.

d. Fast and furious: (of mirth) eager, uproar-

ious, noisy.

1790 [see Fun 3]. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xviii, Fast and

furious grew the mirth of the parties.

2. Hyperbolically (after Fr. use) : Excessive,

extravagant, rare.

1668 DrYDEM Evening's Love III. i, What a furious indi-

gence of ribbons is here upon my head !
_
Ibid. v. i, I will

do my best to disingage my Heart from this furious Tender

which I have for him. 1822-56 De Quincey Con/ess. (1862)

7 Without a suspicion of his own furious romancing.

3. Mad, insane. Ol>s. exc. in Scots Law.
147S Sc. Acts 7as. ///(1814) II. 112 The Inquest fyndis

bat he was ouder fule or furiouss. 1564 Child Marriages,

etc. (1897) 135 She, beinge seruaunt with the testatrix, did

neuer knowe that euer she was Lunatike or furiouse. 1597

Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxiv. § 4 Neither furious persons nor

children may receive any ciuill stipulation. 1609 Skene
Keg. Maf., Stat. Kobt. I, 33 Fvrious men sould be taken,

and keiped be their friends. 1642 View Print. Book int.

Observat. 10 Except the King be Captive, furious, or in

his infancy. 1754 Krskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 66 Idiots

. .and furious persons cannot marry.

f 4. Foolish, absurd. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531^ 253 b, In theyr moost

furyOUS & false opinyon they iudged hym a dissembler

and an ypocryte. 1608 n Hall Medit. <y Vows 1. § 62,

I have ever found, that to strive with my superiour is

furious, with my equall doubtfull.

5. Comb., asfurious-curious, -faced adjs.; furious-

wise adv.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas II. i. iv, Handie-Craftes 630

Dauncing, foaming, rowling furious-wise. 1614 — Little

Bartas 407 The furious-curious Spell Of those Black-Artists.

1636 Rutherford Lett. (1862) 1. 174 To go through a furious

faced death to life eternal !

Furiously (fiu>iiasli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly '-.]

1. With fury, in a mad or frantic manner, to an

irrational degree, madly.

1555 Eden Decades 2 They furiousely cryed out againste

him. c 1610 Women Saints (E. E. T. S.) 46 The king raging

at these wordes and full of concupiscence, furiouslie sayd

vnto her [etc.]. 1611 Bible Ezek. xxiii. 25 They shall deale

furiously with thee. 1751 Wakburton Julian (ed. 2) I. v.

99 An inference so furiously sceptical, as would overturn

the whole Body of civil history. 1849 Macau lay Hist.

Eng. I. 362 His scheme was .. furiously attacked. 1873

Black Pr. Thule (1874) 18 To see how furiously jealous

you would become. 1890 Spectator 11 Oct., Furiously

interested classes.

2. With impetuous or boisterous motion or agita-

tion ; swiftly, violently, vehemently.
a 1577 Gascoigne Dan Barthol., Reporters Concl. xix,

So staies the streame, when furiouslie it flouth. 1611

Bible 1 Kings ix. 20 Iehu .. driueth furiously. 1686 tr.

Chardin's Trav. 391 The water . . is furiously hot. 1700

S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 72 The Piece recoiled so

furiously. 1758 Reid tr. Macqner's Chym. I. 279 The
Phosphorus took fire, burnt furiously, and burst the vessels.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xvi, Perceiving his master

beset, he came furiously to his aid. 1840 Dickens Barn.

Rudge vi, Before the words had passed my lips, he rode

upon me furiously, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. vi. § 312 Here

..the sea-breeze blows furiously. 1877 Lady Brassey Voy.

Sunbeam xv. (18781 269 Where the molten lava dashed up
furiously against the rocks.

3. Excessively, ' awfully '. Cf. F'.furicusement.
1822-56 De Quincey Confess. (1862) 35 The lady of 1752

if living in 1800 must be furiously wrinkled.

Furiousness (fiuoTiasnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being furious;

madness, fury.

C1500 Melusine xlvi. 321 Makyng..by her furyousnes

suche horryble crye & noyse that it semed al thayer to be

replete with thundre & tempeste. 1535 Coverdale Ps.

Ixxviifi]. 49 He sent vpon them y> furiousnesse of his wrath.

1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 111. 1125 Unlesse God had, hi

mercy, curb'd their furiousnesse. 1746-7 Hervey Medit.

(1818) 180 Instead of discharging the furiousness of his wrath

upon this guilty head. 1840 in Smart; and in later Diets.

Furison. Obs. exc. Her. [a. MDu. vuur-

ijzen (Kilian vierijzer), f. vtiur Fire sb. + ijzen,

ijzer, Iron. (Perh. Flkerish is a corruption of

this.)] (Seequot. 1889.)
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1536 Beli.enden Cron. Scot. (1821I I. p. Ivii, He that was
found in the army but flint and furisine, or but his swerd.

1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Purisms, the steel used for striking

fire from a flint.

Furl \ioi\), sb. [f. next vb.]

1. A roll, coil, or curl of any furled body.

1643 Wither Campo Mnsx 17 [Who] Hath taken downe,
one furle of his proud sailes. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818)

180 Ye vernal Clouds, furls of finer air, folds of softer

moisture.

2. The action of furling or state of being furled,

the manner in which a sail is furled.

1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxxii, That part of the sail .

.

was wanted to be rolled in with the furl. 1840 R. H. Dana
Bef Mast xxiii. 70 Every sailor knows that a vessel is

judged of, a good deal, by the furl of her sails.

Furl (fwl), v. [prob., as Prof. Skeat suggests,

an alteration of Furdle v.

This cannot, however, be considered certain, as furdle
may have been due to a mixture offurl and fardle. Cf.

the synonymous F. ferler (by Littrc regarded as adopted
from Eng.), also early mod.F.fresler (cited s.v. Frill).]

1. trans. ' To roll up and bind , a sail) neatly

upon its respective yard or boom ' (Adm. Smyth)

;

to roll or gather up (a flag) into small compass.

Also with up. To furl in a body, the bunt (see

vbl. sb. 1).

1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 113 Offering vs,

if wee woulde, to furle his Flagges, and to be at our cotn-

maundement in all things. 1626 Sir p. Drake revived in

Arb. Garner V. 500 A ship, .which, .had not yet furled her

sprit-sail. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 33 By furling up all

the Ensignes. 1712 W. Rogers Voy. 24 A Sailor going up
to furl the Main-Top-Gallant Sail, fell. 1720 Loud. Gas.

No. 5917/3 They furled their Colours and began to fly.

1748 Atisons Voy. III. ii. (ed. 4' 413 We were full five hours

in furling our sails. 1775 Tender Father II. 142 The method
of furling up a pair of colours. 1842 Tennyson Locksley

Hall 127 Till, .the battle-flags were furl'd In the Parliament

of man. 1876 Saunders Lion in Path vii, The fisherman

furls his sail.

b. transf. and fig.
a 1657 Lovelace Poems (1864) 232 All the hopes of your

reward you furl. 1659 D. Pell hupr. Sea 318 When pro-

vidence has been pleased to furle up the foggy curtains

of the Heavens. 1713 Guardian No. 1 1 F 8 She on a sud-

den . . furl'd her fan. 1742 Loud, it Country Brr.v. 1. (ed. 4)

65 This Paper must be furled or twisted round the Bung.

1801 Southey Thalaba III. V, Moath furl'd the tent. 1816

Scott Old Mort. xi, I hope my sister-in-law is well—furl up

the bed-curtain. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole viii. (1879)

84 The umbrella was directly furled. 1861 Lytton & Fane
Tannhauser 15 But, furl'd beneath that florid surface,

lurk'd A vice of nature, breeding death, not life. 1863 Fr.

A. Kemble Resid. Georgia 69 The eagle, .furled his great

wings.

t 2. To twist or curl (hair). In quot. absol. Cf.

Frill v. Obs.
1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magnif. 742 One..

Combs out at length her goodly golden locks. .Th'other..

I Frizzles and Furls in Curls and Rings a-part.

t b. Of a lion : To ruffle (its mane). Obs.

1682 Tate Abs. «r Achit. 11. 837 [The lion] Disdaining
' furls his mane and tears the ground.

f 3. To make undulations on (a surface) ; to

furrow, wrinkle. Obs.

1681 Chetham Anglers Vadc-m. x. § 1 (1689)98 Cloudy
and windy day that furls the Water. 1742 Shenstone
Schoolmistr. 261 He.. furls his wrinkly front, and cries,

' What stuff is here !
' a 1763 — Odes, etc (1765) 206 Nor

bite your lip, nor furl your brow.

4. To swathe or envelope in or with something

twisted or folded. Now rare.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 53 r 8 A Purple Canopy furled

with curious Wreaths of Drapery. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson's

F'nneratzgH'is stafftipped with silver.and furled with sarsnet.

a 1850 Rossetti Dante g, Circ. I. (1874) 184 When its flesh

is furl'd Within a shroud.

5. intr. To become furled : to be rolled or

gathered up in a spiral or twisted form ; to curl up.

1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1130/4 Her Foresail and Foretopsail

furling aloft. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies I. ii. 2 It [a fog]

t sometimes casts it self into Threds or Ropes, and by the

I warmth of the Sun furls up into Gossamere.
^
1816 Byhon

Siege Cor. xi, The banners drooped along their staves And
as they fell around them furling. 1811 — Juan. 111. lxxii,

I
Her.Turkish trousers furl'd Above the prettiest ankle in

the world.

b. (with from, off.) To roll away (like passing

clouds). Also {nonce-use) of the sky, to furl

asunder.
1814 Prophetess 111. v, The Trojan ruins burning, and the

skies Furling asunder, that the Gods may view Their

dreadful warrants rig'rously fulfill'd. 1844 Lowell Poems,

Forlorn viii, And years of misery and sin Furl off, and leave

her heaven blue. — Captive v, The dread, like mist in

sunshine, Furled serenely from her mind. 1859 Miss Mulock
Romant. T. 206 The clouds furled off from the sky.

Ii 6. Misused for unfurl.

1798 Pennant Hindoostan II. 153 A lady.. laid hold of

an umbrella, and furling it full in the animal's face, terrified

it so that it instantly retired.

Hence Purled ppl. a. Also FuTler, one who
furls : only in comb., as sailfurier.

a 1659 Cleveland May Day i, Why shroud Ye up your

selves in the furl'd Sails of Night? c i860 II. Stuart Sea-

man's Catech. 45 The sailfurlers go below. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's IVord-bk., Gasket, a cord.. to secure furled sails to

the yard.

t Fu'rlength. Sc. Obs. [=furro7u-length,

q.v. under Furrow.] = Furlong.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2898 }it hase be node, as I fynd

FURLONG.
a furelenth of brede. c 1450 Golagros ff Gaw. 1279 Ane
furlenth before his folk, on feildis so faw.

Furless (Mh)i a. [f. Fun sb.* + -less.]

Having no fur.

1855 Geo. Eliot frnl. in Life (1884) I. 301 Though he was
wrapped in fur ; and we, all fur-less as we were, pitied him.

1882 Miss Woolson Anne 7 The degeneracy of the furless

times.

Furlet, -ot, obs. forms of Firlot.

Furling (fyulirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fubl v. + -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb. Furling in a body, in

the bunt (see quot. 1867).
1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxxii, That they might prac-

tise furling. 1865 Masson Rec. Brit. P/iilos. iv. 345 The
instinctive furling off. .of a conceived external world^ of

possibilities from a conscious and persisting personality.

1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. , Furling in a body, a method

of rolling up a topsail . . by gathering all the loose part of

the sail into the top, about the heel of the topmast, whereby

the yard appears much thinner and lighter than when the

sail is furled in the u*ual manner, which is sometimes

termed, for distinction sake, furling in the bunt.

2. Comb., asfurling-syslem ; furling-line, a line

or cord used in furling sails.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vng. Sea-men 15 The . . gassits

or furling lines. 1627 — Seaman's Gram. v. 22 Furling

lines are small lines made fast to the top saile, top gallant

saile, and the missen yards armes. i860 Merc. Marine
Mag. VII. 114 Captain Finlay intended to confine his

furling system, to schooners. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-

bk., Furling-line, a generally flat cord called a gasket.

Furlong (fv'i\pn). Forms : I furlang, -ung,

2 -eng, 3-5 fur(e)lang(e, 4 ferlong, fourlonge,

4-5 for(e)lang'e, 4-6 -long(e, 4-5 fur(e)longe,

4- furlong. PI. 4-5 for-, furlong. [OE. fur-

lang str. neut., Ifurh, Furrow + long, Long a.]

1. Originally, the length of the furrow in the

common field, which was theoretically regarded as

a square containing ten acres. As a lineal measure,

the furlong therefore varied according to the extent

assigned at various times and places to the Acre,

but was usually understood to be equal to 40 poles

(rods, perches). As early as the 9th c. it was

regarded as the equivalent of the Roman stadium,

which was J of a Roman mile ; and hencefurlong

has always been used as a name for the eighth part

of an English mile, whether this coincided with

the agricultural measure so called or not. The
present statute fuilong is 220 yards, and is equal

both to the eighth part of a statute mile, and to the

side of a square of 10 statute acres.

a. as a measure in current use. (Early examples

are wanting.)
c 1330 Art*. *r Merl. 6693 .V. forlong he dede hem recoile.

1377 Langl P. PI. B. v. 5 Er I hadde faren a fourlonge

feyntise me hente. 14.. Sir Beues 752 (MS. M.) Ther was

noliors in the world so stronge That myght ffolowe hym
a fur longe. a 1400-50 Alexander 3856 A foure furelange

or fyue it was of full brede. 1470-85 Malory Arthur™.
xi, Thenne he.. departed his waye a furlonge. 1559

*f.
Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 56 There is also diversitie

what a Furlong should conteine in length. 1627 Capt.

Smith Seaman's Gram. x. 48 Fifteene furlongs, that is,

a mile and I parts 1653 Walton Angler v. 128 For

Gesner observes, the Otter smels a fish forty furlong off

him in the water. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1732)

15 About two furlongs out of Town. 1753 Chambers Cycl.

Sufip. s.v., In Scotland the furlong is equal to forty falls.

1789 G. White Selborne xvi. (1853) 68 This noise may be

heard a furlong or more. 1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles vi. xxix,

The fresh and desperate onset bore The foes three furlongs

back. 1847 Emerson Poems, Monatlnoc, His day's ride is

a furlong space.

b. Antiq. as a rendering of L. stadium or Or.

arahiov.

c 900 tr. B.rda's Hist. I. xxv. (1800) 56 Se is breora fur-

lunga brad, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiv. 13 Syxtljr, fur-

langa fram hierusalem. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1030

Twelue [thousand] forlonge space. 138a Wyclif Luke
xxiv. 13 A castel, that was fro Jerusalem in space of sixty

furlongis. 1550 Bale Image Both Ch. III. xxi. Hhiij, A
furlonge is the eyght parte of a myle and contayneth

a hundreth and xxv. paces, which is in length vi. hundrelh

and xxv. fote. 1625-35 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. vm.

(ed. 2) 195 A Furlong contains according to Herodotus 600

feet. 1760 Fawkes Hero t, Leander 23 note, The narrowest

Part of the Channel is about seven Stadia, or Furlongs.

t C. Furlong way : a short distance, hence the

time taken in walking this, a brief space. Obs.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 111. 974 Or hyt a forlonge way

was olde. C13M — Miller's 7. 451 They sitten stille wel

a furlong way. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. II. 91 penne take

hem downe. .and lete stonde a forlonge wey or 1J. i47°-85

Malory Arthur v. v, I had leuer. .that I hadde ken a for-

longe way to fore hym.

+ 2. Used (on the analogy of 1 b) to render L.

stadium in the sense of ' the course for foot-races '.

Chiefly fig.) Obs.

The course for runners at Olympia was a stadium in

length ; hence the use of ara&iov, stadium in this sense.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. iii. 93 (Camb. MS.) Yit a

man renneb in the stadie or in the forlong for the corone.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 258 pei bat rennen in be

ferlong for be pris. I45°i53° *&*»• "r
,
£<"?>" 3»8 After

the forlonge of thys presente lyfe. 1526 / ilgr. I erf. (1 531

J

62 b, For every relygyous persone sholde renne m the tore-

longe of perfeccyon.

3. An area of land a ' furlong each way, con

taining ten acres.



FURLOUGH. 613 FURNAGE.
1819 K.EEsCj'tV.s.v., The furlong as a superficial measure, is

generally 10 acres, according to the acre ofdifferent counties.

•f b. The eighth part of an acre. Obs~°
Perh. only a blunder of Minsheu.
1617 Minshku Ductor, Furlong . .is otherwise the eight

part of an acre. 1656-81 in Blount Glossogr.

4. The headland of a common field. Obs. exc. dial.

?854 Charter of Mthelwolf of Wessex in Cod. Dipl. V.

in Of twelf askeran ut foro bufon scortan hlince an <5a:s

furlanges ende. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 10

One Furlong butting or Hadlanding upon other Furlongs.

1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Furlong, the road or- boundary
upon which the separate lots abut in an ' open field ' or

piece of unenclosed ground divided into several occupations.

5. An indefinite division of an unenclosed field.

ia.. Neiuminster Cartul. (1878; 122 Usque ad Gauelok
furlang. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 424, I can fynde in a felde

or in a fourlonge an hare. 1438 Nottingham Rec. II. 170
Quintaacrajacet super eundem furlong. [But is this 4?] 1523
Fitzhekb. Sunt. 38 b, At a furlong called Dale furlong y"

whiche furlong conteyneth .xxx. landes and two heed
landes. 1637 Harrison in Sheffield Gloss., A piece of land
enclosed lying in furlongs, aim Forbv Voc. E. Angtia,
Furlong, a division of an uninclosed cornfield. 1839
Stonehouse Axholme 302 Two selions of land containing
one acre, lying in a furlong called Foxholes. 1854 Miss
Baker Northampt. Gloss,, Furlong, an indefinite number
of lands or leys, running parallel to each other.

6. = Land. (See quot. 1893.) Obs, exc. dial.

1660 Sharrock Vegetables 97 The land must be cast into

furlongs, that the furrows may convey the water one to

another into a general trench. 1893 Wiitsli. Gloss., Furlong
. .the strip of newly-ploughed land lying between two main
furrows.

7. 'The line of direction of plowed lands'

(Marshall).

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk I. (i795> 131 Endeavouring to

lay their 'furlongs' north-and-south, that the sun may have
an equal influence on either side the narrow ridges.

Furlough (fyultiu), sb. Forms: 7 vorloffe,

fore-loofe, forloff, furloff, -ogh, 7, 9 furlo, 8

furloe, foreloff, 7-9 furlow, 7- furlough, [a.

Du. verlof, app. formed in imitation of Ger. ver-

laub, i. ver- For- pre/. 1 + root laub- : see Believe
v.

t
Leave sb. Cf. Da. forlov, Sw. forlof The

Eng. word, having from the beginning been stressed

on the first syll., seems to show influence of the syn-

onymous Du. oorlof — Ger. urlaub (OHG., MHG.
urloup), abstract noun corrcsp. to the OTeut. vb.

*izlauboj'an, -lauttjan to give leave, allow (Goth.
uslaubjan, OHG. irloubon, mod.G. erlauben, OE.
dliefan): see A- prefj and Leave sb.~\

1. Leave of absence, esp. a permit or licence

given to a soldier (or more rarely, an official)

to be absent from duty for a stated time.

1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. v. i, The deed., is a thing of
greater consequence, Then to be borne about in a blacke
boxe, Like a Low-Countrey vorloffe, or Welsh-briefe.
1637 R. Monro Exfed. i. 34 The Lievetenant Colonel!
taking a fore-loofe, did go unto Holland. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. V, clxxxii, They'd feigned Furloghs, of
Sloth, or Feare. 1707 Farquhar Recruiting Officer 1. i,

Enter him a grenadier. .absent on furlow. 1749 MS. Desp.
14 Nov., Bd. of Trade, S. Carolina T. 68 In Charles-
town living on the license of your Excellency's third
foreloff. 177a Ann. Reg. 198/1 Maclauchlan. .was sent off
upon a furlow for three months. 1804 Wellington in
Gurw. Desp. III. 41 Officers not on furlough, .are to join
their_ corps without delay. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faithf.
xxxvi, My uncle James came home on furlough, for he held
a very high and lucrative situation under the Company.
1893 Forbes-Mitchell Rcmin. Gt. Mutiny 71 Over fifty

men.. were found to have furloughs, or leave-certificates,,
in their pockets.

^
attrih. 1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 51

The salaries are large, .the furlough allowance and retiring
annuity handsome and all-sufficient. 1876 VoyWs Milit.
Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Furlough, The furlough pay is as follows.

fi%. 1816-7 Coleridge Lay Serm. 378 One of those short
furloughs from the service of the body, which the soul may
sometimes obtain even in this, its militant state.

b. extended to general use.

1763 Cowi'er Let. 9 Aug. Wks. (1876) 5 My destination is

settled at last, and I have obtained a furlough. 1793 Mad.
D'Arblay Lett. 22 Feb., You .. could not refuse to her
request the week's furlough. 1843 Lefevre Life Trav.
Phys. I. 1. vii. 158, I . .demanded a furlough of a fortnight,
to enable me to see my friends in England. 1848 Kingsley
Sainfs Trag. 1. i, Would but her saintship leave her gold
behind, We'd give herself her furlough.

t 2. A passport ; a licence, or permit.
a 1659 Cleveland Wks. (1687) 7 The greatest Honours

on the aged hurl'd Are but gay Furlows for another World.
1826 Scott Woodst. ii, Or what else will your uncle
Everard do for us? Get us a furlough to beg?

Furlough (f»ul0u), v. Chiefly U. S. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To grant (a person) a furlough ; to give

leave of absence to.

1783 N. Greene in Sparks Corr. Atner. Rev. (1853) *V.
38 The Northern Army does not choose to be furloughed.

"799 & Washington Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 208 The prac-
tice of furlough'mg officers, and then renewing the furloughs
from time to time. 1867 Emerson May-Day § Other
Pieces Wks. (Bohn) III. 423 Amid the hue and cry Of
scholars furloughed from their tasks. 1869 Lowell Cathe-
dral 236 With outward senses furloughed.

2. intr. To spend a furlough.
1892 Black Sf White Christm.No. 31/2 The unsteady white

gaiters of two Grenadiers furloughing in the village.

Furloughed (iv-i\o"d), ppl. a. [f. Furlough
sb. or v. + -ed.] Having a furlough or leave of
absence ; hence, unoccupied, inactive. .

1811 W. R. Spencer Poems 5 Ten thousand furlow 'd

Heroes. 1848 Lowell Bigloiv P. Poems 1890 II. 23 She
..Patted the furloughed ferule on her palm. 1864 Daily
Tel. 26 Nov., All furloughed officers and men have been
ordered to return immediately.

t Pu'rmage. 0b$. rare. [a. OF. fourmage
(mod.F. fromage) :—popular L. *formaticum, f.

forma mould, FORM.] Cheese.
14. . Hknryson Tivo Myss 124 liannatyne MS. VII.

(1881) 963 Furmag full fyne scho brocht in steid of geill.

Furme, obs. form of Form.
Furmente, -ty, furmety, -ity : see Fru-

menty.

Furnace (fvunes), sb. Forms: 3 furneise,

4-5 f(o
y urneys^e, fo^u'rnays e, fournas, for-

nayce, fornes, (5 fornas, furnasee', 4-6 for-

neys(e, f(o)umeis, fumes, s, (5 furnoys, 6 fur-

neyse, fournes\ 6-7 fornace, (6 fournace,
furnise), 6- furnace, [a. OF. fornais, mase.

( = Pr. fornatz, fornaz, It. fornace), also fornaise
(mod.F ./ournaise, - Sp. komaza), repr. h.foruac-
em, fornax, fern., f. forn-us.furn- us, oven.

J

1. An apparatus consisting essentially of a chamber
to contain combustibles for the purpose of subject-

ing minerals, metals, etc. to the continuous action

of intense heat.
In modern use it chiefly denotes a building (if masonry

lined with firebrick, used for metallurgical operations, the

baking of pottery, or the like ; but it is also applied to

smaller apparatus (usually constructed of iron) used in

chemistry, assaying, etc.

a 1225 Juliana 32 As bu. .te breo children . . biwistest un-

weommet from be ferliche fur of be furneise. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter xvi. 4 pe fournas bat purges metall. 138a

Wyclif Matt vi. 30 The heye of the feeld, that to day is,

and to morwe is sente in to the fourneyse. 1413 Pilgr.

Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. vii. 55 With fyre pykes they cast

them in the forneis. 1535 Covehdai.e Prov. xvii 3 Like as

syluer is tried in the fire and golde in the fornace. 1544
Phaer Regym. Lyfe (1553^ I iij b, Paken or dryed as clay

is in the foumeis. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii. 148 The
Louer, Sighing like Furnace. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hart,

(1729) 229 A plain single Furnace, (such as Chymists use in

their Laboratories for common Operations). 1725 Dk Foe
Voy. round World (18401 272 Running like liquid metal out

of a furnace. 1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades U842) 130

The furnaces, retorts and other apparatus are too numerous
to be described. 187a Ellaco.mde Ch. Bells Devon i. 11

On the signal being given, the furnaces were tapped, and
the metal flowed.

b. trans/. The lire of a volcano ; the volcano

itself.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 376 One of the

most conspicuous furnaces of the Indies, .for the hill, -hath
five mouths. .for casting out fire. 1796 H. Hunter tr.

St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 344 Volcanos must have
emitted their fiery currents more frequently in the earlier

ages, when.. the Ocean, loaded with it's vegetable spoils,

supplied more abundant matter to their furnaces. 1804

C. B. Brown tr. Volneys VieivSoil U. S. 99 The existence

of this furnace agrees with all the traces of earthquakes
hitherto mentioned.

c - fis-> esP* usea t0 express any severe test or

trial. Also, a place of excessive heat ; a ( hot-

bed'.
1340 Ayeub. 131 pise wordle pet ne is bote.. a fornays

anhet mid uer of zenne and of zor^e. 1382 Wyclif Deut.
iv. 20 The Lord took $ow, and ladde 50W oute fro the yren

forneys of Egipte. 1497 Bp. Ai.cock Mons Perfect. C iij,

He lyved here in purgatory and in the fornays of tempta-

cyon. 1600 Faikeax Tasso XV. 1, He.. open set Of his

broad gaping iawes the fornace wide. 1611 Bible Isa.

xlviii. 10, I haue chosen thee in the fornace of affliction.

1727 46 Thomson Sutur/ter 962 Breathed hot From all the

boundless furnace of the sky . . A suffocating wind the pilgrim

smites With instant death. 1844 Kinglake Eo'then xxiv. 320
Nablous is the very furnace of Mahometan bigotry.

•f'2. Applied to an oven or chamber for pro-

ducing a moderate continuous heat ; in quots. an

incubating chamber. Obs.

C1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 49 There is a comoun Hows in

that Cytee, that is alle ffulle of smale Furneys ; and thidre

bryngen Wommen of the Toun here Eyren of Hennes, of

Gees and of Dokes, for to ben put in to tho Fumeyses.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nichotay's Voy. 1. viii. 7 b. Fur-

naces, made in maner like unto . . stoves of Germanic in the

whiche with a small heate they do. .hatch their egges.

1616 [see Furner i].

3. A closed fireplace for heating a building by
means of hot-air or hot-water pipes ; also, ' the

fireplace of a marine boiler* (Adm. Smyth).
1691 Evelyn Dia?y 28 Pec, Saw the effect of my green-

house furnace. 1881 Fawkks Horticult. Build. 218 Stoke-
holes, furnaces, and boilers, should always be protected by
an enclosed shed from rain and wind.

4. A boiler, cauldron, crucible. Obs. exc. dial.

(See quots. 1884 and 1886.)
ri29o S. Eng. Leg. I. 295/61 A forneis he let maken of

bras : and fullen it ful of led. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. ion
As a fornes ful of flot bat vpon fyr boyles. C1400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. 171 pe heete of be lyvere makib be stomac
to sebe as fier makib a furneis to sebe. 1494 Nottingham
Rec. III. 30 Unum fornes de plumbo. 1540 Vatton
Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 154 To sawyng ye quyrbys
to y8 Furnes of Chyrche howse vj *, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840) III. 486 Seethe all these [herbs] (being
well washed) in a furnace of fair water. 1884 Upton on
Se7<em Gloss., Furnace, a large boiler set in brickwork, for

brewing, making soup, &c. 1886 W. Somerset Gloss., Gal-
vanized iron Furnace, 27 gals., .us. gd.

5. attrib. and Comb., as/unune air-pipe^ -chink,

-coke, -feeder, -flier, -fie, -firer,-gloii<, -heat, -house,

-smoke ; furnace-burning, -like adjs.
;
furnace-ward

adv. Also furnace-bar - fire-bar (see Fike 1J. 5 ;

furnace-bridge (see quot. ) ; furnace cadmia
or cadmium (see (plot.) ; furnace-drift, f -earth

(see quots.); furnaceman, one who tends a fur-

nace; furnace-pumice Metall., 'a slag often

produced in smelting pisolitie iron ores having tho

cellular appearance of pumice-stone ' (Cassell)
;

furnace-tube (see quot.).

1664 Evelyn Nat. Hort. (1729) 231 The 'Furnace Air-

pipes, .are placed to pass through the Fire and Brick-work.
1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Kngin., *Furnace Bars. 1874
Knkiiit Diet. Mech. I. 926/2 *Furnace- Bridge, a barrier of
fire-bricks or of iron plates containing water thrown across

the furnace at the extreme end of the fire-bars, to prevent
the fuel being carried into the flues, and to quicken the

draft by contracting the area. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,
11. i. 80 All my bodies moysture Scarse serties to quench my
* Furnace-burning hart. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,

*Furnace cadmium or cadttiia, the oxide of zinc which
accumulates in the chimneys of furnaces smelting zinci-

ferous ores, a 1849 Mangan Poems (1859) 35 That the

flame, with subtie Hood, Through the furnace-chink may
fly. 1889 Daily News 16 Dec. 2/7 This week *furnace coke
has been selling at 22s. 6d. to 235. per ton at the ovens.

1892 Nort/aitHold. Gloss., *Furnace-drift, a passage leading
into an 'upcast' pit provided with a furnace for the pur-

pose of ventilating the mine. 1612 SturtEvani Metallica

(1854) 114 ^Furnace-earths . . where-withall you build up
your Furnaces. 1858 Simmonus Diet. Trade, 'Furnace-
feeder, a stoker or fireman ; one who supplies fuel to the

furnace. 1892 Labour Com/nissit>n CAos*., *Furnace Filters,

men who remain at the top of the furnace and empty therein

the loaded barrows sent up from the bottom. e 1645
Howell Lett. I. xxix. 41 If this small 'furnace-fire hath
vertue to convert such a small lump of Dark Dust and
Sand into such a precious clear llody as Crystal. 1889
Daily News 4 Dec. 5/6 A furnace firer. .stated that [etc.].

1863 65 J. THOMSON Sunday at I/ampsiead vi, The East
resumes its *furnace-glow. 1849 K. E. Napier Excurs. .V.

Africa II. 407 Alternate furnace heat and chilly damp-
ness. 1882 OnoA Di Marevima L 62 A "fnrnace-honse to

make the salt that was raked upon the beach. 1577 B. (Ioock
I lleresbadts Ilusb. 11. (1586) 77 b, The Furrow must, be made

*Furnase like, straight aboue, and broade in the bottome.

1825 Heber Narrative (1828) III. 33 Such a furnace-like

climate. 1883 GbesLEY Gloss. Coal Mining. *Furnaceman.
1884 li'ham Daily Post 23 Feb. 35 Wanted two little Mill

I Furnacemen. 1797 College 20 Like x furnace-smuke in

volumes rolling down. 1888 Lock;voody

s Die t. Mech. Engin.,
Furnace-tube, the tube within which the fuel is enclosed

!
in an internally fired boiler, c^1420 Ballad, on Ihtsb. 1. 10S7

I First floore hit ij feet thicke enclynynge softe The *fourneiS

;
ward.

Furnace (ji> ines), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. a. trans. To exhale like a furnace, b. intr.

To issue as from a furnace.

1598 Chapman Achilles Shield Ep. Ded. Aivb, That
raging vlcer, which.. Fumaceth the vniuersall sighes and
complaintes of this transposed world. 1607 Shaks. Cor.

1. vi. 66 He furnaces The thicke sighes from him. 1624

Quarlrs Dw. Poems, Siou's Sonu. xx, Represse those

flames, that furnace from thine eye.

2. trans. To subject to the heat of a furnace.

1612 [see the vbl. sb.]. 1842 '1'. Graham Chew. v. 474 It

has been proposed, instead offumacing the sulphate of soda,

to decompose it by caustic barytes. 1876 Catal. Set. App.
S. Kens. No. 2726 This mixture is furnaced during a period

of si hours.

fig. 1790 J. Williams Shror'C Tuesday (1794) 33 The
faithful must be damn'd before they die, And, like th'

asbestos, furnae'd. to be white. 1848 Lowell Fable for
Critics Poet. Wks. 1890 III. 50 Every word that he speaks
has been fierily furnaced In the blast of a life that has
struggled in earnest.

3. To make a furnace in.

1833 [see Chimney v.].

Hence Fu*rnaced ppl. a., in quot. fg. ; Put-
nacingf vbl. sb., also attrib. Also Fu'rnacer.
1612 Sturtevant Metallica (1854) 58 All kinde of ouens,

lamps, stoues, kilnes, hearths, all which we generally com-
prehend vnder the name of Fumacing. Ibid. 59 Fumacing
may be briefly touched as being a necessarie instrument in

most Inuentions. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts II. 680 The dex-

terous management of this transposition characterizes a
goodsoda-furnacer. 1862 H. C. Kendall Fainting by Way 5

Poems 20 Furnaced wastelands, .like to stony billows rolled.

iS6o — GlenofArrazvatta 167 In soft Australian nights;

And through the furnaced noons. 1880 J. Lomas Alkali
Trade 4 The manufacturer should be-. able. .to. .perform

the fumacing operation himself.

Firmage. Obs* exc. Hist. Forms: 4-8 for-

nage, (6 firnage), 5- furaage. [a. OY.fomage
{¥.foumage),i. QY.forn (F. four) :-L.fum-us
oven.] a. The process of baking ; the price paid

for baking, b. Feudal Law. (See quot. 1753; the

interpretation is justified by the med.Lat. quots. in

Du Cange s.v. Furnaqiu/n.)
1468 in Stoiv's S?drv. Lond. (ed. Strype 1754) II. 443/1 The

Baker shall be allowed . . two Lofis for Fornage. a 1470

Tiptoft Cxsar v. (1530) 7 They shulde have no come to

furnage. 157a in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. II. 48 Wood for

firnage of breed by the yere. 1601 F. Tate f/ouseh. Ord.

Edio. II, § 43 (1876) 26 This serjant shal take for fornage

of pain de main for the kinges mouth. 1676-1732 in Coles.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Fornage, the fee taken by a

lord from his tenants, bound to bake in the lord's oven, or

for a permission to use their own. 1875 Sussex Gloss.,

Furnage, a sum formerly paid by the tenants of the Lord
of the manor for right to bake in his oven. 1882 A. W.
Alexander Preston Gntldsd A burgess may make an oven
upon his grounds, and bake for his furnage for one horse

load of flour or meal, one halfpenny.



FTJRNER.

attrib. 1851 Turner Dont. Arckit. II. iii. 112 A seigno-
ria! oven in which all the tenants were obliged to bake
their bread and pay furnage dues.

Turner (fi>.in3J . Obs. exe. dial. Also 5-6
furnour, 7 furnar. [late ME. fitrnour, ad. OF.
former :—late L.fumdrius, l.furn-us oven.]

1. One who has charge of an oven ; a baker.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 70 One yoman

furnour also in this office [the Bakehouse] making the
weyght of brede. 155s Will of T. Clayton (Somerset Ho. 1

,

To Christofer Strongman my furnour xxs. 1612 Sturtevant
Metallica (1854) 117 Glasse wuidowes. .so that thereby the
Furnar may continually see and behold his Rawe-matters
.. and how his fire and Furnace worketh upon them. 1616
Trav. En%. Pilgr. in Hart. Misc. I. 338 The country
people bring their eggs.. to this place, where there is an
oven, or furnace, purposely kept temperately warm; and
the furner, or master thereof standeth ready at a little door,
to receive the eggs. 1736 Lewis Hist. Isle Tenet (ed. 2) 36
Furner, a baker. 1887 Kent Gloss., Furner, a baker.

2. (See quots.)

1598 Florio, Bisciere, a furner or a maulkfn. 1847-78
Halliwell, Furner, a nialkin for an oven. Line.

t Fu'mey, v. Obs. In 4 furneye. [ad. OF.
fttrni-r : see next.] trans. To procure.

13. . Coer tie L. 5517 Furneye a tree, styffand strong.

tFtrrniment. Obs. Also 6 f(o)urayment,
(furnament). [ad. OF'. fourniment\ i.fournir to

FURNISH.] a. The state or condition of being fur-

nished, b. pi. Accoutrements, decorations, fittings.

"553 Hrende Q. Curtius in. 14 Neither the men nor the
horse . . glistered . . with golde nor precyous furnymentes.
1561 T. Hoby tr. Castigltone's Covrtyer (1577) S ij a, I wyll
not haue the Courtier bereaued from hys due honoure and
the fournymentes whiche you youre selfe promised hym
yestemyght, 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. iii. ^8 They spyde
with speedie whirling pace One in a charet of straunge
furniment.

Furnish (fy-anij), sb. [f. next vb.] fa. A
furnishing or providing ; concr. a provision or

stock of anything {obs.). f b. The state of being
furnished or fitted obs.). c. colloq. A setting off

or embellishing.
1500 // 'ill o/Treffry (Somerset Ho.', A Furnyssh of bras.

1604 Daniel Funeral Poem Earl Devonsh., That furnish
perfect held. 1613-21 — Hist. Eng. 169 He sends him a
whole Furnish of all Vessels for his Chamber of cleane gold.
1617 Greene's Groat's W. Wit A 3, To lend the world
a furnish of witte, she lays her owne to pawne. 1633
J. Done Hist. Septuagint 115 Very liberall .. chiefly to
have in regard the Furnish for these grave and reverent
Persons. Ibid. 179 Furniture for the whole furnish of a
chamber. 1896 Daily News 7 .Mar. 6/3 The chin, .is often
the better for the ' furnish ' of the strings.

Furnish (firinif), v. Forms : 5-6 fourn-,
furnis(s he, -ys s)he, (6 fornyssh, furnesahe,
-ice), 6-7, 9 Sc. furneis, -ess, -ich, -ise, -yse.

[a. OF. furniss- lengthened stem olfumir, also

fornir,fournir{V.fournir) = VT.
1
Sp., Vg.fornir,

It. fornire, app. a Com. Rom. alteration of an
earlier *formire, *fromire (Pr. formir, furmir,
fromir)

y
ad. WGer. *frummjan (OS.frummian,

OHG.j'ru?nmen, MHO. vritmeri) to further, pro-

mote, accomplish, supply, f. */rum- (as in OHG.,
OS./ruma fern., profit, advantage) ablaut-var. of
*/ram- forward : see From.]
fl. trans. To accomplish, complete, fulfil. Also

with that and obj. clause : To bring about, ensure.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 87, I shall not departe me but that

I shal furnisshe myn auowe. c 1489 — Blanchardyn ix.

( 1 890) 39 The knyght , . shewed hym the waye that he muste
holde for to furnysshe his entrepryse. Ibid, xxxiv. 126 For
to see and furnysshe that this were doon. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. lxxxiv. 62 To furnysshe or perfourme the Story of
Vortiger. < 1500 Melusine xx. in Behtghte no thing but
that ye may fournysshe & hold it. a 1533 Ld. Bernrrs
Huon lxxxi. 245, I sawe that I hadde furnysshed your
message. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. 1. (1895) 212
A man maye see . . furnished . . those thinges whiche husbande-
men doo commenly in other countreys.

+ 2. To fill, occupy, garrison (a place, etc.).

Const, of, with , also simply. Obs.
c 1500 Three Kings' Sons (E E. T. S.) 33 The houses were

all fornyssht with folkes. 1523 Ld. Bekners Froiss. I.

xxxviii. 52 The cyte was strong, and well furnysshed of men
a warr. 1526 Househ. Ord. 153 There shall be a boord..
furnished with lords spirituall and temporal. 1533 Cranmer
in Furniv. Ballads fr. MSS. I. 384 Four ricn charettes,
one of them empty, & three other furnished with diversancient
old ladies. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 278
The Gouernour commandes to furnice the castell of Ed', be
al meines. 169a Ray Dissol. World Pref. (1732) 11 A
World already filled & furnished.

+ b. To fill, occupy (a position) ; also with out.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 257 There is a place voide

and to be furnished. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, xviii.

108 That they haue neede to be instructed or els that they
cannot furnish out the place to performe their dutie.

t3. To supply, provide for (needs, occasions,

expenses). Obs.

1496 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1877)1. 304 Item, .giffin..
to furnys Margret Drummondis costis in Linlithquho. 1555
L. Saunders in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 191 My need
concerning bodely necessaryes is . . furnyshed by Gods
provision. 1666 Marvell Corr. Iii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 192
The House is much in earnest to furnish his Majestye's
present occasions.

4. To provide or supply with (something neces-

sary, useful, or desirable, either material or im-
material), f Also const, in (cf. Find v. 19), of.
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15*9 Wolsey in Four C. Eng. Lett. 10 Of evry thyng
mete for houssold vnprovydyd and furny'shyd. ^1533 Ld.
Bekners Huon xlvi. 154 Whan the shyppe was fournyshyd
with vytaylles, than he put therin his horses. 1550 Crowley
Way to Wealth 326 Let your wiues . . furnishe them selues
with al pointes of honest housewifery. 1553 Brende Q.
Curtius x. 5 To furnish them of iron, hemp and sails. 1596
Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 30X Scotland had
furnist Jngland in all necessaries to the Weiris. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 11. ii. 147 Come.sweare to that: kissethe Booke: I will
furnish it anon with new Contents. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims
II. ix. xv. § 9. 1600 Parmezan, of which the Bailo of Venice
doth alwayes furnish them. 1674 ^' ^ox ^'en^. Retreat. \\\.

O677) 38 Ending at May, at wjiich time the Trees begin to
be furnished with Leaves. 1700 Wallis in Collect. (O. H. S.)

1, 319 A man may be furnished with genteel accomplishment.
1754 Erskine Prine.Sc. Law (1809) 18 An inhabitant, .who
has furnished one . . in meat, clothes, or other merchandise.
1772 Mackenzie Man World 11. iv. (1823) 470 There was too
much innocence in the breast of Lucy, to suffer it to be
furnished with disguise. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

638 The officers . . had orders to furnish him with whatever
military aid he might require. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

V. 192 He [Plato] has furnished us with the instruments of
thought.

•fb. intr. for refi. To provide oneself with
(something"). Obs.
1631 Nath. Ward Let. in Simp. Cobler (1S43) 93, I expect

measure hard enough and must furnish apace with propor-
tionable armour.

c. [Chiefly in pass.) To provide (an instrument,
organ, etc.) with (some appendage subsidiary to

its function).

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 15 Rockets may be both
within and without furnished with crackers. 18x6 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. $ Art II. 352 Each of the bladders should
be furnished with a stopcock. 1830 R. Knox Be'clanCs
A not. 19 Bones . . which . . are furnished with a great mass
of muscles. 1886 A. Winchell Walks #t Talks Geol. Field
252 The. .tail of this bird, .is furnished with proper quills.

T 5. simply. To supply with what is necessary.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. iv. 9 'Tis now but foure of clock,

we haue two houres To furnish vs. 1611 Bible Ps. lxxviii.

19 Can God furnish a table in the wildemes? 1633 J. Done
Hist. Septuagint 76 It is succoured and furnished by the
neerenesse of the Port of Ascalon [etc.]. 1668 Culpepper
& Cole Barthol. Anat. Man. 11. iii. 318 The outer [branch]
..furnishes the Cheeks and Muscles of the Face. 1688
R. Holme Armoury in. 185/1 The Abbots Table must be
furnished for Strangers. 1743 Lond. <$• Country Brew. 11.

(ed. 2) 93 The English . . thinking themselves compleatly
furnished by Barley and Oat-Malt-Liquors, have supinely
neglected the Improvement of the best of all others,

t b. To decorate, embellish. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado HI. i. 103 lie shew thee some
attires, and haue thy counsel!, Which is the best to furnish
me tomorrow. 1690 Halifax Epist. Earl Dorset 185 The
wounded Arm wou'd furnish all their Rooms, And bleed for

ever Scarlet in the Looms.
c. in Hop-growing. (See quot.)

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 555 It is not. .necessary
for the hop-tiers to wait until there are three bines for every
pole long enough to tie, that is, for the hills to furnish, as
they term it. .When every pole is furnished with three bines

Eull the remainder out of the hills. Ibid. 556, I have known
ine that has been kept back . . by cold weather . . so as not

to furnish the poles before the middle of June.

t 6. esp. To prepare for work or active service

;

to equip (a person), caparison, harness (a horse),

fit up (a weapon, etc.), fit out (a ship), Obs.

1548 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 197 Hand-goones
furnesshed, cc. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. v. ix. (1619)

494 Chosroes, being now furnished to battell. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, iv. i. 39 He then, that is not furnish'd in this

sort, Doth but vsurpe the Sacred name of Knight. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 242 How sune the

schip was now furniched, sayle thay lous. 1598 Barret
Theor. Warres D. i. 18 He shall not suffer any souldier to

come thither without his Armes fully furnished. 1607
Topsell Four-f. Beasts ( 1658) 244 Bucephalus. . being sadled
and furnished, .could endure none but Alexander. 1657
R. Ligon Barbatioes {1673) 22 Far better.. to purchase
a Plantation there ready furnish'd. 1684 Bunvan Pitgr. 11.

34 There is sufficient to furnish them against all attempts
whatsoever. 1703 Maundrell Jourtt, Jems. (1732) 127
Six led Horses, all of excellent shape, and nobly furnish'd.

1725 Defoe Voy. round World (1840) 2 Every sailor is able
to do it if his merchants are but qualified to furnish him for

so long a voyage.

7. To fit up (an apartment, a house) with all

requisite appliances, including a supply of movable
* furniture (see Furniture 7), which in mod. use

is the predominant notion.
[1611 Bible Luke xx'il. 12 He shall shew you a large vpper

roume furnished. (Strictly to sense 5.)] 1650 Evelyn Mem.
(1857 1 L 270 A stately chamber furnished to have entertained
a prince. 176a H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. I. i. 2
The apartments are lofty and enormous and they knew not
how to furnish them. 1838 Thiri.wall Greece V. xli. 159 He
had taken more pains to furnish his house, than his mind.
1874 Micklkthwaite Mod. Par. Churches 342 A church
may be furnished, as well as built, by degrees.
aosol. 1837 Hook in Life I. 407 My lady is very busy

a-furnishing.

8. To provide, contribute, afford, supply, yield.

The general currency of this sense appears to date from
the 18th c, and is perh. due to mod. Fr. influence. The Sc.
instances I.i6-i7thc.) quoted below may belong to 6.

[1563 WinJet Wks. (1890) II. 6, 1 may nocht furnise to this

excellent werk euery kind of necessar waippin. 1640-1
Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mitt. Bk. (1855) 142 The Committie
finding that Johne Wilsone, runaway, in Crocemichael, is

unable to goe upon service, .ordaines the said paroche of
Crocemichael to furneis ane uther in his place.] 1754 Sher-
lock Disc. (1759) I. iii. 110 Philosophy has furnished
Difficulties on every Side. 1759 Goldsm. Bee No. s l/n.

FURNISHED.
fort. Merit p 9 The host, .refused to furnish him a dinner
without previous payment. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V.
78 The idea of inheritance furnishes a sure principle of
conservation. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 390 The exhalents ..

furnish a fluid similar in use to the secretion of the lachrymal
gland. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv.§2g. 119 The pinnacles
furnish the third term to the spire and tower. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 453 The proof which you desire has been
already furnished. 1888 Bpvce Amer. Commw. I. iii. 25
note, Rhode Island . . has furnished the most abundant
analogies to the Greek republics of antiquity.

9. dial. = Burnish v? Hence in Stable slang,

of a horse : To fill out, gain in strength and
* condition'. [Cf. Furnisheu 2 b.)

1862 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe II. x. 103 The horse had fur-

nished so since then. 1883 Standard 19 May 3 A} Being a big
horse he is not quite furnished yet. Mod. (Suffolk) ' She is

tall for age, and thin ; now, it is to be hoped, she will begin
to furnish 1

.

10. With adverbs.

a. Furnish forth. Used by Shaks. with the
sense = 5, 6 above ; echoed by later writers (by
Scott in the more recent sense 8).

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 251 Will your Lordship lend
mee a thousand pound, to furnish me forth? 1602 —
Ham. 1. ii. 181 The Funeral Buke-meats Did coldly furnish
forth the Marriage Tables. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. xxii,

Our broad nets have swept the mere, To furnish forth your
evening cheer. 1825 Cobbett Rur. Rides 188, I got myself
well furnished forth as a defence against the rain.

b. Furnish out. {a) To supply what is lack-

ing in ; to complete. (Jb) To supply adequate
materials or provision for. (c) To send out with
proper equipment or training. Now rare.

1577 B. GoocE Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 184 b, When
. you are to furnish out the number, you must [etc.]. 1581
Mulcaster Positions ii. (1887) 5 To furnish out all know-
ledge in the cunning, and all Judgement in the wise. 1607
Shaks. Timon in. iv. 116 There's not so much left to
furnish out a moderate Table. 1639 Fuller Holy War v.

v. (1647) 236 They, .improved their interest with all their

benefactours, to furnish out a fleet. 166a H. More Philos.
Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 22 Whose great example, .furnished
out many undaunted Champions of the Christian Faith.

1702 Addison Dial. Medals i. 16 How many Heroes would
Moor-fields have furnished out in days of old. 1750 Johnson
Rambler No. 1 F 15 He may yet have enough to furnish out
an essay. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women,

<J-
B. I. xiv. 268

Modern customs, .often leave to the imagination the task of
furnishing out the proper quantity of beauty.

tc. Furnish up. (a) To supply the necessary

material for, make up, bring into a complete form.

{6) To fit up with proper equipment. Obs.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 9 Here was stuf gud
plente to furnish up a trim tragedi. 1593 Abp. Bancroft
Daung. Posit, in. xiii. 115 Before a National! Synode be
celebrated, let it be called three monethes afore, that they
may prepare and furnish vp those thinges, that belong vnto it.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivstine 26 a, With al dilli-

gence. .he furnished vp his Nauy to the sea. 1785 Crabbe
Newspaper 221 As many rows, as furnish up a sheet.

Furnishable (fwunijab'l), a. [f. Furnish v.

y -able.] Capable of being furnished.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858) 121 Hast thou not a Brain

. . furnishable with some glimmerings of Light ?

Furnished (f©\inijt\ ///. a. [f. Furnish v.

+ -ED '.] In senses of the vb.

f 1. Possessed of one's faculties physical and
mental. Obs.

1473 Writ 10 Nov., Patent Roll 13 Edw. IV, 1. m. 3 Oure
deerest sonc.whom it hath pleased God to yeve unto us
hool and fornissed in nature.

2. Generally preceded by a qualifying adverb,

and often only with the force of the pass.pple.

+ a. Provided or stocked with (something,

material or immaterial). Obs.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxii. 34 A wytie wicht. .With
warldly wit weill furnissit at will. 1670 D. Denton Descr.
Neiu York (1845) 5 These Rivers are very well furnished with
Fish. 1674 Playkord Skill Mus. 1. xi. 56 Our own Nation
was never better furnished with able and skilful artists.

1697 Dampiek Voy. I. viii. 231 It was plentifully furnished
with groves of Green Trees. 1751 J. Stuart in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 382 Gentlemen, .abundantly furnished with
Literature. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 237 The city is

plentifully furnished with a very excellent coal.

b. Covered with flesh, fdled out. [ = F. bien

fourni.']
a 1533 Ld. Berners Arthur (1814) 258 He was byg, and

mighty.. with byg armes and longe, wel furnisshed.

e. Equipped; formerly in material sense, f Ac-
coutred, dressed, provided with necessaries; now
only in immaterial sense, Informed, instructed,

prepared. fOf a tree: Clothed with foliage.

'553 T. Wilson Rhet. Epist. Aij, Some other not so well-

furnished as your Lordeshypp is. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas.

(1569) 150 b, The sight of his sonne richly furnished . . did

more astonne him. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 83 Readie
furnished against all manner of misfortunes. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay y

s Voy. 1. i. 1 b, Two Gallies of the

best and best furnished that were within the haven of

Marseillie. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. iii. 21 A gallant

Knight he was . . Semblably furnish'd like the King him-

selfe. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 263 The
Scotis sal rais ane furnist armie, nochtwithstanding vpon
the French expenses. i6ix Bible 2 Tim. iii. 17 That the

man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished vnto all

good workes. 1647 tr. Malvezzts Pourtract 47 The English-

men were expected with so furnished a preparation, that

[etc.]. 171a J. James tr. Le Blotufs Gardening 148 This
Shrub grows very well furnish'd. 1869 Goulburn Purs.
Holiness Pref. 9 For the composition of which its writer is



FURNISHER.
by no means furnished. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life 1. i.

(1876)4 A remarkably clear, and richly furnished intellect.

d. Of a house or apartment : Stocked with fur-

niture : e.g. in phr. to let, furnished,
ijoxLond.Gaz. No. 3905/4 The Three Colts Inn.. is to be

let. .furnished. 1734 Berkeley Let. to Prior 2 Apr. Wks.
1871 IV. 220 We would .. have a furnished house to our-

9 selves. 1801 Windham Speeches Pari. 4 Nov. (1812I II. 45A ready-furnished lodging. 1846 KCcCpLLOCH Ace. Brit.
Empire (1854) II. 519 Their cottages are, for the most part,
comfortable and well furnished. 1848 Dickens Domhey vii.

At this other private house, .apartments were let Furnished.

e. Her. (See quot.)
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Fitrniskcd is a term used

when a horse is borne bridled, saddled, and completely
caparisoned ; in blazon he is then said to be furnished or
completely furnished .. It is, likewise, applicable to .. the
attire of a stag, furnished with six antlers, &c
Furnisher (fitaujai). [f. Furnish v. + -er 1.]

One who furnishes, in senses of the vb. ; spec, one
who supplies furniture, b. Australian mining
(see quot. 1869).
1611 Cotgr. Fournissettr, a furnisher. 1632 Lithgow

Trav. vi. 269 Their victuals are brought dayly..each fur-
nisher ringing the Bell, giveth warning to las friends, to
come receive their necessars. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11.

(1711) 158 The Line-furnisher, or the Man that doth look
after the Ropes. 1759 Fountainhall Dccis. I. 303 Some
gave out the Duchess of Lauderdale as a., furnisher of him
with money. 1869 R. B. Smyth Gold/. I'ictoria 612 Fur-
nisher, a capitalist who by erecting machinery for, or other-
wise assisting a party of miners working a claim, becomes
entitled to a share of the profits. x88i Daily News 8 Nov.
5/2 The furnishers of pantomime properties. 1894 IVestm.
Gas. 16 Aug. 3/1 Diversity is the aim of the modern furnisher.

Furnishing (fwunijin), vhl. sb. [f. Furnish
v. + -ING !.]

1. The action of the vb. Furnish, in senses of
the vb. ; an instance of this. Also gerundial with
omission of in.

1496-7 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 13 Preamble, The behouful
chargis and expends for the fornysshyng and contynuaunce
of the same armyes. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. eclxxxi.
421 For y" furnysshyng of his vowe. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No.
237/2 The Queen of Swadeland . . for whom a Palace is
already furnishing. 1691 T. Hale Ace. New Invent. 35
Rudder-Irons.. of this Company's furnishing. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling 1. x. (1872) 61 Due furnishings began to be executed
in it [a ship]. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 47 A

|

complete furnishing for war.
attrib. 1887 Daily Nezvs 7 Feb. 2/5 General furnishing I

goods.

b. concr, A sum of money furnished ; a supply.
1833 Alison Hist. Europe (1849-50) II. Ixxvi. § 22. 432

The war .. cost .. in subsidies or furnishings to foreign
powers, ten millions four hundred thousand pounds.

2. Decoration.
IS94 Carew Tasso(i88i) 63 Those two who thus in one

conioyned goe And parrell white, white haue their furnish-
ing. 1882 Garden 3 June 394/3 The Fruiting Duckweed.

.

is now largely used in London for what is termed ' furnish-
ing'. 1895 Daily Neivs 8 Apr. 6/7 Hats provided for
young girls have a floral furnishing.

3. //. f a. Unimportant appendages ; mere ex-
ternals, b. Articles of furniture ; apparatus, etc.
C. (See quot. 1892.)
160s Shaks. Lear hi. i. 29 Something deeper, Whereof

(perchance) these are but furnishings. 1858 Cahlyle Fredk.
Gt. 11. v. (1865) I. 76 Now a Penitentiary, with treadmill
and the other furnishings. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid ii,

The furnishings were small and dainty. 1885 Law Times
LXXX. 113/1 All the furnishings of an hotel. 1891 Daily
News 23 Jan. 5/5 Carpets from Fontainebleau, furnishings
from Saint Cloud. 189s Labour Commission Gloss,, Fur-
nishings, Scotch term, equivalent to the English term
'grindery'; that is, rivets, sprigs, &c, used by the men to
fasten the bottoms of boots to the uppers ; and also the
materials used in the process of finishing.

Furnishment (firjnijment). [f. Furnish v.

+ -MENT. Cf. Y.fournissement.']
1. The action of furnishing or supplying ; the

state of being furnished or supplied.
1563 Man Musculus' Commonpl. 43 b, They bestow a

great deal upon the furnishment of images. 159a Daniel
Epist. Bp. Winchester Poems (1717) 426 Yet, Rev'rend
Lord, vouchsafe me Leave to bring One Weapon more unto
your Furnishment. a 1627 Hayward Four V. Eliz.
(Camden) 96 He sent Briguemant into England to deal
with the Queen for some furnishment of men. 1631 Weever
Anc. FuneralMon. 12 A feast of magnificent furnishment.
a 1639 WoTTONin Relit/. IVotton. (1651) 317 The culture and
furnishment of the mind. 1644 Vicars Je/tovah-Jireh 68
Cambridge Countie also petitioning the Parliament for
furnishment of Annes. a 1670 Bp. Hacket Abp. Williams
1. <i6o2) 176 Yet with all this furnishment, out of a custom
which modesty had observed, Sir Thomas deprecated the
burthen. 1895 Daily Ncius 11 Jan. 3/1 The grannies had
no real cause for complaint of the furnishment of the
tea table.

2. //. Supplies in general ; munitions (of war).
Now rare.

I5S8-9 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 58 And as for other
furnishments I am too far behind. 1617 Daniel Hist. Enir.

93 No other thing was thought or talked on, but onely
preparations, and furnishments for this businesse. 1619
tr. P. Mexia Treas. Anc. $ Mod. T. II. in. xxi. 345 The
Castle.. was munited with Artillery of all sorts, and other
funushments for warre, in great plenty. 1880 L. Wallace
Ben-Hur 346 Purveyor for the army, .vastly rich ; grown
so as contractor of furnishments which he never furnishes.

t Pn'rnitor. Obs. rare- 1
. =Fuuner i.

i6ox Househ. Ord. (1790) 294 The Yeoman furnitor hath
for his fee all the burnt coales drawne out of the oven.
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Furniture (fiVjnitiuj). Forms: 6 forniture,
(furnature, furnitury). 6-7 furnyture, 6- fur-
niture, [ad. Y.fourniture {forneture, i^thc),
f. fournir to Furnish. Cf. Sp., It. fornitura.
(Many of the applications, including the important
sense 7, have been developed in Eng.)]

I

fl. The action of furnishing: a. The action of
!

fitting out or equipping, of accomplishing (a design
,

or of providing with (supplies) ; occas. furniture
forth. Obs.

1529 Wolsey in Four C. Eng. Lett. 11 Appoyntyng ?uch
thyngs as shuld be convenient for my furniture. 1531 Elvot
Gov. 1. xvi, Exercises, apt to the furniture of a gentilemannes
personage. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 The said owners
shalbe more charged for the furniture of their shippes ..

with vitailes. 1550 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (17211 II. xxxiv.
282 The King. .granted 200 mark.. toward the charge of
the said Earls furniture. 1563 Shute Archit. B iij b, You
must deuide all your seuerall places of offices appartayning
to the furniture of your house. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.
III. 855/2 That he should be at so great charges for his
furniture foorth at this time. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 11. iv.

!

(158S) 172 For the more complete furniture of the Iustice of

j

the Peace in this seruice. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. iii. 226
[
There shalt thou know thy Charge, and there receiue

J

Money and Order for (heir Furniture. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. xii. (1632) 711 Toward the furniture of his

1

hostile designs bee had extraordinary Subsidy granted.
1668-83 Owen Exp. Heb. (1790) IV. 33 The furniture of the
Lord Christ.. to the discharge of his work of mediation,
was the peculiar act of the Father. 1699 Bentley Phal.
359 y°r a hundred years after the beginning of the
Thurian Government, the Expense and Furniture of
Tragedy was very moderate.

t b. The action of decorating or embellishing;
a means of doing this. Hence concr. a decoration,
an embellishment

; also collect. Obs.
1548 Gest Pr. Masse 132 As they [the gospell and epystell]

be inserted and placed in the pryvee masse to the
furniture, worship, and commendation therof. 1549 Covek-
dale, etc. Erasm. Par. Jas. 25 Nothing wanting, .that
perteyneth to the perfite absolute furniture of the godlynes
of the Gospell. Ibid., 1 Cor. xi. 15 It is to a womanne a fur-
niture to haue long heare. 1561 Hoby tr. Castiglioue's
Covrtyer (1577) X 6 a, Laughters, gestures, and all the
other pleasaunte furnitoures of beautye. 1601 R. Johnson
A'ingd. <$• Commw. (1603) 138 They adorne themselves
with plumes and feathers of eagles. .These and such like
furnitures do cause them to be discerned of their fellowes.
16x3 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. L 99 See the Barge be ready

;

And fit it with such furniture as suites The Greatnesse of
his Person.

_ 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Affliction ii, I looked
on thy furniture so fine, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716
II.21 That God. .should erect this stately fabrick of heaven
and earth decked with so rich and goodly furniture.

+ C. The action of supplying, affording, or yield-
ing. Obs.

1646 Evelyn Diary(idSg) I. 227 Passing by the Euganean
hills, celebrated for the furniture of rare simples, which we
found growing about them, a 1649 Drumm, oe Hawth.
Jos. V, Wks. (171 1)93 They.. stop all furniture of food and
victuals.

_
1690 E. Gee Jesuit's Mem. 141 The provision

and furniture of Vestments.

2. The condition of being equipped whether in

body or mind ; equipment in dress or armour

;

preparedness for action ; mental cultivation, culture.

Obs. exc. arch, t Furniture of (arts) : the being
equipped with or accomplished in. Cf. 5, 5 b.
1560 I >aus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 260 b, They . . through

their [cities'] force, & furniture, haue gotten the landes &
possessions of others. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. ii. 4
David hath reherced .. the furniture and powers .. of his
enemies. 1594 Carew Hnarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 129
The perfection of pleading required the notice and furniture
of all the arts in the world. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv.
iii. 183 Neither art thou the worse For this poore furniture,
and meane array. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 662
Souldiers. .differing, .in language, countenance, and manner
of furniture, a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1688) 17 Great
defect of inward Furniture and Worth. 1657 Evelyn Mem.
(1857) III. 83 You will inform yourself of the. .furniture of
the French on the Mediterranean Seas. 1748 J. Mason
Elocut. 8 A Thing that hath been often attempted by Men
of mean Furniture. 1846 Urwick Life Hcnve in H.'s Wks.
p. ii, The Gospel had to grapple with antagonists of no
common nerve, furniture and skill.

t b. The condition of being occupied (by per-
sons) ; complement of occupants. Obs.
1526 Househ. Ord. (1790) 153 There shall be a boord..

furnished with lords spirituall and temporal . . being above
the degree of a barron ; and lacking such furniture to supply
and fulfill the same boord with barrons.

f 3. That with which one is provided ; a pro-
vision, stock, or supply of anything (whether ma-
terial or immaterial) ; stores in general, provisions

;

necessaries. Obs.

1549 Somerset Let. to Hoby in Strype Eccl. Mem. II.
App. FF. 106 Their victuals and other provisions, wherof
they had gotten large furniture. 1570 Bjllingsi.ey Euclid
11. 1. 62 Great increase and furniture of knowledge. 1577-87
Holinshed Scot. Chron. (1S05) II. 210 He left .. his own
treasune not emptie, but abundantly stored with gold,
silver and other furniture. 163* Lithgow Trav. v. 235Wee were particularly searched, to the effect wee carried
111 no Furniture of Armes, nor Powder with us. 1670
Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 95
Ships .. which come from Lima with Furniture for the
People. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastici, Chrysostom 528 Having
thus ransack d the Sacred Treasuries, and carried away
a noble Furniture of Divine Learning. 1725 Watts Logic
in. iv. § 2 Enlarge your general acquaintance with things
daily, in order to attain a rich furniture of topics. 1787
Best Angling (ed. 2) 4 Fishes considered as a food, make
a considerable addition to the furniture of the table.

FURNITURE.
b. That with which something is or may be

stocked ; something to fill or occupy (a receptacle,
etc.), contents. Now rare.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 15 For first, whose are

the heauens and earth, and the furniture of them? 1692
Ray Dissol. World \\\. xi. (1732)415 The Enrth remaining
without any Furniture or Inhabitants. 1788 Cowi'ER Let.
to Mrs. Hill 17 Mar., I am likely to be furnished soon with
shelves, .but furniture for these shelves I shall not presently
procure, unless by recovering my stray authors. 1828-31
Miss Kerry Soc. Life ling. <y Fr. 107 The modern furniture
of a circulating library. 1851 D. Jehrold St. Giles xi. 109
The furniture of his pocket, and his outside chattels in no
way harmonising together.

4. Means of equipment,

fa. Apparel, dress, outfit, personal belongings.
Also //. in the same sense. Obs.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 52 His wife sitteth vpon the

ground, apparelled with those furnitures that he did weare.
1605 Verstkgan Declntell.x. (1638)322 The office ofprouid-

p

ing furniture for the armie. 1633 Massinoek Guardian n. iv,

How shall we know them?., if horsemen, by short boot>,

|

And riding furniture of several counties. 1672-3 Marvell
Reh. Transp. I. in The king would find himself incom-

j

moded with all that furniture upon his
1

back. 1748 Smol-
lett Rod. Rand. (1760) I. viii. 44 My companion being
charged with the furniture of us both, crammed into one
knapsack.

t b. Armour, accoutrements, weapons, munitions

I

of war. Also, a suit of armour. Obs.
1 1569 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. Iv. 603 They shall want

furniture; your self shall have abundance. 1570-6 Lam-
barije Peramb. Kent (1826) 301 Sallet, shield, sword, and .

.

many other partes of defensive and invasive furniture. 1582
N. Lichefield tr. Castanhcda's Conq. E. Ind. Ixxviii.
158 b, The Boates went verye heauie laden with theyr
furniture. 1601 R. Johnson Kittgd. -y Commw. (16031 77
It is thought that there is inough to arme 70,000, of which
may be som x or 12,000 furnitures for horsemen. 1603
Knolles Hist. 'Turks (1621) 214 Caused, .most part of his
furniture to be convaied by the Caspian Sea. 1626 Im/cachm.
Dk. Bnckhm, (Camden) 63 Two warlike furnitures and their
bandelicrs. 1648 Bury Wilts iCamden' 209 My horse and
horse armor

,
pistolls, and the other furniture belonging

thereto. 1678 Bin-van Pilgr. 1. 62 They showed him ail
manner of furniture which their Lord had provided for
Pilgrims.

fig. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Ifist. To Rdr., Sufficient
furniture to arme. .them against ignoraunce. 1581 J. BellHaddon's Answ, Osor. 207 He armed hym with sufficient
furniture agaynst shine.

c. The harness, housings, trappings, etc. of a
horse or other draught animal ; rarely in//, a single

article of this kind. Similarly, the hood, bells, etc.

of a hawk.
*S$Z F.den Treat. Nctve Ind. (Arb.) 15 Precious stones.,

wherewith y* trappers, barbes and other furnitures of his
horse are couered. 1577 87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1171/1
He kept in his stable . . twentie great horsse . . and had in
a readinesse furniture for them all to serue in the field.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 127 They are able. -to set out with
furniture 300 Elephants. 16:1 Bible Gen. xxxl. 34 Rachel
had taken the images, and put them in the camels furniture.
1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 11. (1677) 180 A Hawk newly
taken ought to have all new Furniture. 1716 B. Church
Hist. Philip's War 1 18651 '• 2° They provided him a Horse
and Furniture. 1781 Ghihon Decl. <y F. II. xxxv. 209 The
saddles and rich furniture of the cavalry were collected. 1806
A. Duncan Nelson's Funeral 35 Six led horses, in elegant
furniture. 1851 1). Wilson Prek. Ann. (1863) II. in. vi. 159
Bridle-bits and other portions of horse furniture. 1862
Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. iii. 53 The seats and furniture
of the camels stowed within the covering of the tents.

d. Hangings and ornamental drapery ; also, the
coverlets and linen for a bed.
1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 245 His bed, and the ne-

cessarie furniture thereunto belonging. 1683 Tryon Way
to Health 586 Most People take care that their Furnitures
are daily brushed and rubbed. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr.
I. 34 The way before him not covered with Tapestry or
rich Furniture. 1728 Newton Chronol. Amended ii. 241
Menes taught them to adorn their beds and tables with
rich furniture. 1791 Mrs. Radclifee Rom. Forest viii,

She. .perceived a broken bedstead, with some decayed rem-
nants of furniture. 1855 Browning Fra Lippo 64 Curtain
and counterpane and coverlet, All the bed-furniture.
5. Apparatus, appliances, or instruments for work.

a. material: Implements, tools, utensils; rigging,
stores, and tackle of a ship ; military engines and
defensive works. Now chiefly Naut.
'577 B. Gooce Heresbac/ts Hush. 1. (15861 11 Hesiodus

would have a husbande have all his furniture redy. 1582
N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedas Conq. E. Ind. xxix. 73 b,
The tackling with the other furniture of the Shippes. .made
such a terrible noyse. 1590 Spenser Muiopot. 56 Yong
Clarion .. did cast abroad to fare; And theretoo gan his
furnitures prepare. 1600 Surflet Countrie Farme 1. xxiii.

125 A cow is not of so great charge to maintaine and keepe
..neither yet of her handling, neither yet in furniture.
1601 R. Johnson A'ingd. a> Commw. 30 Ladders, bridges,
shot, powder, and other furnitures. 1602 Segar Hon. Mil.
$ Civ. 173 A Fained fortresse, with Trenches, Baracadoes,
and other furniture of defence was erected. 1652 Needham
tr. Selden's Mare CI. 77 It was provided that Antiochus
should surrender his long ships and their warlike furniture.
1667 Milton P. Z,. ix. 34 Tilting Furniture, emblazon'd
Shields, Impreses quaint, Caparasons and Steeds. 1680
H. More Apocal, Apoc. 125 Images or Idols, and such gross
furniture of their worship. 1795 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson
(1846) VII. p. xxvii, The yawl astern swamped, and was lost
with all her furniture. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 182 A very
useful and commendable piece of furniture. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Furniture, the rigging, sails, spars,
anchors, cables, boats, tackle, provisions, and every article
with which a ship is fitted out.

b. immaterial ; esp. Of intellectual faculties, or



FURNITURE.
aptitudes ; now only with mental or some equiva-
lent defining expression.
In the quots. the sense borders closely on 2.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. n. 146 He now refuseth
and abhorreth the sacrificing of beastes, and al that furniture
of the Leuiticall Presthode, wherwith in the olde time he
was delited. 1609 Dekkek Guls Home-bk. vii. 32 That
qualitie . . is the onely furniture to a Courtier thats but a new
beginner, and is but in his ABC of Complement. 1677
Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 52 All the malice, power, cruelty,
and diligence ofwhich we have spoken, .are but his furniture
and accomplishment which fit him for his subtle contrivances
of delusion. 1788 Reid Aristotle's Log. ii. § 2. 26 Thus
the whole furniture of the human mind is presented to us at
one view. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat. 1. 21 His faculty and
furniture of mind would have been employed in defending
himself. 1887 Lowell Democr., etc. 52 Impressed with the
statesmanlike furniture of his mind. 1894 Daily News
5 Mar. 5 '8 Lord Russell . . had a mental furniture fit for
repose.

fcJ. Accessories, appendages. (Formerly also pi.

in the same sense.' Now only techn. in specific

applications; used, e.g., for the finger-plates,

handles, locks, etc. of a door ; the plates and
handles, etc. of a coffin ; and the like.

1568 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) I. 282 One syde
sadle wth the furnitury. 1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 52
The woman . . was nothing else but the addition and furni-
ture of the man. 1615 Nottingham Rec. (1889) IV. 339
16 musketts or bastard musketts, and fumytures to them.
ai7i8 Penn Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 870 A plain Coffin,
without any Covering or Furniture upon it. 1729 Shel-
vocke Artillery m. 149 To force up the Rocket and all

its Furniture. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 125
The stag and fallow deer. Alike., in the superb furni-
ture of their heads. 1808 Beverley Lighting Act 20 The
posts, irons, cover, or other furniture of any such lamp.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 299 The two competitors for
the enemy's furniture [fox's brush]. 1859 GwiLT Archit.
Gloss., Furniture, the visible brass work of locks, knobs to
doors, window-shutters, and the like. 1866 Rogers Agric.
<r Prices I, .\xi. 544 Sometimes the cart with the whole furni-

ture . . is bought. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic
§ 1493 The new kind of door-handle or ' furniture' as it is

technically called. 1886 Pall Mall G. 10 Aug. 8/2 A mas-
sive oak coffin, with heavy brass furniture.

t b. //. Adjuncts or condiments of a salad. Cf.

Y.fourniture. Obs.
1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Contpi. Gard. Diet., Furni-

tures, are all hot and spicy Herbs, mixed with.. cold Herbs
in Sallets to temper and relish them. 1719 London & Wise
Compi. Gard. 196 Melesse, is an odoriferous Herb, whose
Leaf, when tender, makes a part of Sallad-Furnitures.
1727 S. Switzer Pract. Gard. 1. iii. 19 Tarragon, basil,

burnet, mint, and other sallet furnitures.

c. Printing. (See quot. 1874.)
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. viii. 28 By Furniture is

meant the Head-sticks, Foot-sticks, Side-sticks, Gutter-
sticks, Riglets, Scabbords and Quoyns. 1824 J. Johnson
Typogr. II. xv. 534 If letters, quadrats, or furniture, rise up
and black the paper, they should be put down with the
bodkin. 1874 Knight Did. Mech., Furniture {Printing),
the wooden inclosing strips and quoins which surround the
matter in the chase.

d. (See quot.)

1704 Harris Lex. Techn., Furniture ofa Dial, are such
Lines as are drawn thereon for Ornament; as the Parallels
of Declination, Length of the Day, Azimuths, &c.
7. (The prevailing sense.) Movable articles,

whether useful or ornamental, in a dwelling-house,
place of business, or public building. Formerly
including also the fittings, (f Occas. const, as//.)
"573 Tusser Husb. viii. (1878) 16 Be house or the furniture

neuer so rude. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cong.
E. Itul. [x]xxii. 78 b, All the furniture for his Chamber and
Kitchin. 1637 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 99 My
interest in the lease of Swanswkk, and my hangings, pic-
tures, and furniture there. 1705 Addison Italy 86 Their
Furniture is not commonly very Rich, if we except the
Pictures. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) 1. 412 He might
..take some sly opportunity to slit holes in our furniture.

1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) V. 197 The
furniture were all in their places. 18x6 J. Scott Vis. Paris
(ed. 5) p. lv, The groups of poor peasants nocking in, with
cart-loads of furniture, .present very distressing spectacles.
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 10 There was a great deal
of. .dinginess on the walls and furniture of this smaller
room.

8. Music. (See quots. and cf. Y.fournitttre.)
1690 Specif. Organ Magd. Coll., Oxf. in Grove Diet.

Mus. II. 594/2 Furniture of 3 ranks. 1776 Sir J. Hawkins
Hist. Mus. IV. 1. x. 147 The compound stops are the
Furniture, and sundry others. 1876 Stainer & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms, Furniture, the name ofone ofthe mixture
stops in an organ.

9. Bell-founding. (See quot.) ? Obs.
1756 Diet. Arts fy Sc. s.v. Bell, The waist or furniture

viz. the part of the Bell, which grows always wider or
thicker by a supply of metal, which is larger and larger
quite to the brim.

10. altrib., asfurniture-broker, -polish, -remover,

-shop, -van ; and in names of fabrics used for cover-

ing furniture, a%furniture-plush, -print, -silk. Also
furniture-pad (see quot.) ; furniture-picture
(see quot.) ; furniture-pin, a pin for fixing the

furniture (see 6) of a gun; furniture-stop Music
(see 8); f furniture-tree, ?an ornamental tree.

1842 Dickens Artier. Notes (1850) 80/1 The small shops.,
occupied . .by * furniture-brokers. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,

i inniture-Pad, a piece of india-rubber or similar thing
attached to a piece of furniture to prevent rubbing or strik-

ing against objects. 1889 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slang.,
*Furniture pictures, pictures painted by the dozen for the
trade. Of the same class as ' pot-boilers \ 1881 Greenek

616

Gun 262 After having removed the * furniture-pins, the
trigger-plate and triggers may be taken from the stock.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 363 *Fumiture Plush
{Fabric), also known as Utrecht velvet. 1895 Maskelyne
in Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 3/5 She has more methods of lifting

a table than any ^furniture remover has ever dreamt of.

1866 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 337, 1 sawin an old *furniture-
shop window., a copy of the Frederick picture. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva (1776) 310 Those .. gardeners who .. expose their
tender *Furniture-trees of the green-house too early. 1889
H. F. Wood Englishm. ofRue Cain iv, A dismal *furniture-
van.

Fur-nut. [? (-fur Furrow + Nut.] = Earth-
nut t.

1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 361 Earth, kipper, pig, hawk or fur-

nut.

II Furole. ? Obs. [F.furole, earlier fuirole.] =
Corposant.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Furole (Fr.\ a little blaze of

fire, appearing by night on the tops of Souldiers Launces
or at Sea on Sayl-yards, where it whirles and leaps in a
moment from one place to another. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Furole, a kind of little Meteor appearing amidst
the Sails of a Ship, especially upon an approaching Storm.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-l>k., Furole, the luminous ap-
pearance calked the corpo santo.

II Furor (fiu-»T^i). Forms: 5 fourour, fureur,
5-6 furour(e, 6- furor, [originally a. F.fureur,
ad. I,, furor-em, n. of state f. furere to rage, be
mad. Now only as an occasional use of the Lat.

word.]
1. Fury, rage, madness, anger, manin.
c 1477 Caxton Jason -2i\>, Considerest thou not the

strengthe and force of my body and the furour of my
swerde ? 1489 — Faytes of A. hi. xxi. 219 A madde man
duryng his fourour may not be reputed nor taken for

enemye. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 70 Where .

.

wrath doth reigne with his furours. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss.

II. xlvii. 162 Some oppressed, .with the furoure of the see.

a 1541 Wyatt To his unkind love Poet. Wks. (1861) 46 What
rage is this? what furor ? of what kind? 1561 T.Norton
Calvin's Inst, ill, 191 Hoping that the Lord mighte be .

.

turned from the furor of hys wrath. 1603 Sir C. Heydon
Jud. Astrol. ii. 85 The furors of Nero. 1758 H. Walpole
Catal. Roy. Authors 117591 II. 122 A Lord, who with..
some derangement of his intellects was so unlucky as not to
have his furor of the true poetic sort. 1801 FuSBXJ xnLect.
Paint, iii. (1848) 413 The enthusiastic furor of the God of
War. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 11. vi, In mixed terror

and furor. 1862 Maurice Mor. <$- Met. Philos. IV. vi. § 5.

209 The anti-papal furor of the king's youth.

2. The inspired frenzy of poets and prophets ; in

weaker sense, a 'glow*, excited mood.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. i. (Arb.) 20 This science

in his perfection can not grow, but by some diuine instinct,

the Platonicks call it furor. " 1757 Foote Author 1. 13, I

am afraid the poetic Furor may have betray'd me into

some Indecency. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. i. (1872)
102 Rises into furor almost Pythic. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I. 218 Of these two kinds of divining .. the
latter is [characterized] by a fervency and elevation such as
the ancients styled furor, i860 Geo. Eliot in Life (1885) II.

159 They [the pages] were written in a furor ; but I dare
say there is not a word different from what it would have
been, if I had written them at the slowest pace.

3. Great enthusiasm or excitement, a ' rage ' or

craze which takes every one by storm. (Cf. next.)

1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spirit Misc. (171 1) 301 He
seldom was without some female Patients among them, for

the furor. 1865 Cortih. Mag. July ico Like most old
churches, Earndale had suffered under the beautifying furor
of the eighteenth century. 1868 M. Pattison Academ.
Org. v. 316 The mastery which the athletic furor has esta-

blished over all minds in this place.

II Furore (f«rgrf). [It. form of prec] Enthu-
siastic popular admiration ; a ' rage', ( craze'.

1851 Carlyle in Froude Life (1884) II. 83 This blockhead
..is ..making quite a furore at Glasgow. 1864 Lewins
H. M. Mails 263 It was little thought that.. they would
excite such a furore among stamp collectors. 1867 Dickens
Lett. 25 Nov., If we make a furore there.

Furred {(vid),ppl. a. [f. Fob sb. and v. + -ei>.]

1. Made of fur, lined or trimmed with fur.

c *3»5 Poem Times Ediv. If, 148 in Pol, Songs (Camden)
330 But if he have hod and cappe furred, he nis noht i-told.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 485 The richmond commonly Wes
wount that furrit hat to wer. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xx.
175 A Fisicien with a forred hood. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng. cc. 181 He lete hym vnclothe of his furred taberd and
of his hode and of his furred cotes. 1514 Barclay Cyt. <$•

Uplondyshm. (Percy) p. lxi, His furred mittens were of a
curres skin. 1634-5 Brereton Trav. (1844) 57 Prince of
Orange, in a furred and almost Hke alderman's gown. 1762-
71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 216 The
original painted by himself with a black cap and furred
gown. 1856 Ld. Cockburn Mem. i. (1874) 43 He generally
wore the furred greatcoat even within doors.

2. Of an animal : Provided with or having fur.

1545 Brinklow Compl. 61 As thou maist know a foxe by
his furred tayle. 1651 Davenant Gondibert 11. vi, Man..
Whom, when his Furr'd and Horned Subjects knew, Their
sport is ended 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 218 The
furred, the provident, and the torpid tribes. 1879 Jefferies
Wild Life in S. Co. 179 A map . . showing the routes and
resorts of furred and feathered creatures.

b. Ent. (See quot.)
1826 Kikby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 278 Furred, when shorter

decumbent hairs thickly cover any space.

3. Wearing fur ; wrapped up or clothed in furs.

1593 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1612) 186 Empson
and Dudley, fur'd Esquiers. 1642 Eglisiiam Forerunner
Revenge \x\ Select, fr. /far/. Misc. (1793)276 Buckingham
came out muffled and furred in his coach. 1798 S. Rogers
Epist. to Friend, The furred Beauty comes to winter there.

1809 Heber in Q. Rev. II. 295 The furred and muffled

FURRING.
' nobles. 1891 Daily News 7 Jan. 3/4 You.. will pass in

graceful sweep many a furred damsel.

fig- 61596-1603 in Hargrave Coll. Tracts Law Eng. I.

314 For heretofore in 5. R. 2. there was a complaint ex-
hibited against them in parliament, that they were over
fatt, both in boddie and purse, and over well furred in ther
benefices.

4. Covered or coated with morbid matter, in-

crusted ; esp. of the tongue : ' Covered with a more
or less thick substance consisting of epithelial scales,

|

granular matter, food particles, and often fungoid
growths' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S85).
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxn. (Percy) 159 Right anone

j

a lady gan to scrape His furred tonge. 1634 Peacham
!

Genii. Exerc. 1. xxiii. 72 Take a torch or linke, and hold it

,

under the bottome of a latten basen, and as it groweth to be
furd and blacke within strike it with a feather into some

! shell or other. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks.
{1709) 149 My..Teeth were.. all flrr'd. 1743 R- Blair
Grave 16 Musty vaults, Furr'd round with mouldy damps.
1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 510 Teeth furred, and throat sore.

1878 Habershon Dis. Abdomen 16 A furred tongue is

generally caused by the excessive formation of the epithelial

coat.

t b. transf. of the voice: Husky. Obs.
1666 Pepys Diary 12 Oct., Her voice, for want of use, is

so furred that it do not at present please me.

c. Of a boiler: Encrusted.
1873 K- Wilson Steam Boilers vii. 118 The objection.,

is their liability to become furred up when the water con-
tains a considerable quantity of lime salts.

t5. (See quot.) Obs.

1697 Evelyn Numism. vi. 213 Monetaries have melted old
Coins, and taking a slight Proportion of Silver, cover'd the
Copper, and new stamp'd it ; these among Medalists are
called Plated, or Furr'd Medals.

Furrene, var. Ferren, Obs.

t Fu'rrer. Obs. [? aphetic form of afurer,

Affeeror. Cf. Feeror.] ?= Affeeror.
i486 Ord. LichfieldGild (Stanley) 12 The presentment by

the xij men, and the furrers of the court, vnto my lord
reservedd notwithstondinge.

Furres, obs. form of Furze.

II Furriel. Obs. [Sp. (obsolete)
;
perh. a cor-

ruption ol ¥
.
fourrier.] ^FURRIER 1

, FoRAYER 2.

1598 R. Barret Mod. Warres 150 All the furriels, maiors,
or chiefe Harbingers of the Tertios of the Infantery. 1599
Minsheu Span. Dial. 59/2, I would to God such were the
health of the Furriel which gaue it vs.

fFu'rrier 1
. Obs. Also 6 furiour, furrior,

-yer, 7 furriour. See also Forayer, Fourrier.
[ad. F. fourrier, OY.forier, f.feurre Forage.]
One who went in advance of an army, etc. to

secure and arrange accommodation, etc. ; a pur-

veyor, quarter-master ; hence also a courier, har-

binger. Comb., as furrier-major.
1535 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clix. [clx.] 456 The nexte day

[the Erie of Foi2] departed fro Tholous, and lefte his furriers

behynde hym to paye for euery thyng. 1581 Stywaro
Mart. Discipl. 1. 18 Ther must by him be appointed, a fur-

rior or harbinger, who shall .. lodge y" whole companie.
1606 Bikhie A'irk-Buriatl{iS^ 4 Our two faithful furriours

Enoch and Elias. 1637 ^ Monro Exped. 1. 33 The Fur-
riers sent before, to divide the Quarters. 1704 Lond. Mag.
No. 4022/4 Deserted..Jacob Fulk. .a Furrier.

Furrier 2 (firmi). [f. Fur sb. + -ier ; cf.

clothier. Fr. has fourreur, agent-n. f. fourrer
Fur z>.] A dealer in or dresser of fur or furs.

[c 1330 : see Fcrrour.] 1576 Turberv. Vencrie 12 Skynnes
sent to the furryers and pellytours of Fraunce. 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 156 Certaine Furriers of London .. haue
had a great part of the sayd goods, namely of the Furres.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 323 Of this [skin] the
1

furriers make a covering that is warm and durable. 1836
W. Irving Astoria (1849) 28 Mr. Astor became acquainted

1
with a countryman of his, a furrier by trade. 1859 Darwin
Orig. Spec. v. (1872) 107 It is well known to furriers that
animals of the same species have thicker fur the further

north they live.

t Furriery. I Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. + -Y.] The

business of preparing furs.

1784 King in King& Cook Voy. III. vi. vi. 340 No labour
can ever be turned to so good account as what is employed
upon their furrieries.

Furring (fyriri), vbl. sb. [f. Fur v. + -ING 1
.]

1. a. The action of clothing or adorning with fur.

b. concr. A lining or trimming of fur. Also collect.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 344 per is also costlewe furring

in here gownes. <' 1394 P. P. Crede 604 Hem failep

no furrynge ne clobes at full. x«6 Bellendene Cron.
Scot. 11821) I. xxxiii, Mony martrikis, bevers, quhitredis

and toddts; the furringis and skinnis of thaim ar coft with
gret price amang uncouth marchandis. 1554 T. Martin
Bk. Fries*'-'' Marriages (R.), Their whole life is spent.,

in providing for furring of their backs, a 1577 Gascoigne
Flowers, etc. Wks. (1587) 38 Their garments.. fret for lack

of furring. 1585 T. Washington tr. Ntcholay's Voy. 11.

xxiii. 62 He shall have the whole furring of a long gowne.

.

for fourescore or a 100 ducats, c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem.
(1735) 209 He sent me his own Night-Gown furred with

rich Furrings. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. m.
vi. (1743)416 None might wear Silk or costly furring ex-

cept Knights & Barons. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. vi.

53 Among the clergy of the lower grade in a cathedral,

there was a distinction marked by the furring of the amys.
1886 Sci. Amer. N. S. LV. 129/2 A sort of hedgehog with

heavy furring and short legs.

2. The process of becoming furred or incrusted
;

the state of being furred ; also, a coating of fur.

i6o* Holland Pliny xx. xiv. II. 59 With Honie it [Mint]

cureth the roughnes & furring of the toung. 1612 Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (,1653) 217 The furring of the mouth and
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the throat in fevers. 1831 BMEWCTM Newton (1855) I. i. 9
Their chief inconvenience arose from tlie furring up of the

small hole through which the water passed. 1885 W. L.

Carpenter Soapfy Candies 212 The lime salts are deposited

in an insoluble form, such as the ' furring ' in a tea-kettle

or boiler.

3. a. Shipbuilding. The action or process of

double planking a ship's side ; also, a piece of

timber used for this. Cf. Doubling 3 b.

i6>2 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847^ 120 Another manner
is used with double plankes as thicke without as within

after the manner of furring. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. xi. 52 Ripping off the plankes two or three strakes

vnder water and as much aboue, and put other Timbers
vpon the first, and then put on the planks vpon those

timbers, this.. is called Furring, a 1642 Sir W. Monson
Naval Tracts in. (1704) 346/2 Another Sheathing is with
double Planks . . like a Furring. 1867 Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk., Furring, doubling planks on a ship. Also, a
furring in the ship's side.

b. Building. The nailing on of thin strips of

board in order to level or raise a surface for lathing,

boarding, etc. Also, the strips thus laid on.

1678 Moxon Meek. Exerc. I. 167 Furrings, the making
good of the Rafters Feet in the Cornice. 1703 T. N. City

fy C. Purchaser 146 When Rafters are. .sunk hollow in the

middle, and pieces (cut thickest in the middle, and to a
point at each endi are nail'd upon them to make them
straight again; the putting on of those pieces is call'd

Furring the Rafters. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build,
223 Furrings, slips of timber nailed to joists or rafters, in

order to bring them to a level. 1850 Parker Gloss. A rehit,

(ed. 5>, Furrings, or Shreadings, short pieces attached to

the feet of the rafters of a roof. 1859 GwiLT Arehit. Gloss.,

Furring, the fixing of thin scantlings or laths upon the

edges of any number of timbers in a range, when such
timbers are out of the surface they were intended to form.

1883 Hurler's Mag. Nov. 884/2 The only combustible
material . .is the wood used in the floors and their furrings.

C. Building. 'A lining of scantling and plaster-

work on a brick wall, to prevent the dampness of

the latter reaching the room ' (Cassell).

tFurrOUT. Obs. Alsoforrour. [a. OF.forreor

(moc\,F.fourreur), agent-n. i.forrer to Fur.] A
furrier.

( 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVoce (Rolls) 12453 Til a pane,

as a uirour [7'. r. forrour], he did hem tewe.

Furrow (ftf'nm), sb. Forms : a. 1 furh, fyrh
(dot.), 3 fur}, 3-4 furgh(e, 3-5 forwfh, 4 fo(o)-

rew, forwo, for}, furch, 4-5 forgh(e, 4-6 for-

(r)ough(e, for(r)ow(e, (6 furrough, furrowe, 7

forrwe), 6- furrow. 0, 4-5 fore, south, vore, 5
fure, i^foure, fowre), 6 feure, 7 furr(e, 9 furr,

4- Sc. fur. [Com. Tent. : OF,,furh str. fern. (gen.

fyrh,ftire, dat.fyrh) = MDu. vore (I)u. voor, vore),

OHG. furuh i,MHG. vureh, mod.Ger. furcke)

furrow, ON./or trench, drain:—OTeut.*_/#M-:~pre-

Teut. *ppk- ; cf. L. porca ridge between furrows,

Olr. rech, Welsh rhych (:~*pricd, priced).

Some scholars connect this word with L. porcus, Eng.
Farrow, assigning to the common root the sense ' to root

like a swine*.]

1. A narrow trench made in the earth with a

plough, esp. for the reception of seed. To sow
under thefurrow (see quot. 1523).
t To spare neither ridge norfurrmv '. a proverbial phrase

in ME. poems expressive of reckless speed on the part of

a rider.

a. ,888 K. JElpked Boeth.v . §2 ponnedysegapsebebonne
wile hwile saed obfasstan bam dnum furum. 955 Charter

ofFadred in Birch Cartul. Sax. III. 70 Andlang we^es
to Ssere ^edrifonan furh, andlang fyrh ob hit cyme? [etc.].

c 12Z0 Bestiary 398 [This der] go5 o felde to a fur3, and
falleS <5ar-inne . . forto bilirten fu^eles. c 1374 Chaucer
Former Age 12 No man yit knew the forwes of his lond.

14.. Tretyce in W. of Henley* s Huso. (1890) 47 Yeff [ye]

sowe your lande vnder be foroughe let it be ereyd. c 1440
Bone Flor. 746 He stroke the stede with the spurrys, He
spared nodur rygge nor forows. >5»3 Fitzherh. llusb.

§ 34 Wheate is mooste commonlye sowen vnder the forowe,

that "is to saye, caste it vppon the falowe. and than plowe it

vnder. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. it. (1882) 77 A man.,
shuld take his plow, and go draw a furrow in a field. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. in. 797 The lab'ring Swain Scratch *d

with a Rake, a Furrow for his Grain. 1728-46 Thomson
Spring 37 The well-us'd plough Lies in the furrow. 1807

Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. 658 The straightest furrow lifts the

ploughman's heart. 1831 Sir f. Sinclair's Corr. II. 365
The chief furrows, which conduct the choaked-up water,

are always laid out by the agriculturist himself. 1883 Mac-
fadyen in Congregat. Year Bk. 47 The furrow is uneven
because an ox and an ass draw the plough.

0. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1565 pay. . Ne spared rigges nober
vores; til bay mette bat pray. < 1470 Henry Wallace 1.

405 The suerd flaw fra him a fur breid on the land. 1513
Douglas AKneis vn. iv. 20 A lityll fur, To mark the fund-

ment of his new citie. 1600 Dymmok Irelanti (1843) 42

Men..hidd themselves lyke fearefull hares in the furres.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surteest 44 The furre on your lefte

hande is the best for the fore-furre ; for then the corne

falleth the fittest for the hande. 1765 A. Dickson 7 real.

Agric. (ed. 21 238 The plough will, .go upon the points of

the irons, which will make her.. make a bad fur. 1816

Scott Old Mort. xiv, ' I wad. .turn sic furs on the bonny
rigs o* Milnwood holms, that it wad be worth a pint but to

look at them.' 1877-89 N. W. Line. Gloss., Fur, a furrow.
' TV furs was all full o' waiter on pag-rag daay, an' soa th'

taaties rotted.'

b. transf. and^., esp. in allusion to the track

of a vessel over the sea.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. vii. 3 Sowe thou not eueles in the

foorewes of vnri^twisnesse, 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxxviii[i].

Vol. IV.

3 The plowers plowed vpon my backe, and made longc
forowes. 1589 Fast/uH's Ret. Cb, God shall .. punish
euery forrow they haue plowed vpon his backe. c 1600
Shaks. Sonn. xxii, When in thee times forrwes I behould.
1814 Cary Dante, Par. 11. 15 Marking well the furrow
broad Before you in the wave. 1843 Tennyson Ulysses 59
Push off. .smite The sounding furrows. 1887 Bowen Virg.
AEueid v. 157 Each with her long keel ploughing in

lengthened furrows the brine.

C. poet. Used loosely lor arable land, a piece of

ploughed land, the cornfields.

a. e 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5593 Ac sone sterte he vp of be for},

1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i- 135 You Sun-burn'd Sicklemen of
August weary, Come hether from the furrow, and be merry.

1634 Milton Comus 292 What time the laboured ox In his

loose traces from the furrow came. 1735 Somekvllle Chase
11. 130 See how they thread The Brakes, and up yon Furrow
drive along.

0. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvii. 12 Barronis takis .. All

fruct that growis on the feure.

d. (Iii formfur.) A ploughing. Now only Sir.

1610 W, Folkingham Art of Survey 1. xi. 43 Their
seuerall orders and seasons for fallowing, twifallowing,
trifallowing and seed-furre. 1743 Maxwell Trans. Soc.

Improv. Agric. Scotl. 21 It is advised to plow it with
all convenient Haste, that so it may have got three Furs
betwixt and the latter End of April or Beginning of May ;

the first to be cloven, the second a cross Fur, the third to be
gathered.

f 2. In extended sense: A trench, drain. Obs.
c 1330 Arth. <y Merl. 3460 pe knfot fel ded in a forwe.

Ibid. 8184 He cleued thurch . . king Peas doun in a furch.

1382 Wycuf i Kings xviii. 32 And he made a water
cundid, as by two litil forwis in envyroun of the auier.

c 1420 Patlad. on liusb. VI. 36 A forgh iij footes deep
thy landes thorgh. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.xs.

121 Out of a foiintaine water is sonitime dronk . . sointime
by forrowes is conueied to the watering of groundes. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's llusb. 11. (1586)72 If you will needes
plante the same yeerc.let the furrowes be made at least

two moneths before. 1611 Bible Ezek. xvii. 7 That bee
might water it by the furrowes of her plantation. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 6oj Carrying it [Water] in some long Fur-
rowes; And from those Furrowes, drawing it trauerse. 1765
A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 144 The soil. .will not

give it a passage into the furrows or drains. 1884 Chr,
World 21 Feb. 134/3 Fortunately, our water furrow is a
swift-flowing stream.

f3. A quantity (of land) having the length or

breadth of a furrow. Obs.
c 1300 llavelok 1004 Ne shulde he hauen of Engelond

Onlepi forw in his bond. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. xiii. 372
|>at a fote londe or a forwe fecchen I wolde. 1390
Gowkr Conf III. 245 Til they have with a plough to-broke

A furgh of lond. - 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. v. 135 Dat
nowbir Fure na Fute of Land Wes at baire Pes pan of

lngland. < 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 22 Off him I held
neuir a fur off land.

4. Anything resembling a furrow ; a. generally,

e. g. a rut or track, a groove, indentation, or de-

pression narrow in proportion to its length.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. metr. v. 132 (Camb. MS.) Som
of hem. .drawen after hem a traasoraforwh I- kountynued.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xix. exxix. (1495) 93s Orbita
is the forough of a whele that makyth a depe forough in

the wyndynge and trendlynge abowte. 1513 Douglas
JEneis n. xi. 32 Thair followis [the sterne] a strenie of fire,

or a lang fur. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658* 282 The
first furrow of the mouth— I mean that which is next unto
the upper fore-teeth. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 4 There were
several great and deep scratches, or furrows. 17x2 Addison
Spect. No. 416 P 2 The different Furrows and Impressions

of the Chisel. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. {17761 I. 205 The
middle waters . . sink in a furrow. 1813 J. Thomson Lect.

Inflam. 615 This ligature produced a slight furrow in

the arm.

b. on the face : A deep wrinkle.

1589 Greene Tutlies Lout Wks. (Grosart) VII. 204 If it

[my brow] once proue full of angrie forrowes. 1609 Dekker
Guls Horne-bk. \. 7 Now tlfose furrowes are fild vp with

Ceruse and Vermilion. 1797 Mrs. Kadclieek Italian vi,

Habitual discontent had fixed the furrows of their cheeks.

1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. II. iv. 86 They make.,
furrows in the cheeks of the sufferers.

C. Alilling. One of the grooves in the face of

a millstone. Furrcnv and land (see quot. 1880).

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 144^ When the fur-

rows become blunt and shallow by wearing, the running

stone must be taken up, and both stones new dressed with

a chisel and hammer. 1870 Eng. Mech. 28 Jan. 485 2

Cutting all the short furrows into the master furrow. 1880

Antrim ty Doivn Gloss., Furrcnv and Land, the hollows

and heights on the surface of a mill-stone.

d. Anat. , Zool., etc. (« L. sulcus).

x8o7-*6 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 301 The
lateral sinuses . . occupy the deep transverse furrows in the

middle of the inner surface of the os occipitis. 183a De la

Beche Geol. Alan. (ed. 2) 327 Whorls, .divided by eight or

ten furrows into as many imbricating joints. 1846 Ellis
Elgin Marb. II. 26 A furrow which forms the line of con-

tact with the forehead. 1868 Darwin Anim.
J>

PL I. v.

140 The external orifice or furrow of the nostrils was also

twice as long. 1874 Lubbock Orig. fy Met. Ins. iii. 45 The
median furrow easily discerned. 1879 Calderwood Mind
V Br. ii. 12 The soft mass [of the brain] being arranged
alternately in ridges, and in grooves or furrows.

e. Bot.

17*5 Bradley Fam. Diet., Furrmv, among Botanists ..

signifies a Ridge or Swelling on the Sides either of a Tree,
Stalk, or Fruit. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) I. 151

Seed single . . marked with a furrow lengthways. 186a
Darwin Fertil. Orchids iii. 118 If the furrow be touched
very gently by a needle . . it instantly splits along its whole
length. i8Ss Vines Sachs"

1

Bot. 396 The arrangement of.,

projecting longitudinal ridges, and depressions or furrows,

is exactly repeated.

5. attrib. and Comb., as furrow-water
;
furrow-

cloven, -like adjs. Also furrow-board-- Moru>-
noAKl) ; furrow-drain (see quot.), hence furrow-
drain vb., -draining; t furrow-face, one who has

a wrinkled face; furrow-faced, -fronted a., having

furrows or wrinkles on the face or forehead; fur-

row- {dial, fur-) side, the side of the plough to-

wards the furrows already made ; furrow-slice,

the slice of earth turned up by the mould-board of

the plough ; furrow-weed, a weed that grows on

the * furrow' or ploughed land.

1649
* Furroiv-board [see Earth-board]. 1847 Tennyson

Princess vii. 192 The firths of ice That huddling slant in

*furrow-cloven falls. 1858 Simmonds/>/V/. Trade, * Furroiv-

drain, a deep open channel made by a plough to carry

off water. 1846 McCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I.

593 The new practice of "furrow-draining has been the

most important of the recent improvements in Scotch
agriculture. 1621 Rl rton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. lit. iv. 130 b,

Bale, and leane, * furrow-faces. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone
I. i, [..expose no ships To threat'nings of the *furrow-

faced sea. 1640 Rawlins Rebellion 11. i, The "furrow-

fronted Fates have made an Anvil) To forge diseases on.

1879 D. M. Wallace Australas. xi. 225 The loose surface

..sometimes forming billy undulations, at others 'furrow-

like ripples. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. As.ric. led. 2| 215
This lessens the resistance from the *furrow-side. Ibid.

235 If the beam points to the fur-side, the plough will have
too much land", and if it points to the land-side, the plough
will have too little land. 1805 R. W. Dickson Fract. Agric.

(18071 I. 5 The perfect turning over of the *furrow-sIice.

1862 [. Wilson Farming 206 In ploughing for a seed-bed

the furrow-slice is usually cut about 5 inches deep. 1679
Dryden Tr. A> Cr. 11. iii, *Furrow Water Is all the Wine
we taste. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. iv. 3 He was met euen now
As mad as the vext Sea, singing alowd, Crown'd with ranke
Fenitar and *furrow weeds.

PurrOW {{vxo"),v. Also 5 forow, 6 furow,

7 furr. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make furrows in (earth) with a

plough ; to plough.
1576 Fleming PanopL F.pist. 354 They [oxen] drawe the

plough, they furrowe the soyle. 1607 Topsell Four-f
/•easts (1658) 48 They furrow the earth like a draught of

Oxen with a plow. 1894 T. Roosevelt in Forum (U. S.)

Apr. 202 Fields already fifty times furrowed by the German
ploughs.

fig. 1847 James Convict v, Heaven, .furrows the heart

with grief> to produce a rich crop of joys hereafter.

b. transf. To make a track or tracks in (writer);

to cleave ; to plough.
t 1425 Found. St. Bartholomews (E. E. T. S.I 43 Certeyne

shypmen at sandwyche, glad and mery with a prosperous

cowrse forowid the dowtable see. a 1547 Surrey sEueid
II. 1058 Long to furrow large space of stormy seas. 1583

Stanyhurst Aineis tit. (Arb.) 76 With woodden vessel thee

rough seas deepelye we furrowe. 1632 J. Hayward tr.

Biondis Eromena 39 Prince Meleneone furrowed the

surging waves. 166a StiLlingfl. Orig. Sacr. 111. i. § 10

They pass down the strong current of Time with the same
facility that a well built ship, .doth furrow the Ocean. 1814

Scott Lord of Isles iv. xiii, Now launch'd once more, the

inland sea They furrow with fair augury. 1845 Darwin
Voy. Nat. iii. 39 The whole sea was in places furrowed by
them [porpoises]. 1876 R. F. Burton Gorilla L. I. 171

We . . saw sundry shoals of fish furrowing the water.

2. To make hinow-like depressions, indentations,

or channels in. Also with up.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxix. i, 354 When.. they

began to . . varie in their words, after their sides were
throughly furrowed [h.fodiratis]. 1692 My^tlym Boyle Lect.
viii. 298 Furrowed from Bole to Pole with the Deep
Channel of the Sea. 1697 Dryden I'ifg. Georg. m. 656
The chapt Earth is furrow 'd o'er with Chinks. 1732
Lediard Sethos II. vn. 83 They furrow'd their bodies with

sharp stones. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 11776) VII. 328

After furrowing up the sand, it hides itself under it, horns

and all. 1834^ J. Forbes Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 287

A hard and irregular surface, furrowed by linear marks.

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 116 Then [the wind] rolls on-

ward to furrow the snows on Eiriks Jokull. 1879 Brown-
ing Ivan Ivanovitch 225 O God, the feel of the fang
furrowing my shoulder ! see ! It grinds—it grates the bone.

b. To make wrinkles in.

1593 Shaks. Rich, tl, 1. iii. 229 Thou canst helpe time to

furrow me with age. 1617-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xiii. 20

Another lives hardly here, with a heavy heart, furrowing of

a mournful face. 1661 Sir A. Haslerig's Last Win <y

Test. Supp. 6 The inraged Tygre .. furrowed his Front

17*9 T.Cooke Tales, Proposals, etc. 595 Sev'nty years have

furrow'd o'er her Face. 1838 Lytton Leila 1. v, The lordly

features . . furrowed by petty cares. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. I. 1. 5 Their brows seem furrowed deep with more than

years.

c. fig. Said of the action of tears.

1513 Hyrde tr. Vives* Instr. Chr. Worn. 1. ix. Iij a, Howe
can sne weep for her sinne, y* muste bare her skynne there

with, and forowe her face? a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Whs.

(1660) 184 We may furrow our cheekes with our tears. 1816

Byron Ch. Har. m. xx, Fair cheeks were furrowed with hot

tears. 1871 Macdufe Mem. Patmos ix. 113 The Apostle.,

with a tear, .furrowing his cheek.

d. To gather up in folds or wrinkles, rare- 1
.

1853 Dale tr. Baldeschfs Ceremonial 66 note, Cotta, the

short surplice worn in Rome . . is usually furrowed up in

a full and tasteful manner.

3. intr. To make furrows or grooves ; to make

wrinkles.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Fpist. 356 Letuscatche the ploughe

by the handle, and fall to furrowing, a 1577 Gascoigne

Flo7vers, etc. Wks. (1587) 45 We furrowing in the foaming

flouds to take our best availes. 1863 J. L. W. By-gone Days
2 Where the ploughshare furrows in spring.
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FURROWED.

b. quasi -trans., as in to furrow {put, up) one's

way. Of a river : To excavate (a channel), to

force itself along a channel.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 820 Maragnon is far

greater, whose waters having furrowed a Channell of six

thousand miles, in the length of his winding passage [etc.].

a 1639 Wotton Ps. civ. in Farr S. P. Jos. I (1848) 248 There

go the ships, that furrow out their way. 1647 W. Bkowne tr.

Polexander in. 241 Let thy choler furrow up and make
a way to that Island whereto none can arrive. 1791 Cow per

Odyss. v. 492 And I have pass'd, Furrowing my way. 1883

F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius vi. The circular wrinkle

slowly furrowed its way round Barker's mouth. 1890 H. M.
Stanley Darkest Africa II. xxviii. 259 The Ranii-lulu had

eventually furrowed and grooved itself deeply through.

Hence* Furrowing- vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also

Purrower, one who or that which furrows.

1611 Cotgr., Cauelure, a channelling, or furrowing in

stone, or in timber; a fluting. 161a Drayton Poly-old. i. 3

Vpon the utmost end of Cornwall's furrowing beake. Ibid.

xviii. 78 She learn'd..To Steele the coulters edge, and sharpe

the furrowing share. 1841-3 Anthon'sClass. Diet. 38o_Gyes

(the part of the plough to which the share is fixed) is the

Furrower. 1891 Athenxnm 17 Oct. 523A The greater

number of them have been crushed and broken by the

deep furrowing of the steam cultivator.

Furrow (cow) : see Fabeow a.

Furrow, obs. form of Foray.

Furrowed (f»*w>d) t ppl. a. [f. Fubbow v. +
-ED 1

.] In senses of the vb. ^ Furrowed-grass \

see Chameleon- sb. 6 c, and quot. (1598) there.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in. Prol. 12 The threaden Sayles ..

Draw the huge Bottomes through the furrowed Sea. 1615

T. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 18 Another doth conceale The
furrowed wrinkles of his tawny skinne. 163a Milton
VAllegro 64 While the ploughman, near at hand, Whistles

o'er the furrowed land. 1646 Gaule Set. Cases Consc. 4

Every old woman with a wrinkled face, a furr'd brow. .is.,

pronounced for a witch. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 114 Pi

The features are strong and well furrowed. 1810 Scott Lady
ofL. 11. xvi, The furrowed bosom of the deep. 18*8 Stark
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 305 Thorax furrowed and crenated on

the margin. 1855 Kingsley Heroes, Theseus II. 205 The
furrowed marble walls.

Furrowless (firnmles), a. [f. Fubbow j/;. +
-less.] Having no furrows, grooves, or wrinkles.

/ 1847 Eliza Cook River Thought v, The furrowless

brow. 18.. Lowell Pioneer Poet. Wks. (1890) I. 248

When all before him stretches, furrowless and lone.

Furrowy (f#*n>°i), a. [f. Fubbow J&+-Y 1
.]

Full of furrows or wrinkles.

1611 Cotgr., Rayonner, to furrow; make furrowes, or

make funowie. 1818 Milman Samor 267, I should have

known, though furrowy, sunk and wan, That face. 1829

Blackiu. Mag. XXV. 71 We view their furrowy track. 1847

Tennyson Princess ill. 158 A double hill ran up his furrowy

forks Beyond the thick-leaved platans of the vale.

t Frrrrare. Obs. Also 4 for(r)-, furrour'e,

5 forer, forur(e, furure, furrur. [a. OF.forreure,
fourreure (mod.F.fourrure),i.forrcr,fourrer, Fub
z>.] Fur; a trimming, lining, or adornment of fur.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 373 He usede forours

of symple prys. C1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiiL 247 The folk

of that Contree usen alle longe Clothes with outen Furroures.

14*0 E. E. Wills (1882) 54 Also I will bat all V flurrurs bat

I haue, be sou Id and doon for my saule. 1439 Ibid. 118 All

my. .clothisof silke, with-oule ffurrereur Ljic]. 1463 Mann, fy

Househ. Exp. 151 Item, he owyth ffor the forer off the

same gowne, x. Ii. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxv. 229

No clothe that was wrought oute of Englond . . ne furrur of

beyonde the see.

attrib. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 475 Furrour

skylines.

Furry (®*ri), a. (and sb.) [f. Fub sb. + -Y'.]

A. adj.

1. Of or composed of fur ; consisting of furs.

a 1674 Milton Hist. Mosc. ii. (1851) 483 The Furs which
clothe them; the furry side in Summer outward. 1725 Pope
Odyss. xvn. 40 Euryclea spreads With furry spoils of beasts

the splendid beds. 1881 R. Routledge Hist. Sc. \. 1 Man
is even unprotected from the vicissitudes of the seasons by
the furry coat which covers the beasts of the field.

2. Of animals : Covered with fur ; furred.

1687 Dryden Hind <y /'. 111. 25 The time When all her

furry sons in frequent senate met. 18*3 Byron Juan x.

xxvi, Bear-skins black and furry. 1873 G. C. Davies
Mount. Hf Mere viii. 59 A furry little water-rat swimming
along by the edge of the bank.

fig. 1865 Pall Mall G. 22 June 11 He is one of those

sleek ' furry ' little men who are met with in all close

religious communities.

3. Of persons : Wearing fur, clad in furs.

1717 Fknton Ode Ld. Goiver 36 From Volga's Banks, th'

imperious Czar Leads forth his Furry Troops to War.

4. Made of fur, lined or trimmed with fur.

1865 Kingsley Hereto, vi, His furry cloak shewed him to

be no common man. 187a Bryant Poems, Little People of
Show 97 With ample furry robe Close-belted round her waist.

b. transf. axxifg.
1691 Dryden K. Arthur in. ii, Awake, awake, And

winter from thy furry mantle shake. 1716 Rowe Ode for
N. Year \ 7 17 1, Winter! thou hoary, venerable Sire, All

richly in thy furry Mantle clad. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr.
2nd Voy. xlvi. 591 We wrap ourselves up in a sort of furry

contentment.

5. Resembling fur, fur-like, soft.

1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta (1890) 88 An open space.,

floored at the bottom with., cushions of furry moss.

6. Of the nature of, or coated with, fur or morbid

matter.

"739 ' R- BuLL'tr. Dedekindus' Grobiauus 222 Laughter
misbecomes Foul furry Teeth. 1836 T. Hook G. Guruey

618

III. i. 31 Two foggy decanters, half full of the remnants of

yesterday's libation, with a sort of furry rim just over the

surface. 1856 Canning in Hare 2 Noble Lives (1893) II. 89

One's shoes get furry with mildew in a day. 1871 Napheys
Prcv. «V Cure Dis. in. ii. 624 Yellowish furry coating [of the

tongue].

t B. sb. A hairy caterpillar. Obs.

1598 Florio, Milttpiedi, a worme having manic feete,

called a furrie or a palmer.

Furry (f»*ri), sb.'- dial. [Perh. in some way
connected with Fair sb. t L. feria.] A festival

observed at Helston, Cornwall, on the eighth of

May ; also, a peculiar dance used on that occasion.

(The IV. Cornwall Gloss, gives Faddy and Flora

as synonyms.) Also attrib.

1790 'in Gentl. Mag. I.X. 1.520 At Helstonc.it is customary
to dedicate the 8th of May to revelry. .It is called the Furry-

day. 1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 225 A large party

of ladies and gentlemen .. commence a peculiar kind of

dance, called ' the furry '. 187a Hakdwick Trad. Lane. 87

A spring festival, .annually celebrated at Helston. .named
the ' Furry', or gathering.

t Pu'rry, v. Obs. rare. [? back-formation from

Furrier
'.J

trans. To quarter (soldiers).

1579 Fenton Guicciard. II. 89 The armie being furried in

many partes of the realme . . lived in such vnbridcled incon-

tinencie [etc.].

Fursday, Sc. var. of Thursday.
Furse, obs. form of Fierce.

t Frrrsell. Obs. [dim. of Furze.] - Furze.

1639 T. De Grev Compl, Horseman 5 Underwoods,
Bushes, Fursells, Broome.

t Fu'rshe, a. Her. Obs. rare. [a. Y.fourchie

;

see Forche «.] «=Forche a.

1572 Bossewell Armorie 11. 136 Beareth party per pale

Sal>le and Argent, a crosse Furshe of the one and the other.

Furst, var. of Frist and obs. f. of First, Thirst.

[Furt, in Diets, explained * theft ', is a misprint

in the later edd. of
r

YomV\s$Albu?nazar (orfurze.]

Furth, obs. and Sc. form of Forth.

+ Fu'rth.er, sb. Obs. [f. Further v.] The
action of the vb. Further; -FURTHERANCE.
1526 Q. Margt. (Scotl.) Let. Wolsey (MS. Caligula B.

viii. 160) in M. A. Everett Wood Lett. R. A> Illustr.

Ladies II. 9 The said bearer, whom pleaseth you, my Lord,

cause have good further and expedition of his errands. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 522 Commending him that he had
done sic thing, In so greit forder ofthe commoun weill. 1641

Hindis J. Bruen xxviii. 87 For the increase of Religion and
further of the Gospel. 1785 Burns 3rd Ep. to J. Lapraik 1

Guid speed and furder to you, Johnny.

'

Further (Iv'ifai), a. Forms ; 1 furtSra

{Northumb. forttora), 2 furpur, 4-5 furj?er(e,

3-7 forJ>er(e, -ther, Orm. forrtherr, (5 forthre),

6-7 furder, 4-7 forder, 6 forthir, 6- further.

See also Farther. [OK. furdra = OVris.fordera,

OS. forthoro (MLG. vordere), OHG. ford{e)ro,

fordaro, fordoro (MHG. vordere, mod.G. vorder }

:—OTcut. *furJ>eron- wk\, f. *fur}ero- str. (the ace.

neut. of which appears in Further adv.)\—pre-

Teut. pg-tero-, f. root of Fore adv. + comparative

suffix as in after, o-ther.

On this assumption the Eng. further adj. and adv. have

nothing but their ultimate root in common with the Goth.

faurpis adv. :—OTeut. *furpdz or *furpfoz, f. the stem of

Forth + comparative suffix= -er 3
. A different hypothesis

(Kluge in Paul's Grdr., ed. 2, I. 483) is that/»r//^rand its

cognates are f. the stem of Forth+ compar. suffix (not -izon-

but) -eron-y -uron~ t as in inner, outer (see -er 3 A. 2). The
OHG.furdir adv. is explained by Kluge as repr. a locative

*furpirf.]

1 1. That is before another in position, order, or

rank ; esp. of an animal^s limbs or a part of the

body: Front. Obs. (Cf. Farther B. I.)

ciooo Ags. Gosp. John xiii. 16 Soblice ic eow sec^e nys se

3eowa furSra bonne his hlaford. a 1300 Cursor M. 28169

He was for-ber mar ben j. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

VII. 187 A wounde receyved in pe furber partie of his body
[in anteriori parte corporis), c 1400 Lau/rafu^s Cirurg.

113 Brood twoward be forbere side of be heed & scharpere

twoward be hyndere syde. i486 Rk. St. Albans E ij b,

The ij. forther legges the hede layde by twene. 1539 Invent.

R. Wardrobe (1815! 36 Lynit the forthir quarteris with blak

taffiteis. 1609 Skene Reg. Maf 134 Gif ane horse slayes

ane man passand before him, with his forther feete.

t b. With reference to time : Former. Also

in comb,furthur-ealdefader (cf. L.proavus) : great

grandfather. Obs.

"55 Proc. Henry II, in Anglia VII. 220 piet hi beon aelc

bare lande wurba pe hi eafdon in Edwardes kinges dexe &
on Willelmes kinges mines furbur ealdefader. 1557 N. T.
(Genev.) Jos. v. 7 The forther and the latter rayne. 1561

Christ. Hindall Depns. in Bp. Chester Eccl. Crt. 1561-6,

If. 10 b, Mr. Holden did knowe of his forther wief beynge
on lyve. 156a Child Marriages^ etc. (1897) 102 She was
temptid by daily sute of the said Dilon, & did forget her

forther promesse.

2. More extended, going beyond what already

exists or has been dealt with ; additional, more,

f Further age : advanced age. + Further way :

a further-continued road. (Cf. Farther B. 2.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 10327 Child to gett, Bituix and bair

forber eild. 1495 in Y'orksh. Archaeol. Soc. (Record Ser.

18Q5) XVII. 127 Oure forthre pleasir in that behalf. 1526

Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 50 b, For a forther knowledge
of this tree, you must vnderstande that [etc.]. 158a N.
Lichefield tr. Castanhedas Conq. E. hid. xxiii. 58 Without
any further delay, the King sent them away. 1609 Skene
Reg . Maj., Forme of Proces 22 He..judicially renunces all

FURTHEK.
forder probation. 1634 W. Tirwhvt tr. Balzac's Lett. 44
Without further ambiguity. 1667 Milton P.L. iv. 174 To
th* ascent of that. . Hill Satan had journied on. .But further

way found none. 171X Addison Spect. No. 65 p 2 Without
further Preface, I am going to look into some of our most
applauded Plays. 1794 Paley Evid. (ed. 2) I. v. 97 We find

. .two of them, .seized, .and threatened with further punish-

ment. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Prob. 201, I now proceed to

some further instances. 1861 Buckle Civiliz. II. iv, 315
This was a further stimulus to Scotch industry.

3. More distant, remoter, esp. the remoter of two.

Of a horse : The off (side). (Cf. Farther B. 3.)

1578 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford^(1880) 396 One
grey .. mare, crapped on the further yeare. 1611 Bible
2 Esdras xiii. 41 They would.. goe foorth into a further

countrey. 1675 A. Browne Ars Pict. 00 Work your further

Mountains so that they should seem to be lost in the Air.

1678 Butler Hud. in. iii. 58 With kicks and bangs he ply'd

The further and the nearer side [of a horse]. 1821 Joanna
Haii.i.ie Metr. Leg.y Wallace lvi, In the further rear. 1869

Tennyson Coming ofArthur 396 Not ever to be question'd

any more Save on trie further side.

f4. absol. Further of the day: a later hour.

1546 Langley Pol. Verg. de Invent, ix. 113 b, Fyrst at

mydnight . . the seconde in the mornyng..the thyrd at

further of the day.

Further (fouoai), adv. Forms : 1-2 fur/5-,

furpor, 1 Northumb. former, -ur, -or, 2-4 fur"8-,

furper furthir), 3-5 fortSere, -ore, -J>er ve, -pir,

-thir e, 3-6 forther^e, (3 forer), 4-5 furpere, 4-7
furder, 5 forder, (6 fourther), 6- further. See

also Farthkk adv. [OE. furdor= OS. furthor

(early mod.Du. voorder) ; for the formation, and

the relation to Goth, faurpis, OHG. furdir^ etc.

:

see Further a.]

1. To or at a more advanced point of progress:

a. of space ; lit. and fig. ; occas. with omission of

go. Proverb, Yo gofurther, andfare worse. (Cf.

Farther A. 1 a.)

t 1000 ./Klehic Josh. x. 12 Ne gang bu mona ongean
Achialon anne sta:pe furbor. c 1050 O. E. Chron. an. 1039

Eode se saester hwaites to lv penega and eac fur5or. c 1*05

Lay. 4880 He furoer lad", to Seguine due. a 1240 Ura'sun

in Cott. Horn. 203 Nere be heorte so cold bat ne schulde

neuer sunne habben for-Ser in-3ong ber bis brune were.

a 1250 Prov. AKlfred 128 in O. E. Misc. 110 Nere he for his

weole neuer be furber. C1330 R. Brlnne Chron. Wace
Prol. 182 Vnto be Cadwaladres; No forer, ber makes he

ses. 1340 Hamiole Pr. Consc. 440 parfor I wille, ar [I]

forthir pas, Shew yhou what a man first was. c 1340 Cursor
M. 10156 (Fairf.) As furthir in this boke we rede. .1400

Lanfrauc's Cirurg. 221, I lete make a pipe of silvir and
putte it in at her moub & passede forbere ban be wounde
was. 1494 Fabyan Chron, (1811) I. cxxvii. 107 Fortherc

then y* chapel! dore noon of them wold enter. 1535 Cover-

dale yob xxxviii. 11 Hither to shall thou come, but no

further. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 51 You .. might

haue gone further, and haue faren wurs. 1559 W. Cun-
ningham Cosmogr. Glasse 60 But or we further proced,

marke this figure. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 169 His
eye balles further out, than when helmed. x6ijj J- Steihens
Satyr. Ess. 26 Go tell a trades-man he decenes .. And he

will answerc.Go further on, you will be cheated worse.

1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 187 Ere a foot furder we
must bee content (etc.]. 1655 Sir E. Nicholas in .V. Papers
(Camden! II. 336 Taken out of their bedds..and carryed on
shipboard, and whence further is vnknowen. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe II. v, They kept out of sight further and further.

1771 Footk Maid of B. 1. Wks. 1799 II. 214 Folks may go
further and fare worse, as they say. 1813 Shelley Q. Mai
ix. 182 Whose stingings bade thy heart look further still.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 1 It was not thought safe for

the ships to proceed further in the darkness.

b. of time. (Cf. Farther A. 1 b.)

< 1*90 Beket 2321 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 173 So bat forfcre

in be ^ere : it was wel onder-stonde .. In }wat manere he

was a-slawe. 1896 Act 59 <V 60 Vict. c. 39 § 1 The acts..

shalL.be continued until the 31st day of December 1897

and shall then expire unless further continued.

2. To a greater extent; more. (Cf. Farther A. 2.)

c 1050 By rhtferth's Handboc in Auglt'a (1885) VIII. 299
Nu wille we furoor geican burh godes mihta. a 1225

Juliana 47, & }ef ich mahte [wurche his wil] forore

ich walde beo be feinre. a 1300 Cursor M. 28869 (Cott.)

And for ber mater es gode to knau, Of almus sal i for-ber

drau. C1340 Ibid. 858 (Trin.) Leue we now of bis spelle

Of oure story furbere to telle, a 1400-50 Alexander 523

And if 50W hkis of bis lare to lesten any forthire. 1552-3

Inv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield IV. 2 There

saffeli to be kepte untill the kinges majesties pleasure be

therin furder knowen. 1559 Hethe in Strype Ann. Rcf I.

App. vi. 7 That the dotnges of this honourable assembly

may . . be allwayes fourther honourable. 1641 Milton Ch.

Goid.u. iii. Wks. (1847)48/2 To the intent of further healing

man's deprav'd mind. 1734 Berkeley Analyst § 7 Men
who pretend to believe no further than they can see. 1749

F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 90 All the western Merchants

declined . . from being further Adventurers. 1862 Stanley

7e7v. Ch. (1877) I. xiii. 252 When we inquire further into

the worship.

3. In addition, additionally; moreover. (Cf.

Farther A. 3.)

c 1200 Vices /( Virtues (1888) 57 3>et hie sei5 furSer. 1450

W. Somner in Four C. Eng. Lett. 4 Forther the maister

desyryd to wete yf the shipmen would holde with the duke.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 22, I do furder

perceive that [etc.]. 1560-78 Rk. Discipl. Ch. Scot. (1621) 40

And furder we think it expedient [etc. J. 1582 N. Liche-

field tr. Castanhedas Conq. E. Imi. vii. 16 b, What further

than followed. 1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 58 What
further keeps the Cold from the Arm-pits is, that [etc.]. 1875

Manning Mission H. Ghost iv. 100 And, further, God is

the only end that can.. satisfy the soul with bliss. 1879

Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 92/2 The sketching-case may be

. .further provided with a cover.



FURTHER.
4. At a greater distance in space ; sometimes

with mixture of sense I. Also f more further,
further off. (Cf. Fakthku A. 4.)

c 1400 Maundfa'. (1839' xxxi. 306 OJ«r Yles |>at ben more
furbere be^onde. 1578 Whetstone Promos iV Cass. 11. iv,

The furder off I wretched finde both comfort and reliefe.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. it. ii. 125 So neere will I be That your
best Friends shall wish I had beene further. 1630 A'.

Johnson's Kingd. fy Commtu. 68 Island disjoyned no further

than a ship in one day may saile unto. 1710 Tatter No.
254 r 7 The Dutch Cabbin, which lay about a Mile further

up into the Country. 1812-16 J. Surra Panorama Sc. fy

Art I. 572 It was calculated to be 18,000 times further from
us than the sun. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) IV. 156 There
is nothing further from his thoughts than scepticism.

b. Phrases, f To be further : to get on. \ I'll

hefurther, if (etc.) ;
/'// see you further (first) :

strong forms of refusal. To wish any onefurther:
i. e. to wish him away. See also Kakthkr A. 4.
1526 Darrell Let. 1 Aug. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II.

163, I ..intende to be further and doo. 1621 I.adv M. Wroth
Urania 16 She . . wished the beast further, yet taking her
wonted strength of heart., she said thus. 1741 Richardson
Pamela II. 320 And so that I must not wi>h to incur [his

Displeasure] to save any body else. I'll be further if I do.
Ibid. 377, I bow'd to Kim, but I could have wish'd him
further, to make me sit so in the Notice ofevery one. 1873
Punch 3 May 185/1 He'll see me further first.

+ C. Used as the comparative offar, as infurther-
fetched, compar. offar-fetched.

1680 Haxter Cath. Commim. (1684) 23 Rut God being
infinitely more perfect then man, the phrase is further
fetcht, and less proper of God then of man.

Further (firtSax\v. Forms: a. 1 fyr8rau,-ian,
2-4 furtSrien, 3 Orm. flrrprenn, north, flrther,

4 ferthren, -ther, furthren, 4, 6 Sc. furthir, (6
furthur), 6-8 furder, 4- further. /3. 3-4 for-
thren, 4 forJ>er, -thor, 4-6 forther, ire, 5, 8
forder. See also Farther v. [OE. fyrSr(i)an,
Lfurdor, -Sra Further adv. and adj. ; equivalent
forms are OHG. furdiren (MHG. viirdern, mod.
G. fordern) ; cf. also OHG. fordartn (MHG.
vordern, mod.G. fordern) to further, call forth,

demand.]

1. trans. To help forward, assist (usually things

;

less frequently f persons) ; to promote, favour (an
action or movement). Cf. Farther v. f Also to

furtherforth, on.
<r888 K. /Elfred Boeth. xxxix. § 2 pact hi majen henan

Oa yflan and fyrbriau pa god.-in. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 1

1

Ac alle bo be leueS bat swilch bing hem mu3e fur5rie o3er
letten, ben cursed of godes muoe. < 1200 Ormin 1250 3iff
bu firrbresst fremmde menn. a 1225 Ancr. K. 156 Det tet
swuSest auaunceo & furoreo' hit, bet is onlich stude. a 1300
Cursor M. 27918 Sua vr flexs to firber and fede, bat it fale
in na dedli dede. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvi. 99
God, that deadest on the rod, Al this world to forthren ant
fylle. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. n. pr. iv. 41 (Camb. MS.), I
haue sumwhat auaunced and forbered be, quod she. 1412-20
Lydg. Chron. Troy n. x, For me to further Clio came to late.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 18 Ire. .furthered! all
euyl. 1513 Douglas /Eneis v. xiii. 112 And furthir hym eik
sail I Ontil Avern, clepit the loch of hell. 1566 in Keith Hist.
Ch.Scotl. (1734) 331 Thesaids Rebels, .promittit they should
forder him to the Crown Matrimoniall. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 158 You must . . further their
laying, bygiving them meates for the purpose. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 877 Furthered with a faire gale of wind.
1S64 Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 20 A more wary Builder may
be very much further'd by it. 1715 M. towns A then. Brit.
1. 172 liarnevelt's hard Fate was occasion'd or further'd on by
Maurice. 1777-1808 Mavne SillerGun m.xxv, Here Discord
strave new broils to forder. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xi, To
remain together in arms for furthering the covenanted work
of reformation. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt ix, I came to see
. .if you had any wishes that I could further. 1869 Rogers
Pref. to Adam Smith's \V. N. I. 6 The necessity of further-
ing a general system of school training.
aisol. 1560-78 Bible (Genev.) To Chr. Rdr. 52 Some

notable worde . . which may greatly further . . for memorie.
1607 S. HlERON Defence 1. 160 Wheras the addition of 2 or
3 wordes oftentimes furthereth to the meaning.

t 2. To honour. Ot/s. rare.
* '374 Chaucer Anel. fr Arc. 273 And thenken yee that

ferthered be your name To love a newe. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 1 1 170 To forther bat fre with fynerall seruys.

3. intr. To go on, continue ; to advance, make
progress. Obs. exc. Sc.
cixoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 107 Eft sone sum godes giue is

bigunnen alse rihte leue and fur'Sreo alse trust, c 1350
Will. Palerne 5397 And touche weferre as pis tale forbercs.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 378 Wald thow further and
prosper in thy wais. 1789 D. Davidson Seasons, etc. 182W ha fastest rides does aft least forder. 1794 Burns Hee
Balou 10 Thro' the Lawlands, o'er the border, Weel, my
babie, may thou furder.

1 4. trans. To put (an event) further ; to defer,

postpone. Obs.
1529 Wolsev Let. to [Crumwelt\ in St. Papers (1830) I.

351 The ferderyng and puttyng ovyr of your commyng
hyther bath, .increasyd my sorowe.

Furtherance (fw'-iiSarans). Forms : a. 5-7
forp-, fortheraunce, -ans, forderanoe, (5 fur-

therance, foderance), 6 fordraunee, 7 forther-
anee. 0. 5-7 furtheraunce, (7 -enoe), 6-7 furder-
ance, -aunee, -auns, 5- furtherance. See also
Fartherance. [f. Further v. + -ance.]
1. The fact or state of being furthered or helped
forward ; the action of helping forward ; advance-

619

ment, aid, assistance. Also c$ncr. a means or source
of help.
(-1440 York Myst. xxvi. 48 Yf pat false faytor Your

fortheraunce may fang. 1494 Fabyan Chron. an. 1448
(1559)11. 446 For the furtheraunce of this purpose. 1551
Recorde Pathiv. Kncnul. n. Pref, All suche.. shall finde
greate ease and furtheraunce by this simple . . forme of
writinge. 1606 Sc. Acts fas. VI (1814) IV. 286 For the
greater forderance and better executkmn of justice. 16x0
Healey St. Aug. Citie of God \. xi. (1620) 19 The pompes
of the funeralls are rather solaces to the liuing then further-
ances to the dead. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min.
Bk. (1855) 72 Expecting your furtherance in all. 1748 F.
Smith Voy. Disc. I. 89 Thinking of the many Furtherances
this Voyage received from that honourable Knight. 1831
Caklyle Sari. Res. (1858) 4 Issuing., with every external
furtherance, it ts of such internal quality as to set Neglect
at defiance. 1844 H, H. Wilson Brit India III. 422 In
furtherance of this project, she kept her son in a state of
ignorance and vice. 1875 Heits Ess., Organ. Daily Life
174 Some few furtherances have been shown.
2. Coal-mining. (See quot. 1883.)
1851 in Greenwell Coal-trade Terms 27. 1883 Gresley

Gloss. Coal Mining, Furtherance (Norths, an additional sum
of money paid per score to hewers, putters, &c. as an allow-
ance in respect of inferior coal, a bad roof, a fault, iS;c.

Hence f Furtherancer Obs. rarc~ l

. One who
gives furtherance to (anything\
1599 HayWARD \st Pt.Hen.H\ 6 A dissolute and dishonest

life, which findeth some followers when it findeth no
furtherances.

Furtherer (firioaiNXi). Also 5 furtherar, 6
ford-, fortherer. See also Fartherer. [f.

Further v. + -erIJ One who or that which
furthers or helps forward ; a helper, promoter,
supporter ; an aid or encouragement.
1390 Gower Conf. III. in The brighte sonne .. furtherer

of the daies light, c 1465 Fug. Chron. (Camd. 1856) 23
He was our furtherar and promoter. 1555 Abp. Parker I's.

K iij, The Psalmc.is a furtherer to them which go forwarde
to vertue. 1594 Hlundevil Exerc. in. 1. t, (ed. 7) 278
Leaving to speak of the first inventers, or of the furtberers
of these Sciences. 1630 Lord Banians 32 Making the
profits.. the furtherers of ryot and excesse. 1691 Wood
Ath.Oxon. I. 297 He was a continual favourer and furtherer
of learning. 1828 Landor Iwag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 315
Ploughs and oxen are not instruments and furtherers of
disobedience. 1867 Sat. Rev. 26 Oct. 535/1 The fate which
seems to turn men . . into furtherers of a cause which they
know to be evil.

t Fu'rtherfarth, adv. Obs. [f. Further culv.

t- Forth adv.] Further on ; to a greater distance
or extent.

rti54i Wyatt Foe/. Wks. (1861)182 Further-forth he starts
With venom 'd breath. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. vi.

33 Not to be inquisitiue of Gods trueth furtherfoorth than
it is vttered in the holy scriptures. 1587 — De Mornay xxi.

( x 6i7) 355 Open the booke furtherfoorth at all aduenture
wheresoeuer you list.

t Furtherhead. Oh. In 4 forper-, furper-
hed(e, -heed. [f. Further a. + -head.] Priority.
(1380 Wyclie Sel. Wks. I. 75 Joon speki^ of forberhede

of manhede of Crist bifore loon in grace, and also in
worbynes. //-/«/. III. 78 (>e first furperheed is forberhed of
comynge forp and be topir forberheed is furperheed of kynde.

Furthering (f/>u5arirj), vbl. sb. Obs. exc. arch.
[OE. fyrtrung furtherance, (.fyrdrian : see Fur-
ther v. and -ing*.] The action of the vb.
P'urther.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 208 Sae smylte £esih5 ceapas fyr-

fSrunge ^eftacnaS]. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 128 Thou..
ever mo of love enditest..in his folkes further^nges. 1390
Gower Conf. I. 1S2 Take a newe faith, Which shall be
forthringeof thy life. cr\qoPromp.Paiz>. 174/1 Fortherynge,
Promocio. 15*6 Tindale Phil. i. 12 The gretter furtherynge
off the gospell. 1623 Whitbourne Neiufoundland 8 'I'hey

area great furthering to diuers Ships voiages. 1864CARLYI.E
Fredk. Gt. xvi. i, There is eager Furthering of the
Husbandries.

t Furthering, ///. a. Obs. [f. Further v.

+ -7NG-.] That furthers, aids, or helps; helpful.

Of a gale : Favourable.
1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 38 Y pray hem bat bey be well

wyllet and forderyng to here. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 486
Y-" mayre. .was nat quyk or fortherynge in that mater. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 102 The winde..blew a furthering
gale.

Fu'rtherly, a. and adv. [f. Furthers, and
adv. + -ly 1 and -.]

A. adj. Obs. exc. dial.

a. Adapted to further, favourable, b. In a for-

ward condition, advanced, c. dial, (see quot. 185-;.)
1513 More Rich. Ill Wks. 38/1 He .. thought "that

their delusion shoulde bee. .a fortherlye begynnynge to the
pursuite of his intente. 1571 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 238
The matter was so furtherlye bytwix them 2, that neither
his frends nor hir frends can hynder the same. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss.,Furtherly

t
iowax<\ and flourishing.

fB. adv. a. In an onward direction, in advance;
hence, completely,thoroughly, b. = Further adv.
c i20o Ormin 14812 He [Faraon] comm swa forrt-errli^ batt

all hiss folic was inne. a 1225 Ancr. R. 236 f>et oSer is, bet
he furoerluker echeS his pine. 0x300 Cursor M. 1585 f>e
find wend .. bat . . Man kind war til his wil bekend Sua
forberli bat [etc.], ,1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 141 pir
husband sail hafe his actioun agaynes him before be iusticez
of be; land, als fortherly as he had bene aboute for to slae
him. 1494 Fabyan Chron. v. cxl. 127 To the correccyon of
suche as be lerned, & not oonly to Englysshe reders as
there is fortherly declared. 1523 Act 14 $ 15 Hen. VIII,
c. 5 § 2 That it pleas your Highnes with th' assent . . furtherlie
to enacte ordeign and stablisshe that [etc.].

FURTHEST.

Furthermore ((v-ifoimooi), adv. See also

Farthermoke. [f. Further adv. + More adv.]

f 1. To a more advanced point of progress, still

further; = Further adv. 1 a. Occas. with omission
of go. Obs.

_
rxaoo Ormin 7338 pe sterrne comm riht till batt hus& fhth

itt ta na forrberr mar. a 1300 Cursor M. 6543 par-wit for-

ber-inar he yede. 1375 liARBOUR Bruce vn. 8 [iiruce] said
he mycht no forthiiinar. 14.. 'Pundale's Vis. 991 Com
furder more and folow me. c 1425 Craft Nombrynge
(E. K. T. S.) 8 Do away be cifer & bat 1. & sette bere 8. ban
go furthermore. 1552 LvNDESAV Mouarche 4401 Father, or
we passe forther more, Quhen did begyn thare tempurall
glore?

f2. To a greater extent, more; = Further adv. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27958 Forthermar o bis lecberi agh i be
noght to specific 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2892 Now wifle
1 rede forthermare, And shew yhow of sum paynes (>at er

hare, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7247 }U forthir mare of
be same.

3. Besides, also, moreover ; = Further adv. 3.
C I27;5 XI Pains of Hell 67 in O. E. Mis,. 149 A hwel of

stele is furber mo. 1411 Rolls of Parlt. III. 650/2 Further-
more, the forsaid Lord the Roos..schall forgevyn the forsaid
Robert. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 400 b/i Yet he sayd
furthermore who so compleyneth is no monke. 1555 SPURGE
in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xl. no Furthermore . . we
humbly beseech thee. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World \. iv. § 3
Furthermore, .the leaues, body, and boughes, of this Tree
..exceedeall other Plants. 1730 Holinghkoke in Swiffs
Lett. (1766) II. 109 And furthermore, I think myself in honour
bound to acknowledge, that [etc.], 1820 Keats Isabella Iviii,

And, furthermore her brethren wonder'd much Why she sat

drooping. 1871 Smiles Charac. ii. {1876) 55 Furthermore,
to direct the power of the home aright, women, .need [etc.].

•(4. Of time: Henceforth, subsequently. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28677 P'l $ man sais . . bat him reuys bis

sinnes sare, and will for-bere bam forpire mare, c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 1. 29 Rede Rose—Take be same, saue a-lye it

witli be ^olkys of eyroun & forber-more as vyolet.

Furthermost Jf'uo'oinwst), a. Also 4 for-

thirmaste. See also Farthermost, [f. Further a.

+ -MOST.]

\ 1. Foremost, first. Obs.
? a 1400 Morie Arth. 3331 The forthirmaste was.. The

faireste of fyssnamy bat fourmede was euer. c 1400 Melayne
721 One the forthirmaste daye of Auerille.

2. Most distant or remote.
1765 Foote Commissary 1. Wks. 1799 II. 16 The further-

most cushion in the window. 1786 S. HasWELL Victoria
I. 51 We were sitting in an arbour at the furthermost part
of the garden, i860 PusEY Mi?i. Profih. 266 He instantly
sets himself to flee to the then furthermost West.

t Fu'rtherous, a. Obs. [f. Further v. + -ous.]

^Furthersome 1.

1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 3 Vessells for his glorie,
furtherouse to his churche. 1620 tr. Boccaccio s Decameron
6 b, Wee may very well hope that Fortune will be furtherous
to our purposed journey.

t Fu:rthero*ver, adv. Obs. [f. Further adv.

+ Over adv.] Besides, moreover.
(-1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 231 Forther ouer contricion

moste be continueel. 1623 Lisle sRlfric on O. fy N. Test.
Pref. 16 Furtherover, these monuments of reverend antiquitie
.. will in many places convince of affected obscurity some
late translators.

Furthersome fi>-i^3is/'m),a. Also $Sc. for-,

furdersome. [f. Further v. or adv. + -some.]

1. Adapted to further or help forward, advan-
tageous, helpful. Const, to.

1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 3 That state,
that is most furthersome to Gods seruice. 1637 Declar,
Pfaltzgrave's Faith 19 It is most comfortable and further-
some vnmeasurably to the believers. 1827 Carlyle Germ.
Rom. IV. 242 A principle which he had often, .perceived
for himself to be furthersome and reasonable. 183a ErasePs
Mag. VI. 387 So furthersome an instrument Honorio would
never leave behind. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) I. 68
Two little pieces of advice which may prove furthersome to
him. 1880 Academy 23 Oct. 301/1 An interesting perform-
ance, highly furthersome to the interests of the drama.
2. Inclined to go forward ; rash, venturous.
1862 Hislop Proz>. Scot. 195 They are eith hindered that

are no furdersome. 1896 ' Ian Maclaren' Kate Carnegie
(ed. 2) 118 He's young and fordersome (rash), but gude stuff
for a' his pliskies (frolics).

t Fu*rtherward, adv. Obs. [f. Further adv.

+ -ward.] Forward ; straight on. Of time

:

Henceforth.

i

a 1300 Cursor M. 5480 In egipt held he \>nm sa hard, Als
i sal tel yow forper-ward. Ibid. 7525 Ne forberward ne
yeitt o bake. Ibid. 13958 Ai fra j>is dai fortherward be
lues, .soght ihesu at do to ded.

Furthest (fz>\i5est;, a. and adv. Also (? 4) 5
fyrthest, fertherest, forthest(e, 6 furdest. See
also Farthest, [superl. fo>-med(app. in the 14th c)
to correspond to the comparative Further.
The instances in the 14th c are somewhat doubtful (at

least with regard to the precise form of the word), owing to

the absence of contemporary MSS.]
A. adj.

1. Most advanced in any direction. Also as the

superl. of Far a. (now usually superseded by
Farthest) : Situated at the greatest distance, most
remote, lit. vaxAJig.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv, pr. vi. (Skeat) 86 pilke [cercle]

bat is outteresV .is unfolden by larger spaces in so moche as
it is forthest [MS. C. and ed. Thynne fertherest] fro be
middel simplicitee of be poynt. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 108
Whan I wende next have be .. Than was I furthest ate
laste. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 60 Ports-
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mouth, whiche is the furdest place on the south shore

of Englande. 15919 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 275, I will

fetch you a tooth-pkker now from the farthest inch of Asia.

1715 Swift Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 576 The furthest corner

of Naboth's vineyard. 1779 Burke Corr. (1844* II. 203
Those who are the furthest in the world from you in

religious tenets, a 1881 Rossetti House 0/ Life x, He
who seeks her beauty's furthest goal.

2. fa. Inpasttime: Earliest, first (oh.), b. In

future time : Latest. Obs. exc. absol. in at {the)

furthest.
155a Edw. VI t

)rnt. 25 Oct., That they might be in such

place. .by Christmas or Candlemas at the furdest. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 85 He should take the ^pwne in

fifteene dayes, or a moneth at the furthest, a 1648 Ld.

Herbert Life (1886) 30 When I came to talk, one of the

furthest inquiries I made was, how I came into this world ?

1633 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. i. 2 The funeral pomp of

King Emanuel was celebrated at Lisl>on, namely. . Decem-
ber 1521, which is the furthest thing I can remember.

B. adv. To or at the greatest distance, farthest.

c 1374 Chaucrr Boeth. iv. pr. vi. (Skeat) 91 Thilke thing

that departeth furthest \MSS. A rtWc'fyrthest) fro the first

thoght of god. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosntogr. Glasse 156

Th'other part furdest Weast, noted wyth F. a 1577 Gas-
coigne Hearbes.Weedes, etc. Wks. (1587) 185 The stifle and
strongest arme. .shootes furdest stil. 1789 Butler Serm.
Wks. 1 874 II. 192 Ideas, .the furthest removed from anything
sensual. 1886 D. C Murray Aunt Rachel II. 68 Even when
his thoughts wandered furthest, he was mechanically ac-

curate.

Comb. 1880 Gladstone in Daily News 28 Feb. 3/2 From
the highest Tory to the furthest-going Home Ruler.

Pu'rthy, a. Sc\ Var. of Fouthy a. Hence Pur-
thiness.
a 1658 J. Durham Exp. Commandm. (1675^ 360 There is

a gadding, and a so called furthiness, especially in women
. .which is exceedingly offensive. 1777-1808 MAYNK.V/'//<-r

Gun It. xliv, Less furthy dames fwha cou'd resist them \) Th 1

example take, a 18x0 Tannahill/V^'w/j.- (1846) 58 Thy furthy,

kindly, takin' gait.

Furtive (ft>*itiv), a. [a. F.furtif, furtive, ad.

h.furtivus, f. fur thief; cf.furtum theft, fitrlim

adv., by stealth.]

1. Done by stealth or with the hope of escaping

observation ; clandestine, surreptitious, secret, un-

perceived.

1490 [implied in Furtively]. 16x2 Woodall Surg. Mate
Wks. (1653) 301 In wounds, where no Gangrena may be
suspected, .nor furtive hemorrhage, &c. 1635 J. Havward
tr. Biondis Banish'd Virg. Stolen embraces and furtive

births prov'd to be ever the best. 1656 Artif. itandtorn.
96 By a furtive simulation. 1787-9 Wordsw. Evening
Walk 423 Tender cares and mild domestic loves With
furtive watch pursue her as she moves. 1824 W. Irving
T. Trav. I. 106, I noticed the same singular, and, as it

were, furtive glance, over the shoulder. 1855 Thackeray
Newcomcs II. 128 The proprietor of the house cowered over

a bed-candle, and a furtive tea-pot in the back drawing-
room. 1877 Gladstone Clean. IV. xx. 354 It does not at

once appear how the Canal could be secured against the
furtive scuttling of ships.

b. Hebrew Gram. (See quot.")

1852 tr. Gesenius' Hebr. Cram. 42 [Retween a strong and
unchangeable vowel and a final guttural] there is involun-

tarily uttered a hasty a (Pathach furtive) . . Analogous to

this is our use of a. furtive e before r after long [vowels];
e.g. here (sounded heer),fire (fi

e
r).

2. Of a person, etc. : Stealthy, sly.

1858 Lyttoh What will he do 11. xiv, There was some-
thing furtive and sinister about the man. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. in. i, Eyeing him with furtive eyes. 1867 M.
Arnold St. Brandon, That furtive mien, that scowling eye.

3. Obtained by theft, stolen ; also in milder sense,

taken by stealth or secretly.

1718 Prior Solomon 1. 500 Do they [planets] . . Dart furtive

beams, and glory not their own ? 17*9 Savage Wanderer \.

203 He clear 'd, manur'd, enlarged the furtive ground. 1864
Kirk Chas. Bold I. i. 25 The patches from which a furtive

harvest was thus gathered. 1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan
Introd. 53 Columba's furtive copy from St. Finnian's psalter.

4. Thievish, pilfering.

1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1843I II. 30 Ants whose em-
ployment is to mine for gold and from whose vengeance the
furtive Indian is constrained to fly on the swift camel's
back. 1873 Rurton Hist. Scot. VI. lxx. 208 The High-
lander could not be absolutely trusted to withhold his

furtive hand from the flocks of his chiefs friend. 1885 That
Very Mob viii. 129 The farmers were so much plagued by
the furtive bird.

Hence PuTtively adv., Furtiveness.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xix. 69, I wold not haue departed

furtyuely out of thy land. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy V'III.

xxiv, One lambent delicious fire, furtively shooting out
from every part of it. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxvi,

Sir Mulberry, .had been furtively trying to discover whence
Kate had so suddenly appeared. 1862 Miss Braddom
Lady Audley viii. 55 My lady's pale-faced maid, who
looked furtively under her white eye-lashes at the two
young men. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 211 The implied
idea oy which, whether furtively or explicitly, we console

ourselves. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 4 Aug. 1/3 Strolling, as we
do.. through the press and bustle, we can sometimes cap-

ture a smalt hasty furtiveness.

f Furtuo'se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. fur-
tuos-us, f. L. furtum theft : see -ose.] * Much
given to theft or stealing' (Bailey, vol. II. 1727).

Furuncle (fuwr^rjk'l). [ad. L. furuncul-us,
orig. 'little thief', dim. of fur. Cf. F. furonde
Froncle.} A boil or inflammatory tumour.
1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat. 1. vil 43 Sorely afflicted

with a Furuncle within his Nostrils. 1743 tr. Heister's
Surg. 195 A Roil or Furuncle is a small resisting Tumor.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xx. 204, I had relieved her from
much suffering by opening a furuncle. 187a F. G. Thomas
Dis. Women 105 The peculiar blood state which results in

the development of furuncles and carbuncles.

Furuncular (nurirgki^liu), a. [f. L,.furun-
cul-us (see Furuncle) + -ar.] Of, pertaining to,

or characterized by furuncles or boils.

1844-57 G« Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 457 Furuncular
disease of cellular tissue. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV.
438/1 The scapular region is sometimes the seat of furun-

cular inflammation. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 569
A most painful furuncular eruption.

So Furunculoid a. [-oid], resembling a furuncle

or boil.

x86o R. Fowler Med. Vocab., Furunculoid.

Furunculous ^nur»*nki/?bs), a. [(. h.furun-
cut-us Furuncle + -ous.] = Furuncular.
1861 Hulmk tr. Mooutn-Tandon 11. vn. vii. 367 A furun-

culous tumour produced by a Filaria. 1890 Gould New
Diet. Med,. Furunculous, pertaining to the continuous pro-

duction of furuncules.

Fury(nu-»ri), sb. Forms : 5 furey, 4-6 furye,

4-7 -ie, 5- fury. [a. Y. furie (14th c. in Littre),

ad. 'L.furia, related to furere to rage, be mad.
(OFr. had originalXyfuire)."]

1. Fierce passion, disorder or tumult of mind
approaching madness ; esf>. wild anger, frenzied

rage ; also, a fit or access of such passion.
The pi. is sometimes used in imitation of F. furies or L.

furi.e.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 817 (845) Anoy, smert, drede,

fury and eek siknesse. Ibid. v. 212 To bedde he goth and
weyleth there and tornelh In furie, as dooth he, lxion, in

helle. CX430 Lvdg. A/in. Poems 206 Sobre and appeese
suche folk as falle in furye. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII,

C 15 Certeyn persones. .murdred. .in an outrageous hedy
furey.. John Mountagu late Erie of Sarum. 1564 Child
Marriages, etc. (18971 I2 3 Biecause the wordes were
spoken in a furye. 1611 Rihi.k Gen. xxvii. 44 Tary with
him a few dayes, vntill thy brothers furie turne away. 16*1
Rurton Anat. Mel m. iv. 1. i. 706 As Plato doth in his

Conuiuio make mention of two distinct furies ; and amongst
our Neotericks, Hercules de Saxonia. .doth expressly treat

of it [religious melancholy] in a distinct Species, a 1683
Sidney Disc. Govt. 1. xix. (1704^ 46 A Poison that would
fill the gentlest Spirits with the most violent Furys. 169a

Dryden Si. Evremont's Ess. 351 He. .fell into such strange

furies, that [etc.], 1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (1705) 159
1 Hypochondria), 'Tis the first Fury that is the most Dan-
gerous and Violent. i7i3SwiKT,etc. Frenzy f. /)c««/iWks.

1755 III. 1. 146 He flung down the book in a terrible fury.

1756 Rurke Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 37 When Alexander
had in his fury inhumanly butchered one of his best friends.

1866 Conington /Eneid XII. 410 Such furies in his bosom
rise. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 118 He could hardly
have addressed them in words more calculated to kindle

their fury.

b. of beasts.

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. in. in. in Thy wild acts denote
The vnreasonable Furie of a beast. x6ix Rible Wisd. vii. 20
The natures of liuing creatures, and the furies ofwilde beasts.

1698 Frykr Ace. E. India a* P. 298 A large Camel raging

with Lust for the Female.. This Fury lasts Forty Days.

17*7 Swift Gulliver 11. vii, Unable to defend himself from
. .the fury of wild beasts. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. {1776)

IV. 288 In such a case, there was no method of appeasing
its fury, but by giving it something to eat.

2. Fierce impetuosity or violence ; esp. warlike

rage, fierceness in conflict, attack, or the like,

•f Rarely, fierce cruelty.

1534 Elyot tr. Isocrates' Doctr. Princes 9 b, Dooe thou
nothyng in furie, sens other men knowe what time and
occasion is meetest for the. 1553 Rrendk Q. Curtius iv.

42 b, Two thousand whome the furye of the slaughter had
lefte on lyue. 1601 R. Johnson A'iugd. <y Commw. (1603)

41 In assaulting of tounes and fortresses, I confesse furie to

be of great moment, \6y>Ibid. 13 If ever your eares heard of

more hellish furies than those which these Princes have put

in execution. 171a Poi-e Sped. No. 408 p 7 'Tis fit the

Fury of the Coursers should not be too great for the

Strength of the Charioteer. 1716 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 155

The Fight continu'd half an Hour with the utmost Fury.

s 7^9 funius Lett. xv. 65 The extremes of alternate indo-

lence or fury, .have governed your whole administration.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. vii, The furies of the Rorder

war. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Rohn)II. 31

To hunt with fury, .all the game that is in nature.

b. Hist. The {Spanish) Fury: the massacre

perpetrated by the Spaniards at Antwerp in Oct.-

Nov. 1576.
1576 Hkton Let. 10 Nov. in Arb. Garner VIII. 166 To

answer and content the Spanish soldiers and others who, in

the Fury, entered our said House. 1855 Motley Rise
Dutch Repub. III. 116 It was called the Spanish Fury, by
which dread name it has been known for ages.

3. transf. of things (e.g. of a tempest, the wind,

a raging malady, etc.).

1585 T. Washington tr. Nic/tolay's Voy. n. xi. 46 b, In
despite of the rayne, wind, and furye of the sea. 1599 R.
Linxhe Anc. Fiction V ij a, Those places which, by the

ardent furie of the sunnes vertue, become drie. 1662 Stii.l-

ingel. Orig. Sacr, 111. iv. § 5 These waters falling down
with so much fury and violence. 1697 Dampier Voy. I.

xiii. 348 Refore the Winds abated of their fury. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India fy P. 235 Had not the late unusuall Rain
something allayed the Fury of the Heats. I7a6 Adv.
Capt. R. Boyle 127 Leaving their naked Rodies expos'd to

the Fury of the Storm. 174a Lond. <y Country Brew. 1.

(ed. 4) 51 For retarding and keeping back any Drink that is

too much heated in working, .it may be broke into several

other Tubs, where, by its shallow Lying, it will be taken

off its Fury. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 217 All his

former complaints rage with more than double fury. 1887

J Ruwen Virg, sEneid 1. 69 Arm with fury the winds.

b. phr. Like fury, furiously, 'like mad', colloq.

1840 Longf. in Life (1891) I. 359 The last eighteen miles
it rained like fury.

4. Inspired frenzy, as of one possessed by a god
or demon; esp. poetic ' rage*. Now rare.

1546 Langley Pol. Vetg. de Invent. 1. xix. 33 b, When
they prophesie in manner of furie, and rauishinge of mynde.
1563 R. Googe Eglogs i- (Arb.l 32 O Cupyde kynge of
fyerye Loue . . with Furye fyll my brayne, That I may able be
to tell, the cause of Louers payne. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie
(Arb.) 72 They are so beloued of the Gods, that whatsoeuer
they write, proceeds of a diuine fury. 1597 Morley Introd.
Mus. 35 This hath been a mightie musicall furie, which
hath caused him to shewe such diuersitie in so small

bounds. 1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iv. 72 A SybilL.In her
Prophetticke furie sow'd the Worke. 1676 Hobbes Iliad
Pref. (1686) 5 The Sublimity of a Poet, which is that Poetical

Fury which the Readers for the most part call for. 1703
Pont Thebais 3 A sacred fury fires My ravish'd breast, and
all the Muse inspires. 1707 Curios, in Itusb. .y Card. 74
All that Enthusiasm or poetick Fury could inspire.

5. One of the avenging deities (L, Purise, Dine f

Gr. 'Epivvts, Ei>/jew'5<s), dread goddesses with

snakes twined in their hair, sent from Tartarus to

avenge wrong and punish crime : in later accounts,

three in number (Tisiphone, Megsera, Alecto).

Hence gen. An avenging or tormenting infernal

spirit.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2252 Philomela, The furies

three with alle hir mortel brond. < 1386 — Knl.'s T. 1826

Out of the ground a furie [v.rr. fyr(e, fir(e] infernal slerle.

From Pluto sent, at requeste of Saturne. itfl^Mirr. Mag.,
Cordila xxiv, Art thou some fury sent? My wofull corps

with paynes to more tormente ? 1596 Spenser /'. Q. IV, i. 26
For she at first was borne of hellish brood And by infernall

furies nourished. 1614 Rp. Hall Recoil. Treat, in Thou
shalt neuer want furies so long as thou hast thy selfe. 1667
Milton P. L. x. 620 Had not the folly of Man Let in

these wastful Furies. 1709 Steele Taller No. 137 r 3
Thunder, Furies, and Damnation ! I'll cut your Ears off.

1737 Whiston yosephus' Hist, vl iii. § 4 Be thou a fury

[orig. '¥.ptvv%] to these seditious varlets. 1838 Arnold
Hist. Rome (1846) I. vii. 106 All prayed that the furies

of her father's blood might visit her with vengeance. 1840
Macaulay Ess.,Clive (1865) II. 104/1 He [Surajah Dowlah]
sat gloomily in his tent, haunted, a Greek poet would have
said, by the furies of those who had cursed him with their

last breath in the Rlack Hole.

b. Used for: One of the three * Fates' or

Parcse.

1637 Milton Lycidas 75 Comes the blind Fury with the

abhorred shears And slits the thin-spun life.

6. transf One who is likened to an infernal

spirit or minister of vengeance; esp. a ferociously

angry or malignant woman.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1498 And of the holy serpent,

and the welie, And of the furies, al she gan him telle.

i 1611 Realm. & Fl, Philaster 11. iv. Come, sir, you put

me to a woman's madness, The glory of a fury. 1611 Rible
2 Mace. vii. 9 Thou like a fury takest vs out of this present

life. 1676 Dryden Aurengz. 11. Wks. 1883 V. 224 Remem-
ber, sir, your fury of a wife. 1687 T. Rrown Saints in

Uproar^ Wks. 1730 I. 73 Here's a termagant fury, St. Ursula
by name. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1. xvi, He flew upon his

murderers like a fury. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man 1. i,

There was the old deaf dowager, as usual, bidding like a
fury against herself. 1843 Macaulay Ess. Mad. D'Arblay
(1865) II. 307/1 The card-table of the old Fury to whom
she was tethered. 1873-4 Dixon 7 wo Queetis IV. xxi. v.

149 When the King's confessor went to Oxford, he was
stoned by female furies in the Market Place.

b. humorously, of things.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xv. 167 Facing the little lobster-

red fury of a stove.

7. attrib. and Comb., as futyforttij rage; fury-
haunted, -moving adjs.

;
futy-like adj. and adv.

+ Also fury fire, app. a technical term for a white

heat.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies 1. iii. ai When the smith and
the glassemender driue theire white and *fury fires (as they

terme them). 1866 Conington AKneidww. 282 There Cati-

line Hangs poised above the infernal deep With *Fury-forms
behind. 1735 Somerville Chase in. 468 So the poor *Fury-
haunted Wretch . . still seems to hear The dying Shrieks.

1600 Fairfax Tasso xvi. lviii, My angrie soule. .*furie like

in snakes and fire brands drest. Shall aie torment thee. 1711

Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 49 Alldream'd that

Herod Fury-like appear'd. a 1748 Thomson Song, Come,
gentle God of soft desire, Come, and possess my happy
breast; Not, fury-like, in flames and fire, In rapture, rage,

and nonsense, drest. 1597 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. xlv, Forth-

with, began these *fury-mouing sounds. 1513 Douglas
sEncis xii. ii. 129 With sykkin *fury rage catchit is he.

tFtrryt v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.] reft.

To drive oneself to fury, become infuriated.

1628 Feltham Resolves 1. x. (1631) 29 As I would not

neglect a suddaine good opportunity ; so I would not fury

my-selfe in the search.

So Txk.ryin.gppl. a., raging, moving with fury.

a 1861 Clough Life <y Duty vii, The wild sea's furying

waters.

Fury, obs. form of Fieky.

Furze (fwz). Forms : 1 fyrs, 4-6 flrse, (5

virse), 4, 6-7 furs(e, 5 ftrrrys, 6 fyrs, 6-7

firr(e)s, firze, (6 fyrae), furres, 7-9 furz, 7-9

dial, fuz, 8 fuzz, 6- furze. Also pi. 4 firsen,

fursyn, 5 fyrsyn, 6 fursen, 6-7, 9 dial, furzen,

(7 -on), 9 dial, fuzzen. See also Fun sb.* [OF.

fyrs str. masc. ; no connexions are known ; the

Gr. vpaaov, Lat. porrum, leek, might be cognate

so far as the form is concerned, but the difference
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of sense is unfavourable to this supposition. The
disyllabic forms fyrrys, fines, etc. seem to have
been apprehended as plural, and a new sing, was
formed from them : see Fur sb.'i]

1. The popular name of Ulex europwus, a spiny
evergreen shrub with yellow flowers, growing
abundantly on waste lands throughout Europe,
Also auao&fWM, whin ; common, great or French
furze, t Sometimes, a bush or piece of this.

<~888 K. Alfred Boeth xxiii, Swa hwa swa wille sawan
westmbcere land atio serest of pa pornas & ba fyrsas. c iooo
Ags. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 324 Kamnus, fyrs. 1362 Lamgl.
P. PI. A. v. 195 All that herde.. weschte that hit weore
i-wipet with a wesp of firsen. 138a Wyclif MicaJi \\\. 4 A
palyure, that is, a sharp bushe, or a thistil or frijse [v. r.

firse]. 1436 Rolls of Parlt. I V. 498 Pasture, Wode, Hetthe,
Virses, and Gorste. 1523 Fitzherb. Surtf. 6b, All the
wode, brome, gorse, fyrs, broken. 1573 Tusser Hush. liii.

(1878) 119 With whinnes or with furzes thy houell renew.
1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 180 Tooth'd briars, sharps firzes,

pricking gosse. m i$a$ B«ETOH Daffodils$ Primr. (Grosart)

23 Forrestes full of furres and brakes. 1647 CoWLBV
Mistress, Discovery ii, The humble Furzes of the Plain.
a 1701 Sedlf.v ^irgtTs Past. Wks. 1722 I. 296 May I to
thee more bitter seem than Rue, More course than Fuz.
1735 Somerville Chase in. 42 Thick with entangling Grass,
or prickly Furze. 1770 GolDHL Des. Vill. 192 With
blossom 'd furze unprofitably gay. 183a Lytton Eugene A.
iv. ii, A broad patch of green heath, covered with furz.

1887 Sir R. H. Rohkkts In the Shires i. 3 The hounds are
making the furze crack and shake in their eager efforts.

b. trans/, and fig.
i6oj Marston Ant. ty Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 60 Oh, to have

a husband . . with a bush of furs on the ridge of his chinne.
1705 Elstob in Hearne Collect. 30 Nov. (0. H. S.) I. 107
Prom Fuzz and Bramble to the downy beard He whisk'd
them off.

2. In popular names of other plants, as Swarf
furze {Ulex nanus) ; Ground furze, the Rest-
harrow {Ononis arvensis) ; Needle furze ^Genista
anglica).

1578 Lvte Dodoens vi. x. 669 This herbe is called.. in
Englishe Rest Harrow, Cammocke, Whyn, Pety Whyn, or
ground Furze. t6$o Phytologta Brit.^$ Genistettai. .Needle
Furze or Petty Whin. Ibid., Creeping Dwarfe Furze or
Whins. 1738 C. Deering Catal. Stir/. 89 Needle Furze.

3. attrib. and Comb.
a. chiefly attributive, asfurze-bed, -brake, -cover,

-croft, -cutter, -down, -faggot, -flower, -hill, -lea,

-top, -toppings (pi.)
; furze-clad adj.

1644. Vicars Jehovah-Jireh 133 His *Furze-bed was the
best bed that ever he lay on. 1711 Budcell S/ect. No. 11G
f 5, I saw a Hare pop out from a small * Furze-brake. 1807
Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 38 The higher sides of the
hills . . are advantageously appropriated for furze-brakes.
I79S l8l4 Wokdsw. Excurs. vui. 370 Upon the skirts Of
*furze-clad commons. 1795 Genii. Mag. June 462 The
custom of setting fire to the *furze-covers on midsummer-
day. 1857 Kingslky Two V. Ago I. 63 A green down
stretches up to bright yellow *furze-crofts far aloft. 1882
Ouida Maremma I. 45 Here and there a *furze cutter.
1865 Kingsley/Y^?v«\ I. v. 157 Flat and open "furze-downs.
< 1555 in Strype Cranmer 392 One load of *Furs-Fagots.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 3^5 Laying at the bottom . . a range
of furse-faggots. 1793 Coleridge Songs 0/ Pixies ii. We
sip the *furze flowers* fragrant dews. 1800 Hl'rdis Fav.
Viitage 174 How elegant yon *furze-hill clothed in gold.

1794 Act Inclosing S, Kelsey 1 *Furze Leas, and Waste
Grounds. 1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlamis (1866) 126 The
action of which effectually bruizes the *Furze-tops intended
for Fodder. 1865 Kingsley Herew. II. xx. 347 Who was
often glad enough . . to rob his own ponies of their *furze-
toppings and boil them down for want of kale.

b. esp. infurze-bush, also (pbs. and. dial.) furzen
bush.
1530 Palsgh. 220/2 Fyrsbusshe, jovmarin. 1600 Heywood

1st PL Edw. IV, n. ii, So many men in the moon, And
every one a furzen bush in his mouth. 1644 Vicars Jehoi'ah-
Jireh 133 Many other young Gentlemen, .lay all that night
. .upon Furze-bushes on the ground. 1668 J. White Rich
Cab. led. 4) 51 If you will graft a white rose upon a Broom-
stalk, or on a furzon bush. 1738 C. Deering Catal. Stir/.
89 Genista spinosa minor . . The lesser Furze Bush. 1882
Black Shatuion Bells xxiii, Miss Patience asked me if I

had combed it [my hair] with a furze-bush.

4. Special comb. : + furze cat, a name given to

the hare ; furze-huck dial., a heap or stack of
furze ; furze-owl, a cockchafer ; furze-pig, the
hedgehog.
a 1325 Names of Hare \\\ Ret. Ant. I. 133 The *furse-

cat. 1869 Blackmore Lama D. xiii, The *furze-hucks of
the summer-time, were all out of shape in the twist of it.

1847-78 Halliwell. * Furze-oivl, a cockchafer. Somerset.
1865 Cornh. Mag. July 40 As in Gloucestershire, "'furse*
pig ' for hedgehog.

b. In popular names of various birds, as furze-
chat, the whinchat {Pratincola rubetra); furze-
chirper, -chucker, the mountain finch or bram-
bling {Fringilla montifringilld) ; furze-hacker
furze-chat ; furze {dial, ftw-) kite (see quots.)

;

furze-lark, the tit-lark {Anthuspratensis) ; furze-
wren M FURZELING.
^ 1839-43 Yarrei.l Hist. Birds I. 249 The Whinchat, or
"Furzecnat. 1847-78 Halliwell, * Furze-ehir/er, the
mountain finch. It is also called the *furze-chucker. 1862

J. R. Wise New Forest (1863) 270 The whinchat, known.

.

from its cry, as the ' *furze hacker \ 1635 BrathwaitA read.
Princesse iyj Where choughs and *fuskites built their
nest. 1880 W. Cornw. Gloss., Fuz'-kite, the ring-tailed
kite. 1886 Elworthv W. Somerset Word-bi., Vuz-kite,
a kestrel, a 1854 Clake MS. Poems in Miss Baker North-

ants. Gloss., I wept to see the hawk severe Murder the
*furze-lark whistling nigh. 1839-43 Yarkell Hist. Birds
I. 313 The v Furze Wren.
Hence Furzed a. [-KD '-], made or covered with

furze. Also Furzeling- [-ling], the Dartfoid
Warbler {Melizophilus uudalus).
1855 Ogilvie Supp., Furzeling, Furze-wren, Meltzo/hilus

/rovinciai/s. 1873 Daily JVeJVS 21 May 5/5 There are a
ditch, a bank with a drop, a kind of furzed fence, and a low
wall of turf and stones. 1885 W. Ai.lingham Fhnver Pieces
(,1887) 14 Harbours the wren, the furzeling, and the coney.

Furzery (fy-jzeri;. [f. Furze sb. + -eky.] A
mass of furze, furze collectively.

1866 Blacemohe Cradock Nawellx, A heavy-browed crest

of furzery.

Furzy {{D'in),a. Also 7 fursy. [f. Furze sb.

+ -Y 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to furze ; composed of furze
;

covered or overgrown with furze.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. /'tut. u. iv, No furzy tuft.,
shall harbour Wolfe. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 344 Their
broomy. gorsy or fursy, hot sandy land. 1781 P. BecKFORD
Hunting (1802) 249 Where the cover is thick . . particularly
if it be furzy. 1845 TalFOUBD Vac. Rambles (1847) I. 127
We crossed an angle of furzy common. 1869 Blackmore
Lorna D. xli, All things had. .a kind of furzy colour.

2. Fuzzy, fluffy.

1719 H. BarHAM in Phil. Trans. XXX. 1037 When the
loose furzy Substance is taken off. i860 Senior J'rav. <y

'Trout in Autif>. 127 The uld fellow is very furzy in the
matter of hair.

b. Fuzzy, indistinct, blurred.
1825 Moore Sheridan 664 Those painters, who endeavour

to disguise their ignorance of anatomy by an indistinct and
furzy outline.

Fus, var. of Fou.s a. Obs., eager, ready.

|| Fusain (fwzaen). A charcoal crayon made
of the wood of the Spindle Tree (F. fusain)

;

also attrib., as infusain drawing, b. A drawing
executed with this.

1870 Fug. Meek. 11 Mar. 638/3 Fontanesi, of Geneva, is well
known for his fusain drawings. I have seen some admirable
drawings in fusain (charcoal). 1884 Gd. Words Feb. 91/1
Good as Lalanne's etchings are, his fusains are better.

Fusarole (fi/7-zarJ"l). Arch. Also 7 fuserole,

9 fusurole. [a. Y.fusarolle, ad. Jt.fusaruola,
laterfusajuola, alteration o(fusaruo/o {fusajuolo)
spindle-whorl, f. L.fusus spindle.] (See quots.)
1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's AreAit. 128 A smaller Bracelet

again which incircles the Capital under the Voluta in the
Composita, taken for the Fuserole. 1704 in Harris lev.
Techn. [17x5 Lkoni Palladio"s Archit. 'I742) I. 23 The
Composite Order has. .the Voluta, Ovolo, and Fusarolo, or
Fuse, which are Members of the lonick Capitel.J 185a/'.
Nicholson's Diet. Archit., Fusurole, Fusarole. 1859 Gwilt
Archit. Gloss., Fusarole, a member whose section is that of
a semicircle carved into beads. It is generally placed under
the echinus, or quarter round of columns in the Doric,
Ionic, and Corinthian orders.

Fusate (fiw-s^t), a. rare- , [f. L. fus-us
spindle + -ate.] = Fusiform.
1889 in Century Diet.

Fusball, obs. form of Fuzzball.

Fu'sby. ? Obs. [? = FUBSY.] A contemptuous
designation applied to women. Also attrib.

1719 D'Urfky Pills V. 108 With that the Flat-capt Fusby
smiled. 1845 Punch 29 Nov. 240 A fusby woman who has
indulged in the vulgar weakness of giving her children fine

names.

Fuse : see Fusk a.

i Fusca'tion. Obs.-° [agent-n. f. h.fuscdre
to darken, f. fuscus dark, dusky : see -ation.]

'A darkening; obscurity; obfuscation
7

(W.).
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fuscatiou, a darkning or

clouding. 1727 in Bailey, vol. II. 1755 in Johnson.
Fuscescent (£me*s£nt), a. rare- 1

, [f. L.

fusc-us (see Fuscous) + -escent.] Passing into

a dark or dusky hue ; brownish ; approaching to
darkish brown in colour' (Syd, Soc. Lex. 1885).
1881 Johnson in Jml. Bot. No. 220. 113 Their colour is

fuscescent.

Fuscill (fo'sin). Chem. Also -ine. [f. L.fusc-us
(see F'uscous) + -in.] ' A brown substance obtained
by Unverdorben from the animal oil of Dippel
after exposure to the air' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885),
1864 Webster, Fuscine.

t Fuscite (fzrsait). A/in. [f. L. fuscus (see
Fuscous) + -ite.] Obs. synonym of Wernerite.
1808 T. Allan Al/habet. List 32 Fuscite. .a mineral from

Arendal resembling the Pinite.

t Fu'SCity. Obs-* [ad. late L. fuscitds, f.

fuscus: see Fuscous.] ' Darkness, dimness *

(Bailey, vol. II. 1727).

Fusco- {(vsko), used as combining form of L.
fuscus 'dusky', in certain adjs., as fusco-ferru-
ginous, dull rust-coloured ; fnsco-piceous, dull

reddish-black ; fusco-testaceous, dull reddish-
brown.
1847 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 237

Antenna; black, fuscopiceous at the apex. Ibid. 244
Elytra.. with nearly parallel sides, flat, black, or fusco-
testaceous.

FUSCOUS (fr-skat), a. [f. I., fuscus dark, dusky
+ -ous.] Of a dark or sombre hue; dusky,
swarthy. (Chiefly Nat. Hist:)
166a Ray /tin. in Kent. (1760) 247 The 5 or 6 first Feathers

of the Wing above of a dark or fuscous Colour, near Black.
1671 J. Webster Metallogr. xvi. 235 A fuscous or darkish
redness. 1756 BuRKE Siibl. ,y B. II, xvi. Sad and fuscous
colours, as black, or brown, or deep purple. 1826 Kirhy &
Si'. Entomol. IV. 282 Fuscous, a dull brown. 1828 Stark
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 210 Back fuscous brown, with four
Hues of white spots. 1848 J. Gould Birds Austral Descr.
pi. 44 Ptilotis fnsea, Fuscous Honey-eater. 1853 Db
Quincey Wks. (1862) XIV. 390 The other sad, fuscous,
begrimed with the snuff of ages. 1870 Wookkv. Stud. Flora
57 Seeds fuscous acutely tubercled.

fig- i855 D« Quincev Lett. 31 July in H. A. Page Life
(1877) II. xviii. iuo Some oonfused remembrance I had that
we were or ought to be in a relation of hostility, though why
I could ground upon none but fuscous and cloudy reasons.

tFuse, sbS Obs. rare. [perh. ad. OF. Jutes,
pi. of fuie :—L. fuga flight.] The track of an
animal. Also _/?£".

1611 Cotgr., Foulee, thti Slot of a Slag, the Fuse ofa Bucke.
a 1670 Hacket Ab/. Williams 1. (1692) 14 There wants
a Scholar like a Hound of a sure Nose, that would not miss
a true Scent . .to trace those old Bishops in their fuse.

Fuse, fuze (fi«z), sb.% Also 8 feuae. [ad.

It. fuso {:~h.fusus) spindle, hence applied to the

spindle-shaped tube originally used as a ' fuse' for

a bomb, etc. CC FUSXE - 3.]

1. A tube, casing, cord, etc., filled or saturated

with combustible material, by means of which
a military shell, the blast of a mine, etc. is ignited

and exploded.
1644 Nve Gunnery (1670) 63 Every Ball hath a hole, lefi to

put in a Fuse or piece of wood just like a Faucet for a spigot
. .made taper. 169a ( a/t. Smith s Seamati's Gram. ii. xxxi.

145 It is far more certain to fire a Morter-piece with Fuses
then with Match. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789'
Cciv, The fuse.. is generally a conical tube, funned of
beech, willow, or some dry wood, and filled with a composition
of sulphur, salt petre, and mealed powder. 1863 Kini.i \kk
Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 240 The other was the man standing
by with a lighted match and determined to touch the fuse.

1869 R. B. Smyth Goldf. I'ictoria 612 Fuse, Fuze, a small
cylindrical cord filled with powder or other combustible
matter used for igniting the powder in a bore-hole. 1879
FlFE-CooKSOM Armies 0/ Balkans ii. 25 The shrapnel..
did execution around us, the time fuzes acting well.

b. Prepared material of which fuses may be
made by cutting it into lengths.

1767 H. Brooke Fool 0/ Quality (1792) II. x. 86 Having
bound some feuze round .. the extremity of each of their
tails. 1884 [see quot. totfuse-bag in 2].

2. attrib. and Comb., as fuse-bag, -composition,

-hole. Also fuse-cutter, -extractor, -gauge,
-saw, -setter, -tape (set* quots.).

1884 Mil. Engin. I. 11. 109 Each ''fuze bag to contain eight
pieces of Bickford fu/e. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 49,
I therefore venture to suggest the possibility of the "fuse
composition becoming altered in its properties, by the action
of time and moisture. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 920/2
* Fuse-cutter, an implement for gaging time-fuses to the
desired seconds and fractions. .The cutter for paper fuses

for rifled guns.. is more usually called a fuse-gage. It is

a block ofwood with a graduated brass gage let into one side,

and having a hinged knife, .by which the fuse, .is cut off so
as to burn any required length of time. Ibid. 930/1

* Fuse-
extractor, this implement is designed for extracting fuses

from shells. 1874 * Fuse-gage \wtfuse-cutter\, 1692 Ca/t.
Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11. xxxi. 146 Try your Shells, by
putting in a little Powder, and firing it, immediately stopping
the ^Fuse-hole with Clay. 1858 Greener Gunnery 8j
A light cast-iron hollow hall, with a (w^ hole. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 930/2

* Fuse-saw, a tenon-saw used by
artillery-men. Ibid., *Fuse-setter, an implement for driving
home wooden fuses. Ibid., *Fuse-ta/e, a flat form of fuse,

coated externally with pitch or tar.

t Fuse, fuze, sb$ Obs. rare, [alteration of
Fusee, assimilated to prec] = Fusee- 2. Also
fuse-wheel.

1674 Petty Disc. Du/l. Proportion 119 In the Fuze of
a Watch, the greatest Strength of the Spring is made to work
upon the shortest Vectis. 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra II. vi.

§ 86. 61 Thinking Men considered how it [a clock] might
be made portable, .and so.. put the Spring and Fuse-wheel,
which make a Watch.

t Fuse, ^. 4 Obs. rare~ l
. =Fusaiiole.

1715 [see Fusarole].

t Fuse, a. Obs. rare-', [ad. L. fus-us lit.

* poured out', pa. pple. offundere to pour.] = Dif-
fuse.
1724 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 160 His style is fuse, and

reasonings, .pretty magisterial.

t Fuse, z>. 1 Obs. Forms: I fysan. 3 fusen (u) t

Also 3 fouse (see under Fous a.). [OE. fysan, f.

fus Fous a. (Not identical with Feeze.)]

1. intr. To hasten, set out hastily. Also reji.

a 1000 CxdmotCs Gen. 2860 (GO He - . sona origann fysan
to fore, a 1000 Amireas 1698 (Gr.) He . . Ongan nine ba

^''san & to flote xyrwan. . 1105 Lav. 1865 ForS com
orineus& fusdehine sulfne. Ibid. 13534 Allewe mote fusen.

2. trans. To forward or send forth speedily ; to

dispatch.
a 1000 Byrhtnoth 269 iGr.) He fysde for5 flan genehe.

(iooo Lamb. Ps. Ii. 7 (Hosw.) He fysb &e of jetelde. c 1205
Lay. 1511 Brutus 110m al his 3unge folc & hem to scipe fusede.

Fuse (n«z), v.'1 [f. I,, fits- ppl. stem oifundere
to pour, melt, FOTOTD v.~\

1. trans. To make fluid by means of intense heat

;

to liquefy, melt. Also with apart, together.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Fuse, to melt as
metals. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 321 If it be still exposed
to heat, it.. becomes fused into a transparent glass. 1816

J. Smith Panorama Sc.ty Art 11. 756 As soon as the colours
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are fused, the intensity of the fire should be abated. 1863
Tyndai.l Heat xiv. § 113 A quantity of silver which had
been fused in a ladle was allowed to solidify. 1866 Living-
stone Last Jrnls. (1873) I. iv. 85 The strata fused together
by heat. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 11. i. 58 As by fierce

heat, the chains be fused apart.
absol. 1831 Eraser's Mag. III. T34 The volcanic fire that

smoulders and fuses in secret. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ.
IV. 359/2 Collect the crystals, dry, and fuse.

b. Of a flux : To facilitate the fusion of.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 6 They [fluxes] fuse
lime without effervescence. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I.

378 Ammoniaca! phosphate of soda fuses this matterperfectly.

C. fig. Often with the sense : To blend inti-

mately, amalgamate, unite into one whole, as by
melting together.

1817 Colkridgk Biog. Lit. 149 He diffuses a tone and
spirit of unity, that blends, and tas it were) fuses, each into
each. 1851 Robertson Serm. Ser. m. xi. 136 The threat of
foreign invasion had fused down and broken the edges of
conflict and variance. 1857 H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets iv.

136 Fused by the heat of poetic genius and poured out in

one glowing and glittering flood, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1.

xxii. 159 To fuse myself amongst them as if I had been an
old acquaintance. 1867 Goliw. Smith Three Eng. .States-

men (1882) 12 The Scotch nation, nobles and commons,
ministers and people, wonderfully fused together by fiery

enthusiasm, poured like a lava torrent on the aggressor.
1869 Farkar Earn. .V/^c/mv. (1873) 121 A Chinese grammar
cannot . . be fused into the moulds of our Aryan logic.

d. transf To liquefy, attenuate, thin (the blood\
1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (iju) in They fuze and divide

[the Blood] and break its Globules. 1733 Ciievne Eng.
Malady 11. iv. § 4 (1734) 147 Purgatives are either .. to
cleanse the Primx \

''/>, or to fuse and thin the Blood. 1822--

34 [see Fused///, a.}.

2. intr. To become fluid or liquefied with heat;

to melt.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chew, I. 167 A mixture of these three

substances fuses much easier. 1838 T. Thomson Chem.
Org. Bodies 16 The crystals, .fuse into a liquid. 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. III. 74 They were to fret and chafe till

the dust was beaten off, and the grains of gold could meet
and fuse. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic
§ 1500. 678 By hard solder is meant one that only fuses at
a high temperature.

b./g.
1840 Dickens Barn. Budge xxxvit, Eyes so small and near

together, that his broken nose alone seemed to prevent their

meeting and fusing into one of the usual size. 1873 Dixon
Two Queens I. 111. iii. 131 These passions fused and centred
in one radiant point.

3. Anat. Of contiguous vessels, bones, etc. : To
coalesce.

1870 Rollestom A nim. Life Introd. 56 There are two
systemic aorta: which either fuse, or anastomose. 1872
Mivart Elem. Aunt. 39 In Tortoises all the trunk vertebrae
are fused. 1878 Hell Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 456 In the
Atiura these fuse together on either side to form a fronto-

parietal.

Hence Fu*sing///. a.

18x7 Coleridge Biog. Lit. II. xxii. 171 The blinding, fusing
power of Imagination and Passion. 1873 SYMONDS Grk.
Poets 1. 10 The fire of moulding, fusing and controlling genius.

Fuse, faze (fi«z), v. A [f. Fuse sb.2] trans.

To furnish with a fuse.

1802 Wellington Jrnl. 30 Nov. in Gurw. Dcsp. I. 382
Ordering.. 2500 four and half inch shells, 600 to l>c filled,

fused, etc. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 396 Slate is

extracted, .by making perforations between its beds, into
which gunpowder is placed and fused. 1869 Daily News
3 July, The projectiles can be fuzed and adjusted.

Hence Fused/// a., Fusing vbl. sb.

1869 Daily News 3 July, The Horse Artillery . . obtained
265 impressions with the Shrapnel! ; 323 with the segment,
double fuzed. 1884 Mil. Engin. I. 11. 104 Each man will

throw four fuzed grenades across the ditch. 1895 Daily
News 23 July 6/1 They failed in one important point—the
correct fuzing of the shells.

Fused (fi««l), ///. a. [f. Fuse z/.- + -ED 1
.]

Liquefied by heat, melted.
1699 Salmon Pharm. Bateana (1713) 144/1 Fi"e cleanly

powder'd fus'd Salt, a 1763 Hvrom Verses intended to have
been Spoken v. loThe Forge wherein his fused Metals flow'd.

1837 Brewster Magnet. 135 He used a cylindrical needle of
fused steel. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 213 The fused rocks in

the depths of the earth which are vomited forth by volcanoes.

Jig. 1855 H. Spencer Pn'nc. Psychol. 1 1870) I. n. ii. 178
The fused set of sounds we call a word. 1876 Duusk
Grimm's L. § 30. 63 If the dialects, .again become com*
pletely fused.

b. Of the blood : Attenuated, thin.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 372 How are we to

account for that crude, fused, or dissolved state of the blood?

Fusee, fuzee l (fi*/zr)- Obs. exc. Hist. [a. F.

fusil (pronounced liizt) : see FusiiA] A light

musket or firelock.

1661 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. App. 430 Horsemen well

appointed with, .carabines, musquetoons, or fuzees. 1705
S. Sewall Diary 26 Mar. 11870) II. 127 A souldier from
Deerfield accompanied us with his Fusee. 1760 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 82/1 A handsome double barrel I'd fuzee valued at

twelve or fifteen guineas, a 1813 A. Wilson foresters Poet.

Wks. (1846) 211 His light fuzee across his shoulder thrown.

+ b. One who is armed with a fusee; a fusilier.

1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 29 That brave Gallant number
of Fusees were squandred all to peices, knockt o' the head,
or starved.

Fusee, fuzee 2 (fiwzr). Also 7 fus(s)ie,

fusey, phusee, 8 fusy. [a. F. fuse'e, primarily,

spindleful of tow (:—med.L. fusata, f. L. fiisus

spindle) ; hence used for spindle, and in senses 2-4
below. Sense 5 is an Eng. development from 3.]
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+ 1. A spindle-shaped figure : = Fusil 1 i. Obs.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 105 The Fuzie or

spindle, called Romboides.

2. A conical pulley or wheel, esp. the wheel of

a watch or clock upon which the chain is wound
and by which the power of the mainspring is

equalized.
1622 in Naworth Househ. Bks. 199 Making a fussie to

my Lords cloke. 1658 S. Crooke Div. Char. 1. ix. 82 This
is the first wheele, yea, the Phusee. the inward spring that
moves his watch so swiftly. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
1. ii. 50 In the Watch.. the reason of the motion of the
Ballance is by the motion of the next Wheel, and that by
the motion of the next, and that by the motion of the Fusee.

1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5155/4 A Gold Watch . . going with a
Spring, without Fusey, Chain or String. < 1790 Imison
Sch. Art II. 284 From the fusy to the balance the wheels
drive the pinions. 1824 K. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine
146 Chains acting on a spiral in the manner of a fusee. 1827
Faraday Chem. Manip. iv. 112 The mouth at this time
represents the going fuzee of a chronometer. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch <y Ctockm. 108 In modern watches and
clocks the fusee is furnished with maintaining power to
drive the train while the fusee is being turned backwards
during the process of winding.

3. -Fu8l sb.- I.

1704 Loni. Gaz. No. 4062/7 The Enemy .. set Fire to
great quantities of Powder, with Intent to spring their

Mines; which.. was prevented from taking Effect, by cut-
ting off the Fusees. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789),
Secret d"uu brulot, that part of the train of a fire-ship

where the match or fusee is laid. 1809 Naval Chron. XXII.
287 Cones, containing. . 12 lbs. ofpowder, to burst by fuzees.

1858 GREENED Gunnery 139 The aperture [of the shell] is

securely screwed up ; fusees not being necessary in this

arrangement.

4. Farriery. An exostosis upon one of the cannon-
bones.
1720 Gibson Farrier** Guide n, Ixxviii. (1738) 233 Some-

times a double Splent is formed which is called by the
French a Fuzee. 1727 Bailey, vol. II, E'uzee [in Horses]
two dangerous Splents, joining above and downwards. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Commonly a fuzee rises to the
knee and lames the horse. Fuzees differ from screws or
thorough splents in this, that the latter are placed on the
two opposite sides of the leg.

F Some modern Diets., by an obvious misapprehension,
define it as 'a kind of splint applied to the legs of horses'.

5. A kind of match with a large head of com-
bustible material tipped with brimstone for ignition

by friction ; a lucifer, vesuvian.
1832 Specif. Jones' Patent No. 6333. 2, Fuzees for the

purpose of lighting cigars, pipes, etc. 1851 Mayhf.w Lond.
Labour I. 433 The 'fuzees , as I most frequently heard
them called. .are chiefly German made. 1888 Rider Hag-
gard Col. Quaritch xxiv, It was one of those flaming
fusees, and burnt with a blue light.

6. attrib. and Comb., as fusee-maker, -wheel.

Also fusee-engine, -machine, a machine for

cutting fusees for watches ; fusee-piece, -sink,

-snail, -windlass (see quots.).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Eusee-engine, a clock-

maker's machine for cutting and shaping fusees. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 930/1 *E'usee-machine, a machine
for cutting the snail-shaped or spirally grooved wheel on
which the chains of certain descriptions of watches are

wound. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * E'nzee-malcer, a
manufacturer of parts of watch-work. 1884 F.J. Britten
Watch «r Clockm. no * Fusee Piece .. the circular plug
screwed to the top plate in which the upper pivot of the

fusee works. Ibid., * Fusee Sink .. the sink cut in the top
plate of a watch to give space for the fusee. Ibid. 247 The
'fusee snail, a projecting nose on the end of the fusee.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 303 (art. Horology) The spring.,

gives motion to the fusee, and with it the *fusee-wheel and
the rest of the train. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 930/1

*Eusee-windlass, a pump-windlass with a conical barrel.

Fusel (fi/rzel). [a. Ger. fusel bad brandy or

other spirits ; formerly applied in LG. dialects also

to bad tobacco. Cf. Ger. fuseln to bungle (see

Foozle).] attrib. in Fusel oil, a term for a mix-

ture of several homologous alcohols, chiefly aniylic

alcohol, and especially applied to this when in its

crude form* {Sytl. Soc. Lex. 1885).

1850 Dauheny Atom. Tk. vii. (ed. 2) 227 Being abun-
dantly obtained during the distillation of potatoes . . the

name of oil of potato spirit, or fusel oil, has been assigned

to it. 1859 All Year Round No. 32. 128 Fusel oil. .makes
oil of pear, used in perfumery and the so-called 'jargonelle

pear drops'. 1868 Q. Rev. No. 248. 350 A peculiarly ftetid

oil, termed 'fusel' oil, is formed in making brandy and
whisky.

Fushionless : see Foi son less.

Fusht (fyft), intr, [Sc. dial, pronunciation of

Whisht.] Hush

!

18x6 Scott Antio. xxvii, ' Fusht, fusht,' said Francie.

Fusibility (fiwzibi'lTti). [ad. F. fusibilite',

f. fusible-, see next.] The quality of being fusible.

1634 Wotton Archil. (1672) 20 Observing in that Material

..a Fusibility. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 3 Metals.,
lose their metallic splendor, fusibility, ductility and other

properties. 1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II.

433 Its fusibility is proportionate to the amount of the

magnesian salt present. 1880 W. C. Roberts Introd.

Metallurgy 29 Carbon, it is well known, gives to iron

fusibility.

Fusible (fi«-zib'l),fl. Also 7 fusable. [a. F.

fusible, ad. mod.L. *fusibi/is, f. L.fiis-, ppl. stem

oifundere to pour, melt, Fuse.] Capable of being

fused or melted. Fusible metal (see quot. 1853).

Fusible plug (see quot. 1874).

FUSILE.

I
_
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 303 Also of hir

induration, Oiles, ablucions, and metal fusible To tellen al,
wolde passen any bible. 1605 Timme Quersit. 11. i. 104
Salt is fusible. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. in. 203 Sand ..

becoming fusable with the heate of the fornace. 1685 Boylk
Effects of Mot. iv. 36 The burning fluid, .may be made, .to

;

melt.. the more fusible metals. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.
O j b, That called Potter's Ore .. is so frim and fusible that
[etc.]. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 297 These mixtures
are more fusible than either of their constituents. 1844-57

1 G. Bird Urin. Deposits {ed. 5) 472 The most contorted and
irregularly figured calculus is the triple or fusible. 1853
Uhe Diet. Arts I. 46 The fusible metal consisting of 8 parts

.
of bismuth, 5 of lead, and 3 of tin.. melts at the heat of

1 boiling water or 212 Fahr. though the melting point
deduced from the mean of its components should be 514 .

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., E'usible plug, one placed in the
skin of a steam-boiler, so as to be melted and allow the
discharge of the contents when a dangerous heat is reached.
1884 Manch. Exam. 1 Dec. 5/4 The explosion . . was partly
due. .to a defective fusible plug.

Hence Fu'sibleness, the quality of being fusible.

1684 Boyi.e Porousn. Anim. $ Solid Bod. viii. 130 He had
reduced . . real Gold, to that degree of Fusibleness and
subtlety, that .. the finer part of the Metal would sweat
through his Glasses.

fFusie, var. of Fowsie. Obs.
1617 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) IV. 536/2 Ditches and fusies.

Fusiform (fijS*zif£im), a. [f. \,.fus-tts spindle

+ -(i)fobm. Cf. Y. fusiforme.] Spindle-shaped;
tapering from the middle towards each end ; esp.

in Bot., Entom. and Zool.

1746 Da Costa in Phil. 'Trans. XLIV. 404 The cylindric,
fusiform, and other Belemnites, of which the two Ends or
Extremes terminate pointed. 1805 J. Gai.pine Brit. Bot.
(1806) 311 Root caulescent, fusiform. 1826 Kikhy & Sl\

!
EntomoL (1828) IV. xxxvii. 14 The great ganglion of the
rhinoceros-beetle is fusiform. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst.
Bot. 154 Seeds indefinite, very minute, fusiform. 1854

.
Woodward Mollnsca (1856) 108 Shell fusiform, elongated.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. ii. 79 Each of these elon-
gates, and surrounds itself with a delicate, fusiform, silicious

j

case. 1881 Geikie in Nature XXV. 2 A genus of Pala:o-
niscid fishes, possessing a fusiform body. 1887 Scribner"s
Mag. I. 427/2 This torpedo. .is fusiform, or cigar-shaped.

Fusil 1 ;fi«"zil). Her. Forms: 5-6 fusille, 7
fusile, -11, 7- fusil, [ad. OF.fu(i)sel (F.fuseau)
:—popular L. *fusell-us, dim. vffiisus spindle.

The mod. Fr. heraldic term is fuse'e', but the adj. fuselt 1
,

= Fusilly, seems to show that fusel was formerly used in

this sense.]

A bearing in the form of an elongated lozenge;

understood to have been originally a representation

of a spindle covered with tow.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. E ij a, It is calde fusillit for it

I

is made all of fustllis. 157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 34 b,

!
Fusilles, whiche are so termed, for that they be made like

Spindles. 1603 Segar Hon. Mil. <y Cm. 11. xiv. 79 Em-
I

brodered round about with a border of flames, fusils and
j

fleeces. 1653 A. Ross \\a\-afft*ia (1658) 351 The great
Collar was made of double Fusiles enterwoven with Stones

!
and Flints, sparkling flames of fire. 1765-87 in Porny Her.

\

Gloss. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I. s.v., The fusil nearly

I

resembles the lozenge in shape, but is longer.

Comb, i860 I. Hewitt Anc. Arm. II. 235 Fusil-shaped

!
spikes [of a Rowel-spur].

Hence + Puailled ppl. a. (see quot. i486 above).

Fusil- ;fi«*zil). Also 6 fusill, 8-9 fuzil ; and
see Fusee 1

, [a. F.fusil (OY.fuisil) = \X.focile

:—late L. *foci/e, {.focus hearth (in pop, Lat. lire).]

T 1. A fire steel for a tinder-box. Obs.

1580 Hollybanu Treas. Er. Tong, Vn Eusil
y a Fusill to

strike fire in a tinder boxe.

2. A light musket or firelock.

1680 Eng. Milit. Piscipl. 1. 20 The Mousqueton is not so

long as the Fusil or Fire-Lock. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No.
1684/1 Six Men of the tallest Stature, with long Fusils.

17x0 De Foe Crusoe 1. xx, We were . . armed with a fusil.

.

each man. i76a-7i H. Walpole I'ertue's Anecd. Paint.

(1786) V. 137 The dew. .had made his fusil rusty, and . . he
was scraping and cleaning it. 1847 Infantry Alan. (1854)

28 Seize the fusil with the left hand. 1876 Bancroi-t Hist.

U. S. IV. xxxii. 555 The sentry snapped a fusil at him.

Fusile (fi;7'zil), a. Also 7-9 fusil, [ad. L.

fusil-is, (.pus- ppl. stem of fundere to pour: see

Found v.'-K Fuse v.% and -ilk.]

1. Capable of being melted. Now rare.

1605 Timme Quersit. 11. i. 105 Metall is nothing else but

a certaine fusil salt. 1660 R. Coke Pcnver ty Subj. 162 We
teach, that every Cup in which the Eucharist is consecrated

be Fusil. 1758 A. Rf.id tr. Macquer's Chem. I. 358 Mix
with this powder.. one part of fusile glass

;
1875 Jowett

Plato (ed. 2) III. 641 Water, again, admits in the first

place of a division into two kinds; the one liquid and the

other fusile.

2. Running or flowing by the force of heat

;

made liquid by heat. Now rare.

a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840"! 220 Metal may be soft, and
vet not fusile. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xii. (1647) 59
The glassie sand . . could not be made fusile till it was
brought hither. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 70 A fusil sea

That in his furnace bubbles sunny red. 1715 Pope Odyss.

vi. 278 And o'er the silver pours the fusil gold.

fig- 1839 Blackw. Mag. XLV. 461 The fusile capacity of

a language for running into ready coalitions of polysyllables

aids this tendency.

3. Formed by melting or casting.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxxvi. (1495^ 5^4
Bras that is wroughte wyth hamour is callid Regular, and
bras that oonly is meltyd hyghte Fusile. 1667 Milton
P. L. xi. 573 He formd First, his own Tooles ; then, what
might else be wrought Fusil or grav'n in mettle. 1796



FUSILIER.

Morse Atttcr. Geog. II. 490 The fusile or moveable types
were undoubtedly Dutch or German inventions. 1837
Whittock, etc. Bk. 'Praties (1842) 386 To Peter Schoeffer
belonged the honor of inventing 'fusil' types.

Jig. 1624 DonneLXXXSerm. xlvi. 1 1640) 460 S. Paul was
borne a man, an Apostle, not carved out, as the rest, in

time ; but a fusile Apostle, an Apostle powred out, and
cast in a Mold.

Fusilier (fi/7zill->u). Forms: 7-8 fuzil(l)eer,

(7fuseleer,phusilier),S-9fusileer,(Sfuzeleer),
7- fusilier, [a. F. fusilier, f. fusil Fusil 2.]

Originally, a soldier armed with a fusil (see Fusil ^

2). In the British army, the designation of 'Fusi-

liers' is still retained by certain regiments (at

present ten) which are distinguished from the other
regiments of the line only by wearing a kind of
busby and by some small peculiarities of costume.
1680 Eng. Milit. Discipl. iv. 132 The Fusiliers have for

Arms the Sword, the Bayonet, and Fusil or Fire-lock. 1686
Lottd. Gas. No. 2135/1 His Majesties Company of Fuse-
leers of this City, Commanded by Captain Graham. 1753
Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vn. xciii. 429 Some of the fuzileers,
who are smaller bodied men, have their arms proportioned.
18x3 Examiner 26 Apr. 272/2 Lieut. Brownson, of his
Majesty's 23d Regiment Royal Welch Fusileers. 1858
J. B. Norton Topics 128 Her [Madras] illustrious Fusiliers
. .have been dispatched bodily to Calcutta.
attrib. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet, s.v., All officers be-

longing to fusileer corps have two epaulettes. 1868 Regul.
<*• Ord. Army r 854 All grenadier and fusilier Regiments
are . . to march to the tune of the British Grenadiers.

Fusillade {fiiezile^d), sb. Also 9 fusilade.
[a. F.fusillade, f.fusilier to shoot, t fusil Fusil 2.]

A simultaneous discharge of fire-arms; a wholesale
execution by this means.
1801 Times in Spirit Pud/. Jrnls. (1802) V. 53 From hence

were shot those diavolinis and cardamoms, which have been
so much admired for their happy illustration of the mitraille
and fusillades. 1813 Wellington inGurw. />fj:/.XI.35gThe
enemy have a considerable force, .and are keeping up a fusil-

lade. 1835 Macaulay Ess., Mackintosh's Hist. Rev. (1887)
336 Then came . . revolutionary tribunals, noyades, fusillades.

1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 283 This wanton
fusilade must have been the result of a panic. 1885 Times
(weekly ed.) 16 Oct. 6/2 Notwithstanding the fusillade,
no one. .appears to have been hurt.
trans/. zwAJig. 186 . B.y\\RTV,SanitaryMessage i, I heard

the welcome rain, A fusillade upon the roof, A tattoo on
the pane. 1863 Longe. Wayside Inn, Birds 0/ Killhtgw.
x.viii, O'er woodland crests, The ceaseless fusillade of terror
ran. 1881 Geikie in Macm. Mag. Oct. 429 The men found
relief in fusillades of swearing. 1884 Pall Mall G. 7 Nov.
1/1 The din of controversy, the fusillade of personalities.

Fusillade (fitfzil^'d), W, [f.prec. sb.] trans.
To assault (a place), to shoot down (persons) by
a simultaneous discharge of fire-arms.
1816 Southey in Q. Rev. XV. 56 A whole corps.. were

marched apart by one of Stofflet's officers and fusilladed.
1851 Caklyle Sterling 1. xiii. (1872) 77 Give them shriving
if they want it ; that done, fusillade them all. 1884 Century
Mag. XXVIII. 560 The Mahdi's adherents fusilladed his
palace at Khartoum.
Hence Fusillading- vbl. sb. Also Fusillader.
1839 Carlyle Chartismv. 141 Lyons fusilladings. .these.

.

were but a new irrefragable preaching abroad of that. 1878
H. M. Stanley Dark Cont. II. iv. 119 The butcher of
women and fusillader of children.

Fusillation (fi^zi^'-Jan). rare. [n. of action
f. F. fusilier to shoot : see Fusillade sb. and
-ATiox.] Capital punishment by shooting.
1859 Sala Gasdigkt $ D. vii. 83 The black cutty [pipe].

.

was with him when under sentence of fusillation for sketching
a droschky in the Nevski Perspective.

Fusilly (fbrzili), a. Her. Also 6 fusile, 7
fusillee, 8 fusilley, 9 fusils', [a. OF.fuseU, f.

fusel: see Fusil 1.] Of a field : Covered with fusils

(see Fusil 1 i).

157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 116 Two Pillers in pile fusile
Dargent. 1634 Peacham Genii. Exerc. in. 149 Fusillee is

like unto Masculy, but your fusils must be made long and
small in the middle. 1711 Hkarne Collect. (O. H. S.) III.
165 The old Manner of Ingrailing in Arms is like Fusilley.
1825 Genii. Mag. XCV. 1. 309 The Tabley family, whose
armorial ensign was; Argent, a pale fusile Sable. 1864
Boutell Her. Hist. % Pop.y\\\. 35 In a Field Fusilly. .the
divisions are narrower than in Lozengy.

b. Fusil-shaped.
i860 Hewitt Anc. Arm. II. 235 The rowels .. may be

divided into three kinds—the star shaped, the indented, and
the fusilly.

Fusing (fi?rzin), vhl. sb. [f. Fuse t/.2 + -ing K]
The action or process of fusing (see Fuse v. 2

), lit.

and _/?£•.

183a G. R. Porter Porcelain. <y Gl. 192 This, in fusing,
was converted into a black glass. x886 Athemeum 22 May
684/1 A little fusing into harmony would do wonders for
this picture.

b. attrib., as fusing point or temperature, the
point or temperature at which fusion takes place.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxxi. 409 The fusing point has

been elevated by the pressure. 1863 — Heat vi. § 240
U8tq3 188 The fusing-point of cast iron is 2,000° F. 1886
A. Wincheix Walks fy Talks Geol. Field 101 The fusing
temperature now existing within [the earth].

Fusion (fiw'^an). [ad. L.fusion-em, n. of action
i.fundere to pour. Cf. Foison and ¥. fusion.]
1. The action or operation of fusing or rendering

fluid by heat ; the state of flowing or fluidity in

consequence of heat. Also in phrases fofeasy, hard
fusion : melted with ease or difficulty, f Watery
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fusion : the melting of certain crystals by heat in

their own water of crystallization.

1555 Eden Decades 327 To brynge it to fusion or
meltynge. 1594 Plat Jeiveltdw. 1. 14 Although some
sortes of them [Ashes] bee of harder fusion or melting than
others. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. II, i. 51 Flints and
pebbles are subject unto fusion. 1683 Pettus Fleta Min.
1. (1686) 5 Oars, .of an easier Fusion. 1718 Quincy Compl.
Disp. 12 This Operation is .. seldom perform'd without
Melting or Fusion. 1807 T. Thomson Chcm. (ed. 3) II. 53
When exposed to the heat of boiling water, they undergo
the watery fusion ; that is to say, the water which they con-
tain becomes sufficient to keep the barytes in solution.
1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 5 The texture of
steel is rendered more uniform by fusion. 183Z G. K. Porter
Porcelain «y Gl. 70 That degree of heat must be employed
which will give perfect fusion to the glaze. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 199 It [the earth] existed at one time in a state of
fusion.

Jig. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1S63) 227
That wonderful religious movement which .. threw men's
minds into a state of fusion.

b. cotter. A fused mass.
1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 138 The fusion is to be

raised to the tempering height. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid.
in Georgia 61 Clouds, which appeared but a fusion of the
great orb of light. 1882 T. Loan Li/e in Hawaii 330
Drawing out small lumps of the adhering fusion, they
moulded it, before it had time to cool, into various forms.

+ 2. Path, and Phys. a. Thinning, attenuation

(of the blood). Cf. Fuse v.'1 1 d. b. In etymo-
logical sense: A pouring; pouring forth (of the

blood); ? = Circulation. Obs.
1710 T. Filler Pharm. Extern/. 54 A Decoction of Bur-

dock.. keeps the blood in a due mixture, and hinders its

Fusion. 1725 N. Robinson T/i. Physick 114 The Arteries,
on whose Forces the Division and Fusion of the Blood
entirely depend.

3. The union or blending together of different

things (whether material or immaterial) as if by
melting, so as to form one whole ; the result or

state of being so blended. Const, into, with.
1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. iv. (1869) I. 24 By fusion of the

parts they can easily be reunited. 1830-3 Lyell Princ.
Geol. (1875) II. in. xxxviii. 353 There seems to have been
a partial fusion of the mammalia at some remote period.
1831 Lamb Elia Ser. It. Ellistoniana, That harmonious
fusion of the manners of the player into those of everyday
life, a 1834 Coleridge Shaks. Notes 11840) 10 The fusion
of the sensual into the spiritual. 1841 Myers Cath. Th.
iv. I.434 A fusion of nations.. and an assimilation of races.

1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) IV. vn, vi. 206 This absolute
fusion of the religion of peace with barbarous warfare.
1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 22
Everything English is a fusion of distinct and antagonistic
elements. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. xiii. 398 He argues for a
fusion of law and equity. 1880 Bastian Brain 28 Fusions
of ganglia may occur during the development ofsome animals.
1882 Vines Sachs'

1

Bot. 582 The embryo-sac is formed by
the fusion of t\vo Cells equivalent to spore-mother-cells.

b. Politics. The coalition (of parties or factions).

1845 Disraeli oj'^//(i863) 22 Political conciliation became
the slang of the day, and the fusion of parties the babble of
clubs. 1861 May Const. Hist. (1863) I. i. 8 A new reign
was favorable, .to the fusion of parties. 1879 Green Read.
Eng. Hist. vi. 33 Their union was the result of no direct
policy of fusion.

attrib. 1864 Greeley Amer. Conjt. I. xxii. 328 The
refusal of part of the Douglas men to support the Fusion
ticket (composed of three Douglas, two Bell, and two
Breckinridge men). 1896 Daily News 27 July 7/5 Great
difficulties are inevitable in making a fusion ticket in the
various States.

Fusion, -oui
v
n)n(e, obs. forms of Foison.

Pusiomsm(fi«*33niz'm). [f. Fusion j£. + -ism.]

The principle or practice of supporting a coalition

or coalitions between political parties.

1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIII. 683 Fusionism means .. a
renunciation of the Revolution of July, 1830, its deeds and
principles [etc.).

Fusionist (fifi'ganist). [f. Fusion sb. + -ist.

Cf. F'. fusionniste.] One who strives to promote
fusion or coalition between differing associations,

parties, or opinions.

1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIII. 683 The man.. now comes
forward as a fusionist. 1856 Wt-stm. Rev. XXI. 479 Its

[the French Academy's] elections are pitched battles between
the Imperialists and the Fusionists. 1884 Century Mag.
Jan. 399/1 Ready to break a lance one day for the Orlean-
lsts, another for the fusionists.

b. attrib. passing into adj.

1858 J. W. Donaldson Lit. Greece III. 41 Neglecting the
reactionary or fusionist schemes of Philo or Antiochus.
1873 Daily News -2-2 Aug., The Fusionist negotiations have
suddenly and finally ended in failure. 1875 M. Pattison
Casaubon 504 After a short period of irresolution .. he
settled down in the attitude which we may call fusionist.

1882 Pall Mall G. 19 Apr. 6 Among Canadian Railway
Securities there is the fusionist conflict with its ups and
downs of prices.

Fusionless : see Foisonless.

t Fu'Sitive, a. Obs. [irregularly f. 'L.fus- ppl.

stem o{fundere to pour.] Of or pertaining to

fusing or melting.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 75 Whereby the liquative

or fusitive Art is enriched.

t Fu*sive, a- and sb. Obs. rare. [f. 'L.fus- ppl.

stem oifundere to pour + -lVE.] A. adj. Tending
to fuse ; in quot., tending to thin (the blood). Cf.

Fuse v.- i d. B. sb. Something which fuses.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disf>. 262 Esula is.. sharp, in-
cisive, tenuative, fusive, apertive and siccative. 1678 R.

FUSS.

R[ussell] Geber in. n. 11. xii. 197 The special fusive of it

[i.e. Iron] is Arsnick of every kind.

Fu.sk, a. rare. Also fuse. [ad. h.fuse-us in same
sense.] Dark brown, dusky, fuscous. Hence
f Pu skish a. Obs., somewhat dark or dusky

;

f Pu'sky a. Obs~ l = Fusk.
1563 Hvll Art Garden. (15931 J 3 The seeds be then ripe

to be gathered, when the gra]>es bee full ripe, which ripe-

nesse of them by their fuskish and browne colour . . may be
knowen. 1577 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659) 75 That about
the center is of fuskish or leadish colour. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabellwuer's Bk. Physicke 56/1 Till such time as the fuscke
coloured oyle come therout. 1610 Tofte Hon. Acad. 11. 44
The dreadfull lodge of the fuskie daughters of blacke
Night. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 715 Verdigrease
makes it sometimes citreous, sometimes fusk. 1669 Sir R.
Paston in Sir T. Brmvne's Wks. (1848) III. 513, I found it,

from Uts fuscye red color, looke licke white lead ground with
oyle. 1829 Lamb Let. to H, C. Robinson 27 Feb., Your
strange-shaped present, while yet undisclosed from its fuse
envelope.

tFu'skin. Obs. rare* 1
, [ad. L. fuscina in

same sense.] A three-pronged spear.

1575 I.ankham Let. (1871) 52 A one syde, Neptune wyth
hi/ Tridental Fuskin.

Fusle, var. of Fczzle v., Obs.

'rFusoe. 0/>s.~ l [Anglicized spelling of Fr.

fuscau.~\ A spindle.

t 1710 C. Fiennes Diary (1SS8) 119 People both in Suffolk
and Norfolk knitt much and spin, some wth

y Rock and
I fusoe as the French does, others at their wheeles.

Fusoid ;fi?/'zoid), a. [f. L. ftis-us spindle +
-oil).] = Fusiform 2.

1889 in Century Diet.

t Fu'SOry, a. Obs.~ l [ad. l.-fusori-us, l.fus-

ppl. stem oifundcre to pour.] Adapted or tending

to fuse or melt.

1678 R. R[ussell] Geber v. v. 276 The Fusory Furnace is

that in which all liodies are easily melted by themselves.

Fusoun, obs. form of Foiso.x.

t Fuss, sb. 1 Obs. =Fussock 1, Fustilugs.
1667 Drydln & Davenant Tempest in. iii, This [his

Bosen's Whistle], .is a liadj^e of my Sea-Office; my fair

Fuss, thou dost not know it. 1675 Cotton Burlesque
on B. 113 That great ramping Fuss, thy Daughter. 1702
Stklle Funeral in. (1734) 51 O' Sunday Morning at
Church I curtsied to you ; and look'd at a great Fuss in a
glaring light dress next Pew.

FlISS ife)j s&-2 [Perh. echoic of the sound of

something sputtering or bubbling, or expressive of

the action of 'puffing and blowing'. Cf. also

fuss, Fuzz (=fuzzbatf). The common view that

the word is connected with Fous a., * eager, ready,' is

baseless ; the adj. is not found later than the 15th c,
and has little affinity of sense with the sb.]

1. A bustle or commotion out of proportion to

the occasion ; a needless or excessive display of

concern about anything ; ostentatious or officious

activity. Phrase, -\ to keep a fuss with — the later

to make afuss about.

1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildair in. i, Ah! I hate these
Congregation-women. There's such a fuss and such a
clutter about their Devotion. 1726 Swift To a Lady in

Johnson Eng. Poets XLIII. 79 Come to use and appli-

cation ; Nor with senates keep a fuss, c 1730 Ln. Lans-
downk Wild Boar's DeJ. Wks. 1732 I. 140 With your
Humanity you keep a Fuss; Hut are in truth worse brutes
than all of us. 1783 Mad. D'Akblay Diary Jan., I felt so
fagged with the preceding day's fuss. 1806-7 J- Bkkesiori)
Miseries Hum, Lije (1826) XI. 271 You have both been
making a great fuss about nothing. 1840 R. H. Dana BeJ.
Mast xxiii. 71 She got under weigh with very little fuss.

1850 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 175 It is only foolish little men
that are fond of mysteries and fusses. 1879 Dixon Brit.
Cyprus vi. 58 They were to ask no leave, and make no fuss.

1888 Hryce Amer. Commiv. III. ci. 424 There is a good
deal of fuss about trotting-matches.

b. Fuss-and-feathers, bustle and display ; hence
fuss-and-featherdom.
1866 Temple Bar May 198 Their [hen-women's] fuss and

featherdom have, .a different direction. 1891 Wolsklev in

Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 7/2 It was no fuss-and-feathers and
gold-lace army.

2. A state of (more or less ludicrous) consterna-

tion or anxiety.

1705 Vanbrugh Conjed. iv. Wks. (Rtldgj 431/1 Why.
here's your Master in a most violent Fuss, and no mortal
Soul can tell for what. 1746 Hawlicy in Albemarle 50 l'rs.

ojmy Life (1876) I. 114, I could not tell you. .the fusse the

battalions of Guards are in upon this sudden embarcation.

1813 Lady Bukchersh Lett. (1893) 74 Madame Legoux..
had been in a fine fuss about us.

3. [f. the vb.] One who fusses.

1875 Howells Foregone Concl. 98, I am a fuss, and I

don t deny it.

FUSS (fos), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To make a fuss ; to be in a bustle ; to

busy oneself restlessly about trifles ; to move fussily

{about, up and doxun, etc.)

179a Elvina II. 132 The Thorntons were among the first,

Sir Gilbert fussing about, with his large white wig and
gouty legs, as happy as any of them. 1797 Polwhele Old
Eng. Gentl. 62 She fuss'd to form arrangements with the

cook. 1852 R. S. Surtees Spongers Sp. Tour ay. 78 He had
been fussing about it not long before, .dusting the portrait

of himself. 1850 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 456/2 Forth would fuss

Achmet, with a huge crowd ofstaff. 1871 Dixon Tower IV.
iv. 34 Sir John.. fussed and fumed about the Court. 1876
Mrs. F. E. Trollope Charming Fellow I. x'u 143 His wife



FUSSE.

liked to be fussing about in kitchen and store-room. 1883 I.

Pakkf.r Tyne Ck. n But the more he was fussed over the

more he infidelled. 1887 T. A. Trollope What I remember

I. xiv. 293, 1 remember the host fussing in and out of the

room during the quarter of an hour before dinner. 1889 The

County vi. in Cornh. Mag. Feb., They may be fussed over

as novelties.

transf. 1847LYTTON Lucretia 114 By thecoal fire, where,

through volumes of smoke, fussed and flickered a pretension

to flame. 186s H. Marryat Year in Sweden I. 340 Little

steam gondolas with onion-funnels, puffing and fussing like

busy water-beetles in a microscope.

2. trans. To put into a fuss; to agitate, worry;

to bother about trifles. Also Tofuss up (? dial.)

:

to flatter, treat with fussy politeness.

1816 T. Moore Mem. (1853I II. 98 Safe arrived,—quite

well, but more pulled about, fussed, and bustled than ever.

1820 Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) 14 Since Hope's deluding

tongue inclin'd me To fuss myself. 1821 — i'lll. Minstr. 1.

157 Since he fuss'd me so up in the grove. 1876 Miss

Yonge Womankind xxviii. 245 It is generally the safest

way to take care to be in time ourselves, but to guard

against fussing other people. 1885 Mrs. Walfokd San,

etc. II. 163 The going in and out. -always fusses me.

Hence Fussed ///. a., in a fuss ; agitated, dis-

concerted ; Fussing vbl. sb. and///, a. Also

Fussation [see -ation], the action, habit, or

practice of fussing ; Fusser [see -ek '], one who
fusses.

'775 MAn - D'Arblay Let. Nov. in Early Diary, She dis-

pelled all sort of ceremony, distance, or fussation. 1826

Miss Muford Village II. (1863) 317 She was addicted to

a fussing and fidgetty neatness. 183Z Scott St. Roman's

Introd. 9 The character of the traveller, meddling, self-

important, and what the ladies call fussing. 1847 BuSHNELL
Chr. A'nrt. 11. i. 118611 245 His obstinacy is but the fussing

of his weakness, i860 Miss Yonge Stokesley Seer. v.

(18801 228 David is taking up his slate, and looking a little

fussed because there is a scratch in the corner. 1869 Lady

Barker Station Life N. Zealand xv. (1874 108, I have

finished all my little fussings about the house. 1884

A. A. Putnam 10 Yrs. Police Judge xv. 161 Every witness,

affiant, loafer, fusser, and teazer of this jurisdictional

region. 1890 Pall Mall G. 2 May 2/3 The Standard with

its fellow fussers and fogies abroad sits down and waits the

event. 1895 World Christm. No. 61/2 That idiotic fussa-

tion . .all the excitement, and all those people staring at her.

Fuss, Fuss-ball : see Fuzz. Fuzz-bam,.

t Fusse. Her. Obs. [ad. F. fosse a ditch.]

A foss, ditch, or pool represented as a charge on

a shield.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.cclxxxi. 171 b, The blasure of

his armes was goules, two fusses sable [a deuxfosses noires\

a border sable.

II
FtTSSefall. Obs.~x [Gex.fustfall, f. phrase

(eineni) zufuszc or zu fiissenfallen to fall at one's

feet.] Prostration before a sovereign.

1547 Thirlby in St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 402 The
Commissaries of the Duke of Wyrtenberghe have made
theyr fussefall and kneled before thEmperour.

Fusses : see Fcst sb.-

Fussify (iVsifoi), v. [f. Fuss ». + -(i)»t.]

intr. To make a fuss, to go about fussily. So

Fussification [-(i)fication], the action of

making a fuss.

1834 Beckford llalv II. 311 How to escape formal fussi-

fications. 1868 Q. Rev. Apr. 317 Johnson was constantly

fussifying about the brewery with an ink-horn in his button-

hole. 1883 Miss Bradoon Phantom Fort, xli, Fussifica-

tion about her carriage.

Fussily JvsiVi),adv. [f.FussTa. + -LY2.] In

a fussy manner.
1817 Byron Beppo lxxiii, Who.. getting but a nibble at

a time, Still fussily keeps fishing on. 1864 J. Forster

Life Sir J. Eliot I. 114 He had to make answer by fussily

quoting his own book against Bellamiine. 1883 F. M.
Peard Contract. I. 33 He had acted, a little fussily perhaps,

but nobly.

Fussiness (ftrsines). [f. Fussy a. + -nf.ss.]

The quality or habit of being fussy ; restless or

ostentatious activity about trifles.

1851 Helps Comp. So/it. xi. (1874) 192 That freedom from

small fnssiness. 1876 Green Stray Stud. 316 Her religious

exhortations are backed by scoldingsand fussiuess. 1884

Manch. Exam. 20 May 5/2 The fussiuess of Thiers, who
would have a finger in every pie that was being made.

tFu-ssle. Obs.

1607 Brewer Lingua iv. vi, Such stirre with . . Muffes,

Pussies, Fussles . . Fillets, Croslets. .and so many lets, that

yet shee is scarse drest to the girdle.

Fussock, fuzzock. Also 7 fussocks. [Cf.

Fuss sb. 1
; ahofuss, Fizz **.', Fuzz-ball.]

1. A fat, unwieldy woman, dial, or slang:

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., A Fat Fussocks,

a Flusom, Fat, Strapping Woman, c 1746 J. Collier (I im

Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (18621 55 This broddhng

Fussock lookt feaw os Tunor [a dog) when id done. 1868

Waugh Sneck Bant ii. 40 ' Nay,' cried Billy ;
' thae rt noan

beawn to run off thi bargain becose o' this fuzzock makin

her din, arto?'

2. &. A fluffv mass (of cotton\
1882 G. Macdonald Castle Warlock xxiv. (1883) 153

A fussock o cotton-'oo' rowed roon a bit o' stick.

Hence t*u-ssock » Obs. intr., to roll about

in an unwieldy way. Implied in f Fussockins;

///. a. ? Obs.

1782 Charlotte Burnev in Mad. D'Arolay's Early

Diary 11889) II. 297 Mrs. Percy is a vulgar, fussocking,

proud woman ; but very civil to us. 1847-78 Halliwell,

Fussocking, large and fat.

624

Fussy Ttrsi), a. [f. Fuss sb.- + -Y '.]

1. Ol persons, their habits and actions : Fond of

fuss, moving and acting with fuss ;
habitually busy

about trifles.

1831 T. Moore Mem. (1854I VI. 201 Lucky for him that

he is so little of an irritable or fussy nature. 1850 Eraser's

Mag. XLI. 163 She is fussy and fidgetty (if there be such

words). 1854 Lowell Cambridge 30 Y. Ago Prose Wks. 1890

I. 46 Foreign travel may.. make them, if not wiser, at any

rate less fussy. 1866 Miss Bkaddon Lady's Mile iii. 41 The
fussy dowager . . swooped down upon her nephew. 1877 Owen
Weltesley's Desp. p. xlv, The fussy charlatanism .

.
of

ambitious sciolists. 1892 Jessofp Stud. Recluse Pref. (1893)

11 There were no schools then ; no fussy visiting of the poor.

transf. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. ix. (1894) 212 The
butterfly . . is much too fussy an insect to enjoy himself

properly. 189s Daily Ne7as 5 July 9/1 The fussy little

Conservancy tug.

2. dial, and U.S. Of places: Full of bustle,

bustling.

1S48 A. B. Evans Leicestersk. Words, etc. s.v., The shops

will be quite full and fussy. 1853 Motley Corr. (1889) I.

vi. 161 A populous, busy, fuming, fussy, little world like this.

3. Of dress, etc. : Full of petty details. Also, in

dressmaking language, without depreciatory im-

plication ; With many flounces, puffs, pleats, etc.

1858 Holland Titcomb's L.ett. i. 92 Let every garment be

well fitted.. fussy in no point. 1881 Queen 1 Oct. Advt.,

The skirt . . puffed more or less fussy, according to figure.

1895 Daily Chron. 15 Jan. 7/3 The latter (medal) had been

withheld, the designs being fussy and of doubtful con-

struction. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 7 May 3 1 The fussy sunshade

is much bellounced with lace-edged chiffon.

t Fust, sb.1 Obs. Also 6 foust. [a. OY.fust

(mod. F. fit) : see Foist sb.-]

I. 1. A wine-cask.

1481-90 Hoivard Househ. Skt. (Roxb.) 85, xxx. pipes

bere, and a toon wyn x.j., the here x.li. and for the fustes

xxx.jt. z6oi Househ. Ord. (1790) 295 The Serjant..hath

for his fee, all the empty foustes of wine.

2. ' A strong smell, as that of a mouldy barrel

(Johnson 1755).
Whence in mod. Diets.

II. 3. (bee qttot. 1819.) [So Y.fiit, It. fusto.]

1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 35 The Column . .dimin-

ishing tfrom the third Part of the Fust upwards). 1682

Wheler Joum. Greece 1. 48 They were neither Channel! d,

nor altogether plain ; but their Fusts cut into Angles. 1717

Berkeley Jrul. Tour Italy 27 Jan. Wks. 1871 IV. 550

The wreaths along the fusts of the columns. 1819 Nichol-

son Diet. Archit , Fust, the shaft of a column, or trunk of

a pilaster.

tFust, rf- 2 Obs. In //. 6-7 fusses, fusts,

[ad. Itfuste lit. ' stick '. Cf. Y.fiit de girofle.

Wilh the plural formfusses cf. liinlfisses forfists. It is

somewhat doubtful whether the first quot. belongs to this

word.)

(See quot. 1 657O
1422 tr. Secrcta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 240

Moche worth is the lytwary y-makyd of fuste and aloes, for

that fuste confortyth the stomake .. Then sethe he fuste in

wynne, and drynke hit erly. 1597 Gerarije Herbal m. cxhv.

1352 Those grosse kinde of Cloues .. which of the ancients

are called Fusti, whereof we haue englished them F usses.

1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden exxxiv. 199 Those [Cloves]

that do abide longer on the trees . . being called by most

Fusses, yet some call the stalks of the Cloves Fusses.

Ibid. Table.. Fusses or Fusts.

Fust, sb.z Obs. exc. dial. [var. of First **.]

The ridge of the roof of a house : see quot. 1819.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exere. 142 The Fust of the House.

1819 Nicholson Diet. A rchit., Fust, a term usedla Devon-

shire, and perhaps in some other counties, for the ridge of

a house. „
t Fust, .A 4 Obs. [short f. Fustic] -Fustic.

1682 Wheler fount. Greece iv. 307 There groweth Fust

also, or Yellow-wood, used to dye with.

Fust (ivst),v. Obs. exc. dial. Also Foist p.*

[f. Fustj/M 1, 2.] intr. To become mouldy or

stale-smelling; esp. a. Of com: To become

mouldy ; also fig. b. Of wine : To taste of the

cask ; also fig. ...
a 1592 H. Smith Serin. (1637) 440 As the Manna which

the Jewes gathered over an Homer did them no good, but

mould and fust. 1604 Shaks. Ham. IV. to. 39 <V°- *> He
that made vs . . gaue vs not That capabilme and god-like

reason To fust in vs vnvsd. 17SS Johnson, Fust, to

grow mouldy ; to smell ill. 1799 0- Smith Laboratory I.

429 To prevent wine from fusting, otherwise tasting of the

cask. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Fust, to mould as corn does.

Hence Fusted //>/. a. mtXMt I.

1597-8 Br. Hall -V«/. iv. v. 117 Of fusted hoppes now lost

for lack of sale. i6si-si Burton Anal. Mel 1. 11. I. yi. 63

If the spirits of the brain be fusted .. the children will be

fusted in the brain ; they will be dull, .all their lives. 1799

G. Smith Laboratory I. 432 To restore a wine fusted, or

tasting of the cask. 1897 G. Macdonald Salted 701th Fire

203 To me it was like the fuistit husks o' the half-faimisht

swine
'

Fust, obs. f. of Fist **.«, var. of Foist sb. 1 Obs.

Fustage (ffsted,? \ Cape Colony, [f. Fust sb.

+ -age.] ' The vats, tubs, and all the wooden uten-

sils used in making wine' (MS. Let. Nov. 1865).

1868 Cape *r Natal fVtmn 7 Dec. 18 A large vintage in

prospect, and no fustage in which to store it.

Fustanella (fostanela). Also fustinella,

fustanelle, (badly) fustanelli. [a. It. lingua

francafustanella, dim. of the name by which the

garment is known in Greece and Turkey :
mod.Gr

epoioTavi, Albanian fustan, believed to be -

FUSTIAN.

fustagno Fustian.] A stiff full petticoat of white

cotton or linen worn by men in Modem Greece.

1849 Curzon Visile Monast. 266 Gentlemen in dirty

white jackets and fustanellas. 1854 B. Taylor Lands of
Saracen 359 The spruce young Greeks, whose snowy fus-

tanelles were terribly bespattered, came off much worse.

1866 Felton Ane.f; Mod. Gr. 11. n. vii. 407 The Pellecana

. .walking jauntily along the Street of /Eolus. .in tasselled

fez, embroidered jacket, snowy fustanelli. 1882 G. F. Arm-

strong Garl.fr. Greece, Brigand Pornass. 10 You see him

yonder, .his fustinella white and bright as it should be.

Hence Fustane -llaed a., wearing a fustanella.

1853 Felton Earn. Lett. xli. (18651 310 He was a fusti-

nellied fellow, with a villainous, .look. 1883 A.J. Evans in

Archaeol. (1884) XLIX. 24 These fustanella'd peasants.

Fuste, obs. form of Fist sb.1

t Fu -Ster. Obs. Also 5 fuystour, 6 fustar, 6-7

foystor. [a. AY. fuster, fuyster, f. fust (mod.F.

fit) piece of wood. In continental OF. fustier

had the wider sense of worker in wood, carpenter,

etc.] A saddle-tree-maker.

[1309 Lib. Custum. Lond. (Godef.\ Que nul fuster face

arsons de seles, sinoun de quarter.) 1415 in York Myst.

Introd. 26 Fuystours. 1530 Palsgr. 223/2 Fustar that maketh

saddell trees, hastier. 1598 Stow Sum. (1003) 542 Foystors,

the wardens and two persons, one messe. 1609 D. Rogers

Harl. MS. 1944 If. 26 in Digby Myst. (1882) Forewords 22

Sadlers, fusters. 1611 Canterbury Marriage Licences (MS.)

7 Oct., Joh'em Morcetur de Challock, fluster.

t Fu-sterer. Obs. rarf - prec.

It.

1600 Cluster PI. .E. E. T. S.) I. 7 Saddlers and ffusterers.

Fusteric fosterik). [f. Fust-et, after tur-

meric] The colouring matter of fustet. Cf. Fustin.

i860 Ure's Diet. Arts 11. 318 This wood contains a

large quantity of yellow colouring matter, named fusteric.

Fustet (foltet). [a. Y. fustet, ad. Vt.fustet^

Sp.fustete, an etymologizing corruption (as if dim.

of Vr.fust, Up. fuste stick, piece of wood) of the

Arab, source of Fustic] A small European shrub

{Rhus Cotinus), from which a yellow dye is ex-

tracted ; called also youngfustic. (See quots.)

1821 Ure Diet. Chetn., Fustet, the wood of the rhus

cotinus, or Venus's sumach, yields a fine orange colour,

but not at all durable. 1828 in Webster. 1853 Ure Dul.

Arts I. 834 Fustet, the wood of the rhus cotinus, a fugitive

yellow dye. Ibid. I. 837 Fustic, the old fustic of the English

dyer, as the article fustet is their young fustic.

Fustian ffstian),^. and a. Forms: 3 fustane,

4-5 fustain, 4 fustayn, 4-6 fustiane, -yan(e,

fusten(e, (5 fustien, fustyn, 6 fustin, fuschain,

fustheyn.fushtyayne, fustyam,fusteen, fosten

,

Sc. fusteam, 5-7 fustion, -yon, 4- fustian, [a.

OF. fustaigne, nine, mod.F. futaine fern. = Pr.

fustani, Sp. fustan, I'g. fustao, It. fustagno, repr.

med.L. (pannus) fuslancus, {tela) fuslanea ;
con-

jecturally derived from Fostat, the name of a suburb

of Cairo where cloth was manufactured.]

A. sb.

1. Formerly, a kind of coarse cloth made of cotton

and flax. Now, a thick, twilled, cotton cloth with

a short pile or nap, usually dyed of an olive, leaden,

or other dark colour.

cisoo Trin.Colt. Hom.i6}T>e meshakeleofmedeme fustane

[or per/,, fustani). c 1386 Chaucer Prat. 75. Of fustyan he

wered a gepoun. e 1450 Merlin 279 Hisclothingewas blakke

fustyan with bendes on the sleues. 1502 Privy Purse F.xp.

Eliz. of York (1830) 16, ij yerdes of white fustyan for sokkes

for the Quene. 1558 Wills *, Ism. M. C. (Surtees 1835) 162,

ij blanketts of fustheyn. 1586 Shaks. Jam. Shr. iv. 1. 49

Where's the Cooke . . the seruingmen in their new fustian.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg. 11. xxix. 149 Commonly I used

some pieces of fustions, cutting them of two fingers

breadth. 1696 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 8 Dimetty .

.

which is called Pillus Fustian, is of great use to put

Feathers in for Pillows, i860 All Year Round No. 44. 418

Fustian and corduroy that was neither sound nor fragrant.

f b. A blanket made of this material. Obs.

1424 F: E. Wills (1882) 56, 1 wull he haue to be oone bed

a peyre fustyans. C1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 922

Fustian and shetis dene by sight and sans ye tast. 1494

Househ. Ord. (1790I 121 Then shall the yeoman of the stulle

take a fustian . . & caste it upon the bedd .
. & the sheete

likewise . . then lay on the other sheete . .
then lay on the

over fustian above. 1500 luv. in Ann. Reg. (1768) 134 A
paire of old F'ustians.

f C. Fustian of Naples. Also 6 fustian in

naples or aplis, fustyan(e aples or n)apes, fwsti-

naples,fustianapes,fustniapes, 6-7 fustian anapes

or an apes. App. a kind of cotton velvet. Ct.

A-napes. Obs. .

1465 Rolls of Parlt. V. 505 Fustian, bustian, nor fustian

of Napuls. 1534 in Eng. Ch. Furniture (Peacock 1866) 207

A new cusshion of fustian in naples. 1594B1.LNDEVIL Exere.

v iii (ed. 7) 533 Fustianapes of Vellures, and of Wool, Bayes,

Silke, Parchment lace, Sarcenet and Inkle. 1575. i««,

a 1627 (see A-napes). .

2. fig.
Inflated, turgid, or inappropriately Iolty

language ; speech or writing composed of high-

sotmding words and phrases; bombast, rant; in

early use also f jargon, made-up language, gib-

berish. For the development of sense cf. Bombast.

cisoo Marlowe Faust, iv. 76 Wag. Let thy left eye be

diametarily fixed upon my right heel, with quasi vestigits

nostris insistere. Clown. God forgive me he speaks Dutch

fustian. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofhis Humour III. 1,

Prithee let's talk fustian a little, and gull them. 1621 Burton

Anal. Met. 11. iii. 11. (1651) 316 If he can., wear hLS clothes 111
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fashion, .talk big fustian. 1651 Clf.vki.and Poems 41 With
humble service, and such other Fustian. 1681 Drvdf.n Sp.

Friar Ded., I am much deceiv'd if this be not abominable

fustian, that is, thoughts and words ill sorted, and without

the least relation to each other. 1735 Pors Prol. Sat. 1S7

And he, whose fustian's so sublimely bad, It is not Poetry, but

prose run mad. a 1707 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. Ill (1848'
j

I. viii. in Glover ..uttered a speech in most haroic fustian. I

1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. it. v. (1869) 123 They flounder

about between fustian in expression, and bathos in sentiment.

lQZ+Fortn. Rev. June 638 It was all nonsense, and the basest

kind of political fustian.

b. occas. Clap-trap.
1880 Beaconsfifld Endymion xci, Sensible Englishmen

. .looked upon the whole exhibition as fusttan.

3. (See quot.)

183a Hone Year Bk. 62 Rum fustian is a * night-cap \
made precisely in the same way [as egg-flip].

4. Comb. j asfustian-maker ;
fustian-clad, -suited

adjs. Also fustian-cutting, the action or process

of cutting the surface-threads of weft of fustian ; so

fustian-cutter, one who performs this
; \ fustian-

man, a fustian-maker ; fustian-picker, a workman
who dresses fustian.

1876 c. M. Davie -i U?wrth. Land. 54 *Fustian clad men.

1884 Chesh. Glossy *Fustian cutter, one who finishes off

fustian by cutting it to a sort of velvetty pile. 1855 Mrs.
Gaskkll North «v S. xvii, Where is your sister? Gone
*fustian-cutting. 1704 Lond.Gaz. No. 3987/4 Robert Dunn,
of Bolton in Le Moors.. *Fustian-maker. 17* Ibid. No.

5009/8 William Nabbs, late of Halltfax, " Fustianman.
"1865 Public Opinion 21 Jan. 55/1 If the makers of lucifer-

matches are not henceforth to be poisoned. -nor *fustian-

pickers to be rendered deformed by bad conditions of work.

1891 Daily News 26 Dec. 5/5 A gardener . . assisted by one

of his *fustian-suited fellows, is staking and pruning a tree.

B. adj.

1. [attrib. use of the sb.] Made of fustian.

I537 Bury Wills (Camden) 128 Item I geve to Wylliam
lloto*

- my fasten doblett. 1554 Ibid. 144 A paier of fustian

blankets. 1611 Corvat Crudities 465 For my clothes being

but a threadbare fustian case were so meane. 1712 Steele
Sped. No. 408 P 3 A lively young fellow in a fustian jacket.

1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1781) 63/3 For all my bit of

a fustian frock.. I have more dust in my fob, than all these

powdered sparks put together. 1826 KlRBY & Si'. Eutomol.

1.1828) IV. 538 The plain fustian jacket used by English

sportsmen. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, xxii, He wore a plain

fustian cloak.

fig. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844* 39 Botching in such
frize iestes vppon fustion earnest. 159* t». Harvey Pierce's

Super. 158, I could smile at a frise jest when the good man
would be pleasurable and laugh at fustion earnest when the

merry man would be surly. 1885 E. W. Lightnek in

Harper's Mag. Mar. 533/1 To gain some individuality

which will remove the impression that it is a fustian counter-

part of a genuine and admirable fabric.

b. dial. (See quot., and cf. FtreTIAKT.)

1750 W. Ei.lis Mod. Husb. 1 1 1, r. 66 There are four several

sorts [of Marl], viz.—the Fustian, the Cowshit, the Black-

steel, and the Shale: The Fustian Sort is an Earth com-
posed of a fat Loam and Sand, of a reddish Colour.

2. Of language : Of the nature of fustian

;

ridiculously lofty in expression ; bombastic, high-

flown, inflated, pompous. fAlso, belonging to

cant or made-up jargon.

1592 Greene Upst. Courtier (187 1) 37 Then comes he out.

.

with his fustian eloquence. 1598 Florio, Mon*lle,a roguish

or fustian word, a word in pedlers French, signifying wenches.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. ii, Haue 'hem vp, and shew 'hem
Some fustian booke, or the d.irke glasse. 1613 Cockeram
Premon., The fustian termes, vsed by too many who study

rather to bee heard speake, than to vnderstand themselves.

1660 Howell Lex. Tetragl., Fustian Language, Barra-

gotiin; la lingua furbesca; Jerigonca. 1670 Cotton Espcr-

mm 11. vii. 329 The Queen . . writ a Letter to the Duke .

.

in a fustian style. 1748 Am**'* Voy. in. vii. 482 Notwith-

standing the fustian eulogiums bestowed upon them by
the Catholic Missionaries. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IE v.

n. § 73. 229 Pope censures the haste, negligence and fustian

language of Chapman. 1884 J. Shakmas Hist. Swearing
ii. 26 The fustian ornament of somewhat spirited talk.

t b. Hence of a writer or speaker. Obs.

{1597: see 3.] 1693 Drvdes Persiusv. 9 Let Fustian Poets

with their Stuff be gone. 1781 J. Warton Ess. Pope II. x.

149 note. Ridiculing the false pomp of fustian writers.

t c. Fustian fume ; a great display of anger.

Sofustian anger. Obs.

1553 Bale Vocacyon job, The Treasurer, beynge in hys
fustene fumes, stoughtely demaunded a determinate answere.

1583 Stanyhlrst sEneis it. (Arb.) 46 With fuming fustian

anger. x6a6 L. Owen Spec. 'Jesuit. (1629) 3 Ypon this_ the

Monke in a Spanish fustian-fume, cryed out. 1682 N. O.

Boileau's Lutrin IV. 173 The Chanter netled heard in fustian

fume Rejoyning Girard thus sawcily presume.

3. Worthless, sorry, pretentious.

15*3 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1206 This fustian maistres and
this giggishe gase. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 203

Thrust him downe stayres, I cannot endure such a Fustian

Rascall. 1600 Dr. Dodypoll \. i. in Btdlen O. PL III. 103

A fustie Potticarie ever at hand with his fustian drugges.

1631 Lithgow Trav. 111. 108 Now what a selfe Losungeous

fellow hath this fustian companion proved. 1861 K. H.

Digby Chapel St. John (1863) 325 The fustian rascal and his

poor lack-lmen mate.

+ b. * Made up ', imaginary. Obs.
1600 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rez: (T692) Induction, The

scene Gargaphie; which I do vehemently suspect for some
fustian country.

+ 4. Sc. ? Coarse, plain, homely. Obs. rare~ 1

^

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 43 Thai hed na breyd bot ry paikis

and fustean skonnis maid of flour.

Hence Pustianed a., clothed in fustian ; Pus-
tianist, one who writes fustian ; Fu*stiani*e v.

Vol. IV.
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intr., to write fustian ; Pii'stiany a. dial* see

quot., and cf. FUSTIAN B. I b).

164a Milton Apol.Smect. viii, Preferring the gay rankness

of Apuleius, Arnobius, or any modem Fustianist, before the

native Latinisms of Cicero. 1830 O. W. Holmes Poet's

Lot 4 To get a ring, or some such thing, And fustiani/e

upon it. 1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. 62 The fn^-

lianed keeper winked at the gorgeous Roman warrior.

1883 T. Hardy Wesse.v T. in Longm. Mag. I, 572 Hob-
:

nailed and fustianed peasantry. 1884 Chcsh. Gloss. ,
Fustiany,

applied to sand with a good deal of earth (the colour of

fustian) in it, that prevents its being used for mortar.

Fustic (fo'stik). Also 6-7 fusticke, ',7 fust- i

wick, 8 fuatoc, -ue), 7-9 fustick. [a. Y.fustoc, I

a. Sp. fustoc, a. Arab.
<
j»v...» fustuq, ad. Gr.

maTamj Pistachio. The name was transferred from

the pistachio to the closely-allied sumach-tree

[Rhus Cotinus), and thence to another tree which

resembles the latter in yielding a yellow dye.]

1. The name of two kinds of wood, both used for

dyeing yellow, a. The wood of the Venetian

sumach (Rhus Cotinus). Now only with defining

word, young or Zante fustic, b. The wood of

the Cladrastis (Chlorophora , Madura} tVictoria of

America and the West Indies. Sometimes called

for distinction oldfustic.

1545 Ascham Toxofh. (Arb.) 123 Steles [of arrows] be

made of dyuerse woodes, as. . Fusticke [etc. ]. 1646 Royalist

Composition Papers iVorksb. Archaeol. Sod II. 47 I' 1 goods
viz. Oyles, Mathers, Gales, Copperis, Retwood, ffustwtck.

1651 Perfect Account No. 101. 2071, 2 Cannestrees of

Cochtnele, a good quantity of Fustick. 1719 De Foe Crusoe

1. xvi, It was very like the Tree we call Fustic. 1757 Dyer
Fleece (1807) 97 The snowy web is steep'd, with grains of

weld, Fustic, or logwood, mix d, or cochineal. 1812 J. Smyth
Preset, of Customs vi82i) 290 Fustick imported from the

Greek islands is in very small sticks, and is denominated by
the trade young Fustick. 1838 T. Thomson Chew. Org.

Bodies 414 Before fustic can be employed as a dye-stuff",

it must be cut into chips. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comiit. 2 1

3

Fustic is brought to market in long pieces or logs.

2. A yellow dye extracted from the wood of the

fustic trees.

1838 Carpkntrr Veg. Phys. § 367 The dye termed Fustic

. . is extracted from the wood of a species of Mulberry tree.

1863 Life in South II. 306 Fustic, and copal, with other

dyes and varnishes.

3. attrib., as fustic- tree, -wood.

1630 Capt. Smith Trav. # Adv. xxvi. 56 Fusticke trees

are very great and the wood yellow, good for dying. 1712

tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 70 The People of Provence and
Italy, after they have peel'd off the Bark, sell the Fustick

Wood. 1756 P. Browse Jamaica 339 The ^ Fustic tree.

This is a fine timber wood, and a principal ingredient in

most of our yellow dyes.

Fustied (fvstid). [f. Fusty + -ed i.] Made
fusty ; deprived of brightness or freshness.

1576 Newton" Lemnie's Complex. 11. vi. 141 b, Affections

and perplexities, .making him to Joke lyke syluer al fustyed

wyth chimney soote.

Fustigate (fo'Stig^t), V. Now humorously

pedantic, [f. L. fiistTgdt- ppl, stem of fustTgare

to cudgel to death, f. fuslis cudgel.] trans. To
cudgel, beat.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fust/gate, to beat with a staff,

to cudgel, a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1662) 136 Falling out

with his Steward, .and fustigating him for his faults. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Re-,: III. m. viii. (1B721 131 These serpent-

haired Extreme She Patriots do now. .shamefully fustigate

her. 1851 R. F. Burton Goa 168 Our panting steeds, whom
the Vetterino was fustigating. 1879 Brit. Med. Jrul.

31 May S13 She may now leave the business to the small

patient himself, provided he be old and sensible enough to

fustigate himself systematically.

fig. (absol.) 1888 Sat. Rev. 2 June 667 He brands, be

bruises, he fustigates ; he stamps his victims ridiculous.

Hence Pu'stiyated ///. a. Also Pu'stigator,

one who fustigates or beats (another).

1727 Bailey vol. II, Fustigated
t
beaten with a Cudgel.

1865 Pall Mall G. 8 Nov. q We shall hear by an early mail

of the magistrate himself having been assaulted.. as soon

as the gallant fustigator is liberated oa bail.

Fustigation (fiwdg^jwO. [ad. L. fustigd-

tion-em, n. of action i.fftstlgare to Fustigate. Cf.

t\fustigation.'] The action of cudgelling or beating.

1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. {1596) 609/2 This penance . . to be
done, .that is to say, six fustigations or displings about the

parish church of Aldborough. 1614 Seldks Titles^ Hon. 64
That punishment of Fustigation was it seems, instituted by
Antoninus and Commodus. 1667 Earl ok Bristol F,lvira

11. in Hazl. Dodsley XV. 32 Heaven send him a light hand
To whom my fustigation shall belong. 1715 tr. C'tess

H'Aunoy's Ivks. 205 Don Pedro cry'd so loud at that

fustigation. 1837 Caklyle Fr. Rev. II. IV, i, Martyrdom
not of massacre, yet of fustigation. i860 J. C. Jeaffreson
Bk. about Doctors I. 7 For many centuries fustigation was
believed in as a sovereign remedy for bodily ailments.

fig. 1858 Motley Corr. (1889) I. 249 Lord Clarendon in

the Lords administered a most serious fustigation.

t PustilaTian. Obs. (? nonce-ivd. ) [? Comic
formation on next.] ? =next.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 66 (Qq. 1600) Away you
sculhan, you rampallian, you fustilarian [16*3 Fustilhrian].

ile tickle your catastrophe.

PustilugS (fcrstiltfgz). Obs. exc. dial. [?f.

Fusty a. + Lug in the sense of something heavy or

slow.] A person, esp. a woman, of gross or corpu-

lent habit ; a fat, frowzy woman.
1607 R. C. tr. Estienney

s World of Wonders Pref. 10 The
country swains contenting themselues though they haue not

FUSTY.

the fairest, take the woodden-fae'd wenches and the ill-

fauourd-foule-fustitugs for a small summe. 1611 Burton
Ana!. Mel. in. ii. iv. i. U651) 519 Every lover admires his

mistress, though she be. .a vast virago, or. .a fat fustylugs.

1639 tr. Junius' SinStigmat. xv. 39 You may dayly see such
fustilugs walking in the streets, like so many Tunnes, each
moving upon two pottle pots. 1746 Exmoor Scalding 118

(E, D. S.) Va gurt Fustilugs ! 1778 Ibid. Gloss., Fusty-lugs,

—spoken of a big-boned Per>.on,—a Great foul Creature.

1867 W. F. Rock Jim an' Nell Ixii. (E. 1). S. No. 76) ' Nell

isn't a gurt fustilugs O' cart-hoss heft, an' hulking dugs.*

Fustin fzrstin'
y . Chem. [f. Fust-ic or Fust-et

+ -IN'.] The name given by Preisser to the colour-

ing matter of Rhus Cotinus' (Watts Diet. Chem.

1864). Cf. Fusteuic.

Fustle (p's'V), sb. Sc. and dial. Also fussle.

[onomatopoeic; cf. Fuss. Hustle.] (See quots.)

Sd Fu'stle v. dial., to make a fuss; Firstling1

ppl. a. dial., fussing, fussy.

1832-53 J. Ballantyne in Whistle-Binkie [Scot. Songs)

Ser. n. 116 Thou jaggy, kittly, gleg wee thing.. Soon
scamper aft, hap stap an' fling, Wi' COUrtng fustic. 1847-78

Halliwell, Fussle, a slight confusion. Svffolk. Fustle, a

fuss, or bustle. Warn: 1867 \V. F. Rock Jim an" Nell
exxxiv. »K. D. S. No. 76), Zum foreward, fustrlng youth.

1891 Hartlaud Gloss.
%
Fustle, to make a fuss.

tFu'Stler. Obs. rare- 1
. ? =Fusteb.

1605 Depos. in Wells Depos. (MS.), Johannes Webb, de

Brushford in comite Somerset, Fustier.

Fusty (f»'sti), a. Also 6 fewsty ; and see

Foisty. [f. Fust slO 2.]

1. That has lost its freshness, stale-smelling,

musty, a. Of a wine-cask or vessel. Also of the

wine : Tasting of the cask. Obs. exc. dial.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. xii. (1495^ 57 Wyne and
other licour takyth infeccion of a vessell that is fusty. 1510
WmTiSTOK I'utg. (1527) 15 The wyne bottell is somwhat
fusty. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 152 To renue their wine-,

and make them seem fresh and new, after they haue by
long lying gotten a fusty rotten last. 1616 Subfl. &
Markh. Country Fartue 617 To restore againe into his

former and sound estate, the Wine that is growne fat,

fustie, and hath taken winde. 1877 Holderness Gloss.,

Fusty, musty; fetid; stale: generally applied to malt

liquors, or vessels containing them.

Jig. 1645 Milton Colast. (1851) 375 His farewell, which
is to be a concluding taste of bis jabberment in law, the

Mushiest and the fustiest that ever corrupted in such an
unswiird hogshead.

b. Of bread, corn, meat, etc. : Smelling; of mould
or damp.
1491 Caxtok Vitas Pair. (1495) 6 He. .founde brede. .the

whyche was not fayre, but fusty and spotted. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 76 If a feaste .. had fewsty and nought)'

bread, all the other daynties shulde be vnsauery. 1596

Bp. W, Barlow Three Serin, ii. 59 Who had rather the

corne should waxe fustie in their garners then to sell it out.

1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 11. i. 1 1 1 If he knocke out either of

your braines, he were as good cracke a fustie nut with no
kernell. 1655 Mocfet & Bennet Health's Imfrov, (1746.'

339 You must not presently mould up your Meal after

grinding.. nor keep it too long, lest tt prove fusty. 1884

J. Bull's Xeighb. in True Light xii. 83 He will take u
piece of diseased horse or fusty beef, and make a ragout
that will cause you to smack your lips.

fig. 1650TKAIT Comiu. Numbers i\. 11 That fusty, swell-

ing, sowring, spreading corruption of nature and practice.

2. Of persons, places, etc. : Having an unpleasant.
' close ', or ' stuffy ' smell such as arises from dirt,

dust, or damp.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gamesche 77 Fusty bawdyas.

x6oi B. Jonson Poetaster in. iv, Hang him, fustie Satire,

he smells all goat. i6o» 2nd Ft. Return fr. Parnass. v.

iv. 2233 Farewell musty, dusty, rusty, fusty London,
c 1648-50 Brathwait Barnabees Jrttl. X v a. Ins are nasty,

dusty, fustie. 1798 A. Seward Lett. (t8ii) V. 147 Old
fusty stuff-beds. 1840 Lady Granvii.lk Lett. Jan. (1894) II.

299 Intense heat in the mild, fusty weather. 1842 Dickens
in Forster Life m. 101 Dirty clothes-bags musty, moist and
fusty. 1848 Kikgslev Saint's Trag. iv. iv, Stifling her

with fusty sighs. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. iv, A
fusty old gown which had been about college probably for

ten generations.

3. fig. That has lost its freshness and interest

;

bearing marks of age or neglect ; of old-fashioned

appearance or behaviour, 'fogeyish'.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 1. iii. 161 At this fusty stuffe, The
large Achilles . . iaughes out a lowd applause. 1609 W. M.
Man in Moone (1857) S4 True is the proverbe, though fustie

to tine wits. 1674 I. D. Mall t. i. in D?yden's Wks. 1S84

VIII. 513 All pretty Ladies will shun thee for a fusty Hus-
band. 1728 CakBY Song in Vanbr. & Cib. Proz: Husb. iv.

If I stay 'till I grow gray, They'll call me old Maid, and
fusty old jade. 1743-4 Mas. Delany Let. to Mrs. Deives

in Life <y Corr. 249 Old fusty physicians, you know, are

full of ceremony, 178a Miss BuKKEV Cecilia x. x, What
could ever induce you to give up your charming estate for

the sake of coming into his fusty old family ! 1833 Ten.vy-

son Poems 153, I forgave you all the blame, Musty Chris-

topher ; I could not forgive the praise, Fusty Christopher.

1842 Mrs. Gore Fascin. 164 Letoriere is too good a rider

.. to lose his time with fusty Latin and Greek. 1883 Gd.

Words 183 The doctors say we get musty and fusty if we
stay in one place.

+ b. ? Ill-humoured 7
peevish, dull. Obs. rare- 1

.

1668 Pepys Diary iS June, My wife still in a melancholy,

fusty humour, and-crying, and do not tell me plainly what

it is.

+ c. Used as sb. : A ' seedy person. Obs.

n 1732 Gay Distress d Wife 11. v, If Mr. Forward calls,

I think—Yes—You may let him in.. But, be sure you let in

no Fusties.

4. Comb., asfusty'framed, -looking, -rusty adjs.
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FUSURE. 626 FUTURE.

1S93 1 ell-Troth's K. V. (,ift 4 After the finishinge of
whose fu-tie framed speech. 178a Cowcfk Let. to Umvin
s Jan. in Life 1B04 III. w, Hut what shall we say of hU
(Johnson's; fusty-rusty remarks upon Henry and F.mma?
1877 M. M. (i«*sT Sun-Maid i, A fusty-looking old |>er-

sonagc with a large umbrella.

Hence Fu'StUy &, Fn'stlneM ; also jocular

nonce-wds.) Frriticat* v., to make fusty ; Pu*»-
tifled a. Fusty a. 3.

15*6 Househ. Ord. (1700) 2i3 Item, that the lirewen doe
brew good and seasonable .stuff without Weevell or Fus-
t'mes. a 1661 Flxlee Worthies (1340} III. 333 If any
fustiness be found in his writings, it comes not from the
grape, but from the cask, a 17M Lim.k Hush. (1752) 169
n."u not only the Ions of those grains that actually grow,
but a foulnew* and fustiness aUo. 1835 Begkfou) Recoil,

150 This most consequential of equerries .. invited u* ..

to screen ourselves from the meridian heats . Preceded
by the right pompous and notified equerry, we diverged
from the mended track. 1839 lilack-w. Mag. XLVI. 734
When there was a sort of golden age . . and shepherds liad

nothing to do but pipe . . I'he country pipes now-a-days,
are terribly fusticated with tobaf.ro. 1864 Realm iK

May B We have so long associated him [nn actor] with
Melter Moss, that rustines* and fustiness seemed a normal
part of his being. 1874 BK.ACKII Self-Cult. 30 A student,
and smells fustily of books, as an inveterate smoker doe* of
tobacco. 1883 J. I'ayn 'J nicker titan Water 151 The one
is fustiness, the other is skimp! ness. In the former case
.. the air U rather difficult to breathe. Flue is everywhere.

Fuaun, obs. form of Koihon.

Fu*sure. rare* , [ad. L, fiisura founding, f.

fundHre to found 'metals).] Fusing, smelting.
17*7 Baii.kv vol. II, Future, a flowing or melting of

Metals. Hence in mod. Diets.

t Put, int. Obs. [? an instinctive exclamation;
but cf. Foot sb. i b.] Used to express surprise.

160a Makston Ant. fy Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 23 rut, bow
he tickles yon trout under the gilles. Ibid. 111. 35.

Fut, obs. and Sc. form of Foot.

Futchel 1 (fotJSl). [Of obscure origin.
Possibly repr. some compound of Foot ; cf. polefoot, 'the

hind end of a pole which goes into the cleaves of the
futchels' (Knightj.j

One of the pieces oftimber carrying or supporting
the shafts, or pole, or splinter-bar of a carriage.

1794 W. Fki.ton Carriages (1801 > I. 50 The futchels are 2
light timbers fixed in The fore axeltree bed. 1851 Iltuttr.

Catat. (it. Exhib. I. 260 Friction plates attached to futchells.

1853 ITeb Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 9.40 The futchel or socket
for the pole of the carriage, must also be jointed to the
middle of the fore-axletree bed and splinter bar. 1876
Vovr.i Mil. Diet. (ed. v, Futchels are strong pieces ofwood
or iron, three in number, uniting the splinter-bar and the
axle-tree bed of a gun<arri:tge or limber.

tFute, v. Obs.~ l
[? echoic] intr. To whistle.

< 1650 Rabin Hood 52 in Furniv. Percy /•nil" I. vj Now
fute on, fute on thou cutted fryar..it is not the fitting in

a fryers fist that can doe me any ill.

Fute, obs. Sc. form of Food, Foot.
Fute, Futerer, var. FCUTE, FXWTIREB, Obs.

Futher, -ir, obs. forms of FOTBEB sb.

Futhorc T//'J^ik). Al.sofuthark.-ork. [Named
from the first six letters,/, u,p, p or a, r

t
I.] The

Runic alphabet.
1851 L>. Wilson I'reh. Ann. (166 i) II. iv. iv. 235 'I'he

name futhork is applied to all system-, of phonetic signs of
the Teutonic Stock, for the same reason as those of classical

derivation are called alphabet. 1865 Lchbock i'reh. Time,
App. (1378J 618 We possess no less than 61 Runic Futhorcs.
IMS G. Ststmem Runic Mon. I. p. vii, .Shown by a couple
of the later futhorcs.

Futile (fitt'til, -ail , a. {a. Y. futile or ad. L.
ffttilis (more correctly futlilis) that easily pours
out, leaky, hence untrustworthy, vain, useless, usu.

supposed to Ije i.fud- stem oifundere to pour out.]

1. Incapable of producing any result ; foiling
utterly of the desired end through intrinsic defect

;

useless, ineffectual, vain.

ti«5 Hakpsfielo Divorce Hen. VI11 (Camden) 253 How
weak and futile it is . . we have already shown. (.1750
Siikssionk Ehgies ix. 31 Disdaining riches as the futile

weeds. 1758 Johnson idler No. 13 r 3 Half the room are
adorned with a kind of futile tapestry. 170* BoKJCC /'res.

St. Affair* Wks. VII. 113 Render it as futile in its effft I ,

as it is feeble in its principle. 1802 Svo. Smiiii IVks. (1867)
I. 12 All complaint U futile which is not followed Op In-

appropriate remedies. 1853 C. Bronte Viltetle xvii, These
struggles with the natural character . . may seem futile and
fruitless, but in the end they do good. 1875 JbVCTI Plato
(ed. 2) 1. 112 An inference that Protagoras evades by drawing
a* futile distinction between the courageous and the confident.

1875 K. Whiik Life in Christ Pref. 118781 13 This is indeed
an appeal which is made by every futile dreamer.

2. Occupied with things ofno value or importance,
addicted to trifling, lacking in purpose. *i Obs.
1736 Uolincbkokr Patriot. (1749) 112 These judgments

and these reasonings may be expected in an age as futde and
as corrupt as ours. 1751 CkSSTSCr. £</*.< 1792) III. 152 The
polite conversation of the men and women of fashion at

Paris, though not always very deep, is much less futile and
frivolous than ours here. Ibid. 192 Frivolous futile people.
1791H0SWKLL Johnson 27 Mar. an. 1775 * Davy has some
convivial pleasantry about him ; but 'tis a futile fellow.'

1* 3. Unable to hold one's tongue, addicted to
talking, loquacious. Obs. [From the etymological
sense, l leaky'.] Cf. Futility 3.
1611 Bacon Est.,Counsell 'Arb.i 320 One futile person,

that inaketh it his glory to tell, will do more hurt, thru
manie that know it their dutic to torn eale. 1625 —Simula-
tion (Arb.) 508 Talkers and Futile Persons.

4. quasi-;/'. A futile person.
1892 I . Dim an Canaanitish Woman x. 130 After all. why

should he remain for ever among the futiles '•.

Hence Pn'tilely adv., Fu'tilonoss.
17*7 \',\ii.i.Y irol II, I-uiileni-it, I- utility, BtabtlSaf,

Silline—.. Lightness, Vanity. 1812 J. J. Hi nrv Camp. agst.

Quebec 80 Being without arms, and in an unknown country,

my ineoiwfjuence and futileuess lay heavy on my spirit.

1881 Harper's Mag. LXII1. 353 Kegnault met his death,

futilely in almost the last engagement ofthe war. i88t M m.
M. H( KGV.Mov.tt IIon. MrsA'erek.'r I. xvii. 232 Tlie Chinese
lanterns that 10 lil>erally, but so futilely. sought to light the

pleasure ground-..

Putilitarian, rt.and^. [A humorous coinage,

f. Imtiutv, after Utilitakian.]

A. adj. Devoted to futility or futile pursuits.

B. sb. One who is devoted to futility.

1827 S01 in kv in C. C. Southey Life fy Corr. V. 290 If the

Utilitarians would reason and write like you, they would no
longer deserve to be called Futilitarians. 1834 Doctorxxxv.
(1848) 85 The whole race of Political Economists, our
Malthusites, Benthamites, Utilitarian-.. or Futilitarians. 1873
F. Hall Mod. Eng. 10 ftotet 'Yi\c word international, intro-

duced by the immortal Bentham.and \[r.Cax\\-W*j>ijpuanity
..are significantly characteristic of the utilitarian philan-

thropist and of the futilitarian misanthropist, respectively.

t PutilitouS, a. Obs. rare~\ [irreg. f. I'l Tl-

lit-y + -oust.] m Futile.
1765 StEBMR Ir. Shandy VIII. xiil, Love is. .one of the

! most Agitating, Bewitching .. Fulilitou* .. off all human
puuoiu.
Futility fi«ti*liti

;
. [ad. F. fuliliU or L.

ft'iti-Juttilitiitem^ i.fiittilis : see FUTJLS and -ITT,]

1. The quality of lacing futile; triflingness, want
of weight or importance ; esf>. inadequacy to j>ro-

dtice a result or bring about a required end, in-

1
effectiveness, oselessness.

1623 Cot y. BEAM. Eutililie, vanitie. 1654 Whitlock Zooto-
7//ia 477 Divine Poems .. might welt al/svjlve Poetry off it-.

objected Futility, and I/evity. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. v.

9 19 Whatever futility there may Ije in their notions. 1777
Priestley Disc. Philos. Necess. 204 Shew the futility of

'. these replies, if you can. 184s M'COLLOCH Taxation 11.

j
vi. « 185^253 We nave already seen the futility of all attempts
to asses* taxes proportionally to real profits. 9875 Jowf.it

l Plato fed. 2' I. 117 The manifest futility and absurdity of
the explanation. 1879 M. Aknoi.o Mixed Ess., Irish

I

Cathoi. 104 We should recognize the futility ot contending
I against the most rooted of prejudices.

2. Disposition to trifle or be occupied with trifles,

! incapacity for serious affairs or interests, lack of

p purpose, frivolousness.

1691 Bextley Boyle Lett. iii. 28 The same trifling futility

j

appears in their xii Signs of the Zodiack. 1748 Cmesi kki .

/.'//. (1792J II. clvi. 57 If they [diversions] are futile and
frivolous, it is time worse than lo*t, for they will give you
an habit of futility. 1758 ToHHSOM Idler No. 25 iP 11 Leave
foppery and futility to die of themselve-. 1856 M«s. C.
CLARK! Shahs. Char. xx. (18631 507 If they go wrong, it is

from utter futility and incapacity to keep out of harm's way.
z866 Geo. Elioi /-. Holt II. xxiii. 128 The noisy futility

tliat belongs to schismatics generally.

t3. Talkativeness, loquacity, inability to hold

one's tongue. Cf. Ft'TILSa. 3. Obs.
1640 Waits tr. Bacon's Adv. I.cartt. vitt. ii. 383 The

Futility of vaine Persons, which easily utter, as well what
may be spoken, as what should be secreted. 169a K.
[/CsTSAtCGE Fables ccccxxvii, 'I*his Fable does not strike

so^nuch at the Futility of Women in General, as at the

Incontinent Levity of a Prying Inquisitive Humour.
4. Something that is futile.

1667 Br< S.Pssxn FreeKf Impart. Censure too, I am sure

that those Notions . . were but grand and pompous Futilities,

1840 Carlvi.k Heroes iii. (1841) 163 He was but a loud-
sounding inanity and futility ; at Ixntom, he ivas not at all.

'843 - PO$ + /V. 1. i, His mouth full of loud futilities

1870 LoWBXL Studf Wind. s« A patchwork of second-hand
memories is a laliorious futility, hard to write and harder
to read. 1871 MoCLEY Voltaire (1886) 8 To reduce the
faith to a vague futility.

Futilize (fi//tibiz), v. rare. [f. Futile +
-i/k.] trans. To make futile.

1766 EL BSOOICJ Pool ofDual. II. ix. nq Her whole soul
and MEttCI is futili/cd and extracted into shew and super-
h'.i.ds. 1867 R. M. Pium.jmokk tr. Dupanlonft's Stud.
Worn, vi, (1869) 35 Not to futili/e (if I may be RUOWed th<-

wordj the mind of men, who are already too much inclined
to futility.

t Fu"tilous, a. Obs. [irreg. f. \,.futi-,futtil-is

I-
1 HLI + -OCft.1 = Futilk.
1607 S. Ilii.icis i)ifru,e\. \-ji These arguments, .arefutil-

ons. 1631 k. Uvirn.o Doctr. Sahb. 11 A futilous distinction
of of and to. 1643 True Informer 30 The Authors, were
worthlessc and meane futilous persons. 1647 vVaBO Simp.
< >>/.f

•
-j.fi It is a most unworthy thing, for men, to spend their

lives in making fidle-cases for futilous women s phansies1

. 169a
Wtwammmtr. Milton's Def. Pop. viii. (1851) 201 Which is

enough to discover how futilous you are, to say, as you have
done, that it was a Pope. 1703 iii-. Pa i kick Coiutn. 2 Sam.
vi. 20 Not with a futilous, lascivious, and petulant joy, but
w ith a pious and moderate.

Futra : sec Foi'iKi:.

Futtling (hVtliij). Kant. - Foot-wamng (see

Foot sb. 35;.
c 1850 Kudim. S'avig. (Weale) 1 ig Footwaling, or Futtling,

01 (tiling, the inside plank of the ship's hottum.

Futtock (bvtDk;. Kaut. Also 8 foot-hook,
[prob., as already suggested in quot. 1644, a pro-
nunciation offoot-hook (see (juot. 1769).]
1. One of the middle timbers of the frame of a

ship, between the floor and the top timbers.

1611 Cotor., Cour-haston . . 'in a ship; a crooked peece
tymber, tearmed a Knee, or Futtocke. 1S44 Maswavrim
Sea-mans Diet., Fultochs,this word is commonly pronounce)
but I thinke more properly it should Ije called I oote-hookes
for the Futtocks are those compassing timbers, which giv
the bredth and Ijearing to the ship, which are *rarfed to th
ground- 1iml>ers. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine {1776,
luttotles, the middle division of a ship's timbers : or thos.

parts which are situated between the floor and the top
timbers . . A? the epithet hooked v. - . applied .. to severa
crooked timbers in a ship, as the breast-hooks, fore-hook*
after-hook », &c., this term is evidently derived from th
lowest part orfoot of the timber and from the shape of th
piece. 1769 G. Kkate Delay Isl. 94 The jolly-boat wa
dispatched to ..fetch some timbers for futtock >. 183
Maeeyai A'. Forster iii, Several of the lower futtock* an<

timbers still hung together. 1846 Aloises Contracts 11. vii

II 2 f 1883) 998 The twenty-two broken futtocks of the vesst

were concealed only by the ballast, c 1850 Rndim. S'anit,

Weale * 120 Futtocks . . are named according to tbei
situation, that nearest the keel being called the first futtock
the next above, the second futtock, etc
2. Comb., as futtock-mould, -rigging, -limber

Also futtock-head, -hole, -hoop 'see quots.

futtock-plank = Limbeb-htrake ; futtock-plate
one of the iron plates crossing the sides of the top

rim iierpencHcularly, to which the futtock-shroud

are secured ; futtock-rider (see quot. 1867;

futtock-shroud, one of the small shrouds wbicl

secure the lower dead-eyes and futtoek-plates c

top-mast rigging to a band round a lower mast

futtock-staff, -stave (see quots.).

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., * Futtock-head, in shir.

building, is a name for the 5th, the 7th, and the 9th diagonals

1846 Vocmc Kant. Diet. s. v. Futtock-shrouds, They ar

often formed by a continuation of the topmast riggin;

coming down through holes in the top, called "futiock-hole 1

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Futtock-koles, places througi

the top rim for the futlock-plates. 1874 Knight Dk t. Mech
I. 931 * Futtock-hoop, a hoop encircling the mast at a poin

below the head, and serving for the attachment of th

shackles of the futtock -shrouds. 1664 E. Bt'ftHfttU. Compt
Shipifright 19 The . . 'futtock-Mould Ls hauled downward
1846 Vocmg Kaut. Diet., Lxmber-strake . .sometimes calkr*

the futtock-plank. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11789

M mij, An iron hand, called the *foot-hook-plate. 1841 R.H
liANA Seaman's Man. 106 Futtotk-Plates. 1769 Faiconei

Diet. Marine 1789), Eguillettes .. the 'futtock -riders. 186

Smyth Sailor's IVord-hk., Fnttoek-ridirs, when a rider i

lengthened by means of pieces batted or scarphed to it an<

each other, the first piece is termed the first futtock-ridei

the next the second futtock-rider, and so on. t 18*0 H
Stuart Seaman's Cateth. 17 What is the name of the riggioj

from the necklace to the top rims t 'Futtock-rigging. 1761

Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) M m ij, A rope called th

foothookshroud. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef Mast vi. 13 Hi

fell from the star-board futtock shrouds. 1861 H. KtEOSUj
Ravensh+e vi, Clinging to the futtock shrouds. 1841 R. H
Dana Seaman's Man. 106 * Futtock-staff, a short piece o

wood or iron, seized across the upper part of the rigging, t<

which the catharpin legs are secured. 1794 Rigging & *'<'*

manship I. 166 * Futtoek-stave, a short piece of rope servei

over with spun-yarn, to which the shrouds are confined a

the catharpins. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 10

' Futtock'timbers, those timbers between the floor and otn
timbers and the top timbers.

t Pu'turable, a. Obs.-1
[f. Fitlbet-able.

That may happen in the future.

1655 Fuller dk. Hist. xi. iii. f 51. 175 What the issue.

would have been, is only known to him.. whose prex-ienci

extends not only to things future, but futurable, having th«

certain cognisance of contingents, which might, jet neve

actually shall, come to passe.
.

t Pnturality. Obs.- 1
[f. med.L. fnturaUi.

% futur-us future: see -al) + -itv.] Futurity

the future (of a person).
1666 G. Alsoi- Maryland (1869) 101 What the futuralitj

ofrny days will bring forth, I know not.

Future {fiihSxi, fiw-tjai), a. and sb. Also 4

futur. [a. OF. and Y.futur misc., future fem.

ad. L. fit'tints, fut. pple. of esse to be, f. stem fu

'see He etym. 3).]

A. adj.

1. That is to be, or will be, hereafter. Ofter

qualifying a sb., with the sense: The person 01

thing that is expected to be (what the sb. denotes,

t 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 748 Futur tyme, er I wai u

the snare, Coude I not seen, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxvin. io<

(Marl. MS.) Vyneger was gode, and that is for pc preten

tyme ; wyne is gode, and bat is for the present* tyme; anc

muste shalle be gode, and that is for the future tyme. 10*

Hakllvi Vey. Ill 860 There is no likelihood OffgW
sedition .. in any of the kingdoms. 1641 Milton th. Govt

1. vii, The trifling doubts and jealousies of future sects. 17*!

Watts Logic ti. v. f 7 We attain the greatest assurance o.

thing-, past and future by divine faith. 1816 M. Gbe*J*T**
Distr. Maine 136 Like every thing future, all speculation^

on this subject must . . be in a measure uncertain. 103*

Lvtton Alice 25, I wish I were the future lady » »r«r?"
1841 71 T. K. Jones Amm. Kingd. led. 4) «8 The litti*

embryo bear* no resemblance whatever to the future animal

t86oTtNi.Ai.L Clac. U. xxvi. 374 To help future observer-

Card

. place this point beyond doubt, etc. »»f J- "• £*"
ef Ch. Eng. II. 428 The series of events which the future

cardinal thus indicated in outline. 1884 tr. Lotze s Metapn

264 If to one and the same consciousness that is to ueconu.

Present which was previously Future to it. i8o5 J-p

Times XCVIII. 280/1 The injury.. blighting the 61BS9BW I

whole future career. .

b. In certain contexts used spec, with reference If

the condition of the soul after death. A futurt

state, life : existence after death, esp. as an object

of belief.



FUTURE.

1733 Popr £ss. Man I. Contents, It i< partly upon thi>

Ignorance of future Events, and partly upon the Hope of a
Future State, that all his Happiness in the Present depends.
I799 WlLl.KS & l>l'HNFOK!> CoillHt. BlcaS CaSCS 550 SuppOS
in^ an infidel who helieves a God. .but does not believe

a future state, be examined on his oath. 1883 GlLMOUa
IfyngoU xvii. 207 The theory of a man's future slate depend
ing simply on the preponderance of his good or had actions.

c. alisol. or ellift. ; cap. in plir. in future.
1607 ShaKB. Timon 1. i. 141 Three Talent* on the present

;

in future, all. 1650 WsLDON Crt. Jas. /, 155 It utterly

cast him out of all favour from the King in future. 1667
Mil. ion }\ I., til. 78 Him God beholding from his prospect
high. Wherin past, present, future he beholds. 1808 T.
I.imii.kv I'ov. arasil j8, I shall be obliged to.. endure a
dark room in future.

2. Of or pertaining to time to come ; esp. in

Gram, of a tense : Relating to time to come ;

describing an event yet to nappen. Also ellift.

{-future tense).

Future perfect {tense) : expressing an event or action
viewed as past in relation to a given future time.

1530 Palsgs. 84 The future tens, as Je parlertiy. 1579
Ftl.Kt: Re/ut. Bastell 768 Hee niaketh them . . plainer by
chaunging the pretertence into the future. 161s Brinslk.v
Bos. Parts (1669) 34 What time speaks the Future Tense
of? A. Of the time to Come. 1633 Earl Mancii. At
Mondo (1636) 32 Man is a future creature, the eye of his
soule lookes beyond this life. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. si.

1/2 Tho' the first Aorist be,. used for the second future.
1814 I.. Murrav Bag. Cram. (ed. 5) I. 124 The first Future
Tense..The second Future.

13. Loosely used for : Subsequent (to a specified

past epoch).
1600 J_. Lane Tom Tel-troth 120 Since those times by

future times were changed. 1630 A'. 'Johnson's A'ingd. .y

Commw. 114 Scotland .. in times past began at the EVtoun.
taine Grampius..But in future times, by the extinguish-
ment of the Picts, it reached also unto Tweed. 1664 Power
Ji.vp. Thilos. 11. 107 Prognosticks.. made good by the future
event of the Experiments. 1858 \V. 1 ,. Sargan 1 .Soc. tnt/or.

27 This rhapsody will not be intelligible lo those unac-
quainted with St. Simon's future history.

B. so.

f 1. //. Future events. Oh.
11374 Chaucer Boeth. v. vi. 133 (Camb. MS.) It.. pro-

eeuith fro preteritz in to futuris. Ibid. 134 It ne hath nat
the fnluris bat ben nat yit. 1654 Wiim.ncK Zootomia 476
Providence against all sorts of Futures that fall under our
Care.

2. Thefuture, a. Time to come ; future time.
Phr. For thefuture : in all future time.
c 1400 Bom. Bose 5015 Afornhir she inaysee In the future

som socour 1601 Siiaks. Alt's If'elliv. ii. 63 That what
in time proceeds, May token to the future, our past deeds.
1*93 limn, n Com: Town 63 All the Fury of Minor
Cnticks follow, .all his Opinions for the future. 1796 Cam-
paigns 1793-4 II. viii. 52 I'll, .teach him to take better care
forthe future. i8st Hazlitt Table-t. I. iii. 52 The future is

like a dead wall or a thick mist hiding all objects from our
view. 1878 Morlev Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. Carlyle 197 The
industrial organization of the future.
personified. i8ai SheIXEY Adonais i, Till the Future

dares Forget the Past.

b. What will happen in the future.
1607 Siiaks. Timon 11. i. 1S7 The future comes apace.

1731 Popk En. Man 1. 81 Oh blindness to the future!
kindly giv'n. 1759 [ohnson Basse/as xxix. (1787) 8; The
future [is the object j of hope and fear. 1810 Lamb Etia,
Ox/. /« 1 ac, The mighty future is as nothing, being every-
thing! 1866 Gladstone in Tail Matt G. 28 July (1892!
X q

^'oucaImot right against the future, .time is on our side.

8. ft. A condition in time to come different (esp.
in a favourable sense) from the present.
tsji H. Roukks Eel. Faith (1853) 61 Every little present

has its little future for which we live. 1879 E. Arnold Lt.
Asia v. i32Making all futures fruits of all the pasts. 1891
C. Jamls Rom. Rigmarole 86, I would soon carve out a
new future for us both.

b. The prospective condition (of a person,
country, etc.).

Lvtton What will he do ? 11. viii, My sacrifice to1858

Jaiper I future might not have been in vain. 1863 Mary
Howiit tr. F. Bremer's Greece I. viii. 263-4 See every-
thing which belongs to the future of Greece. 1881 Pi body
F.ng Journalism xx. 152 Its future is a future which . . is
likely to add fresh lustre to the Newspaper Press.
4. Gram.—future tense: see A. 1.
1M1 Rutherford New t'lirynichns 405 It affords the

necessary authority to supply deponent futures to a group
of verbs, .of which by a singular fatality no future form has
been preserved.

5. One who is affianced in marriage, one's be-
trothed. [After Y.fulur, future]
.1817 I, HfooRK Mem. (18^41 V. 196 Lord Charles took

his pretty future lo Church this morning to receive the
sacrament.

6. Comm. in //. C.oods (esp. corn, cotton and
other produce) and stocks sold on an agreement for
future delivery. Also, contracts to sell or buy on
these terms. Also attri/:, as infuture system.
1880 Daily Afatw 10 Nov. 3/8 American futures are in

better demand. 1883 Manch. Exam. 6 Nov. 4/4 Amongst
the new developments of the cotton trade, the buying of
lutures may be braked upon as the most prominent. 1888
limes 26 June 12/1 Coffee very dull on the spot ami not
much done in futures. 1896 Daily Men* 22 Sept. 8/4 The
'|U..,tion on the programme was that of 'futures'. 1897
» <•«»;. Gas. 5 Jan. 0/1 The future s\ stem had created .111

iV. a" enormous market.
t future, ?. Oh. [f. Fotube a. ; cf. med.L.

Juturare in the same sense.] trans. To make
iuture, put off to a future day. Also ahol.
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1641 R. Harris Serm. 15 Ami who knows bat thai there-
fore God hath futured other hopes, and frustrated other
means, to the intent that he might honor this ordinance?
1646 Tkait Comm. John xii. 35 So they trifle, and by
futunng, fool away their own salvation. 1647 — Matt.
xxv, 11 Trifling, .with Christ and their souls, futuiing their
repentance, 1650 Gen. xx. 8 So [they] are shut out, with
the foolish Virgins, for their lingring and futuring.

Futureless, a. [t Future sb. + -lehk.]

Without a future, having no future before one.
1863 All Year Round July 477/1 An animal, a brute

heast, soulless and futureless. 1879 Howt u.s L. Aroostook
(188a) I. 141 The ordinary, fntnreless young girl.

t Fu*turely, adv. Oh. [f. Futtrk a. + -t\ -.]

Tn future, at a future time, hereafter. Also loosely.

at a time later than a certain epoch, thereafter.
t i6n Chapman Iliad 11. 201 litis held the Lycians

futurely.. the Errant call'd. 1628 Strafford in Browning
Lift (1891) aoi A distinction by which I shall futurely
govern my self. 1649 Jkk. Taylor Gt. Exeinf. 111. xv.

(
S

Jesus, .foretold great sadnesses . . futurely contingent to it.

1673 Garrovvay in Debates Ho.ofC. (Grey II. 213 As for
Duncombe's argument of building ships futurely, Money
may he had. 1793 O. Read in Life <V Corr. • 1870' 547 That
I may not he thought concluded from asking for an increase
of allowance futurely.

Futureness. [f. Future a. + -ness.] The
quality of being future.

i8»9J\s. Mill Hum. Mind (18691 II. \i\. is 5. 118 You
have pastness, nresenlness, and futureness. 1875 McCosil
Scot* 1'hilos. Ii. ^86 Time is pastness, presentness, and
futurenesi joined by association.

Futurist (ti/rtiuiist), j-/». (a.) Thcot. [f. Future
s/>. + -1st,] One who believes that the Scripture
prophecies, esp. those in the Book of Revelation,
are still to he fulfilled in the future.

The sense 'out' who lias regard to the future ', aiven in

Worcester 1S46, and expanded in later IHcts., is proh.
a figment.
184a G. S Fabkr Prov. Lett. 11844) I. 83 note. Dr. Todd

and Mr. Mac-Cansland . . are alike stanch Autiproiest.int
Futurists. 1854 D. S. Dksprbz Apocal. Fulfilled i. 2 We
have Pncterists and Futurists - one class of interpreters
believing that the Apocalypse was fulfilled in the first three
or four centuries of tfie Christian sera; another class main-
taining that, with the exception of the three first chapters,
none of it is fulfilled. 188a Fahhar Early Chr. 1 1.

b. attrih. passing into adj.

1878 H. G. Gi innkss End of Aft Pref. ,i3&>) 5 The
futurist school of prophetic interpreters. 1881 ('//. Twits
25 Feb. 121 To give themselves up . . to idle futurist .specu-

lations.

Futuritial (n/Hiuri'jal), a. OAr.-« [f.

FCTURIT-Y + -(i)ai..] Relating to what is to come

;

pertaining; to future time or events.

1846111 Worcksti:r (citing Hamilton); hence m mod. Diets.

Futurition(tu/tiuri-piO. Philos, [ad. med. L.

futuritibn-tm, irreg. f. futftr-us Future.
As .1 metaphysical term the med.L. word is used e. g. by

St. Honaventura 0/>rra ed. Peltier 1864 II. 65 b, in dis-

cussions relating to God's foreknowledge of events. A
different scnse, = ' the act of forecasting the future '. occurs
in a letter of Up. Jewel, 1 Aug. 1559, in Zurich Lett. ser. 1

(Parker Soc.) App. 22. The Parker Soc. translator renders
Jewel's 7'a/t/c deditnmfuturitio>iibu$\>y 'mightily addicted
to futuritions '

; but the sense is not otherwise authenticated
either in 1-at. or Kng.]

1. Existence or occurrence in the future ; future

existence or accomplishment. Now rare.

1641 D. Cawdrby .; Serin. 72 In the one there shall Ik-

a succession of punishments, and so there shall he a respect
of futurition or time to come. 1654 Vilvain Theorem. Thtot.

ii. 64 A certainly of divine Prescience touching the precise
l>eriod of every mans life, as also the order or maner of its

futurition. 1659 P' arson CfV*/ (i68a) 1. 1 is In which words
is clearly expressed the futurition of salvation certain by
him. 1684-5 South Som. (18231 I. 207 N it imaginable,
that the great means of the worlds redemption .. should
hang so loose in respect of its futurition as [etc.]. 1824
I,. Mi'rray Eng, Cram. (ed. 5^ I. 147 The word shall .

.

does not mean, to promise.. in the third [>erson, hut the
mere futurition of an event. 1882 3 in ScharT Eucycl.
Relig. A'ntKit. III. 2524/1 While foreknowledge may insure

the certain futurition of a volition.

b. quasi-<w/c; . A future event or existence ; a

futurity.

1668 Simki.i.s Xtt/htali Pref. 40 Let us not he anxious
about futuritions. ,11670 HaGKVT Cc/tt. Scrm. (1675) 990
There is a futurition of glory for the Soul. 1684 T. Huknki
'/'//. Earth 1. 107 Seeing thorough the poMibUltMM and
futuritions of each (world). 1840 Hlackiv. Biog* XI.VIM.
144 Some mere futurition, as metaphysicians love to sjK-ak,

some event in futurity.

2. The quality, attribute, or fact of being future ;

the fact or circumstance that something s[>ecifictL

will be.

1666 Bnbstowi .V//V. GtJMfc U668) 79 Futurition in

respect of existency of things, is no prejudice to the Kye
oi Faith, in the beholding ofthem as piesmt. 1699 IU km r

39 Art. xvii. (1700) 153 When God decrees that anything
shall be, it has from that a certain futurition. 1754 EoWAKOI
J- reed. II 'HI iv. viii. 2^1 The Acts and State of the Wills of
in.'i.d Agents, which had a tix'd Futurition from Kternity.

1839 aB&ttfrw, Mae. XLV. 462 The Romans . . had . . forms
expressing futurition and desire. 1847 Kl'shnell Chr.
Xurt, vii. 11861) 166 If there is any law of futurition.

Futurity (fi//tiu»rUi\ [f. Future + -ity.]

1. The quality, state, or fact of being future
;

= Futurition 2. rare.

1637 BalTVtCK Litany 1. 11 The hope of my blessedne.
is not here : the futurity of w hicli doth no way mitigate my
comfort. 1660 Glanyu.i. Set/*, Ser, viii. 74 The bale

FUZZ.

Possibilities, which never commence into a Futurity. 1864
IU'rton Scot Air. II. i. 56 The comforting elements of
futurity and uncertainty.

2. Future time ; the future ; a future space of time.
1604 Siiaks, Oth. in. iv. 117 Nor present Sorrow es. Nor pur-

pos'd merit in futurity. 1664 Powkr A.i/. PhiUs. 1. 6oA white
Spot, .which in futurity proves the Heart with its Veins and
arteries. 1741 Richardson Pamela 1 1*824^ I. 159 Involved
in the dark U>som of futurity. 179a S. Rogers Pleas. Men..
11. 58 Futurity's blank page. 1819 Scoi 1 /.e,e. Montrose i,

These events were still in the womb of futurity. 1841
Mvkhs Cath. lh. iv. xxx iii. 340 The particular events and
personages of a distant futurity. 1876 Mo. 1 1 v Unit:
Serin, iii. 11877,1 64 Throwing forward into the darkness oi
futurity an image of himself here.

3. \\ hat h future.

a. What will exist or happen in the future
;

future events as a whole. Also f those thai will

live in the future, posterity ,c/V. rare .

1664 Power A.i/. Philos. Pref. 17 And perhaps not out oi'

the reach of futurity to exhibit. 1713 Hi kkii 1 v Guardian
No. 35 P 5 A wretch racked .. with .. a secret dread of
futurity. 17338 Swift Let. 24 Aug., I will, contrive some way
to be known to futurity, that [etc.]. 1754 Shi Bl OCK Pis. .

11759* L i. 19 We must have no Share orl.pt in the Glories

Kgyp-
1884

.prices

of Futurity. 1781 Gibbon Dtcl. .v Pull 111. 60 An
tian monk, who possessed, .the knowledge of futu

J. S. (.'. Abboi 1 Xa/oteon 11855) L xxiv. JS9 Tli
of fate and the uncertainty of futurity.

b. //. Future events.
1651 Ih.ii.s AW*' Pisf. P 304 In the futurities of our per-

• formances, 1694 J. Howk in H. Rogers Life x. t:86j) s3,
I
Such sad futurities God, in mercy lo us, hides from us.
.( 1703 BtRKiTT Cv X. 1\ Luke .\\i. 7 What an itching
curiosity there is in the best of men. to know futurities,

1779 Franklin Lett. Wks. iSSo VI. 450, 1 must one of these
days go back to see him.. hut futurities are uncertain.
1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 177 O centuries Thai roll.

in vision, your futurities My future grave athwart, a 1859
Di Quincey Posthum. Wks. . 1 So 1 ^ I. 85 note. The readei
\\hose scholarship is still amongst Ids futurities.

C. State or condition in the future. Also, exist-

ence after death.

1741 Middleton Cicero I. iii. 166 The expectation oi
a futurity. 1748 Hartley Ol-sert: M,tn 1. iii. 155 Rules
..which teach Mankind how to secure a happy Futurity.

1775 Johnson Tax* no Tyr. in Boswell an. 177,, This
futurity of Whiggisiu. 1836 Won. Smith Tin Trump.
(1876) 173 Futurity.. what we are to be, determined by
what we have been, i860 Mm. EtJr. Got't U^Oj) 39,1
The practical dangers to which the futurity of representa-
tive governments will be exposed.

Futurize .li/rtiuroiz), z'. rare. [f. FUTURE +
-izk.] inlr. To form the future tense; to express
the idea of futurity.

1859 J. Ham. iv Ess. (iS7.;) 194 But it is in the Romance
languages that this mode of 'futuri/ing '

(if we may so call it 1

has shown itself on the largest scale.

Fuxl, -ol, -ul, obs. forms oi low 1. ,

Fuyl, obs. Sc. form of Fool.
>533 Gau Kiht I'ay To Rdr. 1 iS58> _i As sum \\\\\ or

niunk maid.

Fuyle, t»bs. form of File ;\- or Foil. :-..

, 1^0 Cursor M. 88a (Trin.) She hap me fujled wij» her
synnc
Fuyt, var. Feute, Obs,

Fusil; sec Kt'siL.

Fuze ifvz), sb.* In sense 2 also 7 fuss. [Perh,
imitative of the action of blowing awav light

particles. Cf., however, Fozv ami the cognate
words there cited.]

1. Loose volatile matter ; a mass of fine, light.

fluffy particles.

1674 N. Fairfax P'ulk .\ Selv. 135 A SnayL.which is.,

to our feeling, very cold, is fain to brood its as cold iweatty
'eggs..bespiewing them about with the fuxn of a cold
clammy froth. .1710 Prior Pontius <V Pontta ii. Misc.
Wks. (1740) 107 One ask'd, if that high fun of hair Was,
bona tide, all your Own. 1840 SMART, Fuzz, volatile matter.
1854 Hawthorne Emg. Xoted-ks. II. 319 Blankets with the
woollen fun upon them. 1865 MissCakv Pall. .> Lyries
in Your hair ! why, you've only a little gray fu// ! 1881
Sat. Per No. .320. ^03 The e.v|»eusive valentines are gaudy
chromolithographic objects, fluttering in a fu// of papei l.ue.

f2. = Puss-ball. Obs.
1601 Ilot.t.ANH Piiny IL 7 I'uftes, Fusbals or Fusses.

1656 RlOOUH Pra,t. Physi'ek 45 The most couaarvafit is

that Toadstool which i> called a Fuss. 1701a Di: LA
Pkymi. I'i.rry iSurtees

(
., Th,- bottom part of a great

cup mushroom or fu/.

3. PhotO^r. - Fl'Z/INKHS.

1889 Anthony's Photfl^r. Huii. II. 170 The impoil.uue QJ

knowing beforehand h> wh;U -t.inil.ini torn- 01 fu//J we
are to be judged.

4. ( '#•». : fuzz-type, a jocular name for a photo-

j;rai>h with ( intentional blurred effect ; fuzz-

wig;, a wig of crisp curls; Si>/}/::-7i';^r;Wadj,
1848 Thackeray Al> Snobt \i. A shovrl-hatted fu//

wigged Silenus. 1854 — 7. Leech's Pi\t. 118(191 ;-•; Tliei.

Waf Row landson's. . I>octor Svnla\ in a fu//-wig. 1893
Brit. Jml. Photogr. XL. 750 Jlowever tolerable a 14X1--
rUaBtypa ^a^ the) ha\c l>een jocularly callcvb may Ih;.

1 FUZZ, tk* Obs.rare. [cf. Ft'/.Z iv-] A fuddled,

or muddled state-

1711 Swii i' Lett. U767) III. 155, I think I'm in a \\i:\

and don'l know v\ hat I say.

iFuzZ. v. 1 Oh. [echoic; cf. /'//::. /":;.] inlr.

To buzz. Hence Fuzzing vbl. sb.

1676 T. Mack Mitsi.k's Mom, 11. iv. 57 You may discover
the least Crack or Looseness of any Han, by the shattering
or Fuzzing it will make.



fusz.

FUSS (f^z), v.- slang. (See qnot. I"?4; it is

doubtful whether the later explanations represent

a change of sense or a misunderstanding.)

1753 E. Moore in World No. 41 p 7 As to shuffling, fuz-

zing, changing of seats . . he was an absolute ideot. 1754
Chesterf. Ibid. No. 101 r 5, 1 was also a witness to the rise

and progress of that most important verb, to fuzz', which,

if not of legitimate birth, is at least of fair extraction . . it

means no less than dealing twice together with the same
pack of cards, for luck's sake, at whist. 1755 Connoisseur

No. 60 f 3 They can scarce tell what is meant by. .fuzzing

the cards. 1796 Gkosb Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3), To
Fuzz, to shuffle cards minutely ; also, to change the pack.

f Fuss, v.* Obs.— 1 [Perh. connected with

Fun si."1, v.* through the notion of blurring or I

confusing.] trans. To make drunk, fuddle.

1685 Wood Life (O. H. S.) 111. 152 The University troop
!

dined with the Earl of Abendon at Ricot, and came home
well fuz'd.

Fuss (fez), vA [f. Fuzz sb. 1
]

1. intr. (See quots.) Also tofuzz out.

1701 in J. K. Diet. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), To Fuzz, to

ravel or run out, as some sorts of Stuff and Silk do. 1753
Mrs. Delany Let. to Mrs. Detves in Life t, Corr. (1862)

258 Have you begun the shade for your toilette? If not,

1 believe you must do it to wash, for the catgut in time

grows very limp, and the silk fuses. 1840 Smart, Fuzz, to

By out in small particles. 1862 Miss \osge C'less Kate
U. (1881) 93 A flounced frock of dark silk figured with blue,

that looked slightly fuzzed out.
<

2. trans. To cover with fine or minute particles.

1851 S. Jcdd Margaret xvii, The fine grail glancing in

her eyes and fuzzing her face.

Hence Fuzzing///, a.

1775 Ash, Fuzzing, flying off in small parts, fretting

out in small particles.

Fuss-ball (fo'zbgl). Forms: 6-7 fua(se)bal(l,

7, fuss-, 7-9 fuz-, 7- fuzz-ball. [f. Fizz sb. 1

+ Hall.] A popular name of the fungus Lycoper-

don Bovista, puff-ball.

1597 GERARnE//Vr^a/iii.cl\-ii. i386Puffes Fistes& Fusse-

bals. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Adelphi II. ii, He hath
made..my head as soft as a fusball with buffets. 1616

Surkl. & Markh. Country Farme 328 With a Fussc-ball,

or some sharpe smoake, smoake them to death. 1648

Sanderson Serm. II. 245 As soon as touched, .[they] like

a fuss-ball, resolve all into dust and sinoak. 17SS Centl.

Mag. XXV. 585 The spungey internal part of the common
fuz-ball. 1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 1. i. 107 Tread
on it, and like the fuss-ball it will break into dust. 1863

Mrs. Whitney F. Gartner's Girlhood iv. 25 Short, sandy

hair standing up about the temples like a fuzz-ball.

trans/, zndfig.
1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. 1. 7 The Gray or Horse- Fly.

Her legs.. slit at the ends into two toes, both which are

lined with two white sponges or fuzballs. 1679 Drvden
, Troilus 11. iii, You empty fuzz-balls, your heads are full of

nothing else but proclamations. 1698 Fryer Ate. E. India

fr P. 291 When they [Hedge Hogs] fear any harm towards

them, gather themselves into a round Fuz-ball.

attrib. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Oberon's Feast (1869) 126

A little fuz-ball pudding stands By.

Fusse. I Obs. [dial. var. Fi'SE sb.-] (See quot.)

1801 Mawe Miu. Derbysh. 204 Fuzze, straws, or hollow

briars, reeds, &c, rilled with powder. Fuzze-borer, an iron

made red hot to bore a fuzze to hold powder.

Fuzzen, obs. f. Foisin, and dial. f. Furze.

Fuzzily, Fuzziness : see under Fuzz v.

tFussle (f»'z'l), v. Obs. In 7 fusle. [cf.

Fuzz vfi, Fuddle.] trans. To intoxicate, make
drunk, confuse, muddle.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. I. vi, If the spirits of the

brain be fusled..at such a time, their children will be

fusled in the brain. 163a Sherwood, To fuzzle, enyvrer.

Fussy (fo-zi ), a. [f. Fuzz sb. 1 + -v '. Cf. Fozv.]

1. Not firm or sound in substance ; spongy. Obs.

exc. dial. (Cf. Fozv.)
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme IV. iv. 498 If your

ground be subiect to anie filthie soft mosse, or fuzzie grasse,

which is both vnsauourie and vnwholesome for beasts.

1664 Power Exp. Vhilos. 1. 5 A fuzzy kinde of substance

like little sponges. 1725 Kelly in Phil. Trans. XXXIV.
122 A fuzzy sort of Earth, that we call Moss. 1718 '1*.

Sheridan Persius (1739) 21 As dry and fuzzy as an old

Branch spread over with Spungy Cork. 1814 Craven

Gloss., Fuzzy, light and spungy. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss.

2. Frayed into loose fibres ; covered with fuzz
;

fluffy, downy.
1713 Steele Euglishm. No. 40. 259 Their Linnen of the

same Hue, and so fuzzy that it was not easy to distinguish.

1813 Moor Suffolk li'ords s. v.. The fine ends of silk or

cotton.. when they appear make the article 'wear fuzzy'.

1857 Hl-i;hks Tom Brolvn I. v, Those fuzzy, dusty, padded

first-class carriages, i860 All fear Round No. 46. 460

Nine pennyworth of muslin with gilt fuzzy ends. 1885

Century Mag. XXX. 808 Seen through a magnifying glass,

rough or plain paper has a surface .. made up of fuz
f>'

elevations and depressions, not unlike that of cotton cloth,

but on a smaller scale. 1894 Times 9 Feb. 8/3 There are so

many fuzzy politicians who have not heaits but only cotton

wool in the place of them.

3. Blurred, indistinct.

1778 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 401 Venus appeared very dim

and fuzzy. 183a G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 30

The fuzzy glass. 1871 Daily News 20 Dec. 2/4 It makes,

the picture more ' fuzzy '. 1884 Gd. li'ords Dec. 819/2 His

drawing is rougher and fuzzier.

4. Of hair : Frizzy, fluffy.

»i8k Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Fuzzy, rough and shaggy.

»8<6 F. E. Paget O-.clet Owlst. 171 A.. black man, with

thick lips and fuzzy hair. 1870 Thorn-bury Tour Eng. II.

xxi. 83 Fuzzy red wigs, stuck with jewels.
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5. Comb., as fu::y-headed, -legged adjs. ; fuzzy-

ball = Fuzz-ball; fuzzy-wuzzy,a soldier's nick-

name for the typical Soudanese warrior, from his

method of dressing his hair.

e l8jo Denham Tracts (1895) II. 48 The dust of a "fuzzy

ball cast in the eyes will cause blindness. 1885 Spectator

8 Aug. 1043 1 They were .. "fuzzie-headed. 1833 T. Hook
Widtnv A> Marquess xii, A couple of "fuzzy-legged hens.

1892 R. Kibling Barrack-r. Ballads 10 So 'ere's to you,

"Fuzzy-Wuzzy, at your 'ome in the Soudan.

Hence Pu'zzily adv., Fu'zziness. Also Pu'zzy-

ism [-ism], Phologr., the studied production of

' fuzzy ' pictures.

1613 Markham F.ng. Husbandman H ij, A little paire of

round wheeles, which, .doth so certainly guide_ the Plough
..that it can neither, .drownd through the easie lightnesse

of the earth, nor runne too shallow through the fussinesse

of the mould. 1866 Athenaeum No. 2042. 801/1 A certain
' fuzziness ', as artists say, appears in many examples. 1867

Miss Brocghton Sot Wisely (1869) 10 They [locks of hair]

. .thence went off crisply, fuzzily, in a most unaffected wave.

1874 M. Collins Transmigr. II. xiv. 221 Her hair was a

bunch of fuzziness. 1886 Century Mag. XXXI. 477
Tomentose appearance of stem or fuzziness of stem. 1894

Brit, jtrnl. Pkotogr. XLI. Supp. 5 A prelude to a descent

into Fuzzyism.

Fwde, obs. Sc. form of Food.

t Fy, v. Obs. [aphetic form of Defv z:-]

trans. To digest.

, 13 .. Know pi self 65 in /;'. F. P. (18621 iji pi flesche

foode be wormes wol fye. < 1440 Pronrp. Parv. 159/2

Fyin, or defyin mete and drynke. .digero.

Fy, obs. form of Fie.

Fy- : see also Fi-.

-fy (fai , suffix, forming verbs. The older Eng.

vbs. in -fy are adoptions of Fr. vbs. in -fier, which

are either adapted from Lat. vbs. in -ficare or formed

on the analogy of vbs. so originating. ^The form

-fier was used as the representative of I., -ficare on

the analogy of words like saintefitr -.—sanctificdre.)

The Lat. vbs. in -ficare were originally derivatives

of adjs. in -fic-us (see -Fie;, though subsequently

the suffix could be used to form vbs. without the

intervention of an adj. They may be divided into

three classes (corresponding to three classes of

adjectives in -ficus : see -Fie), all of which are

represented by adapted words in Fng. : (1) vbs.

f. sbs , with the sense ' to make, produce ', aspdei-

ficare (orig. iiltr. to make peace) pacify, xdifieare

edify, or ' to make or convert into something ', as

deificare deify ; (2) f. adjs., with the sense ' to bring

into a certain state', as sanctificdre sanctify; (3)

f. vb.-stems, with causative sense, as horrificdre

horrify. In med.L. there was a tendency to sub-

stitute ficare for -facere in the few Lat. vbs. so end-

ing, and hence Fr. and Eng. vbs. in fier, -fy some-

times correspond to Lat. vbs. in -fttclrt; e.g. F.

stnpefier (but in pa. pple. stttpefait as well as stupi-

fit) stupefy, OF. satisfier (but mod.F. satisfaire)

satisfy, F./»Vr«yf«-liquefy,F.z-?r*^rrubefy,med.L.

calcfiCarecaXefy. Exc. in the case of these few vbs.

theending has normallythe form -ify (for thereason

see -Fie). It is now used as the regular rendering

I

of -ficdre in new words adopted from Lat. or formed

I

on assumable Lat. types, and is also freely added to

Eng. adjs. and sbs. to form vbs., mostly somewhat

jocular or trivial, with thesenses: 'to makeaspecified

thing', a.% speechify; 'toassimilate to the character of

something' v chiefly in pa. pple., as countrified);

i
' to invest with certain attributes', as Frenchify.

' (A large proportion of these vbs are from sbs. and

adjs. ending in -y or -ey, the suffix then having the

:
form -fy

instead of the usual -ify. An early ex-

ample is beautify, but the analogy on which this

word was formed is not clear.) In a few- cases the

suffix has been quite irregularly added to yb.

steins, but the words are either obsolete, as dedify,

hindrify, ornify, or merely jocular or illiterate, as

argufy. The noun of action related to vbs. in -ify

normally ends in -ification, though, by confusion

! of suffix, petrifaction is used in Eng. where Fr. has

j
more correctly purification. The words in which

-fy represents L. -facHre have their corresponding

nouns of action ending in -faction.

The following examples illustrate the freedom

i
with which this suffix has been used in the forma-

tion of nonce-words.
1602 Dekker Satiromastix Liva, Nay by Sesu you

shall bee a Poet, though not Lawrefyed, yet Nettlefyed so.

1647 1"k*pp Comtn. F.phes. iv. 15 But speaking the truth .

.

• Doing the truth. .Truthifying. 177s S. J. Pratt Liberal

! flpin. (1783) II. 260 Not that I would have you suppose

t I am bigotted to frippery, even though you now see me
I so apefied. 1790 A. Seward Lett. (181 1) II. 381 Though

I
fashion has now bullified us all. 1834 Solthey Doctor 11.

Inter-ch. vi. 119 F.ither of these misfortunes would have

emasculated his mind, unipsefying and unegofying the

Ipsissimus Ee,o. 1844 Halibl>rton Sam Slick in Eng. I.

!
viii. 135 He might have knowed how to feel for other folks,

and not funkify them so peskily. 1872 [Earl Pembroke tv.

i G. H. Kingsley] S, Sea Bubbles viii. 206 The boom of the

I

pigeon is wondrous pleasant and drowsyfying.

FYZ.

Fyall, var. FlLloi.F. ', Obs.

Fyar, obs. form of Fire.

Fyble, -bull, obs. forms of Feeble.

Fych^e, obs. form of Fish, Fitch «#.!

Fycisoien, obs. form of Physician.

Fye, obs. form of Fay v. 1
, Fie.

Fyell, var. Filiole , Obs.

Fyen, -ene, obs. forms of Fay v.-, Fain.

Fyers(e, Fyest, obs. ff. Ftttt. Fist sb.-

Fying, vbl. sb. [f. Fie v. + -ing1.] The
action of saying Fie !

1662 Rump Songs (1874) II. 63 Which put pretty Maids
to pishing and fying.

Fyke (fsik). U.S. [a. Du. /«»*.] A bag-net

used for catching fish, esp. shad.

i860 Barti.f.tt Diet. Amer., Fyke, .the large bow-nets in

New Vork harbor, used for catching shad, are called shad-

fykes.

b. Comb., as fyke-net ; also fyke-fisherman,

one who fishes with a fyke Cent. Diet.}.

1891 W. K. Brooks (Oyster 181 The shores.. are now so

lined by fyke nets . . that the numlier of shad which reach

the spawning grounds at all is proportionally much less

than it was in 1880.

Fyld(e, Fylet/te, obs. forms of Field, Fillet.

Fylfot (filfft). [The sole authority on which

this word has been accepted by modern antiquaries

as the name of the mark in question is the passage

from the Lansdowne MS. quoted below. The con-

text in which the word there occurs seems to favour

the supposition that it is simply fill-fool, meaning

a pattern or device for ' filling the foot ' of a painted

window. There is nothing to show- whether the

word denoted specifically this device as dis-

tinguished from others used for the same purpose,

ana it is even possible that it may have been a mere

nonce-word.] A name for the figure called also

a cross cramponnee (see CuAMPO.N.NEE),and identi-

cal with the Swastika of India, the gammadion
of Byzantine ecclesiastical ornament ; it has been

extensively used as a decoration (often, apparently,

as a mystical symbol) in almost all known parts

of the world from prehistoric times to the present

day. Also fylfot cross.

a 1500 Instruct. Memorial Wind, in MS. Lansdmvne

874 If. 190 I.et me stand in the medyll pane . . a rolle abo[ve

iny hede] in the hyest. [pane] vpward, the fylfot in the

nedermast pane vnder ther I knele. [The words defaced

or torn off are supplied conjecturally. In the sketch, below

the effigy of the writer, is a 'fylfot ' composed of broad

fillets, with tricking app. intended for 'ermine'.] 1842

J. G. Waller Brasses, Priest & Franklin, This device is

denominated ' the fylfot ' on the authority of some ancient

directions for the execution of two figures in painted glass

.. preserved in lansdowne MS. 874. 1852 Planchk Pur-

suiv. Arms 135 The Fylfot is a mystic figure, called in the

Greek Church, Gammadion. It is very early seen in

Heraldry. 1861 Haines Mon. Brasses p. cix, The Fylfot,

a kind of cross potent rebated, or cross cramponee. 1868

Baring-Goild Curious Myths Ser. 11. iii. 89 Bells were

often marked with the 'fylfot', or cross of Thorr. 1887

Atlumeum 20 Aug. 249/2 It comprises a fylfot cross set

with studs.

Fynne^rel, -elle, obs. forms of Femebell.

Fymterre, obs. form of Fumitory.

Fynd(e, Fyne, obs. ff. Fiend, Find v., Fain.

Fynerall, obs. form of Funeral.

Fynt, obs. form of Fiend.

Fyrble, obs. form of Fimble sb.1

Fyrd ;iwd, fi»jd\ Hist, [OV..fyrd: see Feud.]

The military array of the whole country before

the Conquest ; also, the obligation to military

service.

1832 J. Bree St. Herbert's Isle 99 ' The .
.
fyrd '.

' cried

Edwal) 'raise the fyrd.' 1839 Keigiuley Hist. Fug. I. 83

A threefold obligation lay on all the holders of land in the

Kingdom. This consisted of the Bricgbote, Burhl-ote, and

Fyrd. 1861 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. r47

When the king summoned his fyrd to his standard. 189s

Meiklkjohn Hist. Fug. 1. 105 In 1181 a regulation called

the Assize of Arms was issued for the Fyrd or National

Militia.

Fyre, obs. form of F'ir, F ire.

Fyrette, obs. form of F"erret sb. 1

Fyrmentie, -mete : see Frumenty, Firmity 2
.

Fyrrys, fyrs, obs. forms of Furze.

Fyrst, var. F'rist, and obs. form of F'irst.

Fyry, -ie, -e, obs. forms of Fiery.

Fysegge, Fysel 1, obs. ff. Visage, Fizzle z\i

Fyanoruye, obs. form of Physiognomy.

Fysoun, Fysyke, obs. ff. Foison, Physic

Fyteh, obs. form" of Fitch sb. 1 = Vetch.

Fythal, -el(e, -il, -ylle, obs. ff. Fiddle.

Fytk>(c)k, obs. form of Fetlock.

Fyton, var. Fatten, Obs., untruth.

Fytte : see Fit sb. 1 Obs.

Fyverfe, obs. form of F'ever.

Fyxyli, var. Thixell, Obs., pole of a wagon.

1411 Nottingham Rec. II. 86, j. fyxyli ijrf.

Fyz, obs. form of Fitz.



G.

G(dg*)i the seventh lettcrof the Roman alphabet,

was originally a differentiated form of C ;

for its early history sec that letter. In Latin G re-

presented the voiced guttural stop ; but in the later

period of the language it must have been pro-

nounced before front vowels as a palatal, its repre-

sentation in the Rom. langs. being precisely the

same as that of Lat. I consonant (J) ; hence in OK.
G before e, i was pronounced like J, viz. as the

assibilated [dx).

In OE. the letter stood for four different sounds,
viz. the voiced guttural and palatal stop (in this Dic-
tionary represented byg,£),andthe voiced guttural

and palatal spirant (here printed 5, r). The precise

distribution of these sounds is much disputed, but

if we confine our view to the very end of the OE.
period the following statements may be made.
Initial G before back vowels was a guttural stop

g), developed from an earlier spirant. Initial G
before front vowels was a palatal spirant (y).

Medially and finally, G represented a guttural or a
palatal, according to the nature of the associated

sounds ; in the combinations ng and gg (written eg
when palatal, rarely when guttural) it was a stop,

and in other positions a spirant. In early ME., or
perh. in late OE., the palatal stop developed into

the complex sound (d^), thus coinciding with the
power of G before e, i, in contemporary French.
In early ME. the continental form of G (approxi-

mately g) was used for the two sounds which the
letter had in French, (g) and (dg), while the OE.
form 5 was used for the sounds peculiar to native
words, viz. the guttural and palatal spirants (7, y).
Ormin attempted to differentiate the symbol g into

two, g^(dg), and J= (g) ; but his example was
not followed. The symbol 3 gradually came to

assume a form indistinguishable from that used for

Z in contemporary MSS.; in this Dictionary the
form 3 is employed for ME. words. This symbol
was commonly used in ME. for the sound of (y)
initial and final, for the guttural and palatal unvoiced
spirant final or before t (as in inouj

t
aujt, uijt, OE.

unSk^dkty niht), and, so long as the sound remained
in the language, for the guttural voiced spirant.

From the 13th fc, however, the 3 was by some
scribes wholly or partially discarded for y or gk ;

a few texts have yli. In the 15th c. vocabularies
the words beginning with 3 are at the end of the
alphabet. Caxton uses the symbol sparingly, chiefly

before final t. The English printers of the 16th c.

scarcely use it at all; but in Scotland it survived
longer, and has left a trace in the use of z for y in

the spelling of surnames like Menzics and Dahiel,
and of such words as capercailzie, gaberlunzie.
In modern English G has the so-called ' hard * sound (g)

at the end of a word, before a consonant or a, 0, u, («e, m
gaol, gaoler)) and in words of Teutonic etymology before c
and 1, as in give, get \ also in Hebrew proper names, as
Gedaliah, Gideon. In words from F,at. or Romanic it

has the 'soft' sound (ds) before e, U9\ and at the cut} of
a syllable, in words of whatever origin, the sound (d$) is

represented always by dge or ge, the letter J not being
used in this position. The combination gn is sounded n
initially or at the end of a syllable. When the combination
fig occurs in one syllable, thesis now silent, serving only
to give to the « the value of {n>. With r«gard to the pro-
nunciation of ng in the middle of a disyllable, modern
usage is somewhat inconsistent : in the inflexions and deri-
vatives of verbs the g is silent, as tn singer, siugeth, singing
(si'nai, si'ijeb, si'ijiiji, but is sounded in the comparatives
and superlatives of adjs., as in younger, longer (ywijgSJ,

'i?'pg*J)i and the other words generally, zsjingcr (fi-ygaj).

The combination gh is in a few words {aghast, ghastly,
ghost) a mere capricious substitute for g (cf. Caxton's fre-
quent ghoos, ghoot, gherle— goose, goat, girl). Elsewhere it

chiefly represents the older guttural or palatal spirant (OE.
.? or k), which in modern pronunciation is either dropped,
as in high, night, through, plough, or replaced by (ft, as in
laugh, rough, tough ; a special development has taken place
m hough (h^k).

II. Used as a symbol, with reference to its place
(7th) in the alphabet.

Vol. IV.

!• G, g, v̂
is used to denote anything occupying

the seventh place in a series. Cf. A, H, C, etc.)

2. In Music G is the name of the 5th note of the

diatonic scale of C major ; called G in Germany,
sol in France and Italy. Also the scale or key
which has that note for its tonic. G clef: the

treble clef see Clef 1
) placed on the line in the

stave appropriated to the note G.
1596 Pat/tiv. to Mns. A iv b, Note also that what is vnder
G sol re vt, the same is vnder Ganaua-vt, and what is abouc
K la mi, the same is aboue ee/iz. 1609 Douland Qrnitkop.
Microl. 7 Keves. .are 22 in number. The first is of Capital!
Letters, .viz. r. A. B. C. I). K. F. G. 1806 Callcott Mus.
Gram. iii. 6 The ('. Clef is a compound character of the
letters G and S, for the Syllable, Sol. 1881 Scribncrs Mag.
XXI. 75/2 [He] burst forth with a high G of astounding
volume. _ i8gi S. Mostyn Curatica 106 The curate, .after

waiting in vain for his G [note on the organ], was obliged
at last to start without it.

III. Abbreviations.

a. G.*» various proper names, as George, Ger-
trude, b. In Physics g is the symbol for accelera-

tion by gravity = about 32 ft. per second, c. Math.
G.C.F. or G.C.M. = Greatest Common Factor or

Measure, d. Comm. G.M.B. : see quot. e. In

the order of Freemasons, G.M. = Grand Master.
1884 Pall Mall G. 21 Feb. 5/2 'G.M.B.' means a good

merchantable brand of iron ; but a small proportion . . which
is neither good nor merchantable, has been deposited in the
stores as 'G.M.B. 1

Ga, obs. and north, form of Go v.

Ga, obs. form of gave : see Give.

Gab (greb), sbA Also 3-4 gabbe. [a. OF. gab
(also gap ; inflected gas) mzsc^gabe fern., mockery,
derision ; cf. It. gabbo jest, and ON. gabb neut.,

mockery. See Gab vX\
fl. Mockery, derisive deception; a lie, deceit.

Without gab [OF. sanz gas] : without deception,

of a surety. Obs.
a 1300 Florid fy Bl. 489 For ihc wene bithute gabbe pat

be Admiral me wule habbe. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv.

49 Syker hit siweth me ful sore, Gabbes les ant Iuthere
lore, sunnes bueth un-sete. c 13*0 Cast, Lose 507 Hose
Pees louep, wip-outen gabbe. Pees wib-outen ende he schal
habbe. 13. . Guy Warw. (A.J 2888 pou schalt habbe. .half
mi lond wip-outen gabbe.

t b. A taunt. Obs.
1 1225 Leg. Kath. 2269 Porphire and alle hiscwiS se

soSe gabbes gremeden him se sare bast [etc.].

2. All idle vaunt, a piece of brag or bravado.
Also Hist, of the * gabs' of Charlemagne and his

knights (see quot. 1846). (The corresponding word
in German chivalric romance wasgelpf— OF. ^ielp.)

1737 Ozell Rabelais II. 226 note, Upon his saying, only
by way of Gab .. that [etc.]. 1846 Wright Est. Mitt.
Ages 1 1, ii. 39 Charlemagne and his twelve peers . . began
each to make his 'gab', or joke, which consisted in an ex-
travagant gasconade. 1889 C.T. Martin Gaimar"s testorie
des angle* II. p. xxxviu, The first is the Gab of Walter
Tirel and the King. .The King replies at once by more Gab.

Gab ,'gicb), sb.~ Not in dignified use. [Sec
Gab v.~ In Sc. often associated with Gab j&sl

1. The action of gabbing or talking; conversa-
tion, prattle, talk, twaddle. Also jocular nonce-
use : A language.
1790 A. Wilson 3rd Ep. to IV. Mitchell. Perhaps Rob

G y's auld grey pate. .May join the social gab. 181

1

J. Pooi.k Hamlet Travestic 1. iii. 10 Then hold your gab,
and hear what I've to tell, a 1839 Praed Poems 11864) 11.

58 The captain hates ' a woman s gab \ a 1845 Hood Sir
J. Bo.vring 5 All kinds of gabs he talks, I wis, From Latin
down to Scottish. 1863 Rural Hard Cash IF. xv. 240
' Come, stash your gab, my lad \ said Green. 1874GREVILI.E
Mem. Geo. IV (1875) III. xxiii. 72 They certainly can't get
the best of him at the gab. 1887 Punch 10 Sept m/i
Gladstone's gab about ' masses and classes ' is all tommy
rot. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 19 There's no fair way to
stop your gab.

b. The gift of the gab: a talent for speaking,
fluency of speech. (Sc. also gift of the Gob.)
[1681 see Gob.] 1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 29 We knew well enough
tbat he had the gift of the gab. 1820 J. W. Croker in
Croker Papers (1884) 20 Dec, A Government cannot go on
without the gift of the gab. 1850 T. A. Tkolloit. Impress.
Wand. vii. 100 Our good gentle Florentines have a very
inordinate gift of the gab.

2. slang. In phrases To blow the gab : to blab,

give information, 'peach
1

. (Cf. Gaff sb.~ 2.)

To flash the gab : to show off in talk, to hold foith.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s. v., To blow the gab, to
confess, or peach. 1819 Moore Tom Crib's Mem. ( 1821) 12
While his Lordship, .that very great dab At the flowers of
rhei'ric is Hashing his gab. 1834 H. Ainsworth Rookweod
III. v, Never blow the gab, or squeak.

3. attrib. and Comb, jocular', as in gab-machine,
•shop; gab-trees, the jaws.
1728 W. STARRAT lip. to Ramsay 38 Sae gash thy gab-

trees gang. 1797 Mary Robinson Walsmgham IV. 13, ' I

always dose at the gab-shop ' [i.e. the House of Commons),
replied he. 1866 Lowell Biglow P. Poet. Wks. 1890 II.

379 Nut while the twolegged gab-machine's so plenty,
'nablin' one man to du the talk o

1 twenty.

Gab (gaeb\ sb:-i Se. [var. of Gob.] The mouth.
To sleek ones gab : to be silent, make one silent.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) F, S He dighted his gab
and pri'd her mou\ 1725 — Gent. Sheph. I. i, Bannocks
and a shave of cheese Will make a breakfast that . . Slight
please the daintiest gabs. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
Gab, or Gob, the mouth. 1786 Burns Ordination ix, Now
Robinson harangue nae mair, But steek your gab for ever.
a 1810 TannahILL Poems (1846) 105 Her mou's like the gab
o' the fleuk. i8zo Cock Simple Strains 136 (Jam.) His
menseless gab was fairly steeket. 1820 Scott Abbot xiv,
' Now, my mates' . . 'once again dight your gabs and be
hushed.' 1861 Ramsay Remin. Ser. 11, 55 ' I'm unco yuckie
to hear a blaud o 1 yer gab. 1

b. Comb. : gab string slang (see quot.).

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Gab or gob string, a
bridle.

Gab 'gseb), sbA [Of obscure origin : cf. Flem.
gabbe notch, gash ^in Kilian, glossed 'incisure. *)T]

(See quot. 1888.)
1792 Specif. Kelly 's Patent No. 1879. S Clear of the notch

or gabb of the catch lever. 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut.
Steam Eng. 95 Fn the end of the rod is a notch, called a gab.
1846 Young Naut, Diet. s.v. Steam-engine § 32 The eccen-
tric has a notch, or gab as it is called, fitting a pin in the
gab-lever. 1888 Loch:food's Diet. Mech. Ertgin., Gab, a
hook, or open notch, in a rod or lever, which drops over a
spindle, and forms a temporary connection between valve or
other motions.

b. Comb. : gab-lever (see quot. 1S88).
1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 97 When the

notch in the rod is engaged with the stud on the gab lever,

the engine works itself. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech.
Eugiu., Gab Lever, generally any lever which is connected
up by means of a gab; specifically the lever which forms
the connection between the slide valve spindle and the
eccentric rod in some forms of marine engine valve.

Gab (gaeb), v.* Forms: 2-4 gabbe-n, 4-6
gftbb(e, (5 gabe), 3- gab. [app. a. OF. gab{b"er

(also written gauber, gaiber, oiice, perh. erroneously,

jaber), to mock, deride, jest ; the word is found
(perh. as an adoption from OFr.) as Pr. and OSp.
gabar, It. gabbare, to mock, jest, Pg. gabar to

praise, refl. to boast. Cf. the related Gab j^.1

Most etymologists regard the Rom. vb. and sb. as adop-
tions of the Teut. wordsXwhtch appear as ON. gabba to

mock, gabb mockery (Gab sb. 1
), OFris. gabbia to accuse,

prosecute (cf. sense i below), MDu. and MLG. gabbeu
to mock, deceive. But in words of early adoption, Teut.
ga- normally became ja- in Central French ; further, the
occurrence of bb in Teut. words ("apart from hypocoristic and
onomatopceic formations and WGer. bb from oj) is rare and
etymologically obscure ; and the chronology of the various
Teut. forms would not forbid the supposition that they were
all adopted from OFr. Ffthe words be either Teut. or Rom.
formations from a Teutonic root, they may perhaps be con-

nected ultimately with Gape t\ ; cf. the Feel, use of gap in

the sense of clamour, jeers ; on the other hand they may be
onomatopoeic formations expressing the notion of loud out-

cry, chatter ; cf. Gab r\2, Gabble, Gaggle p.]

f 1. trans. To rei^roach, accuse. Obs.

C 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 65 We MCB to gabben us seluen

forbat we syne^eden, alse (re holie man job sei5, Repre-
hendo me. . Fch haue synched and gabbe me suluen beroffe.

f2. intr. To speak mockingly, to scoff. Const.

on, upon. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 200 I.auhwcn oSer gabben, ;if him mis-

biueolle. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2115 pou gabbest on me so,

Mi uem nil me nou;t sc. c 1380 Wyclik Set. Wks. \\\. 347
I>is blaspheme gabbib upon God, and seib tat al bis is

Goddis werk. e 1550 Hye ivaye to Spyttel Ho. 338 in

Hazl. E. P. P. FV. 42 Where they lyst, for to gabbe and
rayle. 1573 G. HaBVSV Letter-bk. (CamdeiO 106 Doth sea

ingender name ? You gabb fonde poctts, or in bowrde, You
blason Neptune's name.

f b. trans. To mock. Obs.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/ Aymon xiv. 33S Ye wynne not
mochc by, for to gabbe me of this facyon.

so



GAB.

+ 3. intr. To lie, tell lies. Obs.

a 1300 Sarmuu 47 in E. E. P. (1862) 6 Sob to sigge and

11031 to pab. a 1300 Cursor M. 5173 Yee gab and, certes,

yec ba sin. 13. . Guy Wanv. (A.) 2470 Y no gabbe nou^t.

for sothe to say. 1375 Barhour Bruce iv. 200 [Scho] a^kit

quhy he gabbit had Of the Ansuer that he hir mad. <ri40o

Destr. Troy 4303 As the gospell of God, bat gabbis not,

says, c 1450 Merlin 31, 1 pray yow that ye sey the trouthe

. . and wite ye well yef ye gabbe enythynge, I know it

welc i-nough. c 1475 Partcnay 2410 A king ne shold lye

ne be gabbyng.

+ b. trans. To tell lies to, to deceive. Obs.

c xaj5 Sermun 36 in O. E. Misc. 188 Bachares and brueres

for alle men heo gabbe. exys^ Metr. Horn. 7 That wiht

lesinge Gabbid Adam and his ofspringe. c 1440 York Myst.

xiii. 141 We ! why gab ye me swa. L 1460 laivneley Myst.

xxviii. 243 Might I se ihesu gost and flesh gropyng sbuld

not gab me.

4. intr. To boast, brag, quasiarcIi. and Hist.

(A modern adoption of the OF. word as occurring

in the Charlemagne romances.'
1825 Scott Talisnt. ii, Their fashion, .is. .to gab of that

which they dare not undertake. 1846 Wright Ess. Mid.
Ages I. ii. 39 Kven Tnrpin, the archbishop, gabbed; and
his boast was [etc.]. 1865 Kin'gslkv Hereii: xii, He would
chant his own doughty deeds; and gab (as the Norman
word was) in painful earnest.

Gab 'ga.-b),7'.- [app. onomatopceic ; cf. Gauble
».] intr. To talk much or glibly ; to chatter, prate.

1786 Burns Earnest Cry x, Could I like Montgomeries
fight, Or gab like Boswell. 'faxSoo Earl R ichard xvii. in

Child Ballads in. Ixviii. 1 1S85) 149/1, ' I wad shoot this wee
pyet Sits gabbing on the tree.' 1844 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I,

293 [ He] came in to tea and sat there gabbing till ten o'clock.

1883 Black Yolandc xx, 'Bout him the carles were gabbin'.

TIencc Ga'bbing vbl, .^''..chatter, idle talk ; Gab-
bing///, a., that gabs ; chattering, glib-tongued.

1794 Flowers of Forest in Ritsoris Sc, Songs II. 3 Nae
damn, nae gabbin, but sighing ami sabbing. 1830 Galt
Laroric T. it. v. (1S49) 56 Giving such gabbing the go by.

1837 R. NlCOLL Poems (184J.) 79 He's a gash, gabbin'
birkic, the AuUl Beggar Man.

t Gab, v. :i Obs. [Cf. dial, gobbcr-tooth, gubber-

tush, a projecting tooth; also Gag v.- 2, Ga«-
TOOTn.] intr. Of teeth: To project.

t6oi Holland Pliny \i. xxxvii. I. 337 They [tccthl stand
gabbing out of the mouth,

Ilenec + Gabbed///. <r., projecting.

1601 Holland Pliny xt, xxxvii. I. 337 Goats hauc none
aboue but the 2 foreteeth. None haue gabbed tu&ks stand-

ing forth of the mouth.

tGabarage. Obs.~ m :See quot.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gabarage, that which Iri-h

Goods are wrapped in. 1721 in Bully ; and in mod. Diets.

Gabard, obs. form of Gaubart.
Gabarden, -dine, obs. forms of Gabekdini:.

Gabarre, gabart, gabbard, var. Gabbart.
Gabb, Gabback, obs. ff. Gab, Gabbock.
Gabbardin^e, obs. form of Gaberdine.

Gabbart (girybait). In recent use chiefly Sc,

Forms : 6 gabard, gaber, 7 gabart, gaboard,
gabbord, 7-9 gabbard, <> gabarre, gab^b)ert,

8- gabbart. [ad. Y. gabarre (now spelt gabare^,

ad. Pr. (also It. and Sp.) gabarra of unknown
origin. Some of the forms may come from F.

gabarot, -otte, dim. of gabarc] A sailing vessel

for inland navigation ; a sailing barge, lighter.

1580 R. Hitchcock Politic Plat in Arb. Garner II. 162

Thither cometh yearly three hundred lighters, called Gabcrs,
with wines. 1666 Loud. Gaz. No. 24/1 Two Gaboards
were sunck in this Harbour. 1775 T. Campbell Diary
Visit Eng. in Napier Boswell (1884) V. 222 Little gabbards,
with coals, and groceries. Sec, come up here from Bristol.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxvi. Coal-barges and gabbards. [The
spelling gabbart occurs in ch. xxxi.] 18*8 — E. M. Perth
wi, She sailed in a gabbart for Dundee. 1877 in Law Rep.
App. Cases II. 844, I owned gabbarts {foot-note scows] on
the Levcn for about twenty years.
attrib. 1776 G. Srmplb Building in Water 112 A few

Gabbard-men and Labourers.

Gabbe, obs. form of Gab.

Gabber (garb3i\ slO Also 4-5 gabbere, 5
gabbar. [f. Gab v. 1 + -EU '.] One who gabs.

+ 1. A mocker; a deceiver; a liar. Obs.

t 1386 Chauclr Pars. T. • 15 He is a Iaper and a gabber,
and no verray repentant, that eftsoone dooth thyng, for

which bym oghtc repente. C 14,00 Maundkv. (1839) xiv. 160,

I schal spekc a litillc more of the Dyamandes. .to the ende
that thci that knowen hem not, be not disceyved be Gabberes

IK. barratours], that gen be the Contrce, that sellen hem.
1450 Pol. Poems(Ko\h) II. 237Gabberys gloson eny wliare.

2. One who utters gabs ' (see Gab sb. 1 2).

1869 T. Wright in Student II. 440 Sir Ken was cele-

brated as the most accomplished gabber in King Arthur's

court.

Gabber (gx-bw). sb? [f. Gab v.2 + -bbV] A
chatterer, prater.

1793 Char, in Ann. Reg. 250 My reputation of being a
good gabber, that is to say, possessing a considerable share
of low quaint language. 1854 H. Miller Sch. *r Sehm.
xv. (1857) 339 The direction will be apparently in the hands
of a few fluent gabbers.

t Ga'bber, v. Obs," 1 [onomatopevio ; cf.

Jabber, Gibber, also Gab sb.'- and v.-, Gabble.
Dn. gabbeKen has the same sense.] trans. To talk

volubly, to jabber.
1706-7 Fakqchak Beaux Strat. nt. 1, He and the count's

footman were gabbeimg French. 1808 Jamilson, Gabber, to

jabber, to gibber, to talk incoherently.

Hence Gathering vbl. sb. Also Gabber sb., '

jabber.

1796 COLMIDGE in Mrs. Sandford T. Poole $ Eriends

(1S88) I. 155 Their unmeaning gabber
_
of flattery. 1822

BswiCX Mem. 4 The gabbering and noise they made, was
enough to stun any one.

Gabbert, var. Gabbart.
tGabbery. Obs. rare. [f. Gab 0.1 + -ery

;

cf. OF. gaberic.] (See qoot.)

1627 Mimsiieu Ductor, Gabberies, gabbing*, wiliedeceits, I

gullincs or cheatings. 1676 in Colls. 17*1 in Uailky.
\

Gabbing (gre'birj), vbl. sb. [f. Gab v. ] + -JMQ *,] ;

The action of the vb. Gab.
1 1. Lying, falsehood, a lie. Obs.

a 1250 Owl * Xight. 626 Thu me telst of other thinge,

Of mine briddes seist gabbinge. a 1300 Cursor M. 5176
'Fader/ bai said, *mis-tru vs noght, bat we be now ha
gabbing broght.' 1377 Langi- P. PI. B. xx. 124 With
glosynges and with gabbynges he gyled be peple. a 1400

Hymns Virg, (E. E. T. S.) 108 Ilakbyte bou no inon blod

ny bon Uut ay let gabbynges glyde and gon. c 1440 ,

Part no^e 7097 Ye were neuer wont to use gabbyng. C 1450
Merlin 13, I shall well knowe yef ye haue made eny gab-

|

bynge. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 328 Here beware that
\

ye make no gabbynge. 1513 Douglas sEuct's 1. Pref. 203

Was it nocht eik als possible Eneas, As Hercules or Theseus 1

to hell to pas? Quhilk is na gabbing suthlie, nor na lie.

2. The action of the vb. Gab (sense 4).

1869 T. Wright in Student II. 449 This proceeding was
(

called gabbing, and the boasts and jests were called gabs.

Q-abbion\e, obs. form of Gabion.

Gabble ;g^"b
,

I) ) sb. [f. the vb.]

1. Voluble, noisy, confused, unintelligible talk.

1602 Makston Ant. .y Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 26 Taint Dot

thy sweete care With that sots gabble. 1667 Milton P. L. '

mi. 56 Forthwith a hideous gabble rises loud Among the

Huilders. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 74 * 10 Where there

are children, she hates the gabble of brats. 1806-7 J*
Blrksford Miseries Num. Life (1826) v. iv, A crew of

savages whose laughter and gabble are all that you are

allowed to hear. 1830 J. Jekyll Corr. S July (1894) 241

Holland House, .is. . the very focus of political gabble. 1862

Lowell Biglow P. Poems 1S90 II. 346 Gabble's the short

cut to ruin. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. § 3. 480 The
stately reserve [of Charles], .contrasted favourably with the

gabble and indecorum of his father.

2. The inarticulate noises made by animals.

1601 Smaus. AIVs Well iv. i. 22 Choughs language,

gabble enough, and good enough. 1638 Shirley Mart.
Sonldier III. i. in Ilullen ('. PL 1. 203 If they do but once

open and spend there gabble, gabble, gabble, it will make
the Forest ecchoc. 1644 Milton Areo/>. (Arb.) 72 In their

envious gabble [the birds] would prognosticat a year of

sects and schisms. 1847 L. Hunt jar Honey iv. 11848)

48 The turtles stun one with their yawning gabble.

Gabble (gae'bl), v. Also 7 gable, [onoma-

topoeic; cf. GABBEB and the words there cited; also

MDu. gabbeln of similar meaning ; and GAGGLSV.]
1. intr. To talk volubly, inarticulately and in-

coherently; to chatter, jabber, prattle. Also, to

read so fast as to be unintelligible.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. i. 4 in Holinshed Chron. I, I

He that dooth not perceyue, what is fitting or decent for
j

euerye season, or gabbleth more then he hath commission to
|

doe. 1601 Sfiaks. Twel. N. 11. iii.95 Haue you no wit, man- '

ners, nor honestie, but to gabble like Tinkers at this time of

night? i6a8 Fobd Lovers Met. 11. i, I'll keep the old man
in chat, whilst thou gabbiest to the girl. 1663 Hutlkk
Hud. 1. i. 101 Which made some think when be did gabble !

Th' had heard three Labourers of Babel. 1768-74 Tuckkk
Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 36 A careless nurse, .gabbling among her

:

gossips, without attention to her charge. 1810 CftABBB
\

Borough vi. Wks. 1834 III. 122 And lisps and gabbles if he l

tries to talk. 1829 Lvtton Disowned 7 Are you still

gabbling at the foot of the table. 1860-1 Flo. Nightingat B

Nursing 402 If there is some matter which must be read to

a sick person, do it slowly. People often think that the i

way to get it over with least fatigue to him is to get it over

in least time. They gabble. 1868 Hawthornk Amcr.
Xotc-Bks. (187Q) I. 4S We could hear them within the hut.

gabbling merrily.

quasi-trans. 1840 C. Bronik Shirley 1, The confusion of

tongues which has gabbled me deaf as a post.

2. trans. To utter rapidly and unintelligibly.

Also with over.

1758 Monthly Rev. 308 Gabbling infidelity and laughing

at the religion of his country. 1704 Matiiias Purs. Lit.

(1798) 3S2 He. .like Macpherson, glibly gabbles Krse. 1798

Collridgi: Eears in Solit. 72 We gabble o'er the oaths we
mean to break. 18*9 San r Jml. 13 July, Gabbling
eternally much that I did, and more that I did not, under-

stand. 1851 O. Jbrrold St. Giles xxtl. 222 Tangle rolled

upon his side, gabbling something in his sleep. 1870 R. I>.

MOBGH Marston Lynch xxxi. 342 The contemptuous haste

of an actor gabbling a part.

3. Of geese, etc. : To utter with rapidity inarticu-

late sounds. More commonly Gaggle.
1697 Drydkn Virg. Past. ix. 48, I.. gabble like a Goose,

amidst the Swan-like Quire. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 112

The noisy geese that gabbled o'er the pool.
t

18*0 Uvron
Mar. Eat. iv. it. 299 The geese in the Capitol, .gabbled

Till Rome awoke. 1865 S. Evans Bro. Fabian's MS. 23

Gabbling and plashing half across the pool . . Wrestles the

gander.

Gabblement (gx-blment). [f. Gabble v. +

-WENT.] Gabbling, rapid unintelligible noise.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xviii. (1859)515 The old

Gander again set up his gabblement. 1837 Cablvll; Er.

Rev. II. v. iv,Caperings, shoutings and vociferation,—which

. .dwindle into staggerings, into quick gabblement.

Gabbler [gscblw). Also 7-8 gabler. [f.

Gabble v. + -er 1
.] One that gabbles.

1625 Jackson Qrig, UnbeUcfe xxiv. 238 Such sharers in

GABELLE.

the office of intercession, as the Creeple and the Gabler
are in mens benevolences at Faires or Markets. 1708

MoTTBUX Rabelais (1737) V. 215 Wheadling Gabler*..
Spoilers of Paper. 1780 Johnson Lett, to Mrs. 'J'hrale

27 July, We are none of the giddy gabblers, we think before

we speak. 1879 Sala Paris herselfagain (1880) I. xvii. 269

The few French gentlemen whom the guttural gabblers

have not driven away sit silent in corners.

Gabble-ratch : see Gabriel.

Gabbling (gscbTfr)), »& sb. [f. Gabble v. +
-HTO l,j The action of the vb. Gabble.
1599 Xashe L.enten Stnffe Wks. fGrosart) V. 251 Their

clacke or gabbling to this purport. 1633 Ford Love's Sacr.

in. i, Foh ! do not trick me off; I overheard your gabbling.

1685 Stafford in Dryden'% Misc. n. (1685) 440 Time and
patience.. To tell the Gabblings of each Hag and Ghost.

171a Ik'DGF-Li. Spect. No. 389 ? 9 Having no language, .but

a confused gabbling which is neither well understood by
themselves or other. 1769 Goldsm. Roman Hist. (1786) I.

181 The garrison were awaked by the gabbling of some
sacred geese. 1833 Ht. Martinkau Cinnamon fy Pearls

ii. 26 Mixed with their ehaunt came the mutterings and
gabblings of the charmers. 1876 Black Madcap V. XL 352

A people, .prone to gabbling after dinner.

Gabbling (g^-b'lin.
.,
ppl. a. [f. Gabble v. +

-ing -.] That gabbles. Gabbling crow (see quot.

1615 Hakt Anat. L'r. I. i. 8 Her gabhng gossips wore

officiously attending a better euent then they found. [Cf.

quot. c 1624 s.v. Gadlisg 4.] 1756 V. Btona Jamaica.

472 The gabbling Crow. This bird . . is very noisy and
seems to imitate the sounds of most syllables in every

language, in its gabblings. a 1771 Smollett Burlesque Ode
27 Nor to the waddling duck or gabbling goose Did she

glad sustenance refuse. 182X Clark Vill. Minstr, I. 24

Their gabbling talk did Labia's cares beguile. 1873 Black
/V. Thule xvii, Don't you know the mischief your_ gabbling

tongue might make? 1877 M. Grant Sun-Maid iv, I am a

gabbling silly old thing. 1883 l.oitgm. Mag. July 293, 1

remember a gabbling sound of words.

Gabbock (gx-lyk). St. and Anglo-Irish. Also

8 gabback, p gabbok, -buck, gobbock. [a. Ir.

gobigtL dog-fish, a sand-eel ; Se. Gael. goba£\ A
dog-fish.

Quot. 1719 is doubtful. Jamieson, after Sibbald, btfeb.

ontsfa/Aockt as— 'gobbets, morsels, pieces'.

1719 DTriuv I'ilh VI. ,52 There'll be.. Fish of geuil

( iabback and Skate. [Herd Scot. StHgt 1 1776) II. 25 With
foulh of good gabbock of skate. Kitson Sift. Songs (1794)

I. 211 And foulh of good gappoks of skate.] 1867 Smyth
Saikrs ty'ord-M: , GtMok, a voracious dog-fish which infests

the herring fisheries in St. George's Channel. 1880 Antrim
,\ Dtrwn Gloss., Gal'buck or Gol'/'oei, the piked dog-fish.

Gabbord, obs. form of Gabbaut.

Gabbro (gaibrc). Geo/, [a. It. .gabln-o.'] (Sec

quot. 1864-72.)
1837 Dana Sysl. Min. 288 Saussuritc occurs in primitive

regions, and with hornblende and augite constitutes the rocks

called gabbro and euphotide. 1864-7S Waits Diet. Chew.
I I. 756 Gabbro, the name given by the Italian artists, .to a

rock essentially composed of felspar and diallage, called by

the French geologists euphotide. 1879 RuTLCT Study Rocks

x. 120 Enstatite occurs in lherzolite and certain gabbros.

Hence Qabbro-ic a., of or pertaining to gabbro
;

having the nature of gabbro.

1884 Science luly IV. 71 Gabbroic and granitic rocks.

Gabbrowite, gabronite (gx-bronait). Min.

[f. Gabbro + -(n)ite ; so called by Schumacher in

1 801 .] A compact variety of scapolite, somewhat

resembling gabbro.
1808 '!'. Allan JVamcs Min. 33Gabbronite..from Arendal.

185a BMNMt Diet. Sei. Lit. $ Art Supp., Gabronite. a

mineral found in a vein of titaniferous iron near Arendal in

Norway.
Gabbuck: see Gabbock.

Gabby .grc-bi), a. Sc. [f. Gab tk» + -v i.J

Abounding in gab
;
garrulous, talkative.

1719 Hamilton Eft. A. Ramsay in Ramsay s Poems(ij2i)

I. 197 On condition I were as gabby As either thee or honest

Habby. 1785 K. Forbes Rocms Ruclian Dial. 7 Altho' mair

gabby he may beThan Nestorwise and true. 1700 A. Wilson
Callamphitrc's Elegy Poet. Wks. (1846) 106 But now nae

mair he'll bless their bield, Wi' gabby cracks and stories.

1832-53 irhistlc-Binlcie (Sc. Songs) Ser. I. 91 Ae mornin',

wee Rabic, fu' canty and gabbie, Gat up frae his nestie an'

buskit him braw. 1858 XI. Porteols Soutcr Johnny 11

Had gabby skill To crack a joke.

+ Gabel, V. Obs.-
1 trans. To mark , sheep)

on the ear in some particular way.

1715 [sec Farthing 1 bk

Gabelkind, obs. form of Gavelkind.

Gabel, 1, obs. form of Gable.

Gabelle (gabel). Also 5-8 gabel 1, S gable,

[a. K. gabtui, ad. lned.L. gabella, a detiv. from

yibliim, gabulum, a tax, impost, a word ofTeut.

'origin; see Gavel. Cf. l'r. and Sp. gabela, it.

gabella. From the 1 6th cent, it is rarely used

by English writers except as a foreign word, refer-

ring esp. to France and Italy.] A tax ; spec._ the

salt-tax imposed in France before the Revolution.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiii. 81 Other

counceylours of the kynge. .haue for to sene in special to

gouernaunce of his propre goodes. .gabelles and customes.

c 1460 Fohtescue Abs. «, Lim. Men. x. (1885) 131 For wych

cause the gabell off the salt, and the quatenmes of the

wynes were graunted to the kynge by the iij estates off

Fraunce. 1513 Ln. Eerners Fret*. I. civ. 187 '1 he thre

estates ordenid . . that the gabell of salt shulde ron through

the realine. 1631 Massinokr Kmftnr Bast t ii, No man
should dare To bring a salad from his country garden

Without the paying gabel. c 1645 Howell Lett. 11. lxiv.



GABELLER. 8 GABLE.
(1650) IT. 100 England, .having neither the Gabells of Italy,

the Tallies of France, or the Accisc of Holland laid upon
them. 1681 Colyil IVhigs Snpptic. (1751) 83 Like Massanello
freeing Naples From Gabells put 0:1 roots and apples. 17a!

Strypf. Eeel. Mem. II. 11. xx. 404 There being already

many new imposts and gabels, beside the ordinary excise.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 34 In France. .on account
of the heavy gabel or excise, .no man dares to purify salt

for his own table. 1794 J. GlFFORD Louis XVI, 185 This
was no less than the total aholition of the Gabelles through-

out France. 1835 LYTTOH Rienzix. vii, A gabelle was put

upon wine and salt. 1866 Rogers Agrie. § Prices I. be. 156
With Cambridge the levy of this gabelle is regular.

jig. 1649 Jbr. Tavxor Gt. Exentp. in. Ad § 15. 137 The
tribute which he demands are.. Faith, Hope, and Charity;
no other gabels but the duties of a holy spirit.

b. attrib. as gabelle- house-, -man, -pence.

1650 Howell Girajffis Rev. Naples 1. 15 Quarters of the

City, where all the 'Gabell houses were. 1837 Carlyi.e Misc.
(1857) IV. 76 He flung 'gabellemen and excisemen into the
river Durance .. when their claims were not clear. 1884
Athenxuiti 16 Aug. 209/2 Simon de Montfort's charter for

the remission of *gable-peuce and bridge-silver to the bur-
gesses of Leicester.

Hence Gabelled ppl. a., liable to a gabelle or

tax.

1650 Howkli. Giraffis Rev. Xaples t. to They wold buy
no gabell'd fruit.

tGabe'ller. Obs. Also in Fr. form gabellier.

[f. Gabelle + -ER 1
.] A collector of the gabelle.

a tax-gatherer.

1599 Sandys Europce Spec. (1632I 159 To hee thus dayly
racked^ fleyed and devoured, by so many pety tyrants as it

were with their prollingGabelliers. 1670 Cotton Espemon
111. xi. 53g They drew up a List of above four hundred of
the best Families of the City, under the Title of Gabellers.

1683 J. Wright View Late Trouh. Pref., To their tu-

multuous burning the gabeller's goods I think I may. not
unaptly, compare our burning the pope. 1698 L-ASSELS
Voy. Italy II. 182 He [Masanicllo] commanded them to
cast into the fire all the goods, papers, plate, beds, hang-
ings, ftc, of the Gabelliers.

Gaber, obs. form of Gabbaht.
Gaberdine (gsrbaidlh). Forms : 6 gawbar-
dyne, -berdyne, gabarden, -berdiu, 6-7 gab-
berdine, 6-9 gab(b)ardin(e, 6- gaberdine.
[The earliest forms appear to be directly a. OF.
gauvardine, galvardine. gallcvardine, perh. a deri-

vative of MHO. ivalk'ihirt pilgrimage (for the

sense cf. pelerine); the word passed into other Rom.
langs. as It. gavardina, Sp. gabardina, the latter of

which has influenced the form of the Eng. word.]
1. A loose upper garment of coarse material

;

a smock frock.

1520 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc) I. s yh I bequcth unlo
litill Thorn's Hcke my gawbardyne to make hym a gownc.
1567 Dkant Horace's Ep. to Mxccnas in Art Poet. C iij a,

My cote is bare, my gawberdync ami's. i6ioSmaks. Temp.
11. ii. 40 My best way fa to creepe vnder his Gaberdine.
1663 BVTtXR Hud. 1. iii. 917 He disrob'd his Gaberdine.
1791 Cowpkk Odyss. xix. 397 Spread bis couch, .with fleecy
gaberdines And rugs of splendid hue. 1859 Lang Wand.
India 158 A huge pocket at the back of his chogah fa sort

of gaberdine).

b. As a garment worn by Jews, perh. orig. a
reminiscence of Shakspere's phrase.
1596 Smaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 113 You .. spet vpon my

Iewish gaberdine. 1817 Mas. Edgeworth Harrington iii.

(1832) 28 Hefore his eyes we paraded the effigy of a Jew,
dressed in a gabardine of rags and paper. 1820 Scon
Ivanhoc v, The very gaberdine I wear is borrowed from
Reuben of Tadcastcr.

C. As worn by almsmen or beggars.
1839 Carlyle Chartism iii. 121 Scramble along.. with

thy pope's tiaras.. and beggar's gabardine. 1866 Rogers
Agrie. <y Prices I. v. 120 The garb of the fourteenth cen-
tury is still seen in the almsman's gaberdine. 1890 F. W.
Robinson Very Strange Family 17 His long blue gaberdine
fluttering in the breeze.

d. In local use, a child's loose frock or pinafore.
Mod. {Kent), ' If you put a good gaberdine on a child it

covers everything else, and makes him look tidy.*

2. transf. and Jig. Dress, covering ; also (with

allusion to Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 40), protection.

1594 Carew Huarte's E.xam. Wits Ded. of Transl.,
Your IJooke returneth vnto you clad in a Cornish Gabardine.
1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 206/1 If his canonical
gabardine of text and letter do not now sit too close about
him. 1847 Lr>. G. Bentinck in Croker Papers 8 Sept.
1' 1 88-0, They have crawled into the House of Commons
under the gabardine of the Whigs. 1879 Lowell Let.
15 Jan., Lett. (1894) II. 266 There arc great patches of
green on the brown gaberdine of the CampiiTa.

Hence Oa berdined ///. a., clothed in a gaber-

dine.

1863 \V. IJ. Jekkold Sign. Distr. 26$ The gaberdined Jews
chattered incessantly.

Gaberlunzie (g;£ ;bajlvnzi, -yi). Se, Also 6

id.
(?or genitive^ gabirlenzeis, y gabcrloony.

Of unknown origin ; -lunzie is traditional Sc.

spelling for -Iztnyie (see G), which would be pro-

nounced (-lirnyi).]

1. A strolling beggar or mendicant. Also, a
beadsman (see Beadsman 2 b).
1508 in Pitcai'rn Cri/u. Trials Scotl. I. i. 61 Nov. 19—

Andrew Crossar, Convicted . . of art and part of the
Slaughter .of Adam Tumbull of Cbalmerlane-Newtoune,
and Adam Turnbule, called Gabirlen/eis. 1794 Pickering
'Keen blaws the Wind' in Burns' IVK-s. (1856) IV. 91 The
Gabcr-Iunzie tirls my sneck, And shivering tells his waefu*
tale. 1816 Scorr A'ntiq. xii, It just does its office in bark-

ing at a gaberlunzie like me. 1826 L Wilson Xoct. Attihr.
Wks. 1855 I. 64 The political Economy creatures are a cruel
set— greedier themselves than gaberlun/ies. 1875 Gd.
Words 280 Gaberlunzies, with blue coat and tin badge, still

wandered from door to door begging. 1880 Blackw. Mag.
Apr. 476 Crowds of sturdy beggars and gaberhumes in the
highest degree picturesque, assail him.
Jig. 1856 R. A. Vaighan Mystics (i860) II. 265 That
gaberlunzie, Memory (whose wallet has so many holes),
would step in oftelier

appositively. y a 1700 Song in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.,
The Gaberlun/ie-man. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvii, There
was never sic a braw propine as this sent .. through ihc
hands of a gaberlunzie beggar. 1824 — Redgauutlet Let.
xi, An auld gaberlunzie fiddler. 18. . Whittier Prose Wks,
(1889J I. 3^7 We used to see one or more ' gaberlunzie men ',

pack on shoulder and staff in hand.
trans/. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. 1. ii, The gaberloony winter

arose from the chumly-Iug.

2. App. the trade or calling of gaberlunzie.
It is perhaps from this instance that the sense of ' wallet'

has been derived by editors.

''.aijoa Song in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. S6 To
follow me frae town to town And carry the Gaberlunzie on.

Gabert, obs. form of (Iabbakt.

Gabian (gabian). ff, the name of the locality

where it is found.] Gabian oil see quot.\
1852 Brande Diet, Sci. Lit. fy Art Supp., Gabian oil. .1

petroleum or mineral naphtha exuding from the strata at
Gabian, a village in Languedoc.

Gabion (g^'bfon). Forms : 6-7 gabbion-e. 7

gab(b)yon, 6~ gabion, [a. K. gabion, ad. It.

gabbione augmentative of gabbia cage:— L. cavea.

Cf. It. gagoia = K. cage :~cavea : see Cage.]
1. A wicker basket, of cylindrical form, usually

open at both ends, intended to be tilled with earth,

lor use in fortification and engineering,

1579 I)k;c;ks Stratiot. 113 Graund Maunds, or Gabbions.
1598 Barret Theor, Warres v. iv. 137 To place and till the
gabbions ; to digge earth for the same. 1625 Massinglk New
Way v. i, With these gabions guarded, Unload my great
artillery. 1656 DavenANT Siege Rhodes 1. Dram. Wks.
1S73 III. 289 More gabions, and renew the blinds. 1747
Genii. Mag. 437 The sapper, .putting the earth which be
diggs up into the gabion. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit.

Gunner led. 2^ 229 There is also a smaller description of
gabions, in the form of a frustum of a cone. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 932 Gabions filled with stones are used in

civil engineering as defences for starlings of bridges. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. ] vii. 131 The gabions and the
ir.tersiices of the fascines were filled with snow.

2. I'sed jig
v
with some unexplained allusion"

by Scott.

^1831 Scott \h Harper's Mag.
4

LXXVIII. (iSS.): 779
[Gabions are] curiosities of small intrinsic value, whether
rare books, antiquities, cr small articles of the fine or of the
useful arts. 1837 Lockhart Scott (183S} VII. -ji8 Sir

Walter, .began, .to dictate to Laidlaw what he designed to
publish in the usual novel shape, under the title of ' Reli<n.iia;

Trottcosienses. or the Gabions of Jonathan Oldbuck'.
3. alt'rib. as gabion-battery, stuff', gabion-knife.

a knife for cutting the osier twigs in making
gabions.

1633 T. Stafford Pae.lfib. m. ii. dSio) 5:$ Norwood
for necc^ary use, or gabion stuffe within three miles of it.

Gabionade (g^'bbn^d). Also S-9 gabion-
nade. [ad. ¥. gabionnade : see Gabion; and -ADE.]
A work formed of gabions, whether in fortification

or engineering.

1706 in Phillips <ed. Kersey), Gabionuado. 1721 in Bailey,
Gabionnatte. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit, Gunner (ed. 2) 231
Gabionnade, a term employed to denote a work thrown up
in baste. 1880 Kinglake Crimea VI. vi. 375 The con-
struction of a thick gabionade. 1893 Times 29 May 11/1

Engineers put together Jones's gabions, and with them and
sandbags constructed a gabionade.

Gabionage 'g^'-bioned^). [ad. F. gabionnade :

see Gabion and -age.] collect. Gabions as a
whole; the supply of gabions (Webster 1S64).

Gabionate (g^-bion^t), v. [f. Gabion +
-ate :*.] trans. To protect with or as with gabions.
a 1693 Uroi;hart Rabelais in. viii. 72 His Lady, advised

him to shield, fence, and gabionate it with a. . Helmet.

Gabioned (g^-biand), ppl. a. [f. Gabion +
-ei> -.] Having gabions or something resembling
gabions

;
protected with or as with gabions.

1589 Late Voy. Sp. $ Port. (1S81) 59 The 4 day were
planted, .two demie Canons and two Culverings against the
towne, defended or gabbioned with a crosse wall. 1619
Lishington Rcpet. Senn. in Pheui.v 11708) II. 484 A firm
Rock spread out of the Roots of Golgotha, gabion'd and
rough-cast with Flint. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Ilib. in. vi.

(1810) 547 The place will be so trenched and gabioned, as
you must runne upon assured death, i860 RrssEix Diary
India I. 378 Floating batteries, strongly parapetted and
gabioned.

tGabicmized, pa. pplc. Obsr° [See -ize.]

= Gabioned.
1611 Fr.oiuo, Gabbionato, Gabbiomzed.
Gable (gtT,-bT),^. 1 Forms: a. Sc.z\\<\ north. 4-9

gavel(l, 4-6gavyH,5 gavul, gawill,4, 7 gavil(l.

$. 5 gabyl, gabul, 7-8 gabel(l, 4- gable. [The
northern form gavel (still in Scotland pron. gt7 v'l)

is perh. directly a. ON. ga% masc, of the same
meaning (Sw. gafvel, Da. gavl). The southern
form£<2/;& might be a dial, variant of this (cf. nablc
for navel), but is more prob. a. OF. gablef jable
masc., which is not found in other Rom. langs.,

and is prob. a. ON. gajl.

The corresponding words in the other Teut. langs. (OTeuL
types ^gafildi -Ij'ti) have the sense of ' fork '

: so OK. z(c)a/bl,
1 OS. gajlia iGallc'e OS. Texts 1571, MDu. gaj'e~l(e iDu.

;

g'iffet), OHG. gabala (MHG., mod.G. gabel) fern.; app.
cugnate are Olr. gabul, gobul, Welsh gajl, fork 'of

the body, of a brancht; the L. gabalus, app. meaning
some kind of gallows or cross, is by some supposed 10

be lit. ' fork ', and to have been adopted from Teut.
or Celtic. In Goth, and WGer. the sense 'gable ' is

expressed by words that appear to be related by ablaut
to the word for ' fork ' ; Goth, gibla wk. masc. Tfrtpvyiov,

\

'pinnacle* of the temple, MDu. ghevcl Du. gevel), OHG.
I

gibil (mod.G. gicbel) masc. With different :-ense, but agree-
ing in root, grade, and suffix, are OHG. gcbal head,

,

gwilla crown of the head, app. cognate with Gr. K*$a.\-i\ head
iOAr. root 'gheblt). Possibly the primitive meaning of the
wdrds may have been 'top*, 'vertex'; this may have
given rise to the sense of 'gable

1

, and this latter to the
sense of 'fork

1

, a gable being originally formed by two
I pieces of timber crossed at the top supporting the end of
! the roof-tree fsee Fork^. 7).]

1. The vertical triangular piece of wall at the end
I of a ridged roof, from the level of the caves to the

summit.
o. 1374 in Hist. Dunelm. Scrip, ires App. p. cxli, I'num

I
gavel capella; super portam. 1379 Mem. Ripon <Surtee:-)

!
III. 101 Emendand. in le Wcstgavell, 15s. 3d. (1415

. Wvntolv Cron. vii. x. 275 That west gawill alstia In
till hys tyme all gert he ma. 1531-* Durham Housch.

I

Bh. (Surtees) 176 Ac in fine aula: super le gavylls. 1680

t

A. Haig in J. Russell Haigs xi. (1881) 300 Putting upe in

the waster gavills, to the heads, 3 chimlies. 1703 T. N.

]

City fy C. Purchaser 148 Gavel, a word used by some, by
;

which they mean the same as Gable. 1753 Scots Mag.
Apr. 164/1 The gavel of. .Reid's land, .to be taken down

\
and rebuilt. 1894 Crockett Lilac Sunbotttret 77 Sitting

by the gable end 'the ' gavel ' as it was locally e\pres*ed).

0. l 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 3S5 And whan thou..
hast ..broke an hole on heigh upon tie gable I'nto the
gardin-ward, over the stable, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Tor/us
204 Wyde as a cbircbe that bath a gabyl. 1703 Moxon
Mech. E.een. 141 The principal Rafters, Purlirs, Gables,
&c. are also fram'd and set up. 1828 Scott E. M. Perth
iii, He at the lattice window on our ea>t gable by the very
peep of dawn. 1839 Miss Mni-ORD in L'Kstrange Life
11870) III. vii. 97 A porch and great gables with spread-
eagles distinguish it. 1876 Miss liKAnnoN J. Haggard's
Dan. I. 5 With steep gables and curious abutments.
transf. 1896 Sir R. Tkmi'LE Story of my Life I. x. .12

The icy and snowy gables, tcwers, pinnacles of tl e mid-
Himalayan range.

b. Any architectural member having the form
of a gable, as a triangular canopy over a window
or a doorway. See G.\ble-kni> 2.

1850 Parker Gloss. Anhit. (ed. 5) 225 Gablets^ small orna-
mented gables formed over tabernacles, niches, buttresses, etc.

2. The triangular-topped end wall of a building
;

a gable-end.
136a LANGL. /'. PI. A.m. 50 Woldustow Gla-e be Gable and

graue berinne bi iioinc. c 1440 Pro/up. Par:'. 183, 2 Gabyl,
or gable, pykytl walle. a 1661 Fui LER Worthies, Exeter 1.

(166^) 273 The Houses stand sidewaics backward into their

Yards, and onely endwaies with their Gables towards the

Street. 1806 Gazetteer Scott, (ed. 2) 31S Towards the
street, the ends or gables of the houses arc placed. 1874
in Parker Goth. Archit. Gloss. 324.

3. Mech. (Hee quot.)
1888 Lock-.wootfs Diet. Mech. Ettgiti., Gable, the outer

ends of the cranked portion of a crank shaft. Dressing this

down square is termed cutting the gable.

4. attrib. and Comb,, as gabte-bclfry, -coping,

•perch, -roof (hence gable- roofed adj. i, -Tvall ; gable-

shaped adj.
;
gable-tcise adv.

;
gable-cresting -

gable-coping; fg&ble-fork °= Fork sb. 7 ;
gable-

window, a window in the gable or gable-end of

a building.

1894 E* ^- l*ARKt:R Sutum. in Guyenne 67 A little old
Gothic church with a *gable-belny. i860 G. E. Stri;et
in Archmol, Cantiana III. 115 Surmounted by a high-
pitched roof, finished with ''gable-copings and crosses.

1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge III. 553 Elaborate "gable-
cresting of the time of James I. 137X Durh. Halm. Rolls
(Surtees) in Reparabit unam grangiam de uno taredesiles
et duobus *gauilforks. 1855 M. Arnold Balder Potnis 1877
I, isr And in Valhalla from his *gable-perch The golden
crested cock began to crow. 1850 Parker Gloss. Arc/tit.

ied. 5) 254 note, A hipped-roof is quite distinct from a "gable-

roof. 174a Browse Willis Sr/rr-eyCath. II. fill.} 334 The
great Cross Isle or Transept is *Gabe11 roofd in a sloping
Fashion. 1850 Leitch Mfiller's Anc. Art § 46 In thewallsof
Mycenae and Larissa..are to be found 'gable-shaped pas-

sages formed of blocks resting against each other. 1442
Building Accts. Thame Ch. In Ox/. Archit. % Hist. Soc.

Proc. (1860-4) N. S. I. 274 John Walschef 5 dayys for to take
a down y° 'gabul wall. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge II.

162 Thfc space between the screen and the gable wall of the

Hall. 1447-8 Hkn.VI in Lyte Elton Coll. (1875) 501 A grete

gable wyndowe of ix dayes. 187* Rcskin Eors Ctav. x.\i.

12 A branch or two of larch, set 'gable-wise across them.

(Gable, sb* Obs. Also s-6 gabul(le, 6

gabel (1. A variant of Cable sb., frequent in the

i5-i6th c Also attrib. and Comb., as gable-rope
;

gable-like, -long adjs,

14x0 [sec Cadle]. a 1440 Sir Egtanr. 1193 Hys gabulle

and hys ropys everechone Was portrayed verely. c 144°
Bone Elor, 1864 They stroke the sayle, the gabuls braste.

They hyed them a bettur spede. c 1300 Debate Carpenters
Tools in Halliw. Nugs Poet. 18 ' Softe, ser," seyd the ga-
bulle-rope, ' Methinke gode ale is m 3our tope.' 1535 Act 27
Hen. VIII, c 4. § 4 Any person .. taking any vitailes,

gabels, ropes, ankers, or sayles. 1542 Lam. fy Piteous
Treat. In Harl. Misc. (Main.) I. 239 Our shyppes, losyng
theyr ancres and gables, were broken and beaten in peces.

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cono. E. Ind. ix.

25 b, Those which watched in the shippe Berrio, felt the



GABLE.
gabell of the same wagging. 1607 TursKLL Four-/. Beasts
(1658) 1 56 Revenge of malice is too little to satisfie a serpent,
.she twineth her gable-like body about the throat of the
amazed elephant. 1608 — Serpents (i6j8) 612 She twineth
her gable-long body about his neck. 1615 Chapman Odyss. v.

333 Wn'ch, with dispatch, he wrought, Gables, and halsters,

tacklings.

b. fig. Bonds, chains.
160* Content, bet-it: Lib. <$• Prod. 11. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley

VIII. 350 Sweet Money, that gables of bondage unbinds.

Hence f Gable »., ?to stretch ropes across.

1649 Thomasson Tracts (Brit. Mus.) CCCCXLIL vi. 52
They had gabled all their streets.

Gable (g^'bl), v. [f. Gable sb.*] a. trans. To
make (a roof) end in a gable, b. intr. To form
gables.

1848 14. Webb Sk. Cont. Eecles. 14 The roofs of all four
arms of the great cross are extremely high ; but though
gabling nobly in the nave and transept fronts, and ending
apsidally in the choir, they are all four hipped in the most
ugly way, instead of gabling on the central lantern. 1874
Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 23 Its roof must be
gabled.

Gable, obs. form of Gabble, Gabelle.
Gabled (Lv'-b'ld), ppl.a. [f. Gabled or v. +

-ed.] Furnished with a gable or gables.
1849 Freeman Archit. 189 Covered with a cupola, which

again is sometimes gabled. 1862 H. Makryat Year in
Sweden II. 235 Before you stands an old gabled mansion.
1877 Mrs. Forrester Miguou I. 48 A low long house with
gabled roof. 1886 Mary I.inskili. in Gd. Words' $ Some of
the houses stood v ith their gabled ends towards the street.

Ga'ble-e:nd. An end-wall that is surmounted
by a gable.
o- 14*4 Nottingliam Kcc. II. 374 A lode cley to dawbe

be gavulende with. 1597 Witts <y Inv. X. C. (Surtees i860)

344 Aboute one yeard above the floore, on the south gavell
end. 1795 Macneill Will A> Jean 1. xxii, Up the gavel
ciid thick spreading, Crap the clasping ivy green.

fl. 14*7 in Heath Grocers' Co/up. ("1869) 5 The West
Gabylende of the Halle. 1561 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigf.
(1867) 179 (table endes, cambers, parlers. 1601 F>. JoNSON
Poetaster in. i. I affect not these high gable-ends, these
Tuscan tops, nor your coronets, nor your arches, nor your
pyramids. 1708 S. Molynkux in Phil. Trans. XXVI.
38, I found all was done on or near the Gabel-end of the
House. 1838 Lyttqn Alice 61 Do tell me to whom that
old house belongs—with the picturesque gable-end, and
Gothic turrets. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Leg. Folkestone,
The numerous gable-ends and bayed windows. 1878 Sir
O. Scott Led. Archit. I. 296 Perhaps.. now only some
one gable-end. .shows the noble scale of the ancient church.

t 2. Used for Gable s&J i, ib. Obs.
i63*-33 Contract in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II.

697 The Gable-ends ouer the Windowes in y Roofe to be
of Uricke.

_ 1703 Moxos Mech. Exerc. 163 The Angle a
Gable-end is set to, is called the Pitch of the Gable-end.

3. trans/, andjig.
1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 329 Lord Monboddo be-

lieved, .that men had once tails depending from the gable
end of their bodies. 1834 Ox/. Univ. Mag. I. 16 They have
..satisfied themselves with narrow, contracted, and, as it

were, gable end views of the monetary edifice.

Hence Ga'ble-e nded a., having a gable-end.
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 129 Gable-ended roofs,

unless properly supported by ties, are liable to thrust out
the walls. 1851 H. Melville Whale ii. 10 A gable-ended
old house, one side palsied as it were and leaning over sadly.

Gablet (ff?
|abUt). [a. AY. gablet : see Gable

sb. 1 and -et.] A little gable, esp. one constructed as

an ornament over a tabernacle, niche, buttress, etc.

r*395 Contracts /or tomb 0/ Rich. II <y Auuc in Rymer
Fttdcra (1709) VII. 798/1 Et auxi ferrount Tabernacles,
appelles Hovels, ove Gabletz, de dit Metall Endorrez, as
Testes.] a 1440 Sir Dcgre-v. 1462 Alle the wallus of geete,
With gaye gablettus and gretc. 1512-3 Contract 4 Jan. in
Willis iv. Clark Cambridge (1S86) 1. 610With Fynyalles, ryfant
^ablettes, Batehnentes. .and euery other thyng belongyng
to the same. 1846 Ecclesiol. V. 17 These are generally
worked in the three faces into gablets. 1861 Times 12 Oct.,
\ dim perspective of gables, gablets, dormers, and pointed
roofs. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. ii. (1878) 20
It lifted its gablet carved to look like a canopy.

Hence Gableted ///. a., furnished with a gablet
or gablets.

WmAikttUtum No. 1959.658/3 A column, .surmounted by
a gableted head. 1887 Strat/ord-on-Avon Her. 21 Oct. 8/3
The central spire has on four opposite sides gableted >piic
lights.

G-ablett, obs. form of Goblet.
Gabling, obs. form of Gabbling.
Gablock (garblpk). Obs. exc. dial. Also 9

gablack, gaflock. [var. of Gavelock.]
+ 1. An artificial metallic spur for a fighting

cock. Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 252/2 Gablocks are Spurs

made of Iron, or Brass, or Silver and are fixed on the Legs
of such Cocks as want their natural Spurs, some call them
Gaffs. 1706 in Philliis (ed. Kersey). 1848 in Ckaig, and in

mod. Diets.

2. dial. An iron crowbar.
c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks.

(1863) 62 Truth on honesty, .ston os stiff os o gablock. 1747
Hooson Miners Diet. s.v. Gablock.. we are seldome with-
out one in the Works, which is straight and about a Yard
long, and of very good Use to wrest a Stone, or a Spark of
Ore that is large. 1855 Morton Cycl. Agric. 1 1. 723 Gablock,
Gavelock, an iron bar for putting up hurdles with.

Gaboard, obs. form of Gabbart.
Gabriel (g^'brifl). [Heb. Sum: Gabhriel
(LXX and N.T. ra£puj\).] The name of one of

the archangels: see Dan. ix. 31 ; Luke i. 19, 26.

]

Used in certain phrases, as Gabriel-bell (see

!
quot.) ; Gabriel' 's)-hound (seequots.); Gabriel-
rache, -rachet ^in some dialects corruptly Gabble-

i
ratch, -rattheP = Gabriel-hound.
1849-53 Kock Ch. 0/Fathers III. ix. 338 There yet hangs

the "Gabriel-bell., which the sexton had to ring at morn and
evening every day as a bidding to the people.. that they

,
should greet our Lady with these five ' Hail Marys '. ? 16.

.

i

Kexnett in MS. Lansd. 1033 in Cath. Angt. 147 note, At
' Wednesbury in Staffordshire, the colliers going to their

pits early in the morning hear the noise of a pack of hounds
in the air, to which they give the name of *Gabriel's
Hounds, though the more sober and judicious take them
only to be wild geese, making this noise in their flight.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Gabriel hounds, the flocks of yelping
wild geese high in the air, migrating southward in the
twilight evenings of autumn, their cry being more audible
than the assemblage is visible. As the foreboders of evil,

people close their ears and cover their eyes until the phalanx
has passed over. 1483 Cath. Angt. 147/2 Gabrielle rache,
carnation. [1808-25 JAM ivsox,Gaubertie-shells . .a hobgoblin
who. .has been heard to make a loud roaring, accompanied
with a barking similar to that of little dogs, .and a clattering

resembling that of shells striking against each other.

Lanark's.] 1891 Atkinson Last o/Giantkillers 196 He also

told me a very great deal about the Gabriel-rachet . . anil

all that it could ever foreshow. 1893 J. H. TVkner Hist.
Brighouse 240 No wonder that hobgoblins . , gabble-ratches
and headless-horses scoured the country,

f Gabrill, ? punning alteration of Gabble sb.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 78 Now
where be our honorable Caualiers, that keepe such a prating
and a gabrill about our Gabriell and his admirable stile.

Gabronite: see Gabbronite.

Gaby (g£**bi ; dial.gt>'bi~). collo</. and dial. Also
gab b ,ey, gawby, gauvey. [orig. in north, and
midland dialects ; of unknown etymology ; some

j
have suggested a connexion with Gape (cf. Icel.

j

gapi 'rash, reckless person ') ; but the dial, forms

hardly favour this.] A simpleton.

1796 Grose Diet. I'ule. Tongue (ed. 3) Gabey, a foolish

fellow. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxxiv, The marine officer

. is a bit of a gaby, and takes offence where none was meant.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvii, She is still whimpering
after that gaby of a husband. 1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh.

Dial., He's such a gauvey it's now use to tell him how to

I

do it. 1875 Ouida Sigua I. iv. 47 What a gaby a man is

j

without a wife ! 1885 Stevenson Child's Card. 78 While we
stand watching her, Staring like gabies.

Hence Ga'byhood [-hood], the state or condition

of a gaby ; a state resembling that of a gaby.
1836 Fraser's Mag. XIV. 736 The narrative opens with

a very lively description of the gabyhood of Paris in 1579.

Gad gxd\ sbA Forms: 4-7 gadd, 5-6 gadde,
S-9 St. gaud, gawd, 4- gad. [a. ON. gadd-r
spike, nail — OHG. and MHG. gartj Goth, gazd-s

:—OTeut. *gazdo-z (cf. L. hastd). From the

OTeut. deriv. *gazdja comes OHG. gerta 'G.gerte\

OF. £%rd, gierd
y
£yrd\ see Yard. The original

sense is probably that of ' spike ' (as in Goth, and
ON.\ but the name is also given to the handle

or shaft to which this is fixed (as in L. hasta)
;

hence the meaning 'rod'. The development of

the word in Fng. has also been influenced by its

similarity, both in form and in meaning, to OF.
gddOokO, with which it is not originally connected.

The forms are not always easy to separate.]

1. A sharp spike of metal. Obs. exc. Hist.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1945 let fmrhdriuen brefter J>e spaken
& te felien mid irnene gadien. '.'./ 1400 Mortc Arth. 3621
Gryine gaddes of stele, ghywes of iryne. 1563 Goliung
Cesar vu. 225 b, Stakes of a fote long stickt full of Iron

hokes, and theis thei called gaddes [L. stimnios]. 1600
' K. Walker Sf. Mandevitte 145 b, A light Armour, .full of

, short sharpe gaddes or Bodkins. 1834 [see Gadling 1
].

1868 Cl ssans Her. vii. 104 It [the caltrap] was formed cf
four short but strong spikes, or Gads.

f b. Applied to a stylus. Obs.

1570 Foxe tr. Prudentius
1 Death Cassianus in A. .$• M.

(ed. 2) 129/1 These gads were but their pens wherewyth
Theyr tables wrytten were. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. i. 10},

I will goe get a Ieafe of brasse, And with a Gad of Steele

will write these words.

c. =Gadlixg1. (Cf. Gad v} a.)

1830 Mlyrick Illustr. And. Arms $ Armour Plate l.xxix,

: Fig. 2. A long gauntlet of the time of Elizabeth. In this

:

>pecimcu the gads lap over upwards.

2. A bar of metal, esp. of iron or steel ; also, an

j
ingot. ? Obs. In Her., 'a rectangular plate of

; steel, borne in the Arms of the Ironmongers'

I

Company' (Cussans).
I 1250 Gen. % Ex. 3185 On an gold gad 5c name god Is

giauen. 1387 Trkyisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 199 Slegces and
hameres, wib be whiche smythes smyteb and temprep gretc
gaddes of iren. 1430 40 I.vug. Bochas ix. xxxi. (1554)
9 10 b, Theodorus . .On his body Iayde gaddes read brennmg.
1513 Douglas .fcneis vim. xii. 50 Slang gaddis of irnc, and
*tane kast gret plente. 1581 W. St.u \ oro Exam. Com/l.
ii. (1876) 60 Then I had as liefe haue smal gadds or plats of
Siluer and Gold, without any coyne at at. 1587 Mirn,
Mag., Wolsey Ivii, To fawning doggs some times I gauc
a bone, And flong some ^crapps to such as nothing had ;

But in my hands, still kept the golden gad, That seru'd my
turne. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 374 They cut it [steel] into

narrower barrs about half an inch over, and then break it

into short pieces of an inch, or two inches long, call'd Gadds.
1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 58 FIemish«steel is made.. some
in Bars and some in Gads. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece I. i.

69 Quenching, .in this Liquor a Gad of Steel, about eight

or ten Inches long. 1814 Scott Wav. xxx, ' Deil be in me

GAD.
but I put this bet gad down her throat.' 1826 A>in. Reg.
Chron. 29/2 The gaud or iron bar and the ring to which he
was fastened. (Cf. Gaid.] 1895 Crockktt Men o/Mosshags
377 After levelling a file [of soldiers] with his gaud of iron.

b. Mining, A pointed tool of iron or steel (see

quot. l88l\
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2104 The Instruments commonly

used in Mines . . are . . Gadds, or Wedges of 2/. weight,
4 square, well steeled at the point. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
Supp.,Gad, in mining, .is a small punch of iron with a long
handle of wood. 1800 Mar. Edgkworth Lame Jcn'os
i. (1832) 6 A pickaxe and a gad were put into my hands-
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Gad, 1. a steel wedge, 2. a
small iron punch with a wooden handle used to break up ore.

3. A spear. Obs. exc. Hist.
1(48 W. Patten Exped. Scott, in Arb. Garner 1 1 1 . 85 Four

or five of this Captain's prickers with their gads ready
charged. Ibid. 133 The Scottish prickers, within less than
their gad's length asunder. ((1555 Ridley in Cert, godly
Con/. (1556) 33 b, I haue knowen my contreiemen watche
nighte and daie in their harnesse. .and their speares in their

hands 1 you call them northen gadsi. 1820 Scott Monast. xiv,

I took a young Southern fellow out of saddle with my lance,
and cast him, it might be, a gad's length from his nag.

4. A pointed rod or stick used for driving oxen

;

a goad ; also dial, 'see miots. 1796 and 1855).
c 1300 Havelok 279 Al Kngelond was of him adrad So his be

beste fro be gad. 1398 TaevtSA Barth. De P. K. XVUL xiv.

('495^ 774 An oxe herde yockyth the oxen.. and pricketh
the slowe with a gad and makyth them drawe euen. 1514
Barclay Cyt. <y Uploiuiyshm. 1 Percy Soc.) 15 Than brought
our Lorde to them the carte 8c harowe, The gad & the
whyp. 1535 Coverdale Judg. iii. 31 Samgar.. which slewe
sixe huiidreth Philistynes with an oxes gadd. 1607 .V.

Kiding Rec. (1883) I. 78 Tho. Hildreth presented for that
armed with gaddes he had assaulted John Pearson. 1796
W. Marshall Yorksh. (ed. 2) II. 321 Gad, a supple, tapering
rod, six or seven feet long, with a leathern thong, about
three feet long, fastened to the weaker end. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., Gad, a tapering rod ended with a leather
thong as a whip for driving a team of horses or oxen. 1863

J. L. W. By-gone Days 10 The long gad or goad with which
he impelled the horses or oxen.

fb. Phrase. Upon the gad: as if pricked with

a gad ; suddenly. (Cf. upon the spur of the

moment!) Obs.
1605 Shaks. Lear r. ii. 26 All this done Vpon the gad?

5. dial. A rod or wand, esp. a fishing-rod. Also,

a stake or stout stick.

1535 Fisher Wks. (1876) 395 And hys blessed heade so
Crowned, they dyd beate it downe with a gadde, or a harde
Reede. 1551 Hiloet, Angling gad, or rodde, Perth a. 1796
W.Marshall Yorksh. (ed. 2) Gloss, s.v. (E, D. S.), A fishing-

rod is in like manner called a 'fishing-gad'. 1829 T.
Dolbleday Fisher's Call in Anniversary 64 Then up an'
rig your gads. And to it, fishers, to it ! 1847 Foster in
Whistle-Binkic (Scot. Songs) Ser. 11. (1890) 330 The lang
sina' taper gad is swung Around wi easy slight. 1863 Barnes
Dorset Gloss. , Gatt, a hedge stake, or stout stick. 1887
T. Hardy Woodlauders iii. An armful of gads thrown «u
the still hot embers caused them to blaze up cheerfully.

6. A measuring rod for land ; hence, a measure of

length differing in various districts. Cf. Goad sb.

< 1440 Promp. Parz>. 184/1 Gad, to mete wythe londe
(P. gadde, or rodde), decempeda. 1502 Arnolde Chron.
11811) 173 In dyuers odur placis in this Jamie they mete
ground by polHs gaddis and roddis some be of xviij. foote
some of xx fote and som xvi fote in lengith. 1599 Skene De
Verb. Sign. s. v. Particata, Ane rod is ane stane, or gade of
tymmer, quhairwith land is measured. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey.i, Gad, or Geometrical Pearch, a Measure of Ten
Foot, and in some places but Nine Foot.

b. A division of an open pasture, in Lincolnshire

usually 6} feet wide ; —Swath.
1593 Kirtondn-Lindsey Court Roll (X.W. Line. Gloss.).

1717 -V. Riding Rec. VII. 285, I am seized of. four gads in

the Bishop Ings. 1794 Act Inclos. S. Kelsey 19 Owners
and Proprietors of Gads in a certain Piece of Ground ..

each Gad being Two Roods, Two Perches and a Half.

7. Comb. : gad-bit (see quot.) ;
gad-cracking

( sec gad-whip 1 889) ; gad-crook, -hook, -meadow
(see quots.); gad-nail (sec quot. 1841); gad-
sledge Mining, a sledge-hammer for driving gads ;

t gad-staflf-GAD sbA 4; + gad-steel (see quot.

1703)1 gad-stick — Gai> sbj 4 ; + gad-wand —
(rAU^.l 4, 6 ;

gad-whip, a heavy cart-whip. Also
Gad-bke, Gad-breeze, Gai>-fly, Gap-man.
1847-76 Halliwell, *Gad-bit, a nail-passer. 1841 Hamt*

son 3/cdii sEvi Kalend. I. i8j At Hundon, in Lincoln-

shire, there is still annually practised on this day fPahn
Sunday! a remarkable custom, called *Gad Cracking.
1886 Ei.wokthy W. Somerset Word-bk., *Gad-crook, a long
pole with an iron hook or claw. 1847-78 Halliwkll,
'Gad-hook, a long pole with an iron hook attached to it.

Somerset. 1787 Surv. Manor Kirtcn-in-I. indsey in .V. W.
Line. Gloss, s. v., All the lands in the Ings arc laid out in

gads or swaths ; they are called *gad-meadows. 137S-*
Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 28 Item in clauis, 'gadnayl et

bordnayl . . ij j. ij d. 1841 Hartshorns Salop. Antiqua
Gloss., Gadnail, a long and stout nail used chiefly in

fastening posts and rails. 1874 J. H. Collins Metal Mining
61 These boring sledges are sometimes used for driving

wedges or ' gads ' . . Sometimes a special ' *gad-sledgc ' is

provided for the purpose. 15 . . Wyf 0/ Auchtirmuehty 46

(Laing), Scho lowsit oxin aucht or nync, And hyntane *gad-

stafl" in hir hand, a 1618 Rates Merchandise L ij a, Steele,

vocat. *Gad-steele the halfe barrell. 1622 Malynhs Ane.
L*ar,v-Merch. 270 Good Steele in barres, and also Gad Steele.

1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 58 Flemish-steel is made, .some
in Bars and some in Gads, and is therefore by us call'd

Flemish-steel, and sometimes Gad-steel. 1375 Barboup
Brucex. 232 He than lete the "gad wand fall. 1513 Douglas
sEneis ix. x. 47 And passand by the plewisj for gad wandis,

Broddis the oxin wyth speris in our handis. 1370 Levins



GAD.

Manip. 23/7 A Gadwande,/ar//ca. 18*7 G. P.J. in Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 394 A very large ox-whip, called here a
*gad-whip. [Speaking of the ltroughton tenure : see next
quot.] 184s White Hist. Lincohtsh. 570 On Palm Sunday,
a person from Broughton brings [into Caistor Church porch]
a large whip, called a gad whip, the stock of which is made
of wood, tapered towards the top ; the thong is large, and
made of white leather. [He cracked the whip three times,

this being the service by which the land at Broughton was
held.]

Gad (*»$, «M Short for * gad-fly' (Halliwell

1847-78) ; also in comb, gad- stricken adj.

1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 937 Those famous
Poets of old were said to be Oestro perciti, stung with this

furious Fly called Oestrum. Plutarch cals tnem Gad-
stricken.

Gad (gasd), sb.$ [f. Gad v.%] The action of
gadding or rambling about. Only in phrase On,
upon the gad: on the move, going about.
41815 Jane Avstkk Persuas. (1833) I.Yt.9uMr& Charles's

nursery-maid, .is always upon the gad. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell
Sylvia's L. II. 204 Thou might have a bit o' news to tell

one after being on the gad all the afternoon.

Gad (g?ed), sbA Anglo-Irish and Mil. [a. Ir.

and Gael.£»r/.] A band or rope made of twisted

fibres of tough twigs.

1718 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 216 Or if you'd be
reckon'd tight Irish lads. Throw off your cravats and bands,
and tie on your gads, And then you'll resemble your primitive
dads. 1834 Brit. Husb. 1. 175 They are generally harnessed
with ropes, and collars of straw, or gads. 1841 S. C. Hall
Ireland II. 22 [They] at once twisted a gad round his neck
and hung him from the next tree. 1859 F. A, Griffiths
ArtiL Man. (1862) 254 The gads are made of rods 5 feet
long, first twisted until the fibres separate.

Gad (gsed), sbf> Now rare exc. arch. [Minced
pronunciation of God. Cf. Agad, Egad.]
1. Substituted for God, in various phrases, chiefly

asseverative or exclamatory ; esp. in By Gad!
^
1611 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Bum, Pestle Induct., By gad,

if any of them all blow wind in the tail on him, I'll be
hanged. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant 1. i, He's a bold
fellow, I vow to gad. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 230
A Challenge, A Challenge, by Gad ! 1771 Footk Maid
of B. hi. Wks. 1799 II. 237 Mercy a Gad ! 1777 Sheridan
Trip to Scarborough v. ii, Gad take me, but they are all in
a story ! 1840 Thackeray Bedford-Row Conspir. ii, By gad,
sir. . I never will give you a shilling. 1875 \V. S. HAYWAKD
Love agst. World 44 If either of the young dogs wants to
quarrel, by gad, sir, he shall quarrel with me.

b. Klliptically = * God give'. (Cf. 'God ye good I

den,' Shaks. Rom. &Jul. n. iv. 116.) quzs'i-arc/i.
|

*849 James Woodman xv, Gad ye good night, lords and 1

ladies.

C. Gads vie, Gads my life : ? God save me, my i

life.
I

163a Massinger & Field Fatal Dozvry m. i, Gads me I I

he's angry. 1694 Congreve Double Dealer 11. iv, Gad's my
life, the man's distracted! 1764 Foote Mayor of G. i. Wks.
1799 I. 174 Gad's my life, sure as a gun that's her voice.

2. quasi-*'///, perhaps by omission of 'by'.
1608 Armin Nest Minn. (1842) 5 And, gad, she will. 1679

Dryden Tr. .5- Cr. m. i, Gad, that's exceeding foolish.
1831 Lytton Gottolphin 12 Gad, if I were some years
younger, I would join them myself. 1881 Besant & Rice
Chapl. ofFleet I. 41 Gad ! there will be a pretty storm with
my lady when she hears it.

3. In various phraseological combinations, as
Gadsbobs, Gadsbodikins, Gadsbud, Gadsbudlikins,
Gadslid, Gadsniggers, Gadsnigs, Gadsnouns, Gads-
okers, Gadsookers, Gadsprecious, Gadsivookers,
Gadstvoons, Gadzookers, Gadzooks, for the explana-
tion of which see the corresponding forms under
Gods-.
1695 Congreve Love for L. iv. vi, *Gads bobs, does he

not know me? 1676 Wycherley PL Dealer m. i, *Gads-
bodikins, you puny upstart in the law, to use me so ! 1696
Southerns Oroonoko 1. ii, If my husband were alive, Gads-
bodykins, you wou'd not use me so. 1694 Congreve
Double Dealer 1. iii, *Gadsbud, much better as it is. 179a
Wolcott(P. Pindar) To a Fly Wks. 1812 III. 167 Gadsbud
..thou art not dead. 1698 Vanbrugh Msop 11. WkMRtldg.)
374/2 Your friend was a witty person, *gadsbudlikins ! 1598
B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. i, And by *gads-Iid I

scorn it. 1657 Lust's Domin. iv. v. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV.
164 By Gad's-Ud, if I run not After them like a tiger, hough
me. 1715 tr. C'tess D'Aunoy's Wks. 438 By *Gads-niggers
I will have this Pasty. 1651 Randolph, etc. Hey for
Honesty 111. i, Her will tug out her sword, and, *gads nigs 1

let her take very many heed, her will carbonado very much
legs and arms. 1676 Wycherley PI. Dealer 111. i, *Gads-
nouns ! I love thee more and more. 1687 Montague & Prior
Ifiud <$• P. Transv. 6 *Gadsokers ! Mr. Johnson, does your
Friend think I mean nothing but a Mouse, by all this?
167a Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal n. v. (Arb.) 65
Ah, gadsookers, I have broke my Nose. 1708 Trip to
Dunkirk in Harl. Misc. 1. 210 The French, as they say.

.

Are coming, gadsookers ! to pay us a visit. 1676 Wycherley
PI. Dealer in. i, *Gads-precious ! you hectoring person, you,
are you wild? 1698 Vanurugh AEsop 11. Wks. (Rtldg.)
373/2 *Gadswookers ! do people use to ask for folks when
they have nothing to say to 'em? 1826 Scott Woodst. x,
*Gadswoons, I would have a peep. 1694 Echard Plautus
197 Tra. You Dog, there's no such Fish. Gripus. *Gad-
zooks, but there is tho\ 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II.
xxxvii. 25 'Gadszooks!' said he, 'what business had you
with that?' 1838 Dickens Mich. Nick, xxiv, Gadzooks, i

who can help seeing the way to do it?

Gad (gxd), v.* [i. Gad sbS] a. trans. To
|

furnish with gads or a gad. b. inlr., Mining, To I

use a gad ; trans, to break up (rock) by means '

of a gad. (Cf. Gaddek \ Gadding vbl. j£.i) c. i

Vol. IV.

trans. To fasten with a gad-nail. Hence Gadded
ppl. a.

18.. Planche (Cent. 1
, The gauntlets .. are richly orna-

mented on the knuckles, but not gadded. 1841 Hartshorne
Salop. Antiqua Gloss., Gad, to affix, fasten. Ex. 'Gad it

to ', chiefly with reference to iron-work.

Gad (gred), v.'1 [Of obscure origin. The
common view, that it is f. Gad sb£ (the supposed
primary sense being ' to rush about like an animal
stung by gad-flies') is possible, but does not ap-
pear to be favoured by our cpiots. ; the few passages
which in any degree countenance it are collected

under 1 b. Possibly it was a back-formation from
Gadling in its later sense of 'vagabond'.]

1. inlr. To go from one place to another, to
wander ; esp. to wander about with no serious

object, stopping here and there, to rove idly. Also
to gad about, abroad, out.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. (E. E. T. S. 1 ii. 149, 1 hold the mad !

wenys thou now that I list gad To gif away my warldis
aght? 1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. 111. Wks. 1241/2 To.,
hold hymself content with that place, & lon^e not to be gad-
ding out any where elles. 1554 Martin Marr. Priests xii.

l)d iiij b, Whyle the virgins, .will nedes..gooe raunginge
and gaddinge abrode. 1570-6 Lambakdi: I'eramb. Kent
(18261264 Such, as. .gadded to Sainct Thomas for helpe and
devotion. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 373 He was alwayes
gadding up and downe the world, and had little rest. 1710
P\uurs Pastorals i. 52 She gads where-e'er herroving Fancy
leads, a 1732 T. Boston ('rook in Lot (1805) 15 Gadding
abroad to satisfy her youthful curiosity, c 1815 Janf. AuSTEN
Persuas. (1833! I. i. 252 Her upper house-maid and laundry
maid are gadding about the village all day long. 186a
Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallih. 1. x\i. 114 There's Betsy.,
gadding out somewhere ever since she came home. 1880
Webb Goethe^s Faust 11. vi. 157 'Twould injure me with
folks, where'er I gadded.

t b. Rarely used for : To rush madly about. (In

Dryden said of cattle, with distinct etymological
reference to Gad sb.'*) Ops.
1552 Elvot, Bacchor. .to renne, gadde, and rage as it

were a mad man. 1561 Stow Eng. Chron. (1580) 39 Women
gadding vp & down frantickly in mourning weedes, their
haire hanging about their eares, & shaking firebrands. 1678
Dryden & Lee CEdipus 1. Wks. 1883 VI. 141 You shall see
them toss their tails, and gail, As if the breeze had stung
them. 1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 793 The most
ofthe Cattle will set on gadding, and run. .to the River to
drink the Salt Water. 1697 Drydkn Virg. Georg. m. 240
Their Stings draw Blood ; And drive the Cattle gadding
thro' the Wood.
2. fig. To go wandering, in desire or thought ; to

leave the true path. Now rare.

1579 Tomson CalvhCs Serm. Tim. 4/2 When she gaddeth
not astray from the simplicitie of the Gospel. 1600 Hey-
wood jst Pi. Ediv. /KWks. 1874 I. 61 Yet, idle eye, wilt
thou be gadding still? 1641 Milton Prel. Episc. 6 While
we leave the Bible to gadde after these traditions, a 1688
Cudworth Immnt. Mor. (1731) 98 Sense wholly gazes and
gads abroad. 1692 Locke Educ.% 167 'Tis no wonder their
Thoughts should . . seek better Entertainment in more
pleasing Objects, after which they will unavoidably l>e

gadding. 1871 B. Taylor E'aust (1875) II. 1. iii. 32 If I

once regardless gadded Eor the world my hopes are vain.

f3. Of inanimate objects : To move about. Obs.
1583 Stanyhcrst AEneis m. iArb.) 72 Thee roads, thee

countrey, thee towns fro oure nauye be gadding. 1600
Eaireax Tasso XVII. xxi, Th' Arabians next that haue no
certaine stay, No house, no home. .But euer. .Erom place
to place their wandring cities gad. 1618 Bolton Florus
iv. 1. 260 The frenzie had gadded over the Alpes.

4. Of a plant, tree, etc. : To spread hither and
thither, to straggle in growth, arch.

1637 [see Gadding///, a.]. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1729) 35
Keep the roots from gadding too far from the Stem. 1752
Mason Elfrida 212 The ivy gadding from th' untwisted
stem, Curtains each verdant side, 1820 Wordsw. Fort Fu-
entes, Now gads the wild vine o'er the pathless ascent.

+ 5. quasi-r>a//.r. with cognate object. Obs.
1581 J. Bell HatidotCs A nsiu. Osor. 38 They gadde many

a weerysome journey on pilgrimage unto them.
b. slang. (See quot.)

1846 R. L. Snowden Mag. Assist. 346 Going without
shoes, gadding the hoof. 1865 in Hotteh Slang Diet, (1874).

Gadabout ;gte-dabaut\ a. and sb. [f. Gad v.2

+ About.]
A. adj. Given to gadding or roving, wandering.

1817 Scott Let. to Mrs. Clephane 23 Mar. in Lockhart,
The frivolous . . gad-about manners of many of our modern
belles. 1851 Helps Cotup. Soli/, iii. (1874) 25 Eoolish gad-
about, dinner-eating, dancing people. 1857 Hughes Tom
Bro7vn 1. i, The gadabout propensities of my countrymen.

B. sb. One who gads about, esp. from motives
of curiosity or gossip.

1837 Palmer Devonsh. Dialogue Gloss., Gad-a-bout, a
gossiping rambling sort of person. 1849 Lytton Caxtons
140 Your shrew-mice are sad gadabouts. 1859 Smiles
Self-Help iii. (i860) 66 He even ran some risk of becoming
a gadabout and busy-body. 1883 Harper's Mag. July
205/1 It is incapacity in this direction which makes gad-
abouts of some women.

t Gad-abroad = Gadabout sb.

1810 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. II. 295, I am become
quite a gad-abroad.

Cfcrd-bee:. [f. Gad *&I] = Gad-fly i.

1530 Palsgr. 223/2 Gadde bee a Bye, bourdon. 1601
Holland Pliny I. 318 The bigger kind of bees .. and this
vermin is called Oestrus (/. the gad-bee or horse flie).

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. xix. § 221 Cattell
stricken with a gad-bee, skip up and down, and run about.

GADEAN.
if\i Rape Helen ii, Like an heifer, when her back sustains
Of biting gadbees the deep piercing pains, 1829 Glover
Hist. Derby I. 177 Oestrus Curz'icauda, Gadbee or Dun
Fly. 2842 Browninc Artemis Prologizes 21 A noisome
lust that, as the gadbee stings, Possessed bis stepdame.

t k. fig. in jihrase To have a gad-bee in one's

brains: to be crazy. Cf. Bee • 5. Obs.
1682 Mrs. Behn False Count 11. ii, What means he? sure

be has a gad-bee in his brains.

1 Gad-breeze. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Gai>^.' +

Ukeeze sb. 1
] = Gad-fly i.

1703 Country Farm. Catech., I can liken him to nothing
but my bald heffer when she's got the gad-breeze in her tail.

Gaddel, obs. form of Gadwall.
Gadder l (gse'ddi). [f. Gad z/J + -ek i.] An

instrument for splitting rock.
1887 Set. Amer. LVI. 21 It is claimed for the diamond

gadder that it will do its work at the rate of 180 feet a day.

Gadder - (gai-dor;. [f. Gad v.* + -ek i.] One
who gads, f Also gadder-about, -abroad.
1550 Bale Apol. 98 Gadders, pylgrymes and ydoll sekers.

1550 — Image Both. Ch. xxii. Kk vij b, (ladders to Com-
postel, Rome, Trier, and Tholose. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.
106 An idle gadder about. 1577 I',. ( UnHM-iIHresbach's Husb.
111. 115861 154 The Mast ie.. no gadder abroade, nor lavish
of his mouth. 1625 (Jill Sacr^Philos. Concl. 207 Hauing
brought my houshold to a few, and them no gadders abroad,
but such as were easily commaiuled to stay within. 1678
Dryden Kind Keeper EpiL, When these gruw up, Lord,
with what rampant (ladders Our Counters will be throng'd.
1725 1! kadi. ky Fam, Diet., Bandog, a Dog. .not. .too gentle
of Disposition, nor lavish of his Barking, no Gadder. 1777
Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 19 May, You will become
such a gadder. 1863 Chambers" Bk. ofDays I. 682 A gadder
after amusements.

r
Gadding (ga:-dii]),^W.^.i [CGai>z;.i +-ing'.]
The action or process of splitting rock with gads.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supfi. }

Cut, in mining.. the working
by this instrument is thence called gading. 1884 Knight
Diet. Meek. IV. 364 '2 Fig. 1123 shows the drill mounted
on car for gadding.

b. Comb.: gadding-car, -machine (see quots.).

_
1884 Knioht.DiW. Meek. IV. 364/2 GaddingCar{Qumy-

ing), one arranged to carry a drilling machine so as to
present it to drill a series of holes in line. 1887 Set. Amer.
LVI. 21 The gadding machines .. drill or bore circular
holes along the bottom and sides of the blocks, into which
wedges are introduced and the stone split from its bed.

r
Gadding 'ga-diij), vbl. sl>:± [f. (i.tus.- + -ing'.]
The action of the vb. Gad. Also gadding-about.
1545 Brinklow Lament. 4 b, What is their gaddinge with

'ora pro nobis' vnto creatures ..''. Is it ought elles but
abhominacion V 1550 Bale Apol. 108 b, Gapynges, gad-
dynges, ydoll sensynges. 1589 R. Robinson Gold. Mirr.
(1851) 57 No wandring vnto waks, those dayes did women
vse, Nor gadding vnto greens, their life for to abuse. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, cccxxviii, Hee charmes the
gaddings of opinion, With the loud Cimball of their Liber-
ties. 1662-3 Pkpys Diary 1 Jan., Willing to make an end
of my gaddings and to set to my business. 1760 Goldsm.
Cit. IV. xlv, Neither pride, nor debauchery, nor a love of
gadding. 1786 Cowpkr Lett. Wks. (1835-7) VI. 9 Un-
accountable gaddings and caprices of the human mind.
i8zo W. Irving Sketch />'/. II. 155 There is nothing going
on but gossiping and gadding about. 1865 Miss Braddon
Sir Jasper I. vii. 164 ' No gadding after dark, Doll,' he
said in a warning voice.
attrib. 1840 R. Brbhnbr Excnrs. Denmark, Nonvay,

etc. II. 375 During this gadding season. 1862 Sala Seven
Sons I. viii. 183 A gadding-about mania seized on all ranks
and conditions of men.

Gadding (gardin),///. a. [f. Gad v.2 + -ing a.]

That gads or gads about, wandering, straggling.
1598 Florio, Mattnna, . . a madding or gadding humour.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. Iii. 234 Our gadding Thoughts
conceite the Cloudes. 1625 Bacon Ess.. Envy (Arb.) 512
Envy is a Gadding Passion, and walketh the Streets and
doth not keepe home. 1637 M ilton Lycidas 37 With wild
thyme and the gadding vine o'ergrown. 1727 Fielding
Love in sev. Masq. Wks. 1775 I. 41 The Traps are no
gadding family, our women stay at home and do business.
1777 Warton Inscript. Hermitage iii. 24 Fantastic ivy's
gadding spray. 1819 S. Rogers Human Li/e 545 Soon
through the gadding vine the sun looks in. 1829 Carlyle
Misc. (1857) II. 26 A gadding, feather-brained set of wan-
tons. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 310 The good nuns would
check her gadding tongue Full often. 1873 Symonds Grk.
Poets x. 312 The stone walls . . are . . fragrant with gadding
violets that ripple down their sides.

Hence Gaddingly adv.
1552 Huloet, Gaddingly, as they that went on pilgrimage,

peregre. 1567 Drant Horace's De Arte Poet. Bvij, He
that dothe belch out puffinge rymes And gaddingly doth
straye. 1755 in Johnson, whence in later Diets.

Gaddre, obs.f. Gather sb., pluck (of an animal).

+ Ga-ddy, a. Obs. rare-^. [f. Gad v? + -Y 1.]

Given to gadding or roving about.
1637 Rutherford Let. to Lady Busbie (1894) 525, 1 would

my sufferings, .might buy_ an agreement betwixt His fairest
and sweetest love, and His gaddy (Jer. ii. 36) lewd wife.

Gade (g^d). [ad. mod.L. gadus, ad. Gr. 70805
codfish ; cf. F. gade.'] A fish belonging to the
genus Gadus ; a codfish.

1836 Varrell Brit. Fishes 1 1. 195 The SilveryGade . . Gadus
argenteolus. . Montagu. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. xvi. (ed. 4)
339 It was a long-lost fish—Montague's Midge, or the
Silvery Gade.
Gade : see Gaid.
Gade, var. gaed, Sc. pa. t. of Go.
Gadean (g^'-d/an). ff. mod.L. gad-us (seeGade)
+ -(e)an.] A fish belonging to the family Gadidie,
of which the typical genus is Gadus (cod).
1854 Badham Halieut. 352 Having found, on the Cretan
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coast, a gadean which . . accords with the ass-fish of the
ancients. 1887 N. fy Q. 7th Ser. IV. 278 The only marine
gadean common in Italy, the hake.

Gader, obs. form of Gather.
Gad-fly:, [f. Gad sb.i]

1. The popular name of a fly which bites and
goads cattle, esp. a fly of the genus Tabanus or

of the genus CEstrus; a bot-fly, breeze.

1616 T. H. Caussin"s Holy Crt. 120 It was like.. as a
bull stung with a Gad-fly. 1717-46 Thomson Summer 499
Light fly his slumbers, if perchance a flight Of angry gad-
flies fasten on the herd. 1831 Youatt Horse xiii. (1843)
289 A species of gad-fly, the cestrus equi, is in the latter

part of the summer exceedingly busy about horses. 1841-4
Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. \. (1876) 25 The nomads of Africa
were constrained to wander by the attacks of the gadfly,

which drives the cattle mad.

2. fig. One who irritates, torments, or worries

another. Also (after L. a'strus), an irresistible

impulse to some course of action.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, cccxlvii, Rather
then have the Gad-flyes of an ill-Disposed Army on their

shoulders feed. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 243 It

is our misfortune to be frequently pestered . . by certain
critical gad-flies. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav, 314 Bitten
with the Anglo-Saxon gadfly that drives us all to disenchant
artifice.

f3. With allusion to Gad v. a. In phrase To
have a gad-fly : to be fond of ( gadding about \

1591 Lyly Sappho 11. iii, My mistresse, I thinke, hath got
a gadfly, never at home, and yet none can tell where
abroade. 1754 Richardson Grandison I. viii, You have
neither wings to your shoulder, nor gad-fly in your cap :

you love home.

f b. A person who is constantly ( gadding about \
1614 BEAUU. & Fl. Wit at Scv. Weapons iv. ii, Where

are those gad-flies going? to some junket now. 1754
Richardson Grandison I. xviii. 125 Your Harriet may turn
gad-fly, and never be easy but when she is forming parties.

4. attrib., as gad-fly time; gad-fly haunted adj.

1846 C. G. Prowett Prometh. Bound 28 The gadfly-
haunted maid, whose charms have power To smite Jove's
heart with love. 1893 D. Jordan ('Son of the Marshes')
Forest Tithes, etc. 197 In gadfly time it was a fine sight
to see a herd of cattle charging along.

Gadge, sb. ?pseudo-arch. Used by Browning
as the name of some instrument of torture.

Perh. a mistaken phonetic apprehension of gagge, old
spelling of Gag sb. 1

1845 Browning SouPs 'Frag. 1. 332 The dead back-weight
of the beheading axe ! The glowing trip-hook, thumb-
screws and the gadge !

Gadge (gad^), v. St. intr. (See quot.)

1719 Ramsay 2nd Answ. Hamilton iii, It sets ye well
indeed to gadge ! Ibid. Gloss., Gadge, to dictate imper-
tinently, talk idly with a stupid gravity.

Gadge, obs. f. Gage sb. 1 and Sc. f. Gauge.

Gadhelic (gade*lik\ a. and sb. Also 8 Gaedh-
lic, 9 Gaedhlic : cf. Goidelic. [Literary forma-
tions from Ir. Gaedheal, pi. Gaedhil, Olr. Gdidel,

G6idelj pi. Gdidil, Goidil, the original form of

Gael.] = Gaelic, in uses other than the customary
application to the Gaels of Scotland.
The forms Gadhelic and Goidelic are used by modern

philologists for 'pertaining to the Gaels (in the widest
sense)

1

; the earlier forms, now obsolete, are in our quots.
used for ' Irish Gaelic '.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 183 The Gaedhlic, or Scottic,

the purest and most ancient of all the Celtic dialects. 1861
O'Curry Led. MS. Mai. 3 Ample materials still remain in

the Gaedhlic or Irish language. 1865 Athenaeum No. 960.
687/2 The Gadhelic and the Cymric were used in Gaul.
1875 Whitney Life Lang. x. 183 The Gadhelic group
includes the Irish.

Gadid (g^'did). Ickth. [f. mod.L. gad-us cod
+ -id.] m Gadoid sb.

1889 in Century Diet, (citing T. Gill).

Gadine (g^dain). Ichth. [f. as prec. + -ine.]

— Gadoid sb.

1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. III. 268 The common cod-fish
(Gadus morrhud). .may be briefly defined as a gadine with
the lower jaw shutting within the upper.

Gadinic (gadi'nik), a. Chem, [f. as prec. +
-ic] In gadinic acid (see quot.).

1864 Watts Diet. Chem,, Gadinic acid, a crystalline fatty
acid, obtained from cod-liver oil.

t Gaditan, a. and sb. Obs, [ad. L. Gddttdnus,

f. Gddes Cadiz.] A. adj. Of or belonging to Cadiz.

B. sb. pi. The inhabitants of that city.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 315 The Gaditan wer most
honored herewith, for at one time and for one battel they
created 400 [Equites]. 1626 Massinger Rom. Actor \\\. ii,

Like a Gaditane strumpet I shall look to see you tumble.

Gaditanian (gsedit^nian), a. and sb. [f. as

prec. + -ian.] A. adj. Of or belonging to Cadiz
in Spain, or its inhabitants. B. sb. An inhabitant

or native of Cadiz.
1882 in Ogilvib.

Gadite (g^'dait), a. rare- 1
, [f. L. Gad-es +

-ite.] Belonging to Gades or Cadiz.
1808 Scott Marm. 1. Introd. 72 Lo here his grave Who

victor died on Gadite wave.

Gadling' (gardlin). [f. Gad sbJ- + -ling.]

One of the small spikes of metal affixed to the
knuckles of a gauntlet.

1592 Stow Ann. 386 Certayne prickes both short and
sharpe, then [1351] called Gadlings, beeing closed in the
ioyntes of his right gauntlet. 1834 Blanche Brit. Costume

x. 138 The backs of the leathern gauntletswere also furnished
with overlapping plates, and the knuckles armed with knobs
or spikes of iron, called gads or gadlings. 1877 Athenaeum
3 Nov. 571/3 Earl Ralph wears, .gadlings on his gauntlets.

t Gadling -. Obs. Forms : 1 geedeling, 3-5
gad-, gedeling, -(e lyng(inlate MSS. corruptly,

godlinge, geldinge), 4-7 gadling. [OE. ga-deling
= OS. gaduling, OHG. gateling (MHG. getelinc),

Goth, gadiligg-s :—OTeut. *gadulingo-z f. root
*gad- (in OE. g&d fellowship, gegada companion,
Gather v.) + -ling.]

1. Originally, a companion or fellow, in good
sense ; esp. a companion in arms.
Beowulf2617 His gaedelinges guo^ewaedu. c 1000 Daniel

422 Hwa ba ;$yfe sealde gingum ga^delingum. c 1205 Lav.
12335 Alle ba gadelinges Alse heo weoren sunen kinges.
1/1250 Prov. sElfred 312 in O. E. Misc. 120 So is mony
gedelyng godlyche on horse. 13 . . K. Alls. 1192 Fiftene
thousand of fot laddes. .And alle stalworthe gadelynges.

2. In bad sense, as a term of reproach : A base,

low-bom person, a 'fellow*.

1297 R. Glouc 11724) 310 {>e beste body & noblest.,
yslawe was boru a gadelyng, so vyllyche, alas ! c 1400
Gamelyn 107, I am no worse gadelyng. .But born of a lady,
and geten of a knight, c 1475 Rattf Coifyear 612 Quhair
g.ingis thow, Gedling, thir gaitis sa gane ? ? a 1500 Chester
PI. (E. E. T. S.) x. 237 That false gedlinge [v.r. gelding].
15. . Robd. Cysille in Hazl. F. P. P. I. 273 Fals thefe, and
fowle gadlyng, Thou lyest falsely.

3. A wanderer, wayfarer, vagabond.
11x542 Wvatt in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 41 The wandnng

gadling, in the sommer tyde, That findes the Adder with his

rechlesse foote. 1565 Maister Randolphes Phautasey 539
The amased lewsarde. .from the wandringegadlinge hasteth
amayne.

4. Hence attrib. (in sense of ' wandering ', as if

formed from a \erb gadd/e) ; also as vbl. sb.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 98 Nor on the promisde ten
alone reives, But trusts he stealth should more a gaddling
lead. C1624 Ll'Shington Resur, Serm. (1659) 15 Three
way-going women, gadling gossips that came from Galilee.

1676 Coles, Gadling, stradling.
_ 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Gadling (old word), straggling.

+ Gadman. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 8-9 Sc.

gaudsman, 9 gadsman. [f. Gad j*. 1
] The man

or boy who directed or guided a team by means
of a gad or goad, esp. in ploughing ; a goadsman.

- 1450 Henrvson Mot. Fab. 73 His Gadman and hee.
His stots hee straught with Benedicite. 1515 Ld. Treas.
Ace. Scott, in Bitcairn Crim. Trials I. 260*, xij cartaris ane
hundrethe and xx pynouris and ix gadmen, being careand
the Artalzery fra Edinburghe to Streueling. 1786 Burns
Inventory, A gaudsman ane, a thrasher t'other. 1827 Hone
Every-Day Bk. II. 1656 Pig drivers and gadsmen. 1863

J. L. W. By-gone Days 10 With every plough two persons
were engaged, one the ploughman .. the other the gadman,
from the long gad or goad with which he impelled the
horses or oxen.

Gadoid (g^'doid), sb. and a. [f. mod.L. gad-us
(ad. Gr. yaSos) cod + -oin.] A. sb. A fish of the

family Gadidx, of which the cod is the type.

B. adj. Of, belonging to, or resembling the

Gadid<e, or cod-fishes.

1842 Brande Diet. Sci. Lit.
<J-

Art, Gadoids, a family of
soft-finned fishes . .ofwhich the cod-fish . . may be regarded as
the type. .The general character of the gadoid family is[etc.].

i86x Hulme tr. Moquin Tandon 11. in. i. 102 The follow-

ing are the other Gadoids [besides the Cod] which prin-

cipally furnish the Cod-liver oil. 1865 Reader No. no.
143/2 Fishes which resemble at first Gadoids or Bien-
nials. 1880 Nature XXI. 202 This rare and remarkable
gadoid fish of the Mediterranean.

Gadoli'nic, a. [f. as next + -ic] Derived from
gadolinite.

1820 Edin. Rev. XXXIV. 57 A breccia composed of..

gadolinic yttria.

Gadolinite (gard^linait). Min. [Named in

1802 after the mineralogist Gadolin: see -ITE.]

Silicate of yttrium, found in black crystals.

1802 Nicholsons Jml, III. 251 The earth last discovered

in gadolinite. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 70
Hitherto yttria has been found only in the black mineral
first analysed by Gadolin, and hence called Gadolinite.
attrib. 1883 Athenaeum 14 Apr. 480/3 The principal

gadolinite earths—yttria, terbia, erbia, etc.

Gadroon (gadrwn). Also 8 gaudron, in mod.
Diets, godroon. [ad. F. godron (OF. goderon

t

gauderon), of uncertain origin.]

One of a set of convex curves or arcs joined at

their extremities to form a decorative pattern (which
may be described as the reverse of ' fluting ') used

in the ornamentation of gold and silver plate, in

architecture, costume, etc. Chiefly in //. Also
attrib. as gadroon ornament, pattern.
1723-24 Chambers tr. S. leClerc's Archit. 1. 125 Gaudrons

of the Ball. 1855 tr. Labartes Arts Mid. Ages xxv, Orna-
mented with gadroon sculptures. /£/</. xxvii, Cut in gadroons.
1878 Miss Braddon Open Verd. xxxviii. 261 A monster salver

. . with massive gadroon edges. 1882 Caulfeild & Sawakd
Diet. Needteivork, Gadroon, a term employed in dressmak-
ing and millinery, borrowed from architecture, denoting a
kind of inverted fluting or beading. Plaits of a similar

form are made on caps and cuffs, as composing a decorative
style of trimming. 1883 Kerry Hist. Ch. St. Lawrence,
Reading 121 This dish has a double ogee-shaped edge
with gadroon bordering. 1893 A thenaeum 14 Jan. 60/1 The
central ornaments, external to the space for the enamelled
shield of the owner's arms, are whirling gadroons.

Gadrooned (gadr«n'd),///. a. In mod. Diets,

godrooned. [ad. F.godronne*, {.godron Gadroon.]
Ornamented with gadroons.
1748-9 Gen. Advertiser No. 4440, 3 Dozen of gadroon'd

shap'd Plates. 1753 Pub. Advertiser 3 Oct. 3 2 Two high
gadrooned Candlesticks. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Gadrooned,
embossed as the edge of a silver salver. Old local note.
1881 Jrnl. R. Arc/ueol. Inst. XXXVIII. 461 This vessel
had a deep gadrooned silver edge at the top. 1894 Daily
News 8 Mar. 3/7 A Queen Anne porringer and cover (date
1706), on gadrooned foot.

Gadrooning (gadr/7nin), vbl. sb. [f. Gadroon
+ -ING 1

.] The process of ornamenting with
gadroons; ornamentation consisting of gadroons.
1882 Mag. Art May 278 Plain gadrooning, or chased

strap-work being the principal, .ornament in vogue.

Gadso gae'dstf), int. Also 7 gads so. [A var.

of Catso, through false connexion with other oaths
beginning with Gad.]
1687 Congreve Old Bach. iv. i, Gads so, there he is, he

must not see me. 1764 Footf. Mayor Garrat 11. Wks. 1799
1. 179 Gad-so ! the candidates are coming. z8i6 Scott
Antiq. xxxvi, 'Gadso!' ejaculated Oldbuck, 'these great
men use one's house and time as if they were their own
property.' 1838 Dickens O. Twist iv, Gadso ! . . that's just
the very thing I wanted to speak to you about.

Gaduin (gae-dimn). [irreg. f. mod.L. gadu-s
cod + -in.] A fatty substance found in cod-liver oil.

1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon n. 111. i. 105 Cod-liver
oil is a compound of oleine (etc.] . . there is also found a .

.

particular principle called Gaduine. 1864 Watts Diet.
Chem., Gaduin, a peculiar brown substance contained in
cod liver oil (De Jongh).

Gadwall (gardwjl). Also 7 gaddel, 9 gad-
well. A freshwater duck, Anas strepera or Chau-
lelasmus streperus

t
of the north of Europe and

America ; the grey duck or grey.
1666 Merbett Pinax Rerum Nat. Brit. 180 A Gaddel.

1674 Ray Collect. Words, Water Fowl 93 The Gadwall or
Gray. 1709 Derham in Phil. Trans. XXVI. 466 The
Gadwall. 1777 G. Forster Voy. round Wortdl. 157 A small
brown duck, which is nearly the same as the English gadwall.
1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 333 Gadwall {Anas
strepera),~Ra.re. 1884 Ld. MALMtsnvRY Mew. Ex-minister
1 . 26 We also killed a great many wild duck, gadwells, and
snipe, by walking through the marshes.

t Ga*dza. Obs. Some textile fabric.

a 1618 Rates Merchandize G iv, Gadza of all sorts without
gold or siluer, the yard xvjd. Gadza stript with gold or
siluer, the yard ijs. x'yt.

Ga'e, Gae, var. gCe
t
Sc. pa. t. of Give.

Gae, Sc. and north, var. Go ; obs. Sc. f. Jay.

f Gaedelian, a. Obs. rare. [f. Olr. Gaedel
a Gael + -ian: see Gadhelic and Gaelic] Belong-
ing to the Gaelic branch of the Celtic race.

1796 Morse ^4;«£-r. Geog. II. 183 The Gaedelian or Scottish
colony.

Gael-fe^l). [a. Sc. Gael. Gaidheal a member
of the Gaelic race = Olr. Gaidel, Goidel.
The Irish Celts call themselves by (he same name, but

the word first became familiar to English readers as denot-
ing the Scottish Highlanders, and only in more recent
times has it been applied to the Irish branch.]

A Scottish Highlander orCelt; also, an Irish Celt.

[1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 73 Calling thame
al Scottis . . albeit is plane and euident that mony hundir
$eiris eftir, thay war called Gathelis fra Gathel.] xSio Scott
Lady ofL. v. ii, The Gael around him threw His graceful
plaid of varied hue. 1895 J. H. Staples in Trans. Phil.
Soc. 202 The old Gaels possessed the voiceless ' qu '.

Hence G-aeldom [-dom], the land of the Gaels.
Perhaps modelled on Sc. Gael. Gaidhealachd the country

inhabited by the Gaelic-speaking race.

i860 J. F. Camfbell Tales W. Highlands (1890) I.

Introd. 15 What part of the Gaeldom are you from ? 1891
Sat. Rev. 5 Sept. 277/1 Mr. Blackie's invasions of Gaeldom
did not do very much, .for Celtic philology.

Gaelic (g^'Hk), a. and sb. Forms : 8 Gaelick,
Galic, 9 Gaelic. Cf. Gadhelic. [f. Gael + -ic.

The form Galic perhaps represents Sc. Gael. Gaidh-

lig (ga'lik), while Gaelic is a fresh formation from
Gael — Gaidheal (gaial). The word is first used

to denote the language, etc., of the Scottish Gael,

in more recent times that of the Irish branch also.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Gaels or Celtic

inhabitants of the highlands of Scotland; occas. in

wider sense, pertaining to that branch of the Celts

which includes the Scottish Gaels with the Irish

and Manx.
[1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 73Quhilkecom-

mounlie is called . . the Gathelik toung, albeit corrupetlie.]

1774 Pennant Tour Scott, in 1772, 249 Stones., with
Galic inscriptions. 1787 Burns Let. to Miss M. Chalmers
Wks. (Globe) 352 It was the tune of a Gaelic song. i8a8

Scott F. M. Perth xxvii, We have not a Gaelic word by
which we can even name a maker of gloves. 1831 in Sir J.
Sinclair's Corr. II. 408 The history and origin of the

Gaelic people. 1846 McColloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854)

I. 299 The Gaelic language prevails throughout almost all

Inverness-shire. 1895 J. H. Staples in Trans. Phil. Soc.

210 These Gaelic changes are of a special and only tem-

porary nature.

B. sb. The Gaelic language.

1775 Boswell Let. Johnson 18 Feb. in Life Johnson,
It is affirmed that the Gaelick (call it Erse or call it Irish)

has been written in the Highlands and Hebrides for many
centuries. 1806 Gazetteer Scott, (ed. 2) 267 The Gaelic is

the language of the people. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scott.

II. xiii. 372 note, Children who can only speak Gaelic. 1895
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J. Strachan in Trans. Phil. Soc. 192 note, There is no evi-
dence that the Irish rule ever held good in pure Scotch
Gaelic. 1897 Gaelic Jrnl. VIII. 96/1 The influence exerted
on the minds of the Irish-speakers, .when they found people
coming long distances. . in order to learn Gaelic.
Comb. 1897 Daily Nam 8 Mar. 2/4 There were 254,000

Gaelic-speaking persons in Scotland.

Gaelicism (g^'lidz'm). [f. Gaelic + -ism.]

The quality or state of being Gaelic.
1895 Cath. Neius r4 Sept. 6 Those two events made an

end of the Gaelicism of the Gaelic race.

Gaelicize (g^lisaiz), v. [f. Gaelic + -ize.]

trans. To make Gaelic, treat as Gaelic.
1807 W. Tavlor in Ann. Rev. V. 587 So Oakhampton,

which is naturally expounded in Saxon, the town of the
home of the oaks, is here Gaelicized into water-horder-town.
Gaelly, obs. form of Gillie.
Gaer, var. Gare si. 2

Gaerish, obs. form of Gakish.
Gaff (gaef ), si.l Also 3, 7-9 gaffe, [a. V. gaffe
= Sp., Pg. gafa fern., Pr. gafmuc, boat-hook.]
1. a. An iron hook ; a staff or stick armed with

this. Now only dial.

a 1300 Sal. People Kilitare iv. in E. E. P. (1862) 153 Hail,
seint dominik with bi lang staffe hit is at be ouir end
crokid as a gaffe. 1867 \V. F. Rock Jim an' Nell lxxiv.
(E. D. S. No. 76), A guidestrap, hayvor-seed, A gaff, dree
picks vrom Varmer Reed. Ibid. Gloss., Gaff, an instrument
with long handle, used to pull furze out of the furze-rick.

b. spec. A barbed fishing spear ; also, a stick

armed with an iron hook for landing large fish, esp.

salmon. Phrase, to bring (a hooked fish) to gaff.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Gaffe, an iron hook where-

with Seamen pull great Fishes into their ships. 1706 in
Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. VI. iv. iii.

394 They begin to knock it la turtle] on the head with their
gaffs. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports If- Adv. Scot!. (1855'

338 The poacher, with a gaff and torch, selects some
gravelly ford. 1885 Black White Heather iii, Ronald had
got him transfixed on the gaff and landed. 1886 Q. Rev.
Oct. CLXIII. 351 When a fish is beat and is being brought
to gaff, much caution is necessary.

2. Naut. ' A spar used in ships to extend the
heads of fore-and-aft sails which are not set on
stays ' (Adm. Smyth).
17159 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Rr ij b, In the

schooner both the mainsail and foresail are extended by a
boomandgaff. 179S Huddart in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII.
32 The angle made by the gaff and mast. 184a R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast ix. 22 We. pulled for a light, which, as
we came up, we found had been run up to our trysail gaff.

1893 H. M. Doughty Wherry in Wendish Lands Introd.
15 One sail with very high peak and an enormous gaff.

3. a. A steel spur for a fighting cock : = Gab-
lock 1 and Gaffle 3. b. The spike of a spur.
a. 1688 [see Gablock iJ 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gaff,

an artificial Spur for a Cock. 1893 in Farm RR Slang Diet.
b. 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. in. iv. (1895) 788 The

dragoons wear. .a sort of jack-boot, .to which are fastened,
by a rivet, the spurs, the gaffs of which are sometimes
near an inch in length.

1 4. Card-sharping. ' A ring worn by the dealer

'

(Farmer). Obs.

5. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) gaff\s)-man,
-net, -point

;
(sense 2) gaff-end, -jaw, -sail (also

attrib.)
; gaff-hook = sense 1 ; gaff-setter, a boat-

hook; gaff-string (see quot.). Also Gaff-topsail.
1851 Voy. Mauritius i. 10 Up ran certain bits of red and

blue and yellow bunting to her *gaff-end. 1844 J. T. Hew-
lett Parsons ff W. xi, Boots seized the *gaff-hook . . and
was going to plunge it deep into the pike's jaws. 1854
Badham Halieut. 17 They had neither . . gaff-hook, nor
landing-net. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 25 July 7/2 Vigilant's
*gaff.jaws broke, and just as Britannia was catching up,
her_ spinnaker went wrong. 1875 F. Francis in Encycl.
Brit. II. 39/2 The "gaffsman. .drags it out of the water to
the land. 1885 Athenaeum 14 Mar. 337/3 A Norwegian
gaff-man's feelings are not very acute. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., *Gaff-net, a peculiar net for fishing. 1845
Blachm. Mag. Aug. 288 His armour of scales defied the
*gaff-point. 1886 J. M. Caulfeild Seamanship Notes 2
In setting a *gaff-sail . . keep the throat ahead of peak.
1891 Daily A'eivsg Sept. 3/3 The veteran . . won the match
for sprit and gaff sail boats by a long way ahead. 1861
Mayhew Lond. LabourWl. 270 The staffsman then fastens
the staff to the lighter by means of the*gaffstring or rope
attached to the side of the vessel.

Gaff (gaef), sb. 2 slang. [Of obscure origin

;

cf. Gab sb.*, OE. (ge)gaf-sprite, blasphemous or
ribald speech, Sc. local 'gaff, loud, rude talk',
'*• g°ff, t° talk loudly and merrily' (Jam.), and
mod.F. (colloq.) une gaffe, a remark by which one
' puts one's foot into it '.]

1. a. ? Vociferation, outcry, b. Humbug, 'stuff

and nonsense '.

1815 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 267 Stifle e'en a bull-
dog's gaff. 1877 Five Yrs.' Penal Serv. iv. 151, I also saw
that Jemmy's blowing up of me was all 'gaff'.

2. Phrase. To blow the gaff: {fig.) to let out a
secret ; to reveal a plot, or give convicting evidence.
l8n J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Blow the gaff. 1833 Mai-

ryat P. Simple xliii, I wasn't going to blow the gaff, so
I told him, as a great secret, that we got it (the gun] up
with a kite. 1877 Five Yrs.' Penal Serv. ii. 122 The
prisoner . . quietly bides his time till the chief warder comes
round, then asks to speak to him, and ' blows the gaff'

Gaff (gaef), sb.'i Obs. exc. dial. Also 6
[short for Gaffer.] = Gaffer i.

<S73 Tusser Hush. xxii. (1878) 60 Mixe well (old gaffe)
horse corne with chaffe. 1877 in A". W. Line. Gloss., Gaff.

Gaff (gaef), sbA slang. [Of unknown origin.]

1. A fair.

"753 J. Poultek Discov. 31 The first Thing they do at a
Gaff is to look for a Room clear of Company. 1811 Lex.
Balatron. s.v., The drop coves maced the joskins at the
Gaff ; the ring-droppers cheated the countryman at the fair.

i8ai Haggart Life 22 We slopped at this place two days,
waiting to attend the Gaff.

2. Any public place of amusement. Hence the
term has passed into the literary vocabulary as the
name for the low class of theatre or music-hall to

which it is most frequently applied by slang
speakers. Also penny-gaff.
1811 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v., Any public place of

amusement is liable to he called the gaff, when spoken of
in flash company. iS$6 Chamb. Jml. n Oct. 228/1 Would
you rootout the Penny Gaff, and compel the penny-pay-
ing public .. to find amusement elsewhere? 1861 Mayhew
Lond. Labour III. 144 When a professional goes to a gaff
to get an engagement, they in general inquire whether he is

a good ballet performer. 1863 Q. Rev. July CXIV. 264 He
knows them all . .from the chiefopera-house. . to the humblest
gaffs (as we believe they would be called in London). 1864
Sat. Rev. 30 Apr. 516 A piece of histrionics rather below
the mark of a penny gaff. 1887 Contetnp. Rev. Mar. 400,
I had always wanted to see a Penny Gaff since I first read
my Dickens.

Gaff (gaef), j».' [f. Gaff sb/1

] trans. To seize

or strike (a fish; with a gaff; also, to draw out with
a gaff.

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons fr W. xi, I bid him. .slack his
hand the moment I had gaffed him [the pike]. 1851 Newland
Erne 352, I.. gaffed him out of the great boiling turnhole
below. 1867 B. Osborne Sp. in Ho. Com. 8 Apr., The hon.
member for Lincolnshire, though a solitary fish, rose to the
occasion, and he was safely gaffed and landed. 1882 Garden
n Feb. ioi/i The Japanese were gaffing salmon.
Hence Gaffing vbl. sb. ; also attrib. Also Gaffer,

one who gaffs fish. (In some mod. Diets.)
1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 171 Spearing, gaffing,

and harpooning, are amongst the mpst obvious methods.
1886 Fishing r8 Sept. 417 He hooked a large grilse, but
lost him in gaffing. 1895 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 268 Harry
brought him within gaffing distance.

Gaff (gaef), v? slang and colonial, intr. To
gamble, esp. to ' toss up '.

i8ij J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Gaff, to gamble with cards,
dice, &c, or to toss up. 1828 ' Jon Bee ' Living Pict. Lond.
243 Though any gentleman would gaff for a pound, there or
any where else. 1889 Boldrewooij Robbery under Arms
(1800) 17 Catch him gaffing ! no, not for a sixpence.

Hence Ga-ffing vbl. sb. Also Ga ffer, one who
' gaffs ' or ' tosses up '.

1828' Jon Bee' Living Pict. Lond. 241, I know of hut one
such public-house where gaffing is carried on to any amount.
. . If the person calling for ' man ' or ' woman ', is not right
or wrong at five pieces, neither of the gaffers win or lose,
but go again.

Gaff (gaef), z/.3 Theat. [f. Gaff sb.*] intr.

'To play in a gaff' (Farmer).
Gaff, var. of or error for gaff, Golf.

^
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 154/r Pythus, the first

inventer of many Games at Ball : I do not say of Gaff,
Tennis, or Paille-Maille.

Gaffelage, var. f. Gavelage, Obs.

Gaffel(l, var. of Gaffle, Obs.

Gaffer (gae-fai). Also 6, 8 gaffar. [The analogy
of the continental synonyms, F. compere, commere,
Ger. gevatter, would suggest that gaffer, gammer
are contractions ofgodfather, godmother rather than
of grandfather, -mother; but the change of vowel
may lie due to association with these words.]
1. A term applied originally by country people to

an elderly man or one whose position entitled him
to respect.

a. Prefixed by way of respect (sometimes with
an affectation of rusticity) to a proper name, the
designation of a calling, office, etc. In i;-i8th c.

the usual prefix, in rustic speech, to the name of
a man below the rank of those addressed as
' Master' (cf. Goodman).
"575 J; Still Gam/u. Gurton v. ii, Then chad ben drest be-

like, as ill by the masse, as gaffar vicar. 1635 Pagitt Chris-
tianogr. 200 Were they called Gaffer Bishops, or had they not
more honorable Titles? 1651 Randolph, etc. HeyforHonesty
I. i.Wks. (1875) 386 This same gaffer Phoebus is agood mounte-
bank and an excellent musician. 1693 G. Firmin Rev. Mr.
Davis's Vind. iv. 31 For a Man, who before was but a Gaffer,
to be now called Master, to have the people follow him,
and he to frequent their Tables, is a better Trade, then to
be Threshing, or such like work. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week
v. 151 For Gaffer Tread-well told us, by the by, Excessive
Sorrow is exceeding dry. 174a Fielding y. A?tdrews 1. ii,

Mr. Joseph Andrews.. was esteemed to be the only Son of
Gaffar and Gammer Andrews. 1806 Fessenden Democr.
I. 89 Made them shake hands both wig and tory As Gaffer
Homer tells the story. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xvi, You
have marred my ramble, Gaffer Glover.

b. Used simply as a title of address, often with
no intimation of respect = My goodfellow.
1590 R. W. Three Lds. tc Ladies Lond. in Hazl. Dodsley VI.

395 You speak too late, gaffer, having challenged prehemi-
nence. 1628 Ford Lover's Mel. in. iii, I pray your bless-
ing, gaffer, a 1659 Cleveland Answ. to Pamph. Poems,
etc. (1677) 132 But, hark you, Gaffer

; you that will tear the
Speech and blow away the Sand. 1755 Smollett Quix.
(1803) IV. 58 ' Gaffer,' said he, ' is there stuff enough here
to make me a cap?' 1796 G. M. Woodward Eccent.
Excurs. 89 The [Bucks] women, resolving not to drop

GAG.
a good old custom, call their husbands Gaffer. i8s6 J. H.
Newman Callista 67 My good old gaffer, you're one of the
old world. 1884 J. Payne Talesfr. Arabic II. 42 Harkye,
gaffer ! Thou hast no knowledge of this ass's case.

2. An elderly rustic ; an old fellow. Also simply,
a fellow.

1589 Papfe iv. Hatchet 7 Now haue at you all my gaffers
of the rayhng religion. 1653 Urouhart Rabelais 11. xxxi,
The best little gaffer that was to be seen between this and
the end of a staffe. 1710 Dame Huddle's Let. (N.) My
gaffer only said, he would inform himself as well as he
could against next election and keep a good conscience. 17..
Country Vicar'm Fawkes Poems (Chalmers) 278 And through
the parish, with their how d'ye, Go to each gaffer and each
goody. 1862 T. A. Trollopf. Marietta I. iii. 41 The gaffers
and gammers of the quarter, .gossiped Tuscan-wise on their
doorsteps. 1882 Miss Braddon Aft. Royal II. iii. 27 The old
gaffers and goodies had known her all their lives.

3. A master, a ( governor*. Obs. exc. dial,
u 1659 Cleveland Gen. Poems, etc. (1677) 88 Every twice

a day the Teaching Gaffer Brings up his Easter-book to
Chaffer. 1735 Dvche & Pardon, Gaffer, a familiar Word
mostly used in the Country for Master. 1876 Surrey
Gloss, s.v., ' Look out ! here conies the gaffer.' 1881
Leicestcrsh. Gloss., Gaffer, the master of the house, farm, etc,

b. The foreman or overman of a gang of work-
men ; a headman.
1841 Hartshorne Salop. Antigua Gloss., Gaffer, asuperin-

tendant.overlooker, head workman, leader ofa band ofreapers.
1856 Househ. Words XIII. 545/2 Their own arrangement
was made .. entirely by the men and their gaffers (sub-
contractors). 1862 Ckamb.Jrtll. 215/2 The overman, or ' t"

gaffer
1

, as the banksman called him, at once volunteered to
shew me over the mine. 1897 Daily Chron. 28 Oct. 4/7
Some of the employers and gaffers keep public-houses and
provision shops.

Hence Ga ffership, the position of gaffer.

1895 Cornh. Mag. July 20 This 'gaffership' suited Cleg
so well that [etc.].

tGa'ffle. Obs. Also 5 gaffolle, 6-7 garTel(l, 7
gafel, 8 gafle. [proh. a. Du. gaffel-OY.. geafol,

Ger. gabet fork : see Gable.]
1. A steel lever for bending the cross-bow.
1497 XavalAcc. Hen. F//11896) no Bowes v, Arowes v.

.

Shot of ston for demy curtowes. .clij, Gaffolles of iren. .ij.

1598 Florio, Martvullo, a gaffell, a racke or bender of
a bowe. 1630 Drayton Muses" F.lys. vi, My cross-bow in
my hand, my gaffle on my rack To bend it when I please.
1672 Compl. Gunner 111. xv. 12 Certain strong Cross-bows
to bend with Racks or Gaffels. 1706 in Phillips (ed.
Kersey). 1721-92 in Bailey. And in mod. Diets.

2. A rest for a musket : = Fohk 6 b, Forcat.
In Cent. Diet. The Du. word had this sense among

others, but Eng. examples are wanting.

3. A steel spur for fighting cocks. (Cf. Gaff sb.i

3 a and Gablock i.)

1755 in Bailey {ed. Scott). 1776 Brand Pop. Antiq.
Um) 379 note, The Gafle is a mere modern Invention.

Hence Qa'ffled ///. a., armed with 'gaffles' or
spurs.

1790 J. Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 8 We [cocks]
assume the spatterdash and spur Gafrled and clad in brightly
burnish'd steel.

t Ga'fflet. Obs. [f. Gaffle + -et.] = Gaffle 3.

1714 [Macky] Journey through Eng. (1723) I. 130 [Cocks]
wear Steel-Spurs (call'd, I think, Gafflets) for their surer
Execution. 1757 Lond. Chron. 22 Mar. 279 In setting two
Cocks to at the Pit, one of them struck one of his Gafflets
into the Back of his Right Hand.

+ Ga'fflin. Obs. rare-1
. [?3L.OF.gavetine,va.r.

javeline Javelin.]
1540 Lane. Wills II. 139 A gafllyn hedde.

Gaff-topsail.
1. A light triangular or quadrilateral sail, the

head being extended on a small gaff which hoists

on the topmast, and the foot on the lower gaff
(Adm. Smyth). Also attrib., as gaff- top<sai/- hook.

1794 Rigging <$- Seamanship I. 83 Over the head of the
mainsail a gaff topsail. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle viK,
What a gaff-top sail she has got —my eye ! 1835 Sir J. Ross
Narr. 2/id Voy. iv. 44 Taking in the Mainsaih gaff topsail.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk, x. 349 Gaff topsail Voile
a come. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. IV. 365/1 Gaff-topsail
Hook, a mousing hook for a gaff topsail with rope sheet.

Jig. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack ii, Your mother .. with.,
such a rakish gaff topsail bonnet, with pink pennants.

2. U.S. 'A kind of sea-catfish, ALlurichthys
marimts* (Cent. Diet.).

Gafol, G-afol-, OE. fT. (used Hist.) of Gavel,
Gavel-.

Gag (gseg), sb.l Also 6-7; gagg(e. [app. f.

Gag z/.i]

1. Something thrust into the mouth to keep it

open and prevent speech or outcry ; in Surg., an ap-

paratus for distending the jaws during an operation.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 117 b, Musicians in England have
vsedto put gagges in childrens mouthes that they might
pronounce distinctely. 1580 Sidney Arcatiia in. (1590) 236
They left Miso with a gagge in her mouth and bound hand
and foot. 1625 Fletcher & Shirley Nt. Walker in. v,

Untye his feet ;
pull out his gag, He will choak else ! 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 611 Some .. With Gags and
Muzzles their soft Mouths restrain. 1796 H. Hunter tr.

St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 359 He put a gag in my
mouth, and. .fastened my hands behind my back. 1818

Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. iv. 158 Lest he should address

the people, a gag was stuffed into his mouth. 1857 ««
Collins Dead Secret v. ii. If I only knew where to lay my
hand on a gag, I'd cram it into your.. mouth ! 1885 Du
Cane Punishm. f? Prev. Crime 14 For women scolds the

branks or gag. .were authorised punishments.
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b. fig. (Now often applied opprobriously to the

action of a parliamentary majority in * closuring
'

a debate.)
i6a3%LKELLisoN(//r&),TheGaggeoftheReformedGospell.

1629 T. Adams Serin. Wks. 890 The Eye-Hdde is set open
with thegaggesof Lust and Knuie. 1641 Milton Animadv.
(1851) 190 Your Monkish prohibitions, and expurgatorious

indexes, your gags and snaffles. 1707 J. Stevens tr.

Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 249 It was convenient to stop

his Mouth with a Silver Gag. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches

xix. 427 The nineteenth century requires sterner gags than
the eighteenth. 1890 Spectator 6 Sept., The American
Senate has adopted the principle of fixing a time at which
the vote on a Bill resisted by obstruction must be taken

..The House of Representatives has already adopted this

peremptory ' gag '.

C. School slang. (See quot.) Cf. Gag v.* i.

i8ao Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Christ's Hosjt. 35 Yrs. Ago, L. has
recorded the repugnance of the school to gags, or the fat of

fresh beef boiled.

2. Coal-mining. (See quots.)

1747 Hooson Miner s Diet., Gag, a slight bit of Timber
that is soon made for the present purpose, to clap in . . to

keep some one Pair or more from settling, which is already
begun, and so to stay it for some little time, till better may be
had. 1883 Grksiey Gloss. Coal Mining, Gags, chips ofwood
in a sinking pit bottom, or sump. 1888 Gbeenwell Gloss. Coal
Trade Terms led. 3), Gag, an obstruction in the falls or lids

of a bucket or clack which prevents them from working.

3. Theal. a. Expressions, remarks, etc. not oc-

curring in the written piece but interpolated or

substituted by the actor.

Perh. developed from the sense explained in quot. 1747
under 2, which possibly may have been current in other than
mining applications. But cf. Gag sb.\ v.'s

1847 Hhtstr. Lond. Neivs 10 July 27/1 Actors who are too
much given to 'gag' at the present day. 1861 M.AYHEW
Lond. Labour III. 126 The performance consisted of all

gag. I don't suppose anybody knows what the words are

in the piece. 1884 Symonds Shaks. Frcdecess. viii. 288 Jigs
were written in rhyme, plentifully interspersed with gag and
extempore action. 1887 Frith Autobiog. I.xxv. 383 If he [the

actor] found his gag tell upon the audience he repeated it.

b. ? The ( mounting ' of a piece, rare.

1841 Punch I. 106/1, I shall do the liberal in the way of
terms, and get up the gag properly, with laurels and other
greens, of which I have a large stock on hand.

4. attrib. and Comb. : gag-bit (see quot.) ; gag-
eater School slang (see 1 c) ; gag-law If. S.t

'a law or regulation made and enforced for the

purpose of preventing or restricting discussion*

{Cent. Dict.)\ gag-piece Theal., a 'piece' or

play in which * gag ' is freely used; gag-rein,

-runner (see quots. ) ;
gag-snaffle, a powerful

snaffle (see quot.).
1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., *Gag-bit, a bit of a very

powerful description, used for breaking horses, &c. 1820
Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Christ's llosp. 35 Yrs. Ago, A *gag-eater
in our time was equivalent to a gouL.and held in equal
estimation. 1808 J. Q. Adams Wks. (1854) IX. 604, I would
not repeal it, though it should raise a clamor as loud as my
*gag-law. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit. ix. 192 No exclusions,

no gag-laws can lie contrived. 1882 Times 28 Mar. 9/4 The
strange instrument [the Cloture], .which a few years ago he
called the 'gag-law'. 1865 in Hotten Slang Diet. (1874)
s. v., In certain pieces this [gagging) is allowed by custom,
and these are called *gag-pieces. The Critic, or a Tragedy
Rehearsed is one of these. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek, I.

934/2 Gag-rein (Saddlery), a rein which passes over runners
attached to the throat-latch, so as to draw the bit up into the
corners of the horse's mouth when pulled upon. Ibid. 935/1
*Gag~runner (Harness), a loop depending from the throat-

latch *, through it the gag-rein passes to the bit. 1856 4,Stone-
henge ' Brit. Sports 11. m, i. § 3. 395 The *Gag Snaffle is also

a useful adjunct with pullers that get their heads down.
..If the horse does not pull, it is not more severe than a
common snaffle ; but if he does, it acts with double power,
owing to the pulley-like attachment of the rein, and to its

drawing against the angle of the mouth.

Gag (gseg), sb:1 slang. [This and the related

Gag v.3, which occurs earlier, may be fig. uses of

Gag sb. 1 and vAt
with the notion of thrusting some-

thing down the throat of a credulous person, or

testing his powers of ' swallowing \ On the other

hand, the words may be of onomatopoeic origin

(cf. Gaggle) with the original sense of * unmeaning
chatter \ In the context of the quots. from Lock-
hart 1819, the sb. and vb. are said to be expressions

current in Glasgow ; but the form actually used

there appears to be Gegg.]
A * made-up ' story ; a piece of deception, an im-

posture, a lie. Broadgag (see quot).
1805 'Townsman (Manchester) in Spirit Publ. *)rnls. (1806)

IX. 364, I hate to hear such gag about a Goliath of thirteen.

1819 [Lockhart] Peter s Lett, to Kinsfolk III. 241 Whether
the Gag come in the shape of a compliment to the Gaggee,
or some wonderful story, gravely delivered with every cir-

cumstance of apparent seriousness. 1833 'Jon Bee' Diet.

Turf, Gag, a grand imposition upon the public ; as a
mountebank's professions, his cures, and his lottery-bags,

are so many broad gags. 1871 All YearRound 18 Feb. 288
You won't bear malice now, will you ? All gag of mine, you
know, about old Miss Ponsonby. 1874 Hotten Slang
Diet. , Gag, a He ; 'a gag he told to the beak \ 1880 A ntrim
# Dorun Gloss., Gag, a joke; a deception. 1885 Daily
News ^ 16 May 5/2 We need not gratify the Mahdi by
believing any bazaar ' gag ' he may circulate.

b. 17. S. A laughing-stock.
1840 Haliburton Clockm. in. ii. 27 ' Sam,' says he, ' they

tell me you broke down the other day in the house of
representatives, and made a proper gag of yourself,'

8

<*ag fgxg)i 7>-x Als0 5 gaggyn, <> gagge, 7
gagg. [app. imitative of the sound made in

choking.]

f 1. trans. To strangle, suffocate. Obs.
1 1440 Promp. Parv. 184/2 Gaggyn, or streyne be the

prote, snjfoco.

b. intr. To choke, lit. and fig. Also, to retch.

Also trans, (causatively). Obs. exc. dial.

1707 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 11. v. 49, I do not, in the

least, wonder, that he (that swallows Transubstantiation)

should Gagg at believing, that [etc.]. a 1825 Forby Voc.

E. Anglia, Gag, to nauseate ; to reject with loathing, as if

the throat were closed against the admission of what is

offered; to make an unsuccessful effort to vomit. 1883
Hampsh. Gloss. , Gag, to choke ; like a dog or cat in eating

greedily.

2. trans. To stop up the mouth of (a person)

with a gag in order to prevent speech or outcry

;

to put a gag into (the mouth) in order to keep the

jaws distended.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxii. (Percy* 159 We saw men
in great tormenting. With many ladies, that their mouthes
gagged. 1530 Palsgr. 559/2, I gagge one. I putte a gagge
in his mouthe that he shulde nat speke nor krye, je
embaillonne. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. iii, Gag him, we
may haue his silence. 171a Arbuthnot "John Bull iv. i, He
could have John gagged and bound whenever he pleased.

1794 Mrs. Radclh-fe Myst. Udolpho Hi, They fastened my
arms, and gagged my mouth. i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xxiii,

' Let him be gagged instantly', said Albany. 1886 W. J.
Tucker E. Europe 195 He bound me, and then gagged my
mouth. 1895 Erichsen Surgery (ed. 10) II. 691 If the patient

be efficiently gagged.

b. To stop the mouth of (an animal) with or as

with a gag.
1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xi. xlviii. (1607) 85 That one

alone the monster should assaile, And gag him with an
anker in such sort To make his strength, and life, and all

to faile. 1625 Bacon Ess., (Goodness (Arb.) 201 A Christian

Boy in Constantinople, had liked to haue been stoned, for

gagging, in a waggisbnesse, a longe Billed Fowle.

c. trans/, and fig., esp. to deprive of power or

freedom of speech ; to stop the mouth of.

1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. 1. v. 94 Vnles you laugh and minister

occasion to him, he is gag'd. 1640 Ld. Faulkland Sp. in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111. (1692) I. 139 He had as it were

fagg'd the Commonwealth, taking away Uo his power) all

'ower of Speech from that body. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt.
ix. 32 Satan still gags many to this day, that they cannot
pray to God. 179a Burns Let. to Mrs. DuntoP 6 Dec. 77,

I am a placeman, you know ; a very humble one, indeed,

Heaven knows, but still so much as to gag me. 1827

Macaulav Ess., Machiav. (1887) 48 The time was not yet

come when eloquence was to be gagged, and reason to be
hoodwinked. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. II x. 267

Without gagging our press. 1871 L. Stephen Flaygr.

Europe xii. (1894) 294 The continuous snow-fields, .have

gagged the torrent. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi. § 6. 331
The Church was gagged and its pulpits turned into mere
echoes of Henry's will.

f 3. To prop open (a window). Obs.

1604 Meeting 0/Gallants iS He gagged open the Win-
dowes.

4. a. To confine unduly the mouth of, or apply a
gag-bit to (a horse), b. To obstruct the working

of (a valve), to stop up the valves of (an engine).

1833 Regul. fnstr. Cavalry 1. 75 The reins.. are to be

shortened by degrees, and with great care not to gag, or

confine the horse too much. 1839 [see Gagged], 1857
Wright Proviuc. Diet., Gag, to hinder motion by tightness.

Northampt. x868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Gag,To apply

a very powerful bit, such as is used in breaking young
horses or governing restive ones. 1888 Engineer June LXV.
468 The men who gagged the valve knew quite well what
they were about.

6. Theat. a. intr. To introduce * gag ' into a
piece. (See Gag sb. 1

3.)

185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxix, The same vocalist *• gags'
in the regular business like a man inspired. 1876 Tinsley's

Mag. XVIII. 180 They 'gag' to such an extent that the

author oftentimes does not recognise his own dialogue.

b. trans. To fill np (a piece) with ' gag '.

1861 Mavhew Lond. Labour III. 141 We only do the

outline of the story and gag it up. 1889 L. Wallack Mem.
162, I have read the part very carefully, and if you will let

me gag it and do what I please with it, I will undertake it.

Hence Ga'gging vbl. sb. and///, a.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1870) 85 Whatever the motives

of ministers might have been for the sedition, or as it was
then the fashion to call them, the gagging bills. 1861

Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 126 And after a little business

between them, all gagging, he says ' Slave 1 get back to the

castle.' iSom A th*.'n,rum 6 Feb. 173/2 But for his [Canning's]

gagging of the European press .. some dismal or unseemly
things would not have happened. 1893 Times 14 July

9/5 The gagging resolution excluded all debate on the

remaining clauses. 1895 Erichsen Surgery (ed. 10) II. 690
Efficient gagging is one of the most essential parts of all

operations on the tongue.

+ Gag, v.2 Obs. Also 6 (? misspelling) gage, 7

gagg. [? onomatopoeic ; cf. Jag v.]

1. trans. To jerk ; to strike with a sharp blow.

Also, to toss up (the head) ; cf. Sc. Geck v.

It is uncertain whether quot. 1587 belongs to this word.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1019/2 Minding to

haue striken the man to whom he leuelled the shot: but

gaging his hand, and missing his marke, he stroke his

owne and best freend John Peter. 1610 Healey St. Aug.
Citie ofGod xiv. xv. 518 A man sometimes, .will be angry at

sencelesse things, as to gag his pen [L. ut stilum collidat] in

anger when it writes badly. 1617 Markham Caval. v. 56

Whence hee first learnes to gagg vp his head to loose his

reyne.

GAGE.

2. a. trans. ? To wound or prick, b. intr. To
make thrusts or pricks (at).

1570 Foxe tr. Frudtntius* Death Cassianus in A. fy M.
(ed. 2) 129/2 Some other gage hys flesh and ioyntes as with
a poynted nail. 162a Mahuk tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf.
11. 180, I was ever so mightily pricked on to revenge, as if

(like a beast) the spurres thereof lay still gagging at my sides.

3. intr. To project, stick out. [Cf. Gag-tooth.]
1599 Minsheu, Pita, any naile or such like sticking or

gagging out. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Gagging out, sticking

out, projecting.

Gag (gseg), *-8 slang. [See Gag sb. 2] a. trans.

To deceive, take in or impose upon (a person), to

ply with talk, to * stuff', b. intr. To practise im-

posture. To gag on : to round ' on, inform against.

1777 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary 7 Apr., In the most
capital scene.. I endeavoured, what I could, to soften off

the affectation of her sudden change of disposition, and I

gagged the gentleman with as much ease as my very little

ease would allow me to assume. 1781 G. Parker View
Soc. II. 154 Having discovered the weak side of him he
means to gag. Ibid. II. 155 An old Soldier had gagg'd
about London many years. His mode for provoking com-
passion was to [etc. J. 1819 [Lockhart] Peters Lett, to

Kinsfolk III. 241 Gagging, .signifies, as its name may lead

you to suspect, nothing more than the thrusting of absurdi-

ties, wholesale and retail, down the throat of some too

credulous gaper. 18*3* Jon Bee' Did. Turfs.v., He, in

excuse, swears he said ' they were ' and not ' are alive '. He
thus gags the public. 18*5-80 Jamieson, Gag, to play on
one's credulity, a cant term used in Glasgow. 1828 G.
Smeaton Doings in Lond. 28 Gagging has been practised

of late to a considerable extent on simple countrymen. 1874
Hotten Slang Diet., Gag, to hoax, ' take a rise ' out of one ;

to 'cod '. 1891 'Tramps in Gent 1. Mag. Apr. CCLXX. 390
She . . besought them with (crocodile) tears not to ' gag ' on
them, in other words not to give information to the police.

f Gagate. Obs. Also I, 6-7 gagates, 4 go-

gathes. [ad. L. gagates, Gr. yayarijs, said by
Pliny to be derived from the name of the town

Gagx and river Gages in Lycia. An OF. form of

the word has passed into Eng. as Jet.]

1. Jet.
C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. i. i. (1890) 26 Her bib eac gemeted

gagates : se stan bip blaec gym. 1387 Treytsa Higden
(Rolls) I. 337 pere is i-founde a stoon bat hatte gogathes

[z'.r. gagatesj. 14. . Med. Receipts in Ret. Ant. I. 53 Tak a

stane that es called a gagate. 1559 Morwyng Evonymns 290
Tile-stones, Gagate, Aumber. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 8

Gagates is of the precious sort also, which was first found

in Sicilie in a certain floud called Gagatus. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 40/2 The Gagate. .of which there are two kinds,

the one russet colour and the other black. 1708 Brit. Apollo

No. 101. 2/1 Gagates kindle in Water.

2. Sometimes confused with Agate [Achates).

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Yorksh. m. (1662) 185 The
Agate, vastly distinct from Geat, is also named Gagates.

8. attrib., in gagate stone.

160s Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlvii.(i6i2)220 Tush, in those

times weare no such toyes as Gagate stones to trie, By
foysting them in Potions, if a Maide had trode awrie.

Gage [gM2)i sb. 1 Also 6 gauge, gayge,

guage, 6-7 gadge. [a. OF. g{tt)age (F. gage)

masc. = Pr. gage-s, Sp., Pg. gage, It. gaggio :—Kom.
*givadjo, a. OTeut. *wadjom : see Wed. The OF.
variant wa(tjge was adopted in the form Wage.]
1. Something of value deposited to ensure the

performance of some action, and liable to forfeiture

in caseofnon-performance; apawn,pledge,secuiity.

1457 Lichfield Gild Ord. (i8oo) 19 Poore men dwelling

within the citie aboueseid. .may be releeved by a sufficient

gage or pledge leyd in-to the seyd cofre for borowing mony
of the same. 1513-4 A ct 5 Hen. ITU, c. 1 He shal . . bring

in sufficient gage and plegge.-into the Kynges Court of

Chauncerie or els to remayn in warde. 1614 Raleigh Hist.

World iv. i. § x. 160 He also left Philip., for the gage of his

promises to Pelopidas. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. xix.

Wks. 1714 I. 330 The Arguments that gain it Assent are

the Vouchers and Gage of its Probability to us. 1765

H. Walpole Otranto iii. (1708) 52 'Here take my gage'

[a ring}. 1768 Blackstonk Comm. 111. xix, The sheriff is

commanded to attach him, by taking gage, that is certain of

his goods which he shall forfeit if he doth not appear. 1867

Ouiua C. Castlemaine (1879) 15 This shall be my gage, that

I may speak.

b. In phrases, at gage, (to deliver, give, leave) in

gage, (to lay, lie, siveep) to gage
t

{to give) under

gage, upon gage ; also in gage of.

1513 Ld. Bernkrs/>v?/.k. I.ccliii. 375 The towneof Doway
and Lisle delyuered in gage for money, y l [etc.]. 1534
— Gold. Bk. M. Aurelius (1546) Zivb, We put our lyfe

in daunger, and lay our honour to gauge. 1560 Ran-
dolph in Froude Hist. Eng. (1881) VI. 409 Was fain to

leave his saffron shirt in gage. 1563-87 Foxe A. fy M.
(1596) 1661/1, I will lay my gowne to gage. 15G5-73

Cooper 'Thesaurus, Bona praedia, gages : goodes lying to

gage. 1573 Tisskr Hush. xciv. (18781 185 111 huswiferie

sweepeth her linnen to gage. 1579 Fenton Guicciard. 11.

(1599) 92 Thirty thousand duckats. .giuen vnder gage of

the kings iewels. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 71 The
common people, .borrowed Money .. upon gage of their

bodies to serve it out 1593 Dravton Sheph. Garl. m. iv,

Learned Collin laies his pipe to gage. 1638 Sir R. Cotton
Abstr. Rec. Tozver 9 When his owne were at gage, he

[etc.]. 1853 Merivale Rom. Rep. viii. (1867) 234 Appeal-

ing to his birth, rank, and aristocratic sentiments, in gage

of his loyalty.

2. spec. A pledge (usually a glove thrown on the

ground) of a person's appearance to do battle in

support of his assertions. Hence, a challenge.

Mso gage of battle.

13.. A'. Alls. 7236 He with-seith alle homage; And
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sendeth you, by sonde, gage, c 1450 Lonkuch Grail Hi.

865 Thanne Sire Piers, that was so dowhty A knyht..
A^ens kyng Marahatis put his (lage. 1483 Caxton G. de
la Tour H iv, He accused one of treason the whiche anone
casted his gage of bataylle unto hym. 1523 Ld. Hekneks
Froiss. I. ccci. 445 Caste downe your gage in that quarell.

and ye shall fynde him that shall take it vp. 1590 Greene
Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 91/2, I will pawn my honour to his

gage, He shall ere night be met and combated. 1600
Fairfax Tasso v. Iviii, There take my gage, behold I offer

it To him that first accus'd him in this cause. 1828 Scott
F. M. Perth vi, A gauntlet flung down is a gage of knightly

battle. 1857 Kingsley Two V. Ago (1877) 55 He was
going to throw down a very ugly gage of battle.

fig. 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 315 He was
very loath to retreat from any gage of battle thus produced.

t 3. //. Sc, [prob. a late adoption of F. gages

in the same sense] Wages. On the gages of: in

the pay of. Obs. rare.

1562 Acts Sederunt 2 Mar. (1700) 5 To haife the said
College [of Justice) eiked the nowmer of six, and in the
meyn tyme, the gauges to be eiked and augnieutit. 1563-7
Buchanan Reform. St. Andres Wks. (1892) 14 The
principal sal deduce sa mekle of hys gagis to be vsit to the
common profet of the college. Ibid. 16 That na idle person
be haldin on the gagis or expensis of the vniuersite.

4. attrib. and Comb., as gage-place, -selling,

-thrower; gage-like adj.

1847 Tennyson Princ. v. 170 She.. flung defiance down
*Gagelike to man. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. § 13
The Castles of Rockesbrough and Berwicke, cautionarie
Castles, or "gage places (for part of his ransome) should be
restored. C1530 Ld. Berners ArtA. I,yt. Bryt. (1814) 87
Marye, madame, this lady payeth wythout anye *gage
sellyng [F. sans gage vendre\. 1893 Wcstiit. Gaz. 20 Dec.
3/1 Here was the opener, the *gage thrower in the lists,

declaring that he was no party champion.

Gage (g^'ds), sb? slang, [perh. f. Gage sb.\
the sense being 'enough to pledge tiny one with',
or var. Gauge, a measure.]

1. A quart pot ; a quart pot full.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 186 Gage, lytylle belle (S. lytyll bolle).

1567 Harman Caveat (1879) 34 A gage of bowse, whiche
is a quarte pot of drinke. 1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush
in. iii, I crown thy nab with a gage of benebowse. 1652
Broome Jov. Crew 11. F ivb, I bowse no Lage but a whole
Gage Of this I'll bowse to you. 1708 J. Hall Mem. 20
Gage, a pot. 1785 Grose Diet. Vuig. Tongue, Gage, a quart
pot, also a pint, {cant).

2. A pipe ; a pipeful (of tobacco).
1676 in Coles. axyoo B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gage,

a Pot or Pipe. Tip me a Gage, give me a Pot or Pipe.
1834 [see Focus].

Gage (ge'd$), sb.'i = Greengage.
1888 Daily News 10 Sept. 7/1 Plums, with their congeners,

damsons and gages, were but little thought of.

Crage (g^d,3), v. Also 6 gagie, guage, gauge,
gayge, 7 gaige. [ad. Y.gager in same sense, or
aphetic form of Engage, to which it corresponds
in several senses.]

f 1. trans. To pledge or pawn ; to mortgage the
revenues of (a country). = Engage v. i. Obs.
1555 Eden Decades 243 The emperoure . . gagied the

Malucas & the spicerie to the kynge of Portugale. 1579-80
North Plutarch (1676) 579 Hast thou not Plate, and
Apparel to sell or gage or help him to some? 159a Stow
Ann. 1380. 443 Sir lohn Philpot. .released the armour which
the souldiers had gaged for their victuals.
absol. 1555 \V. Watreman Fardle Facialis App. 337 If

he that hath gauged be a manne of substaunce : lette the
creditour keep the gauge vntill the restitucion of the lone
be made.

t b. To give a pledge for ; to undertake to
make. Obs.—1

1612 Callis Stat. Seivers (1824I 232 Neither would the
Court order the defendant to gage deliverance.

t C- To gage battle : to pledge oneself to judicial

combat. Cf. Y.gager balm'lie. Obs. (Cf. Wagew.)
1586 Ferne Blazon Gentrie 77 If one gentleman shall

detract from the honor of another . . let combate be guaged.
1600 Tate in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 8 Battel personal gaged
betwixt the subjects of one kingdom in criminal causes.
1620 J. Wilkinson Coroners <y Sherifes 22 The defendant
shall not gage battel in such appeales.

2. To stake, wager ; to risk, bet. Obs. or arch.
'599 Jas. I Bao-iA. Awpoi-(i6o3) ni - * 24 Only to gage so much

of his owne money, as he pleaseth, vpon the hazarde of the
running of the cardes. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 91 Against
the which, a Moity competent Was gaged by our King.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 67 Assailed by the Chris-
tians, with such furie, as if they had thereon purposed to
gage their whole forces. 1750 Hodges Chr. Plan (1755) 51
Doing the same, as if he had staked or gaged his seventh,
i.e. all his hopes of the divine vision. 1814 Scott Ld. of
Isles 11. vii, And 'gainst an oaken bough I'll gage my silver
wand of state.

•* fig- To pledge, offer as a guarantee or forfeit

(one's head, life, etc.). (Cf. Engage v. 2.)
a 15*9 Skelton Vox Populi xiii. 11 My hed I hold and

gage, There wylbe greate outrage. 1573 Essex in Ellis Orig .

Lett. Ser. it, 1 1 1. 32 To all which pointes I gage myne honour
and faith. 1583STUBBES Anat. Abuses 1. 11877) 112 That thei
would paie hym, or els thei would guage their neckes. 1599
Warn. Faire Worn. 1. 270, I will gage my hand, Few women
can my mistress force withstand. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1621) 10 The clergiemen that had before for his safetie gaged
their faith. 1633 Ford "Tis Pity v. iii, This feast, I'll gage
my life, Is but a plot to train you to your ruin. 1876 G. W.
u\ Gen

' H'st. Greece iv. i. 510 A guide sent to them by

1 on?"" oftnis Place gaged his life as a forfeit if he failed.

T *>• To bind as by a formal promise. Obs. (Cf.
Engage v. 4.)
1489 Plumpton Corr. p, xcviii, You have ministered unto

9

us cause, as Raged to remember you in time to come. 1606
Shaks. Tr. <y (V. v. i. 46 Heere is a Letter from Queene
Hecuba, A token from ber daughter. . ]Joth taxing me, and
gaging me to keepe An Oatb that I haue sworne.

4. tntr. for reft. To asseit on one's own responsi-
bility that. (Cf. Engage v. 6.)
1811 \V. R. Spencer Poems 19, I gage, though long our

way, and drear, We reach our nuptial bed to-day. 1865
J. Ballantine Poems 24 The other wore the crown of age,
But a brighter one she found, I gage.

t 5. trans. To fix or fastenm or upon. Obs. (Cf.

Engage v. ii b.)

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 192 The further or open side
of the Male-screw is gaged in, orpin'd on the Female-screw
with a wooden Pin thrust through two opposite Holes.
Ibid. 228 This Neck is. .gaged in the Shackle.

t 6. To bind or entangle in. Cf. Engage v. 13.
1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. i. 130 The great debts Wherein
my time something too prodigall Hath left me gag'd.
Hence Gaged ppl. a., Gaging vbl. si/., in senses

of the vb.

'555 Eden Decades 244 margin, The gageing of the
Hands of malucas. 1586 Ferne Bias. Centric 1*3 Gaging
of single battaile. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xn. l.xxv. (1612)
312 Elenor. .did tell The circumstances of her Ring. .And
shewes the gaged Tablet.

Gage, Gager, obs. forms of Gauge, Gauger.
Gager : see Gagger '!.

Gagg;e, obs. form of Gag j/U and z/.l

Gagged (gaegd),///. a. [f. Gag zO + -ei> 1.]

In senses of the vb.

1839 R. S. Robinson Nant. Steam. Eng. 145 The safety
valve . . may become gagged or rusted, and incapable of
motion. 1888 Century Mag. July N. S. XIV. 431 Agagged
engine working at the full stroke of the pistons. 1894 li 'estm.
Gaz. 25 June 2/2 The gagged clauses were passed without
any discussion at all.

Gaggee [gaegf). rare- 1
, [f. Gagzv! + -ee.]

One who is gagged ; the victim of a ' gag ' or de-
ception. 1819 [see (Jag sb$\.

Gagger 1 (gse'gsa). [f. Gag vJ + -eri.J One
who gags, in senses of the vb.
1624 Bp. R. Mountagu Gagg(running title), An Answer to

the late Gagger of Protestant;.. 1848 Taifs Mag. XV. 524
The gagger of the press. 1871 Daily News 14 Jan., 'The
most incorrigible 'gagger' of his time. He said what he
liked and almost did what he liked when on the stage. 1885
Pall Mall G. 13 July 1/2 The rule.. from which, if the
gaggers [sc. of the press] will leave us alone, we have no
intention to depart.

Hence Ga'ggership nonce-wd., a mock title of
address.

1624 Bp. R. Mountagu Gage; 287 Your Gaggership.
Gagger-. Also gager. [?f. Gag».*+ -er'.]

(Sec quots.)

1858 SlMMONDS Diet. Trade, Gagger, a lifter used by the
founder, consisting of a light T-shaped piece of iron. 1888
Lockzvoods Diet. Mech. Engin., Gaggcrs or Gagcrs, short
conical or pyramidal projections, cast upon core plates and
the plates for loam moulds, to assist the adhesion of the
loam. The term is sometimes applied also to lifters.

Gagger ; > (goe-gar). slang, [f. Gag vfi + -er!.]
One who ' gags ', cheats, or hoaxes.
1781 G. Pakker Vim! Soc. II. 154 The high gagger

.. the low gagger. 1819 [Lockhart] Peters Lett, to
hins/o]k\\\. 242 The solemn triumph of the Gagger, and
the grim applause of the silent witnesses of his dexterity,
are alike visible in their sparkling eyes. 1841 Punch
23 Oct. I. 169 Men with 'swallows' like Thames tunnels:
in fact accomplished gaggers.

Gaggery (gargari). [£Gao*.3+-«bt.] The
practice of gagging.
1819 Blachiu. Mag. IV. 620 A species of wit peculiar to

this mercantile city [Glasgow], and known in it by the
name of gaggery. 1838 Ibid. XLIII. 681 And toasts, and
tricks, and gaggery, And many a song between.
Gaggle' (g£e-g'l), sb. Forms: 4-9 gagle, 5-6

gagyll, 6- gaggle, [f. the vb.]
1. A flock (of geese) ; also derisively, a company

(of women).
One of the many artificial terms invented in the 15th c.

as distinctive collectives referring to particular animals or
classes of persons; but unlike most of the others, it seems
to have been actually adopted in use.
c 1470 in Hors, Shift /f G. etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.)

30 A gagyll of ghees A gagyll of women. 1584 R. Scot
Dtscov. IVitchcr. xm. xxx. 338 A shoale of goslings, or (as
they sate) a gaggle of geese. 1676 Coles, A Gagle ofgeys,
a flock of Geese. 1827 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 309A gaggle of more than average chattering women. 1882
Sir R. PayneGallwev Eowler in Irel. v, That last tempt-
ing gaggle of Brent Geese.
2. Chatter, gabble.
1668 R. L'Estrangk Vis. Quev. (1708) 29 A Consort of

loud and tedious Talkers, that Tired and Deafn'd the Com-
pany with their shrill and restless Gaggle.

Gaggle (gse-gT, v. Forms: 4 gagul, 5-7
gagle, (1 gagelyn, 6 gagyll), 6- gaggle. [Prob.
an onomatopoeic formation (with frequentative
suffix) on the syllable gag {gag-gag) often used to
imitate the cry of the goose. Cf. Gabble, Cackle.
ASPS? I

mitation °f the same sound appears as the root
of OCeltic "gegdd, Irish geadh, Welsh givydd, goose, and
or ON. gagI goose. Cf. also mod.Icel. gagga to gaggle.]
1. mtr. Of geese : To cackle : see Cackle v. i.
Also vtithforth.
1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles m. rot pey gaglide lTorth on

the grene, ffor theygreved were, c 1440 Promt. Pan: 184/2
Gagelyn or cryyn as gees, dingo, a 1483 Burlesque in Eel.
Ant. I. 86 I he goos gagult ever more, the gam was better

GAHNITE.
to here. 1529 More Supflic. SaulysWVs. 302/2 This gose-
ling. .gaglelh again vpon the same matter. 1614 T. Adams
Devil's Banquet 58 'These are.ihe Geese in the Capital I,

to gaggle at Statesmen in (he Common-wealth. 1744 J.
Claridge's Sheph. Banbury's Rules 40 I f geese gaggle more
than usual, these are all signs of rain. 1851 I). Jkkkoi.d .S7.

Giles xxiv. 245 [He] gave no ear to his own geese gaggling
near his barn. 1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Mar. 4/2 Every bird
gaggling his loudest.

quasi-/rax*. 1645 Sacred Decretal 3 Geese and Ganders
. .bisse and gaggle hiin out of bis Five pestilent senses.

f 2. trans/. am\Jig. To make a noise like geese;
to talk volubly, to chatter. Obs.
1-1553 Chancelour Bk. Emp. Russia in IlaUuyt 118S6)

III. 50 But when the Priest is at seruiceno mansiltetb, but
gagle and ducke like so many Gee>e. 1630 J. 'Taylor
(Water P.) Taylors Goose Wks. 1. 105/1 How grauely they
from place to place will waggle And how dike Gossips)
freely will they gaggle. 1706 Re/7. Ridicule (1707) 325
They gaggle all at a time ; as if it was for a Wager, who
should make the greatest noise.

+ 3. trans. To utter like a goose ; to express
with gaggling or cackling ; to babble, prattle.

Also with out. Obs.

1577 Stanyhurst Dcsir. Irel. i. 3 in Holinshed Chron. I,

It is not expedient that the Irishe tongue shoulile be so
vniuersally gagied in the English pale, c 164s Howell
Lett. (1688) IV. 476 A Countryman .. answer'J 'That he
thought the Geese about Oxford did gaggle Greek. 1650
P>. Discollimiuiiim 2 We need not fear, .that she will gaggle
any Treason. Ibid. 25 Had my Goose gagied out such a
. .doctrine [etc.].

Hence Gaggler, one who gaggles, a goose.
1624 Bp. R. Mountagu Gagg To Rdr. 7 As muere a gaggler

as euer grased vpon a greene.

Gaggling gargTin), vbl. sb. [f. Gaggle v. +
-ing'.J The action of the vb. Gaggle.
£-1440 Promp. Par-'. 184/2 Gagelynge of geese or of

ganders, drancitus. 1532 More Con/nt. Tindale Wks. 822/1
Except these geese go from theyr olde flock and gine oner
all theyr olde gagelynge [etc.]. 1548 Cranmer Catech. 238
We ought therefore to receaue the Sacrament vnder both
kyndes, as Christe commaunded vs. And regarde not the
gageling of theim that spcake againste the vse of the sacra-
mentes. 1600 Holland Livy v. xlvii. (1600) 210 With their
gaggling [clangore] and fluttering oftheir wings, M. Manlius
..was awaked. 1654 Vilvain Theorem Theol. Supp. 222
Thred bare Arguments, which make Mens ears glow to hear
their harsh gaglings. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk f,- Selv. 15
Logick and Philosophy cannot be uttered by .. the hissing
and gagling of Geese. 1896 J. Skelton Summers A-

Winters at Balmaiohapple I. 168 When the geese pass
Mount 'Taurus they stap their pipes fu' o' gravel to avoid
gaggling, and so by silence escape the eagles.
attrib. 1689 De/. Liberty agst. Tyrants 130 Then must

the Geese play the Sentinels, and with their gagling noise,
give an Alarm. 1775 Adair Amer. //id. 80 Strangers
imagine they make only a gaggling noise, like what we
are told of the Hotlentots, without any articulate sound.

Gaggling (gse'g'lin), ///. a. [f. Gaggle v. +
-IKG*.J That gaggles.

1. Of geese : Cackling, gabbling.
1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 32 Canst thou

not at home suffer the gagling geese? 1622 Wither Mistr.
Philar. Wks. (1633) 590 'The gagling Wildgoose and the
snow-white Swan. 1713 Guardian No. 132 p 6 If I have
Company they are a parcel of chattering Magpies; if

Abroad, I am a gaggling Goose.

2. Of persons, their actions, and attributes

:

Garrulous, chattering.

1553 Bale Vocacyon in Itarl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 338 Their
gaddinge and gagglinge processions. 1565 Goluing Ovid's
Met. iv. (1593) 80 Is heard the noise Of gagling women's
tatling tongues. 1622 RowlandsC*/. Newes ft Bad Newes
30 A gossip of the gaggling crew Into a humour of conten-
tion grew. 1688 H. Cark King's Right Imiulg. Asserted
12 [They] allowed freedom of dispute to the Hereticks, and
permitted their Gagling Loquacity.
Gagle, var. Gaggle sb. and v.

Gagliard, -ise, obs. forms of Galliard, -ise.

t Gagrill. Obs. [> Cf. Gangrel dial., a toad.]
Some insect or reptile.

14.. Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 766 Hoc septipedia, a
gagrylle.

T Gag-t00th. Obs. Also 7 gagged-tooth. [Cf.

Gag v;i 3 ; also Gab v.'->, gam-tooth, gang-tooth,
gap-tooth, gat-tooth.] A projecting or prominent
tooth.

1585 Higins tr. Junius' Nomenelator 29 Denies excrii.
Gag leeth or teeth standing out. 1593 G. H/m\ey Pierce's
Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 225 Take heede of the man whom
Nature hath marked with a gag-tooth ; Art furnished with
a gag-tongue ; and Exercise armed with a gag-penne ; as
cruell and murdrous weapons, as euer drewe blood. 1602 2nd
Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. I. ii. 316 A fellow, .whose muse was
armed with a gagtooth. 1679 Burnet Hist. Re/. I. II. 41
She was ill-shaped and ugly ; had Six Fingers, a Gag-tooth.
1680 Load. Gaz. No. 1547/4 One Richard Taflin .. [with] a
gag'd 'Tooth on the upper jaw.

Gag-toothed, a. Having a projecting or
prominent tooth.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 116 If shee be gagge-toothed
tell hir some merry iest to make hir laughe. 1592 Nashk
P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 14 a, A leane gagtoothd Beldam. 1606
Chapman Genii. Usher 1. i. A ivb, The husky groues that
gag-tooth'd boares do shrowd. 1868 J. Richardson, etc.
Mus. Nat. Hist. II. 150 Gag-toothed Galaxias (Galaxias
brocchusX

Gagul, gagyll, obs. forms of Gaggle.
Gahnite (ganait\ A/in. [{. Gahn, the name

of a Swedish mining engineer and chemist + -IB.]
An oxide of zinc and alumina, or zinc aluminate
occurring in octahedrons ; called also zinc-spinel.
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1808 T. Allan Names Min. 33 Gahnite ..a species of zinc

ore. 1879 Rutley Study Rocks xiv. 298 The rock contains

as accessories .. fahlunile, gahnite, chlorospinel, etc.

( J;t i, obs. form of Go.
Gaid, gade. Sc, Obs. exc. Hist. [Phonetically

equivalent to Goad, OE. gad, but in sense connected

with Gad sb. x 2.] A bar of metal ; esp. the iron bar

which formerly crossed the condemned cell in a

Scotch prison, upon which ran the iron ring which

fastened the shackles.
'! a 1500 Rowlis Cursing 263 Lyk to ane gaid of yrne

or steill That doun war sinkand in ane weell. 1629 In Pitcairn

Cram. Trials Scot. I. 68* note, They instantlie wardit him,
and patt baith his feitt on the gade. 1647 in Cramond
Ann. Batttf (i$gi) I. 92 He is decerned to plenish the gaid
Sufficientlie with seaven sufficient shakellis. [18*9 Scott
Guy M. W\\fool-note, When a man received sentence of death
he was put upon the gad, as it was called, that is, secured
to the bar of iron in the manner mentioned in the text.]

Gaie, Gaiell, obs. forms of Gay, Gaol.

Gaiety(g£7i *eti\ Forms: 7-8gaity,gayity,6-o.

gayety, 7-gaiety. \p.&,Ytgaiet£t guU4,i.gaiQKT?\
1. The quality or condition of being gay ; cheer-

fulness, mirth.

1647 W. BROWNE tr. Gomberville^s Potexanderw. v. 335
Carrying in her countenance a gaity, and extraordinariecalm.

1670 Walton Lines iv. 273 George Herbert, .manag'd it with
as becoming and grave a gaiety, as any had before, or since
his time. 1710 Atterbury Stmt. (1734) I. 328 Prophane
Men. .who stick not, in the Gayety of their Hearts, to say
that a strict Piety is good for nothing. 1724 Ramsay Tea-
t. Misc. (17331 I- P- v « Our Scots tunes, .have an agreeable
gaiety and natural sweetness. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 587
Such health and gayety of heart enjoy The houseless rovers
of the sylvan world. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. ill, v.

363 We see little, .of rulers, .in the gaiety of their felicities.

1875 Hamerton Intell. Life x. vi. (1876) 367 Gayety the best

legacy of youth.

f b. Levity, thoughtlessness. [So often F. gaiU
de cctur.] Obs.

1647 Clarendon Hist, Reb. vit. § 118 Here S r William
Waller, out of pure gayety, departed from an advantage
he could not again recover.

2. Merrymaking, festivity, pleasure-seeking ; a

festive occasion, a lively entertainment ; freq. in//.
1634 Habington Castara (Arb.) 143 The soule which doth

with God unite, Those gayities how doth she slight Which
ore opinion sway? 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 129
So braue a spectacle, .set the London Dames on longing to
behold such gaiety within their City walls. 1681 Glanvill
Sadducismus (1682- Ded., The deceitful gayeties that steal

us away from God. 1767 J. Penn Sleeky Serm. Hi, The
middling people.. have a taste for gaiety and extravagance.
1791 Mrs. Radclifee Rom. Forest i, He was allured by
the gaieties of Paris. 1812 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I.

33 My last gaiety was at Lady Essex's on Sunday. 1873
Svmonds Grk. Poets x. 319 Among the mountains an Italian

of the present day. .is always longing for town gaieties. 1887
Daily News 29 June 5/3 That funny piece.. in which a
little girl is carried off to a garrison gaiety.

3. Bright appearance or ornamentation ; showi-

ness ; showy dress ; occas. //.
a 1657 Lovelace Poems (1659) 60 Have you not marked

their Codestial play, And no more peek'd the gayeties of

day. 1695Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth m. i. MgTheGayej-
ties [,r;V] and Embelishments that we might seek for in it

[the Earth]. 1695 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) III. 538 The
Jacobites appear d in their utmost gayety. 1739 J. Trait
Right, over-much (1758) 17 No sort of gayety or expensive*
ness in dress is permitted. 1756 W. Donu Fasting (ed. 2) 9
Solicitous about the niceties and gayeties of dress. 1838
Penny Cycl. X. 326/1 A garden in which the objects desired
. . are show, gaiety, and neatness. 1866 J. G. Murphy
Comm. Exod, xxxiii. 4-6 They begin to lay aside all gaiety
in dress.

t Gaig, v. Obs.~ l

ff. local Sc. gaig (? Gag sb.2)

a cleft, chink Jam., who gives also geg sb. and v.

in the same senses .] trans. To chap, crack (earth).

Only in pass.

-"S^S J AS - I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 14 Let Readers think they
fele the burning heat, And grahhly see the earth, for lacke

of weit, With withering drouth and Sunne so gaigged all.

Gaige, obs. form of Gage v.

t Gaigeour. Obs. Sc. [ad. F. gagcure wager,

f. gager Gage v.] A wager or bet.

1599 Jas. I BaatA. Awpoy (1603I hi. 124 To gage so much
of his owne money, as he pleaseth, vpon the hazarde of the

running of the cardes or dice ; as well as he would doe vpon
the speede of a Horse or a Dog, or any such like gaigeour.

And so, if they be vnlawfull, all gaigeours vpon vncertainties

must likewayes be condemned.
Gaignage, obs. form of Gainage.
Gail : see Gyle.
Gail(e, Gailer, -or, obs. ff. Gaol, Gaoler.
Gaill, Sc. form of Gale v. 1

Gaillard, Gaillard- : see Galli-.

II Gaillardia (g^laudia). [mod.L, ; named by
Fougeroux, in memory of M. Gaillard, an amateur

botanist.] A genus of composite plants, producing

showy flowers, for the most part red with a border

of yellow.
1888 Daily News 25 July 7/2 Messrs. Kelway and Son's

gaillardias. 1897 Ibid. 30 June 2/3 Japanese iris and
gailardias.

Gailvat : see Gyle.
Gaily, gayly (g^*H), adv. [f. Gay a. + -ly 2.]

The spelling gaily is the more common, and is supported
by the only existing analogy, that of daily.

In a gay manner.

L With reference to dress, etc. : Brightly, showily,

smartly, splendidly.
13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 597 A sadel, pat glemed ful gayly

with niony gold frenges. V a 1400 Morte Artk. 912 His
gloves gaylyche gilte, and gravene at be hemmez. c 1440
Gesta Rom. lxxi. 388 (Add. MS.) This man . . noryshede
hem wel, ande arayede hem gayle. 1646 Ckashaw Steps
to Temple 83 Brother of fear \ more gaily clad, The merrier

fool o' th' two, yet quite as mad. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 744
Like some fair flow'r ..That gayly blooms, but ev'n in

blooming dies. 1751 Gray Ode Spring iii, Some show
their gaily gilded trim Quick-glancing to the sun. 183.
Tennyson Coquette ii, A nobler yearning never broke her
rest Than but to dance and sing, be gaily drest. 1876

C. G. Finney Mem. ix. 115 A young woman . .who had two
or three tall plumes in her bonnet, and was rather gayly
dressed.

2. With reference to bearing and manner : Cheer-

fully, joyously, festively ; airily, jauntily.

t 1420 Anturs ofArth. iii, And thus Dame Gaynour the

gode, gayli ho glidus The gatys with Syr Gawan by a grene
welle. 15x4 Barclay Cyt. <$• Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.)

p. xlviii, Many fooles thinke it nothing so While they see

courtiers outwarde so gayly go. 1588 A. KiNGtr. Canisius'

Catech. 87 Ye kirk moued be knauledge and experience of

theis fruicts vses gaylie to sing. 17..? Swift Orpheus
burlesqued 42 Wights, who travel that way- daily, Jog on
by his example gaily. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) II.

21 (Hotel at Pans) The event I treated gaily came seriously

to my door. 1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 1^ Aug., At tea we
all met again, and Dr. Johnson was gaily sociable. 1851

Thackeray Eng. than. {1853) 97 Addison wrote his papers

as gaily as if he was going out for a holiday. 1884 W. C.

Smith Kildrostan 63 And the grouse-cock gaily crowing
Fears not either dog or gun.

3. Chiefly Sc. and dial. Fairly; tolerably; pretty

well. In this sense also Sc.gaylies ; cf. the synony-

mous gaylans (Jam.), where the suffix at -lings;

and see Gey adv.

1553 T.Wilson R/tet. 1 16 b, For this purpose, .they woulde
haue serued gayly well. \tfi&Let. in Antiq. Rep. (1808) II.

394 A new Devyce of Heade dressyng setteth forth a
Woman gaylye well. 1721 Kelly Scot. Proverbs 400 How
dee yee..Bra'ly, finely, Geily at least. 1786 Burns Address
of Beelzebub 34 Your factors, grieves, trustees and bailies,

I canna' say but they do gaylies. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler
Westmld. Dial. (1821) 113 Tom is gaylie weel. 1839-47
Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 51/2 He. .always replied that he was
going on 'gaily'. 1840 De Quincey Style n. Wks. 1862

X. 224*It's gaily nigh like to four mile like.' 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., Gayly, in good health. ' We're all gayly.'

4. Comb., as gaily-bedizened, -breaking, -chequered,

-dressed, -flowered, -jewelled, -throbbing, -warbling

adjs.

1897 Daily News 17 June 6/4 The *gaily-bedizened arm
of the breakwater showed the scene of the ceremony. 1890

Boldrewood Col. Reformer 11891) 149 The rippling, *gaily-

breaking billow. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 40 A *gatly-

chequered heart-expanding view. 1835 Willis Pencillings

1. xviii. 130 Their *gaily-dressed chasseurs are in waiting.

1897 Daily News 17 Feb. 9/4 Dainty summer dresses and
*gaily-flowered hats. 18.. Poe City in the Sea Poems
(1859) 95 Not the *gaily-jeweled dead Tempt the^ waters

from their bed. 18*0 Associate Minstrels 23 Tell me
what *gaily-throbbing heart . . Ere Summer gild another

sky, Beneath the valley's clods shall lie? 1735 Somerville
Chase IV. 462 Bid the loud Horns, in * gayly*warbling

Strains, Proclaim the Felon's Fate.

t Gain, sb. 1 Obs. Forms : a. 3 ga^henn, 5 Sc,

gawin ; b. 3 gein, 4 geyn, gayne. [The two

main forms arc app. adopted respectively from

ON. gagti (Sw. gagn, Da. gavn) and gegn, parallel

forms of a sb. developed from the absol. use of the

neut. of the adj. gegn (see Gain a.). The word

became obsolete in the 15th century, about which

time the F. gain came into the language, with

a closely allied meaning. See Gain sb.*] Ad-
vantage, use, avail, benefit; remedy, help.

a. < 1200 Ormin 13923 All swa summ till Natanael full

litell ga^henn wacre. c 1475 RaufCoiljear^ That I haue

hecht I sail hald..Quhidder sa it gang to greif or to gawin.

p. a iaas St. Marker. 18 Ah hit were pi gein bet tu be

gest unblescet ant ti god baSe efter blescunge ga. 13..

Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 2349 Al be gayne bow me gef, as god mon
schulde. C1374 Chaucer Anel. <y Arc. 206 But whan she

saw that hir ne gat no geyn. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 11. xii.

(1554) 50 b, Her lord infect with sodain pestilence There
was no geyn but he must nedes dye.

Galn{.ge lti),sb. 2 Forms: 5-6 gayne, 6-7 gaine,

7- gain. [a. Ob'.gain,gaain (mod.F. gain) masc,

gaigne, gaaigne fem. (mod.F. gagne), f. gaaigtier

Gain v?
The OFr. sbs. had, in addition to the senses adopted in

Eng., other senses related to those of the vb., e.g. ' culti-

vated land ', ' crop ',
' harvest \]

f 1. Booty, prey, spoil. Obs.

1473 Warkw. Chron. 2 The Scottesche hoost supposed it

hade be doone for some gayne. 1481 Caxton Godfrey
clxxvii, 261 One shippe. .whiche was goon for somine gayne
vpon the see cam alle laden with grete gayne. 1490 —
Eneydos Hi. 145 With the gayne of the knyghtes, & wyth
the proye that they had goten. [1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
VI, 119 b, Being content with their prey and gayne, [theyj

began to retraite.J

2. Increase of possessions, resources or advantages

of any kind, consequent on some action or change

of conditions ; an instance of this ;
profit, emolu-

ment ; opposed to loss. Also (in somewhat rhe-

torical use), acquisition of wealth viewed as an

object of desire ;
' lucre *, * pelf \

1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 13 § 12 Implements of Hous-

hold . . wherby . . they take no gayne ner wynnyng. 1538
Starkey England \. ii. 1043 Wythout regard of pryuate
gayne and profyt. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 113 Where
(after long fightyng) bothe parties departed without either

greate gain or losse. 1640 x Kirkcudbr. War-Comtn. Min.
Bk. (1855) 148 For the tanning of the best ox hyde, for

materials, paines and gaine ( printed ganie) fiftie shillings.

1745 De Foe*s Eng. Tradesm. i. (1841) I. 6 He. .knows.,
what gain is made of them, and what loss, if any. 1770
Goldsm. Des. nil. 424 Teach erring man to spurn the rage
of gain. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (1837) I. x. 157

They make a gain of godliness. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
I. 303 Greedy as they were of gain, they seldom became rich.

1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 233 Disbelief .. will^ bring no
logical gain. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 26 This first life

claims a second, else I count its gain no gain.

Proverb, c i6ao Z. Boyd lion's Flotvers (1855) 153 Men
say right well, that gaine still easeth paine.

b. In plur. Sums acquired by trade or in other

ways ; emoluments, profits, winnings, etc. (f For-

merly sometimes treated as sing.)

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1S67) 30 Light gaynes make
heauy purses. 1554 Latimek in Strype Eccl. Alem. (1822)

III. ii. 2yo If their offering did not bringe gaynes withal,

it shulde not be so often done. 1600 Holland Livy xxxi.

xlv. (1609) 800 The gaines would hardly quit the paines [L.

vix oferx Pretiutn erat]. 1622 Mabbe tr. Alemau"s Guz-
man ifA IJ. 11. 343 Out of that gaines . . I made me a suit after

the fashion of an old Gally-slaue. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

1. 74 That Crop, .bursts the crowded Barns, with more than

promis'd Gains. 1735 Berkeley Querist § 52 Whether
small gains be not the way to great profit? 1795 Burke
Th. on Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 248 The labouring people

did, either out of their direct gains, or from charity, .fare

better than they did. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 120

The enormous gains, direct and indirect, of the servants of

the public went on increasing, while the gains of every

body else were diminishing, 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. iv.

no Where a joint-family claimed the gains of a dancing-

girl. 1893 Bookman June 83/1 Having got into evil odour

by their dubious gains.

C. In extended sense : An increase (whether

beneficial or not) in amount, magnitude, or degree.

Opposed to loss.

1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 412 The gain in

weight by the absorption of oxygen and nitrogen even

exceeds the loss occasioned by the exhalation of carbon.

1863 Lyei.l Antiq. Man 29 A measure of the rate of the

gain of land in seven centuries and a half. 1864 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. III. 206, I was weighed yesterday and found

a gain of five pounds. 1869 Black-more Lorna D. i, One
with another, hard they go, to see the gain of the waters.

j 3. A source of gain ( = Gr. tcepSos). Obs.~ l

165s Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. (1701) 22/1 To examine by
what gain every Man maintained himself.

4. The action of acquiring (a possession), winning

(a battle), etc. rare. [Cf. F. legain d'une bataille]

1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 70 They stoode content,

with gaine of glorious fame.. To leade a life like true

Philosophers. 1644 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 178/1 The gain

of the battle has been ascribed to the aid of the Swedes.

5. Comb. : (sense 2), as gain-devoted, -gelling,

-greedy, -spurred, -thirsty adjs.; t gain-sharing,

f gains-taking vbl. sbs.

1784 Cowper Task 1. 682 In proud, and gay, And *gain-

devoted cities. 1894 Church Building Quarterly (N. Y.)

July 143 [Church-spires] are eloquent reminders to a gain-

saying and *gaingetting people that there are better things

to think of than the whirling wheels of our manifold

industries. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 523 You..
*Gain-greedy Chap-men. 1894 Daily News 23 Nov. 5/3
' *Gain-sharing ' and other systems of remuneration akin to

profit sharing. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. iii. 282 Saving

that our *gain-spurr'd Pilots finde, In our dayes, Waters of

more wondrous kinde. 1549 CoverualEj etc, Erasm. Par.

2 Cor. 52 Neither with high lokes, nor with bandes of men,

nor with *gaynes taking. ai6i8 Sylvester Arctopkilos's

Epist. 62 Who forbids *gaine-thirsty Chapmen cheapen

Another's ware.

Gain (g^'n), $b$ techn. [Of obscure origin ;

in sense 1 it might be a use of Gain sb:1 It is not

certain that senses 1 and 2 belong to the same word.]

1. (See quots. ; =Tusk, Horn.)
1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 167, 168 Gain, the bevelling

shoulder of a Joyst, or other Stuff . . the thickness of the

shoulder is cut into the Trimmer also Bevilling upwards,

that it may just receive that Gain. 184a Gwilt A rcht't.

Gloss., Gain, in carpentry, the bevelled shoulder ofa binding

joist, for the purpose of giving additional resistance to the

tenon below.

2. a. Carpentry and Build. {Il/.S.) A notch,

groove, niche (see quots.).

Knight Diet. Mech. 1874 gives also the sense 'a mortise.'

1848 Craig, Gain . . a lapping of timbers, or the cut that

is made for receiving a timber. 1865 E. Burritt Walk
Land's End 358 Its four walls run up perfectly plain, with-

out a break, except a gain cut in one for a small stone

saint, called St. Nectan. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 935

s. v. Gaining-machine, Two circular saws are placed at a

distance apart equal to that of the desired gain. 1884 Ibid.

IV. 366 Gain, a notch, as made in the side or edge of a

piece of timber to receive another bar of the frame.

b. Coal-mining. A transverse channel or cutting

made in the sides of an underground roadway.

1883 in Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining.

Gain, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1 compar.

36nra, 4-5 geyn, gayn, 5 gayne, gane, 6- gain,

[a. ON. gegn adj., straight, direct, favourable,

helpful :-OTeut. *gagino-, gagano-, whence OE.

*IW1 lf°und once in the comparative : see below)

;

otherwise the stem is not found as adj. outside

Scand., but occurs both in Scand. and WGer. as



GAIN. I I GAIN.

a prefix (ON. gagn-, OHG. gagan-, -en-
}
gegin-

t

MHO. and mod.G. gegen-, OE. g$gn : see Gain-),

and in prep, and advb. forms (ON. gegn against,

right opposite, contrary to,gegnum through, OHG.
gagan, gegin, MHG. and mod.G. gegen towards,

opposite to, OE. gegninga directly, straightway,

altogether, geznum forward ; and see Gain prep.).

For the root of the Teut. *gagano-, -ino-, which seems to

express the sense of direct motion or direct opposition, no
certain explanation is known. Some have supposed it

formed by reduplication from the root of Go, and cognate
with the (also reduplicated) Gr. ki'xwu I attain, meet with.]

1. Of roads or directions : Near, straight; esp.

in super!, form, as the gainest way. [Cf. ON.
hinn gegnsta veg ace]
a iooo Epistola Alexandri, De 5a j^enran we^as cu&m

Sara siSfato [qui brez'itates ititierum uoverant]. giffl
R. Brunne Chron- 11810) 319 Sir Jon tok the gayn stie.

c 1350 Wilt, Palerne 4:89 J>ei. .went forb on here way \vi3tl1

and fast euer be geynest gatis to goo to be sobe. c 1470
Henry Wallace iv. 771 To the south 3ett the gaynest way
he drew. 1538 Leland Itin. I. 53 A vj Miles, by the gainest
way. 1553 Grimalde Cicero s Offices 11. (1558) 90 Socrates
did saye : thys to bee the nerest and (as it wer) the gayne
way to glory. 1647 H. More Song of Soul \\. App. lxxxi,
Which I conceive 110 gainer way is done Then by [etc.]. 1768
Ross Helenore r. 17 [SheJ to the glen the gainest gate
can fare. 1892 Tennyson Churchw. <y Curate iv, Fur I

wur a Baptis wonst . .Till I fun that it warn't not the gaiiinist

waay to the narra Gaate. Midland Proverb, Roundabout
is sometimes gainest.

b. In adverbial usage, the gainest [^ ON. et

gegnsta neut.]. Also at {the) gainest'. by the

shortest way; occas.---d\ random.
13. . Gaw. fy Gr. A'nl. 1973 For to f[e]rk bur^ pe fryth, &

fare at be gaynest. c 1400 Destr, Troy 2996 The lady . . glod
on full gayly be gaynist to the bonke. 1494 Fabyan Chron,
vii. 558 He drewe his swerde, and layed about hym at y8

geynyst. 1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Polly Riva, Lyke
a woman shotyng foorthe my bolte at the gainest. 1635
Voy. Poxe <$ James to N. J^Vst (Hakluyt S0C.J437, 1 direct
my course at gainest.

2. Of persons: Ready, well-disposed, kindly.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. vi. 29 Geynest under gore,

herkne to my roune. C1330R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 134
J»e 3ong kyng with gode man bat wer gayn Purueid his
wendyng. 1441 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 207 Hys grace to
me was evermore gayne, Thowgh I had don so gret offence.
? a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) ix. 7 Thou sende vs grace,
if thou be gaine, to come to thee to nighte. 1508 Dunbar
Tua tnariit ivemen 78 When I gottin had ane grume,
ganest of vther.

3. Of things: Available, handy, useful, convenient.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 259 To wham god hadegeuen alle

bat gayn were, c 1330 Sir Tristr. 878 Wib bat was comen
to toun Rohand wib help ful gode And gayn. 1840 Evtd.
Hull Docks Comm. 80 The dock would be so much gainer.
1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss. , Gain, near at hand, and
so, handy, convenient.

t Gain, vA Obs. Forms: 3 Orrn. geS3nenn,
4-6 gayn(e, 4, 6 gaine, 4-5 geyn(e, 6 gane, 4, 8
gain. Also 5 north, gawne. [a. ON. gegna, pri-

marily, to meet, encounter, hence, to be meet, fit

or suitable, from the adj. and adv. gegn against,

opposite to (cf. Gain a.). The form gawne may be
due to the less common ON. gagna, a derivative

of gagn=gegn
}
but was perhaps influenced by the

vowel of gawin, the northern var. ofGain sd. 1

]
1. intr. To be suitable, useful, or advantageous

;

to avail, help ; to serve, suffice (for). Const, dat.

of person.
c 1200 Ormin 14480 patt mikell ma}} be ge}3nenn her To

winnenn heffness blisse. c 1130Hall Meid. 45 Ne geineS be
nawt sweoke. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 343 For anger
gaynez be not a cresse. 1:1386 Chaucer Kni.^s 'P. 318
Thou and I been dampned to prisoun Perpetuelly, us
gayneth no raunsoun. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy m.
xxiv, That hym ne geyneth plate, shelde nor targe, c 1460
Toiuneley Myst. (E. E. T. S.) xxx. 561 Youre pride and
youre pransawte what wille it gawne ? c 1500 Lancelot 121
It ganyth not. .The seruand fortodisput with ye lord. 1560
Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 135 Thair was na thing absent Of
gold, nor silk, that gamt sic cumpanie. 1603 Philotus xxi,
Ane pair of_ Pleuaris. .Ane cup of Sack .. May for ane
breckfast gaine. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 6x
Ae pair [of shoon] may gain ye haff a year.

2. trans, a. To be an equipoise or balance to.

b. trans. Of sleep : To come upon (a person).

C To meet, encounter, oppose.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2473 So glad was he banne bat na

gref vnder god gayned to his ioye. c 1400 Destr, Troy
6046 This Agamynon, the grete, gaynit no slepe, Bise was
the buerne all the bare night. ? a 1500 Chester PL
viii. 157 There is none so great that me [Herod] dare gaine.

Gain (g^'n), z>.'- Forms : 6-7 gayne, gaine,
7- gain. [App. first recorded in 16th c. ; ad. F.

gagner (earlier spelling gaigner) :—OF. gaaignier
= Pr. gazanhar, OSp. guadatuir (to mow), It.

gnadagnare :—Com. Rom. *gwadaniare, ad. OHG.
*weidinjan (recorded form weideneti), used in two
main senses (1) to graze, pasture, (2) to go in quest

of fodder or food, to forage, hunt or fish, f. weida
str. fern., fodder or food, pasture, pursuit of fodder
or food, hunting (mod.Ger. weide pasture, pastur-
age), corresp. to OE. wdS, ON. veid-r kunting :—
OTeut. *waipd, -pjti. The twofold sense of the
OHG. verb seems to be reflected in the Horn, form,
which was used for ' to cultivate land ' (so in OFr.

;

see Gain z/.3, Gainage, Gainor), as well as for

'to gain, win, earn'; the latter sense, which the

word retains in mod.Fr. and It., may be in part

developed from the OHG. sense ( to hunt '.]

1. trans. To obtain or secure (something which is

desired or advantageous).
1570 Levins Manip. 200 To Gayne, lucrari. 1579 Lyly

Euphues (Arb,) 93 If the Gods thought no scorne to

become beastes to obteine their best beloued, shall Euphues
be so nice in chaunging his coppie to gayne his Ladie?
1595 W. CT.LARKE] in Shaks. C. Praise 15 To gaine pardon
of the sinne to Rosemond. 1638 Rouse Heav. Univ. x.

(1702) 152 Let therefore both the plenty and excellency
of thy fruit gain glory and praise to the Heavenly Husband-
man. 1736 Butler Anal. x. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 54 The plea-

sure or advantage in this case, is gained by the action
itself. 1814 Scott Wav. x, Rose .. ran with the speed of
a fairy, that she might gain leisure.. to put her own dress in

order. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art II. 144 Part of
the effect which would otherwise be gained is lost. 1828
DTsraei.i Chas. /, I. ii. 22 Whatever art and practice
could acquire, he gained. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 292/2
Christians have not gained their belief by the method on
which he lays so unremitting a stress.

P In the following passage the word is a literal rendering
of the Gr. Ktp&aU-eiv. The sense of the original is disputed ;

most scholars, regarding the clause as qualified by the fore-

going negative, take the verb as having, with or without
a touch of irony, the extended sense 'to obtain whatever
good or bad * (Johnson, s. v. Gain); so Liddell and Scott,

also Revised Version ('gotten'). Others assign to the Gr.
vb. the sense ' to spare oneself, avoid, save '

; so De Wette,
Alford, Blass, and others. Both uses of the vb. occur in Gr.
writers; it is not at all clear which view was taken by the

translators, or wliether they deliberately adopted an am-
biguous rendering.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Acts xxvii. 21 Ye should have
hearkened to me, and not haue lowsed from Candle, and to
haue gayned this iniurie and losse. [Similarly in 1611.]

b. Phrase. 1 gain time [=^ F. gagner du temps
^

gagner temps'] : to obtain a delay by pretexts, by

a slow or circuitous mode of procedure, etc. To
gain the ear of: to induce to listen favourably (see

Ear sb. 6), To gain the wind [ = F. gagner le

vent] : Naut. (see quot. 1867).
[1611 Bible Dan. ii. 8, I know of certeinty that ye would

gaine the time (a literal rendering of the Aramaic pi).]

17*4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 49 Ambiguous answers
..might serve to gain time. 1735 Poi'E Prol. Sat. 367 If

on a pillory, or near a throne, He gain his prince's ear, or
lose his own. 179a Cowpeh To Wilberforce 7 Thou hast

achieved a part; hast gained the ear Of Britain's senate to

thy glorious cause, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. V. 157
His eloquence had gained for him the ear of the legislature.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., To gain the wind, to

arrive on the weather-side of some other vessel in sight,

when both are plying to windward. 1884 [see Ear sb. 6].

1885 J. Payn Talk ofTotvn I. 89 Frank Dennis was of the
party and could gain her ear at any moment.

c. With infinitive as object [ = F. gagner h
etre

y a/aire] : To attain, get (to be or to do some-
thing). Now rare.

1648 Eikon Bos. x\. 78 Whose Propositions may soon proov
violent oppositions, if once they gain to bee necessarie impo-
sitions upon the Regal Autoritie. 1833-40 J. H. Newman
Ch. ofFathers (1842) 295 By fasting, Daniel gained fo in-

terpret the King's dream. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-
cap 230 What if I gain thereby nor health of mind. .Nor
gain to see my second baby-hope.

2. To obtain (a sum of money) as the profits of

trade or speculation ; to be benefited to the extent

of (so much) by any transaction or event ; to obtain,

earn, 'make' (a livelihood).

1530 Palsgr. 559/2 Some men gayne more of a thyng
of naught than many marchauntes do that venture over
see. 1538 Elyot, Quoestuarix artes, craftes, wherby men
do gayne money. x6xi Bible Matt. xxv. 22 Lord, thou
deliueredst vnto me two talents: behold I haue gained [1535
Coverdale, wonne] two other talents besides them. — Luke
xix. 16 Lord, thy pound hath gained ten pounds. 1672
Petty Pol. Anat. (1691) 38 There are also, .sworn Attornies,

gaining about 170/. per ann. one with another. 1864
Tennyson En. Ard. 258 She. .Gain'd for her own a scanty
sustenance. Mod, He gains a hundred a year by his

change of employment. He gained ,£1000 by the fall in
consols.

b. In wider sense : To obtain (a quantity of

anything, an amount of available space or time)

by way of increment or addition.
161a Brinsley Lud. Lit. 105 For parsing to do it of them-

selues: as reading a lecture without any question asked.,
which maner of parsing gaineth half the time which is

spent therm commonly. 1730 Capt. W, Wriglesworth
MS. Log-bk. of the ' LyelV 2 Dec, New stowed the Lar-
board side of the Lazaretto forward, and gained 2' Butts
over the Scuttle, and small Cask over them.

3. absol. or intr. To make a gain or profit ; to

be benefited or advantaged, whether pecuniarily or

otherwise.
c 1572 Gascoigne Frttites Warre lxix, Though he gaine
& cram his purse with crounes, . . He nought foreseeth
what treasons dwells in Townes. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
m. ii. 51 He gaines by death, that hath such meanes to die.

1865 Kingsley Herew. Prel. (1877) *° We have gained,
doubtless, by that calamity. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V.
489 When they [mankind] might gain in moderation they
prefer gains without limit.

b. To improve in some specified respect. [= F.
gagner en,]

1841 Emerson Compensation Wks. (Bonn) 1. 40 Our popular
theology has gained in decorum and not in principle. 1847
Tennyson Princess vn. 265 He [must] gain in sweetness and

in moral height. 1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 17 May 309/2 The
experience will gain in romance from our necessities.

C. To improve in effect, appear to greater ad-

vantage (by comparison or contrast).

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 475 The F'nglish Liturgy
indeed gains by being compared even with those fine

ancient Liturgies from which it is to a great extent taken.

4. trans. To acquire or reclaim (land) from the

sea, etc. Const,from, out of, fupon.
1641 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 26 This part of Amsterdam is

built and gained upon the main sea, supported by piles.

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent, p. lxxii, Whariing,
gain'd from the Thames, and. .probably, .all Thames-street
..was gain'd out of the Thames. 1765 Act 5 Geo. III. c.

26 Preamb,, Lands thentofore overflowed by and then
gained from the sea and reduced to dry soil. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 132 In proportion as land is gained at
one part, it is lost by the overflowing of some other. 1845
Stephen Comm. Laws Eng, (1874) I. 452 Lands gained
from the sea.

5. To obtain or win as the result of a contest

;

t to take or capture in fight.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 66b, Perccivyng the walles
skaled and the market place gained. Ibid., Hen. VI, 176
After the kynges navye gayned, and his capitayns .. taken
and destroied. Ibid. 177 The great victorie, gayned by hys
parte, at the feld of Northampton. 1617 F. Moryson Itin.

11. 83 When we had gained the trenche-, the Vanguard made
a stand. 1682 Wood Life 22 Nov., The Duke of York hath
gained the point as to the penny post against Docuray the
manager of it. 1782 COWPEH Truth 16 A meaner than himself
shall gain the prize. 1867 Frkkman Norm. Conq. « 1876) I.

App. 701 He of course gains a complete victory. 1885 Maruji.
Exam. 29 June 5/1 In that case the worst tendencies of the
party will gain the upper hand. 1892 Times (weekly ed.)

11 Nov. 5/2 A judgment gained against the railway com-
pany in the Law Courts.

b. To be victorious in.

1725 Watts Logic in. ii. § 6 Either I shall gain the
cause or lose it. 1852 Tennyson Death Dk. Wellington
96 He that gain'd a hundred fights.

f c. absol. To gain of: to win an advantage over.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 125 b, Leavyng bothe the
nacions, daily studiyng how to greve, and gain of the other.

1605 Camden Rem. 8 That the most puissant Roman forces,

when they were at the highest, could not gaine of them.

6. To bring over to one's own interest or views,

to persuade
{ often in bad sense, to bribe) ; also to

gain over. [So F. gagner.]
1582 N. T. (Rhem) Matt, xviii. 15 If he shal hcare thee,

thou shalt gaine [Gr. cKep8i)<ja$, Yulg. litcratus eris] thy
brother. 1582 Stanyhukst sEneis it. (Arb.) 46 His malice
hee fostred, tyl that priest Calchas he gayned. 1697
Dryden sEneid\. 953 To come with presents laden, from
the port, To gratify th*. queen, and gain the court. 1790
Bystander 91 Gradually, since that time, have the theatres
gained over the newspapers. 1813 Uyron Corsair in. viii,

I have gain'd the guard. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Serm.
U837) I. xxiii. 348 He did not try to gain him over by
smooth representations. 1878 R. W. Dale Led. Preach. 1.

17 It is much easier to lose friends than to gain opponents.

b. With following inf. : To persuade, prevail

upon (now rare exc. with over) . f Also, to persuade
into a course of action.
1681 Dryden Abs. <y Achit. 404 And gain'd our Elders to

pronunce a Foe. 1683 — Vittd. Dk. Guise Wks. 1883 VII.
188 For Henry III. could never be gained to pass it,

though it was proposed by the Three Estates at Ulois.

1715 Jane IIarker Exilius II. 85 Ahnon. .begg'd of her to
gain me, if possible, to come once more to him. 1741
Middleton Cicero II. ix. 251 [Antony] having thus gained
Lepidus into his measures, he made use of his authority
and his forces to harass and terrify the opposite party. 1818
Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. iv. 128 By a sum of money,
Bussy gained the deputy Governor to admit him secretly
with his troops into the fort.

7. To reach, arrive at (some point desired or

aimed at).

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. iii. 7 Now spurres the lated traueller

apace, To gayne the timely inne. 1667 Milton P. L. v.

174 Sun . . sound his praise . . both when thou climb'st, And
when high Noon hast gaind. 1720 Ozell Vertofs Rom.
Rep. II. xiv. 334 Antony press'a by Decimus Brutus, en-
deavoured to gain the Alps. 1784 Covvper Task 1. 278 The
summit gained, behold the proud Alcove That crowns it

!

1826 Disraeli Viv, Grey 11. xii, At last a sofa was gained,
and the great lady was seated. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IV. in There were some who . . sprang into the river and
gained the opposite bank.

fb. absol. To gain in: to get home, or to

reach a place of refuge. Obs.
1828 Sir J. S. Sebright Observ. Hawking 41 They must

be found in an open country; and the wood, which is their

place of retreat, must be so situated as to oblige them to fly

against the wind to gain in.

C. To succeed in traversing, accomplish (a certain

distance of a journey). Now rare.

1733 Swift Apol. 133 Vou unus'd have scarcely strength
To gain this walk's untoward length. 1847 Marryat
Childr. N. Forest xiii, Edward had gained above eight

miles of his journey.

T d* To gain one's way : to advance, make pro-

gress. Obs.

1768 Sir W. Jones Solima Poems (1777) 4 Through the

thick forest gains her easy way.

8. To gain ground [ = F. gagner du terrain,

du pays] : originally Mil. to conquer ground from

an adversary: cf. equivalent phrases s.v. Ground;
hence in the following uses. a. To make progress,

advance ; to acquire ascendency.
1625 Bacon Ess., Suspicion (Arb.) 134 But in fearefull

Natures, they [suspicions! gaine Ground too fast. 1736



GAIN.

Berkeley Let. to S. Johnson 12 Mar., Wks. 1871 IV. 245
Learning and good sense are gaining ground among them.
1764 Foote Patron 1. Wks. 1799 I. 331 A glorious cargo of
turtle .. the captain assures me they greatly gain'd ground
on the voyage. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 440 He recom-
mended this particular practice to the world. Since then,
it has been progressively gaining ground. 1838 Thiklwall
Greece III. 319 The Chalcidians appear to have gained
ground in the peninsula of Athos. 1861 H. Spencer First
Princ. 1. iv. § 22 (1867) 68 The conviction, so reached, that
human intelligence is incapable of absolute knowledge, is

one that has been slowly gaining ground as civilization has
advanced. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere II. xxxvi,
Nay, she had flattered herself that Mr. Flaxman, whom
she liked, was gaining ground.

h. 'Jo gain ground on (f of) : to make progress

at the expense of, to encroach upon.
1644 Sir G. Markham in Calend. St. Papers Domestic

Ser. ( 1888) 86, 1 hear that Essex loses credit with his party, and
Waller gains ground of him. 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkins
(18841 If. xxv. 294 My melancholy for the death of my
wife, which I hoped time would wear off, rather gained
ground upon me. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 75 Villeins,
by this and many other means, in process of time gained
considerable ground on their lords. 1849 Macatlay Hist.
F-"S\ I- 240 The Parliament was slowly, but constantly,
gaining ground on the prerogative.

c. 1 gain ground upon ; to advance nearer to

a person pursued.
1816 Scott Antiq. vii, Each minute did their enemy gain

ground perceptibly upon them !

fd. To gain ground of: to draw further away
from (a pursuer), surpass in speed. Obs.
1719 I>e Foe Crusoe 1. xiv, He outstript them.. in running,

and gained ground of them.

9. intr. or absol. with preps.

a. To gain from : to get further away from (a

pursuer). 'iObs. iCf. 8 d.)

1805 Sir E. Herry in Nicolas Nelson's Disp. (1846) VII.
118 note, I had the satisfaction to perceive that we gained
from the Three-decker.

b. To gain on or upon [ ^ F. gagner stir] : to
encroach upon (now only of the sea encroaching
on the land). (Cf. 8 b.)

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Go7>t. Eng. 1. box. (1739) 179 It was
no time for him to gain upon the people's Liberties. 1697
Dhydf.n Virg. Georg. 1. 500 Herons .. mounting upward ..

Gain on the Skies, and soar above the Sight. 1727 A.
Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxvi. 323 They built a line
City on the Rivers Side, about 3 Leagues from the Sea

;

but the Sea gaining on the Land yearly, it is not now above
100 Paces from it. 184a Tennyson Golden Year 29 Oceans
daily gaining on the land. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

345 The sea was gradually gaining on the buildings, which
at length almost entirely disappeared.

c. To gain on or upon [ — F. gagner sur\ ; to
come closer to some object pursued. (Cf. 8 c.)

1719 Db Foe Crusoe 19 Finding the Pirate gain'd upon
us. .we prepared to fight. 1748 Anson's Voy. u. v. 177 We
gained considerably on the chace. 1841 James Brigand
lii, We are gaining on them quick. 1864 Tennyson Voyage
viii, And still we follow'd where she led, In hope to gam
upon her flight.

d. To gain on or upon : to win favour with.
1640 tr. I'o-deres Romant of Romants 1. 41 The most

agreeable services he is able to do her . . have already so
gained upon her, as she hath wholly given herself unto him.
165a Sir E. Nicholas in Ar

. Papers (Camden) 305, I never
heard that Mr. Attorney was popular with the K.'s party,
nor do I take his disposition to be such as is like to gain
much on the affections of many men. a 1715 Birnet Own
Time II. 16 Lady Bellasis gained so much on the duke,
that he gave her a promise under his hand to marry her.
1848 Dickkns Dombey v, She don't gain on her papa in the
least. 1884 Manch. Exam. 12 May 5/3 Mr. Villiers Stan-
ford's beautiful opera, .gains more and more upon musicians
at each successive hearing.

f e. To gain upon = ' to prevail upon *
; cf. 6 b.

1790 A. M. Johnson Monmouth III. 107 The sweet idea
that my entreaties may gain upon the King to spare his
nephew, will supply this emaciated frame with strength,
and my soul with fortitude.

t f. To gain into : to grow into, to come to be.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 1. ii. § 4 (1789) 23 They are

observed to be remarkably fond of grandeur and distinction,
which, doubtless, proceeds from the general obsequiousness
of their numerous slaves and dependents, as well as from
the necessity of keeping them at a distance ; which in time
gains into a habit.

t Gain, v* Obs. pseudo-arch. [ad. AF. gaaig-
nier to cultivate (land).] (See quots.)
1641 Termes de la Ley 170 (tr. Act 51 Hen. Ill) That no

man of religion or other shall be distreined by the beasts
that gaine his land. 1708 Ibid. 383 Of old to Gain Land
was as much as to Till and Manure it.

Gain (g^n), vA ? U. S. [f. Gain sit.*} trans.
1 To mortise' (Cent. Diet.) ;

* to fasten with gains
or notches, or cut gains in, as floor-timbers

1 (Funk).
1874 [implied in Gaining vbl. sb,%\

Gain, adv. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 gayn,
gayne. [f. Gain a.] Straight, direct ; Fullgayne :

quickly ; also, very nearly.
In the passages quoted from the Fairfax MS. of the

Cursor M. the other texts have differing readings; the
Gott. MS. has 414-2 /organ) 5171 gan (riming with stan)
which may be the original.

c 1330 Sir 'Prislr. 1560 pe quen . . To a bab gan him lede
Ful gayn. [c 1340 Cursor M. 4142 (Fairf.) And wete our
fader atte he be slayne his Hue dayes ar past ful gayne.
Ibid. 5171 (Fairf.), xxx. 3ere ys comyn fulle gayne syn he
wip wild bestes was slayne.] c 1400 Destr. Troy 2813 Gayn
vnto Grese on be gray water, By the Regions of Rene rode
pai ferre.

12

b. dial. Used to qualify adjectives and adverbs:
Pretty, tolerably, fairly. [Cf. the Sc. gey an
under Gey.]
1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s.v.,' She's gain fresh this mornin*.

Aa've hed a gain thrang time on 't thi day.' 1895 Gloss. £.
Anglia s.v., * Gain quiet ', pretty quiet.

t Gain, adv.2 Obs. Also 3 3ein. [app. arising

from separation of the prefix Gain-.] Again, back
again.

c 1275 Lay. 22136 pat he to him come . . to habbe 5ein his
owe. a 1300 Cursor M. 12809 M * breber leif and mi freind,
Yee sal gain to yur maisturs wend. Ibid. 22623 P°« yeild
us gain vr ostel nu, pat us es reft, and we ne wat nu.

t Gain, prep. Obs. Forms : 3 %8dn, 4 gain'e,
gayn(e, gan, 4-5 geyn, 5 gayn, 6 geyne. [app.
a. ON. gegn : see Gain a.

Not known in OE., the instances given in Diets, being
due to erroneous readings. Ormin's %en seems to be short
for onn^xn Again.]

1. Against, over against, contrary to.
<ti2ooOrmin 2322 All all swa summ Elysabsb Shall nu

5*n kinde childenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 21825 Anober king
gan be sal rise. Ibid. 22631 Windes on ilk side sal rise,

Sa fast gain ober sal bai blau. 14. . Pol. Rel. # L. Poems
(1866) in Gayn gostly enmys thynk on my passion, a 1529
Skelton Knolege, aquayntance, etc. 20 Geyne surfetous
suspecte the emeraud comendable.

2. Towards, to meet with.
11300 Cursor M. 5244 Joseph of his fader herd, Wit his

curt gain him he ferd. Ibid. 19920 Quen bai opetre vnder-
stod, His cuming son gain him Jiai yotl.

3. Of time : Towards, near. Now in Sc. Gin.
C1475 Partenay 345 Where it were gayn night or at

morne erlie.

Gain-, prefix, in OE. g$gn-
i ge'an- (see Gain a),

was formerly employed to form various combina-
tions, chiefly verbal, in the same way as Again-,
which was in more frequent use. Its senses are
chiefly those of opposition, return, or reversal,

answering to Lat. re-. These combs, are now
obsolete, with the exception of Gainsay, and the

technical term Gainshike. Compare also the
forms given under Again- and its compounds.
1. Against, in opposition to; gain-race [ = L.

occursus], a running against, meeting ; gain-saw,
contradiction; gain-set^., to set over against, op-
pose

; gainspeaker, a gainsayer, opponent
; gain-

speaking, opposition. Also Gaincall ^.,-cope,
-SAY, -STAND, -STRIVE, -TURN.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 7 His *gaynras til be highest

of him [L. occursus ejus usque adsummum ejus]. Ibid. Iviii,

5 Rise in my gaynrase [L. exitrge in occursum meurti], a 1300
Cursor M. 8382, I bat es bine hand-womman, For me *gain-
sagh bar sal be nan. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxix. 7 [lxxx.6]
Thou set us in gaine-sagh [L. in contradictionem] til our
neghburs. 1435 Misvn Eire ofLove 48 Sum for soth *gayn-
settand, says : Actife lyfe is more fruytfull. 1504 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits vi. 73 This humour aideth the
vnderstanding with two qualities, and gainsetteth it selfe

only with one. 1575 (title) A brief Rehearsal of the Belief
of the goodwilling in England, which are named the
Family of Love : with the Confession of their upright
Christian Religion, against the false accusations of their
*Gain-speakers. 1^83 Golding Calvin on Deut. clxxv.
1087 Also it was his wil to cause this last song to be re-

ceiued without *gaine speaking.

2. Reciprocal action ; in return
; gainclap, a blow

in return, a counter stroke. Also Gain-giving,
-YIELD.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 129 Ha geald ham swuche jain-clappes,

. • Pa^t al ha cneowen ham crauant & ouercumen.

3. Restoration or return to previous state ; back
again

;
gain-bny v., to buy back, redeem ; so

gain-buyer, a redeemer, gain-buying, redemp-
tion ; gain-cover v., to recover, regain

; gain-
taking, taking back again ; gain-turning, return-

ing. Also Gaincall v., -chare, -come.

143S Misvn Eire of Love 1. viii. 16 pat he mankynd fro

be fendes power my;t "gaynby. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 189/2
Geynebyyn, or byyn a-^ene, redt'mo. 1435 Misyn Eire 0/
Love 1. ii. 5 No meruayl if bai plese no}t our *gaynbyer. Ibid.

1. xx. 44 Of cristis *gaynbyinge ba ar no partiners. a 1300
CursorM. 29203 Thoruscrift. .sal we *gaincouer he grace til

heuen. 1538 .-f /'£r<£AV^.V.i6(Jam.)Deforsingoftheofriciare
in execucion of his office in the *gane taking of ane caldrown
poundit be the said officiare. 1340 Hami-ole Pt. Consc. 1718
Of bodily ded es no *gayn-turnyng, For of erthly lyf it es
endyng. X435 Misvn Eire ofLove u. vi. 80 pat hys mynde
bisily to crist with-out gayn-turnynge has nott.

4. Repetition ; over again, anew ; in the nonce-

wds. gain-birth [ = Gr. ira\iyy(i>(ma], regenera-

tion
; gain-rising [= Gr. dyaVrtum], resurrec-

tion.

c 1550 Chkke Matt. xix. 28 Je y* hav folowed me in ye

gain birth. Ibid. xxii. 23 Y° Saddoucais .. who sai-yeer is

no gainrising.

trainable (g^'nab'l), a. x Also 7 gaineable.
[f. Gain a.-

+

-able; cf. F. gaignable
t
gagnable.]

Attainable, capable of being gained or won over.
1611 Cotgk., Gaignabie, gettable, winnable, gaineable.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. m. 327 With paper in hand,
[they] reckon'd up as many gainable persons, as made up
their number. 1837 Carlvi.e Er. Rev. II. 111. iv. Summon
the National Assembly to follow you, summon what of it is

Royalist, Constitutional, gainable by money; dissolve the
rest. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. x. § 22. 147 Great-
ness in art . . is not a teachable nor gainable thing, but the
expression of the mind of a God-made great man.

GAINCOME.

t Gainable, a- 2 Obs. rare. Also 7-9 Hist.
Wainable. [a. OF. gaignabie, f. gaignier (see
Gain zj.

1
) in the early sense to till, cultivate

:

see Gain v.9] Of land : Cultivable.
1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xv. iv, Lenchayde was, of olde

tyme, gaynable lond ; now the see encloseth it. 1481 —
Godfrey xlv. (1893) 85 The londe is ful of. .large mareyses
in suche wyse that there is but lytil londe gaynable.

t Gainage Obs. Also 4 gaignage, gaynage,
6-9 Hist. \\ ainage. [ad. AF. gaignage (Anglo-L.
wainagium), {.gaigner: see prec]
1. The profit or produce derived from the tillage

of land.

139° Gower Conf I. 358 As the true man to the plough
Only to the gaignage entendeth. c 1394 /\ PI. Crede 197,
I trowe he gaynage of be ground, in a gret schire Nofde
aparaile hat place, 00 poynt til other ende.

2. Husbandry, agriculture.
i6»5 Markham Inrichm, Weald Kent 4 We haue men-

tion of Marie in bookes of gainage or husbandry.
3. In the Law Diets, of the 1 7-1 8th c, the word

is given with various conjectural explanations which
relate to the use of tvainnagium in the passage of
Magna Carta quoted below. The interpretation

'implements of husbandry* is probably correct,

though it led to an erroneous derivation from wain.
[U15 Magna Carta c. 20 in Stubbs Set. Chart. 299 Liber

homo, .pro magno delicto amercietur. .salvo contenemento
suo ; et mercator. .salva mercandisa sua ; et villanus. .salvo
wainnagio suo.] 1607 Cowell Interpr., Gainage, {Wain-
agium) . . signifieth . . the land held by the baser kind of
Sokemen or villeines. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey>, Gainage,
or Wainage, a Word anciently us'd to signify all Plough-
tackle, and necessary Implements of Husbandry.

t Gai'nand, ppl. a. Sc. and north, dial. Obs,

Forms : 4 gainand, 4-6 gaynand, ganand, 6
ganeand. [northern pr. pple. of Gain v.l : see
-and.] Appropriate, becoming, suitable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16556 In tua bis tre bai scare. Als mikel

als bai sagh to bairn gainand. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
7 Shperis 210 A house to byge in-[to] hat hil, pat gaynand
ware his hyrdis til. 1 1475 Rauf Coiliear 786, I will the
ganandest gait to that gay glyde. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
v. xi. 77 Now is the tyme ganand our werk to speid. 1556
Lauder Tractate 299 Except ?e vnderstude. .Thame apt
and ganand for the 50k. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. A ndrois 610
in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, A ganeand maister for sic

a man.

t Gai'ncall, sb. Obs. rare. [lGatn-i + Call .*/>.]

A calling out against ; a counter-prayer, opposition.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28783 Quat hot a prai for pi welle

Anober prai for bin vn-sele,. . For if bai [t read he, sc. godj
here be tan mai fall, J>e tother him lettes wit his gain call.

x535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 664 Without ony gane-call,

In that counsall tha war maid erlis all.

t Ga'incall, v. Obs. rare. [f. Gain- 3 + Call v.]

1. trans. To revoke, retract, withdraw.
x535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 196 He thocht he wald

ganecall That he had said, and wirk ane vther way.

2. To bring back again, recall.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. (1632) 894 Sith things
past cannot be gaine-called.

3. To call to mind.
1434 Misvn MendingofLife 115 Fantasy of syn he gedyrs

to-gidyr of old schrewdnes & likynge of luf past he gayn-
cals, 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 542 The skayth per-
tenis to ws all, The quhilk this tyme that je sould nocht
ganecall.

Hence f Gaincalling vbl. sb., Sc. Law, with-

drawing, revocation.

1489 Acta Audit. (1839) 142/1 pat be forsaid partiis sail

stand at bar deliuerance Irrevocabilly but ony ganecalling.

1549 Sc Acts Mary 11814' H. 602 And ordains be samyne
to stand in strenth, force, and effect in all tyme cuming,
w'out ony gancalling, reuocatioune or retractatioune.

t Gainchare. Obs. Forms : 1 x^ancyr, 4
^eynchar, 5 gayne chare, geyn char. [OE.
gt'antyr: see Gain- prefix and Chahe sb. 1 The
word seems to survive in the technical term Gain-
shike.] A return,way ofreturning, means of escape.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. tSpelman) xviii. 7 [xix. 6] Fram hean

heofone is utgang his, and ^eancyr L 1 '- occursus] his oh to

heahnesse his. c 1150 Eadwine's Psalter ibid., Edryne vet

fcencyr. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xiv. 46 Ah feyre levedis

be on-war, To late cometh the ^eyn-char, when love ou
hath y-bounde. < 1340 Cursor M. 21922 (Trin.) po bat
bifore wol not be war J>enne shul bei fynde no jjeyn char.

?rtisoo Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) 435 Alas! ther is no
gayne Chare, skape maye I not this chance.

So f Gain-charing*.
c i»7S Sinners Beware 58 in O. E. Misc. 74 J>ar nys no

yeyn cherrynge ne. .non endynge.

t Gaincome. Obs. [f. Gain- 3 4- Come ; OE.
gedncyme means meeting, oceursus.1 A coming
again, return.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 234 pet tu his geincume underuo be
gledluker. c 1300 Cursor M. 19043 (Laud) The appostils

eche day To the temple went to pray ; At hir yene come
the mete they yaff To eche. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2026
Full glad of bat gest and his gayne come._ < 1450 Henry-
son Test. Cres. 55 But quhen he sawe passit baith day and
hour Of hir gaincome. 1567 Turhkrv. Ovids Ep. 28 b,

And I y\.o further this my woe) thy gainecome did desyre.

So f Gaincoming.
a 1340 Hamioli-: Psalter cxt. 9 He losis hope of gayn

-

cumynge. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 450 Sa dred thai far

the gayne-cumtn>ng Off schir Robert, the douchty king.

1565 Ansuh Kirk in Keith Hist. Ch. Scot. U734'55oTo
the gaynecomeing of our Lord Jesus Chryst.
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f Gai'licope, v. Obs. Forms : 5 geynecowp,
6-8 gaincope, 7 gainecope. [f. Gain- prefix 1 +
Cope v.'z] trans. To catch up with, intercept or

encounter another person by taking a short cut.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 189/2 Geynecowpyn, or chasyn, or
stoppyn in gate [A'., //. geynstoppyn of gate, S. geyne
cowpyn or charyn], sisto. 1565 Holding Ovid's Met. in.

115931 62 These came forth later than the rest, hut coasting

thwart a hill, They did gain-cope him as he came, and hild

their master still. 1674-91 Ray .V. fy £. C. Words 99 To
Gai?icope, to go cross a field the nearest way to meet with
something. 1691 R. L'Estrange fosepkus 1 IVars n. ii.

(1733) 614 As he was upon his Flight across a steep Bottom.
Gratus gain-cop'd him.

fig. 1602 Rowlands Greenes Ghost -26 When they see a
fellow leape from the subiect he is handling . . they should
skip it ouer, and. .gainecope hirr. at the next turning point to

his text. 1643 Robotham Gate Lang. Unl. To Rdr. C iiij a.,

Some indeed there have bin . . who striving to gaincope
these ambages, .have, .made their voyage in halfe the time.

Hence f Gaincoping ///. a.

1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. Ep. Ded., How to be gainfull

and gain-coping nauigators.

Gaine, Gaine-, obs. forms of Gain, Gain-.

Gained (g^nd\///, a. [f. Gain JL- + -ED 1

.]

Obtained, acquired. Of time : Saved.
1598 R. Barret Mod. Warres 137 To vndermme walles

and to raze those of any gained places downe. 1850 Whit-
tier Pr. Wks. (1866) I. 344 He was told that this was his
gained time, and that he was engaged for himself. 1875
Browning Aristoph. Apol. 10, I kept the gained advantage.

b. Naut. Gained day :
' the twenty-four hours

or day and night gained by circumnavigating the

globe to the eastward/ (Adm. Smyth.)

Gainer (g^*nw). Also 6 geyner, 6-7 gayner.
[f. Gain &. 2 + -eh 1

.] One who gains, makes
profits, or derives advantage.
1538 Elyot, Lucrio, a couetous manne, an inordynate

gayner. 1548 Forrest Picas. Poesye m Starkey'& England
l'ref. 88 If merchauntes. .Shoulde bee enriched and made
grete geyners. 1590 Eambarde Office Alienation in Bacon's
Wks. 1730 III. 554 The client, besides.. retaining a good
conscience, .is always a gainer, and by no means can be at
any loss. 1716 Addison Freeholder No, 42 * 6 By extend-
ing a well-regulated Trade we are as great Gainers by the
Commodities of many other Countries as of our own Nation.
1844 H. H. Wilson Brit, India III. 161 The interests of
British India.. will be gainers by the contest. 1884 Truth
13 Mar. 375/2 We should be losers rather than gainers.

t Gainery. Obs, [ad. OF. gaignerie, gaaig-
nerie, tillage of ground, etc. Cf. Gain vfi and
Gainage.] a. A farm. b. (See quot. 1670.)
1424 A". E. Wilts (1882) 57 All myn other howshold, saf

suche as longeth to be gamerye [tread gamerye |. 1670
Blount Law Diet,, Gainery (Fr. gaignerie), Tillage or
Tilling, or the Profit raised of Tillage, or of the Beasts used
therein.

Gainesse, obs. form of Gayness.

Gainful (g^-nful), a. [f. Gain sb? + -fll.]
1. Productive of gain or profit

;
profitable, advan-

tageous. Now rare exc. as in b.

1555 Bale in Strype Keel. Mem. III. App. xxxix. 108 It

promiseth ful remission of our sins thro Christ's gainful
sufferings. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 144, I hope.,
that your skill in navigation shall be gaineful unto you.
1658 Whole Duty Man ii. § 18. 19 We are to consider it,

as the gainfullest, as the joyfullest day of the week. 1861
M. Arnold Pop. Edttc France Introd. 36 An intervention
gainful and agreeable to friends, injurious and irritating

to enemies. 1884 Manch. Exam. 14 Nov. 5/3 They have
no objection to the expedition, which will be gainful to
them in many ways.

b. esp. Leading to pecuniary gain ; lucrative,

remunerative.

1561 T. Norton Calvins Inst. iv. 86 By this pretence
they make moste gainefull markets. 1610 Holland Camden s

Brit. 1. 717 The Hollanders and Zelanders. .make a very
gaineful trade thereof [herrings]. 169a Sou \n Serin. (1697) I.

540 He will da/le his Eyes . . with the luscious Proposal ofsome
gainfull Purchase. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Savage Wks.
III. 252 Savage, .then attempted a more gainful kind of
writing. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. # Scott. 302 It is likely
to turn out a very gainful undertaking. 1824 Miss Mrr-
kord Village Ser. 1. (1863) 104 She. .speedily established
a regular and gainful trade in milk. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876* IV. xvii. 85 The gainful Crafts of the goldsmith
and the moneyer.
P In the following quot. gainful Is treated in some Diets.

(after Sympson) as a different word, f. Gain prep., and
meaning * untractable, fractious'; but the context seems
to admit of the interpretation 'lucrative'.

1621 Fletcher Pilgrim iv. iii. (1647J You will find him
gainfull, but be sure ye curb him.

2. Of persons and their actions : Bent upon
making gain ; adapted to make gain. rare.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 26 Ah, for these gain-
ful men—somewhat indeed Their sails are rent, their bark
beat. 1871 Smiles Charac. xi. (1876) 308 Withdrawing the
mind from thoughts that are wholly gainful, by taking it

out of its daily rut. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. II. 66 Men
make gainful plans for the future without any reference to
God.

Hence Gai'nfully adv., Gainfulness.
1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par, 2 Cor. ix. 8 God.. is

sufficiently able.. to make your almesdedes gaynfully to
returne vnto you. 1628 Strafiord in Browning /,//£• (1891)
292, I am. .gainfully, commodiously seated for the service
both of king and people. 1646 Jenkyn Remora 30 The
toothsom gainfullnesse of a silver shrine. 1668 Howe
Bless. Righteous 11825) ID3 If Vou would comprehend the
gainfulness [of godliness] fully. 1868 Maine Vill. Commun.
(1876) 393 The Bar is getting to be more and more pre-
ferred to Government service . . both on the score of its

Vol. IV.

gainfulness and on the score of its independence- 1880
Nat. Respons. Opium Trade 27 Drawbacks to the gainful-
ness of the opium trade to India.

Gain-giving, vbl. sb. [f. Gaiv- prefix 2

+ Giving vbl. sb.)

f 1. A giving in return, making return. Obs.

1375 Barbouh Bruce i. 115 Had }e. .consid^ryt his vsage
That gryppyt ay, but gayne-gevyng.
2. A misgiving. Obs. exc. arch.
1602 Shaks. Ham. x. ii, 226 It is but foolery; but it is

such a kinde of gain-gitnng as would perhaps trouble
a woman. 1887 S. Coleridge Demetrius n There crept
over Hie mother's heart a gaingiving undefined but strong
and deep.

Gaining fgtTi,nirj), vbl. sbl [f. Gain v.- +
-INGl.]

1. The action of the vb. Gain -.

a }$$1 Udall Royster D. 11. iii. (Arb.) 36 No man com-
plainyng. . For losse or for gainyng. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple Isl. in. xix, His gaining is their losse, his treasure
their distressing. 1652 Milton in Four C. Eng. Lett. 99
The gaineing of those four languages. 1745 PlcroN L'poot
Munic. Rcc. (1886) II. 109 For the gaining of more certain
intelligence. 1879 Casseli's Techn. Educ. IV. 396/2 This
movement is slightly in excess of the circumferential velo-

city of the front rollers.. and the excess is called the 'gain-
ing ' of the carriage.

2. cotter, esp. in plur. : That which is gained
;

profits, emoluments.
a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 279 Tell me where thy

purchase lies, and show What thy advantage is above
below : But if thy gainings do surmount expression, Why
doth [etc. J. 1824 Mrs. Sherwood Waste Not 11. 5 Such
poor gainings too as you have. I should not wonder, if

you had never touched a farthing of the old lady's money.

Gaining (g^'nin), vbl. sb.- [f. Gain vA] The
cutting of gains (see Gain sb.&) in wood. la

Comb, gaining-machine, a machine for cutting

gains in a beam.
1874 in Knight Diet. Mech.

Gaining, ppl. a. [f. Gain v.2 + -inc;2.] That
gains, in various senses of the verb. + Of manner,
etc.: Winning. Gaining-twist : in rifled fire-arms,

a twist of the grooves that increases regularly

toward the muzzle (Brande & Cox 1866).
1642 Rohkrs Xaainau 451 Thoy keep all they haue, and

still are on the gaining hand till they attain their desire.

1731 WoDROW Corr. (1843) III. 481 Though I take it to
be your duty to write to him, and perhaps in such soft and
gaining terms, yet I fear he is so stiff and self-willed, some-
what more of salt would have been as effectual. < 1685
Halifax Char.tL'has. II (1750) 33 A plain, gaining, well-
bred, recommending kind of Wit. 1755 Magens Insurances
II. 141 Whenever the Goods come to a gaining Market.,
and when they come to a losing Market. 1880 Antrim A>

Doivn Gloss. , Gaining, winsome, loving.

t Garn-legged, a.

1593 PEELE Citron. Edw. /, Ciija, But if kinde Cambria
deigne me good aspect, He short that gainlegd Longshanke
by the top.

t Gai'iiless, a. 1 Obs. rare. In 3 gaghennlaes.
[f. Gain sb. 1 + -less.] Of no avail.
( izoo Okmin 13946 Annd tanne waere uss ga3hennlaes

batt Crist wass daed o rode.

Gainless (g^'nles), a? [f. Gain sb.- + -less.]

1. Producing no gain ; unprofitable ; useless.

1640 O. Sedcwicke Christs Counsell 39 For our com-
munion with God, it will grow more strange, less confident,
and more gainless. 1654 Hammond Ansio. Animadv.
Ignat. ii. § 1. 24 The several gainlesse paines that his sharp
Animadversion hath.. cost each of us. 1658 Whole Duty
Man vi. § 14 (1687) 56 It is not only gainless, but painful
and uneasie also. 1878 Swinburne Poems -V Ball. Ser. 11.

76 Some gainless glimpse of Proserpine's veiled head.

2. nonce-use. Indifferent to gain.
1876 J. Martineau Hours Th. (1877) 24 The godless lover

of gain and the gainless lover of God are fanatics both.

Hence Gainlessness, the state of being gainless.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. r 23 And the parallel holds too,

in the gainlesness as well as laboriousness of the work.

Gainly (gtTi 'nli\ a. Forms : 4 gaynlych,
gaynly, 9 {Sc ganelie) gainly. [f. Gain a. +
-LYl.]

1. Proper, snjtable, becoming. Obs. exc. Se. dial.
13. . Sir Beucs (A.) 3103 pe mesager spak a gainli word

before ."pemperur is bord. 1825-80 Jamieson, Ganelie,
proper, becoming, decent. Loth.

t 2. Ready to help, kindly, gracious. Obs.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. K 728 "pat nas neuer pyn note.,

pat art so gaynly a god & of goste mylde !

3. a. Of conduct : Graceful, tactful, b. Of bodily
form, attitude, or movement : The reverse of un-
gainly; graceful, shapely.
1855 Mavhew Wond. Sc. xiv. (1862) 317 The curls .. had

now been displaced, and the hair twisted into the more
womanly, but less gainly, protuberance at the back. 1871
Hamilton in Bp. Hall's Mcdit. Life 24 By his prudent and
gainly conduct he reclaimed all the refractory. 1886 C.
Gibbon Clare o/Claresmede II. i. 8 She remembered a tall,

gainly youth, with dark hair and eyes.

Hence Ctai'nliness.
1886 C. Gibbon Clare of Claresmcdc II. xii. 195 There

was as little goodness in his spirit as there was gainlhiess
in his appearance. 1894 Do Maurikr Trilby iii. 142 The
symmetry and the gainliness of the athlete.

Gainly (g^'-nli), adv. Obs. exc. dial. Forms

:

3 Orm. ge;5nlike, 4 gayn(e-, gein-,geynliche,
-ly> 7 gainely, 7, 9 gainly. [f. Gain a. + -lv 2.]

]

1. Suitably, fitly, conveniently, readily.

c izoo Okmin 18084 Patt wa»» 'noh ge^nlike don Sc all

wibp Godess wille. 13.. Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 476 He g!ent
vpon syr Gawen, & gaynly he sayde. c 1350 Will. Palerue
744 Whan he geinliche was greiped lie gript bis mantel,
1600 Holland Livy 1. xxxiv. (1600) 25 An eagle set it [his

bonnet] gainly and handsomely on his head againe [L.
capiti apte reponit\. 1601 — Pliny II. 13 Conuenient allies

betweene to giue. .passage for men to come and goe gainely.
1876 Whitby Gloss., Gainly, adv. eligibly situated. i88z
W. Wore. Gloss., Gainly, quickly, handily.

t 2. Thoroughly, completely ; very (with adjs.).

c 1350 Will. Palernc 636, I schal burth craft bat ich kan
keuer 50U, I hope. Mow I geten a grece bat I gaynli knowe.
Ibid. 3553 per-of )>e king was geynli glad and graunted his

wille. 1642 H. Moke Song of Soul n. App. x.xxv, A while
this Universe here we will feign Corporeal!, till we have
gainly tride, If ought that's bodily may infinite abide.

tGai'nor 1
. Law. Obs. rare. Also 7 gainour,

gainure. [ad. OF . gaigneure, gaaigneure tillage.

See Gain v.'6 and Gainage.] Tillage, cultivation
;

in phrase hi gainor, designating land in the

occupation of a socage tenant.

1607 Cowell Interpr. s. v. Gainage, The oxegang is

alwaies of a thing that lyeth in gainor. 1610 \V. Folkinc-
ham Art of Survey II. vii. 60 1'ouala is properly vsed of
Lands in Gainour, viz. vsually plowed. .It is not reputed in
Demesne, but in Gainor. 1670 Blount Law Diet., Gainure,
tillage.

t Gainor 2
. Law. Obs. rare~ l

. [ad. OF.
gaigneu}-, gaaignor etc., a husbandman. See
Gain z>.3] A cultivator, husbandman.
1607 Cowkll Interpr. s.v. Gainage, Gainor.. is used of

a sokemnn that hath such land 111 his occupation.

t Gai*npain. Obs. In?6gaynepayiie. [a. OF.
gaigncpain (in 13th c. wagnepan . a sort of gauntlet.

Commonly identified with the F. gagnepain, lit.

'bread-winner' (f. stem ofgagner Gain v.- + pain
bread),which is recorded from the 1 7th c. in the sense
' tool by which one gains one's bread ', but is prob.
of much older formation, as it appears e 1320 in

Eng. as Weine-pain {Sir Bates 926;, in the sense
1 man who has to earn his bread '. This derivation

does not seem to suit the sense 'gauntlet', and
perh. two distinct words have been confounded by
popular etymology ; the sense of * sword ' is hardly

authenticated even in Fr. ; if genuine, it may well

have been a casual application of the surviving

word.]

1. A sort of gauntlet.
e 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. exxii. 11869} 64 Swich

continence thus doubled is cleped of summe men gayn
payn, For bi it is wunne the bred bi the whiche is

fulfilled the herte of mankynde and that was figured beer
bifore in the bred that Dautd askede For Achimelech wolde
nevere graunte it him ne take it him bifore that he wiste
he was glooued and armed with gayn paynes. 1c 1500
Rom. Monk Sion Coll. MS.) (Hafiiwellt, Affter I tooke
the gaynepaynes and the swerd with which I gurde me,
and sithe whane I was thus armed, I putte the targe to
my side.

\ 2. Explained in accordance with the Fr. diets.,

as * The ancient name of the sword used at tourna-

ments '. But evidence of the Eng. use of the word
in this sense is wanting.
1824 Mevrick Antient Armour III. Gloss., Gayue-payne,

an English name for a large sword without point, from the
French gagnepain. The appellation was transferred from the
field of battle to the tilt-yard, having been the bread-earner
of the soldier. 1847 in Halliwki.l ; and in mod. Diets.

t Gains, prep. Obs. Forms: 3 yeynes, 4
gaynes, gaines, gains, [f. GMS prep. - genitive

ending •«
; perh. to be regarded as short form of

OE. togegnes : see Against.]
C 1275 Serving Christ 7 in O. E. Misc. 90 Yef we habbeb

werkes yeynes bi wille wrauht. a 1300 Cursor M. i6f>o6
' Fader ', he said, ' for-giue bou bairn pat bai do gains me '.

Ibid. 24845 pe wind ras gains pain vnride.

Gainsay g£"ns?), sb. [f. next; cf. gainsaw
{GMx-pref. 1).] fa. A matter of dispute, a moot
question {obs.). b. Contradiction.

1559 Cox in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. xxii. 60 The matter
of images hath always been a gainsay sith they entred first

into the Church. 1601 W. Watson Dccacordon (1602) 317
To allow, admit, ratifie and confirme without all gainesay,
controlment, or contradiction. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk.,
Sleepy Hollow led. 2) it. 371 He.. was the umpire in all

disputes, setting his hat on one side, and giving his decisions
with an air and tone that admitted of no gainsay or appeal.
1889 F. Hall in Nation (N. Y.) XLIX. 334/2 He has,

beyond gainsay, established his intrepidity, if nothing else.

Gainsay g^'nst71 , g?^'),?. Inflected -say-

ing, -said (rarely -sayed). [f. Gain- pre/. 1 +
Say v. Now a purely literary word, and slightly

arch. The stress is even or variable ; the vbl. sb.

is commonly gar n saying. In gainsaid the last

syllable is usually (-St
7id), not (-sed).]

1. trans. To deny.
a 1300 Cursor M. 883 (G«"itt.) All bis may scho nognt gain

say. c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. ti8io) 154 If he it geynsay,
I wille proue it on him. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 1. i. 8
Yf it happene that y> said aduersarye delyuer deffences &
wyll gaynsaye it. 1530 Palsgb. 560/1 If I have sayd it I

wyll nat gayne saye it. <. 1570 Pride fy Lozul. 1841^ 22
That this is true and may not be denyed, I wyll averre,

and yf he it gayne say, I am content by verdict it be tryed.

a 1619 Fotherjiy Atluom. 1. viii. § 1. (1622) 55 He, which
dare gain-say a thing so generally received. 168a Bcnyan

82
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Holy War 113 He that gainsays the truth of this must lie

against his Soul. 17*8 T. Sheridan Persius vi. (1739) 91
Gainsay it if you dare. 1826 E. Irving Babylon II. vn.
168 Whether he will in person appear.. we dare neither say
nor gainsay. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. {1876) I. vi.

498 Facts which cannot be gainsayed. 1874 Dasent Tales

Jr. Fjeld 350 So when the Sheriff asked him Matt did not
gainsay that he had slain the parson.

2. To speak against, contradict.

c 1340 Cursor M. 14S17 (Fairf.) Nane man may him
gaine-sagh. [The other texts have sb.) c 1450 St. Citthberl

(Surtees) 2086 Bot oft tymesschortely him gainsayed. 1581

J. Bell Haddon's Ausru. Osor. 506 Not we onelye do
gaynesay you, but the whole authority of Gods Testament
doth determine agaynst you. 1689-92 Locke Toleration
in. x. Wlcs. 1727 II. 463 And that certainly you may think
safely, and without fear of being gain-said. 1742 K. Blair
Grave 230 The Grave gainsays the smooth-complexion'd
Flattery, And with blunt Truth acquaints us what we are.

1874 Carpenter Mcnt. Phys. 1. viii. (1879) 374 We have
evidence that can scarcely be gainsaid.

3. To speak or act against, oppose, hinder.
c 1340 Cursor M. 5769 (Trm.) pat bei not gem seye [earlier

texts say again] my sonde wij> my tokenes bou shalt hem
fonde. c 1440 York Myst. x. 198 My lord god will I noght
gayne-saye. c 1489 Caxton Blanckardyn xxxviii. 143
That wold hem lete or gaynsey thentre therof. 1550
Crowley Way to Wealth Biv, No man durste gaine saye
your doinges for feare of displeasure. 1601 R. Johnson
Kingd. <y Commiv. (1603* 34 The waters. .gainsaid and put
a period to their further progresses. 1667 Milton P. L. ix.

1 158 Too facil then thou didst not much gainsay, Nay.
didst permit, approve, and fair dismiss. 1768 Beattie
Miustr. 1. xlix, Or shall frail man heaven's dread decree
gainsay. 1826 Scott Woodst. ii,

' Yet be ruled, dearest
father, and submit to that which we cannot gainsay.' 1852
M. Arnold Empedocles on Etna 1. ii, Why is it, that still

Man., believes Nature outraged if his will's gainsaid?

4. To refuse, rare.

c 1330 R. Brunne C/irou. (1810) 9 Kynewolf. .toke be feaute
of be kynges alle. .Bot of Kent and Lyndesayand Northum-
berland, pise pre kynges geynsaid it hym. c 1532 Dewes
Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 923 To be gainsayeng and refusyng
good counsayle. 1575 R. B. Apftius <y virg. in Hazl.
Dodsley IV. 126 Would I gainsay her tender skin to bathe,
where I do wash? 1667 Pei'YS Diary (1879) IV. 310 It is

not in his nature to gainsay anything that relates to his

pleasures.

Gainsayer gt7l'ns^|3i\ [f. prec. +-IR 1
.] One

who gainsays, speaks against or opposes.
1435 Misyn Fire of Love n. iii. 73 pat gostly songe with

bodily acordis not ; & be cause & be errour of gaynsayars.

1549 Latimer -i,rd Serin, be/. Kdw. VI (Arb.) 76 Ther were
gainsaiars that spurned, .that whympered agaynste him.
1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. ii. § 2 Able to bring such proofe
of their certaintie, as may satisfie gaine-sayers. 1651 N.
Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng 11. i. (1739) 7 The King may dis-

solve the Parliament at his pleasure, and all gainsayers are
Traitors. 1725 Swiet Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11.

76 With the universal approbation of all people, without
one single gains;tyer. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (1858) 362
Military Dictators, each with his district, to coerce the
Royalist and other gainsayers. 1841-4 Kmhrson Ess. Ser.

1. iv. (1876) 113 Then you put all gainsayers in the wrong.

Gainsaying (gc^ns^'iin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -IKO '.] The action of the vb. Gainsay. Without
gainsaying: without contradiction, unquestionably.

c 1330 R Brunne Chrou. (1810) 104 His brober Henry is

heyre . . Of alle Normundie, withouten geynsayng. 1375
Barbour Bruce I. 580 Than thocht he to have the leding
Off all Scotland, but gane-saying. 1485 Caxton Paris A>

V. 19 That was withoute ouy gaynsayeng. 1549 Act 3 <$ 4
Edw. VI', c. 3. § 2 Lords.. might approve themselves of
their Wastes, .notwithstanding the Gainsaying and Con-
tradiction of their Tenants. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 1

The same endured many a storm of gaine-saying or opposi-

tion. 1719 De Foe Crusoe II. iv, There was no gainsaying
it 1873 Ouida Fascarel I. 53 In that gentle way of his
which, as you know, there is no gainsaying.

Gainsaying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing^.]

Given to contradict ion, contumacious. Hence
t G-ai nsayingness.
1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A. m. iv. 173 He ought to lese

hys bed whiche is rebell and gainsainge in ordynaunce of
a bataylle. 1611 Bible Rom. x. 21 A disobedient and
gainesaying people. 1648 J. Goodwin 1 'oungling Elder 65
The grace of God.. takes away all actuall rebelltousnesse
or gainsayingnesse of the will.

Gainshire fe7i 'n[bi), sb. dial. [prob. a local

survival of Gainchake.] a. (Sec quot. 1814..)

b. Sheffield Cutlery. A barb on the tang of a knife,

to prevent its being pulled out of the handle.

So Gainshire v.
y
to barb (a tang).

1814 Pkcge Suppl. to Grose, Gain-shire or Gain-shere, the
barb of a fishing-hook, Derb. 1820 Specif. Bnnvnills
Patent No. 4474 As a further security for the keeping
on of the cap I spread or beat out the end of the tang, if

a round tang, or make what is called a gainshire. 1888

Slieffield Gloss, s. v., When the tang of a knife is notched
in various places, like a barbed arrow, so that when driven

into the handle it will not come out, it is said tobegainshired.

t Gainsome, a. 1 Obs. rare. [f. Gain sb* +
-some.] Profitable, lucrative, advantageous.
1569 K. Hake Neives Pcnvles Churchyarde (1579) D ij,

They stick not it to call A gainesome Occupation. 1646
Tythe-Gatherers no Gospel Officers 18 Free for every man
to betake himselfe to which of them he pleases, and thinkes
will prove most gainsome and beneficiall to him.

Gai'nsome, a.'~ Obs. exc. dial. [f. Gain a.

+ -SOME.] Ready, prompt, ? + willing to assist.

1626 Massincer Rom. Actor iv. ii, To personate a gentle-

man, noble, wise, Faithful, and gainsome. 1889 N. W.
Line. Gloss, (ed.2), Gainsome, expert, handy.

Gainst, prep. Also 'gainst. [Rather a poetic

aphetizing of Against than the direct descendant
of Gain, Gains. For other examples see Against.]
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 38 Both firmely armd for every

hard assay, With constancy and care, gainst daunger and
dismay. 1590 Marlowe Ediv. II, 111. ii, A bloody part,

flatly gainst law of arms ! 1601 WeeVBB Mirr. Mart. D iv,

That gainst the Pope I should in no wise stand. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, exxxi, A strange Doctrine
Irrelative ; but lately vrg'd 'Gainst Harrie's Title.

t Gainstand, sb. Obs. rare. [f. Gain- pre/. 1

+ Stand sb.] Opposition, resistance.

C1470 Harding Chrou. en. ix, Tharchbyshop Egbert. .the
primacye and pall brought to Yorkes lande, graunted
without gaynstand. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 437
We. .At oure plesour agane 30W ma proceid, Without gane-
stand of 30W or ony dreid.

Gainstand 'g^'nstarnd), v. Obs. or arch. [f.

G.ws-pref. 1 + Stand v. Common down to c 1650,

after which it falls out of use, except as an
archaism.] trans. To withstand, oppose, resist.

c 1400 A/ol. Loll. 25 Ilk crature wib God au;t to 5enstond
falshed. c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt iSurteesi 4932 And he na power
had To gayne stande bairn in batayle. 1552 Lyndesay
Monarche 5222 The kyng of Kyngis he sail ganestand.
1563-83 Foxe A. <y ill. (1583) II. 1255/2 Vnless theyr pur-
pose be vtterly to impugne & gainstand the scripture.

1653 Urquhaht Rabelais 1. liii, They make avassal to gain-

stand his Lord. 1839 Bailey Festus xxx. (1848,1 342 And
seek ye to gainstand the faith in God?
fb. In northern dialects the pr. pple. was used

in 1
4-

1 5th c. in the phr. not gainstanding^ Not-
withstanding.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Justin 44 Hou Eraclius be

emperoure . . be son of Cosdre slew in ficht nocht-gand-
standine his gret mycht. C1440 York Myst. x. 55 Noght
gaynestanding our grete eelde A semely sone he has vs sente.

Hence Gainsta -nding vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Gainsta nder. an opposer, opponent.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi[i]. 9 [8] Fra gayn standand

[L. a resistentih/s] til bi right hand ; kepe me as be appile of

beeghe. < 1450 Lay Folks Mass Bk. Bidding Prayer iii.

69 Gaynstanding and restrenyng of bare power. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 414 Sen Weill we wait na gane-
standing to get. c 1575 Balfour Practicks (1754) 22 Nane
sail be repute as loyall . . subjectis to our soverane Lord
..bot be puneisabill as rebellaris and ganestandaris of the

samin. 1637 Gillespie Fng. Pop. Cerem. m. iii. 44 Their
poore shifts are too weake for gainstanding it. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk A> Selv. 7 He is, at the same time the evil

thing is done, as much the cause of the gainstanding good
that is not done. 1825 Scott Taltsm. xi, The three lions

passant of England . . must take precedence of beast, fish

or fowl, or woe worth the gainstandcr.

+ Gainstri ve,^- Obs. [T.Gain-i + Strive v.]

1. trans. To strive against, oppose.
1549-62 Stebkhold & H. Ps. t Da /acem, The Word to

offer thou dost not slacke, Which we unkindly gaine-strive.

1557 Ghimald Cicero's Death 47 in TottePs Misc. (Arb.)

124 In case yet all the fates gaynstriue vs not. 1590
Sienskr /'". Q. 11. iv. 14 In his strong amies he stifly him
embraste, Who him gain-striving nought at all prevaild.

2. iulr. To make resistance.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vii. 12 Whenever in his powre He
may them catch, unable to gainestrive.

Hence f Gainstriving vbl. sb.

1533 Golding Calvin on Dent. lxix. 423 We must hold on
in so doing, what hardnes and gainestriuing soeuer wee
meete withal 1601 Dent Pathiv. Heav. 94 You which yse

no meanes at all, nor any gainestriuing, but willingly giue

place to the Diuell.

1 Gainturn. Obs. [f. Gxis-pref. 3 + Turn sb.]

A turning back ; an evasion.

a 1225 Leg-. Kath. 21 18 Bute }ef bu be timlukcr do be i be

^einturn. t 1350 Will. Palernc 3552 No ?ain-torn schuld
lette- 1566 Knox Hist. Reform. Wks. 1846 I. 210 At leoth

the Scotchmen gave back, and fled without gane turne.

Gain-twist. U.S. [f. Gain v.* + Twist sb.]

A rifle with a gaining-twist (see Gaining///, a.).

1867 F. H. LUDLOW Fleeing- to Tarshish 166, I done it

once, when Judge Lynch sot on a bush whacker, and I d
rather give my best gain-twist than do it again.

t Gainward, prep. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gain-

pref. 1 + -ward : see Againwaro.] Towards,

facing, over against.

a 1541 Wvatt Poet. Wks. (1861) 161 For I with spur and
sail ^0 seek the Thames, Gainward the sun.

t Gainy, a. Obs. rare. In 6 geanie, 7 ganey.

[f. Gain j&fl (Vand^.i) + -T*.] a. Profitable,

advantageous, b. Of the nature of gain.

1573 Tlsser Husb. (1S78) 8 Loiterers I kept so meanie ..

that, that waie nothing geanie, was thought to make me
thriue. 1614 Scourge ofVenus B vij b, And when you seeke

to gaine the lone of such Let my experience thus much you
assure They Fawlcon-like stoop to a ganey lure.

T Gainyield, sb. Obs. Sc. Forms : 6 gayn-,

gen^eild, gan^eld, gau^ell, ger^ell. [f. Gain-

pref. 2 + Yield sb. (ON. had gagngialti as a law

term). The normal stress was on the first syllable

(whence the forms gan-, genyell), but in verse the

stress varies.] Recompense, return, reward.

1513 Douglas sEneis 11. tx. 54 The goddis mocht condingly
the for5eld, Eftir thi desert rendring sic gan^eld. Ibid. \ if.

viii. 43 Set the to ganestand Thir perellis, but all thankis or

gaynjeild. 1568 Balnevis in Banuatyne MS. (Hunter.
Club) 392 Out of thair schynnis the substance rynnis, Thay
gett no genyell ellis. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xx. 62

At thame rycht fane or els be slane : That ganjell will thay
5eild,

t Gain-yie*ld, v. Obs. [f. Gain- pre/, i +
Yields.] trans. To give in return, make return of.

J43S Misvn Fire ofLove 1. xxvi. 55 If bou berfore desires
be lufyd, lufe, for lufe gayn-^eldis J>e self.

Gaip, obs. form of Gape.
Gair (gfV. Sc. and north, dial. Also gare. [a.

Oy.geire wk. masc, of the same meaning = OE.
gdra Goke sb.] An isolated strip of tender grass.
1807 A. Duncan Dis. Sheep in Prize Ess. High!. Soe.

Scott. III. 524 Heath intermixed with gairs, that is, strips

of very tine grass. 1818 Hogg Broivnie Bodsbeck I. 37
They had amaist gane wi'a' the gairs i' our North Grain.
1880 Edwards Mod. Scot. Poets I. 34 The martyrs .. For-
gathered on some green gair. i88z J. Hardy in Proc.
Be-nv. Nat. Club IX. No. 3. 452 These 'green gairs'. and
the patches of marshy ground broke up the continuity of
the heather. 1893 Xorihumbld. Gloss, s. v., A gair is a
bright, green, grassy spot, surrounded by bent or heather.
Also an irregular strip of green turf running down the side
of a moorland hill.

Gair : see (jare.

Gaird, Gairdone, Sc. var. GuABD, Guerdon.
Gairfish, obs. form of Garfish.
Gairfowl, Gairish: see Garefowl, Garish.
Gairth, Sc. form of Garth.
Gais, obs. Sc. form of Gauze.
Gaisling, Sc. form of Gosling.
Gaison, var. Geason, Obs.

Gaiss, obs. Sc. form of Guess.
Gaist, Sc. form of Ghost ; obs. form of Guest.

Gait (g^'t , sb. 1 Also 6-8 gate, 7 gaite. [A
particular use of Gate sb.'*, q. v. for the other senses,

now chiefly Sc. and dial., 'way 1

, 'road', 'going',
1 course ', etc.

Until the 17th c. the spelling gait was rare exc. Sc. ;

before the middle of the 18th c. it became universal for

this sense of the word, which was the only one that survived

in general literary u*e.]

Manner of walking or stepping, bearing or carriage

while moving, walk, step.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Polys (1570^ 19 Their gate and
ooke proude and abnominable. 1591 Spknser M. Hubberd
600 Scarse thy legs uphold thy feeble gate. 1660 Stanley
Hist. Philos. ix. (1701) 372/1 He considered their presence

and their gaite, and the whole motion of their body.
1663 Butler Had. 1. 1. 427 He was well stay'd. and in his

gate Preserv'd a Grave, Majesuek State. 1736-2 Swift
Gulliver 1. iv, We can plainly discover one of his heels

higher than the other; which gives him a hobble in his

gait. 175a Fiklding Amelia 111. xi, With this face and
in the most solemn gait she approached Amelia. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 192 Its restless gait and odd
chuckling sound distinguish it sufficiently from all other

birds. 1806-7 J- BereskoiD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)

in. Introd., My limping gait. 1834 McMuktrie Cuviers
Auim. A'iugd. 338 Their gait in general is very slow.

1863 Kingsley Hercw. \, He was more fit from his gait to

be a knight than a monk.
fig. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library {1892 I. vii. 241

Our great writers generally settle down to a stately but
monotonous gait, after the fashion of Johnson.

b. pi.
}
esp. of a Irorse : Paces.

1684 Loud. Gaz. No. i9i6 /
4 Lost. .a black Gelding. .the

near Foot behind White, a small Star, and all his gates

very well. 1709 Ibid. No. 4540/8 Stoln or strayed .. a Bay
Gelding.. hatn all his Gates. ^1717 Parnkll Anacreontic
vii, Cupid mock'd his stammring Tongue With all bis

staggring Gaits. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 195

In photographing the various gaits of a saddle horse, it is

best to [etc.].

C. Cotnb.: f gait-trip, manner of walking.

1583 Stanvhurst sEueis 1. ^rb.)4o Too moothers coun-

sayl thee fyrye Cupido doth harcken Of puts he his feathers,

fauoring with gatetrip lulus.

Hence Gai ted ///. a., having a (specified) gait

or manner of walking or stepping.

1588 Smaks. /,. L. L. in. i. 56 You must send the Asse
vpon the Horse for he is verie slow gated. 1593 — Rich.

II, 111. ii. 15 Let thy Spiders, that suck vp thy Venome,
And heauie-gated Toades lye in their way. 1593 Nasiie
Christ's T. (1613) 128 So many, .heauy-gated lumberers

into the Ministry are stumbled. 171a Loud. Gaz. No.
5037/15 Lost ..a. .Gelding, .extraordinary well Gated.

Gait (g^l),.^.- dial. Also8geate. (Seequots.)
1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. Gloss. II. 330 Gait, a single

sheaf of corn, bound near the top, and set upon its butts.

1799 J. Koiiertson Agric. Perth 158 When the geates are

dry, or ready to be gathered in. 18*5 Loudon Agric. § 2940
When the single sheaves (gaites) have remained in this posi-

tion for a few days, if [etc.l. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss.,

Gait, sheaves set up singly in a corn field.

Gait (g^t), sb.'* dial. [app. a special use of

Gatk m?. act of going ; cf. Gam: in the same

sense.] (See quot. 1S54.)

1817 Clare She/h. Cat. 162 Or gait of water frorn^ the

pump to fetch. 1854 Miss Baker Northamptonsh. Gloss.

s. v., A gait of water is two buckets carried with a

yoke ; evidently from gait a going, as much as a man can

walk with.

Gait (g^t), P*1 dial. Also Sgate,geat. [f.GAlT

sb.'-] trans. To set up (reaped coin) in single

sheaves or ' gaits ' to dry.

1797 Bailey & Cui.lev l'ien> Agric. Northumbld. 95
Wheat is set up in stooks of twelve sheaves each ; oats and
barley are ('gated ') set up in single sheaves. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric.ll.yg4 Gaiting and hutting the corn.

1844 Stephens Bk. ofFarm IILio66, I would not hesitate

to gait any sort of oats when wet with dew in the morning.

Hence Gaiting vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

;

also concr. = Gait sb:*

1799 J. Robertson Ap'ic. Perth 157 This practice is

provmcially called geatlQg. 1835 Bkockett ^V. Country

ll'ds. t
Gaitings t single sheaves of corn set up to dry.



GAIT.

Gait (g^'t), v.2 dial, or iechn. [app. f. gait

Gate sb? ; cf. ' to set Agate \] trans. To put in

working order, fix up.

1846 Brocket?* N. Country //'7ft. (ed. 3) s. v., To gait in

Lancashire, is to prepare a loom for weaving. 1869 Fug.
Mech. 12 Nov. 217/3 Will any of your numerous readers be
kind enough to inform me of the best plan of gaiting a
pair of cart wheels, so that they run with ease and free-

dom? Ibid. 26 Nov. 264/3 ' Lancasterian ' may gait his

wheels by placing a straight edge to the back of the nave,

parallel with the face of the spoke, then take the level [read
bevel] along the inside of the buss [etc.]. 1895 Bury Times
6 Apr. 6/3 He had gaited a great many looms.

Gait, northern form of Goat.
Gait, var. Get sb. Sc, offspring, child.

Gaiteil, sb, dial. [? dial. pron. otgaiting, f. Gait
v.^ + ing. 1

] = Gait sbM Hence ; V) Ctaiten v. --

GAIT P.1 ; Gaitning- vbl. sb., G-aitner (seequots.}.
1831 Loudon Agric, (ed. 2) § 3176 Gaiting, or gaitning,

as it is called in Northumberland. Ibid., The gaitner

follows immediately after about eight or nine sheaves have
been cut and laid down. Ibid., He.. brings the gaitning
(sheaf' up to the left knee. Ibid., Gaitned sheaves are not
good to keep standing in stormy weather. 1893 tforthnmbid.
Gloss., Gatcn, Gaiteen, or Gaitiu, a single sheaf of corn set

on its end in a harvest field to dry.

Gaiter Cg^'tM), sb*1 [a. F. guitre (in 15th c.

gitietre ; of unknown origin ; there are Rom. syn-

onyms without >; as WnWoon guett, Sardinian ghetta,

mod.Pr. gueto : sec Korting Lat. Rom. Wb. s.v.]

1. A covering of cloth, leather, etc. for the ankle,

or ankle and lower leg.

1775 [c f- half-gaiter • see Half II. 1]. i8oz C. James
Mutt, Diet., Gaiters, a sort of spatterdashes, usually made
of cloth, and are either long, as reaching to the knee, or
short as only reaching just above the ancle ; the latter are
termed half-gaiters. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr.,
Theatre 71 Lax in their gaiters, laxer in their gait. 1837
Dickkns Pickiv. xii, Mr. Weller was furnished with.. light
breeches and gaiters. 1865 — Mut. /•>. 1. v, Thick leather
gaiters. 1880 Plain Knitting 19 Gaiters (i.e. legs of stockings
without feet) . . are very useful to those who are obliged to
walk out in all weathers. 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar
11. xvi, Parson Christian stood near her in silk gaiters.

2. U.S. (Seequots.)
1864 Webster, Gaiter, 2 a kind of shoe, consisting chiefly

of cloth, and covering the ankle. 1889 Century Diet., Gaiter,
Now, also, a shoe of similar form, with or without cloth,
generally with an insertion of elastic on each side.

3. altrib. and Comb., as gaiter-maker; -strap.
1862 Caklyle Fredk. Gt. ix. x. (1S65) III. 152 From big

guns and wagon-horses down to gun-flints and gaiter-straps.

1894 Daily News 29 Dec. 3/6 Her husband was a gaiter
maker.

Gai'ter, sb$ Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 gate
treow, 4-5 gaitrys, gattris, gaytre, 6 gadrise,
gaten(-tree), gater, (8 garter), 6-9 gatteu,

7-9 gatt(e', ridge, gatter. gaiter. [The OE. gate
tre'ow = goat's tree ; but app. this has mixed with a
synonym of which the OE. form, if it existed, would
be *gdle hris (Art's, Risk, bush). The forms are

partly northern, with {e) for OE. a, and partly

exhibit the vowel-shortening common in the first

element of compounds.] A name properly belong-
ing to the Dogwood ( Comus sanguined), but in

various districts applied to other similar shrubs, as

theSp'\nd\z-tree (£t<ony;nuseuropn'us . Aho attrib.

in gaiter-berry, -bush, -tree.

c 1000 Saxon Leechd. II. 86 Wib ba^re adl be mon hxt
circul adl, genim..gatetreow. .wyl on wsetre swibe. c 1386
Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 145 Laxatyues. Of catapuce, or of
gaitrys [vrr. gaytres, gaytrys, gattris, gaytre] beryls. 1548
[see Dog-tree i]. 1578 Lyte Dodocns VI. li. 725 Dogge
berie or Gatten tree. 1597 Gerarde Herbal/ in. cv. (1633)
1467 In the North Country they call it Gaten tree or Gater-
tree. 1660 Ray Catalog. Plant. Cantab. 39 Comusfarmina
. .Dogberry or Gatter tree. 1691 — S.Sr « Country li'ds.,

Gatteridge-iree is Comus fivmina, or Prickwood, and yet
Gatteridge-berries are the Fruit of Euonymus Theofrasti,
i.e. Spindle-tree or Louse-berry. 1692 Coi.es, Gaiter-ber-
ries, of the Gaiter-tree, prickwood. 1796 Withering Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) II. 200 Comus sangutnea . .Gatten tree. Ibid.

259 Evonymus europxus . . Gatteridge Tree. 1819 Crabije
T. of Hall vii. 158 Dwarf trees and humbler shrubs..
Haw, gatter, holm, the service and the sloe.

Gaiter (gt7i -t3i\ v. [f. Gaiter sbj] trans. To
dressor furnish with gaiters. Hence Gartered///.^.
1760 Proceedings Crt.-martial Ld. G. Sackville 11 The

Cavalry must be saddled; the Artillery-Horses harnessed,
and the Infantry gatered. 1848 Craig, Gaiter, to dress
with gaiters. 185a Smkdi.ey L. Arundel xxviii. 230 A
leather-gaitered and corduroyed Christian. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 23 Sep. 6/2 The cocked-hatted and gaitered troops
of the First Republic.

Gaiterless (gc
Ti -t3.iles), a. [f. Gaiter sb.* +

-less.] Having no gaiters, without gaiters.

1839 Ne7v Monthly Mag. LVL 485 The gaiterless calf of
the angry gentleman's healthy leg.

Gaitling, Sc. [dim. of gait Get sb. offspring,

child.] A young child, an infant.

1831 Scott Ct. Rcbt. Introd. Addr., The least gaitling
among them all.

Gaitt, var. Get sb. Sc., offspring, child,

Gaity, obs. form of Gaiety,
Gal, var. Cal.
i&q8Polv;hf.le. Cornish-Eug. Voc., Gal, rust. 1849WEAI.E

Diet. Terms., Gal, in Cornish, rusty iron ore. 1875 [see Cal].

Gal, obs. f. Gall ; var. Gole, Obs., luxurious.
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Gal 'grel), vulgar or dial, pronunciation of Girl.
1842 Orherson Crcol. xv. 173 You should speak to the gal

first, a 1845 Hooi) Lwe has ?wt Eyes v, He'll swear that
in her dancing she cuts all others out, Though like a Gal
that's galvanised, she throws her legs about.

Gala 1 (g^'-la). [a. Y.gala, a. It. gala.]

1. Gala dress, festal attire. Obs. exc. in phr. in
gala { — ¥. en gila).
1625 Aston Let. in Cabala (1654) I. 53 Whereupon

this King, and the whole Court put on Galas. 1737 Ciiks-
terf. Lett. (1792) IV. 88, I love to see those, in whom
I interest myself, in their undress rather than in unla.

1787 Genii. Mag. LVII. 11. 1186/1 His Majesty and the
latter [grandees] being covered, and all in grand gala or
uniforms. 1867 Mac(-.regor I'oy. Alone u868) 59 The
streets were dressed in gala. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S.
V. li. 104 Apparelled on Sunday morning in gala, as if for

the drawing-room, he constantly marched out all his house-
hold to his parish church.

f2. Festivity, gaiety, rejoicing: csp. indays ofqala.
1716 Lady M. W. Montac;l- Let. to Ctess X 1 Oct.,

The ladies . . declare that on such a day the assembly shall
be at their house in honour of the feast of the Count or
Countess— such a one. These days are called days of
(Jala. 1788 Genii. Mag. LVIIL 1. 78 '2 The anniversary
of her Majesty's name-day was celebrated at the Russian
court with great gala. 1789 Mrs. I'iozzi fount. France I.

85 Damask hangings and gold lace.. upon days of gala.

1799 Sir W. Hamilton in G. Pose's Diaries {i860) I. 226
We have had . . three days 1 gala and illuminations. 1809
W. Irving Knickerb. '1861I 99 The standard of our city,

reserved like a choice handkerchief for days of gala, -hung
motionless on the flag-staff.

3. A festive occasion ; a festival characterized by
the display of finery and show.
[1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. 1. ii, A girl, .who never knew

..dissipation above the annual gala of a race ball. J 1800
Sporting Mag. XV. 51 A certain Lord gave a grand gala
to the members of the volunteer corps. 1831 D. Jehkold
St. Giles xv. 153 Ladies had dressed themselves as for a
gala. 1884 York Herald 27 Aug. 3/6 A meeting . . for the

purpose of inaugurating a Volunteer gala . . the gala to be
held in the park, .attached to Thirsk Hall. Mod. A Fete
and Gala will be held in Park on Hank Holiday.

4. attrib. and Comb., as galajlag; gala day,
a day of festivity, finery and show ; so gala hour,

nig/U\ gala dress, a dress suited for or worn
at a gala; fine or showy dress; so gala attire,

clothes, coat, habit, suit, uniform, and the like
;
gala

meet, a (hunting) meet attended with festivities.

1762 Stkrne Tr. Shandy VI. xxiv, The Corporal, .never
put it [a Montero-cap] on but upon gala-days. 1773
BrydONB Sicily xxx. 11809^ 288 The triumphal car was pre-
ceded by. .all the city officers in their gala uniforms. 1797
Mrs. Radclifee Italian xvii, The doors of the theatre

were thronged with Roman Ladies in their gala habits.

1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 9 The old lady appeared in

her gala suit of faced brocade. 1845 Alb. Smith Fort.
Scatterg. Fam, xxii. (1887) 72 [He] dragged him by sheer
muscular strength to Rosherville every gala night. 1851
Ord. <V Kegul. R. Fugin. xix. 104 The first and last to be
supplied to the Superior Stations, as Gala, and Common
or Storm Flags. 1852 Mrs. Stowk Uncle Ton's C. xx. 211

A libation of dirty slop would unaccountably deluge them
from above when in full gala dress, a 1876 J. H. Newman
Hist.Sk. II. 1. x, 193 The day of entertainment was made
quite a gala day. 1894 Field 1 Dec. 828/1 A gala meet was
anticipated at Mullaboden.

Gala- (greda). [short f. Galashiels, a town
where this fabric is made.] (See quots.)

1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Gala, a Scotch cotton fabric.

1882 Caui.feild & Saward Diet. Needlcwo7-k 219 Gala, a
Scotch cotton fabric, employed for servants' dresses. Gala
is said to be only a local name.

t Galace, gallace. Obs. [of uncertain origin
;

it is difficult to regard it as corruptly ad. F.
guilloche.'] ? = Guilloche.
1663 Gekhier Coimstl 71 The single gallace five inches

and half broad, twelve pence per foot .. Flowers for the
Crosse worke in the galace. .eight shillings per piece.

Galache, obs. form of Galosh.
Galactic galrcktik), a. [ad. Gr. yaXaKTiKos,

f. yaKaKT-, ydka, milk. Cf. F. galacliaue.']

1. Of or pertaining to milk. = Lactic.
1844 Hoblyn Diet. Med., Galactic acid, Lactic acid, the

acid of milk. 1854 in Mayne ; and in mod. Diets.

2. Astron. Of, or pertaining to, the Galaxy or 1

Milky Way. Galactic circle (see quot. 1893).
\

Galactic poles : the two opposite points of the !

heavens, situated at 90 from the galactic circle.

1839 Bailey Fcstus xix. (1848) 224 Her brow [grew]
Brighter with thought, as with galactic light Mid Heaven
when clearest. 1849 Herschel Out/. Astron. (ed. io> §793
The density of star-light . . is least in the pole of the Galac-
tic circle. 1856 Chamb. Jrnl. V. 397 The phalanx of star-

hosts made galactic or milky by distance. 1893 Gore
Astron. Gloss., Galactic Circle, a term applied to the mean
or centre line of the Galaxy, or Milky Way zone.

Galactill (galre-ktin). [f. Gr. yaXaar-, ya\a,
milk + -in*.] a. (See quots. 1838-48.) b. 'The
coagulating principle of milk ' (Mayne Expos. Lex.
1854). C. (See quot. 1864.) d. = Lactin {Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1885).
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 449 When the milk

of the cow-tree is evaporated., and the dry residue digested
in alcohol, a substance is dissolved, which . . constitutes
galactin. 1848 Craig, Galactin, a vegetable substance,
obtained from the sap ofthcGalactodendron utile, or Cow-
tree of South America, and used as a substitute for cream.
1864 Watts Diet. Chan,, Galactin, a gelatin-yielding sub-
stance said by Morin to exist in milk.

GALANCIE.

tGalactite. Obs. [ad. L. galactites, a. Gr.
yaXatCTiTTjs; , f. yaXctKT-, yaka, milk.]
1. A precious stone of a white colour.
1591 Prrcivali, Sp. Diet., Lechera piedra, a precious

stone called Galactite. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv.

11. Trophies 51 Base morter serveth to unite Red, white,
gray, marble, jasper, galactite. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

2. Min. An obsolete name for natrolite.

1832 C. U. SilKl'AKi) Min. 244 Galaktite. 1864 Watts
Diet. Chew., Galactite, a calcareous variety of natrolite,
found at Kilpatrirk and Bishoptown in Scotland.

Galacto- (galaekto), before a vowel galact-,

combining form of Gr. ya\a, yaXaicr-, milk, occur-
ring in various scientific compounds. G-ala'cta-
gogne a. [Gr. -a.ycoy6$ leading], inducing a flow
ol milk ; also sb. anything that does this. Galacto-
cele [ad. mod. L. galactoce/P: Cf.lf. sb.~] see quot.^.

<Jalaxto-g-ene'tictf.[cf. G enktic], adapted to pro-
duce milk; also sb. anything that does this. Ga-
lacto-meter [Gr. fj.hpov measure] ^Lactomktek.
G-alacto'pliagist [f. Gr. yaKaino^ay-os milk-fed
-f -1ST], one who feeds or lives chiefly on milk ; so

Galacto phagous a. [cf. F. galaciofliage], feeding

on milk. Galacto^phorons a. [f. Gr. yakaKro^up-os
milk-bringing + -OUS ; cf. F. galactofhore\ con-
veying milk

; galactophorous ducts (see quot. iSi<)\

Galactopoe'tic, -poietic a. [Gr. iroi-qriK-us, i.

TToit-av to make], that tends to produce milk;
also sb. anything that does this, -f Galaxtopote
[ad. Gr. ya\a.KToirurr}i\, a drinker of milk ; hence
Galactopotic a. Galactorrhoea, also badly
galaclirrhica [Gr, poia a flowing], an excessive

flow of milk.
1854 Mayne Expos. Lex., Galactagogus, causing the flow

of milk, ."'galactagogue. 1875 H. C. Wool) Therap. 1S79)

456 A guod deal has been written in regard to the use of
the leaves of the castor-oil plant as a galactagogue. 1876
Bartholow Mat. Med. 118791 470 It is questionableVhethtr
cantor-oil leaves have a special galactagogue property. 1854
Mayne Expos. Lex., Galactocele [Lat.], a *galactocele.
1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1S79? I 1 - 257 Galactocele is

a milk tumour found in the breast during lactation. 1661
LovELL Hist. Anim. \ Min. 412 Alimeiits of good and
much juyce, and easy concoction, 'galactoguneticks. 1842
Francis Diet. Arts, *Galactometer, an instrument for ascer-
taining the specific gravity of milk. 1730-6 Bailey (folio1

,

*Gtilactop/iagist,3. Milk-eater, a Milk-sop. 1853 Soyek Pan-
iroph. 168 The Getes and Scythians were ^ahctophagists,
or drinkers of milk. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Galactophagous,
milkeating. 1730-6 Bailey folio 1

, *Galac/ophorous, carry-
ing or conveying Milk. 1819 Paniologia, Galactophorous
ducts, the excretory ducts cf the glands of the breasts
of women, which terminate in the papilla or nipple. 1661
Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. 412 Debility of the *galacto-
poietick faculty. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Con/pit. xi. 371
Henbane, and such Narcoticks .. extinguish the galacto-
poietick faculty in the Breasts. 1864 Wehstek, Galacto-
Poietic, a substance which facilitates the production, or
increases the flow of milk. 1626 Minsheu Ductor (ed. 2)

*Galactopotc, a drinker of milke. 1727 Bailey vol. II,

Galactopotc, a Milk Drinker. 1623 Cockeram ii, One that
still drinkes milke, Galactopoiicke. 1848 Ckak;, *Galac-
tirrha-a. 1852 Jas. Miller Surgery xxvi. (ed. 2) 321
GalactirrJura. 1875 H. C Wood Therap. 11879* 550
Another employment of ergot for the purpose of restraining
excessive secretion is in 'galactorrhoea.

Galactoid galae'ktoid), a. [f. Gr. yaXa/cr-,

ya\a. milk + -oiD.] Milk-like, resembling milk.
1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Galactose galarkt^s). [f. Gr. yaXatcr-, ya\a,
milk + -OSK-. Cf. Dextrosk.]

v
See quots.)

1869 Kuscoe Eleiu. Chan. 396 Dilute acids convert lactose

into a peculiar glucose, called galactose. 1878 Kinczett
Anim. Chem. 404 Milk sugar is also first converted into
galactose before it ferments.

Galage, obs. form of Galosh.

GalagO (gal^'gtf). [a. mod.L. galago.] A
genus ut Lemuridse, of nocturnal habits, found in

Madagascar and parts of Africa.

1848 in Craig. 1861 Proc. R. Soc. No. 45. 376 Description
of the Brain of a Galago. 1884 American VIII. 218 True
monkeys are scarce, but galagos and certain other lemurids
are common.
Galah.(gala'"). [native Australian gatah.~\ Austra-

lian name for the Rose-breasted Cockatoo {Cacatua

roseicapilld).

1890 Lyth Golden South xiv. 127 The galahs, with their

delicate gray and rose-pink plumage, are the prettiest

parrots. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 6 Oct. 2/1 Thegalahs, the rose-

breasted parrots, would scream at him.

Galai, obs. form of Galley.
Galainy, var. Galeexy.
Galam butter, [f. Galam, a French district

on the Senegal.] (See quots.)

1855 Ocilvie, Supp., Galane [sic] butter, a solid oil or fat

obtained from a plant of the genus Bassia, the />'. butyracea.

1857 Henerey Bot. 354 Another species [of Bassia] in Africa

is said to yield the Shea or Galam butter mentioned by
travellers. 1873 Hooker Gen. Syst. Bot. 536 From the

seeds of Bassia butyracea, in India, and of B. Parkii,'m
Senegal a fixed oil is expressed (Galam Butter), which
quickly curdles, and is much used as food.

Galamelle, var. Canamell, Obs.

t Gala*ncie. Obs. [f. F. galant Gallant : see

-CY.] Delicacy, nicety.

1581 Mclcaster Positions xxxviii. (18S7) 171 This is a
point of such galancie, if my purpose were to praise them.
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GALANGA.
Galand, -ine, obs. ff. Gallant, Galantine.
Galaney, var. Galeeny.
Galanga (galarrjga). Also 5 galonga, 5-7

Galinga. [a. med.L. galanga. galenga, galinga ;

see Galingai.e.] = Galingale.
[1309 10 Durh. MS. Cell. Rolls, j li. de Galanga.] c 1485

Digby Myst. (1882) III. 339 Dya, galonga, ambra, and also
margaretton. 1538 Turner Libellus, Galanga, Galangale,
Cyperns Babylouicus. 1605 Timme Quersit. III. 172 Take
of the root of zedoary . . of goatesbeard, galanga . . of each
three ounces. 1838 Penny Cycl. XL 35/1 Galanga, or
Galangal, is usually supposed to have been introduced by
the Arabs, but it was previously mentioned by /Etius.

Galangal(e : see Galingale.

T Galange. Obs. [a. OF. galange (Cotgr.)
galingale.] = Galingale.
599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 277 Galange, from China,

Chaul, Goa, & Cochin.

Galant, obs. form of Gallant.
t Galanta gaye, adv. Oh.- 1 [app. a. Fr.

phrase galanl (I gat'.] Gallantly.
1558 Phaer /Eneid. v. M iv b, They went with garnisht

heads, and bare theyr gifts galanta gaye.

Galantine (gS'lantin). l-'orms : 4-6 gala(u)n-
tyne, 5-7 galentine, -yn(e, (5 galyntyne, 6
galandyne, galendine), 7-9 gallantine, (7
galiantine), 8- galantine. [a. F. galantine,
altered from galatine a sauce for fish, being con-
nected in popular etym. with the adj. galant (see
Gallant a.) in the sense of agreeable.]
1 1. A kind of sauce for fish and fowl. Obs.
a 1400 Chaucer To Roscmoumte 17 Nas never pyk walwed

in galauntyne As I in love am walwed and y-wounde. c 1420
Liber Cocorum (1862) 25 Take lamprayes . . Serve with
galentine, made in sale, With gyngere, canel and galingale.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1399 Sche brou^t fram the kychene ..

Hastelettus in galantyne. 15x3 Bk. Keruynge in Babees
Bk. 281 Fresshe lampraye bake .. with a spone take out
galentyne, & lay it vpon thebrede. 1598 Florio, Prognata,
..venison sauce or galandine for swans. 1658 Sir T.
Mayerne Archimag. Anglo-Gall. ix. 5 When it is baked
make a galentine of Claret-wine and Cinnainond and sugar,
and poure it on the Pye.

t 2. A dish made of sopped bread and spices.

1530 Palsgr. 602/2 Laye some breed in soke, tor 1 wyll
have some galantyne made.

3. A dish of veal, chickens, or other white meat,
freed from bones, tied up, boiled, and served cold
with the jelly.

1725 Bradley Fam. Did. s. v. Sausages, To make a
galantine with the royal sausages. 1730^6 Bailey folioi,

Galantine [in Cookery], a particular way of dressing a Pig.
1849 Thackeray Pendennis xlv, Soups, grapes, pates,
galantines. 1870 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov. 12 He insists upon
entertaining him hospitably with galantine, mayonnaise,
and Marsala.

Galanty show (gUtrntiiJfr-)- Also 9 gal-
(l)antee, -t6e, -t6, -ti, gallanty. [peril, a. It.

galanti, pi. of galant'c : see Gallant.]
Where the word is really colloquially current the stress

seems to be always gala'nty, though our first quot. has
ga'llautee, which appears in some recent Diets.

A shadow pantomime produced by throwing
shadows of miniature figures on a wall or screen.
1821 T. Hook in John Bull 22 Apr., Oh yes, I have been,

ma'am, to visit the Queen, ma'am, With the rest of the
gallantee-show. a 1845 Hood glk Nov. v, The show is

merely a gallanty-show, Without a lamp or any candle in.

846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 147 If you send to order
' ie dancing-dogs or galante-show to amuse your nursery.
I61 Mayhew Lond. Labourlll. 73 'The galantee show

don't answer, because magic lanterns are so cheap in the
shops' 1883 Daily Tel. 5 Sept. 5/1 Some enterprising
theatrical manager regales them with a nocturnal gallanty
show.

Hence Galanty showman.
1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 366 They were received by

'artificial cock-crowing ', by the galanti showman. 1852 1).

Jerrolu Wks (1864I II. 394 ' Gentlemen ', said the gallantee-
showman, ' 1 hate suspicion '.

Galany, var. Galeeny.
Galapectite (gasdape'ktait). Min. [f. Gr.

ya\a milk + tttjict-us congealed (f. irnyvvvm to fix)

+ -ITE. Named by Iireithaupt in 1832] A milk-
white variety of halloysite.

1837 Aiuer. Jrul. Se. XXXI. 269 Galapectite, from
Silesia.

II Galapee*. A West Indian tree, Sciadofhyllum
Brownei.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 189 The Galapee or Angelica

tree. This tree grows at the foot of the red hills near the
Angels. 1889 in Century Diet.

Galary.e, obs. forms of Gallery.
Galashoe, galatch, obs. forms of Galosh.
Galatea (gadatra). [From H.M.S. Galatea,

the vessel commanded by the Duke of Edinburgh
in 1867; the material was used for children's

'sailor suits'.] See quot. 1882.)
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework., Galatea,

a cotton materia] striped in blue on a white ground. It is

made for women's dresses, and washes well. 1894 A thenxnm
17 Nov. 669/1 During the Revolutionary and Napoleonic
war our seamen wore trousers of striped stuff resembling
'galatea'.

Galaunt(e, obs. form of Gallant.
Galavant, var. Gallivant.
Galawis, obs. form of Gallows.

th,
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Galaxy (grc-laksp, sb. Forms : a. 4-7 .'from
med.L.) galaxias, 6-7 galaxia; 0. 4, 7 gal-
(l)axie, -ye, 8 galaxy, [ad. OK. and ¥. galaxie,
ad. L. galaxias (med. Lat. also galaxia), Gr.
ya\a{ias, 1. yaXaur-, -yaAa milk.]

1. Aluminousbandortrack, encircling the heavens
irregularly, and known to consist of innumerable
stars, perceptible only by means of the telescojie

;

the Milky Way.
a. 1398 TrEVMA Barth. De P. R. Yin. viii. (1495) 305

Galaxias is a cercle of heuen more fayr and bryghte than
other cercles. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries
43 b, The Astrologers be yet ignorant what Galaxias is,

that is to saie, the Milkie circle. 1583 T. Watson Centurie
ofLone xxxi. Annot., Poems (Arb.l 67 Galaxia.. is a white
way or milky Circle in the heauens. 1613 Hkywood Silver
Age n. Wks. 1874 III. 98 Let Iuno . . With her quicke feet
the galaxia weare. 1623 Ussher Answ. Jesuit 333 Point-
ing to the Galaxias or milky circle, a 1680 Charnock
Attrib. God (1834) II. 6 That combination of weaker stars,
which they call the Galaxia.

(3. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame n. 428 See yonder, lo, the
Galaxye Which men clepeth the Milky Wey, For hit is
whyt. 1651 Cleveland Poems 1 A brown, for which,
Heaven would disband The Gallaxye, and stars be tann'd.
1714 DeRHAM Astro-Thai. Prel. Disc. p. xlvi, The Galaxy
being well known to be the fertile place of New Stars. 1805
Wordsw. Varutracour ty Julia 97 Meanwhile the galaxy
displayed Her fires. 1854 Moseley Astron. xci. led. 4)
234 The Galaxy, or Milky-way, passes through the heavens
like an irregular zone. 1876 Stewart& Tait Unseen Univ.
ii. § 84 The life of whole systems, perhaps even of whole
galaxies, would thus disappear.

2. trans/, and fig. ; now chiefly applied to a
brilliant assemblage or crowd of beautiful women
or distinguished persons.

1590 Greene Never too late Wks. (Rtldg.) 298 The milk-
white galaxia of her brow, a 1631 Donne Poems 1 1650) 51
Uponthis Primrose bill. Where.. Their form and their
infmitie Make a terrestrial! Galaxie. 1640 Bp. Hall Rem.
IVks. (1660) 45 Others [stars] small, and scarce visible in the
Galaxy of the Church. 1649 G. Daniel Triuarch., Rich. II,
clxxxiii, My verse had trod The Galaxie of fame, to Crowne
his merit. 1704STEELE Lying Lover Prol., Where such bright
Galaxies of Beauty sit. 1762 Golds.m. Cit. W. lxiii, The
brightness of a single genius seemed lost in a galaxy of
contiguous glory. 1802 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. 1. 376
The Hon. Mount-Stuart Klphinstone, Mr. Wilks, and Major
Munro. .were also constellations in that galaxy. 1820 Scott
Monast. xvi, The smiles of those beauties, who form a galaxy
around the throne of England. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit.
III. vii. in. § 19. 361 The heiress of this family became the
central star of so bright a galaxy. 1842 Orderson Creol.
xix. 228 His countenance was a galaxy of joy. 1862 Sala
Seven Sous I. vii. 164 A waiter was present solemnly lighting
a galaxy of wax-candles. 1887 Frith Autobiog. III. xxviii.

407 A galaxy of ability that is truly remarkable.

3. U.S. Brandy-galaxy, ? brandy and milk.
1845 P. Parley's Ann. VI. 176 Will was especially fond of

mint julip, and brandy galaxy.

4. attrib.

1867-77 G. F. Chambers Astron. VI. iv. 536 A splendid
galaxy cluster. 1884 Century Mag. XXVII. gt6 If the
Kantian galaxy-theory were true.

t Galaxy fgse'laksi), v. Obs.- 1
[f. prec. sb.]

trans. To gather like a galaxy into (something).
1702 C. Mather Magn. Ckr. in. iv. i. (1852) 5S5 Let all

their vertues then be galaxied into this one indistinct lustre.

fGalay, *> Obs.- 1 [Of unknown origin. Hart's
ed. has stal'fter.] intr. To reel ; to stagger.

1375 Barboi'R Bruce 11. 422 And to philip sic rout he raucht,
That thocht he wes off mekill maucht, He gert him galay
disyly.

Galay, Galays, obs. ff. Galley, Gallows.
t Ga'lbanated,///. a. Obs. rare— 1

. [f.mod.L.
*galbanat-us ft Galbanum) + -ED 1

.] Treated with
an infusion of galbanum.
1693 Salmon Bates' Dispells. (1699) 188/1 This Galbanated

Tincture, -is a most admirable Opener.

tGalbane. Obs. Also 1, 4 galban. [Angli-
cized form of Galbanum] = Galbanum 1.

e 1000 Sax. Leeelid. II. 174 Lsecedom. -alwan wibuntrym-
nessum & galbanes wib nearwum breostum. 1388 Wyclif
E.vod. x-xx. 34 The Lord seide to Moises, Take to thee swete
smellynge spyceries . . galban of good odour, and pureste
encense. c 1420 Pallait. on llusb. 1. 905 Eek brymstoon and
galbane oute chasith guattis. 1555 Eden Decades 250
They are these folowynge. . Ammoniac, Galbane.

t Galba'nean, a. Obs.~ l
[f. L. galbane-us (f.

galbanum - -an.] Of or pertaining to galbanum.
1697 Drydf.n Virg. Georg. lv. 383 This when thou seest,

Galbancan Odours use, And Honey in the sickly Hive
infuse.

Galbanum fgarlbani>m). [a. L. galbanum =
Gr. xa^0tivr) ;

prob. repr. an Oriental word etymo-
logically identical with Heb. n:;?n helb'nah \t f.

root ain halab to be fat), which the LXX. and
Vtilg. render by these words.]

1. A gum resin obtained from certain Persian
species of Ferula, esp. from F. galbaniflua and /•'.

rubricaulis.
1382 Wyclif F.xod. xxx. 34 Stacten, and onycha, galbanum

[/>;7>/r<v/galbantum]ofgood smel, and essence most li^tynge.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. lxxvii. 11495 651
Galbanus is an berbe and the juys therof hyghte Galbanum.
('1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 82 Take .. 1 quarter of
goiiune galbanum. c 1575 Per/. Bk. Kepinge Sparhawkes
(Halting 18861 31 To drawe ought any swellinge take a lytle

galbanum. 1691 J.^ Wilson Belphegor v. ii, I'll have ye
burnt in effigy, with brimstone, galbanum, aristolochia,
hypericon, and rue. 1789 W. Uuchas Dom. Med. (1790)

GALE.
680 Gum ammoniac and galbanum, strained, of each half
a pound. 1851-9 Hooker in Man. Sci. Enq. 424 Galbanum
is said to be imported into Russia in large quantities by way
of Astrachan. 1855 Singleton Virgil 1. 171 With the fume
of galbanum To chase the fell chelydri.

2. fig. after trench usage: Fmpty protestations
or representations, bosh, humbug.
1764 Chester'. Lett. (1792 IV. 210 Give them a good

deal of Galbanum in the first part of your letter. 1838
Halihurton Clockm. Ser. II. xii, How his weak eye would
have sarved him a' utterin' of this galbanum, wouldn't it?

3. attrib. and Comb., as galbanuni-pill; galbanum-
yielding adj.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 50 Two compound galbanum pills
were given every four hours. 1876 Harlky Mat. Med. (ed. 6)

599 Galbanuin-yielding Plants grow plentifully on the slopes
of the Mountain ranges of Northern Persia.

tGalbart. 06s.Sc. Also6galbarte,ga'u)bart.
[? shortened from Gaberdine] = Gaberdine.
1488 in Id. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1877) I. 135 Item . for thre

elne of Fransche browne to be a galbart to the King vj/i.

?«iSoo Rowtis Cursing 233 [No tailor could make! Ane
gabart for a deill compleit. 1521 Burgh Reeds. Stirling
4 Oct. 11887) J 3 Item, ane gaubart of russat, xxs. 1530
Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 1094 First, to the Howlet..I laif
my gaye galbarte of grene.

Galbulus vgarlbiulra). Bot. [a. L. galbulus the
fruit of the cypress.] (See quots.)
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1844 Hoblyn Diet. Med.,

Galbulus, a kind of cone, differing from the strobile only in
being round, and having the heads of the carpels much
enlarged. The fruit of the Juniper is a galbulus. 1872
Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 245 These scales become woody and
peltate, constituting a modification of the cone, called a
galbulus. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. vii. § 2. 303 A cone when
spherical, and of thickened scales with narrow base, as that
of Cypresses, has been termed a Galbulus.

t Gald, v. Obs. Also 6 galde, gawld, 7 gauld.
[var. of Gall v. developed front the pa. pple.]
= Gall v.

1555 Eden Decades 358 Sum of theym are so galded that
they are .. made lame. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 31 The
keepers of houndes hauing a heauy hande in rubbing and
trimming them, might galde ofthe skinne. a 1577 Gascoigne
Flowers Wks. U587) 83 As I gaze thus galded all with griefe.

1598 Grenewev 'Tacitus' Ann. xn. viii. 165 The one galding
them with darts and Iauelins, and the others marching thicke
and close togither. 1633 T. James Voy. 23 Our Cable galded
off. .we lost our Anker.

Hence t Gald sb., f Galding vbl. sb., = Gall sbfl
i6ii Hoys IVks. (1629) 512 They like busie flies are buzzing

alwayes on the sores and gaulds of the church. 1684 Loud.
Gaz. No. 19504 A bay Gelding thick grown, without any
White except Galdings.

tGa-lder. Obs. [OE. galdor, gealdor ( = ON.
galdr), i. galan to sing.] A charm, or incantation.
Bcowiit/{Z.) 3052 lu-monna gold galdre bewunden. c 1000

Sax. Lcechd. II. 352 pas galdor moil nix; singan on wundc.
t 1205 Lay. 19257 Heo bigolen bat child mid galdere swioe
stronge.

Galetg^'l),^- 1 Forms: i-jgasel, ga;el, 4gayl,
5-7 gaul e, (5 gawl, gawyl, gayle, 6golle),6-9
gall(e, 5- gale. [OK. gagel,gagols\.T. ? masc. (also

gazelle, -olle wk. fern.) = MDu. gaghel, Du. and
mod.G. gagcl, and perh. ON. *gagl'\ngaglviSr, which
may denote this plant ; f. *gagl gale + viil-r wood),
though this is very doubtful. The phonology of
the mod. form is somewhat obscure.J The bog-
myrtle, Myrica Gale (the mod.L. specific name
is adopted from Fng.); also called Sweet gale.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 6 Nim bre leaf gardes, c 1265

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 559/22 Mirtus, ga3el. a 1387 Sinon.
Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon. 1 22 Gayl, mirla. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 4094 Full of gladen & of gale & of grete redis.

c 1440 Promp. Parzi. 189/1 Gawl .

.

ruirtus. i^i^Cath.Angl.
147/2 Gayle.. mirtus. 1538 I.eland Itin. I. 40 The fenny
fiart of Axholm berith much Galle, a low frutex, swete in

mrning. 1568 Turner Herbal in. 47 Called, .in Cambridge
shyre Gall, in Summerset shyre Goul or Golle. 1751 J.
Bartram Observ. Trav. Pennsylv., etc. 36 On the banks
1 found the gale like the European. 1807 Ckarue Birth
Flattery 310 Gale from the bog shall yield Arabian balm.
1842 Ti nnvson Edwin Morris 110, I . . heard with beating
heart The Sweet-Gale rustle round the shelving keel. 1877
A". IV. Line. Gloss., Gate, the fragrant bog-myrtle, often
called 'sweet-gale'.

b. atti ib. and Comb., as gale-bush, -plant,

sheaves ; gale-beer, a drink made from twigs
of sweet-gale

;
gale-worts, a book name for plants

of the N. O. JUyricacete (Lindley Veg. K. 1846,
p. 256).

1597 Gerarde Herbal III. lxviii 1228 This Gaule groweth
plentifully .. in the He of Elie, and in the Fennie countries
thereabouts, whereof there is such store . . that they make
fag ts of it and sheaues, which they cal Gaule sheaucs, to

burne and heate their ouens. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl.

II. 258 The haze], the dwarf willow, the gall plant. 1863
N. A> Q. Ser. m. IV. 311 'Gale beer', brewed from a plant
growing on the moor above Ampleforth, in Yorkshire, is

made and sold by Mrs. Sigsworth of the 'Black Horse'.
1887 W. Rye Norfolk Broads 50 The myrtle-like leaved
sweet gale bushes. 1893 K. Simpson Jeante o' Biggersdale
1 1 1 She baked, she washed, she brewed gale-beer.

t Gale, sb* Obs. Also 3 gal. [Two words are

perh. represented here : (1 ) ME. gal {(. galen, OE.
galan to sing) - MUG. gal; (2) OF. gale gaiety =
It. gala: see Gala]
1. Singing, a song ; merriment, mirth.
11200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 197 pat hie ne muge heren here

remenge ne here gal. 1:1275 luue Ron 126 in O. E. Misc.

97 par-inne is vich balewes bote, blisse, and loye, and



GALE. 17 GALEID.
gleo, and Gal. 13. . A'.A/fs. 2548 The nyghtyngale In wode,
makith miry gale, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 He is

fauconn in friht dernest in dale, Ant with everuch a gome
gladest in gale, c 1315 Shorkham 107 |>or} his o3ene gale.

b. said of the voice of an animal.
1460 Lybeaus Disc. (ed. Kaluza) 1059 Homes herde bey

blowe And houndes grete of gale.

2. Speech, talk.

13. . A". A lis. 2047 Listenith now, and Ietith gale, For now
ariseth a noble tale. 13.. Coer de L. 3546 On knees we
tolde hym our tale, But us ne gaynyd no gale. < 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1889 So grym a was in Gale.

Gale (g^'l), *M Also 6-7 gaile, gayle, {? 7
gall). [Of obscure origin.

Possibly elliptical for gale (or gall) wind (see quot. 1619
In 3^ where gale may have been originally an adj. Some
scholars suppose that the word is in some wayconnected with
Da. gal, Norw, galen meut. galet). mad, furious, bad 1 often
said of weather), ON. galenn, mad. frantic (?lit. enchanted,
bewitched), pa. pple. ofgala, to sing. The spelling and rimes
in the earliest quot., however, seem to disprove this.]

1. a. A wind of considerable strength ; in nautical

language, the word chiefly ' implies what on shore
is called a storm ' (Adm. Smyth), esp. in the phrases
strong, hard gale

v
a stiffgale is less violent, afresh

gale still less so) ; in popular literary use, * a wind
not tempestuous, but stronger than a breeze

7

(J.).
Also gale of wind. Equinoctial gale (see Equi-
noctial 2 b).

a 1547 Surrky Proem, to T$rd Psalm, I . constrayned am
to beare my sayles ful loo, And never could attayne some
pleasaunt gaile [rimes saile, assaile, availe, fade], 1558
Phakr AEtteid v. 900 Frend Palymire, lo how the tydes
them selues conueies the fleete, This gale by measure
blowes. 1596 Shaks. Jam. Slir. 1. ii. 48 What happie gale
Plowes you to Padua heere, from old Verona. 1600
Haklcyt Voy. III. 424 At noone we had a fresh gale in the
poupe. i6»6 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 Acalme,
a brese, a fresh gaile, a pleasant gayle, a stiffs gayle. 1698
Frogkr Voy. 38 We set sail again . . with a favourable Gale of
Wind. aiyooDKYuKsOvid'sA/et. xi.668 At the Close OfBay
a stifFer Gale at East arose. 17*7 Swift Gulliver n. v, The
ladies gave me a gale with their fans. 177a J. Robk ktson
Navig. vi. 354 note, A common brisk gale is about 15 miles
an hour. 1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 99 Hard
Gales of Wind in any Place, especially if it blows in the
Direction of the Flood, swells the Tide to an uncommon
Height. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 470 We had some smart
gales of wind. 1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854)
I. 261 High gales are generally from the west. 1859 R 1 : 1 : v i-;

Brittany 137 There was little promise of the gale abating.
1884 PAJt Eustace 195 The wind still blew a stiff gale.

D. Poet, and in rhetorical language often used
for : A gentle breeze.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 872 Can fierce passions vex his
breast, While every gale is peace, and every grove Is
melody? 1742 ColliNS Eclogues 1. 15 Wanton gales along
the valleys play. 1791 Mrs. Raijclii-fe Rom. Forest v,

The fresh gale came scented with the breath of flowers.
a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 201 The breath of vernal
gales.

_ 1871 R. Ellis Catttllus Ixiv. 282 The warm west-
wind, in gales of foison alighting.

C. regarded as the vehicle of odours.
X71X Addison Sped. No. 56 r 3 He felt a Gale of Perfumes

breathing upon him. 1749 Johnson Van. Hum. Wishes 46
The tainted gales. 1797 Monthly Mag. Ill 92 A new project
of nutrition, by inhaling the gales of baker's, cheesemonger's,
and cook's shops. 1808 J. Barlow Colitmb. 1. 132 And gales
etherial breathe a glad perfume. ci8ao S. Rogers Italy 11.

(1828) n An underwood of myrtle, that by fits Sent up a gale
of fragrance.

d. transfandjig. \ With afullgale \ ? without
any interruption.

1623 Massinger Dk. Milan 1. Hi, One gale of your sweet
breath will easily Disperse these clouds. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 11. § 55 The Scots, .brought all their mischievous
Devices to pass, with ease, and a prosperous Gale in all

they went about. 1663 H. Power Experim. Philos. 39 It

is far more ingenious to believe it to be a gale of Animal
Spirits, that, moving from her head along her back to her
tail., is the cause of her I the snail's] progressive motion.
1669 Marvell Corr. c.wi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 276 Unless we
should finde . . some unexpected gaile of opportunity that
would be sure waft us quite over. 1675 Phillips Theatr.
Poet. 162 That which is chiefly pleasant in these Poems
[ Herrick's], is now and then a pretty Floury and Pastoral
gale of Fancy. 1731 Swiet Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 646 Passions
. .are the gales of life ; let us not complain that they do not
blow a storm, a 1734 North Lives III. 98 On the fifth
night he slept with a full gale till morning, without any
waking at all. c 1800 K. White Lett. Wks. (1837) 323 Con-
tending gales of doubt and apprehension. 1837 Poi.lok
Course T. in, Her sails . . nicely set, to catch the gale Of
praise. 1843 Tennyson Vis. Sin ii. 12 The music . . Rose
again from where it seem'd to fail, Storm'd in orbs of song,
a growing gale.

2. fig. A state of excitement or hilarity. U.S.
18.. Brooke Eastford (Bartlett), The ladies, laughing

heartily, were fast going into what, in New England, is

sometimes called a gale. 1885 Howeli.s Silas Lapham
(1891) I. 238 When she gets into one of her gales there ain't
any standing up against her. 1894 CasselPs Mag. Apr. 362/2
Going off into a gale of merriment at the recollection.

3. attril), and Comb.: instrumental, as gale-bent,
-lashed adjs. ; also f gale-wind, a stormy wind, gale.
In quot. 1619 gale, gall may conceivably represent Sc.

gell ' intense, keen, brisk ' (Jam.).
1883 Harpers Mag. Jan. 209/2 The dwarf oaks grow

scraggy and *gale-bent atop. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 19 June
3/1 Ushant and its neighbouring isles . . rising from amidst
the ^gale-lashed waves. 1619 Z. Boyd Last Battell (1629)
544 Phis world is like a working sea, wherein sinne
like a *gall winde or strong tyde carrieth many tribulations
. .from Countrie to Countne. Ibid. 1256 Our life like smoke
or chaffe is carried away as with a gale winde.

Gale (g£'l), sbA ['contracted from Gavel.]
1. A periodical payment of rent, the amount paid

periodically. Hanging-gale : the rent due at the
previous gale-day ; arrears of rent.

1672 PETTV Pol. Anat. frel. {1691 1 75, 300 M. would pay one
half years Gale of all the land. 1809-12 Mar. Eim;eworth
Absentee Wks. 1832 IX. 196 The balance due of the hanging-
gale. 1828 Blackvt, Mag. XXIV. 224 A receipt for the last

gale of the rent reserved in the lease under which they claim
to vote. 1862 H. Coulter West fret. 214 There is no such
thing known in Krris as a hanging gale. 1882 Standard
Aug. 2/4 The effect of sweeping away the hanging gale
would be that the landlord would be unable to collect the
rent due in May, 18S2. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 16 Nov.
20/4 They all paid a deposit of £1, and one lodged a gale's
rent less 40 per cent.

b. A rent-audit.
1881 J, feds Mercury 4 Jan. 6 The half-yearly gales or

audits are held on the second and third weeks of May and
December.

2. An instalment (of money), rare exc. local U.S.
1845 Ld. Campbell ChancellorsiiSs^V . civ . 31 Calculating

when another gale of salary would become due. 1854 N. \ Q.
1st Ser. IX. 408/2 The word Gale is used in the West of
Philadelphia in the sense of an instalment.

+ 3. A lordship or toll (on fish). Obs. rare — 1
.

c 1640 J. Smyth HundredofBerkeley (\%%$ 321 The fisher-

man sets the price of such his fish. The Lord chooseth
whether hee will lake the fish and pay halfe that price to
the fisherman ; or refuse the fish and require halfe the price
. .The price or nioity taken is called the Gale.

4. In the Forest of Dean: The royalty paid by
a ' free-miner ' for a plot of land, with the right to

dig for coal, iron, or stone; a licence or grant of

land for this purpose ; the area of land granted.

1775 in Nicholls Forest Dean (1858) 285 Until! you have
satisfied and paid me his Majesty's gale and dues for work-
ing and getting coal in such pitts for two years last past.

1832 in 5.'// Kept. Dean Forest Comm. ( 1835) 70 If we open
gales in different parts of the Forest, we must pay the gale
for each. 1838 Act 1 § 2 Vict. c. 43. § 29 Such gales . . so
forfeited shall be subject to be again galed or leased. 1880

J. Williams Rights of Common 177 Gales or licences for

making stone quarries in inclosed land. 1884 Law Times
31 May 78/2 In 184*6 M. was in possession of two gales in

the Forest of Dean.
5. atlrib., as (sense 1 gale-day; (sense ^gate-

book, -fee.

1832 in ~,tk Rept. Dean Forest Comm. (1835'' 70, I went to
the galer, and had it transferred in the gale-book. Quarries
have been sold to foreigners, but their names cannot be put
in the gale-book. Ibid. 71 A gale-fee of is. for every 20
yards. 1862 H. Coiltkr West Irel. 215 A few days after
the Gale day another bailiff, distrained for the Rent which
had been paid. 1880 J. Williams Rights of Common 177 To
exact gale-fees or rents in respect thereof [stone-quarries].

tGale, v. 1 Obs. Also 6-7 Sc. gaill. [OE.
galan str. vb. (pa. t. g6l

%
pa. pple. galen) OHG.

galan, ON. gala ; cognate with Gai.e sb.'1 , -gale

(singer) in Nightingale ; another grade of the

root appears in Yell. The strong inflexion appears
not to have survived beyond OE.]
1. intr. and trans. To sing ; also, to deliver an

oracular response.
Beowulf'786 para J>e of wealle wop ^ehyrdon, gryreleoS

galan godes andsacan. a iooo Boet/t. Metr. vii. 3 Se
Wisdom, glio-wordum gol gyd. a 1400-50 Ale.rander 798.*

Right as my graceux gode hase galet me before. Ibid.

2257 pan gales baire god a-gayn & bus spekis. c 1480 Crt.

of Love 1356 ' Domini labia' gan he crye and gale.

2. intr. Of a dog: To bark, yelp. Of a bird,

esp. the cuckoo : To utter its peculiar note.
^1205 Lay. 20858 Hunten bar talieft, hundes ber galieS.

?rti400 Morte Arth. 927 Thare galede be gowke onegrevez
fulle lowde. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 185/1 Galyn, as crowys, or
rokys, crocito. 1530 LynDBSAV Test. Papyngo 96 Gaill iyke
anegoik, and greitquhen scho wes wa. c 1560 A. Scott Of
May 26 In May begynnis the golk to gaill.

3. transf To make an outcry, exclaim against
something.
C1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 1336 Now telleth forth, thogh

that the Somnour gale. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy jv. xi,

Though men on it galen aye and crye. c 1440 I ork Myst.
xxxiii. 23 pat gome bat gyrnes or gales, I myself sail hym
hurte full sore.

Gale (gjfi)* z-.
2 Nant. [f. Gale sb.%] intr. To

sail away as if before a gale. Now rare.
1692 Smith's Seaman's Gram. xvi. 78 In faire weather

when there is but little Wind that Ship which hath most
Wind and sails fastest is said, to gale away from the other.

1739 Eucour. Seaf. People 39 It being little Wind, and
they galing away out of his Reach, he left pursuing them.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., To gale away, to go free.

Gale (g*'l\ P.« [f. Gale sb*] trans. To
grant or take the gale of (i.e. the right of working)
a mine, etc.

1832 in 5/// Rept. Dean Forest Comm. (1835) 70, I con-
sider myself entitled to have a coal-pit galed to me, because
I am born of free parents within the hundred. Ibid. 71,
I have not galed any new works of late years. 1839 Heref
Gloss, s.v., In the Forest of Dean, to gale {i. e. to gavel)
a mine is to acquire the right to work a mine from the officer
called a gaveller, and to pay the share of the crown. 1890
Gloucester Gloss, s v., Formerly stone quarries were galed,
but they are now leased.

Gale, obs. form of Gall sk\ Galley, Goal.
Galea tg^'l/a). [a. L. galea helmet.]
1. Applied in Bot., Zoo/., etc. to various struc-

tures resembling a helmet in shape, function, or
position ; e, g. the upper part of a labiate flower

\

1

the membrane covering the jaws of the Orthoptera
,

and some other insects ; a horny cap on the head
of a bird ; and the like.

1834 McMortrib Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 394 The
I maxillae are always terminated by a dentated and horny
I

piece covered with a galea. 1836Penny Cycl. V. 252/3 Galea,
;

the upper lip of a labiate flower. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. tnv.
j

Anim. vii. 402 Two processes terminate the stipes; of these

;

the anterior and outer, the galea, is soft, rounded, and
possibly sensory in function. 1880 [see Galeate], 1881

,
Bentham in Jml. Linn. Soc. XVIII. ex. 344 The petals

i

are connivent in a galea over the column.
2. Med, a. ' A pain in the Head so call'd because

it lakes in the whole Head like a helmet' Phillips

1706). b. 'A term for a bandage for the head,
1 somewhat like the form of a helmet' 'Mayne
I Expos. Lex. 1S54).

t Galeable, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Gale sb* + -able.]

,

Liable to a gale, i. e. a toll or lordship.
r 1640 j. Smyth Hund>-ed ofBerkeley (1885) 321 Theis fore-

said sorts only are called Galeable fishes or the gale fishinge.

Galeage. Also galiage. [f. Gale sbA urzV 1

j

+ -AGE.] Royally paid for a grant of land in the

Tore>t of Dean : sec Gale sbA 4.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Galiage, royalty. 1890

, Gloucester Gloss, s.v., Many gales both of iron and stone now
I

fall in to the frown, through the failure to pay the ground-

I

rent or galeage.

Galeas s
(
e, obs. forms of Galliass.

Galeate (garite't), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. I., ga-
/t'dt us, i. galea helmet.] — Galeated i and 2.

a- 1706 1'ii 11. i-i i'S ied. Kersey), Cncullate Flowers are such
as resemble the Figure of a Helmet, <>r Monk's Hood ; being
otherwise termed Galeate and Galericulate l-'iowers. 1826
Kikby & Sp. Entomol. (1843' III. 26 The upper lobe some-

1 what resembles the galeate mnxillajust named ; but consists
of two joints. 1861 Bentley Bot. 227 In the Monkshood,
the superior sepal is prolonged upwards into a sort of hood or
helmet-shaped process, in which case it is said to be hooded,
helmet-shaped, or gak-ate. 1880 Gray Striat. Bot. \\. $. 5.

247 Galeate is a term applied to a corolla the upper petal or
part of which is arched into the shape of a casque or helmet,

!
called the Galea: as in Aconite and Lamium.
Galeated gse-lte'ted),///.^ [f. asprec. + -ED'.]

1. Shaped like a helmet.
1686 Phil. Traits. XVI. 286 The Flowers are Mono-

I petalous, labiated for the most part or galeated. 1750
G. Hi'cmks Burbadoes 155 The flowers are of the galeated,

j
monopetalous kind. 1859 R. F. Bt'RTON Ceutr. Afr. in jml.
Geog. Soc. XXIX. 222 Patches and beauty-spots in the most
eccentric shapes—buttons, crescents, and galeated lines.

2. '/.00L Covered as with a helmet ; furnished
! with a galea.

1728 Woodward Fossils, Lett. i. 10 An Echinites, and
' form'd in the shell of the galeated Echinus Spatagus. 1749

Phil. Trans. XLVI. 146, I have seen some Specimens of
the common pileated and galeated Plchinhes.

3. Furnished with a helmet ; wearing a helmet.
1760 Swinton in Phil. Trans. I.I. 855 The drapery like-

wise of the galeated figure, is something different. 1879
H. Phillips Notes Coins 9 The galeated head of Minerva.

b. fig. Galeated preface : a rendering of L. fro-
logus galeatus, the name given lo Jerome's preface

to his Latin version of Samuel and Kings.
1772 Nugent tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund Pref. 9 A galeated

preface would be too latinized a term for a work not pro-
fessedly divine,

Galeaze, Galeche, obs. ff. Cala.sh, Galliass.
Galee (gt"ir). [f. Gale v.* + -ek.] One to

whom a gale (Gale sbA 4) has been granted ; the

tenant of a gale.
lBS^Laiu Times 19 July 211/2 There is no fixity of tenure

in the gales so as to enable the galees to raise the necessary
funds. 1888 Ibid. LXXXV. 150/2 The possession of such
property conferred upon the galee a licence to work the mine.
Galee, obs. form of Galley.
Galeeny (gal/ni). Also S galina, 9 galan (e; 7,

-aiii7, -eny, -iny, galliui. [a. cip.gallina morisca
(Minsheu 1623) lit. 'Moorish hen', or its equiva-

lent in Pg. or It.] A guinea fowl.

1796 Stkdman Surinam II. xxv. 234 They had also here
the tame galinas, or Guinea-hens, called tokay. 1801 Jane
Austen Lett. (1884) I. 263 Bantam cocks and Galinies 1812

J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Galaney, a fowl. 1869 Blackmorr
Lorua J), vi, 'Men is desaving, and so is galanies'. 1887
Mrs. M. L. Woods Village Trag. ii,

; Girls ..as don't
know a hen's egg from a galeeny's '. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss.,

Galainy, a guinea fowl. 1888 Berksh. Gloss., Gallhti, the
Guinea fowl.

Galega(galrga). fmod.L.; of uncertain origin.]

A genus of the N.O. I,egitminosa>, Goat's rue.

1685 Boyle Salub. Air 89 The juice of Goat's-rue, or as
others call it Galega. 1882 Garden 12 Aug. 131/3 The
Galegas. .are just now grand border plants.

t Galegale. Obs.~ l [A ludicrous perversion

of nightingale, f. galen Gale v. ] A noisy fellow
;

a ' sing-song'.
a 1250 Owl <V Night. 257 Thu hattest ni^tingale, Thu

mutest bet hoten galegale, Vor thu havest to monie tale.

Galege, Galei, obs. ff. Galosh, Galley.

Galeid (g<
Ti "l/id). [ad. mod.L. Galeidx, f.

Galetts = Gr. ya\eos, name of the typical genus.]

A shark of the family GaUidm {Cent. Diet.).

Hence Galeidan [see -an]— prec.

1868 Sir J. Richardson, etc. Museum Nat. Hist. II. 164
Order XII Galeods or Sharks .. Family V.—Galeidans
{Galeidae).

Galeie, obs. form of Galley.
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Galen (g^'len). Also 4-6 Galien. [nd. L,

Galen-us fin med. L. also Galienus\ Gr. Va\rjv6s.]

A celebrated physician of the 2nd century A.D.,

born at Pergamus in Asia Minor. Hence, jocu-

larly : A physician.

[c 1369 Chaucer Bk, Duchesse 572 Ne hele me may
phisicien, Noght Ypocras ne Galien.] 1598 Shaks. Merry
lv\ 11. iii. 29 What saies my Ksculapius V my Galien? my
heart of Elder? 1607 [see Empiricutic]. 1652 Ashmole
Theat. Chem. Annot. 460 Every Galen hath his Plague.

1714 Pearcb Sped. No. 572 P2 Though Impudence and
many Words are as necessary to these Itinerary Galens as

a laced Hat or a Merry Andrew. 1833 M. Scott Tom
Cringle xiv, Then followed the two Galens, and little

Reefpoint. 1893 Farmer Slang, Galen, an apothecary.

Hence G-alenian a. [see -iax] « Galknic a. 1
.

Galenical rt.
1 G-alenism [see -ism], the medical

principles or system of Galen. Also in com-
bining form, as in t Gale no-chemist, ?one who
employs both Galenic and chemical remedies.
1665 G. Thomson Galeno-Pale iv. 19 They . . of a sudden

will all become Chymists; but Galeno-Chymists. 1727-51
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Galenic, Paracelsus .. exploded Ga-
lenism, and the whole Peripatetick doctrine. 1800 Med.
Jrnl. III. 256 The doctrine of their functions still savoured
of the old Galenian Theory. 1869 O. W. Holmes Med. Ess.

vi. 1 1883' 3r3 When we say 'cool as a cucumber', we ;tre

talking Galenism. 1896 F. Ryi.an'd Logic 102 The fourth

figure is still sometimes called the Galenian figure.

Galena (galrna\ A/in. Also 7-9 galaena.

[a. L. galena, a name applied by Pliny to lead at

a certain stage in the process of smelting ; com-
monly, but perh. erroneously, identified with Gr.

ya\r}VT] a calm.] Native lead sulphide ; the common
lead ore. False or pseudo-galena = Black Jack 2.

Also called lead-glance.

[1601 Holland Pliny II. 517 The third part of the vein
which remaineth behind in the furnace, it is Galena, that

is to say, the very mettal it selfe of lead.] 1671 J. Webster
Mc.'allogr. xiii. 201 Galena, or the hardest of Lead ore.

1753 Chamhkks Cycl. Supp., Galena, a name given by
mineral ists to a species of poor lead ore. 1796 Kihwan
Elem. Min. ted. 2) II. 218 Lead in Galena is in its metallic

state. 181a Brackknrtdge Views Louisiana (1814) 148

The ore is what is called potter's ore, or galena, and has
a broad shining grain. 1879 Atchkklky Boerland 186
Parkins showed me a reef of galena on his farm.

attrib. 1806 Gazetteer ScotI. 552 A specimen of galena
lead ore was found in a small stream which runs into the
Oniair. 1871 K. B. Smyth Mining Statist. 91 Traces of
silver have been found by the lessees of a galena lease at

Murindal Creek. 1872 Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining
24 The greater number of the veins located near the center

of the district are so-called ' galena ledges'.

Galenic (gale'nik\ a. 1 [f. Galen f -ic] Of
or pertaining to Galen, to his followers, to his

principles and practice ; esp. pertaining to vege-

table preparations, as distinguished from chemical

remedies. Also playfully used for : Medical.

Galenic figure: in Logic see Galenical).
1668 Maynwahing Compt. Phys. 64 Galenick Physitians

are of two sorts: the Rigid Galenist, and the Galeno-
Chymist. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse- Watch 1 Concerning
the old Galenic Doctrine about the Pulses. 1710 Salmon
{title , English Herbal, or the History of plants, names,
species, descriptions .. galenick and chymick virtues and
uvjs. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 124 P 2 The ordinary Writers

of Morality prescribe to their Readers after the Galenick
way ; their Medicines are made up in large Quantities.

An Essay-Writer must practise in the Chymical Method,
and give the Virtue of a full Draught in a few Drops. 1771
Muse in Miuiat. 50 Debar'd O Sun ! thy great galenic
skill, Earth shuts her pores, and Nature's pulse stands still.

a 1856 Sir W. Hamilton Logic (i%(x>) I. 401 The first notice

of this Galenic Figure is by the Spanish Arabian, Averroes.

1869 O. W. Holmks Med. Ess. vi. (1883) 339 Remedies ..

both Galenic and chemical : that is, vegetable and mineral.

Galenic (g&leiuk), a* [f. Galkna + -ic]

Pertaining to or containing galena.
1828 in Wkbsikr; and in later Diets.

Galenical (gale'nikal), a. 1 and sb. Also 7 -all,

gallenical. ff. Galenic rt. 1 + -al.] A. adj. ^Ga-
lenic a. ' Galenicalfigure, in Logic ;see quot. 1 774V
1652 Ashmole Theat. them. Annot. 461 Albeit I magnifie

Chemicall Phisique, yet I do not lessen the due commenda-
tions that belong to Galenicall. 1671 Glanvim, Disc. M.
Stubbe 12 Galenical Physicians. 171a tr. Pomd's Hist.

Drugs I. 133 They are much us'd in Physick among several

galenical Compositions. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. xvii.

Wks. VIII. 125 Whether chemical or galenical prepa-

rations, 1741 Chamhkrs Cyd. s.v. Figure, It is called the

fourth . . and by others, thegalenical Figure. 1768 W. Donald-
son Sir Barth. Sapskull'I. 214 My face was disguised by a
galenical mask 1774 Ri-.id Aristotle's Logics iii. S 2 It [the

fourth figure of syllogism] was added by the famous Galen,

and is often called the Galenical. 1854 Maynf. Expos. Lex.,

Galenical medicine, the medical principles taught by Galen,

which consisted in an almost entire reliance on simples.

1880 Daily Tel. 20 Sept., Galenical Laboratory. [Wanted]
In the above department of a wholesale druggist, a young
man who thoroughly understands the manufacture of tinc-

tures and galenical preparations on a large scale.

Hence G-alenically adv., with galenical or vege-

table remedies.
168* Salmon (title), Compendium of Physick . . showing the

Signs and Judgments of curing all Diseases perform'd

Astrological!)', Gallenicaliy, and Chemically. 1694 Land.
Gaz. No. 3020/4^ The Cure of all sorts of tevers; Galeni-

cally and Chymically performed.

B. sb. A remedy such as Galen prescribed, a

vegetable medicine, a simple.

1768 W. Donaldson Sir Barth. Sapskull II. 139 He was
occasionally supplied with chymicals and galenicals. 1840
Kauham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Leech Folkestone. He swallowed,
at the least, two pounds of chemicals and galenicals. 1884
Times 14 Aug. 3 Suggestions had recently been made for

standardizing some of our galenicals.

Galenical (gale'nikal), a.- [f. Galenic a.- +
-alJ = Galenic a. 2

1828 in WiiBSTLR ; and in later Diets.

Galeni ferous, a. [f. Galena + -(i>euous.]

Containing or producing galena.
In recent Diets.

Galenism: see after Galen.

Galenist (g^'lSnist). Also 7 gallenist. [f.

Galen + -1st.] One of those who followed the

medical principles and practice of Galen.

1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 249 This
needle Gallaunt . . rayleth on our Galenists, and calls them
dull gardners and hay-makers in a mans belly. 1606

Dkkkek Sev. Sinnrs vn. (Arb.) 46 What Gallenist or Para-

celsian in the world, by all his water-casting, and minerall

extractions, would iudge [etc.]. 1692 Tryon Good House-iv.

xvi. m, 1 had rather fall into the hands of an unskilful

Gallenist, than of a rash and ignorant Chymist. 1727-51
Cn ambf.hs Cyd. s?v., The Galenists stand opposed to the

chemists. 1869 O. W. Holmes Med. Ess. vi. (1883) 319 These
Galenists were what we should call 'herb-doctors' to-day.

1891 C. Crkk;hton Hist. lipid. Brit 536 Sir Theodore
Mayerne, the King's physician, who had been driven from
Paris by the intolerance of the Galenists.

Hence + G-aleni stical a. -= Galknic a. 1

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653I 236 They excel all

Galenistical compositions for the eradicating inveterate

maladies.

iGalenite. 1 Oh. [f. Galen + -ite.] ^

Galenist.
1606 Svi.vkstf.r Dn Bartas 11. iv. Trophies 793 A skilfull

Galenite, Who (when the Crisis comes) dares even foretell

Whether the Patient shall do ill or well. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Galenite, one that studies or follows the Apho-
risms of Galen, the ancient great Physitian.

Galenite 2 (gai/iwit). Mm. [f. Galena +
-ite.] -Galena.
1868 Dana.I//'//. 41 All galenite is more or less argentiferous.

Galenoid galrnoid . a. and sb. [f. Galena +
-oiD.] A. adj. Resembling galena.

1884 Athenaeum 26 Apr. 541/1 Depositing ..a lustrous

galenoid coating by the decomposition of an alkaline solution

of lead tartrate with sulphur urea.

B. sb. Cryst. See quot.)

[The form occurs most freq. in galena, whence the name.]
1882 A. H. Gkeen Phys. Geol. 11. (ed. 3) 45 The complete

form is bounded by 3 x 8 = 24 equal and similar isosceles

triangles ; it is called, .the Trigonal Trisoctahedron, or the

Galenoid.

Galeny, var. Galeeny.

Galeod (g^'Ufrf). Ichth. [ad. Gr. yaXcwbrjs

resembling a shark, f. yaKcos (see next).] A shark.

1868 [see Galeidan],

Galeoid g^'l/oid), a. [ad. Gr. yaXtofrf-qs, f.

ya\€6<> a kind of shark : ?ee -on*.] a. Ichth.

Resembling a shark or dog-fish. b. Ent. Belong*

ing to the arachnidans of the family Galeodid;v.

1847 Johnston in Proc. Ber%v. Nat. Club II. v. 217 The
'AAwirir£, Aristotle tells us, is a Shark or galeoid fish.

G-aleon, -oon, obs. forms of Galleon.

Galeopithecus (g*fcl/<?pi>*-k&). [mod.L., f.

Gr. 7oA(t; marten-cat + mBTjKos ape.] A Hying

lemur. See FLYING ppl. a. 1 b.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 595/1 The remarkable genus

Galeopithecus. 1848 Cari'Kntkk Anim. Phys. xii. (1872)

504 The Galeopithecus or Flying Lemur.

Galeot, obs. f. Galliot i- var. Galliot-.

Gale pote, obs. form of Gallipot.

Galer (g*'*lai\ Also 7 galor. [f. Gale sbA +
-BB, -ok. Cf. Gavelleu.] In Gloucestershire

:

fa. The farmer or collector of the 'gale' or

manorial duty on fish (obs.). b. The agent for the

letting of ' gales ' or mining licences.

c 1640 J. Smith Hundred of Berkeley (1885I 321 The
Lords servant or farmer thereof, the Galor. 183a in 5/// AY/.

Dean Forest Cotnm. (1835) 70, 1 never sold a gale, but I have

bought quarries. I went to the galer, and had it transferred

in the gale-book.

Galericulate ^liari-kitfl/O, a. Hot. [f. I-.

galericui-ttm (dim. of galerurn cap) + -ate-.]

Capped, furnished with a cap ; = Galkatk.
1706 [see Galeatk]. 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

t Galericulated, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec +
-ED.] - prec.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 468 A broad, round, galemiculated

[sic] Lip, the Center of which opens into the Hollow of the

Flower. 1725 [see CdCVUAIKB 2].

Galerite (galw-rsit). [ad. mod.L. galerites, f.

galer-um cap : see -ite.] A fossil sea-urchin of the

genus Galcrilcs.

1828 in WkmtBR ; and in later Diets.

i Galern. Obs.~ l [a.f\.V.galernc = Tr.galema
y

Sp., PgM galerno \ of uncertain origin.] (See quot.)

[14. . ). Vongf. Secreta Secrdornm 153 The lordshupp of

solerne ther as the day dawyth, neyther of galeme the

baillie, ther as the nyght nyghtyth.] 1693 Evelyn De La
Quint. Compl. Card. I. 145 The Galern, otherwise called

the North, and North North-West Wind, which reigns

commonly in the Month of April.

Galette (gale-t). [a. Y.galelle.'] A broad thin

cake of bread or pastry.

*775 J- Jf.kvll Corresp. (1894) 51 He was crammed with
the galette or cake of the vintage. 1840 T. A. Tbollope
Summer in Britt. II. 61 He was, in short, a merry, careless

fellow, eating the galette when he could get it [etc.]. 1865
Milton it Cheadle North IK by Land 53 Taking a couple
of 'gallettes' [sic], or unleavened cakes, a-piece, [we] set out
on a forced march to the Fort.

Galewes, -is, -ys, obs. forms of Gallows.
Galey(e, obs. forms of Galley.
t Galfol, a. Obs. [f. gal Gale sb? + -ful.]

Of a deity : ? Ready to give oracular responses (cf.

Gale v. 1 I).

1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 389 Ne we for sake of our sinne no
sacrifice maken To oure galfule god. ibid. 668 For mer-

curie miche spak to meutaine iangle, 5e holden him galful

& god, & god of the tounge.

Galghes, Galhe fork), Galhouse, -hows,
obs. forms of Gallows.
Galiace, var. Galliass.

Galiage, var. Galeaoe.

+ Galianes, sb. pi. Obs.~x
[f. Galien Galen.]

' Drinks named after Galen ' (Siccat).
("1386 Chaucer Pard. /'ream. 20 Thyn ypocras, and eek

thy Galiones [7>.rr. galyans, Galianes, Galiounes] And euery
boyste ful of thy letuarie.

Galiantine,Galiard^e,Galias(s e,Galiau-
dise, Galic, obs. ff. Galantine, Galliabd,

Galliass, Galliakdlse, Gaelic.

t GaliegTOSS. Obs. Also galligross. [ad. It.

galea grossa great galley.] A yreat galley.

1628 Sir K. Digby / 'oy. Medit. 1 1S68) 38, 1 had intelligence

that there was great force of galliones and galligrosses in

the roade that might happily oppose me. 165a Ukq^'hart
Jewel Wks. 11834I 245 Whether they had galleys, galeoons,

galiegrosses, or huge war ships, it was all one to him.

Galigal, obs. form of Galinoale.

Galilean gadilfan),^.! andsb. [f. L. Galilsv-a

(Gr. TaKiKaia Galilee) + -AN.J

A. adj. Of or belonging to Galilee, the most
northerly province of Palestine.

1637 Milton Lycidas 109 Last came, and last did go, The
Pilot of the Galiuean lake.

B. sb. A native or an inhabitant of Galilee;

used by pagans as a contemptuous designation for

Christ, and hence as a synonym for 'Christian'.

Also, a member of a fanatical sect which arose in

Galilee in the 1st century.

1611 Bible Ads ii. 7 lSehold, are not all these which

Speake, Galileans? 1683 Life Julian 100 After he received

that mortal blow, hecryed out, Thou hast overcome, O
Galilean. 1686 Horneck Crncif. Jesus xxiii. 697 A Gali-

lean was a nick-name ; when the Jews called one a Galilean,

they meant an inconsiderable person. 1776 Gibbon Dcd.jS'

F. I xvi. 526 Under the appellation of Galileans, two dis-

tinctions of men were confounded, the must opposite to each

other in their manners and principles ; the disciples who had
embraced the faith ofJesus of Nazareth, and the zealots who
had followed the standard of Judas the Gaulonite.

Galilean gadil/'an), a.- [f. Galileo the cele-

brated Italian astronomer + -an.] Distinctive

epithet of the form of telescope invented by Galileo.

1727 51 Cha.mbkbs Cycl. s. v. Telescope, The Galilean or

Dutch telescope. 1769 Fhanklin Lett. Wks. 1887 IV. 234,

I have got from Mr. Ellicot the glasses, Sec, of thelong

Galilean telescope. 1878 N 1EWCOKB Pop. As'rou. 11. i. 10S

The Galilean telescope was.. of the simplest construction.

Galilee garlil/). Also 6 Galleley. [a. OK
gal/lee, a. mod.L. galil.ra (Du Cange\ a use of the

proper name (see Galilean a. i). Possibly the

allusion is to Galilee as an outlying portion of

the Holy Land, or to the phrase 'Galilee of the

Gentiles* (A/all. iv. 15).] A porch or chapel at

the entrance of a church.
According to some authorities, the L, word was also

applied to the western extremity of the nave, as being a

part it yarded as less sacred than the rest.

[a 1186 ( hartrr in Grcenwell Durh. Cath. (1892) 48 note,

Super altare Heat.u Man;e in occidentali parte ejusdem

ecclesiie qua ( lalihea vocatur.] 1593 Kites 0/Durham tSur-

teeft) s6 A chappell maide and dedicated to the blessed

Virgin Made, now cauled the Galleley. 1814 Socthkv
Roderick xxiv. 29 There was a church.. and here within

An oaken galilce, now black with age, His old Iberian

ancestors were laid. 1B48 Rickman Archit. 128 The most

gorgeous porch of this style in existence is the Galilee at

the west end of Kly cathedral. 189a Pa/l Mall G. 31 Oct.

5/1 The extension of the chapel, by the addition of a galilee,

was entrusted to [etc.].

b. attrib as in Galilee-bell, -door, -porch, -steeple.

1593 Rites of Durham Surtees) 3-? Over the Galleley dour

ther, in a belfray called the Galleley steple, did hing mj

goodly great Bells. Ibid. 35 And dyd rynne streight waie

to the Galleley Hell and tould it, to th' intent any man that

hard it might knowe that there was som man that had taken

Saunctuarie. 1839 LoMOT. Hyperion iv i, My arabesques

.. and Holy-Roods and Galilee-steeples. 1868 Less. Mid.

Age 354 There is a Galilee porch at the south-west corner of

the great transept. 1879 Sir G. Scott Lect. Archit. I. 127

The' Galilee porch at Kly. .is one of the most magnificent

specimens of the fully-developed style in the country.

Galimatias gseHnueitts, gadim^^pfa). Also

7 galimatia, 8 gallimatia s, galimathias. [a. F.

galimatias, a word ofunknown origin, first found in

the 1 6th century ; cf. galitnafre'e GallimaI'FKY, and

see conjectures in Littre.] Confused language,

meaningless talk, nonsense.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. ii, A Galimatia of extrava-

gant conceits. 171a Addison Sped. No. 275 f6 The
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great Cavity was filled with a kind of Spongy Substance,
which the French Anatomists call Galimatias and the Eng-
lish, Nonsense. 1728 Ld. Hekvey Let. to Lady M. IV.

Montagu 28 Oct. in Lady M."s Lett., If you do not dis-

like long letters, and an unstudied galimatias of tout ce qui
se trouve au bout de la plume (comme dit Madame de
Sevigne),let me know it. 1824 H.C. Kohikson DtaryxoJune
(1869) II. x. 274 Now it seemed to me that Mr. C had
no opinions, only words, for his assertions seemed a mere
galimatias, i860 Kakkar Orig. Lang. vi. 144 Simple
thoughts overlaid with galimatias.

b. transf. A mixture, medley,
1762 H. Waltouc Lett, to Montagu elxv, Her dress, like

her language, is a galimatias of several countries.

Galinieta-wood. Also galemeta. The
wood of a West Indian tree (Dipholis salieifolia).

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 201 The White Bullytree, or
Galimeta-wood. This tree, .is of a pale yellow colour, and
reckoned a good timber-wood.

Galina, var. Galeeny.
Galinasso, var. of Gali.inazo.

t Gulinga. Obs. Also galingay, galyngaye,
Galanga. [a. med.L. galinga: see next.] =next.
1483 Cath. Augl. 149/1 Gaiynga, galinga. a 1500 Recipes

in BaJ>ees Bk. 53 When it is thyk, do per-to gode spyces,
gynger & galingay & canyll & clows, & serue it fortbe.
1688 R. Holme Armoury n 57/2 Cyperus, or English
Galinga, or the Bull-rush hath in the top a few short leaves.

Galingale (gse'lirjg^tl). Forms: ( igallengar\
4-5 galyngaVe, 5 ganyngale, 6 gallyngale,gali-
gal,6-9 galingal,7galliDgale,galingame,galin-
gall, 6-9 galangal e, 7 galangall, calangall. 6, S

galengal, 8 galengale, 4- galingale. [ad. OF.
galingal {garingal), a. Arab. ^jlsvlJi- khalanjan

or (jlsvlJ^i. khaulinjdn, said to be a. (through

Pers.) Chinese Ko-liang-kiaug, lit. 'mild ginger
from Ko,' a prefecture in the province of Canton.
The word appears also as med.L. gala?iga. galinga
(F. galangue), MD u. galigaen (Du. galigaan, gal-

gant), MHG. galgan (mod.Ger. galgant). Several
of these continental forms are, like the English
word, applied to some kind of sedge and its dried
roots, as well as to the oriental product.]
1. The aromatic root of certain East Indian plants

of the genera Alpinia and Kivmpferia, formerly
much used in medicine and cookery.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 12 ponne do 5u pipor, & side-

ware, & g_allengar, & jin^ifre. c 1305 Land Cokayne 73
The note is gingeuir and galingale. c 1386 Chaucer Prol.
381 A Cook they hadde with hem for trie nones To boille

the chiknes with the Marybones And poudre Marcbant
tart and galyngale. 1480 Caxton Ovia"s Met. x. vii, Ther
froweth galyngal, cytoual, gynger cane! & encens. 1553
;oen Treat. Neive Ind.iArb.) 23 In this Hand is greate

plentie of pepper, Nuttemegges, Spikenarde, Galangale,
and other spices. 1607 ToFSELL Four-/. Beasts 373 It "were
good.. to put thereunto some Cinamon, Giager, Galingale,
& such hot pieces. 1697 Dampier Voy. II. 1. 63 China
root, Galingame, Rhubarb, Ginger, &c. 1736 Bailey
Househ. Diet. 49 Cardamums, Cloves, Cubebs, Galangal,
Ginger, Mace and Nutmegs. 1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bat.
267 The warm and pungent roots of the greater and lesser
Galangale are. .used by the Indian doctors in cases of dys-
pepsia.

+ b. A dish seasoned with galingale. Obs.
a 1616 Bealm. & Fi.. Bloody Bro. u. ii, Put in some of this

\sc. poison 1, the matter's ended; Dredge you a dish of plovers,
there's the art on't ; Or in a galingale, a little does it.

2. Applied to an English species of sedge, Cyperus
longus, sometimes distinguished as 'English galin-

gale', the root of which has similar properties to

those of the true galingale.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 111. xxiii. 346 The roote of Cyperus or
English Galangal is hoote and dry in the third degree. 1589
Cogan Haven Health (1636) 84 Galingale, or rather Cipresse
roots, though it bee rare, yet is it found in some Gardens.
1832 Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 23 Many a winding vale And
meadow, set with slender galingale.

3. attrib., as galingale-root.
c\f>\\ CHATHAM Iliad XXI. 332 The lote trees, sea-grass

reeds, And rushes, with the galingale roots, .all were fn'd.

1743 Lond. <y- Country Brew, m, ted. 2) 226 Add a Pound
or two of Galingal-Roots to it.

Galinipper, Galinule : see Gall-.
Galiny, var. Galeeny.
h Galion 1

, Obs. Also 6 7 gallion. [Gr. 7a-
Ahw.] The plant Galium verum or Lady's Bed-
straw. See Galium.
1548 Turner Names of Herhes (iSSi) 38 Gallon or gallion

is named in englishe in the North countrey Maydens heire.

1578 LVTS Dodoens iv. lxxv. 539 Gallion hath small, rounde,
euen stemmes, with very small narrowe leaues. 1616
Surfl. & Mahkh. Country Farme 497 Likewise the .seed

of Gallion or petty Mugguet.
t Gallon 2

. Obs. ? The fore part of a ship.
1604 E. GftlMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend 149 The vice-

admirall. .brake halfe the Gallon of his owne sbippe, and
cut of all the hinder part of her.

Galion, obs. form of Gaj.leon.

Galiongee (ga-ly^u]^). [a. Turk, jjfcj^i
qalyunjty deriv. of qalyun, a. It. galcone Galleon.]
A Turkish sailor.

1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. U, All that a careless eye
could see In him was some young Galiongee. 1821 Blackw.
Mag. IX. 136 The Pacha, .call'd to him a Galiongee. 18*3
C. B. SHERIDAN in Joanna Baillie's Collect. Loans 104 Uur
Gahongees were her life and her breath.

Galiot: see Galliot.
Galipot (g&'Upft). Also gallipot, [a. F. gali-

pot, galipo, oi unknown origin, perhaps connected
with OK. gar/pot, a species of pine-tree. But cf.

Littre Supply The turpentine or resin which exudes
from, and hardens upon, the stem of certain pines.

1791 W. Nicholson tr. ChaptaCs Elem. Chem. (1800) III.

73 Galipot, a concrete resinous juice, of a yellowish white
colour and strong smell, .comes from Guienne, where it is

afforded by two species of pine. 1804 Tini;ry Varnishers
Guide 1816) 19 This turpentine, when it has acquired con-
sistence by exposure to the air, forms what is called gallipot.

attrib. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Gal/pot varnish.

Galipot, obs. form of Gallipot.
Galium g^'Liiwn). Bot. [a. mod.L. galit/m,

ad. Gr. yd\wv BedstraW 2.] A genus of plants

(N.O. A'ubiaeett'): =Bedstra\v 2.

1548-1616 [see Galion 1

]. 1785-94 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot. xv. i6( Galium has a salver shaped corolla and two
roundish seeds. 1880 C. K. Markham Peruv. Bark 142
A little galium by the road-side.

t Galiwhistell. Obs. [Cf. OF. 'ting sifflct de
galer d'arj;cnt '. in a list of jewels dated 1474.
?Connected with galer vb.. to make merry, dance.]
1423 Indenture in Rot. Pari. IV. 219 Item, 1 Galiwhistell

d'or pois' dim. unc', pris x s. Item, 1 Muskball d'or.

Gall gyl),^/'. 1 Forms: 1 7.eBl\&,{e&lla,)
)
Augh'au

galla, 3-4 jalle, 3-6 galle, 4 gawle, 4-5 gal,

gale. 6-7 gaule, 7-8 gaul, 7 gawl, 6-9 Sc. gaw,
4- gall. [OE. lealla \\k. masc, agrees in meaning
with OS. galt'a km., MDw. grille km., (Du. gal
fern.), OIK*. galla fern., (MHG. and G.gat/e km.),
and ON. gad str. neut. i^but Swed. galle masc,
galla fern., Da. galde com.) :—OTeut. types *gallom,

gallon-, -on- :—pie-Tetit. *gholno-.
The pre-Teut. rout glial-, *ghel-, which is represented also

in Gr. *oA>}. xoAo?, and in l,.fel, is perhaps the same as
that of OE. geolo yellow (:—OTeut. *j>el-7oo-\ L. helvns,
Gr. \A(o-po«r. the gall being thus named from its colour.]

I. 1. The secretion of the liver, bile. Now ap-
plied only (exc. in 6'c7w/\'tothntofthelo\veranimals,

esp. to oxgall 'see Ox) as used in the arts. (From
the earliest period often used, like L.fel, V.Jiel, ttc,
as the type of an intensely bitter substance.)
c 825 / 'esp. Psalter lxviii. 7 Saldun in mete minne gallan.

c 1000 ,-Ei.i kic Gloss, in Wr.-W'ulcker 160/40 Fel, ml bills,

*ealla. c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Matt, xxvii. 34 And hi^ sealdon
hym win drincan win eallan [MS. Bodl. ^eallan] ^emenged.
t 1200 Vices <y Virtues (i888» iig A3eanes bat underfeng
godd *5e bit re }alle on his muoe. a 1225 Aucr. R. 106 He
smeihte galle on his tunge. 4x1300 Cursor M. 24046 |>ai

gaf him gall to drinc. c 1374 Chaccer Troylus iv. 1109
(1137I The woofull teres bat bei letyn fall As bitter wer..
as is ligne Aloes or gall. 14. . Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
627/8 Feit gal. 11547 Surrev Ps. Ixxiii. 22 I.yke cupps
myngled with gall, of bitter tast and saver. 1615 Chooke
Body ofMan 43 The bladder ofGaul purge th away the Choller
from tliat meate. 173a Akbuthnot Rules oj Diet 405 Gall
is the greatest Resolvent of curdled Milk. 1795 Woi.cott
(H. Pindari Fiudariaua Wks. 1812 IV. 218 Tis sweetness
tempts the insects from the skies; Gall needeth not a flapper
for the flies, i860 C. Sanostek Sonu, 176 The sweat oozed
from me like great drops of gall.

b. fig. with reference to the bitterness of gall.

< 1200 Okmin 15419 To birrlenn firrst te swete win and
si)>benn bitterr galle. a 1300 Cursor M. 25729 Hony bai
bede and gif vs gall, a 1415 Lvnc. Temp. Glass 192 Alhis
pat euer pat it shuld[e] fal, So soote sugre Icoupled be
with gal ! x6n MlDDLETON & DekkeR Roaring Girlc in.
D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 181 I,ones sweets tast best, when we banc
drunk downe Gall. 1624 Qcaklks Div. Poems, Job xii. SS
His Plenty .. shall Ue Hony, tasted, but digested, (Jail.

1752 Mason El/rida 56 Relentless Conscience Pours more
of gall into the bitter cup Of their severe repentance. 1824
\V. Irving T. Trav. II. 53 And yet was free from the gall
of disappointment.

C. in Biblical phrases.

1382 WyclIF Lam. iii. 19 Rccorde of porenesse and of
myn ouerguiug, and of wrmod and of galle. — Acts \ iii.

23 f'orsoth in galle of bittirnesse and bond of wickidnesse
I se thee for to be. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 1055 Why
the good man's share In life was gall and bitterness of soul.

1893 Times 25 Apr. 10/1 A Dill the very idea of which is

gall and wormwood to the Protestant artisans.

2. The gall-bladder and its contents.
< 1200 Okmin 1259 Forr cullfre iss milde, and meoc, and

swete and all wij.putenn galle. t: 1330 Arth. <y Merl. 7176
pat ^chulder 8: arm & ribbes alle He doun kilt wib liner &
;alle. i39o(;owi:n Con/. III. 100 The drie coler with his
hete, Hy wey of kinde his propre sete Hath in the galle,
where he dwelleth. c 1400 Laufranc's Citurg. 172 Of be
galle we makip noon anothamie, for al oure science makij)
noon niencioun of a wounde in be galle. c 1430 Lydc. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 56 To have a galle, and be cleptd a
douflf«..It may wele ryme, but it accordith nought. 1541
R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirurg. I ija, What is y*
galle ?. . It is a bag or bladder panyculous set in the holow-
nes of the lyuer. 1590 SpEHSKB /'". Q. 1. ii. vi, He .. did ..

wast his inward gall with deepe despight. 1635 Hkywooij
Hierarch. vn. 416 Her Gall being burst., she would be seene
to swim. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. in. xxii. 403 Ground-
Ivy, it is a wound-herb, opens the Lungs and Gall, cleanses
the Reins. 1743 Lond. fy Country Br*W. u. ted. 2) 151
Two different Juices from the Gaul and Sweet-bread.
1820 Blackw. Mag. VII. 470 Only a gut, a gaw, and a
gizzard. 1897 Maky KrNGSLEY //'. Africa 543 The gall-
bladder is most carefully removed from the leopard and burnt
coram publico

. .This burning of the gall, however, .is done
merely to destroy it.

t b. bhoit lor ' sickness of the gall ', a disease
in cattle. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbaclis Hush. m. (1586) 135 b, margin,
The Gal, or Yellows [In the fe.it : The sicknesse of the Gall
is knowen by the running eies (etc.)].

(t. Bitterness of spirit, asperity, rancour (supposed
to have its seat in the gall : see 1 390 in sense 2).

c 1200 Okmin 1253 And arrt te sellf a}3 milde and meoc
annd all wibbutenn galle. a 1340 Hami-oli-: Psalter, Song
llezekiah 497 Wibouten gall of yre and wickidnes. 1377
Lakcl. /'. PI. P. xvi. 155 Fahei'.esse I fynde in bi faire
speche, And gyle in pi gladde chere, and galle is in | i

lawghynge. 1577-87 Hoi.insiikd Chron. II. 431 A plea-
sant conceited companion, full of mirth without gall. 1641

J. Jackson True Evang. 'P. n. 152 Breaches of charity.

.

by virulencie ami gall of our pennes, and by the violence
of our hands. 1781 Giboon Decl. \ F. III. xlviii. 29 Their
votaries have exhausted the bitterness ofreligious gall. 1849
Robkktson Sernt. Ser. 1. x.\i. u866i 349 The bitterness
which changes the milk of kindly feelings into gall. 1887
Ham. Caike Deemster xxxvi. 236 Fellows who had shown
ruth for the Jirst time, began to show gall for the hundredth.

t b. Spirit to resent injury or insult. Obs.
1390 Gower Con/. I. 303 And if it fal.. A man to lese so

his galle Him aught. .the name here of pacient. < 1450
Cokivolds Dattnce 96 in Ha/I. E. P.P. I. 42 And ^et for

all hys grete honour, Cokwold was Kyng Arthour, Ne galle
non he had. 1604 Shaks. Oth. IV. iii. 93 We hane galles :

and though we bane some Grace, Vet haue we some Re-
uenge. c 1680 BeveridgE Scrttl. (1729J I. 130 If there l^e

any such thing as gall in us.

f C. Hence, To break one's gall : in early use, to

break the spirit, cow, subdue; in later slang (see

quot. 1 785). Obs.
c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. xxiii. 589, I wavand you ..That

he shall soyn yelde the gast, ffor brestyn is his gall.

1508 Dunbar Flytingiv. Kennedie 183 Obey, theif baird,
or I snl brek thy gaw. r 1530 Roue. lie of Lore Ixv, in

Chaucer's Wks. (1532) 368 a! Whtche she pcrceyt^'ng
brasteth his gal And anon his great wodene~se duthe fal.

1586.1. Hookek Girald. Irel. iii Holinshcd II. 142,2 The
deputie, when he had broken the galles of them, & liad thus
dispersed them, .returned towards Dublin. 1625-6 Pt'Ri mas
Pilgrims 11. 163S, I still defied them .. which in a manner
broke their very galls. 1785 Grose Diet. I'ulg. Tongue
s. v , His gall is not yet broken, a saying used in prisons if a
man just brought in, who appears melancholy and dejected.

4. U.S. slang. Assurance, impudence.
1890 Cambridge iMass. Frozen Truth 28 Nov. 2/3 And

'gall ', of which joe always had plenty, especially as a poli-

tician. 1891 Voice (NT . V.) 31 July, With infinite 'gall' he
has opened an office for the sale of ' original packages ' only
a few feet away.

II. In certain transferred uses.

+ 5. Poison, venom. Obs,
[Traces of a confusion between the notions of 'hitter' and

' poisonous ' are found in many langs. (see, e.g., Deut. xxxii.

32-34 ; it was also anciently believed that the venom of
serpents, etc. was produced from their gall (Plin. A'. //. \i.

exciii . Cf. 'sagitta armata felle venein ', Virg. .En. xii. 8-7.]

1340 Hami'oj.h Pr. Consc. 6755 Galle of draguns (air wyne
sal be, And wenym of snakes bar-with. 1382 Wvci.IF Deut.
xxxii. 33 Gal of dragouns the wyne of hem, and venym of
eddies vncurable. a 1450 Le Morte . Irtli, 1654 How in an
appelle he dede the galle.

6. Gall of the earth [\ t.fdterr;r, F.fieltfe lerrc] :

a name given to the Lesser Centaury, from its

bitterness: cf. earth-gall (Earth sbA Y>. II). Also
applied to other plants.

1557 Maplet Gr. Forest 37 Centorie Is called the bitter

Herbe..some cal it the gal of the earth. 1605 Timme
(Juersil. m. 148 Out of the lesser centaurie, which some call

the gaule of the earth, much salt is extracted. 1848 Ckah;,
Gall 0/ the earth, a name given in North America to the
plant Souchus/loridanus, a species of the Sow-thistle.

7. The scum of melted glass \y.fiel de verrc~\:

see Glass-gall.
III. 8. Comb., as gall-like adj. Also gall-

bag, -cyst, the vessel containing the gall -^ Gall-
BLADDEB

;
gall-drop, a drop of gall or bitterness

;

gall-duct, -passage, -pipe, the tube through which
the bile passes; + gall-sickness [ = W\. galziekte,

Ger. gallsuchf\, a form of intermittent kv^r, com-
mon in the Netherlands '

KSj'd. Soc. Lex.)
; f gall's

purse --=gall-bag; TgalTwettf., steeped in gall or

bitterness. Also Gall-bladdek, Gall-stone.
1625 Hart Attai. (Jr. \. ii. 15 A yellow .. colour of the

skinne doth better declare any obstruction of the \gall-bagge
..then the vrine. 1794 C01.RKIDGE Death Chattertou ioq
For oh ! big "gall-drops. . Have blackened the fair promise of
thy spring. 1703 _(. Pi kcei.i. Cholick 1714) 49 The Pretei-
natuial Position of Parts; as of the "Gall-duct inserted into

the Stomach. i8;r6 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 85 The fissure

was chiefly occupied superficially by a very dilated gall-

duct, so large that the index finger entered it readily on
opening it. 1605 Timme (Juersit. 1. xvi. 85 They abounde
with a certair.e

ygaulike bitternesse. 1676 Cooke Marrow
Chirurg. 390 In it [the Duodenum] are inserted the Gall-

passage, Ductus Cholcdochus & Ductus ll'lrtcuns;ianns or
Paucreaticus. 171a Hi.ackmoke Creation VL 520 Which.,
striving thro' the "Gall-pipe, here unload Their yellow
Streams, more to refine the Flood. 15*8 Pavnei. Salerne's

Regim. Uiijb, The other necessite is in respecte of the
*galles purse. 1597-8 Bp. Hall J'irgid., Sat. 11. Prol.,

With *gall-weet words and speeches rude, Controls the

mauers of the multitude.

Gall (gfDj *M Forms: 1 seall\ 4-6 galle,

4-7 gaule. 7 gal, 6-9 Se. gaw, 6- gall. [OE.
gealla wk. masc, a sore on a horse, corresponds in

meaning to MSw. galle wk. masc, MLG., MUG.,
mod.G. galle fern., Du. gal fern. ; in Ger. and Do,
the word has or has had (see Grimm Wb. and
the Xederl. Woordenb.) the senses 'pimple or blister
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generally, barren spot in a field, flaw or rotten

place in a rock ', etc. All these words are in the

several langs. formally identical with those repr.

Gall sbA, and it seems not unlikely that they may
be actually identical ; the notion of ' venom

'

(Gall sb. 1
5) passes easily into that of ' envenomed

sore' (cf. Felon sb.-) ; the other senses illustrated

below may be explained as referring to the gall as

a part of the carcass which has to be removed as

useless and offensive. The OX. and MSw. galle

wk. masc, ' fault, defect ' (in phrases equivalent

to 'without gall'), seems to admit of the same
explanation.

It is, however, probable that words of different etymology
have influenced the s nse-development in the Eng. and other

Teut. langs. In the Rom. langs. the word for Gali, sb*
(F. galle, it. gain, Sp. agalla) was used for a swelling on
the fetlock of a horse i = Ger. Jloszgalle, ivindgalle, Eng.
Windfall . and Ger. writers of the 16th c. argue that the

word ought, being a transferred use of galle gall-nut, to be
limited to this specific meaning. In Eng. the word seems
to have been influenced (through Gall?'.) by OF. galler,

galer to rub, scratch, gall : possibly also by F. gale fern.,

itch, scurf, scab lalso, flaw in cloth, whence Du. gaal\ ; the

source of these words is unknown, one suggestion being that

they are derived from L. galla Gall sb.'-]

1. Originally, a painful swelling, pustule, or

blister, esp. in a horse (cf. Windgall). In later

use (? influenced by Gall v.), a sore or wound
produced by rubbing or chafing.

i 1000 Sax. Leeelui. II. 156 Wi<5 horses ^eallan. Lacna
Sone seallan mid [etc.]. < 1440 Promp. Pari'. 185/1 Galle,

soore yn mann or beeste, strumas, marista ['i= marisea,
hemorrhoid '!]. 1514 Barclay Cyt. <y Uplondyshm, iPercy
Soc.) p. ix, See how my bandes are with many a gall, And
stifle as a borde by worke continual!. 1571 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxvi. 167 Tuiche anis the gaw and yan the hors

wil fling, Fra tyme ye spur and hit him on the quik. 1600

Holland Livy xxvili. x.wii. (1609) 68t Full against my will

I touch these points, as sores and gals [vuluera] that will

not abide the rubbing. 1702 Loud. Gas. No. 3807/4 Lost

or Stolen . . a brown Bay Horse, .a Gall on the near side.

1855 K.INGSLI-.Y IVestiu. Ho I 11889) 329 He only got one
shrewd gall in his thigh.

t b. In specific applications 'see quots.). Obs.

1575 Tlkbkrv. Eaulconrie 345 Divers times there rise up
kmibbesupon ye feete of hawkes, as upon the feete of Capons,
which some call Galles and some goutes, 1741 Compl.
Fam.'Piece ill. 504 Of the Gall in Swine .. This Distemper
shews itself by a Swelling that appears under the Jaw.

t c. To claw, rub, hit on the gall : fig. to touch

(a person) on a sore or tender point. Also absol. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's '/'. 84 Ther is noon of vs alle If any
wight wol clawe vs on the galle That we n-d kike for he
seith vs sooth. 1523 Skelton Carl. Laurel 97 Vet wrote
he none ill Sauynge be rubbid sum vpon the gall. 1585
Abf1

. Sandys Serm. xiv. 242 Herod heard John gladly while

hee carped others, but hee could not abide to bee rubl>ed on
the gall himselfe. 1640 Sanderson Serm. II. 172 We shall

scarce read a chapter, or hear a sermon, hut we shall meet
with something or other that seemeth to rub upon that gaul.

2. fig. Something galling or exasperating ; a state

of mental soreness or irritation.

1591 Troub, Raigue K. John II. ("1611) 104 The other

griefe, I that's a gall indeed, To thinke that Douer castle

should hold out Gainst all assaults. 1596 Spenskr State
fret. (Globe) 612/2 They did great hurt unto his title, and
have left a perpetuall gall in the myndes of that people.

a 1626 Br. Akdrewes Serm. x. 11661) 462 The gals, that sin

makes in the conscience, are the entering of the iron into

our soul. 183* Lvtton Eugene A. 1. ix, In a few day;; he
might be rid of the gall and the pang. 1880 Mrs, Parr
Adam <y Pz'e xxxi. 421 This . . was a gall which of late she
had been frequently called upon to endure.

f 3. A person or thing that harasses or distresses.

1537 St. Papers Hen. \ III, II. 411 Theise men, being
inhabited in soch a gall of the countrie as thei be, been
soche a staye and lett to the King that onles thei be subdued,
His Grace shall never be in securitie. 1596 SpbKSBB State
Iret. (Globe) 645/1 It is both a principal! barre and im-
peachement unto theeves. .and also a gall agaynst all rebells

and outlawes. Ibid. 654/1 For if they [the Irish] might be
suffred to remayne about the garrison . . they would . . be ever
after such a gall and inconvenience unto them, as that [etc.].

f b. Galling or harassing effect. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 112 b, The Frenchmen, not
able to abide the smart, and gaules of the arrowes, fled

a pace.

4. A place rubbed bare ; an unsound spot, fault

or flaw ; in early use also a breach. Now only

techn.

1545 Asciiam Toxoph. *Arb.) 114 A bowe .. not marred
with knot, gaule, wyndeshake, wem, freate or pynche. 1603
Knollks Hist. Turks (1621) 1105 They, .with great labour
and Industrie repairing the breaches and gaules made by
the artillerie. 1617 Makkham Caval. 11. 203 Being comd
into some large and even hie-way, without either ruttes or

gaules to occasion stumbling. 1618 W. Lawson New Orch.

<y Garden (1623) 23 Young twigs are tender, if boughs or
armes touch and rub, if they are strotig, they make great

galls. 1639 [see Frkt sb.- 1]. 17*1 Kklly Sc. Frw.
218 It is a good Tree that hath neither Knap nor Gaw.
1787 Best Angling 11.(1822)12 Angling line. To make this

line, .you are to take care that your hair be round and clear,

and free from galls, scales or frets. 1881 Greener Gnu
268 In the cheaper grades a few small shakes, galls, and
want of figure are not accounted faults.

b. Sc. A fault, dike.

1805 Forsyth Beat/ties Scotl. II. 470 The coal-field from
Saltcoats to Garnock is cut into three parts by two great
dikes or natural walls of whinstone . . here termed galls.

5. A bare spot in a field or coppice (see Gall vA

3>. In the southern U.S. a spot where the soil

has been washed away or exhausted.

1573 Tusser Husb. li. (1878) 114 Bare plots full of galles if

ye plow ouerthwart, and compas it then, is a husbandlie
part. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Jan. 7 Gauls are void
Spaces in Coppices which serve for nothing but to entice the
Cattel into it, to its great Damage. 1790 W. Marshall
Midi. Counties II. 437 Gloss., Calls, vacant or bald places in

a crop. 1813 Sir J. Culi.lm Hist. Hawsted <y Hardwiek
iii, Sand-galls, spots of sand in a field where water oozes,

or, as we say, ' spews up '
; and lands where such spots are

frequent, are called galty lands. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. IVord-bk., Gall.. 3', a stiff, wet, 'unkind', place

in plough-land. 1891 T. N. Page Ole Virginia 140 The
log cabin, set in a gall in the middle of an old field all

grown up in sassafras.

t 6. Filth, impurity
; fig.

' the offscourings \
refuse. Obs. [With galle oper glet in the fiist

quot., cf. early mod.Ger. vollcr galle ttnd glesz

(Grimm), said of a rock full of unsound places.

Cf. also Gali. stO 7.]
13.. E. E. Atlit. P. A. 1059 Witb-outen fylbe ober galle

oper glet. Ibid. C. 285 Tha3 I be gulty of gyle as gaule of
prophetes.

7. Comb., as f gall-rubbed a., rubbed in such a

way as to be chafed
;
gall spot, a mark produced

by chafing.

1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Bone Spavin, Take the
Root of Klecampane . . wrap it in a Paper and roast it soft,

and after it is "gall-rubb'd and chafed well, clap it on. 1713
Loud. Gas. No. 5157/4 Some white *GalI-spots on her Withers.

Gall (g§l), sb.3 Forms: 4-6 galle, 6-7 gaul e,

gawle, <S gawl, 5- gall. [a. 1'". galle ^ It. gala, Sp.

galla (in Minsheu gaJha) :— L. galla the oak-apple,

gall-nut ; Sp. has also agalla.~\

1. An excrescence produced on trees, especially

the oak, by the action of insects, chiefly of the

genus Cynips. Oak-galls are largely used in the

manufacture of ink and tannin, as well as in dyeing

and in medicine.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvil. civ. (Tollem. MS.),
The mall Mandragora) hap while leues. .and apples growe'?

on be leues, as galles groweb on oken leues. c 1440 Promp.
Pan'. 185/1 Galle of appulte, or ober frute {P. galle, oke
appyll, galla). 1481 Caxton Myrr. I. xviii. 57 Neyther
montayue ne valeye . . taketh not away fro therthe his

roundenesse no more than the galle leueth to be rounde
for his prickis. 1562 Tukner Herbal II. 109 b, A gall is the

fruite of an oke and specially of the lefe. 1616 St'RFL. &
Markh. Country Earme 28 He shall know a fruitful! and
fertile yeare, if he see in the Oke apples, commonly called

Gals, a Flie engendred and bred. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. iv. 389 To these add pounded Galls, and Roses dry.

1776 96 Withering Brit. Plants led. 3* II. 388 The balls,

or galls upon the leaves, are occasioned by a small insect

with four wings. 1842 Tennyson Talking Oak 70, I swear
(and else may insects prick Kach leaf into a gall). 1869 [see

Case sb.- 2 cL 1882 Garden 14 Oct. 335/2 Another very
interesting gall is the Artichoke gall . . so called from its

somewhat resembling in form a Globe Artichoke.

2. altrib. and Comb, a. simple attrib., as gall-

knob ; also in the names of various insects pro-

ducing galls, as gall-beetle, -gnat, -insect, -louse,

-mite, -moth, -wasp; b. objective, as gall bearing,

-making, -producing adjs. Also gall-apple = sense

1 ;
gall-leaf, a leaf upon which a gall is formed

;

gall-oak, +-tree, the oak (Quercus infectorid)

upon which are produced the galls of commerce

;

gall-steep, ' a bath of nutgalls, for the process

of galling in Turkey-red dyeing ' (Cassell). Also

Gall-fi.y, Gall-nut.
1612 Woouall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 203 *Gall-appIes

or Gals is thereto a good medicine. 1828 De Quincev
Toilette Hebr. Lady in Blacktv. Mag. XXIII. 297 A pre-

paration of vinegar and gall-apples. 1851 Layari> Pop. Ace.
Discov. Nineveh vi . 117 The valley of Berwari is well wooded
with the 'gall-bearing oak. 1759 B. Stillincel. Econ. Nat.
in Misc. Tracts (17621 86 When the 'gall-insect called

cynips, has fixed her eggs in the leaves ofan oak, the wound
of the leaf swells. 1892 L. F. Day Nat. in Ornam. ii. 23
In the poplar too, the prominent "gall-knob at the base of

the leafstalk is distinctly characteristic. 1865 E. Peacock
in Athenxnm 18 Mar. 388 When this happens, the *gall-

leaves become prominent objects. 1868 Wood Homes
without H. xxvi. 505 There are also *gall-making insects

among the Diptera. 1881 Miss Ormekod Man. Inj. Ins.

179 The diseased growths formed of irregular masses of twigs

..are caused by this *Galt-mite. 1597 Gerakde Herbal
Table Kng. Names, >Gall tree, and *Gall oke with his kinds.

1835 Booth Analyt. Diet. 91 The Quercus insecti/era, or

Gall-oak, is .1 native of Asia. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec.

I. (1872) 6 The complex and extraordinary out-growths

which invariably follow from the insertion of a minute drop
of poison by a 'gall-producing insect.

Gall (g^l), v. 1 Forms : 5-7 galle, 6 guall,

6-7 gaule, 6-9 gaul, 7-8 gawl, 6-9 Sc. gaw, 6-

gall. [f. Gall *Mj app. orig. a back-formation

from Galled/^/, a.-; the sense may have been

influenced by association with OF. galler ' to gall,

fret, itch; also, to rub, scrape, scrub, claw, scratch

where it itcheth' (Cotgr.).]

1. trans. To make sore by chafing or rubbing.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 185/1 Gallyn, or make gallyd, struma,

1530 Palsgr. 560/1, I galle a horse backe with sadell or

otherwyse, je refoulle. Ibid., I gali, as one dothe his

buttockes with rydyng, je me escorche les Jesses. 1602

Shaks. Ham. v. i. 153 The toe of the Pesant comes so neere

the heeles of our Courtier, hee galls his Kibe. 1606 tr. Du
Mont's Voy. Levant 34 My Horse, who was gall'd under
the Saddle-Bow. 1703 Moxon Mcch. E.xerc. 201 The Pole

. .may draw, .your Thigh against the underside of the Cheek
of the Lathe, and . . Gawl, and also tire your Thigh. 1782
Cowpi r Gilpin 76 The snorting beast began to trot, Which
gall'd him in his seat. 1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg.,

Columbus xlii, Base irons his noble pris'ner gall. 1844 Alb.
Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury Iv. (1886) 168 [His] feet were some-
what galled with the hard walking of the previous days,

fb. To gall off\ to rub off, remove by chafing.

1602 Marston Ant. $ Mel. n. Wks. 1856 I. 21 Her wit

stings, blisters, galles off the skinne. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No.
1220^4 A dapple gray Gelding. .the hair being gauled off of

his breast, by drawing in a Coach. 1694 Ibid. No. 3027/4
The hair is galled off from the off Thigh and Ribs.

2. To fret or injure (^inanimate objects) by rubbing

or contact.

1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 66 The Gabriell . . had her Cable
gauld asunder with a piece ofdriuing yce. 1618 W. Lawson
Neiv Orch. <$- Garden (1623) 22 You shall see the tops of

trees rubd off, their sides galled like a galled horses backe

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. 19 Make several

holes in the Earth with some Iron-Pin . . but withal so cau-

tiously, as not to gall any of the Roots. 1793 Trans. Soc
Arts XL 21 We . . cut out every branch that was decayed
or galled. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, viii. (1813) 106 Take
care to fix the stake firmly, and to tie the tree so with a
firm hay band that it may not easily get galled.

T 3. To break the surface of, produce furrows or

cavities in (ground, soil) ; to fret or wash away. Obs.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1223/2 Three men riding

vpon the causeie, being then ouerflowne . . chanced to come
into a place where the water had galled awaie the earth.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 537 The light sands in

many places gauled deepe with the wind, wonderfully

troubleth the wearie passengers. 1691 Ray Creation 1.

(1704) 103 It would gall the ground, wash away Plants by
the Roots, overthrow Houses.

4. fig. To vex, harass, oppress. (Chiefly said of

a metaphorical 'yoke
1

, 'fetters', or * harness*.)

1614 Raleigh Hist. World u. \. § 12. 232 The neckes of

inortall men bauing been neuer Ijefore gawled with the yoke
of forraine dominion. 1796 Morse Amer, Geog. II. 484
Long and heavily did the Tartar yoke gall the neck o(

Russia, a 1839 Praed Poems {1864) II. 129 And though its

links be firmly set, I never found them gall me yet. 1863

Geo. Eliot Romola 1. xvi, Our old Florentine trick of

choosing a new harness when the old one galls us.

5. To harass or annoy in warfare (esp. with

arrows or shot).

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 124 b, The dastarde people

. . galled and wounded with the shot of the arrowes.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 966, 2 With shot of the

English archers were so curried and galled that they were
driuen to retire. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 11621) 535 As
much as they could shunned to encounter their enemies

with their horsemen, labouring only to gaule them with

shot. 1697 Dhyden Virg. Georg. iv. 446 Flights of Arrows
from the Parthian Bows, When from afar they gaul em-
battel'd Foes. 1731 J. Gray Gunnery Pref. 17 By these

engines they gauled the enemy at a distance. 18x4 Scott
Lit. of Isles 1. xxix, Where bowmen might in ambush wait,

. .To gal! an entering foe. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. vii.

(1875) 270 The surrounding multitudes galled them from a

distance with a cloud of arrows.

6. To harass or annoy mentally, render sore in

spirit, irritate.

1573 <; * Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 18 So that I have
not yit bene so courst and gald in our own Hous, as I am
like hereafter to be pincht and nipt in the Regent Hous.

'597 Montgomekie Cherric <y Slae 1205 (Juhen Hope was
gawd into the quick. x6si Burton Anat. Mel. \. ii. iv. iv.

196 Many men are as much gauled with a calumny, scurrile

& bitter iest, a libel, a pasquill .. as with any misfortune

whatsoeuer. 1703 Rowe Pair Pem't. 1. i. 120 Ere long I

mean to meet em Face to Face And gaul em with my
Triumph. 1791 Boswell Johnson May an. 1738, Cramped
and galled by narrow circumstances. 1831 Lytton Godot-

p/tin 4 You will delight to gall their vanities,

fb. intr. 'Jo gall at \ to scoff at. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. i 77, I haue seene you gleeking

and galling at this Gentleman twice or thrice.

7. intr. To become sore or chafed.
}
Also fig.

1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair n. i, Thou 'It gall between

the tongue and the teeth, with fretting. 1711 Ramsay El.

Patie Birnie 88 He gaw'd fou sair. 1737 Bracken Far-
riery Im/r. (1756) I. 332, I ..am very apt to gall and
have the Skin fretted off. Ibid. II. 161 A young Horse's

Back, .will fret, gall, and be full of Warbles, with even the

least Journey.

fb. ? To crack. (Cf. Gall sb.^4.) Obs. rare- 1
.

1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. A'ss. (1803) I. 515 The wood
looked well, and did not seem to gall or warp so much as

Fir of the same age and seasoning would have done.

Gall (g?l\ v-2 U- Gall sb.^] trans. Dyeing

To impregnate with a decoction of {rails.

1581 [cf. Galled ppt.aS-]. i8»a Imison Sc. «V Art II. 194

Silk is dyed black as follows. After boiling it with soap,

it is galled, and afterwards washed. 1853 Lre Diet. Arts

I. 180 For the dyeing of raw silk black, it is galled in the

cold, with the bath of galls which has already served for the

black of boiled silk.

Gallace: see Galace.
Gallage, Gallaglass, G-allande, obs. ft".

Galosh, Galloglass, Gallon.

Gallant (gre'lant, galarnt), a. and sb. Forms

:

4-6 galaunt(e, 5-S gaJant^e, 5-6 St. galland, 6

gallante, -aunt, -aunde, 6- gallant, [a. F.

galaut (recorded from the 14th c.)
?
pa. pple of OF.

galerto make merry, make a show, (^connected with

gale merrymaking = It., Sp. gala; see Gale sb.'-

and Gala). The early senses of the adj. in Fr. are

:

'dashing, spirited, bold' (obsolete in Fr., but the

source of the prevailing sense in mod.Eng.) ; 'gay in

appearance, handsome, gaily attired*; and 'fitted
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for the pleasures of society, attractive in manners,

courteous, polished \ The last of these gave rise in

ntod.Fr. to the specialized senses 'politely attentive

to women', and ' amorous, amatory', which were

adopted into Eng. in the 17th c, and are usually

distinguished by the accentuation galla'nt. The
It. galante, courteous, honourable, and Sy. galante,

gaily dressed, Syright\y,galan,galano gaily diessed,

seemed to have been adopted from French. The
use as sb., which is recorded in Eng. somewhat
earlier than the adjectival use, was adopted from

Fr., in which language all the senses of the sb. had
been developed.
The origin of the OFr. verh £-a/< r is disputed. The view I

of Diez, that it was f. the OHG. geil~MK. Gole, wanton,
is now abandoned, as the normal Central French form on

1

that supposition should begin with/; the form galcr ifor

which water occurs as a variant) points to an original

initial w. Hence most recent scholars regard the vb. as ad.

OHG. xvallbn to wander, go on pilgrimage ; but the transi- [

tion of sense offers difficulties that are not fully cleared up.]

A. adj.

1. Gorgeous or showy in appearance, finely-

dressed, smart, arch.
c 1420 Lydg. Assemb. Gods 296 Then was there set the

god Cupido, All fresshe & galaunt & costlew in aray. 1508
Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cxxx. Wks. (1876) 203 By wantonesse
of wordes, by wanton lokes, galant apparayle of thy body,
[etc.] 1551 RoitiNsoN tr. Marc's Utop. 11. {\%^\ 132 The
houses be curiously builded, after a gorgiouse and gallaunt

sort. 1578 T. N. tr.Com/. W. India 139 The Mexican brought
. .garments of Cotten exceeding gallant. 1589 K. Rouinson
Gold. Miry. (Chetham Soc.i 2 And in a galland garden
stood this famous Dame. 1507 Gkrarde Herbal 11. Ixxi.

302 On the top of the stalke standeth a most gallant

flower verie double. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres II. i. 20
He shall al wales go gallant and well armed. 1617 Mark ham
Caval. vi. 35 The brauelier will your horses manie or tade
curie, and the gallanter it will appeare to the beholders.
1665-76 Rka Flora 75 It heareth the biggest, doublest, and
gallantest flower of all the double Daffodils. 1671 Lond.
Gaz. No. 544/3 She appeared extraordinary rich and gallant,

being adorned with great quantities of Pearls, and other
precious stones. 1794 Burns Song, Voting Jamie. Young
Jamie, pride of a* the plain, Sae gallant and sae gay a swain.

1809 W. Irving Rnickerb. 111. iv. (1S49) 164, I must confess
these gallant garments were rather short. 1897 Daily
News 30 Mar. 5/3 The Lord Mayor of Dublin, accom-
panied by the High Sheriff and the Town Clerk, gallant

in scarlet robes, ermine trimmed.

tb. Of language: Full of showy expressions,

ornate, specious. Obs.

1484 Caxtom Chivalry 77 The armes with whiche le-

cherye warreth chastyte ben yongthe beaulte queynt ves-
tures and galaunt falshede. 1552 Huloet, Gaye or galaunt
speach, phalerafus serine

t 2. Of women : Fine-looking, handsome. Obs.
1552 Hui.oft, Galaunt wench, bellu la. 1579 Lyly Euphues

(Arb.} 51 This gallant girle, more faire then fortunate, and
yet more fortunate then faithful. 1613 Withers Abuses
Slript # li'/iipt 11. ii, Some gallant I.asse alon^ before him
sweeps. ? 1650 Don Bellianis 173 The gallant Princess
Persiana.

f3. Suited to fashionable society; indulging in

social gaiety or display ; attractive in manners,
polished, courtier-like. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xix. 6 Gif I be galland, lusty and

blyth. 1548 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) 25 Thei hauke,
thji hunt, thei card, they dyce, they pastyme in theyr
prelacies with galaunte gentlemen. 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Adits. 1. (1879) 98 He is but a beast that.. would abstaine
from such gallant pastyme.
absol. 1645 Waller Of her Chamber 15 The Gay, the

wise, the gallant, and the grave.

4. loosely, as a general epithet of admiration or

praise: Excellent, splendid, *fine
,

J
'grand'. Cf.

BitAVE a. 3. Now rare exc. with mixture of sense

1 or 5.

1539 Tayernicr Erasm. Prov. (15521 24 Nothynge is so
galaunt, so excellent, that can longe content the mynde.
1623 Bingham Xetwphon 84 It was a gallant sight, to behold
the army standing so imbattelled in the field. 1641 French
Distill, v. < 1651) 124 A few drops, .put into any Wine giveth
it a gallant relish. 1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. Adv. Learn.
16 Our Accademies .. teach .. the gallantest Theories of
knowledge. 1662 R. Mathew tint. Alch. § 33. 29 He
presently fell asleep, and also into a gallant breathing sweat.
1676 J. Cooke Marrow Chirurg. 819 Camphore . . given in

cooling Juleps, .is gallant to quench violent heat in Malign
Fevers. 1724 Dk Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 78 Here was
also a stable of gallant horses. 1812 Snorting Mag. XXXIX.
185 A fox was run on Saturday . . in a very gallant style.

1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. iv. (1858) 174 They played
for gallant stakes—the bold men of those days.

b. often used as an admiring epithet for a ship :

* Noble ', stately ; now usually with mixture of sense

5 and some notion of personification.

1583 Stanyhurst sEnsis I. (Arb.) 21 Three gallant vessels.

1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 237 Our royall, good, and gallant
Ship. 1757 Gray Bard u. ii, In gallant trim the gilded vessel
goes. 1790 Cowper My Mother's Put. 88 A gallant bark
from Albion's coast. 1838 Psescott Ferd. fy Is. II. 11. iv.

450 A more gallant and beautiful armada never before
uuuted the shores of Spain. 1868 Gladstone fur. Mundi
ii. (1870) 55 We may consider the name uf the ship Argo as
meaning..' stout ', able to do battle with the waves, as we
now say a good or a gallant ship.

5. Chivalrously brave, full of noble daring.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV% iv. iv. 26 And there is my Lord of

Worcester, And a Head of gallant Warriors, Noble Gentle-
men. 1597 _ 2 Hen. IV, hi. ii. 68. x6it Coryat Cru-
dities 236 Like a peerelesse Monarch garded with many

Vol. IV.

legions of the gallantest Worthies. 1663 Butler Hud. I.

ii. 249 The gallant Bruin march'd next him. 1713 Steele
Guardian No. 18 r 6 Our galant countryman, Sir Philip

Sydney. 1769 Junius Lett. xv. 64 These gallant, well-

disciplined troops. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ty Fall III. 172 The
gallant answer which checked the arrogance ofthat ambitious
prince. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Kef. III. 639 He.,
had all the parts and qualities of a gallant soldier. 1859
Smiles Self-Help i. (i860) 10 The gallantest of British sea-

men. 1868 Milman St, Paul's 426 Sherlock made a gallant

defence.

quasi*adv. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. I. ii. 25 (Qo.) A louer
that kils himselfe, most gallant [1623 gallantly], for loue.

b. Used, esp. in parliamentary language, as the

conventional epithet of a military or naval officer.

1875 Lucy Diary Two Pari. (1885) I. 49 The gallant

captain always begins to address the House in a breathless,

gasping manner. Ibid. 81 The hon. and gallant gentleman.

6. (Usually gallant . Markedly polite and
attentive to the female sex.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 216 TV antique Sage,
that was gallant t' a Goose. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 584
The gay troops begin In gallant thought to plume the

painted wing. 1732 Pope Pp. Bathurst 307 Gallant and
gay in Cliveden's proud alcove, The bow'r of wanton
Shrewsbury and love. 1754 Richardson Grandtsou t.1781)

VI. -\.\iv. 137 Sir Charles fell immediately into the easiest

(shall I say the gallantest ?) the most agreeable conversa-
tion. 1798 Jane Austen No rthang. Abb. xiii, The general

attended her himself to the street-door, saying everything

gallant as they went down stairs.

7. (Usually galla'nt.) Of or pertaining to (sexual)

love, amorous, amatory. Now somewhat rare.

1673 DryDEN Marr. A la Mode ill. i, The Billets doux.

.

are so French, so gallant, and so tendre. 1724 SwiFT
Corinna 29 Her common-place book all gallant is.. She
pours it out in Atalantis. 1774 Chrsterf. Lett. (1792} I.

Ixvi. 185 A little gallant history, which must contain a great

deal of love . . the subject must be a love affair. 1849
Ticknor Span. Lit. II. xxix. 529 note, Some of the contents
of which are too gallant to be very nun-like.

8. Comb., as gallant-hearted, -minded adjs.
;

T gallant-springing a., ' growing up in beauty

'

(Schmidt).

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 227 When gallant springing
braue Plantagenet . . was strucke dead by thee. 1598
Barret Theor. IVarres Pref. 5 All gallant minded gentle-

men. 1848 Dickens Donibey xxxii, His hopes of the

generous, handsome, gallant-hearted youth.. began to fade.

B. sb.

1. A man of fashion and pleasure; a fine gentle-

man. (Sometimes with added notion of A. 5.) arch.

1388 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 274 Galauntes [are] purs penyles.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas v. xxv. (1554) 138 b, Thei toke a
galaunt, borne of lowe linage, Called Prompalus . . And
affirmed . . how he was sonne and iust heire in substance
To Kpiphanes. 1513 Douglas A^neis tx. Hi. 200 Ilkane
ane hundreth fallowys reddy boun Of }ounggallandis. 1598
Bakckley Felic. Matt U631) 622 Though the gallants think
thee rude, because in all things thou doest not imitate them.
1627 Drayton Agincrt. cexciv, That braue French Gallant,
when the fight began, Whose lease of Lackies ambled by
his side, Himselfe a Lacky now most basely ran. 1633
Bp. Hall Hard Texts 608 All the stout gallants of Judaea
do roare and lament. 1645 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 168

The streets are full of gallants. 1684 Blnyan Pilgr. 11.

Introd. 89 Brave Galants do my Pilgrim hug and love. 1719
D'Ukfey Pills V. 349 Ye Side-Box Gallants, whom the
vulgar call Beans. 1789 Burns Song Poet. Wks. (Globe)

251 My Harry was a gallant gay. 1810 Scott Lady of L.
1. iv. And many a gallant, stayed per-force, Was fain to

breath his faltering horse. 1828 — F. M. Perth ii. The
young gallants of the Royal Court. 1874 Green Shor: Hist.

vii. § 5. 389 Gallants gambled away a fortune at a sitting.

+ b. Of a woman: A fashionably attired beauty.
c 1550 Lusty Juventus Civ b, Now by the masse I per-

ceyue that she is a gallaunde. 1606 Dekker Sev. Siunes
Induct. (Arb.) 8 Thou [London] that wert before the only
Gallant and Minion of the world. x66a Pei vs Diary 4
Sept., She would fain be a gallant.

f2. Used in the vocative as a courteous mode of
address, esp. in plural ; =* Gentlemen '. Also with

playful or semi-ironical tone, as in this gallant =
' this fine fellow \ Obs.
c 1470 Henry Wallace vni. 1022 Had we 50a gallandis

doun, On the playn ground, thai wald inor sobyr be. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 477 Reynawde called ten of
his folkeandsayd to theym, ' Galantes [Fr. Barons], goo fet

me the duke rychard'. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 111. 21 Then
suddanelie my keipar to me said, Ascend galland. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, m. ii. 41 God morrow Gallants, want ye
Corn for Bread? 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11. vi. 162
Whereby the indifferent Reader may perceiue with what pre-

pared hatred, and prepensed malice this Gallant was affected.

1669 Dryden Tyrannic Love Epil. 11 Gallants, look to 't.

1714 Pope Epil. to ' Jane Shore ' 24 Faith, gallants, board
with saints, and bed with sinners. 18x0 Scorr Lady of L. v.

xvii, Exclaim not, gallants ! question not.

tb. //. One's (military) followers. Obs.
1526 Skelton Magnyf 1526 Galba, whom his galantys

garde for agaspe. 1555 J. Proctor Hist. Wyat's Rcbell.
in Arb. Garner VIII. 49 Bting roughly charged therewith
by Wyat and others his gallants.

3. (Sometimes galla'nt.) One who pays court
to ladies, a ladies' man. Now somewhat rare.

Also, a lover; in a bad sense, a paramour.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 1186S) 65 He toke alle her iuellys

and rynges that was geuen her by galauntys forto haue had
her to do foly. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. i. 22 One that is

well-nye worne to peeces with age To show himselfe a yong
Gallant. 1664 Chas. II in Julia Cartwright Henrietta of
Orleans (1894) 153 A handsome face without mony has but
few galants, upon the score of marriage. 1691 Dryden
K. Arthur Epil. 41 And he that likes the music and the

play Shall be my favourite gallant to-day. 1708 Brit. Apollo
No. 31. 3/2 And loose a Gallant by resenting a kiss. 1773
H. Wali'OLE Lett, to Maun {1857' VI. 20 Pride was their

mother, and whoever she laid them to, Hypocrisy was
her galant. 1774 GoLPSH. Retal. 6$ His galUmts are all

faultless, his women divine. — Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 290
When the female [pigeon] admits the addresses of a new
gallant. 1875 Fortsum Majolica vii. 63 Small plates, .which
it was then the fashion for gallants to present, filled with
preserves or confetti, to ladies. 1886 A. Arnold in Academy
iS Dec. 404 How few nowadays use the word 'gallant' to

describe a lady's man.

Ii 4. Given by Gerarde as the name of a kind of

Anemone.
1597 Gkrarde Herbal Table Eng. Names, Gallant, that

is Anemone, Windflower. a 1667 Skinner F.tymol. Bo/.,

Gallant, Anemone, sic dicta ob eximiam florum pulchri-

tudinem.

+ 5. Naut. A name formerly applied to ' all flags

borne on the mizen-mast' (Adm. Smyth). Obs.

Gallant gake*nt, garlant), v. [f. the adj.]

I. (? stressed ga'llant.)

1. intr. To play the gallant or dandy, to ' cut

a dash*. Also to gallant if. rare.
i6o8Maciiin Dumb. Knt. 1. P. 3 b, Be patient wench, and

thou shalt shortly see me gallant it with the best. 1888 Light-
hail Vug. Seigneur 74 As Papal Zouave, he embarked for

Koine to gallant in voluminous trousers on four sous a day.

f2. trans. To make gallant or fine, to deck out in

a showy manner. Obs.

1614 J. Cooke Tu Qttooue I 3 b, Enter Bubble gallanted.

Bub. How Apparell makes a man respected; the very
children in the streete do adore mee.

II. (Usually stressed galla'nt.)

3. intr. To play the gallant, flirt, dally with.

Also to gallant it.

1744 E. Hkywood Female Spectator (1748) I. 97 She ..

gallants it with every pretty fellow she comes in company
with. 1749 GarmCK Lethe r. Wks. 179S 1. 17 I'll lay six to four

that he has been gallanting with some of the beauties of
antiquity. 1809 Mar. EdgEWORTH Manoeuvring x, Captain
Jemmison went on shore to . . spend his time in great dissi-

pation .. eating, dressing, dancing, gallanting. 1859 Sala
Tw. round Clock (1861) 71 Now we are in Horace Walpole's
time, and the macaroni-cynic of Strawberry Hill is gallant-

ing in the Mall with Lady Caroline Petersham. 1888 Snod-
grass Heine's Wit. etc. (ed. 2) 208 Nor., did lie gallant

with the crowned relatives of the Caesars.

transf. 1762 Stevenson Crazy 'Tales 27 A Horse gallant-

ing with a Mare, 1847 Blackw. Mag. LX 1 1.666 Small must
have been the population, when these . . great inexpressibles,

gallanted with the ladies' large hoop farthingales.

b. To gad about idly, 'gallivant'. Sc.

1804 Tarras Poems 143 In kirk-yard drear they may
gallant, An' mak his turf their fav'nte haunt. 182a Galt
Steam-boat vii. 141 It is . . believed . . that the witches are

in the practice of gallanting over field and flood., in the shape
of cats and mawkins. 1825-80 Jamieson s.v., Women who
gad about idly, and with ths appearance of lightness, in

the company of men, are said to gallant with them.

4. trans. To play the gallant to (a woman), pay
court or lover like attentions to. fliit with.

167a J. Lacy Dumb Lady 111. 37, I find the Doctor has
a mind to gallant me. 1769 Misc. in Ann. Reg. x68/i Abbes
are always gallanting the ladies. 1817 Mar. EdgEWORTH
Harrington (1832) 151 He was gallanting the Pol sh lady.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvi, iii. \ I. 165 '1 hat young Durcn-
laucht. whom we saw gallanting the 1 ttle girl some years

ago. 1883 A. Dubsos Fielding vii. 1S1 When he visits a
friend or gallants the ladies.

transf 1717 Cibber Non-Juror n. He us'd to make the
Maids lock up the Turky-cocks every Saturday Night, for

fear they should gallant the Hens on a Sunday, c lt$o
Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 11 The cock, .was gallanting one of his

hens.

fb. To caress (a hand"! gallantly. Obs.
1672 Dryden Assignation 111. i, I have tried every bar

[of the grate] many a fair time over ; and at last have lound
out one, where a hand may get through, and be gallanted.

5. esp. To act as cavalier or escort to (a lady , to

attend or conduct (her) to some place.

1690 Crown e Ens. Friar 1. 4 Young Ranter talks to her,

gallants to her coach, follows her home. 1728 Vanbr. & Cut.

Prov, Husb. ill, i, The ladies, .wanted you to help gallant

them. 1814 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) I.

280 The . . House of Commons, where we were gallanted by
half a dozen members. 1872 Geo. Eliot Altddlcm. 1,

Ladislaw gallants her about sometimes.

b. In a wider sense : To conduct, escort, convey.
1806W. Irving in LifefyLett. (1864) 1. 170 Show this scrawl

to nobody, but gallant it, as quick as possible, to the fire.

1807-8 — Salmag. (1824) 196 His first care, on making
a new acquaintance, is to gallant him to old Cockloft's,

1817 Lady Granville Lett. (1894 I. 119 Mr. Agar Ellis,

whom I invited, carried there, and gallanted about. 1841
Catmn N. Amer. Ind. (1844) II. xxxvii. 46 The one
[buffalo] which I saw fit to gallant over the plain alone.,

led me a hard chase. 1854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks.

(1883) I. 441 The little black steamer. .sometimes gallanting

a tall ship in and out.

f 6. To gallant afan. a. (see quot. a 1 7o°)« k.

(?a misapprehension.) To handle or manipulate a

fan. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Gallant a Fan, to break

it with Design, on Purpose to have the. . Favour to Present

a better. 1711 Addison Sped. No. i'2 r 10, I teach

young Gentlemen the whole Art of Gallanting a Fan. N. B.

I have several little plain Fans made for this Use, to avoid

Expence. 1748 Richardson Clarissa 1811) V. ^Charlotte
galantingherfan, and swimming over the floor without touch-

ingit. 1754 — Grandison (1811) III. iv. 24 Galantingherfan.

Hence Gallanting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1664 Butler Hud. n. 1. 644, I rather hop'd I should no
more Hear from you 0' th' gallanting score. 1707 Reflex.
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«/<?» Ridicule 133 Amours, Adventures, gallanting Stories. I

1715 M. Davsbs Athen. Brit, I. 21 The Gallanting Pamph-
let stiled The Pastime of Pleasure. 1797 .Monthly Mag.
HI. 537 He was of a gallanting turn, although he only made
love to old ladies. 1819 J. H. Valx Mem. II. 30 She '

would, by artful gallanting with a gentleman, facilitate

my design up m his pockets. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. u. xi.

(1849) 7; To spend money in such gallanting was a thing

I had never thought of. 1869 Latest Neivs 10 Oct. 6
j

Young men who do their gallanting away from the city.

Gallantee, var. Galanty.
Gallanthood. rare~ x

. [f. Gallant sb. f

-hood.] 'Gallants' collectively, chivalry.

1881 Palcravb Vis. Eng. 134 Half our hest treasures of

gallanthood there, with axe and with glaive.

t Gallantify, v. Obs. rare. [f. Gallant f

-(i)fy.] trans. (See quot.).

1672 J. Lacy Dumb Lady 1.6 Isa. Sirrah, talk of poisoning

my children, and I'lhave thee so gallantified. Dr. Gallanti-

fied? prethee what's that, Wife? Isa. To be gallantified, is

to be soundly cudgel'd, sirrah.

Gallantine, var. Galantine.
• Ga'llantise. Obs. [a. OK. galantise, f.

galant Gallant a. : see -ice.] Gallantry, gallant

bearing, courtliness.

c 1520 Treat. Galaunt (i860) 12 Our gentylnes for

galauntyse haue we lefte there. 1566 Painter Pat. Pleas.

152 The thousand slippery sleightes of Loves gallantise.

1591 Sylvester Dit Bartas 1. vi. 906 Whom all the Showes
of State . . Gray-headed Senate and Youth's gallantise

Grac't not so much, as onely this Device. 1596 Life

Scanderbeg 10 The gallantise and bravery of thy youth.

t GaUantish., a. Sc. Obs. [f. Gallant sb. or a.

+ -lsh.] V Fond of display.

1802 Bruce Diss. Suprem. in Life Knox 1813) 1. 421 A
weak, fickle, freakish, bigottedgallantish or imperious woman.

1 GallantrssiniO. Obs. rare. [a. It. galantis-

simo, superl. of galante Gallant a.'] As a mode
of address = Most gallant sir !

1684 J. Lacy Sir II. Buffoon 11. ii, Rut why, my Gallantis-

simo's, do you not address to the rich Heiresses?

Gallantize (gselSntaiz), v. Now rare. [f.

Gallant + -ize. Cf. F. galantiser to treat with

gallantry.]

1. intr. To play the gallant; esp.in togallantize it.

1603 Florio Montaigne III, v. 1 1632* 490 So they may
gallantize and flush it in noveltie. 1611 Cotgr., se Gor-

giaser, to flaunt, braue, or gallantize it. 1706 Phillips ted.

Kersey), To Gallantize, to play the Gallant. 1807-8 W.
Irving Salmag. (1824) 325 They do ponder on noughte but

how to gallantize it at balls, routs, and fandangoes.

2. trans. To play the gallant to a woman) ; to

court.

1728 Morgan Algiers II. iii. 239 The meanest, .never

furnish their Visitors with such opportunities of gallantizing

their wives, as the French and other Novelists, .would
insinuate. 1736 Eliza Stanley tr. Hist. Prince Titi 22

A certain Privy Counsellor, who. .gallantised all the young
Girls he came near. 1872 Lytton Parisians ix. iii, There
was a gal. .whom I gallantised.

Gallantly (gas'l&ntli, galarntli), adv. [f.

Gallant a. + -ly -.] In a gallant manner.

1. In gorgeous style, showily.
155a Latimer Fruiif. Serm. (1575^ n. 148 Our Clergymen

whichegosogallauntly nowadayes. I heare say that some
ofthem weare Veluet shoes and Veluet slyppers. 158a Breton
Flourishon Pattcy (Grosart) 17/1 Thus shall you see her Bed
and Chamber, brauely deckte : And every- roome. .set out in

each respect, so gallantlie. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
116211 1260 A gard of an hundred tall souldiours, gallantly

apparelled all in blew. 1650 Fuller Pisgah IV. vi. no On
her wedding-day, how gallantly does she come forth as

a Bride adorned for her husband? 1753 Hanway Trav.

(1762) I. iii. xxxii. 139 A party of fifty persons, gallantly

dressed, well mounted and armed. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg.

in. Infront of Cathedral 23 A crowd.. Gaily and gallantly

arrayed !

2. In an excellent manner, splendidly, finely.

1552 Huloet, Galauntly, belle, pollite, pollncibiliter.

1588 Greene Pandosto (1607) 23 Which attire became her

so gallantly, as shee seemed to l>e the Goddesse Flora her
selfe. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. ix, They were gallantly armed.
1838 L. E. Landon Leg. Teignmouth ii, And gallantly the

white sails swept On, on before the wind.

3. In a brave or spirited manner, courageously,

heroically.

i5go Shaks. Mids. N. I. ii. 25 fFo.* A Louer that kills

himselfe most gallantly for loue. 1653 Sir E. Nicholas in

N. Papers (.Camden) II. 37 Lo. TafTansweared gallantly that

he appeared not there as a tale-carrier, a 1674 Clarendon
Hist. Keb. viu. § 14 The foot behaved themselves very

gallantly. 1774 Fletcher Doctr. Grace <y Justice Wks.

1795 IV. 195 They fought gallantly for many glorious

truths. 1839 James Louis ATI', I. 157 The place was
gallantly defended.. by the garrison. 1856 Froudk Hist.

Aug. I. 357 'Threaten such things to rich and dainty folk,

which have their hope in this world', answered Elston,

gallantly, ' we fear them not '.

4. With courtesy 01' politeness, esp. in the

exaggerated style of a gallant or courtier ; in recent

use, only of behaviour towards women.
1611 Cotgr., Gaillardement .. gallantly, like a gallant.

169a Drvden Si, Evremont's Ess. 343 One may say seriously

of it, what has been gallantly said of Love, 'All other

Pleasures are not worth its Pains'. 1765 H. Walpole
Otranto v. (17981 83 The latter retired .. gallantly telling

the prince, that his daughter should amuse his highness,

until himself could attend him. 1800 Mrs. Hkrvey Mour-
tray Earn. I. 253 Lord Wilmington, snatching her hand,

fallantly pressed it to his lips. 1814 Scott Wav. xy,

lac-Ivor said, very gallantly, he would never raise his

hand against a grey head that was so much respected as

22

my father's. 1865 Miss Clayton Cruel Fott. II. 26S The
]

Colonel, .gallantly conducted her to the door.

Gallantness (gsrUfcatnAs). Now rare. [f.

Gallant a. + -ness.] The quality or state of being

gallant, in various senses.

f 1450 in AY/. Ant. I. 75 Sum pepyl that levyn now on
dayes, Ar mekyl set on galantnesse. 1555 Eden Decades
209 margin, Their galantnes in the warres. 1575 Turberv.
i'aiilconrie 151 His gadding moode and gallantnesse of

!

minde. 1608-xi Bp. Hall Epist. vi. vi, In gallantnesse of I

spirit without hau^htinesse. a 1639 W. Whateley Proto-
j

types 1. xix. 1640) 192 Any gallantnesse of attire or house-

roome. a 1652 J. .Smith Set. Disc. ix. 432 That bravery
and gallantness . . is nothing else but the swelling of their I

own unbounded pride and vain-glory. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Gallantry, or Gallantness, courteous Behaviour,
Genteelness.

. ; Courtship; also Bravery, remarkable cour-

age. 1721-92 BAILEY, Gallantness, Intrigue or Amour.

t Gallantrize, V. Obs. rare. [f. Gallantuy
+ -IZE.] Only in To gallanlrize it : to indulge one's

propensity for gallantry. ^Gallantize.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. viu. 71 The more flaunt-

ing] y to gallantrize it [orig. pour plus gorgias estre\.

Gallantry ;gce-lantri). [ad. Y. galantcric,

f. galant Gallant a. and sb. : see -kky.J

1 1. Gallants collectively
;

gentry, fashionable-

people. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. m. i. 149 Hector . . and all the

gallantry of Troy, a 1635 Naunton Eragm. Keg.(Arb.) 33
So were likewise the Civill wars of France . . the Fence-
schools that inured the youth and Gallantry of the Kingdom.
1660 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 357, I went to Hyde Park,

where was His Majesty, and abundance of gallantry. 1688

R. Holme Armoury in, 209/1, I shall next proceed to give

you some examples of Countrey fashions . . not of the Gal-

lantry of those Countreys. .but of the commonalty.

f 2. Fine or gay appearance or show, splendour,

magnificence. Obs.

1613 PuRCHAs/V/^-r/wa^-t-vn. viii. 693 They liued miserably,

yet for gallantry ware bones and peeces of dried flesh about
their neckes. 1650 Fuller Pisgah in i. 411 The old men.,
whocouldcall to minde the greatness and gallantry of thefor-

mer [Temple]. 1662 Stillimgfl. Orig.Sacr. Ep. Ded. Aij,

They seem to envy the gallantry of Peacocks, and strive to

outvy them in the gayety of their Plumes. 1724 R. Welton
.Substance Chr. Faith 19 In whatever gallantry a man
appears upon the stage, he must retire, and be undress'd.

1801 Strltt Sports <y Past. Introd. 5 The pomp and
gallantry that we find recorded with poetical exaggeration

in the legends of knight-errantry.

f b. A form of display or adornment ; an elegant

practice or habit. Obs.

1633 A. H . Parthen. Sacra xvii. 191 The greatest gallantne

of Ladies, is to haue them [pearls] dangling at their eares by
half dozens. 1650 Bllwer Anthro'pomet. ix. 103 [They]

bore holes in their Cheeks for a Gallantry. 1720 Mrs.
Manlf.y Power of Love (1741) 16 Justs ami Tournaments
were then the greatest gallantry of the Age.

f c. concr. in //. Pretty things, knick-knacks.

Cf. F*. galanterle. Obs.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2221 '7 Great quantities of Sweet-
Meats, Aqua-Frescas, and other Galantnes. 1716 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let. to Ctess Mar 14 Sept., Besides

these a set of fine china for the tea-table, enchased in gold,

japan trunks, fans, and many gallantries of the same nature.

C1720 — Lett. (1837) II. 47 Every matron, .saluted her with

a compliment and a present, some of jewels, others of pieces

of stuff, handkerchiefs, or little gallantries of that nature.

3. Bravery, dashing courage, heroic bearing.

1647 Clarendon Hist. AV\ vi. § 250 Sir John Berkly .

.

with great diligence, and galantry, visiting all places in

Devon., took many Prisoners of name. 1688 in GutchCW/.
Cur. I. 379 The Bishops Council behav'd themselves In this

weighty matter with a great deal of gallantry and plainness.

1769 Junius Lett. xxv. 116 With the unpremeditated

gallantry of a soldier. 1841 Elhiinstone Hist. Ind. II.

307 He defended himself with great gallantry. 1856

Lmkhson Pug. Traits, Times Wks. (Bohn) II. 119 Hence,

too, the heat and gallantry of its onset.

t b. A brave or gallant deed. Obs.

1652 F. Kirkman Cierh fy Lozia 190 He took the Bassa,

and With this handful of men performed a world of

gallantries. 1691 Tate in Petty s Pol. Anat.Ep. Ded.

A iij b, But a single Gallantry appear'd not sufficient for the

Heir of Ormond. 1711 Shaftesh. Charac. (1737) I- 2" The
crusades, the rescuing of holy lands, and such devout

gallantry* are in less request than formerly,

f 4. Excellence. Obs.

1650 Fuller Pisgah n. xi. 228 The gallantry of his

strength. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 87 It was a strong and
lofty Plant, and so vigorous, as. .to forbid all Weeds to grow

very neer it ; so thirstily it suck't the earth for nourishment,

to maintain its own health and gallantry.

5. Courtliness or devotion to the female sex,

polite or courteous bearing or attention to ladies.

1675 Otway Alcibiades in. i, I may believe it Gallantry,

not I^ove. 1746 W. Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld. Mahnesbury
1. 46 His Grace shows as much gallantry as ever to a certain

maid of honour. 1825 Lytton /.icci 11 Glyndon accusicd

Isabel with impassioned gallantry. 1841-4 Emerson Ess.,

Love Wks. (Bohn) I. 78 From exchanging glances, they

advance to acts of courtesy, [and] of gallantry.

f b. Loyalty, devotion (to a monarch). Obs.

1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 100, I hope your LoP»

greate goodnesse and galantry to the King will defend him
from so high a miserie.

6. A polite or gallant action or speech, a courtesy.

1673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode \\. i. The prince.. said

a thousand gallantries. 1702 Steele Funeral 11. (1734) 37

Here's the Lute .. hold the Song upon your Hat..Tis
a pretty Gallantry to a Relation. 1737 Pope Hor. Epist.

11. i. 145 The Soldier breath'd the Gallantries of France.

1838 Dickens O. Tivist xviii, To exchange a few gallantries

with the lady. 1896 Daily Ne-.vs 16 Oct. 5/2 Men are polite

GALLED.
because they think women inferior to them. If they looked

upon us as their equals, these stupid gallantries would cease.

7. The occupation or behaviour of a gallant.

163Z Massingrr & Fiki.d Fatal Dowry v. i, I'm of your
sect, and my gallantry but a dream. 1665 BoVU Ocau.
Refl. v. ix. (1845) 331 Those Excesses, that are misnam'd
Gallantry. 1711 Poi-E Tetnfi. Fame 381 The men of pleasure,

dress, and gallantry. 1714 Addison Sficct. No. 576 r 1

A range of broken Windows, and other the like Monuments
of Wit and Galantry. 1880 L. Stkthkn 1'ope iv. 101 His
[Pope's] frame was not adapted for the robust gallantry of

the time.

8. Amorous intercourse or intrigue.

1678 D'chkss Clevei and Lei. to C/ias. II in Miss Berry

Sac. Life En°. <(- Fr. 11831) 91 All the world knew that all

things of gallantry were at an end with you and I. 1704

Swirr Mech. Operat. Spirit in T. Tub, etc. 317 All Com-
panions of great Skill and Practice in Affairs of Gallantry.

1774 Chesterfield's Lett. (1792) I. Advt. r4 Gallantry with

married women. 1774 T. Hutchinson Diary 15 Sept. 1.

242 She was not witnout a charge of gallantry. 1819 Byron
Juan I. Ixiii, What men call gallantry, and gods adultery.

1874 Pcsey Lent. Serm. 28 Persons . . notorious for their

immorality (gallantry, the world calls it).

f b. An intrigue with one of the opposite sex.

1706-7 Fakqchar Beaux Strat. 11. i, The French are

a People that can't live without their Gallantries. 1727

Swift, etc. Mem. /'. /'. Misc. II. 272, I layed aside the

powder'd Gallantries of my Youth 1750 CMSTnF. l*ett.

(1774) I II. 28 Every F'rencli woman of condition is more than

suspected of having a gallantry.

I Gallantship. Obs. rare. [f. Gallant^. +
-ship.] The condition or dignity of a gallant; in

cjitot. a mock title.

1579 G. Harvey Lctter-bk. (Camden) 65 Your gallantshipp

would peradventure terme it zeale and devotion.

Gallanture. Obs. rarc^. [irregularly f.

Gallant sb. * -uke.] - Gallantry 7.

a 1683 Oldham On Monvent xxvii. Remains (1684) 74
Gallants, who their high Breeding prize Known only by
their Gallanture and Vice.

Gallary, obs. form of Gallery.

Gallate (garhn) Chem. Also 8-9 gallat.

[f. Gall-ic a.'- + -ate.] A salt of gallic acid.

1794 G. Adams Nat. % Exp. Philes. I. App. 547, 14 Gallats,

the alkaline, of a green colour. 1807 T. Thomson Litem.

(ed. 3) II. 348 It (gallic acid] combines with alkaline bodies

. . The compounds formed have received the name of

gallates. 1876 Harley Mat. Me,/, (ed. 6) 422 The gallates

of the heavy metals are insoluble.

t Ga'llature. Obs. [ad. It. gallatura, i.

gallarc to fecundate (an egg\ I. gallo cock ; the

word may have been also' mod. Lat.] The germ

in an egg.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxvii. 151 Whether it

[the chicken] be not made out of the grando, gallature,

germe or tredde of the egge.-doth seem of lesser doubt.

x658— Gard. Cyrus iii. 52 Whether it be not more rational

Epicurisme to contrive whole dishes out of the nebbes. .then

from the Gallatures and treddles of Egges.

Gallaunde, -aunt, obs. ff. Gallon, Gallant.

Gallaway, -axye, obs. ff. Galloway, Galaxy.

t Ga-11-bitten, a. Obs. In 5 galbeton. [f.

GALL sb.-] 1 Bitten so as to have galls on the

flesh.

148a Rot. Pari. 22 Ediu.IV, VI. 222 Nor that any suche

Merchaunt nor Palyngman, medell any Galbeton, storven

or pilled Elys, with good Elys.

Gall-bladder gflbloedaj). [f. Gall«M +

Blaiidkr.] The vessel in the animal system which

contains the gall or bile.

1676 J. Cooke Marrow Chirurg. 394 The Gall- Bladder

is Pear-like. 1767 Gooch Treat. Hounds I. 410 An
Officer received a wound in the inferior part of the Gail-

Bladder. 1797 M. Baiixie Mori. Anat. (1807) 253 It

frequently happens that gall-stones are found in the gall-

bladder after death. 187* Huxley Phys. v. 118 Opening

into the hepatic duct is seen the duct of a large oval sac, the

gall-bladder.

Galle, obs. form of Gall sb.

Galleass : see Galliass.

Galled, /// a 1 nonce-wd. [f. Gall sb> +

-v.i)-.] Mixed with gall, made bitter.

1604 F. Herino Mod. nefenec 24 Hee that should taste

your sweetned Gall, would call it galled sugar, and not

sugred gall.

Galled (ffW)' tPl-
"' [°"£- f

-
Gai'l "''" +

-Ki) -, but altcnvards taken as f. Gall r».l + -ID '.]

1. a. Affected with galls or painful swellings.

b. Sore from chafing. Often preceded by some

defining word, as harness galled, saddle-galled,

spur-galled, trace-galled.

ciooo Sax. Lcechd. II. 156 Gif hors geallede sie. 1390

Gown Conf. II. 46 The hors, on which she rode, was

black, All lene and galled upon the back. 1430-40 Lydg.

JSochas 1. xx. (1554) 37 b, A galled horse, the sooth if ye list

se, who trucketh him boweth his back for dred. 1 1440

J'romp. Parv. 185/1 Gallyd (.9. gallyi, strumosus. 1546

J. Heywood Pnw. (1867) 69, I rub the gald hors backe

till he winch*. 1601 Shaks. Ham. ill. ii. 253 Let the galld

iade winch : our withers are vnrung. 1660 W. Secker

Nonsuch Prof. 151 Most persons are like gauld horses that

cannot indure the rubbing of their sores. 1818 A rt Presei-o.

Feet 124 Trusting to the apparently insignificant name of

a galled toe. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. (1871) I. iii. 207

Less sympathy than is now felt for a galled horse or an

overdriven ox. 1866 Livingstone Last yrn/s. (1873) 1. 146,

I had a galled heel.

2. fig. Irritated, vexed, unquiet, distressed.

1601 IlENT Pathw. Heaven 328, I will leaue you to God,

and to your galled conscience. i6»« Br. Hall Heaven upon
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Earth § 4 The galled soule doth after the wont of sicke

Patients seeke refreshing in variety. 1821 CLARE Vill.

Minstr. I. 161 Gall'd jealousy, like as the tide, ebbs to rest.

1S37 Lytton E. Maltrav. 243 His galled and indignant

spirit demanded solitude.

3. Of land : Bare through exhaustion or removal

of soil.

1881 Leicester Gloss., Galled, .also applied to land having
patches on which the crop has not grown or has been

withered. 1883 C. F. Smith in Trans. Amer. Philot. Sac.

49 Galled spots in a field are places where the soil has been
washed away, or has been so exhausted that nothing will

grow.

4. Comb.) as galled-back, -backed adjs.

1612 Drayton Poly-oll, vn. 309 Thereby now doth only-

graze The gall'd-backe carrion lade. 1690 Lomi. Gaz. Xo.
2604/4 A Dark bay stray Nag.. blind of the near eye,

gall'd backt.

Hence Galledness.
1569 R. Androse tr. Alexis' Seer. iv. n. 15 Against the

galdnesse of the feete.

Galled (g£ld), ppl. a.'> Dyeing, [f. Gall v.-

+ -ED 1
.] Treated with a decoction of gall-nuts.

1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 9 § 3 Hosen, have been dyed with .

.

a galled and mathered Black.

Gallein (gse'l/,in . [f. Gall-ic ^.2 + (-e)i\.]

A brown-red powder, or small green crystals, ob-

tained by heating pyrogallol and phthalic anhydride.

Used as a dye. 1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Gallenical, Gallenist : see Galenical, -ist.

Galleon (gce'lifm). Forms : 6-7 galion,

gallion, {Sc. galleon, gail3eown), 7 galeoon,
gallioon, -oun, 6-9 galeon, 8-9 galloon, 7-

galleon. [a. F. gallon, and Sp. galeon, It. galeonc

( = Yg.galeao), med.L. gallon-em, galeon-em, deriv.

ofgalea a galley. The form galloon is probably
colloq. from nautical usage.] A kind of vessel,

shorter but higher than the galley; a ship of war,

esp. Spanish ; also, the large vessels used by the

Spaniards in carrying on trade with their American
possessions (in modern usage chiefly in this con-

nexion).

1529 Lyndesay Compiaynt 406 Idyll lowms Sail fetterit he
in the gail^eownis. <zi6o8 Sin F, Vere Comm. 27 Fortie
or fiftie tall ships, whereof were four of the kings greatest
and warlikest Gallions. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C.
Warres 449 There were four Galeoons . . every one of them
carrying fifty Guns, or more, and near 700 men. 1761-2
Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) III. xlii. 491 A hundred were
falleons . . of greater size than any ever before used in

Europe. 1805 Dibdin in Naval Citron. XIII. 394 We took
a Galloon, And the Crew touch'd the Agent for cash to
some tune. 1871 Yeats Grmuth Comm. 213 In a few years
they had compelled eleven Spanish galleons to strike their

flags.

D. Jig. A great prize or catch, referring to the

capture of Spanish galleons by Knglish privateers.

1706-7 Farquhar Beaux Strat. iv. ii, This Prize will be
a Galleon, a Vigo Business. I warrant you we shall bring
off three or four thousand Pound.

Gallepyn, var. Galopin, Obs.

Ga'ller. rare— 1
, [f. Gall v.i + -er 1

.] One
who galls or irritates.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk § Selv. 114 A willingness to be
rid of those gallers that twinge the brain of the stiff main-
tainer of this.

Gallerian ;galIo*rian). Also 7-8 gallerien. [ad.

F. galerien, f. galere slave-galley.] A galley-slave.
1631 Massinger Believe as You List v. i, This Galle-

rien Was not Antiochus. 1713 Darrell Genii. Instr. (ed. 5)
Supp. viii. § 5. 89 The Prerogative of a private Centinel
above a Slave lies only in the Name, and the Advantage,
if any, stands for the Gallerien. 1836 Marryat Midsh.
Easy (1863) 218 Don Silvio with one hundred and fifty

gallerians, let loose on the coast yesterday afternoon !

Galleried,garhrid), ///.«. Also 6-7 gallered.

[f. Gallehy + -ed.] Furnished with a gallery.

1538 Leland Ilin. IV. 103 On each syde this Street the
Houses be gallered ; soe that men may passe drye by them
if it rajne. 1848 B. Webb Continental Ecclesiol. 24 The
west window is noble, with a transome which is galleried.

1849 Ai.h. Smith Pottletou Leg. 421 The entrance to an
old galleried inn in the Borough. 1896 Century Mag. Apr.

931 It is radically unlike those columned and galleried ..

churches.

Gallery (gxderi), sb. Forms: 6 galary\e,

6-7 gallerie, 7 gallary, 6, 8 galery, 6- gallery,

[ad. F. galerie = Sp. galeria, Pg. galaria, It.

galleria -^ med.L. galeria, of unknown origin.]

1. A covered space for walking in, partly open at

the side, or having the roof supported by pillars
;

a piazza, portico, colonnade.
,

11500 Assembly Ladies 165 The galeryes right wonder
wel y-wrought. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822)67 To be
edifyit .. with tavernis and galaris [L. porticus], to sauf
thaim fra somer schouris, or fra fervtnt hetis of the sone.
f594 J. King Jonas xxvii. 358 Chrysippus, who was saide
to proppe vp the gallery of the Stoickes. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 496 This image of hers was set vp in the great

tallery or publick walking-place of Metellus. 1648 in Willis
: Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 260 The rebuilding of y°

Gallery in y* fellowes orchard. 1760 tr. Keysler's Trav.
II. 195 The vestry leads to the gallery or cloisters of the
convent. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stitd.^ Nat.
^799) HI- 729 There is in the gallery of the Tuilleries, on
the right as you enter the gardens, an Ionic column.
2. A long, narrow platform or balcony, con-

structed on the outside of a building, at some

elevation from the ground, and open in front ex-

cept as having a balustrade or railing.

1509 Fishf.r Serm. Hen. I'll, Wks. (1876) 27S His walles
and galaryes of grete pleasure. 1513 Moke Kick. II /, Wks.
65/1 Hee came foorth of his chamber, and yet not down vnto
them, but stode aboue in a galarye oner them. 1598 YoNG
Diana 57 The Lady is in the gallerie ouer her garden,
taking the fresh aire of the coole night. i6n Bible Ezek.
xlii. 3 Ouer against the pauement which was for the vtter

court, was gallerie against gallery in three stories. 1717
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mrs. Thisildhwaytc 1 Apr.,

The first house has a large court before it, and open gal-

leries all round it .. This gallery leads to all the chambers.

1793 Smeaton Edystaue L. § 24 The lantern for the lights,

surrounded by a gallery or balcony. 1842 Dickens Lett.

(1880) I. 69 A wide handsome gallery outside every story.

1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iv. (18941 94 We lounged
lazily in the wooden gallery, smoking our pipes. 1894 Daily
News 26 Mar. 5/4 Our old coaching inns, with their roomy
yards and railed galleries.

b. A similar passage on the roof of a house.

1535 Covkkuale i Kings vi. 10 He buylded a galery also

aboue vpon the whole house fyue cubytes hye. 1832
Tennyson Pal Art 29 Round the roofs [ran] a gilded
gallery That lent broad verge to distant lands.

C Arch. A long narrow passage either made in

the thickness of a wall, or supported on corbels,

having its open side towards the interior of a build-

ing, and serving both for ornament and as a means
of communication.
1756 7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 391 A gallery which

leads round the inside near the roof, from whence the church
makes a beautiful appearance.

d. Naut. A balcony built outside the body of

a ship, at the stern (stem-gallery), or at the

quarters {quarter-gallery).

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 11 The Brackets
are little carued knees to support the Galleries. 1679 Loud.
Gaz. No. 1393/1 During which time, our Quarter took fire,

and burnt the Gallery, but we happily quencht it. 1720 J >E

Foe Capt. Singleton xviii. (1840) 315 As to her quarter, the

carpenters made her a neat little gallery on either side.

1797 Nelson' in A. Duncan Life (1806) 41 A soldier, .having
broken the upper quarter-gallery window, I jumped in.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson 37 From her poop and galleries,

the enemy sorely annoyed .. the British. 1872 [Kakl Pem-
broke & G. H. Kingsley] South Sea Bubbles i. 14 They
lay under the stern gallery of the frigate.

0. A platform, supported by columns or brackets,

projecting from the interior wall of a building,

and serving e.g. to provide additional room for an

audience, a. gen.

1715 S. Sf.wall Diary 4 Feb. (1882) III. 38 Mr. Hiller

read it, out of the Council-Chamber Gallery. 1814 Scott
Wav. iii, The library.. a large Gothic room, with double
arches and a gallery. 1854 Willis in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (18S6) III. 168 The proposed Museum, .has a gallery

running round.

b. In churches.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. m. 56/2 And twenty

pound he gaue to build a Gallerie in the same Church. 1642
Fuller Holy A> Prof. St. \\. xiv. 103 As for out-lodgingsllike
galleries, necessary evils in populous Churches) he rather

tolerates then approves them. 1690 S. 'sy.wwa. Diary \\ Sept.

(1878) 1. 330 Having also found that sitting so near the out-side

of the House [sc. the meeting-house] causeth me in Winter-
time to take cold in my head, I removed into the Gallery.

1712 Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 4) 38 If the Church-
wardens would, .make a new Gallery, or add anything else

to the Church. 1868 Milman St. Paul's xix. 494 My voice

was heard distinctly in every part of the building, up to the

western gallery. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil. I. 54 In
churches of the same kind, however, we find the groined
vault used to carry a gallery in the aisles.

C. In a theatre. Now spec. The highest of such

projecting platforms, containing the cheapest seats.

1690 Crowne Etig. Friar iv. Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. 84,

I am . . Governor 0' the eighteen-penny gallery 1' the play
house, (i 1704 T. Brown Prol. Persius Wks. 1730 I. 51,

I, who never pass'd, as yet, The test of the misjudging pit

;

Nor i' th' galleries tickled Crowd. 1816 Times 25 Jan.
In what part of the theatre was the one-shilling gallery?

1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxtv, The people were cracking
nuts in the gallery.

d. In a senatorial chamber. Also ladies"-,

members'-, press-, strangers'-gallery

.

1753 Scots Mag. XV. 28 2 There are .. strangers in our
fallery. 1847 Emerson Kefir. Men, Napoleon Wks. (Bohn)

. 367 Dumont relates that he sat in the gallery of the Con-
vention, and heard Mirabeau make a speech. 1897 Lucy
in Daily News 9 Apr. 7/2 News reached the Press Gallery
to-night of the death of Mr. Doyle, one of the oldest mem-
bers of the Press Gallery.

4. trans/, a. The assemblage of persons who
occupy the gallery portion of a theatre, the 'gods';
formerly often in pi. Hence fig. the less refined or

instructed portion of the public. To play the

gallery : to act the part of gallery-spectators. To
play to {ox for) the gallery : to address oneself to

those in the gallery (also fig.).

1649 Lovelace Poems 77 He should have wove in one,
two Comedies; The first for th' Gallery .. Th' other for
the Gentlemen oth' Pit. 1704 J. Tkapp Abra-MuU Prol.
16 Nor bless the Gall'ries with the Sweets of Rhime. 1809
Byron Bards <y Rev. xxviii, Kenney's 'World' .» Tires
the sad gallery, lulls the listless pit. 1870 Echo 23 July
5/4 We were . . constantly called in to ' play the gallery

'

to his witty remarks. 187a Standard 23 Oct. 5/4 His
dispatches were, indeed, too long and too swelling in

phrase ; for herein he was always * playing to the
galleries \ 1878 Irving Stage 28 That same gallery which
at first roared itself hoarse, while the play went on in

dumb-show, became hushed in rapt admiration. 1890
Scotsman 18 Aug., He [Mr. Blaine] was playing for his

Irish gallery. 1893 Law limes XCII. 156/1 We hope that

..advocates will be courteous to judges, to opposing
counsel, and to witnesses, and not play to the gallery. 1896
Westm.Gaz. 10 June 4/2 The 'gallery' will be most in-

terested in the three couples [of golf players].

b. The body of persons who occupy a public

gallery in a senatorial chamber.
1817 Pari. Deb. 568 He addressed himself principally to

his friends on his right and left, and in so inaudible a voice

that his remarks did not reach the gallery. 1844 Lo.
Brougham Brit. Const, ix. § 2 (1862J 119 The mischief arose

from suffering the galleries [of the French National Con-
vention] to interfere with their plaudits or their hisses. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 383 The Solicitor spoke at great
length and with great acrimony, and was often interrupted

by the clamours and hisses of the audience . . The galleries

were furious.

5. A long narrow apartment, sometimes serving

as a means of access to other parts of a house

;

a corridor.

1541 Barnes Wks. (1573 1 210/1, I was brought afore my
Lorde Cardinal! into bis galary, and there hee reade all

myne articles. 1669 in Willis & Chirk Cambridge (1886)

III. 326 The roofe of the said building to conteine and
be devided into five roomes or gallaryes. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 109 f 1 We were now arrived at the Upper-
end of the Gallery, when the Knight faced towards one
of the Pictures. 1828 Scott /''. M. Perth xii, Brother
Cyprian, at the end of a long gallery, opened the door of
a small apartment. 1868 J. H. Blunt Kef. Ch. Eng. I. 95
A gallery communicating between his residence and the

monastery,

6. An apartment or building devoted to the

exhibition of works of art.

1591 Siiaks. 1 Hen. VI, 11. iii, 37 Long time thy shadow
hath been thrall tome, For in my Gallery thy Picture hangs.

1625 Bacon Ess. Friendship iArb.) 165 For a Crowd is not

Company ; And Faces are but a Gallery of Pictures, .where
there is no Loue. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 359 A Gallery
in the suburbs of Naples, looking toward the West, which
was richly furnished with many good pieces. 1782 Sir J.

Reynolds Disc. xi. 11842I 198 In going through a gallery

where there were many portraits of the last ages. 1818
Byron Ch. Har. iv. Ixi, For I have been accustom'd to en-

twine My thoughts with nature rather in the fields Than
Art in galleries. 1847 Emerson Poems, Day's Ration, Why
need I galleries, when a pupil's draught After the master's

sketch fills and o'erfills My apprehension V 1883 Ld. Cairns
in Standard 9 May 2/5 The galleries would not be kept
open after six o'clock.

7. Mil. and Mining. An underground passage,

horizontal or nearly so ; a level or drift.

1631 Prkmpart Siege Busse 7 Counte Ernst, .was advised

by his Ingener..to make a great Gallerie directly vpon the

Citie from the letter N. 1659 Hammond On Ps. exxxix.
1-5 Paraphr. 673 A man can no more escape or march un-
discovered outof a city the most closely besieged, when the

galleries are prepared. 1711 Mil. fy Sea Did. (ed. 4),

Galery, .. also us d for the Branch of a Mine, that is, a

narrow Passage under Ground, leading to the Mine that is

carry'd on under any Work design'd to be blown up. 1799
Kirwan Geol. Ess. 249 The basalt reposed on clay, in to which
a gallery was worked without meeting the basalt. 1838

Lvtton Leila 1. v, 'Fill he came at length into a narrow,

dark, and damp gallery, that seemed cut from the living rock.

1853 Ure Did. Arts II. 175 The most ordinary dimensions

of galleries [in mines] are a yard wide and two yards high.

1884 Manch. F.xam. 22 Feb. 5/2 The air is carried along to

the extremities of the workings in galleries constructed of

canvas, technically known as brattice cloth.

b. Mil. (See quot. 1 704.) ? Obs.

1704 Harris Lex. Techn., Gallery, in Fortification, is a
covered Walk, the Sides whereof are Musket-proof, con-

sisting of a double Row of Planks lined with Plates of Iron

. . These Galleries are frequently made use of in the Moat
already filled with F"aggots and Bavins, to the end that the

Miner may approach safe to the face of the Bastion, when
the Artillery of the opposite Flank is dismounted. 1711

Mil. ^ Sea Diet. (ed. 4), Galery, a Passage made across

the Ditch of a Town besieg'd, with Timbers fastened on the

Ground and plank'd over. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5476/1
The Heads of the Bridges, or Galleries, over the Ditch of

the Palank, had been damaged.

*t*
C. Mil. A ' lane * or open space between ranks

or bodies of men.
1591 Garrard Art Warre 212 The spaces, intervalles,

galeries and passages, which are amongst the ranks . . do
serue [etc.].

8. t a. A passage made by a deer, etc. through

brushwood {obs. ; cf. Entry 7 c). b. A passage

made by an animal underground, or through a rock.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. (1677 1 68 If you would know
the height and thickness of the Hart, observe his Entries

and Galleries into the Thickets, and what Boughs he hath
over stridden. 1849 Murchison Siluria iii. 40 The .. gal-

leries made by Crustaceans.

0. Tennis. ^See quot. 187S.) Winning-gallery,

the opening most remote from the dedans or service-

side.

1699 Boyer Compl. Fr. Master iv. Fam. Dial., fay mis
sa Balle dans le petit trou, ou dans la Galerie. I put his

Ball into the Hazard, or the Gallery. 18*9 Lond. Encycl.

in Blaine's Rur. Sports (1840) 133 Upon the entrance of a

tennis court there is a long gallery which goes to the dedans,

that is, a kind of front gallery, into which, whenever a ball

is struck, it tells for a certain stroke. This long gallery is

divided into different compartments or galleries, each of

which has its particular name. 1878 J. Marshall Ann.
Tenuis 157 Galleries, the openings beneath the side-pent-

house, including the first, second, and last galleries, the

door, and the line-opening, on each side of the net. Ibid.

183 Every ball which either falls short or enters a gallery

^except always the winning-gallery) counts for nothing.
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GALLERY.
10. An ornamental parapet or railing running

along the edge of a table, shelf, or the like.
1853 CaJniiet-maker's Assistant 11. 35 Writing Tables..

The centre shelf should be hinged at the back. ..The
gallery may either be of fret-work or of bronze.

11. In a lamp A levelled ring lor supporting
a globvi or .'•hade.

12 attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as
(sense l) gallery-walks

\ (sense 2. 3 gallery-stab s\

'.sense 3 b) gallery- critic, -door, -keeper; (sense 3
c, d) {twopenny gallery-wan; (sense 6) gallery

•

attendant, -exhibition, -goer, picture, -trotter
;

''sense 7) gallery -case, frame ; also gallery -like adj.

b. special comb., as gallery-furnace (see quot.};
gallery-hit, a piece of showy play (primarily by a
batsman in cricket) intended to gain applause from
uncritical spectators ; so gallery-hitting; gallery-
ladder (see cjuot.)

; gallery-post Tennis (see

quot.) ; gallery-practice, indoor photography ;

gallery-road, 'an artificial roadway constructed
on piles* {Cent. Diet.); gallery-shot, -stroke
(cf. gallery-kit).

1895 M. H. jL-DGEin M. H. J. <y Lord's Day Act 11897) 30
So far as the actual ^gallery attendants are concerned. 1851
J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif 229 Making gabions, fascine-;,

Mind-frames, and ^gallery cases. 1784C0WPEK Task II 365
Transforms old print To zigzag manuscript, and cheats the
eyes Of *gallery critics by a thousand arts. 1480 Wardrobe
Accts. Edw. 7K(N'ico!as 183c 127 For a holowe key for the
'galary dore of the same Wardrobe viij (/. 1857 Riskjn
Pol. Econ. Art ii. a868i 129 There is one disadvantage
attached necessarily to 'gallery exhibition, namely, the
extent of mischief which may be done by one foolish curator.
1851 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. 190 The false frame . . is

a little shorter and wider than the 'gallery-frames. 1881
Raymond Mining (rloss., * Gallery-furnace, a retort-furnace
u>ed in the distillation of mercury. 1888 Pall Mall G. 22
May 5/2 There are several minor collections on show at the
present time worth the attention of the *gallery goer. 188a
Casskll, ^Gallery-hit. 1888 W. G Grace in Steel & Lyttle-
ton Cricket ix. ( Badm.) 307 On such a wicket as this do not
go in for lofty and '*gallery* hitting. 1682 Whitelockk
Mem. Cluis. I, 16 Dec. an. 1645 Thirty Pounds given to the
"Gallery-keepers at St. Margaret's Church. 1706 Phillips
ied Kersey) s.v. Ladders, The ^Gallery-Ladder, made of
Ropes, and hung over the Galleries and Stern, for ent'ring
by the Ship's Stern out of the Boat, when the Weather
is foul. 1796 C. Smith Marchmont 1. 259 The *gallery-
like passage that led to the stairs. 1607 Ukaim. & Fl.
Woman-Hater Prol., I do pronounce this, to the utter
discomfort of all two-penny *Gallery men. 1897 kucv in
Daily .Yews 9 Apr. 72 He was familiarly known to more
than one generation of Gallery-men. 1878 [. Marshall
Ann. Tennis 157 "Gallery-post, the post which separates a
gallery from the gallery next beyond it. 1891 Anthony**
Pkotogr. Hull. IV. 168 The so-called professional, who lias
been trained in the routine of "gallery practice. 1894 Farmer
SlaHg, ^Gallery shot. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 401 It is

a gallery shot in a sense, for the bird is flying level. 16:6
in Crt. <y Times Jos. I (1849) I. 435 The king .. stood on
the 'gallery stairs at Whitehall to see the prince come along
from Richmond, 1856 Chamb. Jrul. n Oct. 226 2 The
gallery-stairs of a theatre. 1883 Pall Mall G. 1 Sept. 5/1
A reminder to bewildered ' 'gallery-trotters' of the pictures
they have seen in the various exhibitions of the season.
'553 Grimai.de Cicero's Offices n. U558' 98 b, Sightcourtes,
*galerywalk es, and new churches, the more reuerently I

finde fault with, for Pompeyus sake.

1 fence Galleryful.as much as a gallery will hold

;

Ga Ueryite, one who occupies a seat in a gallery.
1885 Art Jml. 126/1 Where a work contains as much

leaching as a whole galleryful its rightful place is by itself.

1894 Du Maurier Trilby ii. 93 A whole galleryful of fiddles.

1895 U'estm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 82 Surely, the galleryites, or,
rather, playgoers generally, are not infallible in their judg-
ment ?

Gallery (gx-leri), v. [f. Gallery j£.]

1. trans. To furnish with a balcony or gallery.
1616 Sir R. Boyle Diary in Lismore Papers (1886) I. 138

Which [sum] I bestowd to have the Church of Tallagh
galleried round about. Ibid. 139 Thomas Carter, .delivered
Mr. Langredg of my money v'> ster. to begyn the galleryng
of the church at Tallagh. 1888 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept 8/2
The Place Victor Emmanuel was galleried round with seats
for 20,000 people.

^ 1894 Speaker 12 May 5242 The..
lynchers plastered it and pewed it and galleried it.

b. Mil. To make an underground passage.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. vii. 627 Their mining arts the

staunuh besiegers ply, Delve from the bank of York and
gallery far, Deep subterranean, to the mount of war.
2. intr. nonce-use. To ( take ' with, or appeal to,

Hie audience in a theatre-gallery.

1672, 1831 [see Box v. 1 11 J.

Galleah, obs. form of Calash.
Gallet (gx let), [ad. F. galet rounded pebble

on the beach ; also, a chip, f. OF. gal, of uncertain
origin.! A chip or splinter of stone.
1712 J. James tr. Lc Blondes Gardening 45 The coarser

Stone or Gallets.

Gallet (gxiet), v. [f. prec. sb.] Garret v.
1351 W. Laxto\' Builders Price Book (ed. 28^ 127 Kentish

rag stone .. Galleting the joints externally, extra per foot
super iW.
G-allewasp: see Galuwasp.
Galley Lg»*H\ sb. Forms: 4-6 galai, -ay(e,

(4 gaylay, 6 ghallai, 7 g Hay), gale(e, -ei(e,

-ey e, 5-6 gily(e, (5 gaili), 6-8 gallyfe, (6
gillie\ 4- galley, [ad. OF. gatie, galee, med.L.
galea, galeia, late Gr. ya\aia, ^aXta — Pr. gateya,
galea, Sp. galea (obs.), Pg. gale", It. galea, galia.

24

The ultimate etymology is unknown. Cf. the svnonymous
F. galere, Pr., Sp., Pg. galera. It. galeara; also med.L.
galeida Du Cange), MHG. gallde, gaUide, MDu. galeide,
I eel. galeilf.)

1. A low flat-built soa-going vessel with one deck,
p.opelled by sails and oars, formerly in common
use in the Mediterranean. Cf. Galliass. The
rowers were mostly slaves or condemned criminals.

Hence phr. to condemn, ox send, to the galleys, and
simply the galleys, to indicate the punishment of a
galley-slave. Half.quartergalley ; see quot. 1 794%
a 1300 AT. Horn 185 Us he dude lede Into a galeie, Wfy

be se to pleie. .Wibute sail and rober. c 1330 R. Pktnne
Chron. 118101 54 pe erle ..did mak a riche galeie With
fourscore armed knyghtes. c 1440 Generydts 4105 He saw
a galy fayre and strong lay atte rode. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng. ccxliii (1483) 293 He lete make galeys of werre.
a x533 Ld. Berners Huon xx. 55 He shall, .delyuer you
shype or galee suche as shall be nessessary for you. 1560
Dals tr. Slezdane's Comm. 328 Besides those that were
put to death.. very many were also condempned to the
Galees. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. IV. xii. 297 This
course hath emptied more full, then filled empty purses,
and many thereby have brought a Galeon to a Gaily.
1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xlix. 193 His Fleet . . was
composed of five Foists, four Galliots, and one Gaily Royal.
1682 Xeivsfr. France 10 No Sea-man nor Trades-man shall
offer to go out of the Kingdom without leave, under the
pain of being sent to the Gallies. 1699 Roberts Voy.
Levant 15 At length we saw the half Galleys go their way.
1721 Loud. Gaz. No. 5982/2 Above London-Bridge [they]
met with two Gallics, one rowing with Fourteen Oars, and
the other with Eleven, loaden with Goods. 1794 Pigging
«y Seamanship I. 238 Half and Quarter Galleys are rigged
and navigated the same as galleys ; and take this denomi-
nation from their being much shorter. Bombay-galleys are
like the former, but smaller, and mostly used by corsairs on
the coast of Barhary. 1829 Mackintosh Revol. <yi688 Wks.
1846 II. 100 The ministers of the Reformed faith were
banished from France in fifteen days, under pain of the
galleys. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <V Is. 11. xx. (1845) III. 278
King Ferdinand's galleys were spread with rich carpets and
awnings of yellow and scarlet. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems
138 High on deck of their gilded galleys Our light sailors
they scorn below.
trans/. &r\c\fig. 1649 Drt mm. 01 Hawth. Cypress Gro-ve

Wks. (1711) 120 Who would not, rather than abide chained
in this loathsome galley of the world, sleep ever. 1802
Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life <y Writ. III. (1832) 166,
I wish to get out of this galley, and live for myself. 1890
Spectator 2 Aug. 145/2 They and their daughters chain
themselves down in the galley of fashion.

b. Used with allusion to Moliere Scapin II. xi,

Que diable altait-ilfaire dans cette galere ?

1874 Lisle Carr Jlid. G-ivynue I. ii. 47 After hunting for
you everywhere, .here I tumble on you amidst the howling
wilderness of Furrowshtre. But what on earth are you
doing in this galley?

2. Applied to the Greek or Roman war-ships,

large vessels with one or more banks of oars.

1513 Douglas AKncis vm. ii. 29 Tua galeis did he cheis
the ilk tyde. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World m. (1634! 50 The
one was a passage for Gallies to be cut behiiule Mount
Athos. 1788 Giuhon Decl. * F. V. liii. 497 The Dro-
mones, or light gallies of the Byzantine empire, were
content with two tier of oars. 1840 Thirlwall Greece
VII. lix. 3j5 Ptolemy himself escaped, it is said, with only
eight galleys. 1882 UUIDA Marcn/ma I. 150 Over that blue
sea, wnere. .the Etruscan pirates hunted the Latin galleys.

3. A large open row-boat. e. g. one appropriated

to the captain of a man-of-war, one formerly used

on the Thames by custom-house officers, and by
the press-gang (Adm. Smyth) ; also, a large

pleasure-boat.

1570 LsviKf Manip. 99/24 A Gallye, phacellus. 1718
LADY M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbe" Conti 19 May, I..

went across the canal in my galley. 1813 Examiner
5 Apr. 218/2 Lieut. Devon had only the brig's galley, .with
him. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. ii. 12 Crowded in the glassy
bay were the vessels of commerce and the gilded galleys

for the pleasures of the rich citizens. 1861 Dickens Gt.

Expect. Hv, The Jack.. asked me if we had seen a four-

oared galley going up with the tide?

4. The cooking-room or kitchen on a ship. Cf.

Caboose. Also, a ship's cooking-range.
1750 Blancklev Nav. Expositor, Gaily is a Place in the

Cook-Room, where the Grates are set up, and in which
they make Fires, for boyling or roasting the Victuals.

1830 Soon Pen/onol. L 9 The sleeper started up with
a ghastly and disturbed countenance, and. .proceeded to

the galley, or cook-room of the vessel. 1840 R. Dana Bef.
Mast vi. 14 When I went to the galley to get a light, I

found the cook inclined to be talkative. 1853 Kane Grin-
mil Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 301 Three stoves and a cooking
galley, four Argand and three bear-fat lamps. 1866
Nordhokf Young Man-of-War^s Man t. 12, 1 got my pot.

.

and proceeded to the ' galley ' or cooking range.

5. Printing. [F. galee.] An oblong tray of brass,

wood, or zinc, to which the type is transferred from
the composing-stick.
1652 U*QUHABT Jewel Wks. 1 1834"* 1S2 His tthe setter's]

plenishing of the gaily, and imposing of the form. 1683
Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. 25 Our Master Printer is also to
provide Galleys of different sizes. 1777 Hooi.f. Co/uenius'
I'is. Iflorid (ed. 12) 118 Heputteth these in a gaily till a page
be made. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 June, Three or four compositors
..bring up their various contribution of type to the long
'galley' in which the article is put together.

6. (See quot.) [ = K. gattre.]

1789 J. Keir Diet. Chem. 96/2 Distillers of aqua fortis do
not use retorts, but stone-ware bottles, with short crooked
necks. .Two rows of these vessels are disposed opposite to

each other,_ in an oblong furnace called a galley; and
a wood fire is used for the distillation.

GALLEY-FOIST.

7. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) galley-fashion,

,

-ji%ht, -fleet, -kind, -oar; also gatley-like adj.;
1 (sense 4) galley-fire.

1691 Llttrell Brief Pel. (1S57) II. 294 Several person*

j

are going to build privateers, .after the *gally fas!,ion with
I oares. 1695 Ibid. III. 508 Some tenders built galley

fashion. 1599 Hakllyt Voy. II. 11. 122 We now haue
I

had experience of 'Gaily-fight. 1836 Makhvat Mulsh.
Easy xxvii, 'What a bore to have no *galley fire lighted,"
said one of the youngsters. 1791 Hist. Europe in Ann.
Peg. 186/2 The number of land forces which he had 011

board the ^galley-fleet. 1711 Shaetesb. C/iarac. (1737)
III. 97 We, essay-writers, are of the small-craft or *galley-
kind. 1627 CaI't. Smith Seaman's Gram. \'u. 55 Her Row
and chase so 'Gally-Iike contriued, should beare as many
Ordnances as with conueniency she could. 1838 Lytton
Alice 1. x, My own unceasing avocations which chain me
like a slave to the *galley-oar of politics.

8. Special comb. : galley-arch (see quot.)

;

+ galley bird, a galley-slave
;
galley-brand, a mark

or brand on a galley-slave
; galley-built a. (see

i
quot.)

; f galley-cassock, a garment worn by gal-
I ley-slaves; galley-dungeon, ? a dungeon in which
galley-slaves are confined

; + galley-fish, ? a ( Por-
1
tuguese man-of-war * {Physalia,

; tgalley-frigate,

;
? a frigate built like a galley

;
galley-growler (see

quot.) ; galley-house = galley-arch
; f galley-

;

matter, an offence to be punished by condemnation

j

to the galleys; galley-nose (see quot.)
;
galley-

packet, a made-up story, lie, 'yarn'; galley-
pepper (see quot.); galley-press, 'a small hand-
press for pulling proofs in slip form ' (Jacobi)

;

galley-proof, a proof in slip form taken from type
on a galley; galley-punt, -rack, -slang (see

! quote); galley-slip = galley-proof; galley-stick,
-stoker see quots.). Also Gallky-foist, Galley-
halfpenny, Galley-man, Galley-slave, etc.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Galley-arches, spacious
I and well-built structures in many of the Mediterranean

ports for the reception and security of galleys. 1655 T.
White Obedience Govt. 124 A knot of slaves and Galley,
birds. 1856 W. E. Aytoun Bothwell 11857) 80 More like
a hideous *galley-biand Than any wound from peace or
war. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17891 K riij b, When
the waist of a merchant ship is only one or two steps of
descent from the quarter-deck, and fore-castle, she is said
to be *galley-built. 1583 T. St(k;ker tr. Hist. Civ. Wars
Lonv C. I, 47 b, The officers of the Inquisition bryng vuto
them Saint Rennets furniture of apparrel, which is a *gally
cassocke [orig. habillemcnt de galere] without sleeues.

1723 Pres. State Pussia II. 337 The insupportable Slavery
on the Gallies and in the *Gally-Dungeons. 1591 Syi.*

VESTKB Du Bartas i. v. 381 Rut O ! what stile can
worthily declare (0 ! "Galley-Fish, and thou Kish-Mariner
,.) your dexterity In Sailer's Art! 1774 Gou>s,\i. Xat.

I

Hist. VI. 293 The animal I mean is the Galley Fish,

j
which Linnaeus degrades into the insect tribe, under the

' title of the Medusa. 1600 Haki.cyt Voy. III. 709 The
1 choice being made for the place to buihl the *ga!lv-

|

frigut, ashore it was brought. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., *Gallcy-gro7vlers, idle grumblers and skulkers,
from whom discontent and mutiny generally derive their
origin. 1699 Damimlr Voy. II. 1. iv. 77 These 'Galley-
Houses are 50 or 60 paces from the Riverside. 1644 EVELYN
Diary 11827) 1- I29 ' l •* "'^de a 'gaily matter to carry
a knife whose point is not broken off. a 1734 North Lives
(18261 II. 324 It is no less than g;illey-ina;ter for any man
to kill deer or hog, except at this general hunt. 1867
Smyth Sailors Word.bh., *Galley-iiosc, the figure-head.

1785 Mrs. A. M. BuoncTT Juvenile Indiscretions (1786) V,
147 Why, sure, Miss, said he, that must be a '"galley-packet

somebody or other has told you. 1867 Smyth Sailor's- ii 'ord-

bk., Galley-packet, an unfounded rumour. Ibid., Galley-

Pepper, the soot or ashes which accidentally drop into

victuals in cooking. 1891 Jacobi Printing ii. 48 In estab-

lishments where, .a class of work is executed which necessi-

tates slip proofs, a *ga Iley-press is a requisite article. 1892
— .Votes on Bks. <y Printing 42 'Galley proofs, these proofs
supplied in slip form -not made up into pages. 1883 W. C.
Ri-SSKI.1. Sailors' Lang.. *Galley-punt, an open sailing-boat

used by pilots in the Channel off the Forelands. i888Jacobi
Printer's i 'oc. *Gatlty-racks, receptacles for galleys. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.. *Galtey-slang, the neological
barbarisms foisted into sea-language. 1889 H. 1J. \Vhkati.ky
How to Catalogue iii. 58 These additions [to a catalogue]..

may be primed from time to time at short intervals on
ygalley slips. 1894 Hall Caink in My First Bk. 72, I

asked Mr. Theodore Watts, .to read some 'nfliv' slips of
it. 1888 Jacobi Printer's I'oc, 'Galley sticks, long sidr-

sticks used for quoimng up galleys. 1867 Smyth .Sailor's

Word-bk., * Galley-stoker, a lazy skulker.

T 9. Used in Comb, to designate various vessels

or utensils, as galley-cup, -dish, -glass, ~grewse

(? = crase\ Also Galley-tile, Gallipot, q.v.

for the explanation.
1481-90 Iloroard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 389 Item, paid for

v. galeygrewsis x\d. 1576 Baicki Jewell of Health 150a,

Straw a part in the bottome of a broade or gallie glasse.

1642 Kates Merchandize 28 Gaily dishes, the dozen .

.

00.01.06.

Galley [gCB*U)i v. nonce-tvd. [f. the sb.] trans.

To transport in a galley.

_ 1864 Rurton Scot Abr. 118 The cost and peril of galley-

ing an invading army across the Straits.

Galley-foist. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. Galley sb.+

Foist ja.'] A state barge, esp. that of the Lord
Mayor of London.
1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. iv. 66 Carried .. about his

grounds in painted gallefoistes. 1609 B. Jonson Sil. Worn.
iv. ii, When the GalJy-foist is a-floate to Westminster -'

1616 Leaum. & Fl. Scornf. Lady 1. ii, Captains of Gaily-
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foists, such as in a clear day have seen Callis. < 1640

[Shirley] Capt. Underwit 1. in Hullen 0. PL II. 324 No
Lord Maiors day, no gulls nor gallifo'ists. 1691 T. H[alkJ
Ace. New Invent, p. xvi, Such Epistolx obscurorum
Virorum should meddle with the Gally-foists of my Lord
Mayor's Show, and not first Rate Ships. 1785 in GftoSH
Diet. I'nlg. Tongue. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.

fig. 1624 Hevwooo Captives 1. in Bullen O. PL IV,

Sayle this way thoue galley foyst of galls and garbadge !

attrib. 1612 DEKKER Lond. Triumph. Wks. 1873 III.

57 Their thunder according to the old gaily-foyst fashion*,

was too lowd for any of the Nine Muses to he bidden to it.

G-alleyglass, obs. form of Galloulass.

t Galley-halfpenny. Obs. Forms : see

Galley and Halfpenny, [f. Galley sb. + Half-
penny.] A silver coin, said to have been introduced

into England by the sailors of the Genoese and

other galleys that traded to London. Its use was
prohibited by law early in the 15th cent.

1409-10 Act ir Hun. IV, c. 5 Ordeiuez est & establiz que
les dltz galihalpenyes jfimes lie courgent en paiement..
deinz le roiauline Dengleterre. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
(Rolls) 313 In this tyme [4 Henry V] was it defendid that
galey halfpenies schuld not lie used. 1521-2 Ckurckw.
Acct.-bk. in N. «y Q. 4th Ser. II. 344 Resaved for ij vnces
of galy halfepenys sold this yere vis. i'njd. 1542 Kecon
f'olicy li'ar Pref., Wks. (1564I 125 b, My riches are not worth
a Gaily halfe peny. 1619 Dalton Conntr. Just. cvii.

1,1630* 277 Money called Galley halfepence. . to bring and
put in payment any such was made felonie by the Statute.
1710 Heakne Collect. (0. H. S.1 II. 338 The half-pence of
Janua (commonly call'd Galley-half-pence -

Galley-man. [f. Galley sb. + Man sb.]

1. One who rows in a galley.

1352 Minot Poems (Hall) III. 57 [>e galay men held vp
baire handes. <r 1572 Knox Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 220
The galayis and the galay-men did boyth eschape. 1589
Cogan Haven Health ii. (1636) 22 The Gally-man . . the
Carier, ease the tediousnesse of their labour . . with singing
and whistling. 1672 Lkycester Antia. Chesh. 11. ii. 115
There were fifty skilful Oars or Galleymen. 1836-48 H. I>.

Walsh Arisioph. 259 note. The Athenian Galley men
taking cushions to sit upon, a 1845 Hood She is farfrom
Laud 20 Pirates, and Sallee-men, Algerine galleymen.

t 2. (See quots.) Obs.
1-1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) 127 These gaily

men, mercers, fustian sellers, grocers, poticaries, that selles
vs anie ware made beyond the sea. 1706 Phillips i.ed.

Kersey), Galley-men, certain Genoese Merchants formerly
so call'd, because they usually arriv'd in Galleys, landed
their Goods at a Place in Thames-street, natn'd Galley-key,
and traded with their own small Silver Coin call'd Galley-
half-pence.

Galley-nipper, var. Gallinippek.
Galleypot, obs. form of Gallipot.
Ga'lley-slave. [f. Galley sb. + Slave sb.]

1. One who is condemned to work at the oar in

a galley. Oftenfig. as a type of painful slavery.

1567 TU1BKXV. All Things haue release, etc. 21 A gally-
slave I seeme vnto my seli'e to bee. 1626 BACON Sylva
8 733 Gaily Slaues, notwithstanding their Misery otherwise,
are commonly Fat and Fleshy. 1683 KKNNRTT tr. Erasm.
on Eolly 38 He is worse than a Gaily-slave to his own lusts.

1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3715 '1 The Gatley-Slaves-.had agreed
together to throw their Officers and the Soldiers over-board.
1780 Cowpkr Table T. 327 Worse than the deeds of galley-
slaves broke loose. 1836 Marryat A/idsh. Easy xxxii, They
. -perceived the house surrounded by the galley-slaves. 1875
H f.lps Ess,, Domestic Rule 39 We should not attempt to tie

lliem up to their duties, like galley-slaves to their labour.

f 2. Printing. (See quot.) Obs.
1683 Moxon A/ech. Exerc. II. 362 The Compositers are

Jocosely call'd Galley Slaves; Because allusively they are
as it were bound to their Gallies.

t Galley-tile. Obs. Forms : 7 galletyle,
gallietile, 8 gall(e)ytile. [f. Galley sb. + Tile
sb. : see Gallipot.] A glazed tile used for wall-
decoration. Also collect., the material of which
these are made.
1610 W. Foi.kingham Art of Surety 4 Gallie and Thacke

Tiles, a 1626 Bacon Whs. (18571 III. 804 It is to be known
of what stuff galletyle is made, and how the colours in it

are varied. 1719 Dk Fob Crusoe II. xiv, The little square
Tiles we call Galley-Tiles in England, all made of the
finest China. 1720 SntVPB Stow's Sttrv, II. v. xv. 240
Making Gaily paving Tiles and Vessels for Apothecaries.
1768 Cook First I'oy. 1. i. in Hawksworth Voy. 1773 II. 8

The other side is divided into wards, each of which is.,

neatly lined with gaily- tiles.

Ga-lleytrough.. Sc. Also S gallytrough.
S- 9 gerletroch. [Of unknown origin.] A local

name (Lochlevcn) for the Chak.
a 1722 Sir R. SiHRAi.D(Jam. >, Piscisin Iacu Levino—Gerle-

troch. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl. VI. 167 The gallytrough. or
char abounds in the Loch. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. IV.
26 The species [of trout] called the galley trough or char is

that chiefly admired. 1810 P. Nku.l List Eishes Erith of
Earth 16 (Jam.) The S. At/inns, Red Char, or Gerletroch.

Galley-wat, obs. form of Gallivat.
Galleyworm, gallyworm gwliw&rm)- [f.

Galley sb. + Worm sb., from the resemblance to a
galley propelled by numerous oars.] An insect

of the class Alyriapoda ; an itilns.

1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1047 All these Gally-
worms, if they be touched roll themselves up, and become
round. 1752 Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 17 Gatly-worm,
the brown lulus, with a hundred legs on each side. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 303 The Gaily worm differs from
the scolopendra, in having double the number of feet.

1835 Kirby Hob. 4- Inst. Anim. II. xvi. 66 De Geer..
thinks that the common Jnlus [foot-note J. terrestris], or
Gallyworm feeds upon earth. 1873 DAWSOH Earth $ Man

1 vi. 136 Galley-worms or millipedes ; wingless, many-jointed,

I
and many-footed crawlers, resembling worms, but more
allied to insects.

Gall-fly ,g</l,fl3i . [£GalL5&>] An insect (of

I

the genus Cynips which produces galls on trees.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. led. 4) I. 316 The larva of

J

the cynips querci, or gall-fly. 1868 Wool) Homes without II.

xxv. 482 Cynipidae. .are popularly known as Gall Flies.

t Ga'li-ful, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gall sb. 1 + -ful.]

I Full of gall; bitter, malignant.
1596 R. LfiNCiuc) Dietta xii. in Arh. Garner VII. 195

Convert to sugared pleasure, gall-ful pain ! 1608 T. Morton
Preamb. Encounter Pref. 3 Casting vpon me all thecankred

J

and galfull ternies it could vtter.

Gallgaskin, Gall-house, Galliace, obs. ff.

Gallioahkin, Gallows, Galliass.
i Galliac k, a. Obs. See quot. 1 706.I
1530 Privy Purse Exp. lien. VIII 1827) 24 For iij tonne

of white wyne of galiake. 1703 Art <y Afyst. Vintners 69
Then have you Galliack Wines in Pipes and Hogsheads.
1706 PuiLUi'Sied. Kersey), Gaillac, or Galliac Wine, a sort
of French Wine, so call'd from Gaillac, a Town of Langue-
doc, where it is made.

Galliambic (gaeliae'mbik), a. and sb. [f. L.

galliatub-us a song of the Galli or priests ofCybele
{. Callus + Iambus) •+ -ic]

A. adj. Epithet of a lyric metre (founded on
the Ionic a minore tetrameter catalectic, with ana-

clasis), supposed to have been used by the priests

of the Phrygian Cybele in their songs.
a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sketches (1879) I. 215 Catullus

relates the madness of Atys in a wonderful wild measure,
intended to represent the ravings of that mystic priesthood,
and thence called galliambic. 1893 19 t̂ Cent. Mar. 44S
The galliambic rhythm of Boadicea is borrowed from .

.

the celebrated Attis.

B. sb. The galliambic metre ; a verse written in

this metre.
a 1846 Landor IVks. (1S76) II. 175 note, The Galliambic of

Catullus may be a relic (the only one) 01 Phrygian poetry.
a 1876 M.Collins Pen .Sketches (1879) I. 215 There were at
that time no English galliambics ; but Mr. Tennyson has
since written them [in Boadicea] with great power. 1887
Athen.rum 11 June 759/3 [George Meredith's] ' Phaetbon

,

an achievement in the galliambic measure, which, .should
be read, not as galliambics, but as poetry pure and simple,
while English poetry endures.

t Gallian (gwliin), a. Obs. [f. L. Galli-a Gaul,
+ -AN.J Gallic, French. Also as sb.pl.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,v. iv. 139, I am possest With more

then halfe the Gallian Territories. 1611 — Cymb. \. vi. 66.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. 18/2 The Spanish Pip,
or else the Gallian Morbus. Ibid. 111. 63/1 The Britaines,
Gallians. and Hibernians.

Galliard (gse'liaid), a. and sb. ] Forms: 4-9
gaillard^e, gal(l)yard(e, 5-9 galiardfe, $-6
gal^art, 6 galyeard (gal5ard, galgeard, gag-
liard), 6- galliard. [ad. OF. and F. gaillard, -art

[mod.F. gaillard) = Pr. galhart, Sp., gallardo, Pg.
galkardo, It. gagliardo adj., of unknown origin:

for the suffix see -ARD. The sb. B 2, 3, is a. F.
gaillarde, properly the fern, of the adj.]

A. adj.

1. Valiant, hardy, c stout \ sturdy. Obs. exc. arch.
V*ri4oo Merts Arth. 1265 Sir Gawayne and syr Gryme,

these galyarde knyghtez. ( 1450 Hollan'd Hcnvlat 540
Mony galiard gome was on the ground levit. 1535 Let. in

Froude Hist. Eng, II. 299 There was a galiard assault
given before five o'clock in the morning. 1536 Rem. Sedition
2a, He [Sertorius] had also two horses, thone galyarde, lusty,

and of a thycke tayle. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres in. ii.

46 It doth much import that the Front be gaillard and
strong. 1650 Howell Girajft's Rev. Naples 130 And it was
held convenient by all to com to som galliard resolution.
1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 241 We pass by
gutted towers, four stories high, with machicolations fresh
as yesterday—gaillard and daring.

2. lively, brisk, ^ay, lull of high spirits, arch.
c 1386 Chaucer Cook's T. 3 Gaillard he was as Goldfinch

in the shawe. c 1475 RanfCoil$ear 785 Amang their G&hart
Gromis I am bot ane Gest. 1513 Dot glas Mntis vm. Prol.

31 The galiart grum grunschis at grammis hym greuis. 165a
Evelyn State Erance Misc. Writ. (1805! 92 There lives not
. .a more frank, galiard, and supine people. 1671 Shadwei.l
Humorist 11. Wks. 1720 I. 172 Come, Madam, let's be
frolick. galliard, and extraordinary brisk. 1819 W. Tennant
Papistry StornCd (18271 176 The faemen Grew galyard
now, and crouse ilk ane. 1820 Byron Mar. Eat. 1. u 21
Steno's a patrician, Young, galliard, gay, and haughty. 1835
W. Ikying Crayon Misc. (1849) 2° n young Swiss Count .

.

galliard in the extreme, and prone to every kind of wild
adventure. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. n. 194 These
wretched Compartni were once gay And galiard, of the
modest middle class.

t3. Having a gay appearance, spruce. Obs.
1513 Douglas /Entis xii. Prol. 150 Ane paradice it semyt

to draw neyr Thyrgal5artgardyngisand ilke greyn herbere.
JS99 JAS- J Bao-tA. iWpov 11603) 112 Faile neuer in time of
wanes to be galhardest and brauest, both in cloathes and
countenance. (11605 Montgomerje Misc. Poems xiii. 25
Love maks men galiard in thair geir.

Hence fGalliardly adv., f Ga'lliardness.
154a 67. Papers Hen. VHP \%yti I. 73fi He . .went galyardly

to the matyer. 1550 Nicolls Thncyd. 222 b, They saylied and
gouernedde their shyppes more galiardly than the othere.
1653 Bogan Mirth Chr. Life 30 How galliardly does the
prophet cry out. X654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. vi. & vii.

206 His sprightfull pleasance and galliardnesse abated.
B. sb.

1. fa. A man of courage and spirit (obs.). b. A
gay fellow; a man of fashion (arch.).

153* More Confut. Tindate Wks. 552/2 When the rage is

ones passed, then rise vp like lusty galiardes agayn, and fight

a freshe. a 1658 Cleveland Mt'xt Assembly 87 Selden bee's
a Galliard by himself. 1768 W. Donaldson Sir Barth.
SaPskutlll.aiSMyfsLmt. .made my name famous among the

galllards of the town. 1828 [seeGALLiARDiSE]. 1854 Mrs.
Mutuant Magd. Hepburn 1. 296 God and the truth dwell
not among galliards and gay companie.

2. A quick and lively dance in triple time. Hist.

1533 Ei.yot Cast. Helthe (1539) 50 b, Vehement exercise is

compounde of violent exercise and swifte whan they ar ioyned
togither at one tyme, as dansyiig of galyaides. 1549 ( 'ompl.

Scot. vi. 66 Dansand base dansis, pauans, galiard is, turdions,
braulis, and branglis. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. iii. 137 Why
dost thou not goe to Church in a Galliard, and come home
in a Carranto? 1656 Heylin Sure. Erance 2 Nothing but
a nimble galliard filled with capers. 1746 W. Thompson
Hymn to May xlvi. 3 In the nimble-footed galliard, all,

Shepherds and shepherdesses, lively, join. 1808 Scoit
Alarm, v. xii, Never a hall such a galliard did grace. 1849
Sir J. Stephen Eccl. Biog. (1850) I. 157 Whether the lute

should breathe a summons to the gaillard, or the trumpet
ring out an alarm to the battle [etc.].

f3. The air to which the galliard was danced. Obs.

1545 AsCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 39 Whether these.. galiardes

. . be lyker the musike of the Lydians or the Dorians, you
that be learned iudge. 1597 MoRLEY Introd. Mus. 181 How
manie foures of semibreues you put in the straine of your
pauan, so many times sixe minimes must you put in the
straine of your galliard. ^1613 Overbury A Wife (1638' 89
He whistles his owne Galliard. 1789 Blknky Hist. Mus.
III. i. 87 This strain was usually followed by the Galliard.

attrib. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 113 As when Galliard Time,
and Measure Time, are ill the Medly of one Dance. 1674
PLAYFOKD Skill Mus. 1. x. 33 The Imperfect of the More .

.

is much used in Airy Songs and Galiards, and is Usually

called Galiard or Triple Time.

Galliard (g^'liaid), sb.2 Geot. [Of unknown
origin.] See quots.)

1875 Urc's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) II. 531 Galliard, a North of
England term for a hard, smooth, flinty grit. 1877 A. H.
Grehn Phys. Geol. ii. $ 6. 68 Very siliceous Sandstones with
an even close grain are called Cank, Cankstone, or Galliard.

Galliardise .garliaidorz . arch. Also6?gali-
ardise, 7 galliardize, gagliardise. 9. gaillardise.

[ad. F. gaillardise, i. gaillard GALLIARD sb. ]

Gaiety, mirth, revelry. Also, a merry trick.

c 1570 Pride <y Lowl. (1841) 58 A man.. Whose trade is

galiaudise [? read galiardise], drinke, and disport. 1619 T,
MlLLES tr. Alexia's Treas. Ane. fy Mod. Times II. x. xiii.

962/1 Landgartha. .obseruing some rare galliardise, eueti in

the graceful! lookes of her female followers. 1643 Sir T.
Browne Relig. Med. 11. § it, I am no way facetious, nor dis-

posed for the mirth and galliardize of company. 1828 Scon 1

E. AI. Perth xxx, ' How stands it with the bona robas and
the galliards?' ; Little galliardise stirring, my lord.' 184a
L. Hunt Palfrey v. 129 This were a crowning galliardise

For king himself to tell in ball. 1893 Harper's Mag. Feb.

394 Your life is one long gaillardise.

Hence f G-alliardi^zing ppl. a., tending to

revelry ; enlivening, exciting to levity.

1697 Collies humor. Stage vi. 1730) 182 The Tunes are
generally airy and gailUardizing. 1703 — Ess. Afar. Subj.
II. 25 One word of Church Musick . . There must be . . no
light and galliardizing notes.

Ga'lliardism. rare-1
, [f. Galliard a. + -ism.]

= Galliardise.
1745 Eliza Hevwood Eemale S/ect. (174S) III. 285 The

phlegmatic disposition of the English can ill endure any
galliardisms in the females belonging to them.

Galliass, galleass (garli&s). Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms: 6-9 galleass e, -ias(s(e, 6 galeaze,

7 gal 1 iace, galleace, galeas, 6- galliass. [ad.

OK. galeace, galeasse, galiasse, also gall-, ad. It.

galeaza, augmentative ofgalea Galley sb.] A heavy,
low-built vessel, larger than a galley, impelled both
by sail and oars, chiefly employed in war.
1544 St. Papers Hen. F///(i834> III. 504 Foure hundred

galleys, foystes, and galyasses. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 42
This gave galliasse, beand in gude ordour. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. \\. i. 380. a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts
III. (17041 360/1 A Galleass is built .. low and snug ..

and carries the Force of a Ship . . the thing that gives
her Advantage in Fight, is her Oars. 1677 F. Sakdford
Genealog. Hist. Eng. -jq The sinking the great Galeas of the
Saracens. 1721 Phil. Trans. XXXI. 246 The Crew should
be under some Covert, as they are in a Galeass. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Gg, The quarter of a first-

rate galley, otherwise called! a galleasse. 1777 Watson
Philip II, (1839) 447 The principal galeass, commanded by
Moncada . . was driven ashore near Calais. 1858 Froldi;
Hist. Eng. III. 248 A French galliass and galleon ..

attempted to cut out two merchantmen. 1888 CasselCs
Alag. Aug. XIV. 559 Galleon and caracke and galleasse
Crashed down the stream of flight.

trans/. andJig. 1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Sufier. 140Whom
..I officiously recommende to the Ship of Fooles and the
Galeasse of Knaues. 1602 Marston Ant. «$ Alel. v. Wks.
1856 I. 63 Here's such a companie of flibotes, hulling about
this galleasse of greatnesse, that there's no boarding him.

b. attrib. in f galliass*breeches, a jocular aug-

mentative of gaily- breeches.
1596 Nashe Have with you Wks. (Grosart) III. 51 Farre

more boystrous and cumbersome than a pair of Swissers
omnipotent galeaze breeches.

Gallic (gse'lik), a. x and sb. [ad. L. Gallic-us

Gaulish (in mod.L. * French'), f. Callus Gaul.]
A. adj. a. Of or pertaining to, or characteristic

of, the Gauls or Gaul ; Gaulish.
1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III.

353 Venus had descended on this part of the Gallic shore.
1881 F. E. Warren Celtic Liturgy 59 Gallic sailors with
their ship came to lona.
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b. Often used as a rhetorical or (turn chiefly)

semi-humorous synonym for 'French*: sometimes
with allusion to characteristics which the French
are supposed to have inherited from their Gaulish
ancestors. f //is Gallic Majesty", the king of
France.
1671 Croune C/ias. VIII, 11. Dram. Wk*. 1873 * 152

I' tli
1

glories of the Gallic Court. 1712 Addison Sped. No.
481 F6 A little warm fellow, .fell most unmercifully upon
his Gallic majesty. 1756 Johnson Let. to Dr. Hawksworth
Mar., It is too Gaflick. 1778 Abigail Adams in J.
Adams* Font, Lett. (1876) 331 My imagination sets you
down upon the Gallic shore. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such xi.

190 It is his habit to talk with a Gallic largeness and refer
to the universe. 1888 F. Hume Matt. Midas 1. Prol.,
We will Match our Gallic wit against these English fools.

C. In combining form, as Gallico-anglian, an
Englishman who favours the French.
1804 j. Larwood No Gun Boat 8 Is there a Gallico- Anglian

who has the perverseness to say that [etc.].

B. sb. A Frenchman, rare"

\

I 75SJ- An.wsLet. 12 Oct. in Webster Adams -S- Jefferson
17 If we can remove the turbulent Gallicks, our people.,
will in another century, become more numerous than
England itself.

Gallic (gse-lik), a.2 Chem. [ad. F. galliaue,
f. L. galla ( * F. galle Gall jA.3) : see -ia] Only
in gallic acid : a crystalline acid prepared from
the oak-gall and other vegetable products.
1791 Hamilton tr. Berthollei's Dyeing I. 1. 1. v. 74 To

which the name of gallic acid has been given from galls.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 86 Red sulphate of iron, is

precipitated black by the gallic acid. 1883 HardiviclCe
Photogr. Chem. WA. Taylor) iv. 117 On .. brushing with a
solution ofGallic Acid, a manifest difference will be observed.

Galilean {ga-'likau), a. and sb. Also 7 galli-

cane. [ad. L Gallicanus, f. Gallic-its Gallic <r.1

Cf. F. gallican (not -airi) in ecclesiastical sense.]

A. adj.

1. a. gen. = Gallic a.i Obs. exc. in palseo-

graphical use.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Descr. Germanic vi. 270 The
Galilean toong doth conuince the Gothinos . . not to be
Germans. 1628 Le Gkys tr. Barclay's Argent's 215 He
therefore (a wickednesse not familiar with our Gallicane
spirits) attempted vs both with poyson. 1708 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4426/8 The Popish Pretender, and Pupil of the Galilean
Tyrant. 1805 T. Hakhal Scenes 0/Life I. 100 The culprit
pleaded the restraint of marriage upon thewill,and upon the
affections, with every othercommon-place sophism ofGallican
philosophy. 1883 I. Taylor Alphabet II. 176 note, A copy of
the Sermons of St. Severianus. .must also represent the
Gallican script, which was the parent of the Irish uncial.

b. Eccl. ( = med.L. Gallicanus), the distinctive

epithet of the ancient Church of Gaul or France,
and of its characteristic usages, liturgies, etc. as

compared with those of other national Churches of
the Roman communion. Hence applied to that

school of French Roman Catholics of which Bossuet
was the leader, which maintains the right ot the
French Church to be in certain important respects

self-governing, and free from papal control;

opposed to Ultramontane.
[1169 Becket L,et. to Pope Alexander in Mat. Hist.

That. Becket (1885) VII. dlxxxiii.121 Forma fidelitatisexigit
in ecclesia Gallicana et Anglicana[etc.J.] 1633 Up. Morton
Disch. 5 Imputations 263 For the defence aiid preservation
of the Gallicane Regalities and Liberties. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals 1. 1. 2 The Vigilance of Franca in maintaining
the Gallicane Rites. Ibid. 16 The French keep close to
their Galilean Church. 1714 Waterland A than. Creed
iv. 61 This more correct Psalter.. obtain'd first in Gaul
about 580. . From which circumstance it came to have the
name of Gallican, in contradistinction to the Roman. 1850
Neale East. Ch. I. 1. 15 The Gallican theory [of church
government] views the Church as a constitutional monarchy.

t2. — French-sick : see Fkench 7, Obs.
1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 3 Sweet Almonds, .are

commonly allowed by Physicians, to be eaten with a few
Raisins, for a Supper, by their Gallican Patients. Ibid. 25.
B. sb. a. One who favours friendly relations

with France, rare. b. A member of the Gallican
patty in the French Chinch.
1876 Bancroft Hist. If. S. VI. xlvi. 302 In regard to the

foreign relations of the country (United States], Congress
was divided between what the French envoy named ' Gal-
licans ' and 'anti-Gallicans'. 1882 A themeum S July 41/3
He is no Papist or Ultramontane, but a Gallican. .a genuine
Gallican of the school of Uossuet.

Hence Oallicanist, one who favours the in-

dependence of the Gallican Church.
1715 If. Davies Athen. Brit. 1. 64 Gallicanists, Italicanisls,

Secular Priests. 1882-3 Schaef Encycl. Retig. h'nmvl. III.

1986 As the former proved him to be a Jansenist, and the
latter a Gallicanist,aconflict with theJesuits was unavoidable.

Gallicanism (gnrlikaniz'm). [f. Gallican +
-ism.] The principles and practice of the Gallican

party (see Gallican a. 1 b\
1858 Wcstm. Rev. Oct. 330 Gallicanisni. .has died under.

.

the irruption of liberal opinion. 1869 Pall Mall G. 15
Nov. 2 It would surely shock Archbishop Manning to
learn that such rank 'Gallicanism'. .is being taught under
authority.

^1 Used erroneously for Gallicism, rare.

1885 Law Times 28 Mar. 385/1 What may be conveni-
ently described, to use a Gallicanism, as a 'contradictory*
judgment.

Gallicide (garlisaid). nonce-wd. [f. L, gall-us
cock + -CfiDfl i.J A killer of fowls (In cmot. = a fox).

1897 Boldrewood My Run Home xxvi. 24S Resolute
cast himself, all teeth and bristles, upon "the reeling
gallicide.

Gallicinite, var. G allizimte Obs.

Gallicism (garlisiz'm). [a. F. gallicisme. f.

L. gallic-us Gallic ay : see -ism.]

1. An idiom or mode of expression belonging
to the French language, esp. one used by a speaker
or writer in some other language ; also, in general-

ized sense, free use of French idiom, ' Frenchy'
kind of diction.

1656 BUHJHT Glossogr., Gallicism, the form of speech, or
custom of the French. 1683 Apot. Prot. France it. 19,
I can scarce believe, .that it was written in French; how-
ever, some Gallicisms are put in to make you believe it.

1759 Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. to Sir J. Steuart 19 July,
I hope you won't think this dab of Italian . . an affectation
like his Gallicisms. 1821 New Monthly Mag. II. 310 It is

useless investigating the crowd of gallicisms that might be
presented.

_ 1833 Macali.av Ess., Walpole (1843) II. 107
His style is more deeply tainted with Gallicism [Edinb.
Rev. Oct. 11833) 233 Gallicisms] than that of any other
English writer with whom we are acquainted. 1861 Maine
Anc. Law {iZj^) 37 Each group of circumstances, .receives,

to employ a gallicism, a sort of consecration. 1867 Mac-
iarren Harmony iii. (1876) 115 Its use has come to be
regarded as a musical Gallicism.

2. A French characteristic, custom, mode of

thought, or the like.

1715 M. Dayies Athen. Brit. 1. 295 A higher pitch ofGoth-
isms and Gallicisms in Religion, as well as in Words.

Gallicize (gse'Hsaiz), v. [f. J.. Gallic-us

Gallic a. [ + -izk]

1. inlr. To become Gallic or French ; to adapt
oneself to French habits, speech, etc.

x775 J- JEKYLL Corr. 29 Mar. 118941 2 We have Gallicised
in some measure already, a 1843 Solthev Comm.-pl. Bk.
Ser. n. 11849} 373 When France upon the decline of Spain,
succeeded to its places of dominion, the Company [Jesuits]
gallicized,

2. trans. To render French-like; to Frenchify.
1773 KenkICK RheU Gram. § 3 The French, .having

not only gallicised terms of art and appellatives ; but
even given Christian names to Pagans. 1804 W. Taylor
in Ann. Rev. II. 635 Conspiring to Gallicize the manners
of the British. 1835 Svi>. Smith Let. 11 Dec, Being, since
my travels, very much gallicized in my character, I ordered
a pint of claret. 1863 Kirk Chas. Bold II. 158 Fiance
seeks, .to Gallicize whatever comes to her from abroad.

Hence Ga'llicized ppl. a.
}
Ga llicizing vbl. sb.

(also attrib.) and fpl. a.

1804 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 233 The dissenting
teachers gradually abandoned the propagation of opinions
to the gallicizing philosophers. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis
lix, The daughter . . with her Gallicised graces and . . affecta-

tions. 1867 Freeman Norm. Com/. 11877) L iV - 252 The
Christianizing, the Gallicizing, and the feudalizing process,
all went on. 1892 Athcnxum 3 Dec. 773/1 It is difficult

to see .. that there is any such general gallicizing of our
contemporary poetry. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 5 Jan. 14/3 Was
the English author, .given to Latinizing or to Gallicizing?

Gallicizer (g8e*H»auw). [f. Gallicize + -er 1
.]

One who Gallicizes : in quot., a French partisan.

1859 Sat. Rev. VIII. 61/2 It was admitted even by the
loudest Gallicizers that the possession of Lombardy by
Austria could by no possibility furnish a cause of war to
France.

Gallie, obs. form of Galley, Gallows.
Galliet^te, obs. form of Galliot.
Galliform (ffSe'liffUm), a. Ornith. [ad. mod.L.

galli/orm-is, f. L. gall-us cock +forma form.] Be-
longing to the GalliformeSy an order of birds, in-

cluding ostriches, gallinaceous birds, rails, cuckoos,

and parrots. (In recent Diets.)

Galligaskin (ga,-liga*skin\ Now chiefly in//.

Forms : 6 garragascoyne, 6-7 galli-, gaily gas-
coi;g)n(e, -gascoyn(e, (6 galigascon, gallie

gascoine, gallo-gascaine, 7 gallgaskin), 7-9
gally-gaskin, (9 galigaskin), 7- galligaskin.

[app. an interpretative corruption of the J 6th c.

F. garguesquC) a metathetic var. ofgreguesque, ad.

It. grechesca sb., originally fern, of grechesco Greek
(this kind of hose being in 16th c described as

alia grechesca = F. a la grecque in the Greek
fashion). The surviving Fr. word in this sense is

gregtte, ad. l'r. grega or Sp. griega, orig. the fern,

of the adj., Pr. grego. Sp. gricgo, Greek.

_
The form gurragascoynes seems to prove that the Fr. word

is really the source. The synonymous gaily-breeches, gaily •

slops (see Gally a. ' or sb.) occur earlier than, and gasco[y)n,
Gaskin ', about the same time with, the present word. If
they are really older, the perversion of gargttesaue into
galligaskin is fully accounted for. They may, however,
have originated in a false analysis of galligaskin, which in
that case must have been corrupted from garguesque by the
influence of Gascon and Galley*^, (less probably \..Galli-

t

Galtus, Gaul, or gaily Gallows in the sense 'braces').
The early examples associate galligaskins with ' shipmen's
hose ', and imply that the fashion belonged to the south of
Europe, so that it would be very natural for popular
etymology to connect the word vt'ilh galley.]

1. A kind of wide hose or breeches worn in the

1 6th and 17th c. ; later, a more or less ludicrous

term for loose breeches in general.

a. sing. Also attrib. in galligaskin breeches.

iS77HolinshedC//w«. II. 1859/1 Galeygascoyne breeches
all of Crimosyn satyn. ttta Def. Conny Catching (1859) 57
The Venetian and the gallogascaiue is stale, and trunke slop
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out of use. 1610 Rowlands -l/rtW/« Mark-all 27 "V\\C\x hose
sometimes Spanish, like to Shipmens hose, and sometime^
close to the buttocke like the Venetian galligascoigne.

b. //.

1577 Harbison England n. x.xii. (18771 t. 343 A well-
Imrmshed gentleman .. hath borne threescore at once in
one paire of galiga'-cons. 1581 B. Riche Fareivell Mil.
Prof. Conclusion Ddiij, In their Hoose so many fashions
as I can not describe, sometymes Garragascoynes, breached
like a IJeare. 1620 Shklton Qnix. IV. xix. 149 He began
to untruss his Points : the Opinion is that he had but
one before, which held up his Gally-Gascoins. 1703 I.

Philips Splendid Shilling 121 My Galligaskins, that
have long withstood The Winter's Fury. 1761 Stkrni;
Tr. Shandy IV. xxvii, His whole thoughts, .were taken up
with a transaction which was going forwards, .within the
precincts of his own Galligaskins. 1794 in Poet. Reg.
(1807) 401 While in Rhyme's Galligaskins I enclose The
broad posteriors of thy brawny prose. 1801 Sporting Mag.
XVII. 19 His galligaskins have been made by the same
needle-jerker. 183* Cari.ylk Misc. (1857) III. 72 What
jackets and galligaskins had they.

2- Leggings, gaitCS. dial.

1859 Trolloi'E West Ind. x. 150 He wears a huge pair, .of

galligaskins, .made of thick stiff leather but so as to fit the
leg exactly. 1868 Browning Ring fy Bk. vm. 43 Gossips too
.. put galligaskin off At entry of a decent domicile. 1877
N. IV. Line. Gloss., Gallygaskins, gaiters. 1886 Elworthy
W. Somerset Word-bk., Galligaskins, rough leather over-
alls, worn by thatchers, hedgers and labourers.

3. A variety of the cowslip {Primula veris).

1629 Parkinson Parodist xxxv. 245 There is another
kinde [of cowslips] which doe somewhat resemble mens
hose that they did weare and took the name of Galliga>kins
from thence.
appositive. 1882 Garden 28 Jan. 56/3 Can any infor-

mation be obtained as to the origin of the Galigaskins
Primrose t

Hence Galliga'skined ///. a.
}
wearing galli-

j

gaskins.

1854 Walter Last of Old Squires xiii. 137 The good old
! man . . with gun in hand from the paper-mill-cover, or
I galigaskined from the farm !

Galligross, var. Galiegross, Obs.

Gallimania, bad form of Gallomania : =ee

Gallo-.
c 1793 Spirit Publ. Jrtils. I. 125 That febrile disposition

and hectic heat commonly called Gallimania.

Gallimatia's, obs. form of Galimatias.

Gallimaufry (g»lim{*fji), sb. Forms : C-;
gallie-, gaily-, gal {I imafry, -ay, -ey, -ie, -ee,

7 gal(l)amafrie ; 6-7 galli-, gallymalfreye,
-maulfry, -malfrie 56-7 gallimaufray, -maufrie,

7 galley-, gallymaufr'e)y, -mawfrey, (galy-

maufry, gallemaufry, gallomawfry, galli-

mof;T)ry, -mophory, gallerie-maufry), 7 8

gallamaufr^e y, 6-9 gallimaufrey, -mawfry,
6- gallimaufry, [ad. V.galimafrtfe, of unknown
origin.]

1. A dish made by hashing up odds and ends of

food; a hodge-podge, a ragout, rare exc. dial.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Nogada salsa, a gallimaulfry

of nuts. 1607 Dekkek ll'estw. Hoc 11. Wks. 1873 II. 294
Lattin whole-meafs are nowe mine'd, and serude in for

English Gallimafries. 16*3 T. Scott God fy &&*£ (1633) 2

That I may neither slovenly chop it into gobbits, nor
curiously mince it to a gallamafne. ^1693 Ukquhart
Rabelais in. xvii, The Devil mince me into a Galli-mafry,

if I do not tremble for fear. 1731-1800 in BaOST. 1859
Halibcrton Season Ticket vii, The Gallimaufry at once
tempts and satisfies. 1883 Almondbury Gloss., Galli-

mau>fry, and by corruption Gallimawverty, a mixture of
several sorts of meat.

2. trans/, and jig. A heterogeneous mixture, a

confused jumble, a ridiculous medley.
1551-6 Robinson tr. Jtlore's Utopia fArb.) 64 Suche a tragy-

call comedye or gallymalfreye. 1579 K. K. Ded. to Spenser's
Stnph. Cms.. So now they haue made our English tongue
a gallimaufray, or hodgepodge of all other speches.

159a Chettle Kinde-harts Dr. (1841) 29 Hee put me
downe with such a galliemafrey of Latine ends that

I was glad to make an end. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 11.

viii. 128 And after by marriages with some false Christians,

made such a galli-maufrey as [etc.]. 1653 Urqlhart
Rabelais u. vii. ^2 The hotchpotch or gallimafree of the

perpetually begging Friars. 1668 K. I/Estrange I'/'s.

1 Quev. (1708) 57 Are you the Author then ujuoth 1) of that

! Gallimaufry of Prophesies, that's Publisb'd in your Name :

1678 Salmon Pharm. Londin, 670 This is one of the

greatest Gally-maufries that ever I saw : but it was intended
as an Antidote against Plague. 187a Planchk Recoil. II.

xviii. 245 To me, the glittering gallimaufry in which all

the ingenuity and beauty of the original fairy tale was lost

and destroyed. 1892 A. Birrell Re* Juiiic. xi. 260 At
pre?-etit it [the history of the Reformation J is but a hotch-

potch, a gallimaufry, a confused mingle-mangle of divers

thing', jumbled or put together.

3. A promiscuous assemblage (of persons'.

1598 Shaks. Merry \V. n. i. 119 He wooes both high and
low . . he loues the Gally-mawfry (Ford; perpend. 1877
Holderuess Gloss., Gallimawfty, a gathering, or set of

persons or things. Generally used in an unfavourable sense.

4. Said somewhat contemptuously of a person :

A man of many accomplishments ; a composite

character. Now rare.

1600 Dekkek Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 21 Peace pudding
broth.. peace you gallimafrey. 163a Massingeh & Fielo
Fatal Dowry n. li, A good, foolish, knavish, sociable

gallimaufry of a man. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St.

11. v, Why how now my little Gallimaufry, my little Oleo-

podrido of Arts and Arms ! 1781 G. Parker View Soc. I.

207 A compound of Player, Soldier, Stroller, Sailor, and
Tinker! An odd gallimaufry! 1844 Disrakli Coningsly 1. v.
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rmlwpi the most ludicrous characteristic of these factious
gailimaufreys was an occasional assumption of the high
mural and admonitory tone.

5. atln'b.

1630 J. Tavi.or (Water P.) Wks. \. no These Galley-
maufry humours, a 1734 North Exam, 11. iv. U7401 2.12

Such a Gallimaufry Piece of Nonsense it was. 1769 S.

Patkkson Another Traveller ! II. 204 The gallimaufry list

of pill-and-drop-mongers.

Hence Gallimaufrical a , miscellaneous.
1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVII. 227 It has been the

custom, .to get up a gallimaufrical performance that is not
deemed dramatic.

Gallimaufry (grclim^-fri
1

), v. rare~ x

. [f. the

sb.] trans. To cut up into a hodge-podge ; to
make mince-meat of. In quot, fig.

1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 197 In chapter the third, the
satire rolls only against Long's hotel, which is thus wickedly
gallimawfred.

Hence f Gallimau frier, one who makes a galli-

maufry or medley (of something).
1592 Nashk 4 Lett. Confut. Kb, The gallimafrier of all

stiles in one standish.

Gallinacean gfr4in?"p5n), a. and sb. Also 9
-acian. [f. as next + -an.] A. adj. — Gallina-
ceous; in quot. = concerned with domestic fowls.

B. sb. A bird of the order Gallinacex or Gallimv.
184a Brando Diet. Sci. etc., Galliuaceans. See Rasores.

1851 Q. Rev. LXXXVTII. 326 The gallinacian leech, like
the mountebank of former days, has to exercise his wits for

pure benevolence.

Gallinaceous (g^lin^jas), a. [f. L. galli-

naceous (f. gallina a hen) + -008.]

1. Of or belonging to the order Gallinx, which
comprises all the ordinary domestic poultry, and
many other birds, such as pheasants, pai tridges, etc.

1783 Latham Synopsis Birds II. U. 668 Order V. < hdlina-
ceous. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol. xv. 185 Spallanzani has re-
marked a circumstantial resemblance between the Stomachs
of gallinaceous fowls and the structure of corn-mills. 1861
Whvtk Melville Goodfor Nothing II. 77 An example of
the want of wisdom in the gallinaceous tribe

2. humorously, a. Resembling that of a cock
;

'cocky*, b. Consisting of fowls.

1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie I. xix. 255 With all the
gathered wisdom of Edinburgh in his gallinaceous cranium.
1885 Lady Bkassky The Trades 493 We returned to the
hotel, where another meal, as gallinaceous as that of
yesterday, awaited us.

Gallinaginous 'gx-linre-d^inas^tf. [f. mod. I,.

gallindgin-em, galtindgo woodcock (f. gallina hen)

+ -01-S.J Of or pertaining to a woodcock. Gallina-
ginous crest,Uzms\. L. caput gallinaginis, lit. ' wood-
cock's head

' ; the prominent fold of the lining

membrane in the prostatic portion of the urethra.
1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 563 Acute inflammation of the

gallinaginous crest is most commonly induced by an exten-
sion of gonorrhoeal inflammation.

Gallinazo (garlinavfl}. Also S galinasso,

9 gallinaso. [corruptly a. Sp. gallinaza a vulture,

f. gallina hen + augmentative suffix -aza.] An
American vulture {Catliartes aura or Catharista
atrata?

.

1760-72 tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 58 These are
equally fierce and carnivorous with the former; and called
the kings of the gallinazos. 1774 Golusm. Anim. Nat. V.
113 Vultures, or galinassos.as the Spaniards call them. 1833
M. Scott Tom Cringlem, I looked up and saw a gallinaso,
the large carrion-crow of the tropics, sailing seaward. 1845
Darwin* / 'oy, Nat. ix. (18731 183 From these facts the condor,
like the gallinazo, must be considered as a gregarious bird.

Galline (grebin, -in), a. rai'e. [f. L. gall-its

cock + -ink.] = Gallinaceous.
1883 A. Newton in Eucyct. Brit. XV. 827/2 The Brush-

Turkey, .was originally described by Latham in 1821 under
the name of the New Holland Vulture, a misleading desig-
nation which he subsequently tried to correct on perceiving
its Galline character. 1895 Pop. Sit. Monthly Apr. 763
Other birds possessing galline affinities are the well-known
curassows.

Galling ;g§"lirj), vhl. «U [f. Gall v. ' + -inc 1
.]

1. The action of the verb Gall in various senses
;

the condition of being galled.
1546 Phaer Bk. Chitdr. (15531 U v a, fit] is. .good for the

galling or chaffing of y° fete. 1573 Tlsser Hush. lvii.

(1878) 133 Er winter preuenteth, while weather is good, for
galling of pasture get home with thy wood. 1598 R. Barret
Mod. Warres 96 Their vollie in their face would bee no
small galling vnto them. 1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. Ep.
I. vin. 31 Vitex or Agnus Castus held only in the hand,
preserveth the rider from galling. 1678 Marvell Def.
John Ihnve Wks. 1875 IV. 196 It is a certain remedy
against all gauling, at least by this argumentation. 1754
Dkt. Arts A> Sc. I. 633 Pieces of brass, with holes in them,
put into wooden shivers, to keep them from splitting and
galling by the pin of the block. 1799 H. T. Colkhrooke
Life 11873) 440 Four [elephants] were disabled, by the gall-

ing of their backs, from carrying their usual burdens.

t2. The result of galling; in//., galls, galled
spots. Obs.

' 1440 Promp. Par%>. 185/1 Gallynge. strnmositas. 1607
Toi-sell Eourf. Beasts (1658) 320 Honey and Verdigrease
boyled together. . is a good Ointment for all gallings on the
withers. 1725 Bkadi.ky Earn. Diet. s.v. Transplanting,
A good Piece of Rope tyed about the neck of the Trees
upon a whisp of Straw, preserves them from gallings.

3. Comb., as galling-leather, a piece of leather
to prevent galling or chafing.

1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. 130 The Coachman's

pre-

27

[
Seat is covered with cloth . . lined at the bottom ends with

:

pieces of leather, railed -ailing-leathers. Ibid. II. 188 The
galling-leather is sewed under that part of the harness

1 where there is a buckle, to prevent it from galling the
, horse.

r

Galling (g§ lirj), vbl. sb? [f. Gall v$ + -ing '.]

The treatment of material with galls, a

I

liminary of the actual projess of dyeing it

1791 Hamilton tr. Berthallet's Dyeing I. 1! 1. v. 105 Silk
! acquires by galling a [permanent) weight. 1800 tr. La-
1
grange's Chem. II. 275 Galling consists in macerating any

j

piece of stuff in a decoctionof gall-nuts. 1816 ]. Smith

I

Panorama Sc. $ Art II. 543 After the galling, the silk is

put into a solution of sulphate of iron.

Galling* vg^'lin ), ppl. a. [f. Gall v. 1 + -ing*.]
1 That galls.

1. Chafing, irritating or harassing physically.
1647 H. Moke Song of Soul 11. ii. 11. xxxiii, What tells

the hand or head the toes great grief, When it alone is

pinch 'd with galling shooes? 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. n.
Wks. '1851)53 What with gauling Darts and heavie strokes
the Uritans who wore neither Helmet nor Cuirass to defend
them, were at last overcome. 1703 Poi'E Thebais 185 As
stubborn steers, .joined reluctant to the galling yoke, a 1839
Praed Poems (1864) II. 283 And looks with marvel on his
galling chain. 1879 McCarthy Own Times 11. xx. 89 They
[the Ministry] were placed between two galling fires.

2. fig. Irritating, offensive to the mind or spirit.

1583 Babington Commandm. vi. (1590) 253 The occa^ons
of anger in many men are .. nipping words, and gawling
speeches, a 1653 ( »ouge Comm. lleh. .\iii. 5 Covetousnesse
is a gawling sinne. It works a continual vexation. 1790
Burke Er. Rev. 105 The anodyne draught of oblivion . . is

well calculated to preserve a galling wakefulness. 1820
W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 46 Ruin in fashionable life is ac-
companied by so many galling mortifications. 1876 Grken
Stray Stud. 221 The more galling and oppressive instances
of serfdom seem to have slipped unconsciously away.
Hence Ga llingly adv., Ga'lling-iiess.

1647 Boyle Let. Wks. I. p. xxxix, I never found that
people discontented with their own church-government (the
gallmgness of whose yoke is the grand scare-crow that
frights us here). 1802 Joanna Baillie Etlnvald 11. iv. ii,

One who, new to greatness, Feels its unwieldy robe sit on
his shoulders Constraint! and gallingly. 1852 Robertson
Ser/11. Ser. m. xvii. 220 Law bears gallingly on those who
want to break it.

Gallingale, ol>s. form of Galingale.
Gallini, dial, form of Galeeny.
Gallinicide (galrnisaid). nonce-wd. [f. I,.

gallini- comb, form of gallina hen + -CIDE (2).]
The killing of hens or poultry.

1883 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 4/1 He sends in his claim fur

damages sustained by gallinicide to the 'poultry fund ' of
the neighbouring hunt.

Gallinipper 'gtvlinhpai). Chiefly U.S. Also
gali-, gall^e)ynipper. [Of uncertain origin.]

A large mosquito.
1818 Sporting Mag. I. 261 Smaller flies from the galli-

nipper to the moschetto, began to muster in all directions.

1838 Halibuhton Cloekm. Ser. 11. iii. He jump'd up .. a
snappin' of his fingers, as if he wor bit by a galley-nipper,
1867 A. L. Ai>ams It 'and. Nat. India 59 That prince of
gallynippers, the sandfly, whose bite produces a painful
..swelling.

Gallinivoroiis (grelinrvoras), a. nonce-wd.
[f. h. gallini- comb, form of gallina hen + -vorus
devouring +- -ot'.s.] Feeding on fowls or poultry.
1862 Eraser's Mag. July 85 Man is not strictly a ' gallini-

vorous ' animal, and has a tendency to tire of perpetual
poultry.

Gallinule (gse"lini«l). [ad. mod.L. galtinula,
the scientific name of the genus (in late 1 ,. the word
occurs for a chicken), dim. of L. gallina hen.]
Book-name for a genus of birds, typified by the
moor-hen (Gallinula c!ilo7'opits). Also extended
to other birds of allied genera.

1776 Pknnant Zool. II. 409-n Gallinule.. 315. Spotted..
217. Common. 1785 Latham Synopsis Birds III. 1. 258 Com-
mon Gallinule . . Common Water-Hen or More-Hen. 1833
C. Sturt 2 Exped. S. A ustralia I. i. 39 Various tribes of the
galinule [sic] . . made incessant noises around us. 1872 A.
Domktt Rauolfxvu. § 3. 274 That rich gallinule of velvet
violet plumage proud. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. IV. 131
The purple-gallinules .. typified by the Kuropean species
{Porphyria porphyria) and the American Ionomis mar-
tinica.

So Qallinuline a., pertaining to the gallinule.
1895 Pop. Sci. .Monthly Apr. 764 It falls into line with

another gallinuline character.

Gallion, var. form of Galiox, Gali.eox.
Galliot 1 (^garliot). Forms: 4, 7 galiote, 5

galyet, 6 galyote, galyott, galliet te, 7 galliote.
galliott, 7-S galeot, 8 ogaliot, (jn I )icts.) galleot,
6- galliot. See also Galuvat. [a. F. galiote fern.

(OF. also galiot masc.) = Sp. and Pg. galcota, It.

galeotta, dim. of the Com. Rom. galea Gaij.ky •?/-.']

1. A small galley or boat, propelled by sails and
oars, used for swift navigation ; in English applied
esp. to Spanish and Mediterranean vessels.
135a Pal. Poems (Rolls) I. 65, Viij. and xl. galays and mo

. . And other many of galiotes, With grete noumber of smale
botes. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. vm. xiv, Seven carrvks
of Gene, and fyfty other vessels, as hulkes, barges, galeys
and galyetis. C1500 in Arnolde's Chron. (181 1) p. xxviii,
Galyottis of Spayne with odir smale shippis of warre, come
a londe at Grauesende. 1570 Fenton Gnicciard. 11. (1599) 88
The hauen . . conteined fine ships, foure light galleis, a galliot,
and a gallion. 1650 Fcllkr Pisgah v. xxi. 1S4 Those
seventy lesser ships, and Galliots, brought . . out of the.

GALLIPOT.
Bosphorus. 1728 Morgan Algiers II. ii. 221 Some Turkish
Merchants, .built and armed out a Galeot, or Light-Gaily.

1799 Nilson- 11 Feb. in Nicolas Disp. (1846) III. 26^ The
Officer who is to command the Galliots ami Gun-boats.
1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. I. i. 15 Carder moved his two
large vessels safely into the deep water of the river, .and in

his galiot sailed up the majestic stream.

2. [Iii Du.gal/oot.'j A Dutch cargo-boat or fishing-

vessel.

1794 Rigging <$ Seamanship I. 2^9 Galliot. Is a large
Dutch vessel, of burthen, with one mast and a bowsprit.
1861 THORNBURY 'Turner 11862) I. 26} The ships are the
heavy one-masted Dutch galliots once common on the
Thames. 1884 Mag. ofArt Apr. 253 2 Now . . almost any

;

day, are to be seen.. a little fleet of Dutch galliots.

3. Used of ancient Roman vessels or galleys. ?Obs.
1718 Rouk tr. Lucan in. 797 On either Wing the larger

Vessels ply, While in the Center safe the lesser Galiot s lie.

c 1800 K. White Childhood 11. 165 The blood-fraught galliots

of Rome.

4. = Bomb-ketch. [ = F. galiote a bombes.~\

1867 Smyth Sailor's U'ord-hk. s.v. Galleot, Some also
call the bomb-ketehes galliots.

5. Comb., as t galliot-hoy, f pink, yacht, small
1 vessels resembling a Dutch galliot in build.

1665 Land. (la::. No. 12/1 Captain Robinson hath sent
into Falmouth a *GalHot-Hoy, bound for Bordeaux. 1689

I

Ibid. No. 2496/4 A Galliot-Hoy . . being seven Foot and a
half under the Beam, 56 Foot in length. Ibid. No. 2517/4
There will be exposed to Sale.. a "Galliot Pink called the
Mermaid ofAmsterdam. 1709 Ibid. No. .154;; 3 A Galliot
Pink, .burthen about 90 Tuns, Holland built, a 1895 Fit.

Clarence Paget Antoohg.i. 11896)5 Hehad aDutch*gal-
liot yacht . . which used to cruise with the royal squadron.

t Galliot-. Obs. Forms: 5 galyot, 6 galyott,
galliot, 7 galeyot. galeot. [a. OK. galiot sailor in

a galley, galley-slave, pirate = It. galeotto, med.L.
galiotUs, galcota, deriv. of galea Galley.]
1. A pirate, rare.
c 1425 Eng. Cony. Del. [E. E. T. S. 22 We come nat vn-

to thys land as hyryng men, ne for no couetyse of gold, ne
of syluyr, ne galyotz ne robbers.

2. A sailor or rower on board a galley, whether
slave or free.

1506 Gcylforde Piigr. (Camden) 15 In the whyche tyme
the patrone, Galyottis, and pylgnmes, took in woode, water,
'^ ,: - J 593 Ml'nuav Def. Contraries 84 See we not in the
GalHes that they giue the Oare to the strongest and most
mighty Galliots? 1612 Bcn-.-cnuto's Passenger 1. 73 Oh,
now all begins to passe betweene the Galeot, and the Mar-
riner. 1654 Cokaink Dianea iv. 350 Heing informed of the
lire . . he . . commanded it should be quenched, supposing
it kindled by accident through the carelessnesse of the
Galeyots, or Marriners,

Gallipot (gse'Hp^t). Forms; 5 galy pott,
gale pote, 6 galey potte. galeye pot, gallie

potte, 6-8 gaily pot gally-pot , 7 gollee-,

galley-pot, S galipot, 7- gallipot. [The first

element in this word occurring also in Gallkv-
DISH, Galley-tile) is of uncertain origin, but
possibly identical with GALLEY sb. 1

, in which
case the words etymologically denote pottery such
as was brought in galleys, i.e. imported from the

Mediterranean. Cf. GALLEY-HALFPENNY.
The Du. synonym gleipat is not recorded till a century

later than the date of our earliest examples of the English
word, and the editors of the great Dutch dictionary think
that its first element may possibly be identieal with glet
(frequent in the 17th c), a variant ofgalei Gallkv sb. 1 In
support of this view, it is pointed out that the Du. kraak-
goed, kraakporselein mean literally * porcelain imported in

carracks\ and a passage is quoted from the Inv. v. Brussel
II. 206 which mentions 'gla^s-wares brought in galleys and
can acks ' [one les galees el les caraqnes amenent 1. Farther,
gleyers-iverk is explained by Kilian as meaning Halearic or
Majorcan pottery (cf. Majolica). On the other hand, the
word_^/t7 is given in Kilian and Du. diets, of the 17th c. as
a name for porcelain clay; but it has not been found in

any text, except in the compound gieybacker,getey backrr
'porcelain baker' ; and it may have been merely formed by
misinterpretation of the compounds gleipat and glehaerk\
gleigoed (g'a/ed pottery 1

.]

1. A small earthen glazed pot, esp. one used by
apothecaries for ointments and medicines.
1465 Maun. <y Househ. Exp. 285 Item, the same day my

mastyr paid for a galy pott, iij. d. 155a Hllokt, Galey
potte, culullus. 1605 Hacon Adv. Learn. 1. 16 That,
which Plato sayd of his Maister Socrates, whom he com-
pared to the Gallypots of Apothecaries, which on the out
side had Apes and Owles and Antiques, but contained with
in soueraigne and precious liquors and confections. 1678
K. L'Estkange Seneca's flfar.io Rdr. p. xxii,They make me
think of Gaily- Pots in an Apothecaries Shop. 1739 Ci.avton
in Phil. Trans. XM. 62, I Took a small Gally-pot, such as
the Apothecaries in the North of England make use of.

1796 Mks. Glassk Cookery xxi. 322 Pour it into small h :gh
Gallipots, like a sugar-loaf at top. 1855 Dickkns Dorrit 1.

vi, Traps (for flies] of vinegar and sugar in gallipots. 1870
I.ubhock Orig. Civiliz. vi. (1875) 290 A great imnil>er of
blacks assembled about a pond, bringing with them a sheep
and some gallipots. 1880 Antrim (y Down Gloss., Gaily
pot, a jam pot.

b. transf. nx\*\Jig.

1630 Drkker -2nd PL Honest Jl'h. Wks. 1873 II. 106 She
is the Gally-pot to which these Drones flye. 1883 Stevenson
Treas. 1st. iv. xvii, The little gallipot of a boat that we
were in was gravely overloaded.

fc. applied to a silver vessel. Obs.— 1

1515 ll'/llofir. Jniler (Somerset Ho.), A Galey potte of
silver double gilt.

2. trans/, (in jest or contempt). One who handles
gallipots; an apothecary



GALLISH.

1785 Grose Diet. J'ulg. Tongue, Gallipot, nick name for
an apothecary. 1828 Scott /•'. M. Perth vii, Turning a
stern look on the alarmed Pottingar, broke out. .'Thou walk-
ing skeleton ! thou asthmatic gallipot !' 184a S. Lover
Handy Andy in. 29 The widow in the meantime had been
left to the care of the apothecary's boy. .and truly her sobs
..amazed young gallipot. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs
xxvii, 'One may ask one's medical man to one's table
certainly; but his family, my dear Mr. Snob!' 'Haifa
dozen little gallipots ', interposed Miss Wirt.

t Gallish,^. Obs. rare. Forms: 6 gaulish,
gallishe, 7-8 gallish. [f. Gall sbA +-I8H.]
1. Belonging to the gall, bilious.

x55i'IVrnkk Herbal 1. A v b, Wonnwode. .dryueth furth.

.

cholerike and gallishe humoures out of the stomack.

2. 'lasting like gall, bitter.

1648 Hexham Dutch Diet. (i66o\ Galachtigh, gallish, or
as bitter as Gall.

b. fig.
'595 Soithwell St. Peter's Compl. 69 The pleasing relhsh

of his former loue, In gaulish thoughts to hitter taste doth
prone. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 95 Crimen auimo
Jette? perpetratu111. with a bitter or gallish inclination.

t Gallish, a.- Oh. rare- 1
, [f. Call sb.'-'> +

-isk 1
.] Of the nature of galls.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 161 Neither the nuts nor the horn
having any thing gallish, the Vitriol of the Earth could
have no power on them.

G-allisiza: see Gallize.

tGallitzinite 'ga;li'tsinDit). A/in. Obs. Also
GralLizinite. [Named in 1S01 after the name of

Prince Gallitzin (who discovered the mineral) : see

-ite.] A variety of futile, now called Nigkinr.
1814 Allan A/in. Nomenclature 50 Gallizinite. 1820 R.

Jameson Syst. Min. III. 132 Gallitzinite.

Gallitzinite, var. Galuzintte. Obs.

Gallium 'gx-Ii^n). [mod.L. ; said to be f. L-
gallus cock, a translation of Lecoq.\ A soft, tough,
bluish-white metal, easily melted, discovered by
M. Lecoq de Hoisbaudrau ( 1875') in a zinc-blende

from the Pyrenees.

1875 Ftiui Herald 6 Nov. 14 2 The new metal, which is

called gallium, was found by the spectroscope in zinc ores.

i885 A themeurn 17 July 84/2 This metal appears.. to be
probably gallium.

Gallivant (gaelivse'nt), v. Also galavant,
galivant. [Perhaps a humorous perversion of
Gallant v. Usually in the pres. part, gallivant-

ing,] intr. To gad about in a showy fashion, esp.

with persons of the other sex. Also merely = Flikt.
1823 W. H. Pvne Wine A> Walnuts (1824) II. xxi. 300

Sitting at his ease, galavanting with a publican's daughter.
1833 Ladv Granville Lett. 12 Feb. (1S94) II. 184, I fore-

see she will be always galivanting with Lady Wharn cliff..'.

1838 Dickens Nick. Sick, xxxviii, Else I shall have my maid
gallivanting with somebody who may rjb the house. 1851
Dk Quincby Ld. Carlisle on Pope Wks. XIII. 25 If she
chose to go galavanting amongst the clouds, Pope, for his
part, was the last person to follow her. 1875 W. S Hayward
Loue a»st. World 32, I did not consider it right or proper
that a lady, .should be gallivanting about the country with
those three fellows. 1894 Q. R.v. Oct. 503 The language
came natural to him [Lope de Vega] when gallivanting
with Fills.

Gallivanting (gaedivaentirp, vbl sd. [f. Gal-
livant v. f -in<; '.] The action of the verb.
i8a6 Scott Jml. 9 Feb., If we had been so [in retreat] last

year, instead of gallivanting to Ireland, this affair might not
have befallen. 1839 Thackf.ray Fatal Boots (1869) 354,
I have given up gallivanting, as I call it. 1869 Tkolloh;
He Knew xv. 11878) 83 It don't mean much, only just idle
talking and gallivanting. 1884 Punch 16 Feb. 76/1 This
comes of gallivanting round with Kmperors, Kings, Prime
Ministers, and Poet I,aureaies.

Gallivanting, ///. a. [f. as prec. +-ing2.]
That gads about, or flirts.

1819 ' R. Rabklais' Abeillard fyHcloisa 18 Rut does that
gallivanting god Deign to give Taylor answering nod ? 1865
Dicki'.ns Mut. Fr. in. i. You can't be a gallivanting dodger.
1884 I/neper's Mmf. Aug. 327/1 A lone lorn wife of many
a galivanting husband.

t Gallivat. Oh. Forms : 7 gellywat(te, 8
galleywat.t, gallevat, 8-9 gallivat. [ad. Pg.
galeota through East Indian channels : cf. Gal-
liot'.] A large boat used in the Eastern seas,

having a triangular sail as well as oars.

1613 Downton" in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 501 As soone
as I anchored, I sent . .Master Spooner, and Samuell Squire
in my Gellywatte to sound the depths within the sands.
1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 620 A number of vessels called
g.illey-wats, about the size of our Gravesend tilt-boat, carry-
ing six swivel guns, and 60 men. 1790 Bkatson Nov. fy
Mil. Mem. II. 41 The gallivats are large row-boats, built

like grabs, but of smaller dimensions, the largest seldom ex-
ceeding seventy tons. 1862 Rkveridgk Hist. India I. m.
vii. 510 The gallivats . . combined the double advantage of
sailing and row boats.

Galliwasp gxliwosp). Also 8 gallewasp.
[Of unknown origin.] A small lizard {Celes/us oc-

ciduus), found in the West Indies.

1725 Sloase Jamaica II. 334 A Galliwasp. Thisappear'd
in all things to be a great Seine. 1796 Morse A titer, Gcog. I.

765 The fens and marshes do [breed
I
the guana and galle-

wasp ; but these last are not venomous. 1834 M. G. Lewis
Jrnl. W. Int. 113 A Galli-wasp .. This is the Alligator in
miniature. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hot II. ix. 253 Sitting
o 1 the sandy turf, defiant of galliwasps and jack-Spaniards.

Gallize vgse biz), v. Also gallisize. [From
Dr. L. Gail of Treves, the inventor of the process.

28

In Ger. gallisiren. of which the form gallisize seems
to be a blundered adaptation.] trans. To treat

(unfermented grape-juice) with water and sugar, so
as to increase the quantity of wine produced.
Hence Gallisized ///. a., Gallisizing- vbl. sb.

Also Gallization, the process of gallizing.
1888 Pkof. Dittmar in Rncycl. Brit. XXIV. 603/1 Science

affords a means of distinguishing a gallisized from a natural
wine, /bid., One mode of assisting nature in wine-making is

the process of * gallisizing ', so called from its inventor (Gall)
;

which is largely practised on the Rhine. 1891 Cycl. Temp.
«f Prohib. (U.S.) 647/1 Gallization, a method of increasing
the quantity [of wine] by the infusion of sugar, acid and
water.

t Gallizinite. Min. Obs. Also gallitzinite,
gallicinite. [First used by Beudant in 1824 ; f. the
Ger. name gallitzenslcin, lit. ' stone from Galicia '

:

see -Ite.] Native sulphate of zinc, goslarite.
1837 Allan W. /'Itillips* Min. 376 Gallizinite. 1843 K - J-

Chapman Min. 14 Gallitzinite. 1861 H. \V. Bristow Gloss.
Min. 148 Gallicinite.

Gallizinite, var. Gallitzinite. Obs.

Gall-less (g§'l|le«), a. [f. Gall sbA + -les.s.]

Possessing no gall. Hence, free from bitterness or
malice ; incapable of being roused to anger.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. .win. xix. (1495) 779

Camelles ben beestys of long lyfe for they ben gallelesse.

1658 Whole Duty Man xvii. $ 19. 147 A Dove, a meek and
gall-less creature. 1663 Cowley Verses A> Ess. (1669) 17
Ah ! mild and gaulless Dove. 17*6 Savage Sir T. Overbury
III. i, Tho* the soft Dove brood gall-less o'er your Breast,
Vet let the wary Serpent arm your Mind. 1831 Scott Ct.
Robt. xxviii, When I consider from what prison he was
brought, and in what guise he inhabited it, I cannot believe
in this gall-less disposition. 1843 LvrroN Last Bar. \. vii,

And the poor student, usually so mild and gall-less, stamped
his foot in impotent rage. 1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. 5/1
The idyllic, guileless and gall-less life.

Gall-nut (g§*linirt), [i.GALLsb.z] =Gallj/>.3 i.

157a Huloet, Galle nutte, sucheas is put intoinke.^i/Ar.
1601 Holland /'liny II. 177 Gal-nuts. 171a tr. I'omet's
Hist. Drugs I. 75 Round Fruit, of the Size of Gall-Nuts.
1838 Penny Cycl. 5.v. Gallic acid, A large portion of the
acid exists ready formed in the gall-nut.

Gallo- (gse'ltf)) combining form (after Gr.
analogies) of L. Callus a Gaul.

1. In classical Latin it occurs only in Gallo-gnvti,

Gauls who went east and settled in Asia Minor
;

also Gallo-gnvcia, the country inhabited by these

Gauls, Galatia. Hence + Gallo - grsecians,

f Gallo-greeks//., Galatians.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 221 King Antiochus bailing in

battaije slaine . . a brave horsman of the Gallogreeks or
Galatians, became maister of his horse. 1618 Bolton
1'lorus 11. xi. (1636) 124 Those Gallo-Gra;cians, as their
compound name sbeweth, were a mixt and mongrell people.

1 1625 Bacon £ss. t Vicissitude (Arb.) 573 It is true, the Gaules
were Westerne ; But we reade but of two Incursions of
theirs ; the one to Gallo-Grecia, the other to Rome.]

2. Used with the sense of * Gallic' (i. e. French)
in various mod.Kng. formations, a. Prefixed (with

hyphen) to certain designations of nationality,

as Ga llo-Ame rican a., of combined French and
American character; Gallo-Bri ton, one partly

French and partly British either in birth or sym-
pathies) ; Gallo-Celtic a., belonging to the Celts

of France ; Ga llo-Ge rman a., belonging to both
French and Germans, b. In objective formations

on assumed Gr. types (in most instances adopted
from Fr.\ as Galloman fad. F. Gallomane (Gr.

~pavr}s mad after)] = Gallomania:; Gallomania
[ad. F.Gallomanie (Gr. -pavia : seeMAMA)], an un-
reasoning attachment to France or French customs;
Gallomaniac, one who is affected with Gallo-
mania ; also as adj. ; Gallophil [( Jr. -e/w'Aov loving,

friendly to], a friend of France and its interests ;

Gallo philism, fondness for France, friendliness

towards it ; Gallophobe [Gr. -<p6fios fearing], one
who is affected with Gallophobia; also as ad/.;

Gallophobia [ad. F. Gallophobic
%

Gr. -(po&ia

dread of], morbid dread of the French, or abhor-
rence of what is French.

x 797 '!'• Ji:ih:kson Writ. (1859) Iv- «86 If Louisiana be-
comes a *Gallo-American colony. 1838 Svdnky Smith in
Mem. (1885) II. 293 The travels of the Gallo-American
gentleman . . are, I suppose, those of M. Simond. 1819
Hermit in Lond. III. 116 A kind of Amphibious animal,
a *Gallo-Briton. a 1711 Ken Blandina Poet. Wks. 1721
IV. 516 Death and Infernal Pow'rs decreed The *Gallo-
Celtick Saints should bleed. 1861 J. G. Shritahd Fall
Home viii. 441 The great *Ga!lo-German river. 1787 T.
Jkfferson Writ. (18591 !'• 3'7 Ir "H|B be of Sreat c°nse -

quence to France and England, to have America governed by
a*GaIloman or Angloman. 1803 Ibid. VIII. 163 Tosuppose
weareGallomenor Anglomen [sic'.]. 1819 Metropolis ted. 2)
III. viii. 180 This Galloman appeared a little put down. 1877
I>. M. Wallace Russia xxv. 388 In a word, ^Gallomania
had become the prevailing social epidemic of the time. 1819
Hermit in Lonit. III. 117 The British ^Gallomaniac ought
to know better. 1840 Disraeli Corr. iv. Sister 15 Oct.
1 1886) 163 On dit that even Lord Holland, that old Gallo-
maniac, ratted to Palmerston. 1897 Daily News 28 Aug.
4/6 In the years which immediately preceded the French
Revolution the British aristocracy was notoriously Gallo-
maniac. 1889 Times 26 Jan. 7/3 The appointment of Senor
Albarcda to the Quirinal would not be looked on favourably
at Rome, because he is a very pronounced *Gallophil, 1894

1 pim-

GALLON.
IVeslm. Gaz. 16 Feb. 7, 2 The ardent "Gallophilism which
characterised many Russian gatherings at the time of the
Toulon and Paris_/iV«. 1883 Pall MallG. 31 July 8/2 The
Opinion says 'the "Gallophobes on the other side of the
Channel will gain nothing by their agitation against us'.
i886At/ten&uiu6 Mar. 324/2 Mr. Gallengais too pronounced
a Gallophobe to be able to make his French attaches true to
life. 1897 Pall Mall G. 2 June 73 Gallophobe Englishmen
grew alarmed, but they have got their sop. 1803 in Spirit
Publ. Jruls. (1804) VU. 246 Strong renewed symptoms of
Anglo and *Gallo-phobia. 1881 Athena'umd Aug. 165/3 Htf
[I-andor's] Gallophobia evidently strikes Prof. Colvin with
astonishment.

I Ga Hoc. Obs. Also i gallac, galluc. []>erh.

corruptly ad. late L anagallkum (also anagalla
;

cf. class. L. auagallis, supposed to mean
pernel'} ; see quot. c 1450 s.v. Comfhey.]
The plant comfrey {Symphytum officinale*).
In OE. vocabularies the word renders not only sinjitum

and eoufirma (comfrey) but also galla (in class. L. = gall-
nut), adriatiai, adriaca (of unknown meaning), and malum
terne (in class. L. — birthwort). It is not clear whether
the I,, words were in late L. applied to the comfrey, oi

whether galluc denoted several different plants, or, finally,

whether the glosses are mere mistranslations.
[c7»5 Corpus Gloss. 949 Gat/a, galluc] < 1000 Sa.x:

Leechd. I. 162 Deos wyrt be man conlirman it odrum
naman galluc nemneo. a 1100 I'oc. in Wr.-Wflicker 29a/-
Siufitum, gallac. c 1265 Plant I'oc. Ibid, 555/4 Cuiii/ir/a,

cumfirie, galloc.

Galloch, obs. form of Galosh.
Galloglass(ga.'h%los . Cbs.exc.J/ist. Forms:

a. 6 galloglas(se, galoglas, galloweglass, gally-
glasse, 7 ga

1 li'n)glass e, gallowgross ,9galla-
glaas, 6-7, y galloglass, gallowglass. 0. 6
galloglogh, 7 gallegalagh, 7, 9 galloglagh, £-9
galloglach. [a. Ir. and Gnel. gall-og/de/t, f. gall
foreigner, stranger + ogldch youth, servant, warrior.

The etymologically correct form galloglagh appears
later than the erroneousgalloglass, which was prob.
the result of the pi. gallogla{gh)s ; in some early

instances galloglas seems to be used as a pi., but
galloglasses is found already in our earliest quot.
The statement, made on etymological grounds by Spenser

{State oj /ret. 640/1, Globe ed.), that the 'galloglasses'
were originally English mercenaries, seems doubtful ; gall
is used of foreigners or strangers generally, and, although
mainly applied to the English in Spenser's day, may not
have been so restricted at the time when the compound was
formed.]

1. One of a particular class of soldiers or re-

tainers formerly maintained by Irish chiefs.

a. ci$ik St. Papers Hen* V//1 (1834! II. 5, 500 sperys
50ogalloglasseis, and 1000 kerne. 1510 /bid. 46, 18 baners of
galoglas. C1538 R. Cowlev in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 96
Which t>ere all the burdon of the chargis of holding horse-
men, galloglas and kerne. 1540 .SV. Papers Hen. i 7/7 (1834)
111. 169 The saide Cahir shall pay yerely. .the tributes and
summes of mony, with refeccions and sustencions of all the
galloglasses, as was accustumed to be payed by his aun-
cetours. 1577 Stanvhukst Descr. /rel. in Holinshed II.

45/1 The fourth degree is a galloglasse, vsing a kind of
pollax for his weapon. 1600 Dvmmok /reland (1843) 7
The Galloglass are pycked and scelected men of great
and mightie bodies, crewcll without compassion. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 147 Souldiours set in the rere

i^ard, whom they terme Galloglasses, who fight with most
keene hatchets. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/Isles \. viii, Loud shouts
each hardy galla-glass. 1875 Lowell Spenser Pr. Wks.
i£oo IV. 296 In October the wild kerns and gallowglasses
rose in no mood for sparing the house of Pindarus.

p. 1534 St. Papers I/en. VIII (1834) II. 185, 10 scor
r-pearys, callid gallogloghis. 1610 Holland Camdeti's Brit.
11. 172 Fennyngher O-Conghir slew Cale-Rothe and with him
of Galloglahes and others about three hundred. 18^8 51

J. O'Donovan Ami. 4 Masters (1856) I. liquate, The bandit

of kernes and galloglaghs or gallowglasses, supported by
the Irish chieftains of the later ages.

2. In the Highlands: ^Hknchman 2.

1703 M. M aktin Descr. W. 1st. Scotl. 104 Every Chieftain
had a bold Armour-Bearer, whose business was always to

attend the Person of bis Master night and day to prevent
any surprize, and this man was called Galloglach.

3. aftrib. in galloglass-ax.
1580 Hooker Life Sir P. Carav in A rch.rol. XXVI 1 1. 139

Everye man toke a galloweglasse axe of theireswbo were
slayne, 1596 Lane. It 'ills 1 1 1. 4 A gaily glasse axe.

Gallon (gff*ta). Forms: 3-4 galun, 4-5
galoun, 5 galown, 5-7 galon, 6 galne (gal;l)-

ond(e, galla;u)nde, 7 gallante), 6- gallon, [a.

ONF. galun, galon, Central OY. jalon, etc. (^
med.L. galon-eni), app. cogn. with F. jale bowl.

Cf. the diminutive form OF. gale/, jalet masc,
med.L. galleta fern., a measure for wine, OE.gelle/

bowl (? from Rom. or popular L.), Pg. galhc/a

mug; also OF. galaie, galeie, jalaie, etc., fern, a

measure for liquids, grain, etc. The ultimate origin

is unknown.]
1. An English measure of capacity. The im-

perial gallon contains 277J- cubic inches : the wine-

gallon of 231 cubic inches is the standard in the

United States.

c 1300 in Wright Relig. Songs vii. 37 Iiachares and
brneres . . I.05e heo holdet hore galun, mid berme heo hine
fulleth. 136* IvANGL. /'. PI. A. v. 187 He that repenteth
rathest schulde arysen aftur And greten sir Gloten with a
galun of ale [B, a galoun ale], c 1386 ChaVCKB Manciple's
Prol. 24 Ther is falle on me swich heuinesse . . bat me were
leuere slepe, Than the beste galon wyn in Chepe. c 1420

Liber Cocorum (1862) 26 To a pot of oyle of on galon, And
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of hony a qwharte thou take. 1509 Barclay Sliyp of Folys
(1570) 230 Some voyde mo cups then man would thinke
possible, And other some galons, so that theyr ioynts are

feble. 1542 Records G>\ Aries (h«) 204, 8 pounde (or 8

pyntes) doe make a Gallon a 1656 Ussher Ann. an. 3679
(1658) 275 He that drank most, was one Promachus, who
drank off fower gallons and one pottle. 1725 Bradley Fam.
Diet. s.v., In Liquids two Pottles, or four Quarts, or eight
Pints, make one Gallon. .But in dry Measure, two Gallons,
which is six Pottles, make one Peck. 1827 Lyttos Pelkam
I. ii. 12 The men drank ale by the gallon. 1862 Anstkd
Channel Isi. IV. App. A. (ed. 2) 566 The Jersey wine gallon,

as commonly estimated, contains rather more than two
hundred and forty seven cubic inches English.

b. As a dry measure for corn, bread, etc.

1684 R. H. School Recreat. 132 Take a Gallon ofWheat,
and Oat-meal-flower. 1725 [see 1], 1883 Harper s A fa^'.

Apr. 657/2, I ask questions in order to discover what a

gallon of bread is. 1887 Kent Gloss. s.v., ' I'd far rather pay
a shilling for a gallon of bread than have it so very cheap.'

C. fig. A large amount.
x575 G. Harvey Lcttcr-hk. ..Camden) 90 To requite your

gallonde of godbwyes.

\ 2. A vessel for holding liquids (tr, L. lagena).
1382 Wvclif fsa. xxx. 14 And shal be to-mynusht, as is

to-brosid the galoun of the crockere. — Mark xiv. 13 A man
beringe a galoun of watir. 1459 in Paston Lett. I. 47?,
ij. galons, with gilt verges.

3. at(rib., as gallon-bottle, -measure, -pot.

1459 in Paston Lett. I. 469 ij. galon pottes, all gilt. Ibid.

488, j. payre galon bottels of one sorte. 1465 in Heatli
Grocers' Conip, (1869) 424, ii Galon Pottis chased and half
gylte. 1481 Durham MS, Cell, Roll, j galon mesour.

Gallo-nitrate (gcel^naiWt). [f. gallo- =
Gallic a.'1 t Nitrate.] A combination of gallic

and nitric acids with a base.

1841 FOX-TALBOT Patent Specification No. S842 Take a
sheet of iodized paper and wash it over with this gallo-

nitrate of silver. 1854 J. Scoffers in Orr's Circ. Sc,

Cham. 89 Gallo-nitrate of silver.

Galloon (gal?7*n). Forms : 7 galloune, ga-

loone, galloom
ve, galoom e, 7-S galloone, 7-

galoon. gaUoon. Also in Fr. form 9 galon. [ad.

F. galon, vbl, sb., from the verb galonner. The sb.

first appears in the 17th a, the verb is as old as

the 1 2th a, and originally means to dress the hair

with gold bands or other ribbons. Its origin is

uncertain ; a connexion with the root of Gallant
seems possible ; the Sp. galon and It. gallone are

prob. adopted from Fr.] A kind of narrow, close-

woven ribbon or braid, of gold, silver, or silk

thread, used for trimming articles of apparel ; a

trimming of this material. (See quot. 1882.)
1604 in Lismore Papers Ser. II, (1887) I. 106 Neaples

galloune to y" same Dublett. ? 1648 Davenant Vacat. in
Lond. Win. (16731 290 In Liv'ry Short, Galloome on Cape,
With Cloak-bag Mounting high as Nape. 1681 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1651/4 A Negro Boy about 18 years old, with a broad
brimm'd white Hat, edged with Silver Galoom. 1727
in Mrs. Delany's Lift $ Corr. (1861) I. 144 Gold
chains .. were tacked on the robing of her gown in loose
scollops in the manner of a galloon. 1753 Hanway Trav.
(1762) I. VII. xcvii. 453 His livery is yellow, laced with a
galloon of blue silk and silver. 1864 Carlvle Fredk. Gt.
xii. iv. (1865) IV. 154 Footmen, grand as galoon and silver

fringe could make them. 1882 Caulpeild & Saward Diet.
Needlework, Galloon. There are two descriptions of this

article. One is a strong, thick gold lace. . It is woven with
a pattern in threads of gold or silver, on silk or worsted .

.

and is employed in uniforms and on servants' livery hats.

The other is of wool, silk or cotton combined with silk or
worsted, and is used for trimming and binding articles of
dress, hats, shoes, and furniture. This sort is only a narrow
ribbon. i8po Daily News 21 Oct. 2/1 Gold, silver, and
steel are to be more used than ever in embroideries and on
galons for trimmings. 1896 Ibid. 30 May 9 2 A white
damask silk was edged all round the hem with marabout
feathers, on each side of them being embroidered a thick
galloon of pearls, diamonds, and emeralds.

b. attrib.,as f galloon-lace = galloon ; -^galloon-

gallant, ?one who is gaily dressed.
1611C0TGR. s.v.Galonne, 'Pressesgallon ftees, lockes plaited,

ortyed vp with galloone lace. a\6n Bf.aum.& Fl. Phitaster
v. iv, Oh, for a whip to make him galloon-laces ! 1622
Fi.etchfi{A>i7-/'/u'. 1. iii,Thou Galloon gallant, and Mammon
you That build on golden mountains ! 1759 Char, in Ann.
Peg. 281/1 Sixteen men.. all in rose colour with galloon
lace.

Hence Gallooned a. [cf. F. galonne], trimmed
with galloon ; also_/f£\

1831 Carlvle Sart. Pes. 1. vii, Enormous habiliments,
that were not only slashed and galooned, but artificially

swollen-out. 1862 H. Marrvat Year in Sweden I. 237 The
morning dawns—the sky gallooned in stripes, and spangled
o'er with gold. 1863 Tuoknbi'hv True as Steel \l. 120 His
outer robe, .had tight sleeves gallooned with lace.

Galloon, Galloot, obs. ff. Galleon, Galoot.
Gallop (gae'lsp'i, sb. Also 6 galop pe; and see

Wallop sb. and Galop, [a. OF. galop (app. f.

galoper to Gallop), which is found from the 1 ith c.

onwards, in early instances generally in the plural

as ace. with verbs of motion {vint les galops, Chan,
de Rol. 731). The word first appears in English
in the 16th c. ; but the ONF. form *walop had
been adopted in ME, and was used in the sense of

'gallop' as late as c 1480.]
1. The most rapid movement of a horse occas. of

other quadrupeds), in which in the course of each
stride the animal is entirely off the ground, with the

Vol. IV.

legs flexed under the body. In early use chiefly as

descriptive addition to a verb. Phr. i to ride '.a"

gallop : now at (formerly also on, upon, in, with)
a gallop.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. lxi. 83 The frenchmen euer
rode a great Galoppe towarde the bridge. 1553 Bbende
Q. Curtius N vij, He caused them put spores to their
horses, and passed forwardes a gallop. 1570 Levins Manip,
169/27 A Gallop, extensus ettrstts. 1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-
troth {1876 126 The first rides gallop into miserie. 1645
SlingsBY Diary (1836) 176 Our horse, upon a Gallop wln

out. once drawing up, advanceth toward y" 1

. 1723 Lond.
Gaz, No. 622S/3 He goes in a little Gallop very easy. 1782
Cowpeh Gilpin 87 That trot became a gallop soon In spite of
curb and rein. 1814 S. Rogers in Mem. 'P. Moore (1856)
VIII, 186 Our horses were almost always in a gallop. 1832
Rcgul. Instr. Cavalry 11. 16 The gallop to be eleven miles

an hour. 1840 Dickens Barn. Pudge ii, He was hurrying
on at the same furious gallop which had been his pace when
the locksmith first encountered him. 1859 Musketry Instr.

29 If an object fired at be moving, whether it be a man
walking or a horse at a gallop. 1873 Muybridge Descr.
Zoopraxographv 37 The gallop is the most rapid method of

quadrupedal motion ; in its action the feet are independently
brought to the ground; the spring into the air as in the
canter is effected from a fore foot, and the landing upon the
diagonal hind-foot.

b. A tide at this pace.
1602 Warner Alb. Fug. ix. xlvii, (1612) 220 Swift gallops

tier both man and horse. 1678 Hlti.fr find, ill. iii. 365
Led bis troops with furious gallops, To charge whole
regiments of scallops. 1826 Disraeli Y'iv. Grey 11. xi,

Vivian rode out alone . . to cure his melancholy by a gallop.

1891 E. Peacock A'. Brandon I. 242 The long gallop had
done Xarcissa good.

2. trans/. aiu\fig.
1651 X. Bacon Disc. Gervt. 11. xvi. {17391 85 The Duke or

Vurk, and other Lords, not liking this gallop, endeavour to

stop her pace. 1693 Dryden J'inrunt (1697) p. Ixiii, Horace
is always on the amble, Juvenal on the gallop. .He goes with
more impetuosity than Horace. 1705 Vanishc'ch Co/fed. 1. i,

Heav'n shield, I say; hut Dick's upon the Gallop 1768 74
Tucker Lt. Nat, (1852) I. 42S Writing off a gallop and
furnishing sheets for the press faster than they could he
printed off. 1878 Stevenson Inland I'oy. 162 In wide
sweeps, and with a swift and equable gallop, the ceaseless
stream of water visits and makes green the fields. 1894
R. C. Leslie Waterbiog. xiii. 237 A fast powerful boat be-

comes as necessary to a man . . as a good horse. In her.

with a fresh breeze, he can always enjoy . . a few hours'
gallop over the nearest stretch of broad salt water.

3. With defining word. a. False gallop : orig. a

canter; now only fig. b. Fullgallop : the extreme
pace of which a horse is capable; also used adv.
-^ 'at full gallop

1

; also Jig. C. Snail's gallop'.

jocularly used for an extremely slow pace. fd.
Gallop galliard [F. galop gaillard~\ (see quot.).
See also Hand-gallop, and Canterbury gallop under

Canterbury A 2.

a. a 1533 Ld. Berners ffuon ci. 335 By the counsell of
Huon they returnyd a fause galop [orig. les petis galoys]
towardes theyr cyte. 1587 Sadler De procreandis, etc.

eouis v. C ij a, Nouerit plene equus a succussatura, ad cele-

riorem paulo progressum, a celeriore ad citatiorem cursum
ascendere [etc.], . At, vt clareanglice dicam : my meaning is

that your horse know thorowly from his trot, to rise to his

false gallope, from his false gallope yet to a swifter, and
then from this swifter to descend to his false gallope, and
trot againe, by turnes. 1593 Nashe Apol. P. Pennilesse
Dib, I would trot a false gallop through the rest of his

ragged Verses, but that if 1 should retort the rime dogrell
aright, I must make my verses (as he doth his) run hohling
[etc.]. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. iv. 94 What pace is this

that thy tongue keepes ? Not a false gallop. 1600— A . Y. L.
Hi. ii. 119 This is the verie false gallop of verses. 1617
Morvson /tin. in. 11. i. 60 Hee may not ride these a false

gallop, as they vse to ride post-horses, for if he that receiues

the horse, can find, .that hee hath ridden an extraordinarye
pace, iiee shall pay ten soulz. 1635 Quarlks Embl. 1. v.

(1718) 23 Lust is a sharp spur to vice, which always
putteth the affections into a false gallop.

fc>. 1569 Underdown Ovid agst. Ibis Iivb, Curtius, to

deliuer the city, all armed vppon a goodly courser, with a full

galloppe rode into the same. 1709 Mrs. D. Mani ey Secret
Mem. (1736) II. 135 He saw the Duke . . riding upon a full

Gallop. 1733 Swikt Answ. Sheridan's Simile 118 When
Jove would some fair nymph inveigle, He comes full gallop
on his eagle. 1791 Mus. Radcuffe Pom. Forest xi, Coming
now to a more open part of the forest, he set on a full

gallop. 1797 M. Robinson Walsingham II. 50, I was
awakened - by the sound of a horse's hoofs, which advanced
on full gallop. 1810 Wellington Let. 11 Nov. in Gurw.
Desp. (1838) VI. 613 To remind your friends in the Cortes
that they should not always go full gallop. 1828 Scott/''. M.
Perth xxxii, A body of horsemen advancing at full gallop.

1896 Daily News 16 Oct. 6/4 These letters of Magee's,
written off, as it were, at full gallop.. are among the very
best in the English language.
attrib. 1803 M. Charlton Wife <$• Mistress I. 11 She

declined this kind of full-gallop charge, for gentler and more
promising manoeuvre.
C. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo%

s Coin. Jy'ks (1709) 398
A Physician riding along on his Mule, a Snails Gallop.

1791 ' G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. iv. (1809) 84 Neither
whip nor spur can get him out of a snail's gallop.

d i6ii Cotgr., Galop gaiHard, the Gallop Galliard; or
..one pace, and a leape. 1614 Markham Cheap llusb i.ii.

(tC68) 28 At the end of every third or fourth advancing.,
make him bound aloft ; then put him to his corvet again.,
and then make him bound again ; and thus at the end of
every thirr' advancing make him bound for the length of a
tilt bar. .this is called the gallop galliard. 1617 — Caval.
11. 241 The next lesson to this, is the galloppe galliard.

4. Comb.', fgallop-rake sense 1.

1653 Urquhart Pabetais 11. xiv. 100, I ran away a faire

gallop-rake [F. m'ofnis le beau ga lot], and God he knows
how I did smell my shoulder of mutton.

Gallop ^garbp), v. Forms: 6 galopfe, 6-
gallop. See also Wallop v. [a. F. galoper, =
Pr. galaupar, Sp. Pg. galopar, It. galoppare. No
satisfactory origin has jet been suggested for

these forms ; the Pr. form suggests that the

word may be a compound of the Teut. *filaup-an

to Lkap, run, with some prefixed word. The
initial must originally have been 7t> ; the OF.
*7i>aloper vb., *iL>alop sb., have not been found, but

their existence is proved by the adopted forms,

Flem., MHG. walop sb., MHG. tvalopiren vb., ME.
ivalop sb. , wahpe vb. The F,ng. verb tvalope,

Wallop, survived into the 16th c, when it was
superseded by the present verb, app. a new adop-
tion from F. galoper.
In A". Alls. 461, Weber's ed. reads 'The deor gatopith by

wodisside', following the Lincoln's Inn MS. The earlier

Bodl. MS., however, has galpep. The passage is not in the

AF. original by Thomas or Eustace of Kent, The reading
of the Bod I. MS. is prob. correct, but perb. the reading of
the later MS. may prove that the vb. %alope existed in

I4"i5th c]
1. ?ntr. Of a horse (occas. of other quadrupeds)

:

To go at a gallop (sec Gallop sb. 1).

a 1533 Ld. Berneks ffuon Iv. 185 The horse wold nolher
trot nor galop. 1570 I evins Manip. 169 To Gallop, //.Wert'
gradus. To Wallop, idem, curs/tare, a 1631 Donne Poems
^ T *'*33 J 37 His steeds will bee restrain'd But gallop lively

downe the Westerne hill. 1697 Drydi-.n /-'irg. Georg. in. 14?!

Fearing to be seen, The Leacher gallop'd Irom his Jealous
Queen. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4382/4 Stolen or strayed .. a
bright bay Gelding. .4 Years old past, walks, trots, gallops,

and leaps. 1835 YV. Ikving four Prairies 159 They had also

seen a tine wild horse, which, however, had galloped off

witli a speed that defied pursuit.

f b. trans. To pursue or chase at a gallop. Obs.

[So F. galoper.'}

1580 Bll'ndkvil fforseinanship 1. (1609) 7 To gallop the

bucke, or followe a long winged Hawke.
fig. 1626 'V. H. Canssiu's Holy Crt. 112 A thousand
1'rinces, and phantastique great Ladies, haue galloped
Honour vpon the full speed.

c. Racing. To gallop to a standstill: to tire out.

1892 Daily News 2 Mar. 3.6 Silvercrown . .a celebrated
racehorse . . having galloped eighteen horses to a standstill

for the Crawford Plate at Newmarket in i3B6.

2. intr. Of a horseman : To ride at full speed.

Also with advs., asforth, in, off.

1523 Ld. Bernkbs Froiss. I. cxl. 69b, He dasshed his

spurres to his horse, and galoped fortli in suche wyse that
his kepars loste him 1568 Grafton Citron. I. vii 186 She
and her Gentlewoman . . galoped thorough theTowne. 1599
Shaks. ffen. l'\ iv. vii. 89 Vet a many of your horsemen
peere And gallop ore the field. 1724 L>K Foe Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 140 The scouts came galloping in. 1791 Miss. Rad-
CLIFFE Pom. forest i, They .. then placed them on two
horses, a man mounted behind each, and they immediately
galloped off. 1807-8 YV Ikving Salmag. (1824) 72 A squad-
r> n of hardy veterans, .who. -trot and amble, and gallop.,
through every street. 1885 Tennyson Charge ffeavy
Brigade ii, Up the hill Gallopt the gallant three hundred.

3. trans. To make (a horse, etc' go at lull speed.
a 1533 Ld. Bkrners ffuon liii. 178, 1 can ryght wel. .rynne

8; galop a hors. 1617 Markham Caval. 11. 145 A d when
you doe gallop him, you shal not at the first gallop him
aboue hue or sixe times vpon one hand. 1737 Pope fior.

P.pist, 11. i. 14 Let your Muse take breath, And never gallop
Pegasus to death. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 301-/2 If, im-
mediately after drinking his fill, he were galloped hard.

1884 J. Colborne Ificks Pasha 68 Then the bridegroom
and his men went through a fantasia, galloping their dro-
medaries at full speed.

f 4. To traverse (a space) rapidly on horseback
or by means of horses. Obs.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A u. i. 7 The golden Sunne .. Gallops

the Zodiacke in his glistering Coach.

fig- 1590 Nashe {title), First Parte of Pasquils Apologie
wherein he renders a Reason of his long Silence and gallops
the Fielde with the Treatise of Reformation written by John
Penrie. Ibid. 1. Divb, I haue. gallopped the fielde to

make choyse of the ground where my battaile shall be
planted.

5. trans/, and Jig. (from senses 1 and 2).

1583 Stanyhurst sEneis iv. (Arb.) 101 Furth she [Fame]
quicklye galops, with wingflight swallolyke hastning. 1593
Shaks. 2 ffen. V'f , \. iii 154 Shee's tickled now, her Furie
needs no spurres, Shee'le gallop farre enough to her destruc-

tion. 1600 — A. V. L. 111. ii. 329. 1626 L. Owen Spec.

Jesuit. (1629 31 They [the Iesuite-] came galloping so fast

into hell, and grew to be so many, that Lucifer was afraid,

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) IVks. n. 130/1 His Tongue much
like a Hackney goes all paces. It gallops and false gallops,

trots and ambles. 1681 TrialS. Colledge 44 Pray Sir, you go
too fa-t already, as you are still gallopping. 1725 Ramsay
Gent.Slnph. 11. ii, They gallop fast that de Is and lasses drive.

1841 S. C. Hall freland I 151 The mountain torrents crawl
or gallop to mingle with the broad Atlantic.

b. To gallop axvay : to talk fnst, to ' rattle on \
1711 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 183 How you gallop away in

your spleen and your rage about repenting my journe>. 1875
low v.tt J'lata (e<\. 2) II. 237 Pray observe how 1 gallop away
wh«jn I get on smooth ground.

c. To gallop over or through', to hurry over (in

reading or reciting), to read cursorily.

1782 Mad. D'Arblay Let. to S. Crisp 25 Feb, The un-
reasonable hurry with which I was obliged to gallop over
such a book. 1826 I. W. Croker in ('. Papers 13 Nov.
(1884), Do not gallop through my letter, .but read it over and
over again. 1859 H. C. Watson in Danvin's Life ff Lett.
(1S87) II. 226, I could not rest till I had galloped through
the whole. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 113, I will gallop
through the discourse as fast as I can.

84
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f 6. To dance rapidly ; to dance a Galop. Obs.
1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hunt. Life (1826) m. xxi,

You instantly tear down the dance, .incessantly vociferating

as you ramp and gallop along. 1826 Lovers Quarrel in

Lit. Souvenir 6 When I dance with Sir Dunce, or gallop

with Sir Gosling?

7. trans. To convey rapidly by means of gallop-

ing horses.

1882 Let. of Officer in R. Acad, Catal. (1883) 95 We
falloped the left gun at it and it went into the ditch with a
ump. 1897 Daily News 2 Feb. 7/4 Commander Wells was

galloped over from headquarters in a hose van.

GaTlop, v.'1 Obs. exc. dial. [Prob. onomato-

poeic ; cf. VVALLOP.] intr. and trans. To boil.

?di6o5 Middleton Witch 1. ii, Hecate Boil it well.

Hoppo. It gallops now. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Gallop, to

boil quickly. ' The pot gallops'.

Hence galloped beer 'see quot.)

^11825 Forby i'oc. E. Anglia, Galloppcd-bccr, small beer

for present drinking, made by simple boiling, or, as it is

called, gallopping, small quantities of malt and hops together

in a kettle.

Gallopade 'gcclop^'d), sb. Also galopade,
galloppade. [a. 1\ galopade, f. galoper to gallop :

cf. Galop.]
1. A lively kind of dance, of Hungarian origin.

1831 Ld. Houghton in Wemyss Keid Life (1891) I. 104

The Germans put my waltzing to shame, .and actually scoff

at my gallopade. 1835 L. Hunt Capt. Sword \\\. 13 The
galopade, strange agreeable tramp, Made of a scrape, a
hobble, and stamp. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist III. xii. 249
He thought her a delightful partner for a dance, and found
her rather tiresome at the end of the galloppa le.

transf. 1831 Westm. Rev. XIV. 181 In an early number
we printed an account of this gentleman's 'gallopades'

across the thistly plains of South America.

2. In the manege : A sidelong or curveting kind

of gallop. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Gallopade.

Hence Gallopade v. rare, to dance a gallopade;

Gallopa ding-

vbl. sb.

1831 Westm. Rev. XIV. 424 She waltzes, gallopades, sings,

plays, draws. 1833 -M. Scott Tom Cringle .\i, Then a tre-

mendous gallopading, in which Tailtackle was nearly cap-

sized over the wharf. 1842 Tennyson Amphion 40 The
shock-head willows two and two By rivers gallopaded.

Galloper (g«*l3pai)« Also 6-y gallopper.

[f. Gallop v. 1 + -ER '.]

1. A horse which has special powers of galloping.

1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Low C. Warres yii. 60 He
loved her above all the Horse in his Stables, she being an
excellent galloper. 1769 !>e Fee's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 156,

I believe that some of the Gallopers of this county .. will

out-do. .the swiftest Horse that was ever bred in Turky or

Harbary. 1845 Browning How they brought thegood News,
I saw my stout galloper Roland. 1886 St. Stephen's Rev.
13 Mar.11/2 She [a mare], .is a slovenly fencer, but is a fairly

good galloper.

2. One who gallops on horseback, esp. of hunters.

1576 Turbrrv. I'enerie 35 The galloppers, prickers, and
huntsmen on horsebacke seying their houndes strong enough
..shall then beginne to enter and to teach them. 1583
Stanyhurst AKneis iv. (Arb.) 99 With the hounds quick-

senting, with pricking galloper horsman. 1696 tr. Dit
Mont's Voy. Levant 33 We. .cou'd neither see nor hear the

least News of our Gallopers. 1820 Scott Monast. ix, The
Sub-Prior .. without having any farther interview with
Christie the galloper, answered by giving the promise. 1871

Daily News 22 Sept., One galloper found himself in the

bottom of a muddy ditch, with his horse directly on top of

him.

3. AMI. An aide-de-camp, or orderly officer.

1871 Daily News 18 Sept., The group of generals, field

officers, and dashing gallopers. 1896 Ibid. 5 Feb. 5/4 Sir

John Willougbby .. appointed me 'galloper ', or volunteer

orderly officer to him.

4. fig. One who proceeds at great speed. Also
one who gads about.
1671 M. Bruce Good News Evil T. (1708) 31 Thou art .

.

now a Galloper in the ways of God. 1695 Congreve Love
for L. 1. ii, Well, lady galloper, how does Angelica? 1713
Steele Guardian No. 132 p 6 If abroad, I am a gaggling
Goose; when I return, You are a fine Galloper; Women,
like Cats, should keep the House. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy
VII. iv, There is not a gallopper of us all, who might not

have gone on ambling quietly on his own ground.

5. A light field-gun, formerly attached to regi-

ments ; also attrib. in galloper carriage, -gun.

1746 Rep. Cond.Sir J. Cope 45 Assembled at Sterling with

four Cohorns, four 'Gallopers', Provi ions, &c. 1802 Wel-
lington Jrnl. in Gurw. Desh. I 378, I received from General
Stuart .. information regarding the galloper carriages.. I

reported to the General.. the state of the galloper guns of

the regiments 1803 Lake in Owen Wellesley's Desfl. 405
As many of the field pieces as could be brought up, with

the gallopers attached to the cavalry, formed four different

batteries. 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Life xxvi 438 He was
now engaged in drawing up six-pound gallopers, and form-

ing a battery. 1876 Jas. Grant Hist. Did. I. Iv. 28o /2

When Tippoo opened a.. cannonade from fifteen of his light

galloper guns.

Galloping (g3e'bpir)
>

), vbl. sb. Also 7-9 gallop-

ping. [\. Gallop v. * -ing l
.]

1. The action of the verb Gallop.
1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 140, I did heare The gallopping

of Horse. Who was't came by? a 1687 Cotton Poeuis(i6%c>)

93 His [Pegasus'] days of galloping are ended, Unless I with
the spur do prick him. x8ao W. Irving Sketch lik. II. 251

Others fancied that they heard the galloping of horses over
their heads. 1890 Uoldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 101

Galloping about there was . . but often the rides were long,

weary, and unexciting.

2. attrib. as galloping country, sound
' ;
galloping

sketch, a sketch of a locality made after a rapid

ride through it.

1812 Sir R. Wilson Priv. Diary 11861) I. no For the first

twelve miles we proceeded slowly, although over very fine

galloping country. 1826 Scott Woodst. iv, There was a
distant rustling among the withered leaves, a bouncing or
galloping sound on the path. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field
Fortif. 248 Even galloping sketches have their uses.

Galloping ,garhpirj;, ///. a. [f. as prec.

+

-ING^.]

1. That gallops, in senses of the vb. Galloping
consumption : a consumptive disease which makes
rapid progress.
1642 Howei.i. For. Tra7\ (Arb.) 60. For the Italians have

a Proverb, that a galloping horse is an open sepulcher.

1646 Blck Rich. Ill, 1. 37 The King, pursued the Duke,
not only with a galloping Army, but with Edicts and Pre-
scriptions. 1674 R. Godfrey /«/. <y Ab. Physic 130 Having
for many months laboured under a Galloping Consumption
and made use of diverse Physicians in vain. 1697 Lond.
Gaz. No. 333V4 Stole . . a bright bay Mare . . a true York-
shire galloping Breed. 1802-12 Uentham Rationale Jud.
Ez'/d. 11827) v. 64 The father in full vigour, the son in a
galloping consumption.

fl£' '755 J- Ajhory Mem, (1769) II. 167 No galloping eyes,

or the least inattention in their devotion. 1770 N. Nicholls
in Corr. w. Gray (1843) 115 What a blessing it is to have
a galloping imagination. 1897 A. Morrison Child Jago
xxxiv, Ever since they had taken him he had been op-

pressed by this plague of galloping thought.

b. Galloping nun : (see quot. 1

7

allusion is obscurej.

1641 Milton Auimadv. (1851) 109 Our Liturgie hath run
up and down the world like an English gallopping Nun,
proffering her selfe, but we heare of none yet that bids

money for her. 1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. 152 Having
espous'd one of the Countessess of Mansfield, who had been
a Chanoness or Dame of the Monastery of GirrUheim, a
Temporal Religious Pensioner, or what is vulgarly callVt

a Galloping-Nun, without any Votes [i.e vows].

c. Mil. Galloping carriage = 'galloper car-

riage' ; see Gallopkh 5.

1883 Daily News 27 July 2/1 A 'galloping carriage ' de-

signed by Lord C. Beresford to carry a Nordenfeldt gun.

25. Comb.', f galloping-like a,, having the ap-

pearance of a good galloper.
mix Lond. Gaz. No. 4839/4 Lost, or Stole, .a strait, young,

gallopping-like bay Mare.

Gallore, obs. form of Galore.
Gallosh, galloshoes, -shoos, obs. ff. Galosh.
Gallo-tannate (gco^itarmV). [f. Gallo-tan-

N(-IC) + -ate.] A compound of gallo-tannic acid

with a base.

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 767 Gallotannates orTannates.
1876 Hari.f.y Mat. Med. led 61 248 Astringent vegetable in-

fusions, which precipitate the lead as insoluble gallo-tannate.

Gallo-tannic (gce :l<Va:'nik), #• U- Sa^°'t
taken as comb, form of L. galla Gall jft.3 -t-

Tannic] In gallo-tannic acid, tannic acid pre-

pared from nut-galls.

1858 in Simmonos Diet. Trade. 1873 Fownes* Chem.
(ed. 1 1 1 640 Gallotannic acid C27 H-2 O17, the acid contained

in the gall-nuts of Qnercus ittfectoria and other species

of oak.

Gallo-tannin ga?]0|tarnin). [f. as prec. +
TANNIN.] Tannin prepared from nut-galls.

1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 128 Gallo-tannin (the

ordinary tannin) produces a similar blue black coloration.

Gallote, Galloune, Galloure, Gallous, obs.

ff. Galliot, Galloon, Galoke, Gallows.
Gallovidian (gseWVrdi&n), a. and sb. In 7

Gallowedian. [f. med.L. Galhvidia + -an. Gal-

lovidia (also Galloiveithia, Galweia, etc.) is a J.at.

form of \YeUh Ga!lwyddel = Irish Gall-gaidhil,\\X.

'foreign Gaels', now Galloway, a district in the

SW. of Scotland (the shires of Wigton and Kircud-

bright
1

.]

A adj. Belonging to Galloway. B. sb. A native

of that district.

163a Lithgow Trav. 495 Gallowedian Nagges. 1824
Mactaggart {title) The Scottish Gallovidian Encyclo-
pedia. 1863 W. Anokhson Gencat. ty Sum. in Herald <y

Genealogist (1865) July 254 The name, however, has neither

a Scotch, nor an English derivation, bei g purely Celtic and
Gallovidian. 1875 W. McIlwraith Guide llietim'ttshire

52 The Romans were no peaceable visitants of* the pagan
Gallovidians.

t Gallow, zO Obs.- 1 In 4 galwe. [f. galwe
Gallows ] trans. To hang on a gallows or cross.

a 1400 Leg. Rood 11871' 132 Wib grete Iewes he is galwed,
And dyeb for Monties gelte.

Gallow garl<?")> v.- rare~ x

. intr. Of a bird :

To cluck, to scream. Hence Ga'llowing />//. a.

1825 Hogg Q. Hynde 80 The capperkailzie scorn'd to flee

But gallow'd on the forest tree. 1830 Aird in Blackw. Mag.
XXVIII. 817 Choked shrieks.. And gallowing cries .

.

thicken'd the midnight air.

Gallow, obs. form of Gally v. f
to frighten.

Galloway (g**UW<'}' Also 6-8 gallaway.
[The name of a district in the SW, of Scotland,

used attrib. and hence as a common noun.]

1. One of a small but strong breed of horses

peculiar to Galloway ; hence a small-sized hor.-e,

esp. for riding. Also galloway-mare, -nag.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. Il\ 11. iv. 205 Know we not Galloway
Nagges? 1597-8 Br. HxLLSat. iv. in. 56 Because his dame
was swiftest 1 runchefice, Or Runcevall his syre ; himself a

Gallaway. x6ia Drayton* Poly-olb. \\\. 40 The rank*rid:ng
Scots upon their gallowayes. 1641 Milton A m'madv. 1851)
240 Spare your selfe, le^t you bejade the good galloway.
1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1071 ^4 Another small Plate to be Run
fur by Gallawayes. 1713 iiuardiau No. 91 !* 13 That Horse
shall forthwith be Sold, a Scotch Galloway bought in its

stead for him. 1796 Stkdman Surinam I. ix. 210 His gallo-

way sprung, rider and all. through a hedge of thick limes.

1825 Scott Talism. xv, My Ralph, whom I left training his

galloway nag, on the banks of the Irthing. 1831 Volait
Horse (1866) 103 A horse between thirteen and fourteen
hands in height is called a Galloway, from a beautiful breed
of little horses once found in the south of Scotland . . The
pure galloway was said to be nearly fourteen hands high,

and sometimes more ; of a bright bay, or brown, with black
legs, small head and neck, and peculiarly deep and clean

legs. 1894 Times 16 Apr. 3/3 This was a claim for^22 105.

for hire of a racing galloway mare.

b. attrib. and tomb, as galloivay-race ; gallo-

ivay-sized adj. Also galloway-plate, a racing

prize, run for by galloways.
1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4343 7 On Thursday the

v
Galloway-

Plate of 10/ Value will be run for, 9 Stone, 3 Heats. 1894
Times 16 Apr. 3/3 She was entered for a "*galloway race at

North Walsham. 1794 W. Felion Carriages (i8oi> II. 76
The appearance of both ought to be conformable to each
other, therefore a middling-sized phaeton, to the middling,

or *ga!loway sized horses, suits best.

2. One of a breed of cattle peculiar to Galloway.
1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II. 373 That famous breed

of cattle known by the name of galloways. 1867 McDowf.li,
Hist. Dumfries 11873) 7°7 The dusky Galloways composed
the bulk of the cattle at the Dumfries market.

Galloway dike. Sc* [from the district name:
see prec.J * A wall built firmly at the bottom, but

no thicker at the top than the lei i;tli of the single

stones, loosely piled the o..e above the other'

(Jam.).
1791 Statist. Ace. Scott. I. 451 The. .most general fence is

the Galloway dike. 1814 Scott Diary 4 Aug. in Lockhart,
It would be easy to form a good farm by enclosing the

ground with Galloway dykes.

Gallow-balk,-clapper, -tree: see Gallows-.

TGa-llow-gra:SS. Obs. [f. Gallow s +
Grass.] A slang name for hemp, from its use

for ropes and halters.

1562 Bt'LLF.YN Bk. Simples 27 b, An herbe whiche light

fellowes merily will call Gallowgrasse, Neckeweede, or the

Tristrams knot. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Hemp-
seed Wks. in. 66a,2 Wherefore in Sparta it ycleped was,

Snickup, which is in English Gallow-grasse.

Gallows (grelcz). Forms: a. sing. 1 galsa,

sealsa, (3 Comb. galhe-),3-4 gal(e)we, (5 Comb.

galle-
,
5-6 galow(e, 6-7 gallow, 7-9 gall,e)y.

t$. pi. in sing, sense, later construed as sing 3-5

galvves, 4 gu lewis, -ewys, -mis), 4-5 galus, {=,

galhouse, -hows, galohous), 5-6 gallous, ga-

lowes, (5 galawis, -ays, -ewes, galghes, galos,

-ouys, -owys), 6-7 gallowes, 6 galoss, gall-

house, gallies, -oes, -owes, -us), 9 gallos, -us,

6- gallows. 7. with additional //. suffix, 6 gal-

(l)osses, 7-9 gallowses, (9 gallaces, -usses\

[OE. galga, gealga wk. masc. = OFris. galga, OS.

and OHG. galgo (Ger. galgen), ON. galge (Da.

and Sw. galge', Goth, galga :—OTeut. *gafgou~;

perh. cogn. with Lith. zatga, Armen. dzakfc pole.]

1. An apparatus for inflicting the punishment of

death by hanging, usually consisting of two up-

rights and a cross-piece, from which the criminal

is suspended by the neck. Sometimes used as

equivalent to Cross. See Cross sb. 1.

In OE the sing, galga and the pi. galgan are both used

for ' a gallows ', the pi. having reference presumably to the

two posts of which the apparatus mainly^ consisted. Occa-

sional examples of the sing, form occur in ME., and even

down to the 17th c; but from the 13th c. onwards the plural

galwes and its later phonetic representatives have been the

prevailing forms. So f:ir as our material shows, Caxton is

the first writer to speak of 'a gallows', though he also uses

the older expression 'a pair ofgallows'; but it is, of course,

possible that the pi. form was sometimes treated as a sing.

much earlier. From the 16th c. gallows has been (exc.

arch in 'pair of gallows') used as a sing., with a new
plural gallowses ; the latter, though perh. not strictly obso-

lete, is now seldom used ; the formation is felt to be some-

what uncouth, so that the use of the word in the plural is

commonly evaded.
a. lie(noutf(Z.) 2446 Swa bi<5 £eomor-Iic jT0rr,elum ceorle

to ^ebidanne, h*t his byre ride xicmg on gal^an. a 1000

Juliana 482 Sume ic rode befealh \>xt hi . . on hean gal?;an

lif aletan. ciooo /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 116/19

Patibulum, gal^a. 1483 Cath. Angl. 149/1 A Galowe,

futca. 1535 CoVKSDALI Esther v. 14 Let them make a

galowe of fiftye cubites hie. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.

Calvin's Pref!, Worthy of a thousand fires and gallowes.

1567 DRAHT Horace, Ep xvi. Fj, With gyues, and fetters

lie tame the vnder a galow dyre. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693' 1014 Do you look I should .. praise

you, who deserved the Gallow so lately?

$. C1300 Havelok 1161 Thou shal to the galwes renne.

ri330 R. BbUNNB Chron. 11810) 172 Galwes do je reise, and

hyng bis cheiiefe. a 1400-50 Alexander \Zfi And for baire

souerayne sake bam send to be galawis. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eug.ccxYiv. (1482) 305 There was made a newepayre
of galewes and a strong cheyne and a coler of yren for hym.

c 1489— Btanchardyn xlviii. 187 He shold doo make and

to be sette vp a galhouse. 1549 Compl. Scotl. xii. 102 Tua
speyris..stiKlevpfratheeyrdlyikancgallus. itfoMarprel.

Epit. Civ, The theefe on the gallowes was saued without

them. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. III. ii. 345 Who doth he

[Time] gallop withal ?.. With a theefe to the gallowes.



GALLOWS. 31 GALLOWS-TREE.
« 1627 Hayward Edw. VI (1630) 64 He took the maior
aside and- .required of him that a paire of gallowes should
be framed and erected. 1689 Wood Life 19 Dec. (O. H. S.)
III. 318 A gallowes being erected before Temple gate.

1736-7 tr. Keysler^s I'rav. (ij6o 1. 409Two ladders are placed
against the gallows. x8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi, vii, 'Why do
you trifle away time in making a gallows ?— that dyester's
pole is good enough for the homicide. ' 1855 MlLMAN Lai.
C.hr. xiv. vii. (1864* IX. 222 In the older versions the now
ignoble words 'hanging and the gallows' were used instead
of the Crucifixion and the Cross.

y. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 46 a, Mandrag.-groweth not
vnder gallosses. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transfi. Kelt. 108 Make
bonfires of the gallowses, set open all the prisons. 1775
J. Sullivan in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (18531 I- 72 That
all our liberty-poles will soon be converted into gallowses.
1801 Helen M. Williams Sk. Fr. Rep. I. xvii. 209 Previous
to this epocha, gallowses had been erected at Naples.

2. The punishment itself.

1483 CaxtoN Calo Avij, His fader .. bought him ageyn
fro the galowes and fro dyshonest delhe. 1522 More Do
qual. A'oviss. Wks. (1557)82 His galowes & death standeth
within .x. mile at y farthest, 8: yours within .lxxx. a 1S33
Frith Disput. Pitrg 1 1533) (1 v b. When we say that such a
man hath delyuered his freende from the gallowes, we mean
not that he was all ready hanged. 1603 Shaks. Meets./or M.
1. ii. 84 What with the sweat, what with the gallowes, and
what with pouerty, I am Custom-shrunke. 1730 in Swift's
Lett. (1768) IV. 251 Into their secular hands the poor
authors must be delivered to.. pillories, whippings, and the
gallows. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 174 Gallows
—a cure without being a prevention of crime. 1881
Besant &: Rice Cha/>1. of Fleet I. 48 The gallows did not
terrify these evil-doers.

b. To have the gallows in ones face: to have
the look of one predestined to or deserving the

gallows.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 32 This fellow.. hath no drowning

inarke vpon him ; his complexion is perfect Gallowes. 1710
Palmer Proverbs 114 The gallows is almost as visible in

their face as their nose : as is often to be seen In a thoro'-

pae'd villain. 1768 GOLDSH. Good-n. Alan v. (Globe) 637/1
Hold him fast, the dog; lie has the gallows in his face.

1835 Markyat Jac. Fatthf. viii, ' There's gallows marked in

his face
1

, observed another.

C. Proverbs.
13. . Sir Beues (A.1 1217 Deliure a hef fro be galwe, He be

hateb after be alle halwe ! 1484 Caxton Fables ofAKsop 1.

x, Yf ye kepe a man fro the galhuws he shalle neuer loue
yow after. 1583 Goi.ding Calvin on Dent. Ii. 307 Saue a
theefe from the gallowes and hee will helpe to hang thee.

1592 Greene Disput. 3 He that feares the Gallowes shal
neuer be good theefe. 1593 NashE Christ's T. Pref. Ep.,
Saue a thief from the gallows, and hee'le be the first to shew
the way to Saint Gilesesse.

3. One deserving the gallows; a gallows bird.

1588 Siiaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 12 He hath beene fiue thousand
yeeres a Hoy. I, and a shrewd vnhappy gallowes too. 1611
Beaum. & Fl. Kiit. Bum I'es'le 1. iii. Though he be a
notable gallows, yet I'll assure you his master did turn him
away. 1749 P. Martin Eug. Diet., Gallows, a wicked
rascal. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xi, ' Now, young gallows !

'

This was an invitation for Oliver to enter through a door.

.

which led into a stone celL

f 4. Used to render L. furav. a. = Fork 5 b.

b. Gallotus of Caudium — Caudine Forks : see

Fork 14. Obs.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, AMre sub iugum. .to passe or
go vnder the gallies. 1618 [see Fork 5 b (a)].

5. Applied to various objects consisting of two
or more supports and a cross-piece. + &• An iron

support for a pot over a kitchen fire. Cf. Gallows-
balk. Obs.
1512 Will in Southwell Visit. (1891) 116, 1 bequeth to the

chuuntrye priest.. oon paire of galoes of yrne. 1576 fnv,
in Ripen Ch. Aets (Surtees) 378 A paire of iron gallows.

b. Naut. (See quot. 1867.)
1769 Falconer Diet. Mariue(jj8g) D d iij b, Their [booni>'l

after-ends are usually sustained by a frame called the gal-
lows. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Gallows, the cross-

pieces on the small bins at the main and fore hatch-ways in

flush-decked vessels, for stowing away the booms and spars
over the boats.

tc. Printing. 'A frame used for supporting
the tympans of the old wooden presses when
turned up' Jacobi"). Obs.
1683 yioxoti Mech. E.vcrc. II. 328 One Press-man. .will

Peat so soon as he has laid the Tympan on the Gallows after
Pulling. 1808 C. Stowk.r Printer's Gram. 506* Fig. 8 is

the gallows, in which the frame A, II, P is screwed to the
front of the carriage, between the joints of the tympan.
I833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 210 The gallows for

the tympans is also removed.
d. A gymnastic apparatus.

1817 SoUTHEY Jrnl. in C. C. Southey Life iy Corr. IV. 268
Others were swinging in such attitudes as they liked from
a gallows. 1827 Arnold Let. in Stanley Life <y Corr. (1844)
I. 72 When .. I could no more .. hang on a gallows, nor
climb a pole.

e. A part of a plough see quot. 1842).
1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. in. 219 An old Perkshire

plough 1 with a high gallows in front). 184a Johnson Ear-
tner 's Eucycl., Gallows of'aplough, n part of the plough-head,
so named by farmers, from its resemblance to the common
gallows. It consists of three pieces of timber, of which one
is placed transversely over the heads of the other two.

f. (See quots.)
i865 Lady Parker Station Life in New Zeal. x. 64 The

'gallows', a high wooden frame from which the carcases of
the butchered sheep dangle. 1883 Gresi.ey Gloss. Coal
Mining, Galloivs, a crown-tree with a prop placed under-
neath each end of it. 1883 Hampshire Gloss.., Gallo7vs,
a frame formed by fixing four poles, two and two, in the
ground, crossed X wise, and laying another pole across,
against which planks or boards are set when sawn out, to dry.

1883 Standard j Sept. 5/3 They attacked, .the carcases on
the meat gallows '. 1890 Boi.drewood Cot. Rtformer(i8qi)
350 The ' gallows ' of the colonists, a rough, rude contrivance
consisting of two uprights and a crosspiece for elevating
slaughtered cattle.

6. 'Suspenders' for trousers; braces. Now dial.,

Sc. and L/..S., in the form gallowses, whence occas.
gallon's for a single brace.
So galgen in Swiss German ; also Dti. (vulgar).
1730-6 1 Julia- (fob), Gallcnvscs, contrivances made of cloth,

and hooks and eyes, worn over the shoulders by men to
keep their breeches up. 1813 Southey Lett. (1856) LV.
530 note. He . . used to have books, pen, ink and paper,
breeches, gallowses, neck cloth, and rolls and butter, all upon
the breakfast table at the same time. 1827 Sir ). Partington
I'ers. Sk. II. 50 The ball appeared to have hit the buckle of
his galIows{yclept suspenders) by which it had been impeded.
1830 R. Warner Lit. Recoil. I. 100 His under clothes un-
supported by those indispensable articles of decent attire
denominated gallows. 1837 Haldurton Clockm. Ser. I. xv.
141 Chock full of spring like the wire eend of a bran new
pair of trowser gallusses. 1868 Waugh Sneck-Bant ii. ;S
His breeches wur nobbut fastened wi' one gallace. 1884 j.

Kenton in Mod Scott. Poets Ser. vii. 51 My gallowses
baith Strang and guid. x888 Sheffield Gloss., Gallaces,
braces for the trousers. 1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly xiv.

104 The tatteied trousers with one ' gallus' displayed across
tiie blue shirt.

7. atlrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) gallows f -knowe
(=- knoll}, -maker. -pin, -rope

\
gallows-wardadw.

;

(sense 2) gallows-free adj
,

gallows-worthy adj.

and sb, ; (sense 2 b) gallows-ma>-k ; sense 5)
gallon'sframe, -limber; (sense 6 gallows-butlons.
1836-54 Bywater Sheffield Dial. i62"'Thah mah breik

all the 'gallos buttons off.' 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,
*
'Gallows-frame, a frame over a shaft, carrying the pul-
leys for the hoisting cables. 1681 Dryden Abs. <y- A chit.
n. 431 Let him be ^gallows-free by my consent. 1864 A.
McKay Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 342 They were led from
the town to suffer punishment at the *gallows-knowe. 1602
Shaks. Ham. v. i. 49 Clo. What is he that builds stronger
than either the mason, the shipwright, or the carpenter '{

Other. The *Gallowesmaker ; for that Frame outlines a
thousand Tenants. 1767 Push Hibemia Cur. (1769I 7 A
fellow . . with a *gallows-mark upon his face. C1750 Mary
Hamilton in Child Ballads (1889) III. 125 To see the
face of his Molly fair Hanging on the * gallows pin. 1839
Carlyle Chartism iii. 121 Scramble along .. with thy,,
plebeian 'gallows-ropes. 1859 Dickens I\ Two Cities 1.

v. Foreheads knitted into the likeness of the gallows-rope.
1851 GreeNWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. <y Durh.
28 *Gallows Timber, a crown-tree, with a prop placed
under each end. a 1895 Stevenson Weir of Ilermiston
iii. (1896) 49 The man .. was hunted *gallowsward with
jeers. 1819 Sporting Mag. III. 214 Many respectable..
sinners, deliberately . . commit *gallows-worthy crimes.
1828 Ibid. XXI. 226 The master, .attended by one of those
gallows-worthies.

8. Special comb. : gallows-apple slang {to make
gallows-apples of= to hang) ; gallows-bitts = 5 b

;

1 gallow-breed Se. = Gallows-bird
; gallows-

brood, a number of young gallows-birds : see

Gallows-bird
; gallows- climber, one doomed

to climb the ladder at the gallows, i. e. to be
hanged ; gallows-face, one who bears the mark
of the gallows in his face (cf. 2 b) ; hence gallows-
faced adj.

; gallows-foot, the space immediately
in front of the gallows

; + gallow-fork = Gallows-
tuke

;
gallows-gate dial, (see quot.); gallow-

lea. a level place on which the gallows was erected
;

gallows-locks, hair that hangs like gallows ropes ;

gallows-ripe a., ready to be hanged
; gallows-

rounded a., (of hair cut round like that of a con-
demned criminal ; gallows-sockets, Printing (see

quot.) ; gallows-stanchions = 5 b ; + gallows-
strings, a term of reproach (cf. hang-string)

;

gallows-tool (see quot. and cf. sense 5) ; gallows-
top m 5 b.

1830 Lytton P. Clifford III. vii. 126 They're resolved to
make *gaMows apples of all such Numprels {Nonpareils') as
you. 1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), *Galloivs-
bits, on flush-decks, a strong frame of oak about eight inches
square, made in the form of a gallows, and fixed at the fore
and main hatchway, to support the spare top-masts, yards,
booms, boats, etc. 1508 Dunbar Elyting w. Kennedic 141
Lyk to ane *gallow breid, Ramand, and rolpand, beggand
koy and ox. 1831 Scott Diary 8 Jan. in Lockhart,
A little ^gallows-brood they were and their fate will catch it.

1668 Davi:nant Man's the Master in. i, Pattern of rogues !

thou *gallows climber ! 1724 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. iv. i,

I crave your pardon, ^gallows-face !
' 1769 H. Brooke Fool

ofQual. IV. xvii. 67 Art thou there, thou rogue, thou hang-
dog, thou "gallows-faced vagabond? 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, iv, And had just cruppen to the *gallows-foot to see
the hanging, a 1225 Ancr. R. 174 Touward be waritreo
[v.r. *galheforke] of belle. 1893 Wiltsh. Gloss., *Gallcnvs-
gate, a light gate, consisting only of a hinged style, top-rail
and one strut. 1582-8 Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 135 Thair was
interchange of thir twa maid with consent of all pairties at
the gallowlee betuix Edinburghe and Peith. 1828 Scott
E. M. Perth iii, Thou must be bold, Henry ; and bear thy-
self not as if thou wert going to the gallow-lee. 1809 \V.
Irving Knkkerb. (1812) II. 79 His hair hung in straight
^gallows locks about his ears. 1837 Carlyle Kr. Rez>. II. v.

iii. 270 Jourdan himself remains unhanged
;
gets loose again

as one not yet 'gallows-ripe. 1567 Drant Horace, Ep. xix.
F vij, What though one. .Should Cato counterfeate. -in his
^gallowes rounded hayre._ 1841 \V. Savage Art Print. 249
*Gallows Sockets, Two pieces of wood with square mortises
in them, to receive the ends of the gallows ; they are nailed
or screwed upon the plank behind the tympans. 1675 Cotton
Scoffer Scoft85 t I, hang him, little *Gallow-strings, He does
a thousand of these things. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <$-

Clockm. no *Gatlcnus Tool, a tool in which a pinion is

placed by clockmake is when the leaves on bottoms are to be
filed.

Gallows (gx']o"z, garbs', a. [Developed from
the atlrib. use of the sb. In the first quot. perb.

intended as a derivative {L fallow + -ous).]

1. Fit for the gallows; deserving to be hanged
;

villainous, wicked. Now only dial, in weaker sense,

esp. of ehildien : Impish, wild, mischievous. Gal-

lows air = hangdog air \ see Hangdog a.

C 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (K. E. T. S.) 37 This
gallowus man toke hym by the skyrtis of his palle or
inantyl. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia 1. '1805' 76
No gallons wretche, I am not angry, c 1708 [? E. Ward)
Welsh Monster 33 For ev'ry bine did in it bear Such a
rebellious Gallows Air, That [etc]. 1785 Burns I artiest

Cry 54 An' plundered o' her hindmost groat V>y gallows
knaves. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1859) 23 Wolf..
sneaked about with a gallows air. 1882 Lane. Gloss.,

(, allows, cunning, designing, full of duplicity. 1884
Upton Gloss. s.v., ''Taint as the lad's wiiked, nor yet
spiteful, but Vs desp'rut gallus.' 1892 G. Hake A/em. 80
Yrs 44 They [King's Ward boys at Christ's Hospital circa

1820] were always considered a very gallons [sic] set, which
in the school vocabulary signified 'daring*.

2 dial, and slang. [Prob. from the adv. Cf.

Bloody a. 10.] As an intensive : Very great,

excellent, ' fine ', etc.

1789 G. Parker Life's Painter 132 While some their
patter fiashAl in gallows fun and joking. 1830 Lvi ton
/'. Clifford in. .v. 232 If so be as ow little Paul vas a vith

you, it vould be a gallows comfort to yuu. 1888 Berksh.
Gloss., s.v.. A gallus lot on 'urn (a large number of them).

3. Comb.: gallows looking a., looking fit lor the

gallows, having a hang-dog look.
1809 W. Irving Knkkerb. iiSi-tll. 72 Their gallows-

looking myrmidons. 1842 Barham Ingot. Leg., Misadv.
Margate, A little gallows-looking chap.

Hence GaTlowsness dial., mischief, perversity.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bcde 62, I never knew your etmals
for gallowsness.

Gallows (ga.-'l^uz, gie'las), adv. dial, and slang.

[f. the sb.J \\ith intensive force: Extremely, very,

'jolly'.

a 1823 Soug'in Byran%
s Juan xi. x'\x. note, ITien your Plow-

ing will wax gallows haughty, When she hears of your scaly
mistake, a 1845 Honn Fori. Sheph. Compl. ix, I've been
so gallows honest in this Place. 1862 H. Kingsley Raven-
shoe II. xv. 163 The pleece come in, and got gallus well
kicked about the head. 1892 Mis. S. Patson Dark II. v.

100 ' A gallus bad wench her be !

'

Ga'llow s balk. Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
7-9 gally-bauk, 9 galley-baak, -bawk, galli-

bauk, gally-balk, 6- gallow(s-balk. [f. Gal-
lows sb. + Balk.] The iron bar in the chimney
from which the pot-hooks hang.
^83 Ini\ in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees> 380 Crallow balk,

ij reckens withe gallow crokes, tonges, and fyre sholl, 125.

1668 in [test's Farm. Bks. \ Surtees) 175 One still, one iron

range, gallow-balk, and crooks. 1691 Pay N. C. Words 29
A Gally-bauk. 1855 in Robinson Whitby Gloss. 1881

Leicester Gloss., Gallow-balk or Gallows-balk,

Gallows-bird (gse'bzjbsjd ). [f. Gallows sb.

+ Bird.] One who deserves to be hanged. Also

occas., one who has been hanged.

1785 Grose Diet. I'ulg. Tongue, Gallons bird, one that

deserves hanging. 1796 Ibid. (ed. 31, Gallows bird, a thief or

pick-pocket ; also one that associates with them. 1828 Scott
/". M. Perth ii, Had this been in another place, young
gallow's bird, I had stowed the lugs out of thy head, i860

Reade Cloister <y H. II. i. 11 ' It is ill to check sleep or

sweat in a sick man', said he. ' I know that far, though I

ne'er minced ape nor gallows-bird'. 1888 Harpers A/ag.
LXXVL 415 The famous converted 'gallows bird'., pro-

claims the good word in lamentable accents.

t Gallow S-clapper. Obs. [f. Gallows sb.

+ Clapper. ? trom the swinging of the body to

and fro like the clapper of a bell or of a scare-

crow.] « Gallows-bird.
1570 Levins Manip. 81/4 A GaIIo\vdapper,./K»'<.-y£r. 1583

Golding Calvin on Dent. Ii. 305 It is not only the gallowes-

clappers that say so I meane tho^e whose faultes and crymes
are manifest. 1640 Brome Antip. II, ix Wks. 1S73 111. 271
Come, come, ye Gallows-clappers. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais
v. vii, Their Worships as he call'd them were about a score

of fusty Crackropes and Gallowclappers.

Ga'llows-tree. Befoie 19th c. gallow-; see

forms of Gallows. [OK galg-tre'oiv, Northumb.
galga-tre (*=ON. gdl^a-tri)

y
f. galga gallows +

trcaw tree.]

1. -Gallows sb. 1.

Beowulf'2940 CwarcS he on mer^enne meces ecgum ^etan

\volde,sum[e] on gaU treowu[m fu*lum] to gametic, aiooo
Durham Ritual \ Surtees 23 £>in rodes galga tre. c IMO S.

Enc-Leg. I. 43^300 Heng up-on begalu-treo. 13. . GuyWarw.
(A.) 4764 ^eschul. .heye hong on galwe tre. .1422 Hocci.kvk

Jereslaus" Wife 436 Shee espyde A galwe tree to which
men a theef ledde. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlix. 23 In his

suppleis On gallow treis 5itt dois he glowir. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy 1. xxvi. 1 1609) 19 Let them . . hang him upon a cursed

gallow tree [L. infelici arbori] by a rope, a 1716 South
Serttt. (1744) X. vii. 231 He that mistakes, the gallow-tree

for a triumphal arch. 1748 Thomson Castle Indol. 11. 446
Most like to carcase parched on gallow-trce. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, ii, The fatal day was announced to the public,

by the appearance of a huge black gallows-tree. 1878

Masque Poets 97 The gallows-tree was never built for hand-
some lads like you.

f2. = Gallows rf.| a. Cf. Gali.ow(h-iulk.

1590 Inv. in MidLCo. Hist. Coll. II. 31 Itemj galowe tree

ij Kekyrons.
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GALLS. GALP

Galls ^gfa), pi* dial- Also sea galls. [«Uu.
|

gallen, of obscure origin, for which kwallen (also

zeekwallen) is more common.] The jelly-fish, or

sea-nettle {Medusa).
1817 J. Evans Excurs. Windsor, etc. 458 A quantity of

sea galls (a white sort of glutinous substance! . . It is a kind
of zoophite, I presume. 1887 Kent Gloss., Galls, jelly fish.

t Gallsome, «• Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 galsome.

[f. Gall sb.* + -some.] Having the nature of gall.

1633 T. Morton Ditch. Imput. 210 Such Accusations.,
any vulgar man . . may cry out upon, and condemne, both of
galsome bitternesse, and of wilfull fraud and falsehood.

Gall-stone (gg'liStJon), [f. Uall^.i + Stone
sb.] A morbid calculous formation in the gall-

bladder.

1758 Phil. Trans. L. 543 An Account ofTwo extraordinary
Cases of Gail-Stones. 1787 Sir J. Hawkins Life Johnson
Wks. I. 553 He had frequent fits of pain which indicated the
passage of a gall-stone. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 321
Gall-stones occur especially in the gall-bladder.

b. altrib.

1846 Proc. Berw.Nat. C7wMI.No. 14. 174 Pileus convex,
. . of a uniform gall-stone yellow. 1883 G. Harley Dis.
Liver xi. 607 The pathology of gall-stone pain.

Gallthrop, -trap pe, obs. forms of Caltrop.
Gallus, obs. form of Gallows.
t Gall-wort. Obs. [f. Gall shy + Wobt.] A

name for Toad-flax (Linaria vulgaris), and pcrh.

for the Lesser Centaury (Erythnva Centaurium .

1577 B. Googk HcresbadCs Hush. in. 135 b, Take . . Gall-

wort, beastes Loongwort, Planten leaues [to cure the 'sick-

nesse of the Gall
1

in cattle], 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle
(1600) 277 For the staggars in a hog. giue him of the hearbe
called starewort or gallwort in milke, and he shall amend.
1657 ^ • Coi.ES Adam in Eden 313 It is called also Toad-
Flax.. and Flax-weed; in Sussex, Gallwort.

+ Ga'lly, a. 1 or sb. used altrib. Obs. [Of un-

certain origin
;
possibly attrib. use of Galley sb.,

denoting garments worn by sailors or by galley-

slaves (cf. galley cassock in Galley sb. 8) ;
possibly

evolved from a supposed analysis of Galligaskix,
though in our quots. appearing earlier than that

word.] In gaily breeches, hose, slops, app. syno-

nymous or nearly so with Galligaskins.
1567 HARMAN Caveat 35 They commenly go in frese

ierkynes and gaily slopes. 1570 Dkout Gaulfrido * Bar-
nardo 182 They pull in peeces fast Their gaily breeches all

a rowe. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Alms. I. (18771 56 Sonic be
called french-hose, some gally-hose . .The Gally-hosen are

made very large and wide. 1622 Mabbe tr. Alemans
Guzman aA If. 11. 334, I nimbly tooke out two little bundles,
but somwhat weighty withal 1, which I presently convay'd
very handsomely into my Gally-sloppes.

Gaily (g2*li~,a.- ? Obs. Also 6 gallie, -ye, -ey,

gawlie, -ye. [f. Gall sb. 1 + -Y 1
.] Gall-like, re-

sembling gall in taste, bitter. ChieflyyJg.
c 1530 Remedie of Love lxv, 111 Chaucer's Wks. (153--)

368 a/ 1 Ful of melancoly and gaily yre. 1550 Cranmer
Defence 92a, He abhorreth all gaily and bytter diynkes of

synne. 1566 Dkant Horace, Sat. 1. iii. Bvb, Then, gawlye
wotdes . . Me doth put vp . . at those which from him fled.

1658 Torments of Hell in P/tenix (1708) II. 444 Their Ears
are afflicted with horrible and hideous Outcries . . their

Tongues with gaily Bitterness, the whole Body with intoler-

able Fire. 1665 K. Hooke Microgr. 143 And then by the
anger of the Fly is his gaily poisonous liquor injected.

Gaily (g§'U), a.3 Obs. exc. dial. Also 7, 9
gaully, 9 dial, galey, goiley. [f. Gall sb.'1 + -T 1

.]

fl. Having galls or sores. Obs.— l

t 1440 Promp.Parv. (Winchester MS.^See I mixed///. «.*
I

2. Tull of galls, i. e. bare or wet places.

1602 Carew Surv. Cornwall 1. 19 a, Some of the gaully
grounds doe also yeeld plenty of Rosa solis. 1607 Nordem
Surv. Dial. v. 201, I see in some meddowes gaully places,

where Htle or no grasse at al groweth, by reason (as I take
it)ofthe too long standing of the water, a 1722 Lisle Hnsb.
(1737) 187, I was mowing broad-clover, where some of it in

gully-places [? read gaily places] was short. 1790 W. Mar-
shall Midi. Counties II. 437 Gloss., Gaily, scattered with
galls. 1867 \V. F. Rock fit* an' Nell Gloss. (E. E>. S.

No. 76), Galcy or Goiley, damp, as ground where springs

rise. x88i /. of Wight Gloss., Gaully, thin and bad: ap-
plied to defective spots in crops of turnips or corn.

Gaily (gre'H), v. Also 7 gallow. [OK. a-g<vl-

wan to alarm.] trans. To frighten, daze, scare,

startle. Now only dial, and in the whale fishery.

Also dial, to scare away.
1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 44 The wrathfull Skies Gallow

the very wanderers of the darke And make them keep their

Caue*. a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1708)111. 102 The People
look'd as if they were gallied. 1823 Neiv Monthly Mag.
VII. 231 We were one and all mortally gallied at the ligot.

1840 Markvat Poor Jack\\, They[bull whalesjare .. easily
' gallied ', that is, frightened. 1874 C. 51 Scammon Marine
Mammals in. iii. 227 The whale is approached in the most
cautious manner, to avoid 'gallying it. 1883 Hampshire
Gloss., ' Galley them pigs out o

r

the peasen.' 1886 IV.

Somerset Word-bk., Gaily, to frighten. iVery common.)

f ? Used for ' to infuriate '.

1660 Mrs. Rump 1 It's enough to gaily a Gentlewoman of

her quality to be despised by every idle boy.

Comb. : gaily- beggar {-bagger), -crow (also

written galli-), dial, names for a scarecrow.
1825 Britton Beauties Wilts. Gloss. (E.D.S.) Gatly-erow,

a scare-crow in a garden, called in the Isle of Wight a
gally-baggar. 1829 in Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 355
'Gallibaggers', a term used by the clods for anythingto
frighten away birds. 1879 T. Hardy Ret. Native 1. iii,

What ghastly gallicrow might the poor fellow have been
like? i886Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. ,Gally Beggar,

any object which may inspire a superstitious dread, as a
ghost, or any frightening object dimly seen.

Hence Ga.'llied ppl. a.

1857 Praser's Mag. LVI. 73 Crack ! goes the rifle from
the hidden nook among the 'gallied ' herd.

Gallyard, Gaily e f obs. fT. Galliahd, Galley.
Gallye pot, obs. form of Gallipot.
Gallyglass, obs. form of Galloclass.
Gdllyngale, obs. form of Galingale.
Gallynipper, var. Gallinifpek.
Gallypatch, var. Calipash.
1674 Josselyn I'oy. New Eng. 38 Having taken off their

shells (that on their back being fairest, is called a Gaily
patch}.

Gally-tile, obs. form of Galley-tile.
Gallywatte, obs. form of Gallivat.
Galmound, Galmounding : see Gamond.
Galne, Galness, obs. if. Gallon, Golkness.
+ Ga'lnes. St'. I.aw. Obs. [a. Welsh galanas

murder ; also (in old laws) a fine for murder. The
appearance of the Welsh term beside the Gaelic

Cko of the same meaning is remarkable.] A fine

for homicide. Only in Cro and Gaines : see Cro.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 74 Gif the wife uf ane frie man is

slane. .her friend sail haue the Cro and Gaines.

Galoch e, obs. form of Galosh.

Galoot (gal«'t\ slang. Also galloot, geeloot.

1. Naut. See quot. 1867.'

181a J. H. Vavx Plash Did., Galloot, a suldier. 1835
Marrvat fac. Eaithf. xxxiv, Four greater gallools were
never picked up. 1865 Slang Diet., Geeloot. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Wor<i-bk-,Galoot

,

an awkward soldier. .A suubriquet
for the young or ' green ' marine.

2. U.S. ' An awkward or uncouth fellow: often

used as a term of good-natured depreciation

'

Standard Diet.).
1866 'Artkmls Waki> ' Among the Fenians (Hotten) 30

Wake, Bessy, wake, My sweet galoot ! 1869 ' Mark
Twain" Innoc. at Home 22 He could lam any galoot of

his inches in America. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly
xxvi. 199 Until the Golden Kiuterflybroughi him to Limerick
City .. he was but a poor galoot. 189a Stevenson & I,.

Osbournk Wrecker (ed. 21 137 ' My dear boy, I may be a
galoot about literature, but you'll always be an outsider

in business.'

Galop Cgse'Vp)' Formerly also galope, -oppe.

[a. K. galop \ see Gallop sb. (Earlier in the present

century, tr. had galope fern, in this sense.)] * A
lively dance in 2-4 time, originally a separate and
independent dance, but now also forming a portion

of a set of quadrilles ' (Stainer & Barrett).

1837 Hamilton's Diet. Mas, Terms fed. 4). Galop(German).
Galoppe ( French), a quick species of dance, generally in J
time. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 17, I could not help associating

its regular tramp, tramp, tramp, with the tune of a galoppe
I had recently performed. 1864 in Webster {galop), and
in later Diets.

Hence Ga*lop, v., to dance a galop.
1840 T. Hook in Xtiv Monthly Mag. LVIII. 155 They

dance quadrilles fatiguingly,and galope as if they were going
to fly out of the windows.

t Galopin. Obs. Also 6-;* gal^apine, galle-

pyn, gallopin. [a. Y. galopin, f.^w/fl/^rto gallon.]

A turnspit ; an errand-hoy ; a page.
1567 in G. Chalmers Life Mary Q. Scots (i8i8'i I. 177

Christell Lamb, gallepyn, in the kitchiog. 1578 flonseh.

Ord. (1790) 252 Gallapines; apparel] for them of the hall,

kytcheii, and pryvy kytchin. a 1610 Diet, etc Dk. Yorkvh
. i reh, rologia 1 1 806) XV. 7 For the Kytchen and Gallopins.

1824 Scott St. Ronan's W. xxxiv, So saying, he gave the

little galopin his donative, and a slight rap on the pate.

i Galor. Obs. [f. Gale j/j.4 + -or.] One who
holds a * gale* (see Gale sb.* 4).

Galore fgftlo^j), adr: and sb. Also 7 S gil-

(Pore, gallo,u)re, 9 Sc. gelore, dial, goloro,

galoor. [ad. Irish go leor { = Gaelic gu lebr, leoir)

to sufficiency, sufficiently, enough, f. go,gu to + leor

sufficiency, sufficient. Now commonly viewed as

Irish; in some earlier examples the proximate

source seems to have been Sc. Gaelic] a. adv.

In abundance or plenty, b. sb. Abundance or

plenty {0/" something ; also in galore.

1675 TeoKGK Diary 11825) ~5 Provinder good store, beifc

..chickens, henns, galloie. 1711 E. Waki> (Jui.v. I. 292
Having stufft .. His Guts with Food and Wine Galloure.

1768 Ross Fort. Sheph. 1. 47 This day she fuish the best

of cheer gilore. 1826 Scot r Jrnl. 10 Apr., Sent off proofs

and copy galore before breakfast. 1849 Ruvion Life in !-ar

West 1. 21 Galore of alcohol to ratify the trade. 1855
Reade Clouds <V Sunsh. 8 They were set in a corner with
beef and ale galore. 1863 Tynes/de Sougs 93 Aw dreamt
aw. .fund greet big lumps in galore.

Galosh, golOSh g*Wi g6Vj)i **• Forms :

4-9 galoche, 5-8 galloche, 5 galoch, galoge,
galache, J-7 gal^Tage, galeg(g)e, 7 galatch,
galeach. galoaeh, golosse (?golossian

,
//. gal-

loshios, gala-, gal^l)oshoes. -shoos, (golo-

schooes, colloshoo's>. 7-8 pi. goloshoes (rarely

sing, goloshoe), 9 goloa-shoes, 7-8 gallosh, 7-

galosh, 9 golosh, (calash, colosh). [a. F. galoche

fern. :—(according to Hatz.-Darm.) popular L.

*galopia f. *galopus, a. Gr. tcakoirovs (stem -iroS-)

shoemaker's last (whence dim. KaKoiruhtov , f. tcakov

wood (only pi. logs) + novs foot. In med.L. galo-

pediuni occurs for ' wooden shoe* ; see also calopedcs

in Du Cange. The Sp. galocha, It. gatoseia, are

prob. adopted from FY. Some forms of the Eng.
word show assimilation to shoe.]

1. a. In early use : A wooden shoe or sandal

fastened to the foot with thongs o leather ; a rustic

patten or clog ; a shoe with a wooden sole and an
upper of leather or other solt material. The name
seems to have been variously applied, and in the

earliest quots. may be a general term for a boot or

shoe. b. In later use : An over-shoe (now usually

made of india-rubber) worn to protect the ordinary

shoe from wet or dirt.
( Rare in U.S.' {Cent Diet.). -

1377 Langi.. P. PI. B. xviii. 14 As is be kynde of a
kny^te bat cometh to be dubbed, To geten hem gylte spores
or galoches ycouped. < 1386 Chaicer Sor. s 1 . 10868
Ne were worthy to unbokel his galoche. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 184/2 Galache. or galoche, vndyr solynge of mannys
fote. .crepitum. 1496 Dives § Pauper \W. de W.) 38/1 They
wente not alwaye fully barefote. but somtyme with galoches,

a sole bynelhandafastnyngeaboue the fote. 15*3 Act 14 a> 15
Hen. VIII, c 9 Any showes, bootes, or galeges. 1572 Bossi>
well Armorie 111. 17 A Shooe called a Gallage or Patten,
whiche hath nothing on the feete but onely Latchettes. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat Feb. 244 My galage [is] growne fast to

my heele. Gloss., Galage, a start-uppe or clownish shoe. 1606
Hevwood Challenge 1. i. 1636 10 Some slovenly Boote, to be
dabled inthedurt without a Galoaeh. 1607-8 // ardr. Bk. Pr.
Henry in Archxot. XI. 93 Sixteen gold buckles, .to buckle a
pair of golosses with gold, U. 1646 in Arehxol. Cantiaua
(1883) XV. 162 For a pa. of boots with goloschooes

00 . 16 .00. 1649 W. M. Wandering Jew '1857) 16 By his

slash 'd doublet, high galloshes, and Italian purld band [hee

should be] a Frenchman. 165a Kikkman Curio A> Lozia 16

He had Gloves perfum'd, his Colloshoo's of Velvet. 1665
Pepvs Diary 15 Nov., My Lady Batten walking through
the dirty lane with new spick and span white shoes, she
dropped one of her galoshes in the dirt. 1676 Etheredgk
Man ofMode 1. i. 15 ' lis but despising a Coach, humbling
yourself To a pair of Goloshoes. 1688 K- Holme Armoury
111. 14/2 Galloshios are false shooes, or covers for shooes.

1713 Kennett Romce Antiq. Notit. (ed. 5 325 The sole

was of wood like our old galoches, or the sabots of the

French peasants. 1737 Ozell Rabelais II. 219 Galloches,

high wooden Pattins or Clogs. . . It also means a Sort of
Slipper worn over the Shoes. 1779 Jos. Burton Patent
Specif. No. 1210 Improvements in women's clogs by a
goloshoe or clog of an entire new make. 1823 Carlvle
Early Lett. 1886) II. 251, 1 walk to and fro with a great-

coat, galoches, and a huge hairy cap. 1850 Mechanics' Mag.
LII. 69, I have found the india-rubber goloshes invaluable.

1856 R. Gardiner Handhk. of Pool 54 The india-rubber
and gutta-percha colosh. a 1863 Thackeray Sketches,

Lady in Opera-Box, Can I come in goloshes, and take

them off in the ante-chamber? 1870 Brocgh Marston
Lynch ii. 11 She had trudged down the road thtough the

snow, .in a hood and goloshes. 1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson
Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 167 Leather goloshes are large, loose,

untanned leather boots, .intended to be worn in magazines,

powder-houses [etc.].. and are made, .to cover the ordinary

shoe or boot. 1893 Karl Dunmoke Pamirs II. 332 Being
either obliged to remove my boots, or being supplied with

large slippers to put over them like galoshes.

t b. Dutch galoshes ; skates. ? nonce-use.

a 1687 Cotton Gt. Frost, Poems 116891 104 And had [I] but

Dutch goloshoes on, At one run I would slide to Lon .

2. A piece of leather or other material running

round the lower part of a boot or shoe above the

sole (sometimes as an additional coveringoredging').

1853 Boot .y Shoe-maker's Assist. 22 To cut a calash for a
side-laced .. boot. 1856 K. Gardiner Haudbk. of Foot 49
The best position for this seam, whether it pertains to an
Adelaide-front or a colosh. 1893 'Times 8 July 12/2 Kid
and patent leather Balmorals, and kid with calf galosh.

Galosh., golO'sll. v. Also 9 calash, colosh.

[f. prec. sb.] trans. To furnish (a boot or shoe)

w ith a galosh. Hence Galo'shed ///. a.

1804 Jane Alstk.n The Watsons (1879) 340 Nankeen
galoshed with black looks very well. 1827 \\oxv. Every-day
Bk. II. 1635 The shoe is of white kid leather, calashed
with black velvet. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Grey Dolphin,

His boots, .had been ' soled ' and ' heeled ' more than once ;

had they been 'goloshed', their owner might have defied

Fate ! 1856 R. Gardiner Handhk. ofFoot 49 Walking or

Winter Boots, .colored with . calf leather. 1883 London
Advt., Calf Galoshed Clump Sole 10-Button Boots.

Galoun, -own, obs. forms of Gallon.

1 Galp, v. Obs. (exc. as surviving in Gavp dial.).

[Not found in OE. ; the form agrees with OS.
galpon to boast; MDu., Vu.galpen to yelp, bark,

howl; Middle Ger. galpen to bark; cognate with

Yelp (OE. gielpan str.,to ho^X,OK. gialpa toyelp .

The Eng. sense is not found in the other Teut. langs. and

the etymological identity of the word is not quite certain ;

the Eng. vb. may be an onomatopoeic alteration of Gai*e.]

1. intr. To gape, jawn. Of a deer: ?To pant

or perhaps to 'bell ' : cf. sense 3).

13.. A". Alts. 461 (Bodl. MS.^ J)e dere galpeb [Lincoln's

Inn MS. galopith] by wode syde. 1377 Lanue. /'. /'/. B.

xin. 88 And thanne shullen his guttis godele and he shal

galpen after. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 100 }our capped

maistres . . galpen after grace hi symonye 30ur sister. 1519

Horman V'ulg. 46 He that galpeth, or claweth his heed, or

panteth. 1532 More Confttt. Tindale Wks. 709/2 The good
godlye man ..galpeth, and getteth hym downeof the pulpet.

b. transf. of a chasm. Also fig. to gape after,,

to be eagerly desirous of something.
1546 Supplie. Poore Comm. (E. E. T. S. 81 Them that

galp, and loke after the crowne of this realme after your
daies. 1577 Kendall Flowers <y Epigr. 90 b, Thy graue,

which galpes, thee to deuour. 1583 Stanyhckst sEneis in.

(Arb.) 83 Charybdis. .with broad iaws greedelye galping.
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2. (runs. To vomit forth ; also Jig., lo give uj>

(the ghost).

1519 More Com/, aest. Trib. 1. Wks. 1163/9 Long was it

not ere they galped up the ghoste. 1558 Phasr /Eneid III,

H iv. And lompes of fleshe with wine he gatpyd fourth.

% 3. Of an animal : To yelp.

[One of Caxton's borrowings from Du.]
1481 Caxton Reynard {Arb.) 22 He mawede and galped

so lowde that martynet sprang vp. /6id.gs She galped and
cryde so lowde for the smarte that she had . . that the men
of the village cam out with stauys.

llencctOa'lpingr^/'/. sb.andppl.a. Also fGa*lper,
one who gapes ; t Oalp sb., the action of gaping.
C 1386 Chaucer SgrSs '/'. 542 With a galpyng mouth hem

• alle he keste. 1387 TftKVlSA Higden (Rolls) V. 389 pat
pestilence . . ofte slow men wib galpynge and snesinge.
'! a 1500 in A /(delay's Poems (Percy Soc.) Notes 85 Tangier
cum jasper, lepar, galper quoque, draggar. 1545 Raynold
Byrih Mankynde{\-&\\ 84 h, Ouermuch galpyng and reach-

yng vpwardes. 1577-87 Holinshkij Citron II. 282 With
gastlie galpe of grislie hug. 1583 StaNYHURST sEncis ill,

(Arb.) 91 In belche galpvometing with dead sleape snortye
the col I ops.

Galravage, -itch, etc. : see Gilbavage, Sc.

tGalstre, v. Obs. rare — 1
. Also gelstre.

[perh. some kind of derivative of OE. galait

Gale v. to sing, cry out (? through a fcm. agent-n.

in -stre) ; Ger. dialects have galstem, gelstem to

scream, make a noise, associated with gaister

(?repr. OHG. dgalslria) magpie. The word sur-

vives in Gadster dial, to boast, to laugh up-
roariously.] intr. To make a noise or outcry.
.(1225 Ancr. R. 128 GelstrecS [v.r. galstres], ase be uox

de3, & }elpe5 of hore god.

Gait, Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 galte, 7 gawt,
gaute, gault. [a.. CX. gylt-r str., galte wk. masc.,

boar; cf. OHG. galza, gclza sow tMHG. galte
t

gehe,moe\.G.gelze\ related to GlLT sb.).} A boar
or hog.
'ia 1400 Merit Arth. 1101 Greesse growene as a galte,

fulle grylych he lukez ! a 1400-50 Alexander 474"$ Vmquile
lie groned as a gait with gryzely latis. a 1500 Colkelbie
Sow 1. 160 Mony long tuthit bore, And mony gait,

come befoir. 155a Huloet, Gait, or yonge hogge Wpor-
eetra, 1641 Bust Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 142 Libber*. have.

.

nothinge for the gautes, for they will geld them as fast as
they can take them upp. 1673 \orksh. Dial. 8 (E. D. S.

No. 76) Me draugh's for th" Gilts and Gaults i' th' Sty.

1684 Ibid. 83 Than thou may sarra Gawts and Gilts with
I>raffe. 1895 Lakeland «$- Iceland Gloss., Gait, a male pig.

Gait: see Gal lt, Gcol.

Galt[h)rop
v
'e,-trap,-troppe,obs.ff.CAL rruor.

Galumph (galr'mf), v. [Invented by 'L. Car-

roll ' (perh. with some reminiscence of gallop,

triumphant. The sense in current use may vary

according to different notions of what the sound
expresses. Cf. Chortle v.] intr. To march on
exultingly with irregular bounding movements.
.Hence Galumphing///, a., lit. and jig.

1872 ' L. Carroll 1 Through Locking-Glass i. 22 He left it

dead, and with its head He went galumphing hack. 1888
-V. York World 13 May (Farmer), A green bobtail car that
galumphed through Lewis Street at a high rate of sjx;ed.

1891 Harper's Stag. Aug. 378/2 He [a dog] became a..

playful, gracefully galumphing, and most affectionate

monster. 1893 AVtrww (N.Y.) 29 J une 476/2 It is his humor,
his * galumphing' humor, which strikes a chill to the heart.

Galun, obs. form of Gallon.
Galvanic (gaelwnik), a. [f. Galvan-ism +

-ic. Cf. F. galvanitjitei] Of, pertaining to, or

produced by galvanism. Galvanic battery, an ap-

paratus constructed for the production of galvanic

electricity. Galvanic belt, a belt containing a
galvanic apparatus to be worn round the body for

therapeutic purposes. Galvanic electricity = Gal-
vanism. Galvanic pile, a ' pile' (see tpiot. 1802)

for the production of galvanic electricity.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 348 The acrid humour which the

Galvanic irritation would produce. 1802 Med. Jrul. VIII.
524 The Galvanic pile of Volta . . consisted of thirty pieces

of silver, and as many of zinc . . with pieces of cloth that

were clipped in a saturated solution of common salt. Ibid.

553 The Galvanic belt is an electrical apparatus, constantly

in action as long as it is worn. 1803 Lamb Lett, (1888) I.

206 'Tis a gentle ghost, and in this Galvanic age it may
have a chance. 1856 Emkkson Eng. Traits, /fact Wks.
(Bohn) II. 23 Perhaps the Ocean serves as a galvanic battery
tn distribute acids at one pole, and alkalies at the other.

1869 \V. P. Mackay Grace $ Truth (1875' 238 The move-
ments in Christian service of an unconverted man are the

galvanic movements of a corpse.

b. f'g- with allusion to the effects of the appli-

cation of galvanism.
1807 Oi-iE in Led. Paint, iii. (18481 292 This is mere gal-

vanic encouragement; it may excite a few convulsive
twitches, but will never inspire the arts with life and efficient

activity. 1831 [see Galvanize v. i). 1852 Hawthorne
Mosses, Feathertop, Purposing a smile of courtesy, he had
deformed his face with a sort of galvanic grin. 1865 Dhki-jns
Mut. Fr. 1. x, Drops asleep, and has galvanic starts all over
him.

Hence Galvanical a., Galvanically adv.
1840 Whewkix Philos. Induct. Se. I. 263 The phenomena

of magnets, of electrical bodies, of galvanical apparatus,
seem to form obvious material for such sciences. 1848 Lytton
Caxtons li. vn. xxxiii, Galvanically I brace up energies half

palsied by disuse. 1869 Eng. Mech. 19 Nov. 229 '3 Copper
. .tinned igalvanicallyi. 1890 Uoi.ukkwoou Col. Reformer
(1891) 103 The. .animal bounded galvauicully upward.

Galvanism tgajlvaniz^m). [a. F. galvanismc,
f. the name of I-tiigi Galvani who first described

the phenomena in 1792: see -ism.] Electricity

developed by chemical action. Also, the applica-

tion of this for therapeutic purposes.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 224 Volta . . is employed . . on an
extensive work relative to Metallic Influence, or Galvanism.
1806 Si'KR Winter in Land. (ed. 3) II. 170 He expects, by
learning Galvanism, to be able to bring his dead horses 10

life again. 1862 Goulburn Pers. Relig. ii. (1873 12 li.u

Galvanism is not the life; it only rouses the dormant powers
of life. 1870 Emkhson Soc. /( So/it . Civiliz. Wks. (Bonn)
III. 11 The forces of steam, gravity, galvanism, .serve us
day by day.

Galvanisttgcvlvanist . [f. Galvan-ism + -ist.]

One who is versed in galvanism.
1805 R. Chknevix in Phil. Trans. XCV. 113 M. Hitter,

the celebrated Galvanist of Jena. 1866 M. Macklnzii-:
Laryngoscope vi led. 2) 100 External faradization was
vigorously employed by an experienced galvanist.

Galvanistical gse lvanrstikal I, a. [f. prec. +
-IC + -AI..J Of, pei taining to. or versed in galvanism.
1816 T. L. Peacock Headlong Hall iii, Mr. Panscope the

chemical, botanical, galvanistical . . philosopher.

Galvanization (gselvanaiz^jan). [f. Gal-
vanize v. 1 -ation.]

1. The process of subjecting (a person, nerve.

etc.; to the action of galvanism.
i860 in Fowler Med. I 'or. 1874 Cari'IiNtkk Mod. t'tiys.

App. (1879' 712 In the galvanization of an ordinary nerve.

1876 Di'HRiNG Pis. Skin 227 Central galvanization is also

recommended.
2. The slate of being galvanized. In quot. Jig.
t&rsConteutfi. Rev. XXVI. 435 A kind of galvanization

produced by fear.

Galvanize (garlvanaiz), v. Also -ise. [ad.

F.galvaniser: see Galvanism and -ize.]

1. trans. To apply galvanism to; to stimulate

by means of a galvanic current. Also absol.

1802 Med. Jrirf. VIII. 259 The heat is likewise increased
in the part which is galvanised. 1825 Syd. Smith Wks.
(1 867) II. 203 Galvanise a frog, don't galvanise a tiger.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. (18581 142 Those spasmodic, gal-

vanic sprawlings are not life; neither indeed will they
endure, galvanise as you may, beyond two days. 1839-47
Toon Cycl. Anat. III. 41/2, I galvanized a little boy with
paralysis of the left leg. 1850 Robertson Serut. Ser. in ix.

117 You may galvanize the nerve of a corpse till the action

of a limb startles the spectator with the appearance of life.

b. Jig. esp. in phrase to galvanize to or into life

^also to galvanize life into).

1853 C. Bronte Villette iii, Her approach always gal-

vanized him to new and spasmodic life. 1869 Goulburn
Purs. Holiness xxi. 203 She would fain galvanize the soul

into life by a sudden shock. 1880 Daily News 9 Jan. 3/1

To galvanise a little more life into the market. 1883
Harpers Mag. Mar. 537/1 A very old inn, that seemed
suffering the first pangs of being galvanized back to life

and modernity.

2. To cover with a coating of metal by means of

galvanic electricity. Commonly but incorrectly

applied to the coating of iron with zinc to protect

it from rusting, though no galvanic process is

ordinarily employed.
1839 [see Galvanized ///. a. 2]. 1864 Webster, Gal-

vamze, to plate, as with gold, silver, &&, by means of gal-

vanism. 1869 Roscoi-; Eleni. Chem. 230 Zinc, .is employed
as a protecting covering for iron, which when thus coated
is said to be galvanized. 1879 CassclCs Techn. Educ. 1.

61/2 The wire is ' galvanised ' or coated with metallic zinc.

absol. 1892 Workshop Receipts 287 It is an advantage,
with all sheets thicker than 20 gauge, to galvanize after

corrugation.

Galvanized (gxdvanaiz'd), ppl. a. [f. Gal-
vanizk v. + -ED 1

.]

1. Subjected to, or stimulated by. galvanism.
1820 Med. «$ Phys. jfml. XI. III. 387 the lungs of the

galvanized rabbit had some blotches on their surface.

b. fig.
1843 Caklylk Past <y Pr. ||. XV, Dead or '^alvani>ed

Dilettantism. 1873 Miss Brouchton Nancy III. 99, I

practise a galvanised smile, and say out loud. .' Yes, de-
lightful !

' 1873 F. Hall in Scribuers Monthly VI ,.466/1

Within a few years a galvanized sort of life has been seen
breathed into the investigation, by Hindus, of their ancient
scriptures.

2. Coated with metal by galvanism. Also, in-

correctly, iu galvanized iron, the trade name of

iron coated with zinc.

1839 UsH Diet. Arts, Galvauhed iron, is the somewhat
fantastic name newly given in France to iron tinned by .1

peculiar patent process, i860 Merc. Marin,- Mog. VII, 114
The galvanized rings, .run. .along the. .rod. 1887 Rim i<

Haggard yess xxvnL The stables and outhouses .. were
roofed with galvanised "iron.

Galvanizer gee*Ivfowiiai), [f. Galvanize v.

,
+-ER 1

.] One who or that which galvanizes.
1864 in WkbSTKR. 1883 West Chester {Vennsylv.) Local

I NfW* XII. No. 28. 1 The galvanizers in Oliver and Roberts'
wire mill . struck on Wednesday. 1887 Daily Newt 24 Oct.

2/5 Tin plate makers and galvanisers are tolerably well
engaged.

Galvanizing grc-lvanaizin), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ing*.] The action of the verb Gal-
vanize ; the process of galvanizing (iron).

i860 PlESSB Lab. Chem. Wonders 12 This operation, which
is called galvanising, entirely prevents the iron from rusting.

1883 Pall Mall G. 14 Nov. 12/2 Industries 111 which women
are largely employed—that is to say, chain-making, brick-

making, and the galvanizing of iron. 1891 Engineer 4 Sept.

>.-,, L'lie zinc is electropositive to the iron, and its corrosion

takes place while the iron is protected; this circumstance
gave rise to the use of the word ' gal-anising'.

attrib. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 11868) 2 He seemed a gal-

vanizing apparatus, too.

Galvano- tgse'lvan^), used as combining form

of Galvanic or Galvanism, in various hyphened
compounds, as gralvano-caxistic a., relating to

the use of galvanic heat as a caustic
;
galvano-

caustics, ' the science of the galvano-cmitcry'
' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885); galvano-cauterization,

cauterization by means of the galvano-cauten ;

galvano-cantery, a cautery heated by galvanism :

gulvauo-ceramics, ? pottery coated with metal by

electro-deposition
;
galvano-magrietic a., pertain-

ing to galvano-magnetism ;
galvano-magnetism,

magnetism produced by galvanic electricity; gal-

vano-motive «., ? moved by galvanism ; galvano-
puncture, the introduction into the tissues of line

needles, connected with the poles of a galvanic

battery ; galvano-therapeutics, ' the use of gal-

vanism for the cure or relief of disease' Syd. Soc.

Lex. iSS;
;
galvano-thermometer, M11 instru-

ment for measuring the heating effect of a galvanic

current ' (Cassell .

1862 New Syd. Sec. Ycar-bk. 2^,8 The 'Galvano-caustic
Apparatus. 1872 Cohen Dis. Throat 91 Severing the part-.

with the galvano-cautery instead of the knife. 1874 Van
Bckex Dis. Gen it. Org. 9 (Jalvanu-cautery may be em-
ployed i:i amputation. 1844.7 >-/ i 'nion j'rul. July 229 The
new productions of this novel art have received the affected

name of 'galvaiio-eeraiilics. 1838 Proc. Aiuer, Phil. .\o,.

.

I. 65 Rotary Multiplier or Galvano-motive needle. 1872

J. H. Bennett Physiol. 155 The operation of galvano-

pu neture, first proposed by M. Prevaz in 1833.

Galvanograph garlvan^graf;. [f. Galvano-
+ -GRAPH.] • A plate formed by the galvano-

graphie process ; an impression taken from such

a plate' Ogilvie . Hence Galvanographic a.,

pertaining to galvanography.

Galvanograpky gaelvaii^giafi - [f. as prec.

- Gr.-ypa<pia writing.] a. 'A method of producing
plates for copperplate engraving by the galvano-

plastic process without etching' (Ogilvie. b. ^See

quot. 1

1854 Faikholi Diet. Art, Galvanography. \> o:*.e of the

must beautiful and successful inventions of modern times,

as by its means plastic objects. . may be exactly copied in

copper, and bronzed or gilt.

Galvanology [gcelvanfHodjiX [f. Galvano-
-1- -LOGY.] ' A treatise on galvanism, or a descrip-

tion of its phenomena' (Craig 1848). So Galva-
uoTogist, ' one who describes the phenomena of

galvanism' (Craig 1848).

Galvanometer gselvan^m/lsi). [T.Galvano-

+ Meier,] An apparatus for detecting the exist-

ence and determining the direction and intensity

of a galvanic current.

1802 Med. Jrul. VIII. 253 The piles, .showed no remark-
able difference in their effects; howevtr, I do not deny that

sonic difference maybe perceived by means of the Galvano-
meters. 1830 Hekschkl Stud. Nat. Phil. 356 The gal-

vanometer, .an instrument whose range of utility lies among
electric forces which we have no other means of rendering
sensible. 1832 Nat. Philos., Electro-Magnet, viii. § 125. 44
(U.K.S.) For the purpose of comparing the intensities of two
electrical currents, an instrument has been contrived, which
has been termed the Differential Galvanometer. 1862

Lytton Sir. Story I. 165 If you clutch the cylinder firmly

with the right hand, leaving the Itft perfectly passive, the

needle in the galvanometer will move from west to south.

1877 Rosenthal Muscle -5- Nerves 162 Another form of

apparatus, called the tangent galvanometer. 1879 1 1. Pres*
coir Sp. Ftlephone p. iii, Sir William Thomson, .has given

us the beautifully sensitive minor galvanometer.

Hence Ga lvanometric, Ga lvanome trical

adjs.f pertaining to the galvanometer or to galvano-

metry. Galvano metry, the measurement of

galvanic currents.

1845 Grove Coutrib. Sc. in Corr. Phys. Forces (1874) 290
The second gave not the slightest galvanometnc deflection.

1875 Ganger tr. Hermanns Hum. Phys. O87B' 287 The
muscular current may be demonstrated by methods other

than the galvanometric. 18.. Engineer LXV. 510 (Cent.!

The parts of the stand include . . the necessary clamping
screws for electrical and galvanometrical connections.

Galvanoplastic gajlvan^pU-estilo, a. [f.

as next -t -ic] Of or pertaining to galvanoplasty.

1848 Art Union Jrnl. Feb. 41; It is placed in a galvano-

plastic apparatus, in which it remains till it is gatvano-

plastically covered. 1851 R. Hum in Art Jrnl. Iltust.

Catal. 1. p. iv'/2 The applicability of the galvano-plastic

Art, as our Continental friends delight to call it, to the

production of large works. 1867 Philatelist I. 165 The
galvanoplastic multiplication of the types.

Hence Ga lvanoplastically adv.

1848 [see prec]. 188a Nature XXVI. 144 A series of

organic bodies coated galvanoplastically.

Galvanoplasty gx-dvan^pla-sti). [f. G al-

va>o- + Gr. -irAao-r-o? moulded + -Y ;J
. In K. gal-

vanoplastic.] The process of coating any substance

with metal by galvanism.
1870 /•>{,• Mech. 18 Mar. 651/2 Galvanoplasty can be ap-

plied to coat this silver with a surface of copper. 1887
Pall Mall G- 29 Sept. 2/3 The necessary deposit on the

plate is produced (which renders it capable of printing
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impressions like a mezzotint plate) by means of the electric

pile—the process of galvanoplastie, that is to say.

Galvauoscope gae'lv&Dwkfluip). [i.Galvano-
+ Gr. -OKuiros lookei.] An instrument for ascer-

taining the presence of galvanic electricity.

1832 Nat, I hilos., Flee.' ro-Mag net. viii. Ji in. 30 (U.K. S.)

An instrument for deterring small quantities of galvanic

electricity, or Galvauoscope. 1866 K. M. Ferguson Electr.

141 The Asta*tic Galvanometer .. is used either simply as

a galvanoscopc, to discover the existence of a current, or

as a measurer of the strengths of weak currents.

Hence Galvanoscopic a., pertaining to, or of the

nature of, a galvanoscopc ;
galvanoscopic frog, a

frog used as a galvanoscopc. G-alvanoscopy, ' the

employment of galvanism in physiological experi-

ment or for diagnostic purposes. Also, the use of

the galvauoscope ' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

1839 47 Todd Cycl. Attat. III. 730/2 This preparation is

the galvanoscopic frog. 1843 Grove Con/rib. Sc. in Corr.

Pkys. farces (1874)266 Here we have no slight galvanoscopic
effects. 1870 Fug. Meeh. 11 Mar. 626/1 Galvanoscopic
Lantern 1873 A. Flint Nen>. Syst. iii. 113 If the nerve
of a galvanoscopic frog's leg he placed in contact with the

muscles of another leg prepared in the same way.

Galvano'tropism. [f.GALVANO- + Gr. rpuir-os

turning + -ism.] The phenomenon of curvature

produced in growing plant-organs by the passage
of electric currents through them.
1885 Vines in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 60 These phenomena are

spoken of as ' galvanotropism '.

[Galverly: see List of Spit) ions Words.]

Galwegian (gselwrdsjian , a. and sb. Also
Gallowegian. [f. Galloway* on the analogy of

Norroway, Norway', Norwegian. See G a llo-

vidian.] A. adj. belonging to Galloway, B. sb.

An inhabitant or native of Galloway.
1774 Coli.ykh Hist. Fug II. 72 The Galwegians. .charged

with.. fury. i8»8 Scott F. At. Perth xi. 1 he barbarous
Galwegians, and licentious followers of the Douglas. 1870
Ramsay Remin, iii. (ed. 18) 64 An old Gallowegian lady.

1883 Athenaeum 22 Dec. 814/ 1 Is Kelly a Bristol name ! It

lias to modern ears an Irish or Galwegian ring.

Galyet, obs. form of Galliot 1
.

t Galyor. Obs~ i A trade designation of some
kind

;
possibly = I)u. gleyer (dealer in earthenware

brought in galleys: see Gallipot'), or Galley-
man 2.

c 1515 Cocke Lorelts B. (Percy Soc. 1 9 Whyte tanners,

galyors, and shethers.

Gam gam), sb.* Sc. [Perh. onomatopoeic. Cf.

< rAMP V.

The formation may have been partly sugge*ted by some
of the many words with initial ga- that refer to prominent
or ugly teeth ; cf. gabled, gag-tooth, gang-tooth, gap-toot'ht

gat-tooth, etc. An adj. 'gam, overlapping and twisted,

applied only to the teeth ' cited from a Banff Glossary (Jam.
1880), may perh. have arisen from the attrib. use of the sb.

Etymological connexion with gum (Sc. obs. g/tt/te, OE.
gtf/nai seems to be phonologically impossible.]

1. In//. Large teeth, tusks.
': a 1500 Rowlts Cursing 18 He that saulis sailis and dam-

mis Beteich the devill thair guttis and gammis. 1508

Kbnnedie Flyting iv. Dunbar 363 Thou wald be fayn to

gnaw, lad. with thy gammis. .banis behynd doggU bakkis,

1513 Douglas AEneis v. viii. 98 Scheddis of biuid furth

spittand throw his lippis, With bludy gammis [L. denies],

1535 StEWAKT Cron. Scot. I. 415 With glowrand ene and
girnand gammis greit. 1825-80 Jamibson s. v., In Ang[us]
.. tliey say, greit gams, large teeth; sometimes, gams o'

teeth.

2. (Perh. only arch, and confounded with GlM.)
The month.
1724 RAMSAY Evergreen II. 20 'altered from Dunbar)

Quod scho, my Clip, my unspaynd Lam [Duub. gvane],
With Milter's Milk }it in your Gain [Duub. mychanej.
1840 Batild Braxy Tarn in Whistle- B/nhie (Scot. Songs)

(1890) I. 239 Wi' a black bushy beard and a liquory gam.

Gam (gam), sb.'- Naut. [Perh. a dial. var. of

GAME sb., or adopted from some Scandinavian

equivalent; cf. Da. gammen, Sw. gammatt, Iccl.

gaman, sport, amusement, pleasure ; but the Da.

and Sw. diets, do not record any technical sens'*

as current among whalers,] a. A herd or school

of whales, b. A social meeting of whalers at sea.

1850 S' oKi shy Whaleman's Adv. xiii. (1859* 184 (Jam is

the word by which they designate the meeting, exchanging
visits, and keeping company of two or more whale ships,

or a sociable family of whales. 1851 H. MstVILLR Whale
II. xi. 75 What does the whaler do when she meets

another whaler in any sort of decent weather? She has

a ..;,.i!i.

Gam gxm), sb.'-> slang. [Prob. the same as

Gamb.] A leg.

1781 G. PAKKBR Life's Painter 143 If a man has bow legs,

he has queer gams, gams being ca t for legs. 1790 By-

slander ^\ It was not a fortnight before my gam came
round again as well as ever. 1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII.

407, I was 'ware of him, and whipping out my gam. clutched

him by shoulder and brisket. 1887 H«MLEV I'illon'sGd. Nt.

iii, At you I merely lift my gam.
Comb. 1781 G. PAMOUI Life's Painter 173 Stockings—

Gain-cases.

Gam (garni), v. [Cf. Gam sb. 2]

1. intr. Of whales: To gather together and form

a ( gam' or school.

1889 in Century Diet.

2. trans. Of whalers : To meet and hold inter-

course with (the crew of another ship' . Also intr.

1890 Century Mag , Aug. XL. 510/2 To 'gam' means to
gossip. The word occurs again and again in the log-books
of the old whalers. 1892 N. York Sun 1 May 1/2 (Funk),
On Sept. 20 we met the bark Atlantic, .and ' gammed ' her.

3. If.S. slang. ' To engage in social inter-

course ; to make a call ; to have a chat ' (Farmer).

Hence Gamming vbl. sb.

1851 H. Melville Whale liii. 268 There is another little

item about Gamming which must not be forgotten here.

1890 Century Mag., Aug. XL. 511/1 Gamming is indeed a
relic of one of the most romantic, and perhaps pathetic,

phases of the whaler's life.

Gam, obs. and dial. f. Gamk : var. Gammk.
Gamache, gamachio, obs. (f. Gamash.
Gama grass ga'maigrtrs . Also gamma

grass. ['Altered form of Gkama.] See quot. 1858. "i

1858 SlMMONDS Diet. Trade, Gama Crass, a tall and
esteemed fodder grass, the Triftsacum dactyloides of Lin-
neeus, native of the south-eastern coasts of North America.
1883 Times 19 May 5 Eastward are. acres.. well clothed
with good strong closely-set Gamma Grasses.

1 Gamahe, gamaieu. Obs, See also Ca-
MAIEU. [a. Or . gamahe. gamahieu (F. camaien)

mcd.L. gamahei pi., Sp. gamaeo, MUG. gama-
ha-, gamahoe Camko.] A cameo; also, a stone

bearing natural markings resembling pictorial or

ornamental figures, formerly valued as a talisman.

1*38 Junius Paint. Ancients 95 Lovers of .. rarities use
to call such a casuall paintmg of Nature, as commeth
neere unto Art by the name of Gamahe. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Gamahez (Arab.), as Talismans are Images,

or Figures made by art, under certain Constellations;

so Gamahez are such figures found so wrought by nature,

held to be of greater vertue, being therefore worn by
some persons. 1664 Evelyn Sylva 1 1776) 15G This wood
[Ash] is nothing inferior to that of the Maple ..being
altogether as exquisitely diapered and waved like the

Gamahes of Achates. 1678 Cubworth Intel!. Syst. 856
Stub beings as have fancy in them, commonly called

animals—which are but some of sportful or wanton natures,

more trimly artificial and finer gamaieus, or pretty toys.

Gamald, obs. form of Gambol.
Gamalian, obs. form of Chameleon.
1 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 151 A lyere is lykenyd

to a bryd, clepyd gamaltan [read gamalian]. bis bryd

. „wyl chaungyn hym to alle colourys, I>at he seeth.

Gamarstangue, var. Gammerstang.
Gamash. (gamae'J), arch, and dial. ; chiefly in

//. Forms : 6 sing, gamash, 6-7//. gamoshes,

7 gamaches, -chios. -shees, gammaaes. gama-,
gammashoes, 8-y gamashers, 8 gamogins, 9
gamashins (-ons). 6- gamashes. [a. F.gamache
i,now only dial.) = It. gamascia, Pr. garamacha,

galamacha ; identified by Dozy with Sp. guaJa-

maci, l'g. guadamecim (now obsolete), a kind of

leather, believed to be a. Arab.
L5~°

Ss- ghaddmasi,

f. the name of Ghadamas in Tripoli, where a

highly esteemed kind of leather was made.
In some of the forms the ending has evidently been assimi-

lated to shoes.]

A kind of leggings or gaiters, worn to protect

the legs from mud and wet.

1596 KasHE Saffron Walden 48 No French gowtle-leg

with a gamash vpou it, ts so gotchie and boystrous. 1607

Marstos What Yon Will 1. ii, My velvet slippers, cloth-

of-gold gamashes: where are my cloth of silver hose?
1688 R. HOLME Armoury III. 13/1 He beareth Argent, a

Roman Ho^e or Stockin, Sable . . of us they are called Bur-
kina and Gamashes. 1781 Hutton 'Pour to Caves Gloss.,

Gamashes, Gamogins, a sort of spatterdashes. 1826 SCOTT
Woodst. x.\i. The leathern gamashes which defended his

legs. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Gamashes, gaiters or

leggings of cloth or leather ; called also spatterdashes.

Gamasid (garmasid). [f. mod.L. Gamas-tts

("name of the typical genus Introduced by Latreille

in 1802) + -in.] A parasitic mite of the family

Gamasidtt of the order Acarida, the beetle-mite

or spider-mite.

1891 A. I>. Michael fa Proe, Zool. Soc. Loud. 638 (title)

On the. Association of ("lamasirls with Ants. Ibid. 643 Such
a t'.amasid as I.[3>la/>s) enncifer.

Gamb. gambe goemb). Her. [zL.()Y.gambt•,

noithern form oijamhe leg : see Jamb.] The leg

of an animal represented on a coat of arms.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1765 I'okny Heraldry Glo.ss.,

Gamb or Gambe, an obsolete I* rench word, signifying a 1 «g
and used as such by Heralds for the leg of a Lion, or other

Creature, born in Coats-of-arms. 1800 A'aval Chron. HI.
^8 On a wreath a lion's gamb erect. 1821 SOVTHBV in (J. Per:
XXV. 280 [He] bade hint take it [a ring] and ever after bear

such a one in the fore gamb of the demy Hon in his crest.

i88z Cussans L/cr. vi. (ed. 3) 87 A Leg, styled heraldically

a Jambe, or Gambe, which is usually represented as erased,

or torn from the body.

Hence tGambed///.rt:., having legs. Obs. rare~ x
.

a 1661 Kui.li;r Worthies, Cornwall \, (1662) 203 Gamb'd
like a goat [L. est iibi gamba capri\, sparrow-thigh'd.

II Gamba 1 ^garmba . [U gamba : see Jamb.]

f 1. The leg of a horse. Obs. rare~ l
.

1607 TorsF.ix Four-f Beasts 284 Two little ribbes from
the vpper part of the thigh to the Gamba . . There are two
vaines out of the Gambaes. Ibid. 285 The legges are called

llambai of Campo, signifying treading.

2. Anal. (See quot.)

1842 ISrande Diet. Set'., etc.. Gamba, a technical term in

Mammalogy, applied by Illiger to the elongated metacarpus
or metatarsus of the Ruminants and Solipeds.

Gamba (garmba\ Also 6-8 gambo. [Short

for Viola da gamba.]
1. = Viola da g mba. Also gamba viol.

1598 Marston Pygmal. Sat. i. 138 l'le not endure that
with thine instrument Thy Gambo violl p'ae'd betwixt thy
thighes)..Thouentertaine the time. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb.
iv. 358 Some likewise there affect the Gamba with the voice,

To shew that England could varietie afford. 1710 in K. D.
Dunbar Sec. Life A)'oray^(1865) 15, 1 can. .play on the Treble
and Gambo, Viol, Virginelles and Manicords.

fig. 1638 Ford Fancies 1. ii. Fumble one with another
on the gambos of imagination between their legs.

2. An organ-slop, resembling a violin or violon-

cello in tone. Also gamba stop.

1869 Eag. Meeh. 31 Dec. 385/2 A gamba is a reedy toned *

stop. 1881 C. A. Edward-. Otgans 157 Viol-di-Gamba.
This stop is not to be confounded with the German Gamba
. . The German Gamba, or ( lamba proper, is a stop of louder
intonation and somewhat larger scale. 1895 Pec. Bucks.
VII. 331 The organ, which fills the western tower, has been
enriched with a gamba stop.

Garnbad, 00s. form of Gambol.
Gambada, var. Gambado 2

.

Gambade igocml^'d). [A readoption (by

Sir \Y. Scott) of F. gambade : see GAMBOL.]
1. A leap or bound of a horse. (Cf.GAMBAlX) 2 1.)

1823 Scott Qucntin D. ix, Each fresh gambade of his

unmanageable horse placed him in a new and more pre-

carious attitude. 1834 Tail's Alas. I. 850 [He] gallops his

I'egasus at such a fiery-footed pace, and makes so many
strange gambades, curvets, and caracoles.

2. fig. A prank, fieak, frolic.

1821 Scon /am. Lett. 15 Feb., You must lay aside your
frolics and gambades and take a manful journey-pace for

a little while at least. 1825 — ?>;//. (1890) I. 21 To
Southey I wrote, .touching on. .his innocence as to those

gambades which may have given offence. 1826 Mem.
MatgraviueofAnspaeh I. viii. 304 A surprising pantomimic
spectacle which would decide the fate of the universe in

gambade^.

Gambado 1 gaemb£l'd<0. Chiefly in //. gam-
badoes, -ados. Also 7 gambada's, S gambades

(?), 9 dial, gambaders. See also Gamragk.
[f. It. gamba leg + -ado.] A kind of large boot or

gaite^, attached to a saddle, to protect the rider's

legs and feet from the wet or cold. In later use

sometimes applied to leather leggings or overalls

fastened with clasps.

1656 Ulol'NT Glossogr., Gambado, a kind of leather instru-

ment affixed to the Saddle in the place of Stirrops. a 1661

Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 318 Gambadoes, much worn in

the west, whereby, whilst one rides on horseback, his legs

are in a coach, clean and warm. 1661 F. Hawkins J 'ouths

Bekav. G I, Gambada's (ed. 1663 gambagasj. large leather

cases or stirrups to keep the legs clean in riding. 173a Swift

Corr. YVks. 1841 II. 682, I make a shift to ride about ten

miles a-day by virtue of certain implements called gamba-
does, where my feet stand firm as on a floor. 1781 Gentl.

Mag. Apr. 186 'Who made you those shoes? Mine are

clumsy and thick as a pair of gambadoes.
1

1814 Scon
Wav. xxix, His thin legs tenanted a pair of gambadoes,
fxstened at the sides with rusty clasps. Thus accoutred, he

stalked into the midst of the apartment. 1833 Ann. Peg. 316*

Improvements in constructing gambado«s, or mud boots.

1865 LESLIE it Taylor Sir J.
Reynolds I. 3 So absent, that

,
riding on horseback in a pair of gambados, he dropped one

1 by the way without missing it. 1886 Ei.wouthv "'". Somer-

set Word'bk\, Gambaders, a kind of leather shield or case

for the legs of a horseman. They are attached to the stirrup-
; leathers. .They were very common within the writer's recol-

,
lection.

Gambado - (gsemb^'d*). Chiefly in //. gam-
bados, -oes. Also more correctly gambadas.

j

[a. Sp. gambada = Y. gambade: wet G-nboi. si.]

1. A bound or spring (of a horse) : = Gambade I.

1820 Scon Monast. xix, The discretion of the animal's

pace would be no longer distuvbed by the gambadoes of

Sir Piercle and his prancing war horse. 1843 Lytton Last

Bar. iv. vii, Anthony, .made his horse back to the end of

the lists, in a series of graceful gambadas and caracols.

2. A fantastic movement, as in dancing or leap-

ing about ; a caper.

1859 S.M.A Gas-light <$ D. xxlfi, A fantastic imp .. on

whose brow is written ' Analysis', .executes maniacal gam-
badoes on the quartern loaves . . uttering yells about chalk,

alum, and dead men's bones. 1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec,
Whose contortions and gambados during his struggles with

his captors . . are as comic as they are nimble and graceful.

3. fg. Any sudden or fantastic action.

1857 C. IhtoNTE Professor xiii, Sending him a challenge

<>r performing other gambadoes of the sort. 1865 Daily

Tel. 7 Dec. 7/1 Before fighting a battle of this sort in a

Scotch court, there are, of course, all kinds of preliminary

judicial flourishes and gambadoes. 1891 Stlvknson in Pall

Mall G. 17 Nov. 6/2 The correspondence was still passing

when the president surprised Apia with a fresh gambado.

Hence G-ambado v. intr., to prance, caper.

1829 [J. R. Blst] Pers. <y Lit. Mem. 181 Seeing him

gambadoing on the race-course, I turned my horse's head

another way. 1847 Thackkkay ( hristm. Bks. (1872 30 He
sticks his thumbs into the armholes of his waislcoat, and

advances, retreats, pirouettes and otherwise gambadoes.

187a [Karl Pemhhokk & G. H. Kingsi.ey] S. Sea Bubbles

viii. 228 There was my princess with five others .. frisking

and gambadoing in the most fearful manner.

1-Ga*mbage. Obs. -Gambado".
1663 (see Gambado '] 1725 Briee's U eekly fr*i. 5 Nov. 4

A Bay Mare.. with Briddle, Sadie, and Gambages. 1730-6

B.Ml-KY (folio), Gambages, gambadoes, splatterdashes.

Gambald(e, gambal(l, obs. ff. Gambol.

t Gambalocke. Obs. rare. An Kastem riding-

coat.



GAMBEER.
1615 G. Sandvs Trav. 153 A man of tall stature, clothed

in a Gambalocke of scarlet, buttoned vnder the chin. 1674
Blount Gtossogr. (ed. 4), Gambaloek, a kind of Riding-
gown, button 'd under the chin, used in the Eastern Coim-
treys about Damascus, etc. 1708 KebSEY, Gambalook.
Gambassoune, obs. form of Gambeson.
Gambaud e, gambawd(e, obs. ff. Gambol.
Gambeer ^aemblo-j), v. U.S. [?f. Y. gam-

bier a kind of iron hook used in certain trades.]

trans. ' To gaff (mackerel when they are swimming
in a school beside a vessel ' {Standard Diet.).

Hence Gambee'ring vbl. sb. ; in quot. attrib.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 195 Mackerel gaff or gam-
beering iron, .used by New England fishermen.

Ga nbe3r, var. Gambiek.
Gamber gse'mbai). [var. Camber.] The con-

cave curve of a boat's keel.

1857 P. CoLQUHOUN Com/-. Oarsman's Guide 31 Shear is

the rising of the gunwale of a boat towards head ami
stern ; gamber is the same on the keel ; otherwise called
tripping up.

Gatnberel, obs. form of Gambbel.
Gambeson gxmb/V • Obs.tna.Hist. Forms:

4 gaumoisoim, (campeson\ 4-5 gambisoun(e,
5 gambssoun, gambassoune, gamestm, (-solO,

7 gambesons, 9 gambeson, (-soon), [a. OK.
gambison, gamb.-ison, wambizon, etc. = Fr. gam-
baiso, med.L. gambeson-em. A shorter form appears
in Of' gambais, wambais, Pr. gambais, OSp. gambax
— med.L. gambesum

, wambas-ium.
The forms seem to descend from a Rom. type suambesio

(subj.), watnbesitSne lobj.), commonly taken to be an adoption
ofsome compound or derivative of OTeut. loainba belly (see
Womb). The MHG. wambeis.wambes (mod.Ger. wamms),
Du. wambuis, VMtmmes, were adopted from OF.]
A military tunic, worn especially in the 14th c.
made of leather or thick cloth, sometimes padded

;

it covered the trunk and thighs, and was originally
worn under tile habergeon, to prevent chafing or
bruises, but was sometimes used as a defence with-
out other body-armour.
13. . A". Alts. 5151 Armen hem in breny of yse, With-

outen..aketoun, Oither plate, oither gaumbisotm. ^1420
Au/urs of Arth. xxxi, His gloues and his gamesuns {:\r.
gambesoun] gloet as the gledes. a 144a Sir Degrev. 30c!
Gomes wyth gambisoune Lyes opone bent broime, And
sterff undere slede. 1735 Bailey (folio), Gambezon. 1835
LoNGP. Outre-mer Prose Wks. 1886 I. 166 A band of
Moorish knights gayly arrayed in gambesons of crimson
silk. 1843 James Forest Days II. ri, I will pink him to
the quick, if his skin be as thick and hard as a German
gambesoon. 1876 Rock Text. Fabr. iv. 30 Many a rich
gambeson garnished with silk, cadas, and cotton.

Gambet (ga-mbott. Anglicized f. Gambetta.
1776 PuniAKT Zool. ed. 4) II. 3cir Gambet : this species

has been shot on the coast of Lincolnshire. 1847 Gosse
Birds Jar.taiea 350 About the . . fresh-water morasses, this
.Sandpiper or Gambet is frequently seen.

Gimbett, obs. form of Gambit, Gambol.
II Gambetta (gxmbeta). Omit//. [mod.Lat.,

a. It. gtimbetta (said now to be used for the Ruff),
f. gamba leg.] (See quots. ; some ornithologists
have used the word as the name of a genus of
which the Redshank (usually called Totamts cala-
dris) was the typical species.)

1678 Ray Willughbys Ornith. 300 The Gambetta of
Aldrovand is also near of kin to the Redshank. .This Bird
we saw at Milan in Italy. . It is something less than a Lap-
wing. Its Bill is shorter than the Redshanks, longer than
the Lapwings. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Gambetta, the
name of a bird somewhat resembling the common redshank,

Gambier (jJte'mbi«J), Also gambeer, gambir.

[Malay j~£, ^gambir, the plant from which
the substance is obtained, the decoction itself being

called j^J i£ getah gambir, gum of gambier.]

An ast ingent extract prepared from an Eastern
plant

(
Unearia Gambir , and largely used for tan-

ning and other purposes.
1830 LlNOLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 205 A lightish brown,

bitter, and powerfully astringent extract, called Gambeer,
is obtained at Malacca by boiling the leaves of Xauclea
Gambeer. 1853 C. MosPIT Tanning, etc. 68 Gambir, -This
is an astringent extract, imported from the East Indies
under the name of terra japoniea. 1883 Rajah Rkooke in i

Fait Matt G. 19 Nov. 2/1 Our crops of pepper and gambir
are steadily increasing. 1887 L. Olji'Hani- Episodes 163 I

Chinamen engaged in the cultivation of gambier.

Gambist (gce-mbist). Music, [f. Gamba.2 +
-1ST.] A performer on the viola da gamba.
1823 in Ckabb Tec/mot. Diet. 1879 P. David in Grove

Diet. Mns. I. 580 [They] speak of the elector as an
accompl^hed gambist.

Gambit ;garmbit). Chess. Also J-S gambet(t. i

[Ultimately ad. It. gambelto ( = OF. gambet. jambet)
tripping up the heels (in wrestling\ f. gamba leg.
The history of the word appears to be somewhat involved.

The earliest application to chess-playing seems to have
been made in 8p.,in the adapted (orm'gambito (Ruy Lopez
I.ibro deljuego del axedres 1 561, cap. vii, where the Italian
etymology is given), 'the Italians seem at first to have
readopted the word as gambitto (Polerio a 1575 in MS.
Ital. 9^5, Biol. Nat. Fan's, who opposes giuoehi piani to
giuoehi gambitti) ; later they employed the native form
gambetto, whence the earliest Eng. form gamlet(t. The Pr.
and later Eng. gambit are from Sp.J

35

1. A method of opening the game, m which by
the sacrifice of a pawn or pice the player seeks
to obtain some advantage over his opponent. The
original gambit is that by which a bishop's pawn
is offered King's or (Queen's gambit), but the name
is also given to other openings, many of which are
distinguished by special names (see quots. 1871-3'.
1656 Ul'ddkn- tr. Biochimos Clifsse-f-tay title-p., Illus-

trated with almost an hundred Gambetts. 1735 Bertin
Chess Rules p. vii, The gambet is, when he that hrst [tread
that plays first] gives the pawn of the king's bishop, in the
second move for nothing, the oilier keeps it, or takes another
for it, if he is obliged to lose. 1745 StAMMA Chess Pref. 17
There is another Gambett, where three Pawns are given
away; and therefore it is called the three Pawns, or Cunning-
ham's Gambett, from the supposed Inventor. 1847 C. Kenny
Man. Chess 34 Gambit—an opening in which the Bishop's
Pawn is given tip for an attacking position. 1871 M. CoL-
lins Mrq. .s- Merch. II. x. 294 Who., taught her the
Mortimer attack in the Evans gambit. 1873 — Squire
Silchestcr 1 1, iv. 40 The Squire and Simonet wen; already
at che>s, deep in the Cochrane gambit.

b. fig.
1855 Dk. Buckhm. Crl. .v Cabinets Geo. ill, III. 115

The dashing gambit which his opponent directed, was
neither evaded with caution nor delended with skill, i860
Holmes Elsie /". xxii. (18911 32S The Widow's gambit was
played, and she had not won the game. 1863 Ln. W. I'.

Lennox Biogr. Remin. I. 237 The Emperor's genius in the
art of war had devised a brllliar.t gambit in this military
game of chess. 1884 (1. Allen Fhilistia I. 10 Each of us
has his own game to play, and. .he must play it on his own
gambit to a great extent.

2. Comb., as gambit'-pawti.
1869 Boy's Own Bk. 11S80) 588 The pawn sacrificed in

opening a gambit, as well as the pawn which captures the
offered pawn, are called gambit pawns. 1886 Daily News
20 July 31 Zukertort took the gambit pawn, whereupon
white played II K 2, and the result was the king's bishop's
gambit limited.

Gamble (gurmb'l), sb\ Chiefly colloq. [f.

Gamble v.]

1. An act of gambling ; a gambling transaction.

Also in phr. On the gamble : engaged in a spell of
gambling.
1879 E. S. Bridges Round World in 6 Months 138 Many

English come here, .to get fresh air and indulge in a gamble.
1887 Ridkr Haggard Jess ii, Her brute of a husband was
always on the drink and gamble. 1890 Saintsbury in
New Rev. Feb. 141 The real point is the chance, the un-
certainty, the gamble.

2. transf. Any transaction or pursuit involving
risk and uncertainty.

1823 in Cobbett Fur. Fides (1885) I. 289 This hop grow-
ing and dealing have always been a gamble. 1881 Sat'
Fez'. 9 July 40/2 Politics, in fact, are ' a big gamble '. 1897
It'eslm. Gaz. 29 Apr. 4/2 Gold mines are necessarily a
gamble.

Ga'mble, sb:- Obs.txc.dial. [var. ofGambbel.]
1. = Gambbel 2. Also attrib.

1703 Lend. Gaz. No. 3970/4 Has had the Farcy on the
near Leg behind, .and has had a great Sore on that gamble
Joynt. 17am Ibid. No. 5883/3 White Legs behind almost up
to his Gambles. 1886 ElworthY II'. Somerset Word-bk.,
Gamble, the hock or elbow-joint of a hind-leg. Never
applied to the entire leg, nor confined to horses. Properly
the word applies to the strong tendon just above the joint.

2. = Gambbel i ; also gamble-stick.
1876 Surrey Gloss., Gamble-stick, the crooked piece of wood

used to hang up a pig or other slaughtered animal.

Gamble gte-mb'li, v. [The vb. has not been
found till about 1775-86 ; the apparent derivatives

J

Gambles, Gambling ///. a., occur earlier, and in

the 1 8th c. were regarded as slang. The word is

prob. a dialectal survival of an altered form of ME.
gamene-n, OE. gamenian to sport, play, f. gamen
GAME sb.

; cf. 'game/, to gamble.to gambol'; gam-
\

ler,agamb]ev'(.Vorlhumb. Gloss.) ; cf. also the rare
;

1 6-1 7th c. gameling ppl. a. and vbl. sb. , which seem '

to imply a vb. *Gamel. Continental Tent words
of similar meaning and form are MUG. giimcln to
jest, sport, play 'still in various Ger. dialects), Swiss
Ger. gammeln to make merry, whence gummier

'

buffoon, jester.]

1. tntr. To play games of chance for money, es/>.

for unduly high stakes ; to stake money {csp. to an
extravagant amount) on some fortuitous event.
As the word is (at least in serious use) essentially a term of 1

reproach, it would not ordinarily be applied to the action of 1

playing for stakes of trifling amount, except by those who
condemn playing for money altogether.
1775 Ash, Gamble [printed Gamhlct], to game, to cheat ;

to make a practice of gaining. 1786 Burns T-.va Dogs 154
At operas an' plays parading, Mortgaging, gambling, mas-
querading. 1818 Todd, To Gamble, to play extravagantly
f°r money. A word of contempt. 1838 De Morgan Ess. '

Probab. 101 It should seem as if we were thus told either I

not to gamble at all, or else to play incessantly. 1873
Oi'lDA/Wa/ir/I. 45, I saw everybody gamble. 1884 W. C. .

Smith A ildrostau 78 When he won my hand, which brought
much wealth, He promiseil ne'er to gamble while he lived.
fig. 1850 Carlvce Lattcr-d. Famph. vi. (1872) 196
Gambling against the world for life or for death. 1876
Geo. Eliot Dan. tier. 111. xxr, He was almost in danger
oi forgetting that he was merely gambling in argument.

b. slang in phr. You may gamble on that.
1866 'Artemis Ward' In Washington, You ain't goin' to

fool female Young America much. You may gamble on that.
1896 Fall Malt Mag. 14 Sept., There will be trouble for
some one. \ ou can gamble on that.

GAMBOGE.
2. trans. To stake risk in paming. rare.
1885 O. W. Hol,mf.s Jr. in Law Q, Rev. Apr. 172 Tacitus

F.ays that the Germans would gamble their personal hberty
and pay with their persons if they lost.

b. To gamble away, to lo>e by grmhling.
a 1808 K. Ames IujL Democr iii. 11835 108 Bankrupts and

sots, who have gambled or slept away their estates 1836
W . Irving Astoria II. 290 They gamble away every thing
thuy possess, even to their wives and children. 1865 Li-.cky

Ration. (1878) II, 236 Men who had gambled away their
liberty. 1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas 1. i, He gambled
away large sums at his club.

Gambler L,a.-mbb.i\ [Sec Gambled.]
fa. in early use: A fnuululent gamester, aslmrper,

'rook.' b. One who habitually plays for money,
csp. for extravagantly high stakes (see the vb. .

1747 Gentl. Mag. 35 Composed of gamesters, commonly
call'd gamblers, players, women of the town. 1755 John-
son, Gambler (a cant word, 1 suppose, for game or gaute-
stei), a knave whose praciice it is to invite the unwary to
game and cheat them. 1784 Cook's yd I 'oy. 1 1 1, v. vii '144

It is very remarkable that the people of these islands are
great gamblers. They hav- a game very much like our
draughts. 1827 Lvitos Pclham xxv, You suppose him to
be more a gambler than a gamester, viz., more acute than
unlucky. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 102 A gambler
(meaning a bold venturer, which the term commonly mi-
plies) censes to be such when he makes his stakes bear
a proper propoition to his capital. 1891 Daily Xeivs
1? May 4 7 These ingenious speculators, "these gamblers
miscalled statesmen ', to quote Professor Tyndall's phrase.

Gamblesome ^se-mb'lszJm),**. [i. Gamble v,

+ -SOME.] Addicted to gaming.
1884 Sat. Rev. 16 Feb. 201 The whole world seems in

a gamblescme humour. 1884 Daily Aru-s 24 July 5 '1 The
whole country was then a very gamblesome country, and
a match at cricket for love, .would have been derided'.

Hence Ga'iublesomeiiess, fondness for gaming.
i83i Sat. Ri-7 1

. 1 Jan. 14 Relying peihaps..ou the natural
gamblesomeness of the French.

Gambling (gre-mblirj , vbl sb. ff. Gamble r\

+ -iNc '.] The action of the vb. Gamble.
1784 [sec b]. 1792 Looker-on No. ?i ?6 She had an in-bred

abhorrence of gambling. 1812 I.. Hint in Examiner
14 Sept. 578/1 Their gamblings, dissipations. 1845 Darwin
/ oy. ,\al. viii.i 1879' 156 Robberies are a natural consequence
of universal gambling. 1897 Wesi cott C/ir. Aspects ofLife
231 The State. .must deal in some way with gambling,

b. attrib., w> gambling~ booth, -debts, -den. -game,
-hall, -hell, -house, -instinct, -practice, -sphit.
1850 Merivamc Row. Ewp. (1^65- I. ii. 71 Public and

private life had become one great *gambling-boo:h. 1852
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tout's C. Nxxiv, The wretch offered
to buy me.. of Henry, to clear off his 'gambling debts
1837 W. Ikvixr. Caft. Bonnez'itle III. 168 These *gam-
bling games were kept up throughout the night. 1812
Sin R. Wilson Diary I. 38 Afer dinner went . to the
conversazione, which is a great ^gambling hall, or :

lull ' in
classical teims. 1877 Black Green Past. x\\\. A convenient
little *gamb!ing-hell for those who had grown reektess.
1839 YV. Chambers Tour Belgium 71/1 The town authori-
ties relaxed, and the present elegant 'gambling-houses have
been erected. 1880 M Cartiiy Otvh Times IV. liv. 161
A man who keeps a gambling-house is the proprietor of
an unlawful establishment. 1890 Saintsbury in New Rev.
Feb. 141 The Republic appeals. .to the "gambling instinct
in human nature. 1784 Cowpkr Tiroc. 246 Some sneaking
virtue lurks in him, no doubt, Where neither strumpets'
charms, nor drinking-bout, Nor ^gambling practices, can find
it out. 1850 RotiiiKisoN Serm. Ser. in. ii. 17 There is ;t

gambling spirit in human nature.

Ga-mbling, ppl. a. [See Gamble 7'.] That
gambles or plays for high stakes ; orig. that plays
unfairly, that cheats at play.
1726 Whole Art \ Myst. Mod. Gaming m The very

Heads of such Families may not ini{ rope'rly be call'd the
Came of (what they with a just Derision of their own Vile-
ness term) the Gambling Fraternity. 1775 Ash, Gambling
ip.a. from gamble 1

,
gaming, cheating by unfair methods of

play.

Ganibo (^armbtf). Monmouthshire dial. Also
gamboo. A kind of sledge.
1836 J. Downes Aft. Decani. I. 50 Gamboo, a sledge with-

out wheels for bringing in the hay harvest. 1894 Hereford
Times 28 July 5/6 Wanted, Timber Haulier, with four
horses, waggons, and gamboes.
Gambo, obs. form ol Gamba 2

.

Gambodiate, -die : see Gambooiate, -gic.

Gamboge gxmb^u-d^, -b»d3), Forms: (7
cambugium, gambaugium, -bugia, cambodia,
7-S cambogium, S gambogia, -bozia, -boideu.
-bogium\, S gumbouge, 9 camboge, S- gam-
bouge, gamboge. [.Diets, gambooge). ["ad. mod.
L. gambogiutn etc. (now in pharmacy camhogia .

f. various foims of the name of Cambodia, the

district in Annam from which the substance is

obtained. The deiiv. is given by Dampier in IJS99

(SuppL to Vo}', round World, vi. 105).]
1. A gum-resin obtained from various trees of the

genus Garcinia, natives of Cambodia, Siam, etc It

is largely used as a pigment, giving a bright yellow
colour, and also as a drastic purgative in medicine.
[1634 J. Rate Myst. Nat. 126 Take saffron or Cambu

gium. 1635— Bk. hxtraz'. 210 Orpiment and gambaugium
are both very good yellows. 1688 R. HoLMB Armoury it.

85/2 Cambugia, whither Gum, or Juice dried, is Dot
certain.] 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1. 178 Gamboge
ought to be chosen of a bright yellow Colour a little inclin-
ing to Red. 1771-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 224 It yields
a bright yellow resin, that resembles gumbouge. 1821
Craig Lcct. Drawing v. 310 The whole picture or drawing
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must be washed over with a mixture of Venetian red and
gambouge. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 208 The guest
room walls are painted gamboge to a height of three feet.
1876 Bawholow Mat. Med. (1879 485 Gamboge is rarely
prescribed alone as a cathartic.

b. The plant from which gamboge is obtained.
1876 Harley Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 698 The Gamboge is

native of Siam and Cochin-China.

2. altrib., as gamboge-plant, -resin, -tree, -yellow.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 367/2 The chin and throat gam-

boge-yellow, 1838 Ibid. XI. 68/1 The true gamboge-tree of
Ceylon has been determined to belong to a new genus named
Hebradendron. Ibid. XII. 90/2 A plant . .which he thought
might be the gamboge plant, as it contained a yellow pur-
gative juice in the rind of its fruit. 1885 G. S. Forbes Wild
Lift in Canara 42 The same gamboge resin distils from
both [wild and cultivated mangosteen] trees.

Gambogian gsemb#»*dgian), a. [f. Gamboge
+ -ian.] Gamboge-coloured.
1797 I. ami: Lett. (1837) I- iii- 5$ Of a dirty drab-coloured

yellow ---a dull gambogian.

Gambogiate (gaembtfo'dgi^fc). Also gambo-
diate. [f. Gamboge + -(i)atk 1

.] A combination
of gambogic acid with a metallic base.

1839 Johnston in Phil. Trans. CXXIX. 2S4 Gambodiates
of Potash and Soda. 1880 Chambers" Eneycl, (U.S.* s.v.
Gamboge, Yellow precipitate of gambogiate of lead . . Gatn-
bogtates of copper and iron.

Gambogic gaembcTu-dgik),.?. Alsogambodie.
cambogic. [f. Gamboge + -it' ; cf. V.gambodiquc]
Only in gambogic acid, a resin which is the chief
constituent of gamboge.
1839 Johnston- in Phil. Trans. CXXIX. 284 Salts of

Gamnodic Acid. 1848 Craig, Gambogic. 1875 Wood
Tkeraj*. (18791 474 In order for gambogic acid to act as a
purgative the presence of bile in the intestine is necessary.

Gambo-goose (grembojg/J-s). The spur-winged
goose Plcctropterus gambensis).
1678 Ray WilluzAbys Ornitk. 361 The Gambo-Goose, or

Spur-wing'd (laose.

Giinboile, obs. form of Gambol.
Gamboised gacmboizd) ,/>/>!. a. Antig. [ad.
OF. gamboisc*, gambesii etc., quilted or padded ; cf.

Gambeson.] Quilted, padded.

"

1834 Planchk Brit. Costume 86 The word gamboise" or
gamboised . . was afterwards applied to saddles and other
padded, stitched, or quilted articles. 1839 Stonehouse
A.xhotme 234 The thighs appear to be covered with a gam-
boised or quilted defence, which reaches to the knees. 185s
tr. I.abarte's Arts Mid. Ages xxxii, Gamboised or padded
with cotton.

Gambol/garmboh, sb. Forms: a. 6 gambad,
-baude, -bawd, 6 Sc.,pl. gambatis, -bettis. (See
also Gamond.) $. 6 gambald'e. -bauld^e, gam-
Cm iald, gambold(e. 7. 6 gambal, -boile, 7
gambole, 7- gambol, fa. F. gambade leap or
spring, ad. It. gamhata f. gamba le^ {F.Jamoe).
The word appears first at the beginning of the i6thc. The

ending -ale seems almost from the first to have been con-
fused with the then more common -and, -auld. Subse-
quently the d was dropped in gambald ; cf. atrial from
earlier cnrlald.]

T 1. The bound or curvet of a horse. Obs. rare.

(Cf. Gambade
)

a. 1503 in Leland Collect. (1770) IV. 281 The said
Lord, .maid his Devor at the Departynge, of Gambads and
Lepps. rtiS33 I'D- Berners Hnon lv. 187 Then he cam to
kyng ytioryn with ,xx. gainbaudes.

2. A leap or spring in dancing or sporting, a
caper, frisk. Now chiefly pi., of the sportive

movements of children and animals.
a. 1513 Douglas /Ends xin. ix. 107 And gan do dowbill

brangilhs and gambatis (v.r. gambettis). .Athir throu other
reland, on thair gys. c 1530 Ln. Berneks Arth. Lyt. Bryt.
(1814) 248 Than came forth juglers with theyr fals castes.

.

and damoyselles wyth theyr gambawiles. 1575 LaNSHAM
Let. 24 Such feats of agilitiee, in . . leaps, skips, springs,
gambauds, soomersauts, caprettez & flyghts.
arch. 1831 Scott Ct. Roht. xvi, In this last gambaud the

torch which he bore was extinguished.
0. 1530 Palsgr. 548/2, 1 fetche a gambolde or a fryske in

daunsyiig,/^ fays vne gambade or vne /risque. Molde me
a cappe, I wyll fetche a gambalde as bye as I may reache.
1580 Sidney Arcadia 1. 1592) 72 Were full of such leaps
and gambolds. 1583 Stanvhukst sEneis in. (Arb.) 79
Soom felons naked With wiastling gambalds for niaystrye
doe struggle. 1590 L. Lloyd Diall Dales \ t8i Such
madde frisking, skipping and strange gamaldsof daunsing.

fig J59a G. Harvey Pierce's Srt/er. 15 To teach his
mother-tongue such lusty gambolds.
y. < 1600 Day Bege. Bednall Or. iv. i. (1881) 72 What

Gamballs have ye here now ? ha! x6xi Smaks. Wint. '/'. iv.

>v - 335 A Dance, which the Wenches say is a gally-maufrey
of Gambols. 1641 Uko.me Jovial Crew \\. Wks. 1873 III. 390
Let us hear and see something of your merry Grigs, that
ran sing, play Gambals, and do Feats. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. xxxv. He fetched a gambole upon one foot.

17B2 Cow per Gilpin xxxiv, Thus all through merry
Islington TheM gambols he did play. 1865 Dickens Mitt.
Fr. 111. vii, After a variety of awkward gambols.

b. (Sec quot. 1 706/,
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gambols, certain Sports or ]

Tumbling Tricks in use about Christmas-time. 1712 Addison
S^ect. No 269 P 8 If they bad not good Cheer, warm Fires,
and Christmas Gambols to support them.

c. trans/, andJig in//. Frolicsome movements or

proceedings. Rarely sing., a frolic, merrymaking. :

1506 Shaks. Merch. /'". in. i. 93 Those crisped snakie
golden locks Which makes such wanton gambols with the
winde. 1741 Richardson Pamela 11824) I. 59, I am but

i

a silly poor girl, set up by the gambol of fortune for a May-

36

game. 17*8-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 592 The flighty
gambols of chance are objects of no science, nor grounds of
any dependence whatever. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag.
(1824) 89 The eccentric gambols of the famous comet.
1824 — T. 'I rav. I. 65 There was a gambol carrying on
within, enough to have astonished St. Anthony himself.
1878 M. A. Brown Nadeschda 14 From wanton gambols
taking rest In a bed of flowers lay the brook.

t 3. A toy, plaything. Obs.
1581 J. Bell Haddou's Answ. Osor. -K>ob, To hang

pelting gamboldes upon them [Saints' Images], made of
wa\e, wood, ledd, or other metall. 1630 J. Taylor (Water

I

P.) Vertne Taylt Wks. 11. 133/1 A pretty gamball, cal'd
a Swing.

t 4. attrib. (qxasi-adj.) Sportive, playful. Obs.
"597. Shaks. 2 Hen. IV 11. iv. 273 Such other Gamboll

faculties hce hath, that shew a weake minde, and an able
Body. 1622 Mabbe tr. A lemon's Guzman d'Alf. 1. 132
Other were full of their gamboll-tricks, each man having his
seventh Posture. 1664 H. More Myst. IniJ. 447 It look'd
ahvaies to me so like a gambal trick, that I could not but
place it among the earlier Legends or pious Fictions of the
Church.

Gambol (gse-mbol), v. Inflected gambolled
(-bold), gambolling (U.S. often with single I).

Forms: a. 6 gambade, gambaud, gambawd.
P. 6 gambaulde. 7. 6 gambole, 7- gamboll,
gambol, [ad. F. gambader

; cf. the sb.]

+ 1. intr. Of a horse : To bound or curvet, rare.
1507 Justes May f, June 113 in Hazl. E.P.P. II. n 7 On

horses gambawdynge wonderously 'That it semed .. That
they wolde have banged styll in the skye. a 1533 Ld. Ber-
bers linen lv. 187 When the horse felte thesporres he began
to lepe & gambaud & galop as it had ben the thonder.
2. To leap or spring, in dancing or sporting

;

now chiefly of animals or children.
1508 Fishes 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (18761 156 Red y at all

1 tymes.. to daunce, to gambade, to lepe and to synge. 1590
Shaks. Mids. X. 111. i. 168 I!e kinde and curteous to this
Gentleman, Hop in his walkes, and gambole in his eies.

1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 345 Bears, Tygers, Ounces, Pards
( jambold before them, e 1703 Poi'E Jan. <y May 463 Their

. pigmy king, and little fairy queen, In circling dances

j

gamboll'd on the green. 1792 Munchausen's Trav. xxiv.
104 The noble sphinx gamboling like a huge leviathan.
1841 Lytton AV. .y Morn. 1. i. The urchins gambolled
round the grave-stones on the Sabbath. 1850 Tehkyson

I

hi Mem. xxx, At our old pastimes in the hall We gambol'd,
making vain pretence Of gladness.

3. Irans/. tmdjig.
1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 144. I the matter will re-word;

which madnesse Would gamboll Horn. 1796 Burke Rtgic.
1'eaee iii. Wks. VIII. 418 A nation, gamboling in an ocean
of superfluity. 1824 Scon Fam. Lett. 4 Apr. U8U4) H.
199, I have gambolled a little in the entrance hall, which I

knew was not in very good taste when I did it. 1856 R. A.
Vaughan Mystics (18601 I 248 Our little world has been
gambolling like children let loose from school. 1890 Tal-
MAGF. From Manger to Throne 107 The current is greatly
accelerated and then goes gamboling into Lake Gennesaret.
quasi-Sraff*. 1649 G. 1 >ANIEL Triuareh.. Rich. 11. cccxtiv,

The Pye but chatters to a Country Cure, And gamboUs wth

the Sparrowes in a Bush, Rude Rhetoricke.

t Ga'mboller. Obs. rare-', [f. Gambol v.

+ -EB '.] One who performs antics.

1587 GoLDING De Mornay xxiii. 340 Some Dauncer or
Gambolder had displeased them at theGamingsand Shewes.

Gambolling (gje-mbdlirj),**/. sb. [LGambolk.
+ -i.\'<;'. Some dial, glossaries give the accent as

gumiowling] The action of the verb Gambol.
1522 Skelton Why not to Court 70 With gambaudynge

tluyftlesse, With spendc and waste witlesse. 1525 Ln. Bkr-
nlils Froiss. II. cv. (ci.) 307 He. .spurred his horse, so that by
gambaldyng of the horse the impostume brake in his body.
1583 GoLDING Calvin on Dent. ix. 53 Not to fall to Gam-
holding at our owne pleasure and fansie. but to followe the
way quietly which he sheweth vs. c 1746 I'.Mitoor Courtship
568 (F..D. S. i Gamboyling. 1827 Hare Cuesses S«r. 11.(1873)

554 How great is the interval between gamboling and
gambling. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 26 Sept. 6/1 'The brutal
gambolling and the obscene language of young roughs.

Gambolling 'grc-mbolin .ppl.a. tt Gambols'.
+ -ING-'.] That gambols.
1552 tluLOET, Oanibahhnge horses, beyinge fu! of gam-

\

baklinge and prauusyn^es. 1567 'J'riall Trcas. (1850) 21
Oyes ! is there any man or woman that hath lost A gam-
bolling gelding with a graye tayle. 1830 Tlnnyson .SV<i-

l-'airies 11 Down shower the gambolling waterfalls From
wandering over the lea.

Gatnborj e, ol«. form of Gammon sb.

Gamboo, rax. Gambo.
Gambooge, gambouge, vnr. Gamhook.
Ga'mbrel. Obs. wtc. MaL Forms : 6 7 gam-

brell, 7 gamberel, gambril^l, gamrell, (S-9 dial.

gammerel), 7- gambrel. See also tAMBiiKr.,

Chambukl, Gamble sb.'* [Perh. a. OF. (Norman)
*gambcrel, the pi. of which occurs in a document of

1452 (Godefroy) ;
' Les bouchiers d'Evreux, quant

ilz passent parmi le hois dudit seigneur, peulent

prendre . . . des gambercaulx et des verges pour
prendre leursbestes.' This seems to agree with sense

j

I of the English word, and gambiir is still found
\

in Normandv with this meaning L'ltre Suppl .

As F. eaiultier means also a hooked stick see Gamiikek),
and the I'-ng. Cambrel is synonymous wtlhgawhre/ in boh
its applications, a derivation from the Celtic *cambo- crooked
(s 'e Cam a.' seems not unlikely ; for sense 2 cf. Ham s/>.\

which appears to be from the same root.]

1. 'See quot. 1887) ; =Camhbel 1.

1547 Sali siiiKV Welsh Diet., Kamhren He. a gambrel!.
1606 Chapman- Mont. D'Olivr Plays 1873 I. 228 My selfe

|

GAME.
indeed, .spide two of them hang out at a stall with a gam-
brell thrust from shoulder to shoulder, like a Sheepe that
were new flead. 1618 W. Lawson Nc-ui Oreh. t, Garden
(16261 37 The common homely Proverbe : Soone crookes
the tree that good Gamrell must bee. a 1640 Day I'eregr.
Sckol. (1881)44 And first a Butcher, stands up and sweares
. .he wold cutte his throate and hang him up by the hele.s
of a gambrill. 1887 Kent Gloss., Gambrel or Gamhles.'ich;
a stick used to spread open and hang up a pig or other
slaughtered animal.

b. A similar piece of wood for hanging clothes
upon.
a 1652 Brome City Wit lv. i. Wks. 1873 I. 335 When she

reads my poverty agen. And that these Garments must
return to th' Gambrels, Her scorn will he impetuous.
2. The joint in the upper part of a horse's hind

leg; the hock : = Cambrel 2.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 225 Calues. .whose taile reacheth
to the joint of the haugh or gambrill. 1687 Fond. Gaz. No.
2278/4 A Coach-Horse . .a Scar upon his near Gamberel.
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Jlorse-feeder, Bathe his Legs
well from the Knee and Gambrels downwards, c I7»:
Howard Fneycl. II. 1157/2 His hocks or gambrels neither
standing too wide, nor too near together. 1880 F. Corniv.
Gloss., Gambrel, the hock of an animal.

b. dial. In human beings : The under side of the
thigh just above the knee.
c 1746 Fxmoor Scolding 153 (E. D. S.i Gammerels. 1886

Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., Shockin pain in
my gammerel.

3. U. S. Short for gambrel roof.

1859 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1873 T. W. Higginson
Oldport Days 45 Sometimes with the long, sloping roof of
Massachusetts, oftener with the quaint ' gambrel ' of Rhode
Island.

4. attrib. and Comb., as gambrel sinew. Also
gambrel roof, a curved or hipped roof, so called

from its resemblance to the shape of a horse's hind-
leg ; hence gambrel- roofed adj.

1715 Loud. Gaz. No. 5341 '4 A white spot on the gambrel
Sinew on the near Leg behind. 1851 S. Judd Margaret vi.

30 Here and there was a house in the then new style, three-
storied, with gambrel roof and dormer windows. 1858
Mrs. Stowb Minister's Wooing i, A small farm, with a
medest, ' gambrel-roofed,' one-story cottage. 1861 — Pearl
Orr's 1st. 31 The afternoon sunbeams, .are painting the
gambrel.roof with a golden brown.

Hence G-a mbrellad/ir. pple., stuck on a gambrel.
a 1625 Fletcher A7c? Valour iv. i, He box you .. And

Carrie you gambril'd thither like a mutton.

Gambroon (ga?mbn7'nj. [Presumably named
from Gambroon, a town on the Persian Gulf (other-

wise called Bender Abbasi).] (See quots.)
1831 Lincoln Herald 9 Sept. 3 % A shooting jacket of

green gambroon. 1847 Lytton Lucretia (18531 141 No
amateur in neat gambroon, manufactured by Inkson. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade. Gambroon. a kind of twilled cloth
for linings. 1892 Ibid. Suppl., Gambroons, an all-wool
fabric for men's wear. 1894 Harris Techu. Fire Insur.
Comment., Gambroon, twilled linen-cloth for linings of
dresses.

attrib. 1845 Stocqueler Haudble. Brit. /ltd. (1854) 84
A couple of pair ofmerino or gambroon trousers.

Game [ge>m), sb. F'orms: a. 1-5 gamen, 1

gomen, J-J gamin, -yn, tj gamon, (4, 6 //.

gamnes), 4-5 gammen, -in, -yn, tj gammon,
3-5 gomen, (4 pi. gomnes), 4 Kent, gemen

;

& 3-6 gamme, 4-5 (o dial.) gam, 3-4 gome,
4 Kent, geme, 6 Se. gemm, 3- game. [Com. Teut.

:

OK. gamen, gomen str. ntwl. = 0\'rh. game, gome,
OS., OHG. gaman (MHG. gamen) joy, glee, ON.
gttUHMH (Sw. gammmn, Da. gammen^ game, sport,

merriment; regarded by most Germanistsasetymo-
logically identical with Goth. gaman nctit., partici-

pation, communion, f. ga- prefix, together, ' com-

'

(see Y- prefix) +root of Man-
. If this explanation be

correct, the OTeut. accentuation (as in a few other
nouns formed with ga-) has been preserved because
the word had already in the prehistoric period

ceased to be apprehended as a compound.]
I. 1. Amusement, delight, fun, mirth, sport.

Often in game and glee, game and play, joy and
game; alsogame and solace. Upon hergame: infun.

1V0 game =
' no fun '. Obs exc. dial.

Beo7fulf 1160 Gamen eft astah, beorhtode benc-sweg.
u 1000 liocth. Metr. ix. 17 He bet him to gamene xeara
forbaernan Roman! buri^. a 1200 Moral Ode 288 Nis it

bote gamen and gleo al J>at man mai here dreojen. c 1250
Hymn I'irg. 21 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 258 |>er nis nouber
gome ne gleo au} per is pine wiotite fin. 1297 R. Glocc.
(Rolls) 370 'To honti and to winne is mete & to abbe
solas & game, u 1300 Cursor M. 12554 (Cott.) Quen pis

meigne was gadird samen pam wanted ai beir gasteli

gamen Til hat iesus was cummen in place. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 1918 A loghe hai founden made, Was ful of gamen
and play. £1340 Cursor M. 3445 (Fairf.i Rebecca., now
.. bredis twa for ane of twyniynges bat hir bu^t na gam
[other lex's gamen]. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 3116 pan
answerd be riche soudan pat hadde no gamen of than.

1375 Barbour Bruce III. 465 [Bruce) maid thaim gainyn

and solace, c 1386 Chaucer Sir 'Tltopas 129 His miirie

men coinanded he To make bym 1 othe^ game and glee.

< 1400 Soivdoue Bab 3199 So tbay livede in ioyeand game,
i 1425 Seven Sag. (P I 1454 My wyf hase put in the pyne
In the dore oppon hyre game. £1430 I'iifr. Lyj Man-
hode ii. cli (1862) 136 If j ete it, grace dieu wolde holde it

no game [F. neu scroti pas con'en/e], e 1440 )'ork Myst.

x.wi. 164 We schall haue goode game with l>is boy. c 1450

St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1188 Cora be batemen with gamen
and gle. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) v. 605 To be false, men
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reportith it game. 15*3 Fitzherb. Hush. § 153 It is con-
uenient for eueryman..to haue playeand game accordynge
to his degre. 1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. xxxtii. 21 Our
soule in God hath ioy and game. 1560 Holland Crt.
Venus IV. 400 All game and gle fra me euer adew. 1580
Sidney Ps. xl, vi, A, ha ! this is good game. 1588 Sbaks.
L. L. L. v. ii. $60 We haue had pastimes heere, and pleasant
game. 1879 Waugh Chimney Corner 41 It's rare gam, too
[snowballing]—as lung as a body doesn't get hit thetrseP.

t 2. Jest, as opposed to earnest. Also (with a),

a joke or jest. Obs. exc. as in 1>.

1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3498 Tac Su nogt in idel mill name,
Ne swer it les to fele in gamen. a 1340 Hami-oi.e
Psalter v. 6 Til perfite men it fallis not to leghe, nouber in

ernest ne in gamen. .1386 Chaucer Clerk's P. 677 But
nathelees, for ernest ne for game He of bis crueel purpos
nolde stente. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. in A
preost Edmond..seide in game, 'Why chese ^e nou^t me
myself. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 19 But yet betwene ernest

and game Fu! oft it torneth other wise. 1447 Bokesham
Seyutys Roxb.) 261 Here aftyr neytliir in ernyst neregame
No mortal husbonde to me do name. 1590 Spenser F. Q,
i.xii. 8 They, .crowned her twixt earnest and twixt game.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 240 As waggish hoyes in game
themselues forsweare. 1626 in Crt. <y Times Chas. I < 1848)
I. 173 What think you? for I know not. Is it a game or
a verity ?

b. Phr. 7o make (+«) game °f (also +<"0 : to

make fun of, jest at, turn into ridicule. To make
game [to be) : to pretend for fun | rare).

c 1460 Ros Belle Dame sans Mercy 226 Whnnne I speke
aftir my beste avise Ye sett it nought, but make ther-of
a game, a 1541 Wyatt Poems, To my Lute 23 Vengeance
shall fall on thy disdaine, That makest but game on ear-

nest paine. 1580 Sidney Ps. xxxix. v, That fooles of me
male make their game. 1671 Milton Samson 1329 Do
they not seek occasion of new quarrels, On my refusal, to

distress me more. Or make a game of my calamities? 1745
Hist. Coldstream Guards 25 Oct. (Farmer), If the militia

are reviewed to-morrow by his Majesty, the soldiers of the
third regiment of Guards are to behave civilly and not to

lau.^h or to make any game of them, a 1810 Mrs. Trimmer
Ttvo Farmers (1829)26 Mrs. Mills.. made great game of
her and her husband. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi,

(1858) II. 72 She had all the talents which qualified her . . to
make game of his scruples. 1870 Dickens E. Drood iii, Some
of the girls made game to be their brothers. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 220 They fancied that Ctesippus was making
game of them.

t e. An object of ridicule, laughing-stock. Also

laughing game. Obs.
1362 Jewel Apol. Ch. Fug. 1. 9 [They] did count them no

better then.. the of-scourings and laughing games of the
whole worlde. 1591 Spenser Tears Muses 204 Those
sweete wits. .Are now despizd, and made a laughing game.
1694 Southerne Fatal Marr. 11, Am I then the sport, The
Game of Fortune, and her laughing Fools?

3. An amusement, diversion, pastime, j Also
collect., play, diversion. + At game: at play.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 318 Ich..biheo!d hit, & ode wrastlinge

& ooer fol gomenes. a 1300 Cursor M. 25501 Ken us
lauerd..of vr sinnes son to rise. .and leue vr gainens grill.

13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1319 pe lorde of be londe is lent on
his gamnez. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi. 12 As foles bat

gedirs til a somere gamen. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. xi. 37
Lecherie and losengric.beoth gamus nou a dayes. c 1380
Wyclie IVks. (1880 246 A wilde pleiere of someres gamenes.
• 1450 St. Cuiftbert (Surteesi 1047 He suld nOght childres

gammys su. 1549 Compl. Scotl. 13 To pas til hunting
and til other gammis, conuenient for ther nobilitie. 1567
Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 40 Not hir fyrst spous .. In
portiatour and game mycht be his peir. 1577-87 Holin-
shed Chron. II. 53/2 Refusing an excellent clearke, be-

cause he saw him somewhat lightlic demeaning himselfe
at game. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. iv. i. ii. § 30
Johannes Sarisburiensis allows of every game ; . . if it can
ease our griefs. 1685 Baxter Parafihr. N. P. Matt. xi.

16-17 The unbelievers of this generation, do as children in

their games, complain of one another you are cross to us
whatever game we play. 1875 Jowett Plato {ed 2) V. 12 The
discourse of the three old men is described by themselves as

an old man's game of play. 1884 J. Sully Outl. Psychol, xii.

(18861 548 In their games children are actors, architects,

and poets, and sometimes musical composers as well,

t b. spec Amorous sport or play. Obs.
c 1230 Hali Meid 31 Alle hise fulitoheschipes, and hise

unhende gamenes . . ha schal . . bolien ham alle. c 1275
LuteI So!h Sermun 78 in 0. E. Misc. 190 He mai quiten
hire ale and so'-*en do bat gome. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

604 So longe hii dude such sacrefise & pleide such game.
pat 1 .ii adde an dorter averne was hire name, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 1506 Thretty sonnes be^ydes, als oiher wemen, bat he
[Priam] gate on his gamen. 1522 World <y Child in Hazl.

Dodstey I. 244, 1 am a child. .Gotten in game and in great

sin. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv. v. 63 Set them downe For
sluttish spoyles of opportunitie ; and daughters of the game.

c. colloq. An amusing incident ; a piece of fun ; 1

a ' lark \
1838 Dickens Oliver Twist xvi, ' I can't bear it ; it is such

,

a jolly game. .Oh, my eye, what a game!\ 1857 Hughes
75m Brown it. iii, ' Oh, here's a game ', whispered the rest

of us, and we all cut upsta rs after the Doctor. Ibid., We
had such a game with him one day last half.

4. A diversion of the nature of a contest, played

according to rues, and displaying in the result the

superiority either in skill, strength, or good fortune

of the winner or winners. Kor round, square game,

see Round, Squ re. t At game : at play.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28338 Til idel gammes, chess and tablis.

1340 Ayenb. 45 Kueade gemenes ase byeb be gemenes of

des and of tables, a 1400-50 Alexander 2272 What gome
sail bis gamen begyn vpon first ? 1515 Nottingham Rec.

III. 344 Caredys andodar gammys for money. 1530 Privy ,

Purse Exf>. Hen. VIII (1827)17 Item..paide. .to Domyngo
for soo moche money As his grace loste to him at game, j

iiij C //. 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 86
|

Vol. IV.

[Theyjdo mayntayne. .unlawfull gamys of the tenys. 1715
tr. C'ttss D'Auuoy's Whs. 208 There was a numerous
Assembly of Persons of Distinction, several Tables where
they were at Game. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

C'tess Alar 14 Sept., I could not play at a game I had
never seen before. 1815 Encycl. Prit. III. 487 Beast, among
grmesters, a game ut cards. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola n.

iii, A game in which there was an agreeable mingling of
skill and chance.

fig. 1854 Whyte Melville Gen. Bounce I. ix. 198 If
honesty's the game, you've a right to your share, what
Mrs. Kettering intended you should have.

b. 6V. and Rom. Antiq. Usually//. ( = L. ludi)

:

Athletic, dramatic, and musical contests; gladia-

torial and other shows.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1620 In bat Cite . . Mony gaumes

[1 read gamnes" were begonnen be grete for to solas. 1567
Drant Horace's P.p. 1. xiv, A farmer, thou the townish
games doste burne for. 1579-80 North Plutarch 11676)

765 Many Games of price were played at Athens, 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. iii. 53 Promise them such rewards
As Victors weare at the Olympian Games. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 180 Lycaon hath the report of setting out the
firste publicke games, -in Arcadia. 1602 Shaks. Jul. C. I. ii.

178 The Gaines are done, And Ca;sar is returning. 1662
Stillingkl. Orig. Sacr. 1. vi. § 3 After the institution of the
Olympick game [sic, here and elsewhere] by Pelops. 1734 tr.

Rollin s Anc. Hist. vn. x.11827 III. 346 Musical games were
always exhibited in the theatre. 1833- Phitol. Mas. II. 74
One Cleomedes of Astypalaa killed a man at the Olympic
games, boxing with him. 1880 L, Wallace Beu-IIur vu.

35 Herod, more Greek than Jew. .with all a Roman's love

of games and bloody spectacles.

c. The game: the proper method of playing;

correct play. lit. and fig.
1889 G. Drage Cyril I. vii. 60, I really think he is .. not

playing the game. Mod. That 's not the game.
5. Jig. A proceeding, scheme, intrigue, under-

taking, followed up like a game. So often, to

play a losing, a waiting game, f To ?nake a saving

game of it: to retrieve one's losses in the end.
c iz$o(7en. .V Ex. 1214 Ysmael pleide hard gamen. t'1300

Seyn Julian 184 Heo ne schal me wra >bi bus nammore

:

Ichulle pleie anober game. 13.. Poem in Vernon MS.
407 b (Anglia VII. 292) Charite I rede bat we beginne As
bifore alle ober games. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. i. (1544)
2 b, Unto Adam this was an uncouth game To he con-

strained from rich apparayle In barraine earth to seken his

vitayle. la 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) vi. 260 In mydds
the world by any waie this gamon shall begin. Ibid. xii. 4
A gammon I will assay. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. yiii.

S. 6. 98 The grauitie . . vsually found in the Lacedaemonians
hindred them from playing their game handsomely against

so nimble a wit. 1650 R. Stapvlton Strada's LowC. Warres
vu. 63 Alva, resolved to play his game warily. 1654 H.
1,'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 53 The Commons .. thought
themselves worsted, should he now at last make a saving

game of it. 1670 Cotton Fspernon III. ix. 470 Perhaps
in his life he never had so hard a Game to play. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. v, The savages would go .. thither to

play the old game over again. 1795 Windham Sp. 27 May
(1812) I. 279 He was playing a deep game. 1795-18x4
Wordsw. Excurs. m. 285 An intellectual game pursued
With curious suhtilty. 1821 J. W Ckoker in Diary] June
1 1884', Lord L. was playing a game, and., not quite a fair one.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. xiii, Now, gentlemen, I have
another game to play. 1838 Prescott Ferd. $ Is. '1846 II.

xviii. 161 While this game of diplomacy was going on. 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. Ixii 188 He was negotiating with

the Achaeans, and playing a double game. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour I. 245 The game got stale, or Peter became
honest. 1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars ii. 108 He had a
very difficult game to play during the eleven years he was

j

Bishop. 1894 Wolseley Marlborough II. xlix.44 James .

could not play a losing game. Ibid. xci. 434 No man ever

knew better how to play a waiting game.

b. A person's policy or plan of action : esp. in

such jocular phrases as that 's your little game I the

same old garnet Also, the course best suited to

one's interests.

a 1698 Temple Wks. (1757) II. 226 Which seems to be the
present game of that crown. 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Proi\Hnsb.

\

11. i, And now pray let 's see your Game 1808 Sir.J. Mooke
Let. to Castlereagh 28 Dec. in J. Moore Narr. Campaign
(1809' 301 In the present state of tilings, it [a battle] is more
Buonaparte's game than mine. 1840 E. E. Napier Scenes

<y Sports For. Lands I. i. 16 My game was now quite the
|

reverse from what it had been at starting. 1857 Reade
Cou?se True Love 21 Mrs. Trimmer's game was not to see

her. 1870 R. B. Brough Afartttm Lvnck xvii. 164 Your
game is to identify yourselves with the imperial families. !

1885 Rvskin Pleas. Eng. 108 1'hese three thousand men .

.

[design to] overthrow the Greek empire ! That was their little

game !—a Christmas mumming 10 purpose. 1887 Sims Mary
Jane's Mem. 300 Missus saw what her game was. 1893
Wawn S. Sea Islanders 94 They determined to spoil my
little game.

c. To play the game of: to act so as to secure
j

the advantage or interest of.

1657 Baxter Min. aesf. Malign. § 7. 4 It is apparent that
;

these en mies of the Ministers, are playing the Papists

game. 1808 Sir J. Moore Let. to Mara. Romana 23 Dec.
in J. Moore Narr. Campaign 18091 164 It is playing the

;

Enemy's game to draw him to attack our armies in rotation.

1847 Grote Greece 11. 1. (1862 IV. 385 A selfish oliuarchical
;

party, playing the game of a foreign enemy. 1893 Leeas I

Mercury 11 May 4/8 The English Radicals did not see '

why they should play the Unionist game by voting for Mr.
Russell's amendment.

d. pi. ' Dodges ', tricks.

1660 Trial Re^ic. 49 His Hand is in at all Games, a 1845
Hood Tale Trumpet xxviii. The lower orders are up to such
games. 1894 Fenn In Alpine Valley I. 55 If you are going

|

to carry on these games, let 's . . shake hands and separate.

1897 Daily News 24 Apr. 2/1 But none of your games with
Mary Roxbury. She knows her rights.

6. A definite portion of play in any 'game*
(sense 4), terminated by the victory of one side,

or the recognition that no victory can be gained
;

( a match at play' {].).

In mod. use the exact meaning of the term is often deter-
mined somewhat arbitrarily by the rules of the particular
'game' concerned. In card-playing, a 'game' ends when
every player has played all his cards, though usuaily the
contest is not considered as ended until a definite number of
' games ' {{a Whist, a ' rubber ') have been played. In some
sports, a 'game' ends after a prescribed number of acts
have been performed, or a prescribed number of partial
victories gained.
a 1250 Oiul fy Night. 1666 Ri}t swa me gred be manne

a schame bat taveleth and forleost bat game. 1532 Privy
Purse Exp. Hen. V111 {xZi-j) 1S6 Item, .paied to Rogers for
xv games the whiche the kinges grace loste to him at tenes
at x\s. a game, xxx li. 1611 Shaks. IViut. T. 1. ii. 248
A Foole, That seest a Game play'd home, the rich Stake
drawne, And tak'st it all for teast. 1838 Dickens Nick.
Nick, i, Thus two people who cannot afford to play cards
for money, sometimes sit down to a quiet game for love.

1862 Pardon Whist 20 A Rubber is two games won out of
three. 1875 W. S. Hayward Lo7'e agst. World jS, I will

play you three games for/500 each. 1890 J, M. Hkath-
cote Tennis (Badm.) vi. 105 The scoring of the game was
as follows: 6 games to 3, 6 games to 5, 5 games to 6,

6 games to 5.

Jig. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey iv. vi, At your age life cannot
be the lost game you think it. 1895 i'jiited Se>vi-e Mag.
July 429 He [Arabi] gave up the game and began .. to
withdraw his reserves.

b. Phrases ^often used fig.). The game is uf> t

is over = is lost. 'Joforce the game (see Kohce v}
3 c and 5). + To flay the whole ga?ne ^see quot.

l 73 2 )* "f Out of one's game: not playing. To
have the game out: to play it to the end. Game
and game: one game scored to each side.

171X Shaftesb. Charact. (1737 III. iv, ii. 218 If they
lay resty and out of their Game, chamberVl and idle. 1732
Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 3 In our Dialect .. a Sharper U
one that plays the whole game. 1808 Sir J. Moore Let.
to Ld. Castlereagli 26 Nov. in J. Moore Narr. Campaign
(1809) 267 Unless I plainly see that the game is up, and
resistance on the part of Spain vain 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair Iv, The Game, in her opinion, was o\er in that
little establishment. 1867 Freeman Norm. Corn/. (1876) I,

vi. 500 Godwine might well think the game was up. 1872
[Earl Pembroke & G. H. Kincsley] S. Sea Bubbles ix. 235
' You may say your prayers now ', replied I, with a ghastly
grin, ' for the game's up with us'. 1873 Dixon IwoQucens
1. 1, vi. 44 She was. .the only human beine; who could force his

game. 1875 Jowett /'//i/ofed. 2) II. 274 He is very ea^er that

Callicles and Socrates should have the game out. 1888 J.
Payn Myst. Mirbridge (Tauchn.) I. xv. 175 All lawn-tennis

..is over for to-day. -just as we were game-and-yame, too.

C. with qualifying adj. {To play) a good, a poor,

etc. game: to be a skilful player (or the contrary),

f A great, small, high, or low game : indicating the

magnitude of the stakes played for.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. §153 A pore man. . wyllplaye as great
game, .a^ gentylmen were wont to do. 1641 Vicars Jehovah-
Jireh (1644) 179 The Divill, who. .is willing to play at small

games, rather than sit out and bee idle. 1674 Hickman Qnin-
quart. Hist. (ed. si 191 In all the third Part, our Historian

is put to horrible shifts, and plays a very low game indeed.

1708 Brit. Apollo I. Supernum. No. 4. 1/2 '
J is somewhat

like the High Game at Putt. 1885 Harper's Mag. Mar.
628 1, I play a wretched game.

d. Position or advantage in play.

1677DRYUEN Tc Mr. Lee 6 Mu;ual Vouchers for our Fame
we stand, And play the Game into each other's hand. 1774
Burke Corr. 1 1&44) I. 505 We may play into ti:e adversary's

hand the advantageous game which we have obtained.

e. The course or event of a game, k^o fig
1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. xii. 409 France, .held

the game in her hands. 1878 C. D. YoncejCcw/. Med. Hist.
xxiv. 570 Napoleon has himself said that in war the game is

with him who commits the fewest faults. 1888 F. Hume
Mad. Midas 1. ii, You'll have the game in your own hands

1 7. The winning position, the vi» tory in a contest,

the mastery (in emly use the best game . Also,

the prize conttni'ed for Obs.

(For expres.-ions like to win, lose the game, from which
this sense may have originated, see 6.)

c 1510 Lytell Gtsre Robin Hode v. That all the best archers

shold come And that shoteth all ther best The game shall

bere a way. 1526 Pitgr. Per/. (\W. de W. 1531) 62 b, But all

that can loue God moost. .feruently. be nioost. .lyke in this

course to gete the best game (as saynt P.mle sayth). 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 167 Kyng Henry . and Richard
duke of Vorke . . wresteled for the game, and strove for the

wager 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Phil. 8 Let vs

make spedye haste, .to atteine the game [-- L. bravium] of

immortalitie. 1572 R. H. tr. Lauaterus' Ghostes To Rdr.

(1596) Aij b, This Authour may. .be. .adiudijed to the 1 est

game. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xviii. >Arb ) 53 The
shcpheaids . sang and played on their pipes for wagers,

striuing who should g t the best game. 1621 Bi'. Andrewks
Serm. Fasting v. (1856] I. 392 To in but a prize, at a run-

ning or a wrestling, and all is but for a poor silver game.

S. In various applications, a A ' set * of players.

fb. A Hand at cards, c. //. In trade use: The
apparatus for playing particular gamts. d. The
number of points required for winning, e. The
slate of the game. f. In certain card games:

The possession, at the end of a game, of the

largest number of pips, for which the player scores

one or more points, g. Within, out of{one's)game.
within, out of one's range of play (in Croquet, etc.).

a. X741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xxiii. 35 Why can't

they make their game without me :

85



GAME.
b. 1746 Hoyle Whist (ed. 6) 22 Your Game consists of

King, tjueen [etc.).

%' "U
95 ?

r'""{ Mag
- June ^7 Ho* Games are Made.

l83° Lidrah Treboh ' Hoyle madefamiliar 6 Ten is
game. /<S;rf. 8, />««/.! are gained by honours and tricks
and ten constitute the game.
e. Mod. The game is four all, love three, etc.
I- 1830' Eidr^h '1'rebor' Hoyle madefamiliar 6} A 11Four

'if- T"" ?anc**; for each "f which a point is scored, namely,
High Low.

.
Jack. .Game, the majority of pips, collected

from the tricks taken by the respective players.
g. 1874 J. D. Heath Croquet /'layer 52 Unless your

partner he at the boundary, far out of the adversary's game.
t 9. Sport derived from the chase. Dog ofgame :

one used in hunting or sporting. To be in game : to
be engaged in the chase. Obs.
1297 R. Gi.ouc.

1 Rolls) 8649 He . . nolde no leng abide t>at
he nolde to is game He wende him vorban honte|>. c 1330Bkunne Chron. (1810) 94 pe Kyng herd his messe, r„k.

gamen ban wild he go. 1373 Barbour Bruce vn. 402 He
vent till hwnt, for till assay Quhat gammyn wes in that
cuntre. £1400 Melayue 853 Sixty grewhondes vn to b"
gamen. 1523 Act 14 f, 15 Hen. VIII, c. 10 Noble men
..used and exercised the game of huntynge of the Hare
1576 Fuming Cains' Eng. Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 2/1
these hounds .. use not th:it liberty to range at will
which they have otherwise when they are in game 1501
Trout. Raigne K. John (1611' 49 Tis best we follow mjw
the game is faire. 1592 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii.
(150 180 Fatly do they feede Moigst Beasts of chace
and birds of game. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. I V, iv. v. „ If about
this houre he make this way, Vnder the colour of his vsuall
game. He shall [etc ]. 1629 H. Burton Bate! ho Bethel li
1 am neither of the hound nor Spaniel kinde, dogges of game
1650 Filler Pisgah 1. n. iv. m The neighbouring Desert
affording the pleasure of the Game. 1671 Mil ton P R n
•
3
,1
2

-

B
m'?~'

s ofchase
' or fowl ofSame. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. ii!

this [lion] was Game indeed to us, but this was no Food.
10. The ohject of the chase ; the animal or

animils hunted.
14.

.
Piers ofFullhan: in Hartshorne Weir. Tales 122 4.nd

steleth awiy his fT-lowes game, And that the ffayrest and
fatiest of the fflo.ke. i486 Ilk. St. Albans Bivb, Many
how idys will benymmetheymtheyregamme from ther fote
1525 Pilgr. Per/. (W de W. , 53I ) 4Q The other houndes
that seeth y game foloweth y same through thycke &
thynne. 1555 \V. Watremam Fanlle Facions 11. viii. 163He is rarrud vppon an Elephantt : and euen so..throweth
thedarteat his game. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. III. iii. 08, 107
Hearke, the Game is rows'd .. The Game is vp 1731Arbutknot Aliments iv.(i 735 ) 78 All Hounds [will follow]
the particular Game they have in Cha e. 1808 Scott .Mann.
II. Introd. 24 The wolf I've seen, a fiercer game. Mat
Bailout

, Hark forward! Our game's in view, which we
pursue With deep-toned horn.

At- I&97 Dryueh i'irg. Past. x. 50 No Game but hope-
less Love my thoughts pur-ue. a 1721 Prior Che Hunting
20 At human hearts we fling, nor ever miss the game.

b. transf. and_/ff. An object of pursuit; also,
an object in view. Fair game : a legitimate object
of pursuit, attack, etc ; al-o/m bidden pa/ne.
1573 G. Harvey letter-bk. (Camden. 9 To lake occasion

or nu matter and fresh game. 1600 ( luster I'l. Proem 44
I hen our desier is to satisfie— for that is all our game
1680-90 Tempi. E Ess., Gardening Wks. 17 ;i I. i 72 The
Kno vledge of such T lings is not our Game. 171a Addison
Spect No. 311 p 6 Widows are indeed the gre it Game of
your fortune-hunters 1720 De Foe Capr. Singleton x. 1840I
182 We saw our game standing in for the bay. 1780
Cowper table T. 114 A monarch's errors are forbidden
game. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 11. v, l'he Plague .

passes to such game, As thou, and smooth-faced maidens
like to thee. 1825 Mi aulay Ess.. Mil on (18541 2 They
were indeed fair game for the laughers. 1847 Marry at I

Lhillr. N. Forest vii. Deerstalkin ; is all very well, but I fly I

at higher game 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos I. xxx 257 As
to the unfortunate Jews, each party considered them fair
game. 1872 C. Gibbon For the King xvi, At any rate she
is game much too high for him.
11. collect. Wild animals or birds such as are pur- !

sued, caught or killed in the chase
1:1290 y Eng. Leg. I. 393/13 Among obur game huy :

founder! ane heort. a 1300 Cursor M. 3522 iGStt.) pat day
gamen [Lott. wayth] fand he noght. c 1350 I rill. I'alerne 387pemperour .

.
fond al his fre ferd, bat hadtle take bat time

moche trye game. 1488-9 \ct a, Hen. I'll, c. 6 Thedere and
game in the same [forest] is destroied and goon. 1672Marvell hell. Trausp. I. 58 One may beat the Bush a
whole day, but . . for all game, onely spring a Butterfly
171a E. Cooke Voy to S. Sea 324 There was W iter. Tor-
toise and Game enough at the middle Island. 1762-71 H
Walpole Vertne's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 257 He was
particularly famous for representations of partridges and
dead game. 1774 Goi.dsm Nat. Hist. (1776 III. iro
Sanguinary laws were enacted to preserve the game. 1807
Pike Sources Mississ. 11. App. 26 It appeared as if we had
just gotten into the region of game. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Charmed Sea Hi 31 She . . be ian to distlnauUh the traces
of game and wild animals. 1860 Burton Centr. Afr. I viii.

i

5 '
iT

he country round is full of large game, especially
elephants, giraff-, and zebras. 1862 Act 25 f, 26 Vic.
c. 114 § 1 The Word 'Game ' in this Act shall . . be deemed
to include any One or more Hares, Pheasants, Partrdges,
Eggs of Pheasants and Partridges, Woodcocks, Snipes,
Rabbits, Grouse, Black or Moor Game, and Eggs of Grouse,
Black or Moor Game.

b. The fesh of such animals used for food.
1848 Thackeray I 'an. Fair ix. What good dinners you

have—game every day .. and no end of fish from London.
1853 Soyer Pantroph 194 These same men .. did not touch

d. slang:

38

(See quot.)
1676 Song in Warn. Housekprs. 5 When that we have bit

the bloe, we carry away the game, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.Lmu Game, Bubbles drawn in to be cheated. 1785GR0SE

fa ' g'
r°"£"e "•" Game.

12. A (lock or herd of animals kept for pleasure.
Obs. exc. in a game of nvans.
1482 Rot. Pari. 22 Edw. IV, VI. 224 Forsomoche that as

well the Kyng oure boverayn Lord, as other Lordes. have
ben gretely replenysshed of Markes and Games of Swannes,
in divers Countres. 1488 II 'illofDevclyn (Somerset Ho.),Mygame ofswannys. 1560 in W. H. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford
285 tor upping of half game [swans] in cowe meade. "1570
Orderfor Swannes 111 Hone Everyday ££.(1827) II- 960 No
person, .shall go on marking without the Master of theGame,
or his Deputie be present. 1376 Turberv. Venerie 235 If they
be many feeding out togethers, we say it is a fayre game of
conies. 1577 m W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford ,93 Theyuenes ma^i ' servaunte that kepeth her game of beres. 1577Harrison England u. xix. (1878) 1. 307 How manie families
these great and small games (for so most keepers call themi
haue eaten up. 1683 L,m,1. Gaz. No 1871/4 The Office and
Place of Master of His Majesties Game of Swans within the
Kiver of I names. 1788 Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823I I
321 Lord Berkeley had a stately game of red deer in the
park adjoining. 1889 Times 12 Aug. 3/2 There has also
been lime out of mind, .a game of swans building, nesting
and breeding there.

13. Cock of thigame (see Cock siJ 2 bV
'575,. etc. [see Cock sb.' 2 h]. 1684 R. H. School Recrcat.

134 Distempers incident to the Cock or Chick of theGame.
1719 I

) L rfey Pills 1 1 1. 329 You have the Name, And would
accounted be Cocks of the Game. 1822 Scott Nigel xiv,
It will be long ere his lordship ruffles a feather with a cock
of the game.

14. The characteristics of a game- fowl ; spirit for
fighting, pluck, endurance. Also predieativcly,
thorough game all game, said of a person possessed
of these qualities. Cf. Gamk a.

1747 J- Godfrey Sc. Defence 64 Smallwood 'a boxer) is
thorough game. C1783 Roxb. Ball. (18901 VII. 93 Such
horses of mettle and game As are worthy to be recorded in
fame. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 18 The champion's
tried game made him yet a favourite 1813 Ibid. XLll. 243A young bull of great game, made play fur no less than nine-
and-twentydogs. 1823 Byron Juan vm. ex. The fifth, di. d
all game and bottom. 1829 Marrvat F. Mi/dmay v, He
never showed more game. 1845 Dickens Lett, (ed 2) I.

139 They were thorough game and didn't make the least
complaint. 1867 Criminal Cannot. York Castle 135 This
man made a stout resistance, being a very powerful fellow
and good game.

15. Short for game-fowl.
plural concord.
1867 Tegetmeiib Poultry Bk. xii. 123 Game are pre-

eminently the English fowl; in no oilier country but our
own is the true-bred Game cock indigenous. Jbid. 124 l'he
varieties of Game are very numerous.

II. at/rib. and Comb.

GAME.
licence; game-chicken, a young game-fowl; game
debt, a debt incurred by play or gaming

; game-
egg, an egg laid by a game-fowl

; game-fish, a
fish which afford! sport to the angler in its capture

;

+ game goblin, aspritethat plays pranks at ni-ht;
game-hen (see Game-fowl) j game-hole, the last
holeinacribbage-board

; fgame-house = Gaming-
house

; game-lie noe, a licence tn kill or deal in
' game

; gamelike adv. [after warlike'], for purposes
of sport; f game-man, ? a jester, joker; f game-
mistress ;cf. sense 3 b); t game-place, a place
where games are played, an arena for contests

;

t game-play, a stage-play
; + game-player, an

athlete or actor; game-tenant, one who rents the
shooting or fishing on an estate

; game-trespass,
trespassing in pursuit of game. Also Game-cock,
Game-fowl, Gamk-keeper, Game-law.
1711 Addison Spect. No. 122 P3 He is just within the
Game-Act, and qualified to kill an Hare or a Pheasant.

1826 .Miss Mitford tillage Ser. II. (1863) 349 Powder-
horns, shot-belts, and *game-bags scattered about. 1893
II estni Gaz. 26 Apr. 5/3 Here he was unfortunate, losing
by a let when the game stood at 'gameball— 10. 1867
1 ecetmeieu Poultry Bk. xxiii. 248 *Game Bantams, both
cocks and hens, should be exact and perfect diininuti.es of
the ordinary Game fowl. 1826 in Cobbelt Rur. Rides (1885)
II. 200 There was another young man . on account of
another "game battle, hanged on the same gallows ! a 1625
Beacm. ct Fl. Custom Counry iv iv. Do not make a
"game-bear of me, 10 play me hourly, And fling on all your
whelps 1724 Bp. Downes in Nicolson Epist. Corr 584A *Game-cast lay so near the Jack, that there was no
drawing it, or possibility of saving the game without driving
the Jack out of the green. 1812 Act 52 Geo III, c. 93 5 5
ruarg., Additional Duties assessed for Current Year, except
on Game Certificates, which commence from 5th April
1813. 1748 Richardson Cltrissa 1811) III 236 A *game
chicken that was continually pecking at another. 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. 155 Democrates only warned
him. ' if he had any designs upon Sparta, to hasten them
before this game-chicken's spurs were grown*. 1824 Miss
Ferrier Inker, xxxii, Owing E. L. seven thousand pounds
for his *game debts. 1699 Garth Dispells, iv. 105 Thus

In quots. collect, with

indigestible. 1885 Fother-
Such meat as is taken

young game ; they thought it

gill Bit. Sedent. Life xxxii. 28
should consist of white meal, fish or fowl, and game.

C. jocularly, of vermin.
1748 G. Washington Jrul. 16 Mar., Writ. 1889 I. 2 We

cleaned ourselves (to get Rid of ye Game we had catched
ye night before).

16. a. simple attrib (chiefly in sense 1 1 ; cf. also

;

Game a. ), as game-beast, -bird, -country, -craft,

j

i-dog cf. dog of game in sense 9), -larder, -list,

1
-pie, fit, fouch, freserve, -season.
1895 Westm Gaz. 21 Sept. 2/2Tiie largest "game beast of

the Polar regions. 1878 R. Jefferies Gamekeeper at home
vii. 161 The less respectable breeders who rear *game
birds like poultry for sale. 1855 W. Irving Tour Prairies
xv. ii, We uere getting more and more inlo the *game
country. 1883 Century Mag. Aug. 485 2 The *gamecraft
and markmanship of future generations. 1702 W. ]. Bruin's
Voy. Levant xiv. 79, I found it harder in my Travel! in
Turkey to keep a'Game Dog, which I always had with me,
than to keep my Self. 1812 Spoiling Mag. XXXIX. 133
Produced to the *game laider.-the following enormous list

of slaughter. 1856 Kane Ant. Expl II. vii. 79 The tide-
holes of the sp'ing, where we can add waterfowl to our
"game-list. 1888 I.owfll in Daily News 26 July 6/3 Long-
fellow, my friend and neighbour, asked me to come and eat
a "game pie with him. 1893 Selocs Trav. S. E. Africa 409
Many oxen were killed by filling into old *game pits 1808
Scott Alarm, v. Introd. to The *game-pouch, fishing-rod,
and spear. 1863 Kingsley Water Bab. S, Miles of 'game-
preserves in which, -the collier-lads poached at times. 1800
Windham Sp. Pari. 18 Apr. (1812)1. 340 Those very Gentle-
men who in the "game-season, as it has been justly said,
become their own butchers and poulterers.

b. objective, as (senses 10, 11) t game-finder,
-hunting, -preserver, -frescrving, -shooting,

-stealer
; game-destroving adj.

i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 127 Of all snarling, ill-con. ,

ditioned, "game-destroying brutes in the world, the wild-cat
is the_ worst. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. xxi. 81 Officious ,

Intelligencers or "Game-finders for such as pursue the '

pleasures of Venus. 1886 Pall Mall G. 9 Dec. 2/2 There
is still much large "game-hunting for riflemen who go
west. 1800 Windham Sp. Part. 18 Apr. (1812! I. 339
Qu.irrels between the game - invaders and the "game-
pre ervers. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiv, He talked
about crops, .entered into poaching and "game preserving
with ardour

_
1894 Astley 50 I 'ears Life I. 251 At no other

"game-shooting have I laughed so much. 1825 Sporting
Mag. XVI. 3j6 Should we not also have "ganie-stealers

?

17. Special comb. : game-act, an Act of Parlia-
ment regulating the killing of game

;
game-bag,

a bag for holding the game killed by a sportsman ;

gameball ( Tennis), the position in which one side

rt quires a single point in order to win: game
'

bantam, a bantam of a fighting breed (cf. Game-
j

coctO; game battle {nonce-wit.'), an affray with
poachers; f game-bear, a bear chained up for

j

baiting; game-cast (Bowls), a ball placed so as to

make sure of the game; game-eertifieate =game-

Boys hatch 'Game Eggs under Birds o' prey, To make the
Fowl more fur.ous for ihe Fray. 1897 // estm. Gaz. 20 May
10/1 The attention of rural police and magistrates is almost
monopolised by game egg charges. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
C atal. 277 Our freshwater fish-fauna is certa nly poor in
*game-fish. 14 I'tcia Wr..W0kk*T 597^1 JVafvuiu. .Me
did ur demon nocturnits qui illudit homines, vet qui tudit
cum hominibus, the "game go elyn. 1867 L. Wright
Pract. Poultry Keeper ii (18S5) 15 When there is a good
wide range of any kind, a few "Game hens may be lound
profitable. 1870 Hardy & Ware Moil. Hoyle, Cribbage 89
Sixty one holes each including the 'home' or the "game-
hole. 1579 Northbrookk Trea 7^48 Common "game-houses
and tabling houses. 1861 Act 24 <y 25 Vic. Index, "Game
Licences. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xviii. (.887) 78 Who
used it [fencing] warlike for valiauntnesse in armes. ."game-
like to winne garlandes and prices. 1340 Aycnb. 63
hyejinges of be lozeniour and of be "geinemen and of
scorneres. 1676 Etheredg Man ofMode II. ii, Go on,
the *

Kame mistress o' the town, and enter all our young fops
as fast as they come from travel. 1547-64 Balldwin Mor.

.
Philos. Palfr 90 He, which in the "game tla e runneth
swiftest, and conti ui th siill his pace, ol-tainelh the crowne
for his labour. 1606 Day lie of Guls II. ii. (1881) 39 'I he
Ladies reskewed a d the Princes, like crauens, beate out of
the game-place ! 1564 tr. Jeivels Apol. E iiij b, They were
laughed a d iested at openly of the people in the common
"game-playes 1553 Hlloet, "Gan e players, Indii 1564
Becon Humble Supplic. Wks. III. 18 b, The papistes decke
them-elues Iyke Hycke scorner in 1 ame players garmentes.
1587 Golding De Mornay i. 10 Caligula, who threatned the
Ayre if it rained upon his Gameplaiers. 1891 l'a,l Mall G,
10 Nov. 5/2 Mr. A Williamson, 'game tenant, for the past
two seasons has made a great pet of this animal. 1896 ll'cstm.

Gaz. s Dec. 72 If they lost the first hare in the prose-
cutor's la d, and starled another on the same land, they were
guilty of "game-trespass.

Game (g^'m), a.l [f. the sb. (sense 15) ]
-Having the spirit of a game cock r"iull of pluck,
showing 'fight '; plucky, spirited. (Said ofanimals,
and of peisons, their actions and attributes.)

1727 [see c]. 1765 Alerefriciad 20 You're game egad—too
much for such acur. 1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIV. 3 What
they term a game fellow. 1815 L. Simond Tour. Gt. Brit.
led. 2) 1. 127 note, A tried cock, dog, or man, is game. 1827-39
De Quincfy Murder Wks. 1862 IV. 16 If these Friesland
hounds had been game we should have no Cartesian

Khilosophy. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 230 American
unters. .possessed of the true game spirit of the west 1851
Mayne Ri id Scalp Hunt, xxiii, She [the mare] was
evidently game to the backbone. 1852 R. S. Scrims
Sponge's Sf. Tour Ixviii. 379 '1 he burning scent of a game
four-legged (ox. 1867 F. Francis Anging ix. (1880) 335
The wnite-trout is one of the gamest fish that swims. 1888
Annie S. Swan Doris Cheyne iii. 54 You're game, Miss
Doris; you have a spirit equal to the occasion. 1897
Mary Kingsley W. Africa 399 They brought with them
no experience in dealing with a great rapid river; but they
tackle it in a gime way.
Comb. 1886 Pall Mall G. 2 Aug. 5 h Some rather game-

looki"g, but attenuated, salmon-shaped fish were de-

nominated herring hake.

b. Having the spirit or will for or to do (some-

thing adventurous'.
1856 Reade Never too late I. xxi. 216, I am game to try.

1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyu II. ix. 164 That's a little

more than you're game for, I'm thinking. 1874 Dasent
Talesfr. FJeld 14 He was quite game to do that.

C. To die game : to meet death resolutely
; Jig.

to maintain one's spirit and endurance to the last.



GAME. 39 GAMESTER.
1727 Gay Beggar's Opera, Good bye, captain . . die game,

captain 1815 Scott Guy M. liv, The ruffian lay perfectly
still and silent. ' He's gaun to die game ony how', said
Dinmont. 1840 Marrvat Poor Jack xliii, I shall die game.
1873 H. Si-kncer Stud, Social, viii. (1874) 186 The mob of
roughs who witness the hang ng ofa murderer, .halfcondone
his crime if he ' dies game '. 1886 Sir F. H. Doyle Remin.
167 Undisguisedly exulting that he and his borough had
died game.

Game (gf*m), a.'2 [Etymology uncertain.
App adapted from north midland dialects, where it has

the form gant, homophonous with the local pron of Game
sb. 1

;
perh. shortened from the synonymous Gammy. The

suggestion that it is adopted from Welsh cattt ifem. gam)
crooked, is unlikely, as the alleged primary sense of 'crooked'
which is given in Diets, seems to be an etymological
figment]

Of a leg or arm : Lame. Also trans/,

1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss., Game-leg, a lame leg. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xxviii, A queer, knowing, shambling
animal, with a hatchet-face, a squint, a game-arm, and a
limp. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis II. iii, Warrington ..

said that Bacon had got the game chair, and bawled out to

Pen to fetch a sound one from his bedroom. 1854 W. GASKell
Led. Lane. Dial. i. 4 A poor schoo.fellow of mine who had
a bent leg. .was commonly said to have a ' gam ' leg. 1875

J. Payn Walters Word I. i 4 You see . . with a game-arm
. .and a game-leg. .one feels a little helpless.

Game g^w), v. Forms: a. 1 game nian,

3-5 gam-, gomen-en, 4 gamne-n. 4, 6 gamen.
0. 3 gorae-n, 4-5 gam(m}e-n, -yn, 4 gayme,
(7-9 dial. gaiO, 3- game. [The a forms re-

presentor. gam[e nian ( = ON.^wHfl\f. gamen,
Game sb. • The /3 forms, which a

(

pear first in

the 13th c, are strictly another word, indepen-

dently f. the later shortened form of the sb.]

1. intr. To play, sport, jest : to amuse oneself;

occas. to indulge in amorous play. Obs. exc dial.

a. c 1000 ./Elfric Gen. xix. 14 pa waes him gebuht. switce
he gamni^ende spra:ce. a 1050 Liber SeintiuAv (1889 172
Gameuian [\..joc<iri\ mid cnafan. a 1300 Floriz $ HI. 31
Hi..pleide and gamenede ehc wib ober. (11400-50 Alex-
ander 4370 Quen we gamen suld & glade we grete & we
pleyn. 1583 Stanyhurst sEn-ds, etc. (Arb.) 153 Thee
owtragious oathes hee vsed too thunder owt in gameuing.

)3. a 1225 Ana; R. 368 pet heo gleowede and gomede and
wedde mid o5er men. c 1485 Digbv Myst. (1882) 1.329 If ye
abide, watkyn, you and I shall game with my distaff that is

so Kounde. 1561 Schole-ho. It om. 264 in Hazl. E. P. P.
IV 115 Bid him go, when he would game. Unto his cus-

tomers. 1594 Daniel Compl. Rosamond {<. d 2) xlix, We see

the fair co demned that never gamed, a 1652 Brome Mad
Couple in. Wks. 1873 I. 55 My Lord Lovelies Gammed with
her. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., ' They were gamming ',

that is, playing in fun.

fb. To game at: to make foil of, deride. Obs.
1621 W. SCLATXB Tythes 1623) 54 When I .. affirme first

fruits mysticall resemblances of Christ. .how merily game
you at mee !

f 2. trans To amuse, please, give pleasure to.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 7409 Quen [dauid] wit gleu wald him
gammen. His scepe barn-self war sembel samen. 13.. Sir
Beues (A 3192 Ne gamnede hire bat gle n}t noujt. ^1330
R. Brunne C/iron. (1810) 18 Sone with be Danes gamned
bam no jjewe.

/3. c 1430 Sir Tryam. 462 Moche myrthe was them
amon^e, But ther gamyd hur noglewe.

fb. impcrs. with dat. of pronoun : I (he, etc.)

am lis, etc.) pleased or delighted. Obs.
a. a 1325 St. Marker. 11 Me gomeneS ant glede'5 al of

gastelich muroe.

fi. c 1205 Lay. 4588 Godlac hauede a god scip : ne gomede
him no wiht.

•fo. slang. To make fun of. Obs.
a 1700 B. E Diet. Cant. Cre7u s. v., What you game ine?

3 intr. To play at games of chance for a prize,

stake, or wager; to gamble. Also quasi-trans.

with cognate obj.

a. 1510-61 [see Gaming vbl. sb.].

(3. 1529 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. F/// (18-27) M Item de-

livered to the kinges grace owne handes for to game therew 1

now at this tyme of Cristemas, C li. I5S5 W. Watreman
Fardle Eacions 11. xi. 249 Thei [Turkes] game not for money,
or any valewe elles. 1610 B. Jonson Alck. III. ii, Why
would you be a gallant, and not game? 1648 Jknkyn/WW
Guide iii. 49 A fit cock for such a cock-pit as you game in.

1706 Estcourt Fair Examp. 11 ii, But for the future, if she
must game, if she must play, it shall be like Children, for

crooked Pins and Counters. 176a Goldsm. Nash 28 Tho' he
gamed high, he always played very fairly. 1777 Sheridan
Sek, Scand. iv. ii,

"1
'is a great pity he . . loves wine and

women so much.. And games so deep 1823 Byron yuan
xiv xviii. When we have .. gamed our gaming. 1834
Ht. Martinf.au Earrers iv. 58 The same power may
tempt the people to game in lotteries. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola.\. xiv, Certain ragged men.. were inviting country
people to game with them.

b. quaA-lnms. with advb. compl. : To throw

away ("money's wile away (time) by gambling.
1634 Hi.YwooD & Brome Lane. Witches 1. H.'s Wks. 1874

IV. 182 No longer agoe than last holiday evening he gam'd
away eight double ring'd tokens. 1709 Mrs. Centlivrk
Gamester v. (1723) 191 He gam'd it away, brother. 1760
C Johnston Chrysal (1822) I. 222 The profusion with which
she gamed away her money. 1782 Burke Re/. Repr. Wks.
1812 V. 398 It is for fear of losing the inestimable treasure

we have, that I do not venture to game it out of my hands
for the vain hope of improving it. 1837 Mrs. Caui-feild
Deluge 116 Here are dice—Let's. .game away these dismal
hours.

Ganie-cock. [f. Game sb. + Cock sb.i] A cock
bred and trained for fighting, or of the breed

suitable for the sport of cock-fighting.

1677 WvCHERLEY Plain Dealer IV. ii, Young lovers, like

game-cocks, are made bolder by being kept without light.

1693 LoCKB Educ. §145 They., managed the Dispute as

!

fiercely as two Game-Cocks in the Pit. 1814 W. SKETCHLEY
!

{title). The Cocker: containing every information to the
1 breeders aid amateurs of that noble bird, the Game Cock.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville {1 S49) 27 He is like a game*
I cock among the common roosters of the poultry-yard.

j fig. 1727 Gay Fables 1. Fle/>k. <y Bookseller 76 No
j

author ever spar'd a brother. Wits are game-cocks to one

j

another. 11895 Ln. Clarence Paget Autobiog. iv (1896)
I 80, I consoled myself with the feeling that, at all events, he
j
was an old gamecock, and would do his country credit if he

;
went into action.

Ga*me-fowl. [f. Game sb, + Fowl sb.] a. A
! fowl of some species regarded as game : see Game
; sb. 11. b. A domestic fowl of the species used

j

in cock-fighting.

1784 Cowper Task III. 312 Should never game-fowl hatch
her eggs again, Nor baited hook deceive the fish's eye.
1867 TegEtmeier Poultry Bk. xii. 123 The. .superiority of
the Game fowls bred in England has been entirely due to
the practice of cock-fighting.

t Ga"rueful, a. Obs. Also 3 gome(n;ful£le,

j

4-7 gain(e,full. [f Game sb. + -ful.]

1. Joyful, playful, sportive, jesting.

C1205 Lay. 21430 {>a loh ArSur . . and bus geddien agon
j

mid gomenfulle worden. a 1225 St. Marker. 10 Icham
gomeful ant gled latiera of thi godlec. 1398'l'REVisA Barth.

I
De P. R. xviii. Ixxix. 1 1495) 831 Wyse and wytty kynde

:
makyth to vs gameful! thynges and wonderful! to shewe his

j

myght. a 1627 Middleton Chaste inlaid m. iii. Which will

make tedious years seem gameful fo me. 1725 Port-: Odyss.
xix. 667 But my remnant life Heaven shall determine in a
gameful strife.

2. K01 d of field sports.

1704 D'Ureey Heir Adopted 272 The gameful Prince to

j

sporls inclin'd . . Did Hawking most prefer.

3. Abounding in game.
1610 Holland Camncns Brit. 1. 290 Of gamefull parks, of

j
meadows fresh. 1695 Blackmore I'r. Arth. iv. 574 For
warlike Toil he leaves the gameful Wood. 1704 Porn;

i

Windsor For. 95 Now range the hills, the gameful woods
beset.

Hence Gamefully adv., playfully, jestingly.

1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) VII. in A preost seide in
' game 'Why chese ^e nou^t me myself?' Whos gaume

obere nou^t takynge gamfully [etc.].

t Gamegall. Obs- 1 {f.OxuKsd. 4 Gallj£.2

(? Or mispr. tor *gainegall, i. Gain- pre/.)] A
satirical relort.

1577 Stanyhurst Hist. Irel. in, 90 in Holinshed Chron. I,

Shortly after this quippyng gamegall .. the Counsaile road
to Drogheda.

Ganiekee per. [f. Game sb. + Keepeu.] A
servant employed in taking care of game, to

prevent poachirg, etc.

1670-1 Act 22 (y 23 Car. II, c. 25 § 1 Hee it enacted. .That all

I,ords of Mannours. .may. .authorize one or more.. Game-
keepers . . who . . may take and seize all such Gunns, Bowes
[etc.]. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas. <y yas. (Camden) 97
To be . paid over to the ten keepers and one game keeper in

Windsor Forre-t 1772 Harrington in Phil. Trans. LXII.
305 A greyheaded game-keeper always saw the partridge on
the ground before they rose, i860 All J 'ear Round No.
71. 485 It is the gamekeeper's business to repress poachers.

Hence G-a'mekeepery a.
y
nonce-wd

t
of or befit-

ting a gamekeeper. So also Gamekeeping- vbl. sb.

1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mauuna i. 2 The vulgar groomy
gamekeepery styles of dress. 1878 R. ]v.¥VH.riv.s Gamekeeper
at Home ii. 44 The profession of gamekeeping is in no
danger of falling into decay from lack of demand for the
skill in woodcraft it implies.

t Ga'niel, v. Obs.-° [frequentative f. Game v.,

or altered form ofgamen ; see Gamule v.] intr.

To play games. Only in f Ga'meling vbl. sb. and
///. a.

1594 Wili.obie Avisa xxiii, I am no common gameling
mate, That list to bowle in euery plahie. 1598 T. Hastard
Chrestoleros v. xxxvi, This gameling and this wanton
luxurie. .wilt vndoe him.

Game-law. [f. Game sb. + Law.] Usually
pi. Laws enacted for the preservation of game.
1714 {title), The Game Law. 5th ed. 1769 Blackstone

Comm. iv. xxxiii, Though the forest-laws are now miti-
gated . . yet from this root has sprung up a bastard slip

known by the name of the game-law. 1823 Syd Smith
Wks. (1867) II. 32 The game laws have been carried to a
pitch of oppression which is a disgrace to the country.
1856 Kmekson Ping. Traits, Race Wks. (Hohn) II. 32 The
severity of the game-laws certainly indicates an extravagant
sympathy of the nation with horses and hunters. 1875STUBRS
Const. Hist, § 472 This early game-law was primarily
intended to stop the meetings of labourers and artificers.

Jig. 1820 W, Ih\]Sg Sketch Z-'^. (1849) 103 The library was
a kind of literary 'preserve', subject to game-laws.

Gameless (g£
!, mles), a. [f. Game sb. + -less.]

Of a country, district, etc. : Containing or pro-
ducing no game.
1848 in Ckaig. 1864 A7". Brt't. Rev. Dec. 420 A more game-

less forest does not exist. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in KarJ>.
104 A fine Scotch contempt for this gameless region.

Gamelos, obs. form of Chameleon.
t Ga'mely, a. Obs. [OE. gametic, *gamcnlic,

f. gamen Game + -lie -like.] a. (OE. only s

:

Theatrical, b. Spcrtive, merry.
1.. .Gloss, in Haupfs Zeitschri/t'lX. 459 Ridiculosum,

gamelic vel btsmerlic. Ibid. 508 Theatrales, gamelicum.
c 1425 Fortune in Ret. Ant. II. 8 A lokof that leuedy..Mi
gode gameliche game gurte to grounde.

t Ga'mely, adv}- Obs. Forms: 1 gamenlice,
3 gamli. 4 gamelich e. gomenly, gamely. [OE.
gamenlice, i.gamen Game sb. T -lice -\ Y -. Cf. prcc.J

Sportively, a (,OE. only): Artfully, deceiliully.

b. Blithely, joyfully, playfully, excellently.
c 1000 /Llkric yosh. ix. 3 Hwaet a ba Gabaniscean gamen-

lice rasddon. a 1300 Cursor M. 25717 King bat all craftes
can, Sua gamli \t<ut perk, we should read gainlij has bou
graithid for man, bat [etc]. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1079
penne wat^ Gawan ful glad, 8: gomenly he la^ed. £1350
Will. Pah me 427 To greie we! his gode wiif & gamely
berafter alle his freliche felawes.

Gamely (i^'mli), adv.'1 [f. Game aJ +-l\-2.]
With spirit, pluckily, courageously.
1861 W'hvte Melville Mkt. Harb. 131 Hotspur.,

struggled gamely to the top. 1879 BeERBOHM Patagonia
viii. 127 They [horse*] will . . dash away . . as gamely as if

they had just been saddled. 1889 Pall Mall G. 8 Aug. 7
One of the dogs gamely gripped him [the otter].

t Ga'melyn. [ad. F. camelin, sauce cameline
(Cotgr.).] 'A dainty Italian sauce' (Cotgr.). Also
sauce gamelyn. Cf. Cameline sb- 2.

£"1460 J. Russfll Bk, Nurture 539 Sawce gamelyn to
heyron-sewe. Ibid. 541 Also for bustard, betowre,& shovelere,
gamelyn is in sesoun.

Gamen e, obs. form of Game,
Gamene (gamni '. Comm. Also 8 gemoan,

9 gara^;e)n. [Anglicized pronnnc. of Vu.gemeen
conmon,] (See quot. 185P.)

1703 Thoresbv Let. to Ray (E. D. S,\ Gemcan mather,
the common sort. 1858 Homans Cycl. Comm. 1297 Dutch or
Zealand madder .. is divided .. into four qualities, distin-
guished by the terms mull, gamen. ombro, and crops '1 he
first species . . consists of a powder formed I y pounding the
very small roots. It is comparatively low priced . A second
pounding separates about a third pai t of the larger roots ;

and this, .is sold here under the name ofgamene, or gameens.
Gimener: see Gamnek, Obs.

Gameness (g^'mnes). [f. Game aA + -ness.]
The quality of being game; spirit displayed in

endurance; courage, pluck.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI 80 This sort of gameness

always gets a man the worst of the battle. 1861 Hughes
'Pom Brown at Ox/, xxiv, Whatever else you might think
of Blake, the>e was no d ubt about his gameness. 1882
Nature XXV 216 Both species . . exhibit gameness and
endurance second to no other fish.

Gamening, obs. form of Gaming.
Gamer (!.<?

i-m.u). See also Gamner. [f. Game
^. + -KK».J fa. A gamester, an athlete (obs. J. b.
One who hunts gamp, a spoilsman {nonce-use).
c 1620-30 [see GamNkr 2]. 1887 Sri. Amer. 15 Jan. 37

[Labrador] certainly deserves the attention of gamers,
fishers [etc. J.

Gamesome g£' ms#m), a. Also 4 gamsum,
5-0 gamsorae [f. Game sb. + -some j bull of
game or play ; fiolicsome, merry, playful, sportive.

CI350 Will. Pa/erne 4193 Sche gamsum & glad go'' hem
a-^ens. 1483 Cath. Angl. 140/1 Gameson (--/.CJamsome), tudi-
bundus. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 274, I now taking
heart at grasse, to see hir so gamesome. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 363 Whether they have beene .. living

creatures, or the gamesome Sports of Nature. a 1659
Cleveland Wks. (1687) 261 The looser pastime of her game-
some Hair. 1735 Thomson Liberty m. 321 The Shepherd
..Sits piping to his Flocks and gamesome Kids. 1794
Coleridge To a young Ass, How thou wouldst toss thy
heels in gamesome play ! 1841 Browning I'ippa Introd. 24
As if earth turned from work in gamesome mood. 1863 Haw-
thorne Oi.r Old Home, Near Oxford'(1879) 189 'I he stags
. . bounded away, not affrighted, but only shy and gamesome.
Hence Gajnesomely adv., in a gamesome

manner; playfully, sportively; Ga'mesomeness,
the quality ol being gamesome.
1601 Wi-ever Mirr. Mart. Bijb, To catch the baulme-

sweete breathing of the aire. Which gamesomlie into their
bosomes got. 1684 Bunvan Pilgr. 11. 45 The fatter the Ox
is„ the more gamesomly he goes to the Slaughter. 1727
Bailey vol. II, Gamesomeness. 1813 Mooke Post-bag 1. 52
A pretty contrivance .

. Which, however high-mettled, their

gamesomeness checks. 1847 Heli-s Friends in C. (1861) I. ii.

23 The monkey imitates from imitative skill and gamesome-
ness. 1884 Graphic 29 Nov. 566/3 In strength a man, in

gamesomeness a child. 1890 Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII.58 2

The smoke puffs gamesomely down the chimney.

Gamester (g£'-m?t3J\ Also 6 6V. gemster,
6-7 gamster. [f. Game sb. 4 -stek.]

f 1. A player at any game ; also an athlete. Obs.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xx. (1887) 82 Is iteuerred that

the athletsor gamesters vsed walking for an exercise? 1601
Holland Pliny II. 304 Professed wrestlers, runners and
such gamesters at feats of actiuity. 1624 Quarles Div.
Poems, yob xvi. 10 Young Standers-by doe oftentimes see
more, Then elder Gamesters. 1662 Blount Boscobet 11 9 His
Majestie was askt by one of the Gamesters, if he could play
a game of Ball call'd Fives. 1699 Bentley Pkal. 53 The
Gamesters at those Exercises were very stupi<i and thick-

skull'd Fellows. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 400 The gamesters
are equal in number on each side.

b. dial. (Berks.) A player at backsword and
wrestling.

1857 Highes Tom Broivn 1. ii, A pair of heavy single-sticks,

with which Benjy himself had won renown long ago as an
old gamester. 1839— Scour. White Horse v. 92 That prizes

be awarded for. Backsword Play, Old gamesters. 8/, Young
gamesters, 4/., Wrestling, Old Gamesters, 5/., Youne Game-
sters, 4/. Ibid. vi. 1 19 ' Who are the old gamesters ? ' I asked
of the man next me. 'Them as has won or shared a first

prize at any revel ', answered he. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.,

Ge-amster, or Gaaymester, one who is skilled at single stick.
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GAMESTRESS.

+ 2. An actor. Obs. rare~x
.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 235 Kardes and
Uardis, Gemsteiis [L. histriones] Glouttounis and syk kynd
of men.

3. One who habitually plays at games of chance
for money or other stake ; a gambler.
1553 T. Wilson Rhct. 51 No greater gamester in a whole

countrey. 1607-8 .V. Riding Rec. (1884) 1. 106 Me is a game-
ster at cardes and doth wai-^t his estate therby. 1676
Dhyden Aurenz. Prol. 23 A loosing Gamester let him sneak
away. 1773 Goldsm. E/>it. Intended for Mrs. Bulkley,
The Gamester. .Oft risks his fortune on one desperate throw.
1880 Browning Clive 93 Your Mgh-flown gamesters hardly
take Umbrage at a factor's elbow if the factor plays his
stake.

Jig. 1645 Bp. Hall Remedy Discontents 33 The World is

a cheating gamester, suffering us to win at the first. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. § 93 The Scots needed not now
advance their Progress, their Game was in the hands . . of
better Gamesters. 1851 Gallknga Italy 344 Had he reckoned
the odds like other political gamesters, he would [etc.].

f 4. A merry, frolicsome person. Obs.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. 1, T have ta'en on
trust Such petulant, jeering gamesters, that can spare No
argument or subject from their jest 1613SHAKS. Hen. VIII,
1. iv. 45 You are a merry Gamster My Lord Sands.

t 5. One addicted to amorous sport (see Game
sb. 3 b); a lewd person, whether m,nle or female.
1601 Shaks. All's Wells, iii. 188 She's impudent my I-ord,

And was a common gamester to the Campe. x6ai Fletcher
WildGoose Chase n. iii, Good women scorn such gamesters.
1629 Massinger Picture I. ii, Thou wast at twelve a
gamester, and since that, Studied all kinds of females.
a 1668 Davenant Neiusfr. Plymouth in. Dram. Wks. 1873
IV. 145 This I assure you Your satin gamesters practise
trans/, c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 156 The
Rams . . were not admitted all at one tyme . . but some
reserved . . vntill the former gamsters had wasted their
strength.

6. (See quot. and cf. Game sb. 14.) Obs. exc. Hist.
1880 Clark in Encycl. Brit. XI. 701/1 The keeper who

looked after them [a 'game' of swans] was the 'gamester'.

Gamestress (g^-mstres). ? Obs. [f. prec, +
-Ess.] A female gamester.
1651 Howell Venice 4 She hath allwayes bin . . chosen

rather to be a Spectatrix or Umpresse, than a Gamestresse.
1665 Flecknoe Enigm. Char. (ed. 2) 10 Of a Gamestress.
1796 Mad. D'Arblav Camilla V. x. v. 351 To two characters
. . she unites yet a third . . that of a gamestress.

tGamestry. Obs.- 1
[f. Gamester + -y 1.]

The practice of gaming,
1599 Sandys Europae Spec. (1632) 59 If there were any

which should still, .persist in that wicked gamestrie.

Gamesun, obs. form of Gambeson.
Gametal (garmAal), a. [f. Gamete + -al.]

Having the character of a gamete; conjugating,

reproductive, generative.
1888 J. Nelson in Amer. Jrul. Psychol. I. 390 The

presence of the reproductive elements exerts a constant
stimulus upon the brain cells, which causes them to generate
characteristic dreams, that in turn react to produce expul-
sion of the gametal cells. 1891 M. Hartog in Nature 17
Sept. 484/2 Vegetative or gametal nuclei.

Gametange (garm/tend,:;). [ad. mod.L. ga-

metangium gaem/tixrndsjir'm', f. gameta Gamete
+ Gr. ayytiov vessel.] The cell or organ in which
gametes are produced.
[1886 Vines in Encycl. Brit. XX. 427/2 In Acetabularia

the whole of the protoplasm of the gametangium is not used
up in the formation of the gametes.] 1889 Bennett &
Murray Cryptog. Bo'. 272 Ihe conjugating bodies., are
motile ciliated swarm-spores or zoogametes, produced by
free-cell formation in ordinary or in slightly differentiated

cells of the filament, hence termed gatnetanges, their con-
jugation resulting in the production of a zygosperm.

Gamete (gxmrt). Biol. [ad. mod.L. gameta
ad. Gr. yafitrrj a wife, ya^rrjs a husband, f.

yafi«iv to marry, f. yapios marriage.] (See quot.

1887.)
t886S. H. Vines in Encycl. Brit. XX. 425/1 This fusion

of two similar reproductive cells—this conjugation, as it is

termed—is one of the simplest forms of the sexual process ;

the zygospore is then a sexually produced spore, and the two
cells which conjugate to form it are spoken of as gametes,—
planogametes when they possess cilia, aplanogametcs when
they do not. 1887 tr. De Bary's Fungi 495, Gamete, sexual
protoplasmic body . . which on conjugation with another
gamete of like or unlike outward form gives rise to a body
termed zygote. Same as conjugation-cell. 1891 M. Hartog
in Nature 17 Sept. 484/1 Anisogamy. The union of two
gametes differing chiefly in size.

Also in combining form ga'meto-, as g-ameto-

nucleus (see quot.) ;
gametophyte, the sexual

form of a thallophyte, as distinguished from the

sporophyte, or asexual form.
1891 Si. Hartog in Nature 17 Sept. 484/1 The gameto-

nucfeus is formed by the union of several nuclei. 1897 Willis
Flower. PI. I. 16 These are often termed gametes, and the

plant l>earing them the gametophyte.
Gamey : see Gamy.
Gamgaron, obs. form of Kangakoo.
Gamic (garmik), a. [ad. Gr. yafuxos, relating

to marriage, f. yafios marriage.]

1. Biol. Having a sexual diameter ; sexual.

1864 H. Spencer Princ. Biol. I. 229 In each ovarium along

with the rudiments ofagamic eggs . . there usually . . exists the

rudiment of an ephippial egg ; which, from sundry evidences,

is inferred to be a sexual or gamic egg. Ibid. 230 Four times

. .as great as that contained in a gamic brood.

2. Geom. Gamic edges, corresponding edges of an
autopolar polyhedron. Also as sb.

40

1856 Kirkmas in Phil. Trans. CXLVII. 184 Two such
edges I call a gamic pair, or a pair of gamics, either being
the gamic of the other.

t Ganiical, a. Obs.- 1 In 7 gamacal. [f. Gr.

yafxtK-6s (f. yafios marriage) + -al.] Of or per-

taining to marriage or to a husband ; marital.
1660 R. Coke Power .y Subj. 12 Humane Laws are three-

fold, viz. Secular, Temporal, or Civil.. or Gamacal, viz. the
Laws of the Husband; or Paternal.

Gamin (gameen). [a. Y. gamin] A neglected
boy, left to run about the streets ; a street Arab.
1840 Thackeray Paris Sk -bk. (1872)6 There are the little

gamins mocking him. 1864 F. W. Robinson Mattie, a S.'ray
x, One Kent Street gamin out of business and dodging jhe
policeman behind a Patent Safety. 1873 M iss Yonge Pillars

of llo. I. vi. (1880) 134 'Our little gamin has the most of the
(iood Samaritan in him', said Mr. Audlcy.

Gaming (g£* 'mil)"), vbl. sb. Also 6 gam earring,

[f Games/. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action or habit of playing at games of

chance for stakes
;
gambling.

o- c 1510 Barclay ftfirr. Gd. Manners (1570) E iv, An olde
man can play, and keepe his grauitie Of death the remem-
brance his gamning ought to be. 1545 Ascham Toxoph.
(Arb.) 51 To him that compared gamning with shoting
wyll I answere. 1561 Dais tr. liullingcr on Apoc. (1573)
14 b, To abuse the Sonday, in gamenyng, drinkyng, daun-
cyng, and worldly businesse.

ft. 1501 Bury Wills (Camden) 90 Suche mony as I haue
wanne or loste in gamyng. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps.

xviii. 2i The master of a gaming by whose assurance and
leading he is brought foorth to thencounter. a 1602 W. Per-
kins Cases Cause. (16 19) 327 Wee may not Hue idlely, and giue

our selues to riot and gaming.
_
1668 Evklyn Mem. (1857)

II. 35, I saw deep and prodigious gaming at the Groom-
Porter's, a 1715 Kurnet Own 7Yw</ (1766) II. 113 He loved

gaming the most of any man of business I ever knew, a 1797
Burke Fragm. Tract Popery Laws Wks. IX. 364 Such deep
earning for stakes so valuable ought not to be admitted. 1856
Emlkson Eng. Traits, Aristocracy Wks. (Bohn) II. 86
Gaming, racing, drinking, and mistresses bring them down.

f2. Gr. and A'om. Antiq. The celebration of

games ; an athletic or musical contest. Obs.

1587 Holding De Mornay i. 10 Greate Personages, whose
Images, .were turned into Idolles, their woorthie doings into

yearely Gamings. 1600 Holland Livy xlv. xxxii. (1609) 1223

At the great and solemne gainings [L. magm's ludis] in

Greece. 1606 — Sueton. 188 Those Cities and states where
solemne gamings of musicke are usually held.

3. attrib. and Comb., as gaming-humour, -ordi-

nary, -place; gaming-proof, proof against tempta-

tions to gaming. Also Gaming-house, -TABLE.

1589 I'afipe w. Hatchet Civ a, You would make the

Church like Priniero, four religions in it, and nere one like

another. I cannot out of his ^gaming humour. ?ci6oo
Distracted Entp. 1. i. in Bullen O. PL III. 166 Thy gameing
humor hath l>een like a fyer. 1712 Swift Lei. Eng. Tongue
Wks. 1755 II. 1. 1 89 AH the odd words they have picked up in a
coffee-house, or a *gaming ordinary, are produced as flowers

of style. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 254 That, .a censor be

appointed . .to go now and then to the billiard-tables, and to

theother 'gaming-places. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 122

Haifa dozen officers all
J

gaming-proof, with empty purses.

Gaining, ppL a. [i. Game v. + -ing-.] That

games ; t sportive, jocular.

155a Hllof.t. Gaminge or full of game, iocosus. 1617

R. Clayton in Lismorc Papers Ser. II. (i887)_ II. 112

Gibson the gamming mynistir delivered mee this letter.

1700 T. Brown tr. Fresnv's Amusem. Sir. «$ Com. 104 If

he had seen any of our ( laming Ladies there.

Gaming - house, [f. Gamjug vbl. sb. +
House.] A house where gaming is practised.

1624 San dicks* in Serm. I. 251 A prodigal gallant, .will set

. .hundreds of them [pounds) flying at one afternoons sitting

in a gaming-house. 1709 Lond.Gaz. No.45-.j5/3TheGroom-

Porter doth hereby declare, that he neither Licenses or

Tolerates any Person to Game, or keep Gaming-Houses.

1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) IV. 92 This gentleman has been

at play at that there gaming-house over the way. 1836

Marryat Japhct lv, I passed the gaming-house— I did pass

it ; but I returned, and lost every shilling.

Gaining-ta ble. [lGaming?^/. sb. + Table.]

A table u^ed for the purpose of gaming.

1598 Barkkt Thcor. Warres iv. iv. 113 He ought not to

suffer them anie gaming Tables. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No.

4525/3 Whereas several People keep Gaming-Houses, Gam-
iug-Tables, Raffling-Shops. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
(1783)11, 187 Thei/fuis. .their clothes, their arms, are staked

at the gaming-table . . upon a single cast. 1818 Cobbett
Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 176 Money lost by him at the gaming-
table or on the highway. 1884 J. HALL Chr. Home 130

Money flowed freely around the gaming-table.

Gamma (g.-e*ma\ [Gr. yappa.]

1. The third letter of the Greek alphabet, V, y.

C1400 Macnoev. {1839) iii. so Here }ee may seen hem
[Lettres], with the Names.. a Alpha, Betha, 7 Gamma
[etc.]. 1775m Ash. 1885 Atlioi.rum 1 1 July 48/2 Whenever
it occurs this intrusive gamma is hard.

f2. «=Gami:t. [See Gammr] Obs.

i6m Peacham Compl. Gent, set (1634) 104 Two Lutes
of equall size being, .tuned Vnison, or alike in the Gamma,
G sol re vt. 17*4 F.vpUc. For. Words Mns., Gama or

Gamma, is what we call the Gamut. iSjsDanneley^wo'^^
Mus., Gamine. .Gamma, Gamut or Gammut.
\ 3. Surg. (See quot.") Obs. Cf. Gammot.
1848 Craig, Gamma, .a surgical instrument used for cau-

terising a hernia—so called from its shape resembling that

letter. 1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

4. A common moth, Plusia gamma. In full

gamma moth.
1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Dec. 345/2 The .. caterpillar of the

Gamma moth is an instance. 188a CasselTs Nat. Hist. VI.

65 Several of the Plusidx are also day-flying Moths. The

GAMMERSTANG.
well-known Gamma Moth or Silver Y {Plusia gamma) is

one of these.

5. Comb., asgamma-shapcJaxL).
j gamma-fane-

tiou Math, (see quot. i86;0.
1865 B. Price hifinit. Calc. '(ed. 2! II. 155 The symbol

Ti«, devisrd by Legendre, has been of late ordinarily
employed to denote it ; so that we have

For this reason and for the sake of a distinctive name, the
definite integral has been called the Gamma-function. 1875
R Williamson Integral Calc. 150 All definite integrals
w'hich are reducible to Gamma-functions. 1893 W. M.
Ramsay Ck. in Rom. Kmp. xii. 262 A gamma-shaped crypt,
attached to a small chapel.

|| Gammadion (^JemJ'tii^nX Also gamma-
tion. [a. late Gr. yapfiaTiov, yaixnaZiov , f. yappa.]

A decorative pattern formed of repetitions or com-
binations of the shape of the Greek letter gamma
(r) ; by antiquaries applied chiefly to the par-

ticular device called otherwise Fylfot ; also to a

figure composed of four gammas placed back to

back in such a way as to form a voided Greek cross.

1848 B. Webb Cont. Ecclesiol. 432 Apostles with gain-
madre [sic] on their robes. 187a Gloss. Keel. Terms (ed.

Shipleyl, Gammadion, the same as Gammatlium or Fylfot.

1876 Rock Text. Fabr. v. 36 This word Gammadion was a
word applied as often to the patterns on silks as to the
figures wrought on gold and silver. 1877 Lee Gloss. Liturg.
<y Eccl. Terms, Fylfot . . was also called Gammation . . the
Greek term for this mystical device. 1889 Elvin Diet.

Heraldry, Gammatiion, a Cross potent related.

aiitid. 1869 Mrs. Paluser Laee ii. 19 Two specimens of
. .network, .the one ornamented with, .shields and crosses,

the other with the medieval gammadion pattern.

Gammald. obs. Sc. form of Gambol.
Gammarid (gaamarid). [ad. mod.L. Cam-

Tnarid-m, f. L. gammar-us (cammarits), a. Gr.

Kapfiapos a sea-crab or lobster : see -ID.] An indi-

vidual of the family Gammaridx of amphipodous
Crustacea, of which the typical gennsis Gammarus.
1852 Dana Crust, n. 825 The family of gressorial Gani-

marids.

Gammarine (gsemarin). Zool. [f. L. gam-
marus (see prec.) + -ine.] (See quot.)
184a BRANDS Diet. Sci., etc., Gammarines, Gatumariiia,

the name of a family of Amphipodous Crustaceans, having
the genus Gammarus, or the sand-hopper, as the type.

Gammarolite gamarrolait). [f. h.gammarus
crab + -lite.] A fossil crustacean of the genus
Gammarus or some allied genus.
1846 Smart, Gammarolite, a fossil crab.

Gammaut, obs. form of Gamut.

t Gamme. Mus. Obs. Also 5-7 gam. [a.

F. gamme, ad. It. and med.L. gamma, a. Gr.

Gamma, the letter T, used as the symbol of the

lowest note in the mediaeval scale.] — Gamit.
1390 Gower Con/. III. 90 Now highe notis and now lowe,

As by the gamme a man may knowe. e 1440 Promp. Par::
185/2 Gamme of song, gamma, c 1470 Burlesque in Rel.

Ant. I. 86 The coos gagult ever more, the gam was better

to here. 1597 Mori.kv Introil. Mus. 2 Here is the Scale of

Musicke, which wee terme the Gam. 1669 Cokaine Poems,
Elegit T. Pilkington 78 Yet he at Gamut frequent was, and
taught Many to play, till Death set his flam out. 1717741
Chambers Cyel., Gammut, or Gamut. 1730-6 Bailey (folio),

Gam, the first or gravest note in the modern scale of musick.

Gammon, obs. form of Gamk.
Gammer (grcmor\ sb. Also 6-S gammar, 5

(once) gandmer. [See Gaffek. The spelling

gandmtr in 1589 shows that the word was then

regarded as a corruption of grandmother."\ A
rustic title for an old woman, corresponding to

Gaffer for a man.
"575 J- Still (title), A Ryghl Pithy, Pleasaunt and meric

Coined ie : Intytuled Gammer Gurtons Nedle. Hid. I. iii,

My Gammer is so out of course, and frantyke all at ones.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Pere. I Now gandmer are notthese
your examples moralized? 1614 B. Jonson Barili. Fair v.

vi, Hee has stolne gammar Visla's panne. 1634 Heywooh
& BnoME Fane. Witches II. H.'s Wks. 1874 IV. 199 But

yammer are not you a Witch? 1719 U'Vriev Pills (187^
III. 18 Our honest old Gammer is laid in the Clay. X74*

Fielding 7. Antireifs iv. ,\v, The pedlar .. listened with

the utmost attention to gammer Andrews's story. C1815

Houlslon's Juvenile Tracts, Cork Jacket 1, ' 1 will tell yuu

a tale' said old Gammer Green. 1833 Tennyson Goose ix,

Then yelp'd the cur. and yawl'd the cat; Ran Gaffer,

stumbled Gammer, it 1845 Hoon Tale Trumpet viii, There

never was such a deaf old Gammer! 1866 Blackmore
Cradoek ffmtllxv, The rector having learned every gain

mer's alloverishness and every gaffer's rheumatics.

Gammer (gsrau), j 1

. Jial. [PeA. f. prec. sb.

:

cf. gossip. V. commerage, etc.] intr. To idle

1788 \V. Marshall Yorksh. II. 331 To Gammer, to idle.

1876 Whitby Gloss.f.v., ' Gying gammering about ', saunter-

ing and tattling all over.

Gammerel, dial, form of Gambkel.

Gammerstaiig (ga-'majstserj). dial. Also 6

gamarstangue, 8-9 gammerstags, 9 Sc. -stel,

gomerstang. [? f. Gammeh sb. (but cf. Gomeril)

+ Stang pole.]

1. A tall, awkward person, usually a woman.
1570 Levins Manif*. 23 A Gamarstangue, oblongata. 1684

Yorksh. Dial. 348 (E. D. S. No. 76) Wad ta saw thy-sell,

thou great Gammerstang ! For sham, Woman ! 180s R.

Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 25 Souple gammerstang ! 1876

Whitby Gloss., Gammerstags, a large awkward female. l88»

Lane. Gloss., Gammerstang (N. Lane), an awkward, tall,
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slender person, male or female. 1890 Hali. Caidb Bondman
xxiv, 'The sweep !

' 'the thief!" ' the wastrel
!

' 'thegomer-
stang !

' they called him.

2 A rude, wanton girl.

1788 \V. Makshau. Yorksh. II. 331, Gammerstags, an idle,

loose girl. 1825-80 Jamikson, Gammerstel, a foolish girl.

1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss. , Gamine -stags, gammer-
stang, an idle or rude and wanton wench.

1 Gammet. ? ~ Grommet.
1778 Foor» in Trans. Soc. Arts (1784) II. 215, I still fix

the line to the Harpoon . . with the addition of what I call

a Snap Gammet, which Gammet is made of rattlin line,

traverses in the Harpoon, next the breech, and is sized to
the line about two feet from the end or noose, with about
eight turns of Whale line yarn ; which Gammet or sizeing,

puts the line in motion, and breaks, but does not hurt the
line.

Gammin, obs. form of Game,
tGa'mmock,^. 1 Obs. [var. Cammock.] The

plant Ononis spinosa or Rest-harrow.
1578 Lytic Dodoens vi. x. 669 Gammocke or ground Furze.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xiii. 65 The salt of gammock, other-
wise called rest-harrow, petty whynne, or ground furze.

Gammock (garmok), sb.- dial. [?f. Game j^J
+ -ock.] A game, jest, piece of fun ; also (with-

out a or plural) fun, frolic, foolish sport.

1819 ' R. Raumlais ' Abeillard A- lleloisa 176 'Tis but a
fush'nable gammock. 1823 ' Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf, Gam-
mocks, running up and down, as in a fair, rolling among the
hay, or flaunting at Vauxhall. 1827 Examiner 5172 The
gammoeks of a set of indiseriminating monument-destroyers.
1841 Hautshoknic Salop. Antigua Gloss., Gamock, foolish

sport, practical jokes. 1891 Sheffield Gloss. Supp. s.v.,
* She's too much gammock about her.'

Gammock (gsrmak), v. [f. prec] intr. To
• lark about \ frolic or romp.
1854 Miss Bakes Northants. Gloss, s.v., 'Our John's

always going gammocking about.' 1863 Sala Capt.
Dangerous I. viii. 225, I was gammocking in a hayfield
with another lass. 1886 Chester Gloss., Gammock, to play
pranks. 1891 in li'iltsh. Gloss.

Gammon garman), s&A Forms: 5-6 gam-
bon(e,6gammound.gamond(e,(A< . gawmoud),
6-7 gamraoud, gamon. 9 Sc. gammont, 6- gam-
mon, [a. ONF. gambon niod.F. jambon ham,
i.gambe ('mod. F. jambe) leg.]

f 1. The ham or haunch of a swine. Also iransf.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Fiib, The peestellis and tlie gam-

hons deperte theym .ij. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 332 In
the pestle and gammond both of a swiue, there be certain
ioint whirlbones. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Accnle, The wild Bora
..brought vnto a bay sets him on his Gammons. 1613
Beaum. & Ft- Captain ir. ii, I would have him [Captain
Jacomo] buried Even as he lyes, crosse legg'd, like one o'

th' Templers, (If Ins west-phaly gammon.-. wHl hold crossing).

2. The bottom piece of a flitch of bacon, includ-
ing the hind leg ; also, a smoked or cured ham.
a 1539 Skelton El. Ramming Wks. (1736) 132 Thau

came haltynge Jone And brouglite a gambone Of bakon
that was reastye. 1555 Eden Decades 3 The other moste
flesshy partes they pouder for store as we do . . gaminondes
of bakon. 1*58 R. White tr. Digbfs Poivd. Symp. (1660)
40 If one put gammons of bacon, or beef, or any other flesh
within the chimney. 1719 DTJbfky Pills (1872) I. 268 A
good Westphalia Gammon Is counted dainty Tare. 1771
Gor.DSM. Haunch t'enison 10 In some Irish houses where
things are so-so, One gammon of bacon hangs up for a
show. 1808 SCOTT Marm. iil iii, Gammons of the tusky
Iwar. 1851 D. Jkrrold.SY. Giles .wiii, Here's the bread and
cheese, and all that's left o' the gammon o" bacon.
3. Se. dial. ^See quot.)
1825-80 Jamieson, Gammonts, gammons, the feet of an

animal ; often those of pigs, sometimes called petit-toes.

4. Comb. , as gammon-faeed, ~visaged adjs.
;

gammon-esserice (see quot.).
1604 Mansion Malcontent iv. iii, The sallow Westphalian.

gamon-faced zaza, Cries, Stand out. 1630 J. Tayi.ok (Water
P.

)
Wks. ii. 17 Thou kildst the gammon visag'd poore We>t-

phalians. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gammon-Essence (in
Cookery) is made of thin Slices of Gammon of Bacon dress'd
in a Stew-pan with a Ragoo.

Gammon (garinan), «M Naut. [Of unknown
origin : some have conjectured that it is f. Gammon
tvj, and that the latter contains an allusion to the
tying up of a gammon or ham.]
1. The lashing of the bowsprit. Now usually

called Gammoning.
1689 S. Sewai.l Diary 12 Nov. (1882) I. 2S1 Strengthen

the Holt-sprit, the Gammon of which was loosed. 1748
Anson's Voy. 1. viii. 82 They had broke their fore-stay and
the gammon of the bowsprit.

2. Com/>., as gammon-knee, -plate, -shackle
(sec quote.}.

1846 \ofSG Xaut. Diet. s.v. Gammoning, It is generally
made fast to a ring, called the Gammon-shackle, formed on
the end of the Gammon-plate, which is an iron plate
bolted to the stem. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Il'ord-bk., Gam-
mon-knee, a knee-timber fayed and bolted to the stem a
little below the bowsprit.

Gammoil (garmsn', sb/<i [app. a survival of
the ME. gamen Game sbA, or a noun of action
f. gamne vb. (see Gamf. vX). Possibly gammon
and backgammon may have been used to denote
different degrees of victory in the game of ' tables',

before they came to be used as names for the game
itself; on this view sense 2 below and sense 2 of
Backgammon would come before sense I, but in
each case the application to the game itself is

recorded earlier.]

1. The game of backgammon. Now rare.
1730-46 Thomson Autumn 528 Or the quick dice, In

thunder leaping from the box, awake The sounding gammon.
a 1734 North Lives (1826) I. 17 Whatever games were
stirring, at places where he re;ired, as gammon, gleek,
piquet, or even the merry main, he made one. 1800 Mks.
Hervev Mourtray T'ant. III. 81 -Mr. Chowles was above,
playing at gammon with mistress. 1826 J. Wilson Nod

.

Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 124 The tailor at Yarrow ford dang ye
all to bits baith at gammon and the dambrod.
2. A term at backgammon, denoting a degree

of victory which scores equal to two 'hits' or

'games' see quots. 1044, 1S68).
x735 Dyche & Pardon", Gammon ..a Term in a Play

called Back Gammon. 1778 C. Jonls Hoyle's Games
hnpr. 165 Six and Five, a Alan to be carried from your
Adversary's Ace Point, as far as he can go, for a Gammon
or for a Hit. 1800 Genii. Mag: J. 163 And by quick taking
off, a gammon win. 1844 Backgammon 47 If one combatant
have not removed his first man before the other has re-

moved his last, 'a gammon' is lost and won, which is

equivalent to two game--. 1868 Boy's (Xvn Bk. 590 If you
can bear all your men away before your adversary has
borne off one man, you win the gammon .. But if your
adversary is able to bear one of his men, before you have
borne all yours, then your victory is reduced to a hit.

3. Comb., as gammon-board, -player.
1814 Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 47 It may he inferred that

he too was a gammon-player. 1851 'Nimrod 1 The Road
17 You'll have the gammon-board all to yourself.

Gammon ;garmon), sb.* slang or colloq. Also
8 gamon. [npp. originally thieves' slang. Com-
monly identified with ME. gamen Game sb. 1

; but

the chronological gap is very great, and the mean-
ing in which the mod. word first appears docs not
favour this etymology. Perh. there may be some
untraceable jocular allusion to Gammon sb.3 (cf.

next vb., sense 2}. or even sb,-]

1. Thieves'" slang. In phrases To give gammon
(see quot. 1720). To keep in gammon \ to engage
(a person's) attention while a confederate is

robbing him.
1720 A. Smith Hist Highwaymen III. 358 Give me

Gammon. That is, to side, shoulder, or stand close to a Man,
or a Woman, whilst another picks his, or her Pocket. 1821
Hac;gart Life 51 Going out at the door, Bagrie called
the woman of the house, kept her in gammon in the back-
room, while I returned and brought oft" the till. Ibid, 68,
I whidded to the Doctor, and lie gave me gammon.
2. Talk, chatter. Usually gammon and puller.
1781 G. Parker View Sec. I. 208, I thought myself pretty

much a master of Gammon, but the Billingsgate eloquence
of Mrs. P- not only exceeded me, but outdid all that

I had ever known eloquent in that way. 1789 — Life's
Painter (ed. 21 186 Gammon and Patter, Jaw talk, etc.

1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Gamon and Patter,
commonplace talk of any profession ; as the gamon and
patter of a horse-dealer, sailor, etc.

3. Ridiculous nonsense suited to deceive simple
persons only ;

' humbug', ' rubbish \
1805 T. Harrm. Scenes of Z,?fe III. 105 'Come, come, none

of your gammon !

' cried one, ' tell us where the other black
sheep is'. 1811 Lex. Balatrou. s.v., What rum gamon the old
tile pitched to the flat. 1811 J. Poolk Ham. Travestie 30
Come, that won't do, my lord;- now that's all gammon.
1837 Pickens Pickw. xxiv, Some people maintains that an
Englishman's house is his castle. 'That's gammon. 1845
Disraeli Sybil iRtldg.) 285 Morley has got round them,
preaching moral force, and all that sort of gammon. 1870
1 1. Smart Racefor Wife x, Come, old fellow, no gammon.

b. quasi-z'///. Humbug! Fudge!
1827 K. B. Peake Comfort. Lodg. \. iii, Sir H. (Aside)

Gammon ! 1855 Thackeray Rose <y Ring xv, ' ( lammon !

*

exclaimed his Lordship. 1885 F. A. Guthrie Tinted
Venus 4 ' Gammon !

' said Jauncey, ' that isn't it '.

Gammon (garman), v. 1 [f. Gammon sb.z]

1. trans. To beat at backgammon by a ' gam-
mon '.

1735 Savage Progr. Divine 75 At tables now ! But oh, if

gammon'd there, The startling echoes learn, like him to
swear! 1823 'Jon Bek' Did. Turfs.\., In back-gammon
playing, the loser of two games following is said to be
gammoned. 1867 Gd. Words 422/1 'More fool you',
remarked his father, without looking up from the back-
gammon board. 'There, madam, you are gammoned.'
1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle, Backgammon 142
Having gained these points, you have a fair chance to
gammon your adversary.

fig. 1694 Echaro Plautus* Rudens If, iv. 168 Ne'r a
Gamester of 'm all has half the Cunning. Faith, 'twas an
excellent Cast : 'thas quite gammon'd the Rascal.
1 2. intr. To cheat at play in some particular

way. Obs.
1700 Stefi to Bath (ed. 2} 14 There was Palming, Lodging,

Loaded Dice, Levant, and Gammoning.
Gammon (garman;, v.- [f. Gammon j^. 1

]
trans. To cure ( bacon ; by salting and smoking.
1836 Smart, Gammon, to salt and dry. 1848 Craig,

Gammon, to make bacon, to pickle and dry in smoke.
Gammon (gee-man , v.'-t A T

aut. [See Gammon
j-/'.-] trans. To lash (the bowsprit) with ropes to
the stem of a ship. Said also of the rope.
1711 W. Sutherland Shipbnild. Assist. 62 To gammon

the Bowsprit._ 1789 Cart. W. Wriglesworth JUS. Leg~bk.
ofthe ' LyelP 5 Sept., Gammon'd the Bowsprit, Kigg'd the
Mtzon-topmast. e 1850 Rudim. Navi?. tWeale) 120 The
rope.. that gammons the bowsprit. 1867 Smyth Sailor**
Word-hk., Gammon, to pass the lashings of the bowsprit

Gammon gas-man;, vA slang or colloq. [f.

Gammon sbA]

1. intr. To talk (plausibly or persuasively).

1789 G. Parker Life's Painter (ed. 2) 186 A fellow that
speaks well, they say he gammons well, or he has a great
deal of rum patter. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle ii, You
gammons so about the rhino that we must prove you a bit-

2. To feign, pretend.
i8iz J. H. Vaux Plash Diet, s.v., To gammon lushy or

ijueer'xs to pretend drunkenness or sickness. 1821 P. Lgan
Life Loud. vi. 346 Logic gammoned to be the cadger in fine

style, with his crutch and specs. 1864 Eli£. A. Murray E.
Norman II. 11, I got up in a temper, and told him 10 leave

me. He laughed, and said I was gammoning. 1868 H.C R.
Johnson Argent. Al/'S in Keeping his eyes on the docu-
ment, and 'gammoning' to read it.

3. trans. To stuff with ridiculous nonsense, to

humbug, deceive, hoax. Const, into, out of.

1812 J. H. VaUX Plash Diet, s.v., A man who ., by a
plausible defence has induced the jury to acquit him . . i^

said by his associates to have gammoned the twelve in prime
twig. 1821 Egan Life in Loudon V. 2S9 Flashy Nance 'who
had gammoned more seamen out of their \ ills and power
than ilie ingenuity or palaver of twenty of the most know-
ing of the frail sisterhood could effect). 1825 Bccksionk
BearHunters 1. i, There ! that's just the way she gammon.-.
me at home. 1836 1 >ilkkns Sk. Boz. v, I . .waited at table,

and gammoned the servants, and nobody had the least idea
1 was in possession. 1837 — Pickw. .xiii, So then they
pours him out a glass o' wine, and gammons him about his

driving, and gets him into a reg'lar goorl humour. 1873
Black Pr. I hale i.\, To go and gammon old Mackenzie into

the belief that he can read poetry.

Hence Gammoning vbl. sb. and ///. a. Alto
Ga'mmoner, one who gnmmons ; one who ' yives

gammon' see Gammon sb.4 i) to an accomplice
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Did. s.v. Gammon, A thief

detected in a house which he has entered upon the sneak. .

will endeavour by some gammoning story to account for his

intrusion. 1821 Haggakt Life 66 The Doctor came from
the kitchen, and played the part of the gamnioiier so well,

that I made my escape without being observed. 1823
Moncrieff Tom <y Jerry 1. i, Fly to the gammoners, and
awake to everything that's going on. 1838 Dk:i<i:ss N'tch.

Xick.xvi, The same gentleman who had expressed an opinion
relative to the gammoning nature of the introductory speech.
1881 . Xrgonant (S. Francisco) 2 Apr., Mr. M . one of the
oiliest of oily gammoners.

Gammoning (garmanir)), vbl. sb. Xaut. [f.

Gammon e'.H-i.NG 1
.] The lashing of ropes by

which the bowsprit is made fast to the stem or

cutwater.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle iii, The Negro threw himself
on the Gammoning of the bowsprit. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. x.x.xii. (1856) -j8o Her bowsprit .. is now completely
forced up, broken short off at the gammoning. i867Smyiii
Sailor's Word-bk. , Gammoning, seven or eight turns ol a
rope-lashing passed alternately over the bowsprit and
through a large hole in the cut-water, the belter to support
the stays of the foremast.

Gammoothe, obs. form of Gamut.
1 Ga'mniot. Obs. rare. [var. Gamut (cf. ]t.

• gamaut, a note in Musike, also the name of a

barbers toole' (Moriu .

The instrument, also called Gamma, received its name
from its resemblance in shape to the letter 1', the symbol of

the musical nole gamma tit.]

(See quot.)

1585 Higin's tr. Junius' Nomenclator 263 S^oiopounuli.c-
rium. .an instrument seruing to cut out the rootes of vlcers

or sores : it is called the incision knife, or garnmot. 1656
in I'tLouNT Glossogr. 1721-92 in Bailev.

Gammut^h, obs. form of Gamut.
Gammy (garmi , a. dial, and slang, [dial,

equivalent of Gamy.]
1. Tramps' slang. Bad, not good.
1839 in 'DuCANGE Angi.icls ' Vulg. Tongue, Gammy,

bad. Gammy stuff, spurious soap or medicine. 1846
K. L. Snowdun Magistr. Assist. 344 Had coin, Gammy
lowr. 1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour I. 364 A mark being
placed on the door post of such as are bone or gammy in

order to inform the rest of the school where to call and
what houses to avoid.

2. Theatr. (See quot.)

1889 Uarkkkl: & Leland Slang, Gammy . . old, ugly,
passce.

3. Lame-. Cf. Game a.2 Also as sb. a lame person.
1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. IVord-bk. s.v., ' A gammy

fui.' 1893 in Farmer Slang.

Gammy yarmi),^. slang. [Vf. prec] Cant,
the canting language.
1893 Farmkr Slang s.v., citing (in error) Grose Diet. Vulg.

Tongue (17S51, Do you stoll the gammy : Do you under-
stand cant?

1 Ga'mner, ga*inener. Obs. [f. gamen vb.

(see Game z;.') + -kh i.J

1. A gamester, a player, a gambler.
1509 Barclay Shyp of J-olys (1570) 148 Such are great

gunners hauing small substance. 1529 Mokk Comfi agst.

Trib. 1. Wks. 1 162/2 Then left them their gameners and
slily slonke awaye. 1563 Abp. Pakkicr Articles. Whether
your Persons, Vicars, and Curates be common gameners.
x565 J Halle Hist. E.xpost. p. xvii, If thou have not as
great desyre to thy boke, as the greatest gamner hath to

his game, thou shalte never worthily be called cunnyng in

this art.

2. Ait athlete.

1567 Rauldwin's Mor. P/iilos. 11. v. 77 b, The gamner
hreaketh his leg in dauncing. .his arme, his shoulder, or his

necke in wrastling. [So in later eds. until 1600; eds. 1610
gammer, c 1620-30 gamer ]

Gamning, obs. form of Gaming.
Gamo- (gaMniJQ, combining form of Gr. yapov

marriage, used in various mod. scientific terms, as
Gamomania [Mania] (see quot) ; Gamomor-
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phism [(Jr. pop<p-i) form] (see quot.). Chiefly in

adjs. used in Botany, describing plants or organs in

which certain specified parts are united together, as

Gamogastrous [Gr. faar-qp stomaehj (see quot.) ;

Gamopetalous [Petal], having the petals united
;

Gamophyllous [Gr. ipv\Xov leaf], having the

leaves united; Gamophyte see quot.); Gamo-
sepalous [Sep a], having the sepals united.

1876 Balfour in Encycl. Brit. IV. 142/1 The union, .may
take place by the ovaries alone, while the styles and stig-

mata remain free, the pistil being then *gamogastrous. 1885
Syd. Soc. Lex., Gamogastrous, a term applied to a pistil in

which the ovaries are more or less completely united and
the respective styles and stigmata remain free. Ibid.,

"Gamomania, a form of insanity characterised by strange
and extravagant proposals for marriage. 1866 BftANDK tk

Cox Diet. Set. etc. II. 10 *Gamomorphism, that stage of
developement of organised beings in which the spermatic
and germinal elements are formed, matured, and generated,
in preparation for another act of fecundation, as the com-
mencement of a new genetic cycle. 1830 LlNDLEV Nat.
Syst. Hot. 161 Their petals cohere in a long tube of the
same nature as that of *gamopetalous Crass 11laceae. 187a
Oliver Elem. Bat. 1. iv. 36 The corolla is gamopetalous
and irregular. Ibid. 1 v. 50 In this instance the perianth is

*gamophyllous. 1880 Baker in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XVIII.
14 The Aloes., are characterized by their gamophyllous
perianth. 1889G1BSOS Elem. Biol. 133 The term *gamophyte
will be employed throughout in preference to oophyte, as
taking into account both the male and the female sexual
organs. 1835 Lindi.ev Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 329 The word
'gamosepalous has been proposed, but it is not much em-
ployed. i860 Oliver Less. Bot. (1873) 29 The calyx is

gamosepalous ; that is, composed of coherent sepals.

Gamogenesis gasm^d^e m-sisj. Biol. [See

Gam )- and Gknksm.] (See quot. 18S5.)
1861 J R. Greene Man. A Htm. Kingd., C&Unt. 75

'Gamogenesis', in which the ovum to be developed, must
first be brought into contact with spermatozoa. 1864
H. SPENCER lllustr. Univ. Progr. 370 Multiplying only by
gamogenesis. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Gamogenesis, genera-
tion by the conjunction of structures from different in-

dividuals, being sexual reproduction.

Hence Gamogene tic a. [see GENETIC], of or

pertaining to gamogenesis, producing or produced
by gamogenesis; Gamogene tically adv., in a

gamogenetic manner {Cent. DictX
1864 H. Spescer Princ. Biol. I. 226 Gamogenetic struc-

ture. 1877 Huxley Anat. tnv. Anim. Introd. 28 Agamo-
genetic and gamogenetic reproduction. 1888 J. T. Gulick
in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XX. 216 Every gamogenetic species.

Gamogins, var Gamashes.
t Ga'mond. Sc. Obs. Forms : 6 gamount,
galmound, mand, gawmound. [from earlier

gambat K. gambade \ see the forms under Gambol
sb. The form may be due to some association

with gamount — Gammon sbj] A gambol, or leap-

ing movement in dancing.
1500-20 Dunbah Poems xxvi. 11 He bad gallandis ga

graitli a gyiss, And kast vp gamountis [.!/. gambauldis, A*,

galinandis] in the skyis, That last c ime out of France. 153s
Lvndesav Satyre 452 Now hay ! for ioy and mirth I dance-.

Tak thair ane gay gamond of France, a 1572 Knox Hist.
Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 43 He lapp up mearely upoun the
scaffold, and, casting a gawmound, said. * Whair ar the rest

of the playaris? ' a 1591 Adamson in R. Ford Harfi Perthsh.

(1893) 4 Ay when I hit the mark I cast a gamound.
Hence t Ga monding vbl. sb.

1549 Compl. Scot vi. 66 It vas ane celest recreation to
beheld ther lycht lopene. galmonding [orig.ed. galmouding],
stendling bakuart and forduart.

Gnnosh, var. Gamash.
Gamp (ga?mp), sb. [after Mrs. Sarah Gamp,

a montaly nurse in Dickens* Martin Chuzzlewit,
who carried a large cotton umbrella.]

1. A woman resembling Mrs. Gamp ; a monthly
nurse or sick nurse of a disreputable class.

1864 Sun 28 Dec. 2/6 ' A regular Gamp ', meaning thereby
..a fat old dowdy of a monthly nurse, or a very large,
bulgy, loosely tied cotton umbrella. 1889 A. K. Hope in

Boy's Own Paper 3 Aug. 697/2 She was a trained hospital
nurse of the class that is fast driving last generation's Sally
Gamps out of the field.

2. An umbrella, esp. one tied up in a loose,

untidy fashion.

1864 [See 1]. 1883 G. R. Sims Lifeboat, etc., Midsummer
Day, He donned his goloshes, and shouldered his gamp.
1887 J. A. Stekky Lazy Minstrel (1892) 134, I trust your
Gamp is water-tight !

attrib. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLV. 62 Grasping his gamp
umbrella at the middle.

Gamp (gaemp , a. Sc. 1 Playful, sportive.

1776 in Herd Collect. Sc. Songs II. 23 She is sae jimp, sae

gamp, sae gay.

Gamp (ga:mp\ v. Sc. [echoic ; cf. champ]
trans. ' To eat greedily, devour, gulp' (Jam.),
1805 A. Scott Poems 154 (Jam.) A wally dish o' them

weel champit,—How glibly up we'll see them gampit, As
clean '• a bead.

Gamphrel (gae'mfrei). Sc. [Cf. Gomehil.]
A fool, a stupid or senseless fellow, a blockhead.
1728 Ramsay Fables, Norse's Compl., To gallop with some

gamphrel idle.

Gampish. (garmpij), a. [f. Gami* sb. + -ISH.]

Of an umbrella : Like Mrs. Gamp's, loosely tied

up, bulging. Hence Gampishness.
1863 w. Cory Lett. <r Jmls. (1897) 90 His master was

making up my Bond-Street umbrella into a double bulge of
gampishness. 1864 Derby Day ii. 18 As if you had been

E

mortifying the flesh by carrying a gampish umbrella up
Piccadilly, and back again. 1883 Fens Middy <y Ensign
xxviii. 174 An unmistakeable gingham, with a decidedly
Gampish look.

Gamsigradite (gas msigrsedait"). Min. [f.

Gamsigrad in Scrvia, where it is f<»und + -iTE.] A
velvet-black variety of amphibole.
186a Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. 11. XXXIV. 213 Breithaupt has

given the name gamsigradite to a black hornblende, from
Gamsigrad, in Servia. 1864 in Watts Diet. Chem. II. 771.

Gamut (gee*mat . Forms: 6 gamo^iOth,
(gammouthe, 7 -oothe, 7 gam(m uth, 6-7
gamma ut

K i gammaut% gam-ut, 8 gammut,
6- gamut. [Contraction of med.L. gamma ut ;

f. Gamma the name of the symbol T (introduced

in the Middle Ages to represent a note one tone

lower than the A which began the scale inherited

from classical times, + ut, the first of a series of six

syllables used as the names of the six notes forming

a hexachord.
The names of the six noies are from certain initial syllables

in the following sapphic stanza (Hymn for St. John Baptist's

clay) : Ut queant laxis >vsonare fibris Mtn gestorumyamuli
tuorum, Solve polluti lab'ii reatum, Sancte Johannes]

1. The first or lowest note in the mediaeval scale

of music, answering to the modern G on the lowest

line of the bass stave. Obs. exc. Hist.

1530 Pai.sgr. 224A Gammouthe, gamme. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr ni. i. 73 Gamortih I am, the ground of all accord :

A re to plead Horteiwo's passion 1597 MokLEY hitrod.

Mns. 4 The first note standeth in Gam-vt. 1630 J.

Taylor (Water P.) Bawd Wks. 1. 06 1 There is not any
note aboue Eta, or below Gammo'h, but she knows the

Diapason, a 1653 G. Daniel idyll v. 147 From Gamut
Earth, notes above Ela Ayre. 1674 Playford Skill Mus.
1. i. 2 According to these three Septenaries, Gam-ut is the

lowest Note. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 12 [An Echo] . . which
answers to no Note so clearly as to Gamut.
2. The ' Great S».ale ' (of which the invention is

ascribed to Guido d'Aiezzo), comprising the seven

hexachords or partial sea es, and consisting of all

the recognized notes used in mediae al music. It

extended from r«^( = Gon the lowest line of the

bass stave' to E-la ( = E in the highest space of the

treble). Obs. exc. Hist.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. comely roystrotuue 13 Wks. 1843 I.

15 But for in his gamut carp that he can, Lo, Jak wold be
a jentylman ! 1596 Pathiu. to Mus. Aija, It is need-

full for him that will learne to sing truely, to vnderstand
his Scale, or (as they commonly call it) the Gamma vt. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 111. i. 71, I am past my gamouth long

agoe. 162s Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman d'Alf. it. 94
Many of them could say their Gammoothe .

. but knew not

how to proue a note. 1674 Playeokd Skill Mus 1. i. 3 The
Gam-ut is drawn upon fourteen Rules and their spaces, and
doth comprehend all Notes or Sounds usual in Musick. 1782

Bcrney Hist. Mus.(ijB>g 1 1, ii. 85 The whole scale was called

gammut. 1825 Danneley Encycl. Mus. s.v. Gatnme, This
gamut comprised in all, twenty notes, viz. from G, first line

bass clef, to the sixth of its double octave, or to the fourth

space E, treble clef.

3. Hence in later use : The whole series of notes

that are recognized by musicians. Sometimes also

used for : The major diatonic scale, or the ( scale
'

recognized by any particular people, or at any
period.

1709 Addison Tatter No. 157 f 13 They make a greater

Sound than those who are possessed of the whole Gammut.
'774 ' Joel Collier' Mus. Trav. 10 She. screamed, .most

harmoniously through the whole gamut from a to g in-

clusively. 1791 Mrs Raiklikee Rom. Forest v, There was
more of the bass th m of any other part of the gamut in his

performance. 1827 Carlyle Misc., Goethe (1869) 183 It was
chanted through all the notes of the gamut, i860 Tyndali.
Glac. 11. i. 227 This spectrum is to the eye what the gamut
is to the ear. 1864 Tennyson Sea-dreams 227 And ever as

their shrieks Ran highest up the gamut.

b. The compass or full range of notes which

a voice or instrument is capable of producing.

^39 J- Crl'so Art ofWarre Ded., A souldiers Gammaut
goes furre beyond E-la. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.j 50
The gammuth of every municipal fidler. 1825 Danneley
Efuycl. Mus. s.v. Gamme, At the present day the word
gamut denotes the compass of sounds for each instrument,

viz. from the highest to the lowest note.

4. trans/, and Jig. The whole scale, range, or

compass of a thing.

1626 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 14 Chaunge the Gamuth,
and say, He is noble, he hath therfore the more obligation

to be perfect. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xii. 97 The
painter's gamut. 1824 F. Jeffrey Ess. Beauty, Encycl.

Brit. Suppl. II. 193/1 Various learned treatises upon the

natural gamut of colours. 1859 Dickens '/'. Two Cities \\.

i, The sounders of three-fourths of the notes in the whole
gamut of Crime. 1864 Burton Scot. Abr. III. i. 122 He
ran over the gamut of Latin metre. 1883 Harper's Mag.
822/2 The. .stocks were running .. up and down the gamut
from $1 to $700 a share.

5. Comb., as f gamut-string (see quot.).

1674 Playford Skill Mus. 11 92 The Bass-Viol, .is usually

strung with six strings . . the fifth, the Tenor, or Gam-ut
String.

Gamy (g£ l 'mi), a. Also 9 gamey. [f. Game
sb. + -\K]
1. Abounding in game. Of a sportsman : Bent

upon game.
1848 Blactew. Mag. LXIV. 170 The keen sportsman, .will

find abundant pastime and recreation in so gamy a land as

this. 1863 Pilgr. over Prairies I. 14 An individual, .whose
..weather-stained red coat, and gamy cast of eye, seemed

to bespeak a huntsman. 1892 Field 10 Dec. 883/3 Any
gamey or rabbity district.

2. Spirited plucky : showing fight to the last.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xi, ' Well. . wet if I am (shot]

;

there's something gamey in it, youi.g ladies, a n't there?'

1867 F. H Ludlow lleeing to Parshish 142 Mounted on
a gamy thoroughbred. 1881 Century Mag. XXIII. 4 = /i,

I crept out of the fortress with half a dozen stalwart and
gamy U. S. regulars at my bet Is. 1883 Ibid. XXVI. 385/2
The artificial fly alone should be used to lure the gan.y bass.

3. Having Ihe flavour ol game that has been

kept till it is * high '.

1863 W. C. Baldw in Afr. Hunthtgity Nothing approaches
the parts most relished by the natives in richness of flavour

and racy, gamey taste. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xi, The
haunch of mutton vapour-bath having received a gamey in-

fusion. 1884 R. Walker Five Threes 59 The latter [a

kangaroo] being rather gamey, the effects were counteracted
by having a pocket full of orange blossom.

Jig. 18 . Lowell FitzAdam's Star)' Poet. Wks. 1890
IV. 225 His language, wherethrough ran The gamy flavor of

the bookless man.

Gail (g^n). slang. [Perh. connected with

Gane v. ; or possibly a. Welsh gencu, Cornish

ganau, mouth.] The mouth.
1567 Hahman Caveat (1869) 82 Gan, a mouth. 1609

Dekker Lanthorne a> Candle-It. C j b, Thou shalt pek my
Iere In thy Gan. 1641 Bbome Joviall Creiv 11. Wks. 1873
HI. 391 This Bowse is better then Rum-bowse, It sets the

Gan a gigling. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gan,
a Mouth, (,anns, the Lipps. 1725 in AVff Cant. Diet. 1785
in Grose Diet. Vutg. Tongue, s.v.

Gan, erron. form ot can in to can thanks (see

Can v\ 10).

Gan, pa. t. of Gin ; obs. infin. of Go.
Ganand, var. Gainand, find gangand Ganging.
Gan ate. obs. form of Gannet.
Ganat(te, obs. form of Gnat.

t Ganch, sb. Obs. In 7-9 gaimch.. [related

to Ganch v. {F. gauche in the original of quot.

1718.-,]

1. The apparatus employed in the execution of

criminals by ganching ; the punishment itself.

1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims \\. 1623 By reason o\ that tor-

m- nt hec died presently upon the Gaunch. 1686 J. Scott
Chr. Life (1747) 111. 91 Scorch their tender Paits with Fires,

and rake their Bowels wiih Spikes and Gaunches. 1718

Ozell tr. J ouruejort's i'oy. I 72 The Gaunch is a ^01 1 of

Estrapade, usually set up at the Cuy-gaies. The Execu-
tio er lifts up the Criminal by means ol a pully, and then

letting go the rope, down f.lls the wretch aniung a parcel

of great iron flesh-h. oks. a 1783 H Bkooke I ool oj Qual.

(1792) V. 254, I would rather suiter the gaunch than [etc.].

A A gash or wuum! made by a boar's tusk. iCf.

Ganch v. 2.) arch.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, ix, I have heard my father say.

.

that a wild boar's gaunch is more easily healed than a hurt

from the deer's horn.

t Ganch, v Obs. Also 7 8 gaunch, 7 garish.

[ad. v . *gancher
v
in pa. pple. gauche' 1 Let fall ^as

in a strapj-ano) on si aip stakes pointed with yron,

and thei\on languishing vi.till he d}e,' Cotgr.j ad.

It. *ganciare, t. gancio hook = Sp. gancho.\

1. trans. To impale (a person; upon sharp hooks

or slakes as a moc e of execution.

1615 G. Sandvs Trav. 1. 66 The offending woman they

drowue, and the man they gansh. 1655 Massacres in

Piedmont 35 They gaunched many .. after the Turkish
manner. 1600 Dkyden Don Sebast. in. ii, Take him away

;

ganch him, impale him, rid the world of such a monster.

1718 Ozell tr. Tour/u/ort's l
7oy. I. 72 If a Cain happens

to be taken they give him no quarter , he is either impal'd or

gaunch'd. a 1783 H. Brooke Foot of Quat. 1702) IV. 86

In about five days after, a convict was to be ganched.

2. Ol a boar : To tear or gash with the tusk (in

pa. pple. ganched).
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 111. (1626) 50 Fierce Saluage,

[a dog] lately ganched by a Bore. 1649 G. Daniel Trin-

arch., Hen. l\ ccv, One, ganch't i' th' flanke, b takes with

a Restive Scorne ; And claps his Crest through. 1783
Ainsivorth's Lat. Dut. (Morell) iv, s v. Adonis, Being

gaunched by a boar's tusks, he died in the bloom of his

youth.

Hence f Ga-nching vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1614 W. Davies Trav. etc. Biijb, 'Iheir ganshing is

after this manner: He sitttth \pon a wall, being five

fadomes high . . right vnder the place where he sits, is a strong

Iron hooke fastned, being verysbarpe ; then is he thrust off

the wall vpon this hooke with some part of his body, and
there he hangeth sometimes two or three daies before he

dieth i6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vm. (1626) 158 The
dogs he (a boar] wounds with ganching blowes. 1683 in

/'/(//. 'Trans. XIV. 443 For any hainous crime against the

Government either Gaunching or excoriation, or cutting

off ihe legs and arms.

Gander tgarndai), sb. Forms: 1 gand^ra,

3-4 gandre, 5 gandere, (-dir, -dur), gonder, 6

gaundre, Sc. ganar, gan,n)er, 9 dial, ganner,

gonder, 4- gander. [The orig. stem is perhaps

*ganron-, tht-d being a euphonic insertion between

« and r as in thunder i—O&.punor. Outside of

English the word is found only in Du., LG. and

South Gtr. gander MLG. ganre ; the other Teut.

languages show different formations, as G. ganser-

ich (earlier ganser^, Oy.gasse, Sw. gdse.

Although used as the masc. of Goose (OE. go's'.— OTeut.
*gans-) there is some doubt whether it is etymologically

cognate with that word. While^ww.? represents an OAryan
*ghans- with palatal gh-, it is possible that OE. gan(d)ra



GANDER.
may be cognate with l.ith. gtindras stork ; this would imply
a root beginning with velar gh-, to which may also he
referred OE. ganot Gannet, OHG. gauaz.2,0, fWfff0(MHG.
gauze, also genz), Du. gent, all meaning 'gander'. Cf.

gania, said by Pliny N.H. x. xxii. 27 to be the Ger. name
of a small white goose, OK. gante, jante, genie, wild goose,

Vv.ganta wild goose (in the mod. dialects variously used
for * wild goose

1

,
' black stork', and ' heron \ It has been

conjectured that gander may have been originally the

special name of some kind of water-bird, and that its asso-

ciation with goose is accidental, perh. arising from the

alliterative phrase ' goose and gander '.]

1. The male of the goose.
e 1000 ^lfric Gram. (Z.) 307 Anscr, gandra [v. r.

ganra]. c 1220 Bestiary 392 Oe coc and te capun ^e [the

fox I feccheS ofte in fie tun, And te gandre and te gos, bi 5e
necke and by Se nos, hale"5is to hire hole, c 1400 Maundev.
(1859) xx - 2 '6 In theise vyneres ben so many Wylde Gees
and Gandres. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 197 Her [leper's]

skyn . . wole bicome as it were be skyn of a gandir bat hise

feberis weren pilid awey. c 1430 LVDG. Hors, S/tefie, fy G.

(Roxb.) 8 Ghoos ne gander ne grene gosselyng. 1513
Douglas /Ends vin. xi. 33 The syluer ganer, flyghterand

wyth lowd skry. 1548 Cranmer Catech. 24 b, These
papistes say that thys verse.. is verefied of the gose and
the gaundre 1630 J. Taylob (Water R) VertueofTayU
Wks. 11. 126/1 Grand Goueinour of Guls, of Geese and
Ganders. 1766 [AnsteyJ Bath Guide ad fin., Fat be the

gander that feeds on thy grave. 1774 Goldsm. Nat, Hist.

VI. xi. 123 The female hatches her eggs with great assi-

duity ; while the Ga ider visits her twice or thrice a day.

1887 Bowes Virg. Eclog. ix. 36 A cackling gander among
sweet swans of the stream.

b. Phrases and proverbs.

1509 Barclay Shyf> of Folys (1570) 68 That goose that

still about will wander. .Shall home come agayne as wise

as a gander, a 1529 Skelton Image Hypocr. in Doctour
Pomaunder As wise as a gander Wotes not wher to wander.

1579 Lyly h'.uphnes (Arb. 275, I .haue heard, that as
deepe drinketh the Goose as the Gander, a 1704 T. Brown
New Maxims Wks. 1720 IV. 123 What is Saw.efor a Goo--e

is Savvce for a Gander. x88i Sain'TSBUI4Y Drvden v. 102

But what is sauce for the nineteenth-century goose is surely

sauce for the seventeenth-century gander.

2. Jig. A dull or stupid p'-rson : a fool, simpleton.

1553 T. Wilson Rket. 20b, Another for a Gose, that

graseth upon his ground, tries the lawe so hard, that he
proves h.m-elf a Gander. 1589 Pa/>/>e w. Hatchet C ij b,

Finding nothing bit dung, the gander wisht his goose
alive. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) iVks. u. 161 But prethee
hold thy prating, witlesse Gander, Shalt ne'r haue honor to

beco ne my Pander. 1709 Brit, Apollo II. No. 49. 2/2 Many
Women wou'd make meer Ganders of such wise Querists.

1816 J. Gilchrist I'hilos. Etvm. 216 Perhaps some great
critical gander will come flapping and flourishing out of the

flock.

b. slang. A married rmn ; in America one not

living with his wi e ; a grass- widower' Kanner).

3. attrib and Comb., as gander-feast, -goose,

•neck ; gander-gutted adj.

i$85 \V\rskr Alb En*, in. xvi. (1589) 66 Their *Gander
Feas 1

, what Manlius and Camillas did therein .1 preter nit.

1631 BnATHWAJT iVhimzies, Dei oy 28 As one borne to more
meanes thnn braines, bee behave- him-.elfe like a very
*gander 40ose. 1837 Halirurton Clockm. Ser. 1. xviii, A real

*ginJer-gmted lookin critter, as holler as a bamboo walkin
cane 1602 Marstos Ant. <v Mel. 1 Wks 1856 I. 14 A
*gander neck, A thinne lippe, and a little monkish eye.

4. Special comb mainly slang : gander-
month, -moon. themo ithaftera wife s confinement

(? allusion to the gander's aimbss wandering while

the goose is sitting) ; gand^r-rnaon^r, a husband
during this period

; gand3r-party U. S. (see

quot.)
;
gander-pull, -pulling U. S., a sport in

which a horseman riding at full speed tries to clutch

the gr ased neck of a live gander suspended by the

feet and to pull its head off (cf. goose-riding ;

gander's wool, feathers. Also, in the name of

a plant, gand^r-scurvy-gras*.
1636DEKKER Wand. Kingdonieu.CW), Is't*Gander moneth

with him ? a 1652 Brome f-'.nsr. Moor m. i. Wks 1873 II. 40
I'le keep her at the least this Gander moneth, While my fair

wife lies in. 1795 Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongie (ed. 31,

Gander Month, that month in which a man's wife lies in :

wherefore, during thai time, husbands plead a sort of
indulgence in matters of gallantry. 1886 Chesk. Gloss, s v.

Gander-moon, Oh, it's *gonder moon wi' 'im ; he 's lost and
dusna know what he 's doin'. 1617 Middleton & Rowley
Faire Quarr. iv. iv. 139 Wandering *gander- mooners, Or
muffled late night-walkers. 1866 Lowell lligloiu P. Introd.,

Poems 1890 II. 196
*Gander-fit 1 r.'y, a social gathering of

men only. 1843 Haliburtos Attache" II. iv. 58 It puts me
in mind of ' *Gander Pulling". [A descriptio 1 follows.)

1883 .Miss Mcrfree Profih Gt. Smoky Mount. v . 103 They
were making ready for the g.mder-pulhng. 1691 Arp. San-
CRorr Let. in D*OyIy Life II. 12 'Gander-scurve .-grass.

1600 ViREtok Pasifuit's Foofs-cafifieiGro&rt) 23 Such braines

belined with *Gander's wooll.

H "iice G-anderism, conduct of or befitting a

gander: G-andarous a., pertaining to a gander.

nonee-wds.
1630 J. Taylor 'Water P.^ Taylor's-Goose Wks. 1. 111/2

The Gander in my face with fury flew .. My Horse he
started, to the ground 1 went, Dismounted in that tGande-
rous tournament. I should say Dangerous, but sure I

am That Ganderous is a Dangerous Anagram. 1888

Blachw Ma<r. Sept. 415 This little piece cf ganderism put
my gay visitant into excellent good-humour.

Gander igre'ndaj), v. dial. Also gonder, Sc.

gainder. [f. prec]
1. intr. t a. (See quot. 1687.1 b. To wander aim-

lessly, or with a foolish air like that of a gander.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, n. s.v., To go a gandering,

43

whilst his Wife lies in, chercher a se divertir aillenrs [etc.].

1822 Hogg Perils 0/ Man III. vii. 202 What are ye
gaun gaindering about that gate for, as ye didna ken
whilk end o' ye were uppermost. 1865 H. Kingsley in

Mactu. Mag. June 131 The deerhonnds get between every
body's legs.. and gander about idiotically. 1886 Chesh.
Gloss., s. v., Wheer art gonderin to?

2. trans/. To lamble in talk.

1858 Hughes Scouring White Horse v. 95 'But about
the sports, William?' * Ees, Sir, I wur gandering sure

enough ', said the old man. 1867 H. KlNGSLEY Silcote o/S.
xlix. 1 1876) 360 You sit gandering in that chair. 1886
Chesh. Gloss., Gonder, to ramble in conversation, to be-

come childish.

Ga'ndergoose. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : (5

gandergose, posses, 7 -glass '-grass), 6-9
-goose '9 gandigoslings . Also 6 kandle-
gostes, 9 dandy goshen, -goslings. [Of un-

certain origin. Skinner (1671' suggests Gander
and goss = Gokse, but the proper form of the

word is doubtful.] The plant Orchis inascula.

c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health (Copland) K ij a. Anoint the

eyes that are blearid w* the ioyce of gandergose or lady
traces. 1552 Elyot, Orchis, .some call it in English gander-
goose some raggewoorte. 1613 Dknnys Seer. Angling in

Arb. Garner I. 157 Purple narcissus like the morning rays,

Pale Gander-glass and a/uie culverkeys. 1783.-/ insivorttis

Lat. Diet. (Morel)) 11,
J
c 'yuosorchis. .also gander-goose, or

rag-wort, 1893 // iitsh. It 'ords, Gandigoslings, early Purple
Orchis. Also Dandy-goslings.

Gandir, ganare, ob s . forms of Gander.
Gandmer, obs. form of Gammer.
Gandrees, var. Gantrees.

iGane, sb. Sc. Cbs. Also 6 gan. [Pcrh. related

to Gane v] ? An 11;. ly countenance.
15.. ? Dunbar Interl. Droickis 164 Vale to me a mekle

wyf, A gret ungracious gan. 1500-20 Dunbak Poems Ixxv.

56, I luif rycht weill jour graceles gane. 1508— hlytmg
167 Thy gane it garris us think that we inon de. Ibid. 109.

1513 UoLGi.AS sEuet's VIII. iv. 180 As to behald his vgfy

ene tuane, His terrible vis>age, and his grysly gane.

t Gane, v. Obs. torms: a. i ganian, 4-6 gane,

pgayne. 0. ^gonien, 4-5 gone, 5 goon (?gwone,.

[OE. gdnian OHG. gein$n\—OTent. *gainojan;

related to the synonymous OE. ginan str. vb. = ON.
gi'na, and OE. ginian. gconian wk. vb. OHG.
ginon, ginen .MUG. ginen, genen, mod.Ger. giih-

ncu\ MDu. genen in Kilian ghienen), and OS1.

zinatf, Lith. zinaii. The same root (OAryan *ghei-)

without the n suffix, has given rise to vbs. of similar

meaning in most of the European branches of the

Aiyan family : cf. OS1. zijati, Lith. zioti, L. hiare,

hi-sccre, OHG. gijen, glen, also (with w suffix)

giwen (MHG. giwen, gewen), Du. geeuwen; the

OXorthumbrian giwiga to ask, demand, may cor-

respond to this.

The normal ME. form of QR. gdnian would be gane-n in

Northern dialects andgone-u in other dialects. This agrees
generally with the recorded distribution of the forms, but

gane occurs in Chaucer. The relation of this word to the

synonymous ME, aueA %one (see Yawn V.) is obscure.]

intr. To open the mouth wide, to i^ape or yawn.
a. < 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cviii. 1 [cix. 2] ptah be me syn-

fulra, inwiifuira,mu5as on ganian [L. osap<.rtttm est\. anoo
Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 462/26 (hcitantes, ganiende. C1386
Chaucer Manciple's Prol 35 See how he ganeth lo this

dionken wight As th ugh he wolde swolwe vs anonright.

(1460 J. Kcsskll Bk. Nurture 294 Be not gapynge nor
ganynge, ne with 'y month to powt. 1483 Cath. Angl.
i4>/2'T'oGane A. i>^n^),/atisiere, hiare. 1530PAI.SGK.

560/1 He ganeth as he had n t slepte ynou^he. 1570
Levins Manip. 19/7 To Gane, yane, oscitare.

^. c 1250 Meid .1 aregrete xliii, Ho sei a foul draeun ine

he hurne glide Berninde a e for, ant goninde ful wide.

1390 GoWEB Com/. II. 263 And tho she gan to ga-pe and
gone. And made signes many one. c 1420 Awtb, Arth. xii,

He [the 1 oarj beyan to romy and rowte And gapes and
gones. 14. . Tun<tale*s Vis. 1250 To Satanas cast we h\m
that grymly gwonis [v.r. groni ] He schalle hym swolow
all attoonis. c 1460 Tmvmley Myst xvii. 47 And all nyght
after grankys and goonys On slepe tyll I be broght.

Hcnc,' f Ganing vbl. sb., gaping or yawning.
.1000 .'Ki.fric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 16237 Osiitatio,

ganung. C1440 Promp. Pan>. 185/2 Ganynge or ganynge,
oscitatus. 1483 Cath. Angl. 149 2 A Ganynge, hiatus.

Gane, var. gone pa. pple. of Go.
Gane-, obs. form of Gain-.

t Ganefish. Obs. [Of obscure origin : con-
: ceivably a mistake for garrejish.] » Garfish

1611 Cotcr., Aiguille.. a Horne-backe, Piper fish, Gane-
|

fish. Arjie, a Hornefish, Ho>-]iebeake, Snacotfish, Ganefish,
Piperfish. 1847-78 Halliwf.i.l, Gam-fish, a hornbeak.
Somerset. [Not in any Somersetshire glossary.]

Ganer, Ganet te, obs. ft. Gander, Gannet.
Gang g^erj),^ ' Also in senses i~4only) 1 gong,

Northztrnb. geong, .^-4 5ong : (in sense 8 ganne.
See also Gong. [OK. gang gpng str. masc. = OKris.
gong, gang, OS. gang \Du gang), OHG. gang
(MHG, mod.G gang, ON gang-r (Da. gang,
Svr.gdng), Goth gagg s:~OTeut. *gaygo-z, noun of

action related to *ga*/gBft Gang v. , to go. Cf.

the cognate ON.ganga wk. fern., walking, course,

gpng neut. pi., a passage, lobby (from which some
of the Eng. senses may possibly be derived).]

I. Action or mode of going ; way, passage.

+ 1. ph Steps, goings, joumeyings. ,OE. only.)
r 825 l'esj>. Psalier xvi[i], 5 Gefreme gongas [L. gressus]

GANG.
mine in stigum 5inum. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 76 Gif mon
on mycelre rade, obbe on miclum gangum weorSe ^eteorad.

+ 2. The power of going, ability to walk about.

BeowulJ'968 Ic hine ne mihte, la metod nolde, gauges ^e-

tuxman. a 1175 Cott. Horn -229 He fur3iaf blinde manne
5eseob3e, and hahen and lamen richte gang. 1x1225 Leg.
Kath. 500 Earen buten herun^e, honden buten felunge, fet

buten a ^ONge. a 1300 C 'ursor M. 24000 O wijttes all me
wantid might, Gang, and steyuen, and tung, and sight, All

failled me bat tide.

t b. Manner of going, gait or carriage. Obs,

(71300 Cursor M. 28516 Lucheri has don me scrud Me-
self, and here my bodi prud In gang, in chere, in contenancc.

a 1327 in Rel. Ant. I. 124 Nou nabbe y nout that 3ong That
spec he ne that song. 1606 Holland Sneton. 155 Some
special one, whose gesture habitt and gang [L. iuccssum]

hee might .. imitate. 1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 'J'hess.

(1629) iii. 9 Casually . . may . . children sometimes [fall] on
fathers ge>tures, or gange of body.

•j* e. The act oi walking. Cbs.

1500 20 Dunhar Poems li. 23 His gang garris all 50m
chalmeris schog.

t d. Jig. Currency (of money ; cf. ON. gang-

silfr. current coin). Obs.
1488 Se. Acts Jas. IV (1S14) II. 208/2 pe said penny of

gold to haue course & gang for xxx. be saidis grotis.

t3 A journey; sometimes with definition of

extent, as a day s gang. Obs.
t-950 Lindisf. Gosp. I. tike ii. 44 Cuonion Seong da;^e>

[L. iter did; ^975 tttishw. gonga daises], c 1020 RuteSt.
Benet (Logeman) 86 pa ba on gauge synd asende [L. qui
in it/'nere sunt direct/'], c 1200 Okm in 8909 Ferrdenn towarrd
Na7arae'-> An da55essgang til! efenn. c 1205 Lay. 1298 peonnc
he ferden forft uel feole dawen ^ong. a 1225 Leg. Kath.
2502 From beonne as ha deide, twenti dahene iong. a 1300
Cursor M. 5983 Thre dais gang, na mare ne less, We must
weind in to wildirness.

tb. A travelling or resorting. Obs.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. 1647) 84 By reason of a gang of

silly women with child to the Image of our Lady of Steining

. .to v hich they did trot with many rich offerings.

4. A way, road, or passage Now dial.

(With quot. 1882 cf. 01$. gong neut -pi. a passage, lobby.)

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark i. 3 Rehta doed sti^a vet

^eongas his [^975 Rushn: gongas], 971 blichl. Ho- .109 pa
men re beam habk n. .him taxean lifes we£ S; hhtne gang
to heo onuni. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, Gang, a term
synonymous with road, often used with a specific or descrip-

tive prefix, as Bygang, Crossgang, Dtnvngang, Ou'gang,
Upgang. 1876 it/id. Vorksh. Gloss., Gang, division of a

mine, .a continuous succession of galleries or gangs. Ibid.,

Gang, a path ; aNo, a narrow way of any kind. 1882 Lane.
Gloss., Gang, a lobby in a farm-house.

t b. The cou(?e ol a stream. Obs.

C893 K -/Klfrkd Oros. 11. iv. § 6 On aere ea gong. 1467

Acta Audit. (1839) 8/1 pe actioune. .anent ';e abstractioune

of be water of Northesk fra be aid gang. Similarly in 1493
Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 307.

C A walk or pasture for cattle ; also, the right

of pasturing. Sc. and north, dial

1808-80 Jamihson, The hail; gang, the whole extent of

pasture. A Jiue gang, an excellent pasture. 1820 Scott
Manas'.. xviii, 'The gang of two cows antl a palfrey on our

Lady's meadow ', answered his brother officer.

f 5. A step or rung of a ladder. Cbs.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 327/1 The Roofe Ladder ..

is usually made with broad Ganges to go into the higher

storyes.

b. dial A turn or spell at any work or exercise ;

see Go sb [Cf. Du. gang (obs.), Da. gang, Sw.

gang, a time, occasion,
j

1879 Cumbtd. Gloss., Gang, turn to play. ' It's thy gang
noo.'

7. Se. The quantity or amount usually carried at

one time cf. Gait sb% and Du. een gang water,

Ger. cin gang wasser, two pailful-).

1590 in R. Chambers Domestic Ann. (18 8) I. 201 note,

John Borthwii k, baxter, to ^et four boms of beer, whh four

gang of ale, and to fun.ish bread. 1808 25 Jamieson s.v.,

A gang 0/ peas, the quantity brought by a number cf

ponies at each trip Shetland. 1827 Pollok Let. in l.i/e

1841 357 The said servant shall, at each returning gang of

milk, churn one of the chums. 1858 Ramsay Remin. Ser. I.

(i860) 50 They've drucken sax gang o
1
waiter.

T! The OE. gang, gpng, privy, appears in later

Eng only as Go>'G, q.v.

II. A set of things or persons.

8. A set of articles such as are usually taken

together.

So Ger. gang; applied, e.g. to a set of cart-wheels, of

horseshoes, etc.

C1340 Durh.MS. Aim Roll, v ganges de feleis. 1395-6

Ibid., j gange del - paks. 1453-4 MS Hos<ill. Roll. Durham,
iij gang et di de felys pro rods irde fiendis. iij gang del

spekys. 1558 IVilisfy Inr. N. C.(Surtees 1835 162'rwoogang
ofwaynefellov.'eswt'beadesandmoldeburdes. 1580 Extracts

Aberdeen Reg.<\Z*& II. 58 The gang of. horss schone.

i67oNARBOKorc,H Jrnt. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694 28

The main Mast mrst be unri.^'d, and a new gang of shrouds

fitted. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Words 29 Gang, a rcw cr set,

v. g. of teeth or the like. It is in this sense a general word

all over England. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 163,

1 had fitted her with a gang of oars, and rpon tryal they

gave way after the rate of 3 knots. 1796 Mrs Glasse
Cookery vi. 101 Boil a gang of calfs-feet to a strong jelly.

1829 Marryat /•'. Mtldmay iii, Didn't we make a gang of

white hammock-cloths fore and aft. 1886 Ri/on Chron.

4 Sept. 8/3 Beast feet from icd. to is. per gang of four.

b. esp. A set of tools or implements so arranged

as to work simultaneously.

1806 A. Young Agric. Essex (1813) I. 147 Mr. Rogers ..

uses a gang of extremely light harrows. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech. I. 940/2 Gangs of plows have been arranged for work
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by attaching a number of plows to a bar at proper distances. '

1883 Harper's Mat;, Nov. 824. 2 A ' gang ', as a set of sius
is called, .arranged at different intervals.

9. A company of workmen.
This and the following senses appear to lie peculiar to

Eng. ; the ON. drauga-gangr, etc., have often been com-
\

pared, but -gang-r'xw these compounds means not 'gang',
[

but the act of going about. It would appear that in nautical

use the word meaning ' set of things ' (sense 8) was extended
to the sense ' set of persons ', ' crew ', which had earlier been
expressed by the cognate and like-sounding Ging.

1617 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. vi. 27 Man the Boat
is to put a (iang of men, which is company into her. they

are commonly called the Coxswaine Gang. 1668 Pepys
j

Diary (18771 V. 159 Home to dinner with my gang of
|

clerks, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gang, .a Society of
,

Porters under a Regulation. 1706 Phillips ied. Kersey 1

s.v., In Sea-Affairs, Gangs are the several Companies of

Mariners belonging to a Ship [etc.] 1775 RonKits Florida 1S2

Hogshead staves of white oak are made by what are called

gangs of people; a stave making gang consists of five persons.

1812-16 J Smith Panorama Sc. fy Art 1. 1S5 A gang, con-

sistin.* of 6 persons, will make 20,000 bricks in the course of a
week. 1863 Kh, A. Kbmblb Resid. in Georgia 25 There are

here a gang of coopers. 1891 Law Times Rep. LXV. 577/1
He was unloading four ships, each with a gang of four men.

b. A company of slaves or prisoners.

1790 BURKE Fr- Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 83 A gang of Maroon
slaves, suddenly broke loose from the house of bondage. 1832

Hr MartiNeau Dcmerara i. 7 The second gang consisted

of young boys and girls. 1883OUIUA Wanda I. 13 Now and
then a gang of such captives would go by on foot and
chained.

10. Any band or company of persons who go
about together or act in concert (chiefly in a bad

or depreciatory sense, and in mod. usage mainly

associated with criminal societies .

1632 in Crt. <$ Times Chas. I .18481 II. 197 Nutt the

pirate.. with all his gang of varlets. 1677 R. Carv Palxol.
Chron. n. i, xiii. 126, I have a question to move on the

behalf of the (iang of Chronographers. 1701 J. end. Gaz.
No. 3755 8 Supposed to be concerned with a Gang of

House-breakers. 178a Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes to A'.A.'s

\i. Wks. 1812 I. 38 And as a gang of thieves a bustle make
With greater ease, your purse to take. 1849 MacAulay
/list. Fug. iv. I. 505 Disgusted his friends by joining what
was then generally considered as a gang of crazy heretics.

1883 Law Times LXX.V. 130/2 The breaking up of gangs
of criminals through the operation of long terms of penal

servitude.

b. To be ofagang : to belong to the same society,

to have the same interests.

The resemblance between this and OF. eslrea unegaaignc,
,

to be member of a company, is probably accidental.

1669 Pepys Diary 4 Mar., This company, both the ladies

and all, are of a gang. 1681 Trial S. Collcdge 24 Here are

several of them my Lord, they are all of a gang. Mr. Serf.

Jefferies. Not of your gang, Mr. Colledge.

11. U.S. A collection or herd of animals of the

same species, esp. of elk or buffalo, t Also, a pack

of dogs.

1740 Hist. Jamaica vii. 183 None shall hunt any Gang
of Dogs within four miles of any crawl or Settlement. 1807

P. Gass Jrnl. 37 This day we saw several gangs, or herds,

of buffaloe on the sides of the hills. 1882 Standard 10 Feb.

5/3 It might puzzle, .to. .tell what is the precise difference

in the vocabulary of the hunter between a ' herd ' and a
' gang' of elk,

III. 12. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 8 b, denoting

implements worked in sets gattg-cultiva(or, -drill,

-edger, -loom, -plough, -press, -punch, -saw
;
(senses

9, 10) gang-driver, -leader, -man, -master, -robber,

•robbery, -system, <vork. Also gang-boose (see

quot.) ;
gang-mill, a saw-mill in which gang-saws

are used ; gang-rider (see quot.) ; gang-road
(local\ a road between a harbour and the buildings.

1847 Hali.iwkll, *Gang-boose, the narrow passage from a

cow-house to the barn. North. i83a Lane. Gloss., Gang-
boose. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek, I. 940 2 *Gang-cultivator.

1884 Ibid. IV. 374 *Gang-drill. 1864 K.ingslkv Rom. fy

Tent. li. (1875) 19 Left their slaves to the tender mercy of.

.

stewards and *gang-drivers. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz. 15

Oct., The roller edger, now almost wholly superseded by

the "gang or parallel edger. 188a Northwest. Lumberman
24 Jan., The mill will be equipped throughout with . . gang
edgers. 1865 Spectator 21 Jan. 64 It is not open to him to

make an outsider or new comer *gangleader out of his turn.

1876 L. P. BmOOCrrT Sitk-tudustry xvii. 99 Ribbons are

usually woven on *' gang-looms. 1896 Current His!.

(Buffalo, N. Y.I VI. 937 The following day four "gang-men

were killed near Dalijal. i834 Rockhs 6 Cent. Work <y

Wages II. 5i( His young children .. taken from him and

put under the care of a *gangmastcr. 1893 Westm. Gaz.

1 Feb. 2 1 His place is . . between the official leaders of his

party and the mass of those whose appointed generals they

are, and not their gang-masters. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz.

15 Oct., David Fox of Bay C.ty. put in the first *gang mill

upon the Saginaw river. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 9, 1 sow

wheat and guano together, and plow them in with a 'gang-

plow. 1894 Times (weekly ed.i 2 Feb. 8,1/3 A« wilil l
.

wo
yoke of oxen and a gang-plough breaks up a quarter section

(160 acres) during five spring and summer months 1884

Knight Diet. Mech. IV. ^75 "Gang-press. 1874 Ibid. I.

941 '2 '"Gang-punch. 1889 Century Diet., '"Gang-rider, one

who rides on mine-cars or trams. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks

Comm. 52 There is no quay room except the "gang road

along there. 1895 Sin W. Hunter Old Missionary iv. 107

Two fraternities of *gang-robbers. 1831 Edin. I\cz>. LIII.

450 Those who have merely heard or read what *gang-

robbery is. 1887 Spectator 19 Mar. 383/2 That earliest,

safest, and most profitable of all forms of crime,- violent

gang-robbery. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories

127 To manufacture thin boards cheaply, the *gang saw

must be used. 1877 Lumberman's Gaz. 8 Dec. 362 Ihe

! gang-saw *, a congregation of saws hung together in a frame

or sash. 1891 Pall Mall G. 12 Dec. 7/1 They are the out-
]

come of division of labour; they are largely the result of 1

the '*gang system '. 1896 H 'csiiu.Gaz. 30 Sept. 5/1 Almost
'

more important than the question of wages ib the question :

of the organisation of "gang work.

Gang (£8Mp,j£.a Fishing. ? ^Ganging vbl. sh.''>
j

1883 [bee Ganging vbl. sb.].

Gang, vj Obs.cxc.Sc. and dial. Forms: a. 1 gon-
gan, Northumb, seonga, 3 ^eonge, ^onge, gonge.
4gong. (5. 1 gangan, 3gangen((?;v//. ganngerm ,

4 gange [Sc. pple. ganand), 3- gang (9 Sc. and
ilia', gan, geyng). [Common Teutonic: OK.
gangan. gangan = OFris.gunga,OS.gangan (MT)u.

gangen)
f
OHG.gangan M ii(j.gangen), ON.ganga

(Sw.giinga,Da. gange obs. \,Goth.gaggan :—OTeut.
*gangan. In ME. no traces remain of the pa. t.

(OK. geong, gieng* gang, OFiis. geng, ging, OS.
geng, OHG. giaug, gieng, ON. gekkx—OTeut.
*gegatjg-) or of the pa. pple. [OE. gegange/t. etc. .

The use of the verb is also greatly restricted in

favour of Go, OE. gun, which finally supplanted

gang exc. in the northern dialects. The same
tendency appears in most of the cognate languages ;

thus l)u. gaan (pa. t ging, pa. pple. gcgaan), G.

gehen {ging, gegaugen),Sw.ga {gick.gatt >Da.gtta

(gik, gaaet), but Icel. ganga ^rarely gd from Da. .

Gang, however, survives to some extent in various

(i. dialects and in Fris. The OTeut. gaijgan is

prob. related to Lith. zengiii I stride, go, Skr.

jtihgha the lower part of the leg, from the root

*ghongh-
t
*gheygh-. For the relation between this

and Go, see the latter.

In Sc. gang is now used chiefly in the inf. and pres. tense,

while go furnishes the pa. t. igaed) and the pa. pple.]

1. intr. To walk, go. (Chiefly lit.)

a. Beowulf 7H pa com of more .. Grendel gongan.

.950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 42 Arisa5 g*e we rv/wutun
Reonga r 1*05 Lay. 27764 Walwain gon ^eonge ;eond bat

wael muchele. c 1300 Havelok 843 Betere is pat bu henne
gouge, pan bu here dwelle longe. c 1340 Cursor M. 13267

iTrin.) Ihesu pou3t hit was ful longe Wibouten felowshipe

to gonge.
p. Beowulf31* l*et hie him to mihton gegnum gangan.

971 Blickl. Horn. 123 pu scealt on eorpan gangan. c noo
Ormin 12855 He J«cr be Laferrd Crist Sanh ganngenn &
nohht stanndenn. c 1300 Havelok 370 Til bat be kouben
speken wit tunge, Speken and gangen, on horse riden.

1340 Hajupole />. Cons. 1396 hy l>is way hyhoves us al

gang, Bot lie we war we ga noght wrang. 1377 Langl.
T. /'/. R. xiv. 161 And 3U is wynter for hem worse.. for

wete-sbodde thei gange. c 1460 To-.vneley Myst. vi 87

Dens. The day spryngis ; now lett me go. Jacob. Nay,
nay, I will not so, Hot thou blys me or thou gang. 1549

Compl. Scott, v. 34 Qubeu ve ar tint to gang on oure feit,

ve ar solist to seik horse to ryde. 1638 Penit. Con/, v. 11657;

77 But you whose sins are of a deeper grain . . gang ye on
pilgrimage to Rome. 171a Arhi thnot John Bull in. iii,

' I do not care for your flaunting beaus, that gang with their

breasts open.' 1786 Hvrns Tiva Dogs 12 Some place far

abroad, Where sailors gang to fish for Cod. 1866 G. Cha j r

Poems 87 The bairns was put to wark as seun as they could

gan. 1886 Hall Caine Son of 11agar 1. iv, I must gang
away at once.

b. qu&si-trans. (Cf. Go.)
c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints, Jacobus tuinor&ai pane tytus bad

hyme gange his way. £-1470 Henry Wallace 1. 250 Thai

left him swa, and furth thar gait can gang. 1508 Dunbar
Poems v 29 Out of hevin the hie gait cought <7>\_ cowth)

the wif gang. 1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 11. i, false

gelden, gang thy gait. 18*2 Scott Pirate v, Put up your

pipes, and gang your gait. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v.,

'
( tan yor aan gait ', go your o» n way.

c. = Go in transterred or fig. senses, rare.

1595 Fxtracts Aberdeen R*£, (1848) II. 120 To reull the

saidis tua knockis, and to cause thame gang and strik the

hourisrichtliebaythnichtandday. 1603 Owen Pembrokesh.

(i3gi) 269 Fowlinge also claimeth a place with the pleasures

of this Countrey .. yt shall gang amonge them and truelye

not vnworihylye. x8a6 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855

1. 282 Ane o' the bawbees 0' an obsolete sort, that wadna

gang nowadays.

2. In Phnscs. (Cf. Go.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 10898 Sco had concerned of hir hushand,

Sex monet nu wit child gangand. 1603 PUloha xxvii, 5e sail

weir..5our Myssellquhen J« gang to gait. 1768 Ross //.•/<-

iiorc 11. 74 She says, my heart is like to ganR awa', An' I

maun e'en sit down, or else I'll fa'. Ibid. 85 For it ungangs

me fair, gin at the last To gang together hinna found the

beat. i78sIiLRNs Tea MowttYan beat laidacbameso
1 mice

an' men Gang aft a-gley. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v.,

' To gan wi' ' is to make away with

3. In phraseological Combs, employed substan-

tively or attributively, as the gang bye, the go-by,

the action of passing one without notice ; gang-

there-out. homeless, vagabond cf. run there-out).

1815 Scott Guy M. i, I darena for my li'e open the door

to ony of your gang-there-out sort o' bodies^ 1818 Rob
Roy xxiii, We gang-there-out Hieland bodies are an un-

chancy generation. — Br. Lamm, xxv, Mercy on me that

I suld live in my auld days to gie the gang-bye to the very

writer.

Gang (ga?rj), vfi [f. Gang si. 1 9.]^

1. trans. To arrange in a gang ; also Togangout

:

to arrange in companies.
1856 Olmsted Slave Stales 234 They were worked, white

and black slaves, criminal and bonded servants, all ganged

together. 1885 St. James's Gaz. 18 July 8/1 After the

Penjdeh incident about two thousand men were ganged out

to strengthen the works.

2. intr. To gang in : to come in a gang.
i8ox Miss Willakd in Voict (N.Y.) 12 Nov., The dozen

or fifteen barefooted urchins wl.o in the later summer
season ganged in from the river side and prairie.

Gangan (goerjgam). Also gang-gang. [Native

word.] An Australian cockatoo ;see quot. 1898).
1833 Stcrt 2 Exped. S. Ausralia I. Introd. 38 Upon

the blanches .. the gangan, and various kinds of pigeons
were feeding. 1898 Mohris Austral l:tig., Gang-gang,
or Gan-gau, the aboriginal word for the bird Callocef-hahn
gtileatum . . so called from its note ; a kind of cockn'oo,

grey with a red head, called also Gang-gang Cotkatoo.

Gangand, obs. form of Ganging///, a.

Gangai', obs. form of Ganger.
Ga'ngart. Mitt, rare, [a.G.gangart,f.gana

vein, lode art kind.] = Gangue.
1811 PlNKT.RToN Pctral. I. Introd. 33 He who cannot

distinguish gems without being informed of their countries,

sites, and gangarts. Ibid. I. 560 The usual gangart of

diamonds, .is a ferruginous pudding-stone.

Ga'ng-board. Chiefly Naut. [f. Gang si. ]

]

1. (See quot. 1850, and cf. Gangway 3.)

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. xxiv. (r8o4) 164 Some of the

company, .stood upon the gang-lwards to see us enter.

1809 Naval Chron. XXI. 299 There were also some empty-

casks placed under the gang-board, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale 120 Gaugboards, narrow platforms within the sides,

next the gunwales, which connect the quarter-deck to the

forecastle. Each is composed of three or four deals fayed and
bolted together edgewise. 1867 in S.mvth Sailors 11 'ord-bh.

2. A plank, usually with cleats or steps nailed on

it, for walking upon, esp. into or out of a boat.

777 Cook's 2nd. Voy. II. in. iv. 47 As we were putting off

the boat, they laid hold of the gang-board, and unhooked it

off the boat's stern. 1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (r837)

I. 488 The gang boards are then laid across the ends of the

chesses on each edge of the bridge. 1840 Marrvat Poor
jack xiv, They threw out their gang-board. 1887 Poor
AV///1M1888) 34 You must climb up from the punt or walk

along the gangboard by yourself.

3. A plank along the bottom of a racing-boat.

1857 V. Colqvhocn Comp. Oarsman's Guide 29 A back-

bone is the modern substitute for the gang board which

20 years ago ran down an eight from the after to the forward

thwart, to stiffen the boat and for the crew to walk along.

4. 'The boards ending the hammock-nettings at

either side of the entrance from the accommodation-

ladder to the deck ' (Cent. Diet. .

Gang-cask. Naut. [f. Gang rf.i + Cask.]

A water-cask used on board ships (see quots.).

1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 169 On the edges of the

canoe. .1 put a gang cask, with which the owner paddled

into a fresh water river. 1867 S.mvth Sailor's lVord-bk.,

Gang-casks, small barrels used for bringing water on board

in boats., usually containing 32 gallons. 1882 Casskli. s v.

Breaker, The gang cask, .contains the drinking water for

the ship's company.

Gang-days. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. Gang sb.' +

Day ; so called from the processions held on these

days. ON. gangdagar, OSw. gangJaghar are perh.

from OE.] The three days preceding Ascension-

day or Holy Thursday ; also called Rogation-days.

891 0. E. Chron. (Earle) 83 J>y ilean Reare ofer Eastron

ymbe gang da^as opbe air. a iaa£ Ancr. R. 412 Uridawes

and umbridawes and 3oing dawes [so MS, Nero', Titus

Jong dalles ; Cleop. Jeoncda^es ; Corpus omits] and uiglles.

C1290 S, Eng. Leg. I. 441/35? In a time atbe gang-

dawes {v. r. roueisouns] : bis holie man al-so prechede

a day at Oxenford. 1469 Jlousch. Ord. (1790) 101 Item,

Beves. .by the yere, vii weekes rebated for Lent and gang

daies, 410. 1571 Grindal Articles B ij b. Whether .. the

parson, vicar [etc. ] . . in the dayesof the Rogations, commonly

called the gang dayes, walke the accustomed bounds of

your Parish. 1634 Canne Necess Separ. (1849) I2 3 '\\e

observation of Gangdays, or rogation week, is wholly popish.

1895 J. Brown J'ilgr. Fathers I. 38 The perambulation of

the parish bounds in cross-week or gang-days.

Gange (ga:nd,?),^. [Of obscure 01 igin ; deriva-

tion from ¥, ganse braid, has been conjectured.]

1. trans. To protect (a fish-hook, part of a fish-

ing-line) with fine wire.

1861 Couch Brit. Fishes I. 38 The line, .was armed or as

a fisherman would say was ganged with flexible brass wire

twisted regularly and firmly round it. 1880 IV. Cornwall

Gloss, s. v., To gange a hook is to cover it with fine brass

or copper wire, to prevent its being bitten off by the fish.

2. ' To fasten (^a fish-hook) to the end of a section

of line called the ganging' (Cent. Diet.).

Gange, obs. form of Gang sb. and v. 1

t Gangean, a. Obs. rare-". [? f. Sp. ganga

the pin-tailed grouse + -ean.] (See quot. 1633.)

1623 Cockeram, Gangean col ur, diuers colours in one

togeiher, as in a Mallard or Pigeon's necke. 1661 in Pea-

cham Compl. Gent. ed. 3) 155 [/>•/«/«/ gangran].

Ganger (gavna-i), si. 1 Obs. exc. dial, and arch.

AUo 5 gangar, 9 gamier, [f. Gang i'.i + -eb'.

Cf. Pu. ganger, G ganger.

OE. "gangere (Somncr) is not authenticated.]

1. One who goes or tiavels on foot.

Rolf the Ganger, a modern rendering of ON. Gpngu-

Urdt/r (where gougu is the genit. of ganga : see Gang),

the designation of a Norseman vho has been trom a very

early period coniecturally identified (but erroneously) with

the ' Kollo '.or 'Rou' of Norman history.

1424 St. Ac's Jas. 1 (1814) II. 6/2 That thar be ordanyt

hostilaris and resettis haifande stabilhs and chawmens to

ridaris and gangaris. 1832 Miss Yonge Cameos (18771 I.

i s Rolf, called the ganger or walker, as tradition relates,

because his stature was so gigantic. he always fought on

foot. 18.. Frocoe in Skelton Summ. li II int. Balma-



GANGER.
whapfilc ftjjw) II. 215 Long ages now beneath the soil The
ganger has been lying.

b. phr. comers and gangers (see quot.).
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxx. 136 Prestre Iohn hase ilk

a day in his courte eland ma pan xxx" of folke, withouten
commers and gangers. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s. v., ' Gangers
and comers ', people in and out ; visitors,

2. A fast-going horse.
ON. gaugari, Da. ganger steed, palfrey, common in medi-

aeval romances and ballads, were prob. suggested by tried. 1..

gradarius or ambulator (cf. OF. chcval amblettr). and thus
different in origin and meaning.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvii, It's a weel-kend ganger ; they

ca' it Souple Tarn, a 1825 Forbv Voc. E. Anglia, Gauge?-,
a goer, a speedy horse. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.,
Ganger

t a goer, usually, if not exclusively, applied to a
horse.

3. Comb., as ganger-before, -between.

1483 Caih. Angl. \^l-z A Ganger be-twene, mediator,
•trix. 1595 Duncan App. EtymoL (E D.S.) Anteambulo,
a ganger bel'ore, a convoyer.

Ganger (ganpr }Sb:- [f.G\nGsb.orv:~ + -i^.]
An overseer in charge of a gang of workmen.
1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. 15 His companion.. was

known in the village as ' The Ganger', .a sort of sub-con-
tractor for the works, .collecting his own men and paying
them. i860 Artist A> Craftsman 278 The man was a ganger,
as it is termed in the technical phraseology, a sort of serjeant
of the working army, i860 \V. H. Russei.l Diary in India
II. xxi. 409 A ganger, or head navvy .. is placed over
hundreds of men. 1894 Times 5 Feb. 3/2 A man named
Eames acted as foreman or ganger, on board the Crowatti,
in the interests of the stevedores.
appositive. 1886 Daily News 28 Dec. 7/2 J. K., aganger

platelayer, deposed to finding the deceased's body.

Ganger gce'rjaO, sh.& Naut. [?Shoit form of
Fokeganof.r.J (See quot. 1882.)
c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catcch. 55 The upper ends

are then ready for shackling to the ganger. 1882 Nares
Seamanship (ed. 6} 162 A ganger, two or more lengths of
chain cable shackled to the sheet anchor. It enables part
of the sheet cable always to remain bent.

tGa'ngerf t'. Obs. [back-formation from Gan-
grene, influenced by Canker : cf. It. gangn're to

gangrene (Florio) ; also c Ganger, a canker, fester,

venom' (Surrey Provincialisms, E.D.S.).] intr.

To gangrene, mortify.

1685 M'Alpie in Harp of'Renfrew. Ser. it. (1873) 31 They
..Most be cutt off like corrupt member, Least y* the body
all should ganger. 1696 A. he la Pryme Diary (Suttees)
102 An ape .. bit his hand, which bite he slighting, it

gangered and killed him. 17*5 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v.

Wound, When the Parts Ganger, you must make use of
the Spirit of Motherwort.

Gangerell, -ill, var. Gangrel.
Gangetic (gsenidgetik), a. [ad. L. Gangeticus,

f. Ganges, a. Gr. Vdyyqsi] Belonging to the river

Ganges. + Also sb. pi. Those who live on the

banks of the Ganges {obs.).

1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 57 The Romans embalm; the
Gangetiques drown. 1830 Lyf.li. Princ. Geol. I. 244 The
Gangetic delta. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. hid. I. Hi. 265
Three other columns in Gangetic India. 1886 American
XI. 168 Gavials, or Gangetic crocodiles.

t Ga'ng-flower. Obs. ff.GANG^.i(seequot.).]
The milkwort .Polygala vulgaris).

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. clx. § 6. 450 Mtlkewoort Is called
A mbarualisftos . .hicause it doth specially flourishe in the
Crosse or Gang weeke, or Rogation weeke. .in English we
may cal it Crosse flower or Gang flower. 1706 in Phillips
(ed. Kersey) ; and in mod. Diets.

t Gangic, a. Obs. ra>e. [f. L. Gang-es + -ic]

Belonging to the river Ganges.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. in. in. Law 1250, I under-

take a thing As hard almost, as in the Gangic Seas To count
the waves. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Gangick, of or pertain-
ing to Ganges a great River in India Oriental.

Ga'nging (gserjirj), vbl. sb. 1 Obs. exc. St. and
dial. Also 9 gannin. [f. Gang v. ] + -ing 1

.]

1. The action of the verb Gang in various senses.

1489 Barbour's Bruce xiv. 400 (MS. E.) Quhen the Erie
Thomas persawing Had off thair cummyng and thair gang-
ing [C. gaderyng]. 1548 Aberdeen Reg. V. 20 (Jam.) The
bailye continevit the ganging of the actioun. 1583 Leg.
Bp. St. Androis 101 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, What
fruite come of his ganging thair? 1768 Ross Helenore
(1778) 39 Gin ganging winna do't, though I sud creep.

t>. The power of walking.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12260 A commament nu inak i here, .at

bai sight haf bat ar blind.. And ganging pat ar lame o fote.

C. Ganging to : going down, setting (of the sun).

1533 Bellenden Livy in. (1822) 245 He commandit all the
young and lusty men . . to mete htm in Campus Martius
afore the son ganging to. 1546 Extracts Aberdeen Reg.
(1844) 230 And finaly to gif furth thair decreit and ordin-

ance thairin till that same day or the sone ganging to.

d. Ganging on : a going on. proceeding.
1847-78 in Halliwell. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss. s.v.,

'What kin o' gangings on has there been?' what kind of
doings. ' A bonny ganging on ', fine to do.

2. Walking in procession (on Gangdays).
1555 W. Watreman Fardte Facions 11. xii. 293 At the

whiche time [Ascensiontide] there be made ganginges with
the lesse Letanies from one Churche to another, all Christen-
dome ouer. 1849-53 Rock Ch. of Fathers III. ix. 222
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in Ascension-week were
called gang-days, from the custom of ganging, or walking
in religious procession. 1895 E. Anglian Gloss. s.v., ' To go
ganging ', to beat the parish bounds.

3. Comb., as ganging-gown, a travelling cloak
;

ganging-staff, a walking-slick.
1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 569 in Saiir. Poems Reform.

Vol. IV.
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xlv, His sarkis, his schone, his ganging gowne. 1595 Dun-
can App. EtymoL (E. D. S.) Scipio, a ganging-staft.

Ganging (^arnin,), vbl. sb* [f. Ga.\g v. 2 +
-ing J.] The combining of work-people into gangs
or companies.
1865 Pall Mall G. 13 May 2 The corrupting influences of

'ganging ' are naturally worse where boys and girls are em-
ployed together. 1886 Gd. Words 42 If some other system
could be devised, which should supersede ganging.

Ganging gre-nd^iy , ?>bl.sb:-'> [f. Gange v. +
-ING 1

.] a. 'The act of lastening a fish-hook to
the line '. b. ( A section or part of a fishing-line

to the free end of which a hook is ganged ' (Cent.
Did.). Also Comb ganging-line, 'the ganging
of a fishing-line, especially when different from the
rest of the line ' (C ent. Diet,).
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 195 Spanish gut as imported

for the manufacture of leaders; single, double, and twisted
gut leaders, minnow gangs, brails, gangings, u^d in various
sea fisheries.

Ganging 'grc"rjin.\ ///. a. Obs. exc. Sc. and
dial. [t. Gang v.* - -ing-.]

1. That goes 01 walks.
rtiioo O, E. Chron. an. 1085 He ferde into Engla lande

mid swa mycclan here ridendra manna and gangendra.
a 1300 Cursor M. 401 Al gangand best be soxt day, And
adam bath he wroght on clai.

Proverb, c 1300 [see Foot sb. 2]. ? 1785 Ferguson's Scot.
Prov. in Ramsay Rcmin. v. (1870) 139 A gangang fit is aye
geuin (gin it were but a thorn).

2. That is in operation or in working order.
[a 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1131 Swa baet on ha tun ba wses

tenn plo^es o3er twelfe gangende ne be!a;f pair rioht an.]

1574 Sc. Acts Jos. IV 11814) HI- 93A Of euery gangand
[salt-Jpan thre bollis to be dehuerit oulk[I]ie. a 1724 Joluiie
Armstrang in Ramsay Ezer-Green (1824) II. 192 Gude
Four and twenty ganging Mills That gang throw a the
Zeir.

b. Ganging-gear, -graith (seequots.); ganging
plea, a lawsuit continuing indefinitely.
1808-18 JamiESON, Gaug.'n graith, the furniture of a mill

which a tenant is bound to uphold. 1816 Scott Antiq. ii,

A ganging plea that my father left me, and his fattier afore left

to him, 1847-78 Halliwell, Ganging gear, the machinery
1

of a mill.

t Ga'ngle, v. Obs. [a. O^F.gangler- Central
\

0$.jangler,gengler to Jangle.] - Jangled.
13.. A". Alt's. 7413 While they weore so in mangle, Theo '

Yndiens gan gangle [MS. Laud 62-2 bigonnon Jangiej. 1340
Aycnb. 226 Huerof zaynte Pauel wyb-nimb be yonge wyfmeri !

wodewen bet were ydele and bysye to guonne an to comene
|

ganglinde and to moche spekinde. a 1350 Life fesu
(Horstm.) 862 ^wane be was so wroth for Maivhaundise bat
he In tie temple i sai5 Hov wroth wole he Leo with cristine

Men bat gangliez In churche al dai !

Gangliac 'g& rjgliiek), a. [f. Gangm-on 4-

-A0.1 Relating to a ganglion. So Gang-lial a.

[-al], Gang^liar a. [-arJ, pertaining to, or resem-
bling a ganglion.
1848 Craig, Gangliac. i860 Worcester Ganglial (citing

Copeland). 1881 G. S. Hall Germ. Cult. 215 The course
of these fibres is often marked by very peculiar round or
biscuit-formed bodies, probably not gangliar in their nature.

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex. (all three words*.

Gangliated (g.T-rjgli^tkl),///. a. [f. Gangli-
on + -ate 3+ -ed 1

.] Furnished with ganglia.
1804 Carlisle in Phil. Trans, XCV. 29 The >ensorial

power derived by those muscles from the gangliated nerves.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 206/2 The nervous system is

gangliated, as in all the articulate animals. 1889 Mivart
Truth 168 A system of gangliated nerves in the substance
of the heart.

Gangliform (gxTj^lif^Jm), a. Also ganglio-
form. [f. as prec. + -form.] Having the form of

a ganglion.
1*681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Ganglioform, of

the shape of ganglias, or the heads of mushrumps. 1831
R. Knox Ctoquefs Anat. 457 Its filaments . . all terminate
in a depressed, semilunar gangliform plexus. 1845 Todd &
Bowman Phys, Anat. I. 246 The former is evidently an
aggregate of gangliform swellings, each possessing the
characters of a nervous centre.

Gangling (garrjglir)\ ppl. a. [f. as if *gangle
to go about, straggle, frequentative f; (Jang v.^ :

cf. Gangrel.] Of straggling growth ; loosely

built.

1808-25 Tamieson, Ganglin, straggling. Roxb. 1843 Alb.
Smith Phys. Evening Parties, She sends her two brothers,
tall, gangling, awkward young men. 1847-78 Hali iwell,
Gangling, tall, slender, delicate, generally applied to plants.
Wanv. x88i Leicestersh Gloss., Gangling, awkwardly long
in stature ; ill-made and uncouth. 1893 Harper's Mag.
LXXXVII. 155/1 The long-legged, gangling sheriff retired.

Ganglioform: see Gangliform.
Ga'nglioid, a. [f. Gangli-on + -oid.] ' Re-

sembling a ganglion* (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

Ganglion (gce'rjglip'n, -on). PI. ganglia. Also

7 ganglias, 8-9 ganglions, [a. Gr. ydyyXiov a
tumour under the skin, on or near tendons or sinews

;

used by Galen to denote the complex nerve-centres,

and now chiefly employed in that sense.]

1. Path. A tumour or swelling of the sheath of
a tendon. ' Also, applied to an enlarged bursa
mucosa' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
[1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. xlviii. 114 ravyAioi', Ganglion

Lupia, a Wen.] 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab.,
Ganglia, things like the heads of mushrumps in the body.
1704 F. Fcller Med. Gymn. (1711) 20a Let us but consider

GANG-MONDAY.
. . the Cure of a Ganglion, a Tumour in a Tendon. 1791
Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 45/2 A German woman .. had
several swellings or ganglions upon different parts of her
head from one of which a horn grew. 1807 »6 S. Cooper
First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 184 A ganglion is a small hard
tumour .

.
composed of a cyst .

. connected with a subjacent
tendon, and filled with a fluid resembling the white of ;m egg.

2. Phys. An enlargement or knot on a nerve,
forming a centre from which nerve-fibres radiate.

1732 Arui-thnot Rules of Diet 369 In the Ganglia where
they [the Nerves] are lied together. 1797 Monthly Mag.
III. 209 The ganglions are connected toeacn other, by a very
slender medullary cord. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 328 All
nerves rising from the spinal marrow . . pass on their way
through nervous knots, ganglia. 1851 Woodward Mollusca
21 The points from which the nerves radiate, are enlarge-
ments, termed centres {ganglia). 1875 Encycl. Brit, II.

273/1 Nervous System [of Arachnida]. This consists of
ganglia or nerve-knots, formed by enlargements of longi-
tudinal ner\ous cords.

b. A collection of grey matter (neuiine) in the

central (cerebro-spinal) nervous system, foiming
a nerve nucleus.

1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. 1. ii. 27 A mass
of grey matter with imbedded vesicles— a nerve-centre or
gan^lion, 1879 Caldkrwood Mind $ Br. v.. 31 These re-

present the largest nerve ganglions of grey and white matter
at the base of each hemisphere.

c. Jig. (a) nonce-use. A point from which many
lines diverge, (b) A centre of force, activity, or
interest.

>a) 1852 Miss Fox Jrnls. 1882) II. 196 Meanwhile, what
we each have to do is to endeavour to walk steadily in the
path which we clearly see straight before us ; and when we
come upon a perplexing ganglion of paths, wait patiently
arid take our bearings.

_(/ 1828 Sir W. Napier Penius. War (1878) I. 25 Thus
linking his operations together, Napoleon hoped, by grasp-
ing as it were the ganglia of the insurrection, to paralvze
its force. 1831 Carlvi.i; Sart. Res. 1. xi, A little ganglion,
or nervous centre, in the great vital system of immensity.
185' Lattcr-d. Pamph, vii. (18721 226, I see new gang-
lions of human population establishing themselves. 1882
Su-:vknson Mem. $ Portrat's xv. US871 258 If Rawdon
Craw ley's blow were not delivered, Vanity Fair would cease
to be a work uf art. That scene is the chief ganglion of the
tale.

3. Phys. A lymphatic gland.
1831 R. Knox Cloquefs Anat. 759 The lymphatic ganglia

of the inferior extremities.

4. ' Applied to the class of organs to which the

spleen, the thymus gland, the thyroid body, and
the adrenals belong' \Syd. Soc. lex, i'v S5").

5. Pot. A swelling on the mycelium of certain

fungi.

1866 Treas. Bot. 518 Ganglia, the mycelium of certain
fungals. 1885 in Syd, Soc, Lex.
6. Comb. : ganglion-cell, -corpuscle, -globule,

a nerve-cell in the grey matter of the central nervous
system.
1848 Carpenter Amm, Phys, \ (1872) 77 These nerve-

vesicles, sometimes known as ganglion-globules, ma be re-

garded as originally spherical or nearly so in form. 1856-8
\V. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. n These ganglion-
corpuscles are very dissimilar in form and size. 1865 Pub.
Opin, 21 Jan. 79 A current, originating in a ganglion cell,

would possibly give rise to many induced currents as it

traversed a caudate nerve cell. 1877 Rosenthal Muscles

fy Nerz'es 105 Certain cell-like structures called nerve-cells,

or ganglion-cells.

Gang1ionary(g?c ijglisnari),^. ff.prec. + -ary.

Cf. F. ganglionnaire.] Furnished with ganglia.
1830 R. Knox Beclard's Anat. 361 The Sympathetic

Nerve, is a nervous and ganglicnary cord.

Ganglionated ^se-rjglian^ted), ///. a, [f.

Ganglion + -ate* + -ed 1

.] = Gangliated.
1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 946/1 The nerves for the

future wings are .. derived .. from the ganglionated portion
alone. 1880 Bastian Brain vi. 106 A chain of minute
ganglia Ij ing upon the great ventral ganglionated cord.

Ganglionic (^0^11^10, a. [f. Ganglion +
-IC.J Relating to, composed of, or furnished with,

ganglia.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 3 The ganglionic [type] is

where the nervous system consists of a series of ganglions
connected by nervous threads or a medullary chord, i860
H. Spencer in Macm. Mag. I. 395 An impression on the
end of an afferent nerve is conveyed to some ganglionic
centre. 1880 Bastian Brain 28 The grey matter of the
nervous system is, for the most part, ganglionic tissue.

Ganglionized (gasqgliansizd^ ppl. a. [f. as

prec. + ize + -ed 1
.] Knotted like a ganglion.

1875 Blake Zool. 296 Arachnida.— The trachea for respira-

tion branched, but not ganglionized.

Ganglionless gce-rjglianles), a. \(. as prec. +

-LK8S.J hie from, or destitute of, ganglia.

1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1 1 1 . 5 note, The ganglionless

portion of the fifth, and the bard portion of the seventh

nerve. 1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 943,1 The ganglionless

upper or internal column of fibres.

Gangliopathy (gzengli^pabi). [f. Ganglio-n
+ -pathy] A diseased condition of the central

ganglia of the sympathetic system.

1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hence Qangliopa'tliic a., belonging to ganglio-

pathy 1889 in Century Diet.

t Gang-Monday. Obs. rare- 1
, [see Gang -

DAYS.] Monday in Kogation-week.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 317 There would not one
learned Papist be left aliue on gang Monday.
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GANG-PLANK. 46 GANGWAY.
Ga'ng-plank. U.S. [f. Gang sbA + Plank.]
A lancing-plank ; a gang-board.
i85i Olmsted Joum. Cotton Kingd. I. 142 A fat mulatto

woman shouted, as she caught him off the gang-plank, ' Uh
Massa George, is you come back!' 1887 Times 29 Aug
4/5 The moment the gang-planks are fixed a crowd of
sieved MM rush aboard.

Gan-rae-na, -graene, -green: see Gangrene.
Gangrel (^se rj^rel . dial, and arch. Form* : 6

gan^arall {pi. gangralis , 6-7 gai, grill, 7 gan-
g e)rell, 8gangril, ogangerill, 7-gangrel. [app.

f. Gang sh. or z\*, on some obscure analogy; cf.

poveral (with which this word is associated in

quot. 1538J ; the ending occurs, though p^rh. from
div -rse sources, in .-everal dei reciative terms, as

haverel, mongrel, gomeril, doggrel, wastrel. A
deriva.ivc of the same root wito similar meaning
is M I G. gengelxre Vt.gingler in 1 8th c. said of

a packman 01 ptdlar\ f.g'ingeln to walk about.
There is no co nexion beyond identity of root-syllable)

with O-V. Gangleri (mythi .al name), w.iich has uf;en been
compared : the endings have only a chance resemblance.]

1. A vagabond ; a wand ring be*.'gar

1530 Extrac s Aberteen Reg. (1844 13} That na stran-
ge.ir s nor gangerallis cum within the samyn. a 1605 Pol-
war r Ft tin? 772 Gleyd gangrel I, auld mangrell. 1625
Gill Sacr. Philos. vn. 92 When all charity is put only in
the maintenance of idle ies->e and begging Gangrels. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss , Gangerilt

t
a ucdlar, a beg ar.

1895 Ckockett Men of Mosshags 329 Out on you, gangrel.

b. attrib. or aij. Vagaoo.ul, vngr.int

1538 Aberdeen Rsg V. 15 (Jam.* That na strangearis, nor
gangralis puirralis ue ressate nor haldyn in this tovnne.
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk 1842) 457 His wife for povertie
turned ane gangrdl po ;re woman, selling some snail wares.
1776 C Keith Farmer's Ha* 33 There's mony a sturdy
gangrel ch:el That m ght be winnin* meat fu' weel 1785
BukNS Jollv Beggars 8 A merry core O' randie, gangrel
bodies. 1815 Scott Guy M. iii, He's nae gentleman wad
grudge twa gangrel puir bodies the shelter 0' a waste house.
1870 MoKRIS t-ar hty Par. II. in. 40 This gangrel thief
thojght fit to tread The grass to mammocks by my head.
1895 Crockett Sweetk Trav. 93 Without troubling about
suspicious gangrel bodies.

2. A lanky, ioos^-jointed person. (Cf. Gangling.)
1585 Higins tr. Junius' Nomenclator 449/1 A long gan-

grdl : a slim : a log tall fellow that hath no making to his

height. i6o5 H 'LI.and Sueton. Anno/ 36b, Ajax..unto
wh >m or to whose long pike rather, he likeneth this gan-
grell. x6ix Cotgr , Tren'e-costes, a gangerell, slimme. long
lu-;ke, lanke loobie. 17* Bailey, Gangrel. atall ill-shaped
Fellow. 1873 Swale (ale Gloss., Gangrel, an awkward
fellow 1884 Upton-on-Severn Gloss, Gangril, a lanky,
ungainly creature, whether man or beast.

b. attrib as adj.

1650 Bl'lwer Antkrofiomet. 10 A long gangrel neck, which
would have made the head look as set upon a pole.

3. Sc. A c.dld just beginning to walk. rare.
1768 Ross Helenore 6 Helenore, a gangrel now was

grown, Aid had beg 1 11 to toddle about the town.

4 north, dial. A toad. Cf Gagkill.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems liv. 7 Scho is tute m iwitt lyk an

aiu, A id lyk a gangarall [7'. r. g.ingarull] unto graip.

1847 78 in Halliwell. 1855-76 in Whitby Glossaries.

Gangren, -ena, obs. tonus of Gangrene.
t Gangrenate, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. Gan-
grene sb. -ate-.

1 Iii a state of gangrene.
1634 T. Johnson Pare/s Chirurg. x. xi. (1678)238 A putrid

. . vapour, exhaling from the hurt and gangrenate part of the
Brain.

t Ga'ngrenate, v. Obs. Also 6 cancrenate,

7 garurinate. gangreenate. [f. as prec. + -ATI J*.

J

1. intr. To become gangrenous.
*7S3 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 45 The Lungs,

being over-heatjd, ulcerate and gangrenate.

2 trans. To make uangrenous. In opcA. fig.
1660 Speech to Gen. Monk 1 Ambition that did Gangrinate

the State.

Hence Ga*ngrenated//>/. a., gangrened.
158a [see Can-cremated]. i6ij Woudai.l .?«?-£• Mate Wks.

(165^) 163 Like the colour of a gangrenated or mortified
member. 1693 Salmon Bate's Disp. iii. (17131 121/2 Out-
wardly, it is anointed upon gangreenated Parts. 1758 J. S.
Le Drans Observ. Surg. {1771) 185, I . . found . . a black
gan :re mted Spot.

t Ga lgrena'tion. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ATi'iN

J A condition of gangrene or mortification.

1597 A. M tr. Guillem aus Fr. Chirurg. 3V2 Some mor-
tifi atione or Gangrae uitione. 1509 — tr. Gabelhouer's Bk.
Physicke 3ii'i Otherwise we might ea.->ilye brin^e tnerin a
Gau^raeiiation.

Gangrene (gxTjgr/h\ sb. Forms : a. 6 can-
crena, 6-7 gan^r na, 7 gangrsena ; &. 6 gan-
green, 7 gangren, gangri^ne, 7-9 gangreen,
7- gangrene, fad. I,, gangr&na (-gr?na), a. Gr.

yayypat a; cf F. gangrene; also It. and med.L.
cancrena whence the earliest Eng. form).]

1. A necrosis or mortification ot part of the body,

extending over some considerable area in a vHble
mass. Sometimes used to denote the first stage of

mortification.

1543 Traheron tr. Vigo's Chirurg. 11. xvi. 26/1 Cancrena
is not taken for fleshe deade altogether, but for that whyche
begynneth to putri'ye by lyttle and lyttle. 1563 T. Gam:
Chirurg. \. 44 a, A fracture hauinge wytli hym ioyned gan-
grena. 1573 Ann Barber-Sur* Lon<t. (18001 317 Mr. Wat-
son of the Towre which dyed of Gangrena in his fote. 1597
A M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 2/4 Out of the which
proceedeth a Gan&raene or mortificatione. i6a6 Bacon

Sylya % 333 It appeareth also in the Gangreen or Mortifi-

cation of Klesh, either by Opiates, or by Intense Cold.
1:1720 W. Gibson harrier's Guide it. l.ii. (1738) 206 A Gan-
grene is a sudden, violent, and excessive inflammation.,
and \-, no other than ;i beginning Mortification- 1789 W.
Buchan Dom. Me. 1. (1790 577 Straining it too much m.ght
occasion an inflammation of the parts, and endanger a gan-
grene. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xiv. 245 A gang ene
had begun in hi-, injured limb. 1866 A Flint Prntc. Med.
11880) 52 N'ecro is witn decomposition, .is u-ually called
gangrene, although this term is also often applied to forms
of simple necrosis.

2 fig.
160a W. Watson Quodlibcts of Relig. $ State 41 These.

.

men haue bespattered with a most dangerous Gangrene,
the whole bod.e misticall of Chri.-.t. 1607 Middleton Five
Gallants II. iii. D 4 b, It may growe to a gangrene in our
credits and bee incurable. 1612 T. James Jesui 1 DovjneJ.

47 JeMuituune from a Serpigo, is become a Gangrama, it

must therefore be cut of. 1655 Fcllkk Ch. Hist. 1. iv.

§21 But now (alas !) the Gangrene of that Heresy began to

spread it self into this Island. 1758 Johnson Idler £su. 22
p 3 To the community .. corruption is a gangrene. 1834
Ht. Martineau Moral 11. 66 Our pauper system the
gr^-at political gangrene of England. 1896 Gladstone in

Daily News 1 June 7/5 If they [.religious controversies] do
not proceed to gangrene and to mortification, at least they
tend to harden into fixed facts.

b. attrib. f Also qua \-adj. Gangrenous.
1715 tr. C'tess Daunoy's tt'ks 57 False Zealots, who cry'd

out, that I was a Gangreen Member that was to be cut off

from the rest of the Body. 1835 Browning Paracelsus iv.

P^ei.Wks 1896 I. sj Were your nature fit To be defiled,

your eyes the eyes to ache At gangrene-blotches.

Gangrene igse*i}gi«>)j v. \i. prec. sb. Cf. F.

gangrener*\

1. intr. To become mortified.

1614 in Crt. .y 'Times Jas. I (1849 1. 327 He had a swelling
in the thigh, which . . grew so angry, that it gangrened and
made an end of him. 111654 Selden Table- T. (Arb.j 42
Your Leg will Gangreen within three days. 1671 Milton
Samson 621. 1707 Curios, in Husb.fyGard. 109 It prevents

a Wound f 0111 gangrening. 1788 Burke Sp. agst. IV.

Hastings Wks. XIII 323 They made rodsof a plant highly
caustick and poisonous, every wound of which festers and
gangrenes 1870 Daily News 22 Sept., Such was the pre-

disposition to disease that the slightest wound gangrened
and became incurable.

fig. 1618 Naunton in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 74 The
divisions and rentes which they plotted betwene the
protestantes doe now begin to gangren amonge ihem-elves.

2 trans. To briny into a slate oi mortification.

The first two quots. possibly belong to sense 1 or to Gan-
grened ppl. a.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 111. i. 307 The seruice of the foote Being
once gangren'd, is not then respected For what before it

was. i6a6 Bacon Sylva $ 788 In the cold Countries, when
Mens Noses and E:irs are mortified, and (as it were Gan-
grened with cold, a 1673 G. Swinnock in Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. cxli. 5 When he had by sin, and continuance in it, so
gangrened his flesh, and corrupted himself. 1683 A. Snai-e
Auat. Horse lit, v. 112 The Matter by that means is there

stayed, and .ulcerates and gangrenes all the passages of the
Nostrils. 18x9 Shelley Cenci 11. i, When the rust Of heavy
chains has gangrened his sweet limbs. 1868 Duncan tr.

Figuiers Ins. World ii. 72 They I ave been known to reach
the ball of the eye, and to gangrene the eyelids.

fig. 1803 tr. tfA maud's Lorimon II. 120, 1 have ..

sworn that avarice had not gangreened your soul to the
degree report had spread abroad. 18S6 Pall MallG. 2 June
1/1 He is said to be free from that intense personal feeling

which gangrenes our politics.

Gangrened 'gseggrihd),///. a. Also 7 gan-
green'd. If. Gangkese v. : cf. Y . gangreni!\

1. Affected with gangrene.
161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Dieu, Vne lawbe de Dieu y soe doe the

canting, and blasphemous rogues of France tearme a can-
kered, gangrened, or desperately-sore leg. 1682 Dkyden &
Lke Dk. 0/ Guise v. i, In which, indeed, ihey assert the

fmblic good. And, like sworn surgeons, lop the gangrened
imb. 1813 J. Thomson l.ect. Infiam. 553 When a gangrened
limb .. is cut off in the dead part, no hemorrhace occurs.
i856 Algkr Solit. Na/. .y Man iv. 254 The disease which
the surgeons laid bare in his gangrened vitals and brain.

fiS- '653 Jkr. Taylor Serw. 1 (165s) 272 These inclina-

tions and evill forwardnesses, this dyscrasie and gangren'd
disposition. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 554 These
individuals .. are the gangrened members of society. 1830
Fdin. Rev. L. 467 The Sultan has lopped the gangrened limb.

2. Belonging to gangrene.
1761 Falconer Shi/>7vr, n. 434 Thus when some limb is

seized with gangren'd pains.

Gaagrenescent (g?engnne-sent\ a. [f. as

prec. -kscknt.
1 Becoming gangrenous.

1828-31 in Webster ; and in subsequent Diets.

t Ga*ngrenize, v. Obs wr1
, [f. Gangrene

sb. -ize. j intr. = Gangrene v i.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 50 '3 The wounds
doe putrifye and gangrasnize.

Gangrenous pse-ngrinss^ o. [f. Gangrene^.
t •Ot'S. Ci F. gangrineux (i6thc.V]
1. Having the nature of gangrene, or affected

with it.

x6ia Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. {1653) 405 Such Pesti-

lential Gangrenous spots after separate of themselves. 173a
Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 291 Eruptions on the Skin, dark,
livid, lead-colored and gangrenous. 1809 Med. yrmi. XXI.
45, The lungs were livid, with a gangrenous inflammation
on their posterior part. 1865 Ruskin Sesawe 7 We call it

' mortification ', using the same term which we should apply
to a gangrenous and incurable wound.
fig- '855 Ta/t's Mag. XXII. 247 Lombardy is a gan-
grenous limb of Austria. 1880 Burton Reign Q. Anne III.

xx. 27g As there is a gangrene of the body . . so is the intel-

lect often tainted by gangrenous spots, that [etc.].

2. Resembling a gangrened spot v'in colour).

1814 Galt Rothelan I. 1. iii. 25 His complexion became
of a gangrenous yellow.

Gangriene, out. form of Gangrene if,

Gangril (1, var. Gangrel.
Gangirpate, var. Gangrenate v. Obs.

Gangsman gse'rjzman . [f. Gang sbX + Man :

for thj s cf. craftsman etc.]

1. A dock-poiter.

1793 Wet Do.ks of Lond. 16 Gangsmen, these are porters

stationed under the wharfingers.

2. One who has charge of a gang of workmen.
1863 Russell Diary North A> South I. 192 One big

slouching negro, who seemed to be a gangsman or something
of the kind, followed us. 1897 li'estm. Gaz. 3 Feu. 2/1

The post of gangsman or ' mate ' is thus a good one.

t Ga'ng-tide. ' bs. rare. = ti.vN(;-i>.\Ts.

1530 Pai.sgr. fcu4 At gangetyde, aux rouuaisons. 1630 in

Descr. Thames (1758) 76 One Week before Gang-tide yearly.

b. attrih.y as gang-tide gate.

1589 Warni r Alb. Fug v. xx v. 10^ At Ewle we wonten

..To haue gud spiced Sewe. and Roste. .At Fasts-cue pan-
puffes: Gang-tide ga tes did al.e Masses bring.

T Ga'ng-tocth. Obs. |Peh. a coirupt form of

Gag-t- otii.] A largf projecting tooth.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost, xiv. 71 Hell mou h in the old

plaie-. tanted wi.ii great gang teeth. 1607TUPSELL Fourf.
Beasts (165S 153 Teeth which are called Faunae or Gang-
teeth- stand.ng out of t e mouth, .are given for weapon and
defence to beasts and such are :.n Elephants. 1673 A.
Marvell Stoo him Bayes 34 In sign that this is Sooih, I

bite it with my Gang tooth.

Gangue (gserjj. Also gang. [a. F. gangue,

ad. Ger, gang a vein or lode of metal, of the same
origin as Gang sbJ1 : see also Gangaut.] The
earthy or stony mutter in a mineral deposit ; the

matrix in which an ore is fo nd.
1809 Gregor in Phil. Trans. XCIX 196 The gangue is

a white quartz. 1815 W. Phillips Ou.'l. Mi** 4 Geoi (1818)

60 An earthy or stunysubsta.ee which .. is termed the

gangue or matrix of the metal or ore. 1871 Trans. Amer.
Inst. Mining Fng. I. 95 Ti.eir earthy portions we designate
as their ' matr x ' or ' gangue '.

attrib. 1872 Raymond Statist Mines fy Mining 22 Those
ores bearing much gangue matter can easily be assorted.

Gangway tgargu*1
). [Qv.. gangweg. f. Gang

sb. * wei \\ AT; ci. G. (dial.) gangrveg, ON. gang-
vegr, Sw. gangviig.]

1. A road, tnoroighfare, or passage of any kind ;

rarely, a *lane* opened through a crowd. Obs.

exc. dial.

c 1000 ^Elfric Gloss. In Wr.-Wulcker 146/31 Actus, anes
waenes gangweg. cVm,twe^ra wscna gangwej. 1736 Lewis
hist '1 hanet Gloss., Gang-way, a tnorouf re, entry, pas-

sage. 1788 J. May Jmt. <r Lett. (187 | L9 Near t .is place

was cut. .a vista through the forests forty feet wide, .mak-
ing a magnificent gangway. i8oaSrENCER in Naval L hi on.

VII. 81 We got a gangway made among the*hip's company
for the Admiral to walk forward. 1880 Antrim $ Down
Gloss . Gang-it ay, a frequented thoroughfare.

2. A p.,ss: ge iii a house or oiher building: esp.

a passage between rows of seats ii a public edifice.

170* Burlesque L'Estrange's Qucvedo 102 To thrust ihro'

Doors, or some Gang-way. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. i^o The
beast-house contains standing for sixteen head of cattle,

eight on each s.de of the gang way. 1877 J. C. Cox Ch.
Derbysh. 111. 239 I he monument . . used to be in the gang-
way of the nave. 1891 Times 10 Oct. 11/2 The plan of

filling up the gangways with stools cannot be commended.

b. In the HoilM ot Cummuns,the cross passage

about half-way down the house, giving access to

the rear-benches, rarely//.
The members sitting above thegangivay are the ministers

and ex-ministers w ; th su"h private members as profess mure
or less close agreement wiih the policy of the official leaders

of their respective parties.

1875 F. I. Scudamore Day Dreams 3 Counting the mem-
bers as they pas.sed the gangway. 1876 World V . No. 107. 4
The applause was almost wholly confined to a handful of

Engluh Radicals below the gangway 1886 Manch. Exam.
14 Jan. 5/6 Members unable to obtain places were incon-

veniently crowded about the gangways.

C. Build. (See quoi.)

1823 P. Niciiols"N Tract. Build. 585 Gangway', in build-

ing, the temporary rough sta r, Set up for ascending or

descending, before the regular stair is built.

3. Aaut. a. A narrow platform on deep-waisted

ships, leading from the quarter-deck to the fore-

castle, for convenience in walking from one to the

other: =Gangboard I.

1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2317/1 Our Commander, being.. for-

ward by the Gang-Way giving his Orders, the Gun split

and struck him down. 1748 Anson's Vpy. 1. iii. (ed. 4) 42
Some endeavoured to escape along the gangways into the

forecastle. 1797 Nelson in A. Duncan Lije(i% 6 42, 1 passed

..on the larboard gang-way, to the forecastle. 1865K1NGSLEY
Hereto, v, A fighting gangway along the sides.

b. A narrow p.ssa-e lelt in the hold of a laden

ship. 1780 in Falconer Diet. Marine.

c. The opening Ifl the bulwark! by which persons

enter or leave a vessel; now more tommonlv the

means of communication laid between this and the

shore or another vessel. i,Cf. Gang-board 2 and
Gang-plank.)
1780 Falconer Diet. Marine., Gangzuay is also that part

of a ship's side, both within and wi:hout, by which the pas-

sengers enter and depart. It is for this purpose provided

with a sufficient number of steps, or cleats, nailed upon the

ship's side, nearly as low as the surface of the water ; and
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sometimes furnished with a railed accommodation-ladder.

1799 N lson in Nicolas Disf>. <y Lett. 1845) I. 5 The Master
ran to the gangway to get into the boat. 1810 Spotting
Mag. XXXV. 285 Captain Lake came on deck, and came
to the gangway. 1833 Makryat P. SimpU i.\, 'J he whole
.ship's company had assembled at the gangways. 1848 Alb.
Smith Chr. tadpole xi. (187^) 105 The carts.. wuind ha\c
done for gangways at steimboat piers. 1870 Mokr s Earthly
Par. II. tit. 33J Tney cam full soon To where the gangway
ran out from the ship On to the black pier. 1877 Black
Green Past, xxvii, Then we climbed up the gangway and
reached the deck of the noble and stately ship

d. A plank along the buttom ol a rowing-boat.

(- G\NG-ROARI) 3.)

1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. xiii. (1894) 304 The cor-

pulent elder, who rowed when boats had gangways down
their middle.

e. To bring to the gangway*. * to punish a seaman

by seizing him up to a glaring, then.- to undergo
flogging' (Smyth bailor's Word-bk. 1867;.
1815 in Falconer's Diet. Marine >ed. Burney).

4. Mining. (See quots.)

1776 PrYCK Min. Corniib. 321 Gangway. When a Fissure

or Lode is excavated in the backs or former upper workings
of the Mine, it is sallered with boards, and the deads are

thrown there. . : however, if they leave room sufficient (or the

workmen to roll stuff, or walk upon them from one Shaft to

another, they call it a Gangway 1824 Mander De'bysk.
Miner's Gloss., Gangway is the horizontal pas-age made in

the Mine, along whicli the Bouse is conveyed to the tail end
of the shaft. i83t Raymond Mining Gloss., Gangway, a
main level, applied chiefly to coal mines.

5. attrib. and Comb : gangway bridge, -ladder
(see quots.) ; gangwayman, one in chaige at a

ship's gangway (in loading); gangway netting,
in war-ships, the netting with whijh the gangway
between quarter-deck and forecastle is fenced, and
in which some of the hammocks are stmved.
1791 R. Mylne Rep. Thames <y /sis 53 Upon this weir,

a sloping *gangway bridge, with double 1 ailing, should be
constructed so as to go across the Bridge. 1883 YV. C.
Russell Sailors' Lang, *Gangway-ladder, -2. ladder over
the side by which a ship is entered. 1882 Standard 26
Aug. 3/7 A man should have watched the case and given
orders to the gan^wayman. 1805 in Nicolas Disp. iSelson

(1846) VII. 194 note. The *gangway netting and hammocks
completely shot to pieces.

t i3a*ug week. Cbs. [OE. gangzvuee, f. Gang
sbA + wttce \\ ee * ; cf. G. gangivoche. Sw. g&ng-
veckcty ON. gangda»a-vika.\ Rogation week, in

which the Gax(;-i>ays 'ell.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xvi. 14 margin, Dis sceal on bunres
da=x innan baere gang-wu^an. 1530 Palsgr. 8^9 In the
gauge weke, la seftmainc des rouuaysons. 1553 tr. Beza's
Admon. Parlt. \ 1566) Db, In the gang weke, when banners
and belles, .rangeth aboute in many places, a 1571 Jewfl
On 2 Thess. (t6n) 123 They haue vsed in Rome, in their
generall processions in gang week to goe to these seuen hils.

1607 \chol Disc. agst. Antiekr. n. vi. 76 What mcaneth
else their decking of crosses in gang-weeke ? 1656 Blount
Giossogr, s.v. Rogation week, In the North of England it is

called Gang week from the Ganging, or go ng on proces-
sion [etc.]. 1730-5 in Bailey ^folio ; and in later Diets.

Gxnimede, -medean: see Gany-.
Ganister (tjarnistajA Also 9 gannister,

-ester. [A local word of unknown origin] A
close-grained siliceous stone from the lower coal-

measurcs in Yorkshire, ground down to form
furnace-hearths, etc. (See also quot. 1881.)
1811 [see Crowstose 2]. 1829 Glover Hist. Derby I. 53

Crowstone or ganister. i83i Raymond Mining Gloss.,

Ganister, a mixture of ground quartz and fireclay, used in

lin n^ Bessemer converters 1883 Y'orksh, Arckzol. J>nl.
VII I. 158 Alderman Clark noticed .. among broken gan-
nester, what seemed a curi >us stone. 1889 Q. Rev. July
142 The lining used was Suelfield ganister.

i! Gauja 'gsend^a). Also 9 ganga, ganjah,
gunja. [Hindi gdnj/td.] A preparation of Indian
hemp (Cannabis saliva, variety indica), strongly

intoxicating and narcotic.

1800 Wellington Suppl. Desp. (1858) II. 162 No manner
of duties or customs was allowed to be exacted from any
article brought into camp, excepting country-arrack, opium,
ganja, or b..ang, and toddy. i8ai Hockley Pandurang
Hari III. xii 345 Tney produced their j^anga and opium,
and began to smoke. 1845 S 1 ocquelek Hatutbk. Brit, India
(1854) 345 They smoke tobacco, as also ganjah Cannabis
Indica), to a great extent. 1886 in Yule Hobson-Jobson,
Gunja. 1892 'times 18 Nov. 3 6 Ganja is an excitant of the

most powerful description leading to violent crime.

tGank. Min. Obs.~ x (See quot.) Hence Ganky
a.> containing or resembling ' gank '.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Iivb Gank, a Soil lying in

some Veins of a very Red or Yellow colour, sometimes
Branching and Spreading itself in small Strings or Joynts
to the Rachill, by which Signs it is very probable a Vein
may be discovered ; some Veins are naturally much inclined

to it, such we call Gankey Veins. Ibid. S ij b, The Joynts
in it arc of a red Colour, or gankey.
Gann, obs. pa. t. of Gin v., to begin.

Gannard, obs. form of Gannlt.
t Ganne, v. Obs~l [ad. L. gannire to bark.]

intr. To bark as a fox. Hence f Ganning vbi. sb.

1607 Toi'sell Pour-/. Beasts (1658) 100 The Harts fear the
ganning of Foxes. Ibid. 175 The Latins have a proper word
for the voice of a Fox, which is, Gannio Gannire> to Ganne.

t Ganueker. Obs. An alehouse-keeper.
C1380 R. Brunne s Handl. Synnc 2453 (Dulwich MS.)

Gannokerys [F. eauersin; R. Brunne en on. tauuarsyns
%

whicli this scribe app. associated with taverne] and vsureris :

besearn lucyferys perys. 1424 Proclam. MayorofNorwich
in Protnp. Parv. 186 note, That all Brew^ters and Gan-
nokers selle a gallon ale of the best . . for \d. ob. c 1440
Protnp. Pan>. 185 2 Ganueker »!>'. ganokyr).

Gannen garnenK Mining [Vdial. pron. of

Gai>;gIxNG vbt. sb.] (See quot.

J

i883Gresley6V<7J5'. Coal Mining. Gannett, a board down
which coals are conveyed in tubs running upon rails.

Gamier, G-tnnester, var, Ga.\gek, Ljamsteh.

Gannet gaenut). 1-o.ms: a. 1 ganot,5 ganate,
-ette, 6 gannett, (.gannard;, 8 ganet, 6- gannet.
/3. 5-6ganta,6 9gaunt(e, 6, 8 gant. fOE. ganot

str. masc., is cogn. with Du. gent, MHG. gani%,

gens; sir. masc, OHG. gana^o .MHG.^w^j wk.

masc. all meaning 'gander':—UTeut. types *ganilo,

ganolo'n, f. the same root as GaM)ER. The Teut.

word was early adopted in Kom. ; the OF. form

gante may be the souice of the & forms in Kng
]

The Solan goose {Sula bassana).
a. Bcowulj"1862 Ofer ganotes baefi. a jooo 0. E. Chron.

an. 975 pa wearS eac adraiied. . Oslac of earde . .ofer ganotes
baeo. c 1450 M. E. Med Bfc. (Heinrich 202 Ganate-. grece.

a 1490 BoTONKR /tin. (Nasmith 1778) in lbi nidificant aves

vocatse ganettys. 1556 W. 'I owkson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589^

123 We got certaine foules like vntoGann rds 1570 Levins
Mauip. 88,4 A gannet, I \rd,pcnelops. 1602 Carew Cornwall

34 a, Certa.ne birds called Gannets soare ouer and stoup to

prey vpon them. 1688 R. Hoi..me Armoury 11 263/1 The
Cornish Gannet, called also a Skua. 1766 Pennant Zoot.
1 1768) II. 482'I'lie Gannets are birds of passage. 1802 Bingley
Anim. Biog. H813) II. 358 'I'he Gannet, or Solan (loose.

184s Darwin Voy. Nat. (1S52 1 457 'I he gannets sitting on
their rude nests gaze at one with a stupid yet angry air.

p. c 1440 t'romp. Part'. 186/1 Game, byrde, bt'starda.

a 1529 Sk elton P. Sparowe 447 The gaglynge gaunte, and
the churlysshe chowgh. 1546 Bale Eng. I oiarics \. (1550)

32 h, Vet droue she out all the games or bystardes there, yf
their churche leg<--iide lie true. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810)

III. 195 A great white foule. called of some a Gaunt. 1780
A. Young Tour Irel. I. 34S They judge of the shoal being
there by the Gant, a bird that pursues the fish.

Gannister, var. Gamstek.
[Garinok, spurious word clue to misreading of

the proper name Talbot in Henry of Huntingdon.
The best text of Langtoft's AF. chronicle has the name as

Galbot; later texts corrupted it into gannoc, gannole ; R.
Brunne took it for an ap. ellative, prob. supposing it to

mean ' standard ',as it is explained by Hearne and Miitzner.

c 1330 K. Bki'NN'e Chron. (1810) 113 Steuen . . In Herford
fulle stuutely his gannok has vp set.]

Ganocephalan (grc-nose-falan
1

;. [f. mod.L.
ganocephal-us \i. Gr. 7ai'os brightness + ttttyaki]

head ) + -an.
J A fish of the extinct order Gano-

cephala (so called because their heads were coveied

with shining bony plates). So Ganoce*phalous«.,
belonging to this oider.

1865 Owen in Geolog. Mag. II. 6Ganocephalous and Laby-
rinthodont cranial bones. Ibid, '['he ribs .. were better

developed than they are in Ganocephalans or in modern
Buirachians.

Ganoid (garnoid), a. and sb. fa. F. ganoidc
(Agassizl, f. Gr. 70*05 brightness + -ulr\^\ see -oiD.J

A. alj.

1. Of a fish-scale: Having a smooth shining

surface, from being covered with a layer o" enamel.
1854 Owen in Circ. Sc, Organ. Nat. I. 46/2 The ganoid

plates are .. more close set. 1872 N ichoi son Palxont 307
Ganoid scales . . occur also in some of the Bony Fishes.

Si. Of a fish : Covered with polished bom piates

or scales: distinctive epithet of an order of fishes

.mod L. Ganoidei .

1847 Ansted A ne. World iv. 62 The first of the two
groups, tiiat of which the sturgeon and the bony pike are
characteristic, is calkd Ganoid. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec.
iv. '1878) 8; It is in the fresh water b.tsins that we find

seven genera of ganoid fishes. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk.
Geol. xviii. 343 Ot the fishes the majority are still placoid
and ganoid.

B. sb A ganoid fish.

1839 G. Roberts Diet. Geol., Ganoids or Gano'idiaus,
Dr. Agassiz's second order of fishes. 1839 Darwin Orig.
Spec. xi. 11878)308 The ganoids stand i' termediate between
the selaceans and teleosteans. 1878 A. H. Grekn, etc. Coal
ii. 52 All the modern Ganoids, with the exception of the
sturgeon, are fresh-water fish.

Hence Ganoidal a.

~

Ganoid A. 2, Ganoi dean
a. and sb., Ganoi'dian a. and sb.= Ganoid A. 2

and B.

1839 Ganoidiaus [see Ganoid B]. 1841 H. Miller O. R.
Sands', iv. 73 A fourth order, the Ganoidean or shining-
scaled order. 1854 — Sell. <y Schm. xxiv. 1 18571 527, I formed
my first imperfect acquaintance with the recent ganoidal
fishes in 1836. 1861 Geikie in Gd. Words Feb. 75 There are
still some representatives of the ganoidal type of fish.

Ganoin (gsra^ita). Also -ine. [f. Gr. 70^-5
brightness + -IN.J (.See quot. 1872.) Also attrib.

1859 Todd Cycl. Atuxt. V. 481/2 The edges of its ' Lepidine '

layer do not remain in contact with the ganoin layer. 1872
Nicholson Palxont. 307 Ganoid scales, composed of an
inferior layer consisting of bone covered by a superficial
layer of hard polished enamel (the so-called ' ganoine *j.

Ganomalite (ganpmabit). Min. [f. Gr. 7a-
vufta brightness + -lite. (Named by Nordenskiold
1S76,)] A silicate of lead and manganese, resem-
bling tephroite, but with high lustre.

1878 Min. Mag. II. 149 New minerals from Longban ..

Atopite. .ganomalite, jacobsite.

Gansa, gansaw, obs. forms of Ganza.

+ Gansel. Obs. Forms : 5 gauncely(e, gawn-

|

cel(y, gaunsell(e, 5, 8-9 Sc. gansf 11. [ad. OK.
1 ganse aillie garlic-sauce, x.ganse, f anse, app. mean-
1 ing some kind of sauce (Jause also occtns, riming

!

with sauce} aillt'e some kind of derivative from

I

ail yarhc. In later Yx jance d'aulx is used in the

j

same sense. | A garlic sauce, used esp. for goose.
c 1420 Liber Cocomttt 08<*2 29 Ga« ncel for be gose. Take

I garlek and grynde hit wele for y [etc.] ri430 TwoCookery-

[

bks. 23 Hennys in Gaunceye.—Take hennys an rosie hem,
I take mylke an Garleke an grynd it. 148301//:. Angl. 152;!

Gavnselle, upp.'auda.

b. Jig. in proverbial use.

c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 14 Thy goose is good, thy
grmsell sowie as gall 1711 Kelly Scot. Prov. 30 A good
Goose, but she has an ill gansel.

Gxnsh, var. Ganch v. Obs.

Gant, gaunt gant, t§i*t), sb. Sc. [f. next.]

A yawn, a yape ; gaping.
1513 Docglas /Eneis vi, viii. 36 The soundis brak with

gasping or a gant. 17.. The Ghaist 4 When the lang
arawltn' gaunt, an' drowsy ee, Shaw't bed-time come. 1826

J. Wilson Sott. Atnbr. Wks. 1S55 I. i6oThey. .put up their

hands to their chafts to conceal a bit gaunt.

Gant, gaunt [gant, ygntt, v. Sc. Forms : 6, 9
gant, 8-9 gaunt, [r rcj r. an OK. *gdn£tlan

i
fieq. f.

gdnian to yawn: see Ganu v.] intr. To yawn,

SaPc '

1513 Douglas /Eneis in. viii. 744 Quhen he list gain or

blaw, the fire is belt. 1715 Ramsav Christ's Kirkc Gr. 11.

xviii, Ilk weary wight Was gauming for his rest. 1790 Huhn^
' Kind Sir, Eve read\onrpttp<>r th> ough ' 4 This mony a day
I've grain'd and gauntcd, To ken fete.]. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, x, I never ask what brings the Laird of Dumbiedikes
glower. ng here . . day alter day, till we are a

1

like to yaunt
our chafts alf. 1886 Si evensos Riauapwl xxvL 272 W hen
he ganLs his last on a rickle of cauld stanes.

Hence Gamine, gau'ntmjr, vbl. sb.

1568 Skkyne /he Pest (i860) 12 Ganting of mowihe. 1597
Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 53 Of the which cummeth (.anting,

rifling, wind . a 1605 Montgo.mekie Fiyting w. Pol-tart

346 All groomes, when ihou greits, at thy ganting bee agast.

1850 Whistle-Hinkie (Scot, bongs; 1.1890; ll. 11. 54 Awa" wi'

your gauntiiig !

Gant^e, obs. form of (Gannet.

Gantelet, obs. form of Gauntlet.

t Ga'ntellage. Obs~ l In 7 gauntellage.
[app. related tu UF gander Gantry, as OF. chan-
tellage to the parallel 101m ckanlier.'\ (See quot.)
1611 Cotgr., Droict de Chautellage, gauntellage; or a

certaine fee due vnto some Lords*Vor the liauntries whereon
wine, thats any way to l<e sold, doth stand.

Gantlet, obs. form ol Gauntlet.
Gantline, erroneous f(,rm of Giutline.
1882 N'ares Seamanship ^ed. 6) 61 Put one gantline on

each sheer head.

Gantlope e'litl (juj) N«

th

are exc. in the

moie corrupt form Gauntlet-. .Forms: 7-8
gant^e)lop, 7 gantloop, S gauntlope, 7-garJ t(e)-

lope, [co'ruptly a. Sw, gatlopp, MSw. gatu-lop

(f. gala lane, Gate sb.- + lopp course';.

ON. had ggtnpitfjr, e.vplaii.td as a thief punished by-

running the ' gantl"pe \ 'J he Sw. word prob. became known
in England through the Thirty Years' War; the equivalent

gassentau/eu is found in Ger.]

A military ,oecas. also naval) punishment in which
the culprit had to run stripped to the waist between
two rows of men who struck at him with a stLk or

a knotted cord, rate exc. in to "\pass, run the

gantelope.
1646 Shaftesbury Dt'aiy 11 Apr. in W. D. Christie Life
1871) I. 34 Three were condemned to die, two to run the

gantelope. 1656 Blount Glossogr , Gantlope {Ghent Eope),
a punishment of Souldiers, first invented at Ghent . . and

fore so called. 1706 Lui trell hriej Rel. (1857 Vl.qo
The regency of Saxony, .caused. 400 to run the gantlope, for

not doing their uuty. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vn. xi,

Others [said] that he deserved to run the Lantlope. 1756-7
tr. Keyslcr's Trav. 11760 I. 175 In thePiedmoiiteseseiv.ee,
every offence of this nature is punished with the gantlote.

1807 J. Milner Martyrs 1. ii. 51 They were ordered tu run the

gantelope between the hunters and were severely lashed.

trausf. and fig. 1649 T. Ford Lus- Port. *2 Ueing now
exposed to run the Gantelope of the World-, censure. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. x. i. § 25 This Petit.on ran the Gant-
lop throughout all the Prelaticall party. 1662 Petty Taxes
55 When a new Invention is first propounded., the poor
Invemor runs the Gamloop of all petulent wits, a 1694
Tillotson s erm. U742) 111. 140 We cannot but wonder .

.

that in running the gantlope of a long life we have escaped
so free. 1747 Genii. Mag. 233, 1 ran the gant.op thro' a

number of soldiers to an obliging landlord. 1754 Richard-
son Grandison VI. xxv, To run the female gauntlope. 1785
Dkinkwater Hist. Siege Gibraltar n;86 329 '1 hey were 111

this manner obliged to pass the gantlope of our fire. 1804

J. Lakwood No Gun BoatsZ We must re-run the gantelote

of our Bounties and Recruitings. 1836 Edni. Rez>. LXIV.
71 No doubt he ran the usual gantelope of jokes.

Gantry, gauntry gcentri, g$ ntri). Forms :

a. 6-9 gantree, 7 gauntrie, S-9 gaun-, gawn-
tree, gauntry, 7- gantry. &. {pi. used as sing.)

8-9 gauntress, -trice. [Of doubtful origin ; app.

f. Gawn + Tree ; but this may be an etymologiz-

ing perversion of OF. gantier ( 1 4th c. in Du Cange
s.v. cantarium)

}
var. of chantier (:—med.L. can-

iarittni) gantry.]

1. A four-footed wooden stand for barrels.

a. 1574 Richmond M-7<7,y(Surtees) 251, Ix hogesheads in

86-2



GANYIE.

the buttrie with the gantrees and traves there. 1611 Cotgr.,

Ponton,..a Stilling, or Gauntrie for Caske to stand on.

1674-91 Ray -V. C". Words 30 A Gauntry. 17x4 Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. (17331 L 105. I.. paid him upon a gantree As
hostler wives should do. a 1774 Fergusson Hallow/air

Poems (1845) 13 At Hallowfair where brousters rare Keep
guid ale on the Gantrees. 1816 Scott Old Mart, viii, 1 he

housekeeper., is neither so young nor so handsome as to

tempt a man to follow her to the gauntrees. 18. .
Mather

Songs 17 (Sheffield Gloss.) Our* brewing tubs and gantries

are over turn'd all. 1893 Pef.l Spen Valley 282 Great

gauntries where were.. once stored multitudes of barrels of

the strong ale.

0. 1807 J. Hall Trav. Scotl. I. 226 Gauntnce so they

call the wooden frame or stand on which they place their

barrels, when they are to be tapped), a 1811 Grahame in

Hone Every-day Bk. (1827) II. 1179 The frothing bickers..

Are drained, and to the gauntress oft return.

2. A frame or platform for carrying a travelling-

crane or similar structure.

1810 Hull liupro-j. Act 54 Any.. frame gantry or other

article. 1861 Times 7 Oct., There were two travelling-

cranes on the gantry over the bridge. 1882 Engineer 24

Feb. 133/2 Alongside these docks is a gantry, on which

work steam cranes. 1806 Nature 24 Sept. 515 The scheme

adopted was to erect a high gantry supported by towers on

either bank.
.

attrib. 1889 G. Findlay Eng. Railway 79 The fitting

shop at Crewe turns out about nine signals per week, in-

eluding composite or bracket and gantry posts.

Hence (.from the form) Gauntress v. trans.,

to mount on a beer-stand.

1812 W. Tennant Anster F. vi. xxiv, Gawntress'd round

each ruddy fire about, Hogheads of porter . . spout Their

genial streams.

Garqeld, -jell: see Gainyibld.

+ Ganyie. Sc. Olis. Forms : 5 ganje, gayn-

yhe, 6 ganye, gan-, genjie, 6-7 gainyie, -56.

[Of obscure origin ; there was an Irish gainne of
1

similar meaning. Du Cange s. v. Ganeo quotes an

undated gloss 'ganeo .. hasta vel jaculum, lingua

Gallica', but ti.e word is not known in OKr.
A supposed 14th c. example often cited (from Alisauuder

292) is prob. a mistake ; the gamut of the MS. should prob. '

be corrected into gairus, not into gainus.}

An arrow, or similar missile, esp. a crossbow-

bolt. In late use chiefly in the alliterative phrase
\

gun and ganyie.
c 1425 Wystous Cron. vm. xxxvii. 59 Willame offDowglas

thare wes syne Wvth a spryngald gaynyhe throw the the. 1

c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 816 Weyll stuft thai ar with gun
[and] gan}e off steill. 1500-20 Dunbar Foemt Ixxviii. 4 So

sair the magryme dois me men^ie, Persef.g my brow as ony
gan3ie 153s Stewart Cron. Scotl. 11. 10 The citichedid
assaill, With gun and ganlie, a 1598 RoLLOCK On 2 T/icss.

ii. 5-8 (i6j6) 76 Commes he on with this worldly armour,

gunnes and gainyies, I aske of thee V

G nymede (gae"nim»d). Also 6 ganymedes,

6-7 ganimed(e, ,7 genymade). [ad. L'. Gany-

medes, a. Gr. Yavvjirfi-q% a Trojan youth, whom
Zeus made his cupbearer]

1. A cupbearer, a youth who serves out liquor ;

humorously, a pot-boy.
1608 MlDDLETOH Mad 'iVorld 11. i, Shall I be bold with

your honour, to prefer this aforesaid Ganymede to hold a

plate under your lordship's cup 1 1656 Cowley Misc. ,
Grass-

hopper 8 Nature selfe's thy Ganimed. 1693 CongrEVB in

Dryden'sJuvenaPiM. xi. (1697)291 A raw unskilful Lad..

At once my Carver and my Ganymede. 1826 Scott Woodet.

ix.The cavalier, .arrested the progress of the retiring Gany-

mede. 1841 I'uncli I. 101/2 I.o ! Ganymede appears with a

foaming tankard of ale. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cout. I.

vii. 153 The foaming jar is ready, and the dusky Ganymede
attentive.

2. A catamite.

1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Puto, a ganymedes, Cynacdus.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 568 A yoong beard-

lesse Genymade . whom he loved, a 1649 Drum.m. oe

Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711I 55. 1. crave Thou wilt be

pleas'd, great God, to save My sov'reign from a Ganymede.

1708 Motteux Rabelais V. (1737) 217 Ganymedes, liar-

dachoes, Hufflers.

3. The name given to the largest satellite of the

planet Jupiter.

1868 Lockykk GuillemitCs Heavens (ed. 3) 232.

t Ganymedean. Obs.- 1 [f. L. Ganymede-us

pertaining to Ganymede * -AN.] One who follows

the practices of a ganymede (sec Ganymede 2;.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 160 Pandars, Ganimedeans,

Enh-iunsers of Lust.

Ganyngale, obs. form of Galingale.

Ganza (garnza). Also 7 gansa, gansaw. [app.

Godwin took the word from the reading of the

old edd. of Pliny N. H. x. xxii ; see quot. 1601.]

One of the birds (called elsewhere ' wild swans ')

which drew Domingo Gonsales to the moon in the

romance by Dp. F. Godwin (see quot. a 1633).

[1601 Holland Pliny I. 281 The Geese there, be all white

;

but lesse of bodie than from olher parts : and there they be

called Ganzae] a 1633 [Godwin) Man in the Mooue (1638) 27

All my Gansa's were not of sufficient strength to carry him.

Ibid. 41 My Ganza's. 1648 Wilkins Math. Magick 11. OB-
dalus vii. 202 Others, .have conjectured a possibility of being

conveyed through the air by the help of fowls ; to which pur-

pose the fiction of the Ganzas, is the most pleasant and prob-

able. 1652 Bp. Hall Invis. World I. § 7. 146 Men, who, as if

upon Domingo Gonsales his engine, they had been mourned

by his Ganzaes from the Moon to the Empyreall heaven.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 782 They are but idle Dreams and

Fancies, And savour strongly of the Ganzas. 1668 H. More
Dm. Dial. I. 531 that the invention of the Gansaws were

48

once perfected, that I might make my first Visit to our

Neighbours in the Moon ! 1813 [see Cuneal a.].

Gaol {.dgflX Gaoler tdjp-fau), variant spell-

ings of Jail, Jailek. In British official use the

forms with G are still current; in literary and

journalistic use both the G and the J forms are

now admitted as correct, but all recent Dictionaries

give the preference to the latter.

Gap (grep), sb.i Also 4-6 gappe, 6-7 gapp.

[a. ON. gap chasm (only in the mythological name
Ginnunga-gap), wide-mouthed outcry (Swr. gap,

Da. gab open mouth, also opening, chasm) ;
sb.

related to ON", and Sw. gapa. Da. gabe to Gape.]

Any opening or breach in an otherwise continuous

object ; a chasm or hiatus.

1. A breach in a wall or hedge, as the result of

violence or natural decay.

€ 1380 Sir Feruiub. 4989 So harde bay brewe a^en be w a!

..And succh a gappe pay made ber-on. Ibid. 5164 To be

gappes \prig. holes] bup bay come, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4023

Rise up. .And stoppe sone and delyverly Alle the gappis of

the hay. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 186/1 Gap of a walle, inter-

vallum. 1523 FiTZUERii. Hnsb. § 141 Or to fynde a gap or

a sherde in his hedge. 1584 Vestry Bis. (SurteeH 16 For

mendinge a gappe in the churchyard wall . -ij d. 1604 Eng.

Gilds 1 1870' 434 No man shall make yates or gapes in the

common feild. 1666 Hunyan Grace Ab.ru, I sa* as "
were a narrow gap like a little doorway in the wall. 1712

Addison Sped. No. 315 f 14 Satan, after having long wan-

dered upon the surface, or outmost Wall ol the Universe,

discovers at last a wide Gap in it. 1821 Shelley Boat OH

Scrchio 82 Those green harbours Farmers called gaps, and

we schoolboys called arbours. 1843 Lever J. Hiulou xxii,

We came to a low stone wall, through a gap of which we
passed.

fig- »S?5 ShakS. John III. iv. 32, I will, .stop this gap of

breath with fulsome dust.

tb. Phrase. To stop two gaps with one bush:
' to kill two birds with one stone ', to accomplish

two ends at once. Obs.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (18671 78 i ' W'U learne, to stop two

gaps with one bushe. 1638 Sanderson Scrm. II. 97 This

common usage of the phrase, as it well preserveth the

sence, so doth it also (that I may stop two gaps with one

bush) justifie the truth of this charge in my text.

T 2. Jig. Aii opening or breach by which entry

may be effected or attack made ; more rarely of a

wav of escape. Obs.

1548 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 11. App. Q. 56 Many good

men.. study to devise good laws . . so . . a great many.,

labour to defeat them : and as the common saying is to

find gapps and starting holes. 1577 Hammer Am. Eccl.

Hist. (1619) 60 Lest that thereby men be troubled and a

Gappe left open to the malice of Sycophants. 1624 Sir R.

Knightley in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 196 Which is in-

terpreted a gapp for an escape if any can be made either by

mischeife or money a 1628 Preston Breastpl. Love 11631

1

215 The standing still and not hastening to the gappe. 1722

De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 286 No gap open where we could

have the least apprehensions of any evil breaking in upon

us. 1756 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Xorthfield, Mass.

(1875) 294 We humbly beg of you. .to guard us in our

husbandry..and that we may not be a gap open as 111 times

past.

ft), esp. in phrases. To stand in the gap: to act

as defender. To open a gap : to give access, afford

passage or opportunity. To stop agap : to close a

breach, secure a weak point, prevent attack. Obs.

1535 Coverdai.e Ezck. xiii. 5 They stonde not in the

gappes, nether make they an hedge for the house of Israel.

Ibid. xxii. 30. c 1555 Harpsiteld Dwone Hen. I 111

(Camden) 273 So dangerous a matter it is to open once the

gap to errors and heresies. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks.

(Globe) 621/2 Such a gapp of mischeif lyeth open thcrby,

that I could wish it were well stopped. 1599 Iiivnne

Animadv. (1875) 51 To stoppe that gappe, I will answeic,

that Ihaucers woorkes baue byn sitheils printed iwyce.

1631 GoccE Gods Arrcnvs I. § 45. 77 When there is nonelo

stand in the gap, how should his wrath be stayed r 1664

J. Keynior Dutch Fishing in PhenU 11. 225 To open the

Gap of Traffick, and to make fulness of Trade, c 1680 BEVE-

ridge Serin. (1729) II. 116 As if it opened a gap to all

manner of licentiousness. 1757 G. Washington Lett. W ril.

1889 I. 508 The inhabitants see, and are convinced of this,

which makes each family afraid of standing in the gap of

danger,

t 3. A gash or wound in the body. Obs.

a 1500 Lament. Virgin Mary in Chester PI. (Shaks.

Soc.) II. 208 To see my sone y have grete peyne, In hys

breste so grete a gappe ys. 1541 R. Copland Guydons

Quest. Chiring. N liij b, The .ix. place is vpon the eares Jc

gappes of depe woundes. 1600 FAIRFAX 'Passo xi. xlv,

Through his right eie Clorindaes seu'nth shaft went And m
his necke broke forth a bloodie gap.

4. A notch ; a small break or opening in an

edge or surlace. Now rare.

1530 Palsgr. 224 1 Gappe in a knyfe, lioche. 1591 [see

Hard a. 20]. c 164s Howell Lett. (1892) I. 316 The Jews. .

when they kill any Creature . . cut the Throat with a Knife

without a Gap. 1668 Culpepper ci Cole Barthol. Anal.

Man. iv. vi. 342 There is observed in that place a Gap or

Chink. 1833 J . Holland Mauuf. Metal 1 1. 257 The pinion

of the axle . .coming to the gap at D . . sinks or rises in the slit.

1884 Bower & Scott Dc Barfs Phaner. 443 The passages

are.. short, and relatively broad, and may more properly he

termed gaps or cavities.

f b. A notch or slit made in a swan s beak, as

a private mark. Obs.

1558-9 Will 0/ W. Vatles (Somerset Ho.), My swane

mark of the twoo gappes and the Staple. 1656 in Line.

N. <r Q- (1897) V. 92 One Swanne mark of the Gapp with

the Penney cross in alt on the nere side.

GAP.

5. A break or opening in a range of mountains
;

a pass or j,on;e (very common in U.S.).

1555 Eden Deecuies 350 Ouer the sayde byght you shall

se a great gappe in the mountayne. 1709 Addison Taller

No. 161 7 8 Two great Gaps that led thro
1

this Circuit of

Mountains. 1788 M. Cutler in Life, Jrnls. A> Corr. (1888)

I. 403 We passed the narrows or gaps of two ranges of high

mountains. 1816 J. BlSELOW in New-Eng. J'rul. Med. cy

Surg. V. 323 From this town a road has been cut, passing

through a gap of the mountains to Portland. 1847 Pahkman
Oregon Tr. (1872) 180 We reached the gap, which was like

a deep notch cut into the iiiountain-ridge. 1890 Boldrewood
Miner's Right xv. 153 An ugly lot to meet in one of those

narrow rocky gaps, as they call them, over the line of ranges.

• b. With defining word : water-gap, one which

is deep enough to serve as the course of a stream

(Lent. Vict.) ; wind-gap Csee quot. 1S80).

1779 D. Livermoke in Coll. New J/ampsh.Hist.Soc. (1850)

V 1 . 314 This morning the troops . . pass the Windgap, so called,

for its being the only pass for a number of miles through a

long chain of mountains. 1877 A. B. SYLVESTER Sk. North.

N. Y. 60 A water-gap, forming a natural gateway through

the mountains. 1889}. D.Whitney United States 223 Gaps
. . in which the depression in the ridge is not sufficiently deep

to give passage to a watercourse are known as ' wind-gaps '.

c. local. i,See quots.)

1825 Brighton Commissioners' Act § 62 Gap, a road or

descent from cliffs to sea-shore. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland

Gloss., Gap, an opening at the Bank-top through which a

path or track winding up the steep Bank-side finds its way
on to the open moor.

d. A hole or chasm in the ground.

1696 Whiston Th. Earth IV. (1722) 381 Its old Fissures

were open'd..and sufficient Gaps made. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge ii, Great holes and gaps had worn into the

soil, being now filled with water from the late rains.

0. An unfilled space or interval ; a blank or

deficiency; a break in continuity.

1605 Shaks. Macb.nl. i. 12 If he had beene forgotten, It

had bene as a gap in our great Feast. 1670 Milton Hist.

Eng. 11. Wks. (1847) 483,2 Were it not for leaving an

unsightly gap so near to the beginning. 1 should have judg'd

this Labour .. almost superfluous. 1675 J. Pvnchon in

I. Mather A'. Philip's KYi<-(i862,i 237, I could be heartily

glad if w-e were able to spare some men, but. .nine men out

of this Towne . . makes a great gap. 1690 Locke Hum.
Unci. ill. vi. (1695' 250 In all the visible corporeal World,

we see no Chasms or Gaps the descent is by easie Steps,

and a continued series of Things. 1754 Richardson Graudt-

son I. ix. 51 In thai long gap of time as he called it. 1771

N. Nicholls Corr. W. Gray (18431 126, I found the gap

between Froissart and Comines, and longed for Monstrelet.

1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 85 A part of

the bridge projecting from each bank, and a gap in the

middle. 1865 Kingsley Lett. 11878) II. 214 His death is to

ine a great sorrow—a gap in my life which I feel and cannot

fill. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. vi. 236 There is no break,

no sudden gap in nature ; all follows in a regular unbroken

order. 1892 /.<ii« Times XCII. 145/2 The gap en the walls

caused by the removal of the portraits.

b Phrases. To stop, to fill in or up,, to

supply a gap : to make up a deficiency, supply a

want, fill a vacant space.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 A woman can nut get her

lyuynge honestly w' spynuynge on the dystaffe, but it

stoppelh a gappe. 154* Hall Chron , A". Hen. I 7, 175 All

though thei daily lost people . . yet their nuinbre was re-

stored, and the gappe euer filled. 165S Sir E. Nicholas

in N. Papers (Camden) II. 222 He has already hmdred

500". .which would stop many a gapp now, it may be more

then 2000" will at another lime. 1711 SwirT Lett (1767)

III. 217, 1 make a present of it [money) to stop some gaps.

1776 F. Bull Let. 28 Oct. in II 'ilkes' Corr. 1 1805) V. 85, 1 only

mean to stop the gap for the present. 1835 I'll n.1.wall oVtvic'

I. v. 131 Invented merely to fill up a gap in chronology. 1845

M\urice Mor. f, Met. I'hitos. in EncycL Metr.p. II. 653']

Theology would be.. brought in to supply gaps 111 the

system which philosophy had tried 10 construct. i^fROUDE
Ctrsarxia. 311 He had a few levies with linn to fill the gaps

in the old legions.

f o. Used to render L. hiatus. Obs.

1706 Poie Let. to Walsh 22 Oct., To come to the Hiatus,

I or Gap between two words.

7. A breach or wide divergence in character or

sympathies.
'1857 Buckle Civili-. I. vii. 4i8 Such is the great gap

which sepaiates the public men of our time from those who
flourished under that bad system. 1876 Freeman Norm.

Cono. V. xxiv. 495 There was. .a gap between him and the

mass of iiis flock and Clergy.

8. techn. v See quot. and ci. gap-bed lathe.)

1873 C. P. B. Shelley Workshop Appliances vi. 190

A gap is on expedient for .. enabling a lathe to take in

articles of much greater diameler . .without materially

increasing its weight or general dimensions.

9. attrib. and Comb., as gap-way; (objective),

gap-stopper ;
gap-bed lathe (see quot.) ; gap-

hunter, one who in riding to hounds makes for

the gaps, instead of riding straight; gap-lathe

= gap-bed lathe; gap-net (lobs.), a net placed

across a gap (cf. gate-net) ; t gap-wide a., gaping

wide open; gap-window ('see quot.).

1884 Knight Diet. Mcch. IV. 375 *Cap-bed lathe, one

with an opening in the bed or shears to allow a larger object

to be turned. 1871 Daily News 26 Mar., 1 hough a man .

.

should hunt properly, a woman need not be ashamed of

being a ' *gap-hunter'. 1879 Cassclts Techn. Educ. IV.

280/3 *Gap-lathes find employment chiefly in small work-

shops. 1884 Health E.chib. Catal. 118/2 Powerful Double-

geared Gap Lathe, self-acting and screw-cutting. 1727

Philip Quarll (1816I 28 An animal .
.
which he had found

taken in one of the 'gap-nets. 1758 J. Rutty Stir. Diary

(ed. 2) 115 The Lord honoured me with a post of being one

of the three 'gap-stoppers on this occasion. 1857 S. Osbokn



GAP. 49 GAPER.
Quedah xix. 267 We swept through another 'gapway in the

hills. 1583 Stanyhukst AKneis 11. (Arb.) 51 Downe we beat
oure rampiers, our towne wals ' gapwyd ar opned. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 942/1 *Gap-windoiv, a long and
narrow window.

Gap (g&*p)i j&2 [Cf. Gaff $£.3] Blowing
the gap: blowing the gaff) giving information.
1821 P. Egan A'm/ Life, etc. I. xxtv. 557 He should

like to smack the bit without blowing the gap.

Crap (gzep), v. rare. [f. Gap sbX\ a. ttt/r.

To break at the edge ; to become jagged or

notched, b. trans. To make notches in. dial.

See also Gapped.
1847-78 Haluwei.l, Gap, to notch, to jag. South. 1864

Reader 28 May 688 Iron was preferable to steel. Steel

gapped and lost its edge. 1881 in Isle of Wight Gloss.

Hence Gapping vhl. sb., a breaking into notches.

1683 Evelyn Diary 13 July, The gapping too of the razor,

and cutting his own fingers, was a little strange.

G ipare, obs. Sc. form of Gaper.
Gape (g<-

Ti
p)> sb. Also 6 Sc. gaip, 8 gap^s).

[f. Gape v.]

1. The act of opening the mouth ; a yawn.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 466 The fox. .with inony

girne and gaip. .maids debait als king as that he ma. 1745
R. Graves Euphrosyne (1776) I. 70 Now a gen'ral gape
goes round, And vapours cloud each sleepy head. 1806 7
J. Beresfokd Mis. Hum. Life (18261 vn. xviii, Balking
a good gape, by forcing your lips close together.

2. An open-mouthed stare ; a gaze of wonder or

curiosity.

1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 3OD Thou hast
hung thy Reader up in the Air, and there left him among
Gapes and Stares. 1768 Woman ofHonor II. 83 Paintings,
statues, monuments that so vulgarly satisfy the silly super-
ficial gape of travelling sight-mongers. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke
Sliaks. Char. v. 118 A sea-port town—the inhabitants ot

which appear to have more leisure for gape and gossip than
any others. 1870 Daily News 4 Oct., Numerous English
tourists, bound for a gape at the battle-field of Sedan.

b. fig. A state of eagerness or wonder : also in

phrase upon the gape. ? Obs.
1712 Addison Sped. No. 452 p 3 The Mind is not here

kept in a perpetual Gape after Knowledge. 1713 Stkf.i.k
Engtishm. No. 24 158 The chief skid is to keep them still

upon the Gape. 1792 A. Young Trav. France (17941 I* S,

I have been upon the full silly gape to find out things that
I had not found before.

3. The gapes : a. A disease in poultry, etc., of
which frequent gaping is the symptom.
1799 Med. Jrnl. 1 1. 204 There is a disease prevalent among

the gallinaceous poultry in this country, called the gaps.
1864 IntclL Observ. No. 33. 197 Every keeper of poultry is

acquainted with the 'gapes'. 1886 Lu. WaLSINGH iM &
PaYHB-Gau,WEY Shooting I. 158 The most de>tructive
disease prevalent among partridges is that which is com-
monly known by the name of the ' gapes '.

b. humorously. A tit of yawning or staring.
c 18x5 Jane Austen Persnas. xx, Another hour of music

was to give delight or the gapes, as real or affected taste for
it prevailed. 1840 Haliuurion Clockm. Ser. HI. iii, What
gave me the gapes was the scenes [at the theatre).

4 The expanse of an open mouth or beak.
1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 246 The gape of the bill,

when opened, is near two inches from tip to tip. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 214 The narwhal, however,
has a much narrower gape than the great whale. 1829
Glover Hist. Derby I. 169 Pike ..The gape of the jaw is

wide. 18J4 R. F. Burton Dahome I. 38 He opens his gape
like a fledgling to its parent. 1884 Pall Mall G. 18 Sept.
12/1 Hawks . . remarkable for the size of their gape and the
shortness of their beaks.

b. The part of the beak which can be opened
;

the line of commissure of the mandibles.
1833 R. Mudie Feaih. Tribes Brit. Isles (1841) I. 28 From

the gape of the bill to the eyes a black streak extends. 1883
Martin & Moole Vcrteb. Diss. 93 Each so-called mandible
is hard and horny at its tip. but becomes softer near the
angle of the gape. 1886 W. W. Fowler Year zu. tlte Birds
S3 The gape of the mouth furnished with strong hairs.

C. (See quot. 1848.)
1848 Ckaic Gape, in Oonchology, an opening in multivalves

and bivalves when the valves are shut. 1875 Huxley &
Martin Ete/ii. Biol. xi. 104 At the edges of this 'gape'
of the shell [of the fresh water mussel] the thickened margins
of a part of the. .mantle become visible. Ibid. 105.

5. A rent or opening of any kind.
1658 A. Fox Wurtz Sure. 1. iii. 7 Thereby the wound

comes to its old gape and shape. 1853 G Johnston Nat.
Hist. E. Bord. I. 251 This hurries along as the gape
deepens, and becomes, at every step, more declivous. 1897
West/u. Gaz. 22 Apr. 3/2 She breaks off her thread with an
energetic pull, and thus overstraining her last stitch causes
in time an unseemly gape in that seam.

b. Natit. The principal crevice or crack in

shaken timber. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

Gape gt7i p^> v. Forms: 3-4 gapen, 5 gapyn,
6 Sc. gaip, 9 dial. ge(e)ap, 5- gape. Also 3 once)
pa. t. geapede. [a. ON. gapa to open the mouth,
gape, Sw. gapa, Da. gabe— MDu. and mod.Du.
gapen, MLO. gapen, MHO. and G. gaffen to gape,
stare. The word is not found in Gothic, and its

further relations are uncertain ; Skr. jabh-, Zend.
Jab- to yawn, gape, have been co-rpared. In Kng.
dialects there is some confusion with Galp v.

_
AnOE. *gapian may have existed (cf. early ME. geapede

in quot. a 1225, which may represent a Mercian form with
o- umlaut\ but is not recorded ; in the gloss Pando, jeape

'

(Wr.-Wulcker 471/14), which is given in some Diets, as an
example of this verb,/a«</<? is abl. ofpandas adj. In three
passages of Chaucer {Miller's T. 258, 655 ; Troil. v. 1133)

[ three of the best MSS. give cape instead of gap,: This is

prub. to be referred to LG. kapeti, MUG. kapfen, kaffeu,
OHG. kapfen to keep watch or outlook, a word not related to

G« gujfen, but early confused with it.]

1. intr. To open the mouth wide, esp. in order to

bite or swallow anything. Said also of the mouth.
€ iz2o Bestiary 506 Dis fis. .Sarnie him hungre5 be gapti)

wide. a 1225 St. Marker. 9 He .. ^eonede [MS. Bodl.
geapede, misprinted geapede] mid his wide geneow uppon
hire. 13.. Sir Be/us 1A.1 2763 £enande & gapande on
him so, Ase he wolde him swolwe bo. c 1350 Will. Palerne
2372 J>e werwolf., as a wod best went hem a-^ens. Gapand
ful grimli. 14.. Tundale's lis. 140 Her mowthes wer
wyde, bai gapud fast. 1530 Palsgk. 560/2, I gape, as a
beest dothe that entendetn to byte, whiche holdeth his

mouthe open afore. 1688 K. Holme Armoury ill. 294/1
Such Fellows., are fed with Roasted Pigs and good Ale
as long as they can gape. 1710 Steele & Addison Tatter
No. 257 p 11 Opening their Mouths as wide as they could
gape. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. My First Play, Heads that

gape, and grin, in stone around the inside of the old Round
Church of the Templars.

Proverbial phrases.
1546 J. Heywood Prtnr. (1867) 17 He that gapeth till he

be fed, Maie fortune to fast and famishe for fionger. 1577-
87 Holinshed Chrou. (1807-8) II. 389 A man ought not to
elude with a foole, nor gape over an oven. 1709 Brit. Apollo
II. No. 62. 2/2 She will gape like a Pig on a Spit.

b. transf. of earth, hell, etc.

< 1375 Sc. Beg: Saints, Egipciam 541 par-for me wonderis
. -bat be erd gapand wyd, me swelyt nocht. c 1460 Tmvnetey
Myst. vii. 205 Then shall hell gape and gryn. 1535 Covek-
dalk Isa, v. 14 Therfore gapeth hel, and openeth hyr
mouth marvelous wyde. 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met. 1. 739
Gape, Earth, and this unhappy wretch intomb. 1705 Uerke-
LEY Cave oj Dunmore Wks. 1871 IV. 507 This. . water runs
but a little way ere the rock gapes to swallow it. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. Ixx. 6 A gulf that ever shuts and gapes.

e. Of a bivalve : To open the shell.

1577 Xokthukooke Dicing (1843) 61 The crab presently
putteth a little stone into the o\ ster as be gapeth. 1712 Ad-
dison Spect. No. 293 ? 9 An Oyster, which lay in the Neigh-
bourhood of this Drop, chanced to gape and swallow it up.

d. Used jocularly for ' to open '.

1607 Mwulejos Michaelmas Term 1. i, He was here three
days before the Exchequer gaped.

e. trans. To open The mouth', wide. + To gape
out : to emit with open mouth, rare.
1608 ArMIN Nest Nintl. (1842) 32 So slice, forgetting

modesty, gapte out a laughter. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 204
Beyond these were two indented jaws DJ ), which he opened
side-wayes, and was able to gape them asunder very wide.

1892 H. Hutchinson Fairway 1st. 11 A man's head gaped
its mouth to ask . . what young Quarrell wanted there.

2. intr. Of material objects, wounds, etc. : To
open as a mouth ; to split, crack, part asunder.

1577 B. Googe lleresbaclCs Husb. (1586) 11. 87 After the tenth
ofJune, when the ground gapes with the heale of the Sunne.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 593 The Tyburtine stones . . if the

heat of summer take them, they will gape and be ready to

cleaue in sunder. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 398/1 A
Stitching Quill., is an instrument by means whereof a wound
that gapeth is drawn together, or stitched up. 1828 Scott
/'". M. Perth xxii, Think'st thou. .that. . the wounds of the
slaughtered corpse will gape? 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk. s v., The seams gape, or let in water. 1882 Vines tr.

Sachs' Bot. 799 If this portion [of the root] is split, the
parts generally gape concavely outwards.

3. Jo gape on or upon, now more commonly To
gape at : to stare at with open mouth, to gaze upon
in curiosity or wonder.

c 1290 S. Eug. Leg. I. 108/66 On hire gapede alday
swype muche fob: bere. .for hirecontinaunee was wonderful.
1514 Barclay Cyt. <y Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xliv,

Upon the sewer well mayst thou gase and gape. 1581
Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 67 What is it to make folkes
gape at a wretched Begger, or a bejgerly Clowne? 1621
Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. VI. iii. (1651) 299 The dog and
hare, wolf and Iamb, .stood all gaping upon Orpheus. 1755
Smollett Qui.v. (18031 II. 6 Like a country villager gaping
at rarities which he had never seen before. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 451 Levaine gaped upon him As on a thing miracu-
lous. 1885 Manch. Exam. 12 Mays/3 The larger the town
the uiore ready are people to gape at new sights.

b. absol. To stare in wonder or admiration.
1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. x. 41 Tho that feynen hem fobs .

.

And do men for to gape. < 1386 Chauckr Millers T 287
This Nicholas sat ay asstille asston, And ever be gaped up-
ward into the eire. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 156 And whan y cam
to at court y gaped aboute. 1530 Palsgk. 560 2, I gape..
I loke stedfastly upon a thyng. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. iv. i. 181 Man., was not meant to gape or looke upward
with the eye. ?ni70o Song in Ramsay I'ea-t. Misc. (1733)
I. 88 There's braw lads in Earnslaw. . Wha gape and glowr
with their eye, At kirk when they see my Marion. 1751
Eliz. Cartek Rambler No. 100 P 2 They may not gape,
and wonder, and stare. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint. II.

195 When the wonder of the town began to abate, the
country came gaping in.

4. To gape after or for (also f at, f upon'': : to be
eager to obtain, to have a longing for ^omethiny).
C1340 Ha.mpole Prose Tr. (1866) 41 As if bou ware

abydande or gapand after sum qwent stirringe. a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Priitc. 1408 Fulle many men knowe I that
yane and gape After some fatte and riche benefice, c 1460
Foktescue Abs. $ Lim. Mon. xx. (1885' 156 Importune
suterswilgape vpon suche reuersiouns. a 1533 Ll). Bekneks
Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Cijb, It is no newe thyng ihat
men gape for hygh and frayle thynges. 1600 Holland
Livyxxx. x\. (1609) 768 He gaped at [L.peteus] the honour
of finishing the same [war|. 1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients
190 The basenesse of a minde that gapeth for nothing but
money. 167a Marvell Corr. cc. Wks. 1872-5 II. 397 The
greedy appetites of those who have been so many years
gaping after this profit. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 3 T 7 Mul-
titudes, .who awake in the morning, vacant of thought, with

minds gaping for the intellectual food, which suiue kind Es-
sayist ha* been accustomed to supply. 1827-48 \i.\u.k.Gtiess<.s

Ser. 11. (1873) 540 It is not solely in the tlospel that people go
out into the desert to gape after new spiritual incarnations.

b. with inf. : to desire eagerly to do something'

.

a 1340 }

I

amvolk I'salter xiii. 5 < ilottery, b-u: . .is ay gapand
to take, l 1440 JacoPs Well (E E. T. S.) ^90 Whan oure
lady coin to bis munke . . be gapid for to bane of here
lycoure. 1561 T. Nokton Calvin's Inst. n. 98 If they linde

the spring hed of the euell within tbeniselue-., why gape
they to linde out foreine causes. 1635 PAGITT Christiauogr.
222 Some others who gape to swallow up and make a prey
of that little which remaineth. 111748 Pitt P,p. to Speuce
22 Studying his looks, and watching at the board, He
gapes to catch the droppings of my lord. 1815 Sporthlk
Mag. XLVI. 122 Lincolnshire friends .. are gaping with
mouths wide open to have their curiosity satisfied.

f c. absol. ; also trans. =gape after. Obs.

1552 Latimer Fmitf, Serm. (1575; 124, I pray God geue
vnto vii such hartcs, that we may be content to Hue in our
calling, and not to g:ipe farther. 1557 'Battels Misc (Arb.)

258 For whiles you knew I was your own, So long it. vaine

you made me gape. 1588 T. L. To Ch. Rome 1,1651) 13
Your .. brethren, which walke .. gaping the comming of
a second Me^Mas.

f 5. To gasp from pain, heat, ete. Also, of the

dead, to have the mouth open. Obs.

1352 Minot Poems vii. 135 Was bou noght, Franceis,
with bi wapin Bitwi.ven Cressy and Abuyle? Wbare bi

felaws lien and gapin. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. Dc P. R.
.win. xlviii. (1495) 809 They byshadow themself with tbefote
whan they lye gapyng on the gruunde in stronge bete of the

sonne. .
' 1400 Morte Arth. 1076 He gapede, he groned

fastc, with grucchande late/, ffor grefe of be glide kyng.
( 1500 Lancelot 1090 One to the hart the spere goith throw
the sch eld. The knychtis gaping lyith in the feld. 1535
Stewaut Cron. Scot. II. 183 K;dit scbarpe scbutting on ilk

syde inycht be sene, Quben mony grume la gaippand on the
greiie. a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/'. Wk>. 1846 I. 260 The
Gray Freiris gapped, the Blak Frearis blew, the Preastis

panted, and fled.

6. To yawn, esp. from weariness.
Now rare in southern Eng. and in literature; common

colloq. in midland and northern districts.

1 1440 Promp. Pan: 186, 1 Gapyn, hio, oscito. 1530 Palsok.
560/1 There is never no man that gapeth but other he \>

wery or he lacketh somwhat. 1619 R. YVeste Bk. Demeanor
77 in Bailees Bk. 293 To gape in such unseemely sort, with
ugly gaping mouth, Is like an image pictured a blowing
from the south. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 106 He, at the

sight of supper, wont to fall A yawning, gapes and gapes,
and that is all. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 134 He gapes
in the Theatre. 1729 Swift Lady's Jrnl. 42 She stretcher^,

gapes, unglues her eyes, And asks if it be time to rise.

b. To gape away : to pass (the time) in yawning.
1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 099/2 We scarcely saw a soul

execptafew. .loafers gaping away the weary hours.

7. To bawl or shout. Obs. exc. dial.

1579 Fulke Ileskius Pari. 356 He gapeth and cryeth out
vppon Oecolanipadius. 1608 Miouletos Fain, Love 1. ii,

Peace, good Gudgeon, gape not so loud. 1687 MlECE Fr,
Diet. 11, He ever gapes, when he speaks, it crie toujours,

quand it parte. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Ge^ap, to gape. Also
to bawl or talk loudly.

8. The vb.-stcm in Comb., as gapc-jaio ; also

gape-eyed a. ;see quot.)
;
gape-gaze v. dial, intr.,

to gaze with open mouth, or with eagerness ; gape-
scene, ''notice wd. (see quot.).
iSssCiiAMitK My Travels II. x. 164 There is not a window

whitR has not one of these gape-scenes [Balconies]. 1863
Mks. Gaskkll Sylvia's L. (ed. 21 I. 249 T' most part o'

giils as has looks like hers are always gape-gazing to catch
other folks' eyes. 1876 Browning Shop 7 What gimciacks,
genuine Japanese ; Gape-jaw and goggle-eye, the frog. 1889
Century Diet., Gape-eyed, in heipet[ology\ naked-eyed;
having apparently no eyelids : as, the^'a/t-t.'ja/skinks.

Gaper (g<-
7
'T>

9-0- Also 6 Sc. -are. [f. pree. +
-ERl.j

1. One that gapes ; one that stares or gazes in

wonder or curiosity.

a 1637 B. Jonson Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 748/t The Taber-
lanes . . of the late age, which bad nothing in them but the
scenicall strutting, and furious vociferation, to warrant them
to the ignorant gapers. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 47 P 3
The Dutch, .hang up. .what they call the Sign of tb'- Gaper,
that is, the Head of an Idiot dressed in a Cap and Bells, and
gaping in a most immoderate manner. 1835 LvTTON Rienzi
1. ix, The pope's notary hath set up a great picture in the
Market-place, and the gapers say it relates to Rome. 1864-5
Knight Passages Work. Life II. i. 5 Gapers from the
country stood wonderingly upon the Parade.

*b b. One who gapes or longs lor a thing. Obs.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Worcester xiv, And for my goodes and
liuinges wer not small The gapers for them bare the world in

hand [etc.] a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref Wks. 1846 I. 351
Maister Gavine Hammiltoun, gapare for the Bischoprik of
Sanctandrois. 1593 Q. Eliz. tr. Boet/i. (E E. T. S. 9 Patilin

the consul . from the gapers [L. hiautiuiu] Jawes I drew.
1628 WiiKLK Brit. Rememb. iv. 727 More gapers for the

wealth Of such as dy'd.

2 Omith. a. The open-bill (see quot. 1S7L.
rare. b. One of the EuryUvntidx ; a broad-bill.

1871 Dakwin Descent ofMan II. 217 The Gaper (Atiasto-

mus oscitans^ of India. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888J

IV. 463 The blue-billed gaper (Cymbirhynchits macrorhyn-
chus)..\* found in Sumatra and Borneo.

3. (See quots.)
1828-32 Webstkk (citing Pennant, but it is not in P.'s Brit.

Zool), Gaper, a fish with six or seven bands and tail un-
divided [1861 Couch Brit. Fishes \. 195 From this pecu-
liarity it was that among the Greeks it [Serranus Cairt'lla]

obtained the name of . . Channos, or the Gaper.] 1889 Cent.

Did,, Comber, the Serranus cabrilla, also called . gaper.

4. A bivalve mollusc of the family Alyidat, the

shell of which is open at one end; also gaper-shell.



GAPE-SEED.

1853 taW & Hanllv Brit. Mollusc* 1. 160 Mfmdm.

The ( Japer Tribe. . . The popular appellations of ' Gapers

'

may be applied to the whole tribe. 1868 Wood Homes
without H. v. 98 The common Gaper Shell (Mya arenaria',

>o called because one end of the shell gapes widely.

Hence t G-aperess, a female gaper.
1660 HeXHAM Netfur-Dutch Diet., A woman Gaper or a

^apresse.

Gape-Seed [gf**pw=d). Also 6-7 gaping seed..

7 gapes-se ;d. [f. Gape sb. or v. - Seed sb.]

1. In sarcastic phrases To seel; buy, or sow gape-

seed: to stare gapingly at a fair or market, instead

of transacting useful business.

1598 Florio, A njauare.. to go idly loytring vp and downe
as we say, to go seeking for a halfepenie worth of gaping

seede. 1600 NaSHE Summers Last fK/tVWks. iGrosartj VI.

144 If a fellow . . Should all his life time go from faire to

faire, And buy gape-seede, hauing no businesse else. 1673

O. Walker Educ. 195 They sow but gape seed which being

harvested yields them a goodly crop of wonders. 1694 Poor
Robin Aug., And by that means. .They for their Gapes seed

do pay dear. 1779 Koran 1. \\. in Sterne's Wks. (Dublin)

VI. 81 The nine days wonder had sown its gape-seed long

before. The novelty grew stale. 1856 X. <V 0- »nd Ser. I. 362

Plenty of persons were 'sowing gape seed' at theni. 1877

JV, W. Line. Closs. s.v., * She's gone to LJrigg Stattus to saw
g;tpe-seed.'

2. Something stared at by a gaping crowd ; also,

the act of staring with open mouth.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Gape-seed, whatever the

gazing Crowd idly stares and gape* after ; a* Puppet-show >,

[etc.] any thing to feed the eye. 1725 in New Cant. Diet.

185a Q. Rev. Mar. 431 When was gapeseed ever too gro>-.

for gulping asinine cockney curiosity V 1876 Miss Yoncb
IVomank. vii. 55 The National Gallery well gone through,

,

and no- treated as gape-seed, is a key to volumes of art.

1879 Times 29 May, Of the French team, Rayon d'Or came
in for the most gapeseed.

b. One who stares with open mouth.
1885 Sfiortsman 23 June 2/4 I Farmer) The ring was sur-

rounded by a fairly strong crowd of gapeseeds.

Gaping ig**'p»))i vbl. sb. [f. Gape v. + -inc.'.]

1 The action of the verb Gape in various senses.

<:i374 Chaucer Boe'h. 11. metr. ii. »4(Camb. MS.) Crewel

rauy >e deuowrynge al that thei ban getyn sheweth oother

gapynges. c 1440 Promp. Par:'. 186/1 Gapynge, hiatus,

niacin. 1581 MuLCASTER Positions xv. 11887)70 Tho^e ..

that be cumbred with much gaping and yawning. 1619

M Boyle in Lismore Papers Ser. u. 118871 II. 237 In

Dublin there is much gapeing at Cashelles death- 172a Dk
Foe Moll Plunders (1840) 279 The lady-milliner paid dear

enough for her gaping after the queen. 1812-34 (Jood's

Study Med. ed 4
1 III. 332 The particular kind of pandicu-

lation, to which the first of the>e movements g ves rise

being called Oscitancy, Yawning or Gaping. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. in. 287 The painted dragonhead that ye

note now Grin at Jove's temple door with gapings vain.

2. A deep opening or chasm in the earth. lObs.

1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Suttd. (1S23) 70 Curtius. was
contente fur sauyng of the citie of Rome .. to leape into a

gapyng of the erth. 1603 Knoi.lls Hist. Turks 1638)281

They found such a deep and wide gaping of the rocke be-

twixt them and the enemy. 1684 T. DURNET 'Ph. Earth 1.

148 As we shewed before in explaining the chanel of the

ocean, it left a gaping in the middle, or an abyss-chanel,

as I should call it. aiyzz LlSLE Husb. (1752) 27 There
was not a piece of earth to be seen . . but it had large

gapings in it.

3. attrib., as + gaping-seed (see Gape-seem) ;

gaping-stock, an object of open-mouthed wonder

(cf- gazing-, laughing-stock).

1817 Godwin ManderiUe II. ii. 40, I was to be a gaping
stock and a scorn to all the young volunteers.

Gaping (g'"pirj\//^- «• [' asprec. + -nra8.]

That gap s. in various senses of the verb.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A II. iii. 240 Who art thou that lately

did'st descend, Into this gaping hollow of the earth ? 1607

Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 365 He met with a gaping

Lion. 1683 KrHHKTT tr. Erasm. on Folly 81 To be deafened

with the noise of gaping b ?ys. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.

111. 439 Hov'ring there, With gaping Mouths, they draw
prolific Air. 1730 Swift Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 5^6 We see

Cato, and Brutus . as they really were, and not such u
the gaping multitude of their own age took them to be. 1749
Johnson Fan. Hum. Wishes 48 Few know the toiling

statesman's fear or care, The insidious rival and the gaping

heir. 1854 Woodward Mollusca it. 246 Bivalves are said

to be ' close ' when the valves fit accurately, and ' gaping

'

when they cannot be completely shut. 187a Darwin
Emotions ix. 236 No determined man probably ever had an

habitually gaping mouth. 1884 Publie Opinion 11 July 30/1

The people s represent atives are made to stand like gaping

fools before the universe.

Comb. 1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 303 Gaping-mouthed

men are noted for f -ols by Lucian.

Hence Qa,'pia.glyaitv., with open mouth; eagerly;

amazedly. f Also, with hiatus.

157a Buchanan Deteet. Marie Q. Seoftes G ii, Sche that

quhilere gapingly sought for euery small breath of mi>-

picioun against her husband .. of her awne accorde offreth

Mm a louer. 1573-80 BMR Ah: B 1341 To coine watte
so in his style that vowels meete together gapingly. 1812

L. H'-nt in Exam. 14 Dec 785/1 He has not been accus-

tomed to be so gapingly at a loss. 1883 Stkvf.nsON Sil-

veraloSq. 18^6)43, * hearkened to it by the hour, gapingly

hearkened, and let my cigaette go out.

Gapish g<-
Ti

p'J , a rare~\ [f. Gape sb. +

-ish .1 Having a tendency to gape.

1850 J Stkuthlks Autobiog. vi. Poet Wks. I. 79 Other>,

with mouths rather gapish, May be standing stock stilly

Gapped (gsept), /// a. Also 7 gapt. [f. Gap
sb. or v. + -ed.]

1. Having the edge notched or serrated.

1562 Tinman Herbal 11. no Cinkfoly . .
hath leues lyke

50

minie . . diuided or gapped lyke a saw. 1607 Rowlands
J

(rit)\ Earl Warm, 5 His broken Launce, gapt Faulchion,

batter'd Shield. 1655 Glknall Chr. in Arm. 111. vi-xviii.

ix. ii. (1662) 294 If the Workmans Tools be blunt or gapt, no
work can be well done, till a new edge be set on them. 1765

Sterne Tr. Shandy VI II. xwii, If Mrs. Wadman had given

him a cut with a gap'dknile across his finger. x8. . Lowell
Kossuth Poet Wks. (1879) 101 When gapped and dulled

her cheaper tools, Then she a saint or prophet sends.

fig *754 Richardson Crandisou (1781- I. xvii. in, I will

never meet at hard-edge with her ; if I did . . I should be

confoundedly gapped.

2. Broken through at intervals ; full of holes or

breaches.
1854 H. Miller Sett. ,«(• Sehm. (1858)238 Its bulging walls

and gapped roof, that showed the bare ribs through the

breaches. 1864 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. IV. 121 Closing its

gapped ranks. 18. . Tennyson Def. Lucknmv 42 Take aim

at their leaders—their masses are gapp'd with our grape.

Gappy 'gce'pi\ (/. [f. Gap sb.'1 + -y *.] Full of

gaps or deficiencies.
*

1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 377 They will have a

weak and gappy crop. 1848 Ibid. IX. 1. 26 Exceedingly thin

or gappy [hedges]. 1885 Academy 20 June 433 The text is

uncomfortably gappy. 1891 Sat. Rev. 25 July 115/1 In a

certain limited and gappy sense we should imagine him to

be tolerably well read in the most modern literature.

Gaps, ot»s. form of gapes pi. : see CjAPK sb. 3 a.

Gap-stead. Obs, exc. dial. [f. Gap sb} +
Stead sb.\ An opening in a wall or hedge, left

for convenience of passage.

1644 Slihcsby Diary (1836) 132 Making good our ground

we became at last masters of theirs, but fain to seek tt thro

Gapsteads and places of disadvantage. 1651 in A'. W. Line.

Gloss. (1889' s.v.. That the said Lorence make a sufficient

yate into the little field and that lie raise his gapstead [etc.].

'1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss, s.v. Gap, A gateway * often called

a gapstead. 1883 A Imondbury Gloss. , Gapstead, an interval

in a field wall intended for a gate, or merely used for the

passage of cattle.

Gap-toothed fese-pt«Vt), a. [f. Gap sb> +

Toothed.] Having the teeth set wide apart.

In quot. 1700 substituted for Chaucer's gat-tcthed.

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vni. iuS b, W liere seeking long

for Famine she the gaptoothd 1 1584-7 gagtoothd] elf did

spie. 1577 HellOWES Guertam's Chron. 121 Antoninus

Pius wai of an high stature, thicke bearde, white, rare and

gap-tothed. 1700'Unvuux Fablei Pref., Wks. (Globe) 501

The broad-speaking gap-toothed wife of Bath. 1802 Lamb
Lett. (1888) I. inr Those rotten-jawed, gap-toothed, old

worn-out chaps of hell. 1842 TenNVSON Vis. oj'Sin 60 A
gray and gap-tooth'd man as lean as death. 1886 D. C.

Mukkay 1st Pers. Sing, xviii. 138 Grinning at him with a

horrible gap-toothed laugh.

OapyCg^'pi)) ' ra,e - Alsogapey. [f. (j&rEs/>.

orz>. + -Y '.] a. Disposed to yawn. b. Of chiekens:

Affected with the gapi-s.

1830 Miss Mitfokd I'illagc Ser. IV. (1863) 249 He wa s

gapy and fidgetty 1890 Londsburg California'! 4 Sept. 6. 1

See that every gapey chick eats.

Gar ga-1 ), si. Also garr, guard. [Short f.

Garfish.]
a. A fish of the Pike or Esox family of the genus

Belons, having long bill-like jaws ; the gar-fish or

gar pike.

176s J. Babtram Jrnl. =7 Dec. in Stork Ace. E. Florida

(1766) 10 "Pis full of large fish, as cats, garr, mullets. 1791

YV. Babtram Carolina 145 Alligators and gar were numerous

in the bason. 1849 N S. Wales, etc xi 99 The best kind

of fish are guard, mullet, and schnapper. 1857 R. Tomls

Amcr. in J fan vi. 136 The varieties of fish are not

numerous. Among those taken in the seine belonging to

the 'Susquehanna', there were., two varieties of perch, the

gar, and the common ray. 1893 Critic lU.S ) 7 Jan. 9/1

thus charming days were passed .. watching gars playing

leap-frog with Brer Turtle [etc.].

b. A ganoid fish of the genus Lepidostcus, having

:i similar general form but with rhombic scales.

Alligator-gar, a gar (L. Iris/ac/ins) with a head

somewhat resembling that of an alligator.

1843 Marrvai Mons. I iolct riiv, The alligator gar is some-

times ten feel long. 1885 C. F. H01.DLR Marvels Auwt.

J.ife 32, I have seen the great armoured gar rise again and

again for the air.

Gar (gai).f. Chiefly Sc. and north, dial. Forms:

3-4 ger, 4-5 gere, 5 gerre, 4-7 gare. 6-8 garrje,

J- gar. [a. OX. geriv a, g^r[v a, gji>r\va,geyra

(Sw. gbra, Da. gjSri) to make, do, etc. - OE. rip*

-wan (also gearwian) to prepare (see Yahe v. I, OS.

ganruian, gerwiaH, OHG. *ganvjan (recorded

(urm garya)wan; MUG. ga'ruitii,geiwen, mod.G.

gdrben gcrbcii) !—OTeot *gani'jan, f. the adj.

•«rw ready = OE. gearo Yare (cf. Gare a ).

The orig. sense of the Scand. verb 'to do', 'to

make' (something", is rare in Eng. which chiefly

employi ' gar ' with the meaning ' to cause ' (tg do

or to be done) agreeing with one of the uses of the

vb. mail]
f 1. trans. To do. perform ; to make. Obs'. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11835 Vr halidai noght he for-beres, Bot

inani dedes o bairn "he geres. I4>8 Surtecs Misc. (1888) 3

And so he gart yarof, als he graunted, ix" peces & xlj.

1457 Sottingham Rec. II. 366 For garyng of iij. mals and

nels. c 1460 Toiunetey Myst (E.E.T.S.) iv 104 T hi lurly

chere makis my hert glad, And many a tyme so has it gart.

1661 Kinross Witch Trial in f'roc. Soc. Antiq. Scot.(\WX\

i!3i He, being leading his father's peats, throo a heap of the

said Janet Paton's muck, the said Janet said she should

gar him alse good

GABB.

2. To make, to cause, in various constructions.

a. with simple object : To cause, to occasion, rare.

c 1400 Toivneley Myst. (E E.T.S.) ii. 44 Gog gif the sorow,

boy ; want of mete it gars. 1590 LotxiK liupkucs' Gold. Leg.

in Halliw. Shaks VI. 67 Alas, said he. what garres thy

grief? a 1591 GutKNK Jos. IV. 1. Wks. (Rlldg.) 105/2 What
gars this din of mirk and baleful harm. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., Gar, to cause, to compel. ' It gars me great

pain.'

b. with object and active inf. (to usually omi.ted):

To make or cause one to do soim thing, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17160 (Gott.) Oft bu geris mi wondis

blede a 1340 Hamioll Psalter xix 8 Ixx. 7] Proude horsis

\ at will stumi.ill & gere vs breke oure neke. 1377 Langl. P.

PI. B. XX. 56 He tuttc awey treuthe, And gert gyle growe

bere. c 1420 Lay Folks Mass Bk., York Hours 43 pai gerte

hym here on his bak be cros. IS- • Clicvy Chase ii. 15 in

Percy's Pel., Many a doughete the garde to dy. 1535

Stewart Crou. Scot. II. 310 Fals Fortoun .. makis him to

fall Doun fra the hicht, garrand him licht so law. 1589

Peele Eclog. 1. Wks. (Rtldg.) 561 /t Herdgroom, what

gars thy pipe to go so loud ? a 1670 SPALDING Troub.

Clns. I (1829 9 The earl . . resolves to gar one devil ding

another. 1714 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 101 My dady
was harsh, My minny was warse, That gart him gae yoin the

sea. 1790 Burns Tain CfShanter 123 He screw'd the pipes

and gart them skirl. 1816 Scott Antio. ix, But ye like to

gar folk look like fools. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss , Car, to com-

pel. 'AMI gar tha gang.' 1894 Crockett Lilac Sitnbonnet 68

A dinnle in the elbuck that garred ye loup like a troot.

t e. with object and inf. pass. : To cause some-

thing to be done: to have something done. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4870 Pharaon, bat all his will can gar

be don. £1350 Will. Palerne 2793 Greue be nou^t for

goddes loue "pat gart be be fourmed. r 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb iii. 8 Saynt Anne .. wham saynt Helene gert be

broght fra Ierusaleul. 1469 Plmuflon Corr. 21 Also that

you gar the malt be windowd. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/

Aymon xxvi. 567, I shall gare theym bothe to be hanged.

1549 Co/npl. Scot. 2 The actis that ^our prudens garris daly

he exsecut. 1585 Jas. I Est. Poesie lArb ) 50 Mount heigh

vp through the air, To gar thy heat and beames be law and

neir.

+ d. with :';;/. (rarely preceded by to) simply

:

To gar do, make, etc. : To cause to be done, made,

etc. Obs.

c 1330 R. Brcnne Chron. (1810) 64 Ageyn be erle Godwyn
he gert sette assise. 1393 Langl. /'. /'/. C. vi. 147 Gregorie

be gretc clerk gart write in bokes The ruele of alle religious.

I4»9 lest. Ebor. (Surtees) 420 Labour that he sail do and

gar do for me. 1470-85 Malory Arthur n. vi. He garte

to vnarme hym and bete hym with thornys. Ibid. xx. xvi,

I wylle founde & gar make an hows of relygyon. Cisco

Lancelot 2416 Euery thyng that In yhour inyster lyis, I sail

gar ordan at yhour awn dewys. 1570 Buchanan Chantxleon

Wk». (18921 47 He sollicilat some previe men gar hang

hir. a 1615 C ron. Erlis oj Ross (1850) 20 He gart bigg two

stone barns.

t 3 To cause to go, to drive. Cbs rare.

ic86 I. Hooker Chron. Irel. in Holinshed II. 179'! The
erle .. had not beene heard of since he was garred out of

Harlo wood. 1611 L. Barry Ram Ally v. in Hail.

Jladslcy X. 363 By heaven I'll gar my whinyard through

youi womb !

4. \\ rongly used for : To be amiss with, to ail.

1614 J. Davies Eglog. Willie t, II 'ernocki 8 What gnrs my
Willy that he so doth wane? 1640 King t, Poor North. Man
209 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 301 What gares these babies and

bab'.es all? Some ill have they done that they hang by the

walls?

Gar gai\ int. =Gad.
1598 [see Begar]. 1877 Besant & Rice Harp t, Cr. iv.

29 Gar ! If I could crush him to powder beneaih my feet.

t Carabee. Chs. rare. 1 - Uad-bm
1691 HlCKimiNGlLL Good Old Cause 28 Like Beasts stung

with a Garabee or Hornet. Ibid. 29. 1701 C. Mather

Magn. Chr. VII. vi. § 12. 52/1 They were just like Beasts

that are stung with a Garabee, or Hornet ; they ran they

knew not whither.

Garagantua, -an : see Gargantua, -an.

Garancin gM nmsin). Chem. Also -ine.

[a. !•'. garancine, f. garance madder : see -IN.]

A dyeing substance obtained from madder.

1843 F. Steiner Patent in Ure Diet. Arts (1853) I. 841

Garancine. 1871 Oliver Elciu. Bot. 11. 190 Garancine..

prepared from Madder by the action of sulphuric acid.

Garand, -ante, -end, var. Guarand, Obs.,

guarantee.

tGarant, gerand. Obs. iare~ l
. Blundered

readings in the Eng. versions of Mandeville for

OF. geracites, nd L hie' dcites (Pliny) ' a stone of

the colour of a hawk's neck '.

, 1400 Maundev. 11839) xx. 220 Many Clustres of Grapes

. . alle of precious Stones the blake ben of Onichez and

Garantez. Ibid. (Roxb.) xxiii. 107 geraudes IF. geracites].

Garaus, -ausse, obs. ff. Cahocse.

Garavanea, -ance, -arza.obs ff. Calavance.

1628 Diobv Voy. Mcdit. .1868) 75 All sixe were laden with

wheale, garauanzas and cheese. 1699 in Misc. Cur. (1708!

III. 391 They eat parched Garavancas, parched Almonds,

and Beans. 1770 Franklin Let. to J liartraiu II Jan. 111

1 Arlington Mem. Bartram (1849) 4°4, I send . .
also some

Chinese Garavances.

Garb (gaib), sbA Also 6-7 garbe. [a. ON*.
eartt I

Central OF. jarbe. mod.K. gerbe, = Cat. and

Sp. ?«< ba : of Tent origin ; cf. the synonymous

OHG. garba mod.G. garbe), OS. garta, gai-va

(I)u. %arve, garf).
( >n the assumplion that the primary sense of Oletit.

'earbd-, as of the equivalent L. manipulus, was 'handful ,

it is usually referred to the Aryan rool g/ircblt- (Skr. grb'i.

to grasp, OS1. grabiti to seize, Lettish grab-t to graspM



GARB. 51 GARBLE.

1. A wheat-sheaf. Obs.exc. Her. 'see quot. 1882;.

1502 ARNOLDF,CAm«. 1811) 210 Noo forestir fro henceforth

or bayli make HCOtal or gadir garbe or otes or any corne - but

be the sig.it and othe of .\ij. regarders. 1572 Bossewlll
Armon'e 11. 108 The Garbe is of the Sonne royally supported
witu two Lyons. 1610 Guillim Heraldry in. ix. (16111 112

There is a kind of wretched cormorants whose Garbs are so

fast bound that the poor curseth their merc.iesse hearts,

u 1661 Fuller il'or /lies, Cheshire 1. 1662) 171 The Cheshire
Gentry were t>ood house-keepers, because they gave so

many wheat-sheaves .. in their Co ,ts of Armes. Indeed I

have told no fewer then six and twenty, called Curbs In

Herauldry, which are born in the several Coat-Armours of

the Gentry of this County. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 189 A garb,

or, supported by two lions. 1844 A. Pack Suppl. Kirby's

Suffolk Trav. 901 Vernon : or ; on a fess, azure, three garbs
of the first. 1882 CusSAHS Her. vi. (ed. 3

1 106 A more fre-

quent Charge is a Sheaf of Wheat, called a Garb . . When
a Garb is of any grain other than wheat, it must be men-
tioned ; as, a Garb of Oct's, &c. Sometimes the straw is

of a different tincture from the ears, as a Garb vert, cared
or. Garbs are usually or.

2 Comb. : garo-tithe.
c 1530 Risuox Surz: Devon § 42 (18 to) 45 The garb tythes

and sp. ritual profits of the manor.

Garb (,ga-ib;,.c^.- Also 6-7 garbe. Tad. (directly

or through the 16th c. F. garbe, now galbe) It. garbo

( = Sp., Pg.garbo) grace, elegance ; ol Tent, origin:

cf. OHG. garawi preparation, adornment (and the

cognates cited s.v. Gear).]

+ 1. Grace, elegance, stylishness of manners or

appearance. [ - K. galbe, It. garboA Obs.

1591 LYLV Endym. n. ii. 24 Dares. If you be good
wenches make as though you luiie him, and wonder at him.
Fauit. We will doe our parts. Dares, but first let vs

stand aside, and let him vse his garbe, for all consisteth in

his gracing. 1603 Florio Mouta'gue in. v. 537 Surely it's

llove'bj cuurse hath more garbe [F. galbe], when it is com-
mixt with vnadutsednes.se aid trouble 1656 B LOUNT Glos-

sogr., Garbo, a garbe, comeliness, gracefulness or good
fashion. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 211 Find the house open
to all comers and goers both Ladyes and gentlemen, that
areo any garbe [cf. p. 152 Coaches double lined with Ladyes
and Gentlemen of Garbo].

*hb. Grace of outline ; elegant curvature. [So
It. garbo, F. galbe. J Obs
1613-39 I- Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 43

The putt Rg of the under Boultel and Casement with their

several Centers as this here is, hath only the Measure-case
but not the Garb.

1 2. A person's outward bearing, behaviour,

carriage, or demeanour. Obs.
1605 B JoMSOH Volpone IV. i, First, for your garb, it must

be grave and serious, Very reserv'd and lock'd ; not tell a
secret On any terms, not to your father a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, Surrey HI (1662) 82 So graceful is their Garbe,
that they make any kind of Cloathes become themselves.

1703 Rows ULss. 1. i. 299 This sullen Garb, this moody
Discontent.

1 3. Style, manner, fashion ; manner of doing
anything, style of living, form of behaviour. Also,

a prevailing ' mode ' or custom, ( the fashion '. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V
t v. i. 80 You thought, because he

could nut speake English in the natiue garb, he could not
therefore handle an English Cudgell. 1599 B JONSON Ev.
Man on ofH int. iv. iv, His seniors give nim yood slight

looks. After their garbe. 1618 Bolton Floras (1636) 71
Carrying himsebe . . overloftily, and above the garbe of a
fel ow-citizen. 1643 Fuller Hotyfy Prof. St. 11. vi. 72 Others
..use some obsolete garb in their garments, gestures, or
discourse. 1647 W. Bhowne tr. Goinberville"s Polexander
11. 48 In a very ill garbe she returned my complements.
i663 Leather-more or Advice cone. Gaming ed.2 8 A young
fellow .. had by stranje Fortune runne up a very small
summe to fifteen hundred pounds, and put himself into a
Garb accordingly, could not give over, plaid on . . lost it all,

run mad, and so dyed. 1694 Evelyn Diary 22 Apr., The
younger son lived in the garb and equipage of the richest

nobleman.

fb. Fashion, make, sort (in quot. 1599 with

allusion to Gaub sb. ; cf. L. ejusdem farinx).
*599 *i Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum 11. i, 1 am so

haunted at the court, and at my lodging with your refined
choice spirits, that it makes me ciea.i of another garb,
another sheaf, I know not how ! 1605 Carf.w in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) gj Wee may still enrich our language with
others [words] of the like garbe.

4. I' ashion of dress, esp. official or other distinc-

tive dre-;s ; henc- concr. dress costume.
1622 Peacham CVw//. Gent. xv. 191 Be thriftie also in your

apparrell and clothing .. vsing that moderate and middle
garbe, which shall rather lessen then make you bigger then
you are. a 1625 Fletcher Love's Pilgr. 1. i, In hose and
doublet, The horse-boy's garb. 1727 A. Hamilton Neu*
Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxvi. 50 Their bodily Garb is a Frock of

Cotton Cloth. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 260 He is

stripped of his wet garb. 1771 Mackenzie Man Feel.

xxviii 1 1803)48 A man entered, in the garb of an officer.

1789 Mrs, Piozzi Journ. France I. 409 Many gentlemen
wear black as the court garb. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I.

vii. 275 He went out at the gate, disguised in a woodman's
garb. 1843 Lever f. Hintem xviii, I wished to be a soldier

in more than the me>e garb.

b. tratsf. and jig.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 226 Words cloath'd in reasons garb.

<?i74s Swift Whs. (1841) II. 137 This [weeping] may
prove to be no more than the very garb and outward dress
of a contrite heart 1758 Monthly Rev. 618 These books
were, .precious, .notwithstanding their torn and mouldy
garb. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 126 The earth .

.

soon becomes covered . . with its thick garb of green. 1859
Masson Brit. Novelists i. 9 Heroic themes .. invested with
the garb of verse. 1877 Black Green Past. vii. He had for
the moment thrown off his customary garb of indifference
or cynicism.

5. Comb. : + garb-master, one who professes

the art of polite behaviour.
J599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rer>. v. ii, You see he has

played down your grand garb-master, here.

II. nee Garbles* a , wit. .out clo.hing.

1838 New Mon hly Mag. 1,11. 117 He bade thee ride

at noon our city through, Garbless and guardless.

Garb (ga-ib), v. [f prec. so ] trans. To cover

with a garb, to clothe, dress,

1846 Hawthorne Mosses 11. i. n Thus garbed they go in

search of new discoveries. 121851 More Poems, Shadow
Truth ii, Garb'd in white Religion's robes. 1875 Tennyson
Q. Mary hi. 1, These black dog-Dons Garb themselves

bravely. 1888 L. Hearn in Harper's Mag. LXXVII. 215.

2

Women .. very simply, almost savagely, garbed.

b. dial. Also with out. [Seeqnots.1
1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Garb, to bedeck, array

in a gaudy fashion ; almost invariably implying tasteless or

vulgar finery. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Garb out, to dress for

display. ' Desperately garb'd out ' outrageously fine.

1836 J . U . Newman in Lyra Apost. [i8i9^ 51 'J he rich earth,

garbed in its daintiest dress Ol light and joy. 1848LYTTON
Harold \\\\. vi, The boughs the leaves had garbed. 1856

Dobei.l Eng. in Time of War, ' The Pain is on the R00J,'

To garb with joy The naked soul of Grief.

Hence Garbed ppl. a , dressed [in a specified

fashion) ; Ga'rbing vbl. sb.

1599 Nashr Lenten Stuffe 25 A treatise as bigge garb'd

as the french Academy. 1673 R. Head Canting si cad.

100 He being always well garbed. 1887 Daily Tel. 3 May
5

'7 The Ac; demy galleries held a variously garbed crowd.

1889 Cornhtll Mag. 219, I complete my hasty garbing

under bis eyes.

Garbage CgaMbeda;),j/>. Forms: fi-8 garbidge,

-ish(e,;6 garbadge, -edge, garvagp), 5- garbage.
[Of obscure oiigin ;

prob. adopted from AK, like

many other words found in early cookery books.

Derivation from OF. garbe sheaf is probable for

sense 4, and possible for the other senses.]

1. The offal of an animal used for food ; esp. the

entrails. Rarely, the entrails of a man.
c 1430 Two Cookery bks. \. 9 Take fayre garbagys of chy-

konys, as pe bed, be fete, he lynerys, an he gysowrys.

1530 Pa 1 sr,R. 224/1 Garbage of a foule, petitoye. 1573-80
Baret Alz'. B 1071 To pnlle out the garbishe or guttes of
a thing. 1638 Ford Fancies iv. i. Rotten in thy maw. thy
guts and garbage ! 1664 Bl'ti.eh Hud. 11. iii 31 Augury,
That out of Garbages ofCattel Presag'd th' events of Truce
or Battel. 1682 Weekly Mem. 255 The blood, bowels, and
the other garbish are taken out. 1707 MORTIMKR Husb. 86

In New-found-land they improve their Ground with the
Garbish of Fish 1728 R. North Mem. Mustek (1846) 60
These people made no scruple of handling gutts and gar-

bages. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain 322 The carrion vulture

. .disputing with the brutes the garbage.

2 Refuse in general ; filth. + Also used for

Garblk sbJ
1583 Stanyhurst s&neis lit. (Arb.) 77 With ramd cramd

garbadge. theire gorges draft ye be gulled. 1615 G. SaNDVS
Trav. 240 This fountains was said to grow thicke, and
sauour of garbid.e, at such time as they celebrated the
Olympiads. 16*5 Purchas Pilgrims It. i78;CIoues. when-
soeuer they are made cleane, and sepeiated from their

garbish. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. vtii. 11869) I. 75 They
[ti:e Chinese] are eager to fish up the nastiest garbage thrown
overboard. 1887 Spectator 9 July 621, 1 The river was the

receptacle of the garbage and sewage of these domiciles.

3. Jig. Chiefly in the sense of worthless or foul

literary matter.

1592 Nash e P. Penilesse (ed. 2I 39 a, Let not your shops be
infected with ante such ..stinking garbadge. 1606 Day
He of Guls 1. i. (1881) 11 Alines basket-scraps, the very fall

and garbidge of gentry. 1759 Grainger tr. Suipicia's
Poems ix. 6 Rare Taste, and worthy of a Poet's Brain, To
prey on Garbage. 1803 Jane Porter Thaadeus xxii.

(1831) 194 She Mew with voracious appetite to sate herself

on the garbage of any circulating library. 18x2 DTsbaeli
Calam Auth. 1867 135 The public appetite, .afterwards

indignantly rejected the palatable garbage. 1882 -Miss

Braddon Mt. Royal III. vi. 124 Any garbage is food for

a woman's vanity.

f 4. (See quots.) Obs. [cf dial. F. gcrbe'e, garbee
used in a similar sense (see Godefroy sv.).]
1526 Honseh. Ord. (1700) 206 All such horses.. to be sub-

stantially served according to their allowance .. in Hay,
Garbage, and Litter. 1617 Markham Caval. I, 6 That
which Horsemen call garbadge, which is wheate strawe and
the eaies, chopt small together. 1887 Kent Gloss., Garbage,
a sheaf of corn, Latin garba\ a cock of hay; a fagot of
wood, or any other bundle of the . . fruits of the earth.

5. attrib. and Comb., as garbage-barrel, 'box,

-inspector.

1882 Sala Amur. Rc7>is. (1885) 175 The garbage-boxes
or ash-barrels .. are still the same unsightly .. nuisances.
1889 Century Mag. Sept. 750/1 Judges, lawyers, and nota-
ries out of whose professional garbage barrel he enjoyed a.

.

privilege of feeding ! 1896 Daily News 3 June 4/1 The re-

sponsible, if not dignified post, of garbage inspector.

t Garbage (gaubeds), v. Obs. Forms: see

the sb. ; also 6 garbaige. [f. preo. sb.J

1. trans. To disembowel; to remove the offal

from ; to gut (fish).

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. if. 161 His cooke found the
same ryng in the bealy of a fishe which he garbaiged to
dresse for his Lordes dyner. 1601 WvKVKlt Mirr. Mart,
C iij, Men departed, BowePd, puld out, and garbisht euery
day. 1610 Holland Camden's /hit. 1. 186 Pilchards, .are
there taken, garbaged, salted, hanged in the smoke. 1672
Josselyn New Eng. Rarities 8 A Turkie Cock, that when
he was pull'd and garbtdg'd, weighed thirty pound.

2. intr. To ^ecd on offal. In quot. Jig.
1630 A. Niccholes Disc Marr. <y Wiving vii. in Harl.

Misc. (17441 1 1. 152 Lust will garbadge without all

Respect, or Controul, upon Adultery, Fornuation [etc.].

tGa'rbager. Obs [perb.AF.; f. Garbage.^.
+ -EK- ] In serjeant garbager: an officer of the

royal kitchen, who had charge of the poultry.

1601 F. Tate Househ. Ord. Ediv. //, § 52 (1S76) 36
A serjant garbager of the kitchin. .shal receve the pullaine

. .and scald them.

Garbe, Garbedge, obs. ff. Garb, Garbage.
Garbel-: see Garble-.
Garbell, obs. form of Gakboard.
[Garb-feathers : see List ojSpurious JVords.]

Garbidge, Garbish, obs. forms of Garbage.

t Garbist. Obs. rare. \f. Garb sb;- + -1ST.]

One who is skilled in polite behaviour.

1640 1:kome Sparagns Garden iv x, Yes, this is backsword
Complement : this wipes off the false praise which the first

thrust on : you must bee scene in both, or you are no true

garbist else.

Garblable, obs form of Garbuable.
Garblage ga'Jb'led,^ . In S garblage, 9 Hist.

garbellage. [f. Garblk v. + -age.] a. The duty or

province of a garbler. t b. The refuse that has to

be garbled or taken out of any loromodity Obs.

1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. xliii 120 We
seldom find less than 10 or 12 per cent. Garblage 1829
Heath Grocers' Comp. (18691 60 Any merchant who should
..sell spices, or other merchandize belonging to garbellage.

Garble (ga ih \\ sb. Also 6-7 garbell, -bjll.

[prob. ad.It. garbello (whence F. grabeau. which

has had all the Eng. senses), f. gaibeliare to

Garble.]
1 1. Refuse (of spices) : extraneous mattr-r. Obs.

1502 Aknoldf. < /iron. (1811) 234 The garbyll of macis.

1603-4 Act 1 Jas I, c. iq $ 2 If any the said Spices, shall

be mixed with any Garbles, after the same shalbe first

garbled, by the Garbler thereunto appointed. 1640 in

Kntick London II. 175 Garble of doves, of Almonds.
1721 liAlLEV, Garbles, the Dust, Soil or Filth, separated by
garbling. 1809 R. La\'CI-orl> Introd. Trade 132 Garble,

the refuse fiom spices, drugs, &c.

1 2. Merchandise containing an admixture of

refuse or waste. Obs.

1618 Dalton Country fust. 116 Euery thing which
beareth the name of Garbell, and whereof issueth a refuse,

or waste. 1638 Penkkthman Artack. D8 Pitch, tarre,

hempe .. allonie, wooll, silke and all other things that beare

the name of Garbell and doe yeeld a refuse or waste.

b. A mixture of base and precious metal
;

jt- Alloy 5.

1839 Uke Dut. Arts etc. 1058 The acid must be boiled

on the granu aied garble, or alloy, to effect the so ution of

the silver. 1868 in E. Sevd Bullion ty For. Exch. 190.

3 The process ot garbling, in variot s senses.

1808 Woixott 1 P. Pindar) To Nollekeus Wks. 1816 IV. 410
Did not the lady smile upon the garble [/. c. the mutilation

of a statuej. i8zg Heath Grocers' Comp. (1854 6-j The
officer was sworn, to observe that the arblc of merchants
goods should be impartial.

' Garble (^aul/L, v. Also 6-7 garbel. [App.

originally a term of Mediterranean commerce, ad.

It. garbcllare, ad. Arab.
Jj

>.c gharbala (also JjS

karbala) to sift, select, related to JIj^c ghirbdl,

Jb S kirbal, sieve ; cf. Sp. garbillare to sift corn,

garbillo corn-sieve. The Tt. word was adopted also

in f r. ; the pa. pple, garbelld occurs in a quot. given

by Godefr. erroneously s.v. gerbele ; from 16th c.

the vb. appears as grabeler.
The twofold form of the Arab, words shows that they are

not of native formation ; a probable source has been found
in the late L. cnbellare, f. crlbellum dim. of crlbrum
sieve.]

f 1. trans. To remove the garble or refuse from

(spice, etc.) ; to sift, cleanse i, const, of) ; also, to

sift out. Obs.

1599 Haki.cyt Voy. II. 177 [At Alexandria] an sortes of

spices be garbled after the bargaine is made. 1619 in Crt.

<y Times Jas. / \ 1849} II 172 He hath granted four-pence

halfpenny upon every chaidron of sea coal, to see they

may be better garl led or cleansed 1657 K. Ligon Bar-
badoes 11673) 79 ^e ,:t 'l a" * Coughing, which lasts, as

long as we are garbling it [red pepperj. 1687 Phil, trans.

XVI. 503 They . . will crumble into Grains, and the Wings
separate from them, which must be garbled out. 172a Dk For
Moll Flanders 1840) Pref. 12 The whole relation is care-

fully garbled of all its levity and looseness. 1789 Saunders
in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 107 Seed lac is only the stick lac

br ke into small pieces, garbled, and appearing in a granu-

lated form. 1812 J. Smyth Pratt. Customs (1821) 65

Cochineal may be screened and garbled in the presence of

the proper officers.

2. To select or sort out the best in (any thing or

set of things) ; to take the pick of. Now rare cxc.

in to garble the coinage. Also with oat.

1483 [see Garbling vbl sb.]. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

It' it <V Mirth Wks. 11.176 Wit and Mirth. . Apothegmatically
bundled \p and garbled at the request of old John Garret's

Ghost. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig n. 177 Why
did not Cicero garble [Fr. orig. espluther] all those different

Opinions, .to frame a good one if possible? a 1661 Fuller
Worthies {i%4o)\l 344 A privilege .to garble the live pigs in

the markets of the city. 1708 Ozkll tr. Boitcau's Lutrin v.

00 Each Glutton hunts, and garbles out Nice Bits. 1720

Stow's Surv. Fond. (ed. Strype) II. 239/2 To prevent this
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Office of garbling Wools, the Haberdashers interposed.

1814 W. Taylor in Monthly Rgv. LaXIV. 308 It has been
found necessary to garble his parterre, to throw away the

flowerets that are off show [etc.]. 1859 R. F. Burton Cent.

Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 438 The gum .. is then
carefully garbled with due regard to colour and size. 1875
JSVOM Money viii. 81 Hence arises the practice, exten-

sively carried on in the present day in England, of picking
and culling, or, as another technical expression is, garbling
the coinage, devoting the good new coins to the melting-

pot, and passing the old worn coins into circulation again.

*t*
b. esp. To ' sift' or ' weed ' (an army, corpo-

ration, etc.) so as to exclude unfit or uncompliant

members. Also To garble out : to remove (objec-

tionable persons) after selection. Obs.

1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. viii. 174 But his army must be
garbled, as too great for God to give victory thereby. 1658
Osborn Adv. Son (ed. 6) 2 By garbling out of them all

Boys of an incapacity. 1661 in Cobbett Pari, Hist,

(1808) IV. 219 The house of commons was first garbled, and
then turned out of doors. i6go Plain English 7 Who garbled
Corporations, and deprived Men of their greatest Civil

Rights. 1736 LeDIARD Life Marlborough I. 64 Colleges
were attempted to be garbled^ and immemorial Foundations
broken in upon ..to make Room even for Profligates, if new
Converts. 1770 Junius Lett, xl. 207 The army .. will not
submit to be garbled. 1809 Ann. Reg. 230 The government
. .set itself to garble the army to its mind.

3. To make selections from with a (usually

unfair or mischievous) purpose ; to mutilate (a

statement, writing, etc.; with a view to misrepre-

sentation.

1689-92 Locke Toleration III. vii, Wks. 1727 II. 376 To
garble thus the Truths of Religion, and by their own
Authority take some not necessary to Salvation. 1736
Bolingbroke Patriot. Advt. (1749) 9 -More properly the
writings of others than his, considering how they had been
garbled. 1794 Burkk Reft. Lords' Jnils. Wks. 1842 II. 623
To break to pieces and to garble those facts. 1818 Jas.
Mill Brit. India III. vi. i. 42 The late Governor-General
.. had withheld, mutilated, or garbled the correspondence.

1833 Peel in Croker Papers 29 Sept. (1B84), The evidence
has been since garbled in publication. 1877 C. Geikik
Christ lxi. (1879) 750 Those who came forward garbled, or

misunderstood the words of Jesus. 1888 Frith Autobiog.
III. viii. 175 He had . . garbled the title of her picture in

the Catalogue. 1895 F. Hall Two Trifles 8 By garbling

me he indulges in uncandid suppression of the truth.

*I 4. Confused with Garbage v. = Garbage v. i.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$• Mitt. Introd. d 2, Birds ..

rightly killed, garbelled, and pulled.

Garble, obs. form of Garboard.
Garbleable (g&ubl&b'l), a. Obs. exc. Hist.

Also 7 garblable. [f. Garbled. + -able.] Liable

to be garbled : see Garble v. I.

1603 4 Act 1 Jas. I, c. 19 § r All Spices, Wares, Drugges,
and other Merchandizes garbleabb*. 1690 Levbourn Curs.
Math. 8 All sorts of Wares or Merchandise, garblable, as

Sugar, Pepper, Cloves, &c. 1707 Act 6 Anne c. 68 § 3
Owners of any spices.. or merchandizes garbleable. 1800

(see Garbler i].

Garbled (ga-jblM), ppl a. [f. Garble v. +
-ed '.] In senses of the vb.

1623 St. Papers Col. 144 Cloves, .the price set at 6s. (xl.

garbled and 5*. 8</. ungarbled. 1774 Burke Sp. Amcr.
Tax. Wks. 1842 I. 167 The fullest, most impartial, and
least-garbled body of evidence that ever was produced to

this house. 1814 R. Bland Protf. I. Pref. 10 This garbled

edition was printed at Florence. 1855 Macaulav Hist.

Eng, IV. xix. 354 The Just Vindication consists chiefly of
garbled extracts from the Areopagitica of Milton. 1871

Blackie Four Phases i. 54 A garbled statement constructed

upon the principle of pushing into prominence everything

that is bad.

Garbler fgaubl3.fi. [f. Garble v. + -erI.]

1. An official who garbled spices, etc. (i.e. removed
the refuse from them) ; a sifter. Obs. exc. Hist.

159a Greene Upst. Courtier Fija, Vou buy of the

Garbellers of spices, the refuse that they sift from y*

Marchant. 1707 Act 6 Anne c. 68 § 3 A fit and abje person
to execute the office of garbler within the city of London.
1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames xi. 332 A Garbler who,
at the request of the Owner of any Spices or Drugs garble-

able . . shall garble the same. 1829 Heath Grocers* Coiup.

(1854 61 Thomas Halfmark was chosen and sworn garbeller

of spices and of sotill ware.

2. t&- A censor of the press (obs.). b. One who
garblesormutilates ^literary works, statements, etc.).

a. 1656 Karl Monm. Advt.fr. Pamass. 170 The publick

garblers of Poetry .. brought these two Latin verses to the

test. 1693 in Wood Life (O. H. S.) III. 430 If thus th'

Athenian garblers should proceed Their great Bodleian

library to weed.
b. ^1693 Urquhart Rabelais HI. Prol. 16 You Petti-

foggers, Garbellers, and Masters of Chicanery. 1710 Swift
Examiner No. 19 f 8 There was a farther Secret in this

Clause, which may best be discovered by the first Projectors,

or at least the Garblers of it.

Hence fGarblersMp, the office or function of

a garbler.

1569 Proc. Crt. Com. Counc. Loud. Repert. 16 If. 494
The office of the garbelershippe of spices. 1710 Stow's

Surv. Lond. (ed. Strype) II. 239/2 Suit was made by some
light Persons for an Office of Garblership of foreign wools.

Garbling (gaviblirj), vbl. sb. [f. Garble v. +
-ingI.] The action of the verb Garble.

•f- 1. The action or process of picking or selecting

(spices, etc.), or of removing the refuse or the

inferior specimens from merchandise, etc. Obs.

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, cn§i They wil not suffre any
garl>elyng of theym to be made but selle good and bad at

so excessyf price togedyr ungarbeled. 1518 A cc. in A rcfueol.

XI.VII. 310 For . . letheryng, bokelyng, and garbelyng of

mlmlxlvij complete harnes. 1591 (////<?), A profitable .. Dis-

cour*e for the Meeting with the had Garbelling of Spices

u*ed in these Daies. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords
(Camden) 89 The Prince's moci 11 .. touchinge the garb-

linge of Tobatxho. 1662 H. Stuube Ind. Nectar iv. 70
There ought to be a great care in the Picking, Garbling,

and preparing the [Cacao] Nuts. 1687 in Heath Grocers'

Comp. (1869) 61 The Company's right in the garbling of
spices. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames xi. 327 Certain

other privileges also attach to the Garbling of Merchandise
Imported. 1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade 132 Garbling,

the clearing the refuse from any commodity.

t b. trans/. The action or process of sifting

'

(a corporation, etc.) so as to exclude unfit or un-

compliant members. Obs.
rti66i Fuller Worthies (iS40) II. 449 The general purging

and garbling of the Judges. 1663 PlageHum. or O. Crom-
well (1672) 61 Their Propositions being more rigid since the

last garbling by the Army. 1690 Andros Tracts II. 43
Jobbs. .which sometimes Required shaking off a Testimony
or Garbling of a Jury.

2. The action or process of making selections

with a view to misrepresentation.

1861 Bright Sp. on India 19 Mar , He knows there have
been garbling and mutilation, .in those despatches. 1885

C/i. Times 12 June 456 All kinds of quibbles, equivocations,

garblings, and direct falsehoods.

3. (See quut.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Garbling, the mixing of

rubbish with a cargo stowed in bulk.

4. coner. pi. 'I he refuse or remainder of a staple

commodity after selection of the best.

1881 Daily News 21 Jan. 6/8 Gums . . olihanum .
.
sold at

58$.; garblings, i-]S. 6d. ; siftings, 25J 6tt. 1886 Harris
Teckn. Diet. Tire Insur., Garblings, pickings of wool, cot-

ton, and like material.

Garboard (gaubcWid). Also 7 garbell, -ble.

[app. a. Du. gaarboord (obs.), explained by Win-
schooten (1681) as f. gar-cn short for gaderen to

Gather + boord Board sb. Cf. F. gabord (1538 in

Hatz.-Darm. .] The first range of planks laid upon

a ship's bottom, next the keel ; the corresponding

range of plates in an iron vessel. Also allrib. as

m garboardplank, -plate, -seam ;
garboard-strake

= garboard.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vng. Seamen 8 The Garbell

strake is the outside plancke next the keele. 1627 —
Seaman's Gram. ii. a The Garbord is the first planke next

the keele on the outside. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Sew Invent.

40 Putting him upon thoughts (had it been practicable) of

shifting her Garhle-strake there. 1789 G. Keate Pcleto 1st.

157 The carpenter got one of the planks of the garboard
strake on. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge \ 1859) 249 The shot

. . had only damaged two planks of the garboard streak.

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys I. 172 The starlioard gar-

board seam close by the stern, had opened. 1869 Sir E.

Reed Shipbuild. i. 7 An external iron keel .. was applied,

and connected to the original flat keel by garboard-plates.

Ibid. 8 Intercostal plates were. -secured below to the inner

garboards. 1893 Daily News 26 June 5/8 The garboards,

and bottom parts of the transverse frames.

Garboil (gauboil), sb. Obs. exc. arch. Forms

:

6-7 garboy 1, -boile, (6 -broyl, Se. -bulle , 6-9

-boyle, 6- garboil. [ad. OF. garbouil, garbouille

( = Sp. garbulld)
1
ad. It. gatbttglio, connected with

L. bttllire to Boil ; the origin of the prefixed element

is disputed.] Confusion, disturbance, tumult ; an

instance of this, a brawl, hubbub, hurlyburly.

1548 Uoall Erasm. Par. Luke xxi. 165 When ye shal heare

all the worlde to bee in a garboile of sedicions. 156a Ran-
dolph in G. Chalmers Mary Q. Scot. (1818) I. 86 In all

those garbulles, I assure your honour, I never saw the Queen
merrier. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 55 The Citie of

Lisbon, as also all the rest, were in great garboile. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 66 Whiles Commodus^ was
Emperour, Britannie was all of a Garboile. a 1655 Vines
Lord's Supp. (1677) 112 To cut that intricate knot, that

makes such a garboyle in the text. 1691 Wood A th. Oxon.
I. 426 He journied to Rome. but. raising great garboyles

among the Scholars of that place, Cardinal Boncompagno.

.

expelled him thence. 1755 Johnson, Garboil. 1864 Burton
Scot. Abr. III. ii. 148 Before the intestine garboyles of this

island. 1891 Nat. Rev. July 669 Far from the moiling crowd

and garboyle of the world.

t Ga'rboil, v. Obs. Also 6 garboyle. [f. prec.

sb.] trans. To confuse, agitate, disturb.

1572 H. Middlemore in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 5

The occasion presently offeryd, of the Lowe Contreys so

greatly garboyled. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. lVits\\\.

(1596) 101 Amongst the first qualities, there is none which
so much garboileth this power as excessiue heat.

% Erroneously for Gahble v. in various senses.

1555 Eden Decades 332 Meltynge, fynynge, dryinge, gar-

boylyng, and such other broylynges. 1574 Hellowes
Gucuara's Earn. Ep. (1577} 382 By their authority they
thrust in themselues, to glosse the Bible, and garboile the

scripture. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 201/2

Take a wilde Ducke, plucke him, and garboyle him. a 1715
Burnet Chvn Time (1766' II. 3 To tip down so many Lords
at a time and to garboil the House, as often as any party
should have a great majority. 17*0 Stow's Sun'. Lond.
(ed. Strype) II. v. xiv. 229/1 They did garboil out of every
hundred the Half of such Baggage and Refuse Stuff.

tGarbred. Obs. rare— 1
, [app. f. gare = Gore

(? or Garth) + Bredk.]
i6ai N. Riding Rec. (1894) I. 51 One parcell of meadowe

called a garbled of meadow.

GarCO (gais). Also garse. [a. Telugu^mrt
(Yule).] * A cubic measure for rice, etc. in u?e on

the Madras coast, as usual varying much in value.

Buchanan (jnfra) treats it as a weight ' (Yule).

175a T. Brooks Weights <y Meas. E. Ind. 6 Grain Measures
. . 1 Garse, 8400 lbs. o oz. Avoiidupoise. 1759 in A. Dal-

rymple Orient, Repert. (1793* I. 120 Rice may be bought
for about 12 Pagodas a Garce. 1807 F. Buchanan Journ.
Mysore etc. I. 6 'the proper native weights .. are .. 20

Baruays (Candiesi 1 Gursay, called by the English Garse
..The Garse [is] nearly 1205 lbs. i8xx P. Kelly Univ.
Cambist 1. 121 Madras. .The Garce, corn measure, contains

80 Parahs or 400 Marcals. Ibid., Madras .. The Gursay
(called by the English Garce) contains 20 Baruays.

Garce, var. Garse sb Obs.

tGarcion, garson. Obs. (after 16th c. chiefly

Ifist.). Also 4 garsoun, garesowne, 7 gartion,

garsoon. [a. OF. garenn (nth a), garcion, gar-

zon
t
garchon, etc. mod.F. garcon) = Pr. ga?so,

guarzon, Sp. garzon, Pg. garedo. It garzone, med.L.

(1 2th c.) garcion em, for which garciferttm (f. the

analogy of scutiferuvi) occurs. The nom. lorm

(med.L. garcio) is represented by OF. gars (mod.

; F. gars in jocular use, * lad '), and pern, by Pr.

!
gart-z adj. ' bad*. The primary sense is ' servant,

attendant* (often used contemptuously, like ' knave',

'varlet'); the mod. Fr. senses 'boy', 'bachelor',

. are of later development.] A serving-man, groom

;

I

esp. a young man or boy servant.

13. . A'. A lis. 2505 And damoselis to garsounes, Ther was
,
mad al comunes. 13. . Sir Beius [A.) 2993 His sone bat was

, a proud garsoun. Men him clepede Beuoun. 13.. Seuyn
• Sag. iW.) 1423 Whether lord or garsoun. c 1450 Merlin 103

It ys grevouse thinge to vs to haue a garcion to be lordeouer

vs alle. 156a J Hkywood Prw. <$• Epigr. (1867) 170 Long
wayghtyng and small wages makth poore garsons. 1598
Hakluyt Coy. I. 19 Hasting shall finde 21. ships, in euery

ship 21. men, and a Garcion, or Boy, which is called a Gromet.
1602 Middleton Blurt in. i. E j b, She meanes her French
garsoon. 1 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) 1. 166

For a gartion or boy to attend him j ' ob. the day. 1671 Y.

Phillips Reg. Necess. yj-j That no more but one Garson be

allowed.

11 Garcon (garson). [Fr. : see prec] A boy,

serving-man, waiter; in Eng. use chiefly a waiter

in a French hotel or restaurant.

1839 A. Gray Lett. (1893) 156 Here we dined, and were
charged four francs for dinner, besides sous to the garcon.

t Ga*rCOpper. Obs.~ l
[ad. Ger. garkupfer, f.

gar ready, rehned + kupfer copper.] Refined copper.

1799 W. Tooke View R?/ssian Emp. I. 105 Hermann
reckons only from 1 to 5 per cent, garcopper.

Garerow, obs. form of Gorcrow.

tGard 1
. Obs. [ad.F. garde (in prendregarde a):

see Guard sb.] Attention, watchfulness. Also, the

object of one's attention.

a 1569 Kingesmyi.l Man's Est. x. (1580) 62 This was his

gard, he was still bu>ie aboute these, the blinde, the leaper,

the lame, the deafe, and the dedde. 1600 Holland Livy
xxm. ix. (1609) 478 All their gard and regard, all their eyes

upon him alone, what serve they for?

tGard-. Obs. Also garde, [ad. F. garde

(Cotgr. .] The dew-claw of a deer or boar.

1576 Tlrbf.ry. i'enerie 154 The gardes (which are his

hinder clawes or dew clawes) should be great and open one

from another. 1616 Surfl. & Makkh. Country Farme 6yi

The. wrinkles which are betwixt his gards and the heele.

Gard a (gaad). dial. ^Cornwall). ;See quots.)

160a Carew Cornwall 30 b, A thick strong net .. drawne
at the boates sterne, gathering whatsoever it meeteth lying

in the bottome of the water, out of which when it is taken

!
vp theycull the oysters and cast away the residue, which they

terme gard. 1865 R. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. I. 124

Clean all the platters . . with water and gard ^gravel sand).

Gard, Gard-: see Guard. Guard-.

Gardain(e, obs. form of Garden, Guardian.
Gardant, obs. form of Guardant.

t Ga*rdantly, •**- Obs.- 1
[f. F. gardant pres.

pple. ol garder to look + -LY 2
.] Attentively.

1574 J. Jones Nat. Beginning Grow. Things 37 How
j

Gardantly therfore these are to be Regarded, wise men

I

easely seeth.

il Garde-bras fgard^bra). Also 5 (in anglicized

forms) gardbrace, garbrasse, 7 gardebrace, 9
erron. garde-de-bras. [F. garde-bras, f. garde-r

to guard + /'/w arm.] * An additional piece of

armour placed on the upper part of the gauntlet, or

fastened to the elbow plates' (Fairholt).

1459 in Boston Lett. I. 487 Item, j. garbrasse. £1489
Caxton Blanchardyn xxiv. 83 The sleue of cloth of gold .

.

whiche he couched along his shoulder in stede of gardebras.

a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 1556 Without was left not one,

Horse, male, trusse, ne bagage, Salad, speare, gardbrace ne

page But was lodged androome ynough._ 1679 Blount Anc.

Tenures 104 This Gardebrace is otherwise called vambrace,

and signifies Armor for the Arme. 1874 Boutell Arms $
Arm. x. 204 The plates that were fixed to the elbow-pieces

were entitled gardes-de-bras.

+ Gardecaut. Obs. [corruption of F. garde-

corde, f. garder to Guard + corde Cord.] (See quot.)

1706 Phillips ied. Kersey, Gardecaut, or Gard-du-cord,

is that which stops the Fusee of a Watch when wound up.

1721 in BA1LF.Y.

|| Garde-du-COrpS (gard^d/Vk^r). [Fr. ; lit.

'guard of the body\] A body-guard; a member
of a body-guard.
1651 Evelyn Diary 7 Sept., Then came .. the garde du

corps and other officers. 1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildair

in. i, For not one of these fellows stirs about without his

garde-du-corps. 1703 De Fok On Standing Army Misc.

206 Queen Elizabeth, tho' she had no Guard du Corps, yet

she had her Guards du Terres [ !] 17x0 Examiner No. 1 1 r 5
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I have heard of a certain Illustrious Person, who having a
Guard du Corps, that forc'd their Attendance on him, put
them into a Livery, and maintain'd them as his Servants.

1849 Thackeray Pendeunis xxviii, Mirobolant .. killed four
gardes-du-corps with his own point in the barricades of July.

Gardein, oba. form of Guardian.

Garden [gft'Jd'n), sb. Forms : 4 garthen, (6
-yne, -ynge), 4-7 gardin(e, -yn(e, 15-6 Sc -ing,

-yng ; ,
4-6gardain,-ayn(e,-ein,e, -eyn(e, ^gar-

dene, St. gairden, -ing), 6- garden, [a. ONF.
gardin (Central F. fardin) :—pop. L,.*gardtn-um, f.

*gard-um (OF. gard, gart, jart, garden) a. Tent.

*gardo-z (Goth, gard-s, OHG. gart, OS. gard, OE.
gtardjON.gurff-r,enclosure'. seeGARTH and Yard).
The Teat longs, have also a \vk. form, with the

special sense 'garden*: OFris. garda, OS. gardo
(Du. gaarde), OHG. gario (MIIG. garte, mod.G.
garten). Cf. Pr. gardt, jardi, jerzi, and jardina
fern, (also Sp. jardin, Pg. jardim, It. giardino,

which appear to be adoptions from Fr. or Pr.).]

1. An enclosed piece of ground devoted to the

cultivation of flowers, fruit, or vegetables ; often

preceded by some defining word, asflower- ,
fruit-,

kitchen-, market-, strawberry-garden, etc.

13.. K. AUs. 1028 With samytes, and baudekyns Weore
cortined the gardynes. 13.. E. E.Allit.P. A. 260 Your perle
is. .in bis gardyn gracios gaye, Here-inne to lenge for euer
& play, c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 765 Vif me a plante
of thilke blissed tre And in my gardyn planted it shal
bee, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxi. 118 iHarl. MS.) The
knight . . yede abowte in the gardin, and soute the clewe.
& fonde it. 1513 More Rich. Ill Wks. 53 '2 My lord
you haue very good strawberies at your gardayne in

Holberne. 1523 Wills $ Inv. N. C. {Surtees 1835) 106
The garthynges and Orchard perteyning thereto. 1577
Harrison England 11. xx. (1878) 1. 323, I comprehend
therefore vnder the word ' garden *, all such grounds as are
wrought with the spade by mans hand. 1611 Shaks. Cymb.
1. i. 81 He fetch a turne about the Garden. 1680-90 Temple
Ess. Gardening Wks. 1731 I. 174 The Use of Gardens
seems to have been the most ancient and most general of
any sorts of Possession among Mankind. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 356 The garden is on a slope, or
gentle declivity ; and very much resembles prince Eugene's
garden. 1820 Shelley Sensit. PI. 11. 29, I doubt not the
flowers of that garden sweet Rejoiced in the sound of her

fentle feet. 1856 Stanley Sinai fy Pal. iii. (1858) 191
Eastern gardens . . are not flower gardens, nor private

gardens, but the orchards, vineyards or fig enclosures round
a town. 187a Yeats lechn. Hist. Comm. 36 A wall picture
of an ancient Egyptian garden has been preserved.
Jig. a 1340 Hampole Psalter Prol., pis boke is cald garthen

closed, wel enseled. 1435 Misyn Fire of Love 1. xxx. 65
pe saule truly bat boyth is sweyt beschynynge of consciens,
& fayr be charite of endles lufe, cristis gardyn may be catd.

b. //. Ornamental grounds, used as a place of

public resort, usually with some defining word, as

Botanical, Zoological Gardens, etc.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 73/2 Rivalling these imperial struc-
tures are the gardens of St. Petersburg. 1884 Scotsman 29
Jan. 2, I have just returned from my usual stroll in the
Botanical Gardens.

C. trans/. Applied to a region of remarkable
fertility. The Garden of England: a name given
to various counties, esp. Kent and Worcestershire.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 4, I am arriu'd for fruitful

Lombardie, The pleasant garden of great Italy. 1716 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let. to Mrs. Smith 5 Aug., The whole
country appears a large garden. 1885 Farjeon Sacred
A'itf**/ I. vii, ' Yes, sir, Kent's my county, but even in the
garden of England they can't grow finer roses than them '.

2. a. Short for Covent-garden, Nation garden
(qnot. 1890', localities in London.
1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 415 A fashionable coffee-house in the

neighbourhood of the Garden. 1851 Mwuew Lond. Labour
I. 81 Not only is the 'Garden ' itself all bustle and activity,
but [etc.]. 1884 J Payn Some Lit. Recollect, iv. in Cornh.
Mag. Mar. 257 She (Miss O'Neill] talked of ' the Garden '

and ' the Lane' and was very fond of recitation. 1890 Tit
Bits 29 Mar. 389/2 The cut stones are chiefly sold to the
large dealers in the 'Garden \

b. pi. Often used with some local prefix as the
name of a square or street, in the suburbs of

London, and (by imitation) in many other towns.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lx, ' Gardens ' was a felicitous

word not applied to stucco houses with asphalte terrace* in
front, so early as 1827.

3. As a name for the school of Epicurus (who
taught in a garden).
Diog. Laert. uses oi anb rwv Krjrrwv as a name for the sect

;

cf. also Cicero, horti Epicuri.
1867 M. Pattison Serm. (1885) 164 [Neither] the Porch,

the Garden, nor the Academy.

II. attrib. and Comb.
4. a. simple attrib. ( — of or belonging to a

garden, for use in a garden', as gat-den- alley, -bed,

-bench, -bower, -close, -court, -croft, -door, -earth,

-fence, -field, -hedge, -island, -islet, f -knot, -lawn,
-matter,-mould -order, -pale,-refuse, -room, -scissors,

-seed, -shade, -shears, -tillage, -tool, -walk, -wall,

-wicket ; b. objective, as garden-7catering\b]. sb.

;

garden - loving adj. ; c. instrumental, as garden-
girdled, -surrounded adjs. Also garden-like adj.

;

garden-ward^s, -wise atlvs.
i6» Dkayton Poly-olb. xxvi. 120 The Flowry Vallies .

.

lying sleeke and smooth, as any "Garden-Allies. 1633 (i.

Herbert Temple, Church Milit. T27 Here Sinne took
heart, and for a *garden-bed Rich shrines and oracles he

Vol. IV.

purchased. 1881 Rossrtti Ball. $ Sdnn.. King's Trag.
(18821 128 Couched on the happy garden-bed. 1863 Landor
Heroic Idylls, Meliton $ Lily 5 Sit on this *garden-bench
and hear a song. 1798 Coi.kridge Arte. Mar. vn. xviii, In
the *Garden-bower the Bride And Bride-maids singing are.
1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 277 Who will fetch from
*garden-closes Some new garlands while I speak? 1800
Misc. Tracts in Asiatic Ann. Reg. 98/1 To the north of
the Sungee Dalaun is another "garden court, containing
public offices. 1871 R. Ki.lis Catullus Ixit. 48 I.ook in a
*garden-croft when a flower privily growing [etc.]. 1502-3
Privy Purse Exp. F.liz. York (1S30) 20 'Gardeyn dore.
1601 Shaks. Twel.N. m.i. 103. 1695 Woodwaki> Sat. Hist.
Earth (1723) 13 That blackish Layer of Earth or Mould
which is called by some *Garden-Karth. 1856 Emerson
Eng. 'Traits, Char. Wks. iBohn) II. 57, I suppose never
nation built their party-walls so thick, or their "garden-
fences so high, 1837 J. E. Murray Summer Pyrenees II.

85 His own particular moulin, in which he grinds the
produce of his ^garden-field. 1882 Ouiflk Maremina 1. 1

The cathedral square of 'garden-girdled Grosseto. (1420
Paltatt. on Hush. in. 569 To make a "yardyn hegge. a 1746
Holdsworth On Virgil (1768' 89 Our old willows .. par-
ticularly some in the 'Garden-Island in St. James' Park.
1821 Shelley Premetk. Unb. n. v, Till through elysian
garden-islets. .The boat ofmy desire is guided. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § in In "Garden-knots, and the Frets of Houses, and
all equal) and well answering Figures. 1845 Zoologist III.
1056Those pests, that raise such unsightly balls of earth upon
*garden-lawns. 1829 Lvtton Devereux m. iv, I had entered
into a more wooded and "garden-like description of country.
1838-42 Arnold Hist. Rome (1846) I. ii. 35 Its garden-like
farm*.. 1851 Beck's Florist 243 In this condition they are
purchased by persons having *garden-loving friends at
home. 1577 B. GOOCE Heresbach's Hush. 11.(1586)49 To
shew me some part of your great knowledge in *Garden
matters. 1707 Mortimer Hnsb. 131 They (Hops] delight
most in the rich black "Garden-mold, that is deep and light,

and that is mixed rather with Sand than Clay. 1782 Mar-
shall in Phil. Trans. I.XXII I. 221 One I find laid up in

the fold of a .. turnip leaf . . was . . formed by putting .

.

garden mould to them. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 5
Nothing can be more beautiful, or kept in more "garden
order, if I may use the expression. 1828-40 Berry Encycl.
Her. I, *Garden-pales are sometimes home in coat-armour,
generally issuing from the base and fitche'e, or pointed at
the top, and conjoined. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons >y

IV. vi, Our garden-pales ran parallel with the high road.
1868 Pearo ll'ater-ftjrm. xv. 159 Chopped * garden-refuse.

.

will answer admirably. 1750 R. Roe Let. to A. Johnson 19
Where "garden-room enough is to be had. 1832 MissM it-

ford Village Ser. v. 1 1863) 433 It turned out to be only the
clinking of a pair of 'garden-scissars. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
1. xviii, Some 'garden-seed, ax'jw Ken Preparatives
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 92, I to a "Garden-Shade withdrew.
1708 Motteux Rabelais V. ix. (1737) 36 A Pair of "Garden-
shears. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Givyune II. vii. 170 The
secluded "garden-surrounded villa, in Old Kensington. 1707
Mortimer Husb. ii. 106 Peas and Beans are what belong
to 'Garden Tillage as well as that of the Field. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Hort. 11729! 190 Cleanse, mend, sharpen
..'Garden Tools. 1832 Tennyson Nciv-Vear's Eve xii,

She'll find my garden-toots upon the granary floor. 1757
Dyer Fleece ill. 132 And now he strains the warp Along the
*g:irden-walk, or highway side. 1850 Mrs. Browninc
Poems II. 17 She looks down the garden-walk cavemed
with trees, c 1386 Chalcer R'nt/s T. 202 The grete tour
. . Was evene ioynant to the "gardin-wal. 1582 Breton
Flourish Fancie tGrosart) 54 'i Let, Lord, this tree be set

within thy Garden-wall Of Paradise. 1870 Miss Bridgman
R. Lynne I, 1. 9 The garden-wall of the .. house. < 1386
Chaucer Miller's T. 386 Unto the 'gardin-ward. 1895
Crockett in Cornh. Mag. Oct. 348 He ..showed signs of
moving "gardenwards. 1896 Daily News 27 July 4/3 The
period of supply could be extended if the consumers would
only be careful . .to abstain from "garden-watering and other
. .wasteful habits. 1826 in Cobbett Rur. Rides 1 1885) II. 50,
I rode up to the "garden-wicket of a cottage. 1885 Burton
Arab. .Vis. (1887) III. 134 Its courtyard is laid out *garden-
wise.

5. a. Applied to vegetables, with the sense ' culti-

vated or growing in a garden', often distinctively

opposed to 'wild ; usgarden-creeper, -flower, -fruit,

-herb, -plant, -tree, -weed', also, in plant-names,
indicating cultivated kinds, as \garden - basil,

-gilliflower, -honesty, -madder, -mint, -nightshade,

-pea, -pine, -poppy, •rochet, -succory ; f garden-
balsam (see quot.) ; garden-clover, Melilotus
avrulea (see Clover 2) ; garden-cress, -cresses,

Lepidium sativum ^see Cress i a)
;
garden-gin-

ger, cayenne pepper ; f garden-globe, a sort of
apple

; + garden-rod, ? = Golden-nod
; f gar-

den-sperage, asparagus ; garden-trefoil (see

Clovkii 2 and quot. 1548 there).

1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal IE, 1195 The gardiners
and herbe women in Cheapside commonly call it \'trifolium
odoratum] and know it by the name of Balsam, or "garden
Balsam. 1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. Ep. (ed. 2) Aiv,
Some fa old times, .thought "Garden-Basil ..would grow
the sooner and better, if it were sown, .with reproaches and
evil speaking. 1548, 1626 ^Garden Claver [see Clover 2].

1844 Mks. Browning Lost Bower liii, Never "garden-
creeper crossed it With so deft and brave an air. 1577
B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 58 ^Garden cresses, are
sowed in the Spring. 1713 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans.
XXVIII. 202 This is a very elegant Plant, its lower Leaves
being deeply cut, finer than the common Garden Cress.
1832 Veg. Subst. Food 304 Garden Cress . . mixed with the
young leaves of mustard .. is the most esteemed of all.,
salads. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 138 Near yonder copse,
where once the garden smiled. And still where many a
"garden-flower grows wild. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxii,
The garden-flowers perfumed the air with delicious odours.
c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.i Introd. 29/1 "Gardeynes
frutes is there muche gretter than in our landes of Europa.
I55 1 Turner Herbal 83 The roote of the ygardyn Gelouer
is good agaynst the plage. J597 Gerarde Herbal Supp.,

"Garden Ginger is Piperitis. 1600 Surflet Country Forme
in. xlix. 528 The shortstart. .hony-meale and "garden globe
..rare and singular apples. 1563 Hvli. Garden.! 15931 164 The
wilde hearbs are stronger in virtue then the "garden hearbs.

1567 Mai'Let Gr. Forest 33 Beete is a Gardain Herbe, and
in guod plentie with vs. 1715 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans.
XXIX. 243 Its Root or lower Leaves, in Shape, resemble
"Garden Honesty. 1578 Lvte Dodoens iv. lxxiii. 537 The
husbanded or "garden Madder. 1530 Palsgr. 224/1 "Gar*
dyne ineynte, mtynte. 1831 J. DAVIES Man. Mat. Med. 433
Garden mint, Mentha gentilis, Lin. 1657 "Garden Night-
shade [see 5 c]. 1882 Garden 16 Dec. 532/3 The GaruVn
Nightshade, .is a common annual weed. 1681 Wood Life (O.
H.S.) II. 558 In the. .months of Dec. and Jan. were "garden
pees in blossom. 1832 Veg. Subst. /'<W2 15 Garden peas.. are
raised by more careful and expensive culture for the purpose
ofbeing eaten green, a 1746 Holdsworth Oh I 'irgil[lj6B) 533
He mentions the Pinus, which he calls Culta, meaning thereby
the "Garden pine, to distinguish it from the Sylvestris.

1727 S. SwiTZER Tract. Gardiner v. xlv. 237 Of this phasc-
olus . . more species, than of any other 'garden plant we
have transmitted to us from foreign parts. 1671 Salmon
Syn. Med. in. xxn. 416 'Garden Poppy, is narcoticke, pro-
vokes sleep, outwardly it easetb pain. 1832 Veg. Subst.
Food 306 'Garden Rocket . . cultivated by our ancestors ..

still, .found in gardens on .. the Continent. 1741 Compl,
Fam.-Piece 11. iii. 361 All sorts of fibrous rooted Plants .

.

such as Holyoaks, "Garden-rods, .and Hitraciums. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 54 The 'Garden
Sperage they were not acquainted with. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 53 If a man be annointed with Asparagus or
garden-Sperage. .there will not (by report' a Bee come nt-ere

for to sting him. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (1S81) 44
Intybus hortensis is of two sortes, the one is called Endyue,
or whyte Endyue, and the other is called "gardine Succory.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 517 Whatsoeuer will make a Wild Tree
a Garden-Tree, will make a Garden-Tree to haue lesse Core,
or Stone. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 111. iii, Like garden-trees,
they seldom shew fruit. 1664 Evelvn Kal. Hort. (1729) 189
Knot-grass, the very worst of 'Garden-weeds.

b. Prefixed to the names of animals, birds, and
insects to indicate that their habitat is the garden

;

as garden-ant, -ousel, -snail, -worm
; garden-

mouse, ? = field-mouse
;

garden-spider = cross-

spider \see CROSS- B
;
garden-warbler, the bird

Sylvia hortensis
;
garden-white, a white cabbage

butterfly, of the genus Pieris.

1879 Lubbock Set. Led. iv. 134 The brown ^garden-ant
habitually makes use of the out-of-doors aphides. 171a J.
James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 173 The Garden-Mouse is

an Animal that digs the Earth like a Mole, a 1691 Boyle
Hist. Air 11692) 231 For I have observed these two last dry
springs, that there has been no soft "garden-snails to be
found_ abroad. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1784) VII. i. 3
This is the garden-snail, that carries its box upon its back.
1802 BlNCLEYAhuh. Biog. (1813) III. 359 The labour of the
Garden Spider is very different from that of the former

species. 1843 Zoologist I. 13 In the spring of 1841 the
redstart, .and ^garden warbler were very numerous. 1892
Daily A'cius 6 Oct. 5/1 The caterpillars of the "Garden
White—the green grubs that do so much damage among the
cabbages— are crawling up the walls. 1651-7 T. Barker
A rt ofA ngling 1820) 37 Gather great *garden-worms. 1669
Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 258 The Garden-worm is an
excellent bait for a Salmon.

C- passing into adj., in the slang phr. common or

^;-(/t'«,ajocular substitute for 'common', 'ordinary'.

[1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xxix. 59 But the Common
or Garden Nightshade is not dangerous.] 1892 Autobiog.
Eng. Gamekeeper {). Wilkins

1

) 67 It was as large as a common
—or garden—hen. 1896 Daily News 16 Oct. 3/4 Such com-
mon or garden proceedings not being to the taste of Noa.
1897 IVestm. Gas. 4 Aug. 8/2, I have— to make use of a
common or garden expression—been ' rushed ' in this matter.

6. Special comb. : garden-butt, a target set up
in a garden for archery practice

;
garden-chair,

+ ,<z) a wheel or bath chair; (b) a chair intended
for use in a garden

; garden-engine, a portable

force-pump used for watering gardens
; garden-

frame = Frame sb. 13 c; garden-glass, (a) a
bell glass used for covering plants in a garden

;

(/>) (see quot. 1882) ; garden-ground, {a) ground
suitable for a garden

; (^) a plot of ' ground
appropriated to a gaiden; f garden-penny, ?a
tithe or payment levied upon garden-produce

;

garden-plot, a plot of land used as a garden

;

f garden-roll (obs.), garden-roller, a heavy cy-

linder fitted with a handle or shafts, for smoothing
alawn or path; fgarden satin, ?flo\veied satin

;

garden seat, a seat (of wood or metal) for use in a

garden ; a similar seat, holding one or two persons,

fixed on theroof ofanomnibus.etc; hence garden-
seated a.; f garden sin (nonce-icd.), a weed;

t garden stead —garden-plot ; f garden-things,
•j* -ware, produce of a garden ; garden-wall-bond
bricklaying (see quot.). Also Garden-gate,
-HOUSE, -PARTY, -POT, -STUFF.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. E iij, When I had
.. carried my buckler before me like a 'garden But.

1827 Genii. Mag. XCVII. i. 546 This pole, like the handle
of a *garden-chair, enables the guide to drive to the eighth of
an inch, to avoid all obstacles, to turn corners. 1831 Society

I. 122 Seated in the garden-chair appropriated to Miss
Herford's use, and drawn by her favourite donkey, away
went the cousins. 1851 H. Melville Whale xxi. m
Garden-chairs which are convertible into walking-sticks.

1853 Kingsley Hypatia xiii, The garden-chairs standing
among the flower-beds. 1815 Specif. Edridge's Patent
No. 3948 Solder may in such instances be employed .. to
render the pump a fire or ^garden engine. 1892 Garden
27 Aug. 179 The bushes were so bad, that I had them well

87
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sprayed with the garden engine. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI.
72/1 They were essentially greenhouses, although perhaps
more like our *garden-frames. 1842 Tennyson Gardener s
Datt. 116 The *garden-glasses glanced, and momently The
twinkling laurel scatter'd silver lights. 1882 Ogilvie,
Garden-glass, 1. a round globe of dark-coloured glass,

generally about i£ foot in diameter, placed on a pedestal, in

which the surrounding objects are reflected : much used as
an ornament of gardens in Germany. 1711 Loud. Gaz.
No. 4938/3 A Piece of *Garden-ground, and a Tenement
thereupon. 1766 Smollett Trav. I. xvi. 268 All the vine-

yards and garden grounds for a considerable extent are
vaulted underneath. 1808 Toller Tithes iv. 124 It is very
usual, .to agree with the occupiers of garden-ground for a
stated composition by the acre. 1870 Longf. Wayside Inn
it. bell of Alri 38 Rented his vineyards and bis garden-
grounds, a 1641 Bp. R. Mouhtagu Acts $ Mou. (1642) 400
Paying Tythes duly and truly, even to a *garden- penny,
as wee call it, or of very flowers and pot-herbs that grow
in our garden. 1647 Husbandman 's Plea agst. Tithes 59
They pay never a peny to the Minister, except it be a
garden peny, or a peck of Apples, or such like tithes. 1587
Harmar tr. Beza's Strut, xxvi. 351 Their "garden-plots
and orchards. 1610 GuiLLIM Heraldry 111. vii. (1611 1 116
Knights and men of valour, whose worth must be tried in

the field, not vnder a rose-bed or in a Garden-plot. 1845
Florist's Jrnl. 221 Affording even the suburban tyro a
chance ofornamenting his garden-plot. 1794 G. Adams Nat.
<y Exp. Philos. III. xxxii. 302 Drawing a heavy ^garden-roll.

1792 C. Smith Desmond I. 59 A figure who gave nie the idea
of a *garden roller set on its end. 1852 Miss Mitfokd
Recollect. 1 1. 169 Mr. Landor. .seated on a garden-roller in the
court. lyzzLond. Gas. No. 6068/8 A 'Garden Sattin Night
Gown lined with Cherry Silk,one Chinee Gown. 1837D1CKENS
Pickw. xxxix, A *garden seat which happened, .to be near at

hand. 1879 F. W. Robinson Coward Cense. I. vii, There was
a garden seat, .upon the lawn. 1891 DailyNews 13 Jan. 2 4
On the garden seats the passengers sat two abreast. 1895
Westm, Gaz. 29 Mar. 2/1 Many people. .dislike getting on
the top of a *garden-seated 'bus. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.
(1729) 210 Neglecting it till they [the weeds] are ready to

sow themselves, you do but stir and prepare for a more
numerous Crop of these "Garden-sins. 1609 Manch. Court
Lect Rec. ^1885) II 249 The place .. is Conuerted .. into
Certaine 'gardensteeds. 1772 Barker in Phil. Trans.
LXIL 44 "Garden-things, turnips, &c. were very much
destroyed 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 410 "Garden-wall bond
consists of three stretchers and one header in nine inch
walls, but when fourteen inches thick, the Flemish bond is

used. 1707 Mortimer Hush. 432 A clay bottom Is a much
more pernicious Soil for Trees and "Garden-ware than
Gravel.

Garden [gaud'n), v. [f. the sb. ; cf. F. jardiner
(from 15th c.).]

1. intr. To cultivate a garden ; to work In a

garden as a gardener. + Also, to lay out a garden.
157^ B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 11. 1586) 53 b, I know

in hot countries they garden alt the winter long. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Gardens (Arb.) 555 When Ages grow to Ciuility. .Men
come to Build Stately, sooner then to Garden Finely.

1765 Franklin Let. Wks. 1887 III. 391 You should have
gardened bug before the date of your last. 1832 Tennyson
New-Year's Eve xii, I shall never garden more. 1844 K.
Fitz Gerald Lett. (1889} I. 137, I . . read scraps of hooks,
garden a little, and am on good terms with my neighbours.

2. trans. To cultivate as a garden ; to bring or

form by cultivation into (a specified state).

i86z B. Taylor Home $ Abr. Ser. if. I. 322 The trees

have been judiciously spared .. the long landscape ,.

gardened into more perfect beauty. 1895 IVestm. Gaz.
6 Feb. 3/3 The gallery of well-dressed women . . suggests the
simile of some gorgeous flower-bed, carefully gardened.

3. To supply with a garden or gardens, rare,

1865 Athenaeum No. 1945. 154/3 They were there superbly
housed and luxuriously gardened.

f 4. (See quot.) Obs. [So F. jardiner.']

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Garden a Hawk, .. is to
put her on a Turf of Grass to chear her.

Hence Gardenatole a., capable of being gardened.
1804 Coleridge Let. 21 Apr. (1895) II. 476 Above the

town, little gardens, .are scattered here and there, wherever
they can force a bit of gardenable ground.

Garden, obs. form of Guakdian.

t Ga*rdenage. Obs. Also 7 gardinage. [f.

Garden sb. + -age. Cf. F. jardinage.~\

1. The practice or employment of cultivating

a garden ; horticulture.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 12 There was no one thing, .lesse

subiect to the will and pleasure of Fortune and Casualtie,
than gardenage. Ibid. II. 28, I must not overpasse the
gardinage to them belonging. 1693 Evelyn Dc la Quint.
Compl. Gard. I. 89 Persons of Quality that divertise them-
selves there in Gardenage.

2. The produce of a garden
; garden-stuff.

1733 J. Tull Horse-hoing Husb. v. 19 The eating unwhole-
som Gardenage. 1816 J. Man Hist. Reading 147 This
street was appropriated to the sale of fish and gardenage.

Gardened (gaud'nd), ppl.a. [f. Garden^..
and v. *- -ED.

J

1. Cultivated like a garden.
1611 Cotgr., Iardine". gardened ; made into, or wrought as,

a Garden. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. x. 239 Earth, gardenM
all, a tenfold burden brings. 1867 Howells Hal. Joum.
307 Around Verona siretch those gardened plains of Lom-
bardy. 1883 Atlantic Monthly HI. 363 A gay gardened
meadow.
2. Furnished or covered with gardens.
1829 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 543 The hroomy

burn That wimpled on round gardenM villages. 1844 Mrs.
Browning Flower in Let. x, No flowers our gardened
England hath To match with these. 1862 H. M arkyat J 'ear

in Sweden II. 404 A long line of gardened houses.

Gardener (gaid'naj). Forms : 4-5 gardenere,
4-6 gardyner(e

;
4-8 gardiner, 1 garthyner(e,

6-S gardner, 4- gardener, [a. ONF. *gardinier
= OF. and mod. F. jardinier (12th c), f. gardin,
jardin-. see Garden' sb. and -Kit-. Cf. OHG.
gartindri (mod.G. garlner).~]

1. One who tends, lays out or cultivates a garden
;

spec, a servant employed to tend and cultivate a
garden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17270 + 227 Scho [marie] wend not it bad

bene he, hot a gardiner. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 661 An
ille tre may na gude fruyt here, And hat knawes ilk gude
gardynere. 1460 Towneley MySt. xxvi. 561 Say me, gar-
thynere, I the pray, If thou bare oght my lord away. 1601
Holland Pliny xx. v. 1 1. 41 The Syrians are great Gardiners,
they., bee most curious in gardening. 166* Wood Life
(O. H. S. 1 I. 462 [He] lived as a gardiner with a certaine
gentleman. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 11815") 2%2 t

I was
told, that almost all the gardeners of South Britain were
natives of Scotland. 1865 Rlskin Arrows ofChoc* (.1880)

II. 140, I have a gardener who .. sees me gather a bunch
of my own grapes without making a wry face.

fig. 1604 Shaks. Otk. I. iii. 324 Our Bodies are our Gardens,
to the which, our Wills are Gardiners. 16,. Howel (J.),
The gardener may lop religion as he please.

2. In names of plants : gardener's delight, eye,
Lychnis coronaria

;
gardener's garters ^sec quot.

1880).

1597 Gerabde Herbalu. cxx. § 2. 381 [The flowers of Rose-
campion 1 were called the Gardners delight, or the Gardners
eie. 1823 Corbett Petticoat T, I. 240 Would you like some
slips of apple ringy . . or gardener's garters, or bachelor's
buttons? 1880 Britten & Holland l'laut-n., Gardener's
garters, the striped garden variety ofPhalaris aruudinacea.

Hence Ga rdeiieress, a female gardener ; also,

a gardener's wife.

1647 W. Browne tr. Gomberviltfs Polexander 1. 182 The
fair Gardneresse, this while, held my arme. 1827 Carlvlf.
German Rom, III. 253, 270. 1893 Star 24 June 4/3 Good
situations are always ready for good gardenei esses. 1896
Daily Tel. 23 Jan. 5/3 The first gardeneress Eve.

Garclenership (gaud'nwjip). [f. Gardener
4- -ship.] t a. The art and practice of gardening

{obs.). b. The office of a gardener.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. I. Hi. i. 286 'Tis no wonder if we
slight the Gardenership, and think the manner of Culture a
very contemptible Mystery. 1864 Burton .Scot Abr. I. ii.

99 People spoke of the succession to the hereditary gardener-
ship of the lordship of Monteith.

Gardenery (gaud'neri). rare— 1
, [f. Gardener

+ -y :

*.J
The office or department of a gardener.

1892 Kirk Abingdon Ace. p. xxxvi, 79.J. yd. was trans-

ferred from the Pittancery to the Gardenery.

Gardenesque (gaud'niesk), a. [f. Garden sb.

+ -ESQOE ; after picturesque.] Partaking of the

character of a garden ; somewhat resembling a

garden or what belongs to a garden.

1838 Loudon Arboretum Brit., The expression of garden-
esque beauty, in individual trees differs from the picturesque,

in being . . at all times, regular or symmetrical. 1839 —
Rt'pton"s Landsc. Garden 1 1840) Introd. 8 This change has
given rise to a school which we call the Gardenesque ; the

characteristic feature of which is the display of the beauty
of trees, and other plants, individually. 1880 -1 Libr. Univ.
Knozvl. (N.Y.) XI. 306 [Boston Common 'public garden ']

is kept in gardenesque style as an arboretum and botanical

garden. 1881 Gard. Chron. No. 417. 816 An attempt to give

a sort of gardenesque character to a slope within view
of the Castle by planting dwarf hardy shrubs in a formal
arrangement of beds.

absol. 1896 Punch 29 Aug. 102/2 No, by heavens, let the

gardenesque perish Ere ever I axe that familiar old thorn !

Gardenful (gaud'nful). [f. Garden sb. +
-ful.] As many as a garden will contain.

1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 11. v, Like a great sunflower
pushing its way at the sun from among a rank gardenfull of

flaring companions.

Garden-ga'te. [f. Garden sb. + Gate stO]

1. A gate leading into a garden.
r 1400 Maundev. f 1839) xix. 210 Hesmytetheon the Gardyn

}ate with a Clyket of Sylver. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden)
22 The grete gardeyn gate. 1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 30
Turn Arcs of triumph to a Garden-gate. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xxix, A gig drove up to the garden-gate.

2 dial. Used as a name for various plants: Herb
Robert {Geranium A'obertianum^^the Pansy (Viola

tricolor)
i
and London Pride (Saxifraga umbrosd).

The fuller form is * Kiss-me-behind-the-garden-

gate* ( Britten & Holland).

Ga'rdenhood. nonce-wd. [f. Garden sb. +
-hood.] Garden-like character.

1769 H. Walpole Let, to Montagu n May (1857) V. 161

A covered passage all round the garden . . took oft" from the

gardenhood.

Garden-house, [f. Garden sb. + HorsE.]
1. Any small building in a garden ; a summer-

house.
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v, i. 212 This is the body That

.. did supply thee at thy garden-house In her Iiiiagin'd

person. 1678 Dryoi n Limberham 1. i, I was just coining

down to the garden-house. 17*7 D* For Secrets Invis. W.
,T 735' 25* Ai he was sitting alone in a Summer House M
we call it, or Garden-House, as they more properly call it

there [Leipsick]. i8zi Scott Kenilw. xx, Pointing to an
old ruinous garden-house.

b. dial, and U.S. A privy.

1886 Klworthv W. Somerset Word-bh., Garden-house,
a privy ; an out-door closet.

2. A dwelling-house situated in a garden ; a sub-

urban residence.

1607 Dfkker ft Werster Xorthward Ho 11. ii, Because

..to be pent up in a narrow lodging here i' the city may
offend her health, she shall lodge at a garden-house ofmine in

Moorfields. 1627 in Crt. <y Times Chas. /(1848) I. 243 Sir

Francis Barrington .. is gone out of the Marshalsea to a
garden-house in Southward. 1673 R. HiiADCantiugAcati.n
Having an occasion to go over to the bank-side, in a Garden
house. 1738 Birch Life Milton in M*$ Whs. I. 20 He .

.

took an handsome Garden House in Aldersgate-street. 1845
Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 133 Interspersed

with the garden-houses, or suburban retreats of the wealthy
merchants,

fb. In the early 17th c. often used for a house

kept for immoral purposes. Obs.

1607 Beai m. & Fl. Woman Hater n. 1, This is no garden
house, in my conscience, shee went forth with no dishonest

intent, a 1625 Fletcher Love's Cure ill. i, Thou shalt be
my Bawd. .Thy old wife [shall].. weare a hood, Nay keepe
my garden-house.

Gardenia (gaidrnia). [mod.Lat., f. the name
of Dr. Alex. Garden (died 179O, Vice-President

of the Royal Society.] A genus of trees and shrubs,

often spiny (N.O. Eubiacei<e n natives of the Cape
of Good Hope and of tropical Asia and Africa.

1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 934 The professor has agreed to

adopt this new genus by the name of Gardenia. 1863 Accock
Capit. Tycoon \. 76 But the gardinia [sic] and the camellia

flourish also. 1881 Mrs. C. Braed Policy 4- P. III. 38 The
strong scent of gardenias, .floated towards him.

Gardening (ga -id nig), vhl. sb. [f. Garden 7».

+ -lhG'.]

1. The action or occupation of laying out or

cultivating a garden ; horticulture.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 53 b, In these

parts they commonly begin their gardening, in the end of
Februarie. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. (1845) 57-8 A Stranger
to the Art of Gardening. 1762-71 H. Walpole Fertue's

A need. Paint. (1786) IV. 247 Gardening was probably one
of the first arts that succeeded to that of building houses.

1877 Mhs. Forrester Mignon I. 64 My nephew has done
the gardening single-handed the last five years.

flS- a XS77 Gascoigne Hearbes, Weedes, etc. Wks. (1587'

160 Gascoigns gardenings wherof were written in one end
of a close walke which he hath in his garden this discourse

following.

f 2. cotter. Grounds laid out as gardens. Obs.~x

1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2284/4 At Worksop, .is a large New
House to be Lett, with good Cellaridge, Stabling. Gardning,
and Land belonging to it.

3. altrib.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 53 b, Some devide
their Gardening time by the Moneths. 1587 Wills fy Inz:

I\l. C. (Surtees 1 860) 1 57'1'welve gardining shoviles 1 2/-. 1661

Ogilby His Majesty's Eutertainm. 30 All Sorts of Grafting,

and Gardening Tools. 1825 GobbettA*^. Rides 41 The
country presents a sort of gardening scene. i83oMissMit-
ford Village Ser. iv. (1863) 312, I may consider myself in

great luck to see what is called, in gardening language, ' so

grandashow'. 1850 Beck'sFlorist^ Gardening newspapers
..find their way into every circle where a flower is loved.

1861 Delamer Fl. Gard. 2 The gardening artist who, under
such circumstances . . fails to produce a pleasing . . effect,

is almost left without excuse. 1891 H. Herman His Angel
217, 1 had on my gardening suit. 1894 /' cstw. Gaz. 17 Sept.

3/3, I should like also to draw the distinction between
gardening classes and a gardening club.

Gardening (gaud'nirj),///. a. [f. Garden v.

+ -ing ^.] That gardens.

1647 W, Browne tr. Gomberinlle s Polexander 1. 183 In an

instant we saw a Gardning maiden become a Princess. 1822

Lamb Etta Ser. I. Dream Children, Now and then a solitary

gardening man would cross me. 1850 Beckys Florist 287 All

the gardening world used to talk of the 2000 varieties of

Roses grown by the Messrs. Loddiges.

Gardenist. noncc-ivd. [$. Gardk\ sb. 4- -ist .]

1762-71 H. Walpole I'erlne's Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV.

106 The domestic called a Gardiner .. will remain the

Gardiner, the projector I should propose to denominate a
Gardenist.

Gardenize (gaud'naiz),^. rare. [f. Garden sb.

+ -1ZE.] a. intr. To act as a gardener, b.

trans. To render like a garden. Alsoyi^.

1830 C. Mathews Mem. IV. iii. 61 A boor, whogardenizes

and milks. 1887 Voice (N.Y.) (1888) 5 Jan. 2 [GodJ has

promised that this world shall be gardenized and all evil

exiirpated. 1891 Graphic 24 Oct. 491/3 It is to be wished

something could be done in the way of ' gardenising *.

.

Trafalgar Square.

Gardenless (ga-jd'nU'-s), a. [f. Garden sb. +

-LKSS.] Destitute of gardens or of a garden.

1834 R. H. Frol-de Remains (1838) I. 367 Treeless fields

and gardenless houses. 1882 Harper's Mag. LXIV. 102

The town itself is made up of a scattering, gardenless col-

lection of log-cabins.

Gardeilly fga-jd'nli\ a. rare* 1
, [f. Garden .*/-.

i -LY 1
.] Appropriate to, or befitting, a garden.

/11819W. Marshall Rur.Ecou. (L.). The crop throughout

being managed in a gardenly manner.

Ga'rden-party. [f. Gardfn^. + Party.] A
party held on a lawn, or in a garden.

1869 Trolloi'E Phiueas Finn II*. Ixiv. 228 The Duke's

garden party was becoming a mere ball, with privilege for

the dancers to stroll about the lawn between the dances.

attrib. 1874 I.
D.HEATHO^w^/V^w^Thereisreally

no comparison'between it and what may appropriately be

called 'Garden-party Croquet'. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 25 June

2 '3 The garden party season is now beginning.

Ga-rden-pot. [f. Garden si. + Pot.]

+ 1. A watering-pot. Obs.

1580 HoLi-vitAND Treas. Fr. Toug, I'/ie Chautepleure, a

garden pot, a watering pot, the toppe of a Cesteme. 159 1

Sylvester Du Bartas 1. i. 368 Thence is't that Gnrden-

potB, the mOUth kept cln<e, Let fall no liquor at their sive-
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like nose. 1614 T. Adams DeviVs Banquet 32 The Garden-
pot, that holds water but whiles the thunibe is vpon it.

2. A pot containing a plant ; a flower-pot.
1808 I'/dl. Trans. XCIX. 175 When . . the fibrous roots of

trees are crowded together in a garden-pot, they are often
found lifeless in the succeeding spring, a 1845 Hood Sniffing
a Birthday xvi, My freehold's in the garden-pot.

Gardenship, obs. form of Guardianship.
Garden - stuff . [f. Garden sb. + Stuff.]

Plants grown in a garden ; vegetables for the table.

(11687 Petty Pol. Arith. vi. (1691) 96 The . . meliorating,
and multiplying several sorts of Fruits, and Garden-Stuff.

1755 Gen: I. Mag, XXV. 350 Cherries, peaches, pears, grain,
and garden-stuff of all kinds. 1828 Miss Mitfokd Village
Ser. in. (1863) 64 She sold bread, butcher's meat, and
garden-stuff, on commission.
attrib. 1849 Clough Amours tie Voy. in. 163, I am the

ox in the dray, the ass with the garden-stuff panniers.

Garderobe (gaudr<?"b). Now only Hist, Also

4, 7 garderob, 6 gardrop, 6, 9 gardrobe. [a. F.

garderobe ( = It. guarda-robba : in OXK. ivarde-

robe : see Wardrobe), f. garde-r to keep, Guard
+ robe Robe.] Properly, a locked-up chamber in

which articles of dress, stores, etc. are kept, a store-

room, armoury, wardrobe (occas. also the contents

of this); by extension, a private room, a bed-
chamber ; also a privy.

J333
_4 Durham MS. Cell. Roll, In ij lib. de Maces de

garderob. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) m The kingges
doughter .. made hym to be norisshed in her garderobe.
1470-85 Maloky Arthur v. x, I haue ben brought vp in the
garderobe with the noble kynge Arthur many yeres for to
lake hede to his armour. 15.. luv. A'. Wardrobe (1815)
145 margin, In Feb. 1567 six of thir peces was tint in the
K[ing's] gardrop at his death. 1606 Table Unprmted Acts
18 Jas. vl% An acquitance and discharge to the earle of
Dumbar of the Kings Jewels and garderob. 1837 Sir F.
Palgrave Merck. <y Friar'x. (1844) 24 'We have one of their
eggs, set in silver, in our garderobe '

: exclaimed John Vine
saulf, the cellarer. 1848 Lytton Harold 11. iii, ' Verily yes ;

vault, coffer, and garde-robe—stall and meuse—are well nigh
drained ', answered the monk. 1851 Turner Dom. Archil.
I. iv. 150 He built a new chapel, with a garderobe. 1856
Walbran Rifton, etc. 73 The walls of two spacious gard-
robes, communicating with the dormitory.
attrib. 1867 Murray's Guide Yorkshire 2S2 A chamber

with fireplace and garderobe seat.

t Garde-tramell. Obs. Also gard-traraell.
[f. F. garde-r to keep + tramail drag-net.] Some
kind of fishing apparatus. Also attrib.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 83 Bowstrynges casting
caltraps tallowe nettes for gard tramelles. Ibid. 87 Dise of
Iren— ij baskettes, Gardtramell Netts— ij drifattes. Ibid. 89
Levers—[ij]xij, Gardetramell Stakes—c, Paving rammers
of tymbre— iiij.

t Gardeviance. Obs. Forms: 5 gardevian/s,
-viant, -vyaunt, -vyan, -vya^u)ndes, -vyence,
gardiviance, gardyvyaus, 5 -6 gardevya^uunee,
6 gardefiance, -vianch, -viands, -viaunce,
-wiat, gardyvyaunce, guarde - viandes, 6-7
gardeviance, [f. F. garde-r to keep + viandc{s
meat(s.]

1. Originally, a safe for meat ; also, a chest for

holding valuables ; hence, usually, a travelling

trunk or wallet.

1459 in I'astou Lett. I. 484 Item, j gardevyaunt. i 1460

J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1202 Closynge cloos howse chest
&: gardevyan, for drede of congettynge. 1463 Maun. <y

llousch. Exp. (Roxb.) 152 To brynge home my lordys
gardevyence ffro London. 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks.
(Roxb.) 274 In a gardviande [my Lord has] a peir brigan-
dines, a plakart, ij. bavieres, [and] iij. peire ganteletz.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems xxxni. 40 Full mony instrument for
Mawchtir Was in his gardevyance. 155* Huloet, Bagge or
gardeuiaunce to put meat in, reticulum. 1579 TWYNE
Phisicke ag,st. Port. i. xxxvii. 51 a, There was a great
Guarde-uiandes or Chest, wherein was great store of trea-
sures. 1628 SlR R. Boyle Diary in Lismore Papers (1886)
II.290 This day I receaved..a gardeviance. .of usquabagh.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gardc-viaut, a Wallet for a
Soldier to put his Victuals in.

* 2. Used contemptuously :
' Baggage', ;

outfit '.

1563-83 Foxk A. <y M. 1070/1 Then [folowed]. .the monkes
. .with their glorious gardeuiance ofCrosses, Candle.-,tickes,
and Vergers before them. Ibid. 1418/1 The people . . began
..to set vp the pageants of S. Katherine, and of S. Nicholas
.

.
with their gaye gardeuiance and gray amices.

Gardevin, -vine (gaudovin, -vain). Sc. Also
gardyveen. [f. F. garde-r lo keep + vin wine.]

a. A big-bellied wine-bottle. Also attrib. b. A
case or closet for wine-bottles.
1805 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 375/2 Gardevin bottles .. left

behind by the besiegers. 1808 J. Mayne Siller Gun iv. 145
The Town-clerk. .Gar'd bring the great big gardevine, And
fdl the glasses. 1827 Blackiv. Mag. XXII. 607 Your purse,
your gardevin, and your tea-caddy, are continually exposed
to depredation. 1870 Ramsay Reiuin. vi. (ed. 18) 246
Gardyveen, Case for holding wine.

f Gardevisure. Her. Obs. [?f. 1\ garde-r to

keep, protect + vis sight + -UKK.] The visor of a
helmet.
1610 Guillim Heraldry vi. v. 265 This fashion of sidelong

Helmet and openfaced with gardeuisure [printed gardem-
sure] over the sight, is common to all persons of Nobility
vnder the degree of a Duke. 1739 in Coats Diet. Her.
1828-40 in Bekky Encycl. Her. I.

Gardeyn^e, obs. form of Garden, Guardian.
Gardnsh, obs. form of Garfish.
Gardian, -en, etc. : see Guard-.
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Gardin e, Gardin- : see Garden, Garden-.
tGa*rdnap. Obs, Forms: 5 ?gardenat, 6

? gardnett, gardnap, garnap(pe, -nep, -nop
[a. OK. gardenape, -nappe, f. garder to protect +
nappe cloth ; cf. Savenape. (The formsgardenat.
gardnett, may be due to an erroneous substitution
of natte mat for nappe cloth.)] A round piece of
wood or metal, a mat, or the like, placed under
dishes at table in order to protect the table-cloth.
14&9 A eta Dow, Cone. (183^1 31/1 A butter plait, agardenat,

a met ahnery. 1538 Aberdeen Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) Chargeour,
plate, deiche, gardnap, trunscour of tyne. 1556 Withals
Diet. {1568) 43V1 Agarnappe [ed. i6o2ganiap, 1608 gariK-p]
to be layed vnder the potte vpon the table, to saue the table
cloth cleane, basis. 1561 Extracts Aberdeen Reg. 11844)1.
336 Ane gardnett of tun. 1570 Levins Mar.ip. 169/28 A
gamop, basis poculi. 1573 Extracts Aberdeen Reg. (1848,1
II. 10 A gardnett of bras?..

Gardner, Gardning : see Gardener, -inc.

tGardon. Obs. [a. F. gardon.] A kind of
roach (Leuciscus zdus^.
1611 Cotgr., Siege, a seat, .also the fish Gardon.
Gardon, -oun, obs. forms of Guerdon.
tGa'rdy. Sc. Obs. Al?o7-9ga(i)rdie. An arm.
iS^l'ot-'GLAS^/iwmxLxi^He. . Hysgardy vphasbendyt

far abak, And threw the speir wyth all his fors and mycht.
1631 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 77 The Lord will .. send
one with a well-toothed, sharp hook, and strong gardies, to
reap His harvest, a 1670 Staluing Troub. Chas.I 11829)27
He. .had still a strong man upon ilk gardie, whether sleeping
or waking, a 1774 Fi.kgusson Poems 11807) 287 'Twas this
that braced the gardies stilT and Strang.. in ancient days.
1787 in Burns' Ivks. II. 105 Tak him by the gardie.

Gardyloo (gaidil/7*). Also 9 garde loo, jorde-
loo. [app. f. a pseudo-Fr. phrase gare de feme
* beware of the water

'
; in correct Fr. it would be

gare fcau.] A warning cry uttered (in old Edin-
burgh) before throwing dirty water from the win-
dow into the street. To make the gardyloo: to

throw the dirty water out.

[1768 Sterne Sent. Jount. H782) 48/2 It comes against
you without crying ' garde d'eau !

'] 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. II. 227 The whole cargo is flung out of a back window
. . and the maid calls gardy loo to the passengers. 1808
Jamieson, Jordcloo. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvii, She had
made the gardyloo out of the wrang window. Ibid, xxxviii,
The overwhelming cataract of her questions, which burst
forth with the sublimity of a grand gardyloo. 1858 Ramsay
Reiuin. Ser. 1. (i860) 260 The wellknown cry which preceded
the missile and warned the passenger was Garde loo !

Gardyn(e, -er(e: see Garden, -er.

Gardyng, obs. form of Carding, Garden.
t Gare, sb.1 Obs. Fonns : 1 gar, 3 gore, 3-4

gare, (3 Lay. gaere\ [OF. gar str. masc. —OS.,
OHG. ^MHG/, ger

K mod.Ger. revived in archaistic

use as gehr, ger), ON. geir-r, Goth. *gais (only
found in proper names, as Hario-gaisus) :—OTeut.
*gaizo-z. ^The Goth. gairu <jKoKo\f/ is unconnected.)
The word was also in use among the Celtic peoples
;hence Olrish gdt\ gae. ga masc, from *gaiso), and
was known to the Greeks and Romans {Or.yaiaov,
yaiaos, also Yaiaarcu Celtic mercenaries armed with
this weapon; L. gfvsttW. To the stem *g/iaiso~

belongs also Gr. xaios j Xa * ov shepherd's staff. The
root %ghai- perh. appears also in OE. £v^/Goai>:—
*ghai-ta.'] A spear or javelin.

Bemvulf (Z.) 1847 ^'f ba:t SegangeS bait 5e gar nime'5.

riooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) liv. [Iv.] 21 Hi word hira wel ^e -

smyredon..eft ^ewurdon. .scearpe garas [Is.jacula]. < 1205
Lav. 27540 He heold on his honde amne gare [c 1275 one
spere] swuSe stronge. c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 3458 Dead oolen,
wi3 stones stamen Or to dead wi5 goren dra^en [L. con-
fodicturjaculis, Exod. xix. 13].

b. wrongly used for 'sword'.
C1330 Amis. <y A/uil. 1353 Thai fight gan, With brondes

bright and bare. .The steward sinot to him that stounde..
With his grimly gare. a 1400 Isumbras 452 He sprange als
any sparke one glede With grymly growndyne gare.

tGare, i*.a Obs. rare. Also 7 gaer. [An
altered form of Gere.] A sudden and transient fit

of passion. ? Also in Comb, gare-brained a. dial.

(see quot. 1674-91). Hence (?) Garish a. dial.

(see quot. 1674-91).
1606 Warnkk Alb. Eng. xvi. cii. 11612) 404 But if* shall

one, els honest, erre through choler, vrg'd abuse, Or casually,
their grudge or gaer admit no termesof truse. 1609 Holland
Aium. Marcell. xxxj. viii. 412 The whole multitude, .set
upon a furious and mad mood, hastened in a fell and cruell
gare [L. animisque coneita truculentis] to trie the utmost
hazard of battaile. Ibid. xxxi. xii. 421 The Eniperour in a
certain gare [other copies of the same ed. have geare] and
violent heat made hast to encounter them. 164a Rogers
Naaman 300 In a gare and heat, they will runne, ride and
take any paines; but only .so long as the pang holds.
1674-91 Ray S. $ E. C. Words 99 Gare-brain'

d

; very
heedless.. Garish is the same, signifying one that is as
'twere in a fright, and so heeds nothing.

t Gare, «*.« Obs. [a. AF. gare = OF. gard,
Jart.] (See quot.)

1542 Gt. Abridgem. Stat. s.v. Wolles, That no denyzen or
foren make any refuse of wolles but cot gare & vyllayn [1358
Act. 1 Edw. Ill, c. 8 Sinoun cot, gare, & vileine tuson]. 1607
Cowull luterpr., Clare is a course wooll full of staring
haires, as. .groweth about the. .shankes of the sheepe. 1721
in Bailey; and in later Diets.

tGare, *M Obs. rare~\ [?ad. L. garurn
pickle.]

GARGALIZE.
1562 Turner Herbal n. 66 The most part vse Basil and

eate it with oyl & gare sauce for a sowle or kitchen.

Gare (g/r), a. Sc. Also gair. [a. ON. gprr,

S^rr -> Serr -> g&w (:—*gar?vti-), also written geyrr.
ready, prone to (with gen.) = 0]L.gearo,gearu (ME.
jare Yaue), OS. guru, OHQ.garo (MUG. gare,

gar) ready. The change of meaning from 'ready'
to 'eager', 'sharp*, 'covetous' is also found with
Yare in northern dialects.]

1 1. Ready ; sharp, keen. Obs.
^5 13 Douglas /Eueis vi. xiv. 30 With hedmg swerd, baith

felloun, scherp, and gair.

2. trans/. Eager, covetous, desirous of wealth
;

miserly.

1719 Ramsay Ep. to Hamilton iii. 75 Thy raffan rural
rhyme sae rare, .gar^ fowk gae gare To ha'e them by them.
1788 PlCKBN Poems 114 Gair bodies a', now mak yer mane,
Auld honest Harry's dead and gane. a 1810 Tannahii i.

Poems 11846) 13 Thy Mither's gair and set upon the war!.
1822 Galt Sir A. Wylie I, xxv. 227 He's a wee gair,
I alloo.

II Gare (ga.t\ v. imp. Also 8 gar. [a. Y.garc
imperative of garer= OF. garir, guarir, ad. Teut.

*warfan (Goth, warjan, OIIG., OS., OE. werian
to defend.] A cry of warning : Lookout! beware!
Also as simple imperative : Take care.

1653 Lri^uhart Rabelais 1. xxvii, He hurried therefore
upon them so rudely, without crying gare or beware, that
he overthrew them like hogs. 1705 Vanbkuch Con/ed. iv.

i, Hark ! some body comes. Gar [ed. 1893 Gare] there, the
enemy. 1896 C. Dick Ways World 35 She will e'en under-
take ' interviewing', BuI^ty how your secrets she gleans.

Gare, var. Gair Sc. ; obs. form of Gak v.

Gare, Sc. and north, form of Gore sb.

Garefish, obs. form of Garfish.
Gare-fowl (ge»ufaul). Also 7, 9 gairfowl.

[ad. ON. geir-fugl = Faroese gorfuglur, Sw. gar-

fogel, Da. (from led.) geirfitgL Hence also Gael.
gearbhal garcfowl, and r'.gorfou a sort of penguin.
The meaning of the first part of the compound is

uncertain.] The great auk {Alca impennis).
[e 1549 ? Munro in Sibbald De Animalibus Scotix 22 Avis

Gare dicta, Corvo Marino Similis, ovo maximo.] 1698 M.
Martin Voy. Kilda (1749' 25 Gair-fowl. .above the Si-^e of
a Solan Goose, of a black Colour. 1802 G. Montagu
Oruith. Diet. (1833) i83 Gairfowl. A name for the Awk.
1863 Kingslkv Water Bah. 264 Then we shall not be sorry
because we cannot get a gairfowl to stuff. 1894 Newton in

Athenaeum 3 Mar. 281/3 Imagination has long had a large
share in the accounts given of the garefowl or great auk.

Gareisoun, obs. form of Garriso>\
Gareland, obs. form of Garland.
f Garence, ? var. Garavance, Calavance. Obs.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Sun'ey 1. vii. 14 Panick,

Arnilcorne, Spelt-corn, Garences, Dewgrasse, Jobs-teares,
Comin-seede, Annise-seede.

Garesone, -oun, obs. forms of Garrison.
Garet(te, -teer, obs. ff. Garret, -eer.

t Garfangle. Obs. rare. Also 5 garfangyl.
[app. f. Gahe sb.'1 + */angle, deriv. of Fang; cf.

MDw.gaerfang, OFris. gerfong (East Yx\%.gerfonk),

MLG. gdrfank.1 A fish-spear ; also Comb.
y
as

garfangle- hook.
c 1440 Tromp. Parv. 1 86/2 Garfangyl, or elger, anguillaria,

anguillare. 1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arb. Garner III.

642 This Garfangle-hook is an ashen plant six or eight feet
long ; with an iron hook, like a boat hook, at the end of it.

Garfish (ga'jfij). Forms : 5 garfysshe, 6
garefish, 7 garre-, 8 gair-, 9 gur;d)-, guard-, 7-
garfish. See also Gar sb. [app. f. Gare sb.l +
Fish, in allusion to its long sharp nose.] A fish

{Belone vulgaris) with a long spear-like snout,

called also green-bone, horn-fish, sea-pike, etc. In
America and Australia the name is given to other
fishes of similar form, e.g. to various species of
Lepidosteus and Hemirhamphits.
(.1440 Pro/up. Parv. 247/1 Horn keke, fysche (S. home

stoke ; P. hornkek, or garfysshe). 1577 Harrison England
111. iii. (1878) ti. 21 Of the long sort are congers, eeles, gare-
fish, and such other of that forme. 1611 Cotgr., Orphic,
the Hornebeake, Hornekecke, Piper-fish, Garre-fish. 1699
L. Wai-er Voy. 126 There is another sort of Fish on the
North-Sea Coast, Which our Sea-men call Gar-fish . . They
have a long Bone on the Snout, .and 'tis very sharp at the
end. 1756 P. Brownj-: Jamaica (1789) 443 The Gar-Fish.
Both the jaws of this fish are long and slender, and furnished
with sharp conic teeth. 1810 P. Neill List of Fishes 16

(Jam.) Esox Lucius, Sea-pike ; Gar-pike ; Guard-fish. 1850
Clutterbuck Port Phillip iii. 44 In the bay are large
quantities of . . guard-fish. 1854 Badhah Halieut. 304
Those singular green bones of the spine which are peculiar
to the gar-fish. 1890 Boldrewood Miner's Right xxxviii.

336, I wonder if they have got any of those delicious garfish

for us.

attrib. 1775 Romans Florida 96 They make them
frequently undergo scratching from head to foot through
the skin with broken glass or gar fish teeth.

+ Ga'rgalize, v. Obs. rare. [var. Gargarize,
prob. due to confusion with Gargle.] To gargle.
1605 Makston Dutch Courtezan in. i. E ij a, He gargalize

my throate with this Vintner, and when I have don with
him, spit him out. 1611 Cotgr., Gargarizer, to gargle, to
gargalize [sic : but under all the related words (5 instances)
Cotgr. uses the form gargarizc\.
Garganet, obs. form of Carcanet. rare-1

.

1583 Stanyhcbst Mtuis 1. (Arb.) 39 Thee pearle and gould
crowns too bring With garganet heauye.
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GARGANEY.
Garganey (ga'Jgani). Forms: 7gargane, (8-9

gargaxiy;, 7- garganey. [Taken from Gesner
Hist. Anim. (1555) 111. 127, who gives garganey
(sic) as the It. name used about Bellinzona ; the
dim. garganello, he says, was in Italy applied to

various other birds of similar appearance.] A
species of teal {Anas qucrqnedula).
1668 Wilkin's Real Char. 11. v. g 4. 156 To the Teal-kind

should be reduced that other fowl, of the like shape and
bigness . . called Gargane. 1678 Ray Willughby's Qrnith.

377 The Gargaoey ..In bigness it something exceeds the
common Teal. ^766 Pennant Zool. (1776) II. 512 Garganey
.. in many places these birds are called the Summer Teal.
1863 Kingslev Water Bab. 269 The birds began to gather
at Allfowlsness . . harelds and garganeys, smews and
gooseanders. 1876 Smilrs Sc. Natur. xiii. (ed. 4) 259 The
Teal, the Garganey. .and the Eider Duck visit the loch
occasionally in Winter.

t Garga'ntua. Obs. Also 6-7 Garagantua.
[The name of the large-mouthed voracious giant

in Rabelais.] A giant. Also attrib.

1571 Goloing Calvin on Ps. Ixxiii. 8 Gyantes, or one-eyed
Gargantuas. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 164 Xow riseth vp
this Gargantua, and will proue . . that one bodie may be in

another. 1598 B, Jonson Ev. Man in Hunt. 11. i, I'll go
near to fill that huge tumbrel-slop uf yours with somewhat,
an I have good luck : your Garagantua breech cannot carry
it away so. [1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. lit, ii. 238 You must
borrow me Gargantuas mouth first.] 1651 Randolph, etc.

HeyJorHonestyu.v, Mine are all diminutives. Tom Thumbs;
not one Colossus, not one Gargantua among them.

Hence + Gargantuan a., enormous, monstrous
;

also Combn as gargantuan-bellied adj. ; Gargan-
tuism, ?an extravagant idea ; Garg-a ntuist, one
who resembles Gargantua.
1593 Harvkv Pierce's Supererog. Wks. (Grosarti II. 224

Pore I . . that am matched with such a Gargantmst, as can
deuoure me quicke in a sallat. 1596 Nashe llaue withyou
Wks. (Grosarti III. 49 This Gargantuan bag-pudding. 1619
Pcrchas Microcosmus x.wii. 267 His Gargantuan bellyed-
Doublet with huge huge sleeves. 1630 Randolph Panegyr.
to Shirley's Grate/. Serv. A iij, My ninth lasse affords No
lycophronian buskins nor can straine Garagantuan lines to
Gigantize thy veine. 1866 Carlylb Remin. (1881' I. 146
While his wild home-grown Gargantuisms went on. 1893
Curwen Hist. Booksellers 276 Bogue's small venture stood a
poor chance against enterprise of this gargantuan scale.

II
Gargareon. Anal. Obs. rare. [med.L., a.

Gr. yapyap<wv.'\ The uvula.
l(>53 Urquhabt Rabelais 1. xlii, The fore-part of the

throat called the gargareon. 1671 Blagkave Astro/. Physic
145 The defect lay wholly in the Uvula or Gargarean [sic],

t Gargarise. Obs. Also 6 gargarice, -yce,

gargrise. [f. Gakgakize v.] A gargle.

1533 Elvqt Cast. Helthe 11541I 82 a. Taken very hole in

a gargarise is right convenient. 1547 Boorde Brev, Health
cxix, Vse diuers tymes sternutations with gargarices. 1606
Breton Ourania D, To giue a vomit clister or Gargarise :

Marking the Signe wherein faire Phoebe lyes. 1610 Barroegh
Meth. Physick \. xvii. (1639) 28 After you may particularly
purge the head with gargarises and sternutations.

Gargarism (ga-jgarU'm). ?Obs. Forms: 5-7
gargarisme, 6 -izme, -ysme, -ysyne, 7 garger-
isme, 6-8 gargarism. [ad. L. gargarisma, a. Gr.
*yapyapt<jpa, f. yapyapi<\tiv to gargle, of onomato-
poeic formation. Cf. K. gargarisme, Sp. and It. gar-
garismo. In mod. usage replaced by Gargle sb.J

1. A gargle.

1398 Trevisa Barlh. De P. R. vu. xxv. 11495^ 242 Teeth
that wagge ben fastnyd wyth Ensence and Mastyk and
therto helpyth Gargarismis, c 1400 Eau/ranc's Cirurg. 209
If be enpostym l>e in a mannes moub, ban bou schalt make
him no gargarisme. 1561 Bllleyn De/. agst. Sickness,
Compounds ' 1579) 35 b. How prepare you a Gargarizme or
washing Gurgle, for the Mouth and Throate? 1621 Hikton
Auat. Mel. 11. iv. n. iii. (1651) 382 Such as are not swallowed,
but only kept in the mouth, are Gargarisms used commonly
after a purge. 1783 C. Bryant Flora Dixt. 296 An excellent
gargarism for sore mouths.

fig- *59» G. Harvey Pierces Super. 138 What honest
mynde or Civill disposition is not accloied with these
noisome and nasty gargarismes. 1613 Wkhstkk White
Devil 11. i, Let me embrace thee, toad, and love thee, O thou
abominable loathsome gargarism. 1639 Davenani Salmac.
Spolia Dram. Wks. 1872 II. 316 A Gargarism of Florio's
first-fruits, Diana de monte Major., to make a sufficient

linguist without travelling. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. I). (1851)
178 Such a scholastical burre in their throats, as hath .

.

crackl their voices for ever with metaphysical gargarisms.

2. A disease of the throat, which attacks swine.
Prob. a learned substitution for Garget 2 or Gak<;il-.
1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts (1658) 530 Of the Gargarisme.

This disease is called by the Latines, Raucedo, and by the
Grecians, Branchos, which is a swelling about their chaps,
joyned with Keaver and Head-ache. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 182/1 Gargarism.

Gargarize (gaugaraiz', v. 'tObs. Also 6-8
gargarise, 6 gargrise. [ad. L, gargarizare, ad.

Gr. yapyapifatv to gargle ; also adopted in F.

gargariser, Sp. gargarizar, It. gargarizzare. The
modern word is Gaugle.]
1. trans. To wash or cleanse (the mouth or throat;

with a gargle.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1539) 86a- ' l is. .very holsome
to gargarise the mouthe and brest with hony water. 1600
W. Vaughan Direct. Health 116331 49 In this sort it may be
taken, .to gargarize the mouth of the reume. 17x5 Bkaoi.ky
Ant Diet. s.v. Mouth, Drink of it and gargarise your
Mouth every Morning and after Meals therewith.
trans/ 1719 Hamilton Ep. to Ramsay 1. 55 Wi' wine

we'll gargarize our craig.
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2. To gargle, or use (a liquid) as a gargle for

cleansing the mouth and throat.

1578 Lyie Dodocns 1. xx. 32 The decoction of this herbe
in wine gargarised, doth purge the head from naughtie

,
fleume. 1634 R. H. Salernes Regim. 144 If the patient

I

receive the smoke, -at the mouth, and after gargarise Wine
I

into the throate.

3. intr. To perform the action of gargling.
1569 R. Androse tr. Alexis 1 Secr.w. l 43 With the sayde

water, .cause the sicke person to gargarise, and he shall be
hole. 1589C0GAN Haven Health 1,(1612)6 With the same.

.

you may gargarize or guddle in your throate. 1658 A. Fox
Wurtz' Surg. II. ix. 79 Let the patient gargarize twice or
thrice a day as occasion serveth.

HenceGa rgarizingzV>/. j£. , the action ofgargling.
1533 Elyot Cast. Heltlie iv. ii. (1541) 82 Gargarising if it

be not discretly used, may do more harme than good. 1610
Barbough Meth. Physick 1. v. 11639) 8 Gargarising and

,
sneesing may be used in time convenient.

Gargel^l, obs. form of Gaikjoyle.

t Garget K Obs. rare. Also 4 gargaz, gargat.
[a. OF. gargate, garguette (both forms are found in

mod. dialects) ^lt. gargatta, Sp. and Vg.garganta.
; It is doubtful whether these can be connected with

F. gorge: see GahgilI, Gargoyle.] The throat.

13. . A'. Alts, 3636 Of Grece he smot a baroun . .Thorugh
the gargaz [MS. Land garget] and the gorger. c 1386
Chaucer Nuns Pr. T. 515 The fox stert up at oones, And
by the garget [v.r. gargat] hente Chaunteclere.

Garget- (g&*Jget). Also 8-9 gargut. [perh.

a special use of prec, originally denoting a disease

of the throat, the other senses being derived from
this. Cf. Gargil-.]
1. An inflamed condition of the head or throat in

cattle and pigs.

1587 Mascall Govt, Cattle (1627) 267 The garget is . . a
swelling and inflamation in the throat, behinde the iawes of
the hogge. 1639 T. DE Gkey Coiupt. Horsent. 61 It..
causeth oft times fleshy stuffe like to the garget to grow m
his throat. 1725 Bhauley/Viw. Diet, s.v., As for the Garget
in the Head and 'throat . .it's a Cousin German to the Mur-
rain, for the Cattle will swell and be puck'd under their

Jaws like rotten Sheep. 1736 Bailey iiouseh. Diet. 297
The Gargut or blood in Swine . . It shews itself almost like

a fever in swine, by their staggering in their gate, and their

loathing their meat. 1797 W. Gkeen in A. Young Agric.
Suffolk Q5 Turnips are apt to give them [calves] the garget,
by which they very commonly die. 1808 Curwen Econ.
Feeding Stock 188, I had the mortification to find the
greater part of them 'cattle] attacked by the garget.

b. A simitar disease in poultry.

1817 Sporting Mag. L, 261 The roup, the gargut and the
murrain, are terms often applied indiscriminately to the
diseases of fowls.

2. Inflammation in a cow's or ewe's udder.
1725 BradlkV Fam. Diet, s.v, Adder's tongue ointment,

It's, .a most sovereign and excellent Remedy, .for any hard
Swellings, .and particularly very good for a Garget in a
Cow's Bag. 1849 SteI'HESS Book 0/Farm (ed. 2' I. 607 /i
The only complaint the ewe . . is subject to is inflammation
in the udder, or udder-clap, or garget. 1880 Xczu Virginians
I. 53 An infusion, .is used as a fomentation for cows afflicted

with garget.

3. trans/. ?L\\<\Jig. A distemper, plague. To run
of (or on) a garget : to become diseased.

1615 T. Adams Sacri/ fhank/uln. 18 The Drunkard is

without a head, the Swearer hath a Garget in his throat.

I

— Mystical Bedl. II, 56 If it were granted, that the

Couetous were madde, the world it selfe would runne of a
garget : for who is not bitten with this madde dogge? 1616
— Dis. Soule viii. 31.

4. Short for garget-plant.

1788 M. Cutler in Ft/e, Jruts. $ Corr. (1888) I. ix. 422
Garget, sow-thistle, etc. 179a Belknap Hist. Neiv Hamp$h,
III. 125 The Garget is a valuable plant.

5. Comb.\ garget-plant U.S., the Virginian

poke-weed {Phytolacca decandra)
;

garget-root
dial., the root of Helleborusfatidus, or bear's foot.

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk Gloss. (E. D. S.)Gargut-root.
1882 Garden 13 May 326/3 The Poke Weed . . the farmers
around here call.. Garget plant.

tGargil 1
. Obs, rare. Also 6 gargill. 7-8

gargle. |ad. OF. gargottille * the weesle, or weason

of the throat ' (Cotgr.), perh. connected with h.gur-

,
gulio ; sec Gahgle and Gahgovlk.] The gullet.

1558-^8 Wakluc tr. Alc.vW Seer. 29 b, A verie exquisite

remedie against the disease called in Latine angina

I

. . whiche is an inflammation of the Muscle of the inner

Gargill. 1559 Mohwvng Fvouy/n. 146 Evyll distilla-

cions, whiche, onles a man finde remeadye for, oftentimes
the gargil is wasted. 1609 C. Bi 1 LKI hem. Mou. (1634) 168.

163a Shkbwoou, The gargle of the throte, gargottille. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kerseyi, Gargle, the Gullet of the Throat.

Gargil-. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 7 gargell,

-gill, -g>ll, 7~S gargil, 8 gargol, 7-y gargle,

[f. prec. : cf. Gauuut 1
.]

1. A disease in cattle and pigs, attacking the head
and throat ; a distemper, murrain.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 216 The same is holden to be

good for to heale the Squinancy or Gargle in swine. 1639
T. M Gkky Compl. Horsem. 277 The pestilence or plague
..some doe call it the murraine, others the garget, others
the gargill. 1707 Moktimkk Husb. 187 For the Gargol in

Hogs. The signs of which are, hanging down of the Head
. .moist Eyes, staggering, and loss of Appetite.

b. A similar disease in geese.

1614 Markham Cheap Husb. vrr. .wi. (1668) 121 For the
. . infirmities in Geese, the most and worst they are subject
unto is the Gargil. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piccc 111. 510 The
Gargil is a great Stopping of the Head in Geese.

GARGLE.

2. An inflamed condition of the udder in co\vs\

c 1760 PhGGE Dcrbicisms (E. D. S. 78), Gargle, a distemper
incident to cows, when they give bad milk, and have knots
in the paps. 1886 Chester Gloss., Gargle, an inflammation
in a cow's udder, known to veterinary surgeons as Mam-
mitis.

Gargil (1 e, obs. forms of Gakgoyle.
t Gargilon. Obs. rare. Forms : 4gargiloun,

gargulun, 5 gargilon. [a. OF. gargnillon i the

pipe or throat-pipe, whereby meat passeth into the

stomach or craw of birds ' (Cotgr.), app. not re-

corded in the technical sense to which it is con-

fined in English; f. gargottille throat. Cf. med.
L. gargalion-em.'] The gullet or oesophagus of

a deer.

The explanation in quot. 1696 is evidently a mere guess.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 508 He ti?t be mawe on tinde And eke

be gargiloun. 13. . Gaw. «V Gr. Knt. 1335 pay gryped to J>e

gargulun, &. graybely departed pe wesaunt fro be wynt-hole,

it wait out |>e guttez. i486 Bk. St. Albans Evij b, Off
the nomblys of the hert . . How mony endys ther shall be
hem with nine.. but 0011 thyk nor thynne And that is bot
the Gargilon. And all theys oder crokes and Roundulis
bene. [1696 Phillips ied. 5), Gargilon, an old Term in

Hunting for the chief Part of the Heart in a Deer. 1721-
1800 in Haii.ly.J,

Gargle .ga'ig'l), sb. [f. Gargle v.]

1. Any liquid used for gargling (see Gargle v.

'.»)•
.. . .

1657 W* Colls Adam in Eden vii. 16 Gargles likewise

are made with Sage, Rosemary [etc.], 1709 StbBLS fatter
No. 94 r 5 When it is used as a Gargle, it gives Volubility

to the Tongue. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (17901 675
Gargles have the best effect when injected with a syringe.

i8a6SvD. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 81 Our apothecaries rushing
about with gargles and tinctures. 1877 Roberts Handbk.
Med. (ed. 3' I. 157 Sore throat is best relieved by the use

of some mild gargle.

fig. 1844 S. C. Hall Ireland 1 1. 451 Such a Pierian gargle

as ' strange straggling steers struggled in strenuous strife '.

2. slang, a. (See quot. i860.) b. A drink, or

draught of liquor.

i860 Slan>> Diet., Gargle, medical student Slang for physic.

1889 Sporting Times 3 Aug. 3/1 ( Farmer) We're just going
to have a gargle—will you join us?

Gargle vga-ig'l -v. Forms: 6gargil(l,6-gargle*;

Pa. t. and pa. pple. 6 gargalled, -geld, -goled,

-guled, 7 gargl d, 7- gargled, [ad. F. gar-

gouiller ' to gargle or gargarize ; also, to rattle in

the throat ' (Cotgr.\ f. gargouille throat : cf.

Gakgil '. See also Gurgle v.

In It. both gargagliare and gorgogliare are found, and
the Rom. and Teut. languages present a series of words
in garg-, gorg; gurg-, which refer to the throat or to

gurgling noises produced in it. Diez supposes the vowel of
V. gargouille, gargat 'e, etc. to be due to the influence of

L. gargnrhare upon words with original o, as F. gorge. It.

gorgia, It. & Sp. g'orga, but less definite causes were prob.

at work in the whole range of these forms. In modern
E"g. gargle has supplanted the older Gahgarizk, perhaps
because it was more native in form, and was felt to be more
expressive of the sound produced by the action.]

1. trans. To hold ( a liquid)suspended and rattling

in the throat, esp. for therapeutic purposes. ?Obs.

1527 Andrew Brunswykc's Distyll, Waters A iij b, The
same water hike warme dronke and gargoled in the throte

in the mornynge, withdryveth the payne of the throte. 1578

Lyte Dodoens 1. xlviii. 70 The iuyce of this herbe gargeld,

or gargarised, healeth all inflammations. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden xliii. 75 The decoction of mint gargled in

the mouth, cureth the Gums and Mouth that is sore. 1741
Compl. Fam.-Piece it. i. 55 Let the Patient gargle this as

often as need requires.

transj. 1804 C. B. Brown tr. Volney's I'iew Soil U. S.

354^ They will.. gargle their beloved cup, to enjoy the taste

of it longer.

2. To wash (the throat or mouth) with a liquid

held suspended in the throat.

1616 Surkl. & Markh. Country Farmc 45 Wash and
gargle your teeth with the decoction of ground Yuie made
in Wine. 1693 Salmon Bates' Disp. (1713)674/1 You are

to wash the Teeth, and gargle the Mouth and Throat
therewith. 1763 J. I'rown Poetry $ Mus. xi. 192 They (the

Roman Actors] gargled the Throat with a Composition

tiroper for the Purpose. 1803 ..lAv/. Jrnl. X. 381 He gargled
lis mouth with concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids.

1884 Pall Mall G. 16 Feb. 4 Each bather gargles mouth and
throat with cold aromatized water.

3. Jig. a. To litter with a sound as ofgargling.

1635 Wallkr To Henry Dawes 26 Those which only
warble long, And gargle in their throats a song. 1719
Fenton /'rot. to Southernc's Spartan Dame. So charm'd
you were, you ceas'd awhile to doat On Nonsense, gargl'd

in an Ennuch's Throat. 1779 Sheridan Critic 1. i, The
signors and signoras . . sliding their smooth semibreves.and
garbling glib divisions in their outlandish throats. 1817

J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 267 A military man would
gargle a sacre out of his throat.

t b. To read (a book) superficially, -without

digesting its contents. Obs.
1658 Osborn Adv. Son (1673I 8 A few books well studied,

and throughly digested, nourish the understanding more,
than hundreds but gargled in the mouth. 1670 Eachard
Cont. Clergy to Having gargl'd only those elegant books at

school, this serves them instead of reading them afterward.

4. intr. To perform the act ofgargling.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 122 If one gargle with it.it staies

the Vvula from falling. 1693 Salmon Bates' Disp. (1713)

688/1 Dissolve a little of it in Red or Claret Wine, and
gargle therewith. 1891 Chambers'1 Rncycl. VIII. 536 In
more severe cases the patient may gargle frequently with

hot water.



GARGOLETTE. 57 GARLAND.
b. trans/. To make a noise in the throat, as in

gargling.
1861 N. Davis Carthage 33 A camel, .gargling as it were

with rage at their extreme laziness.

f C. To make a gurgling sound. Obs.
i63i Cotton Wond. /W(ld 4) 28 The Spring, .forc'd on

still to more precipitous hast, By the succeeding streams,

lyes Gargling there# 1727 Boyer Diet. Angl.-Fr., To
Gargle (as a purling stream does), gazoiuller.

d. slang. To drink, 'liquor up 1

. (CCGarouB^.)
1889 Snorting; Times 3 Aug. 5/5 (Farmer) We gargled.

1891 Morn. Advert. 2 Mar. (Farmer), It's my birthday ;

let's gargle.

Hence GaTgling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 68 The gargling of the same
in the throte, doth help the disease called the squince. 1580
Hollyband 'Treas. Fr. Jong, Gargouillement, a gargling.

1727 Buyer Diet. Angl.-Fr. s.v., The Gargling (or Purling)
of a Stream. Ibid., A gargling (or warblingi Brook. 1753
N. Torriano Gnngr. Sore Throat 10 A kind of rattling in

the Breast, like that made in the Throat by gargling.

Gargle, var. Gaugil- ; obs. f. Gargoyle.
Gargoill, obs. form of Gargoyle.
Gargol, obs. form of GARGIL -, Gargle.

II Gargolette. rare— 1
, \vl.Y . gargoulette

,
perh.

dim. of gargoule, gargouille a gargoyle.] An
earthen vessel, used to cool water by evaporation.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 113 Thin Vessels made of

black earth, the which are pierced in the neck ; they call

them Gargolettes.

Gargo(u n, obs. form of Jargon.
Gargoyle (ga'igoil). Forms: 5 gargulye,

-guile, -goill, -goylj -gayle, pi. gargouys, 5-6
gargyle, 6 -gylle, -gille, -gelle, gargle, (gar-

gyne', 6-7 gargel, -gil, 7 gargile, 5, 9 gargoyle,
9gurgoyl(e. (gurgayle). [a. OF. gargouille (also

gargonle, gatgole, recorded in 13th c.) = Sp, gar-
gola ; app. a special sense of gargouille throat (cf.

Gahgil 1

, Gargle v.)
t

from the water passing
through the mouths of the figures. The form
gurgoyle is perhaps due to the influence of med.L.
gurgulio.

\

1. A grotesque spout, representing some animal
or human figure, projecting from the gutter of a
building (esp. in Gothic architecture), in order to

carry the rain-water clear of the walls.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy.u. xi, And euery hous keuered

was with lede And many gar^oyl, and many hidous hede.
t 1440 Promp. Parv. 186/2 Gargulye, yn a walle, gorgona,
gurgulio. 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 511 Out of the Mouthes
of certain beasies or gargels did runne red, white, and claret
wine. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 552 His inuention it was to set
vp Gargils or Antiques at the top of a Gauill end, as a finiall
to the crest tiles. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 66 It is also of
excellent use to Statuaries, for making Moddels, Gargills,
or Anticks. 1847 Handbk. Engl. Ecclesiolo^y 185 Gur-
goyles. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. i, The spouts and gargoyks
of these towers. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 81 A rusty
iron chute on wooden legs came flying, like a monstrous
gargoyle, across the parapet.

fig. 1864 Miss Yonge Trial II. 233 Ethel here has too
much sense; and that's what makes her such a dear old
gurgoyle. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. iii, This old gaping
gurgoyle [said of a priest]. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 841
Browning .. habitually uses it for this purpose—to carve
verbal gurgoyles, grotesque figures of speech.

b. transf. A projection resembling a gargoyle.
1887 Hall Caine Deemster ii. (1888^ 9 A tall brass candle-

stick with gruesome gargoyles carved on the base.

2. attrib., as gargoyle-face, -head; -faced adj.
1528 Roy Rede Me (Arb.) 54 What is it to se dogges and

cattesGargell heddesand Cardinall hattesPayntedonwalles
with moche cost. 153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks 354 '2

The bare vgly gargyle faces of their abhomhiable heresie.
1581 Stl-dley tr. Seneca's IUppolitus 60 b, Of ougly gargle-
faced bigger Beare. 1848 A rchzol. Cambrensis Ser. 1. III.
220 Above the window runs a string course, with gurgoyl
heads. 1886 H. F. Lester Under ftvo Fig Trees 138,
I felt disposed to pity her. .despite her gurgoyle face.

Hence G-argoyled a., ornamented with gargoyles.
1509 Hawks Past. Pleas. 15 [A tower] Gargeyld with gray-

houndes and with many lyons. 1864 Longf. Divina Comm.
Sonnet ii, Fiends and dragons on the gargoyled eaves Watch
the dead Christ between the living thieves.

Gargrise: see Gaugarise, -ize.

r Garguill. Obs. rare~ x

. [Of unknown origin;

perh, some error. Cf. Gard 3.8] (See quot.)
161 1 Cotgk., Os, the Garguill or Dew-claw of a Stag,

Bucke, Roe, etc
G-argulle, -gulye, etc., obs. ff. Gargoyle.
Gargulun, var. Gargilon. Obs.

Gargut, Gargyll, var. ff. Garget2, Gargil-.

T Gargyse. Obs. rare. [Cf. Garget, Gargil.]
A disease in cattle (see tjuot.).

1577 B. Googe Hereshach's Hnsb. 136 b, The Gargyse Is

a swelling beside the eye vppon the bone, like a botch, or
a byle : yf your Bullocke haue it [etc.]. So 1741 Compl.
Fam.-Piece in. 477.

Gari, Garial, vars. Gharry. Gavial.
Garibaldi (gccribarldi). [The name of an

Italian general ,1807-82).]
1. A kind of blouse worn by women, originally

made of a bright red stuff, in imitation of the shirt

worn by Garibaldi and his followers, but later also
of other colours. At first used attrib. as Garibaldi
jacket,

1862 Illnst. Lond. News 27 Sept. 339/4 Ladies' Garibaldi

Jackets. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 173 The furious, over-
grown child's breast began to heave, and the heart within
to melt behind the muslin Garibaldi. 1868 Daily Til.

19 Aug., Dressed in a black skirt and the very reddest
garibaldi that ever drove a bull to distraction. i88z Mrs,
Riddell Struggle /or Fame xxvi, Mrs. Felton..was com-
ing out. .arrayed in a black skirt and a white garibaldi.

b. A kind oi hat.

1882 in Ogilvie; and in later Diets.

2. A red pomacentrid fish of the Californian coast.
1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. 1 1888) I II.237 A spe jie* occurring

along the southern Californian coast, and known as the gold-
fish, red perch, and Garibaldi—the Hypsypops rubicundus.

tGarible. Obs. rare~ l
. [A sb. form related

to the OK. verb gtterbloier, gucbloier, to play or
sing in some special fashion, prob. the same word
as zoerbler to quaver with the voice : see WarBLB.]
? A flourish in music.
13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3908 ^hc hadde lei tied of minstralcle,

Vpon a fibele for to play Staumpes, note*, garibles gay.

tGariofle. Obs. rare. Also 6 garyophyll.
[a. OK. gario/ite, ad. med.L. gariofiluni = L. caryo-

phylhim. The popular Fr. form is girofle: see

Gillyflower.] A clove.

(,1400 Maundhv. (Roxb.) vii. 26 Gnriofies, spikenanle,
and obcr spiceries. Ibid. xxix. 131 Treesse berand garinfle/
and nnte mugez. 1568 Skf.yne The I 'est (

1

860) 25 Vsand
thairwith GaryophylTis, and Cannell pulderit.

Garish ge "rij), aA Forms : 6 gaurish. gaw-
rish,gaerishe, 6-7garishe,7 garrishe, 6- garish,

(9gairish). [The early spellingsgaurish,guwHsh,
suggest derivation from Gauhe v. to stare (cf.

garing-stocke, var. gawring-stock = gazing-stock).
The suffix -ISH, however, is rarely appended to vb.-stems,

and it is doubtful whether any certain instance occurs so
early as the 16th c]
1. Of dress, ornament, ceremonial, etc. : Obtru-

sively or vulgarly blight in colour, showy, gaudy.
1545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde (1552 Piol. Cijb, Soch

as. .seeke. .the abhominable and. .garishe setting forth of
theyr mortal carcases. 1595 Gosson Quips L-'pst. Gcntleiv.

260 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 261 The better sort, that modest
are, Whom garish pompe doth not infect. 1618 E. Elton
Com/t. Sunct. Sinner 11622) 27 That apparell, haply . too
garish for the fashion. 1631 Sanderson .Serin, ad Aulam
(1681) 1 1. 3 She will never be light or garish in her Attire.

1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xv. 205 The garish service of the
Masse. 1675 TraHERNE Chr. Ethics xxvi. 410 By this venue
[humility] we are inclined to despise our selves, and to
leave all the garish ornaments of earthly b'iss. 1756 Derm-
Rep. 21 Nor garish dress corrupt the female mind. 1820
\V. Irving Sketch Bk. 1859) 51 Looking about ..with a
vacant air, that showed her insensibility to the garisli scene.

1827 Keble Chr. V. 2nd Sund. Epiph. iv, The world's gay
garish feast. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 44 Garish
beads, and glittering trinkets, were bought at any price.

1855 Thackeray Newcomes II. 161 Hymen. .exchanged his
garisli saffron coloured robe for decent temporary mourning.
Jig. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. xxii. (1851) 128 The cere-

inoniall part, which led the Jews as children through cor-

poral and garish rudiments. 1883 Edw. GARRETT At Any
Cost .wii. 300 What a discord her appearance would have
struck in his garish, rapid life.

2. Of colour : Excessively bright, glaring.

a 1568 Aschah Sckelem. 1. lArb.) 54 Som new disguised
garment, .fond in facton, or gaurish in colour. 1611 Coryat
Crudities 260 All the most light, garish, and vnseemely
colours. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xxxvi. (1824' 697
The colours were all too fresh and garish for the meek
dejection of her woe. i860 W. Collins Wont. White II. ii.

170 All of light garish colours.

b. of light (day, the sun, etc.).

1592 Shaks. Rom. fit Jul. in. ii. 25 That all the world will

be in Loue with night, And pay no worship to the Garish
Sun. 1632 Milton Penseroso 141 Hide me from day's
garish eye. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. I. i. 3 There
seems to be something in the garish splendour of a bright
sunshine. 1833 J. H. NsWHAM Hymn, ''Lead Kindly
Light \ I loved the garish day. 1879 Edw. Garrett House
by Wis. II. 16 Lydia shrank from the morning hours and
the garish sunshine.

3. Adorned to excess; too highly coloured or
decorated.

1587 Tirberv. Trag. T. (1837) 47 Not forcing stately
builded bowres, nor gallant garish tentes. 1604 Dekker
1st Pt. Honest WA. x. Wks. 1873 II. 56 What fooles are men
to build a garish tombe, < >ne!y to save the carcase whilst it

rots. 1604 Drayton Owl 178 Wisdome not all, in every garish
Bird, Shrewdly suspect. 1850 W. Irving Goldsmith xi. 140
His essays, .did not produce equal effect at first with more
farish writings of . .less value. 1858 Dickens Lett. (1880)

I. 73 All sorts of garish triumphal arches were put up. 1887
Times 27 Aug. 10/2 They are spoiling, .the banks of the
Grand Canal with enormous and countless garish signboards.

t 4. Wanting in self-restraint, flighty. Obs.
1650 Ji:r. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 2. 70 Temperance is

accompanied with gravity of deportment: greedinesse is

garish, and rejoyces loosely at the sight of dainties. 1662-87
Hy. More Enthus. Triumph (1712) 35 Blurting out any
garish foolery that comes into their mind. 1678 South
Serm. (1823) II. 160 Fame and glory makes the mind loose
and garish.

f 5. adv. =Gakishly. Obs.
1589 R. Harvey PL Perc. (i860) 34 If any aske why thou

art clad so garish, Say thou art dubd the forehorse of the
parish.

Garish, <*.- : see under Gare j&S
Garish, var. Guakish v., to cure.

Garishly ,ge>rij"li),#<fz/. [f. Garish #.l + -ly 2
.]

1. In a garish manner
; gaudily, glaringly

;

f proudly, wantonly.
i593 Nashe Christ's T, (1613) 149 Englishmen put all

their feiicitie in going pompously and garishly. 1635 K.
Bolton Com/. Affl, Come. iv. 113 And guilded over garishly
in His personated Angelical) glory. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-
Hur 1. viit. 42 The sun streamed garishly over the stony
face of the famous locality.

f2. With lack of self-restraint ; flightily. Obs.
1606 Hinde Eliosto Libidinnso 56 Weakely starting vp

and garishly staring about, especially on the face of Eliosto.

<( 1680 Charnock Attrib. God (1854' H. 251 Who would
venture rashly and garishly into the presence of .. a king
upon his throne?

3. Coinl'.. as garishly-adorned, -furnished adjs,

1660 H. More Myst. Godl. v. xvi. 199 There is nothing in

this new Jerusalem but what is pure and Apostolical ; which
is not so in the garishly-adorned Chinch that Grotius looks
at. 1877 Black Green Past, xli, We began to revel in the
sumptuousness of the vast and garishly-furnished hotels.

Garishness (ge>rijne8% [f. as prec. + -nkss.]

1. Excessive display or brilliancy in dress, colour,

etc.

1598 J. Dickenson Greene in Conc.(i8j$^ 156 Marshalling
your bodies pride, thereby to attract more gazers on your
garishnesse, 1664 H. More Myst. luio. 257 The Garishness
of whores and the pranking up themselves to allure. 1814
W. Taylor in Monthly Mug. XXXVIII. 213 Time, and
smoke .. will eventually sift a vaporous powder over the

picture, and then subdue its garishness of hue.

fig. 1813 Coleridge Remorse I. ii, There are woes III

bartered for the garishness ofjoy ! 1877 Mobley CV/V. Misc.
Ser. 11. 396 Bolingbroke, whose fine manners and polished
gaiety give us a keen sense of the grievous garishness uf
Macaulay.

+ 2. Want of self-restraint. Mightiness. Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. F.xemp. 11. Ad § 12. 57 Lest the lavish-

nesse of his spirit should transport him to intemperance, .to

vanity, and garishnesse. 1651 — Serm./or Year 1. xii. 154
l!y a prosperous accident [we] are melted into joy and
garishnesse, and drawn off" from the sobriety of recollection.

a 1684 Leighton Comm. 1 Pet. iii. 13 And, possibly, gray
hairs may have nothing under them but garishness and
fully many years old. a 1716 South Serm.' 1744) IX. v. 157
That

1
r de and garishness of temper, that re'iders it im-

patient of the sobrieties of virtue.

Gtrison, -oun, obs. forms of Garrison.
Garit e, obs. form of 1 iAkket.

G ri.our, var. (jarbitocr. Obs.

Garland .ga-iland ,sb. Forms: 4 ger(e)lande,
-lond, 4-6 garlaude, (4 -lailnde), -lond e, 15
-long), 5-6 -lant(e. ( 1 -lent , 6 gare-, guarland,
6-7 girlond, (6 ger-, girland\ yghirland, -lond,
gbyrlond, guirlande, 4- garland, fa. Or. gar-
laude, gerlande, gallande (also guarlander vb.) =
Pr. g,u,arlanda, OSp guailanda, Cat. garIanda,
med.L. garlauda, gallatida. The word is al.-o

found with a different vowel in the fust syllable, as

V. guirlande, Pr. guirlanda
t
It. ghirlanda, Sp,, Pg.

gui'ttalda; and no satisfactory origin has yet been

suggested for it. In the 16th and 17th e. the spellings

ghir-. gir-, guirland are frtq. used by knglish
writers, in imitation of the It. and It. forms.]

1. A wreath made of flowers, leaves, etc.. worn
on the head like a crown, or hung about an object

for decoration.

1303 K. Brunne Haudt. Synne 997 ^yf bou euer yn felde,

eyper in toune, Dedyst floure gerlande or coroune. £1385
Chaucer L G. W. Prol. 160 A garlond on his hed of rose
levys. a 1400-50 Alexander 4599 Jour women lias na ..

Garlands ne no gay gere to glyffe in jour e»en. 1526 Tin-
dale Acts xiv. 13 Brought oxen and garlondes vnto the
churche porche. 1563 G01.ding Crsar 1 1565) 75 b, Putting al

their Senate to death. .he sold the rest under a garlond [L.
sub corona] for bondmen, a 1652 BROME Love-sick Court
v. Wks. 1873 II. 170 Let his Priests lead .. The horned
Sacrifice, mantled with Ghirlonds. 1716 Lady M. W.
Mon 1 agu Let. to C'tess Mar 14 Sept., It certainly requires
. .much art and experience to dance upon May-day with the
garland. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760 II. 343 A fine
painting, representing Diana crowning a sleeping Endymion
with a garland of flowers. 1817 Byron Man/red II. i, A
quiet grave,\Vith cross and garland over its green turf. 1830
D'IsRAELi L has. I, III. .wii. 369 To strew rushes, and to
hang fresh garlands in the church were offices pleasing to the
maidens. 1870M0KKIS Earthly Par III. iv. 57 Roundabout
hershapely head A garland of dog-violet. . meetly hadsheset.
/ig. 1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 10 Whose fayrest floure of
their garland, .was Arithmetike. 1594 in Shahs. C. Praise
6 Though Rome lament that she have lost The Gareland of
her rarest Fame. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. iv. 73 All the
budding Honors on thy Crest, He crop, to make a Garland
for my head. i7»7-46 Thomson Summer 1731 With thee,
serene Philosophy ! with thee, And thy bright garland, let

me crown my song. 1781 CowpES Convers. 638 Virtue ..

Crowned with the garland of life's blooming years. 1832
Tennyson Miller's Dan. 208 Where Past and Present,
wound in one, Do make a garland for the heart.

•j* b. Christ's crown of thorns. Obs. rare.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvm. 48 An other. .bigan of kene
thorne a gerelande to make, c 1460 Christm. Carols (Percy
Soc.) 9 How xalt thou sufTerin the scharp garlong of thorn ?

e. A natural 'garland' or festoon.
1841 Emerson Addr., Method Nature Wks. (Bohn) II.

224 Vegetable life, which- festoons the globe with a garland
of grasses and vines. 1863 Fr. A. Kemulk Kesid. in
Georgia 19 An ivy . . growing in profuse garlands from
branch to branch.

d. A wreath of ribbons ; chiefly Naut.
1846 Young Naut. Diet., Garland, an ornament decked

with ribbons hoisted up between the masts of a North Sea
whaler on the first of May, &c, or in a vessel of war on the
occasion of a marriage. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.,

Garlands, wreaths of ribbons enclosing a white glove, for-

merly borne at the funerals of young unmarried women.



GARLAND.
2, Hoops bedecked with ribbons bung at the mast-head of

whale-ships returning to port after a successful voyage.
1888 Malta Chron. 13 Mar. in N. <y Q. 7th Ser. V. 284 At
the mainmast head of the Alexandra was displayed . . the

garland consecrated to weddings by naval custom.

2. A wreath, chaplet, or coronet of some costly

material, esp. of gold or silver work. Obst exc.

Hist.
13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3234 Hir bed was gayly dubed and '

dyght With gerlandes al ofgoldful bright. r«i366 Chalckk
Rom. Rose 869 Of orfrayes fresh was hir gerland, I . . Saugh
never, ywys, no gerlond yitt, So wel wrought of silk as It.

,

1536 in Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 199 A garland of silver and gilt,

set about with stones of divers colours. 1555 Eden Decades
\

105 Garlandes of glasse and counterfecte stoones. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nieholay's Voy. 11. iii. 73 b, A garlande of
fine drawen gold. 1628-9 Attn. Barber-Surg. Lond. (1890)

397 Paid M r Greene the Gouldsmith for the silver and make-
ing of 4 new Garlands . . xxli. 1890 Young Ibid. 506 Four
very handsomely chased and wrought silver garlands or

wreaths for crowning the Master and Wardens on Election

Day.

3. A wreath, crown, etc. worn as a mark of dis-

tinction.

fa. A royal crown or diadem. Obs.

[1247 Matthkw Paris « Du Cange), Rex veste deaurata, et

coronuhi aurea, qua; vulgariter garlanda dicitur, lediinitus.]

C 1330 K. PjRUNnk Chron. 1 1810' 331 J>e garland Roberd tok,

bat whilom was ^e right, be lond forto loke, in sigue of
kynge's myght. a 1400-50 Alexatuier 818 J>is renke & his

rounsy bai reche vp a croune, As gome at has be garland &
all he gre wonne. 1543 Grafton Contu. Harding (1812) 509
What about y* getting of the garland, keping it, lesing

and winning again, it hath coste more English blood then
hath the twise winning of Fraunce. 1548 Hali. Chron., lieu.

IV, 32 b, Wel qh the prince if you are kynge I wil haue the

garland and trust to kept- it with the swerd . . as you haue
done. 1594 Siiaks. Rich. Ill, 111. ii. 40, 41 Gates. Till Richard
weare the Garland of the Realme. Hast. How weare the

Garland? Doest thou meane the Crowne? Gates. I, my
good Lord. 1615 Chapman Odyss. 1.619 •' rte girlondof this

kingdom let the knees Of Deity run for.

b. The priest's fillet or band of wool worn in

token of consecration to the service of a god. Cf.

Fillet sb. i.

1791 Cowper Iliad 1. 34 Lest the garland of thy god And
his bright sceptre should avail thee nought.

c. The wreath or crown conferred upon the

victor in the Greek and Roman games, or upon
the hero of any great exploit. Hence in phrases

(chiefly fig.), to carry {away), gain, get, unit, go
away with (etc.) the garland = to be the victor in

a contest, to gain the victory.

1500 20 Dunbar Poems 1. 20 At feistis and brydallis

wpaland, He wan the gre, and the garland. 1587 Golding
f)e Moruay xii. 166 The Garlondof Oke, lie giueth . . to such
as .. first ..enter the breach, or get vp vpun the wall of a
Towne- .assaulted. 1593 Q. Eliz. tr. lioctk. (E. E. T. S.)8i

As a Runner in a race has a guarland for which he ran, in

rewarde. 1596 Danktt tr. Comities VI, ii. 206 When war
heginneth in England, in ten daies or [esse the one or the

other getteth the garland. 1606 Holland Site/on. 2 At
the winning of Mityleiue, Thcrmvs honored him with a
Civike guirland. 1615CKOOKE Body ofMan 25 Galen hath
wonne the Girlond from them all. 1642 Fli.lkr Holy <y

Prof. St. v. xv. 420 Where one gaineth a garland of bayes,

hundreds have had a wreath of hemp. 1658 Rowland
Mou/el's Theat. Ins. 910 That [honey] which carries away
the garland and is esteemed above the rest, is yellow. 1704
Heahnk Duct. Hist. 11714) I. 130 Yet perhaps he [Thucy-
dides] has won the Garland from all those who have repre-

sented many and great affairs. 1725 Coats Diet. Her. (1739)
s.v. Crown,There were also among the Romans several sorts

of Crowns, or Garlands, given to those who had perfonn'd
some signal Services in War, and were known by the Names
of Triumphal, Civick.Vallar, Mural, Naval, and Obsidional.

\B6$ C\kly \m Eredk. Ct. xiu.xiii.V. 130 Nor is Prince Karl's

left wing gaining garlands just at tins moment.

f d. as worn by a ' May Queen ', or by girls as

the prize of some kind of competition. Hence,
the girl who wears a garland. Obs.

1691 Drvuen Beautiful Lady of May 4 The garland was
given, and Phillis was queen. 1698 Mem. St. Giles's

(Surtees) 93 Given the Lasses with the Garling, is. 1701

Ibid. Given to the Girle that had the Garland, is. 6d. 1704
Ibid. 99 Given the Two Garlings, 2s. 1706 Ibid. 101 Pd.
the Garlands, is. 6d.

t 6. Jig. The principal ornament, the thing most
prized, 'glory*. Obs.

1591 BfE»«» Ruins Rome L'Envoy, Bellay, first garland
of free Poesie That France brought forth. — M. Hubberd
1 185 The Realmes chiefe strength it girlond of the Crowne.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 188 You . . call him Noble, that was
now your Hate : Him vilde, that was your Garland. 1637
II. Jonson Sad Sheph. iti. ii, Marian, and the gentle Robm
Hood, Who are the crown and ghirland of the wood.

4. fig. A collection of short literary pieces, usually

poems and ballads ; an anthology, a miscellany.

[1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 24 To cast stiche

floures & sentences as we haue gathered of holy fathers

sayntes & doctours togyder, as in one fardell, or in maner
of a garlande.] 1612 R. Johnson (title*1

, A Crovvne-garland

of Govlden Roses Gathered out of Englands royall garden.

1631 T. D. (title), The Garland of Good Will . . Containing
many pleasant Songs, and prety poems, to sundry new Notes.

1633 Rowlky Match Midut. it. Diija, These are out of

ballads, She has all the Garland of good will by heart.

1663 (title), Robin Hoods Garland ; or delightfvl Songs.

1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. 1 P 3 The new garland of

riddles. 1765 Percy Ess. Anc. Minstr., Reliques I.p.xxiii,

In the reign of James I. they [Ballads] began to be collected

into little Miscellanies, under the name of Garlands. 1864

A. Bisset Omit. Chapt. Hist. Eng. 304 Besides their circu-

lation in garlands, broadsheets, and miscellanies.

58

5. The representation of a garland in metal,

stone, etc.

c 1524 Churclnv. A cc. St. Mary Hill, London { Nichols 1797

1

127 Playne with a cover gilt, with a rose and a garlent in

the bodom. 1838 Britton Diet. Archit., Garlatui .

.

a wreath,

or chaplet of branches, of foliage, or of flowers : also a
sculptured representation of them on a frieze [etc.J. 1879
H. Phillips Addit. Notes Coins 3 On the reverse a garland

of olives encloses the words, Godt heeft ons beivaert.

b. Her. (See quot. 1882.)
1828-40 Berry Encyel. Her. I, Garland, or Chaplet, is

formed of a laurel, flowers, &c. 1864 Bol'tell Her. Hist. <y

Pop. i.\. 44 Garlands are quartered upon the. .monument of

Lord Bourchier. 1882 Ccssans Her. (ed. 3) 113 Chaplet or

Garland. These terms are frequently, but erroneously, used
to signify the same object. A Chaplet should be composed
of four Roses, arranged at equal distances in a circle, the

intervening spaces being filled up with leaves; and a Gar-
land should be formed of laurel or oak leaves, interspersed

with acorns.

6. Something that resembles a garland in circular

form, or in the fact of surrounding another object.

a. Arch. G^ee quot. 1823.)
a 1490 Botonkr Itin. (Nasmith 1778)221 Latitudo de le

garlond continet xi pedes. 1823 Willson Gloss. Pugin's
Spec. Goth. At chit., Garland, a band of ornamental work
surrounding the top of a spire, tower, ^c. 1849 W i:\le Diet.

Archit., Garland, an ornamental band used in Gothic work.

tb. Med. = Circle.^. 8. Obs.

1548 Rkcokde Urin. Physick x. (1651' 81 Round about

the edge of the urine there appeareth a garland, circle, or

ring. 1625 Hart Anat. Cr. n. i. 51 The garland or vpper-

most part of the vrine.

f c. A ring-like marking or band. Obs.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. 1. 210 There be other sortes of

Narcissus founde, whose garland or circle in the middle of

the flowers is white. 1673 Lond. Gaz. No. 791/4 A Brown
and White Spanniel. a White streak in the Forehead, .with

a Garland about the Neck.

d. Of a target (sec quot.\
1847-78 Halliwell, Garland, the ring in a target in which

the prick or mark was set. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

7. Mining. (See quots.)

1819 Rbbs Cycl., Garland . . a spiral groove, made be- :

hind and in the stoning or ginging of a shaft, for collecting

the water which oozes out of different strata. Ibid., Garland
also signifies a broad hoop of iron, or a square frame of

wood, which is used in coal-pits, to hold on the coals which
j

are last heaped on the corves or gang-waggons. 1883

Grksley Gloss. Coat Mining, Garland. [To the same effect

as in Rees.]

8. Naut. a. A band or collar of rope ;or iron)

used for various purposes; b. (also Mil.) A re-
]

cqjtacle for shot : see also Shot-garlakd; c. A
j

kind of net (see quot. 1769V
a. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. J-7/(i8o6) 189 Aparell for the ..

j

niaste ffeble . . Garlandes of yron abought the mast hede.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Garland in a Ship is that

Collar of Rope which is wound about the Head of the Main-
mast to keep the Shrowds from galling. 184X R. H. Dana i

Seaman's Man. 107 Garland, a large rope, strap or grom-
met, lashed to a spar when hoisting it on board. 1883

W. C. Russi-:LL.S'a/A'r^' Lang., Garlands, fastenings formed
of small stuff, used in taking in and out a mast,

b. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 543 The Shot tumbled
out the Lockers and Garlands. < 1850 Rndim. Na7'ig.

(Wcale) 147 Shot-lockers or garlands. Apartments built up
i

in the hold to contain the shot. Also pieces of oak plank,
,

fixed against the head-ledges and coamings of the hatch and
|

ladder-ways, or against the side between the ports, to con-

tain tlie shot. 1859 F« A Griffiths Artii. Ainu. (1862) 114
'

The round shot enclosed in a large grummet or garland.

1867 SMYTHiSW/ffT1* Word-bk., Garland., in shore-batteries,

a band, whether of iron or stone, to retain shot together in

their appointed place.

C. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Garland, a sort

of net . . used by the sailors as a locker or cupboard to con-

tain their provisions. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

9. attrib. and Comb., as garland-forest, -maker,

-tveaven -wreath
;

garland-like adj. and adv.

;

garland-wise adv.
;
garland-flower, {a) a (lower

suited for making garlands, (/>) (see quot. 1866'

;

f garland - rose (see quot.) ; + garland - seam
Anat.,\\uz coronal suture; +garland-thorn, a name
given by Gerarde to Paliurus aculeatus (Christ's

Thorn), of which Christ's crown of thorns is sup-

posed to have been made; garland-well, a well

at which garlands were suspended as offerings.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 158 Sundry posie and
Garland floures. 1866 Treas. Bot. 520/1 Garlandfto7ver,
a common name for Hedyehium \ also applied to Daphne
i ueorutu, Pleurandra Cneorum, and Erica persotuta . 1870

Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 296 A close of pot-herbs and of

garland flowers Goes up the hill-side. 1818 Byhon Ch. liar.

iv. cxbv, The *garland-forest, which the grey walls wear,

Like laurels on the bald first Caesar's head. 1567 M\i'i.r.r

Gr. Eorest 43 It..groweth round about and "garland like.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 11 With . . a crisp

and garland-like richness. 155a Hulokt, *Garlatid maker,
stephanoptoeus. 1580 Hoi.lyband Treas. Er. 'long, Chape-
Her, on chapeliere, a garland maker, a hatmaker, a stiller.

1635 Swan Spec. M. (1644) 244 Rosemarie, which some call

the x garland rose, or in Latine Rosmarinus coronaria. 1576
Baker Jewell ofHealth 98 1), Anointed about the 'garland
seame, it taketh away all maner of payne and ache of the

head. 1597 Gv.kaude Iierbal'i"a.h\e Eng. Names, 'Garland
Thorue, see Christes thorne. 1849 E. C. Oni tr. Hum-
boldt's Cosmos II. 465 note, The celebrated "Garland-

weavers of Athens. 1897 Daily Neivs 20 Sept. 6/2 But
besides curing and maleficent wells there were pin wells,

*garland wells, and wishing wells. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
xx. xx. 5 From the bosome of the burning sonne Proceeded
this, and garland wise the same, 1634 Milton Comus 850

GARLEMENT.
For which the shepherds . . throw sweet garland wreaths
into her stream.

Garland (gauland), v. [f. Oakland sb.]

1. trans. To form Mowers! into a garland, rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. viu. 120 Other garlande hem
[leves] and so depende, Into the wyn so they go not to depe.

1813 Shklley Q. Mab Ded. iii, Thine are these early

wilding flowers Though garlanded by«ie.

2. To crown with a garland, to deck with gar-

lands.

1593 Drayton Sheph. Carl. iv. xxix, Thy Poesie is gar-

landed with Baye. 1605 B. Jonson Masque Blackness
Wks. (Rtldg.) 545/1 Their hair loose, and flowing, gyrlanded
with sea grass. 1785 Burns To Jas. Smith ix, Then fare-

weel hopes o' laurel-boughs, To garland my poetic brows !

1804 J. Grahamj-: Sabbath (18081 84 When garlanding with
flowers His helm. 1818 Kkats Endym. 1. no A troop of

little children garlanded. 1824 Lan dor Imag. Conv. Wks.
(1846! I. 23 Pat his hide forsooth ! hug his neck, garland
liis horns ! 1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. 1. 1. i. § 5 They..
have thought it enough to garland the tombstone when they
had not crowned the brow.

b. said of the material which forms the garland.

1602 Marston Ant. <$ Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 58 Let choyce

delight Garland the browe of this tryumphant night. 1816

L. Hi nt Rimini ii. 33 Still from tree to tree the early vines

Hung garlanding the way in amber lines. 1832 Tknnyson
(Euone 99 The wandering ivy and vine. . Ran riot, garland-

ing the gnarled boughs With bunch and berry and flower

thro' and thro'. 1849 Jamks Woodman viii, A bough of

Christinas holly, garlanding a boar's head on a high
festival.

C. trans/, in nonce-uses. To surround or deck as

with a garland.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxvi, The Thames, here turreted

with villas, and there garlanded with forests. 1820 Keats
Eve St. Agues xxiv, A casement high and triple-arched

there was, All garlanded with carven imageries, a 1874
Longf. Hanging of Crane vi, I see the table. .Garlanded
with guests." 1881 J. Grant Cameron. I. iv. 58 A thatched

edifice, garlanded round with dead wild-cats.

Hence Garlanded ///. a.

1862 M. Hot'KiNS Hawaii 91 When the priests .. were
preparing to sacrifice to them the garlanded ox. 1871 Daily
Tel. 6 Nov., The May-pole is wholly defunct. No milk-

maids dance with garlanded pails on their heads. 1880

Ouida Moths II. 33 Her bed of white satin, embroidered
with garlanded roses.

Garlandage (garlanded?), rare—*, [f. Oak-
land sb. + -age 1

.] Display of garlands.
1885 Tlinnyson Balm <y Balan 80 Woodland wealth Of

leaf, and gayest garlandage of flowers, Along the walls ami
down the board.

Garlanding ;gaulandiij), vbl. sb. [f. Gar-
land v. + -ing K] The action of the vb. Garland ;

hence concr. that which forms a garland.

1831 Blackxv. Mag. XXIX. 224 Many a green parasite

trailed its fantastic garlanding of verdure. 1873 Mus. Whit-
nky Oilier Girls xxix. {1876) 379 These flung a grace of

lightness over the closer garlanding. 1890 Pall Mall G.

5 Mar. 4/3 The portraits are in a dark tint, and the gar-

landing and the letterpress in gold.

Garlandless (ga-jlandles),^ [f. Garland sb.

+ -lesh.] Without a garland.
1821 Sukllky Promcth. Dub. in. iv. 186 Dragged to his

altars soiled and garlandless. 1848 in Craig.

Garlandry (gaulandri). rare. [f. Garland
sb. + -ry.J Garlands collectively, decoration com-
posed of or resembling garlands.

1853 C. Brontk Villette I.xiv. 255 The lavished garlandry
of woven brown hair amazed me. 1889 Century Mag. Aug.
590/2 Ceilings, .beautiful with raised garlandry.

Garlandy (ga\ilandi), a. nonce-wd. [f. Gar-
land sb. + -Y l.] Resembling garlands.

1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. (1863) 250 Art and
literature, .adorning with a wreathyand garlandy splendour

all that is noblest in mind and purest in heart..

1 Garle, sb. Obs. rare

~

l
. [? Short f. Garland.]

A band or streak. (Cf. quot. 1673 in Garland
sb. 6 c.)

1677 Loud. Gaz. No. 1230/4 A middle sized Foat Beagle.,

a white garle about her neck.

Garle (g&ll)* •• dial. [f. garle adj. : see

GArled.] (See quots.)

a 1825 Fouiiy I've. E. Anglia, Garle, to mar butter in the

making, by handling in summer with hot bauds. This turns

it to a curd-like substance with spots and streaks of paler

colour, instead of the uniformly smooth consistency and
golden hue, which it ought to have. Mod., When woollen

clothes, on being washed, take a mottled appearance, they
are said by housewives to be garled, or to have garled.

Garle, obs. form of Girl.

Garled ^a-j\(\),a. Obs.e\c.dial. Also 6 garle.

[app. some kind of derivative of OK. garre, garre'

uf similar meaning.] Spotted, speckled (chiefly of

cattle) ; also red-garled.

1501 Will of Pusey (Somerset Ho. 1
, One cowe garled.

1507 Will cfCrisalt i\b\d.), Ij kyne garle & schell and the

garle bullok. 1558 Will of J. Pysle (Ibid.\ A Redgarlde

Cow. 1577-86 Holinshku Chron. I. 226 Red and fallow

deer, whose colours are oft garled white and blacke. 1587

Harrison England m. xii. (1878) u. 78 The writers also

diuide this stone into fiue kinds .. the fourth is garled with

diuerse colours, among which some are like drops of bloud.

1809 Batchelor Orthoep. Anal. Eng. Lang. 133 Garld,

white thickly spotted with red, the outside spots small

;

applied to cows.

tGarlement. Obs. rare. ? Corrupt form of

garncment, Garment.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) II. 16 Goodly besene with many

a riche garlement.



GARLIC. 59 GARNER.

Garlic (ga'-ilik). Forms: r garleac, 3, 5 garlec,

4-5, 7 garleek, 4-6 -lek^e, ( 5 -lekke' ,4,6-7 -lik (e,

4-6 -lyk(e, 6-7 -licke, 6-9 garlick, 8- garlic.

Also 5 garly, garle. [OlLgdrUae (£ ^vtVGare sbA
+ liac Leek) ; the corresponding ON. geirlauk-r

is possibly from OE.]
1. A plant of the genus Allium (usually A. sati-

vum) having a bulbous root, a very strong smell,

and an acrid, pungent taste.

Clove of garlic (see Clove sIk 1 i). Oil of garlic, an
essential oil obtained from the bulb and stem of the garlic.

.1000 Sax. Leeclul. II. 34 Genim cropleac & garleac ..

^ecnuwa we! tosomne. c 1265 / 1st, Plants in Wr.-Wulcker
558/17 A Ileum., garlec. c 1305 Land Cokayne 105 in

E. E. P. (1862' 159 Hi brin_:e> garlek gret plente. 138a
Wvci.if Num. xi. 5 The leke, and the vniowns, and the
gailekes [L. all/a]. c 1425 ^OC. in Wr.-Wiilcker 644/28 Hoc
alleum, garle. Ibid. 662/12 '/oc alleum, gaily, c 1460 J.
Russell Bk: Nurture 536 Roost beeff & goos with garlek,
vinegre, or pepur. 1522 Skf.lton Why not !o Court 106

They may garlycke pyll .. Or pescoddes they may shyll.

1577 B, Googe Heresbach's Hnsb. 11. (1586* 60b, Garlicke
. .groweth with a blade like the Onyon, but not hollow, the

stalke round, and the Howies in the toppe in a round tuft.

a 1627 MlDOLBTON More Dissemblers IV. 1, Cap. Lov'st thou
the common food of Egypt, Onions? Dond. I, and Garlick
too. 1725 Drc Foe Voy. round World 1 1840) 291 Putting no
garlick or onions into the sauce. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
xv. (1813) 235 Garlic is used for both culinary and medicinal
purposes. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 485 Oil of
Garlic is extracted from the bulbs and stem of the garlic.

1865 Ringsley Hereio. i. 61 If he have not garlic to his

roast goose every time he chooses.

fig. 1691 Nczv Disco?'. Old Intreague xxiii, Give them
their ancient Priviledges agen. .The luscious Garlick of the
former Reigns. [Allusion to Numbers xi. 5.] 1843 Lvttom
Last Bar. 11. ii, Is it fir them to breathe garlic on the
alliances of Bourbons and Plantagenets?

b. With qualifying words indicating different

species; esp. Boards Garlic, see Beau sbj 10;
Hog's Garlic = prec. ; "Wild Garlic = Ckow-
oar Lie.

1538 I.eland Itin. III. 19 Diverse of [these] Islettes berith
wyld Garlyk. 1597 Gkrardr Herbal 1. lxxxix. 142 Snakes
Garlick. Harts Garlick or Stags Garlick. Ibid. 143 The
great mountain Garlick groweth a'-out Constantinople. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 499 Where Kine feed upon Wilde Garlicke,
their Milke tasteth plainely of the Garlicke. 1750 W. Ellis
Mod. Husbandm. III. i. 42 (E. D. S.) Crow, or Wild, Garlic.

1818 Withering s Brit. Plants (ed. 6) II. 445 Allium am-
peloprasum . . Round-headed Garlic. 1861 Miss Pratt
Flower. PL V. 266 Flowering Great Round headed Garlic.

t 2. The name of a popular jig or farce of the

early part of the seventeenth century. Obs.
1614 R. Tailor Ifog hath lost Pearle 1. Bij b. Ha. Youle

fade it worth Megge of Westminster, althouh it be but
a bare ligge. Pla. O lord sir, I would it had but halfe the
taste of garlicke. Ha. Garlicke stinkes to this. 1630 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Whs 11.159 -^"d for his action heecUpseth
quite, The ligge of Garlick, or the Punks delight.

3. attrib. and Comb., as garlic-bed, -breath, -eater,

•god (with allusion to Juvenal Sat. xv. 9), -head,

-monger, -mortar, -odour, -pickle, -sauce, -seed,

-seller, -smell, -vinegar
;
garlic-eating, -like adjs.

Also garlic-snail, a mollusc so called from its

emitting a garlic-like odour.
1552 Hlloet, Garlicke bedde, allectum. 1606 Choice.

Chance, etc. (1881) 19 With such a "garlicke breath, as would
haue poisoned a dog. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant iv. i,

What a garlick Breath my Lady Spr'mgwell had ! 1607
Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 98 The breath of 'Garhcke-eaters. 1884
E. Barker Through Auvergne 80 When you live among
an onion-eattng or *garlick-eating people. 1679 Confinement
24 Their *Garlick-Gods, they might indeed adore ; And to
their Onyons, invocations poure. 1482 Paston Lett. III.

285 A standing pece white covered, with a white "garleek
heed upon the knoppe. 1521 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 202
Sex cocliaria argentea cum knoppes vocatis garlekhed.
1616-61 Holyday Persius 330 To taste each morn three
times a garlick-head. 1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristo/h.,
Acharn. 11. v, If they saw a cucumber.. or garlic-head.
1816 Acci'M Chem. Tests \iZ\Z) 221 The peculiar "garlic-like

odour. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. vil. 373 Godefray pe *garlek-
mongere. 1602 il-'ithals' Diet. 187/2 A *garlike morter,
mortarium alliarium. 1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem.
22 It has . . a *garlic odour and taste. 1853 Hickik
tr. Arisioph. (1872) II. 631 Content with "garlic-pickle.

I55» Huloet, ^Garlicke sauce, allialum. 1892 Garrett
Encycl. Cookery I. 668 Garlick Sauce. 1657 S. Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins. 1. xv. 94 Bees gather. .*Garlick-seeds. 1483
Cath. Angl. 150/2 A *Garleke seller, allearius. 1805 Med.
frill. XIV.428 It may be distinguished by its "garlic sjnell.

1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 30 A few exhale peculiar
odours, like the*garlic-snail(<W/.t'<7///<ir/rt). 1892 Garrett
Encycl. Cookery I. 668 *Garlic Vinegar.

b. esp. in popular names of plants, as garlic-

germander, the water germander, Icucrinm Scor-

dium ; garlic-pear-tree, the American plant

Crata'va gynandra
;

garlic-sage, the wood sage

or germander, Teucrium Scorodonia ; garlic-

shrub (see quot.) ;
garlic (treacle) -mustard,

fgarlic treaclewort, Sisymbrium Alliaria {Al-

liaria officinalis)', garlic-tree (see quot.); garlic-

wort =garlic-mustard.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes, Scordium . .may be called

in enghshe water Germander or *GarIeke Germander. 1725
Sloane "Jamaica II. 169 ''Garlick Pear- Tree. .The fruit has
. .a mealy pulp . . smelling like garlick, whence the name.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica {1789) 246 The thin-leafed Crateva
or Garlick Pear. 1895 Oracle Encycl. II. 208/1 The garlic
pear, .blisters the skin. 1597 Gerarde Herbal It. ccv. 535
Of Wood Sage, or * Gai licke bage. 1861 M iss Pratt I'loiver.

PL IV. 174 Wood Germander or Wood Sage . . often called

Garlic Sage, because when bruised, it has a slight odour of
gailic. 1866 Treas. Bot. 520/1 *t iarHc shrub, Bignonia
altiacea ; also Petivcria alliacca. 1861 M iss Pratt Flower.
PL I. 129

x Garlic Treacle-mustard, Jack-by-the-Hedge, or
Sauce-alone. 1597 Gkrakde Herbal Table En;. Names,
*GaiIicke Treaclewoort or Garlicke Mustard, and his kinds.
1882 J. Smith Diet. Pop. Na/rrcs Plants, ^Garlic Tree, a
name in Jamaica for Crat&va tapia. .The fruit has a strong
smell of Garlic. 1863 Prior Plant-n. 89 *Garlick-wort ..

Erysimum Alliaria, L,

Hence Garlic v. nonce-wd., to dose with garlic.

1830 tr. Aristoph., Knights 72 Chorus. Take this garlic,

and swallow it down without chewing. Sausage-seller.
Why J Cho. That, when garlicked, my friend, you may
fight the better.

Garlicky (gailild), a. [f. Garlic + -v 1
.]

Savouring or smelling of garlic.

1775 Ash (citing HollinGSWORTh), Garlicky, overgrown
with garlick. 1786 Francis, the Philanthropist III. 12
This eternal succession of greasy stews and garlicky ragouts.
1858 Sat. Rev. 27 Nov. 536/2 A Neapolitan beggar, .bawls
his garlicky breath into the face of his casual victim, 1861
Court Life at Naples 169 There was such a garlicky atmo-
sphere about the lady. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. 1,18791

198 A strong garlicky odor.

GarlitS fga-jlits;. ? Obs. Also S 9 garliz.

[From C/b'rlitz in Prussian Silesia, where there are

linen manufactures.] (See quot. 1795.)
1696 J. F. Merchants Ware-ho. 21 The next is Garlits,

whereof there are several sorts . . the first is a blew whiting
..There is another sort of Ell-wide Garlits, which is of
a browner whiting. Ibid. 22 Several sorts of brown Garlits.

1795 Ash Suppl., Gartiz (in commerce), a kind of linen cloth
imported from Germany. 1812 J. Smyth Tract, ofCustoms
(182 1) 124 Linen, .imported from Russia, Dantzic, Germany,
[etc.], such as Dowlas, Lockrams, Garlix fy/t'J, &C
Garment [ga'rment), sb. Forms: a. 4 gar-
nyment //. gamemens:, 4-5 garnement, 5
garnearnent. 8. 4- garment, (6 Sc. garmor.t,
-mond, germo(u'nt\ [a. OF. garnimcnl, garne-

ment (pi. gamemens) equipment, armour, vest-

ments tin mod.K. only vtauvais garnement rascal,

or ellipt. for this) = OSp. guarnimienlo, It, guar-

nimento, f. Rom. *g7carnire, OF. and mod. F.

garnir to furnish, fit out, equip; see Gahxish.
The a-forms were the commoner down to c 1500

;

the #-form seems to have originated in the north.]

1. Any article of dress : in sing, esp. an outer

vestment, a gown or cloak ; in //.-= clothes. Now
somewhat rhetorical.

a. 13. . Seuyu Sag. (W.) 2775 He let him make a garne-
ment, Ase blak as ani arnement. c 1380 Sir I'erumb. 1 395
Ryche gamymentz forb sche drow, 8c by-tok hymen for to

were. 1413 Pilgr. Sinule (Caxton 148.0 iv. xxxvi. 84 A
thycke chosen garnement a trayling gowneof twelue yerdes
wyde. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour K vij b, For her pour-
fyls of her garnements ne of her bodes ben not grete ynough
after the gyse that now is used.

$. 1340 Hami-olf, Pr. Consc. 521 A rym bat es ful wlatsome,
Es his garment when he forth sal com. c 1400 Destr. Troy
1366 Pepull. .no hede toke Ofgolde ne of garmenttes, ne of
goodestonys. c 1440 t'romp. Par7>.i8j '2 Garment of clothe,

made of dyuers clothys (/'. colours). panucia. 1535 Cover-
dale Ecclus. xxvii. 9 Yf thou folowest righteousnes, thou

shall get her, and put her vpon yv as a fayre garment. 1605
Shaks. Lear in. vi. 84 You sir, I entertame for one of my
hundred ; only, I do not like the fashion of your garments.

1651 Hobbks Ler-iath. 111. xxxiv. 209 Where extraordinary
Understanding, though but in making [Aaron's] Garments
..is called the Spirit of God. 173a Lkdiakd.S>///<7.? II. vm.
739 He got a sort of garment made for each of them. 1822

W. Irving Braceb. Hallm.22, I have a reverence for these

old garments. 1886 M. V. Shkldon tr. Flaubert 's Salammbo
18 'I his garment . . swung down over his shoulders in such
a manner as to effectually hide his face in shadow.

b. fig. The outward dress or covering in which
anything is seen or manifested.

1585 Aw. Sandys Serm. iv. 77 If thou be cloathed with
:

the sweete garment of the sonne of God. a 1631 Donne
Serm. lxxvi. 768 Gods garments, those Scriptures in which
God hath apparelled and exhibited his will. 1829 Carlyle
Misc. (1857) II. 78 The veil and mysterious garment of the

J

Unseen. 1866 G. Macdonald^4;/h. Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878) 1

247 To put these forms into the garments of words. 1876 ;

Mozi.ky L'uir. Serm. vi. 134 The .. garment of the flesh.,

encircles the human soul, and is the instrument of expression
j

to it.

2. Comb., as garment-dyer, -maker, -making,
-trade, -worker.
1596 J. Norden Progr. Pietie (1847) 173 Be not beholden

to any nation for such trumpery, neither to the garment-
maker. 1876 Rock Text. Fabr. i. 1 Other appliances for
garment-making. 1885 lustr. Census Clerks 72 [Subdivisions
of the Dyer's trade] Clothes, Garment Dyer. 189X Pall Mall
G. 19 Nov. 6/3 At a meeting of the National Convention of

j

Garment Workers .. it was charged that the Hirsch Fund
would be a certain cause of sweating in the garment trade,

j

Garment (gaument), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.
I

To dress or clothe ; chiefly in pa. pple. garmented. I

1614 Camden Rem. 233 And thus were they garmented.
1623 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon. ix. xn. 417 Neither migiit

I

garment themselves but with course Hempen and Hurden
cloth. 1861 J. Thomson Ladies ofDeath vii, Thou standest
garmented in purest white.

b. transf. and_/%.
(( 1547 Surrey Poems, Compl. Lover that defied Love 4
He clothed fair the earth about with green, and every tree
new garmented. 1801 Solthey Thalaba vm. x, Garmented
with glory, in their sight Oneiza's Spirit stood. ./ 1851
Moir Poems, Dying Spaniel v, When the snow-mantle
garments the land. i86a I,on<-;i\ Wayside Inn Prel. 129

Great volumes garmented in white, Recalling Florence,
Pisa, Rome.
Hence GaTmenting vbl. sb.

1614 Camden Rem. 237 I here will be. .strange garmenting
of the body, not without defornikie of the minde.

GarmentleSS ^aumentles), a. [f. as prec.

+ -less.
J

\\ ithout a garment.
1866 F. Hail in H H. Wilson tr. Vishnu Purdna III. 310

note, Surrourded and guarded by garmentless women. 1884

J. Parker Apost. Life III. 250 The poor, penniless, gar-
mentless Apostle. 1890 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov. 575/2 A Joseph
who had fled garmentless.

Garmenture (ga-rmentiiu). [f. as prec. +
-URK ] Clothing, array, attire.

1832 James Henry Mastertou xxxvii. 420 All the green
garmenture of summer was gone. 1880 Girls Oivu Paper
Oct. 590 Cinderella Clothed in coarsest garmenture.

Qarniercye, var Giumekcy,
Garmond, -mont, -mount, obs. ff. Garment.
Gam (ga'-in), sb. north, dial. Also

p̂
game,

9 gairn, gain. [a. ON. gam - OK. gearn, Yarn.
See also Gakkwin, -WINDLE-] Vara or worsted
1 st e quot. 1 876%
1483 Cath. Angl, 150 '2 Game (A. Game sine 5am),

fensum. To wynd Game,//<re ilia re . 1695 Kennett Far.
Antio. Gloss, s.v. Drau-'gere, Yarn, still in the North call'd

Gam; wooll workt into a thread. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Gain or Gam, woollen yarn or worsted ; though gain is

made of short woo! and is coarser [than worsted].
Phrase, c 1460 To7i-ne/ey Myst. iii. 298 Tlier is game on

the reyll other, my dame.
Gam, var. Gehx. adv.

1 Garnade '. Obs. [a. OK. {pome'', ga)nade
var. ol grenate = I'OMEOMANATE ; cf. Gaknet.]
1. In Comb, apple-garnade = Pomegranate.
13 . . F. E. A Hit. P. P.. 1044 pe fayrest fryt bat may on

folde growe, As orenge & o^er fryt & apple garnade.

2. ? A dish in ancient cookery, so called from
being compounded with pomegranates.

c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Itouseh. Ord. (1790) 465 Garnade
for X mees. alay the rys with joyse of pomegarnetes.

t Garnade-'. Obs. rare. Also 5 ganiarde.
[a. OK. (Picard) gartiate, whence MDu. qamate-.
Yctvvijs and Verdam conjecture that it may have
meant wine flavoured with pomegranates, or

perhaps wine from Grenada.] A kind of wine.
ic 1475 St/r. lowe Degre 758 Wyne of Greke . . Antioche,

and bastarde, Pyment, also, and garnarde. c 1481 Caxton
Dialogues (E. E. T. S.) 14/6 Vin dosoye et de garnate..
Wyn of oseye and of garnade.

Garnap pe, var. Gaupnap. Obs.

Garnard(e, obs. forms of Garner, Gl'BNarp.
Garnarde, var. Garnade 2, Obs.

Garnary, var. Gahneuy. Obs.

Garnearnent, obs. form of Garment.
•tGarnel !

. Sc. Obs. [A form of Garner,
perhaps influenced by F. grenaille refuse corn :

see also Girnel.] A granary or barn.
1567 Gen. Assembly in Keith Hist. Affairs Scot. (1734)

589 He shall take no higher Prices than is appointed, nor
put up in the Garnell 1596 Dai.rymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 48 Thny cal it, the Commoune barn or game) of
Abirdine. 1821 Galt Ann. Parish xxxix. 313 He brought
in two cargoes to Irville. .making for the occasion a garml
of one of the warehouses of the cotton-mill.

b. attrib., as garnel-house.
1663 Inv. Ld. J. Gordon's Furniture, Item, in the garnell

house, twelff great Inglisch pewder plaites.

iGarnel 2
. Obs. rare~ K [? corruption of F.

grenaille refuse corn.] An inferior kind of flour.

a 175a Douglass Brit. Settlcm. N. Amer. (1753) 331 Five
liushels Wheat yeilds (sir) about one hundred and three
quarters merchantable Flower : the Garnel, or second
Flower, pays for Cask and all other Charges.

t Garnel :i

, gernel. Obs. [a. Da. gamaal,
dial. gamcel---(JQX. garnecle shrimp; related and
synonymous forms are Du. dial, gamaal, Flem.
geernaarif, High German dial. ga?-nat, granat,
garner, Belgian and North Eastern F. grenat,OV.
gnernette ; of obscure origin : see JVb. der jVederl.

Taal.~\ A species of shrimp.
1694 Ace. Sez>. Late Voy. (1711) I. p. xxiv, Lobsters,

Gernels, Star-fish, Mackrel. Ibid. 11. 122 Of the Garnels or
Prawns. Ibid. 11. 124 Of the lesser Garnel or Shrimp.

Garnement, obs. form of Gaument.
Garnep, var. Gabdnap. Obs.

Garner (gauuaj), sb. Forms: 2-4gerner(e,

4 gerniere, 5 garnar, 6 garnard e, -erde, -yer,

3- garner, [a. OY.gerner, gernier, grenier store-

house, garret :—L. grandrium (usually grdnan'a

1)1.), Granary, f. grdnum grain. Now less com-
mon than granary, except in rhetorical language.

See also Garnel ', Garnery, Girnel.] A store-

house for corn, granary.
f 1175 I^amb. Horn. 85 pet corn me de5 in to gerner, bet

bitakene5 be gode men be scule bon idon in to heuene.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4680 Garners [Gdtt. gerneris] and granges
fild [he] wit sede, Alaa ban i wit tung can rede. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R . xvu. clxviti. (1495) 711 Whete is

throsshen other trode to haue the moost pure in to bernes
other garners. 1496-7 Act 12 Hen. I'll, c. 13 § 12 The
same Come, .remayneth in the Berne Garner or in Stackis.

1577 B, Googf. Ileresbach's Hnsb. \. (1586) 42 b, The
Garners, or corne loftes, wherein your Corne thusthreasshed
and cleansed Oinlbe layde. must stande live. 1638 ROWLEY



GARNER. 60 GARNISH
tr. Bacon's Life <y Death 31 Gamers, in Vaults under
Ground, wherein they keepe Wheat and other Graines.

^1764 Lloyd Heunade Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 238 Their
garners bursting with their golden grain. 1824 Landok
tmag. Conv. (18261 I. 44 Your horse will not gallop far

without them, though you empty into his rnanger all the

garners of Surrey. 1889 Pall Mall G. 13 Oct. 7/2 A trap-

door leading to a garner above [a carriage-house].

fig. ig^iTiLYOT Gov. I, xiv, A gamerde heaped with all

maner sciences. < 1586 G'ikss Pembroke Ps. i.xxviii. x,

He unclos'd the garners of the skies, And bade the cloudes
ambrosian manna rain. 18x6 Scott Old Mort. i, Yet you
may be gathered into the garner of mortality before me, for

the sickle of death cuts down the green as oft as the ripe.

1877 B. Arbf.r [title) An English Garner: Ingatherings
from our History and Literature.

f b. A store-house for salt. (F. grcnier a set.)

1493 Neivminster Cartul. (Suttees) 195, iiij Salt pannes..
w* all y app'tenance. .ij garners w* all y* grownde belong-

ynge to ^em. 1611 Cotcr., Gerbier, a great Garner to

keepe salt in.

e. attrib., as gamer-house.
1815 Scott Field of Waterloo 6 The pestilential fumes

declare That Carnage has replenish'd there Her garner-
house profound.

Garner (g.r-mai), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To store (corn or other products of the

earth) in a garner. Now chiefly rhetorical.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Nycholas 224 We dare nocht bis

quhet sel..for..to the emperoure garner mon we. 1474
Househ. Ord. (1700' 32 Wheate is never garnered there.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vi. iii, The harvest is reaped and
garnered; Yet still we have no bread. 1885 Bible (R.V.)
Isa. Ixii. 9 They that have garnered [i6n gathered] it shall

eat it. 1893 Advance (Chicago) 10 Aug., The wheat was
being rapidly garnered into large, upright, clay receptacles,

holding 20 bushels each.

2. Jig. To collect or deposit as in a garner, to

make a store of. To garner up, away : to store

or lay up, to put away.
1604 Shaks. Ot/t. iv. ii. 57 But there where I hauegarnerd

vp my heart . . to be discarded thence. 1845-6 Trench
Nuts. Led. Ser. 11. ii. 171 The difficulty with which the

world has ever persuaded itself of the death of any . . with
whom it has garnered up its dearest hopes. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1. i, Until the old man with the scythe reaps

and garners them away. 1866 Neale Sequences fy Hymns
'62 Where the dust of Saints is garnered.

3. intr To accumulate, to be stored up. rare.

1850 Tennyson hi Mem. Ixxxii, For this alone on Death
I wreak The wrath that garners in my heart.

Hence GaTne-red ppl. a., GaTnerirg vbl. sb.

184a Longf. Slave in Dismal Sivamp vi, Fell, like a flail

on the garnered grain. 1859 Tennyson Vivien (Song , The
.. little pitted speck in ganier'd fruit. 187a Morris Love
is enough (1873 27 Hut this is the harvest and the garnering
season. 1876 — Sign>d\i%-j-j) 2 His eve of the battle-reaping,

and the garnering of his fame. 1892 Atkenmum 19 Nov.
697/1 The education of life is but the garnering of the
pictures cast by the few fragments of an infinite universe.

Gamerage ga'-inaredg}. rare—1
, [f. Garner

sb. -AGB.J A garner, sto e-hoiwe.
1880 A. Raleigh Way to City = 6 Earth is worshipping

heaven; yielding up her best fruits to that high gamerage.

T Ga'rnery. Obs. rare. Also 6-7 garnary;e.

[Apj>. a mixed form from Garner and GRANART.]
A granary.
155a HtLoET, Garnarye or garner, cella penuaria. 1598

Stow Surv. iii. 1603) 17 For the building of Conduits of
a common Gaxnery, 1603 Kholles Hist. Turks (1621) 654
Sicilia, the garnerie and storehouse of Italic. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 398 Plaister the walls of your garnery
therewith.

G-arnesch e, -esh, -essh'e, obs. ff. Garnish.
Gamesie violet), var. Guernsey.
Garnesoin, var. Garnison. Obs.

Garnet (gaunet). Forms : 4 gernet, (4-5 //.

grenaz), 5 garnette(s), 7 garnat, 6- garnet.
[a. OK. *gemat, grenat (whence also MDu. gar-
nate, gemate), ad. med.L. granatum, according
to some a transferred use of L. granatum Pome-
granate (cf. next), the stone having probably-

been so called from its resemblance in colour to

the pulp of the fruit ; others consider it a derivative

of med.L. grdntim, gratia Grain, cochineal, red

dye. See also Granate -.]

1. A vitreous mineral, most commonly found as

a distinct crystal, and in the form of a rhomboidal
dodecahedron, but also occurring in other shapes.

The precious garnet is of a deep transparent red

colour, and is used as a gem.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 25 Ase beryl so bryht, Ase

gernet in golde, ant ruby wel ryht. c 1400 Mac nuev. 11839)

xx. 219 The rede ben of Rubies, and of Grenaz and of Ala-
hraundynes. < 1460 Emare 156 Deamondes and koralle,

Perydotes and crystal I, And gode ganiettes bytwene. 1555
Eden Decades 234 But [these] haue sumwhat the colour of a
granate which we commonly caule a garnet. 1688 K. Holme
Armoury 11. 39/2 The Garnet, the Cornelian, are both red,

some call them the Sardy stone. 1773 Goi.dsm. Stoops to

Cong. hi. i. You shall make use of my garnets, till your
jewels be found. 1813 Bakewell lutrod. Geol. ( 1 8 1

5
1 81

Crystals called garnets are frequently interspersed in gneiss.

1876 Page Adv. text-bit. Geol. iii. 53 Garnets were left

projecting from pedicles of felspar.

2. altrib., as garnet-colour, -doublet', garnet-
breasted, -coloured, -like, -red adjs.; also garnet-
berry {see quot.) ; garnet-blende, a sulphide of

zinc; f garnet-limpet (see quot.) ; garnet-rock,

a rock consisting mainly of garnet; garnet-work,
ornamentation composed of masses of garnets.

1863 Prior Plant-n. 8y ^Garfwt-berry, the red currant,

Kibes rubrum. 1837 Dana Syst. Min. 429 Dodecahedral
^Garnet Blende .. Sulphuret of Zinc. 1893 H. B. Baildon
Rescue, etc. 81 Golden-eyed and 'garnet-breasted. 1783
Herschel in Phil. Trans. LXX1II. 257 It is of a very fine

deep "garnet colour. x88z Miss Braddon Mt. Royal II.

iii. 25 Those deep *garnet-coloured patches which show
where the red sea-weed lurks below. 1895 Daily Neius 20
Mar. 7 '1 Sleeves and underskirt of garnet-coloured velvet.

1649 Lovelace Lucasta Ded., So among the Orient Prize

(Saphyr-Onyx Eulogies) Offer'd up unto your Fame

:

Take my *Garnet-Dublet Name. 1776 Da Costa Elem.
Conchol. i. 21 The *garnet-limpet has .. many different

appearances ; nevertheless its elegant *garnet-Hke semi-
transparent eye or top always characterizes it. 1838 T.
Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 415 When mixed with sul-

phated peroxide of iron, it becomes *garnet-red. 1796
KlRWAN Elem. A/in. (ed. a) I. 368 *Garnet rock .. consists

of amorphous garnet, in which trap quartz, calcareous spar,

and a very small quantity of blackish brown mica are found.

1883 A. H. Church Precious S.'ones iv. 37 Can the same
praise be honestly given to modern *garnet-work ?

t Ga'rnet -. Obs, Also 4-5 gernet t. [a.

OK. {pome) garnette, gemate Pomegranate ; cf.

Gaknade.J The pomegranate ; also garnet-apple.
a r4oo I*ist ill ofSusan 95 Grapus and gametics gayliche

bei grewe. a 1400-50 Alexander 4724 pai ware fedd all of

frute .. Of grapis & of gernets. Ibid. 5238 Lange lindis ..

Growand full of gernetts & gracious frutes. c 1410 Lvdc.
Life Our Lady xlvii. (Caxton) G iv, The garnet appyl of
colour golden hewed. (1673 WedDerburn I'oc. 17 (Jam.)
Mala grauata, apple-garnets.]

t Ga'rnet :*. Obs. exc. in Cross-garnet. Also

5 garnett3(s). [Of obscure origin ; it has been

conjectured to be a corrupted dim. of ONF. came
(:—L. eardinevi) hinge.] A hinge of this form |—

,

the upright part being nailed to the support, and
the horizontal to the door, shutter, etc.

1459 Churchv. Ace St. Mich. Cornhill, For amendyng of

the garnettes of ij pewes. 1483 Act 1 Rich, til, c. 12 § r

No merchaunt Straungicr. .brynge into this Realme. .keys

hynges and garnettes. 1657 Howkll Londinofi. 393 To
hang by Jewmews or Garnets, so that they may be taken
up and let down.

b. attrib., as in garnet-hinge.
1882 in Ogilvik ; and in later Diets.

Garnet 4 (gaunet). Kant. Also 5 garnett'e.

[Of obscure origin ; cf. Du. gamaat, kamaat, of

similar meaning.]

1. (See quot. 1706.)
1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 68 Hoke ropes . . ij.

Gametts . ij. yerd ropes for the top . . ij. 1496 Ibid. 152

A payer of Garnettes with nayles weyng xij 11 '—XV*. 1627
Capt. Smith Seaman s Gram, v 25 Any tackell, Pendant,
Garnet. 1692 Ibid. 1 xiv 64 The main Tye and fall of
the Garnet. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyt, Garnet (Sea-term),

a Tackle with a Pendant-rope coming from the Head of the
Main-mast, and a Block or Pulley strongly fasten'd to the
Mainstay, to hoist all the Casks into a Ship, and such
Goods as are not over-weighty. 1867 in Smyth Sailors
Word-bk.
2. Comb., as garnet- block, -fall.

i7ii \V. Sutherland Sh/pbuild. Assist. 113 The Garnet-
fall, a Tackle much used to hoist in all the Stores and
Provisions. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Cine-garnets,

a sort of tackle wove through a garnet-block.

1 Garneter. Obs. rare. Also 5 garnetour,
6 gamettyer, gar-niter, [a. OF. garnctier, gre-

netier the overseer of a granary or of a salt-store

{grcnier a set), f. grcnier, GaBKBB, Granary.]
Tiie superintendent of a granary.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 70 One groome

garnetour to receive, to kepe, and to delyver the wheete
comyng from the Countries. 1543 Paget in St. Papers
Hen. VII I, IX. 260 And the salmers do gyve out of hande
15000 muys of salt to be deltvred to bis garnettyers in

Kowen. 1576 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. II. 47 Edward
Jakes Yeoman Garneter. 1598 Fitzherbert's Huso. iv. i. 135
At euery weekes end he shall commaund the Garniter to

bring in his accounts.

Garnetiferous (gainetiferas), a. [f. Gar-
nit • -fer bearing + -ors.] Producing garnets.

185a T11. Ross Humboldt's Trav. II. xvii. 80 note, The
great mass of garnetiferous serpentines, .form little distinct

mounts. 1895 Naturalist 345 A block of garnetiferous
schist was noted at base of cliff near Cowden.
Garnett(e, obs. form of Garnet.
Garnett (garnet v. [f. the surname Gamett.]

trans. To prepare (woollen waste) by means of a
* Garnett's machine* (see quot. 1886). Hence
Ga'rnetted ppl. a.

1886 Harris Tech. Diet. Fire Insurance, Gametting,
Garnett's machines are employed in woollen-mills for 'pull-

ing ' or dressing and preparing oiled worsted waste, for use

(either alone or mixed with woollen yarn) in the manufacture
of heavy woollen cloths. 1894 Times 17 Aug. 9/3 Mungo,
shoddy, garnetted waste, and carded waste.

Garnety (gaum-ti;, a. ?are-\ [f. Garnet sb. 1

+ -Y '.] Having the appearance of garnet.
r875 H. C. Wood Pherap. (1879) 96 There are two officinal

Tartrates of Iron, both occurring in garnety scales.

Garnewyne, var. Garnwin. Obs.

Garney iga-ani). (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Garney, a term in the

fisheries for the fins, sounds, and tongues of the cod-fish.

Garnierite (gaunieroi^t). [Named (by Clarke

1875) after Jules Gamier, a French geologist, the

discoverer of the substance : see -itt:.] A green

mineral found in New Caledonia, a hydrous silicate

of nickel and magnesium.
1873 Dana's Min. App. ii. 23 The mineral . . should pro-

perly receive the name garnierite. 1881 Metal World No.
21. 323 It is of an apple or pear green colour, and has been
called garnierite i,or naumeite .

Garnish (gainij"), sb. Forms: 5 garnyssh,

-niche, -nes, 5-6 garnysche (-nysshe , -nesh,

6 garnesshe, -nyshe, -nishe, 5- garnish, [f.

Garnish ^.1]

tl. A set of vessels for table use, esp. of pewter

(see quot. 1587). Obs.

1418 Bury Wills (Camden 1 3 Item assigno eidem Ricardo
. .dimidium garnyssh de vas' peutr'. c 1440 Promp. Parz:
187/2 Garnysche of vesselle K. garniche), ,£Yir«/77/«/. 1464
Mann. <y Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 273 Item, the same day
payd for adi. a garnyshe of vessellys, viij.s. iiij.d. 61530 in

Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 287 Item deliveryd oone gamysshe of

silvar vessell. 1587 Harrison England in. xi. 11878) n. 72

Such furniture of houshold of this mettall [pewter], as we
commonlie call by the name of vessell, is sold vsuallie by
the garnish, which doeth cotiteine twelue platters, twelue
dishes, twelue saucers. 1674 Jossf.lyn Voy. Neiv Eug. 17

For one garnish of peuter 3/. os. od.

t 2. Outfit, dress. Obs. rare.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. vi. 45, I should be obscur'd.

Lor. So you are, sweet, Euen in the louely garnish of a boy.

3. Embellishment or decoration in general. Also

concr. an ornament, ornamental appendage, lit.

and fig. r Obs.
1615 Markham Eng. Honseiv. 11. i. {1668) 3 Adorn the

f>er*on altogether without toyish garnishes, or the gloss of

ight colours. 1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727)

383 No man being so presumptuously wicked, as not to put

on some garnish and dress of virtue to impose on the

world. 1683 Ki£nm:i r Erasm. on Folly 48 Unsullied

from all artificial garnish, a 1708 Bf.veridgf. Prat. Th. 1.

(1730) 89, I am so much taken with the Garnish and seem-

ing lieauty of this world's vanities. 1717 P.oyer Diet.

Angl.-Fr., Garnishes of Doors, Gates, or Porches, far

Oruerutus, tes embellissetnens, ies Fleurons, dune Porte.

fb. Trimming lor articles of diess; some par-

ticular material used for this purpose. Cbs.

1527 Lane. Wills (1857) 17, I beqweth..to the parson of

Sanct Michaellsmygarnech sarsnet typett. c 1540 OW/rc/m'.

Ace. St. Dunstan's, Canterbury, Item v yardys and di of

garnysshe xiij d ob.

4. Things placed round or added to a dish to

improve its appearance attaule; also_/f^. 01 literary

'dishes'.

i673[R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 30 Your Text is all Margent,
and not only all your Dishes, but your Garnish too is Pork.

1734 Watts Relio. Juv 11785 217 \Vh;le the garnish of

some [dishes] was profusely rich and gay, that of others

was very coarse and poor. 1764 Hakmer Observ. \n. iv.

147 The parched Cicers . are strewed singly, as a garnish,

over other dishes. 1825 Coleridge AidsRefl. (1848 I. 180

I n a book like this . the sauce and the garnish are to occupy
the greater part of the dish. 1846 J. Paxtkk Libr. Tract.

Agric. <ed. 4) I. 100 The roots [of beetj . form a beautiful

garnish, and are very much used as a pickle. 1883 Chr.
World 28 Dec. 909/4 His highly-seasoned polemics, set out

with such a garnish of misrepresentation.

fb. ? Side-dishes ; alto attrib. Obs.

16 . . Fletcher Love's Pilgr. 11. iv, Porily meat, Bearing,

substantial stufif, and fit for hunger, I do beseech you,

hostess, first ; then some light garnish, Two pheasants in a
iS\>\\. 1641 Ovatto Carolina 18 At the South end whereof
(two yards distance from theTable), wasaTable of Garnish,

of three yards square. Ibid. 19 Brawne,fi>he, and cold baked
meats, planted upon the Garnish or Side Table.

5. slang. Money extorted from a new prisoner,

either as a jailer's fee, or as drink-money lor the

other prisoners (abolished by 4 Geo. IV. c. 43,

§ ia\ Obs. txc.Hist.
1592 Gkfene Upst. Courtier Dija, Let a poore man be

arretted, .he shal be almost at an angels charge, what with

garnish, crossing ami wiping out of the book, .extortions.

.

iiot allowed by any statute, a 1661.F11 ler Worthies (1840)

II. 447 When vach prisoners have paid the bailiff's fees

aiid garnish. 1704 Swn 1
/'. 'tub Wks. 1768 I. 111 Like a

fresh tenant of Newgate, when he has refused the payment
of garnish. X727 C.\v tn^gars' Opera II. vii. (1728^ 27

[Gaoler, to a prisoner] You know the custom, Sir. Garnish,

Captain, Garnish. 1752 Gentl. Mag. XXII. 239/2 The
Sheriffs, .have ordered that no debtor in going into any of

the goals of London and Middlesex, shall for the future,

ay any garnish. 1813 Scott Peveril xxx'm, Then the

laster's side—the garnish came to one piece,

b. A similar payment among workmen ; also

maiden-garnish.
1759 Go'ldsm. Bee No. 5 P 20 There are numberless faulty

expenses among the workmen—clubs, garnishes, freedoms,

and such like impositions. 1859 Autobiog. Beggar boy 144

The good old fuddling times of short turns, maiden garnishes,

and a hundred other little imposts. 1865 Slang Diet., Gar-

nish, footing-money. J 'orkshire. 1896 Dailymm 28 i eb.

5/4 Afineof four gallons [of beer] is called a 'garnish \ and
when a man finds his first lot of work . . he pays his * maiden
garnish '.

* 6. Prison slang. Letters.

[Perh. a misapprehension. The passage quoted above

(sense 5) from Gay Beggars* Opera is followed by the

words 'Hand down those fetters'. This may have led

Johnson to assign a wrong meaning to the word.]

175s in Johnson. 1893 in Farmer Slang.

7. Comb., as garnish-tinselled ad].; also garnish-

bolt (see quot.); garnish-money (-sense 5);
garnish-nail, -plate (see quots.).

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 943/1 ^Garnish-bolt (Build-

ing), a bolt having a chamfered or faceted head. 163a 1>.

Junson Magn. Lady v. v, You are content with the ten

I
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thousand pound, Defalking the four hundred ^garnish
money. ci66o in

J.
Brown Banyan viii. 182 Five shillings

for sheets, five shillings for garnish money, a 1700 B E.
Diet. Cant. Crnv, Garnish-money, what is customarily
spent amongst the Prisoners at first coining in. 1725 in

New Can'. Diet. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet., *Gam/sh-
nails, diamond headed nails, formerly used to ornament
artillery carriages. 1871-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit.
Diet., ''Garnish-plate, that part of the iron work of the

0. P. gun carriage which covers the upper surface of the
brackets. 1801 Maw. Edgeworth Angelina i. The *gar-
nish-tinselled wand of Fashion has waved in vain.

Garnish 'gamij), v. Pa. t. and pa. pplc. gar-
nished ;-niJV. Forms: 4garnesche, 5gamesshe,
-ysche, 5-6 garnisshe, -ysshe, 6 garnysh'e,
-ishe, 6- garnish. In pa. t. and pa. pplc. also

4-5 garnyst, 5 garnest, -isett, -ized, -yssed,

5-6 Sc. garnist, -isit, -issed. [ad. OF. garniss-

lengthcned stem of garnir, guarnir, ivarnir to

fortify, defend (oneself), provide, prepare (mod.F.
garnir to furnish) = Pr. garnir, OSp. guarnir [xwoA.

Sp. guarnecer), It. guarnire, guernire, med.L.
g{u)amirc. The OF. garnir had also the sense
( to warn \
The form of the Rom. vb. points to adoption from a Tent.

*ivarujan, prob. not identical with the vb. of this type
meaning ' to ward off, prevent, refuse ' (see Warn ».''), but
related to the OTeut. vbs. *warnejau, *warndjan (''origin-

ally intr. with the sense 'to become aware*), represented by
OHG. -wamen, wamdnt refl. to guard oneself, provide
oneself iMHG. warnen^ trans., to protect, guard, mod.G.
ivaruen to warn), OE. ivarnian refl., to take warning,
beware (ME. ivernen trans.-WARN p. 1

); the causative
sense* to make aware, warn ', appears in late MHG. and
ME. (also in MDu. ivacrnen). These vbs. are cognate
with OHG. (fnre) luarna precaution, preparation (MHG.
ivarne provision), of which the vb. adopted in Rom. may
be a derivative.]

I. To furnish, equip.

1 1. trans. To furnish (a place) with means of
defence ; to garrison ; to supply with men, arms,
and provisions. Obs.
'lai+oo Morte Arth. 563 There salle appone Godarde

a garette be rerede, That schalle be garneschteand kepyde
with gude mene of armes. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 203
Panpylonne, whyche was ryght stronge of murayl and
towres, & garnysshed wyth sarasyns. 1536 Bellknden
Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 248 Sic thingis done, lie garnist al the
strenthis of Britane with men, munitionis, and vitialis.

"577 Holinshed Hist. Scotl. 474/1 The Earle of Derby.,
should repayre to the West borders to garnishe the same
for defence agaynst the enimies. 1786 European Mag.
IX. 184 If on the right he garnishes his force, His left is

threatened by the Prussian horse. [184s James Smuggler
III. 280 Go into the church ; and garnish the windows with
marksmen.]

f2. To equip or arm (oneself); in pa. pple.,
equipped, armed. Obs.
V./1400 Morte Arth. 722 Galyarde knyghtes Garneschit

one the grene felde and graythelyche arayede. 1481
Caxton Godfrey lv. 96 Solyman had sente them in to the
cyte ffor to garnysshe them & make them redy. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 13 The Romanis than sic prattik
had in weir, And als tha war so garnist in thair geir. 1552
Latimer Fruit/. Semi. (1584) 318 b, When the Deuill com-
meth, and findeth the heart of man not weaponed nor gar-
nished with the word of God. c 1750 Shenstone Elegies
xxiii. 21 See, garnish'd for the chase, the fraudful maid.

f b. pass. To be furnished with a retinue

;

to be attended or accompanied. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 31 b, The fayr Myrro cam than to

mete with Jason garnisshed with a gracious maintene. 1494
Fabvan Chron. v. cxvii. 02 He doubted how he was gar-
nysshed of his meyneyalf seruantis. 1602 Patericke tr,

Gennllet 33 Whence commeth it that yet Princes are well
attended on and garnished with flatterers.

f 3. To dress, clothe, esp. in an elegant fashion.
1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1220/1 It maketh

vs gooe much more gay and glorious in sight, garnyshed in
sylke. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 55 Ephestion. repaired
vnto him with garments to garnishe him like a king.
4. To fit out with anything that adorns or beauti-

fies ; to decorate, ornament, or embellish (wit/i,
rarely fof). f Also to garnish out. Now some-
what rhetorical; sometimes with allusion to Matt.
xii. 44.
X3.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1277 J>e gredirne & be goblotes

garnyst of syluer. a 1400-50 Alexander 1533 Anabite. .bat
was garnest full gay with golden skirtis. 1490 Caxton Eney-
dos xxi. 76 The nauye . . whiche they haue garnyshed wyth
floures, and garlandes. 1494 Fabvan Chron. 1. iv. 10 Brute
. .founde it [the land], -garnysshed with many fayre Ryuers
and Stremes. 1526 Tindale Matt. xii. 44 When he is come,
he fyndeth the housse empty and swepte and garnisshed
[Gr. «t<oTu*)MfVoi]. 1577 Harrison England 11. xiii. (18771
1. 252 Curious peeces of work, wherewith to garnish his
building. 1635 Swan Spec. M. iii. § 2 (1643) 48 As the
outward heavens were garnished with Starres. a 1704 T.
Brown Persius' Sat. i. Prol., Wks. 1760 I. 51, I, who never
..with Sir Courtly, roundelays Have made to garnish out
new plays. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe iv, An under tunic of dark
purple silk, garnished with furs, i860 Maury Phys. Geog.
Sea x. § 464 The coral islands, reefs, beds, and atolls with
which the Pacific Ocean is studded and garnished. 1876
Miss Braddon J. Hazards Dau. II. 15 The kitchen was
newly swept and garnished.

b. Thepa. pple. sometimes occurs for: Furnished
or fitted with (accessories).
[Partly a Gallicism, garnir being used in the wider sense

of Furnish v. ; but in Eng. there is now almost always a
reference to appearance rather than to utility.]

1663 Gerbier Counsel 94 Shutters . . garnished without
Vol. IV.

with battens. 1773 Cook's 2nd Voy. (1774) I. xiii. 175 The
table was garnished round with hot bread-fruit, and plan-
tains, and a quantity of cocoa nuts brought for diink. 1837
DiSKAtu t'emtia 1. ii, Several small rooms, scantily gar-
nished with ancient furniture. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
1. i, A pedlar's basket, garnished .. with small woman's-
ware, such as thread and pins.

5. To decorate ,a dish) for the table.

1693 Dryden Juveuars Sat. v. 11S With what Expense
and Art, how richly dre>.t ! Garnish'd with 'Sparagus, him-
self a Feast. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece i. ii. in GarnUh
with slie'd Orange and curl'd Bacon or Ham fry'd. J796
Mrs. Gi.asse Cookery v. 52 Garnish the di*h with lemon,
and send it to table. 1886 M. F. Sheldon tr. Flaubert**.
Satammbo 4 Roasted antelopes, garnished with their horns.

t 6. To adorn with any property or quality (chiefly

rc/t. or pass.). Obs.
c 1450 Mirour Salnacionn 883 Wetkes vertuouse Be

whiik garnyst hire lif this virgine gloriouse. (-1489 Caxton
Blanchardyn xiv. 48 By the right grete vertue wherof he
was garnysshed. 1531 Elvot Gov. 11. xxix, Consailours
garnisshed with lernyng and also experience. 1577-87
Holinshed Chron. HI. 1126/1 Let him finallie be garnished
with the comelinesse of al! vertuous conditions.

t7. trans. Of trees: To cover ji wall, etc.).

Also absol. Obs.

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. I. 7 The Walls
being Twelve Foot high or more, you must always let one
Tree shoot up to garnish the Top, between two that shall
garnish the Bottom. \0x\%.pour garnir le haut, entredeux
qui garnirant te bas.\ Ibid. Gloss., To Garnish well, is said
of Wall, or any pallisaded Trees, when they spread well,
and cover the Wall or Trelliss on all sides. 1712 J. James
tr. Lc Blondes Gardening 43 The Palisades, or Trees 011 the
Sides, coming to garnish and grow thicker, will tn Time
possess two Foot of a Side.

8. slang. To fit with fetters.

i7S5 in Johnson. 1893 in Farmer Slang.

II. Law. To warn. (Cf. Sc. warms = warn.)

9. trans, a. To serve notice on (a person", for the
purpose of attaching money belonging to a debtor.
" 1 577 Sir 1'. Smith Commiv. Eng. (1633) 136 The

SheritTes order in serving this writ is to goe . . to the land
and there to garnish the partte by sticking up a sticke on
his land. 1886 Pall Malt G. 13 Nov. 5 It will he a miracle
if no one finds out who the trustee is; and as soon as his
name is known he will be garnished to a certainty.

b. To serve (a person! with notice of certain

payments to be made before he can be legally re-

turned as an heir (abolished by 6 Geo. IV, c. 105).
iS85 Act 27 Eliz. c. 3 § 3 Scire facias shall be awarded

. . to garnish the same Heir. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey\
To Garnish the Heir is to warn the Heir; a Law-term.

C. To summon (a person) as party to a litigation

already in process between others. Cf. Garnish-
ment 2.

Garnished (ga\rnijt), ///. a. [f. Gahnish v.

-I- -ed 1
.] In senses of the vb. : + Prepared for

defence (obs.); adorned, decked, furnished.
C1440 Promp. Par:'. 188/1 Garnyschyd, garnitus. 1526

Pilgr. Per/. i\V. de W. 1531) 299 Those 'two blessed refec-
cyons . . whiche neyther was in delycate dysshes, nor vpon
ony table garnysshed, but on the grounde. 1533 Bkllenden
Livy (1822) 265 (The Romans] campit thame, with garnist
oistis, on ane high montane. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm.
Par. 1 Pet. 8 That theyr husbandes may be enticed by
their goodly garnyshed maners. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus.
162 A wel garnished garden of most sweete flowers.

b. I/er. Provided with appendages of different

(specified) tincture.

1705 Hearne Collect. 12 Dec. (O. H. S.) I. 126 The Arms
of the University of Oxon are A field Jupiter, a Book
Expansed in Fesse, Luna, garnished, having seven Labels
with Seales, Sol,

, & this Inscription. 1864 Boutell Her.
Hist. <y Pop. .\xh § 5 fed. 3) 360 A book open ppr., gar-
nished or. 1874 Pa/nuorth's Coats of Arms 948 Arg. a
buglehorn garnished and stringed sa.

Garnishee (gajnijr). Law. [f. Garnish v. II

+ -ee.] One in whose hands money belonging to

a debtor or defendant is attached at the suit of the
creditor or plaintiff.

1627 Sir H. Finch Law {1636) 373 If they were deliueied
vpon other condition then the defendant alledgeth, the
garnishee is at no mischiefe but the defendant. 1674 Blount
Glossogr. fed. 4), Garnishee. 1853 T. I. Wharton Pa.
Digest i-]\ Quxre, how is the law when the jury find
specific articles in the hands of the garnishee. 1890 Essex
Chron. 17 Jan., His Honour found for . . the garnishee.

b. attrib., &$ garnishee issue, order, proceedings,
summons.
1882 Standard 4 Feb. 2

'4 The case came before Mr.
Justice Watkin Williams.. on a "garnishee issue. 1881 Daily
Nezus 17 Jan. 3/6 The plaintiff., had priority over the
holders of the *garnishee orders. 1894 Times 13 Nov. 13/8
This was an appeal from an order made, .in certain *gar-
nishee proceedings. 1888 West Briton A- Cornw. Advert.
=2 Mar. 7

'2 A Garnishee Case. .A. J., grocer, was sued on a
garnishee summons .. to show cause why he should not

pay.. ^15.

Hence Garnishee- v., to attach or arrest a debtor's
money in this way

; G-arnishee-ment, the process
of attnehing or arresting tcf. Garnishment).
1892 Daily News 22 July 7/1 Their salary was recently

garnisheed by a person to whom they owed commission.
1896 Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 15 Dec. 9 Employes who may
have their wages garnisheed for debt have . . to show, .that
they are being unjustly dealt with in the garnisheement.
Gannsher tga-.inijaj). [,. Garnish v. + -er'.]
1. One who adorns or decorates.
C1515 Cocke LoreWs B. (Percy Soc) 10 Sylke women,

pursers, and garnysshers. 1598 Stow Surv. xxviii. (1603)

247 Makers of liaftes, and otherwise garnishers of Blades.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Garmsher, he that adorns, sets off, &c.
2. Law. One who attaches the money ol a debtor

in the hands of another person.

1889 Times 29 0< t. 3/1 It was eqraily plain that the gar-
nishee o^der did not make the garnis;.er a creditor of the
garnishee.

Garnishing gaunijrj .vbl.sb. [f. Garnish v.

+ -1NG'.]

1. The nction of the verb, in various senses.

1463 Mann. <y Housek Exp (Roxb.) 223 Item, ffor my
masteris speris gyldynge and garneshinge .xx.d. 1497
Naval Ace. Hen. / 7/(1896) 31,6 Bulte ropes 'or Garny^hying
of the Ships sayles- xx. 1551 Robinson Mere's Vtop. 11.

(Arb. 1 79 But the gal ant garnish nge and the beautiful!

settinge furth of it .. that he left to his posteritie. 1638
F. Ji'Nirs Paint, of Ancients 332 Leaving the simpt'eilie
of the ancients, beganne to spend themselves in garnishing
of their works. 1691 Ray Creation (1714) 105 Architects
. taking in Leaves and Flowers ami Fruitage for the gar-
nishing of their Work.
2. That which serves to decorate or furnish

;

al?o //.
a 1470 Tii'toft Crsar iv. (1530'' 6 Garnyshynge and other

taktyngs helongyng to the shyppis. 1547-64 Bauldwin
Mor. Thilos. T Jalfr.) 47 Wisdome, vertue, and vnder-
sianding, are the garnishings of the sov.le. 1603 Philotus
xxvii, With doubill Garnischings of gould And Craip aboue
jour hair. i56g Binyw Holy Citie 160 As lor the garnish-
ing of these Foundations, it is. .twofold. 1796 Mrs. Classic
Cookery \iii. 14^ They make a fine garnishing, and give a
dish a fine look. 1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall U'hiteboy vi. 52
Tattered carpets and broken chairs ;—Such were the chief
'garnishings'. 1887 Stkyf.n'son' Mem. $ Portraits v. 82
He scorned all flowers together. They were but garnishings
for ladies' chimney.shelves.

b. attrib.

*559 Morwyng Eronvm. tltle-p., Balmes, Oyles, Perfumes,
Garnyshing Waters, 1625 in Rymer Fa-dera XVIII. 23S
Thirtie seaven course Rubies, furtie twoe small garnishing
l'erles. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 396/2 A Pricking or
Garnishing Aul, this is for to make holes to adorn and to
garnish Sadie Skirt.s with Silk, Silver, or Gold thrid.

Garnishment [gajnij"mtnt\ [f. Garnish 7'.

+ -mi:nt. Cf. MDu. gamissement, perh. from an
unrecorded OFr. word.]
1. Adornment, decoration.

1550 in Strype Eccl. Mc/u. (1721) II. xxix. 238 All manner
of garnishments and apparel of silver and gold, such as
altar-cloths, copes, &c. 1581 J. Bell //addon's Answ. Osor.
A ij b, Surely for the garnishment of phrase and style
thereof I have no great regard. 1632 Karl of Cork Diary
in /.innorc Papers Ser. 1. (1886) III. 132 A garnishment of
silver of gouldsmythes worck. 1721 Strypf. Eccl. Mem. I.

ix. 91 Third persons, riff-raff and others, standing in the
chambers for a garnishment. 1824 Scott St. Ronarts x,The
art of making the worse appear the better garnishment.

2. Law. A legal notice or warning, either general,

or for the special purposes of (a' summoning a third

party to appear in a suit, (&) attaching money in

the hands of an heir or other person.

1585 Act 27 Eliz. c. 3 § 3 If the Heir do not . . upon a
Garnishment .. shew, .that the Kxecutors have sufficient.

.

to answer, .the same Debt. 1621 Uolton Stat. /ret. ^i(Act
7 Edw. IV\ The Lieutenant of this land, .shall 1 ave power
to remove the Exchequer . . by the garnishment of twentie
and eight dayes. 1668 Hale Pre/, to Rolle's Abridgm. 5
Garnishment and Interpleder were large titles at Common
Law, but now much out of use. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey*,
Garnishment, a Warning given to any for his Appearance,
for the better clearing of the Cause, and informing of the
Court. 1873 Kent's Comm. II. xl. 568 In which, by the
process of garnishment, the rival claimant is brought into
the suit.

Garnishry (gaunijri\ nonce-wd. [f. Gar-
nish sb. + -BY,] Garnishment, adornment.
1835 Pjrownlng Paracelsus lit. 62 Herdsmen, .whose eyes

. .Saw in the stars mere garnishry of heaven. 1868 — Ring
<y Bk. iv. 545 A meal all meat, .no garnishry.

t Garnison, sb. Obs. Forms : 4-6 garnison,
-yson, 5 v? gernyson), garnisoun, -esoin. [a.

OF. garnison (ONF. wamison: see Warnjson'
defence, provision, garrison (= Pr. g{u)arniso,
It. guamiztone, guamigione, Sp. guamicion),
f. garuir to fit out, GABNISH.]
The word became obsolete in the 16th c, its place being

taken by the synonymous Garrison.

1. Defence ; means of defence.
C 1386 Chaucer Melib. F371 The gretteste and strongeste

garnyson that a riche man may haue, as wel to kepen his
persone as hise goodes, is that he be biloued amonges hys
subgetz and with luse neighebores. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4204
Thus Ielousyehath enviroun Set aboute his garnisoun With
walles rounde, and diche depe. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
276/1 Saynt Augustyn . . fyghtyng in deflence of trouthe of
feythe and of garnyson of the chirche, surmounted alle*the
other doctours of the chirche. 1489 — Faytes 0/ A. m. x.

187 A lorde sente a man of armes for the garnyson of som
fortresse of his owne.

2. Stores of victual for an army, a besieged
place, etc.

1481 Caxton God/rey cxvilj. 177 The poure Cristen men
that had not in theyr howses garnyson sufficiant for longe
tyme they made them to voyde the toun. 1489 — Faytes
of A. \. xii. 31 Deffensable necessaryes and al maner of
garnyson. ? a 1500 Barbour's Bruce xvil. 294 fed. Hart
i6i6j With gret garnisoun [Edin. AfS. warnysone, Camb.
MS, varnysing] of vittale.

3. A body of men stationed in a fortress or other
place for purposes of defence.
e 1386 Chaucer Melib. * 61 We conseille f>at in thyn hous

thou sette sufficeant garnison so that they may as wel thy

88



GARNISON.
body as thyn hous defende. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. II.

iii. 95 Hys garnysons shulde ran out of the castelles and
townes. 1528 Rov Rede me Arb.) 49 Have they of angels

eny garnyson Ye god knoweth many a legion Att all tymes
theym to socoure. 1549 Lornpi. Scot. Ep. Ded. 5 He pat

ane garnison of tua thousand men vitht in the toune of

sanct quintyne. 1609 BiBLE^Douay) 1 Kings xiv. 12 And the

men of the garnison spake to Jonathas and to his esquier.

b. ? A stronghold or fortress occupied by armed
forces. (Somewhat doubtful.)

c 1430 Lvdg. Mors, Shepe, fy G. 123 in Pol. Rel. <y L. Poems
19 With-owtyn werr. .wee may nat saue and kepe our Right,

Ouregarnesoins \v.r. garisouns] neoure castellisolde. c 1500

Meiusine xxi. 128 Telle vs what nombre of men may yssue

out of all your garnysons the Fortresses alwayes kept. ?i52o
Barclay Salust's Jugurth xxxv. 46 On the other syde
thinhabitauntes of the towne and garnyson resysted manly.

C, In garnison = in garrison f see Garrison jA.5).

1583 T. Stocker Civ. Warrcs Lowe C. 11. 30 a, Seuen of

the Walton Ensignes, of the nine, whiche laie in Garnison
at Mastright.

1 Garnison, r. Obs. tare. In 7 garnizon. [f.

prec. sb.] trans. To garrison (a pla^e .

1583 T. Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. 1. 39 (margin),

Count Mansfielde gamysoneth Antwerp. 1656 Harkington
Oceana (1658' 84 A Common-wealth Established in her rise

upon Fifty such Towers, and so Garnuoned as are the

Tribes of Oceana, containing one hundred thousand Elders

upon the Annuall List, and yet but an out-guard.

Garniash e, obs. form of Garnish v.

Garniter, var. Gahnetkr. Obs.

Garniture (gaunitiili). [a. K. garniture (f.

gamir vb.), which occurs in most of the senses of

the Eng. word.]

1. Furniture, outfit, appurtenances.

1532 Hervkt Xenophoris Househ. 17681 38 Pannes,
caudrons, and other garnitures of the kitchen. 1580
Hollvband Treas. Fr. long s.v., La garniture a\m Hit,

d'vne es/e'e, oh quelqne chose, the garniture or furniture of

a bed, sword, or any other thing. 1854 Mrs. Oliphant
Magd. Hepburn III. 295 The table sparkles with silver

cups and antique wealth of garniture. 1878 Schiller
Technol. Diet, s.v., Garniture of a boiler, all apparatuses

which serve for the safety of a boiler, all steam-pipes,

stokmg-tools, etc.).

b. Trappings, harness (of horses, etc.). ? Obs.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. in. 77 The garniture of the

Mulen are but ordinary. 1821 Scott Kenihv. xxiv, A pal-

frey, with a side-saddle and all other garniture for a
woman's mounting.

2. Ornament, trimming, etc., added to dress.

1657 Drydkn Maiden Queen v. i, A man of garniture and
feather is above the dispensation of the sword. 1684

J. Lacy Sir H. Buffoon n. ii, My French garniture, a pox
on 'em, is not yet arrived from Paris. 1706 Phillits ed.

Kersey), Garniture, the trimming of a Suit with Ribbons,
precious Stones, &c. as a Garniture of Diamonds. 1710
Steele Taller No. 116 ? 7 Stomachers, Caps, Facings of

my Wastcoat-Sleeves, and other Garnitures suitable to my
Age and Quality. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vn. xcv.

437 A garniture of saphirs, as buttons, sword, star, watch,
snuff-box, &c. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shopxxvm, A military

surtout . . which had once been frogged and braided all

over, but was now sadly shorn of its garniture. 1897 Globe

18 Feb. 6/3 At the wrists the sleeves . . are finished with a
two-inch garniture of violets.

3. Ornament, embellishment generally.

1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice 111, I bestow some garniture

on plays, as a song or a prologue. 1713 Derham Phys.-
Theol. iv. xii. 214 The suitableness of Animals Clothing;
and Garniture and Beauty thereof. 111716 South Serm.
III. 131 Where real Kindnesses are done, the circumstantial

Garnitures of Love (as I may so call them 1 may be dispensed
with. 176* Foote Lyar 1. Wks. 1799 I. 283 A man is

naturally permitted more ornament and garniture to his

conversation than they will allow in this latitude. 1821

Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Mockery End, She happily missed all

that train of female garniture which passeth by the name of

accomplishments. 1878 Mori.ey Carlyle in Crit. Misc. 178
No verbal garniture of a transcendental kind.

b. Applied to natural objects (as trees, etc.) as

ornaments of the landscape.
1684 T. Burnet Th. Ear'h 11. 80 This destroying of the

outward garniture of the earth is but the first onset. 1768
Beattie Minstr. \. ix, The pomp of groves, and garniture
of fields. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861) 56 To their right

lay the sedgy point of Blackwell's Island, drest in the fresh

garniture of living green. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks.
Char. ii. 60 The pomp and garniture of God's creation—the

green fields and the forest glades.

4 Apparel, costume, dress.

1827 Pollok Course T. vii, Gloomy garniture of pur-

chased woe. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xl. (1856' 363, I

have never before alluded to the garniture of my outer man.

5. Trimming or dressing of a dish. Aho fig.

1725 Bradley Earn. Did. s.v. Sturgeon, It may beset
out with a Marinade, or other Garniture. 1761 Wesley
Wks. (1872) XIII. 393 This means nothing; it is mere
garniture of the dish. 1862 Goulburn Pers. Relig. \. '1873*

5 If he has skilfully dressed a rather spare dish uf knowledge
with the garniture of amusement. 1888 Frith Autobiog.
III. 134 A huge boar's head, with the usual garniture, was
placed upon the table.

Girnop, var. Gardnap. Obs,

Garnsdorfite 'ga-rnzd^jfoit" . A/in. [f. Gams-
dorf'm Saxon v, where it is found; named by Brooke
and Miller in 1852] A svnonym of Pissophamte.
1852 Brooke & Miller Phillips' Min. 544 Garnsdorfite.

.

is found in soft drops. 1861 Rristow Gloss. Min. 149
Garnsdorfite, a name for pissophane.

Garnsey I violet), var. Guernsey.

t Garnwin. Obs. rare. fOE. gearn-winde, f.

gearn Yarn + winde = OHG. winta (G. winde)

winding-wheel, f. windan to Wind ; cf. T>\\.garen-

winder, G. gamwinde ^LG. garwinne), Icel. garn-

vinda. The ME. form has the northern .Scandina-

viau) Gabn for yarn.] —next.
c?z$ Corpus Gloss. 1735, Repouile, xearnuuinde. #1000

Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 213/11 Conducturn, gearn winde.
14.. Metr. Voc. Ibid. 628/1 Game wyne, furgillum.
? 14. . Nominate MS. (Halliw. : A par gumwyn, girgillum.

Garnwindle, yarnwindle. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms: 5 garnwyndii, garwyndyl^le, (-elle\

-wyngyll, 6 garnwindell, 7, 9 garirwindles
(-winnles). Also 5 3am-, yer-. [f. Garn, Yarn
+ -windel formed as instrumental noun to OE.
windan to Wind ; cf. Oh\ windel basket, G. ivindel

swaddling-band, Sw. vindel whirl, spiral, ON. vin-

dill wisp, vindla to wind. So Ger. garmvindel
(15th c.) beside -winds.] A rotatory appliance, on
which a skein of yarn is placed in order to be more
easily wound into a ball.

61440 Promp. Pan'. 188/i Garwyndylle iS. garwyndyl,
or ^arnwyndyl, P. garwyngyllj, girgillus. 1483 Lath.
Angl. 150/2 A Garwyndelle \A. A « >arne qweylle or A
5arnwyndylle», deuolutorium, gergillus. 1674-91 Ray
Collect. Words, Gloss. Northan. 141 Garn-Windles, harpe-

done, Rhombus. 1878 Cnmbld. Gloss., Garn ivinnels, a

wooden cross from which yarn is wound off.

2. Comb. j as garnwindle- blades, -stocks.

14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 695/35 Hoc iurgiltum [printed

nirgiliutn], a par gamwyndil-blades. 1576 Richmond.
Wilts (Surtees) 260 A spinning wliele. .ij garnwindell stocks.

II Garookuh, garrooka. (See quots.)

1855 Ocilvie Suppl., Garookuh, a vessel met with in the

Persian Gulf . . In length it varies from 50 to 100 feet, and
is remarkable for the keel being only one-third the length of

the boat. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Garrooka, a
fishing-craft of the Gulf of Persia. Also in mod. Diets.

Garotte: see Gakkottk.

I GarOUS, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. gar-urn Gakum

+ -ous.] Of or resembling Gakum.
1646 Sir T. Brownf. Pseud. Ep. in. iv. 1 14 Adifferent and

offensive odour, proceeding partly from it's food, that being

especially fish, whereof this humor may be a garous excretion

or a raucide [sic] and olidous separation.

Garousis)e, obs. form of Cakocse.

Gar-pike (gaapsbk). [formed after Garfish :

see Pike.] = Garfish.
1776 Pennant Zool. III. 283 Garpike. .this fish, which is

found in many places, h known by the name of the Sea-

Needle. 1849 Zoologist VII. 2395 The gar-pike of the western

rivers. 1866 Owen A nat. Vertebrates I. iv. 275 The Tench,
the Garpike, and the common Eel. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Mar. 515/2 The gar-pike of Western lakes.

attrib. 187a C. King Mountain. Sierra Nez\ ix. 185

Savage fishes, of the garpike type.

tGarquince. Obs.
(Z1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790' 81 He res-

ceyvyth . . all manner of spyces to make confections, gar-

quinces, plaates, sedes, and all other spycery nedefull.

Garr, obs. form of Gak sb. and v.

Garran : see Garron.
Garrat, obs. form of Garret.
Garrawse, obs. form of Cahousk.
1617 F. Moryson /tin. in. 152 Gentlemen garrawse onely

in Wine.

t Garray. Sc. and north. Obs. Also 7 garry.

[?f. OK. giterrei-er to make war, to harry: see

\Yeureyk v.] a. ? Armed force, b. Commotion,
disturbance, noise, row.
c 1450 Hknuyson/\zW. Heistis -2-jo As thay wer carpand in

this cais with knakis, And all the court in garry, and in gam.
< 1460 Towueley Myst. viii. 37^ Full soyn he will shape vs

to sheynd, And after vs send his garray. Ibid. xiii. 564 He
made all the garray. a 1500 Peebles to Play ii. in Wks.
Jas. I (1786) 100 For reiling thair micht na man rest, For
garray and for glew. 1606 If. Riding Rec. (1884) I. 50
For making on two several! Saboath daies in June last

drinkinges and garries, whereby above the number of c th

persons were assembled together with pipes and drunimes
and dancing all the time of Divine Service. 1715 in Old
Leeds\.\%&$) 70 Therefore none were to attend 'any such
garrays or merry nights*.

t Garre, sb. Obs. ["Cf. Gakgkt. Gargil.]
1678 Phillips, Garre, a kind of disease incident to Hogs.

t Garre, v- Obs. [Echoic, but suggested by
L. ga>rtre; ME. had also $arren, jeorren, OE.
georran, of imitative origin (see Yarre v.)\ cf.

MDu., MLG-, MHG. ga*ren of similar meaning.]

intr. To growl, snarl ; to chatter, chide ; to chirp,

twitter. Hence Garring vbl. sb. and///, a.

1382 Wyclif 3 John 10, 1 shal moneste Wis werkes, whiche
he doith, garringe, or chidinge [L. garrietts] in to us. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 159 And som vseb straunge
wlafferynge, chiterynge, harrynge, and garrynge [L. ga>ri-
tus] grisbayting. c 1400 Apot. Loll. 95 Augurreris we calle

boo bat tentun to l e garring & fliyng of briddus. 1587 M.
Grove Pelops <y Hip/>. (1878' ic6 The foole . . May sing and
garre as doth the birde against a shower of raine.

Garre, obs. form of Gar.

Garret fgarret), sb* Forms: 4 garite. -yte,

5 -ytte, 5-6 g;r"tt(e, (5 garet, gerret , 6 gar-

rett^, gar r)it, 6-8 garrat, 6- garret, [a. OF.
garite, gtterHe, watch-tower (mod.K. gnirite watch-

tower, sentry-box, refuge) - Sp. garita (? from Fr.),

Pg. gnarita ; of Teut. origin, connected with OF.
guarir, wa?ir, to preserve, guard, cure (.mod.F.

gitfrir to cure), ad. Teut. *warjan to defend, pro-

GARRETED.

tect ; the precise formation of the sb. has not been

satisfactorily explained.]

f 1. A turret projecting from the top of a tower

or from the parapet of a fortification ; a watch-

tower. Obs.

13.. Sir Beties (A.) 1658 He be-held forber a lite To a
chaunber vnder a garite. 1340 Hawpole/V. Consc. 9101
pe garettes oboven be yhates bryght Of be cete' of heven,

I lyken bus ryght, Tyile be garettes of a cete' of gold.

?ai4oo Morte Arth. 562 There salle appone Godarde a
garette be rerede. a 1450 Ktit. de la Tour (1B68) 88 She putte

her in a garet to see the Kinge Josue passe. 1598 Barret
Theor. IParres iv. iv. 112 Garrits and watch houses, where
the. .Sentinels are to be placed.

2. A room on the uppermost floor of a house
;

an apartment formed either partially or wholly
within the loof, an attic. J-rc?n cellar to garret,

from garret to kitchen^ etc. : over the whole house.
1483 Caxton Cato H v b, What shold auaylle . . a garette

ful of whete or a celer ful of wyn. 1577 B. Googe Heres-
bach's Husb. 1. 11586)43 In coumreys that are very wette and
watrishe, it is better to make them [corn lofts] in Garrettes
as hie as may be. 1615 Bacon Apophth. xvii. Wks. 1859
VII. 180 My Lord St. Alban said that wise Nature did
never put her piecious jewels into a garret four stories high :

and therefore that exceeding tall men had ever very empty
heads. 1645 Milton Cotast. Wks. (1851)368 This is not for

an unbutton'd fellow to discuss in the Garret, at his tressle.

1703 Moxon Mech. E.xerc. 262 Two Stories high, besides

Cellars and Garrats. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull iv. viii,

John Bull.- ran upstairs and downstairs, fi cm the kitchen to

the garrt-ts, and from the garrets to the kitchen. 1714 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let. to W. Montagu 24 Sept., If it were
possible to restore liberty to your country . . by reducing
yourself to a garret, I should be pleased to .share so glorious

a poverty with you. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. III. 219 'I he
. .lodging-house, where the poet Codrus, and his wife, were
permitted to hire a wretched garret immediately under the

tiles. 1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 231 The news of his

arrival circulated from the cellar to the garret. 1849 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett, II. 80, I was through all our house yesterday,

from garret to kitchen. 1874 L. Stephen Hours iuLlbrary
(1892) II. i. 11 His (Johnson's] happiest effort is a disserta-

tion upon the advantage of living in garrets.

fig. 1812 H. & J. Smith Horace in Lend. 132 We'll talk

of our gambols . . Till Phoebus looks out of his garret.

3. slang, a. The head ; esp. in phrases to be

wrong in ones garret, to have one's garret un-

furnished, etc. b. (See quot. 1812.)

1796 Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Garret, or Upper Story,

the head. His garret, or upper story, is empty, or un-

furnished ; i.e he has no brains, he is a fool. 1812 J. H.
Vaux Flash Diet., Garret, the fob-pocket. 1840 Barham
Ingot. Leg., Bagman's Dog, What's called the claret Flew
over the garret. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss. s.v., To be tvrang in

yatCs Garrets, to be wanting in intellect, or suffering Irom
temporary delirium.

4. attrib. and Comb., as garret-poverty, -room,

-stairs, -story, -windoiv; garret-high adj.; garret-

wisezdv.; garret-lock (see quot.); garret-master,

a cabinet-maker, lock-smith, etc. \vho\vorks on his

own account, selling his manufacture to the dealers

direct fcf. Chambeh-master).
1684 Dryden Frol. to Disappointment 46 He hires some

lonely room, love's fruits to gather, And *garret-bigh rebels

against his father. 1848-5* Diet. Arc/iit., *Garret-lock, the

term applied to locks of the most inferior description,

because theyare made by men of small means who live and
work in garrets. 1861 Mayhew Loud. Labour II 376 2

In the shoe trade . . they are called 'chamber-masters', in

'the cabinet-trade' they are termed ' "garre I-masters '.

Ibid. III. 223/2 The garret-masters are a class of small

'trade-working masters', supplying both cap :

tal and
labour. 1894 Wcstm. Gaz. 6 June 2/3 Complaints made
by the local Locksmiths' Trades Union, as to tie sub-

letting of Navy contracts to garret-masters not under
factory inspection, vj. . Addit. toPofe 11776) I. 117 Again
my ''garret poverty is shown Hy the mean cov'ring of

this Portland stone. 1671 J. Daviks Sibytts 1. viii. 23
There may be some brain which bath "garret-room to re-

ceive it. 1838 Dickens O. T?v st xxiv, It was a bare garret-

room. 1859 \V. Collins Q. of Hearts 1)8751 69 My aunt
came hastily up the ^garret-stairs. 1806 Korsyth Beauties
Scott. IV. 1 Most of them have now what the country-

people call a loft; i.e. a *garret -story. x6n Cotcr.,
Lucamc, a *garret window, or window in the roofe of a
house, etc. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge II. 531 The
rooms on the second floor are still arranged ; garret-wise.

t Garret, sb'*

1626 Bacon Srlva § 352 The Experiment of Wood that

Shineth in the Darke. "The Colour of the Shining Part, by
Day-light, is in some Pieces White, in some Peect-s inclining

to Red; Which in the Countrey they call the White and
Red Garret.

Garret (g«*r6t), v. Build. [Of uncertain ori-

gin; cf. Gau.kt 7'.] trans. To insert small pieces

of stone in the joints of (coarse masonry). Hence
Garreting vbl. sb. (see quots 1845 and l893'-

1845 Parkkr Gloss. Archil, (ed. 4^» Garretting, small

splinters of stone, inserted in the joints of course masonry;

they are stuck in after the work is built. Flint walls are

very frequently gai retted. 1846 Ecclcstologist VI. 45 The
old way of ' garreting ' flint-work, that is. of inserting small

flint-shivers in the mortar of the joints. 1893 Surrey Gloss.,

Garreting, a species of pointing of stonework with small

chips of stone in the joints.

Garreted (gx'nM<\),/>pl. a. Also 6 garyted,

7-8 garretted. [f. Garret sb. ] + -ed -.]

1. Provided with ' garrets' (see Garret sb. 1).

1531 Surr. Tower Lond. in Bayley Hut. 'Power 1. (1821)

App. p. ix, The whiche forsaide wall p'teof it to beventyde,

garyted, coped, lowped, and also crestyde. 1601 Carew
Cornwall 121 a, An uneasie landing place for boats, .fenced
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with a garretted wall, c 1630 Risdon' Surz: Devon % 192
1 1810) 202 A castle they have, garreted with turrets at every
corner. 1675 Ogilbv Brit. 55 East and West Looe .. to-

wards the Sea are fenc'd wiih a Garreted Wall. 1797
Maton Wcs.'. Count. Eng- I. 262 A circular garretted wall,

inclosing some traces of buildings.

2. Lodged in a garret. rare~ l
.

1837 Worhsw. Sarin. ' They ivJw have seen the noble
Romanes scorn', Laying down his head, When the blank
day is over, garreted, In his ancestral palace.

Garreteer (gRtfttfcx), Also {•j ?garretteir,

?garitier;,8-9garretteer. [f. Garret^. 1 + -£EK.j

One who lives in a garret ; esp. an impecunious
author or literary hack.
[1650, 1653 : Examples of these dates are prob. mis-

prints; see Gazettker i.J 1720 Bentley Let. 31 Dec.
Wks. 1836-8 III. 538 Let other scribblers and garreteers
take some caution from his example. 1739 P. Whitehead
Manners 15 Down, down, ye hungry Garretteers, descend.
1824 Btackw. Mag. XV. 325 If they be not garretteers.
living out of the world, and never seeing a newspaper. 1887
Miss Betham-Eijwards Next of Kin II. xviii, 248 The
editorial 'I am very sorry '—how many garreteers has it

driven to suicide?
attrib. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribblcomania 149 Sir

Southey, now chang'd from his garretteer state, To write
silly odes, and palaver the great.

Garrhial, var. Gavial.
tCrarrise, v. Obs. rare-'1. [? back-formation

from Garrison.] irons. To station as a garrison.

(Cf. Garrison v. 3.)

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. in. ii. 287 Your Lordship is

to assemble your forces together .. and because they lye
dispersed, for the more expeditions sake, to take them in

your way Westward, as they are garrised.

Garrison (gre'risan), sb. Forms : 3, 5-8 gari-
son, 3, 6 garyson(e, 4 garis(so

/
un, gareisoun,

geryzoun, 4-5 garysoun, 4-7 garisoun(e, (5
garson(e, 6-7 Sc. garesone, -oun, 7 guarison),
5-6 garryson, (6 garrisoun), 6- garrison, [a.

OF. garison, gareison, guerison (ONF. warison
Warison), defence, safety, provision, store, f. garir,
guerir, to defend, preserve, furnish, ad. OHG.
warjan to defend ( = OE. iverian Wear ».2),
Senses i and 2 agree with the uses of the French word.

The further development is app. due to confusion with F.
garnison Garnison, which had the same meanings of 'de-
fence' and 'supplies ', as well as that of 'garrison '. There
is not sufficient evidence to show that the last was ever a
common sense of F. garison : Godefroy gives only one
quotation for it. It seems probable that the specially
^English sense of ' fortress \ ' stronghold ' (see 3*, led to the
identification of the two words and to the final adoption of
' garrisoti * in place of ' garnison \J

T 1. Store, treasure ; donation, ijift. Obs.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8461 J>e king of Camele made pays
& an amirail al so & 3eue horn gret garison horn non harm
to do. 13.. Gaiu. <y Gr. Knt. 1837 He nay pat he nolde
neghe in no wyse Nauber golde ne garysoun. ,; 1400-50
AlexanderioTi Geuyshimgarsonsof gold & of gud stanes.
c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 6835 Of bir kyngs and pair
garysouns, What bai gaf, landes and touns.

1 2. Defence, protection ; deliverance, safety;

means of defence. Obs.
c 13*0 Cast. Love 870 God. ,nom flesch and blood of hire,

to bringe His folk out of prisoun : pat was vre garysoun.
c 1400 Ront. Rose 3748, I can nat seen how thow mayst go
Ottier weyes to garisoun. 1549 Covf.rdale, etc. Erasm.
Par. Cor. 5 It is no weake and feble thing, but a thing of
Gods owne doyng, muche more mightie and effectual!, than
is any mans power and garrisons. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's
Inst. 1.46 He hath an innumerable gard to whome he hath
geuen in charge to trauaile for our safetie, and that so long
as we be compassed with the garrison and support of them
. .we be without al reach of hurt.

3. fa. A fortress or stronghold {obs.). b. (from
sense 4) A place in which troops are quartered for
defensive or other military purposes; a garrison-
town.
e 1430 Lydg. Hors, Shepe, <$ G. 'Roxb.) 21 With oute werre

.
.
We may not saue ne kepe our right Our garisouns [v.r.

garnesoii^] ner castellis olde. 61440 Prontp. Parv. 188/1
Garsone, stronge place \H. garyzone, or garzone, strong
holde), municipium. c 1450 Golagros % Gaw. 1144 Quhen
that Gawyne.. Wes cummyn to the castel .. Gromys of
that garisoune maid gamyn. 1483 Cath. A tig/, 150/1 A
Garison, municipium. 1494 Ykk\,vx Citron, an. 1454 (1533)
200 a/2, Lord Talbot . . in defendynge of the kynge's Gary-
sons, was beset with Frensh men at a place named Cas-
tyllyon. 1568 Gkaeton Chtvn. II. 280'I'hetoune of New
Castell upon Tyne, and in all other garrisons on the marches
of Scotlande. 1654 Evhlvn Mem. 11857) I. 314 Went by
Newark-on-Trent, a brave town and garrison. 1743 Capt.
WooDRooFKin Hanway Trav. (1762) I. 11. xx. 88 With direc-
tions to look for a proper place to build a garrison. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. (18171 I. ii. 372 He .. with his own
soldiers invested Werk Castle, a garrison of the English.
1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 462, I would propose that a ship of the
line

.
.he employed as a lazaretto . . and stationed . . opposite

the garrison.

4. ta. A body or troop of persons (obs.). b. A
body of soldiers stationed in a fortress or other
place for purposes of defence, etc.
In sense b the word has taken the place of the older

Garnison.
a. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxv. 35 Jonet the weido on

ane bussome rydand Off wichiss with ane winder [v.r. won-
drous] garesoun. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 253 b,
After this sentence all the garyson of the knyghtesand tur-
mentours gathered aboute hyin. a 1533 Ld. BernkrsgW./.
Bk.M. Aurel. (1536) Diiij, If I leade garrysons of menneof
armes. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 150 The nobillis all

]
in ane greit garesone, for the most part pasMt out of the
toun.

b. 1542 Udall Erasm. Afopk. 161 b, When certain
persones moued hym and would haue had hym to kepe the
citeeswith gaiysuns. .he saiedletc.I. 1587 Holinshed Scot.
Citron. 237/1 He made the castle stronger; in which he
placed a valiant garrison. 1639 Dk. Hamilton in //.

Papers tCamden) 72 If att the same tyme the garisounes

,
att Beruick and Carlyll mad inroods into the Countrie.
1725 De Koe Voy. routu/ World 11840 280 Strong forts

1 erected. .and strong garrisons maintained in them. 1801
Wellington in Gurw. Dtsp 11837 * 347 1'he garrison

i could not remain in that fort opposed to the fire of a man
[

of war. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 221 He..

j

gave orders that the forls demanded should be opened to

I
British garrisons. 1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 2. 15 The

j

bulk of the garrison, .lay cantoned along the Roman wall.

Jig. 1548 Ld. Somerset Epist. Scots Cj, Hauyng the
sea for wall, the mutuall loue for garrison, and God for

j

defence. 1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. t
Black Prince to

I
C'tess Salisbury 126 Thy virtuous thoughts. . Like careful!

I
skouts, passe vp and down thy breast. .Whilst al the blessed
garison do sleepe. 1644 Milton Divorce i.ed. 2) To Pari.

Eng., To inslave the dignity of man, to put a garrison upon
his neck of emptyand overdignifi'd precepts. 1754 Cowper

j

* Ep. to R. Lloyd 18 A fierce banditti. .That, .daily threaten

j

to drive thence My little garrison of sense.

*T C. Place-, ioiun ofgarrison : a garrison-town.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. iv. 168 Onely reseru'd, you
claime no interest In any of our Townes of Garrison. 1592
Nashe P. Peuilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 79 If he haue beene

;
ouer, and visited a towne of Garrison, a 1613 Overbury

I

A Wife 1638) 208 He learnt his trade in a Towne of
I Garison neere famish

1

1. 1649 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wan-
!
dering to see the West C iv, For at all places of Garison,
there is very strict examinations of persons.

5. Phrases. In garrison [K. en garnison'] :

I

doing duty as a garrison or as one of a garrison.

{To go or be sent) into garrison: to do garrison

|
duty. To keep garrison : to maintain a force of

I

armed men in a fortified place ; to be * in gar-

I

rison \
C1489 Canton Blanchardyn Hi. 200 Whan the souldyours,

i that Subyon had lefte there in garryson, herde [etc J. 1548
1 Hall Chron., Hen. /K, 30 All the souldiers whiche the
duke of Orleance had left there in garrison to defend the
bridge, c 1550 Deb. betw. Somer <y Wy%t. 39 in Hazl.
E. P. P. III. 35 They haue no wyll to labour, in felde nor
in garysone. 1596 Spenser State Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 652/1
The Earl of Tyrone is nowe accoumpted the strongest;
upon him would I lay 8000 men in garrison. 1607 Dekker
Northiv. Hoe v. Wks. 1873 III. 69 My husband is in garri-
son 1' the Low-Countries. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4317/2
Part of their Troops, .are to remain in Garison there ; the
rest are to go into Garison at Mantua. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 11. xv, His soldiers keep garrison. 1730 A. Gordon
MaffcVs Amphith. 176 The Circus, .in which a certain
Count kept garrison for his own Security. 1769 Robertson
Chas. V

t
VI. vi. tp Those in garrison at Goletta threatened

to give up that important fortress. 1802 C. James Milit.
Diet, s.v., The elite or flower of the Janissaries of Con-
stantinople is frequently sent into garrison on the frontiers
of Turkey.

0. attrib. and Comb., as garrison-artillery, -bat-

talion, -guard, -gun, f -man, -preaching, -soldier',

garrison-carriage i^see quot.~; garrison-hack
slang, a woman who flirts indiscriminately with the
officers of a garrison (Farmer) ; garrison-hold,
possession or occupation by means of a garrison

;

garrison-town, a fortified town in which a garrison

is stationed
; f so garrison-house.

1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. fed. 3', ^Garrison
Artillery. 1809 Char, in Attn. Reg. 737/2 [He] was pro-
moted to the rank of Major in the sixth ' Garrison- Hattalion
then in Ireland. 1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Did.
(ed. 3) s.v. Carriages, *Garrisott Carriages, carriages con-
structed for such guns and howitzers as are not intended
for transport, and which are generally placed on the ram-
parts of a fortress [etc.]. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc.
Tracts 206/2 No person under the dignity of a chief
Rajah has. .the honour of being saluted by the "garrison
guard. 1876 Jas- Grant One 0/ the 600 i. 8 The *garrison
hacks, or passe" belles, whose names and flirtations are
standing jokes. 1890 Athenceum 8 Feb. 176 1 The heroine
is a ' garrison-hack'. 1888 W. Cory Lett. A> Jrnls. (1897)
529 We are in danger if we relax our *garrison-hold of the
adjacent island. 1677 W. Hlbbard Narrative 11. 80 Yet
were they able to surprize but one ^garrison house. 1586
Leycester Corr. (Camden) 60 The poor "garrison-men.,
suffer.. the greatest miserie. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep.
(1861)^ I. 226 Without undervaluing the influence, .of the
^garrison preaching of the German military chaplains in
the Netherlands. 1617 Mouyson Itin. 1. 11 The Duke
was at great charge in keeping "Garison Souldiers at
Dresden. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Warres 443
The rest of the Fortifications upon that Coast, the Garrison
Souldiers that were therein, when they fled, did overthrow
and destroy. 1648 Art. Peace ix. in Milton's Wks. (1847)
251/1 The disposal of the forts, castles, *garrison-towns.
A; 1656 Br. Hall Rem. Wis. (1660) 35 The Nights in those
Guarison Towns . . brought me . . weakness. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 346 A strong garrison town.
Garrison (gae'risan), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To furnish with a garrison, to place

troops in (a fortress, town, etc.) for defensive pur-
poses.

1569 Stocker tr. Died. Sic. m. v, After he had garrisonned
Sycione. 1665 Manley Grotius' Lvw C. Warres 634 They
GarrisonM Viseo. 1786 \V. Thomson Watson's Philip III
11839) 261 Garrisoning and fortifying such of the towns
he had taken, as were most important for their situation
and strength.^ 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. 315 He..
fortified the citadel and garrisoned the port. 1895 Scot.
Antiq. X. 77 In the 'Forty-five, Burleigh Castle. .. was
garrisoned for King George.

Jig. a 1856 H. Miller Paper on Cut: Suite Fossils

(1874) 348 Is bone a thing rather strongly garrisoned hy
vitality, than itself vita! '! 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vn.
Hv, His soul was garrisoned against presentiments atid fears.

t b. 'To secure by lortresses* J\) ; to protect

with a gai rison. Obs.

1693 G. StepNBY in DrydetCs Juvenal Sat. viii. (1607')

194 Those Forces join Which Garrison the Conquests near
the Rhine. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 37J
We have been ..fortifying and garrisoning ourselves at

home.

t c. intr. To establish a garrison or military

post. Obs. rarc~ '.

1726 Cavalliek A/em. in. 163 He garrUon'd in several
Places, that he might be the more ready to disturb and
deprive us of all Means of getting Provisions.

2. Of troops : Tu occupy as a garrison.
1645 Ld. Digby in Litd/oitfs Mem. (1699) III. 381 Let

them, .enquire before they put in, lest by any accident the
Enemy should have Garisoned those Places before we
come timber. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 23 No great Town,
but well fortified and entrencht, gairison'd by three Com-
panies of Foot. 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV. 363 The
other towns, which were garrisoned by the Greek mer-
cenaries, refused to receive him. 1855 MacaulaY Ilist.

Eng. IV. .wii. 99 The fort was stormed. The soldiers who
had garrisoned it fled in confusion to the city.
trans/, and Jig. 1646 .f. Hall Poems, The Call 6 Vie

keep off harms, If thou'l be pleas'd to garrison mine arms.
1647 Cowley Mistr. Ixvii, Since thou took'st it [my Heart]
by Assault from -Me, 1"is Garison'd so strong with Thoughts
of Thee. rti7ii Ken Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 201
O Make my Heart thy Care. .No Rebels then will garrison
my Breast. 1832 G. Downes Lett. font. Countries I. 439
The convent, although spacious, is garrisoned by only
seven monks.

3. To put ' in garrison ' or on garrison-duty ; to

station as a garrison. hXsoJig.
1596 Spenser State Itrt. Wks. (Globe) 651/2, I would

wish the chief power of the armye to be garrisoned in one
countrey that is strongest. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11.

vii. § 4. 347 Hippos or Hippion, a Citie so called of a Colonic
of Horsemen, there garrisond by Herod. 1671 Milton
Samson 1497 Garrisoned round about him like a camp Of
faithful souldiery. 1891 Daily News 30 Dec. 6/3 He was
garrisoned . . in the highest of the French forts on the
Savoy Alps.

Hence Garrisoned {/own), furnished with or

defended by a garrison ; also = garrison {(own)
;

Ga-rrisoning vbl. sb. and /»//. a. Also Ga'rri-
soner. a garrison-soldier.

1658 W. Burton //in. Anton. 121 Much less let him
marvel to find Baths in garrisoned Towns. 1681 Nevile
Plato Rediv. 241 The Second great Prerogative the King
enjoys, is the sole Disposal and Ordering of the Militia..

Garrisoning and Fortifying places [etc.]. 1693 W. Freke
Art of War xiv. 278 Military Discipline is as necessary for

Your Garrisoners in their Sallies, as Your Field Souldiers
in their March. 1797 LSlrke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 374
A garrisoned sea-town. 1879 Haring-Golld Germany I.

393 The garrisoning army .. consisted of 10,107 officers,

353,102 men. 1884 Klanch. Exam. 27 Sept. 53 A specially

recruited Indian army, .for the garrisoning of Egypt. 1894
Athenseum 29 Dec. 886/1 The Chouans attacked Teilleul,

a garrisoned town.

t Garriso'nian, sb."1 Obs. nonce-wd. ff. Gar-
rison + -(i)ax.] One who lives in a fort or

garrison-town.

1773 Mrs. Grant Lett. Jr. Mount. (1809) I. xxii. 172 All
the spirit that diverted you in my description of our g^r-
risonians, is evaporated. 1786 Ibid. (1809) IL xxiiL 118.

Garrisonian (gseris^n'maii), a. and sb." [f.

the proper name Garrison + -(1)ak.] A. adj.

Pertaining to YV, L. Garrison, a leader in the

American anti-slavery agitation. B. sb. A fol-

lower or supporter of Garrison ; an abolitionist.

1863 W. Phillips Speeches vi. in Garrisonian antislavery
movement. 1890 C. Marivn W. Phillips 160 The Church
. .had accused the Garrisonians of infidelity. 1892 Nation
(N. Y.) 30 June 490/2 The Garrisonian abolitionists.

So Ga'rrisonism, the anti-slavery principles of

Garrison; abolitionism.
1848 Lowell Lett. (1894 1 I. 125 Theodore Parker's letter

. .is full of Garrisonism from one end to the other. 1878
N. Amer. Rev. CXXVIL 98 The wires of Calhounism and
Garrisonism were joined and the war began.

t Ga'rrisonize, "
. Obs. 7 are-*, [f. Gabbisok

sb. + -IZE.] trans. To furnish with a gai rison.

1657 Earl Monmouth tr. Partita's Pol. Discourses 176
Not being able to garrisonise or furnish so many Fortresses
with things necessary.

tGa'rrisonment. Obs. rare- 1
. ?=Garki-

Son sb. 4.

x593 Nashe Christ's 7\ (1613) 44 Set some garisonment
before the gate of thy Tabernacle, to oppugne the dis-

possessors of thy Tabernacle.

Garrit, obs form of Garret.
tGarritOTir. Obs. Sc. Also 6 garaitour,

garitour. [f. OF. garitc Garret + -our -or.]

One who occupies a * garret * or watch-tower

;

a watchman on a tower or wall.

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. in. Iv, Than on the wall ane
garitour I considder, Proclamand loud that did thair hams
swidder. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 857 On the walheid
was gretest Garaitour Dame Chaisritie, in armis most
actiue. 1580 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 301 And in the nedder
hous thairof [the quhite toure] ane stand bed for the garri-

toure.

Garron 1

, garran (gee-ran). Forms: 6-9
garran, (6 garrant, 6-7 garon. 7 guarrent, gar-
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roon^e, 7, 9 garrone, 7-8 gerran, S-9 girran),
6- garron. [a. Gael, gearran, Irish gearrAn.] A
small and inferior kind of horse bred and used

chiefly in Ireland and Scotland.
1540'S/. Papers Hen. Vlll, III. 169 That the satde

Fergananym shall pay yerely to our Soverayne Lorde the
Kyng for every horse, mare, garrant, kowe, oxe, and bull ..

$d Irishe. 1586 J. Hooker Citron, /re/, in Holinshed II.

156 '2 His cariage horsses iwhich they terme garons) waxed
faint. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 466 Horses, Mules, and such
laboring garrons. 1633 Stafford Pac. Hib. (1821) ii. 39
Three thousand Mares and Gerrans. 167a Petty Pol. Anal.
(1691)41 The Foot manship. .is. .almost quite lost, .every man
now keeping a small Garran to ride on. 1735-6 Carte Or-
monde I. 405 Men. .whose horses were most of them no better

than garrons. 1791 A. Young Trav. France 209, I thought
. .that the Irish garrans had no rivals on the globe. 1846
McL'l'I.loch Acc, Brit. Empire (1854) I. 299 Neither carts

nor any other sort of carriage could be used, the whole inter-

course of the country' being carried on by means of Highland
ponies or garrons. 1891 K. Kipling Light that failed ii,

The seediest, weediest Egyptian garron offered for sale in

Cairo or Alexandria.
attrib. 1681 Dinelky yrul. Tonrlrel. in Trans. Kilkenny
A retool. Soc. Ser. 11. I. 175 The guarrent horses many
^oing without shoos. 179a A Young Trav. France 85 That
province [Bretagne] is infested in every stable with a pack
of garran poney stallions, sufficient to perpetuate the
miserable breed that is every where seen. 1865 Carlylk
Fredk. Gt. xni. xiii. V. 127 Thick-soled peasants . . mount
your garron plough-horses.

Hence Ga'rronly^., resembling the garron (breed).

1737 Bracken Farriery Imfr. (1757) II. 58 Our ugly,
crooked, garronly Breed.

Garron- (garran). Also 6 Sc. garrown, gar-
rone, garoun, 7 Sc. garroun. [?a. ONF. *garron
-^Ob'.jarron branch of a tree.]

f 1. Sc. ? A beam of wood. Obs.
1543 Aberdeen Reg. V. 18 (Jam.) Greit treis, rwif sparris.

garrownis. 1554-5 in Burgh Fees. Edinb. (1871) II. 307
Item, for uther thre garronis coft fra Robert Gray to be hand
spaikkis vj\ 1612 Bk. Customs in Halyburlou's Ledger(tB6y)
3o8Garrones, single the hundrethxii //..dowble thehundrrth
x.xiiii It. 1615 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 276 Dang at his

hall dur with ane garroun.

2. (More fullygarron-nail.') A kind of large nail.

1552-3 in Burgh Fees. Edinb. (1871) II. 276 hem vij"
garrone nalis thairto i.\\ 1833 Loudon Encyel. Cottage
Archit. § 1072 The rafters to be..chacked and spiked to-

gether with double garron nails.

Garrooka: see Garookuh.
t Garrot 1

. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. garrot 'the

YVythers of a horse, &c. ; also, a wring, or pinch
in the Wythers' (Cotgr.).] A disease of horses.
1600 Surflet Country Farme 1. xxviii. 193 For the garrot

:

plucke away the flesh that is dead with a sharpe instrument.

Garrot - (garrat). Alsogarrott. [a. F. garrot

^1757 in Hatz.-Darm.).] A sea-duck of the genus

Clausula ; esp. the Golden-eye (C. glaucion).

Harlequin garrot : see Harlequin 6.

1829 Griffith Cuviers Anim. Kingd. VIII. 609 We may,
moreover, separate [from the Lobate Duck, Shaw] the
Carrots, Clauguta, Leach, whose bill is shorter and narrower
in front. 1844 Zoologist II. 314 Golden eye, 'Garrot',
Clangula chrysophthalmos.

Garrot 3 (gseT9t\ [a. F. garrot: see next.]

1. Antiq. A lever used for winding a cross-bow.

Only in mod. writers, with erroneous explanation.
1824 Meykick Antient Armour III. Gloss., Garrolus, the

garrot or quarrel for the cross-bow. It was also used to

imply a lever.

2. Surg. (See quot.)

1845 S. Palmer Pentaglot Diet., Garrot, in Surgery, a
small cylinder of wood, employed to tighten the circular
band, by which the artery of a limb is compressed, in order
to suspend the circulation of the blood in haemorrhage from
accident, amputation, or aneurism, tin mod. Diets.)

Garrotte, garotte (gar^t), sb. Also gar-
rote, garrot. [a. Sp. garrote (the form now
prevailing being through Fr, vb. garrotter : see

Garrotte v.) - F. garrot (from i3thc.) stick,

spec, packing-stick, etc. ; of obscure origin : cf.

Garron-.]
+ 1. * A cudgell to winde a cord as carriers do to

packe their wantels with* (Minsheu^. Obs. rare.

1619 J. M[abbe] tr. Fonsecd's Dev. Contempt. 236 Thou
hast, .rich furniture for thy horses, siluer Garrotes or Wrests
to packe vp and fasten thy Sumpter vpon thy strong backed
Mules. [1826 Btacfciu. Mag. XX. 82 There is another kind
of torture, employed by the Spanish Inquisition. When the
patient is placed in this apparatus, his arms, thighs, and
ankles are made fast to the sides by means of small cords,
which being tightened by means of garrot's, or rackpins
(called by some the Spanish windlass), in the same manner
precisely as carriers tighten the ropes that fasten down the
loads on their carts, cut into the very bone.]

2. The Spanish method of capital punishment
by strangulation ; the apparatus for inflicting this.

The cord was originally twisted by means of a garrote or
packing-stick see seise 1).

1622 Mabue tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. \. 266 Throwing
a cord about his necke, making vse of one of the corners of
the Chayre, he giue him the Garrote, wherewiih he was
strangled to death. 183a Southey Penins War III. 54 The
man was hanged and quariered, the woman strangled by
the garroe 1837 Major Richardson Bnt Legion vii.

(ed. 2) 210, I ha*e no hesitation in pronouncing death by
the garrot, at once the most manly, and the least offensive

to the eye. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 89 He next went
to Cuba . . was wounded and captured, but escaped the
garrote to follow Walker to Nicaragua.

3. Highway-robbery performed by throttling

the victim. To tip the garrotte', {slang) to use

this method of robbery.
1852 Ann. Reg. 78 The crime of robbery by means of

sunocation, and known as ' garotte ', from the Spanish mode
of execution, has become exceedingly common. 1856 Punch
XXXI. 194 The old 'Stand and deliver !' 's all rot ; Three
to one ; hit behind ; with a wipe round the jowl, boys, That's
the ticket—and Vive la Garotte ! . -Let them cly-fake, we'll

tip the Garotte.

4. attrib., as garrotte-man, -robbery.

186a Mayhew & BiMKY Crim- Pris. Lond. 5 If India has
its Thugs, London has its garotte men.

Garrotte, garotte (gar^-t), v. Also 9 gar-

(r)ote. [ad. bp. garrotear, f. garrote'. see prec.

The prevailing lorm is due to the equivalent F.

garrotter.']

1. trans. To execute by means of the garrotte.

1851 Genii Mag. Oct. 418 Lopez . . was publicly garroted
at Havannah on the 1st of September. 1894 West///. Gaz.
21 Nov. 43 The rule now is to garrotte culprits within the
walls of the prison.

2. To throttle (a person) in order to rob him.
1858 [see Garrotting vbl. sb.]. 1869 J. Greenwood Sev.

Curses Lond. 201 A ruffian, committed for trial for garotting
and nearly murdering a gentleman. 1890 Spectator 30 Aug.,
Young ruffians of the class who garotte their schoolfellows
to rob them. 1896 Boston (Mass.) Herald 16 Feb. 11/8
A man was garrotted last night at Bayard Street, New York.

"b. transf. and fig. To strangle.

1878 K. Jefiehiks Gamekeeper at home via. 184 This
happens when the loop, .has slipped and seized the creature
just at the gills. It then garottes the fish. 1893 K.Gkahamk
Pagan Papers 38 Commercialism, whose name is Jerry, and
who studs the hills with stucco, and garrotes the streams
with the girder.

Hence Garrotted ppl. a.

i860 Tylor Anahuac ix. 247 Garotted malefactors sitting

bolt upright in the high wooden chairs they had just been
executed ill.

Garrotter, garotter (garp*tM% [f. Gar-
rotte v. + -KB '.] One who garrottes.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 290 Burkins, the
garotter, who jtaiow in hold in Pentonville fSr his sins.

1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 406 We.. cannot read without a
shudder even of the flogging of some brutal garotter. 1885
La:o Times 14 Mar. 348/1 Lord Bramwell. .sentenced many
a garrotter to the cat.

Garrotting, garotting (gaip-tirj), vbl. sb.

[f. as prec. * -ing '.]

1. Execution by means of the Spanish garrotte.

1890 Pall Mall G. 9 Aug. 6/1 In the way of executions,

nothing so bad has been seen 111 Europe for a long time as
the garotting of Higinia Balaguer, a Spanish murderess, at

Madrid.
attrib. 1890 Saintsbury in AVw Rev. Feb. 136 You go

to the gallows, the block, the garrotting chair.

2. The practice of throttling a person for the

purpose of robbing him.
1858 R. S. Surtkks Ask Mamma xvL 54 She pursued the

even tenour of her way apparently indifferent to everything
— even to a garotting. 1870 Miss Bkiu^man Ro. Lvn/te II.

vi. 134 The heaviest weapon of defence, bought in the days
of garotting.

t Garrub. Obs. rare- 1
.

1696 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 35 There is Silk Romals,
there is Romals Garrub and Cotton Romals . . The Garrub
is the most deceitful of any, for they for the generality wear
like Dirt.

Garrulance fgce-n/lans). rare- 1
. [badly f.

GaKUI'L-OUS + -ANCE.] = GARRULITY.
1890 Mrs. Huncerkord Born Coquette I. vi. 48 With all

the garrulance of youth.

t Garrulate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ppl. stem of

late L. garmldre, f. garrul-us : see Garrulous.]
trans. To say or speak with garrulity.

1656 J. Bourne Def. Script. 4* Whatsoever these Quakers
garrulate to the contrary.

t Garruling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. late

L. garrulare : see prec] The action of chattering

or talking volubly. In quot., of a bird.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The garruling of the stirlene gart

the sparrou cheip.

Garrulity (gar/rllti). [a. F. garrulity ad.

L. garrulitatem, f. garrul-us : see Garki'LOUS.]
The quality of being girrulous, loquaciousness.
1581 W. Fulkk in Confer, in. (1584) O ij b, Such as are

like to proceede from a Fryer, full of impudencie and
garrulitie. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 28 Thou thy
selfc.with thy vaine babling and garrulitie troublest our
eares. 1671 Milton Samson 491 Let me here . . expiate, if

possible, my crime, Shameful garrulity. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 141 r 1 The prudence of a slave, or the
garrulity of a woman, ha\e hindered or promoted the most
important schemes. 1788 H. Walpole Remin. i. 6, I am
sensible of the garrulity of old age. 1834 Pringlk A/r. Sk.
vii. 247 All alive with the amusing garrulity of monkeys
and paroquets. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 309 The no* ice

crying . . Shame on her own garrulity garrulously. 1869
Phillips Vesuv. ii. 25 Nor is this reticence balanced by the
garrulity of any other writer.

t Garrulose, a- Obs-° =next.
1727 Bailey vol. 1 1, Garrulose, full of Talk, always prating.

Garrulous (gsenHas), a. [f. L. garrulus
talkaiive (f. garrire to chatter, prattle^ + -0U8.]

1. Given to much talking; fond of indulging in

talk or chaiter; loquacious, talkative.

c i6ix Chapman Iliad in. Comm. 48 Where they were
graue and wise Counsellors, to make them garrulous, as
Grasshoppers are stridulous ; that application holdeth not

in these old men, though some old men are so. 1730-46
Thomson Autumn 1231 Age. .garrulous, recounisThe feats

of youth. 1788 H. Walpole Remin. vii. 46 Such anecdotes
. .have not yet emerged into publicity from the porie-feutlles
of such garrulous Brantdmes as myself. 1820 W Irving
Sketch Bk. 1 1. 176 1'he house is shown by a garrulous old
lady in a frosty red face. 1876 I.lack Madcap K xviii. 162
The garrulous ancient was for once holding his tongue.

b. transf. Of birds and inanimate things : Chat-
tering or babbling. [So L. garrulus.']

1854 Tennyson To F. D. Maurice v, Vou'l! . . only hear
the magpie gossip Garrulous under a roof of pine. 1854
Patmoke Angel in Ho. 1. n. x. (1879) 239 Kirds grew
garrulous in the grove. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades \\. jyy
The stream stayed Its garrulous tongue.

2. Of speech or talk : Characterized by garrulity;

full of long rambling statements, wordy.
1838-9 H ALI.A.M Hist. Lit. IV. i. iv. § 16. 9 In a destiltory

and almost garrulous strain, Bentley pours forth an immense
store of novel learning. 1847 Disraeli Tattered 11. ii,

Colonel lirace was indulging in his garrulous comments.
1867 FrbEMAM Norm. Cana. (1876) L iv. 149 A. .very
discursive and garrulous history of the time. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule 11874) 6 The tall and grave-faced keeper might
have kept up his garrulous talk for hours.

Hence Garrulously adv., Ga rrulonsness.
17J7 DaiLBV vol. 1 1, Garrulousuess, Talkativeness, Prating-

ness. 1856 Miss Mllock % Halifax xvi, How I blessed
Mrs. Jessop's innocent garrulousuess. 1859 Tknsyson
Gninez-ere 228 To whom the little novice garrulously, 'Yea,
hut I know' [etc.]. 1884 Fall Mall G. 12 Jan. 5/1 Garru-
lousuess chastened into terseness.

Garry, var. Gauray. Obs.

1 Garse, sb. Obs. Forms: 3 garce, 4 gerae.

5 gaarce, 6 garsshe, 3, 5-8 garse. See also

Gash. [a. Or. *garse, noun of action f. garser
(see Garse v.) ; cf. med.L. garsa

f
gersa incision,

scarification.] A cut, incision, gash.
a 1225 A ucr. R. 258 peo ilke reoufifulle garcen [7*. garses]

of be lu3ere skurgen. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3693 pe dent of
pat sper. .Of ys skyn a litel hit nam. Richard gan grope to

|at gerse. c 1440 Pro/up. Fan'. 186/1 Gaarce, scari/icaeio,

scsura, iuscisio, s.issura. 1530 Palsgr. 224/1 Garsshe in

wode or in a knyfe, hoche. i6iz Cotck., Chioueiure,
a cutting; a gash, cut, garse. [1783 Ainsivorth's Lat. Dkt.
(Morell) n, /ncisura, a cut, gash, or garse.]

+ Garse, v. Med. Obs. [a. OF. garser, jarser

to scarify ; in mod.F. gercer (dial, jarcer) to chap,

open in cracks, in which sense Palsgr. has garscher.

OF. garser glosses caraxare (-c/iar-), L. form of

Gr. xapa<n«<i' to cut, incise: its identification with

this word involves phonological difficulties, but is

more plausible than the view of Diez that it represents

a pop. L. type *carptidre
t

f. carpere to pull, pluck.

The development of Kng. gars/i, gash from garse is

obscure ; Palsgrave's French form is perhaps not to

be relied on.] trans. To scarify, to make a series

of cuts or incisions in. Also absol.

1398 Tri.yisa Barth. De P. R. vii. iii. (1495) 224 It is good
to garse the legges byneth that the humours . . may be drawe
from the heed downwarde to the nether partyes. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 18 A surgian vndoip pat pat is hool,

whanne he letip blood, eiber garsib, eiber brenneb. 1541
R. Copland Guydou's Quest. Chirurg. Qj b, Gyue it small

fyllyps with your nayle and garse it a newe that it may
blede well.

Garse measure for rice' : see Garce.
Ga'rsil. north, dial. Forms: 4-5 garsell;e,

5 garses yl, gressell, 7 garzill, 8-9 garsil. [For
earlier *garlhsel, *gerthsel ^ Da. gja'rdset, Sw.
gdrdsel fencing, fencing-stuff, brushwood, f. OX.
gerda (Da. gjivrde, Sw. gdrda) to fence (f. gard-r

fence : see Garth) + -sel as in Hiusel, Yemsel.]
Brushwood used for fencing, or (mod.) for burning.
(1396 Mem. Rtpon (Surtees) III. 125 Et in garsell emp.

pro chuisura Ricardi quondam Roberti de Hundgate, %d»

1453 ibid. 160 De ii<r". sol. pro j plaustrat. de gressell cum
cariagio, empto pro orto ibidem. Et de zd. sol. pro faccionc

j cepis ibidem] 1483 Cath. Aug I. 151/1 Garselle. [Not
gloated.] 1674-91 Ray .V. C. Words (E. D. S.), Garzill,
hedging-wood. 1788W. Mahshall }'orksh.G]oss.(1L. D.S.),
Garsil, hedging-thoms, or other brushwood used in making
dead hedges. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Garsil.

t Ga'rsing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Gakse v. + -ing *.]

The action of the verb Garse.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 186/2 Garcynge, scarificacio, inscisio.

a 1450 MS* Bodl. 423 If. 208 a, By medicyn outher by
bledynge Bledyng I say either by veyne or by gar^yng.
1502 Arnolde Chron. (1811) 172 In that tyme [Winter] men
shulde lete them bloode in ther bodys by garsinge. 1541 R.
Copland Guydou's Quest. Chirurg. N iij a. Some [ventosesj

be with garsynge and other without sraryfycacyon.

Garsome, var. Gersome. Obs.

Garson'e, obs. form of Garrison.
Garson, -soon, -soun : see Garcion.
Garss, -ie, obs. Sc. forms of Grass, -y.

Garsshe, Tar. Garse sb, Obs.

Ga'rston, ge'rston. Obs. exc. dial, and Hist.

fOE. gaerstiin^ f. gmrs Grass * tun enclosure : see

Town] A grassy enclosu re; a paddock or field.

a 1000 Laws 0/ Ina c. 42 (Schmid) Gif ceorlas gaers-tun

hxbben ^emanne. a 1377 in Hist. MSS. Comm. 1. (1876)
560 [A. deed of Edward 3

rJ
.. grants to Ralph, .a piece of

ground, -lying between the'garston '. .and the lane]. 1856
Akerman in Archxol. (1857) XXXVII. 140 The site,

formerly a small paddock or garstun, called from a former
owner of the land, Purbrick's Close, 1885 Q. Rev.^Apr. 324
Yards (gerstuns or garstons) for rearing stock . . were en-
closed.



GARTER. 65 GARTH.

Garsum^me, var. Gersome. Obs.

Gart(e, pa. t. of Gar v.

Gartain, -ari^e, -en, Sc. forms of Gaktek.
Garte, obs. form of Gabth -.

Garter (gautai), sb. Forms: 5 gartare, -ere,

gardere, gart(o)ur, 6 Sc. gartan(e, -tain, 6-9
Sc. garten, 4- garter, [a. OF. ^artier, jartier,

jarretier (also fartzere, F. farretiere, whence Sp.

jarretera, It. giarretliera), f. OF. garet. jaret (F.

janet the bend of the knee tin men}, the lower

part of the leg (in anxmnh) -Sp. farrele, It. gar-

relto. A form jam:, garra, in Fr. dialects answers

to Sp. and Pg. garra, and may be of Celtic origin

— Breton gar, Welsh gar the ham or leg-bone ; il so

the words must have spread from OFr. 10 the other

Romanic tongues. The substitution of n for r in

the Scottish forms is not accounted for.

J

1. A band worn round the leg, either above or

below the knee, to keep the stocking from falling

down.
1382 Wyclik Gen. xiv. 23 Fro a threed of the weeft vnto

a garter [1388 layner] of a hoos. c 1440 Pi'omfi. Pan'. 188/1

Gartere or gardere, subligar. 1539 in Pitcairn Criminal
Trials {1833) I. *2Q7 Belles and gartanis of taffiteis. 1547
Boor i)E Brev. Health 51 With ii garters I do bynde the

wrestesof tliearmes. < 1630 Risdon Sun: Devon § 63(1810)
62 Lancelot, .was found hanged in his bed-chamber, by his

garter, to the bedstead. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 16 p 1

A Pair of silver Garters buckled below the Knee. 1786
Burns Halloween 24 The lads sae trig, wi' wooer-babs,
Weel knotted on their garten. 1826 Scott Woodst. iii,

Lasses leaping till you might see where the scarlet garter

fastened the light-blue hose. 1865 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III.

288, I have knitted myself a pair of garters.

f b. A similar band, worn as a belt or sash. Obs.

1598 Sylvester Du Bar/as it. ii. IV. Columnes 271 From
her right shoulder, sloaping over-thwart her, A watchtt
Scarf, or broad imbrodered Garter.

c. Naut. slang. Fetters, irons.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11780), Iron Carters, a cant
word for bilboes, orfetters. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

2. The Garter, the badge of the highest order of

English knighthood. Hence, membership of this

order; the order itself.

The institution of the order is commonly (on the authority
of Froissarti attributed to Edward III about the year 1344.
By the time of Selden (1614) it was traditionally asserted
that the garter was that of the Countess of Salisbury, which
fell off while she danced with the King, who picked it up
and tied it on his own leg, saying to those present Hani soit

qui maty pensc. The Garter as the badge of the Order is

a ribbon of dark-blue velvet, edged and buckled with gold,
and bearing the above words embroidered in gold, and is

worn below the left knee ; garters also form part of the
ornament of the collar worn by the Knights.
c 1350 Wftmtra A> Wastoure 63 And iche a gartare of

golde gerede full riche Then were th[e]re wordes in be webbe
..payntted of plunket. .' hethyng haue the hathell bat any
harme thynkes , [1388 in Higden (Rolls) IX. 155 A cause
qil fuist chevalier del gartour.] 14 . . HOCCLBVB Min. Poems
(1892) 41 To yow, lordes of the garter ' flour Of Chiualrie'
as men yow clepe and calle. a 1500 Flower § Leaf lxxv,
Eek there be Knightes olde of the garter, That in hir tyme
did right worthily. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 108 b, Sir
Jhon Fastolffe, the same yere for his valiauntnes elected
into the ordre of the Garter. 1596 Dalrymfle tr. Leslie's
Hist. Seat. ix. 230 The king of Jngland with his Gartan ..

maid him illustre. a 1685 Dryden Albion $ Albaniiis in.
Wks. 1883 VII. 283 Record the Garter's glory; A badge for

heroes, and for kings to bear. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock 1.

85 Peers, and dukes, and all their sweeping train, And
garters, stars, and coronets appear. 1821 Byron Juan iv.

cix, Blue as the garters which serenely lie Round the
Patrician left-legs. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes I. 296 You
might as well ask the prime minister for the next vacant
garter.

b. //. Knights of the Order of the Holy Ghost
(in France), wearing a blue ribbon or garter {cordon

bleu).

1670 Cotton Esfiernon in. ix. 468 The Dukes, and Peers
of France, the Officers of the Crown, the blue Garters, and
whoever of the highest quality of the Kingdom.
3. Her. a. (See quot. 1882, and cf. GartieiO
In some Diets, the garter is explained as half of the

bendlet.

1658 Phillips, Garter .. also half a bend in Blazon. 1882
Cohans Her. iv. (ed. 3) 57 The diminutives of the Bend are
the Bendlet or Garter, which is half the width of the Bend.

b. A strap or ribbon buckled in a circle, with
the free end hanging down.
1882 Cussans Her. xvm. (ed. 3) 244 Another badge is some-

times worn. This is a George within an inscribed Garter.

4. trans/. A band which surrounds anything as

a garter does the leg, or which resembles a garter

in shape.
1556 in \V. H. Turner Select. Pec. Oxford 258 Item, for

a garter for the sydes [of cucking stool] .iij*.

+ b. Printing. (See quot. ~i Obs.
1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc. II. 65 The Garter (but more

properly the Coller) . . is the round Hoop incompassing the
flat Grove or Neck in the Shank of the Spindle.

C. teckn. A semicircular plate, fitting into a
groove in the screw of a bench-vice, in order that

the vice may open when unscrewed.
1874 in Knight Diet. Meek. 943/1.

5. The belt or band used in the game of ' prick

the garter' (see 7^ ; the game itself.

i8»7 Hone Every.day Bk. II. 112 The profits gained by
..wheel of fortune, the garter, &c. 1833 Moir Mansie

Wauch xix. (1849) M° Swindling folks at fairs by the game
of the garter.

b. The tapes held up for a circus-performer to

leap over.

1854 Dickens Hard y.vi 37 Jupe has missed his tip very
often lately. Offered at the garters four times last nigut,

and never done 'em once.

fc>. As abbreviation for: a. Garter King ofAnns
(^see King); b. garter-snake (see 8\
a. 1558 in Leland Collect. (17741 V. 321 [Interment of Q.

Mary] Then the Executors. Then Garter. Then the chief
Momer. 1614 Sklden 'Pities Hon. 364 The Kings of Eng-
land are Soueraigns of the Order, and Henrie Vordaind the

King of Heralds. Garter, for it. 1724 Lond. Gaz. ~So.

6284/2 Garter carrying on a Crimson Velvet Cushion the
Garter (the Ensign of the Order) and a Gold George in

a Blue Ribbon. 1796 Pkggk Anonym. (i8oo)*366 The late;

excellent Garter, John Anstis, Esq. 1882 Cussans Her.
xviii. (ed. 3) 245 In 1SS1. Garter, and the other officials,

invested the King of Spain, in Madrid, in due and ancient
form.
b. 1880 New Virginians I. 132 This rockery . . will be a

regular snake nursery ! The garter and the copperhead
will think you put it up oil purpose for them.

7. Phrases. To cast one's garter: (Sc.) to secure

a husband. In the catching up of a garter: in a

moment. Pric/cing in the garter (also prick-thc-

garter) : a swindling game (see Fast-an1>-LOOSE).
1697 Vanbrugh Relapse iv.i, I'll do your honour's business

in the catching up of a garter. 1815 sporting Mag. XLV.
234 He had better lose his money in a more fashionable way
than by pricking in the garter. 1826 K. T. in Hone Every-
day Bk. II. 1309 Here is pricking in the garter. 1869 C.

Gibbon A\ Gray x\, ' Ye micht hae cast your gartens a hantle

waur, guidwife.'

8. Comb. : garter-blue, the colour (origin-

ally pale, now dark blue) of the ribbon worn by

Knights of the Garter; garter-fish, the scabbard-

tish (Lepidopus caudalus) ;
garter-knee, the left

knee, on which the Garter is worn
;
garter-plate,

a plate of gilt copper, upon which the arms of'

a

knight of the garter are engraved, and which is

fixed in the stall of the knight in St. George's

Chapel, Windsor (Elvin iS8y^^arter-ring (see

quot."); garter-robes, the <!ujfl^^ur to Knights

of the Garter
;
garter-snak^M H^he name of

various grass- or ribbon-sr^H HF' the genus

Eutxnia
;
garter-vein (see quc^r^ garter-web-

bing, 'a narrow elastic webbing enclosed in a cover-

ing of silk-ribbon, used for garters ' (Stand. Diet.).

1789 A/in. Reg. 252 The gown was white tiffany, with a
^garter blue body. 1888 Bookseller 5 Sept. 915 The books
were superbly bound in 'garter blue' crushed levant. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 313 The Lipidopus [sic] or

the*Garter-fish. The body sword-like ; the head lengthened
out. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xx.xvii, A short man was
his Lordship . . always caressing his 'garter-knee. 1709
Hearne Collect. 17 Nov. (O. H. S.) II. 310 In former times

there were several Gold Rings made for the \J*t. of Kniglit.s

of the Garter, which they receiv'd at their first Installment.

. . They had often the same motto with the Garter, and
were therefore called "Garter-Rings, being cast into the
Figure of Garters. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5430/4 A Garter-

Ring, with the Motto Honi soit qui mat y pensc. 1702
Eug. Post 23 Mar., The late Duke of Gloucester In his

*garter robes. 1775 A. Blrmaby 7'raz'. 10 Reptiles and
insects are almost innumerable: some of them are indeed
harmless and beautiful ; such as the black-snake, the bead-

snake, the *garter-snake, the fire-fly. 1885 C. F. Holder
Marvels Auini. Life 131 One of the commonest of the non-
poisonous snakes is the striped, or common garter snake.

1656 Blount Glossogr. s.v. Vein, ^Garter orgar/ering vein
is a fourth branch of the thigh vein, from which it descends
..unto the bought of the ham, where it gets this name.

Garter (gautoj), v. Also 5 garteryn, 6 Sc.

gartain. [f. prec]
1. trans. To tie with a garter. Also with on, up.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 1S8/1 Garteryn, subligo. 1509 Hawks
Past. Pleas, xxx. x, Her fete proper, she gartered well her

hose. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 83 Hee beeing in loue,

could not see to garter his hose. 1601 — All's Well 11 iii.

265 Why dooest thou garter vp thy armes a this fashion?

Dost make hose of thy sleeues? 1617 F. Mokyson Itin. 11.

46 His leggs somewhat little, which hee gartered e\er above
the knee. 1673 Wycherley Genii. Dancing-Mast. IV, i, I

have taken occasion to garter my stockings before him, as

if unawares of him. 1717 St. Andre in Phil. Trans. XXX.
580 Like as a Silk-Stocking, which when 'tis not gartered,

falls upon the Foot. 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. ill. App.
(1810) 36 A kind of leather boot of wrapper, bound round the

leg . . and gartered on.
absol. 1791 Lackington Memoirs (1792) 454 They .. put

on their shoes and stockings, and garter up very deliberately.

1887 FnnHAu/obiog. I. 241 Rob Roy .. was supposed to be
able to garter below the knee without stooping,

t b. Surg. To bandage tightly. Obs.

1577 B. Googk HeresbaclCs Husb. in. (1586) 133 b, His
medicine was this : Garter each leg immediately one handful
above the knee with a liste, good and hard. 1607 Makkham
Caval. iv. S Take soft linnen ragges, and therewithal! to
garter vppe the Foales hinder legs, three fingars aboue the
cambrel!. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Com/it. xvi. 565 They
garter up the Skin about the twelfth vertebra of the Back.

c. transf. To fetter (cf. the sb. 1 c).

1604 Dekker Honest VVh. Wks. 1873 II. 66, I charge you
keepe the peace, or have your legs gartered with yrons.

2. Her. To surround with a garter (cf. the sb. 3 b).

1864 Boutell Her. Hist. $ Pop. xiii. (ed. 3) 107 One is

charged with Camoys only, .and is gartered.

Gartered (ga-jt3id\ ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ei>i.]

1. Tied with a garter.

1745 White Cockade in Jacobite Songs (1871) 60 O lecze

me on the philabeg, The hairy hough, and gartened leg.

2. Wearing the Garter, as a knight of that Older.
1718 PorE in Lady M. W. Mon'agu's Lett. {1887) I. 317

In this hall, in former days, have dined gartered knights

and courtly dames. 1823 Bykon Juan xm. Ixviit, Steel

b::rons, molten the next feneration To silken rows of gay
and garter'd earl>. 1838 Macaulay Ess., Temple 11887) 484
When he [Swift] stood in the Court of Requests, with a circle

of gartered peers round him.

3 Her. Surrounded by a garter (cf. the sb. 3 b).

1823 Rutteb Fouthitl 34 Seventy-two gartered shield:^

contribute to give richness. 1864 Bouilll Her. Hist. <y

Pop. xxiii. 394 Several slabs.. show traces of having once
been enriched with gartered shields.

Gartering (gautarirp, vbl. sb. Also 6 gar-

toning, [t as prec. -~ -ING .]

1. The action oi the veib Gabteb.
a 1529 Skf.ltos /'. Sparcnve 1176 Wherto shuld I disclose

The garterynge of her hose. ^1634 RANDOLPH Muses
Looktng-Gt. iv. \, Hogs go to bed in rest, and are not

troubled .. With gartering, girdling, trussing, buttoning.

1702 Fakquhar i'lvin-Rivals 1. i, There is such a plague
every morning, with buckling shoes, gartering, combing
and powdering !

2. The material ol which garters are made ; in

//. = garters.

1571 Wills <S- Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835I 362, vj pece of
gartoning crewle iij^— iij double peces of saye gartoning
iijs iv. 1577 Richmond Wilts (Surtees) 26y, viij yeards of
gartering ,\ . 2*04 Rowlands Looks to it 17 You that weare
Scarfs and GartVings for your hose. 1612 Woopall Sing.
Mate Wks. 11653 T 9 A band made of wosted gartering is

the best. 1709 1''. Haukshee Phys.-Mech. Exp. ii. (

1 7
1 9 30

The Woollen .. was the coarsest sort of that which is com-
monly used for Gartering.

3. Comb., as + gartering-place, the part of the

leg where the garter is tied ;
gartering-vein =

garter vein (see GARTER 8).

1583 Si ubbes Anat.Abns- 1. (1877) 56 The Venetian-hosen,
they reach beneath the knee to the gartering place to the
Leg. 1627 Vox Pisci's 7 Letters . . found in the gartering

place of the Childes legge. 1658 A. Fox WurtS Surg. 11.

xxviii. 18-, I took out the bone from the gartering place to

the Ankle.

Garth. 1 (gi"uj>;. Also 5 gerth, 5-6 garthe, 9
dial, gaath, gaith. [a. ON. ga>b-r iDa. gaard,

Sw.gdrd) yard, courtyard, fence — OK.geard Yard.
The word is still current in the eastern and northern

dialects of English, but is obsolete in Scottish.]

1. A small piece of enclosed ground, usually

beside a house or other building, used as a yard,

garden, or paddock ; freq. with defining word, as

apple- , barn-, church- , cloister-,field-,fold-, garden-,

hall-, hemp-, kirk-, minster-, slack-, wiiloiv-garth,

q.v. under their initial element.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxvi. 2 J>e kale, oat be says not

ere of garthis bot of gressis. <;i4zo Pallad, on Husb. 1. 777
Yet is the chalk or cley lond forto eschewe, And from the

rede also thy garth remewe. e 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 257
Throw a dyrk garth [1570 gait] scho gydyt htm furth fast.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 39 In symmer syne, quben
euerie schaw wes schene, And euerie garth with gerss wes
growand grene. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) vii. 25
Sen in 3our garth be lillyquhyte May nocht remade amang
be laif. 1625 Lisle Du Bartas, Noe Ded. 5 See lad, quoth
be, the house and garth well drest To morrow morn. 1701-2

A. de la Pi<\MEDiary (Surtees) 249, 1 got it [Apar/nePlinii]

plentifully in a garth of Richard Rogison's oi Broughton in

Lincolnshire, amongst the corn. 1799 A. Young Agr'tc.

Line. 412 A garden for potatoes, of a rood or half an acre,

called a garth. 1848 Jrn/. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 1. 126 The
most independent mode is for the cottager to rent a small
garth or close. 1887 York Herald 16 Apr. 6/5 The party of
Greek gipsies encamped in a garth close to the Gaol.

fig. 1530 Lyndesay Test. PaPyngo 57 In all the garth of
Eloquence, Is no thyng left bot barrane stok and stone.

b. In recent use short for : Cloister garth.

1884 19th Cent. Jan. 104 The open space [of the quad-
rangle] not roofed in was called the garth. 1890 Daily
Neios 30 June 7/6 The central grassplot of the cloisters—

the garth—offers a far better and more sanitary burial-

place.

f 2. A fence or hedge, rare. Also with defining

word, as thorn-garth. Obs.
a 1340 Hamvole Psalter Ixxxviii. 39 Thou distroyd all his

thorne garthis [Vulg. sepes]. 1483 Cath. Angt 42/2 To
breke garthe, descpire. Ibid. 151/1 A garthe, sepes.

3. = FlSHGAKTH.
1609 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1S14I IV. 432/: All & haill be

salmond fischeing . . Comprehending be garthis and pullis

vnder-writtin. 1708 J'ermes de la Ley 366 Garth is . . a
Dam or Wear in a River for the catching of Fish, vulgarly

called a Fish-Garth. 1873 Act 36 <y 37 Vict. c. 71 Sched. 3

License Duties .. For each .

crib, or cruive £ 12 o. o.

License Duties . . For each . . hangbaulk, garth, goryd, box,

4. atlrib. and Comb., as garth-end, -yard\ also

f garth-cress, garden-cress ,cf. ME. toun-cresse) ;

garth-man, (a) +one who owns or works a fish-

garth; {&) (see quot. 1877); + garth-spade, a

garden-spade; garth-stead (see quot. 1^77)-
?I4.. MS. Line. Med. If. 292 (Halliw.) Tak a peny-

weghte of *garthe cresse sede, and gy ff hym at ete. 1565-73
Durham Depos. (Surtees) 226 He threatyned hir. to cast

hir over the wall at hys "garth end. 1740 J. Clarke Educ.
Youth (ed. 3^22 The. .Fellow, .directed a Gentleman, to

go by his Father's Garth-End. 1389 Act 13 Rich. II, c. 19
Qe null peschour ne *garthman. .ne mette. .en les ewes de
Thamise .. ascuns rees appelez stalkers. 1584 in Descr.

Thames 117581 63 No Fishermen, Garthmen, Petermen,
Draymen or Trinkermen, shall . . set up any Wears, Engines
[etc.]. 1865 Stamford Mercury in Standard 16 Sept., A
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man.. for 20 years garthman at Mr. Mason's, of Rigsby.
1877 Ar

. W. Line. Glossy Garthman, the man who attends
upon the stock in a fold-yard. U73 ftichmewd Willi(Snittif>)
^42 A gavelocke, ij hacks, iij peatspade.s, ij flainge spades
a *garthspade, vij •. [1515 Com/. Gild St. Mary, Boston
9 b, Tenentes vnias^Gartnstede nuper Hugonis Madershall.]

1877 tV. W. Line. Gloss., Garth-stead, a homestead ; a
stack-yard ; a yard in which cattle is folded. 1890 \V. A.
WaUACB Only a Sister 78, I ju>t stopped under the big
ash-iree at the end o' the 'garth-yard.

Hence t Garths., to enclose wilh a fence. rare— 1
.

UfyCaik. Angl. 151/9 To Garthe, .^///v, qc. ; vbi to close.

Garth.- (gaib;. north, dial. Forms: 5 garte,

5-7 garthe, 7- garth. [Northern form of gerth

(see under Girth), a. ON. gipr& fern., girth or

hoop.]

1. A saddle-girth.

C 14*5 Thomas of Erceld. 57 Hir garthes of nobyll sylke
hay were. .Hir steraps were of crystalle clere. c 1425 Foe.
in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 665 34 Ilee singula, a garths. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 151/1 A Garte of a hors (A. Garthe for A hors)

;

singula, veutrale. 1617 MarkhAM Canal. 11. 32 This done,
with the help of another groome that may deliuer the
girthes, let the saddle be girded on ; at the first so gently
that he may no more but teele the garths. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss., Garth, the strap which goes under a horse's belly to
fasten the saddle to him.

2. A wooden hoop (e.g. for a barrel).

[14*4 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 152 Item Thoma; Colleper
pro v garthys ligneis, sd.] 1483 Cath. Angl. 151/2 A Garthe
for wesselle, cinctorium, circuius. 1523 I'itzherb. Hush.
§ 134 If there be asshes in it, to sell the smalle assbes to
cowpers for garthes [printed garchesj. 1609 C. Butler
Fern, Man. (1634) 40 Then, with a round Belt or Garth,
gird the Hackle close to the Hive. 1615 Markham Eng.
llottsew. 168 Besides the wearing and breaking of Garthes,
and Plugs. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 424/2 Distilling
Bag . . Its wide at the top and open, being kept so by an
hoop or garth sowed about it. 1847-78 Halliwell, Garth,
a hoop or band. North. x888 Sheffield Gloss., Garth, the
rim or hoop of a barrel.

3. Girth, or measurement round about.
1684 R. H. School Recreat. 133 The largest in the Garth

is the strongest Cock. The Dimension of the Garth is

thu* known : Gripe the Cock about [etc.]. 1725 Braulev
Fam. Diet. s. v. Cock, He should be. .long from the Head
to the Rump, thick in the Garth. 1735 Johnson, Garth,
the bulk of the body measured by the girdle.

4. Comb., as t garth-web, woven material for

making saddle-girths (see Girth web .

1523 Fitzhehb. llusb. % ioTakeabrode thonge, of ledder,
or of garthe webbe of an elle longe. 1617 Markham Caval.
IV. 43 Then you shall take a peece of garthwebbe.

He. ice f Garth v., to fit with hoops. rare~\
1483 Cath. Angl. 151/2 To Garthe wesselle, circulars.
Q- irthen, obs. form of Garden.
t Garther. Obs. rare~ x

. [f. Garth l + -ER L]
't ~ Garthman (sec Garth • 4).

1679 Munch. Crt. Leet Rec. (i83S) VI. 93 John William-
son Garther.

Garthing e, -ynere, obs. ff. Garden, -er.

t Gartie. IftL Obs. 'A ransom for felony ' (?'.

'533 St* Papers Hen. VIII, II. 162 The immoderate takeng
of coyne and lyverey, withought order, after mennes aivne
sensuall appetites, cuddees. gartie, takeng of caanes for

felonies, murdours and all other offences.

tGartier(e. Obs. Her, \&.OY.gartierQs\\-
ter.J A bendlet (see quots. ; cf. Garter sb. 3).

157a Bosskwell A rmorie 12 A 'Gartiere ' conteyneth halfe

the bende aforesayde, and maye not bee charged but with
floure-: or leaue-i. 1610 Gl'illim Heraldry n. v. < 1660) 61
That which contameth half the bend is called a Gartier.

Girtion, var. Gakcion. Obs.

Gartoning, north, var. Gartering.
Gartour, gartur, obs. forms of Garter.
II Garum 'ge^'Tym). Also 6-7 garume. [a. L. 1

garum, a. Gr. yapov, earlier yapos.] A sauce pre- I

pared from fermented fish, much used by the ancient

Romans; in 16th and 17th c. recommended (after

classical writers) as a medicine for horses. Now
only Hist.

1587 Mascall Go7't. Cattle (1600) 123 With a pint and
a halfe of Garum, which I take to bee saltfish water with
a pounde of oile oliue mixed together, and put into his left

nostrill. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 437 Cure it

by laying two linnen clothes, or by a pinte of the best

Garum, and a pound of Oyl infused into the left nostril of

the Mule. 1766 Smollett Tra?f. 168 The famous pickle of
the antients, called garum, was made of the gills and blood

of the tunny. 1867 ArchgoL XLI. 293 ff., Classic Cookery
[The ancient method of its preparation is minutely described ].

Garus. 'iObs. rare- 1

. [Fr. ; f. Garus, the

inventor, a Dutch physician of the 17th c.] A
medicinal liqueur.

1836 T. Hook G. Gurney (1850) I. v. 107 He. .prescribed

a glass of garus, at that time the popular liqueur.

Garvance, obs. form of Calavance.
Garvie ga'ivi). Sc. Also7garvine,8garvock.

[Origin uncertain. The form garvoek is app.=
Gael, garbhag, but the latter may be from Sc. The
earliest quots give garviefishes (see f\] A sprat.

174a De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 9, Soles, Flukes, Garvie,
Eels, are also caught on the Scotish Coasts in great
Plenty. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl. VIII. 597 They are often

very successful in taking the smaller fish, such as herrings,

garvies or sprats, sparlings or smelts. 1794 Ibid. IX. 609
The fish caught on this coast are herrings, and garvocks
or sprats. 1885 Bertram Harvest ofSea 56 The pilchard
. . ought to be the Sardinia of commerce, but its place is

usurped by the sprat, or garvie as wc call it in Scotland.

66

2. aitrib. and Comb., as garvie-jish , -fishery .-fish-
ing; garvie-herring (Ogil vie) = sense 1.

1680 Sir G. Mackenzie Sci. Her. 61 Three Fishes called
Garvine-fishes. 1681 Colvil Whigs Sup. lie. (1751) 16
When men eat roasted hens and veal, And those at Forth
eat Garvie fishes. 1870 I all Mall G. 19 Apr., The fisher-

men themselves had rather a prejudice against garvie
fishing. 1881 in Fi/e Jml. 13 Jan. 5/5 During a good
.season it is estimated that the ' garvie fishery ' ot the Forth
yields ,£10,000.

Garwyndelle,-dyl(le,-gyll,var.GARNwiNDLE.

t Gary, a. Obs. rare- 1
. Cf. the older Gkry.

[f. Garb sb.~] Vehement, furious.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xiv. vi. 16 In the same
gary braid [L. co-.iem impetu) they tyed Domitian likewise
with his head forward to a sled or ladder.

t Garyable, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. OF. {guerre)
guerriable, guerroj/able.] In war garyable. a state

of wnr in which active hostilities are suspended,
1523 Ld. Bkrners Froiss. I. ccIx.tix. 418 They coun-

sayled the duke of Aniou..to send all bis people into
garysons, and to warr garyable ; sayeng howe they had
done sufficiently for that tyme.

Garyophyll is), var. Gariofle, Obs.

Garyte, -ytte, obs. forms of Garret.
Garzill, var. Garsil.

Gas(g?es;.^. IT. gases (givsez). Forms: 7-S
gass, 8-9 gaz, 7- gas. [A word invented by the
Dutch chemist, J. B. Van Helmont (1577-1644),
but avowedly suggested by the Gr. x^os (' halitum
ilium Gas vocavi, non longe a Chao veterum
secretum.' Orttts Medicine, ed. 1652, p. 59 a 1

;

the Dutch pronunciation of^as a spirant accounts
for its being employed to repres- nt Gr. x-
Van Helmont's statement having been overlooked, it has

been very commonly supposed that he modelled his word
on pu. %eest spirit, an iuea'fuund at least as early as 1775
i Priestley On Air Introd. 3). Van H. also invented the
term Blas, which has not survived, while gas has been
adopted (usually in the same form) in most European lan-
guages ; the spelling in F. and Pg. is^-a;, which was also
employed by English writers for a time.]

t i. An occult principle supposed by Van Helmont
to be coi.tah'.eUdflttL bodies, and regarded by him
as an ultra-^H ^kmdition of water (see quot.

1662). Obs. If
1658 R. Fhanc^H^tV;. Mem. (1694) 202 Insomuch, that

neither Gass nor Ulass, nor any nauseating suffocating
Fumes, nor hardly Death it self can snatch them from
Scotland. 166a J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. 69
Because the water which is brought into a vapour by
cold, is of another condition, than a vapour raised by
heat: therefore, .for want of a name, I have called that
vapour, Gas, being not far severed from the Chaos of the
Auntients .. Gas is a far more subtile or fine thing than
a vapour, mist, or distilled Oylinesses, although as yet, it

be many times thicker than Air. But Gas it self, materially
taken, is water as yet masked with the Ferment of com-
posed Bodies. 1692 tr. Blancard^s Phys. Diet. (1693) 99/2
Gas, a. term used by Helmont, and signifies a Spirit that
will not coagulate, or the Spirit of Life, a Balsom preserv-
ing the Body from Corruption. 1743 Loud. <y Country
Bre^v. 11. ied 2) 154 Your Water never is to boil ; for Boil-

ing irritates and evaporates the subtile, fine, penetrating
Gas or Spirit.

2. Any aeriform or completely elastic fluid

;

matter in the condition of an aeriform fluid. Usu-
ally applied only to those elastic fluids which
remain such at ordinary atmospheric temj^eratures;

the gnseous forms of substances ordinarily found
solid or liquid being by preference called vapours.
1779 Inuf.niiol'Sz in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 376 Account of

a new kind of inflammable Air or Gass, which can be made
in a Moment without Apparatus, and is as fit for Explosion
as other inflammable Gasses in use for that Purpose. 1790
Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 50 Gas, therefore, in our
nomenclature, becomes a generic term, expressing the fullest

degree of saturation in any body with caloric ; being in

fact, a term expressive of a mode of existence. 1791
Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. 6 The refracting power
of the different gases. 1798 T. Hindikwell Scarborough
11. i. 187 Carbonic Acid Gaz, or Fixt air. 1P08 J. Barlow
Columl'. iv. 456 O'er great, o'er small extends his physic
laws, Empalms the empyrean or dissects a gaz. 1831 T.
P. Jon'ks Convert. Chem. xxiv. 252 In its affinities also it

[Iodine] is strikingly similar, decomposing water and forming
with its hydrogen a gaseous acid, called hydriodic acid gas.
1878 H uxLEY Fhysiogr. 84 The specific gravities of the three
gases which composed the atmosphere. 1891 Ramsay Inorg.
Chem. 97 The density of a gas which exists as a liquid at
ordinary atmospheric temperatures is termed a vapour-
density ; there is no real distinction between the words gas
and vapour.

3. spec. a. Gas of a kind suitable to be burnt for

illuminating or heating purposes; originally, and
still chiefly, m Coal-gas, but now including various

artificial mixtures consisting chiefly of carburetted

hydrogen, and distinguished by defining words indi-

cating the source from which they are obtained, as

water-gas, oil gas, etc.

The first experiments in the use of coal-gas for illumina-
tion are said to have been made by Dr. Clayton, rector of
Crofton about 1688; the practical introduction of gas-
lighting was due to Murdoch 1792-1808.

1794 Colman Br. Grins, Epd. Open. Drury Lane Th. 52
Our decorations [are] gossamer and gas. 1808 Murdoch in

Fhil. Trans. XCVIII. 124 The whole of the rooms of this

cotton mill . . and the adjacent house of Mr. Lee, are
lighted with the gas from coal. 18*3 Byron yuan xi. xxii,

Here the lamplighter's infusion Sfowly distill'd into the
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glimmering glass (For in those days we had not got to
gas). 1833 Ht. Mahtineau Loom # Lugger 1. i. 10 Hl
turned on the gas in his back room to an unusual bright-
ness. 1878 Hlxley I'hysiogr. 39 As invisible as the air we
breathe or the gas we burn.

b Coal Mining. Fiiedamp mixed wilh common
air, the mixture involving a danger of explosion.
1853 Uke Diet. Arts II. 223 Carburetted hydrogen gas,

which produces these dreadful explosions, is Lot exploMve
until it is united with a certain proportion of ordinary air.

.

Some coal mines supply a much greater quantity of gas
than others, and these are commonly called ' fiery mines'.

C. The hydrogen or coal-gas employed to fill

a balloon. Aho fig.
1792 WoLCorr (P. Pindar) E/. to Ld. Macartney, Such

Soldiers ! such rare generals ! no Poltroons Swell'd by the
gas of Courage to Balloons. 1793 M* Cutler in Life
Jrnls. A> Corr. (1888) II. 279 His gas is now pretty well
expended, and he has descended into universal contempt.
1800 T. Jefferson Writ. 118591 IV. 314 Their gass is nearly
run out. 1871 Glaisher Trap. Air ii. 42 The inflation of
the balloon was proceeded with, and after three hours about
60,000 feet of gas had passed in.

d. Isitrous oxide gas, used as an anaesthetic, esp.

by dentists. (Called also laughing gas.)

1894 Times 22 Feb. 7/6 The deceased came to consult
him with reference to having a tooth extracted with gas.

e. Path. Vapour generated in the stomach or

intestines. (So K. gaz.)
1882 Allchin in Quain's Diet. Med. 369/1 All ill-smelling

ga>es and excreta may be, indeed, indicative of the progress
of putrefaction lower down in the canal.

4. A jet of gas. used to light a room, etc. ; a
gas-light. Chiefly colloq.

1872 Black Adv. Phaeton v. 60 The gases were lit in the
spacious coffee-room.

5. slang. [Cf. 3 cfig] Empty or boastful talk
;

showy pretence, bombast; humbug, nonsense.
1847 Porter Quarter Race, etc. 120 The boys said that

was all ga^ to scare them off. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Religion Wks. (Bohn) II. 102 Lord Shaftesbury calls the
poor thieves together, and reads sermons to them, and they
call it 'gas'. 1889 Globe 31 Oct. 4/4 (Farmer) It went on
to state that the petitioner's talk about a divorce was all

gas, and made a further appointment.

6. aitrib. and Comb. General relations i a. simple
aitrib., as gas-bubble, fi'e. -flame, -jet, -lamp ; b.
instalment;. 1, as gas-lighting ; gas-charged, -laden,

-lighted, -lit adjs. ; c. objective, as gas-lighter,

-lighting, -maker, -making, -tester, -testing
; gas-

delivering, -producing, -yielding adjs.; d. limi-

tative, as gas-tight adj,

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 76 The *gas-bubbles
ascend. 1896 Daily News 1 May an It is feaied .. that
none of the men will have survived their long imprisonment
in the *gas-charged workings. 1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat.
III. 819/2 A bent 'gas-delivering tube, i860 Piesse Lab.
Chem. Wonders 57 In this *gas-fire diamonds may be
burned. 1877 RrsKiN Fors Clav. VII. 257 A sentence
which .. ou^ht to be blazoi ed, in letters of stinking gas-
fire, over the condemned cells of every felon's prison in
Kurope. 1815 Accum 'Treat. Gas-Light (ed. 2) 150 The great
power of a *gas-ffame does not appear when we try small
quantities of it. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 1139 A tube plated
immediately above a row of *gas-jets. 1884 Mrs. H. Waro
Mist Bretherton 62 Only a few gas-jets were left burning
round a pillar. 1879 Miss Giberne Sun, Moon <$• Stars
(1880) 293 Sun and stars are solid burning bodies, sending
their light through burning *gas laden atmospheres. 1815
Accum Treat. Gas-Light (ed. 2) 143 The light of the pari^i
*gas-Iamps, is [etc.]. 1823 Byron Juan vn. xlvi, O'er whom
Suwarrow shone like a gas lamp. 1849 Clough Dipsychus
ix. 84 As the light of day enters some.. city.. sham.ng the
i^'is lamps. 186a I.i.ovd 'Tasmania xix. 472 The opulent
city of Mell>ourne. its plate-glassed and 'gas-lighted shops.
1874 Knight Diet. A/eeh. 790/1 It . . is used as a "gas-
lighter, by developing a spark over the burner. 1838 Penny
Cycl. XI. 85/2 This was a hint whiuh. .might have brought
*gas-Iighting into operation a century earlier. 1839 Urk
Diet, rirts 545 By the year 1822, gas-lighting in London
had become the business of many public companies. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. 951/2 Devices for gas-lighting are
matches [etc.]. 1837 Lockhart Scott xli, Passing from a
*gas-lit hall into a room with wax candles. 1883 Black
Shandon Bells xii, He walked away down through the gas-
lit streets to Fulham. 1839 Proc. Inst. Civ Eng. 69 This
coke, .was of extreme disuse to the *gas-makers. Ibid. 69
The process of *gas-making. 1895 // estm. Gaz. 31 Dec. 6/j

Lothian producers of Cannel *gas-producing coal. 1893
Dtii'lin Rev July 652 The need of an efficient *gas-tester.

Ibid. 654 The flame is then ready for *gas-testing. 1831

Brewster ATat. ,\Jagic\. (183 j) 109 A short tube d e, move-
able up and down within it, so as to be ^gas-tight. 1888

Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 9/1 To test the coal . . with respect to

its *gas-yielding properties.

7. Special com!*.: gas-alarm, an apparatus (a) to

give warning of the presence of gas, (b) to give an

alarm by means of a slight explosion of gns ; gas-

apparatus, the apparatus used in the making of

gas
;
gas-bath, '.a) a bath heated by gas ; \b) (see

quot.) ; gas-battsry, a voltaic battery which oper-

ates by the inter-action of gases; gas-bellows (see

quot.); gas-bill, {a' a bill in Parliament granting

powers to manufacture and supply gas for lighting

purposes; (b^ an account rendered for gas consumed;

gas-black, a pigment obtained by the burning of

gas; gas-bleaching, 'the operation of bleaching

by means of sulphur dioxide ' {Cent. Diet.)
;
gas-

blower, a stream of gas from a coal-seam ; gas-

boiler (see quot.) ;
gas-bottle, (a) a retort

; (&) a
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vessel (of iron) to hold compressed gas, usually for

anaesthetic or other medical purposes; gas-bracket
— Bracket^. 4 ; gas-buoy, a buoy having one or

more chambers filled with gas to supply the lamp
which it cai ries ; gas-burner see Rlkner 4 )

; gas-

carbon, -chamber (see quots.) ;
gas-chandelier

— Gaselier ; gas-check, a device used in ordnance
to prevent escape of gas at the breech

;
gas-coal,

biiuminous cual used in making gas
;
gas-cock, a

tap fitted to a gas-pipe; gas coke, the residuum
(chiefly carbon' of coal employed in gas-making;
gas-company, a company formed to make gas and
supply it to the public

;
gas-condsnser, an appa-

ratus for freeing coal-gas from its tar ; gas-de-
tector, an instrument to indicate the presence of

gas in mines; gas-douche (see <mot.
;
gas-drain

{Coat-mining, a heading for carrying off fire-

damp ; gas-dregs, the refuse of gas-making
;
gas-

engine, an engine in which the motive power is

obtained by the production or the rhythmical com-
bustion and explosion of gas in a closed cylinder;

gas-engineer, one engaged in the making of gas, or

in regulating its supply ^esp. in theatres); gas-field,
'a region from which natural gas is obtained' {Cent.

Did.) ; gas-firing, a mode of firing a furnace so

that the gaseous products of combustion are utilized

as fuel
; gas-fixture, 'a bracket or gaselier for

gas, including burner and stop-cock* Ogilvie
;

gas-float
( see quot. ); gas-furnace, (a) a furnace

for manufacturing gas ; (6) a furnace heated by
gas; gas gauge ;see qnot); gas-generator, an
apparatus for the production of gas

;
gas-globe,

a globe of glass or porcelain used to shade a gas-
light ; gas-governor, -gun, -harmonicon (see

quota.) ; gas-heater, any apparatus in which gas
is employed for heating purposes

; gas-holder,
a vessel for storing coal-gas, a gasometer ; gas-
indicator, (a) a device for showing the pressure
of gas ; (b) see quot.)

; gas-jar
v
see quot. 1842) ;

gas-lantern, the glazed frame of a gas-lamp ; also,

see quot. 1884 ; gas-lime, lime which has been
used to purify coal-gas (it is used as a dressing for

land)
; gas-liquor, -main (see quots.) ; gas-meter,

an apparatus which registers the amount of gas
consumed ; gas-microscope, one in which the
object is illuminated by oxyhydrogen light; gas-
motor, a gas-engine

;
gas-oven (see quot.)

; gas-
pendant, a gas-pipe suspended from the ceiling

and fitted with one or more burners ; gas-pipe,
{a) a pipe for conveying gas

; (d) jocular term for a
gun of inferior quality ; (c) —gas-drain

; gas-plate,
a steel disk, in the Krupp gun, to receive the direct
force of the powder-gases {Cent. Diet.)

; gas-pro-
ducer, -purifier, -range, -register, -regulator,
-retort (see quots.)

;
gas-ring, (a) a gas-check con-

sisting of a thin perforated plate of metal ; {b) a
hollow iron ring with perforations or jets, supplied
with gas from a pipe, and forming a kind of lamp
or stove for heating a vessel placed above it

; gas-
sand, sandstone yielding a natural gas; gas-ser-
vice (see quot ); gas-spectrum, a spectrum formed
from the rays of an incandescent gas

; gas-stocks,
the capital of gas-companies as a means of invest-
ment

; gas-stok3r, one employed In the heating of
gas-retorts; gas-stoking, the heiting of gas-retorts;
gas-stove, a stove in which the heat is supplied by
gas; gas-tap, a gas-cock; gas-tar, Coal-tar pro-
duced in the manufacture of coal-gas ; hence gas-
tar v. trans., to coat with gas-tar; gas thermo-
meter, one in which a column of gas is used
as the expanding medium ; gas-tube, -tubing,
narrow piping (of metal or india-rubber) for the
transmission of gas; gas-washer, an apparatus for

removing the ammonia from gas ; gas-water, water
through which coal-gas has passed to be purified

;

gas-well, a boring in the earth, tapping a supply
of natural gas

; gas-work, now gas-works, an
establishment for the manufacture of coal-gas

; gas-
worker, one employed in making gas. Also
Gas bag, Gas-fitter, Gas-fitting, Gas-light,
Gas-man, Gas-plant.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 945/1 Another *gas-alarm. . con-

sists of a galvanic battery with a bell. 1808 Murdoch in
Phil Trans. XCVIII. 128 The cost of attendance upon
candles would be as much, if not more, than upon the *gas
apparatus. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Gas-bath, the evposure of
the body to the influence of a gas. Ibid., *Gas-batterv, a
galvanic batterydevised byGrove. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech,
946 2 ""Gas-bellows, a kindling device consisting of a hollow
poker attached by a flexible tube with the gas-pipe. 1892
Pall Mall G 6 Dec. 6/2 The first gas bill was passed In
1809. 1883 R. Haldanf. Workshop Receipts Ser. B. 261/2
A quicker way is to give the wood a coat of size and lamp-
black, and then use *gas-black in your polish-rubber. 1839
Urr Diet. Arts 1272 As soon as any district has ceased to
be dangerous by the exhaustion of the *gas-blowers. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 380/1 *Gas Boiler, a form of

steam-boiler in which coal gas is used as fuel. 1800 Hfnrv
Epit. Chew. (1808) 92 Introduce them into a small "gas-bottle
or retort. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 45 Gas bottle, m
which gas may be generated, .sufficient to inflate a good size

balloon. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 946/2 "Gas-bracket, a
branch proceeding from the wall, and having on its end
a burner or burners. 1897 Scientific Atncr. 18 Dec. 389 /i

Experimental acetylene *gas buoy for New York harbor.
1815 in Phil. Mag. 1816) XLVI1. 50 The *gas-bumer and
air-pipe may be united with the lantern by the screw.
1856 Kmfhson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. iBohn) II. 43
Gas-burners are cheaper than daylight in numberless floors

in the cities. 1876 Encyct. Brit. V. 399 1 Coal-gas Charcoal,
or "(ias-Carbon, is a dense and pure variety of charcoal .

.

which is deposited in the inside of gas-reiui ts. 1885 Syd.
Soc. Lex., 'Gas-chamber, an apparatus used in microscopy
for. .studying the action of dilTeient gases on structures or
organisms. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 636 The Festal Hall
is seen illuminated . , with its *gas-chaudeliers. 1879 Man.
Artillery E.vere. 14 The Use of copper gas checks . . gives
an increase in muzzle velocity. 1880 Times .-7 1 tec. 9/4
A copper gas cheek— which is used to prevent windage
and give rotation to the projectile—is next attached to the
shell. 1879 Eitcycl. Brit. X. 88/2 The cannel coals . . are
specially recognized as ''gas coal'. 1843/'?-",'. Inst. Civ.
Eng. 1S8 Any leakage .. from a ''gas-cock being inadver-
tently left open. 1827 Fabadav Chcm. Manip. iv. 99 If

common 'gas-coke be used in this furnace. 18:7 ' Canoidi s'

Qbserz<. Gas-Lights 4S Ifthe *Gas Companies wish to extend
the introduction of their lights. 1853U RE Diet. Arts 1. 876 By
the use of the meter, gas companies are enabled to reduce the
price of gas. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.g^-jf%*Gas<onden&er.
1895 DailyNews 17AULI 5 '3 Ifthe electric liyht could be com-
bined in a portable form with a *gas-detector. 1885 Syd.
Soc. I. ex., ''Gas-douche, llie directing of a stream of ^as to a
part of the body. 1883 Greslkv Gloss. Coal Mining, Gas-
drain. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle 18S7. 50 Mud,
filth, ''gas-dregs, lock-weirs, and the march of mind . . have
ruined the fishery. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 947 a The
first *gas-engines were gunpowder engines. 1853 Ure Diet.
Arts 1. 435 A good *gas engineer will control the entire
produce of his manufactory. 1879 Encyct. Brit. IX. S44 2

A more general remedy has been found in what is known as
^gas-firing. 1897 Daily News 26 May 7/5 A 'gas float

is a species of beacon, shaped at the bottom like a ship, and
carrying on a lofty pyramid the light, which is fed from a gas
cylinder placed in the hull. 1874 Knight Diet. .hah. 955/1
Croll's gas-furnace . . has an upper series of 6 clay retorts.

1879 Encyct Brit. IX. 844/2 Gas Furnaces. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. 950/1 *Gas-gage, an instrument for ascertaining
the pressure of gas. 1865 t'roc. AnMt^Phd. Soc. X. 9 Dr.
Scheir/'s "gas-generator for pudilliJ^^^heating furnaces.
1842 Francis Diet. Arts, etc. ' Gas^MBMior, a kind of gas-
meter .. for equalizing the pressure of gas previous to its

issuing from the gasometer. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Ball.
I' I- 3s# The observatory was well fitted with gas governors.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl 388 *Gas-git>i, a signaling
device, consisting of the explosion of gases in a pipe. 1875
Encyct. Brit. I. 115/1 *Gas harmonicon consists of a small
flame of hydrogen or of coal gas, burning at the lower part
of the interior of a glass tube, and giving out a very distinct
note. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 950/2 The *gas-heater is

sometimes made to assume the forms of grate-bars or logs
of wood. 1802 Warwick mPhil. Mag. XIII. 256 Descrip-
tion of an improved *gas holder. 1839 Urf Diet. Arts 552
The upper floating cylinder [of a gasometer] called the gas-
holder 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 389/1 *Gas Indicator,
a device specially intended to indicate the presence of fire-

damp in collieries. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts, <tic.,*Gas Jars,
glass jars for the holding of the gases during the progress
of experiments, c 1863 J. Wvldk in Circ. Sc. I. 304/1 The
gas jars are made of various sizes. 1858 Sim.monds Diet.
'Trade, ''Gas-lantern maker. 1884 Knight Diet Mech.
Suppl. 389/1 Gas Lantern, the Parisian ' phare ' burner.
'853 U RK Diet. Arts I. 435 Foul *gas-lime or refuse, is

somewhat more complex. 1882 Garden 1 Apr. 219/1 Any
strong smelling preparation spread over the ground will
be found very useful, such as gas-lime. 1842 Francis Diet.
Arts, etc., *Gas Liouor. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Gas-liqnor,
the ammoniacal liquid contained in the condensing ap-
paratus of gas-works. 1819 ACCUM Descr. Man?//. Coal
Gas 243 All *gas mains laid in public streets should be
placed [etc]. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts, etc., Gas main, the
principal pipes which conduct the gas from the gas works to
the places wher it is to be consumed. 1815 Specif. Clege:'s

Patent No. 3968 Another part of my invention is a gauge
or rotative *gas-meter 1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil.
I I. §414 The train of wheel-work in a gas-meter counts
the number of revolutions of the main shaft. 1837 Dickens
Pickivick xxxiv, 'A pair of patent double million nragni-
fyin

1 vgas microscopes of hextra power.' 1871 Xx.Schellen's
Speetr. Anal. vi. 20 The oxyhydrogen light and the mag-
nesium light are employed . . in the gas microscope. 1882
Maifr tr. /lospitalier's Electricity iv. 264 *Gas motors..
have rendered electric lighting economical. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl. 300/1 "Gas oz>en, one heated by gas jets.

1896 Corfiklii Dis. <y Defect. Sanit. 30 Basement rooms
with gas-brackets or *gas-pendants in them. 1815 AccuM
'Treat. Gas-Light (ed. 2> 155 The *gas-pipe ccmmuiucating
with the burner. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 1271 He could con-
fine .. all the vitiated current to a mere gas-pipe or drift.

1883 Daily Tel. 9 July 5/7 The old Snider- the despair-
breeding gaspipe of our Volunteers. 1897 Mary Kingslev
W- Africa 238 These guns are not the 'gas-pipes' I have
seen up north. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., 'Gas-pro-
ducer, a furnace in which combustible gas is produced, to
be used as fuel in another furnace. 1842 Francis Diet.
Arts, etc., *Gat purifier, a vessel into which the coal gas
enters from the retorts, .intended to deprive the impure gas
of its sulphuretted hydrogen. 1884 Knight Die. Mech.
Suppl. 391 *Gas-range, a form of cooking-stove heated by gas-
jets. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts. etc. *Gas Register is a simple
instrument for indicating and registering the impurities of
coal gas. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 954 U Gas-register, an
instrument by which the pressure of gas is indicated and re-
corded. 1840 Proc. Inst Civ. Eng. 61 A new *Gas Regulator
.

.
to regulate the supply of gas to burners. 1839 /bid. 69 The

incrustation on the interior o£a *gas retort. 1842 Francis
Diet. Arts, etc., Gas Retort, a vessel used for holding the
coal or other material of which gas of any kind is to be made.
1880 Daily Tel. 23 Dec, A *gas ring at the joint has been

found .. to prevent the escape of the powder gases on dis-

charge [of the gun], 18. . Amer. frnt. Sc. Ser. ill. XXVI.
309 (Cent.) The Sheffield *gas-sand, the lowest in Warren
Co., is of Chemuny age. 1882 Ogilvie, 'Gas service, gas-
fittings or fixtures. 1871 tr. Schellen's Specr. Anal, xxiii.

76 A spectrum of briyht lines, or a 'gas-spectrum. 1895
Daily News 19 July 9/1 Several *gas stocks have improved.
1889 Ibid. 5 Dec. 6/2 Threatened strike of *gas stokers.

1889 linies (weekly ed.) 13 Dec. 3/2 To supply 1,000 sol-

diers to be taught "gas-stoking. 1852 Proc. hist. Civ. Eng.
477 A small portable asbestos *gas-stove for heating apart-
ments. 1897 U'cstm. Gaz. 18 Feb. 10/1 Mr. Green met his

death through the 'gas-tap being too loose. 1842 Johnson
Parmer's Encyct. s.v. Gas-Works, 'Gas Tar. This sub-
stance being .. employed very commonly as a paint, has
not been used as a manure to any extent. 1848 Harm
in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 321 Gas-tar is pre-
ferable as it leaves a strong .. odour. 1880 Sir W. Thom-
son in Encyct. Brit. XI. 574 1 We have accordingly de-
signed a constant-pressure "gas thermometer. 1815 AcecM
'J real. Gas-Light ed. 2) 156 The "gas-tube enters through
one of the claw-feet of the pedestal. 1880 C. R. Markham
I\ mv. Bark 443 India-rubber is necessary, too .. for hose,
gas-tubing, and innumerable domestic purpose-. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. 958 Mr. Croll, an English gas-engineer.
is credited with the invention of the *gas-washer now in use.

1848 Hardy in Proc. Bcr;o. Nat. Club II. No, 6. 338 Water-
ings. .of weak yas-watcr. .would, .be useful applications.
1847 in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. IV. 366 An account of the
inflammable *< las- wells on the banks of the Kanawha river.

1885 Public Opinion 9 Jan. 44/1 The latest revelation of our
subterranean treasures [is] the natural gas wells. 1819 Accum
Descr. Mauuf. Coal Gas title-p., Plans of the most im-
proved sorts of apparatus now employed at the *Gas Works
in London. 1863 Lyell Anti</. Man 43 In one part of
the modern delta . a large excavation has been made for
gas-works. 1898 Pall Mail Mag. Jan. 120 The water ..

smelt like the lee-side of a gas works. 1889 Daily News
5 Dec. 5/2 We are probably on the eve of a strike of 'gas-
workers in South London.

Gas (gxs), v. Inflected gassing, gassed, [f.

prcc.J

1. trans, a. To supply with gas. b. To light

up {theatre scenes) with gas, colloq.

1886 Pall Mall G. Dec. 4 The District trains are now
'gassed' only once a day. 1888 Scrilwer's Mag. Oct.
452/1 To 'gas' this act is an exceedingly difficult problem,
for. .a great variety of light-etVects are introduced.

2. To pass va thread or textde fabric) through
a gas-flame, in order to remove superfluous fibres.

1859 Smiles SelfHelp iv. 1S60) 91 The pmces> of gassing
lace and the bleaching of starch. 1890 Pkosser in Diet.
Nat. Biog. XXIV. 87 2 He [S. Hall] took out patents in
1817 and 1823 for 'gassing' lace and net.

3. To impregnate slaked lime] with chlorine, in

the manufacture of bleaching-powder.
1880 [see Gassed, Gassing, below].

4. I'o be gassed: to be poisoned by a gas.
1889 L'pool Daily Post 19 Mar. 523 7 *Gassed' was the

term used in the india-rubber 1 usiness, and it meant dazed.
1896 Westm. Gaz. 6 Feb. 5/2 A man. .shouted, .that he was
'gassed ' (poisoned by the sulphuretted hydrogen gas).

5. slang. (Cf. Gas sh. 5.) a. trans. To deceive
or impose upon by talking ' gas '. Onlv U.S.
1847 Sk. Williams Coll. 72 tHall College U'ds.) Found

that Fairspeech only wanted to 'gas' me, which he did
pretty effectually. 1888 Serilner's Mag. Aug. 219 But in

all the rest, he's gassin' you.

b. intr. To indulge in ' gas' or empty talk ; to

vapour, to talk idly or boastfully.

1875 Chamb. Jrnl. 25 Sept. 610 To 'gas' is to talk only
for the purpose of prolonging a debate. 1878 Besant &.

Rice By Celias ArbourxYiv, '1 he half dozen who went across
to the Slates to gas about their victory. 1893 R. Kiiling
Many Invent. 38 I'm 'fraid I've been gassing awf'ly, sir.

Hence Gaasfd///. a., Ga'ssing vbl. sb.

1872 Lend, Eigaro 14 Dec. (Farmer), There is no good to
be got out of gassing about rallying around standards,
uniting as one man to resist, etc. 1880 Lomas Alkali Trade
279 Through them [manholes] samples of the bleaching
powder can be withdrawn, and cognisance taken of the
progress of the 'gassing' operation. Ibid. 280 That no
gas, or damp, gassed material shall effect a lodgement.
1886 Pall Malt G. 9 Dec, The 'gas>ing' of such a train
would occupy ten minutes. 1893 Westm. Gaz 13 Nov. 7/',

The gassing process in silk mills is . . very injurious to heal* h.

GasaHer, var. Gaseliku.

Ga s-bag.
1. A bag in which gas is kept for use.

1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xv. 353 Gas-bags are made
of oiied silk, c 1865 J. Wyi.de in Circ. Sc. I. 194 2 Gaso-
meters or gas-bags. 1871 tr. Scheiten's Speetr. Anal. 17
Gas-bag for oxygen or hydrogen.

2. An inflated bag u?ed to plug a gas-main during
repairs or alterations.

1884 in Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.

3. A flat circular bag of gas-light material serving

to keep a stock of gas for a gas-engine.

4. An empty talker, a 'windbag'.
1889 Referee 6 Jan. 1/4 That great gas-bag of modern

days, John L. Sullivan. 1894 Ch. Times 16 Mar. 302 One
who will prove a better guide to national eminence than
the gas-bags who trade upon their weakest characteristics.

Gascogne, Gascoi:g)ne, obs. ff. Gascon.
Gascoign, obs. form of Gaskin.
Gascoignader, obs. form of Gasconader.
t Gascoigny. Obs. rare—*, [cf. F. Gascogne

Gasconv.] App. used for : Gasconading spirit.

1754 G. Washington Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 84 The summons
is so insolent, and savours so much of gascoigny.

Gascon (gseskpn\ sb. Forms : a. 4 Gascoun,
6 Gascone, 7-8 Gascoon, 6, 8- Gascon. & 5



GASCONADE.
Gaskin, 6 Gaskyn, -quine, 7 Gascogne, -coine,
-coyne, 7-8 Gascoigne, 7, 9 Gascoygne. [a. F.
Gascon ; the £ forms seem to be influenced by
Gascogne Gascony, or derived from the attributive

use ot this; cf., however, the OF. adj. Gascuinz
(:—pop. Lat* type •onius).
The name is identical with L. Vasco, J'ascones, whence

Basque.]

1. A native of Gascony, a former province in

south-wesiein France.
a. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 325 Schir Peris Lumbard, a

Gascoun. 1687 [see Gasconism]. 1709 Tatter No. 126 P4
A young Coquet Widow in France having been followed by
a Gascon of Quality who [etc.].

/3. 1603 Fi.orio Montaigne it. viii. (1632) 214, I have seen
diverse so inured to that vice [stealing] that, .they would.

.

steale such things, as they would restore again. I am a
Gascoine, and there is no vice wherein I have less skill.

1608 in Crt. <y Times Jas. I U849) I. 78 There be 800 Gas-
ooignes at Dieppe, attending passage for Holland.

2. One who resembles a Gascon in character; a
braggart, boaster (the natives of Gascony being
notorious as such).

«X77X Smollett Song in Anderson Brit Poets (1795) X.
957 i A peacock in pride, in grimace a baboon, In courage
a hi d, in conceit a Gascoon. 1814 Sir R. Wilson Prtv.
Diary II. 345 He was exceedingly interesting, very candid,
and by no means a Gascon for himself or his brethren in

arms. i8j5 Scott Diary 29 Aug. in Lockhart, They [the
Irish] are the Gascons of Britain. 1836 W. Irving Astoria

'

I. 66 The Canadians especially, who . have a considerable
j

dash of the gascon, were buoyant and boastful, and great
1

braggarts as to the future 1867 J. VV. Hales in Furniv, '

Percy Polio MS. I. 5S Here .. the King of Cornwall plays
the gascon, not the King of Little Britain.

3. attrib. or adj Pertaining to Gascony. 7 For-
merly the designation of a kind of wine.
a, 'ta 1550 Freiris of Berwik 158 in Dunbar's Poems 290

Thay hald ane gal lone full of Gascone wyne. 1581 Ace -Bk. »

IV. IVray in Antiquary XXXII. 117 One dosse' brode
gascon lace, iiji-. i'njd. ; and ij dosse' narow gascon lace, vs.

1849 James Woodman ii, She did not altogether dislike a
moderate portion of Gascon wine.

0. 1488 Acta Dom. Cone. 1,1839) 97/2 A pip of Gaskin
wyne, xxj lb. 1556 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 113 For sellyng
of Gaskyn wyne . . aboue the Statute. 1638 Baker tr. I

Balzac's Lett. (Vol. 1 1) 82 Being a Gascogne Doctour. 1765
Stkrne Tr. Shan fy VII. xliii. ti8oaj 101 'Twasa Gascoigne
roundelay. Viva la Joia!

4. ellipt. for f a. Gascon wine (obs.) ; b. Gascon
dialect.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 111. 65 No Gascoygne,
Orleance, or the Chrystall Sherrant, Nor Rhenish from tht:

Rheine would be apparant. 1813 A. BftUCE Life Alex.
Morns ii. 14 Because they do not speak Gascon in Touraine.
1860./// 1 'ear Round No. 68. 420 The Basque and Bearnais
along the Western Pyrenees, the Gascon throughout the

J

regions of the Landes [etc.].

Gasconade fgseslc^n?t*d), sb. Also S gascon-
nade. [a. F. gasconnade : see prec. and -ADE.]

Extravagant boasting ; vain-glorious fiction.

1709 Steels TatUrKo, 115 r 5 That Figure of Speech
which is commonly distinguish'd by the Name of Gasconade.
1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. xliv. {1804) 287 He recounted
his victory with many exaggerations and gasconades. 1776
J. Q. Adams Wks. (1854) IX. 400 The reports of fifty-five

thousand men coming against us, are chiefly ministerial
gasconade. 1818 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859) ' 244 /2 In their
criticisms upon American gasconade, they forget that vulgar
people of all countries are full of gasconade. 1874 Green
Short Hist. x. § 1. 736 The occasional gasconade of the
young soldier of thirty-three.

attrib. 1841 Lever C. O'Matley li. 261 The gasconade
tone of the Frenchman would peep through.

Gasconade (gfleak^fa^d), v. [f. prec. Cf. F.
gascotmer.] intr. To indulge in gasconades ; to

boast extravagantly.
1717 Boyer Diet. Angl.-Fr., To Gasconade, faire des

Casconnadrs. 1778 J. Q Adams in Fatn. Lett. (1876) 352
The English reproach the French with gasconade, but they
never gasconaded as the English do now. 1813 Sir R.
Wilson Priv. Diary II. 442, I should hope that he was
gasconading a little when he spoke to the officers. 1853
C. L. Brace Home Life Germany 139 Though under
a severe temptation .. I did not gasconade, and they all

listened courteously.

Hence Gasconading vbl. sb. (also attrib.) and
/>//. a. Also Gascona der, a braggart, boaster.

ij4$Gen'l. Mag. 609/1 Notwithstanding their gasconading
in the Caledonian Mercury, &c. the number of the rebels

does not exceed six thousand. 1753 Old ty .New Interest 63
But then these Gascoignaders. .Your Lands and Fives wou'd
have. 1753 in Scots Mag. Apr. 198 't A monument . . with
a gasconading inscription. 1793 A. Young Examp. France
(ed. 3) 119 Their gasconading decree of war. .is an effort of
despair. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863 174 The
B. people, .must have been braggers born—a whole parish

of gasconaders. 1856 Olmsted Stave States 302 The gas-

conading mountebank who was elected governor. 1859
Thackeray / 'trgin. II. 3-7 We a e in the habit of laughing
at our French neighbours for boasting, gasconading, and so
forth.

Gascona'do. Obs. rare~ 1
. [Pseudo-Sp. : see

-ado.] -Gasconade sb.

1809 \V. Irving Knitkerb. vi. ii. (1840/t 320 All his auditors
|

knew them to be incontinent lies and outrageous gas-

conadoes.

Gasconism (gse'skffoiz'm). ff. as prec. + -ism.
j

F. gasconisme means only ( a Gascon peculiarity of

speech *.] A spirit of boastfulness or vaunting.
[1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet., Gasconisme . . a Gasconism, or

Gascoons Expression.] 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. 1. App.

68

(1810) 2 As I conceive him much of a hypocrite, and pos-
sessing great gasconism, I am happy he was not chosen for
my voyage. 1822 Blackiv. Mag: XII. 444 The old maestro
. . was not devoid of a mixture of gasconism.

Gascoon, obs. form of Gascon.
Gascoyne, obs. form of Gaskin *, Gascon.
I! Gascromh, gascrome. Incorrect forms of.

Caschbom.
1822 Scott Pirate xiv, Even the savage Highlandmen .

.

can nibke more work .. with their gascromh, or whatever
they call it. 1846 Worcester \citing Gentl. Mag.), Gas-
crome.

Gase, north, var. goes (see Go) ; obs. f. Gaze v.

Gaseity (gsesHti). ff. Gase-ous + -itv (see

qnot. 185a). Cf. Gazity.] Gaseous character;
the state or condition of being a gas.
1832 Rocet Thesaurus Introd. 22 note, I.. having framed

from the adjectives irrelative .. and gaseous, the abstract
nouns irrelaiiou . .and gaseity. 1864 Athenaeum No. 1929.
500/3 Characteristic of gaseity. 1870 Proctor Other Worlds
xii. 281 Some of these objects give the bright line spectrum
indicative of gaseity.

Gaselier vgaesell^j). Also gasalier. [f.GAS sb.

after CHANDELIER. The older name was gas-
chandelier ; see Gas sb. 7.] An ornamental
frame to hold a number of gas-burners, usually hung
from the ceiling of a room.
1849 Times 29 Aug. 5/5 Above the orchestra hangs a

circular gaselier formed of several small circles of gas
burners. 1880 Ociua Moths II. 32 The gilded gaseliers
were glowing with light.

Gaseline, var. Gasolene.

t Gasement. Obs. [var. of Casement, f. Gaze,
by popular etymology.]
1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. iv. 413 None to their closed

wickets made repaire ; Their empty gasements gaped wide
for ayre.

GaseO'Sity. rare~ l

. [f. *gaseose adj. ( =
Gaskods: see -ose ' + -ity.] «= Gaseity.
1802-12 Bbntham Rationale Jud. Evid. 11827) III. 320

Solidity, liquidity, and gaseosity. Ibid. 327 In their several
states of solidity, liquidity, and gaseosity.

GaseOUS [gae'sfts, grafts), a. Also 9 gazeous.
[f. Gas sb. + -fiODS ; cf. Gazous and F, gazeuxJ]
1. Having the^Mtare, or in the condition, of gas.

1799 Med. J>'H^^K^ When it is exhibited to the senses
in a gaseous state, rF is then termed oxygenous gas. 1804
C. B. Brown tr. Votney's View Soil U. S. 237 The sudden
appearance of fever . . may be owing to the action of some
gazeous principle on the fluid which pervades the'^herves.
c i860 Faraday Forces Nat. iit. 85 Bodies in what we call

the vaporous, or the gaseous state, are always perfectly
transparent. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 190 Associated with
the steam are various gaseous exhalations.

fl&- *834 LamdoR Imag. Cotiv. (1846) II. 238/2 A word of
honour is but the gaseous and volatile part of honour, which
would blow up a true Frenchman if he tried to retain it

within him. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo.Sueh'w. 94 His gaseous,
inimitably expansive conceit.

2. Relating to gases.

1805 W. Taylor in Ann- Rev. III. 511 The father of the
gazeous philosophy [Priestley].

Gaser, obs. lorm of Gazer.
Gaseyn. Also gayseyn. [cf. OF. gaisse

marsh (dial, gasse pool of water), gace/, gacclct
i

gacuel marsh. J Marshy ground.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 36 The watir out of gaseyn

[AW/. MS. gayseyn; L. lacuna] or of myre Be not

ybrought.

Ga*S-fLtter. A tradesman or workman en-
gaged in fitting up buildings with the apparatus
necessary for the use of gas.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Gas-fitter, a workman who
lays on pipes and fits burners for gas. 1863 P. Barky Dock-
yard Econ. 83 The bricklayer, the carpenter, the plumber,
the gasfitier, &c. 1885 lustr. Census Clerks 53 Gas fitter.

Gas-fitting.
1. a. Chiefly//. The apparatus (pipes, brackets,

etc.) required for the employment of gas in a
buikling, b. The action or occupation of fixing

gas-appliances in a building.

c 1865 Lethf.by in Circ. Se. I. 132/1 No one is allowed to
make use of his gis-fittings until the gas-fitter has tested
their soundness. 1883 Ing. Illustr. Mag. Nov. 89/2 Gas-
fittings go from Birmingham all over the Globe.

2. attrib., ns gas-fitting trade.

1893 Daily News 6 Mar, 7/4 The gasfitting trade con-
tinues dull.

Gash (ga?J), sbA Also 6 gashe. [Later form
of Gahse sb. Garse and gash are given side by
side in Levins (qnot 1570), and Palsgrave has the

intermediate form garsshe. The change may have
been helped by the analogy of stash and similar
words.]

1. A cut, slash or wound, relatively long and
deep, made in the flesh ; a cleft in any object, such
as would be made by a slashing cut.

1548 Udall, etc. Brmsm. Par. Luke xxiv. 39 Touche and
handle ye mysyde, it h th the gashe of thespeare. 1555 W,
Watbeman Fanile Facions It. ix. 193 Firste, with his knife he
maketh in it a gashe rounde abouie in a circle, vndre the
eares. 1563 Sackville Induct. Alirr. Mag., lvii, There
hunge his targe with gashes depe and wyde. 1570 Levins
Manip. 33/14 A ^arse or gashe, iucisura. 1575 J. Still
Gamut. Gurton I, ii. in Dodsrcy O. PI. II. 9 By the masse,
here is a gashe, a shamefull bole indeade And one stytch
teare furder, a man may thruste in his heade. 1601 Holland

GASH.

Pliny I. 545 The same excessiue humor is let out of Fig
,

trees by meanes of certaine light slits or gashes made in the
1 barke. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 331 From the gash A stream

of Nectarous humor issuing flow'd Sanguin, such as Celestial
Spirits may bleed. 1706-7 Fauquhar Beaux' Strat. v. iv.
Wks. (Rtldg.) 664 '2 Let me see your arm . . () me ! an ugly
Gash upon my Word. 1807 G. Chalmkks Caledonia I. in.
vii. 397 He at length received a mortal gash. 1878 Browning
La Saiiiaz 7 Scarce enough to heal and coat with amber
gtyn the sloe-tree's gash 1886 M. F. Shkldon tr. Flaubert's
Salauimbd 8 Through his tattered tunic could be seen on
his shoulders the weals of long gashes.
transf. andy%. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. vi, Instead of

!
healing up the gashes of the Church., fall to gore one another

!
with their sharpe spires 1643 — Divorce 11. xvii, Who hath

; taught you to mangle thus, and make more gashes in the
! miseries of a hlamelesse creature 1894 Fenn In Al/>itic

Valley I. 29 This wretched deep gash in a hideous Swiss
,

mountain.

b. The act of making such a cut.
1819 Hoon Eugene Aram xv. Two sudden blows with a

ragged stick And one with a heavy stone, One hurried gash
with a hasty knife, And then the deed was done. "1853

Rank Grinnell Exfed. 1. 11856) 483 With a knowing gash
of his knife, he makes a hole in the under jaw of the seal.

2. I'. S. slang. The mouth.
1852 Mm. Stowe Uncle TovCs C. xxxviii, Shut your old

black gash, and get along in with you. 1878 — Pogauuc P.
xiv. 122 Ef Zeph Higgins would jest shet up his gash in

i town-meettn', that air school-house could be moved fast

: enough.

3. attrib., as gash-iobed adj. ; also gash-vein
Australian Mining (see qnot. 1869V
1846 Dana '/,oof>h. 11848) 122 The margin, .of the base is

I

.. entire, undulating, gash-lobed. 1869 R. B. Smvtii
Goldf. Victoria 612 Gash-vein, a wedge or V shaped vein,
1872 Raymond Statist. Mines <V Mining 269 The almost
incredible number of small gash-veins in the slates and
greenstone have probably furnished most of the gold.

Gash gacj). sb.* Sc. [\ rob. a transf. sense of

gash 'a projection of the under jaw' (Jam.), whence

!

Gash-c.abbit ; cf. Gash v.-] 'Prattle', 'pert

language '. To set up one's gash, f
to talk pertly,

give an insolent rej ly ' (Jam. .

1810 Cock's Simple Strains 135 (Jam.) Wad ye set up
your gash, nae faut. Ye crustie fbul-mou'd tyke. 1813 W.

i Beattie I ndts Time Parings U871J43 ^*' tr»is the wife-

sets up her gash.

Gash [gsej), 0. 1 Since 16th c. only Sc. [? bnck-
' formation from Gashftjl a. or Gashly a. (but

recorded earlier than these}.] Dismal in appear-
1 a nee.

1589 Gkssmb Tallies Love (1609) Fiij, His friends, noting
. . his sodaine starts, his gash lookes and his abrupt answeres
judged the extremitie of his sicknesse had [etc.J. 1590
Cobler ofCanterburie -j\ He looked wan and gash. (11774

,
Ferguson Poems (1785) 235 The day looks gash, toot off
your horn, Nor care yae strae about the morn. 1824 Scott
Redgauntlct Let. xi, His face looked as gash and ghastly

• as Satan's. *86x Ramsay Remin. Ser. 11. 42 ' What gars the
laird of Garskadden luk sae gash?' 'Ou\ says his neigh-

1

hour. .

' Garskadden's been wi' his Maker these twa hours '.

1864 J. Bkown John Leech., etc. (1882) 1 The French nun
, . . who was observed by her sisters to sit suddenly still and
1 look very 'gash' dike the Laird of Garscaddt-n).

Gash (ga?f), «.2 Sc. [cf. Gash sb.- and v.-]

1. Talkative, loquacious.

1711 Ramsav Ode to the Ph—. iv, It [claret] makes a man
baith gash and bauld.

2. fjuasi-<n&>. Fluently, loquaciously.

17*1 Ramsay Elegy P. fiirnie ii, To see his snowt, to
hear him play And gab sae gash.

Gash (ga*J),a. ;i Sc. [Of obscure origin: peril, a
corruption of sagacious, in Sc. pronunc. (.sa^a'Jss).]

1. Sagacious, wise.

1706 in J. Watson Collect. Poems 1. 69, I Wily, Witty was,
and Gash, With my auld felni packy Pash. 1721 Ramsay
Poems, Gloss., Gash, solid, sagacious. 1786 Burns Twa
Dogs 29 He was a gash an' faithfu' tyke.

2. Having an air of wisdom, dignity, or self-

importance.
1826 J, Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 192 Hae I been

sitiin wi' specs all the afterm on? You have, James, and vei

y

gash you have looked. 1858 M. Porteous Souter jfoh?tn'y

11 He was a gash, wee fodgel body Stood on his shanks
baith tight an 1

steady.

3. Well-dressed and dignified.

1785 Burns Holy Pair 55 Here farmers gash, in ridin

graith, Gaed hoddin by their cotters. Ibid. 208 In comes
a gaucie, gash Guidwife. 1788 R. Galloway Poems m
And gash they thought such country-man.

4. In adverbial use : Trimly, neatly, so as to have
a good appearance.
1806 A. Douglas Poems 147 The saft o'en cafces, in mony

stack, Are set in order rarely, Fu' gash this night.

Gash (ga?J"), v. ' Also 6 gashe, gassh, gayshe.
[For eailier^-arj/;, Gahse ; cf. Gash sb.^~\

1. trans. To cut, slash or wound (the body).
1570 Levins Manip. 35 8 To Gashe, iucidere. 1633

Hicywood Eng. Trav. 11. Wks. 1874 IV. 40 This murdered
Ghost appeared His body jasht, and nil ore->tmke with
wounds. 1659 Vermes de la Ley s. v. / audding, The
custome was. .to cut or gash Dogs in the hammes. 1715-20
PofS Iliad iv. 617 Then sudden waved his flaming fiucUon
round. And gash'd his belly with a ghastly wound. 1816
Byron Siege Cor. xxxii. With barharous blows they gash
the dead. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxiii. 2' 6 After skin-

ni g the old one they gashed its body. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 30 His worshippers gashed and mutilated them-
selves in their religious frenzy.

absol. a 1694 Tillotson Serm. Wks. 1728 I. ii. 34 Wit is

a keen instrument, and every one can cut and gash with it

;



GASH. 6«J GASOMETEB.
but to carve a beautiful image and to polish it requires
great art and dexterity.

b. To cut or tear asunder, (tzonce-nse.)

1884 Tennyson Becket 1. i, O Herbert, here I gash myself
asunder from the King, Tho' leaving each a wound.
2. To make a cut or deep slash in any material

object. (Chiefly in pa. pple.)

1562 [see Gashing vbl. sb.\. 1577 tr. Butlinger's Decades
(1592)239 And to what endedoewee iaggc and gash thegar-
mentes? 1847 Disraeli Tancred v. ii, They filled the
stomachs of the animals with lemons gashed with their

daggers.
trattsj. 187a C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. ix. 204 Afar

to the west lay the rolling plateau gashed with canons.

8. intr. To open in a gash. rare~ x

.

c 1750 SilKNSTONR Eleg. xxii.67 To see my limbs the felon's

gripe obey? To see them gash beneath the daring steel?

Hence Q&.'sliing vbl. sb. andppt.a. AlsoGa'sher,
one who gashes or cuts. rare~n

.

1562 Turner Herbal n. 84 There may be taken out of the
stalke and rooie both a iuice by gasshyng and an other by
pressyng. 1598 Florio, lua'sore, .. a gasher, a lancer,

a grauer or cutter. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 109
The clear axe . . fell twice in heavy gashing thumps. 1888

J. Incus Tent Life in Tiger Lanax. 161 With swift cutting
blows of the cruel, gashing tusks.

Gash (g£ef,S V$ Sc. [Perh. f. gash projecting

under-jaw; see Gash sb.'- Cf. also Gahh a.2] intr.

To talk, converse, gossip.
a 1774 Fergi/sson Poems (1845) II. 104 The couthy cracks

l>egin whan supper's owre, The cheering bicker gars them
glibly gash. 1785 Hirns Halloween xi, She lea'es them
gashin at their cracks, An* slips out by hersel.

Hence Ga\shing//V. a.

1819 \V. Tknnant Papistry Storm*d (1827) 12 Crail town
was up wi' gashtn' gabs; Wabsters, throu' zeal, forgat
their wabs.

Gashed ,^i),ppl. a. [f. Gash v.1 + -ed.]

+ a. Produced by gashing (pbs,\ b. Slashed or

cut ; having large rents or openings ; spec, in Bot.

(see quot. 1793}; also gashed in,

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. Ixxiii. 109 The le&ues be long, hearie,

and grayish, snipt and cut rounde aboute, but nothing so
much or so deepely gaysht, as the two others. 1605 Shaks,
Macb. 11. iii. 119 His gash'd Stabs look'd like a Breach in

Nature. 1641 Milton A nimadu. (iB$i) 194 Your dissever'd

principles were but like the mangl'd pieces of a gash't Ser-
pent. 1652 Cuu'Kpper Eng. Physic. 39 Those that follow

are gashed in 011 both side-; of the leaves. 1657 \V. Cou.s
Adam in Eden cvi, 149 With broad grayish tough leaves
diversly folded, crumpled, and gashed in on the edges. 1793
Maktyn Lang. Hot., Gashed tea/'{Folium incisum s. dis-

sectum), having the sections or divisions usually determinate
in their number ; or at least more so than in the Laciniate
leaf. The Gashed differs from the Cleft leaf {Jissum) in

having the sections extending but little beyond the edge
(though deeper than in the crenate leaf) ; whereas in the
cleft leaf they reach almost to the middle. 1865 Sat. Rev.
21 Jan. 86/2 He would hang about butchers' stalls, .waiting
an opportunity to put his mouth to the gashed throats of
animals. X883O11DA Wanda I. 2 There were a few stunted
willows near the house, and a few gashed pines.

Gashful, a. Obs. exc. dial. [? alteration of
Ghastful, through association with Gash sbJ :

cf. Gash rt. 1 and Gahhly.] Ghastly.
1620 Quables Feast Wormcs H ij, Prodigal 1 up-banding

of thine eyes, Whose gashful! balls doe seeme to pelt the
skyes. 1621 — Argalus fy P. (1678) 4 His gashful counte-
nance swarthy, long and thin. ' 1651 Culpepper Astrol.
Judgem. Ois. (1658) 157 Signs of death by the eyes are.

.

when they are very moveable, gashful, staring up and down
or sunk deep in the head. 1654 GAVTOK Fleas. Motes nr. i.

69 Come death, and welcome : which spoke, comes in a
gash full, horrid, meagre, terrible, ugly shape. 1823 Moon
Suffolk Wds., Gashjul, ghastly—or as in Nares ' horrid,
frightful '.

Gash-gabbit, a. Sc. [f. gash (see Gash sb.-)

+gabbit{i. GabaM).] Having a projecting chin.

1721 Ramsay Poems Gloss, s. v. Gash, One with a long
out chin, we call gash-gabet, or gash beard. 1813 1).

Anderson Poems 125 (Jam.*, A1 teethless and gash-gabbit
The hags that night.

Ga'shly, a. Obs. exc. dial. [? Altered form of
Ghastly: cf. Gashkul.] Ghastly, horrid.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. vn. xxxi, Next Pharmacus,
of gashly wilde aspect ; Whom hell with seeming fear, and
fiends obey. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vii. 131 Their warm
and wanton embraces of living bodies, ill agreed with their
offerings Diis manibus, to gashly Ghosts. 1675 Otway
Alcib. 54 Now there grim death his gashly Revels keeps.

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy vui. xi, By all that is hirsute and
gashly! I cry. 1880 Mrs. Parr Adam $ Eve xiii. (1881) 65
See 'em stare and then give a gashly look at mother.

b. in adverbial use.

1893 Wiltsh. Gloss., s.v. Ghastly, 'Thick hedge wur gashly
high, but it be ter'ble improved now.' 1897 C. Lee in

Leisure Ho. Dec. 98/1 Her strange calm face, her gashly
coloured tresses, her noiseless movements about the room.

Hnnce Gashliness. yhastliness, dismalness.
1848 Dickens Dombey viii,The general dulness (gashliness

was Mrs. Wickam's strong expression) of her present life.

Gashly, adv. Sc. [f. Gash «.2 + -ly 8.]

Fluentlv, loquaciously.
a 1774 Fergusson A Drink Eclogue Poems (1845) 50 And

. turners aft gaed greinin for my smack,Togar thembauldly
glower and gashly crack.

Gashy 'g?e-J"i\ a. [f. Gash sb. 1 + -y *.] Of the

nature of or resembling a gash ; full of gashes.

1814 Witness 11. iv, The dead man's ghost ..with its clotted

locks and gashy head. 1814 Sorceress 11. ii, Raw and bloody
like a gashy wound. Mod. (heard in Suffolk). ' 1 was care-
less with my sickle, and got a gashy place in my arm.'

Vol. IV.

Gasifiable (garsifsi-ab'l), a. [f. Gasify v. +-

-able. J That Cun be reduced to a gaseous state.

1880 Xature XXI. 8 Hut at present we know the mole-
cular weights of gasifiable bodies only.

Gasification (gce:sink t
T
''J'm,\ Also gasefica-

tion, gassiiication. [f. Gas sb. + -(i)fication.]

The process of converting into gas.
1812 R. Saumarf.z Princ. Physiol. Sc. 188 The process of

evaporation and of gassification. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 547
When the cooling agency of gasefication has become feeble.

1883 Nature XXVII. 292 The latent heat of gasification .

.

of any body.

Jig. 1824 J. M'Curxocn Scotl. II. iqo Poetry has rarely

been subjected to such chemistry as this without the gasi-

fication and loss of its essence.

Gasiform (gx'sif(".im ,a. [f.G.vsjfl. + -(i)foum.]

In a gaseous form or state.

1800 Med. y?-nl. IV. 556 Dr. Ackermarm treats, .of the
different gasiform fluids contained in the intestines, c 1865

J. Wyi.de in Circ. Sc. I. 6 The laws of air or gasiform
bodies. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene ed. 3) 123
Ventilation is, in fact, the problem of the removal of the
gasiform excreta of the lungs and skin.

Jig. 1824 J. M Culloch Scotl. II. 352 Druids thus become
visionary and gasiform.

Gasify (garsifoi), v. [f. Gas ^. + -(i)fy.] a.

trans. To render gaseous; to produce gas from,

b. intr. To become gaseous.
1828 Webster, Gasify, to convert into gas or an aeriform

fluid by combination with caloric. 1833 N. Arnot r P/iysi s

(ed. 5) II. 13 An exceedingly subtile fluid or ether pervading
the whole universe, and softening or melting or gasifying
bodies. 1881 Sci. Atuer. XI. IV. 324 Liquid ammonia gasifies

under considerable pressure at ordinary atmospheric tem-
peratures.

Gasiness, var. Gassiness.
Gasing e, obs. form ofGAZixc
Gasket Jgte'sket). Also 7 casket(te, gassii,

S gaskett. [Of obscure origin ; Jt. gaschetta

has the same sense, but is believed to be from
Eng. ; F. garcctte plait of rope, rope's end (for

flogging; is in some Diets, said to mean also 'gas-

ket', but it has not been found earlier than the

19th c. With the early form casket cf. Sp. cajela.]

1. A small rope or plaited cord, which secures

a furled sail to the yard, heinj^fc'rapped several

times round both. Chiefly in//.
1622 K. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea '1847.1 i38 His sayles re-

payred and sufficiently prevented with martnets blayles

and caskettes. 1626 Capt. Smith Acrid. Yng. Seamen 15

There is also diuerse other small cordage, as head lines, the
knaulings, gassits or furling lines. 1630 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Navy Landships Wks. 1. 81/r Her Gaskets, Martlines,
Cables. 17x1 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 16 The
Lines that are drawn cross the Vardsare call'd Rope-bands ;

they make fast the Sail to the Yard, and Gaskets furl them.
1762 Falconer S/tipwr. 11, 94 Along the sail the gasketts
are convey'd. 1825 H. Ii. Gascoigne Xav. Fame 49 In
haste the binding Gaskets they unfold But yet the canvass
in their arms they hold. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 111.

x, Her rudder was unshipped, her sails were torn from
their gaskets.

2. A strip of tow. plaited hemp, or other material,

used for packing a piston or for caulking a joint.

1829 R. Stuart A need. Steam Eng. I. 270 Screwing this

plate down to the projecting rim, the packing (or gasket)
between them was pressed outwards, so tightly as not to
allow steam to pass. 1859 Rankine Steam Fug. (1861) 129
Round the body of the piston is wrapped the packing, con-
sisting either of loose hemp, or of a soft loosely spun
hempen rope called gasket, soaked with grease.

3. attrib., as gasket'-~cork.
1831 Jane Porter Sir SeawanVs Xarr. I. 124 A fathom

of this gasket- work, being fastened end to end.

Hence Gasket?', trans., to fasten up with gaskets.

1893 Stevenson & L. Osbourni: Wrecker xiii. 207 The
sails were gasketed and covered, .and the decks tidied down.

Gaskin 1 (gee'skin\ Forms: 6 gaskyn, -kyng,
-coine, -coigne, gayshekoon, 6-7 gascoyne,

7 gaskoine, gasskin, gaskiug, 7-S -coin, S

-coign, 6-9 gaskin. [Of uncertain origin
;
perh.

due to a false analysis of Galligahkin, to which
the 'gallant gaskins' of the first quot. comes close

in point of sound. On the other hand, as Cotgravc

explains F. gregites by i wide slops, Gregs, Gallo-

gascoines, Venetians; a great Gascon or Spanish
hose', it seems possible that such hose were actually

worn in Gascony ; if so, this word may have been

a special use of Gascon, and have existed earlier

than ga//igaskin.~\

f 1. A kind of breech or hose. Chiefly pi. Obs.

1573 G. Hakvky I^etter-bk. (Camden) 6 His oun gai gallant
gaskins, his kut dublets, his staring hare. 1577 Wilts fy

Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 423, j paire of gayshekoones
broken iij

1
. iv 1

. 1591 Garrard Art It'arre 18 A straite

brabantie and gascoine is to be worne. 1600 Dekker Gentle
Cra/t Wks. 1873 I. 18 Goe thy waves thought I, thou maist
be much in my gaskins, but nought in my neather stockes.

1611 P.eaum. & Fl.. k'nt. Hum. Pestle 11. ii, The child's a
father-lesse child, and say they should put him into a streight

paire ofGaskins. . he would neuergrow after it. 1755J0HNSON,
Gaskins, wide hose, wide breeches. An old ludicrous word.

f b. attrib., a* gaskin breeches, hose. Obs.

1591 Pekcivau. Sp. Did., Caraguelles, gascoigne hose,
Jtiuoralia. 1604 Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1887) I. 105
Sattine to make yo1 Dublett and gaskoine hose. 1623
Minsheu Sp. Diet. s. v., Gascoigne breeches, or Venetian
hosen. .gregjtlscos.

2. (See quot. 1726.)
1652 Cotterell Cassandra in. "'1676) 43 And thrust him

back upon his gaskins. 1726 Diet. Fust. (ed. 3 , Guscoin,
,

the hinder Thigh of a Horse, which begins at the Stifne,

, and reaches to the Ply or bending of the Ham. 1827
Sporting Mag. XX. 159 Good hind legs and well spread

I

gaskins are very essential points in a coach l.orse.

trans/. 1678 Dryden Limberham iv. i, One of my
Daughters is big with Bastard, and she laid at her Ga-'coins
most ui mercifully ! every stripe she had, I felt it.

Gaskin- (goe skin), rare. Also gasking.
i [Alteration of Gasket ; the ending may represent

I

-IKO '.] = Gasket (in both senses).

1831 Trf.LAWNEY Adv. Younger Son III. 170 Both of
;

them lashed on the yard by the gaskins. i860 lire's Diet.
Ans I. 328 R, cover for kier; the flanch on which this

' cover rests is grooved a little to admit of 'gasking' being
I inserted, so as to form a "joint'. 1880 G. Wightivick's
1 Hints Yng. Archil. (Weale 221 Socketted pipes to be ..

jointed with clay, tarred gaskin or cement. 1883 Stevenson
j

Treas. 1st. 111. xv, 'Ibis extraordinary patchwork was all

held together by .. loops of tarry gaskin.

Gaskin, obs. form ot Gascon.
GasleSS (gce-slt's), «. [f. Gas s&. + -less.] Des-

titute of gas ; not lighted by gas.
1872 'Mark Twain' Innoc. Abr. xiii. 87 The gasless

room. 1883 P. Hood Scot. Char. ix. 162 The lass with the
lantern, the constant attendant of every lady . . who might
happen in those gasless days to be out after nightfall. 1889
Catholic Xeivs 7 Sept. 4/4 Whisperings of gasless cities and
revolution, still hover in the air.

Gas-light. The light produced by the com-
bustion of gas, usually coal-gas.
1808 Murdoch in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 126 The time

during which the gas light is used, may, .be stated at least

at two hours per day. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI, 86/2 The
great success which attended gas-light in London has
extended itself throughout Great liritain. 1857 Mrs. Car-
lyle Lett. II. 334, I had not been able to read then, by the
gas-light, which da/zles my eyes.

b. A jet of burning i;as ; chiefly //.
1808 Murdoch in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 125 A. .standard

for determining the advantages to be expected from the use
of the gas lights under favourable circumstances. 1815
Accu.M Treat. Gas-Light (ed. 1) 145 The Church of St. John
the Evangelist . . has been illuminated with gas-lights for

upwards of two years. 1831 T. P. Jones Couvers. Client.

xv. 160 Such is not the case with the gas lights. 1865
Dickens Mnt. Fr. in. i, Gaslights flared 111 the shops with
a haggard and unblest air.

C. attrib., as gas-tight company, mannjactory.
1809 J. Van Voorst {titles Address to the Proprietors of

the intended Gas Light and Coke Company. 1826 Scott
Mai. Malagr. ii. 63 It would be supposing the blessed sun
himself jealous of a gas-light manufactory.

Gas-man.
1. a. One who is engaged in manufacturing or

supplying gas. b. A collector of sums due to

a gas-company for gas supplied.
1821 [T. Hickman, the pugilist, who fought with Neat on

11 Dec. 1821, was called 'the Gas man' or 'the Gas-light
man '. See P. Egan Boxiana 11828) New series I. 33, 42.J

1842 Thackeray Fitz-Boodle's ConJ. Pref., The first gas-

man was ruined. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 829 The public
are willing that the gasmen should suffer, if only they may
keep cheap light. 1889 / V/t^iN.V.) 14 Nov., He. .bowed the

astonished gas-man into the presence of the amazed family.

2. One who attends to the gas-lights in a theatre.

1865 Sat. Fez: 21 Jan. 80 2 Probably the gasman of a
London theatre is, as a rule, equally incautious. 1893 F. F.

Moore Gray Eye or So III. 197 The actors, the carpenters,

the gasmen, the firemen.

3. Coal-mining. (Cf.S.) One who examines the

workings for fire-damp.

1883 in Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining.

Gasogene, var. Gazogene.

Gasolene, gasoline (gse-s^lm). Also gaso-
leine, gazoline. [f. Gas sb. + -ol (as in Benzol)
+ -ene, -ine.] A volatile inflammable liquid, one
of the first products in the distillation of crude

petroleum, employed for purposes of heating and
illumination.

1871 J. R. Nichols Fireside Sc. 50 Benzine, benzoline,

gasoleine, kerosolene. 1883 Century Mag. July 338/1 No
fewer than ten substances are obtained from petroleum by
the refining process .. 2nd, gasolene, used in artificial gas
machines. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 June 7/3 Her engines are

20-horse power, and are driven by gasoline.

attrib. 1890 Pall Mall G. 30 June 6/3 Cooking breakfast

over a gasoline stove. 1895 Daily Xeivs 22 Nov. 2/2 Both
[vehicles] used gasolene motors.

Gasometer v
gses^'m/taj). Also gazometer.

[ad. F. gazometre, f. gaz Gas sb. + metre, ad. Gr.

fi€Tpou measure.]

1. Client. (See quot. 1831.) In later use (on

analogy of sense 2) a vessel for holding gas.

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. C/w/n. 308, I give the

name ofgazometer to an instrument which I invented. -for

the purpose of a kind of bellows, which might furnish an
uniform and continued stream of oxygen gas in experiments

of fusion. 1793 Beddoes Let. to Danvin 41 A construction

not very dissimilar to that employed in the ga/ometers of

Mr. Lavoisier and Dr. Van Marum. 1831 T. P. Jones Con-
fers. Client. Gloss., Gasometer, an air holder, so constructed

that the quantity of gas which it contains can be ascer-

tained or measured. 1874 tr. LommeCs Light 6 Through
the middle of this runs a . . narrow tube, which . . conducts
oxygen from an adjoining gasometer.

2. A large tank or reservoir in which illuminat-

ing gas is stored, to be distributed thence by
means of pipes.
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1808 Murdoch in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 125 The gas. .is

conveyed by iron pipes into large reservoirs, or gazometers,
where it is washed and purified. 1819 Accum Descr, Manuf
Coal Gas 164 The name of gas holder, or as it is improperly
called, gasometer is given to the vessel employed for collect-

ing tiie gas and storing it up for use. 1879 Casselfs Techn.
Etiuc. 11. 99/2 Lastly, the gasometer with its tank into which
the gas is finally received in a purified state.

GaSOmetry (gws$rm6tri). Also 8 gazometry.
[f. Gas sb. + Gr, -pcrpia measurement : see -metry.]

The science of measuring gases, or of estimating

the quantity of different gases in a mixture.

1790 Kkrr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 304 Of Gazometry,
or the Measurement of the Weight and Volume of Aeriform
Substances. 1869 Eng. Meek, ig Nov. 234/1 To work out
any problem.. in quantitative gasometry.

So Gasometric a., relating to gasometry.
1866 Brandb & Cox Diet. Sci. etc. II. 15 Gasometric

Analysis, Eudiometry, or the process of separating and esti*

mating the i .dividual constituents of a gaseous mixture.

G-asoSCOpe (goe
- sJskJ«p). [f Gas sb. + Gr.

-GKuitns observer : see -SCOPE.] {See quot.)

1858 SlMMOMDS Diet. Trade, Gnsoscope. .an apparatus for

indicating the presence of bicarhuretted hydrogen gas in

buildings, mines, &c.

Gasp (gusp), sb. AKo 6-7 gaspe. [f. Gaspz>.]

1. A convulsive catching of the breath from dis-

tress, exertion, or the lessening of vital action;

also, as a result of surprise.

1586 Warner Aid. Eng. iv. xxi[i]. (1589) 94 (HeJ shortly

gaue a quiet gaspe or twaine. 1727-32 Gay Fables 11. xvi.

53 Can those [hoard*] prolong one gasp of breath, Or calm
the troubled hour of death? 1810 Scott Lady ofL. I. vii,

While every gasp with sobs he drew, The labouring stag

strained full in view. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop iv. The
old lady gave a gasp. 1879 Browning Ivan Ivanovitck 67
Then followed gasps and sobs, and then the steady flow Of
kindly tears.

b. esp. (One's) last gasp \ the final attempt to

draw breath before the departure of life. At the

last gasp: at the point of death. Pdsofig.
1577 Hanmer Auc. Eccl. Hist. 147 Retayning a valiant

and inuincible minde vnto the la-.t gaspe. 1602 Marston
Ant. -y Met. i.Wks. 1856 I. 17 Tell her the spirit of Antonio
Wisheth his last gaspe breath'd upon her breast. 1611

Shaks. Cymh. 1. v. 53 His Fortunes all lye speechlesse, and
his name Is at last gaspe. 1655 Sir E. Nicholas in -V.

Papers (Camden) II. 338 At this instant he [Cromwell] is

like one at y laste gaspe, full of convulsions, laying hould
on what commes next him. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. 1. Wks.
1874 I. 29 In those diseases .. [there may be] the highest
mental enjoyments and sufferings, even to the last gasp.

1846 Trench Mirac. vi. (1862) 184 He left her at the last

gasp ; lie knew not whether to regard her as alive or dead.
1851 Hussky Papal Power iii. 158 The authority of the

Augusti breathed on that day its last gasp in Rome.
2. trans/, in various occasional uses.

t"i6n Chapman Iliad win. 380 But straite, more eleare

appearM the straight, AntUochus foresaw, It was a gaspe the
earth gaue, forc't, by humours, cold and raw. 1710 Con*
greve On Mrs. A. Hunt, Singing Wks. III. 875 Let .

.

ev'ry ruder Gasp of Breath Becalm, as in the Arms of Death.

1795 Agnes Musgrave Cicely I, 20 The wish to see our new
sister occupied every thought, and engrossed every gasp of
conversation 'till we reached Raby. 1853 Kane Grinnelt
Exp. x.\ xi. (18561268 Winds nearly at rest,with the exception
of a little gasp from the westward.

Gasp gasp), v. Forms : 4 gaysp, 4-7 gaspe,
7- gasp. [a. ON. geispa to yawn (Sw. gaspa\
by metathesis from *geip-sa

}
cf. geip idle talk, geipa

to talk idly. The weak grade of the root, found
in Sw. dial, gispa, Da. gispe, appears also in Sw.
mungipa coiner of the mouth, OE. gipung open
mouth, i.gipian to yawn (only in pr. pple gypigend
'tunicas' = OLow Frankish gipenai ( patens ').

The root *gap- (see Gape v.), whence Ger. dial.

gapsen to gape for breath, belongs to a different

vowel-series, but the sense of ' opening ' is ap-

parently common to both.]

1. intr. To catch the breath with open mouth,
as from exhaustion (esp. in the death-struggle) or
astonishment.
1390 Gower Con/ II. 265 And times on the water there She

gaspeth with a drecchinge onde. hi 1400 Mortc Arth. 1462
Thare ware gomes thurghe-girde with grundyne wapynes,
Grisely gayspande with grucchande lotes ! 1583STANYHURST
sEneis 11. {Arbj 61 Whilst I beheld Priamus thus gasping.
1645-6 .Mil. ton Sonn. xi, Those rugged names to our like

mouthes grow sleek, That would have made Quintilian stare

and gasp. 1794 Mad. D'Arblay Lett. Apr , I almost gasped
with impatience and revived old feelings. 1813 Scott
Trierm. ii. xxv, Already gasping on the ground Lie twenty
of the Table Round. 1848 KUMEIM Mod. Paint. II. in. 11.

iii. § 2. 155 He has taken our breath away, and leaves us
gasping.

fig- x579 Si'KN'ser Sheph Cat. Nov. 126 The flouds do
gaspe, fur dryed is theyr sourse.

2. To gasp for (occas. after) : to pant for air");

fig to long for, to desire eagerly > cf. G\PE v* .

< 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxiii. i, O God.. How gaspes
my soule for thy refreshing taste ! 1684 T. Hockis Gods
Decrees 333 Future happiness, .nature it self does inces-

santly gasp and breath after. 1697 Drvden V'irg. Georg.
iv. 375 The sick, for Air before ihe Portal gasp. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 198 p 5 Seeing how dearly they loved
one another, and gasped after their Liberty. 1833 L.Ritchie
Wand, by Loire 9 The doors and windows, as we passed,
were all open, gasping for air. 1844 Mrs. Browsino
Drama of'A-v/Vc Poems 1850 I. 59 And gasp for space amid
the Infinite.

3. trans, and quasi -trans. To exhale o(cas> also.

to inhale) with convulsive breathings, esp. to gasp
one's last, to gasp Ui/e) away. Also To gasp out :

to utter with gasps, f To gasp up : to give up (the

ghost 1.

1534 Sir T. More Cumfort agst. Tribulation (1573I 42
And long was it not ere they gasped vp the goste. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 149, I cannot looke greenely, nor
gaspe out my eloquence. 1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord 97We have no other way to revive the hopes of the Churches,
now they seem to be ready to gasp their last 1697 Drvuen
.Eueid ix. 558 He staggers round, his Eyeballs rowl in
Death, And with short sobs he gasps away his Breath,
1791 Cowper Iliad iv. 621 He., lay gasping life away. 1849
Macaci.ay Hist. Eng. I. iv. 501 The poor girl ..gasped
out, ' May God save him, if it lie God's will

!

' 1856 Kanu
Arct. Expt. II. xi. 113, I soon found myself gasping the
ammoniacal steam of some fourteen, .fellow lodgers.

Ga'spant, a. nonce-wd. A mock-heialdic term
for 'gasping \
1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle i. (1867) 12 Arms,

three empty bladders, turgescent, to show how opinions are
formed . . three barbers' blocks, gaspant, to show how they
are swallowed.

Gasper 'go/spai). [f. Gasp ?>. + -eri.] One
who gasps [in various nonce-uses].
1868 Dickens Lett. 3 Feb. (1882' HI. 245 Charles Dickens

. . whose surprising performances . . on . . the American ca-
tarrh, have won for him the well-merited title of the Gad's
Hill Gasper. 1877 Blackie Wise Men 16 He bade them
fling The finny gaspers back into the brine Wholesale. 1884
Contemp. Rev. June 817 The agonies of feudalism had
changed some of the trembling gaspers into greedy graspers.

Gasping (gcrspu)), vol. sb. [f. Gasp v. + -ing '.]

The action of the verb Gasp, in various senses.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 188 '1 Gaspynge, idem quod Gapynge.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 355 Then was the felde coueryd
with deed bod yes, and gaspynge and gronynge was herde
on euery syde. 1513 Douglas j-Eneis vi. viii. 36 Thair
clamour was full scant, The soundis brak with gasping or a
gant. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xviii. 1634) 705
This also Christ signified by his last saying and uttered
among his last gaspings. a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. iv. 109
Tho-.e breathings and gaspings after an eternal participation
of him are but the energy of his own breath within us. 174a
Richardson Pamela IV. 256 To attend the dear Baby him-
self—to see his last Gaspings, poor little Lamb. 1812
Crabbe Tales in Verse, Confidant 210 Some youthful gasp-
ings for forbidden fruit. 1843 Carlyle Past fy P. iv. iii.

Inarticulate gaspinj^A
aiirib. i8oz T. BkTjdoes Hygeia viii. 123 Those gasping-

fits, which come on with greater and greater violence.

Gasping i^a-spirj
. , ///. a. [f. Gasp v. + -ing 2 ]

That gasps, in various senses of the vb.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. 1. xiii, At the last with a gaspyng
nette Slouth my head caught with his whole purpose. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat. Apr. 6 Quenching the gasping furroues
thirst with rayne. 1603 Dekker Wonderful! Yearc Biij,
In such a panting time, and gasping yeare, Victual-, are
cheapest, only men are deare. 168* Baxter A/ol. Non-
con/. Min. 1 Before the expiring of my gasping hopes.

1738 Wesley Ps. xm. v, Save, or my gasping Spirit dies.

1835 Browning Paracelsus 126 This arch-knave .. dogs me
As a gaunt crow a gasping sheep.

Hence Gaspingly adv.. in a gasping manner.
1816 Byron Prisoner of Chillon xi. My breath came

gaspingly and thick. 1834 Eraser's Mag. X. ill The gills

..are dilated gaspingly. 1879 'Annie Thomas' Loud.
Season II. 214 Bertram and Daisy .. gaspingly force a
passage through the crowd.

Gas-plant.
1. A name given to the plant Dictamnus Fraxi-

nclla. In recent U.S. Diets.

[' It is said that the atmosphere surrounding this plant is

in hot dry weather inflammable' (Lindley, School Bot., ed.

1845, p. 49).]

2. The apparatus employed in the manufacture
and supply of illuminating gas. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

Gaspy vga-spi)> a - rare. [f. Gasp sb. + -v I.]

Having a tendency to gasp.

1879 G. Meredith Egoist I. xiv. 255 The august great
robes back-flowing and foaming over the gaspy page-boys.

Hence Ga spiness (in quot.^f. .

189a Spectator 9 Jan 48 Gaspiness is one of the worst
flaws in most English Hymns.
Gasquine, Gass, obs. forms of Gascox, Gas.
Gassampine, var. GOMUUfflMI.
Gassendist gassendist). [f. Gasscndi + -ist.

Cf. F. Gassendiste.\ A follower of Gassendi, a
French metaphysician. bftfBIA'>3.
i8ai D. Stewart Diss. Prog. Philos. 11. § 1 Wks. 1854 I.

230 note, [The word Reflection) expresses the peculiar ..

doctrine by which his [Locke's] system is distinguished from
that of the Gassendists and Hobbists. a 1834 Coleridge
Notes Eng. Divines (1853) ' 28° Taylor was a Gassendist.

Gassev (gse'sai). [f. Gas v. (sense 2) + -f.r .]

(See quot.
1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Gassers, those who work

at the gassing machines.

Gasserian (^slo-nan), a. [Named by Hirsch
in 1 765, after his teacher Johann I .aurentins Gasser:

see -tan.] Gassen'an also Casseiuan^ ganglion,
the ganglion on the sensory trunk of the fifth cranial

nerve.

1831 R
;
Knox Cloqucfs Anal. 461 The superior maxillary

nerve arises from the middle part of the Gasserian ganglion.
1881 Mivart Cat 272 The larger root swells out into what
is call-d the Gasserian ganglion.

Gassiness (gxsines). rare. [f. Gassy +
-ness.] a. The state of being pervaded bv gas.

b. The possession of gaseous qualities.

1883 Mabel Collins H. Modjeska iii. 46 The theatre.
Its stuffiness, its gassiness, all the abominations common to
such buildings. 1888 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 37 Gas of such an
. . unimaginable gasiness [sic] that millions of cubic miles
of it might easily be compressed into a . . pill-box.

Gassit, obs. form of Gasket.
Gassy {gx si , a. [f. Gas sb. + -y '.]

1. Abuundmg in gas ; of the nature of gas.

1757 tr. Ilenckel's Pyritol. 160 The volatile spirit will ..

smell extremely quick, pungent and gassy. 1843 Btackiv.
Mag. LI. 173 A clear, gassy, sea-coal fire, puffing and
fizzing in smiling welcome. 1878 I". Ferguson Pop. Life
Christ xviii. 174 Ihe gassy spring at Kis:-ingen begins to
bubble up at about the same time every day. 1891 G,
Meredith One of our Couq. III. xiii. 290 The gassy
passages of the back of the theatre.

2. slang. Characteri7,cd by ' gas ' or empty talk ;

given to ' gassing '.

1863 E. Taylor H. Thurston I. 139 Woodbury .. was
amused at the remarks of the crowd : 'He?—oh, he's a
gassy old fellow \ 1875 Whitney Life Lang. ii. 17 As when
we call an empty and sophistical but ready talker ' gassy '.

1892 Ld. Rosebehy in Daily N*w* 24 June 5 8 The last
development of the Irish question was a gassy meeting in
St. James's Hall the previous night.

Gast (t;?est), sb. Sc. [f. Gast z>.'] A fright.
(Cf. quot. 1420 under Gast // /. a.] a 1684 R. Law Mem.

(1818) 220 The woman in a gast . . comes and tells her lady
who had slollen her things. 1873 W. Alexander Johnny
Gibb ied. 3) 96 * Aw never got sic a gast's aw got the nicht.'

Gast (giesr, a. dial. [app. cognate with Gea-
,son ; cf. MDu. gdst, gest (Du. geest\ barren soil,

Geest.] (See quots. a 1825 and 1895.)
1729 Coj-tou Parish (Suffolk Terrier, Every Gast Ueast,

i.e. for every Heifer or young Steer. 1760 Ibid., Barren or
gast cattle, a 1825 Forby loc. E. Angiia, Gast or Ghast-
Cow, a cow which does not produce a calf in the season.
1895 /:. Anglian Gloss., Gast ..Also applied to mares.

1 Gast, z'. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 gee start, 4 gaast, 6

ghast, 4-7 gast'e. [OE. givstan (only once' :—

OTeut. type *gaistjan, app.cogn.w.Goth. itsgaisjan

to terrify, usgeisnan to be terrified. See Ghost.]
trans. To frighten, alarm, scare, terrify.

(In quot. c 1000 the sense stems to be rather 'to torture'
or ' to destroy *.)

.1000 Juliana 17 in Exeter Bk., Hi . . gaeston gcdes
cempan gare and lige. 136a Lancl. /'. PL A. vn. 129
To..Gaste crowen from his corn. 138a Wyclif 2 Kings
xxii. 19 Thi herte is gaastyde. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. 'Troy
1. v, And gasten men with sodeyn erth quaue. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. iE. E. T. S.' 215 Thou shalte
haue many rynnynge engyns to make horribill Sownes to
gasten thyn enemys. 1530 Pai.sgr. 560,2, I gaste hym as
sore as he was these twelve monethes. 1592 Stow Ann. an.
1586. 1228 These men . .were . . so ghasted with feare. .that

they looked rather like to yhostes than men 1605 Shaks.
Lear 11. i. 57 Or whether gasted by the noyse I made, Full
sodainely he fled. 1616 J. Lane Cont. Sqr.

h

s y.ix.413 note,

So Pirrus lookes in Argos gastes his ffbes.

tGast, v.2 Obs. [?ad. OF. gaster, guaster,

waster', see Waste v. (But cf. quot. c. 1000 in

prec.) trans. ?To ruin, spoil.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxi. 90 Whet helpeth the, my
sutte lenimon, my lyf thus forte gaste?

t Gast, /// a. [pa. pple. of Gast v.1] Terri-

fied, afraid. For gast: \or fear.

13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 325, I know no gome bat is gast of
by grete wordes. c 1340 Cursor M. 5814 (Trin."> He was
gast So ferde I at he to He bigon. 138a Wyclif Jer. viii. 9
Confoundid ben the wise men, gast and ca3t thei ben.

c 1420 Chron. I'ilod. 777 He durst not meve hurrself for

gast. Ibid. 1006 When puse ladyes weron areson up to han
ygon. .Towarde bene chambers for gast every chon. 1500-

20 Dunbar Poems Ixxiv. 19 Me think my spireit rynnis
away full gast. 1575 Mirr, Mag., Nennius xxxii, Thou
neuer wast in all thy life so gast, Nor durst againe he euer
halfe so bold.

Gast, obs. form of Ghost.

Gastaldite .gsesiK-ldait). Min. [Named by
Striiver in 1875 after Prof. B. Gastaldi : see -ite.]

A variety of glaucophane.
1882 Dana Min. App. iii. 52 A mineral closely related to

glaucophane is called gastaldite.

G steli, obs. form of Ghostly.
Gaster, v. Obs. [app. a frequentative f.

Gast v.^ {? and v.-) : see -kk 5,

Sense 2 may be a distinct word, a. F. gaster (infinitive) to

waste, spoil (mod. V. gatir).]

1. trans. To lighten, scare, terrify.

1593 G. Giffard Dial. Witches E ij b, If they run at him
with a spit red hot, they gaster him so sore, that his dame
shal go her >elf, if she will, he will come no more there.

1614 Uraum. Si Fl. Wit at Sev. Weapons 11. iii, Either the

sight of the Lady has gaster'd him or else lie's drunk. 1675
Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1. 67 V. 92 He begun to be gastred

with wonderful astonishment I7»i-i8oo Bailey, Gastred,

frightened, astonished. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Gaster,

to startle, scare, or affright suddenly.

2. To destroy.

1609 Bp. W. Barlow Amnv. Nameless Cath. 191 His Breue
euen then gastring his Maiesties title and debarring his

right Ibid. 264 The best works haue attending on them
two wormes, which gaster and infect the goodnes of them.

Hence Gast red ppl. a., Ga'stering vbl sb.

1642 Rogkrs Naaman 13S That she might at last be
wholly quit of all such callings upon, and gasterings. 1644
Ql-arles Sheph. Orac. v, Feare not, said he, I come not to

affright Thy gastered soule with terrours of the night.

Gasteral vgarsteral), a. jocular. Also gas-

tral. [f. Gr.yaaT(()p~, yaoTtjp stomach + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the stomach.
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x8>8 Harrovian 15 To recreate the gastral powers with

the odorous sacrifice offered up on P 's polished round
table. 1854 Chaiub. Jml. I. 178 One. .represented Silenus
with most extravagant ^asteral development.

Gasteromycetous gse^tenrtnaisrtas), a.

Bot. [f. mod.L. gasteromycet-es [f. Gr. yaaTcp'o)-,

yabrfip stomach -r yat«?7 res pi. of fivKrjs fungus' +
•OL'S.] Of, belonging to, or relating to the Gas-
teromycetes one of the orders of Fungi.
1861 Bestlev Man. Bot. 387 Gasteromycetous Fungi.

1889 Bennett & Murray Cryptog. Bot. 319 Gasteromy-
cetous Lichens.

Gasteropod, gastropod (gx*ster%;d, gaes-
tr^ppd). sb. and a. Also 9 -pode. [ad. mod.L.
gasteropoda, gastropoda neut. pi. : see next.]

A. sb. An animal of the Gasteropoda class or

group of molluscs.
1826 Kikby & Sp. Entomol. IV. .\lv. 235 Several Gastero-

pods can neither hear nor see. 1841 Douglas in Proc.
Berzu. Nat. Club I. No. 9. 244 The most beautiful naked
gasteropode we have seen. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 97
The gasteropods, including Land-snails, sea-snails, whelks,
limpets, and the like, are the types of the mollusca.
trans/. 1854 Owen Skel. <y Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ.

Nat. I. 231 They [seals] may he called 'gastropods,' in

respect of their . . mode of progression.

B. adj. Gasteropodous.
1836-9 Todd Cycl. Aunt. II. 386/1 The Gasteropod Mol-

lusca. 1850 Johnston Concltol, 118 The small Gasteropod
order which Cuvier lias called Heteropods, are [etc.].

II Gasteropoda, gastropoda (gsesteiyp#ia,
gsestr^'pJcla), sb. pi. Zooi. [mod.L., f. Gr. yaa-
r(i)p{o)'j yaarrjp stomach, + 7roS-, 7toiJs foot.] A
class or group of molluscs (including the snails,

limpets, etc.), so called from the ventral position

of the locomotive organ.
1828 J. Stark Nat. Hist, II. 59 M. Cuvier has given the

name of Gasteropoda to all the animals of this class which
have a foot or muscular disc proper for crawling. 1851-6
Woodward Mollusca ii. 7 In the gasteropoda, or snails, the
under side of the body forms a single muscular foot. 1878
Bell Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 319 These relations are dif-

ferent in the Gastropoda.

Hence Gast^ejro'podan a. and sb. = Gastero-
pod ; Gasteropodic a. -^next.
1876

1
F. Harrison Choice Bis. (1886) 1-3 Your argument.

.

done into gasteropodic prose, is simply that the human kind
have utterly gone backward since the statue was carved.

GasteropodoUS (gajster^rpJdos), a. Also
gastropodous. [f. Gasteuopod-a + -otjs.] Be-
longing to the Gasteropoda

;
pertaining to or cha-

racteristic of a gasteropod.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4I I. 10 In the snail and

some other gasteropodous mollusca. 1858 GeiKIE Hist.
Boulder vi. 108 Among the higher gastropodous molluscs.
1872 YV. S Sy.monds AVtr.AVr-i.-j.vi. 182 Fossils are numerous,
the gasteropodous shells occurring frequently.
jocular, 1864 Reader 18 June, The Gasteropodous order
of rifleman, who . . go perpetually on their stomachs.

Gastful : see GHASTPUL,
Gastlet. Obs, rare. [a. F. gastelet 'a little

cake ; also the name of an excellent Cyder-apple
'

^Cotgr.), dim. of gasteau (now g&ttau) cake.] A
kind of apple.
1600 St: relet Country Farms in. xlix. 528 Such [apples]

are those that followe, the heroet. .fairewife, gastlet.

Gastly, obs. form of Ghastly, Ghostly.
i Gastness. Obs. [f. Gast///. a. + -9X86.]

Territied condition or appearance; terror, dread.
< 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. v. 59 (Camb. MS.) A tyraunt

. . shewede by symylytude the dredes of Reaumes by
gastnesse of a swerd pat heng ouer the heued of hys
famyler. 1382 Wyclii- Josh. H. 9 ^ouregastnes is fain into vs.— I Sam, xxxi. 4 And his squier wolde not ; forsothe he was
agaist with to mych gaistnes. ,i 1420 Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 20 And of the brotilnesse of hir nature My tremlyng
hert so grete gastnesse hadde, That [etc.]. 1604 Shaks.
Oth.x. i. 106 Looke you pale, Mistris? Do you perceiue the
gastnesse of her eye. 1721 Hailey, Gasteness, terror, dread.

l|Gastr£ea(ga:stn-a). [mod.L., f. Gr. 7affT(e)p-,

yaor-qp belly.]

1. =Gastiiula.
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. i. 50 In the Porifera the

terminal aperture of the gastra;a becomes the egestive
opening of the adult animal.

2. A primitive sac-like animal, whose existence

is assumed by Ilaeckel, consisting of two layers of

cells, an ectoderm andanendoderm, Gastrxa theory,

the theory which supposes this to have been the

ancestral form of the whole animal kingdom.
1879 tr. HaeekcCs Evol. Man I. 9 A very ancient ancestral

form is represented by the two-layered Gastrsea. Ibid. 250
These are the principles of the unified or monopbyletic
genealogy of the animal kingdom, as they present them-
selves, provisionally, according to the Gastra;a Theory.
189a Nation (N Y.) 21 Apr. 309/2 The author is thoroughly
permeated by the gastraea myth.

GastrEead (gre'str«cd). [ad. mod.L. gastrxad-
es. pi. form of prec] One of the Gastrneades, a
division of sponges whose development does not go
beyond that of a ga-trula. In recent Diets.

Gastral, var. Gastkral.
II Gastralgia (g£estrarld,$ia). Path. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. yaar(()p-, yao-rijp stomach + dKyos pain ]
Pain in the stomach, esp. neuralgia of the stomach.
1822-34ls.ee Gastrodynia]. 1836 J. Gully Magis. Fonunl.

S7, I have given it [prussic acid] with the best effects in

gastralgia. 1867 O. W. Holmks Guard. Angel xw. (1S91)

296 Some lozenges for gastralgia. 1884 Sat. Re?>. 7 June
741/1 A. .state of political babyhood and political gastralgia.

Hence G-astraTgic a., pertaining to, affected

with, or liable to gastralgia; also sb., one who is

subject to gastralgia.

1892 Harpers Mag. Nov. 862/2 Portly and gastralgic
papas. 189J Allbitt Syst. Med. HI.476Gastralgicsarealso
liable to asthma. Ibid. 477 Pains of gastralgic character.

Gastrectomy (gsestre-ktomi). [f. Gr. 700--

T(*)p*i y -otitp stomach t Iuto/xt) (n. of action f.

kurifxveiv to cut out) + -Y 3.] < The removal of a
part of the stomach, as the pylorus, in cancer of

the organ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
1886 Braithwaites Med. Retrospect. XCII. 40 Ducdc-no-

stomy, gastrostomy for the passage of a tube, and complete
gastrectomy, should all be replaced by gastroenterostomy.

Gastric [goe'Strikj, a. [iAit.yaaj^^-^atXT-qp
stomach - -K\] Of or pertaining to the stomach ;

situated in, performed by or in, the stomach ; of

the nature of a stomach. Gastricfever, a term
somewhat loosely employed, but now usually

signifying enteric or typhoid fever. Gastric patient

(rare") : one suffering from gastric diseases.

1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Vein, Gastrick vein, the belly

veine; a branch of the Port veine, from which it de>eends
to the hallow part and backside of the ventricle. 1727-51

CHAMBERS Cycl.., Gastric . . in anatomy, is applied to divers

veins on account of their proceeding from the stomach. 1796
Duncan Ann. Med. I. 68 The author saw evidently gas-

tric patients sinking under a load of the Peruvian bark.

1802 Med. Jrnl. VII 1. 436 Symptoms that widely differ from
those which are to be observed in gastric fevers. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. <ed. 4! I. 633 [Mild remittent fever] is..

called by Professor Frank .. gastric fever. 1830 R. Knox
Beclara! s Anat. 12 In other animals, .the gastric cavity has

prolongations which extend into the mass of the body. 1834
M'Muhtril, Cuvier"s Anim. A'iugd. 458 The domicile of
the larvae is of three kinds, .cutaneous, cervical, and gastric.

1842 E. Wilson Anat. I'ade M. 302 The Gastric Artery-

ascends between the two layers of the lesser omentum to

the cardiac orifice of the stomach. 1850 Frasefs Mag.
XI, II. 540 They .. have left on record gastric achievements
to be envied by aldermen of the most giant appetite. 1854
Carpenter Princ Phys. %

Gen. <y Coutpar. Hi. 163 The great

purpose of the gastric digestion appears to be, to dissolve

the albuminous and gelatinous constituents of the food.

1872 Baker Nile 'Lribut. viii. 106 My wife was prostrated

by a severe attack of gastric fever. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen.

Pathol. 13 Gastric catarrh. 1877 Huxley Anat, Inv. Anim.
iii. 152 The oral aperture of an Actinozoon leads into a sac,

which, without prejudice to the question of its e.\act func-

tion, may be termed 'gastric*.

b. Gastric juice (formerly also gastric acid,

liquor)'* thin, clear, almost colourless fluid, of

an acid nature, secreted by certain glands in the

stomach, where it is the chief agent in the process

of digestion.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Gastrick Juice. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Bulimy . .is a disorder of the stomach seated in

the fibres thereof, or in the gastric liquor. 1794-6 E. Dahwin
Zoon. {1801) I. 439 There is at the same time a deficiency of

gastric acid. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 79 The gastric juice of

these birds. 1821 Byron 'Juan v. XXxii, Intellects, whose
use Depends so much upon the gastric juice. 1845 G. K.

Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 85 Acetic acid has been
found., in the gastric juice. 1889 M. Foster Tcxt-bk. Phys.
II. (ed. 5) 365 The essential property of gastric juice is the

power of dissolving proteid matters.

Gastricism (gae-strisiz'm). [f. prec. + -ism.]

1. 'Stomach diseases generally' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1796 Duncan Ann. Med. 1. 67 Pmt now nothing is seen or

heard of the use of neutral salts or resolvents, with a view
to gastricism, or to prepare for evacuants.

2. (See quot. 1842.)
1842 Dungi.ison Diet. Med., Gastricism, a name, by

which is designated the medical theory, that refers all, or

almost all, diseases to an accumulation of saburnu in the

digestive passages.

Gastrixity. ? Obs. rare. [f. GAsruiCrt. + -ity.

So K. gaslricilte
.] A state of gastric disturbance.

1796 Duncan Attn. Med. I. 6y But sometimes the author
saw with astonishment the bark overcome the gastricity.

1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Gastriloquist ga.strti^kuist). [formed after

the analogy of ventriloquist, replacing ventri- by

gastri-, a combining form of <J>k.ya<7T{t)p-,ya.OTr
i

p.~\

- VKNTitiLOQL'i.ST. So Gastriloqiiial a. , Gastrr-
loquism, G-astri loquous a., GastriToquy.
1731 Bailey vol. II, Gastri/o'/uous, speaking out of the

belly. 1785 Rlid Int. Po^vers IL \.\ii. 29S The deception.

.

which is said to be produced by Gastriloquists. 1831 Hoockk
Med. Diet., Gaslroloquism : see I'eutriloquhm. 1848
Ckaig, Gastriloquy, a manner of speaking that seems to pro-

ceed from the belly. 1864 A. M'"K.\y Hist. Kilmarnock 259
Tne greatest success hasattended his . . gastriloquial displays.

t Gastrimargism e. Obs.- 1
[f. as next +

-ism.] ^-next.

1607 Walkington Ojbt. Glass v. 37 b, Be not addicted lo

this foule vice of Gastrimargisme and belly chear.

+ Gastrimargy. Obs. fad. Gr. yaarptuxxpyia

{.yaoTpifxipyos gluttonous (f. yaoTt'jp belly + yidpyos

raging mad).] Gluttony ; voraciousness.
(.1430 PUgr. Lyf Mauhodc 111. xl. 11S69) 156 And what is,

quod j, Castrimargye [sic; so spelt also in Fr. original]? It

is, quod she, plounginge and drenchinge of morselles that
men mown fynde in goode housholdes. a 1625 Boys // ks.

(1629) 769 These foure Angels are the spirit of Luxurie,
the spirit of Pride, the spirit of Gastrimargie, the spirit of
Auance.

I] Gastritis (y^strai-tis^. Med. [mod.L., f. Gr.
yaor t p-, yavTTjp stomach + -ITIS.] Inflammation
ol the coats of the stomach.
1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 412 '1 his might be in reality a case

of gastritis. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 414/2 Acute gas-
tritis.

Gastro- (ga: ^ti<^ , rarely before a vowel gaslr-,

combining form of Gr. yaoT^e p~, 'jaarrjp, belly,

stomach, in many mud. terms of Anat., Path., etc.

Ga^stro-cata-rrhal a., connected with gastric

catarrh. Ga'strocele [Gr. n-qX-q tumourj see

quot.). Gastro-colic a. [Gr. Kukov the colon],

pertaining to the stomach and to the colon. Gas -

tro-dnode nal a., pertaining to the stomach and
to the duodenum. Ga:stro-dtiodeiirtis, inflam-

mation of the stomach and duodenum. Gastro-
enteric a., pertaining to the stomach and intes-

tines. Gastro-enteri"tis, inflammation of the

stomach and intestines. Hence Gastro-enteri - -

tic a. Gastro-enterostomy [Gr. tvrtpo-v in-

testine + (TTofx-a mouth + -Y ;

>], ' the formation

of a permanent mouth, or fistulous opening, con-

necting the duodenum and the stomach, when
the pylorus is obstructed' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

Ga stro-enterotomy, ' the opening of the intes-

tine through the abdominal walls' Syd. Soc. Lex.

1885). Ga:stro-epiplo-ic a., peitaining to the

stomach and to the epiploon. Ga stro-hepatic
a., pertaining to the stomach and to the liver.

Ga ;stro-hysterotoiiiy, the Casarcan operation :

see C/ksakeax a. 2. Gastro-inte'stinal a. -

gastro-enteric adj. Gastrophrenic a., pertaining

to the stomach and to the diaphragm. Gastro-
pneumo'nic <z., pertaining to the stomach and to the

lungs. Ga:stro-pu'lmonary a., -piilmo nic a. —
prec. Ga^stro-sple'nic^., pertaining to the stoiiKich

and tothe spleen. Ga stro-va'scular^., pertaining

jointly to the abdominal cavity and to a vessel.

1833 W. Stokks in Cycl. Bract. Med. II. 337 1 One of the
most frequent forms of disease in Dublin is that which may
be termed the ga-tro-calarri al fever. 1807-26 S. Cooper
Lint Lines Surg. i^d. 5) 450 When a hernia contains a

part of the stomach. .it i.-, sometimes named, .'gastrocele.

1846 Buchanan Technol. Diet., 'Gastrocolic, an epithet for

the great omentum, because it passes from the L,
ra^tcr or

stomach to the arch of the colon. 1854 M.wne t'.vpos. Lex.,
Gastro-D uodenalis . "gastro-uuodenal. i88zC>?iai/t's Elem.
Anat. (ed. 9) I. 436 The gastro-duodcnal artery descends
near the pylorus behind the first part of theduodt::;i:m. 1897
Allbutt Syst. Med. II. 367 The jaundice was due .. to

gastro-duodenal catarrh. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. ed. 4)

II. 175 note, Hiastro-duodenitis may exist without jaundice.

1833 W. Stokes in Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 343/1 Gastro-
enteric inflammation. 1854 Mayne L.xpos. Lex., Gastren-
terictts. .gastrenteric. Ibid., Castrentcriticus. .*gastrenteri-

tic. 1861 T. J. Graham Pract. Med. 629 We hear of..
mucous, gastio-enteritic [fevers]. 1822-9 Good's Study Med.
ted. 3} II. 517 Gastro enteritis .. exists without any painful

point when [etc.]. 1886 ' Gastroenterostomy (.see Gas-
trectomy]. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 1 Apr. 50, 2 After

gastroenterostomy the contents of the stomach often pass

into the .. pyloric limb of the attached loop of intestine.

1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 109 *Gastro-Lnterotomy (.artificial

anus in the small intestine). 1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v.

Vein, Gastrcpiplokk vein. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I.

194/2 It [the hepatic artery] gives two. .branches called the

pyloric and the right gastroepiploic. Ibid. 502/2 A defined

margin terminates the ^gastro-hepatic omentum on the

right side. 1854 Mayne L.xpos. Lex., Gast ro-hysterotomia
. . *gastro-hysterotomy. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med.
213 A lively irritation of the gastro-intestinal surface. 1869

E. A. Pahkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3* 485 Anything which
cau>es gastro-intestinal disorder. 1854 .M.wne Expos, /.ex..

Gastro-phrenicns .. "gastro-phrenic. 1882 Quaiu's Elem.
Anat. (ed. 9) II. 727 A small duplicative to the left of the

cesophagus, named the gastro-phrenic ligament. 1856 Ibid.

(ed. 6) I. p. eeli, The mucous n.embranes. .may be reduced
to two great divisions, namely the *gastro pulmonary and
the genitourinary. 1854 Ulshnan in Circ. Sc, Org. Nat.
II. 54 The first, -is termed the "gastro-pulmonic membrane.
1844 Hoblvn Diet. Med., 'Gastro-splenic omenta .. the

laminas of the peritoneum, which are comprised between the

spleen and the stomach. 1876 tr. Beuedeu's Anim. Para-
sites 47 The Cydippe densa . . lodges in its *gasti o-vascular

apparatus larva: of annelids.

Ga strocueniial, a. [f. as next + -al.] =next.
1889 in Century Diet.

GastroCliemiail (g^str^ikn/'mian}, a. Also

-knemian. [f. next + -an.] Of or pertaining to the

gastrocnemius muscle.
*

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 187a Browning Fifine lx,

And . . duly sympathize With gastro-knemian grace.

1
Gastrocnemius gnj:str0|knrmi£s)^ PI.

-cnemii (knrmiw). [mod.L. gastrocnemius, f.

Gr. yaffTpofcvjjpiia the calf oi" the leg, f. yaar^p-,

yaarrjp belly + Kvrjfj.rj leg.] The chief muscle of

the calf of the leg, which gives it a protuberant or

'bellying* form.
1676 J. Cooke Marrow Surg. 430 {folding leaf) The

two Gastrocnemii. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 382 The
Gastrocnemius . . is composed of two fleshy masses, called

the outer and inner heads, resembling each other in form.

1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. viii. (1878) 339 The dog tackled

them so sharply about the gastrocnemius muscle. 1871

W. A. Hammond Dis. Nert-.Syst. 65 A ballet-dancef, whose
gastrocnemii muscles were the apparent starting-points of

the disease.
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GASTRODISC. 72 GATE.

Gastrodisc (g3e'str<*disk). Embryol. [ad.

mod.L. gastrodiseus : see Gastko- and Disk.]

The germinal area of a mammal.
1881 Mivart Cat 320 That part where the two membranes

coexist is the germ area, or gastrodisc.

;
Gastrodyuia gsestr^darnia). Med. [mod.

L., f. Gr. ya<JT
K
t)p-

t
yaCTrjp stomach + uSwrj pain.]

Pain in the stomach ;
- Gastkalgia.

1804 Med. Jml. XII. 289 The Case, which I.. request

you will insert in your next Number, I have called Gastro-
dynia. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 121 note,

Gastrodyuia and gastralgia are terms frequently Used
almost synonymously with cardialgia. 1879 EChory Ptinc.
Med. 17 Gastrodynia is common in dyspeptics.

Gastroid (g«e*stroidj, a. [i. Gr. ytufT{k)p-t

yaiTTjp + -OID.] Having a belly-like dilatation.

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1886 Thomas Med. Diet.,

Gastroid, resembling the belly, or stomach :—applied to

parts of animals and plants.

Gastrolater (gaestrftftaz). [ad. F. gastro~

tatre Cotgr.\ f. Gr. yaaTp(o)-, yaarrjp belly +
-Karpos serving.] A belly-worshipper.

1694 Mottkux Rabelais iv. lviii. 227 Pantagruel observ'd

two sorts of. .Apparitors . .The first were call'd Engastri-
mythes, the others, Gastrolaters. Ibid. lix. 230 These lozelly

Gulligutted Gastrolaters.

Hence t Gastrolatrous a., belly-worshipping.
1694 MoTTEUX Rabelais iv. lviii. 229 The Variety we per-

ceiv'd in the Dresses of the Gastrolatrous Coquillons.

Gastrolith (gse'stnTlib). [f. Ga.stho- + Gr.

KiS-os stone.] A calculus or stony concretion in

the stomach; spec. »* Cbab's-kye i.

1854 Mayne Expos. Lex.,Gas'.rolithus . .a stone or calculus

in the stomach: a gastrolith, 1880 Huxley Crayfish 29
There are. .found at the sides of the stomach two lenticular

calcareous masses, which are known as ' crabs'-eyes ' or

gaatroliths.

Gastrology (gsestr^-lSdgi). [ad. Gr. yaarpo-

Koyia, the title of a poem quoted by Athemvus
(also7a<rr/)oi/o/i('a), f. ya<?rp(o)-

$
yaarrjp stomach t-

A070S discourse.] The science of catering for the

stomach ; hence, cookery, good eating. Similarly

Gastrologer, one versed in gastrology. Gastro-
lo-gical a., of or pertaining to gastrology. Gas-
trologrist m Gastrologer.

1810 W.Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXX. 48 Under the
denomination of gastrology, to compile learned quartos on
the science of enhancing the physical and moral pleasures
of the palate. 1820 Sporting Mag. VI. 261 The gourmet .

.

deserves the higher appellation of gastrologcr. 1822 Edin.
Rev. XXXVII, 59 The Gastrologists will .. not lay these

things to heart. 1827 Steuart Planter's G. (1828) p. viii,

What the Doctor learnedly calls ' the Science of Gastro-

logy '. 1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIV. 208 The mechanical,
physiological, and gastrological intricacies and differences

of fish, flesh, and fowl. 1853 Ibid. XI. VII. 6S2 A famous
gastrologer was wont to affirm t:iat the whole of an Athe-

nian supper put together was not to be compared to it.

i! Gastromalacia (gvstwm&l^'f& . Path.

[mod.L., f. (J ASTRO- + Gr. puiKania softness, f. piaka-

kqs soft.] Softening of the coats of the stomach.
1855111 OGiLviE,Suppl. 1866A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880^459

Strict proof of the development of gastromalacia during life.

Gastromancy vgx'str^maensi). Obs. exc. Hist.

[f. Gr. yaffrp(o)-t
yaarrjp belly -f pxtvTtia divination

(Gr. had yavrpopiavTeiKGdai * to divine by the

belly').] Divination by the belly.

1. (See quots.)
1610 Hkalky St. Aug. Citie 0/ God 294 Hydromancy..

done.. in a glasse bottle full of water, wherein a Childe

must looke (and this is called Gastromancy of the glasses

belly*. 1613 Puhchas Pilgrimage (1614) 366 Gastroinancie

procured answere by pictures, or representations in glasse-

vessels of water, after the due Rites.

2. (Sec quot. 1652.)
165a Gaule Magastrom.x'ix. 165 Gastromancy, [divining]

by the sound of, or signesupon the belly, a 1693 Ukquhart
Rabelais 111, xxv, Gastromancy, which kind of ventral

fatiloquency was for a long time together used in Ferrara.

[.r 1836 E. Smedley Occ. Sc. tn Encycl. Metro/. (1855) 323
Gastromancy or divination from the belly, is now generally

explained by ventriloquism.]

Gastromantic (gsetiWiawotik), a. Obs. [f.

as prec. + Gr. ptavntc-os soothsaying.] Pertaining

to or practising gastromancy.
1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 28 The Gastromanticke, the Ven-

triloquist, or if you will the Bottle-bellyed Witch.

Gastronome (garstrJhJiwn). [a. F. gastronome,

back-formation from gastronomie Gastkonomy.]

One versed in gastronomy ; a judge of good eating.

1823 Scott Peveril xxvii, A conversation on the mysteries

of the table, which .. a modern gastronome mighty have

listened to with pleasure. 1837 W. Ikving Ca/>t. Bonnr-

viile III. 15. 1859 G. Meredith A'. Eevercl xxxv, Tears

and shrieks accompany the descent of the gastronome.

Gastronomer v
giestr^'nom3j). [f. Gastro-

nomy, after the analogy of astronomer.] —prec.
1820 Sporting Mag. VI. 261 The gormand unites theory

with practice, and may be denominated gastronomer. 1852

Blackw. Mag. LXXI. 747 A philosophical gastronomer of

European reputation.

Gastronomic (gaestronfrmik), a. [ad. V.gas-

tronomiqtie, {.gastronomic Gastronomy.] Of or

pertaining to gastronomy.
1828 H. Angelo Remin. 292 Her ladyship proposed tickets

or lots, which were inscribed each with some article for the

supper-table.. Nothing could exceed the amusement which
this lottery gastronomic produced. 1841 D'Iskaeli Amen.

Lit. (1867) 582 Being initiated into the gastronomic mysteries

of the kitchens of the ancients. 1858 Hawthokne Er. $ It.

Jrnls. (1872) I. 24 It would require less time to cultivate

our gastronomic taste than taste of any other kind.

So ©astronomical a., Gastrononiically adv.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vn. iii. 11849) 395 The gastro-

nomical merits of terrapins. 1842 W. S. Seto.n-K.akr in

J-faileybury Observer V. 10 Duly qualified as a graduate of

the gastronomical College. 1875 Dasent Vikings II. 81

Gastronomically viewed, the whole feast was . .unsatisfactory.

Gastronomist (gastronomist), [f. Gastko-
m'M-v + -1st.

J
-» Gastronomer.

1825 Q. Rev. XXXII. 436 We may teach Beauvilliers,

and all such gastronomists, that they are but men. 1828

Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 593 A true gastronomist will. .shun

diversity of food. 1845 Stocqueler Hattdbk. Brit: India

(1854) 30 The European gastronomist in India is materially

a debtor to the Portuguese.

Gastro'iiomous, . rare- 1
, [f. Gastronome

+ -of-s.J Devoted 10 gastronomy.
1828 Examiner 708/2 Fervent and gastronomous —he was

the very apostle of gluttony.

Gastronomy (gaestiyr'nomi}. [ad. F. gastro-

nomic (first occurring as the title of a poem by

Berchoux 1801), a. Gr. ya<jTpovop[a (the title of

a poem quoted by Athen&'us , f. yaarpo -, yaaTTjp

stomach, on the analogy of aarpovop'ta astronomy.]

The art and science of delicate eating.

1814 Sm R. Wilson Prlv, Diary II. 343 The banquet
was according to all the rules of perfect gastronomy. 1837

M. Donovan Dom. Eeon. II. 379 The march of improve-

ment will induce the professors of gastronomy to elevate

their calling. 1845 Fokd Ilandbk. Spain 1. 25 This trait of

Spanish gastronomy was not lust on the author of Gil Bias.

GastrO'pathy. rare. [f. Gr. ya<rrp[f> '-, yaCTrjp

stomach i- nddos leeling, suffering.] (See quot.)

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Gastropathia. term for disease

of the stomach: gastropathy.

Gastrophilanthropist. nonce-zod. A bene-

volent purveyor for the appetites of others.

1814 a h. Gd. Lhing 161 The honour of recording them
anion- the gastrophilanthropists of the present da>.

Gastrophile tgse-strofil). rare. [f. Gr. 700--

rp[°r> 70ffT;)/j stomach + (f>ik-o$ friend.] One who
loves his stomach, or good eating.

i8zo Sporting Mag. VI. 261 The glutton practises without

any regard to theory; and we call him gastrophile.

So Ga strophilism [-ism], the disposition of a

gastrophile ; love of good eating ;
Gastrophilist

[-1ST] - Gastrophilk ;
Gastrophilite a. [-ITE],

fond of good eating.

1814 Sch. Gd. Living 84 Which the modern gastrophilist

cannot fail to admire. Ibid. 115 Let no one say that the

spirit of gastrophilism never found its way within the walls

of the Vatican. 1835 Taifs Mag. II. 450 The name.,
bringing at once to my mind.. the Scrap- Stall, and gastro-

pbilite hackney-coachman. 1850 Eraser's Mag. XLII. 548

The sturdy gastrophilist would not be baulked of his meal.

Gastropod, Gastropodous : see Gasteu-.

Gastrorrhaphy (gsestrfrafi . Also gastro-

raphy. [ad. K. gastroniphie ^Cotgr.', a<K Gr. yaa-

rpoppaipia, f. yaoTp\o)- t
ya<jTT)p belly + root of pdtr-

r«u» to sew.] Suture of wounds in the abdomen.
1739 Shaki' Treat. Surg. iii. 9 The Gastroraphy. .though

the word in strictness of etymology, signifies no more than

sewing up any Wound of the Belly, yet in common accepta-

tion it implies that the Wound of the Belly is complicated

with another of the Intestine. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds
I. 158 Gastroraphy, for large extensive wounds in the abdo-

men. 1885 Syd. Soe. Lex., Gastrorrhaphy.

GastrOSCOpy ;^aistr^skopi). [f. Gr. ya<jrp(o)~,

yaari-fp l>elly + -atconia inspection : see -SC0PY.]

(See quot.)

1855 Ogilvik, Suppl., Gastroscopy, an examination of the

abdomen, in order to detect disease.

Gastrosopli g»*ttr«pf)- [f. Gr. yaarp{o)-,

yaoTTjp stomach + ffo</)-oswise.] One who is skilled in

mattersof eating. llenceGastrosopher - Gastro-

BOPfl ; Gastro'sophy, the science of good eating.

1824 Ptaekif. Mag. XV. 642 Vour cooks and waiters have

never turned away from their works of gastrosophy, to

think of the neighbouring millions. 1855 Housvh. Words
XII. 288 The Knglish..do not stand fnst-rale as gastiu-

soplis. 1894 // e.\'m. Gaz. 16 Apr. 8/2 There are many gour-

mets, but the number of gastrosophers is exceedingly small.

Gastrostomy (^rcstr^stomi. Surg* [f. Gas-

tko- 4- Gr. oTu}xa mouth + -v A
.] The operation of

opening the stomach for the introduction of food

when the gullet is closed.

1854 in MATHS Expo*. Lex. 1878 T. Kr\\\kt Prael. Surg.

I. 617 The advantages offered by gastrostomy for stricture

of the oesophagus.

Gastrotomy v
'gKStrfTtomi\ Snrg. [f. Gastro-

+ Gr. -Toyua cutting.] a. The operation Of open-

ing the abdomen by incision, b. The operation of

opening the stomach through the abdominal walls.

1656111 Blount Glossogr. 17a! in Bailey. 1857 Bullock
Cazeaux"1

Midivif. 261 Gastrotomy alone would be practic-

able when [etc.]. 1878 T. Bhyant Praet Surg. I. 616 When
the foreign body is large and clearly cannot be passed, the

surgeon should open the stomach by gastrotomy.

Hence Gastroto-mic a., pertaining to gastrotomy.

1854 in Mavne Expos. Lex ; and in recent Diets.

|| Gastrula (gse'stitfla). Embryol. [mod.L.

dim., f. Gr. yaarp-, yaarrjp stomach.] That form of

the metazoic germ which consists of a cup with two

layers of cells in the wall.

1877 Huxlky Anat. Inr. Anini. iii. 115 A gastrula is

formed by invagination of the morula, the ectoderm of which
has the structure of the endoderm of the adult. 1886 H.
Sikncer in 19M Cent. May 764 The two-layered 'gastrula'
— the simplest ancestral form of the Metazoa.
attrib. 1878 Bell Gegenbaurs Comp. Auat. m This

condition is simplest in the Gastrula form. 1880 Gen tt. Mag.
CCXLVI. 43 The opening which formerly led into the

gastiula-bwdy 1880 Huxley Crayfish iv. 211 This is the

gastrula condition of the embryo. 1887 A. C. Haddon
introd. Embryology h. 24 The normal method of gastrula-

formation.

Hence Ga-strular a., pertaining to a gastrula or

to gastrulation. In recent Diets.

Gastrulation (gpaBtnd^Jao). Embryol. [f.

Gastrula + -ati< >".] The formation of a gastrula.

1879 tr. l/aeekel's Evot. Man I. viii. 199 The formation
of the Gastrula, or gastrulation. 1887 A. C. Haddon hitrod.

Embryology ii. {heading), Segmentation and gastrulation.

Gastruran (ga.'stru-'-ian), a and sb. [f. mod.
h.Gastrf/ra neut.pl., Gr.7aoT(f

y
p-,7a(jTi7p stomach

+ ovpd tail + -an.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the

inistruia or stomatopotlous crustaceans. B. sb. An
animal of this class. Similarly Gastru rous a.

In recent Diets.

Gat gaet). Also gate. [app. a. ON. gat ;L>a.,

Sw. gat) opening, passage: see Gatk sb. 1

] An
opening between sandbanks ; a channel, strait ; in

Kent, an opening, natural or artificial, in the cliffs,

serving as a lam ling-place.

1723 J. Lewis Hist. 1 enet (1736) 6 Through these chalky
cliffs the inhabitants whose Farms adjoin to them have cut
several gates or ways into the sea.. But these gates or pas-

sages they have been forced to fill up in the time of War.
a 1805 A. Caklyle A utobiog. 163 The three ships which took

through the gat or opening between sand-banks, were almost
out of sight before we ventured to sail, a 1825 Fofby Voc.
/.'. . I nglia, Gat, an opening in the great sand-bank which lies

at the back of the Yarmouth Roads. 1847 Ln. G. Bentinck
in Croker Papers (1884) III. xxv. 143 Louis Philippe sent

all his war steamer* to tug the trench ships through the

gat of Gibraltar. 1885 L. Jackson Our Caughmawagas in

Egypt 17, I had to use the tow-line at one place where there

was a ' gate ' (or channel), as we say in Canada.

Gat, obs. f. Gatk, Goat
;
pa. t. of Get v.

[Gatchers: see List of Spurious Words]

Gate (ge't . sbA Forms: a. 1 seat, set (AbrM-
unib. sset, sftat(t), 2 4 3eat, (3 giate), 2-0 jet,

3-5 3at^t)e, 3-5, 6-9 dial, yat t e, 4-6 yhate, -et,

3ett. 5-6 yet(e, 7-9 dial. yeat,t. 6- Sc. yett.

#. [\ pL gatu), 2-6 gat. 4gatte. 5 gaytt, 6 gaat\
3- gate. [OK. geat str. neut., corresponds formally

to OKris. gat, jet, hole, opening, OS. gut eye of a

needle (LG. and Du. gat gap, hole, breach). ON.
gat (see Gat) :-OTcut. type *galo

m
. The word is

wanting in Goth, and HG.
The ulterior etymology is obscure. Some scholars refer

the word to the root of Get v., supposing the etymological

sense to be either * receptacle ' (hence ' cavity ', ' hole ',

* opening ') or ' means of reaching '
1 hence ' way of access'

.

It is however very uncertain whether it is allied either to

Get or to Gate j/>.-

The original OE. declension was gaft, gxtes, gxte in the

sing., and gatu, ~a, -urn in the plur., according to the

phonetic law by which a became 3t exc. when a back vowel

followed in the next syllable. Subsequently the^ ( = y) be-

fore x became palatalized, and the influence of the palatal %
caused the change of x into ea Hence the stem assumed
the two forms $eaU and gat-, which are respeLtively repre-

sented by the a and tf types in the later language. In late

OK. the functional distinction between the two types was
already disappearing through the operation of analogy, so

that we find such forms as gates, gate (sing.) and zeatu,

$eatum (pi.) ; in Mercian the forms geatu, -nm iwith gut-

tural) are earlier, being due not to analogy but to the pho-

nelic laws of the dialect. In MK the » forms are universal

in northern and in north- and west-midland writers, and also

prevailed in the s.w. (Robert of Gloucester, the South-Eng.
Legendary, etc.i; the MSS. of Chaucer have gate in some
passages and ^a.'e in others. Since the iSth c gate has been

the sole form in literary English ; dialectally the forms with

y remain in northern and north-midland districts, so far a>

they have not been displaced by the influence of the literary

language ; occasionally tlieyare found surviving elsewhere,

as in N.Devon and at Banbury (YAH* Phonol. Eng. Dialects}.]

1. An opening in a wall, made for the purpose of

entrance and exit, and capable of being closed by

a movable barrier, the existence of which is usually

implied; said with reference to a city or other

enclosure, or the enclosure-wall of a large building,

formerly also to the building itself, where door or

doors is now commonly employed.
a. 778 Charter in Birch Cartul. Saxon. I. 3:5 Et eodem

septo to hadfeld fceate. et eodem septo to baggan gete.

C900 tr. Bxdas Hist. m. ix. (xi.J (1890) 184 Ond heo sona

fca:t ^at ha;s mynstres ontynde. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii.

13 GangaS inn burh ba;t nearwe seat, c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

141 He com among his disciples per be 3eten were ilokene.

a ia»5 Ancr. R. 41*4 pe ofter beo euer inne, ne widute be ;eate

ne go heo wi3ute leaue. 13. . Guy Wanv. 1^)4296 pe lyoun

gop to play wibouten be }at I n pais wibouten vilanie. c 1450

Merlin 78 We driven the remenaunt in at the yates. 1552

Lyndksav Monarch? 5964, I stude, naikit att jour ?ett. 159a

in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (i88j) 1. 98 Kepinge the yate

of the church yeord open. 1695 A. DE la I'rymk Diary

(Surteesi 77 You may go through this yate, and along the field

side. 180a Anukrson Cumbld. Bait., Impatient Lassie v,

He steeks the faul yeat softly tui. i8a6 J. Wilson Nod.
Awbr.Wks. 1855 I. 142 Across and recross, backwards and

forrits, out ae yett and in at anither. 1865 G. Macdonald
A. Forbes III. 14 He's oot at the back yett and awa'

!



GATE. 73 GATE.
p. 971 Blickl. Horn. 241 Hi betyndoii pare ceastre gatu.

«» 1175 Colt. Horn. 231 (lief be fend were me sceolden anon
cter [ -at the] gat ;emete mid gode repples. C1330K.UKUNNE
ChronAiSio) 183 With grete duble che>nes drauhen oner be
gate. X393 Langl. P. PI. C. xiii. 47 And whan thepeuplewas
plener come the porter vnpynnede the gate, c 1440 Promp.
Paiv. 1S8/2 Gate, or 3ate (P. yate), porta. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. 1. (158619b, I made a square wall. .with
a great gate, for the bringing in of my cartages. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. 111. ii. 274 Brtttua and Cassius Are rid like Madmen
through the Gates of Rome. 1670 Cotton Espemon 11. vi.

J44 The Ladies Coach so stopt the Gate, that the Duke's
could not possibly pass. 1723 0E Fob Plague(iBS^) 179Y0U
see here is a Gate, and ..we make them pay Toll. 1756
Nugent Gr. Tour IV, 75 The gate of S. Martin was erected

after the designs of Peter Bullet in 1674. 1861 M. Pattison
Ess (j.889) I.47 Tlie gates were closed at nine o'clock, and
on no pretext opened after that hour.

2. In Biblical phraseology, after Hebrew; ellipt.

for gate'j of the city a= a place of judicial assembly.
(.825 Vesp. Psalter Ixviii. 13 [Ixix. 12] DaSe setuu in gete.

e 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) exxvi. 6 [exxvii. 5] ponne he on gaton
gretcS hisgrame feoudas. 138a Wvclip Isa. xxii. 7 Kny^tes
sliul sette thersetes Ul the jate. 1535 CoVEROALE Ruth iv. i,

Hoos wente vp to y* gate, and sate him downe there. 165,6

J. H.-\KKiNGTONc>(r««a(t7oo) 161 Her Husband is known (by
his Robes) in the Gates, when he sits among the Senators of
the Land. 1837 Gen. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) IV. 225
O for one hour of old Oliver, to talk with the royal miscreant
in the gate ! tB6o Plsey Min. Proph. 194 The gate is the

well-known place of concourse where judgment was given.

1865 J. Fkrgusson l/ist. Archil. 1. 175 Nor can it be doubted
that this [ruin at PersepolisJ is one of those buildings so fre-

quently mentioned in the Bible is a 'gate', not the door of
a city or buildings, but a gate of justice.

3. Phrases, a. At the gate \ fig., close at hand.
1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 2001 For when be dede es at be

yliate, pan es he warned over late.

b. Thegate's ofheaven, hell, paradise', where the

word may originally have be-n apprehended in a
material sense. Also the gate{s of death, used to

denote a near approach to death icf. D::ath 14).
c 1000 Ags. Gos>p. Mutt. xvi. 18 Ofer bi^ne stan ic timbrije

mine cyricean and helle gatu [t'1160 Hatton Gosp. gate] ne
ma^on ongen ba. cnj$ Lamb. Horn. 41 He him sceawede
hc3,e treon eisliche beortiinde et-foren helle ^ete. cizoo
Tr'ui, ColL Horn, 105 pe giate of p trad is is opened to-genes
hem. a 1300 Cursor M. 3783 Open him thoght be sate of
heuen. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2127 pou ert he pat fra
be yhates of dede liftes me. c 1400 APol. Loll. 56 pe sals
of helle schalnot be misty asen be. ^1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
viii. 29 pai er be entreez and [>e sates of hell, c 1460
Toivneley Myst. vi. 40 And now is here none othere gate, Bot
fodishowseand heuensyate. 1662 Bk. Com. /Vojrr Collect
faster Even, That through the grave, and gate of deat h, we
may pass to our joyful resurrection. 1678 Lady Chaworth
in nfk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 50 Lord Rochester
hath bin att the gates of death. 1820 Kkats Hyperion in.

126 Most like the struggle at the gate of death. 1871 Mor-
ley Voltaire 1 iSS6> 4 To each alike of the countless orthodox
sects his name is the symbol for the prevailing of the gates
of hell.

t C. The gate {of the great 'Turk) : the Turkish
court or government ; the Porte. Obs.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nieholays Voy. ill. exxi. 97 b,

Followe the court of the great Lord (which they call the
gate'. 1509 Haklcyt Voy. II. L 129 note, The gate of the
great Turke, is as much to say, as Constantinople : the
which they call in the Turkish language Stanboll.

4. transf. An entrance into a country through
mountains ; a mountain-pass. Also //. Cf. Gr.
itvX-q, L. porta.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 121 They tooke it that those gates

of Caucasus whereof we spake before, were the Caspian
gates. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 1. xvi. (1715) 89 A strait

narrow passage, and, as it were, a Gate, or Inlet into the
Country, i860 Pushy Min. Proph. 393 The Easterns, as
well as the Greeks and Latins, used the word 'gate' or
'doors 'of the mountain-passes, which gave an access to a
land, but which might be held against an enemy. 1877
C. D. Warner Levant xii. 175 We dashed down the gate
of a magnificent canon.

5. fig. A means of entrance or exit ; said e. g. of
the five senses. Phrase To open agate for or to :

to provide facility or opportunity for. The ivory

gate, the gate of horn: in Greek legend, those

through which false and true dreams respectively

come forth. Cf. Door 3.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 127 Hwet beo5 bas ,vii. 5eate ? Det

beo5 ure e3an and ure neose and ure mu5 and ure earan.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 10146 (Cott.i pat mari.pat was be gat
[other texts 3ate, yate] of vr merci. 1390 Gower Con/. A.
III. 29 And thus min eye is made the gate, Through which
the deinties of my thought Of lust ben to min herte brought.
1:1416 Hoccleve Poems {1892) 62 Benigue lige Lord! o
hauene and yate Of our confort. c'1440 Jacob's Weil
(E.E.T.S.) 274 pise am be wyndowys of be body, & be gatys
of be soule. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 7 The yate of
grace is opened to al that aske thenne to entree. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (YV. de W. 1531) 76 The hearynge, the touch-
ynge, the tastynge, & the smellynge, whiche with y syght,
be as fyue gates, by the whiche the ennemy sendeth in.,
[his] messages, .to the soule. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. /-"/,

187 Although the gate of a conquest were opened, yet it

was shut agayn. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 106 For
thee lie locke vp all the gates of Loue. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 690 Auna had don nothing but wisely
& politickly, in . . opening a gate for a long war. 1623
Drumm. or Hawth. Crpress Grove Wks. (1711) 117 What
sweet contentments doth the soul enjoy by the senses!
They are the gates and windows of its knowledge. 1625
Bacon Ess., Supersiit. (Arb.) 347 The Fauoring too much
of good Intentions, which openeth the gate to Conceits
and Nouelties. 1738 Glovek Leonidas 1. 153 To guard the
£ate> of Greece, which open stand. 1781 Gibbon DecL <y F.

II. 9 The Bo>phorus and the Hellespont maybe considered
as the two gates of Constantinople. 1831 Macallay Ess.,

Hampden 1880 204 Then he [Laud] dreamed that he turned
Papist ; of all his dreams the only one, we suspect, which
came through the gate of horn. 1866 B. Taylor Poems,
Wayside Dream 74 The gates of Slumber fold 1870
Morris Earthly Par. I. Apol., Let it suffice me that my
murmuring rhyme Beats with light wins against the ivory
gate.

t>. The barrier itself; a framework of wood or
iron either consisting of bars, gialings, etc., or with
a solid face, turning on pivots or hinges, or sliding

in a groove, and used either in a pair or singly.

V orfive, six-bar(redgate see Five C.i, Six.
c 1000 /Ei.ikic Judges xvi. 3 ^am^n .. ^cnam pa burs-

gatu and £eba:r on his hric^e mid bani postum. <? 1300
Cursor M. 71S5 Sampson, bat was selcuth wight .. bar pe
yates o be tun, And laid bam 0:1 a hei dun. 1543 Lud-
to'.vChurchw. Ace. (Camden) 13, ij, ba>.p for the same yatt.

, 1600 Shaks. Soun. Ixv, Rocks impregnable are not ?-o

stout, Xor gates of steel so strong, but Time decays. 1735
Somi;i<\ 11, li: Chase 11. 164 They strain to lead the Fluid, top
the barr'd Gate, O'er the deep Ditch exulting Bound. 1762
GoLDSM. Cit. W. xiii, We made up to an iron gate, through
which my companion told me we were to pass. 1805 <

'>.

M'Indok Million of Potatoes 151 The laird look'd ower the
yell. 1820 Scoit Monast, (1830) II. xvi. 230 It would be
an unco ta--k to mend the yetts, 1848 Dickens Dombey
\ii, An immense pair of gates, with an immense pair of lion-

headed knockers on them.

b. A contrivance for slopping or regulating the

passage of water. {Cf. flood-, lock-, sluice-gate.)

1496 Naval Ace. Hen. I '//(1896 1 153 The Costes and Ex-
pences of makyng the Gates of the L>okke aforsaid. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. xii, This canal passes, hills by the help
of sluices and gates. 1874 Knight Diet Mech., Gate, the
valve which admits the water to the bucket of the Water-
wheel.

7. Payment at a toll-gate.

1812 Col, Hawker Diary (1893 I. 46 Coal. .51.6*/. a cart-

load, free of gates and everything,

8. techn. a. Locksmitking) One of the aperture.;

Ill the tumblers for the passage of the stub.

1874 in Knight Diet. Meek. I. 958.

b. A frame in which a saw or set of saws is

stretched to prevent buckling.

1874 Knight Diet. .7lech., Sash-saw, a mill saw strained
in a gate, or sash, as it is sometimes called, from the resem-
blance of its stiles and rails to the frame of a window-sash.

c. I.ace-mannf. (See quot.)

1839 1"ke Diet. Arts etc. 733 The term gauge, in the lace
manufacture, means the number of gates, slits, or interstices,

in one inch of the bolt-bar or comb.
9. i 'niversity slang, pi. ? The hour fixed for re-

turn to college. ? OOs,

1856
J

C. BEDE ' Tales Colt. Life i. 19 That's the ticket !

that will just land me in time for Gates.

10. The total number of persons entering by pay-

ment at the gates, to see an athletic contest, foot-

ball match, etc.

1888 Leeds Even. Express 10 Jan., Large football 'gate-,'

are not an unusual thing in Yorkshire. 1890 Whitby Gaz.

24 Jan. 3 1 At the Hull match played on Saturday the gate
was not half so large. 1894 Times 15 Sept. 6/4 They, .can
rely on gates of 10,000 or more at every important match
they play.

b. The amount of money thus received ; *=gate-

money (see 13'.

1891 Daily 'Tel. 21 Mar. 3 '2 The leading clubs are now
..dependent for revenue on the 'gates' at the matches.

1894 Times 23 Mar. 10/2 The Middlesex executive deter-

mined to give the Whit Monday 'gate' to the famous
Notts wicket keeper.

11. Short for Billingsgate, Newgate, etc.

1722 Ds Fob Col. Jack (1840) 44 The collier masters
generally sell their coals at the gate ['! Billingsgate] as they
call it. 1851 Mayhi;\v Lond. Labour I. 255 Uf very ready
sale are ' fish got from the gate' (stolen from billingsgate).

1877 Fii'C Yrs.' Penal Servit. i. 5 The ' steel ', a slang name
ot the large metropolitan prisons, as the ' gate ' is for

Newgate.
12. attrib. and Comb, as gate-bolt, -opener, -toll,

-tower, -wright
; \gatewise adv.

1845 Browning Hoiv they brought, etc. i. 3 ' Good speed !

'

cried the watch, as the "gate-bolts undrew. 1826 T. Mooi;e
Mem. (1854) V. 94, I . .was *gate-opener to the party all the
way. 1892 Daily Xews 6 Apr. 5 4 They are known as
' through ' or ' gate ' tolls. 184a Sin A. Da Veke Song 0/
Talk 191 And ""gate-towers, mouldering where the stream
moans by. 1886 \Vii.us& Clark Cambridge ML 285 Every
. .gate-tower in Oxford follows W'ykeham's in the absence of
angle-turrets, .with the sole exception ofChrist Church. 1611
Spud Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xii. 267 A third stone somewhat
of lesse quantity laid *gate-wise ouerthwart on their toppes.
1816 T. Parker Ess. Turnpike Gate 20 The vgate-wright
having planed and prepared the scantlings.

13. Special cotnb., as gate-alms, alms given by
monks at the gate of a monastery; gate-bill [at

the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge), a re-

cord of the times at which a man returns to college

(or lodyings) after hours ; also, the weekly account
of fines charged against a man for staying out late

;

gats-boot (see quot. 1877 and cf. Boot sb. II. 5 b)

;

gate-chamber (see quot .) ;
gate-cheek = Cheek sb.

II 9; gate-head = Gateway; gate-hook (see

quot.); gate
x
s-man, a gate-keeper, esp. at level

crossings on railways ; gate-meeting, a race or
athletic meeting to which admission is given on
payment at the gate

; gate-money, money paid at

the gates for admission to an athletic meeting, etc.

;

\ gatvuet, a net hung loosely across a gateway, for

I

the purpose of catching hares driven at night ; aUo
I

attrib. ; so gate-netting vbl. sb. and pr. pple. ;

gate-penny, 'a tribute paid by the customary
tenants for leave to pass through one or more of

1 their lord's gates ' (Cassell)
; t gate-room, a lodge

' at the gate of an estate
;
gate-saw (see quot. :

I

Igate-stang (see quot.) ;
gate-stead, a gnte-way

;

gate-vein, the Vena portie (obs. exc. fig. ; gate-
works, foitifications at the gate of a town, etc.

1896 T. Biashii.l Sutton-iu-Holdcmcss 56 Considerable
1 gifts that had been settled on the monastery for the ^gate-

alms. 1803 Gradits ad Cantab. 11824) 128 To avoid *gate-
bills he wiii be out at night as late as he pka>>es . . climb
over the College walls, and fee his Gyp well. 1853 ' C. Bede

'

Verdant Green ,\i, Our freshman became aware of the
' my>teries of a gate-bill. 1716 in A:

. W. Line. Gloss, s.v.,

To have, perceive, and take . . sufficient houseboot, hedge-
boot .. 'Gateboot, and Stakeboot. 1877 Ibid ,Ga:eioot, the
right of cutting wood for making g;itc>. 1874 Knight Diet.
Jlleeh. 959 1 *l,'a.'e-chamber {I

<
ydraiilic L.ngineering^, a

recess in the side wall of a canal-lock, which receives the
opened gate, so that it shall not project into the lock-

chamber. 1513 I>ol"gl.\s A-neis vn. xi 52 Strang *3et-

cheikis of weirfayr and battale Stiaik dvne. a 1670
Spalding Troub. Chas. / 11829 1 12 He lodges in Andrew
Haddentoun's at the yett-cheek. 1718 lip. Hltch^son
Witchcraft 147 The cart was >et fast in a *Gate-head.

,

though it did not touch the I'ost>. 1847-78 H.m.ijw w t.,

Thimble, the bolt of a 'gate-hook on which the gate
turns. Staff. 1874 Knigiii Diet. Mech. 959 1 Gate-hook.

I

a gate-hook is that part of a gate hinge which is driven
into the po*.t and sustains the leaf attached to the Late.

1796 Mrs. M. Rohinsos Angelina I. 32 ' Here'* Kahh
and prosperity to all '. said the old gale-man. 1870 Daily

J Neivs 19 Dec, Notwithstanding tie efforts of the gate-

j

man, the fellow succeeded in getting his horse and can
j

upon the line. 1884 Tall Mall G. 27 Dec. 4 1 The gate-
! men ..do not open their gates until the train has com-

pletely stopped. 1881 Dni'lj AVm's 14 July 5/3 Few of these
I athletes care to compete at "gate-meetings. 1820 Sporting

j

Mag. VI. 190 Some demur took place respecting the division
of what is termed the "g.ite money. 1887 Tin.es 20 Sept. 9 We
do not know exactly what control tho>e who pocket the gate-

money have over the performers. 1598 Manwood Lowes
, Porest .wiii. § 9 (1615) 135 Any Buckstall or Engin, Hayes,

"^Gatenets [/Ww^rf'Gatenents], Pursenets, Ferrets or Conie-
1 dogges. 1892 Aihen&um 4 June 723/2 He was. .engaged in
1 night poaching for bares with lurchers and gate-nets. 1892

j
Autobiog Eug. Gannkeeper (J. Wilkins) 239 They poked

' their gate net stick into the ditch, and I felt it scrape over
my legs. Ibid. 222 A great dodge in poaching used to be

i
*gate netting. A hare on the prowl, started off a held when
feeding, generally makes for the gate-run— that is to say,

leaves the field by means of the gate and, for this reason,

one of the oldest methods of poaching is gale snaring or
netting. Ibid. 224 They do not stop to touch the gate netting.

! Ibid. 250 \\ hen we caught two men gate netting at Gravel-

j

Pits field- 1693/'/;//. Trans. XVII. 691 He ends This Treatise

1
with an Enumeration of the Quit-rents formerly paid out

! of the Weald, as Gavel-swine, Scot-ale, Pannage, *Gate-
!

penny. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3825/4 Two Copy -hold Estates,

with a good House, Garden, and . . 'Gate-rooms 1874
i

Knight Diet. Mech. 959/2
'

'Gate-saw, a mill-saw which is

.-trained in a gate or sash to prevent buckling. 1879 Lum-
lerman's Gaz. 15 Oct., This was an improvement over the
gate saw, almost as great as was the gate. 1611 Cotgk,,

1
Teniie, the *yate-stang, or beame thats pulled vp, when a
mill is to be set agate. 1610 A". Riding Rec. 1884) 1. 201
lor not making a sufficient *Vate stead being a common
way in a place called Hurwood Yate. 1891 Atkinson
Moorland Par. 65 note, A brig-stone is a kind of rough
conduit for water across a gate-stead. 1615 Cpooke Body
ofMan 99 The vpper branches which wee call the roots of

the *Gate-veine. .are disseminated through the hollow part
cf the Liuer. 1622 Bacon Hen. I'll, 161 Hee could not
endure to haue Trade sicke, nor any obstruction to con-
tinue in the Gate-vaine which disperseth that bloud. 1840
Browning S&rdelh 1. 264 He, Gate-vein of this heart's blood
of Lonthardy . . is thine. 1808 Scott Maim. vi. .xi, "Gate-
works, and walls, were strongly mann'd.

Gate (g^'t), sb.- Now only Sc. and north, dial.

>orms: a. 3-9 gat?, (3,5 gatte, 4-5 gat). 0.5-;
gaite, gayte, 4, 8 Sc geti.e, 8 Sc. gaet. 9 dial.

geeat. See also Gait. [a. ON. gala, wk. fem.

(Sw. gala, Da. gade) -- OHG. ga%za (MHG. ga$ze,

mod.Ger. gasse lane, whence early moo.Du. gasse.

now dial, gas), Goth, gatwd :—OTeut. *gatwon-.
As to the ulterior etymology nothing has been ascertained.

Connexion with the root of Gki v. has been supposed for

this as for Gate sb. 1
; some have assumed a root *ghad

meaning 'to go\ on the ground of the Olr. dia tt'gaidh

he went. The spelling^n/V {gayte first appears in the 15th c.
but was almost confined to Sc. and northern writers until the

beginning of the 17th c. It remains in the only sense of the

word which is current in literary English: see Gait sb.

(A supposed example of this spelling has been found in the
Cotton MS of the Cursor M., line 15278; but this is prob.

a mistake : see Gate sb. 3)]

I. A way.
1. A way, road, or path
a. c. 1200 Ormin 12749 An off ba twe^en J>att conieim till

pe Lafend Crist pa:r he bi gate jede. a 1300 Cursor M.
8960 par bis tre lai in hir gatt. e 1380 Sir Eerutnb. 1&01 On
be gate we mette of byne stronge "peues seuene. c 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 5820 pai lete pair o.xen in be gate A while
standdand rest. 1533 Uellenden Livy v. {1822) 425 Thay
maid ane mine undir the erde, to mak ane gate be quhilk
thay micht cum to the castell of Veos. 1590 Spenser F Q.
1. i. 13 Wisedome warnes, whilest foot is in the gate To stay
the steppe.

p. c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 71 Where hee fa length

lay streiked in the gait. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858 I.

8^ (Juhal freik befoir thame m thair gait tha fand, Tha gart

htm lig rycht law vponn the land. 1573 Satir. Poems



GATE.
Reform, xlii. 983 A lytill Eist the bra, Quhair that our gaittis
partit in twa.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 395 Of alle my Ioy be hy?e gate
Hit is in grounde of alle my blysse. 1583 Leg. Bp. St.
Audrois 755 in Salir. Poems Reform, xlv, For greid of geir,

and warldly graith, On baith the gaitis he grundis his fay th.

O. {Tofind, lose, ask, etc. one's) way.
1390 Gowuii Couf. II. 35 That he be right ware . . That he

mistake not his gate, c 1440 Bone Flor. 149 Evyr Speryng
ther gatys gane Unto the Cyte uf Rome, c 1746 J . CoLUtu
(Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dialect (1862) 23, I mawkint, on lost

meh gele ogen Miap.

2. Plirascs. To come, gang, go, ride a, the, his,

her, etc. gate : see Gang v. and Go v. lo take {the)

gate: to take the road, go away; to follow a path
or course, f To be in gale to : to be on the way
to, be bound for. f To give gate to : to give a road
to, make way for. f Togo to the gate : to get into

the current (of destruction), go to wrack, t To
grant the gate : to give leave to go. t To hold
the gate: to hold on one's way, hence, to prosper,

f To put by the gate, to put Jay, etc.) out of the
gale : to put out of the way. This {that) gate :

used adverbially = this (that) way, in this (.that)

direction. Some, any gate : somewhere, any-
where.
a- a 1300 CursorM. 6262 In ^e see his wand he smat. It

claue, and gatie ban redi gat. c: 13*0 Sir Tristr, 2091 pe
duerwe toke be gate. 1375 Barhouk Bruce vi. 577 Ilk man
a syndri gat is gane. 1436 Audelav Poems 14 That hath
goon gatis ungayne. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 680 Owt of the
watyr he toke the gate, c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 230 Here,
ye gomes, gose a rome, giffe vs gate, We muste steppe to
yone sterne of a-state. Ibid. 446 He graunte hym his gates
for to gone, a 1541 Wvatt Of Courtiers life 39 [Cato]
that with his death did scape out ol the gate. 1548 Kkv
Erasm. Par. Mark vi. 6-9 Yf he dyd take vitayle and a
good suninie of money with him, beyng in gate to the
sandes of Afrike, or to summe nacion where as there is no
ientle entertaynement. .of strangers [orig. ad Libycas hare.
nas ant iuhosfiitalem eentem pro/eel urns]. 1577-87 Hak-
RISON England 1. xii. in Holinshed 55 After this confluence,
it [the Test] takcth the gate to Kimnebridge. i579bl'tNSKR
Sheph. Cat. Kpil., Goe, little Calender ! thou hast a free
passeporte ; Goe but a lowly gate amongst the meaner
sorte. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Andrew 639 in Satir. Poems Re-
form, xlv, To Londoun Lowrie tuke the geat. 1506 Dal-
fymtle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. m. 192 The tyran Komack
was put by the gate. 1637 Rui hekioru Lett. (1894 260
It is only best that ye set yourself apart, as a thing laid up
and out of the gate, for Christ alone, a 1670 Spalding Trottb.
Chas. /(1703) I. 113 Ilk ane of the rest rode a sundry gate.
Ibid 233 Monro took gate to Strathbogie. 1671 M. Bruce
GoodNews in Evil Times (17081 9 V'e willgotothe Gate, few
or none of you shall be left. 1709 — Soul-Confirm. 22 (Jam.)
Hold ay your shoes on your feet, and in God's name I promise
you ye shall hade the gate, fail who will. 1786 Burns Brigs
ofAyr 122 Crashing ice, borne on the roaring speat, Sweeps
dams, an' mills, an' brigs, a' to the gate. « i8ioTannahii.i.
Poems (1846) 55, I truly hate the dirty gate That mony a
body taks. 187a C. Gibbon For the King i, Come this gate.
1889 Barrie Window in Thrums xix. 183 A notion 'at I

had put it some gait. 1893 Stevenson' Catrionan Ve're no
likely to gang far this gate.

p. £145° Golagrosfy Gazv. 791 The king grantit the gait
to schir Gawane, And prayt to the grete God to grant him
his grace, c 1470 Henry Wallace I. 250 Thai left him swa,
and furth thar gait can gang. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. I.

574 He tuke the gait towart Candalia. 1560 Rollano Crt.
Venus IV. 524 He is gane ane vther gait. 1637 B. Josson
Sad Sheph. n. i, False gelden, gang thy gait And do thy
turns betimes. 1692 Scot. Presbyt. Eloq. (1738) 114 They
went a Gait of their own. 1795 Burns O Lassie, art thou
sleeping yet't Gae back the gait ye cam again. 1855 Mrs.
Gaskell North $ S. xxviit. To keep me from going what
ga!t I choose. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. v. 11866) 218
The man. .described himself to Granvelle as one who went
his own gait. 1875 W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire
38 It is now time for us to ' tak' the gait ' again.

3. Length of way, distance. Chiefly in atlvb.

phrases. Half-gate : half-way. Obs. exc. St.
1 a 1500 Peebles lo Play in Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot.
Poems 11862) 7 They had not gane half of the gait, When
the maidens cam upon them. 1536 Bkllknijen Cron.
Scot. (182:1 I. xlvi, Schort gait fra thir His is low. 1597
Montgomery Clurrie tt Sloe 339 With earnest eye quhil I

espye The fruit betwixt me and the skye, Halfe gaile almaist
to hevin. 1795 Macneill Will f, Jean 1. xxix, Hame's now
scarce a mile o' gate.

4. A street. Frequent in street-names of northern
and midland towns (e. g. York, Nottingham,
Leicester) ; as Gallowgatc, Kirkgate, Micklegate,
etc.

«. it 1470 Henry Wallace v. 764 A nothirsone apon the hed
strak he, Quhill chaftis and cheyff [v. r. cheik] vpon the gate
can fie. 1571 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 341 note. He
came running down the gate. 1607-8 X. Riding Rec. (1884)
I.99 Will. Kidd of Kirby Moresidefor keeping disorder in the
towne-gate. 1811 Willan W. Riding Gloss., Gate, a street
or road. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Geeat, a course, street or
thoroughfare.

fl_. C1470 Henry Wallace vi. 176 The worthi Scottis the

fait left at the last. 1508 Dunbar Flylingw. Kennedie 2:5
'han rynis thow down the gait, with gild of boyis, And all

the toun tykis hingand in thy heilis. 1570 Durham Dcpos.
(Surtees) 197 The sande pytt in the towne gait at Lang-
newton. e 1590 Bukel Pass. Pilgr. in J. Watson Collect.
Poems (1706) it. 5 All curious pastimes and consaits. . Wes to
be seen on Edinburgh gaits. 1609 .V. Riding Rec. (18841 I-

171 The hi^he wayes throughe the town gay t in Morton upon
Swayle, being the Kinges heigh street. 1788 W. Marshall
Vorksh. Gloss., Gait, street; as west-gait, castle-gait, the
town-gait, the gait-door.
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5. Alining. < See quot- 1881.)
1747 Hoosos Miners Vict. G iij b, The Distance between

the Nogs is the width of the Gate within the Timber. 1829
Glover Hist. Derby I. 47 The miners have driven a gale
across under the river. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Gate
. . a road or way underground for air, water, or general
passage.

II. Act of going.

t 6. A going, journey, course, lit. zn&Jig. Obs.
a. a J300 E. E. Psalter L 6 Gate of wicked for-worth sal ai.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 40 pou made brade my gatis
vndue me. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvm. 241 Peter the
apostel parceyucd his gate, And . . wel hym knewe. c 1450
Bidding Prayer in Lay Folks Mass Bk. 69 We sail pray
also for all trewe pilgrams . . bat god of his gudenes graunt
bame parte of our gode prayers & us of bare gode gates.
c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 201 in Babees Bk. 305 To sayntis yf bou
by gate hase hy3t, Thou schalle fiilfylle hit with alle by
nmt, a 1547 Slrkhy .'Eneid 11. 268 But they [the serpents]
«ith gate direct to Lacon ran. £"1565 Lisdesay (Pitscottie)
Ckron. Scot. (1728) 42 Coming forward with a great army
for the king's support, his gate was overset by Alexander,
earl of Crawford. 1579 80 North Plutarch (1676) 78 So
grant the gods, my ;-hip and me good gate. 1600 Holland
Livy xxi. xx.wi. (1609 413 That snow, being once within the
gate of so many people and beasts upon it [L. tot hominum
jumvntorumqne tncessu], fretted and thawed. 161a W.
Parkls Curtaine-Dr. 1,1876) 29 Euen like this Cedar in

times gate ile bring, Both him and such to fatal! ruining.

1633 Haul Manch. At Mondo (16361 96 Death . . thou art .

.

swifter in thy gate than the Roe or Hinde.

+ b. Of a bird, esp. a hawk : Flight. Obs.
1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 7076 Als foghel fleghand in be

ayie als wynd, Of whase gate men may na trace fynd. 1575
1 URBERV. Faulconrie 150 Get your hawke to a good gate
above the fowle. i6ix Markham Countr. Content. 1. v.

(1668) 32 When she [a hawk] is at the height of her gate.

161a Drayton Poly-otb i. 25 My verse with wings of skill

may rlie a loftie gate. 1677 N. Cox GentI. Rccreat- (ed. 2*

- 201 When a high-flying Hawk, being whistled to, gathers
upwards to a great Gate, you must continue her therein.

t c. Gate-down : going down, setting ^of the sun,

etc.). At the gate-down : ready to tumble down.
l 1440 Promp. /'an: 188/3 Gate downe, descensus, /bid.,

Gate downe, or downe gate of be stinne, or any ober planete,

occasus. c 1475 Crabkousc Reg. (1889) 61 The dortoure was
at so grete mischeef and at the gate-downe the Prioresse
. .took it downe for drede of more harmys.

td. fig- Proceeding. Obs.
i6oa Sh aks. Ham. 1. ji. 31 We haue heere writ To Norway,

Vncle of young Fortinbras Who Impotent and Bedrid,
scarsely heares Of this his Nephewcs purpose' to suppiesse
His further gate beerein.

7. Manner of going. Obs. exc. in specific applica-

tions, for which see Gait sh.

a 1637 B. Junson Elegie on my Muse Wks. (1692'' 581 She
had a Mind as calm, as she was fair; Not tost or troubled
with light Lady-air ; But, kept an even Gate. 1735 Somer-
VIU.E Chase U. 172 Huntsman ! her Gait observe, if in wide
Rings She wheel her mazy Way.

t b. Hunting. Length of stride xof a deer) as

shown by his footmarks. Obs.

1677 N. Cox Gcntl. Recreat. (ed. 2) 17 When Huntsmen
. .finde a Hart by the Slot, &c and then minde bis step to
know whether he is great . . they then say, they know him
by his Gate. 1706 in Phillii's led. Kersey).

8. A right to a run or pasturage for a cow, horse,

etc. a. on a common field, representing a share of

the joint owneiship in the field ; b. on private

ground let for an annual rent). Also beast- , cattle-,

cow-, etc. gate. Cf. Gang sbA 4 c. (In north, and
noith-inidl. English dialects.)

a. 1606 Nottingham Rec. IV. 281 The East Steyner shall

go to 10 men att 3 kyne gate a peice att xiiij. li. rent. 1613
H ihbald&ttnv, Lincolnsh., Court Roll, That none sbal
lett any gates in the Inges but to those that haue gates
of ther awne. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. iSurtees) 118 Aootttt
a wceke before St. Hellen day, wee beginne to inquire and
listen after gates for our younge bea*ts. 1665 MS. Grass-
mens Bk. St. Giles', Durham, Kesaved for 2 gates .00. vj. 08.

1769 Ativick Inclos. Act 2 Certain cattle gates, or pasture
for cattle there. 1804 J'/nil Advertiser 4 Feb. 2/3 Six gates

or common rights on a common called Wilf holme.
j3. i<s86 Wilis <y Inv. A*. C. (Surtees i860) 207 To my

sister Swinburne's children the grasse or gaite of one milke-
cowe. 1846 Award, AJ>/>ortionm. Tithes, Cam/orth^ Lanes.
31 Dec, Four Gaits and one Claw in Bolton Highfield.

1887 York //etald 16 Apr. 2/1 The Gaits to be paid for

before the animals are taken away. 1890 U'estmld. Gaz.
8 Nov. 4/2 To be let .. Twelve Sheep Gaits on Appletree
Fell.

III. Way, manner, method.
9. Way, manner, or method of doing or behaving;

a peculiar habit. \At no gate : nowise. Obs.
«. ciaoo Ormin 12320 Whatt gate he wann Eve &

Adam purrh b[se brinne wa;penn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
.Yi/iian S25 f>ai var richt besy ay aboute To fynd sum get
byme to grewe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2239 Let oure gate be
so gouernet, 1 at no grem folow. (.1450 Henrvson Mor.
Fab. 25 Unto the Tod this gate the Wolfe can tell. 1513
BtADMUVSt, Wtrimrgt t 2399Thefte, murthur, robry.were
founde at no gate. 1633 Rctherfokd Lett. (1862) I. 105,
I have gotten now. .the gate to open the slote [etc.]. 1671
M. Bkucf. Good Xews in Evil Times (17081 2 They that are
Faithful toHimwill not want aWord.one Gate or another.
Ibid. 30, I love not to be called Singular, and make a
World's-wonder of that gate. 1787 Burns Death Poor
Mailie 35 An' may they never learn the gaets Of ither vile,

wanrestfu' pets ! 1816 Scott Antiq. vi, Dinna speak that
gate o' the gentlemen volunteers. 1832-53 A. Rodger in

Whistle- Binkie (Scot. Songs) Ser. 1.25 That 5 never the gate
wi' blythe Jamie M'Nab.
6. 1793 Burns Let. to G. Thomson Wks. (Globe) 537 Ilka

man wears his belt his ain gait. 1808 Miss Hamilton
Cottagers Glenburnie xiii. 259 Aye, says she, we have new

GATE.

gaits now. a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 42, I smite - at
your low trifling gaits, And could heartily lend you my
prayers. 1835 Marryat Joe. Faith/, xi, Tom, Tom, I'll cut
you into pork pieces, if you go on that gait. 1862 J. R.
Wise New Forest 282 When a person has done anything
foolUh he says,

l

this is a gait I have got '. 1886 Klworthy
W. Somerset Word-bk., Gait, any peculiar habit, such as a
nervous twitching of the face; any antic or grimace per-
formed habitually.

b. In combination with certain adjs. and advs.,

often with advb. genitive ending -s, as any gate s.

Also algate{s, another gates, howgate'j, many-
gate ,5, nogalCfS, no•negate, ot/iergale^s, sogate, thus-

gate j, ioi which sec those words.

i.0. attrib. and c omb., as t gate-door, a street

door; gate-end Coal-mining ^see quot.); f gate-
going vbl. sb., wayfaring; t gate law, -leave,

right ot way; toll or rent paid for this
v
cf. way-

leave); gate-lips Coal-mining (see quot." ; gate-
road Coal-mining = Gateway 2

; + gate-row. a
street; t gates-man, one employed in a coal-pit

to make the passages
; f gate-trip see G ait sb.* c).

c 1460 Tozvneley Myst. xiii. 328 Go spar The *gaytt doore.
1891 Labour Commission Gloss., *Gate-etut, in the case of
long-wall workings the end {nearest to the face of the coali

of the branch roadway leading from the main road to the
coal face where the miners work, a 1555 Bradford Wks.
(Parker Soc.) II. 293 Then came up visions, miracles, dead
spirits, walking, and talking how they might be released by
this mass, by that pilgrimage *gate-going. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 18 Such as are forced to goe to other
townes for want of water att hoame, pay oftentimes 2d. a
score for *gatelawe. 1769 Hut/on Cranswick Enclos. Acty
Money, paid. .as and for a toll or gate law. 1325 Charter
penes W. Greenwell (1897), Le dit Johan et ses heires ..

trouerunt *Gateleue et Ri\age pourtouz les carbouns. 1891
Labour Commission Gloss. , *Gate-ii/>s, the roof of the gate-
end, that is, the place where the roof ceases to have been
made high enough for horses to work in or the entrance to

the lace, divided from the gate-end by the 'ripping', i860
lire's Diet. Arts III 955 A '*gate-road' or horse-way is

next driven in the bottom of the coal. 1897 Daily News
33 Apr. 3/1 Lord Dudley restrved a right to drive gate-roads
through the coal. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Amiria
1. i, A certaine woman. .came . . to dwell here in our neigh-
bourhood or *gaterow. a 1649 Sc. Acts Chas. I 1870) V.

419/2 *Gaitesnien, who workes be wayes and passages in

be saidis hewghes ar als necessar to be owneres . . as pe coall-

hewers.

t Gate, -f/'. 3 Obs. rare. Also 3 gait, 5 gayte.
[app. a. (JF. gait, gaile, 11. of action f. gaiter to

watch.] ? The action of watching or lying in wait

;

a watch ; an ambush.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15278 pat i ha luued, he sal me trai, be

gait it es al graid. [The other texts have gate and weye,
showing that the scribes interpreted the word as Gate^.'' ;

but the spelling ai for a seems unexampled at so early

a date, and the sense of 'ambush ' seems to be required.]

< 1435 Torr. Portugal 1605 To the I have fulle good gate

;

For thou slow my brother Cate—That thou shake by fulle

dere. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. 649 Yt he shulde beware
& haue hym selfe in good gayte.

Gate (g^'t\ sb.* foutulitig. Also gat, geat, get,

git. [Ofsomewhat obscure oiigin; theDu. synonym
is gietgat, f. gieten ( — OK. gJotan) to pour, cast +
gat = Gate *M Cf. OE. gyle sb., pouting out.]

1. fa. (See quot. 1683.) Obs. b. The opening

or channel through which the molten metal flows

into a mould.
1677 Moxon Mech. Excrc. I. 53 A Geat, is the hole through

which the Mettal runs into the Mold. 1683 Ibid. II. 378
Geat, is the little Spout or Gutter made in the Brim of Cast-

ing Ladles. 1790 Imison School Arts II. 154 When the git

is tilled up with the fluid metal. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts etc.

520 The hydrostatic pressure produced by a high gate or

rilling-in aperture, contributes much to secure the soundness
and solidity of the casting. 1893 Northumbertd. Gloss.,

Git, in a mould, the narrow neck or channel through which
the metal is poured. It is generally applied as the term for

the superfluous piece of metal which is left in the neck of

the mould after a casting is made.
2. The waste piece of metnl cast in the gate.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts etc. 522 This excess [of metal] forms
the gates, false seams, &c. 1862 Mavhew Lond. LabourlV,
377 When you have your coin cast, there is a 'gat', or

piece of refuse metal, sticks to it. 1879 Cassell's I'echn.

Educ. IV. 262-3 When cooled sufficiently they are.. broken
off from the ' gets ' which are thin strips of metal filling the

connecting gutters. Ibid. 413/2 The blank is .. cut a little

larger than is necessary in order to leave room for a * get
*

or solid pi«ce at the end of the prongs lof a fork] which is

retained . . for the purpose of maintaining the requisite

rigidity to keep the article in shape.

3. attrib. and Comb., as gate-piece =2 above;

gate-shutter (see quot.).

1839 Ure Diet. Arts etc. 520 This gate piece being super-

fluous is knocked off almost immediately after, or even

before the casting cools. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Gate-

shutter, a spade or paddle which closes the channel against

the molten metal when the mold or bed is full, and turns

it in another direction to other molds or beds.

Gate (g^t), v- { [f- Gate sb. 1

] trans. At the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge : To confine

(an undergraduate) to the precincts of the college,

either entirely or after a certain hour.

1835 Snobiati 62 in Whibley Cap <V Gown (1889^ 144 Two
Proctors kindly holding either arm, Staunch the dark blood,

and gate him for the term. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at

Oxf, xii, [He] gave him a book of Viryil to write out, and
then gated him for a fortnight after hall, 1881 Saintsbuhy
Dryden 6 He was discommonsed and gated for a fortnight

for disobedience and contumacy.
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Hence Gating vbl. sb.

1861 Hughes Tom Brownat Oxf. xii, He. .then dismissed
punishment and gating from his mind. 1883 Ld. R.Gowkr
My Remin, I. xii. 221 Our tutor threatened to report us to
the Head. However, we eventually got off without even a
gating.

t Gate, P.8 Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Gate sb.-] intr.

Of an animal: To walk.
1583 Stanvhurst SEneis iArb.) 23 Three stags sturdye

wer vnder Neere the seacost gating.

t Gate, v.'-'> Obs. rare— 1
. [?a. OF. gaiter:

see Gate *&81 intr. To watch.
£1590 Burkl Pass. Pilgr. in J, Watson Collect. Poems

(1706' U. 33 Bot as the foular casts his cair, His catch for to
preuent, So thay wer trapit in the snair. .Still waiting and
gating, Quhyll thay wer all oietane.

Gate, obs. form of Goat.

II Gateau (gat<r)- [F. gateau cake :—OF. gas*

tel\ seeW'ASTEL.] (Seequot. 1883.) Veal g&teau*.
minced veal made up like a pudding, and boiled in

a shape or mould.
1883 Cassclfs Fam. Mag. Sept. 602/2 Any dish that has

a baked cake for its foundation, if served in its original
shape, may be called a gateau. 1897 Home .Votes 16 Oct. 28
Veal Gateau.

Gated (g£Hfcl), ppl. a. [f. Gate sb. 1 + -kd -.]

Furnished with a gate or with gates.

c 1630 Risdon Sun'. Devon § 191 (1810) 200 There you
may behold a., pond, strong walled and gated. 1876
Browning Shop 27 Some suburb palace, parked about And
gated grandly. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 201 Broken at

intervals by gated sluiceways.

Gatehouse (giHihau). [f. Gate s/>J +
House sb.]

1. A house [
for a servant or gatekeeper) at or over

the entrance of a park or other enclosure ; a lodge.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 15 Grete cost of kechenes and

;ate housis. 1458 Visit. St. Paul's Churches 1 Camden) 99
Vnumgattehous, et vnum hoghous. c 1543 in Turner's Dont.
Archit. III. 79 The great quadrangle with a gatehous. 1625
K. Long tr. Barclay s Argenis til. xvii.305 The Gate-house
and Hall swarmed with troupes. 1762-71 WALPOLE Virtue's
Anecd. Paint. (1 786) V. 298 The gate-house or tower of Layer-
Marney-hall. 1835 W, Irving Newstead Abbey Crayon
Uiac 1863' 320 An arched way led through the centre of
the gate-house. 1876 Whitby Gloss. , Vat-house, a lodge on
an archway through which you drive into a court-yard.

fig' x599 NASHB Lenten Stuffs 11871^ 27, I would be loth
to build a labyrinth in the gatehouse of my book, for you to
lose yourselves in.

2. The apartment over the gate of a city or

palace, often strongly built, and hence used as

a prison ; spec, that over the gate of the palace of
Westminster.
1587 Fleming Coutu. Holinshed III. 947/2 The kings

maiestie . . at that time sat in his new gatehouse at his
palace of Westminster, where he viewed all the whole
companie. 1637 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 87 As
Doctor Bastwicke came from the gatehouse towards the
pallace the light common people strowed herbes and flowers
before him. 1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. III. (1692) I. 275
One Newton a Popish Priest was committed to the Gate-
House. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vn. § 139 [The king's]
messenger ..was., by the Houses committed to the Gate-
house. 1895 Murray's Handbk. Hert/ordsh. etc. 81 [St.

Alban's], The Abbey Gate House, the only other relic left

of the monastery, stands about 50 yards W. of the Cathedral.

Gate-keeper, [f. Gate sb. x + Keeper.]
1. One who has charge of a gate.

1572 Huloet, Gate keeper, or a porter. 171a Lond. Gaz.
No. 5028/1 That the Gate-keepers give constant Attendance
at the Gates. 1845 Disraeli Sybil (Rtldg.) 323 The gate-
keeper ought not to have let them pass. 1896 Law Times
Rep. LXXIII. 615/2 There is no general duty on railway
companies to place gatekeepers at level crossings.

Jig. 187a Yeats Grotvth Comm. 59 The products of every
clime were thus brought to Rome, ' the gatekeeper of the
world '.

2. A species of butterfly.

1819 G. Samhlelle Entomol. Compend. 240 Hipparchia
Megxra (gate-keeper), a 1887" Jefferies Field $ Hedge-
ro7v (1889) 227 The Gatekeeper butterfly is common.
Gateless (g^-tles), a. [f. Gate sb. 1 + -less.]

Without a gate, destitute of gates.
1608 Machin Dumbe Knt. v. i, Gold hath power To enter

without force a gatelesse tower. 1817 Btackw. Mag. I. 71
The horses pasturing through the range of gateless fields.

1849 Lytton A". Arthur vn. Ixxxii, Justice sits listening in

her gateless halls. 1859 W. Collins Q. ofHearts (18751 19
The chaise, .passed through the gateless gap in our rough
enclosure wall.

Hence Gatelessly adv.
1880 Ruskin in 19th Cent. June 942 The lane itself. . is a

deep-rutted, heavy-hillocked cart-road, diverging gatelessly
into various bricktields.

t Ga'teless, «.a Obs. In 2-3 gatelses. [f. Gate
sb.- + -less.] 1'athless.

.1200 Ormin 921 1 Whserse iss all .. sharrp, & ruhh, &
gatelEes urrh borrness & burrh breress.

t Ga'telingS, adv. Sc. Obs. In S gatelins. ["f.

G\TKsb.~ r -lings.] Directly. Cf. Gate\vard(s adv.
1768 Ross Helenore II. 96 An' mair attour his mind this

monie a day, Gatelins to Nory there my lassie lay.

Gate-post. [f. Gate sb. 1 r Post sb.] One
of the posts belonging to a gate, either that upon
which it hangs, or that against which it shuts.

152a MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., For settyng
vp of a gatepost ij d. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World n. x. § 2.

380 The Mountaines within this Tribe are few, and that of
Sampson the chiefest : vnto which he carried the Gate-post
of Gaza. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xxviii. (1737) 128 As

grave as an old Gate-Post. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 11

Gate-Posts of the Spanish Chestnut. 1816 J. Smith Pano-
rama Sc. t!f Art II. 598 Stone i- the most suitable for gate-
posts. 1848 C. A Johns Week at Lizard 257 Gate-posts.

.

are., often made of timber recovered in this way.

t Gatesho'del. Obs. Also 4 -sadlis, 5 -scha-
dylle. -sehedelle. -shodil. [f. Gate sb.% + ME.
*schcadel cf. OHG. sceitila parting of the hair), f.

schnaden, OE. sceddan to part.] Parting of the

ways ; a cross-way.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Nicolaus 993 He abad hyme .. At

aget-sadlis. c 1440 /'romp. A(>-\ 188/2 Gate schady lie (A". //.

gate shodel, P. gate shodil). compitism. Gate schadyl, yn-tn
twey weyys, bivium. c 1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker
798/21-3 Hie bivius, Hie trivins, Hie quatrivius, a gate-
schedelle.

Gate-ward, sb. arch. [f. Gate sbA + Ward,
keeper.] A gate-keeper.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John x. 3 paene se geat-weard l<et in.

c 1205 Lay. 18998 J>e 3aeteward hit cudde ouer al. a 1300
A". Horn 1067 He com to be gateward pat him answerede
bard, c 1300 Harrow. Hell 139 Wer ys nou this gateward ?

1393 Langl. /'. PI, C. xiv. 92 Ther god is gatwarde hym-
sclf, 1805 Scott Last Minstr. iv. iv, ' .\\\<\ by my faith',

the gate-ward said, ' I think 'twill prove a Warden-raid '.

1849 Jas. Grant KirkaldyofG. iv. 35 The retinue ofarmed
servants, .created no surprise in the mind of the gate-waul.

1 Gateward s, adv. Obs. [f. Gate sl>2 +
-ward's.] By the direct road, directly.

1630-56 Goroox Hist. Eartd. Sutherl. xxiii. (1813) 380
He returned hack the same day gettward to Strathnaver.
1768 Ross Helenore 1. 26 They left me there, sae I but ony
mair, Getwards alane, unto the glens can fare.

Gateway 1
, [f. Gate sb.i + Way.]

1. A passage that is or may be closed by a gate
;

an opening through a fence or wall. ? Obs.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 233 Gate-ways between their en-
closures are so miry. .that they cannot. .Cart between one
Field and another.

2. A frame or arch in which a gate is hung ; a

structure built at or over a gate, for ornament or

defence.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vcrtue's Anecd. Paint. (Y786) V. 299

View of an ancient gateway, dedicated to Nicholas bishop
of Exeter. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra I. 91 Having the
most marvellous stories to relate of every tower, and vault,

and gateway of the fortress. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (18891
I. 45 A lofty massive front with three fortified and portcul-
lised gateways.
atfrib. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. viii, A happy lover. .Who

'lights and rings the gateway bell. 1853 \V. Jf.kdan A?tto-
biog. IV. 53 He latterly occupied apartments at the top of
one of the gateway-towers. 1886 Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge III. 283 A large gateway-arch flanked by a postern-
arch. Ibid. 284 The gateway-tower .*. was . . employed for

the first time in collegiate architecture .. at New College,
Oxford, and. .at Winchester.

3. trans/, and Jig. a. A means of egress or

ingress, b. =Gate^. ]
4.

1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 157 At the gateways of the
day. 1857 G. Wilson title) The five gateways of know-
ledge. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid i, In summer wrapt
in a sunshine radiant and glorious as the gateway of heaven,
1878 B. Taylor Deukiilion 11. ii. 58 Say to the East, her
gateway of return stands open. 1884 Harper's Mag. May
878/2 Snoqualmie Pass . . is the lowest gateway of the Cas-
cade Range. 1896 Montreal Gaz. 3 Dec. 5 '3 The Canadian
Pacific Railway having routed all its Northwest business
through the Port-Arthur gateway.

4. local, —gate, Gat.
1794 J. Boys Agric. Kent 32 Sloping passages in the cliff,

called gate-ways, for the carts to go down to the sea.

Ga'teway 2
, [f. Gate sb.- + Way.] Mining.

= Gate sb? 6.

1786 Hartland in Nicholls Forest Dean (1858) 76 Oak
timber is necessary . . for making what the miners call the

gateway, or gangway, from the body of coal to the pit.

1888 VV. E. Nicholson Gloss. Coal Trade 'Terms North-
nmbld. Gloss.), Gateway, a roadway; in a pit, a passage
through the goaf . . for the purpose of bringing out coals

worked on the long wall system.

Gathamercy, var. God-a-mercy.

Gather grccto-il, sb. x [f. Gather v.]

1. a. The amount gathered, crop, harvest, b.

Contraction, drawing together, rare.
1555 W. Watreman Faroes Facious n. 1. 114 He that is

lorde and gouernour among them, when the whole gather
tof Cinamome) is brought together, deuideth out vnto euery
man his heape. 1893 Strand Mag. VI. 188 '1 There was no
sign of agitation save the pitiful gather in the brows.

2. PI. The gat/ters, that part of a dress which is

gathered or drawn in : cf. the vb. 1 1 b).

1663 IjI'tllr Hud. 1. iii. 925 Give us laws for pantaloons,
The length of breeches, and the gathers, Port-cannons,
perriwigs, and feathers. 1704 Cibb-r Careless Husb. v.

vi, Take and lay this Silver Plain all along the Gathers.
1768 Sterne Sent, Journ. (1778) II. 98 {/ emptation) A
stitch or two had broke out in the gathers of my stock.

1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. II. xxv. 301, I have
done all the stitching and nearly the plain part of the
bodies; I shall soon be at the gathers. 1889 Daily Neivs
6 Jan. 3/1 A coffee-coloured lace skirt mounted in gathers
at the waist, and falling straight to the feet.

b. In sing. rare~ l
.

1880 Plain Hints 19 The take up of each gather should
be lightly and neatly done.

c. Out of the gathers : 'out of order, in distressed

circumstances' .Halliwell 1847-78%
3. techn. ' The inclination forward of an axle

journal, or spindle, usually one-tenth of its dia-

meter ' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1874).

gather-dam. a dam for collecting4. Comb.
water.
1768 J. Gray ReJI. Inland Navig. in J. Phillips Hist.

Inland Navig. (1795) 307 Every reader may recollect what
great quantities he has seen collected in gather-dams, or
mill-ponds, by banks above their surface ; and. .it is. .easy
to form a string or chain of gather-dams from sea to sea.

tGa'ther, sb.- Obs. Forms: 6 gader, gad'd re,

gaither, geither, 7 geather, 6-8 gather. [Prob.
a spec, sense of prec. ; cf. Pluck.] The pluck
(heart, liver and lights) of an animal, esp. of a

sheep or calf. Also//.
1530 Palsgr. 223/2 Gaddre, as a calfes gad re or a shepes

froissnre de ueav ov de motion. 1598 Deloney Jacks
Xeitb. viii. 103 The sheepes beads and the gathers, which
you give away at your gate, might serve them well enough.
1616 Surfl. « Markh. Country F.irme 41 You must apply
vpon the head of the patient the lungs of a Sheepe newly
killed, or the whole Gather. 1678 J. Phillips Tavern ier's

Trav.t Persia lit. xii. 129 These three old men take a Sheep
or a Goat . . cut the throat of it . . boil it whole, all but the
Gathers. 1783 Ainsworth Lett. Diet. (Morell) t. s. v. Calf.
A calf's pluck, or gather, e.vta vitulina.

Gather {gx 53i~ , v. Forms : 1-2 gadVrian,
geed ve rian, (] gadorian, A'orthumb. geadrisa),

3 gaddren, gsederen, 3-5 gadir, gider. geder e(n,
3-6 gader;e(n, 4 gadrie, gethur, 4-5 gedur, -yr,

gedder, -ar, gadre, 6 geddur, gether, geather,
gadder, 6- gather. [OE. gad e rian = OFris.

gad(e)ria, gaduria (mod. Kris, gearjeiv, MDu., Du.
gaderen {garen), MLG. gudern, MHG. Mid.Ger.,
gaterw.-\\^Ger. type *gaditrojan. The OE. form
g<nd,e)rian, whence the ME. geder en, etc., and the

wide-spread mod. dialectal pronunciation ye'Cai),

is prob. due to the influence of the related OF,
{to)g;\'dere Togktheh, where the vocalism normally
represents a \YGer. type*gaduri. Cf. OF. gseder-j

gader- (in g.ider-tang continuous' ;. *eador together

;

also Du. gader-, te gader together ; the OTeut.
root is *gud- as in OF. ga?d union, gcgada com-
panion, g;vdeling GADLING.
There is no trace in M E. or dialects of any palatalization

of the initial consonant in this or any of the related words.
Until the 16th c. the words were, with few exceptions, spelt

with d ; fur the change to th see Father.]

I. trans.

+ 1. (Only in forms with prefixed £*-.) To join or

unite ; to put together, form by union. Obs. since

early ME.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. 512 Compactis, ^ega^d radon, c 815

Vesp. Hymns xiii. Da:t . . Su . . usic to gode ?;egadiades
[L. C0ttjuuxeris]<$\ [i]h fhtsces gemarnnisse C950 Lindisf.
Gosp. Matt. xix. 6 past for5on god ^egcadrade [L. con-

innxie], nionn ne to-shte. a 1000 Soul .y Body 160 Fordatl
wyt bioS gegasderode ast godes dome, c 1175 Lamb, Horn.
147 An is . . bet faire icunde bet is igedered bi-twene saule
and licame. c 1230 Halt Meid, 27 Muche confort haue5
wif of hire were bat beo5 wel igedered.

2. To bring (persons, or occas. animalsx together;

to cause to assemble in one place or company ; to

collect (an army, a flock, etc.). Also to gather

together \ovfsamen). In early examples also with

ge- prefix.

<*975 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.l an 973 pa;r wa-s preosta
heap . . gleawra gegaderod. a xooo Andreas 1556 (Gr.) pa
bser an ongiinn . . folc gadori^ean. a 1000 Soul <v Body 51

On t^am miclan dase. ponne monna cynn se ancenda ealle

aega^draS' [Verc. gesamnaS]. aim O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1117 Normandij wearS swiSe ^edreht. burh fyrde
be se cing Henri J.asr ongean gaderode. CI175 Lamb.
Horn. 89 pa weren ber igedered wiSinne bere Imruh of
ierusalem trowfeste men. c 1200 Ormin 16462 He wollde..

gaddrenn himm an hali} folic Off alle kinne lede. < 1275
Lay. 1863 Vppen one doune. bat folk was igadered. a 1300
Cursor M. 5784 Ga, gedir samen pin eldir men Of all pi

folk of israel. c 1386 Chalxer Prol. 824 L^p roos our host

. . And gadrede us togidre, alle in a flok. c 1440 Generydcs

947 This fals Stiward he had gaderid people grete. a 1533
Ld. Bkrsers Huon xciv. 305 Than Huon cryed his crye to

gader his men togyther. 1591 Suaks. i Hen. VI, III. ii. 102

Gather we our forces out of hand And set vpon our boasting

enemie. 1638 F. jvsivsPaint Ancients 132 The Lacedae-

monians together with their confederates having gathered
an Armie of forty thousand men. 1711 Hldgkll Spcct.

No. 77 F 6 Will was standing in the midst of several

Auditors whom he had gathered round him. 1802 Mak.
Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xv. 119 He saw a crowd of

people gathered before the . . window. 1874 Green Short
Hist. ii. §2. 65 He at once gathered his forces and marched
upon Gloucester.

t b. rejl. To come together in a body, to

assemble. Obs.
921 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.1 an. 921 ^Efter bam .. £e-

gadorode micel folc hit on Eadweardes cynges anwalde.

c nog Lay. 4032 Gumen heom igaderen. c 1340 Cursor M.
1 1081 (Trin. 1 To gider gidered ]?ei hem alle. c 1400 Deitr.

'Troy 9044 Then the Grekes by agrement gedrit hom
somyn 1535 Covekoalk Josh, xviii. 1 And all the multi-

tude of the children of Israel gathered them selues together

vnto Silo. 1611 Bible Job xvi. 10 They haue gathered

themselues together against mee.

e. In the Biblical phrase To be gathej-ed to one's

fathers, to one's people : to be buried with one's

ancestors ; hence, to die.

Although to be gathered to one'sfathers is the form of the

expression that has become proverbial, it occurs only in one

passage of the canonical books and twice in the Apocrypha.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xxv. 8 [Abraham] was gaderyd"[L. con-

gregatus est] to his puple. — Judg. ii. 10 And at that genera-
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cioun is gedrid to her fadris [1535 Coverdale, gathered

;

s6ii, id.}. i6n Bible 1 Mace. ii. 69 So he blessed them,
and was gathered to his fathers \otkenvise in earlier
versions}. 184a Tennyson St, Sim. Styl 194 When I am
gather'd to the glorious Saints. 1889 Froude Two Chiefs
Dunboy viu, No change was to be made tilt Mac Finnan I>hu
had been gathered to his fathers.

d. 7C/.S. within: To receive into a religious

commu -ity.

1880 Howells Undisc. Country \\\\. 114 They looked like

stage players to me ; before I was gathered in I used often
to see such folks.

3. To bring (things) together; to collect from
different quarters into one mass or place ; to acquire

by such means, to amass. Also to gather together.
(.1000 AgS, Ps. (Th ) xxxviii. 8 [xxxix. 6] Hy gaderiaS

feoh, and nyton hwam hy hyt gadria5. t 1200 Ibices fy

Virtues (1888) 47 Se 5e gadereS mihtes [L. qui virtntes
congregat] wiSuten eadmodnesse. < 1200 Ormin 1484 pu..
gaddresst swa be clene corn all fra I>e chaff togeddre. a 1225
finer. R. 146 HercneSnu. .hu god bine hit is uortc.gederen
ine beosternesse. .soule node, a 1300 CursorM 6502(G')tt.)
pair golden tresur gadrid bai samen. 1398 Tkevisa Barth.

jDe P. R. xix. cxvi. (1495) 920 Many dyuers thynges gadryd
togyder ben one : as many stonys makyth one hepe. c 1450
tr. De Imitatione 1. xxiii. 32 Whiles bou hast tynie, gadre
riches immortale. a 1533 I,d, Berners Huon lii. 176 Huon '

had ynough to do to Rather togyther the clothes. 1611
Bible Prov. xxviii. 8 He that by vsurie and vniust yain..-

increaseth his substance, he slv.dl gather it for him that wil
,

pity the poore. 1697 Dkyden Vtrg, Past. vi. 52 How Seas,
j

and Earth, and Air, and active Flame, .were blindly gather'd
in this goodly Hall. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. <i776)V. 233 I

The place l>eing thus determined upon, they begin to gather
the materials for their ne>t. 1779-81 Johnson L, /*., Gay, He
died without a will, though he had gathered th--ee thousand
pounds. 1825 Lytton Falkland 14 We gather the honey
of worldly wisdom, not from flowers, but thorns.
reft. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 145 The water, .gathering

it self into round bubbles, .would fall to the ground. 1871
Freeman Norm, Cono.^(iB 76) IV. xix. 417 A small town
had gathered itself outside the episcopal precinct.

t b. absol. To accumulate wealth. Obs.
a 1225 Aucr, R. 222 (He] bringeS hire on to gederen and

}iuen aire erest be pure, a 1300 Cursor M. 26824 Quat bot
on aside gadirtil, And on anober side to spill. 1377 Lancl.
P. PI. B. xil. 53 Riche reukes ri^t so gaderen and sparen,
And tho men that thei moste haten mynistren it atte laste.

c 1440 Ccsta Rom. lxix. 311 (Harl. MS.) When bat bei se

a man gadery or purehesse [v. r. gadre richesse] thenne bei

sey, ' loo ! he is a carle '.

C. To pick up (a living).

1461 Paston Lett. No. 427 II. 71, I have as moche as
I may to gader myn ownne lyrfiode, and truli, cosyn, I can
not gader that well. 1858 Fkoude Hist. Eng. III. xiv. 256
Sturdy vagrants whose living had been gathered hitherto
at the doors of the religious houses.

4. To collect (flowers, fruit) from the place of
growth; to cull, pick, pluck.
a 1000 Phoenix 193 in Exeter Ilk., ponne feor and neah ba

swetestau somna5 and gaxlraS wyrta wynsume and wiulu-
bleda. a 1300 Cursor M. 12523 He sent him to be yerd for

to gedir bam sum cale. c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 987 Whil
that she gadered floures in the mede. 1489 CaxTON Eaytes
0/ A. ill. i. 168 Take and gadre of the tree that is in my
gardyn somme fruytes of whiche thou shah use. 1577 B.
Goo<;e Heresbach's tfusb. 111. 11586) 135 b, Gather all these
Hearbes in Sommtr, and keepe them, and make them in

powder. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. v. 1 Whiles yet the dewe's
on ground, Gather those Flowers. 1661 Boyle Style of
Script. (1675) 209 He [David] gathered bayes bith on
Parnassus and in the field of honor. 1715 [see GatheredJ.
1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 552 A physician
gathering simples in a field. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I.

52 I've been gathering some of the most delicious straw-
berries. 1887 BOWBN I 'irg. Eclog. II. 18 White hed^e flowers
we abandon, to gather the hyacinth dark.

b. To collect (grain, fruit, etc.) as harvest or

annual produce; also to gather in.

£950 Lindisf.Gosp. Matt. xiii. 30 In tid hripes ic willo
cuoefla 5.em hrippe-monnum, geadri^es vel somni^es [L,
cotligi'e] aerist oa unwaestma vel wilde ata. a 1100 Gerefa
in Auglia IX. 261 Fela til5a ham ga;derian. CH75 Lamb.
Horn. 135 Alse me sawecS sed on ane time, and gedereS bet
frute on o<W time, a 1300 Cursor M. 4060 He-self was on
be feld biside Togedercorn in herueistide. ,1400 Maindfv.
(Roxb.) vii. 26 Men of bat cuntree, what tynie bat felde sail

he tilled, getes bam Cristeu men for to tille it and to geder it.

1535 Covehoale Isa. lxii. 9 But they that haue gathered in

the come, shal eate it. 1585 'I'. Washington tr, Nicholay's
Voy. 11. vi. 36b, Out of these .. cuttes proceedeth the
Masticke by droppes as it were Gum, which they gather in

the moneth of September. 1697 Drydkn Virg. Georg. iv.

200 To quit his Care, he gather'd fust of all In Spring the
Roses, Apples in the Fall. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y

Art II. 694 Gather the remaining fruits. 1870 Yeats Nat.
/fist. Comm. 2 We do not merely gather in the indigenous
materials of the country where we live, but [etc.].

c. To cull or pluck (a single Mower or fruit).

1588 [see Gathered i b]. 1667 Milton P.L. iv. 271 That
faire field Of Enna, where Proserpin gathering flowrs, Her
self a fairer floure, by gloomie Dis Was gathered. 1681

DRYDEsSpau. Er/arv. i, Likea Rose just gather'd from the

Stalk. *799 Mrs. J. West Tale of Times I. 62 The rose

grows so close to the thorn, that you cannot gather it with-

out encountering a painful sensation.

transf. 1844 Bp. S.Wilberforck Hist. Protest. Episc. Ch.
Amer. (1846) 5 But the native thus cruelly gathered was not
the only specimen they g ithered.

d. To pick up. (See also 16 a.)

1715 [^ee Gathered///. a\ 1846,1851 [see Gauntlet 1 1,5].

1898 Daily News 7 Feb. 8/6 (Rugby Football ] Having to

gather the hall off the floor, instead of receiving it high up
and fairly straight.

T 5. To collect or bring together 'literary matter)

;

to compite. Obs.

a *ooo Ags. Astron. in Treat. Science (1841) 1 Of cWe bee
be Beda- gesette and gaderode of manejra wisa lareowa
bocum. 1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 29 Thou gadrest and
made many bokes out of holy scripture. 1482 Monk of
Evesham (Arb.) 38 Some thynges y wylle gedur to gedur of
some certeyn persons what they sofryd afore ther dethe and
after ther dethe. 1562 Turner {title) A Hook of the natures
and properties, .of the bathes in England. .Germany and
Italy .. gathered by William Turner Doctor of Physik.
1571 Hanmer Chrou. Irel,{\6y\) 40 What Hale hath formerly
written, I find he hath gathered out of Vincentius, Antoninus
[and others]. 1677 Miege Diet. Eng.-Er. s.v., He gathered
his lights from the most impartial authority's.

6. Of material objects: To be the means of bringing

together or accumulating; to receive addition of.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 138 WiSuten salt, fleshs gedere5 wurmes.
1398 Trevisa Bartlt. De P. /?,xm. xxiii. (1495) 455 The see
gadryth aboue a fome of smytynge and betynge of wawes.
JS79 Gosson Sch. A bnsei Arh.) 52 Standing streames geather
filth; flowing riuers are euer sweet. 1611 Bible foelxx.d
All faces shall gather blacknesse. 1670 Sir S. Crow in \itlt

Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 15 The silke sleizie and
not Naples, which will soone grow rough, gather dust and
sullie. 1687 Miege Gt. Er. Diet. n. s.v., To gather Rust
[or to grow rusty as Steel and Iron does. 1821 Clare Vill.

Minstr, I. 131 Which the early-rising lass Climbs with inilk-

pail gathering cream. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. ci, That
beech will gather brown. 1885 Athenaeum 23 May 669/1
The thick-standing trees gather golden and ruddy tints.

Pr<>v. 1573-80 TrssER Ilusb. 11878.' 24 The stone that is

routing can gather no mosse.

7. To collect (money or other contributions) from
a number of people. Now rare. Also absol. to

make or take up a collection {obs. exc. dial.).

1389 in Eng, Gilds (1870) 3 Which wardeins schul gadere
b" qwarterage of bretheren & sustren. < 1440 Jacob's Well
(R. E. T. S.) 24 (>ei may neyther gaderyn here tythes, ne
kepyn hem, ne fecchyn hem. 153a Privy Purse Exp.
Hen. /•'/// (18271 257 Item the same daye paied to a woman
that gathered for a Churche vij*. \}d. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 202 This yere sayth Fabian, the king gathered the sixt

penny of all temporall niennes goodes. .which was graunted
unto him in the aforesayd Parliament. 1600 J. Pory tr.

L-eo''s Africa 11. 171 Being vassals unio the king of Fez. .out
of which they yeerely gather ten thousand duckats. 1668
Pepvs Diary (1877) V. 156 While the sexton was gathering
to his box, to which I did give 5s. 1710 Prideaux Orig,
Tithes iv. 167 This Law. .enabled the Clergy to gather and
recover Tithes. 1896 Hetton-le-hole Gloss., Gather, make
a collection t' gathering') in money.

T b. in indirect passive. Obs.

£1592 Marlowe Jew of Malta 11. ii, Hoping to see them
. .cather'd for in our Synagogue. 1615 Dr. King Serm. 57
(T.) Few Sundays come over our head, but decayed house-
holders or shipwrackt merchants are gathered for.

8. To collect or summon up one's energies) ; to

gain or recover (breath, etc.). Also to gather
oneself [together).

c 1400 Destr. Troy 9860 All the grekes with grem gedret
here herttes. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xiv. vi, Thenne he
dyd of his helme for to gadre wynde, for he was gretely
enchafed with the serpente. 1530 Pai.sgr. 561/1, I gather
my spyrites to me, as one dothe that hath maters layde to
his charge. Ibid., I gather myselfe togyther as a man doth
whan he intendeth to shewe his strength. 1545 Actyj Hen.
VIII, c. 17 =! 2 The People gathereth Heart and Presumption
to do Evil. 1590 Stenser /•'. Q. 1. vi. 19 The lucklesse lucky
mayd . long time with that salvage people stayd, To gather
breath in many miseryes. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. vi, While
I was thus gathering Strength. 1768 Ross Helenore 1. 8 He
had fa'en aswoon . . But howsomever in a little wee Himsel
he gathers, and begins to see. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L.
xvii, He had almost gone by, before Hester . . could gather
voice enough to attract his observation.

9. To collect or acquire by way of increase ; to

gain, f To gather ground \ to gain ground, make
progress. To gather head', to acquire strength;

also, to swell as a festering sore. To gather way:
* to begin to feel the impulse of the wind on the

sails, so as to obey the helm' (Adm. Smyth).
1590 Marlowe Edit: II, 11. ii, Meantime, my lord of Pem-

broke and myself Will to Newcastle here, and gather head.

1597 Smaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. i. 76 The Time will come, that

foule Sinne gathering head Shall breake into Corruption.

1643 Baker Chrou. 11. 21 No snow-ball ever gathered great-
nesse so fast by rolling, as his Forces increased by marching
forward. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 178 Then to gather
Vent (as they call it) they straiten the Vatdt, and wall part
of it up; so that the Ayr.. gathers in strength, and runs
more swiftly. 1667 Milton /'. L. xil. 631 As Ev'ning
Mist..o're the Marish glides, And gathers ground fast at
the Labourer's heel. 1687 Miege Gt. Er. Diet. 11. s.v.,

Togather Flesh, grossir. 1691 Dryden Eleonora 4 Soft
whispers first, .rise., then the sound Soon gathers voice and
spreads the news around. 1693 — Ovid's Met. 1. 730 He
gathers ground upon her in the chase. 1697 — / 'irg. Gcorg.
ill. 693 Fill the Core be found, The secret Vice is fed, and
gathers Ground. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 373
As the descending fluid gathers velocity in its precipitation.

1832 Tennyson ' I 'ou ask me why ' 13 Where faction seldom
gathers head. 1866 R. M. Hallantyne Shifting Winds
xiv. (18811 148 A light breeze was blowing, and the ship.

.

soon gathered way, and left the boat behind.

10. To collect (knowledge) iy observation and
reasoning; to infer, deduce, conclude. ( = L. col-

ligere : cf. Collect v. 5.)

*535 J»VE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 23 Men gatherd that I

denied the general reserreccion. 1556 Recorhe Cast.
A'uou'lcdge 70 For this murhe I may eether by that I

haue learned already, that |etc.]. 1576 Fli ming Panopl.
Epist. 17 So farre as I gather by the substance of your
letters. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 72 The Physiologist also

may gather something from the former Observations, touch-
ing the nature of Colours. 1744 Berkeley -SVV/.? § 23 Pliny
supposed amber to be a resin . . which he gathered from its

smell. 1816 I . Jefferson Writ. '1830) IV. 297, I gather
from his other works that he adopts the principle of Hobbes.
1893 Law Times XCV. 303/1 She .. usually, as I gather
from the evidence, associated her daughter's name with her
own in her investments.

11. To draw (a garment) into smaller compass
;

to contract (the brow) into wrinkles.
1617 Moryson Itin. in. 169 They gather the Vaile with

their hands to cover all their faces, but onely the eyes. 1711
Poi'E Temp.Eame 24oGath'ring his flowing robe heseem'd
to stand, In act to speak. 1790 Hurns Tarn O'Shanter u
Gathering her brows like gathering storm, Nursing her wrath
to keep it warm. 1887 Howen i'/rg. sEneid iv. 140 Golden
the clasp that gathers her shining robe to her side.

b. spec. To draw together or pucker (part of
a dress) by means of a thread.

1576 Gascoigne Steele G"7rts(Arh.)68 How ere their gownes,
be gathered in the backe, Witli organe pipes. 1617 Moryson
Itin.ux. 169 They weare great large pufled breeches.gathered
close above the knees. 1625 PtRCHAS Pilgrims u. 1421 The
women in Camienitz goe with their Coates close bodied, and
the neather bodies gathered like a Frccke. 1711 Steele
Spect. No. 109 f4 You see, Sir, my Great Great Great Grand-
mother has on the new-fa^ioned Petticoat, except that the
Modern is gather'd at the Waste. 1848 C. Hronte J. Eyre
I. xiv. 275 A dress of rose-coloured satin, as full in the skirt

as it could be gathered. 1875 Plain Needlework 20 It is

wiser, if the space into which the gathers are set be more
than three inches, to gather only half or quarter [etc.].

e. Arch. To contract, close in or make narrower

(a drain, chimney, etc.") ; also to gather over.

1703, 1823 fsee Gathering vbl. sb. 1 cj. 1837 Penny Cycl.
XII. 327/1 The flue is gathered over, or contracted to this size.

d. nottce-use. t See quot.)

1557 N.T. (Genev.) 1 Cor. vii. 18 Is any man called beyng
circumcised? let him not gather his vncircumcision. [Note,
Which is, when the Surgeon by art draweth out the skyne
to couer the part.]

|- 12. To put (the feet) together, keep from
straying. Obs.

1671 M. Bruce Good News in Evil Times (1708) 26 If the
Storms ye are meeting with make you not walk more evenly
and gather your Feet, ye shall get a new Storm to scald
you, until you ..gather your Feet better.

13. techn. a. Glass-making. To collect (a quantity

of melted glass) on the end of the blowing-tube.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 581 The requisite ball of plastic glass

is gathered . on the end of an iron tube. 1886 Proc. R. Soc.

XXXIX. 100 [Glass] maintained . . at a temperature barely
sufficient to admit of its being 'gathered '.

b. To collect and place in their proper order

according to signatures
v
the printed sheets of a

book). Also absol.

1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc. II. 348 Till he has Gathered
the last Sheet on his Right Hand .. Thus he Gathers on,

till one of all the Heaps Comes off.. Having thus Gathered
one Book, he Knocks it up, that is, he [etc.].

14. r gather on fsee 21).

1834 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXXVI. 2 Gathering
the shore, lo, the Barge ! Ibid. 7 We had not proceeded
above a hundred yards, fast gathering the Shuffler, till we
heard.. loud cries.

15. In various phrases witli advs. f To gather

off', to take off (a gown). To gather out : to select

or pick out.

c 1460 J. Rcssell Bk. Nurture 957 Than his gowne ye
gadir of, or garment of his estate. 1611 Bible Isa. lxii. 10

Cast vp the high way, gather out the stones. 1875 Manning
Mission II. Ghost \. 10 The world will go on until the last

of that number has been gathered out and made perfect for

the kingdom of God.
16. Gather up. a. To pick up (from the ground).
a 1300 Cursor M. 13241 iGott.) Pouder or bone bat bai

fand bare, pai gedrid vp, and wid bairn bare, c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints, Johannes 156 Small stanis of be sand he gad-

derit vpe into his hand. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 48
That I might gather up the gleanings of my labours, and
sende money to Rome. 16x7 Moryson Itin. 11. 188 The
wearied foote cast away their Armes, which those of the

Country gathered up. 1784 Cowfer Task in. 286 What
pearl is it . . That learning is too proud to gather up. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop x\\\, The school-master took the

; the o'

. bore her awav
child . . and bidding the old man gather up her little basket

fig. 1606 Holland Sueton. 71 Howbeit, in the ^nde he
lost not much : but after his great losses gathered uppe his

crummes pretily well by little and little.

b. To draw together, bring into smaller com-
pass ; to draw up (the limbs or person) : in imma-
terial sense, to sum up, summarize. In agriculture,

to plough a ridge in such a way that the earth is

turned over towards the highest part of it.

1553 I'.den Treat Ntive Ind. (Arb.) 39 Thei came into

such a tempeste that they were enforsed to gather vppe
theyr saylus. 1616 Bhowne BH$\ Past. 11. ui. 72 A gretmt-

silke frock ..Which at her middle gath'red vp in pleats, A
loue-knot Girdle willing bondage threats. 1617 MAKKHAM
Caval. 11. 48 It correcteth, it when he will not gether vp his

hinder partes, you giue him a good Iert or two. 1677 N.
Cox Genii. Recreaf. iv. (ed. 2) 68 \\ ithin two foot of the

bottom of the Rod there is. .a Winde to turn with a Barrel,

to gather up the Line and loose it at pleasure. 1686 Ibid.

v. (ed. "0 57 Yob may there gallop him. -to teach him to lay

out his" Body, and to gather up his Legs. 1756 A. Dickson
'Treat. Agric (ed. 2» 2S2 At the next plowing this may be

reversed, the ridge in the middle of the field gathered up,

and the plough go round and round the ridge till the whole

field is plowed. 1781 Cowper Convers. 867 But now to

gather up what seems dispersed . . May prove .. best for the

public. 183a Lander Adv. Niger II. xi. 146 Their legs,

which had before been stretched out carelessly and comfort-

ably .. were now gathered up under them. 1846 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc.VH. 1. 56 They have thus for centuries continued

to gather up the land, They gather up twice and split once.



GATHERABLE. 77 GATHERING.
1846 Trench Huls. Led. Ser. 11. i. 144 Such appears to me
the title which will best gather up and present at a single
glance., the subject. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendan II.

377 She gathered herself up in a manner seldom seen off the
Iwards of a third-rate theatre.

c. To compose (the features) into an expression.
171a Addison Sped, No. 269 F 10 Gathering up his Coun-

tenance into a more than ordinary Seriousness, Tell me truly,

says he. 1831 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Ellistouiaua, Gathering up
his features into one significant mass of wonder, pity [etc.].

d. To collect or summon up (one's thoughts,
strength, etc.) for an effort. Also refl.

1617 Moryson* Itin. 1. 41 Wee gathering up strength went
on. 1613 Bealm. & Fl. Maid in Mill in. i, Will you
gather up your wits A little and hear me ? 1644 Laltd Wks.
(1854) IV. 369, I confess I was a little troubled. But after
I had gathered up myself and looked up to God, I went on
10 the business of the day. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, .y

B. I. iii. 40 It only made him gather up tits determination.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lviii, Mr. Sedley started up,
shaking a great deal, and gathering up his thought-;.

1887 Ruskin Prxterita II. 269, I have never been able to
, .gather myself up against the national guilt of war, seeing
that such men were made by the discipline of it.

f e. To chide, reprove VL. compere). Obs.
1577 Harrison England u. ii. (1877) 1. 52 The ladie Wake

. .hearing the king hir cousine to gather vp the bishop so
roundlie. .dooth presentlie picke a quarrell against him.

II. intr. (chiefly = red. uses of I).

17. Of persons: To come together into one place
or assembly ; to congregate, assemble.
(Z891 O, E. Chron. (Parker MS.) 879 py xeare *egadrode

on [? read an] hlob wicenga. a 1079 Ibid, <MS. D.)an. 105a
paet landfolc him onjean gaderode. a 1300 Cursor M. 14619
par bigan pai for to rute And for to gadir him a-bute.
1440 Generydes 2917 Anon withall thei gaderid on the

playn. 1526 PUgr. /'erf. tW. de W. 1531) 253 b, How. .all

the garyson of the knyghtes and turmentours gathered
abonte hym. 1580 Sidney Ps. in. iv, I will not be afraid,
Though legions round be laicle Which all against me gather.
1611 Bible 1 Esdras \ iii. 91 There gathered vnto him from
Jerusalem, a very great multitude of men, and women, and
children. 1713 Addison Cato iv. iv, See where the corps of
thy dead son approaches ! The citizens and senators,
alarm'd. Have gather'd round it, and attend it weeping.
1855 M acaulay Hist Eng. xtii. III. 275 His old soldiers
were known to be gatheringround him. 1894 J. T. Fowler
Adamnan Introd. 73 Having given his blessing to the
monks who had gathered together.

f 18. ? To apply oneself to something. Obs,
13.. E. E. Allit P. C. 105 pay .. Gederen to be gyde

ropes, be grete clob falles. 13. . Gaw. % Gr. Knt. 777 penne
gederez he to Gryngolet with pe gilt helez,

fb. Of a hawk: ?To 'gather itself* (cf. 8),
address itself to flight. Obs.

1677 N. Cox Gcntl. Recreat, (ed. 2) 201 When a high-
flying Hawk, being whistled to, gathers upwards to a great
Gate, you must continue her therein.

19. Of things : To collect, to come together in a
mass; to form or increase by the coming together
of material.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 308 Hate Is a wrathe nought shewend,
But of long time gaderend. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 308
A Male gathereth sooner and is sooner articulated. 1676
Dryuen Epil. Etheredge's Man ofMode 19 His bulky folly

gathers as it goes, And, rolling o'er you, like a snow-bal!
grows. 17a* Sewel Hist. Qua&ers (1795) II. vii. 18 Though
darkness gather together on a heap. 1749 Johnson Fan.
Hum. Wishes 28 The dangers gather, as the treasures rise.

1825 Scott Talism. xviii, It seemed as if a tear .. were
gathering in his. .eye. 1817-35 WillisC^/7^ Tired ofPlay,
Twilight gathers, and day is done, i860 M rs. Carlyle Lett.
III. 71 One knows how a story gathers like a snowball.

b. To accumulate and come to a head, as puru-
lent matter in the body. Hence, of a wound, a
sore, a wounded finger, etc. : To develop a purulent
swelling. Also to gather to a head (in quots.yf^.).
ciooo [see Gathering vbl.sb.-$\. 1610 Siiaks. Temp. v.

i. 1 Now do's my Proiect gather to a head. 1804 Abernethy
Sutg. Obs. 81 A redness took place superficially in the skin,
which gathered and burst. 1855 [see Head sb. 31].

20. a. To contract, to grow narrower ^also to

gather in), b. To form folds or wrinkles, rare.
1577-87 Harrison England 1. ii. in Holittshed 3 Like unto

a triangle, -being broadest in the south part, and gathering
narrower and narrower. 1631 Gouge God's Arrmvs iv. xv.

395 The garret . . was within the roofe : and so gathered in
narrower than the roomc below it. [Or docs this belong to
lie?] 1816 Shelley Atastor 534 For, as fast years flow
away, The smooth brow gathers, and the hair grows thin.

21. Araut. To make way (towards an object). To
gather on : to gain on or drawnearer to, in following.

To gather into the wind', to sail nearer to the wind.
1577-87 Harrison England 1. x. in Holinshcd 77 From

hence we cast about [sailing] gathering still towards the
Northest. <? 1608 Sir F. Vere Comm. 29, I plied onely to
windward .. by that means gathering nearer to the fleet.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 40 The longer your
boords are, the more you worke or gather into the wind.
Ibid. xii. 57 If you gather on him. .hee will trie you before
the wind. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship II. 250* A ship is

said to gather on another, as she comes nearer to her.

22. Mech. Of the teeth of a cog-wheel, Togather
in upon : to fit into. Also refl. to gather itself

into. V Obs.

1677 Moxon Mcch. Exerc. I. 45 That the Teeth of the
Worm-wheel may gather themselves into the grooves of the
Worm in the Worm-spindle ,. the Teeth must be filed very
square and smooth . . which much helps the Teeth to gather
in upon the Teeth of the Nut.

Gatherable (garoaraVl), a. [f. Gather v. +
-able.] Capable of being gathered or inferred.

Vol. IV,

t
1548 Gest Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) Arm.

i. 75 Here upon gatherable it is [that] oure alone massing
is a wyxkednes uncomparable. 1616 Hieron Wks. II. 39
Many deare children of God .. haue beene and are in great
want.. as is gatherable out of the parable of Lazarus. 1674
Boyle Exeetl. Theol. \. i. 60 You will the more ea>ily think,

the foreknowledge of the Divine Dispensations gatherable
from Scripture to be highly valuable. 1820 Examiner
No. 617. 84/1 It is easily gatherable from the anecdotes re-

ported of him. 1877 Ruskin Ears Clazf. VII. lxxxi. 251,
I will make this message, so far as I have yet been able to
deliver it, clearly gatherable.

Gather-bag. Obs. [f. Gather sb.* + Bar
sb.] vS<-'C quot 161 6.)

1575 Tt'BBERV. Venerte 39 The gatherbagge or mugwet of
a yong harte is very medicinable also agaynst the byting of
Serpentes. 1616 Bullokar, Gatherbag, the bag or skinne,
inclosing a young red Deere in the Hyndcs belly. 1706 in

Phillips (ed. Kersey).

Gathered ;garSai<-r, ///. a. [f. Gather v.

-ED ' .]

1. Collected, brought together ; culled, picked.
1388 Wvclif /sa. lvii. 13 Whanne thou schalt crie thi

gederid ttrsonrs delyuere thee. C1586 Ctess Pembroke
Ps, lxviii, vii, Captyves store thou hast led up with thee,
Whose gathered spoiles to men thou wilt impart. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. Country Earme6o& The gathered grapes
must be left in the ground at the least for a day or two.

1693 Drvdfn Ovid's Met. 1. 309 About his lips the gather'd
foam he churns. 1715 Lkoni Palladia's Arc/lit U7421 1. 4
All dug Stones are better, .than gather'd ones. 1816 Byron
Siege Cor. xxxiii.The jackal's troop, in gather'd cry, Bay'd
from afar complainingly. 1871 C. K. MfniE Stray t.cai-r.y

(1872) 12 How can I, Lord, withhold Life's brightest hour
From Thee; or gathered gold.

b. Of a single flower : Culled, plucked.
1588 ShaKS. Tit A. in. i. 113 Then fresh teares Stood on

her cheekes, as doth the hony dew Vpon a gathred Lillie

almost withered.

2. Contracted, drawn together (esp. of dress'.

1601 H.Johnson Kiugd. <5- Commw. ( 1603) 26 One thousand
Irishmen, all naked save their mantels and their thicke
gathered shirts. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 175 The men
weare a long coate to the knee, and upon it a long gowne
with gathered sleeves. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xii, Louis.

.

sent, from under his gathered and gloomy eyebrows, a keen
look on all around. 1882 Cauleeild & Sawakd Diet.
Needlework s.v. (fathering, The gathered portion of ma-
terial. 1894 Daily News 16 June 6/3 A white cloth skirt

is made with a gathered vest to match.

3. Affected with a * gathering * or purulent

sore.

1804 Times (weekly ed.) 26 Jan. 79/3 In his opinion the
boy s debilitated condition through a gathered finger had
contributed to his death.

Gatherer [gx Sorsi). [f. Gather v. + -ek '.]

1. One who gathers or collects (in general senses).

Also gatherer up.
a 1200 Moral Ode 265 in 0. E. Misc. (1872) 67 pe pat

were gaderares of bisse worldes ayhte. 138a Wvclif Prov,
xxx, 1 The wrdis of the gederere [L. congregantis],

1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat. (1852) I. 596 Lion-skinned Free-
thinking , . ten times slays the slain, and claims to be the
sole gatherer up of thy [Liberty's] spoils. 1807 A. Knox
Rem. (1844) I. 95 Of these [the ignorant, etc.] sects and
societies have been, as it appears, the appointed.. gatherers.
1868 Morris Earthly Par. 1. 320 A gatherer-up of gold.

b. esp. A collector of money, often with defining

word as rent-, tax-, toll-gatherer (now commonly
-collector).

c 1460 Towneley Myst xxx. 284 Rasers of the fals tax, And
gederars ofgreyn wax. 1521 Fisher Wks. (1876) 318 They
that were the gaderers of this trybute came to saynt Peter.

1572 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 342 To appoynt
two gatherers .. for the same money.

f c. A money-taker at a theatre. Obs.
i 1600 in Alleyn Papers (1843) 32 One Jhon Russell, that

by youre apoyntment was made a gatherer with vs, but my
fellowes finding [him often] falce to vs, haue many times

warnd him from taking the box.

T d. One who gathers wealth (opposed to
t spender* or 'waster') ; a miser. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 59 Hud-pykis, hurdaris and

gadderaris, AH with that warlo went. 1564 78 Bullkyn
Dial. agst. Pest (1888) 133 The foolishe Prodigall waster,
whiche commonlie succedeth the gatherer. 159a Grelnk
Groat's W. Wit (1874) 13 Ah, Lucanio, my onely comfort,
because I hope thou wilt, as thy father, be a gatherer, let

me blesse thee before I die.

2. One who gathers flowers, fruit, or other produce.
1382 Wyclif Obad. i. s 5»f gadreris of grapis hadden

entriden to thee. .1449 Pecock Repr. 1. vi. 29 The feld is

the fundament of the flouris, and not the hondis of the
gaderers. 1567 Mai-let Gr. I'orest 37 Celedonie is an
Herbe . . whose flower . . dyeth and stayneth the gatherers
hande. 1607 Topsell Eourf. Beasts 3 In Caucasus there
are trees of Pepper and Spices whereof Apes are the
gatherers. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet s.v. Mulberry, The
Gatherer must have his Hands clean.

3. A collector of literary material ; a compiler.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 13 [J>ey] cleped him a

gaderere of old wrytynges [L. compilator 7'eterum], 1579
Fulke Heskins' Pari 183 He hath not redd the place m
Augustine him selfe, but taketh it out of some collectour or
gatherer. 1624 Wotton Archit. Pref., I am but a gatherer
and disposer of other men's stufle. 1853 Trench Proverbs
10 Many collections include whateverbrief sayings their
gatherers have anywhere met with.

4. techn. a. Bookbinding. An operative who
collects the sheets of a book in their proper order.
b. Glass making. (See quots.)
a. 1683 Moxos Mech. Exerc. 1 1 . 348 The Gatherer takes

it [a Sheet] off with his Right Hand. 1874 Knight Did.
Mech, 959/2 A more convenient way is to arrange the signa-

tures on a long straight table . . so that the gatherers may
follow each other.

b. 1839 Ure Did. Arts etc. S78 One, called a gatherer,
dips the end of an iron tube . . into the pot of melted metal.

1 1888 Daily Neivs 14 Feb. 6/6 In the ordinary process of
bottle-blowing the ..'gatherer', as he is called, gathers a
charge of the molten metal from the furnace on the end of
a blow-pipe.

5. One of the front teeth of a hor?e.
1696 Sir W. Hope tr. SollcyseVs Par/. Mareschat 1. v. 19

There groweth then in the place of these four Foal-teeth
which fell, four others which are called Nippers 01

Gatherers. 1797 Sporting Mag. X. 295 Gatherers, the two
foreteeth. 1847-78 Halliwki.i., Gatherers, a horse's teetli

by which he draws his food into his mouth.

Gathering, vhl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ixg '.]

1. The action of the verb Gather, in various

transitive senses. Also with in, out. tip.

f 1050 Byrhtferth's flandboc in Anglia VIII. 31? For ba?re
ripunge owe for brere gaderungc. 1398 Tkevisa Barth.
De P. R. xvii. Ixxiii, (1495) 647 Bein that gadre bony \isyte

and haunte floures by cause of gadrynge of hony. 1488-9
Act 4 //c//.

/
'//. c. 5 Abboties . . quyte and discharged ot

gadryng of dysmes. 1597 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. vii. $ 2 The
gathering of principles out of. .particular experiments. 1617
Moryson Itin. 111. 242 [He] was much delighted in the
gathering of antiquities. 1691 Sir W. Hope Eencing Mastt-r
(1692) 99 Of raising or Gathering up of jour Adversaries
sword. 1705 Stanhope Paiaph. II. 359 By this, .we become
capable of diffusing the Kiehes of that Knowledge in a
Moment, the gathering whereof may have cost us the pains
and study of many Years. 1842 Manning Sertn. xix.(i84S>
I. 274 In these words He foretells the gathering out and
knitting together ot" His mystical body, which is the Church.
1875 Whitney Life Lang. xv. 312 Nothing will make
dispensable the wide gathering-in of evidence.

fb. The action or practice of collecting wealth :

miserly acquisition of money. Obs.
aii2$ Ancr. R. 286 Amines 5iscunge. Ich wokle bet o8n-

schuneden, ase 3e docV, gederunge. 1340 Ayenb. 192 Elmessr
(:et is y-rio of byefbe. .ober of obre kueade gaderinge, hit ne
likeb nobing god. ^1400 Rom, Rose 578.; |ThreJ grei
mischeves hem assailith, And thus in gadring ay travaylith.

1550 Crowley Last Trump. 252 Though the Lord gene the
plentye. .Be thou neuer the more gredy, Nor set thy mynd
on gatherings

c. The action of drawing in or contracting
;

also, the result of this (see Gather v. i i b, 1 1 c.

16 b) ; spec, in Building see quot. 1851]

.

1580 LylyEnphue&lo Ladies Engl. i.\rb.) 222 IfaTailour
; make your gowne too little, you couer his fault with a broad
stomacher .. if too long, with a false gathering. 1611 in

Heath Grocers' Camp. (1869)92 That none should wear.,
anyruff exceeding 4 yards in length before the gathering or
setting in thereof. 1703 T. X. City .y C. Purchaser 107 An
apt falling-back of the Back, and convenient gathering of
the Wings, and Brest of the Chimney. 1765 A. Dickson
Treat Agric. (ed. 21 308 Gathering keeps the crown and
furrows of the ridge in the >anie place in which they were

i

before. 1807 Sir K. C. Hoare Tour IreI. 198 The weight
of this new building, pressed upon the gathering of the
arches. 1823 P. Nicholson Praet Build. 585 Gathering
of the wings, in a chimney. 1846 Jrul. R. Agric. Soe. VII.
i- 57i I would soon endeavour to make the present heading
or gathering as good, by deep ploughing and the application

: of manure. Ibid., On these high-back lands., the gathering
up, or centre of each land.. has become dead, inert clay.

1851 Diet Archit. s.v., Where the fireplace in one story is

directly over another, and the flues go up in the jambs, the
brickwork which oversails and forms the soffite of the with
of the flue is called the gathering. Hence the term is loosely
applied instead of gathering of the wings or gathering wings,
to that part of a chimney funnel which is built inclined over
the fireplace, so as to contract the sides to a union with the
throat of the flue. 1880 Plain Hints 18 The depth of the
material under the band above the gathering.

d. In (or a) gathering— being gathered. Also
with omission of the preposition.

1400 Dcstr. Troy 11735 While this gode was in gederyng
the grettes among. 1625 Usshkr Ansiv. Jesuit 194 Vet
were there certain sticks then agathering. 1693 Sir T. P.

Blount Nat. Hist. 54 The Cloves are gathering from
September unto the End of February.

2- The action of coming together, uniting or

combining; the result of this; union, accumula-
tion. (In early instances also with £<?-.)

c 900 tr. B tvda's Hist. 1. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890) 82 Portion jeda-
fena3, bstte seo a^lice jegadrung lichoman seo for intingan
tudres. c 1230 Halt Meid. 3 pi folc he clepeft dauid be
gederunge inwiS be of rleschliche hohtes. Ibid. 27 Of wif
& weres gederinge weorldes wele awakeneS. 1382 Wvci.li

Gen. \. 10 The gaderyngis of watris he clepide, sees. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R, v. xviii. (1495) 123 In the chynne
of a beest is the inoust strength of hardnes of the boon and
harde gaderynge of synewes. 1553 Eden Treat Newt Ind.
(Arb.) Ep. Rdr. 9 Ye gathering of many mens wittes into one
mans head. 1714 Df. Foe Mem. Cavalier 11840) 43 The
gathering of this storm, which .. began to threaten all Ger-
many, .determined me. 1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit. 1. 47/2
To prevent the gathering of Dirt and Seeds, which might
make Weeds grow in the Wall. 1870 E'Estrange Miss
Mitford I. vi. 168 Rut all this was but the gathering of the

wind before a storm.

3. spec. An accumulation of purulent matter in

any part of the body; a suppurated swelling.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 300 WiS cyrnlu & wi3 ealle yfele

£egaderunga,*enim (etc.]. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety v, 105 No
less happy than .. the ease of a broken Imposthume, after

the painful gathering and filling of it. 1753 J. Bartlft
Gentleman's Earricry xxxii. 263 If a gathering forms on
the opposite side, open it in the same manner. 1763 Mrs.
Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld. Maimesbury I. 102 Some say
Mr. Wilkes is very well, others say they apprehend a gather-

ing in his side. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hatlib. 1. i. 3 I've

a gathering come on my thimble finger. 1893 Northumbld.
Gloss, s.v. Gether, An abscess is called z.getherin.
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GATHERING.

4. A bringing together or coming together of

people; an assembly or meeting. (In early examples
also with prefixed re-, i-.)

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John v. 13 Se hselynd soblice beah fram
basre ^egaderunge. cnoo Ags Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 326,7
Aecclesia, cyrce, od5e geleafful gaderung. xi$^0. E. Chron.

an. 1137 pa be king Stephne to Engla lande com, ba macod
he bis gadering at Oxeneford. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 89 pe
apostles speken to be-, folkes igederunge. a 1300 Cursor of.

10703 Hot bar was nan at bat gedring, bat cuthe gine consail

o bat thing, 1375 Harbour Bruce VI. 389 He maid a
gaddering preuely Of thame that war of his party, c 1400

Destr. Troy 2922 Wemen . . shunt not for shame to shake

ouer lande, To glogh vppon gomes at gedering of folke.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 141 I >yvers conventicles and
gatheryngs were made of the Citizens and other, that robbed

in the Citie and did much harme. 1611 Bible Ecclus. xxvi.

5 The gathering together of an vnruly multitude. 1828-40

Tvti.eb Hist. Scot. (1864I I. 259 note, Winton is in an error

in making this gathering of the states in 1285. i86oTyndall
Clac. 1. xii. 86 It was not the goodness of the conversation

. . which gave the charm to our gatherings. 1874 Green
Short Hist. iv. § 4. 191 In their beginnings our boroughs

seem to have been mainly gatherings of persons engaged in

agricultural pursuits.

b. A signal (by beat of drum, sound of pipes,

etc.) for assembling.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xlix, Immediately after the

soldiers had done with eating and drinking . . a gathering

should be beaten for bringing them altogether. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. 11. xvii, The clan's shrill Gathering they could

hear. 1847 J. Wilson Recr. Chr. North (1857' 1. 167 Some
old soldier, probably, playing a gathering or a coronach.

5. That which is gathered or brought together

:

esp. {a) a collection in money (now dial.) ; t fy a

conclusion or inference; f {c) a compilation (of

literary matter).

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3339 To gadrie bat gold bay dude hure

mi^t..On be gadryngge bat bay made ; ban bay by-gunne
to fi^te. c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. I. S.) 39
We shall bere thedir..[a] collecte or gaderyng maade
amongse vs offerynge yt to that chirche yn mynde of oure

delyueraunce. 1508 Pilton Churchw.Acc. (Som. Rec. Soc.)

5t Item receved of the parish gathering for the coueryng of

the rode lo^ffte viij 9
. ij^. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

191 b, For this colleccyon or gathering of the artycles of

fayth..is the instruccyon of the faythfull people. 1552

Latimer Serin. Lord's Prayer vi. Wks. II. 91 Which you
may perceive partly by that I have said, and partly by
gatherings and conjectures. 1577 B. Googe HeresbaclCs

Huso. 11. (1586) 97 For setting and planting of Cheryes,

you may read a great sorte of rules in the gatherings of

Constantine. 1579 Fi/lke Heskins' Pari. 314 His gather-

ing is altogether fond & ridiculous. 1611 Bible 2 Mace.
xii. 43 When be had made a gathering throughout the

company, to the sum of two thousand drachmes of sillier.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 44 r 4 The Company here.. had
made a Gathering to purchase the Moveables of the neigh-

bouring Play-house. 1751 Paltock Peter Wilkins (1884)

I. 124 Some few new sorts of berries and greens were the

gathering of that day. 1879 Athen&um 5 Apr. 445 This
gathering [an exhibition of pictures] is, as a whole, by no
means equal to some of its predecessors. 1887 S. Chesh.

Gloss., Getherin, a collection. The word is becoming obsolete.

6. Bookbinding: a. The arrangement of the loose

sheets of a book in proper order ; b. A certain

number of leaves placed one inside another, making

up a group or quire.

1683 Moxon Mech Exerc. II. 348 Gathering of Books is

to take one Sheet off every Heap, beginning at the last Heap
first. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. xvi. 568 The collater can-

not be too attentive in observing whether the gathering be

true. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. 331

The last folio in the seventh gathering. 1893 J. H. Ber-

nard in Trans R. Irish Acad. XXX. 308 The gatherings

in the original binding do not seem to have been made up
uniformly of the same number of leaves.

7. attrih. and Comb., as gathering-place, -season,

-time; also gathering-board Bookbinding (see

quot.) ; gathering-coal, a large piece oi coal, laid

on the fire to keep it burning during the night ;

gathering-cry, a summons to assemble for war;
gathering-ground, region from which the feeding

waters of a river ora reservoir are collected; gather-

ing-hoop (see quot.) ; gathering-iron Glass-

blowing, the iron tube used in ' gathering * (see

Gather v. 13 a'; gathering-pallet ^or piece)

(see quots.) ;
gathering-peat (see quots.); gather-

ing-rod = gathering-iron; gathering-sound, a

signal for assembling : gathering-table (see quot.)

;

gathering-thread, the thread used in making

gathers in a dress, etc.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., ^Gathering-board, a horse-

shoe-shaped table on which signatures are laid to be

gathered or assembled to form a book. 1808 Bald Coal

Trade Scotl. iv. 60 Another demand for large blocks of

coals is, for the servants to make what is termed *gather-

ing-coals in the kitchen. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvi, The
matron of the family, having laid the gathering-coal upon

the fire . . retired to rest the last of the family. 1893

Northumbld. Gloss., Getherin coat. iBijCampbei.l Reullrna

86 And no "gathering-cry rose yet O'er the isles of Albyn's

sea. 1851 M. A. Denham Slogans N. Eng, 11 The Slogan,

or Gathering-cry of the clan Fenwick was never heard in

vain. 1877 A. H. Green Phys. Geol. in. § 2. 106 The table-

land on which snow accumulates is called the 'gathering-

ground. 1895 E. A. Pakkes Health 19 Dublin is supplied

with water from gathering-grounds and a large 'impounding

reservoir'. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Gathering-hoop, one

used by coopers to draw in the ends of the staves so as to

allow the hoop to be slipped thereon. 1883 H. J. Powell
Prine. Glass-tnaking iii. 12 A part of the bulb remote from
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the *gathering-iron. 1850 E. B. Denison Clock fy Watch
Making § 90 At every stroke of the hammer, it [a pinion]

takes up the teeth of the rack one after another, and it is

therefore called the *gathering piece or pallet. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch <v Clockm., Gathering Pallet, a re\olving

finger that in striking clocks and repeating watches moves
the rack one tooth for each blow struck. 1825-80 Jamieson,
^Gathering-peat, a fiery peat which was sent round by the

borderers, to alarm the country in time of danger. i88z

OgilvIb, Gathering-peat, a peat put into the kitchen-fire at

night, .to preserve the fire till the morning. 18*0 W. Ikving
Sketch-Bk. (1859) 42 In England, .the metropolis is a mere
^gathering-place, or general rendezvous of the polite classes.

1883 H. J. Powell Princ. Glass-making iii. 12 If the

^gathering rod be hollow. 1657 5. Purchas Pol. Flying-fas.

289 The provident prudent Bee, finding a likely decay of the

^gathering season, and observing that the Drones are only

spenders . . doe at last violently expell them. 1810 Scott
Lady 0/ L. ill. i, Clamorous war-pipes yelled the "gathering

sound. 1841 Savage Diet, Print., ^Gathering table, a table

. . on which the printed sheets are arranged in the order of

their signatures, in order to their being gathered into

books. 1882 Caulfield & Saward Diet. Needlework s. v.

Gathering, Care should be taken to conceal the gathering

thread. 1532 Huloet, *Gatherynge tyme or sea-on when
rype frtiite is gathered, vindemla.

Gathering, ppl. a. [f. Gather v. + -ing 2
.]

1. That gathers, brings together, or accumulates.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 128 pus beoS be gederinde ancren of god

ibe gospelle to uoxes iefned.

2. That gathers or comes together in a mass

;

that contracts or draws together.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. ix. 88 Or if e'er Night the gath'r-

ing Clouds we fear, A Song will help the beating Storm to

bear. 1703 Rowe Ulyss. 11. i. 821 Dost thou dread the

gath'ring Storm That grumbles in the Air. 1851 [see Gather-
ing vbl. sb. 1 c]. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. xxii, The
soldiers found themselves escorted by a gathering troop of

men and boys 1872 W. Black Adv. Phaeton xxx, We drive

on in the gathering twilight.

Gatling (gsetltt)). [The name of the inventor.]

attrib. in Galling gun, a form of machine gun, with

a cluster of barrels into which the cartridges are

automatically loaded at the breech, invented by
Dr. R. J. Gatling, and first used in the American
civil war (1861-65). Also Gatling simply.

1870 Daily News 8 Sept. 6 A hundred more Gatling guns
have been ordered in America. Ibid. 22 Sept., Yester-

day two Gatling mitrailleuses were tried at Shoeburyness.
1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 259/1 This
led to the introduction of the Gatling gun into the British

army. Ibid. 259/2 Few Gatlings up to this date have been
manufactured for the service. 1886 Echo 25 Sept. 4/3 The
firing was continued with big guns, gatlings and rifles.

Gatt, obs. form of Goat.
G-att(e f obs. form oi got, pa. t. of Get.

Gatten : see Gaiter sb?

Gatter. slang. Beer ; liquor generally.

1818 Maginn Vidocq Versijied iv. Misc. I. 353 'Lots of

gatter ' quo' she, ' are flowing '. 1841 Punch. I. 243/2

Gatter is but 3d. a pot, and that's the price of a reasonable

'pike ticket. 1851 MayHBW Loud. Labour I. 218 They
have a ' shant of gatter ' (pot of beer) at the nearest
' boozing-ken ' (alehouse).

Gattei\idge, gatton : see Gaiter sb.2

t Gat-toothed, a. Obs. rare. [app. = Gap-
toothed, f. Gat sb. opening, gap.] Having the

teeth set wide apart.

This is said to be popularly regarded as a sign that the

person will be lucky and travel much i.Skeat>, and was per-

haps so intended by Chaucer.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 468 She koude muchel of wandrynge
by the weye ; Gat tothed was she, soothlyfor to seye.

— 1 Vifes Prol. 603 Gat tothed was I, and that bicamme week

II GattortVgilie. [mod.Lat. (Willughby Hist.

Pise. 1686) a. alleged It. (Venetian) gattoruggine,
' quasi cattus rubiginosus' (!).] A species of blenny.

Hence Gattonvginous a., epithet of this species.

1769 Pennant Zool. III. 181 [Blenny], Gattorugine . . This

curious kind was discovered to be a British fish by the Rev.

Mr. Williams, who found it on the Anglesea coast. 1818

Montagu in Mem. Wernerian Nat. Hist. Soc. II. 444 The
shape of the species is somewhat similar to that of the

Gattorugine. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 226 The
Gattoruginous Blenny.

tGa'ture. Obs. rare~ l

. [irregularly f. gale

Gaitj^. + -ure.] Gait, mien.

1538 Bale Thre Lawes A vij. I thought so by your stature,

And by your auncyent gature, Ye were of soch a rature.

Gatwarde, obs. form of Gate-ward.

Gaub ' (g§b). Naut. Also gab, gob. Only

attrib. in gaub-line, -rope >ec quotsA
1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 107 Gob-line or Gaub-

line. a rope leading from the martingale inboard. The
same as back-rope. 1867 Smyth Sailor's iVord-bk., Gaub-
line. 1881 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 196 A gab rope is

often fitted to a jib. It is a short piece of rope spliced into

a thimble, about half-way along the foot of the sail, and
rove through a block on the bowsprit cap. sfi-

|| Gaub- .g£h). Indian. [Hindustani ^[5gab,]

1866 Treas. Bot., Gaub, an Indian name for the astringent

medicinal fruit of Diospyros Fmbryopteris. 1897 Willis
Flowering PI. $ Perns II. 135 Diospyros Embryopteris,

Pers., is the gaub tree of India; its fruit contains a sticky

pulp, used for caulking seams in boats.

Gaubart, var. Galbart Obs., gaberdine.

II
Gauche (g*J).

«• [V. gauche skew, left (hand),

j

left-handed, awkward.]
1. Wanting in tact or in ease and grace of manner,

' awkward, clumsy.

GAUD.

1751 Chesterf. Let. 10 May, Mr. M * is gauche ; it is

to be hoped that will mend with keeping company. 1806-7

J. Bebesford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) x cxxi'i, On
going early to bed . . finding . . a gauche Dawdle just

beginning to introduce the warming pan between the sheets.

i860 All Year Round No. 42. 363 He never does anything
ludicrous, or gauche, or intrusive, or fussy, or vulgar.

2 Math. >>kew, not plane (see quot.}.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. 1. § 7 If various points

of the line do not lie in one plane, we have in one case . . a
curve of double curvature, in the other a gauche polygon.

Hence Gairchely adv., Gaucheness. rare.

1883 My Trivial Life II. vui. 164 Never was more
astonished than by Lady Arabella's gaucheness. 1891

Brouchton & Bisland iVido7ver indeed iii. (1892) 37 He
enters gauchely, for he is a cub.

11 Gaucherie (g<?"J>r/). [Fr., f- Sauc^ '• see

prec.J Want of tact or grace of manner, awkward-
ness ; an instance of tliis, a ' gauche ' proceeding.

1798 Charlotte Smith Young Philos. III. « Medora,
when divested of a little of that gaucherie, which diffidence

gave. 1823 Edin. Rev. XXXIX. 237 The known gaucherie
of our cabinet in all sorts of Continental interference. 1826

Disraeli Viv. Grey \. viii, An elegant lively lad, with just

enough of dandyism to preserve him from committing
gaucheries. 1853 Kingsley Misc. Th. Shelley <S-

Byron
I. 324 Every conceited word and look, every gaucherie and
rudeness. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. xxv. {1879)

263 The young lady contrived to make her exit, with the

same amount of gaucherie as had marked her entrance.

Gauclio (gairtji?, g^'tjtf). Also incorrectly

Guacho. [Sp.
;

piob. from some native S.

American lang ] (See quot. 1871.)
1824 B. Hall Jml. Chili $ Peru (1825) I. iv. 151 Two

mounted horsemen, Guassos as they are called in Chili, or

Guachos in Peru. 1838 Hai.iburton Clockm Ser. 11. xxii.

(1848) 182 A party of them Guachos . . galloped up to him.

.

and made him prisoner. 1851 Mavne Rfid Scalp Hn?tt.

, xxxiii, The savage coiled the lasso with the dexterity of a

gaucho. i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 201 The Guachos are

able to entangle them [birds] with the bolas. 1871 Tylor
Prim. Cult. I. 41 The Gauchos of the South American
Pampas, a mixed European and Indian race of equestrian

herdsmen.

Gaucie, gaucy : see Gawsy.

Gaud, / ; Obs exc. Hist. In quots. gaude. See

also Gaudy sb. [Of somewhat uncertain origin.

Du Cange cites an Anglo-Latin document of 1415 which
has gaudia (pi. of gaudium joy) in this sense. It does not

appear that gaudia was so used on the continent, and in

this example it is prob. only a latinization of the Eng. word.

At the same time, it seems likely that the L. gaudia is

really the source, and that the 'gauds' were so called as

serving to mark the fifteen mysteries (the first five of which

1 are 'joyful mysteries' to be meditated upon in reciting the

fifteen decades of aves. An AF.gandesp)., app. in this sense,

!
occurs in a document of 1381 (Nichols Royal Wills > 1780)

]
100). Cf. also 17th c. I-'. gaudees, explained in Oudin's />.-

//. Diet, as ' prayers without attention ' (Godef.).]

One of the larger and more ornamental bcadfe

placed between the decades of 'aves' in a rosary.

(Called in Fr. signaux ox <, eigntaux.)

1390 Gower Con/. III. 372 A paire of bedes blacke as

sable. .Upon the gaudes all without Was write of gold pur
reposer. 1531 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 134 A pere of

beydes of jette with sylver gaudes. 1570 Durham Depos.

(Surtees) 164 She saith that she occupied her gaudes as many
thowsand dyd. 1874 Arch&ol. Assoc. Jml. Dec. 440 In all

probability this large and once beautiful bead formed the

Gaude or ' Pater noster ' of a rosary of the sixteenth century.

GancKg^d),*^ Forms: 4-9 gaude, 4-7 gawde.

4"7i 9 gawd, 6- gaud. [perh. an AF. sb. f.

gaudir to rejoice, make merry, to jest, scoff at,

ad. L, gaudere to rejoice.]

fl. A trick, prank; often, a device to deceive,

a piece of trickery, a pretence ; also a game, sport,

or pastime. Obs,

13 . . Seuyn Sages (W.) 3957 For thi gaudes [/r/wrW/ gandes]

andthygilry I gif this dome that thou sal dy. ^1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. T 577 pay maken folk to laughe. as folk doon at

the gawdes of An Ape. .1 1400 50 Alexander 2732 Sire

vanite & vayne-glori & vices of pride pa ere be gaudis, as I

gesse bat all gods hatis. Ibid. 2966 Sone bis gouernour of

grece is of bis gaude ware. * 1400 Destr. 'Troy xxii. 9279
pat he. .with no gawdes me begile. ^1425 Wvntoun Cron.

via. x. 173 Bot [as King Edward all wyth gawdys Knakkyd
Robert be Brws wyth frawdis. (1440 York Myst. xi. 37
What gawdes haue they begonne? 1513 Douglas Mneis x.

ii. 27Quhat Godamovit him with sic a gawd In hisdedis to

oyssik slychtisandfrawd. c 1560 A. Scott Poems xxxiv. 85

Quhen thay begyn sicgawdis To leif thay ar most laith. 1576

Gascoigne.S7<y'/V Glas (Arb.) 59'rhese Knterluds, these newe
I talian sportes And euery gawde, that glads the minde ofman.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 32 There was never Christmas

Came performed with moe apish indecent slovenly Gawdes
then your Baptising and Super-baptising Ceremonies are.

« 1639 W. Whatslby Prototypes u. xxvi. (1640)22 Staying

too long at your gawdes, following them such a space of time

together, or with such great violence, that you be even tired

and spent by them, a 1796 Pegge Derbicisms (E. D. S.) 26

Gawd; an ugly gawd, ahabit or custom. [1883 Lane. Gloss.

s.v., Goad, a custom, a way of doing a thing.]

fb. Ajest,scoff; also,an object of mockery. Obs.

c 1440 Proiup. Parv. 188/2 Gawde or iape, nuga. 1538

Bale Thre Lawes 122 Without vayne gaudes or fables.

1563-83 Eoxe A. * /)/. (1583) 2102 The sayde John Apowell

mocked hym..with contrary gaudes and flouting wordes.

1650 Tkaip Comm. Gen. xxi. 9 [Ishmael mocked] at that

mystical name Isaac, as a gaud, or laughing-stock,

t c. A festivity, rejoicing. Obs.

1571 Campion Hist. Irel. i\. vi. (1633) 89 Therefore at the

decease of the Lord Iustice . . Bonfires and gawdes were

solemnized in all the Land.
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2. comer, A plaything, toy. Also (now always),

something gaudy ; a showy ornament, a piece of

finery ; a gewgaw. Now rhetorical. [Perh. in-

fluenced by Gaud *M,]
C 1430 Lvug. Miu. Poems 92 Where he [Sardanapalus] with

wymmen satte and made his gawdes. 1550 Bale Apol. 1 ig b,

A wonton gyglot maye cal men to sorrowfull repentaunce,
whils she is yet in her gawdes, and the maystre of the stewes
maye persuade men to chastyte. 1587 Hakmak tr. Beta's
Arm. 82 To disburden her [the Church] of those stincking
and defiled gawdes, to restore her vnto her natiue beuty. [Cf.

ante, Which disguised hir with prophane trimmings & tif-

flings vpofher.] 1591 H Smith Trump. ofSoul A vij h, Why
Solomon maketh us fooles and giueth us gaudes to play
withall. 1650 Jku. Taylor Holy Living ii. $ 4 (1727) 96 Or
should study hard and labour to cozen a child of his gauds.
1666 Drydsn Ann. Mirab. ccvi, Some bound for Guinny,
golden sand to find, Bore all the gawds the simple Natives
wear. 1768 Beat riE Minstr. 1. xvi, Dainties he heeded not,

nor gaude, nor toy. 1823 Praed Troubadour Poems 1865 I.

i2i A dazzling gaud of twisted gold. 1842 F. Trolloi-e i'is.

to Italy I. xxil 363 The gaud that most delights the ladies.

.

is the old lace. 1883 Sat. Rev. LV. 497 Otherwise than as
gauds for a procession they [umbrellas] are not held in any
great estimation.

Jig. 1656 Baxter Reformed Pastor 23 All the Rhetorical

jingling writers they could meet with, were prest to serve

them for the adorning of their stile, land gawds were oft

their chiefest ornaments), a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I.

308 And blazon honour's hapless wreck With all the gauds
uf guilt. 1850 Whipple Ess. <*f- Rev, (ed. 3) I. 235 They
spurned at the old tricks and gauds of diction.

3. pi. Showy ceremonies, ' pomps and vanities'
;

gaieties. Now rhetorical.

1650 W. Brocgh Sacr. Princ. ('1659) 66 The gawds and
glories of an earthly court, c 1800 K. White Poems (1837)

ifi How insignificant do all the joys, The gaudes, and
honours of the world appear ! 1853 Motley Corr. (1889.1

I. v. 157, I had hoped that Mary would have mustered up
energy to send you a description of these fine doings. .1 am
not good at these gauds. 1866 Felton Anc. <y Mod. Gr. I.

\iii. 249 Its bishops and patriarchs surrounded themselves
with the pomps and gauds of this world.

b. sing: Idle display ; showy ceremony.
1800-24 Campbell Poems, Poland 93 Public Murder !—

that with pomp and gaud And royal scorn of Justice walks
abroad. 1835 Lytton Rieuai iv. i. The pomp, the gaud.

.

strongly contrasted the patriarchal simplicity which marked
his justice court.

4. Comb. , as + gaud-glorious a. [cf. the phrase

to gawde and gloiy, GAUD ».2J, very showy.
1555 W\ Watreman Fardle Facions II. viii. L ij a, In

their Toumbes . . very plaine and nothyng costHe : But in

trimming and arraieng of their bodies, to, to, gaude glorious.

t Gaud, vA Obs. [f. Gaud sbA (?and j?.*)]

1. trans. To furnish with * gauds' (see Gaud
sb. ]

, Gaudy sb. 1).

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 159 A pe'ire of bedes gauded al

with grene. 1500 Will o/Strndy (Somerset Ho. 1

, A payre
of Corall bedys of fifty gawded with bedis of syluer and
gilt. 1527 Inv. Goods T. Cromwell (Pub. Rec. Off.), ij

payer of corall beds gauded with xxxviij gaudyes of sylver
and gylte. 1552 Bitty Wills (Camden) 144 My beades
gauded gold.

2. To ornament, adorn, make showy.
1554 Bury Wills (Camden* 146 My best cassocke gawded

w' velvet. 1559 Becon Displ. Pop. Mass Wks. 1563 III.

36 b, Thys your fooles cote, gayly gawded, signifieth youre
pleasaunte fynenesse and womanly nicenesse.

Hence Gauded ppl. a.

1607 Shaks. Cor. ii. i. 233 Their nicely gawded Cheekes.

t Gaud, v. 2 [? ad. OF", gaudir to rejoice, jest

;

or perh. f. Gaud sb.'-] intr. To make merry ; to

sport, jest ; to scoff (at).

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 366/2 And yf [the
battle] walke on your syde then [you] gawde and glory.

1563 Homilies 11. Cert. Places H. Script, t. (18591 373
More reasonable it were for vain man to learn and rever-
ence the form of God's words, than to gaud at them to his
damnation. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 60 In carping,
gauding, and lesting at young gentlemen, and specially
olde men. 1570 Levins Manip. 43/32 To Gaude, scoffe,

seommari, nugari. 1579-80 North Plutarch {1676) 435 He
was sporting and gauding with his Familiars.

Hence Q-au'ding vbl. sb.

11 1553 Udall Royster D. m. iv. (Arb.) 49 What gaudyng
and foolyng is this afore my doore?
Gaud, Sc. form of Gad sbA

II Gaudeamus (g^aV^'nuV. [The first word
of the mod.L. students' song : Gaudeamus igitur,

juvenes dum suwus, 'Then let us be merry while
we are young '. (Similarly used in Fr. of 15th c.)]

A college-students' merry-making.
1823 Scott Fam. Lett.(\Zg^ II. 178 Our Bannatyne Club

goes on a memeille, only that at our gaudeamus this year
we drank our wine more majorum, and our new judge Lord
Eldin had a bad fall on the staircase. 1894 College Echoes
\St. Andrews Univ.* VI. 71 On Saturday evening the first

Gaudeamus of the session was held in the Cross Keys Hotel.

1895 Athenxum 12 Oct. 487/2 A song sung at a public
Gaudeamus [at Maynooth] in 1829.

t Gaude - flore. Obs. A hymn beginning
' Gaude Ji'ore virginali '.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxii. 7 Sync to his mother I did
tnclyne, Hir halsing with ane gaude-flore.

Gaudery fggderi). Forms: 6-7 gauderie,

7 gaudry, 6-7 gawdry, 7-8 -ery, 7- gaudery.
[f. Gaud sb.2 + -ery.]

fl. Trickery. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garneschc iv. 39 Garnyshe, ye gate

[=you got) of Gorge with gawdry Crimsin velvet for your
bawdry.

2. Gaudy or showy decoration, ostentations show

;

finery, fine clothes ; also, a fine or gaudy thing, a
piece of finery.

IS97"8 B*- Hall Sat. in. i. 63 But thou canst iua>ke in

garish gauderie. 1653 Manton E.xp. James ii. 2-4 We do not
prize a horse for the gaudry of his saddle and trappings. 1663
i'ufort. Usurper 1. i, Vice .. trickt up with its alluring
gauderies. 1713? Dakreia. Gentlm. instructed (al 5) 427 Set
off with all the glittering gawdery of Silk and Silver. 18:2 W.
I'kxsaxt A uster F.u\. vii, Streams the red gaudery of flags

in air. 1837CAKi.Yi.ii: Fr. Rev. I. v. v, Tapestries enough, and
gauderies; but ofserviceablefighting-gear small stock ! 1893
tittg. Hlnstr. Mag. X. 241 '2 Women shameless in their

gaudery.

t Gaudez. Obs. pi. [a. V. gaude; ,obs.\ f. I,.

gaude ' rejoice '. Cf. GAUDE-FLORE.] Prayers be-

ginning with Gaude*.
I(*53 LTrqchart Rabelais 11. xi. 77 The foresaid good

woman, saying her gaudez and audinos.

Gau-dtUl, a. rare*", [f. Gaud s/>.~] Joyful.
1855 in H. Clarke Diet. ; and in later Diets.

+ Gau'dibuud, a. Obs. rare~<\ [ad. L.

gaudibund-us, f. gatuiere to rejoice.] See quot.)

1727 Bailey vol, II, Gaudibund, full of Joy, very joyful.

Gaiulrlocjueiit. a. Obs. rare- . [t\ L.

gaudi-um joy 1- -loqu-us speaking + -KN'i'.J So
f G-audi'loquous a. [ + -OLSj.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Gaudiloouent, he that speaks"

with joy. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Gaudiloquons, speaking
gladsom Things.

Gaudily (g§'dilt . adv. [f. Gaudy a, + -ly-.]

In a gaudy manner ; showily.
1611 Cotgr., Gorgiaumenty gorgeously, gaudily, gayly,

gallantly. 1763 Churchill Gotham in. (1764) 17 Nor, 111 one
hand, fit emblem of thy trade, A Rod ; in t'other, gaudily
array*dA Hornbook, gilt and letter'd. a 1859 Macwi* lay ///lY.

Pug. xxv. 118611 V. 297 It was soon discovered that these
gaudily dressed horsemen were proclaiming James the Third.
i8&$i}\\.y\o\RMongols xxvi. 310 Dressed, .gaudily in yellow,

blue, red, white, or green.

Gaudiness g£ dines), [f. Gaudy a. + -ness.]

The quality of being gaudy.
1601 CHESTEft Love's Mart., K. Arthur I\i, The ayre

that struggles for to kisse The gaudinesse of faire King
Arthurs blisse. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 1. xix.

(1640) 240 When you have set up your selves with a deale
of gaudinesse, such lace, such ruffes so in the fashion, 1762-

71 H. Wai.pole l'ertue*s Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 170 The
gawdiness of the Romish religion. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat.
iii. 67 The gaudiness of false sentiment. 1869 SpuRGEON
Preas. Dav. Ps. v. 4 Men may.. forget the wickedness of
the battle in the gaudiness of the triumph.

t Gau'dlOUS, a. Obs. [f. med.L. gaudios-us,

f. L. gaudium joy + -ous.] Festive, joyful.

1570 Levins Manip. 226/fl Gaudiouse, solennis. a 1746
Lewis in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 176 Of which Mysteries [of

the Rosary] the five first are called Gaudious ; the second
five Dolorous ; and the third five Glorious.

t Gau'dish, a. Obs. [f. Gaud sb.2 + -ish.]

a. ? Trivial, idle, scoffing {cf. Gaud sb.2 i\ b.

Gaudy, showy (rare~°; implied in the derivatives .

1538 Bale God's Prcnnises Prol. in Dodsley O. P. (1780)
I. 8 Ye may loke to have no tryfeling sporte In fantasyes
fayned, nor such lyke gaudysh gere. 1563-87 FoxeA.Q-M,
(1596) 212/1 [He] was woont to make manie rimes and
gaudish prose to delight the eares of the multitude.

Hence Gau'dishly adv., Gaudisliness.
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, exxvi. 773 If they vse any

gaudishnes and make themselues to bee as gasing stocks.

1677 Compl. Servant Maid 114 It is more commendable to

go decent and clean, than gaudishly fine.

GaU'dless,<z. rare~°. [f. Gaud j^.- + -less.]

1848 Craig, Gaudtess, destitute of ornament. Hence in

later Diets.

Gaudroun, obs. form of Cauldrox.
Gaudsman, Sc. var. Gadman Obs.

Gaudy (g§"di), sb. Also (6 gaid-, galdye),

6-7 gaudye, 6-8 gawdy. [ad. L. gaudium joy.

In some senses the word may represent L. gaude
'rejoice thou', as used in hymns or liturgies; and
there may also be mixture of OF. gaudie n. of

action f. gaudir to rejoice, make merry.]

fl. =Gaudj<$.i Obs.

1434 E. E. Wilts (1882) 102 A payre bedes of blak gaudys
of siluer & gilt. 1483 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 116 Item
a pair of coral beedis the gawdies gilt wrythen. 1500 in

Hearne Collect. 19 June 1706 1,0. H. S. ) 1. 263 My Blake beds
ofjett with gaidyes of Gold. 1542 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815)
62 Item ane pair of beidis of raisit wark with galdeis of aget.

1560 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 147, vj parr of beadds with
zigs and siluer gawdies.

f2. A taper (see quot. 1852). Obs.

1531 in Blomefield Norfolk (1739) I. 182, I gif half an Acr
of Lond . . to find yerely evermore, v. Gawdyes Brenning
before our Lady, in the Chancel of St. John Baptist. 1853
Rock Ch. of Fathers III. 1. 277 The tapers themselves,
from being meant to commemorate the Virgin's five joys,

were called ' gawdyes 'from the Latin %vord * gaude' which
begins the hymn in memory of these five joys.

t 3. A bright-coloured ornament ; a toy, bauble,

gewgaw; = Gaud sb.2 2. Obs.

1555 Edi:n Decades 209 They make also little brasselets

whiche they mengle with gaudies of golde.

f4. Kejoicing, joy ; a festival, merry-making.
'535 Joyk Apol. Tindale iArb. I 18 Hauyng no respecte.

.

to the gaudye and reioyse of our aduersaries. Ibid. 43. 1540
Palsgrave Acolastus 1. iv. G iij b, That we maye make our
tryumphe .i. kepe our gaudyes, or let vs sette the cocke or
the hope, and make good chere. 1647 Thapp Comtn. Matt.
i.\. 10 When a sinner repents there are gaudies in heaven.

5. A grand feast or entertainment; esp. an annual
dinner in commemoration of some event in the

history of a college.

1651 Randolph, etc. Heyfor Honesty v. 40, I know Some
that have spent whole Hecatombs of BeefTo give the gods
their gawdies. 1686 Wilding in Collect. iO.H. S.) 1. 264
Towards a Gaudy .. 00 01 00. 1710 Hearne Collect.

(O. H. S.) III. 100 No Gaudy before as Dr. Crosihwait
reported. [1726 Amherst Perrx Fit. xlix. 264 Sir William
Paddy, km. gave, by will .. twenty shillings for a ftast

(call'd in the university a gaudium) upon the anniversary
day of his death . . this was given anno 1634.J a 1763
ShenstONE Charms Preced. 32 What moves that scientific

body, But the first cutting at a gawdy? 1803 Gradns ad
Cantab. (1824) 122 Cut lectures, .give Gaudies and Spreads.
1823 Lockhart Reg. Dalton m. i, (1842) 183 Such a scene
as.. a College Gaudy was like to be. 1878 Besant & Rick
Celia's Arb. xv, We went home to a sort of Great Grand
Hay dinner, a Gaudy, a City Fe;ist. i88z T. Mozl^v
Remin. I. lx. 300 One of the Oriel gaudies or festive

anniversaries. < 1893 J. A. Symonds in Biogr. (18951 I. 224
My father had recently sat next him at a .Magdalen Gaudy.
tb. //. 'Commons' for gaudy-days. Obs.

1618 in M. Burrows Worthies All Souls ix. (1S74) 154
Whereas our Gaudyes on All Souk--. Day to the Side Tables
in the Hall were but five dishes to every Messe. 1620 Ibid.

viii. 139 This I doe not. .to prevent any dues either of plate
or gaudies usually to be paid. 1706 Philltts (ed. Kersey),
(/VT.'/<//cs,doubleCommons,su<;h asare allowed on gaudyDays.

t C. Dainties, luxurious viands. Obs.
1622 Mabbe tr. Airman's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 275 If at any

time we had pease porrige (which was very seldome, that we
had such Gau-dies [sic]).

6. Comb., as
|
gaudy shop, a shop for finery.

1620 MrnoLliioN Chaste Maid 1. ii, Kmbrodering^,
spanglings, and I know not what, As if she lay with all the
gaudy Shops In Gressams Bursse about her.

t GaU'dy, a. ' Obs. Also 4-5 gaude, 5 gawdy.
6 gawdie. [app. f. OF. gaude weld + -v 1

; the

form gaude may be the OFr. word adopted and
used atl/ib.] Only in Comb, gaudy-green, green

dyed with weld, yellowish green.
In the first quot. gaudi of grene may be a mistake fur

gaudi grene, or the word may be a sb. evolved from the

combination.
13. . Ga7o. <$• Gr. Kut. 167 Enbrauded abof. wyth bryddes

& fly^es, With gay gaudi of grene, be golde ay in myddes.
< 1386 Chaucek Kill's T. 1221 In gaude grvne hire statue
clothed was. ,- 1420 Lydg. Assetnb. Gods 320 Hyr gowne was
of gawdy grene cbamelet. c 1440 . 1 "c. Cookery'in Househ.
Ord. 11790) 452 Colour hit gaude grene. c 1440 Promp.
l^arv. 1 89/1 Gawdy grene, subviridis, 1579 Spenser Skefh.
Cal. May 4 How falls it then, we no merrier beene, Vlike
as others, girt in gawdie greene. 1590 Gkeene Sever too

Pate (1600) P 3 b, It was a valley gawdy greene.

Gaudy Cgg'di), a. 2 Forms : 6 gaudie. -yc,

7-8 gawdy, 7 -ie, 6- gaudy. [Of somewhat
uncertain formation. Sense 1 looks like an
attributive use of Gaudy sb. 4 ; cf. quot. 1540 there.

In senses 2 and 3 the word may have been appre-

hended as if f. Gaud sb.'1 + -y
'.J

f 1. Of fare : Luxurious. Obs. [Cf. OF. gaude-
chere, Pad. Eng. 'good cheer

1

.]

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus iv. ii. S iij b. I haue good cause to

set the cocke on the hope, and make gaudye chere. a 1550
Hye Way to Spittel Ho. 244 in Hazlitt E. P. P. IV. 35
Where they make reuell and gaudy chere. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 554 The greatest exceeding, .and gaudiest fare at

a feast, was serued vp in three platters.

T 2. Full of trickery. Obs. [Cf. Gaud sb 2 1.]

a 1529 Skklton A^st. Garneschc ii. 36 Gup, Garnysche,
gaudy fole. Ibid. iii. 120 Gawdy, gresy. Garnesche.

3. Brilliantly line or gay, highly ornate, showy.

Now chiefly in disparaging sense: Excessively or

glaringly showy, tastelessly gay or fine.

1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. 11. 11882) 37 To the ende they
may seeme gaudie to the eie, they must be stitched finelie.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 71 Costly thy habit as thy pur>e
can buy ; Hut not exprest in fancie : rich, not gawdie. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. ii § 2 Scriveners use with gaudy
flourishes to deck and garnish the initial characters of

Copies. 1663 Cowley Verses <y Ess., Hymn to Eight v,

The Gawdy Heav'nly Bow. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl. iv.

iii. (1S45) 191 They, almost worship a Man for wearing a
Gaudy suit of Cloaths. 1709 Steele 'Patter No. 151 p 1

Gawdy Ribands and glaring Colours being now out of Use.

1720 Gay Wks. (1745) II. 181 There from the gawdy train

select a dame. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. HI. 184

He wrote, .against pride, gaudy apparel [etc.]. 1838 Dickens
Nick. Nick, vi, An intricate winding of gaudy colours.

1876 Miss Braddon % Haggard's Dan. II. vii. 154 The
gaudy daffodils were flaunting everywhere.

b. said of immaterial things ; esp. of diction,

etc. ; hence of a speaker or writer.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Red. vn. § 235 A gaudy Letter of

kindness and value, was sent to Colonel Massy, a 1674
Ibid. xi. § 143 Those gaudy promises which the Cardinal

had made. 1655 Baxter Quaker Calech. 9 A late notable
gawdy Orator, a 1701 Sedley Poems Wks. 1722 I. 58 In
gaudy Dreams*your Love and Beauty shine. 1726 Butler
Scnn. Rolls vi. ii^The florid and gaudy Prospects, .which
we are too apt to indulge. 1830 Mackintosh Eth. Philo?.

Wks. 1846 I. 45 The natural proneness of metaphysical

speculations to degenerate into gaudy dreams. 1836 Emer-
son Nature, Prospects Wks (Bohn) II. 172 When the fact

is seen under the light ofan idea, the gaudy fable fades and
shrivels. 1853 Robertson Scnn. Ser. in. xx. 262 When this

gaudy world has ceased to charm.

C. slang. In negative sentences : Very good.
1884 H. Smart From Post to Finish II. ix. 130. I don't

think they are likely to give him a very 'gaudy chance '.

1894 Astley Fifty Years Eifc 1 1. 96 They {the horses] were

I
not a gaudy lot, and only fetched ,63500.

!)0-2
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4. 6^///^., chiefly parasynthetic, as^w^/v coloured,

-feathered, f hearted, -minded, -speckled adjs.

« 1680 Butler j?/M, (1759) I, 140 As Indians use With
vgawdy colour'd Plumes Their homely nether Parts 't

adorn, a 1668 Davbmant 'To the Queen Poems (1673) 246
Your voice, which can allure, and charme the best Most
gawdy-feather'd Chaunter of the East. 1599 Middleton
& Rowley Old Law 11. i. (1656) D 2 b, A cunning griefe,

That's only fac'd with sables for a shew, Hut *gawdy hearted.

174a Young AV. Th. vi. 238 Were they as vain, as 'gaudy-
minded man, As flatulent with fumes of self-applause, a 2632

Donne Elegy xxi. 47 Shall I a gawdie-speckled serpent
kisse 1

Gau'dy,^- Also 6 galdie. [f. Gaudyj/>. and a. 2]
1* L trans. To furnish (a rosary) with ' gaudies '.

1482 Paston Lett. No. 861 III. 287 My peir bedys of
calctdenys gaudied with silver and gilt. 2523 Test. Ebor.
(Surteesi V. 40 On paire of corrall beydes gawdied w l silver.

1542 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815J 62 Item ane pair of beidis of
jaspe galdeit with gold.

2. To deck out, make smart or gaudy, rare.

1805 SOUTHEV Modoc in W. vn, Not half so gaudied, for

their May-day mirth, All wreathed and ribanded, our youths
and maids, As these stern Aztecas in war attire !

Gau'dy-day. Also 6 gaude-day ygaudS-).
[f. Gaudy sb. + Day.] A day of rejoicing, a

festival or gala day; esp. the day on which a

college ' gaudy' is held see Gaudy sb. 5).

1567 Drant Horace's Ep. To Rdr., Their loue dayes, their

gaude dayes. 1586 Cogan Haven Health cciii. 172 The
full dyet. .may be such, as is vsed at Oxforde vppon gaudie
daies. 1624 Middleton Game at Chess in. i. 42 Your foode
shall be Black-beries. and vpon gawdy dayes A Pickled
Spider. 1656 Blount Glossogr.. Gawdy, or Grauddays, in the

I mis of Court there are four of these in the yeer, that is, one
in every Term. 2720 HeArne Collect. lO. H. S.) III. 100

S 1 Thomas a Gaudy-Day in Queen's College. 1769 De Foe's

Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) I. 372, 13 Companies of incorpo-

rated Trades, who, on public Occasions, and on Gaudy-
days, walk in the Mayor's Train. 1795-6 Burke Regie.

Peace iv. Wks. IX. 51 On this their gaudy day the new
Regicide Directory sent for their diplomatick rabble. 1814

Hist. Univ. Oxford 1 1. 261 This dress is worn . . at dinners

on gawdy day>. 1830 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay in. (1S43) 52
A gaudy-day myeks a' hands merry. 1864 Sir F. Palgkave
Norm.fy ting. III. 161 It was a gaudy day for the burly
London Citizens. 1884 Editt. Rev. Apr. 418 The annual
gaudy day was especially a festivity of the Arts Faculty.

So Gaudy-night.
1606 Shaks. Ant. -V CI. 111. xiii. 183 Come, Let's haue one

other gawdy night : Call to me All my sad Captaines, fill

our Bowles once more : Let's mocke the midnight Bell,

Gaudy-green : see Gaudy a. 1

Gauffer, gauffre : see Goffek.

Gauge, gage [ge^d^sb. Forms : 5-7 gawge,
(6 Sc. gadge), 8-9 guage, 5- gage, gauge, [a.

ONF. gauge (Central OF. and mod.F. jauge), of

unknown origin ; wanting in the other Rom. langs.

The OFr. word is found, along with the related vb. ganger,
in the 13th c. ; the earliest sense appears to be 'action or*
result of measuring \ the sense ' instrument of measurement

'

being prob. derivative ; the sb. is- perh. f. the vb. Pos-

sibly there may be ultimate connexion wiih j'ale bowl, galon
Gallon (so Littre'), or with jalon sLake to measure from (so

Scheie^. Homing's conjecture that the word represents

,Teut. ^gtilgon- (see Gallows) in its assumed primary sense

uf ' rod ' is not very satisfactory from the Teut. point ofview

;

derivation from L. *3equalificare or qudlificdre (Diez* is

impossible.

The spelling gauge prevails in this country, except in

sense 5. The more normalgage has been adopted in recent

American Diets. The form guage is a mere blunder.]

I. 1. A fixed or standard measure or scale of

measurement, the measure to which a thing must
conform ; esp. a measure of the capacity or contents

of a barrel, etc., the diameter of a bullet or the

thickness of sheet iron.

U357 Act^oEdw. Ill, Stat. 1. c. 5 Lestonelxde viuduissent
contenir certein nombre des galonssolonc launciene gauge.)

• 1450 Mann. <y Houseli. Exp. tRoxb.) 438 Eanipylle of
meatynge [of ashelers] after the gawge of xij. meten, in

lengthe xviij. yerdes. 2492 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 7 § 2

Malmeseys .. shalbe of full gauge conteynyng vj'* and vj

galons at the lest in mesure. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr.

'Pong. Iauge, as poison de iauge, an hogshead of gage.

1595 in Munim. hvine (1891) II. 34 The gadge ofHeriug,
quhitefische and Salmond the Hogheid was reduceit 1638

Plnkethman Artaeh. D, From which weight is derived or

drawne the Assise and Gawge of all manner of wet and dry
measures. 1677 Makvell Let. to Mayor of Hull Wks. 1.

315 The gager shall always leave with the Brewer a note of

his gage. 1793 Smeaton Edystoue L. § 239 note, The
jumpers were kept to the same gauge by means of two brass

rings.. when the jumpers by wearing became too little, they

were-. made to their full size, by the hammer, according to

the gauge ring referred to. 1858 Gkkenek Gunnery 137 A
bullet of 50-gauge exceeding in range one of 25-gauge. 1871

Ykats Techn. Hist. Coium. 347 From the smallest mouse-

tail file, .to the square file, .there is a multifarious diversity

in shape, size, and gauge of cutting. 189a Worksliop Re-

ceipts Ser. v. 287 It is an advantage, with alt sheets thicker

than 20 gauge, to galvanise after corrugation.

b. transfandjig. Capacity, extent ; dimensions,

proportions. Chiefly in phrase to take the gauge of.

2655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. it. 291 He needed to be a good
Mathematician in the gages of mens bellies.. proportioning

it to their severallages, labour.. appetites, &c. 1780 Bikkk
Sf>. Bristol 25 He [Howard] has visited all Europe, .to take

the gage and dimensions of misery, -depression, and con-

tempt. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 1. iv, Rienzi sat at the feast.,

taking gauge and measurement of the intellect, policy, tem-

perament, of every guest. x86o Holland Miss Gilbert xviii.

(1880) 219 The old man looked up and around, apparently

taking the gauge of the structure. 1863 Kinglake Crimea

(1876) I. xiv. 219 His intellect .. was much above the low
gauge which people used to assign to it. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. I. viii. 157 The broadening of gauge in crino-

lines seemed to demand an agitation.

f 2. A limit of distance or extent. Also jig. Obs.
1600 Holland Liz>y in. lxvii. (1609) 134 Neither we have

any gage or stay of rule and command, nor [etc.]. 1601 —
Pliny I. 98 How high it [Nilus] riseth, is known by markes
and measures taken ofcertain pits. The ordinary height of it

is sixteen cubits. Vnder that gage the waters ouerflow not
at all. 1606 — Sueton. 103 That Corinthian vessels grew
to an exceeding high rate . . he grievously complained, and
gave his opinion, that there should be a gage set and a
mediocritie kept in houshold furniture.

3. spec. The distance between the rails of a rail-

way, tramway, etc. ; more fully gauge ofway ; also,

the distance between the opposite wheels of a
carriage. Mixedgauge : a broad and narrow gauge
laid down together. See also Broad gauge,
Narrow gauge.
1841 BftEES Gloss. Civ. Engin., Gauge of 11''ay (as applied

to railways), the width in the clear between the topflanches
or rounded rims of the rails. 1846 McClLloch Ace. Brit.

Empire (185+j II. 57 The distance between the opposite

rails, or width of gauge, which, of course, determines the

width of the carriage. 1860O. W. Holmks Prof. Breakf.-t.

v. iPaterson) 107 The engine-driver of our broad-gauge
mail train. 1862 Smiles Engineers III. 165 When forming
the road, the proper gauge had also to be determined.
What width was this to be? The gauge of the first tram-

road laid down had virtually settled the point. The gauge
of wheels of the common vehicles of the country . .which
were first used on the tramroads—was about 4 feet 8 J inches.

And so the first tramroads were laid down of this gauge.
1876 F. S. Williams Midi. Railxv. 555 Formerly there was
the mixed gauge for both broad and narrow gauge trains ;

hut the outer rail has been removed. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 198/2 The track is of the usual gauge.

4. techn. a. The length of projection of a slate

or tile beyond that which overlaps it. Now also

called the margin, h. (See quot. 1847.)
1703 T. N. City

<y_ C. Purc/iaser 274 At 6 Inches Gage,
about 800. .Tyles will cover a Square ; at 7 Inch Gage, 690.

1842 Brands Diet. Sci. etc., Gage, or Gauge, the length of

a slate or tile below the lap. 1847-78 Halliwell, Gage, a
measure of slate, one yard square, about a ton in weight.

1851 Laxton Builder's Price Bk. 38 Pantiling per square.

Laid dry, to a 10-inch gauge.

5. Nattt. (Usually spelt gage.) a. The position

of one vessel with reference to another and the wind.

In phrase To have or keep the tveather gage of: to

be to windward of; alsojig. to get the better of.

Subsequently also in lee gage (see quots. 1644,1794.
1591 Raleigh Last Fight Rez>. (Arb.) 26 The rest, .entred

as far as the place permitted and their own necessities, to

keep the weather gage of the enemy. 1644 Manwayring
Sea-mans Diet, s.v., When one ship is to-weather of another,

she hath, as they terme it, the weather-gage, but they never

use to say, the Lee-gage. 169a Capt. Smith's Seaman's
Gram. 1. xvi. 78, Weather Gage, is when one Ship has the
Wind ior is to Weather) of another. 1790 Beatson Nov. <•$-

Mil. Mem. II. 57 They tacked, when at about two leagues

distance, in order to gain the weather gage. 1794 Rigging

<V Seamanship II. 253' Lee-gage, a ship or fleet to leeward

of another is said to have the lee-gage. 1795 Nelson ia

Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 14 Taken aback with a fine breeze

at N.W. which gave us the weather-gage, whilst the

Enemy's Fleet kept the southerly gage. 1818 J as. Mill
Brit. India II. v. v. 523 After a variety of movements in

which Suflrein still kept the weather gage, the two fleets

came to action. 1835-40 J. M. ll'ilson*s Pales Bord. (1859)

XX. 270 He has got the weather gage of them, and for us

to run down to them would be to run ourselves into the

lion's mouth. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lee-guagc.

b. The depth to which a vessel sinks in the

water with a full cargo.

1644 Manwayring Sea-mam Diet, s.v., So many foote as

she drawes, is called the ships gage. 1800 [see Gauge-
murk in 15]. 1867 in Smyth Sailor s Word-bk.

6. Plastering. (See quots.)

1842 Brande Diet. Sci. etc., G<iget or Gauge,.. tha greater

or less quantity of plaster of Paris used with the common
plaster to accelerate its setting. 1849 Weale Diet. Archil.,

Gauge, a mixture of tine stuff and plaster, or putty and
plaster, or coarse stuff and plaster used in finishing the best

ceilings and for mouldings and sometimes for setting walls.

II. An instrument for measuring or testing.

+ 7. &• Agauging-rod. b. (See quot. c 1780.) Obs.

a. 1530 Palsuk. 2^4/2 Gauge to measure w yne with, gauge.

1611 Cotgu., lauge, a Gage; the instrument wherewith
caske is measured. 1706 Phillii'S feed, Kersey), Gage, a

Rod to measure Casks with.

b- 1635 In Nicholls Forest Dean (1858) 276 Iinplem* 1 " .

.

1 tuiron plate, 1 plackett, 1 gadge. 1 1780 Wyukall /bid.

279 Gage, two rods of iron jointed in the middle with a ring

for the filler to drop the shortest end into the furnace at the

top, to know when it is worked down low enough to he

charged again.

8. A graduated instrument or vessel for gauging

or measuring the force or quantity of a fluctuating

object, as a rainfall, tide, stream, wind, etc. Also

rain-, wind-gauge, etc. : see Kaix, etc.

1688 Buknlt Lett. Pies. State Italy 145 There is a Gage,
by which they Weigh the Water, and so they know how the

Evaporation advances ; it is of SiUer, and is so made, that

according to the weight of the Water, it sinks in to such a
depth ; & so by the degrees markt upon it, they know
how heavy the Water is 1763 W. l^MisCommerc. Philos.

Techn. 286 A smiths bellows raised a mercurial gage about

an inch so that it would have raised a water-gage about
fourteen inches. 1830 Sin J. Ross Narr. -aid Voy. xxxv.

* 18^5) 490 Nor is it an easy matter to measure the depth to

which a fall of snow is equivalent ; such is . . the difficulty of

securing any thing like an average within the compass of

any gauge that has yet been devised. 1851-9 Hlrschll in

Man. Sci. Enq. 135 One inch in depth of rain in the gauge
will be measured by 100 inches of the graduated vessel.

1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. iv. 115 They were fol-

lowed by about three inches (measured by the mercurial

gauge) of air. 1880 Halghton Phys. Geog. n. 31 The sea-

waves were recorded 011 the self-registering tide gauges.

fig. 1856 Emlkson Eug. Traits,Lit. Wks. (Hohn) II. iiu

[llacon].. basked in an element of contemplation out of all

modern Lnglish atmospheric gauges.

9. A contrivance attached to a vessel, esp. a boiler,

to show the height or condition of its contents

;

more fully gauge-cock, -glass. Of an air-pump: An
instrumentwhich points out the degree ofexhaustion

in the receiver; usually with word prefixed specify-

ing the form of gauge, as barometer}
siphon gauge :

see those words.
1794 G. Adams AW. Exp. Philos. I. xl 47 Acyphon-gage

which is occasionally substituted for the barometer-gage.

1824 K. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 204 This temperature
. .was ascertained by the common means of a gauge placed

on the boiler. 1835 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 376
The pipe G is a sort of gauge, by means of which, after

the pulp rises to a proper height in the vessel L, the

remainder of the water is carried off into the cistern C.

1839 R. S. Rohinson Naut. Steam Eng. 125 Each boiler

having its feed pipe, gauges, and blow-off pipes as before.

1876 RoinLhDGL Distov. 12 The gauge is screwed into

some part of the boiler, where it can always be seen by the

person in charge.

10. An instrument for ascertaining and verifying

dimensions, esp. for testing and sorting into trade

sizes tools, sheet iron, wire, etc. ; an instrument by

which tools, parts of machinery, etc., are regulated,

in process of manufacture, to standard dimensions.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exere. I. 32 This plate, must he a gage

to file your Worm and Gr*ove to equal breadth by. 271a

Arbuthnot John Bull 11L i, Timothy .. proposed to his

mistress, that she should entertain no servant that was
above four feet seven inches high ; and for that purpose he

prepared a gauge, by which they were to be measured.

1750 Blancklly K'av. Expos, s.v., Gages are used by the

Smiths for gageing Bolts, so as to make them of a true and
right size. 181216 J. Smith Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 29

It is much easier to file correctly with the assistance of

a guage than a pair of callipers. 283a G. R. POKTSS Porce-

lain 3- Gt. 46 Certain pegs are fixed as a gauge without the

circumference of the revolving board, but placed in such

a manner, that whenever the plastic clay is brought to

coincide at the requisite points with the gauge the thrower

knows that the article has attained the proper dimensions.

2841 Brees Gloss, Civ. Engin. s. v., It is very necessary,

in the practical working of railways, to keep standard iron

gauges, from which all those employed on the line should

be made. 2863 Tyndall Heat iv. 86 A cold bar which
fits between the two sides of a gauge will not fit when heated.

11. An adjustable tool used by carpenters and

joiners for marking lines parallel to the edge of

a board. Mortice gauge : one for marking parallel

lines for mortice-cutting.

1678 MOXOM Mcch.Exerc. 1. yoOf the Gage. . Its Office is

to Gagca Line parallel to any straight side. 2752 Chamblks
Cycl., Gage, in joinery . . is made of an oval piece of wood,
lilted upon a square stick, to slide up and down stifly there-

on [etc.]. 2843-59 GwiLT Archit. (ed. 4) § 2"° '1'he gauge
is an instrument used for drawing or making a line on a

piece of stuff to a width parallel to the edge.

12. a. J'riniing. A strip of anything used for

measuring and regulating the length of a page or

the width of a margin, b. Type-founding. Apiece

of hard wood or metal, variously notched, used to

adjust the dimensions, slopes, etc. of the various

sorts of letters.

2683 Moxon Mech. Bserc II. 85 The Face-Gage is a
Square Notch cut with a File into the edge of a thin Plate

of Steel, Iron, or Brass.. There be three of these Gages
made, for the Letters to be cut on one Body. 1841 Savagi.

Diet. Print, s.v., A Gauge, to regulate the margin, is used

both by compoMtors and pressmen . . The pressmen require a

gauge . . in order to keep the head lines of the pages of each

sheet precisely at the same diftance from the edge of the

paper. 2880 Print. Trades Jml. No. 30. 1 j There is a guage
both at back and side to ensure absolute uniformity in fold-

ing. 2892 J.wobi Printing v. 69 The ieiigth of a page having

been determined, a gauge should be made to the size.

13. A contrivance to limit or regulate the j>enetra-

lion of a cutting tool.

(V Always used in comb, with the name of the tool with

which it is used or of the process in which it is employed, as

auger-gauge, boring -gauge, except where the name may be

supplied from the context.)

14. jig. A means of estimating or determining,

a test.

1692 Lockk Consid. I.ozver. lute rest Wks. 1714 II. 31 If

Money were, .to be had from the Owner himself,, .it might

then probably be had at the Market Rate, and that Rate of

Interest would beaconstant gauge ofyourTrade and Wealth.

2718 Young Love Fame 'in. Wks. (1757) 102 Another judges

by a surer gage, An author's principles, or parentage. 2842

Kmkkson I.ect., Transcendent. Wks. (Bohn) II. 292 Besides

farmers, sailors, and weavers, there must be a few persons

of purer fire kept specially as gauges and meters. 2848

H. Rogers Ess. I. vi 289 A standard or gauge of the

highest and sublimest pitch to which the unaided intellect

of man can aspire. 2868 M. Patiison Academ. Org. iv.71

The impracticability of any equitable gauye of property,

either by testimonial or by enquiry, has been felt.
^
2884

Century Mag. July 430 The gauge of a pensioner's dis-

ability is always his unfitness to do manual work.

III. 15. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 5 b) gauge-

mark ; (sense 1) gauge-ring; gauge-book, ?a
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book on star-yanking

;
gauge box, brick (see

quots.); gauge-cock (sec quot. 1849 ;
gauge-

concussion, ' the lateral rocking of railway

carriages against the rails '
|
O^ilvie)

;
gauge-door

(see quot. ) ; gauge-frame (a) the frame ofa gauge-

weir; -b) a frame used to gauge the loading of

railway trucks, so as to limit it to the size capable
of passing through tunnels, etc. ;

gauge-glass, a

strong glass tube attached to a boiler to indicate the

height or agitation of the water in it
;
gauge-

kuife, a knife with some contrivance for regulating

the amount cut off; gauge-ladder, -lamp (see

{foots,) ;
gauge-lathe, a lathe for turning work to

pattern or size, the depth of cut being regulated

by a gauge or stop ; gauge-paddle, a paddle or

shutter used in a gauge-weir ; + gauge penny, a

gauger's fee or perquisite
;
gauge-pile, -pin (see

quots.) ; t gauge pipe (cf. gauge-cock' ; gauge-
plate (see quot.) ; gauge-point, a point marked
on a gauging rod, slide rule, etc., to indicate the

diameter of a cylinder one inch high containing

a unit of a given liquid measure; also, the length

marked by this point; gauge-rod, -saw, -stuff

(sec quots. ; gauge-weir, a weir fitted with

movable paddles or shutters as distinguished from

a solid weir'; ; gauge-wheel see quot.).

1872 1'koctor Ess. Astron. iii. 35 Here, .are a few of his

[Sir John Herschel\s] notes respecting the lesser .Magel-

lanic Cloud : they are taken from the *Guagebooks. 1874.

Knight Diet. Mech., *Gagebox for Shingles, a box of
a certain size in which shingles are laid to form bunches
of a certain number. x88o Jepfsries Gt. Estate viii. 152
She knew when the oven was hot enough by the *gauge-
brick : this particular brick as the heat increased became
spotted with white, and when it Jiad turned quite white the
oven was ready* 18*4 K. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 88
Acock to supply air to the receiver., is also employed as
a *gauge-eock. 1838 K. Stephenson Descr. Steam Engine
17 Two gauge cocks, .are fixed in the side of the fire box.

1849 Yv'i.w.i; Diet. Are/tit., Gauge-cocks, two or three small
cocks fijfed in front of the boiler of a steam engine, for the

purpose of ascertaining the height of the water. 1883
Gheslkv Gioss. Coal Alining, *Gauge-door, a wooden door
fixed in a mine in an airway for regulating the supply of
ventilation necessary for a certain district, or number of
men, &c. 1791 R. Mylni; Rep. Thames <y /sis 55 If weirs
were raised with *gauge-frames, the Water could be penned
over all the shoals. 1849 Whale Diet. Archil., *Gauge-
glass, in locomotive engines, a strong glass tube, connected
with the boiler by two cocks attached to the gauge-cock
pedestal. 1888 Daily Neius 29 Dec. 6/3 A lady, .was busily
engaged with a gauge knife slicing up the puddings into
ha'penny pen'orths. 1874 Knight Diet. Meeh., *Gage-
ladder, a square timber frame for raising the ends of
wheeling planks in excavating. A horsing-block. 1849
Whale Diet. Archil., 'Gauge-lamp, in locomotive engines,
a small lamp placed beside the gauge-glass .at night. 1800
/full Pilot. Act 22 Two *guage marks to be made and
fixed on the stem and stern. 1795 J. Phillips///.*/. Ireland
Xavig. Add. 66 Not to pass any lock unless the water flows
over the waste wire or 'gauge paddle. 1^4. Act 23 //en.
IS/, c 15 Le Roi ad ordeigne. .que le denier que est appelle
le 'gauge peny ne soit paie a le Gaugeor ne a ascun autre
en son noune, tanque il ou son deputee eit gauge lez vine/.

1874 Knight Did. Mech., *Gage-/>iie (Pile-driving), a pre-
liminary pile to mark the desired course. 1891 Jacoiu
Printing 285 *Gauge pins, small steel pins with teeth, for

securing the lay on small platen machines. 170a Savery
Miner's Friend. 25 The design of a Servant to do Mis-
chief . is easily discovered by those "'Guage Pipes. 1888
Lock-woods Diet. Mech. Engin., 'Gaugedlate, an ad-
justable plate fixed to shearing, cropping, and cutting-off
machines, for insuring the uniform length of short pieces
. . to be cut off. 1711 Bailey, *Gauge Point of Solid Mea-
sure, is the Diameter of a Circle whose Area is equal to the
solid Content of the same Measure. 1807 Hutton Course
Math. II. 82 On it are marked WGat 17.15, and AG at 18.95,
the wine and ale gage points. 1842 Bkande Diet. Sci. etc.,

Gaugc~point, is a term used in Gauging to denote the dia-
meter of a cylinder whose altitude is one inch, and its con-
tent equal to that of a unit of a given measure. 1793 *Gauge
ring [see sense 1 above]. 1888 Loekzvood's Diet. Mech. Eng/n.,
'Gauge-rod, a rod of iron from iin. to 4 in. in diameter,
and used for measuring the internal diameters of portions
of work in cases where great accuracy is essential. 1874
Knight Diet. Meeh., "Gage-sazv, a saw having an adjustable
frame or clamp, which determines the depth of kerf. 1823
P. Nicholson Praet. Build. 372 Mortar, called *gauge-stufT,
consists of about three-fifths offine-stuffandoneof Plaster of
Paris. 1S47 A. SmkiKtoh Build.Man. iaoGaugeStuffischiefly
u.ied for mouldings and cornices which are run or formed with
a wooden mould. 1791 R. Mvlne Re/. Tltames <$ Isis 53
The Weir near the Lock should be rebuilt with a *gauge
Weir. 1874 Knight Dict. Meeh. ,*Gage-wheel, one attached
to the forward end of a plow-beam, to gage the depth of
furrow.

Gauge, gage (g?*dff)j v -
1

!>• ONF. ganger
(Central Y.jauger), related to gauge: see pree.J

T 1. trans. To measure or measure off (a length

or quantity). Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pal'.ail. on fftisb. 1. 208 Too feet deep is good for

corn tilage, And doubil that for tieen, in depnes gage. Ibid.

x\. 79 Or euery tre a stryke of askes gage.

2. To ascertain by exact measurement the dimen-
sions, proportions, or amount of; applied spec, to

the measurement of objects of standard size (e.g.

wire, bolts) ; also to the measurement of fluctuating

quantities such as rainfall and intensity of wind.
In non-technical use, the commonest application is

to the measurement of the depth of a liquid content.

c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 189/1 Gawgyn depnesse, dimentior.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. eclxix. 399 He gauged y°
depnesse ofttie dyche with a spearc. a 1547 SURREY /Eueid
II. 52 Capys. .Will (1. .to. .bore and gagt: the hollow canes
uncouth. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676 331 And when
they gaged the foord, they found it impossible to wade
through. 1618 E. Ki.ton Compl. Sonet. Sinner {1622) 156
Continually sounding and gaging the depth of it. 1725
Bradley Font. Diet., Hater-gage, an Instrument to Gage
or Measure the Profundity or Quantity of any Water.
1750 [see Gauge sb. 10J. 1781 Cowmsr Charity 139 Who
drive a loathsome traffic, gauge and span, And buy the
muscles and the bones uf man. 1828 Caklvli. Misc. (,1857)
I. 106 \\ e are yet to learn by what arts or instruments the
mind could be so measured and gauged. 1833 J. Hollas u
Mauuf. Metal III. 347 Wire is gauged, or the diameter of
each sort ascertained, .by inserting it into a nick filed in

the margin of a steel plate containing a gradation of these
nicks. 1852 Miss Fox Jruls. 23 Aug., In six weeks, they
mean to begin gauging the heavens. 1853 Phillips Rivers
Yorks. iii. 44, I have gauged .. the river which washes the
walls of York, and obtained, .the quantity of water in cubic
feet per day. 1875 Pkoctok in Eucyel. Brit. II. 821/2 Gaug-

i ing the sidereal system on this principle, Sir W. Herschel
deduced the inference that il is shaped like a cloven flat di=>c.

t b. To gauge a sliip see quot.). Obs.
1644 Maswayrisc Sea-mans Diet. s. v.. When we would

know how much water a ship drawes when she is a-tloate
we stick a naile into a pike or pole, and so put it downe by
the Rudder, till tins naile catch hold under the Rudder,
and this we call gageing a ship.

3. To ascertain the capacity or content of 'a cask

or similar vessel) by combined measurement and
calculation (usually performed by the instrument
called a gaugtng-rod).

1 1353 -^ ^7 Edw. Ill, Stat. 1. c. 3 Que tous vins..soieiit
bient & loialment gauge/ par le Gaugeour le Roi 011 sun
depute.] 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 13 All the Vessels of Wine
. .shall, .be well and truly gauged by the King's Ganger.
1531-2 Act 23 Hen. I'/J /, c. 7 Euery gaugeour within this
realme .shall truely and effectually, .gauge all the said..
barrels. 1591 Child Marriages (E. E. T. S.I155 Whiche wines
Kalphe Allen and Richard B roster, Sheriffes. .haue seased
vpon as forfeited, because they were sold without, and
before they were gauged. 1644 Manwaykinu Sea-mans
Diet, s.v., We are to Gage our Cask, that we may see how
great it is, or how much is leaked out; which we doe by
putting downe a stick at the Boong, and that, by the wet-
nesse, will shew how much liquour is in it. 1712 Arb'JTH-
Kot John Bull 111. vii, He would slip into the cellar, and
gauge the casks. 1830 Caklyle /.atter-d. Painph. iii.

(.18721 101 To break Ins heart among poor mean mortals,
gauging beer ! 1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng. xix. IV. 4S3
They would collect the customs, and gauge the beer barrels.

absol. 1770 Goldsm, Des. P'ill, 210 And even the story
ran that he could gauge.

b. humorously,
1589 Nashe Ded. to Greene's Menaphon (Arb.l 15 It is for

a Poet, to examine the pottle pottes, and gage the bottome
of whole gallons. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood vi.

76 Where boone companions gage the pots apace.

4- fig* \ esP* to take the measure ' of ^a person,
his character, etc.).

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. clxxXIV. 1143 What are
the Judgmentesof God? Eueu adeepe gulfe vnpossible to
be gaged. 1596 Shaks. Merck, V. 11. ii. 208, I barre to
night, you shall not gage me By what we o\o^ to night.

1612 T. Taylor Comrn. Titus 1. 2 By these notes gage thy
heart. 171G Porte Ess, Homer's Battles in Iliad II. 326
That artful Manner of taking Measure or tas one may sayj

Gaging his Heroes by each other. 1807 Ckabbl. Par. Reg.
111. 480 He who, by contract, all your paupers took, And
gauges stomachs with an anxious look. 1870 E. Peacock
Ralf Skirl. II. 61 She, on the contrary, was never able to
gauge him. 1880 Kinglake Crimea VI. xi. 414 Can they
gauge or record the alleviation of misery effected by care.

1888 Bryce Amer. Comma/. III. Ixxxvi. 145 How is he to
gauge the voting strength its advocates can put forth?

5. To render conformable to a given standard of
measurement or dimensions ; also to gauge up.
Hence Jig. to set bounds to, to limit.

1600 Holland Livy xxxin. xxiii. (i6oq<48y, I will myselfe
limit and gage [L.semodum iu/>ositnrum\ those things, which
fortune, occasion of the times, and necessitie have made
excessive and beyond all measure powerfull. 1601 — Pliny
I. 129 The voiage thither from the foresaid country was
gaged within a lesse time. 1651-3 J. Bahkkr Art ofAngling
8 Gage your line, bait your hook. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exere.
I. 105 By these Screws, and the Rabbet and Groove, your
work will be evenly gaged all the way . . under the edge of
the Iron Q. 1713 Dekham Phys. TheoL vu. i. {1727) 335
The Vanes as nicely gaug'd on each Side as made ; broad
on one Side, and narrower on the other. 1788 Trans, Soc.
Arts VI. 200 Two steel chaps to guage the Cutter. 1891
Jacobi Printing vi. qo When formes are sent to press or
machine great care should be exercised tn. straight-edging
after gauging-up the margins.

b. spec. To cut or rub (bricks or stones) accurately

to a uniform size.

1750 LaMGLBY Lo/ui. Prices 130 in Diet. Archil. (1848-52)
s.v., The workman must gauge and rub down the red-stock
bricks, so that every five courses of them shall come level
with every four courses of place-bricks. 1842-59 Gwilt
Archit. (ed. 4) § 1917 The stones are guaged and dressed by
the hammer. 1879 Casscll's Techn. Educ. 1. 225/2 In bricks,
they must either be ' gauged \ that is, rubbed or cut to the
shape required, or the difference must be made up by mortar.

6. To mark off or set out (a measurement or
measured distance'.

1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. I. 79 Gage another line opposite
to the first gaged line. 1725 W. Halfpenny Sound Building
$-*, The Arch HD is drawn by gauging from the Arch GC.
1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories 25 A strong line
may be stretched about 5 feet from the floor . . to gauge the
plumb-lines from. 1879 &asstWs Tcchn. Educ, IV. 206/1
The length of the spokes is then guaged.

7. Plastering. To mix plaster) in the right pro-

portions for drying rapidly or otherwise.
1686 Plot Siajfordsh. 173 When they seel or parge with

it [alabaster], they wet it by degrees, which they call

gayeing. 1823 P. Nicholson Praet. Build. 372 When
great expedition is required, the plasterers gauge all their

mortar with Plaster of Paris. 1897 Laxton's Builders'
Price Bk. ied. 18) 255 When used as concrete il (Portland
cement] has been gauged as poor as 10-1

—

i.e. 1 part of
cement to 10 of sand and shingle or ballast.

8. Dressmaking. To draw up in a series of parallel

yallieriiios. (See GAUGING vbl. s/>.)

1881 Miss linAUUoN Asph. xix. 210 Dresses— gaged, and
puffed and pleated. 1883 Myras Jml. Aug., The sk-e\e-

. consist uf a lace puff, gauged into tin- .shoulder. 1896
Daily Xetus 17 Oct. 6/5 The underbodice i> in diawn
muslin, gauged at the neck in several rows.

1' Gauge, v.- Oi's. rare.- 1 [?Cf. QY.jaugitr
to break in

va door).] trans. ? To burst through.
1583 '!'. Siocklk tr. Civ. Wars Ltnv C. in. 1.0a, They

feared that the tielde banker and ditches were ii"l as
yet gawged and cut [orig. !•'. ne fltreut encore pene], by
reason they saw not the water coine downe. Ibid., The
messengers, .had scene with their owne eyes the gawgiug
and cutting downe uf the field bankes or ditche;.

Gaugeable [g^'dgabT), a. [(. Gauge v.* +

-able.J That may be gauged ; liable to be gauged
for excise duty.
1768-74 Tucklr LI. Nat. (1852) 648 Does our God, as was

fabled of" the heathen Jupiter, distribute His mercies out of
a gaugeable tun 'i 1809 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 329/1 The
light of gauging 'all gaugeable matters within the city.

1824 Act 5 Geo. IV, c. 74 § 25 Vessels of wine, oil, hone;-,
and oilier gaugeable liquors.

Gauged, gaged &•'&?>&,, ppl a. [f. Gauge z».i

+ -KD'.J

1. Marked or n easured with a i;anp;e.

1678 Moxon Meeh. Exere, I. 79 Work your stuff down tu

those two Gaged Lines.

2. Bricklaying. Of bricks : Cut or rubbed
accurately to a uniform size. Gauged arch, an
arch composed of gauged bricks. Gauged work,
work in which gauged bricks are used.
1823 P. Nicholson Praet, Build, 345 The line red cutting

bricks are used for ruled and gauged work. 1836 Penny
Cyet, V. 410/1 The bricks for rubbed or gauged arches are
cut with radiating lines. 1842-59 Gwili Archit. (ed. 4)

§ ifcy7 Ir was formerly, .the practice to face the front walls
of houses with guaged or rubbed bricks. 1848-52 Diet.
Archil, s.v., Gauged and rubbed brickwork. 1851 Laxton
Builder's Price Bk. 37 Arches.. Mouldings in gauged and
cut malms, set in putty.

3. J'/astering. Mixed in the proper proportions

for quick drying. Gauged stuff- yauge-stuff (sec

Gauge sb. 15).
1848-52 Diet. Archit. s.v. Gauged stuff, Lath plastered,

floated, and set with gauged putty appears in the price books
between 1830 and 1S40. .Mortar mixed with roman cement to

accelerate the drying ot the brickwork is also called gauged
mortar. 1897 Laxton s Builders' Price Bk. >ed. 18) 253
Coarse plaster [is used] principally for what is called
* gauged work *.

4. Dress//taking. (Cf. Gauge v. 8.",

1896 Daily Xeivs 17 Oct. 6/5 The long sleeves are also in

gauged muslin. •

5. Of a weir : Fitted with movable paddles or

shutters.

1791 Rep, Xavig. Thames <y fsis Kstim. ,? At Shitford's
Wear, a new Pound Lock, a new gauged Wear and Cut,
raising banks, &c. ,£1200.

Gauger (g3 d^i ].. Forms: 6 gagier, gau-
geo(u)r, 7 gawger, -eo vu)r. gaudger, gajor, 6-8
gager, 9 guager, 5- gauger. [a. AF. gaugeour,
agent-n. {.ganger Gauge v. ]

]

1. One who gauges, in senses of the vb. ; esp. in

sense 3, an exciseman.
I483. 153 I [see Gauge v. 1 3]. 1542 KtcoKut, Gr. Aries

(1575) 206 How they do differ daily from their iust measure,

y; Gagiers can tell you better than I. 1608 R. Norton tr.

Stez'vCs Disme B iij b, To Land-Meaters, Gaudgers, Stereo-
meters in generall. 1668 X Riding Rec. VI. 125 Gajor to
His Majesty for the duty of Excise. 1702 Loud. Gaz. No.
3790 /

5 Every Bushel of Malt, so conveyed from the Sight
and View of the Gaugers. 1789 Burns To Dr. Blacklock
iv, But what d'ye think, my trusty fier, I'm turned a
gauger. 18x8 Scott Rob Roy iv, It's e'en because your
English gaugers and supervisors . . have taen up the trade
of thievery over the heads of the native professors. 1887
SThyiiNsoN Underwoods 1. ii, The gauger walked with
willing foot And aye the gauger played the flute.

Jig. 1856 R. A. Valghan Mystics^1860) I. 181 Entertained
my jovial guager of monks' bellies with the best cheer
I had. 1874 Whittilr Hum. Sacr. v, Calm gauger of the

swelling tide Of mortal agony and fear.

t 2. One who sells liquor. Obs. rare~ A
.

e 1610 in Gutch Cdil. Cur, II. 14 That noTiplcr or Gauger
sell by other measure than by gallon, pottel [etc.].

3. A gauging instrument, a measure.
1580 Babingion Exp. Lord's Prayer (1596) 200 As with

a gager he gageth them by those blessings. 1612 Woouall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653* 314 This Instrument, the Trafiue
. . needeth no rule or gager. 1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade,
Gauger

.

. an instrument used by leather cutters.

Hence Gaugership, the office of a gauger.
1881 Nation <N. Y.) XXXIII. 1 Because he does not

satisfy them with collectorships, gaugerships, and consulates.

T Gau*gery. Obs. rare- 1

. In 7 gaudgerie.
[f. Gauge vA •+ -ehy. In AF. gaugerie."] The
action or process of gauging.
1608 R. Nokton tr. Stevin^s Disme D iv, Gaudgerie i>

Stereometrie . . but . . all Stereometric is not Gaudgerie.



GAUGING. GAUNT.

Ganging, gaging ^djiq), vbl. sb. [f.

Gauge t 1

.
1 + -ing'.J

1. The action of the vb. Gauge in various senses
;

esp. the action or method of determining by actual

measurement the capacity of a vessel or the

amount contained in it.

c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 189/1 Gawgynge of depenes.se,

dimeuciona.'us. 1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 16 Of Wine . . or
Ale vessels, &c, the Measuring, commonly . . is culled

Gaging. 1661 Marvell Corr. xxiv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 60
Your Patent for the gaging of wines. 1665 Phil. Trans.
I. 65 For the Figure of the Tool in that way is presently
vitiated by the working of the Glass, and without much
gaging will not do any thing considerable. 1743 Loud. <y

Country Brew. n. (ed. 2) 127 A moving Consideration to an
Officer to take Care of oppressing the Subject with Over-
charges in Gaging. 1867 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. n. III.

It. 476 Numerous gaugings and samplings of the sewage .

.

have been undertaken.

b. The gauged part (of a tiling;, rare K Cf.

Gauge ».i 5.1

17J5W. Halfpenny SoundBuildings&The two Gaugings
A the How A are let into two level Pieces on each side the
Puppet-head.

2. Coal-mining. (See quot.)

1883 Greslsy Gloss. Coal Mining, Gaging, a small em-
bankment or heap of slack or rubbish, made at the entrance
to a heading, &c, as a means of fencing it off.

3. Needlework. (See quot. 1882.)
188* Caulfeild & Sawaed Diet. Needlework, Gauging

or Gaging, a term applied to a series of close parallel

runnings, which are all drawn up so as to' make the material
between them set full by gatherings. 1893GKORGIAHA Hill
Hist. En*. Dress II. 248 Sleeves made with several small
puffs and gaugings. 1896 Daily .Yews 6 June 8/4 The
blouse is pink silk muslin, with a few gaugings across the

chest to keep the folds in order.

4. altrib. and Comb. : gauging-line, a graduated

line for gauging casks, drawn on a gauging-rod or

slide-rule; gauging-rod, an exciseman's instrument

on the principle of the slide-rule for measuring the

capacity or contents of a cask or other vessel

;

gauging-rule, -ruler, -stick - prec.

1656 H. Phillips Purck. Patt. 11676) 171 How to make this

*Gauging-line,andtosetit upon aGauging-Rod. 1570J. Dee
Math. Pre/.Aiiijb, Bydueapplyingof.. 'Gaging rod orsuch
like instrument) to the Length, Plaine, or Solide measured,
to lie certified, either of the length, perimetry, or distance
lineall. 1635 Sir C. CAVENDISH in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
I1841) I. 22, I thank you . . for the way of calculating the
divisions of your guaging rod. 1800-12 Mar. Edgewortu
Absentee ix, And the gauging-rod even ! who fears it ? 1807
Hl'tton Course Math. II. 82 On it are marked . . the wine
and ale gage points, to make this instrument serve the pur-

pose of a *gaging rule. 1656 H. Phillips Pureh. Patt.

(1676) 162 These 'Gauging Rulers are made by Mr. Hayes.
1789 'Gauging stick [see Exciseman}.

Gauk, var. Gawk.
Gaul (g§l), sb, and a. [f. Gaul (the name of

the country , a. F. Cattle, an adoption (phono-

logically obscure) of L. Gallia, i. Gall-us a Gaul]
A. sb. a. An inhabitant of ancient Gaul ; also,

in a more restricted sense, an individual of the
' Gallic

?

people or race, as distinguished from
other peoples inhabiting Gaul. b. XJsedpoel. and
humorously for : A Frenchman (cf. the similar use

of Gaul for ' France', GALLIC for ' French '),

[1563 Winzkt tr. Vineentius (title', Vincentius Lirinensis
of the natioun of Gallis. 1695 Bacon Ess., Greatness of
Kingd. (Arb. ) 485 The Galls, Germans, etc.] 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) IVks. ill 1121124) Where many a Mounsieur of
the gallant Gaules, Vnnat'rally was slaine in ciuill braules.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 9 The Gauls were wont often to
pass over into Britain, to be instructed by the Druids. 1608
Dkyden Ep. to Motteux 40 Let thine own Gauls condemn
thee, if they dare. 1705 Addison Campaign 54 Delightful
stream [the Moselle], had Nature bid her fall In distant
Climes, far from the perjur'd Gaul. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Race Wks. Bohn) II 27 They [the Normans] had
lost their own language, and learned the barbarous Latin of
the Gauls. 1886 M. F. Sheldon tr. Flaubert's Salammbo 4,

( lauls, with their long hair coiled up on the top of their heads,

f B. adj. Of or pertaining to Gaul. Gallic. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 87 Seas .. betweene it [Sequana]

and Pyrenaius, the Gaule Ocean. 1606 — Sueton. 22 He
left Commentaries also of his owne Acts, to wit, as touching

the Gaule-warre, and the Ciuill warre with Pompeius.

Gaulding : see Gaul is.

Gaul e : see Gall.

Gaulic (gy'Hk), a. Now rare. [f. Gaul sb.

+ -I0.1 = Gallic «.l a.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 21 The Gaulike Luca or

League, conteineth..iust so many paces. -1645 Howell
Lett. (1650) I. 457 There be divers old Gaulick words yet

remnining in the French, which are pure British. 1844 Miss
Costello Bdmm <y Pyrenees I. 99 Numerous treasures of

Gaulic and Roman and Middle-age art. 1846 H. Torrens
Mil. Lit. Hf Hist. I. 166 The old Gaulic habit of using the

heavy wains of the army as. .a rallying point.

Ganlin (gglin). Jamaica. Also 8 gaulding,

9 gawling. A kind of egret.

a 1705 Ray Synods- Avium (1713) 189 Ardea alia major
nostras. The largest White Gaulding .. Ardea- ca'ruleo-

niera. The Black or Blew Gaulding. 1715SLOANE Jamaica
II. 314 The largest white Gaulding. Ibid. 313 The Black

Gaulding, or blue Gaulding. 1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 70

The Dark-coloured Gaulding . . The whole bird is of the

Crane kind and generally found feeding upon worms about

the edges of ponds. Ibid. The Grey Gaulding. This bird

is seldom seen in this island. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
478 The grey crested Gaulding. 1847 GossE Birds Jamaica

335, 1 have observed in June, the white forms of many
Gaulins studding the verdant meadows. 1870 Gd. Words
June 381 A slate-blue heron, or gawling, as they call him
here, rose lazily off a dead bough.

Gaulish gg'lijj, a. .sb.) ff. Gaul sb. + -ish.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the ancient Gauls.

Also used (chiefly poet, or /tumorous) for: French.
1659 B. Harris ParivaTs Iron Age 1 That Gaulish

Hercules [K. Henry IV of France], 1755 Johnson, Gal-
Hard \gaillard, French ; imagined to be derived from
the Gaulish ard, genius, and gay). 1756-7 tr. Keysler's

I Trav. (1760) I. 448 Not only in the old Gaulish language,
but also in the Netherlands. 1766 Smollett Trav. 246

I

Carracalla was the name of a Gaulish vestment which this

f prince affected to wear. 1830 Lyell Pi inc. Geo/. I. 19 It

was a dogma of the Gaulish Druids that the universe was
I

immortal. 1845 Graves Pom. Law in Encycl. Metro/'. 755/1
The destruction of monuments consequent upon the Gaulish
invasion.

B. sb. The language of the Gauls.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 1. i. § 3. 4 The old Gaulish, or

British, which is yet preserved in Wales. 1727 51 Chambers
Cycl s. v. Romans, A mixture. .of half Latin, half Gaulish

!
or Celtic, constituted the Romans [language]. 1893 Nation

!
(N. Y.I 12 Jan. 32/3 In Gaulish the word would not be

I

' Allobroga '.

Gault (gfMt), sb. Geol. Also 6 galte, 8-9 golt,

gait. [Of obscure origin : cf. OSw. gait neut. of

galder adj., barren.]

1. (See quot. 1833.) A\so gault clay.

1575 Tl'rbf.rv. Venerte 186 In grounde that is harde to

dygge as in galte clay and stonye grounde. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India A- /'. 332 The Element.. vegetates, and takes

upon it the Nature of .Minerals, Stones, Gaults. or Clay.
1766 Phil. Trans. LVI. 12 This stratum of gravel is . . sur-

rounded with a bed of very dark blue golt. 1807 Vancouver
Agric. Devon (18131 285 note, The bottom of this drain was
formed of a retentive clay or gault. 1833 Lyell Princ.
Geology III. Gloss. 69 Gault, a provincial name in the east

of England for a series of beds of clay and marl, the
geological position of which is between the upper and the
lower greensand. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agrie.
(ed. 4) I. 339 Chalk marl and gait are the strata which
appear immediately under the lower chalk and occupy a
valley at the foot of the chalk hills. 1876 Page Adv. Text-
bk. Geol. xviii. 337 The argillaceous strata, .known by the

provincial term ' gault ' or ' golt '.

2. Comb. : gault-mill.
1889 Athenseum No. 3244. 883/1 Urchins who. like horses

in a gault-mill, trotted beneath the structure in a circle and
pushed it round.

Gault (g^lf1

, V. dial. [f. prec. sb.] a. trans.

To cover (soil) with clay obtained from the sub-

soil, b. inlr. To dig gault for embankments.
Hence Gaulting vbl. sb. Also Gaulter, a

labourer who digs gault.

1851 H. Stephens Bk. 0/Farm § 2124 fed. 21 The process

of gaulting or claying the soil. 1885 Instr. to Census Clerks

86 Clay Banksman, Clay Miner . . Gaulter. 1893 Baring-
Gould Cheap.Jack Z. II. 39, Gangers, clayers, bankers,

gaulters. Ibid. 48 How should I be paid for my gaulting ?

and without gaulting there can be no banking.

Gaultheria fg<<l)uVria . [mod.L., f. name
of M. Gaultier, a Canadian botanist ] A genus of

evergreen aromatic plants (N.O. Ericacex). The
plant Gaultheria procumbens, known in the U.S.

as Wintergreen, yields a volatile oil, used in the

pharmacopoeia, called gaultheria oil.

1848 in Craig. 1859 ptnvncs'
1 Chem. 527 Gaultheria oil is

isomeric with anisic acid. 1876 Gross Die. Bladder 40

Emolskm, prepared with gum Arabic, loaf-sugar, and oil

of gaultheria. 1880 C. R. Mark ham Peruv. Bark 140

Above the tambo there was a small thicket of gaultherias.

Gaulty 'g(Hti\ a. In quots. galty. [? f. Gault
+ -y 1. Cf. Gouty and Gally] (See quots.)

1790 Sir J. Cullum Hist. Hawsted f, Hardwiek iii. in

Bibl. Topogr. Brit. V. 171 Sand-Galls, spots of sand in a
field where water oozes : and lands where such spots are

frequent, are called galty lands. 1813 Moon Suffolk Words,
Galty, wet, boggy, clayey land. 1841 Jml. R. Agric. Soc.

1 1. 11. 263 If the shoulders of the drain give way in a gravelly

or galty place, bushes or stubble are placed under the turf.

Gaum gjm), *».' Obs. exc dial. Also 7 goarn.

trans. To handle, esp. in some improper fashion.

165S R. Fletcher Martial etc. 230 Each Lad took his

I .ass by the fist, And when he had squeez'd her, and gaum'd
her untill The fat of her face ran down like a mill He [etc.].

1674-91 Ray A". C. Words, Goam, to grasp, or clasp, a 1700

B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gaum, see Paume [ = to palm in

die, etc.)]. 1738 Swift Pol. Convert, ii . Wks. (ed. Faulkner,

Dublin) VI. 331 Don't be niauming and gauming a Body
so. [Differently in other edd.] Can't you keep your filthy

Hands to your self'.' 1886 Chester Gloss., Gawm., to grasp

in the hand. 1894 S. h. Worcs. Gloss., Gaum, to handle

articles in a manner calculated to damage or mar their

appearance.

Gaum (g§m) , v.* [Cf. Gome sb. = Coom sb* 4.]

trans. To smear with a sticky substance ; to daub

(something sticky) on a surface.

01796 Pegge Derbicisms II. E. D. S.> 102 Gawm'd.
smeared. 1814 Lamb Lett. • 1888) II. 120 Hope it won't clog

his wings (gaum, we used to say at school). 187a ' Mark
Twain' fniwc. Air. xx. 146 Those low savages .. mix the.

.

grease and ashes .. with tar, and ' gaum ' it thick all over their

heads. 1883 Athena-urn No. 2885. 192 The greater part of

the interior was gaumed with shellac in solution.

Gaum (g9m),w.3 dial. inlr. To stare vacantly.

1674-91 Ray N. C. Words, s. v. Goam, We pronounce it

gaum or gauve, and speak it of persons that unhandsomely

gaze or look about them. 1839 Cumbld. f, Westmld. Dial.

72 A body knaas better haw tae carry thcrsel when they er

amang gentlefowk : yan leaks nit quite sae gawmin. 1877

lloldcrness Gloss., Gawm, to stare vacantly. 1887 .S". drat,
Gloss., Gawmin, foolish, awkward, rash.

Gaum, dial, form of Gome, notice.

Gaumbisoun, var. Gambesun.
Gaumeril, var. Gomeuil.

Gau'mless, a. dial. Also gawm(b)less.
[f. gaum dial.) = Gome notice, understanding +
UM.J Wanting sense, or discernment.
c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dialect Wks. (1862'

55, I steart like o Wilcat, on wur welly gawmless. 1845
E. Bronte Wuthering Heights xxi, Did I ever look so

stupid: so 'gaumless 1 as Joseph calls it? 1861 Waugh
Birtle Carter s Talc 19 Eh, ttiae greyt gawmbless foo !

Wheer arto for up theer ! 1E81 ' Basil ' Love the Debt iii,

You lazy, idle, gaumless good-for-nowt

!

Gaum-like, a. dial. [f. as prec. + -like.]

Having an intelligent look.

1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. II. 21 She were a poor,

friendless wench, .but honest and gaum-like.

Gaumy g^mi), a. rare. [Cf. Gaum 2/.'-] Of
the nature of a daub or smear.
1881 Leieestersh. Gloss., Gaumy, gummy ; sticky. 1888

Athemeum 25 Feb. 250 3 It shows \\ ilkie designing with
admirable vigour, but the execution is vicious and ' gaumy '.

Gaun, Sc. f. going, ppl. ilgae : see God.

t Gaunce, V. Obs. rare -". [Cf. F. janeer of

the same meaning (only in Palsgr.).] (See quot.)

1530 Palsgr. 561/2, I gawance [sic] a horse up and downc
upon the stones ami make hym gambalde and flynge, Je
pourboudis. And you gaunce your horse up and downe
thus [etc.].

Gauncely e, Gauneh, var. Gansel, Ga.nlh.

Gaundies, -ise, obs. ff. Jaundice.
Gaundre, obs. form of Gander.
GaunseHke, var. Gansel. Obs.

Gaunt (gynt, gant), a. Foims : 5 gawnti^e,

ga(u)nte. 6-7 gant, 6- gaunt. [Of unknown
origin : Prof. Skeat compares Norw. gaud thin

pointed stick, tall thin man (Aasen), and Sw. dial.

gawk a lean and nearly starved horse (Rietz).
V

All other words in -aunt (exc. flaunt' are of Fr. origin.

The prevailing early use might suggest that the word was
a graphic adoption ofgant = OF', gent, Gent, elegant.]

1 1. In favourable or neutral sense : Slim, slender,

not fat. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 189/1 Gawnt or lene, maciolcntus

[sic] Gawnte or swonge (A", or slendyr), gracilis. 1546 St.

Papers Hen. VIII, XL 230 The King .. was nothing so

lusty nor so gaunte, when I saw him last, as He is nowe .

.

I wold not haue beleved He had byne in so good case as He
is nowe, if I had not sene Him myself. 1549 Latimer 5th

Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 154 Sodaynelye, she was gaunte

agayne [after childbirth]. 1377 B. Googe Heresbach's

Husb. 111. (1586I 154 b, The bogge that is for the folde,

must neither lie so gaunt nor swift as the Grayhounde, nor

so fatte nor heavy as the inasty. x6oz Holland Pliny 1 1. 152

They who feed ouermuch, and desire to be gant and slender

. .ought to forbear drinking at ineales. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden cl. 229 It [gioundsell] is much used to be given to

tame Rabbets when they are potbellyed . to make them

gaunt and healthfull. 1684 R. H. School Rccrcat. to If you

would chuse a swift, light Hound .. he ought to have a slender

Head, .broad Back, gaunt Belly, small 'tail, .and in fine, of

a Grey-hound-like make. 1690 Lorui. Cm No. 2572/4 One
light grey Mare, comes 7, about 15 hands, a gant Body.

1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray <E. D.S.), Gant, lusty, hearly

and healthful. [Cf. quot. 1546 above.] 1736 Pegge A'euti-

cisms (E.D.S.), Gant, of a greyhound, or a racehorse, being

thin in the flanks. [1848 Thackeray Van. Pair lvii, He was

quite well (though as gaunt as a greyhound) before they

reached the Cape. ]

2. Abnormally lean, as from hunger ; haggard-

looking ; tall, thin, and angular in appearance.

<ri44o[see 1]. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxiii.(i887) in
If the colour begin to faint, or the bodie to be gaunt. 1593

Shaks. Kick. II, 11. i. 74 Oh how that name befits my
composition : Old Gaunt indeed, and gaunt in being old.

Ibid. 82 Gaunt am 1 for the graue, gaunt as a graue. 1639

G. Daniel Pectus, xiii. ,9 For what Alliance, what relation

Hath the gant Wolfe w»> the Innocent Lamb? 1697DRYDEN
I'irg. Georg. IV. 144 Gaunt are his Sides, and sullen is his

Face. 1815 Scott Guy M. ii, His tall, gaunt, awkward
bony figure, attired in a thread-bare suit of black. i88z

Ocida Maremma I. 17 A tall gaunt woman with blue eyes

and snow-white hair.

flg. 1809 Heber Palestine 261 Wide-wasting plague,

gaunt famine, mad despair.

b. Hungry, greedy, ravenous, rare.

1746 Smollett Reproof'125 Gorg'd with our plunder, yet

still gaunt for spoil, Rapacious Gideon fastens on our isle.

3. trans/. Of inanimate things : Grim or desolate

of aspect
; t (fit a sound), suggestive of desolation.

1814 Prophetess 1. v, Like the gaunt echo of a hollow tomb.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop i, I had, ever before me, the

gaunt suits of mail with their ghostly silent air—the faces

all awry. 1871 BtSAMT & Rk» Ready Mont) Atattiiof 1,

Mortiboy's parlour is a gaunt cold room. 1874 Mahaffv
Soc. Life Greece xi. 349 Human art has been thrust . .

e*en

into hostility with our stern and gaunt devoutness. 1876

T. Hardy EthclbertaiiSgoa}, 1 am at presc t. surrounded

by gaunt realities. 1886 Hall Caine Son o/Hagar 11. xiv,

Paul walked among the naked trees of the gaunt wood at

the foot of Coledale.

4. Comb , as gaunt-bellied, -looking adjs.

1629 Gaule Holy Madn. 324 Is he not mostly .
.
Gaunt

belly'd. i860 Tyndall Glae. 1. xi. 70 Mounds of ice. .split

into high towers and gaunt-looking pyramids.

Hence Qauntedn., made lean or meagre; starved.

1583 Sianvhurst /Eneis 11. (Arb.) 55 Lyke rauening

woolfdams vpsoackt and gaunted in hunger. 1890 D. S.

Cage in Shields Big Game X. Ame>: 476 A gorged Wolf is



GAUNTER.
not fast ..but when properly 'gaunted', few horses can
catch a Gray Wolf.

Gaunt : see Gant.

t Gaunter. Obs. rare~\ [a. F. gander, f.

gant glove.
J A glover or glove-maker.

1415 in York Myst. Introd. 20 Gaunters {glossed by
Glovers).

Gauntlet ;g§ntlet, ga'ntlet\ sbA Forms: 5
gantelet,gaantelote,5-6 gauntelette,6ga u nt-
lett, 7 gantlet, 5- gauntlet, [a. Y.gantelet, dim.
of gant (OF. also ,£//<*«/, want glove = Sp.gitante,

Yg.guante (gauntlet., It. guanto, mecl.I.. gantus,
wantns. The word isapp. of Teut. origin, though
found only in Scand. as ON. vote r \\—OTeut.
*wantu-z). dim. vett-ling-, OSw. vanler, S\v. Da.
vante. MDu. want is prob from OK.
Noreen suggests that the root may be related to OX.

vinda, OE. windan to wind, by an interchange of t and d
(-orig. d, d/i) dating from the Indo-Eur. period.]

1. A glove worn as part of mediaeval armour,
usually made of leather, covered with plates of steel.

^1420 Lvnr,. Asscmb. Gods 346 Mynerue.. All in curas
clad, Ganntlettes on hyr handys. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 64
The knyght with his gauntelotes handleth more surely the
spere or his swerd. 1568 Grai-'ton Chron. II. 377 He. .cast
away his Gauntlets, and his sworde to make him the lighter.
1658 CokaiMv Trappoliu in, it. These hands, that wont to
wave a dreadful sword, Instead of iron gauntlets now must
wear Perfum'd gloves ! 176a Hooi.e Tasso XI. 295 Wing'd
with speed, the vengeful arrow Hew : Swift thro' his better
hand it held its course, Nor could the steely gauntlet stop
the force. 1828 Scott F, M. Perth vi, I am not the man . . to
disparage the glover's mystery .. I am myself a maker of
gauntlets. i86oTyndall(7/<i£\ i.ii. 20 The glacier resembles
a vast gauntlet, of which the gorge represents the wrist.

b. used for Cesits 2
.

1697 Dryden sEneid v. 88 The strong with Iron Gauntlets
arm'd shall stand, Oppos'd in Conv-at on the yellow Sand.
1700 — Pal. <y Arc. ill. 1001 Who naked wrestled best. .Or
who with gauntlets gave or took the foil. 1886 Lewis &
Short Lai, Diet., Caestus ..a gauntlet, boxing glove for

pugilists.

C. To cast {out\ fling out or down, throw
{down) the gauntlet ( = F. Jeter le gant) : to give
a challenge, from the mediaeval custom of throwing
down a glove or gauntlet in challenging an oppo-
nent : cf. Gage sb. 1 2. To pick up, to take up,
to gather (rare) thegauntlet : to accept a challenge
(F. relever le gantj ; to undertake the defence of a
person or opinion.

1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill (1809J 376 Makynge a pro-
clamacion, that whosoeuer would saie that kynge Richard
was not lawefully kynge, he woulde fighte with hym at the
vtteraunce, and threwe downe his gauntlet. 1590 Nashe
PasquiCs Apol. 1. D iv b, I cast them my Gauntlet, take it vp
who dares. 1632 Hevwood 1st PL Iron Age 11. Wks. 1874
III. 297 See'st thou not ^acides Dart emmulous lookes on
Kingly Diomed, Least hee should stoope to take his Gantlet
vp. 1641 Himde 9. Brum bd. 205 And casting out as it were,
his gantlet of defiance.. he challengeth them all. 1647 Ward
Simp. Coblerj2 Vee that fling out the gantlet to him that
calls you Coward. 1784 K.ii'1'is Biog. Brit. III. Corrig &
Add.s.v. Bentley,T\us [challenge]the Poet communicated to
someofhis military friends; two or three of whom. .took up
the gauntlet. 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. (ed. 3) II. 204 The
duchess of Drinkwater appeared upon the field of fashion,
and threw down the gauntlet of defiance to Belgrave. 1851
GALLENG.\//rt/f363 This was adeclaration ofwar to Mazzini,
and be was not slow in gathering the gauntlet thus wantonly
thrown. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset II. Ixvii. 249 [SheJ
had thrown down her gauntlet to him. and he had not been
slow in picking it up. 1875 Stubbs Const, Hist. III. xviii.

146 The commons at once took up the gauntlet.

2. In recent use : A stout glove, coveting part
of the arm as well as the band, used in driving or
riding, fencing, wicket -keeping, etc.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Gauntlet, a long glove, worn
bf ladies or soldiers. 1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. Feb. 140
Her fur-trimmed driving-jacket showed a piquant figure

—

her white gauntlets a shapely little hand. 1873-6 Voyle
& 3TBVUMOM Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 160/2 A leather gauntlet
is now used, in place of gloves, by the household cavalry.
1891 W. G. Grace in Outdoor Games <V Rccreat. 7 Brown
. .is going to keep wicket ; his gauntlets, or wicket-keeping
gloves, are in his hand.

b. The part of a glove intended to cover the

wrist.

i83* Caulfejld & Saward Diet. Needlework s.v. Gloves,
Thick white ' wash leather ' gloves, with gauntlets, are
worn by the Life Guards.

C. Surg. A sort of bandage which envelops
the hand and fingers like a gauntlet or glove

'

(Ogilvie).

f 3. The plant Campanula Trachelium. [So F.
ganfelet.] Obs. rare~ l

.

1578 Lyte Dodoens v. xxxv. 596 The Marians Violet and
the Gauntelet. .are also of the kindes of Rampions.
4. Naut. ' A rope round the ship to the lower

yard-arms, for drying scrubbed hammocks 1

(Adm. Smyth). [Pcrh. a distinct word.]
5. attrib. and Comb., as gauntlet-cuff, -gal'herer,

-glove, grasp
; also f gauntlet-work, ? imbricated

plates.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 9 A Louse appears the big-
nesse of a large Crecket, with three legs on cither side, and
two horns in the Snout, all transparent and of Gauntlet-
work, having here and there hairs and bristles. 1815 Scott
I.d. 0/ Isles vl xv, The axe-shaft, with its brazen clasp, Was
shiver'd in the gauntlet grasp. 1846 Browning Soul's 'frag.

83

1. Poet. Wks. 1896 I. 466 No general gauntlet-gatherer for
the weak against the strong. 1895 Daily News 5 Feb. 6/6
The coat is cut half length and has old silver buttons at
the waist and on the gauntlet cuffs.

Hence Gauntleted a., covered or armed with a
gauntlet; Gauntlet v. trans., to strike with a
gauntlet (nonce-use).
1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. v. xxv, Such blow no other hand

could deal, Though gauntletted in glove of steel. 1842
W. Irving in Life <y Lelt.i\S66) III. 260 He rode along
the heads of the columns, saluting them with his gauntleted
hand. 1885 Tennyson Balin ^ Balau in Ti/esias etc. 120,
I smote upon the naked skull A thrall of thine . . my hand
Was gauntleted, half slew him. Ibid. 130 The thrall His
passion half had gauntleted to death.

Gauntlet 'gantlet, gantlet;, sb* Forms:
7-9 gantlet, 8 ga(u ntlett, 7- gauntlet [cor-
rupicd f. Gantlopk, by assimilation with Gai'NT-
let sb. 1

] sc Gantlope.
1676 I. Mather A*. Philip's Warli862> 137 They stripped

them naked, and caused them to run the Gauntlet. 1704
T. Pocock in lorrington Mem. (Camden) 187 One of the
boatswain's mates ran the gantlett for stealing a shirt. 1778
Sheridan Camp i. i, You should ..be forced to run the
gauntlet, from Cox heath to Warley Common. 1830 Scott
Demonol. vii, 214 Six-and-thirty of those who were young
were forced to run the gauntlet. 1897 F. N. Maude / 'olnut. v.
Compulsory Service 33 Schanihorst .. procured the removal
tin the Prussian army] of all dishonouring punishments,
such as running the gauntlet,

b. trans/, and fig.

1661 Glanvill Dogmatizing Pref, To print, is to run the
gantlet, and to expose ones self to the tongues strapado.
1709 Pope Let. to II 'yctnrley 17 May, Hitherto your miscel-
lanies have safely run the gantlet, through all the coffee-
houses. 1768 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary (18891 I. 16

what a gauntlet for any woman of delicacy to run !

1839 Ld. Brougham Statesm. Geo. Ill, Eldon (ed. 2) 254
The case had run the gauntlet of the courts. 1851 II r.

Martineau Hist. Peace (18771 HI. iv. ix. 44 The premier
had to run the gauntlet between the lines of objectors. 1858
O. \V. Holmes Ant. Breakf.-t. (1883) 138 They have run
the gantlet of the years. 1880 Pakkman France $ Eug. in
A me?: 12 They descended the Mississippi, running the
gantlet between hostile tribes.

Gauntly (ggntli), adv. [f. Gaunt + -ly -.]

In a gaunt manner.
x755 in Johnson. 1864 Blackmork Clara Vaughan xv,

1 beheld a man about fifty years old, of moderate stature,
gauntly bodied, and loosely built. 1884 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 888 1 One of them walked gauntly down to the post-
office in the corner of the variety store.

G-auntness ig$*utnes). [f Gaunt + -nkks.]

1. The condition of being gaunt.
1607 Topsell Pour-/. J}eastsu6sBi 288 It is known by the

leanness of the Horse, and gantness of his belly. 1619
MlDDLETON Inner Temple Masque A 3, I know him by his
gauntnes, his thin chitterlings. 1829 Lviton Devereux \. \\,

The total absence of all superfluous flesh would have given
the lean gauntness of his figure an appearance of almost
spectral emaciation. 1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story xii, He was
growing thin even to gauntness.

2. Jig. Grimncss, repulsive character.
1874 Mahai-fy Sec. Life Greece viii. 252 Compare all this

humane and kindly feeling with the gauntness and horror
of our modern executions.

Gauntree, gauntrie, -y: see Gantry.
Gaup, gawp (g|p), v. Also 8 Sc. gap. [dial,

survival oFGaLP v.} intr. To yawn or gape ; to

gaze in astonishment. To gaup up: to devour.
Hence Gatrping vbl. sb. and ppt. a.

1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin iv. 39 Methought I sat
enthroned in the Quire, Where crowds of Choristers my
Grace admire ; There blest the gawping throng. 1704
F. Fuller Mcd.Gymn. (1718)6 This is Sneezing-, to which
frequently is join'd Gauping or Retching. 1728 Ramsay
/•'aides <y T., Daft Bargain 12 Syne till't he fell, and
seem'd richt yap His mealtith quickly up to gawp. 2819
\V. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 18 Syk is the nature
o' that grot To echoe sae, e'en should there not lie gaupin
body on the spot. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., To Gaup
oxGauve, ' He gaup'd and gloor'd at all he saw', gaped
with wonder at new sights. 1881 Leiiestersh. Gloss., Gaiop,
to open eyes and mouth in stupid wonder.

Gaupus, gawpus (g^'pas). dial. [?f. prec]
A silly person, simpleton.
1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. no O ye

gawpus ! Ye great gawpus ! It's me, man—it's me ! 1853
Mrs. Gaskeli. Ruth II. iii. 44 The great gaupus never
seed that I were pipeclaying the same places twice over.
1880 Mrs. Parr Adam <y Eve xxvi. 362 The gawpuses
have sooked it all in, and I'll be bound, raced off so fast as
wind and tide 'ud carry 'em.

So CKu-py, Ganp, of the same meaning.
1825-80 Jamieson, Gaup, a stupid person, other forms are

Gaupus, Gaupie. KanfTsh. 1843 Carlvle in Froude Life
1 834- 188 1 (1884) I. 306 Those open-mouthed wondering
gawpies, who lodge you for the sake of looking at you.

Gaur (gftW). Also gour, gore. [a. Hindustani

jyfgaur.'] A large species of ox, Bos gaurus, found

wild in various parts of India.
1806 ELPHiNSTONEinColebrookeZryi-(i884) I. 156 There is

an account of a similar kind called the Gore ; one distinction
between it and the buffalo is the length of the hoofs. 1827
I>. Johnson hid. FieldSports 49, 1 have met with an account
of Gayals. .which appear, .to be animals of the same species
as the Gour. i860 Gossk Rom. Nat. Hist. 119, I need only
advert to other colossal quadrupeds . . the camel, the gaur,
the gayall. 1893 R. I.ydekker Horns % Hoofs 15 The gaur
(Bos gaurits) the misnamed bison of Indian sportsmen.

t Gaure, i'. Obs. Also gawrefn, gowren.
gare. [Possibly a frequentative f. Gaw v.]

GAUZE.

gaze wonder1. intr. To stare, gape,
astonishment.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylm it. 1108 (1157) And seide hlr, caste

it nowa-weya-non, pat folk may sen, and gaurenon vstweye.
1430-40 I.vdg. Bochas ix. iii. (15541 199a, For very shame
I did mine eyen close For them y' gauied and cast on me
their sight, a 1529 Skki.ton Maguif. 2275, I was your
mayster. .And nowe on me ye gaure and sporne.

2. To shout or cry \c(. Gape v. I c).

1530 Pai.sgr. 561/2, I game, I krye, je hue. Howe he
gaureth after his hauke : comment it hue apres son oysean.
Hence Gauring ///. a. ; also Gauring-stock.

a gazing-stock.

1558 Pmaer sEneid w. Rj b, With fifty earing heads [L.
quinquaginta atris hiatibus] a monstrous dragon stands vp.
right. issQ Jlirr. Mag.,Dk. Yorkxxx, As a gawring Stocke
he sent it [the duke's head] to the Queen. 1579 Twvsk
Phisicke agst. Fort. \\. Ixxv. 252 b, Thou art a notable
garyng stocke for al men.
Gaure, Gaurish, obs. ff. Giaour, Garish.
t Gausapine. Obs. —. [ad. 1 ,. gaitsapina

garment made of gausape frieze, a. Gr. 701/(70^77?.]

1623 Cockeram u, A Frize-jerkin, gausapine.
Hence Oausapinal a., made of frieze, nonce-wd.
1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834I 279 Bringing their

persons to stand before them on penitentiary pews, like so
many varlets, in mendiciary and gausapinal garments.
Gause, obs. form of Gauze,
Gausie, gausy : see Gawsy.
tGausk. Sc. 0h~\ [Cf. the Fife and Perth-

shire place-name Gash, of unknown origin and
meaning

] (See quot. ; possibly a mistranslation/)
c T375 Sc. Leg. Saint*. Juliana 131 Nochl-bane. scho drev
hym to be tone, & in a depe gausk [L. latrinavi] kist hym
done, bat ves a ful foule pyt, rycht vgly & ful ves It.

Gauss (ga«s . Physics, [f. the name of a
German mathematician and natural philosopher,
Karl Kriedrich Gauss (1777-1855%] A unit of
intensity ot a magnetic field (see quot.).
1882 Nature XXVI. 391 Two other units may have to be

added, the one expressing that of magnetic field.. Sir \V.
Thomson suggested the former . . and pointed out that it

would be proper to attach to it the name ofGauss. .A Gauss
will then be defined as the intensity of field produced by
a Weber at the distance of one centimetre.

Gaussian (gmrsi&n), a. [f. as prec. + -tan.]

Discovered or formulated by Gauss.
1881 Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. XII. 187 On the Gaussian

Theory of Surfaces. By Prof. Cayley. 1882 Glaishbr in
Encycl. Brit. XIV. 777 1 Gaussian logarithms are intended
to facilitate the finding of the logarithms of the sum and
difference of two numbers whose logarithms are known, the
numbers themselves being unknown.

Gauster, gO'Ster. v. dial. Also goyster,
gowster. [dial, survival of ME. Gai.stre ] intr.

To behave in a noisy, boisterous, or swaggering
fashion ; to brag or boast ; in some localities, to
laugh noisily.

1674-91 Kw.V. C. Words, Gauster. — S.$ F. C. Words,
Goyster, to be frolick and ramp, to laugh aloud. 1825
Cuoker Fairy Leg. (new ed. 113 Some people used to
wink and look knowing when Felix was gosteruig. 1847-78
Halliwdll, Gauster, to laugh loudly ; to be noisy ; to
swagger. 1879 Waugh Chimney Corner 89 He began o'
gosterin' an' talkin' ahout th' horses— he'd ha' this done, an'
he'd ha' that done, or else [etc.].

Hence Gairster sb., the action of the vb. ;

Qau-stering1

vbl. sb. and ppt. a.

1703 Thoresbv Let. to Ray (E D. S.\ Gauster, a hearty,
loud laughter. 1736 Lewis Hist. Isle Tenet (ed. 2) 37
Goyster, to laugh aloud ;

' a goystering Wench ', a Boy-maid,
or_ a Lad-lass, c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) Lane.
Dialect Wks. (1862) 71, 1 can mex'n, keem on fettle Tits OS
weel os onny one on urn aw, tho theaw mey think its

gawstring. 1824 Craven Gloss., Gaustering, imperious,
boasting. 1806-29 T. Moore Ballads (Galignani 1829) 353
Poh, Dermot go along with your goster.

Gaut e, obs.f. Ghaut ; var. Galt; dial. var. Gote.
Gauva, Gauvey, vars. Guava, Gaby.
Gauze 'goz). Forms : 6 Sc, gais (? 7 Sc,

gadza . 7-9 gawse, 8 gause, gawz, 7- gauze,
[a. F. gaze, of uncertain origin, app. fust recorded
in the 16th c. Hence also Sp. gasa, Du. gaas.
In 1279 'Concilium Budense Ixi, quoted by Du Cangel

gazzatum is mentioned among the stuffs which monks are
forbidden to wear. This is usually identified with F. gaze.
and Du Cange conjectures that it may have been named
from Gaza in Palestine, but there is no evidence for either
supposition.]

1. A very thin, transparent fabric of silk, linen,

or cotton.

1561 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 159 Mair, ane litle pece of gais
of silvir and quhite silk. 1612 Sc. Bk Rates in Halybunon's
Ledger (1867) 308 Gadza of all sortis without gold or siluer

the eln, wis. Gadza stript, with gold and siluer. 1688 R.
Hoi.me Armoury 111. 349/1 Housewifes Cloth made of
Hemp or Flax. . Holland, Tiffany, Gawse. 1720 Swift
Song Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 29 Brocados and damasks, and
tabbies, and gawses. Are by Robert Ballentine lately brought
over, With forty things more. 1754 Songs Costume (Percy
Soc.) 235 A Vandyke in frize your neck must surround.
Turn your lawns into gauze, let your Brussels be blond.
1831 G. R. Portfr Silk Manuf. 286 The weight of silk

contained in a yard of gauze is very trifling. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 99 Breast and back Of this vivacious beauty
gleamed through gauze.

Jig. i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 325
All the toys that infatuate men .. are the selfsame thing,
with a new gauze or two of illusion overlaid. 1881 Jowett
Thucyd. I. Introd. 17 The good cloth of Herodotus or



GAUZINESS.
Thucydide* or Xenophon is patched with the transparent
gauze of Diodorus and Plutarch.

b. A similar fabric made of tine wire; usually

with defining word, as wire-gauze.
184* Parhell Chem. Ana/, (1845) 14 A 'wire gauze is

fastened over the top. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal ty Coal-
mining 197 A cap of perforated copper within the wire gauze.
1871 Tyndvll Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. v. 132 The tube con-
tained a roll of platinum gauze.

2 tratisf. A thin transparent haze.
1842 Tknnyson Vision Sin ii, Purple gauzes, golden hazes

. . Flung the torrent rainbow round, i860 Ld. Lyi ton
Luetic 11. i. 18 Like one of those light vivid things That
glide down the gauzes of summer. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr.
Eur. xi. (1894)272 To the east a blue gauze seemed to cover
valley by valley. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelherta II. xlviu. 273
A blue gauze of smoke floated over the chimney.

3. Comb, a. simple attrib., as gauze blind, cur-

lain, dress, handkerchief, merino, ribbon, silk, suit,

veil, wing, wire-cloth, b. objective, as gauze-
dresser, -dyer, -manufacturer, -weaving; gauze-
like adj. c. special comb. : gauze-lamp, a safety-

lamp in which the flame is surrounded by wire-

gauze; gauze-loom fsee quot.); gauze- tree {\Vest

Indian), the lace-bark tree, Lagetta lintearit.

1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xvi. It was a shop-front, fitted

up with a 'gauze blind and an inner door. 1859 — T. Two
Cities 11. ix, He let his thin *gauze curtain-: fall around
him. 1863 Miss Braddon f. Marchmont ii. i. 2 How
pretty and fairy-like she looked in her white vgauze dress.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trotic, *Gauzc-dresser,zi stiffener of
gauze. Ibid., "Gauze-dyer, one who colours gauze fabrics.

1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy v. i, Throwing a thin 'gauze hand-
kerchief over her head. 1780 Mary Frampton Jrnl. (18S5) 3
Gauze handkerchiefs trimmed with blonde were worn on
the neck. 1877 Daily News 25 Oct. 3 '7 He worked with
a ''gauze lamp, and on a lad coming down beside him with
a naked lamp he left. 1798 Chari.ottf. Smith young
rhilos. IV. 181 She wrapt the silk and gauze-like what
d'ye call it, that the women folks wear, over her pretty face.

1897 Mary Kingslf.y IVest Africa 570 The white, gauze-
like mist comus down from the upper mountain towards us.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Ganze-loom, a loom in which
gauze is woven. Ibid., 'Ganze-tnanufacturer, a weaver of
gauze. 1871 Napheys Pre-:: <$- Cure Dis. t. 124 Gauze
merino [cloth]. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom fy Lugger ' i- 5
Instead of flaunting in silks and 'gauze ribbons 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Gauze- ribbon, a thin kind of ribbon
worn by ladies, made of gauze. 1853 R. S. Shrtf.es Sponge's
Sfi. Tour 1893) 89 Glorious calves swelling within his*gauze-
-ilk stockings. 1759 Conipl. Lett.-writer (ed. 6) 230 A fine

French JGauze Suit. 1864 Grisebach Flora IV. tnd. Isl,

784 List of Colonial names .. *Gawse tree: Lagetta liute-

aria, i860 Tynpai.i. Glac. I. xii. 87 The current was suffi-

ciently strong to blow away the corner of my *gauze veil.

1838 Penny Cyct. XI. 97 1 The essential character of 'gauze-
weaving is that between each cast of the shuttle a crossing
of the warp threads shnll ensue. 1802 Pai.f.y Nat. Them.
xix. 354 We see a white, smooth, soft worm, turned into

a black, hard, crustaceous beetle with "gauze wings. 1839
Ure Diet, Arts, etc., 'Gauze wire cloth; is a textile fabric,

either plain or tweelled, made of brass, iron, or copper wire,

of very various degrees of fineness and openness of texture.

Its chief uses are for sieves, and safety lamps.

Hence Gauze v. trans., to cover with a thin veil

of mist.

1876 Gd. Words 687 Every lone house and tree distincter

stood Than in the sunny glare that gauzed the noon.

Gauziness (g^-zines). [f. Gauzy + -ness.]

The quality of being gauzy ; the appearance or

effect of gauze as an article of dress. Also /g".

1827 Examiner 581/1 Less excusable faults are to be found
in . . a little gauziness of epithet, and unnecessary lengthiness

of description. 1873 Daily News 25 Aug., A lady . . with .

.

a general gauziness and lightness of costume.

Gauzy (g9*zi), a. [f. Gauze sb. + -Y.l] Of the

nature of, or resembling, gauze.
1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont II. 245 A gauzy mist

hovered over the unruffled sea. 1801 Southey Thalaba 111.

xxxiii, His out-spread sails of green ; His gauzy underwhms.
1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xxxvi, One vast thistle-bed, the
down of which flew in grey, gauzy clouds before a soft, fitful

breeze. 1888 Times 2 Jan. 7/4 Here Roinney has not shrunk
from the problem how to paint thin gauzy stuff.

fig- '774 Westm. Mag. II. 453, I have seen a powdered
coxcomb of this gawzy make value himself upon his success
of speech. 18x5 Scott Guy M. xvii, Tales which you can
only enjoy through the gauzy frippery ofa French translation.

18.. Forster Ess. (L.>, The whole essay, however, is of a
flimsy, ga'izy, texture.

Gavairl, v. Sc, Also gavn(w 11. intr. To
revel, carouse. (?Only in pr. pple. and vbL sb.)

1822 Galt Provost xxiii. 170 Bailie M'Lucre. .one night

in going from a gavawlling with some of the neighbours,

was overtaken by an apoplexy. 1823 — Entail III. 282

Thir jocose gavaulmgs are worthy o
l

the occasion. 1887

Service Dr. Duguid x\i. 74 Dyvours .. gavalling at the

laird's expense.

Gavel garvel), sb.l Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:
1 geebul, geabul, gebil, gafol, gaful, gafel

;

north, gsefll, 3, 5 govel, 5 govyl(l, gowle, 2-4,

8-9 gavel. [OE. gafol (:—OTeut. *ga1tulo-) is

not found in the cognate tongues, but is a dcriv. of

the common Teut. root *get- (OE. giefan Give).

Latinized forms of the word, as gablu/n, gabulum,
gavelum, gaulum, are frequent in medixval docu-

ments in England and France, and an OF. gaule is

recorded. From gabulum is derived med.L.

gabella, V.gabelle, Ga belle.]

1. Payment to a superior ; tribute. Only OE.
and early ME

84

^725 Corpus Gloss. 813 Exactio, geabules morning, a 800
Erfurt Gloss. 394 Exactio, geblesmonung. ("893 K. Alfred

:

Oros. 1. i. § 17 Hyra ar is maest on bsem gafole he 5a Finnas
him xyldaS. paet gafol bi5 on deora fellum [etc.]. < 950
Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. xvii. 25 Cyninges eorSo from 8bsn
onfoas gaefil [L. trit'u.'uiu} vet penning-slaeht ? c 1205 Lay.
6105 pat heo to 1'rut-londe nolden niaren senden gold ne
garsume ne gauel of bon londe. c 1150 Gen. <«f Ex. 844 He
. .gouen him gouel of here lond.

b. Kent. To set to gavel': to let out for a certain

payment. OE. and Hist.
11x21 O. E. Chron, an. 1100 Ealle [ba biscop rices] he

oS3e wi3 feo ^esealde, oS5e on his a^enre hand heold and
to gafle gesette. 1872 E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 11. 94
A rent, or gavel of a penny. 1874 StUBBS Const. Hist. I,

vii. 193 He was easily tempted to become a socager, paying
rent or gavel.

f %. Interest on money lent ; usury. Obs.
a 700 I'.pinal Gloss. 115 Aire alieno, gaebuli. c 1000 Ags.

1 Goip. Matt. xxv. 27 Hyt jeberede bjet bu befa-stest min feoh
mynyterum & ic name baenne ic come baet min ys mid bam
gafole [I., cum usura}. c 1200 Vices <5* Virtues (1888) 77
After &e hali writes, ealch miede is iteld for gauele; and pe
gaueleres ne cumen neure into heuenche. a 1225 Ancr. R.

, 326 Vor sunne is pes deofies feih bet he giueS to gauel, &
to okere of pine. 1340 Ayenh. 35 Hi wylleb rekeny tuyes
oher pries bet yer uor to do arise pet gauel . . and makeb ofte

of be gauel principale dette. < 1440 Protnp. Paw. 206/2
Gowle or vsury, usura fenus. 11485 Digby Myst. 11882 v.

604 Of govele and symonye though he here the name. 1496
Dives <y Pauf>. i\V. de W.) vii. iv. 279 2 It is called usura,

gouel or usure in englysshe.

3. attrib. in a number of compounds, chiefly

lej^al terms relating to payments or services exacted
from tenants, as gavel- bread, -corn, -dung, -earth,

-;//</, -land, -man, -mark, -mead, -rip, -sester,

-swine
t
-timber, -wood, -work.

A few of these are found in OE. ; others occurring in

later documents were collected by Somner in his Treatise

ofGavelkind 1660, whence some of them have passed into

Blount, Phillips, and later T>icts.

?rti3oo in Somner 'Treat. Gavelkind 1,16601 25 In pane ad
*(lavelbred. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gavel-bred, provi-

sion of Bread or Corn reserv'd as a Kent, to be paid in kind by
the Tenant. -1300 in Somner Treat. Gavelkind 1660I 22
T)e consuetudine extrahendi fimum debita per Custumarios
tenentes. .quod servhium vocatur *< Javeldung. c lOooRec.t.

Sing. Pers, c. 4 S 2 tSchmid) His 'gaful-yr' e iii. aceraseri^e,
and sawe of his a;anum berne. r 1300 in Somner Treat.
Gar-elkiud 1660) 17 Ambit imam dimidiam acram ad semen
frumenti, & seminabit, & herciabit. et vocatur istud opus
Gavelerth. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gaveterth, the

;

Duty or Work of Ploughing so much Earth or Ground,
done by the Tenant for his Lord. i»75 in Dugdale Alouast.
Attgl. 11673) III. 155 Idem Radulphus tenet unam toftain

..et non dat Gavelgeld. 15.. Yorksh. Chantry Surv,
(Surtees) II. 509 To the Erie of Rutland for gavill gild ij

<1
.

1670 Ih.ot'NT Law Diet., Gafold-gyld, the payment or

rendring of Tribute or Custom. Also Usury, a 1000
Laws sElfrcd ty Gnthr. c. 2 (Schmid 1 Buton bam ceorle be
on ^gafollande sit. c 1300 in Somner Treat. Gavelkind
1 1660) 189 Tenentes de Gavellond de octodecim Jugis pro
cariagio triginta et sex carectatas feni de pratode Redhamme.
1670 Hlocnt Law Diet., Gafol-land, alias Gaful-land
(Terra censualis), land liable to Tribute or Tax; rented
Land, or Lind letten for Rent. x... in Somner Treat.

Gaz'clki'nd 1 16601 33 Villani deTerrtng, qui vocantur "Gavel-
manni. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind 1. i. 3 The Tenant from
whom these Services were due was called Gavelman. c 1300
Battle Abbey Custumals (Camden* 6 Et debet claudere v

virgatas haia; quae vocantur "gavelmerke. 900 in Thorpe
Charters (1865) 145 Healfne aecer *gauolma;de. 1283 in

Somner Treat.Gavelkind 1 1660) 21 Consuetudofalcandi.qua;
vocatur Gavelmed. 1706 Phillips ied. Kersey), Gavel-mcd,
the Duty or Work of mowing grass, or cutting Meadow.
Land, requir'd by the Lord from his Customary Tenant.
x .. . in Somner Treat. Gavelkind ( 1660) 19 De consuetudine
metendi xl. acras & dimid. de *Gavel-rip in autumno.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gavel-rep, the Duty of Reaping

! at the Command of the Lord of the Manour. 1 . . . in Soiu-

1
ner Treat. Gavelkind (1660) 24 De *Gavelsester cujus-

1 i bet bracini bractati infra libertatem maneriorum, viz. imam
lagenam & dimidium cerevisiae. 1706 Phillips {ed. Kersey),

Gavel-sester, a Measure of Rent-Ale, one of the Articles

I anciently charg'd on the Stewards and Bailiffs of Manours,
i

!)elonging to the Church of Canterbury. 169^3 Phil. Trans.
XVII. 691 He ends this Treatise with an Enumeration of

i
the Quit-rents formerly paid out of the Weald, as ^Gavel-

1 swine, Scot-ale, Pannage. 900 in Thorpe Charters (1865)

145, iiii fo3era aclofenas 'gauolwyda 1... in Somner
Treat. Gavelkind 11660) 23 De xviij.v. Wjd. ob. de fine cari-

andi Gavelwood de consuetudine. 1300 Ibid. 24 Arahit
unam acram..& metet unam acram. .de ' Gavelwerk.

Gavel g^'vel), sb* Obs. exc. dial. [a. ONF.
gave/, masc, gavelle, fern. (mod. dial. gavel, gaviait),

. Y.javclle, fern. = Pg. guavella, Sp. gavilla, Pg. It.

j

gavela, fern., med.L. gavellus, masc-, gavella, fern.

The early OFr. sense both of the masc. and the fern. sb. is

!
' heap' generally ; mod.Fr. has javeau mud, etc. left by an
inundation. The etymology of Rom. gavello, -a is obscure.]

1. A quantity of corn cut and ready to be made
into a sheaf.

c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 189/1 Gavel of corne, merges.

1555 W. Watrhman Fardle Facions App. 325 He that

reapeth his corne . . let him leaue some of the gauelles vn-

gathered : that the niedie maie finde, etc. 1611 Cotgr.,
jfavetlc, a gauell or sheafe of corne. a 1825 Fokby Voc. E.
Anglia, Gavel, Gavin, a sheaf of corn before it is tied up.

1851 Thoreau Autumn (1894) 61 He used the word gavel
to describe a parcel of stalks cast on the ground to dry.

2. To lie on the gavel (f on the gavel heap) : to

lie unbound.
The meaning 'ground' given in Johnson and later Diets.

rests on a misunderstanding of quot. 1707.

c i6ix Chapman Iliad xxi. 328 As fields that haue bene
long time cloide With catching wether ; when their corne

GAVELET.
lies on the gauill heape ; Are with a constant North wind
dried. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 97 Let it [Rye] lie upon the
ground or gavel {printed gravel], as they call it, after it is

cut 8 or 10 days. 1797 A. XOCMO Agric.Suffolk 74 It [cole-

seed] is reaped, and left on the gavel till fit to thresh. 1799
Ashbv in Ann. Agric. XXXII. 258 Wheat reaped and not
bound lies on the gavel.

Gavel (garvel , sb.'* Pseudo-arch. [f. the first

element of Gavelkind.] Apaitition of land among
the whole tribe or sept at the death of the holder,

with reference to Celtic practice.

i8»7 Hallam Const. IHst. (1876) III. xviii. 345 A gavel
or partition was made on the death of every member of a
family for three generations, after which none could be en-

forced. 1886 Fortu. Rev. Aug. 199 In the case of the death
of the chief, .or even of any one of the clansmen, .the lands
of all the sept were thrown into gavel and redivided.

b. Comb. : gavel-act or gavel law, a statute

of Ireland [2 Anne) enforcing the principle of

English gavelkind on Irish Catholics.

[179S BuRKK Tracts Popery Laivs Wks. 1842 II. 431 The
first operation of those acts . . was .. to take away the right

of primogeniture ; and . . to substitute and establish a new
species of statute gavelkind.] 1803 C. lit ti.er Let. to Rom.
Cath. Gentlem. 13 Your estates were subject to odious
gavel laws. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 536 The gave)

act ; which enacted that the lands of persons of that per-

suasion [Catholics] should descend to all the males, accord-

ing to the custom of gavelkind. 1882 Leckv Eng. in 18M C.

IV. 476 A repeal of the Gavel act, which breaks up the
landed property of Catholics by an equal distribution among
the children.

Gavel (gte'vcT,, sb,* U.S. a. ' A mason's setting

maul' Knight Diet. Mech.). b. A president's

mallet or hammer.
i860 Worcester cites Shepard. 1866 Nation (N.Y.) 23

Aug. 153/1 Mr. Doolittle gave two or three raps with his

gavel. 1895 Jewitt & Hope Corporation Plate II. 538 The
Mayor's gavel or mallet is of ivory with fluted handle.

2. attrib., as gavel-stand,
1892 Sp. at Chicago in Times 22 June 5/3 Two needs .

.

indispensable to our success—namely, unity and harmony.
Of the one this chair and gavel-stand are the representatives.

tGa*vel, 7-. 1 Obs. rare. [f. Gavel sb.-] a.

trans. To rent (land), b. intr. To lend money
on interest, c. passive. See quot. 1824.)

997 Cad. Dipt. (KernMet III. 305 Ic *eann 5artO
t

twexra
hida 3e F.adric gafelaS. 1381 Wvci.if Deut. xxviii. 44 He
shal oker [v.r. gauyl] to thee, and thow shalt not oker t.>

hym. 18*4 Masper Derbysh. Miner's Gloss, s.v. Gaveior.
a duty must be first paid by every Miner before he can
enter his pit or Mine, and then his men are said to he
Gavelled ; which is the Peak language for Freeing.

Gavel (garvel^ z\2 Obs. exc. dial. [f. Gavki.

sb.'- : cf. F'. Javeler.] trans. (.See quot. a 1825 ; the

statement in quot. l6ll is perh. an error.)

.1440 Protnp. Pari'. 189/1 Gavelyn corne, or ober lyke,

vianipulo, mergito. 1611 Cotgr., Iaveler, to swathe, or

gauel corn ; to make it into sheaues, or gauells. 16. . Song
in R. Hell Collect., When it [the barley] is well sown See it

is well mown Both raked and gavelled clean And a barn to

lay it in. a 18*5 Fokbv Voc. E. Anglia, Gavel, Gavin, to

collect mown corn into heaps in order to its being loaded.

1856 J. Gi.vdk Suffolk 364 They are to be seen making hay,

gaveiling, dressing corn.

Gavel (gsevel), z/.3 Pseudo-arch. [f. Gavel
j/>.3 Cf. Disgavel.] trans. To divide or distri-

bute Jand), according to the practice of pavelkind.

1875 Maine Hist. Inst. vii. 206 They ' gavelled ' the lands

of Papists and made them descendible to all the children

alike. 1884 Miss Hickson Irel. 17//1 C. I. Introd. 32 The
poor and ignorant Irish, long accustomed to gavel and
rundale the land as their fathers had done.

fig. i8s8 Moore Irish Melod. Pref. 195 So artfully has

the harmonist (if I may thus express ill gavelled the melody,

distributing an equal portion of its sweetness to every part.

Gavel, var. Cavel sb. ] (sense 3).

18*7 f, Hodgson Northumbld. 11. I. 188 note, Each pro-

prietor s portion [of the town-fields] being made up of

numerous gavels, ridges, and huts scattered and intermixed

in a very inconvenient way.

Gavel, north, var. Gable.

t Gavelage. Obs. rare. Also 5 gaffelage.

[f. Gavel sb\ + -age : cf. OF. gabellage, gablage,

med.K. gablagium.] Rent, 01 other periodical

payment.
cn&Sur.'ees Misc. 11888) 63 Every flurgese sshall gyff

to y Lord one tyme in y« ^ere, a farme for hys tenement,

the qwyche is called the gaffelage. 1697 A. de la Prymk
Diary (Surtees) 126 The cryer crys thus . . Whay ! whay !

whay ! Pay your gavelage, ha ! Between this and Michael-

mas day, Or you'll be fined, I say.. This is the true origin

of the proverb [Scarburg Warning] for this custome of

gavelaee is a certain tribute that every house pays to the

[a word illegible] when he is pleased to call for it, and he

gives not above one day warning, and may call for it when
he pleases.

Gaveler(e, obs. form of Gavelleb.

+ Gavelet. -£<wc Obs. [f. Gavel sb*

The second element is obscure : perh. the word arose from

some phrase in which OE. gafol occurred with hetan to

Lf.t, neglect.]

A legal process against a tenant for non-payment

of rent ; chiefly relating to lands held in gavelkind

(see quots.).

1... in Somner Treat. Gavelkind (1660) 31 Et postea per

quandam consuetudinem, qua? vocatur Gavelate, usitatam

in comitatu isto de terris & tenements de Gavelkinde, pro

redditibus & servitiis quae a retro fuerint de eisdem per

plures annos devenerunt ea;dem terrae in manus cujusdam

Abbatis, &c. 21317 Act I? 10 Edw. II] in Stat. Realm



GAVELKIND. 85 GAW.
(1810,1 I. 322 iStatutnnt de Gaveleto in Loudon) Tunc ipsi

tenentes itiplacitcntur de Gaveleto. 1419 in Liber AIota
(Rolls) III. 186 De Gavellet. Item, en brief de Gaivelett

les tenauntz averount troys somons et troys essones. 1607
Cowkll Interpr.^Gavelet is a special! and auncient kinde of
Cessauit vsed in Kent, where the custome of Gavill kind
continueth: whereby the tenent shall forfeit his lands and
tenements to the Lorde ofwhome he holdeth, if he withdraw
from him his due rents and seruices. 1741 T. Robinson
Gavelkind w. vi. 253 Framed the Statute of Gavelet for

Rents arrear in London. Ibid. Custom. Kent 292 If his

escheate be by Gavelate.

Gavelkind (g8e*velk»ind). Law. Forms : 3
gavelikind, -kende, gaulikend, gavelkend,

4-5 gavelkynde, 6-7 gavelikind, gavelkinde,
6- gavelkind. [The i3thc. form gaveVfken-de

(latinized -kendo) seems to point to an OK. *£afol-

teeynd) sb. neut. (the c for y being a mark of

Kentish dialect), f. gafol Gavel sb. 1 + fpcytul

nature, species, Kind.
When the meaning of the word came to be misunderstood

(see 2), attempts were made to assign to it an etymology
expressive of the custom of equal division of a deceased
person's land among his male children ; favourite explana-
tions in the i6thc. were 'give al kinde' (Rastell 1557), and
'give all Jcyn' (Lamharde 1576); sometimes the word was
written in pseudo-etymological fashion as %avealkin, gave-
all-kind. The application of the Kentish term to the

Welsh and Irish system of succession led to the notion that

the word was of Celtic origin : a Welsh derivation from
Rafael to take, and cenedl race, family, was proposed in the

i6-i7thc. ; an alleged Irish gab/ufit-cine (from gabhdil to

take, taking, and cine tribe, sept) appears with the ren-

dering 'gavelkind' in O'Reilly's Irish Dictionary.]

1. The name of a land-tenure existing chiefly in

Kent.
The name implies that it was originally a tenure by

* gavel ', i. e. by the payment of rent or fixed services other

than military ; this agrees with the identification of it with
Socagk (quot. 1253). After the Conquest, the Kentish
form of socage was distinguished by certain customs else-

where generally disused (cf. quot. 1703). Of these the most
conspicuous was the custom by which a tenant's land at his

death was divided etjually among his sons: hence, even in

early times, 'gavelkind' and 'partible land' are used as
equivalent terms.

1205 Rotuli Chartarum 160/1 In gavelikind. 1241 in

Somner Treat. Gavelkind (1660) 179 Burga dicit quod
prsdictum manerium est Gauelkinde et partibile, et prior

dtcit quod praxlictum manerium non est Gaulikend, neque
partibile. no Close Roll 37 Hen. Ill in C. J. Elton
Tenures Kent{i%6j) 49 Terra; qua; tenentur in socagio vel

gavelikende. ? 1324 Prerogatha Regis in Stat. Realm (18 10)

I. 227 Et in Kancia in Gavelkynde. .ibidem omnes haeredes
masculiparticipantha^reditatem; similiter omnes femine; set

femine non participant cum masculis. 1495 Act 1 1 Hen. VII,
c. 49 The Lordshippes. .[shall] in no wise be of the nature of
Gavelkynde ne departed ne departable amonges heires males.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe Wks. fGrosart) V. 221 When hee
firmed and rubrickt the Kentishmens gauill kinde of the
sonne to inherite at fifteene. 170* E. Chamherlavnf. Si. Gt.
Brit. 1. 1. iii. (1707) 19 The privileges of gavel-kind belonging
to this Country [Kent] are threefold : 1. The Heirs Male
share all the Lands alike. 2. The Heir is at 15 at full Age
to sell or alienate. 3. Tho' the Father were convicted of
Treason.. yet the Son enjoys his Inheritance. xja$ Stat,

Ireland 2 Anne c. 6 § 10 That all lands., whereof any papist

now is or hereafter shall be seized in fee-simple or fee-tail

shall be of the nature of gavelkind [i.e. shall descend to all

his sons equally]. 1846 McCuli.och Ace. Brit. Empire
(1854) I. 199 All lands in Kent, unless specially exempted by
an act of the legislature, are held by the tenure of gavelkind ;

descending, in the event of the father dying intestate, not to

the eldest son, but to all sons alike in equal portions ; and,
if there be no sons, then they divide equally among the

daughters.

2. From the i6thc, often used to denote the

custom of dividing a deceased man's property

equally among his sons, whether as an incident of

the Kentish tenure or otherwise.

1531 Dial, oft Laws Eug. t. x. (1638) 21 There is a custome
in Kent that is called Gavelkind, that all the brethren
shall inherit together, as sisters at the Common Law. 1577
Harrison England 11. ix. (1877) 1. 202 Gauellkind, which is

all the male children equallie to inherit, and continued to

this daie in Kent. 1754-61 Hi.me Hist. Eng, I. App. i. 104

In the Saxon times, land was divided equally among all the

male children of the deceased, according to the custom of
Gavelkind. 1874 Green Short Hist. v. § 4. 240 The law of
gavel-kind, .divided the inheritance of the tenantry equally

among their sons.

Jig. i6»7 Donne Serin, clvii. VI. 268 For God shall impart

to us all a mysterious Gavel-kind, a mysterious Equality of
fulness of Glory to us all. a 1639 T. Carew Poems Wks.
(1824) 80 But if thou bind By citie custome, or by Gaveli-

kind, In equal shares thy love on all thy race, a 1661

Fuller Worthies 1. (1662) 2 Every County hath a Child's
portion, as if God in some sort observed Gavel-kind, in the
distribution of his fauours. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. III.

in. v. § 7. 230 Their parental love forbids all preference, and
an impartial law of gavelkind shares their page among all

the offspring of their brain. 1869 Lowell Cond. in
Foreigners Pr. Wks. 1890 III. 223 All that is worth having
in them is the common property of the soul,—an estate iu
gavelkind for all the sons of Adam. 1894 N. <y Cf. 24 Feb.
146/2 It would be hard to find another family in whom a
literary taste has descended in gavelkind to such a degree.

3. transf. a. A Welsh custom of dividing pro-

perty, similar to the Kentish practice.
The Statutnm IValliar, 12 Edw. I c. 13 recounts that the

Welsh custom of inheritance differs from the English, ' eo
quod hereditas partibilis est inter heredes masculos'; the
statute sanctions this custom, but provides that bastard sons
shallnolongerbe entitled to share with those born in wedlock.

1542-3 Act 34 fy 35 Hen. VIII, c. 36 That all manoures,
landes . . and other hereditamentes . . in any of the said Shyres

Vol. IV,

of Wales . . be . . holden as English Tenure, .and not to be
partable among heyres males after the custome of Gavel-
kinde as heretofore in divers parties of Wales hath been
used. 1584 Powfl Lloyd?* Cambria 21 The diuision of the
fathers inheritance amongst all the Sonnes, commonlie
called Gauel kinde. Gauel is a Brytishe tearme, signifieng
a hold. i6iz Davies Why Ireland, etc. 130 King Henrie
the eight .. among other Welsh Customes, abolished that
of Gauel-kinde : whereby the Heyres- Females were vtterlie

excluded, and the Bastards did inherit, as well as the Legiti-
mate, which is the very Irish Gauelkinde. 1638 Sir T.
Herbert Trap, 357 The Annails of those times .. tell us
That so soone as Owen . . was dead ; the custome of Gavel-
kind., became a Subject of implacable hate amongst his

sonnes. 1863 Cambrian "Jml, 155 His family may have
fallen by the usual custom of gavel-kind from its former
respectability.

b. Irish gavelkind', a system of tribal succes-

sion, by which land, on the decease of its occupant,

was thrown into the common stock, and the whole
area redivided among the members of the sept.

1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc. 166 By the Irish Custome
of Gauellkinde the inferiour Tennanties were partible

amongst all the Males of the Sept, both Bastards and
Legittimate. 1817 Hai.lam ('oust. Hist. (1876) III. xviii.

344 They held their estates by a very different and an ex-
traordinary tenure, that of Irish gavel-kind. 1868 Rogers
Pol. Econ. xiii. 1 1876) 176 Tanistry and Irish gavelkind, as

the system of electing the worthiest to the headship of the
clan and re-dividing the estate among all the males of the

sept on certain occasions were called, were, .formerly recog-
nised by the English law. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. vii. 185
The peculiar Irish custom called Gavelkind.

4. attn'b.

1570-6 Lambakde Peramb. Kent (1826) 491 In this In-

quisition some lands are detioted to be of Gavelkinde
nature, which neverthelesse doe yeelde none other but
money alone, a 1617 Hieron Wks. II. 10 We shall find

poperie. . to admit . .as it were a gauel-kind custome, and to

allow sharers with God in the things wherein He will

endure no partners. 1624111 Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) ' T 5°
An Act for altering ofGavel-kind- Lands, a 1626 Bacon Max.
<y Uses Com. Law (1636) 40 The custome of Kent is, that
Gavelkind land is not forfeitable nor escheatable for felony.

1701 C. Wolley Jrnl. X. York (i860) 57 Henry .. who
abolished and repealed the Gavelkind custom, whereby the

Lands of the Father were equally divided among all the
Sons. 1766 Blackstone Comm. it. vi. 85 The gavelkind
tenures holden of the fee of Canterbury. 1817 W. Sei.wyn
Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 717 Declaration was for a
moiety of land of gavelkind tenure, in Kent.

Hence Oavelkinder, one who holds lands in

gavelkind, rare— 1

.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 491 The very
Customal] of Gavelkinde it selfe useth never a woord of
Socage tenure, but of Gavel kyiiders.

Gaveller (garvelai] . Forms : 3-4 gaveler,

gouler, 4 gavelere, 5 govelere, gowlare, 8-9
gaveller. [f. Gavel sl>.^ + -bbV)

f 1. A usurer. Obs.

c 1200 Vices «y Virtues (1888) 77 Full3ewiss hie bie3 idemd
for gouleres, and al swulch lean hie sculen Sarof habben alse

gaueleres, oat is, helle pine. ("1275 XI Pains Hell 130 in

O. E. Misc. 150 Such is heore pyne ber Vor heo weren gaue-
lers her. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cviii. n [cix. 10] (Horstm.)
Ransake mote gaueler [L./enerato?-] hisaghte. 1340 Ayetib.

35 pise byeb gaueleres kueade and tioule. c 1440 Jacob's
Well (E. E. T. S.) 124 A gouelere doth a^ens be old Iawe.

c 1440 Promp. Par?'. 206 Gaiulare, or vserere, nsurarius.

2. Mining. In the Forest of Dean : An officer of

the Crown who grants ' gales ' to the miners.
.1692 Parsons in Nicholls Forest Dean (1858) 56 The

head Gaviler of the Forest. 1702 Loud. Gaz. No. 3810/5
We Your Majesties Gaveller, and Miners of the Forest of
Deane in the County of Glocester. 1824 Mander Derbysh.
Miner's Gloss., Gavelor or Gaverler or Gafler . . an officer

among the Miners, in the Forest of Dean. 1884 Law Times
31 May 78/2 A freeminer made an application to the gaveller

for a grant to him of one of the two gales, on the ground
that M. had forfeited them .. by non-working. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 26 June 3/2 A ' gaveller ' has been appealed to. . He
is an officer whose functions arise out of the Royal forest.

3. Hist. One who pays ' gavel ' for land rented.
1862 E. W. Robertson Seotl., etc. II. 270 Except in the

case of the Gavellers of East Kent, military tenure seems
to have prevailed with hardly any exception. 1872 — Hist.
Ess. Introd. 54 He made them. .Gavellers.

t Ga-velliug, vhl. sb. Obs, rare. [f. Gavel v.*

+ -ING y Usury.
c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 31 Si lepre betokned

po grete sennen bet biedh diadliche, ase so is lecherie,
spusbreche, gauelinge. 1340 Ayenb. 34 Of be rote of auarice
guob out manye smale roten . . pet byeb wel greate dyadliche
zennes. .be uerste is gauelinge.

Gavelock (garvelj?k). Obs. exc. Hist, and dial.

Forms: 1 gafeluc, gaveluc, 2-4 gaveloc, 4-6
gavelok (gaw-), 5 gavilok, gavylok, 6 gaiflok,

6-7 gavelocke, 9 gav'loc(k\ gowelock, dial.

geavelock (-lick
, 4, 7- gavelock. [OK. gafehte

str. masc. has the form of a regular dim, of gafel,

geafel fork see Gable sb.) ; the senses, however,
are somewhat difficult to account for on this view
of the etymology : evidence is lacking for the
supposition that the word originally meant a
forked or barbed arrow (cf. Fork sb. y) and a
forked crowbar.
Words of closely similar form and meaning are ON.

Ca/lak, gaflok neut. javelin (perh. adopted from Eng.>,
\\ elsh gajfach (said to mean ' bearded arrow '), Irish gabhla
lance, ONF. gavelot (12th c), gaverlot, gavrelot, garlot
(-Central Y.javelot, It. giavelotto) javelin, whence MDu.
gavelot, gaverloot, TsXWCi.gabil&t; see also Gaff sb. 1 The

relation between the words is uncertain. Thurneysen,
followed by most recent etymologists, regards the Romanic
word as of Celtic origin; the OK. word may possibly be
adopted from the OF. (though recorded earlier* or from its

source.]

1. A spear for throwing ; a dart, javelin.

c 1000 /Ei.FRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 143/6 Hastilia,
gafelucas. c 1050 in Napier O. E. Glosses I. 4238 Cata-
Puttas, gauelucas. 1183 Jocelin de Brakelonda (Camden)
35 Baculum meum excussi ad modum teli quod vocatur
gaveloc. a 1259 Matth. Paris an. 1256 (Rolls) V. 550
Frisones igitur .. ipsum Willelmum cum jaculis, quae vul-
gariter gavelocos appellant, quorum maxime noticiam
habent et usum .. hostHiter insequebantur. a 1300 E. P..

Psalter liv. 22 [Iv. 21] (Horstm.) Nesched als oyle his saghs
bene, And bai ere gauelokes \\..j<n -it la] bam bitwene. c 1330
R. Brvkne Chron. (1S101 207 pe Waleis partie had vmbilaul
|je brigge. With gauelokes and dnrtes suilk ore was non
sene. c 1400 Soiuaone Bab. 1426 Thai hurte him foule and
slutigh bis hors With gauylokes and wytb dartis. < 1450
Merlin 300, I saugh hem launche at hym knyves and gave-
lokkes and dartes. a 1650 Merlin 213S in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 489 IHeJ bare a gauelocke in his hand. 1817 j. F.

I'i nnik Royal Mivstr. x. 390 Two hundred spearmen, bear-
ing each His yav'loc crowu'd with a stern warrior's head.

f 2. An artificial spur for a fighting cock. Obs.

(Cf. Gablock 1, Gaff 3 a, GAFFLE3, GaffletO
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <V P. 175 Cocks as big as

Turkies : which they Arm with Razors tied flat under the
Claws, and faulched Two Inches, instead of Gavelocks.

3. An iron crowbar or lever. (Cf. G ablock 2/
1497 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Seotl. 11877) I. 349 Item, giflm for

xiij stane of ime, to mak grath to Mons new cradill, and
gavilokkis to ga with hir. 1558 Lane. Wills III. 80, viij.

mylne pycke ij axes one gavelocke of iron, c 1632 in

Brand Hist. Xewcastte (17S9 I. 370 note, One iron gavelock,
and cne swea tree with two rolles for taking and laying
down lairstones. 1681 H. Mori: Exp. Dan. \. 6 'Ihou
sawest moreover a Stone cut out without hands, no man
with Axe or Gavelock dissevering it. 1804 R. Andkkson
Cnmbertd. Ball., Jeff $ ?<</• i\. Kin leyke thee cud fling

the geavelick. 1839 Ure Did. Arts 75S The greater part of
the matters contained in the [lead] furnace is drawn over
on the work-stone, by means of a large rake called a
gowelock. 1855 Rorinson Whitby Gloss., Gemvtock, a
large iron crowbar for raising stone. 1880 Antb/uary Apr.
1S7 On trying the ground on the north side of the fern e

with a gavelock, they came on the cover of a cist.

t Ga'velot. Obs. rare. [a. OK. gavelot, V.

javelot : see prec] A javelin or casting-spear.
14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 596/23 Missile, a shafte and a

sheteland agauelot. 1674 lij.ot nt Glossogr.(ed. 4' (Wrongly
explained as 'a warlike Engine to shoot stones or darts ; a
great sling'. So 1726 in Kersey],

Gaverick. loial(Cornwalt\. TheRcdGmnard.
1846 Couch in Zoologist IV. 1402. (In recent Diets.)

Gavial (g£l"vi&l). Zool. Also in more correct

forms, gar(rh'ial, gharrial, ghuryal. [a. F.

gavial (recorded 1789) corruptly ad. Hindustani

Jls'i^J ghariyal.'] A saurian inhabiting the Ganges,

distinguished by its elongated muzzle from the

American alligator and the African crocodile.

1825 Hamilton ItatidbA:, Gavial. 1830 Lyeix Princ.
Geol. I. 243 The Gangetic crocodile, or Gavial (in correct

orthography, Garial) is confined to the fresh water. 1835
Burnes Trav. Bokhara (ed. 21 I. 115 The large alligator is

unknown here; but the long-nosed animal called 'ghuryal'
abounds. 1850 H. Miller Footpr. Great, xv. (1874 284
There are fierce contests in their native jungles, on the
banks of the Ganges, between the gavial and the tiger.

1854 Owkn Skel. Sf Teeth in Cite. Sc, Org. Xat. I. 98/1
The Gangetic crocodile, called 'garrhial' by the Hindoos.
1864 — Led. Potver of God 40 Gharrials are confined to

India ; alligators are limited to America.

Hence G-avialid. a crocodile belonging to the

same family as the gavial.

1889 in Century Did.

Gavotte gavp-t). Also7-8gavote,8-9gavoti't.
[a. F. gavotte (in Cotgr. gavote), ad. mod. Pr.

gavoto, dance of the Gavbts, a name given in Pro-

vence to the natives of the Alps.] a. A kind of

dance, resembling the minuet, but requiring a more
lively movement, b. The music used to accompany
this dance ; a piece of music in common time,

moderately quick, and consisting of two parts,

each of which is repeated ; frequently forming one
of the movements of the Suite.

1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 284 The Greek Dances
are . . a sort of Country Dance . . and . . a kind of Gavote or

Branle, in which the Men and Women are mingl'd. 1727
Pope, etc. Martin. Scriblerus xii. (1741)46 With the several

modifications of this tune-playing quality in playing of

Preludes, Sarabands, Jigs, and Gavotts. 1776 Sir j. Haw-
kins Hist. Mus. IV. in. i. 380 The Gavot .. is hardly to

be traced further backwards than . . about the year 1670.

1876 Ouida Winter City iii. 65, I am certain he went to

sleep one night after a gavotte with Montespan, and has just

awakened. 1879 Grove's Did. Music I. 586/1 The gavotte

should always begin on the third beat of the bar, each part

finishing, therefore, with a half-bar.

attrih. 1774 Birney Hist. Mus. (1789) I. vi. 82 It must
not be imagined that in our simple airs of the gavot and
minuet kind we have no musical rhythm.

Hence Oavo'tte v., to dance a gavotte, rare-1 .

1819 H. BrsK Vestriad in. 62 In rusty gown gavotting r.t

a ball.

Gaw (g§\ J^- 1 Sc. [Of uncertain origin : perh.

identical with gaw Sc. form of Gall sb:2- ; but the

sense is not easy to account for on this supposi-

tion.] (See quots. 1793 and 181 2.) Also attrib.
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in gaw-cut (whence -cutting), -fur ( —furrow)

:

see quots.

1793 Sir J. Sinclair Stat. Ace. Scott. IX. 352 note, Gaw is

that slit or opening made by a plough or spade in the side of
a pond, loch, or stagnated water, by which it is drained off,

1805 R. Somf.rville Agr. Sunt. E. Loth. 172 As soon as a
field is sown and harrowed, the gaw-furs, as they are pro-

vincially called, are neatly and perfectly cleaned with the

spade and shovel. 1812 J. Wilson Agric. Rtnfrewtk. 130
Open drains, called sloped giws. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. 0/
Farm I. § 779 In every variety of soil ploughed, .for winter,

care should be taken to have plenty of channels or gaws or

grips, as they are usually termed, so as the surface water
may find them at every point by which to escape . . The
precaution of gaw-cutting should never be neglected. Ibid.

§ 854 The gaw-cuts, small channels cut with the spade, are

carefully made through every natural hollow of the ground.
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Gaw cut.

Gaw (go\ sb,* rare- 1
. ? Short for Gewgaw.

1822 T. Mitchell Aristoph., Wasps 11. ii. Like this, with
his hair Curling tier above tier, With his gauds and his

^aws Do despite to the laws.

t Gaw, v. Obs. Forms : 3 gawen. gowen. 5
gou, 6 gawe. [cf. ON. jpti to heed.] ititr. To
gape, stare ; to look intently.

c 1200 Obmin 12233 And dob itt [sc. hoarded money] te nan
oberr god Butan bait tatt tu gowesst j>a;ronne ha bu gast

ta^rto. c 1300 Seyn yulian 125 Ne make bou namo men
gawen on me ! c 1420 Anturs o/Arth. x. (Irel. MS.) The
bryddus in the boes, That of [other texts on] the gost gous
[Thornton MS. gewes, riming with bewes, clewes ; Douce
MS. glowes) Thay scryken. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. i.

Ajb, Wlio gapes, who gawes, who pores, who pries, who
proggs his mate but he? 1808-25 Jam ieson s. v., To gawe,
to go about staring in a stupid manner. Teviotd.

Gaw, Sc. var. Gall sb. 1

, sb.-, v.1

Gawbardyne, -berdyne, obs. ff. Gaberdine.

t Gaw'berd. Obs. Also -bert, -barte. [Of
obscure origin ; the first element is perh. --= OE.
gealg' gallows, as in Gallow(s-balk. The word
seems to have been confused inextricably with

Cobbard.] See quot. 1S47-7S.)

1483 Cafh. Angl. T5i'2 A Gawbert, jfie/>urgiu»t. 1520
Lane. Wilts II. 10 All my iron broches gawbarte. 1591
Garrard Art Warre 14 Or that for rost meat he makes a
spit, wodden Gawberds [etc.]. 1847-78 Halliwell, Gait*

berts, iron racks for chimneys.

Gawcie, -cy, vars. Gawsy a.

Gawd, Gawd- : see Gaud, Gaud-.
Gawelok, obs. form of Gavelock.

Gawf (i,'§0> sb. Sc. Forms: 6 gawf(e, gaufe,

7 gaff. [Onomatopoeic] A loud noisy laugh
;

only in phrase to give a gawf. Also gawf of)
laughter.

1500 20 Dlnbar Poems Ixxv. 22 'Tehe', quod scho, and
gaif ane gaufe [v.r. gawf]. a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks.
1848 II. 67 Sche gaif ane gawfe of lauchter, and said, ' Now
will I go*. Ibid. 404 Sche first smyleit, and efter gaif ane
gawf lauchter. 1678 Sinclair Satan's Invis. World 88 The
Devil gave a great gaff of laughter.

Gawf (g§0* v. Sc. Also gaff, gauf. [Con-
nected with proc] inlr. To laugh noisily.

1719 Ramsay P.p. to Hamilton 111. 77 Gaffin they wi' sides

sae sair [etc.]. 1721 — Elegy on Vatic Birnie 2 The famous
fidler of Kin^horn, Who gart the lieges gawff and girn ay.

Gawge, Gawg- : see Gauge, Gaug-.
Gawin, So. f. Gain sb} Obs.

t Gawish, a. Obs. [? Gaw v. + -ISH. In all

the examples, conceivably a misprint for gatvrish,

garish ; but the occurrence of Gaw v. in Drant
confirms the reading in the first quot.] Staring,

gaping ; showy, gaudy.
1567 Drant Horace*s Ep. n. i. G yj, A gawishe sort gredie

to gase Not gredie to be tawght. 1567 J. Sanford tr.

Epittetus rr a, What is our life? a gawish game, a sweete
delighting play. 1589 L. Wright Dispi. Dntie 41 Your
attyre. .not gawish. hut godly: as beseemeth Christianitie.

1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878) 74 The minde is

set vpon fashions, fangles, and gawish cloathes, now one,
and then another. 1616 T. Adams Diseases 0/Soul xvii. 65
A gawish Trauellerthat came to Sparta, who standing in the
presence of Lacon a long time vpon one leg, that he might be
obserued & admired, cryed at the last, 'O Lacon, thou' [etc.].

Gawk (g§k), sb. [perh. f. next ; but see Gawk
7'.] An awkward person; a fool ; a simpleton.

Johnson, followed by later lexicographers, confounds this

with Gowk, cuckoo, simpleton.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. I. 290 They [his sons]

proved ' such gawks ' that they were unable to learn. 1850

MRS. Carlylk Lett. (1883) II. 114 That barenecked huoing
gawk Stewart. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 10 The girl

was by common judgment and report a gawk.

Gawk (g§10> ti. Also gauk. [Of difficult

etymology ; app. a contraction of a disyllabic word
which appears in many north-Eng. dialects as

%aulick-, galloc-, gautish- {Jiand, handed) : see

Ray A: C. Words 1^74-91 (E. D. S.), Thoresby

Let. to Kay 1703 (E. D.S.), and the Whitby and

Mid-Yorks. glossaries.

The natural assumption that the word represents an adop-
tion of a prehistoric form of F. gauche has grave difficulties :

it is not certain that the etymon of the Fr. word had an / at

all 1 see Hatz.-Darm., where it is assumed that the word has

lost a nasal) ; and even on the common view that gauche
represents an OLow Frankish *walki, it would be expected
that an Eng. adoption old enough to retain the / would
have W as the initial.

1

Left. Also in Comb., as gawk-handed.
1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray ilC.D.S.) Gawk hand, Gallock

hand, [the] left hand. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss.,

Gauk-handed, left-handed. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss.,

Gawk-hand, the left hand.

Gawk (g?k), v > dial. U.S. Also gauk. [perh.

f. the sb. ; possibly, on the other hand, an iterative

f. Gaw v. (with suffix as in tal-k, wal-k, lur-k), in

which case it may be the source of the sb.] inlr.

To stare or gape stupidly.

1785 M. Cutler in LJ/e, Jruls. $ Corr. 11888) II. 227 We
.. do little else than sit in the chimney-corner, repeating
over the same dull stories, or gawking at one another with
sorry grimace. 1862 Mrs. Stoddard Morgesons xiii. 11889)

68 The whole table stared as we seated ourselves . .
' How

they gawk at you ', whispered Temperance, a 1866 Keble
in Sir J. Coleridge Mem. A". (1869) in Making one ashamed
of going gawking as one is wont to do about the world.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Gauk, to stare vacantly. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Sept. 538/1 I'd like t' know what you'd say if I went
down thar and gawked around like you do up yere. 1890
Gloncestersh. Gloss., Gawk, to loiter and gape about.

Hence Gawking///, a.

1892 Stevenson 8: L. Osboirne Wrecker (ed. 2> 237 Un-
mindful of the gawking creatures that struggled and died
among their feet.

Gawkish (g§*kij), a. [f. Gawk sb. + -ISH.]

Like a 'gawk', awkward, clownish.
1876 White Cross <y Dove of Pearls xlviii. 312 Some of

the young women in these parts were quaint, gawkish, and
from very shyness, awkward.

Gawky Ig^'ki), a. and sb. [f. Gawk sb. (?or v.)

+ -Yl.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons : Awkward and stupid ; ungainly.

1759 J. Townlev High Life bcloiu Stairs 1. i, Under the

Form of a gawky Country Boy I will be an Eye-witness of
my Servants Behaviour. 1786 Burns Ep. to M'Adam ii,

Now deil-ma-care about their jaw, The senseless, gawky
million. 1806-7 J. BerksfORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)

xi. Sigh 15 A stupid gawky boy of about 14. i860 Thack-
eray Lovel ii, I should like to know who that great tall

gawky . . girl in the passage is. 1862 Miss Braddon Lady
Audley iii, Her cousin looked round in gawky embarrass-
ment.

2. transf. of things.

1821 Galt Ayrsh. Legatees x. 288 As for the town of
Brighton, it *s what I would call a gawky piece of London.
1832 L. Hunt Sir R. Esher (1850) 133 Never heard I in

my life such an infernal noise as our great gawky ship

made. 1843 Ld. Shaftesb. in Life xi. (1887) 263 The little

church, .choked with high gawky boxes that they call pews.

B. sb. An awkward, foolish person ; a lout,

a simpleton.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 163 What signifies

how pawky, Or gentle-born ye be,—bot youth In love your
but a gawky. 1762 Loud. Chron. XI. 263/2 Some wear
their hats .. pointed into the air; those are the Gawkies.
a 1764 Lloyd Earn. Efi. to Friend 55 The great gawky
Admiration, Parent of stupid Imitation. 1777 Sheridan
Sch. Scand. 11. ii, She is. an awkward gawky. 1863 Mrs.
C. Clarke Shaks. Char. ii. 58 Audrey is the most perfect

specimen of a wondering she-gawky. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. vi, xlviii, Nothing makes a woman more of a gawky
than . . showing tempers in public.

Hence G-awkihood, the condition, state, or

period of being a l gawky'; Gawkiness, the

quality of being gawky.
1872 F. W. Robinson Bridge 0/ Glass II. 11. xxii. 285 It

was like the Fanny Redbridge whom he had teased and
jested with in her girlhood and gawkyhood.

_ 1873 Miss
Broughton Nancy III. ii. 32 The crude gawkiness of the

raw girl he has drifted into marrying. 1889 Barkir Wiudcnv
in Thrums xiv. 127 The minister's wife .. smiling good-
humouredly at country gawkiness.

t Gawl, 2'. Obs. rare- 1

. [? echoic; cf. Gowl.]
trans. ? To bawl out.

1592 Greene Disput. 25 He .. could gawll out many
quaint and rihadrous ligges and songs.

G-awl, obs. form of Gall sb. and v.

Gawlin (g9*Hn\ Sc. 1 Obs. [Of obscure origin
;

Jamieson suggests ON. gag/ goose.] tSee quot.)

1703 M. Martin West. 1st. 71 The Gawlin is a Fowl less

than a Duck ; it is reckon'd a true Prognosticator of fair

weather, for when it sings, fair, .weather always follows.

Gawling, var. Gaumx.
Gawm, Qawm(b)less: sec G.wm, -less.

Gawn (£9"). Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 gawne.
See also Goan. [contraction for Gallon.]
1. A gallon.

1365 in T. Sharp Diss. Cov. Myst. (1825I 50 It' payd for

iij gawnesof ale in the pagiand. 1609 C. Bitlkr Fern. Mori.
iii. 116231 E iv, The abating of one inch in each dimension,
abateth a gawne in the content. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II. 37Q His fare was course, his drink of a penny a gawn
or gallon. 1886 Chesh. Gloss., Gawn, a gallon.

2. (See quots.)
1688 R. Holmk Armoury in, 320/2 A Gawn .. is a Vessel

made after the form of a Piggen, but it hath a long handle or
neck thereby to reach to the bottom of deep Brewing Vessels
to fetch out the Liquor. 1841 Hartshorne Salop. Autiq.
Gloss., Gawn, a small bucket chiefly used in brewing.
1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Gawn, a milking lade; any ves-

sel for lading out a liquid. 1890 Sale-Catat. Suffield
House near Derby, Two milk gawns. 1894 S. E. Wore.
Gloss,, Gawn, a tub holding about a gallon, and usually
having an handle projecting upwards on one side.

Gawncel y, var. Gansel. Obs.

Gawne, var. Gain vA Obs.

t Gawne, v. Obs.~ l App. a late spelling of

gone Gane v.

1563 B. Googe Eglogs, etc. lArb.) 84, I take not I as

some do take, To gape and gawne for Honours hye.

Gawuey (gg'ni). dial, or colloq. See also

1 Goney. [? Connected with Gane {gone, gaivn) v.]

1 A simpleton.
1842 Akicrman Wiltsit. Gloss., Gaivney, a simpleton.

! — Wiltsh. Talcs 83 Leave m' Mone y' great gawney ! 1880
Jefferiks Gr. Eerne E. 257 A hand-barrow, then—you
gawnies

!

Gawp : see Galt.
Gawpy : see Gaupy s.v. GalTUS.
Gawre n, var. Gaure.
Gawse, var. Gauze.
Gawsy (£9'si), a. Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

S gawcie, 8-9 gaucie, -ey, 9 gausie. -sy, gawcy.
-sey, -sie, 8- gawsy. [Of unknown origin.] Of
persons : Well-dressed and jolly-looking. Of
things : Large and handsome.
1720 Ramsay Ediub.'s Salut. to Ld. Carnarvon iii, But

since I have been fortune's sport, I look nae hauf sae
gawsy. a 1774 Fkrgisson Poems (18141 II. 44 Pacing wi'

a gawsy air In gude Braid Claith. 1785 Blkns Holy Fair
xxiv, In comes a gaucie, gash Guidwife. 1786 — Twa
Dogs 35 His gawcie tail, wi' upward curl, Hung owre
his hurdies wi' a swirl, a 1810 Tannahili. Poems, Rab
Rotyso?i's Bonnet (1846) 116 A braw gawcier bonnet there

\
never was seen. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvi, (lawsie and
grand he lookit, like ony queen in the land. Ibid, xxviii,

Whilk is a dribble in comparison of our gawsie Scots pint.

1830 Galt Lawrie T. 1. ii. (1849) 4 A decent, gausy, con-
versible carlin. zZISfsGlasgow Even. Times 9 Aug. 2.5 Not

1

so long ago it was quite orthodox to have a big gaucie
midden in front of or near the house doors in Glasgow.
1894 Crockett Raiders 393 He cam' steppin' sae gawsy
across the dry stanes at Sandy's Ford.

Gay (g^')> a" adv., and sb. Forms : 4-6 gai e,

4-7 «aye, (9 Sc. gaie), 4- gay. [a. F. gai (re-

corded from 1 2th c.) = Pr. gai, guai Jjai), OSp.
gayo, Pg. gaio, It. gajo.
The ulterior etymology is disputed : the view of Die?,

that the word is a. OHG. gahi swift, headlong (mod.Ger.
jiihe), is now generally abandoned. An etymon more satis-

factory both with regard to sense and phonology is OHG.
wAhi pretty (MHG. w£he, mod. dial, wxh) ; but some
scholars doubt whether the Rom. forms can represent

a tier, word with medial //. The sense "slack, not closely

fitting ', which exists in all the Rom. langs. (though not

recorded very early in any of them) may possibly be of ety-

mological significance.]

A. adj. 1. Of persons, their attributes and
, actions : F'ull of or disposed to joy and mirth

;

manifesting or characterized by joyous mirth

;

:
light-hearted, exuberantly cheerful, sportive, merry.
a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 52 Heo is . . Graciouse,

stout, ant Gay, Gentil, jolyf so the jay. c 1386 Chaucer
j

Miller's 'P. 153 This Absolon, that iolif was and gay,

I Gooth with a sencer on the haliday. < 1440 York. Myst.
xxix. 291 Boy, be not agaste if we seme gaye. 1514
Barclay Cyt. <y Uplondyslim. (Percy Soc.) p. Hi, Making
the tapster come gay and feate. 1706 Stanhope Paraphr.
III. 367 That gay insulting Man was particularly careful

to distinguish himself from his poor dejected Companion.
1784 Couter Task 1. 403 Whom call we gay? The lark

is gay. 1795-18x4 Wordsw. Excurs, in. 507 The choir

Of gay companions. 1812 J. Wilson Isle of Palms 1. 58
Smiles wander o'er thy placid face As if thy dreams were

I gay. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i, Edward was the hand-

I

somest, the gayest, and the bravest prince in Christendom.

1849 Macaulay/Zwi1

. Eng. iv. I. 431 He made an effort to

converse with them in his usual gay style. 1880 Oltda
Moths II. 123, I knew he was gay and careless.

trans/. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 705 Quick As is the

wit it gives, the gay champagne.
absol. 171a Pope Ep. to Miss Blount 16 And the gay

mourn'd, who never mourn'd before. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 89 That greatest of human blessings

[sleep], .visits the happy, the cheerful, and the gay. 1821

Craig Led. Drawing viii. 440 To the youthful and gay,

I would recommend these studies most particularly.

b. Of a horse : hiyely, prancing. [So in Fr.]

,

rare~ x
.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi. ii, As spruce a cavalier as
! ever pricked gay steed on the pliant grass.

c. With implied sense of depreciation: Airy,
' off-hand.

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 21 Fenton. .made
him a gay offer of five pounds. Ibid. 99 Gay indifference.

•j* d. In poetry : Applied to women, as a con-

ventional epithet of praise. Obs. (Cf. Frke a. 3.)
<" 1350 Will. Palerne 816 Whan be gaye gerles . were in-

to he gardin come, Faire floures bei founde . of fele maner
hewes. c X386 Chaucer Millers T. 583 Some gay gerl..

Hath broght yow thus vpon the viritoot. 1599 Shaks.
! Pass. Pilgr. 225 The learned man hath got the lady gay.

a 1802 Prince Robert in Child Ballads iv. 284 Prince Robert

i

has wedded a gay ladye, He has wedded her with a ring.

e. The gay science \ a rendering oi gai saber, the

j

Provencal name for the art of poetry.

1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXX. 455 So little of

an heroic or tragic cast had their effusions, that they termed

poetry the gay science. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. IV. 313 Not
forbidding himself those amorous indulgences which were

the reward of chivalrous valour, and of the 'gay science '.

2. Addicted to social pleasures and dissipations.

Often euphemistically: Of loose or immoral life.

1637 Shirley Lady ofPleasure v. Kib, Lord. Vou'le not

beangry.Madam. CV/. Nor rude, though gay men haveaprivi-

ledge. 1700 T. Brown tr. Eresny's Amusevr. Ser. <$- Com.

! 130 Every Dunce of a Quack, is call'd a Physician . . Every
1 Gay thing, a Chevalier. X703 Rowk Pair Penit. v. i, Is this

that Haughty, Gallant, Gay Lothario? 1754 Adventurer

i

No. 124 !»7 The old gentleman, whose character I cannot

better express than in the fashionable phrase which has been

contrived to palliate false principles and dissolute manners,



GAY. 87 GAYNESS.
bad been a gay man, and was well acquainted with the town.

1791 Burkr Let. to Member Nat. A sic/nbly Wks. VI. 36 The
brilliant part of men of wit and pleasure, of gay, young, mili-

tary sparks. 1798 Fhrriak Iltustr. Sterne li. 40 The dis-

solute conduct of the gay circles in France is not of modern
date. 1809 Mai.kin Gil Bl. vn. i. III. 10, I. .posted myself
011 the high road, where the gay deceiver was sure to be
intercepted. 1847 H. ROGERS Ess. I. v. 214 For some years

he lived a cheerful, and even gay, though never a dissipated

life, in Paris. 1849 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 103 The
place was merely a gay suburb of the capital. 1851 May-
MEW Loud. Labour I. 383 The principal of the firm was
what is termed 'gay'. He was particularly fond of attend-

ing public entertainments. He sported a little as well, and
delighted m horse-racing. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon
I. 302 This elder Narcissa had led a gay and wild life

while beauty lasted. 1897 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg.
VIII. 224 My patient was a married man, who admitted
having been very gay in early life.

absol. 1849 Macaui.ay Hut. Eng. \\. I. 196 On the vices

of the young and gay lie looked with, .aversion.

b. Hence, in slang use, of a woman : leading an
immoral life, living by prostitution.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy II. 22 Two sisters—
both gay. 1857 J. K. Ritchie Night Side Land. 40 The
gay women, as they are termed, are worse off than American
slaves. 1868 Snnd. Times 19 July 5/1 As soon as ever a
woman has ostensibly lost her reputation, we, with a grim
inappositeness, call her 'gay*. 1885 ////// <$• Line. Times
26 Dec. 8/4 She was leading a gay life.

3. Bright or lively-looking, esp. in colour ; bril-

liant, showy.
13.. A". Alis. 3204 Gret pruydc and gay gerc. 13.. E.

E. Allit. P. A. 260 In bis gardyn gracios gaye. -1386
Chaucer Proi, in, Vpon his arm he baar a gay bracer.
c 1420 Sir A mndaee (Camden) Ivi, He come in als gay
gere, Ry^te as he an angelle were. 1463 Bury Wills
iCamdenl 41 My best gay cuppe of erthc. 1508 Dunbar
Pua mariit Wcmen 365 He grathit me in a gay silk, et

gudly arrayis. 1539 Will ofAsly11 (Somerset H0.1, My
gaye potte of glasse. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden)
6 His oun gai gallant gaskins do and wil descn it suffi-

ciently. 1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients 285 Too much
cheerefulnesse of gay and flourishing colours. 1650 lit 1-

wer Antkrppomet. 260 The Urania's, who delight in such
Gay-babies. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to P'cess

of Wales 1 Apr., The perpetual spring, .makes everything
gay and flourishing. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i, In
every gay carriage that passed, he hoped to see the object
of his constant thought. 1834 Lyti'on Pompeii 1. », They
were now in that quarter which was filled with the gayest
shops, i860 PlBSSE Lab. C/iem. Wonders (18691 131 The
Collinsia verna, a gay, dark purple flower. 1870 K. Peacock
HalfSkirl. III. 233 Their costumes were gay with ribbons.
absol. 1842 Miall in Noncouf. II. 1 The civil magistrate,

dressed in his gayest, approached the altar.

4. Finely or showily dressed. Now rare.

C 1381 Chaucer Pari. Ponies 234 Wommen y-nowe, of
whiche somme ther were Faire of hem-self and somnie of
hem were gay. 1387 Trevisa Higdeit (Rolls) IV. 241 Cleo-
patra made here gay. c 1475 RaufCoilyar 4S4 He is the
gayest in geir, that euer on ground glaid. 1509 Barclay
Skyp of Polys (1570) 27 Women .. sell their soules and
bodyes to go gay. 1604 ShaKS. Oth. 11. i. 151 She that .

.

Neuer lackt Gold, and yet went neuer gay. 1801 STBUTT
Sports ty Past. \. i. 7 The king was desirous of knowing the
name of this gay gentleman. 1812 J. Wilson Isle dfPalms
in. 600 Vaunt not, gay bird ! thy gorgeous plume. 1859
Tennyson Enid 284 The armourer, .seeing one so gay in

purple silks.

5. In immaterial sense : Brilliant, attractive,

charming, f Formerly also of reasonings, etc.

:

Specious, plausible.

1529 More Dyaloge in. Wks. 243/2 Those reasons semed
..gay and glorious at the first sight. 1548 Hall Citron.,

Hen. I 7, 113 Thei with money, and gay promises, first cor-
rupted a Miller. 156a Cooper Answ. Afol. Prt'v. Masse
57 b,You will seeine with your gay gloses toglorifie the bloud
of Christe. 1634 Milton Comus 790 Enjoy your dear wit,

and gay rhetoric. 1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. vi. § 5.

327, I would fain know what gay probabilities you could
devise to disswade him from this Resolution. 1709 Poi'K
Ess. Crt'l. 392 Let not each gay turn thy rapture move.
1779-81 Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 17 All the gay
varieties of diction were ready at his hand.

f 6. Brilliantly good ; excellent, fine. Obs.
c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 54 A gud gay wynd out off the

rychtartcom. 1533 BkllendknZ/V^' 11. vii. 11822) 127 liecaus
vertew wes honorit in this wise, it gaif occasioun to wemen to

do gay vassalege. 1540 HVKDE tr. Vivos' Instr. Chr. Won/.
(1592) Nv, But lookein the same booke, how goodly and gay
is the prais of a good woman. 1550 Latimer L.ast Serin.

Inf. Ediv. VI{\*fy2.) 125 The concord of brethren, & agreeing
of brethren is a gay thing. 1563 T. Wilson Logike 15 b,

People, which haue moche dispraised all temporall lawes.

.

thinkyng it mete that all common weales, should onely haue
the Gospell, and none other lawe at all. This maie seme
to some, a gaie saiyng where as in deede, it is bothe foolishe,

and wicked. 1573 Tusser Husb. xxxv. 118781 80 The
labour is little, the profit is gay. 1577 Harrison England
Ded. {1877) 1. p. ci.\, And thus with hope of good although
no gaie successe. 1593 Tell-Trotlis N. Y, Gift 38 It is a
gay thing to come to dignity.

fb. ironically. Obs.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 11 b, O gay payre of
Byshop*, which are so intangled in two examples onely.
that [etc.]. 1582 G. Martin Discov. Corrupt. Script, vii.

i2o If these later Rabbines be the Hebreues that Beza
meaneth, and which these gay English translatours follow.

T" e. To have agay mind :
* to have a good mind \

to be very much inclined.

1557 Pole in Strype EccL Mem. III. App. lxviii. 238 Yf
you.,had suche a gay mynde to restore the ruynes of the
Chyrches.

7. Of quantity or amount. Pretty good, 'toler-

able*, ' middling*. Sc. and north. Also Gey.

1796 \\\ Marshall Yorksh, Gloss, (ed. 2\ Gay, consider-
able, middling, ordinary. 1801 Seward Lonsdale Dial. 54
(E. I). S. No. 76) Thauknaes it'tle be a gay dele, when it's o
put tagidder. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss. 1882 in Lane. Gloss.

8. dial. In good health; well, convalescent.
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v., I am quite gay I thank

you. 1876 in Mid- \ 'orftsh. Gloss. 1877 N. IP. Line. Gloss.

s. v., I heard thoo was badly, but thoo looks gay. 1887
Kent. Gloss, s.v., I don't feel very gay this morning.

9. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as gay-coloured,

•flowered, -humoured, -looking, -seeming adjs. ;
gay-

feather U.S., the name of a plant ;see quot.).
1866 Howell I'enet. I,ife xx. 342 Brilliant tapestries and

other *gay-coloured cloths. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowt.
(N.V.) VI. 493 *Gay-feather, the common name for the
liatris scariosa and spicata. 1856 Farmers Mag. Jan. 2

The 'gay-flowered Seuecio of the Canaries, known in gar-
dens under the name of Cineraria. 1886 Mrs. Burnett
Little Ld. Pauulleroy vi. (1887) 114 Everything was bright
and cheerful with gay-flowered chintz. 1883 F. M. Pearu
t'outrad. x, It was a fresh,*gay-humoured day. 1897 Daily
Ne7i>s 21 Apr. 3 '3 A gay looking gig now put out from
Palermo. 1595 Spenser Hymn Heavenly Beauty 299 This
vile world and these 'gay-seeming things.

B. adv.

f 1. a. Brightly, showily -Gaily i. b. In a gay
mood, joyously- Gaily 2. Obs.
1415 Hocclev e J'o Sir J. Oldcastle 414 Villages, .causen

men nonure The seint after whom maad is that figure, And
nat worsshippe it how gay it be wroght. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xliii. 28 Send in jour steid, $our ladeis grathit vp
gay. 1577 I). Googe Hercsbach's Husb. 1. 11586) 7 Nor
seelyng garnish t gaye with Imagrye, Nor ritche attyre we
see.

_ 1633 Bi*. Hall Occas. Medit. (1851) 112 Not acknow-
ledging any friend, but ..the nurse, that dresses us gay. 1744
Sarah Fielding David Simple II. 161 He was dressed very
gay. 1754 J. ShEBBEARE Matrimony 11766) II. 140 This
paid her I >ebts, and put some considerable Sum of Money in

her Pocket, with which she lived as gay as before.

2. Very. Also in weaker sense : Considerably,
' pretty'. Frequent in dial. A gay few -a good
few. see Few 2 d. Often written Gey.

1686 G. Stuart foco-ser. disc. Ep. Ded., Your Enemies
(of which., yo've had a gay convenient number). 1807 SlR

J. Carr Caled. Sketches xii. 212 It is a gaie (very) bonnie
place to be out of the world. 1816 Scott Old Mart, vii, I

ken I'm gay thick in the head. 1884 Gd. Words 229 There
was a gay few folks waiting to cross.

3. Comb. Chiefly with pres. and pa. pples., as

gay-beseen (see Besee II), -careering, -chirping,

-motleyed, -fainted, -shifting, -smiling, -spent,

-spotted, -throned.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Polly O ij b, What saic you to
Courtiers? these minion gaibeseen gentihnen. 1596 Spen-
ser F. Q. vi. v. 38 Deckt with greene boughes, and flowers

gaybeseene. 1824 T. Fencv 4 Tcmferam. r. 45 Thy •gay-
careering soul. 1844 Ld. Houghton Palm Leaves 132 The
sparrow "Gay-chirping by the door. 1742 Collins Eel.,

Abra 17 *Gay-motley'd pinks and sweet jonquils she chose.

1777 Warton Poems 36 The butterfly, *gay-painted soon,
Explores awhile the tepid noon. 1728-46 Thomson Spring
190 The downward sun Looks out effulgent from amid the
flush Of broken clouds *gay-shifting to his beam. 1747
Ld. Lyttelton Monody Wks. (1774) 630 Ye lawns gay-
smiling with eternal green, Oft have you my Lucy seen !

1726-46 Thomson Winter 1037 Those busy bustling days.
Those *gay-spent festive nights. 1728-46 — Spring 550
Nor broad carnations ; nor *gay-spotted pinks. 1777 WAR-
TON Poems 76 Hut since, gay-thron'd in fiery chariot sheen,
Summer has smote each daisy-dappled dale.

C. sb. Obs. exc. dial, [the adj. used absol."]

f 1. A gay lady. Also, rarely of a man, a ' gal-

lant'. Obs.

13. . Gaw. ty Gr. Knl. 970 Gawayn gly^t on pat gay. bat

graciously loked. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 2679 Parys was pur-
post with pouer to wende Into Grese for a gay, all on gretc
wise. .1420 Anturs of Arth. (Camden) xli, Then glop-
punt that gaye, Hit was no ferly in faye. c 1475 [see

Gainand].
2. Anythingthatlooksgayor showy; an ornament;

esp. one that is used to amuse a child. Now dial.

1399 Langl. Rich. Rcdeles 11. 94 But how the gayes han
y-gon, God wotte the sothe, Amonge my^tfull men alle
these many 3eris. c itpoMaid Emlyn 330 in Hazl. E. P. P.
IV. 94 This mannes name was Harry, He coude full clene
cary, He loued prety gayes. 1519 Horman Vulg. 147 This
baby hath many gayes hangyng at his necke. 1601 Dent
Pathw. Heaven (1603) 41 As if a theefe should be proud of
his halter, abegger of his cloutes, a childe of his gay. 1655
tr. De Fare's Fraucion 11. 36 He . . took pleasure in such
Gayes, on purpose to be the more noted by wearing Cloathes
out of the Common Mode. 1880 W. Cornio. Gloss., Gays,
children's toys: often, broken earthenware.

ib.fig. A 'toy\ childish amusement. Obs.
1582 Hheton Flourish Fancy, etc. (Grosart> 28/1 Though

iperhaps* most commonly each youth Is giuen in deede, to
follow euery gaye. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 1040
O how I grieve, deer Earth, that (given to gays) Most of
best Wits contemn thee now a-dayes. 1667 L. Stucley
Gospel-Glass xxiii. (1670) 232 Forraigners breed their
Children.. to work those gaies with their hands. 1694 F.
Kragge Disc. Parables m. 83 It highly concerns us . . no
longer childishly to doat upon empty gayes and trifles.

3. A picture in a book. Now dial. ( chiefly used
by children\
1646 Jenkvn Femora 30 Tis the gay in the lesson, that

makes the childe delight to learn, a 1657 R* Loveday Lett.
(1663) 149 Finding him still eager to put a gay before his
book, I design'd him this which is now a cutting. 1698
Milbourne Notes Drydct's l^irg. 4 Who, in the inscription
to his fine Gay in the Front of the Book, calls it very honestly
Dryden's Virgil. 1839 C. Clark f. NoaJces <S- M. Styles 157
(E.D.S. No. 76) At a stall, soon Mary bote A hume-book
full ovgays. 1884 Baring-Goli.o Mchatah xxxii. 322 'The

XVI. There's

tolerable.'
' A gayish crop '

. .
' A

s.v., ' It's a gayi^h

master of Rc>t Hall is turning over a new leaf to-day.'
' Maybe—but I doubt it will be a blank one . . It won't be
a gay for him.'

t Gay, v. Obs. [f. the adj.] a. intr. To be
gay. t>. trans. To make gay; to give a bright

and pleasant look to; to embellish.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xx.xviit. 170 Their natural

touardnesse ..doth call vpon vs, to see them [girls] well
brought vp . . Are not we to be condemned of extreme vn-
natural Ines, if we gay not that by discipline, which i> giuen
them by nature? 1641 Hindi; *}. Brrten iv. 1 5 They are well
contented that their children prove no wi^-er than themselves
. .nor have any skill in any arts but of Gaming, and Gaying.
1671 Eachard Obs. Ansiv. Grounds Gout. Clergy U705) -15

Children must have..gay'd and ea^ie digestible Word--.

II Gayal (gt7i "al, gayad . Also 9 ga.yall. guyal.

j

g;h'(yat. [Hindi gayal.] A semi-domesticated kind
!

of ox common in Burmah, Assam, and Bengal; by
;
some believed to be a variety of theGAUR; by others

regarded as a distinct species Bibos frontalis).
1790 Asiatic Res. II. 1S8 When a rich man has made a

contract of marriage, he gives four or five head of gaya'Is

1 1 the cattle of the mountains 1 to the father and mother of the

I

bride. 1808 Ibid. VIII. 512 ' '1 he GaydC, says Dr. Ko.\-

;

burgh. ' is nearly of the size and shape of the English bull '.

i860 < Iosse Rom. Nut. Ilist. 1 19 The gaur, the gayal I, and
Dther great wild oxen of India.

Gaybine [g^'bsinj. [J. Gay a. + Bijje.] A
name of several showy twining plants of the genera

,
Ipomcea {Cent. Diet, and Pharbitis.
1866 Treas. Pol. 523/1 Gaybine. Pharbitis.

Gaydiang 'g.Tl dixij . An Annamese vessel,

somewhat resembling a Chinese junk.

1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., Gay-diaug, a vessel of Anam. gene-
rally with two, but in line weather with three masts .. with

I

lofty triangular sails.

Gayety : see Gaiety.
Gayge, obs. form of Gage.
Gayhole, -holer, obs. ((. Jail, Jailer.

t Gay horse. Obs- ' [f. ? Gay a. 4 Horse,]
A bugbear or hobgoblin, carried about at plays
and public shows, with wide jaws and great teeth.
1483 Cath. Angl, 147/2 A Gay horse, manducus.
Gayish g^'ij). [f. Gay a. + -ish.]

I. Somewhat gay.
1824 J. Wilson in Plackv. Mo,

gayish song on the subject.

2 dial. Fairly good or large ;

1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v.,
'

gayish sample'. 1876 Whitby Glos.

step te gan ', or it's ' gayish and far '.

Gayity, Gayitry: see Gaihty, Gaytry.
tGaylede. Obs.- 1

r 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 22 Gaylede. Take Almaundc
Mylke and Flowre of Rys, and do ber-to Sugre or Hony,
and Powder Gyngere ; ben take figys, an kerue hem a-t'o,

or Roysonys y-hole, or harde Waste! y-dicyd and eoloure it

with Saunderys, and sette it and dressc hem yn.

Gaylie, Gayler, -or, obs. ff. Jail. Jailer.

Gay-Lu'ssac tower [<gc\\ir%&Y). [Sec next.]

(See quot. 18SS.)
1888 W. W. Fisnt:R Elcm. Chan. vii. 72 In order to catch

any nitric oxide which would otherwise pass away fin the
manufacture of sulphuric acid], and be lost in the air.

a tower, called a Gay-lussac's tower .. filled with coke is

interposed, and the gases from the chambers are passed
through it. 1894 Daily Neivs 4 Sept. 2/6 The defendants
were having repacked a gay lussac tower.

Gayhissite (gtTi -]//s9it). Min. [f. the name of
Gay-Lussac, a celebrated French physicist + -itk.

Named by Eoussingault in 1826.] A double car-

bonate of calcium and sodium, found in white or
yellowish crystals.

1826 Brandcs Jml. XXI. 406 New Mineral—the Gay-
Lussite. 1892 Dana Min. 301 Gay-Lussite.

Gayly, Gayn- : see Gaily, Gain-.

Gayness (g^*nes), [f. Gay a. + -ness.] The
quality, condition or state of being gay.

I I. Delight, merriment, pleasure. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. IS. x. 81 But in gaynesse and in

glotonye . . for-glotten her goode hem-selue, And breken
nou5te to the beggar. 1435 Misyn Eire of Love 11. x. 97
Oftyms also odyr noys happyns bat gaynes iS: swetnes of
lufars sturbyls. ?I5. . in Pinkerton Anc. Scot. Poems (17S6)

192 The gaynis of my yeiris gent, The fiouris of my frescbe
youtheid, I wait nocht how away is went.

t 2. Gay appearance, brightness of colour, dressi-

ness, display, pomp. Obs.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. it. xviii. 255 For to speke and write tho

wordis in sum gaynes and bewte. .thei vsidencerteincolouris
of rethorik. 1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst. iv. xix. (1634) 727
Clerkes did everywhere sheare their heads, least they should
seem to covet the gainesse of haire. a 1594 Ayi.mkr in Strype
Life xiii. (1701'' 274 Oh ! ye English ladies learn rather
. . to make your Queen rich for your Defence, than your
Husbands poor for your garish Gayness. 1602 Marston
Antonio's Re^'. 1. ii, A modest eye forceth affection, Whilest
outward gainesse light lookes but entice. 1660 S. Fori>
L.oyal Sul'j. Exhult. 21 Such pomp and glory as declared
how glad his Subjects were in their hearts, by the gayness
of their habits. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 11677) 77 In Hyla..
he dwelt . . And known was by the gayness of his belt.

+ b. A decoration, distinction. Obs.
1670 Walton Lives iv. 338 The Orator, .takes place next

the Doctors, is at all their Assemblies and Meetings and sits

above the Proctors, is Regent or Non-regent at his pleasure,
and such like Gaynesses. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <S- Sch>.
To Rdr., Those borrowed words & gaynesses, that English-
men have pickt and cull'd from other Tongues.
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GAYSOME.
3. = Gaiety i.

1896 Advance (Chicago) Oct. 438 'There's many a slip
lwi.\t cup and lip ', she quoted with a gayness that helied
her own words.

Gayole, Gayre, obs. forms of Jail, Geak.
Gaysh;e, Gaysling, obs. ff. Gash, Gosling.
Gaysome gf''s»m:,(!. Now ram, [f. G.vv«.
+ -SOME.] a. Full of gaiety; blithe, buoyant, cheer-
ful, b. Inspiring with gaiety ; cheery

; pleasant.
a. 1610 Mirr. Mag., Robl. Normaiuiie vii, And fier'd

with heat of gaysome youth did venter, With warlike
troopes the Norman coast to enter, c 1611 Chapman lliiul
XI. 194 His breast was heightned with the fire Of gaisome
youth. 1839 Moir Poems, To Bust o/iuy Sou v, A gaysome
elf, whose heart had ne'er Been tamed by grief.

b. 1633 Ford Broken Heart 11. i,
' Island !

' prison ;

A prison is as gaysome: we'll no islands. 1831 Lincoln
Gaz. 14 Oct. 3/1 Oh, ask me not to sing to-night, Nor bid
ine touch the gaysome lute. 1854 W. WHITE To Stvitz. I,

bock ii. (1855I 16 Paris .. its dingy quarters as well as its
gaysome places.

Gayson, var. Gasp.
Gaysp, obs. form of Geasox.
Gayte, obs. form of Gate si.2, Goat.
+ Gaytry, gayitry. Obs. [? altered from

Gaiety, after poetry, coquetry, etc.] = Gaiety.
1655 Fuller Pisgah iv. vi. m A Bride (though never so

mean a person, or silly servant! is decked and dressed in all
gayitry lent unto her by her neighbours. 1685 Crowns Sir
C. Nice ir. n He's the General Guitarre o' the Town,
inlay'd with every thing Women fancy; Gaytry, Gallantry,
Delicacy. Nicety, Courtesy.

Gaytt, obs. form of Gate j/».i

Gazabo, var. Gazebo.
Gazafylace : see Gazophilace.
Gaze (g<?'z\ sl>. Also 6 gase. [f. Gaze v.]

1 1. That which is gazed or stared at. Obs.
(In the first quot. gase may be another word or an un-

meaning inventions
[a isag Skelton Carl. I.aurcll 1206 This fustian maistres

and this giggish gase.] 1541 Uuall Erasm. Afiophtli. 25
But this wise marine thought better to shewe of hyinself an
example of paciente suffreaunce, then to shewe a gase or
sight for folkes to laugh at, in . . contendyng w' his wife.
1546 Langlev Pol. Verg.de Invent, vi. viii. 125 Outwarde
apparell of the body, which is rather a gloriouse gase then
anye godlye edifiyng. c 1600 Shaks. Souu. v, Those bowers
that with gentle worke did frame The louely gaze where
euery eye doth dwell. 1671 Milton Samson S4 Made of
my enemies the scorn and gaze. 1739 M 1:1.moth Eitzosb.
Lett. (1763) 382 Who are more the ga/e and admiration of
the people in general? 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar
Girl (1813) I. 223 His father lolled in his coach, and was the
gaze of the village o{ Penry.

2. The act of looking fixedly or intently ; a steady
or intent look.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. vii. 205 For weryed with my

bookishe gaze, I noynte with supple oyle My loytrous
limine-, c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon .\. 126 Fancy that slip-
pcth in with a gaze, goeth out withawinke. 171a Steele
Sficct. No.^ 406 r 6 In vain, you envious Streams, so fast
you (low, To hide her from a Lover's ardent Gaze. 1718
Entertainer No. xxii. 148 Beauty such as inov'd the whole
City to Gaze and Admiration. 1794 Coleridge Death
CkattertOH 66 Thy sullen gaze she bade thee roll On scenes
that well might melt thy soul. 1822 W. Irving Braceb.
Hall xxvii. 244 Every event is a matter of gaze and gossip.
1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. ii. I. 235 The corpse .. was ex-
hiblted during several days to the gaze of great multitudes.
1879 Fakrar St. Paul (i883> 138 Who was this to whom His
followers turned their last gaze?
fig. 1814 Cary Dante, Parad. v. 129 The sun . .when his
warm gaze Hath on the mantle of thick vapours prey'd.
1841 Browning Pip/ia 13 Oh, Day, if I squander a wavelet
of thee . .The least of thy gazes or glances.

3. Phrases, f*. Atfirst gaze: at first sight. To
give (a person) thegaze: to be a spectator of, look on
at. ( To have') in gaze : in prospect. To set oneself
at gaze : to expose oneself to view, display oneself.
577 Stanyhurst Descr. fret, in Holinshed (1587) II. 36/2

% ou must not thinke . . that you were sent gouernour into
Ireland.. to pen your selfe vp within a towne or citie togiue
rebels the gaze, to [etc.]. — Chron. Iret. ibid. 83/2 One of
the earle his capteins presented him a band of Kerns . . and
withall demanded of the erle in what seruice he would haue
them imploied : Marie (quoth he) let them stand by and
giue vs the gaze. 163a Brome Court Beggar 11. Wks. 1873
I. 206 To set your selfe at gaze to draw them on. a 1657
R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 235 Repugnant to any apprehension
that at first gaze did not appear a visible aid to the cause.

b. At gaze, fat a or the gaze ; said of a deer
(now chiefly Iter. : see quot. 1828-40'), also of
persons : in the attitude of gazing, esp. in wonder,
expectancy, bewilderment, etc. So in to stand at
( t a, the) gaze, f to set at the gaze, etc. f To hold
at gaze : to hold fascinated. Also with other preps,
as f in a gaze, on, upon the gaze

; f To put to the
gaze : to puzzle, nonplus. See also Agaze.
c 1430 [see Agaze]. 1579 I.vi.v Eufihues (Arb.) 78, 1 haue

read, .that the whole heard of Deare stand at the gaze, if
they smell a sweete apple. 1594 Greene & Lodge Looking
Gi. 1 15981 A 4 Whose eye holds wanton Venus at a gaze. 1603
Knoli.es Hist. Turks (1638) 309 A shepheard ..strucken with
the majesty of the man, stood at gaze vpon him. 16x1 Bacon
Hen. VI1, 137 Especially as many as were English : who were
at a gaze looking strange one upon another. 1646 Sir C.
Cavendish Let. to Pell in R. Vaughan Protect. Cronnuell
(18.(8) II. 374 The business is too difficult for me to judge
of, for it puts our learned men here to the gaze, a 1657
R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 140, I had still a likelyhood in
gaze. «i7oo Dryden Ovid's Efist. Pref., Pindar is generally
known to be a dark Writer, to want Connexion, .to soar out
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of Sight, and leave His Reader at a Gaze. 1704 Swift
Talc ofa 'Pubis, This vapour. .had so long set the nations
at a gaze. .11715 Burnet Own Time (18231 ' '^8 And
when the time of setting out the fleet came on, all were in
a gaze whither it was to go. 1736 Bolingbroke Patriot.
1749) 22 All indifferent men stood as it were at a gaze.
18x7 Chalmers Astron. Disc, i v. (1830) 139 There is nothing
that can so set his adoring myriads upon the gaze. 1828-40
Berry EncycL Her. I. s.\\, The hart, stag, buck, or hind,
when borne in coat-armour, looking affrontee or full-faced,
is said to be at gaze .. but all othet beasts in this attitude
are called guardant. 1859 J. White Hist. France (i860) 20
On this occasion all Europe was on the gaze. 1864 Boutell
Her. Hist. <y Pop. xix. § 5 fed. 3) 310 Vert, three Harts at
gaze or. 1874 Fakrar Christ II. hi. 407 The great body of
the people seem to have stood silently at gaze.

c. At gaze\ by sight (said of a hunting-dog).
1865 G. F. Berkeley Life fy Recoil. II. 236, I called on

my deer dog ' Thor ' to help me, for he could run a deer by
nose as well as at gaze.

Gaze .g^'z), v. Also 5 gaase, 5-6 gase, 6
gayse, gayze. [Of unknown origin

; possibly f.

the same loot as Gaw v., with an -s- suffix. Rietz
gives a Sw. dial, gasa to gape, stare.]

1. intr. f In early use : To look vacantly or
curiously about ; also, to stare, open one's eyes
(with astonishment). In modern use: To look
fixedly, intently, or deliberately at something.
Now chiefly literary.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1003 The peple gazed vp and

doun, For they were glad.. To han a newe lady, c 1430
Slans Puer 9 in Babees Bk. 27 Be symple in cheer; caste
not »i looke aside, Gase \v.r. gaase] not about, turnynge pi
si;t oueral. c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 175 ibid. 76
Gase thou not to and fro as one thats voyde of curtesye.
I53S Coverdale Ecclus. ix. 7 Go not aboute gasingein
eu*y layne of the cite. 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 109,
I did make them all gaze to see themselves served so nobly.
1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. (16771 5° That the Hare-
finder should give the Hare three Sohoe's before he put her
from her Lear, to make the Grey-hounds gaze and attend
her rising. 1700 Dryden Cymon <\ Iphig. 171 With trembling
heart Gazing he stood, nor would nor could depart. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 117 He stops, gazes round
him, and seems to recover his natural tranquility. 1812 J.
Wilson Isle of Palms 11. 507 Long, long they gaze with
meeting eyes. 1869 Freeman Norm. Co/u/. (1876) III. xi, 71
Men gazed and wondered in every land.

b. Const, at, on, upon. Also in indirect passive.
1553 Eden Treat. Newt Ind. (Arb.) 39 And stode gasinge

on him and feling his apparell. 1583 Stanyhurst ALneis 11.

(Arb.) 67, I ran too Priamus razd court, at castel I gazed.
1631 Gouge God's Arrows v. Ded. 406 You have brought
me forth into the open field, and set me up to be gazed on,
and baited at. 1674 N. Cox Gentt. Recreat. 11677) 57 The
Hart, .when he is. .not afraid, he wonders at everything he
seeth and taketh pleasure to gaze at them. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 7 F 3 The natives . . gaze upon a tumbler. 1820
W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 40, I have often noticed the mute
rapture with which he would gaze upon her in company.
1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neigh, i. (1867) 15 The boy
gazing at the red and gold and green of the sunset sky.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. 111.387 So up the long street
then, Gazing about, well gazed at, went the men.

C. quasi-lraus. with adv. or phrase expressing
result.

1713 Ctess Winchelsea Misc. Poems 12 The amazed
Emperor, When Cleopatra anchor'd in the Bay . . Like his
own Statue stood, and gaz'd the world away. 1735 Somer-
ville Chase 111. 497 An obsequious Crowd, As ifby stern
Medusa gaz'd to Stones. 179* S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1. 218
So Scotia's Queen, as slowly dawned the day, Rose on her
couch and gazed her soul away.
2. trans. To stare at, look fixedly at. poet.
c 1591 Daniel Sonn. xxvi. in Arb. Garner I. 593 When, if

she grieve to gaze her in her glass. .Go you, my verse ! go
tell her what she was. 1593 Drayton Idea 593 So doth the
Plow-man gaze the wand'ring Starre. 1667 Milton P. L.
vm. 258Strait toward Heav'n my wondring Eyes I turnd,
And gaz'd a while the ample Skie. 1839 Bailey Pestus xxii.

(1848) 281 As who dare gaze the sun.

Gazebo (gazrba). Also 9 gazeboo, gazeebo(o,
gazabo. [Commonly explained as a humorous
formation on Gaze v., imitating Lat. futures like

videbo *
1 shall see ' (cf. Lavabo) ; but the early

qttots. suggest that it may possibly be a corruption
of some oriental word.]
1. A turret or lantern on the roofof a house, usually

for the purpose of commanding an extensive pros-
pect ; also, a similar erection in a garden or
pleasure ground ; a belvedere or look-out.
175a W. SlJ. Halfpenny New Designs iv. • The Elevation

ofa Chinese Tower or Gazebo. 1790 W. Wkighte Grotesque
Archil. 7 The whole is lighted from the gazebo ou the top.
1828 Q. Rev. XXXVII. 316 Kent and his followers had
temples, obelisks, and gazabos of every description in the
park. 1858 W. White Month in i'orksh. 288, I was first

led to the gazebo on the roof that I might enjoy the prospect
of the town and neighborhood,
2. A projecting window or balcony.
1843 Mrs. Romer Rhone, Darro, etc. II. 354 The houses

[at Valetta, Malta] are invariably built of stone, and provided
with large projecting balconies or gazeebos covered and
glazed, which open and close at pleasure. 01871 A. B.
Granville Autobiog. L 223 Dwelling-houses, .present lofty
walls without windows towards the street except here and
there a single latticed gazebo.

Gazee {ge lzi'). nonce-wd. [f. Gaze v. + -ke.]
One who is stared at.

1853 De Quincey Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 155 Such a group
would relieve both parties—gazer and gazee—from too
distressing a consciousness of the little business on which
they had met.

GAZETTE.

t Ga'zeful, a. Obs. [f. Gaze sb. + -ful ; a

I

Spenserian word.] That gazes intently.

1595 Spenser Hymn Heavenly Bcautie 12 The ravisht
harts of gazefull men might reare To admiration of that

1 heavenly Tight. 1596 — P. Q. \\. x. 28 Which when as I ..
beheld with gazefull eye, I thought there was none other
heaven then this.

Gaze-hound. Also 6-7 gase-hound. [f.

Gaze sb. + Hound sb.] A species of dog used in

hunting, which follows its prey by sight and not
by scent. Now chiefly Hist.
»57° J- Caius De Canibus Brit. 1 1 Similiter a verbo nostrati

gase, (quod fixius rem aliquam contueri est) Gasehunde
appellatur nostris, quern ante Agasaum nominari diximus.
MO W. Folkingham Art of Survey 9, English MastinV-.,
Gase Houndes (or Lurchers) and Tumblers are in request.
1714 Tickell in Steele's Poet. Misc. 178 See'st thou the
Gaze-hound ! how with Glance severe From the close Herd
he marks the destin'd Deer! 1808 Scott Marm. 11. Introd.
41 And foresters in green-wood trim. Lead in the leash the
gazehounds grim. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xxii, I entered
the house with some wrath upon me at seeing the gazehounds
in the yard.

Gazel, var. Ghazal.
Gazeless, a. rare- 1

, [f. Gaze sb. h- -les.s.]

Sightless, unseeing.
«i8i9 Wolcot(P. Pindar'i Progr. Admiration 118 Desire

lies dead upon the gazeless eye.

Gazelle (gaze*l> Also 6-7 ? gugelle, 8 ghazel,

9 gazel {erron. gazhal). [a. K. gazelle (OF. gazel,

recorded in 14th c.) = Sp. gacela, gacele, gacet, Pg.

gazella, It. gazzel/a, ad. Arab. JIlc ghazal, which

prob. passed first into Sp. and thence to the other

Rom. tongues.]

A small delicately-formed antelope, of which the

typical species {Gazella Dorcas) is a native of

Northern Africa ; other vn rieties are found in

various parts of Africa and Asia. The gazelle is

especially noted for the grace of its movements
and the softness of its eyes.
[1582 N. Lichkfield Castanliedds Discov. E. Ind. ii. 6 b,

Also they doe eate of beastes, which they call Gazelas.]
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 1. 39 Heere also, besides
goates, sheepe, deere, Gugelle, conies, .and ostriches. 1669
Phil. Trans. IV. 995 The Gazelle, or wild African Shee-

foat (the same with the Dorcas or Strepsiceros). 1745 tr.

'. Bernier in Hart. Misc. II. 184 Likewise leopards, or
panthers tamed, which they use in the hunting of Gazelles.

1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 382 The turtle-dove, the
timid fawn, the soft-eyed gazel . . resorted to its vicinity.

1813 Byron Giaour 474. 1822 Good Study Med. I. 277
They [Bezoars] are white, yellow, or brownish; that of the
gazhal is greenish blue. 1851 Layard Pop. Ace. Discov.
Nineveh xiii. 352 Plenty of.. gazelles, wild boars, and lions

for the chase.

b. attrib. as gazelle-antelope ; gazelle^eyed adj.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. iii. 72 A gazelle-eyed beauty
is considered as the highest compliment that a lover can
pay. 1850 Swainson Quadrufi. § 265. 256 The gazelle
antelopes may, then, be said to have their horns lyre-shaped.

Hence Oazelline a., ' akin to the gazelle
*

(Cassell).

Gazenient. rare. [f. Gaze + -ment.] Stare,

look, observation.

1596 Spenser P'-Q. v. Iii. 17 Then forth he brought his

snowy Florimele. .Covered from peoples gazenient with a
vele. 1829 Blackiv. Mag. XXV. 81 There he look'd with
ceaseless gazement on its walls.

Gazer (gt7i 'zai). Also 6 gaser. [f. Gaze v. +

-kr 1.]

1. One who gazes or looks steadily, esp. from
motives of curiosity.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xix. 4 He [2acheusl
stood a lofte in a tree to bee a gazer vpon one man and no
mo. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Commun. 1st Exhort., If yc
stand by as gasers and loktrs on them that do communicate.
ijJ90 Greene Nex'er too late 1x600) 2 Lockes where lone did
sit and twine Nets to snare the gazers eyne. 1649 Milton
Eikon. Pref. Wks. (1851) 332 The conceited portraiture

before his Book . . sett there to catch fools and silly gazers.

1742 Young Nt. 'Ph. viii. 493 Fain would he make the world
his pedestal; Mankind the gazers. 18x8 Byron Ch. Har.
IV. clii. How smiles The gazer's eye with philosophic mirth.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 625 Tower Hill was covered
..with an innumerable multitude of gazers.

2. The name of a fish.

1861 J. Couch Brit. Fishes I. 68 Broad headed Gazer.
Polyfirosopus macer, Nobis.

t Gaze*t(t. Obs. [a. F. gazette (obs.), a. It.

gazzetta.] A Venetian coin of small value.
The earliest quots. give its value as about three farthings,

but Cotgr. says of the F. gazette, 'scarce worth our farthing',

and quot. 1682 agrees with this. Probably its worth varied
in different places, as it was coined at Venice for circulation

in the Levant.
1605 B. Jonson i'olpone 11. ii. (1607) E 2, What monstrous,

and most painefull circumstance Is here, to get some three,

or foure Gazets ! Some three-pence i'th whole, for that 'twill

come too. 1632 Brome Novella in. Wks. 1873 1. 143 Pedro.
Take from myliand a peece of foure Gazetts. Paulo. That4

*
three-pence sterling ; you are bounteous, Sir. 1682 Wm-.i.i h

yourn. Greece 1. 43 Tne owners sell the rest for two Gazets
the pound, which is not a half-peny English.

Gazette (gaze't,^. Forms: 7 gazetta,gasetta
(pi. gazetti, gazettaes

, 7-8 gazet(t/7 gaziette ,

8 gazzette, 7- gazette, [a. F. gazette, ad. It.

gazzetta, pi. gazzette (whence the earliest forms in

English), app. so called from the coin of that name
(see Gazet), which may have been the sum paid
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cither for the paper itself or for the privilege of

reading it ; but a derivation from gaittffttt, dim. of

gazza magpie, is not impossible.
In late 17th and early i8lh c, the word came to be accented

on the first syllable, and it is so marked by Johnson. Cowper
{Tabic Talk 37) again accents it in the original fashion.]

1. A news-sheet ; a periodical publication giving

an account of current events. (Now only Hist.)
The gazzetta was first published in Venice about the

middle of the i6thc, and similar news-sheets appeared in

France and England in the 17th. The untrustworthy
nature of their reports is often alluded to by writers of that
period; thus Florio explains gazzetle as 'running reports,

daily newes, idle intelligences, or Aim flam tales that are
daily written from Italie, namely from Rome and Venice*.
1605 B. Jonson Volpone V. iv. (1607) M 3, O, I shall bee

the fable of all feasts ; The freight of the Cazeiti. 161 1 R.
Richmond Pauegyr. Verses, in Coryat Crudities e 2 b, For
sure that lew from Venice came, we finde it so recorded, In
late Gazettas. 16*3 Accident in Blacks Friers 15 Witness*
heauen and earth, &.. those rediculous Italian Gazetts,
that come from Rome, Millane, and Antwerp, a 1639 Donnk
Lett, (1651)234 Perchance you look not so low as our ordinary
Gazetta. 1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 27 The Gazets and
Courants hee should do well to reade weekly. 1646-8 G.
Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 1. 211, I will not speake of Feats,
High Stories, to out-rant ourdull Gazetts. a 1668 Davenant
Neiusfr. Plymouth iv. Dram. Wks. 1873 IV. 171 All's true,

I assure you. Can the gazets He? Or the courants fail?

1682 Dkyden Medal, Ep. Whigs A 4 b, I am afraid it is not
read so much as the Piece deserves, because the Bookseller
is every week crying help at the end of his Gazette, to get it

off. 176a Golusm. Cit. W. iv, This universal passion for

politics is gratified by daily gazettes. 1812 Bvkon Waltz vi,

She came . .and with her certain sets Of true despatches, and
as true gazettes. 1855 Macaulay Hist, Fug. xxi. (1869) IV.
108/2 During a considerable time the unofficial gazettes,
though much more garrulous and amusing than the official

gazette, were scarcely less courtly.

b. Of a person : A news-monger. [So Y. gazelle.)
170J Farqlhar Twin Rivals 1.1.(1703) 2 For that reason

I communicate : I know thou art a perfect Gazette, and
will spread the News all over the Town.

2. spec. One of the three official journals entitled

The London Gazette, The Edinburgh Gazette, and
The Dublin Gazette, issued by authority twice a
week, and containing lists of government appoint-

ments and promotions, names of bankrupts, and
other public notices. Hence sometimes used gen.
for the official journal of any government. To he

in the gazette : to be published a bankrupt.
The first official journal published in England was The

Oxford Gazette, the first number of which appeared in Nov.
1665, when the Court was at Oxford on account of the
plague. Nos. 22 and 23 were printed in London, and with
No. 24 the title was changed to The London Gazette. The
Edinburgh Gazette was first issued in 1690, The Dublin
Gazette in 1705.
1665 Wood Life (O. H.S.) II. 49, Oct... In this month

gazets were first published at Oxoil. 1685 Luttrell Brief
Rel.(iB$7) L324 There is a reward of 100/. published in the
Gazet for any one that shal apprehend the said col. Danvers.

1700 T. Brown tr. FresnysA musem. Ser.ty Com. 114 And you
hear no more ofour Goldsmith, till you find him in a Gazette,
torn to pieces by a Statute of Bankrupt. 176a Footk Lyari.
Wks. 1799 I. 290 I'll undertake to do more business by the
single aid of the London Gazette, than by all . . that the whole
race of rhymers have ever produced. 1805 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. (1837) III. 617, I do not augur any thing un-
favourable to your promotion, because it is not confirmed by
the last gazettes. 1817 Byron Beppo xlix, Our trifling bank-
ruptcies m the Gazette. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle
Conclus. 299 The great firm of Catchflat and Company
figured in the Gazette, and paid sixpence in the pound.
1855 Wynter Curios. Civiliz., Advts. 15 The London
Gazette, .is the only paper still in existence that had its root
in those days. 1859 Sala ?V. round Clock (1861) 48 He
sometimes goes into the 'Gazette', paying but an infini-

tesimal dividend in the pound. 1897 Daily Neivs 16 Oct.
3/1 Last night's ' Gazette contains the formal order that the
city of Canterbury shall .. be the place where assizes are
holden for the County of Kent.

b. A report in an official gazette.
i8ox Svu. Smith in Lady Holland Life (1855) I. 50 If we

were to read the gazette of a naval victory from the pulpit,
we should be dazzled with the eager eyes of our audience.

3. Comb., as gazette-writer
; f gazette-marks,

? the points of a description in a * lost or stolen

'

advertisement, or in a * hue and cry '.

a 1678 Marvell Poems, Tom May's Death 267 Must
therefore all the world be set on flame Because a Gazette-
writer missed his aim? 1687 Congrevk Old Bach. 11. ti,

This rascally gazetwriter never so much as once mentioned
me. 1703 De Foe More Reform. 670 All men would say the
Picture was thy own, No Gazet Marks were half so quickly
known. 1807 Hist. Fur. in Ann. Reg: 241/2 Another appoint-
ment made by the late administration was, that of gazette-

writer created by patent for Scotland with a salary of ^300
per annum.

Gazette (gaze-0, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
publish in a gazette. Chiefly pass. To be gazetted:

to be the subject of an announcement in the official

gazette ; to be named in the gazette as appointed
to a command, etc. ; also, in early use, to be men-
tioned or discussed in the newspapers.
To be gazetted out : said of an officer whose resignation is

announced in the gazette.
1678 Marvell Growth Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 406 The

Parliament being grown to that height of contempt, as to
be gazetted among runaway servants, lost dogs, strayed
horses, and highway robbers. 1748 H. Wali'OLE Corr. (1837)
II. exevii. 250 Mr. Villiers, you know, has been much
gazetted, and had bis letters to'the King of Prussia printed.

1813 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 69 Received official

information that I was gazetted out. 1831 Lytton Godolphin
13 And very shortly afterwards, Percy Godolphin was
gazetted as a cornet in the Life Guards. 1852 Thackeray
Fsmond 11. ix, During this winter Mr. Esmond was gazetted
to a lieutenantcy in Brigadier Webb's regiment of Fusileers.

1885 Law Times LXXIX. 173/2 K.'s retirement was
gazetted on the evening of the 181I1 Dec. 1897 Daily News
4 Mar. 7 i The fees charged are on a uniform scale, settled

and gazetted by the Government Department of Labour.

Hence Gaze'tted///. a., Gazetting vbt. sb.

1808 MOORE Corrupt, ii, That courtly ear, Which . . hears
no news but W—rd's gazetted lies. 1852 W. Jekdan
Antobiog. II. 159 After the Gazetting, another advertisement
was substituted. 1856 Ld. Houghton in Life(iBgi) II. xii.

13, I do not know why Labouchere delays the gazetting of

your knighthood. 1891 Daily News 4 Nov. 5/5 By a Resolu-
tion published in the 'Calcutta Gazette'. .The skin and
skull of each tiger, .'should be retained until the arrival of

a gazetted officer of the Sunderbuns Forest Department '.

Gazetteer (gsezetwu). Also 7 gazettier,

gazetiere. [a. F. gazettier (now written gazetier)

»It gazzetliere : see Gazette sb. and -ekr.]

1. One who writes in a gazette ; a journalist,

a retailer of news. (Now only Hist.)
1611 Donne Pauegyr. I'erses in Coryat Crudities d

3

Mount now to Gallo-Belgicus ; Appeare As deepe a States-

man as a Gazettier 1650 Poems p. 262 Garreteirj. 1653 Be.

Webbe Pract. Qitt'ctuesse xxvi. 249 Such Makebates, idle

Garitiers \1read Gazitiers], and tailing News-carriers, are
very rife every where in the world. 1664 EVELVN Let. 31 < let.

in Diary (i&jg) I II. 295 He[Sorbiere] styles himself Historio-

graph du Roy, the mighty meede of the co'inonest Gazetiere,

as that of Conseiller du Roy is of every trifling petifoger.

1671 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 393, I address myself,

which is all I am good for, to be your gazettier. 1693 [-ee

3 note]. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. II. 10 June, Let. i, The
flimsy reveries of an ignorant gazetteer. 18x7 J. W. Choker
in Croker Papers 26 Nov. (1884^ Those who go out do not
call upon me, so that I am but a bad gazetteer. 1858 Caki.yi.e

Frcdfc, Gt. ix. vi. II. 460 Gazetteers, who would earn their

wages .. had to watch with all eagerness the movements of
King August.

b. A journalist appointed and paid by Govern-
ment.
1711 Swift Let. 8 Nov. Wks. 1762 XIV. 70, I have got

poor Dr. King who wa-. some time in Ireland, to be Gazetteer,
which will be worth 250/. per annum to him. 1738 Pope
Fpii. Sat. 1. 84 No Gazetteer more innocent than I. 1755
Johnson, Gazetteer, it was lately a term of the utmost
infamy, being usually applied to wretches who were hired

to vindicate the court. 1843 MacauLAY Fss., Addison (18S7)

7U2 Steele had been appointed Gazetteer by Sunderland.
1884 W. J. Courthoi'E Addison v. 85 The office of I iazetteer

became henceforth a regular ministerial appointment.

T 2. A newspaper* gazette. Obs.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 558 Glasses and bottles, pipes
and gazetteers. 1742 Fielding J. Andrews 11. xvii,
* Gazetteers *, answered Adams; 'What is that?' 'It is a
dirty newspaper', replied the host. 1769 BllRKE Pros. St.

Nat, Wks. II. 13 They have drawled through columns of
Gazetteers and Advertisers for a century together.

3. A geographical index or dictionary.

A work of this kind, by L. Kchard (ed. 2, 1693I, bore the
title 'The Gazetteer's: or, Newsman's Interpreter: Being
A Geographical Index'. 'The Title', he says, 'was given
me by a very eminent Person, whom I forbear to name '

(Pref. p. 1). In Part II, published in 1704, the author refers

to the book as ' the Gazetteer' simply (see quot.).

1704 L. Echard Gazetteer's or Newsman's lutcrpr. 11.

Pref., The kind Reception the Gazetteer has met with in

the World.. [has] induced us to go on with a second Part.

1751 {title) England's Gazetteer, and accurate Description
of all the Towns, Cities, Villages, &c. 1806 Gazetteer Scot7.

(ed. 2) Introd. 20 Scotland has five Universities, .of which
an account will be found in the Gazetteer. 1853 (title)

Dictionary of Geography, forming a complete Gazetteer of
the world. 1875 Lowkll Among my Bks. Ser. 11.(1876) 137
The ' Polyolbion' is nothing less than a versified gazetteer
of England and Wales.

Hence Gazetteer v. trans., lo describe geo-
graphically in gazetteers ; Gazettee'rage, the class

of gazette-writers ; Gazettee ring- vbt. sb., the
making of gazetteers; Gazettee' ring1

///, a., that
writes in gazettes ; Gazetteerish a., resembling
the style of a gazetteer; Gazetteership, tiie posi-

tion of official gazetteer.

1799 Spirit Publ. jrnlt. (1800I III. 152 You and your
partner, and gazetteering brother chip, are all of the same
block, i860 A. L. Windsor Ethica v. 221 An unlucky paper
in his 'Tatler' lost Steele bis gazetteership. 1865 Caki.yi.e
F'redk. Gt. XXI. vL X. 105 [He] saw. . the general Gazetteerage
everywhere, seized of this affair, and thrown into paroxysms
at the size and complexion of it. 1875 Lowell Among my
Bks. Ser. 11. (1876' 137 Neither of them [Drayton and Daniel]
could make poetry coalesce with gazetteering or chronicle-
making. 1890 Chambers' Encycl. V. 120 Few countries, if

any, are more thoroughly gazetteered than France. 1891
Review of Rev. Jan. 77/2 A brief paper on ' Armour for
Warships \ which is somewhat gazetteerish and historical.

T Gaze'ttist. Obs. rare. [f. Gazette sb. +
-1ST.] The writer of an official gazette.
1635 W. B. True School War 10 He. .was inuested with

the titles of the Intelligencer and Gazettist of Rome and
Spaine. 1626 Raleigh's Ghost 22 Gondomar . . Gazetist of
State, one of the consumers of the King's purse.

Gazing (fp'zhf), vbt. sb. [f. Gaze v. + -nraU]
1. The action of the verb Gaze.
c 1502 in Grose Antio. Rep. (1808) II. *286 It is sen, great

resorte often^ to be made for wonderyng and pleasure in
their owne sights, and in wolgar speche callid gasyngs, of
the rud and unlemyd persons, a 1533 Ld. Bkrners Gold.
Bk. M.Anrel.(i$+6) L j b, Fro tauerne to tauerne, from one
gasing to another. 1552 Latimer Fruitf. Serm. (1584) 275

Theyr leaching, .legate a wondering and a ga/ing. Euery
body maruelled at it & was desirous to talke of il. 1508
Manwoou I,awes Forest xx. § 10 (1615) 177 The noyse of
their running together, and the gasing of those Deere, that

are scarred, .will disturbe the quiet of those wild beasts.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 044 The Aspects that procure Loue,
are not Gazings, but Sudden Glances, and Partings of the

Eye. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 92, 1 wanted to be out of
their gazing, i860 Posev M in. J'roph. 240 Malicious gazing
on human calamity, .is the worst form of human hate.

fig. 1587 Goluing De Mornay xxxiii. 532 The vanitie of

these contemplations or rather ga.->ings, is plainely bewraicd
by the effect thereof. 1659 C. Noble Ansiu. Cert. Queries 5

Such reproachfull thing> may amuse and stagger some weak
judgements, and put them to gazings, and to doubtfull

standings in their thoughts.

f b. Something to gaze at ; a spectacle. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 11809) 471 For y which cause
thei be more fierce, more bolde & hardy then the other Irish-

men, and thei be very desyrous of newe things, & straungc
sight es, and ga-ynges.

2. attrib., as gazing-point, -sight. Also GAZING-
STOCK.
1563 Homilies 11. Place <y Time Prayeru. (1859) 349 They

see the church altogether scoured of such gay gazing sights,

as their gross fantasy was greatly delighted with. 1856
R. A. Vaughan Mystics u86o) I. 45 The monks of Mount
Athos, whose mysticism was also of this most degraded
type, substituted, as a gazing-point, the navel for the nose.

Gazing (g^'zirj), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -!>"<**.]

That gn/es, in senses of the verb.

1553 Latimer Frttitf. Serm. (1584) 293 b, Nowe bee bad
a daughter called Dina, which gasing damsel! went abroad
to see the countryes. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Jst. x.

xxxvi, Her rubie lips lock up from gazing sight. 1683
TkVON Hay to Health 486 Neither do we deck our selves

witli rich Ornaments to draw unto us every Gasing Eye.
1711 Steele Sped. No. 167 P 3 (.lazing Crowds have found
their Passions work'd up into Rage, or soothed into a Calm.
1840 Hooo Up Rhine 310 So we . . at last marched into

Nichol, through a gazing population.

Jtg- 179 I Cowper Odyss. xxii. 457 The gazing sun dries

all their life away.
Hence G-a'zingly adv.
1563 GriNDAL Let. to Abp. ParkcrWXi*. (Parker Soc.) -'67

If the communion be ministered in Paul's, il will be done so
tumultuously and gazingly. .that the rest of the action will

be disordered.

Gazing-sto ck. [f. Gazing -dd.sb. + Stock.]
An object of the people's gaze ; a person on whom
others gaze or stare.

1535 Coverdale Xahum iii. 7, I wil cast dyrte vpon y",

to make the be abhorred, and a gasynge stocke. 1566
Undekdownc Thcs. <y Ariadne. A fayre woman is nothynge
but a gasynge stocke of ydelt folkes. 1650 tr. Caussiu's
Aug. Peace 75 They are made gazing- stocks to others, and
are formidable to themselves. 1751 Phil. Trans. XLVH.
189 He was the gazing-stock and admiration of all people.

1840 Lady C. Bury Hist, of Flirt xx, I am free, and not
a gazing-stock for the world to jeer at.

t Ga*zity. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. gaz Gas + -ity :

cf. Gaseity.] A gaseous state or condition.

1799 Sir H. Davy Ess. Heat, Light, etc. Wks. 1839 II. 3

The peculiar modes of existence of bodies, solidity, fluidity,

and gazity, depend (according to the calorists) on the quan-
tity of the fluid of heat entering into their Composition.

Gazogene (garz&i;$/"n). Also gasogene. [a. F.

gazogene, f. gaz Gas + -gene: see -gen.] A gas-

producer, a. An apparatus for the production of

aerated waters, b. An apparatus used in the pro-

cess of gas -Jt'ring (Gas sb. 7).
a. 1853 Pract. Mech. Jml. VI. 87 Gaillard and Dubois

* Gazogene ' or Aerated Water apparatus. 1886 Fall Mall
G. 23 June 12/1 Bright milk cans standing in rows, with
baskets full of new-laid eggs, and gazogenes.
b. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 844/2 In this case [when 'gas-

firing 'is used], the fireplace proper is replaced by a gas-
Producer or gazogene.

tGa*zollte. Obs.~° An aerolite. (Inmod.Dicts.)

Gazolyte (garz#bit\ [a. F. gazolyte, f. gaz
Gas + Gr. Xvtos soluble.] a. (See quot.) b. ' A
body which is resolvable into a gas. Ampere's
term for those elementary bodies which by com-
bination form gases

y

{Syd. Soe. Lex. 1885).
184a Francis Diet. Arts, etc., Gazolyia or Gazolytes, a

name given by Berzelius to such simple gases as are perma-
nently elastic. These are oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen.

Gazometer, obs. form of Gasometer.
1' Gazoil. Obs. [a. F. gazon grass

; //. pieces

of turf; a. OIIG. waso (MHG. wase, G. loosen)

sod, turf, damp soil, or mass of earth.] A sod or

piece of turf, used in fortification (see quota.),

1704 Hakris Lex. Techu., Gazous, in Fortification, are

pieces of fresh Earth covered with Crass, cut in form of a
Wedge, about a Foot long, and half a Foot thick, to line

parapets, and the Traverses of Galleries. 1759 Sterne TV.

Shandy 11. v. 70, ' I would make the walls and parapets with
sods too \ ' The best engineers call them gazons, Trim

',

said my uncle Toby. 1768 in Simks Milit. Medley Diet.

180a in C. James Milit. Did.
b. atttib., as gazon-theatre.

1699 Evelyn Acetaria (1729) 119 Gazon-Theatres, Amphi-
theatres, Artificial Echos.

GazOO'n. App. an adapted form of prec, with

mistaken sense. (Hogg app. took the word to mean
' a compact body of men ', or something similar.)

1813 Hogg Queens Wake 263 A close gazoon the horse-

men made, Douglas and Morison the head, And through
the ranks impetuous bore.

+ Gazophilace. Obs. rare. [a.OY.gazophitace,

ad. late L. gazophytacium.'] - Gazophylactcm.



GAZOPHILE.
13. .

/•;. E. AIM. P. a 1383 pe guide of be gazafyUce .

.

Wyth alle pe vrnmentes of bat nous, he hamppred to-geder.
[1583 Fclke Def. xxi, 507 Yea, I woulde gladly know, why
among so many Greekish and Latine-hke terms, Gazophy-
lacium is not a Gazophilace but a ' treasurie '.]

Gazophile. Obs. tare-1
, [a. OF. gazophile,

corruptly ad. late L. gazophylacium : see next.
'['he quot. is a close translation from Octovien de S. Gelais,

/:/. d'Ovide, quoted by Godefroy, s.v.]

A treasury, storehouse (in fig. sense).

1549 Compl. Scot. To Rdr. 7, I began to reuolue the
Iibrarye of my vndirstanding, ande 1 socht all the secreit

corneris of my gazophile.

t Gazophylacium. Obs. [a. late L. gazo-
phylacium, ad. Or. ya^otpvkawov, f. ya£a treasure

+ <pv\daauv to guard, keep.] The box in which
offerings to the Temple were received ; a strong-

box or treasure-chest.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xnt. 197 Haued 1101131 .. the pore
widwe [morel for a peire of mytes Than alle tho that
offreden in-to gazafilacium. [1398 Tri:\tsa Bartft. De P. K.
xix. exxviii. (1495) 034 Gazofilacium is an hutche in the
whyche is put what is offrid in the Temple.] 1563-87 Foxi:
A. <y M. (1596) 259/1 What monie was raised to the popes
gazophylacium, I leaue to the estimation of the reader.
1681 J. Stephens Procurations 105 There seemed to be
a kind of pious contention in the people.. who should be
first to bring in their offerings to this sacred Gazophylacium.
1697 Evelyn Namism. viii. 266 Blood who made that bold
attempt on the Royal Gazophylacium in the Tower.

t GazOUS, a. Obs. rare~ l
. ff. gaz Gas sb. +

-OUS.] Of the nature of gas, gaseous.
1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 272 Many naturalists, as well

as he, conceived this substance to be neither animal nor
vegetable, but to be merely an aerial or gazous scum.

Gazy g^'zi), a. rare. [f. Gaze sb. + -yl]
a. Affording a wide prospect, b. Given to gazing.

174S Mrs. Delany Life <$ Corr. (1861) II. 382 Has he .

.

laid himself down upon the gazy hill, to take breath a little ?

1883 Holme Lee Loving $ Serving II. ix. 161 The most
gazy and dreamy and restless of the people had learnt to
keep their heads straight.

G-azzette, obs. iorm of Gazette.
Geach., sb. slang. ? Obs. A thief. So G-each v.

trans., to steal.

1821 Hagi,art Life 56 He was a tolerable geach. Ibid.

70 We .saw a conish cove . . with Ins back to the wall, beset
by a great number of geachs. Ibid. 75, 1 bought two wedge
table feeders .. which I knew had been geached from the
bouse of Mrs. Campbell.

Geadephagous (dgJi&de-fagds), a. Also erron.

geo-. [f. moaX. Gcadephag-a (f. Gr. yi] earth +
ADEPHAGA) + -ous.] Of or pertaining to the Geade-
phaga, a tribe of terrestrial and predaceous beetles.

1884 AtJtenmum 22 Mar. 381/2 Mr. E. A. Fitch exhibited
a large geodephagous larva.

Geagged, obs. form of Jagged.
Geal (d/jral), a. rare, [badly f. Gr. 717 earth

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to the earth regarded as

a planet. Geal fides : tides (on the moon) due to

the earth's attraction.

1883 Winchell World-Life it. iii. § 2 (18891 3S4 The geal
tide oil the moon will be about eighty times higher than
the lunar tide on the earth.

Geal (dg/I), v- Obs. exc. dial. In 5 gell(yn.

[a. Y. gele-r:— L. gelare to freeze. Cf. Congeal.]
trans, and intr. To stiffen as with cold, to congeal.
The examples are often difficult to separate from those of

geal, Gell v. 'with ' hard ' g), to tingle as with cold.

( 1440 Promt, Par:<. 100/1 Gellyn. or congellyn (to-gedyr),
gelaf, congclat. 1608 I"ourneur Rev. Trag. v. i, Wks.
1878 II. 133 We found the Duke my father geaide in bloud.

1633 H. A. Partheneia Sacra 190 It [the mother-pearl]
forms litle graines or seeds within it, which cleaue to its

sides, then grow hard, and geale, as it were. 1804 Tarkas
Poems 19 Wer't no for houp. .Our very hearts wou'd geal.

Hence Gealing///. a.

1604 T, Wright Passions x. § 4. 229 Gealmg frostes cause
springs and welles .. in the depth of winter to smoke with
heatc.

Geale, Gealous, obs. ff. Jail, Jealous.
Gean(g*~n\ Now chiefly .SY. Forms: (6guyne,

7 guind, 8 guigne, guynue . 8-9 gean, geen,

(9 guean). [a. F. guigne (in the 14th c. spelt

guind). Of unknown origin: Sp. has guinda, Pg.

ginja of similar meaning.
Some have suggested that the word may be connected

with OSI. 7'isnja, Lith. vysna, Roumanian vigina, mod.Gr.
fHvivovi and more remotely with OHO. ivlhsala (mod.Ger.
weiehsel), It. visciola ; but this is very doubtful.]

The wild cherry {Prttnus avium*-, tree and fruit.

a 1533 Ld. Bcrnkrs Gold. Bh. M. Aurel. (1546) Ccij,
Whan the guynes come, the season of cheryes is not come.
1653 Urql'Hart Rabelais 11. xxxiv. 221 In the season of

cherries and guinds. 1765 Earl Haddington Forcst-trccs

17 The Black Cherry. This is called the Geen here. 1839
Jardink Brit. Birds II. 78 They [missel-thrushesl are

remarkably fond of ripe geans. i88z Garden 28 Oct. 382/1
The Gean. .grows in rocky, dry woods.
attrib. 1793 Trans. Soc. A rts (ed. 2) V. 16 Birch, Geen*tree,

and Mountain Ash. 1854 H. Miller Sen. <y Schm. x. (1857)

201 To strip the guean-trees of their wild cherries.

t Geance. Obs. rare— 1

. ? An imagined rustic

pronunciation of chance.
1633 B. Jonson Talc Tub 11, iv, Vaith, would I had a few

more geances on't

!

Geand, geant, obs. forms of Giant.

t Geane. Obs. Also 5 geene, gene, 5-7 Jeane.
See also Jean, Jane. The English form of the

name of Genoa (F. Genes, It. Gcnova, ; used attrib.

in designations of commodities imported thence.
Treacle of Geane : see TsBACLE.
C1466 Sir J. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 563. II. 293,

I sende yow - iij. trade pottes of Geane as my potecarie
swerytht on to me, and mooreovyr that they weer never
ondoo syns they come from Geane. 1466 Maun. $ Househ.
Exp. iRoxb.) 369 My mastyr toke his man to kepe a potte
of geene to put in grenc gyngyr. 1494 Will of Astry
(Somerset H0.1, 50 bales ofJeane wood. 1545 Rates Custom
ho. biij b, Geane paper the reame. 158a N. LlCHEFIBLO tr.

Castanhedds Couq. E. fud. v. 14 b, Some of them doe carrie
with them compasses of Geane. </i6i8 Rates Merchandize
I> iij. Treacle of leane the pound viij.d.

Geanticlinal d3/,aentikl3i*nal),a.and^. Geol.

[f. Gr. yij earth + Anticlinal.]
A. adj. Of the nature of a general upward flexure

of the earth's crust.

1879 Dana Man. Geol. Ted. 3) 818 Many mountains owe
half or more of their elevation above the sea level to geanti-
clinal movements.

B. sb. A general upward flexure of the earth's

crust.

187. Dana Alan. Geol. (ed. 2) 752 (Cent. I The part of the
force not expended in producing them carried forward an
upward bend, or geanticlinal. uf the vast Rocky Mountain
legion as a whole. 1879 Ibid. (ed. 3

1 818 Geanticlinals ur
upward flexures in the crust that become permanent eleva-

tions. 1882 A. H. Green Pays. Geol. xih. ied. 3)631 The
squeezing up uf this mass of rock into a geanticlinal.

Gear gi-i;, sb. Forms: 3 gsere, 4 5 ger, 4
guere, 5-6 gheere, 45 gare. 5 6 gayre, gaire,

geyre, 4-9 ge er(e,geir e, 5 6geyer. 6-8 geare,
6- gear. [MY.gere, prob. ad. ON. gervi, g#i~vi

= OE. *gieru (poet, in pi. gearive, with pre-Eng.
change of declension , OS. garewt, genvi, OIIG.
garatvi, gar(e)wt\—OTeut. *ganvfn- wk. fern., f.

*ga>"c'u- ready. YABE, whence *garwjan to make
ready. ON. gcrva, g»>va.gera. g&ra to make, Gai; v.

It is prob. unnecessary to assume as the source an ON.
'geri with a dropping of the v ire) similar to that in gerat

g**ra. the common prose forms of the verb^wT'iz ; there was
app. in ME. a disposition to reduce rw to rafter a stressed

palatal vowel.]

I. Equipment. Cf. Furniture 4.

1. collect, sing, (f rarely //. '< Apparel, attire,

dress, vestments.
a 1310 ill Wright Lyric P. x. 36 Heo glystnede a>e gold

when hit glemede. ues ner gome so gladly on gere. 13..
E. E. A Hit. P. H 181 1 pat we gon gay in ouie gere. 1390
Gowkr Couf II. 227 Let clothen in the same gere. 1450 70
Golagros <y Gau: 15S Ane girdill ourgilt, and vthir light gere.

1465 J. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 526 II. 233, I beseche
yow that this ger be not forget, for I have not an hole hose
for to doon. 1484 Churchw, Ace. Croscombe (Som. Rec.
Soc.) 13 Item for wayschyng of the church gare vi". iiij'.

1526 SkELTON Magnyf. 776, I can devyse my gere after the
courtly maner. 1530 Nottingham Rec. III. 363 For makyng
the dawnsais gayre. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1684) II. 38/1
They did it to shew their new gay geere. 1727 Vanbr. &
Cib. Prov. Ihtsb. 1. Wks. (1730) 295 My Lady's geer alone
were as much as filld four portmantel trunks. 1776 Mrs.
Dklany Life <V Corr. Ser. 11. (1862) II. 196, I have put on
all my birthday geer. 179a A. Young Trap. France 61

Dressed in holiday geers. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe m. 34
Noisy swarms of peasants in their homely gear. 1857
Holland Bay Path xxiv. 278 Mr. Pynchon himself, in his

rusty travelling gear. 1879 ' F. Gakrett' House by Wks.
II. 206 She packed her own marriage gear . . with her own
hand.

f b. Appendages to a (clerical) vestment. Obs.

155a Invent. Ch. Goods (Surtees 1897) 37 Albes and other

geir l>elonging to the afforesaid vestmentes. Ibid. 55 One
old vestment, .and one. .boithe without geire.

+ c. //. Habits, manners. Obs. rare.

The earliest recorded sense : placed here as being possibly

a forced application of sense 1, suggested by the L. habitus.

c 1200 'Tr/n. Colt. Horn. 35 pe deuel. .teS forft ceres hwile

after fox, hwile after wtilue, hwile after letin, hwile after

o3re, and on ecb of hisc deden is iefned to pe deorc wuas
gercs he for'SteoS. Ibid. 165 Hie .. teS forS geres after

wilde deore, sume after beore, sume after wulue, sume after

ooer deor. Ibid. 209.

2. Armour, arms, warlike accoutrements. Rarely

//. Ahojigliting'gear. Obs. exc. arch.
< 1205 Lay. 13679 On icb wulle mid mine gaere. a 1300

Cursor M. 7533 'Dos awai \ he [David] said, 'bis gere,

Certes can i nan amies here'. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvm.
165 Thai..fand Gib Harper in his ger. And, for sa gude
his armys wer, That [etc.]. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxiv,

Quen tliou art armut in thi gere, Take thi schild and thi

spere. 1483 Caxtos Gold. Leg. 88 a/2 They made theyr

geer redy and departed. 1513 Act 5 lien. I'llI, c. 6 Any
Armour or defenceable Geer of War. 1546 in Tytler Hist.
Scott. (1864) III. 374 After yame came the young laird ..

and viii men with hym all in geir. 1837 Carlylk /•>. Rev.
I. v. v, Of serviceable fighting-gear small stock. 1864SKEAT
Uhland's Poems 376 The host comes slowly onward,
equipped with warlike gear.

3. a. Accoutrements of a riding horse, or his

rider, (f Formerly also//.) Now always explicitly

riding-gear.
a 1400 50 Alexander 790' 1 Dublin) Grathez on bis gay

gere, & ben a gilt sadyll. c 1420 Sir A madace (Camden)
xxxii, Ylke mon his owne schall have, That he syttes apon,
Sadyll, brydyll, and oder geyre. X535 Covkrdalk Zech.
xiv. 20 At that tyme shal the rydinge geer of ye horses be

holy vnto the Lorde. 1690 Dkyden Don Sebast. 1. i. Wks.
1883 VII. 342 Ant. Thou wilt not make a horse of me?
Must. Be advised, friend, and buckle to thy gears [makes
him go down on all-fours, bridles him— ' To your paces vil-

lain, amble, trot and gallop']. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge

GEAR
J

xlvii. Bridles, top-boots, spurs, and such gear, were strewn
1 about. 1871 Yeats Techn. Hist. Connn. 46 The Fgyptians
!
were skilful manufacturers of riding gear.

b. Harness for draught animals. Before the

19th c. chiefly//.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6221 Sex hundreth cartes wit al J-air

:
geres. 1424 E. E. Wills (1882 1 56 My cartes and my plowes,

J

and all my hors bat longen to hem, whitb all her gere. 1523
' Kitzhlrb. Husb. § 5 He muste haue.-bis oxen or horses,

[
and the geare that belongeth to them ; that is to say, buwes,

I yokes [etc.]- 1525 Will'm Ely E/iscop. Rec. (1891) 220 Y L'

I best donge carte, and fyve gayres of ye best ; and my best
ploughe and the geyers. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 221 When
they [horses] are set in their geirs to draw the chariots, how

J

they ioy when they are encouraged. 1695 Loud. Gaz. No.
1 3115/4 A Sorrel Mare .. the Hair rub'd off her sides with

Geers. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 138 rz\ She rises be-

|

fore the sun to order the horses to their geers. 1799 G.
I
Washington Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 220 Not suffering the
Ploughs, Harrows, .and the Gears belonging to them, to be
unnecessarily exposed. 1821 Clark /

"///. Minstr. I. 74
Cracking whip and jingling gears Kecall'd the toils of
boyish years. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Praet. Agric. (ed. 4.1

II. 129 Their gear or harness, including the cost of keeping
1 it in repair, amounts to 25.S. yearly. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,

1 Gear, harness, tackle of any kind, furniture; as plough-
I

gear, cart -gear, etc. 1886 Chcsh. Gloss, s. v., 'What's Tom
1 doing this wet day? ' ' Mester, he's cleaning th' gears.'

1 4. Jig. (Prob. chiefly referring to sense 3 b."

I {Ready) in one 's gears : in harness, ready for work
= L. in procinctu. To put in, get into one's gears :

to set or get to work. Right in ones gear : in
' one's right senses. Warm in one's gear's: settled

down to work. Out ofone' s gears : out of sorts. Obs.
c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. xxi. 181 He is inwardly flayde,

not right in his gere. 1642 FuiXES Holy $ Prof. St. in.

xiii. 184 They think themselves not warm in their geeres,

till they are all on fire. 164a Rogers Saaman 128 lehu.

.

1 being warme in bis geare. a 1659 Cleveland Gen. Poems,
j

etc. (1677) 134 Let him put himself in his Geers. 1664
Ktherki>ge Com. Rc7'. iv. ii. 67 Is Grace ready in her gear*.

rt 1677 Barrow Pope's Su/re/n. (1687) 49 The Apostles were
. .in procinctu, ready in their gears to move whither Divine
suggestions diil call them. 1682 Drvden Medal 60 The
Frauds he learnt in his Kanatick Years Made him uneasie
in his Lawful Gears. 1683 Penn Descr. Pennsylv. 8 Of
this more hereafter, being yet Raw and New in our Geer.
(11700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Creiv s.v., Out of his Gears,
out of sorts. 1711 Swift Wks. (1824) II. 463 Nutta! was
surprised when they gave him bits of paper instead ofmoney,
but I made Ben Tooke put him in his gears. 1712-13--
Jrtil. to Stella 8 Jan., I am in my geers. .and I treat (oiks

sometimes. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 4 July,
Keep my master tight in his geers.

II. Apparatus.

5. Apparatus generally ; appliances, implements,

tackle, tools, f Aho pi. toys.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24485 Gt':tt.> Joseph and nichodetnc .

.

Wid bami broght bai gere enogh, vte of his fete ^e nail

drogbt. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1505 Nov is alle bis guere
geten glotounes to seme. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 702
Iohne crab, that bad his geir all 5ar, In his fagattis has set

the fyre. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 352 Wo was his Cook but
if his sauce were Poynaunt and sharpe and redy al his geere.

</ 1400-50 Alexander 1773 For ai a child mot him chese . to

childire geris. 1461 Pastott Lett. No. 391 II. 13 It were
tyme your gere necessarye on that by halfe were purveyd
fore. 1823 Scott Peveril xxxvi, The warders must bring their

own gear [fetters] with them. 1832 J. Hodgson in J. Rainc
Mem. (1858) II. 260 All the quarry gear was swept away by
oneof the great floods. i85oScoRESBYC/«rt'<*r'.r Whaleman's
Adv. iv. 11859) 60 An ingenious Frenchman . . had bladders
ami other gear to float dead whales. 1851 Greenwell Coal-

trade Terms Northumb. #> Durh. 28 Gear, work-tools,

consisting of picks, drills, maul and wedge, shovel, cracket,

&C. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Calol.p. xxxiv, Stah sportsman's
gear as rods lines, artificial flies, and baits. 1885 Ait 48 <£

49 Viet. c. 70 § 7 Injury .. done by one sea-fishing boat to

another, or to the nets, lines, and gear thereof. 1885 Sik

J. C. Mathew in Law Times Rep. LI I. 265/1 The vessel

. . was sold as she lay with her gear and tackle. 1885
Athemeum 16 May 637/3 Pretending to work, amidst build-

ing stones and masons gear, 011 a Paris auai.

b. The organs of generation. Now only slang.

1675 Hobhes Odyssey (1677^ 28° To the dogs to eat they

threw his gear. 1704 SwiFT tale of Tub xi. 202. 1893 in

Farmer Slang.
Comb. 1611 Cotgr., Chaudr-co/ley saltnessc, kacherous-

nesse, geereitch.

fc. Weaving. A leaf of heddles. Obs.

1500 Xottingham Corp. Rec. 1380,43 iij. lynen geyrs et

j. lathe. 1523//'/*/. 1395, 7 Proijuodaminstrumentotextorum
vulgariter dicto a lynen gegre [r read geyre]. 1780 A. Young
Tour Iret. I. 324 It [flax] is ready to be delivered to the

weaver, with the reed and geers adapted to manufacturing it.

1813T. Martin Circle Mech. Arts 239 in Bischoff H'ool.

Manuf, (1862) II. 407 The loom consists merely of two
bamboo rollers, one for the warp, and another for the web,

and a pair of geer. 1822 R. G. Wallace 15 Yrs. hid. 298

The loom consists of a reed and geers, with a small beam,

upon which the warp is rolled. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1285

The Hindu . . insert* his great toes into two loops under the

geer, to serve him for treddles.

d. Mining. Pair ofgears =- gallows-timber.

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. $ Durh.

28, Pair ofGears, see Gallows Timber.

6. Machinery, a. A combination of wheels, levers,

and other mechanical appliances for a given pur-

pose ; esp. the appliances or furnishings connected

with the acting portions of any piece of mechanism.

Often with some defining word prefixed, as expan-

sion-, hand-, steering-, valve-, winding-gear : for

which see those words.

15*3 Fitzherb. Snrv. xx. (1539I 42 And the mylner shall



GEAR.
make all the coste, both of the hous and the goinge gey re.

1786 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) I. 550 The consumption [of
coal] will be increased by the additional geer. 1825 J.

Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 44 Chains have been benefi-
cially introduced as substitutes for straps in driving heavy

i

geer. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exkib. 135 Model of a steam
crane, with travelling gear. 1882 Knenvledge No. 19. 397/2
Being caught by the steering gear or front wheel. 1888 1".

HUMS Mad. Midas 1. iii, The towers contained the winding '

gear. 1892 Law Times Rep. LXVII. 251/1 A steamship of |

1074 tons net, fitted with steam steering gear.
fig. i86x Land. Rev. 20 Apr. 434 1 There is considerable

I

friction in our parliamentary gear. 1889 LoWELL Latest
Lit. Ess. (1892) 149 None of these set our thinking gear in
motion to.. good purpose.

b. Wheels working one upon another, by means
of teeth, or otherwise. A train ofgears', a set of :

such wheels. Often preceded by some defining

Word, as bevel-, crown-, spur-gear. Double gear
(see quot. 1S74).
1829 Xat. Philos., Mechanics n. vii. g 70. 30 (U. K. S.)

Wheels are denominated spur, crown, or bevel gear, accord-
ing to the position or direction of the teeth. 1874 Knight
Diet. Meek. 726/1 Double-gear, the nests of variable-speed
gear-wheels in the head-stock of a lathe. 1881 Metal World
No. 22. 340 The moving of the car sets in motion a traiti of
gears, which in turn gives motion to the pencil mechanism,
which traverses crosswise of the paper, while the paper itself

traverses from the pencil lengthwise at a uniform speed.

e. (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Gear, the running parts of a
wheeled vehicle, as the fore-gears, hind-gears, referring to
the fore-axle and its wheels, the hind-axle and its wheels.

7. Machinery, The mechanical arrangements con-
necting a motor with its work ; — Gkaking. Hence
In ,out ofgear; in, out of connexion with the motor.
So to get {put, set, throw) in, into, out ofgear.
1814 K. Buchanan Mill Work (1823) 451 When any

particular part of machinery is set agoing, it is said among
workmen to be set on, or put in gear; when stopped, set
off, or put out of gear.

_ 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam
Eng. 103 To see what is to be the position of the eccentric
pulley, relative to the crank when in gear. Ibid. 132 To
work three or four strokes by hand prior to throwing the
eccentric rod in gear. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 233
For the purpose of moving the handles in and out of gear.
1869 Eng. meek. 19 Mar. 574/2 The. -lever, .is reversed, so
as to throw the shafts . . into gear by the action of the .

.

clutch. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. II. 13/2 When wheels
are in gear there are three teeth of each engaged. Ibid.
IV. 307/2 The parts which they should hold in position get
out of gear. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. Bench Div. 358
A wheel-factory, including the machinery and gear, was
mortgaged to the plaintiffs. Ibid., The . . driving-belts .

.

could be removed at pleasure when the machinery was
thrown out of gear. 1888 Eucycl. Brit. XXIII. 560 Two-
speed gears [for tricycles] are becoming general.

Jig. 1840 H. Mayo Pop. Superstit. (1851) 70 The attention
1

. .is unlinked from the other faculties, and they are put out
j

of gear, i860 Kingsley Misc. II. 11 An industrial system
'

so out of gear. 1861 Thoknblry Turner (1862) I. 21 In a
week or two he began to get into gear and work better in
hi>; new harness. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. § 4. 241 The
whole organization of labour was thrown out of gear. 1880
Miss Braijdon Just as I am xviii, I have been out of gear
for my ordinary pursuits of late. 1886 W. Hooper Sk. Acad.

\

Life 56 He is quite thrown out of gear by every little

anomaly,

8. Naut. Rigging in general ;

{ the rigging of any
particular spar or sail ' (Adra. Smyth).
1669 S't%-rmy Mariner's Mag.i. 17 See that your main Hall-

yards be clear, and all the rest of your Geer clear and cast
off. 1833 Marryat P. Simple 118631 366, I seized another
(axe], and disengaged the. .small gear about the mast, i860
Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 279 The topsails were reduced
by the patent gear to nearly close reefs.

III. Stuff.

9. Goods, movable property, household neces-

saries and utensils.

a 1300 Cursor M. 493S Sargantz send i son on hand pat in
hair gare mi god bai fand. Ibid. 13797 Bo be to ga, wit all

pi ger. C1380WYCUF Serm.Sel. \Vks. I. 200 Freris and
preestis bat . . maken riche chirches and housis wib ober
gere. 1413 Pilgr. Soiule (Caxton 1483) 1. xv. 9, I hald it

best to cast awey this gere and shape my selue pryuely to
fie. 1466 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 436 Item, owenge
to the chaundelere . . for wode, candelles and odre gere for
howsold, iij.s. xj.d. 1634 Milton Counts 166 Some harmelesse
Villager, Whom Thrift keeps up about his Countrie Geare.
1785 C. Kfith Ilar'st Ri>>4j For he did gar her sweetly pay
For crackit gear. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi x. 216 Then
follow wife and daughters with bulky loads of household
gear on their heads.

fb. Se. and north, dial. Possessions in general,

wealth, money. Goods andgear = wealth, property,

f Free gear (see Free 2S b). Obs.

153S Stf.wart Cron. Scot. III. 230 Siluer or gold or ony
other geir. 1547 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 380, 1 judge
him [Argyle] greedy of gear, desirous of authority. < 1565
Lindesay (Fitscottie) Chron.Scot. 11728) 14 Spend hisgoods
and gear. 1570 Buchanan Ane Admonit. Wits. (18921 23 }e
wer neuir desyrous of blude geir nor honour. 1609 Hum
Admonition in Wodrcnv Soc. Misc. 586 A borrowing ,. of
uther mennis geir. 1637 I>. Jonson Sad Sheph. n. i, I am
na fay . . But a good man, that lives o' my awn geer. 1637
Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 300, 1 had not so much free gear
when I came to Christ's camp as to buy a sword. 1706 in J.
Watson Collect. Poems 1. 30 Which made the Laird take up
more Gear Than all the Lands or Rigs could bear. 1706
Sfmpill Piper Kilbarchan xiii, His pipes.. after wan him
gear enough. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 111. iv, Spending
the goods and gear that his forefathers wan with the sweat
of their brows [The speaker is Scotch]. 1735 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph. 1. ii, His honour maunna want—he poinds your geer.

1773 Burns ' Tibbie, I hae seen the day* vi, Your daddy's

91

gear maks you sae nice. 1808 Mavke Siller Gun 11. xxvi,
Dingwall . . Whase modest merit Was sae repres'd for want
o'gear, Care crush'd his spirit ! 1855 Robinson J

I

'hi/by Gloss.
s.v., '111 gotten gear', property unjustly obtained. 1884
Annie S. Swam Dorothea Kirke vi. 58 That foolish, mis-
guided sister of yours has married an old man for his gear !

c. Things, f Also in plural, rare.
a 1400 Sir Pen: 214 He wolde schote with his spere

Bestes and other gere. 1556 J. Olde tr. Gnatter's Antichrist
124 The God whom his fathers knew not shall he hoi, our with
gold, and silver, and precious stones, and other costly gaires.

1817 SovTHEY Ess. (1832) II. 13 The appetite for slander must
be sharp-set, when it can prey upon such small gear.

(•10. A material substance or stuff; in depre-
ciatory sense, rubbish. Obs.
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA . 11. xxxvii. 159 A drinke myxte

with suche manere of gere that aftre they had taken hyt
they were alle drunken. 1549 Latimer 6th Ser/u. bef. Edw.
/ Y(Arb.) 165 Of decimal ions of Anets seade, and Cummyn,
and suche gere. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 50 b, The sour
gear that is within [the shell of the Citron] is colde and
dry. 1578 Lyte Dodoens w. xvi. 470 You shal finde much
of this geare amongst Rye. 1603 Sir C. Heydon Jud.
Astral, vii. 187 That out of wheat there should spring vp
darnel), solders, and smuttie geare. 1613 Pi:k< has Pilgrim-
age 116141475 The Bramans marke themselves in their fore-

heads .. with a kind of yellow geare which they grinde.

1691 Ray A r
. C. Words Pref. 5 Gear., is also used for

trumpery, rubbish, so as sttiffe is. 1800 Larwood Norfolk
Dial. 44 (E. I>. S. No. 76) The thacker wou'd ha gin har
some doctor's geer in a beaker. iS'X H. MacNeii.i. Poet.
Wks. (1812) II. 76 A bottle primed .. \Vi" somewhat inair

than half a gallon O' precious gear.

f b. Corrupt and foul matter: pus. Obs.
1562 Turner Herbal 11. 131b, It [Germander] scoureth

out also thicke and watery gear out of the brest. 1596
Spenser I'. O. vi. xii. 28 That spat out poyson and gore-
bloudy gere. 1632 tr. Bruel's Praxis Med. 223 Cholericke,
sowre and stinking geere is voyded. 1653 H. More Antid.
A tli. 111. viii. (17121 113 The wound of his throat gaping,
but no gear nor corruption in it.

c. Mining. (See quots.^

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Gijb, Dead, where there is

no Ore .. Deads are the Gear, or Work got in such dead
Places. Ibid. I iv b, Gear, a general Name for all Deads,
when cut out of the Wholes. Ibid. Q iij, We rise with these
Pair upwards, drawing up the Gear, and teeming it round
about them.

11. fig. — Matter, Stuff, in various uses.

a. Discourse, doctrine, talk; also in depreciatory

sense, (
stuff', nonsense. ? Obs. exc. arch.

1415 HocctEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle 159 Our fadres medled
no thyng of swich gere. a 1529 Skki.ton Sp. Parrot 387
For drede ye darre not medyll with such gere. 1570 B.
Googe Pop. Kingd. i. 13 b, I am ashamed here To weare
my pen. .about such foolish gere. 1606 Day lie ofGuls m.
i. 118811 70 Was not this stinging geere? 1607 Rowlands
Guy, Earl Warw. 55 Why turn me back to conn my gear
again. 1624 Bkdei.i. Lett. vi. 101 No maruell if this geare
cotdd not passe the Presse at Rome, a 1654 Selden
Table-T. (Arb.) 20 Lord, what Gear do they make of it !

1700 DrYOEN Wife of Path's T. 24 For priests with prayers
and other godly gear, Have made the merry goblins dis-

appear. 1722 X. .Mist Lett.fr. Mist's Jrnl. Pref. 12. I had
a great deal more of this learned Gear from my Friend.

1875 Tennyson Q. Mary in. i, Have you had enough Of
all this gear? 1895 E. Anglian Gloss., Gere, unintelligible

stuff; or a confused heap.

b. Doings, ' goings on*, arch, or dial.

£.1460 Toivueley Myst. xvi. 370 This is well wroght gere that
euer may be. c 1475 Partenay 276 Non may on the trust, ne
in thy fals gere. 1546 St. Papers Hen. I'll I, XI. 140 The
French practises now a dayes be but bare geare to other mens
practises. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. 1883 Brave boyes,

this gear doth cotten well. 1652 C. 1*. Stapylton Herodian
IV. 31 Wee shall smart for this unruly geere. a 1806 K.White
Childhood 1. 119 To view our gambols, and our boyish geer.

1831 Scott Cast. Dang, i. Then I hardly see how your
ladyship can endure this gear much longer. 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s.v., He has now taken up with that kind of gear.

1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Len>e I. 273 We shall have such
fun !. . It will be good gear, I can tell you !

f c. A matter, affair, business. Obs.

1545 Ascham ToxoPh*{Arb.) 57 You handle this gere in dede.
iS79~8o North Plutarch (1676) 160 Whitest this gere was a
brewing. 1594 GftEKNE & Lodge Looking Gt. Wks. (Rtldg.)
126/1 Master Lawyer . . I pray you to this gear, a 1625
Fletcher & Shirley Nt. Walker v. i, You wo' not to this

geer of marriage then? 1636 James Her Lane. (Chetham
Soc.) 97 This worck,this gheere. .Was done by daughters of
great Charlemaine. 1823 Scott Quenthi D. xxxi, I under-
stand this gear better than you do.

IV. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 6 b) gear-

cuttert •cutting
; (sense 7) gear-worh ; (sense 8)

gtar-bUck \
(sense 9 b) gear-gatherer, -grasping;

gear-box, -case, the case enclosing the gearing of

a bicycle, etc. ; gear-wheel, (a) a cog-wheel
;

(b)

in a bicycle, etc., the cog-wheel by means of which
the motion of the pedals is transmitted to the axle.

1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 340 Lower yards filled

with inventor's slings and portable ''gear- blocks. 1887
Visct. Bury & Hillier Cycling xiii. 385 Otherwise the
effect of the same amount of resistance on each wheel will

become unequally operative in the "gear-box. 1897 Daily
A'cri's 16 Sept. 3 '4 There was a black *gear-case instead of
a transparent one. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., '"Gear
Cutter [a machine for cutting the teeth on gear-wheels].

1874 Ibid., "Gear-cutting Machine, one for making cog-
wheels by cutting out the interdental material. 1825-80
Tamieson, *Gear-gatkerer, a money-making man. 1819
W. Tf.nnant Papistry Stornrd (1827) 40 He smasht
and smote thae men o' sin For their *gear-graspin' greed.

1874 Knight Diet. Aleck., *Gear-wkeel, any cog-wheel,
whether crown, spur, internal-cogged, bevel, or lantern, is

a gear-wheel, 1891 Daily News 6 June 6/1 The engine is

GEAEING.
a two-cylinder horizontal one, and drives a gear-wheel.
1892 Dublin Rev. Apr. 437 The mirror is fixed to a gear-
wheel driven off the spindle of a small alternating electric
motor. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 220 Occasioning
the rapid destruction of the *gear-woik through which the
power is transmitted.

Gear (gi-'-i), V. Forms: 3-5 gere, 5 Se. geir,

7-9 geer;e, .7 geare), 6- gear. [ME. geren, f.

gere Gear sb. (OK. had gierwan, pret. tierede to
equip, clothe, f. OTcut. *garwu- ready, YARE).]
T 1. trans. To adorn ; to array ; to dress. Obs.
('1250 Getl. (y Ex. 2441 Osep dede Mse lich faire geren,

Wassen, and riche-Iike smeren. And spice-like swete smaken.
13.. E. E. Altit. P. B. 156S He schal he gered ful gaye in

1
gounes of porpre. c 1350 ParIt. 3 Ages 122 He was gerede

\

all in grene. 1674-91 Ray N. C. U 'ords 30 To Geer or Gear,
to dress. Snogly gcercd, neatly dressed.

2. To equip, arch,
13. . Gaw. A- Gr. Knt. 791 Garytez ful gaye gered bi-twene,

Wyth inony luflych loupe. 1456 Se. Acts fas. //(1814) II.

[

45/2 It is ordanyt b r all maner of man bt has landis or gudis
be redy horsit and geryt. 1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 650 We
accordingly geared ourself, and switch in hand, .sallied out.

fig. 1480 Robt. Devyll (Percy Soc. '56 Hedyde helpe hym
for to gere and fortefye the crysten fayth.

3. To harness (a draught animal). Also with up.
and absol.

1638 F. Jink s Paint. Ancients 319 Paine of the painter
I

..for it is no small trouble, in my opinion, to geare foure
horses together, and not so much as to confound any of their

j

legges. 1640(1. Abbott Job Paraph. 248 Canst thou tether
or geere him like a horse? 1649 Blithe Eng. Im/ro::

I

I/npr. il6$$) 197 The plough-man must have a little regard
to his Teem or Draught, znt\ to the well geering or ordering
them. 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 50 note, My sleds
were such as are frequently seen about farmers' yards . . iu

which two men were geared abreast. 1856 C. W. Upham
y. C. Fremont ii. 55 iFunkl We were ready to depart; the

j

tents were struck, the mules geared up, and our horses
1 saddled. 1877 Holderness Gloss, s.v., It's about time we

was off ti gear. 1886 Chesh. Gloss., Gear or gear up, to put
harness on a horse.

4. To put (machinery'' into gear (see Gear sb. 7)

;

I

to connect by gearing. To gear up see quot. 1882)

;

|

so to gear down, level.

1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1184 Another feature in
i the machine is for gearing and ptdling out of gear the cogs.

1868 Pall Malt G. 15 July 10 The spindle is geared to a
system of toothed wheelwork. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat.

j

Phil. I. I. 479 The several shafts, with their axes all parallel,

!
are geared together. 1882 Knowledge 10 Mar. 307/2 About
two years since, most of the tricycles which were driven by
means o{ a chain were geared up— that is, the driving

1
wheels were made to go round faster than the pedals. .Now,
most of the best riders agree that tricycles should be geared
down. 1883 Ibid. 22 June 368'! For average riders these
[tricycles] might be geared level. 1895 Daily Xews 15 May

1
7/4 Paris necessarily exposed for the purposes of cleaning,

' lubricating, gearing, or altering the arrangements of a
machine.

b. intr. Of a tootheo
1
wheel, or its teeth : To fit

1 exactly into ; to be in gear, so as to work smoothly
with.

'

1734 Phil, Trans. XXXVIII. No. 434 Engrav., The loose

Wallowers, whose turn'd rounds geer truly with y- Coggs
I

in y« great Wheel. 1848 'Tail's Mag. XV. 844 Carrying an
' angle-wheel, into which two others gear. 1870 Eng. Meek.
I 18 Mar. 652/3 This bevel gears with a horizontal bevel

;
underneath the base. 1881 Anderson in Nature No. 626.

1 619 Two circular frames, .with teeth cut in their edges, are
! mounted, so that the teeth gear into each other, and they
can rotate freely, but in opposite directions.

Gearfe, var. Gere, Obs., whim, fit of passion.

Qeard, obs. form of Guard.
Geared (gb'-id),///. a. [f. Gear sb. and v. + -F.n.]

1 1. Kquipped; armed. Obs.
e 1470 Henry Wallace v. 806 Twa hundreth haill off weill

gerit Inglismen.

f 2. Provided with gear; ? with handles or other

appendages. Obs.

1588 Wills A> Inv. A' C. (Surtees i860) 329, vj geared
yockes 4.T. , iiij yockes, vngeared, i6</.,v geard forkes iod„ i)

forkes, ungeared, 6d.

3. Machinery. Connected with the motor by
gearing.

1868 Gainsborough A'eios 27 June (N. W. Line. GIoss.l,

Six double-geared slide and break lathes. 1881 Eng.M'ech.
27 May 1/2 Back Geared Lathe, 4$ in. centres, bed 3 ft. 6 in.

long; per set £-2 $s. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl.,

Geared Brace, a boring tool in which the drill or bit is

rotated by hand crank and bevel gear. Ibid., Geared
Locomotive, a locomotive in which the motion of the engine
is conveyed by gearing to the travelling wheels. 1895 Eari.
Ai,REMARLE&HiLLmR Cycling xii. 303 The Geared Ordinary.
This, a relatively new type, has not secured that measure of

success which its friends hoped for it.

Gearing gl''*rirj , vol. sb. [Gkar sb. and v. +
-i.\(;i.]

1. dial. Harness.
1863 Mrs. Toogood Vorksk. Dial., Put the gearing on t'

hoses and go away to plough. 1877 Holderness Gloss.,

Geariu, harness.

2. Working implements, ' plant \

1825 Ln. Cockburn Mem. i. 76 Our colliers and salters

belonged.. to their respective works with which they were
sold as part of the gearing.

3. The action of fitting a machine with gear ; the

manner in which a machine is geared ; eoner. appa-

ratus for the transmission of motion or power,

e.g. a train of toothed wheels = Gear sb. 7. Often

preceded by some qualifying word, as bevel-, spur-,



GEARKSUTITE.
etc. gearing; also with advs., as in gearing-do-.cn

,

-up. Out ofgearing : out of gear.
l833 J- Holland Manuf. Metal II. 350 These wires pass

through the gearing, between the bars of a reed, as in linen-
weaving. 1851 lltustr. CataL Gt. Exhib. 210 The speed
requisite for the propeller is obtained by means of accelerating
gearing, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xviii. § 740 It is so
stable and true in its work that nothing can throw it out of
gearing. 1862 Smiles Engineers III. 40 By an entire
rearrangement of the gearing of the machine, he shortly
succeeded in greatly lessening the wear and tear of the
rope*. 1869 R. R. Smyth Gold F. Victoria 612 Gearing

—

A series of wheels working into each other whereby motion
is transmitted. 1882 Knowledge 10 Mar. 397 '2 When the
gearing down is carried to a great extent, the pedals make
two revolutions for one revolution of the driving-wheels.
A machine so geared can be ridden up a steep hill easier
than a bicycle.

4. Comb., as gearing-chain.
1874 Kxinur Diet. Meek., Gearing-chain, an endless chain

transmitting motion from one toothed wheel to another.

Gearksutite [dg^aukswtak). Min. [f. Or. yrj

earth (from its earthy appearance,) + Arksutite.
Named by Dana in 1S68.] Hydrous fluoride of

calcium and sodium, of a clay-like appearance.
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 130 Gearksutite. Earthy, kaolin-

like in aspect.

Gearless (gl^iles), a. [f. Gear sb. + -less.]

Of a motor : Having no gear for the transmission
of motion ; acting directly.

1892 Pall Mall G. 4 July 7. 1 They are mounted on two
bogies, each having a 200 h p. gearless motor attached to it.

t Gea'SOn, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : 1 gsesne,
geasne, 3 geasne. 4 gesen e, 5-6 geso'u)n, 6 ges-
(s)en, 6-7 gayson, geazon, geasone, (6 gai . gei-

son, 7 gey-, gheason
, 5-7 geason. [OE. gi'vsne,

gisne barren. Cf. OHG. keisint barrenness.]

A. adj.

1. Producing scantily : barren, unproductive

;

exhausted. Const, in OK. with gen, or on ; later

of. Also, clear of.

a 1000 Christ 849 in Exeter Bk.
%
pa:t we gaestes wlite xr

bam gryre-bro^an on basgfesnan tid^eorne bibencen. a 1000
Juliana 381 ibid., He si^ban sceal godra gum-cysta geasne
hweorfan. a 1000 Andreas 1084 (Gr.) Ah l>aar heorodreori^e
hyrdas lagan, gaesne on greote, gaste berofene. a 1121 O. E.
Ckran, an. ui6pisgearwaesswaga:sneon maestene. 14.. M.V.

Cantab. Ff.il. 38 If. 23 iHalliw.) In werke they wereu never
so nyce, Ne of moo good liveres geson. .1420 Pallad. at
Hush. viil. 5 Xow make the feeldis wilde of busshis geson.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. 64 Drunkelew folk ben goostli hltnde,
For faute of witt her lyf is gesoun.

2. Scantily produced; rare, scarce, uncommon.
In the 1 6th c. sometimes with passive infinitive, as

geason to befound, to be seen, etc.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. XIII. 271 My wafres there were
gesen. <r 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 803 Custade Cos-
table, when eggis & crayme be geson. 1494 Fabyan Chron.
vn. 588 Grotes and peas were geson. 1514 Barclay Cyt. $
L'plondyshin, (Percy Soc.) 35 A good man is geason, not
easy to be founde. ("1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 116 in

Babees Bk. 85 They that will not knowe howe to amend,
their wits be very geason, 1548 Udall Erasui. Par. Pref.

19 Precious stones that are gayson to bee founde. 1567
Tirberv. Epit. ty Soun. ("1837) 295 Rich be thy robes, and
geason to be had. 1577 Harrison England 11. xii. (1877) 1.

239 In the houses of Knights . . it is not geson to behold
generallie their prouision of tapistrie. 1583 Stubbes Anat,
Abus. 11.(1882) 51 Rare birds vpon the earth, and as geason
as blacke swans. 1601 F. Godwin Bps. of Eng. 380 Good
knowledge in the Greeke toong. .in those daies was geason,
1601 Holland Pliny II. 98 Ixine is a rare herb and geason
to be seen. 1610— Camden's Brit. (1637) 536 Marie in this

place is very geason or skant. 1674 Ray S.
<J-

E. C. Words
67 Geazon, scarce, hard to come by. Ess.

3. 'Rare', extraordinary, amazing.
1572 N. Roscarrockf Prelim. Verses Bosscwell's Ar-

morie, The siege of Thebes, the fall of Troy, in beaten massie
golde, dan Vulcan hath set out at large, full geazon to be-

holde. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis II, (Arb.) 47 With weather
astonyed, with such storms geason agrysed. ibid. iv. 104
The duke i^neas with sight so geason agasted.

B. sb. Rarity, scarcity, rare.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 124 Of them is no
plentie but great geason. 1557 Toilet's Misc. (Arb.) 250
Good should by geason, earne no place, Nor nomber make
nought, that is good.

Geast, obs. form of Gest, Gi'est, Joist.

Geast, Geaster, var. Gist, Gtster.

Geat(e, obs. form of Gate, Get, Jet.

Geather, obs. form of Gather.
Geaum, Geaunt, obs. forms of Jamb, Giant.
Gebat, gebbet, obs. forms of Gibbet.

Gebbie (ge'bi, gi'bi\ Sc. Also 8 gabbie.

[Origin obscure: the pronunciation is against a
connexion with Gab. Cf. Gael, giaban gizzard.]

The crop of a fowl ; transf the human stomach.
a 1774 Ff.rgcsson Poems (1814) II. 15 She round the

ingle wP her gimmers sits, Crainmin their gabbies wi' her

nicest bits. 1843 Bethine Sc. Fireside Stor. 76 When your
heads are filled wi' the horrors, your gebbies wi' wind, and
your pouches wi' naething.

Gebbit, Gebbrish, obs. ff. Gibbet, Gibberish.

Geber, var. Guebre.
Geberish,Gebet(te, obs. ff.GiBBERiSH, Gibbet.

Gebur(gebu>j). Hist. [OE. gebur=OS. gib/h;

OHG. gipur, gipttro : sec Neighbour.] A tenant-

farmer (in the early English community).
b' 1000 Laws of Ine c. 6 § 3 (Schmid) Gif he. .on ^ebtires

92

[husej ^efeohte. 1706 Phillips ted. Kersey', Geburus,
a Conntry-Neighbour-I 1861 Pearson Early fy Mid. Ages
Eng. 261 The tenants, cotsetlas, geburs, and geneats, were
the highest among the semi-servile. 1892 F. Seebohm in
Eng. Hist. Rev, July 459 The gebur himself is not a full

freeman because he has services to perform on the lord's
demesne, and cannot leave the land if he chooses.

Gebyllot, obs. form of Giblet.
Gecarcinian (d.^kajsi-nian). [f. mod.L. Ge-

carcin-us (Gr. 777 earth + Kaptcivos crab ; intro-

duced by Dr. Leach in 1815) + -IAS.] A land-crab.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 99/1 The Ijind-crabs, or Gecarcin-

ians, inhabit the warm countries of the New and Old
World, and Australasia. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV.
330 '2 The land-crabs or Gecarcinians. .are enabled to live
as terrestrial animals.

Gecimine, obs. form of Jasmine.
Geek gek), .r/;.

1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms:6geke,
7 gecke, 6, 9 geek geek . [app. a. LG. Aw/-, ^
MDu. gee(&, ghec\k, l)u. gek adj. and sb. ; related

(either as source or derivative) to gecken GECK v.

From LG. the word passed into the HG. dialects,

MUG. geck(e, G. geek, and into Scand., Da. g/sek,

Sw. gack
t
Norw. gjekk, ? Icel. gikkrA A fool, sim-

pleton ; one who is befooled or derided, a dupe.
1515 Barclay Egloges 1. (1570) A iij b, He is a foole, a sotte.

and a geke also Which choseth. the worst [way] and most
of ieoperdie. 1601 Shaks. i'wel. X. v. i. 351 Why haue
you suffer'd me to oe imprison 'd. .And made the most
notorious gecke and gull That ere inuention plaid on ? 1611— Cymb. v. iv. 67 To lx:come the geeke [sic] and scorne
o' th others vilany. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 83 If she's
tackled to a geek as everybody's laughing at. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Gawk, Geek, Gowk or iiowky, a fool ; a person un-
cultivated ; a dupe.

Geek gck), sb.^ Chiefly Sc. [ = Du. andG.^^
vbl. sb. corresponding to geeken (see Geck v.) as in

G.geckcn machen to play tricks ; in geck sagen, Du.
inghecksegghen (Kilian;, to say in jest.] A gesture

of derision ; an expression of scorn or contempt.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 28 Than all the feyndis

lewche, and maid gekkis. 1576 Pyde tarryeth no Man in

Collier A'. E. Pop. Lit. (1863-4) 29 And though I have
attire both costly and gay, Vet unlesse it be new, I shall
have but a geck. 1597 Montcomerib Cherrie <y Slae 1085
1 (Judeman, gramercy for ^our geck ' Quod Hoi>e, and lawly
louts.

b. To gel a geck: to be deceived or tiicked. To
give one the geck : to mock, trick, deceive one.
1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvii. 84 Now letter war lat

bee Nor to begin to gett 5onr selfhs ane geck. 1583 Leg.
Bp. St. Androis 898 ibid, xlv, The first merchant he cleane
forsuike, Gave him the geck, and lat him gea. 1603
Philotus Ixxviii, The Carle that hecht sa weill to treit

30W, I think sail get ane geck. V 16. . E'air Janet <y Sweet
Will. xx. in Child Ballads III. Ixiv. (1885) 105/2 This day
she has gien me the geeks, Yet she must bear the scorn.
i8o8-»5 Jamiksov, s.v., To gie one the geck, to give him
the slip; generally including the idea of exposing him to
derision.

Geck vgeM> v. Sc. and north, dial. [app. a.

IXi.gecken = M])u. ghecken, Vu.gekken, G. gecken :

see ( i eck sb. ' , and cf. the echoic Ger. gecken to croak,

cackle. Also in Scand. as Da. gjivkke, Sw. gacka.]

1. trans. To mock, deceive, cheat.

1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 867 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv, Hame to the prowest it was directit ; Hut ye shall heir
whow he was geckit.

2. intr. To geck at \ to scoff at, to use mocking
language or gestures towards.
1603 Philotus ciii, I trow that all the warld euin Sail at

^our guckrie geck. 17*5 Ramsav Gentle Sheph. 1. i. She
IJauldy looes..Kut geeks at me, and says I smell of tar.

1775 Hurns ' Tibbie I hoe seen' i, Ye geck at me because
1 m poor. 1837 R> Nicoli. Poems (1843) io2 He'll geck
e'en at the Minister An' joke wi' laird an' lady. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Ge(k, to sneer or deride.

3. To toss the head, as in scorn ; to look proudly.

Also trans, to geck up the head. [Possibly a dis-

tinct word.]
17*4 Ramsav Evcrgircn (1761) II. 15 Scho geeks as gif

I meind her 111. 17J8— Tables, Caterpillar <V Ant 9 The
saucy Ant. .gecking up her head, quoth she * Poor animal

!

I pity thee'. 1786 BS kns Dream viii, Adieu, my liege!
may freedom geck Reneath your high protection. 1811
Willan in Archxol. XVII. 147 Geck, to toss the head.

Gecko ge-k.0% Forms : 8 (chacco, jackoa),
gekko, 9 geco, gecko ;//. geckos, -oes. [a. Mai.

(jX*) gekoq ^the q is faint) an imitation of the

animal's cry.

The note uttered by this lizard is imitated in other Malay
names, nsgaguh, gdke, toke- etc. and similar forms occur in
the Indian languages, to which the earliest examples in

English are due. The statement made in quot. 1792. that
the name is current in Egypt, is due to the translator and
is apparently a blunder.]

A house-lizard, found in the warmer regions of
both hemispheres, remarkable for its peculiar cry,

and for its power of climbing walls.

[1711 C. I-ockvkr Ace. Trade hid. iv. 84 Chaccos, as
Cuckoos receive their Names from the Noise they make..
they are much like Lizards but larger. 1727 A. Hamilton
New Ace. P.. hid. II. xliv. 131 They have one dangerous
little Animal called a Jackoa, in shape almost like a Lizard
. .he seldom fails of giving Notice where he is, by a loud
Mb* calling Jackoa.] 1774 Golds.m. Nat. Hist. VII.
142 Of all animals the Gekko is the most notorious for

its powers of mischief. 179a Hkkon ti\ Niebuhr^s Trav.
Arab. II. 332 We saw several sorts of lizards, of which the

GEE.

only dangerous one was that called by the Egyptians
Gecko. 185a Th. Ross Humboldt's Traz>. II. xix. 199
All the stones were covered with an innumerable quantity
of iguanas and geckos with spreading and membranous
fingers, i860 All Year Round No. 37. 247 There are the
friendly geckoes which, by help of padded toes, can run up
walls like a fly, climb glass and cross the ceiling. 1883
Harpers Mag. Jan. 189/1 The gecko, a lizard found along
the Nile, has been observed to emit a brilliant light.

Geckoid (gekoid), a. [f. prec + -oil).] Re-
sembling a gecko.
1887 Proc. Zool. Soc. 15 Feb. 153 On a new Geckoid Lizard

from British Guiana.

Ged 1 (ged). north, and Sc, Forms: 4 gedde,
4, 6 gedd, 7 gid. 8 gidd, 7-9 ged. [a. ON.gedda
( = OSw. gedde, giedda, Sw. gadda, Da. gj'edde),

app. f, ON. gadd-r spike, Gad. (AVith respect to

the etymological signification of the name, cf.

Pike,)] The fish Ksox lucins\ the pike or luce.

1324-5 Dwrhaw MS. Cell. Roll, In j Gedde et l.\ I-am-
prouns. 1375 Bakboi/r Bruce 11. 576 And with his handys
quhile he wrocht Gynnys, to tak geddis & salmonys. 1572
Sk.mhll in Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 90 Thay beand beistis

that hes bene men befoir, Compairit with Gedds that dois
thair fry deuoir. 1680 Sir G. Mackenzie Set. Her. 61 Ged
of that ilk. Azur, 3. Geds or Pyks hauriant argent. 1775
L. Shaw Hist. Moray 78 It [the river Lossie] abounds with
Pykesor Gidds. 1787 Blrns lam Samson vi, Eels well kend
for souple tail, And Geds for greed. 1840 W. Hay in Mod.
Scot. Poets XV. 131 Bullsegs will wave their nigger pows
and geds will bite again. 1857 Kingslfv 'Two I . Ago III.

16 He is now eating like any ged. 1893 Northnmbld. Gloss.,

Ged, the pike fish.

t Ged -. [Minced pronunc. of God in oaths ; cf.

Gad.]
1697 Vanbrugh Relapse 111. ii, O Ged—the devil's in you.

1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 491/1, I now advanced to By Jots,
fore ged, Geds enrse it, and Demme.

Gedanite (d.^e-danait). Min. \i.Gedan-um,\\ie

med.I.at. name for Dantzig + -ite : named by Helm
in 1878.] A mineral resin resembling amber.
1887 in Dana Min. <y Petrogr. (ed. 4

1 349.

Geddar, -ur, geder, obs. forms of Gather.
Gedeling, ged elyng, var. Gadling 2

.

Gedred, Gedring, obs. ff. Gathered, -jkg.

Gedrite (d^e'droit;. Min. [a. F. ge'diite f.

Cedre see below) : see -ite. Named by Dufrenoy
Ann. des Mines Ser. 111. X. 582 (1836).] An
aluminous variety of anthophyllite, discovered by
DArchiac near Gedre in the French Pyrenees.

1844 in Dana Min. (ed. 2) 524.

Gedur, -yr, obs. forms of Gather.
Gedy, Gedynes, obs. ff. Giddy, Giddiness.

Gee [g»)i sby north, and Sc. A fit of bad
temper or sullenness ; usually in phrase To take

the gee : to take offence, become sulky.
a 1605 MoNTCOMERiE Sontt. xxv. 9 5^ knau ill guiding

genders mony gees And specially in poets. ?i7- Song in

Herd Collect. Scot. Songs 11829* 5 l-aig or e'er that I cam
hame, My wife had ta'en the gee. 1714

k

\\'haVs the
matter tut the Whigs* in facob. Songs (1887) 82 When he
takes on his good dame's gees He canna rule himsel', sir.

1768 Ross Hetenore, etc. 143 When I speak to them that's

stately, I find them ay ta'en with the gee. 1844 Hendfrson
in Proc. Be?7v. Nat. Club II. No. 12. 101 The bride 'took
the gee '

. . and would not proceed a foot further. 1878
Cumbld. Gloss. s.v., 'He's leaun t' gee', he has taken of-

fence. 1893 Northnmbld. Gloss., Gee, a sudden turn, a
pique.

Gee (d£/% sb.- colloq. [f. Gee int.] A horse

(orig. a child's word ; cf. Gee-gee).
1887 Punch 22 Oct. 192/3 Pray tell me why that frisky gee,

Called Pegasus, should harnessed be? 1890 Licensed Vict.

Gaz. 8 Feb. (Farmer) The gees were all broken to the
stable. 1894 Astlev 50 Years Life I. 59, I was to pay
forty pounds in case either of the hired gees died.

Gee C4s0i v - slang. Also ge. [Of doubtful

etymology : possibly f. Gee int.] intr. To ' go*

;

to fit, suit, etc. (only in negative phrases).

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu s.v., // woift Gee, it won't
hit, or go. 1785 Grose Diet. Vttlg. 'Tongue s.v., It won't
gee, it won't nit or do, it does not suit or fit. 1850 Sea-
worthy Nag's Head\. 35 'It don't seem to gee !' said Isaac,

as he was trying to adjust the stove.

b. Of persons : To behave as is desired ; to

agree, get on well {together').

1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 83 If Miss prove peevish, and will

not gee, Ne'er pine . . at the wanton Pug. 1803 S. Pecgf.

Anecd. Eng. Lang. 13 In Yorkshire, in Lancashire, and
other Northern parts of the kingdom . .where things do not

suit or fit each other or where neighbours do not accord,

the expression is 'They do not Ge well together'^ a 1825

Forbv Voc. £. Anglia s.v., This does not ge well with that.

He and she will never ge together. 1815 Britton Beaut.

Wiltsh. III. 374, Gee or jfee, to agree ; to go on well together.

1889 Century Mag. Dec. 225 '2 Me and the president didn't

gee. He hadn't no fault to find with me; but I didn't like

his ways, and I quit.

Gee (d,?/), int. A word of command to a horse,

variously (in different localities) used to direct it to

turn to the right, to go forward, or to move faster.

1628 Karle Microcosm., Country Felloiv (Arb.) 49 He ex-

postulates with his Oxen very vnderstandingly, and speaks

Gee and Ree better then English. 1655 Hevwood &
Rowley Fort, by Land 4- Sea u. H's Wks. 1874 VI. 384
Come He go teach ye. .gee and whoe. 1733 Fielding Don
Quixote in Eng. 11. xii, Gee, gee, boys, hup ! 1806 Bloom-
1 ieli) Wild Ft. Poems 11845) 189 Gee, Bayard ! move your
poor old bones. 1868 Atkinson Clevelafid Gloss., Gee, the

word of command to horses in a team to turn to the right, or



GEEBUNG.
from the driver : substituted for the older word Ree. 1871
C. Gibbon Lack ofGold y'n, A steady-going old brown man,
which moved to and fro wiih mechanical regularity in

obedience to the ' gee * and ' wo ' of its driver.

Gee, var. Ghee ; dial. var. Give.

Geebung (dgftog). Also gibong, jibbong.
[Native Australian.] The fruit of various species

of Persoonia, an Australian tree.
I N.O. J'roleaccv.)

1827 P. Cunningham 2 Yrs. H. S. Wales I. xiii. 221 The
jSbbong is another tasteless fruit. 1847 L. Lkichhardt
Overland F.xped. xiv. 478 We gathered and ate a great
quantity ofgibong (the ripe fruit of Persoonia falcata). 1852
ilt'NUY Antipodes vii. (1855) 176 The geebung, a native
plum very woolly and tasteless. 1889 BoLDRBWOOD Robbery
under Arms (1890) 255 You won't turn a five-corner into a
quince or a geebung into an orange.

Gee-gee C^3^5*0* colloq. [Reduplication of

Gees'///.] A horse (orig. a child's word; cf.GKKj^.2).
1869 Hlackmorf. Loma D. \xx, The 'great Gee-Gee*—as

all the small ones entitled me. 1886 G. R. Sims Ring o'

Bells, etc. xi. 242 To carry two heavy boys.. on bis back,
pretending that he was a gee-gee. 1895 Cornh. Mag. Jan.
56 'Tell the fellow to drive faster*.. .' My dear Datchet, the
man's already driving his geegee off its legs.'

Geegot, obs. form of GlGOT.

Gee-h.o Cdxfih^'X int. Also gee-o. [f. Gee
int. + Ho int.] —Gee int.

1668-71 Skinner Riymol., Ho, Gee Ho. 1697 J. Serjeant
Solid Phtlos. 378 The Horses not hearing any cry Gee, ho,
to urge them forwards, took their Opportunity to rest them-
selves, and stood still. 1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. noAnd
now, behold he cry'd 'Gee-ho' And now he jerk 'd the rein.

1819 [see Gee-up].

b. attrib., in gee-ho-coach : also absol. (quasi-j^.).
a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1720) II. 316 Never., but ply close

at Inns upon the coming in ofWaggons and Gey-ho-Coaehes.
1769 De Foe*s Tour Gt. Brit. led. 7) II. 314 They draw all

their heavy Goods here [ Bristol] on Sleds, or Sledges, which
they call Gee-hoes, without Wheels.

Hence Gee- h)o v., Gee- h oing- vbl. sb.

1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 93 Carmen that never leave jerk-

ing and Geoing of their horses till they hale the hearts of
them out. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. ix. i. II. 384 The gee-
ho-ing of an expert wagoner, who has got a fiery young Arab
thoroughly tied into his dastard sandcart and has to drive
him by voice. 1881 Ld. W. P. Lennox Flays, Players, etc.

I. 203 The country lad who. .had 'gee-ho-ed' and 'gee-
up-ed ' him [my horse].

Geen, var. Gean,
Geer(e, obs. form of Gear, Geir, Jeer, Gyre.
Geerish, var. Gerish. Obs., whimsical.

Geese, pi. of Goose.

Geest l g«st). GeoL [a. G. geest (orig. LG.)
dry or sandy soil, opposed to marsh-land.] Old
alluvial matter oh the surface of land ; coarse drift

or gravel. 1847 in Craig ; and in mod. Diets.

Geest, obs. form of Gest, Guest, Joist.

Geet, var. Gete v., to keep ; obs. f. Get, Jet.

Geet, obs. pi. of Goat.
Geete, var. Gite, dress.

Gee-Up (A^'\ v'?)* int. Also gee-, je-hup.

[f. Gee int. f Hup int. (confused with Up adv.).]

= Gee int.

1733 [see Gee int.]. 1769 Trinculo's Trip 29 Yates a
Carter, without a je-hup. 18x9 ' R. Rabelais' Abeillard

$

Jleloisa 34 Cross Hounslow Heath, jee up ! jee o! 1825
Sporting Mag. XVI. 332 A second 'Gee up' issued from
l>ehind a hedge. 1862 Thackeray IVks. (1872) X. 225
Gee-up, carter. 1888 J. Pays Myst. Mirbridge I. in, Gee
up, *oss.

Hence <Jee-(h)up v.
}

intr. and trans., to say

'gee-up* (to), also (of a horse), to obey this call.

175a Foote Taste 11. Wks. 1799 I. 19 May I.. be tumbled
from my phaeton the first time I jehup my sorrels. 1816
Scott Antia.x vii, He was only apprized of the arrival of the
Monkbarns division by the gee-hupping of the postilion. 1824
Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 442 Mr. Bubb ge-hupp"d in vain, and
strove to jirk the rein, Nobbs .. wouldn't mend his pace.

1881 [see Gee-ho v\ 1888 Punch 21 Apr. 186/1 ' Gee-up !

'

he cried. The horse gee-up'd, To gallant G 's joy.

Geezer (gPsM). slang. Also geeser. [A dial,

pronunciation of Guisek.] A term of derision ap-

plied to elderly persons, esp. women.
1885 ' Corin ' Truth about Stage 16 If we wake up the old

geezers we shall get notice to quit without compensation .

.

The two geezers, as Sandy styled the landlord and his wife.

1893 Northumhld. Gloss., Geezer, a mummer ; and hence
any grotesque or queer character. 1897 Westnt. Gaz. 17
Aug. 2/3 So an obliging firm of Liverpool solicitors, like the

nice old geeser in the song, have just assured him.

Gef, obs. form ofgave, pa. t. of Give ; obs. f. If.

Gefe, Gef;f)in, obs. forms of Give, given.

Geffel, var. Gaffle. Obs.

1668 J. White Rich Cab. (ed. 4) 119 Therefore U is good
to have certain strong cross-bowes, to bend either with a
rack, or a geffel [printed gessel].

Gefte, Gegelotte, obs. ff. Gift, Giglet,

Gegg (geg)i sb. Sc. [Cf. Gag sb,~] A trick,

hoax, practical joke.

1855 J. Strang Glasgow (1856) 401 The cabalistic term gegg
signifies a practical joke.

Hence Gegg v., to hoax, play a trick on ; also

Oeggree', Qeggex, ttlfgliy,
1826 J. Wilson Noct. A/ubr. Wks. 1855 I. in Sae sune as

I turn the tables on you, gegg you, as they say in Glasgow.
Ibid. 235 The rums were looking up, the punch was pleasant,

and the people given to geggery, every house hospitable.

1855 J. Strang Glasgow {\%ii>) 327 That class loved fun and
frohc, jest and song, geggery and gossip. Ibid. 403 The
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party to be gegged would be present. Ibid. 404 The whole
party including the geggec were in the highest spirits. Ibid.

405 The geggers slipped silently behind.

Gegg, obs. form of Gig sb.

"I'Gegge. Obs. Alsogigge. [Of obscure origin ;

app. not identical with Gig.] A term, apparently
contemptuous, applied both to man and woman.
a 1300 Florisfy Bl. (Hausknecht) 853 Twei gegges becupe

bere. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 403 Thusarraied gi ioJ»

J^ geggi* t
7'-'"- gigges, Caxton segges], And alio wib Eiare

legges.

Gegger (ge'gai). Sc. Also gagger. [Of tin-

known origin.] The under-lip ; also gegger-lip.
1825-80 JamiESON, Gegger, the under lip. To king the

geggers, to let the under-lip fall, to be chop-fallen. 1826
G. Beattie John o" Antha in Life (1863) 232 The gagger
lip o' Card'nal Beaton.
Gegilot, Geglotry, obs. ff. Giglet, -letrt.

I! Gehenna (g/Tie'na), [a. Eccl. 1.at. gehenna,
a. Hellenistic Gr. yUwa, rendered 'hell' in the
Eng. N.T. (also ykwva tov -nvpus ' gehenna of fire ',

rendered 'hell fire'). In med.L. the word was
used transf. for judicial torture: cf. Gehenne.
TheGr. y4cwa was ad. post-Biblical Heb. CJrTTl ggthinnBm

hell, place of fiery torment for the dead (whence Arab.
jahtmnatri), a figurative use of the place-name which occurs

also in the fuller form CSITjl"^ ggi ben Hinnom, ' the valley
of the son of Hinnom', denoting a place near Jerusalem
where, according to Jer. xix. 5, etc., children were burnt in
sacrifice to Baal or Molech. Cf. Tophet.]
1. The place of future torment ; hell.

1623 Cockeram, Gehenna, Hell. 1627 Hakewill,-J_/W. i\
-

.

i. § 5. 281 A valley shadowed with-wood, called Gehinnon [sic]

or Tophet, from whence is the word Gehenna vsed for hell.

[1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 405 [Moloch] made his Grove The
pleasant Vally of Hinnom, Tophet thence And black Ge-
henna call'd, the Type of Hell. J 1854 Motley Corr. (18891
I. vi. 166 The groans which occasionally ascended seemed
as from a Gehenna. 1883 Farrar Early Chr. II 63 Making
their proselytes ten-times-worse children of Gehenna than
themselves. 1883 Punch 8 Sept. 119/1 A Gehenna of flaring

gas-flames and a howling warder stop the way again.

2. transf. A place of torture ; a prison.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1883-4 V. 131, I [a

Spaniard] winning banc the crownes, he losing is carried to
the galleys. This is our custome, which a hundred times
and more hath paid niee custome of crownes, when the

Eoore fellowes haue gone to Gehenna, [and] had course
read and whipping chere all their life after. 1641 Milton

Animadv. ("1851) 195 They had neither bin hal'd into your
Gehenna at Lambeth, nor strappedo'd with an Oath Ex
Officio by your bow men of the Arches.

Hence f G-ehennical a., belonging to gehenna.
1599 Broughtons Lett, v. 18 Ashy his genealogical! glosses

he hath abused fltfl\bi> yevttretos, so by his gehennicall curs-
ings he might set on fire Tpoxbv ye^e'aew? [cf. Jam. iii. 6],

t Gehe'nne. Obs. rare. Also 5 gehyne. [a.

F. gehenne, ad. eccl. L. gehenna : see prec. The
word was early confused with gehine confession,

examination of accused persons by torture (mod.F.
gene discomfort), whence the form in quot. 1481.]

a. A hell, place of torment, b. Judicial torture.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. xvili, 107 Thise ben the terryble
gehynes stynkynge And there is the fyre so oner moche
ardaunt. 1646 Buck Rich. Ill, m. 9.1 The fame was the
Question or Gehenne was given Him [Perkin].

Gelilenite (g?*lenait). A/in. [f. name of A. F.

Gehlen ^1775-1815) + -itk ; named by Fuchs in

18
1 5.] A silicate of aluminium, calcium and

iron, of a greyish colour, chiefly found in the Tyrol.
1817 'Thomsons Ann. Philos. IX. 70 Gehlenite .. occurs

usually crystallized in four-sided rectangular prisms. 1869
Phillips I'esuv, x. 291 Gehlenite is mentioned among the
products of Pollena, on the slopes of Somma.

Geibat, obs. form of Gibbet.

Geic (dgiik), a. [f. Gr. 777 earth + -ic] In

geic acid{¥. acide geiqtie'), a product of the con-
version of wood into vegetable mould. Also called

humic or ulmic acid.

1844 in Houlyn Diet. Med. 1864 in Watts Diet. Chem.
Geier : see Geir.
Geierite Min. : see Geyerite.
Geif, obs. form of Gif, Givk.

Geig (d^fg), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also 8 jeeg,
jig, gig, gike, jike, jeyk. [From the sound.]
intr. To creak, make a creaking noise.

1513 Douglas A^neis vi. vi. 62 Vnder the paysand and
the hevy charge Gan grane or geig [r\ r. grank] ful fast the
jonit barge. 1721 Kelly Scot. Prcn>. 239 Lick thy Loof
and lay r. to mine, dry Leather gigs [Ramsay 1737 hasj'ecgs]
ay, 1781 Hutton 'Tour to Caves (E. D. S.), Gike or Jike,
to creak as wheels or doors do. i8o8~as Jamikson, Geig\ to
make a creaking noise, as a door when the hinges need
to be greased. 1878 Cnmbld. Gloss., Jeyk, to creak like

machinery requiring oil.

Geiler, obs. form of Jailer.

Geill (dg/l). Sc. and north. Also 6 gylle. [a.

Ob. gel, giel[yh\. sb. faomgclerto congeal) =gele'e

Jelly.] Jelly.
c 1450 Hesryson Mor. Fab. 12 And main-flour fine shee

brought in stead of geill. 1550 Lvndesay Sqr. Mcldrum
8S7 Gude Aquavite, Wyne, and Aill, With nobill Confeittis,

Bran and Geill. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm''d ( 1 827

1

99 Pies and tarts, Rang'd here and there in sindry parts,

And sauces, soups, and geills, and creams.

b. Comb., as geill-pock, a jelly-bag.

1570 Jf'ills 3- Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 327 Item I gyve to

GELASIN.

John Robison ij" gylle pokes, a 1586 Mai hand in Pinker-
ton Ave Scot. Poems (1786) 326 Of fyne silk thairfurrit cloikis
With hingeand sleivis lyk geill pokkis.

Geilt, var. Gklt sbS
Geily, Sc. var. Gaily.

Gein ' (d^rin). Chew. Also geine. [f. Gr.

777 earth + -IN ; in F.ge'ine 'Bcrzelius (71S48).] A
brown precipitate obtained by boiling mould or

decayed vegetable matter with alkalies.

X844H0BLYN Diet. Med., Geine. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem.
Gein- (dgf'in). [f. Ge-um + -in; named by

Buchner.] ' A bitter substance extracted from the

root of Geum ttrbanum^ iSyd. Sec. Lex. 1885).
Gein, obs. form of Gain sby, Gain-.
Gein, Sc. var. given : sec Give.
Geing, var. Ging Obs., company, crew.

Gein^ie, var. Gaxvtk. Obs.

1596 DALRVMPi.Etr. Leslie's Hist. Scott. (1890) II. 66 With
gun and gein^ie.

t Geir. Obs. Forms : 6-7 geire, geyro, 7 gier.
geer, 7-8 geir, 7, 9 gfier. [a. Dn. gier = ( i.

geier, MHG. g/r, gire, OHG. gir, kir, not found
in the other Teut. languages.] A vulture.

1565 Coopf.r Thesaurus, Vultur, a rauenous birde called
a voulter or geyre. 1586 J. Hookf.r Girald. I/rl. in Holin-
shed II. 43 1 Argent three griphs or geires gules crowned
gold : this griph or geire is a kind of an eagle. 1601 Hol-
land PUny I. 353 The Vultures or Geires which llie from
sweet ointments, are desirous yet of other odors and per-

fumes. 1615 T. Thomas I, at. Diet., I'ultnr, a ravenous
birde called a vulter, a geyre or grappe. 1721-1800 Bailey,
Geir, -a Vulture.

b. Comb. Geir-eagle ( = G. geier-adlcr], used in

the Bible of 1611 to render Heb. cm rdham, sup-

posed to be the A'eophron pcraioptents, a species

of vulture.

1611 Bible Lev .\i. 18 The Swanne. and the Pellicane,

and the Gier-ea.i;le. — Dent. xiv. 17 The (Jeer-f -agle. 1835
Browning Paracelsus 1. 19 Ask the gier-eagle [cd. 1J8S
geier-eagle] why she stoops at once Into the vast and un-
explored abyss !

Geir(e, obs. form of Gear sb.

Geis(e, obs. form of geese, pi. of Goosk.
Geise, var. Gtzzkx.

II Geisha (g^Ja . PL geisha, -as. [Japanese.]

A Japanese dancing-girl.

1891 Sir K. Arnold in Contemp. Rev. Dec. 777 All Kyoto's
geishas will be there. 1892 Critic (U. S.) 5 Mar. 139/2 -M0-.1

of the illustrations illustrate that one-half of Japan which
foreigners, including authors, usually meet in the gci-sha or
singing-and-dancing girl. 1896 Hall & Greenbank iitle\

The Geisha, a story of a tea house. A Japanese Musical
Play. Ibid. 129 Geisha are we, Bidden to be Present to-day
at the cercnionee.

attrib. 1887 Pall Mall G. 17 Nov. 5/1 My companion
and I .. entered a theatre, where we were regaled with a
terribly realistic tragedy and geisha danciig.

Geison, obs. form of Gkasox.
Geissospermine (gaisospaumin). [f. mod.

L. Geissosperm-uw J. Gr. yetcraov, yttaov eaves,

cornice + a-nippa seed ) + -INK.] An alkaloid derived

from the bark of Geissosfcrmttm h\-vc, a Hrnzilian

plant. Also called Gcissine [Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885 .

Geist, obs. form of Gest ; var. Gist.

Geister, obs. form of Jester.

i Geit, sb. Sc. Obs. Also 6 jeit, get. [a. F.

get, giet,jct etc., border.] A border on a garment.
1542 lui: R. Wardrobe 11815) i°o Item, ane kirtill of

twcldore with ane small geit of cramasy velvott.

Hence t Geit v., to trim, border.

1542 Ld. I'reas. Ace. Scott, in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I.

322* To jeit the Cote with thre vanis aboute theTaill. 1542
Inv. R. Wardrobe ( 18 1 5) 88 Item, twadowblettis of cramasy
sating cuttit out upon reid taffate, getit with the self. . Item
ane dowblet of gray sating geitit and buttonit with the self.

Geit;e, geitt, obs. ff. Jet (mineral).

Geither, var. Gather sb:- Obs.

Geitje. South African. ? Obs. [Du. geitje,

lit. ' little goat '; perh. an etymologizing perversion

of a native name.] A venomous African lizard.

1786 tr. Sparrmans Voy. Cape G. Hope II. 334 It is

a fortunate circumstance, that the geitje is slow in its

motions, and not of a very irritable disposition. 1812-15
Anmb Plumptrb LichtensteitCs Trav. S. Afr. II. 167
Poisonous lizards abound in old walls and forsaken houses.

They are known by the name of geitjes. 1834 Prisgi.k

Afr. Sk. viii. 287 One species of lizard called the geitje . . is

considered very venomous.

GeitOliogainy goit^n^gami). [f. Gr. yurovo-,

ytirajv neighbour + -yafua marriage.] (See quot.)

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 216 note, Geitonogamy, fertiliza-

tion by pollen of other flowers of the same plant.

Geiue, obs. form of Give.

Gekko, obs. form of Gecko.

Gelable (d^c-lab'O, a. rare~°. [f. L. type

geldbilis, f. gelarc to freeze.] (See quot.)

1727 Bailey vol. II, Gelable, capable of being frozen or

congealed. 1847 in Craig.

t Gelan d. Obs. Some kind of spice.

1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 384 List of Merchandizes coming
from the Levant .. Gelan. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v.

Waters, Musk, Nutmeg, Clove, Geland, Spikenard.

t Gelasin. Obs. Also gelazin. [a. F. gelasin

(Cotgr.), ad. Gr. ytkaowos, f. yt\dv to laugh.]

A dimple in the cheek, produced bv smiling.
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GELASTIC.

1630 Lennard tr. Chart-oil's W'isd. (1658) 19 The cheeks

somewhat rising, and in the middle the pleasant gelasin.

1697 EviLVM Numism. ix. 298 The charming Gelazin and
dimple of the Cheek and Chin.

Gelastic ^d^elre'stik),^ rare. [ad. Gr. *yt\a.o-

Ti*os, f. ytKdv to laugh.] Serving the function of

laughter, risible. Also (humorous nonce-use) as

sb. pi., remedies operating by causing laughter.

a 1704 T. Brown IVks. (1720' II, 167 My friendly Pill ..

causes all Complexions to laugh or smile, .which it effects

by dilating and expanding the gelastic Muscles, first of all

discover'd by my self. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. 11. 410

A rising Clergyman publishing a Sermon against uninspir'd

Prophecies. .Apologetically, .seem 'd to excuse that vener-

able Cambrian Prelate's Prophetick Vein . . not without a

Gelastick deference to so great a name. 1838 Southey
Doctor V. 147 Happy man would be his dole, who, when he

had made up his mind . . to a dreadful course of drastics,

should find that gelastics had been substituted.

t Gelata'neOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. It. "data

Jklly.] Of the nature of jelly.

1763 Char, in Ann, Reg. 28/2 The nostoch, a singular

plant, which appears only after hard rains in the summer,
under a gelataneous form, and soon after disappearing.

t Gelatia. Obs. Also 4 gelacia. [pern, an
etymologizing perversion (after L.geldre to freeze)

of L. chalazias, f. Gr. x<*^a(a hail. J See quot.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. 1. (1495) 570 Gelacia is

a whyte precyous stone shapen as an heyll stone : and it is

so calde that it neuer hetith wyth fyre. 1567 Mai-let Gr,

Forest 9. 1601 Chester Loves A/a?-/., Dial. Ixxxvi, The
Topaze, Turches, and Gelatia.

Gelatification ^I^Iai-ink^-J^n). [f. Gelati-n
+ -PICA.TION.] See quotO
i860 Fowler Med. Voc., Gelatification, the production of,

or conversion into, gelatin or jelly. 1885 in Syd. Soc. I. ex.

GelatigeilOUS (dgtflatrdsenas), a. [f. Gela-
TI-N -r -GEN + -ous.] Producing or developing

gelatin. Gelatigenous tissues (see quot. 1855'.

1854 Pug. Cyel., Nat. Hist. I. 949 Gelatigenous substance

is so widely diffused over the body that [etc.]. 1853 Ogilvib
Suppl., Gelatigenous tissues, animal tissues which yield to

boiling water gelatine. 1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Gelatin, gelatine [dge'l&tin). [a. F. gela-

tine, orig. ' an excellent white broth made of the

fish Maigre' (Cotgr.), ad. It. ge/atina, f. gelata

Jelly. In medical Latin gelatina was adopted

as a term for ' any sort of clear gummy juice, as

the Juice of Fruits, the Jelly of Quinces, etc.*

(Phillips, ed. Kersey 1706) ; in the i8thc. the F.

gelatine was occasionally used in medical books
in this sense, and with the rise of scientific chemistry

came to be restricted to its present use. On the

analogy of this and some other words, the suffix -ine

(see -ine, -in) was adopted by chemists for forming

names of ' extractive principles \ In popular use

the spelling is commonly gelatine, and the pronunc.

is often (d^elatrn' ; in chemical use consistency

demands the form gelatin.']

1. The substance which is the basis of the jellies

into which certain animal tissues (skin, tendons,

ligaments, the matrix of bones, etc.) are converted

when treated with hot water for some time. It is

amorphous, brittle, without taste or smell, trans-

parent, and of a faint yellow tint ; and is composed
of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulphur.

It U used in the preparation of soups, jellies, etc., and
latterly in many photographic processes; it is also pressed

into thin sheets for making transparent cards.

1800 Hatchf.tt in Phil. Trans. XC 366 That animal jelly

..which is distinguished by the name of gelatin. 1819

J. G. Children Chem. Anal. 304 Gelatine is usually pre-

pared from the skin of animals. Common glue is gelatine

contaminated with impurities, to which it owes its colour.

Isinglass is gelatine nearly in a state of purity. 1858 Cak-
i»enter I'eg. Phys. § 329 Animal tissues containing gelatin
(the material commonly known as glue, which forms a large

part of the skin of most animals). 1878 L. Wingfikld Lovely
Wang 192 Soup, .thickened by gelatine.

b. "Vegetable gelatin : one of the constituents of

gluten, identical with animal gelatin.

1852 T11. Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. xi. 373 This principle

accompanies gelatin, even in the bark of beech, alder, and
nut-trees. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bo/. 363 The albumin-
like matters. Ritthausen classifies these substances into

(1) Albumin of plants ; (2) Casein of plants ; (3) Gelatin of

plants.

C. In trade use : Short for gelatin card.

1851 Mavhf.w Lond. Labour I. 266 The principal traffic

has lately been in ' gelatines ' (gelatine cards). Those in

the greatest demand contain representations of the Crystal

Palace, the outlines of the structure being given in gold

delineation on the deep purple. .of the. .shining gelatine.

2. The name given to an explosive compound
(see quot. 1895). More fully, blasting or explosive

gelatin.
"
1878 lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) IV. 1015 Blasting Gelatine,

this name has been given by Mr. Nobel . . to a new explosive

compound. 1887 Pall Mall G. 23 May 10/2 A . . blast of

100,000 tons of rock took place at Llanberis Quarry . . on
Saturday, two tons of gelatine, equal to nineteen tons of

powder, being employed. 189s Bloxatu's Client, (ed. 8) 626

Blasting Gelatine is made by dissolving collodion-cotton in

about nine times its weight of nitroglycerine.

3. attrib. and Comb., as (sense I) gelatin capsule,

lozenge, -maker, pellicle ;
gelatin - coated adj.

;

(sense 2) gelatin-shell. Also gelatine dry plate,

94

gelatine dynamite (see quots.) ; gelatine emul-
sion, ( an emulsion of gelatine containing a sensitive

silver compound ' (Woodbury Encycl. Photogr.

1890); also attrib. ; gelatine paper Photogr.,

paper coated with sensitized gelatin
;

gelatine

picture, a photograph produced by the action of

light on bichromated gelatine ;
gelatine process,

any photographic process in which gelatine is em-

ployed
;
gelatine sugar = Glycocoll.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Gelatin-capsule Maker, a
manufacturer of small hollow soluble capsules, enclosing

a few drops of nauseous medicines. 1895 Pop. Set. Monthly
Sept. 716 The lines are ruled . . on a *gelatm-coated plate.

1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr., *Gclatine dry plates,

plates usually of glass coated with a film of gelatine, con-

taining sensitive silver bromide. 1889 Cundill Diet. Ex-
plosives 52 ''Gelatine dynamite, .occupies a place mid-way
between blasting gelatine and dynamite. It consists of a
thin blasting gelatine mixed with other substances. 1885

G. Mablow in Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. 18 Dec. 804/1 The
present makes of *gelatine emulsions. 1891 Anthonys
Photogr. Bull. IV. 133 Negative enlargements on gelatine-

emulsion paper. 1895 Daily News 22 Nov. 5 '4 A fashion-

able trimming for ladies' black capes is now a ^gelatine

lozenge. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Gelatin-maher, one
who boils and prepares glue and gelatin from animal tissues.

1851 lllus/r. Ca/al. Gt. Exhib. 1463 Transparent sheets of

*gelatine paper. 1883 J. Barker in Brit, Jrnl. Photogr.

6 Mar. 1502 The published formulae for gelatine paper.

1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 152 Bromine is set free

and metallic silver is deposited in minute particles in the

gelatine pellicle. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 962/1 The
*gelatine picture from which the metallic mold was struck.

i860 Photogr. News 13 Jan. 228 The capabilities of the

*gelatine preservative process. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Gela/ine-process. 1890 PallMatlG. 3 Feb. 5/1 The *gela-

tine shell need not hit to be an effectual destroyer. 1843
Pereira Food fy Diet 215 *Gelatine sugar or glycicoll.

Hence Gelatined a., coated with gelatin.

1879 CasselTs Techn. Educ. III. 326 The gelatined side

of the paper .. having a dark colour. 1894 Brit. Jrnl.
Photogr. XLI. 69 A sheet of gelatined paper.

Gelatinate (d^else-tin^r, v. [f. Gelatin
(? or mod.L. geldtlnus : see next) + -ate.]

1. intr. = Gelatinize i.

1796 Kirwan Elem Mitt. (ed. 2) I. 279 It [Zeolite] is par-

tially and slowly soluble in the three mineral acids without
effervescence, and, if they be not in too great quantity, it

gelatinates most commonly. 1808 Henry Epit. Chem.
(1808) 305 Nor does it [mucilage] gelatinate, when its heated
solution cools. 1826— Elem. Client. II. 573 Certain minerals

that gelatinate. 1828 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

2. trans. = Gelatinize 2.

1828 Webster, Gelatinate, to convert into gelatin or into

a substance resembling jelly. Hence in mod. Diets.

Hence Gelatination = Gelatinization.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. fed. 2) I. 42 Their solubility

therein [in acids] .. with or without heat..gelatination, &c.
1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot. 34 The principal modifications

of the cell-wall are the following :—(1) Partial or complete
conversion into mucilage (Gelatination).

t Gelatine, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. type *geld-

tinus, i. assumed L. gelata ( = It. gelata Jelly).]

A. adj. Of the nature of jelly, gelatinous.

1713 DkRHAM Phys.-Theol. vm. vi. (1727I 382 That sper-

matick, gelatine Matter in which they [insects' eggs] are
reposited. Ibid. 383 note, In this gelatine, transparent

Spawn, the Eggs are neatly laid.

B. sb. Zool. (See quot. 1855.)
1835 Kirby Hab. <$- Inst. Anim. I. vi. 195 Lamarck has

divided this class [the Radiaries] into two orders, the Gela-

tines and the Echinoderms. 1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., Gelatines,

the name given by Kirby to the Acalephs of Cuvier, from
the gelatinous consistency of their bodies.

Gelatine : see Gelatin.

Gelatiniferous (d^elce^tinrferas), a, [f. Ge-
latin + -(i)ferous.] Yielding gelatin.

1878 Foster Phys. 11. 1. 189 The proteid and gelatiniferous

envelopes of the fat cells are dissolved. Ibid. (1879) 236 The
gelatiniferous elements of the tissues.

Gelatiniform (d2,elati*niffim), a. [f. as prec.

+ -(i)form.] Having the form, consistence, or

appearance of gelatin.

1830 R. Knox Bi'clard's Anat. 121 Gelatiniform mucus.

1845 IJudd Dis. Liver 308 Cells of gelatiniform cancer ..

may. .become adherent to any part of the serous membrane
with which they are accidentally brought in contact. 1877
Roberts Handbk.Med. led. 3^ I. 275 Gelatiniform cancer.

Gelatinify (d^elati-nifbi), v. rare. [f. Gela-
tin + -(i)fv.] trans. To render gelatinous.

1839-47 Todd Cyel. Anat. III. 644/2 Dilute acetic acid .

.

gelatinines the bodies.

Gelatinity (d^elatrmti). [f. as Gelatine a.

+ -ITY.] The gelatinous state.

1881 Eng. Mechanic No. 874. 366 '1 The general elastic

cohesive rigidity, or gelatinity of the water.

Gelatinizable (d:$elrc-tin3i:zabT), a. [f. Ge-
latinize + -able.] Capable of being gelatinized.

1809 Pearson in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 344 Gelatinizable,
or. .mucous fluids.

Gelatinization (d^elce^inoiz^'Jan). [f. next

+ -ation.] Conversion into a gelatinous state.

1843 Pereibk Food j- Diet 143 It also promotes the gela-
tinization of rjectic acid. 1853 C. Morfit Tanning, etc. 20
This gelatinization of the tissue is all-essential. 1882 A. H.
Green Phys. Geol. ii. (ed. 3) 92 Gelatinization sometimes
takes place without evaporation. 1887 tr. De Bary's Fungi
69 The gelatinisation of the lateral walls of the spores.

Gelatinize (d^elartinsiz), v. [f. Gelatin +
-IZE.]

GELD.

1. intr. To assume the character of a jelly ; to

become gelatinous.

1809 Home in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 186 It could not be
brought to gelatinize by the usual method of evaporation.

1819 J. G. Children Chem. Anal. 305 Silica gelatinizes

when hydrochloric acid is added to a solution of silicated

potassa. 1867 Foivnes' Chem. 550 The strained solution

gelatinizes on cooling. 1890 Abney Treat. Photogr. (ed. 6)

115 Washing the whole bulk of the emulsion after allowing

it to gelatinise by evaporation of the solvents.

2. trans. To render gelatinous or jelly-like.

1843 Pkreira Foodff Diet[h.) They are easily gelatinized.

1853 C Morfit Tanning, etc. 20 The tissue is gelatinized.

1881 Atkinson in Nature No. 622. 509 By exposing the

softened rice-grains to the action of dry steam . . the starch

is gelatinised.

3. To coat with gelatin.

1890 |see (Ielatinized///. a.].

Hence Gela'tinized ///. a.; Gela'tinizing vbl.

sb., the action of the vb., also attrib.

1819 J. G. Children Chent. Anal. 2S6 The acid is drained
off from the gelatinized juice [of fruit]. 1853 Ure Diet.

Arts I. 895 It possesses a gelatinizing force superior even
to isinglass. 1883 h'uwledge 24 Aug. 120/2 The gelatinis-

ing of starch. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 228 Col-

lodion films require greater body than gelatinized surfaces.

Gelatino- (d:$e'lat/"-'n<?)
;
comb.form of Gelatin,

in words denoting the association of gelatin with

other chemical substances, as gelatino-albuminous,

-sulphurous adjs. ; also in certain photographic

tVTms
y
&s gelalino-bromide, -chloride, -citro-chloride,

used attrib. i,with emulsion, paper, process) to de-

note preparations or processes in which silver

bromide or chloride is employed with gelatin as a

vehicle ; sometimes used ellipt. in the same sense.

1835-6 Todd Cycl.Anat. I. 61/1 The *gelatino-albuminous

principles employed in the nutrition of the several tissues.

1881 Times 4 Jan. 3/5 The *geIatino-bromide process. 1885

W. B. Wood in Bril. Jrnl. Photogr. 20 Feb. 118/2 Gelatino-

bromide for amateurs. 1891 Adeline s Art Diet., Gelatino-

bromide (Phot.), a process by means of which sensitive

glass plates may be prepared in advance and kept in the

dark for an indefinite period, both before and after being

exposed in the camera. 1885 J. Barker in Brit. Jrnl.

Photogr. 6 Mar, 150/2 How to make *gelatino-chloride

paper for printing out. 1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr.,

Gelatiuo-chloride emulsion, an emulsion of gelatine con-

taining silver chloride. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III.

218 Obernetter's paper and the aristotype, it is believed, are

simply *gelatino-citro-chloride. 1883 Ogilvie, ^Gelatino-

sulphurous, consisting of gelatine and sulphur.

Gelatinoid (d3elce*tinoid), a. and sb. [f. Ge-

latin + -on >.]

A. adj. Resembling gelatin, jelly-like, gela-

tinous.

1866 Odling Anim. Chem. 117 The acid or alkali merely en-

ables the protein or gelatinoid substance to react with water

Hi O. 1883 Knenvledge 20 July 41/1 A few [Radiolaria] .

.

form compound gelatinoid masses at the surface of the sea.

B. sb, A substance resembling gelatin.

1882 Twining Less. Food <r Nutr. 23 The gelatinoids.

This group takes its name from the substance so well known
..under the name of Gelatin. 1888 Century Mag. May 135

Gelatinoids fats, and other substances. .Three-fourths was
fat and the rest gelatinoids and the like.

Gelatinous (d.selartinas , a. [ad. F. gila-

tineux, f. gelatine : see Gelatin.]

1. Having the character or consistency of a jelly;

jelly-like.

1724 1800 Bailev, Gelatinous, [in Anatomy] any thing

that approaches to the consistence of a Jelly. 1766 Pennant
Zool. (1776) II. 453 The gelatinous substance, known by the

name of Star Shot, or Star Gelly. 1767 Ellis in Phil.

Trans. LVII. 420 Some are stiff and gelatinous, others

fleshy and muscular. 1874 Cooke Fungi 2 The early con-

dition of the plant is pulpy and gelatinous. 1879 Ri'tlev

Study Rocks iii. 18 Holes through which the gelatinous

occupants can protrude their filamentous processes.

Jig. 1880 E. White Cert. Relig. 85 It is by the infiltration

of this solid element that the floating gelatinous soul rises

in the scale of being. 1887 Spectator 22 Oct. 1407 The
gelatinous suggestions to which we are accustomed in

Church affairs.

2. Of, pertaining to, or consisting of gelatin.

1798 W. Blair Soldiers Prieud 64 Gelatinous broths

answer the purpose both of food and medicine. 1804 Aber-
nethy Surg. Ops. 20 The gelatinous part of the blood. 1843

I'ereira Food $ Diet 212 A gelatinous tissue (that is, a

tissue which by boiling is resolved into gelatine). 1873

A. Flint Nerv.Syst. \. 25 The true gelatinous nerve-fibres.

3. Comb., as gelatinous-like, -looking adjs.

1835-6 Todd Cyel. Anat. I. 786/1 A gelatinous-looking

membrane. 1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 96 The gela-

tinous-iike solution.. is placed on a linen filter.

Hence Oela-tinously flrfp., Gelatinonsness (in

recent Dicts.\
1872 H. C. Wood Fresh Water Algx 175 The membrane

of the parent-cell becoming gelatinously softened.

Gelation (d^el^-Jan). [ad. L. gelation-em, f.

geldre to freeze.] Solidification by cold, freezing.

1854 Maynf. Expos. Lex., Gelatio . . gelation. 1871 tr.

Scheltens Spectr. Anal. lxvi. 369 Complete gelation and
torpidity. 1875 Ruskin Deucalion (1879) I. 44, I do not

doubt but that wonderful phenomena of congelation, regela-

tion, degelation and gelation pure without preposition, take

place whenever a schoolboy makes a snowball.

Geld (geld), sb. Hist. Also incorrectly gelt,

gheld. See also Gild sb. 2 [ad. med.L. geldum
(in Domesday Book), ad. OE. gield, geld, gyld, str.

neut., payment, tribute, also Guild ; =OFris. geld,

jeld money, OS. geld payment (MDti. gelt}
Du. geld
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money), OHO. gelt (MHG. gelt, mnd.Gcr. f>e!d),

ON. giald payment, reward (Sw. gold, Da. gjirld),

Goth, gild tribute :—OTeut. *geldo»l
, f. root of

*gel}>an : see Yield v.

In the 17th c. confused with Gelt sb. 2 (which is in fact

identical in ultimate etymology); hence the spelling gelt.]

1. The tax paid to the crown by English land-

holders before the Conquest, and continued under

the Norman kings.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 294 When Gelt wasgiuen

in the time of King Edward. 0=1645 Habington Surv,
Worcs. in Worts. Hist. Soe. Proc. If. 147 Tenne of thease
hydes are free from Geld by testimony of the County, 1655
Fuller WaltIt. Abb. 7 Free from all celts and payments.

1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. II. Suffolk 40 The First

called the Geldable. because it paid Geld, or Tribute. 1864
Sir F. Palgrave Norm, fy Eng. III. 558 Geld after Geld
had been exacted from the people.

b. A district paying 'geld '. rare- l
.

1809 BawDWKR Domesday Bk. 2 Within the geld of the city

there are fourscore and four canicates of land to be taxed.

2. Comb., as geld inquest, levy, roll; also geld-

acre, -hide (Domesday acta, hida ad geldum),

the quantity of land which was reckoned as an
acre or a hide for the purposes of ' geld'.

1878 R. W. Eyton Key to Domesday 4 The nidation pre-

scribed by the then most recent Gheld-Roll,—that of Easter
1084. Ibid. 14 In Dorset the Gheld-hide was subdivided
into four virgates. 1880 — Domesday Stud, I. Pref. 2-3

The nature of the Gheld-Inquest may be told in a very few
words. -After Christmas 1083, King William levied a tax of
six shillings on every hide of land. This was the Gheld-
I,evy of which we are now speaking. Ibid. 6 For so great

a number of Glield-acres would be expressed in other terms.

Geld (geld), a. Obs. exc. dial. See also Yeu>.
[a. ON. geld-r — OSw. galt-er (mod. Sw. dia\. gall,

gall, Da. gold), OHG. gait (mod. Ger. gelt, said

of a cow) :—OTeut. *galdn- (which, like other adj.

-u- stems, has passed into the -0- and -jo- declen-

sions).]

1. Of women or female animals: Barren. Now
dial, in restricted application (see quot. 1869 .

c 1230 Halt Meid. 33 Giff ha ne mei nawt teamen, ha is

iclepet gealde. a 1300 Cursor AT. 2600 Nan barns her, bou
seis, niai i . . For i am geld bat es me wa. c 1460 Toivneley

Myst. x. 134 Elesabeth, thi Cosyn, that is cald geld. 1641

Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 9 A good ginnner shearinge

goinge geld. 1869 Lonsdale (itoss. s.v. ,'A geld cow or ewe

'

—a cow or ewe not with young at the usual time.

absol, a 1300 Cursor M. 12257 (Gfltt.J pat be geld pair

fruiting lino, a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxii[i]. 9 |>at geld in

houses makes wonand, Moder ofe sones to be faineand.

b. dial. (See quot.1

1878 Cnmbld. Gloss., Geld grtttul, a mining term signifying

ground devoid of minerals.

t 2. Sexually impotent. (In quot. 1440 perh. var.

Gelt///, a.] Obs.
c 1325 Old Age \ in E. E. P. (1862) 148 Elde makibmegeld

an growen al grai. C 1440 Prom/. Pan'. 190/1 Geldynge,
or gelde horse, cantcrius.

f 3. Profitless, yielding no satisfaction. Also,

destitute of. Obs.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 24 Of gomenes he ma! gon al

gelde. Ibid. 48 Alle myn godes me at-goht, myn gomenes
waxeth gelde.

Geld (geld),©. 1 Also 4-5 gild(e, 6-7 gueld(e.

Inflected gelt and gelded, [a. ON. gclda (»
MSw. glilda, mod.Sw. galla, Da. glide), f. geld-r

Geld a. Cf. Ger. d\$\.gelten (Grimm s.v.ge/zeri)

;

the Ger. gelzen, Du. gelten (obs.) may be more
remotely connected.]

1. trans, a. To deprive (a male) of generative

power or virility, to castrate or emasculate.
Obsolescent in general literary use ; current in technical

language with reference to animals.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26033 Samson . , bath was geldid and mad

blind. 2382 Wyclif Matt. xix. 12 Geldyngis that han
geldid hem self, for the kyngdam of heuenes. c 1400 Lan-
franc's Ciritrg. 275 He mai ete. .of beestis bat ben gildid.

e 1420 Ballad, on Husb. fa 1 164 Toolis forto gelde, and clippe

and shere. a 1535 Hcnv the Plowman lerned, etc. 7 in

Hazl. E. P. P. I. 210 He coude..Thresshe, fane, and gelde

a swyne. 1555 Eden Decades 3 Such chyldren as they
take, they geld to make them fat. 1603 Middleton Blurt

n. iL C 3 b, She threatens to geld me vnlesse I bee lustie. 1674

tr. Scheffers Lapland xxviii. 131 Those [rein-deer] that are

designed for labour they commonly gueld. 1727 Swift, etc.

Mem. P. P. Misc. II. 27^, I was sought unto to geld the

Lady Frances her Spaniel, which was wont to go astray.

1775 Johnson in Boswell 6 Apr., A Judge may be a farmer ;

but he is not to geld his own pigs.

transf. (jocularly). 1601 ind Pt. Return fr. Parnass. 11.

iii. 657 Is there no body heere will take the paines to gelde

his mouth?
b. To extirpate the ovaries of (a female), to spay.

1557 Tlsser 100 Points Hitsb. liii, Geld marefoles. 1607

Toi'SF.LL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 521 The female also is gelt

or splayed. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. m.iii. iv. 11.(16511623

The I.ydians used to geld women whom they suspected. 1862

J. Wilson Farming^ It seems to have been the practice.

.

to 'geld fillies' as well as colts. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss.

f2. trans/, and jig. To deprive of some essential

part ; to cut down the resources of, to impair the

strength or force of, to weaken, enfeeble. Obs.

1508 Dunuak Ttta marriit Wcmen 392 Quhen I that grome
geldit had of gudis, and of natur. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus
s.v. Circuncido, Stipendia clrcuucidere . . to deminish or

gelde mennes wages. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 520 Scarse

can a Bishoprick forpas them by, But that it must be gelt in

prim tie, 1593 Shaks. Rich. If, 11. i, 237 Bereft and gelded

of his patrimonie. 1594 Nashe Uufort. Trav. Wks. (Gro-
sart) V. 55 So would he that first gelt religion or Church-
liuingshad . .neuer liued. 1607Dkkker& Webstf.r Northiv.
Hoc iv. F2, Shee gelded my purse of fifty pounds in ready
money. 1622 H. Sydenham Serm. Sol. Occ. 11637) 123 Who
dwelling too critically upon God's omnia potest, went about
to geld his omnipotence. 1630 B. Jonson Netv Inn 1. iii.

(1631) B 4, Or geld a iewell Of an odde stone, or so. 1651
Charleton F.phes. fy Comm. Matrons 11. Pref., You gave
me good Wine, and then gelt it with Water. 1658 Oshokn
Q. Fliz. 77 To keep the Church humble and quiet whilest

she gelt their Sees by exchanges, and other mortifications

of their power and estates. 1705 Hickepingill Priestcr. iv.

Wks. 17 16 I II. 2ii I'll take., the Sting from the Tails of the
Wasps, I'll Gueld them from doing Mischief.

i*b. To mutilate (a book, a quotation, etc.) by
excising certain portions, esp. objectionable or ob-

scene passages ; to expurgate. Cf. Casthate 4.

1579 FuLKE Heskins' Pari. 338 Which, .he hath mangled
and gelded, least the true sense might be gathered out of it.

1583 — Defence xiii. 358 Thus you vse to gride the Doctors
sayings, when you rehearse them. 1648 Jos. Beaumont
Psyche IX. CXCvi, They, by his authentick Copie know
Both how to geld and to adulterate it. 1693 Salmon Bates'

Disp. (1713) A iij, So that I could by no Means . . have gelt

the Text, or obliterated any Part thereof, without a manifest

Wrong and Injury to the Author. 1729 Relit/. Heant.
(1857) II'. 696 Several covers of books, .have been discovered

. .but the valuable contents gelt.

f C. To cut out (portions of a book). Obs.

1555 W. WxTREMAN Fardle Facious 1. v. 69 Who so . . in

lettres and writinges. .should guelde out any thyng.

f d. To garble, remove the best part from. Obs.

1637 T. Morton Neiu Fug. Canaan (1883) 269 Meane
time the skinnes were by the Wessaguscus men gelded, and
the better halfe by them juggled away before the owner came.

3. In Gardening, Bee-keeping, etc. [In all the

uses, after L. tastrare.] f a. To cut, to prune or

remove superfluous shoots, etc., from (a plant or

tree); (see also quot. 1523). Obs.

1523 Fitzherb. Hitsb. § 29 Loke that your sherers .. geld

not your beanes, that is to saye, to cutte the beanes so hye,

that the nethermoste codde growe styll on the stalke. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 536 By the third yeare it must be quite

cut in two (where before it was but guelded to the pith).

1615 W. Lawson New Orch. <r Card. vii. 11623) 16 The
second yeere in the Spring, geld his top. 1616 Surfl. i<:

Markh, Country Farme 386 For which cause good farmers

are carefull to geld and weed out some of the boughes of

such a Tree. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 153 The vines

and superfluous shoots must be guelded. 1664 — Kal,
Hort. (1729) 199 Geld and prune Strawberries.

+ b. To cleanse or remove the husks from

(wheat). Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 563 The very pure corn ofCampain

wheat, which they cal guelded, /. wel husked and clensed.

1611 [see Gelded 2].

fc. To cut out the old comb from (a bee-hive)

;

to take out fthe comb). Obs.

1574 Hyi.l Ord. Bees xxiii. So that when they [the hives!

shall be next gelded, the old combes rather then the new he

taken forth. 1616 Surfl. 8: Markh. Country Farme 1. Ixviii.

328 It will be good, .at such times as their Combes are to be

gelded, to smoake them. 1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins.

135 If any Hive bee taken, driven, or gelded.

d. dial. To cut off the top of (an ant-hill) and

throw the inside over the land.

1831 Loudon Eucycl. Agric. (ed. 2) 002 What is called

' gelding ' ant-hills. 1839 Hcrefordsh. Gloss, s.v., ' To geld

anty tumps 1

, is to cut off the tops ofant-hills,and to throw the

inside over the land. 1848 [see Gelding vol. sb.].

Geld (geld), v? Hist. Also erron. gelt; and

see Gild v? [f. Geld sbJ ; after med.L. gelddre.']

1. trans. To charge with 'geld*.

c 1630 Risdon Surz\ Dez'Oft § 67 (1810) 64 This place was

never gelded. 1891 P. G. Stone Archit. Antto. Isle qf
Wight 129 It was gelted for half a hide.

2. intr. To pay ' geld '.

c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 228 (iSio) 244 West Putford

. .gelded after thirty shillings. 1890 Gross Gild Merclt. I.

258 Exeter 'gelded' when London, York, and Winchester
' gelded '.

Geldable (ge'ldab'l\ a> Hist. Also Gild-

able, [ad. med.L. (Domesday) geldabilis, f. gel-

dare : see Geld v.%] Liable to pay ' geld \

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 605 Foure hundred thirty

and one houses were thus Geldable. (."1630 Rishon Surv,
Dcion § 315 (1810) 328 It .. was geldable on all services,

by land or sea. 1774 K. Jacob Faversham 28 All which
lands and tenements are geldable by the Abbot. 1869
Molyneux Burton-on-Trent 39 There were then in the

village six hides geldable. 1888 J. C. Atkinson in Whitby
Gaz. 5 Oct. 3/7 The very large amount at which Whitby is

returned as geldable in the Domesday record.

Hence Oeldability.
1878 R. W. Eyton Key to Domesday 9 A geldability at

only 2 hides was a benefaction to the extent of from 3000

to 4000 per cent, in favour of the Cornish Manor.

Geldable (ge-ldab'l), a,* rare. [f. Geldzj.1 +
-able.] That may be gelded or castrated.

161

1

Cotgr., Chastrable, geldable. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

1846 in Worcester ; and in mod. Diets.

Geldant(ge*ldant),c. Hist. [ad. med.L.geldalit-

em, pr. pple. of gelddre Geld v.-] Paying ' geld \

1897 Maitland Domesday Bk. <$- Beyond461 They shuffled

off large numbers of their geldant hides.

Gelded (ge-lded), ppl. a. Also Gelt. [f. Geld
V. x + -ED '.]

1. Of a person or animal : Castrated, f Gelded-

man, a eunuch.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 173 Iulianus put out of

his court eunocbos, gilded men, barboures and cokes, c 1475
Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 758/24 Hec ne/renda, a geldyd
sow. 1526 TlKDALE Acts viii. 34 The gelded man answered
Philip. 1553 Kecon Reliqites'ofRome (i^V 28 No gelded

person, .shuld be made a priest. 1618 Bolton Ftorus iv. ii.

278 By the counsel of gelded men. 1652 C. B. Stapylton
Hercdian 17 Gelded priests. 1705 Hickeringii.l Pricst-cr.

11. ii. 24 All the Qualification that St. Philip required of the

guelded Blackamore.

b. Of meat: Derived from castrated animals.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. ir. i. (1651) 66 All gelded

meats in every species are held best.

2. in trans/, and fig. uses of the vb.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 11. v. 196 His halfe-dozen

gelded vicaries. 1611 Fi.orio, Castrato, .. a kind of well-

husked, cleansed or gelded wheat.

| 3. Gelded satyrion. a kind of Ore/iis, Obs.

1597 GerARDE Herbal I. civ. 173 Gelded Satyrion hath

leaues with nerues and siuewes like to those of Daffodil.

Geldene, obs. form of Gilden.

Gelder (ge-ldo.f. [f. Geld ?a' + -ek 1
.]

1. One who gelds or castrates (animals, etc.).

Also in Comb., as dog-, horse-, so-v-gehlcr.
< 1440 Promp. Parv. 190/1 Geldere of beestys, castrator.

1598 Fi.orio, Cnttraiane, a dog gelder. 1655 Moi/fet 8c

Bennet Health's I;///>ro7: (1746) 145 Even Nature hath

deprived some things of that which Gelders cut away. 1699
Dampier I'oy. II. l 82 He agreed with an expert Gelder to

castrate him. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. Supern. Xo. 4. 4/2

Escaping the Gelder when he was a Lamb, a 172Z J, isle

Huso. (i7=52> 314, I sent for the gelder. .to cut this bull.

\-2.fg. (See Geld 7-.' 2,2 b.) Obs.

1564 Becon H'fcs. Pref. A vj, These impostors rather then
pastors, minishers more truly than Ministers, gelders rather

then elders. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Part. 184 Heskins, the

impudent falsifies truncator, gelder ..and lewd imerpreter

of Augustine.

Gelder s rose, obs. form of Guelder hose.

I Geldhead. Obs. In 3 geldehede. [f.

Geld a. + -head.] Barrenness.
a 1300 E. F. Psalter xxxiv. [xxxv.] 12 pai yhelde to mc

for goednes illc, Geldehede sua mi saule vntille.

1 Ge*ldh.erd. Obs. rare. [f. Geld a. + Herd 2
.]

One who tended the ' geld ' cattle.

1317 Compotns Bolton in Whitaker Craven i'iooj' 338 Pro

Geldherds [note, elsewhere called the Pastorcs sterilium
aniinaliitm].

Gelding (ge'ldirj), sb. [a. OX. gelding-r, 1".

geld-r Geld a. ; cf. gelda Geld v. 1
]

i* 1. A gelded person, a eunuch. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xxxvii, 36 Putiphar, the geldyn^ of

Pharao. 1483 Cath. Augl. 152/2 A Geldynge .. cunuchus.

1548 Udall, etc. tr. Erasm. Par. Matt. xix. 12 The
gospell also hath his Kunuches very blessed, whiche be not

geldynges of nature, nor gelded of men. 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1676 1 741 Lysimachus. .thought great scorn that

Demetrius should reckon him a gelding. 1693 Dryden
Juvcnalsx. (1697 ' '5 1 ' ne Venerable Guelding. -O'er-looks

the Herd of his jnferiour Fry. 1785 Grose Diet. Vttlg.

Tongue, Gelding, an eunuch.

2. A gelded or castrated animal, esp. a horse.

1380 Test. Karleolensia (1893) *34 Et tle Lawrence eit

sie demure en vie un hakney bay geldyng et xl. s. 1420

E. F. Wills 11882) 53 pat Acris Mersk haue t--e grey geldyng.

1520 Test. Fbor. (Surtees) V. 116 My blak, trotting gelding

w c a white fote. 1634 Hkywood & BromE Lane. Witches 11.

Wks. 1874 IV. 191 Give me the Keyoth' Stable. I will goe
see my Gelding. 1643 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. vn. § 347 Six

hundred light Geldings for Recruits. 1711 Bcik;f.ll Sped.
No. 116 P 7 The jolly Knight, who rode upon a white Gelding.

1815 Scott Guy M. ii, He., took his grey gelding and
joined Clavers at Killiecrankie. i860 Fkoude Hist. Eng.
VI. 236 A grey gelding was led up for Philip.

3. With a mixture of senses I and 2.

c 1386 Chal-cer Prol. 691, I trowe he were a geldyng or a
mare, a 1621 BeauM. & Fl. Thierry <y Thcod. 1. i. (16211

B 2 b, Or curse me heauen If all your guilded knaues . . Be
not made ambling Geldings. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vi.

x,As for Jones, he swore, if he caught him at his house,

he would qualify him to run for the gelding's plate.

f4. Applied to a tree (see quot.). Obs.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 75 a, As long as the tre is very

yong the fruite hath no stone within him and therefore

suche are called geldynges.

5. Used appositively (quasi-<wj?\).

a 1658 Cleveland Gen. Poems, etc. (1677)65 A Gelding

Earl. 1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2638/4 A black Gelding Colt.

1693 Dkyden Persius v. (1697) 485 Guelding Priests.

Hence G-eldinge'ity, nonce-wd. [after corporeity,

etc.], the quality of being a gelding.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 190 Colteity, horseiety,

and geldingeity, must always continue themselves, in what-

ever beast inexisting.

Gelding (ge-ldiq), vbl. sb. [f. Geldt;. 1 + -IMQ 1
.]

The action of the vb. Geld in various senses.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xu. xvii. (1495) 424 Cocke
hyghte Gallus and hath that name of geldynge. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 190/1 Geldynge of beestys, or fowlys, cas-

tracio. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 67 Than shall ye se the

oxe calfe, ferre greatier euery waye, than the bull, .there is

noo cause, but the geldynge. 1577 8. Googe Heresbach's

Husb. (15861 182 b, This kind of gelding of your hives. 1656

Sanderson Serm. (1689) 31 In gelding of good Authors by

expurgatory indexes, c 1720 W. Gibson Farriers Guide 11.

U-iii. (1738) 217 The Gelding of a Foal is an easy operation.

1848 7*7//. R. Agric. Soc. IX. i. 25 Ant-hills, -the otherplan

is, to throw them, or what is provincially termed ' gelding '.

1884 Phin Diet. Apic, Prune, to cut out old combs so that

new may be built. Called by the older writers gelding.

attrib. 1591 Percivall5>. Diet., Castradera, the cutting,

or gelding knife.

t Gele, ^b. Obs. rare~x
. [a. ON. gsela bland-

ishment.] Blandishment, enticing speech.

92-2
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c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 198 Man mid his gele egged us

and fonded and for5-ted to idele bonke.

t Gele, V. Obs. rare. a. trans. To retard, delay

(OK. only), b. intr. To tarry, linger.

ayoa Cvnhwulk Eteue 692 i.Gr.) Scealcas ne gaddon. 971
Blickl. Horn. 191 Ne ga;le je minne sio\ 11u mine fet gongaS
on heofenlicne we*. 13 . . E. E. AUit. P. A. 930 By pyse

bonke^ per I con gele & I se no by-gyng nawhere aboute.

Gele, obs. form of Jkllv.

Geleflower, gelefre, obs. ft'. Gillyflower.

t Ge'licide. Obs.—* [ad. L. gelicidium frost,

f. gelum frost + cid-, cati-ere to fall.] (See quot.)

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Gelicide, a frost.

Gelid dge'lid), a. [ad. L. gelid-us icy cold,

f. gelum (gelus, getu) frost, intense cold; for the

cognate Teutonic words see Cold a.~]

1. Extremely cold, cold as ice, icy, frosty.

In the first quot., gelled may be a ppl. adj. from Geal y.
1606 Marston Sophonisba IV. i. E iv, If she find some life

Vet lurking close, she bites his gelled lips, c 161 1 Chapman
Iliad xv. 162 Like a mighty snow Or gelide haile, that from
the clouds, the Northerne spirit doth blow. 1695 Ld. Pres-

ton Boeth. 1. 7 The Brightness of the Gelid Moon. 1747
Hervey Afedit.iij+B) II. 27S Even the blooming Cheeks con-

tract a gelid Hue ; and the Teeth hardly forbear chattering.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 121 While sea-born gales their gelid

wings expand. 1820 Scokesbv Ace. Arctic Keg. I. -298 As
the air passes over the gelid surface of the ice. 1830 Vv.

Phillips Ml. Sinai 1. 205 In gelid Zembla's chill domain,
1863 Tyndall Heat vL § 228 (.187°.' 179 Sometimes .. large

and deep valleys receive the gelid masses thus sent down.

b. fig.
1630 B. Jonson New Inn v. i. (1631) G 2 b, The masse of

blood Within me is a standing lake of fire, Curl'd with the

cold wind ofmy gelid sighs, That, .shoot a February through
uiy veines. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751 1 121 A gelid

fear his heart possessed. 1827 Blackw. Mag. XXI. 791 Our
gelid reception was owing not to dislike. 1866 Howells
i'enet. Life 36 She sniffed and offered a gelid prayer.

2. In a weaker sense : Cold, chill. Often of

water, etc. : Refreshingly cold.

1659 T. Peck.e Parnassi Pnerp. 84 Autumn shakes off the
Leaves, and brings Fruit too : I wish we could like gelid

Autumn doe. 1676 Beal in Phil. Trans. XL 601 Some
thought, they perceived the luminous parts less gelid than
the dark parts, (11678 Marvell Poems, Bitl-borow Hill
Ixvii, As I earless on the bed Of gelid strawberryes do tread.

1727-46 Thomson Summer -joS By gelid founts and careless

rills to muse. 1755 Smollett (?mmt. (1803) IV. 257 Drinking
liquid chrystal from the gelid springs. 1869 Daily News
18 Aug., The sun down, the air is cool and gelid.

Hence G-clidly adv., GeTidness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Gelidness, Coldness, Frozenness.

1848 Websi er, Gelidly, coldly. 1873 Howells Chance
Acquaint, vii. 152 Gelidly self-satisfied.

Gelidity (d^eli'diti; . ? Obs. [as if ad. L.

*geliditdt-em i
f. ge/idus: see Gelid and -ITT.]

Extreme cold, frigidity.

1656--81 Blount Glossogr., Gelidity, coldness, frostiness.

1721-92 in Bailey. 1818 La Belle Assemblee No. 109.

132/6 Straw bonnets, notwithstanding the gelidity of the

atmosphere, are in high estimation.

Gelignite (d^e-lignait). [? f. Gel(atine) + L.

ignis tire + -ite.] A variety of gelatine dynamite.
1889 Cundill Diet. Explosives 52 One [variety of Gelatine

Dynamite] contains about 80, the other 60 per cent, of
explosive. The last named is known as gelignite. 1897
Daily News 2 Sept. 3/5 A frozen consignment of gelatine

dynamite and gelignite.

t Ge'line. Cookery. Obs. In 5 gelyne. [a.

OF. geline.] A hen.
c 1430 l\vo Cookery-bks. I. 13 Gelyne in dubbatte.—Take

an Henne, and [etc.]. c 1450 Ibid. 11. 80 Gelyne in brothe

f Take rawe hennes [etc.].

Geliuotte (dge'lin^t). Also gelinote. [a. F.

gclinolle, dim. oi geline lien (see Gelike).] The
hazel-grouse or hazel-hen.
1777 G. Forstek Voy. round World I. 85 The knorhan,

which is not a gelinote or grous . . but the African bustard.

1785 Gentl. Mag. Oct. 761/1, I observed a singular invention
for taking great quantities of gelinottes. 1893 Newton
Diet. Birds, Gelinotte . . often used in English for what is

otherwise called the Hazel-hen or Hazel-Grouse.

Gell (gel), v. Se. and north, dial. Also 8-9
geal. [Of unknown origin : cf. Gale, to ache,

to tingle as when frost-bitten ' (Willau, West-

Yorkshire Words, 1S11).] intr. * To tingle, thrill

with intense pain * (Jam.) ; also, to ache or tingle

wilh cold.

?i6 .. Sir Egeir (1711) 13 Your wounds they will both
glow and gell. 1781 Hun on 'TourtoCaves (E.D.S.), Geal,

to be benumbed with cold. 1788 Picken Poems 49 The
growlan fish-wives hoise their creels. Set a' their banes a
gelling. 1878 Cnmbld. Gloss., Geall, to ache with cold.

Gelle, gellie, obs. forms of Jelly.

Gelly .d^e-lij, a. Se. [Of unknown origin :

connexion with Jolly is hardly possible.] Worthy,
pompous, well-conditioned.
(-1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 181 Than gelly Johine

come in a jak To feild quhair he wes feidit. 1573 Davidson
Schort Disc. Estaitis 23 in Satlr. Poems Reform, xli, He.

.

was als meit for sic Office As outlier gellie Jok or Johne.

1648 R. Baillie Lett. A> Jrnls. (1841) III. 32 Your nephew,
I hope, shall prove a gelly lad. 1788 Picken Poems 180 To
the west, thy gelly mouth Stood wide to a'.

Gelly, Gellywat(te, obs. fT. Jelly, Gallivat.
Geloi\f)er, gelofre, obs. fT. Gillyflower.

+ GelongS. Obs. rare. A kind of Indian silk.

1696 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 33 There is a sort more

of the same nature, both for bredth and length, it is called

Gelongs, it hath a few flowers up and down in it.

Gelore, Se. var. Galoke.

t Gelo'SCOpy. Obs. Better Gklotoscopy. [f.

Gr. 7<Aa;-?, 7€A.arr- laughter + -OKoma looking.]

i^See quot.')

1730-6 Ijailev (folio), Geloscopy, a sort of divination

performed by means of laughter ; or a divining any persons
qualities or character, by observation of the manner of his

laughing.

Gelose (d^'l^vs). Chem. [f. Gel-atix + -ose.]

(See quots.)

1864 Wa 1 1 s Diet. Chem. II. 829 Gelose. 1878 Cre's Diet.

Arts (,ed. 7) IV. 4^02 Gelose, a gelatinous matter obtained
from an alga growing in Cochin China. 1883 Cassetfs Earn.
Mag. Sept. 636/2 Algin . . differs from . . gelose in not
gelatinising when cooled. 1885 Syd. Soe. Lex., Gelose, an
amorphous gelatinous substance obtained by Payen from
Japan moss, chiefly Gelidium corneum.

Gelosie, obs. form of Jealousy.
Gelotonieter. nonce-tod. [f. Gr.7tAcus,76Aair-

laughter + tiirpov measure : see -meter.] A gauge
for measuring laughter.
1828 Lanuok /mag. Conv. III. 304 We may expect the

Society for the Suppression of Vice to offer a reward for a
gelotometre.

tGelotoscopy. Obs. Better form of Geloscopy.
1697 Evelyn Numism. ix. 337 Made Divinations by

Gelotoscopy.

Gelousy, obs. form of Jealousy.
Gelover,gelowe floure, obs. ff. Gillyflower.
Gelows, obs. form of Jealous.

I; Gelsemium (dgelsTmi#m). [Mod.Lat., f. It.

gelsomino Jasmine : the name * jasmine ' being in

the U.S. misapplied to plants of this genus.] a. A
genus of twining shrubs of the NO. Loganiaceiv.

b. The roots of a plant ol" this genus (G\ semper-

virens)
t
OT3i preparationof them, used as amedieine;

also called gelsemiuum. 1 Ience GeTsemine i^also

Gelse minine , Gelscmic {add : (see quots.).

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 356 The influence of

gelsemium upon man is very marked. 1883-4 Med. Ann.
29/1 Escuhncis not taken up by ether which is the case

with gelseminum. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Gelsemic acid,

a crystalline substance obtained from the root ol
T Gelsemium

stmpervirens. Ibid.* Gelsemht, a colourless, or in commerce
a yellowish brown, inodorous, bitter alkaloidal substance

obtained by [etc.]. 189a Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. 2/2 For the

fever [of influenza] aconite is our remedy, and for the per-

sisting pains gelseminin or eupatorium.

Gelsomine, obs. form of Jasmine.

Gelster. rare, A variety of osier.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Ozier, The usual Names by
which the Basket-Makers of London call them are the hard
( leister, the Horse Gelster, wiping or shrivelled Gelster, the

black Gelster.

Gelt (gelt), sb.'1 rare. Also 9 geilt. [a. Irish

geilt a mad or frenzied person.
In the Chron. Scot. p. 122 the Irish realta (pi.) is explained

by volatiles. According to the Old Norse work Konu-ngs
Sknggsjd {Speculum Regale) c. 11, a. gelt was one who went
mad with fear in battle, and thenceforth lived in the woods
like a wild beast. In ON. the phrase verba at gialti ' to

become frantic', is in frequent use (in Cleasby-Vigfusson

wrongly placed under g$ltr boar), and two instances of the

madness itself are described in Eyrbyggja Saga, the persons

being Celts.]

A lunatic.

1596 SrENsER F. Q. iv. vii. 21 Like a ghastly Gelt whose
wits are reaved. 1894 Q. Rev. Oct. 331 The vision of the
long-haired, long-robed Geilt.

Gelt (gelt), sb.'~ Also 7 ghelt, guelt. [a. Ger.,

TiM. geld money: see Geld sb.] Money; in early

use often with reference to the pay of a (German)
army ; now only dial. + Bare gelt ( = Ger. baares

geld, Du. baar geld) ready money. ^Passage
gelt : tr. of Ger./ahrgeld passage money.
a 1529 Skelton E. Rumming 610 That nothynge had

There of theyrawne Neyther gelt norpawne. 1591 Wotton
Let. in Reliq. Wotton. (1685) 616 It. .amounts to not above
12000 Vr. Rhenish, yearly, in bare gelt. 16*9 Maxwell tr.

Herodian (1635) 343 The Germans . . being very greedy of

Ghelt. 1648 '/.<{. in Cromwelliana (1810) 48 Sufficient to

make any soldiers in the world that fights only for gelt, to

sheath, and be gone. 1658 Usshek Annals 299 His whole
army cryed out for gelt, and he promised them pay. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crexv, Gelt, money. There is no Gelt to

be got. a 171a \V. King Ulysses <y Tiresias 16 Lineage
and virtue at this push, Without the gelt, \s not worth a
rush. 1745 Lond. Mag. 402 Both Natives and Foreigners
are forced to pay passage Gelt. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiii,

All the gelt was gone. 1875 Whitby Gloss., Gelt, profit.

1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss, s.v., I sniled a bird yesterday ..

and while I was doing it . . over went my egg-basket ; so

there wern't much gelt out of that.

Ti In the following examples, perh. a pseudo-

archaism for gold.

1538 Bale Thre Lawes 1832 Myght I haue bene stopped
for syluer or for gelte. 1579 ScMD Sheph. Cat. Feb. 65,

I wonne her with a gyrdle of gelt.

Gelt (gelt), ///. a. [pa. pple. of GELD v.]

Gelded, castrated. lit. and fig.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 190/1 Gelt, castraius. Ibid., Gelt

mann, spado. 1599 Marston Sea. VilUinie 1. iii. 185 By
chance. .Hath got the farme of some gelt Vicary. i6a6
Bacon Sylva % 852 Eunuchs and Gelt Creatures of all

kindes. 1639 T. de Grey Compl. Horsem. 219 A horse or
mare-filly that is cut, gelt, or spla. 1659 Fuller App. InJ.

tnnoc. (1840) 287, I remembered the man who moved tn

chancery for a gelt.order, which should beget no more. 168*

Shadwell Medal 3 An old gelt Mastiff has more mirth than
thou. 1789 G. White Selbome lxxiv, Gelt stag:i and bucks.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 145/2 Unless the favour
of the deity . . were conciliated by the sacrifice of a gelt goat
and a cock. 1810 Provinc. Voc. Dexion \\\ Monthly Mag.
XXIX. 466/2 Gelt bull, an ox, a bull-stag.

Gelt, obs. form of Geld sb., Guilt.
Gelt, var. Gilt, young sow.
Geluce, gelus, Gely\e, obs. ft'. Jealous, Jelly.

Gem (d^enV, sb. Forms: a. sim(ra, syrn(m,

3 jimme, ^umrne yii), gim), 4 gymme, ^ymme.
/*• 3-S gemmae, 4-8 jem(me, 4- gem. [OE. zitn

str. masc. (whence prob. ON. gim neut.) OHG.
gimma fem., a. L. gemma bud, hence jewel, f. root

gen- to produce. In ME. the word was adopted
afresh in (or refashioned after) the F. form gemme.]
1. A precious stone of any kind, esp. when cut

and polished for ornament ; a jewel.
a. C825 Vesp. Psalter cxviii. 127 ForSon ic lufade bibodu

din ofer gold and &im. 971 Blickl. Horn. 11 He sealde his

bone readan jdra, bait wa^s hi* past halite blod. c 1000 .'Elkric

Horn. I. 64 Hi wurdon ^ehwyrfede to deorwur6um sym-
mum. 6 1205 Lay. 6081 Heo makeden ane tunne of golde
and of ^imme. c 1250 Gen. q Ex. 2700 He carf in two gum-
mes [?=jw««ifj] of prisTwo likenesses. 13.. K.Alis. 3152
This koroune he the sent, Of gold and gymmes.
p. c 1374 Chaucer E'ormer Age 30 And in the Ryvery^

fyrst gemmys sowhte. e 1400 Destr. Troy 10585 A toure,

triedly wroght ..With Jemmes, & iuwells, &. other ioly

stonys. 1485 R/pou Ch. Ads (Surtees) 366 Duo anuli aurei

cum j pro gemys. 1500-20 Dlsbar Poems xlviii. 153 Cum
blowme of joy with jemis to be cround. 1601 Holland
PUny I. 41 See how many sorts of jemmes there be still.

170a Addison Dial. Medals (1727) 94 Th' Imperial standard

. . That Gold embroiders and that Gemms adorn. 1750
Gray Elegy xiv, Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear. 1833 G. K.
Porter Porcelain <y Gl. 273 He made artificial rubies ..

which he sold, in the manner of real gems, according to their

weight, i860 C. W. King Ant. Gems (1866) 6 The Roman*
..divided gems into males and females, according to the

depth or lightness of their colour. 1886 M. F. Sheldon tr.

ElauberVs Salammbd 15 On her neck she wore a collection

of luminous gems.

\ b. slang. (See quots.) Obs.
c 1700 Street Robberies Consider d, Jem, Ring. 1725 AVw

Cant. Diet., Jem, a. Gold Ring; Rum-Jem, a Diamond one.

2. trans/, and fig. a. Said of persons ; esp. in

phrases, fgem of chastity, jollity, virtue, etc. {obs.)

e 1275 L itve Ron 163 in O. E. Misc. 98 j>is like ston pat ich be

nemne Mayden-hod lcleopedis. Hit isoderewurbe gemnic.
( 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 157 This gemme of chastue,

this Emeraude, And eek of martirdom the Ruby bright.

c 14x0 Hoccleve Mother ofGod 106 Marie and Ion hevenly
gemmes tweyne. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxvi. 3 O gemme
joynit in joye angelicall, In quhom Jhesu rejosit wes to

dwell. 1554 in Strype Ecel. Mem. III. App. xx. 57 It is

a most unworthy thing, that that gem of vertues should

enlighten foreign nations. 1575 Gascoigne Pr. Pleas.

Kenilw., Deliteful dames and gemmes of jolitie. 1613

Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iii. 78 Who knowes..But from this

Lady, may proceed a Iemme, To lighten all this He. 1678

Yng. Mans Comf. 384 Spains rod, Romes ruin, Netherlands
relief .. Englands jem. 18x4 Scott Ld. of Isles iv. xxx,

O what a gem lies buried here.

b. of things.

1618 Bolton ElorusTo Rdr., Certainc gemmes as it were,

and jewels of wise sentences, inserted by him with good
advisement. 1781 Cowper Eriendship 7 Every polish'd gem
we find, Illuminating heart or mind. X799 J. Scott Bahar-
Danush II. xiii. 89 Shedding the valuable jems of remon-
strance on his lap. 1872 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes
(1879) 79 The . . vale of Grasmere . . is a little gem in the

diadem of the Lake District. 1893 Sir R. Ball Story of
Sun 359 The beautiful star Vega, the most brilliant gem of

the northern hemisphere.

c. An object of rare beauty or priceless worth ;

the choicest part 3/" (anything). Now colloquially

often with somewhat playful tone : Something
greatly prized, a * jewel ,

* treasure \
( 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xxvii. 1 In June the jem

Of joy and geme. a 1605 Montgomerie Sonn. xlix, The
Margarit does merit mekle mare, As jem of jeuels, paragone
but peir. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. ii. 3 As if..

the Lord of all the earth had found out one place that should

be to him as the gemme of this Terrestrial globe. x8x8 W.
Irving in Life <y Lett. (1864) I. xxv. 407 A little cabinet

picture .. which will be quite a gem. 1870 Max Muller
Se. Relig. (1873) 384 Among the Hottentots .. we find the

following gem of a fable. 1875 Buckland Log-bk. 1 The
gem of the collection .. was a picture representing [etc.].

1895 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 328 The new man seemed to be a

£em -
. ,

3. A precious or semi-precious stone, bearing an

engraved design either in relief or intaglio.

[1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients 95, 1 cannot but remember
the royal fame of a gem that same Pyrrhus had. .an Agathe

wherein [etc.l. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. ii. 18 Great

number of Gemmes with heads of Gods and Goddesses.]

1791 Raspe {title), A descriptive Catalogue of a general Col-

lection of ancient and modern engraved Gems, Cameos, as

well as Intaglios.. cast..by J. Tassie. 1849 Macaulav Hist.

Eng. iii. 1. 338 The cabinets were filled with a fine collection

of gems purchased by that Earl of Arundel whose marbles

are now among the ornaments of Oxford. x86oC W. King
(title), Antique Gems, their Origin, Uses, and Value.

attrib. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 498/1 Intaglio.. is a term

of art applied to small works of the gem class.

f 4. A bud, esp. a leaf-bud. Obs.

X382 Wvclif Num. xvii. 8 Swellynge the gemmes, breken

out flowres. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. III. 405 A graffes shaft

Of vyne or tre with gemmes 0011 or too. 1526 Pt'lgr. Perf.

(W. de W. 1531) 202 Ye rodde of Aaron.. in one day.,
brought forth fayre floures, gemmes & almondes. 1651
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Jer. Tavlor Strut, L ii. 13 Like the gem of a vine, or the
bud of a rose, a 1688 Dunham Of Old Age 576 From the
joints of thy prolific stem A swelling knot is raised, called a
gem. 1732 Hist. Littcraria IV. 158 Insects which terebrate

the Gems of some Branches, and therein deposit their egt^s.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 197 If prouder branches with
exuberance rude Point their green gems. 1813 Marshall
Gardening ii. 22 Those flowers that dare to continue above
ground all the year have yet their gems carefully locked up.

5. Zool. = Gemma 3.

1832 Lyell Princ. Geot. II. 112 The most frequent mode
of transportation, .consists in the buoyancy of their eggs or
certain small vesicles which are detached and are capable of
becoming the foundation of a new colony. These gems, as
they have been called, may be swept along by a wave that

breaks upon a coral reef.

6. A collector's name for the small geometric!

moth Camplogrammajluviata.
1869 in K. Newman Brit. Moths 172.

7. Printing. ;See quot. ; the size is little used.)
1888 Jacobi Printers Vocab., Gem, a size of type one size

larger than Brilliant and one size smaller than Diamond.
8. aitrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as ^gem-

mint, -pit, -ring, -work. b. objective, as gem-arti-

ficer, -cutting, -engraver, -engraving, -fancier,

-polishery -sculpture
;
gem-bearing, -yielding adjs.

c. instrumental, as gem-bedewed, -bedizened, -be-

spangled, -bossed, -bright, -knosped, -spangled adjs.
;

also gem-like adj. or adv. d. special comb., as

gem-bed (see quot.)
;
gem-peg (corruptly gim-

peg) (see quot.) ; gem-salt {rare), rock-salt = Sal-
gem

;
gem-stick, a stick on the end of which a

gem is cemented while being cut.

1870 Ruskin Lcct. Art v. 136 Drawings of the *gem-arti-
ficers. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 27 Dec. 6/1 The property com-
prised 4,000 acres of '

s geni-bearing ' land. 1886 Daily News
28 Dec. 5/4 The '"gem-bed ', as it is called, or strata 111

which the rubies are found, varies considerably at different
points in its depth. 1820 Landor Heroic Idylls, Myrtis 2
Her white wrist al>ove it, *ge in-bedewed. 1832 J. P.
Kennedy Swallow B. iv. (i860) 47 She rests her chin upon
her *gem-bedizened hand, a 1794 Sir W. Jones Hymn to
Surya Wks. 1799 VI. 349 Th* churn'd Ocean's *gem-be-
spangled shore. 1879 Geo. Eliot Coll. Breakf. P. 17 In
*gem-bossed pyx and broidered chasuble. 1587 T. Hughes
Misfort. Arlk. 14 O Cassiopsea, *gem-bright signe, Most
sacred sight and sweet caelestiall starre. 1838 Eliza Cook
Poet's Wreath iii, On his temples a gem-bright rim. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 738 The operation of *gem-cutting. i860
C. W. Kisci Ant. Gems {1866) 169 The earliest *gem-en-
gravers. Ibid. p. xli, Under Augustus *gem-engraving in
all its branches reached its very highest point. 1877 W.
Jones Finger-ring 17 Xerxes, King of Persia, was a great
*gem-fancier. i8i8MiLMAN.S«/«(>r 225T0 break the glassy
glories of this world ? The *gem-knosp'd diadem, the ivory
ball. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1047 A meadow *gemlike chased
In the brown wild. 159a G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 136 His
*gemmemint is not always current. 1853 O. Bymhk Arti-
san's Haudbk. 210 The support . .placed a little to the right
and in advance of the lap, is called a *gim-peg, or germ-
peg- . . The gim-peg serves as a support for the arm of the
workman in grinding the edges of small stones, but its

principal use is to serve as a guide for the vertical angle in

cutting facets. 1889 Ceylon Observer 11 May, The find of
a valuable sapphire on Rangwelletenne estate by a coolie
woman near the mouth of an old *gempit. 1886 Daily
Afa» 28 Dec. 5/4 The lapidaries, or *gem-po!ishers, are in
the capital, and not at the mines. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist,
«$ Pop. xix. § 5 (ed. 3) 312 Holding between the finger and
thumb a *gem ring. 185a Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III.
xxxii. 361 It is enlarged by the spurs of the Rio Beni, rich
in *gem salt. 188a Ogilvie, ^Gem-sculpture, the art of .

.

representing designs upon precious stones, either in raised
work or by figures cut into or below the surface, a 1847
Eliza Cook There would I be i, A *gem-spangled crown.
1856 Kane Arct. E.vpl. I. iii. 37 Making the ice around us
one great resplendency of *gem-work. 1887 Pall Mall G.
28 Dec. 5/2 Like most *gem-yielding regions . . it is less
attractive than the yellow sands.

Hence Geniless a., devoid of gems.
1818 Blackiv. Mag. II. 533 A casket gemless

!

Gem (dgern), v. Inflected gemmed, gem-
ming. Forms : a. 2-3 jimmen. £. 7-9 jem,
5- gem. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. a. intr. To put forth buds; to bud. b.
trans. To put forth (a blossom, a fruit}. Obs.
c 1x50 Fragm. Mtfric's Gr. (Phillipps) 2 [Wintreowe] }im-
meb forb in be akeres. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 325 The
stately Trees, .spred Thir branches, .or gemm'd Thir Blos-
soms. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 150 The tender twigs
have scarce gemmed their future blessings.

2. To adorn with gems.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 11. Ivi. 42 Kings, whose

temples wear impal'd In goulden diadems, set here, and
thear, With diamounds, and gemmed euery whear. 1741
H. Brooke Constantia Wks. 1789 I. 289 All gem'd in orna-
ments of curious mode. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 30 Cold,
hearted Ferdinand his pillow prest, Nor dream'd . . Of him
who gemm'd his crown. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid viii,

Gemmed with rubies.

b. transf. and_/%. To adorn as with gems.
1747 Collins Passions 72 Her buskins gemm'd with morn-

ing dew. 1798 S. Rogers Kp. to Friend 156 When Frost..
gems with icicles the sheltering caves. 1798 Canning &
FrCRR New Morality 118 in Anti-Jacobin xxxvi. (1852)
205 The teardrop gems her eye. 1813 Byron Giaour xiv,
A speck of white That gemm'd the tide. 1884 T. K. Hervey
Gondola v, He looks to the stars Which are gemming the
blue. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 329 The prairies were
all gemmed with frost. 1849-53 Rock Ch. of Fathers III.
ix.341 Gemming .. the Virgin's name with every brightest
epithet. 1859 Tennyson Enid 339 A coppice gemm'd with
green and red. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883) I,

383 A ring . . thickly gemmed around with faces.

f 3. intr. To shine as a gem ; in quot. to gem it.

1652 Uknlowes Theoph. For Author Cj, Who jenun'st it

in Jerusalem Above,Whereall is Grace and Glory, Light and
Love.

4. trans. To extract gems from ; to excavate for

the purpose of obtaining gems.
1889 Ceylon Observer 7 June, Everton estate .. has been

'gemmed' for over thirty years. Ibid. 28 June, The
Government could have no objections to grant the right to

gem the whole river.

Hence Gemming- vbl. sb. Also G-emmer, one

who seeks or digs for gems.
1859 Tennent Ceylon 35 The season selected by them for

'gemming' is between December and March,when the waters
are low. 1887 Chamb. Jml. 12 Mar. 166 Gemming has
been carried on in that part of Upper Burmah for centuries.

1889 Ceylon Observer 8 June, Pits dug by ancient and
modern gemmeis.

II Gemara (gema-ra). [Aramaic »roa gurnard

completion, f. tdj g
rmar to be complete.] The

later of the two portions of the Talmud, consisting

of a commentary on the older part [the Mishnai.
1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage (1614) 169 The Mischnaios, and

Gemara made up the whole Talmud. 1659 t» p - Walton
Consid. Considered 6 The Mishna and Gemara, which are
the integral parts of l>oth the Talmuds, the one being as the
Text, and the other as the Comment. 1877 C. Geikik
Christ II. xxxvi. 64 The commentaries of the Rabbis, now
embodied in the Mishna and Gemara. 1891 J. K. H.
Thomson Bks. wh. injl. Our Lord 1. x. 179 The Gemara is

a commentary on the Mishna.

Hence Gemaric a., of, pertaining to, or con-

cerned with the Gemara.
1723 Mather I 'ind. Bible 217 The Gemarick doctors give

this reason for it. 1882-3 D. Moore in SchafT Encycl.
Rciig. Knoivl. III. 2393 Kabbi Abiua, who died in 498 ..

is regarded as the last of the Gemaric doctors.

Gematria (g/W'tria). Also 7 gematry.
[Rabbinical Ileb. n'T-ITD'; gematriyd, a. Gr. yeoj-

fi€Tpia Geometry. i^The suggestion that it repre-

sents Gr. ypapt/xaTiia is unfounded.'] A cabbalistic

method of interpreting the Hebrew Scriptures by
interchanging words whose letters have the same
numerical value when added.
1686 Goad Celcst. Bodies 11. i. 156, 1 am perswaded . . that

there may be something in Cabala. Gematry, something in
the mysterious Force of Numbers, in Critical Days, Climac-
teric Years, &c. 1730-6 Bailey (folio 1

, Gematria, the first

kind of arithmetical cabala, in use among the cabalistical

Jews. 1884 Gow Gr. Alathem. 44 The supposed antiquity
of gematria depends solely on a conjectural and improb-
able comment on Zechariah xn. 10. There is in fact no
clear instance ofgematria before Philo or Christian writers
strongly under Philonic influence (e.g. Rev. xiii. 18 ; Ep.
Barn. eg). 1892 Edin. Rev. July 77 Belief in the gematria
or mystic value of letters in the Scriptures.

Gematry(e, obs. form of Geometky.
Gemel (dge-mel). Forms; 5-7 gemell,6 gem-

mell, -ull, gemoll, 6-7 gemmal, 6, 9 gemmel, 4-
gemel. Also Gemew, Gimbal, Gimmal, Gimmek.
[a. OF. gemel (latergemeau, whence Gemew ; mod.
F, jumeau twin) :—L. gemellus, dim. of geminus
twin.]

f 1. pi. Twins ; said also of things associated in

pairs. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Gen. xxxviii. 27 Gemels apcreden in the

wombe. 1430-40 Lydc. Bochas 1. (1554) 31 b, Toward him
a great pace gan she goe And her brother Caunus came
also And of one wombe as gemelles twayne. 1603 Dkavton
Bar. Wars To Kdr., The often harmonie thereof soft'ned

the verse more then the maiestie of the subiect would per-

mit, vnlesse they had all been Gemmeis [printed Geminels]
or couplets.

t b. attrib. or adj. Twin. Obs.
1497111 Ld. Treas.Acc.Scotl. (1877) I. 376 Giffin to Walter

Ogiluy, in payment for the reparatioun of the tua gemmel
touris of Inuernes. 1513 Douglas Aineis x. vii. 71 And 3e
alsso, stowt gemel brelher twa. 1652 Urquhakt "Jewel
Wks. (1834) 243 Then from the snow-white galaxy betwixt
those gemel-monts, whose milken paths [etc.]. 1657 Tom*
linson Renou's Disp. 344 Because its roots were frequently
gemmell {printed geminell] resembling two Leggs.

2. Her. in pi. Bars, or rather barrulets, placed
together as a couple. Also in AF. form bar

K
re)s

gemelles ; see Bab sbA 6.

1592 Wyrlev A rmorie 136 Three gemels finely set in Azurd
shield. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 1. To Rdr., The quadrin
doth neuer double; or, to vse a word of Heraldry, neuer
bringeth foorth Gemells. 1688 K. Holme Armoury 1. iii. 35A Gemell ever goeth by Paires, or Couples, and not to be
Seperated. 1706 PHiLLiPs(ed.K.ersey),c7(V//f//t\s[in Heraldry],
the bearing of Bars by Pairs or Couples in a Coat of Arms.
a 1737 Strvpe Life Smith 1. note (1820) 2 Two gemells unde,
silver, between two griffins passant. 1864 Boutell Her.
Hist. # Pop. v. 22 When Barrulets are placed together in
couples, .each couple is entitled a pair of Bars Gemelles.

+ 3. ?
( A two-part harmony (Jam.). Obs. rare~

\

Cf. gymel (Gimmal 5) and Gemilling.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xlii, In modulatioun hard I

play and sing. .Cant organe, figuratioun, and gemmell.
4. A kind of finger-ring (much worn in the 16th c.)

so constructed as to admit of being divided hori-

zontally into two rings. Now only Hist. Also
gemel-ring. Cf. Gimmal.

157* Huloet, Gemoll or a gemmow, stalagnium, it is

suche as the Egiptians vse to hange at their eares. Ibid.,
\

Gemoll, or a litle rynge to weare on the finger, annellus. I

1601 Holland Pliny xxxm. i, The manner was in old
time to weare rings but upon one finger onely, but now I

adayes . . every joint by themselves must have some lesser
]

rings and gennnals to tit them. 1877 W. Jonls Finger-ring

313 The old matrimonial Gemmel, or Geininow, ring was a

kind of double ring, curiously made.

5. A hinije. Now only spec, in Comb, gemcl-

hinge (see quot. 1874;.
1536 Inv. in W. Dodsworth Hist. Ace. Salisbury (1814^ 220.

Three .. chests .. with gemmeis of sillier and gilt. 1556
Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Kec. Soc. 1 168 For thei locke
and the gemmulls. .xij'1

. 1613-16 W. Browne .£«'/'. Past. 11.

iii. Sj The gemels beaten so That little strength could thrust

it [doore] to and fro. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Gemel-hinge
(Loclcsmithing), a hinge consisting of an eye or loop and a
hook.

Hence Ge*melled a. [-ED-] (see quot.).

1883 Mollett Diet. Art
(J-

Archxol., Gcmelled, double ;

thus a gcmelled bay is one divided into two parts
; gemelled

arches, those which are joined two and two.

t Gemelli-parous, a. Obs.-» [J. L.gemelli-,

gemellus twin (see Gemkl) +par-c>e to bring forth

-t -ors.] Producing twins.

1727 in da 1lev vol. II. Hence in mod. Diets.

+ Geme'Uous, a. Obs." 1

[f. L. gemcll-us (sec

prec.) + -ox's.] = Geminate a.

1697 in Phil. Trans. XIX. 435 A Tree Apocynum from
the Canaries, .whose gemellous 1'ods stand opposite.

Gemensye, ubs. form of Geomancv.
1 Ge'ineiit, a. Obs~ u [ad. h.gement-em, pres.

pple. of gemere to groan.] Groaning, lamenting.
1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Gemeny, obs. form of Gemini.
Gemeotre, geraetry, obs. ff. Geometry.

t Gemew, geiUOW. Obs. Forms : 4-6 je-

mew(e, geraow, (5 gewraew. gemoose //.),

gymmewj 5-6 gyraew(e, gyraow e, 6 gimew,
jemowe, gymmow, gimmon, 6-7 gemew(e,
gemowe, gim(m'ew, Jewmcw, jemmow, 6-8

gemmow, 7 gemmey). [a. OF. gemeaus-. pi. of

gemel (see Gemel) twin. The Eng. sing, is prob.

developed from the plural, thuugh in some uses it

may have been taken from the later Fr. form gemeau,
jumeau of the singular.]

1. pi. Twins: see Gemix i.

1382 Wyclif Song Sol. vii. 3 Thi two tetus as two 3ungc
capretis, ieinews of the she capret.

b. attrib. or adj. Of a door: Double. Of
lines: Parallel. Cf. Gemel i b.

1523 in Kiikpatrick Retig. (>rd. Norwich 11048) 170
Within the White Freris, in Norwich, at the Jemowe dure.

1551 Rlcokdiv Pathw. Knoivl. \. Defin., Paralleles, .-r

Gemowe lynes be suche lines as be drawen fourth still in

one distaunce, and are no nerer in one place than in an
other. 167$ Jeake Aritk. (1696,1 613 A pair of Parallels or
Geinowe Lines.

2. Her. inpl. (rarelv sing.) = Gemel 2.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. \\ j b, Gollaterall is calde in

armys the sonnys of the bretheren of the right heyre beryng
the cotarmuris of theyr faderis with a dyfferaus Jemews.
1572 Uosshueli. Armorie 11. 33b, The fourth beareth
Argent, three Banes Gemewes, Sable. 1610 Guir.LlM
Heraldry \\. vii. (1611) 274 A crowne Topiue or griffon';-

head with wings displaied pearle, gorged with a gemew
ruby.

3. A double ring; —Gemel 4. Also gemoive-

riug.

1497 Will of Buiside (Somerset Ho.), A Jemewe of golde.

155a Huloet, Gymmow or ringe to hange at one^ care as
the Egyptians bane, stalogiuum, inaurls. 1562 Lane.
Wills I. 181 On gemewe of silver wyre. 1572 llud. II. 26'j

My beste Jemewe rynge of golde. 1589 Greene Menaphon
(Arb.) 58 Twas a good world . . when a ring of a rush would
tie as much loue together as a gimmon of gold. 1602 R. T.
5 Goldie Serin., Silver, golde, jemmowes or Jewells. 1611
Cotcr., Auuelet, a gimmew, or little ring for the finger.

1721 Bailey, Gemmow-Ring, a double Ring in Links.

4. Any joint or fastening consisting of two parts

fitting into each other.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2894 Joynter and gemows he jogges

in sondyre ! 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 A bagge of
grene silk with jemewys of green. 1530 Palsgk. 225/1
Gymewe of a gyrdell, crochet dune troussoverc. 1611
Cotgr., Membret tfesperon, the gimmew or ioint of a
Spurre. '

5. PI. —gimmals. i^See Gimmal 5.)

1657 W. Morrice Coena Def. § 10 Huge Weights hang
upon Gemmeys.
6. A hinge. Cf. Gemel 5.

1396 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 123 Et in ij paribus dc
genius [sic] cum clav. emp. de Johanne de Sutton pro
magno hostio in magn. clocher 13d. c 1440 Promp. Pan:
ig4/2 Gymowe of a sperynge [A', gymmew, .V. //. gymew],
vert{i)nelta, gemclla. 1447-8 Durham MS. Aim. Roll,

j pare de lez Gemoose. 1510 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) II. 197 A lokke with Gemows for another presse.

J573^o Barkt Alv. G 217 Gimew or henge of a dore. 1657
Howell Londinop. 393 That the Stalls .. be flexible, and
moveable, viz. to hang by Jewmews or Garnets, so that

they may be taken up, and let down.
Hence t Gemew v., in pa. pple. i-jemewd, jointed.

1408 tr. Vegetius De Re Mil. iv. xxiii. MS. Roy. 18 A. mi.
fol. 1 10 a, An Iren made as it wer a peir tonges I lemewd
[MS.Douce291fol.106b, Igymewedjastongesinthemyddes.

t Gemilling. Sc. Obs. rare~ x
. Music. (Mean

ing uncertain : cf. Gemel 3.)

< 1450 Henrvson in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) ^34
With baiss tonis in ipotdorica, With gemilling in yporlerica.

[Geminal: set List of Spurious IVords.]

Geminate (d^e'min^'t), a. and sb. [ad, L.

gemindt-us, pa. pple. of geminare to double, f.

geminus twin.]



GEMINATE. 98 GEMMIPAROUS.

A. adj. Duplicated, combined in pairs, twin,

binate. Now only Nat. Hist. Geminate leaves,

leaves springing in pairs from the same node, one

leaf beside the other.

1598 Hakluyt I'oy. I. 340 We desire of your Maiestie to

. .continue the geminate disposition of your beneuolences,

both generally to all our subiects, and also priuately to this

our beloued seruant. 1829 1,oudon Eucycl. Plants 1099
Geminate, doubled. 1872 Oliver Elem.Bot.^i. 2i30bserve
the frequently geminate leaves and extra-axillary inflores-

cence of the Order. 1880 Okay Struct. Bot. 413/1.

Hence Geminately adv., in pairs, doubly.
In recent Diets.

B. sb. A doubled consonant.

1885 Cook tr. Sievers' O. E. Gram. (1887) 99 K.. occurs.,
in medial and final positions as a geminate.

Geminate (dge'miiiA), v. [f. L. gemindt-,

ppl. stem of gemindre (see prec.).] trans. To
double. Also pass, of two contiguous teeth : To
be united.

a 1637 li. Jo\son Eug. Gram. iii. (1640)40 IV, Is but the V,
geminated in the full sound. 1670 Brooks Wks. (18671 VI.

326 Macon.. is, ^ Hebrew participle that signifies firm, con-
stant, and established ; and he geminates it, ' my heart is

firm, constant, and established '. 1721 in BAIL.KY. 1881

Colkman in Trans. Odont. Soc. XIII. 9 It appeared to

consist of the two central incisors geminated. 1885 Cook tr.

Siegers'
1

0. E. Gram. (1887) 100 F. .is. .a surd spirant, .when
geminated in the medial position.

Hence Geminated///, a., doubled, occurring in

paii-s.

1802 in Spirit Publ. Jr/ils. (1803) VI. 100 They would run
hooting about, bawling and dancing with geminated
clamours. 1819 G. Samoukli.k Entomol. Compend. 122

Atypns . . Eyes on eacli side geminated. 1859 J* Tomes
Dental'Surg. 43 Mr. Urookhouse . .sent me two examples of

geminated teeth. 1883 Cook tr. Sievers' 0. E.Gram. (iS8j)

123 The geminated consonants were often written long after

the second had ceased to be pronounced.

Gemination (d^emin^'Jan). [ad. L. gemind-
tion-em, n. of action f. gemindre to double.]

1. A doubling, duplication, repetition.

1597 Bacon Cottiers Good % Evill viii. (Arb.) 149 If the

euill bee in the sence and in the conscience both, there is a
gemination of it. 1646 Sir T. Brown 1; Pseud. Ep.m.xv. 140
Men., admit a gemmation of principall parts, which is not
naturally discovered in any animall. 1655 Filler Ch.
Jfist. ix. § 61 This was conceived., a necessary gemination
of a duty in that seditious age. 1700 Bp. Patrick Comm.
Dent, xxxii. 5 There being a gemination . . of a syllable in

the latter of these two words. 1895 Century Mag. July
457/1 The 'gemination' of the canals [on Mars] has been
observed at Mount Hamilton.

b. Of teeth: (See quot. 18 78).
1859 J. Tomes Dental Surg. 241 A union or gemination of

contiguous teeth. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 562
Gemination, or the union of contiguous teeth, due to the

fusion of their pulps.

f 2. Rhct. The immediate repetition of a word
or phrase, or the using of a pair of synonymous
expressions, for the purpose of rhetorical effect. Obs.

1650 Fuller Pisgah ill. xii. 345 First putting forth his

band, My God ; yea both his hands, My God, my God,
claiming by that gemination a double interest in Gods
fatherly affection. 1661 Boyle Style of Script. (1675) 90
In all languages there are some customary geminations and
expressions, which . . are . . oftentimes emphatical. 1666 J.

Smith Old Age (1676) 14 Here are two expressions that in-

timate unto us the unavoidable approach of these decrepit

yeares, i.e. come and draw nigh', of which gemination,

signifying the same thing, I may well say [etc.].

3. Gram. a. The doubling of an originally single

consonant sound, b. The doubling of a letter in

the orthography of a word.
1875 RbhouV Egypt. Gram. 8 The gemination of the letters

is not expressed in writing. 1877 March Comp. Gram.
Anglo-Saxon 16 Gemination is the doubling of a consonant
. . A real gemination can not occur at the beginning or at the

end of a word .. nor is it easy after a long vowel.

Geminative (d^cmin/tiv), a. and sb. [f. L.

gemindt- (see Geminate v.) + -IV*.] A. adj. Char-
acterized by gemination. B. sb. A geminated or

doubled letter. In recent Diets.

1885 in Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. XVI. 161 The gemin-
atives and diphthongs ai. ay, ca [etc.].

Gemini (d^e'minai). Forms : 4 gemyni, 6-7
geminy, (5 gemeny, 6 gemyne, 7 gemony, and

(with plural ending) geminies, 5- gemini. Also

(sense 3 only) 7 gemony, 9 gemminy, jeminy,
jimminy, jiminy. [a. \;. gemini (\>\. ofgeminus)

twins; also the name of the constellation.]

L Astron. A constellation, otherwise ' Castor and

Pollux
'

; also the third sign of the zodiac, with

which this constellation was anciently identical.

c 1391 Chauckr Astral. 1. § 21 Gemyni. 14x3 Pilgr. Scnvle

(Carton 1483) v. x. 100 The sigtie of gemini that ben cleped

twynnes or doubles. 1426 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 139 Furious

Mars, the ferfulle red sterre ..Was two pocys passed of

gemeny. 1503 Hawks Examp. Virt. i. (Arb.) 7 And Dyane
eutred was one degre Into the sygne of Gunyne. 1633 P.

Fletchkk Purple 1st. x. xxiv. Not those [twins] in heaven,

the flowery geminies, Are half so bright. 1695 Concrevk
Lore for L. n. iii, She .. was born under Gemini. 1797

Encyct. Brit. II. 521/1 From the shifting of the equinoc-

tial points . . those stars which were in Aries are now got

into Taurus; those of Taurus into Gemini. 1855 Tennyson
Maud hi. vi. 1 When, .the starry Gemini hang like glorious

crowns Over Orion's grave.

1 2. Used for : A couple, a pair ; esp. in pi. form,

a pair of eyes. Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. m, ii. S Else you had look'd

through the grate, like a Geminy of Baboones. 1633 P.
Fi.ktchkr Purple 1st. 1. xxxi, Or, shine upon me with her
Geminies? 1635 Quari.ks Embl. II. iv, He that daily spies

Twin babies in his mistress' Geminis. 1638 Ford Lady's
Trial 1. ii. (1639) C 1 b, Hcres now the Gemini of wit. 1700
Congrkvk Way of World iv. ix, A gemini of Asses split,

would make just four of you.

f3. To play the gemini: ? alluding to the twin

gods (Castor and l'ollux) who could never be both

in heaven or both in Hades at the same time.
1622 Cocks Diary (1883) II. 295 God grant Tozayemon

Dono do not play the jemeny with us.

4. A mild form of oath or exclamation, vulgar.

I
Perhaps a distinct word. Cf. Ger. gemine, jemine, which

Hildebrand (in Grimm's D. Wl>.) regards as a corruption of
yesu do/nine ', also Du. jemenie, jemie.]
1664 Scudamore Homer a la Mode 99 O Gemony! neigh-

bour, what a blisse is This, that [etc]. 1666 7 DftNHAN
Direct. Paint. 1. xx, Henceforth,O Gemini ! two Dukes Com-
mand. i68j Otwav Soldier's Port. II. i. Gemini ! what wou'd
become of me? 1694 Crownr Married Beau 1 1. 3, Oh
Gemini ! what a rare Complement Has she bestowed upon
that ugly Fellow. 1704 Howe Biter in. i, Ob gemini ! I

wou'dn't marry such a strange sort of an Oid Fellow for alt

the world. 1780 Mrs. Cowley Belle's Strat. iv. ii, Oh
Gemini ! beg the Petticoat's pardon. J ust saw a corner of it.

1798 Morton Seer. Worth Knowing 1. i, Oh gemini gig ! how
my poor bones do ache ! 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle i,

tlemini! what is that now? quoth Tip again. 1863 Reade
HardCask I. iv. 124 O, jiminy ! This polite ejaculation was
drawn out by the speaker's sudden recognition of Alfred.

Hence Qe'minids pL [see -id], the meteoric

bodies forming the 'star-shower' that has its

radiant point in Gemini.
1876 G. F. Chambers Astron. 799 The example has been

followed in designating other meteor showers by the con-

stellations in which their radiant-points are situated; so

that we have. .the Geminids of December 12.

Geminifiorous dgemiiniiflo^'ras), a. ff. L.

gemini-, geminus twin + Jlor-, fids flower + -OUS.]

Having flowers in pairs. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

GeminOUS'd^e-min3s\ tare. \j.\,.gemin-us^\

Double ; occurring in pairs.

1646 Sir T. JJhownk Pseud. P.p. in. xv. 141 Christians ..

have baptized these geminous births, and double connas-
cencies with severall names. 1704 Harris Tex. 'Pechn.,

Geminous Arteries; so some call the two small Arteries

which descend to the Joint of the Knee, between the Pro-

cesses of the Thigh-bones, i860 Fowler Diet. Med.,
Geminate, Geminous. In Nat. Hist. Twin; in pairs.

Gemm, obs. Sc. f. Game.
llGemma(d,^e-ma . Pl.gemmsD. [L.: see Gem.]

f 1. (See quot.) Obs~ l

1691 Ray Creation 11. '17011 305 The Gemma or cicatricula

of the egg contained in the Female ovary.

2. Bot. a. A leaf-bud as distinguished from a

flower-bud.

1770 C. Mii.nf. Bot. Diet. s.v. Gemma, Mr. Ray was the

fust who gave the name of Gemma to the bud, which had
formerly been denominated germen. 1826 Kirby & Si-.

Eutemol.(\%2%) III. xxix. 60 A state analogous to that of

the larva in the insect begins in the plant when it . , is evolved

from the gemma. i87*Cari'i-:ntkr Anim. Phys. xv. 552 The
lwdies of the first class are known as leaf-buds or gemma;
in the Flowering Plants. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413/1.

b. In mosses, liverworts, etc. : A small cellular

body which becomes detached from the mother-

plant and originates a new one.

1830 LlNOUEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 325 In Jungcrmannia there

is a third kind of reproductive matter, consisting of heaped
clusters of little amorphous bodies, growing from the surface

of the leaves, and called gemma;. 1857 KsHPMEY Bot, § 324

The Hepaticae produce cellular bulhels or gemmae. 1867

J. Hogi; Microsc. 11. i. 308 These plants are produced by
spores and minute cellular nodules called gemmae or buds.

3. Zool, A bud-like growth upon animals of low

organization, which becomes detached and develops

into a new individual.

1841-71 T. R. Joni:s Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 123 The
Alcyons..are reproduced, .by genuine, which are developed

around the preexistent polyps. 1831 Riciiaroson Geol. viii.

213 Small gemma:, covered with cilia, which are free organ-

isms during the first period of their existence.

Gemmaceous (d^em^'/as^ a. [f. L. gemma
bud + -aceous.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of

leaf-buds. 1854 in Maynk Expos. Lex.

Gemmal, var. Gemel.
Gemmau (d^e-m&n). (Also written gem'man/)

Vulgar pronunc. of Gentleman; cf. Gentman.
c 1550 Dr. Donbble Ale 197 Did it become a cobblers boy

To shew a gemman such a toy? 176a Geutl. Mag. 86

You're welcome Gem'men, kindly welcome Ladies. 1770
Coi.man Oxon. in Tmvn 1. i, I hope you left all the gemmin
well at Oxford? 1795 Woixot iP. Pindar) Lousiad iv.

Wks. 1812 I. 286 Which is the better gemman, I or you?
1823 Hyron Juan xi. xix. note. If there be any gemman
so ignorant as to require a traduction. 1833 Makkyat P.
Simple (1863) 3 Bill, you must take this here young
gem'man. .to this here direction. i8$oKiNc;.si.tiY,4//. Locke
v, Now I'll just tell you bow that'll work, gemmen.

t Ge'inniary , a. and sb. Obs. [ad. late L. gem-
mdri-us (see -auy 1

), f. ^/«/m Gem.] A. adj. Of
or pertaining to gems; concerned with or skilled in

gems. B. sb. An engraver of gems, a jeweller.

138a Wyclif Exod. xxxix. 29 Thei graueden in it [the

plate] with gemmary werk. Ibid, xxvih. 11 In the grauyng

of the gemmarye [L. aelatnra gemmarii] thow shaft graue

hem. 1646 Sir T. Brownb Pseud. Ef. n. i. 55 The principle

and most gemmary affection is its l'ralucency. a 168a —

Tracts (1684) 4 Gemmarie Naturalists reade diligently the

pretious Stones in the holy City of the Apocalypse.

Gemmary : see Gemmery.
Gemmate (d^em^t), a. Bot. and Zool. [ad.

L. gemmal'us, pa. pple. of gemmdre : see next.]

Furnished with buds ; reproducing by buds.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 352.

Gemmate (d^em^t), v. [f. L, gemmal-. ppl.

stem of gemmdre, f. gemma Gem.] f a. trans. To
deck or set with gems (obs.). b. intr. To put forth

buds ; to propagate itself by buds. Hence Gem-
mated///, a., Gemmating vbl. sb. ot ppl. a.

1623C0CKKKAM, Gemmated, bedeck t with prec'otis stones.

1697 Kvelyn Numism. ii. 29 These Regal Heads., are

commonly dress'd with a Diadem . . Others we find Gem-
mated and Studded. 1846 Dana Zoopli. iv. (1848; 72 The
gemmating powers of the apical polyp.

Gemmation tdgem^'/an). [a. F'. gemmation,
n of action i. L. gemmdre : see prec]
1. Bot. a. The action of budding, b. The manner

in which the young leaf is enfolded in the bud.

c. The time when leaf-Jjuds are put forth, d. The
arrangement of buds on the stalk.

1760 LEB Inttod. Bot. in. xv. 200 Gemmation is the Con-
struction of the gem or Hud. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot. xxxi. 485 The gemmation, or various construction of the
buds. 1880 (Jhay Struct. Bot. 4x3/1 Gctnmatiofi, budding-
growth ; or the disposition of buds.

2. Zool. The process of reproduction by gemmrc
or buds ; the formation of a new individual by the

protrusion and complete or partial separation of

a part of the parent; budding.
1836-9 Todd Cyel. Anat. II. 142/1 The male has the

appearance of a branch, .sent off by gemmation. 1868 K. P,
Wright Ocean World W. 84 In the next group the gemma-
tion takes a spiral bias, producing the nautilus shape. 1883
Cliamb. jfrnl. 142 The natural process of reproduction in

the sponge is effected by gemmation or budding off.

Gemmative (dge*mitiv), a. [f. L. gemmdi-
(see Gemmate?'.; +-ive.] Concerned with the pro-

duction of offspring by gemmation.
1877 Huxley Anat. Thv. Anim. iii. 151 The nicdusoids

which result from the gemmative process closely resemble
the stock from which they are produced.

Gemmae, obs. form of Gem sb.

Gemmed (dgemd), ///. a. [f. Gem sb. and v.

+ -**>•]

f 1. Covered with buds. Obs.— 1

e 1420 J'allad. on flusb. rv, 10 With graiTes sadde ygeinmcd
thicke and rounde. 1513 Douglas A^neis xii. Prol. 101 The
lowkyt buttonis on the gemmyt treis.

2. Adorned with or as with gems.
a 1240 // 'oliunge in Cott. Horn. 273 f>u . . leddes ham wi5 be

self to bi 3immede bur. 1813 Uykon Corsair 11. xii, Ami
auburn waves of gemm'd and braided hair. 1820 Scott
Abbot xiii, The gemmed ring and jewelled mitre had l>ecome

secidar spoils. 1849 Clocgh Dipsyehus 11. v, O beautiful,

o'ervaulted with gemmed blue, This spacious court. 1875
Pkoctok Expanse i/cav. 124 A cloud of light around the

gemmed feet of Andromeda in the northern skies.

Gemmel 1, var. Gemel.
Gemmeons (dgelnfts), a. Also 7 gemmeus.

[f. L. gemme-us (f. gemma Gem) + -ous.] Of or

pertaining to, of the nature of, or resembling a gem.
Gemmeons JJragonet : the fish Caltionymus J.yra.

1605 Timmk Quersit. m. 160 There are . . in mans bodie ..

of saltes .. vitriolated, alluminous, niterous, and gemiiiuus.

1695 Woodward A'at. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 191 The
gemineous Matter it self. 1765 C. Smart Phxdrus in. xvii.

(Bohn) 508 And what a hlaze of gemineous dies Shines from
the plumage of your tail. 1766 Pennant Zool. (17761 ID.
145 heading, Gemmeons Dragonet. 1778 Nat. Hist, in

Ann. Keg. 103/2 The fistular bones, .are lined within with a
crust of gemmeous spar. x88a J. Hardy in Proc. Ber. Nat.
Club IX. No. 3. 493 A specimen of the Gemmeous Dragonet.

Gemmery (d^cmeri). Also gemmary. [f.

Gem sb. + -eky ; in sense 1 perh. f. Lat. type *gem-

mdrium : see -ary.]

1 1. A jewel-house. Obs.

1656 P.i.oun 1 Glossogr., (Emmery, a Jewel house, or place

to keep Geinnis in, a Cabinet. 1721 Bailky, Gemmary.
2. Gems as an object of connoisseurship. rare.

1840 Pok CasA-qfAtnontilladoWks. 1864 1. 346 In painting

and gemmary Fcrtunato, like his countrymen, was a quack

.

Gemmiferous (d^emi'feros), a. [f. L. gemmi-

for (f. gemma Gem sb. + -for bearing) + -ous. Cf.

I', gemmifere.

1

1. Producing gems.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1711 in Bah.ky. 1854 MATNB

Expos. Lex., Cemnrifcroits, Min. t bearing gems, applied to

the gravel among which diamonds are found.

2. Producing a gemma or bud
;
producing off-

spring by gemmation.
1804 Caklisi.k in /'////. Trans. XCV. 5 A regular confirma-

tion of which would improve the knowledge of animal

generation by shewing that it is gemmiferous. 1856-8 W.
Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 89 Adhering by filiform

gemmiferous stolons of the base.

Hence f Gemmi/ferousness.
1727 BAHAV vol. II, Gemmiferousness, the Quality of pro-

ducing Gems or Jewels.

Gemmiparous (d^emi-paras), a. [f. mod.L.

gemmipar-us {& gemmi-, gemma bud + L. parSre

to bring forth) + -ous.] a. Of organisms: Pro-

ducing new individuals by gemmation, b. Of or

pertaining to the process of gemmation.



GEMMIPORE.
1793 Martyn Lang, Bot., Gemmiparus, Gemmiparous.

Producing gems or buds. 1830 R. Knox Beclards Anat.
16 There is also an internal gemmiparous or suboviparous
generation.

_
1835 Kirbv /lab. .y Inst. Anim. I. xl 322 The

species, .which Tie calls Pianaria tentaculata. .is oviparous
in the spring and gemmiparous in the autumn. 1863
Berkeley Srti, Mosses iii. 10 The production of the plant
from the threads is rather gemmiparous than embryonic. 1877
Huxley Anat. Inv. Aniw. x. 612 The generative blastema
..from which the generative organs of the gemmiparous
zooid have been developed.

Hence Gemmiparously adv. Also Gemmi-
parity, the attribute of being gemmiparous.
1859 Todd Cyci. Anat. V. 117/1 An instance of 'internal

gemmiparity ' rather than the production of true ova. 1867
H. Spencer Princ. Biol. II. 93 The resulting; segments are
so many gemmiparously-produced individuals.

Genimipore ^l^e-mipooi). [ad. mod.L.
c
^w/;//-

pora, nent. pi., f. L. gemmi-, gemma Gkm sb. + Into

L. poms = Gr. wopos passage.] One of the gemmi-
pora, a genus of madreporian corals.

1846 Dana Zooph. iv. (1848) 47 The gemmipores resemble
these in general form, and in their fringe of short tentacles,
but the disk is not striated.

Gemmoid (dgcraoid), a. rare-*, [f. Gemma
4- -oii>.] Having the nature or form of a gemma.
In some recent Diets.

Gemmology (c^err^-lod^i). [f. L. gemm-a
Gem sb. + -(0 LOCxY.] The science of gems'.
1811 Pin-kerton Pctral. I. 12 The detached crystals of

siderite . . are properly topics of gemmology, or lithology,
and not of petralogy.

+ Gemmo'sity. Obtr** [f. L. gtmmds-us full

of gems (f. gemma Gem sb.) + -it v.] (See quots.)
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Gemmosity {gemntoHtas\

abundance of Precious stones. 1755 Johnson, Gemmosity,
the quality of being a jewel. 1775 Ash, Gemmosity, the
quality of abounding in jewels; an exuberance of buds.

Gemmow, var. Gemew.
Gemmule (dge*mi«l). [a. Y. gemmule , ad. L.

gemmula, dim. o( gemma a bud, Gem.]
1. Bot. a. —Plumule.
1844 Hobi.yn Diet. Med., Gemmule, a term used synony-

mously with plumule, the growing point of the embryo in
plants. 1861 Bbktley Bat. 344 Thus we distinguish three
parts in the embryo, corresponding to the root, stem, and
leaves of the perfect plant ; namely, a radicle, plumule or
gemmule, and one or more cotyledons.

b. One of the reproductive cells of cryptogams.
1874 Cooke Fungi 55 Short germinating utricles shoot

forth, which soon form themselves into rows of gemmules.
2. Zool. A small gem (see Gem sb. 5) or gemma

;

spec, a ciliated embryo of one of the Caienterata
;

an encysted mass of sponge-particles, from which
new ones are produced.
1845 Zoologist III. 955 This cell, or germ, or gemmule,

Is the origin of all existing animals. 1858 T. R. Jones
Aquar. Nat. 34 These yellow granules are the rudiments of
the eggs, or gemmules of the sponge. 1871 Darwin Desc.
Man I. viii. 280 According to this hypothesis, every unit or
cell of the body throws off gemmules or undeveloped atoms.
187a Carpenter Anim. Phys. xv. 562 In this state it

becomes clothed with cilia and is termed a gemmule. 1877
W. Thomson Voy. Challenger I. iii. 176 Small examples of
the sponge, some of them not much beyond the condition of
gemmules.
Jig. 1869 F. Galton Ilered. Genius 365 Young artisans,
and other floating gemmules of P^nglish population.

Gemmuliferous (dsemittii-fgrss), a. [f. L.
gemmula Gemmule + -(i)ferous.] Bearing gem-
mules.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 691 Gemmuliferous branchlets

much branched. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 49/1 The
gemmuliferous urns are, however, deciduous.

Gemmull, var. Gemel.
(Jemmy (d^e-mi), a. [f. Gem sb. + -yl.]

1. Abounding in, covered with, or set with gems,
or something resembling gems.
.1420 Pallad.on I/nsb. 1. 625 The cok confesseth emynet

Cupide When he is gemmy tayl bygynnyth splay, a 1649
Dkumm. of Hawtii. Poems Wks. 11711) 12 Night westward
did her gemmy world decline, And hide her lights that
greater lights might shine. /TI749 Philips Pastorals vi. 12-

(1790) 37 Hast thou seen their king in rich array, Kam'd
Oberon, withdamask'd robe so gay, And gemmy crown. 1759
Grainger 'Pibullus' Elegies 11. ii. 16 Not venal, you request
no Eastern Stores, Where ruddy Waters lave the geinmy
shores. 183a Tennyson Lady of Shatott iii, The gemmy
bridle glitter 'd free.

2. Gem-like ; brilliant
; glittering.

1580 Shenser in Grosart Spenser's irks. I. 126 She has
hairs half-golden, half-silvern, half-gemmy on her .. head.
1675 Evelyn Terra (1776) 14 Rough crystals of which
some were very transparent and Gemmy. 1735 Thomson
Liberty iv. 353 The flitting cloud, against the summit dash'd,
And, by the sun illumined, pouring bright A gemmy shower.
1883 Gd. Words 113 Birds of matchless plumage—green,
gold, orange, and blue-tipped wings shedding gemmy light.

Hence G-emmily adv., so as to resemble gems;
Gemminess, the quality or state of being gemmy.
1864 Webster, Gemminess. 1893 Symonds In the Key of

Blue 53 Blots of acqua-marina—gemmily imposed upon the
thick impasto of the dominant ochres.

Gemoll, obs. form of Gemel.
t Gemonies. Rom. A?itiq. Obs. Also 7 sing.

Gemony. [ad. L. {sealse^ Gemoniae \ of uncertain
origin, the assumed connexion with gemere to groan
having little probability, in spite of the existence

of the synonymous form Gemitorix.] Steps on

99

the Aventine Hill leading to the Tiber, to which
the bodies of executed criminals were dragged to

be thrown into the river.

1598 GrKNEWEY Tacitus' Ann. in. ii. 67 They had drawne
Pisoes images to the Gemonies ; and broken them in peeces,
if [etc.]. 1603 B. Jonson Sejanns v. i. (1605) K 2, Some
your seruants ; \vho..S!ip't downe the Gemonies, and brake
their neckes. 1626 Massinger Rom. Acloru i. (1629) 1) 2 1),

Noedaypasses In which some are not fastend to the hooke,
Or throwne downe from the Gemonies. 1656-81 Bi.ount
Glosspgr., Gemmy (gctuonix scalar), a place in Rome where
condemned persons were cast down by a pair of stairs head-
long into the River Tiber.
™ Misapplied fig. in the sense of 'tortures'.

1656 R. Fletcher MartiaVs Efiigr. etc. 174 The world,
fame, honour, wealth & pleasure then Are the fair wrack and
Gemonies of men. a 1683 Oldham To Mem. C. Motivent
xxxiii. in Rem. (1684) 84 Anguish through every Member
flies And ail those inward Gemonies Whereby frail Flesh in

Torture dies.

Gemot e (gemon't). Eng. Hist. [repr. OE.
gemot, f. ge- together, ' com- ' ;see Y-) + mot Moot.]
A meeting ; an assembly in England before the
Norman Conquest) for judicial or legislative pur-

poses. See also WlTENAGEMOT.
<- 1000 Laws ofsEthelsian c. 20 (Schmid) $if hvva ^emot

forsitte. 1641 bAKER Chron. 27/1 Their demote .. was a
little court held monthly in every hundred, i860 Hook
Lives Abps. I. v. 252 When the synod was concluded . . the
convention formed itself into a gemot. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Cong. 11876) IV. xviii. 130 It was probably in the
same Gemot that William for the first time exercised the
power of bestowing an English bishoprick on one of his own
countrymen.

Gemow(e : see Gemew.
II Gemsbok (ge'mjsb^k). Also 8-9 gemsboek.

(S gemse-bok)1

, 9 gemsbuok, -boe. [Du. gemsbok
(properly chamois, but in S. Africa misapplied as

below\ a. Ger. gemsboek, f. gemse, fern., chamois
+ bock buck.] The name given in S. Africa to a
large antelope {Oryx ecrpensis).

1777 G. Kobsticr Voy. round World I. 84 The Egyptian
antelope, .is here [at the Cape] called gems-bock or chamois.
1824 BuRCHELL Trav. II. 23 A herd ofantelopes of the species
known among the boors by the misapplied name of Gemsbok.
1865 Tvi.ou Early Hist. Man. viii. 221 A gemsbock's horn
attached to a slender stick. 1883 J. Mackenzie Day-dawn
in Dark places 48 The kukama (gemsbuck or oryx) fleetest

of the antelopes.

Gem.sb.orn (ge-mz,hfjn\ [a. Ger. gemshorn,
lit. chamois horn (cf. prec.).] An organ stop with
tapering metal pipes, yielding a tone resembling
that of the viola da gamba.
1825 DaNNEley Encycl. Mas., Gemshorn, an organ-stop,

of theflute species. 1852 Skidf.l Organ 21 In 1515. .an
organ in St. Mary's, at Danzic. .contained, .hohl-flute, gems-
horn, nasal. 1869 Eng. Meek. 17 Dec. 332/2 Would a har-
monic flute, or gems-horn, not be an improvement? 1876
Hii.es Cateck. Organ ix. (1878) 67 Gemshorn, Goat-horn;
[ait organ stop] of tin or metal, pointed at the top. .The tone
is soft, and resembling a horn in quality.

Gemster, obs. Sc. f. Gamester.
Gemstone (d.^e'mistiwn). [f. Gem sb. + Stone

;

in OE. gimsldn.'] fa. In OE. and ME. = Gem i.

Alsoyf^. b. A stone capable of being worked up
into a gem.
a. e 1000 /Elfric Horn. I. 62 pas gymstanas synd tocwy-

sede. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 135 Ne sculen }e nawiht jim-
stones leggen swinen to mete, a 1240 Ureisnn in Cott.

Horn. 193 Mid brihte 3imstones hore krune is al biset. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 370/109 And with riche ^imstones al-so.

jfig. «ii75 Cott. Horn. i\-j Heo is hefone liht. .and all

hiscefte jimston. c X200 Vices $ Virtues 95 Dat faire scrud
of charite all besett mid jtmstanes of gode werkes.
b. 1883 A. H. Church Precious Stones ii. 9 With an in-

strument so constructed the pleiochroism of the vast majority
of gem-stones may be determined at a glance.

Gemytre, obs. form of Geometry.
-gen (d^en), suffix, forming sbs. in mod. scientific

use ; ad. F. -ghie, ultimately repr. Gr. -ycvfis (f. ytv-
root of yi-yv-((T$ai to be born, become, ytv-vdftv to
beget, 7tV-os kind, etc. : see Km) an adjective suffix

which has two different uses : (i) giving the sense
' born in a certain place or condition ', as in 01V0-

y(vi)s, lvhoy(vl)s born in the house (respectively f.

oikos house and evSov within)
; (2) giving the sense

' of a (specified) kind ', as in o/io-yf fr/s of the same
kind, homogeneous, iTtpoytrqs of another kind,
heterogeneous. The F. -ghie in scientific terms
has two distinct applications (of different origin)

both of which have been adopted in Eng.
1. Chem. In 1777-9 Lavoisier (CEuvres II. 249)

proposed for the recently discovered element (till

then known as ' dephlogisticated air', etc.) the
alternative names frincipe acidifiant and frincipe
oxygine, which he states to be etymologically
synonymous. In G. de Morveau A'omencl. chimique
1787 (prepared in collaboration with Lavoisier and
other chemists) the sbs. oxygine and hydroglne
occur, and are explained to mean 'engendrant
l'acide' and 'engendrant l'eau' ; and in Lavoisier's
Traili de C/iimie 1789 the etymon of the suffix is

said to be ' Gr. -yfivofiai, j'engentlre '. This etymo-
logy accounts for Lavoisier's original form oxygine

;

the change of -gine into -gene must have been due

GENDARME.
to the observation that -gine did not occur in Gr.
derivatives, while -gine, from the same root, already
existed in he'te'rogene, homogene (ad. Gr. words in

-yerrjs : see above) ; the fact that the suffix -"»«nj5

in Gr. words was not capable of meaning ' that

which produces' was overlooked or disregarded.

The names oxygene, hydrogine were soon adopted
into Eng. with the ending -gene, afterwards altered

to -gen. On the analogy of these words, a con-
siderable number of new terms have been added to

the common (French and Eng.) vocabulary of

chemistry, in which the ending -gene, -gen expresses

the sense ' that which produces '
; they are usually

names of chemical substances, as nitrogen, amido-
gen, cyanogen, etc. ; rarely of classes of substances,

as halogen, f amphigen.
2. Bot. The botanical use of -gene was introduced

in 1813 by Decandolle {Thtorie de Botaniqtte 2io A

in the words endogene, exogene, adjs. designating two
classes of plants which respectively produce their

new tissue internally fir. ivlo-v within) and ex-

ternally (Gr. i[ai outside). The formation of the
words was suggested by the older terms endorhi-e,

exorhhe. Decandolle gives as the etymon of the
suffix ' ytvaai [sic .'], j'engendre, je crois' ; app. his

-gene was not a new adoption from Gr. -yfu-qt, but
a different application of the -gene already used in

chemical terms, which he vaguely remembered to

be derived from a Gr. root meaning ' to produce,
to grow '. The adjs. endogene, exogene first came
into ling, in the adapted forms endogenous, exo-

genous ; Lindley c 184^ formed from these the sbs.

endogen, exogen ; and he and others added many
analogous terms denoting classes of plants, the
first element indicating the part at which the new
growth takes place, or some characteristic of their

mode of growth, as aerogen, amphigen, dictyogen,

thallogen.

Gena-, obs. form of Genea-.
Genal (dg/Tjal), a. Zool. [f. I., gena cheek

+

-al.] Pertaining to the cheek or cheeks.
1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Genappe (dgense -p\ [f. Genappe in Belgium,
the original place of manufacture.]

v
See quot. 185S.)

Also Genappe yarn.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Genappe, a worsted yarn or

cord used in the manufacture of braids, fringes, Sec. ; its

smoothness enabling it to be well combined with silk. 1888
Daily News 16 July 27 Small purchases are made in a great
variety of yarns, including cords, genappes, fustians, &c
1802 Hoi.dkn in Pall Mall G. 7 June 7/2, I introduced a
new manufacture, namely, that of genappe yarns.

b. Comb., as genappe-spinner.
1897 Daily News 5 Nov. 1 1/3 The worsted genappe spin-

ners are all very busy.

Genarch (dge-nark). rare. Anglici?ed form
of next.

1879 Hf.arn Aryan llouseho. vi. 145 To this original chief
or genarch, the nearest in blood was the natural successor.

+ Gena'rcha. Obs. rare. [Lat. form of Gr.
ytvdpXi]s, f. 76fot race + -apxis ruler, founder, root

of apxcv to rale, to begin ; cf. Patriarch.] The
founder of a family or race.

1649 Pounds Pull. Obed. (1630) 17 We all derive from him,
as from a Gcnarcha. 1650 R Discolliiuinium 31 It is

enough to prove they were our Political Parents, which the
whole series of our English Chronicles make good, from a
Gcnarcha.

Hence Genarchaship, headship of a family or
people.

1650 Reply to Dr. Sanderson 3 First it provides not for
Peoples obeying a Capitall family in Genarchaship.

Genatour, var. Genf.tor Obs.

Geneian, -yan(e, obs. forms of Gentian.
tGendgend). Sc. Obs. App.: Foolish, simple.
la 1500 Peebles to Play iii, Scho was so guckit and so

gend, That day ane byt scho eit nocht. 1508 Dunbak
Poems v. 1 My Gudame wes a gay wife, bot scho wes rycht
gend. 15. . Priests Peblis (1603) Cij, For he as fule began
guckit and gend, And ay the wyser man neirar the end.

Gend, alleged var. Gent.
1676-1732 Coles, Geiui, Gent, Neat.

II Gendarme (gaAdatm, dgenda-jm). Forms:
8 gens d'arm, 9 gendarme ; //. 6 gentzdarmes, (7
gend'arme\ 9 gend'armes, 7-9 gens d'arm(e)s,
gensdamnes, gendarmes. [F. gendarme, a
sing, formed from the pi. gens (formes men of

arms ; hence a fresh pi. gendarmes. Some con-

fusion between these forms is evident in English
writers ; in mod.Fr. the spelling gens ifarmes is

restricted to the historic sense.]

f 1. (Chiefly //.) In the older French army, a

horseman in full armour, having several others

under his command ; in later times, a mounted
trooper, esp. of the royal companies. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) 7 Whether gentz-

darmes were necessarye here as in Kraunce. 1584 Hudson
Du Bartas y Judith v. 538 We come not here, my Lord,
said they, with armes, For to resist the chok of thy Gens
d'armes. 1644 Evelyn Diary 12 Apr. (1879) I. 73, I took
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coach, to see a general muster of all the gens d*amies about

y6 Citty [Paris], 1670 Cotton Espemon 11. vu. 340 The man
of the house . . was one of the Gend'arme [margin, Or Cuiras-
siers] of the King's own Troop. 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2375/3
The Gendarmes and Light Horse that formed the Camp of
Acheres, and were returning to their Quarters, are counter-
manded. 1755 Mem. Ca.pt. P. Drake II. i. 4 This I would by
no Means suffer, assuring him that I could bear Fire and
Water at least as well as he, or I was not fit to be a Gens
d'Arm. 18S4 Burton Scot Abr. I. i. 48 The Scots Guard con-
sisted of one hundred gensdarmes and two hundred archers.

2. A soldier, either mounted or on foot (F. gen-
darme a cheval, — a pied), who is employed in

police duties, esp. in France.

1796 Hei.. M. Williams Lett. France (ed. 2) I. vii. 88,

I proceeded on my journey haunted by the images of gens
d'armes. 181$ Scott Pauls Lett. (1839) 266 The patrolesof
the modern gens d'armes, or military police. 1833 Marryat
P. Simple (1863) 148 At this delightful town, we had unlimited
parole, not even a gendarme accompanying us. 1880 Ouida
Moths II. 220 A few gendarmes had been sent to protect the
fair during the night.

b. fig. (See quots.)

1883 Sat. Rev. 17 Feb. 208 '2 One of those projecting pieces
of rock which are called gendarmes ; apparently from their
frequently stopping travellers. 1895 U'est/u. Gaz. 13 Sept,

3/2 The formidable-looIcing ridge, bristling with innumer-
able ' gendarmes ' or rock-towers, .was inspected.

3. Ottrib. in gendarme blue, a colour like that of

a French gendarme's uniform ; also absol.

1884 Girl's Own Pafrer Jan. 200/2 That shade of blue
called 'Gendarme'. 1891 Daily News 23 Mar. 2/2 One of
these [bodices], in gendarme blue, has a vest of cornflower
blue. 1895 Ibid. 20 Mar. 7/1 A new shade, suggesting
gendarme and cornflower, but not precisely either.

Hence Gendarming z^/. sb. \jwnce-wd.), the dis-

charge of police duties.

1890 Sat. Pei'. 13 Sept. 314/1 The German gendarmes
should do their gendarming with more gentleness.

Gendarmery (dsendauraari , || gendarm-
erie '^andarm'rz-). Also gens darmery, gens
d'armerie. [a. F. gendarmerie

(J.
gendarme Gen-

DABHB), first recorded in the 1 6th cent. The forms
vtithgens are not recognized in French dictionaries.]

1. Hist. A corps or squadron of cavalry, esp, in

the old French army, or of certain forces raised in

England in the*reign of Edward VI.
1551 Edw. VI Jrnl. 5 May in Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) II. 317

The muster of the gendarmery apointed to l>e the first of
June, if it were possible ; if not, the 8. 1630 R. Johnson's
Kingd. fy Commw. 144 His Forces, as well horse as foot, of
which this Country [France], .vaunteth. .to be the best and
greatest Gens d'armerie ofany Realme. a 1656 Ussher^4«».
(1658 35 Abner, who was formerly the chief of Sauls gen-
darmery. 170J Loud. Gaz. No. 3836/2 The Enemy had there
all their Gendarmerie. 1756 Hume /list. Eng. (1761) II.

xxx vii. 3x1 Some troops of French and Scotch gens-darmery.
1823 Lingard Hist. Ettg. VI. 107 Their gendarmerie, .was
broken by a strong body of Spanish musqueteers. i860
FroUDB Hist. Eng. V, 347 The economy which had been
attempted in the household had been more than defeated
by the cost of the gendarmerie, as the force was called.

Jig. a 1670 Hackf.t Abp. Williams n. § 99 (16931 102 Had
the Gensdarmery of our great Writers no other Enemy to

fight with?

2. A body of soldiers, mounted or unmounted,
employed as police, esp. in France.
1793-6 Hel. M. Williams Lett. France IV. iv. (Jod.)

Among the troops of the Convention were several of the
gendarmerie. 1815 Scott Fam. Lett. 25 Aug., A very
strict police, which reminds me more of the Gens-d'armerie
of France than any other institution. 1866 Daily Tel. 5 Feb.

5/3 That useful body, the gendarmery, could . . be retained
at the infantry barracks. 1894 D, C. Murray Making of
Novelist 144 Waiting for the formation of the Turkish
gendarmerie under Colonel Valentine Baker.

3. attrib.y as gendarmery barracks, battalion,

officer, station.

1881 Daily News 14 Nov. 476 Our Correspondent in Con-
stantinople telegraphs that it appears to be decided to dis-

pense with the service of the gendarmery officers. 1893 Ibitl.

16 Nov. 4/5 A bomb was exploded, .outside the gendarmery
barracks. 1897 Ibid. 14 May 5/4 A gendarmery battalion is

to be formed, partly from Macedonians, partly from Thessaly.
1897 Ibid. 2 Oct. 2/3 There is no military post proper at
Haffir, but it is one of the gendarmerie stations.

Gender (djje-ndai), sb. Also 4 gendre. [a.

OF. gen\d)re (F. genre) — Sp. and Pg. genero, It.

genere, ad. L, gener- stem form of genus race, kind
= Gr. ytvos, Skr. jdnas:—OAryan *genes-

t
f. root

ytv- to produce ; cf. Kin.]

+ 1. Kind, sort, class ; also, genus as opposed to

species. The general gender \ the common sort (of

people). Obs.
13.. E. E. A/lit. P. P.. 434 AHe gendrez so ioyst wern

ioyned wyth-inne. . 1384 Chalcer //. Fame* 1. 18 To
knowe of hir signifiaunce The gendres. 1398 Trevisa
liarth. De P. R. vni. xxix. (1495' 341 Byshynynge and
lyghte ben dyuers as species and gendre, for euery shinyng
is lyght, but not ayenwarde. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 18
The great loue the general! gender beare him. 1604 — Oth.
1. iii. 326 SuppHe it with one gender of Hearbes, or distract

it with many. 1643 Prynne Sov. Power Part. App. 153 The
Governour..is a servant of the Ship, .neither differs he from
a mariner in gender, but in kind. x66a R. Mathew Unl.
Alch. % 22. 15 Diseases of this gender are for the most part
incurable. 17*7 Philip Quarll 218 To strike in him that
Terror which the Gender of Death he had fix'd upon could
not. 1784 R. Bage Barham Downs I. 274, I . .am a man of
importance, a public man, Sir ; of the patriotic gender.

f b. The nervous gender : the nervous system

[ = F. le genre nervenx].

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 432 In other sorts of Distempers
where the nervous Gender is attack'd.

2. Gram. Each of the three (or in some languages
two) grammatical 'kinds*, corresponding more or
less to distinctions of sex (and absence of sex) in

the objects denoted, into ^vhich substantives are
discriminated according to the nature of the modifi-
cation they require in words syntactically associated
with them ; the property fin a sb.) of belonging to,

or (in other parts of speech) of having the form
appropriate to concord with, a specified one of
these kinds. Also, the distinction of words into

'genders', as a principle of grammatical classi-

fication.

f In the Indo-European Iangs. there were originally three
genders, the masculine and feminine, to which respectively
belonged the great majority of nouns denoting male and
female persons or animals; and the neuter, including chiefly
nouns denoting things without sex. But great numbers of
words denoting inanimate objects were of the masculine or
feminine gender, without even any figurative attribution of
sex ; and in some cases the names of objects possessing sex
were of the aeutex gender. In Semitic, and in the Romanic
langs., there are only two genders, masculine and feminine.
In many Iangs. the adjectives, and in some langs. the verbs,
have inflexions depending on the gender of the sbs. to which
they syntactically refer. Mod. English has 'natural' as
opposed to 'grammatical' gender ; i.e. nouns are masculine,
feminine or neuter according as the objects they denote are
male, female, or of neither sex ; and the gender of a noun
has no other syntactical effect than that of determining the
pronoun that must be used in referring to it. For common,
•picene gender, see those words.
[The Eng. use in this sense follows the Lat. use of genus,
which in its turn is a rendering of the equivalent Gr. yii'os.

1'he formulation of the three grammatical genders ira -yeVij

1 twc oeo/iarto!', appeva «ai «,)\tu »cai aKtvt\) is ascribed by
Aristotle Rhet. in. v. to Protagoras.]
1387-8 [sec 3]. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, v. xi, The Latyn

worde whyche that is referred Unto a thynge whych is sub-
tancyall, For a nowne substantyve is wel averred. And wyth
a gender is declynall. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie lArbJ 70
Those combersome differences of Cases, Genders, Moodes,
and Tenses, which I thinke was a peece of the Tower of
Babilon's curse. 161a Brinslf.y Pos. Parts (1669) 7 What is

gender ? A. The difference of nouns according to Sex. .The
difference, whereby a word is noted to sigmfie the male, or
female, or neither; that is, either he or she, or neither of them.
1751 Harris, Hermes 1. iv. 11786) 61 Gender .. descends to
every Individual, however diversified. 1783 Blair Led.
Rhet. L. viii. 144 Gender, being founded on the distinction
of the two sexes . . can only find place in the names of
living creatures, which admit the distinction of male and
female. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 76 Gender
is the distinction of nouns, with regard to sex. There are
three genders, the masculine, the feminine, and the neuter.

1887 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue ted. 4) § 383 In the English
language as now current, the traditional Gender of ancient
Grammar is entirely extinct.

b. By some recent philologists applied, in ex-

tended sense, to the 'kinds' into which sbs. are

discriminated by the syntactical laws of certain

"angs.the grammar of which takes no account of sex.

Thus the North American Indian langs. are said to have
two 'genders', animate and inanimate. With still greater
departure from the original sense, the name ' genders ' has
been applied to the many syntactically discriminated classes

of sbs. in certain South African Iangs.

3. trans/. Sex. Now only jocular.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Lore 11. iii. (Skeat) 13 No mo

genders been there but masculine, and femynyne, all the
remnaunte been no genders but of grace, in facultie of
grammer. r 1460 Toumeley Alyst. xxx. 161 Primus demon.
Has thou oght writen there of the femynyn gendere? 163a
Mahmion Hollands's Leaguer in. iv, Here's a woman ! The
soul of Hercules has got into her. She has a spirit, is more
masculine Than the first gender. 1709 LaoV M. W. Montagu
Let. to Mrs. Worthy lxvi. 108 Of the fair sex.. my only
consolation for being of that gender has been the assurance
it gave me of never being married to any one among them.
1896 Daily News 17 July 6/4 As to one's success in the work
one does, surely that is not a question of gender either.

+ 4. Product, offspring, generation. Obs. rare.

1637 Mastwick Litany 11. 9 Such a gender of filth that
great frog left behind him. 1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch.

§ 57. 66 This is to shew how they have been, and may be
abused, in doing of which a most accursed gender of hell is

born into the World.

Gender (dge'ndw), v. Forms: 4-6 gendre, 5
gendyr, 6 gendur, Sc. gen(n)er, 4- gender,
fa. OF. gendrer, genrer, ad. L. genera're to beget,

f. gencr-, genus race, breed : see Gender sb.]

1. trans. Of parents (male or female, or both N
:

To beget, engender, produce (offspring), arch.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 300 He had pre pryuen sunez. .be

Iolef Iapheth watz gendered be bryd. 138a Wyclif Has.
v. 7 In the Lord thti trespassiden, for thei gendriden [L.
genuerunt] Alien sonys. a 1450 R'nt. de la Tour (18681 66
And the squier had not gendered on her no childe. c 1500
Melusine xxxvi. 246 He faught ayenst a knight, that was
gendred with a spyryte in a medowe nygh by Lusynen.
1583 Stanyhurst sEhHs 1. (Arb.) 26 Heere thre hundred
wynters shal raigne Knight Hector his ofspring, By Mars
fyrye fatherd twyns tyl the Queene Ilia gender. 1757 W.
\Vilkie Epigou. 1. 20 Pards gender pards ; from tigers
tigers spring. 1850 Blackie Aischylus I. 24 Fair Morn I>e

gendered from boon mother Night

!

absol. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7333 So
waxynge folk. .In no lond scholde men fynde, Ne selcoub-
loker so to gendre, Ne haue so manye childre tendre.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 81 \>ese Pigmei geten
children and gendreb [L. genera/it] in be fourpe 3ere.

1398 — Rarth. De P. R. xm. xxvi. 11495) 459 Though
fysshe gendre and is gendred, yet no^anere kynde of

fysshe haue gendrynge stones. 1513 Douglas /Eneis x.
Prol. 38 Quhilk souerane substans . . Nowther generis,
general is, nor doith proceid. 1577-95 Descr. Isles Scott.

in Skene Celtic Scotl. (1880) III. App. 431 Mony fisches

resortis and hantis thairto and generis within the same.
1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Mag. 1. xii. 18 An Hare . . genders
every month.

t 2. intr. To copulate. Obs.
i486 Bk. St. Albans Eivb, Then shall the Roobucke

gendre with the Roo. c 1510 Gesta Rom. Add. Stor. xxviii.

442 Y* nyghtyngale vsed to sytte vpon a tree, .where as her
make . . came and gendred with her. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 202 b, V* bee, which neuer gendreth with
ony make of his kynde. 1599 H. Bittes Dyets drie Dinner
I vij, In the beginning of winter, the wilde swine gender;
and about the prime of the spring they pigge. 1634 T.
Johnson Party's Chirurg. 11. (1678) 40 [Elephants] never
gender but in private, out of sight.

3. trans, f a. To produce by natural processes,

generate (heat, odours, etc.';. Obs. b. To give

rise to, bring about, produce, engender (a feeling,

state, etc.; arch.

a. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xix. iii. (1495) 861 Hete
gendryth clerenesse and bryghtnesse. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) I. 151 The principalle floode of Lydia is callede
Pactolus gendrenge [L. gignens] gravel of golde. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 303 There are gendered tempastes of weder
and hayle. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652* 71
And when Evil! substance shall putrifie, Horrible Odour is

gendred thereby. 1548 Gest Let. to Cecil'in H. G. Dugdale
Life App. (1840) 147 Every thing is genered by y wordes of
God yl he ones spoke, encrease & fill y earth. 1653 H.
More Antid. agst. Atheism 11662) n. ix. 68 For what life

or phansie has the Earth, which, as they say, gendred at
first all Animals, some still ?

b. MS Cov. Myst. iShaks. SocJ 61 Yf thou use oftyn
tyme to swere. It may gendyr custom in the. 1508 Dcnrar
Tua mariit Wemen 316 Neuer bot in a gentill hert is

generit ony ruth. 1549 Covipl. Scot. v. 34 Oure smal resis-

tance generis grit hardynes in the aduerse party of oure
saul. 16x1 Bible 2 Tim. ii. 23 Foolish and vnlearned ques-
tions auoid, knowing that they doe gender strifes. 1813
Scott Rokeby v. xxxi, With all the agony that e'er Was
gendered 'twixt suspense and fear, She watched the line of
windows tall. 1856 Jos. Young Demonology III. vi. 254 They
are calculated to gender mental disquietude or slavish fear.

+ 4. intr. To be produced, come into being. Obs.
1722 Sf.wel Hist. Quakers (1795) II. vu. 18 Though

darkness gather together on a heap and tempests gender.

Hence Gendering///, a. Also tQ*ndexable
a. = Generable ; Genderer.
(•1330 R. Brunne Citron. Wace (Rolls) 7329 So waxynge

folk . . Ne so gendryng [v. r. genderand], ne so plentyue ..In
no lond scholde men fynde. 1382 Wyclif Zeclt. xiii. 3 His
fadir and modir, gendrers of hym [h.genitores ejus]. 1398
Trevisa Rarth. DeP.R. x.i.(i495J 371 Thinges that ben cor-

ruptible and genderable. 1854 Gendering [see Gestateo. ].

t Gendering, vbl. sb. Obs. [i. prec. + •ttfil.j

The action of the verb Gej;dek ; begetting, breed-

ing. Gendering again : regeneration.
1382 Wyclif Matt. xix. 28 In regeneracioun, or gendrynge

a3ein..3e shulen sitt on twelue setis. 1393 Langl. /'. PI.

C xiv. 144 Reson ich seih sothliche suwen alle bestes In
etynge, in drynkyng in gendrynge of kynde. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. 1. vii. 34 We schulden be continent and mesurable in

deedis of gendring. 1483 Cath. Angl. 153/1 A Genderynge,
genitura (A. coitus).

attrib. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 189 PHnius. .seih

bat som men beeh i-gete and i-bore wib gendrynge stones
cleuynge togidres as it were al oon. 1880 A". <V Q. 6th Ser.

I. 311/2 It (a frog supposed to be in a woman's stomach]
al'us started croakin' every spring at generin' time.

Genderless ^cndajles), a. Gram. [f. Gen-
der sb. + -XJtM.1 Without distinction of gender.
1887 Ad-'ance (Chicago) 6 Jan. 7 I.iterarians are still in

search of a genderless pronoun of the third person singular.

1893 Sa¥CI Higher Critic. (1894' 96 Purat was formed like

Ashtoreth by the addiiion of the Semitic feminine suffix (-/)

from the genderless Accado-Sumerian Pura.

Gendral, obs. form of General.

t Ge'ndrure. Obs. [a. OF. gcndreure
f
(en)-

gcudrure, med.L. generdlura.'] Kngendering, be-

getting.

c 1330 R. Brunnf. Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7347 Mo childre

ber are of oure gendrure pan bestes are in oure pasture. 1388
\Vyclif Job xl. 12 He (behemothj streyneth his tail as a
cedre, the senewisof his stones of gendrure [L. testiculoruui\

ben folded together.

Geneagenesis (d^em/iad^emesis). [f. Gr.

ytvta race, stock + yevtats generation.] Alterna-

tion of generation (see Alternate 2 b).

So G-eneagene-tic [cf. Genetic] a., pertaining to

geneagenesis.
1864 H. Lawson tr. De Quatre/ages' Metamoiph. Transl.

Pref. 8 In the following pages the author has . . reduced all

the varieties of generation to one common law, which he
has termed Genea-genesis. The expression itself, simply
meaning the development of generations, does not involve

a theory, although it is associated with one. Ibid. xvi. 166,

I have been endeavouring to show how the knowledge of
geneagenetic phenomena was gradually arrived at.

t Genea'loger. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. ytvf5\6yos

(L. genedlog-us : see Genealogy) + -er 1
.] A

genealogist.
1630-1 Fuller Comm. on Ruth \. 1 11654) 2 |ie °f l

.

ne
Ends is, to shew the Pedigree of our Saviour, otherwise
Genealogers had been at a loss, for four or five Descents in

the deducing thereof, a 1727 Newton Chronol. Amended
Introd. (1728) 2 One of the best Genealogers.

t Genealogial, a. Obs. rare*1
, [f. Genea-

logy + -al.] —Genealogical.
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 45 For more cler undur-

stondynge Of this genealogyal descencyoun.
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Genealogic {dgfaiiUf^k, <U/-),a. [ad. F.
genfalogiquc, ad. med.L. gcnedlogic-us, a. Gr.
yevtaKoyt/tos, f. ytvtaAuy-os : see Genealogy.] -

Genealogical.
1765 H. Wali'OLE Vertue's Anecd. Faint. III. i. 15 He

[Hondtus] also engraved a genealogic chart of the Houses
of York and Lancaster. 1788 — Remin. ii. 19 Genealogic
purity of hlood is the predominant folly of Germany. 1797
W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 189 The genealogic,
and perhaps the medallic, parts of the history display
accuracy. 1820 Byron Mar. Fal. in. ii. 493 'Tis mine to .

.

strike the blow, Which shall.. hew the highest genealogic
trees Down to the earth. 1833 Carlyle Cagliostro in
Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 118^ To get at those 'genealogic
documents, he has been obliged to invent some story. 1879
Hearm Aryan Honselio. v. 139 The pure genealogic clan
which bona fide springs, or believes that it springs, from
some common ancestor.

Genealogical (djew^&li-dgikSl, d3«"-), a. ff. as
prec. + -al.] That belongs to genealogy, or that
traces family descent. Genealogical tree : a table
exhibiting the relation of ancestors to descendants
under the form of a tree with spreading branches

;

also, a table showing the descent of animal species
from a supposed common origin.

1577-37 HolinshedC/;>wi. vi. x. I. 141 Which genealogicall
recapitulation in their nationall families and tribes, other
people also haue observed. 1610 Heai.ey St. Aug. Citic of
God 585 Hee begat the Sonne who is enranked in this
genealogicall tolle. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. 7'., Luke iii.

23-38 The Genealogical Controversies I pass by. 1815
Scott Guy M. ii, His genealogical tree, .bore heathen fruit
of yet darker ages. 1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 70.
I shall begin to trace backward the branches of my own
genealogical tree. 1846 Grote Greece I. xviii. II. 9 It bears
every mark of being the primitive view originally presented
by the genealogical poets. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks.
Ser. I. (1873) 212 There is a kind of genealogical necessity
in the character.. Hamlet seems the natural result of the
mixture of father and mother in his temperament.
Hence Ge nealog-ically adv.
1656 J. Harrington Oceana (1658) 146 Solon having found

the Athenians neither Locally nor Genealogically, but by
their different wayes of life divided into four Tribes.,
instituted a new distribution of them. 1858 Caklyle
Fredk. Gt. x. iii. II. 615 After whom a second Brother,
father of the now Serene Strelitzes ;—who also is genea-
logically notable. 1865 Max Muller Chips (1880) I. i. 21
Languages are now classified genealogically, i. e. according
to their real relationship.

Genealogist Jd^eru'ioe-lodjist, da;/--), [f. as prec.

+ -1ST.] One who traces the descent of persons,
or who is interested in the study of genealogies.
1605 Camden Rem. 125 Likewise Ralph Gernon marry-

ing the daughter of Cavendish .. left that name to his issue,
as Th. Talbot, a learned Genealogist hath prooved. 1631
Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 543 A great Genealogist. 1698
Vanbrugh /Esop m. xv, Sir, I'm a genealogist. 1725
Loud. Gaz. No. 6382/3 The Genealogist of the Order [of
the Bath]. 1804 W. Tennant Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 120
A person versant in their family genealogy, is employed by
the parents on both sides . . the rank and merits of each
family, are fully discussed by these genealogists. 1845
Darwin Voy. Nat. xviii. (1879) 430 One old man, who
appeared a perfect genealogist, illustrated the successive
possessors by bits of stick driven into the ground. 1873
Burton Hist. Scot. VI. xlv. 34 The most expert genealogist
could not have made a family-tree out of such materials.

Genealogize (djeiwiae'lodjaiz, dj?-), v. [f. as
prec. + -ize.J a. trans. To draw up a genealogy of.

b. intr. To trace the descent of persons or families;
to make out genealogies.
160a Warner Alb. Eng. xm. lxxvii. (1612) 318 How many

pennes genealogize their Godheads from their bearthes ? 1621
Ainsworth Annot. Pentat., Num. i. 18 They declared their
Genealogie, of what Tribe and family every man came : or,
they were Genealogized, that is, were numbered. 1669
Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. in. vi. 68 Deucalion and Pyrrha; of
whom men are wont to Mythologise and Genealogtse. 1794
T. Taylor Pausauias I. 341, I have perused.. all that
CinaHhon and Asius have genealogized in verse. 1837
Southf.y Doctor IV. 44 Leaving, however, Sir William Gell
to genealogize, if he pleases, as elaborately as he has
topographized [etc.]. 1861 F. Hall in Jrul. Asiat. Soc.
Bengal 147 If Professor Lassen had read, in Hiouen-Thsang,
less than two pages after that in which Buddhagupta is

genealogized, he would have seen reason [etc.].

1 Ience GeneaTogizing- vbl. sb. ; Genealogizer.
1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1778) II. 178 note, In

[he same rage of genealogising, Alhan .. framed the Descent
of Jesus Christ from Adam. 1775 W. Buchanan Inq. Anc.
Scot. Surnames (1820) 28 The more modern method of
genealogising. 1846 Grote Greece 1. xi. I. 279 Two names.,
appear to be mere duplication . . placed there by genealo-
gisers for the purpose of filling up what seemed to them
a chronological chasm.

tGenealogae. Obs. rare- 1
. ^Genealogy i.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. IV. xxii. (1589) 99 Of whose Con-
iunction in the Crowne, the Genalogue is thus.

Genealogy (dseruicc'lodgi, dgf-). Forms : 3
genialogi, geneologi, -elogi, 4 -ologi, (5 geno-
lagye, 6 -logo, -logy, St. genol(l)igie), 4-6 gene-
logie, (5 -gy), 6genalogey, 4-7 genealogie, (5-6
-gye), 4- genealogy, [a. OF. gene{a)logic (F.
gc'ne'alogie), ad. late L. gencalogia, a. Gr. ytvta-
\oyia tracing of descent, f. 7^(0*0705 (whence
h.genealogus) genealogist, f. yivtii race, generation
+ -A.070S that treats of : see -logy.]
1. An account of one's descent from an ancestor

or ancestors, by enumeration of the intermediate
persons ; a pedigree.

Vol. IV.
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a 1300 Cursor M. 7846 Tuix abrahnm and king daui, Yee
1

herken nov be geneologi. 1382 Wyclif i Tim. i. 4 Nethir
3yue tent to fablis and genologies withouten eiules. 1-1440
York Myst. xxv. 242 Of Jnda come owre kyng so gent, -be
Genolagye beres witnesse on. 1494 Fabyan Citron. VI.
clxxiv. 170 And for the genelogy of Charlys the Conquerour
..maye the clerelyer appere. . 1 shal [etc.], 1589 Puttenham
i'-'V- Poesie 1. xii. (Arb.) 43 The Poets first commended
them [the gods] by their genealogies or pedegrees. 1683 Brit.
Spec. Pref. 6 King James . . whose genealogy from Cadwalla-

1 flat- I have here set down. (21750 Middleton Reflections
Wks. 1752 II. 24 The two different genealogies of our
Saviour's family. 1867 Pearson Hist. Eng: I. 12 The

I
early mention of genealogies in the Welsh laws is proof of

,
the importance attached to noble birth. 1882 Cussans He?:
xxi. (ed. 3) 281 A copious record .. is commonly called a
Genealogy; but when the names only are inserted ..it is
usually styled a Pedigree. Both words, however, are fre-
quently used in the same signification.

I
f'g- «577 »• Bulliugers Decades (1592) 486 Hee doth
..shew vs the genealogie, that is, the beginning and
proceeding of sinne. 1793 Beddoes Math. Evid. 170 They
have reversed the progress of language, both in the forma-
tion of words and the genealogy of significations.

b. Biol. The line of development of an animal

I

or plant from older forms.
1880 Hacghton Phys. Geog. vi. 284 The true Horse

I appears in the Upper Pliocene, and completes the genealogy
of the horse.

t 2. Lineage, pedigree, family stock. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5602 A man was of his genelogi Fro him

bottobetoberkne. cmo York Myst. xxx. 29 Was nevir juge
in bis Jurie of so jocounde generacion Nor of so joifull
genolgie to gentrys enjoyncd. 1447 Bokeniiam Seyntys
(Roxb.) 29 Me thynkyth it best for me Ageyn to returne in
to Italye. . For ther is the issu of my genealogy, a 1533 Ld.
Burners Hum xiv. 38 With Amaury was is next frendes,
all issuyd of ye genalogey of Gannelon. 1549 Compl. Scot.
Kp. 2 INustir princes, engendrit of magnanime genoligie, &
discendit of Royal progenituris.

+ 3. Progeny, offspring. Obs.
1513 Douglas sEneis v. xii. 131 Thair sail thow lern all

thi genealogy, And what cetie is to the destany. 1768
Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 187 (Supper), Five or six
sons and sons-in-law and their several wives, and a joyous
genealogy out of them.

4. The investigation of family pedigrees, viewed
as a department of study or knowledge.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 466 Genealogy and

chronology can scarcely be called sciences.

Hence f Genealogled pa. pple., traced back in

line of descent. rare~ l
.

161X Broughton Require of Agreem. Ep. Ded. 9 lesus,
Mary, Ely are Luc. 3. genealogled, not Ioseph.

Genearch (d^e-n^ark). [a. Gr. y^vmpx^
I

founder of a family, f.7(«<i race + -n/3x';s: cf. Ges-
|

archa.] The chief or head of a family or tribe.

1727 in Bailey vol. II. i860 in Worcester ; and in mod.
j

Diets.

Geneat (gtnit, yen^-t). Hist. [repr.OE. £««</«/
;

I
=OS. genSt (Du. genoot), OHG. gin^ ^MHG. :

gendjL), also ginSzp (MHG. genSte, mod.Ger. ge-
nosse), ON. nautr :—OTeut. *ga-nauto-z, i. *neut-
(OE. niotan to enjoy, use). The original sense is {

companion, follower, esp. in war ; in OE. the word

J

was also in use as a legal term = vassal, tenant.]
A retainer, vassal ; one who holds lands of a superior
either by service or payment of rent.
[a 900 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 897 ^ESelferS cynges

geneat. C1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 422/20 Iuquilinis
[sic] geneat. Ibid. 466/11 Parasitis, geneatum, gesobum
tfi-iYrrfgesibum).] 1861 Pearson Early A> Mid. Ages Eng.
I. 201 The tenants, cotsetlas, geburs, and geneats, were the
highest among the semiservile. 1872 E. W. Robertson
Hist. Ess. 101 The right of the husbandman was a share
right, his name was Geneat or sharer in the vill.

b. attrib., as geneat-land.
fciooo Laws of Eadgar 11. c. i. (Schmid), /Eg5er ge of '

begenes in-lande ge of geneat-lande.] 1892 F. SekboHM in
Hist. Rev. July 458 In each manor there is the same
division into land in demesne and land in villainage, the
Inland and the geneat land.

Genelogi(e, geneologi, obs. ff. Genealogy.
t Geneoglosse : see Genio-.
Geneper, genepre, obs. forms of Juniper.
Gener, obs. Sc. form of Gender v.

Genera, pi. of Genus.
Generable (dje-nerab'l), a. See also Gender-

]

able. [ad. L. generabilis that may produce or be
produced, f. generare : see Generate v. and -able.]
1. That may be generated or produced (chiefly in

phrase generable and corruptible).
[1398: see Genderable.] c 1450 Henrvson Test. Cres.

170 Juppiter. .God of the stamis in the firmament And nureis
to all thmgis generabill. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie I. iv.
(Arb.) 25 They [poets] were the first obseruers of all naturall
causes and effects in ths things generable and corruptible.
1628 Jackson Creed vi. I. i. § 1 If every particular man or
body generable haue precedent causes of their beings, their
whole generations must of necessity have some cause. 1692
Bf.ntley Boyle Led. vi. 196 The forms of particular worlds
are generable and corruptible. 1822 T. Taylor Apuleius
262 For the generable and corruptible portion of the world
is comprehended indeed by the lunar sphere.

t 2. That may generate or produce. Obs. rare.
1633 Jasp. Fisher Fuimus Troes 11. vi. Diij, Thou

Queene of Heauen. .the source of generable moysture.
Hence Generability, Generableness. rare.
1708 H. Dodwell Nat. Mortality Humane Souls 7 The

World, from the Generability and Corruptibility of which
he proves the Mortality of Humane Souls. 1727 Bailey

GENERAL.
vol. II, Genernbieness, capableness of being gem-i-nted. 1800
J. Johnstonf. On Madness Pref. 7 The genealogy of the
passions, the origin of ideas, and the generability of mind.
G-eneracio u n, -yon: obs. ff. Gknkration.
General (<],^e*neral), a. and sb, Forms: 3-6

generate, 4-8 generalise, [5 gendral), 3- gene-
ral, [a. OF. general (mod.F. general), ad. I..

general- is, f. getter- Genus, class, kind, race. The
word has been adopted in most of the European

,

langs. : Pr., Sp. general, Vg. general, geral
y It.

generale, Ger. general, as sb. and in composition
(with adj. sense), cihogenerell, as adj. ,Du. generaaL
The primary sense of the Latin adj. is thus ' pertaining to

the (whole) kind or class'. The word is somewhat rare in
classical Latin ; in the later lang., when genus and species
(after the Aristotelian yix-os and tioos) had Lecome familiar
as the technical terms for classes respectively of greater and
less extension, generalis came to be often used in contrast
to specialis ; the antithetic use of the two words remains in
all the European langs.]

A. adj.

1. Including, participated in by, involving, or
affecting, all, or nearly all, the parts of a specified
whole, or the persons or things to which there is

an implied reference
; completely or approximately

universal within implied limits ; opposed impartial
or particular. General arjerage: see AVERAGE
sl>.~ 4. General paralysis: see Paralysis.
1340 Ayenb. 14 pe ttielfte article is to leue be general

arizinge of bodye. 1389 Kng. Gilds 52 Also ordeynd it

was, be on assenteofbe fraternite, b< be general dayschulde
bui helde [vppon] be feste of reltques. 1398 Tbevisa
Barth. D<- /', A', .win. Ixxxviii. (1495) 837 wherto grete
niultytiide is of lyce in a body it is ofte take of generall
cornipcion. c~ 1400 Soivdone Bab. 295 Thai made assaitc
[sic] then generalle. 1583 SirBiirs Aunt. Alms. II. 11882 86
The generall resurrection at the last day. 1659 P. Harris
Parivafs Iron Age 125 He wanted but the getting of One
General Battel. 1665 M ani.kv Grotius 1 Low-C. II 'arris 3S7
The Cities of the Netherlands, made it their general Re-
quest, .that [etc.]. 1707 in Picton ISpool Mimic. Bee. nS86)
II. 9 The Karl of Derby being elected Mayor, the Ald rmen
and Councell signtfy'd the same to his Pordi'f by a general
letter. 171a Addison Sped. No. 523^7 The time of a general
peace is, in all appearance, drawing near. 1732 Berkeley
Alciphr. 1. § 13 Is not the general flood of Mankind to be re-
garded as [etc.]? 1738 Swift Polite Conv. i. 31 All the
World knows, that Mr. Spruce is a general Lover. 1738
Lucca's Mem. 95 Those vast Lands or Hills of Gravel, were
undoubtedly left bV the general Deluge. 1771 MhS.Griffith
tr. Viand's S/tip~<vretk 47, 1 returned, .and was received with
a general shout of joy. 1786BURKK JV. f/astittgs\\ks. 1842
II. 192 A general rebellion and revolt for the utter extirpa-
tion of the English nation. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit.India III.
vi. i. 8 The remaining chiefs., immediately broke into general
discord. 1820 Scorksby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 359 A large
whale, harpooned from a boat belonging to the same ship,
became the subject of a general share. 1833 Alison Hist.
J:urope i. § 64 (1849-50) 1. 108 Fruitless struggles of partial
freedom with general servitude. 1847 Grote Greece n.xlii.

(1862) III. 504 He determined on a general battle forth-
with. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 202 The English
government, lately an object of general contempt. 1874
Green Short Hist. v. § 1. 212 The tendency to a general
use of the national tongue told powerfully on literature.

+ b. Pertaining in common to various persons
or things. Const, to. Obs.
1:1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 43 A general mynystre and

seruauntofal be breberhed. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr.
Glasse 47 Th" Earth is round, causing vs & them not to
haue one generall Horizent. 1631 Wiudowfs Nat, Philos.
(ed. 2) 2 Accidents are. .generall to all things, as motion,
time, and place, for these belong to all. 1667 Milton P. L.
iv. 144 Our general Sire. Ibid. 492 So spake our general
Mother.

C. With collect, or pi. sb. : All, all collectively,

whole. Obs. exc. in general body.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. iv. 3 All our generall force,

Might with a sally of the very Towne Be buckled with.
1605 — Lear 1. iv. 65 A great abatement of kindnesse
appeares as well in the generall dependants, as in the Duke
himselfe. 1606 — Tr. <£ Cr. v. ii. 132 Criticks, apt without
a theame For deprauaiion, to square the general! sex By
Cressids rule. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxiv. 230 The gen'ral sex
shall suffer in her shame. 1874 Grekn Short Hist. iv. § 2. 171
A fixed sum. .apportioned by their own magistrates among
the general body of the burghers.

2. Concerned with, or established for, the whole
of a certain territory or organization ; opposed to

local, sectional, etc. In early use chiefly of deli-

berative bodies, as in general chapter, council (see

Council 2). General election : one in which repre-

sentatives are elected by every constituency; op-
posed to by-election. General ticket (U. S.) : the

system by which the whole list of candidates for

the representation, e.g. of a state or city, is voted
upon by the undivided body of electors ( = K.

scrutin de liste).

c 1290 Beket 1498 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 149 Greye Monekes of
Cistevs fram 3ere to }ere A Chapitre makeden generale of
Abbodes bat bere were ; For euerech Abbod of grete
Monekes to bulke chapitle cam. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

10172 pis bissopes .. conceil made general. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints, Barnabas 15 He calHt paule .. & mad hyme
doctor generale, to preche in bis varld hale. 1538 Starkey
England 1. iv. 124 Els we schold haue veray oft general
counsellys. 1670^^:^22 C/tas. II, c. 14 Preamb., A Generall
Sessions of Sewers holden at Spalding. 1778 A. Hamilton
IVks. (1886) VII. 539 Arguments to you, Sir, need not be
multiplied to enforce the necessity of having a good general
council. 1791 G. Washington Lett. Writ. 1892 XII. 33
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GENERAL.

The States individually are omitting no occasion to inter-

meddle in matters, which belong to the general government.

1800 J. Jay Corr. * Pub. Papers (1893) IV. 266 The ap-

proaching general election in this Stale will be unusually

animated. 1800 T. Jefferson Writ. (Ford) VII. 4or On
the subject of an election by a general ticket, or by dis-

tricts, most persons . . seem to have made up their minds.

1813 Wellington Let. to Brisbane 18 Aug. in Gurw. Desf.

(1838) XI. 10, I have to inform the General court martial

that [etc.]. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 66 The
expenses of the general government are so small that [etc.].

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 174 Early in 1661 took

place a general election. 1869 E. A. Parkf.s Pract. Hy-

giene (ed. 31 333 In general hospitals a sanitary officer is

to be appointed. 187s Clode Milit. $ Mart. Lam ii. 33

'For the better administration of Justice', the Code [of

1666] established .. a 'General Court-martial' for offences

punishable with life or limb. 1888 Bryce Amer. ( ommw.
I. 1. xxv. 385 note. The presidential electors being non-

chosen, in each State, by ' general ticket ', not in districts.

1894 G. Findlay Eng. Railway 13 The executive manage-

ment of the line is carried on by a General Manager, etc.

b. 0; General Post Office, fGeneral Letter Office:

the office established in London in 1660 for the
,

collection and dispatch of letters to all parts of the

three kingdoms.
[1591 : cf. Postes General/ under 10.] 1660 Act 12 CAas. II,

c. 35 § 1 Whereas for the . . prevention of many Incon-

veniences happening by private Posts severall publique Post

Offices have beene heretofore erected .. To the end thereof

thai the same may be managed soe that speedy and safe

dispatches may be had, which is most likely to be effected

by erecting one Generall Post Office.. 13e it therefore

enacted that there be from henceforth one Generall Letter

Office erected and established in some convenient place

within the Citty of London from whence all Letters .
. may

be with speede . . sent unto any part of the Kingdomes of

England, Scotland and Ireland [etc.]. 1675 Loud. Gaz.

No. 1006/4 A Post will go every night . . from the General

Post-Office in London to Windsor. 1676 Ibid. No. 1081/4

During His Majesties stay at Newmarket, a Post will go

thither every Night about 10 a Clock from the General

Letter Office in London. 1708 Ibid. No. 4451/3 The Po»t

will go to and from the General Post-Office in London and

Tunbridge every Day in the Week.

(b) General Post : formerly, the post or mail that

was sent from the General Post Office in London,

originally on certain days, latterly once a day, to

all the post offices in the kingdom (opposed to the

local 'penny' or 'two-penny' post); hence the

first delivery in the morning is still officially desig-

nated The G. P. or General Post delivery, t Also

attrib., as general-post-day, general postman (op-

posed to ' penny ' or ' twopenny ' postman), general

post-office (an office which receives letters for the

' general post ').
' General Post ' is also the name of

a game, in which each player is called by the name

of a place to which letters are supposed to be sent.

1755 Man No. 13. 5 That I may not interfere with the

penny-post, the general-post, or the news-men, I propose to

receive no parcel that does not outweigh a pound. 1767

Burke Corr. (1S44) I. 130 Have the goodness to write me
a line on general-post days, how you all go on. 1806 R.

Cumberland Mem. (1807) II. 170 Between the arrival of the

general post and its departure there is an interval of twelve

hours. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, Like a general postman's

coat. Ibid, xxxiii, Sam not forgetting to drop his letter into

a general post-office as they walked along. 1839 Thackeray
Fatal Boots xi, I . . became a general postman !

c. Mil. General orders (see quot. 1867).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bit., General orders, the orders

issued by the commander-in-chief of the forces. 1879

Tourgee Foots Err. iv. 18 He has been . . gazetted for

gallant conduct, and general orders and reports have con-

tained his name.

3. t = Catholic 5 {obs.). Also, in the modern
translations of the N. T., used for Catholic 4, in-

terpreted as meaning 'addressed to all '.

1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 306 We schul trow
pat per ys general chirche. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 816 In be

heije holly gost holly ybeleue, and generall holy chirche.

l6u Bible, The Generall Epistle of lames.

4. Pertaining to, shared by, or current among
the majority or a considerable part of the com-
munity; prevalent, widespread, usual.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 364 Which sinne [homicide] is nowe
so generall. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 It es lang

lyme passed sen pare was any general passage ouer be see

in to pe haly land. 1535 Coverdale Eccl. vi. 1 There is yet

a plage vnder y" Sonne, and it is a general thinge amonge
men. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 907 These dances

are generall thorow America. 1623 in Crt. ff Times fas. I

(1849) II.369 It [the report] came to town on Tuesday night,

and was general all Wednesday. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 71 F 9 This general forgetfulness of the fragility of life.

175a Mason Elfrida Introd.Lett. ii. p.v, A Writer ofTragedy
must certainly adapt himself more to the general taste. 1794

Paley Evid. (1825) II. 377 It was a general but erroneous

opinion of those times. 1822 R. G. Wallace 15 I Vs. Ind.

Advt. 5 Arrowsmith's new map is now in such general^ circu-

lation that [etc.]. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 65 A
proof., of Henry's confidence in the general attachment

of his subjects. 1875 Furtnum Majolica iii. 34 The use

of the white stanniferous enamel did not become general in

Italy until [etc.], 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 May 5/3 Lord R.

Churchill's latest escapade . . is the theme of general remark.

b. In a general way : ordinarily, usually.

1745 P. Thomas Voy. S.Seas 144 Nor does this Distemper,

in a general Way, incline People to Indolence, till [etc.].

5. Not specifically limited or determined in appli-

cation ; relating or applicable to a whole class of

objects, cases, or occasions.

102

In general confession, general pardon (see the sbs.) the

adj. varies between this sense and sense 1.

c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 441 pai say furst, bat speciale

prayere aplied by hor prelatis is better ben generale. e 1391

Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 2 This chapitre is so general euer in

on, bat ther nedith no more declaracion. 1405 Rolls Parlt.

III. 605/1 Henry Boynton [etc.] our generalls and specialls

Attornes and Deputes. < 1449 Pecock Repr. re. ix. 471

In a larger and generaler fourme. 1581 Sidney Apol.

Poctrie I Arb.) 33 The Historian . . is . . tyed . . to the par-

ticular truth of things, and not to the general reason of

things. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 11. 839 From acts

particular None should conclusions generall inferre. 1687

Dryden Hind ft P. Pref. § 1 No general characters of

parties, .can be so fully and exactly drawn, as to compre-

hend all the several members of 'em. 1697 DAKFIEB / 'ay. I

.

27 After we had answered these general questions, they

began to be more particular. 1727 De Foe Prat. Monast. 6

He gave me a general Invitation to come one Day or other

and take a Dinner with him. 1751 Jortin Serm. (177OVII.

ii. 29 These are some of the general directions which reason

suggests with respect to God and man. 1801 G. Rose
Diaries (i860) I. 293 The conversation was quite general.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 464 The first words being

general, the putting afterwards of a particular case will

make no difference. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat. v. 124 What is

special we can see; what is general escapes our notice.

1841 Myers Cath. 'Ph. ill. § 3. 8 Divine communications of

a form the most general and of a character the most direct.

1890 Bowen in Law Times Rep. LXIII. 690/1 It seems to

me that the judge really intended to give the plaintiff the

general costs of the action.

b. Of a rule, law, principle, formula, descrip-

tion : Applicable to a variety of cases ; true or

purporting to be true for all or most of the cases

which come under its terms. In late use often with

implied opposition to universal (with which in the

older examples it is nearly synonymous) : True in

most instances, but not without exceptions.

^1391 Chaucer A strol. Contents r 5 The general rewles

of theorik in Astrologie. i486 Bk. St. Albans Bj a. Bot

that other Kewle is gendral [ed. 1496 generall]. 1563 Fulke
Meteors (1640) 2 b, It is a generall rule, that that which is

once a thing, cannot by changing become nothing. 1638 F.

Junius Paint. 0/ Ancients 224 There is another generall

rule for our Invention propounded by Tullie. 1657 K.

Ligon Barbailoes (1673) 53 Yet no rule so general but hath

his acception [i.e. exception]. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 1. 142

The first Almighty Cause Acts not by partial, but bygen'rall

Laws. 1853 Lytton My Novel x. xx, I guess you are

right there, as a general rule. 1891 Law Times XCI.

405/2 They, .should have general principles to guide them.

c. Of a word, name, etc. : Applicable to each of

the individuals or species forming a class or genus

;

in Logic = Common 17 a. Of a concept, notion :

Including only those features that are common to

the individuals of a class, to the neglect of the

points in which they differ.

1551 T. Wilson Logike Ciij b, The Predicamentes, called

in Englishe Generall wordes. 1581 E. Campion in Confer.

ill. (1584) Y, It must not be. .taken for a speciall substance,

but generice, for a generall being. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
111. iii. (1695) 227 How came we by general Terms, or where

find we those general Natures they are supposed to stand

for ? 1732 Berkeley A Uiphr. vil. § 7 Words become general

by representing an indefinite number ofparticular ideas. 1785

Reid hit. Powers 432 Every substantive that has a plural

number is a general word. 1803 Naval Chron. X. 111 In.

.

India we feed our horses with a species of vetch. . ; Euro-

peans call it by the general name of gram. 1832 I. Taylor
Elem. J'h. 31 An indistinct remembrance formed by several

similar objects is called a general notion. 1843 Mill Logic

1. ii. § 3 A general name is one which can be predicated of

each individual of a multitude. 1870 Jftvom Elem. Logic

iii. 18 General terms . . are applicable in the same sense

equally to any one of an indefinite number of objects which

resemble each other in certain qualities. 1875 Fortnum
Majolica ii. 20 The general term. .Majolica, has long been

and is still erroneously applied to all varieties of glazed

earthenware of Italian origin.

d. Law. General issue, general tail (+ tail gene-

ral) (see quots.).

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 4 b, Tenant in taile general is,

where landes or tenements been geeven to a man and to hys

heires of his body begotten. 1628 Coke On Lilt. 26 a, If

tenements be giuen . . to the heires of the body of the man;
In this case the husband hath an estate in generall taile.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 305 These pleas are called the

general issue, because, by importing an absolute and general

denial of what is alleged in the declaration, they amount at

once to an issue.

e. Math., Cryst., etc. (See quots.)

1823 H. J. Brooke Introd. Cryslallogr. 258 General

symbol PAP, represents the classes e, f,Scg. If / > 1, the

symbol represents classf. [etc.]. 1858 Todhunter Algebra
xxxvi. 291 This expression is called the general term, be-

cause by putting 1, 2, 3 .. successively for r, it gives us in

succession the 2"'i
, 3

nl
, 4

th
. .terms.

6. Prefixed to personal designations of function

or employment : Not restricted to one department

;

concerned with, or skilled in, all the branches of

one's business or pursuit : said, e. g. of a scholar,

an artist, f Also, in i6-i7th c, without any title

of function : Widely accomplished [obs.). General

dealer: a merchant or shopkeeper who deals in

many kinds of goods ; similarly general merchant,

agent, etc. Generalpractitioner {see quot. 1885).

General servant : a maid-of-all-work.

1552 Ascham Let. 12 July in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden 1843)

12 Taking away such a general and onely man as M r.

Cheeke is. 1590 GbekKK Mourn. Garm. 5 Thus wit aug-

mented by experience, shall make me a generall man filte

GENERAL.
any way to profile my common-wealth.

_
1601 Holland

Pliny II. 547 A general man he was like himselfe still, that

is to say, his craftsmaster in all, and as good in one thing

as another. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. ^1701) 51/1 Be
general. 1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 67 Hans Holbin

who in all . .Painting either in Oyle, Distemper, or Limning,

was so generall an Artist, as never to follow any man, nor

any one able to imitate him. 1697 Dryden I'irg. Life (1721)

I. 72 He became the most general Scholar that Rome ever

bred. 171 J Steele Sped. No. 2 1" 3 A general Trader of

good Sense, is pleasanter Company than a general Scholar.

1879 St. George's Itosp. Rep. IX. 21 Nine females, .were

admitted for anasmia. Six were housemaids or general ser-

vants. 1885 Syd. Soe. Lex., General practitioner,^ medical

practitioner who does not restrict himself to one branch of

the profession. 1890 Gross Gild Merch. I. 129 The com-

pany of merchants included both general dealers and such

as traded in only one kind of wares. 1891 General dealer

[see Dealer 3J.

t b. Affable to all. (Associated withfree ;
perh.

a colloq. phrase.) Obs.

1596 Edw. Ill, 11. i. 16 Bid her be free and general as the

sun. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline I. i. C4a, Are you coying

it. When I command you to be free, and generall To all?

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.i Wks. 11. 107/1 She's generall,

she's free, she's liberall Of hand and purse, she's open

vnto all.

7. Not belonging to, or confined to, some limited

or special class ; miscellaneous.

1639 tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman 23 To make_ good

choice of those theymeane to converse with more familiarly,

and not to have a general acquaintance with persons of al

sorts. 1650 W. Rowe Let. to Cromwell 28 Dec. in Nickolls

St. Papers add). Crom'w. (1743) 43, I have had some con-

vene with him in general Society. 1808 J. Webster Aat.

Phil. 6 The general class of society has become more inter-

ested in its pursuit. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4I

III. 297 Neither musk nor opium .. has been found suc-

cessful in general practice. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's vii,

In general society, they are like commercial people in pres-

ence of their customers. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 254

Platform weighing machine .. Railways, and for general

weighing in warehouses. 1862 H. Spencer Pint Princ. 1.

iv. § 24 Not very intelligible to the general reader. 1863

Kingsley Water-Bab. 316 Tom told him that he knew no

general information. 1877 Tyndali. in Daily Neu<s 2 Oct.

2 4 Never ..has this longing been more liberally responded

to, both among men of sc ience and the general public. 189S
Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 156/2 The Kirkmichael left

Liverpool with a general cargo on board.

b. General shop, store (cf. general dealer in 6)

:

one in which miscellaneous goods are sold. General

ship (see quot. 1867).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., General ship, where per-

1 sons unconnected with each other load goods on board, in

! contradistinction to a chartered ship. 1883 Sir W. B. Butt
in Law Times Rep. (1884) XLIX. 768/2 This .. is a ship

taken up by the charterer for the purpose of carrying two

or three different sorts of cargo, but it is not a general ship.

8. Comprising, dealing with, or directed to the

main elements, features, purposes, etc., with neglect

I

of unimportant details or exceptions.

1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) I b, But first wee must be oc-

cupied a little in the generall description of the same, that

afterward shall be particularly intreated of. 1580 Sidney

Arcadia I. (1629) 21 Palladius hauing gotten his general

know ledge of the party against whom, as he had already of

the party for whom he was to fight, he [etc.]. 1590 Spen-

ser P. 6. Pref., The generall end therefore of all the booke

is to fashion a gentleman or noble person in vertuous and

gentle discipline. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. 111. 23 Mi-

Lord of Yorke commends the plot, and the general course of

the action. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvii. 160 The Law
regardeth not the particular, but the general inclination of

mankind. 1719 J. Richardson Art Criticism 145 As in all

the Stages of our Lives there is a General Resemblance.

1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne iv. 119, I shall try to give the

reader a general idea. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I.

539 In its general form, it [the squalus borealis] very much
resembles the dog-fish. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 860

We should first obtain a general idea of the number and

position of the several mountain ranges of India, i860

Tyndall Glac. 1. xi. 74 A general knowledge was all that

could be expected. 1865 Mill in Morn. Starb July, What
I will do now is to give you an idea of the general tendency

of my political opinions. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. v. 349

Climate . . must follow the same general distribution over

the earth's surface.

b. Not entering into details ;
indefinite, vague.

Opposed to precise.

1601 J. Manningham .Diary I Camden 1 18 Counterfayting

a letter as from his lady, in generall termes. 1729 Builek

Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 135 Every man hath a general desire

of his own happiness. 1814 Scott St. Ronan's v, Some

general remarks on fishing and field-sports. 1884 Manch.

Exam. 10 May 5/6 The dispute, .was alluded to only in the

most general and distant terms.

9. Mil. Prefixed to the designation of an officer

to indicate superior rank and extended command.

General officer, one above the rank of colonel.

1576 J. Sanford Card. Pleas. 164 When Paulus Aemilius

was generall Capytayne in Greece for the Romans. 1601

Holland Pliny 1 1. 483 Fabricius . . forbad expressly, that

any warriours and Generall captains should haue in plate-

more than one drinking boll or goblet, and a saltsellar.

1626 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (16591 I. 303 General-Governor

of the Seas and Ships of the said Kingdom. 1681 Nuin
Plato Rediv. 259 Chancellor, Judges, General Officers of

an Army, and the like. 1710 I.ond. Gaz. No. 4650/1 Then

marched the Majors, Lieutenant-Colonels, Colonels, and

General-Adiutants. 1781 in Simes Mil. Guide (ed. 3) 4 The

inactivity of the greatest part of our General Officers, during

a peace. 1844 Regul. /f Ord. A rmy 53 The General Officers

intrusted with the Command of Districts are responsible.,

for [etc.]. 188a Macm. Mag. XLVI. 473 When the General

Field-Marshal, .was but a captain in the general staff.
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b. Prefixed to the designation of a civil or legal

functionary, rare.

1613 I'i'RcnAs Pilgrimage 11614) 525 They have another
generall Officer or*chiefe Justice. 1714 Fr. Bk. of Kates
i-*4 The i6ih Article of the Lea.se of the General-Farmer as
aforesaid.

10. Standing as the second member in many
designations of military officers, as adjutant-,

t captain-, lieutenant-, etc. general', of civil and
legal officers, as attorney-, controller-, governor-,

master-, postmaster', receiver-, solicitor-, etc. gene-

rat', also in heir-general, States-General, for all of

which see the respective words ; hence sometimes
attached playfully to ordinary substantives.

1591 Proclam. in .•///. Rep. Secret Committee P.O. (1844)

36 Our Master of the Postes, or the Masters of the Postes
General! of those countreys. 1824 Lady Granville Lett.

(1894) I. 2S5 The men are deplorable, which accounts for

Mr. Chad being lover general at the Hague. 1878 Moulton
tr. Winer's N. T. Cram. in. liii. 543 The assumption that

koX in the N.T., as \ in Hebrew, was the conjunction-

general.

11. absol. in various adverbial phrases.

t a. As to the general. Generally. Ohs.
1654 tr. Scuderys Curia Pol. 157 Although the Sea do give

leave that some few Fountains do break up, and so water
some places of the earth, yet she is unthankful as to the
general, and leaveth many vast parts, for want of moisture,
to be altogether steril and barren. 1744 Eliza Heywoou
Female Sped. (17481 I. 115 The maxim questionless is just

as to the general, but [etc.). 1745 Ibid. (1748) IV. no Now
these reflections, however just as to the general, are certainly
the contrary as to particulars.

+ b. For the general (cf. Sp. for lo general).

For the most part. Obs.
1615 Sandys Trav. 77 The other halfe Iewes and Chris-

tians, and those for the generall Grecians. 1645 Fuller
Good ill. in Had T. (1841) 28 A loyal subject for the general,
though he was no favourite in these particulars. 1751 Wak-
blrton Lett. (1809) 85 Booksellers.. know mankind, for the
general, better than authors. 1766 F. JJi.ackblrne Confes-
sional 31 The Doctors, -for the general, have been so tame
in the controversy, that [etc.].

c. In general, -\ (a) In a body, collectively ;

universally, without exception. Obs.
1 x374 Chaucer Troylus \. 163 And to the temple, in al bir

beste wyse, In general, ther wente many a wight. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 1 The grete sinne originall, Which every
man in general Upon his birth bath envenimed. £-1440
Geneiydes 1691 They dede his pleasure to obeye, Theder
they eameichon in generall. c \$\$Cocke LorelPs B. (Percy
Soc.) 7, I wyll reherse here in generall The indulgences
that ye haue shall. 1576 FLEMING Pauopl. Epist. 366 Let
not the confidence of your friendes in general, be deceived.
1583 STU&SRfl Anat. Alms. 11. 1 1882) 27 Commons . . or free
places of feeding for the poore and others, euen all in
generall. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv. v. 21 'Twere better
she were kist in generall.

f (/'; In all respects. Obs.
< 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 822 She . . was .. goodly of bir

speche in general. 1608 Shaks. Per, v. i, 185 Thou art a
grave and noble counsellor, Most wise in general.

(e) Generally ; with reference to the whole class

of persons or things spoken of; with respect to a
subject as a whole ; opposed to in particular, in
special.

1390 GowEJt Con/. Ill, 170 As for to speke in generall.
(1491 C/iast. Goddes Chyld. 2 As ferforth as I dare or
know of temptacyons I will shewe you in specyall and in
general. 1529 Moke Dyaloge 1. Wks. 112/1 Somwhat wold
I speke of Luther, & his secte ingenerall. 1570 Buchanan-
Ane Adiuonit. Wks. (1892) 22 Bayth to ;or 1. [your lordships]
in speciall and in generall to ye haill coinmunitie. 166a
Stillingkl. Grig. Sacr. 11. vii. § 1 Whether a Divine Law
in general!, or the Law of Moses in particular may be abro-
gated. 1711 Addison S/>eet. No. 62 r 7 Which . . is not so
properly a Definition of Wit, as of good writing in general.
17*2 W. Rogers Voy. 318 The Air in general is mild, tem-
perate and healthful. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI.
317.0*" Spinous Fishes in General. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chetn.
Philos. 71 The expansive power of liquids in general is

greater than that of solids. 1893 Bookman June 78/1 The
appointment . .

gave great dissatisfaction to the English world
of letters in general and to Caryin particular.

T (/) Without specific reference. Obs.
1621 IJukton Anat. Mel. 1. in. 1. ii. (1651) 185 If two talk

together, .or tell a tale in generall, he thinks presently they
mean him.

(e) For the most part ; as a general rule ; com-
monly, usually.

1726 G. Shelvocke Voy. (1757) 404 Our new visitors,

who behaved themselves in general, very quietly. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 191 It is in general hereditary,
or descendible to the next heir, on the death or demise of
the last proprietor. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 963
The curled maple, .is met with where the common or sugar
maple grows, but in general more on rocky ground. 1863
H. Cox Instil. Hi. viii. 703 Not [required] to serve abroad,
nor in general to go out of their own counties.

d. In the general. Generally ; in general
terms; on a general view; in the main, without
considering details or occasional exceptions ; with-
out specific reference or application. Somewhat
arch.
1620 K. Hi.ount Hone Subsec. 286 This course, in the

generall, is to be esteemed . a protiident one. 1621 S. Ward
Happiness Pract.(i6i-j) 43 You haue said much in the gene-
rall of Doing: what say you in particular to this Nation?
1671 M. Bruce Good News in Evil Times (1708) 4 As long
as thou thinks [sic] it spoken in the General, or to another
Person, thou can get no good of it. 1677 Hale Prim.
Orig. Man. 289 This Opinion is in the general true.

1748 Ri< :hardson Clar/ssa(tSi 1) VII. 337 Your observation,
in the general, is, undoubtedly, just. 1806 K. Cumberland
Mem. (1807) II. 203 It is only true in some particular in-

stances, not in the general. 1834 |. H. Newman Par, Serin.

(18371 I. xiii. 200 It is easy to speak of human nature as cor-
rupt in the general, i860 - - Lett, (1891) II. 105 What oc-

curred in the event I recollect well enough in the general.

B. s/>.

I. With reference to things, collective unities, etc.

f 1. The adj. used absol. (see also A. 11): The
total, the whole, or in weaker sense, the most part,

the majority. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 1. iii. 342 For the successe (Although

particular) shall giue a scantling Of good or bad, vnto the
Generall. 1608 'i'oisEu. Serpents (16581 795 This must be
understood of the general. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals
Pref. Aiij, Nor is it to be expected the general will submit
to a particular. 1771 .Mad. D Arblay Early Diary (1889) I.

131 The general of people at his time of life are confined by
infirmities.

b. The people in general ; the public; the mul-
titude, arch.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. it. 1. 12, I know no pergonal! cause, to

spume at him, But for the generall. 1602 — Ham. n. ii.

457 The Play I remember pleased not the Million, 'twas
Cauiarie to the Generall. 1679 Drvden Troilns Lp. Ded.,
That which has been done already . . must be digested into
Rules and Method, before it can be profitable to the
General. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1879) I. iv. 161 The..
individual persons who constitute that public or general to
winch my attention is directed. 1880 Disraeli Endym.
Ixxviii, He .. understood all about rolling stork v.\\c\ perma-
nent ways, and sleepers and branch lines, which were then
cabalistic terms to the general. tSgjSat.Rev. 5 June 621. 1

It has lessened the respect with which the House of Com-
mons has hitherto been regarded by the general.

2. Something that is general ; chiefly//, general
facts, notions, or principles

;
general proposition-;

or statements, generalities ; general points or

heads ; items of general news. Now rare (chiefly

in express antithesis to particulars, etc.).

1566 T. Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewel in. 78 The deceite-
full and wrangler walketh in generaltes. 1581 Cammon in
Confer, 11. (1584) H b, You must not bring a particular to
ouerthrowe a generall. a 1508 Rollock Wks. iWodruw
Soc.) II. ix. 107 No man will lay down fairer generals out
of the Word of God. 1627 in Crt. <y Times Chas. I (1848)
I. 207 He desired to know his charge and accusers, but
obtained no more at that time than this general, that [etc.].

a 1635 SlBBKS in Spurgeon 'Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxvii. 3 It is

enough to give you the generals of the delights and
excellencies of God's house. 1642 Bridge Hound. Const'.
Cured i. 13 Then bee proceeds to propound three Generalls.
1646 A. Henderson in Clias. Ps Wks. 11662' 173 Con-
cerning the application of the Generalls of an Oath to the
particular case now in hand. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. 1. § 11 Those Accusations, .are commonly stuffed with
many odious Generals, that the Proofs seldom make good.
1671 M, Bruce Good News in Evil Times (17081 57 Now
there is only one General I shall here mark for a Preface, and
it is this. That [etc.). 1672W1LKINS Nat. Relig. 4 Reason..
descendeth from generalles to specialles, and from them to
particulars. 1703 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem, IX. 270
To whom I refer thee as to generals and common news.
1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) VI. xxii. 120 My
memory serves but for a few generals; and those I will noL
trouble you with. 1773 Monboddo Language (17741 I. 1. i.

5 What therefore constitutes the essential part of language
.. is the expression of generals, or ideas. 1793 Beddoi s

Math. Evid. 43 That perversion of the human under-
standing, which the study of generals occasioned. 1704 J.
Hltton Philos. Light, etc. 142 The moment that an animal
perceives in natural events a general, that moment natural
philosophy is in his mind begun. 1804 W. Tennant Ind.
Rccreat. (ed. 2) II. 183, I am abundantly sensible.. of
keeping too much to generals in my description of the
Hindoo farming. 1838-9 Hai.lam Hist. Lit. III. iii. in.

§ 104. 90 It is by means of our knowledge of particulars that
we ascend to generals. 1864 Bowen Logic viii. 233 Indi-
vidual truths are proved by deduction from these generals.

t b. A general view or description. Obs.
1611 Speed Tlu Gt. Brit. Index, Scotlands kingdome in

one Generall.

t c. That which is common to all. Ohs.
1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 1, iii. 180 All our abilities, gifts,

natures, shapes, Seuerals and generals of grace exact.

t d. //. Oxford University. To answer
y do

generals : to take part in the disputations which
corresponded to the examination now called Re-
sponsions. Obs.
1650 Wood Life 5 Apr. (O. H. S.) I. 163 He answered

Generals in the public schools, and James Bricknell op-
posed him. 1684 Wilding in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 260 For
doing Generalls. .0003 00. 1841 G. Peacock Stat. Cambr.
74 In the university of Oxford, before . . 1800 . . the disputa-
tiones in Pari-iso were called doing generals.

e. U. S. Great, small generals : The general
charges furnished respectively (a) by the owner of
a fishing vessel, e.g. wood, water, knives, lights,

salt, bait, etc.; {b) by the crew, e.g. provisions,
lines, hooks, etc.

1889 in Century Diet.

t&. Logic, etc. = Gents. Obs.
155* T. Wiuos Logike IJ v b. The chief general is so, that

where as it is in the head of al & aboue al it can neuer
become inferiour to be of any kinde or sort in thinges. .The
middle general, is the same that beyng comprehended
betwixt the chief general and the lowest kinde or sort in
thynges, maye be also some kynde or fourme it self. 1628
T. Spencer Logiclc 131 The generall is either supreame, or
inferior. The speciall is either middlemost, or lowest. 1705C Purshall Mech. Macrocosm 82 From the various Com-
binations . . of these Particles . . Result the Three Great
Generals, viz. Animals, Vegitables, and Minerals.

t 4. Painting. ? A ground colour. Obs.
1466 Mann. <y Househ. Exp. fKoxb.i 212 My mastyr paid

to the clerke of Herewyche for ij. Ii. generall to paynt wyth
p.ivyses, iij. s. 1487-8 in Willis 8: Clark Cambridge (i8S6)
1. 412, ij Ii de colore fuluo anglice general!. i$tO Ibid. II.

199 Certen coloures as in whiteled redled general]. 1545
Rates Custom-ho. \\ iij b, ( Jenerall the C pounde x$. a 1618
Rates Merchandizes D ij, Druggs vocat. .. Generall the
Pound \}d. 1662 Stat. Ireland 11765) II. 400 General the

1
pound is.

5. Mil. Also in French form generale, gene-
rale. ' 1* ormerly a beat of the drum for the assembly
of all the troops preparatory to a march, battle, or

action ' ; Voyle).
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey', A General . . a Beat of 1 rum

so call'd [etc.]. 1708 Lotui. Ga . No. 4452/3 The French.

.

did not beat their General 'till three a Clock in the After-

j

noon. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vii. xv, But bark, the

!

general beats. 1794 Coi.f.ridgf; Robespierre in, The dreadful
generate 'thunders through Paris. 1803 Wellington Let.
to Mar,/. Wellesley in Gurw. Desp. (18371 II. 394 note, The
generate was beat at half-past four, the assembly at half-past

1 live, and we marched immediately after. 1843 Whistle
Pinkie (Scot. Songs' (1890) II. 86 The drum has beat the
General, a 1845 T. O. Davis Battle-Eve ofBrigade 16 The

1 generate's beating on many a drum.
II. As the designation of a person.

6. Eccl. The chief of a religious order.
More fully superior-general (q.v.,i ; in early med.Lat. u*e

1
we find abbas generalis, ///agister generalls, but the ellip-

tical use of tile adj. had already in the 12th c. given rise to

j

generalis as a sb.

1561 Dacs tr. I'lillineer on Apoc. (1573) 1 16 b, The master
of the whole order [of Fryers minors], whom they call

j

generall hath beene heard many tymes, to offer the Pope .

.

j

lliirtie thousand fightyng men. 1579 It i.ki; tfeskins' Pari.

I

382 He is ail English man, generall or prouinciall of Friers
I

preachers. 1601 /////. Consid. Sec. Priests (1675) 70 It

would seem a very strange matter to the Provincial or
General of that Society. 1687 LonH. Gaz. No. 2263/1 The

j

6th Instant the Jesuits chose for the General of their < Irder,
1 Father Tiiyrso* ionzalesa Spaniard, a 1843 Sou 1 iiky Comin.-

|

//. Bk. Ser. 11. (18491 4 2 Ihe blessed Jordan. .who was the
second general of the Dominicans [etc.]. 1869-70 H.
Vaughan Year Prepar. Vatican Con/nil iii. 17 After the

I

Bishops came the mitred Abbots, .with the Generals of the
Religious Order--.

7. Mil. A general officer (see A 9) ; originally,

the commander of the whole army, subsequently
applied also to commanders of divisions. In mod.
use, designating an officer as holding definite mili-

tary rank, in which application it is also used as

a title prefixed to the name often written Gen. .

In the British army the word officially denotes an officer

holding the rank next below that of field-marshal. In
popular and untechnical use, it is extended to those of the
two next lower grades LiEUTENANT-ciiNKRAL and Major-
ckneral; in these titles, and perh. in Brigadier -^rwt'/vt/,

the second element of the compound is historically not the
sb. but the adj.

1576 GascoignE Steele Gt. lArb.j 64 Pericles was. .vii tor

. .in nine great foughten fields, Wherof he was the general
in charge. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. I'/, v. ii. 7 Successe vnto
our valiant Generall. 1601 — AlPs Well in. iii. 1 Ihe
General of our horse thou art. 1646 Buck Riejt. Ill, 11. 60
To.. give the Larle, being Generall of his Forces, the
Signal! of a Combate. 1705 Addison Campaign 296 The
War's old Art each private Soldier knows, And with a
Gen'rals Love of Conquest glows. 1781 in Simes Mil.
Guide, led. 3) 5 Many of our Generals, .are either dead, too
old, or too infirm, to undergo the fatigues of war. 1824 W.
Irving T. Traveller I. 206, I was like a general looking
down upon a place he expects to concpuer. 1825 J. Nk.ai.
Bro. Jonathan III. 128 They spurred along.. and led off
their general in chief by main force from the field. 1886
Sef.ley Napoleon I,\\. 228 It [Waterloo) was perhaps on
both sides rather a soldiers' than a general's battle.

appositive. 1735 Thomson Liberty iv. 699 Prevail'd the
General-King, and Chieftain-Thanes.
trans/. :\nd jig. 150.3 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. v. iii. 219 Then

will 1 be general of your woes, And lead you even to death,
c 1600 — Sonn. cliv, So the Generall of" hot desire, Was
sleeping by a Virgin hand disarm 'd. 1613 Pcrchas Pil-
grimage I. vii. iii. 560 The worthiest Generall .. against
Krrour that ever we have had. 1893 Forhes-Mi ichi i.l

Remin. Gt. Mutiny 223 'l'he provost-marshal's cat is the
only general to restore order in times like those. 1897 Pall
MallG. 19 May 2/1 The fighting men in genuine strenuous
party warfare are somebodies, and their generals understand
and never fail to remember it.

b. With reference to the degree of skill in the

command of an army ; a tactician, strategist.

e 1615 Fletcher Mad Lover \. i, A man indeed : a Generall
Generall, A soule conceived a soldier. 1707 Addison Pres.
St. War 23 The Generals on the Enemy's side, .in the Eyes
of their own Nation, .are inferior to several that have for-

merly commanded the French armies. 1724 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier 1,1840,1 271 He was a complete general. 1781 in

Simes Mil. Guide (ed. 3) 5 It is experience that makes the
General. 1843 Prescott Mexico vn. v. 11864) 456 Cortez
was certainly a great general. 1865 Kingslev Hereiv. xviii,

He began praising his skill as a general.

t 8. Nant. = Admiral. Also general of the sea
,

at (the) sea. Obs.

1589 Drake's W. fud. i'oy. 5 The Generall commaunded
all the Pinnaces with the ship boates to be manned. 1508
tr. Linschoten in Arb. Garner III. 15 A great navy of ships
was prepared in Lisbon, whose General was the Marquis of
Santa Cruz. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 25 Diego de
Sosa was made generall at the sea. 1653 H. C*>gan tr.

Pinto's Trav. ii. 3 A Fleet of five Ships, whereof there was
no General. 1660 Chas. II in Clarendon Hist. Rcb. xvi.

§ 201 To Our Trusty and Well-beloved General Monk, and
General Mountague, Generals at Sea, to be communicated
to the Fleet. 170a Loud. Gaz. No. 3829/2 The Count de
Tholouse, Great Admiral of France, is made General of

113-2
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all the Naval Forces of Spain. 1717 tr. Frezier's Voy, S.
Sea 198 The General of the Sea, or Admiral.
9. colloq. A general servant, a maid-of-all-\vork.
1884 Pall Mall G. 10 May 6/1 Poor little generals, fighting

the daily fight against dirt and dust. 1889 Athenxum
2 Nov. 593/2 Liza is a true London ' general ', not a Cornish
lass, as her disloyalty to her young mistress shows.

General (agcnfiral), v. rare. (Cf. out-general.)

[f. the sb.] trans. To act as a general to.

1849 C, Bronte Shirley iii. Crime and the lost archangel
generalled the ranks of Pharaoh. 1889 J'atl Mall G.
1 Mar. 6/2 Mrs. Bancroft has not only arranged nearly
every group, but she has literally generalled the whole into

completeness.

Generalate (dgeneraU't). Also 7 general (1)-

at. [f. General sb. +-ATE. Cf. F. generalat.]

1. Theofficeofageneral (ecclesiastical ormilitary);

the period during which a man holds this office.

1644 R. Baillie Lett. <y Jrnls. (18411 II. 260 The House
of Lords have passed the ordinance for Sir Thomas Fairfax's
generallat. 1659 B. Hakhis ParivaCs Iron Age 124 Tilly
lakes the Generalate, against his will. 1858 Faber Xavier
410 With the intention, .of resigning the generalate into his
hands.

2. A district under the control or supervision of
:t general. Cf. Generalship 4.

1883 Eneycl. Brit. XVI. 295/1 By the close of the 17th
century there were three frontier 'generalates'—Carlstadt,
Warasdin, and Petrinia.

G-eneralcy (dge-neralsi). ff. as prec. + -cv.]

a. Generals collectively, b. = Gknehalate i.

1864 CarlylE Fredk. Gt. IV. 7 A patent of Generalcy.
1865 Ibid, xviii. vii. (18731 VII. 207 The high Generatcy '.

mount in the highest haste. 1868 Morn. Star 10 Mar.,
The reljiifT Mr. Johnson received from General George H.
Thomas when he offered him a brevet-gene ralcy.

Generate: see General B. 5 sb.

Generaless, rare, [f. General sb. + -ess.]

1. A female general.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vii. v, He hastily nominates or
sanctions generalesses. 1883 /farmers Mag. June 140 1

She forgot the. .Amazons, and generalesses.

2. The wife of a general, rare (chieflyjocular .

1646 Cromwell Let. 25 Oct., in Carlyle (18571 I. 212 My
service and dear affections to the General and Generaless.
1888 Univ. Rev. Oct. 220 The Generaless had not long been
dead when Bazaine. .married a great Mexican heiress.

Generali, obs. form of Generally.
Geueralia djjenerc'-lia), sb. pi. [L., neut. pi.

of generalis General #.] General principles.

1832 Austin Jnrispr. (1879) II. xliv. 784 Many or most
of the generalia which are contained in the Law of Things
are just as applicable to the status of governors as to any of
those of the governed. 1843 Mill Logic II. vi. xi. § 5. 620
A set of intermediate scientific truths, .destined to serve as
the generalia or first principles of the various arts.

Generalific, a. nonce-wd. [f. General a.

-i- -(i)fic] Making or producing what is general.

1825 Coleridge Aids Reft. (1848) I. 178 In strict and
severe propriety of language I should have said generalific
or generific rather than general.

Generalisni (dge'neraHz'm). [f. General^.
+ -ism.] a. A general conclusion, generalization.

b. A general statement, a platitude.

1809 D. P. Watts in Southey Life of A. Bell (18441 II.

595, I offer my humble tribute of praise to your individual
energy., and real patriotism; but 'one swallow makes no
summer '. I refer to generalisms. 1861 R. F. Burton City
of Saints v. 319 He began with generalisms about humi-
lity, faithfulness [etc.]. 1862 Thoksbuky Turner II. 348,
I have also gathered together into one chapter as many
as possible of his more valuable generalisms.

II Generali'ssima. *
[quasi-It. fern, of next.]

A female commander-in-chief.
1643 Char. Oxf. Intend, in Hart. Misc. (1745) V. 472.2

What, Henrietta Maria ! . . The Irish Rebels call her their
Generalissima. 1643 in King's Cabinet Opened (1645) 33
Harry Jermyn commands the forces which goe with mee
. . Syr Alexander Lesley the foote under him.. and hershee
Majestie Generalissima. 18*7 Southey Renins. War II.

682 The Valencians imputed their deliverance on this oc-
casion to their Patroness and Generalissima, the Virgin.
1859 Sat. AYr/. VIII. 71/1 The Virgin Mary .. was ap-
pointed Generalissima.

II Generalissimo fdg&nerftUttau). [a. Tt.

generalissimo, superl. of generate Genekal.] The
supreme commander of a combined force as well

naval as military, or of several armies in the field.

i6ai Roe Let. j/ij Dec. in Cabala (1654) 1. 158 They, .are
returned to the Port, where Don Philibert of Savoy Gene-
ralissimo is present. 1647 E. Brabazon Let. to f. Moore
in \oth Rep. Hist, MSS. Conun. App. iv. 83 S r

. Tho. Fair-
fax is lately voted Generalissimo of all the forces of England
and Ireland. 1647 Clarendon* Hist. Pel: vm. § 258 That
Commission of Generalissimo mu likewise given to the
Prince. 1756 Nugent Gr. 'Pour III. 85 They cliuse one of
the nobility for generalissimo at sea. 1800 Wilms Wash-
ington i. (1877) 6 His fame as Generalissimo of the armies
and first President of the councils of his nation. 1878 SiMr-
.son Sch. Shaks. I. 90 Philip was then deeply engaged in the
league against the Turk, of which his brother Don John of
Austria was generalissimo.

trausf. a.nd fig. 1643 Puller Holy <V Prof. St. iv. xvii.

326 He acknowledged God the Generalissimo of all armies.
1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1647) 114 Mistris Hutchinson, the
Generalissimo, the high Priestesse of the new religion. 1697
J. Woodward Relig. Soc. i. (1701) 11 The King, .will enter
the lists against profaneness and immorality, as the Gene-
ralissimo of those who join in this honourable work.

II Generalrssimus. Obs.- 1 [L., superl. of
generalis General.] - - prec.
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1683 Loud. Gaz. No. 1803 .2 It is said, That the Duke of
Lorrain will command the Emperor's Forces this next
Campaign, as Generalissimus. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey .

Generalist (dge'neralist). [f. General a.+
-1ST.] One who generalizes, f a. (Seequot 161 1.)

b. One who devotes himself to general studies

(opposed to Specialist).
1611 Cotgr., s.v. Foil, Fait an /oil, ty a la phone, a

Generalist ; one thats fit for, or can make one in, any Em-
ployment, or sport. 1894 G. Allen in Westm. Gaz. 27 Feb.
2/1 The man, as a man, is wider, greater, happier, freer, in

proportion as he is a generalist rather than a specialist.

attrib. 1S5S Rvskis A rrotvs of Chace (1S80) I. 112 The
modern pictures of the generalist school . . have nothing else
but faults. [Cf. Generalize 5.]

Generality (dge^nerrtj-liti;. Forms: ^general-
yte, f> general!te, -ytie, 6-7 general;l)itie, 7
genrality, generallity, 6- generality, [ad. F.
^//^////(substituted for the oldergeneraut£Gx3S&-
BALTT), a. L. generdlitas, f. generalis GENERAL.]

I. Senses related to those of GENERAL a.

1. The quality or fact of being general, in various

senses of the adj. ; now chiefly (of principles,

propositions, etc.), applicability to a whole class

of instances
;

(of statements) vagueness, indeter-

minateness. f Formerly also, prevalence, common-
ness ; wide range (of studies), etc.

1587 Fleming Contn, Holinshcd 1 1 1. 1027/1 So also was it

genera! lie doone throughout all England, in which gene-
ralise this citie was of a particularitie. 1597 Hooker Feci.
Pot. v. i. § 3 The generalitie of which perswasion argueth,
that God hath imprinted it by nature. 1603 Timmk Quersit.
Pref. 7 A generalitie in humane learning beseemeth a Diuine.
1615 Makkiiam Fug. Houscw. (1660) 175 Oates..are of all

manner of graine the cheapest because of their generality.
1628 T. Spencer Logick 256 As we found in a simple axiome,
so shall we finde in a simple Syllogisme . . generalitie, and
specialitie. 1659 Pearson Creed To Rdr., To settle the
words of each Article according to their antiquity and gene-
rality of reception in the Creed. 1693 Ray Dissol. World
ii. (1732) 118 Save only the Generality of it [the Deluge].

1775 Burke Corr. (1844) II. 84 When an epitaph is very
short, it is in danger of getting into a cold generality. 1784
Waring in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 408 A resolution of alge-
braical equations, not inferior, on account of its generality
and facility, to any yet published. 1796 Burke Regie.
Peace i. Wks. VIII. 142 We must not always judge of the
generality of the opinion by the noise of the acclamation.
1802 Lij. Eldon in I'esey's Rep. VII. 69 According to that
case the generality of the gift made the effectuating it im-
practicable. 1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 102 We ar-

rive at axioms of the highest degree of generality of which
science is capable. 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II. xiv.

23 He announced to his friends that he possessed a method
of great generality and power. 1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 86
Handled in a spirit of empty generality, without facts or
particulars. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. iii. 87 Let
us test the generality of this conclusion. 1883 Sir E. E.
Kay in Law Rep. 23 Ch. Dtv. 718 The subsequent words..
Hid not restrain the generality of the former words.

t b. In or under (a, a certain, the) generality :

in general terms, in a general way, in outline

;

generally, in general, (.The earliest recorded use.)

1482 Monk of Evesham [Arb.) 76 As y haue schortely

aboue seyde vnder a certen generalyte. 1530 Palsgr. 149
This for an introduction & in a generalytie to shewe howe •

many partes of speche there be. 1570-6 Lam&AKDE Peramb.
Kent (1826) 1 Having thus before hand exhibited in gene-
ralitie, the names, scituation, and compasse of the realme
[etc.]. 1589 Puttlnham Fng. Poesie 1. xiv. (Arb.) 48 The
new Comedy came in place, more ciuill and pleasant a great
deale and not touching any man by name, but in a certaine

generalitie glancing at euery abuse. 1655 Digges Couipl.

A/ubass. 371, I can as yet deliver your Lordship no more,
but this in generality. 1726 Aylieke Parergon 159 And
these Certificates do only in the generality mention the Par-
ties Contumacies and Disobedience.

2. qwsi'Concr, Something that is general
; f

general class [obs.) ; a general point, principle,or law;

a general proposition or statement ; chiefly in pi.

1551 Up. Gardiner Presence in Sacram. 37 b, It hath no
apparaunce of lernyng in scriptures, to conclude vnder one
consideration a specialtie, & a generalitie. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. II. iv. (1634) 139 Under the example of one
speciall sort he comprehendeth the whole generalitie. 1563 -

87 Foxe A. fy M. 11684) III. 490 You do agree in generali-

ties, but when it shall come to the particularities, you will

far disagree. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. ix. § 2 With ..

popular capacities nothing doth more preuaile then vn-
limited generalities. 1640 Iii'. Hall Fpisc. n. § 11. 147
Lest any man should construe these words onely of a gene-
rality of reverent respects. 1791 Burke -///. Whigs \\'ks.

VI. 102 It was always in his power to bring the questions
from generalities to facts. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. n. v.

(1869) 120 Keep to your sounding generalities, your tinkling

phrases and all will be well, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. 11874)

II. 469 Those opposed to us have dealt in such vague gene-

ralities. i860 Motley Netherl. (18681 I. ii. 63 He was very
cautious to confine himself to generalities. 1868 Rogers
Pol. Fcon. yiii. (1876) 73 The illustration was, that food in-

creases in an arithmetical, population in a geometrical ratio.

This generality has been adversely commented on, and with
justice. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xviii. 120 Gloucester
. .as usual dealt in generalities.

f b. //. The general course. Obs.~ l

a 1628 F. Grevili.e Sidney (1652) 221 Ever guiding the
generalities of the Voyage.
3. The main body, the bulk, the greater part of.

(Now only with sb. pi. or collect.) -(-Also, the

general body
; people in general ; the majority.

1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 164 Whatsoever be-

longeth to her of tackling, sayles, or ordinance, is to bee
preserved for the generalitie : saving a ptece of artillery for

GENERALIZATION.
the captaine. 1624 Cut. Smith Virginia iv. 119 Many
will make hay whilst the suniie doth shine, how euer it

shall fa ire with the generality. 1641 Wilkiks Math.
Magick 1. xi. (1648) 70 The generality of men, especially the
wisest sort amongst them. 1660 Stanley Hist. P/tilos. DC
(1701)351/1 His Country summoned him to some publick
employment, that he might benefit the generality. 1660
Wood Life \0. U.S.) I. 310 Some . . were good scholars, but
the generality dunces. «i7oo Hopkins Serm. vii. (1708)
140 These Things the generality of Mankind . . firmly be-
lieve. 1703 tr. Casa's Galaleo 44 With such idle insignifi-

cant Stuff; for such the generality of Dreams are. 1722
I'e Foe Plague (1754)22 The Generality stay'd, and seem'd
to abide the worst. 1734 T. Smith Jrnt. 4 Apr. (1849)266
As hot a day as the generality of summer. 1759 Robertson
Hist. Scot. I1817) II. in, 75 An hundred merks Scottish was
the allowance which their liberality afforded to the gene-
rality of ministers. 1790 BhatttS Let. in Sir W. Forbes
Life ccxiii. (1824) 380 It is plain that the generality are
actuated by a levelling principle of the worst kind. 1808

J. Webster Nat. Phil. 156 The generality of clouds are
.suspended at about the height of a mile. 1876 Mozlev
Univ. Serm. iv. 84 The generality are sent into the world
for their own moral benefit. 1897 K. Hall in Nation (N.Y.)
LX IV. 30/2 The phrases here collected will reveal, to the
generality who read this letter, that [etc.].

t b. For, in (a, the) generality : for the most
part, mostly, in general. Obs.

T5°3 Homilies ir. Rogat. Week in. (18591 491 The world in

generality is forgetful of God. 1588 in Hart Misc. (Malh.)
II. 77 The people of his country, in a generality, did
amongst themselves determine, that [etc.]. 1647 May Hist.
Fart. 1. it. 19 On which side the common people in the
generality . . stood. 1654 H. L'Estranoe Chas. I (1655) 19
The Country Captains of the Train-bands were (for I he
generality) very unskilfull. 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 10
If you would chuse a swift, light Hound, the York-shire one
in the generality will please you. 1709 F, Hauksbee Rhys.
Mech. E.xp. v. 11719) 203 Small Loadstones, for the gene-
rality, have a stronger attractive Power (in proportion to
iheir bulk) than the large ones have. 1799 G. S.mh h Labo-
ratory II. 13 For the generality, they [the medals] are made
of pure gold or silver.

T.I. In special senses of F. generality.

t 4. The dignity or office of general. Obs.
1686 F. Spence tr. I'arilia's Ho. Medici's 99 They changed

his generality and quality of Count into that of Duke.

f 5. The general staff of an army. Obs.
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 99 The other letter was

firmed by the Generalitie and Chiefest of the armic. 1676
Loud. Gaz. No. 1094/1 The Imperial Generality is now
broke up from Eslingen, and the whole Army marches to-
wards the Rhine.

6. Fr. Hist. A fiscal and administrative division

of the kingdom of France, under the control of
an officer called ghtiral desfinances or intemiant.
1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. $ Commw. 167 Of these Gene-

ralities are twenty and one in all France. 1714 Fr. Bk. of
Rates 156 Forbidding also the Intendants and Governours
of Provinces or Generalities . . to deliver any . . Permits, for

bringing any such Goods into France. 179a A. Young Trav. -

France 577 The kingdom was parcelled into generalities,
with an intendant at the head of each. 1877 Morley Crif.
Misc. Ser. II. 194 There were three different divisions of
France in the i8lh Century ..third, the Generality, or a dis-

trict defined for fiscal and administrative purposes.

Generalizable (d;$e'neratei-zaD
,

l), a. [Gene-
ralize v. + -able.] Capable of being generalized.
a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 129 Extreme CMM

are ipso nomine not generalizable. 1886 Momerie Person-
ahty Introd. 10 The facts .. are practically interpretable by
the method, .of physics ; or,as I should rather sj.y,genera-

ttsable, for physics does not profess to interpret anything.

Generalization d.^nerataiz^'-Jan). [f. Gene-
ralize v. + -ATION. Cf. F. generalisation.']

1. The action or process of generalizing, i. e. of

forming, and expressing in words, general notions

or propositions obtained from the observation and
comparison ofindividual facts or appearances ; also,

an instance of this.

1761 Adam Smith Form Lang. Ess. (1869) 310 The original

invention of such words would require a yet greater effort

of abstraction, and generalization, than that of nouns ad-
jective. 1704 J. Hutton Philos. Light, etc. 234 Here then

is a generalisation of many facts re*pecttng light and heat.

1825 M acaulay Ess., Milton (1887) 3 Generalization is neces-

sary to the advancement of knowledge. 1836-7 Sik W.
HAMILTON Metaph. XXXV, 11870) II. 294 Generalisation is

the process through which we obtain what are called general

or universal notions, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. vii. 257 With
that wonderful power of generalization whicli belonged to

him [Newton]. 187$ Savce Co/npar. Philol. \. 4 Heady
conclusions and rapid generalisations are wanted. 1876
Tai 1 Res. Adv. Phys. Sci. iii. (ed. 2.1 60 Hasty generalization

is the bane of all science.

2. quasi-coner. A result of this process a general

inference.

1794 G. Ai>\ms.W.<V F.ip. Philos. IV. Ii. 409 All physical

laws, not excepting even those of gravity, are only generali-

sations. 1804 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 254 His gene-

ralizations, or theoretical inferences, are numerous and very
ingenious. 1830 I.vei.i. Priuc. Geol. (1875) II. in. .\xxv._275

He availed himself of the generalizations of paleontologists.

1840 Mill Diss, .y Disc. (1875) I. 404 AH knowledge con-

sists of generalizations. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. v. 108

The impalpable generalisation of the nation, .disperses itself

in the air, and defies our grasp. 1885 P. Temi-lk Relat.

Relig. <y Sci. i. 9 The doctrine, .had been a fair generaliza-

tion and expression of the facts.

3. The process of becoming general, or spreading

over every part.

1897 Allbutt Syst. Med. III. 71 The generalisation of an
infective disease which in most instances remains localised

may be due. .to the dissemination of the specific organism.



GENERALIZE.

Generalize (dje'D£riiUiz)»v. (Not in Johnson.)
'

[f. Genkkal a. + -ize. Cf. F. generalise)'^ To
make general.

1. trans. To reduce to general laws ; also, to form
into a general concept ; to throw into a general

form ; to give a general character to.

a 1751 Bolingbroke Ess. Hum. Knowl. v. Wks, 1754 III.

432 The mind .. makes it's utmost efforts to generalize it's

ideas. 1776 G. Campbell Phiios. Rhet. (1801) I. 1. v, 112

An original incapacity of classing and (if I may use the ex-

pression) generalising their perceptions. 1785 Reid Int.

Powers v. iii. 450 Sometimes the name of an individual is

given to a general conception, and thereby the individual in

a manner generalised. 1798 EdcBWORTM Pract. Kdttc,
(181 1) I. 373 By degrees we may teach children to generalize
their ideas, and to perceive that they like people for being
either useful or agreeable. 1812 Shelley Proposals Pr. Wks.
1888 I. 265 None are more interesting than those . . that
generalize and expand private into public feelings. i8zo
ScoKKSBY.-/tf. Arctic Reg. 354 This fact is of much import-
ance in generalizing our knowledge of the temperature of the
ylobe. 1829 Jas. Hill Hutu. Mind I. be. 215 Generalizing
those names, so as to make them represent a class. 1849
LEWIS Injl. Author. Matt. Opin. be, § 1. 286 Causes which
do not admit of being generalized. 1864 Bowen Logic viii.

245 Whilst the form of reasoning "itself, to which it properly
applies, has never been generalized. 1875 JowETT Plato
(ed. 2) V. 69 He [Plato] generalizes temperance, as in the
Republic he generalizes justice.

b. To designate by a general name.
1842 Tail's Mag, IX. 210 It is not often marriages take

place in a family where the daughters are only generalized
as 'the So-and-So's '. 1855 H. ReeO Led. Eng. Lit. xi.

1,1878) 541 The processes, which we generalise under the
names of wit and humour.
2. trans. To infer (a conclusion, law, etc.) in-

ductively from particulars.

'795 }
v - Sewakd Anccd. II. 342 Sir Joshua Reynolds

(who with great propriety and acuteness called in the aid of
metaphysics to generalize the principles of art), a 1834
COLERIDGE (Webst.), A mere conclusion generalized from a
great multitude of facts, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. \ 1873) "I-
v. 306 The object of the geometrician is to generalize the
laws of space. 1885 Howells Silas Lapham (1891) 1. 10 It
was from Lapham's answers that he generalised the history
of his childhood.

3. To draw general inferences from ; to base a
general law or statement upon.
a 1828 Nicholson (Webster) Copernicus generalized the I

celestial motions .. Newton generalized them still more.
1832 Dk la Bbche Ceol. Man (ed. 2) 193 The presence of
fossils in particular strata was instantly generalized ; and it '

became a well received theory, .that every formation, .con-
tained the same organic remains, not to be discovered in
those above or beneath. 1840 Mill Diss. <y Disc, (1875) I.

406 Knowledge is experience generalized. 1855 Cornwall '

105 Generalizing the various facts connected with the direc-
tions of the common faults. 1868 DiCKEHS Lett. (1880) II.

401 A remarkable power of generalising evidence and
j

balancing facts.

b. Math, and Phiios. To throw (a proposition,

etc.) into a general form, of which the original

becomes a particular case.
1812-16 Playeair Nat. Phil. (1819) T. 20 It is on this pro-

position, generalized, .that the going of a clock or watch is

taken for a measure of time. 1834 McMurtrie Cuvicr's
Attim. Kingd. 2 Generalising and connecting the laws of
these properties. 1883 A. Bakratt Phys. Meteu/piric 216

'

This when generalised comes to be the question of the
evolution of self-consciousness.

4. intr. To form general notions by abstraction I

from particular instances ; to arrive at or express
general inferences.

1785 [see Generalizing vbl. so.}. 1792 D. Stewart Hum. <

Mind I. iv. § 1. 158 This has led some philosophers to sup-
j

pose, .that we might have been so formed, as to be able to
I

abstract, without being capable of generalising. 1837
Whewell Hist, Induct. Sc. (1857) L 203 The particulars 1

from which we are to generalize. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult.
I. 10 We can drop individual differences out of sight, and I

thus can generalize on the arts and opinions of whole nations.
1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. vii. 259 Some tribes . . are lin- ;

able to generalise as far as four. 1884 Church Bacon iii. 59
He liked to observe, to generalise in shrewd and sometimes

\

cynical epigrams,

5. Painting. To render the typical or general
characteristics of (objects) rather than the indi- ;

vidual peculiarities. Also absol.
ci8i7 Fuseli in Led. Paint, be (1848) 519 Titian, .strove .

to generalise, to elevate or invigorate, the tones of nature.
1858 Ruskin A rroivs of Chace (1880) I. in There never was

I

anybody who generalized, since paint was first ground, '

except Opie, and Benjamin West, and Fuseli, and one or I

two other such modern stars.

6. To render indefinite ; to efface or soften down i

the special features of.

1809 Han. Moke Calais I. vii. 80 They were contented ;

to generalize the doctrines of scripture. 1835 Fraser's
Mag. XII. 279 Travelling tends to generalise and rub off
local habits, prejudices, and peculiarity of ideas. 1838
Gladstone State in Rel. Ch. viii. § 4 (1841) II. 267 We
should first be called . . to generalise and relax our obliga-
tion. 1889 Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 381 The haze which
softens and civilizes, perhaps I should say, artistically gene-
ralizes, all it touches.

7. trans. To bring into general use; to make
common or familiar ; to make generally known ; to
popularize. Also, to spread over the whole extent I

or surface in question.
1818 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLVI. 403 A style of

'

superstition which Rome.. had deposited in the monastic
libraries of Kurope, was now generalized among the laity
of the north by the efficacious industry of the press. 1824

105

Blackw. Mag. XV. T5 The last forty or fifty years . . claim
also the credit ..of extending and generalizing the use of the
potatoe. 1887 Sat. Rev. 3 Dec. 767 There has arisen a
copious and very special literature . . which has done much
to generalize and enhance the public interest in the art and
its professors. 1897 [see Generalized/^/, a.].

8. intr. To attend to general considerations.

(Opposed to specialize. ) rare.
1833 Marryat /'. Simple (1863) 108 Vou see, Mr. Simple,

it's the duty of an officer to generalise, and be attentive to
parts only in consideration of the safety of the whole.

Generalized (dgcnerabizd), ppi, a . [f. Gene-
ralize v. + -ed '.] In senses of the verb. Of a

disease: That has extended itself to the system in

general (so F. generalise'). Generalized co-ordi-

nates : in Theoretical Dynamics, a set of variables

by the values of which the position of a system at

any time may be defined.

1842-3 < »roye Corr. Phys. Pones 45 A generalized relation
will ultimately be established between heat, chemical af-

finity, and physical attraction. 1852 II. Rogers Eel. Faith
V1853 f 75 This is a proper translation, in a generalised form,
of the phrase 'a book-revelation'. 1862 Loud. Rev. 16 Aug.
144 Nor are these mere abstract assertions; a little further
on we have the actual instarc.es, of which they are the gene-
ralized description. 1867 J. Alden Intcll. Phiios. XXI. 208
The axioms [of geometry] are generalized statements of self-

evident truths. 1885 Watson & Burbi'RV Math. Th.Elcctr.
.y Magu. I. 170 If a be any generalised coordinate defining
the position of the system. 1885 Athenaeum 14 Mar. 352/'
The generalized and inaccurate sketches he [Munkacsy]
made for spectacular pictures. 1897 Allbutt Syst. Med. 1 1.

32 In rabbits on the other hand, the kidneys are frequently
affected in generalised tuberculosis. Ibid. 636 The injection
of the lymph was followed by a generalized eruption.

Generalize!* d^cneralaizaj). [f. Generalized.
+ ER 1

.] One who generalizes.
< 1792 Bi'rkk in Leslie & Taylor Sir y. Reynolds II. x.

638 note, He was a great generalises and was fund of re-

ducing everything to one system. 1827 Lytton Pelham xv,
Your countrymen are great generalisers in philosophy. 1864
Dk Morgan in N. <y Q. V. 453 A very moderate power of
dramatic narrative .. will set four-fifths of the abstracters
and general izers reading a second-rate novel. 1882 Sat.
Rev. 28 Jan. 99 Mr. Gladstone is nothing if not a generalize!-.

Generalizing (dge*nerabiziri),z^/..tf. [-ing*.]
The action of the vb. GENERALIZE.
1785 Reid Int. Powers v. iii. 445 The first is by Philo-

sophers called abstraction, the second may be called general-
ising ; but both are commonly included under the name of
abstraction. 1827 Scott Jml. 24 July, [He] has a turn for
generalising, which renders him rather dull. 1869 (. D.
Baldwin in Preh. Nations ii. 11877154 Let it not be in-
spired entirely by the generalizings of physical speculation.
attrib. 1861 Q. Rev. Oct. CX. 393 Trace that belief, .to a

separate principle in the human mind ; call it the generaliz-
ing principle or the inductive principle. 1885 Athenatnm
3 Jan. 22/3 The generalizing habit of Sir Joshua's mind .

.

deprived him at the same time of not a little insight and
penetration.

r

Generalizing (d^e-nerabizirj"\ppl.a. [-ING2.]
That generalizes; tending or given to generalize.
1793 Beddoes Math, livid. 153 A man need not possess a

very observant eye, nor a very generalizing mind, to notice
a few out of a multitude of facts, .and to suspect some con-
nection between them. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg, I.

347 By continuing to register their observations, .they will
confer an important obligation on the generalizing meteor-
ologist. 1822 T. Mookk Mem. '18531 III. 346 Nothing,
certainly, profound or generalizing, or grand or electric.

1849 Grots Greece 11. l.wiii. (1862)' VI. 102 The conversa-
tion of Sokrates was often .. of a more negative, analytical,
and generalising tendency. 1882 Vern. Leb in Contemp.
Rev. XLII. 847 To these purely personal explanations have
gradually been added others more suited to the generalizing
temper of our days.

Generally (dgcnerali , adv. [f. General <*.

+ -LT*]
+ 1. So as to include every particular, or every

individual ; in a body, as a whole, collectively. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 291 18 Generali nu haf i tald he pointes

hat ar for to hald. 1340 Ayeub. 263 Ich y-leue ine he holy
gost, holy cherche generalliche, Mennesse of haljen. 1375
Harbour Bruce xi. 208 In hy gert he Hys men he summond
generaly. c 1530 Lt>. Bkkmers Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 91
Than generallye all the ladyes and damoyse'lles came to
themwarde. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 274 Vou must as
we do, gratifie this Gentleman, To whom we all rest generally
beholding. 1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 425 They
embraced not the faith of Mahomet generally, but as everie
man liked.

b. With respect to a country, etc. : In its whole
extent.

1851 Illustr. Catal Gt. E.xhib. 164 The metalliferous
mineral wealth of Great Britain generally.

f 2. Universally
; with few or no exceptions

;

with respect to every (or almost every) individual
or case concerned. With a negative = at all. Obs.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 575 And also bis mvster men ben may-

stersicalled, pat begentill Iesusgenerallyche blamed. 1398
I kevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xciv. (1495) 586 Sake hath
generally vertue to vndo dense and waast rotyd humours.
15*6 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 227 Generally offryng for
theyr satisfaccyon that was commaunded in the Iawe. 1568
I ilney Disc. Mariage C vj b, Neyther speake I this nowe
generally against all women.. I do but touch some shrewde
wyfes. 1583 T. Stocker tr. Civ. Wars Low C. 11. 16 b, Wee
agree, .not oneforraine Souldier to remaine there generally.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, n. i. 47 This is noted (And gene-
rally) who euer the King fauours, The Cardnall instantly
will finde imployment. 1636 Bk. Com. Prayer, Catechism
1 wo [sacraments] onely, as generally necessaric to salvation.
a 1641 Br. R. Mountagu Acts * Mon. (1642) 388 In no

GENERALSHIP.
Author generally, sacred or profane. 1653 Baxter Chr.
Concord 112 He is a rare man that is generally excellent.

b. In weaker sense : With respect to the majority
or larger part; for the most part, extensively.

r 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 86 It . . generally was spoken.
That Calkas traytor fals fled was, ami allyed With hem of
Grece, ( 1400 Malndev. (Roxb.) xxxii. 144 Generally all

he men of 1 at tie . . er trewer and ri^twiser | an er in ober
cuntreez. 1658 ()si;orn Q. Eli::. 77 The Doctrine professed
most generally in England bore in forraigne nations the
name of Parhament-Faith. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Setcr.
in. iv. S 10 This is now the substance of the generally re-

ceived account. 1790 Han. More Relig. Fash. World (1791)

39 Its weight is determined by some generally -allowed
standard. 1808 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 115/2 The troops
are generally disaffected. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg.
I. 349 This is a fact now generally received. 1856 Froi in.

Hist. Eug. (1858) 1. 1. 37 The people, not universally, but
generally, were animated by a true spirit of sacrifice. 1871
MoRLEY Voltahe (1886) 5 The plain men of the earth ..

would generali)' approve the saying of Dr. Johnson. 1893
Leeds Mercury 17 May 5 3 The opinion of the meeting
was generally favourable to the amendment.
3. In a general sense or way ; without reference

to individuals or particulars; opposed to specially.

1340 Ayeub. 16 Huer-of he be-gyleb .. generalliche ech
iiianerc of uolk, ac speciallichc ]?e greate 1hordes. 1481
Caxton Reynard Epil. (Arb.) 119 Ther is nu good man
blamed herein, hit is spoken generally. 1526 Pitgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 15311 1 The fyrst boke sheweth generally, how
the lyfe of euery chrystian is as a pilgrymage, 1574 ti.

Littletons Tenures 103b, If bee will pleade the release
generally. 1626 Bacon Sytva §525 < lenerally, wee
would not haue those, that read this our Worke of Sylua
Syluarum, account it strange. . that wee haue set tlowne
Particulars vn tried. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. L> 7 7 He
gave all his lands to Richard, generally. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Cou>/. 118761 I. App. 787 The crime is attributed to
the Danes generally. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. id In
leaping and running, and bodily exercises generally. 1884
Law Limes 29 Nov. 79 '2 Three [cheques] . . were crossed
generally 'and Co.', and three were uncrossed.

b. in phrase generally speaking = ' in general \

[t 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 224 For a litel speche
auysely Is no man shent, to speke generally. 1 1687 DrvdeN
Ifind -\ P. To Rdr., Those who are driven into the fold
are, generally speaking, rather made hypocrites than con-
verts. 1722 Dr; Foe Plague (1754) 9 Men on Horseback,
some alone, others with Servants, and generally speaking,
all loaded with Baggage. 1845 W. H. Ireland Scribbleo'
mania 223 Generally speaking . . if a grand idea happens to
strike any living architect, it is not the effect of study.

4. As a general rule; in most instances, usually,

commonly.
1654 R. W1111 lock Zootomia 361 Preaching too generally

being but the Art of flatter)'. 1717 tr. FreziePs Voy. S. Sea
21 Brandy, a Liquor they are very fond of, tho* they gener-
ally drink nothing but Water. 1718 AtterbURY Serin.
U734) I. iS And yet it so happens that Popish Miracles arc
generally done at Home, before Believers. 1766 Goldsm.
/ ic. W. i, The temper of a woman is generally formed from
the turn of her features. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg.
II.398 Built generally of wood, but sometimes of brick. 1850
MCosh Div. Goz>t. ill. iii. 11874) 425 Where there is hope,
there will generally be some life. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog.
v. 352 Winds from the sea are usually moist, those from the
land are generally dry.

t 5. With in, forming a compound adv. (Cf.

in especially.) Obs.

1557 North tr. Gneuara's DiallPr. 43 a/2 To all ingene-
rallye [sic, and elsewhere in this book] he gaue place, to
reste them selues in.

GeneralneSS d^c-neralnes . [f. Genkkal a.

+ -NKS8.] The state, quality, or fact of being
general, 'in various senses. Now rare.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 111. xxiv. (1634) 471, I con-

futed their errour, which thinke that the generallnessc of
the promises extendeth equally to all mankinde. 1580
Sidney Arcadia (1622) 21 They had with a generali consent
nather springing by the generalnesse of the cause..) set
themselves in amies. 1639 Laud Wks. (1849) H- 239 ^ i*

not necessary to the lawfulness and generalness of a council
that all the bishops of the world should be actually present.
1683 W. ClAGETT Answ. Dissent. Object. Bk. Com. Prayer
1. 1688)4 They who Object the Generalness of our Confessions
against us. 1894 Temple Bar Mag. CI. 13 Here is a gener-
ality in no degree inferior in generalness to his.

Generalship d^e'neraljip). [f. General sb.

+ -WHIF.]

1. fa,. The functions of a general (obs.). b. The
discharge of those functions

; conduct in command.
1591 Garrard Art Warre 225 May be able worthily to

performe his Lieutenant and Generalship. 1730 Boling-
brokk Lelt.^ on Hist. ii. (1752) I. 24 Cicero.. laughs, indeed
in one of his letters to Atticus, at his generalship. 1840
Tfurlwall Greece VII, 167 Leosthenes was provoked to
ask, what benefit Athens had reaped from Phocion's general-
ship. 1884 H. SPENCER Man v. State 109 The civil head,
ceasing to be the military head, does his generalship by
deputy.

2. The office or dignity of general.
1623 Bingham Nenopho// 105 These thoughts lifted him

[Xenophon] vp to desire the Generall-ship. 1690 Loud.
Goz. No. 2540 1 Don Marco Ottoboni is gone to Civita
I ecchia, to take possession of the Generalship of the
Gallies. 1707 Lcitkhll BriefRel. (1857) VI. 206 The prince
of Nassau Frizeland has been admitted to the generalship of
the Dutch infantry. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. ix.vii. (1864)
V. 370 A new power . . had wrested the generalship and the
direction of a Crusade from the hands of the most mighty
prelate. 1870 Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 4 He joined Garibaldi
. .and was promoted to a generalship,

t b. The tenure of the office of general. Obs.
1610 Heally.VV. Aug. CUie 0/ God 37 Regulus .. in his

generalship returned with divers noble victories unto the
Romanes, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. ix. § 126 Those



GENERALTY.
fifteen hundred horse which inarch d northward. .. within
very few days were brought to nothing ; and the general-
ship of the Lord Digby to an end. 1677 Gary Chronol. 11.

1. 1. xi. 123 Unto which 207 there being added 21 for the
lime of Cyrus his Generalship.

3. The distinctive qualities of a general ; skill

in the command and management of an army
;

strategy.

1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I. 209/1 Hannibal gave
great proofs of generalship. 1800 Wkkms Washington vi.

( l &77) 39 This was a bold stroke of generalship. 1839
James Louis XIV, II. 412 Turenne was too well aware of
the generalship of Conde' to attempt to attack him in his
retreat.

_ 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. 11876) I. v. 324 The
plan which he formed seems to vouch for his generalship.
1871 Daily News 25 Sept., Of all our weak points, general-
ship is the weakest.

b. trans/. Skilful management.
a 1768 Sterne Pol, Romance Viks. 1770 VI. 213 An artful

stroke of generalship in Trim to raise a dust. 1812
Examiner 5 Oct. 617 1 He thanked them for this mode of
undermining him, for it only shewed their own want of
generalship. 1849 THACKERAY Peudennis Ivii, The. .actress
.

. but for the .Major's generalship, might now have been
your daughter-in-law. ma'am. 1887 Times 1 weekly ed.)
18 Nov. 9/2, I have infinite confidence in your generalship.

4. = Gekeralatb 2.

1762 tr. Buschiug's Syst. Geogr, V. 1S0 The abbey of Den-
kendorf. which gives its name'to the generalship forig. das
Generalat],

t Generalty. Obs. Forms: 4 5 generalte,
5-6 generaltee, -tie, -tye, 6- generalty. [a.

OF, *generalti (generant). f. general General.]
1. The quality or fact of being general ; « GEN-
ERALITY 1. Of, in a generally, in general.
C 1380 WvcLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 316 pis Cesare was moost

in generalte and larges, and pees of his lordship, c 1449 Prc-

cock AV/r. 130 Forwhi this firste parti of this present book
and The iust apprising of Holt Scripture as in generalte
schewen vndoutabli . . that fete.]. 1494 Fabyan Chrou. vii.

r>66 One other cause was, whiche ensuythe of a generaltie,
that for the more partie one mayer wyll nat fynesshe that
thynge whiche that other begynneth. 1549 Covkrdale, etc.
Erasm. Par 1 Tim. 6 In a generaltye it is not expedient that
the state of the commune wealth shoulde be dysturbed by
ineanes of vs. 1570 6 Lambarde Peramb, A'eut {1826) 159
The name of this place [Hyde], importing., by the generaltie
thereof, some note of woorthinesse. 1643 W. Bird Mag,
Honor 52 In this our Common-wealth of England, me thinks
that a Baron may be described in a generalty, answerable
to every kind thereof in this manner, a 1676 Hale Hist.
Com. Law it. (1713) 24 The Municipal Laws .. include in
their Generalty all those several Laws which are allowed,
as the Ride and Direction of .. Judicial Proceedings.

2. A general statement, notion, term, etc. ; =
Generality 2.

1533 More Apol. xlv. Wks. 916/1 This pacifyer will fall

fro the bablyng of a generaltie. .and come to the naming of
any one persoue special. 1567 Maplet dr. Forest 8 b,

I must needes. .speake of the t Jem : for that we haue l>eene 1

occasioned, and shall be hereafter to vse it as the generaltie
or notion uf the name. 1601 11. Jokson Poetaster \. i. 1.1602)

K 2 b, Nor any long, or far-fetcht Circumstance Wrappt in
the curious Generafties of Arte--. 1609 Dot land Ornith.

\

Microl. 29 To proceed from generaltie to specialty is more
natural! 10 vs.

3. The main body, greater part ; -^Generality 3.
C 1380 WyCLIF U r

ks. (1S80) 43 ^if it seme ony tyme to |*e

generalte of mynystris prouyncial & custodis bat ber forseide
mynystet is not sufficient to he seruyce [etc.]. 1515 Ld.
Berners Froiss. II. cexxviii. [ccxxiv.j 716 Ye ought rather
to entertayne the generaltie of your realme than the ydell
wordes of two knyghtes,

4. a. The dignity or office of general ;

'— Gkx-
ERALTTY 4. b. The general staff of an army

;

= Generality 5. c. (See quot. 1611) « Gener-
ality 6.

1611 Cotgr., Generalitc . .a generaltie ; a place ofgeneral! i

receit of the finances. 1643 Prynhr. Sov. Power Pari. App.
178 The Karle of Kgmont. .by the advice of the Councell
of Estate, and of the Generalty, had. .been, .sent into Spain.
1647 \V. Browne tr. Gombervitte's Polexatuier in. v. 147
The Emperour ..put a terrible Army into the Field, divided
the Generalty between Achomat and Haly Basha, and gave
the command of the Janizaries to Solyinau.

Generant (d^e-nerant), sb. and a. [a. ],.^ene-

rant-em, pr. pple. of generare to GENERATE; cf.

OK. generant.)

A. sb. That which generates or produces ; a
begetter, parent, f Also, a second cause (obs.).

1665 Geanviu. Scepsis Set. iv. 14 Some believe It [the

Soul] came from the Moon .. some that 'tis made by God,
some by Angels, and some by the Generant. 1686 Goad
(c/cst. Bodies 1. i. 1 The Divine Word .. produceth by a
Second inferior Cause, orGenerant. 1691 Kay Creati'on{ 1701)
}2i The Sun . . is supposed to be the equivocal Generant or

Efficient by these PhMosoptitrs. 1885 I*". Gai.ton in Science
,

25 Sept. VI. 272 2 By a regression of the values of the mid-
parentages the true generants are derived.

b. Math. A point, line, or surface conceived
j

as producing by its motion a line, a superficial

or a solid figure respectively ; - Uenkkatkix.
1842 Francis Diet. Arts, etc., s.v., A circle which revolves

rapidly on any diameter generates a sphere ; a line moved
steadily along forms a surface. The circle and line are

j

therefore generants.

B. adj. Generating, productive, rare.

1875 G. Macdonald Malcolm III. x. 147 In her genial
bosom the exhausted gathers life, the effete becomes

i

generant.

Generate d^cner^t),///. a. [adA^generdl-us,
|

pa. pple. of generare: see next.] = Generated.
1509 Hawes Past, Pleas, xliv. xiv, These two the worlde 1

106

dampned in certaynett .. And all other than frome them
generate. 1555 Edem Decades 266 it noryssheth the fecun-
ditie of thynges generate. 1615 Chapman Odyss. XT. 842,
I was generate By Ioue himselfe. 1616 R. C. 'Times'
Whistle, etc. (1871) 113 There is a soule, not generate, but
infusde. 1830 W. Phillips Jit. Sinai 1. 280 Nor such
shadows they As those of waters generate, or of air. 1895
Q. Rev. Oct. 306 There is only one physician, of flesh and
of spirit, generate and ingenerate, God m man.

Generate (dgemfent), v, [f. L. general-, ppl.
stem of generare to beget, etc., f. getter-

^
genus

stock, race: cf. Gender j/>., Genus.]
First in pa. pple. generate.

1 1. trans. To beget, procreate, engender (off-

spring). Obs.

1509 [see Generate //^ a.]. 1536 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
iSS 111 ? b, He that by naturall propagacyon hath generate
or begotenvs. 1618 ( Hapman I/esiod's Bk. o/Days-js The
nineteenth day . . Auspicious both to plant, and generate
Both sons and daughters. 1660 K. Coke Power $ Subj. 76
The person of the Son being only generated, the Fathers
power can extend no further. 1697 tr. Burgersdieius" Logic
1. xxxii 126 Every mortal is generated, and therefore that
which is not generated is not mortal.

b. absol. or intr. To produce offspring. Now
rare.) + Also, lo copulate (obs.).

16*6 BACON Sylva 5 75S Some Liuing Creatures generate
but at certaine Seasons of the Veare. 1656 Ridcley Prac.
Physick 160 Living Creatures which are said to generate,
not when they generate their young, but their Seed. 1660
K. Coke Power <y Subj. 30 Tlfb parents must be supposed
to generate, before they can have a power or right of
command. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hut. (1776) VI. 252 These
fish generate in March and April. 1847 Emerson Poems,
y/(;v«cf/i_ Wks. I Bohn) I. 492 Blood is blood which cir-

culates Life is life winch generates.
Jig. 1670 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 673 The
good man., leaves an ample progeny of just and charitable
actions which generate when he is dead.

2. Of natural or material agencies or conditions

:

To bring into existence, to produce (substances,
animals, plants, etc.). Chiefly in passive.
1563 Ft'LKE Meteors (1640) 65 All agree, that all metalles

are generated of Sulphur. 1641 Wilkiks Math, afagick
(1648* II. xii. 251 This cannot l>e said to foment or pre-
serve the same fire, but onely to generate new. 1665
Hooke Microgr. 127 As mushroms may be generated with-
out seed, vo does it not appear that they have any such thing
as seed. 1691-1701 Norms Ideal World 1. vii. 413 When
a thing U created or generated, 'tis not this essence of it

that is either created or generated, because it was before.

1734 tr. /Collin's Arte. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. n .Monsters
generated from the agitation of the sea. 1834 T. Medwim
Angler in Wales I. 238 A six-pound trout is a mere minnow
to what the Rhone generates. l86sTYNDALL Mountaineer-
ing in 1861, 36 Beyond the boundaries of his knowledge lay
a region where rain was generated he knew not how. 1878
Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. I. iii. 126 On the other hand,
we were far less liberal in the use of sculpture, and we
generated a purely moulded capital, which the French can
scarcely be said to [wssess.

b. esp. To produce, evolve (steam, gas, etc.

;

also heat, force, friction, light, velocity, etc.).

1701 Hamilton tr. Berthollet's Dyeing I. iii. 59 They
[vegetable substances] undergo the effects of a slight coir- '

bustion, which may generate an acid. 1794 }. Hutton
Philos. Light, etc. 159 If a single coal .. cannot generate
heat upon the whole . . How is the union of those bodies
to increase their heat? 1812-16 Playfaib Nat. Phil.
1 1819) I. 269 The elastic fluid generated by the gunpowder.
1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Meek. 202 The steam generated
is carried to the place intended by means of pipes. 1838
Greener Gunnery 378 Generating 300 per cent, less friction

than in the Whitworth rifle. 1869 Phillips I'esm>. ix. 261
Heat in some way generates the force of the earth-wave.
1872 Yeats Techn. Hist. Comtu. 325 The gases generated
were employed as fuel for heating steel furnaces. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 40 Steam is generated from the water in

the boiler by the aid of artificial heat. 1881 Hksant& Rich
Chapl. of Licet 235 The walls were streaming with the heat
generated by the presence of so many men and so much
drink. 1884 tr. Lords'"s Logic 339 We can sometimes observe
how they balance each other, sometimes what velocities they
generate.

c. Math. To product or evolve
v
a line or

figure) ; said chiefly of a point, line, or surface

conceived as doing this by its motion.
1698 Ki:ii.i. Exam. Lh. l-.artk (1734^ 275 If both the

Ellipse and Circle were turned round the Axis AH there
would also be a Spheroid and a Sphere generated. 1709
BERKELEY Tk, Vision^ i54Thepropeitiesuf lines generated
by the section of a solid. 1831 BREWSTER Optics vi. 57
When these properties of the ellipse and hyperbola, and of
the solids generated by their revolution, were first dis-

covered. 1864 Bowkn Logic viii. 233 We know bow a circle

is generated. 1866 Proctor Handbk: Stars 12 If the figure

were to revolve about SP it would generate a sphere.
1885 I.kudksdori" Cremona's Proj. Geom. 83 The pencils

generated by /;/ and tn' are projective.

3. To bring about, give rise to, produce (a result,

a state of things ; in later use also, a state of '

mind, feeling, etc.).

1626 Uacon Sylva § 260 Both of them [viable* and
audiblesjseeme not toGenerate or produce any other Effect
in Nature [etc.]. 1665 HOOKS Microgr. Table ^55 Earth-
quakes seem to be generated much the same way (by
eruptions of vapours], 1796 Br. Watson Apol. Bible 279
The belief of that miracle did not generate conviction that
fesus was the Christ. 1800 C0LO.QBCVM Comm. Thames
viii. 256 Offences were generated in consequence of the :

imperfections of the Law. 1821 J. Q. Adams in C. Pavies '

Metr. Syst. m. (1871) 124 The same inconsistency of the
j

statutes .. generated a lawsuit between commerce and ,

revenue. 1829 I. Taylor Tnthus. i. f'1867) 14 There are
among us enthusiastic principles and practices . . generated

GENERATION.
in a period ..1" greater excitement than oar own. 1841 \V.
titALbisa Italy $ft. 1st. 111.288 This unheal thy atmosphere,
and the diseases which it generates, prevail over the whole
of the great Maremma. 1863 Kwa.akk Crimea (1877) I. iv.

70 The love of killing game generates a sincere wish to pre-
:

serve it.

Generated {6&ru&r*tted)
t ppl a. [f. prec. +

-ed 1
.] That is produced or originated.

1552 HiLOET, Generated, generatus, genitus. 1638 V.
Junius Paint. Ancients 19 He that maketh any thing after
the example of things generated, shall never . . attaine to
what is perfectly beautifull. 1743 Emerson Fluxions p. v,
Any generated, flowing Quantity. 1828 J. M. Spearman
Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 239 When a body falls by the force of
gravity, the spaces descended are proportional to the squares
of the generated velocities.

Generating (d^e-ner^tirj', vbl. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -lita J

.] The action of the verb Generate.
1605 Macon Adv. Learning u. Ded. § 9. 3 A* those which

j

are ordained for generating and propagating of sciences.
1660 K. Coke Potoer $ Subj. 263 Every Creature of it selfe
[would be] in a like power of Generating, one as much as

1 another. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 249 All these occurrences

j

are perfectly dependant on a knowledge of the generating of
the explosive force.

Generating (d^e-ner^'tirj),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -in<; -.] That generates, in senses of verb ; esp.

I of geometrical magnitudes (generating line, eircle,

etc.) and (in modern use' of electric apparatus.
Generating function (see quot. 1838; ; generating
surface, the heating surface of a boiler (.Knight).
1706 W. Jones Syu. Palmar. Matheseos 260 The Cycloidal

Space, .between the Curve and the Circle is.. = Generating
Circle. 1807 Hltion Course Math. II. 276 Hitherto the
generating line, or plane, has been considered as of a constant
and invariable magnitude 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 113/1 The

,
term generatingJunction is a name given by Laplace to any
function of x, considered with reference to the coefficients
of its expansion in powers of .r. 1649 1*- Cami-bell Inorg,
Ckem. 18 The small tube of the generating apparatus being
bent straight passes down into the wash solution. 1854
Ct. E. db Warren tr. De Saulcys Dead Sea II. 127 The
generating arch is not then quite half a circumference. 1875
Kennett &. Dyer Sa&is' Bot. 156 The generating meml>er,
since it continues to grow during the branching, may form

I

numerous lateral members. 1894 Daily Neva 6 Apr. 6/1

!

The supply being from storage batteries, it.. is not affected
by temporary stoppage of the generating plant.

Generation l^d^ener^-Jan). Also 3-6 -aciorj.

, (6 -yon), 4-5 -acioun. [a. L. generation-em, n. of

action f. generare to Generate. Cf. F. gt'uOration.]

I. The action of generating.

1. The act or process of generating or begetting
physically; procreation; propagation of species.

.For equivocal, spontaneousgeneration, see theadjs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. xi. 78 tCamb. MS.) pat bat

nature desireth and requereth alwey, that is to sein the
werk of generacion. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) x ' x - 2°6 Thei
ban Membres of Generacioun of Man and Womman.
(-1485 Digby Myst.. Mor. U'isd. 460 Of lust and lykyng
comyth generacion. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c 6 § 1 The
generacion & breding of good and EWyffce and --trong horses.

1626 Bacon Sylva $ 608 Generation by Copulation (certainly)

extendeth not to Plants. 1660 R. Coke Tinner a- Subj. 265
Nor are all Creatures at all times alike disposed to Gener-
ation, but apted and disposed thereunto from some exterior
cause. 175a Hi' me Pol. Disc. x. 159 There is in all men, both
male and female, a desire and power of generation more
active than is ever universally exerted. 1834 M^Mlrtkiic
Curler's Anim, Kingd. 474 A little thread that appears to

be an organ of generation. i86x Hllme tr. Motjuin- Tandon
11. 1. 46 In the higher animals, the act of reproduction is ac-
complished by means of special organs: this is Generative
Reproduction, or Generation.

b. In passive sense : The fact or manner of being

begotten.

1390 Gower ConJ. II. 76 Of generacion. .There may no
gentilesse be. < 1440 Gesta Rom, xii. 41 (Harl. MS. 1 By the
fadir, that is cause of oure generacion, is vndirstonde meke-
ne^e or huiuilite. *53* More Conjuf, Tindale Wks. 547/1
II n generacion (that is to wyt his being borne of God by
the seed of god..) doth preserue and kepe hym. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 364 The condition of men, bvm
from their generation, is, in their owne sweate to earne their

owne meate.

C. Manner of descent: genealogy, pedigree, rare.

138a Wvclif Matt, i, 1 The boke of the generacioun of
Jhesu Cri>t. 1611 BrBLS ibid. 1613 IVrciias TUgriwa^-
U614) 233 Thev derive their generation from the Cretan
Jupiter. 1834 Coleridge Table*t. (1836) 308 The generation
of the modern worldly Dissenter was thus: Presbyterian,

Arian, Sochiian, and last. Unitarian.

d. Thcol. The origin of the Son from the Father.

Cf. Beuk'it.
1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 200 The generation of Christ

admits no regeneration, he becoming at once thereby God
and Son ;md heir of all. ^1711 Ken Ifymnolheo Poet. Wks.
1721 III. 355 Strange Generation this? I-'ather and Son
Co-eval, two distinct, and yet but one ! 1720 Wateki.ani*
Eight Serm. 107 The Arians. .had some plausible things to

urge, particularly in respect of the Generation of the Son.

1848 R. I. W11.BEREORCE Incarnation v. (1852) 122 Origen
introduced the phrase of the Son's 'eternal generation'.

2. Production by natural or artificial processes

(as of plants, animals, substances, etc.). + Also,

mode of formation, nature of origin (obs.).

In mediaeval philosophy, following Aristotle, generation
(ve'cetrt? 1 and corruption {<f>0opd) are often mentioned as con-

trary processes, together comprehending all the changes
which take place in the universe. Hence the frequent allu-

sive use of the words, e.g. in quot. 1611.

c 1400 Laujrane's Cirurg. 49 Wib bis poudre be genera-
cioun of bese poris may be mendid. 1519 Iuteri. 4 Eletu.



GENERATION. 107 GENERICALLY.
(Percy Soc.) 2 Of the generacyon and cause of stone and
metal 1, and of plantis and lierbys. 1563 FULKB Meteors
(1640} 63 b, Sand . . is of the same generation, consisting of
many small bodies, which are congealed into stones. 1600

J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa 11. 361 There cannot be a countrie
more apt then this, for the generation and increase of all

plants and creatures. 1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring
Girl hi. K4 Would you know a catchpoole rightly deriu'd,

the corruption of a Cittizen is the generation of a serieaut.

1663 Power Exfi. Pkilos. m. ii. 155 Those insensible Corpus-
cules which daily produce such Considerable effects in the

feneration and corruption of Bodies about us. 1673 Ray
fonrn. Low C. Rome 383 The Monks shew'd us .. 2

marble pillars . . Their generation at first was of a mass or
heap of small flints and pebbles united into one body by
a cement. 1710 J. Clarke Rohan It's Nat. Phil. (1729) I 17
The Production of Something which before was not, we call

Generation ; thus we say Fire is generated, when we see
Fire where the Wood was before. 1748 Hartley Observ.
Man 1. i. 50 Ideas, their Generations, Associations, and
Dependencies on bodily States. 1797 Godwin Enquirer l.

i. 1 The true object of education . . is the generation of
happiness. 1831 Lyei.l Princ. Ceol. II. 210 The generation
of peat, when not completely under water, is confined to

moist situations. 1847 Craig, s. v., In Geometry, generation
or genesis is the formation or production of a geometrical
figure or quantity. 1863 Tyndall Heat ii. $ 22 (1870) 26
Liquefaction in this case will conclusively demonstrate
a generation of heat.

II. That which is generated.
The use of the word in senses 3-6 is largely due to the

frequent occurrence o(generatio in the Vulgate. Translators
were'probably uncertain as to the exact meaning of it in

certain passages, as Isa. liii. 8, to which the following seems
to,be the earliest reference in English.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 827 Hys generacyoun quo recen

con, pat dy3ed for vus in Iherusatem?

f 3. Offspring, progeny. In early instances chiefly

to give {have) generation. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Isa. Ixvi, 9 If I, that generacion to otbere men

3yue, bareyn shal be? seith the Lord thi God. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 197 This same
ysaac had a wyfe barayne ycallid Rebecta, he Prayed god
that he wolde yeue hym generacion. c 1477 Caxton Jason
4 He had in manage a right fayr lady but they were long
to geder with oute hauyng generacion. 1526 Tindale Acts
xvh. 28 For we are also his generacion. 1540-1 Elyot
Image Gov. {1549) 93 His mother Mammea exhorted hym to

take to his wyfe some maydenof a noble and auncient house,
to the entem that he mought haue generacion. 1553 Becon
Reliques ofRome 11563') 240 Al those y

l wearryor slea their

generations, or their children destroye with drinkes. 1605
Shaks. Lear 1. i. 119 The barbarous Scythian Or he that
makes his generation messes To gorge his appetite. 1674
tr. Martiniere y

s I'oy. N. Countries 84 If he were discovered
. .he and his generation [should be] sent Slaves into Siberia.

+ b. Descendants, posterity. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839^ xii. 140 This Machomete . . was of

the Generacioun of Ysmael, that was Abrahames Sone.

1535 Coverdale Job xxi. 8 Their childers children lyue in

their sight, and their generacion [1611 offspringl before their

eyes. 1623 Lisle /Elfric on O. «$ A7". Test. Exod., Foure
hundred yeeres after Jacob came thither with the generation
of the Hebrewes. 1704 Hearxe Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 185
Which Land the Lord gave to Abraham and his Generation,
and promised that in his Family all the Nations of the
Earth should be Blessed.

fc. Fruit, produce ^of the vine). Obs. rare.
A rendering ofgenimen(7>itis) (Matt. xxvi. 291 = Gr. y£vvy)ixa.

(tou a/xn-eAou). Wyclif and later translators use ' fruit '.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 244 b/2, 1 shalle not drynke of
ihys generacion of the vyne tofore I shalle drynke it newe
w-yth you [etc.]. 1565 Jewel Refit. Harding (1611) 334, 1 will

drinke no more of this Generation of the Vine.

4. The offspring of the same parent or parents,

regarded as a single degree or step in the descent

of a person or family from an ancestor ; also, in

wider sense, = Degree 3.

In reckoning genealogies, each generation is naturally
restricted to one individual in the direct line, without regard
to collateral descendants.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9262 Qua-so will se fra adam be aid Hu

main knes to crist es tald, He sal find, wit-vten mistruns,
Sexti hale generacions. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II.

231 Caym his synne was i-punsched seuenfold, bat is in be
seuenbe generacioun ; for Lamech was be seuenbe from
Adam in pat lyne. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <V Lim. Moti. ix.

(1885) 129 Charles, discended off Carolus Magnus, .by ix. or
by x. generacions, was put ffroin the Kyngdome of Fraunce.

1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 181 The Canon of the Law is laide
on him, Being but the second generation Remoued from thy
sinne-conceiuing wombe. 1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients
95 When many generations issuing forth out of one man,
who had a certaine marke, do constantly retaine the same
marke in some part of their bodies. 1816 J . Wilson City of
Plague 11. v, I have known the family Three generations,
and I loved them all. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales
I.77 A tamily party, consisting of three generations ; the last

a numerous one. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I.vii. 258^tolus,
his ancestor in the tenth generation, had quitted Elis.

5. The whole body of individuals born about
the same period ; also, the time covered by the

lives of these.

In reckoning historically by 'generations', the word is

taken to mean the interval of time between the birth of the
parents and that of their children, usually computed at

thirty years, or three generations to a century.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xi. 8 pou lord sail 3eine vs & kepe

vs fra bis generacioun. 1535 Coverdale Mark viii. 12 Why
doth this generacion seke a token ? Verely I saye vnto you :

There shal no token be geuen vnto tins generacion. 1577
B. Googe Heresback's Husb. 1. (15861 28 Barley, accounted
in the olde generations among the woorthyest sort of grayne,

and not of small estimation at this day. 1611 Bible Judg.
ii. 10 And also all that generation were gathered vnto their

fathers : and there arose another generation after them. 1694
Ace. Sev. Late i'oy. Introd.(i7ii) 24 Heaps of Rocks, broken

J

Stones, and Ice heap'd up from many Generations. 1750
! Johnson Rambler No. 77 7 14 The hopes of the rising genera-

tion. 1781 GiuuoN DecL fy
/*'. II. xxvi. 48 The rising genera-

tion was not disposed to accept his advice. 1831 Brewster
Newton (1855) II. xxiii. 306 His second objection to the new
system relates to the length of generations, which he says is

made only eighteen or twenty years. 1837 Ht. Martineau
Soc. Amer. II. 151 The negroes of the next generation are
not to be doomed to slavery fur fear of somewhat more
being inflicted on their parents. 1874 Green Short Hist.
ix. § 1. 591 It is in this group of scientific observers that we
catch the secret of the coining generation.

f6. Family, breed, race; class, kind, or ; set' of

!
persons. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 4 Thenne his wyf conceyued of his

seed and nuilteplied the generacion humayn of a right fayr
sone. ri$n 1st Eng.&k. Amer. (Art). I Introd. 36/2 Sende
to vs ayen a good knyght of ye generacyon of fraunce.

1556 Aurelto <y /sab. (1608: Fvij, Butte corsede be the
generation, that dressethc ail his thoughtes againste hus
unto the worste parte. 1576 J. Santord Gard. Pleas. 48
Banished out of Rome, advocates, proctours, notaries, and
that lyke generation. 1607 Shaks. 'Pinion I. i. 204, Pain.
V'area Dogge. Ape. Thy Mothers ofmy generation : what's
she, if I be a Dogge ? 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 233 How-
ever as they are, they [their l'h y sit ians] passe for a generation
usefull and requisite. 1641 TraPP Tiieol. Theol. 140 There
have beene a generation .. that have attempted to take
armes against Heaven. 1712 Arbuthnot ^ohu Bull 11. ni,

Then the whole generation of him are so in love with bag-
pipes and puppet-shews ! 1724 De l-\n-. Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 216 They could not brook the fighting in conjunction
with this wicked generation [the Irish). 1727 BoYER Diet,
Angl.-Fr., Generation {or a great many),, .there is a whole
generation of them.

Hence Genera tional a., pertaining to genera-

tions.

K894 Atlantic Alonthly Jan. 116 At this stage in the de-
velopment of the generational system, the parent gives but
the beginnings of life.

Generationism ^jener^-Jbniz'm). [f. Gene-
ration + -ism.] (See quot. 1876.)
1864 Home $ For. Rev. Apr. 676 He [Frohschammer]

published a work on the origin of the soul . . defending the
theory of Generationism. 1876 W. Alexander Hampton
Led. (18771 213 One school held that not only the body but
the soul came from the parents ; and this doctrine was
termed traducianUm or generationism. 1893 'Pablet 18 I*'eb.

257 It is not allowable to any loyal Catholic to hold spiritual

traducianism or generationi->m.

Generative (d^e-neraiv;. [f. Generate v.

+ -ive. Cf. F. gtfmfratif.]

1. Pertaining to generation or procreation; having
the power or function of producing offspring.

1413 Pitgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxvii. 72 The sowle
hath power vegetatif and generatif for to conseruen his
kynde and multyplyen. 1594 Plat Jemell-ko 1. 6 Neither
is there any place, .where that generatiue vertue doth more
abound . . then in the wide Ocean. i6z8 Galle Pract.
Theories (1629) 76 Spirits are not vsually generatiue, nor
are Virgines pregnant. 1660 Pf.i'YS Diary 14 Dec, We ..

had very good discourse concerning insects and their having
a generative faculty as well as other Creatures. 1809 Med.
Jml. XXI. 519 Complaints of the generative organs. 1871-2
H. Macmhxan True Vine iv. 167 By preventing plants
from reproducing, leaves and wood are produced instead of
generative products. 1880 Gunther Fishes 158 In the
Cyclostomes the generative organ is single.

fig. c 1400 Afiol. Loll. 55 Wen bei of ber office are gederers
of euerlastyng lif, how euen bey are bus misusing his gene-
ratif strengbe. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. 1. § 1 Not onely
the Word, but the Sacraments, both hauing generatiue force
and vertue. 1816 Coleridgk Statesm. Man. (Bohn) 353 This
state of mind . . is a mere balance or compromise of the two
powers, not that living and generative interpenetration of
both which would give being to essential religion. 1883
Congregationalist Alar. 190 That word is creative, gene-
rative, begets a new life which supplants and expels the old.

2. Having the power or function of generating
(in senses 2 and 3 of the vb.)

;
productive.

i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. § 36 These causes,
(l>eing in their proper nature most generatiue of sedition,
and of all sorts of ciuill furies). 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions
xxviii. 294 Feare is a Multiplying and Generative Passion,
ever producing motions of its owne Nature. 1686 Goad
( elest. Bodies 1. ii. 6 What Meats are generative of Wind ?

1750 tr. Leonardus' Mt'rr. Stones 21 We will affirm then
that the effective or generative cause of stones, is a certain
mineral virtue. 1799 Med. Jml. I. 495 This agent is known
to be the generative cause of several diseases of the bones.
1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. VI. Index 533 The people.,
yearn for fuller knowledge of the rules of right, as the
generative principles of social peace.

Hence Generatively adv., by way of generation
;

G-e nerativene s s

.

1643 R. O. Man's Mort. vi. 41 That which is immortall
cannot generatively proceed from that which is mortall.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Generatireness, generative or begetting
Quality or Faculty.

Generator (d^e-nere'tsr. [a. L. generator,
masc. agent-n. f. generare : see Generate v.]

1. One who generates or begets.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep. vi. x. 327 Imagination .

.

sometimes assimilates the Idea of the generator into a really
in the thing ingendred. 1814 Carv Dante, Par. vm. 141
Nature, in generation, must the path Traced by the gene-
rator still pursue. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. x. (1876) 252
W hilst the eternal generation of circles proceeds, the eternal
generator abides.

2. Something which generates or produces; esp.

an apparatus for the production of gases, steam, or
electricity.

1794 G. Adams Nat. $ E.vp. Pkilos. I. xii. 493 The French .

writers term it hydrogene, that is, generator of water. 1825
Hamilton Hamibk., Generator in Pneumatics, the high |

pressure boiler of Mr. Perkins's steam engine is thus named.
1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Techuol. ied. 2* I. 160
Generators are constructed either to work with or without
a blast of air. 1879 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6) II. xvi 435
By it, in short, the electric generator is so far simplified, and
reduced in cost, as to [etc.]. 1884 Health Exhib. Catat. 100/1
Hot Wind Generator, for ventilating houses and hospitals,
and heating same. 1895 Educ. Rev. (U'. S. Nov. 352
Dynamo, absolutely meaningless as at present found, is

popularly used in place of generator.

3. Client. 'A term used to denote the elements
or compounds from which a more complex sub-

stance is obtained ' (Cassell).

b. A/us. The ' fundamental tone ' of a series of
harmonics or of a chord.
1825 Dannklev Encycl. Mns. s.v. Sound, The diatonic

scale is therefore formed by the products of a sonorous
body, generator or generating string. 1847 Craig, Genera-
lor, in Music, the principal sound or sounds by which others
are produced. 1889 E. Proit Harmony ii. § 33 The divi-

sion of any string into halves, quarters, eighths, or sixteenths,
gives the vai ions upper octaves of the ' generator ', or ' fun-
damental tone ', that is the note produced by the vibration
of the whole length of the string.

Generatrix [d^enerf'-triks). [a. L. genera-
trixy fem. agent-n. f. generare : see Generate v.]

1 1. She that generates or produces; a female
parent. (( )n\x Jig. ) Obs.

1657 Pinnfxl tr. Particelsus' Pkilos. 11. 32 The element of
fire is the generatrix of the Stars, Planets, and the whole
Firmament. 1794 Sullivan Viexu Xat. II. 27S Night was
called the mother, the generatrix of all tilings. 1813 T.
hi sby Lucretius Connu. 1. iii,This divine generatrix of every
being and every blessing.

2. Math. = Genehant A. b.

1840 Lardner Geom. 176 A straight edge representing the
directrix may be moved over a figuie representing the gene-
ratrix [etc.]. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1S79) I. iv. 10S
Blended to a screw surface with an inclined generatrix.

3. ' A dynamo-electric machine employed to

generate an electric current' {Cent, l^ict.). — Gen-
erator 2.

Generic dgene'rik), a. {sb.) [f. L.gener-, stem
ofgenuskind + -ic: cf. F. generique, used by Des-
cartes.] Belonging to a genus or class ; applied
to a large group or class of objects ; general
(opposed to Specific 01 Special) ; esp. in generic

character, name, term.
1676 Grew Anat. Leaves 1. vi. $ 5 Thi.-. Saline Principle.

.

is .. a Generik Name, under which divers Species are com-
prehended. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 97 He makes it

be only a remote concurse to the act considered in genere.
in its generic nature, not to the individual particular act.

1724 Watts Logic 1. vi. § 4 Though wine differs from other
liquids in that it is the juice of a certain fruit, yet this is hut
a general or generic difference, for it does not distinguish
wine from cyder or perry. 1789 BeNTHAM Princ. Legist.
xviii. § 35 The circumstance of fraudulency then may serve
to characterize a particular species, compri>able under each
of those generic heads. 1805-17 R. Jamkson Char. Min.
ted. 3) 2 The generic characters are certain properties of

minerals used as characters, without any reference to their

differences, as colour, lustre, weight. 1821 J. Q. Adams in

C. Davies Aletr, Syst. in. (1871) 208 The terms 'weight'
and 'balance' were thus generic terms, without specific

meaning. 1851 Richardson Geo}, viii. 208 The preservation
of the generic and .specific characters of fossil remains varies
in different strata.

b. absol.\ also (nonce-nse) as sb. pi. — ' generic

questions.'

1807 T. Sikes in Southey Life of A. Bell (1844) II. 567,
I requested you to give me the solution of two generics,
which . . would suggest to me what sort of matter I should
want for your satisfaction. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. II.

xxiii. 263 The ideal consists in the happy balance of the
generic with the individual.

Geiierical (dgeneTikfil), a. [f. as prec. + -al.]

Belonging to, or having the character of, a genus
;

generic, general.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 27 Mappa mundi is de-
sciihede in the firste boke of this werke, in the maner of a
diuision genericalle in to a diuision specificalle [L. mere
divisi generis in sfiecies]. 1650 Fuller Pisgak 1. vii. 17
We must conceive such of them as are omitted to be im-
plyed under the genericall name of Canaanites. 1680 Baxi er
Anstv. Stilling/)'. xxiii. 35 TheGenerical Notion sure is not
enough for the definition of each species. 1764 Ri.id
Inquiry iii. Wks. I. 116 1 A question, how all smells come
to be considered as one genus, and all tastes as another '?

What is the generical distinction. 1843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.
I. 270 Holding some rank in the world, besides the generical
rank of fool. 1865 LECKV Ration. (1878s II. 334 There was
such an amazing, I might almost say generical, difference
between those who were Christians and those who were not.

Hence Gene ricalness. rare~*.
1708 A. Collins A?istu. Clarke's 3rd Def. 43 The Ques-

tion . . has no relation to the genericalness of the Objects on
which we think, hut to the genericalness of Thinking itself.

Generically (d^ene-rikali)? adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY-.] With reference to genus.
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 76 If it determine not the kinde

of good formally, nor virtually, nor contain it generically
fete.]. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist, Earth (17231 27 Gene-
ricaly allied. 1748 Hartley Obscrv. Man n. i. 30 We sup-
pose other Beings generically the same, and yet numerically
different. 1783 Blair Rket. (1812) I. vii. 144 These two
kinds of writing are generically and essentially distinct.

1868 Peard H ater-Farm. xv. 155 The tench .. belongs
to the carp family, and is separated from it generically on
account of the size of the scales with which the body is

covered [etc.]. 1894 H. Dru.mmond Ascent Man 140 Among
the most ancient Carboniferous plants . . are found certain
forms generically identical with those now living.



GENERICISM.

Geuericism. ntrt~ '. [f. Generic + -ism.]

Explained by the writer to mean :
' The systematic

official adoption of generic as contradistinguished

from specific phraseology*.
1840 G. S. Fabf.r Kcgcn. 342 The principle of Genericism

pervades all the Offices of the Church of England.

Generific .d^eiieri'fik), a. noncc-wd. [f. L.

gener- (see Generic) +-(i)Wc]
1825 [see GeneralificJ.

Generification (dsene^rifik^-Jan). Logic, [f.

as prec. + -ation.] (See quots. 1837, 1864.)

1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xi. (1866) I. 191 The ab-

straction which carries up species into genera, is called, in

that respect, Generification, or, more looselv, Generalisation.

1864 Bowen Logic iv. 74 Generification is the process of

rising, through the successive abstraction of Marks, from

lower to higher Concepts. 1874 M'Cosh Scot. Philos. li.

(1875) 382 Mr. Grote and Mr. John Stuart Mill have tried to

improve Mill's doctrine of generification.

Generosity (djenerfsiti). [ad. L. generosi-

tdt-em, f. generos-us Generous.]
1. Excellence, goodness of race ; nobility of birth

or lineage. Now only arch.

1432-sotr. Higden (Rolls) I. 49 Hit is to be holden that

Asia is moste in quantite, Europa lesse in quantite, but

egalle in the numerous generosite[L. generositate] of peple.

1572 Bossewell Armorie 13 b, Sentences concerning gene-

rositie, collected out ofsundrye Aucthors, and firste certayne

verses, made by G. Chaucer, teaching what is gentleness,

or who is worthy to bee called gentle. 1579 Lvly Eupkiies

(ArbJ 190 Nobilitie began in thy auncestors, and endeth in

thee, and the Generositie that they gayned by vertue thou

hast blotted with vice. 1650 BuLWER Anthropomet. iii.

(1653) 83 The ingenious Women are marked with certaine

notes in the Forehead, which is accounted a kind of gene-

rosity. 1864 Lowell Biglow P. Poet. Wks. (18791 275 The
Virginians especially lay claim to this generosity of lineage,

f b. Of animals : Excellence of breed ; the

spirit arising from this. Obs.

1575 Laneham Lett. (1871) 15 The foot men lookt well too

the hors, and hee of Generositee soon callmd of him self.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts I1658) no It weakeneth their

bodies, and dulleth in them all generosity.

2. fHigh spirit, courage, nobility of conduct {obs.)

Now only in the more restricted sense : Willing-

ness to lay aside resentment or forgive injuries;

magnanimity.
1623 CocKV.9.K>\,Generosity, noblenesse of minde, courage.

1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 53 Their generosity is

remarkable, in regard they grudge not to give praise to the

vertue even of their enemies, when they deserve it. 1699

Bentley Pkal. 236 His Judgment, like other mens Valour,

has commonly the generosity to favour the weaker side.

17:8 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Bristol (1S87) I.

240 'Tis a degree of generosity to tell the truth. 1786 W.
Thomson Watson's Philip III (1839) 239 The part which

sound policy required him to act, was consonant to the natural

generosity of his temper. This magnanimous prince [etc.].

1838 Lytton Alice 41 Let me throw myself on your gene-

rosity. 1883 Sir T. Martin Ld. Lyndhitrst v. 142 Gene-
rosity is never a characteristic of political party warfare.

3. Readiness or liberality in giving ; munificence.

1677 Wycherley Plain Dealer IV. i, They are of that vain

number,who had rather shew their false generosity, in giving

away profusely to worthless Flatterers, than in paying just

Debts. 1712 HEARtiECollcct. (O.H.S.) III. 337 Myexcellent

Friend, to whose Generosity I owe my Education. 1750

Johnson Rambler Ho. St r 9 The giver & receiver differ

in their opinions of generosity. 1833 Alison Europe (1849-

50) I. iii. § 93. 356 Generosity is nearly allied to extrava-

gance.

4. //. Instances of generosity (senses 2 and 3).

rare.

1647 W. Brosvne tr. Gomhendlle 's Polexander 11. iv. rrrr 5

You love him even after he . . without regarding so many
generosities which should perswade him, hath done what

in him lay to deprive you of your life, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1766) I. 106 One that carried the generosi-

ties of friendship very far. 1833 Lamb Elia 11, Proditc.

Mod. Art, The relish with which bis Reading Public had
received the fooleries of the man, more to their palates than

the generosities of the master [Don Quixote].

+ 5. The Order of Generosity : a Prussian order

of distinction, instituted in 1665, and superseded in

1 740 by the Order for Merit. Obs.

Lond. Gaz. No. 4359/1 His Majesty hath been

pleas d to give him the Cross of the Order of Generosity.

Generous (djeTB&a*), a. [ad. F. gdiirettx,

ad. L. generos-us, f. gener-, genus stock, race ; cf.

Sp.| It. generoso. The senses appear already de-

veloped in Fr. and for the most part in Latin.]

1. Of noble lineage ; high-born. Also absol. ---

nobles (quot. 1610). Now only arch.

1588 Shaks. L.L. L. v. i. 96 M°st generous sir. 1603

Knolles Hist. Tnrks (1621) 1300 Many knights .. of

generous extraction. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 111. vii,

116 The Ancient Generous made choice rather of such

Herbes as grew in the Fields. 111683 Sidney Disc. Govt.

III. xxvii. (1704) 345 This has in several ages cost the

Nation a vast proportion of generous blood. 1850 Neale
Med. Hymns 178 In a generous womb once dwelling. 1875

Kingsley Led. deliv. in Amer. i. 3 That genial reverence

for antiquity which 1 hold to be the sign of a truly generous

—that is in the right sense of the grand old word—a truly

high-bred nature.

fb. Of animals: Of good breed or stock. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 109 The generous

Bitches have 12. [speans], other but 10. 1641 Hinde J.

Brnen vii. 26, I have seene a Gentleman, .very carefull to

have his horse of a generous race, a 1680 Butler Rem.

(1759) I. 71 Eagles try their Young against his Rays, To
prove, if they're of generous Breed, or base. 1697 Dryden
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Virg. Gcorg. in. up The Colt that foi a Stallion is design'd,

By sure Presages shows his generous Kind. 1781 Gibbon
Decl. $ F. II. 57 The plains.. bred a generous race of
horses, renowned above all others in the antient world, for

their majestic shape, and incomparable swiftness.

C. transf.

1749 Paver Pros. Numbers 11 Of those which I call the

generous or the noble Feet, some are more excellent than
others.

2. Of actions, character, etc. : Appropriate or

natural to one of noble birth or spirit ; hence,

f gallant, courageous {obs.) ; magnanimous, free

from meanness or prejudice.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 632 This is not generous, not
gentle, not humble. 1656 B. Harris Parivafs Iron Age
I. iii. 37 [He] made a generous resistance, and won a glorious

victory. 1697 Potter Aniiq. Greece in. i. (1715) 1 The
rapine of these [Flocks and Herds] was look'd on as a gene-

rous and heroical exploit. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) i2i The gratitude they expressed, .was a token of
generous principles. 1823 Scott Pe-veril xii, This generous
disposition to defy control. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889)

I. 19 The spirit of timid reserve still kept the bishops silent,

and this generous appeal met no response. 1880 McCarthy
Own Times IV. lxii. 398 It was an error indeed, but it was
at least a generous error.

b. Of persons : f High-spirited, gallant, cou-

rageous {obs.) ; magnanimous, noble-minded.
1623 Cockeram, Generous, valiant, noble. 1640 tr. Ver-

dere's Rom. Rom. in. 8 This generous Warrior, that was not

capable of fear in the greatest . . dangers. 1656 B. Harris
Parival's Iron Age 130 This generous Prince, being brought
up in arms, a 1704 T. Brown Dk. Ormondes Recov. Wks.
1730 I. 50 Neglected horses range along the plain, Their
chariots broke, and generous riders slain ! 1781 Gibbon
Decl. $ F. III. 261 The usurper ..was tempted to place

some confidence in so generous a conqueror. 1794 Godwin
Cal. Williams 9 The most generous Italian conceives that

there are certain persons whom it would be contamination
for him to call into the open field. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm.
ix. 1877) 105 He who is generous to an equal is generous at

the risk of his own loss or fall by comparison,

t c. Of animals : Spirited. Obs. rare
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1890) III. 394 A generous crea-

ture a horse is, sensible in some sort of honour, made most
handsome by pride. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Mi/i.

Introd., Amongst the aforesaid living creatures, some are

Solar, sc. those that are generous and lively, as the bull,

goat, horse, lion.

3. Free in giving, liberal, munificent.

1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 35 Since the Ladies here

are no less Generous than Charming . . there are many In-

trigues form'd. 1704 Rowe Ulyss. Ded., The Restoring and
Preserving any Part of Learning is so Generous an Action

in it self, that it naturally falls into your Lordship's Pro-

vince. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 51 (Versailles)

The king, he said, was the most generous of princes, but his

generosity could neither relieve or reward every one. 1878

R. W. Dale Lect. Preach, via. 248 A man may be generous

with his money and ungenerous in his spirit. 1882 Sat. Re?>.

No. 1383. 533 He was himself generous as a giver, parting,

indeed, with that which did not altogether belong to him-

self. 1896 Scott. Notes a> Queries X. 22 These generous

donations were afterwards supplemented.

b. transf. Of land : Rich, fertile. (Cf. F. sol

ginireux.)
1853 Merivale Rom. Rep. (1867) 3 Miles and miles of

generous soil were abandoned to the boar and the buffalo.

i860 Motley Netlierl. u868) I. i. 7 A generous southern

territory, flowing with wine and oil.

4. Furnished liberally or without stint ; hence,

abundant, ample, copious.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 1 1 Clearkes and other knaves

(Who with their gennerous ruffs the Court out-braves) Will

take a pention, or a quarter-fee To make their friend from
information free. 1790 J. B. Moreton Mann. W. Ind. 15 Vet

they are fond to see strong liquors given in generous por-

tions to the sailors. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes I. 348 How
great and liberal the houses are with generous casements

and courts. 1886 O. W. Holmes Morb. Antip. Introd. 21

His ample coat. .with its broad flaps and many buttons and
generous cuffs.

b. Of diet' (with mixture of sense 5) : Ample in

quantity and rich in quality, strengthening. Also,

with somewhat similar notion, ofcolour : Rich, full.

1833 Paris in Cycl. Pract. Med. I. 568/2 Young children

and growing youths generally thrive upon a generous diet

of animal food. 1844 Kinglake Ed'then iii. (1878)42 The
glow of generous colour.

5. Of liquor, esp. wine : Rich and full of strength ;

invigorating ; + also absol. as sb.

This use is originally due to L. vinnm generosum (Horace)

wine of a good class or stock. In Eng. (as in Fr.) it has asso-

ciations derived from senses 2 and 3.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. f Commiv. 285 The Neccar,

whose bankes are inriched with the most generous Wines.

«i66i Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 486 It [Metheghn] is

a most generous liquor. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. v. 109

Two goblets will I crown with sparkling Wine, The
gen'rous Vintage of the Chian Vine. 1740 E. Baynard
Health (ed. 6) 11 Not that in general I condemn A Glass

of Gen'rous now and then; When you are faint, your

Spirits low. 1755 Amory Mem. (1769^ II. 98 He . perhaps

had a bottle of generous in his stomach. 1768 Boswell
Corsica iii. (ed. 2) 187 The juice of the Corsican grapes is so

generous, that, .it will always please by its natural flavour.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey n.xvi, Drawing out, by the assis-

tance of generous wine, their most kindly sentiment, and

most engaging feelings. 1859 Jevhson Brittany xni. 223

Whose earliest nutriment was the generous wine of Beam.

+ 6. Of remedies: Vigorous, strong, powerful.

(Cf. Hekoic 4.) Also of a disease. Obs.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl.w. iv. (1845) 109 The Doctor thought

himself this Day oblig'd to a quite contrary, and yet a more

generous Remedy ; and order'd, that, instead of giving me

GENESIS.

Drink, they should take away Blood. 1674 R. Godfrey Inj.

rS- Ah. Physic 134 A. .Doctor, .being asked, .why he would
not give such a Patient more generous remedies, seeing he
grew so much worse under the use of common languid ones
[etc.]. 1677 Lady Chaworth in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 37 My Lord is still ill of the gout and the

Duke of Buckingham hath had a generous fitt of itt.

Generously (d^e'nerasli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LT»J
1 1. Highly in respect of birth. Obs.

1608 Hfywood Lucrece B, Tis pittie one so generously

deriu'd Should be depriu'd : his best induements thus.

2. Nobly; + gallantly, bravely {obs.) unselfishly,

magnanimously.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Generosamente, generously,

gentleman-like, generosi. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. Rom.
II. 121 Rozalmond had generously slain two Giants. 1665

Boyle Occas. Re/7. (1843) 60 A Good Man, generously con-

tending with ill Fortune. 1692 E. Walker Epictetus' Mor.
xxvii. Generously brave, Thou all their little Malice may'st

defy. 1754 Richardson Grandison III. xiv. 101 My dear
Emily sat generously uneasy, I saw, for the trouble she had
been the cause of giving. 1774 Pennant Tour Scoil. in

1772, 249 A companion of the Saint generously offered

himself. 1855 Prescott Philip II, I. tit. iv. 357 Granville

now generously interceded in behalf of his ancient foe.

b. Of a horse : Bravely, gallantly.

1888 Times 26 June 11/6 The jockey Warne, who rode

Success at Derby . . stated that he made a good start . . Success

ran, he said, generously.

3. Liberally ; in an open-handed fashion.

1634-5 Brf.reton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 82 Here we
rested the Lord's-day, and were very generously and nobly

entertained. 1725 De Foe Eng. Tradesman 11732) I. viL

77 If his creditors will do anything generously for him, to

enable him to go on again, well and good. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. x, My wife always generously let them have

a guinea each, to keep in their pockets. 1882 Sir R. Tem-
ple Men $ Ev. my Time India iii. 44 Though simple in

his tastes and habits, he was generously hospitable.

4. With reference to diet (see Generous 4 b).

1833 F. Tweedie in Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 210/1 If he [the

patient] have been accustomed to live generously .. the

allowance of wine must be greater.

GenerOilsueSS (dgenerasnes). "Nov? rare. [f.

as prec. + -ness.]

1. Nobility of character, high spirit, magnanimity.
1611 Heywood Gold. Age IV. H 4 a, Much haue I heard of

his renowne in armes, His generousnesse, his vertues. 1695
Whether Pari, be dissolved by Death P'cess Orange 58

What will Posterity say of us, if. . we have not the Fortitude

and Generousness, through the refusing to pay Taxes, to

force the Case of this Parliaments being dissolved. 1871

Smiles Charac. iv._(i876) 164 The width, and depth, and
generousness of their nature.

f2. Fertility, richness (of soil). Obs.

1695 Motteux .9/. Olon's Morocco 38 The generousness

of its Soil, that yields its Fruits almost without help.

Genesial (dgenf-siai), a. [f. GENESI-S + -AL.]

Pertaining to generation. Genesial cycle :

( a period

of ovarian, of uterine, and of mammary activity,

into a series of which the reproductive life of the

human female is divided ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
1882 in Ogilvie ; and in later Diets.

Genesiology ^enfsiflodsi). [f. as prec.

+ -
v
o)logy.] The science of generation.

1882 in Ogilvie; and in later Diets.

Genesis (d^e'nesis). [a. L. genesis, a. Gr.

ytveffts origin, creation, generation, f. *ytv- root of

ytyi>co9at to come into being, be born.]

1. The first in order of the books of the Old

Testament, containing the account of the creation

of the world.
The name was given by the Gr. translators, and retained

in the Vulgate ; in quot. 1225 Genesi is the Latin ablative.

nooo ^Elfric On O. <*• N. Test. (Gr.) 3/18 Fif bee he

awrat mid wundorlicum dihte. seo forme ys Genesis.

a 1225 Ancr'. R. 54 A meiden alsohet was, Jacobes douhter,

hit telleS ine Genesi, eode vt uor to biholden uncuSe
wummen. c iztpGen. <i Ex. 2522 De boc 3e is hoten genesis.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 219 Go to Genesis the Ieaunt,

engendrure of vs alle. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 33 It is writine

in the first chaiptur of Genesis [etc.]. 1649 Roberts Clavis

Bibl. 6 Genesis, i.e. Generation, so called by the Greek;

partly because it sets forth the Generations of the heavens

and of the earth, in their first creation ; partly because it

describes the Genealogie of the Patriarchs. 1682 Dryden
Medal, Ept'st. to Whigs, He has damned me in your cause

from Genesis to the Revelations. 1885 Huxley Coll. Ess.

(1893) IV. 157 Those modern representatives of Sisyphus,

the reconcilers of Genesis with science.

allusively (see 4). 1614 T. Adams Wks, (1861) I. 227 Every

man that hath his Genesis must have his Exodus, and they

that are born must die.

f2. Astrol. Nativity, horoscope. Obs.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Clement 434 Inpossible thing is,

bat ocht be done but genesis (L. extra genesin}. 1624 B.

Jonson Fortunate Isles A 4 a. Hauing obseru'd your Genesis,

He would not Hue. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 347 Ves-

pasian being admonished, by the mathematicians, to take

heed of Metius Pomposiamis, because he had an imperiall

genesis [etc.] [L. genesim imperatoriam Suet. Vesp. 14].

f 3. = Synthesis ;orig. with reference to geome-

try, opposed to analysis ; see Aristotle Eth. Nic.

in/iii). Cf. quot. 1654 s.v. Genetical. Obs.

1612 Brinsi.ey Lud. Lit'. 108 Hereby schollars may haue

daily much sure practice both of Analysis and Genesis

;

that is, resoluing and making Latine : which as was noted,

all the learned doe acknowledge to bee almost all in all, in

getting all learning. 1674 J eake A rith. 11696) 358 Thus
much may suffice for the Genesis. Now for the Analysis.

4. Origin, mode of formation or production (very
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freq. in mod. usage, esp. with reference to the origin

of the universe and its parts, or of natural and
mental phenomena).
1604 R. Cawdkey Table Alph. (1613), Genesis, beginning.

1675 R. Bl'rthogge Causa Dei 380 A Custom bottomed
upon the Great Originist, and that account he gives us of
the Genesis and Rise of things. 1678 Cudworth Intell.

Syst. 1. iv. § 14. 238 AH which genesis or generation of
gods is really nothing but a poetical description of the cos-
mogonia. a 1734 North Exam. 1. ii. §11 (1740) 36 It

seems the Author himself was in the Dark as to the Genesis
of this Speech. 1817 Coleridge Bier, Lit. 138, I shall now
proceed to the nature and genesis of the imagination. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858) 49 To the Genesis of our Clothes-
Philosopher, then, be this First Chapter consecrated. 1838-9
Hallam Hist. Lit. III. viii. 111. § 17. 404 Harriott arrived
at a complete theory of the genesis of equations. 1864
Bowen Logic v. 119 It explains only the genesis, not the
nature, of the Categories. 1885 Ci.odd Myths Jf Dr. 1. i.

5 The theory of evolution must embrace the genesis and
development of mind.

t b. yJ/a//2. = Generation. Obs.
1706 W. Jones Syu. Palmar. Matheseos 224 The Genesis

of Solids may be exhibited in various ways. 1721 Bailey,
Genesis [in Geometry] is the Forming of any Figure, plain,
or solid. 1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 205 An Account of
the Genesis, Nature and Uses of the Celestial Equinoctial.

Hence Genesici?., pertaining to genesis or origin

(cf. F. gine'sique) ; Oenesiac, G-enesiacal, Oe-
nesi~tic adjs., belonging to the Book of Genesis
(cf. F'. genisiaqtte).

1849-53 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1236/1 Of the progress of
the genesic phenomena, there is as yet but little clearly
known.

>
1856 R. F. Burton El-Medinah III. 335 The

Genesitic account of the Great Patriarch has suggested to
learned men the idea of two Abrahams. 1877 Dawson
Orig. IVorld ii. 56 Before the ' waters ' 'and here is the pe-
culiar error of the genesiacal bardi some of the ancients
claimed the pre-existence of light [etc.]. 1892 E. C. Sted-
man in Century Mag. XLIV. 669 We then comprehend the
full purport of the Genesitic record—'ye shall be as gods '.

1895 Month Nov. 372 She [the Church] has so far acqui-
esced in the larger interpretations of Genesiacal cosmogony
that now the six-day theory would be very unsafe. 1896
Tablet 27 June 1014 The Genesiac days of creation.

-ge*nesis, repr. Gr. yevems (see Genesis) in

various quasi-Gr, compounds used in modern
science, denoting modes of generation, as abio-

genesis, biogenesis, parthenogenesis, etc
Genet 1 (d^e-net). Forms: 5 jonet, genete, 6

jennet, jenette, 7 ginnet, jenit, 6, 9 genette,
7- gennet, 8- genet, [a. OF. genfaete, -ette,

jen r

Kn)ette (F. genette) Sp. and Pg. gineta, med.L.
geneta (^mod.L. genetta)) a. Arab. Ia-Jj* jamait.]

1. A kind of civet-cat, a native of southern
Europe, western Asia, and Africa. The common
species {Genetla vulgaris or Viverra Genetta) is

found in the south of France.
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 79 Tho cam forth many a

beest anon, as the squyrel, the musehout, the fychews. .the
genete. 157a in Whitaker Hist, Craven (1812) 325 A black
velvet gown . . furred with squyrels, and faced with jenet's
furr. 1619 Middleton Love fy Antiq. Wks. (Bullen) VII.
331 Those beasts bearing fur. .The ounce, rowsgray, ginnet,
etc. 1653 A. Ross nai/ffejSeta (1658) 345 Gennets, which are
beasts like Spanish Cats in bigness, with long and slender
snowts, their furres. . do smell like those of Civit Cats. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xiv. 234 The Dog Kind . . the
Dog, the Wolf ., the Genet. 1859 Tennent Ceylon II. IX.
vi. 523 The palmyra becomes the resort of the palm-cat and
the glossy and graceful genet.

+ 2. //. The skins of the animal employed as
fur for garments. Obs,
1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 36 Also a gowne of gray russet

furred wit Ionetis and wylde Catis. 1538 Fitzherb. Jttst.

Peas 121 b, The lorde Chaunceller. .may weare. .any maner
furres, except blacke genettes. 1551 Edw. VI in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. 11. ix. 319 No man .. under an earl,

not to wear sables, or black jennets, or cloth of silver. 1688
R. Holme Armoury \\\, 260/2 Sables, Jenits, Minks, and
Filches [sic] are reckoned by the Timber, which is 4 Skins.
1694 E. Chamberlayne St. Gt, Brit. IB. ii. 385 Of Furrs,
Filches [sic], Graves, Jennets, [etc.] 40 Skins is a Timber.

b. The fur obtained from the genet ; also an
imitation of this, usually made from cat's fur.

1882 in Ogilvie. 1890 Daily News 27 Dec. 2/2 The
cheapest fur for lining coats is gennet, black in colour and
low in price. 1891 Ibid. 24 Oct. 6/1 Lined with a less ex-
pensive fur, such as genet, musquash or squirrel.

3. attrib., as genet-cat, -skin.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 179 Of the Gennet-
cat, called Genetha. 1677 Charleton Exercit. de Diff.
Aniw.^(td. 2) 20 Genetta .. the Genet, ant Genet-Cat.
i8iz-:5 Anne Plumtre tr. Lichtenstein's S. Afr. II. 15
The hyenas . . eat up the carrion and diminish very much
the thieving, mischievous apes, and the crafty genet-cats.
1890 Daily News 25 Jan. 7/2, 244 sable skins, nine genet
skins, and a skunk skm.

Genet 2 (d^e-net). Also 8 gennit. [Perh. an
abbreviation of Jenniting ; cf. Genet-moil.J A
kind of apple.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gennit, or Genniting, a kind

of Apple which is ripe before any others. 1895 Funk's Stand,
Diet., Jenneting. .2. [U.S.] A winter apple, Rawle's Genet.
Genet, obs. form of Jennet.

t Gene*thliac, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 gene-
thliak, 7 -aque, -ake, 7-8 ack. [Ultimately
ad. Gr. yw€$\taK6$ belonging to one's birth or

birthday ( = ytviOKtos, f. ytv4$\7j birth, breed,

race, f. *yw~ to bear, bring forth), whence late
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L. genetkliac-us, F. gintthliaque : from these the
English forms are more immediately derived.]

A. adj. Relating to the casting of nativities.

Also, relating to a birthday.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 67 Euery King hath a singular

starre for the Ruler of his Roy all life, common persons
hauing only the mixtures of seuerall influences, according
to their Genethliaque figures. 1649 G. Daniel Triuarch.,
Hen. V xviii. When these Genethliakc Rages are made out
The Sober Obiects of a well-taught Mind. 1686 Goad
Celest. Bodies 1. xv. 98 Will not this let in all the Vanities of
the Genethliaque pretension? a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais
in. xxxviii, 320 Genethliack and Horoscopal fool. 1727-51
Chambers Cycl., Genethliacum, Genethliac poem, is a com-
position in verse, on the birth of some prince or other
illustrious person ..There are also genethliac speeches or
orations ; made to celebrate a person's birth-day.

B. sb.

1. One who calculates nativities (so L. gencth-
liacus, Gr. ywiBkiaicos).
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witehcr. xi. xxiii. 214 margin, The

follie of our genethliaks, or nativiti-casters. 1625 Hart
Anat. Ur. 11. ix. 117, I adhere to none of your higgling
Genethhacks. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 689 Strange turns
in the World's affairs, Foreseen b' Astrologers, Southsayers,
Chaldeans, Learn'd Genethhacks. 1840-4 W. H. Mill Obs.
Gospel iii. § 1 (1861) 307 The subject-matter alike of the true
science of astronomers and the false lore of genethliacs.

2. //. « Genethlialogy (so L. genethliace— Gr.
*yei> €$\iaicr)) ; also, horoscopes, nativities.

a 1619 Fotiii:rby Atheom. 11. vii. § 3(1622* 263 A kind of
Destinie bestowed vpon those Cities, in their genethhacks,
and natiuities, by the aspects and positure of the Stars.

1706 Phillips (ed, Kersey), Gcnethliacks, treatises about
Fortune-telling, or casting nativities. 1755 Johnson',
Genethliacks, the science of calculating nativities, or pre-
dicting the future events of life from the stars predominant
at the birth. Hence in later Diets.

3. A birthday ode. ( = Genethliacon.
,

1687 Winstanley Lives Eng. Poets 60 He [inland] wrote,
among many other volumes, several books of epigrams, his

Cignea Cantio, a Genethliac of Prince Edward.
Hence f Genethliacism, the casting of nativities.

1652 Gaule Magasirom. 60 Nothing is left of its own, or
peculiar to it self [astrologie], but a bare goeticall geneth-
liacism . . or casting of Nativities.

Genethliacal (d^enefbrakal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -al.J ^ Genethliac a.

g

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. xii. 54 This .. Judicial, Con-
jectural, Genethliacal Astrology . . God and man have con-
demned. 1640 Howell Dodona's Grove 191 Slighting the
art of those foolish Astrologers, and Genethliacall Ephe-
merists, that use to pry into the horoscope of Nativities.

1764 Char.'m Ann. Reg. 30/2 He set himself about erecting
the following genethliacal type in order to a presage of
Thomas's future fortune. 1835 Southey Doctorlll. xcv. 208
An astral alphabet for genethliacal purposes was published
near the close of the fifteenth century, at Cracow. 1838

J. P. Kennedy Rob o/Boivlxvi, (i860) 187 This wonderful
medicament is a great remedy .. for all diseases, whether
proceeding from terrestrial or genethliacal influences.

Hence Genethli acally adv.
1652 Gaulk Magasirom. 49 How shall it, then, be be-

lieved that a mans religion or religious qualities may be
genethliacally prognosticated from the starres and their in-
fluential] constellations ? 1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol.
II. 285 The whole human race may be resolved genethliacally
into the triad. iBzx Scott Kcnitw. xi, He was. .an adept,
who read the stars, and expounded the fortunes of mankind,
genethliacally, as he called it, or otherwise.

I! Genethliacon (dsenejrtsi-akfn). [L. ge-

nethliacon =Cjt. yevcBhta/tov.'] A birthday ode.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxiii. (Arb.) 61 Others for

magnificence at the natiuities of Princes children, or by
custome vsed yearely vpon the same dayes,are called songs
natall or Genetkliaca. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. 1.

ii. § 1. 5 That [QuireJ which before his birth sang his
Genethliacon. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 74
This year's Constitution, which was formed and its geneth-
liacon sung by the noble Author, while it was yet in em-
bryo. 1888 Edin. Rev. CLXVII. 478 The eclogue .. is

a genethliacon, or birthday ode.

Genethlialogy .d^eneblire-lod.^i;. Also ge-
nethliology. [ad. Gr. ytveO\ia\oyia (L. geneth-
Hologia), abstract sb. related to yw<$Xiakoyciv to

cast nativities ; see Genethliac and -logy.] The
science of casting nativities.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Geuethlialogy, telling or casting of
Nativities. 1662 Stillixgfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. iii. § 2 The
Chaldeans did so hold to Astronomy still, that they wholly
rejected Genethlialogy. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer'sA nc.
Art % 186 (ed. 2) 168 The Chaldacan Genethliology. 1862
Lewis Astron. Anc. v. 13 Herodotus makes no allusion to
any connexion with the stars in the Egyptian genethlialogy
of his time.

HenceGenethlialogic, Oenethlialoglcal adjs.,

pertaining to genethlialogy.
i860 Sat. Rev. X. 363/2 The third is a comparatively

modern genethlialogic work. 1865 Rawlinson Anc. Mon.
III. v. 425 The Chaldee astrology was primarily and mainly,
genethlialogical.

(Genethliaque, var. Genethliac sb. and a.

t Genethliatic. Obs. rare~\ \tGr.y**40Xut
neut. pi. of yevtOkios : see Genethliac and -atic]
One who casts nativities (« Genethltac sb. 1).

1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Fam. Ep. Wks. (171 1) 147 The
genethliaticks have other observations than the stars ; they
conjecture by the disposition, temper .of the person [etc.].

Genethlic (d^ene-blik), a. rare* 1
, [f. Gr. -y«-

vc9\rj birth + -ic; cf. Gr. yw($\wi 0eoi'.] (See
quot.)

GENETOR.
1846 Ellis Elgin Marb. I, 244 The genethlic divinities,

or those which preside over bit th.

Genethliology, var. Genethlialogy.
Genetic (d^ne-tik), a. [f. Genesis, on the

analogy ot pairs of words like a?itithesis, antithetic]

1. Pertaining to, or having reference to, origin.
1831 Carlylf. Early Germ. Lit. in Misc. Ess. uSS'o, III.

168 Our theories and genetic Histories of Poeiry should
henceforth cease, i860 Marsh Eng. Lang. 2S1 In a histo-
rical sketch of the genetic development of the parts of
speech, we should naturally begin with the Interjection.

1870 Max MOller Set. Relig. (1873) 143 The only scientific
and truly genetic classification of religions. 1878 Foster
Phys. in. v. § 3. 481 Regarded in a genetic aspect, the
spinal cord is a series of cemented segments.

b. Biol. Genetic affinity, connexion, relation'

{ship) : one that is the result of a common origin.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. {1873) 101 If this had occurred.
we should meet with the same form, independently of
genetic connection, recurring in widely separated geological
formations. 1880 Gunther Fishes 373 Theie is no direct
genetic relation between those fishes.

C. Logic. Genetic definition : one which defines

a thing by describing the manner of its formation,

i
1837^8 Sir \V. Hamilton Logic xxiv. (1866) II. 13 In

I

Genetic Definitions the defined subject is considered as in
!

the progress to be, as becoming ; the notion, therefore, has
to be made, and is the result of the definition, which is con-
sequently synthetic. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 167

; Let a
straight line revolve in one plane about one of its extremi-
ties, and combine the successive positions of the other
extremity ' :—that is a genetic definition of a circle.

d. Hot. Genetic spiral (see quot.*.

1875 Bennett tS: Dyer Sacks' Bot. 169 A line is imagined
proceeding . . in such a direction that, traversing the axis .

.

it includes the points of insertion of all the suo:e .sive lateral
members according to their age ; the horizontal projection of

I this line is called the Genetic Spiral ; in reality it is a helix
1

running round the stem more or less regularly.

^2. Sonu-timcs misused for: Generative, pro-
ductive ^=Gr, ytvvrjTtteds].

1838 Blackiv. Mag. XLIV. 242 It points to a genetic or
creative power. 1865 Lowell Thorean Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 366
Above all, there is the standard of genetic power, the test
of the masculine as distinguished from the receptive minds.
1884 Expositor Dec. 464 This view of faith . . assigns to it

a genetic energy adequate to the production of the rich and
manifold results of the Christian life.

3. quasi-jr/;.
(^
pi.) The principles or laws of

origination.

1872 F. Hall Recent Exempt. False Philol. 101 Nor are
his notions of verbal genetics at all less superficial than bis
acquaintance with practical precedents.

-genetic (,see prec.j, suffix forming adjectives,

which correspond to sbs. in -genesis and -geny, as

biogenetic, co\jnogenetic,phylogcnetic.physiogenetic.

All of these are of recent formation, and only in

use as scientific terms. See -gexy.

Genetical (dgene'tikSl), a. [f. Genetic + -al.]

= Genetics. fAlso, in early use = Synthetic
(cf. Genesis 3).

1654 YVhitlock Zooiemia Pref. A viij b, I love books that
make use of Sciences, not compile them into their Geneticall,
or Analytical! Parcels 1831 Carl\lf, Sari. Res. i.xi. 11858)

45 A complete picture and Genetical History of the Man and
his spiritual Endeavour lies before you. 1841 Emerson
Misc. Papers, Landor Wks. (Bohn) III. 311 These are not
plants and animals, but the genetical atoms of which both
are composed. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. xiii. 277 That
classification aimed at being a strictly genetical one.

Genetically (dg6ne*tikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-I1Y 38

.] With respect to genesis or origin.
1837-8 Sir W, Hamilton Logic xxiv. (1866) II. 13 Only

those notions can be genetically defined, which relate to
quantities represented in time and space 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 23 Certain tribes ..

coming from one place, and genetically identical. 1869

J. D. Baldwin Preh. Nations iii. (18771 91 Genetically re-

lated dialects and forms of speech constitute one family
group. 1883 A. Roberts O. T. Revision xii. 269 Our
Authorised Version is genetically connected with all the
previous English versions.

G-enetive, obs. form of Genitive.

t Genet-moil. Obs. Also 7 geu(n>t-moyle,
gmet-moU. [f. Genet -

; the second element
may be moyle Mule, suggested by the coincidence

in sound with Jennet.] A variety of apple.
1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 77 Gennet-moyle is accompted

better then either for Cider, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 8
Another of as great Renown, And solid Iudgment in the
Moon ; That understood her various Soils, And which
produe'd best Genet-moyles. 1727 Bradlev Fam. Diet. s.v.

Dwarf-trees, Such Trees as are apt to put forth Roots .

.

the Kentish Codling, Genet-moil [etc.].

fGe'netor, gennitair, Obs. Forms: 4
genatour, 6 geneto(u)r, -ture, gennitair, gen-
netter. [OF. geneteur and genelaire, f. genet

Jennet.] A soldier who rides a jennet.

? a 1400 Morte Arih. 2897 Than the genatours of Genne
enjoynes att ones, 1523 Ld. Bf.rners Froiss. I. cexxxvi. 336,
I haue thrc thousande barded horses, .and I haue also seuen
M. genetours. 1525 Ibid. II. Ii. 179 When Syr John Ferrant
saw the geneture, he sayd to a squyer of his, galop forth thy
genet, and assaye to speke with yonder geneture. 1579
Fenton Guicciard. (16181 257 And Ferdinand with three

hundred Lances, two thousand Gennitairs, and sixe thousand
footmen. 1592 Wyrley Amtorie yy Seuen thousand I haue
armed head and feet Of genetors full twentie thousand more.
1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 213 In the first ranke whereof
marched their Harquebusiers on horsebacke, in the second
their gennetters, in the thirde their light horsemen.
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Genetrix, genitrix (djcakrik*). Now rare.

Also 66V. geneirice, 7 genitresse. [a. h. genetrix,

genitrix female parent (cf. Genitor), i.gen-sitm of

gignfre to beget, give birth. The form genitrice

is adopted from OK., while genitresse is a new
formation from Genitor.] A female parent, a

mother. AXso fig. applied to one's native country.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxv. 63 Victryce of wyce, hie

genetrice Of Thesu, lord souerayne. 156a A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) i. 5 Welcum, oure jem and joyfid 1 genetryce I 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 46 But praises all of this my
genitresse That shee deserv's, no wit nor art is able to ex-

presse. 1678 Ccdworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 19. 360 Om-
nipotent Jupiter .. the progenitor and genitrix, the both
father and mother, of those gods. 1878 B. Taylor Deuka-
Hon 1. v. 44 Who else than she the genetrix of light, The
mother of the morning? 1892 Sir F. Cook in Mod. Rev. I.

140 The typical mother can neither be a slave nor a genetrix

of slaves.

Genetta, genett(e, obs. forms of Jennet.

Geneva 1 (dgih/'vi). Also 8 geneve. -er. [ad.

Du. genever, jcnever (the ending being assimilated

to that of next), ad. OF. genevre (F. geniivre)

:—L. juniperus juniper.] A spirit distilled from

grain, and flavoured with the juice of juniper

berries ; it is made in Holland, and is hence also

called Hollands, formerly Hollands Geneva. ( Often

written with capital G by confusion with Geneva 12
.)

In the shortened form Gin, the name chiefly denotes a
spirit of British manufacture, originally an imitation of the

Dutch spirit, and usually flavoured not with juniper but

with some substitute ; but the words are sometimes used
indiscriminately. In many works of reference in the 18th c.

and even later, geneva is explained as the name of a spirit

distilled, or obtained by fermentation, from juniper berries ;

but it does not appear that this was ever correct.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Geneva, a kind of strong Water
so called. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 22. 3/1 The Gypsie With
Flip and Geneve got most Damnably Typsie. 1727 Arbuth-
NOT5r0//Mj5«//Po-;tscr.ch. xiv,Hefound the combatant sdrink-
ing Genever in a Brandy-Shop. 173a Fielding Mock Doctor
ix,Takeoneof these boluses., washing it down with six spoon-
fuls of the best Holland's Geneva. 1751 Sir J. Hill Mat.
Med. 11. v. xxi. 487 We used to keep a distifl'd spirituous

Water of Juniper in the Shops, but. .the making of it became
the Business., of the Distiller, who sold it under the Name
ofGeneva ; but at present only a better Kind [of] that is made
with the Juniper Berry, what they commonly sell is made
with no better an Ingredient than Oil of Turpentine, .and
with the coarsest Spirit they have. 1796 Campaigns 1703-4
1. 1. Introd. 5 Geneva, .was in great quantities served out to

the French armies, whenever an engagement was expected.

1816 Kirby& Sp. Entomol.(i%4,-\) II. 187 Immediately I seized

my prey, and not knowing how to destroy it, I immersed
it in Geneva. 1831 Lincoln Herald 16 Dec. 3/4 If a poor
boatman is found in possession of . . a gallon of contraband
geneva, he is fined. 1889 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 2/2 Of rum,
alcohol, and Geneva 652,000 cwt. were exported in 1888.

attrib. 1718 [Read's] Weekly Jrnl. 4 Jan., Last Thursday
morning a Woman, .coming out of a Jenava Shop, in Red
Cross Street, fell down.

Hence f G-ene vaed ppl. a., drunk with geneva.

1755 Young Centaurv'u Wks. 1757 IV. 251 These, .gorgons,

furies, harpies . . on fire or quenched ;
genevaed or citroned .

.

in tavern, bagnio, brothel,

Geneva ~ (d^/nrva). The name of a town in

Switzerland, irsed attrib. or quasi-a^'. with the sense
1 belonging to, made or originated at Geneva

'

;

often with reference to matters of Calvinistic doc-

trine or discipline, or of puritanical practice.

Geneva bands, clerical bands (see Band sb:1 4 b) re-

sembling those worn by the Swiss Calvinist clergy. Geneva
bible, the English translation of the Bible first printed at

Geneva in 1560; so Geneva testament. Geneva con'
vention (see Convention 8 a). Geneva cross, a red
Greek cross on a white ground, used in war time as a badge
to distinguish ambulances, hospitals, and the persons serving
them. Geneva gown, a black gown such as was worn by
the Calvinist clergy when preaching, t Geneva hat, a hat
of the style regarded as distinctive of the Puritan clergy,

t Geneva print, {a) the kind of type used in the Geneva
bibles (in quot. allusively); (b) applied jocularly to the
style of pleated linen worn by Puritan women, t Geneva
set, ?a small plain ruff worn by the Calvinist clergy (cf. quot.
rti668).

r 1570 in Stry/e's Parker App. 139 This Error is also in the
Geneva Bible. 1623 Massinger Dk. Milan Li. Bj b, If you
meet An officer preaching of sobriety, Vnlesse he read it in

Geneua print, Lay him by the heeles. 1628 Earle Micro-
cosm., Shee precise Hypocr. (Arb.) 63 Shee is a Noncon-
formist in a close Stomacher and Ruffle of Geneua Print.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 5 You shall . . find her [i.e.

pride] as soon in a little Geneva-set, as in a great Spanish
ruff". 1635 Davf.nant News fr. Plymouth iv. (1673) 23/1
And get more Charities by it From your little ruff'd Geneva-
Man, or Flemming. 1637 Laud Let. 28 Aug. in Strafford
Lett. (1739)11. 100 They do not only sing the Psalms after

the Geneva Tune but expound the text too in the Geneva
sense. 1639 Maynf. Citv Match v. i, Who does he look like

in thatdresse? New. Hum? why Like ^Geneva Weaver,
in black. 1639 Drumm. of Hawth. Consid. to Pari. Wks.
(1711) 186 Church-men .. shall have liberty to wear the

old fashion ofGeneva hats and apparel. 1640 Glapthorne
Wit in Const. 1. Wks, 1874 I. 172 He has already spoyld
His eyes with prying on Geneva prints. 1678 Dry-
den lAmberham iv. 1, Get thee hence, thou old Geneva
testament : thou art a part of the ceremonial law, and hast

been abolished these twenty years. i8ao Scott Abbot vi,

It is like that, .the mass and the cross will come up, and then
down go pulpits, Geneva-gowns, and black silk skull-caps.

1854 Thackeray Newcomes II. xxvii. 250 Let us hope divine
truths may be shining ..which Geneva glasses cannot yet
perceive, and are beyond the focus of Roman telescopes.

i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Behav. Wks. (Bohn) II. 383

Men are like Geneva watches with crystal faces which
expose the whole movement. 1882 Edna Lyall Donovan
xv, No clergyman in surplice and stole, or gown and
Geneva bands, had ever pleached to him.

Genevan (d^/hrvan^ + Gene'vian, a. and
sb. [f. GkXEV-A- + -AN, -TAN.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Geneva, esp. to its

ecclesiastical organization ; Calvinistic.

1573 New Cusfome in Dodsley's Coll. (1825) I. 291 For
since these Genevian doctours came so fast into this lande,
Since that time it was never merie with Englande. 1637
Hf.ylin Ans7t>. Burton iv. 64 If by your Divines you
meane the Genevian Doctors, Calvin and Beza. 1665
Walton Life Hooker in H.'s Wks. (1888) I. 78 The.,
parson of Borne was sequestred . . & a Genevian minister

put into his good living. 17091 True Answ. Sacheverell's
Serttz. 8 The Genevian Discipline. 1804 Ode to Rainbow
in Miniature No. 8 [She] quaffs Genevian streams. [A
burlesque allusion to Geneva l.l 1853 Marsdrn Early
Purit. 232 In 1577 Sandys Archbishop of York cited him
upon several charges, the chief of which was his Genevan
ordination. 1883 Congregaiionalisi Nov, 900 His tall form
graced with a rich Genevan gown.

B. sb, A native of Geneva ; also, one who
adheres to the floctrines of Geneva.
1564 Abi'. Parkf.r Let. Sir W. Cecil in Corr. (1853) 215

Charging the Genevians and the Scottish of going too far in

extremities. 1639 W. Sclater Worthy Communicant Re*
warded 5 Whoso, or, as the Genevians [i.e. translators of
the Geneva Bible] render it, Whosoever. CIJ19 Lett.fr.
Mists Jrnl. (1722) i. 160 By the Help of their Palatines and
Genevians. 1843 Lowell Let. 19 Sept. (1894) I. 80 The
clergyman nowadays, to many a disciple of the cropt

Genevan, stands instead of the images and pictures of old

Rome. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2732 The drilling ofjewels

for the pivots was first done by Nicolas Facio, a Genevan,
in 1700. 1878 N. Anter. Rev. CXXVII. 337 He throws
little light on the Genevan's marvelous style.

Hence f Gene'vanism, Calvinism.
1625 Bp. R. Mountagu App. Caesar. 72 A..Schismeon

foot to bring in Genevanisme into Church and State.

t Ge*nevate, v. Obs, [f. Genev-a^ + -ate^.]

trans. To fashion after the Geneva model. Im-
plied in Ge'nevated ppl. a.. Ge-nevatingc/;/. sb.

1593 Abp. Bancroft Daung. Posit. 1. 10 heading, Scottish

Geneuating for Reformation. 1609 in Crt. § Times yas. I
(1849) I. 99 He terms deposing princes, [etc.,] to be either

Jesuited or Genevated divinity.

Geneve, obs. form of Geneva 1.

Genevese (d^en/vf'z), a. and sb. [f. Genev-a
+ -ese.] A. adj. Pertaining to Geneva.
i860 in Worcester. 1871 Blackie Four Phases i. 79 The

stern Genevese disciplinarian. 1875 Lowell Wordsiuorth
Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 409 The Genevese humorist, Toepffer.

B. sb. A native of Geneva. (Not now inflected

in pi.)

1650 Stapvlton tr. Strada it. vi. 26 In their passage over
the Mountaines ; on the one side by the French, on the other
by the Genevesesand Swisse, they might easily be distressed

and cutoff". 1794 G. Washington Lett. Writ. 1891 XII. 489
The picture drawn in thern, ofthe Genevese, is really interest-

ing and affecting. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankenst. 1.(1865) 31

I am by birth a Genevese. 183a G. Downes Lett. Cont.
Countries I. 260 A neat Protestant church, erected by. .the

Genevese. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. xxxv. 99 They
sent to him Dunant, a Genevese, as a British emissary.

1881 A. Gray Lett. (1893) 719 All these Genevese speak
English well, except Madame De Candolle.

Genevian, obs. form of Genevan.
Genevize, v. [f. Genev-a + -ize.] intr. To

imitate or introduce the doctrines or practice of the

Genevan church. Injrjlied in Genevizingr vbl.

sb. Also j Oe'nevizer, one who 'Genevizes*.
i68aG. VKRSQK Ltfe ofHeylin Pref. A 5 b, The Genevizers,

who affirm, that we had too little of the People, and too
much of the Prince therein. 169a South Serm. U7i7)V. 253
It were easy to bring up the rear with our English Gene-
vizers. 1843 Ecclesiologist II. 16 The Genevizing spirit in-

troduced in the time of Elizabeth.

tGenevois. Obs. Also 6 G-enevoyes. [a.

F. gtfnt.{vois.] = Genevese sb.

1558-6* Warde tr. Alexis* Se:r. 62 a, To make Conserve
or Confiture of Quinces . . whiche also the Genevoyes doe
use. 1705 Addison Italy 503 The Genevois have been very
much renn'd, or, as others will have it, corrupted by the
Conversation of the French Protestants.

t Geng, v. Obs. [OE. *gengan, wk. vb. (only

in pa. t. gengde — Goth, gaggida) :—OTeut. *gayg-

jan f. root of Gang v. 1 "]

1. intr. To go, pass, move.
Beotvnlf (Z.) 1412 He feara sum beforan gengde wisra

monna wong sceawian. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxiiifi]. 5 pu,

lordanen, forhwi gengdest on balding? c 1205 Lav. 12865
Hu forSgengden [c M75 forbgeinde] baquenen jeond wudes
& Jend feldes. a 1350 Owl fy Night. 376 5>f hundes urneb
to him ward He [the hare] gengb wel swibe a wey ward.

2. With dat. of personal ohj. : To assist

.1:00 Ormin 4iC»o Swa batt itt mujhe gengenn uss To
berrxhenn ure sawle.

t Genge, a. Obs. [OE. genge ( = OHG. gengi,

MLG. genge, MDu. ghenge, ON. gengr), WGer.
*gangjo~, f. root of Gang v. 1

} Current, prevalent,

valid.

cqoo tr. B&da's Ilisf.in. x[ii]. (1890) 188 Ne was baet bonne
to wundrienne, beah be bass cyninges bene . . mid him swiSade
& genge waeren. a 1000 Guthlac 765 in Exeter Bk., {>aet

his so5 fore us on his ^iefena ^yld genge weorSe. a 1250
Owl <r Night. 802 Wat tharf he recche of a mo swenge,
Wone the on him is swo genge. /bid. 1063 Thi song mai bo
so longe genge, That thu shalt wippen on a sprenge.

Geng'e, var. Gtno Obs.
f
company, crew.

Gengzeng, obs. form of Ginseng.

Genial I denial), a. 1 Also 6-7 geniall. [ad.

L. genidl-is. f. genius : see Genius. Cf. OK.
genial; the mod.K. genial, pertaining to or charac-

terized by genius, is a new formation after Ger.

genial, genialiseh.\

1. Of or pertaining to marriage, nuptial ; also,

pertaining to generation, generative. Of an angel

or deity: Presiding over marriage or generation.

Genial bed=1^. lectus genialis. Now rare.

1566 Nlxe tr. Seneca's Octavia 1. in. I» 2 b Neroes
dreaded visage .. Doth fear me that I dare not weepe ..

Ne suffers me this geniall face To dash with teares.

1595 Si'Ensfr Epithal. 309 And thou, glad Genius ! in

whose gentle hand The bridale bowre and geniall bed
remaine. 165a Gaulb Ma^astrom. xviii. 149 So many
Geniall or Geniiall Gods and Goddesses. 1667 Milton P. L.
iv. 712 What day the genial Angel to our Sire Brought her
in naked beauty. 1703 Maundrell Joum. Jems. (1721)61
The virtue of them was to help Conception, being laid

under the (Jenial lied. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV.

323 The male and female [bear] . . seldom are seen together
but upon the accesses of genial desire. 1793 CoWFBB Tate
iv, The spring drew near, each felt a breast With genial

instinct filled. 1823-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 12

The electric impulse given in the genial act to every portion

of the solids and fluidsof the body. 1864 Tennyson Lucre-
tius ay The all-generating powers and genial heat Of Nature.

t 2. Of or pertaining to a feast ; festive. Obs.

i6zo Venner Via Recta viii. 183 If it be a geniall meale,

or much larger then ordinarie, another draught of Wine is.

.

allowable. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 49 Buried .. in the

genial cups of an Academick night-sitting. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Past. v. in In Winter shall the Genial Feast be
made Before the Fire ; by Summer in the Shade. 1715
Pope Iliad 1. 772 Thus the blest gods the genial day prolong
In feasts ambrosial. 176a C". Johnston Reverie (1763)!.
151 No resolution is proof against the pleasures of a genial

hour.

3. Conducive to growth. Const, to. Now chiefly

of air, climate, sunshine, passing into the sense :

Pleasantly warm, mild.

1647 Cowley Mistr., Written in Juice of Lemon vi, But
when a Genial heat warms thee within. 1705 Maidwell
Neeess. Educ. 31 The Soil was not Genial to the Seed. 1766
[Anstev] Bath Guide i. 2 Ye genial Springs ! Pierian

Waters, hail! 1794 Mrs. Radclifff. Myst. Udolpho \\\,

And gives its incense to the genial air. 1809 Med. Jrnl.
XXI. 426 A recovery which . . may be attributed to the

regular and genial warmth of the wards. 1814 Scott Ld.
of Isles in. xiv, The wildest glen, but this, can show Some
touch of Nature's genial glow. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk.
I. 169 In the genial month of May. 1834 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Seine 119 The northern hordes, would naturally,

seek a more genial climate. 1858 Hawthornk Er. <$ //.

Jrnls. 11872) I. 19 The soil is not genial to them. 1893
Sir R. Ball Story of Sun 319 Ice Ages and Genial Ages
must have alternated in each hemisphere.

fig. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Retig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 98
Heats and genial periods arrive in history, a 1872 Maurice
Friendship Bks. ix. {1874) 255 Those years at Horton are

undoubtedly the poet's most genial time, the one in which
he produced with the greatest freedom and joy.

4. Cheering, enlivening, inspiriting.

1746 Collins Odes, Evening v, I hail Thy genial lov'd

return. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics 11860) I. 8 This is the

genial hour. 18.. W. W. Story Giannoni 53 When the

great logs blazed with a genial roar
#<

5. Sympathetically cheerful, jovial, kindly.

1746 Smollett Reproof 173 Let ev'ry polish'd dame, and
genial lord Employ the social chair and venal board. 1774
Warton Hist. Eng* Poetry (1840) I. Dissert, ii. p. exxvi. The
celebrated drinking ode of this genial archdeacon [Walter

Map] has the regular returns of the monkish rhyme. 1840

Carlyle Heroes (1858) 258 Napoleon in Saint-Helena is

charmed with the genial veracity of old Homer. 1847

Dickens Lett. I. 173 The most genial letter that ever was
written. 1847 Tennyson Princess Concl. vi, A great broad-

shoulder'd genial Englishman. 1859 Kingslev Misc. (i860)

I. 17 There is a great laugh in Raleigh's heart, a genial

contempt of asses. 1882 J. H. Bll'nt Ref Ch. Eng. II. 291

A pious and genial pastor.

f6. Pertaining to 'genius' or natural disposi-

tion; natural. Obs. (In the later echoes of Mil-

ton's phrase genial spirits, the adj. is prob. taken

in sense 4 or 5.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. v. 19 Naturall incapacity,

and geniall indisposition. 1671 Milton Samson 594 So
much I feel my genial spirits droop. 1687 DltYDSR Hind $
P. 111. 1147 A theologue more by need than genial bent.

180a Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves Wks. 1877 II. 217 My genial

spirits fail. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Concl. xx, Let all my
genial spirits advance.

7. Of or pertaining to genius (see Genius 5)

;

characterized by genius. 'Chiefly after Ger. genial,

genialisck.)

[18J5 Carlyle Schiller 11. C1845) 116 (Translating Goethe.)

Heinse's ' Ardinghello' and Schiller's ' Robbers '.. those

performances of genial worth and wild form,] i8»7~48 Hare
Guesses Ser. n. (1848) 35 But a genial age. like a genial

individual, is unconscious of its own excellence. 1847

Emerson Repr. Men, Shaks. Wks (Bohn) I. 353 Great genial

power, one would almost say, consists in not being original

at all : in being altogether receptive, 1855 Lewes Goethe

I. iv. iii. 344 note, It is difficult to find an English word to

express the German genial, which means pertaining to

genius. The genial period was the period when every

extravagance was excused on the plea of genius.

8. Comb., as genial-looking adj.

1871 Miss P.raddon Fenton"s Quest I. i. 4 She was not

alone ; a portly genialdooking old man stood by her side.

Genial (d.^enai-al), fl.
2 Anat. [f. Gr. yivct-ov

chin (f. ytvvs jaw = h.gena) + -AL.] Of or pertaining



GENIALITY. Ill GENITALIA.

to the chin, situated on or arising from the chin
;

= Mental <?.- Genial process, tubercle', one of

two pairs of small bony prominences behind the

symphysis of the lower jaw, which give attachment

to two pairs of muscles.
1831 R. Knox Cloquet*s Anat. 283 Genio-hyoideu-. I bis

muscle . . arises from a small tendon inserted into the lower
genial process. 1844 Hoblys Diet. Med., Genio-, Genial
processes, the name of four eminences of the inferior maxil-

lary bone,- beneath the symphysis of the chin. 1885 Syd.
StK, Lex., Genial tubercles, the Mental spines. 1890 Huxley
in iqthCent.]\)\yj,$note, The importance attached by some
to the presence or absence of the so-called 'genial elevations'.

Geniality (djgihuHfti). [f. Genial aA + -itv,

after JL genidlitds.'] The quality of being genial.

+ 1. Festivity, joviality. 06s.~ l

1609 Holland Amm. Mareell. xxx. i. 380 Such a reverent
regard in that time of auncient justice carried the Genialitie

[L» genialitas], even of an enemies table.

2. Agreeable warmth ; mildness.
1870 Pkoctor Other Worlds vii. 170 The imagined geni-

ality of his [Uranus'sl summer weather.

3. Sympathetic cheerfulness, good-nature, kindli-

ness. (The sense in quot. 1652 is obscure: pos-

sibly =>
' temper, disposition \)

1652 H. L'Estrance Americans no Jeioes Ep. to Rdr.,
If I have any waies erred in judgment . . I refer my self to
the Readvrs/erula, and offer, and pray to be pruned of riot

and rankness, to an innocent, candid, geniality, and mean-
ing. 1831 Carlylb Sort. Res. (1858) 182 Thou.. with thy
vivacities and genialities, .makest such strange work. 1837
TaLpoUKD Mem. Lamb (L.), He had a natural geniality of
disposition that endeared him to his friends. 1850 Kings-
ley Alt. Locke ii, There was a geniality in the tone to
which 1 was unaccustomed.

Genialize (d>;rniatoiz', v. [f. Genial c. 1 +
-IZE.] trans. To impart geniality to ; to render

pleasant or agreeable.
a 1864 Hawthorns Grimshawe xix. (1891) 247 Some

Burgundy^of which it was the quality to warm the blood
and geniali/e existence for three days after it was drunk.
1888 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 313 He had the well-known Wel-
lington physiognomy, only greatly softened and genialised.

1891 G. Meredith One of our Cong. II. v. 107 It would
have genialized him.

Hence Ge*nializing ppl. a.

1849 D. Thomas Crisis 0/ Being iii. (1S50J 50 Personal
religion is the chief good of man.. How it. .brings all its

germinant powers under the genializing influence of truth !

Genially idsrniali),*^. [f.GENiALa.' + -ly^.]

+ 1. By genius or nature ; naturally. 06s.
1661 Gi.ANViu. Vanity Dogm. xii. in Some constitutions

are genially disposited to this mentall seriousness.

2. In a genial manner
;
pleasantly ; agreeably

;

cheerfully, kindlily.

1751 Harris Hermes 11. iii. (1765) 266 The splendid Sun
. genially warmeth. .the fertile Earth. 1782 Cowper Progr.
Err. 412 Clearer skies and softer air .Freshening his lazy
spirits as he ran, Unfolded genially and spread the man.
1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre II. vii. 192 To taste but of the
crumbs he scattered to stray and stranger birds like me was
to feast genially. 1870 Lowru. Study Wind. 11871) 1 This
genially garrulous Fellow of Oriel. 1874 Green Short Hist.
v. § 1. 213 No poetry was ever more human than Chaucer's,
none ever came more frankly and genially home to its readers.

Genialness (.dgrnialnes;. [f. Genial a. 1 +
-ness.] = Geniality.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Genialness, Festivalness, Merriness at

Meat. 1888 Blrgon Lives 12 Gd. Men 1. 1, 109 Humour he
had, and a certain genialness of nature.

Genian (dgenai'&n), a. Anat. [f. as Geni-al
A.- + -AN.] = Genial a.-
1885 Syd. Soc. Ee.v.

f Genian apophysis, the Mental spines.

t Genice. 06s. rare~\ In 5 genyce. [a.

OF. genice (F. genisse) heifer.] A heifer.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xu. xi, Achylies hade made
sacrefyce of a genyce unto Pallas for the vyctorye.

tGe'liicle. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad. L. geniculum^

dim. of genu knee.] A joint in the stalk of a plant.

1657 Tomunson Renon's Disp. 246 A stalk .. intercepted
with some genicles.

Geniculant (d^eniki/Hant), a. [irreg. f. L.
genicul-um '

vsee prec.) + -ant.] =Geniculating.
1852 Dana Crust. 11, 1131 The right male antenna, though

geniculant, is but little different from the others in. .number
of joints.

Genicular, a. rare- 1
, ff. L. genicul-um

(see prec.) + -Ait.] =next.
1802 Spirit Pnbl. Jrnls. (1803'i VI. 347 Buboes, impost-

humations, genicular nodes, and the like.

Geniculate (d^enilcitfUt), a. Nat, Hist.
[ad. L. genieuldtus, f. geniculum : see Genicle.]
Having knots or joints like a knee; bent like a
knee; knee-jointed; knotty. Geniculate body ( =
L. corpus geniculatum) : each of two knee-shaped
structures near the optic thalami at the base of the

brain. Geniculate ganglion :
' a small, reddish,

triangular ganglion, at the genu of the optic nerve

{Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. § 3. 75 A scarlet (lower.

.

with a geniculate stalk. 1805 J. GalMKE Brit. Bot. (1806) 26
Cal. lanceolate ; cor. awned at the base : awn geniculate.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat. /list. II. 297 Antenna:, .geniculate,
and inserted on the proboscis. 1856 Todd & Bowman
Phys. Anat. II. 38 The optic tracts are connected with
the optic thalami chiefly through the geniculate bodies.
1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 124. 153 The threads become
geniculate, and unite at the two bends. 1875 Blake Zool.
308 The posterior [antenna;] are geniculate and pediform.

Hence Geniculately adv., in a geniculate

manner.
1657 Tomunson Renoti's Disp. 314 Geniculately circum-

vesting the internodia of the cauls.

Geniculate tdgenrkitfk't), v. [f. L.geniculate
ppl. stem ol geniculdre to bend the knee, f. geni-

culum : sec Genicle.] trans, and intr. To bend
like a knee ; to form or be formed into joints.

1623 CockERAm, Geniculate, to ioynt. In mod. Diets.

Hence Geni'culating^/. a.

1852 Dana Crust, n. 1040 The right male antenna alone
of the first pair with a geniculattng joint.

Geniculated (daenrkitfk'ted
,

/pi. a. [f.

Geniculate*!, + -ei>'.] ^Geniculate a. Of a
twin crystal see quot. 1805-17'.
1657 Physical Diet. , Geniculated, kneed, or knobbed, or full

ofjoynts. 1664 Power E.rp. Phitos. 1. 31 The Water-Spider.
She hath two hairy geniculated horns, knotted or joynted at

several divisions like Knot -grass. 1728 Woodward rossils 11.

1 A Piece of some geniculated Plant seeming to be part of a
Sugar-Cane. 1805-17 K. Jamison Char. Mia. (ed. 3) 226
Geniculated. .when il is composed of two prisms, winch are
united at one end, and form a kind of knee. 1836-9 Todd
Cycl. Anat. II. 862/1 The antennae, .are usually geniculated.
1882 Sladen in Jrnl. IJnn. Soc. XVI. No. at. 238 The
other [spine] rather longer but much less robust . . and
rather geniculated sideway-.

Geniculation ^lseiiiddrfUi-Jan). [ad. late I..

geniculation -cm. n. of action f. genicnlare to bend
the knee.]

+ 1. The act of kneeling, genuflexion. 06s.
1611 Coryat Crudities 2, I saw their .Masse, but not with

that superstitious geniculation and elevation of hands, .that

the rest u~-::d, 1652 SPARKE Prim. Devot. (1663) 81 Her
knees were grown brawny, like the knees of Camels, with
her pious geniculation. 1662 Gunning Lent East 103 To
prepare themselves by frequent prayers, fastings, genicula-
tions and watchings.

2. The state of being geniculated.

1879 Rutlev Study Rocks x. 149 Twinning is common,
sometimes giving rise to geniculation.

b. concr. A geniculate formation; a kneed part

or process. (In recent Diets.)

Genie (dgf-ni). Also 8 geny, genii), 9 geni.

[a. V. genie, ad. L. genius^\

1. + a. A tutelary spirit. ( = GenilSI.' 06s.
1655 tr. De Parens E'raucion u. 53 My Conductor .. in-

formed me, that they were the Genyes of mankind. 1702
Addison Dial, Medals (1727) 15 To these you may add the

Genies of nations, provinces, cities, etc.

b. A Jinnee; one of the sprites or goblins of
Arabian demonology.
[The word genie was adopted by the Fr. translators of the

Arabian Nights as the rendering of the Arab, word which
it resembled in sound and in sense. In Eng.gent'e has been
commonly used in the sing, and genii (see Genius 2) in the
plural.]

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. Iii, If the plot. .had been
whispered by a genie, communicated by a dream, or re-

vealed by an angel from on high. 1787 Miner 6b It is out
of my power to assert whether it is a man or a beast, a genii,

or a woman. 1825 Scott Talism. xx, His single lock ol hair
streamed upwards from his bald and shaven head, as it* some
genie upheld him by it. 1877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. n.

1 19 The horrible genie of civil murder. 1896 Westm. Gas. 28
Dec 3/1 The engagement of Cinquevalli, cleverest of jug-
glers, to act as geni of the lamp.

2. a. Natural bent or disposition. ( = Genius 3a.)

(Common in A. Wood.)
1662 Bp. Gauden Let. in Chr. Wordsworth Doc. Suppl.

(1825) 35 Thereby drawing me, much against my genie,
from a very happy privacy. 1691 Wood Ath. O.von. I. 177
He was very apt to learn, having a natural genie to good
letters. 1692 Ihid. II. 292 Hut his genie . . lead him in the
pleasant paths of Poetry.

f b. A person ofgenius. ( — Genius 6a. 6b.) 06s.
1676 Etheredge Man ofMode iv. ii. He serv'd some time

under Merille, the greatest Genie in the world for a Valet
d' Chambre'. 1685 Graci'an's Courtiers Oroc. 35 These Para-
mount Genies are Kings by merit. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Ber-
geracs Com. Hist. \, 189 That way of dying is common to
great Genies, and it is called, To crack with Wit.

Genii, pi. of Genius.

t Genio. Obs. [a. It. genio, ad. L. genius.]
1. Genius 2.

1609 lilBLE (Douay) Gen. v"i. Comm., Those whom Moyses
here called Angels, the Philosophers called Genios. which
are living creatures with ayrie bodies. 1684 tr. 'Paver/tier's

J'rav. II. 106 Numens, Geuio's, Demons, Spirits.

2. = Genius 3, 4.
1612 BeuvcuHto's Passenger (N.) As humours and geniucs

so affections and -judgement, .doth vary and alter. 1710
Steele 'Patter No. 182 T 6, I shall endeavour to make the
Parts fit the Genio's of the several Actors.

3. -Gbuhjb 6 a, 6 b.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 5 p 10 It is not only to the
general Kent of a Nation that great Revolutions are owing,
but to the extraordinary Genio's that lead 'em. 1709 Ibid.
No. 53 f 1 There are some Genio's which are not capable
of pure Affection.

Genio- (d^enaiV , combining form of Gr. yt-
vaov (see Genial a.-;*, occurring in several ana-
tomical combinations in the sense of pertaining
to the chin or lower jaw and some other member.
t G-enioglosse (in 7 geneo-), a muscle of the
tongue, connected with the chin and hyoid
bone [niod.L. genioglossns, F. genioglosse] ; so
Geni o-glossaJ a. [see Glossal] =next. Geni o-

hyoglossal a. [see Hyog lossal], pertaining to the

chin, the hyoid bone, and the tongue. Genio-
hyoid a. [see IIyoidJ, pertaining to the chin and
to the hyoid bone: also absol. quasks7>. = genio-
hyoid muscle. Genio-mental a. [see Mental-].
pertaining to the lower jaw and the chin.

1669 Holder Elem. Speech 49 The Tongue being held in

that posture, onely by the force of the Geneoglosse, or
Myleoglosse Muscles. 1848 Quoin's Elem. Anat. (ed. 5) I.

,
273 The geniohyoid muscle. 1873 Mivabt Elem. Anat.
287 The genio-hyoid is narrow, and goes from the hyoid to

,
the mandible inside the symphysis. 1885 Syd. Soc. L.ex.,

Geniohyoid nerve, a branch given off by the hypoglossal
nerve as it lies beneath the mylohyoid muscle. 1890 H.
Ellis Criminal iii. 72 The relative frequency is especially
marked in zygomatic and genio-mental wrinkles.

Geuioplasty (dgenai'tfiplaesti . [f. Gr. yivuo-v
chin f TTAuar-os moulded + -Y**.] ' A plastic opera
tion for restoring the chin ' (Syd, Soc. Lex. 1885 .

Genip [d5e*nip). West Indian. [V short f. next.]

attrib, in geuip-tree. a name applied to Genipa
umcricana, a small tree of the N. O. Rulnacese ,

also to certain similar trees of the N.O. Sapin-
daceir, esp. Melicocca bijuga and paniculata.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 210 The Genip Tree. .This tree

1 was brought to Jamaica from Surinam. 1885 Lady Brassey
The Erodes 239 Shrubs or rather trees, with large glossy
leases and a single white flower, which I think must have
been genip trees.

Genipap (dgcnipaep). Also 7 genipapi. [app.

a native name.] The fruit of Genipa aniericana.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 835 The men and women

..make themselves blacke with the fruit Genipapi. 1885
Lady Brassey The Trades 239 These trees produce the
delicious fruit called genipap. which resembles an orange.

Genisarie, obs. form of Janizary.
Genista dgeni'sta). Bot, [L. genista broom.]

A plant of the genus N.O. Legumitt-osw) repre-

sented by Dyer's Kroom or Green weed \G. tine-

toria) ; the Common Broom (Cytisus scofaria)

is by some referred to this genus, and is prob. the

plant chiefly referred to in the early examples.
1625 Purchas Pilgrims II. vin. 1379 A peculiar kind of

Genista, and many other vnknowne plants. 1669 Evelyn
I

l\'al. llort. (ed. 31 19 Jasmines, Honey-suckles, Genista
I Hisp., Carnations [etc.]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. L/ist. (1862)

I. xii. 61 A rush, resembling the genista, but much more
I soft and flexible. 1825 Scott 'Talism. xi, The genista, or
broom plant, was an emblem of humility. 1886 Mrs.
Caddy Footsteps Jeanne D 'Arc xi. 220 The brisk air of the

• common-land odorous with thyme and the genista.

t Ge'llitable, a. 06s. rare— 1
, [a. Y.genitablc

;

(obs.), ad. L. genitdbil-em capable of generating,

f. genit- (see next).] - Genital a.

1634 T. Johnson Pareys Chimrg, xxiv. xxxix. 933 Al-

1
though the seed be genitable. [Mistranslated from L. His
etsi semen genitale sit. ]

Genital (dge'nit&l), a. and s6. [ad. L, geni-

tal-em, f. genii-, ppl. stem of gigntfre to beget + -di-

em: see -AL. Cf. ¥. genital, Sp. genital, lt.geui-

la/e.'] A. adj. Pertaining to animal generation.
1382 WVCUV .Vnm. xxv. S [PhyneesJ stikidc thur} both

j

togidre. .in the genytale places [L. loci's genitalibus). 1398
1 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xlviii. (1495) 165 In the membrc
1

genycal [read genytal] god hath sette suche an appetyte in-

|

superable that [etc.], i$8$ J . li.lv. I'irct'sSch. Beastes D vj b,

. Some Ifishe^] which follow the females,and sprinkle the egges.
with the genitall seed. 1599 H. BuTTES Dyefs drie Dinner
Miij b,The Wine wherein a Mullet is stifled drunke,depri vet h
men of all genital vertue. 1607T0PSELL Fattr-j". Beasts(i6$$>
18 The seed genital of an Asse is more frigid then an
Horses. 1660 Sharhock Vegetables 46 Into so many offsets

shall the genitall vertue dispose itself. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
1

Hist. (1776/ IV. 310 The genital part of the male [camel]
i resembles that of the bull. 1845 BttDD Dis. Liver 390 A

small depression, in which are the two genital pores. 1878
Bell Gegenbanr's Comp. Anat. 122 In all forms the lower
wall of the canal forms the genital region.

t b. Presiding over generation or birth (L. dii

genitales). 06s. rare" 1
,

1652 Gaule Magastrom. xviii. 149 So many Geniall or
Genitall Gods and Goddesses.

B. sb. The external organ or organs of genera-

j

tion, usually of the male.

ta. sing. ( = L. gem'tale.) Obs. rare.

1450 Burgh Cottin. Lydg. Sccrees 1764 With white wyn
drynk it in the morwenyng, ffrom seknesse in genital kepith

soget and kyng, 1607 Topskll Four-/. Beasts (1658) 154
The female [elephant] hath her genital betwixt her thighes.

1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. Lvj b/i The. .Male's Genital.

b. //. ( « L. genitalia ; OF. genitailles.)

1390 Gowkk Con/. II. 156 Jupiter, .his father bonde. .And
kut of with his owne honde His genitals. :<z 1400 Morte
Arth. ii23Ewyne into inmette the gyaunt he hyttez, Just to

be genitales [MS. genitates], and jaggede bame in sondre !

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physicke 175/1 Applye it

verye warme lo your genitalles. 1610 Healky St, Aug.
Citie 0/ God 520 Some philosophers called Gymnosopbists.

.

cover their genitalis, whereas all the rest of their bodies are

[
bare. 168a T. Gibson Anat. 23 The parts ministring to

1 Procreation, are the Genitals both in Men and Women.
: 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 333 If the genitals be

immersed for some time in cold water, it will generally stop

j

a bleeding at the nose. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 180 Case of

! Mulconformation iirthe Genitals.

II Genitalia (d^enit^-Iia), s6. pi. [a. L. geni-

talia] = Gemtal8 (see prec. B. b).

1876 Dchring Dis. Skin 121 Their common seat is upon
the face, neck, breast and genitalia. 1877 Huxley Anat.
Inv. Anim. iv. 196 As in most Trematoda, the genitalia

, form a large part of the viscera.
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i Ge'uited, ppl.a. Math. Obs. [f. L. genit-us,

pa. pple. of gignh-e to be^et.] - Generated.
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.,Generated or GenitedQuantity,

in a very large sense, for whatever is produced either in

Arithmetick, by the Multiplication, Division, or Extraction
of Roots ; or in Geometry, by the Invention of the Contents,
Areas and Sides, or of extream and mean Proportionals,
without Addition and Subtraction. 1751 in Chambers Cyct.

Geniting, obs. form of Jenneting.
Genitival Jdgenitarval), a, [f. Genitive +

-AL.] Belonging to the genitive case.

1818 Monthly Mag. XLVI. 322 Instead of the genitival
and datival terminations, of :md to, were prefixed to the
nominative. 187Z Lowell Milton Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 102
He occupies some ten pages . . with a history of the genitival

form its. 1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 760/1 'Die genitival an so
frequent in Anglo-Saxon place-names.

Genitive [djenitiv), a. and sb. Also 4 geni-
tif, =, genet ife, 7 genetive. [ad. \,. genettv-um,
gemtJv-um belonging to birth or generation J. *gen-

root oiglgnb'e to beget); genctivus (casus) was used

by Lat. grannnarians to render Gr. ycviicri (vtuhtk),

which however properly means ( generic case

\

Varro's patricus casus is a similar mistranslation.

The earliest Eng. forms may be a. OF. gemtif
Y.ge'iu'tif, It. and Sp. genitivo).~\ A. adj.

1. Genitive case : a grammatical form of substan-

tives and other declinable parts of speech, chiefly

used to denote that the person or thing signified by
the word is related to another as source, possessor,

or the like, but in different languages also employed
in a variety of idiomatic usages.
1308 Trevisa Barth, De /'. R. xvu. xcvL (1495) 663 Lens,

thai is a nytte,and is wryte wyth D. in the genttifcase, c 1440
Gesta Rom. xci. 416 (Add. MS. I The seconde case is genetife
case. 1520 Whitinton Vulg. '13271 n b, The hauer or y
owner gouerneth sointyme a genytyue case of the thynge
that is had. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 23a, The poticanes.

.

call it [Iris] Iiios in the genitiue case. 1645 Digbv Marts
Soul ii. 367 The Hebrewes do expresse this vnion . . of
two different apprehensions, .by putting in the genitiue
case, the word which expresseth one of them. 1711 J.
Greenwood Eng. Gram. 51 Of the English Genitive Case,
with a Note concerning (lender. 1771 Sir W. Jones Gram.
Pers. Lang. Wks. 1790 II. 147 There is no genitive case in

Persian. 1898 Earle Simple (ham. Eng. 15 To express
the Genitive Case of these plurals no further sound is added.

t 2. Pertaining to generation (so OF. genctif,

partus genitives). Obs,

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1541) Proheme Cosmogr. xv.
As ane heist, so isane man consaue Of seid infuse in membris
genitiue. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus iv. 44 He ordanit sum
be of kind genitiue, And fill the warld efter thair qualitie.

1612 Benvennto's Passenger l. 103 Sparage. .prouokes vrine,

increaseth genetiue seed, cleanseth the reynes from sand
[etc.]. 1656 Blolnt Glossogr., Genitive, natural, engendring,
of an ingendring faculty, that hath power to ingender.

B. sh. =genitive case ; also, a part of speech
in the genitive case.

< 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue 1.1865) 29 Our genitive is

alwayes joyned with an other noun, and is noated with of,

or s. 1749 Power Pros. Numbers 71 The Concurrence of
many Genitives with their Sign 0/ prefixed, should be
avoided as an inelegance. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram.
ied. 5) I. 266 When this plurality is neither intimated, nor
necessarily supposed, the double genitive .. should not be
used. 1866 Masson tr. Winer s Gram. N. T. Vict. 209
Even in Greek prose the Genitive is usually employed to

denote separation or removal. 1892 Earle Pkilol. Eng.
Tongue (ed. 5) 547 The Cumulative or Double Genitive,

a peculiarly English combination, where both the of and
the * are retained, as (

that boy of NorcottV.
attrih. 1872 Morris Eng. Accid. 101 It is probable that

the genitive ending was nothing more than an adjective
termination.

Creilito- (dge'nito), modem combining form of
L. genitalis genital, used in various physiological
terms which refer to the genital organs in conjunc-

tion with other parts of the body, as genito-anal,

-crural [in genitocrural nerve = F. nerf ge'nito-

crural\ -spinal^ -urinary (F. ginito-urinaire),
1835-6T0DD Cycl.Anat. I. 384/2 This tunic is but a portion

of the genito-urinary mucous membrane. 1844 Hoblyn
Diet. Med., GenitO'i:rural, the name of a nerve proceeding
from the first lumbar, and dividing into an internal branch,
which accompanies the spermatic cord; and an external,
which is distributed into filaments at the crural arch. 1876
Gross Dis. Bladder 158 The blood may be derived from any
portion of the genito-urinary mucous tract. 1878 T. Bryant
Pract.Surg. I. 486 The gemto-crural nerve, which lies upon
the vessel, should not be included in the ligature.

Genitoir, var. Genitoh 1

.

+ Genitor
' , genitory. Obs. Chiefly pi.

Forms : a. 4 geny-, gene-, genitras, -traces, 4,

7 gene-, (5 genytours), 7 genitoir\e)s, 5 geny-,
6 genitores, 6-7 genitors ; 0. 5 genetoryes, 6

gene-, geny-, 6-8 genitories. [a. OK. genitoir

(usu. pi. genitoirs, gfaitoires), app. f. L. type

*genitoriu/n.] A testicle ; //. the testicles, but in

later urogenitals. (Cf. Gemture. ,

j

1387 Trevisa Ht'gden (Rolls) VII. 315 Who pat took a
womman by strengp schulde lese his genitras [v.r. geni-
traces]. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. vn. Iv. (1495) 269 Yf it

happe that thys Hernia is broke a grete deele of the bowels
falle downe in to the codde of the genetours. 1481 Caxton
Myrr. \\. \'\. 71 Casjours . . whan they ben honted . . byte
wyth their teeth their owne genytoirs or ballocks and lete

them falle. 1483 — G. de la Tour E v, And they kyt awey
the Genytoryes uf the sayde monk. 1533 Elyot Cast. ffctthe

(1541) 7 a, Of the genytories or stones of generation. 1574
Hvi.l Couject. IVeatheriv, If his right genitour be trussed
up . . then doth he beget a Ewe lambe. 1579 Langham
Gard. Health (1633) 309 The same .. healeth all paine and
swellings of the genitors or stones. 1603 Knoli.es Hist.
Turks 11621) 276 His sonne> deprived of their sight, and
spoiled of their genitoires. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden
xcix. 137 The Ashes . . are used . . to cleanse and heal old
ulcers and sores, as well in the Genitories as other parts of
the body. 1708 Motteix Rabelais iv. xlviii. (1737) 194 He
has Genitories.

b. In adjectival use : members genitors.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 2230/2 Thys synne may in no
wyse be forgyucn But yf he cutte of his membris genytores.

Genitor- (dge'nitor). Now rare. Also 5
genytur. 6 genitour. [n. \..- genitor begetter,

parent, f. *gcn-, root of gignere to beget, bear.

The earliest forms are a. F. genileur, ad. L. gen-
itor-em.] A male parent, father; in //. = parents.

1447 BoKENHAM Seyutys (Roxb.) 156 These thre. .dyvydyd
the possessyoun Of her genyturs. 1537 Latimer 2nd Serm.
bcf. Convoc. Dij, They .. that were the wise fathers and
genitours of this purgatorie, were, in my mynde, the wysest
of all their generation. 1659 Pearson Creed (18391 57
Whosoever is generated is from him which is the genitor.

1665 HoOKE Microgr. 192 In those places are found all the
convenient causes of their production, namely, genitors, or
Parents [etc.]. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 300 High genitors,

unconscious did they cull Time's sweet lir.st-fruits. 1846
Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. I. 90 A son, worthy of his august
genitor, in happy hour is born to your Majesty
Hence G-enito rial a.t

parental, rare* 1
,

1847 MEdwin Shelley 1. 158 Sir Timothy was a man enter-
taining high notions of genitorial rights.

Genitory: see Genitor '.

Genitrise, var. Gektrisk.
Genitrix: see Genetrix.

I Geniture. Obs. [ad. L. genitur-am beget-

ting, etc., f. gignerc to beget. Cf. OY. geniture.]

1. Begetting, generation ; birth.

1641 M. Frank Serm. (1672) 228 Parents here under the
notion of yoreis seems very strange, Joseph having no part
in His geniture. 1650 Fuu.kr Pisgah iv. ii. 27 God..
foretelleth that Moab should be made drunk, I'haply alluding
to his geniture, seeing he was begotten in a fit of drunken-
iiL'^). 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. 7 On the 25th of the
same month in which I date my geniture.

2. Astrol. Nativity, horoscope. (Cf. Genesis 2.)

1621 Burton Auat. Mel. 1. i. 1. ii, He had the significators

in his geniture fortunate, and free from the hostile aspects
of Satume and Mars. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. civ. 528
In diurnal! genitures ., you must ever regard the degree of
the Ecliptick. 1721 Eakl Nottingham Anstu. II 'histon 47
The Second (Origin) signifies his Geniture or Nativity. 1819

J. Wilson Diet. Astrol., Geniture, the Birth, the radical
figure, the plan of a nativity.

B. That which is generated ; offspring, product.

1579 Fclke Confut. Sanders 620 He may deny a man to
l>e a creature because he is a geniture, that is a thing
begotten. 1603 Holland PlutarclCs Mor. 1345 Saying,
that he [the Sunne] is the issue and geniture proceeding
from Apollo who is eternal], and who continually bringeth
him foorth. 1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers xi. x. 368
The little Seed of Righteousness, .receives a place to arise,

and becometh a holy Birth, and Geniture in Man. 1698
Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 320 The Pearl is supposed to be
the Geniture of a Shell-fish called Margaritifer.

4. The generative seed of animals.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 259 The Seed is called.. in

Latine semen, Genitura. .And so we wil call it Seed and
Geniture. 1620 Venner Via Recta ii. 29 The vse of them
. . is . . an enemy to procreation, because they dry up the

geniture. 1683 A. Snape Auat. Horse App. § 1 (1686) 6 As
to the efficient Cause of Generation, that is the geniture of
the Male.

b. The prolific germ in vegetable seed. rare~ ]

.

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 63 That part of a Seed, in which
properly the pro]ifiu,ue vertue lodgeth, and which is strictly

called the geniture.

5. pi. - Genitzh (QV. genitures). (Cf.GENiTOK *.)

154^8 Hall Chron. (1809) 744 Every strete laye full of the

privie members and genitures of the Cardinalles and holy
prelates.

6. Math. — Factor^. 6. rare- 1
.

1718 J. Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. I. xvi. § 19 That all

the Co-efficients or Genitures of the Terms taken together.

.

yield the Quantity.

Genius (dghiiifc). PI. genii (dgfni|»i), gen-
iuses, f genius's), [a. L. genius^ f. *gen- root

of gi-gU'ifre to beget, Gr. ylyveaOai to be born,

come into being.

In Lat. the word has mainly the sense 1 below (the ex-
tended sense 2 occurs post-classically), and a fig. sense
approaching 3. As a word of learned origin it is found in

the Rom. langs. : F. genie (whence Ger. genie), It., Sp., Pg.
gtniot which have approximately the same senses as in Eng.
To some extent the sense-development in Rom. has been
affected by confusion with ingenium (see Engine) ; cf. for

example Y.ginie civil 'civil engineering'.]

L With reference to classical pagan belief : The
tutelary god or attendant spirit allotted to every

person at his birth, to govern his fortunes and
determine his character, and finally to conduct him
out of the world ; also, the tutelary and controlling

spirit similarly connected with a place, an institu-

tion, etc. (Now only in sing?) J
In the first two quots. Genius is the proper name of an

allegorical person who in the Rom. de la Rosa ^eprjsents
the native moral instincts of mankind as setting bounds to

the range of sexual passion.
f

[1390 Gower Conf. I. 48 O Genius min owne clerke Come
fortn and here this mannes shrifte. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4768

They . . Whom genius cursith, man and wyf, That wrongly
werke ageyn nature.] 1513 Douglas AEneis IX. iv. 49 Gif
that euery mannis schrewit desyre Be as his God and Genyus
in that place. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1541) Proheme
Cosmogr. xii, Tnair is na thing may be so odius To
man, as leif in miserie and wo Defraudand god of nature
genius. [Cf. Ter. Pfwrm. 1. i. 10 and Hor. Ep. 11. ii. 188.I

1596 Dhayton Leg. iv. 51 The pale Genius of that aged
floud. 1605 Shaks. Macb. in. i. 56 Vnder him My Genius
is rebuk'd, as it is said Mark Anthonies was by Ca;sar 1612
Dkayton Poly-olb. 1. 10 Thou Genius of the place . . Which
liued'st long before the All-earth-drowning Flood. < 1630
Risdon Snrv. Devon § 225 (1810) 237 Genii of the spring.

1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 63 Any thing wherein the spirit

or soule delighted, was called sacred or peculiar to the
genius, especially feasting and marriage. 1663 Dryden To
Autliars5 in Charleton Stone-heng, Watch'd by the Genius
of this Royal place. 1701 Rowe Amb. Step-Moth. 1. i. 51
Let their Guardian Genii still be watchful. 1745 Collins
Ode Cot. Ross i, Britannia's Genius bends to earth, c 1800
K. White Childhood 11. 260 Kind genii of my native fields

benign. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858) 87 It was his

guiding Genius (Damon) that inspired him ; he must go
forth and meet his Destiny. 1843 Dickens Christm. Carol
\, It seemed as if the Genius of the Weather sat in mournful
meditation on the threshold. 1863 Scotsman 12 Aug.. We
are now able . . to thank our stars that the genius of red tape
was so strong even in France. 1871 Fakr \k IVitn. Hist. iii.

9y Christians ..who would die rather than fling into the
altar-flame a pinch of incense to the Genius of the Em-
perors. 1887 Bowen I'irg. AEneidw 95 His sire's familiar,

or genius haunting the shore.

fb. After Lat. use: This spirit viewed as pro-

pitiated by festivities ; hence, one's appetite. Obs.
1605 B. Jonson Voipone \. i. B 2 a, What should I do, But

cocker vp my Genius, and liue free To all delights, my for-

tune calls me to? 1693 Dryuen Juvenal \v. 105 To your
glad Genius sacrifice this Day ; Let common Meats respect-

fully give way.

c. {A person 1

s) good, ev^il genius : the two mutu-
ally opposed spirits (in Christian language angels :

by whom every person was supposed to be attended

throughout his life. Hence applied trans/, to a
person who powerfully influences for good or evil

the character, conduct, or fortunes of another.
1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 27 The strongst suggestion, Our

worser Genius can 1613 Pcrchas Pitgrimage\i(}i^) 365 A
tradition of two Genii, which attend every man, one good,
the other evill. 1653 H. Moke Antid. Ath. m.xlv. (1712) 130
The Pythagoreans were of opinion that every man has two
Genii, a good one, and a bad one. 1660 J. S.Audremana in.

v. in Ha/l. Dodsley XIV. 244 My better genius, thou art
welcome as A draught of water to a thirsty man. 1702
Rowe Tamerl. iv. i. 1689 Thou. .art an evil Genius to thy-

self. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) II. 1006/2 Men had
their evd genii, who disturbed them with fears, and dis-

tressed their virtue. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) II.

vii. 24 It needed the intervention of his better genius in the
form of Godwine.

t d. In astrological use the word survived, with

some notion of its original sense,passing into a sym-
bolical expression for the combination of sidereal

influences represented in a person's horoscope. Obs.

1643 Milton Divorce 1. x, But what might be the cause,

whether each one's allotted Genius or proper star, or
[etc.]. 1657 H. Pinnell Philos. Ref, 67 The other part

therefore of Man, or this sydereall body is called the Genius
of man, because it proceedeth from the Firmament ; it is

called Penates, because it is in our power and born with us,

the shadow of the visible body, Lar domesticus, the good or

bad houshold or private Angell.

e. The quasi-mythologic personification of some-
thing immaterial le. g. of a virtue, a custom, an
institution), esp. as portrayed in painting or sculp-

ture. Hence transf. a person or thing fit to be

takes as an embodied type of (some abstract idea).

'S?7 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV\ m. ii. 337 Hee was the very
Genius of Famine. 1875 B. Harte Tales Argonauts, Baby
Sylvester, A golden lizard, the very genius of desolate
stillness, had stopped breathless upon the threshold of one
cabin.

2. A demon or spiritual being in general.

Now chiefly in pi. genii (the sing, being usually

replaced by Geme), as a rendering of Arab.

^y^jiuu, the collective name of a class of spirits

(some good, some evil) supposed to interfere power-

fully in human affairs.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon i.v. 71 Whereas the pyromantic
genii Are mighty, swift, and of far-reaching power. 1646

Bcck Rich. Ill Ded., To the common-rout, they .. are

another kind of Genius, or ignis fatuus. 1653 Lu. Yacx
GodeatCs St. Paul 321 The worship of Angels or Geniuses
{printed Genieuses]. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 11. (1701)

83/1 They mock even the Genius of Socrates as a feigned

thing. 1681 H. More Exp. Dan. ii. 25 The activity there-

fore of the Aerial Genii or Angels may be understood by
these Winds. 1688 Mrs. Behn tr. Van Dale's Hist. Orac.

(1718) 150 Evil Ge.nii, and Spirits condemn'd to eternal

punishment. 1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope (1782) II. x. 178

It seemed one of those edifices in Fairy Tales, that are

raised by Genii in a nights time. 1779 Franklin Wks.

(1889) VI. 261 Albumazar. . was visited nightly by genii and
spirits of the first rank. 183a W. Irving Alhambra 1. 251

The genii, who watch over the place, were obedient to my
magic power. 1879 Gladstone Glean. I. i. 32 The whole
narrative really recalls the most graceful fictions of wise

genii and gentle fairies.

3. + a. Of persons : Characteristic disposition ;

inclination ; bent, turn or temper of mind. Obs.

1581 Sidney Afol. Poetrie (Arb.) 62 A Poet, no industrie

can make, if his owne Genius bee not carried vnto it.

'599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. 11. i. (1600) D 4 a, I can-

not frame me to your harsh vulgar phrase, tis agaynst my



GENIUS.
Genius. 1603 Gerbier Counsel 36 Those things whereuuto
their Genius doth tend. 1686 Observ. Chinese Cliar. in
Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 215 There have been various ways
thought of for Expressing Significancy, according to the
several Genii of the Persons that were the Inventors. 1690
Evelyn Mem. (18571 III. 318 Its being suitable to my rural
genius, born as I was at Wotton, among the woods. 1697
tr. C'/ess D'Annoy's Tra-o. .1706) 83 He immediately dis-
covered the Queens Genius, and easily made himself her

' Confident. 1713 DniUM I'hys. Thcol. v. i. 312 There is the
same Reason for the variety of Genii, or Inclinations of .Men
also. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. III. IxL 319 Men of such dar-
ing geniuses were not contented with the ancient and legal
forms of civil government. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs.
Thrale 10 July, Every man has his genius .. my genius is
always in extremes. 1781 J. Mooke Viezv Sec. It. (1790I I.

xyi. 188 The intriguing genius of Pope Julius. 1804 W.
Tennant IiiJ. Recreat. (ed. 2) II. 162 Operations requiring
no effort . . and on that account peculiarly suited to the
genius of the indolent Bengalese.

b. With reference to a nation, age, etc. : Preva-
lent feeling, opinion, sentiment, or taste ; distinctive
character, or spirit.

1639 Fuller Holy War v. xix. (1640) 260 The warre-genius
of the world is altered now-a-dayes, and supplieth number
with pohcie. ct64S Howell Lett. (1650! II. 74 Before I
wean my self from Italy, a word or two touching the genius
of the nation. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl. 189 My Acquainled-
ness with the Genius of the Age had sadly taught me that
I was to alter my Method. 1701 Swn x Contests .Voiles ,y
Lomm. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 44 The people of England are of
a genius and temper never to admit slavery among them
1711.Addison Sped. No. 29 r 9 A Composer should lit his
Musick to the Genius of the People. 1754 Hume Hist.
Lug. O761) I. i.x. 196 The barbarous and violent genius of
the age. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 531 The
genius of this faction is easily discerned. 1845 Stephen
Lomm. Laws Eng. (1874) I. 81 Owing perhaps to some
peculiar averseness in the early genius of the country from
change in its legal institutions. 1855 Prescott Philip if,
I. I. 1. 2 This flexibility was foreign to the genius of the
Spaniard.
personified- 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 4 The rays from

Voltaire's burning and far-shining spirit . . struck upon the
genius of the time, seated dark and dead like the black
stone of Memnon's statue.

e. Of a language, law, or institution : Prevailing
character or spirit, general drift, characteristic
method or procedure.
1647 N. BmohJHk. Govt. Eng. 1. xlix. (1739) 85 The

right genius of this Law will also more evidently appear by
the practice of those times. 1699 Bentley Phal. 244 The
Genius and Constitution of Tragedy. 1705 Addison Italy
183 They are chiefly to be ascrib'd to the very Genius of the
Roman Catholick Religion. 175s Johnson Diet. Pref., Such
[words] as are readily adopted by the genius of our tongue.
1765 Harris Three Treat. Advt., Those Treatises, being
written in Dialogue, from their Nature and Genius admit
not of Interruption. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. 1. viii. (1869)
I. 77 The genius of the British Constitution. 1791 Burke
Th. hr. Affairs Wks.VII. 15 They will examine into the true
character and genius of some late events. 1814 T. Bell
Vitm Coven. Wks. 270 The Decalogue changed as it were
its genius, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) III. 219 The genius
of our constitution is opposed to the assumption of power
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 17 He expresses the very
genius of the old comedy. J875 Stewart & Tait Unseen
Univ. 1. § 36 (1878) 54 The whole genius of Christianity
would appear to point towards a total submission.

d. With reference to a place : The body of
associations connected with, or inspirations that
may be derived from it. (Cf. 1 and •;.)

[1681 Dryden Prol. Univ. Oxf. 25 By the sacred genius
of this place.] 18*3 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Tombs in Abbey, Is
the being shown over a place the same as silently for our-
selves detecting the genius of it ? 1844 Disraeli Coningsby
iv. xv, In Palestine, I met a German student who was accu-
mulating materials for the History of Christianity, and
studying the genius of the place. 1844 Stanley Arnold I.
ill. 101 Whatever peculiarity of character was impressed on
the scholars whom it sent forth, was derived not from the
genius of the place, but from the genius of the man.

t e. Of material things, diseases, etc. : The na-
tural character, inherent constitution or tendency.
1675

,
Grew Anat. Trunks 11. vi. §6 Convolvula's do not

wind by any peculiar Nature or Genius. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. 1. 80 The Culture suiting to the sev'ral Kinds Of
Seeds and Plants

; and what will thrive and rise, And what
the Genius of the Soil denies. 1725 Pope Odyss. IX. 152
Here all products and all plants abound, Sprung from the
fruitful genius of the ground. 1728-30 — in Spence A need.
(1858) 9 In laying out a garden, the first thing to be con.
sidered is the genius of the place : thus at Riskins . . Lord
Bathurst should have raised two or three mounts ; because
his situation is all a plain. 1747 Berkeley Tar-water in
Plague Wks. III. 483 Fevers . . change their genius in dif-
ferent seasons.

4. Natural ability or capacity
; quality of mind

;

the special endowments which fit a man for his
peculiar work. (Now only with mixture of sense 5.)
1649 Milton Eikou. 241 To unsettle the conscience of any

knowing Christian is a thing above the genius of his Cleric
elocution. 1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 74 Hugens. .so worthily
celebrated for his . . universal Mathematical Genius. 172s
T. Hearne Pref. to R. Brunne's Chrou. I. 27 For no Study
can be more pleasant to Persons of a genius than that of
our National History and Antiquities. 1729 Franklin
Ess. Wks. 1840 1 1. 263 Different men have geniuses adapted
to a variety of different arts and manufactures. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. I. 1. 68 His genius was of that kind
which ripens slowly. 1768 W. Gilpin Prints 125 Dorigny
seems to have exhausted his genius upon it. 1831 Brewster
Newton (1855I I. xii. 322 The peculiar genius of Newton
has been displayed in his investigation of the law of
universal gravitation. 184a Thirlwall Greece VII. 71 A
design certainly suited to Alexander's genius. 1853 Lytton

113

My Ntniel\\.\, The Squire, whose active genius was always
at some repair or improvement.

b. Natural aptitude, coupled with more or less
of inclination \ to, for (something 1

. (Now only
with mixture of sense 5.)
1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. I. § 6, I have no Genius

to disputes in Religion. 1707 J. Archdale Deser. Carolina
11, I advise, That such Missionaries be well skill'd in
Chyimstry, and some natural Genius to seek the Virtues in
Herbs, Melts and Minerals. 1727 Di. Vov Syst. Magic 1. i.

(1840) 7 One having a genius to this, another to that kind
of knowledge. 1788 Priestley Leet. Hist. v. I. 381 A genius
for science by no means depends upon climate. 1798
Ierkiar Illustr. Sterne ii. 38 He had no great geniu., fur
poetry. 1818 J.vs. -Mill Brit. India II. v. viii. 684 He had
no genius, any more than Clive, for schemes of policy
including large views of the past. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Crowned S, Buried xxvii, He had The genius to be loved.
1871 Smiles Cltarac. vi. (1876) 183 Their genius for borrow-
ing, in the long run, usually proves iheir ruin. 1878 R. W.
Dale Leet. Preach, ii. 38 Mr. Gladstone has an extra-
ordinary genius for liiiancc. 1889 Lowell Latest Lit. Ess.,
Walton (.1891) 80 Walton had a genius for friendships.

5. (Only in sing.) Native intellectual power of
an exalted type, such as is attributed to those who
are esteemed greatest in any department of art,

speculation, or practice ; instinctive and extra-
ordinary capacity for imaginative creation, original
thought, invention, or discovery. Often contrasted
with talent.

This sense, which belongs also to F. genie, Ger. genie,
appeais to have been developed in the isih c. (It is not
recognized in Johnson's Dictionary.) In sense 4 the word
had come to be applied with especial frequency to the kind
of intellectual power manifested by poets and artists; and
when in this application 'genius', as native endowment,
came to be contrasted with the aptitudes that can be
acquired by study, the approach to the modern sense was
often very close. The further development ofmeaning was
prob. influenced by association with senses t and 2, which
suggested that the word had an especial fitness to denote
that particular kind of intellectual power which has the
appearance of proceeding from a supernatural inspiration or
possession, and which seems to arrive at its results in an
inexplicable and miraculous manner. This use, which app.
originated in England, came into great prominence in
Germany, and gave the designation of Genieperiode to the
epoch in German literature otherwise known as the ' Sturm
und Drang ' period. Owing to the influence of Ger. litera-
ture in the present century, this is now the most familiar
sense of the Eng. word, and usually colours the other senses.
It was by the Ger. writers of the iSthc. that the distinction
between 'genius' and ' talent ', which had some foundation
111 Fr. usage, was sharpened into the strong antithesis which
is now universally current, so that the one term is hardly
ever defined without reference to the other. The difference
between genius and talent has been formulated very
variously by different writers, but there is general agree-
ment in regarding the former as the higher of the two, as
'creative' and 'original', and as achieving its results by
instinctive perception and spontaneous activity, rather than
by processes which admit of being distinctly analyzed.
1749 Fielding Tom Jones XIV. 1, By the wonderful force

of genius only, without the least assistance of learning.
1755 W. Shari'E (title), Dissertation on Genius. 1756-82
J. Warton Ess. Pope (17S2) II. viii. 21 It were to be w i-hed
that no youth of genius were suffered to look into Statius.
1783 Blair Rhet. iii. I. 41 Genius always imports something
inventive or creative. 1801 Fuseli in Leet. Paint, i. (1848J
348 By Genius I mean that power which enlarges the circle
of human knowledge ; which discovers new materials of
Nature, or combines the known with novelty. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 259 The genius of Halifax bore
down all opposition. 1853 Dk Quincey A ulobiog. Sic. Wks.
I. 19S note, Talent and genius . . are not merely different,
they are in polar opposition to each other. Talent is intel-
lectual power of every kind, which acts and manifests itself
. .through the will and the active forces. Genius . . is that
much rarer species of intellectual power which is derived
from the genial nature—from the spirit of suffering and
enjoying—from the spirit of pleasure and pain ..It is a
function of the passive nature. 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. iv.
iii. I. 407 Genius .. means transcendent capacity of taking
trouble, first of all. 1866 R. W. Dale Disc. Spec. Occ. vii.

241 The world hardly knew what music was, till the genius
of Handel did homage to the Messiah. 1883 Froude Short
Stud. IV. 11. iii. 195 A man of genius, .is a .spring in which
there is always more behind than flows from it.

6. Applied to a person, f a. With qualifying adj.

:

One who has great, little, etc. ' genius ' (sense 4) or
natural ability. Also, one who has a ' genius

'

(sense 3) or disposition of a specified kind. Obs.
[1647-1697 : see 6 b.] 1731 A. Hill Ad-: Poets 18 Vulgar

Genii, soot d by sharp Disdain. 1768 W. Gilpin Prints™W ith a little genius nothing sways like a great name. Ibid.
240 A trifling genius may be found, who will give ten
guineas for Hollar's shells.

b. A person endowed with ' genius ' (in sense 5).
(Now only geniuses in pi.)
The earlier examples, in which the word is accompanied

by a laudatory adj., probably belong strictly to 6 a.
1647 W. Browne tr. Combovillc's Polexander iv. iv. 294

I hose great Genius's, on whom most Kings disburthen
themselves of the government of their Estates. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Past. Pref. (1721) 1. 91 Extraordinary Genius's have a
sort of Prerogative, which may dispense them from Laws.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 160 r 1 There is no Character more
frequently given to a Writer, than that of being a Genius.
I have heard many a little Sonneteer called a fine Genius.
1755 Amory Mem. (1769) I. 91 Such admirable genii as
Burnet and Butler. 1762-71 H. Walpoi.e Vertue's Aueed.
Patnt. (17861 II. 90 Under the direction of that genius
[lingo Jones] the King erected the house at Greenwich.
1793 Beddoes Math. Enid. 61 Why are not geniuses for

?
r
oo»°

r
i

sclcn"? born among savages? 1800 Lamb Lett.
(1888) I. 141 All poems are good poems to George ; all men

GENOESE.
are fine geniuses. 1806 H. Siddons Maid, Wi/e, ,y Widow
1. 173 Isaac was a good-dispositioned, industrious boy, but
no genius. 1873 H. Rogers Orig. Bible ix. 1 1875) 382 Cer-
tain transcendent geniuses—the Bacons, the Newtons, the
Shakespeares, the Miltons.

7. phi: |l g-enius looi [L. - ' genius of the place '],

the presiding deity or spirit (see sense 1'
; but often

used in the sense of 3d.
1771 Smolleu Humph. CI, To Dr. Lcieis 8 Aug., The

pleasure-grounds are. in my opinion, nut so well laid out
according to the genius loci 1835W. Irving Crayon Misc.,
Ncwsteai Abbey (1S63) 286 A white marble bust of the
genius loci, the noble poet, shone conspicuously from it.,

pedestal. 1878 L. W. M. Lockiiari Mine is Thine xix.
II. 50 The genius loci may be solemn and pensive, but we
laugh at him.

8. atlrib. and Comb., as genius school
;
genius-

gifted, genii-haunted adjs. ; genius-born a., born
ol genius

; f genius-chamber, bi idal chamber (see

Genial «.').

1894 Mh.n Strolling Players hi East xxi. 11,4, I repre-
sented .. the sweet meek maiden who was the "genius-born
daughter of Shakespeare's pen. 1513 Douglas .Ends iv. i.

36 War nocht also to me is displesant "Genyus chalmer or
matrnnone to hant. a 1851 Mrs. Sherwood Life i. (1S341
17 My "genius-gifted and benevolent father. "1817 Mrs.
Hlmvns Mod. Greece Poems (187s) 29 Or Tigris rolls his
*genii-hauuted wave. 1882 Seeley Nat. Relig. (1883) 166
'the point of close resemblance between the ^genius school
in art, and the anti-legal school in morals.
Hence {nonce-wds.) Ge-niused a. [-ED 2

], en-
dowed with genius; Ge nivtsess [-ESS], a female
genius; Geniuskin [-kin], a little genius.
1772 Nugent tr. Hist. Friar Gerund I. i,. She was not

a common woman, but a geniusess and an elegant writrix.
1880 S. Lanier Poems (18841 108 Led by the soaring.
genius'd Sylvester. 1882 H. C. Merivale Fancit of B. II.
1. xvii. 21 He failed.. to catch a single idea out of those
words with which my geniuskin of song had inspired mo.
Gennel, ginnel dse-nel, darnel ; elsewhere

gi'nel . dial. Also 7 genii-, ginn-, gynnell, y
jennel. [Of obscure origin : sense 1 suggests that
it may be a corruption of chenelle Channel.]
tl. = Channel 3 a. Obs.
1613 Manch. Ct. Leet Fee. (1885) II. 2S7 Roberte Charnocke

..hath newlie erected a privie, the fhhhe whereof ffalletli

1
into a certen Gynnell or gutt'. 1647 Ibid. (1887I IV. 11 M'
John Marler shall cause the said Ginnel! soe to bee cletised
as it may not bee for the future preiudiciall to others.

2. dial. A long narrow passage between houses,
either roofed or unroofed.
1669 Manch. Ct. Led Fee. (18S7) V. 98 W» Jackson hath

made a Doore into A Ginnell belongeinge to Edmo Hey-
wood. a 1804 J. Mather Sougt (1t6x\ 3s in Sheffield Gloss.
s. v., When Sancho was a raw-boned whelp And lived in
yonder jennel. 1855 Waugh Lane. Life(iiii) in Through
th' ginnel, an' up tli' steps.

Genner, Sc. and dial, form of Gekdek v.

Gennet, obs. form of Jennet ; var. Genet i.

Gennete (genrt). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Or. y€rviJTm
pi., f. yewa family.] (See quots.)
1838 Thirlwall Greece II. 12 The geuos, or house, was

again made up of thirty gametes, or heads of families.
1847 Grote Greece II. .x. III. 85 The gennetes or members
of the same gens lived in the same canton.
Genny (pepper): see Guinea-.
Genoa .dje'noia). See Geane. The name of a

city of Italy. Used atlrib. in names of articles

connected with Genoa, as Genoa lettuce, -velvet.

Genoa cake, a rich currant cake with almonds on
the top; Genoa treacle (see Treacle'

; t paste
of Genoa, a baked sweetmeat made of quinces,
spices, and sugar. Also absol. = Genoa-velvet.
1615 Markham Fug. Housew. 11. ii. (166S1 101 To make

paste of Genoa. 1669 Evelyn Fal. Hort. (ed. 3) ioj You
may yet sow Genoa Lettuce, which will last all the Winter.
1766 W. Gordon Gen. Countiug-ho. 427, 2 pieces of black
Genoa. 1839 Ure Did. Arts 1234 The figure represent
a piece of velvet.. of that kind which, being woven upon
a tweeled ground, is known by the name of Genoa velvet.

t Ge'noan, a. and sb. [see -AH.l = GENOESE.
1608 Day Law Trickes v. (1881) 80 Hee's a Genoau

marchant that with much suite ransom'd mee from the
Turke. 1670 R. Coke Disc. Tratle 62 The Genoans are
forced to turn Usurers, upon what they had got before.

Genoblast (dje-iwblust). [f. Gr. yivo-s off-

spring + -blast.] The bisexual nucleus of the
impregnated ovum. Hence Genoblastic a., ol

or pertaining to a genoblast.
1877 H. D. Minot in Proc. Best. Soe. Nat. Hist. XIX. 1 70

The sexual generation may be called genoblasts. 1880
Nature XXI. 458 The history of the genoblasts and the
theory of sex. 1886 A. Hyatt in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. ill.

XXXI. 336 This statement includes all the basal facts of the
genoblastic theory.

Genoese (dgentb,JV > «• and sb. Also 6 genuese.
(See Genovese, Genoway.) [f. Geno-a + -ese.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Genoa. (In mod. Diets.)

1756 Burke VituL Nat. Soe. Wks. I. 43 A Genoese, ot a
Venetian republick, is a concealed despotism.

B. absol. and sb. The Genoese (pi.") : the Genoese
people, (f Formerly also pi. Geuoeses.)

*553 N. W'otton Let. 27 Oct. in Tytler Eng. under Edw.
VI (1839) II. 252 It shall be time for the Genoescs to bestir
themselves. 1594 Blundevii. Exerc. v. v. (ed. 7) 541 This
He is governed by the Genueses. ibflGovt. Venicezgo No
Age but will mention me, I having defeated the Genoescs,
reduced Clodia, (or Chio//a) and delivered my Countrey
from very great Dangers. 1845 S. Austin Raukc's Hist.



GENOESIAN
Re/. II. 321 The Genoese feel that they cannot withstand
the imperial crown.

t Genoesian, a. and sb. Obs. [see -IAN.] -

Genoese.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 1. 1 Christopher Cullumbus,

a Genoesian. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy 1. 64 You see.

.

the armour of the Genoesian Amazons who went to the war
ill the Holy Land.
Genologe, -logy, etc., obs. ff. Genealogy.
Genosophis pi. : see Gymnosophist.
a 1400-5° Alexander 4022 pe gentill genosophis.

Genouillere Cgin»y#r). Also 4 genyllere,

9 genouilliere. [a. F. genouillere, f. OF. genouil

(F. genou, knee :—pop.L. *geuuelum, i.genu knee.]

1. A flexible piece of armour for covering the

knees, with joints like those of a lobster.

1:1380 Sir Fcrumh. 5631 pe strok ys ferber wente..And
ful opon ys genyllere. 1850 Boutell in Genii. Mag.
CXX. 11. 44 The knees are guarded by genouillieres of

peculiar form.

2. Fortification. 'See quots.)
1802 in C. Tames Mttit. Diet. 1851 J. S. Macaulay Field

Forlif. 78 Tnat part of the interior slope of the parapet im-

mediately beneath the embrasures is called the genouillere.

1867 Smyth Sailors IVord-bh., GenouilUre, that part of a
battery which remains above the platform, and under the gun
after the opening of the embrasure. Of course a knee-step.

GeilOVese (dje'n^Vfz), a. and sb. Now rare.

Also 7 Genoevais, //. Genoveses. [a. It.

Genovese, f. Genova Genoa.] — Genoese a. ami sb.

1603 North Plutarch's Lives 116121 1176 The Panno-
nians, the Genoveses, and those of Piemont rebelling.

1638 DavehANT Fair Favourite III. '1673' 97, 1 Madam, I

beg your goodness would procure The Genouesse may be

dismissed without A Tax upon his Goods, c 1645 Howell
Lett. (1650) II. 89 You have the Romane [dialect] .. the

Calabres^e, the Genoevais, the Piemontez. 1684 Land. Caz.
No. 1993/3 Several Galliots are fitting out . .

against the

Genoueses. 1855 Tennyson Daisy 40 The grave, severe

Genovese of old.

t Ge'noway, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : o. 6 -7

genowaie, -way(e, (6 genoae. 7 genowae, -wey,

-wyaie, 6 gene-way). 0. 5 jan e-, jenewey, 5-6

januay. -ey. [Originally sb. p\.JdnewejtSj a. OF.
Genoueis, ad. It. Genovese : see pree. Afterwards

the sing, form was produced by omission of the s,

and the word used attrib. as adj.]

A. sb. A native of Genoa.
<: 1400 Maundev. (1839) iv. 23 The He of Crete, that the

Emperour 3af somtyme to Janeweys. 1480 Caxton Citron.
Fug. ccxlix. 11482) 319 A grete batait on the see bitwene
the Jeneweys and the kyng of Aragon. 15*9 Rastell
Pastymc, Hist. Brit. (1811) 219 A Januay that had the

kepynge of ye Castell of Caleys. 1593 MUNDAY Def. Con-
traries 37, I shall see no more the prating Florentine . . the

vsuring Geneway. 1596 Edward III, m. iv. 3 The garrison

ofGenoaes, my Lorde, That cam from Paris. 1600 Surflet
Countrie Forme in. xxvii. 483 The Genowaes doe plant

branches [of the fig tree] all the moneth of August. 1642
Howell For. Trav. (Arb.» 41 When a Jew.. meeteth with

a Genoway .. he puts his fingers in his eyes fearing to be
overreached by him.

B. adj Ol or pertaining to Genoa.
1603 Knou.Es//w/. Turks 1.1638) 296 Vsing.. the Genoway

marehants ships. Ibid. 344 Three tall Genoway ships

. .came with a faire winde for Constantinople.

II Genre (sanr). [F. genre kind : see GENDEB 1

1. Kind ; sort ; style.

1816 Lady Mokgan Flor. Macarthy 11S18) IV. in. 144
liut what is the genre of character, .which, if in true keep-
ing to life and manners, should not be found to resemble
any body? 1840 T. Moore Mem. 11856) VII. 273 Two very
remaikable men .. but of entirely different genres. 1843
ThaCRERAV Misc. Ess. 1,1885) 23 !' -some of our newspapers
are .. inclined to treat for a story in this genre. 1880 S.

Lanier Sci. Eng. Verse viii. 245 The prodigious wealth of
our language in beautiful works of this genre.

2. A style of painting in which scenes and sub-

jects of ordinary life are depicted.
1873 Ouida Pascarel 1.66 It fa picture] was a pretty little

hit ofgenre. 1885 Athe/ueum 12 Sept. 341/3 It [a picture] is

a piece of genre, a capital study of colour. 1897 Mug. . \rt

Sept. 246 The realism which induced Quintijn Massijs to

paint genre was the development of the spirit of the age.

b. attrib., as genre-painting, etc.

1849 Willmott Jml. Summer in Country 7 June 86
His apartments are crowded with rubbish, but he hangs
some little genre piece in the corner. 1861 Times 16 Oct.,

Those vulgarisms of blue, red, and yellow which many
of our own genre painters suppose to be telling colour.

1879 Vothergili. Probation i.xix. 193 A discriminating taste

in the matter of genre paintings. 1885 K. C. Stedman
Poets .Inter, iv. 98 Just as we call those genre canvases,

whereon are painted idyls of the fireside, the roadside, and
the farm, pictures of ' real life.'

Gens ;d^enz). PI. gentes (dge'nt/z . [a. L.

qens (stem genti-)t f. root *gen- of gi-gn-l're to

beget, Gr. yiyvco9ai be born.] a. Roman Antiq.

A clan or sept ; a number of families united by the

ties of a supposed common origin, a common name,
and common religious rites, b. Hence employed
to translate Gr.7tVos of similar meaning, and to de-

signate any similar aggregation of families.

1847 Grote Greece 11. x. III. 74 The Phratries and Gentes
themselves were real ancient and durable associations among
the Athenian people. 1855 Liddkll Hist. Rome I. 11. ix.

121 The whole Fabian Gens determined to leave Rome
altogether. 187a Backhot Physics <*j- Pol. 11876) 184 The
aggregation offamilies into clans or gentes. 1883 Sat. Rev. 10
Mar. 313/1 We hazard a guess that the full name indicative

114

of the gens may have been Kishori Chand. 1889 Nature
5 Dec. 100 The general history of the various gentes and
sub-gentes.

Gens d'armerie, Gens d'armes, var. ff.

Gendakmkkv, Gendarmes.
Genseg, obs. form of Ginseng.

Gent (dgeot), sb. [Short for Gentleman.] =
Gentleman ; now only vulgar, exc as applied

derisively to men of the vulgar and pretentious

class who arc supposed to use the word.
Early prose examples are doubtful, as they may represent

only the graphic abbreviation which was formerly common;
' Gents ' may be an editorial misreading for ' Gtnt.'=gen Ile-

t/ten. Early in the present century the word was colloquial

and slightly jocular ; about 1840 its use came to be regarded
as a mark of low breeding.

1564 in Heath Grocers' Comfi. (1869) 12 To make a supper

to divers gentlemen of Gray's Inne, for the great amitie

betweene them and the Middle Temple gents. 1605 7..

JoNES tr. Layer's Specters 32 margin, Another Gent of the

quality lived of late in Deven. .who could not endure the

playing on a Bagpipe. 1635 [Glafthorne] Lady Mother
I. ii. in Bullen O. Ft. II. 114 Hees not a gent that cannot

parlee. I must invent some new and polite phrases. 1649
Kvi.lyn Mem. (1857) III. 56 Noise and tumult occasioned

by three or four wild gents in drink. 1783 Gent 1. Mag. I.I II.

II. 577 The modern gent, is formed under the sage direction

of a French dancer, or a Swiss renegado. 1785 Burns Fp.

to J. Lapraik 21 Apr. xi, Do ye envy the city Gent, Behind

a kist to lie an' sklent. 1799 Mrs. H. Washington Let. in

Athenmum 11892) 17 Dec. 857/1 His lordship has invited

sixteen gents here today. 1810 Bentham Packing (1831)

207 If the practice of the Courts . . be to such a degree

a secret to Great Law Officers, can it be wondered that

they should be equally so to lay-gents, such as Sheriffs and
Members of Parliament? 1815 C. Lucas in Monthly Mag.
XXXIX. 296 How little support Mr. Kemble received

from these gents, in his right pronunciation of the word
aches, must be in the recollection of most ofyour readers.

1817 Byron Ep. Jr. Murray to Potidori 50 My humble
tenement admits All persons in the dress of gent., From
Mr. Hammond to Dog Dent. 1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 51

The poor ladies on Farnham Common had little to thank

the gents of the hunt for their gallantry. 1831 BeDDOES
Let. Jan. in Poems p. xciv, The reading populace ought to

be much obliged to me for my forbearance ; 'tis a pity that

other young rhyming gents are not equally economical of

their tediousness. 1838 Col. Hawker Diary (1803) II. 141

The gents watched him till I came. 1842 Thackeray Fit*
Foodie's Pre/, i, Gents . . [an] affectionate diminutive . . at

present much in use among commercial persons. 1847

tllustr. Loud. Slews 16 Oct. 350/1 His whole bearing was
rather that of the 'gent ' than gentleman. 1878 BebaNT &
Rice Celia's Arb. xxxix. (1887) 284 London audiences of

shop-boys and flashy gents. 1885 F. Anstey Tinted Venus
100 I'm not responsible, indeed, gents.

t Gent (dgent), a. Obs. Also 4-5 gent©, 4-5
jent e. [a. OK. gent:—popular L. *gentum for

class. Lat. gentium, pa. pple. of gigncre to beget.

From meaning simply 'born ', as in class. Lat.. the word
came to mean ' well-born*, 'noble', and by a further de-

velopment, 'noble in conduct*, 'graceful in manners or

appearance', * courteous ',' beautiful'. Cf. GeNTLB.]

1. Noble, high-born ; having the qualities attach-

ing to high birth. Of men, esp. a knight or

warrior: Valiant and courteous. (Cf. Gentle.) In

later use : Graceful in manners, well-bred, polite,

gentle.

13. . E. F. Allit. P. A. 265 Hot Iueler gente if bou schal

lose py loy for a gemme bat pe watz lef. c 1386 Chaucer Sir
Thopas 4, I wol telle verrayment .. AI of a knyght was
fair and gent, c 1410 Sir Cleges 247 .Sir Cleges, and his

son gent, The right waye to CarditTe went. < 1440 York
Myst. xl. 19 Jesu so gente. £-1460 Tmvneley Myst. xxix.

396 Maria, peter, andrew, Iohn, and Iamys the gent. .And
all my brethere dere. 1570 Levins Manip. 66/14 Gent,

gentle, mitis. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 31 For as

into the wax the seals imprent Is lyke a seale, right so the

Poet gent [Du liartas : le poetc scanant], Doeth graue so

viue in vs his passions strange. 1590 Shinser !. Q. 11.

xi. 17 The prowest and most gent, That ever brandished

bright Steele on hye ! 1600 Eng. Helicon (Grosart) 217, I

met a Woodman tiueint and gent, a 1643 W, CAKTWMGHT
Ordinary in, i. (1651) 36 Pot. Who is't that cals ? Mo.
A Knight most Gent. 167a Villiers (Dk. Bixkiim.) AY-
hearsal iv. i. (Arb*) 103 Is not that now like a well-bred

person, I gad ? So modest, so gent.

absol. or quasi-jr/\ 13.. A". Alis. 3060 In bothe halve,

niony gent, Wenten horn to heore tent.

2. Of women and children: Graceful, elegant,

pretty. Before Spenser cruelly in poetical phrases,

gent and small, fair and gent', etc.

a 1225 St. Marker. 131 So gent bu were it hende. a 1250

Owl <"f
Night. 204 Ni^tingale And ober wi^te, gente and

smale. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 562 po vond he bere damai-

seles gent and vair 11105. 41300 Cursor M. 13138 His

brother doghter, gent and smal Com bairn be for al for to

bale. < 1400 Sinudoue Bab. 1628 Tho spake Roulande .

.

To Floripe, that was bothe gente and fre. c 1460 Emare
191 Messengeres forth he sent Aftyr the mayde fayre and
gent. 1513 Douglas sEneis v. x. heading, How that

AKaailH and zoung ehildir gent, Assailzeit wthir, in mauir
of turnament. 1572 Lament. Lady Seotl. in Scot. Poems
16'A C. II. 250 Ane lawyers wyfe. baith trym and gent.

1590 SfSmn F. Q. 1. ix. 27 He lov'd, as was his lot, a Lady
gent. i6oo FAIRFAX Tasso 11. xvii. 23 She that was noble

wise, as faire and gent. 1736 W. THOMPSON Nativity x. 7

A joyous fellowship was seen Of ladies gent. 1824 Bvron
yuan XVI. Ixvi, Not nigh the gay saloon of ladies gent.

'absol. c 1440 Bone Flor. 2135 They . . thankyd them for

that gente. 1737 Ozlll Rabelais 1. for, The Gent, the

Brisk, the Fair.

quasi-mrr'. 1513 Douglas sEneis v. x. 22 The childer,

arrayit fair and gent, Enterit in the camp all sammyn,
schyning brycht.

GENTEEL.

3. Of the body or limbs : Elegant, shapely,

slender. Of things : Tasteful in design, elegant,

neat.

41300 Beket 1193 His lymes also he bihuld : hou gent

hi were and freo. 13.. B. E. Allit. P. B. 1495 His iueles

so gent wyth iaueles wet fouled, c 1381 Chalxhr Pari.

I-oiiles 558 The goos, with hir facounde gent . . Shal telle

our tale. < 1386 — Millers P. 48 As eny wesil hir body
gent and smal. . 1450 Henrvson Mor. Fab. 17, I beheld

your Fethers faire and gent. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
C iij b, I was woned to haue a faire bodye and gente.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvui. 44 Scho, this quene . . enterit

in a lusty gairding gent. ? a 1550 in Dunbar's Poems
1 1S93I 305 That bird . .That wes so fair, with fedderis gent.

1590 GREENE Mourninggarment (1616) 12 Her middle was
both small and gent. a 1605 Montgomery Misc. P.

xxxv. 62 Hir middel gent and small. 1677 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 65 Such a Monument, The Sun through all the world

sees none more gent. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 350/1 An
H igli Heel shooe Pinked . . is a Shooe of the Gentest fashion.

Gental 1, obs. form of Genital sb.

t Gentee, «. Obs. Also 7 jentee ; and see

Jacnty. [ad. F. gentil (pronounced jantl).]

a. "Graraxb a. 4. b. = Genteel a. 3.

1664 BUTLBI Hud. 11. i. 747 They are.. So gentee, Alamode,
and handsome, a 1680 — Rem. (1750) I- M8 Taught the

wild Arabs on the Road To act in a more gentee Mode.

Genteel (d.^entH), a. and sb. Forms: 6-8

gentile, 8 gentil, 7 genteel. [A re-adoption,

at the end of the 16th c., of F. gentil\ which had

been previously adopted in the 13th c, and had

assumed the form Gentle.
The re-adoption first appears in the form gentile, distin-

guished from Gentii.e ( — non-Jewish) by retaining the Fr.

pronunciation of the i and the stress on the last syllable.

It is probable that it was originally fashionable to retain

the Fr. nasal sound in the first syll. ; hence the vulgar pro-

nunciation represented by the spelling 'jonteel', which

occurs in comic literature of the early 19th c. The fully

anglicized spelling genteel came in at the end of the i7thc.

;

see also Gkntee, which corresponds more nearly to the

pronunciation of the Fr. word, in which the I is silent.

Another attempt to render the Fr. sound is Jaunty.
A few years before the middle of the 19th c. the word was

much ridiculed as being characteristic of those who are

possessed with a dread of being taken for ' common people ',

or who attach exaggerated importance to supposed marks
of social superiority. In seriously laudatory use it may
now be said to be a vulgarism ; in educated language it

has always a sarcastic or at least playful colouring.]

A. adj.

1. Belonging to or included among the gentry;

of a rank above the commonalty. (Cf. Gentle
A. 1., Obs. or areh.
i6a8 PbVMME Loz'c-lockcs 1 Vngodly Fashions. .Trans-

forme our Light and Giddie Females of the Superior and
Gentile ranke. 164a Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. 11. xviii. 116

Nor is a capacity to he gentile denyed to one Yeoman. 1673

Ray Jonrn. Low C. t
Malta 308 All the Knights are of

noble or gentile extraction. 1691 Wood Ath. O.xon. I. 49
Thomas Wyatt.. was born of an ancient and gentile Family.

1862 Mkkivalk Rom. Emp. (1865) VII 1. lxiv. 80 A genteel

mob assembled on the day of each promised performance.

1885 J. GlLLOW Biblhgr. Diet. Eng. Cath. II. 226 Fannt,
Laurence Arthur, .of an ancient and genteel family.

2. Appropriate to persons of quality. Now
chiefly with sarcastic implication.

a. Of dress, dwellings, etc. ; formerly also of

food, meals, hospitality, etc. : Stylish, fashionably

elegant or sumptuous.

KflM K- Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 1. (1601I C iij a, Amor.
Your Rose too do's most grace-fully m troath. Asot. TIs

the most gentile and receiu'd YVeare now Sir. 1655 Fuller

Ch. Ihst. vi. iv. 326 To accoutre their eldest Sonnes in a

gentile military equipage when Knighted by the King.

1659 Gcntt. Calling (1696) 80 Nature affords not meat

delicate enough for their palats ; it must be adulterated

with the costly mixtures of Art, before it can become
Gentile nourishment. 1665 Pki'YS Diary (1879) III. 135

We had here the genteelest dinner.. I have seen many
a day. 1678 Wood Life (O. H. S.) II. 425 *** A ,a(1

man. .gentile clothes, and rings and pendants in his eares.

1683 Tkyon Way to Health 64 And then what Curiosity in

Sawces? What fantastick Humors for Dressing? The more
extravagant and unnatural, the more genteel .. forsooth !

1753 World No. 4. -jo Knocking at the door of a genteel

house over-against her. 1787 'G. Gambado ' Acad. Horse-

men (1809) 31 And observe; a single flapped saddle is the

genteelest. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. III. vm. xi. 171

The entertainment was sumptuous and genteel. 1790

Bewick Quadrup. '1807) 339 It Ithe Dalmatian Dog] .

.

is frequently kept in genteel houses, as an elegant

attendant on a carriage. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 204

Near the bath are two or three genteel inns. 1814 D. H.
O'Brien Captiv. $ Escape 167 He .. conducted us to

a genteel house, close to a glass manufactory. 1859 Geo.

Ei.iot A. Bede 60 Some QQMt-tDwn that was once a water-

ing-place, and is now a port, where the genteel streets are

silent and grass-grown. 1865 Trollon: Bolton Est. xiv, He
was possessed of a genteel villa and ornamental garden.

b. Of employments, education, income : Suited

to the station of a gentleman or gentlewoman. Of
manners, habits of life, etc. : Characteristic of

persons of quality; resembling what prevails in

upper-class society.

1002 MaMTQM Antonio's Rev. iv. i. Gib, A spitting

Critick, whose mouth Voids nothing but gentile and vn-

uulgar Rheume of censure. 1635 Quarles Embl. 11. 11.

(1718) 70 We make art servile, and the trade gentile [rimes

with guile]. 1673 ST1LLINGFL. Serm. ii. 32 Till .. the

greatest slavery to sin be accounted but .. a gentile com-

pliance with the fashions of the world. 1674 S. Viment
Vng. Gallant's Acad. 87 [The Gallant's] pleasures consist M



GENTEEL.
fine Cloaths, gentile Oaths, as he calls them. 1688 S. Pento*
Guardians Instr. 36 Civil Law, was then proposed as a gen-
teel sort of study. 1697 Potter W «//>/. Greece \. xxvi. (1715)
151 They, who can afford a gentile Education. 1727 Philip
Quarll (18161 34 She intended to have kept him, till he was
by years and learning qualified for some genteel trade.
1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide xiii. 106, I the Muffins preferrM
lo alt the genteel Conversation I heard. 1788 V. Knox
Winter Even. II. vi. xi. 284 You went.. to provide a gen-
teel maintenance for our four little ones. 1801 Mar.
Edgeworth Gd. French Governess (1832)1^ She considered
her mother as an inferior personage, destitute of genteel
accomplishments. 1804 W. Tennant Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2}
1. 318 A genteel business, such as jewellery, mercery, or
perfumery. 1832 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds iv, 46 He
led a pretty genteel life as a shopkeeper. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xxxi, The pupils cared little for a companion
who had. .nothing genteel to talk about.

3. Having the habits characteristic of superior
station ; that ranks or claims to rank above the
commonalty on the ground of manners or style of
living, f In early use : Polished, well bred (obs.).

(Now chiefly with sarcastic implication.)
(11648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 552 Lenox was

young, handsome, and gentile. 1657 Cokaine Obstin.
Lady 1. i. Poems, etc. (1658) 302 Houswifery is the super-
ficies of a genteel female, and the Parenthesis of a Lady,
which may well be left out. 1681 Wood Life 1 Mar.
(O. H. S.J II, 519 A gentile man but a presbyterian. 1710
M. Henry Exp. Numb. xxv. (1725) III. 371/2 Zimri
and Cosbi, Sinners of the first Rank, genteel Sinners.
171a Budgell Sped. No. 404 r 3 Valerio had an universal
Character, was genteel, had Learning. 1751 Chesterf.
Lett. 13 June (1774) II. 168 And though you should be
told that you are genteel still aim at being genteeler. 1752
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Bute 16 Feb., He
appeared to me gentile, well bred, well shaped, and sen-
sible. 1776 Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury
(1870) I. 342 The Duchess of Manchester says he [Tessier] is

not a person fit to be admitted into genteel society. 1815
Jane Austen Emma 11. vii. 175 They were of low origin, in
trade, and only moderately genteel. 1833 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Loire 63 A man.. might be rich without being
genteel, and poor without being vulgar. 1837 J. D. Lang
New S, Wales II. 217 Despicable avarice.. and the practice
of downright injustice are by no means, .banished even yet
from the genteelest circles in New South Wales. 1841
Thackeray Sh., Lady in Opera-Box, I was not genteel
enough for her circle.

_
1842 Miss Costello Pilgr. Auvergne

I. 295 The actual existence is evident of a genteel middle
class. 1885 Miss Draddon WyHard's Weird I. iii. 101
Very narrow are the straits of genteel poverty.
ellipt. 1864 J. H. Friswei.l Gentle Life 6 The genteel

know only the genteel. 1867 Dickens Lett. (1880) II.
270 A very small opinion of what the great genteel have
done for us.

abst. (quasi-j£.) 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 392
His behaviour had something of the genteel in it. 1888
Stevenson Some Gentlem. in Fict. in Scribner's Mag. III.
766 Mr. Adams, delightful as he is, has no pretension to
' the genteel '.

t b. Of behaviour : Courteous, polite, obliging.
1659 B. Harris ParivaCs Iron Age 53 French. .They are

of so gentile an humour, that they make themselves admired
by strangers. 1688 Crowne Darius Prol., Nay, do not
damn him much, if he writes ill; For then he writes like
you—that is Gentile. 1702 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant vi.

18 The Merchant gave him as genteel a Denial as he
could. 171 1 Steele Sped. No. 75 p 4 The more Virtuous
the Man is, the nearer he will naturally be to the Character
of Genteel and Agreeable. 1773 Johnson in Bosivell (1831)
III. 105 The hospitable and genteel manner in which you
were pleased to treat me. 18x4 Scott Let. to /. B. S.
Morri/t 7 Jan. in Lockhart, The magistrates, .have done
the genteel thing (as Winifred Jenkins says) .. and pre-
sented me with the freedom of the city.

t C. Liberal in money matters. Of a gift, etc.

:

Handsome. Obs.
i6a8 Digby Voy. Medit. 34 The captaine and marchant.

.

sent me a gentile present. 1742 Richardson Pamela III.
270 Proposes that Mr. Williams's present Living be supply'd
by a Curate ; to whom no doubt Mr. Williams will be very
genteel. 1774 Goldsm. Grecian Hist. II. 130 Philip, settled
a very genteel stipend upon him [Aristotle]. 1790 Beatson
Nov. <$ Mil. Mem. L 152 Giving . . a genteel reward to the
sailors for their bravery. %
4. Of persons : Gentlemanly or ladylike in ap-

pearance ; well-dressed. (Now vulgar, exc. in de-
preciatory sense : cf. shabby-genteel.)
1629 Leather 13 Some Citizens (out of a scorne not to be

Gentile) goe euerie day Booted. 1696 Luttrell Brie) Pel.
(1857) IV. 125 A genteel person was seized at the exchequer
picking a man's pocket. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3917/4 John
Hunt, smooth Fac'd, a genteel Man, aged about 25. a 1732
Gay Rehearsal at Gotham 1. Wks. (1772) 343 The Girl is

very Genteel tonight. 1773 Goi.dsm. Stoops to Cong. 11.

Wks. (Globe) 657/2 Did not 1 work that waistcoat, to
make you genteel ?

q\xa.si-adv. 1771 T. Huu. Sir W. Harrington (1797) III.
202 David, being dressed tolerably genteel, ventured into
the coffee-room.

6. Elegant or graceful in shape or appearance.
(Now only with playful or sarcastic mixture of
sense 2.)

1688 R. Hoi.me Armoury 111. 349/2 In this square is the
Figure of the genteel Punch. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4635/4 A
genteel round-barrel'd Gelding. 1719 London & Wise Compl.
Gard 187 A very pretty good Expedient, but never looks
Gentile nor Handsom. 1730 A. Gordon Maffcis Amphith.
283 The genteel manner by which the Steps were disposed.
x753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xi. 139 The longest of these
[lines] is not quite sufficiently so, in proportion to the other,
for a genteel man. 1754 Hvme Hist. Eng. (1761) I. xix.458
His countenance beautiful ; his limbs genteel and slender.
1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 91 How a small foot
came to be reckoned genteel, I will not pretend to say.
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bat. xxl. 303 The third is a taller,
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genteeler, later-flowering plant. 1818 M. G. Lewis jfrul.
W. Ind. (1834) 157 A young girl, who exactly answered
George Cohnan's description ofYarico, 'quite brown, but
extremely genteel, like a Wedgewood teapot '. 1852 Mrs.
Stouk Uncle Tom's C. xi, A little walnut-bark has made
my yellow skin a genteel brown.

tb. Of immaterial things: Graceful, refined,
delicate. Obs.

1678 CupwoKTH Intell. Syst. 1. iii. § 30 That other Cor-
poreal '1 heism seems to be of the two rather more generous
and gentile, which supposes the whole world to be one
Animal, and God to be a certain, .etherial but intellectual
Matter. 1679 Shadwkll 7rue Widow 11. Wks. 1720 III.
144 They like my songs too; they say they're so eas'te, so
gentile, and well bred. 1692 Dryden St. EvremonCs Ess.
193 Happy then is that Fancy, Noble and Genteel, which
makes it self accepted by our greatest Enemies. 1711
Shaftesb. Charac. Misc. m. L (1737) III. 142 The natural
and simple manner which conceals and covers Art, is the
most truly artful, and of the genteelest, truest and best-
study'd Taste. 1715 J Richardson Theory Paint. 196
Annibale Carracci was rather Great, than Gentile; tho' he
was That too; and Guido's Character is Grace. 1728 T.
Sheridan tr. Persius .Sat. v. (1739) 67 You are well skilled
in shaming People out of their Vices, by your genteel
Manner of Raillery. 1742 Gray Let. to West 8 May, Wks.
1816 II. 136, I rejoice to see you putting up your prayers to
the May : She cannot choose but come at such a call. It

[West's Ode to May] is as light and genteel as herself.

6. Comb., as genteel-like, f -looked, -looking,

-shaped adjs,

1708 Lond. Gaz, No. 4327/16 Deserted. -William Wakling,
a very genteel look'd Man. 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1824)1. 219 Miss Goodwin. .is. .the genteelest-shaped
child. 1749 Fielding Tom youcs xn. xiv, A genteel-look-
ing man, but upon a very shabby horse, rode up to Jones.
1765 Foote Commissary 11. Wks. 1799 II.* 24, I accost him,
in a courteous, genteel-like manner.

33. sb. A genteel person ; a gentleman. Obs. exc.
in occasional use. (Cf. Gentle B.)
In ed. 1692 of B. Jonson's Ev. Man out of Hum. Prol ,

and in ed. 171 1 of Cowley's Love's Riddle v, Genteels
(vocatively) is substituted for the original reading Gentles.
1675 Cotton Burlesque upon Burlesque Prol. 1 Gentiles,

Behold a Rural Muse. .Presents you old, but new translated
News. 1719 D'Urfey/V/A(i872) V.349 Yelofti'es, Genteels,
who above us all sit. 1829 Mechanics' Mag. XII. 68 A party
.. denominated 'The Genteels ' by the working classes
because of their dislike to the term mechanic. 1892
Athenseum 21 May 660/3 He [Manning] was known for
some years as the ' Apostle of the Genteels ', so little had he
then developed his all-absorbing interest in the masses.

Hence Genteelify v. nonce-tvd., intrt% to become
genteel.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 609 Mrs. Mark Luke had genteelified
and absolutely refined more in one season, than in some half-
a-dozen former years of stinted appliances.

Genteelish (dgentx-lij), a. [f. Genteel a. +
-ISH.] Somewhat genteel.

I7S° J- Tucker Ess. Trade (ed. 2) 130 If a young Woman
has a genteelish Education, and a small Fortune, she stands
upon the Brink of Destruction. 1814 Sporting Mag, XLIV.
48 In person genteelish—behaviour quite easy. 1825 Lock-
hart in Scott Earn. Lett. (1894) II. 341 A large assemblage
of vulgar women and men,—little Quillinau, 'the heavy-
dragoon ', the only genteelish figure.

Gentee'lize, v. ?-are. See also Gentilize.
[f. Genteel a. + -ize.] trans. To render genteel.
1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy IX. xiii, A man cannot dress,

but his ideas get cloth'd at the same time : and if he dresses
like a gentleman, every one of them stands presented to his
imagination, genteelized along with him. 1865 Athen&um
No. 1950. 351/2 It is proposed to ' genteelize '—as a friend
calls it—one of the largest open spaces.

Genteelly (d^entrljli),^/^. [f. Genteel a. +
-ly~.] In a genteel manner. Cf. senses of the adj.)

1637 Heywood Royal King n\. E iij b, Such onely gentile
are that can maintaine gentily. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci.
Addr. 14 Those that would be gentilely learned . . need not
purchase it, at the dear rate of being Atheists. 1668 Pepys
Diary (1877) V. 149 After dinner, my Lord Brereton very
gentilely went to the organ. 1708 Prior Turtle ty Spar-
row 218 Well born she was, genteelly bred, c 1710 Celia
Fiennes Diary (1888) 76 He has a very good house
and genteely fitted good Hall and parlour. 1732 Law
Serious C. ix. (ed. 2) 121 A saint genteely dress'd is as
great nonsense as an Apostle in an embroider'd suit. 1739
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Wortley Montagu 14 Oct.,
I can live here very genteelly on my allowance. 1753
Hogarth Anal. Beauty x. 105 The whole horn acquires a
beauty by its being thus genteelly bent two different ways.
1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 217 The Rajah, .entertained
us very genteelly at supper. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI.
195 The day was genteelly closed by a bull-baiting. 1817
Byron Be/po xxiii, Time . . treated her genteelly. 1841
Thackeray 2nd Funeral Napoleon iii, Bred up genteelly
at Eton._ 1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's Dau. II. 8
Jf Cynthia had been less handy, things could not have gone
off so genteelly.

Genteelness (d:$enu~lnes). [f. Genteel a.

+ -NESS.] The state, quality, or fact of being
genteel ; an instance of the same.
1652 Sir A. CocKAiNEtr. Calprette'de's Cassandra 104 He.

.

gave many eminent testimonies of his gentilenesse and
bravery. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. in. 82 From their
Civility and Gentileness they express to Strangers, they
draw no small profit in Almes. 1718 Freethinker No. 24 r 6
Let us be cautious how we innovate too much in Genteel-
nesses. 1752 Mrs. Delany Let. to Mrs. Dewes in Life %
Corr. 92, I should rather see a little awkward bashfulness,
than a daring and forward genteelness. 1752 Hume Ess. $
Treat. (1777)11.329 He must be unhappy, indeed.. who has
never perceived the charms of a . . decent genteelness of
address and manner. 1757 H. Walpole Lett. H. Mann
cccvii. (1834) III. 223 Not but Twickenham has a romantic
genteelness that would figure in a more luxurious climate.

GENTILE.
concr. 1855 Moti.f.y Dutch Rep. \: iv. 739 A . . banquet of

confectionary, .and all kinds of gtnteelnesses in sugar.
Genteleri, var. Gentleuv. Obs.

Gentllite^enhaii). Min. JT. Gent'h, the name
of an American geologist + -ITE. Named by Dana
in 1867,] A hydrous silicate of nickel and mag-
nesium, found in applegreen incrustations and
amorphous masses.
1867 Awer. Jml. Sci. Ser. n. XLIV. 256 Genthite. 1868

Dana Min. (ed. 5) 471 Genthite, Nickel-Gymnite.

Gentian (d*e-njan\ Forms : 4 jencian, 5
gencyan^e, 5-6 gencian, 6 gentiane, 6- gen-
tian, [ad. L. gentiana, so called ^according to
Pliny} after Geniius, king of Illyria.]

1. Any plant belonging to the genus Centiana
(cf. Felwokt) ; esp. G. iittea, the officinal gentian
which yields the gentian-root of the pharma-
copoeia. Fringedgentian - G. crinita,
c 1000 [see Felwort]. 1382 [see gentian-tree m 2J. c 1400

I.anfranc's Cirurg. 61 Take \>c pouder of crabl.is brent \j
parties, gencian iij parties .. make poudre. 1516 Life St.

,
Bridget in Myrr. our Lou/ye p. Hi, Gencian whiche is a

j

moch bytter erbe she helde contynually in hir mouth. 1597
I

Geraroe Herbal 11. cv. 1633' 432 There be divers sorts of
1 Gentinnsor Felwoorts. 1671 Salmon- Syn. Med. in. xxii.40^

Gentian, the root resists poyson and Plague. 1794 Martyn
Rousseme's Bot. xvii. 225 The principal of the genus is the
Great Yellow Gentian, which has a single stalk, three feet
high. 1801 Socthey Thalaba iv. xxiv.The hcrb~ so fair to eye
Were Senna, and the ( lentian's blossom blue. :83oLinule:v
.\at. Sjst. Bet- 2i6The intense bitterness of the Gentian is

a characteristic of the whole order. 1844 Lowell Leg.
Brittany 1. xvi, More sad than cheery, making in good
sooth, Like the fringed gentian, a late autumn spring. "1882

Garden 3 June 385 3 '1 he early flowering Gentians . . have
done badly as regards bloom.

b. Applied to plants of other orders and genera.
1879 Bkittf.n- & Holland P/an.'-n., Gentian.. 2. FSrythrxa

Centaurium, L. — Suss. ; Scotl., on the shores of the Moray
Fiith, where an infusion is drunk as a tonic. 1889 Century
Did.s.v., False gentian, Plcurog\ne Carin: hiaca, a gentian-
aceous plant of Europe, northern Asia, and western North
America. Horse-gentian, Triosteum perjotiatum, a capri-
foliaceous plant of North America. Spurred gentian,
Hatenia dejlexa, a gentianaceous plant of North America.
2. altrib., as in gentian-blue, -flower, -root, -tree,

-violet, -water, -wine
;
gentian-bitter, the tonic

principle extracted from gentian root
; gentian-

worts, Lindley's name for the X.O. Gentianacesx.
1882 Ogilvie, *Gentian-bitter. 1865 Barikg-Gould Were-

wolves vii. 85 Sand-hills, .patched wuh*gentian-blue. 1856
Bryant Poems, November 7 The blue 'gentian flower, that,

in the breeze, Nods lonely. 1873 Oi ida Pascarel I. 81
Their hands were full of blue gentian flowers. 1530 Palsgk.
224/2 *Gencyan rote, gentian. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond.
Disp. ii8i8)59STakeof gentian root, bruised, two drachms.
1382 Wyclii- Jer. xvii. 6 It slial ben as *iencian trees [L.
myricm\ in desert. 1897 Allbutt Syst. Med. II. 3 It takes
up the stain. -of *gentian violet. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl.
s.v. Water, *Gentian-water. lake four pounds of gentian
roots, .mince them [etc.]. a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Creif,
*Gentian-7uiue, Drank for a Whet before Dinner. 1845
Lisdley Sch. Bot. 91 Gentianacea;—*Gentianworts.

Hence Gentiana ceous a. [-ACEoDSj, of or

belonging to the N.O. Gentianace&\ Oen-
tiane'sque a. [-esqce], of or pertaining to the
gentians or Gentianaee.r; Oentia'nic a. Chem.,
in gentianic acid (see quot.) ; Ge'ntianin (formerly
also -ine) = gentianic acid.

1854 Mayne Expos. Lex., Gentiauaceus, gentianaceous.
(And in recent Diets.) Ibid., Gentianin. 1864 Watts
Did. Chem., Gentianic Acid, Gentianin. an organic acid
existing in the root of gentian .. extracted by treating the
powdered root with water [etc.]. 1896 Daily News 23 July
8/6 Its flower still betrays undoubted marks of its gen-
tianesque descent.

Gentianal (d.^e-njanal). a. (sb.) [f. Gentian +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the gentians. Gentianal
alliance'. Lindley's name for a group of plants

including the Gentianace& and other Orders. Also
sb., a member of this alliance.

1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 594 Gentiauales—The Gen-
tianal Alliance. .With CortusalsGentianals come in contact
through Ebenads. Ibid. 595 Gentianal Exogens.

Gentianella (d^e-nf^ne-la). [mod.L., dim. of
L. gentiana.] A name for several species of
gentian, esp. Gentiana acairfis, bearing flowers

of an intense blue colour.
In botanical Latin used by some authorities as the name

of one of the two sub-genera into which they divide the
genus Gentiana (the other sub-genus being Eugcntiana).
1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 52 Flowers of one

leaf have often five divisions answered by a like number of
calicular leaves ; as Gentianella [etc.]. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. xvii. 226 Gentianella. .is singular for having
its fine bell shaped azure flowers larger than the whole plant

besides. 1803 y. A bercrombie's Ev. Man his Own Gard. 233
Thrift, London pride, gentianella, with most other sorts of

the fibrous-rooted plants, may be .. removed. 1848 C. A.
Johns Week at Lizard 311 Exacuw filiforme t Least
Gentianella, is a minute plant, a 1861 Mrs. Browning
Hector in Gard. ix, Eyes of gentianella's azure.

attrib. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 338
A deep and Gentianella blew.

Gentil, obs. form of Genteel, Gentle.

Gentile (dgemtsil, -til), a. and sb. Forms

:

4-7 gentil(l, 5-6 gentyle, (6 gentle}, 5- gentile.

Also 4 jentile. [a. or ad. F. gentil, ad. L, gent-

tlis, f. gent-, gens nation, Gens.]



GENTILE.

A. adj. I. In applications derived from the

Vulgate (dgeTitail). Now usually written with

capital initial.

1. Of or pertaining to any or all of the nations

other than the Jewish, f Also absol. used as a

collective sb. »the Gentiles.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 6 Constreyning pe gentil to be com
Jewes in obseruaunce. 1686 J. Scott Chr. Life(\Ti,-j) III.

^1 A current Doctrine among the ancient Writers, both

Gentile and Jewish. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 1 iS There

had been a true notion ofthe Deity transmitted by Zoroaster

. .when the rest of the gentile world was in darkness. 1782

Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. 1.6 The richer and more learned

gentile christians. 1888 Amy Levy Reuben Sachs xi. 156

A goodly contingent of Gentile dancing men . . and a smaller

band of Gentile ladies.

b. Similarly, as used by the Mormons :
Of or

pertaining to any outside the Mormon community.
1861 R. P. Burton City Saints iv. 271 The Endowment

House..and all appertaining to it is carefully concealed

from Gentile eyes and ears. [bid. 276 It rests on the best

and fairest Gentile evidence.

f2. Heathen, pagan. Obs.

1494 Fahyan Ckron. v. Ixxxii. 60 Thyse straungers. .were

of y ! Gentyle or Pagan lawe. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II.

137 Thai war withoutin men also, Of gentill faith, and also

C'ristis fo. 154a Udali. in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 5

Scipio Africanns the elder (to whom the gentile histories

dooe attribute this honourable testimonies 1613 Pukchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 477 Twentie Gentile Kings are nuinbred

in iiis Court. 1647 A - Ross Mystag. Poet. xv. (1675) 377,

1 wonder not why the Gentile gods were so cruel and

savage. 1695 Woodward .Vat. Hist. Earth III. i. (1723I 132

The ancient Gentil Writers. 1789 Brand Hist. Newcastle

II. 51 note, The basilica: of gentile Rome . .were converted

into churches on their conversion to Christianity.

II. Senses derived from cl. L. (Usually djefitil.)

3. Pertaining to a nation or tribe. Now rare.

1513 Douglas Mneil vu. iv. 56 That was the sett eik by
thair gentill law Deput for hallowit feyst and mangeory.

164s Pagitt Heresiogr. (1661) 196 Such a one as the lewes

call a National or' Gentile Saint. 1677 W. Harris tr.

Lemery's Course Chynt. (1686) Ep. Ded., Who have spent

so many years.. in France and who is . . a Great master of

that Gentile Language. 1858 Gladstone Homer I. 419

Twice in the Catalogue Homer has occasion to use the

Achaean name locally, and in its original or, so to speak,

gentile sense.

b. Gram. Of a word : Indicating the country,

locality, or nation to which anything belongs.

1818 Todd, Gentile, belonging to a nation; as British,

Irish, German, &c, are gentile adjectives. 1854 R. G.

Latham Ya.'ive Races Russian Emp. 223 Laiuen is the

regular Finlandish termination for gentile nouns.

4. Of or pertaining to a gens or to gentes.

1846 Grote Greece (1854) I. 465 There were in every gens

or family special gentile deities. 1865 Merivale Rom.
Emp. VIII. lxvii. 260 He combined in his own person the

gentile names of several ancestors. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Couq. V. xxiv. 462 In England where the gentile system died

out so much sooner. 1881 Miss Buckland in Knoiulcdge

No. 8. 158 These four women councillors select a chief of

the gens from tlieir brothers and sons, and this chief is the

head of the gentile council.

B. sb. I. From A. I. (d,*,e-nt3il
,

l (Usually with

capital G.)

1. One of any nation other than the Jewish.

C1380 Wyci.if Set. Wks. III. 345 He [Petre] wolde not

dele wib Gentiles for tendirnnesse of be Jewis. 1490 Caxton
How to Die 4 Paynyms & gentylis as were Jobe, Raab,

Ruth, Achior & other semblable. 1526 Tindale Matt. x. 5

Goo nott into the wayes thatt leade to the gentyls. 1671

Milton P. R. I. 456 No more shall thou by oracling abuse

The Gentiles. 1753 Warburton Serm. I. v. 145 The
representation of Jesus's being made unto us Wisdom
and Righteousness is particularly addressed to the Gentiles.

1878 J. P. Hopps Jesus iii. 15 He would go and tell them
that not only Jews but Gentiles were His children. 1892

Westcott Gospel 0/Life 182 Zarathustra is not wholly un-

worthy to be placed as a Gentile by the side of Abraham.

b. Similarly, as used by Mormons : One outside

the Mormon community ; opposed to ' Saint '.

1847 Parkman Oregon Tr. (1872) 305 The Mormons .

.

began earnestly to.. complain of the ill-usage they had

received from the 'Gentiles'. 1861 Times 21 Aug., The
' Gentiles ', as the people are termed who are without the

pale of the Mormon community. 1861 R. F. Burton City

Saints viii. 417 Mr. Kennedy, an Irish Gentile.

2. A heathen, a pagan. Now rare.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 170 The cronique . . Saith that the

gentils most of alle Worshippen her. «I533 Ld. Berners

Gold. Bit. M.Aurel. (1546) U iij, Neither all doctours among
christen men, nor all the philosophers amonge the gentiles.

1600 J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa 1. 33 They are Gentiles in reli-

gion. 16*4 I. Bargravf.A>v;w. agst. SelfPolicy 32 Ecebohus

with false Julian, .turned Gentill. 1673 Temple Obsent.

Unit. Prov. Wks. i7jr I. 9 The Goths were Gentiles when
they first broke into the Roman Empire. 173J Berkeley

Alciphr. 1. § 6 One is a Christian, another a Jew, a third a

Mahometan, a fourth an idolatrous Gentile. 1844 Lingard

Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xii. 201 The church of St.

Cuthbert. .is given in prey to the gentiles.

fb. spec. Of a Hindoo, as distinguished from

a Mahometan. (Cf. Gentoo.) Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 233 heading, The prices of preciovs

stones . . as they are soulde bothe of the Moores and the

gentyles. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 477 This King

..more trusteth and employeth the Gentiles in his affaires

then the Moores. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. vt. 15

The Tyrant had. .propounded unto this King of Batas.who

was a Gentile, the imbracing of Mahomet's Law. 1727

A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I. xiii. 148 The Customs

in the Kings Books, are but a per Cent, for Mahometans,

and :\i"-r Cent, for Gentiles*
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II. From A. II. (dwTrtfl).

3. Gram. A part ofspeech indicating the locality

or nation to which anything belongs. (Cf. A. 3 b.)

1612 Brinsley Pos. Parts (1669) 25 Q. Why are they
[nostras and vestras] called Gentiles? A. Because they
properly betoken pertaining to some Countrey or Nation :

to some Sect or Faction. 1889 Century Diet, s.v., The
words Italian, American, Athenian, are gentiles.

4. Roman Law. A member of the same gens.

1875 Poste Gains III. Comm. (ed. 2) 316 The patrician

Claudii were the gentiles of the patron. 1880 Mltrhead
Gains in. § 17 On failure of agnates, the gentiles .. are

called to the inheritance.

Gentile, obs. form of Genteel, Gentle.

Gentiledorn (d^entsiktam). [f. Gentile sb.

+ -dom.
J

a. The gentile world ; the area over

which gentile beliefs and practices prevailed, b.

The state of being gentile in belief and practice.

a 1638 Mede Disc. Gen. x. 5 Wks. (1672) 1. 272 Isles of

the Gentiles ..that is, Gentildome full of Islands.
_

1869

J. Ker Serm. (1874) 163 This prerogative Gentiledorn

jiossesses over Judaism. 1878 F. Ferguson Li/e of Christ
11. xv. 305 Unvisited tracts of Gentiledorn.

Gentilesse (dgemtile's). Obs. exc. arch. [ad.

F. gc7itillcs.se, f. gentil : see Genteel, Gentle.]

1. The quality of being gentle ; courtesy, polite-

ness, good breeding ; an instance of courtesy.

Frequent inC'haucer,esp. in phrases of, for, through

one's gentilesse.

1340 Ayenb. 89 pet is be gratteste noblesse and be he3este

gentilesse bet me may to hopye: and cliue. C1386 Chaucer
Clerk's T. 537 This child to fostre in alle gentillesse. 1390

Gower Conf. III. 299 And of his grete gentilesse His
doughter . ."He bad to go on his message. ?cx46o Stans
Pucr 65 in Babees Bk. 30 Whereso euer that thow dyne or

soupe, Of gentilesse take salt withe thy knyf. c 1500

Lancelot 1847 Many ocetee. .offerilh them with-outen strok

of spere. -But only for his gentilles that thei Have hard. 1647

Clarendon Hitt. Reb. 1. § 151 Who out of their gentilesses

had submitted the difficulties and mysteries of the law

to be measured by the standard of general reason. 1655

tr. De Pares Francion 1. 19 This pretty Confidence, and
the Gentilesses she entertained me with.. took me exceed-

ingly. 1670 Moral State Eng. 145 This new Flame, .spurred

on the Youth to little Gallantries, and Gentilesses. [1801

Wordsw. Cuckoo H Night, xxxi, All gentiless and honour

thence come forth.) 1881 E. Arnold Ind. Poetry 119 'God
shield you ! ' said the knight and dame. And Saladin, with

phrase of gentile-se Returned.

b. transf. Of a graft : The fact of coming from

a good stock.

c 1450 Pallnd. on Husb. xi. 28 (Colchester MS.) This is a

preef of graffes gentillesse.

2. Slenderness ; elegance.

c 1386 Chaucer Sc/r.'s T. 418 A ffaucon . . of fairnesse, As
wel of plumage as of gentillesse Of shape.

Gentilic (dgenti-lik), a. Also 7 gentilique.

[f. L. gentil-is Gentile a. + -10.] f »• Heathen,

pagan (obs.). b. Tribal, national.

1604 J. Gordoun Sertn. 26 The Gentilique religion of the

Druides. Ibid. 44 His Temple . . was full of Gentilique

Idolatrie. 1871 tr. Lunge's Comm., Jer. xxxv. 306 The house

of the Rechabites must be taken in a gentilic sense. 1879

Farrar St. Paul II. xlvii. 435 note, If Lydia be merely a

Gentilic name. 1893 Sayce Higher Criticism (1894) 189 The
gentilic Sheshai may perhaps represent theShasu or Bedawin

of Southern Canaan.

i Genti'lical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.]

Peculiar to the Gentiles ; heathen.

1573 Epit. Barnes' Whs. 370 Who soeuer from hereticall

malice, or gentilical superstition .. shal bee clensed by the

grace of Christ. 1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandeville 102 a, It

is a wicked and Gentilical kind of speech.

Gentilie, obs. form of Gently.

t Ge'ntilish, a. Obs. [f. Gentile + -ish.]

Of Gentile nature, origin, or character ; heathenish.

1550 Hooper Serm. Jonas i. Bij, Thys Cytye of Niniue

was Idololatrycall and Gentelyshe. 1577-87 Holinsiied

Chron., Eng. v. xxv. 108/2 There was in him . . a settled

perswasion in gentilish error, a 1508 Rollock Serm. Wks.

(Wodrow Soc.) I. 489 This Gentilish woman. 1641 Milton

Ch. Gurvt. 1. ii, He leaves it . to be polluted with idolatrous

and Gentilish rites and ceremonies. 1651 Biggs New Disp.

r 50 The rubbish of gentilish and anarchicall principles.

Gentilism (dje-ntiliz'm). [f. Gentile sb. +
-ism]

1. Heathenism, paganism ; a heathen belief or

practice. Obs. cxc. as used occas. in opposition to

Judaism,
1577 Hanmer Am. Eel. Hist. (1619) 214 Licinnius,

famous . . for his fund opinions in gentilisme, hated y"

Christians, a 1592 II. Smith Arrow agst. Atheists (1593)

lib, Mahomets Religion is a patched religion, mixt partly

with Judaism, partly with Gentilism. a 1602 W. Perkins

Cases Consc. 11619)214 The Masse. hath more aflinitie with

grosse Gentilisme, then with the Institution of our Sauiour

Christ. 1645 Wither Vox Pacif 172 Remember to bewaile

your Gentibsmes. 1662 Sthlingfi.. Orig. Sacr. 11. x. (1702)

238 It appears in the whole history of Gentilism. 1776 R.

Chandler Trav. Greece I1825) II. 57 The extirpation of

gentilism at Athens seems to have been accomplished by

Alaric and his Goths, a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. New Eng.

etc. (1821) 1. 127 The Spaniards in their furious zeal against

Gentilism.. destroyed a great multitude of these pictures.

1844 S. R. Maitland Dark Ag.s 149 The insinuation,

modification, or extirpation of gentilisms in the Christian

church. i88sJ.Marhm.au Types Eth. Th. 1. 1, iii. 239 The
inward loss of Judaism was an inward attraction towards

Gentilism.

fb. concr. The gentile or heathen world;

heathendom. Obs,

GENTILITY.

a 1638 Mede Apost. Lat. Times x. Wks. (1672) ill. 648 The
outmost Court of the Temple of God should not only be

prophaned, but troden down by Gentilism. 1654 Wimtlock
Zootomia 469 It is wel known, in Gentilisme their Divines
were Poets.

2. The bond uniting together the members of the

same gens. rare.

1847 Grote Greece n. x. III. 79 Gentilism is a tie by
itself, distinct from the family ties. 1881 L. H. Morgan
Houses <y Ho.-Life N. Amer. Aborig. 38 Gentilism arrested

usurpation.

t Gentilist. Obs. [I. the name Gentilis +

I

-1ST.] A follower of John Valentine Gentilis (an

i Italian Socinian, executed at Berne in 1566).
1726 C. Mather Ratio Discipl. 5, I cannot learn, That

among all the Pastors of Two Hundred Churches, there is

one Arminian ; much less an Arian, or a Gentilist.

t Gentilitat(e, ppl- a. Obs. rare-', [ad. L.

type *gentilitat-us, f. gentilis (see Gentle).]

Having gentle or refined manners.
1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 185 Sicily beingthe most ciuill lie,

and nobly gentilitat [1640 ed. has Gentilitate].

Gentilitial (dientilrjiu), a. Also 7 gentil-

itiall. (-ieial). [f. L. gentiliti-us, incorrectly

gentilicius ({.gentilis Gentile^ +-al.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or peculiar to, a nation
;

national.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 84 This figure of the Nose is

now become gentilitial and native to the Persians. 1741
Warburton Div. Legal. (1845) II. 433 The first [relation

of God to the Hebrew nation] was that of a tutelary Deity,

gentilitial and local. 1877 Rawlinson Orig. Nat. 11. v. 218

Pathros, the local name, from which the gentilitial noun
1 Pathrusim ' is formed.

2. Of or pertaining to a gens cr family ; family.

(Cf. Family 9 c.)

161 1 Coryat Crudities 493 The Casimires, for that is the

gentilitiall name of the Count Palatines family. 1660

Watkrhouse Arms A> Arm. 49 Though I say_ there be no
distinct proof for Ensigns personal and gentilicial among
them. 1828 J. Hunter Hist. S. Yorksh. I. 32 Writers upon
gentilitial insignia. 1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIV. 403 Their

Gentilitial names, such as the Gens Horatia, Julia [etc.).

3. Of or pertaining to gentle birth ; belonging

to the gentry. [Perh. strictly another word, f.

med.L. gentilitia = Gentilesse.]
1816 Sir E. Brydgf.s Life 7- Nail in Halts Poems, John

Hall was born of gentilitial parents in Durham. 1837 Sir

F. Pai.grave Merch. Si Friar iv. (1844) 153 The inherent,

indelible dignity of a gentilitial aristocracy. 1866 E. Pea-
cock Eng. Ch. Furniture App. xi. 240 He was sprung from

an old gentilitial stock, a 1875 R. Davies Walks through

york iiSSo) 133 One of the most antient and distinguished

of our Yorkshire gentilitial families.

Gentilitian (d^entilijari) . [f. as prec. + -an.]

= Gentilitial i.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. p Their [Muscovite infants']

faces are explained or flatted by Art, and so directed to

grow into this gentilitian forme. 1897 C. Rampini Hist.

Moray 4- Nairn i. 8 In the Celtic family is to be found

the germ of all his [the Caledonian Pict's] gentilitian and
national peculiarities.

Gentilitious (djentili'Jss), a. [f. as prec. +
-oca.]

+ 1. Characteristic of a ' gentile ' ;
pagan. Obs.- 1

1613 Sherley Trav. Persia 30 Without any gentilitious

adoration, but with those respects which are fit for the

maiesty of a Prince.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of, a nation
;

national. ( = Gentilitial 1.)

1646 Sir T. BtLOvcsePsend. Ep. iv. x. 201 That an unsavoury

odour is gentilitious or nationall unto the Jews. .we cannot

well concede. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 519 It is not the

generic likeness of a breed—the gentilitious contour of a

nation. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 11. 295 An unsavoury

odour seems gentilitious in the Hebrew, but not more so

than in the orthodox Spanish Monk.

3. Of or pertaining to a gens or family. ( = Gen-
tilitial 2.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vu. xvi. 373 Nor is it

proved, or probable, that Sergius changed the name of

Bocca di Porco, for this VU his sirname or gentilitious

appellation. 1834 W. Ind. Sketch Bk. II. 48 Many of

them had no other than a gentilitious cognomination.

1839 T. Stapleton Pref to Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 2

A family whose members in former days were distinguished

by their labours for the preservation of our gentilitious

antiquities.

b. Of diseases, etc. : Hereditary. 1 Obs.

1731 Arbuthnot Aliments vi. (1735) 195 The common
Causes of this Distemper are a particular, and perhaps a

gentilitious Disposition of Body. 1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Gentility (d,;enti-liti). Forms: 4gentylete,

6 gentilite(e, gentil(l)ity(e, (gentyllitie), 6-7

gentil; l)itie, 6- gentility, [ad. OF. and F.

gentiliU (now only in sense l), ad. L. genlilitas, f.

gentilis : see Gentile, Gentle, Genteel.
The word serves as noun of quality both to Gentile and

genteel, and also to gentle in those senses which correspond

to obsolete senses ofgenteel.]

I. In senses related to Gentle, Genteel.

1. Gentle birth ; honourable extraction ; the

fact of belonging to a family of gentle blood. Also,

the personality of one who is well-born.

1340 Ayenb. 89 Hy ham yelpeb of hare gentylete nor bet

hy weneb by of gentile woze. 1583 Stanyhurst AEneis 1.

(Arb.) 22 What syrs? your boldnesse dooth your gentilitie

warrant? a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1686 III. 244 With-

out which [Courage and Courtesie] gentility in a conspicuous

degree is no more than a vain shew. j6oj Collier Ess.



GENTILITY.
Alor. Subj. i. (1709) 61 An ancient Gentility does not neces-
sarily convey to us any Advantage either of Body or Mind.
1791 Hoswell yohnson xix. (1831) I. 507 A new system of
gentility might be established. 1830 Scott Abbot v, We
must have a screened seat for you in the chapel, that your
gentility may be free from the eyes of common folks ! 1877
Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. iv. 105 He had no claim to
gentility and was only, .an Italian clown.
<\\msi-personified. 1641 Land. Love 1 Gentility without

wealth staggers like a sicke man. 1659 Gentl. Calling (1696)
1 Gentility has long since confuted Job's Aphorism, Man is

born to labour. 1S73 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 94J In
just the place . .Where aboriginal gentility Will scout the
upstart. 1874 Miss Mui.ock Thy Mother t, I (Tauchn.J 89
Well-to-do commonalty loves to patronise poor gentility.

fb. concr. People of gentle birth
; gentlefolks.

Also, The gentility : the gentry. Obi.
a 1577 Silt T. Smith Commw. Eng. (1609) 36 The Nobility,

the rest of the gentilitie, & the yeomanrie. 1587 Harrison
England 11. vi. (1877) 1. 147 As . . in the gentilitie, so in the
wealthie commonaltie the like desire of glasse is not neg-
lected. 1589 Cogan Haven Health iv. (r636) 27 Bread .

.

made in forme of Manchet, as is used of the Gentility. 1594
Carf.w Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (r596) 209 A . . law that
all those of their order shall be issued from gentilitie, both
on the fathers side and the mothers. 1622 T. Scott Belg.
Pismire 27 Their breede is from the lazie scumme of
counterfeit Gentilitie.

e. The rank or heraldic status of a gentleman.
1642 W. Bird Mag. Honor t5o If one be a Gentleman by

Office, and looseth his office, then he dotli also lose his
Gentility. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I. vi. 361
Floyd was adjudged to be degraded from his gentility.

2. The quality of being gentle (in manners, etc.)

or genteel.

t a. The manners, bearing, habits of life, etc.,

characteristic of a gentleman or gentlewoman

;

polish of manners, politeness. Obi.
1588S11AKS. L. L. L. 1. i. 129 A dangerous law against

gentilitie. 1590 Spenser F. Q. in. vi. 1 Such wilde woodes
should far expell Ail civile usage and gentility.

b. Social superiority, rank above the com-
monalty, as evidenced by, or asserted on the ground
of, manners or habits of life. Now chiefly in de-
preciative use.* Occas. in pi. the genlilitiei.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. Pref., Their long Nails define

Idle Gentilitie's assured Signe. 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mour-
tray Earn. I. 3 Barely adequate to keep up the appearance
of gentility. 1823 Hazlitt Tablc-t. I. xvi. 376 Gentility is
only a more select and artificial kind of vulgarity. 1832
Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds iii. 35, I see no gentility in
such airs. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. I. iv. 158 My aunt ..
was a mighty cultivator of the gentilities, inward as well as
outward. 1857 Ruskik Pol. Econ. Art x^r Once get the
wealthy classes to imagine that the possession of pictures by
a given artist adds to their 'gentility'. 1861 Geo. Eliot
Silas M. 64 Let him forsake a decent craft that he may
pursue the gentilities of a profession. 1872 Punch 18 May
202/2 There is nothing so vulgar as gentility.

c. quasi-penoni/ied. Also concr. in pi. Genteel
people ; also, marks of gentility.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xv, Poor streets where faded
gentility essayed, .to make its last feeble stand. 1856 Miss
Mulock y. Halifax xvii. 175 She . . left the already van-
quished gentilities of Norton Bury to amuse themselves.
1856 Lever Martins of Cro' M. 571. The . . smartened-up
gentilities which once were the glories of Bond-street. 1858
O. W. Holmes Aut.Breakf.-t. viii. 70 Shabby gentility has
nothing so characteristic as its hat. 1874 Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. lxxxi. 1 The gentility which lisps the tune in
wellbred whispers.

t d. Elegance, grace, refinement. Obi.
1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xi. 138 The whole gentility

of a figure., depends upon the first proportioning these lines
..properly to one another. 1782 V. Knox Est. xxviii. 1. 137
There is a certain gaiety and gentility diffused over it [the
World], which gives it a peculiar grace.

t e. concr. in //. ' Nice ' or agreeable things.
ironically.

1796 Burney Metaslasio III. 197 The last winter assailed
me with rheumatism, tension of nerves, implacable hypo-
chondria, and other gentilities.

II. In senses related to those of Gentile.

f 3. Gentile or heathen belief, doctrine, or prac-
tice ; the state of being a gentile or heathen

;

heathenism, paganism. Obi.
i$z6Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. i 53 r) 38 b, She had left her

gentihte, & leaned holle to the secte of be sayd iewes.
1565 Jewel Rcpl. Harding (1611) 302 The Heathens in
their rude Gentility thought that Bacchus and Ceres had
first found out..thevse of Bread and Wine. 1594 Parsons
Confer. Success. I. ix. 213 Two gentiles marryed together
in ther gentility. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 153 Can
either Gentility or Christianity be forgiven such an error?

t b. concr. The gentile, or heathen world

;

heathendom, heathen people. Obi.
1346 Langley Pol. Verg. de Invent, r. iii. 6 h, Thus

muche is of the Vaine Opinions of the Gentilitee. 1563
Man Musculus' Commonpl. 150 b, It was showen many
waies, which was the Churche of God, and which was Gen-
tilitie. _ 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. ii. 1 1 note, These treasures
are as it were the first fruits of those riches and giftes, which
. .Gentility should offer to Christ.

4. Relationship between 'gentiles' or members
of the same gens (cf. Gentile B. 4) j t the gens
itself.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng-. m. viii. (1589) 131 The
surname is the name of the gentilitie and stocke which the
sonne doth take of the father alwaies, as the old Romans
did. 1883 Maine Early Lam $ Cust. 283 The Romans,
therefore, regarded ' gentility ' as a kinship among men not
essentially different from ' agnation '.
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Gentilize (dgcntilsiz), z'. 1 arch. Also 6
genteLUse, 7 gentlelize, gentillize, 9 gentilise.
[f. gentil Gentle + -ize.

]

1. tram. To make gentle ; to raise to the posi-
tion, or invest with the character, of a gentleman.
1581 I'ettik Gnazzo's Civ. Conv. II. (1586) 86b, [It] is

most true, that gentry is the daughter of knowledge : and
that knowledgedoethgentellisehimthatpossesseth it. 1607
Nokden Surv. Dial. 80 Some, .of small rent, bring up their
children too nicely, and must needs, forsooth, Gentlelize
them. 1631 Brathwait Eng. Gentleiv. (1641) 360 Where is

that in us that may truly gentilize us. a 1650 May Satir.
Puppy (1657I 100 'those that are rich strive to Gentilize
their Female Of-spring.

t
absol. 1830 Coleridge Table-t. 30 May, Religion is, in

its essence, the most gentlemanly thing in the world. It
will alone gentilise.

fb. inlr. Togenlilize.it: to act the gentleman.
1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 231 But where the master

stanaeth upon tearmes of his qualitie . . and will refuse to
put. .his eye towards the plow, he may .. gentleiize it

awhile. 1613 Wither Abuses Stript 1 1615) 147 Our Yeomen
too, that neuer Amies liaue borne To Gentillize it make
themselues a scorne.

+ c. tram. To refine ; civilize. Obi.

163s A. Stafford Fern. Glory (i860) 44 It would have
gentiliz'd Barbarisme it selfe.

1 2. tram. To make mild, to lenify. Obi. rare.
1679 Nkwburgh in Evelyn Pomona 393 Two or three

Eggs whole put into an Hogshead of Cider that is become
sharp. .sometimes rarely lenities and gentilizes it.

Hence tGe'ntilizing-i'/Vj*. AlsoGentllization.
1630 Brathwait Eug. Genttem. Ep. Ded., A gentleman,

who professeth the true and new art of gentilizing. 1825
New Monthly Mug: XVI. 277 The gentilization of so
homely and culinary a name as Bacon.

Gentilize (dje-ntilaiz, dgcntsilsiz), v.- [f.

Gentile + -ize.]

1. intr. To live like a Gentile or heathen ; to
conform to Gentile customs or practices.

1593 Bell Motives cone. Rom. Faith Ded. (1605) 1 If
Tertullian. .erred montanizing. .if S. Paul gentilizing [etc.].

1596 — Surv. Popery Postscr., To gentilize is nothing els

but to play the part of a gentile. 1680 T. Lawson Mite
into Treas. 50 They began to Jewdaize, yea, and to Gen-
tilize. 1814, 1819 [see Gentilizing below].

2. tram. To give a gentile character to, make
gentile ; to paganize.
1827 [see Gentilized below]. 1883 A. Saphir in Bible

Soc. Rec. Mar., [Scripture] must not be Paganised or Gen-
tilised, or stripped of its Jewish character.

Hence Gentilized, Gentili'zing ppl. adji.
a 1638 Mede Rem. Apoc. iv. Wks. (1672) in. 588 How long

the Church, .was to be prophaned. .by Gentilizing Idolatry 1

1660 Milton Free Com/mo. Wks. (1847) 449/1 This is not
my conjecture, but drawn from God's known denouncement
against the gentilizing Israelites. 1814 W. Taylor in
Monthly Rev. LXXIII. 285 They were both gentilizing
Jews and great travellers. 1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations
(1823) II. 395 Many of the oriental gentilizing converts.
1827 — Sacred Cat. Prophecy^(1844) II. 231 The completely
gentilised members of the Visible Church. 1873 G. Raw-
linson in Speaker's Comm. Bible III. 471/r He is not a
Gentilised Jew. 1893 J. Martineau in igth Cent. June 924
In the midst of a Christianity preponderantly gentilised.

Gentill- ; see Genteel, Gentil-, Gentle, etc.

Gentill(e, obs. form of Gentile, Gentle.
Gentilliche, gentilly\e, obs. forms of Gently.
Gentilrie, var. Gentlehy, Obi.

Gentin
v g, var. Ghenting, Obi.

Gentiopicrin (dgentiopi-krin). [f. gentio-
combining form of Gentian + Gr. vucp-us bitter -t-

-in.] ' The bitter principle of gentian, a colourless
crystalline glycoside' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 55 The active principle

is probably the gentiopikrin of Kromayer, a neutral, crystal-
line substance, of an intensely bitter taste.

Gentiresse, obs. form of Gentrice.
Gentish (dje-ntij"), a. [f. Gent ib. + -BH.]

Resembling, or characteristic of, a ' gent '.

1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xxix. (18791 262 His clothes,
although cut in a slangy gentish fashion, were of gooil
materials and work. 1857 Chamb. jtrut. VII. 369 However
gentish and impudent its followers may previously have
been. 1862 Temple Bar Mag. IV. 289 To disport himself
in his gentish garments on. .a river-steamer.

Hence Gentishness.
1885 Mag. ofArt Apr. 247 Women of excellence and ori-

ginality, who had the courage to reprove the gentishness
and snobbery by which they were surrounded.
Gentisic (dgenti'sik), a. Chem. [arbitrarily f.

Gentian: see-ic] In gentiiic acid= gentianic acid.
So Ge'ntisate [-ate], a salt of this acid. Gen-
tisin [.-in], a synonym of gentisic or gentianic acid.
1838 Thomson Org. Bodies 166 Gentisin. Gentisate of soda

1879 E. M. Holmes in Encycl. Brit. X. 160A Gentianic acid
.

.
is also called gentianin, gentisin, and gentisic acid.

Gentism
v
dge-ntiz'm). [f. Gent ib. + -ism.]

The habits, ideas, and practices of a ' gent '.

1862 Temple TarMag. IV. 288 This was the age ofgentism,
of fast literature, and ofcoarse and vulgar amusements.
Gentle (dje-nt'l), a. and ib. Forms : 3-6

gentil(l, -yl, 3, 6-7 gentile, 4 jentel, 4-5 geu-
tille, -yle, 4-6 gentel(l, jentil(l, jentyUe, 4-7
gentyll, 5 gentylle, gyntyl, 6 jentle, 5- gentle.
[a. OF. gentil, jenlil, etc. high-born, noble
(mod.F.^»«Cz7 elegant, Genteel) = Pr. Sp. gentil,
It. gentile :—L. gentllii belonging to the same gem

GENTLE.

or race, f. genti-, gem race, family. The sense
' belonging to a good family' common to the Rom.
tongues is not found in Latin. See also Gentile.]
A. adj.

1. Of persons : Well-born, belonging to a family

of position ; originally used synonymously with
noble, but afterwards distinguished from it, either

as a wider term, or as designating a lower degree
of rank. Also, in heraldic use: Having the rank
or status of 'gentleman ', the distinguishing mark
of which is the right to bear arms. Obi. exc. in the
archaic phrase gentle and limple, and in Comb.
Gentleman, Gentlefolks, etc.

a 1225 Ancr. R. r66 Noble men and gentile ne bererS nout
packes. a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 273 Ah noble men
and gentile and of heh buroe ofte winnen luue lihtliche
cheape. 13.. E.E.Allit. T.V>. 1180 JJe gentylest of ludee
in Ierusalem biseged. <: 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 39 The
fairest and thenobleste of Birthe and the gentylleste Damj
seles of his Contree. e 1440 Promp. Parv. 190/2 Gentyl, of
awncetrye, iugennus. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. i|3a 2 Ilyi
apperteyneth not that one so gentyl a man as I am be
seruant to hym

;
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxii. 32 Qulien

seruit is all vdir man, Gentill and semple of euery clan.
1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. II. (15S6) 90 b, Gentle of
base are those who, extracted from low parentage, raise
themselves to Gentrie by their venue, a 1625 Fletcher
LtK'e's Pilg. 11. i, I am as gentle as your self, as free horn.
1683 Evelyn Mem. (1857) 1 1. 182, I dined at Mr. Houblon's,
a rich and gentle French merchant. 1786 Burns Highland
Lassie i, Nae gentle dames, tho' e'er sae fair, Shall ever be
my muse's care : Their titles a' are empty show.

absol. with plural sense.

13.. A'. E. Allit. P. B. 1216 per wat? be kyng ka^t .. &
alle hise gentyle for-iusted on ierko playues. e 1420
Auturs of Arth. xxxix, Sojolyly thes gentille justede one
were ! Schaftis thay shindr [v.r. scheuer], in sheldes so
scheme. 1837 Howitt Khi: Life 1. i. (1862) 10 Making
acquaintance with the dwellings, habits, and feelings of both
gentle and simple. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., HandofGlory
64 Gentle and Simple, Squire and Groom, Each one had
sought his separate room.

f b. An epithet applied to persons of distinc-

tion. Obi. (Mainly in alliteration.)

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. I. 159 James be gentel bond hit [/,'.

jugged, (.'. juggeth] in his Book, a 1400-50 Alexander 705
Loo ! ponder [>e gentill Itibiter. bow Iolyle he schynes.
Ibid. 4022 And ^it pe gentill genosophis, bam in be gest callis.

c 1440 1 'ork Myst. xxx. 5S As ye are gentill juger and
justice of Jewes. c 1450 St. Cnthhert (Surtees) 1108 Of gentil
Juda machabe. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 27 In deidis
he soulde haue bene lyke Deiphoebus. .or gentill Julius.

C. Of an animal : Of excellent breed or spirit
;

now only in gentle nHogentil falcon (cf. Falcon-
gentle).
134° Ayenb. 75 Hy uoryeteb alle obre guodes, ase deb he

gentyl hend ; huanne ha zyb his praye touore his ejtn.
c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 45 This gentil Cok hadde in
his gouernaunce Seuene hemies. 1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc
P. R. xii. i. (Tollem. MS.) pe gentel rfawcon and ober suche
fowles. Ibid, xviii. xxxix. (1495 800 In gentyll horse noble
men takyth hede cf foure thynges, of shape ami of fayrnesse,
of wylfulnesse, and of colour, c 1420 Ballad, on Husb. i\

.

799 Fed stalons faat goth now to gentyl maris, c 1435 Tory.
Portugal 2033 [2133] The kyng of Nazareth huntid there
Among the hertes, that gentill were. 41470 Abraham .y

Isaac 368 in L. T. Smith Bk. of Browe (1886,) 65, I haue
browt here full smerte, Thys jentyll scheppe [the ram].
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixi. 13 With gentill horss quhen I

wald knyp, Thane is thair laid on me ane quhip. 1523
Skelton Garl. Laurel 1436 A ientyll hownde shulde neuer
play the kur. a 1547 Surrey in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 218
A Lion saw I Iate..Vpon the gentle beast to gaze it pleased
me. 1612 Selden Notes to Drayton's Poly-olb. v. 82 The
Falcon stout Which we the Gentill call. 1678 Ray Wil-
lughby's Ornith. 79 The frequent agitation of the Wings in

flying shews the Hawk to be a Gentile Falcon. 1802
RlNGLBY Anim. Biog

: (1813) II. 55 The Gentil Falcon mea-
sures about two feet in length. 1833 R. MuolE Brit. Birds
(1841) 1. 86 The female is the gentil or gentil falcon,

t d. Of things : Noble, excellent. Obi. rare.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1015 pe twellbe be gentyleste in

vch a plyt, pe amatyst purpre. 13. . Gaiv. <$ Or. Knt. 1022
pe ioye of sayn[t] Ionez day watz gentyle to here, c 1386
Chaucer Wife's Prol. 29 God had vs for to wexe and
multiplye ; That gentil text kan I [wel] vnderstonde. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) xix. 209 There growethe fulle gode Wyn,
that men clepen Bigon, that is fulle myghty aiid gentylle
in drynkynge. 1556 Aurelio <y Isab. Oij, For the whiche
[women] all gentill inventions and all goodes comes in to the
worlde.

2. Of birth, blood, family, etc. : Honourable,
distinguished by descent or position, belonging to

the class of ' gentlemen '. (Cf. 1.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 4250 Sir putifar wel vndirstod pat ioseph
was o gentil blod. 1340 Ayenb. 89 Hy ne lokeb na^t huer-of
ham comb be zobe noblesse, and be gentil kenrede. c 1440
York Myst. xli. 435 For he is come of gentyll kynde. a 1661
Fuller Worthies 11840) III. 217 Who no doubt was .. of
gentle extraction, because her parents bestowed on her so
liberal and costly education. 1808 Scott Autobiog. in
Lockhart i, His birth being admitted as gentle, gave him
access to the best society in the county. 1861 Tulloch
Eng. Pnrit. I. i. 57 On his father's side Cromwell was of
a gentle and old family. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. I.

6 The husband was known to be sprung of gentle blood.

b. Of occupations or pursuits : Suitable for one
of gentle birth. The gentle craft (humorously)

:

T (a) the trade of shoemaking (obi.)
; (b) with allu-

sion to sense 8, the sport of angling ; similarly the
gentle art, now often humorously used in trans-
ferred applications.
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(71592 Greene George-a-Greene (1599) F4.b, You shall

be no more called Shoemakers. But you and yours to

the worlds ende, Shall be called the trade of the gentle

craft. 1592 Nashe P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 21b, [If certain

people walked instead of riding] the price of vehiet and
cloath would fall . . and the gentle craft (alias the red herrings

kinsmen) get more and drink lesse. 1600 DsKKEB Gent.

CraftxAxdio) B3, As Iain a true shoomaker, and a gentleman
of the Gentle Craft. 1658 W. Sanderson Graphite 28 If it

be the generall Rule, .that Children be taught some gentle

Manu-facture [etc.]. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iil oo/i A
Man on a Seat [a Shooe-maker] . . exercising of the Gentle

Craft. 1799 A. Mather in Life J. Bunting 11859) I- v"- I02

A profession [the medical] that will be gentle bread at some
not very distant period. 1834 T. MedwTN Angler in Wales
I. 6 It would have made unquiet the ghost of old Isaac

Walton to hear Julian's disparagement of : the gentle art',

1844 J. T, Hewlett Parsons fy W, i, One of the gentle

craft—so called, I presume, from their using gentles in their

art. 1850 Whittier Songs of Labor, Shoemakers \, Ho!
workers of the old time styled The Gentle Craft of Leather.

1890 J. McN. Whistler (title) The Gentle Art of making
Enemies. 1894 Crockett Raiders 54 All the seven big

sons . . were said to be deeper in the Gentle Traffic [smug-
!

gling], as it was called, than any others in the locality.

3. Of persons: Having the character appropriate I

to one of good birth ; noble, generous, courteous, i

Freq. in the phrase a gentle knight. Now only
]

arch.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) S689 Of vairost fourme & best

maneres, & mest gentil and fre. Ibid. 11719 Sir henri is

sone bat so gentil kni}t was. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. I

(1810) 188 Gentille of norture, & noble of lynage. c 1386

Chaucer Prol. 72. c 1440 Generydes 3 Ther was a kyng,
lentil), curteys, full trew in worde. 1463 Bury Wills
(Camden) 18 They [tenants] haue be to me ryght gentil and
good at alle tymes. 1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 170/2 Sithe

I am so gentle to graunt you so many thinges, I trust ye
wyl grant me this one. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Blacksmith xv.

His wanton wyl and lust that brydel can In dede is gentil

both to God and man. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. i, 1 A gentle

knight was pricking on the plaine. a 1661 Fuller Wor-
thies {1%4,0) II. 575 [Robin Hood] The gentlest thief that

ever was. 1814 Southey Roderick m, With such short

interchange of benison As each to other gentle travellers

give. 1871 Browning Balaust. -'377 The son of Zeus, He
was the gentle guest to entertain !

b. Used in polite or ingratiating address, or

as a complimentary epithet. Obs. exc. as a playful

archaism in i Gentle Reader*.
1500-20 Dunbar /Wins xiii. 78 Keip this all secreit, gentill

brother. 1542-5 Brinklow Lament. (1874) 84 Iudge thow
gentle reader. 1591 Shaks. Txvo Gent. I, ii. 14 What
think'st thou of the gentle Protheus. 1601 — Jul.C. III. ii.

77 You gentle Romans. 16x5 Crooke Body of Man 428

That would be irkesome to vs both Gentle Reader. 1687

MiEGE Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, Gentle Reader, Ami-Lecieur. 1844

HaliBURTON Attache Ser. II. II. 285 Gentle reader, having
taken my leave of Mr. Slick, it is now fit I should take my
leave of you.

j c. Of language, actions, character, etc. : Cour-

teous, polite. (Often closely approaching sense 8.)

(-1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1090 Dido, And manye a gentil

word sclie spake hym to. c 1440 Acnes Paston in P. Lett.

No. 25 I. 19 She made hym gentil cher in gyntyl wise.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 142 Than yf we be

touched with a sharpe worde, we shal yelde a benigne &
gentyll answere. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 37
They which geue gentill and optn eares to the word ofGod.

1598 Yong Diana 122 She gaue him infinite thankes . . for

the gentle entertainment she had in his Castle. 1646 F.

Hawkins Youth's Behav. (1663) 13 And be thou assured

that gentle affability towards thy inferiours, will fix to thy

name the Kpithite of courteous. 1653 H. Cocian tr. Pinto's

Trent, iv. 9 This man with very gentle words gave an end
to the sedition, .which shews of what power courtesie is.

4. Of fruit, a tree, etc. : Cultivated, domesticated

(opposed to wild). Now rare. {? arch.)

C1420 Pallad. on Hush, in. 711 A gentil tre, Not wilde at

all, withonte asperite. C1430 Lydg. Miu. Poems, Chorle <$

Bird (Percy Soc.) 192 The vintere tretethe of his holsom
wynes, Of gentille frute bostethe the gardener. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 429 The berries . . much like . . to the grains

or fruit of the gentle garden Corneil tree. 1611 Shaks.
Wint. T. iv. iv. 93 We marry A gentler sien to the wildest

stock. 1871 Jowett Plato II. 431 Tending the gentle

shoots, and preventing the wild ones from growing.

b. Of an animal : Tame, quiet, easily managed.
1532 Hervet Xenophon's I/onseh. (1768) 60 We call al

these beastis gentyll, the whiche be goodly, great, and
profitable, and be not fierse, but tame among men. 1562

Leigh Armorie 178 A Barnacle ..This is y
a Chiefest In-

strument y* the Smyth hath, to make the vntamed Horn
gentile. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VII I, v. iii. 22 Those that tame
wild Horses Pace 'em not in their hands to make 'em gentle.

1687 MiEGE Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, A gentle Horse (a Horse that

gives exact Obedience to the Rider), un Chei'al loyal. 1774

Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 330 They «*• gentle and
harmless enough while young; but as they grow up, they

acquire their natural ferocity.

-f-5. Not harsh or irritating to the touch; soft,

tender; yielding to pressure, pliant, supple. Obs.

1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions 11. ii. 120 Their gar-

mentes . . are verye softe and gentle clothe. 1578 Lytb
Dodoeus m. xciii. 448 These small pottes [of henbane] do

growe and are inclosed in a rounde skinne, but the same is

gentle and pricketh not. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr.

Chirurg. i+b/i Nether must shee [needle] be of to hard

a Steele, but of gentle Steele, because they might rather

bende then break. 1607 TOPSBLL Four-f Beasts (1658* 239

Another charge of a Horse-keeper istokeep his Horses lips

soft, tender, and gentle, so as he may more sensibly feel his

bit. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cxli. 212 tCamomile)

White flowers with yellow thrums in the middle, very like

unto Feather-few, but more soft and gentle in handling.

1697 W. Derham in Phil. Trans. XX. Enclose the Mer-

cury with gentle Leather tied very fast round the Tube.
1756 Phil. Trans. XL1X. 847 The English soft or gentle
Thistle. 1769 Sir J. Hill Herb. Brit. I. 80 Gentle thistle.

6. Of the weather, wind, etc. : Not stormy, vio-

lent, or severe. Gentle gale (see quot. 1S67).

1563 Fvlkv. Meteors (1640) 18 b, Kinde of winde, which
is but a soft gentle and coole moving of the ayre, and
commeth from no certaine place. 1585 J. IS. tr. Viret's Sc/t.

Beastes D vj b, And the great rivers . . give a sweete and
gentle temperatenes and most pleasaunt to the fishes. 1592
Shaks. Ven. <y Ad. 189 He sigh celestiall breath, whose
gentle winde Shall coole the heate ofthisdescending sun. 1600

J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa 1. 35 Those seas are. .most plea-ant

..to saile upon, with faire and gentle weather. 1634 SirT.
Herbert Iretv. 2 We had verie raging Seas and tempests,

but at night a gentle calme ensued. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 380 Soft Whispers then . . are heard, As when the

Woods by gentle Winds are stirr'd. 1781 Cowper 'Truth

419 Complacency has breathed a gentle gale O'er all his

thoughts, and swelled his easy sail. 1850 Tennyson In,

Mem. ix, Sleep, gentle heavens, before the prow; Sleep,

gentle winds, as he sleeps now. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
M\, Gentle gate, in which a ship carries royals and flying-

kites ; force 4.

b. Of a river : Flowing smoothly ; not rough or

rapid.

1593 Shaks. Liter. 1118 Deepe woes roll forward like a
gentle flood. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 219 It is

watered by Tigris . . somewhat broader than the Thames,
but not so navigable nor gentle. 1739 Labelyf. Short Ace,
Piers Westm. Bridge 63 The Stream . .would be gentler .

.

than the Stream of the River Seine. 1791 W. Jessop AV/.

Kiv. Witham 5 Being penned up by Locks, its velocity

would be greatly decreased, and it would almost become a
gentle River. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendan I. 273 The
Skern was changed from a gentle stream to a raging torrent.

C. Of sound : Soft, low ; not loud or harsh.

> 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 273 Her voice was euer soft,

Gentle and low, an excellent thing in woman. 1709 Steele
'latter No. 80 p 5, I heard a very gentle Knock at my
Door. 174a Collins Eel., Hassan 42 The gentle voice of

Peace. 1781 Cowper Convcrsat. 905 In gentle sounds it

seems as it complained Of the rude injuries it late sustained.

1812 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 11. 407 And gives to the storm
as gentle notes As e'er through sunshine stole.

d. Of a medicine : Acting without violence

;

mild.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 289, I w;ould therfore, that

a stronger remedie be prepared : for this emplaster is too

gentle. 1790 J. B. MoRETON Mann. W.Ind. 25 If you find

yourself costive, take a gentle purge. 1835 Cycl. Pract.

Med. IV. 587/2 By mild and frequently repeated doses of

gentle aperients.

e. Of ride, punishment, etc. ; Free from violence

or severity ; mild.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb, 11. § 98 The Papists . . being

upon the matter absolved from the severest parts of the

law and dispensed with for the gentlest. 1696 Tate &
Brady Ps. Ixxii. 4 Shall rule with gentle Sway. 1751 Jortin
Serm. (1771) IV. i. 4 Especially where the legal punishment
was gentle. 175a Hume Ess. <f Treat. (1777) I. 21 In every

respect, a gentle government is preferable. 1828 Scott F.

M. Perth xiii, If gentler methods will succeed better with

these Earish knaves, do not blame Douglas for speaking his

mind. 1879 O.W. Holmes Motley xxi. 158 This gentle form

of violence is well understood in diplomatic service.

7. Moderate in operation, intensity, rate, or the

like ; esp. a gentle heat.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 399 The Sunne, which is a Gentler

Heat [sc. than Fire]. 163a Lithgow Trav. u 14, I found
abundance of all things, .at so easie and gentle a rate, that

[etc.]. i687MiegeG7. Fr. Diet. 11, A gentle Fit ofan Ague,

acees de Fievre moderi. 1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 9)

138 Closing the Double-shuts, (or Chasses rather) continue a
gentle Heat. 1758 Reid tr. Macguer'sChym. 1. 138 Liquors

..evaporated by a gentle heat., are called Extracts. 1816

Accum Chem. Tests (1818) 70 The paper regains its original

colour.. by exposure to a gentle heat. 1840 Dickess Barn.
Rudge ii, Ride forward at a gentler pace, and good night.

b. Of a slope: Very gradual; not steep.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 187 On the North side it declines with

a gentle descent to the Sea. 1777 Watson Philip II (1839)

467 He pitched his camp in a spacious plain, which is ter-

minated by two hills of a gentle ascent. 1851 Dixon W.
Penn xxxii. (1872) 302 The house itself stood on a gentle

eminence, i860 Tynuall Glac. I. xviii. 124 A gentle miuw-

slope brought us to the base of a precipice.

8. Of persons: Mild in disposition or behaviour

;

kind, tender. Also of language, actions, etc. The

gentle(r) sex : the female sex.

155a Huloet, s.v., To waxe Gentle, exeuio,,mansuesco.

1583 Stubbs Anat. Abuses E vij b, Yet (such is y» magni-

ficency & liberalise of that gentle sex) that I trust I shall

not be vnrewarded at their hands. 1725 PorE Odyss. xx.

388 A long cessation of discourse ensued, By gentler Agelaus

thus renewed. 18x2 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 11. 307 But to

yon gentle Maiden turn, Who never for herself doth mourn.

1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (1855) 83 It is somewhat
remarkable that .. the gentler sex should have been most

frequently the subjects of these rude trials. 1870 Rogers
Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 42 Princes are seldom gentle when
crossed. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 226 You have

grown gentle towards me and have left oft scolding.

9. Used advb. —Gently (esp. in comparative)^

i6ox Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 231 Hee put it by thrice, euerie

time gentler then other. «x6n Beau.m. & Fl. Philaster

iv. iv, Lay me gentle on his neck. 1671 Milton Samson 788

Men may censure thine 'the gentler, if severely thou exact

not More strength from me, than in thyself was found.

1844 Mas. Browning Drama ofExile Poems 1850 I. 19

He [God] Did roll His thunder gentler at the close.

10. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic and adverbial),

as gentle-born , -breathing, -eyed, -gliding, -handed,

-hearted, -licking, -looking, -mannered, -minded,

-nalured, -sleeping, -voiced ppl. adjs.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2090 Ariadne, Syri that ye ben
as *gentil born as I. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. v. ii, It's

no my fau't that I'm nae gentler born. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 762 The gentler-born the maiden, the more bound.

.

to be sweet and serviceable. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xv. ix. 6
A *gentle breathing aire made eu'n and plaine The azure
face of heau'ns smooth looking glass. 1830 Scott Anchin-
draue 1. ii, A young man, gentle-voiced and *gentle-eyed.

1612 Drayton Poly-olb. To Rdr., Delicate embrodered
Meadowes often veined with *gentle gliding Brooks. 1863
I. Williams Baptistery 11. xxxii. (1874) 189 With *gentle-

handed charities. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 176 And
heere's to right our 'gentle-hearted King. 1869 Trollope
He Knew, etc. xiii. (1878) 71 She was very gentle-hearted in

regard to the fishes. 1648 Herrick Hesper., To Musigue to

becalme his Fever, Thou sweetly canst convert the same
From a consuming fire, Into a *gentle-licking flame. 1612

Drayton Poly-olb. v. 294 The swelling surge, that with his

fomie head, The *gen tier looking Land with furie menaced.
1876 G. Kliot in Life(iS&s) 1 1 1. 276 A gentle-looking, clear-

eyed, neatly made man. 1824 Miss HITFOKO Village Ser.

I. (1863) 187 But he managed every body, as your *gentle-

mannered person is apt to do. X795 W. Seward Anecd.
II. 227 This beautiful and #gentle-minded woman. 1579 80
North Plutarch 11676) 45 He was a *gentle-natured man,
and one that loved quietness and peace. 1594 Shaks. Rich.

III. 1. iii. 288, I will not thinke but they ascend the sky,

And there awake Gods *gentle sleeping peace. 1830 * Gentle-

voiced [see Gentle-eyed above].

B. sb.

1. One who is of gentle birth or rank.

a. rare in sing.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 128 Eson . . Hade a son . . And Iason

bat gentill aioynet was to name. Ibid. 437 This gentill

[Medea] by Iason ioinet was to sit. 1576 Gascoigne Steele

Gl. (Arb.) 67 Art thou a Gentle? Hue with gentle friendes.

(11603 Bhbtom in Farr S. P. EUz. (1845) I. 178 Constancie,

A worthie budde. .Which every gentle certeinlie Delightes

to chuse of. 1604 Rowlands Looke to it 16 You that are

sonne to him that held the Plow, Transform'd by Gold, into

a Gentle now. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. iii, There is a

gentle's voice tinder a dark cloak, a 1845 Hood Bianca's

Dr. iii, Ladies seldom vex An amorous gentle with a need-

less frown.

b. in //. Obs. exc. arch., or as a comic vulgar-

ism for Gentlefolks.
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Prol. 37 And right anon the gentils

gonne to crye, Nay, lat hym telle vs of no ribaudye. c 1400

Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 123 pe gentils hase schorte swerdez

scharpe on be ta syde. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxx. 261

But the gentyllys and commonnis, herynge of this mooste
shamefull murder, assembled them togyder. 1557 Tusser
100 Points Husb. xvii, When gentiles vse^ walking, with

hawkes on their handes, Good husbandes, with grasmg doe
purchase their landes. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. ii.

141 Men of qualitie & Gentles of good birth. 1641 Bromi:

Joviall Crew v. (1652) N 4 b, To Knight, to Squire,

and to the Gentiles here, We wish our Play may with

content appear. 1788 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 16 Aug., All

Cheltenham was drawn out into the High-street, the gentles

on one side and the commons on the other. 1816 Scott

Old Mort. xxxv, What made them send for a puir body like

me, sae mony braw lords and gentles 1 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp.

Gipsy 1. 41 Tis very hard When gentles sing for nought to

all the town. 1882 Mrs. Ra7>en's Tempt. III. 8The simples

are not bound to pick up what the gentles throw away,

f c. Used in polite address. Obs.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon x. 16 Now, courteous Gentles,

if the Keepers girle Hath pleas'd the liking fancy of you

both [etc.]. 159X Troub. Raigue A". John, To Gentlem.

Rdrs. (1611I 70 Gentles, we left King John repleate with

bli-.se. 1599 15. Jonson Ev. Man out oj Hum. (1600) Prol.,

Gentles, ail I can say for him is, you are welcome. 1638

Cowley Love's Riddle v, It's no matter for that; farewell

gentles. 1641 Marmion Antiq. in. F4a, Gentles I would

entreat you a courtesie.

d. Comb.
C1550 Robin Consc. 101 in Hazl. P.. P. P. III. 233 Bvt

this shalbe only my preparation, To Hue and goe gentle-

like, gallant and gay.

2. = Falcon-gentle.
1776 Pennant Zool. I. 152 The gentil and the goshawk

are found in Scotland. 1833 [see Gentle a. 1 c].

3. A maggot, the larva of the flesh-fly or blue-

bottle, employed as bait by anglers. (Cf. A. b)
1578 I/yte Dodoeus vi. Ixviii. 746 A white wcrme lyke a

gentill. 1594 Plat Jeioell-ho. in. 12 White and glib worms,

which the anglers call Gentils. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
11. 193/1 The Cloudy, or Blackish Fly . .

proceed from

Maggots, or Gentills, that breed of Putritied Flesh. 1741

Vomf'l. Fam.-Piece 11. ii. 336 Gentles are a very good Bait.

1851 D. Jickkold St. Giles xxiv. 251 As alive and wriggling

as an angler's box of gentles. 1894 BtacAit: Mag. Sept.

426/2 A gentle is placed on the hook.

Gentle (d^e-nt'l), * [f. prec]

f 1. trans. To ennoble, dignify. Oh. rare.

1387 8T. Usk Test. Love 11. viii. (Skeaf 1. 100 Better is it

thy kinne to been by the genteled, then thou to gloryfye of

thy kinnes gentillesse, and hast no desert therof thy selfe.

1599 SHAMS. Hen. V, iv. iii. 63 Be he ne're so vile, This day

shall gentle his Condition. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) II As.

in. 12/1 And all this raking toylc.Is for his clownish.,

heyrei Who must be gentled by his ill got pelfe.

2. To render gentle, mild, or pleasant, rare.

1651 Raleigh's Ghost 307 The consideration of the reward

. . doth so temper and gentle the bitterness thereof, as that

it tnaketh it to seem sweet and to be desired. 1883 Miss

Broughton Belinda II. in. i. 174 A smile, .sweetening and

gentling the now habitual sullenness of her face.

b. To tame, break in, render tractable.

1735 R. Lee in Virginia Hist. Mag. III. 356 Y'r colts

have not been gentled any, so that Charles can't lead them

up 1862 A. K. H. Boyd Recreat. Country Parson 72 A long

course of kindness has gentled you [a horse] as well as Mr.

Rarey could have done. 1887 Mrs. C. Reade Maid the

.1/;7/II.xxxi.\.3n He has had much to do, a colt to gentle,
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and some ewes to doctor. 1894 Harper's Mag. Feb. 354,
I strolled out to the corrals to see the bulls * gentled '.

Jfc. 1888 K. Kin.iNr; Plain Talesfr. the Hills (.1891) 289
A Viceroy who knew how to 'gentle ' a fractious big man.

c. To soften, mollify (a person \ rare.

1795 tr. Moritz' Trav. Eng. (Nat. Libr.) 142, 1 endeavoured
to gentle him a little by asking for a mug of ale and once or
twice drinking to him. 1847 BusHHBLL Ckr. Nurt. vii.

(1861) 173 They will all be gentled together by the tender
brotherhood of the little ones.

Hence Ge'ntling vbl. sb.

1883 Miss Braddon Cold. Calflax. 211 She was wild and
wilful, and wanted more gentling before she was brought to

the lure.

t Geirtleboy. Obs. rare~ l

. A young gentle-

man.
1685 Ckownk Sir C. Nice x, But I wou'd not dress like

a Gentleboy, lag at my years among those Children, to play
with their Toys.

1 Geiltledame. Obs. rare- 1
. A gentlewoman.

1647 Ward Sinif>. Cobler 24 When I heare a nugiperous
Gentledame inquire what dresse the Queen is in this week.

Gentlefolk, -folks (d^e-nt'lfjuk, -f^ks). [f.

as Gentle a. + Folk. The sing, first appears in this

cent. ; earlier writers use the pi. folks.] Persons

of good position and family.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Iff, 1. i. 95 The Queene's Kindred
are made gentle Folkes. a 1732 Gay Wks. U745) I. 236
When gentle-folks their sweethearts leave behind They can
write letters. 1787 M. Cutler in Life, Jrnls.

<f-
Corr.

(1888) I. 288 Freeman and his wife seem to be what we call

in our country [New England] very great Gentlefolks. 1848
Thackeray Lett. 1 Aug., Many hundreds of gentle-folks of
all nations were congregated in the public, walk. 1867
Troi.i.ope Chron. Barset I. ix, 78 The neglected children,

who are learning not to be the children of gentlefolk. 1897
Atlantic Mag. LXXIX. 136 Her people are eighteenth
century gentle-folk.

Proverb. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Aug. 523 So it was a case

of ' Compliments fly when gentlefolk meet '.

Gen'tie-hea=rt. Name of some plant.

1648 Herrick Hcsper., Nuptiall Song Sir C. Creiv, Prick-
Madam, and . .Gentle-heart, And soft Maidens-blush.

Gentlehood (dgeTrt'Urad). [See -hood.] Posi-

tion or character attaching to gentle birth.

i860 Tkollop# Frantley P. III. xiii. 250 He . . knew well
what changes gentlehood would have demanded from him.
1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Love III. 224 That was her
sole answer to his assertion of gentlehood and honour. 1883
— Girl of Period I. 289 Time was when cruelty and false-

hood were essentially sins which vitiated all claims to
gentlehood. 1888 BsSART Inner House x. 142 When we
allowed gentlehood to be destroyed, gentle manners, honour,
dignity, and such old virtues went too.

Gentlely;e, obs. form of Gently.
Gentleman (d^e -nt'lma?n\ Forms : see Gen-

tle and Man ; also Gentman, Gemman. [f.

Gentle-*- Man, on the model of OF. gentih horn

(F. gentilhomme) = It. gentiluomo, Sp. gentil-

hombre.']

1. A man of gentle birth, or having the same
heraldic status as those of gentle birth ; properly,

one who is entitled to bear arms, though not rank-

ing among the nobility (see quot. 1882), but also

applied to a person of distinction without precise

definition of rank. Now chiefly Hist.
a 1275 Prov. .'Klfred 706 in O. E. Misc. 138 Hie ne sige

nout bi f>an, bat moni ne ben gentile man. 1297 R. Gi.ouc.
(Rolls) 6618 Gentil men bat he vond in prison ek ydo . . he
bo$t« horn out also. 1340 Aycub. 190 A riche ientilman wes
y-robbed of bieues. c 1440 1 'ork Myst. xxx. 169 Ther schall

a gentilman, Jesu, vn-justely be juged. c 1477 Caxton
Jason 6 These two worthy Gentilmenn Hercules and Jason
ouerthrew their felaws and gate the felde. 1493 Fesih'all
|YV. de W. 1515) 109 b, And Poule for he was a gentylman
borne for the more worshyppe they smote of his heed.
a 1529 Skelton Poems agst. Garnesche iv. 69 Thow thou
be a jantyll man borne, Yet jentylnes in the ys thred bare
worne. 1596 Si'KNskr State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 672/1 Yf
he can derive himselfe from the head of a septe.-then he
holdeth himselfe a gentellman. 1614 Ski.den Titles Hon.
l'ref. B iv, Hee that is so both Euyefyj? and reiratos i. both
descended from truly Noble Parentage, and withal follow-

ing their steps, or adding to their Name, is the Gentleman
that may lawfully glorie in his Title. 1671 Lady M. Bertie
in vUk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22 There are no
men of quality but the Duke of Monmouth, all the rest are
gentlemen. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest \, Pierre
de la Motte was a gentleman descended from an ancient
house of France. 1882 Cussans Her. xvi. (ed. 3) 215 Gen-
tlemen are all those who, lawfully entitled to Armorial
distinction, are not included in any of the before-mentioned
degrees (of nobility]. 1884 Freeman in Encycl. Brit. XVII.
540/1 Early in the nth century the order of 'gentlemen

'

as a separate class seems to be forming as something new.

f b. Appended to the name of a man, as an
indication of his rank ; often abbreviated as Gent.

Obs. ; but see sense 4 c.

1425 Xcivminster Cartul. (Surtees) 190 Joh. de Mitforde

—

gentilman. 1481 in Surtees Misc. 11888) 39 John Stathom
jentilman, William Belasys jentilman. .beris witness. 1591
{title) The Geomancie of Maister Christopher Cattan,
Gentleman. 1706 {title) The New World of Words. .Com-
piled by Edward Phillips, Gent. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson
(1831) I. 1 His father is there styled Gentleman, [but] .

.

the appellation of Gentleman .. was commonly taken by
those who could not boast of gentility.

c. Used (with more or less of its literal mean-
ing) as a complimentary designation of a member
of certain societies or professions. Chiefly pi,

Obs, in ordinary use.

JS37 Wriothksi.ey Chron. (1875) 1. 61 One being a gentell-

man of the Inner Temple in London. 1581 W. BLAHDY
Cast. Policy 18 b, Captayne, Lieutenent, Auncient, Serieant
of a Company, gentleman in a company or of the Rounde,
Lance passado. These are special! ; the other that remaine,
priuate or common Souldiars. e x66i in 12th Rip. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 6 Gervise Lucas served George Earle
of Rutland as gentleman of his horse some yeares. 1670 -1

Sir J. Turner Pallas Armata {1683I 218 A Gentleman of
the company is he who is something more than an ordinary
Souldier, hath a little more pay, and doth not stand Cen-
tinel. 1677 Yarranton E>ig. Improv. 34 Three worthy
Gerftlemen of the Long Robe. 1681 LUTTRELL Brief Pel.
I. 101 The addresse of some gentlemen of the Middle
Temple was presented on Sunday last. 17*3 in Lend. Gaz.
No. 5086/2 The Gentlemen of the Horse and Grenadier
Guards .. who are . . on the Out-Pension. 1768 J. Byron
Narr. Wager (1778) 138, I leave it to the decision of the
gentlemen of the faculty. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Gentlemen, the messmates of the gunroom or cockpit—as
mates, midshipmen, clerks, and cadets.

2. spec. A man of gentle birth attached to the

household of the sovereign or other person of

high rank ; frequently with defining term added,

as gentleman in waiting, of the {King's) Chamber,

of the Chapel Royal, etc.

1463 Bury Wills iCamden) 16 Item to eu'y gentylman of
my lord abbotte wiche be comyng and goyng as officeres

and menyal men longyng to the houshold of my felashippe.

1503 Privy Purse Exp. Etiz, York (1830* 96 To Richard
Brampton gentilman of the pantry with the Queue. 1520
Caxton"s Chron. Eug. in. 26 b/i The genlylmen of the

kynges housholde and thegentylmen of the Erles housholde
of London after meet wente togyder for to play. 1561
Cheque Bk. Chapel Royal (Camden) 1 The Subdeanes and
Gentlemen succeedinge since the third yeare of the raigne
of Queen Elizabeth. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <S- Comnnv.
142 Those which were then called Chamberlaines, are now
Gentlemen of the Chamber. 1791-1823 in D'Israeli Cur.
Lit. (1866) 559/2 note, He then called for his gentleman
(a kind of humble friend whom noblemen used to retain

under that name in those days). 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
ili. I. 315 In the reign of Henry the Seventh, fresh meat was
never eaten even by the gentlemen attendant on a great
earl. 1884 K. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I. 24 Now and
then one of the young gentlemen-in-waiting from the Vatican
strolls in and says his prayers.

b. i* Gentleman-pensioner, now (}e7itleman-at-

arms: one of forty gentlemen who act as guards
or attendants to the sovereign on state occasions.

1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. -v Commw. 398 Guards of the
Prince: which though they be souldiers in time of warre,
yet are they but like our Gentlemen pensioners . . in time of
peace. 170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3822/4 His Grace the Duke
of St. Albans Captain of the Band of Gentlemen-Pensioners.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Pensioner, The Queen's
Pensioners, ox Gentlemen-Pensioners, a Band of Gentlemen
so call'd, who are arm'd with Partisans, and attend as

a Guard upon the Queen's Person in her Palace : They were
first appointed A. D. 1539 and their Salary is 80 Pounds
Sterling per Annum. 1859 A. dk Fonblancjue Hcnv ive are
governed 101 note, The corps of * Gentlemen-at-arms ' con-
sists of a captain.. and forty gentlemen. 1889 John Bull
2 Mar. 149/2 Her Majesty's Body Guard of the Hon. Corps
of Gentlemen-at-Arms was on duty in the State saloons.

C. Gentleman- at-large, f ^ gentleman attached

to the court but having no special duties assigned

to him (obs.) ; hence jocularly in mod. use (after

sense 4 c), one who is out of work.
1692 Loud. Gaz. No. 2809/3 The Gentlemen at large. 186a

Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. iv. 168 You'd rather be a
gentleman at large.

3. A man in whom gentle birth is accompanied
by appropriate qualities and behaviour ; hence,

in general, a man of chivalrous instincts and fine

feelings.

In this sense the term is frequently defined by reference
to the later derived senses of ' gentle '.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. P 675 And certes he sholde nat be
called a gentil man, that . . ne dooth his diligence and bisy-

nesse, to kepen his good name. i 1400 Rom. Rose 2197
Who so is vertuous, And in his post nought outrageous, .he
is gentil bycause he doth As longeth to a gentilman. 14.

.

Qnal. Gentlem. in Rel. Ant. I. 252 Trauthe, pettee, fre-

donie, and hardynesse. .Oft' thisse virtues iiij. who lakkyth
iij., He aught never gentylmane called to be. 1548 Hai.i.

Chron., Hen. VI, 183 b, In this acte the lord ClyfTord was
accompted a tyraunt, and no gentelman. 1553 Primer,
Sundry godly prayers P iv b. That as they be called
gentle menne in name, so they maye shewe them selues in

al theyr doinges gentle, curteous, louyng . . vnto theyr
inferiours. 1604 Dekker 1st Pt. Honest Wh. (1635) K iv b,

A soft, meeke, patient, humble, tranquill spirit ; The first

true Gentleman that ever breath'd. 1653 Walton Angler
i. 13, I would rather prove my self to be a Gentleman, by
being learned and humble, valiant and inoffensive, vertuous,
and communicable, then by a fond ostentation of riches.

1710 Stkele Tatler No. 207 p 4 The Appellation of Gentle-
man is never to be affixed to a Man's Circumstances, but
to his Behaviour in them. 1743 Appleton Semi. 153 The
Gentle-Man will treat every Man with due Respect, and
will be friendly, yielding, condescending, obliging, and
ready to do a Kindness. 1821 Byron Juan in. xh, With
such true breeding of a gentleman, You never could divine
his real thought. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales II.

287 Judges of the Exchequer were designated thus : one as
a gentleman and a lawyer ; another as a lawyer but no
gentleman. 1894 Blackmoke Perlycross 320 Because he is

a gentleman, .which a nobleman sometimes is not.

b. transf. In racing phrases, quite a gentleman,
etc., as a laudatory description of a horse.
1889 Daily JVezys 27 Dec. 2/4 A trained and massive bay

carthorse .. who in pacing, prancing and stepping to music
proved himself every inch a gentleman. 1891 Field 7 Mar.
334/1 Quite a gentleman, too, is the Compton Stud Com-

pany's Marioni .. there is so much quality about him,
1894 Daily Xcivs 7 June 7/2 He |Ladas) is a gentleman
all over.

4. A man of superior position in society, or having
the habils of life indicative of this ; often, one whose
means enable him to live in easy circumstances
without engaging in trade, a man of money and
leisure. In recent use often employed (esp. in ' this

gentleman
' ) as a more courteous synonym for

' man \ without regard to the social rank of the

j)erson referred to. (See also Fine Gentleman.)
1583 Hoj.lyband Campo di Fior 233 He hath set his

minde to keepe horses in stable, and to follow hunting :

Thinking that he can not be a gentelman by other wayes.
*599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. 1. (1600) C 1 a,
I haue lande and money, my friendes left mee well, and
I will be a gentleman whatsoeuer it cost me. 1636 E.

Dacres tr. MachiavePs Disc. Livy I. 210 Those are call'd

gentlemen, that live in idlenesse yet deliciously of the
profits of their estates, without having any care to cultivate

their lands. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's I'oy. E. hid. 15 Tins
old Gentleman was the first I saw buried after the Sea-
fashion. 1727 De Foe Eng. Tradesman (1732,1 II. vi. 168
The rich Tradesman . . laid the Tradesman down and com-
mene'd Gentleman. 1762 Goldsm. Nash 209 The great
error lies in imagining every fellow with a laced coat to be
a gentleman. 1791 Hampson Mem. J. Wesley III. 114

Though gentlemen are often above being religious them-
selves, they seem generally to have agreed, that it is very
proper for the vulgar. 1879 M. J. Gcest Led. Hist. Eug.
lvi. 571 Gentlemen and tradesmen came forward to act as
special constables. 1884 LillywhitPs Cricket Ann. 29 The
two matches between the Gentlemen and Players. 1897
Daily Neios 30 Mar. 6 '2 All shopkeepers are now 'young
gentlemen ' and ' young ladies '.

b. Tn //. used as a polite term of address to

a company of men of whatever rank ''correspond-

ing lo " Sir' in sing.), f Also in sing, to one man.
1579 Lvi.v Euphiics (Arb.) 49 Gentleman and friend, the

tryall I haue had of thy manners [etc.]. Ibid. 205 to the
Gentlemen Readers. I was driuen into a quandarie, Gentle-
men, whether fete.]. 1590 Simks. A/ids. A', in. i. 187 Your
name, honest Gentleman? 1669 Drydf.N Tyrannic Love
Epil. 3, I come, kind gentlemen, strange news to tell ye.

Ibid. 25 But farewell, gentlemen. 1743 Bt'LKKLEY & Cum-
mins I'oy. S. Seas 93 The Captain said, Very well, Gentle-

men, you have caught me Napping; 1 do not see any of

you in Liquor. 1808 Grosk Antiq, Rep. II. 405 All public
addresses to a mixed assembly of both sexes, till sixty year>

ago, commenced Gentlemen and Ladies: at present it is

Ladies and Gentlemen. 1851 Househ. Words No. 45, 430
'Aha !

' exclaimed the director. *
. . This way, gentlemen !

*

1872 RuSKIN Eagle's X. § 170 Gentlemen,— the word by
which I at this moment address you (etc.). 1897 Westm.
Gaz. is July 71 Lady Henry Somerset . . made a speech.

.

' Gentlemen and ladies,'—[etc. J.

C In legnl documents used as the designation of

a socially respectable person who has no specific

occupation or profession. Cf. 1 b.

1862 Daily Tel. May, In the bill of sale.. dated the 29th

January, 1861, it was stated to be given by '

J. T). . . gentle-

man ', Mr. Serjeant PetersdorfT . . called witnesses to show
that Sir. D. was not 'a gentleman' at the time .. and ..

contended, .that the misdescription vitiated the deed. Mr.
Justice Willes : A gentleman is described in law as a person
who has no occupation.

d. jocularly. To be a gentleman: to have no
work to do.
1859 Darwin Let. 23 Oct. in Life $ Lett. (1887^ II. 175

Now I am so completely a gentleman, that I have sometimes
a little difficulty to pass the day.

5. In contemptuous or humorous uses ; esp. old

gentleman * old fellow, spec, the devil. My gentle-

man= * the fellow \
1622 Mabre tr. Ale/nan's Guzman d'Alf. 1. 55 But after-

wards perceiuing, that . . this piece of hangings came to be
seene. .the copy of my Gentlemans countenance was quickly

altered, and began suddenly to lookc blanke. 1698 Fryer
Ace. A'. Ind. 3- /'. 311 That destructive custom of drink-

ing Ice with their Liquors; which the Old Gentleman
[Hippocrates] takes notice of to be of no good conse-

quence. 1708 YALDEN Bickerstajff' detected \n Swift's Wks.

(1755) II. 1. 163, I. .was surprized to find my gentleman
mounted on a table with a two-foot rule, .measuring my
walls. 1726 Shei.vocke I'oy. round World (1757) 4°2 Our
ship was in an instant full of these swarthy gentlemen
quite naked. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. (1729) 364 The
Devil is not so black as he is painted, but that you may
form such images of the old gentleman [etc]. 1728 VAKBR.

& Cib. Prov. Hush. iv. i. 88 C. Bos. Well, the Devil fetch

me [etc.]. Myr. And may the Black Gentleman tuck me
under his Arm at the same time. 1810 Asm; Pi.umptrk

Resid. F~rauce I. xvii. 210 There is a certain old gentleman,

whose name, we say in England, must not be pronounced

in the hearing of polite ears. 1887 G. R. Sims Mary Jane's

Mem. 57 How the old gentleman am I to earn my living?

1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs II. 69 Nine rams.. one of

which had a very fine pair of horns, so I turned my parti-

cular attention to this old gentleman.
Phrase. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s. v. Churl, To

put a churl upon a gentleman ; to drink malt liquor imme-
diately after having drank wine.

b. Gentleman's gentleman: a valet.

1725 De Foe Everybody's Bus. (1841^ 20 The complaints

against the maids are as well masculine as feminine, and
very applicable to our gentlemen's gentlemen. 1771 Smol-
lett Humph. CI. (1857) 35, I took down the name from his

gentleman, Mr. O'Frizzle. [Said by a maid servant.] 1775

Sheridan Rivals 11. ii, You gentlemen's gentlemen are so

hasty. 1820 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 186 The gen-

tlemen's gentlemen and two impudent Englishmen had been

examined. 1848THACKERAV Van. FairxUv, The footman told

the circumstance as a good joke to Lord Steyne's coach-

man; ih;U officer imparted it to Lord Steyne's gentleman,

«J5 - 2
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and to the servants

1

ball in general. 1886 Mallock Old
Order Changes I. 193 ' Here's grandeur !

' said Mrs. Harley.
' Maids, cockades, footmen and gentlemen's gentlemen !'

C. In humorous or slang phrases, f Gentleman

of the first head, of the first house : used as terms

of contempt. The {old " gentleman in black : the

Devil. The gentleman in black velvet : a mole (a

Jacobite phrase, referring to the belief that the death

of William III was caused by his horse's stumbling

over a mole-hill). Gentleman in brown : a bed-

bug. Gentleman in red; a soldier. Gentleman

offortune : a pirate. Gentleman of the short staff

:

a constable. Gentleman ofthe three outs (see quots.

1785, 1830)
1611 Cotgk., GcniUhommc de zritle, a Gentleman of the

first head, an vpstart Gentleman, a 1625 Fletcher Worn.
Prize iv. i, Bui to be made.. a Gentleman o' the first house
For all my kindness to her. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant
ill. i, I have not yet spoke with the gentleman in the black

pantaloons
;
you know he seldom walks abroad by day-light.

1681 — Sp. Friar \. ii, Fed. Gome?, give way to the old

gentleman in black [the friar]. Gam. No ! the t'other old

gentleman in black shall take me if I do; I will speak first 1

1718 Entertainer 204 The Gentlemen of the Pad, and those

that Rob on the Road, shall die at the Tree for Actions
trifling.. with respect to these. 1774 Lee in Burke's Corr.

(1844) I. 513 We gentlemen in red never chose to remember
that. .the provincials never led the flight. X785 Grose Diet.
S 'ulg. Tongue, Gentlemen ofthree outs, i. e. without money,
without wit, and without manners. 1805 Mrs. Burke
Seer. Cavern II. 29 Lady Letitia .. had been bred in the
stable with her brother's grooms, and carried the manners
..the attitudes and looks of those gentlemen of the whip
into all the circles where her rank gained her admittance.

1814 Scott Wav. xi. The little gentleman in black velvet

who did such service in 1702. 1830 Lytion P. Clifford iv,

A gentleman of three outs— ' out of pocket, out of elbows,

and out of credit'. 1839 H. Ainsworth J. Shcppard 1. ii,

In the language of the gentleman of the short staff. 1883

Stevenson Treas. 1st. 11. xi, By a 'gentleman of fortune*

they plainly meant neither more nor less than a common
pirate. 1885 Sala in Daily Tel. 14 Aug. 5/3 Bed bugs .

.

are the disagreeable insects known in modern polite English
as ' Norfolk Howards ', or 'gentlemen in brown '.

6. Iransf. An apparatus used in soldering circular

pewter ware (see quot.).

1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2241 The work is supported on.

1 revolving pedestal /', termed the gentleman, which may l>e

adjusted by a side-screw to any desired bight.

b. The gannet or solan goose {Sula bosSana).
1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888} IV. 188 Other names

l>estowed upon these birds [gannets] are 'gentleman' or

'Jan van Gent '.

7. attrib. and Comb. : a. used appositively in

various designations referring to pursuits, profes-

sions, etc. to denote that the person so styled is of

superior rank to those who ordinarily follow the

same occupation; also as attribute often con-

temptuous or sarcastic! to any personal designa-

tion ; as gentleman-adventurer, -agent, -atheist,

-beggar, -covenanter, -dependant, -harbinger, -jailer,

-jockey, -lacquey, -lodger, -murderer, -porter, -priest,

-ranker, recusant, -rider, -scholar, -sewer, trades-

man, -volunteer, -waiter; see also GBNTLEMAN-
coMMONEK, -FAttMER, -USHER; b. humorously for

' male ', as in gentleman-hound, -turkey.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World Pref". 25 [Capt.

Chpperton] often express'd himself with the greatest con-

tempt of the 'Gentlemen-Adventurers, who had entrusted

him with so large a share in the conduct of so promising an
Expedition. 1896 R. Kipling Seven Seas, Last Chantey,

Then said the souls of the gentlemen-adventurers. .'Ho,
we revel in our chains O'er the sorrow that was Spain's."

1711 Shun. mi. Charac. (1737) III. 337 T» not imme-
diately from God Himself, but thro' the magistrate, .that

these ^gentlemen-agents are appointed . . and set over us.

1664 H. Moke Myst, ItUq. 508, I averre no more to the
• Gentleman Atheist . . touching the resurrection than [etc.].

1843 H. Gavin Feigned Dis. Soldiers 11 This class com-
prehends the professed mendicant, whether vagrant or sta-

tionary,whether gipsy or *gentleman-beggar. 1639 Dkumm.
ok Hawth. Consid. to Parti. Wks. (1711) 187 That it shall

be lawful for all "gentlemen-covenanters to kiss all gentle-

women at all assemblies. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 174

When persons they consider their equals are beneath their

roof, they have a strange way, peculiarly their own, of

snubbing the *gentleman-dependent. 1548 W. Patten
E.vpcd. Scott H viij a, ^Gentleman harbynger of y° arrme.

1843 LVTTOM Last Bar. 1. viii, The patient Mongrel carries

off the bone from the *gentlemen-honnds. 1864 A. M>Kay
Hist. Kilmarnock 75 They were led to the bar accom-

panied by the *gentleman-jailer. 1829 Sporting Mag.
XXIII, 265 That *gen tieman-jockey. .Lord George Ger-

maine. 1716 Amherst Terrse Fit. I. 2 We do not find

upon record one instance of any *gentleman-lacquey, who
was turn'd out of doors upon this account. 1678 Dryden
Limberham in. i, There might be some *gentleman-lodger

in ihe house. 1897 Daily News 2 Dec. 8/1 Young Nichol-

son's dinner at Cabul with a company of "gentleman-

murderers. 164a in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 783
Drake and his Party went up to the *Gentleman-Porter,

and demanded the Keys of the Gates. 1602 T. Fitzher-

uert APol. s a, Two rare "gentlemen Priests and religious

learned fathers Southwel and Walpoole. 1890 R. Kipling

City Dreadf. Nt. 30 He who knows their composition

[Calcutta European Police] knows some startling stories of

gentlemen-rankers. 1627 in Crt. <y Times Chas. /(1848)

I. 285 We hear that the "gentlemen recusants of the loan

shall shortly be set at liberty. 1843 Lever J. Hinton be
(18781 56 That singular anomaly in our social condition, a

gentlem m rider, ready upon any occasion to get into the

saddle for any one that engaged his services. 1586 W.
Wehbk Eng. Poetn'e (Arb.) 24 The learned company of

Gentlemen Schollers, and students of the Vniuersities, and
Lines of Courte. 1748 Chestekk. Lett. 11792) II. etxiv.

93 Those who have read the most Latin, write the worst ;

and this distinguishes the I -it in of a gentleman scholar from
that of a pedant, a 1618 R ai.i u;n Rem. (16441 134 Denio-
phon, which was "Genileman-Sewerto Alexander. 1727 De
Foe Eng. Tradesman (1732) I. xii. 146 It is the ordinary-

excuse of the "gentlemen tradesmen of our times, that they
have good servants. 1855 S. A. Hammett Adv. Capt. Driest

xvi. in A pugnacious "gentleman turkey. x8oo A siat. Ann.
Reg., Char. 35/2 He.. received the allowance of a *gentle-

man volunteer, a character at this time common in Portu-
guese India. 1630 R. yohnson's R'iugd. A> Commit: 142

They which were wont to he called Pantlers, Tasters and
Carvers, are now called "Gentlemen Wayters of the Court.

Hence Gentlemaning vbl. sb. f the action of

playing the gentleman ; Gentlemanism, ' the

state of being a gentleman, the affectation of gen-

tlemanliness ' (Ogilvie 1882); Gentlemanlie v.,

to make into a gentleman, nonce-wds.

1833 Erasers Mag. VIII. 709 Our nobility must have
their menials all gentlemanised. 1885 Howells S. Laphaut
ii, Yes ; gentlemaning as a profession has got to play out in

a generation or two.

Gentleman-co'minoner . [C 011mow b it 6.]

1. One of a privileged class of undergraduates

formerly recognized in the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge. .

Gentlemen commoners were distinguished from ordinary
cominonersby special academic dress, by dining at a separate
table, by various immunities with respect to lectures, etc.,

and by the payment of higher fees. The term is now
practically obsolete, but certain graduates of Christ Church,
and three members of St. Mary Hall, are entered in the

Oxford University Calendar (18981 under this title.

1687 Wood Life 7 Feb. (O. H. S.) II. 210 Mr. Edw. Hales,

a gent, commoner, spake at a desk an eloquent English
speech. 1709 Steele & Swift Tatter No. 71 r 8, I believe

a Gentleman-Commoner would as soon have the heels of his

Shoes red as his Stockings. 1733 HUMPHREYS Life Prior
in Pi's Poems III. 3 To accomplish such a generous Inten-

tion this Noble Lord sent him, as a Gentleman-Commoner to

St. John's College in Cambridge. 1791 BosWELL Johnson
31 Oct. an. 1728, They were both entered, Corbett as a gentle-

man commoner and Johnson as a commoner. 1846 McCul-
i.och Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 347 This college [Hrase-

nose] usually holds in residence a small number of gentle-

men commoners, and about 100 commoners. 1884 M.
Pattison Mem. (1885) 68 A goodly array of silk gowns —
gentlemen-commoners, as they are invidiously called.

2. slang. An empty bottle.

1785 in Grose Diet. I'ulg. Tongue.

Gentleman-farmer. A country gentleman
engaged in farming, usually on his own estate

;

a farmer who holds a better social position than

the generality of his class.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. xi, My father was one of

those whom they call gentlemen-farmers. He had a little

estate of about 300/. a year. 180a Ediu. Rev. I. 111 The
scarcity was produced by the higher order of farmers, whom
he calls Gentlemen-farmers. 1864 Knight Passages Work.
Life I. i. 19 The ' yeoman ' of those days . . would now be

recognised as 'gentleman-farmer'.

Gentlemanhood (d^e-nt'hn&nhud). [-hood.]

The position or character of a gentleman.

1767 CoWPBR Let. 3 Apr., Wks. 1835 I. 193 When he hears

me called 'That fellow Cowper'. . he may be able.. to assert

my gentlemanhood. 18*7 Lamb Lett. (i888> II. 187 What do
I miss in him, then, of the essentials of gentlemanhood ?

1889 Hamertom French <y Eng. 250 Why not leave gentle-

manhood and ladyhood to rich people, and why not be con-

tent with simple manhood and womanhood?

Gentlemanlike (dgcWlmivnUik),*?. and adv.

[f. Gentleman + Like.] A. adj.

1. Of character, actions, pursuits, etc. : Appro-

priate or natural to a gentleman.
XSS7 North tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. 11619) 626/2 Wearing

that that is comely and Gentlemanlike. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 22 Hard-head and Block-head .. would be

taken for terms of honour and Gentleman-like qualifications.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 37 P 2 The most accomplish 'd

Man in this Kingdom for all Gentleman-like Activities and
Accomplishments. 179a Munchausen 's Trav. iii. 9, I was.,

at liberty to sport away my time and money in the most
gentlemanlike manner. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. III. vii.

111. § 30. 370 We have nowhere in our early writers .. an
absence of quaintness, pedantry, and vulgarity, so truly

gentlemanlike. 1882 Miss Bhauuon Ait. Royal II. ix. 170

It would have been more gentlemanlike to hold my tongue.

absol. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 71 The gentleman-
like pervaded even his prayers.

2. Of persons : Resembling a gentleman in ap-

pearance or conduct.
1581 Petti e Guazzo'sCiv. Cotw. u. (1586) 87 For the more

good parts be in a man, the more Gentlemanlike he is saide

to bee. 1669 Fiivs Diary 14 May, It was a mockery by
one Cornet Bolton, a very gentleman-like man. '759
( \'nipl. Lett.-writer (ed.6) 220 He was elegantly dresst and
Gentlemanlike. 1808 Scon Fam. Lett. 4 Mar. (189^) I. 99
He is a well-educated and gentleinan-like man. 1879 \ roude
Cxsar xxviii. 483 He [Qesar] was quiet and gentlemanlike,

with the natural courtesy of high breeding.

3. Comb., as gentlemanlike-looking adj.

1823 T. Muuki; Mem. (1853) IV. 103 Knocklofty, a very
gen tlematil ike-looking place.

f B. adv. After the fashion of a gentleman.
1542 Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. 44 a, When certain persones

did by y 1 waye of reproche cast in his teeth that he liued

gentlemanlike and passyng deintyly. i6o» Rowlands
Grunes Ghost 13 How manie haue we about London, y* to

the disgrace of Gentlemen Hue gentlemanlike of themselues

hauing neither mony nor land. 1606 Day lie ofGuts Prol.,

You should not deafe gentleman-like with us els.

Hence G-entlenianllkeness nonce-wd^).

1849 Thackeray in Scribners Mag. I. 674/2 Go I must,

to be killed by his melancholy gentlemanlikeness.

Gentlemanliness (d^cnt'lmsenlines . [f.

next ¥ -nebs.] The attribute of being gentlemanly.
1580 Hollyrand Treas. Fr. Tong, Generosite, gentle-

manlinesse, courage. 1611 Cotgk., Noblesse, nobilitie,

gentrie, generousnesse, gen tiemanlinesse. 1831 Arnold
Let. in Stanley Life A> Corr. (1844) II. App. C 389 A spirit

of unaffected kindness, .which the spirit of gentlemanliness
has doubtless greatly dulled in the Church of England.
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxxvi, To behave to Esther with

[

a frank gentlemanliness.

Gentlemanly 'd^cntMina-nli), a. and adv.

[f. Gentleman + -i.v.] A. adj.

1. Of persons : Having the character, behaviour,

or appearance of a gentleman.
1454 W. Paston in P. Lett. No. 216 I. 303 He is countyd

a jantyllmanly man and a wursbepfull. 1548 Uuai.i., eic.

Erasm. Par. Luke XT. 127 b, He must be a ientilmanly

disciple of the ryght niakyng orels none at all. 1615 J.
Stephens Satyr. Ess. 215 But fooles of his owne fashion

praise him, for a. .gentlemanly Fellow. 1720 Swin latcs
Clergymen Wks. 1755 II. 11. 25 The better scholar, and
more gentlemanly person of the two. 1882 Bai.i.aniine

Recoil. Barrister I. 78 He [Sir F. Roe] was a tall, hand-
some, gentlemanly man.

+ b. Of race or family : Having the position of

gentlefolks. Obs. rare.

1587 Fleming Contn. liol'inshcd III. 282/1 Simon Sud-

burie.. descended of a gentlemanlie race. Ibid. 378/2 The
gentlemanlie familie of the Theobalds.

2. Natural or appropriate to a gentleman.
1581 Pettie Guazzos Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 90 Those who

not onelie want the gentlemanlie instinct, but besides Hue
dissolutely. 1581 Studley tr. Seneca's Hippol. 55 The
gentlemanly pastime of hunting. 1615W. Lawson Orc/t. A>

Gard. ifrte6) 17 In so good, Gentlemanly, Scholerlike, and
profitable a Faculty. 171a Steele Sped. No. 490 F 8 The
Word Consort, .would, .give a more Gentlemanly Turn to

the Epigram. 18x8 Gentl. Mas:. LXXXVIII. 11. 247 These
lectures are highly beneficial, both in diffusing among the

votaries of the severer studies a gentlemanly portion of

general information [etc.]. 1826 Choker in C. Papers (1S84)

I. xi. 352 The Duke often expressed a high opinion of what
we call the gentlemanly spirit. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
i, We keep very gentlemanly hours.

3. Comb., as gentlemanly-looking adj.

1861 NEALE Notes Dalmatia, etc. 97 A portly, gentle-

manly-looking Canon. 1897 Maky Kingsley (/'. Africa
232 One of them is a gentlemanly-looking man, who wears

a gray shirt.

B. adv. As befits a gentleman. Now rare.

1412-20 Lydc. Chron. Troy 1. v, So gentyhnanly they

demeaned were. 1440 in Lett. Illustr. Wars in France
(Rolls) II. 307 Also Y pray 5oue that }e wylle sende me
worde . . what yt costyth ; for trwly Y wulle chentylmanly

aquyte goure labour. 1534 Moke Let. to Marg. Roper Wks.
1429/1 Maister doctour Wilson .. was .. gentilmanly sent

streight vnto the towre. 1586 Cyv. $ Vncyv. Life To
Gentlem. Kdrs., Euery Gentleman wil gentlemanly fudge

of all things. 1834 '1. Mkdwin Angler in Wales II. 284

Like Horace's Satires, where the ridkulum and acre are so

gentlemanly combined.

t Gentlemanxy. Obs. rare- 1
, [rv.] =

Gentlemanhood, Gentlemanship.
1550 Uecon Fortr. Faithful Wks. 1560 II. 129 They

thynke all nobilitie to consist in theabundaunceofworldlyc
goodes . . And to set fourth this theyr gentlemanry they

polle they pyl, they wake, they rake [etc.J.

Gentlemanship (dje-nt'lm&njip). [-rhii\]

1. Gentlemanhood ; the position, character, or

conduct of a gentleman.
1541 Pavnel Catiline xix. 34 b, Sometyme his newc

gentilmanshyp was objected agaynste hym. 16x3 R. Caw-
drey Table Alph. (ed. 3), Geutilitie, gentry, nobilitie,

gentlemanship. 1790 Cowi-erZ^. to Lady Heskeih 7 July,

Wks. 1836 IV. 198 Princes and peers reduced to plain gentle-

manship. 1870 Athenaeum 22 Oct. 523 He had, by right of

Irish gentlemanship, been living at free quarters wherever

he could thrust himself. 1881 Blackie Lay Sertn. vi. 216

The normal type of manhood, gentlemanship tele.].

2. The office of a gentleman(-in-waiting, etc.).

a 1613 Ovkrhuky A Wife, etc. (1638) 120 The last yeare

: of his gentlemanship. 1864 Carlyle Frcdk. Gt. IV. 252
i Gentlemanship of the Chamber.

Gentleman-U'slier. A gentleman acting as

usher to a person of superior rank. Gentleman-

\
usher of the Black Rod (see Black Rod),

1485AV/. Parl.i Hen. F//.VI. 372/2 Oon ofoureGentilmeii

Hushers. 1503 Privy Purse Exp. Etiz. J 'ork (1830) 91 Item
' to John Whiting gentilman huissher of the chambre with the

Kinges grace, x\s. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 John

47 What appeare they to beeltes than Antichristes gentihnen

husshers. 1609 Dekkek Guts Hont-bk. v. 22 Walk vp and

downe by the rest as scornfully and as carelesly as a Gen-

tleman Vsher. 1621 Burton Anal. Mel. in. i. 11. iii. (1651)

422 Our old Poets, .made Mercury the Gentleman-usher to

the Graces. 1701 Loud. Gaz. No. 3714/1 The Commons were

sent up for by Mr. Aston, Deputy Gentleman-Usher of the

Black Rod. 1714 Swift Pres. St. Aff. Wks. 1755 II. I.

209 Many of them required no more abilities than would

serve to qualify a gentleman-usher at court. 1840 Dickens

Bant. Fudge xxvii, He announced him in the voice of a

gentleman-usher.

t Gentlemany, a. Obs. = Gentlemanly.
The first quot. perh. may not be an example of this word.

1489 Paston Lett. No. 908 III. 352 II were best for >'

L
W

to purvey yow of some gentyl meny thynges ageyns the

Kyngs comyng. 1694 Sir W. Hope Sivordmans Vade*

Mccniu [several times). 1714 — New Method Fencing 47
1 Tho&e I formerly published upon this Gentlemany Sub-

|
ject. Ibid. 6. 1719 Sc. Presbyt. Eloquence (ed. 3) 135 One



GENTLENESS.
Mr. Thomas Ramsay. .said in a Sermon, .there is a Gentle-
manny Preaching, and a Common-manny preaching;.

Gentleness £d$e-nt'in&), [f. Gkntue + -kkss.]
1 1. One's inherited nature. Obs~ l

1x300 Cursor M. 8856a pi smale siniics .. comand of vr
gentilnes.

f2. The state or condition of being gentle in
respect of birth or social position. Obs.

1450 Merlin 99 ( Icntilnesse ne riuhesse shall houe no
power a-gein the vville of Iliesu criste. 157a [see Gem:-
hositv .]. 1671 F. Phillips Rtg. Xecess. 208 A ready way
to honour and gentleness, or the bearing of armes.

f b. In animals : Excellence ot breed. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. c. (14951 846 The

gentylnesseof the bulle is knowe . . by sterne face and full
ceres

: and in homes and in face dysposyd to fyghtyng.
3. The state or condition of being gentle in temper

and conduct; fgood breeding, courtesy, affability
{obs.) ; kindliness, mildness.
c 1374 Chaucek Compl. Mars 175 My lady is the verrey

sours and welle Of beatite, luste, fredam, and gentilnesse.
C 1400 Rom. Rose 3746 Graunte hym a kis, of gentilnysse !

a 1450 Lc Morte Arth. 1083 His gentilnesse was alle a- way,
Alle churlysshe maners he had in wone. 1509 FiSHERFuneral
Serin. C'tess Richmoiui Wks. (1876) 296 For the straungers
.. what labour she of her veray gentylenes wolde take with
them to bere them maner and company. 1548 Hall Ckron.,
Hen. V, 34 b, The kyng . . required the prelates that if lie
were a straied shepe, rather by gentlenes then by rigoure
to reduce hym to his olde flocke. 1581 Pbttie Gnazzo"s
Civ. Conv. hi. (1586) 171 Nothing maketh the servant more
insolent and glorious, then ye over great gentlenesse of the
maister. 1670-1 Marvki.i. Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 364 And
had not the gentlenesse of the House prevailed, one or two
of their own members were in great danger. 1743 Aph.kton
Serm. 152 By Gentleness we may understand, .a sweet, soft,
pleasant, obliging Temper. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Rug. xvii.
IV. 36 His eloquence, his probity, and the singular gentleness
of his temper and manners, had made him the favourite of
the Londoners. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 287 He is
full of gentleness, and flows on silently like a river of oil.

4. The state of being gentle (in other senses of
the adj.) ; freedom from harshness or violence, etc.
1614 Markham Clieaf> Hitsb. 1. v. 11668) 40 Having scop't

nim a little, walk him with all gentleness home. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 610 And that (no doubt 1 is caused, by the Supplenesse
and Gentlenesse of the luyce of that Plant. 1661 J. Childrey
Brit. Bacon. 5 Its Maritime scituation is the cause of the
gentleness of the Winter. 1693 Salmon Bates' Disp. (1715)
460/1 It operates with a world of gentleness, and therefore
may lie given to the most delicate.. Constitution. 1765 A.
Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 214 The gentleness of its [a
plough's] sloping towards the head.

+ b. pi. Elegancies. Obs.~ l

1609 B. Jonson Sil. IVom. iv. i, I loue measure i' the feet,
and number i' the voice : they are gentlenesses, that oft-
times draw no lesse then the face.

Gentle-people. - Gentlefolk.
1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 1. xx'w. 128 The trials

..of the poor.. are as nothing compared with the bitter
lot of reduced gentlepeople. 1863 Kincslkv Hater Bab.
vii. (1878) 288 So that gentlepeople's hunting is all .spoilt.

t Ge'ntlery. Obs. rare. Also 3 genteleri, 5
gentlore, 7 gentilrie. [f. Gentle a. + -ay.] a. =
Gentlehood, Gentleship. b. —Gentry.
a \vj% Prov. ALlfred 708 in O. E. Misc. 138 Jhiru pis lore

and genteleri, he amendit huge companie. c 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 35 Heroun rostyd. . j>at a knyjt is called for
gentlore. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xiv. vi. 13 The
Nobilitie and Gentilrie.
attrih. c 1460 Tinvnelcy Myst. xiii. 18 We ar so hamyd .

.

We ar mayde hand tamyd, with thyse gentlery men.
Gentleship ;d^e-nt'ljip). rare, [-ship.] The

condition or quality of being a gentleman.
.11568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 60 Som, in France,

which will nedes be lentlemen. .and haue more ientleshipe
in their hat, than in their hed. 1821 New Monthly Mag.
II.303 That part of the present generation which is growing
up in real gentleship around me.

Gentlewoman (d^e'nt'lwuman). [f. Gentle
a. + Woman, after OF. gentilfemme, gen lifemme.]
1. A woman of good birth or breeding.
c 1230 Halt Meid. 9 Biset uuele as gentille wimmeu mest

alle nu oworlde. 13.. Coer de L. 1574 As I am gentyl-
wonia.ii, Kyng Rychard wol do yow but good. 1377 Lancu
P. PL B. xi. 240 Ihesus Crist on a Iewes doghter lighte
Gentil womman though she were Was a pure pore mayde.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 20 For a gentille woman shuld
haue no wrathe in hem, for thei aught to haue gentille
herte, and faire and softe in ansuere. 1544 Phal:k Pestilent e
(i553) Njb, [A] goodly pomaunder for gentlewemen and
ladies. 1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 352 Here Gentlewomen
you may see, how iustly men seeke to entrap you. /bid.
370 Ladyes and Gentlewomen. 1625 H art Anat. Ur. 1. i.

8 As for you, Ladyes and Gentlewomen, .let me intreate
you, not to be too officiously busie. a 1748 Watts Improz'.
Mind (1801) 325 The good old gentlewoman trained them
up precisely in the forms in which she herself was educated.
1801 Vince Elan. Astron. xxi. (ed. 2) 191 Some Gentle-
women in the country saw more than i6stars. 1890 Besant
Demoniac iv. 45 You are not fit to associate with gentlemen
or to marry a gentlewoman !

Jig. 1649 Davlnant Love $ Hon. v. 34/1 What thinke
you of the stars now Caladme? Doe these small twinkling
Gentlewomen Looke to their business well ?

. b. Old gentlewoman ; in humorous or derisive
sense ; cf. old lady.

1699 Bentley Phil. 517 There is not one Word in all the
Epistles relating to the Old Gentlewoman, a 1715 in
Amherst Terrse Fit. xv. (1726) 73 'Our holy mother [the
church] was not permitted to take counsel for herself*.
Poor old gentlewoman ! What a sad thing that was !

2. A female attendant (orig. a gentlewoman by
birth) upon a lady of rank. Now only Hist*

121

1432-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) V. 373 Rosamunds entrede in
to a bedde of a gentilwoman ! I .. domicilla] longynge to her.
'535 Coverdalk Nahmit ii. 7 The queue hir self shal be led
awaye captyue, and her gcntilwomen shall mourne. u66i
in 1M A',/. Hist. MSS. I olltm. App. v. 6 In this attendance-
he and Lady Rutland's waiting gentlewoman married. 1673
Rules Civility (ed. 2) 31 In visiting a Lady., it is not
enough to salute her, but her Gentlewoman also, if she be
then present. 1770 Foote Lame Lover 11. Wks. 17S2 III.

49 tortho' I am.
.
but a commoner, no gentlewoman's gentle-

woman, has a prettier set of acquaintance. 1854 Mrs.
OurHwrMagd.Heptnrull.q Himselfand Mistress Isobel,
her gentlewoman, were to accompany the lady.

t3. Comb.
: *ppositive.,asj>enllewoman-boy,-heir,

•widow.
1340 Ayenb. 190 A gentil wytnman wodewe zente to be tlore

y/edelon uifhondred pond of gold. i6o8Armin NestNinn.
1 1842) 36 The gentlewoman-hoy tooke him by the heeles, and
pulled him out. 1641 Brome JoviallCrevi iv. ii. Wks. 1S73
III. 43r We must finde a young Gentlewoman. Heire
among you.

Hence Gentlewomanhood, the character or dis-

position natural to a gentlewoman.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlviii, What a high and noble

appreciation of Gentlewomanhood. 1887 Wks. C. Reams
Maid o' the Mill II. xxxiii. 185 Her chastity, her Christian
gentlewomanhood.

Gentlewomanlike (dse-nt'lwumanlsi.-k), a.
[f. pree. + Like.] a. Of persons: Having the
manners, appearance, or air of a gentlewoman, b.
Of conduct, etc. : Appropriate to a gentlewoman.
1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakluyt Soc.) 213 A gentilweoman-

llke maiden . . delivered me a curious white wraught hand-
kercher. 1632 Brome North. I.asse I. iv. Wks. 1S7} III. 9And what a Minister she hath procur'd ! A Devi! inamost
Gentlewoman-like apparition. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1768) \ I. i. 4. 1 will provide for Dorcas Martindale in a
gentlewoman like manner. 1832 Greville Mem. Geo. II'
(1874) II.335 He afterwards married the daughter of an inn-
keeper, who proved as gentlewomanlike as the other had
been the reverse. 1862 Miss Yonge C'tess Kate x. (1880) 117
You will write a proper and gentlewomanlike note,

Gentlewomanly <Uent'hvumanli), a. [f. as
prec. + -1.Y 1

.] =Genti.ewomanlikk.
1824 Miss Miiford Village Ser. 1.(1863) z'7. I imbibed

. . a love of strong green tea, for which gentlewomanly
excitation Mossy had a remarkable predilection. 1831 Jam:
Pokier Sir E. Seawartis Narr. I. 289, I saw her restored
to her former gentlewomanly condition. 1891 11. Hak 1 1. in
Black 4 White 9 May 454 1 Low-voiced, gentlewomanly,
with the pallor of ill-health.

Hence Ge'iitlewomanlinessj.
1867 Pall Mall G. 2r Feb. 3 The education of the shop

tends to superinduce the exterior signs of gentlemanliness
and gentlewomanliness. 1873 1>. Harte Episode ofFiddle-
town Wks. 1880 IIJ. 59 She had ..a certain languid grace
which passed easily for gentlewomanliness.

Gently (d.^cntli), adv. Forms : 4 gentil-
(l)ieh(e, gentel(Viche, 4-6 gentilly e, (5 jen-
tmy)> 5-6 gentylly, gentel,l,y, 6 gentlelye,
gentlie, -lye, 6- gently, [f. Gentle a. + -lx -.]

1. f a. As befits one of gentle birth
; generously,

nobly, courteously ; elegantly (ois.). b. In the con-
dition of gentle birth {only in gently bom : see 4).
13. . Guy H'anv. (A.) 4545 Wele he was y-armed genlilliche.

< 1330 R. BnUNNECinw. (1810} 134 pe sonne cam also suibe,
iS; cried his fader mercy, pe kyng berof was blibe, forgaf him
gentilly. 1361 Lancl. P. PI. A. in. 13 Gentiliche with loye
the lustise soone Busked him into the hour, c 1440 Sir
Gowtker 41 Knyghtes and squyres . , On steedes hem gentely
to play. 1509 Hawks Conv. Swearers 22 And yf ye dyde
ye wolde full gentylly Obeye my byddynge. 1572 IJossi:-
w t-ax Armorie 11. 85 Couetous persons or niggardes, such as
would not gently, or liberally departe from any of their
goodes or substance. 1635 R. N. Camden's Hist. Eliz. I.

an. 9. 67 Oxford and Cambridge, which gently envyed one
another. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams 1 A city clerk, but
gently born and bred.

2. In .1 quiet, moderate, or subdued fashion;
slowly, softly.

1559 MpgWYHG Evouym. 201 Bake the bread therof
gentlelye in an oven. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xix. 29 The
whole herbe is not of so strong a sauour, but smelleth more
gentilly, and pleasantly. 1600 li. Blount tr. Conestaggio
=88 They sailed gently towards the Hand. 1657 R. Ligon
P.arbadoes (1673) 3 The general Landscape of the Hills
seemed to us very beautiful, gently rising and falling, with-
out Rocks or high precipices. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 78
'thus have I by gently mixing Vermilion and Kise dry,
pioduc'd a very fine Purple. ,; 1683 Sir T. Raymond Rep.
(1696) 212 Manning .. was burned in the hand; and the
Court directed the Executioner to burn him gently. 1709
Addison Tatler No. 116 F 5 They gently touched upon the
Weight and Unweildiness of the Garment. 1776 Trial 0/
Xmidocomar 76/2 His writer went close to him, and read it
gently to him: I was at a distance, and did not hear it.

1823 F.CwmoUtAutKt Mt. BlmHCaa A soft breath of wind
spread its folds, and floated it gently in the air. 1833 Cyel.
I'raet. Med. I. 369/1 Tamarind-pulp, although an agree-
able laxative, yet operates too gently . . when given alone.
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. II I.353 A highway, .ascends
gently from the low country to the summit of the defile.
1870 E. Peacock Half Skirl. II. 161 He pushed it gently
open.

b. Used as an expression of remonstrance.
1806-7 J. Bkkesi-ord Miseries Hum. Life VI. (1826) 116

Gently, Mr. Testy.

3. Mildly, tenderly, kindly.
1548UDALL, etc.tr. Erasm. Par. %Aalv. 17 Here Jesus.,

gentelly reprouyng the womans lyfe, saith vnto her. 1681
Dryden Alsol. ft Achit. To Rdr., That I can write severely
with more ease than I can gently. 1711 Lady M. W. Mon-
tagu Let. to IVortley Montagu 9 Apr., I can bear being
told that I am in the wrong, but tell it me gently. 1766

GENTBICE
Goi.iism. Vic. IV. xxvi, I gently rebuked their sorrow. 1836
.1. II. Newman Par. Serm. uS; 7 ) III. viii. 122 Keeling
gently, even when we have reason 10 a, t severely. 1866
(1 Macdoxai.d Ann. Q. Height, ii '187S1 22 The little
fellow looked at me.. ami then put his arms gently round
my neck.

4. Comb., as gently-aperient, -born, -breathing,

-falling, -moulded, -rising, -soothing, -swelling.

wafted, -waving, -whistling adjs.

1835 Cyel. Praet. Med. IV. 586/1 "Gently aperient medi-
cines. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1040 They themselves [horses]
like creatures "gently bom Hut into bad hands fall'n. 1887
Spe, tatori July 901/2 Refinement and truth, which are still

the distinguishing marks of the gently-born Uriton. 1839
LoNGF. Terrest. Paradise 7 A '''gently-breathing air that no
mutation Had in itself. 1776 Mickle tr. Canteens' Lusiad
300 While to the lute the 'gently-falling oar Now breaks the
surges of the briny tide. 1839 Taleoprd Fate 0/ Mac-
donalds in. ii. 'through cluster'd piles Of *gently-moulded
columns. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan x. 1016 Speedy the Latian
Chiefs unfurl theirSails, And catch the 'gently-rising North-
ern Gales. 1768-74 Tucker l.t. Nat. (1852) II. 360 It is like
the tide flowing in waves upon a gently rising shore. Ibid.
139 Whatever goes beyond that "gently soothing con lent ..is
needless. 1885 Truth 28 May 850 '2 Violent curves where
there should be only gently swelling lines. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Per. IV. liv. in This floating, *gently-wafted exist-
ence. 1748 Thomson Cast, ludol. 1. xl, The "gently waving
wind. 1703 Rowe Ulyss. 11. i, While Neptune smooths his
Waters f„r their Passage, And "gently whistling Winds in-
vite their Sails.

Hence Ge-rttlying- vbl. sb. 'see J b above'.
1852 K. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tom (1893) J49 There

were such climbings on, and clutchings. .and gentlyings, ami
who-hoo-ings, and questionings if 'such a horse was quiet V
t Ge'rttman. Obs. Also jentman. Shortened

form of GENTLEMAN : cf. Gkm.ma.v. Hence Gent-
manly = Gentlemanly (in quot. adv. .

" 1553 Uiiall Royster D. ill. ii. (Arb.) 41 It is gentmanl)
spoken. .Put what gentman is it, I pray you tell me plaint-,
That woweth so finely? Ibid, in. iii. 44 Bawawe what ye
say (ko 1) of such a ientman.

Gentoo rd,z,ent,<7•
,

, sb.1 and a. Obs. exc. Hist.
Forms: 7 Gentou, -tu e. .Jentew, S Gentow,
Jentoo, ;- Gentoo. [Anglo-Indian ad. l'g.

gentio Gentile.] A. sb.

1. A pagan inhabitant of Hindostan, opposed to
Mohammedan; a Hindoo; in South India, one
speaking Telugu.
1638 SirT. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2' in. Three hundred

slaves whom the Persians bought in India : Parsees, lentews
and others. 1697 DamiIer Voy. 1. 507 Moons, .calling

the Idolaters, Gentous. 1727 A. Hamilton Nciu Aee. E.
hid. I. xx. 239 The Inhabitants of the Island ..were all

Gentows, or Gentiles. 1776 Trial 0/'Xuitdocomar 47/1 Are
not the customs of burying Mussuhueu and Gentoos very
different? 1834 Lamb Lett. .1SS8' II. ;•-) What a supreme
felicity to the author .. to meet a smutty Gentoo ready 0,
burst with laughing at the tale of Bo-Bo !

2. Tlie language of the Gentoos.
1698 FkylkAv. P.. hid ,x P. 33 Their Language they call

generally Gentil. 1767 |. Rennell MS. Let. (Y.i, The
original Language of this Countrey .. is the Bengala or
Gentoo.

B. at/rib., passing into adj. Of or pertaining lo

the Gentoos.
1686 Lend. Gas. No. 2142/t prom thence we set forward

with this numerous Company of People through the Gentue
Town. 1763 Scrafton Indostan 11770) n In justice to the
Gentoo religion and customs, I must say [etc.]. 1779 Forrest
Voy. N. Guinea 282 The women tie their hair behind, ami
plait it like the Jentoo dancing girls at Madrass. 1807
J. Hall Trav. Seotl. II. 591 The Gentoo physicians give
a patient an emetic. 1841 Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. iv. 163 The
poor mind does not seem to itself to be any thing, unless it

have an outside badge,—some Gentoo diet, or Quaker coat
. .to testify that it is somewhat.

GentOO [dgent*?), sb.* [perh. a use of prec]
A kind of penguin (Pygoscelis fapna or tseniata,

frequenting the Falkland Islands. Also Gentoo
Penguin.
i860 Abbot in Ibis Oct. 337 This bird [Eudyptes papua]

is called in the Falklands the Gentoo Penguin : whence the
name 1 leave others lo conjecture. . . They [Rock-hoppers]
are also, like the Gentoos, continually going to and return-
ing from the salt water.

Gentre, Gentre(i)s, obs. ff. Gbntby,Gentkice.
Gentrice, sb. and a. Obs. exc. arch. (Se.)

Forms : 3-6 gent'e)ris>, 4-6 gentryce, -s(e, 1,4

gentiresse, 5 gentriose, gentrys s, 6 gentre(i)s,
gentriss, 7 gentryes), 4- gentrice. [ad. OF.
gen/erise, var. of gentelise, f. gentil Gentle.]
A. sb.

1. Gentle birth, noble descent or rank.
1297 R. Glow. (Rolls) 1313 He adde reube of him & uor

is gentrise Hadde is pes wij» pemperour. e 1300 Seyu Julian
52 And bench on hire heie kunne ; and hire owe gentrise.
C 1450 Si. Cnthbcrt (Surtees) 4806 He spared na man of
gentryse. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 154 He supposed I

would set up to be gentry. .'My gentrice has nothing to do
with where I lie ', said I.

b. cotter. Nobility, nobles ; also, splendid attire.
13. . E. E. ABU. P. B. 1159 pe gentryse of Iuise & Iheru-

salem be ryche_ Watz disstryed with distres. c 1650 Sir
Lawbcivell 461 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 159 Every man had
greet desire ffor to behold their gentryes.

2. Gentle or honourable feeling ; kindness, gene-
rosity, clemency, courtesy.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 168 We wullc3 folewen be iSe niuchele

genterise of bine largesse, e 1300 Cursor M. 28940 (Cott.
Galbal pis ' gentrise ' will vs lede Till doghty at do oure
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allium dede. * 1375 Barbour Troy-hk. 1. 319 The noble
kinge, bat neuir-mare For^het walde hys Inborne gentryce.
c 1475 KanfCoil-car- 370 It is not my counsalL.To do 30W
in his gentrise. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxi. 26 All gentrice
and nobilitie Ar passit out of he degre. <" 1565 Eindesav
'Pitscottic Chron. Scot. (1728) 44 Humbly, .to render him-
self— in his [the king's] hands, will and gentrice. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslies Hist. Scotl. x. 327 Steirit vj> thair

hartes meikle to that gentrise.

3. Gentility, good breeding.

1824 Scott Redgauutlet Let. xi, That may come of idle-

ness as weel as gentrice.

B. adj. a. Of gentle birth, b. Genteel, elegant.
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 69 My self suld be full

semlie with silkis arrayit ; Gymp, jolie, and gent, richt

joyous, and gentryce. 1 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) iv.

81 Moir gentrice is to jott Vndir ane silkin goiin Nor ane
(juliyt pittecott And reddyar ay boun. 1894 Ckockett
Raiders 165 ' We're honest, hone*t—and gentrice to the back
o* that '.

Gentry (dgemtri). Forms : 4-5 gent(e ry e,

4-6gentre, 4-7 gent e)rie. ^gentri), 4- gentry.
[app. an altered form of Gentrice, the final sound
of which may have been taken as a plural ending.

Kut of. Gentleuy.]
1. Rank by birth (usually, high birth ; rarely in

neutral sense). Obs. exe. arch.
.1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 296 He wole ban pris of his

gentrye ffor be was born of a gentil bouse, t 1440 PromA
Parv. 190/2 Gentry, of awncetrye .. ingenuitas. 1603 B.

Jonson Sejauus v. x. (16051 M 1 b, We haue raised Seianus
from obscure, and almost vnknowne Gentry. 1647 A. Ross
Mystag. Poet. xiv. (16751 362 'Tis madness to presume too
much upon our birth and Gentry. 1815 s. .1 >j 1day M. xxxviii,

MacCasquil.. feeling the propriety of asserting his superior
gentry in the presence of -Mr. Pleydelland Colonel Man tiering.

b. The quality or rank of gentleman, arch.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 243 Crystys servage ys
grettest genterye. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. AVtt/(i8a6) 8

Yeomen .. that will not.. change their condition, nor desire

to be apparailed with the titles of gentrie. 1592 Greene
Groat*s W, Wit (1617) 3 What is Gentry if wealth bee
wanting, but base seruile beggery. si 1613 Ovekbury
A Wife, etc. n6-jS> 170 His gentry sits as ill upon him, as if

he bad bought it with his penny. 1651 Hoboes Leviath.

11839) 81 This kind of honour, commonly called gentry, hath
been derived from the ancient Germans. 1828 ScoTT F. M.
Perth xvi, The Provost told me. .that our acquaintance, the
Devil's Dick, was to wave his gentry.

f C. What is characteristic of a gentleman

;

polish of manners, good breeding; also courtesy,

generosity ; an instance of good-breeding, a gentle-

manlike action. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Wis. <i88o1 205 Sumtyme curtesie & gen-

terie was vertuouse lif 8: honest, .but now jt is turned in-to

vanyte & nysete. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. I'rol. 380 Of
hi* [the lion 'si genterye, Hiin deynetb nat to wreke him on
a flye. ("1386 — Pars. T. F527 Hem bat. .holden it a gen-
trie or manly dede. 14.. Sir Bcuts (MS. M.)2ii For thy
genterye, Thus cowardly let me nat dye. < 1435 Torr.
Portugal&$ Wolddes thow for thy gentrie, Do the lyonnys
downe lye. 1513 Douglas /Etuis xi. iii. 7 That he wald..
thame restor agane, of hys gentre. 1595 GOSSOM Quips
Upst. Geutlew. 240 in Hazl. E. P. J*. IV. 260 They are but
puppets richly dight : True gentrie they have put to flight.

t d. A practice, style of dress, etc., characteristic

of gentle-folks ; ' the fashion '. Obs.
1 1325 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy) liii. That is now the

gentry In chawnibre &: eke in halle. < 1400 Mauhdev,
(Roxb.) xxxiv. 154 pat think bairn es a grete noblay and a
grete gentry. And be gentry of wynuuen bare es to hafe

smale fete.

2. People of gentle birth and breeding; the class

to which they belong ; in modern English use spec.

the class immediately below the nobility.

c 1585 Fairs Etn 1. 100 Our foes, That seek to root .ill

Britain's Gentry [up]. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. i. 18, I am
brought hither Among th'Italian Gentry, a 1635 Naunton
J'ragm. Reg. (Arb.) 44 He. .despised his Jury— tho' of the
Order of Knighthood, and of the special! Gentry — claiming
the privilege of trial by the peers and baronage of the realm.
1661 Lovell Hist. Auim. -v Miu. 10 The fore-feet [of the

Hear] . . are a dish for the Gentry. 1673 Lady's Call. 1. v.

$ 30 This seems to be the persuasion of many of our female
gentry. 1709 Steele Tatter No. i8f2 The common People
are loud for Want of Bread, the Gentry have lost all Spirit

and Zeal for their Country. 1796 Morse A liter. Geog. II. 119
Montague-house, in Bloomsbury, with a numlier of others of

the nobility and gentry. 1807 Wordsw. While Doe 111. 36
Grave Gentry of estate and name. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Loom fy Lugger 1. v. 00 Perceiving how the gentry of Eng-
land are apparelled in smuggled goods. 1856 Emhrson
Kng, Traits, Retig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 08 It is the church of

the gentry; but it is not the church of the poor.

b. qimsi-adj. (Cf. Genthice B.)

1893 Stevenson Catriona 154 Saying he supposed I would
set up to be gentry.

f c. Gentlemen. Obs.

1645 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. iqi Pleasant walks .. where
the gentry and ladies used to take the air.

3. In playful or contemptuous use : People, folks.

1717 Prior Lueius Epil. 22 The many-colour'd gentry there

above, By turns are rul'd by tumult, and by love. 1759 DlL-
vvoRTH Pope 21 Not so eager and greedy as most of the Par-

nassian gentry. 1794 Nelson 9 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845)

I. 431 My Agamemnon's Carpenter at Bastia made us much
better platforms than these gentry. 1807-8 W. Ikvini;

Salutag. '1824) 35 We have determined to let these crusty

gentry know what kind of satisfaction they are to expect
from us. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 145 A tolerable

muster of amateurs and boxing gentry. 1864 Burton Scot
Abr. I, v. 261 For these gentry [the students] imbibed a
great amount both of restlessness and capriciousness.

transf 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der, iv. xxix, The broken

I discourse of poultry and other lazy gentry in the afiertn>nn

sunshine.

b. ? Anglo-Irish. The fairies. Also at/rib.

1880 Antrim A> Down Gloss., Gentry, the fairies. Gentry
busites, ' fairy thorns ', etc. They are sacred to the ' good
people', and are therefore let alone. 1894 W. B. Yeats .

Celtic Twilight 94 The night-capped heads of faery-doctors

may be thrust from their doors to see what mischief the

'gentry ' are doing.

4. attrib. and Comb. ,as gentry-man (dial.), -stale;

I

gentry-fashioned adj.
;
gentry cove, mort thieves'

• slang (see quot. 1567'.

1563 Mirr.for Mag., Buckingham Ixxv. 3 To gentrye '

state auauncing him from nought. 1567 Hahman Caveat
{1869) 84 A gentry cofe, a noble or gentleman, a gentry
morte, a noble or gentle woman. 1610 Rowlands Martin
Mark-alt E ij b, Gentry mort, a Gentlewoman. 1641
Brume Joviall Crew n. Wks. 1873 III. 388 And Scraps

|

of the Dainties of Gentry Cofe's Feast. 1785 Grose Diet.
I
r
ntg. Tongue, Gentry mort. 1837 Disraeli r'euetia 1. xiv,

The gentry cove will be romboyled by his dam. 1873
Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 132 The .. gentry-fashioned,
old-style haunts of sleep. 1881 Blackmore ChristowellW,
Why, Parson Tom Short was the only gentry-man.

Gentue, obs. form of GKHTOO sb. 1 and a.

Genty (dge'nti), a. Obs. exc. Se. [var. of GkN-
TKE.] Neat

;
pretty ; graceful

;
genteel.

1721 Ramsay Genty Tibby 2 Her genty Shape our Fancy (

warms. 1724 — lea-t. Misc. (1733 1 I. 57 White is her t

neck, saft is her hand, Her waste and feet's fu genty. 1794
Burns My Lady's Gown iv, Sae sweetly move her genty
limbs, Like music notes o' lover's hymns. 1819 Blackw.
Mag. V. 735 His waistcoat, coat and breeches, wereall cut
off the same web, of a beautiful snuff-colour, or a modest
genty drab. 1863 J. I.. W. By-gone Days 175, I wonder
where she got sic genty ways as she had.

I lence t Qentiness. Obs.

1673 Rules Civility fed. 2) 2 The Gentiness and plausi-

bility, of which you desire information, is. .but the modesty
and decorum to be observed by every one.

Gentyl e, obs. form of Gentile.
Gentyl(lfe, obs. form of Gentle.

II Genu (dgf'nitf). Anat. [L. genu knee.] The
name given to a knee-like bend or curved part in

various organs of the body.
1854 Mayne Expos. Lex., Genii, Anat., the knee. 1882

Syd. Soc. Lex., Corpus geniadatitm externum, a mass
of grey matter . . lying on the outer side of the genu of the

tract us opticus. 1885//'/'/. s.v., Geniculateganglion, a small,

reddish, triangular ganglion at the genu of the facial nerve.

Genual [dgcnii/al), a. [f. L. genn knee + -al.]

Of or pertaining to the * genu ' or knee.
1861 J. Blackwall Spiders I. Introd. 3 The first part of

the shank, or the genual joint, is usually short. 1874 Mocc-
RIDCB Suppl. Ants <y Spiders 256 The genual joints of the
third pair have some strongish spines on the outer side.

Genuant (d,^e*ni//ant
N

, a. Her. [f. L. genu
knee + -ant.] Kneeling, in a kneeling posture.
1688 R. Holme Armoury n. n/i In some Coats you shall

find Arch-Angels and Angels genuant or Kneeling. 1828 40
Berry Encycl. Iter. I, Genuant, in a kneeling posture, as

an angel genuant, or kneeling.

Genuclast (d,^e*ni?/kl?est). Surg. ff. L. genu
knee + Gr. -/fAatrrr/s breaker.] (See quot.)

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Genuclast, an instrument for break-

ing down adhesions,whether osseous or fibrous, in the knee-

joint. 1890 in Gould Nero Med, Diet.

Genuese, obs. form of Genoese.

Genuflect (dgcmnfflekt), v. [f. med.L. genii-

Jleet-erc, f. L. genu knee + jfieetere to bend.] intr.

To bend the knee, esp. in worship. + Also trans.

1630 I. Taylor (Water P.) Laugh $ be fat Wks. 11. 80/1

With hands erected, with knees genuflected. 1850 ?, H.
Newman Diffit. Anglic. 235 A feeble old woman, who ..

genuflects before the Ulessed Sacrament. 1884 Catholic

Pitt. s. v. Genuflexion, The priest repeatedly genuflects

at Mass in adoration of the Kucharist, also at the mention
of the Incarnation in the Creed, &c.

fig, 1881 A. Austin in Maeiu. Mag. XLIII. 406 The poet

before whom Mr. Swinburne, .bows and bobs and genuflects

an almost countless number of times in the course of the

paper on which I am commenting—to wit, M. Victor Hugo.

Hence Genuflecting///, a.

1872 O. W. Holmes Poems, Organ-blnvcr 14 His large

obeisance puts to shame The proudest genuflecting dame.

Genuflector (dseniwnVktaA [f. Genuflect
+ -ok.] One who 'genuflects'.

1869 Daily News 22 Nov., The 'bowing to the altar' is

not yet satisfactory at this church . . At present it looks as

though the genuflectors were ashamed of themselves.

Genuflectory (dgcnkifle'ktari , a. [f. as prcc.

+ -ORY.] Pertaining to genuflexion or kneeling.
1861 Thackeray Four Georges iii. (1862) 168 Misfortunes

would occur in these interesting genuflectory ceremonies of
I royal worship. 187J _[. C. Jeaffreson Worn, in Spite of
Herself I. 1. xi. 179 A course of genuflectory practice.

G^nuflexUlseni^fle'ks),^. rare. = Genuflect.
1879 Daily News 22 Mar. 5/7 The donna seconda, a strap-

ping young woman, who genuflexed, slowly rotated, and
' waved her arms about . . as she sang.

Hence Genufle'xed ///. a.

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Genujlexed, bent at the knee, bent
like a knee, bent at a joint.

Genuflexion, genuflection (d^eniz/flek-

Jen). [ad. med.L. genuflexion-em, n. of action f.

gen/lflectfye : see Genuflect. Cf. F. genuflexion

(Cotgr.).] The action of kneeling or bending the

knee, esp. in worship.
i$a6 Piter. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 237 b, With genuftec-

cyons or knelynges . . to aske the mercy of god. 161 1 J.

Davis Panegyr. I'erscs in Coryat y

s Crudities, With cap in

hand and lowly 'genuflexion'. 1660 BoRtfBY Ke'pS. tuopov

(1661) 51 He does not controvert the Genuflexion at the

Supper of the Lord. 1741 Warburton Div. Legat. II. 188

The very way the learned Author so much insists upon,
namely genuflexion. 1820 Scott tvanhoe v, After many
genuflections and muttered prayers. 1861 Musgrave By-
Roads 75 Our fast mare . . nearly pitched me on to the

splashboard .. by a genuflection, which broke both her
knees. 1884 Catholic Diet. B.V., A double genuflexion

—

i. e. one on both knees — is made on entering or leaving a
church, where the Blessed Sacrament is exposed.

b. Surg. A forcible bending of the knee as a

curative measure in popliteal aneurysm.
1870 Holmes Syst . Surg. (ed. 2) III. 602 Before other

severer measures are tried, genuflexion ought undoubtedly
to be attempted. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Forcible Genu-
flexion, the forcible bending of the knee-joint.

Genuflexuous (dge:nittflc*kaitf|3»), a. [f. L.

genu knee + FLKXUOU8.J (See quots.)

1889 Century Diet., Genujlexuous, in bot., geniculate]

y

bent ; zigzag. 1894 Gould Diet. Med., Gemtftcxnous, in

biology, zig-zag, with knee-like bendings.

Genufbrm (d^e'niwfjunv. a. [f. L. genu knee

+ -FORM.] Having the form of a knee, knee-shaped.
1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 555/2 The .. ganglionic

nature of the genuform intumescence.

+ Genuinal, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. genuinus
Gkni ink + -al.] =Genuine.
1599 Thvnne Animadv. (1875) 61 The genuynall sence

hereof is, 'When' [etcl

Genuine (d.^'mwiin), a. 1 [ad. L. genuin-us, f.

pre-L. *genwo- ;cf. ingenuus native, free-born, etc:

see IkgKVOOUB), f. Aryan root *gen- to beget,

produce, be born : see Kin.]

+ 1. Natural, not foreign or acquired, proper or

ncculiar to a person or thing, native. Obs.

1596 Drayton Lee. iv. 212 Strongly attracted by a Genuine
light. 1612 — Poly-olb. ix. 14 A constant Mayden still she

onely did remaine,The last her genuine lawes which stoutly

did retaine. 1630 Bkynne Anti-Armin. 138 The self-same

things in the same degrees admit no inequality in their

genuine and natiue operations. 1644 Bui.wf.k Chiron. 118

This genuine blemish and epidemicall disease.^ 1664 H.
Moke Myst. Iniq. 87 This wicked Antichristianism, whose
Image we are now setting out in its genuine colours.

1703 tr. Casa's Galateo 98 Since it is necessary to use

Genuine and proper Words in Discourse. 1712 W. Rogers
Voy. I. I rather chuse to keep to the Language of the Sea,

which is more genuine, and natural for a mariner.

+ b. Genuine to : germane to, closely connected

with, arising out of. Obs.
1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 344 Let us debate this.

It comes orderly before you ; is genuine to your question.

2. Pertaining to the original stock, pure-bred.

1728 Newton Chronol. Amended ii. 203 Egypt at this time

was therefore under the (lovernment of the genuine Egyp-
tians. 1774 J. BWTAHT Mythol. TI. 60, I am .. sprung from

the genuine and respectable race of Sons. 1834T. Medwin
Angler in Wales I. 21 The race of our bull-dogs is getting

fast extinct, and it is rare to see one now of a pure and

genuine breed. 184s Prichard Xat. Hist. Man 171 The
towns and their vicinity are occupied by the genuine Per-

sian race. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 295

Another grantee was William of Percy, the founder of a

great name, whose genuine bearers soon passed away.

3. Really proceeding from its reputed source or

author; not spurious ; = Authentic 6.

The distinction which the i8thc. apologists attempted to

establish between gt/tut'tte and autlicutic (see quot. 1796)

does not agree well with the etymology of the latter word,

and is not now recognised.

1661 Bramhall ynst I'ind. v. 90 If any of those Canons
which bear their names be genuine. 1719 J. Richardson
Art Criticism 145 When we have rix'd a few of the Works
of the Masters as Genuine. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav.

U760) III. 365 The impossibility that all the three pr.rputia

should be genuine reliques. 1779-81 Johnson /,. P., Butter

Wks. II. 183 Two volumes more .. indubitably genuine.

1796 Hi-. Watson Apol. Bible ii. 33 A genuine book, is that

which was written by the person whose name it bears, gs

the author of it. An authentic book, is that which relates

matters of fact, as they really happened. 1833 Crusi:

I'.uscbins in. iii. 83 As to the writings of Peter, one of his

epistles called the first is acknowledged as genuine. 1847

Emerson Repr. Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 2S9 This range

of Plato instructs us what to think of the vexed question

concerning his reputed works—what are genuine, what

spurious. 188a Karrar Early Chr. II. 530 note. The frag-

ment, .is of very doubtful genuineness, and even if genuine

proves nothing.

4. Having the character or origin represented ;

real, true, not counterfeit, unfeigned, + unadulter-

ated.

a 1639 Cahew To my Friend G. N. 18 We use No . . com-

pounds that are Adulterate, but, at Natures cheap expence,

With farre more genuine sweets refresh the sense. 1660 K.

Coke Justice I'ind. Ep. Ded. 1 The true and genuine

causes. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 214 What the genuine

senscis I shall take notice in its proper place. 171a Parnell

Sp.rt. No. 501 P 6 The whole Vault had a genuine Dismal-

ness in it. 1736 Butler Anal. 11. i. Wks. 1874 I. 154 Crms-

tianity . . teaches natural Religion in its genuine simplicity.

1781 (I)bbon Decl. ff F. III. 37 Maximus now displayed his

genuine character. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 25 Such

a genuine expression of paternal regard. 1876 Mozley
Univ. Semi. iv. 95 They had no genuine belief in any world

which was different from theirs.

afisol. 1639 tr - Du Bosq's Coutpl. Woman 34 The modesty

of the simple and genuine is wholy in the hart.

b. Properly so called ; that is such in the proper

sense.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 36 The true and genuine
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Sycamore, .which is a stranger in our parts. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Lett. i. 3 This latter part to a genuine Atheist ismeer
Jargon. 1751 Harris Hermes 11841) 138 The genuine pro-

noun always stands by itself. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 9 * 7

There is no mark more certain of a genuine idler than un-
easiness without molestation. 1850 ScoKSSBY Cheever's
Whaleui. Adv. vi. 76 None but a genuine son of the sea .

.

could make these characteristic rhymes. 1853 H. Rogers
Eel. Faith {1853) 316 A genuine sceptic, as I am. 1879 St.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 63 A piece of genuine false-mem-
brane was coughed out.

5. Of persons: Free from affectation or hypocrisy.
[1840, 1853: Implied in Genuineness 3.] 1890 Spectator

28 June, He is a very great and genuine personage in

many ways, but lie has his peculiarities like other men.

t Genuine, «•- 06s ~ ° [ad. L, genuin-us, f.

*geuu-s -^ gena cheek.] Genuine teeth', the back
teeth.

1706 Phillips ted. Kersey), Genuine Teeth, the same as
Denies Sapient is.

Genuinely (dgenitfinli), advy [f. Genu ink a. 1

+ -ly -.] In a genuine manner.
1640 Up. Reynolds Passions xv. 144 The goodnesseofthe

Law that doth kindly and genuinely restraine the violence
..of our defiled nature. (71763 BYROM Ken/. Painphl. 49
This coxcombically mingling Of Rhimes . . For Numbers
genuinely British, Is quite too finical, and skittish. 1820
Byron Blues n. 159 For 'tis then that our reelings most
genuinely -feel. 1875 JoWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 36 They are
genuinely and naturally good. 1890 Boldrewood Col. Re-
former (1891) 36 ; He . . enjoyed his . . whist or billiards, as
genuinely as if be had not a debt in the world.

Genuineness (d^e-nirfinines). Also Sgenui-
ness. [f. Genuine a.i + -nkss.]

1. The quality or fact of being genuine or what
it is represented to be, reality, trueness,

1647 H. More Song of Soul Notes 414 The fitnesse and
genuinenesse of the Hypothesis it self. 1664 Boyle Exp.
Colours III. XXXVl, 282 It not being Essential to the Genuine-
ness of a Colour to be Durable. 1715 tr. Pancirollus
Reritm Mem, I. 1. xii. 31 The greatest Indication of the
Genuiness of it [Juice], is the curdling of it. 1729 Butler
Serin. Wks, 1874 II. 128 Truth, and. -integrity, carry along
with them a peculiar consciousness of their own genuine-
ness. 1817 Bentham Pari. Ref Catech. (1818)25 Tosecure
genuineness, to prevent spuriousness. 1881 \V. G. PALGRAVE
in Macm. Mag. XLV. 22 A whole company of learned
monks . . thoroughly qualified to pronounce authoritatively
on the genuineness of the prodigy.

2. esp. The quality of being what it professes to

be in origin or authorship ; —Authenticity 3.
See Genuine a. 3, and the note there.

1699 Burnet 39 Art. vi. (1700) 82 The full Testimony that
they [the Books of the New Testament] give to the Books
of the Old Testament, does sufficiently prove their [sc. the
latter's] Authority and Genuineness. 1706 Hearne Collect.
12 Jan. (O. H. S.) I. 161 Y u Genuiness of y" Fragment. 1738
Warburton Div. Leg. I. m The Genuineness of these Re-
mains^ 1752 Miss Talbot Let. 17 Dec. (1808) 317 Madame
de Maintenon's letters, .have all marks of genuineness, but
no vouchers, 1796 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible fat. 334 The
genuineness of Paul's Epistles proves their authenticity.
1864 Bowen Logic xiii. 426 The age and genuineness of the
document must first be proved. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) I. App. 786 Two charters of very doubtful
genuineness.

3. Of persons, character, sentiments, etc. : Honesty,
freedom from affectation or hypocrisy.
1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 234 One would say the primary

character of the Koran is this of its genuineness, of its being
a bona fide book. 1853 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 314, I was
greatly pleased with his genuineness altogether,

Genuinity dse'nirfiniti). rare. [f. Genuine
a, 1 +-1TY.] Genuineness.
1894 Thinker VI. 450 The genuinity, integrity, and credi-

bility of the sacred books.

t Genuity. Obs- ' [a. F. genuite', ace. to
Littre a false form for ghiuinite*] Simplicity.
1603 Fi.orio Montaigne 1. xxx. 102 They could not imagine

a genuitie so pure and simple, as we see it by experience
;

nor ever beleeve our societie might be maintained with so
little arte and humane combination.

Genupectoral ^dseniz/pe-ktoral). ff. L. genu
knee + peclor-, pectus breast + -al.] Of posture:
Resting on the knees and breast.

1889 J. M. Duncan Dis. Women (ed. 4) Index 532 Genu-
pectoral position.

II Genus (dgfnaa), PI.
|i
genera (d^e-nera).

Also 7-8 genuses, 7 genus's. [L. genus, -en's,

birth, race, stock, kind, genus = Gr. ytvos, -«os

(same meanings), Skr.Jdnas, f. Aryan root *geu-

to beget, produce, be born : see Kix.]
1. Logic, A class or kind of things which includes

a number of subordinate kinds (called Species) as

sharing in certain common attributes ; a general

concept. (One of the five Pkedicables, q.v.)
Each species is distinguished from all the others in the

genus by the possession of some peculiar attribute or group
of attributes, called its ' specific difference' or Differentia.
Highest genus L. summuui genus), one which does not

become subordinated as species to a higher genus; subaltern
genus, one which is also a species of some higher genus.
1551 T. Wilson Logike B v a, Genus is a general word, the

which is spoken of many that differ in their kind .. Or els
thus, Genus is a general worde, vnder the whiche diuers
kindes or sortes of things are comprehended. 1581 Sidney
Apol. Poetrie tArb.) 34 Tell mee if you haue not a more
familiar insight into anger, then finding in the Schoolemen
his Genus and difference. 1586 Sir E. Hoby Pol. Disc.
Trrtt/i Ep. p iij b, In the first, all vertues handled, the trueth,
as it weregenus vnto them., in the other, is intreated of all

kinde of vices, and lying accounted as genus thereunto. 1616

Rich Cabinet 135 Souldier is a name of that honour, that it

is the genus of vallure and valiant men. 1644 DlGBY Xat.
Bodies xiv. 118 Rarity and Density .. can not change the

common nature of Quantity, that is. their Genus, which by
being so to them, must be vniuocally in them both. 1651
Hobbes Govt. y\ Soc. vii. § 1. 109 We have already spoken
of a City by institution in its Genus ; we will now say some-
what of its species. 1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres, 222 Sub-
stance is the highest Genus in that Category. 1668 Wilkins
Real Char. 22, I shall first lay down a Scheme or Analysis
of all the Genus's or more common heads of things belong-
ing to this design ; and then shew how each of these may
he subdivided byits peculiar Differences. 1690 Locke Hum.
Cud. 111. iii. 1695' 228 This may shew us the reason, why,
in the defining of Words, .we make use of the Genus, or next
general Word that comprehends it. 1725 Watts Logic ill.

iii. § 3 So substance is the remote genus of bird or "beast
;

because it agrees not only to all kinds of animals, but also

to things inanimate. . But animal is the proximate or nearest

genus of bird, because it agrees to fewest other tilings. 1827
Whately Logic 11850) Index, Genus, a Predicable which is

considered as the material part of the Species of which it is

affirmed. 1851 Mansel Pro/, Log. 183 The Highest Genus
in any special science is the general class, comprehending
all the objects whose properties that science investigates ..

In Geometry, for example, under the smuiuum genus of
magnitudes in space, we find [etc.]. 1862 Burton Bk,
Hunter (1863) 38 You individualise your object by showing
in what it differs from the others of the genus.

2. Zoo/, and Bot. A classiftcatory group compre-
hending a number of species (sometimes a single

species) possessing certain common structural cha-

racteristics distinct from those of any other group.
The determination of genera, and of what characteristics

are to be considered generic, is more or less arbitrary and
empirical, and admits of continual alteration according to

current knowledge of facts and ideas of classification in the
respective sciences. The genus ranks next under the family
or sub-family, and above the species ; it is sometimes
divided into sub-genera. The generic and specific names
(always in Latin or considered as Latin) together form the
scientific proper name of an animal or plant, the generic
name standing first and being written with an initial capital.

(The zoological term the genus Homo is popularly current
as a somewhat flippant or jocular synonym for 'mankind' or
' the human race '.)

1608 ToPSELL Serpents (1658) 682 Because there be many
kindes of Crocodiles, it is no marvel although some have
taken the word ' Crocodilus ' for the genus ; and the several
species they distinguish into the Crocodile of the Earth, and
the Water. 1683 Ray Corr. (1848) 134 The description, .is

scarce sufficient to determine to what genus it belongs, much
less whether it be a nondescript species. 1691

—

Creation
1. 1 1692) 203 The greatest and most luxuriant Species in most
Genera of Plants are Native of the Mountains. 1755 Gentl.
Mag. XXV. 33 When the shells are distributed according
to their proper classes and tribes, nothing remains but to
remark their less essential differences, by which they are
subdivided into genuses and species. 1807 J. E. Smith
Pkys. Bot. 404 Lychnis dioica has the Stamens on one
plant, the Pistils on another, though the rest of the genus
has them united in the same flower. 1834 T. Medwin
Angler in Wales I. 97, I was speaking of adders sometime
back : do you consider them of one genus ? 1859 Darwin
Orig. Spec. ii. (1873) 47 The larger genera, .tend to break up
into smaller genera, i860 Once a Week 22 Sept. 353/2 Peter
. . may turn out a magnificent specimen of the genus homo.
Ccntb. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca Pref. 2 The blunder-

ing and bad spelling of English and French genus-makers.

*Hb. Similarly used in classifications of other

sciences (see quots. \ Obs.

[1599 Tuvnnf. Animadv. (1875) 41 ' Porpherye ' yo" ex-

pounde 'marble ', whiche marble ys genus, but purphcrye
is species.] 1666 G. Harvey A/orb. Angl. v. 11672) 13 If

minerals are not convertible into another Species, though
of the same Genus, much less can they be surmised reducible
into a Species of another Genus. 1807 T. Thomson Chem.
(ed. 3) II. 630 The genus sulphates contains several salts of
considerable importance. 1811 Pinkerton Petrol. I. p. i,

Hence in mineralogy some eminent writers entirely reject

Genera; while others, with Daubenton, say that there are
no Species^ 1816 Accc.m Chem. Tests 11818) 207 This fluid

precipitates many of the genera of metals. 1830 R. Knox
Bectard's Anat. 53 M. Chaussier has arranged the organs
under twelve genera, the twelfth comprehending the viscera
or compound organs.

3. A/us. Each of the three scales in ancient Greek
music.

I 763 J- Brown Poetry % Mus. v. 62 The three Genera or
Kinds of the Greek Melody. 184a Brande Diet. Sci., etc.,
Genus in Music, the general name for any scale of music.
If a scale proceed by tones, it is called the diatonic genus ;

if between the tones semitones are introduced, it is called
the chromatic genus. When the subdivisions are smaller,
as quarter tones, it is called the enharmonic genus. 1867
Macfarken Harmony i. 5 The true genera of the Greek
system.

4. gen. A kind, class, order, tribe, etc. (Often
with reference, more or less explicit, to sense 2.)

1649 J. Cooke K. Charles Case 9 It seems to me, that the
Lord renounces the very Genus of such Kings as are there
mentioned.

_ 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 6 Animate Bodies
are divided into four great Genera or Orders, Beasts, Birds,
Fishes and Insects. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 356We cannot think it for the good of the human species, or
the animal genus. 1789 Bentham Priue. Legist, xviii. § 13
Let us. .branch out the several divisions of that class as above
exhibited into their respective genera. 1816 T. L. Peacock
Headlong Haiti, Other varieties of the same genera, namely,
men of taste and philosophers. 1818 Moore Pudge Paw.
Paris i. 5 ' A Dandy ' describes what I mean, And Bob's far
the best of the genus I've seen. 1820 Edin. Ret: XXXIV.
136 The following short passage contains a picture ofone, we
trust, of the lost genera of the native Irish. 1844 Disraeli
Coniugsby iv. v, The days of the genus Jawster Sharp were
over in this borough. 1880 Manch. Guard. 25 Oct., The
proprietors ' rarely or never resident in Ireland ' are only one
species of the genus absentee.

-geny, suffix= mo(\.Y. -gi{nie, in mod. scientific

language appended to Gr. stems to form sbs. with
the general sense 'mode of production fof some-
thing specified)', as in antltropogeny, Inogeny, cos-

mogeny, geogeny, ontogeny, phytogeny, physiogeny,
etc. Most ol these sIjs. have either corresponding
sbs. in -genesis, or adjs. -<;knktjc in mnny in-

stances both of these).

[The suffix may be regarded a-- representing Gr. -yeVetc,

the ending of abstract sbs. f. adjs. in -ytfj<; {as in onoyereto,
C b^oyefy}%) : see -gen. But in all probability it was actually
f. the root gen- in genesis, etc. (vaguely apprehended as
meaning ' to produce ') + -v ;i

, I*', -ie. \

Genymade, obs. form of Ganymede.
Genyplasty d^e-niplaisU . Med. [f. Gr.

yhv-s jaw, cheek -f 7rAa<7T-cs moulded + -Y-\] An
operation for restoring the cheek when it has been
destroyed or is congenital!}- imperfect.

1857 in Dunglison Med. Lev. 1885 in Syd. See. /.ex.

Genysaryes. obs. form of Janizaries.
Gen^eild. -5ell, var. fT. Gainyield.
Gerqie, var. Ganyie Sc, Ohs., missile.

Geo, gio (gy<? «#<r/. Also goe. [a. ON. gjdj\

In < >rkney and Shetland : A gully, a creek.

, 1793 Statist. Aee. Scott. WW. 159 A deep hollow, called,

in the dialect of the parish, the Wolf's geo. 1822 Scott
Pirate xix, By air and by wick, mid by helyer and gio.

1856 Edmoxston Sk. # 'Pates Shetland /sles iii. to Many
a wild geo and shattered crevice. 1882 Gf.ikIE Geo/. Sk.
41 Gios, or narrow steep-walled gullies, or inlets„by which
the sea-cliffs are indented. 1SB2 standard 21 -Mar 3, 7 They
Lame ashore, .in a small goe on the west side of Ronsay.

Geo- [dftf'th, d^/'if- ,
repr. Gr. yew-, comb, form

of yij earth ; in compounds formed in Greek itself, as

geography ytcoypatpia, and in many of mod. form-
ation ; as Geoblast [-blast] (see quot... Geo-
botanical a., of or pertaining to geographical

botany. Ge ochro nic a., of or pertaining to geo-

logical time (Funk). Geocli nal a. iwncewd.
[Gr. ic\iv-€tv to lean + -al] see qnot.). Ge ocy clic

a., of or pertaining to the revolutions of the earth
;

also sec quot.). Geocyelic machine (see quot.).

Geodyna'naic a., of or pertaining to the latent

forces of the earth ; so Ge odyna mical a, Geo*-
geiious.,'. [Gr. -ycv--qs horn, produced + -ors], 'said

of certain fungi growing or springing directly from
the ground. Ge oi sotherm, an underground iso-

therm (Funk . Ge onaviga'tion, 'a term proposed
for that branch of the science of navigation in which
the place of a ship at sea is determined by refer-

ring it to some other spot on the surface of the earth

—in opposition to Coelo-navigation * (OgiIviei8S2).
Geo nomy [Gr. -vofiia arrangement], ' the science

of the physical laws relating to the earth, including
geology and physical geography' (Ogilvie 18S2);

hence Geonomic a. Geophysical a., relating

to the physics of the earth. Geophysics //.,

the 'physics of the earth' (Cent. Diet.). Geo-
physiognomy see quot.). Geoselenic a.

[Sklenic], relating to the earth and the moon.
Geosta'tic a. [Gr. ffrariK-us causing to stand],

only in geoslatic arch, an arch of a construction

suited to bear the pressure of earth (Ogilvie

1882). Geostatics/A, ; the statics of rigid bodies'

{Cent. Did.). Ge otecto nic a. [Gr. t*ktovik-6s

skilled in building, f. tcktcvv a craftsman], of or

pertaining to the structure of the earth; structural.

Ge otecto nical a. [f. prec. + -al] = prec. Geo-
thenual a., of or peitaining to the internal heat

of the earth. Geothermic a. ^ prec. Geother-
mo'meter (see quotv .

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413/1 *Geoblast, a plumule which
in germination rises from underground, such as that of
the Pea. 1888 Nature 12 Apr. 570 M. KuznetsofT will

continue his *geo-botanical work on the northern slope of
Caucasus. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 722 These great valleys

or depressions, .may be called *geoclinal, the inclination on
which they depend being in the mass of the crust, and not
in its strata. 1847 Craic,, *Geocyclic, circling the earth
periodically. 1884 Cassell's Kncyct. Diet., Geocyelic ma-
chine, a machine for exhibiting the simple processes by
which day and night and the seasons are produced. 1885
Harper's Mag. Feb. 494/1 The Central *Geodynam"ic Ob-
servatory at Rome. 1887 G. H. Darwin in Fortn. Rev.
Feb. 271 A ' *Geodynamical Observatory'. 1854 Mayne
Expos. Lex., Geonomia, *geonomy. 1888 Science XI.
181/2 The ^geophysical problems which geological his-

tory has to treat. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly Sept. 720/1

A company, .proposes to devote twenty thousand dollars to

the erection of a geophysical observatory. 1896 Ibid. Apr.

819 The significance of landscape contours or *geophysio-

fnomy. i860 Worcester, *Geoseteuic. i88aGFiKiE Text-
k. Geol. iv. 474 *Geotectonic (Structural) Geology, or the

architecture of the earth's crust, /bid. iv. vii. 537 The
characters by which an eruptive (igneous' rock may be dis-

tinguished are partly lithological and partly geotectonic.

1881 Nature XXIV. 363 The study of the *geotectonical

conditions of the localities where they [earthquakes] occur.

1875 J. H. Bennkt Winter Medit. 1. i. 13 The peculiar mild-

ness of the winter may also be partly accounted for on
*geothermal. .grounds. x88a Ogilvie, ^Geothermic. 1855
/bid. Suppl., *Geother?nometer,an instrument for measuring
the degree of terrestrial heat at different places, especially

in mines and artesian wells.

\
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Geocentric (cl^se-ntrik), a. (sb.) [f. Geo- :

see Centric. Cf. Y.gJocentrujue. Opposed in both
senses to Heliocentric]
1. Referred to the earth as centre ; considered as

viewed from the centre of the earth : as the geo-

centric latitude, longitude, place, etc. of a planet,

i.e. that in which it would appear to an observer

placed at the centre of the earth.

1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 196 One of his [ft] Geocentrick
places. 1726 tr, Gregory's Astron. I. 15 Its Geocentric
Latitude will be measured by the Angle cj T E. 1784
Hkrschf.l in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 256 Our next business
will be to reduce these two geocentric observations to a
heliocentric measure. 1816 Playfair Nat. Phil. II. 161 If

the planet's elongation from the Sun, and its geocentric
latitude be observed, the inclination of the orbit may be
found. 1868 Lockykk Eton. Astron. 167 This latitude and
longitude may be either heliocentric or geocentric, that is

reckoned from the centre either of the Sun or Earth respec- 1

lively. 1880 Nature XXI. 315 The apparent retardationof
the eclipses as affected by the geocentric position of Jupiter.

2. Having, or representing, the earth as centre.

1696 Phillips <ed. 5), Geocentrick, any Orb or Planet that
has the Earth for its Center, or the same Center with the
Earth. 1834 [see Heliocentric 2]. 1859 Mill Liberty 66
Some geocentric theory instead of heliocentric. 1865GROTK
Plato I. i. innate, The original system proposed by Prota-
goras was a geocentric system. 1880 M. Pattison Milton
xiii. 180 In the universe of being the difference between a
heliocentric and a geocentric theory is of . . small moment.
fg. 1854 De Qiincev Autobiog. Sk. Wk^. II. 54 Wheel

into a new centre your moral system
;
geocentric has that

system been up to this hour—that is, having earth and the
earthly for its starting-point. 1871 H. Macmillan True
Vine i. 36 Regarded from this heliocentric position, diffi-

culties and mysteries, insoluble from the geocentric position,
are cleared away.

3. sb. An adherent of the geocentric theory.
1667 A. Nowel in Josselyn Voy. New Eng. (1674) 48 This

assertion is not expugned by Geocentricks who produce
sense and Antiquity to support their suppositions.

Hence Geoce ntrical a. [ + -al] = prec; Geo-
ce ntrically adv., as viewed from the centre of the
earth ; Geoce ntricism, the geocentric theory.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Geocentrically. 1775 Ash, Geocen-

trical. 1S82 F. Hall in Nation^. Y.)XXX V. 340/3 And did
not he [Bacon] cling to geocentricism, which was still pre-
vailingly current in his day? 1885 W. W. Roberts Pontif.

Decrees Introd. 53 In 1742 .. Geocentricism as a scientific

theory was dead.

Geoehronic : see Geo-.
Geocian, -eie, mistakes for Goetian, Goety.
Geoclinal : see Geo-.

GeOCronite (dg*Vkr6nait). Min. [f. Geo- +
Gr. KpoV-os the god identified with Saturn in

alchemy associated with lead) + -ite. Named by
Svanberg in 1S39.] A sulphide of lead and an-
timony.

1844 Dana Min. fed. 2) 493 Geocronite comes from the
silver mines of Sala. .Sweden. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 395/2.
Geocyclic : see Geo-.

Geodaesia: see Geodesy.

Geode (dg?0*d). Also S-9 geod. [a. F. ge*ode,

ad. L, geodes— Gr, ycujSrjs earthy, f. 777 earth.] A
concretionary or nodular stone, containing a cavity

usually lined with crystals or other mineral matter.
[1619 R. C. Table AlJ>h., Stones, Geodes, a stone being

hollow, having earth within the hollownesse thereof, and
being put to a mans eare, it maketh a kinde of sound.] 1676-
173a Coles, Geode, the Earth-stone. 1774 Strange in
Phil. Trans. LXV. 41 A hard ferruginous substance, of a
dark-brown colour, much resembling some common ferru-
ginous geodes I have seen. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 436
Infiltrated geods of quartz and calcareous spar. 1839
Murchison Silur. Syst. 1. vii. 107 Each geode being en-
veloped in red shale, i860 O. W. Holmes Prof Breakft.
71 An aphorism ..has been forming itself in one of the
blank interior spaces of my intelligence, like a crystal in the
cavity of a geode. 1883 L. Oi.ii>hant Haifu (1887) 37 A
plateau, .abundantly strewn witli geodes.

b. The cavity itself, together with the crystal

or mineral formation therein contained. Also any
similar formation.

1849 Dana Geol. iv. (1850) 29S Small geodes of stilbite and
aiialcime were found in pebbles. x88x Raymond Mining
Gloss., Geode, a cavity, studded around with crystals or
mineral matter.

Hence Oeodiferous a. [-(i)ferouh], producing

or abounding in geodes; G-e odize v. [-ixk], trans.,

to convert into a geode ; Geodized ppL a.

1847 Craic, Geodifrous. 1885 Aiucr. Jml. Set. Ser. lit.

XXX. 376 The geodized fossils of the Keokuk limestone,

Geodephagous, erroneous for Geaik
Geodesia : see Geodesy.

I Geodesian. Obs. Also 7 geodecian, geo-
detian. [f. mod. L.geodiesi-a (see Geodesy) + -an.]

One who measures land ; a land-surveyor.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Geodesian, a measurer of Land.

1669 Stukmv Mariner's Mag. A 4 The Geodecian, in this

liook, may have Rules to Survey his Land. 1690 Leyhourn
Curs. Math. 205 For by the Rules hereof the Geodetian
may measure . . your Lands.

Geodesic (d^/Vde-sik), a. [f. Geodes-y + -ic,

Cf. F. g^odhique!\ Of or pertaining to geodesy.

Geodesic line (see qnot. 1886). Also sb., a geodesic
line.

1821 J. Robson {title), Treatise on Geodesic Operations,
or County Surveying, Land Surveying and Levelling. 1853

Tu. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 298 The combined
means of barometric and geodesic measurements. 1881
Cayley in Proc. Lond. Math. Soe. XII. 187 The torsion of
the same geodesic curve. 1883 Ball in Encycl. B> it. XV.
659/1 These lines being what we would call geodesies. 1886
W. S. Aldis Solid Geom. xiii. (ed. 4) 219 A geodesic line on
a surface is such that every small element PQ is the shortest

line that can be drawn on the surface between P and Q.

Geodesical (d^iflde-sikai), a. Also 9 erron.

geodesiacal. [f. prec. + - al.] = prec.
1818 Blackiv. Mag. III. 466 The war. .has given to geode-

siacal operations . . the extreme perfection which they have
acquired. 1853 Db Quincey Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 335
In geodesical operations, one part is referred to heaven, and
one to earth. 1866 Athenxunt 23 July 835/1, I desired to
make some geodesical observations.

Geodesist (d^pdesist). ff. Geodes-y + -ist.]

One versed in geodesy ; a geodetic surveyor.
1840 Herschel Ess. (1857) 525 In conjunction with M.

Carlini, he [M. Plana] also carried on that extensive and
important triangulation of the Savoy Alps, which have made
his name celebrated as a geodesist. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII.

597 The next geodesist, Willebrord Snell, took an immense
step in the right direction. 1883 Athenveitm 14 July 52 '3 The
principal triangulation of India, .has occupied the geodesists

continuously since the beginning of the century.

Geodesy (d&\p'desi). Also 6-9 geodesie, 7
geodsesie ; and 8-9 in mod.L. form geodaesia,

-esia. [ad. F. geodesie, ad. mod.L, geodu-sia, Gr.

yeojdeuaia, f. you-, yrj earth + fkuav to divide.]

fa. Land surveying; the measuring ofland (obs.) y
b. In mod. use : That branch of applied mathe-
matics which determines the figures and areas of

large portions of the earth's surface, and the figure

of the earth as a whole.
1570 Dee Math. Pref 16 Of these Feates .. is Sprong the

Feate ofGeodesie, or Land Measuring. 1664 V. Wing Art
Surv. in Geodarsie or Land-measure. 1755 Johnson, Geo-
desia [citing Harris]. 1766 IJ. Martin Surv. by Gonionu
6 With regard to Geodesia or Land Surveying, and all kinds
of Longimetry, the natural eyesight ought to be assisted.

1853 Hkrschkl Pop. Led. Sc. v. § 13. (1873) 189 'Geodesy'
as distinct from mere mensuxation and surveying. 1855

J. B. WiLLiAMs(//7/*M
t
Practical Geodesy, comprising chain

surveying and the use of surveying instruments. 1881

M. Merriman {title), Figure of the Earth ; an Introduction
to Geodesy.

Geodete (dgr^dft). [back-formation from next,

after words like Athlete.] = Geodesist.
1887 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXX. 244 (Cent.) Dangerous

ascents and solitary life on the top of high mountains, .are

common occurrences for the geodete.

Geodetic (dg/i^de'tik), a. and sb. Also 7 geo-
daetick. [as if ad. L. *gei>d;vtic-us

i
a. Gr. *ycaj-

SaiTucus, f. yij earth + SaUtv to divide.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to geodesy. Geodetic

line (see quot. 1879).
1834 Nat. Philos., Astron. xiii. 253/1 (U. K.S.) Those

great geodetic operations which have been undertaken to

determine the figure of the earth. 1879 Thomson & Tait
Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 132 If the shortest possible line be drawn
from one point of a surface to another, its plane of curva-
ture is everywhere perpendicular to the surface. Such a
curve is called a Geodetic line. 1880 Nature XXI. 197 Geo-
graphical and topographical work such as had been carried

on by the Coast and Geodetic Surveys and the Land Office.

B. sb. (the adj. used absolutely).

f 1. //. * Geodetical ' numbers : see Geodetical 2.

1674 Jeake Arith.{i6g6) 62 The smaller Geodaeticks arise

from such of the greater as admit of subdivisions.

2. A geodetic line (see quot. 1879 in A).
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 137 There must

. . be tortuosity in every geodetic of the closed polygon.

3. in pi. form Geodetics = Geodesy.
In mod. Diets.

Geodetical (dg/Vdctikal), a. Also 7 geode-
ticall. 7-8 geodaetical. [f. as Geodetic +-AL.]
1. + a. Of or pertaining to land-measuring or sur-

veying {obs.). b. Of or pertaining to geodesy.
1610 W. F01.KINGHAM Art ofSurziey ir. iv. 53 The second

is retriued with Plaine-Table, Theodelite, Sector, Circum-
ferentor, Geodeticall-Staffe, etc. 1755 Johnson, Geodetical,
relating to the art of measuring surfaces ; comprehending
or showing the art of measuring land. 1790 Roy in Phil.
Trans. LXXX. 216 This new spheroid, founded immedi-
ately on the recent geodetical measurements and observa-
tions of the pole-star. 1800 Ibid. XC. 636 The longitudes
and latitudes of places on its surface might be accurately
computed, provided their geodetical situations were cor-
rectly ascertained. 1863 Edin. Rev. Oct. 380 Astronomical
and geodetical science. 1887 J. 1'all Nat. in S. Amer.
377 The true^ amount of atmospheric refraction found by
day in geodetical observations.

f 2. Geodetical Number : used by Jeake app. in

the sense of * concrete number \ Also as sb. pi.

geodeticals. Obs.
Jeake explains that the term, which he admits is not

accurately expressive, is used in its etymological sense, all
* denominations ' admitting of being regarded as ' measures
..according to the standard of earthly dimensions'.
1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 61 Numbers generally Contract

are Geodaetical or Figural. Geodaeticals include all num-
bers contracted by Vulgar Names or Denominations accord-
ing to the common and usual distinctions, divisions, dimen-
sions or legal institutions customs or usages of Nature or
Nations, as Men, Women, Horses, Sheep,Weights, Measures,
etc. 1721 BaILEY, Geodetical Numbers.
Hence

•f
Geode tically adv.

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 232 To turn Common Signs into
Physical, half them, or reduce Geodaetically by 30, the
Signs into Degrees.

Geodic (<lg»i(rdik;,fl. [f. Geode sb. + -ic] 01
or pertaining to a geode ; resembling a geode.
1851 Si Jcnn Margaret 11. iii. 221 Man, like this stone, is

geodic. 1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 9 Adularia
is 'frequently found in the geodic cavities of granitic rocks'.

1889 Hot ston in Jml. Frankiiu Inst. Nov. 361 They re-

sembled the projecting crystals that form so common a
lining in geodic masses.

Geodite(d,^/(?(bit'. [f. Geode + -ite.] = Geode.
1802-3 tr - Pallas's Trav. (1812) 1. 182 Were partly hollow,

and contained sand not unlike regular geodites.

Geodize v. : see s.v. Geode.
Geoduck (d^ridek). [? American Indian.] A

large edible clam {Glycineris generosd) from the

Pacific coast of the U.S.
1883 Echo 2 May 1/6 The bivalve in question is found

principally at Olympia, Washington Territory, and is locally

known to the boys of the district as the ' geoduck '.

Geodynamic, -al: see Geo-.

Geogeuic (d^/'^idge-nik), a. [f. Geogen-y + -ic]

Pertaining to geogeny ; earth-forming or producing.
1854 Mavnk Expos. Lex., Geogenicns, geogenic. 1882

T. S. Hi nt in Pop. Sci. Monthly^ XXII. 170 They are the
geogenic agencies which have molded the mineral mass of
the earth.

Geogenous : see Geo-.

Geogeny (dj/^dg^ni). Also 9 geogenie. [f.

Gr. 7«tu- Geo- + -geny.] That branch ofgeology
which treats of the formation of the earth's crust.

1855 H. Spkncer Princ. Psychol. (1870) I. 138 Geology (or

rather Geogeny let us call it, that we may include all those

mineralogical and meteorological changes which the word
Geology, as now used, recognizes but tacitly). 1876 A. H.
Greln Phys. Geol. ii. 11 Historical Geology or Geogenie.

Geognosis (dgfj^-gndt'gis). [Incorrectly for

Geognosy, after Gr. yvwats.] — Geognosy.
187a Geo. Eliot Middlem. (1878) I. 1. 120 He has no bent

towards exploration, or the enlargement of our geognosis.

Geognosist {(^iip-gn^sisi). [f. Geognos-y +

-ist.] =next.
1851 Mavne Reid Scalp Hunt, xli, The eye of the geo-

gnosist could not be mistaken in the character of its atmo-
sphere.

GeOgUOSt (d3 r-^gnpst ) . [ad . F . ge'ogjwste

(Werner 1802), f. Gr. ytoj- Geo- + yy&aT-Tjs one

who knows.] One versed in geognosy; one who
has a knowledge of the structure of the earth.

1804 Edin. Rev. V. 67 The next generation may perhaps
overwhelm .. Geognosts with the same contempt of which
professors of alchemy have been the victims. 1854 Eraser's
Mag. XLIX. 141 The microscopist and the geognost are
daily revealing wonders. 1897 Gfjkie Anc. Volcanoes Gt.
Brit. I. p. PL Werner's disciples loved to call themselves by
their teacher's term 'geognosts'.

Geognostic (d^gnpstik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

Of or pertaining to geognosy.
1796 Kirw an Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. Pref. 1^ The third part

is called geognostic or geological. 1814 T. Thomson in

Ann. Phil. IV. 410 Geognostic Map of the Counties of

Northumberland, Durham and part of Cumberland. 1849
K. C. Otte tr. //utuboldt's Cosmos II. 543 Geognostic con-

jectures regarding the connection of mountain chains. 1880

A. K. Wallace 1st. Life ix. 181 The knowledge of a moun-
tain's geognostic character.

Geognostical (d^gn^-stikal), a. [f. prec.

+ -al.T prec.

1791 y Hailstone Plan Led. Min. Pref., [The author
apologises for the defects in] the Geognostical part [of

the Syllabus], 1814 J. Thomson in Ann. Phil. IV. 410
A Geognostical Sketch of the Counties of Northumberland,
Durham and parts of Cumberland. 1855 Kane GHnnetl
Exp. vii. (1856) 47 Its general geognostical structure is

determined by a great green-stone dike.

Hence Geogno stically adv., with reference to

geognosy.
1853 Tu. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 364 Geo-

gnostically speaking, these two regions of east and west
form only one basin.

Geognosy (d^'ifrgtuysi), [ad. F. ge'ognosie, f.

Gr. 7*0*- Geo- + yvtu<n$ knowledge.]

1. A knowledge of the structure of the earth, its

strata, their relative position and the probable con-

dition of the interior. Often used as nearly equi-

valent to Geology.
1791 J. Hailstone Plan Led. Min. Pref., Geognosy, or

the knowledge of the Earth's internal structure. 1804 Edin.
Rev. V. 66 We shall venture .. to inform them, that..
Geognosie is synonymous with geology. 1831 Caklvle Snrt.
Res. (1858) i Gf Geology and Geognosy we know enough.
1870 LOWBU, Study Wind. 123 Voltaire, Diderot, Mirabeau
and others, who had hitherto been measured by the usual

British standard of their respect for the geognosy of Moses.
1882 Gkikie Text-Bk. Geol. 4 Geognosy.

2. In a more restricted sense : a. .Seequot. 1830).

b. Local geology; the geology of a certain district.

1811 Edin. Rev. XVIII. 93 The Geognosy of this cele-

brated mineralogist [Wernerj. 1822 Proc. Werner. Soc. IV.
qi Geognosy of Germany. 1830 Lyell Trine. Geol. I. 55
Werner . . directed his attention . . to what he termed ' geo-
gnosy ', or the natural position of minerals in particular

rocks, together with the grouping of those rocks, their geo-

graphical distribution, and various relations. 1839 R. ]. H.
Cunningham {title), On the Geognosy of the Isle of Eigg.

Geogony (d3*V'g#ui). [f. Gr. ytoj- Geo- + -yovia

production.] The theory of the formation of the

earth. Cf. Geogeny. Also quasi-<w/rr. an account

of the origin of the earth.

1828 in Webster. 1847 'n Ckaig. 1870 Eng. Mech.
28 Jan. 480/3 The laws of Cosmogony, Astrogony, and



GEOGRAPH.
Oeogony, should be given. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Retig.
Knowl. III. 2552/1 It is, indeed, a geogony, and not a
cosmogony, which is given in the first chapter of Genesis,

Hence Geoffonic, Geog-onical adjs., of or per-

taining to geogony. In mod. Diets.

t Ge'Ograph. Oos. Also 6 in Latin form geo-
graphus. [ad. med.L. geographus, a. Gr. ytwypa-

<f>os, f. ytoj- Geo- + -ypa<pos
t

f. ypa<f>-cty to write.

Cf. F. ge'ographe.'] A geographer.
[1547 Hooper Declar. Christ viii. Ij, The Geographic

concemeth and comprehendithe all the worold in his hed.]
1639 Horn & Robotham Gate Lang: Out. lxxix. § 783
A Geograph in a map deciphereth . . the situation . . of
countries.

Geographer (d.^'ip-grafsi). Also 6 -ier. [f.

med.L. geograph-us (see prec.) : see -ER suffix l
4.]

One who is versed in, or writes upon, geography.
Geographer-general (cf. General a. 10).
154a UBALL Erasm. Apopk. 203 There wer also other

tounes mo then one or twain of the same name elswhere, as
testifien the Geographiers. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr.
Glasse 21 The Geographers name them Antipodes. 1576
Klkming Panopl. Epist. 190 note, Dionysius. .a geographer
nfCorynthus. 1632 Lithgow Trav. ill. 106, I come forth, .to
have a single bout with the ignorant malice of an imperious
and abortive Geographer. 1668 Drvden Even. Love in. i,

I am not so ill a geographer. 1733 Swift Poetry 179
Geographers, in Afric maps, With savage pictures fill then-
gaps. 1790 A. Hamilton IVks. (18861 VII. 51 The surveyor-
general shall also have in charge all the duties committed
to the geographer-general by the resolutions and ordinances
of Congress. 1827 MaGINN Red-nosed Lieut, in Forget-
me-not 107 Soldiers are no great geographers. 1845 I*'ori>

llandbk. Spain r. 1 The general comprehensive term
' Spain ', which is convenient for geographers and politicians,
is calculated to mislead the traveller. 1872 Proctor Ess.
Astron. xxiii. 296 The construction of these figures, .would
form an instructive employment for the young geographer.

Geographic (d7/>gnrj*iik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.
y(ajypcnpiK-6s, f. ytasypntyos Geograph. Cf. F. gcfo-

graphique.'] A. adj. = Geographical. Now
somewhat rare, exc. in Geographic latitude : the
angle made with the plane of the equator by a per-

pendicular to the surface of the earth at any point.

(In quot. 1630 = versed in geography.)
1630 Davenant Just Ital. 1. C 1 b, The Geographicke

Captaine shall no more Studie the Towne Mappe. 1655
Stanley Hist. Philos.11. (1701) 60/1 He first set forth
a Geographick Table. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. m. ii. 31
The Geographic descriptions, which the ancient Pagan
Historians give of the dispersion of Noah's Posteritie. 1719
Halley in Phil. Trans. XXX. 985 So that in a round
Number we may conclude it to have been just 60 Geographic
or 69 Statute Miles above the Earth's Surface, a 1797
H. Walpole Mem. Geo. 7/(1847' III. ii. 35 When the affairs

of thislittle spot, which we call Britain, shall appear of no
more importance than our island itself in a geographic
picture. 1853 Til. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 381
note, The ' geographic stones ' (piedras mapajas) of the
Orinoco .. contain streaks of dark green mica irregularly
disposed. 1879 Newcomb & Holden Astron. 203 It will he
observed that it is the geocentric and not the geographic
latitude which gives the true position of the observer rela*
live to the earth's centre.

B. sb. pi. Geographies rare (Gr. t& yeasypa-

<pttta), geographical science; -fa. treatise on this.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. Ircl. 65 You may see if

you list to compare his Geographicks with his booke of
Great Construction. 1831 Carlvi.e Sari. Res. (1858) 108
Statistics, Geographies, Topographies came, through the
Eye, almost of their own accord.

Geographical (d^grse-fikal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -al.J Of or pertaining to geography; of the
nature of geography. Geographical mile : a mea-
sure of length = 1' of longitude on the equator.

1559 W* Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 138 A greate Circle,
and devide it into 360 partes, as your Geographicall plaine
Sphere is. 1600 J. Pory Br. Leo's Africa Ded., Vouchsafe
therefore . . to accept of this Geographicall Historie. 1674
tr. Martiniere's Voy. N. Countries 151 There having fallen
into my hands several Geografical Charts. 1768 Bosweii.
Corsica Introd. (ed. 2) 9 A Geographical and Physical de-
scription of the island. 1833 Scoresby Whale Fishery 107
Its distance, by calculation . . being 140 geographical, or
160 English miles. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vii,

Andy looked up innocently at Sam, surprised at hearing
this new geographical fact. 1862 Huxley Led. il'rkg.

Men 2i Geographical Distribution of Animals .. Geogra-
phical Distribution of Plants.

b. Fancifully used for: Kesembling a map.
(Cf. quot. 1853 s.v. Geographic.)
1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 145 One variety, .is called

the 'geographical-tree', or sometimes the 'picture-tree',
because it is said 10 be always possible to be able to trace in

imaginationa map or a picture upon the surface of each leaf.

1897 Allbutt Syst. Med. III. 350 Wandering rash (Geo-
graphical tongue ; Ringworm of the tongue ; Lichenoid..^.

Geographically, adv. [f. prec. + -ly.2J in
a geographical manner or sense ; with respect to

geography or geographical position.

1617 F. Moryson Itin. 1. 270 Wherein these Kingdomes are
Geographically described out of Camden. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x. 326 Geographically the clime is

not intemperate. 1725 Broome in Pope's Odyss. xm.
299 note, Here he introduces Minerva to let Ulysses
into the knowledge of his country. How does she do
this? She geographically describes it to him. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 39 There are, geographically speaking,
1 wo horizons, the sensible and the rational. 1837 Eraser's
Mag. XV. 635 Baden is only geographically German.
186* Ansted Channel Isl. 1. led. 2) 4 Geographically,
no doubt, the Channel Inlands belong to the continent and

Vol. IV.
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to France. 1884 Sir W. B. Brett in Law Times' Rep. LI.
739/2 England is divided geographically into counties.

G-eograph.ize',d,5?V-grat")iz), v. rare. [f. Geo-
GK.\rH-Y + -ize.] a. intr. To study geography

; to
make geographical researches. b. trans. To
determine the geography of; to describe geographi-
cally ; to reduce to geographical order. Hence
Geo*graphizing/>//. a.
1818 Southey in Life (1850) IV. 306 The amateur geo-

graphising' gentlemen of England who sit at home at ease '.

lZjo A t/ientfumS Oct. 470:3 By which time [1 881] the Regis-
trar-General will have completed two more decades of
mortuary records .. and these, with the one .. which Mr.
Haviiand had geographized, will form a foundation for ail

future inquiry. 1886 BunBURY in Encycl. Brit. XX. 96/1
Strabo was fully alive to the importance of the great rivers

and mountain chains which (to use his own expressive
phrase) ' geographi/e ' a country.

GeOgraph.yv',vVgrafi). Also 6-7geographie.
[a. F. ge'ographie, ad. L. geographia, a. Gr. yew-
ypcHfua, f, yecu- GEO- + -ypa<pia writing.]

1. The science which lias for its object the de-

scription of the earth's surface, treating of its form
and physical features, its natural and political divi-

sions, the climate, productions, population, etc., of
the various countries. It is frequently divided into

mathematical, physical, and political geography.

f Subterranean geography =~ Geology.
1542 Udall Erasm. Afoph. 285 b, Strabo in his werke of

geographie, that is to saie, of the descripcion of the yearth,
writeth, tnat [etc.]. 1599 Hakluvt Voy. Pref. 4 Hailing
. . by the helpe of Geographie, and Chronologic .. referred
ech particular relation to the due time and place. 1646 Sir
T. Browne I'seud. Ep. vi. viii. 315 The City of Rome is

magnified by the Latins to be the greatest of the earth ; but
time and Geographycnforme us, that Cairo is bigger then ever
it was. 1737 Arbuthnot Coins 255 According to amient
Fables the Argonauts, .sail'd up the Danube, and from thence
passed into the Adriatick, carrying their Ship Argo upon their
Shoulders : a Mark of great Ignorance in Geography among
the Writers of that time. 1786 Whitehurst Theory Earth
Pref. 2 A compete!)! knowledge of subterranean geography.
1834 Nat. Philos., Math. Geog. i. 1/2 (U. K. S.) Mathe-
matical Geography is lhat branch of the general science
which is derived from the application of mathematical truths 1

to the figure of the earth. 1858 Sat. Rev. 14 Aug. 158/2
The new term—Physical Geography of the Sea— devised to
include all that relates to the physical condition of the
watery surface of the globe [etc.]. a 1862 Blxkle Misc.
IVks. (1S72I I. 304 The fust Greek prose is on geography.
1880 Geikie {title) Physical Geography.
attrib. 1782 T. Vaughan Fashionable Follies I. 84 His I

figure [was], .just such a one as it may be supposed heaven
would bestow on a geography master. 1857 Ruskin Arrows I

ofChace (1880) I. 42 Precision of touch should be cultivated
!

by map-drawing in his geography class.

b. The study of a subject in its geographical
aspects.

1643 Sir T. Browne Rclig. Med. 1. § 2 There being a
Geography of Religions as well as Lands.

C. The subject-matter of geography
; the geo-

graphical features of a place or region ; the range.

or extent of what is known geographically.

1737 Pole's Lett. Contents, Letter Ixxxv. Of the Map of
the Geography of Homer, done by the Author. 1784 Cook
3rd Voy. in. xii. II. 221 The islands in the Pacific Ocean,
which our late voyages have added to the geography of

i

the globe, have been generally found lying in groups and
clusters. 1854 Emj.rson Lett. A;- Soc. Aims, Resources
Wks. (Bohn) III. 198 We have seen the railroad and
telegraph subdue our enormous geography 1859 Lever

;

Davenport Dunn \. 2 Science has been popularized, remote
geographies made familiar, complex machinery explained.

2. A treatise on this science.

*559 W". Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 5 Ptolomaeus in 1

his geographie defineth it in this sorte. 1646 Sir T. !

Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xi. 206 Strabo .. hath largely
!

condemned it as a fabulous story in the first of his Geo-
graphic 1658 W- Burton Conun. Antoninus'' /tin. 162
The elder [Marcianus] .. wrote a Geography, called also '

ITepurAouc, in Iambic Greek verse, a 1854 E. Forbes Lit.
Papers viii. (1855) 218 Districts, the accounts of which in
our geographies are lamentably inaccurate and imperfect,

j

1882 \V. H. Bishop in Lfar/er's Mag. Dec. 61/2 A high 1

flat-topped peak . . of the type of those we used to see in 1

our geographies, rises out of it.

3. trans/. The similar descriptive science relating
j

to any other body resembling the earth.
Mod. The geography of Mars.

Geoid (d^z'oid). [ad. Gr. 7*0618179, adj., earth- I

like, f, 7«o-, yij earth -t- uSos form : see -om.
First used in German (gcoide) by Listing, Ueber itnsere

j

jetzige Kenntniss der Gestalt u. Grosze der Erde (1872).]

A geometrical solid, nearly identical with the ;

terrestrial spheroid, but having the surface at every
\

point perpendicular to the direction of gravity.
1881 M. Merriman Tig. Earth 79 The word Geoid is

j

used to designate the actual figure of the surface of the
waters of the earth. .The geoid, then, is an irregular figure

|

peculiar to our planet. 1883 Nature 15 Mar. 471 The geoid
(or the true figure of the earth's surface, as determined by \

the directions of the pendulum) nearly corresponds with the
j

spheroid on the shores of the Black Sea.
*| Misused for Geode.
1839 Bailey Festus xx. (1848) 261 And even when their

looks are earthy, still If opened, like geoids, they may be
found Full of all sparkling sparry loveliness.

Hence Oeoi-dal a., of or pertaining to a geoid.
1881 M. Merriman Fig. Earth 79 The second definition

determines that our geoidal surface to be investigated is lhat '

coinciding with the surface of the great oceans.

GEOLOGIZE.

Geoisotherm : see Geo-.
Geol, obs. form of Jowx.
Geolatry(d3?V'latri). rare. [f. Geo- + -lath v.]

Earth-worship.
i860 Lit. Churchman VI. 3 1 We cannot but express our

gratitude for such a prott»t, in such a place . . against the
' geo-latry ' of a small party. [The word here means * the
idolizing of geology-'.] 1870 G. \V. Cox Mythol. Aryan
Nat. I. 95 To this succeeded a'-trolatry in the East, and
genlatry in the West.

Geologer (dg*V*16dga.i). Now rare. [f. Geo-
lor-y + -kb !.] - Geologist.
1822 Blackiu. Mag. XII. 637 Gcologers all, great, mid-

dling, and small. 1837-9 Hai.lam Hist. Lit. I. ni. 1 § 113.
222 The very theories of recent geologers are anticipated by
Da Vinci. 1893 Leland Mem. II. 78 'Got any [oil-]land
over?'. .' Yes, tirst-rate ; geologer's certificate ; can you put
it on the market ?

'

Geologian ^f^l^u'dgian). Now rare. [I.

Geoloo-y • -Ian.] = Geologist.
1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merck. A- Friar 11844; 204, I never

found a geologian who did not shirk the questions upon tlu-

answers to which all his theories depend. 1864 PuSFA' L ret.

Daniel Pref. 3 The unbelieving school of Geologians had
done their worst. 1872 M. Collins /V. Clarice II. ix. ion
It is a sleepy village .. with many curious relics both for
antiquary and geologian. 1884 Punch 8 Alar. 11S/1 A ..

writer, equally trustworthy as theologian and geologian.

Geologic '(\-/J [

o\(r { \j
)
\\^ , a. [f. Geolog-y + -h'.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or derived from geology:
such as is described, investigated, or ascertained

by geology.
There is now a slight distinction in usage between geologic

and geological
'. the former tends to be used only as an

epithet of things forming part of the subject-matter of the
M:ience : we may say a geologic epoch, but hardly a geologit
student^ a geologic theory.

1799 Kirwan Geol. (V-scr:: 56 The most unequivocal geo-
logic proofs of a general deluge. 1830 Blackw. Mag.
XXVIII. 248 Descriptive sketches of our planet .. with
relereuce to its geologic structure. 1856 Kmerson Eng.
'/raits, Land Wks. iBohiv II. 18 It is written only in the
geologic strata. 1861 Goi.DW. Smith Led. Mod. 1List 10

The vast length of ^eologir .. time. 1863 J. ( >. Miiuhy
Couim. Gen. i. ad Jin., The last of tho-e geologic changes
which our globe has undergone. 1872 W. S. Svmonds Ret

.

Rocks iv. 104 In far later geologic epochs, new volcanic vents
poured forth their lavas. "~i886 .Mai.i.ock Old Order Changes
II. 193 Found in some curious geologic formation.

b. Of persons : Fond of geology.
1854 H. Miller Sch. t-Schw. (185S) 526 It was often ex-

plored by geologic tourists.

2. trans/, with reference to bodies analogous to

the earth.

1868 Lockykk Guiltemin's Heavens 153 These singular
markings date from the last period of geologic change on
the lunar surlace.

Geological (d^/^lp'd^ikal), a. [f. prec. + -Ar..]

= (iEoL0Gic (but see the note under Gkot.ogic i).

1 795 }• Hutton Theory Earth I. 203 Our author begins
by examining a geological operation. 1808 in Cobbctt's
Pol. Reg. XIII. 1014/2 One of the most able engineers, who
was also possessed of a vast geological knowledge. 1816
Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 31 Those extensive '•peculations.

to which geological studies . . lead. 1837 YVhewei.l Hist.
Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 389 The various facts .. belong in

general to geological science. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt.
Jixhib. 123 Geological map of England, showing the extent
and position of the Uristol basin. 1863 LyelL title The
Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man. 1876 Pack
Adv. Text'bk. Geol. ii. 31 Hypotheses . . which are some-
times advanced to account for geological phenomena. 1881
Raymond Mining Cuoss., Geological formations, groups of
rocks of similar character and age are called formations.

Hence Geolo-g-ically adv., in a geological manner
or respect ; with reference to geologv.
1802 Playfaik Illustr. Hutton. 'Ik. 151 He therefore en-

deavours to ascertain the distinguishing characters of each,
considered geologically. 1816 Kfatinge Trav. (1817I I. 66
Rocks of this conformation .. are not picturesque; but
geologically their outlines claim an interest. 1859 Darwin
Orig, Spec. x. (1873) 270 Only a small portion of the suvface
of the earth has been geologically explored. 1876 Pagi:
Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xxiti. 482 The best map of the district

he can procure, and if coloured geologically so much the
belter.

Geologi'cian. rare. [f. Geology, after Logi-
cian.] "-Geologist.
1817 Sot'THFY Lett. (18561 III. -jo note, Hans Roth.. Is an

excellent guide ; A geologician, A metaphysician, To search
out how causes proceed. 1836 Blackw. Mag. XL. 701
' Munch ', quoth the grave geologician, ' munch '.

Geologist (d^/V'lod^ist). [f. Gkolog-y + -ist.]

One versed in geology; one who pursues geological

investigations.

'795 J Hutton Theory Earth I. 269 The opinions of other
geologists should be clearly stated. 1813 J. Townshend
Char. Moses I. 420 The skilful geologist will detect the
origin of these springs. 1830 Lykll P?-inc. Geol. I. 3 The
geologist and those who study natural history or physics
stand in equal need of mutual assistance. 1855 Singleton
I'ifgil I. 400 Their very existence would have remained un-
known, except for the geologist and the fossil.

I iencc Oeologistical a.
y
nonce-xvd., jocularlyused

for Geological.
1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 334 Superabundant proofs of his

having made a careful, moral, political, geologistical, and
gravely quizzical survey of that wonderful region.

Geologize (<^'V"lod3Piz\ v, [f. Geoi.og-y +
-IZK.]

1. intr. To make geological researches.

1831 Darwin in Life % Lett. (1887) I. 185 During Mid-
96



GEOLOGUE.
summer geologized a little in Shropshire. 1861 Wilson &
Geikik Mem. JS* Forbes v. 156 Out of doors his happiest

days were spent in botanizing, geologizing, dredging, or

sketching- 1887 in Darwin's Li/e $ Lett. I. 365 not.

,

While geologizing in a railway cutting, .he [Strickland] was
run over by a train.

2. trans. To examine geologically ; to study as

a geologist does.

1834 DARWIN Jrnl. 14 Aug. (1845), I set out. .for the pur-

pose of geologising the basal parts of the Andes. 187a W. S.

Svmonds Rec. Rocks viii. 272 A gentleman who geologised

the Ilfracombe district obtained many specimens. 1883 R.

Bkown in Fortn. Re:: 1 Sept. 393 The world is so rapidly

getting geologized and botanized.

Hence Geo logizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1880 Bp. Goodwin in Afacm. Mag. No. 246. 478 Geologising

and hunting were put on the same footing as regards risk to

horseflesh. Ibid., The present writer never joined the geo-

logising party.

tGe'ologue. Obs, [a. F. geologue, f. Gr. 7«u-

Geo- + -Xoyos one who discourses.] A geologist.

1800 Pictkt in Phil. Mag. VIII. 53 The geologue, the

mineralogist and the mere amateur repair thither [to Swit-

zerland] with avidity. 1809 G. Labdt Feroe Isl. (1810) 130

The truth.. I shall leave to the determination of geologues

and astronomers. 1847 Whewell, in Todhunter At'C, SV.'s

li ks. (1876) II. 342, I am still discontented with the want
ofjustice towards you which our geologues have shewn.

Geology (dsV^-lod^. [ad. med.K. geologia, f.

Gr. y€cv- GEO + -Xoyta discourse: see -lo<;v.

The med. L. word was used, perhaps for the first time, by
Richard de Bury (14th c.) in the peculiar sense ' science of

earthly things ', applied to the study of law as distinguished

from the arts and sciences which are concerned with the

works of God. In 1687 geologia appears as the title of a
work in Italian by F. Sessa, intended to prove that the 'in-

fluence ' ascribed by astrologers to the stars, really proceeded
from the earth itself. A work entitled Geologia foorwegica,

containing a description of Hecla, is referred to in 1686 by
Plot Staffordshire lii. 145; but, so far as is at present known,
the use of the word as a name for a distinct branch of
physical science occurs first in English.]

f 1. The science which treats of the earth in

general (see quots.). Obs.

[1600 E. Warren {title) Geologia: or, A Discourse con-

cerning the Earth before the Deluge.] 1735 B. Martin
Pkilos. Gram, ir Geology, which treats of lii-: Nature,
Make, Parts and Productions of the Globe of Earth on
which we live. Ibid. 12 Geology is. .divided into the follow-

ing subordinate Branches, viz. :—(t) Geography, which treats

of the Earth or Land; (ii) Hydrography, which treats of

Water; (Hi) Phytography. . (iv^ Zoography. 1736 Bailey
(folio) Pref, Geology, a Treatise or Description of the

Earth. 1755 Johnson, Geology, the doctrine of the earth ;

the knowledge of the state and nature of the earth.

2. The science which has for its object the inves-

tigation of the earth's crust, of the strata which
enter into its composition, with their mutual rela-

tions, and of the successive changes to which their

present condition and positions are due.

1795 J. Hctton Theory Earth I. 216 A person, who has
formed his notions of geology from the vague opinion of

others. 1813 Bakeweli. lutrod. Geol. Pref. ^815) 4 In the

order of succession, mineralogy and geology are the last of

the natural sciences. 1842 H. Miller O. R. Saudsf. it.

fed 2) 58 Geology, of all the sciences, addresses itself most
powerfully to the imagination. 1874 Lyell Flem. Geol. v.

47 It. .appeared clear as the science of 'Geology' advanced
that [etc.]. 1880 Geikie Rhys. Geog. iv. i8g To describe

these [rocks] and trace their origin and history forms the
subject of the science of Geology.

b. The geological features of a district.

1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 38 The geology as well as

the botany of the Pyrenees ought to repay all the patience

.. of the enthusiasts in those sciences.

Geomalic (d^/Vmse-lik), a. [f. Gr. yttw-, 77/

earth + o/taXos level, even + -ic] Pertaining to

geomalism.
1880 Hyatt in Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Set 54»» 1 shall

call this tendency to equalize the form in the direction of a
horizontal plane, geomalic. Ibid. 542 The geomalic growth
of the ventral side.

Geomalism (drf^TnJIUhn). Biol. [f. as prec.

+ -ism.] The tendency of an organism to grow
symmetrically in a horizontal plane. So also

Geomaly.
1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) I. 50 Geomalism

appears in its primitive aspect among the sponges since

they are comparatively soft and supported by a pliable and
primitively fragmentary internal skeleton. 1889 Century
Diet., Geomaly.

t Ge'Omance, sb. Obs. rare— 1
. In 4 geo-

maunce. [a. F. gt'omance.'] — Geomancy.
1390 Gower Con/. III. 45 The craft, which that Satumus

fonde, To make prickes in the sonde, That geomaunce
cleped is.

(k'omanee, v. iionce-ivd. [Back-formation

from Geomancy.] iutr. To practise geomancy.
1889 Sat. Rev. ifi Feb. 175/1 No one can geomance success-

fully who has not plenty of faith and geomantical aptitude.

Geomancer .d^rtfma^nsai). [f. Geomanc-y
+ -ER '.] One who practises geomancy.
e 1400 Af>ol. Loll. 95 And pus are callid geomanceris, bat

werkun bi be ^erb. 1603 Sir C. Heydon Jud. Astrol. viii.

199 Making them to hitte the truth by chance. .and so the

Astrologer no better then the Chiromancer, or Geomancer.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. 12 Fortune tellers,

Juglers, Geomancers, and the like incantatory impostors.

.

doe daily and professedly delude them. 1814 Cary Dante,
Pnrg. xix. 4 The geomancer sees His Greater Fortune up
the east ascend. 1878 J. H. Gray China I. xii. 297 The
selection of a site for a tomb is entrusted to a geomancer.

126

Geomancieii. Obs. rare- \ [a. F. geoman-
inn.] = Geomancek.
1591 Sparky tr. Cattati's Geomancie 20 Although that it

be nut requisite that the Geomancien vnderstand. -the

Astrol, >ge.

Geomancy fd^tfmawaa). Also 4 gemensye,
geomesye, 4-6 geomancie, 5 geomantie, 7
-manty. [a. F. ge'omancie, ad. L. geomantia, a.

late Gr. *y€ajfxai/Tfia, f. yew-, comb, form of 777

earth + iMxvTfia divination.] The art of divination

by means of signs derived from the earth, as by
the figure assumed by a handful of earth thrown

down upon some surface (see also quot. 1569.
I lenee, usually, divination by means of lines or

figures formed by jotting down on paper a number
of dots at random.
1362 LakGL. P. PI. A. xi. 153 Astronomye is hard thing..

Gemetrie and gemensye [B. geomesye] is gynful of speche.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. * 531 What seye we of hem that

bileeuen in diuynailes as .. by Geomancie [etc.]. < 1400

Maundev. (Roxb.i xxv. 115 Sum of geomancy, sum of

pyromancy, sum of ydromancy. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch.
vi. in Ashm. (1652* 100 Trust not in Geomantie that super-

stitious Arte. 1569 J. Sani ord tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes
^ i b, There is also an other kind of Geomancie . . the which
doth diuine by certaine coniectures taken of similitudes of

the crakinge of the Karthe [etc.]. 1591 Sparry tr. Cattans
Geomancie 1 Geomancie is a Science and Art which con-

sisted! of points, prickes, and lines, made in steade of the

f.uire Elements. 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.< Water Corn/or.

Wks. ^630) 111. 12/2 Hy Water he knowes much in Hidro-

manty And by the Earth hee's skilled in Geomanty. 1774
Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry t'1775) II. 22 All the renowned
authors . . in alchemy, astrology, magic, palmistry, geo-

mancy, and other branches of the occult philosophy. 1820

W. Irving Sketch Bit. (1839) 177 Certain colleges in old

times, where judicial astrology, geomancy, necromancy, and
other forbidden and magical sciences were taught. 1878

J. H. Gray China I. i. 10 The houses are built according to

the principles of geomancy. «.

Geomant (d^r<7maj :nt\ rare. Also geomaunt.
[App. a. It. geomante.] ~ Geomancee.
1870 Rossi in Poems 262 A foul beast unknown, Hell-

birth of geomaunt and teraphhn. 1880 A. J. Butler Dante,
Pnrg. xix. 4 In the hour .. when the geomants see their

Greater Fortune in the east before the dawn.

Geomantie dgfiomse'ntik), a. and sb. Also 7

geomantique, -mantick. [ad. med.L. geoman-
lic-i/s,UgeJwa/?t7a(j\<.Qyi\yv\'. Cf. Y.ge'omantique]

A. adj. Belonging to geomancy.
c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon ix. 50 Those geomantie spirits,

That Hermes calleth terrx ftlU. 1608 Day Laiv 'Prickes

iv. ii. 11881) 64 The pretious soule Of Geomantique spells

and Characters. 1700 Drydkn Palamon $ A. 1224 Two
geomantick figures were display'd Above his head, a war-

riour and a maid. 1816 Scott Antia, xxiii, You have used

neither, .magic mirror, nor geomantie figure. 1855 Smedley
Occult Sciences 314 The geomantie figures obtained by in-

specting the chance lines or dots. 1892 Times (weekly ed.)

7 Oct. 6 4 The Chinese . . think . . that the geomantie in-

tluences are affected injuriously to them.

t B. sb. A geomancer. Obs,

1642 Rogers Naaman 591 To them that whisper out of

the earth (Geomanttcsl. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. xxvi, The
pointing Geomantick will cast unhappy figures, and project

for me a prison and sorrow.

Geomantical (d^fi^mx'ntikal), a. Also 6-7

-all. [f. as prec. + -al.] = Geomantic a.

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 25 b, The Geo-
mantical Diuination. 1593 R. H.KRVF.yPhilad. 2i_ liladud

found the bote Bathes in this Hand by his Geomanticall and
Hydromanticall skill and subtiltie. 164^7 Lilly Catast.

Mundt (1683) 4 A third sort is a geomantical or terrestrial

divination in which from certain voluntary pricks or points

made by the hand at adventure certain figures arc raked.

1889 [see Geomance B.J,

Hence Geoma ntically adv.

1775 Asm, Geomantically, according to the geomantic art.

Geometer (d^fm/t^j). [ad. L, gco/netra,

-metres, a. fir. ytcuptTpys lnnd-measurer, geometri-

cian, f. 7«u- Geo- v-phpr}* measurer. Cf. Y.gt'o-

m?lre.]

1. One who studies, or is skilled in, geometry.

1483 Cafh. .lngl.153/2 A Geometer (Add.MS. Gemitridan),

geometer. 1553 Grimaldf. Cicero's Offices m. (1558) 126 The
( ieometers ar wont not to proue all but to require yt certein

things be graunted. 1597-S lip. HMA.Sat. v. ii, Like to the

plane of many-sided Squares, That wont be drawn out by
geometers. 1610 Griu.iM Heraldryw. vii. (1611) 70, 1 know
the learned geometer will find many more lines heere then

I doe mention. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision §155 The
manner wherein geometers describe a right line or circle.

1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 37 Cavendish .. reasoned

with the caution of a geometer upon the results of his ex-

periments. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 150

The idea of parallax . . was indeed too obvious to be over-

looked by geometers at any time. 1893 Sir R. Ball Stent
ofSitu 4 As a geometer would express it, an ellipse of high

eccentricity.

\y. Subterraneousgeometer{viowz-x&t) - Diai.lkr.

1777 Phil. Trans. LXVTI. 423 A twisted brass wire, .two
puncheons, a semi circle, and a compass, are all the instru-

ments made use of by the subterraneous Geometer.

f2. ?A ganger, inspector of measures. Obs.

1635 M. Parkkr Robin Consc. Bj, In stead of the quart

pot of Pewter I fill small Jugs, and need no Tutor : I Quai ie-

ridge giue to the Geometer most duely.

1 3. U.S. ?A government surveyor. Obs.

1802 in A. Ellicott Jrnl. (18031 51 The geometer, and
other officers that are to be employed, are already on their

way from New Orleans.

GEOMETRICAL.

4. The name of a class of caterpillars (see quots.).

18x6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1S17) II. 292 Their name of

geometer was given them . . because they seem to measure
the surface they pass over, as they walk, with a chain.

1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 49 The Second Great Divi-

sion or Tribe of Moths are called Geometers (in science

Geometra?), from the peculiar attitude which the cater-

pillars assume in walking.
attrib. 1897 Daily News 13 Sept. 6/2 The larva: of the

geometer moths. .are widely known as 'stick caterpillars'.

t Geometral, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. giometral,

f. L. geometra: see -AL.] Geometrically drawn;

showing the plan or section of a building.

1687 Miege 67. Fr. Diet. 1. s. v., Un Plan Geometral, a
Geometral Draught. I755_in Johnson (' pertaining to geo-

metry'); and so in later Diets.

I Geonietrer. Obs. rare~ x
. Also gemetrer.

[f. L. geometr-a + -KB '.] = Gkometer i.

138* Wy< lif P.p. St. Jerome 66. I holde my pees of. .re-

tonkis, filo{so]feris, geometrers [1388 gemetreres].

i Geometrial, a. Obs. rare. [f. Geometry +
-al.] = Geometrical.
1549 Cotnpl, Scot. vi. 66 None of them kepit moir geo-

matnal mesure nor thir scheiphyrdis did in ther dansing.

1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1596) 1367/1 Upon his head he had
a Geometrial), that is, a foure squared cap, albeit that his

heade was rounde.

r Geometrian. Obs. rare. Also 4-5 geome-
trien, 5 gemetrien. [ad. OF. geometrien.] =
Geometrician.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 111. pr. x. 71 iCamb. MS.) Thyse

geoinetryens . . ben wont to bryngen in thynges
[
at they

clepyn porysmes. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. ii. 200 Making
his masons for to compasse and casten their deuises, Geme-
triens in theyr diuisions. 1590 Recordk, etc. Gr, Artes 34
What causeth Geometrians so highly to be enhaunced?

163s Pkhson Varieties 1. 44 If once a Geometrian give up
the infallible number of the Miles which the Earth will

reach to in compasse.

Geometric fd^/"^me-trik), rt. [ad. L. gedme-

tn'e-ust a. Gr. y€OjfA(Tpitcus> f. yfoj^trp-ri^ Geometer.
Cf. F. geomttrique^ = Geometrical.
1630 Dekker 2nd Ft. Honest IVh. C 1 a, Of Geometricke

figures the most rare, And perfect'st are the Circle and the

square. X669 Gale Crt.GentUes 1.1. ii. 16 The overflowing of

Nilus .. required a Geometric Art for the Division of their

lands, when the floud was over. 1706 W. Jones Syn. Pal-

mar. Matheseos 57 In any Geometric Proportion, when the

Antecedent is less than the Consequent, the Terms may be

express'd by a and ar. 18x4 Cary Dante, Par. xxxui. 123

As one, Who versed in geometric lore, would fain Measure
the circle. 1837 Whewfli. Hist. Induct. Sci. {1857) II. 422

The elasticity proceeds in a geometric series. 1864 Bowen
Logic x. 339 Thus, the numberless properties of every geo-

metric figure are reduced.

b. f Geometric jasper-. ? some mineral with geo-

metrical markings (obs.]. Geometric caterpillar^

Geometer 4. Geometric spider, a spider which

constructs a web of a geometrical form.
1681 Grew Musseum 111. 291 A Geometrick jasper. 1815

Kirby & Sp. Entomol. I. 414 The nets of the geometric

spiders are in favourable weather renewed either wholly,

or at least their concentric circles, every twenty-four hours.

1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 138 They walk by contract-

ing the space between their lips and foot, like the geometric

caterpillars (Gray). 1878 Daily Netvs 24 Oct. 64 The com-

mon garden or geometric spider is now to be seen abundantly.

Geometrical ^d^/'i^me'trikal), a. [f. as prec

+ -al.]

1. Belonging to geometry; determined or con-

structed according to the methods of geometry.

Geometrical staircase ;see quot. 1842-59% Geo-

metrical tracery, tracery in which the openings are

of geometrical form (circles, trefoils, etc.).

The name of geometrical Jigures was formerly restricted

to those whose construction involved only the straight line

and circle, all other curves being called mechanical.

155a Hulokt, Geometricall description, ichnographia.

156a Cooper Ansa: De/. Truth 52b, To apointe a geo-

metricall measure of place, .that may serue for all churches.

.

is far aboue our reache. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 225

He shall leame to be skilful! in the art Geometrical. 1638

F. JuNirs Paint. Ancients 282 Geometricall lines; which

are nothing else but a length without breadth. 1695
Ai.ingham Geom. Epit. 114 Upon a given right line as a d,

to make a Geometrical square. 177a Nugent tr. Grosley's

Lond. II. 43 This hospitallGreenwich] has a great staircase

of that sort which the English call Geometrical. 1838

Thirlwai.i. Greece III. .wiii. 59 A new town was built,

with geometrical regularity. 1843-59 Gwilt Archit. §2184

A Geometrical Staircase is one whose opening is downit^
centre.. in which each step is supported by one end being

fixed in the wall or partition. 1848 Rickman Archit.

p. xxxvi, The heads of two windows . . affording very good

examples of geometrical tracery. 1850 Parker Gloss. Archit.

I. 230 Geometrical tracery: this epithet was applied by

Rickman to distinguish the early forms of tracery, in which

the figures, such as circles, trefoils, &c., do not always

regularly join each other, but touch only at points.
_
1879

Lubbock Set. Lect.v. 160 The ornamentation .. consists ot

geometrical patterns—straight lines, circles, triangles, etc.

?quasi-Wr'. 1593 Rites <y Mon. Ch. Dnrfa (Surtees) 7 A
goodly faire round window ,. havinge in it twenty-four

lights verye artificially made, a* it is called geometricall.

A?' *79° BOT» /•';•. Rev. So Is every land-mark of the

country to be done away in favour of a geometrical and

arithmetical constitution?

b. Geometrical ratio (now usually ratio simply,

as the expression arithmetical r. is obsolete) : that

kind of relation between two quantities which is

expressed by dividing the first by the second ; the

quotient expressing this. (The term survives chiefly



GEOMETRICALLY.

iit the phrase at a geometrical ratio, loosely used

for in geometrical progression.) Geometrical pro-

portion ; a proportion which involves an equality

of geometrical ratio in its two pnrts, as i : 3 :: 4 : I 2.

Geometrical progression : a series in which the ratio

between the successive quantities is constant, as

1 13:0:37: 81, etc.

Arithmetical progression, t proportion, \ ratio, etc. (see

ARITHMETICAL a.) relate to differences instead of quotients.
The term geometrical points to the fact that problems in-

volving multiplication were originally dealt with by geometry
and not by arithmetic.

1557 Rkcorhk ll'hetst. G ij, You can haue no progression
Geomelvicalle, but it must be made either of square 110m-
bers, or els of like flattes. Ibid. K k ij, I knowe the propertie

oC those numbers in proportion Geometncail to bee soche,

that the multiplication of bothe the extremes is equalle to

the square of the middell terme. 1594 Blundkvil Exerc. I.

xiii. led. 7) 39 What is Progression Geometricall V It is that
wherein every number exceedeth his fellow by like Propor-
tion, for as six contaynelh three twice, so doth twelve con-
tayne six twice, &C 1690 Leybolkn Curs. Math, 144
Thus in-. the following Table, the Numbers in Geometrical
Proportion are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, &c. 1806 Hutton Course
Math. I, no Of these two numbers 6 and 3, the difference,

or arithmetical ratio, is 6 — 3 or 3, but the geometrical ratio

is -§ or 2. 1859 Darwin On'g. Spec. in. (18731 52 All plants

and animals are tending to increase at a geometrical ratio.

1885 Watson & BURBURV Math. Tk. Electr. <y Magn. I.

121 The distances of the images from the common centre
are in geometrical progression.

+ C. Geometrical cubit, foot, mile, pace : mea-
sures of length, some of which are app. fixed by
geographical computation (1 degree =» 60 miles,

1 mile— 1000 paces, I pace — 5 feet). Obs.
Originally perh. with reference to the literal sense of

geometry=' land-measuring '.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glass* 56 Table . . A Geo-
metncail Pase conteyninge in it 5 Five foote. 1620-55 '
Jones Stone-Heng (1725) 23 In height one hundred twenty
one Geometrical Feet (which of our Measure makes one
hundred thirty six Feet). x668 \\'\uuss Ecat Char. 163 The
/Egyptian Geometrical cubit, each of which (say they) did
contem six of the vulgar cubits, namely, nine foot. 1677
Plot Oxfordsh. 10, 456 Geometrical paces, or 2280 feet.

1697 Dampier I'oy. (1729) I. 287 Italian or Geometrical miles
fat the rate of 60 to a degree\ 1727 Pope, etc. A rt oj'Sink-
ing 122 A stage as large as the athenian, which was near
ninety thousand geometrical paces square. 1843 Penny
CycL XXVII. 198 In the second work. he[Fernel]says that
five of his own paces, or those of ordinary men, make six

geometrical paces.

d. ellipt. as sb. pi. Numbers or magnitudes which
stand to each other in geometrical proportion, rare.

1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 114 The reciprocals of
geometricals are also geometricals, and in the same ratio.

2. That works by the methods of geometry, rare.

Geometrical spider (cf. Geometric b).
n 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 6 Geometrical and Archi-

tectonical Artists look narrowly upon the description of the
Ark. 1815 Kikbv& Sp. Entomol. I. 413 The geometrical
spiders. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xl. (1856) 366 You re-

member the geometrical artist of Laputa. 1879 Jefferies
Wild Life in S. Co. 317 Towards the latter part ofSeptember
the geometrical spiders become conspicuous, spinning their
webs on every bush.

Geometrically (d8*i0me*trikfili),a&, ff. prec.

+ -LY-.] In geometrical manner; according to

geometry. Geometrically proportional /also ^pro-
portioned) : standing in geometrical proportion.

1555 Eden Decades 360 The same is more easely and
redely found geometrically by the globes. 1504-78 Bulleyn
Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 14 The fine knottes are doen in good
arte, Geometrically figured. 1583 Babington Command/u.
viii. (1637) 74 What spoile so ever is got. .ought, .to be dis-

posed to every man Geometrically, that is, according to
every mans service and worthinesse ; not Arithmetically,
that is, to every man alike. 1643 Herle Answ. Feme 36
Nor matters it whether this coordination . . be arithmettic-
ally or geometrically proportioned. 1654 Whitlock Zoo-
tomia 458 Praise . . becometh their Due on whom it is be-
stowed (if not Geometrically squared to their Desert |» 1717
tr. Frezier's I'oy. 129 The Plan of the Bay of Coquimoo,
on the Coast of Chili . . taken Geometrically. 1819 G.
Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 105 The animals composing
this genus inhabit the sea .. moving geometrically like the
larvse of the Phalxnadx. 1885 Watson & Burbury Math.
Th. Electr. «$• Magn. I. 125 We have thus constructed a
new electrical system, in which every conductor S of the
original system is represented geometrically by a surface S'.

Geometrician [dgsVrottrrjSa), Also 5 gemi-
trician , 6 gemetricion. [f. L.geometric-us + -1an.]

1. One who studies geometry. Now rare.

1483 [see Geometer i]. 1547 Bookde Introd. Kuowl. i.

(1870) 121 Certayne great stones .. lyeng and hangyng,
that no Gemetricion can set them as they do hange. 1594
Bllndevil Exerc. 11. (ed. 7) 102 Our modern Geometricians
have of late invented two other right lines belonging to a
Circle, called lines Tangent, and lines Secant. 1691 Norms
Tract. Disc. 228 Says Plato, God acts the part of a Geome-
trician, does all things exactly and regularly. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 158 While Maclaurin pursued this new
career, a geometrician no less famous distinguished himself
in the sure, .track of antiquity, a 186* Buckle CiviUz. (18691
III. v. 306 The object of the geometrician is to generalize
the laws of space.

1 2. One who measures the earth or land ; a land-

surveyor. Obs.
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, clxxxi. 1124 As if he [Godl

had beene some Geometrician, that should haue butteled
and bounded the whole world. 1616 Slrfl. & Markh.
Country Fanne 517 The Art of measuring Grounds doth
more properly belong vnto the Geometrician. 1676 W.

127

HuBHAKi) Happiness of People 37 The Sovereign power is

not tyed to the judgement of Physhians in the case o( a
wound, nor of a Geometrician in the measuring of Land.

Geometric! ;;dz,*,^-metrid), a, and.?/', hnt. [f. I *.

Gedmetra mod. name for a genus of moths + -ID.]

A. adj. Belonging to the family of moths of

which Geometra is the typical genus : see Geo-
mktek 4. B. sb. A moth of this family.

•So Geometri'deons a,

1865 Trans. Entomol. Soc. 3rd Ser. 11. i. 89 The imago of
a species of an undetermined Geumetrideous genus. 1889
Century Diet., Gcometrid tadj. and sbj.

Geometriform <l/,/>rne-triij7jm', a. [f. Geo-

metra ^see prec.; + -FOHM.] ' Resembling in form
a molh of the family Geomelridn' ' {Cent. Diet.).

Geometrine (dgiV'tnetrin), "• [* as prec. -

-INE.] Pertaining to the Geometriaiv {Cent. Did.' .

Geometrist d^V-mOtHst,,. rare-', [f. Geo-
metry + -i.st.] A geometrician.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. iv. 166 note, Every observing

onlooker, seeing the compasses in the hand, pronounces it to

be the portrait of an architect or a geometrist.

Geometrize (dsja^'metrsiz), v. [f. Geometk-y
+ -1/E.J a. intr. To \vurk by geometrical methods.

b. trans. To form geometrically.
The word is almost exclusively employed with direct or

indirect reference to Plato's phrase act yttontTptiv toc 6t6v.

b\ geometriscr (rare) has the same origin.

1658 SirT. Browne (r«rrf. Cyras iii. 54 Some resemblance
there is of this order in theEggesof some Butterflies, .which

. .doth neatly declare how nature Geoinetrizelh. 1680 Boy 1.1.

Produc. Chem. Princ. 1. 49 Chrystalls. .as if nature had at

once affected variety in their figuration and yet confin'd her-

self to Geometrize. 1823 De (^uincey Lett. Educ. \. 11860'

15 Knowing that God geometnzes eternally. 1888 G. Mac-
donald Elect Lady xi. 102 Do I meet God in my geometry?
When I so much enjoy my Euclid, is it always God
geometrizing to me?
Hence Geometrized, Geo rnetri*zing//>/. adjs.

1672 BOYLE Ess. Gems 71 As to the exquisite uniformity of
Shape, which is so admir'd in Gems, and is thought to

demonstrate their being form'd by a. .Geometrizing Prin-
ciple. 183a S. TURNER in Eraser's Mog. VI. 332 Our earth,
and its finely gravitating and geometrised system.

Geometry (dg/i^m&ri). Forms : 4-6 geme-
try, (4 -ttry, -trie, 5 -trye. gemytre, gem-,
ghem-, jematry, -trye, gemeotre), 4-7 geome-
tric, (5 -trye, gewmatry, 6 geomatry, 7 gymi-
trie), 5- geometry, 8 vulgar jommetry). [a. F.

geomCtrie, a. L. geometria, a. Gr. yfwfieTpia, f. ycoo-,

comb, form of 777 earth + -/UTp/a measuring.]
1. The science which investigates the properties

and relations of magnitudes in space, as lines, sur-

faces, and solids.

In early quots. geometry is chiefly regarded as a practical
art of measuring and planning, and is mainly associated
with architecture.

13.. Seuyu Sag. (W.) 185 Musike, and astronomic,
Geometrie, and arsinetrike. 1390 Gower Conf. Ill, 90
Geometrie, Through which a man hath the sleight Of length,
of brede, of depth, of height, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8394
Foure ymages full fresshe, all of fyn gold . . With gematry
Iustly aioynet to gedur. 1450 Cov. Myst. (Sbaks. Soc
189 Also of augrim &.of asmatryk Of tynyadon that longeth
to jematrye. 1513 Bradshaw St, IVerburge 11.605 They
sende for masons vpon euery syde, Counnynge in geometrie.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health Pref. 2b, Every phisicion ought
. .to have Geomatry to ponder and way the dregges or por-

cions the whiche ought to be ministred. 1570 Dee Math.
Pref. 16 Geometrie .. is the Arte of Measuring sensible
magnitudes, their iust quantities and contentes. 1631 R.
Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 10 This is a plaine 7ion-sco nitur, and
can not hold together by all the Geometry in the World. 1726
tr. Gregory's Aslron. I. n. 289 'Tis certain from Geometry,
that thirteen Spheres can touch and surround one in the
middle equal to them. 18x5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
673 Geometry is that branch of mathematics which treats of
the description and properties of magnitudes in general.
1876 Tait Kec. Adv. Phys. Set. i. (ed. 2) 4 Geometry, which
may be designated the science of pure space.
transf. 1674 S. Vincent 1 'ng. Gallant's Acad. 98 A man

he is well poized in all humours, in whom nature shewed
most Geometry. tBj+Edin. Rev. Xo. 285. 174 The geometry
of the human form, as conceived by Phidias.

f 2. In etymological sense : The art of measuring
ground. Obs.
1588 Fkacnce Lawiers Lot. 1. \. 4 Geometrie iteachethi to

measure ground, not to purchase grounde. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World 11. (1634) 272 For Geometry, which is by inter-

pretation measuring of grounds, was usefull unto them.
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1626) 4 The Ground, as com-
mon earst as Light, or Aire, By Hmit-giuing Geometrie they
share.

1 3. To hang by geometry : app. , to hang in a stiff,

angular fashion (said of clothes). Obs.
162a Fletcher Span.Curate m.ii, And the oldCutworke

Cope, that hangs by Gymitrie. 1633 Rowley Match at
Midut. 111. 1, Looke yee, here's Iarvis hangs by Geometry,
and here's the Gentleman. 1661 Davenport City Nt.-Cajp
iv. 37, I am a Pander, a Rogue, that hangs together, like a
beggers rags, by geometry. 1738 SwiPT Pol. Conv. i. 85
Miss. Lord ! my Petticoat ! how it hangs by Jommetry.
Ncveront. Perhaps the Fault may be in your Shape.
GeomOTphic, a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. 7<w- Geo-
+ rioptprj form + -ic] Resembling the earth in

form or fashion.

1894 L. A. Tollemache in jtrnl. Educ. 1 Jan. 61/2 Our
posthumous selves are likely to be less anthropomorphic,
and heaven, .less geomorphic, than, .we are apt to expect.

Geomorphology {d^ompsfp-lod^i). [f. Geo-

GEORDIE.

+ Gr. ftoptpr) form + -\oyia : see MoRPMOLOGT.] The
theory of the conformation of the earth.
1896 Pop. Sci, Monthly W\l\ I. Apr. 815 The newpha-

of geography, which is sometimes known as physiography,
and later, as geomorphology.

Geomorphy d^romp.ilY). rare-", ^-prec.
1889 in Century Did.
Geonavigation,Geonomic,-noiiiy:seeGEu-.
Geopliagy (d^-fad^i). [ad. Gr. *y«v<payia

the eating ol earth (7*ojtpcryta is found in this sense),

f. 7*<u- coinb. lorm of yrj earth + <payuv to eat.]

The practice of eating earth ; also Geo phag-ism.
So Geo priagist, one that eats earth.

1850 LYELL 2ttd Visit U.S. II. 7 A diseased appetite ..

prevails in several parts of Alabama, where they eat clay.

I heard various speculations on the origin of this .-.ingulai

propensity, called ' geophagy ' in some medical books. 1880
Ltbr. Univ. Knotol. (N. Y.) VI. 593 {title) Gcophagism, the
custom of dirt-eating, indulged in by the lowest order of
savages, most particularly in Terra del Fuego. 1885 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Gcophagist. 1897 Allul it Syst. Med. II. 1040
Earth deliberately eaten by the geophagist. Ibid. 104 j

Perverted appetite—pica or geopliagy, as it is sometimes
called— is a common occurrence in, .intestinal helminthiasis.

GeophilotlS 'ds/ifrfibs). a. Zool. and Bot. [f.

inod.L. Gcophilns (a. Gr. *y(w<pi\os earth-loving; +
-ous.] lielonging to one of the genera named Gco-

philns or Geophila.

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex. s.v. Geophitus. 1885 in Syd.
Soc. Lex.

GeophyllouS (d^^^frbs':. a. [mod. formation

f. Gr. 7ecu-, 77; earth + ipvk\-ou leaf + -01b.]
' Having leaves, or leaflets of an earthy colour \

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex. s.v. Geophyllus. 1885 in Syd.
Soc. Lex.

Geophysical, -physics, etc. : see Geo-.

Geoponic [<\$T\op(rmk),a. &nd sb. Also 7 -ique.

J*-8 -iek. [ad. Gr. ywrroviKos, f. 7(aJ7roi'os husband-

man, f. 7ea>-, 777 earth + ttov-, ablaut var. of iter-,

root of TTiVictOai to labour. Cf. F. gtoponique.]

A. adj. Relating to the cultivation of the ground
;

agricultural. Also humorously rustic, countrified.

1663 in BuLLOKAR. 1675 Evelyn 'Terra (1776) 2 Hut for

a description of the rest. .1 shall refer the critical Reader
to the old Geoponic authors. 1792 A. Young Trav. Fram c

283 In respect to the geoponic division of the soils of the

kingdom, the rich calcareous plain of the north-eastern

quarter first calls for our attention. 1827 Steuart /Yim/er'i

G. (1828) 21 The Remains of the Greek Geoponic writers.

1848 Lowell Bigtow P. Poems 1890 II. 7 (Burlesquing
Carlyle] A brown, parchment-hided old man of the geoponic
or bucolic species. 1860O.W. Holmes RlsieV, xii. (1891) 166

Two or three notabilities of Rockland, with geoponic eyes.

B. sb.

T 1. A writer on agriculture. Obs. rare.

1612 Selden uYotes to Drayton's Poly-olb. VI. 99 Natural-
ists. Historians and Geoponiques, as Varro, Columel, Pliny,

Trogus and Solinus. Ibid. x. 165.

2. //. The science of agriculture or husbandry
;

a treatise on this subject = Gr. to. ywnoi'tttd ;.

1608 Topseli. Serpents in Which kind of fishing fraud?,

if you would better be instructed in, I must referre you to

Tarentinus in his Geoponicks. 1699 Evelyn A cetaria (17291

115 Of Herbs and wholesome Safiets, and other plain and
useful parts of Geoponicks. 1705 Heaknk Collect. 16 Nov.
(O. H. S.) L 78 A Book, .of the Geoponicks. i%Q$Contewp.
Rev. Jan. 3 Erroneous theories of the 'science ofgeoponics\

Hence Geopo*nical a., Geoponicality nonce-wd.

So also f Geoponist, a student of geoponics

;

Geo pony, agriculture (Gr. ywnovia ; F. ge'oponie).

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. iii. 286 Authors Geo-
ponicall, or which have treated de re Kustica, as Constan-
tine, Marcus Cato, Columella, Palladius and Varro. 1716
M. Davies Athcn. Brit. m. Diss. Physick 12 Such were
call'd at first variously/re re natti,a.* Magists. .Nurserists,

Geoponists, Hygeists. 1753 Genii. Mag. June 267 A good
geoponical reason may certainly be assign'd for it. 1814
Last Act 1. i, Posterity will call it the Twistonian system
of geoponicality. 1882 St. James'sGa^. n Mar.6Theymay
even have the effrontery to he acquainted with georgics or

geopony, commonly called agriculture.

Georama ^dg/'iora'ma). ? Obs. [a. F. gcorama,
f. Gr. yrj earth + opafia view.] (See quot. 1847.)
1847 Ckaig, Georama, an ingenious invention, of French

origin, for exhibiting a very complete view of the different

seas, lakes, rivers, and mountains on the earth's surface. It

is formed in the shape of a hollow sphere. 1851 Illustr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1188 Georamas and uranoramas, used as

lamp-shades. 1897 A then&um 9 Jan. 52/3 The. .first works
. . of L. V. de St.-Martin . . were an elementary atlas and
a georama (1826), the first globe of the kind seen in Paris.

Geordie (dj^Jdi). Sc. and north, dial. [dim.

of George.]
1 1. ( Yellow) Geordie : a guinea. (Cf. GEORGE4 b.)

1786 Blrns Ttua Dogs 58 He draws a bonie, silken purse

. . whare thro' the steeks, The yellow letter'd Geordie keeks.

1790 Shirkefs Poems Gloss., Geordie, a guinea. 1893 Jas.

Skinnek Autobiog. Metaf>hys. xxxvi. 193 A man .. who
has only to put his hand in his pocket, and out come the

yellow Geordies.

2. a. A coal-pitman. b. A collier-boat. C.

(See quot. 1881.)

1876 C. M. Davies Unorth. Loud. 353 A ' Geordie *, or

pitman. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Geordie, the miners'

term for [George] Stephenson's safety-lamp. 1884 W. C.

Rlsseli. yack^s Courtship xliv, You thought .. of the

Channel aswarm with just such vessels as she—Geordies deep
with coal. t88o R. Kipling In Black % White 53 Oh for a
decent, rational Geordie! 1897 in Daily Mail 13 Oct. 7
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A Ninth-country 'Geordie ' that was ooolly snuggiiig-down
and outweatheruig the fierce squall.

George (dj^idg . [;ul. L. Gco/gius. n. Gr.

Vtwpyws name of a saint said to have been a prince
' of Cappadocia, and to have suffered martyrdom in

the reign of Diocletian.
St. George, who at an English synod uf 1222 was placed

only among saints of the second rank (Cone. O.con. viii. in

Cone. Collect. Paris 16^4 XXVIII), has been recognized as

the patron saint of England from the time of Edward III,

|>erh. because of his being adopted as patron o( the Order
of the Garter, and his encounter with the dragon is frequently
represented on coins, medals, etc. Hence are derived various

secondary uses of the name, with or without the prefixed

Saint.]

I. Saint George.
1. a. A cry formerly used by English soldiery.

1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, v. iii. 270 God, and Saint George,
Richmond, and Victory. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. xui. 62 So sound Drums and Trumpets, and Saint

George for England. 1704 Prior Let. to Boileau Des-
Preanx 164 Anne and St. George ! the charging hero cries,

b. A form of Ian ee- exercise.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 166 [The exercise is described

at length].

2. St. George s day. the festival day in honour of

St. George. April 23. St. George's cross: an

upright and a horizontal bar of red, crossing

each other in the centre. St. George's colours :

colours bearing a St. George's cross (so also St,

George's ensign
t flag, jack). St. George's guard -ee

()uot. 1802).
1611 Barry Ram Alley iv. i, By Dis I will be Knight,

Weare a blew coate b 1 great Saint Georges day. a 1642 Sir
W. MoNSON Naval Tracts 111. (1704' 365/2 All Admirals ..

were wont to carry anciently the St. George's Flag in the

Head of the 'lop-Mast. 1773 Naval Citron. XXII. 1S6
Lord Edgcumbe . . hoisted the St. George's flag at the fore-

top. 1802 Ibhl. VII. 449 The men of war shifted the blue
ensigns to St. George's colours. 1802 C. James Milit. Did.,
St. George's Guard, a guard of the broadsword or sabre,

used in warding off blows directed against the head. 1806

A. Duncan Nelson 72 The squadron wore the white, or

St. George's ensign. — Nelson's Funeral 17 The St.

George's jack . . was lowered half-mast high. 1867 Smyi n

Sailor s Word-bk. s. v. Flag, The white field, with the red
St. George's cross, .is now alone used in the Hritish navy.

II. George.
3. The jewel which forms part of the insignia of

the Order of the Garter (see quot. 1672}. Greater,

Lesser George (cf. quots. 1672, 1724).
1506 Paston Lett. No. 953 III. 404 Acheyn with a joergeof

(iyamondes. 1593 Suaks. 2 lien. I V, iv. 1. 29 Eooke on my
George, I am a Gentleman. 1672 AsHMOLE Order Garter jjj

At the middle of the Collar before, is tobefastned the Image of

St. George armed, sitting on Horseback, who having thrown
the Dragon upon his back, encounters him with a tilting

Spear. This Jewel is not surrounded with a Garter, or

row of Diamonds, as is the lesser George, btit made accord-

ing to the representation in the Plate above, and called

the Great George. 1675 Loud. Ga~. No. 1026/4 JjOSt or
stolen . .an order of the Garter, or George, being a Cerdonix
Stone . with a George engraven on the one side of the Otlix,

and a George enameled on the other side. 1724 Ibid. No.
6284/2 Garter on his knee presented to the Sovereign the

Ulue Ribbon with the Gold or Little George, which His
Majesty . . put over the Left Shoulder .of his Lordship .

.

athwart under his Right Arm. 1788 New Loud. Mag. IV.
1 67 A convict under sentence of transportation . . for stealing

a George set with diamonds. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
v. I. 615 At Chedzoy he stopped a moment to mount a fresh

horse and to bide his blue riband and his George,

t4. slang. A coin bearing the image of St. George:

a. A half-crown ; b. ( Yellow George, a guinea.

a. 1659 Pol. Ballads (i860' I. 138 When the Georges are

flown, Then the Cause goes down. 1688 Shadwkix S,jr.

Alsatia n.Wks. 1720 IV. 48, I make bold to equip you with
>ome Meggs, Smelts, Decus's and Georges, a ijoo H. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., He tipt ine Forty Georges for tny
Earnest, he paid me Five Pounds for my Share or Snack.

1719 D'Urfey Pitts I. 313 Let's give 'em a George. 1785
Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, George, a half-crown piece.

b. 1784 Burns F.p. Ranking xii, An' baith a yellow
George to claim, An' thole their blethers ! 1785 Grose Diet.
I 'nig. Tongue s.v., Yellow George, a guinea. 1812 Sporline
Mag. XXXIX. 139 A smart and scientific boxing match
took place . . for a George betwixt a gallant knight of the

thimble. .[and] Power the celebrated Pugilist.

5. (See quot.) ? Obs. ; but cf. BBOWN George i.

1755 Johnson, George, a brown loaf. Of this sense I know
not the original. 1791 Ld, Jem key in Cockburn /,£/*: (1852)

II. 3 (Let. /rout Queen s College, Oxford) Most of us choose
to walk till nine o'clock, at which hour a George (that is to

say a round penny roll) is served up, with a bit of butter .

.

into each of our chambers.

6. By George .earlier + before. for. fore George"):

used as a mild oath, or as a mere exclamation.

1598 \\. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. i, Well ! he knows
what to trust to, for George [cf. m. i, By St. George].

1678 Dryden Limberhani, v. i, Before George 'tis so.

1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 135 Be-

fore George I think our Family's made of Iron. 1731

Fielding Grub St. Opera 111. vii, By George, 1 will make
an Example of him. 1837 Cum. Boluero Sp. No. Com.
to Apr., By George I would, if I had the opportunity, serve

turn the same ! 1885 F. Anstey Tinted Venus 49, I mean
what I say, by George I do !

7. Comb., as f George-noble, a gold coir, worth

6s. $d. ; t George-ring (see quot. 17°9)J a^ so

Georgemas St. George's Day.
1597-8 Bi>. Hall Sat. iv. vi. 31 Whiles his George-Nobles

rusten in his che-st. 1695 W. Lowndes Amendru. Silv. Coin
•1 Musters and Workers, Covenanted to make Two sorts of

Gold Coins to wit . . Rialls, Angels, George-Nobles. 1709

Heaune Colled. O. H. S.) II. 310 Having on them the
Image of St. George they were call'd George Rings. 1805
F.din. Rev. VII. 270 Henry VIII . . coined george-nobles of
6i\ 8d. 1830 James Paruley xxxv, He was to take the
lady, the chaplain, and the waiting maid, to Boulogne, for

ten George nobles. 1868 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 11. 349
Busing.. wether hoggs at the Georgemas tryst.

Georgian [dg^Jdgila , aJ [f. George + -ian.]

1. Belonging to the time of the Georges, as Kings
of Britain.

1855 in Ogii.yie, Suppl. 1861 Beresk. Hope Fn°.Catbedr.
19M C. 119 We do not require . . evidence to prove the low
morals of a large mass of the clergy in the Georgian or first

pne-Georgian days. 1879 Jas. Grant in Cassell's Tediu.
Fdue. IV. 291/1 Discoveries which distinguished him as

one of the greatest astronomers of the Georgian era. 1883
Harper's Mag. July 166/2 There is a good old Georgian
church at Hornsey.

f 2. Georgian Planet ^Glohcw si Suns. Obs.

1787 Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 125 An Account of the Dis-
covery of Two Satellites revolving round the Georgian
Planet. By William Herschel, LL.D., F.R.S. 1812 Woon-
hoese Astron. xii. 101 The same method therefore will not
apply to bodies more distant from us than the sun ; neither

to Jupiter, nor Saturn, nor the Georgian Planet.

Georgian ^dg^udgian . a.'- and sb. [f. Georgi-a

+ -an.] A. adj.

1. Belonging to Georgia,a district in the Caucasus,

its inhabitants, or their language.
1607 Topseli. Four-/. Beasts (1658) 79 These beasts are

plentiful in Ethiopia, India, and the Georgian region.which
was once called Media, a 1791 Wesley Serm. Wks. 1811

IX. 234 Bodies of Georgian, Circassian, Mengrelian Chris-

tians. 184a Prichahd Nat. Hist. Man 172 The personal

beauty for which the modern Persians are noted is inherited

from Circassian and Georgian concubines. 1844 H. H.
Wiison Brit. India III. 220 Some desultory incursions ..

on the Georgian frontier . . had terminated in the discomfi-

ture of the Persians.

2. Belonging to the State of Georgia, one of the

United States of America. „
1762 Wesley Jrnl. 27 May 11827' HI- 9 1 «* nacl another

< Georgian day. 1775 Romans Hist. Florida 174 Cattle can
hardly yield profit where the Carolinian or Georgian method
of killing at two, three, and four years old obtains. 1835

Ure Pkilos. Man/if. 113 The second experiment was made
on a Georgian cotton, which sticks strongly to the seeds.

B. sb.

1. a. A native of Georgia in Asia. b. The lan-

guage of that country.
c 1400 M alndev. (1839) x - I21 1 here ben othere, that men

clepen Georgyenes, that seynt George converted. 1625-6

Pukchas Pilgrims 11. 1269 There is also a warlike people

dreadful! to the Saracens, called Georgians, of Saint

George . . whom they worship. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr.

1. ii. '1636) 54 The Georgians mhabite the Countrie that was
antiently named Iberia. 1796 Morse Arner. Geog.^ II. 471

The Georgians in general are by some travellers said to be

the handsomest people in the world. 1838 Penny Cj'i7. XL
173/1 The Georgian is full of Greek, Latin, Persian, Arabic,

Turkish, and other foreign words.

2. An inhabitant of Georgia in America.

1741 P. Tailfer, etc. Narr. Georgia 72 In and about the

Town of Charles-Town alone, this Autumn, above Fifty

Georgians died in Misery and Want. 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit

U, S. II. 13 These Georgians seemed ..to be as insensible

to the frost as some Englishmen the first winter after their

return from India. 1868 Spectator 14 Jan. 37 It afforded

strong support to those Georgians and Alabamians who were

meditating on the means of rejoining the Union.

Georgic d&Tudgtk), a. and sb, [ad. L. georgic-

us, a. (Jr. ytcopyiKos, f. ytcupyos husbandman, f. yta~

(yrj) earth + root ipy- of tpyov work, tp£w used as

fut. of ipfotv to work. Cf. F. gtorgique^

A. adj. Relating to agriculture. Obs. exc. in

semi-humorous use = agricultural, rustic.

1711-20 Gay Rural Sports 67 Here I peruse the Man-
t nan's Georgic strains, And learn the labours of Italian

swains. 1774 T. West Antio. Furness Ded.,These environs

find the good effect of your taste and judgment in the use-

ful parts of Georgic studies. 1875 G. Macdonald Sir

Gibbie xviii. 100 The idea was abroad in the mind bucolic

and georgic.

B. sb.

fl. A husbandman, tiller of the soil. Obs. rare ~K
1703 T. N. City <$ C. Purchaser Pref. 2 Adam in the Gar-

den of Eden . . was . . to perform the Office of a Georgic (or

Husband-man).
2. //. a. The science of land-culture (=*Gu rcL

ytarpyuta).

1803 Acerbi 'Trav. I. 144 The elements of botany, horti-

culture and other branches of georgics.

b. The title of Virgil's poetical treatise on hus-

bandry, in four books ; hence sometimes in sing.
\

a poem dealing with rustic occupations.

1513 Douglas AKneis vi. Prol. 101 Octavian, in his Geoi-

yikis, 5e may se. He [Virgil] consalis nevir lordschip in hell

desyrt 1586 W. Wfbbe Fug. Poetrie (Arb.) 28 He [Virgil]

immitateth Homer in that worke, so dooth he likewyse fol-

lowe-.Hesiodus in his Georgicks or bookes of Husbandry.
1665 BOYLB Oecas. Reft. Pref. (1845) 21 Such passages do..

make the style of his Georgicks, as well Noble ..as that

of his ..^Eneids. a 1719 Addison On VirgiCs Georgics Wks.
.

1721 I. 250 A Georgic therefore is some part of the science

of husbandry., set off with all the Beauties and Embellish-
j

inents of Poetry. X753 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 249 To-
day it is in the North, clear sunshine, but cold and a little

j

wintry : and so ends my Georgick in prose. 1877 Mokley
|

Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. no His Supreme Being—a mere didactic
:

phrase, the deity of a poet's georgic.

Georgical (d.^udgikal), a. Now rare. [f. as
1

prec. + -AX.] Agricultural.
1660 BURNBY Kep8. SSrpov U661) 42 Men wil sweat upon

certain ground in georgical affairs, and venture themselves
upon uncertain ground in warlike exploits. 1686 Ploi
Staffordsh. 255 A Question scarce started before..amongst
the Philosophers, or Georgical writers. 1777 A. Hunter
[title) Georgical Essays. 1792 A. Vousg Trav. France 304
My library abounds more with French georgical author.-

. . than any other I have had the opportunity to examine.
1824 ( J. Chalmeks Caledonia III. v. § 7. 475 Such was the
georgical state of Ayrshire. 183a Blackiv. Mag. XXXII.
174 Next follows the Georgical part of the Works.

Georgiiia (d&^dgrni). rare. [mod.L. ; cl.

Get. Georgine.'] ^Dahlia. Also in Comb., as

georgina paper, a kind of test-paper formerly

used (see quot. 1863) \ Jt *• °f a violet colour,

turning red with acids and green with alkalies.

1830 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life I. ix. 351 At the Palace
of Portici, 1 was delighted with a whole grove of Georginas.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 285 Some attempts have been made
uf late years to substitute the name of Georgina for that of
Dahlia. 18.. B. Siluman Jr. in Dana Geol. v. (tSsot 324
note, Alone in a test tube it gives off water copiously which
is neutral to georgina paper. 1863 HoXD Client. Anal. 1.

42 Georgina paper . . is prepared by dipping paper into the

coloured infusion of the petals of the Georgina purpurea.

tGeo'rgite. Obs. rare — 1
* [f. George + -rrh.]

A supporter of the Georges, or the Hanoverian

dynasty, opposed to Jacobite.
1726 Amherst Terra Fil. vii. 34 Oxford is just the same

in its antient and in its present state; whigs and tories,

Georgites and Jacobites, orthodox and unorthodox are not

the only distinctions.

Georgium sidus (d.^uicUiftn sai'dws .

[mod.L. Georgium, neut. f. L. Gedrgius George + L.

sidus star.] One of the greater planets (now called

Uranus), so named by its discoverer, Sir William

Herschel, in honour of George III (see quot. 1 783).

1783 Herschel in Phil. Trans. LXX1II. 2, I cannot but
wish to take this opportunity of expressing my sense of

gratitude, by giving the name Georgium Sidus . . to a star,

which (with respect to us) first began to shine under His
auspicious reign. 1788 — Ibid. LXXVIII. 369 The Geor-

gium Sidus, therefore, in bulk, is 80,49256 times as large

as the earth.

r GeosCOpy. Obs.~° [ad. Gr. *y€axrKoma, f.

yw- earth + -a/covia observation. Cf. F. ge'oscopie

geomancy.] (See quot.) Hence Geosco pic a.,

* pertaining to geoscopy ' (Cent. Did.].
1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Geoscopy^ a kind of knowlegc

of the nature and qualities of the ground, or soil ; gained

by viewing and considering it. . .Geoscopy is only conjec-

tural ; but its conjectures are very well grounded. 1847 in

CnAiti ; and in later Diets.

Geoselenic, -static, etc. : see Geo-.

Geosynclinal (d^f^sinkbi'nal), a. and sb.

Geol. ft. Gko- + Synclinal.]

A. adj. Forming a large depression in the sur-

face of the earth, from the lowest point of which

there is a gradual rise to either side, even although

the continuity of this is broken by smaller depres-

sions. The opposite oigeanticltnal.

1879 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3^ 817 Flexure implies both

upward and downward bendings, geanticlinal and geosyn-

clinal, the one a complement to the other. 188a A. H.
Gkeen Phys. Geol. xin. led. 3) 630 After the geosynclinal

mass had accumulated the state of things stood thus.

B. sb. A geosynclinal dip or depression in the

earth's surface.

1873 Dana in A mer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. HI. V. 430 The making

of the Alleghany range was carried forward at first through

a long-continued subsidence— a geosynclinal (not a true

synclinal). 188* A. H. Green Phys. Geol. xiii. (ed. 3) 629

To the great trough-shaped mass of rock which was thus

accumulated Dana has given the name of a Geosynclinal.

Ibid. The geosynclinal of a mountain-chain.

Geotectonic, -thermal, etc. : see Gko-.

Geotic: see Goetk; and List of Spurious Words.

Geotropic vd^/^trp-pik), a. Bot. [f. Gr. 7«u-

Geo- + TpoTitft-vs, f. rponrj turning.] Pertaining to,

characterized by, or of the nature of, geotropism.

1875 Bknnktt& Dyer Sachs' Bot. 756 Internodes with an

upward geotropic curvature. 1880 C.& F. Darwin Movem.
PI. 81 As soon as the confluent petioles protrude from the

seed they bend down, as they are strongly geotropic, and

penetrate the ground. 1881 M'Nab Bot. vi. § 266. 147 The
main root with the concave side of the bent portion down-

wards is positively geotropic, the stem with the concave

side upwards is negatively geotropic. 1891 F. Darwin in

Nature 27 Aug. 409 Roots and other positively geotropic

organs bend owing to plasticity. 1897 Willis Flower. PL
I. 21 We express this property of the root [to assume its

original downward progress in growing when forcibly

deflected from its course, e. g. by a stone] by saying that it

is positively geotropic.

Hence Geotropically adv.

1882 V. Darwin in Nature 27 Apr. 616 The central portion

of the root . . is capable of bending geotropically downwards.

1882 Vines Sac** Bot. 873 Geotropically curved stems and

nodes of Grasses. 1891 A theruzum 27 June 832/3 The proto-

plasm of heliotropicafly and geotropically curving cells and

hypha;.
%

Geotropism (dgttftrjfcAz m). Bot. [f. as prec

+ -JSM. 1-irst used in Ger. form geotropismus by

A. B. Frank Beitr. c. Pjlanzenphysiol. ^1868..] A
collective term for the phenomena of irritability

presented by various parts of plants in relation to

the action of gravity. Positive geotropism : the

tendency (of roots, etc.) to grow towards the centre

of the earth. Negative g. : the tendency (of stems,

etc.) to grow away from the centre of the earth.
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By C. and F. Darwin (t88o) the word was used in a nar-

rower sense, as synonymous with the ' positive geotropism
'

of other writers, the term Ai'Ogkotkohsm being .subMituted

for 'negative geotropism'. Diagkotropism, the tendency
(of leaves) to grow at right angles to the vertical, is a third
variety of ' geotropism ' in the original (and still prevalent)

wider sense of the word.
1875 Bennett & Dybr Sacks' Bot. 758 The positive or

negative character of geotropism depends as little as that
of heliotropism on the morphological nature of the organ.
1880 F. Darwin in Nature XXXIII. 179 The phenomena
might result from the ordinary forms of heliotropism and
geotropism acting in concert.

So also Geo'tropy. 1889 in Century Diet,

Geoul, obs. form of Jowl.
Gep, var. Gip int., Obs.

Gephyrean ^d^efirran"), a. ami sb. [f. mod.L.
Gep/iyrea, sb. pi. (f. Gr. yttyvpa bridged + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Gephyrea, a class

or group of the Vermes or worms. B. sb. A worm
of this class.

1881 Carpenter Mici-ose. § 596. 701 This was discovered
by Krohn in 1858 to be a Gephyrean Worm. 1887 Athe-
uxum 7 May 611/3 t\. report on the gephyreans of the
Mergui Archipelago, by Prof. E. Selenka, of Erlangen, was
read. 1893 Ibid. 20 Apr. 541/2 A communication was read
from Mr. A. E. Shipley, on the anatomy and histology of
two gephyrean worms of the genus Sipunculus.

Gepoun, var. GlPON, Obs.

Ger, obs. form of Gar v., Gear, Year,
Geraflour, obs. Sc. form of Gillyflower,
Gerah (gt«*ri). Ileb. Antiq. Forms: 6ge(e)ra,

7- gerah. [a. Heb. ma gerah. Rendered in

Vulgate Exoa. xxx. 13 by obo/us.] A Hebrew coin

and weight, the twentieth part of a shekel.

1534 Tisdale ll'ks. (1573) 11/1 Geeras, in weight as it

were an English halfepeny, or somewhat more. 1611 Bible
Exod. xxx. ig A shekel is twenty gerahs.

Gerailiu (djer^'-nin). Also geraniin. [f. next

+ -in. J
An astringent principle obtained from

Geranium maculatum.
1864 NeiuSyd.Soc. Year-bh,for 1863, 44oGeranin. 1890

Billings Nat. Med. Diet., Geraniin.

Geranium dg&£l *ni#m). Also 6-7 -ion. [a.

L. geranium, -ion, a. Gr. ycpaviov, i.ytpavos crane.]

1. A genus of herbaceous plants or undershrubs
| N.O. Geraniaeea1

, of which it is the type}, growing
wild in temperate regions, and bearing a fruit

similar in shape to the bill of a crane ; a plant of

this genus or its flower.

1548 Turner Names of Ilerbes D iij, Geranium is of
two kyndes. The one kynde is called Pinke nedle or Cranes
byl. 1578 Lyte Dodoens i. xxxii. 45 The first ktnde of
Geranion or Storckes bill, his leaues are cut and iagged
in many peeces. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 259 The herb
Geranion, which some call Myrrhis, others Merthrys, is like

vnto Hemlocke. 1664 Evelyn Kal. liort. 67 May ..

Flowers in Prime, or yet lasting . . Gladiolus, Geranium
fete.]. 17*5 Byrom Lit. Rem. (1854) I. 1. 163 Mr. pro-
duced the plants from Chelsea Garden, all geraniums, neatly
pasted on sheets of white paper. 1794 Martyn Rousseau^s
Bat. xxiii. 332 A fruit composed of five grains and beaked ;

whence its names of Geranium and Crane's hill. 1863
Kincsley Water-Bab. 15 Among blue geranium and golden
globe-flower.

2. A plant of the genus Pelargonium (N.O.
Geraniaeea')

y
natives of S. Africa, of which many

varieties are cultivated in Great Britain, esp. the

Scarlet Geranium and the so-called Fancy Gera-
nium or Pelargonium.
1760 Shenstone Wks. <y Lett. III. 315 An antique vase

is introduced with a flower and two or three leaves of the
scarlet Geranium. 1796 C. Marshall Garden. (1813) 386
Shifting geraniums should generally take place once a year
frorn smaller pots into .. bigger. 1809 Han. More Cff^fc
I. xii. 160 Snatching up a wreath of various coloured gera-
niums. 1873 Mrs. H. King Disciples, Ue;o Bassi (1877)
65 The red geraniums blazed in banks breast-high. 1890
' Lyth ' Golden South 155 Geraniums are grown as hedges.

3. Med. {U.S.Pharm.) The rhizome of G. macula-
turn used as an astringent (Mayne Expos.Lex.i 854).
4. The colour of the scarlet geranium.
1842 MissCosTELLo/V/fr. Auvergne 11.158 Rich coloured

aprons and handkerchiefs, >carlet and geranium prevailing
amongst them. 1895 IVestm. Gaz. 33 Apr. 1/2 Colour seemed
chiefly to run on that blending of purple and geranium
which was even a little overdone last year.

5. With defining word, applied to plants of other

genera (see quota.).
1866 Treas. Bot, 528/2 Indian Geranium, a term used by

perfumers for Audropogon Nardns. Nettle Geranium, a
popular name for Coleusfruticosus,

0. attrib. and Comb., as geranium-coloured\ -red.

1836-9 Dickens Si\ Boz (1850) 184 2 Mrs. Bloss . . was
dressed in a geranium-coloured muslin gown. 1894 Daily
News 29 Sept. 6/5 The whole of this overlapping front is

in black fretwork over geranium red.

Hence Geraniumed///. a. [ + -ed -], having the

colour of a scarlet geranium.
1819 ' R. Rabelais' Abetllard <$• H. 76 Pouting and

geranium'd lips.

tGerarchie. Her, Obs, [? a. use o( gerarc/iie

Hierarchy, in allusion to the nine orders of the
three hierarchies of angels.] (See quot. ; substi-

tuted by Feme for Gereri.)
1586 Ferne Btaz. Gentrie 206 The Amies called Quadrates,

were nine in number .. The first of the Quadrates final],

was called Gerearrie, or rather gerarchie : and that was

when the feeld was deiiided, into nine diuers quarters, or

parte--, meeting in the Fe-.se point of the Shielde.

Gerarchie, -y(e, obs. forms of Hierarchy.
t Gerard. Obs. Also 4 gerarde. gerrard.
[Of obscure origin ; app. pronounced with (g and
with stress on the first syllabic-.] A villain.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7487, I sal vnder-tak be fight, Agains
von gerard [Goliath] bat es sagrtm. Ibid. 11811 pat gredi
gerard [Herod] als a gripe his vn-rightes biginnes to ripe!

Ibid. 22308 t>ai sal wene crist at vnderfang, And sal receiue
be gerard [Antichrist] Strang. -1350 Leg. Rood 11871) 64
pe gerrard [the Devil] bus can hir blgile, And me also, alias

M while!

I Gerardia (d^era'idia). [mod.L.. named after

John Gerarde the herbalist (1545-1612).] A genus
ot plants N.O. Scrophutariaceae) consisting of

American herbs or undershrubs, with yellow or

rosy-purple flowers.

1851 Thoreau Autumn (1894") 70 Still, purplish asters,

late golden-rods . . purple gerardia, etc.

t Gerate, v. Her. Obs. Also 5-6 ger(r)at(t.
[Of unknown origin.] trans. To powder or strew
l^acoat) with minor charges. Hence Gei*at(t)ed,

t I-geratt ppl. adj's. ; Gerat tMng vbl. sb.

1486 Bfc. St. Albans, Her, B iij b, His cootarmure ynyat
or ellis I geratt with preciouse stonys. Ibid. I! iij b. < lerat-

tyng liaue .ix. bagges of cootarmuris. 1562 Leigh Ar/norie
U597) 37 When they may bee numbred, then it is called of
old Herehaughtes geratting. Ibid. 37b, You shall see at
this daie fields of cote Armour gerated with diuers other
thinges. 1586 Ferne Bio:. Gentrie 207 Coates Geratted of
crosses might be geratted but of these foure seuerall soils

of crosses. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <y Pop. xv. § 14 (ed. 3'

200 The charges in geratted shields are poudrces or semees
—poured over their fields. 1869 YV. S. Ellis Antiq, Her.
x. 224 The composite coats of Conyers and Komara are a;i

early testimony to the practice of gerating.

t'Gerately, adv. Her. Obs. [f. gerate, pa.

pple. of prec. + -ly -'.]
( See quots.)

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. B iij, Geratly is calde in armys
whan the cootarmure is powderd. 1562 Leigh Artnoric
( r 597) 133 hi A chemise blanke, powclred and spotted with
mullets Sable, which of the old Herehaughts is termed
Gerately.

Geratology (dgeriUp-15d£i . [f. Gr. yvpur-.
yrjpas old age + -\oyla discoursing: see -LOGY.]
The science of the phenomena of decadence, esp.

those characteristic of a species or other group of

animals approaching extinction.

1884 A. Hyatt in Science III. 147/2 We may trace the
death of an entire order, and show that it takes place in

accordance with the laws of geratology.

Hence G-eratologic [-1C], Geratologous [-01 s]

adfs.j of or pertaining to geratology. Geratolo-
glst [-1ST], one who studies geratology.
1884 A. Hyatt in Science III. 124/1 These shells appear

. . among the geratologous and pathological types.

t Geraty, a. Obs. Also 6 gerattie. '

[f. gerate,

pa. pple. of Gerate v. + -y *.] — Geuated.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 207 The third quadrat, of the

finals, was called gerattie when the coat armour was charged
or powdered .. with anye small deade thinge. 1869 W. S.
Ellis Antiq. Her. x. 238 Some of our earliest arms arc
geraty with cross crosslets . . we don't find any coats geraty
of crescents or escallops.

Gerbe (dgajb). Also 9 gerb, jerb. [a. F. gerbe
(in the same senses) : see Garbe sbX\

fl. A wheat-sheaf. (Cf. Gabb sb.l 1.) Obs. 1

1808 J. Barlow Columb. vu. 749 As when the toiling
swains Heap their whole harvest on the stubbly plains,
Gerb after gerb the bearded shock expands,

2. Something resembling a sheaf of wheat, fa.
A combination of jets in an ornamental fountain
(obs.). b. A kind of firework (see quots.).
1698 M. Lister Joum. Paris (1699) 20S Here are some

Gerbes of a singular fashion, with a Circle of a great
number of large Pipes. 1765 R. Jones Fireworks iii. 101
The cases for gerbes are made very strong, on account of
the strength of the composition. 1801 StRUTT Sports <y

Past. iv. iii. 332 Exhibitions .. consisting chiefly in fire-

trees, jerbs, and rockets. 1833 Pkilos, in Sport xtx. 401
Gerbes, a species of firework, which throws up a luminous
and sparkling jet of fire. 1886 O. Massox in Encycl. Brit.
XX. 136/1 Gerbes are choked cases, not unlike Roman
candles, but often of muclt larger size. Their fire spreads
like a sheaf of wheat.
transf. 1802 T. Ueudoes Hygeia vi. 53 When once kin-

dled, it [the fire of malignant fever] may justly be regarded
as rising in a gerbe. 186a G. P. ScROPB P'oleanos 33 By a
sudden vehement boiling up, it [the lava] almost reaches the
upper rim, and then discharges a gerb of red-hot stones.
1869 tr. Rcnan's Apostles iv. 82 The atmosphere is fur-
rowed as it were, .with gerbes of flame.

Gerbille (d^vibil). Also gerbil. [a. Y.ger-
bille, ad. mod.L. gerbilhts, dim. of gerbo Jerboa.]
Any animal belonging to the genus Gerbillus.
1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 47 The Indian ger-

bille is common in Hindustan, and seems to be gregarious.
1873 Tristram Moab\\\\. 145 A pair ofa beautifully marked
Gerbille, with a fine squirrel-like tail.

Gerbo, Gerckem, obs. ff. Jerboa, Gherkin.
Gerd, Gerd-, Gerdel(l,-dle: see Gird, Gird-,

Giudle, Grid-, Griddle.
Gerdon(e, gerdoun, obs. forms of Guerdon.
t Gere. Obs. Forms : 4-6 geer(e, gere, 6

gier, 6-7 gear
v e. See also Gare sb.- [Of ob-

scure origin : the sense has some affinity to that of
MDu. gere, gaer, gare, desire, zeal, passion, but the

adoption of such a word from Du. is unlikely. At
the beginning of 17th c. superseded by Gare sb.-]

A sudden fit of passion, feeling, transient fancy, or

the like ; a wild or changeful mood in which a loose

is given to the feelings of the moment.
c 1369 Chaucer Detke Blavnche 1257 For-why 1 loved hir

in no gere. c 1386 — Knt.'s T. 673 Into a studie he fil

sodenly, As doon thise loveres in hir queynte yere.-;. 1414
Brampton Penit, Ps. lxi. iPercy Soc.) 23 Wy&se me fro my
wylde gerys. 1548 Patten Expcd. Seotl. I'> viij a, Men
may some time do y l hasLely in a gere. whereof after

they mai soon repent them. 1563 Man Mltsculus 1

Coiri-

monpl. 2S4 b, The Anabapti-te?. also uf our dayes, upon a
mad gier, doe rebaptize them, which haue been allready
baptised. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676' 140 This \va* not

for a little while, nor in a geer of favour, that should eon-

tinue for a lime. 1609 Hoi.land A nun. Manet/, xxxi. xii.

421 The Kmperour in a certain i;eare {<•.>', gare] and violent

heat.. made hast to encounter them.

Gere, obs. form of Gar v.. Gear.
Gereed, obs. form of Jerlkd.

Gerefa (g/rrfa, yer/'va,. O.K. Antiq. [a. OE.
gerefa, gerarfa : see Reeve.] An administrative

officer under the Old English kings.

1833 Southey Lives Admirals I. 66 Ethelwurd and Leof-

win .. were two of the king's high gerefas. 1863 H. Cox
Instil. 11. iii. 384 note, In each township among the Saxons,
there was a Gerefa, Tun-derefa, or Reeve. 1872 K. \V.

Robertson Hist. Ess. 117 The King^ Graphio or Gerefa..
exercised the royal prerogatives within . . his shire.

I Geremumble, ^- Obs. rare~ x

. [Prob. ono-

matopoeic ; the initial sound sc-ems to be aI^'i ; cf.

Sc.jitrmummle 'to crush, disfigure; to bamboozle',
given by Jam. with quots. from Hogg.] trans,

? To garbage (fish).

1599 Nashe Lenten StitJJe 55 With that speech hee
deliuered him yp: king of fishes teaching hym now to gere-

mumble it, sawce it, and dresse it.

Gerent (d^'rent), sb. and a. rare. [ad. L.

gcrent-cm, pres. pple. of gerere to manage.]
A. sb. One who holds an office ; a manager, ruler.

Also attrib.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. So note, Me meaneth the
Augurship wherein they were both Gerents at one Time.
1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 I. iSj
Such a marriage-rite .. Shall thrust him headlong from his

gerent seat.

fig. 1882 Stevenson Fam. Stud. 111 And :-o sympathy
pairs witli self-assertion, the two gerents of human life on
earth.

B. adj. (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cerent, bearing or carrying. 1721

in Bailey.

t Gereri, a. Her. Ols. Also 6 gerearrie.

(See quots. ; the two explanations in 14S6 do not

agree.)
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Iter. \\ iij a, Gereri is called in armys

whan cootarmuris ar ix quarteris dyuerse colowri>. Ibid.

Bvb, Gereri is whan iij cheffrounce be to gedur or moo.
1586 [see Gerarchie].

Gerfalcon (dgo'if^hViij-fgik'n). Forms: 4 y
jer-, 4, S-o gyr-, (4 gere-;, 5-7 gier-, jar re-,

5 gire-;, 4- gerfalcon, etc. iSee forms of Fal-
con.) [a. OF. gerfaucon, also gerfauc (mod.F.
gerfaut) = Pr. girfalc-s, Sp., Pg. gerifalte, It. gir-

falco, girifalco, nied.L. gero-.giro-, gire-, gyrofalco,

MHO. gir-,gervalke (mod.Ger. gier-, geier-, ger-

falke , l)u. giervatk, ON. geirfdlki.
A compound of the word which appears In Eng. as Fal-

con ; the origin of the first element is disputed, but the
prevailing view both among Germanic and Romanic philo-

logists now is that, while the recorded forms in the Teut.
langs. are adopied from Fr., the ultimate source is the
OHG.^/V vulture (MHG. gir, mod.Ger. geier), f. the root
*gir in OHG.^/W, giri greedy. The suggestion that the
medX. gyrofalco is derived from gyrus, gyrdre, and refers

to the ' circling ' movements of the bird in the air, was made
by Gerald de Barri (Giraldus Cambrensist as early as 1 iSti

( Top. Hib. ed. Brewer, 1. xiii). A treatise on hunting by the
Emperor Frederic II (d. 1250) contains a passage (11. iv. 152,
ed. 1596) in which the word is said to be either from the

Gr. iruptov, lord, or from the Gr. upos sacred. The latter

suggestion was prob. based on the current term jalco sacer
denoting a kind of hawk ; but according to modern scholar^
sacer'm this use (— Fr., Sp., Pg. sacre sb.) does not mean
'sacred,' but is an adoption of the Arabic caqr. In the

16th c. hicrofalco was adopted by ornithologists (Aldro-

vandus, Gesner) as the correct Latin form, probably from
the observation that It. ger- sometimes represents L. tiler-

'as in gerarchia hierarchy) ; and it is still used as the

scientific name of a sub-genus of the genus Falco. The
view of some recent etymologistsrthat OF'. gerfaucon repre-

sents a popular L, *kierofalco, and that the first element of

this is from Gr. Upaf hawk, is very improbable ]

In early use, a lar^e falcon, esp. one used to fly

at herons ; now, any large falcon of the northern

regions ; esp. the white gerfalcon of Iceland

\Falco islandus).

13.. Guy Wariv. (A.) 823 He schal bring to be tunnent
bat day . . A ger-fauk bat is niilke white. 138a Wvclif Job
xxxix. 13 The fether of a strucioun is He to the fetheris of
a ierfakoun and of a goshauk. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 190/2
Gerfaucun, herodius. 1450-70 Holland Ihnvlat 319 Geir
Falconnis, that gentilly in bewte haboundis. 1526 Skelton
Maguyf. 1836 A, syr. thy iarfawcon and thou be hanged
togyder. 1580 Sidney Arcadia {1622) 108 A Ierfaulcon was
cast off after her. .11682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 118 Vou
must not expect to find your gier-falcon there. 1755 Smol-
lett Quix. (1803) IV. 87 A saker or jerfalcon darts down
upon a heron with a force proportioned to his rise. 1766
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IVsv\Ni ZooL (17681 T. 134 The . . Lanner, Sucre, and the
(lyrfalcon are mentioned as natives, in our old game law.

1863 BaMMQ-GoULD Iceland 187 A white gerfalcon watches
us from yon pile of stones, a bowshot off. 1867 Mokris
Jason x. 415 Scarped cliffs here and there. Where screamed
the great ger falcon. 1884 Girts Own Paper 28 June 614/1
The noble gyr or jer falcon of Iceland, which in strength
almost rivals the eagle itself.

attrib. 1891 C. I'-. Norton Dante"s Hell iv. 20, I saw .

.

Caesar in armor, with his gerfalcon eyes.

t Gerfaunt. Oh.- l [app. alteration of Arab,

ajl • zarafah Giraffe, assimilated to elefaunt.]

A giraffe.

< 1400 Maundev. (t839)xxviii. 289 In Arabye thei [orafles]

ben clept < lerfaunt/ [ A'oxb. gyrfauntz] . . he hath the necke
a 20 Cubytes long.

t Gerful, a. Obs. [f. Gere + -fdl.] =Gsrish.
(•1374 Chaucer Troy/us iv. 258 (286) (Harl. MS.) But

euere more lo his is thy manere To reue a wyght bat moost
is to hym dere To preue in bat thi gerful \Campsall MS.
greful, MS. Gg. 4. 27, gery] violence. < 1386 — A'nt.'s T.
680 (Ellesm. StS.i Right as hir day Is gereful [Corpus MS.
geerful ; other MSS. gerful] right so chaungeth she array.

Gergeis, var. Ghegbis Obs.

Gergon, obs. form of Jargon.
Gerhardtite (ge»"rnajteit'). A/in. [Named

in 18S5 by Wells and Penfield after Prof. C. F. Ger-

hardt of Strasburg : see -ite.] Basic nitrate of

copper occurring in small dark green crystals.

1885 Amer. Jrn'l. Set. Ser. in. XXX. 50 Gerhardtite and
Artificial Basic Cupric Nitrates.

tGering. Obs. [Cf. Gerard.] ? A villain.

izop S. Eng. Leg. I. 257/44 '
ie >

pou^te he, 'bis is mi
wijf, and sum gering is i-comen hire to.

t Gerisll, a. [f. Gere + -jsh.] Changeful,

fitful; wild, wayward.
i 1430 Lydg. Mbi. Poems (Percy Soc.) 243 In gerysshe

Marcne toward the ariete. Ibid. 245 Now gerysshe glad,
and anooil aftir wrothe. Ibid. 254 The sesoun of my yeerys
greene . . The gerisshe sesoun, straunge of condiciuuns,
Dispoosydto many unbridlyd passiouns. 1430-40 — Bochas
vi, 1. 53 And as a swalowe gerissh of hir flight Twene
-loughth & swyft nowe croked nowe vpright. 1530 Pai.sgr.

313/2 Gerysshe wylde or lyght heeded, farouche. 1547
Boorde Brev. Health .\!iii. 13 b, The Extravagantc, Mad-
uesse that doth infest a man ones in a mone the whiche
doth cause one to be geryshe, and waverynge witted, not
constant, but fantastical I.

Hence f Gerishness, wildness, waywardness.
1494 Fabyan Citron, 4 Of Walys Geryshnesse and of theyr

lyght dotage. 1583 GoLDlNG Cahnn on Dent. xiii. 75 As
for this diuelish geerishnesse which the wicked haue to

ouerthrowe Gods Children withal 1.

Gerkin, Gerland, obs. ft. Gherkin, Garland.

t Gerlaundesclie. Obs. rare-1
, [a. ( >F.

garlande(s)che garland.] A garland.
< 1230 llali Mcid. 23 A gerlaundesclie schineude schenre

ben be sunne.

Gerle, Gerlond, obs. ff. Girl, Garland.

Germ (d^5.im),^/'. Also 7-9 germe. [a. F. germe
:—L. germen sprout, of doubtful etymology ; re-

ferred by some to the root *geu- ofgigncre to beget,

by others to the root ges- oigercre to bear.]

1. That portion of an organic being which is cap-

able of development into the likeness of that from
which it sprang ; a rudiment of a new organism.
Germ- is often used attrib. by mod._ biologists for the

female reproductive element, in opposition to sperm-', see

5 and 6.

a. in vegetables.

1644 Digbv Nat. Bodies xxiv. 217 Can these germes choose
but pierce the earth in small stringes, as they are able to

make their way? 1777 Priestley Matt. $ Sf>ir. (1782) I.

xvii. 201 Mr. Bonnet supposes . . that alt the germs of future

plants .. were really contained in the first germ. 1784
Cowper Task in. 521 Then rise the tender germes, upstart-

ing quick And spreading wide their spongy lobes. 1802
Paley Nat. Theol. xx. 396 The germ grows up in the
spring, upon a fruit stalk, accompanied with leaves. 1843
Lowell Promeih. 124 Good, once put m action or in

thought, Like a strong oak, doth from its boughs shed
down The ripe germs of a forest. 1873 Symonds Gr£. /Vtj/f

i. 1 What made the Jew a Jew, the Greek a Greek, is a*
unexplained as what daily causes the germs of an oak and
of an ash to produce different trees.

b. in animals.
1650 [see Gallatuhk]. 1793 Holcroft Lavatersfhysiog.

xxiv. 120 We can easily conceive that defective juices may
produce defective germs. 18x6 Kikby & Sp. Entomol. (1828)

I. 345 The germe of a future assassin of the larva that is to

spring from that deposited by its side. 1841-71 T. B. Jones
Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 72 Upon the outer aspect of the

newly-formed germ a little spherical body may be detected.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. xv. 257 Coral-polypes . . can also

multiply by means of germs, which are thrown off from the

parent as free-swimming bodies.

C. gen.
1798 Malthus Popul. 1. i. (1806) I, 3 The germes of exist-

ence contained in the earth. 1836 Macgilliyray tr. Hum-
boldt's Trav. xvii. 222 The idea of those great inundations

which for some time extinguished the germs of organic life

upon the globe. 1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys. § 6 Every
organised structure . . had its origin in another, which pro-

duced a germ capable of living and growing. 1862 Goul-
burn Pers. Relig. i. (1873) 10 Who could have believed that

the germs of all the fair objects which we behold in nature
were in that void and formless earth ? ^-~

2. fa, In the Linnsean nomenclature: The
ovary {obs.). b. The seed. lit. and_/%.

a. 1759 B. Stillingfl. IVks. (1762) Introd. 30^An oblong
thickish substance with six farrow* along its sides. This

contains the seed, and is called the germen or germ. 1794
Maktyn Rousseau's Hot. i. 23 The swollen base, with three
blunted angles, called the germ or ovary. 1829 Toeno &
1)fSK\y:o MateriaMedica u^C^rm fof Crane's Bill Geraniuml
Egg-shaped.
6. 18*3 Scott Peveril w, The germs of her wilful and

capricious passions might have been sown during her
wandering and adventurous childhood. 1848 Lytton
Harold x. iii, Does the new ground reject the germs of
the sower ?

3. In early use, vaguely, the ' seed ' of a disease.

\n mod. use, a micro-organism or microbe; often,

one of the microbes which are believed to cause

disease.

1803 Med. Jr/tt. IX. 484 The vaccine virus must act in

one or other of these two ways : either it must destroy the
germe of the small-pox . . or it must neutralize tins germe.
(A passage translated from Fr.] 1871 Tynuai.l Fragm.
Se. 11870) II. xiii. 210 No germ from the kitchen air had
ascended the narrow necks. 1897 Mww & Ritchie Bac-
teriology 1. 2 Other general words, such as germ, microbe,
micro-organism, are often used as synonymous with bac-

terium, though, strictly, they include the smallest organisms
of the animal kingdom.

4. fig. That from which anything springs or may
spring; an elementary principle ; a rudiment. In
germ : in a rudimentary form.

1777 W. DaLSYMPLE Trav. Sp. <y Port. Ixxi, Thereby to

eradicate every germe of liberty. 1786 T. Jefferson // 'rit.

11859) ' 605 The only germ of dissension, which shows
itself at present, is in the quarter of Turkey. 1810 Wel-
lington in Gurw. Dap. (1838) V. 537 We ought to .. en-

courage to remain here all the gentlemen of the country, as

a germ of insurrection. 1816 Kkatjnge Trav. (1817) I. 222

An apathy .. nips all efforts at action in their germ. 1846
Wright Ess. Mid. Ages II. xi. 38 Every country has pos-

sessed, in its own primeval literature, the first germ of

romance. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. v. 227 The
idea exists in germ in the University itself. 1879 Fakrar St.

Paul (1883) 543 His keen eye marked the germs of coming
danger.

5. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1 a germ-case*

-filament, -form, -forming, -life, -particle; also

germ-like adj.
; (sense 3) germ-breeder, -cloud,

-nursery, -sac. -stage.

1895 li'estm. Gaz. 7 Aug. 2/1 There is no germ-breeder
like an outcast. 1859 Todd Cyel. Anat. V. 31/2 The more
general appellations of *germ-eases or germ-sacs may be

more appropriate. 1884 19th Cent. Feb. 331 The disease-

germs, .rising in germ-clouds and wafted by air-currents.

1889 Bennett & Murray Cryptog. Bot. 20 An inner endo-
spore.. which bursts through the exospore on germination,

producing the *germ-filament. 1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol.

Man I. 102 This highly important and interesting *germ-
form is called the germ-cup, or the intestinal larva (Gastrula,

Fig. aa). 1859 Todd Cyel. Anat. V. [124I/1 The separation

of the 'germ-forming and yolk-forming portions from each
other. 1875 E. White Life in Christ in. xx. (1878) 288
Here we are thrown back upon some considerations on
the phenomena of *germ-Iife in general. i793"Holcroft
Lavaters P/tysiog. xxiv. 122 To me it appears that some-
thing *germ-Hke. .must previously exist in the mother. 1894
C. S. Ashley in Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 458 Industrial

society, like all other organisms, begins with a simple germ-
like state. 1897 Daily News 1 June 3/2 The lack of any
sort of attempt at efficient sanitation, must, I think, have
made of the place a *germ nursery [etc.]. 1889 H. Campbell
Causation of Disease 135 The slightest dislocation of the

ultimate 'germ and sperm-particles will modify the entire

future development of the embryo. 1859 *Germ-sac [see

germ-case], 1885 Syd. Soe. Lex., Germ-sac, the vesicular

blastoderm of mammals. 1882 Bastian in Quoin's Med.
Diet. 533/1 The different kinds of contagia. .may in essence

be. .cast-off micro-organisms of a low type, either in their
' finished ' condition or in a 'germ-stage.

6. Special comb. : germ-area (see quot.); germ-
cell i,see quot.); a.ho germ-celhde; germ-cone, a

rudimentary volcanic cone
;
germ-cup, a gastrula

;

germ-disk -^germ-area ;
germ-force (see quot.)

;

germ-gland, one that produces germs ; germ-layer
=germinal layer; germ-mass (see quot.) ;

germ-
membrane — Blastoderm; germ-plasm, the pro-

toplasm peculiar to a germ or ovum (see quots.)

;

germ-polyp, a polyp produced by gemmation

;

germ-pore, -shield (see quots.)
;
germ-spot =

germinal spot
',
germ-stock (see quot.) ;

germ-
theory, ' the theory of the origin of many diseases

in the morbific influence of certain fungi, which
are introduced into the organism by means of their

germs or spores' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885 ;
germ-

tube, the tube-like growth emitted from a spore

in germination ;
germ-vesicle = germinal vesicle

;

germ-yolk (see quot. .

1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol. Man I. 292 The small, circular,

dull whitish spot which lies at a particular point on the

outer surface of the. .'intestinal germ-vesicle', .is the 'in-

testinal germ-disc' . . Sometimes . . it was called the 'germ-
disc '

. . more usually the ygerm-area. 1855 Owen Comp.
Anat. Inveriebr. (ed. 2) 673 ^Germ-celt, the first nucleated
cell that appears in the impregnated ovum, after the recep-

tion of the spermatozoon and the disappearance of the
germinalvesicle. 1868 Carpenter Microsc. § 251. 335 The
Sexual distinction of the Generative cells into ' Sperm-cells

'

and ' Germ-cells'. 1846 Dana Zooph.w. § 89 (1848) 92 This
new *germ-cellule enlarges. 1849 — Geol. vii. (1850)362
They illustrate the *germ-cone, proceeding from eruptions

by overflowings, and through fissures. 1879 tr. HaeckeCs
Evol. Man I. 192 *Germ-cup [see germform in 5]. 1857
Dunglison Med. Lex., *Germ force, plastic force. 1878
Bell Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 185 The excretory ducts

of the paired *germ-glands are, in both sexes, united with
the hind-gut. 1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol. Man I. 13 For ex-

ample, the sexual organs of the human embryo . . appear
to originate from the middle - germ-layer. 1855 Owen
Comp. Anat. Inveriebr. (ed. a) 673 *Germ-utass, the ma-
terial prepared for the formation of the embryo, consist-

ing of the derivative germ-cells and the yolk which they
have assimilated. 1879 tr. Ilaeckefs Evol. Matt I. 197
The *germ-membrane, or blastoderm. 1889 Miyart in

Dublin Rev. Oct. 282 It is only the *germ-plasm which
has the power of reproducing an organism. 1890 G. Allen
in Academy 1 Feb. 84/1 The germ-plasm is the essential part
of the germ-cell, and determines the nature of the individual

that arises from it. 1846 Dana Zooph. iv. § 61 (1848) 63
"Germ-polyps differ essentially in their mode of increase.

1887 tr. De Bary's Fungi iii. 100 Many of these pores
serve as places of exit for the tubular outgrowths from the
spore at the time of germination, and may therefore be
termed ^germ-pores. 1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol. Man I. 297
The dull-coloured shield-shaped spot itself is the firsL rudi-

ment of the dorsal portion of the embryo. We will call it

briefly the ' *germ-shield ' (uotaspis), 1861 J. R. Gkkene
Man. Anim. Kingd., Co-lent. 60 Some furnished with germ-
vesicle and 'germ-spot, others in a more advanced stage of
development. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., "Germ stock, the term
applied to the part of the body from which budding takes
place in those animals in which a distinct special area is

set apart for the purpose of generation by gemmation. 1871
Tyndall Fragnt. Sci. (1879) !• v - 138 The 'germ-theory of
epidemic disease. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., 'Germ-
transmission, inheritance from the Mother as opposed to

Sperm-transmission. 1887 tr. De Bary's Fungi iii. 109 In
nutrient solutions it [the spore] usually puts out genn-
tubes. Ibid, no This the first product of germination is

accordingly known as the germ-tube. 1855 Owen Comp.
Anat. Invertebr. (ed. 2) 673 *Gcrm-vesicle or Germinal
vesicle. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. 1. 48_The Egg
is essentially composed of the germ-vesicle or cicatricula,

and of a protecting envelope. 1855 Owen Comp. Anat.
Invertebr. (ed- 2) 673 *Germ-yolk, that portion of the primary
yolk of the egg which is assimilated by the germ-cells in

the formation of the germ-mass. In some animals the

whole yolk is so assimilated, in others (sepia e.g.) only a
small portion, the remainder being the ' food-yolk ', and
absorbed by the future embryo or young animal.

Germ. (d:$5im), v. [in early use, ad. F. germe-r,

f. germe Gekm ; the current word is f. Gekm sbj]

1. intr. To put forth germs or buds ; to bud,

sprout. Now only fig.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 391 b/2 Whan the brannches been

cutte of the knotte that remayneth . . It germeth and
bryngeth forth newe buddes in al the places of the cuttyng.

1500 20 Dlnhak Poems Ixxxvii. 3 Fresche flour of 3outhe,

new germyng to burgeoun. 1797 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. XXIII. 572 Liberty may germ there, prolong its roots,

and come to timber. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shahs. Char.
xiv. 346 He almost constantly allows a dormant passion to

germ and sprout forth, and effloresce by slow degrees. 1885
Longm. Mag. VI. 539 Dreaming of some new project germ-
ing in his ever fertile brain.

2. trans. To cause to germinate. rare~ \
1841 Catlin iV. Amer. Ind. (1844) I. iii. 18 The mud and

soil in which they [trees] were germed and reared has been
washed out from underneath them.

Hence Germing vbl. sb. (in quot. attrib.)
;

Oe'rming ///. a., fig. that is 'in the bud', rudi-

mentary, undeveloped.
1872 Blackik Lays Highl. 19 And the present fades from

vision On the germing future bent. x88o Kinglake Crimta
VI. vi. 165 As yet unrelieved by any germing sense of

security. 1883 Contemp. Rev. June 827 The aboriginal

savage, with whose germing ssthetics we started these

remarks. 1894 Liberal 1 Dec. 69/2 With no soft places in

his soul for better and holier influence to find a germing
ground.

Germain(e, obs. form of German a.

German (d.^o-jman), germane (d^jm/'-n,

dgduntf'n), tf. 1 and sb. 1 Forms: 4-5 germeyu(e,
4-6 germayn(e, 4-7 germain(e, (6 jarman, 7

jermaine), 4- german, 5- germane, [a- OF.
germain (=senses 1-2 below), ad. L. gemian-us
(sense 1 , also ' genuine, real ') , whence Pr. german,
girman, and the sbs. Sp. hermano, Pg. irmao,

Catal. germd, brother.] A. adj.

I. Closely akin.

1, Having the same parents ;
* own * (brother or

sister). Obs. exc. in Brothkk-ijekman (q.v. for

some variations of sense), Sisteb-gekman.
1340 [see Brother-german]. 138a Wyclif i Rings xi.

19 He ^af to hym a wijf, the sister germayn of his wiif

Taphnes, the queen. ,1460 Tcnoneley Myst. v. 29 Iacob,

that is thyne awne germane brother. 1530 [see BkOTSSfe
gkrman], i6»6 Sandys Ovid's Met. vt. 117 For him the

Nymphs, and german Satyres [L. Satyri fralres] weepe.

1663 Blair Autobiog. ii. (1848) 21 A Christian friend, was
my german brother .. finding me in this case. 1751, 1882

[see Brother-german].

2. That is the child of a ' german * brother or

sister of either of (one's) parents ;
=

' first* or 'own'

(cousin). Obs. exc. in Cousin-geemax.
13.. Guy IVarzu. (A.) 912 He is mi germain cosyn.

1 1380, c 1450 [see Cousin-German^. 150a Ord. Crysten

Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xiii. 204 Of the whiche degrees^ the

broder and syster make the fyrst, the chyldren the whiche
ben germayne make the seconde. 1555, etc. [see Cousin-

GERMAN].

fit- a '555 Ridley Treat, agst. Transubst. 1.1556), 5 1

This kind of oblation standeth vppon transubstantyacion

his germayne coosyn. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 158

Hippocrates sayth that milke is German Couseii to the

menstruous blood.

1 3. Closely related ; akin. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. xi, Basdemegus was his cosyn

and germayn vnto kynge Uryence. 1607 Shaks. Timon
iv. iii. 344 Wert thou a Leopard, thou wert Germane to the
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Lion. i6ti — IVint. T. iv. iv. 802 Those that are Iermaine
to him. .shall all come vnder the Hang-man.
fig- 1657 W. Monies Ca-nct quasi Koinj Def. § 23. 232

•For their dear brethren, and such as are germane to them
in principles, are most engaged in that guilt [etc.].

4. Closely connected ; appropriate ; relevant

;

pertinent. Const, to.

This sense arises front allusion to the Shaks. passage
Jquot. 1602), which is merely a fig. example of sense 3.
The mod. form varies between ge'rman, germa'ue, and
germane; the spelling germain has been used by some
writers.

1601 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 165 The phrase would bee more
Oermaine [so 1623 (Fa 1! ; 1603 (Q° i> has more cosin ger-
man ; 1604 (Q° 2) more lerman ; mod. odd. more german]
to the matter : If we could carry Cannon by our sides. 1816
Scott Antiq. xx\\\\, Edie. .did not venture to repeat a query
which was so little germain 10 the matter. 1840 Mrs. Tkoi.-
i.opk Widoiv Married xxwiv, A piece of intelligence more
well-timed, or more completely german to the subject of her
thoughts. 1863 J. G. Holland Lett, to Joneses vii. 102
Men who have.. resisted all evidences germane to the sub-
ject. 1865-6 H. Phillips Amcr. Paper Curr. II. 96 The
document.. is not sufficiently germane to be reproduced in
this place. 1870 Huxley Lay Serin, iv. (1874) 57 Those
studies which are immediately germain to physic. 1877
Sparrow Serm. xxi. 274 An argument . . not pertinent or
germain to the subject. 1886 lllustr. Loud. News Summer
N°- 24/3 The illustration was hardly germane to the case.

II. 5. Genuine ; true ; thorough. Obs. or arch.
1382 Wya.IT Phil. iv. 3, I preie thee, german felowe, helpc

thou the ilke wyinmen that traueliden with me in the gospel.
1542 Becon Potat. /or Lent Pref., Sincere, germane and
true learning. 1642 Netfiersoi.k Cousid. upon Affairs 3The miserable Distractions of this divided Kingdom,
threatning a Germane desolation thereof. 1678 Cudworth
tntell.Syst. I. iv. § 36. 575 Arius was a German or Genuine
Disciple of Plato's. 1864 J. H. Newman Afiol. 7 That to
lie a pure, german, genuine Catholic, a man must be either
knave or fool.

Hence Genua nely adv., in a germane manner
;

pertinently.

1844 Blackw. Mag. LVI. 84 An embassy from the willow-
wearers all—or to speak more germanely to the matter, of
the Basket-bearers.

t B. sb. One sprung from the same stock ; a
brother, a near relative. Obs.
1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 1. xxiii. 23 b 2

Thewhyche were not oonly bredren carnalle, but also in
lyf, in religyon & in verities they were germayns. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. v. 13 Goe now, proud Miscreant, Thyselfe
thy message do to german deare. 1604 Shaks. Oth. I. i.

it4 You'le haue Coursers for Cozens: and Gennets for
Germaines. 1721 Bail*?, Germain, a Brother or Sister by
the same Father and Mother.

German (dg5umaii), a.- and sb.2 Also 6 ger-
mayne, 6-7 germaine, germane, [ad. L. Ger-
man-us, used, as adj. and sb.,as the designation of
persons belonging to a group of related peoples
inhabiting central and northern Europe, and !

speaking the dialects from which the ' Germanic

'

or ' Teutonic ' languages have been developed.
The name does not appear to have been applied to these

peoples by themselves, or to l>e explicable from Tent,
sources. A view widely held is that it was the name given
by the Gauls to their neighbours ; the Celtic derivations
suggested are from Olr. gair neighbour (Zeuss) and from
Irish gairm battle-cry (Wachter, Grimm). According to
MQIlenhoff, Germani was originally the name of a group of
Celtic peoples in north-eastern Gaul, was transferred from
these totheir Teutonic conquerors, and afterwards extended
to all the Teutonic peoples.]
The pronunciation (rJU'Jmln), for which cf. clerk, sergeant,
Hertford, was formerly fashionable, but now survives only
as dial, or vulgar.
In English use the word does not occur until the 16th c,

the sb. appearing in our quots. earlier than the adj. The
older designations were Ai.main and Dutch (Dutchman) •

the latter, however, was wider in meaning.
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Germany or its inhabitants.
The precise signification depends on the varying extension

given to the name Germany.
German Ocean: transl. of Ptolemy's rtoiiiKi.ee>! 'Hmorae,

the sea to the east of Great Britain, the North Sea.
'5S2 Huloet, German or of germanye, Germanus.

1581 Muixastfr Positions xxxviii. 11887) '63 The Ger-mame or French gentlewymen. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. iv
v. 70 They .. set spurres, and away; like three Germane-
diliels, three Doctor Faustasses. 1618 Owle's Alman. 7the German Fencer cudgell'd most of our English Fencers
now about a monetb past. 1658 Sjr T. Browne Ilydriot.
It, 26 1 hat burning the dead was. .the old Germane practise
is also asserted by Tacitus. 1685 Cooke Marro-.f Chi-
ntreery fed. 4) 1. § j. i. 2 [Some instruments are] of Horn,
as Cups used at German Baths. 1705 Bosman Guinea 190
They are as Impertinent and Noisie as the.. German lews
at their Synagogue at Amsterdam, 1786 Burns Tiva Dogs
165 Thai bouses drumly German water, To mak himsel
look fair and fatter. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) II. 143
Fitted up with German stoves, the only powers of heat
sufficient for. .this climate. 1845 S. Austin A'anke's Hist,
lief. I. 11 It would be impossible to speak of a German
nation, in the proper sense of the word, during the preceding
ages. 1879 Escott England I. 53 We at last reach the
P°'nt where it discharges itself into the German Ocean.
1882 I'reeman in Lonscm. Mae. I. 94 'German', which
people used to sound ' Jarman '—as in the memorable story
of the Oxford University preacher who wished the 'Jarman
theology ' at the bottom of the ' Jarman Ocean '.

b. with limiting word as in Rib; the combina-
tion indicating the dialect or language spoken by
the persons in question.

'P
6 A""™*? '"rm '•> «»• 39 His fingers .. will not

suffer him to keep any m.mey between them, as he once
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told an High-German artist. 1887 Skeat Princ. Eng.
Etym. Ser. 1. ii. § 9 Taking English to represent the native
speech of the Low-German conquerors of England.
2. trans/, a. Marked by the characteristics of a
German ; German-like. b. Friendly to the Ger-
mans, biased in favour of German interests.
1861 M. Pattison Ess. 11889' I- 47 Peace and order were

maintained by police regulations of German minuteness and
strictness. 1864 Ll). MALMESBURV Mem. II. 318 As Lord
Bath was there and is very German, of course Lord Derby
did not feel himself on safe ground.

3. As the designation of a language 'see 1>. 2 .

Hence of words, etc. : Belonging to the German
language. Of literary compositions, etc. : Written
or spoken in the German language.
Partly an attrib. use of the sb. : as in German grammar.

German master (= one who teaches the languages etc.

1748 ( hestere. Let. 1 July U892) 1. 124, I desire that you
will not tail towriteaGerman letter, in theGerman character,
once every fortnight, to Mr. Grevenkop. — Let. 5 Sept. 1. 139
You will also desire your German master to teach you [etc.].

'75S Johnson Diet. Pref., Of words undoubtedly Teutonic!;
the original is not always to be found in any ancient lan-
guage, and I have therefore inserted Dutch or German
substitutes. 1817 Coleridge Biogr. Lit., Satyrane's Let!.
(Bohn) 266, I inquired, .concerning the history of German
poetry and the older German poets. 1817 Sir J. Sinclair
Corr. (1831) II. 324, 1 received several communications from
him, chiefly written in the German language. 1888 11. A.
Strong tr. Paul's Princ. Hist. Lang. iv. 85 The corre-
spondence of the function fixes the name in the German
viorAJeder for ' steel pen '. Hid. xii. 260 This is the origin
of tile 1 Icrmauaa^^essive pronoun ihr.

b. ^|B :: - :
wnrf' s as in B. 2 b.

1872 ! H^P Outl. Eng. Accid. i. 5 The Low tier-
man dialecr^^r the Continent are yielding to its [High
German] influence. 1891 Trechmann Hist. Gram. Germ.
Lang. 1. v. 34 A person who understands Hochdentsch is .

.

less able to understand the Low German than the Middle
and South German dialects.

4. In names of things of actual or attributed
German origin (sometimes written with a hyphen)/
as German bezoar 'see Bezoab 2); German btfk
chest (see quots.) ; German clock, in 16 -17th c.

chiefly one of elaborate construction, often con-
taining automatic figures of persons or animals

;

German congreve, a kind of lucifer match
;

t German devil [cf. quot. 159S in 1], ?a sort of
screw-jack or similar contrivance

; German duck
(see quot.) ; German flut^tee Fieri sb. 1 1 ;

German gamba, gold, hor^See quots. :
! Ger

man Lombard, a kind of paper; German mile,
a distance of between 4 and 5 English miles

;

German paste, process, sarsaparilla (see
quots.) ; Cjfjman sausage, a large sort of sau-
sage, the^Hrmg of which is meat spiced and partly
cooked ;^Eimlly sold in portions by weight';
German sheet, a kind of sheet-glass ; German
sixth Mus., a chord consisting of a note with its

major third, fifth, and augmented sixth ; German
steel, stitch (see quots.) ; German text, a black
letter resembling old English or modern German

;

also at/rib. ; German tinder = Amadou ; German
watch (cf. G. dock) ; German wool -- Berlin wool
(see Berlin 4). Also GERMAN silver.
1875 Knight Diet. Meek., 'German-hit, a wood-boring tool

adapted to be used in a brace. Hid., *Gcrmau-chest {Metal-
l'irgy). a long l>ox into which the slimes are carried gradu-
ally ty a stream of water. The heavier portions settle near
the head of the box, and the lighter towards the lower end.
1588 Shaks. /.. L. L. m. i. 192 A woman that is like a
*Germane Cloake [i. c. clock], Still a repairing; euer out of
frame. 1609 B. Jonson Sil. Worn. IV. ii, Shee takes her selfe
asunder still when shee goes to bed ..and about next day
noone is put together againe, like a great Germane Clocke.
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary 1. v. (1651) Biij, Let us
try To win that old Eremit thing, that, like An Image in a
German clock, doth move, Not walke. 1851 MayhbwLand.
Labour I. 432 The ' "German congreves ' were soon after
introduced. 1670 Evelyn Sylva (1670) 23 That small Engine,
which bysome is call'd the German-devil, reform'd, after this
manner, and duely applied, might be very expedient for this
purpose [the extirpation of Roots]. 1796 Grose's Diet. I 'nig.
'tongue led. 3). *German Duck, half a sheep's bead boiled
with onions. 1754 Cuesterf. in II 'arid No. 101 (end), Upon
the same shelf with their "German flute, their powder-mask
and their four-horse-whip. 1880 C. A. EdwaeM Organs
{1881) 157 I'iol-di-Gamba. This stop is not to be confounded
with the German Gamba.. .The "German Gamba, or Gamba
proper, is a stop of louder intonation and somewhat larger
scale. 1889 Century Diet., German gold, an inferior gold
powder prepared from gold leaf. 1893 Funk's Stand. Diet.
s.v. Hone, German hone, a soft, smooth, yellow slate
especially adapted for razor-setting. 1712 Act 10 Anne in
L.ond.Gaz. No. 5018/3 For all Paper called. . "German Lom-
bard is. per Ream. 1550 W. Cunningham Caamrr. Glasse
56 A comon «Germaine mile Conteyninge in it 32 Fur-
longes. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. 11. led. 7) no Foure Italian
miles do make but one Germane mile. 1838 Murray's
Hand-Ik. If. Germ. 465/1, 3i German miles =17 English
miles. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *German-paste, a food
sold for. .cage birds . . made of pea-meal, hemp-seed, maw-
seed, lard, and honey or treacle. 1881 Raymond Mining
(•loss., 'German process, in copper smelling, the process of
reduction in a shaft-furnace, after roasting, if necessary.
1882 Ogii.vie, *German-sarsaparilla, a name given to the
roots 01- rhizomes of Care.v arenaria, C. disticha, and
C. hirta, from their being occasionally used in Germany
as a substitute for sarsaparilla. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
trade. "Germati-snnsaec, a polony, a bladder or cleaned
gut stuffed with meat partly cooked. 1823 P. Nicholson

GERMAN.
I Pract. Build. 421 ^German Sheet is another species of gla^s
much esteemed. 1825 Danneley Encycl. Mus. t

*German.
sixth. 1875 Ocskley Harmony xi. 127 We produce a dis-
cord, which has been called .. the 'German sixth*. 1799
XichoLyns Jml. Xat. Philos. 1 1. 65 The steel obtained
immediately from the ore by simple fusion, is called natural
steel. It is likewise distinguished by the name of "German
steel, because it comes principally from Germany. 1875
Knight Dict.Mech., German-stccl, a metal made of chat-
coal-iron obtained from bog-iron or the sparry carbonate.
1882 Caulfrild & Saward Diet. Xrctiirwork 30/1 *Gcri>i<vi
stitch, this is a stitch formed from a tapestry and a tent
stitch being worked alternately in a diagonal line across the
canvas. 1861 M, Pattison Ess. uSSc'i I. 45 Over each
[gateway] was an inscription in the German text. 1763
\V. Massky Origin Letters 11. 2.S A neat and correct alphabet
of the german text capitals. 1851 Mavhkw Land. Labour
I. 433 At one time, indeed, they were announced as ' Ger-
man tinder'. 1866 Treas. Rot., German tinder, the Soft
Amadou, Rolyporus fotnentarius. 1611 Middm/ion &
Dkkkek RoaringGirl II j b, Here take my Germane watch,
hang't vp in sight, That I may see her hang in English fort.

b. In the names of various plants, as German
camomile. German iris, German knotgrass,
German lilac, German madwort, German
millet. German rice. German tamarisk
see quots.

; German wallflower (sec W.u.i,

flower).
1884 CasseWs Encycl. Diet., ^German camomile* the

dower-heads of Matricaria chamomiila. 1882 Garden
6 .May 317/2 The earliest purple 'German Iris. 1879
Bkitti:n iN; Holland Plan!.}/., "German Knotgrass,
Selerautfftts ainnms. 1877 .V. //

'. Line. Gloss., German
Lil>.n\ valerian. 1818 Withering Brit. Plants II. 316
A&pcrngo procumbens .. Trailing Catchweed, *German
Madwort. 1861 Miss Pratt Plowcr. PL IV. 59 [German
Madwort) .. This little prostrate annual plant .'. is found
more or"ess all over Europe. 1832 / V<,'. Su/'st. Pood r r

-

^German Millet, Sitaria gertuanica, .. This variety was.

.

irn^aed from India, and acclimatized in Germany. 1839
Pc^m' Cycl, III. 463/2 ilordcum Zeocriton; also called

erm
Th
^German rice, or rice barley. 1882 Garden 22 July 73-
The ^German Tamarisk . . a slender upright-growing shrub.

e. German 7ueasles\ A contagious disease, re-

sembling measles in a mild form.
1875 tr. Ziemsscns Cycl. Med. II. 129. 1890 Syd. Soe.

Lev., s.v. Roseola, epidemic, German measles, Rubella. ..

Symptoms, mild headache and chills, muscular pains ; there
may be some coryza. The rash appears usually on the first
day on the face, chest, and afterwards over the body. 1894
Lancet 3 N"ov._ 1046 The council of the Medical Officers of
Schools' Association have issued a circular to the members
of the association, asking for their opinions upon thechar.T-.
teristics of measles and (lerman measles.

Hence Germanly adv.. in a (lerman manner.
1799 Soutiiey in C. C. Southey Life II. 19 As fine a Ger-

manly compounded word as you may expect to see. 1854
G. Eliot in Life {1885) I. 350' He is a man of veal culture,
kindliness, and polish (Germanly speaking.

B. sb.

1. A nn live of Germany.
I53&TINDAUS Practyse ofPrelates I-" \ ja.When theempyie

was translated vnto the Germaynes. .there was mo« h stiyfe.

1545 Brinklow Compl, 37 Q noble Germanys, I'.od hath
made yow a lyght vnto all rulers in the world.' 1691 Hart-
Cliffe Virtues 121 Neither among the old Germans did
any one hear Arms until he was honored with a Spear and
Target in their State-Assemblys. 1781 GimtON Dec). •,

/•'.

III. 245 The Germans were less corrupt than the Italians.

1855 Motley Dutch Rep. Introd. ii. (1866) 5 The truculent
(lerman .. considered carnage the only useful occupation.

b. With limiting word. High German; one who
speaks the High (lerman language.
1611 Mtoni.KTON & Dekkrr Rearing- Girl E iv b, A name

which Ide teare out From the hye Germaines throat.

C. One who is versed in the German language
;

a German scholar.

1809 Southf.y Lett. (1856) II. !83, I, who am no German,
have heard enough read, and seen enough translated by his
fKlopstock's] admirers, to be convinced that he is full of
buckram and bombast.

2. The German language.
When used without defining word or contextual indication,

the word is understood to denote High German (until the
18th c. called High Dutch).
1748 Cuesterf. Let. 13 Feb. (1892) I. 84, I am very willing

that you should take a Saxon servant, who speaks nothing
but German ; which will be a sure way of keeping up your
German, after you leave Germany. 1798 Colkridgf. Saty-
rants Lett. ii. in Riog. Lit. 11882) 249 See how natural the
German comes from me, though I have not yet been six
weeks in the country! 1841 Eli-iunstonf. Hist. hid. I.

325 The two idioms are more nearly allied than English
and German. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I. 314 At that time
it was thought very fine and poetical to study German.

b. With limiting words. High German-, the
variety of Teutonic speech, originally confined to
1 High ' or southern Germany, hut now accepted as
the literary language throughout the whole of Ger-
many; its chief characteristic is that certain con-
sonants have been altered by what is called the
* second sound-shifting ' from their original Teut,
sounds, which the other dialects in the main pre-
serve. Low German : properly = * Plattdeutsch '

,

the general name for the dialects of Germany which
are not High German ; but also applied by philo-
logists to all the West Germanic dialects except
High German (including, e.g. English, Dutch,
Frisian) ; and formerly in a still wider sense in-

cluding also Gothic and Scandinavian.
1838 Penny Cycl XI. 192 The German or Teutonic Ian.
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GERMANDER.
guage may be divided into two great branches . . the High
German, or the language of Southern Germany; and the
Low German, or Saxon. 187a Morris Hist. Outl. Eng.
Accid. i. 5 Luther .. made the High German the literary
language of all German-speaking people. 1887 Sklat Print.
Eng. Etym. Ser. i. vi. § 55 The West Teutonic branch in-
cludes. .Saxon or Low German. 1897 NntioniNN.) 9 Dec,
Of versions earlier than Chaucer's two into High German
and French are of the greatest linguistic importance.
3. Iii various senses resulting from elliptical uses

of the adj.

a. Short for German cotillon (see Cotillion i ;

also, a dancing party where this is the chief dance.
[i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. ii. 36 If I am ever caught

dancing the German cotillon.] 1879 Scribuer's Mag. XIX.
683/1 It is a dance they call the German. 1881 Howells
Fearful Melons. (1882) 153 In the German .. there was a
figure fantastically called the symphony. 1886 Ogonlz
Mosaic Jan. 7/1 Tuesday evening a German was given in
the amusement room by Prof. Asher's dancing class.

b. //. Articles defined by context] imported
from Germany.
1891 Daily News 20 Oct. 2/7 Eggs. .There has been a rise

of 6a. on second Italians, .and is. on < iermans.

C. - German sausage.
1883 Greenwood Odd People 220 The sausage-eater may

. continue to munch his 'german' with a relish.

d. Coal-mining. (See qnot/
1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal Milling, German, a straw filled

with gunpowder to act as a fuze in blasting operations.

C. Comb, as German-built, -made, -owned,
-speaking adjs. ; also Gtrman-Jeivish adj.

1897 Daily News 7 Dec. 5 3 This German-built, German-
own^d steamer has easily eclipsed all previous performances.
1876 G. Eliot in Life (1805 III. 290 Part of the scene at
the club is translated into Hebrew in a 'German-Jewish
newspaper. 1851 Mayhew Lend. Labour 1.361 TR tools.

.

are sometimes displayed on a small barrow, sometimes on a
stall, and are mostly "German-made. 1896 // 'estnt. <^^ 25
Sept. 3/1 German manufacturers, who . .

' improve theVca-
sion to offer other German-made wares'. 1872 •German-
speaking [see B. 2 bj.

Germander [djajmae-ndai' . Forms : 5 ger-
mawnder, 5, 7 germandir, 6 germandre, ger-
maunder, jarmander, 7 jermander,, 6- ger-
mander, [ad. med.L. germandra, -drea F. ger-
mandre'e) , altered form of gamandrea, -ia (whence
Ger., YjvL.gamander), corruptly ad. late Gr. \ap.av-
Spvd, which is itself a corruption of Gr. xafiaidpvs,

lit. 'ground oak', ('. x"/"" on the ground + SpOy oak.
Another corrupt form based on the late Gr. word is It.

calamnndrea. The correct Gr. form was adopted in mecl.
E. as chamxdrys. whence It. camedrio, Sp. camedreo.]
The name of the plants of the genus Teucrium,

esp. T. Cliamivdiys, the Common or Wall Ger-
mander. Garlic or Water Germander = T. Scor-
dium. Wood Germander — T. Scorodonia. In
the U.S. applied to T. Canadense (Cent. Diet.'.

Also applied to certain species of I'cronica, now
chiefly in the compound names Germander
Chickweed

( J'crouica agrestis) ; Germander
Speedwell or "Wild Germander {Veronica
Chamsedrys),
In early quots. it is often uncertain what plant is meant.

The attrib. use in Tennyson refers to the beautiful blue
colour of the flowers of Veronica Chamsedrys.
C 1440 Promfi, Pan\ 190/2 Germawnder, herbe, german-

dra. 1548 Turner Navies of Herbes (1881) 26 Chamedrys
called .. in englishe Germander or englishe Triacle. 1578
Lyte Dodoensi. lxxv. m Of Scordium or water Germander.
ibid. 1. lxxvi. 112 Of Teucrion or wilde Germander. 1587
Harrison England n. xx. 11877) '• 32*> Our common ger-
mander or thistle benet is . . of .. great power in medicine.
1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cciii. 534 Tree Germander is called
in . . Latine Teucrium : in English great Germander, vpright
Germander, and Tree Germander. 1607 Toi'sell Eour-f
Beasts 1 1658) 269 Take of Jermander four ounces, of Gum-
dragant, and of dryed Roses. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

ioq/i Tree Germander hath the Flowers., white, in a round
pointed husk. 1741 Compl. Earn. -Piece n. iii. 380 There are
several other Trees and Shrubs which are now in Flower, as
..Tree Germander, Lupine. 1789 'Pilkington Derbyslr.
(1803) I. 325 Veronica diam.rdris, Wild germander. 1811
A. T. Thomson Land. Dtsp.(i8j$) 398 Wall germander has
l>een accounted tonic, stomachic [etc.]. i860 Gam Rom,
Nat. itist. 6 The germander speedwell, with its laughing
blue eyes, spangling every hedge-bank. 1865 — Land
«y Sea (1874) 15 The wood germander, or bitter sage, w-hose
wrinkled leaves were used during the scarcity of the last war
as a substitute for tea.

attrib. 17x2 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 82 Divided into five

Leaves, as the (Jermander Flower. 1864 Tennyson Sea
Dreams 4 They, thinking that her clear germander eye
Droopt in the giaut-factoried city-gloom, Came, with a
month's leave given them, to the sea.

Germane : see German a. 1

Germanesque (d^imanesk), a. [f. German
+ -esque.J Marked by German characteristics.

18*5 Nezv Monthly Mag. XV. 28 The fair writer . . has
even rendered her tragedy more Germanesque than that
wild and singular production.

Germanhood (dz,5-imanhuci;. [f. German f
-hood.

I
The quality of being German.

18*7 Carlyle German Romance Pref., They are German
Novelists, not English ones; and their Germanhood I have
all along regarded as a quality, not as a fault.

Germanic (4gaimaradk), a. and sb. [ad. L.
Germanic~us, f. Germfmus German a.2 Cf. F.
german ii/ite.] A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Germany or to the Ger-

%
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mans, German. Now chiefly Hist, in Germanic
Confederation, Germanic Empire.
1633 in Crt. % TimesChas. /(1848) II. 214 Setting up the

Germanic liberty, and levelling of the House of Austria.
1652 Uenlowks Theoph. v. xli\, Fifty milions of Germanick
leagues.

t
1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. 11760) IV. 217 The

association of the Germanic states would not be a sufficient
security to the empire against a foreign enemy. 1777
Watson Philip II (1839) J 3

,

He laboured . . to establish con-
cord among the several princes of the Germanic body.
1845 S. Austin- Ranke's Hist. Kef. III. 251 Least of all

could the German nation boast that the Germanic empire
had recovered its ancient character and powers.

b. Marked by German characteristics. Ger-
manic region (see qnot.).

1851HS Woodward Mollusca 383 Germanic Region. The
whole of Northern Europe and Asia, bounded by the
Pyrenees, Alps, Carpathians, Caucasus, and Altai.

2. Of or pertaining to the Teutonic race, or anv
of the Teutonic peoples. With reference to lan-

guage, often used by philologists as *=' Primitive
Germanic'. Also with limiting word, in the
designations of the subordinate groups into which
the Germanic family oflangs. is divided : the East
Germanic, including Gothic (and some langs. of
which only traces remain, as Burgundian, Vandal),
the North Germanic = ' Scandinavian * (by some
treated as a subdivision of East Germanic', and
the West Germanic, including High and Low
German, English, Frisian. Dutch,
1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. 1st.

empire during the Germanic invasions.
Led. Archil. I. 6 [Gothic] is the architectu
nations. 1888 J. Wright Old High-Gcr. /Sffiuer § 70 The
Germanic combination kzu was reDiesented in Franconian
by on, and in Upper German by chit.

B. sb. The language of the Germanic people
;

fc'eulonic : see A. 2.

1832 .1. Wright Primer Gothic Lang. § 108 From an«do-Germanic point of view the series I-V belong to one
d the same series which underwent in Germanic various

modifications upon clearly defined lines.

Germanical .d^-imarnikal^ a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -al.] =Gekm.\nic a. i.

1560 Bp. Sandys Let. 24 Oct. in Abp. Parker's Corr. 125
Ve will not utterly condemn all Germanical natures. 1833
Eraser s Mag. VII. 602 Whose Germanical jabber Master
Ben. .put into English.

Hence Germani^^ly adv., in a ( iermanical
manner. ^w
1833 Erasers Mag. VII. 706 The round-about, hubble-

bubble, rumfustianish. .roly-poly growlery of style, so Ger-
manically set forth. 1854 & E Qlincey in H. A. Page Life
(1877) II. .wiii.87 That is, speaking Gerj^mcally, and
therefore pedantically. ^^L
Germanify ^1^5-imanifai), v. [B^khmax a.

+ -(l)rv.J trans. To make German ^form or

character, imbue with German qualities, render
German-like. Hence Germanised///, a.

1871 Mad. Simple's Invest, v. in Oldfy New in Casq. Lit.
I. 312/1 That sounds Germanified. 1888 Atlantic Monthly
Feb. 281 The Germanified ghost of the dead language is

raised in the baccalaureate oration of my second son.

Germanish (dgSuraanip, a. [See -ish.]

Having German characteristics, savouring of Ger-
manism.
1796 R. Uage Hermsprong viii, It sounds monstrous

Germanish. 1819 Southkv Lett. (1856) III. 124 The letter

is Germanish enough, in all conscience. 1829 Westm, Rev,
X. 197 Kellerman's name sounds Germanish.

Germanism (d^r.imaniz'm). [f. German a.

+ -isM. Cf. 1\ Germaui.y/;u\]

1. An idiom or mode of expression peculiar to the

German language; esp. one used by a speaker or

writer in some other language.
i6ix Coryat Crudities 39 After I had duly considered

this prety Germanisme. a 1773 Chesterf. (Tj, It is full of
Latinisms, Gallicisms, < iermanisms, and all isms but
Anglicisms. 1832 Gen. P. Thompson E.verc. (1842) II. 2

IJesides, it [the ' lour ofa German Prince '] lacks Germanity;
the Germanisms in the whole are not greater than might be
collected in a three years' residence. 1853 Miss Sheppard
Ch. Auchester I. 324 The mere Germanisms of the novel
rests and signs appalled me. 1893 Nation (N. V.) 26 May
401/1 Many-jointed Germanisms stretch their unwieldy
length and sprawl over every page.

2. a. German ideas ; German modes of thought
or action, b. Attachment to German ideas or in-

stitutions.

1841 Blackiv. Mag. L. 154 Thou art alone practical, and
despisest idealism, and mysticism, and Germanism. 1864
Daily Tel. 11 May, The advance of Germanism, as it was
styled, was retarded, if not checked. 1884 Jml. Educ.
XIX. 24 What our country needs of Germanism in educa-
tion is the profound, accurate, broad, and genial habits.

3. Affectation of what is German ; a disposi-

tion to adopt German modes of thought or ex-

pression.

1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. 507 A something of
Germanism clings about the style of these two first cantos.

'^S J- H. Newman Developm. Chr. Doctr. 71 The same
philosophical elements, received into a certain sensibility or
insensibility to sin, and its consequences, leads [sic] one mind
to the Church of Rome; another to what, for want ofa better

word, may be called Germanism. 1857 Church Let. 26 Jan.
in Life (1894) 149 How very much without real knowledge
has been a great deal of the broad abuse of Germanism that
goes on.

GERMANIZE.

Germanist 'd^oamanist;. [f. German a. -t-

-ist.J a. One who has a knowledge of Germany
and of the German language, b. One versed in
Geimaliic or Teutonic philology, c. One influenced
by German thought.
1831 Carlyle Let. 29 Aug. in Froude Life ri882) II. 188

We are all to meet, along with a certain Mrs. Austin, a
young Germanist.. and breakfast some day in the Templar's
lodgings. 1851 Ruskin Let. to Stillman in Pall Malt G.
(18871 23 Dec. 11/2 Above all avoid German books—and all

Germanists except Carlyle. 1880 A. H. Hum Buckle II.

241, I. .hope to take back the boys good Germanists. 188s
G. H. Schodde in Homil. Rev. May 395 The greatest of
Germanists, Jacob Grimrn ..says that. .Luther's language
must be regarded as the foundation of modern German.

Germanistic (d^aimanl'stik), a. [f. prec. +
-ic] Pertaining to the study of Germanic philo-
logy and antiquities.
1881 Athenaeum 30 July 143 '2 The second volume of the

admirable jfahresbericht on Germanistic philology . . has
reached us. 1883 American VI. 313 Cheap Germanistic
texts.

t Germanity '. Obs. [ad. L. germanitatcm,
f. germantts Gkkmax ".] The quality of being
' german * or closely related : near kinship.
1594 Bp.J.King Jonas 11618) 70 Thus was germanity and

brotherhood broken betwixt the Thebans. 1637 R. Hum-
phrey tr. St. Ambrose 1. 81 The germanity and neerest
blood of brotherhood. 1647 Trapp Comm. 2 Cor. viii. 8
The germanity, the naturalnesse, legitimatenesse opposed
to bastardlinesse. 1663 F. Hawkins VoutlCs Bchav. 10s
Germanity, brotherhood. 1711 in Bailey.

Germanity- (d^unascnlti). [f. Gekmax ^ '-'

f-(l)TT.J

1. The characteristic qualities of Germany Or
the Germans.
1832 [see Germanism x], 1855 Eraser's Mas. LI. 700 The

inhabitants [of Weimar] seemed to us to have more than
the usual heaviness of Germanity. 1857 De Quincey Goethe
Wks. 1862XII. 216 One other part of this lady's conduct
merits notice for its exquisite Germanity.
2. Devotion to German interests.

1870 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov. 10 That they_ are slightly
demoralized by success no one not directly inspired with
'Germanity' can doubt.

Germanium (d£3xm£1iu#m). Chem. [mod.
L.. f. Gcrmdnus GERMAN a. 2] (See quot.)
1886 Athenaeum 13 Mar. 364/2 Prof. Clemens Winkler, in

the Berichte of the Berlin Chemical Society, describes a
new element— to which he has given the name of 'Ger-
manium '—in a mineral named Argyrodite .. Germanium
appears to take a place between antimony and bismuth.

Germanize (dj;3\imanaiz), v. [f. Gkhman a:1

+ -IZE.J

1. trans. To translate into the German language.
1598 Sylvester Du Sarins 11. ii. 11. Babylon 624 The

Dutch, ^hath him who Germaniz'd the story Of Sleidan.

1793 Kottiger Let. in Mem. Dnlzel (1862) 107, I have got
a vast liking to Germanise them myself. 18x4 W. Taylor
in Monthly Rev. LXXIIL 354 Several of whose odes have
been as happily Germanized by Rainier as his epistles have
been by Wieland.

2. To make German in character, appearance, etc.

1609 Heywooo Lucrece 111. iv. Wks. 1874 V. 205 The first

health shall be impos'd on you Valerius, and if ever you
have beene Germaniz'd, let it be after the Dutch fashion.

1751 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1890 II. 320 Aliens, who will

shortly be so numerous as to Germanize us instead of our
Anglifying them. 1790 Bystander 350 [Thus did Handel]
Germanize us out of the little taste which, previous to his

misty appearance, had begun to glimmer on us. 181s Vise 1

.

Folkestone .S/>. Ho. Com. 10 Dec, He had seen our. .officers

adopting German dresses, and Germanizing themselves OS
much as possible. 1862 Latham Channel 1st. in. xiv. ied. 2)

329 The process by which Normandy was Germanized.
1891 Athenaeum 22 Aug. 250/2 She [Japan j has endeavoured
in turn to anglicize, americanize, gallicize, and germanize
herself.

3. intr. To adopt German manners and customs;
to become German (in style, tastes, habits, sym-
pathies, etc.).

1665 Locke Let. in Fox Bourne Life (1876)1. iii. 112 Our
landlord, who is wont sometimes to germanize. 1801 True
Briton in Spirit Publ. Jmls. (1802) V. 123 For, though our
troops might fraternize, They'd poltrons be to Germanize.
1821 Shelley Let. to C. Clairmont in Dowden Life II. 391
Von are indeed Germanizing very fast.

H ence Germanized///, a
.

, Ge" rmanizing- vbl. 30,

Also Ge:rmaniza'tion, the action or process of Ger-

manizing ; Ge rmanizer, one who Germanizes.

1743 Loud. Mag. 89 He might . . have described himself
as a Germanized Englishman. 1760 Foote Minor 1. Wks.
1799 I. 240 Who knows whether this Germaniz'd genius has
parts to comprehend, .thy merit. 1817; Coleridge Biqg.

Lit. 100 A Latin word with a Germanized ending. 1825
Svd. Smith Speeches Wks. 1859 II. 209/2 We should ..

have been . . about as free as Denmark, Sweden, or the

Germanised States of Italy. 1850 H. Rogers Ess.ll.xw
213 The Germanised style, .consists, .in an absurd imitation

of German idiom and construction. 1850 Eraser's Mag.
XLII. 689 Should the Governments of Prussia and Austria
persist in their present system of Germanization. i860 Lit.

Churchman VI. 3/1 The maudlin and unavowed scepticism

of one or other of these classes of Germanizers. 1879
Froude Caesar xvi, 261 The Germanising of Gaul would
lead.. to fresh invasions of Italy. 1881 Scribner's Mag.
XXII. 97/1 The vague. .notion that his [Carlyle's] style

consists in a mere Germanising of English may be dis-

missed at once. 1889 Times 14 Jan. 5/6 The Bill would
tend to the Germanization of Hungary'. 1895 Pop. Sci.

Monthly Sept. 720 Incidents .. illustrative of the people's

concealing French hearts under their Germanized exteriors.
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Ge'rmaiiO-, used as the combining form of

'German' in various formations, as G-e'rmano-
Coleridgian a., used by Mill as an epithet de-

signating opinions derived from German writers

through Coleridge, or from the Germans and
Coleridge jointly ; Ge:rmano-ma*nia, a mania
for things German ; Germano pliilist, one who
is friendly to, or excessively fond of, the Germans ;

Ge rmanophobia, a morbid dread of Germany
and of everything German.
1840 Mill Diss. $ Disc. (1875) I. 403 The *Gcrmano-

Coleridgian doctrine is . . the result of . . a reaction. Ibid.

425 The Germano-Coleridgian school . . saw beyond the
immediate controversy. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) ir May 350/3
One is almost tempted to wish that Dr. Minot had ..

intrusted the preparation of an American translation to

some one not yet incurably affected by *Germano-mania.
1864 Kurnivall in Reader 11 June 744 Whether you
believe in Diez as an oracle as some ''Geinianophilists do,

or doubt him as some English sceptics have done. 1894
Forum (U. S.) Dec. 398 There is no *Germanophobia to be
detected in his attitude.

Ore'riliaii srlver. A white alloy consisting

of nickel, zinc, and copper, originally obtained from
an ore found at Hildburghausen.
1830 Meek. Mag. XIII. 96 The German silver ,. is now

coming into vogue. 1851 Hlustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1052
A gun.. in a case of rosewood, mounted in German silver.

1873 F. Jenkin Electr. % Magu. (1883) 200 The coils (of

the differential galvanometer) are sometimes madeofGerman
silver instead of copper.
atirib. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 58 The beggars were

a kind of German-silver aristocracy.

Germantowii. U.S. [The name of a suburb
of Philadelphia.] A one-horse covered vehicle used

in country districts : more fully German*'own wagon.
1885 H. C. McCook Tenants Old Farm 322 Farmers

came in their buggies, germantowns and farm-waggons.

Gernia'tic, a- Biol. rare. [Badly f. Geum sb., on
the analogy of spermatic] Pertaining to a germ.
1889 H. Campbell Causation oj Disease 135 We have

seen that the spermatic and germatic Environment] cannot
possibly be the same for any two germs or sperms.

Germe, var. Jerm, Turkish vessel.

Germen (d^yjmen). Also 7 germaine, 7-9
germin. [a.L. germen (pl.germina): seeGfcior sb.]

1. The rudiment of an organism, a germ. Now
on\yfig. (Cf. Germ s&t)

1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 8 And thou all-shaking Thunder,
Strike flat the thicke Rotundity o' th' world, Cracke Natures
moulds, all germaines spill at once That makes ingratefull

Man. — Afacb. iv. i. 59. a 1691 Boyle C/tr. Virtuoso
it. Wks. 1772 VI. 794 The cicatricula of an egg, or the
germen in the seed of a plant, being, in reality, a model
of the animal, or plant, to be produced from' it. 1807 Van-
couver Agric. Devon (1813) 123 Although that may cleanse

the body of the grain, it will not carry off the down from its

end, and which is reasonably supposed to contain the germin
of smut. 1814 Caky Dante, Purg. xvii. 100 Love is germin
[orig. semenfa\ of each virtue in ye. 1824 Gai.t Rothelan
II. v. vi. 294 Many thought and feared some new evil was
confusing the germins of nature.

+ 2. A shoot or sprout, a young branch or sucker.

1628 Coke On Litt. 53 a, If tenant cut down timber trees

. .or suffer the young germins to be destroyed. 1669 WoR-
lidge Syst. Agric. 11681) 326 Germins, young shoots of
Trees. 1671 Grew Ana!. Plants \. iv. § 1 The Parts of the

Germen and Branch, are the same with those of the Trunk.

1714 Scroggs Courts-leet (ed. 3) 208 If., he destroys the

young Germins, or stub up the same by the Roots. 1725
Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Palm, The Palm-Tree has a
tender Germen, from whence other small Shoots proceed by
Intervals. 1786 W. Gilpin Mount. #t Lakes I. 227 Fruitful

nature, making . . unremitting efforts to vegetate, could not
here produce a single germin.

3. Bot. The rudiment of a seed-vessel, an ovary.

1759 B. Stillingfl. Wks. (1762) Introd. 30 Upon opening
the flower leaves there will appear in the very center, at the

bottom an oblong thickish substance .. This contains the

seed, and is called the germen or germ. 1776-96 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 3 The Seed-vessel. In the newly-
opened flower, this part was called the Germen ; but when
it enlarges, and approaches to maturity, it is called the

Seed-vessel. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 274 The Germen
appears under a variety of shapes and sizes. It is of great

moment . . to observe whether it be superior, that is, above
the bases of the calyx and corolla . . or inferior, below them.

1854 S. Thomson Wild Fl. 111. (ed. 4) 179 The bodies .. are

considered abortive germens, or seed-vessels. 1877 Darwin
Forms of Fl. iii. 83 The germens of these 12 flowers all

swelled, and ultimately six fine capsules and two poor cap-

sules were produced.

Germicidal (d^aumisswdal), a. [f. as next +
-al.] Destructive to germs, germ-killing.

1888 Times 24 Dec. 3/5 By first drawing the tobacco smoke
through water, it was found to have lost its germicidal pro-

perties. 1891 Review of Rev. 14 Mar. 278/1 The great ger-

micidal antidote of the future.

Germicide (d^oumisaid), sb. (a.) [f. Germ sb.

+ -CIDE I.]

1. That which kills germs ; spec, an agent used

to destroy disease-germs.
1881 Times 17 Jan. 5 Neither oil nor glycerine is a germi-

cide or a disinfectant. 1881 G. M. Sternberg tr. Maguin's
Bacteria (1883) 209 By germicides we mean agents which
have the power to destroy the vitality of the various species

of bacteria known to us.

2. (\uns\-adj. Destructive to germs, germicidal.

1880 Mac Cormac Antise/t. Surg. 106 Certain germicide
agents absolutely arrest their power of reproduction. 1885

Syd. Soc. Lex., Germicide, having power to kill germs.

Vol. IV.

Germiculture (l.^umikHtnu). [T.Germj/'. +
Culture; after horticulture, etc.] 'The artificial

cultivationofthe microscopical organisms (bacteria)

connected with certain diseases' {Cent. Did.).
Hence Germictrlturist, one who practises germi-
culture ; a bacteriologist.
18.. Med. News LI I. 640 (Cent.) The third point—the

antiseptic value of these bodies— still remains for the germi-
culturist to determine.

Germiduct (dgS'itnidpkt). [f. Germ sb. + L.

duct-us ; alter aqueduct.'] 'The efferent canal of

the germigene' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

Germigene (d33\imi,dgfn), Biol. [f. Germ
sb. t -gene, -GEN.] • The gland of the female gene-

rative apparatus of cestoid and Trematode worms
in which the germinal vesicles are formed ' {Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1885).

So Gernii genous a., that produces germs,
1859 Tonu Cycl. Anat. V. [136] In. .Cestoid Entozoa there

are distinct germigenous.. organs, 1870 Roi.i.kston A Him.
Life Introd. 125 Besidesother accessory organs, vitelligenous
exist independently of germigenous glands. 1885 Syd. Soc.
Lex. s.v. Gland, Germigenous gland, the germ-producing
structure or ovary of cestoid worms ; the structure which
produces the germinative vesicles.

Germin (dapumin), v. arch. Also 5 germyne.
[ad. L. germin-are : see Germinate v.] intr. To
put forth shoots, to bud. Of the earth : To begin

to produce vegetation. Also trans. To bud or

shoot forth into.

C 1420 I'allad. on Hush. xn. 48 For Columelle affermyth
in that ioynt To germyne, and in veer therout to stare

Mater thy vync al newly to rcpare, 1483 Caxton G. de la

Tour A iv b, The swete dewe of Maye. .pleseth inoche unto
the erthe and attempreth it swetely in making to germyne
and fructyfyc. — Gold. Leg. 231 b/l Thre thynges ben
founden in seed germynyng. 1484 — Ryall Bk. M iv, A dewe
whyche maketh hym to germyne a swete rote and ry}t wel
atempred, that is good love. 1814 Gary Dante, Par. xxxiii.

10 The love Reveal'd, whose genial influence makes now
This flower to germin in eternal peace.

Germin, var. Germen.
Gerniinable (dgSuminab'l), a. rare~ l

. [as

if ad. L. *germindbilis, f. germinare : see Germi-
nate v. and -able.] Capable of germination.
1878 OgLK tr. Kerner's Flowers iv. 79 Visits .. indispens-

able for the production of germinable seeds.

i| Germinal (gfrmsnal, d^uminaT), sb. [Fr.,

f. L. germin-,germen : see Germ sb.] The seventh

month of the French revolutionary calendar.

1833 Nicolas Chrouol. Hist. (1838) 171 French Revol.
Calend., Germinal t,Budding Months Mar. 21-Apr. 19.

Germinal (dgaMminal), a. [ad. mod.L. ger-

minalis, f. L. germin-, germen : see Germ sb.] Of
or belonging to a germ or to germs ; of the nature

of a germ.
Germinal cell, disk — germ cell, disk (see Germ sb. 6). Ger-

minal layer, each of the three layers of cells into which the
blastoderm divides. Germinal matter, a term applied by
Beale to vitally active matter (see quot. 1870). Germinal
membrane — Blastoderm. Germinalpole, ' the part or pole

of the egg where lies the germinal spot ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.
1885). Germinal spot, the nucleolus of the permanent ovum,
situated in the germinal vesicle. Germinal vesicle, the

nucleus of the permanent ovum of animals.

1825 Coleridge Aids Rejl. 172 Relatively taken.. the ger-

minal power of every seed might be generalized under the

relation of Identity. 1836, 1859 Germinal membrane fsee

Blastoderm]. 1845 G. h.. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I.

118 Capillary vessels are developed by the stellated union
of a certain set of blastodermic or germinal cells. 1851-6

Woodward Mollusca iv. 51 On one side of the yolk is a pel-

lucid spot, termed the germinal vesicle, having a spot or

nucleus on its surface. 1861 Beale Protoplasm 1, iii. (1874)

93 In all living beings the matter upon which existence de-

pends is the germinal matter 1 BioplasmK 1863 Huxley
MatCs Place Nat. II. 61 A mass of viscid nutritive matter,

the ' yelk ', within which is enclosed . . the ' germinal vesicle '.

In this, lastly, lies a more solid rounded body, termed the

'germinal spot'. 1870 Beale Protoplasm led. 2) 36 It

[living matter] alone possesses the power of growth and of
producing matter like itself out of materials differing from
it materially in composition, properties, and powers. 1 there-

fore called it germinal or living matter, to distinguish it

from the formed material, which is in all cases destitute of
these properties. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 36
The three layers into which the germinal membrane divides
itself in the embryo. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. xi. 306 The
plague-corpuscles . . might also be germinal in the worm, and
still baffle the microscope. 1878 Bell Gegenbaurs Comp.
Anat. 35 The so-called germinal layers, which make up the
embryonic body. 1880 Hvxley Crayfis/i iv. 206 The proto-
plasmic substance of the yelk . . constituting a germinal
layer, /bid. 209 A whitish patch .. termed the germinal
disk. 1888 J. T. Gulick in Linn. Soc. frnl. XX. 237 Ger-
minal Segregation is caused by the propagation of the
species by means of seeds or germs any one of which, when
developed, forms a community.

b. trans/. Of non-material things : That is in

the germ or in the earliest stage of development.
1808 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. VI. 360 In our second

volume.,was noticed the germinal pamphlet, of which this

quarto volume may be considered as the matured expansion.
1855 H. Spencer Priuc. Psychol. 118721 II. vi. xvi. 220 In
what order do these germinal ideas arise ? 1867 Lewes
Hist. P/iitos. II. 367 It is needless. .to point out the defects
of this system. All we have to note here is its logical de-
velopment of Condillac's germinal error. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets i. 10 The artistic sentiment, indeed, exists in

Homer, .but it is germinal, not organized and expanded as
it will be. 1874 SlDGWlCK Meth. Ft/tics iii. 427 The ger-

minal form of morality. a 1878 Lewes Study Psychol.

(1879) 40 A forecasting tendency, germinal in animals and
savages, conspicuous in the civilized man. 1885 Clodd
Myths A> Dr. 11. i. 147 Indications of germinal ideas about
an after-life are present in the contents of tumuli.

c. humorously. Rudimentary, undeveloped.
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxii, Job was a small fellow,

about five, with a germinal nose.

Hence Ge rminally adv.
1869 Miss Harwood tr. de Presseuses Early Years Chr.

11. iii. 203 The old economy germinally contains the new.

Germinance (d^.vjminans). rare. [f. L. ger-

minare: see Germinate v. and -ance.] The act

of germinating or putting forth shoots.

1841 Myeks Cath. Th. iv. xxviii. 312 When the fulness of

time was come for the gerininance and growth of . . the

plant.

Germinaiit (dgauminant), a. [ad. L. germi-

nant-cm, pr. pple. of germinare ; see Germinath
v.] That develops like a germ

;
germinating,

sprouting ; also, having the potentiality of life or

development, rare in literal sense.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. iii. § 2 Prophecies . . are not

fulfilled punctually at once, but baue springing and ger-

minant accomplishment throughout many ages. 1727 Bailey
vol. II, Germinant, sprouting, budding, blossoming, &c.

1833 Eraser^s Mag. Nov. 574/2 They are sowing the spiritual

seed of immortal emulation . . Such seed is germinant with

quenchless vitality. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. xxvii. 102

He destroyed subordinate errours by simply proclaiming

germinant truths. 1846 Dana Zooph. v. § 88 (18481 91 Thus
we trace out the beginning of the germinant process. 1870
BalDW, Brown Feci. Truth 266 The ideas were germinant
and fruitful. 1878 .V. Am.r. Rev. CXXVI.354 A seedcorn

that has under genial influences been warmed into the first

movings of germinant life. 1881 W. R. Nicoll Iu(arnate
Sa'.tiour viii. 14S The teaching of Christ was not exhaustive

but germinant.

b. fig. of the ground.
1848 R. LWilberforce Doctr. Incarnat. ii. (i852)23The

dry ground of man's nature is spoken of as germinant with

the plant of our salvation. 1856 I'. Faibbairn J'rophecy ii.

32 The germinant soil out of which predictions were ever
springing forth.

Germinate (d^Mmin^'t), v. [f. ppl. stem of

L. germinare, f. germin-. germen : see Gekm sb.]

1. intr. To sprout, put forth shoots, begin to

vegetate. Said properly of a seed or of a spore

;

hence, also, of a plant: To bud and develop shoots

and branches.
1663 Bhllokar, Germinate, to bud out. 1667 Phil. Trans.

II. 424 Whether seeds .. will germinate and thrive in the

exhausted Receiver. 1671 GeEW Ana!. Plants 1. i. § 39
'Tis now time for the Plume to rouze out of its Cloys-

ters, and germinate too. a 1687 H. More Def. Philos.

Cabbala App. xi. (1713) 196 God caused the Trees to ger-

minate out of the Karth. 1707 Curios, in Husb. 3- Gard.

157 There is in one single Grain of Corn, that has throughly
germinated, wherewith to feed the five Thousand Men.
V846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 107 When the

agriculturist wishes his seeds to germinate, he should not

bury them very deep. 1866 Rogers Agric. § Prices I. xxii.

572 A kind of cloth woven of hair was used for drying the

mnlt after it had been made to germinate. 1874 Cooke
Fungi 17 The spores which produce spermatia are not at all

apt to germinate. 187S Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 138

The persistent buds of many trees (Aesculus), bulbs (Tulip),

and corms (Crocus, &c), formed in the summer and ger-

minating in the spring after long rest in winter.

b. fig.

1647 "• More Poems 267 Lust and Vengeance, .from one

seed do germinate. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. iv.

rule x. § 2 (1676) 124 The Church was then a garden of the

fairest flowers, it did daily germinate with blessings from
Heaven, and Saints sprung up. 1758-65 Goldsm. Ess.,

Cultiv. Taste Wks. (Globe) 319/1 The preceptor will sow the

seeds of that taste which will soon germinate, rise, blossom,

and produce perfect fruit. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1.

iii. (1866) 56 The soul requires room to germinate. 1849 H.
Coleridge mEneyct. Metrop. 3 From the first, or initiative

Idea, as from a seed, successive Ideas germinate. 1862 H.
Spencer First Priuc. 1. i. § 5 (1875) 18 The sciences, .sever-

ally germinate out of the experiences of daily life. 1889

Jessoi'I' Coming of Friars vi. 282 A wise man acts upon a
hint, and it germinates.

2. trans. To cause to shoot or sprout.

1610 D. Price Great. Prince E ij, In this Paradise is. .the

tree of goodnesse which is .. watered by grace, germinated
by godlines, will waxe greene by hope [etc.]. 1803 F.divin

III. 264 The gentle influence of Spring began to ;>pread the

verdant carpet of Nature, and germinate the bursting buds.

1870 Disraeli Lothair xii, The impassioned eloquence of

that lady germinated the seed which the Cardinal had
seemed so carelessly to scatter.

b. Jig. To cause to issue or develop, to produce.

1796 Burney Metastasio II. 245 Some new composi-

tion flatters my vanity in fulfilling my predictions, and
germinating fresh hopes of your future poetical fame.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. iv. i, Several French depart-

ments germinate a set of rebellious paper-leaves, named
Proclamations. 1849 Cobden Speeches 32 Those boundary

questions which, we were assured, were to germinate a war
for a quarter of a century. 1892 Hail Caine in Times

19 Sept. 4/1 A crowd of people gathered in the Street and
germinated alarming rumours.

3. intr. Of a salt, etc. : To effloresce. ? Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 606 The Chalcites, which hath a Spirit

that will put forth and germinate, as we see in Chymicall

Trialls. 1774 Brownrigc in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 482 Which
salt also germinates in great abundance in the same colliery.

Ibid. 490 The stone on which the native alum . .germinates

is black and shining. 1796 Kirwan Flem. Min. (ed. 2) II.

9 It [Glauber's Salt] also, not unfrequently, germinates from,

and adheres to, the walls of recent buildings.

97
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Hence Ge'rminating vbl. sb. {attrib.) and ppl. a.

1751 N. Cotton Vis. viii. 40 Infant roses, ere they blow,
In germinating clusters grow. 1845 DiUtWIM Voy. Nat. xx.

1 1873) 454 The seeds retain their germinating power. 1854
C.iLFiLLAN Life Blair in B.*$ Wks. 128 Hooks .. full of
suggestive and germinating thought. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble
Resid. in Georgia 87 A young shoot is produced at the
germinating season. 1884 Bowkr & Scott De Bary's
Phaner. 108 The root of the germinating seed.

Germination (dga-iminr'-Jan). [ad. L. germi-
nation-em, n. of action f. germinate : see GxBMI-
nate v. Cf. F. germination,']

1. The action or process of germinating, sprout-

ing, or putting forth shoots; also, an instance of

this. Used properly of a seed; hence of a plant,

and also of the similar development of the spore

in cryptogams.
1594 Plat Jewell-ho. L 23 It helpeth toward the genera-

tion and germination of all seeds. 1627-77 Feltham Re-
solves, Lett. v. 67 Can the Sun shine, and the dew fall,

and not the Earth return her Germinations? 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 178 Herein we finde no
security to prevent its germination, as having made tryall

in graines whose ends cut off have notwithstanding sud-
denly sprouted. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. 251 The whole
globe would he one frigid zone .. there would be no life,

no germination. 1707 Curios, Husb. $ Card. 135 Salts
are not absolutely necessary to the Germination of Plants.

1776 Bp. Watson Afiol. Ckr. i. 22 Any one phenomenon in

nature, from the rotation of the great orbs of the universe
to the germination of a blade of grass. 1830 M. Donovan
Dow. Ecou. I. 81 Germination would then proceed with
dangerous rapidity in that part [of a heap of grain] .. while
in other parts the vegetation would not have commenced.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Bract. Agric. fed. 4) II. 170 The
germination which converts the acorn into an oak, 1872
Oliver EUtn, Bot. 1. iv. 44 The essentials to germination
are found by experience to be a certain amount of moisture,
warmth, and air. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs* Bot. 362
The spore .. increases in size as soon as germination com-
mences .. and divides into two cells.

fig- J6$S H. Moke Conject. Cabbal. 65 The sundry Ger-
minations and .Springings up of the works of Righteousness
in him are a delectable Paradise to him. 1818 Hali.am
Mid. Ages (1872* II. 268 We see the germination of that
usurpation. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvii. 623 A time
of germination in religious history.

2. transf. Used for: Efflorescence, ebullition.

1665 Hooke Mtcrogr. 128 Excrescencies or Ebullitions in

the snuff of a Candle, partly from . . a kind of Germination
or Kbullition of some actuated unctuous parts which creep
along. Ibid. 130 Why may not the Phenomena of Ebulli-

tion or Germination be in part . . from the levity of an im-
pregnated liquor. 1774 Brownrigg in Phil. Trans. I,XIV.
483 Various other kinds of salts formed by germination,
assume this fibrous texture.

Germinative (dgaumiiw'tiv), a. [f. L. ger-

mindre : see Germinate v. and -ative. Cf. F.

gcrminatif, -ive.] a. Of or belonging to germi-
nation, b. ' Having power to bud or sprout, or to

develop' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1S54).

1707 Curios, in Husb. fy Card. 155 Any Agent, indu'd with
a germinative Power. Ibid. 230 Among the common Water
there is another which I call germinative, for Plants. 1841

71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. fed. 4) 865 The blastoderm or
germinative membrane. 1862 F. Haul Itindu Philos. Syst.

67 note. The germinative power of a seed . . is destroyed by
fire. 1883 American VII. 89 The germinative portion of
the egg.

Jig. 1821 Black-w. Mag. X. 334 [It] could not fail to
weaken the germinative principles of popular disaffection.

1857 I. Taylor World of Mind 379 The 'Social Institu-

tion ' by which such usages are sanctioned is itself a crime,
and it will be germinative of crimes. 1865 Reader 18 Mar.
309/1 Any vital or germinative truth.

Germinator (d^umin^toj). [f. Germinate
v. + -or.

J
That which causes or promotes the

growth (of a seed or plant). Also spec, an appli-

ance for testing the germinating power of seed.

1890 Daily News 26 June 6/1 Messrs. Sutton . . have
a most ingenious germinator on view, a device by which
the buyer of seed may. .test the germinating power of what
he buys. 1895 Voice (N. Y.) 16 May 62 This infernal bottle

. .is a veritable germinator of misery and sin.

Germini'parous, a. rare- 1
, [f. L. type

*germinipar-us (f, GERMEN + parere to bring

forth, after ovipaitts, vtviparus) + -ous,] Bring-

ing forth seeds
;
producing offspring through seeds.

1827 H. T. Coleurookk in Trans. R. Asiat. Soc. (1830)

II. 36 The threefold division . . is, 1st. viviparous . . 2d. ovi-

parous . . 3d. germiniparous.

Germless .d^umles), a. [f. Germ sb. + -less.]

Containing no germs (see Germ sb. 3).

1883 H. Drummond Nat. L.atv in Spir. IV. (1884) 62 If

the air were absolutely germless and pure, would the .. life

appear? 1887 C. Denison in Trans, atIt Internat. Med.
Congress Washington 8 Sept., He will never forget the
noiselessness of that insectless and germless locality.

Germon (d^umon). [a. F. germon (see Littre

Suppl.).] A fish of the genus Orcynus, esp. Orcy-

nus alalonga the Long-finned tunny.
i860 Yarrell Brit. Fishes 2nd Supp. 15. x86i CorcH

Brit. Fishes II. 100 Germon. Long-finned Tunny. The
name of Germon has been applied to more than one species,

but we confine it to that to which in our opinion it more
properly belongs.

Germo(u)nt, obs. Sc. form of Garment.

t Gernative, a. Obs.- l
[? f. gem Girn v. -f

-ATiVE.] ? Addicted to 'girning' or grumbling.
1608 Midoi.kton Trick to Catch Old One iv. v, Out, you

gernatiue queane.

Gernet(t, obs. form of Garnet * and 2
.

Gern(i;er(e, obs. form of Garner.
tGcrnut. Obs. [? mistake foryir(il)nut,crnut>
Earth-nut; but cf. F. gernolle or jarnote (Littre

s.v. Terre-noix,, which recalls the Sw. jordriot.~\

(See quot.)
1693 Roimnson in Phil. Trans. XVII. 826 The Roots of

our Bulbocastamtm .. commonly call'd Pig-nuts and Ger-
nuts in the North, lie very deep, and fatten Hogs.

t GerOCO'mical, a. Obs.~ l
[f. Gr. yrjpofco-

fUK-6s, f. yrjpotcofua t^see next) + -AL.] Pertaining
to the treatment of the aged.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (ed. 2) 257 It is my earnest desire

that Physicians would study the Gerocomicafpart of Physick
more than they do.

Gerocomy (d^ior/>'k6mi). rare. [ad. Gr. yrj-

pofcufiia, f. yrjpo-, yrjpas old age + -/copta tending.]

The science of the treatment of the aged.
1818 in Tono. 1885 Fothercill Dt's. Sedeut. Life xxxii.

Gerofleis, obs. form of Gillyflower.
Geronomite (d^erfrnomait). Also Gerony-

mite. [a. Sp. or It. geronomita, repr. med.L.
HieronymFta.'} — Hieronymite.
1754 Fielding Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 118 Close by..

is a large convent of Geronymites. 178a R. Cumberland
Anecd. Em. Painters (1787) I. 70 A monk . . of the order of
Geronimytes [sic). 1868 Ln. Houghton Select, fr. Wks.
228 A grey Geronomite This answer to his ecstacy returned.

Gerontarchical (d;$e:r(7nta\ikikal;, a. rare.

[f. Gr. ytpovr-, yipmv old man + -apx-os ruling -t-

-ic + -al. (In this and the three following words,
many scholars would pronounce the initial letter

as g, not as d£.)] Pertaining to, of the nature of,

government by old men.
1884 Med. Times May 669/2 It [the Apothecaries' Com-

pany! preferred to retain its gerontarchical constitution.

Gerontic (d.^erfntik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic.

Also in erroneous form geronie, from the Gr.
nom. case.] Of or pertaining to old age, senile.

1885 Fothkrgii.l Dis. Sedent. Life xxxii. 279 There are a
large series of geronie troubles from which old ladies are
free. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Gerontic.

Gerontocracy^e^Tnt^-krasi). [f.Gr.7€porr-,

jfpcxjy old man + -Kparia government. Cf. F. geron-

tocratie.] The system of government by old men.
Also, a governing body consisting of old men.
1830 Examiner 643/1 The adjustment of the qualification

of candidates involves the entire question l>etween the ge-
rontocracy and the young men. 1877 R. Lowk in F'ortu.

Rev. 1 Oct. 445 By making a Parliament already too old
older, and already too rich richer—a plutocracy, and a
gerontocracy.

Gerontogeous (d3crf>nt0|d3fos\ a. Also
-geeous. [fTGr. y(povr-

y
yipwv old man + ydta

y
yij

earth + -ous.] Of plants, etc. : Belonging to the

Old World (i.e. the eastern hemisphere).
1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413/1 Gerontogwous [sic], belong-

ing to the Old World. 1884 in Casselfs Encycl. Dict.
t

Gerontogeous. 1885 in Syd. Soc. L,ex., Gerontogeous.

CrG-mci-m - ? Obs. I Vest Indian. Some kind of fish.

1713 Kay Syn. Pise. 159 [Fishes of Jamaica] Harengus
major. .aGeroom. i7asSLOANE Jamaica II. 282 A Geroom.
This was twelve Inches long and two broad . . The Snout is

longer and sharper than that of a Herring, and the Fins and
Tail are larger.

llGeropiga(d3cn?prga). Also jerupiga and (in

Diets.) gero-, jerupigia. [a.Pg. geropiga = Hikka-
PIOBA.] A mixture of tjrape-juiee, brandy, sugar,

and red colouring-matter, manufactured in Portugal,

and used in the adulteration of port-wine.

1858 Homans Cycl. Comm. 814/2 Geropiga or Jciupi^a.

1864 Daily Tel. 14 Sept., It gets .. copper in its pickles,

and geropiga in its port wine. 1877 Hlackmore Crip/s
(1887) 58 The common-room cellars which cannot have too

much geropiga.

-ger0US,in actual use always -igerous(i'dgeros),

an adjectival suffix f. L. -ger bearing (f. root of

gerlfre to bear) + -ous. It occurs in a few words
representing actual Latin formations, tis cornigerous,

jlorigerons, and in mod. scientific language is added.

freely to Latin stems, as in frondigerous.

Gerraflour, obs. form of Gillyflower.
Gerran, Gerrard, vars. GabBOM l

, Gerard.
Gerre, Gerret, obs. ff. Gar v.. Jar, Garret.
Gerrymander (gerimanidai), sb. U.S. [f. the

surname Gerry : see quot. 1881.] (See quot. 1868.)
1868 Nat. Encycl. I. 619 Gerrymander, a method of

arranging election districts so that the political party making
the arrangement will be enabled to elect a greater number
of representatives than they could on a fair system, and
more than they should have in proportion to their numerical
strength. 1881 Mem. Hist. Boston III. 212 In 1812, while
Elbridge Gerry was Governor of Massachusetts, the Demo-
cratic legislature, in order to secure an increased representa-
tion of their party in the State Senate, districted the State
in such a way that the shapes of the towns forming such a
district in Essex county brought out a territory of regular
outline. This was indicated on a map which Russell the

editor of the 'Continent' hung in his office. Stuart the
painter observing it added a head, wings, and claws, and
exclaimed ' That will do for a salamander !* 'Gerrymander !*

said Russell, and the word became a proverb. 1884 Times
(weekly ed.) 17 Oct. 17/2 The Ohio Democrats had made a
partisan gerrymander of certain districts in order to retain

power. 1891 G. W. Curtis in Harper's Weekly 28 Mar.
( Funk), Mr. M rKinley . .was defeated only by a gerrymander.

Gerrymander (gerimarndai), v. Also erron.
(in Kngland) jerrymander, [f. the sb.] trans.

To subject (a state, a constituency) to a gerryman-
der. Also transf.

y
esp. in sense: To manipulate in

order to gain an unfair advantage.
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) Introd. 24. 1862

T. Winthrop E. Hrothertoft \\ ii. (1876) in A great
scope of fertile plain, gerrymandered into farms. 1884
Times (weekly ed.; 17 Oct. 4/1 A question how the con-
stituencies can be gerrymandered. 1887 Smyth in Trans.
Amer. Philot. Assoc. XVIII. 123 Gerrymandering dialect
phenomena cannot but hurt a domain of philology that is

sadly in lack of material with which to operate. 2890
Spectator 20 Sept. 367/2 They either had been 'gerry-
mandered 'or thought they had been 'gerrymandered' out
of their fair share of representative power. 1893 Times
26 Apr. 9/3 Mr. C described Mr. H as a political
puritan who had grossly gerrymandered the Lancashire
bench [of magistrates].

Hence Gerrymandered ///. a. ; Gerryman-
dering1 vbl. sb. ; also attrib. Also Gerryma'n-
clerer, one who gerrymanders (a constituency, etc.).

1848 Baktlftt Diet. Amer., Gerrymandering. 1872
N. V. Sunday Merc. 31 Mar. (Farmer), The Legislatuie
of Ohio intends to prove itself a veritable master in the
Gerrymandering business. 1883 Q. Rev. Jan. 271 In 1832
. .some very remarkable feats ot 'jerrymandering ' were per-
formed by the Whig Party. 1884 Ibid. Oct. 577 It would
enable ministers to appeal to a gerrymandered constituency.
1884 Pall Mall G. 18 July, We do not think the astutest
gerrymanderer could turn the scale. 1893 Times 27 Apr. 8/1
He [Mr. Trevelyan] was admirably equipped for passing a
gerrymandering Bill of this sort.

Gerse, obs. form of Garse sb.

Gers(s, Gers- : see Grass, Grass-.
Gersdorffite ^ga'Jzd^jfait). ffi*> [Named by
Lowe in 1842 after Von Gersdorf, the proprietor of
the mine where it was first found.] A sulph-
arsenide of nickel.

1849 J. Nicoi. Min. 459 Gersdorffite is used as an ore of
nickel. 1893 Dana's Min. 90 With normal gersdorffite are
classed a number of minerals.

Gerston : see Garston.
Gersum, sb. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 1 gser-,

gersum(a, 2-6, 9 Hist, gersum, 3 garsum, ger-
som, 5 grassum, 5-6 gersome. girsum(me, gres-
sorae, 6 gersumme, -sowme, gyrsome, -soome,
-soume, grassumme, gressam, -um, grissume,
-ome, 6-7 garsome, 3, 7 gersume, (8 garsom).
[OL. gwrsum, gersum, str. masc and ncut. gser-

sutna, gersuma,wk. masc. ^- OS. g&rsi/ni
}
wk. lem.,

MSw. girsam.]
1. A treasure, precious possession; a costly gift.

C 1045 O. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1035 Harold . . let niman
of hyre ealle pa bestan ga;rsuma. a 1100 Ibid. (Laud MS.)
an. 1047 For neah man sceolde to brecan his stef, ^\f he
[ V IfJ ne sealde be mare gersuman. CH75 Lamb. Horn. 91
pa com be mon mid his gersume to ban apostolum. a 1225
Ancr. R. 350 J>e gode pilegrim . . ne bereft no garsum.
a 1300 Floriz $ Bl. 419 purej .. bis gersume lhc am nu
bi man bicume. a 1300 Cursor M. 6753 If theif na gersum
has negifte. c 14*0 A nturs ofA rth. 697 (Thornton) He wed-
did his wyfe . .Withe gyftes and gersoms [Douce MS. gar-
sons : see Garrison], c 1475 RaufCoil^eara^, I rek nocht
of thy riches . . Thy God [? read gude] nor thy Grassum set

I bot licht.

2. Chiefly Sc. A premium or fine paid to a

feudal superior on entering upon a holding.
1389 in C. Welch Toiver Bridge (1894) 79 [An example of a]

gersum [for a shop on the bridge occurs in the accounts of

1389J. c 1450 Hknryson in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club)

977 Syne vexis him, or half the terme be gane, With pykit
querrellis.for to make him fane To flitt.or pay the girsum new
agane. 1500 20 Dunbar Poems xvii. 13 Mailisand gersomes
rasit ouir hie. 1530 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 288 In recom-
pense of fynes and garsomes that I toke of his tenementes.
1560 Holland Sez'en Sages (ed. Laing) 221 His maillis, ger-
sowmes, and daylie rent. 1610 Holland Camden 474 It

paieth. .an hundred shillings for a Gersume to the Queene.
1682 HicKKBiNGiLL IVks. (1716) II. 5 Except the Place might
cost somewhat at the entrance and admittance for a Gar-
some or Fine. 1703 Thoresbv Let. to Ray (E. D. S.),

Garsom, ' a garsom ', a foregift at entring a farm, a Gods-
penny. 1708 Termes de la Ley, Gersuma is an obsolete
Word, for a Fine or Sum of Money. 1851 Sir F. Palgravk
Norm. 4- Eng. I. 592 According to the leudal system a ger-

sum was rendered to the Seigneur upon the vassal's death.
atttib. 1567 in MaitlatuVs Hist. Edinb. (1753) 211 The

Interess and Gersome Silver yat sal happin to be obteinit

yatrfore.

t Gersum, v. Obs. [f. the sb.] trans. To
subject to a fine, impose a fine upon. To gersume
in : to admit to possession of in consideration of a

fine or rent.

1483 Cath. Angl. 151/1 To Garsumme {A. Gersome',
gressummare. z$oz Wtll of T. Martyn (Somerset Ho.), To
my son . . as many acres of land as he is garsumed in of

myn own lande.

Gert, dial, form of Great.
Gerth e, Gertt(e, obs. ff. Girth, Great.

Gerund (dflOTPod). [ad. L. gerund-ium, app.

i. gerundum ^-gerendum, gerund oigerZre to carry

on.] A form of the Lat. vb. capable of being con-

strued as a sb., but retaining the regimen of the vb.

Hence applied to forms functionally equivalent in

other langs., e.g. to the Eng. verbal noun in ~ing

when used rather as a part of the vb. than as a sb.

1513 LtLtf Introd. Gram. (1549) B ij b, There be more-
ouer belongyng to the infinituie mode of verbes certayn
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voyces called gerundes.. whiche haue bothe the actyue and
passiue significacion. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet. C j b,

There is only one Gerund ending in do. 1668 WlLKlNS
Real Char. 446 Gerunds and Supines are unnecessary in-

flexions of Verbs, the notion of them being expressible by
the Infinitive Mode, whose Cases they are. 176a I.owm
Eng. Gram, in The Participle with a Preposition before it,

and still retaining its Government, answers to what is called
in Latin the Gerund. 1826 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859) II.

100/1 He is driven to absolute despair by gerunds. 1872
Morris Hist. Ontl. Eng. Acrid, xiii. 179 We usually
abridge sentences containing the verbal substantive, so that
it looks like a gerund.

b. Comb, (used derisively), as gerund-grinder,
one who instructs in Latin grammar ; a pedantic
teacher

; gerund-grinding, instruction in Latin
grammar; pedantic instruction generally

; gerund-
grindery, a classical school

;
gerund-stone, the

imaginary grindstone of a ' gerund-grinder \
1710 Fatuitick Feast 6 The next was CI—s, the walking

Gerund-grinder, a noisie wrangling Sophist. 176a Sternic
Tr. Shandy V. xxxii, Here is the glass for pedagogues .

.

gerund-grinders, and bear-leaders, to view themselves in.

1827 Honk Every-day Bk. II. 33 Gerund-grinding and
parsing are usually prepared for at the last moment. 1831
Cari.vle Sart. Res. (1858) 64 An inanimate, mechanical
Gerund-grinder. 1864 Reader 1 Oct. 410/3 With less

enthusiasm and tenderness, the author would probably have
consented to wield his tawse and turn the ' gerundstone ' in
time-honoured style. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLV. 232 The
man of theory will always continue to think and speak o(
the professed pedagogue as a 'gerund-grinder'. 1887 Ch.
Times 20 May, How can it be right for clergymen to earn
hundreds or even thousands a year, say, by gerund-grinding
or by managing a great gerund-grindry ?

Gerundial (d^erzrndialj, a: [f. \,. gerundi-um
(see Gehund) + -al.] Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of a gerund. Also quasi-^., ellipt. for gerun-
dial infinitive.

1846 Worcester cites Latham. 1862 Marsh Eng. Lang.
47 The English .

. dropped the characteristic ending of the
gerundial, thus reducing it to the infinitive form. 1872 Mokris
Hist. Out/. Eng. Acrid, xiii. 177 The infinitive had a dative
form expressed by the suffix e, and governed by the prepo-
sition to. This is sometimes called the gerundial infinitive.

Hence Gerundially adv.
i860 Marsh Led. Eng. Lang. xxix. 655 The Icelandic

active participle is used gerundially as a passive.

Gerundie, obs. var. Gykonny. Her.
Gerundival (d^ertfndai-val), a. [f. L. gerun-

dives i^see next) + -al.] Of or pertaining to a
gerundive ; of the nature of a gerundive.
1884 Whitney in Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. XV. 119

The line between the gerundival and the more ordinary
adjective use is in other cases not always easy to draw. .

.

Never having any other than a gerundival meaning.
Gerundive (dg&rodiY), a. and sb. [ad. late

L. gerundivus {modus), f. gerundium Gerund.
Cf. F'. gerondif]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to, akin to, or of the nature of, a
gerund. (Cf. B. 2.)

1612 Brinsley Pos. Parts (1615) 23 Is it then properly a
Participle.of the future in dus, when it signifieth Actiuely ?

A. No. It is rather an Adjectiue Gerundiue. 1868 Max
Muller Strati/. Lan?. 30 In Sanskrit .. the so-called
gerundive participle, .signifies that a thing is necessary or
proper to be done. 1885 Sir P. Perking Hard Knots 307
This use of the Gerundive participle will hardly be dis-
puted. 1804 W. M. Lindsay Lat. Lang. 543 The origin of
the Gerundive suffix still remains doubtful.

2. humorous nonce-use. Having to do with ge-
runds ; crammed with gerunds.
«i6i6 Beaum. & Fl. Wit at Sev. Weaf>. 1. ii, That

Gerundive [printed Geruuditw] maw of yours, that without
Do will end in Di and Dum instantly.

B. sb.

1. = Gerund. (So F. ge'rondif)
1483 Cath. Angi. 154/2 A Gerundyfe, gerundium. 1520

Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 3 Somtyme quis qui is gouerned.

.

of y gerundyue. 1851 G. Brown Gram. 0/ Eng. Gram.
(1873) 466 Gerundives are participles governed by preposi-
tions ; but, there being little or no occasion to distinguish
these from other participles, we seldom use this name. 1896
Toynbee Bracket's Hist. Gram. Fr. L.ang. § 553.
2. In Latin grammar, a verbal adjective, of the

nature of a passive participle, expressing the idea
of necessity or fitness : its suffix is the same as that
of the gerund. Hence applied to forms of like

meaning in other languages.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gerundive (in Grammar)

an Adjective made of a Gerund. 1721-1792 in Bailey.
1847 Kennedy Elem. Lat. Gram. 174 For signifying Neces-
sity Passively, the Gerundive is used Impersonally in the
Neuter Gender. 1881 Bradley Arnold's Lat. Prose § 39r
The use of the gerundive is confined to transitive verbs, in-
cluding deponents.

3. Comb., as gerundive-making adj.

189a Whitney Max Muller 71 The gerundive-making
suffixes tavya and aniya.

Hence Gerundively adv., in the manner of a
gerund ; as, or in place of, a gerund.
1849 J. W. Gibbs Philol. Studies 11857) 92 The participle

used gerundively does not differ, in external form, from
the ordinary participle.

Gerusia (ger/rzia). [a. L. gerusia, Gr. ytpovaia,
f. yepwv old man.] An assembly of elders, spec.
the senate in Sparta and other Dorian cities.

1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xi. 41 The old Athenian
council came nearer in numbers to the Spartan gerusia.

185a Gbote Greece 11. Ixxxi. {1856) X. 549 Aristotle assimi-
lates, .the Gerusia of Carthage, .to that of Sparta. 1885 tr.

Wellhatisen's Prolcg. Hist. Israel 514 At the side of the
high priust stood the gerusia of the town of Jerusalem.

TGeTy, a. Obs. [f. Gkuk + -Y 1
.] Change-

able, fitful, capricious.
c 1386 Chaucer A'ul. 's T. 678 Right as the friday, soothly

for to telle, Now it shyneth, now it reyneth faste. Right so
can geery Venus oner caste The hertes of bir folk. 1399
Langl. Rich. Redeles HI. 130 Gyuleris, Ioyfful, ffor here
gery laces. 1412-20 L.YDC. Chron. Troy 1. iv, This gery
fortune, this lady recheles. ( 1430 — Mt'tt. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 24 A gery march his stondis doth disclose. 1430-40— Bochas in. vii. (1554' 80 The gery Romains, stonnie and
vnstable. a 1529SKELTON Ware the Hawke(>6 His seconde
hawke waxid gery, And was with flying wery.

Hence f Geriful a. Obs~ ° (see quot.
;
peril, mis-

take fur Gebfdl) ; t GeTiness, changeableness.
1412 20 L.YDG. Chron. Troy 1. v, By gerinesse of this her

reuohition. a 1420 HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 69, I was
adredde so of hir gerynesse. 1616 Bullokar, Gerifull,
changeable : sometime cruell.

Ges, Gesant(e, obs. forms of Guess, Jessant.
Gesarne, geserne : see Giserne.
Gesem, -en, gesian, vars. Gesixe, Obs.

Gesier, obs. var. Gizzard.

t Gesine. Obs. Forms : 3-4 gesen, -in, gey-
I sene, gisin, 4-5 gesine, gesyn^e, 5 gysyn(e,
!
gesem, jasane, jesaine, jesyne, gesiau, 6 Se.

\

gissane, jesing, 8 Sc. gizzen, jizzen. [a. OK.

I

gesine, f. gesir to lie :—h.Jacere.] Childbed.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8594 On a night bath lighter war bai,

I

At ans bath in gesen lai. <: 1425 Wyntoun Crou. v. i. 19
The modyr held bed in gysyne. a 1450 Rut. de (a Tour

\ (1868) 109 Moder vnto the said Joseph, of whom she deyed
;

in gesyne. i 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shales. Soc.) 150 The for to

j
comforte in gesyne this day, Tweyn gode mydwyvii I have
brought here. 1480 Caxton Chron. Etig. cxxxiii. 112 Wii-

' Ham swore by God that whan lie were aryse of his gysyn
he wold lyght a thousand candels to the kyng of fraunce.

, ?«isoo Chester PL (E. E. T. S.) ix. 246 (Harl. MS.) He
that made vs meete on playne and offer to Mary in her
Iesaine [Addit. MS. jasane]. 1576 Pitcairn"s Crim, Trials
I. 51 And sche newrissine out of gissane. 1596 Dalrvmple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 151 The Queue in Jesing sair seik.

1785 Forbes Dominie Depos'd 30 (with Poems in Buchan
Dial.) She made poor Maggy lie in gi/zen.
attrib. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 13 The jizzen-bed wi'

rantry leaves was sain'd.

Gesith. O.K. Antiq. [OK. gesi'f companion
= OS. gisiS, OHG. gi-sind (Ger. gesiud).'] An
attendant or companion of a king ; hence, like

med.L. comes Count, used as a designation of rank.
1861 Pearson Early <$• Mid. Ages Eng. 72 Dependent

on the king, and on the nobles, were the gesith or thanes.
1881 Athenaeum 17 Sept. 360/2 The personal followers, the
gesiths or thegns, on the one hand, and on the other the
independent nobility and the national militia.

b. attrib., as gesith-socn, an alleged Old Eng-
lish division of the county.
(But the word is spurious : see Stubbs Scl. Charters Glos-

sary s.v. Sithessocna, and Bosw.-Toller s.v. Scip-fylted.)
1872 E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 118 Every county was

at this time divided into Hundreds and Gesith-socns.
Gesling, -lyng, obs. forms of Gosling.
II Gesnera M^esncra). Bot. [mod.L., named

after Conrad von Gesncr, a naturalist and scholar
of Zurich, of the 16th c] A genus of tropical plants
(N.O. Gesneracem); also a plant of this genus.
1858 Glenny Card. Every-day Bk. 186/1 Some of the

taller Gesneras may require a slight support. 1882 Garden
11 Nov. 420/2 There are not many stove plants more valuable
than Gesneras.

GeSlieraceous ^esner^-Jas), a. Bot. [f.

j

prec. + -aceous.] Of or pertaining to the order
;

Gesneracem (of which Gesnera is the type).
1882 Card. Chron. XVII. 43 Lysionotusserrata.au Indian

Gesneraceous plant, is a pretty addition to stove plants.

Gesnerad (d^e-snened). [f. as prec. + -ad : see
-ad I d.] A plant of the genus Gesnera.
1882 Garden 4 Feb. 74/1 It is well known that most of the

Gesnerads are easily increased by means of leaf cuttings.
Gesning, var. Gestening.
Gespen, var. Gispin, Obs.

Gess(e, obs. f. Guess, and of guests pi. of Guest.
Gess, Gessant, obs. forms of Jess, Jessant.
Gessemine, -my, obs. ff. Jasmine, Jessamy.
Gessera(rn,-a(u)nte,-en,-on,vars.jAZERANT.
Gessling, -lyng, obs. forms of Gosling.
II Gesso (dse-so). Also 8-9 gess(e. [a. It.

gesso:—h. gypsum: see Gypsum.]
1. Plaster of Paris

; gypsum. + a. in the native
state (obs.). b. as prepared for use in painting and
sculpture.

1596 W. P. Bk. Seer. Diija, Fill the vessell halfe full and
stop it well with Gesso. Ibid. E j b, Gesso when it is first
put into the wine maketh it bitter. 1698 in Phil. Trans.
XX. 306 There are found with it Red-bole . . and Plaister
Gypsum or Gesso. 1851 Rlskin Stones Fen. (1874) I. App.
370 No colour is so noble as the colour of a good painting
oil canvas or gesso. 1859 Gui.lick & Timbs Paint. 7 The
Venetians . . took the precaution of spreading the composi-
tion of size and gesso as thinly as possible. 1874J. Fergus-
son in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 756 A coating of gesso—vulgo
plaster—was to be applied. 1886 Athenxum 6 Feb. 207/2
These decorations have been modelled or ' raised ' in gesso.

c. A prepared surface of plaster as a ground for
painting.

i860 J. Hewitt Anc. Arm. III. 497 This [shield] .. is

formed of wood .. faced with canvas, on which is laid a
gesso to receive the painting and gilding.

f 2. A work of art executed in plaster. Obs.

1758 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 84/2 Any painter, sculptor.. or

other artist to whom the study of these gestes may be of

use, will have liberty to draw or model at any time.

3. attrib., as gessofigure, ornament, work.
1745 H. Walpole Let. to Maun 4 Jan. (1857) I. 336, I

must tell you that I have at last received the cases ; three

with gesse figures, and one with [etc.]. 1881 Athen&uiu
7 May 626/3 The design of the gesso ornaments [of the

Painted Chamber], with their colours, gilding, and decora-
tion, could still be made out. 1890 Archieol. 1,11. 693 In
the centre a gold ring of gesso work with slightly raised

bosses,

Gest d^est), sby Forms: 3-5,8 ygeste, (4-6
jeste , 4-5 geest, 4 jeest^, 6 Sc. geist, 4- gest,

(4-7 jest). See also Jest. [a. OF. geste, jeste

(fern.), action, exploit (chiefly//.), romance; ad.

L. gesla actions, exploits, neut. pi. of geslus, pa.

pple. of gerere to carry on (war, etc.), perform.]

1. //. Notable deeds or actions, exploits ''later

also sing., a deed, exploit) ; csp. the deeds of a

person or people as narrated or recorded, history.

Obs. exc. arch.
There seems to be no certain example in ME. of the sing.

gest = a.n action. In the passages quoted by iMatzner from
the Destruction 0/ Troy 1620, 32861 the alliteration proves
that the g is hard, and the words ate really gift Kgy/te
misread as gyste) and guest.
a 1300 Cursor M. 123, I sal . . tell sum gestes principale ;

For all may na man haue in talle. a 1340 Hamfole
Psalter xlvii. 12 That }e tell, .til all (at will here be gestis

ofhalymen, c 1350 Will. PeUerne 2780 pe hert. .fayn was
a-way to fie for fere of mo gestes. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 40 Hit is conteyned in the gestis of Athenes
that there was an holy hermite. 1494 Fabyan Chron. v.

lxxvi. 55 Turpinus that wrote the Gestes of the great
Charles, saythe [etc.]. 1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1.

(•54t*) 35 The noble testes at home by policy be not inferyur

tu the valyaunt actes in warre. 1558 Phaer .Eneid 1. I> iij.

He seeth among them all the iestes of Troy, and stories all

And wars. 1591 SCENSER M. Hubberd 978 Fond Ape .

.

into whose brest Never crept thought of honor, nor brave
gest. 11656 Usshkk Ann. vi. (1658) 121 [Diodorus] hud-
ling together the gests of 2 years into one [etc.]. 1762-71
H. Wali'OLE Vertue's A need. Paint. (1786) I. 35 He had .

.

rather employ master William and Edward of Westminster
to paint the gestes of the kings of Antioch. 1816 Monthly
Mag. XLII. 326 He also wrote De Re Navali, and a poem
on his father's gests. 1834 Sin H. Taylor 2nd J't. Arte-
velde v. iii, I . .put to sea, Errant for geste and enterprise of
wit. 1844 Mrs. Browning /-. E. L.'s Last Quest, iv,

When knightly gestes and courtly pageantries Were broken
in her visionary eyes. 1876 BesaNt & Rick Gold. Butterfly
xxxvii, Her bosom heaved when she heard of heroic gest.

b. In general sense : Action, performance, rare.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 857 Now have y shewyd
vow, my son, somewhat of dyuerse Iestis pat ar reinenibred

m lordes courte Lere as all rialte restis.

2. A story or romance in verse: also simply (in

later use), a story, tale. /// gest= 'm verse, in the

manner of a metrical romance. The English gest',

the French gest : metrical chronicles of England, of

France. Obs. exc. Hist.
a 1300 A". Horn 522 Murie was be feste Al of faire gestes.

<( 1300 Havelok 2328 per mouthe men se . . Romanz reding
on be bok

; J>er mouthe men here be gestes singe. 13..

A'. Alis. 30 Now pais holdith..And ye schole here a
noble jeste, Of Alisaundre, theo riche kyng. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 38 After pe Bretons be lnglis

camen, be lord&chip of bis land bai namen . . bat calle men
now be lnglis gest. -1386 Chaucer Melib. Prol. 15 Lat se

wher thou kanst tellen aught in geeste Or telle in prose som-
what at the leeste. c 1400 Malndev. (18391 xx. 220 Myn-
strelles, that syngen Songes and tellen Gestes. 14.. Sir
Betus (MS. N) 4313+345 Men tellith bothe in gest it ryme,
Thei were leide in maner of shryne. c 1440 Partonope 405
Thus tellyth now the french geest. 1494 Fa BYAN Chron.
vii. cexxxviii. 278 The bonys of King Arture, and his wyfe
Gueynour . . were founden by a synger of gestys. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems Win. 4 Ay is the ouir-word of the geist, Giff
thame the pelffe to pairt amang tbame. 1565 Golding
Ovid's Met. VII. (1593) 180 Duke Cephal weeping told this

tale to Phocus and the rest, Whose eies were also moist
with teares to heare the piteous jest, 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron. I. 69 2 The tales of Robin Hood, or the gests written
by Ariost the Italian in his booke intituled Orlando
furioso. 1828-40 Tytlek Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 298 We know
..that there were gests and historic ballads written upon
the story of Wallace. 1858 Doran Crt. Fools 89 The harper
probably only accompanied the reciter of the Gest.

1 3. a. A satirical utterance, lampoon, b. An
idle tale. Obs. with this spelling: for examples of

the later use (16-ioth c.) see Jest sb.

1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 315 J>ere[in Sicily] was com-
medya, song of gestes, firste i-founde. Ibid. IV. 229 Cithero
made gestes in blame of Sahistius [L. invectiones]. .1470
Henry Wallace vi. 93 Fy on fortoun, fy on thi frewall

quehyll :..His plesance her till hiin was bot a gest.

t Gest, sb* Obs. rare. [a. OF. geste.] Race,

kind, family; company.
13.. A". Alls. 6413 Ther byside, on the north-est, Buth

men off selcouthe gest. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 8017 pen dide be kyng make somons Of bischopes,

erles, & barons, & ober lordes of be nobleste [v. r. folk of

noble geste]. — Chron. (1810) 315 pei & all per geste bat

dome salle doute & rew.

Gest (dgest), sb.3 Obs. exc. arch. Also 6, 9
geste, 6 jest. [ad. F. geste, ad. L. geslus, masc.

(k- stem) gesture, bearing, f. gerere to bear, deport

(oneself).]
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GEST.

1. Bearing, carriage, mien.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 19 Ye fooles. .Of euill

behauiour, gest and countenaunce. 1568 A'nt. ofCourtesy

394 He went ..With wofull mone and sory jest. 1590

Spenser F. Q. hi. viii. 8 Him needed not instruct . .
how to

speake, ne how to use his gest. 1844 Mrs. Browning Vis.

Poets xcv, Look and geste Of buried saint, in risen rest.

jUgoCornh. Mag. June 638 You eat and drink with mincing

geste.

2. A movement of a limb ; an action, gesture.

«i5*i Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858^ III. 65 Well
manered in all his gestes. 1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices

1. 1 1 540) 85 Some iests [L. gestus] of players be not without

follyes. 1683 D. A. A rt Converse 6 That outward and proud

Behaviour either in Gests or Speech. 1717 Oakth tr. Ovid s

Met. xiv. Appulus, The bold Buffoon . . Their Motion

mimicks, but with Gests obscene. 1781 Justamosd Prt'v.

Life LewisXV>\V. 181 Count Lally, whom the Chancellor

pointed out by a gest [prig, d'uu geste] to the King. 1844

Mrs. Browning Rom. Page xxxv, Had the knight looked

back to the page's geste, I ween he had turned anon.

t Crest, sbA Obs. Also 6 jest(e, pi. jesses, 7

geast, jeyst, ghest, pi. gesses. [Later form of

Gist '.] //. The various stages of a journey, esp.

of a royal progress ; the route followed or planned.

1550 Edw. VI Jrnt. in Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) 275 The gestis

of my progres wer set fourth, wich were thes; from Gren-

wich to Westmuster [etc.]. 1597 H. Maynard in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 274 By that time the Queen meaneth
to be with you, if the iestes hold, wh after manie altera-

cions is so sett downe . . to be with you on Wednesdaie
night. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 125 Diogneus and Beton .

.

set down all the geasts and iournies of that prince. 1611

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xlii. (16321 405 The like custome
vsed hee in the winter season in his leysts, and circuits

throughout his Country. 1650 Fuller Pisgah v. iii. 147

Though in Iacobs Gests, Succoth succeeds the next place

to Peniel, yet it follows not, that Iacob with his train went
so far in one day. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 126

His [the king's] gests and motions were much fore-slowed

by his making so many halts. 1755 Johnson (citing Hanmerj
Gest, the roll or journal of the several days and stages pre-

fixed, in the progress of our kings.

transf. and fig. 1596 J. Norden Uitle\ A Progresse of
Pietie, whose Jesses lead into the Harborough of heavenly
Hearts-ease. 1645 Quarles Sot. Recant, vil. 52 Let .

.

salvage brutes trade there, and lay their Gests Of progresse.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 58 It takes not away
this vertue of the earth, but more distinctly sets downe the

gests and progresse thereof. 1649 H. Hammond Chr. Oblig.

iii. 66 When God hath designed the crosse, the constant post

and stage in our gesses to Heaven.

b. sing. The time allotted for a halt or stay.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. it. 41 lie giue him my Commis-
sion To let him there a Moneth behind the Gest Prefix'd

for 's parting.

1' Gest, v.^ Obs. Also 4 geest, 4, 6 St. geste.

See also Jkst v. [f. Gest sbJ] intr. To tell a

tale, to recite a romance.
c 1340 Cursor M. 7256 (Trim) Whenne be! were gladdest at

be feest Sampson coude wel geest. c 1386CHAUCER Pars. 7".

Prol. 43, I kan nat geeste, Rum, Ram, Ruf by lettre.

c 1425 Leg. Rood (1871) App. 211, I haue ioye forto gest

Of be lambe of love with-oute ope. 14. . Sir Beues (MS. Ni
2244 Als feire a man as thei my^t gest. .1440 Promp.
Pari'. 191/1 Gestyn" yn romawnce, gesti'o.

b. To piny or sing as a professional 'gester \
1508 Kemnedie Flytingiv. Dunbar 507 Tak the a fidill,

or a floyt and geste.

Hence + Ge'sting vbl. sb.

•1440 Promp. Part', 191/3 Gestynge, or romawncynge,
gesticula/us, rythmicatus.

tGest, P.2 Obs. rare. [f. L. ,gw/-, ppl. stem of

gerere to carry on.] trans. To perform ; only in

phrase gested and done.

1523 La. Brrners Froiss. Author's Pref. 1 With what
labours, daungers, and peryls they [auncyent actes] were
gested and done. 1541 Pavnel Catiline xxxii. 50 b, Sup-
plications ware alwey decreed for a thinge prosperously
gested and done against an ennemie.

Gest, obs. f. Jess; obs. pa. t. of Guess.
Gest(e, obs. form of Guest, Jest, Joist.

Gestant (dajestant), a. rare~ x
. [ad. L. ges~

tant-em, pres. pple. of gestare to go with young.]

Pregnant ; in quot.J^f.
1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 104 Cannons

rolling on, Like blind, slow storm-clouds gestant with the
heat Of undeveloped lightnings.

Gestar, var. Gester, Obs.

(restate (d^e'steH), a. [ad. L. gestdt-us, pa.

pple. of gestare : see next.] In courseof gestation.

1854 Syd. Dobell Balder xxlv. 169 The gendering caves
and secrets where thy spring Is gestate, and the summer
yet to be Seethes dark.

Gestate (d^e'st^'t), v. [f. L.gestdt-, ppl. stem

of gestare to carry, to go with young.] trans. To
carry in the womb during the period between con-

ception and birth. A\$ojig.
1866 Pall Mall G. 31 May 1 There are mammals, .whose

progeny leave the womb half gestated. 1886 T. Frost
Remin. Country Journalist x. (1888) 116 [His] mind was
then gestating a work of the most original character.

Gestation (d^est^'Jon). Also 6 -acion. [ad.

L. gestation-em (n. of action f. gestare to carry)

found esp. in sense 1. Cf. F. gestation (Cotgr.).]

The action of bearing or carrying.

1. A carrying or being carried, e.g., on horseback

or in a carriage, regarded as a kind of exercise.

Now rare.

1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1541)49^ There is also another

136

kynde of exercise, whiche is called Gestation . . as . . sytting

in a chaire, whiche is caried on mens shulders with staves

. .or syttyuge in a boate or barge, whiche is rowed, rydyng
on a horse [etc.]. 156a Bullevn Def agst. Sickness, Vse of
Sicke Men 67 b, Gestation, that is to be caried of an other

thyng, without any trauaill of the bodie it self. 1606

Holland Sueton. 214 He never went forth any iourney

(were it but for exercise by way of Gestation), but [etc.].

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min. Introd., Gestation, in-

creased heat . .and causeth sleep. 1806 R.Cumberland Mem.
(1807) II. 238 He. .took his morning's circuit on horse-back

at a foot's-pace ; for his infirmity would not admit of any
strong gestation. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 429 Moderate gesta-

tion, and a temperate course of diet, will be found to answer

the purpose of promoting convalescence. 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 251 Gestation, pure air, sea-bathing

and every other kind of tonic .. are also of the utmost

importance. 1871 Sir T. Watson Led. Pfinc. Med. (ed. 5)

II. \\t 245 Gestation in a carriage or in a boat, has the same
good effects [as equitation] but in a less degree. 1885 in

Syd. Soc. Lex.

f2. The practice of wearing (a ring). Obs. rare* 1
.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. iv. 185 Affirming that

the gestation of rings upon this hand and finger, might rather

be used for their conveniency and preservation, then any
cordiall relation.

3. The action or process of carrying young; the

condition of being carried in the womb during the

period between conception and birth.

Applied by extension to processes somewhat similar, e. g
Dorsal, oral, mammary ox Pouch gestation.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 336 You shall reconcile Hippo-
crates to himselfe, if you say, that the end of the tenth

moneth is the absolute and longest limit of gestation. 1661

Lovell Hist. Anim. <fr
Min. Introd., The gestation is

various also, the woolf goeth a month or forty daies, the

bitch nine weeks. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. 11779) *• *• 38

The comfort of her sister-in-law, during her gestation. 1786

Gilpin in Mrs. Detany's Life <$• Corr. Ser. 11. III. 340
Naturalists tell us, that the noblest animals are the longest

in gestation. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 573 The words
* born in due time afterwards.' Such words, in the case of

a man's own children, mean the time of gestation. 1821

SportingMag. IX. 4 The gestation and foaling, upon which
so much has lieen already written. i8a6 Kikby & Sp.

Entomol. IV. xlii. 162 As to the period of gestation, most in-

sects begin to lay their eggs soon after fecundation has taken

place. 1868 Darwin Anim. <$• PI. I. i. 29 It has been objected

that our domestic dogs cannot be descended from wolves or

jackals, because their periods of gestation are different.

fig. 1691-1701 Nokkis Ideal World 1. Pref. 1 Measuring
the perfection of the birth by the presumed time of the

gestation [of a literary work]. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III.

11. v, How this Question of the Trial grew laboriously,

through the weeks of gestation,, .were superfluous to trace

here. 1851 R. R. Madden Shrines Old % New World II.

606 The work was conceived in prison, and the whole

process of gestation was accomplished there. 1879 Geo.
Eliot Theo. Such xiii. 229 He has a trying gestation of

! every speech.

Gestative d^e'stativ), a. [ad. L. type *gestd-

tiv-us, f. gestd-re to carry.] Of or pertaining to

gestation.

1828 Sir D. Le Marchant Rep. Claims Barony Gardner
yo To interfere with and to protract the gestative process.

Gestatorial (d^estato^-rial), a. [f. as next +
-al.] Gestatorial chair : a chair in which the Pope

is carried on certain occasions. (So F. chaise ges-

tatoire ; in late L. sella gestdtoria was used for

' sedan-chair'.)

1864 Times 6 Apr. 10/1 Pius IX once more was borne

through the nave [of St. Peter's] in his ' gestatorial ' chair.

1889 Catholic Household 2 Nov. 5/3 His Holiness, carried

in the gestatorial chair, entered the hall.

Gestatory (d.^e'statari), a. rare. [ad. L. ges-

tdtdri-us
t

f. gesldtor-em, gestdtor, one who carries,

f. gestare to carry.] t &* Adapted for carrying or

wearing (obs.). b. Of or pertaining to carrying as

a form of exercise.

«i68a Sir T. Browne Tracts (16S4) 90 The Crowns and
Garlands of the Ancients were either Gestatory, such as

they wore about their Heads and Necks [etc.]. 1804 Edin.

Rev. IV. 100 We shall now take leave of Dr. Jackson and

his gestatory plan of cure. 1882 Antiq. May 187 Gestatory

garlands worn round the neck.

t Ge'Sted, ///. a. Obs. [f. Gest sb?- + -ed '-.]

Accompanied with gestures.

1587 Fleming Conln. Holinshed III. 1323/1 This answer

so smoothlie deliuered, and with such coie lookes and pro-

testation of action gested, that [etc.]. 1731 Fielding Grub
St. Op. n. viii, From lips and eyes with gested grace In vain

she keeps out charming him.

tGestelin. Obs.

1591 Treastirie ofHidden Secrets ix. A viij. And when it

is cold, lay a larde of Quinces in your glasse (called a geste-

lin glasse) or an earthen pot well glased.

t Ge'Sten, v. Obs. Forms: 3-4 gestin(e, giat-

ne(n, gestne(n, 4-5 gestyn(ne, 3-5 gesten ve,

(9 dial, guesten, guessen). [(.gest Guest + -en 5

but perh. a back-formation from Gestening.]

1. intr. To receive hospitality ; to be entertained

as a guest, to lodge.
a ia»5 Ancr. R. 402 Etfe. .gistnede mid hire bet he iuond

be two treon gederinde i Sarepte. a 1300 Cursor M. 14082

He gestind wit bir sisters tua. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 935 How
thei gestened that ny^t Carp wyll we mare, c 1450 St. Cuth-

bert (.Surtees) 1259 He gestynd at a huswyf house, a 1800

Fray of Suport ii. in Scott Minstrelsy Scott. Bord. (1802)

1. 187 Hut Tobbet Hob o' the Mains had guesten'd in my
house by chance.

2. trans. To receive as a guest, lodge, entertain.

rti300 Cursor M. 2712 He .. gestend bam wit him hat

night, f 1315SHOREHAM 13 Wanne hi bethdeede, In hevene

GESTICULATE.
hi heth i-gistned. c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxi. 257 (Harl. MS.)
A senily yonge kny^te, that was gestenid with me in myn
house al this ny^t. c 1450 SI. Cuthbert (Stirtees) 1404 To
gestyn commers fra ferr and nere. 1807 Stacg Poems 16
The blythe pair . . War guessend up i' the loft Reeght snug
that neeght.

Hence + Gestener, a guest.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, JTat/iorn&6 Lowe we all god, my
brebir dere, pat has ws send a gud gestenere.

t Gestening, gestning. Obs. Also 3-5
gesning, -yng, 4 gistning, gistenynge, gistyn-

nyug. [Of Scandinavian origin : cf. OSw. giist-

">".?> g>s (l )-> SesfJ)"> etc -- £ Siista v - to lodge as a

guest, f. gast-er = ON. gest-r Guest ; in ON. only

gisting (f. gista vb.) is found.] Entertainment as a

guest, lodging, hospitality. Also, a banquet, feast.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 93 pis dai haueS ure drihten .

.

parked bat holie gestninge pe he offe spec5 bus queoinde,
Ecte praniiium tlteum paratitm. a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 82

Floriz. .hopede come to pat gesninge. a 1300 Vex Hf Wolf
256 To colde gistninge he was i-bede. c 1340 Cursor M.
11750 (Fairf.) per bai fande na knawinge of quam bai mu5t
aske gesteninge. a 1400 in Pol. Rel. <$• L. Poems 241 Matheu
hat mad a grcte gestenyng te Ihesu at home in his whony-
yng. c 1425 Wyntoun Crort. vl. xv. 1638 The Kyng tuk wyth
the mylnare hys gesnyng. c 147s RaufCoityar 975 That
all that wantis harbery Suld haue gestning. 15x3 Douglas
shneis x. viii. 56, I the beseyk, thou mychty Hercules, Be
my faderis gestnyng. 1535 Stewart Crott. Scot. (1858) I. 250

King Caratac that gestnyng bocht rycht deir._ 1584 Hudson
Du Bartas' Judith VI. 108 Go fear not again : Wilt thou

the sacred gestning then prophane r

t Ge'Ster. Obs. Forms : 4-5 gestour(e,

(gestiour, jestour, 5 gestowre), 5 gester. See

also Jester, [f. Gest f. 1 + -ee 1
.] A professional

reciter or singer of romances.
c 1380 A Htm 1st in Todd 3 Treat. WycliJ 1 28 peisitten in

castels it townes wip mynstralcie & lau^tur, wip trege-

tours & tomblers, wip gestours & japeres. c 1384 Chaucer
H. Fame III. 108 All manner of minstrales, And jestours,

that tellen tales. 1387 Trevisa Higilm (Rolls) IV. 101

Poetes and gestoures IL. carminatores] uppon a pulpet

lehersede poysees, gestes and songes. c 1440 Promp. Par:'.

191/2 Gestowre, gesticulator. c 1460 Laun/al 430. Launfal

. . Fyfty fedde povere gestes . . Fyfty clodede gestours.

1496 Dives
.J-

Paup. (W. de W.) 1. iv. 36/1 His dedes ben

tolde of heraudes and gestours.

Gestei", obs. form of Gesture, v.

+ Gester on. Obs. Also 5 gestron(e. [Cor-

rupt form of Jesserant.] A coat of mail.

1469 Mann. <y Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 538 My master paid

. . fore werkemaneshipe of a gestrone of maylle, xs. 1509

Will 0/Shoo (Somerset Ho.', My litell gestern. 151* Tttt.

Ebor. (Surteesi V. 148 Cooltes of plate, gestrous [etL.].

1524 Unit. 176 A gesteron covered with buke-skyns.

Comb. 1517 Nottingham Rec. III. 140 Roberto Stabuls,

gestronmaker.

t Ge'Stible, a. Obs.- ° That may be borne.

l6«3 Cockeram II, To be Borne, Gestible.

Gestic (dse-stik), a. [f. Gest jtM + -ic] Of
or pertaining to bodily movement, esp. dancing.

Todd (1818) explains gestic in quot. 1764 as ' legendary,

historical ' (from Gest sb. v \ and this sense of the word is

given in most mod. Diets, even when the quot. is placed

under the proper sense.
# ....

1764 Golosm. Trav. 253 And the gay grandsire, skill'd to

gestic lore, Has frisk'd beneath the burden of threescore.

1807 8W. Irving Salmag. (1824I 119, Matrons. -unskilled in

* gestic lore '. 18J3 Scott Peveril xxx, He bore time to her

motions with the movement of his foot .. and seemed .. car-

riL-d away by the enthusiasm of the gestic art.

t Gestical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.] = prec.

1607 Toisell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 83 She beggeth,

playeth, leapeth—sometimes creeping, sometimes lying on

the back . . with divers such gestical actions.

Gesticulacious (d^e-stiki/n^ 1d>s\ a. rare- 1
.

[f. Gkhticul-ate v. + -acious.] Given to gesticu-

lation. (Cf. Gesticui.arious and quot. there.)

1834 \V. Iml. Sketch Bk. II. 373 The French people,

always so amusing, so gesticulacious and frisky.

Gesticulant (d,2,esti-kWlant), a. rare. fad.

L. gestiailaut-em, pres. pple. of gesticularl to Ges-

ticulate.] Exhibiting gestures
;
gesticulating.

1877 Rt'SKIN Ears Clav. VI I. Ixxv. 89 The poor gesticulant

orator. 1887 Blackmore Springha-.vn led. 4) I. xvi. 157

The figure of the ungainly foe. .huge against the waves like

Cyclops, and like him gesticulant.

Gesticular (dz,e»ti-ki«lai), a. [f. late L. ges-

ticul-us a gesture + -AR.]

1. Of or pertaining to gesticulation.

1850 I.eitch tr. C. 0. Mailer's Anc. Art % 335 'ed. 2I 397

The comparison of the gesticular language of the modern

Neapolitans.. is interesting. 1861 Temple Bar I. 186 The

deficiency of true genius and genuine gesticular humour 111

the mimics of our stage.

2. nonce-use. Full of quick and lively motion.

1856 Fmerson Eng. Traits xiii. 231 Electricity cannot be

made fast ; . . it is passing, glancing, gesticular.

GesticulariOUS (d3cstiki*71e.>-ri£s), a. [f. late

L. gesticulari-us a pantomime, f. gesticul-us (see

next) + -ous.] Given to gesticulation.

1830 Eraser's Mae: I. 291 It is that [snuff] which makes

him [the Frenchman] so lively, so gesticulanous, so frisky.

Gesticulate (daetdkWfLrH), v. \i. L. gesti-

culate ppl. stem of gesticuldri, f. gesttculus, dim.

of gestus action, gesture (see Gest rf. 3 ).]

1. intr. To make lively or energetic motions with

the limbs or body ; esp. as an accompaniment or

in lieu of speech.
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1613 R. Cawdbky Table Alph. fed. 3), Gesticulate, vse

much or foolish gesture. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trait. 235
Their hands, eyes .. gesticulating severally, and swimming
round, and conforming themselves to a Donque stilnesse.

1783 Blair Lect. Rhet. vi. I. in A Frenchman both varies
his accents, and gesticulates while he speaks, much more
than an Englishman. 1815 Scott Guy M. iv, The gipsy
remained on the shore, reciting or singing, and gesticulating
with great vehemence. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola I, xvi,

Men., were standing in close couples gesticulating eagerly.

2. trans. To indicate or express by gestures or

gesticulations.

1601 B, Jonson Poetaster Apol. Dial., To act the crimes,
these Wrappers reprehend, Or what their servile apes gesti-

culate. 18.
>t
Baker Heart ofAfrica iv; (Cent.) The whole

day passed in shouting and gesticulating our peaceful in-

tentions to the crowd assembled on the height on the oppo-
site side of the river. 1871 Morlky Voltaire (1886) 9
Muffled phantoms of debate are made to gesticulate inex-
pressible things in portentously significant silence.

Hence Gesticulated ppl. a., accompanied or
varied by gesticulation; Gesticulating ppl. a.,

that gesticulates.

1623 Cockeram 11. A 4 b, Done with Actiuity or Wantonly.
Gesticulated. 1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1850) II. 117
Italy, both ancient and modem, exhibits a gesticulating
people of comedians. 1816 Keatinge Trav. 1,1817) I- 225
The group began a wild, and to our ideas extravagantly
gesticulated dance. 1853 Kane Gtinnell Exp. xiii. (1^56)

97 Rounded hill slope and gesticulating tree. 1858 1)k
Quincey Fr. * ling. Mann. Wks. IX. 105 A gesticulating
nation cannot be a dignified nation.

Gesticulation (d^stiki/H^-Jbn). Also 7Jes-
ticulation. [ad. L. gesticulation-em, n. of action

f. gesticuldri to GESTICULATE.] The action or pro-
cess of gesticulating. Also, an instance of this

(chiefly in pi.).

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1195 He liked well enough
to see the daunces and gesticulations of yong boies. 1616
Bullokar, Gesticulation, a moouing of the fingers, hands,
or other parts, eyther in idle wantonnesse, or to expresse
some matter by signes, in dauncing, singing, or other such
like exercise. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (.1673) 16 Their
wanton smiles, and jesticulations. 1713 Steele Guardian
No. 42 P 3 Story-telling, .is not perfect without proper (Jes-

ticulations of the Body. 1764 Reid Inquiry i. §6. 103 One
may see a puppet make variety of motions and gesticula-
tions, a 1784 Johnson in Boswell lxx. (1848) 662/2 He
has no grimace, no gesticulation, no bursts of admiration on
trivial occasions. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. 1. 104 Their con-
versation was. .carried on with Italian vivacity and gesticu-
lation. 1846 Grote Greece 1. xvi. (1862) II. 402 Dancing
or rhythmical gesticulation. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
xxi. 436 Making various savage gesticulations. 1876 W,
Mathews Words i. 25 Persons skilled in gesticulation can
communicate by it a long series of facts and even compli-
cated trains of thought.

Gesticulative (dgestrkuiflAiv), a. [ad. L.
type *gesticu/dtfvus

t f. gesticuldri.] Given to, or
characterized by, gesticulation.

1795 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XVIII. 540 The people
of that island are lively and gesticulative. 1865 Carlylk
I-'redk. Gt. xut. vii. V. 83 One hears, .nasal eloquence from
antique gesticulative mustachio-figures, witty and indignant.

1879 Farrar Si, Paul I. 474 note. He testifies to their dis-

orderly and gesticulative fits of rage.

Gesticulator (djestrkitfk'tw). f
a - I* ges~

ticuldtor, f. gesticuldri to Gesticulate.] One who
gesticulates ; one who u^es gestures or gesticula-

tions ; an actor.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. xix. 157 He is such a fine

Gesticulator. a, 1800 Pegge (T.), King Alfred . . took upon
him the character of a niimick, a dancer, a gesticulator,
a jack-pudding. 1852 J. H. Newman Callista (1890) 230
Mummers, bacchanals, satyrs and gesticulators.

Gesticulatory (dacstrkirflauri), a. [as if

ad. L. *gesticuldlori-us> f. gesticuldri x see Gesti-
culate and -OKY.] Full of, consisting in, or of the

nature of, gesticulation.

1774 Warton Hist. Rug. Poetry vi. (1775) I. 249 Farcical
and gesticulatory representations. 1830 Pvsey Hist. Enquiry
II. 203 A. Or the action? B. About that I am indifferent,

if it be only quiet and not gesticulatory. 1834 Mrs. Stowe
Let. in Life hi. (1889) 74 He sprung up all lively and ora-

torical and gesticulatory.

1 Gesticulose, a. Ol>s.-° [f. L. gesticul-us

gesture + -ose.] * Full of Gesture or Motions of

the Body* (Hailey vol. II. 1727).

t Ge*stient, a. Obs. [ad. L. gestient-em, pres.

pple. of gestire to l>e excited (///. use passionate

gestures), f. gestus Gest sb.'t] Restlessly excited.

1644 Bulwer Chiron. 145 All juvenile gestient poinpe and
ostentation laid aside. 1649 — Pathomyot. it. it. 125 After

that manner as men are shooke together, are gestient,

tremble, or cannot abide in a place.

Gestin(e, var. Gesten, Obs.

Gestion (d^cstian, d-je'stjan). [ad. L. gestion-

em, n. of action f. gerere to carry on. Cf. F. gestion.]

1. A carrying on or out ; conduct, management.

T" Also, working order.

1599 Chapman Hunt. Dayes Mirth Plays 1873 *• 7^ Is she
a woman that objects this sight, able to worke the chaos of
the world into gestion? 1656 Blount Glossogr., Gestion, a
doing of a thing. 1801 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 486
That participation in the gestion of affairs which his office

made incumbent on him. 1818 H. T. Colebrooke Obliga-
tions § Contracts I. 131 Of this [quasi-contract] there are five

chief sorts. 1st. Gestion of another's affairs without a com-
mission. 1851 H. I>. Wolff Pict. Span. Life 57 Myrmidons
of evil, stand ready to furnish more instruments for the
gestion of this torment. 1876 Browning Pacchiarotto x,

[

Like landlord in house he had sublet Resuming of guar-
dianship gestion,

2. Sc. Law. The conduct of one who acts as an
heir : -= L. gestio pro hivrede.

1674 Fountainhali. in M. P. Brown Suppl. Diet. Decis.
Crt. Session (1826) III. 39 That disponing or selling of lands
is a gestio pro lurrede .. but it is doubted by some, if the
renouncing a reversion, legal or conventional, for a sum of
money, be a gestion or not,

Gestiour, var. GESTER, Obs.

Gestnen, Gestning, vars. Gesten, -inc., Obs.

tGestonye. Obs. rare. [var. Gestbning, of
obscure formation.] Feast ; entertainment.
f'435 Torr. Portugal 2374 They held a gestonye, With

alle maner of mynstralsye. Ibid. 2627 The Emperoure of
Rome, To that gestonye he come.
Gestor, -OUr(e, var. Gester, Obs.

Gestron(e, var. Gbster(o)n, Obs.

t Ge'stuose, a. Obs.-°. [ad. L. gestuos-us, f.

gestu-s gesture.] ' Full of gesture ' (Bailey vol. II.

1727). Hence Gestuosity, * Apishness in Ges-
tures' (ibid/.

Gestural [dge'stitfritt), a. [f. next + -AL.] ( )f

or pertaining to gesture ; consisting of gestures.
1613 1". Robarts Revenue Gosp. 23 The verbal] or gestural!

honour which many men . . performe to Ministers, is the
very same which the Iewes or ludas did to Christ. 1837
Penny Cycl. VIII. 329/1 Thus it is with the naturally deaf,
the radical idea is all that their gestural language is capable
of expressing. 1895 J. I). Wright in Proc. 14th Convent.
Amer. Instruct. Deaf 233 In the cases [deaf and blind) in

the New York Institution, gestural signs were used to some
extent combined with the manual alphabet.

Gesture (dgcstiiii), sb. Also 6-7 jesture. fad.

med.L. gestfaa, n. of action f. gerere to carry.]

T 1. Manner of carrying the body; beating, car-

riage, deportment (more fully, gesture 0/ the body)
;

rarely in//. Obs. (merged in 3".

c 1410 Sir Cleges 483 He was a knyght of yours full trewe,
And comly of gesture. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serm. C'tess.

Richmond Wks. (1876) 292 In wordes, in gesture, in euery
demeanour of herself, so grete noblenes dyde appere, that
[etc.]. 153a Becon Pomander Prayer "Wks. 1560 II. 211 b,

That I may reuerence and honoure my father and mother,
not onely with outwarde gestures of my body, but also with
the vnfayned affeccyon of the hart. i548~9 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Baptism, By his outwarde gesture and dede he
declared his good wyll towarde them. 1577 tr. Bullinger's
Decades (1592) 160 To behaue himselfe decently in his going,
and gesture of his bodie. 1587 Tcrbervile Trag. 'Talcs

(1837) 127 Hee usde his gestures so unto this gallant dame .

.

that she at length his friend in love became. 1600 Shaks.
A. V.L.v. ii. 69 If you do loue Uosalinde so neere the
hart, as your gesture cries it out. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. II.

xxix. 168 In gesture and habit of a mad-man. 1756 BlTRKE
Subl, (5- B. 1. iii, The fashion of the countenance and the
gesture of the body on such occasions is so correspondent to
this state of mind. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxviii. 188 [HeJ had
a voice to persuade, an eye to penetrate, a gesture to com-
mand. 1786 W. Thomson Watson's Philip IIL (1793) II. v.

119 The voice, the looks, and gestures of the young king
made an impression. 1810 Scott Lady of L. I. xxi, Yet
seemed that tone, and gesture bland, Less used to sue than
to command.

*t* b. Grace of manner. Also//. Obs.

1579 Lvly Eupltues (Arb.) 51 Lest he should seeme to want
gestures, or to be dashed out of conceipt with her coy
countenance. 1704 Steele/.ying Lover mi. (1747)46, I haue
a Kindness for her, but she has no Gesture in the least.

f 2. Manner of placing the body; position, pos-

ture, attitude, esp. in acts of prayer or worship.
Also, a specified posture. Obs.

1533 Coverdale Treat. Lords Supp. (1540) c vij b. The
olde congregacion . . dide in theyr gesture & ricte figurate
acertayne ymage of a sacrifice. 1560 Becon Catech. Wks.
1564 I, 480 As concerning syttyng at the I.ordes table . . I

could alowe that gesture best. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of
Notes 852 Some foolishly imagine that praier is made either
better or worse, by the jest ure of our bodyes. 1613 1'urchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 154 What position of body hee was in the
Sabbath morning, in the same hee ought to continue all that
day, without change of gesture or place. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. v. vi. 241 As for their gesture or position, the
men lay downe leaning on their left elbow. 1676 Allen
Address Nonconf. 178 Gesture in Prayer, such as is kneel-
ing, lifting up hands and eyes, and the like. 1729 Burkitt
Oh N.^ T. Mark iv. 2 Observe our Saviour's gestures in
preaching : he sat, it being the custom of the Jewish
Church to do so.

fb. (Seequot.) Obs.
1612 Brinsley Pos. Parts (1669) 72 What call you verbs

of gesture? A. Verbs of boddy moving, going, resting, or
doing. Ibid. 72 note, They are called verbs of Gesture,
because they signifie some special gesture of the body.
3. f a. In early use : The employment of bodily
movements, attitudes, expression of countenance,
etc., as a means of giving effect to oratory (obs.)

b. Now in narrower sense, as a generalized use of 4 ;

Movement of the body or limbs as an expression
of feeling.

1545 Asciiam Toxoph. 1. (Arb.1 56 No man can wryte a
thing so earnestlye, as whan it is spoken wyth jesture. 1553
T. Wilson Rhet. 118 Gesture is a certaine comely moder-
acion of the countenaunce and al other partes of mans body,
aptely agreeyng to those thynges whiche are spoken. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxii. § 12 To put life into words by
countenance, voice, and gesture. 1607-12 Bacon Ess.,
Seeming Wise (Arb.) 216/1 Some helpe themselves with
countenance, and gesture, and are wise by signes. 1697
Evelyn Numism. ix. 303 The Tongue spake to Men's Ears,
but it was the Gesture which spake to their eyes. 171a
Addison Spect. No. 407 P 1 Our Orators are observed to

make use of less Gesture or Action than those of other
Countries. 1791 Boswell Johnson 15 Apr. an. 1758 His
unqualified ridicule of rhetorical gesture, or action. 1804
Med. Jml. XII. 510 She seized the ice, and rubbed her
face, neck, and arms with it, signifying by gesture the ease
it afforded. 1875 Jowett Plato i^ed. 2,1 V. 106 Gesture is

the imitation of words.

4. A movement of the body or any part of it.

Now only in restricted sense : A movement ex-

pressive of thought or feeling.

1551-6 R. Robinson tr. Move's Utop. (Arb.) 141 Theirc
armoure or harneys . . is . . handsome for all mouinges and
gestures of the bodye. 1555 Eden Decades 1. VI. (Arb.) 89
They signified also by certeyne scorneful gestures that they
nothyng esteemed perles. 1583 Hollyband Cantpo di I-'ior

115, I shall name these letters. Looke well what gesture 1

make with my mouth. 1607 Topsell Eour-f. Beasts 325
That at certain signes and tokens, he [a Horse] be taught
of his owne accord to performe diners and sundry jestures.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 717 The Snaking of the Head . . is a
(Jesture of slight refusal. 1662 J. I >aviks tr. (Uearius I 'oy.

Ambass. 220 An Oration, intermixt with more Faces and
Gestures than any Player can shew on the Stage. 171 7 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let to Abbe Conti 17 May, Two buffoons
. . diverted the mob with their antic gestures. 1814 Scot r

Ld. of Isles in. xxxi, His speechless gesture thanks hath
paid. 1843 Prkscott Mexico 11. v. 118641 98 The natives
supplied the deficiency . . by their uncommon vivacity and
significance of their gestures,— the hieroglyphics of speech.
1878 M. A. Bkown Nadeschda 6-2 She took a .seat, And with
a gesture, motioned her son to his.

5. allrib., as gesture language, -sitjn, -speech,

-syntax.
1865 Tvlor Early Hist, Man. ii. 15 The Gesture

Language, or Language of Signs. Ibid. 19 The educated
deaf mutes can tell us from their own experience how
gesture-signs originate. Ibid. iv. 64 The leading principle
of the gesture-syntax. 1885 Cloud Myths <y Dr. 11. ix. 199
A girl who was a deaf-mute as well as blind, .telling a dream
in gesture language. 1889 MivaRT Grig. Hum. Reas. ij<j

The gesture-speech of mankind.
Hence Ge"stureless a., without gesture.

1847 in Craig. Hence in mod. Diets.

Gesture [dge'StitLi), v. Also 6 jester, jesture.
6-8 gester. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. To make or use gestures, to gesticulate.

1542 Udall tr. Erasm, Apoph. 253b, Augustus settyng
twoo iesters together forto plaie their merie partes in

gesturyng the one after the other by course. 1565 Calf-
mill Ansiv. Treat. Cross 93b, Whosocuer hath y* vse of
eyes or his right wits, wif see & consider, that there is

meant, no priest gesturing, but holy ghost working. 1609
R. Barnerd Eaithf Sheph. 85 Some in meditating doe vse
to speake and gesture. 1837 Caklyle Fr. Rev. III. 1. vi,

The Mayor speaking and gesturing his persuasives!. 1890
Harper's Mag. Feb. 417/1 They peered for white faces at
windows, .gesturing with knives as if opening fish.

b. Sc. To walk proudly, to swagger.
a x 783 J. Scott Poems 339 (Jam.) The like o' me they'll

har'ly own, lint geek their head, and gester on.

2. trans, fa. To order the attitudes or move-
ments of (the body, oneself). Obs.

1542 [see vbl. sb.]. a 1639 Wotton Dk. Buckhm., Reliq.
W. (1651) no His young Nephew, Lord Viscount Fielding.

.

undertaking so to gesture and muffle up himself in his hood,
as the Duke's manner was to ride in cold weather, that
none should discern him, from him.

b. To express by gestures; f to accompany with
or emphasize by gestures.

1589 NashE Anat. Absurd. E ij b, They have leisure to
gesture the mislike of his rudenes. 1597 Hookkr Eccl.
Pol. v. xx vii. § 1 It is not orderly read nor gestured as
beseemeth. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Anttchr. 11. x. 141 The
player hath no purpose to commit the acte of adulterie : his
sinne is in that he gestureth and expresseth the dalliances
of it. 1890 Pall Mall G. 12 Apr. 7/2 He.. gestured his

intention of throwing the baby to the ground if anybody
attempted to approach him.

C. in nonce-uses.

1879 G. Meredith Egoist III. x. 221 He swept his arm
to Vernon, and gestured a conducting hand to Clara. 1885
Howei.ls S. Lapham (1891) I. 248 His father made an offer

to rise. ' Don't go ', said Lapham, gesturing him down again.

Hence Gestured///, a., expressed by gestures;

Oe-sturing- vbl. sb, and ///. a. Also Gesturer,
one who gestures.

1542 Udall tr. Erasm. Apoph. 344 a, Ye accion or pro-
nunciacion comprehended) .. the gesturyng or conueigh-
aunce of all the whole bod ye. 1553T. Wilson Rhet. 3 We
must, .folowe the moste wise and Teamed menne, and seke
to fashion, .their speache and gesturyng. 1561 T. Norton
CalvifCs Inst. iv. xviii. (1634) 713 There is eachwhere too
much of pompes, ceremonies and gesturings. 1576 Newton
Lemnie's Complex. 11. ii. 101 Counter faiters, Skoffers, Tum-
blers, and Gesturers. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xiv.

vi. 13 No meane furniture for gesturing actors and stage

players. 1644 Bulwer Chiron. 114 This doth usually appeare
in many in the gesturing and skipping motions of joy. 1651

J. F[reake] Agrippa?s Occ. Philos. 226 By whose gesturings

the Magicians did silently signifie words unknown by sound.

1879 W. L. Lindsay Mind in Lmvtr Anim. I. 355 Not only
does it [the dog] understand man's gestured threat, but [etc.].

1889 Amer. Ann. DeafJuly 202 When the educated gesturer

is compared with the deaf-mute as he was before the inven-

tion of the gesture language.

t Ge*sturement. Obs.~ 1
[f. Gestube sb. +

-ment.] = Gesture sb. 3 b.

1597-8 Bp. HALL^"a^. 1. iii. 46 Meanwhile our poets in high
parliament Sit watching euerie word, and gesturement.

tGe'Sturous, a. [f. Gesture .r/>. + -ous.] Ad-
dicted to gestures.

1576 Newton Lemnie"s Complex, n. ii. 97 Some be as
toyinge, gesturous, and counterfeiting of any thing by
ymitacion as Apes,
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-rCto'Styll, v. Obs. rare. [?var. of Johtle,

Justle.] a. trans. (Meaning obscure : cf. Gaunce
v.). b. intr. = Jostle.
1530 Palsgr. 562/1, I gestyll a horse to and fro in the

stabyll, j'e jance . . I gestyll agaynste a thynge, I louche it

with movynge,yV heurte.

Gestyn(ne, var. Gesten, Obs.

Ges-warp, var. Guess-warp.
Gesyne, var. Gesine, Obs.

Get (get), sb. 1 Forms : 4-5 gete, 4-5 (6-9 Sc,

and north.) gett, 4- get. Also Sc, (sense 2 b) 8

geet, 9 gait(t. [f. Get v.~\

1. What is got; gain, booty, earnings. Obs. exc.

dial.

13. . Goto. $ Gr. Kut. 1638 Alle my get I schal yow gif

agayn, hi my trawpe. 1606 Holland Sueton. 142 The gets

..and takings of common strumpets. 1647 Trapp Mellif.

Theol. in Comm. Ep. 625 The day-labourer must give some-
what out of his gets, the servant out of his wages. 1893
NorthumbUi. Gloss., Gets, the nett payment received by a.

blacksmith under the Crowley system of working.

b. Coat Mining. (See quot. 1883.) Good gets :

? seams that are easily worked.
1829 Glover Hist. Derby I. 60 Grey stone with many

coal stripes, good gets. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining,
Get . . The produce or output, in tons, of a colliery or mine
during a certain period.

2. What is begotten ; an offspring, child. Also
collect, progeny. Now only of animals.
c 1320 R. Brunne Medtt. 817 Myn owne gete [v.r. gete

sonej ys fro me take, a 1400-50 Alexander 391 J>us be-

gylid he this gude wyfe & makis hire to wene It ware na
gett of na gome bot of god ane. c 1460 'Toivneley Myst.
vi. 124, I pray the, lord, as thou me het, thou saue me and
my gete. 1513 Douglas /Eneis x. i. 67, I, thy blude, thi

get, and douchter schene. 1783 Burns Mailie's Elegy 31

She was nae get. o' moorland tips. 1786 — Dream 57
Will's a true guid fallow's get. 1795 J. Haloane in J.

Robertson Agric. Perth App. (1799) 534 Some of his [a

ram's] gets were of the best country kind. 1815 Sporting
Mag. XLVI. 118 The Stradling or Lister Turk, .proved his

high blood, by the racers, his immediate get. 1889 Even.
Post 9 Feb., The winnings of his get in 1888 were $120,000.

b. Sc. and north. In contemptuous use = brat.

1508 Dunbar Flytmg iv. Kennedie 244 Fals tratour,

feyridis gett. 1567 Sempill in Sattr. Poems Reform, viii.

n Blasphemus baird and beggeris get ! a 1572 Knox Hist.

Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 236 [John] Leslye, preastis gett, Abbot
of Londorse and Bischope of Ross. 1725 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph. 1. ii. Song 5, \Vhingeing getts about your ingle

side. 1768 Ross Ilelenore 1. 248 They've gotten a geet that

stills na night nor day. 1818 Scorr I/rt. Midi, xxxi, A' the

gaitts o* boys and lasses wad be crying at Madge Wildfire's

tail. 1887 J. Service Life Dr. Duguidvi. 42 Gibby a ne'er-

do-weel hellicate thing that was the get o' a son who was
deid. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Getts, young children.

3. Begetting, procreation. Obs. exc. in sporting

use. Also + birth, hereditary right.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptista 186 Iohne is . . borne of
woman thru get kindly, bot criste of maydine is be birth.

Ibid. 915 $et ware herodis ma pan he, bat he get cane til

hyrn succede. c 1460 Towneley Myst. x. 115, I cam neuer
by man's syde, Bot has avowed my madynhede, fTrom

fleshly gett. 1807 Sporting Mag. XXIX. 149 The foals of
Ruzio's get, only one year old, are near fourteen hands high.

1892 Field 18 June 904/3 The dog fox. .will cater for all the

cubs of his own get.

t Get, sb* [App. a readoption of F. {gel) jet,

Jess.] The jess of a hawk.
1607 Hevwood Worn. Kilde iv. Kindn. B ij, Now she

hath seis'd the Foule, and gins to plume her : Rebecke her

not, rather stand still and checke her : So : seise her Gets,

her Iesses and her Bels.

Get (get), v. Pa. t. got {arch. gat). Pa. pple.

got (gotten). Pres. pple. getting. Forms

:

In/in. 3-4 geten, (5 getyn), 3-6 gete, [4 geit,

geyt, gite, Sc. gat e, 4-5 gyte, 6 Sc, gait), 3-7
gett, (4-6 gette,4gitte, 5 gytt, 9 dial. git), 3- get.

Pa. t. 3-7 gate, (3 gait, 4 get, //. gaten, geton,

-yu, geetun, getton, 5 geten), 3 6 gatt, (4-6

gatte), 3- gat, 6- got, (6got^t)e). Pa. pple. a. 3-5
geten, (3 ^eten, getun, 4 getin, geteyn, giten,

-in, gyten, -in, 4-6 getyn, 5 geton;, 3-5 gotten,

(4-5 gettyn, 5 getton, 6 gitten), 4-6 gete, (4
i-gete, 5 y-gete, gyte), 4-6 gette, (5 y-gette),

5-6 gett, (5 get). £. 3-4 gotin, 3-6 goten, (4

gotyn, gote, 5 y-goten, goton, gothen), 4-6 Sc.

gottin, -yn, 5-7 gotton, 6 -gotten, got, (6 y-got .

[a. ON.gela (gat, gdtum, getenti) to get, obtain,

to beget, also, to guess (Sw. gitta, Da. gide to be

able or willing, MSw. gala, Da. gjette to guess)

— OE. -gietan only in the compounds a~, be-, for-,

ofer-, on-, under-gietan : see Beget, Fokget),

OFris. [ur-, for-)jeta, OS. (bi-, far-)getan (MDu.
ver-gheten, Du. ver-geten), OHG. ge$%an, ke^an
(once in pple. ke^^endi, ' adeptus', otherwise only

in bi-, int-, ir-,fer~ge^an\ MHG. er-, ver-gez^en,

mod.G. ver-gessen), Colli. (bi-)gitan :—OTeut.

*gelan, gat-, getum, getono-. The OAr. root *ghed,

*ghod l to seize ', take hold of, is found also in L.

pnrda (:—*prt?-heda) booty, pr.rdium an estate,

peih. also in hedera ivy (literally the * dinger *)
;

and with inserted nasal in L. prehendere to catch,

lay hold of, Gr. xav^Vitv (aor. tycahov) to hold,

contain, to be able.

Of the compounds of -rietan which existed in OE. (see

above), only begietan and forzietan survive in the modern
language, and the normal equivalents^^ andforyet were
displaced in later ME. in favour of Beget and Forget.
(lower is app. the last author who employs btjfit \ forget
disappears in the 15th c. except in Sc, where it is not yet
extinct. This change was prob. due to the influence of the
simple verb. Conversely, the solitary example in ME. of
%eten without prefix (sense 26) may be referred to the in-

fluence of bi^eten.

The forms of the pa. pple, retaining the original vowel
(ON. getenn) are found in literature down to the 16th c,
:md in the north midlands and Yorkshire getien is still the
dialectal form. From the beginning of the English history
of the vb., however, it has, like most verbs with ME. open
e in the present stem, tended to assume the conjugation of
vbs. of the e, a, o series (originally confined to roots ending
in a liquid); thus in the 13th c. we find geten, gat, goten
parallel with steten, stal, stolen. In the 16th c. the pa. t.

was often got, by assimilation to the pa. pple. ; in the 17th

c. this liecame the usual form, though gat is used in the
Bible of 161 1 and still occurs in archaistic poetry. In Eng-
land the form gotten of the pa. pple. is almost obsolete (exc.

dial.) being superseded by got ; in U.S. literature gotten is

still very common, although Webster 1864 gives it as 'ob-
solescent '.]

I. trans. To obtain, procure.

1. To obtain possession of (property, etc.) as the

result of effort or contrivance.
t 1200 Okmin 10219 Forr whase itt iss batt gredi} iss To

winnenn erplic ahhte, A33 alls he mare & mare gett A33 lisste

himm affterr mare, c 1330 K. Bklnne Chron. (1810) 276
pider }e alle salle ride, a faire prey salle }e gete. c 1400
MaUNDKV. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 150 On bis wyse pai get grete

plentee of pis gold. 1489 Caxton Eaytes ofA. in. xxl 218
Noo good euyl goten can not be longe . . kept of hym that

feteth hit. 1508 Fisher 7 Peuit. Ps. li. Wks. (1876) 133
[e caused the ryghtuyse man Naboth to be slayne and by

gyle gate his vyneyarde. 1639 T. Brl'gis tr. Camus' Mor.
Kelat. 252 After so many difficulties of getting, what he so
greatly desired, hee enjoyed it .. surpassing expression.

1678 Wani.ky IVond. Lit. Worlds. ii. § 61.471/2 Andronicus
Comnenus by ambitious practices and pretence of refor-

mation, got the Empire. 1737 Pope Hor. Fpist. 1. i. 79 Get
Money, Money still ! And then let Virtue follow if she will.

1858 G. Macdonai.o Phantasies i. U878) 5 Perhaps I was to

find only the records of lands and moneys, how gotten and
how secured. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit., Dotn. Life Wks.
(Bohn) 1 1 1 . 47 Men are not born rich ; and in getting wealth
the man is generally sacrificed.

Proverb. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxiii. 722 Sir

. .he that nothyng aduentureth nothynge getteth.

b. With advs. : To acquire or obtain in a certain

way, esp. in ppl. combinations, well-, ill-gotten.

c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 209 A ryche man wyth
fals gotyn good seyde to a preest pat he wolde 5yue all pat

he had falsely gett to pore folk, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
Ixviii. 235 Al that rychys was not wel goten. 1622 R.

Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 163 If one happen upon a bag
of gold, silver, pearle, or precious stones, it is held well

gotten, provided it be cleanly stolne. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 79 We are assured that it was all

honourably gotten and was designed to be honourably spent.

Proverb. 1546 J. Heywood Proz: (1867 ) 62 Soone gotten,

soone spent, yll gotten yll spent. 1548 in Strype Feci. Mem.
(1721) II. App. Q. 51 Evil gotten, worse spent. 1591 Horsey
Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 206 Eyll gotton soen lost.

c. absol. To acquire wealth or property.
3573 J- Sanford Hours Recreat. (1576) 129 They are sus-

pected to tende rather to get than to give. 1635 Quarles
Fvtbl. iv. Epig. xii. 231 Wisdome not onely gets, but got,

retaines. 1677 Evelyn Diary 10 Sept., Whilst he was
Secretary of State . . he had gotten vastly, but spent it as
hastily. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. iv. 213 The Church ..

ever getting and never giving up, was eating away the ter-

ritorial wealth of the temporal barons.

d. with epexegetic phrase, to get into one's hand,

to get into ones possession.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 161 He .. determined to get

into his possession, the duchie of Acquitayne. 1571 Satir.

Poems Reform, xxvii. 60 The Newhawin tnay gatt into pair

hand.

2. To obtain as the proceeds of one's business or

employment ; to earn.

c 1300 Havelok 792 Ich am wel waxen, and wel may eten

More than euere Grim may geten. 136a I.angl. P. PI. A.

vil. 238 He that get his fode her with trauaylinge in treuthe,

God jiueth him his hlessyng that his lyflode so swynketh.
a 1533 Ll>. Berners Huon Hii. 177 Thy mayster hath no-

thynge but that he geteth with hisvyal. i6ooShaks. A.i'. L.
111. ii. 78, I earne that I eate : get that I weare. 1701 DC
Foe True-born Eng. 27 And what they get by Day, they
spend by Night. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., /V/f\Vks. IV. 46
If the money with which he retired was all gotten by himself.

absol. 1540 Hyrde tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592)
Tviij, They compell their husbandes unto shamefull crafts

to get by. 1806 Wordsw. Sonn., ' The world is too much ',

J-ate and soon Getting and spending, we lay waste our
powers.

b. in phr. to get a living or livelihood.

c 1420 Chron. I'itod. 4377 [He] .. leuede .. In gode pros-

perite & in gode hele & wt his trauell his lyf-lode kat.

1530 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 12 If any man. .be vagrant, and
can gyue no rekenynge howe he doth lefullye get his lyu-

ynge. 1634 Peacham Gentl. E.xerc. 3 The Emperour Con-
stantine got his living a long time by painting. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 94 f 8 He set himself to think on proper
Methods for getting a Livelihood in this strange Country.
1893 Law 'Times XCV. 4/2 There was no allegation against
the mother's conduct or her means of getting a livelihood.

3. To obtain (much, little, nothing, etc.) by way
of profit ; to be benefited or advantaged to the ex-

tent of; to gain. .

1490 Caxton Eneydos Hii. 148 We that dyde fyghte ayenst
the Troyens .. Gatte nor wanne therby nothynge. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 356 When he had made the best agree-

ment with them that he could, he gate but little by them.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 65 They never meet, but there's

a skirmish of wit between them. Beat. Alas, he gets
nothing by that. 1677 Miege Diet. Eng.-Fr., I got nothing
by it, jc u'y ai rien gagne. 1841 Gen. P. Thompson Fxerc.
(1842) VI. 244 Is it that I have ever gotten anything by
taking the manufacturers' side?

+ b. absol. To derive profit ; to gain, be a gainer,

esp. by a thing. Obs.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. iii. 32 We moume, France
smiles ; We loose, they dayly get. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot.
11. 156 Doing as ill Gamesters are wont to do, get by using
false Dice, a 1687 Waller Poem, Night-piece 22 Like jewels
to advantage set, Her beauty by the shade does get. 1727 A.
Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxv. 315 Whether our East-
india Company got or lost by that War, I know not. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1768,1 V. 164 People who keep lodgings
at public places expect to get by every one who comes into

their purlieus. 176a Goldsm. Cit. IV. xiii, The guardians of
the temple, as they got by the self delusion, were ready to
believe him too.

T C. Of a clock : To gain in time. Obs.
1761 Maskelyne in Phil. Trans. LI I. 440 The clock got

4
1" i

s
, upon mean time, in two days.

f4. To capture, gain possession of (a fortress,

etc.). Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander \ 453 J>en. .Gaishim furth toGasa. .&

sesis it be-lyue ; And quen)ns Gasawas geten he [etc.]. 1477
Sir J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 798 III. 192 The Freushe
Kynge hathe gothen many off" the towns off the Duk of
liurgoyne. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 161 b, Without
spedy aide, .the whole countrey were like to be gotten from
his possession. 1598 Grenewky 'Tacitus' Ann. xiv. viii. 208
Neuerthelesse the Kings fortresse .. was not gotten but by
fight. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 1. 159 And when the city Troy
we shall have got.

5. To gain, win (a victory). Now rare. Also

t to get a battle, the day, the field, the gree.

c 1300 Cursor M. (Cott. Galba) 25^67 He bat victori may
gete Sail be corond [with] wirschippes grete. 1377 Langl. /'.

PI. B. xviti. 98 The gree 31't hath he geten for al his grete

wounde. 1520 Caxton s Chron. Eng. [. 7/1 Y* chyldren of
Israel gate ye victory agaynst Jabyn. 1579 Gosson Sch.
Abuse (Arb. ) 47 Tydinges was broughte him that his Soul-

diers gotte the day. 1659 P>. Harris Parival's Iron Age
266 Had Charles gotten the battel, it is very probable, that

England had been the price of the victory. 1705 Hosman
Guinea 40 Their small Force behaved themselves so well,

that they had certainly got the Day if [etc.], 1737 L. Clarke
Hist. Hible (1740) I. ix. 580 For Lathyrus having gotten the

Victory, pursued it to the utmost.

b. To obtain (a position of superiority or ad-

vantage over another person); in phrasts to get

the upper (f over, f better) hand {of) ; to get the

start, the advantage, etc. {of) ; to get the sun, the

wind, of; to get the better of (formerly also simply

T to get the better)
; t to get a good hand against.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2508 J>ai lete pairs was pe land Fra pai

had geten peouer-hand. X530 Palsgr. 563/2, 1 get the upper
hande of one, I overcome hym,_/> vaines. 1548 Hall Chron.,

F.dw. IV, 218 Thei had fought from mornyng almoste to

noone, without any part gettyng avauntage of other. 1563
Homilies \\. Resurrection (18591 434 He [Christ] hath, .over-

come the devil, death, and hell, and hath victoriously gotten

the better hand of them all. igb&TiLSEY Disc. MariageD\b,
By conquest getting y^ upper hande. 1588 Shaks. L. L.L.
iv. iii. 369 Be first aduis'd In conflict that you get the sunne
of them. 1600 Holland Livy VIL vii. 253 The other armie..

got a good hand against their enemies. 1601 Shaks. "Jul. C.

1. ii. 130 It doth amaze me A man of such a feeble temper
should So get the start of the Maiesticke world. Ibid. 11. i.

326, I will strive with things impossible, Yea get the better

of them. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 400 These reeds

would fight together, and the victorie should remaine with

him whose reede got the better. 1653 H.Cogan tr. Pinto's

Trav. xix.68 Like an old Soldier as he was, and verst in the

trade of Pyrat, he got the wind of us. 1748 A nson*s Voy. 11.

viii. 221 They at last got so far the better of their aversion,

as to be persuaded to taste it. 187a Freeman Gen. Sketch xxi.

§ 19 (1874) 230 Casimir the Fourth finally got the better of

the Teutonic Knights. 1885 F. Anstev Tinted Venus 157

Supposing the police don't nip in and get the start of her.

+ C. (Cf. Gain v. 8.) To get ground: to make
progress, advance. 80 also to get head (cf. IIeaj)

sb. 49). To get ground of', to encroach upon, ob-

tain the mastery of; to draw away from (pursuers).

1529 S. Fish Supplic. Beggers (E.E.T.S.) 4 The Turke .

.

shulde neuer he ahill to get so moche grounde of cristen-

dome. 1597S11AKS. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iii. 53 If they get ground,

and vantage of the King, Then ioyne you with them.

Ctfel Chapman Iliad xwn. 399 This, the horse fear'd, and
more powre Put to their knees, straite getting ground,

1640 tr. Verderes Rom. Rom. I. 127 Being better mounted
then they, he quickly got a great deal of ground of them.

1662 K. Mathew Unl. Alch. § 31. 26 If one Fever have got

head before this Pill be taken. 1680 H. More Apocal.

Apoe. 209 The ancient zeal . . will be much relaxated, and

wickedness will get head again. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresnys

Amusem. Ser. <y Com. 92 A Feaver. .that press'd hard upon

a Sick Man, and every Minute got Ground of him. 1737

Whiston fosephus, Antiq. Dissert. 111. v, The rest of their

institutions.. got ground by their pravity.

t d. absol. To get of: to gain advantage oyer

;

also, to outstrip in speed ; to gain upon in pursuing.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xxi. 43 Euery day they

ymagined by what subteltie they coulde gette one of an-

other by dedes of armes. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 209

The kynges shyp was good with sayle, and so much gat of

the Easterl'inges, that she came on the coast of Holland.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 246 Notwithstanding, they get of

the Persians, and make castles and holds in their countrey.

1628 Digby Voy. Medit. (1868) 37 It was her boate which I

tooke vp, that they had cutt of because my sattia got so

mainely of her.

6. To earn, win, acquire (fame, credit, glory,

renown, love, favour, etc.).
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a 1300 Cursor M. 2546 Mikel it was bat luffeword pan pat
abram gat o mani man. 1362 Langi../'. PI. A. x. 206 Fynd-
lynges and ly^ers, Vn-gracios to gete loue or eni good ales.

c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathou 415 He fawndyt myn wil

for to gate. 1485 Caxton Paris § V, (1868) 3 Bothe. . wente
euer to-gyder there as they knewe ony Ioustyng .. for to

gete honour. 1500-20 Dunhak Poems Ixxxii. 70 That ^e

may gett ane bettir name. 1568 Grafton Chron. II, 40 He
gat himselfe thereby small or little favour. 1596 SHAKS,
Tarn. Shr. XL i. 120 If I get your daughter's lone, What
dowrie shall I haue. 1639 T. Brugis tr. Camus' Mar. Relat.
188 No more approach her. .much lesse get the good will of
her friends. 1680 Otway Orphan 1. i. 71 To send them forth

where Glory's to be gotten. 1693 Humours 0/ Town 36 By
large Quotations.. borrowed from ButtoiCs Melancholy .

.

get the Reputation of profound Scholars.

7. To acquire (knowledge, etc.) by study or ex-

perience.

1388 Wyclif Pror. iv. 7 In al thi possessioun gete thou
[ 1382 purchace] prudence, c 1400 Cato's Mor. 209 in Cursor
M. App. 1672 pe man bat is harde witte gode clergis mai
gitte, wib-in lite ^ercs. 1535 Fisher Wks. (1876) 38S Much
comfortable knowledge and sweetnesse this Prophette gate
by this books. 1577 Harrison England Pref. (1877) I. p. ex,

I gat some knowledge of things by letters and pamphlets.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. v. 21 Reason is not .. gotten by
Experience onely. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vn. § 11 Some
old ideas may be lost, and some new ones got. 1864 Swin-
burne Atalanta 297 In such wise I gat knowledge of the
Gods. 1868 C. Clarke Relig. <y Duty 255 That knowledge
which is gotten at school.

b. To get knowledge {intelligence, f wit, etc.) of:
to learn of, receive information of. For to get wind
of, see 1 5 b.

a 1557 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 45 The governour
gcttand witt therof, past with his cumpany and saigit the
saniyn. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Admir. Events 128
His wife bad already gotten some small knowledge of this
matter. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xlii. 461 The duke of
Parma, who had gotten intelligence of their approach. 1762
Kames Elem. Crii. xix. (1833) 349 King Richard having
got intelligence [etc.].

C. To learn, ascertain, rare.

1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients 122 He findeth that the
unlearned and carelesse multitude hath got his name. 1737
L. Clarke Hist. Bible (1740* I, 1. 51 Abraham having got
the price, never offers to beat it down.

8. To learn (a lesson, fa language, etc.), commit
to memory ; esp. to get by heart (see Heart sb.

32) ; to get by rote (see Rote sb.) ; f to get without
book.

1582 N. I-ichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. xxxi.
77 One of those .. after that hee had gotten the Arabian
language, went by lande. 1597 Morley Introd. Afus. 3
You must get it perfectly without booke, to saie it forwards
and backwards. 1612 Brinsi.ey Pos. Parts (1669) 38 Which
do you account the speediest way of all to get and keep
these verbs. 1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby 1st. 185 And he
had such an excellent memory, that he had got their Lan-
guage in perfection. 1692 Burnet Past. Careix.n$A whole
Discourse is got by heart. 1749 Chesterf. Lett. (1792) II.

251 Those principles.which you then got, like your grammar
rules, only by rote. 1761 Churchill Rosciad 248 Without
the least finesse of art He gets applause !— I wish he'd get

* his part. 1834 T. Mkdwih Angler in Wales I. 123, I had
got almost all Watt*' hymns by heart. 1891 Lougm. Mag.
Oct. 647 What she said was never very profound, unless
she had got it by heart.

9. To find out, ascertain by calculation or ex-
periment; to obtain as a result of arithmetical or
other processes.

I559V- Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 97 It is not so easie
.

. to trie th'eleuation of the Pole : but it is as harde, and
laborus, to get the Longitude. 1887 ' L. Carroll 1

<;<««<?
0/ Logic i. § 2. 28 By taking x as subject, we get ' all x are
y". 1888 Times 2 Oct. 3/2 A trial sand-loaded projectile
was first fired in order to get the range. 1891 Chamb.
Jrnl. 20 June 400/1 Dividing this by three hundred and .sixty
we get 364,609-13 feet as the length of a mean degree.

10. Without reference to agency on the part of
the subject : To become possessed of; to receive,

e.g. as one's share in a division, as a gift, wages,
or as a payment of any kind.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1497 ' Bro5er,' quad he, *sel me 3o

wunes, Se que5en ben 3e firme sunes, Sat ic Sin firme
birSehe gete. c 1300 Havelok 908 Wei is set pe mete jm
etes And be hire bat bu getes. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 545
Wheber hem leuer ware Win or ale to gete. C1330 R.
Brunne Chron. 11810) 159 Loke ^e be me nehi, fulle gode
giftes gete [so MS.

; printed ;ete] 3c 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems lxi. 46 Quhen uther horss had bran to byt I gat bot
griss. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vii. 192 Donald the fyft,

he gat the same reuaird. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x.29
Thou wilt betray me, and get a 1000 Crownes of the King.
1636 Finch Law 11. xvii. 177 If., within the yeare it [a
stray] strayeth againe,and another Lord getteth it, the first

Lord cannot take it againe. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes
I. xix. (1640* 189 Julius, by being courteous to Paul . . gate
his life and the life of his soldiers for a reward. 1834 H.
Miller Scenes <y Leg. xv. (1857) 230 Pictures of little boys
and girls, which, in every case, the little boys and girls got
to themselves. 1844 Laoy G. Fullerton Ellen Middleton
(1854) II. x. 26 She told me she had got a note from Henry.
1890 Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 717/2 They get from ioy. to
12s. a-week for their eggs alone. 1892 Chamb. Jrnl. 1 Oct.
625/2 As to salaries, an officer . . usually gets sixty pounds.

b. To obtain (a name). Also To get the name
of: to have the reputation of (being so-and-so).
1662 J. Davies Mandelslo's Trav. 89 Cuncam, for so it

is more commonly called, though from its Metropolis it

somtimes gets the name ofVisiapour. 1741 Monro A nat.
Bones (ed. 3) 17 The first [Vertebra], from its Use of sup-
porting the globular Head, has got the Name of Atlas.
1832 Austin Jnrispr. (1879) II. xxxii. 592 Laws which have
gotten the specious name of natural.

11. To obtain by way of concession or favour, or
by means of pressure, insistence, or entreaty ; e.g.

to get mercy, forgiveness, grace, leave, permission
;

to get an answer, information, etc. Const, from,
of out of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 460 (Cott.) me serins sal he non gette.
a 1300 Ibid. 484 (Gott.)Merci get is he neuermare. a 1300 Ibid.

19605 (Cott.) prince o preistes, gatt he leue. c 1350 Wilt.
Paleme 1592 pe gracious graunt jpei gaten of here herande.
1362 Langi,. P. PL A.,vi. 126 Thou mai^t gete grace ther,
so that thou go bi-tyme. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Bertholo-
ttteus 24 Of bare god gat bai nan answeie. c 1386 Chaucer
Manciple's Prot. 102 Of that mateere ye gete namoore of
me. ^1450 St. Cuthbcrt tSurtees) 5042 He gettes here
forgifnes. <: 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 116 He gat ymage
[ = homage] of Scotland swne. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit.
31 And prayde to haue a place to duelle innc and myght
none gete. 1535 J. ai- Rice in FourC. Eng. Lett. 33 As
touching the convent, we coulde geate litle or 110 reportes.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 209 Who with muche adoe gate
leave to depart from his brother the Erie. 1602 Shaks.
Ifam. iv. iii. 13 Where the dead body is bestow'd . . We
cannot get from him. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus in. 2
Is there no Justice to be gotten at the Magistrals hand?
1651 in Fullers Abel Rediv., Pareus 578 At last through
Gods mercy, by importunity he gat his fathers consent.

1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 194 r 3, I knocked and called, but
could get no Answer. 1738 Lucca's Mem. 17 Exam-
ining the Woman first, to get what we could from her.

1804 W. Tennant hid. Recreat. led. 2) I. 280 To . . get
permission to enter into [his] service. 1814 D. H. O'Brien
Captiv. 3- Escape 119 Asked if I could have a bed? I could
get no answer. 1839 36 Yrs. Seafaring Life 263 A French-
man never gets a word of French from me . . till I see it

serves my purpose.

t b. with clause as object. Obs. rare.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 223 b/i Seynt James . . gate that
lie shold be restored to his lyf. 1556 Aurclio A> /sab, (1608,1

M iv, At that tyme was it easey inoughe to gette that the
deathe was not geven unto Isabell.

12. To obtain, come to have, attain (some im-
material thing desired or aimed at) ; e.g. to get
rest, sleep, comfort', to get one's sight, health,

liberty, etc. ; also to get one's end, one's will, one's

own way, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12259 (Cott.) A commament nti mak
i here . . f>at be poueral get sum bote, a 1300 Ibid. 13553
(Gott.) He went and weisse his eienbare, And gat [Cott. tok]
his sight, c 1375 Sc* Leg. Saints, Bertholomsus 108 Parfyte
hele J>e madyne gate. Ibid., Mathou 412 [He] cessis nocht
to threte ws al bot gyf his wil he gate. 1470 Henry
Wallace iv. 47 Thowgettis no mendis. 1530 Palsgr. 563/1,
I trust in God I shall get my desyre of hym. a 1547 Latimer
in Strype Feci. Mem. (1733) I. 11. 262 What rest hath lie

gotten, that is removed from the Stocks in Newgate to the
Rack in the Tower? la 1550 Freiris Bcnuik 589 in Dun-
bar's Poems {1893) 304 Alesone on na wayiss gat hir will.

1581 Sidney Astr. <«j- Stella xlv, Pitie .. gate in her breast
such place. That [etc.]. 1618 Raleigh in Four C. Eng.
Lett. 38 When I had gotten my libertye. 1671 Lady Mary
Bertie in 12//* Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22 It
was so hard to get room that wee were forced to goe by
four a clocke. 1674 S. Vincent Vng. Gallant's Acad. Ep.
Ded. A ij h, The other laughs at us when he hath got his
ends. 1693 Humours 0/ Town 2, I could scarce get one
sound nap. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 113 In
what manner this passion . . got such a footing upon our
stage. 1792 Gentl. Mag. Jan. 12 '1, I got a very comfort-
able nap between London and St. Albans, i860 Trench
Synon. N. T. Ser. I. (ed. 5) 75 Any benefit which he could
have gotten from his books. 1885 Mauch. Exam. 8 June
4/7 If they do not get their own way they will resign.

b. Frequently with noun of action as obj. : To
succeed in doing, obtain opportunity to do, what
the sb. implies. Also in phrases to get {a) sight

(a glance, glimpse, peep, etc.) of to get {a) hold of
(t on, fupon), to get possession of etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22570 Vp to be lift rise sal be see, par
wit strenght to get entre. 1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 785
The discurrouris . . Of athir host has gottin sicht. 1535
Coverdale Ps. cxiv. [cxvi.J 3 The paynes of hell gat hokle
vpon me. 1568 Tilney Disc. Manage C iv b, See I pray
you . . how soone this Ladie, hath gotten holde of that
sentence. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 32 Like men
drowning, that get hold on euery twig. 16x5 J. Stephens
'Satyr. Ess. 240 You get acquaintance with him by a bare
salutation. 1699 Dampish I'oy. II. 11. 34 And though we
followed the Blood a good way, yet did not come up with
him .. to get a second shot. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's
Amusem. Ser. <y Com. 55 We made hard shift to get now
and then a Glance at some of them, a 1703 Burkitt On
N. T. Luke iv. 37 Where Satan has once gotten a hold .

.

how unwilling he is to be cast out of possession. 1748
Anson's r'oy. 11. viii. 222 We were . . in hopes of getting
sight of the Gloucester. 1761-2 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806)
V. lxvii. 64 Their enemies they thought, .had gotten posses-
sion of their sovereign's confidence. 1834 T. Medwin Angler
in Wales I. 202 To the west we got a peep . . of Swansea
Bay. ci86o H. Stuart Seaman s Catech. 47 As soon as
the buntlines are bent get a pull of them. 1889 Times
(weekly ed.) 13 Dec. 14/1 Every effort was made ..to get
speech of the Emperor.

t C. To get a stomach : to procure an appetite.
(Also said of the means employed.)
[1682: seei8b. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.Compit. 1. 16 Peaches

eaten before Meals get a stomach, if it be lost through a hot
cause.] 1688 C. Hoole School-Colloq. 29 So also we shall
get a stomach to our meat. 1725 Watts Logic 1. iv. § 6
When we say . . to get a stomach, and to get a cold, etc.

d. To get religion (U. S. vulgar) : to be con-
verted.

1857 C.W. Elliott New Engl. Hist. I. 460 Capt. Underbill
killed his neighbor's wife, and 'got his religion on a pipe
of tobacco'. <n88a J. P. Quincy Figures 0/ Past (1883)
6 We had come to Andover to get religion.

13. To acquire, to come to have (a quality,

power, custom, etc.).

c 1600 Shaks. Soun. lxxviii, Euery Alien pen hath got my
vse. 161 1— Cymb. iv. ii. 236 Let vs. .though now our voyces
Haue got the mannish crack, sing [etc.]. 1626 Hacon Sytva
§ 352 After two Nights.. it [a root] got a Shining. 1629
R. Hill Pathw. Piety (18491 I. 182 They have- gotten a
custom of sinning. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat Comm.
1 Cor. xi. 25 U867J 62 Wine was then subject to spilling

;

it hath not since gotten a more liquid or diffusive quality.

1676 Shadwell Libertine 11, It's nothing but a way of
speaking, which young amorous fellows have gotten. 1736
Butler Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1874 I. 91 By accustoming our-
selves to any course of action, we get an aptness to go on.

b. To come to have (a notion, impression, etc.}.

Also to get into one's head; often to get {it) into

one's head that, etc.

1677 WycherleY Plain Dealer iv. ii, Jer. How? what
quirk has she got in her head now? 1762 G"LDSM. Cit.
World lxxviii. P2 The people, it seems, have got into their
beads that they have more wit than others. 1876 Geo,
Eliot Dan. Deronda 1. vii, Anna had got in into her head
that you would want to ride after the hounds this morning.
Mod. cotloij., Don't let him get the idea that you <;ire

nothing about it. If he gets it into his head that he is a
genius, he will be intolerable.

14. To catch, contract (an illness).

1610 Shaks. Temp. ji. ii. 68 This is some Monstur . . who
hath got tas I take it) an Ague. 1710 Steele Tatter
No. 234 r 15 To you I apply my self for Redress, having
gotten . . a Cold on Sunday was Sevennight. 1765 Sterne
Tr. Shandy VIII. vi, Art thou not tormented with the vile
asthma that thou gattest in skating against the wind in
Flanders? 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 363 When a person ..

gets a catarrh [etc.). 1892 Black $ White 13 Aug. 182/1
Horses get glanders and men get cholera.

b. colloq. To get (a person or thing) on the brain,
on one's nerves: to be crazy about, or morbidly
affected by the thought of.

15. To get wind, t air cf. Am sb. 11), vent: to

get abroad, to become known to others.
1722 De Foe Plague 118841 10 It had gotten vent. 1726

Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 166 But my Story getting Air, I was
made the Scoff of every Body. 1776 Trial o/Nnndocomar
90/2 It got wind, ami a great many people asked me : I told
them. 1828 Life Planter Jamaica 340 That it may get
vent is not improbable, for these black fellows are as in-

quisitive [etc.]. 1884 Mks. Pjrkis Judith Wynne 1 1 Lxi. 126
It's getting wind in the neighbourhood that the child is lost.

b. Hence (after 7 b), Toget wind of : to hear of,

become acquainted with.
1840 Thackeray Paris Sh.-bk. (1867^ 32 If my old aunt

gets wind of it, she'll cut me off with a shilling. 1885
Century Mag. XXX. 380/2 If that sweet little Rose were
to get wind of it, I believe she'd faint.

16. To receive, meet with, suffer (a fall, blow,
defeat, etc.) ; f also (with omission of object) to be
struck on a specified part of the body (constr. on,
over, etc.). Thr. 7o get the worst of it (cf. 5 b).
c *375 5c. Leg. Saints, Peter 585 Sike ane fall bane he gat.

(-"1475 RanfCoityar 698 Ashe gat ben throw He gat niony
greit schow [shove]. 1508 Dunbar's Flyting 48* luge.,
quha gat the war. a 1550 Christis Kirke C,r. xx, Thay gat
upon the gammis. 1597 Montcomekie Cherric «$- Slae 214,
I gat sik chek Quhilk I micht nocht remuif nor nek. 1601
Shaks. All's Well iv. i.41, I must giue my selfe some hurts,
and say I got them in exploit. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biendi's
Fromena 91 Who .. had (without this succoun for all his
valour gotten the worst of the day. 1697 Collier Ess.
Mor. SubJ. 1. (1703) 80 Many persons . . in the crowd and
tumult of the action, get nothing but blows for their pains.
a 1732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 163 Several of the
saints have gotten on the finger ends by this means. 1738
Swift Pol. Conversat. 6, I hope you are up for all Day?
Yes, if I don't get a Fall before Night. 1809 Windham Let.
16 Sept. in Pari. Speeches (1812) I. 113 A slight hurt which
I got here in riding. 1888 Rider Hac;gard Col. Quaritck
III. i. 1 Cossey had only got the outside portion of the
charge of No. 7.

b. To receive, suffer, by way of punishment.
In Sc. the obj. is often a pi. sb. with poss. pron., as to get

one^s rages, to get a scolding icf. quots. 1508, 1567, 1785).
1508 DUNBAR Flyting iv. Kenncdie 70 Throw all Bretane

it salbe blawin owt, How that thow . . gat thy paikis. 1567
Satir. Poems Reform, v. 38 It war weill wairit he gat his
quhippis. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 144 And thus they get
Credit among some, for which at Schoole they should have
got a whipping. 1785 Burns Ep. to W. Simson Postscr. 39
Monie a fallow gat his licks. 1790— Tarn o' Shanter 201 Ah,
Tarn ! ah, Tarn ! thou'll get thy fairin ! 1889 J. K. Jeromk
3 Men in Boat 238 We did not want to overdo the thing
and get six months.

C. To get it (colloq. or slang) : to receive a
punishment, scolding, or the like; to 'catch it'.

Also to get it hot.

1872 Figaro 22 June 389/1 The German Emperor,Bismarck,
and Earl Granville also 'got' it, but not quite so hotly.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 14 Jan. 4/3 You will get it hot before you
are done.

d. In various slang phrases: Toget the sack (bag,

boot, bounce, etc.) : to be dismissed from a situation.

To get the mitten: to be rejected as a suitor. To
get the lead: to be shot. (For quots. see the sbs.)

17. To procure or obtain (a required thing or

person) ; to seek out and take, to cause to come
or be supplied.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26129 If ne 'n suilk a nede be tan, pat

be ne get man bot curst an [etc.]. 13.. Gaio. fy Gr. Ant.
1625 f>e goude ladyez were geten, & gedered be meyny.
(1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1123 Dido, Ther nas coursere ..

That in the lond of Libie may be gete. c 1400 Destr. Troy
13477 Two spies full spedely he sped hym to gete. 1465
Marg. Paston in P. Lett. No. 500 II. 179, I have gyte.



GET.

a repievyn. 1523 Fitzherb. Mush. § 124 Gette thy quycke-

settes in the woode-countreye. la 1550 Freiris Berruik 247

in Dunhams Poems (1893) 293 Scho stertis vp and gettis

licht in hy. 1559-60 Act 2 Eliz. in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621)

271 The bookes concerning the said services .. shall be

attained and gotten before the said feast of St. John. 1585

T. Washington tr. Nichoiay's Voy. 1. xxii. 29 Moreover,

we got a pilote being of the yle of Chio, in place of him

that was dead. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. II. ii. 37 And you

vse these blows long, I must get a sconce for my head.

1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 23 Few people

were to be gotten there abouts. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy.

E. hut. 197 So I went up to the Village, and got a Praw,

which I sent to bring him over to me. 1748 Anson's Voy.

n. xiv. 288 We could not have failed of getting whatever

numbers [of sailors] we pleased. 1818 J. W. Croker in

C. Papers (1884) I. iv. 113 At last I have gotten the warrant

for searching for the old regalia of the Scottish Crown.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 380 The coach sometimes

reached the inn so late that it was impossible to get supper.

b. with immaterial object.

1814 D. H. O'Brien Captiv. <y Escape 179 Dr. B. got

a lift in a waggon for three or four miles. 1879 Pond. Soc.

Cliristm. No. 61/1, I went into a little shop to get a shave.

1892 H. R. Mill Realm Nat. xi. 61 To get Greenwich time

in remote places is more difficult.

C. To obtain in marriage. Obs. exc. as a con-

textual use of 17.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 242 She muste than algate fade To
geten him, whan he were dede. i6n Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. g If

I could get this foolish Imogen, I should haue Gold enough.

1738 Swift Pol. Comiersat. 82. I wonder why such a hand-

some, .young Gentleman as you do not get some rich Widow.

fd. To gain, bring over to one's side; to win

(a woman). Obs.

c 1385 Chaucer A. G IV. 1753 Lucretia, For wel, thoghte

he, slie sholde nat be geten. c 1470 Henry Wallme III. 31

It war the best for King Eduuardis awaill, Mycht he him
get to be his steidfast man For gold or land .. Me think

beforce he may nocht gottyn be. 1653 Holcroi t Procopius,

I 'andal Wars 11. xiii. 46 Maximinus . . had gotten many of I

those mutiners with a design to usurp.

18. With dat. of the person for whom the speci-

fied object is obtained or procured.

a. With dat. of refl. pronoun (foccas. with to

or unto) : To obtain, procure for oneself.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 46^7 (Cott.) Do gett be a god purueur

bat in bis nede be mai socur. c 1340 ibid. 21094 (Fairf.i

Thomas .. preiched .. for to gite him heiuen to mede. c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints, Cristofore 517 Gais & gettis ?OU lechis fele,

3oure brokine godis fore to hele. c 1385 Chaicer L. G. ll\

2160 Ariadne, [He] gat him ther a newe barge anoon.

ti 1400-50 Alexander 794 Kest hym on bis yong knyght

to gett hym a name. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 237b,

You . . by your . . noble feates have gotten to you, in maner
an immortal! fame. 1597 Gerakde Herbal 1. iv. § 2 (1633)

6 This water grasse doth get vnto it selfe some new rootes.

1628 Horres Phucvd. (1629* 70 A man of Argilus. .got him
a Seale like to the Seale of Pausanias. 1690 Kvei.yn Mem.
(1857) III. 315, I have now gotten me a pair of new horses.

1797 Han. More in Lady Chattel ton Mem. Ld. Gambier
(18611 I. 320 This young lady has got her a husband. 1842

Tennyson Locksley Hall 18 In the spring the wanton lap-

wing gets himself another crest.

b. To obtain or procure for others. Chiefly

with simple dat. of personal pronoun, but also (in

later writers) with to and /or.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3502 (Gott.) Ay was he lione, To gete

[Cott. fete] his fadir venisun. a 1300 !Hd. 7293 l,Cott.) Gett

vs a king, c 1350 With Palerne 644 Melior. .preide hire

priueli-.to gete hire bat gode gras as sone as sche mi^t.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1649 Hypsip.
<fr
Medea, [She] gat

him greet name as a conquerour. c 1430 Syr Pryam. 454
A norse they gatt hyt [a child] untylle

%
a 1550 Freiris

Jier-wik 255 in Dunbar 's Poems 11893)294 Ga, gait me cheiss

and breid. 1559 W. Cunningham Costnogr. Glasse 1 This

was it which gat him so many victories. 1596 Shaks. Pam.
Shr. 1. i. 123 Ore. What's that, I pray. //or. Marrie sir to

fet a husband for her Sister. 1600 in Shaks. C. Praise 36

Yomysyng to gete them xU. more then their ordynary to

play yt. 1682 SHAOWELL Lane. Witches 11, Coursing had
gotten me a woundy stomach, and I eat like a Swine.

"1690 Locke //urn. Und. 1. ii. § 15 They are lodg'd in the

Memory, and Names got to them. 1890 Sir A. Kkkf.wicii

in Law Times Rep. I,XIII. 683/2 The landowner requires

a carriage for his own use, and he asks the estate agent to

get it for him.

19. a. To procure by hunting or fishing; to catch.

Now somewhat rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3522 Bath on fer and ner he soght, Hot

bat dai wayth ban gatt he noght. c 1300 l/avelok 1393 He
wore yare, Grimes sones, for to fare In-to be se, fishes to

fete. 13. . Gaiv. <V Gr, Knt. 1171 pe gre-hounde} so grete,

at geten hem [the deer] bylyue. c 1450 St. Cnthbert

(Surtees) 4345 Elfiide men fared fysshe to gete. 1694 Ace.

Ser. Late Voy. 11. (1711)12 On the 9th we got another male

whale, being the eighth. >8.. Kingsley /'oems, Sands of
Dee 17 Was never salmon got [v.r. yet] that shone so fair.

b. To bring in, gather, secure (a crop).

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 25 Shorte hey. and leye hey is

good for shepe, and all maner of catell if it be well got.

1657 Austen Fruit Frees 1. 5 From the time that fruits

DOOM to he worth getting, till they be ripe. 1773 Fhil.

Trans. LXIII. 222 The crop of wheat where it was welt

gotten was tolerable good. iB&yml.R.Agric.Soc.XlX.
1. 230 Hay secured before the 27th of June was got without

a drop of ram. 1891 Blackw. Mag. CXLIX. 817/1, I

remember well the fusttness of that haystack (it must have

been ' got ' after oceans of rain).

C. To obtain (coal, ore, etc.) by mining.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 172 The Roof and Seat is the

Top and Bottom of the Works, wherein they get Coles.

1671 J. Webster Metallogr. i. 18 The Pits or Shafts where

Ores are usually gotten. 1841 Collieries fy Coal Trade
(ed. 2) 244 In proceeding to get the coal, the collier, when-

ever he can do so, works upon the face of the bed. 1885

140

Law Times LXXIX. 119/2 The 'butties' .. paid him his

wages out of the 2s. 3d. per ton which they received for

getting the coal.

f 20. To take hold of (something) in one's hands.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptist 1100 pis tyrand . . in hand
a knyfe can gete. c 1400 Melayne 104 His swerd in his

hand he gat. 159a R. 1). Hypnerotomachia SZ Getting him
by the winges, she was about to plucke of his fethers.

21. To get hold of, capture (a person) ; also (in

recent colloquial use, esp. in perf. and pa. t.), to

have an advantage over (another), to * corner '.

1596 Spenser State /rv/.Wks. (Globe) 624/1 Many of them
be such losells and scatterlings, as that they cannot easely

by any sheriff, .be gotten. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iv. 39 The
Plebeians haue got your Fellow Tribune, And hale him vp
and downe. 1879 ' Cavendish ' Card Ess. 198 Second hand
put on knave, saying, 'Now I've got you!' 1887 K.

Francis Jr. Saddle <y Mocassin xiii. 236 Who was Navajo?
Ah, that's where you've got me, young man. Heaven
knows. 1888 H. F. Lester I/artas Maturin III. vi. 157

Yes . . I did. I don't deny it. You've got me there.

b. colloq. What has got (—)?: what has be-

fallen or happened to, what has become of (— ) 7

1823 Scoresbv Whale P't'shery 124 They all at once, on

looking round, .enquired what had got Carr.

22. To succeed in finding (what is required).

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 297 Like a Trumpeter in the

fields, that shifts places to get an eccho. 1670 Nakborolgh
Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) 114, I caused the Lead
to be cast forth, but could not get ground at eighty Fathom.

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. x. 242 To stand no farther to the

northward than is .. necessary for the getting a westerly

wind. 1865 Kingsley I/erciv. xxx, Driving them mad and
desperate just that you may get a handle against them.

1873 Black Pr. Tkute xxvi, Her father .. wondered what
he could get to scold her about.

23. colloq. To take, ' have', eat (one's dinner, etc.).

1888 Sheffield Gloss, s.v., Come and get your tea with us,

1891 'J. S. Winter' Mere Luck i, Here, get your dinner,

my lad.

£4. The perfect tense is used in familiar language

in senses equivalent to those of the present tense of

have or possess. (Cf. Gr. KfKrrjaOai to possess, lit.

to have acquired.) So [colloq. or vulgar) in recent

use To have got to ^' to have to', to be obliged to

(see Have 7).

1 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 99 What a beard hast thou

cot ; thou hast got inorehaire on thy chin, then Dobbin my
philhorse has on his taile.] 1607 — Timon 1. ti. 26 Fie,

tli' art a churle, ye haue got a humour there Does not

become a man. 1699 T. Qockman] Tully's Offices (1706)

234 But I, who han t got such a strength of Genius. 1712

J.James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 144 They have got a

Custom of heading it from Time to Time. 1738 Swift

Pol, Conversat. 68 Miss, you have got my Handkerchief;
pray, let me have it. 1775 Johnson Let. to Bosivell 23 Dec,
I have just now got a cough ; but it has never yet hindered

me from sleeping. 1839 40 Thackeray Catherine v, He
has . . got C. R. in blue upon his right arm. 1875-7

Kuskin Morn. Florence (1882) 129 Quite ' from the heart*

such hearts as the people have got. 1876 — P'ors Clav.

VI. Ixx. 315, I am very doubtful ..whether you have wit

enough to understand a word more of what I have got to

say this month. 1878 Jevons Primer Pol. Econ. 12 As a
general rule the banker has not got in his possession the

money which he owes to bis customers. 1887 A. Birreli,

Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 125 What, .has the general public got

to do with literature? 1889 Mrs- C. Carr Marg. Mali-
pliant II. xvii. 42 The thing has got to be fought out.

f II. 25. To gain, roach, arrive at (a place).

a 1300 Cursor M. 12382 Forb in pes he bad bam ga. .Til

bai had geten bair herd again, a 1375 Joseph A rim. 523
Hedde bei geten bat holt . . bei mihten haue do muche harm.

a 1547 Surrey Aineid 11. 264 With sound of broken waves
they gate the strand. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. IV. India 31

The fleete sayled to get the coast of Yucatan. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 504 The men saved themselves, and ..

built a Carvall, wherein to get the Continent. 171a W.
Rogers Voy. App. 2 If the Wind blows strong out, and you
cannot get the Harbour, you must anchor.

III. 26. To beget, procreate (said of the male

parent) ; now only of animals, esp. horses. Const.

on, upon, f In early use occas. of both parents.

(Quot. 1300 is the only instance in our material in which

the word begins with J instead of g\ as the sense is here

identical with that of Iv'jetcn, Beget v., the word seems to

be either a shortening of the native compound vb. or an
assimilation of the adopted Scandinavian simple vb. to the

form of the compound.]
£1300 Leg. Gregory 132 He mi^t se be s'mnes sore, Hou

he was 3eten and of wham, c 1300 Ilavelok 495 Sweren y
wole, bat bircabein Neuere yete me ne gat. £1330 K.

Brunne Chrott. (1810) 27 Fourtene childre he gate opon tuo

wifes. 138a Wyclik Pectus, iii. 8 He shal serue to them
that geeten hym. c 1400 Destr. troy 290 Ercules was
getton of a god on a gret lady. - 1450 Merlin 213 On hir

he gat a doughter llie same nyght that he had geten

Gonnore on his wife. 15*3 Fitzherb. //usb. § 68 It is a
horse foole, bycause a horse gate it. 1594 2nd Pt. Conten-

tion (1843) 143 Whosoeuer got thee, there thy mother
stands. 1676 Hohues /Had 1. 265 Though you be strong
and on a Goddess got. c 1704 Prior //enry £ Emma 136

What groom shall get, and 'squire maintain the child. 1727
Arbuthnot John Bull 11. iv, Hocus loved her best, l>elieving

her to be his own, got upon the body of Mrs. Bull. 1760
R. H eber Horse Matches ix. 144 Bay Horse, .sure in getting

stock. 1845 Ford /landbk. Spain 1. 53 It means strictly

speaking the foal of an ass got by a horse. 1859 Jrnl.

k. Agric. Soc. XX. 11. 350 Thoroughbred Stallions for

getting hunters.

Jig. 1691 T. H[ale1 Acc. AYze /nvent. 19 If they were
under any disbelief themselves, or aimed at the getting any
in others, touching the Truth of Fact now discoursed upon
[etc.]. 1733 /sling/on Pref., This Pamphlet .. 'Twas got,

conceived and born in six Hours' space.

GET.

IV. With compl. indicating some change effected

in the position or state of the object.

27. followed by a prep, or adv. of place : a.

To succeed in bringing, conveying, putting, caus-

ing to come or go (to, from, into, out of a place,

through, over, etc. a space).

As get may be apprehended as the equivalent of come to

have, a static prep, is sometimes used, e.g. ' If I can get the

key in the hole.'

[c 1350 Will. Palerne 2895 pe grettest of be grim bestes he

gat to prison sone.] e 1450 Si. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6024

pare was a monke of durham To helpe to kary pis bei! hame
. . he did his bisynes ilk a dele to durham it to gett. 1568

E. Tilnev Disc. Marriage Y. iv b, If you perceive him in

such case . . speake hym faire . . till you get him to bed.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 38 He commands
them to get the sailes to the yards. 1669 Sturmv Mariner's

Mag. 17 Go hawl down the Yeard, and get the Sail into the

Ship. 1712 W. Rogkrs Voy. 25 We were fore'd to get a

Rope from the Ship to the watering-place. 1748 Anson's

Voy. 11. ii. 133 We bent the cable to the spare anchor, and
got it over the ship's side. 1793 Smeaton Edystonc L. §318
The wind..Mowed too fresh for her to be gotten into the

Gut. 1859 Jephson Brittany ii. 11 The next point was to

get my little knapsack through the custom-house. 1888

A. DE G. Stevens Miss Ilildreth II. iv. 74 The same
powerful influence that got her out of Russia .. has now
sent her back.

ta. refl. To betake oneself to or convey oneself

away from a place ; to make one's way, to go

;

esp. in imperative phrases, as get thee (you) away,

hence, in, out, etc. (Cf. 28 c.) Now only arch.

1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 7°5 [She] got her

selfe in all the hast possible, .out of the palace of West-

minster. 1530 Palsgr. 562/1 Get the hence. Ibid. 562/2, 1 get

me hence .. 1 get me out of the waye .. I get me a syde. 1579

GossoN Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 54 Shut vp the Schoole, and get

you home. 1591 Shaks. 7wo Gent. IV. iv. 64 Goe, get thee

hence, and finde my dog againe. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks

(1621) 53 [He] got him up into the highest tower of the

pallace. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's I 'ay. E. Ind. 17 Early the

next morning I got me above Deck. 1733 Fielding Inlrig.

Chambermaid 1. iii, Hist ! hist ! get you both about your

business. 1828 Hawthorne Fanshawe iv. (1883) 115 The
elderly men . . gat themselves silently to their steeds, and

hied homeward. 1886 G. T. Stokes Celtic Ch. (18881 128

He got himself back to bis beloved Iona.

c. To bring, succeed in bringing (oneself, an-

other person, a thing) into or out of a certain posi-

tion or state. To get "with child: to make preg-

nant. To get (a person) upon : to bring (him) to

talk about (a subject).

As in a, the preposition may be of static import.

1530 Palsgr. 562/2, 1 get a wenche with chylde,y<r engrosse.

1592 Shaks. Rem. A> Jul. v. i. 84 Buy food, and get thy selfe

in flesh. 1601 — Jul. C.l.i. 34 To weare out their shooes. to

get myselfe into more worke. 1607— Timon III. i. 3oHonesty

is his [fault], I ha told him on't, but I could nere get him

from't. 1608 — Per. 1. i. 168 If I can get him within my
Pistols length, He make him sure enough. 1659 B.

Harris Parnmft Iron Age 94 Having gotten on foot,

a fresh Army of sixteen thousand men. J712 W. Rogers

Voy. 32 A wild Ass, which after a long Chase they got

within shot and wounded. 1715 Leoni Palladia's Arc/lit.

(1742) II. 59 Sylvia being soon after got with child. 1748

Alison's Voy. II. iv. 161 We exerted ourselves in getting our

ships in readiness for the sea. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T. (1806) I. xv. 121 He was sorry to find that Forester

had gotten himself into such a scrape. 1822 G. W. Manbv
Voy. Greenland (1&23) 19 He. .got the ship under close-reefed

topsails. 1823 Scoresbv IV/iale Fishery 289 Having. got

our prizes in tow, we stretched about a league to the east-

ward! 187S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 26 A difficulty into

which I have got myself. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in Karp.

ix. in We fell a-talking about one thing and another. Very

soon I got him upon legends and tales of the district. 1896

Lam Times C. 508/1 Mr. Justice Grantham succeeded in

getting the animal under control.

28. With pa. pple. as complement : a. To cause,

or succeed in causing, the specified action to be

performed upon (» person or thing). Also refl.,

and (rarely, with intentional quaintness) in passive.

1500-20 Di'nbar Poems xliii. 43 Thay get indoist Alhaill

thair evidens. 1548 Invent. Ch. Goods (Surtees) 119, I can

get no such some [ = sum] confessed. 1560 Whitehorne tr.

.\lachiavelti'sArtec/lVarre(i573)73b,The first thing that

he ought to doo is to get described and paincted oute all

the countrie. 1628 Hobbes Thucyd. (1822) 127 Without

gifts there was nothing to be gotten done amongst them.

1689 Iryal Bps. 134 These Declarations which they were

commanded to take care of getting read. 1768 Sterne Sent.

Jonrn. (1778) II. 120 (Le Dimanche), La Fleur .
.
had got

himself so gallantly array'd, I scarce knew him. 1779 R.

Graves Columella I. 184 Poor Barty. had applied, and got

himself appointed a writer to the.. East India Company.

1843 Carlvle Past A> Pr. iv. i, The Bravest men .
.
had

here, .been got selected. 1870 — Carr. m. Emerson (1883)

II. 331, I am by no means certain .. that the whole of this

amendatory programme will get itself performed to equal

satisfaction. 1876 Ruskin Fors Clav.Vl. lxvn. 234, I have

more to say when my lecture on Jewels can be got pub-

lished. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. in. 1. 3 The difficulty

was, not in making laws, but in getting them obeyed. 1877

Mrs. OnrHANT Makers Flor. Introd. 12 One of the most

costly, splendid, and elaborate structures in the world, .got

itself built.

b. To incur or suffer some specified injury to

(something belonging to one, a part of the body).

1787 T. Jefferson IVrit. (1859) II. 249, I got my right

wrist dislocated. 1790 J. B. Moreton Mann. IV. Ind. 23

To avoid heats and colds, .as well as getting your feet wet.

1SS9 Dovle Mioi/i Clarke vi. 47 You might chance to get

your own skin beaten.

c. To get oneselfgone : to take oneself away, go,
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Leoff; esp. get thee {you) gone. (Cf. 27 b.) Now
only arch.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in. i, 84 Go, get thee gon, fetch

me an iron Crow. 163a J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena
85 Repose your selfe on your pillow, or I will get me gone.

1678 Otway Friendship in F. 26 Sir Nob. Well, get thee

gone for an Arch-wagg. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 1. xii.

Get you gone into the country, to look after your mother's
poultry. 1891 Iltustr. Lone/. News 21 Mar. 382/2 He was
recommended to get him gone.

29. With adjective : To bring into the speci6ed

state ; esp. in to get ready.

1590 Spenser F\ Q. 1. i. 19 He. .knitting all his force, got
one hand free. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 8 Let me not stay
a iot for dinner, go get it ready. 1639 T. Urugis tr. Camus'
Mor. Relat. 247 The maid runnes against the chamber
door, gets it open [etc.]. 1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. N.
Countries 22, I caused the Horses and break-fast to be got
ready. 171a W.Rogers I'oy. 133 This morning we., got every
thing ready to depart. 1818 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. W. Ind.

(1834) 129, I visited the hospital while breakfast was getting
ready. 1847 M arryat Childr, N, Forest xi, Let us first get
him all right again. 1889 J. Masterman Scoits of Best-
minster II. viii. 27 The boats were got ready and the pas-
sengers collected.

30. With an infinitive (now always preceded by
to): To induce, prevail upon (a person), succeed

in causing (a thing), to do something; in weaker
sense, to cause or set (a person) to do something
for one.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxt. 218 And so myght we gett hym
MM word for to say. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. S/ir, 1. ii. 38, 1 bad
the rascall knocke vpon your gate, And could not get him
for my heart to do it. 1598 — Merry W. 11. ii. 76 They could
neuer get her so much as sippe on a cup with the prowdest
of them all. 161a Drayton Poly-olb. i. 443 Their King Grof-
farius [they] get to raise his powerfull force. 1647 W. Krowne
tr. Gombervitle's Polexander in. v. 134 Get him be propi-
tious to thee. Ibid. tv. v. 339 By the helpe of a great tumult
which he heard in the lower towne, hee got slide some
troopes into the enemies intrenchments. 166a J. Davies
Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 83 The women, .got their husbands
to at down again. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome, Marcus i. 9
His Mother had much ado to get him but to cover the lied.

.

with Skins. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shiftivreck 51
It would be impossible to get them to listen to reason. 1791
1 G. Gambado* Ann. Horsem. x. (1809I 108 The horse, .went
oddly; and I got the hostler .. to get up instead of me.
1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. xvii. (i860) 389 At such times
there was no getting Will to join in our walks. 1887 A.
Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 75 He promptly got a book*
seller to pirate Curll's edition.

fb. With passive infinitive: To cause to un-
dergo the specified action. Obs. rare. (Cf. 28 a.)

c 159a Marlowe Jew 0/ Malta lit. iii, Abig. I am bold to

sollicite thee. Fry. Wherein ? Abig. To get me be admitted
for a Nun. 1681 H. More Exp. Dan. 166 Laodicc.got
him to be poisoned. 1736 Lediakd Life Marlborough I. 20
His Father got him to be made Page of Honour.
V. intr.

31. To succeed in coming or going, to bring
oneself to, from, into, out of etc. (a place or posi-

tion), through, over, etc. ;a space, an intervening

object) ; also, in weaker sense, to come in the course

or at the end of a journey to. t Of land : to stretch,

extend (06s.). Used with any of the preps, which
usually follow vbs. of motion, also with advs. of

motion to or from a place, as hither (here), thither

(there), hence, thence, and adverbial and preposi-

tional phrases, as to get asfar as, to get the length

of. Formerly conjugated witli be.

Forfig. phrases, as to get to Vie bottom of, root of, wind-
ward of, see the sbs.

<x-3oo [see Get away (54), Get out (64)]. a 1375 "Joseph
j

A rim. 497 pel han geten on hem be lengbe of a gleyue.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvni. 454 Thai bar thaim swa That
thai ar gottyn aboun the bra. a iqooSirPerc. 2225 Be that
so nere getis he, That scho myghte nangatis fle. a 1533 Ld.
Berners Huon Ixi. 212 Yf they perceyue vs. we shal neuer
get hense. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 74 Many . . [were]
apprehended before they could get to the castel. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nkholays Voy. 1. xx. 25 b, He found
meanes to recover a barke, intoo the which he and his men
got. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 549 From earths dark womb some
gentle gust doth get. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum.
Ii.it. (1601) D4a, Slid I am afeard they will know me,
would I could get by them. 1639 T. Brugis tr. Camus''
Afor. Relat, 192 Basse or Low-Bnttaine, is a corner of the
earth which gets farre into the Ocean. 1647 W. Browne tr.

Gomberville's Polexander iv. v, 326 Assoone as she was
gotten into a grove of Orange-trees . . she call'd for Palantus.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 594 Amid the Tree now got. .to pluck
and eat my fill I spar'd not. 1693 Humours of Town 18 Let

,

us get into the most airy Room of the House. 1701W.Wotton
Hist. Rome, Alexander iii, 510 Maximus was got as far as 1

Ravenna. 1788 Newton Chronol. Amended i. 181 Hercules
that year got into Italy. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 262
The buss . . had got a considerable distance from the buoy

;

. . we had really got out of the accustomed place. 1820
,

Southey Life Wesley II. 452 No less than ninety persons
set out in pursuit of him ; but he was got beyond their reach.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest v, We never can get across
this patch of clear grass without being seen. 1849 Macau-

|

lay Hist. Eng. v. I. 609 The drums of Dumbarton's regi-

ment beat to arms ; and the men got fast into their ranks.

1867 Howells Hal. Jouru. 71 We were got no further than
Porto Longone.

b. To reach, attain, come to an end aimed at,

or a condition towards which progress has been
made. To get to blows : to come to blows, to begin
to fight.

16*6 Bacon Sylva § 744 Those that are very Cold, and
especially in their Feet, cannot get to Sleepe. 1701 Swift Con-

Vol. IV.

tests Nobles <$ Com. Wks.1755 1 1 • ' 30The Carthaginians were
declining, because the balance was got too much on the side
of the people. 1751 Paltock Peter WUkins I. xxvi. 257 He
. . got to champing the Blade. 1798 T. Jefferson Writ.
(1859 1

IV* 2°5 t'he scene has not yet got to its height.
1888 McCarthy & Mrs. Prakd Ladies' Gallery III. xv 298
He. .succeeded in getting to speech of a police officer. 1891
Leeds Mercury 27 Apr. 4/4 The hostile parties got to blows
and stone-throwing. 1895 igt/i Cent. Aug. 322, I don't
think that I get quite as far as having views of my own.

c. colloq. or slang. Where has it got to : what
has become of it. To get there: (C/.S.) to attain

one's object, be successful in an undertaking.
1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle -y Mocassin viii. 144 He said

as he'd been gambling, and was two hundred dollars ahead
of the town. He 'got there with both feet' at starting.

1888 A'. J'. Herald 29 July 1 Farmer), Although not a dele-
gate he got there all the same. 1889 J. K. Jerome 3 Men
in Boat 242 Muttering something about its being extraordi-
nary where his umbrella could have got to. 1891 Daily
News 18 Nov. 5/1 As the humorous American phrase goes,
' he gets there all the same *.

d. U.S. colloq. or slang often in form git) : To
be off, ' clear out

\

1884 Graceville (Minn.) Transcript 25 Aug., He pre-

sented a cocked revolver and told them to get, and they
got. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle fy Mocassin iv. 83 A
captain and a full company appeared, but this brave man
' made them get'. 1889 H. O'Reilly 50 Yrs. on Trial 170.

I therefore thought discretion the better part of valour, and
the sooner I ' got ' the better. 1893 M cCartiiy Red Dia-
monds I. 66 He got up and gitted before we struck ile. 1895
Blackw. Mag. Aug. 282 Our team proceeded with many a
' git ' and whip crack from their dusky Jehu.

f ©. quasi-lrans. To get one's way(s : to go
away, take oneself off. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce xix, 683 The fox scathless gat his

way. 1606 Birnie Kirk-Buria.il (1833) 18 Either God must
get his way, or be content to dwell in a dedicate limes to
Idoles. 1815 Woman's Will 111. ii, Well, get thy ways for

an incorrigible coxcomb.

f. To get by oneself ; to escape from company.
1863 Mrs. C Clarke Shaks. Char, iii. 65 Inexpressibly

affecting is that eagerness he betrays to get by himself.

32. Followed by infinitive (with to) : To attain,

reach, secure an opportunity of (being or doing
something), to come (to be or do); to acquire a

habit of (doing'.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. II. (1882) 79 Then get they to
be chaplines to honorable and noble personages. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. iv. 25 By what meanes got's[t] thou to

be releas'd. 1649 J. Ecliston tr. Behmen's Ep. xxxii. (1886)

15 All those that shall get to read them. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. 21 We. .could never get to see it quick in the Micro-
scope. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 272 By the Interest

of Laetus . . he got to be sent into Illyricum, to command
the Legions there. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 22

They get to look upon every law as a mere conventional
enactment. 1856 Rl'skin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xix. § 32 The
evil that Cod sends to warn us gets to be forgotten, and the
evil that He sends to be mended by us gets left unmended.
1891 Blacfav. Mag. CXLIX. 103/1 It is not quite two years
since we got to be friends.

b. Followed by pr. pple. (or, formerly, by a ge-

rund governed by on, which is now omitted, so that

the two constructions are no longer distinguish-

able) : To come to be (doing something). Also
Sc.y to find opportunity for (doing something).
1787 Wodroiv Corr. (1845) III. 298 Probably I'll scarce

get writing, the Assembly will sit so late. 1759 Warburton
Lett. (1809) 288 And now I am got on transcribing, I will

send you a passage or two from some late letters. .11810

Tannahill Barrochan Jean Poems (1846) 117 Naething got

frowingfor Barrochan Jean. 187a Rvskix Forst"laz>. xix. 10

nstead of looking at the sun, I got thinking about the dry
bed of the stream, just beneath. 1889 Mrs. H. Martin
Common Clay III. ix. 144 When they got talking together
it was Greek to me.

33. With adjective (or equivalent phrase, or, oc-

casionally, a descriptive sb.) as complement: To
make oneself; to become, or succeed in becoming

;

to grow (with comparatives). To get better, get

welt: to recover from an illness. To get drunk :

to become intoxicated. To get clear of, quit of
rid of, shut of: see Cleak, etc.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. i. 134 How to get cleere of all

the debts I owe. 1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 169
Having, with very much adoe, gotten loose from their
Enemies [etc.]. 166a J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 220
They were both gotten sufficiently Drunk. 1700 S. L. tr.

Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 179 He. .got past me before I could get
aware of him. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 153
(Parish, I had got master of my secret just in time. 1776
Trial of Nitndocomar 23/1 He was at first very ill, then
got better ; he is now worse. iSioSporting Mag. XXXVI.
60 After which he [a horse] got lame. i8ai Keats Isabella
xxiv, [He] went in haste, to get in readiness, With belt, and
spur, and bracing huntsman's dress. 1834 T. Medwin A ngler
in Wales I. 227 He will smoke himself into a mummy, for
he gets thinner day by day. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art 20
They got all wrong in their experiments. 1862 Temple Bar
V. 254, I am getting an old man, and I'm ailing. 1874
Dasent Halfa Life III. 88 You must not suppose we got
very great friends with Honora Tailby all at once. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 55 Almost everything gets smaller as it is

cooled. 1885 Bookseller July 650/1 Retail bookselling seems
to be getting a less remunerative business every day. 1890
Tout Hist. Eng. fr. 1689, 24 France . . got ready to resist

invasion. 1891 Illustr. Sporting % Dram. Neivs 10 Jan.
581/3 He worked hard, and soon got chums with the swells.

34. With pa. pple.

a. With intransitive pa. pple.: To accomplish
or complete an action. Now only coiloq. (rare).

1716 Wodroiu Corr. (1843) II. 117 If we could get fled I

would remove all my family from this. 1768 Sterne Sent.
Journ. (1778) I. 2 By three I had got sat down to my
dinner.

b. With passive pple. : To cause or procure
oneself to be treated in a certain way or to undergo
a certain action ; also, in weaker sen?e, to come to

be the object of a certain action. Often taking the

place of be as a passive-forming auxiliary where a
continuous state is not intended to be expressed.
165a GauXE Magaslrom. 361 A certain Spanish pretending

Alchymist . . got acquainted with foure rich Spanish mer-
chants. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 266 We had got (as we
thought) compleatly moored upon the 13th of May. 1814
D. H. O'Brien Captiv. A> Escape 113, I got supplied with
bread, cheese and a pint of wine. 1833 Scoresby Whale
Fishery 183 We got entangled among a quantity of heavy
drift-ice. i8a6 Disraeli V'iv. Grey n. i, His Lordship was
voted a bore, and got shelved. 1848 J. H. Newman Loss \
Gain 264 ' The taste, I suppose, is peculiar '. .'Just at first ',

answered Campbell ; 'but one soon gets used to it'. 1867
Fheeman Norm. Couq. (1876) I. iii. 128 The different tenures
got confounded. 1881 Dr.Gheist 100 You will be astonished
to hear that I am going to get married. 1887 Rider Hag<;aki>
Jess vi, I . .got caught in the storm. 1891 Nation (N. Y.)

19 Nov. 3S9/3 It may leave on your readers an impression
unfair to Prof. Royce if nothing more gets said.

C. Similarly toget done 'with = to have done with.

Cf. to be done, I)o v. B. 8 b.)

1827 Caklvlk German Rom. III. 156 To get the sooner
done with it, he had used to begin his devotion .. before
leaving that place where [etc.].

VI. intr. With preps., in specialized senses.
(For unspecialized uses see sense 31 and the preps.)

7 35. Get above — . To rise superior to, sur-

mount, overcome; to recover from (an illness,

etc.). Obs. Cf. Get over, 41.
1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 315 Contempt of the World,

Heavenly Mindedness, Subduing our Appetites and Pas-
sions, suppose us present with the Creatures and the Pas-
sions we get above. 1754 Richardson Grandison V. xxviii.

175 Religion, .required, as she thought, that she should get

above all regards for me.

36. Get at — . Also in indirect passive.

a. To get hold of, come at, reach, arrive at.

1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viands Shipwi-eck 33 We gave
him all our handkerchiefs, and what line we could get at.

1833 Hr. Martineau Brooke Farm x. 117 A ledge of rock
which cannot be got at but by his companions letting him
down by a rope. 1840 1 De QuiNCEY Style Wks. XI. 175
Augustus was much of a blockhead ; a truth which we utter

boldly, now that none of his thirty legions can get at us.

1893 Law Times Rep. LXVIII. 302 1 The pipe could not

be seen or got at without removing a portion of the cargo.

b. To attain to knowledge of, to find out, ascer-

tain, learn.

1793 J. B. Burges in \a,th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App.
v. 488 liaron Jacobi called ; his sole intention appeared to

be to get at the nature and extent of Lord Malmesbury's
instructions. 1847-9 HfitPS Friends inC. Ser. 1. (1851) 1. 10

To get at the truth of any history is good. 1873 Svmonds
Grk. Poets iii. 89 There are no means of getting at the

thoughts of men. 1883 Lam Times 20 Oct. 412/1, I cannot
see. .the process by which the court will get at the facts on
which its judgment is to hinge.

C. colloq. or slang. To tamper with ; to influence

by underhand means, to corrupt, bribe; to practise

dishonest tricks on (a horse, etc.) in order to

prevent fit) from winning.
1865 J. S. Mai. in Morn. Star 6 July, That part of the

electors whose minds are to be got at by money—who are

to be reached by trickery. 1870 Spectator 23 Apr. 514/2
That, of course, makes it profitable, .for scoundrels to 'get

at ' horses. 1871 Sat. Rev. 9 Sept. 329/2 It is quite clear that

some of them [imported artisans] have been ' got at ', and it

is easy to conceive the terrorism, which [etc.]. 1880 Daily
News 18 Dec, A bulldog can be ' got at ' in this way. 1888

Bryce Amer. Commw. II. II. xxxix. 78 The legislator

can be ' got at ', the people cannot.

d. slang, {a) To attack, assail, (b) To banter,

make game of. (Farmer Slang 1893).
1893 Nat. Observer 1 July 176/2 The author's burning

anxiety to ' get at' capital, his profligate disregard of na-

tional prosperity. Mod. Who are you getting at ?

f37. Get from — . To escape from. Obs.

1639 Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 130 He leapes

upon his Mule, and spurring him hard to get from the bawl-

ing woman [etc.]. 1699 Hacke Collect. Voy. 11 One of the

three [Indians] .. got from our men, and run to the Town.
1771 T. Hull Sir W. Harrington (1797) III. 201, I hope
she got from him innocent. Ibid. IV. 27, I did get from

him, however, and ran to the door.

38. Get into —

.

a. To come to be, result in being, in (a certain

state or condition).

For special phrases as to get into full swing, deep {hot)

7vater, see the sbs.

1661 J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 81 When they are

once got into Wine they mind nothing else. Ibid. 284 The
King who was got into a pleasant Humour, only Laugh'd

at it. 1693 Locke Educ. § 131 Wks. 1714 III. 60 Lying is.

.

so much in fashion among all sorts of People, that a Child.

.

can scarce be kept, without great Care, from getting into

it. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 82 r 1 When one is got into

such a Way of Thinking. 1771 Mrs. Griffith tr. Viaud's

Shipivreck 151 They were got into full cry before we heard

them. 1787 ' G. Gambado ' Acad. Horsemen 40 Before ever

your horse gets into motion, clap both your spurs into him
pretty sharp. 1801 tr. Bamberger's Trav. Africa 57. I had
got into a sort of scrape. 1833 Act 3^4 Will. IV, c. 46

§ 104 Where any - spouts, shores, or pipes, drains or com-
mon sewers .. shall get into disrepair. 1862 Temple Bar
VI. 401 He used to get into a frightful passion. 1887

98
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Rider Haggard Jess iv, He very soon got more or less into

the swing of the thing.

b. To make one's way into (business, favour,

office, etc.) ; to succeed in obtaining.

1598 tr. Linschotcn's Voy. 3, 1 . .vsed all meanes I could to

get into his seruice. 1693 Humours of Town 88 Your
Physicians Discourse is., as if they, are pretending mighty

Practice toget into Practice. 1704 J. YvnsAcc. Mahometans
47 Slaves in such places do always strive to get into the

Childrens Affections. 1790 J. B. Moreton Mann. W. [nd.

93 When a young man gets into a good employ. 1890

T. F. Tout Hist. Eng.fr. 1689, 182 Trade grew much more
active after he got into office.

c. colloq. To put on (clothes, etc.\

1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 151 He is gotten

into a new dress. 1813 Lady Burghersh Lett. (1893) 38

By that time I shall * get into my shoes ' here.

d. To become occupied with, to ' land in '.

171* Steele Sped. No. 47976 Instead of.. Displaying

Conjugal Love in its natural Beauties.. I am got into Tales

to the Disadvantage of that State of Life.

e. To penetrate by inquiry, to get knowledge of.

1788 T. Jefferson Writ. (1839) II. 376, I endeavored to

get, as well as I could, into the state of national credit there.

f. Of liquor : To take effect upon ; render con-

fused or unsteady.

1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. 145 This ale gets

into my noddle. 1894 Pall Mall Mag. Dec. 576 Ever since

I've been holding off from the whisky the least drop gets

into my walk.

39. Setoff—. (Cf. 62.)

a. To dismount from (ahorse). Also
( U. S.) to

alight from (a train).

1890 Century Mag. July 349/1 When I got off the train, I

found myself on a moss-grown platform.

b. To be disinclined for, to give up. c. To
obtain release from.
a 1806 K. White Lett. (1837) 329, I never get quite off

study. 1893 Sir R. Romek in Law Times Rep. LXVIII.
443/1 It appears to me impossible to say that the defendants

can get off the contract.

40. Get on —. (Cf. Get upon, 46 ; also 63.)

a. To mount (a horse, etc.). To get on one's

high horse : see Horse.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 502 When the keeper

employeth him [the elephant] in any burthen, hee getteth

first on his necke. 1662 J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Ambass.
220 He got on Horse-back and departed. 1856 Whyte
Melville Kate Cov. v, Aunt . . really is very formidable

when she gets on her high horse.

Vo. To produce an effect on. Ohs.

1647 W. Browne tr. Gomberville''s Polexander II. IV. 270

This discourse got somewhat on the slave, but not enough

to bring him wholly to himself.

C. Sport. To come upon, meet with (a fox, etc.).

1S94 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 94, I got on him [a

Bird] the nth of July.

d. To enter upon a subject), esp. by chance.

1705 Bosman Guinea 1 58 Since we are got on this Subject,

I must not forget to inform you that [etc.].

e. To get on one's feet or legs : to assume a

standing position, esp. for the purpose of speaking

in pnblic.

1727 Boyer Diet. Angl.-Fr. s.v., To get on one's feet, se

lever. 1857 Hughes 'Tom Brown I. vi, The pounding and

cheering . . becoming deafening when old Brooke gets on his

legs. 1887 Lowell Democr. 30 Before the authorized and

responsible debaters get on their legs.

f. Racing. To stake money upon (a horse).

1884 Punch 18 Oct. 181/1 There is all the difference be-

tween getting on an ordinary hack and ' getting on ' the

favourite for the Derby.

41. Get over — . (Cf. 66.)

a. To overcome, surmount (a difficulty) ; to

evade the force of (evidence); to cease to be

troubled or surprised by.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., They cannot get over the

Prejudice of Education. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome,
Alexander ii. 469 [This] was Alexander's great difficulty,

which for many years he happily got over. 1764 Gibbon

Misc. Wis. (1814) IV. 376 Yet the name of slave was not to

be got over. 1783 Ainsworth's Lat. Diet. (Morell) iv. s.v.

Bellerophontes, He conquered them, and got safe over

several other dangers. 1848 J. H. Newman Loss * Gam
264 All such substances, milk, butter, cheese, oil, have a

particular taste at first, which use alone gets over. 1850

Tail's Mag. XVII. 597/1 We have happily got over the

prejudice of last century. 1889 Doyle M. Clarke x. 80

No explanation or excuse could get over the fact that the

man was dead. Mod. colloq. I can't get over his being a

married man.

b. To recover from (a shock, injury, illness, etc.).

1769 Golusm. Roman Hist. (17861 II. 357 These excesses

. . brought on a violent fever, which his constitution was
sufficiently strong to get over. 1791 De Foe Crusoe 1. xvi,

He was . . gotten over his fright. 1839 Thirty-six Yrs.

Seafaring Life 219 Such was his state, that no one supposed

he ever could get over it [an amputation]. 1877 Miss Yonge
Cameos Ser. in. xxx. 306, I shall get over this hurt. 1892

Gd. Words May 34t/2 A shock that he never got over.

c. To cover (a distance).

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. i, You can get over a couple

of thousand miles of ground for three pound ten. 1883

Fenn Middy A; Ensign xxxii. 193 Ten miles were got over

that evening.

d. To finish, accomplish (an action) ; to get

through with, have done with.

1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxvii.The inn. had clearly got

over its day's labour. 1889 Mrs. C. Carr Marg. Mali-

phant II. xxiv. 191, I had got over my visit quite safely.
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e. To while away, succeed in passing (time).

(C f-43c)
. . , .

1890 Temple BarXC. 147 He never is quite clear after-

wards how he gets over the hours that intervene.

f. slang. To take advantage of, circumvent.

1862 Temple Bar VI. 418 If any possible swindle had
been intended, they had not got over me. 1891 F. W.
Robinson Her Loz'e fy His Life II. iv. ix. 210 You'll

have to get up early to get over me.

42. Get round — . (Cf. 67.)

a. To circumvent, get the better of, cajole.

1849 Ruxton Life in Far West 106 One from the Land of

Cakes.. sought to 'get round' (in trade) a right 'smart'

Yankee, but couldn't 'shine'. 1885 F. Anstey Tinted

Venus 40, I must., ask her for the ring, very polite and civil,

and try if I can't get round her that way. 1890 Harper's

Mag. Nov. 963/2 She probably managed to get round him
in various ways.

b. To evade.
1896 Wcstm. Gaz. 24 July 1/2 With every change in the

rules comes a Iresh ingenuity in getting round them.

43. Get through — . (Cf. 68.)

a. To reach the end of, bring to a conclusion,

accomplish (a task, etc.).

1661 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 76 We are not yet

got through the Bill of Corporations to have it ingrosd.

1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 463/2 He managed to get through

four good meals, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. 11. i, He got

through his supines without mistake. 1889 J. Masterman
Scotts ofBcstminster I. vi. 194 He therefore got through his

business as quickly as he could.

b. Of legislative measures : to be passed by

(Parliament, the Commons or Lords). Also, To

get through the Court : to receive one's ' dis-

charge ' as a bankrupt.

185s Costello Slor. Screen 82 As to the Court, if you did

get through it. .you'd be worse off when you came out than

when you went in. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eng. fr. 1689,

168 A new Reform Bill had got through the Commons by

more than a hundred majority.

c. To succeed in passing (time) ; esp. to find

occupation for (a period of time), so as to escape

ennui. (Cf. 41 e.)

1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. I. 17 {The Monk), Those who
. . have no other plan in life, but to get through it in sloth

and ignorance. 1847-9 Helps Friends in C. (1851) II. 7

How do you get through the day? 1890 Temple Bar
Oct. 145 He gets through the morning tolerably well with

letter-writing.

44. Get to— . (Cf. 69.) To begin, settle down to.

1861 Hughes Tern Brown at Oxf. Introd., Tom was ..

beginning to feel that it was high time for him to be getting

to regular work again. 1889 F. C. Philips Yng. Ainslie's

Courtship II. v. 52 You and I will get to business with due

solemnity.

45. Get under — . Naut. To get under sail

:

to set sail. To gel under way : to begin to move.

1748 Anson's Voy. II. vii. 207 We got under sail from the

road of Paita . . about midnight. 1771-84 Cook Voy. (1790)

V. 186 In the mean time the ships were got under way.

1823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 42 The sails were instantly

set, and the ship got under-way.

46. Get upon — . (Cf. Get on, 40.)

a. To assume a position upon ; to rise to (one's

feet) ; to mount (a horse, etc).

1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Couv. 1. (1586) 12 All beastes so

soone as they are delivered from their dam get upon their

feete, and are able to stand a high alone. 1720 Mrs.

Manley Pmoer of Love I. 123 With much Difficulty he got

upon his Knees. 1816 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885* II. 270

Getting upon a good strong horse, and riding about the

country, has no merit in it.

b. To begin or proceed to talk of.

185* H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 38 If you find us

getting upon these topics, join us.

f 47. Get within — . Obs.

a. To succeed in coming within the defences of

(an adversary).

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11.(1590) 2iib,I had in a short space

gotten within him, and (gluing him a sound blowe) sent hip
to feede fishes. 1590 SHAKS.Cowr.zTrr. v. i. 34 Some get within

him, take his sword away. 1659 Ii. Harris ParivaCs

Iron Age 279 Got within shot of the enemy, who fearing

that by degrees the English Fleet would get within them;

set up their sailes [etc.].

b. To succeed in deceiving, or in winning con-

fidence with (a person).

1640 Sanderson Serm. I. 303 By this very means he got

within our grandmother Eve. 1660 Trial Regie. 154, I

should so much sympathize with him, to get within him to

know his intentions.

VII. With adverbs.

48. Get aboard. (See Aboard.)

a. trans, (sense 27).

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 162 Therefore away, to get

our stuffe aboord. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 40 We had got a

great deal of Water and Wood aboard.

b. intr. (sense 31).

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. m. iii. 7 Go get aboord, Looke to

thy barke. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 1 16 I'hey knew not how to

i get aboard. 1780 Coxe Russ. Disc, 58 They had no sooner

1
got aboard than a violent gale of wind . . broke the cable.

1849 [see Aboard A. 1 b).

49. Get about.

a. intr. To make one's way about, go from

S

place to place : also, to begin to walk (after an

j

accident, illness, etc.).

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. vi, You're getting well.. But

you'll get about now directly, won't you ? 1889 F. C Philips

I
Yng. Ainslie's Courtship I. xiii. 171 Not even a cab can

GET.

get about in December for the snow. 18905a/. Rev. 1 Nov.

510/1 Mr. Hare might offer more help as to the means of

getting about.

b. Of rumours, reports, etc. : To be circulated,

become generally known, to obtain currency.

1848 J. H. Newman Loss K, Gain 244 When the report got

about, Sheffield said that he was not surprised at it. 1889

F. C. Philips Yng. Ainslie's Courtship II. i. 8 Paine's ' Age
of Reason ', for instance, gets about. 1890 F. Barrett
Betw. Life f, Death III. 1. 298 The rumour, .had got about

that the timber was not his.

50. Get abroad.

fa. reft. (See sense 27 b, and Abroad 3.) Obs.

1368 Grafton Chron. II. 107 He gate him abroade and

prated thereof at large.

t b. trans. {See quot.) Obs.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., To get a Thing abroad,

to publish it.

0. intr. Of rumours, etc. : To become current.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., When such Things get

abroad. 1825 T.Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 1. 32 Should

the idea get abroad, .it will damp the minds of the people.

1849 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 327 As soon as the

questions got abroad, a form of answer . . was circulated all

over the kingdom. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Nov. 5/2 A sus-

picion has got abroad that they are meditating a reimposi-

tion of the tax on corn.

51. Get again, trans. To recover, obtain a

second time.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8677 Bot moght i neuer gete hider-til,

Mi childa-gain. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A.vi. 106 Thus maihtou

leosen his loue . . Bote gete hit a}eyn bi grace. <: 140*

Deslr. Troy 5899 Then the grekes agayrre getou here hertes,

And myche comford kaght of his come ben. c 1430 Pilgr.

Lyf Manhode iv. Ixiii. (1869) 206 pe flesh shal first be roten,

and newe geten ayen at be general assemblee. 1548 Hall
Chron,, Edw. /K,2i8b, It was to her declared, how that kyng

Edward had gotten again the garland. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr.

1. 47 When he had gotten his Roll again.

52. Get ahead, intr. To make progress, meet

with success. To get ahead of: to clear oneself

from (a debt).

1807 Southey in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor II. 190,

I have better hopes than I ever yet had of getting ahead.

1851 Mayhew Land. Lab. I. 380 There are many who have

incurred a tally debt, and have never been able to ' get

a-head of it ', but have been kept poor by it all their lives.

53. Get along.

a. intr. (See sense 31 and Along.)

1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. I. 19 (The Monk), I have only

just set out upon my travels ; and shall learn better manners

as I get along. 1889 Mrs. C. L. Pirkis At Moment Vict.

III. x. 158 She gets along faster in the wind than Havelock.

b. To succeed, find no insurmountable difficul-

ties ; to get on, fare (well, ill) ; to manage, esp.

without something. (Cf. Get on, 63 g, h.)

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 204 But there is no

bringing glass over a corduroy, .road ; and those who have

no other highways must ' get along ' with such windows as

it may please the weather. .to leave them. 1850 [seeALONG

adv. 2]. 1868 Dickens Lett. (1880) II.365 Some of these halls

turn out to be smaller than represented, but I have no doubt,

to use an American expression, that we shall 'get along .

1868 G. Duff Pol. Snrv. 145 You are wanted there, and

we can get along without you ! 1890 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 376

If one's soul passes out of one's reach, one has to get along

without it
. ,

C. To agree, act, or live harmoniously together
;

also, to get along well with (cf. 63 i).

187s B. L. Farjeon Love's Vict, xi, You and Mr. Barton do

not seem to g
Mar. 501/2 If ....

must let him have his own way.

d. imp. Get along with you = go away ;
also

fig. let be, have done, be quiet, colloq.

1837 Dickens Pickio. xiv. 1840 — Barn. Fudge xxn.

Leave me. Get along with you.

54. Get away.
a. intr. To escape, succeed in departing. Also,

in Hunting and Racing : To start.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7002 In batail sua he suld be sette, bat

he awai suld neuer gette. 1375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 223

The lordis war gottin all avay. 153S Coverdale Job 1. 17

The Caldees . . haue . . slayne the seruauntes with the

swearde: and I only am gotten awaye, to tell the. 1638

F. Junius Paint, of Ancients 131 David .. had leisure

enough to get away whilest the Kings messengers were so

deceived. 1707 Curios, in Husb. * Card. 15 Ihey escapd

from the City, as from a Prison, and got away into the

Country. 1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 13 He came

out of the Tower, or, rather, got away out of it somehow or

other. 187s Whyte Melville Riding Recoil. 11, Exhaust,

therefore, all your knowledge of woodcraft to get away on

good terms with the hounds. 1885 F. Anstey 7 inted Venus

56 All our party was glad to get away.

b. imp. -Go away, be off. Also Getaway with

you ^d.
.796 Jane Austen Pride f, Prej. xlix, Take whatever you

like, and get away. ,

e. To get away with : ( U.S. slang) to get the

better of, to beat in a contest.

1887 A. A. Hayes Jesuit's Ring 227 The boys got away

with the . . road agents.

d. trans, and reft. (See sense 27 and Away.)

civs Sc. Leg. Saints, George 883 Men . .gat away

prywely of his relykis a party. c.Moo Deslr. Iroy n 765

The kyng . . hade hit goten, Palad

., _ 3U ailU i»ll. tiauuii uu

D get along well together. 1885 Harper's Mag.

If they wished to get along well with him they

Jian the pure god, pertly

away.' C1430 Syr Tryam. 479 'I

hym [greyhound] away. 1585 T. Washington tr. Aicholay s

Voy I xx 25 b, There was no remedy to get them [prisoners!

awav. but by great presents. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. Rom.

111 27 Taking a little courage to her, she got her speedily
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away. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., He has got away
iny Customers . . She got away the best Things in the House,
elle a soustrait [etc.].

+ e. trans. To shake off, get rid of (a cold).

1676 Lady Chaworth in 12M Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 34 The season continues so seveere I cannot get
away my ill cold nor goe out of the house.

55. Get back.

a. intr. To effect a return. Also refl.

1605 Shaks. Ant. § CI. 111. xiii. 139 Get thee backe to Caesar.

1664 Pepys Diary 22 Nov., They have no victuals to keep
them out, and it is likely they will be frozen before they can get

back. 1707 Cun'os. in Hush. <y Gard. 22 If any Disgrace .

.

drive any one away, he is never at rest till he get back again.
a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady of Manor \. iv. 99 Perhaps
you hoped I was got back to England. x86> Temple Bar
V. 315 Get you back to your inn, good youth. 1889
Univ. Rev. Nov. 360 It was an attempt on the artist's part
to get back to nature.

b. trans. To recover. (Cf. Get again
, 51.)

1808 'Cervantes Hogg' Miss-led General 161 Another
considerable estate, .was rattled away in one night ; but the

good old lord contrived to get it back. 187a Freeman Gen.
Sketch xiii. § 7 (1874) 245 Venice got back nearly all that

she had lost. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Kng.fr. 1689, 189
Austria got back its hold on Italy.

56. Get before, intr. (See »I and Before.)
1662 J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Antbass. 7 The Boat-men

. . forbearing ever and anon to row, purposely to let the
Ambassadors get before.

57. Get down.
a. intr. (See sense 31 and Down.) Also refl.

1581 PETTO Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 28 b, Then they
tell the wall, and the waie, whereby her lover got downe.
1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. hid. 43 The day being come
. . he gets down . . leaving his dead Companion upon the
Tree. 1757 Foote Author Pro\., Sirrah ! get down, and let

your father ride. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown I. iv, Then one
of the biggest [boys] gets down [from the coach] and begs
his pardon. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vi, Bob, get ye
down to your supper. 1887 Westm. Rev. June 361 We have
now got down to the fifteenth century.

b. trans. (See sense 27 and Down.)
15.. MyIner of Ahynton 382 in Hazl. K. E. P. III. 114

Stout strokes was them betweene ; The milner was the
more keene, And gat the clarke downe. 1662 J. Davies
Olearius' Voy. Antbass. 142 If, through weaknesse. .he be
not able to get down the bread. 1669 Stukmy Mariner's
Mag-, 1. 17 Shall we get down our Topmasts? 1712 Arbuth-
not John Bull 111. ii, Even when Master had got her
down, she would scratch and bite like a tiger. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 266 We returned to the buss about noon to

get down our moorings. 1843 Macau lay Lays Anc. Rome,
Virginia 271 Small chance was his to rise again, if once
they got him down.

58. Get forth, intr. (See sense 31 and Forth.)
t 1475 RaufCoil^ear 603 He saw the King was engreuit,

and gat furth glaid. 1639 tr. Du Boso's Compl. H oman
30 This Musing is a Maze, where one easily looseth him-
selfe, and whence without great difficulty he gets not forth.

1796 Macneill Will fy Jean v. viii, Will got forth; On a
cart, or in a waggon, Hirplin aye towards the north.

59. Get forward. (See senses 27 and 31, and
Forward.)

a. intr.

1583 Hollydand Campo di Fior 281 Get forward, for I

will come after you a foote. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676)
10 He was already gotten so forward in all the Sciences,

that [etc.]. 1796 Coleridge Watchman No. 2 P5 They
who act up to my precepts, will, .be precluded from all the
customary means of getting forward in the world. 1815
Chalmer in Life (1851* II. 8 , I . . got forward in the coach
with Mr. Paul. 1857 7fnl. «- Agric. Soc. XVIII. 1. 19 The
mares are indulged a little as they get forward with foal.

b. trans.

1712 W. Rogers Voy. 5 We lengthen'd our Mizen-Mast..
got our Fore-Mast forward.

60. Get in.

a. intr. (See sense 31 and In.)
a 1533 Ln. Berners Huon lix. 206 He. .went toward the

posterne the whiche, with muche payne, they gatte in there

at. ?<zi55o Freiris Benvik 94 in Dunbar's Poems (1893)
288 Our }ettis ar closit that we may nocht in gett. 1613
Shaks. Hen. I'll /, v. iv. 18 Port. How got they in? Man.
Alas I know not, how gets the Tide in. a 1691 Boyle Hist.

Air(i6g2) 84 Although the bar of Porta Nova proved more
. .dangerous than we were informed ; yet our ship got safe

in thither. 178a Cowper Gilpin 38 Three doors off the

chaise was stayed, Where they did alt get in. 1803 Jane
Porter Thaddens xiv. (18311 129 He was in hopes to have
gotten in as he had stolen out. 1850 Taic*s Mag. XVII.
722/2 The chaise having arrived. .Trotter got in.

b. To be elected or chosen to represent a con-

stituency in parliament, etc.

1861 Temple Bar II. 395 [He] is trying to get in for

Wylminstre at the next election.

C. In Falconry. (See quots.)

1879 Enevcl. Brit. IX. 7 To go up to a hawk when she
has killed her quarry is to 'get in'. 1891 Harting Bibl.

Accipitr. 223 Get in, to reach the hawk as soon as she has
killed.

d. trans. (See sense 27 and In.)

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 25 When the Fox hath
once got in his Nose, Hee'le soone finde meanes to make
the Body follow. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 158 In
getting in the bridle cable by means of its buoys.

e. To gather in, secure (harvest produce).
1628 Earle Microcosm., Country Felloiv (Arb.l 50 For

Death hee is neuer troubled .. if hee get in but his Haruest
before. 1699 Poor Man's Plea 7 In all these Three
Counties the Crop was good, and the Corn well got in. 176a
Foote Orators 1. Wks. 1799 I. 195 It would be difficult ..

to get in even our harvests, without the aid of hands .. from
Ireland. 1855 Costello Stor. Screen 61 A summons to

assist In getting in the vintage, .wholly prevented him. 1889
Mrs. C. Carr Marg. Maliphant II. xxi. 107 We had to

get the hay in.

f. To collect, gather (contributions of money,
esp. sums due).
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, it, To get in his Debts, se/aire

Payer. 1754 J. Hill (tille)Thc Young Secretary's Guide.

.

with a true method every honest dealer should take to get in

what is owing to him. 1884' C. Power' [Grant Allen] Philis-

tia I.viii. 217 The poor landlords can't get in their rents. 1886
I,aw Times LXXX. 132/1 Some of the assets had been got
in by the receiver, and had never come to her hands at all,

g. Printing. To set close (see quot.J.
1676 Moxon Print Lett. 10 If . . you are pinched for

room, you may leave no Space between Letter and Letter ;

and then one or two Spaces between a Word will serve.

This by Printers is called Getting in, or Setting close.

h. To sow, plant (seed).

1843 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. II. 566, I find it [a roller] ..

Useful in getting-in my spring corn, when the ground is dry
and rough. 1853 Ibid. XIV. 1. 192 April is the usual time
for gelling in the seed.

i. To yoke, harness (horses, etc.) ; to bring or

drive (cattle) into the stock-yard.
1887 Rider Haggard Jess xxii, I will tell the boy to get

your horses in. 1890 Boi.drewood Col. Reformer (1891I

217 A portion of the herd he thought he could get in.

j. To succeed in doing certain work (esp. within

a specified time).

1890 Jrnl. Educ. 1 Sept. 479/1 We are not bound to get

in a certain period [of history] by a certain date.

k. To succeed in delivering (a blow).
1891 Chatttb. Jrnl. 21 Nov. 750/1 The youngster got in

a nasty blow, drawing streams of blood from his opponent's
face.

1. To get one's hand in : to become skilful by
practice (see Hand 52). To get in a word {edge-

ways) : to succeed in saying something in a pause

of another's talk
v
see also Edgeways).

1832 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds vi. 78 It was some
time before she got her hand in, as we say. 1863 KlNCSLEY
Water Bab. vii, She was running on, while Tom tried to

get in a word edgeways. 1888 Lady D. Hardy Dang.
Exper. II. xi. 222 You have given me no time to get in

a word. 1891 T. Hardy Tess 11. xv, Til begin milking
now, to get my hand in ', said Tess.

61. Get in with.

fa. trans. To bring (a person) into favour with.
1628 Earle Microcosm., Yng. Rawe Preacher (Arb.) 23

His fashion and demure Habit gets him in with some
Town-precision, and maks him a Guest on Fryday nights.

b. intr. To become familiar with, attain to in-

timacy or favour with.
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, it, s.v., To get in with one, to

scrue himself into his Friendship. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's
Voy. E. Ind. 215 He so contrived his Business as to get in

witli our Men. 1705 Hearne Collect. 24 Aug. (O. H. S.) I.

34 He is got in with the Whigs. 1744 Sarah Fielding
David Simple II. 284, I got in with a Set of Sharpers, and
..was admitted to share some Part of the Booty. 1887 Old
Man's Favour II. 111. iii. 186, I couldn't get in with him at

all ; . . he's tremendously reserved.

C. Naut. To come close up to.

1671 Narboroi'gh Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) 177
At 6 at night we got in with the Land. 1748 AnsotCs Voy. .

111. i. 302 We were extremely impatient to get in with the

nearest Island. 1797 Sir J. Jervis 15 Feb. in Nicolas Disp.
Nelson (1845) II. 333, I was fortunate in getting in with

the Enemy's Fleet before it had time to connect. 1823
Scoresby Whale Fishery 67 The wind falling, and veering

to the westward, we tacked, to get in with the ice.

62. Get off.

a. intr. (See sense 31 and Off.) To escape,

get away ; to start on a journey, or in a race.

To get off to sleep \ to succeed in falling asleep. 7<?

get offfrom, + of= ' to get off ' (39 a, c).

1607 SHAKS. Cor. II, i. 141 They fought together, but
Auffidius got off. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, To get off

from his Horse, deseendre dc Cheval. 1693 Mem. Cut.
Teckety iv. 61 The Right Wing of the Christian Army,
having .. abandoned its attack .. gave opportunity to the
Janizaries . . to get off on this side. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11.

iii. 146 The crazy condition of the ship . . prevented her
from getting off to sea. 1749 Dodwell Free Answer 109,
I was wondering .. how he would get off of this difficulty.

1891 CasselCs Earn. Mag. Mar. 212/1, I find I can get off

to sleep by trying to count up to 100. 1897 A. Morrison
Dorrington Deed-box i, We .. got off comfortably by the
ten o'clock train from Euston.

b. To escape from punishment, defeat, etc., either

entirely or with or for a specified loss or penalty

;

to be acquitted in a criminal trial.

1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. Rom. 1. 81 The Christians got off
with the losse of two thousand men. Ibid. 1. 146 The Chris-
tians having got off for seventy two thousand horse, and
two and twenty thousand of their infantry. 1690 Bury in
W. Nicholls Ausw. Naked Gospel (1691) B4b, But perhaps
the Trinitarians will not so easily get off here. 1734 De
Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 271 He got off for 4000/. 1759
Dilworth Pope 98 By this artful compliment Mr. Pope got
off. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge II. xv, He had got off
very well with a reprimand. 1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My
Love III. iv. 79 The Pennefathers got off with fewer re-

bukes than usual. 1889 Doyle M. Clarke xxxvi. 408 The
leaders of the insurrection got off much more lightly than
their followers.

+ c. To get off with. To get rid of, have done
with. Obs.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. vi, I thought to have gotten off
with my young priest by telling him [etc.].

d. trans. (See sense 27 and Off.)
1662 J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 35 To get off our

I Ship from among those Rocks. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 42
Two men waiting . . by the Shore, for a Portuguese Canoe
to get 'em off. 1731 Gent I. Mag. I. 32/2 The Samuel . . ran
ashore, .but 'twas thought might be got off.

e. To remove, take off.

1662 J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 314 This colour
will not be got off in fifteen dayes, though they wash their

hands several times a day. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11.

s.v., To get his Coat off, tirer sou Justaueo?ps. 1702 Act
1 Anne Stat. 11. c. 19. [22.] § 2 If any Person or Persons .

.

shall., fraudulently cut, tear, or get off any Mark or Stamp
from any Piece of Vellum [etcj.

f. To deliver (a person) from punishment, or

procure a modified penalty for.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World 11S40) 43, I will see

and get you off if I can. 1862 Temple Bar V. 452 He
promised to get my master off on payment of a fine. 1885
Times 18 May 5 Riel's friends were powerful enough to

get him off with five years' banishment.

g. To learn, commit to memory. Also to get

off by heart (cf. sense 8).

1709 Hearne Collect. (0. H. S.1 II. 308 He would always
make them set about his own [Grammar], and spend time
in getting it off intirely. 1861 Temple Bar III. 141

Read the Times . . and get off by heart that portion ..

devoted to the news of the money-market. i883<;ilmour
Mongols xvii. 201 Our religious system has no set form of
liturgy to be got off by heart and repeated.

h. To 'get off one's hands'; to find sale for

(goods) ; colloq. to get (one's daughters) married.

1724 Swift Drapier's Lett. i. (1730I 13 Wood .. to get
them [his Half-Pence] off, offered an Hundred Pounds in

his Coin for Seventy or Eighty in Silver.

i. To succeed in uttering {esp. a joke).

1858J.G. Hollanu Titcomb's Lett. to Yng.Men vii. (1873)

58 Have you a good set of teeth, which you are willing to

show whenever the wit of the company gets off a good thing?
1886 Mrs. Macquoid Sir J. Appleby II. vi. 83 If [he] had
to speak at any public occasion, he could never get a sen-

tence off without hesitation. 1891 Chamb. Jrnl. 618/1

They would, .get off their jokes on him and insult him,

63. Get on.

a. trans. To put on, don (an article of dress)
;

to place (a kettle, etc.) on the fire.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 137 Get on thy Boots, wee'I

ride all night. 1605— Macb. n.ii.70. ityjo Trapp Comm. Gen.

xli. 14 And should not we get on our best [raiment], when we
are to come before God? 1839 Thirty-six Vrs. Seafaring
Life 33a We soon Ht a good tire not far from the tent, got

the kettle on, had supper. 1891 L. Malet Wages of Sin
III. vi. i. 63 As the vulgar little boys say, Carr has ' got 'em
all on' to-night, hasn't he?

b. To put on, succeed in acquiring (speed).

1891 Field 21 Nov. 770/1 Their forwards often got on
a good deal of pace, but were never really dangerous.

c. reji. To advance one's own interests.

1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eug.fr. 1689, 18 Using men as his

tools to get himself on.

d. slang. To lay (a bet) on (a horse).

1869 E. Parmer Scrap Bk. (ed. 6153 When a 'sov' or

'fiver' can be got on, We're game to risk it.

e. intr. To advance, move forward ; to make
haste ;in movement).
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 13; (Postilion) Then,

?rithee, get on—get on, my good lad, said I. 1777 Sir M.
Iunter Jrnls. (1894) 25 The guns got on so slowly that we

did not arrive at Brunswick before ten the next morning. 1891

Leisure Hour Jan. 151/2 Let us get on and lose no time.

f. To advance, make progress {with' a work or

business). Said also of the work itself.

1798 Southev in Life (1849) '• 347 The more the work gets

on, the better does it please me. 1805 — Lett. (18561 I. 328
Don Manuel cannot get on for want of such knowledge and
of a book of the roads. 1822 Ibid. III. 353, I am getting on
with the ' Book of the Church'. 1813 T. Moore in Mem.
(1853) I. 350. I am more anxious than I can tell you to get

on with it (my poem]. 1823SCOHESHY Whale Fishery 446 We
began to flench ; but . . we only got slowly on.

g. To prosper, succeed ; esp. to get on in the

world', to acquire wealth and position. Also, to

fare (in some specified way, or with suggestion of

some success or progress).

1785 J. Trusler Mod. Times I. 115 So it is in society, we
labour to get on and become conspicuous. 1813 T. Moore
in Mem. (1853) I> 34 2 She had to come down and see how her

crocuses and primroses before the window were getting on.

1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm i. 5 The grocer has

got on in the world considerably. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho.
II. xii, Not the way to get on in life, you'll tell me? 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. i, According to promise,

I write to tell you how I get on up here. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 13 Apr. 5/2 Mr. Courtney seemed to get on swim-

mingly till he got to Bodmin.

h. To manage without (something viewed as

helpful), with (something deemed inadequate).

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. vii, Be a good fellow, and

let's try if we can't get on without the crib. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 47 A State may get on without cobblers.

1889 F. C. Philips Yng. Ainslie's^ Courtship I. xiii. 173 The
universe could get on very well without them.

i. To attain intimacy or maintain friendly rela-

tions with (a person) ; to agree, harmonize, frater-

nize (together).

1816 Lady Granville Lett. (1894I I. 101 His manner is

brusque and short, and I got on but little with him. 1844

Lady G. Fullerton Ellen Middleton (1854* I. 177 We
entered into conversation, and got on (as the phrase is) very

well. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. 11. vii, They get on to-

gether delightfully. 1885 F. Anstey Tinted Venus 36

You can see for yourself that we shouldn't be likely to get

on together. 1888 (. Payn Myst. Mirbridge iTauchn.) II.

xxviii. 283 [She] had none of the usual misgivings about
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getting on with her mother-in-law. 1889 F. C. Philips Vng.
Ainslie's Courtship II. xv. 163, I am an easy sort of fellow

to get on with.

j. To be getting on for {to, towards) : to be ad-

vancing towards, coming close to (a certain age,

time, number, etc.).

i85i Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 183, I was about get-

ting on for twelve when father first bought me a concertina.
1861 Temple Bar III. 145 It's getting on for eleven. 1874
Dasent Tales fr. Fjeld 64 When it was getting on towards
gray dawn in the morning, down fell snow. 1892 St. Nicholas
AIa°. XIV. 502/2 Lott was taller than ever. ' He's getting
on for six feet ', said Tom. 1892 Review Rev. i5Mar.3oi/i
We have an overcrowded population getting on to 40,000,000.

k. To advance, move onwards (of time). To get

on in years or life : (of persons) to become aged.
1882 Bbsant Revolt 0/Man ii. (1883) 52 He took out his

watch and remarked that the time was getting on. 1885
L. Ma let Cvl. Enderby's Wife (ed. 3) I. n. i. 102 As one
gets on in years. 1891 Temple Bar Oct. 149 He was getting
on in life, whereas his fiancee was not yet twenty.

64. Get out.

a. intr. (See sense 31 and Out.)
<i 1300 Cursor M. 17350 |>ai . .did to sper be tlors fast, .bat

he suld nober-quar get vte. 1665 Hookk Microgr. 121, I

found them [vegetable growths] just gotten out, with very
little or no stalk. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's* Voy. E. Ind. 19
Seven more got out after me, and 35 before, so that 43 of us
only escaped.

b. imp. = ' Go away ', ' be off ' (expressing dis-

belief, dissent, or a desire to hear no more), eolloq.

1711 Lo. Moi.esworth tr. HotMart's Franeo-Gallia (1721)

136 You have nothing to do here (said she) : get out ! 1840
Dickens Old C, Shop x, Kit only replied by bashfully bid-

ding his mother 'get out'. 1851 Seaworthy Bertie vii. 78
Thrue as the tin commandhers ! Git aout ! 1887 Blaekw.
Mag. Dec. 763 h, ' I shan't, then ', said the boy sulkily .

.

' He belongs to my father—you get out '.

c. Ofthe weather: To turn out, become (fine, etc.).

1852 Jrnl. R. Agric, Soc. XIII. II. 336 The afternoon
got out very fine.

d. To le^k out, become known.
1891 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 28 Nov. 2/3 The fact that this

step was to be taken did not get out till the charges were
safe in the hands ofthe Governor.

e. slang. Rating. (See quot. 1884.) Stock Ex-
change. To get rid of one's shares in any venture.

1884 H. Smart Fr. Post to Finish xlii, Johnson .. had
taken more than one opportunity of what is termed ' getting

out ', that is, backing the horse against which he had pre-

viously laid. 1887 Daily News 21 July 6/1 Until they
shall have retailed their wares, and, to use the expressive

slang of the Stock Exchange, 'got out'.

f. trans. (See sense 27 and Out.)
a 1400 Sir Fere. 2064 Then Percevelle the gode Hys

swerde owt he get. 1442 Cursor M. 9652 (Bedford' A! bat

wrech Frende withoute, bat non frende gete may hym oute.

1662 J. Davies Olearius" Voy. Ambass. 123 Much after

the manner that Fell-mongers beat their Furs, to get out
the Worms. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 46 Some
of them were gotten out by the Caulkers with their Spike-

Irons. 1712 W. Rogers I'oy. 105 It falling calm, we both

got out our Oars. 1762 Foote Lyar 1. Wks. 1799 I. 283
My dear Miss Godfrey, what trouble I have had to get you
out! x8ox R. Cecil Wks. (1811) I. 138 He was led to

invent an instrument for transferring the form ofthe model
to the marble (technically called getting out the points).

1849 Thackeray Pendennis xliii, That rascal Black land
got the bones out, and we played hazard on the dining*

table. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iii, You've been
making all these foolish marks on yourself, which you can
never get out. 1884 Milit. Fngin. I. 11. 67 The excavation
in which the shaft is placed is got out.

g. To draw out (information\ elicit, find out

by inquiry.

1530 Palsgr. 563/1, I get out the truthe of a mater that is

in doute, j'e saiche and je esplnche. 1611 Bible F.cclus. x\\\.

11 Smiling vpon thee [he] will get out thy secrets. 1662 J.
Davies Mandelslo's Trav. 230 They endeavour to get out
the truth by fair means. 1861 Temple Bar II. 139 In cross-

examination I had ' got out ' some facts.

h. To publish (a book).
1786 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 6 A bad French

translation which is getting out here.

i. To succeed in bringing out fa sound).

1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. 269, 1 could not find it

in my heart to get out a negative. 1842 Tennyson Card.
Dan. 89 The lark could scarce get out his notes for joy.

65. Get out of.

a. intr. To issue or emerge from, to succeed in

doing so; to escape from; to leave, quit. To get

out of bed; to rise. To have got out of bed on the

wrong side : a jocular explanation of bad temper.
a 1533 Ld. Burners Huon xxi. 64 Or he can gete out of

the wood he wyll cause reyne and wynde. 1585 T.

Washington tr. Ntcholay's Voy. 1. xx. 25 b, Some of them
before they coulde gette out of the barke were stripped

intoo their shyrtes. 1639 Dv Verger tr. Camus' A amir.
Events 89 The Marquesse to get out of the confusion, and
toavoydthe tumult, .retired to his Castle. 1662 I. Davies
Olearius' Voy. A mbass. 92 The Bride . . gets out of bed, gets

on a morning Gown [etc.], 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 64,

I told him they might do as they thought fit, but I would
get out of the Way. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. v. 187 He was.

.

all in rags, being but just got out of Paita goal. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 600 Before they got out of the

lane more than a hundred of them had been killed or

wounded. 1887 G. R. Sims Mary 'Jane's Mem. 203, I

never lived in a family that so often got out of bed on the

wrong side, to use a homely expression.

b. To get beyond, esp. to get out of sight, reach
;

to get out of one's depth (see Depth). To get out

of hand: f to advance beyond the necessity for

I

instruction or guidance (obs.)
;
(of horses'! to break

away from control.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 73 The Galley..

got quit out of their sight, 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. v. 171
They flattered themselves they were got out of his reach.

1765 Voote Commissary u. Win. 1799 II. 22 We have at

our school two. .that were full half a year before they could
j

get out of hand. 1892 Fall Mall G. 19 Jan. 4/3 He
|

remained three hours in the water, afraid to move, lest he
|

should get out of his depth. Mod. The horses got completely
out of hand and dashed down the hill.

c. To give up, leave off (a fashion, etc.). Of
things : To begin to go out of (fashion).

1711 Addison Sped. No. ii9P7The Rural Beausarenot
yet got out of the Fashion that took place at the time of
the Revolution. 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 193 And
between the one Character, which she wants to get into,

and the other she dares not get out of, she trips up and
down mincingly. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. 214
Those classical wigs, .that I am sorry to see getting out of
fashion, yclept bobs.

d. To evade, escape from, avoid.

1885 Sir N. Lindley in Law Times Rep. I.I 1 1. 479/1,
I do not see how to get out of the language of the Act.
1888 J. Payn Myst. Mirbridge (Tauchn. 1 I. xxiii. 282 He is

like a schoolboy in getting out of things that are disagree-

able to him. 1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs I. 228 He tried

to evade the question and . . he attempted to get out of
giving a direct reply.

e. trans. To draw out, elicit information) from
(a person) ; also, to succeed in obtaining (money,
work, etc.) from one.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 189 The Queene,

perceiving well what he meant . . yet resolved to get it

ilainly out of him. 1676 Wycherlf.y PI. Dealer v. ii,

told you 'twas in vain to think of getting money out of
her. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xi. (1840) 202 This was
the account we got out of them. 1737 [S. Berington]
G. di Lucca's Mem. 17 We resolv'd to try what we could
get out of him by his own Confession. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 11. ii, You won't get anything out of him worth
having.

f. To extract (juice, etc.) from (any substance).
1662 J. Davies Mandelslo 's Trav. 84 Opium . . is nothing

but the juice which is got out of poppy, by an incision made
therein.

g. To get out ofhand: to finish (a piece of work).
x 793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 284, I found .. six pieces..

unset, but which were scarcely got out of hand, when the
swell came on so violent.

66. Oct over.

a. intr. (See sense 31 and Over.)
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV

t
1. i. 171 You knew he walk'd o're

perils, on an edge More likely to fall in, then to get o're.

1677 W. Huhbard Narrative 1. (1865' 89 Capt. Henchman
. . as soon as he could get over with six Files of Men . . fol-

lowed after the Enemy. X705 Bosman Guinea 259 They
[Camelions] have also several times been sent to Europe,
and got over alive. 1881 Hknty Cornet ofHorse xiii.(i888)

1 14 Fascines had to be laid down, and the rivulets filled up,

before guns could get over.

b. trans. (See sense 27 and Over.)
1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Itui. 197 So I told him,

I would get him over, and bid him stay there.

c. To finish with, have done with (esp. some-
thing troublesome or disagreeable).
1861 J. Ruffini Dr. Antonio xi, Yes, let us get it over at

once. 1889 J. Masterman Scotts of Bestminsler III. xx.

248 The sooner you get the interview over the better. 1890
I. D. Hardy Neiv Othello II. ix. 207 He had made these

three engagements for the one day so as to get them all

over together.

+ d. To win over, gain to one's side. Obs.

1799 Spirit Pubt. Jrnls. (1800I III. 395 John has got over

most of her servants . . and he has made large promises to

others.

67. Get round.
a. intr. (See sense 3 1 and Round.)

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. iv. 160 Pizarro's squadron . . had got

round into these seas. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Set. $
A rt I. 528 When the planet has got round to B, its projectile

force is as much diminished, .as it was augmented.

b. To recover from illness, get well.

1857 Hughes Tom Broiun 11. vi, Thompson died last week ?

The other three boys are getting quite round, like you.

1885 Mrs. C. L. Pirkis Lady Lovelace III. xli. 64 She
would get round fifty times as quickly in the lighter,

brighter room.

68. Get through.
a. intr. (See sense 31 and Through.) b. To

reach a destination. C. Of a bill : To pass in

parliament, d. To succeed in an examination.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (171 1) 13 The Ice was already-

fixed to the Land, so that we could but just get through.

1854 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green 11. xi. 100 So you see, Gig
lamps, I'm safe to get through !—it's impossible for them to

plough me, with all these contrivances. 1885 U. S. Grant
Fers. Mem. I. 411 Troops after a forced march of twenty
miles are not in a good condition for fighting the moment
they get through. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eng. fr. 1689,

175 The Irish Tithe Bill . .got through at last, though much
cut about by the Opposition. 1895 A F. Warr in Law
Times XCIX. 547/1 An articled clerk of average sharpness

may rely upon getting through with three months* coaching.

e. To get through with : to succeed in accom-

plishing, enduring, or the like.

1870 Bket Harte Luck of Roaring Camp, Bets were
freely offered and taken ..that *Sal would get through with

it '. 1878 Scrtbner's Mag. XV . 866/1 You would be surprised

to know the number of books young girls manage to get

through with. 1888 McCarthy & Mrs. Praed Ladies'

Gallery II. xii. 234, I must have had pretty well all the

heart-throbs a sinful man could get through with. 1893
Punch 29 Apr. 109 Don't know how I should get through
with my work, if I were tied down lo eight hours a day.

69. Get to. intr. To begin eating. (Cf. 44.)
1827 Carlvlk Germ. Rom. I. 57 The traveller's appetite

was gone. The host endeavoured to encourage him. ' Why
do you not get to? Come, take somewhat for the raw
foggy morning.'

70. Get together.

a. trans. To collect, gather together (persons

and things).

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11782 The golde was all gotyn, & the
grete sommes Of qwhete, & of qwhite syluer, qwemly to-

gedur. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 222 He gat together
a great navy of shippes. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. iii. 136
Let's away And get our Iewels and our wealth together.

1639 Do Verger tr. Camus' AdMi'r. Events 50 Betooke
himselfe to spend foolishly, what he had so unjustly gotten
together. x66j J. Davies Mandelslo's Trav. 184 They get

together fourscore ofthe handsomest young Women. 1771
Mrs. Griffith tr. Viand's Shipwreck 52 There never was
so small a number of persons got together oppressed with
so many misfortunes. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. •$- Leg.
Art (1850) 278 Seven of the wisest masters that could be
gotten together. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eng. fr. 1689, 42
Argyll had got together a fair-sized army.

D. intr. To meet, assemble.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 118 They got together

in great numbers . . so that we were forced to flee. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 25 They use commonly to get
together near to the Sea-shore in the morning.

71. Get under, trans. To subdue, overcome
(esp. a fire).

175a Covent-Garden Jtnl. 23 June 3/2 Yesterday Morn-
ing .. a Fire happened at the Swan Alehouse .. but three

Engines coming immediately, it was soon got under. 1791
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 4* The fire was got under. 1799
in Spirit Pubt. Jmls. 11800) III. 387 Advices from Lime-
house mention that a violent quarrel broke out between
Mr. and Mrs. Tarpaulin, which was not got under when the

post came away. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) 11. xviii, The assault is continued ..till every
meadow is completely got under. 1884 Manch. Exam.
8 Apr. 4 t-j The fires fortunately were got under before much
damage had been done.

72. Get up.

a. intr. To rise, raise oneself to a sitting or

(more commonly) a standing posture ; esp. to rise

from bed or rise to one's feet.

c 1340 Cursor M. 3721 (Fairf.) ' Fader', he saide, 'gete vp in

bedde ; wib bis mete pou sal be fedde '. 1 a 1550 Freiris Ber-
wik 561 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 303 In ane myr he fell .

.

3eit gat he vp. 1583 Hollybanu Campo di Fior 5 Get up,

get up, out of the idle fethers. 1631 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's

Eromena 22 He could not possibly cause him (a horse] to

get up on his feet. 1662 J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Ambass.
290 The king was so incens'd . . that as soon as he got up
the next morning [etc.]. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 98 If

you fall by the Way, don't stay to get up again. 1806-7 J.

Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (18261 vi. xxii, Getting up
for a journey with a racking headache. 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. I. 107, I got up immediately, and followed her until

she had quitted the palace. 1885 Manch. Weekly Times
6 June 5^5 As soon as a long-winded orator gets up the

members wisely retire.

b. To ascend, mount, climb up : esp. to mount
on horseback ; also in fig. phrases, to ascend, rise

in dignity; to rise to a certain level.

1530 Palsgr. 563/2, I get up upon a ladder or any hyghe
thyng, je monte. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 149 b, This

Marques thus gotten vp, into fortunes trone . . was shortely

erected to the estate and degree of a Duke. 1553 Eden Treat.

Newe Ind. (Arb.) 16 When you attempt to geat vp to ryde on
them. 1629 Earle Microcosm., hmptie Wit (ArbJ 81

A verse or some such worke he may sometimes get vp to,

but seldome aboue the stature of an Epigram. 1658 Trad.
Mem. K. Jas. G ij, By what steps the Puritans got up,

and the old Clergy degenerated. " 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's

Voy. E. Ind. 189 After this they toolc a Ladder .. one of

the other four got up to the top of it. 1791 [see 30 above].

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. viii, The coach stopped and
went on .. Passengers got up and passengers got down.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest v, He used to get up into

the trees.

C. To come up, come close to.

1659 B. Harris Parivals Iron Age 279 The wind coming
at North and by West, they could not get up to them.

Ibid. 280 The rest were not able to get up being to the lee-

ward. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 179 This made
us the more Earnest to get up to 'em. 1796 Nelson
25 Apr. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 162 The batteries ..

opened on our approach and the fire was returned as our

Ships got up.

d. Of fire, wind, the sea : To begin to show ac-

tion or movement ; to increase in force or violence.

1556 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 246 The
fire got up. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales II. 136 The
wind got up with the sun. 1890 S. Lane-Poole Barbary
Corsairs 1. xi. 121 The wind was getting up, the sea rising.

f e. Of health : To get up again : to reach its

former (good) condition. Obs.

1788 Nelson 6 May in Nicolas Disp. (184O I. 273 My
health is got up again, after the Doctors telling me they

could do nothing for me.

f. Of game : To rise from cover.

1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. 43 Traversing one of

our untrodden wildernesses, with .. hogs ..quail and par-

tridges, getting up on all sides. 1850 'Tail's Mag. XVII.

614/1 He never missed anything that got up within range.

jg. colloq. As a command to a horse = Go !
go

ahead I

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle $ Mocassin vii. 123 Get up !

—get up., he says., and once more the horses resume

their gait.
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h. Cricket. Of the ball : To rise off the pitch

higher than usual.

1881 Sportsman 's J 'ear-bk. 139 A ball got up and smashed
his hand. 1888 A. G. Steel in Cricket (Badm.) 163 Should
the ball ' shoot ' or 'get up'.

f i. rejl. To rise up (preparatory to action).

1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xui. 6 But Ieroboam . . gat him
vp [1611 is risen vp] & fell awaye from his lorde. 1737
Whiston Josephus, Antiq. 1. vii. § 2 But after a long time
he got him up and removed from that country.

j. trans. (See sense 27 and Up.)
1662 J. Davies Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 157 We at last

made a shift to get up the great [anchor]. 1697 Dampikk
Voy. (1729) I. 416 Having fine handsom weather we got up
our yards again, a 173a T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805I 107
The man naturally bends his force to get off the weight,
that he may get up his head. 1735 J. Price Stone-Br.
Thames 6 The rest of the Piers . . are all got up to the
Stones above-mentioned. 1822 G. W. Manby Voy. Green-
land {1823) 12 All the crew were called to get up the whale-
boats. 1876 Whyte Melville Katerfelto v. 60 Show me
where the deer is harboured. The Lord have mercy on him,
for I will njt, when once I get him up to bay.

k. To prepare, make ready, organize, set on foot,

bring into existence.

1593 Abp. Bancroit Daung. Posit, iv. i. 136 The Puritanes
in Scotland haue got-vp their discipline. 1728 Newton
Chronol. Amended i 179 Minos .. got up a potent fleet.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 8 Nov., We have got up several

farces. 1806-7 J- Bkresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826)

vi. xxix, A mob of red-hot cooks and scullions . . getting up
two or three large dinners. 1831 Hist, in Ann. Reg. (1832)

153/1 Petitions to the magistrates in his favour were gotten
up by his friends. 1840 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II.

291 It was deemed more than probable that he would ' get

up a fight'. 1850 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 11. 681 It is.,

more easy to get up a good breed than to keep it up. 1868
Freeman Norman Cong. II. x, 499 It was affirmed that

the revolt had been, .got up by the secret practices of Harold.

1. To dress (linen), make ready for wearing.

1750 Johnson Rambler'Ho. 12 f 3 There would be nothing
to do but to clean my mistress's room, get up her linen [etc. J.

18334 T. M edwin Angler in Wales I. 77 Hard at work, .at

what is called getting up frills. 1884 G. Gissing Unclassed
II. in. iv. 86, I was in the laundry nearly six months, and
became quite clever in getting up linen.

m. To dress (the person, hair, etc.) in a certain

way; to produce or 'turn out* in a (specified)

style as regards externals ; said with reference to

the mounting of a play, the binding, print, and
paper of a book, etc. Chiefly in pa. pple. got up.

Also intr. for rejl.

1782 Mrs. Thrale Let. to Johnson 16 Feb., I am told

the new plays this year are got up fas the phrase is) very
penuriously. 1800 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 388 The
principal novelty is a piece called the Confederacy . . which
is getting up in great style. 1825 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem.
51 Instead of two reflectors, this instrument may be got up
with three or more such planes. 1828 L. Hunt Ess. (Came-
lot) 13 The pocket-books that now contain any literature

are'got up', as the phrase is, in the most unambitious style.

1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma in. 7 Miss Willing was
extremely well got up. 1863 [Hemyng] Eton Sck. Days
xviii. (1864) 207 He felt confident in his power of 'getting

up* so that no one would recognise him. 1879 F. Pollok
Sport Brit. Burmah I. 8 The hair is taken great care of

and tastefully got up a la Chinois. 1890 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov.
603/2 The book is prettily got up.

n. To make good, recover (an expense, a de-

ficiency, loss, arrears).

1607 Middleton 5 Gallants 1. i, Tis got vp at your house
in an after-noone ifaitli, the hire of the whole month.
1622 Weston in Bradford Plymouth Plant. (1856) 115
Mr. Beachamp and myselfe bought this little ship ., partly

to gett up what we are formerly out. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr.
Diet. n. s.v., 1 am so much a Loser, I must get it up another
Way. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xv, The afternoon was
spent in getting up arrears of correspondence.

to. To collect, raise (money). Obs.

1639 T. Brugis tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 314 Having gotten
up a good summe of money, hee stole away. 1697 Dampjer
Voy. I. Introd. 3. I was willing to get up some money before

my return, having laid out what I had at Jamaica.

p. To cause to rise ; to lift up, raise from a

stooping position ; also, to improve one's health).

To get ones or another persons back up: to become
or make angry (cf. Back sb. 24 f.).

1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. N. Countries 106, I awaked at

the noise the Master made to get up his Family, a 1708
Beveridge Thes. Theol. (171 1) III. 410 It is a good while,

before we can get up our hearts from earth to heaven.
a 173a T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 152 God will . .remove
the weight so long hung at them .. and let them get up
their back long bowed. 1815 M. J. Clairmont in Dowden
Shelley (1887) I. 521 Don't you think Papa and Mamma
will go down to the seaside, to get up their health a little ?

1887 Rider Haggard Jess u, 'I'm your brother.* 'Are
you? ' I said, beginning to get my back up.

q. To get up steam : to produce sufficient steam
to work the engine ; often Jig.

1832 Marryat N. Forsier xf, I have .. a way of going
a-head, by getting up the steam..—and the fuel is brandy.

1844 Darwin in Life $ Lett. (1887) I. 301 Get up your
steam, if this weather lasts, and have a ramble in Wales.
1883 Fenn Middy fy Ensign xxxix. 237 Every effort being
made by the firemen to get up steam.

r. To work up, create in one's self (an emotion

or feeling".

1837 J. Halley in Arnot Life 11842) 81 Let him beware of
getting up (<us Km*) certain emotions as due to his views
. . of the sacred office, i860 Temple Bar I. 68 She got up
a spurious affection for the creature. 1885 Mrs. Prafd
Affin. I. ii. 42 These are the only subjects about which
she ever gets up any excitement.

S. To acquire a knowledge of (a subject) for a

special purpose or by a special effort.

1828 Ai.ford in Life (1873 1 32 Getting up the Georgia),
reading trigonometry. 18O6 Caklyle Inaug. Addr, 172
There is a process called cramming . . that is, getting-up
such points of things as the Examiner is likely to put ques-
tions about, 1887 A. Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 157 He
would, .devote studious hours to getting up the subjects to

be discussed.

t. To harvest (a crop) ; also, to stack (corn\
1844 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. V. I. 68 The crops having been

got up, the land is . . sown with wheat. 1876 Kncycl. Brit.
IV. 266 If 'got up' damp, it [barley] is liable to generate
excessive heat.

VIII. 73. Comb, (forming substantive and ad-

jective phrases*, a. The trans, verb with an ob-

ject, as f get-nothing, one who earns nothing, an
idler; 7 get-penny, something which brings in

money (cf. Catchpenny), b. The intr. verb with

an adv., as get-away, the breaking cover ^of a

fox) ; also, a chance of escape
;

get-off, an eva-

sion, subterfuge, c*. get-overable a. (nonce-tad.),

that may be won over or got round.
1607 Middleton 5 Gal/ants 1. i, That face will get money

ifaith ; twill bee a get peny I warrant you. 1614 B. Jon-
son Barth. Fair v. i, The Gunpowder-plot, there was a
get-penny ! I haue presented that to an eighteene or twenty
pence audience, nine times in an afternoone. a 1625 Hoys
U'ks, (1629) 55 As a spend-all so a get-nothing is a theefe

to his estate. 1655 R. Vounge Agst. Drunkards 4 Drunk-
ards are not onely lazie get nothings but they are also

riotous spend alls. 1684 S. G. Augl. Spec. 481 ' London Lick-
penny '

. . there is no less Truth in this ' London (Jet-penny '.

1848 J, %
H. Newman Loss <y Gain 80 'But it is an illegal

declaration or vow', said Willis, 'and so not binding',
4 Where did you find that get-off?' said Charles; 'the priest

put that into your head.' 1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp.
Tour (1893) 131 The quick find, the quick get away. 1853
G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. 1. 256 Pooh ! that ex-

planation won't do. A mere get-off! 1886 J. K.Jerome Idle
Thoughts 26 A belted earl may be . . get-overable by flattery

;

just as every other human being is. 1890 Holdkkwood Col.

Reformer (1891) 173 There is some get away, if anything
broke, short of your neck.

Get-at-able (getise'tab'h, a. Also getatable.

[f. the phrase get at (see Get v. 36) + -able ; cf.

Come-at-able.] That may be got at, reached, or

obtained ; accessible, attainable.

1799 Southey in Robberds Mem. IV. 'Taylor I. 275 The
book is not get-at-able. 1896 Rep. B. fy F\ Bib. Soc. 244
The people are more get-at-able than in China.

Hence Get-at-ability, Get-at-ableness, the

state or quality of being get-at-able.

1863 Smiles Industr. Biog. 292 The pyramidal form of
this engine, its great simplicity and get-at-ability of parts .

.

have rendered it a universal favourite. 1890 Pall Mall G.
2 July 4/2 Most of the dancing men preferred the get-at-

ableness of Grosvenor-place.

tGete, sb. Obs. [cogn. w. next; cf. ON. g&tr
(pi.) hetd,g#ti/?'ga heedfully.] Heed, attention.

a 1200 Fragm. sElfrifs Gram. (1838) 6 Nulleb heo nimen
gete.

Hence + Ge'teless a., careless, heedless.

c 1200 Obmin 6190 Forr ;irf batt 3I10 iss gffitelais & e^elaes

& wilde ;ho gilltebb sket.

+ Crete, ^- Obs. Forms: 3 gsetenn, geaten,

geite, 3-4 get(t, 4 geet, 3-5 gete. Pa. t. 3-4
geit, gett(e. Pa. pple.

f
3-4 get, gett(e, 4 gate,

[a. ON. gseta (pa. t. gxtte, pa. pple. g£lt-r) to

watch, tend :—orig. *gdljan, f. gat, gpt fern., heed,

attention, believed by some scholars to represent

an OTeut. type *ga-ahtd, f. *ga- (OE. ge-, Y-) +
*aktd (OHG. a/ita, Ger. acht) attention.

The word is chiefly northern, being especially frequent in

the Cursor Mundi, in the later texts of which keep is some-
times substituted.]

1. trans. To watch, guard, take charge of (a per-

son or place) ; to tend (cattle or sheep).

c 1200 Ormim 3765 Forr batt te}} sholldenn hirdess ben To
5emenn hemm & gaetenn. a 1225 Ancr. R. 50 WiteS ber

our eien [T. wel itachet, & geateS wel ber owre ehne].

a 1300 Cursor M. 28279 Quare I was scheperd . . To recke-

lesly i geit my schepe. c 1300 Havelok 2960 [He] bad Ubbe
. . J>at he sholde on ilke wise Denemark yeme and gete so,

pat no pleynte come him to. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
IVace (Rolls) 648 Loke wel bat by schip be get ; Lat non
come vnder by telde [etc.]. 1375 Barbour Bruce xv. 264
The castell tuk he in his hand . .and has set A gud wardane
it for to get. c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 2113 Our goddes with
grace get vs berfro ! c 14*) Avow. Arth. lix, He gafe me a
castelle to gete With alle the lordschippus grete.

2. To keep, observe (a holy-day).
a 1300 Cursor M. 28261 {>e festes bat in kyrk ar sette Ic

haue bam soth ful iuel gette.

Hence +Oeter, keeper, guardian. [ = ON. gaetir.']

C1400 Destr. Troy 972 }et merueld hym more how Mars
was distroyed, Geter of his good and a god holdyn. Ibid.

1 1739 Thoantes . . he heght bat was geeter of the god.

Gete, obs. f. Get, Jet ; obs. pi. of Goat.
Getee, obs. form of Jetty.
Geten, var. Geton, Obs., banner.

tGetenly, adv. Obs. rare-"1 . In 2 geten-
luker (comparative). [App. f. *gelen careful (a.

ON. gmtenn, I. gseta Gete v.) + -ly 2
; cf. ON.

gktiliga carefully.] Carefully, diligently.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 121 Men bien swo wiflerfulle. ^>at

swo he getenluker clepeft hem to him, swo hie wiSere turneS
froward him.

Geterne, obs. form of Gittehx.
tGethe. Obs. rare. AIso6.S'c. gayth. [

?repr.
OE. %g£hG su -OHG. gdhida:—OTeut. tyi>e *£an-
hipd, f. *gat//i/o- 'OHG. ga/ti mod.G. ja/tf) hasty,

precipitate. J II aste, li urry.

(1440 Hone Flor. 1607 Before bur bedd lay a stone, The
lady toke hyt up anon, And toke hyt yn a gethe. 1572
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 13 To send this Sedull in a
gayth That nane of 30W kep ony skayth lor laik of Pre-
monitioun.

f Ge'ther, adv. Obs. Short for Together.
1589 R, RoiMsma Gold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) iS He layes

not gether poor men's grounds lie is no country stroyer.

f Gethicall. ' Vile, wicked' (Cockeram 1623V
Geting, obs. form of Getting.

tGe'tless, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.GET j^. 1 +-le.ss.]

Having got nothing, empty-handed.
v
ia 1400 Morte Arth. 2728 }if we gettlesse goo home, the

kyng wille be grevede.

Getling (ge'tlig). Sc. Also 8-9 gytlin(g. ff.

Get sbA 2 +-LING.] A child, brat. Also attrib.

1718 Ramsay Christ?s Kirk Gr. in. xix, The wives and
gytlings a1 spawn'd out O'er middens, and o'er dykes. 1736— Epist, to J. II 'ardlaiv 19 That the getlings prove 11a fools

They maun be hawden att the schools. iBo^Tarras Poems
119 Daft gytlin thing ! what gypitness is this?

t Geton. Obs. Forms : 4-5 geten, 5 geto'u)n.
gettome, guytorne, gyton(e, gytton, gyttorne,
5-6 gitton, 6 getton, getoru. [Of obscure origin :

the sense would suggest identity with F, guidon
(see Guidon), which is recorded only from the

16th c. ; but the form is difficult to explain.] A
small flag : see quot. c 1500.
139a Earl Derby's E.vp. (Camden) 152 De ij getens de

armis Sancti Georgii. 1420 Siege Rouen 1214 in Archxol.
XXII. 380 There was many a getoun gay, With mychille
& grete aray. c 1420 LvDG. Assemb. Gods 970 Penowns &
guytornes many a score. 1437 'n Dugdale Antiq. War-
ivicksh. (1656) 327 Item, a Gyton for the Shippe of viij

yerdis longe. c 1440 J'romp. J'arv, 197 1 ( Jytone, conscis-
orium. 1c 1500 MS. Hart. 838 in Archxol. XXII. (1829'

396 Kuery baronet ..sha! haue hys baner displeyd in ye field

yf he be chyef capteyn, euery knyght his penoun, euery
squier or gentleman hys getoun or standard.. A stremer shal
be slyt & so shal a standard as well as a getoun ; a getoun
shall berr y lenght of ij yardes, a standard of iii or 4 yardes,

& a stremer of xii. xx. xl. or lx yardes long. 1525 I.n. I_1kk-

ners Froiss. II. clxix. [clxv.] 478 Great pleasure it was
. . to se their standardes. getorns, and penons, wauynge in

the wynde. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. Vf/f, 17 The Paners,
Penons, Standerdes, and Gittons.

Getron, obs. form of Gitteiin.

Gettable ge'tab'l), a. Also 6 gettabill, -ible,

8-9 getable. [f. Get v. + -ABLE.] That can be got.

*555 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 289 Gyf the same be
. .nocht gettabill in the sam forme as it vts. a 1605 Mom-
comerie Sonn. xlix, YVald God if it wer gettible for geii !

i6n Cotgr., Gaignable, gettable .. to be got. 1769 H.
Walpole Corr. (1837' II. 432, I .. shall employ a little col-

lector to get me all [prints] that are getable. 1796 Cole-
Rii>GE.Lctt. (1895) 184, I wish that little cottage by the road-
side were gettable. 1867 Furnivall Babees Bk. Introd. 74
Getting all that was gettable out of them. 1871 Echo 21 June,
Sufficient economically gettable coal exists in Great Britain
and Ireland to last from 800 to 1,000 years. 1882 OciLVIE,
Gettable, Getable. 1884 Cassell, Getable, Gettable.

Gette, obs. form of Get v., Ghaut, Jetty.

Getter (ge'taj\ Also 4 gettare, 5 getare.
[f. Get v. + -er 1.] One who gets.

1. One who gets or obtains ; csp. one who acquires

wealth.
c 144a Prontp. Parv. 192/1 Getare of goody s, adquisitor.

4:1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) G iv, Vile lucre

. .causeth the getter oft time his purpose ban. 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. V, 81 Experience teacheth that there is no
lesse praise to be geuen to the keper then to the getter. 1596
Bell Surv. Popery 1. 11. iv. 84 After great getters come great
spenders. 1667 J. Corbet Disc. Relig. Eng. 25 They are
not the Great Wasters, but mostly in the number of Getters.

1707 Rowe Pythagoras'' Gold. Vers. 44 Revolve the Getter's

Joy and Loser's Pain, And think if it be worth thy while to

gain. 1853 Trench Proverbs 141 Unrighteous gains are

j

sure to disappoint the getter. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur
238 He will have need of getters and keepers.

b. One of a class of coal-miners. (Cf. also coal-

|

getter, stone-getter^)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 979 (Pitcoal) The set who succeed
the holers are called getters. 1871 Trans. Amer. Insi.
Mining Eng. I. 305 Beginning at the far end of his work
the getter knocks out or loosens the sprags that had pro-

tected the holers, retreating as he operates. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 27 Nov. 5/5 The drawers at the Whinney Hill Pit.

.

struck work for an advance of wages, and, as the getters

can do nothing without the drawers, the mine is stopped.

2. One who begets ; a procreator, begetter (obs.

exc. of horses) ; in 14th c. Sc, a parent.

C1375 Se, Leg. Saints, Machor 116 It is mast sorow of

ane barne to be fra be gettare sa tane. Ibid., Baptista 643
& be lofinge of his getteris Ine to fyfe thinge wele aperis.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 240 Peace is . . a getter of more
bastard Children, then warres a destroyer of men. 1632

Sherwood, A getter or begetter, eugeudreur. 1798 in

Spirit Publ. Jruls. (1799) II. 298 It is well known the getter

of him [a charger] was engaged in almost every review
during the last war.

3. In comb, with advs., as getter-on, getter-up;

also getter to bed; getter-in {Agric), ?a machine
for reaping and binding.
.1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1859'' 54, I recognized in him
a diligent getter-up of miscellaneous works. 1834 Neiv
Monthly Mag. XLII. 330 A getter-up of fights, a second of
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the fighters. 1837 Ibid. LI. 186 Sunshine for me . . and
gas-shine for late getters to bed. 1849 Marryat Valerie
viii. Your aunt .. has resided there .. as a clear-starcher
and getter-up of lace. 1866 At/un.eum No. 2025. 208/1
A getter on, born in the Glasgow gutter. 1873 H. Spencer
Stud. Socio/, xv. (1877) 363 Getters-up of bubble-companies.
1884 11'. Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept., An American getter in.

Getter, var. Jetteh, braggart.

Gettible, Gettie, obs. ff. Gettable, Jetty.
Getting (ge'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Get v. + -ing '.]

1. The action of the verb Get in various senses.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De. P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 737 Beestes

haue redynesse of wytte in sekynge and getynge of meete
and of nourysshvnge. C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. cxlv.
(1869) 74 For litel is woorth thing ygoten, if after be getinge
it ne be kept. 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. V, 74 After the
gettyng of the toune, the castle .. denied to rendre, and so
it was strongly besieged, a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes
11. xxvi. (1640)36 Yea but I am sure that his getting hinders
my gains. 17*6 Leoni A Merit's Archil. I. 69 '1 The
Cornishes .. by their projection hinder the getting into
the Town from scaling Ladders. 1772 Mackenzie Man
World 1. iv. f 1773) I. 46 With Annesly, the getting ofa lesson,
or performing of an exercise, was a privilege. 1839-40
Thackeray Catherine viii, He had not the genius for
getting. 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 63 Wood was to be had
for the getting.

b. In comb, with advs., esp. getting-in, -out,

-up; getting-on races (Cambridge University.,
races in which the winning boat obtains the right
to row in the Lent races.
C1380 W'yclie Wks. (1880) 369 J>is lawe of getynge in of

pes temporaltes. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. v. 41, I shall
answere that better to the Commonwealth, than von can
the getting vp of the Negroes bellie. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 328 The Getting forth, or spreading of the Spirits. 1649
Bp. Guthrie Mem. 11702) 60 This Emergent made those
at home more eager for getting up of an Army. 1663
Cowley Ess., Dang. Procrast. (1669) 141 Begin ; the Getting
out of^ doors is the greatest part of the Journey. 1748
Ansons Voy. in. i. 299 The only step to be taken was, the
. . getting out of htr [the ship] as much as was possible
before she was destroyed. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. «y Scot.
122 The whole country being turned into pasture land ..
has prevented the wood from getting up. 1835 Hone
Evcry-day Bk. I. 435 Expenses attending the (

getting-up '

of the representations. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. ii,

§ 1 5 That extraordinary road, and its goings on, and gettings
about. 1873 H. Spencer Stud. Social, v. 82 Like the getting-
up of companies, the getting-up of agitations, .is. .a means
of advancement. 1892 Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 2/3 The get-
ting-on races took place last week.

2. concr. (usually in //.). That which is got or
acquired

; gains, earnings. Now only arch.
( 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 26 The englysh hoste, wyth grett

gettynges & with rych yiftes, turned ayeyne yn-to leynestre.

1473 Wakkw. Chron. (Camden) 4 By whiche he hade grete
getynge. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 187/2 Certeine
Danish rovers . . spoile the coast . . make sale of their get-
tings, and returne to their countrie. 16x4 Raleigh Hist.
World in. 1634^ 103 He . . was desirous to be soone at
home, that he might freely enjoy his gettings. 1736 Swift
Gulliver \.\\, A small monthly share of their gettings, to be
a portion for the child. 1760 Foote Minor 11. Wks. 1709 I.

253 Your gettings should be added to his estate. 1891 G.
Meredith One ofourConq. I. i. 16 They dispossess him of
his greedy gettings.

3. Begetting, procreation, generation, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22035 In his geting be feind of hell sal

crepe in his moder to duell. 1387 Thevisa Higden (Rolls)
V. 279 Of Merlyn his fantastik getynge [L. genitura],
c 1440 Jacob*s Well(E. E.T. S.) 140 pe chylderyn of mannys
gettyng vnder bi weengys . . in hope schul be gyed. 1494
Fabyan Chron. vi. cxli. 129 The sayd Sergius was accusyd
or defamyd of ye gettyng of a chylde. 1601 Shaks. All's
Well in. ii. 44 That's the losse of men, though it be the
getting of children. £-1825 Beddoes Poems, 2nd Brother
11. ii, Better thou wert the, brother of his foe Than what
thou art, a man of the same getting.

t4. a. Used to render L. generatio - generation
;

produce. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xiii. 6 [xiv. 5] (Horstm.) For lauerd

night and dai In rightwise getinge es heai. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter \x. 28, I sail noght be stired fra getynge in getynge
wibout ill. 1382 Wyclif Ecclus. vi. 20 In the werk forsothe
of it a litil thou shal trauailen, and soone thou shall ete of the
getingus of it [1388 the generaciouns therof].

fb. = Genesis, nativity. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Clement 385 Fore of my-self & [of]

my wyf. .pe gettyne [L. genesin] kene I wondir wele.

5. Comb. : getting-rock (seequot.).
1883 Greslf.y Gloss. Coal Mining, Getting-rock, clay iron-

stone in the roof of a coal-seam, which is worked in con-
junction with the coal.

Getting (ge*tin), ///. a. [f. Get v. + -ing 2
.]

1. That gets or acquires.

1634 Rainbow Labour (1635I 29 A Science, if not more
thriving, yet more getting than any of the Liberall ones.

1703 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11.138 As for the getting part,

a covetous man never troubles himself with the niceties of
morality. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 331 The most knowing as
well as the most getting part of mankind.

2. That begets, or favours begetting.
1632 Randolph Jealous Lovers v. ii, You were born Under

a getting constellation—A fructifying star.

Getton, gettorne, vars. Geton, Obs,, banner.

Gettour, var. Jettek, braggart.

Get-up. [See Gkt v.]

1. Style of equipment or costume.
1847 Ld. Canning in Ld. Malmesbury Mem. (1884) I. 200

He is just like Lord Combermere in face, figure, and get-up,
but a little bigger. 185a Smedley L. Arundel ii. 26 Study-
ing with the air of a connoisseur the 'get-up' of a spanking
team of greys. 1856 Lever Martins o/Cro % M. 315 There

146

was an ostentatious pretension in the 'get-up' of this gentle-
man. 1889 Mrs. Praeu Rom. ofStat. 88 Dressed in a well-
made tweed suit, that contrasted with the careless get-up
of the bushmen round.

2. Style of production or finish, esp. of a book.
1865 Sat. Rev. 28 Dec. 795 Very superior both in get-up

and illustration to any of our S. P. C K. books. 1867 Art
Jrnl. XXIX. 123/2 The general 'get up' of the picture is

pleasing. 1884 Bookseller 6 Nov. 1180/2 The get-up of the
book is in every respect satisfactory and displays great taste
of design and finish.

3. A meeting ' got up' or arranged, nonce-use.
1833 Erasers Mag. VIII. 30 We attended this hole and

corner get up, and can therefore give a correct report of its
proceedings.

Getyrne, obs. form of Gittern.
Geu, Geugaw, obs. forms of Jew, Gewgaw.
Geules, obs. form of Gules.

II Geum (d^rrm). [mod.L. use of L. geum,
? Herb Bennet.] A genus of rosaceous plants, the
best-known species of which are G. urbanum Avens
or Herb Bennet, and G. rivale Water Avens.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes, Geum is called in englishe

Auennes. 156a — Herbal 11. 9b, Geum .. this rote, .put ..

in to wyne .. maketh it pleasant both in smellinge & taste.

1849 C. Sturt Exp. Centr. Austr. I. 353 Geum and many
other minor plants. i88*Garden 10 June 404/3 A big mass
of the scarlet Geum. 189a Pall Mall G. 10 Feb. 3/1 Geums,
forget-me-nots, and primulas.

Geve, var. Gif, Give.
Gew, obs. form of Jaw\
Gewe, obs. form of Gif, Give.
Gewegawe, obs. form of Gewgaw.
Geweling, Gewel(l, obs. ff. Javelin, Jewel.
Gewgaw, gew-gaw gi^'gg). Form*: 3 giue-

goue, 5-8 gugaw, (5 gwgawe, 7 gugawe, guga),
6-8 guegaw, 6 gue gaw, guy-gaw, 7 guegaye,
gugau, guigaw ; 6-7 gew(e)gawe, 7 gewgai(e,
gew-gaude, 8 geugaw, t)diat. gewgow, geegaw,
6- gewgaw, gew-gaw. [Etymology and primary
sense uncertain ; a reduplicated formation such as

is commonly found in words of contemptuous sig-

nification. If the original application be to a musi-
cal instrument, the word may have been invented

as an imitation of the sound ; cf. Du. giegagen to
* hee-haw', bray. On the other hand, if the pri-

mary notion was that of *a gaudy object', the

suggestion may have come from the vb. Gaw, with
its variants or synonyms gow, gew. It is not im-
possible that the word as applied to a musical in-

strument may be an independent formation. The
mod.Du. giegauw, recorded once in the sense

'flourish, scalloped border*, and now preserved

only in a phrase of obscure origin belonging to the

game of merels, is supposed by the Du. lexicogra-

phers to be an adoption of the Eng. word.
The commonly accepted view has been that the earliest

form, which is written giucgoue (Ancren Riwle) should be
read as givegove, and that the word is a reduplicated forma-
tion from the root of Give v. On this supposition it would
be identical with Giff-gaff and the MDu. ghiveghave, of
which a single example is known. But if this were the
etymology, the initial would have been 3, not g, in the
southern texts of the Ancren Riwle (unless indeed these
texts have been transcribed from an original in northern
dialect). Further, the proposed explanation does not ac-

count plausibly for the recorded senses, and it is doubtful
whether the assumed development of givegove into gugaw
dsthc.l, guygaw (16th a), gewgaw, is phonetically possible.

The probability is that the « in giuegoue is a vowel.]

1. A gaudy trifle, plaything, or ornament, a pretty

thing of little value, a toy or bauble.
a 15*9 Skelton Sf>. Parrot 474 So myche tournyng on the

cooke stole for every guy-gaw. 1630 R. Johnson's A't'ngd.

Ijr Commw. 60 With gewgaies of copper and latton about
their armes and necks. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole
Creature iv. 24 Which feed the Soule as much as Guegayes,
or painted Plumes . . can feed the Ixxlies of beasts, or birds.

1693 Dkyden Juvenal x. (1697) 248 A heavy Gugaw, (call'd

a Crown,) that spred About his Temples. 1710 Wklton
Suffer. Son ofGod I. xi. 289 Every childish Gugaw, ..takes
Possession of me. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 280
He who has most ribands and gew-gaws on his coat. 1845
R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. x. (ed. 2) 318 The toy and the
gewgaw no more can divert. x86x Dickens Gt. Expect. Ivi,

The sheriffs with their, .civic gewgaws and monsters.

b. fig. A paltry thing of no account, a trifle.

In //. also, * vanities *.

-j 1225 A tier. R. 196 Worldes weole, & wunne, & wur-
schipe, & oSer swucne giuegouen [v.rr. giuegaue(n, gyuel-
gowue]. a 1529 Skelton Ware the Hauke 157 Of the
spiritual law They made but a gewgaw. 1574 Ir. Marlorat's
Apocatips 11 Free will, purgatorie, and such other gew-
gawes wherby the blond of gods sonne is troden vnder foote.

1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat 1. E 3, This is indeed great
busmesse—mine a gugawe. 170* Eng. Theophrast. 289
Philemon wants none of those curious gewgaws which make
all the accomplishments of our modern beaux, a 1754
Fielding Remedy Afflict. Wks. 1775 IX. 260 All the trash
and trifles, the bubbles, bawbles, and gewgaws of this life.

1831 J. W. Choker in C. Papers 15 Aug. (1884) If, in the
storm-portending times in which we live, the gewgaws of art
or literature are worth a thought. 1879 ' E. Garrett ' House
by Wks. II. 168 Her accomplishments had not been the mere
gewgaws which accomplishments so frequently are.

e. Used depreciatingly of a person.

1634 Ford P. Warbeck 1. i, Ireland The common stage of
Noveltie, presented This gewgaw to oppose vs. 1638 — I

GEYSER.
Fancies 1. ii.Th'art . . a citterne headed gew, gaw. 1735 Pope
Donne's Sat. iv. 209 Such painted puppets! such avarnish'd
race Of hollow gew-gaws, only dress and face ! 1790 J. P.
Morkton Mann. W. Did. 105 Creoles .. when deprived of
the advantage of an European education, are . . awkward,
ignorant guegaws. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Gewgoiv ..

also used figuratively, of a simpleton.

2. fa. A disparaging term for a flute or pipe.
c 1440 Promp. Pa>v. 168/1 Flowte, pype .. Pastor sub

caula bene cantat cum calamaula The scheperd vndyr be
folde syngythe well wythe his gwgawe be pype.

b. St. and north, dial. A Jews'-harp.
1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E.D. S.) Gnvga?v,

a Jew's harp. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Gewgow, a
Jew's harp ; any nick-nack or trifle.

3. attrib. passing into adj. : Of the nature of a
gewgaw, resembling gewgaws ; hence fig.

' splen-
didly trifling, showy without value '

(J.).
1631 Brathwait Eng. Gentlew. 20 What a shop of guga

nifles hang vpon one backe ! 1678 Dryden All for Love
11. i, Give to your Boy, your Caesar, This Rattle of a Globe
to play withal, This Gugau World, a 1680 Earl Rochester
Poems (1705) 15 But if you are fond of Baubles, be, and
starve, your guegaw Reputation still preserve. 1714 Rowe
J. Shore hi. 1, The Dainty gew-gaw Forms dissolve at once,
And shiver at the Shock. 173a Law Serious C. xii, (ed. 2)
196 The gugaw-happiness of Feliciana. Ibid. xix. 350 If
many women are vain, light, gugaw creatures, they have
this to excuse themselves. 1754 Richardson Grandison
(ed. 7) II. 174 His quality ! Gewgaw. What is a Scottish
peerage ? 176a Churchill Ghost iv. 992 The gew-gaw robes
of Pomp and Pride. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. v.

Introd., The gewgaw fetters of rhyme. 1855 Tennyson
Maud 1. x, 18 Seeing his gewgaw castle shine New as his
title, built last year. 1888 Rider Haggard Col. Quaritch
xvi, Looking, .at the gee-gaw ornaments.

b. Comb., as gewga%u~girl.
1631 Brathwait Whimzies 11. Pedler 19 Here the Guga-

girles gingle it with his neat nifles.

Gewgawed (giw'iggch. ppl.a. [f. Gewgaw +
-ed'-.] Dressed out or adorned with gewgaws.
1871 Rossetti Last Confess. 387 Before some new Madonna

gaily decked, Tinselled and gewgawed. 1879 W. Jones
N. Test. Dtustr. 705 We shall leave our gewgawed devotees
to reconcile humiliation in worship with vanity in dress.

Gewgawish. (gi«'igoiJ), a. noncc-wd. [f. Gew-
gaw + -ish.] Gaudy, showy.
1857 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1870) II. 414 It [the

Guildhall] looked rather gewgawish. .being hung with flags
of all nations, and adorned with military trophies.

So Gewgawry [see -KY], vain show; Gewgawy
a. [see -Y l], gewgaw-like, gaudy.
1858 Hawthorne Fr. ($• //. Jrnls. (1883) 35 The interior

loftiness of Notre Dame . . gives it a sublimity which would
swallow up anything that might look gewgawy in its orna-
mentation. 1882 Pall Mall G. 1 July 2/2 Fond of fine

uniforms and gewgawry.
Gewles, obs. form of Giles.
Qewmew, var. Gemkw, Obs.

Gey (ge"')t a - anc* odv. Sc. [A variant of Gay.]
A. adj. Considerable, 'tolerable', 'middling';

esp. of quantity or amount. Cf. Gay a. 7.
1815 Scott Guy M. i, Kippletringan was distant at first

'a gey bit
1

; then the 'gey bit' was more accurately de-
scribed, as 'aiblins three mile '.

b. qxiasi-ai/verbia//y in gey and followed by an
adj. : Considerably, pretty '.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. i. Song i, Last Morning I

was gay and early out. 1884 Illustr. Lond. Ne?vs 24 May
510/3 You're gey and wet,

B. adv. Very ; considerably, ' pretty '. Cf. Gay
adv. 2.

1816 Scott Old Mort. vii, I ken I'm gey thick in the head.
1868 G. Macdonai.d A*. Falconer I. 65 He was a gey (con-
siderably) auld man than. 1893 Stevenson Catruma 22
I've seen him colloguing with some gey queer acquaintances.
1896 I!akrie^>V«///«. Tommy 34 A woman that was gey cruel
to me.

Geyan (g^'an), adv. Sc. [=gey and\ see prec.

A. b ; but cf. Gain adv.] Tolerably ; considerably.
1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 68 Music's

a subject I could get geyan tiresome upon. 1837 R. Nicoll
Poems (1843) 299 We two are geyan young yet.

Geyaunt, Geylefat, obs. ff. Giant, Gyle-vat.
Geyerite (goi'sisit). A/in. [f. Geyer the place

in Saxony where it was first found + -ite. Named
by Hreithaupt in 1866.] =Loellingite.
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 78 The 4

th [analysis] is between
this species and mispickel, and has been called geyerite.

Geyn, Geyn- : see Gain, Gain-.
Geyre, obs. form of Gear.
Geysan : see Gizzen.
Geysene, var. Gesine, Obs.

Geyser (g^'sai, garsai, g3iz3.i). Also 9 geysir.

[a. Icel. Geysir, proper name of a particular hot

spring in Iceland; literally 'gusher' ; related to

geysa, ON. g0ysa to gush.
By non-Icelanders the word has been used as an appella-

tive to denote any of the springs of this kind in Iceland,

and hence it has been extended to similar springs in other
parts of the world.]

1. An intermittent hot spring, throwing up water,

etc. in a fountain-like column.
[1763 Ann. Reg. VI. (1768) Characters 95/1 Geyser, a

wonderful spring in the valley of Haukadal, is but a few
miles from Skaa(l]holt.l 1780 tr. Von TroiVs Iceland (ed. 2)

256 Among the hot springs in Iceland, several of which bear
the name of geyser, there are none that [etc.]. 1813 Bakk-
well Introd. Geol. (1815) 323 It can scarcely be doubted that

the Geysers in Iceland, .are occasioned by the subterranean
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fires which extend under that island, i860 G. H. K. I'ac.

Tour 122 Mrs. Rory's hot room, that makes one steam like

a Geyser. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 476 The Azores
. . abound in geysers.

fig- "857 Kingsley Tivo Y. Ago I. 163 Ere the Geyser
could explode, Tom had continued, in that dogged nasal

Yankee twang which [etc.]. c 1883 Farrar Nation's Curse
8 Any man who calls himself a Christian, would have been
. . afraid to swell those geysers of curse and ruin. 1884
A. Smith Pre/. Burns' Wks. (Globe) 14 But years after

from a sudden geysir of impassioned song we learn that

through al! that time she had never been forgotten.

2. The name given to an apparatus for rapidly

heating water attached to a bath.

1891 Daily News 9 Apr. 7/1 What the cost of reinstating

a ' geyser ' would be he could not tell. 1897 Oxford Chron.
30 Oct. 7/4 The geyser or gas apparatus for heating the
bath was turned full on.

3. attrib., as geyser-flood, -tube.

1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxvi. (1878) 454 The
boiling *geyser-floods of old affection rush from the hot
deeps of the heart. 1863 Tyndall Heat iv. § 150(1870) 128

Stopping our model "geyser-tube with corks.

Gey'Seric, a. [f. Geyser + -ic] ' Pertaining

to or of the nature of a geyser ' {Cent. Diet.).

Geyserite (g^sersit). Min. [f. Geyser +
-ite. Named by Delametherie in 1S12.] A variety

of opal, of concretionary form, found deposited

about the orifices of geysers.

1814 T. Allan Min. Nomen. 22 Geyserite [printed Geyer-
ite]. 1826 Emmons A tin. 220 Quartz . . recent deposit from
hot springs .. Geyserite. 1879 Rutley St/td. Rocks xiv.

303 Geyserite is a snow-white silicious sinter, .which occurs
incrusting the pipes of geysers.

Geyson, var. Geason a. Obs., scarce.

Geyt, obs. form of Get, Jet.

Ghaist, Sc. form of Ghost.

II Gharry (gse'ri, gwn). Anglo-Indian. Also
gari, gharee, gharrie, g'horry. [Hindi gdrT a

cart or carriage.] (See quots.)
1810 Williamson E. hid. Vade AT. I. 329 The common

g'horry. . is rarely, if ever, kept by any F^uropean ; but may
be seen plying for hire in various parts of Calcutta. 1849
Judson in Wayland's Mem. J. {1853) II. 267 She drives

out every morning in a gharry. 1866 Trkvelyan Daivk
Bungalow in Eraser's Mag. LXXIII. 384 Where my hus-

band was to have met us with the two-horse gharee. 1887
Fife-Cookson Tiger Shooting 5 The gharrie is a box-like

vehicle with small wheels. It rather resembles a bathing-
machine.

b. Comb., n.% gharry-driver.
1883 Mrs. Bishop in Leisure Hour 204/1 My gharrie-

driver took me to see a . . pepper-plantation.

Ghasel, var. Ghazal.

Gliast 'gcist), a. arch, or Poet. [A back-form-
ation from Ghastful or Ghastly.] = Ghastly a.

1622 Bp. Andhewes Serin., Of Repent, vi. (1631) 233 The
Iooke of a wilde-beast .. grimme and ghast. 1807 Byron
Elegy Netvstead Abb. xx'\, There many a pale and ruthless

robber's corse, Noisome and ghast, defiles thy sacred sod.

1844 Mas. Browning Drama ofExile Poems 1850 1. 37 How
doth the wide and melancholy earth Gather her hills around
us, grey and ghast. 1866 S. Bamford Wild Rider \\\ Har-
land Lane. Lyrics 15 Fearfully ghast was the light which
it threw.

Ghast, var. Gast ».t
f
Obs., to frighten.

Ghastful, gastful (ga*stful), a. Obs. or

arch. Forms : a. 4-8 gastfull, 5-6 gasteful(l. 0.

6-7 ghastfull, 6-9 ghastful. [f. Gast v.1 + -ful.]

1. Full of fear, timid, scared.

1388 Wyclif Deut. xx. 8 Who is a ferdful man and of
gastful herte? 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. iE. E.
T. S.) 221 An hare and a sheppe bene ful gastefull. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 1. (1590) 51 b, Musidorus had gathered his

spirites together and yet casting a gastfull countenaunce
vpon him. 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost, xxi. 137 The. .fond
Gastful opinions of all the other Dottrels arise out of one of
these two rootes, 1708 Ozkll tr. Boileau's Lutrin v. 103
The Prelate saw their Fall with ghastful Eyes.

2. Dreadful, frightful, terrible.

a. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm, lxxvi. (1405)

830 He makyth a ruthefull noyse and gastfull whan one
profryth to fyghte wyth a nother. c 1449 Pecock Repr. n.

xiii. 224 Hou gastful is this place ! 1519 Horman Vulg.

57 b, His loke is horryble and gastfull. 1566 Drant Horaces
Sat. 1. i. A v b,Those goodes That . .brings of feare suche gast-

full fluddes. 1579 Spenser Shefih. Cat. Aug. 170 Here will

I dwell apart In gastfull groue. 1616 J. Lane Cont. Sor.'s

T. ix. 365 This gastfull dreame . . soone awooke him. 1658

tr. Bergerac's Satyr. Char. xii. 43 After many gastfull con-

tortions. 1714 Fortescue-Aland Eortescue's Abs. <y Lim.
Mon. 4 Gastful . . came to signify any thing that look'd

frightful.

0. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11.(1590) 132With a ghastful noise.

1606 J. Carpenter SolomatCs Solace xxv. 101 They were.

.

subdued vnto ghastfull death. 1702 Dennis Monument
xxix. 24 The joining Squadrons, .make one ghastful Charnel
of the Field. 1891 H. C Halliday Someone must suffer

III. xi. 196 Goblin shapes .. grinning and gibbering in

ghastful fashion.

3. = Ghastly a. 3.
1720 Gay Diane 11. i, What pious care my ghastful lid

shall close ?

Hence tO(li)a-stfally adv.. f Ga'stfulness.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. xliii. (1495) 256 The

heere of the hede arysyth and stondeth vppe for some fere

and gastfulnesse. c 1449 Pecock Repr. IV. i. 421 Scripture.

.

seith ful gastfulli thus, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1629] 405
A solitarie darknesse . . naturally . . breeds a kind of irke-

some gastfulnesse. 1664 Dryden Rival Ladies iv. iii, He
looks so ghastfully, Would I were past him. 1713 Swift
etc. Frenzy J. Dennis Wks. 1755 III. 1. 138 He often stares

ghastfully. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil (1822) 246 A ghast-
fully frightful fellow.

Gha'stily, adv. rare, [as if f. *ghasty adj. (f.

Gast v.1 + -y *) + -ly 2
.] - Ghastlily or Ghastly

adv.
1829 T. Hook Bank to Barnes 124 When fifty skel'tons,

allofa row, Right ghastily did grin. 1844 Mrs. Browning
D?ama of Exile Poems 1850 I. 85 The drear-white steed
. .ghastily champeth the last moon.

Ghastlily (gcrstlili), adv. [f. Ghastly a. +
-ly -.] In a ghastly manner: a. Frightfully,

horribly. b. With a deathlike appearance
;

drearily, dismally.
a. 1830 Btackw, Afag. XXVIII. 637 He., stood fear,

fully and ghastlily conspicuous. 1884 G. Allen St>: Star.
i. 15 She lay unconscious upon the bed, her eyes open,
staring ghastlily.

b. 1829 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXV. 383 Each
fcheek] . . collapsed into a perpendicular hollow, shooting
up ghastlily from chin to cheek-bone. 1882 E. O'Donovan
Merv Oasis I. iv. 63 The walls and domes .. now stand
ghastlily amid the waste.

Ghastliness (ga'stlines). [f. Ghastly a. +
-Ness.] The quality or condition of being ghastly.

1591 Spenser Daphn. xlvii, Let ghastlinesse And drery
horror dim thechearfull light. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb.
in. 700 Deaths fearfull gastlinesse. 1726 Swift Gulliver
in. x, They acquired an additional Ghastliness in propor-

tion to their number of Years. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North
(1857) I. 243 A night of shipwreck did strew witli ghastliness

a lee seashore.

Ghastly, t gastly (gcrstli), a. Forms: a. 4-5
gast(e)lich(e, -lyc-h, 4-7 gastlie, 4-8 gastly; p.

6- ghastly, [f. Gast v. 1 + -lich, -ly *.]

1. f In early use : Causing terror, terrible (obs.'".

In mod. use (cf. 2) : Suggestive of the kind of horror

evoked by the sight of death or carnage ; horrible,

frightful, shocking.
a. £1305 St Christopher 147 in E. E. P. (1862) 63 He

was so gastUche 8: so moche bat hi berste vnebe him iseo.

c 1330 Arth. -V Alert. 1494 A gastlieh best he was to mete.
1390 Gowbr Conf. III. 250 He [Phoebus]..With gastly vois,

that all it herde, The Romains in this wise answerde.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. exxiv. (1869) 124 Oothere
tweyne . . as gastlieh as she, or more. 1523 Skelton Carl.
Laurell 1316 liy Hecates bowre . . In Plutos gastlye towre.

1583 Stanvhurst Atneis III. (Arb.) 78 On the typ of rockish
turret stood gastlye Celamo Vnlucky prophetesse. 1681
Cotton IVond. Peak 31 Having with terror, here beheld ..

The gastly aspect of this dang rous place.

0. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. ii. 29 As one with vew of
ghastly feends affright. 1658 A. Eox Wurtz* Surg. 1. iii. 8
Every stitch causeth [a scar] . . which after healing sheweth
ghastly. #1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716I. 15 He standeth
exposed to. .horrid and ghastly dangers. 1704 Swift T. Tub
viii. (1709) 100 Certain ghastly notions which have served
them pretty tolerably for a devil. 1812 J. Wilson Isle of
Palms 11. 403 The ghastly dreams, That haunt the parting
soul. 1855 Prescott Philip II, I. lit. v. 370 His bloody
head was set up opposite to that of his fellow -sufferer. For
three hours these ghastly trophies remained exposed. 1889
Jessopp Coming of Friars ii. 80 The ghastly frequency of
the punishment by death tended to make people savage.

b. colloq. S&id hyperbolically o{ things objection-

able on various grounds: Shocking, ( frightful

\

x86i Thackeray Four Georges ii. (1862) 88 There never
was such a ghastly farce. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. i,

This pretence, much favoured by the lady-visitors, led to
the ghastliest absurdities. 1890 Saintsbury in New Rev.
Feb. 138 A most ghastly act of high treason is being com-
mitted. 1896 Daily News 21 July 3 To take measures to
prevent the session being a ghastly failure.

2. (Influenced by Ghost : cf. quot. 1711.) Like
a spectre, or a dead body ; death-like, pale, wan.
Of light : Lurid.

_ 1581 A. G. XII. Pair. 14 b, Euen in sleepe some spice of
imagined malice gnaweth hym . . makyng his body gastly,

and his mynde afrighted with trouble. 1603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1621) 331 And striving with the pangs of death
halfe a day, he then breathed out his gastly ghost. 1638
Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 83 That his watchings and
abstinence had dried up his blood and made him looke
gastly. 1700 Dryden Cock $ Fox 231 His Friend . . with a
ghastly Look and doleful Cry Said help me Brother, or
this Night I die. 1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 276
Gastly . . like a Ghost, or like a dead Corps ; for a gastly Look
is chiefly said of the Countenance of a dying Person. 1712
Addison Sped. No. 303 F 15 That ghastly Light, by which
the Fiends appear to one another in their Place of Tor-
ments. 1718 Prior Poiver 334 Ghastly with wounds, and
lifeless on the bier. 1844 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 280 Touched
by compassion for my ghastly appearance, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. iii. 30 A ghastly gleam rested upon the summit of
the Ortler.

b. of a smile, a grin.

1576 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 325 She tolde him,
that there was lately buried (neare to the place where she
was honoured) a sinfull person, which so offended her eie
with his ghastly grinning, that [etc. J. 1832 Lytton Eugene
Aram 1. vi. 32 ' What eavesdropping', said he, with a ghastly
smile. 1837 — E. Maltravers 31 With a ghastly grin.

C. said of immaterial things.
1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. i. 244 Unlike the voice

With which our pallid race hold ghastly talk, i860 Haw-
thorne Marb. Faun (1879) I. xxv. 251 A ghastly emotion
rose up out of the depths of the young count's heart. 1879
McCarthy Ozvn Times II. xxv. 257 A ghastly semblance
of faith in the possibility of a peaceful arrangement. 1884
Punch 18 Oct. 190/1 The grim refrain to their ghastly
minstrelsy.

1 3. Full of fear, inspired by fear. Obs.
1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. i. 62 The Dame, halfe dedd Through

suddein feare and ghastly drerihedd. 1602 M arston Ant.
<y Met. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 32 Gastly amazement, with upstarted
haire, Shall hurry on before, and usher us. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 11. i. 309 Why are you drawn? Wherefore this ghastly
looking? 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 207 In great hast and
feare with gastly amazed lookes.

Ghastly, t gastly (ga-stli), adv. [f. the adj.]

1. (Qualifying a vb. : a. Frightfully, horribly;

with a deathlike look. b. In a frightened manner,
timidly.

ft- 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.VI, in. ii.i7oHiseye-ballcs. .Staring
full gastly, like a strangled man. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab
vn. 192 My murdered children's mute and eyeless sculls

Glared ghastly upon me. 1837 MarryAT Dog-fiend xxx,
Vanslyperken grinned ghastly.

b. 1589 R. Koiunson Gold. AHrr. iChetham Soc.^ 4 And
at the gase I gastly quaking stood. 1599 Warn. Faire
Worn. )i. 706 Why stop you on the sudden? why go you
not? What makes you looke so gastly towards the house ?

a 1628 F.GREViLLE.y/<i''/fy (1652* 145 He saw a poor Souldier
carryed along . . gastly casting up his eyes at the bottle.

1681 H. Mork Expos. Dan. 92 None understood what the

matter was with me, that I lookt so sadly and ghastly on it.

2. Qualifying an adj. Ghastly pate: deathly pale.

Ghastly sick: f sick, unto death j also, frightfully

sick.

1653 H. More Aniid. Ath. in. x. (1712) 118 His Nose was
entire and full, not sharp, as in those that ate gastly sick,

or quitedead. 1824 \V. Irving '/'. Trav. I. 28 Her face was
ghastly pale, and perhaps rendered more so by the bluish
light of the fire. 1862 Mrs. Caklyll Lett. III. 127, I am
less ghastly sick.

Ghaur, var. GlAOUR.

II Ghaut, ghat feyt). Anglo-Indian. Forms :

7 gaot, 7-8 gate (guate;, 8-9 gaut, S gette), 9
ghat, S- ghaut. [Hindi ghat.
The senses are here placed in the order of their occurrence

in English. The order of development, however, is as
follows : 1. A path of descent to a river ; hence a landing-
stage, a quay, the place of a ferry, -z. A path down from a
mountain ; a mountain pass. 3. In //., the name erroneously
given by Europeans to the mountain ranges parallel to the
cast and west coasts of India.]

1. The Ghauts: the name applied by Europeans
to two chains of mountains along the eastern and
western sides of southern Hindustan, known as the

Eastern and Western Ghauts.
1603 R. Johnson h'ittgd. ty Comntw. 2^0 Narsinga. .lieth

Uetween the mountain Gate and the gulfe of liengala. 1698
Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 49 All along here the Top of
Gates is seen above the Clouds. 1762 J. Rennell MS.
Let. 21 Mar. (Y.), The Mountains of < .ate (a string of Hills

in ye country). 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 342
Thickets which clothe the skirts of the eastern ghats where
they approach the sea. 1879 R. H. Elliot Writ, on Fore-
heads II. 5 The ravines, .which run down into the forest at

the foot of the ghauts.

2. A mountain pass or defile.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y /*. 126, I sent to the Haval-
dar, to know when he would Pass us up the Gaot. 1800
Asiat. Ann. Reg., Alisc. Tr, 261/1 At the different gauts or
passes into the mountains, duties . . are levied. 1803 WEL-
LINGTON Let. to Murray 26 Apr. in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 520
The ghaut I am informed is exceedingly bad. 1834 Mldwin
Angler in Wales II. 36 This tigress had been the terror of

the country, having long infested the Gaut. 1876 J.\s.

Grant Hist. India I. lxi. 309/2 The army descended the
Ghauts.
attrib. 1876 Ind. Forester III. 465 The whole forest region

below is now pierced by easy ghat roads. . In the lower ghat
forests we can offer CastHha elastica a habitat quite as un-
healthy as its own in America.

b, trans/.

1807 J. Hall Trav. Scot. I. 198 Not a house or hut is to

be seen in this gloomy gaut.

3. A passage or flight of steps leading to the

river-side ; hence, gen. a landing-place, the place

of a ford or ferry.

1783 Rf.nnell ATcm. Map Hindostan Introd. (1788) 128

Gaut or Ghaut signifies . . a landing-place on the bank of a
river. 1793 W. Hodges Trav. India 60 Several Hindoo
temples greatly embellish the banks of the river, and are all

ascended to by Gauts, or flights of steps. 1834 Cauntek
Orient. Ann. xi. 142 He descended the Gaut, and entered
the water with his long hair trailing upon the steps behind
him. 1842 Bp. D. Wilson in LifeKi^bo) II. 195 Lord Auck-
land, .walked, .to the ghat at the river side. 1862 Rep.
Direct. E. Ind. Raihv. Comp. 25 The following materials
have been delivered at the Ghauts on the Ganges, in the
neighbourhood of the line. 1888 Inglis Tent Life Tigerland
25 In the afternoon we stopped near Pokureea Ghat (ferry)

to have some tiffin. Ibid, 136 ' Look out, boys ! there's a
ghat on ahead ' ; and . .we descried one of those cart-tracks

worn down the face of the bank, and leading to a ford.

II Ghazal (gae'zael). Also gazel.ghazel, ghasel,
ghazul. [Pers., Arab. J?£ ghazal.]

1. A species of Oriental lyric poetry, generally of

an erotic nature, distinguished from other forms

of Eastern verse by having a limited number of

stanzas and by the recurrence of the same rhyme.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Ace. Bks. 17/1 The Arabs, Per-

sians, and Turks, celebrate in their gazels the praises of

love and wine. 1813 Moore Post-bag vi. 69 The tender

Gazel I enclose Is for my love, my Syrian Rose. 1835
Athenxutn 14 Nov., Ghazi Gherai clothed in Ghazels his

official complaint to the Sultan's preceptor. 1884 I. Payne
1001 Nts. IX. 333 The great city on the Tigris is the

theme of many an admiring ode or laudatory ghazel. 1888

Fdt'n. Rev. July 134 Another Persian metre much used by
him was the ghazal. 1802 Q. Rev. Jan. 48 The whole range
of these singing and dancing ghasels is nothing if not

ironical.



GHAZI.

2. A/us. (See quot.)
1876 Stainkr & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Ghazel (Arab.)

a term used by Dr. Hiller to describe a piece in which a
simple theme is constantly recurring.

II
Ghazi (gazz). Also 8 gazi, 9 ghazee. [Arab.

\j^£. ghazi, pr. pple. of \ye. ghazd to fight.]

A champion, esp. against infidels ; also used as

a title of honour. In modern use, chiefly ap-
plied to Mohammedan fanatics who have devoted
themselves to the destruction of infidels. Hence
Oha zism, the practice of the Ghazis.
'753 Hanway Trav. (1762) II. vi. \. 144 The most potent

Sultan Achmed, Khan Gazi. 1835 Burnes Trav. Bokhara
(ed. 2) I. 123 [TheyJ entertain such hatred for the infidel

Seiks, that they often declare themselves 'ghazee*, and
devote their lives to their extinction. 1884 Men 0/ the Time
(ed. 1 i),Osman Pasha(Ghazi) . . In October [ 1877J

he received
from the Sultan the title of Ghazi *, or 'Victorious '. 1885
T. P. Hughes Diet, [slam 139 In the Turkish Empire the
title of Ghazi implies something similar to our ' Field Mar-
shal \ 1897 Daily Neivs 2 Sept. 5/3 The outrage is regarded
as an act of pure ' Ghazism', as the victims were Hindus.
1808 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 2 1 1/2 The houses . . were attacked
by a mob of Ghazis.

Ghea, Gheber, -bre, vara. Ghee, Guebhe.
Gheason, var. Geason, Obs.

II Ghee (g*). Also 7 gee, 7-9 ghi. [Hindi
ghty Skr. ghrta, f. ghr to sprinkle.] Hutter made
from buffalo's milk, clarified by boiling, so as to

resemble oil in consistency.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 100 Butter, Gee, or

Moccon. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$• P. 33 Hut they will
drink Milk and boil'd Butter, which they call Ghe. 173a
Pike in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 233 Take the White of five

or six Eggs, and four Ounces of Ghee. 1816 ' Quiz ' Grand
Master ll. 51 [He] begs ' from master a rupee. To go to the
bazar forghee\ 1830 Macaulay Ess., Montgomery (iSs^) 122
He asked pardon of him who carried the dog, and bought
it for a measure of rice and a pot of ghee. 1879 E. Arnold
Lt, Asia v. 130 Bright tongues of flame Hissing and curling
as they licked the gifts Of ghee and spices.

b. attrib. and Comb., as ghee-bowl, -pot
;
ghee-

fed adj.

1835-6 Tonn Cycl. Anat. I. 545/2 Its ventricose body
firmly imbedded in a ghee-bowl. 1845STOCQUEI.ER Handbk.
Brit. India (1854) 180 The slim, wasted form of a New-
market jockey, elbowing a fat ghee-fed Baboo. 1889 Voice
(N.Y.) 7 Mar.,We would let go the drop of ghee rather than
upset the gheepoL

t Gheereaguar. Obs. rare.

1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 68 Having therefore laid the
ground of silver burnisht, the bignesse of the Rubie, take
gheereaguar of the best and purest wagron mixt. Ibid. 69
For Saphire, and all kind of blew stones the same Gheere-
aguar tempered with ultra-marine is excellent.

Gheet, obs. form of Jet.
fGhells. Obs. 'The game of trip.'

1790 in Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2). 1847 in Halliwell.
Ghematry, obs. form of Geometry.

t Ghenting. Obs. Also gentin(g. [f. Ghent,

a town in Flanders + -into. Cf. Cambric] A kind
of linen, originally made at Ghent. Also attrib.

a 1700 H. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v. Wiper, He Pickt-
pockets of a broad, ^ or narrow, Ghenting, Cambrick, or
Coloured Handkerchief, xyiz E. Cooke Pay. S. Sea 363
2 Bales of Ghenting. 1721 C, King Brit. Merck. I. 284
Gentins 2021 Pieces. 1750 Land. Mag. 341 To encourage
the consumption of ghentings, cambricks, &c
t Ghcntish, a. and sb. [f. as prcc. + -IBB.]

A. adj. Applied to certain textile fabrics originally

made at Ghent. B. sb. Used as a name for these.

'545 Rates Custom-ho. A vij, Carpettes called gentisshe
the pece. 1583 Ibid. C ij b, Gentish cloth the peece. 1758
Franklin Let. Wks. (1887) III. 7 Also .. forty-three ells

of Ghentish sheeting Holland.

Gherkin ig.rikin). Also 7-8 ger-, girkin, (7
gerckem,gurchen), 9gurken. [a. early mod.Du.
*gurkkijn, *agurkkijn (nowgurkje

y
augurkje) ,d im.

of agurk, augurk (also shortened gurk), cucumber
;

the proximate source is uncertain (cf. Ger. gur&e,

earlier a\s>o gurchen, Sw.gurka, Da. agurk), but the

word must have been indirectly adopted from some
Sl.iv. lang. : cf. Slovenish ugorek, angurka, Polish

ogurek, ogorek, Czech okurka, Serbian ugorka (the

Hungarian ugorka, Lith. agurkas, Lettish gurkjis,

are adopted from Slav.) ; these words have a diminu-

tive suffix, which is replaced by another suffix of

like function in the Russian orypeirj., Church
Slav. oroyphUK The primary form is not recorded

in Slav., but appears in late Gr. dyyovpiov, ayrcov-

ptov (mod.Gr. ayyovpi), whence It. anguria a kind
of cucumber, F. angouric, angurie (Cotgr.), Sp.

angiirria (obs.) water-melon : see Anguria.
The ultimate origin is unknown. Arabic has cajur

cucumber, but Lane regards this as adopted from Gr. The
Persian angUr is sometimes given as the etymon, but it

means ' a grape '.]

A young green cucumber, or a cucumber of a
small kind, used for pickling.
1661 Pepys Diary 1 Dec, We .. opened the glass of gir-

kins.. which are rare things. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 684
The Fruit is . . eaten with Rice and other Meats, as we do
Gurchens and Olives, ma tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 7
There is another kind of Fennel . . which we make Vinegar
off to sell in Winter with girkins. 1834 Landor Exam.
Skaks. Wks. 1846 II. 290 One of these Greeks mcthinks

148

thrown into the pickle-pot,would be a treasure to the house-
wife's young gherkins. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 211/2 The
best sorts of cucumbers are, for gurkens, the Russian [etc.].

i860 Delamer Kitck. Gard. 126 Gherkins, or young cucum-
bers for pickling, are mostly, in England, half-grown, late-
produced fruit.

attrib. 188a Garden 1 Apr. 222/1 Gherkin Cucumber beds.

Ghess e, Ghest, obs. forms of Guess, Ghost.

|[ Ghetto (ge'to). Also 7 gheto. [It. ghetto.
Ofthe many guesses as to the ultimate etymology, perhaps

the most plausible is that it is an abbreviation of borghetto
dim. of borgo Borough.]
The quarter in a city, chiefly in Italy, to which the

Jews were restricted.

i6ti Corvat Crudities 230 The place where the whole
fraternity of the lews dwelleth together, which is called the
Ghetto. Ibid. 234Walking in the Court of the Ghetto, I casu-
ally met with a lewish Rabbin that spake good I>atin. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's 'Trav. (17601 II. 76 A particular part of the
city, noted for houses of ill-fame, was assigned by Cosmo I.

to the Jews, for their particular quarter, or ghetto. 1879
Farrar St. Paul I. 5 The crowded ghetto of a Pagan
capital. 1887 Dowdkn Shelley II. vii. 277 An obscure
quarter of Rome, hard by the gate of the Ghetto.
trans/. 1897 Literature 27 Nov. 180/1 The Farringdon-

road collection of barrows has become the veriest Ghetto of
bookland.

Ghi, var. Ghkk.
Ghiaour, Ghibber, vars. Giaour, Gibber.

Ghibelline (gi'belin, -ain), sb. and a. Also
6 Gibiline, 7-8 Gibel(l)ine, 7 Ghibelin, 9 Ghi-,
Guibeline.- [ad. It. Ghibellino, commonly stated

to be a corruption of Ger. Waiblingen, the name
of an estate belonging to the Hohenstaufen family

;

the Ger. name is said to have been used as a war-
cry by the partisans of the Hohenstaufen emperor
Conrad III at the battle of Weinsberg 1140.]
A. sb. One of the emperor's faction in the Italian

states, as opposed to the Pope's faction : see

Gl'ELPH.
1573 G. Harvey Lctter-bk. (Camden) 112 Nether hard-

hearted Gibiline nor desperate Guelphe Made ever profes-
sion of so wicked pelfe. 1602 Metam. Tabacco (Collier) 49
The inhumane designes of furious Guelphes and warlike
Gibellines. 1639 Drumm. of Hawth. Prophecy Wks. (1711)
181 Thence arose the Guelfs and Gibellines, imperialists
against papists. 1663 Drvden Wild Gallant 1. i, Thy doublet
and breeches are Guelphs and Ghibelins to one another. 1705
Addison Italy (1766) 88 Their republic was torn into the
divisions of Guelphs and Gibelines. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII.
302/2 The Bianchi in their reverses joined the Guibelines.
1872 Lowell Dante Pr. Wks. 1890 IV. 129 The nobles ..

were commonly Ghibellines, or Imperialists.

B. adj. Of or adhering to the Ghibellines.
1826 K. Digby Broadst. Hon. (1829) I. 1. 270 The

Ghibelline party aimed at nothing but the establishment of
merely worldly dominion. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. {1889) I.

34 The weakness of Henry III would not suffer him to
commit himself heartily to a Ghibelline policy.

Ghibellinism (gi'beliniz'm). [f. Ghibelline
+ -ISM.] The policy and principles of the Ghi-
bellines ; adherence to the Ghibelline party.
1826 K. DrcBY Broadst. Hon. (1829) I. 1. 270 Frederick

Schlegel justly objects to Dante's perpetual Ghibellinism.
1855 Mii.man Lat. Ckr. xi. v. (1864) VI. 453 Nicolas, .died
accused by the Guelfs of unpapat Ghibellinism. 1865
Cornh. Mag. Aug. 249 Ghibellinism did not exclude a
republican form of government.

Ghimner, obs. form of Chimek \ a loose robe.
1614 Camden Rem. 23^ The ghimners, Rochets, Miters of

Bishops, with the Archbishop's Palle.

Ghing, var. Ging, Obs.

Ghinschenn, obs. form of Ginseng.
Ghirland, -lond, obs. forms of Garland.
Ghittar, Ghittern : see Guitar, Gittern.
Ghoast, obs. form of Ghost.
Ghole, var. Ghoul.
Ghoos, Ghoost, obs. ff. Goose, Ghost.
Ghospel(l, Ghossip, etc.: see Gospel, Gossip.

Ghost (g^ust\ sb. Forms: 1 gast, geest, 2-5
gast(e, 3-6 gost(e, 4-6 goost(e, 6 Sc. goast,
goist, 5-6 ghoste, ghoost, (6 ghoast, 8 ghest),

5- ghost, 6- Sc. g(h)aist. [Common WGer.

:

OE. gdst (also gmst) str. masc = OFris. g&st, OS.
ghi (Do. geest), OHG. (MHG., mod.Ger.) geist :—

OTeut. type *gaisto-z.

Although the word is known only in the WGer. langs.
(in all of which it is found with substantially identical
meaning), it appears to be of pre-Teut. formation. The
sense of the pre-Tent *gkoizdo-z, if the ordinary view of
its etymological relations be correct, should be ' fury,

anger'; cf. Skr. hedas neut. anger, Zend zdiida- ugly; the
root *gkeis-, *ghois- appears with cognate sense in ON.
geisa to rage, Goth, usgaisjan to terrify (see Gast v.)\

outside Teut. the derivatives seem to point to a primary
sense ' to wound, tear, pull to pieces \
The OE. form gxst is constant in the Exeter Book, and

occurs 49 times in the Hatton MS. and 3 times in the Rodl.
MS. of Alfred's transl. of Gregory's Pastoral Care; it is

app. not known elsewhere. The occurrence of gist :-

*gaisti- beside gdst :- *gaisto- is explained by Sievers
(Ags. Gram. ed. 3) as indicating that the word, though
recorded only as masc, was orig. a neut. -os, -es stem : it would
thus correspond formally to the Skr. word quoted above.
The spelling with ,£/*-, so far as our material shows, appears

first in Caxton, who was probably influenced by the Flemish
gkeest. It remained rare until the middle of the 16th c, and
was not completely established before about 1590.J

GHOST.

1. The soul or spirit, as the principle of life ; also
ghost of life. Obs. exc. in phrase To give up{\ earlier

to give, give away> yield up' the (f one's) ghost

:

to breathe one's last, expire, die.

rtjKK) in O. E. Texts i78Secasere hio hehtjemartyriafn),
Si God wuldriende heo a£eaf hire gast. a 1000 CxdmotCs
Gen. 1281 (Gr.) He wolde . . forleosan lica jehwilc, bara be
lifes gast fseSmum beahte. c 1105 Lav. 23986 y% feol
Frolle folde to grunde . . his gost he bi-la;fde. a 1225
Juliana 59 As ha ^eide to godd & walde a5eouen hire gast
in to his honden. a 1300 Cursor M. 5188 His gast bigan to
quiken egain. ^1305 St. Lucy 171 in E. E. P. {1862) 106
Wib be laste word heo $af be gost. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P.B.
325 Alle bat glydez & gotz, & gost of lyf habbez. 1377
Langl. P. PL K. xv. 141 By lered, by lewed bat loth is to
spende pus gone her godes be be goste faren. 1388
Wycltf Matt, xxvii. 50 Jhesus eftsoone criede with a greet
voyce and }af vp the goost. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8216 He
gird to the ground & the gost past. 1 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 4833 Thow herde hym his goost commende til

his fadere on the crosse. c 1460 T<nuneley Myst. xvi. 155,

1

wote I yelde my gast, so sore my hart it grefys. c 1510
More Pieus Wks. 8/2 He might ere he gaue vp y* goste,
receiue his full draught of loue and compassion. 1574 Mirr.
Mag., Albanact. lxviii, He gasped thryse, and gaue away the
ghost, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 275 But when indeede
shee found his ghost was gone, then Sorrow lost the witte of
utterance. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann, vi. x. 136 Being
fallen downe and yeelding vp his ghost. 1746-7 Hervey
Medit. (1818) 13 It was his last wish., He breathed it out,
and gave up the ghost. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague u.
iii. 143, I have seen for two months past some score i

1

the
day Give up the ghost. 1879 F. Pollok Sport Brit.
Burtnah I. 127 A tiger . . shot through the heart . . is still

capable of killing half-a-dozen men before giving up the
ghost.

Jig. 1892 Idler Sept. 220 The old mill, .has tumbled down
and given up the ghost.

f 2. Used as the conventional equivalent for L.

spiritus, in contexts where the sense is breath or

a blast. Obs.
C825 V'esp. Psalter x[i]. 7 Gast ysta [Vulg. spiritus pro-

cetlttfum]. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) exxxiv. 17 Ne ne .. is

gast on mufte heora. 111340 Hampolf. Psalter x. 7 Gast
of stormes. 1340— Pr. Consc. 4610 pe boke says, alswa, bat
he, Thurgh be gast of Goddes mouthe slayn sal be. ?<x 1500
Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.J ii. 95 Fowles in the ayer flying and
all that ghoste hath. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. vm. 113 The
word Ghost in English . . is as much as atkem, or breath ; in
our new Latine language, a Spirit.

3. The spirit, or immaterial part of man, as dis-

tinct from the body or material part ; the seat of

feeling, thought, and moral action. Also, in New
Testament language, the Spirit or higher moral
nature of man ; opposed to flesh. Obs, exc. in

nonce-uses.
a 1000 C.rdmon's Exod. 447 (Gr.) Folc wss afered

;

flodexsa becwom gastas ^eomre. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt,
xxvi. 41 Witudlice se gast is hra;d & beet flsesc ys untrum.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 189 De lichame winneft to^enes be
gost. nuo Bestiary 550, I mene 5e stedefast in rrjte

leue mid fles and gast. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 1396 Sum
a-rist of the flesches luste, An sum of the gostes custe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18602 Quils his licam lai vnder stan In
gast es he til hell gan. a 1325 Prose Psalter \. 18 (li. 17]
Trubled gost is sacrifice to God. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. xi.

50 My gost gladys with luf, In god that is my hele. c 1500
Lancelot 1031 Deuoydit was his spritis and his gost. 1596
Spenser Hymn Beautie 24 Whose faire immortall beame
Hath darted fyre into iny feeble ghost. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk <V Selv. 12 It will be a good step towards the know-
ledg of what the world ought to be to us, who are body and
ghost together. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xciii, Descend,
and touch.. That in this blindness of the frame, My Ghost
may feel that thine is near. 1855 I.ongf. Hiaiv. xvii. 164 The
ghost, the Jeebi in him,Thought and felt as Pau-Puk-Keewis.

1 4. A person. Cf. the similar use of Soul, Spirit.
a 1000 Gutklac 690 in Exeter Bk., pact se leofesta gxst

^ejearwad in godes wa;re on Xefean ferde. c 1305 Pol.

Songs (Camden) 70 The Kyng .. Brohte from Alemayne
mony sori gost to store Wyndesore. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VI. 253 Aigolandus was a lewed goost and lewed*
liche i-meved as be devel hym tau^te. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Redcles 1. 25 Graceles gostis gylours of hem-self . . sawe no
manere si^th safiT solas and ese. 1590 Spenser F.Q. u.viii.

26 No knight so rude, I weene, As to doen outrage to a
sleeping ghost.

+ 5. An incorporeal being ; a spirit. Local ghost

= L. genius loci. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2750 pe clerkes sede..J>at ber beb
in be eyr an hey, ver fram \>e grounde, As a maner gostes
.. pat men clupeb eluene. 1:1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixxxvi,

That affable familiar ghost Which nightly gulls him with

intelligence. 1618 Bolton Florus 1. xiii. (1636) 39 When
they beheld the purple -cloathed Senatours sitting in their

chayres of state, they worshipt them at first as gods or locall

ghosts.

f b. A good spirit, an angel. Obs.

c 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. lit. xiv. [xix.] (1800) 214 Heo. .eft

mid pa;m engelicum gastum to heofonum hwurfen. a 1000

Caedmons Gen. 2430 (Gr.) Aras ba metodes beow gastum
tojeanes. a 1240 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 261 Ich
biseh to be engles. .iblescede gastes be beo5 a biuore godd.
c 1485 Digby Myst. in. 60:, I am be gost of goodnesse tat

so wold }e gydde.

f c. An evil spirit. The loath, foul, wicked

ghost : the Devil. Obs.

a 1000 Christ $ Satan (Gr.-Wiilk.) 126 Se were^a cast,

f 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 43 Se unc!a:na gast utfaerbTram
menn. c 1200 Ormin 8064 Herode king ma}} swibe wel pe

labe gast bitacnenn. < 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 87 Swicne
hertes fondeS be fule gost deies and nihtes. a 1300 Cursor
M. 170 How iesus quen he long had fast Was fondid wit be

wik gast. a 1350 Life Jesu (Horstm.) 232 pou lubere gost

and doumb . . def and vn milde, Ich hote be bat bov wende
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hasteliche fram bechilde. 1377 Lanc.l./>. PL B. xvm. 431
May no grysly gost glyde bere it shadweth. c 1420 Anturs
ofArth. (Thornton) 163 Nowe I am a grisely gaste, and
grymly graue With Lucefere. 1579 More Comf. agst. Trib.

11. Wks. 1178/1 Oure wrestlynge is.. against the spiritual

wicked gostes of the ayre.

6. Formerly used in the sense of Spirit (of God).
Now only in Holy Ghost, the usual designation

of the Third Person of the Trinity in liturgical and
dogmatic language.
'Thy Ghost' for 'Thy Holy Ghost' in quot. 1871 is

merely a nonce-use.

c8»S Vesp. Psalter cxx.\viii[i], 7 H wider gongu ic from
gaste Sinum. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. John xiv. 26 Se hali^a
fiofre gast. c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII.

310 On bamdecjegodes gast com to mancynne. 01300 Cursor
M. 26041 He has couerd be seuen Giftes o be gast of heuen,
t>e quilk he had al forwit tint. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1598 A
habel . . J>at hatz be gostes of god bat gyes alle sobes. 1340
Ayenb. 53 J>e zixte [libbeb] be be goste and be (»e loue of
god. c'1386 Chaucer Prioress T. 18 O mooder mayde ! ..

That rauysedest doun fro the deitee, Thurgh thyn hum-
blesse, the goost bat in thalighte. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
xv. 68 Ihesu Criste was be worde and be gaste of Godd.
i 1440 York Myst. xxi. 14 He schall giffe baptyme more
entire in (ire and gaste. 1 1550 CHEKB Mark i. 10 He saw
y« heavens departed, and y* ghoost to come down Hjk a
doov on him. 1552 Latimer Fruttf Serm. (1584) 330 The
onely remedy, is to call vpon God to endue thee with the
Holy Ghost . . Call I say vppon almighty God for this

Ghost [1607 ed. helpe]. 1647 " Moke Song of Soul 1. II,

xci, God's Spirit is no private empty shade Hut that great
Ghost that fills both earth and sky. 1871 G. Macoonald
Sonn. cone. Jesus iv, 'Tis man himself, the temple of thy
Ghost.

f7. The soul of a deceased person, spoken of as

inhabiting the unseen world. In later use only =
Manes; sometimes//. Obs.
<z8oo in O. E. Texts 149 To ymbhyeggannae. .huaet his

gastae .. aefter deothdaege doemid uueorthfa]e. £835
Charter ibid. 448 ponne foe se hlaford to & 5a hlgan
act kristes cirican, &c hit minum gaste nytt ^edoen. riaoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 169 Wite<5 }ie awariede gostes in

to eche fur. < 1290 St. Brandon 525 in S. Eng. Leg.
I. 234 Heo i-sei^e on-ouewarde . . A wrechche gost, naked
and bar. a 1300 Cursor M. 18603 His bodi here, his

gast was bar, His goddhede wanted nober-quar. 1606 G.
W{oodcocke] tr. Justin's Hist. 126 He did sacrifice to his

Wiues Ghost. 1654 R. Codrington tr. Justin's Hist. 470
He took Gryphina, the wife of Gryphus, prisoner, who
killed her sister, and by her death did parentate to the
Ghosts of his wife. 121674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xi. § 124

To take full vengeance for the loss of Rainsborough, to

whose Ghost he design'd an ample sacrifice.

8. The soul of a deceased person, spoken of as

appearing in a visible form, or otherwise manifest-

ing its presence, to the living. (Now the prevailing

sense.)

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1295 Dido, This night my fadres

gost Hath in my sleep so sore me tormented. 1430-40 Lydg.
Bochas vi. xi. (1554) 157 a, Crye of goostes in cauernes
and kaues. 1513 Douglas yEneis vi. xi. 35 Fadir, thi

drery gost Sa oft apperand, maid me seik this cost, a 1550
Christis Kirke Gr. xviii, He grainit lyk ony gaist. 1599
Massinger, etc. Old Law iv. i. (1656) H 1 b, l'le bury some
money before I die, that my ghost May hant thee after-

ward. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 126 There needs no Ghost
my Lord, come from the Graue, to tell vs this. 1691
Norris Pract. Disc. 180 We should be no more con-

cerned with the things of this World, than a Ghost is, that

only comes to do a Message of Providence. 174a Collins
Odes, Fear 60 Ghosts, as cottage-maids believe, Their
pebbled beds permitted leave. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho xxii, Now you would persuade me you have seen

a ghost. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. iv. iv. § 21. 162 The
canonists and casuists have vanished like ghosts at the first

daylight. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 488 Between five

and six weeks .. the widow remains in the hut, armed with

a good stout stick, as a precaution against the ghost of her

husband.
transf. and fig. 1764 Foote Patron 111. Wks. 1799

I. 358 "If I go to the bar, the ghost of this curs'd comedy
will follow, and haunt me in Westminster-hall. 1819 G.
Peacock Flux. $ Diff. Calc. 20 To represent a fluxion

as the limit of the increment . . is to reduce it . . in the

language of Berkly, to the ghost of a departed entity. 1849
Thackeray Pendennis xli, The ghost of the dead feeling

came back as he mused. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa
522 In front of us a spear's ghost used to fly across the path
about that time in the afternoon.

b. Phrases. To lay a ghost : to cause it to cease

appearing. To raise a ghost : to cause it to ap-

pear. The ghost walks (Theat. slang) : there is

money in the treasury, the salaries are forthcoming.

1853 Househ. Words 24 Sep. 77/1 When no salaries are

forthcoming on Saturday the 'ghost doesn't walk *. 1857
Hughes Tom Brmvn 1. i, Where the last ghost was laid by the

parson. 1883 Referee 24 June 3/2 An Actor's Benevolent
Fund box placed on the treasurer's desk every day when
the ghost walks would get many an odd shilling or six-

pence put into it. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. iii. 63 We are

fighting here against ghosts raised by ourselves. 1889

J. C. Coleman in Barrere & Leland Slang 405 Instead of

enquiring whether the treasury is open, they generally say
—

' Has the ghost walked?'

C. An apparition ; a spectre.

159a Shaks. Ven. 4 Ad. 933 ' Hateful divorce of love '

—

thus chides she Death— ' Grim-grinning ghost, earth's worm.'

1651 Hobbes Leviatlt. 111. xxxiv. 208 A Ghost, or other Idol

or Phantasme of the Imagination. 1658 Manton Exp. Jude
16 We are not to .. fight with ghosts and antiquated errors,

but to oppose with all earnestness the growing evils of the
world. 17*7 De Foe Hist. Appar. v. (1840) 50 An appari-

tion is vulgarly called by us a ghost. 185a Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xxxix. 344 They won't come there to

inquire after us. If they do, I'll play ghost for them.

Vol. IV.

f 9. A corpse. Obs. (Cf. h. manes.)
1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. Bbj, Kissyng every parte of

his senceles ghoste. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 161

Oft haue I seene a timely-parted Ghost, Of ashy semblance,
meager, pale, and bloodlesse.

10. In allusion to the pale, shadowy and unsub-

stantial appearance attributed to ghosts.

a. Applied to a person in a state of extreme

emaciation ; a shadow of his former self.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 1.
*** iv, Great numbers

of miserable and pitiful ghosts, or rather shadowes of men.
1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 218 By their unmerciful
bleeding him ; insomuch that he seemed to have little more
left than would suffice to make him a walking Ghost.

b. A shadowy outline or semblance, an unsub-

stantial image (ofsomething) ; hence, a slight trace

or vestige, esp. in phrase {not) the ghost of a chance.

Cf. Shadow.
1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 40 That Berosus which

we now have, is not so much as the ghost, or carkasse . . of
that famous Chaldean Author. 1731 A. Hill Adv. Potts Ep.
*3 Things, without Wit, or Meaning, and which are not so

much, as the Ghosts of good Poetry. 1818 Moore Fudge
Fam. Paris iii. 43 There, Dick, what a breakfast !—oh, not
like your ghost Of a breakfast in England. a 1845 Hood
Workhouse Clock iii, The Sempstress, lean, and weary, and
wan, With only the ghosts of garments on. 1851 Riskin
Stones Feu. (1874) I. x. 121 The arch line is the ghost or

skeleton of the arch. 1857 Hughes Tom Brv.vn II. v,

Williams hadn't the ghost of a chance with Tom at wrestling.

1869 Mayue Reitfs Mag. June 509 But to secure him, this

whale did not give us the ghost of a chance. 1887 Rider
Haggard Jess viii, Her breath rested for a second on his

cheek like the ghost of a kiss.

11. Optics, etc.

fa. A name for Ramsden's eye-piece fur the

microscope, which is so constructed that the image
formed by the objective lies below instead of above

the field-glass. Obs.

1793 Wollaston in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 130, I

approve much of Mr. Ramsden's ghost, as it is called,

where it can be used with .safety.

b. A bright spot or secondary image appearing

in the field of a telescope, produced by some de-

fect, temporary or permanent, in one of the lenses

of the eye-piece.

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Ghost, a false image in

the lens of an instrument. 1870 Eng. Meek. 7 Jan. 397/3
What opticians call 'a ghost ', or internal reflection from the

lenses of the eye-piece. 1882 Nature XXVI I. 95 Professor

Rowland's plates .. were free from 'ghosts' caused by
periodicity in the ruling.

C. Photogr. =Flare, .r£.l 3.

1864 J. Towler Silver Sunbeam xl viii. (1870) 451 You
will perceive one, two, three, etc., illuminated circles move
across the field of vision over the picture—these are ghosts.

1868 [see Flake sb. 1
3].

12. Sc. 'A piece of dead coal, that instead of burn-

ing appears in the fire as a white lump ' (Jam.).
1824 Miss Fkrrier Inker, xvii, Mr. R, sat by the side of

the expiring fire, seemingly contemplating the gaists and
cinders which lay scattered over the hearth.

13. One who secretly does artistic or literary work
for another person, the latter taking the credit.

1884 Pall Malt G. 23 June 8/2 Plaintiff said he had heard
of the expression ' A sculptor's ghost '. .a few months ago,

and understood it to mean that a person who was supposed
to do a work did not do it. 1889 Ibid. 12 Jan. 6/1 The
only persons who make no secrecy about their ghosts are

American millionaires, one of whom in .. advertising once
for a private secretary stated that the chief duties of the

post would be to issue all his invitations and to write all

his speeches. 1896" Daily News 17 Feb. 6/3 Van Dyck was
probably one of his master's ' ghosts '.

14. attrib. and Comb. (Sense 8 only.) a. simple

attrib., as ghost-apparition, -appurtenance, -ballad,

-haunt, -hero, -hour, -house, -land (also attrib.),

-lore, -story (also attrib.), -world, b. objective,

as ghost-fear, -hunter, -lover, -monger, -seer, -ser-

vice, -worship', ghost-seeing vbl. sb. and ppl. adj.

;

ghost- compelling, -fearing ppl. adjs. C. instru-

mental, as ghost-filled, -haunted, -poisoned, -ridden,

•trod ppl. adjs. d. similative, as ghost-dim adj.

1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 276 Murders, duels, *ghost-
apparitions. Ibid. 274 Other *ghost-appurtenances. 1830
Scott Demonol. x. 360 Mat Lewis published it with a
*ghost ballad which he adjusted on the same theme. 174a
Francis Horace's Odes \. xxiv. 27 The *Ghost-compelhng
God .. will not .. unbar the Gates of Death. 1850 Mrs.
Browning Poems II. 298 What angel, but would seem To
sensual eyes, *Ghost-dim? 1892 Proc. Atner. Miss. Assoc.
62 Superstition . . in the form of *ghost-fears . . pervades
every community of . . the Afro-Americans in the South.
1840 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) V. 130 Your modem
Indian.. is no *ghost-fearing wretch, 1627 May tr. Lucan
ix. 42 From thence they saile away To *ghost-fiH'd

Tjenarus. 1845 G. Murray Islaford 179 The *ghost-
haunt of guilt. 2884 LittelCs Living Age CLXI. 91 He
might easily imagine it to be one of those weird, grey,
*ghost-haunted castles. 1838 Carlyle Misc. (1857) IV. 142
An impersonal *chost-hero. a 1847 Eliza Cook Old
Man's Marvel v, The orb that maketh the *ghost-hour fair.

1844 Lady G. Fullerton Ellen Middleton (1884) 56 The
ruins of the old hall, which my maid used to call the
' *ghost-house '. 1894 Lang Cock Lane, etc. 234 Wodrow,
a great *ghost-hunter. 1853 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks.

(1883) I. 468 *Ghostland lies beyond the jurisdiction of
veracity. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 555 The rain is

too thick for one to see two yards in any direction, and we
seem to be in a ghost-land forest. '1893 H. R. Haweis in

Fortn. Rev. Jan. 120 Literature is deeply dyed with "ghost-

lore. 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 1. 1873) 184 This should be
borne in mind by political and philosophical ghostseers,
*ghostlovers, and *ghostmongers. 1880 G. Meredith Trag.
Com. (1881) 67 Hamlet was poisoned—*ghost-poisoned.

1897 Edin. Rev. Apr. 451 The one was *ghost-ridden, the
other faticy free. 1886 M. Gray Silence Dean Mailland I.

x. 272 Dr. Everard, what prescriptions have you for young
ladies who take to *ghost-seeing ? 1894 Westm. Gaz.
5 Sept. 2/1 The great + ghost-seeing age is between twenty
and twenty-nine. 1817 Scott Harold iv. vii, With a
"ghost-seer's look when the ghost disappears. 1862 Jas.
Grant Capt. of Guard x, Lord abbot, talk to this old

ghostseer, and assure him that there can be no such thing
in nature as the spectre of a living man. 1819 Byron
Juan I. exxxv. (MS. reading), Supper, punch, "ghost-
stories, and such chat. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 6 July 2 3 The
visitor awoke with the true ghost story ' feeling of chilliness'

and an impression that there was ' something' in the room.
1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 225 Over the empty
"ghost-trod way. a 1849 J. C. Mam. AN Poems (1859) 121

Mine inner sense upwakes to see The *ghost world's clear

and wondrous deep. 1891 Month I.XXII 1. 77 The attention
that has been given of late years to Animism, or *ghost-
worsbip.

e. Special comb., as ghost-bird {U.S. local),
' the American yellow-breasted chat (Ictcriavirens)

'

(Funk)
;
ghost-candle, one of a number of can-

dles kept burning round a corpse to scare away
ghosts; ghost-coal .Sh = sense 1 2 ;

ghost-dance,
a fanatical observance among the North-American
Indians; hence ghost-dancer

;
ghost-demon, a

human spirit that has become a demon (see

Demox 1 ), and is worshipped as such ;
ghost-god

—ghost-demon; ghost-light,? ^Coiu'.se-candlk 2;
ghost-moth, a nocturnal moth {IIepialus hamuli

)

;

ghost-name (sec ghost-word)
;
ghost-plant, the

tumble-weed {Amarantus atbus)
;
ghost-swift —

ghost-moth
;
ghost-train, -word (sec quots.).

1885 E, Pkacock in Academy 26 Sept. 204 '2 So we lighted

the *ghost-cand!es round her bed. 1824 Mai taccart
Gallovid. Diet., *Gaistcoal

i
a coal that when it is binned

becomes white. 1890 Daily News 25 Nov. 6/3 All the
western tribes . . are dancing the *Ghosi Dance, and looking
forward to the coming of the Great Leader. 1890 Boston
[Mass.) Jml. 29 Nov. 2/3 The sudden metamorphosis of
a great number of the 'gho>t dancers, .into cattle-stealers.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles 111. 105 It was their custome to

build Shrines or Temples at such places where the bodies
or ashes of their *Ghost-Demons lay entombed. 1871 Tvi.or
Prim. Cult. II. 103 Ancient and modern European tales of
baleful ghost-demons, a 1638 Mede Wks. 1. xliii. (16721 242
In Religious graves and sepulchres .. they hoped to find

their *Ghost-gods. 1897 Folk-Lore Sept. 215 A. F. says
that he himself saw what they call a *ghost-Hght. 1831
Loudon Encycl. Agric. (ed. 1) 11 16 The '^host moth {IIe-

pialus humuli, F.) deposits its eggs near the roots of the

hop plant, upon which the larva or caterpillar feeds, some-
times doing them considerable injury. 1896 Doily News
3 Jan. 5/2 Grampians is a *ghost-name, derived from a mis-
reading of Tacitus's Moris Graupius. 1887 Science IX. 32/2
Dr. Newberry has told us that it [Amarantus alius) is

also known as the ' *ghost-plant ', in allusion to the same
habit, bunches flitting along by night producing a peculiarly

weird appearance. 1869 K. Newman Brit. Moths 20 The
*Ghost Swift (Male) {Hepialus humulh . .So called from the

white colour Ofthe male. 1884 Q. Rev. July 94 On some lines,

freight trains are frequently run of which no account is

given, the profits going to the officials and the employes.
They are technically known as ' *ghost trains'. 1886

SkeaT in Trans. Philol. Soc. (1885-7) " 35°-1 Report upon
' *Ghost-words', or Words which have no real Existence .-

We should jealously guard against all chances of giving any
undeserved record of words which had never any real exist-

ence, being mere coinages due to the blunders of printers

or scribes, or to the perfervid imaginations of ignorant or
blundering editors. 1888 — in -V. # Q. 7th Ser. V. 504/1
The word meant is estures, bad spelling of estres', and
eftures is a ghost-word.

Hence G-ho'stdom, the region or domain of

ghosts ; Gho stified ppl. a. [see -FY], having the

aspect of being haunted by ghosts ; Gho stite

[-ite], one who believes in ghosts ; Ghostlet
[-let], a little ghost.

1855 SmedlBY //. Covcrdale v. 29 A dark archway, which
..looked jolly queer and ghostified. 188* Pall Mall G.

24 Oct. 2 Here, sir, is an offer for the ghostites. 1890 Nature
2.Q Feb. 376 Their tiny fleets of medusa-buds, watery ghost-

lets, flitting away. 1892 Pall Malt G. 23 July 3/1 More
Glimpses of Ghostdom. 1893 J. Skinner Autobiog. Meta-
physician xx\x. 144 His belief in and familiarity with super-

natural appearances, particularly imps and ghostlets.

Ghost (g<?«st\ v. [f. prec. sb.]

1 1- intr. a. To give up the ghost, expire.

11586 Sidney iJ.), Euryalus taking leave of Lucretia,

precipitated her into such a love-fit, that within a few hours
she ghosted. 1689 G. Harvey Curing Dis. by Expect, vii.

51 A day or two after . . the Lad having been miserably

tortured, Ghosted.

2. trans. To haunt as an apparition.

1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. 11. vi. 13 Iulius Oesar Who at

Philippi the good Brutus ghosted. x6ai Burton Anat.
Mel. Democr. to Rdr. ig Aske not with him in the Poet.,

what madnesse ghostes this old man, but what madnesse
ghostes vs all? 1879 H. N. Hudson Hamlet 10 The being

thus ghosted was held to be no such trifling matter as we
are apt to consider it.

b. To scare with pretended apparitions.

1813 E. S. Barrett Heroine (1815) III. 196 'Can he be
ghosting her all this time ?

' said Betterton. [Cf. quot. under
Ghosting vbl. sb.]

3. intr. To flit about, prowl as a ghost. Also to

ghost it. Toghost away : to steal away like a ghost.

1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 577 Doomed to wither ..and,

99
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after ghosting it about for an hour .. be buried. 1880
Antrim $ Doivn Gloss., Ghost, to haunt a person or place
for the purpose of importuning for money or anything else.

1891 Field 26 Dec. 967/2 On the second day . . the Dragon
again ghosted away from the trio.

Hence Gho ,sted///.a:.
)
that has become a ghost,

deceased, departed ; Ghosting, vbl. sb.

1813 E. S. Barrett Heroine (1815) III. 183 The Baron
Hildebrand. .had adopted the ghosting system (so common
in romances) to frighten me into his schemes. 1834 Airo
Churchyard Eclogue 149 Rise, my ghosted love, andtestify
Against the harsh decree that such must die.

Ghostess (g<?u- stes). nonce-wd. [f. Ghost sb.

+ -ess.] A female ghost.
1843 Barham htgoL Leg., Old Worn, in Grey, That she,

The said Ghostess, or Ghost, as the matter may be, From
' impediment \ ' hindrance ', and ' let ' shall be free, To sleep
tn her grave. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 29 Feb. 8/1 Ever the fair

child-hostess Heaved a sepulchral sigh—Sighed like a care-
worn ghostess !

Ghosthood 'gju-sthud). [f. Ghost sb. + -hood.]
The state of being a ghost. Also altrib.

1889 Daily News 12 Dec. 5/3 It is difficult for a ghost to
become a man, because it has fallen to ghosthood, and
because it has lost manhood. 1890 B. L. Gildersleevk
Fss. <*r Stud. 416 From my childhood up, as in ghosthood
now, I've felt an invincible horror of spiders.

attrib. 1884 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov. 651/1 How long are we
to wait for Ghosthood Suffrage and Haunted Electoral
Districts?

I Ghostish, a. Obs.-° [f. Ghost sb. + -ish.]

Somewhat like a ghost. Hence -fCthoatiahly adv.,

in a ghostish manner.
1580 J. Jeffere Bugbears IV. ii. in Arckiv Stud. .Vet*

Spr. 11897) XCVIII, Did you marke, Amedeus, how gost-
ishly the[i] dyd dawnse.

Glio'stism. rare. [f. Ghost sb. + -ism.]

Ghostly characteristics.

1783 Mrs. E. Blower G. Batemati II. 55 Something so
contrary to all their ideas of ghostism. 1798 Anna Seward
Lett. (181 1) V. 176 The bell tolling over the heath, is still a
fine, though somewhat hacknied,accompaniment toghostism.

Ghostless (gJu'stles), a. [f. Ghost sb. + -less.]

f a. Devoid of spirit or life ; without strength or

virtue {obs.), b. ? Void of belief in ghosts (fare).
aiooo Flene 874 (Gr.) Mem^o cwom folc unlytel and

gefaerenne man brohton on baere .. gingne, gastleasne.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Coiifut. Rhem. A'. P. (1618) 219
A Ghostly Father is hard to finde amongst you, where
Priests can for the most part do nothing but giue the visited

a little ghostlesse oyle. a 1634 R. Ci.krke Serm. (16371 473
Workes are the breath of Faith . . they are the pulse of Faith
. . If you feele them not, the Faith is ghostlesse. 1651 N.
Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxxiii. (1739' 151 But let the Laws
be never so severe, if they have not free liberty to walk at
large, they are soon ghostless. a 1849 J. C Mangan Poems
(1859' 287 To warn and wake a ghostless, godless age.

Ghostlike (g^'stlsik), a. and adv. [f. Ghost
sb. + -LIKE.]

A. *dj. Resembling a ghost or its qualities

;

like a place haunted by ghosts.
161 1 Cotgr., Have",, .also, dreadful!, wild-looking, ghastlie,

ghost-like. 1637 Nabbes Hannibal fy Sci/>io, Their Ghost to
Auth. A 3, Thy thinne cheeke, hollow eye, And ghostlike
colour. 1639 Fuller Holy War ti. Lx. (1647I 56 The ghost-
like ghastliness of their famished faces. 1835 Willis Melanie
2Qi Her majestic trees stand ghostlike in the Caesars' home.
1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xiii. 382 The four colossi

came out, ghostlike, vague, and shadowy, in the enchanted
moonlight. 1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 80 It looks very
ghostlike, and reminds me a little of Holyrood Chapel.

B. adv. In the manner of a ghost.

1859 Tennyson Guinevere 600 Himself became as mist
Before her,moving ghostlike to his doom. 1873 Miss Brad-
don L. Davoren Prol. ii, The brief days flit by ghostlike.

Ghostliness (g^'stlines). [f. Ghostly a, +
-ness.] The quality or state of being ghostly.

1. + a. Spirituality, spiritual-mindedness ; in

early use qu&$\-concr. Spiritual matters (obs.). b.
nonce-use. The condition or quality of being a
* ghostly* or ecclesiastical person, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6449 To baa [sc. wranges] bat gret birbiu

bar, Namli bat fel to gastli-nes, Suld vissed be thoru moyses.
c 1440 Hvlton Scala Per/. (W. de VV. 1494) 11. iv, Other
chaungyng felyst bou none fro flesshlynes into ghostlines.

i5a6 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531) 1 b, Shall be ryght
delectable & pleasaunt, specially to all them that loueth
goostlynes. 1799 -1805 Wokdsw. Prelude vi. 428 That
frame of social being, which so long Had bodied forth the
ghostliness of things In silence visible and perpetual calm.

1893J. Baldw. Brown Stoicsfy Saints v. 122 This intrusion

of a ghostly man of an inferior order of ghostliness, would
cause some soreness in the monastery.

2. The quality or condition of being a ghost, of

resembling a ghost or its qualities, also, of being

filled with ghosts.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxi. (1856) 266 One of them .

.

told me, with an utter unconsciousness of his own ghostli-

ness, that I was the palest of the party. 1871 Tylor Prim.
Cult. II. 72 There are conceptions of an abode of the dead
characterised not so much by dreaminess as by ghostliness.

1883 Harpers Mag. June 131/1 Here among these hills

with all their ghostliness she would haunt me. 1896 Jessopp
Frixtola x. 164 Think of the accumulation of facilities for

ghostliness here.

Ghostly (gastli), #• Forms : see Ghost and
-ly 1. [OE. gdstlic, f. gdst Ghost + -lie, -ly I.]

1. Pertaining to the spirit or soul ; spiritual.

Opposed to botiily or fleshly ; occas. to natural.

Now purely literary and arch.

150

ciooo/Ei.fric Horn. II. 588 He [Crist] is se grundweall
baere gastlican cyrcan. c 1050 Byrht/erth's Handboc in
Anglia VIII. 303 Heraefter we moton us fce^earwian niid
gastlicum waepnum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 105 Ure wununge
is on heuene, bider we sculen hih^en of bissere erfeSnesse
mid gastlichere blisse. a 1225 After. R. Pref. 23 Fleschliche
fondunges. And gastliche bade. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne\$^ Also ys slagheter gostly To vse to speke vyleyny.
C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 49 Gostely matrimonye bitwixi
Cnst and Cristen mennus soulis. c 1430 Lydg. Mt'n. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 7 Thes thre ladyes .. Three gostly giftes .

.

Unto the kyng..did present. 1549 Latimf.r Ptoughers
( Arb.) 25 So doeth the souls pyne a way for default of gostly
meate. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Ep. Ded., I shall
beg of God that your honour may receive. .Ghostly Strength
in the reading this booke. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxv, Qualified
to administer both worldly and ghostly comfort. 1844 Lin-
card Anglo-Sax . Ch. 11858) II. xiii. 286 It may have a literal,

but it has also a 'ghostly', a spiritual signification. 1865
M 02 ley Mirac. iii. 60 A miracle . . has a ghostly force and
import which nature has not. 1877 Tyndall Fragm. Sci.

(1879) II. xiv. 362 How many disorders, ghostly and bodily,
are transmitted to us by inheritance?

b. (With mixture of sense 4.) (Our, etc.) ghostly

enemy, ffoe : the Devil.

1447, 1516 [see Enemy sb. 1 bj. 15*6 Skelton Magny/ 2357
Remedy principall Agaynst all sautes of your goostly foo.

1603 Catechism in Prayer-bk. N 7 That hee will keepe vs
. .from our ghostly enemy.

C. (With mixture of sense 3.) Ghostly father :

a father confessor. So ghostly adviser, director,

etc. ; also ghostly comfort, counsel, etc., used esp.

with reference to what is rendered by a priest to a
penitent or one near death.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 178 Gosthch cumfort. c 1*90 Becket 1015

in S. Eng. Leg. I. 135 ' Sire ', he seide, 'ore gostliche fader
bov were here-bi-fore '. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 457
His goostly fader Donstan. 1536 R. Beerley in Four C.
Eng. Lett. 34 Wych no man may know but my gostly fader.

155a Prayer Bk., Communion (Whytchurche) N iij b, That
he may receiue such gostly counsaif, aduise and comfort, as
hys conscience inaye be releued. 159a Shaks. Rom. fy jut.
III. iii. 49 A Ghostly Confessor. 1651 C. Caktwkight Cert.
Relig. 1. 63 We ought to confesse our sinnes unto our Ghostly
Father. 171a Akbuthnot John Bull Pref., When thou
eavest ghostly Counsel to dying Felons. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (18m VIII. Ixxix. 380 He had refused ghostly
attendance. 1798 Ferkiar Jituitr. Sterne v. 155 Her
ghostly directors thought it very edifying to punish her
contumacy, by refusing her the Sacrament. 1839-40 W.
Irving Wol/ert's R. (1855) 129 A ghostly instructor was
soon found, ready to accomplish his conversion in the
shortest possible time. 1871 G. Meredith H. Richmond
xxiv. (1889) 215 We shall not be the worse for a ghostly
adviser at hand.

f2. Of persons and their actions : Spiritual, de-

vout, religious. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxxvi. a All fleschly men are

enetnys til gostly. c 1450 St. Cnt/ibert (Surtees) 999 For to

lyue slike gastely lyfe. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 48
Ye be of good condicions, and goostly of your lyuyng.

1483 — Gold. Leg. 60 a/2 Therfore we ought .. to cesse of
the werkes of synne &. tentende to doo ghoostly werkes.

3. Concerned with sacred things, or with the

church ; belonging to an ecclesiastical order or to

a member of such an order ; spiritual as opposed
to lay, secular, or temporal, arch. Also f Ghostly

day : a day set apart for worship.
cgoo tr. Bsedds Hist. 1. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890) 84 J>aet hwaeSre

on o&re wisan baet gastlice folc is onjeotonde under pam
ilean ondgete, pe we foresprecende wa;ron. cw]$ Lamb.
Horn. 11 pet we ma^en on bisse gastliche da^en ibeten

ure sunne. a 1300 Cursor M. 27837 O couaitise. .cums.

.

symoni, als gastfi thing to selle or byi. 1390 Gower Con/.

I. 17 Their gostly stafis then awey, Wherof they shukle
her flock defende. 1530 Proper Dyaloge (Arb.) 141 Refus-
ynge any labour to do Because they are people gostely.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxii. § 13 To settle our hearts in

the loue of our ghostly Superiors. 163a Lithgow Trav. x.

429 A ghostly Wife [a Bishop's wife], shall be still Madam
Lady with me. 1651 Hobhes Leviath. 11. xxix. 171 And
set up., a Ghostly Authority against the Civill. 1835
I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iii. 93 [The Hebrew religionj

afforded fewer means of sustaining ghostly power than
perhaps any other system ancient or modern. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. <y //. Jrnls. (1872) I. 14 Snatching with ghostly

hands at sceptres. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1094 Father.

.

bid call the ghostly man Hither, and let me shrive me clean,

and die. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) II. ix. 405 He
laid aside his chrism and his rood, his ghostly weapons.

1 4. Of the nature of a spirit, incorporeal. Obs.

c 1440 Boctus (Laud MS. 559) If. 8 O god of gostely sub-

staunce is. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Setv. 28 That ghostly
being which enlivens the body of man.

5. Of or pertaining to, or issuing from, a ghost,

disembodied spirit, or spectre ; resembling a ghost,

spectral, shadowy ; occas., haunted by ghosts.
c 1000 Gosp. Nicodemus xxvii, Gastlic hream. a 1300

Cursor M. 18076 A gastli uoice criand ful fast. ? a 1600
Dunbar's Flyting iv. Kennedie 175 (MS. Reidpeth) Thy
ghaistly luke fleys folkis that pas the by. 1730-46 Thomson

J

Autumn 494 The retreating horn Calls them to ghostly :

halls. 1839 Pollok Course T. vn, Thy ghostly shape, O
Death, Stood in his avenues of fairest nope. 1839 De
Quincey^? eeoll. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 28 Duties so suddenly
revealed amidst terrors ghostly as well as earthly. 1844
Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xv. (1862) 237 Thisghostly body
(commonly called Barebones' Parliament). 1850 Lynch Theo.

\

Trin. x\. 212 His visage and form were ghostly. 1864 Skeat
Ifhlawfs Poems 179 The ghostly voices in silence died. I

1865 Kingsley Herew. xix, Martin chuckled a ghostly .

laugh as he [etc.]. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 11. iii.
j

104 Ghostly 'tis in vale and hollow, Spectral all that we
discover. 1873 Longf. Wayside fun m. Interl. i. Forbear
to-night your ghostly legends. 1884 Tennyson Becket m.

j

GHOULISH.
ii, How ghostly sounds that horn in the black wood ! 1887
Ruskin Prseterita II. 156 Ghostly ranges of incredible
mountains.

Hence Ghostlify v. [-ft], to render ghostly;

t Gkostlihead [-head], spirituality ; in quot.

qu&si-concr., spiritual things; Oho'stlily adv.
[-LY-], in a ghostly manner.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 282 He louyth no gostly-

hede, he desyreth no swetnesse of heuenly thynges. 1841
Tail's Mag. VIII. 7 Think of finding yourselves ghostlified

in surplices. 1857 Neale Theod. Phranza (1879) 58 The
wind sang more mournfully ; the oaks whispered more
ghostlily.

Ghostly (gJu'stli), adv. Now rare. [OE.
gastlice, f. gdst Ghost sb. + -tice, -ly ^.] fin a
ghostly or spiritual manner or sense ; opp. to bodily

or carnally ; in spirit, as a spirit. Obs. In mod.
use rarefy : As a ghost.

c 1000 >Elfric Horn. I. 34 }>aet halite husel is gastlice
Cristes lichama. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 pa wise witega be
beo5 nu ouer pe halie chirche and libbed gastliche neore
lif. ( izoo Ormin 985 Hu Cristess beoww birrb lakenn
Crist Gastlike i gode ba^wess. a 1300 Cursor M. 25054 pat
we gastli wit him ded suld be. 1357 Lay Folks Catech.
455 Dedli synnes .. gastely sla ilk mannes saule. ^1400
Maundev. (1839) xii. 136 The Jewes .. undirstonde not the
Lettre gostly, but bodyly. < 1449 Pecock Repr. v. xv. 561
Ech man schal fare weel goostli oonli bi hise owne gode
deedis. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. Prol., The gloryous
Trynyte . . preserue ghostly and bodyly my foresayd lady.

1548 Udall, etc. Erastn. Par. Mark vi. 43 We maye lyue
ghostlie in heauen. 1548 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) 25 So
muste we haue also the other for the satisfaction of the
soule, or elles we canne not lyue longe gostly. 16x9 Donne
Senn. xiv. 139 The Sword of the Lord . . cuts bodily and it

cuts ghostly. 164s Rogers Naama/t 438 Of Naaman both
bodily and ghostly. 18*7 Pollok Course T. in, Meagre all,

and ghostly thin.

Ghostologv (gJustjrlodsi). [badly f. Ghost
sb. + -(0) log v.J Ghost-lore.
1824 J. M cCllloch Scotland II. 222 The mere ghostology

being of a neutral character might escape all dangerous
criticism. 1853 Pail's Mag. XX. 417 Clairvoyants, rap-
pists, connoisseurs in ghostology, and such-like mystery-
mongers. 1864 Hawthorne S.Felton 11883) 294 More un-
accountable than if it had been a thing of ghostology and
witchcraft. 1869 Contemp. Rev. X. 295 There are Mor-
monisms and spirit-rappings and ghostologies without end.

Ghostship (gju-stjip). [f. Ghost sb. + -ship.]

The condition or quality of being a ghost. Also
humorously, the personality of a ghost.
i8a6 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XX. 107, I became

somewhat too much hand-in-glove with his ghostship. 1830
Miss Mitford Village Sen iv. (.1863) 297 Neither Kate nor
her father or mother had even seen the spectre, although
such near neighbours to his ghostship. 1855 Miss Yonge
Lances 0/LynivoodViii. (1864) 117 You believed in our ghost-
ship as fully as any of them. 1801 Daily News 10 Aug. 4/7
First the worship of the ancestral ghost, simply as a ghost

;

next the development of his ghostship into godship.

Ghosty (g<?u 'sti), a. jocular, [f. Ghost sb. +
-Y 1.] Concerned with ghosts ; resembling a ghost.
1866 Examiner 8 Dec. 774 Mr. Dickens tells a good

ghosty story of the Signal Man. 1880 Miss Brouc;hton
Sec. Th. II. in. viii. 244 Lucent pebbles underfoot, a ghosty
moon overhead.

Hence Ghostily adv., in a ghost-like manner.
a 1849 BSDOOM Song on Water i, Night's dumbness

breaks, rolling Ghostily. 1871 G. Macdonald Wks. Fancy
ty Imag. III. 43 The thin-voiced firs are calling Ghostily.

Ghoul (g«l% Also 8-9 goul^e, 9 gho(o)l,

gho(u)le, g(h)owl, [a. Arab. J^ ghul
}
from a

verbal root meaning 'to seize'.] An evil spirit

supposed (in Mohammedan countries) to rob graves

and prey on human corpses.

1786 tr. Beck/ords Vathek (1868) 71 All the stories of
malignant Dives and dismal Goulcs thronged into her
memory. 1817 Moore Lalta R., Veiled Proph. 114 No
church-yard Ghole, caught lingering in the light Of the
bless'd sun. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 84
It sucks with the vampire, gorges with the ghoule.
trans/ and fig. 1812 Southev in Q. Rev. VII. 53 These

human ghowls were not content . . to let their friends die

a natural death before they ate them. 1824 W. Irving 'P.

Trav. I. 7j He was, in a manner, a literary goul, feeding in

the charnel-house of decayed literature. 1831 CK\tisu.E.Sart.

Res. (1858) iSoTwo immeasurable Phantoms, Hypocrisy and
Atheism, with the Gowl, Sensuality, stalk abroad over the

Earth. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 36 The term 'GhooP is

applied to any cannibal. 1855 Thackeray Ncivcomes I. 312
Ghouls feasting on the fresh corpse of a reputation. 1885
Miss Braddon Wyllard's Weird I. iii. 95 What ghouls
people must be to gloat over such a subject.

b. attrib. and Comb., as ghoul-eye, -head; ghoul-

haunted, -tike adjs.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby\u\. v\. Her natural pallor ag-
gravated into a ghoul-like tint, a 1849 Poe Poems, Ulalume,
In the ghoul-haunted woodland of Weir. 1858 G. Mac-
donald Phantasies vi. (1878) 104 His ghoul-eyes and his

ghastly face fascinated me. 1884 J. Payne Tales/r. Arabic
II. 280 She . . told him . . that which had betided her with

the Ghoul-head, whenas it appeared to her in the garden.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 26 May 8/1 The typhoid statistics of the

Brisbane Hospital show a remarkable triumph of pioneering-

work in what the Sydney Herald calls the ' ghoul-haunted
swamps of medical conservatism '.

Ghoulish. (g"'lij)i a. [f. Ghoul sb. + -ish.] Of
the nature of,resembling, or characteristic ofghouls.

a 1845 Hood Open Quest, vi, The spirit of the place..

Turns fell hyaena of the ghoulish race? 1875 Miss Braddon
Sir. World I. ix. 150 They had done nothing but talk

about the murder all the morning with a ghoulish gusto.



GHURBY.
Comb. 1881 BUCK Sunrise III. vii. 99 These dusky

shadows lent something ghoulish-looking to his head, and
face, and sparkling black eyes.

Hence Ghotrlishly adv., in a ghoulish manner.
1844 Black-zu. Mag. LV. 550 The difference is nearly as

great as between Lady Amine eating rice with a bourn.
and the same fair one battening ghoulishly upon the cold

meat in the cemetery. 1890 Voice (N. Y.) 20 Feb., It

ghoulishly dug up some of George's [Washington's] personal
weaknesses.

Ghuest, obs. form of Guest.

Ghurry (gi>*ri). Anglo-Indian. Also 7 gree, 8

gurry, -ie, 9 garri, ghur(r)ie, -ee. [a. Hindi

ghart a water-clock consisting of a perforated

floating cup which fills and sinks in a fixed time,

usually 24 minutes.]

1. A space of time : a. In old Hindoo custom,

24 minutes, the 60th part of a day of 24 hours; b.

In Anglo-Indian usage, an hour.
1638 W. IJruton Nervesfr. E. Ind. 12 This stroak or parcell

of time they call a Goome, the small pot being full they call

a Gree, 8 Grees maketh a Par, which Par is three houres by
our accompt. 1776 Trial J. Foivke 1. 3/2 About two gurries

afterwards, the said Gentleman, the Maha Rajah, 8:c. came
out and got into their palanquins. 1803 in Gurw. Welling-
ton's Dtsfi. (1S44) I. 585 If you are resolved on having an
audience, come tomorrow, when only two ghurees of the day
shall remain. 183a G. A. Hkrklots tr. Cust. Moosulmans
India 37 note, When two ghurrees of the night are still

wanting.

2. A metal plate on which the hours are struck.

1816 ' QtTIZ ' Grand Master vn. 194 The bramin, when llie

ghurry's sound Told one, was with the idol found. 1879
Low Afghan War ii. 177 Not a sound was heard in camp,
save the ghurries striking the hours.

b. ' A clock or other time-piece ' {Cent. Diet.).

Ghyll : see Gill sb."

II Giallo antico tds'alittf antTka). Also 8-9

in semi-anglicized form giall o antique. [It., lit.

* ancient yellow'.] A rich yellow marble found

among ruins in Italy, and employed as a decora-

tion ; identified by some with the marmot Nnmi-
dicum of the ancients. Also attrib. or adj.

1741 Lady Pomfrf.t Lett. (1805) II. 310 Pillars and pilas-

ters of giallo antique. 1771 H. Walpole Lett. (1857) V,

290 He .. inhabits that most sumptuous of all palaces at

Rome with door-cases giallo antico. 1773 Brydose Sicily

xxxvii. (1809 1 354 Marbles .. little inferior to the giall arid

verd antique. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France II. 130
The granites, in giall antique, have an undescribable effect.

1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord, (1863) 445 He lies

on a couch of giallo-antico. 1859 J. C. Hothouse Italy

II. 108 One of the giallo-antico columns.

II Gialloliuo (dgalitolrntf). 7 Obs. Also8gialo-
lina. [It. giallolino (Klorio), now by dissimilation

giallorino, dim. of giallo yellow.] A fine yellow

pigment (see quots.).

1718 Woodward Metk. Foss. 4 Gialolina .. Earth of a
bright Gold Colour, found in the Kingdom of Naples, very

fine, and much valued by painters. X847 Craig, Giallolino,

A fine yellow pigment, much used under the name of Naples
yellow. In mod. Diets.

Giambeux, Spenser's artificial sp. of Jambeux.

t Gianet(t)on. Obs. rare. [a. It.giannellone,

augmentative of giannetta a kind of lance.] A
kind of lance.

156* J. Shute Two Comm. n. 42 b, When anye beaste

came forthe of the woodes to the playne, the kinge vsed to

apointe some noble man to sley it with his sharpe Gianetton.

Ibid., Withoute. .taking anye Gianeton with him.

Giant (d,^3rant),^.anda. Forms: 3-6 geant,

4-5 ge-, jea;u'nd(e, -a(u)nt(e, 4-6 ge-, gi-,

gyaunt(e, (5 ge-, gi-, gyaw(unt, gyand, geant,

6 geyaunt, gyane). 5-8 gyant(e, 6- giant. See

also Gigant. [ME. geant (afterwards with the

first syll. influenced by the Lat. form), ad. OK.
l/mf,Jiffffff, gaiant mod.F, giant) :—popular Lat.

*gagantetn, corrupted form of classical Lat. gigan-

tern (nom. gigds), a. Gr. 717avr-, 717a?.

The Gr. word and its Lat. transliteration appear in classical

use (chiefly in pl.\ as the name of a mythical race of beings

of enormous stature and strength, represented as the sons of

Gaea | Earths and of Uranus (Heaven) or Tartarus (Hell),

and as having warred with the Gods, by whom they were
in the end destroyed. The LXX, and (hence 1 the Vulgate,

used the word in passages of the Kible which refer to

men of extraordinary stature and strength, and it thus

obtained the wider sense in which it is current in the Rom.
langs. and in Eng. The etymology of Gr. yt'yas, like that

of many other mythological names, is obscure ; the hypo-

thesis of connexion with the root *ya-, ytp- to be born, to

beget, is hardly tenable.]

A.sb.
1. One of the supposed beings in human form

but of superhuman stature, who occur frequently

in mythic or pseudo-historical traditions and in

romantic fiction. In Greek mythology, used spec.

(chiefly in plural, with initial capital) as the ren-

dering of Gr. 7170? (see above in the etymology\
1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 15 So strong, .of honde, bat hym ne

myjte no mon ne geant at stonde. c 1325 Ckron. Eng. 54 in

Ritson Met. Rom. II. 272 To wrastle wyth that foule thing,

That wes the geaundene kyng. c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron.
Wace (Rolls) 1754 In bat tyme wer here non hauntes Of no
men bot of geauntes. (Geaunt ys more ban man . . Lyke men
bey ar in flesche & bon . . Of membres haue bey liknes f>e

lymes alle bat in man ys.) c 1450 Henryson BludySerk 44

151

The king gart seik balth fer and neir . . Off onyknycht gife

he micht heir.Wald fecht with that Gyand. 1500-20 Dunbar
Foetus xxxviii. 20 He . . as gyane raxit him on hicht. 1553
Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) zi The Gyaunte Atlas

beareth the worlde on hys shoulders. 1649 Jkr. Taylor Gt.

Rxemp, ill, xiv, A hundred weight to a gyant is a light

burden. 1706-7 Fahoi'har Beaux Strat.x. iii, I'm none of

your Romantick Fools, that fight Gyants and Monsters
for nothing. 1726 Leoki Alberti's Archit. I. 7/2 Typho
the Gyant being buried in the Island of Prochyta. 1810
Scott Lady of L. I. iv, The Cavern, where, 'tis told, A giant

made his den of old. 1838 /V«/y Cycl.Xl, 209 The fabulous

stories of the giants and pygmies of antiquity, the former of

whom are said to have made war against Jupiter.

b. fig. Applied to some influence or agency of

enormous power. Sometimes prefixed as a title

to names of personified qualities, in imitation of

Bunyan's allegorical 'Giant Despair'.
(11631 Donne Poems (1650) 54 If you dare be brave. .First

kill th' enormous Gyant, your Disdaine. a 1658 Lovelace
Poems (1864) 175 Is there such a trifle as honour, the fools

gyant. 1880 G. Mkredith Trag. Com. (18S1) 175 Giant
Vanity urged Giant Energy to make use of Giant Duplicity.

1893 Daily News 3 Mar. 5/4 Americans are now styling

electricity ' our docile giant '.

2. A human being of monstrously or abnormally

high stature ; often used hyperbolically.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 202 Here Mage-
Ian us founde a Giaunt x. fote in length. 1571 Campion
Hist. Irel. vii. (1633) 22 Nemrod, worthily teanned a gyant,

as one that in bodily shape exceeded proportion. 1653
H. COCAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xl. 160 They were followed

by twelve huge tall men, that seemed to be Giants, clothed

with Tygers skins as wild men are used to be painted of

them. 1840 Dickens Old C. Snap iii, His head and face

were large enough for the body of a giant. 1884 J. Ham.
A Chr. Home 176 As there are dwarfs, giants, and albinos,

so there are exceptional natures.

b. trans/.

1834 T. MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 280 The salmon,
which was a giant of the species, did not . . find more than

depth for his huge body to swim in. 1891 H. Herman His
Angel x. 202 Five or six mighty elms clustered at the side

of the house, hoary giants.

3. One distinguished by the possession of intel-

lect, strength, valour, etc. in extraordinary amount
or degree.

1535 CoVERDALE Ps. cxxvi[i]. 4 Like as the arowes in the

honde of the giaunte, euen so are the yonge children.

1680-90 TEMPLE Ess., Learn. Wks. 1731 I. 159 There may
be Gyants in Wit and Knowledge, of so over-grown a Size,

as not to be equalled again in many Successions of Ages.
1851 Robertson Serm. Ser. II. X.O864) 135 Many a spiritual

giant is buried under mountains of gold. 1868 J. H. Blunt
Re/. C/t. Eng. I. 426 The schoolmen were mental giants.

1871 K. F. Burr Ad Fidem xiv. 278 Giants of faith.

4. U.S. Mining. A discharge-pipe through which

great volumes of water are sent for the washing

of ore.

1877 Raymond Mines 62, 97. 1882 Rep. Proc. Met. U.S.,

From the distributor the streams are piped on to the ' moni-
tors ', or 'giants'.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as giant'-

broody -land, -race, -world ; b. objective, $& giant-

crusher, -killer, -queller, -slayer
;
giant-killing adj.

;

C. instrumental, as giant-hurled adj. ; d. simila-

tive, as giant-great, -huge, -vast adjs. ; e. appositive,

as giant-hunter (passing into adj. : see B).

161s Drayton Poly-olb. xiv. 84 Since Gomer's *Giant-

brood inhabited thislle. 1671 Milton Samson 1247, 1 dread

him not, nor all his giant brood. 184a Sir A. deVf.be Song
ofFaith. 91 Communities are as the Giant-brood Fabled by
poets old. 1891 Atkinson Last of Giant- Killers 79 The
Dalesfolks seldom called him anything but the Wolf-queller

or the *Giant-crusher. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. III.

171 Stalking marvellous figures *Giant-great. 1866 Howells
Venet. Life viii. 126 The gondoliers' spectral shadows *giant-

huge. 1725 Pope Odyss. xi. 704 There huge Orion of por-

tentous size, Swift thro' the gloom a *Giant-hunter flies.

1871 H. King tr. Ovid's Met. XI. 707 If. .the mass Of Pindus

or of Ossa, "giant-hurled, Fell sheer in middle-sea. 17*6

Amherst Terras Fit. x. 46 History professors, who never

read any thing .. but Tom Thumb, Jack the *giant killer

[etc.]. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets x. 330 Heracles, a Jack
the Giant-Killer in his cradle. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 244
Guy, Earl of Warwick. .Or*giant-killing Jack would please

me more. 1766 H.Walpole Ace. Giants Wks. 1798 II. 102,

1

hope, .that nobody will beg a million of acres of "giant-land.

1884 S. E. Dawson Handhk. Dom. Canada 322 It is a verit-

able giant-land. 1751 (title) Last Speech of John Good,
vulgarly called Jack the *Giant Queller. 1813 Scott
Rokeby iv. i. note, Thor was the Hercules of the Scandina-
vian mythology, a dreadful giant-queller. 1820 Keats
Hyperion 11. 200 Then their first-born, and we the *giant-

race Found ourselves ruling new and beauteous realms.

1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. \. 38 The *giant-slayers of

old romance, a 1849 J. C. Manga n Poems(i8sg) 48 *Giant-

vast [flames]. 1595 Shaks. John v. H> 57 Commend these

waters to those baby-eyes, That neuer saw the *giant-world

enrag'd. 1889 R. B. Anderson tr. Rydberg's Teut. Mythol.

132 The giant-world's wintry agents.

6. Special comb., as Giant's causeway (see

Causeway i)
;
giant-cell (see quot. 1881) ; hence

giant-celled a., consisting of giant-cells ;
giant

cement, an extremely tenacious cement ; f giant-

dwarf, a dwarf with the power of a giant

:

giant's grave (see quot.) ;
giant's kettle, one

of the numerous very large pot-holes (moulins)

on the coast of Norway ;
giant-powder, also simply

giant (see quot. 1875) ; f giant rude a., rude as a

giant
;

giant(*s stride, a gymnastic apparatus,

consisting of an upright pole with a revolving
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head, to which ropes are attached, by holding

which, one is able to take gigantic strides round

the pole
;
giant-swing (sec quot.).

1779 Sir W. Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LXX. 48 Lava's

regularly crystallized, and forming what are vulgarly called

*Giants Causeways. 1876 Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. V. 644
A *giant-cell. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cells, giant, large pro-

toplasmic masses, .without cell wall, and containing many
roundish nuclei. .They are found in tubercle. Also, . . cer-

tain large ganglionic cells found in the frontal and the

ascending parietal convolutions of the brain. 1886 T.

Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 3) I. 279 Myeloid or "giant-

celled sarcoma. 1884 R. Jeffekies in Longm. Mag. IV.

2^8 All Brighton chimneys are put on with *giant cement.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. hi. i. 182 This wimpled, whyning,
purblinde waiward Key, This signior Iunios *gyant dwarfe

don Cupid. 1880 Antrim <r Down Gloss., "Giant's Graves,

cromlechs and kistvaens. 1882 Gf.ikie Text-bk. Geol. 111.

11. ii. § 5. 415 On the ice-worn surface of Norway singular

cavities of this kind, known as '*giants' kettles ', exist in

great numbers. 187* Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining
34 The company consume about 25 pounds of *giant powder
weekly for blasting purposes. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

Giant-poivder, a form of dynamite, consisting of infusorial

earth saturated with nitro-glycerine. 188a Century^ Mag.
XXV. 221/2 'They sets a kag o* that Giant on .. it, and
it goes off on 'em and tears everything to pieces.

1 1600

Shaks. .-1. }*. /.. iv. iii. 34 Womens gentle braine Could not

drop forth such *giant rude inuention. 1883 Pall Mall G.

14 Nov. 1/2 Give them a *giant's stride, give them a climbing

or leaping pole, and see what a change you will bring into

their life. 1889 Century Diet., 'Giant-siting, in gymnastics,

a revolution at arm's length around a horizontal bar.

B. adj. [developed from the nttrib. and appositive

use of the si).]

1. Ofextraordinary size, extent, or force; gigantic,

huge, monstrous.
1480 Caxton Descr. Bn't. 17 Crete palayses, gyantes

toures, noble bathes. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 11. iii,

Tigmie cares Can shelter under patience shield ; but gyant
griefes Will burst all covert. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. ii.

199 A gyant Traytor [1. 216 hee's Traytor to th' height].

• r 1649 DrUMM. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 45, Such
gyant moods our parity forth brings, We all will nothing be,

or all be kings. 1699 Bp:ntlf.y Phal. xi. 225 He was a
Gyant Tragedian, rather than a Fairy one. 1725 Pope
Odyss. ix. 374 His giant voice the echoing region fills.

1747 Collins Odes, Liberty 19 With heaviest Sound a
Giant-statue fell. 1777 Warton Poems 43 More horrible

and huge her giant-shape she rear'd. 1812 I'.vron Ch. Har.
ii. xxii, Mauritania's giant-shadows frown. 1851 Helps
Comp. Solit. ix. (1874) 155 Near the land some giant reeds

rose up from the water. 1852 Robertson Serm. Ser. in.

xvii. 220 Passion in its giant might. 1861 Gen. P. Thomp-
son Audi Alt. III. clxvii- 189 Adam Smith, a giant autho-

rity. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Haltib. m. xviii. u883'

409 When old age approaches then time moves with giant

strides. 1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas 1. Prol., Above which

could be seen giant mountains with snow-covered ranges.

b. In the names of plants and animals.

[1578-1848: see Fennel-giant.] 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 29

The sort of asparagus at present most generally grown
is know n under the name of the Giant. 1861 Miss
Pratt Fhnver. PL III. 339 Campanulacex .. (Giant Hell-

flower). 1864-5 Wood Homes withoitt H. i. 42 The Giant

Armadillo (Priodont.i gigas'i is so determined a burrower

that [etc.]. Ibid. v. 109 The Giant Teredo (
'Teredo gigautea)

.. produces a shell more than five feet in length. 1882

Garden 4 Feb. 75/3 The Giant Orache (A triplex Jwrtensis)

attains a height of 6 ft. or upwards. Ibid. 20 May
353/2 For planting by the side of water., there are few.,

equal to the Giant Fennels. 1897 Daily News 9 Sept. 8/7

Giant seed rye is scarce and firm.

2. Comb., as giant- bodied, -factoried, -treed adjs.

1624 R. Davenport City Nt. Cap in. (i66r) E 1, Her little

pedling sins, .will shew in my book as foils to her *giant-

bodied vertues. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams 5 The *giant-

factoried city gloom, c 1865 O. W. Holmes Hunt after

'Captain' in Pages Old Vol. Life (1891) 76 Springfield,

the wide-meadowed. .*giant-treed town.

Giantess (d^ai-antes). Forms : see Giant.

Also 5 geaunesse. [f. Giant sb. + -ess.] A she-

giant ; a woman of abnormal bulk and height.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4663 Amyote hure damme, a geaunt-

esse. ( 1400 Sozvdone Bab. 2943 This Barrok was a geau-

nesse. 1590 Spenser /''. Q. in. vii. 37 He spide far off a

mighty Giauntesse. 1627 Hakkwii l Apol. ill. v. §4. 202

The woman Gyantesse before mentioned was so strong,

that shee would lift vp in either hand a barrell full of

Hamborough beere. 1663 Cowley Ess., Greatness (1669)

121 He kept a Concubine that was a very Gyantess. 1825

J. Neal Br. Jonathan III. 447 'Who are you?' cried

Savage; throwing himself at her, as if she were a giantess.

trans/, and Jig. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 71 Which
were shee entirely subject to the Cedar, would . . bee able

of her selfe to make head against that huge Giantess

Alcarona. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <r H- 1st- I. 249 TJ?e

giantess [Rome] had grown old and weak; but the life-

blood still circled through her veins. 1863 Sat. Rev.

25 Mar. 337 Intellectual giantesses are still rarer than in-

tellectual giants. 1896 Wesim. Gaz. 3 Nov. 6/3 A magni-

ficent giantess [a chrysanthemum] of pure white.

Gianthood (d:pi-ant,hud). [f. GlANT sb. +

-hood.] a. The nature or characteristics of a giant;

hngeness. b. concr. The race of giants.

1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 199 A kind of vacant huge-

ness, large awkward gianthood. characterises that Norse

System. 18S9 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. lxxxii. 45

The strong-limbed gianthood of the olden time.

Giantisll (dgai-antij), a. [f. Giant sb. + -ish.]

Resembling a giant or his qualities.

^1634 Randolph Muses' Looting Gt. v. i, Their stature

neither Dwarfe nor Gyantish. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803)

II. 27 The boon she asks . . is a mere trifle ; no more than

slaying a giantish sort of a fellow.
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Giantism (d.^i-antiz'm). [f. Giant sb. + -ism.]

The quality or state of a giant ; the practices of a
giant or of the Giants.
1639 Chapman & Shihley Chabot in. ii, The improvement

of his estate in so few years, from a private gentleman's
fortune to a great duke's revenues, might save our sove-
reign therein an orator to enforce and prove faulty, even to

giantism, against heaven. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng 31
It appears most apt to sustain any the heaviest Weight

;

and therefore hath much of Giantism in it. 1730 Fielding
Tom Thumb 1. iii, Oh ! happy state of giantism. 1855
P. Landreth De Quincey in Stud. Mod. Lit. (1861) 275
Goliath is associated with giantism.

b. Phys. and Biol. Abnormal development in

size. Also spec, (see quot. 18S5).
1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Giantism, a condition of excess of

developement in which a young living thing precociously
attains the size and appearance of adult life, but does not
go on to surpass the average. 1895 J. Hutchinson Archives
Surg. VI. 74 Inherited tendency to Giantism. Mr. E— , of
D—, aged 29, who stood six feet seven inches, told me that
his paternal grandfather had attained the same height.

Giailtize (dgsiantaiz), v. rare. [f. Giant sb.

+ -ize.] fa- intr. To play the giant. Obs.~°
b. trans. To give the appearance of a giant to.

1611 Cotgr., Geantiser, to Giantize ; to make as big as a
Giant ; also, to play the Giant. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 Dec. 5/2
Their anxious parents ply them with gin until they stop at
a size which enables them to giantise every competitor.

Giantlike (d^rantbik), a. [i. Giant sb. +
Like.] Resembling a giant or what pertains to

a giant
; gigantic.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lvi, Heathnish persons are
puffed up with Giant-lyke presumptuousnes. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. in. i. 197 Good master Mustard seede. .that same
cowardly gyant-hke Oxe beefe hath deuoured many a
gentleman of your house. 1618 Bolton Floras (1636) 201
Those Gyantlike bodies, .were, .the fairer mark for a sword,
or dart to hit. a 1680 Charnock Attrib. ^^(1834) II. 625
Winds have, .a giant-like force, a 1716 South Ser?n.(i-)yj)
I. vi. 231 All their giant-like objections against Christian
religion shall presently vanish and quit the Yield. 1847 Ld-

Lindsay Chr. Art I. 28 The duomo .. with its giant-like
procession of columns, is singularly beautiful. 1878 L. P.
Meredith Teeth 188 A person almost giantlike in strength
and stature may faint at the thoughts of the operation.

Giantling. [f. Giant sb. + -ling.] A young
giant.

187 1 H. F. Sheppard in Sacristy I. 340 Gayant was a
married giant, with a wife and three giantlmgs.

Giantly (dgarantli), a. and adv. [f. Giant
Sb. + -LY.]

A. adj. = Giantlike. Now rare.
1561 Dals tr. BulUnger on Apoc. (1573)77 Idle men ..

peruerte and wrest Gods word after their wonted giantly
boldenes. 1607 Waekington Opt. Glass 11 The massier
and more gyantly body must be maintained with large .

.

diet. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 862 The lower
Mountaines. .although they bee for their height wonderfull,
yet. .they have more Giantly-overlookers. 1636 Davenant
Witts v. iii. Our hopes grow strong and giantly. 1659
Gentl. Calling viii. (1679) 131 Great Mens vices are of a
yet more giantly frame, they proclaim solemn War with
Heaven. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vi, ii. (1849) 315 Governor
Risingh, notwithstanding his giantly condition, was, as I

have hinted, a man of craft.

fB. adv. In a giantlike manner. Obs.
1625 T. Jackson Grig. Vnbeliefe vii. 61 His picture as

Euripides hath taken it, is more Gyantly vast. 1719
D'Ukfev Pills III. 44 Bacchus giantly bestrid A Strong
Beer Barrel.

t Gi'antness. Obs.-*
1611 Fi.orio, Gigantaggine. giantness, or greatnesse or

quality of a Giant.

Giantry (dgoi-antri). rare. [f. Giant sb. +
-BTJ a. The race of giants

;
giants collectively.

b. Tales about giants
;
giant-mythology.

i6n Cotgr., Geanterie, giantrie ; the generation, race,
kind, or brood, of Giants. 1784 H. Walpole Lett. (1820)
IV. 380 The flimsy giantry of Ossian has introduced moun-
tainous horrors. 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgr. iv. 21 The
Giantry of old their God defied.

Gi antship. [f. Giant sb. + -ship.] a. The state
of being a giant, b. The personality of a giant.
1671 Milton Samson 1244 His giantship "is gone somewhat

crest-fallen. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 603 Even their giantships
Gog and Magog seemed to be almost animated. 1819
Motherwell Harp Renfrewshire Pref. 52 In this his
Giantship is miserably deceived. 1847 Blacfav, Mag. LXI.
590 He stands, a modern Gulliver, pre-eminent in moral
giantship amidst surrounding pigmies.

II Giaour (d,^auj). Forms: 6-8gower,7gaur(e,
gawar, (ghaux), gour(o, 7-8 giaur, jaour, (7
dgiahour, 9 ghiaour, jour, yaoor), 7- giaour.

[Pers. Jfgaur, gor, pronounced by the Turks

(gyaur), var. gebr : see Guebre.] A term of re-

proach applied by the Turks to non-Mussulmans,
esp. Christians.

1564 Jenkinson in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 349 He [the
Sophy of Persia] reasoned with mee much of Religion,
demaunding whether I were a Gower, that is to say, an
vnbeleeuer, or a Muselman, that is of Mahomets lawe.
1609 W. Biddulph in T. Lavender Trav. 85 In words they
[Turkes] reuile them as the Egyptians did the Israelites,
and call them Gours, that is, Infidels. 1654 tr- Scuderyy

s
Curia Polities 28 Have you never heard them call the
Christians, Jaours, that is, Doggs ? 1676 tr. Guillatiere's
Voy. Athens 329 The Eunuch . . set him . . to threaten the
Christian [Corsaire], incouraging him as soon as they
came within distance to call them Giaours. 1682 Wheler

152

Journ. Greece 11. 199 He . . was reproachfully sent away
with the Name of Goure, or Infidel. 1786 tr. Beckford's
Vathek (1868) 14 Accursed Giaour ! what comest thou hither

to do? 1813 Byron Giaour 745 Who falls in battle 'gainst

a Giaour Is worthiest an immortal bower. i88x Harper's
Mag. LXI 1 1. 248 An unadulterated Arab place of entertain-

ment, seldom profaned by the presence of giaours.

Giaunt(e, Giaw(u)nt, obs. forms of Giant.

Gib (gib), sb. 1 Obs. exc. in Comb. Forms: 4-7
gibb(e, 6-7 gyb, 5- gib. [A familiar abbrevia-

tion of Gilbert.]

1. A familiar name given to a cat. To play fy
gib (?to say 'fie' to the cat), to utter threats, to

look threateningly.
( 1400 Inscr. in Proc. Soc. Antiq. (1886) n Mar., Gret

:

wel : gibbe : oure : cat. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6204 For right

no mo than Gibbe [Fr. Tibers] our cat. < 1450 Henryson
Mor. Fab. (1832) 13 Scantly had they drunken once or twise,

When in came Gib-Hunter our joly Cat. a 1529 [see Cat
1 b], 1575 Gamm, Gurton i,v,Gyb our cats two eyes.. Gyb
shut her two eyes. Ibid. HI. in, Mary fy on thee, thou old

gyb, withal my very hart. 1640 Bastwick Lord Bps. viii. Ij,

He playes fy gib with his thunderbolt ofExcommunication.

2. A cat, esp. a male cat {ci Gib a male ferret in

Chester Gloss.) ; in later dialectal use, one that has

been castrated. To play the gib : (of a woman) to

act the cat (see Cat and dog).
1561 Schole-ho. Worn. 508 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 124

Nature she foloweth, and playeth the gib, And at her hus-

band dooth barke and ba[w]ll, As dooth the Cur. 1600
Dr. Dodypoll m. ii. in Bullen O. PL III. 129 This is

Melpomene, that Scottish witch, Whom I will scratche like

to some villanous gibh. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 190
Who. .Would, .from a Bat, a Gibbe, Such deere concemings
hide ? a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. of Malta v. ii, Wee'l call

him Cacodemon, with his block gib there. 1668 Wilkins
Real Char. 11. viii. § 1. 199 Male . . Dog, Gib, Cock, [etc.].

1804 I. Duncumb Herefordsfu I. 213 Gib, a male cat, cas-

trated.

3. A term of reproach, esp. for an old woman.
a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 99 She is a tonnish gyb.

1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. xiii. 104 Call me, Beldam, Gib,
Witch, Night-mare, Trot. 161 x Middleton & Dekker
Roaring Girl iv. ii, 'Faith gib, are you spitting? Tie cut
your tayle pus-cat for this. 111687 Cotton Poet. Wks.
(1765) 122 And humbly the old Gib beseeches To shew her
utmost Skill and Cunning.
4. Gib-cat= sense 2. Now only arch, and dial.

1596, 1667, 1785 [see Cat i b]. i8zo Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

S. Sea Ho., Melancholy as a gib-cat over his counter all the
forenoon. 1895 Crockett Men of Mosshags 103, I declare
I purred like our gib cat.

Hence f CHbship jocular, the personality of a
cat. (In quot. applied to a woman.)
1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scomf. Lady v. i, Bring out the Cat

hounds, He make you take a tree whore, then with my
tyller Bring downe your Gibship.

t Gib, sb* Obs. Also 5 gybbe. [a. OF. gibbe,

gibe, ad. L. gibba.]

1. A hump.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 280/1 Knobbe yn a beestys backe or

breste, bat ys clepyd a gybbe. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
192 Camells . . varie according to the Countrie they breed in :

in. .Persia they have but one gib or bunch, the Arabian is

doubled.

2. A bale (of cloth, etc.).

1526 in Dillon Calais fy Pale {1893) 81 Item, of a gybbe of
Wollen clothe outwardes ij'

1
.

Gib (gib), sb* Also 6 gibbe, 9 gibb. [Of
obscure origin ; cf. Kip, Kebbie.]

+ 1. An iron hook. Obs.— 1

1567 Wills fy Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 278 Arosting Iron,

a pair of gibbes, iij pair of pott clipps.

2. (See quots.)
1788 W. Marshall Yorksk. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Gib

(the g hard, as in gild), a hook ; a gibby stick, a hooked
stick. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Gib, a wooden hook.
. . A nutting gib, a nutting hook.

3. The hooked gristle which grows at the end of

the lower jaw of a male salmon after spawning

;

— Kip. Also Comb., as gib-fish, a salmon with a

'gib'. (Otherwise explained in quot. 1867.)
1818 Sporting Mag. I. 290 At the end of his lower chop,

there grows a hard honey gib, from which they are then
called the gib-fish. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Gibb,
the beak, or hooked upper lip of a male salmon, ibid.,

Gib-fish, a northern name for the male of a salmon.

4. Comb., as f gib-crook = sense 1
;

gib-staff
(see quots.); gib-stick = sense 2.

1564 Wills fy Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 223 One payre of
toynges. *gibcrokes, rakincroke, and racks xx«. 1674-91
Ray N. C. Words (E. D. S.), *Gibstaff, a quarter-staff.
1721 in Bailey. 1847 Craig, Gibstaff, a staff to gauge
water or to push a boat ; formerly, the name of a weapon
used in fighting beasts on the stage. *8jr6 Whitby Gloss.
s.v., A *gib stick, a stick that is bent-headed.

Gib (djjib), sbA slang. [Said to be short form of
Gibraltar.] A prison.

^877 5 Kit. 1 Penal Servit. iii. 221, I did a lagging ofseven,
and was at the Gib. three out of it.

tGib, vA Obs.-o [f. Gib^.1] intr. To be-
have like a gib or cat. Hence fQibbing vbl. sb.

1621 Beaum. & Fl. Wild-Goose Chase iv. iii. (1652I 44 Out
Killings What Catterwalling's here? what gibbing?

Gib (gib), z/.2 [var. Gip.] trans. To disem-
bowel vfish). =Gip. Also Comb., as gib-tub (see
quot.). Hence Gi bber, one who disembowels
fish.

1883 Ckamb. Jml. 271 In the centre another man gib-
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bing or eviscerating the fish. 1893 Funk's Stand. Diet., Gib-

tub, a tray in which fish are laid to be gibbed or dis-

emboweled.

Gib, var. Jib sb. and v.

Gibaltar: see Gibraltar 2.

Gibb(e, obs. form of Gib, Jib.

Gibbed cat. [orig. var. gib-cat (Gib stO 4)

;

but gibbed was afterwards taken as pa. pple. of an

assumed vb. *gib to geld.] - Gib-cat, Gib sb. 1 2.

1633 W. Rowley Match Midn. n. i, lohn. Looke Mis-

tresse, how they stare one at another? Iar. Yes, and swell

like a couple of gib'd Cats. 1651 Randolph, etc. Hey for
Honesty 11. iii, Some gib'd Cat that died issuelesse has

adopted thee for her Heire. 1670 Ray Prov. 206 As
melancholy as a gibd cat. 1687 Sedley Bellamira v. i,

I had as live drink with a gib"d cat. 1824 VV. Irving

T. Trav. I. 293 The melancholy of a gibed cat.

Gibber (d^rbw, gi-baj), sb.^ [f. Gibber v}]
Rapid and inarticulate utterance.

183a J. P. Kennedy Sivallenu B. iii. (i860) 38 The gibber
of ducks and chickens and turkeys. 1835 Browning Para-
celsus 11. 43 The blank space 'twixt an idiot's gibber And a
mad lover's ditty. 1859 Kingsley Misc., Plays fy Purit.
II. 131 He has none of the obscene gibber of the ape.

il Gibber (gi'bai), sb* [L. gibber.] (See quots.)

1857 Dunglison s Med. Lex., Gibber, hump. 1866 Treas.
Bot., Gibber, a pouch-like enlargement of the base of a
calyx, corolla, etc. 1880 [see s.v. Gibberose]. 1885 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Gibber, a hump, a hunch.

Gibber (gi'baj), sb$ Australian. Alsoc;gibba,
ghibber. [aboriginal Australian.] A large

stone ; a boulder.

1834 L. E. Threlkeld Austral. Gram. p. xi, Barbarisms
..Gibber, a stone. 1847 [A. Harris] Settlers fy Convicts ix.

159 He did not object to stow himself by the fire-side of
any house he might be near, or under the ' gibbers ' (over-

hanging rocksl of the river. 1889 Boldrewood Robbery
under Arms (1890) 39 There was a kind of gully that came
in, something like the one we came in by, but rougher, and
full of gibbers. 1896 B. Spkncer in Rep. Horn Exped. 1.

II Our course lay across, .upland plains covered with
' gibbers '.

b. attrib. and Comb., as gibber country, -field \

gibber-gunyah, an aboriginal cave-dwelling.
1894 B. Spencer in Argus 1 Sept. 4/2 (Morris) Our track

led across what is called the *gibber country. 1896 — in

Rep. Horn Exped. 1. 27 Even the Stony *gibber-fieH
becomes green with herbage. 1847 [A. Harris] Settlers fy

Convicts xi. 211, 1 coincided in his opinion that it would be
best for us to camp for the night in one of the *ghibber-
gunyahs. These are the hollows under overhanging rocks.

1863 R. \V. Vanderkiste Lost, but notfor Ever(td. 2) 210
Our home is the gibber-gunyah. 1891 R. Etheridge Rec.
Austral. Museum \. viii. 171 Notes on ' Rock Shelters ' or
' Gibba-gunyahs ' at Deewhy Lagoon.

Gibber (dgi'bai, grbaj), z\l Also rarely jibber.

[Onomatopoeic; cf Gabbkr, Jabber.
Probably dxi*bau and gibai are originally independent

words of parallel formation, not merely divergent interpre-

tations of the written form.]

intr. To speak rapidly and inarticulately ; to

chatter, talk nonsense. Said also of an ape.
1604 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 116 (Qo. 2) The graues stood

tenantlesse and the sheeted dead Did squeake and gibl>er

in the Roman streets. 1791 Cowpfr Odyss. xxiv. 11 The
ghosts Troop it downward, gibbering all the dreary way.
1833 Ht. Martineau Cinnamon fy Pearls iii. 56 Monkeys
..hung by one arm from the boughs overhead, gibbering
and chattering, a 1845 Hood Forge 11. xix, Meanwhile
the demons, filthy and foul, Are not contented to jibber

and howl. 1857-8 Sears A than. 23 Not a spectre can
rise and gibber. 1871 Ruskin Fors Ctav. x. (1896) I. 196
Those who work and do not gibber. 1877 V. L. Cameron
Across Africa xv. (1885I 209 They chattered and gibbered
at the strange sight of a boat.

t Gibber, v.* Obs- 1

1602 Life Cromwell E b, I faith ile gibber a ioynte, but
ile tell him his owne.

Gibberi(d)gef obs. form of Gibberish.

Gibbering (d^i-b-, gi'barirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gib-
ber v. 1 + -ing 1.1 The action of the vb. Gibber 1

.

1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1868) 32 Stunned by their

gibbering. 1857 Bikch Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 35 Like the
twittering and gibbering of the ' Birds ' of Aristophanes.
1872 Minto Eng. Prose Lit. 1. iii. 161 Full of screechings
and gibberings.

Gibbering vd.^i'b-, gibarirj),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ing 2
.] That gibbers or takes the form of gib-

bering ; unmeaning ; unintelligible.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4850/4 Pretending to be a Fortune
Teller, talking after a gibbering manner. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. (1859) I27 ^v

"

e almost fancy we hear the gibber-

ing yell of triumph bursting from the distended jaws of the
spectre. 1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 377 Gibbering
forms of men and women in filthy rags. 1881 P. Brooks
Candle of Lord 265 They saw Him face the gibbering
maniac among the tombs.

Gibberish (gibsrij), sb. and a. Forms : 6-8

geb(b)-, gib(b)-, g(h)yb(b)rish, gib(b)r-, gib-

(b)eridge, -ige, (7 geberish, guibbridge, 8

gibbirish), 6- gibberish. [?f. Gibber v. 1 (though

that word appears later in our quots.), after names
of langs. in -ish.]

A. sb. Unintelligible speech belonging to no
known language, and supposed to be of arbitrary

invention ; inarticulate chatter, jargon. Often ap-
plied contemptuously to blundering or ungram-
matical language, to obscure and pretentious

verbiage, etc.
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c 1554 Intert. Youth A ij b, What me thynke ye be
clerkyshe For ye speake good gibbryshe. 1579 E. K. Ded.
to Spenser's She/*. Cat., Other some, .if they happen to here

an olde word . . crye out streightway, that we speak no
English, but gibbrish. 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 46
They are agreed of certaine uncouth non-significant terms

which goe current among themselves as the Gipsies are of

Gibridge, which none but themselves can spell without a

paire of Spectacles. 161a Drayton Polyolb. xii. 200 His

little infant neere in childish gibbridge showes Whataddeth
to his griefe. 171656 Usshf.r Ann. vi. (1658) 523 They all

the while crying quarter in their barbarous gibbridge. 1673
Dryden Marr. a la Mode it, i, It may keep the field

against a whole army of lawyers, and that in their own
language, French gibberish. 1700 Paper to W. Pettn Pref.

A ij. The Books of the Quakers . . were generally set at

nought as Gibberish. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xxx, He
repeated some gibberish, which by the sound seemed to be
Irish. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 197 Their language

is in the patois of fraud ; in the cant and gibberish of

hypocrisy. 1803 Edt'n. Rev. II. 377 The admixture of

the gibberish used by the negroes. 1835 Macaulay Ess.,

Mackintosh (1887) 350 A state trial was a murder preceded

by the uttering of certain gibberish and the performance of

certain mummeries. 1884 Stepniak in Contemp. Rett, Mar.

333 The aborigines speak an unintelligible gibberish.

Comb. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xi. The babling tattle,

and fond fibs, seditiously raised between the gibblegablers,

and Accursian gibberish-mongers.

+ B. adj. Of or pertaining to gibberish, expressed

in gibberish ; unintelligible, unmeaning. Obs.

1598 Florio, Batchi, a . . roguish, gibbrish word, vsed for

money. 1612 tr. Benvenuto's Passenger I iii 3 b, The frauds,

deceits, lyes, gibbrish language of roagues. 1648 MlLTON
Tenure Kings (1650) 3 That old entanglement of iniquity,

their gibrish Lawes. a 1691 Baxter in Sir J. Stephen Keel.

Biog. (1850) II. 47 By his gibberish derision, persuading
men that we deserve no other answer than such scorn and
nonsense as beseemeth fools. 1704 Proclam. 24 Feb., in

Lond. Gaz. No. 3996/1 The Key or Cypher, whereby Four
Letters written inGibbirish Language, .may be.. explained.

1764 Mem. G. PSalmanazar 173 A kind of gibberish prose

and verse. 1811 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 122 How oft I've

bent me o'er her fire and smoke, To hear her [the gipsy's]

gibberish tale so quaintly spoke.

Hence f Gibberish v. i?itr.
}
to talk gibberish

;

also trans., to speak the ' gibberish ' of.

1577-86 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. i. in Holinshed Chron.,
One demanded merilie whie Oneile. .would not frame him-
selfe to speake English? What (quoth the other) in a rage,

thinkest thou that it standeth with Oneile his honor to writh
his mouth in clattering English ? and yet forsooth we must
gag our iawes in gibbrishing Irish ? 1625 Bp. R. Mountagu
App. Cssar. xviii. 248 You understand not the state of
Limbus Patritm, nor the depth of the Question, but
scumme upon the surface, and gibberish you cannot tell for

what.

Gibberose (ghberJu-s), a. rare~°. [ad, L.

gibberos-us, f. gibber a. hump.] ' More convex or

tumid in one place than another' (7'reas. Bot.

1866). Hence Gibberosity.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Gibberosity. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot.

413/1 Gibbous .. swelling out on one side into a gibber or
gibberosity.

t Gi'bbert. Obs. Also 7 gibbartas, gibbarta,

7-9 gibbar; and see Jubartes. [ad. F. gibbar m
the same sense.] A kind of whale, a Finneb.
1602 R. Dolman tr. Primaudaye's Fr. Acad. (1618) in.

Ixiii. 782 And in this number is the whale, of which the
ancients write, and whome some moderns call Gibbar
ibecause that the common whale, which some take for the
Musculus of Aristotle, doth not answere to the description
of this), which is of incredible hugenes. 1620 J. Mason
Neiv-found-land (Bannatyne Club 1867) B, What should
I speake of a kinde of Whales called Gibberts ? 1638 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxvi. (ed. 3) 214 Mariners . . called
it a Jubartas, or rather Gibbartas. The name Gibbarta we
find also given unto one kind of Greenland Whales. 1843
Zoologist I. 34 It .. is well known among fishermen and
mariners generally by the names of finner..and gibbar.

Gibbet (d^rber.), sb± Forms : 3-8 gibet(t,

3-5 gebet^t, 4-6 gyb(b)ate, -et(te, jebat, (4
gebat, 6 Sc. geibat, geobet, gibbot), 5-6 jub-
(b)et(t, 5-7 jeb(b)et(t, 6 gyb(b)yt(te, gebbit,
jebytt, 6-7 jeb(bHt, jibbet(t, jeobet(te, -it, 7-8
gibbit, 6- gibbet, [a. OF. gibet gallows, gibbet,

in early use, staff or cudgel, dim. of gibe staff,

club : see Jib. The It. giubbetto of the same
meaning is believed to be from Fr., influenced in

form by giubbetto > -etta, dim. ofgiubba cloak.]

1. Originally synonymous with Gallows, but in

later use signifying an upright post with projecting

arm from which the bodies of criminals were hung
in chains or irons after execution.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 116 Me were muchele doleleouere bet ich

iseie oualle breo..hongen on a gibet uorte wi5buwen sunne.
13.. A". Alls. 4722 Heore feet men kneotte theo hors to.

To the gybet al quyk men tare, Hygh they weore an-honged
thare. 1382 Wyclif Dettt, xxi. 22 Whanne a man . . were
hongid in the gebet, the careyn of hym shal not abide
in the tree, a 1450 A"«r. de la Tour (18681 64 She was
atyred with highe longe pynnes lyke a iebet, and so she
was scorned of alle the company, and saide she bare a
galous on her hede. 1509 Bakclay Shyp 0/Polys (1570) 8
Their bodyes to the ieobet solempnly ascende Wauing with
the wether while their necke will holde. 1(1529 Skelton
Sp. Parrot 75 The iebet of Baldock was made for Jack Leg.
1572 Nottingham Rrc. IV. 141 Payd to Bate for takyng of
Cranwell downe of the jebytt xij d. 1625 Gonsalvio"s Sp.
Inquis. 48 The lines that tye both his hands and thumbes
to a certaine Pullie which hangeth on the Ieobit. 1642
Fuller Holy <$- Prof. St. iv. ii. 248 Haman inherits the
gibbet of Mordecai. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 1. (1721)

153

37, I never saw any spiritual Highway-Man .. according to

their Merits, hang'd upon Gibbets. 1727-41 Chambers
Cyel., Gibet, a machine in manner of a gallows, whereon
notorious criminals after execution, are hung in irons, or

chains, as spectacles, in terrorem. 1770 Goi.nsM. Des. Vill.

318 There, the black gibbet glooms beside the way. 1818

&COTT Hrt. Midi, ii, Several groups, .gazed on the scaffold

and gibbet. 1865 Kingslev Herein, xxi, You shall see a
row of gibbets from here to Deeping.

Jig. 11440 Gesta Rom. 1. i. 5 (Harl. MS.) Now ban most
a prelate honge the wif—what bymenyth that ? Farsotb bat

. . be Hesh be hongyd on be iebet of penaunce. 1600 Hey-
wood 1st Ft. Ediv. II', Wks. 1874 I. 34 Hast thou ensnar'd

our heedlesse feet witli death, And brought vs to the libbet

of defame ? 1650 Trait Comm. Gen. vi. 17 God hath hang'd
up the old world in gibbets, as it were, for our admonition.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 264 Heart-merit wanting, mount
we ne'er so high, Our height is but the gibbet of our name.
1806 Kessenden Dentoer. I. 15 Expos'd on satire's gibbet
high, To frighten others of the fry.

t b. Applied to the Cross. Obs.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4666 On the Gibet of the crosse

deignyng for me to dye. 1535 Fisher Wks. {18761 416 On
the gebbit of the Crosse.

C. Halifax Gibbet : an instrument for beheading

criminals, similar to the Scotch maiden or French
guillotine, formerly in use at Halifax in Yorkshire.
1650 in J. Watson Halifax (1775) 219 To suffer death,

by having their heads severed, and cut off from their bodies,

at Halifax Gibbet. 1775 J. Watson Ibid., The said Abraham
Wilkinson and Anthony Mitchell were, .conducted to the

said gibbet, and there executed in the usual form.

f d. 71? ride the gibbet : to be carried on a pole

round the town. Cf. to ride the slang. Cbs.~ '

1519 Surlees Misc. (1888) 34 She shalnot cbyde ne llyte

\v l eny neghtburez .. oppen ridyng of the jebit, or thew,
aboute the towne.

2. The punishment of death by hanging.
1751 Jortjn Serm. (1771) VII. xi. 21S The .. wickedness of

many is such, that nothing but . . jails and gibbets can keep
civil society in. .order. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles 11. v, Some
poor criminal . . from the gibbet . . Respited for a day. 1872
C Gibbon For the King xiii. The gibbet and the musket
are the only lawgivers of the hour.

fig- I5oz Ord. Crysfen Men (W. de W. 1506) It. iv. 91
And to be condempned unto the gybet of hell.

3. fa. A short beam projecting from a wall,

having a pulley fixed at the end obs.). b. The
projecting arm of a crane ; also called Jib. C. Sc.

A chimney crane for hanging a pot over the fire.

a. 1502 Aknoi.de Chron. (1811) 127 The said wardens, .haue
made in the stede of y

H said crane a gibet hanging on a wall
not able to take any thingis out of the watir of Thamyse.
1545 Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 12 § 9 Houses, with Key or
Wharf, having any Crane or Gibet belonging to the same,
1570 Dee Math. Pref. 35 All Cranes, Gybbettes, and
Ingines to lift vp.

b. 1729 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 194 The
Crane must be a fix'd one, and only the Gibbet moveable,
from which the Weight hangs. 1806 O. Gregory Mech.
(1807) II. 197 Gibbet or jib of a crane, the projecting beam
upon the extremity of which is fixed a pulley. 1875 in

Knight Diet. Mech.
C 1477 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) L 408 A brewyne

fat, a hemmyr stand, a bukket, and a gybbate that it

hang by. 1887 [see gibbet-pan in 5 below],

t 4. A cudgel. Obs.
rx6oo Day Begg. Bednall Gr. v. (1881) 108 Give me but

an ashen Gibbet in my hand, an I do not dry bang them
both, I'll be bound to eat hay with a horse, so will I. 1674-
91 Ray S. <$ E. C. Words 100 A Gibbet ; a great Cudgel,
such as they throw up Trees to beat down the Fruit.

5. attrib. and Comb., as gibbet-chain, -foot, -irons,

-law , -tree
;

gibbet-carrier , -maker
;

gibbet-wise

adv. ; also gibbet-gab, -pan, Sc. (see quots.)

;

gibbet-thief, a thief who is hanged on a gibbet.

1731 Arbuthnot Treat. Scolding 20 You did not love
Cruelty, you Kennel-raker, you *Gibbet-carrier. a 1847
Eliza Cook Song of Wind vi, I had swung the *gibbet-
chains against the bleaching bones. 1826 Scott Woodst.
xxx, Keep your scurrile jests for the *gibbet-foot. 1887
Jamieson, Suppl. s. v. Gibbet, The largest pots were hung
on the swee itself, or were attached to it by a strong double
hook called the *gibbet-gab. 1898 Daily News 13 Sept. 5/1
A complete set of *gibbet irons. 1708 S. Midgley {title)

Hallifax, and its *Gibbet-Law placed in a true Light. 1838
Penny Cyel. XII. 13/2 The 'Halifax Gibbet Law' was
not alone exercised for the protection of clothiers, but it

was also used for the punishment of other felonies. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iii. 80 What sayes Iupiter? Clowne.
Ho the "libbet maker, he sayes that he hath taken them
downe againe, for the man must not be hang'd till the next
weeke. 1887 Jamieson, Suppl., *Gibbel-pan t a name given
to the largest pot or pan used in cooking : so called because
it generally hung on the gibbet or swee. 1700 Congreve
Way of World in. v, I hope to see him hung with Tatters,
like a long Lane Pent-house, or a *Gibbet-thief. 1808 Scott
Marm. 1. xii, We saw . . on the *gibbet-tree, reversed, His
foeman's scutcheon tied. 1622 Mabbe tr. AlematCs Guz-
man tTAlf 1. 266 Putting a piece of Timber *Gibbet-wise
into that hole in the Wall.

+ Gi'bbet, sb? Obs. [Perh. a , QY.juppet (oc-
curring in the sense distance to which one can
shout'), f.Jupper,jupcr to whoop, cry out.] A note
on the horn, a call or whistle as a signal to a dog
or hawk. Hence f Gibbeting vbl. sb., the utter-
ance of such a signal.

1590 Sir T. Cockaine Hunting Civb, Being sure it is

his owne Deere, he may giue one gibbet at euery imprime,
and no more. 1615 M auk ham Country Contentm. i. viii. 93
If your Hawke.. rake and gase after euery checke, neither
respecting whooping nor gibbeting, in this case you must
[etc.]. 1616 Slrflet & Markham Country Farme 668 The
cries of the hounds, the winding of homes, or the gibbetting
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of the huntsmen. 1621 Markham Hungers Prevent. (1655)

49 Your Water-dogge .. vpon the least gybbet or call to

come running vnto you. 1730 Sir W. Yonge Norfolk Gar-
land, Tolle Aux ! then Calfct cry'd And gave a gibbet shrill.

Gibbet ((l^i'tx't), V. [f. Gibbet slO]

1 1. intr. To hang as on a gibbet. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in, ii. 282 Hee that gibbets on the

Brewers Bucket.

2. trans. To put to death by hanging.
1726 Amherst Terrce Pit. viii. 37 Starving, burning, and

gibetting, one year, all persons holding such opinions. 1851

Dixon IV. Penn xxvii. 11872) 246 He was .. found guilty,

and gibbeted in front of his own house in Cheapside. 1881

Bi.ackie Lay Serm. viii. 239 The Sluarts gibbeted the

Covenanters because they denied the rights of a civil

sovereign to frame liturgies [etc.].

b. To hang (a carcase) on a gibbet by way of

infamous exposure. Also with up.

1752 [see 3]. 1761 Brit. Mag. 1 1. 669 This murderer, .under-
standing that he was to be gibbeted .. was greatly enraged.
I79oI!urke/'V. Rev. 209 Wickedness. . walks abroad ; it con-
tinues its ravages; whilst you are gibbeting the carcass, or

demolishing the tomb, c 1820 S. R\x;kks Italy, Adventure
ll. xiv. (1828) 87 Soon should I .. limb by limb, be mangled
on a wheel, Then gibbeted to blacken for the vultures. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth xxiii, Away with that convict to the
gallows, and gibbet him alive an you will. 1866 Rogers
Agric. <y Prices I. iv. 88 All the culprits were hanged

;

according to Walsingbam, were gibbetted in chains.

C tiansf. To hang up [a bird, a thing on or

as on a gibbet.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1. i. The same animal .. may
perhaps be degraded in another part, and some of his limbs
gibbetted, as it were, in the vilest stall in town. 1777
Brand Pop. Antiq. 389 Some Inns still gibbet their Signs
across a Town. 1822 W. Irving Braced. Hall xxv. 212
They [the crows] are gibbetted in every corn-field. 1866
Howells Venet. Life vii. in A long crane with villainous

pots gibbeted upon it.

3. fig. To hold up to infamy or public contempt.

Also with ;//. To gibbet into : to bring into (an

ignominious position) as by hanging on a gibbet.
1646 J. WfilTAKER Uzziah 5 God doth . . gibbet his open

adversaries, a 1683O1.DHAM On Printer 44, 1 mean to hang
and Gibbet up thy Name. 1752 Warhukton Let. to Balguy
in Hurd Life (1794) 65, I had gibbeted up Julian, and he
comes by night to cut him down. 1762 Goldsm. Cit. W. xii,

Thus [he] unknowingly gibbeted himself into infamy, when
he might have otherwise quietly retired into oblivion. 1836
Soithev in Coivpers Wks. II. 26 This reviewal of Cowper's
first volume is one of those defunct criticisms which deserve
to be disinterred and gibbeted for the sake of example. 1848
Ashley in Hodder Ld. Shaftesbury II. xvii. 274 Poor Mel-
bourne died yesterday, and to-day he is. of course, gibbeted
in the Times. Tins is 'one of the new terrors of death'.
1886 T. Frost Remin. Country Journalist v. (1888) 59
Everybody . . [was] apprehensive of being morally gibbeted
in its pages.

Hence Gi'bbeted ppl. a., Grbbeting vbl. sb.

(in qnot. attrib.).

1756 L. C. in ()id Maid (1764) No. 34 F 4 Thus I hung sus-

pended in the air. .a terrible gibbeted example of curiosity.

1825 Scott Tatism. xiv, I shall be a gibbeted and dis-

honoured corse. 1858 Carlyi.e Fredk. Gt. VII, v. II. 291
Your road horribly decked with gibbeted thieves hanging
aloft. 1875 W. Houghton Sk. Brit. Ins. 105 Stomachs of
the gibbeted moles. 1891 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 7/2 It seems
to be by the merest accident that any gibbeting irons have
been preserved for our gratification, since they were left to

perish with the bodies they contained.

t Gibbetation. Obs.- 1 In 7 gibitation.
[f. Gibbet v.^ + -ation.] The action of gibbeting.
1689 in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) IV. cii. 412,

I, George Jeffreys, being in sound and perfect memory, of
high commissions . . gibitations, barbarity, butchery, etc.,

do make my last will.

Qibbey, gibbi, Gibbier, vars. Gibby, Gibier.
Gibbirish, Gibbit, obs. ff. Gibberish, Gibbet.
Gibble-gabble (gi-b'ligarb'l). Also 7 gible-

gable. [^duplication of Gabble sb. Cf. Fiddle-
faddle.] Senseless chatter.
1600 Dekker Gent. Craft d6io)C 3 Hee's some vplandish

workman, hire him good maister, that I may learne some
gibble, gabble, twill make vs worke the faster. 1615 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Siege ferns. Wks. (1630) 10/2 Such
Gibrish Gibble Gabble all did iangle. 1769 Trinculo's
'Trip 41 Soon was heard a gibble-gabble, Neither harmony
or sense. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2), Gibble-gabble,
silly chatter.

attrib. a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xxii. 178 The
Gibble gabble Gibbrish of this odious Error and Heresie.
1745-6 Mrs. Delany in Life <y Corr. (1861) II. 424 A strange
gibble-gabble woman has plagued me all the morning.

Hence f Gibble-yabble v. Also f Oibble-
ffabbler.
1653 Gibblegablers [see Gibberish sb. Comb.]. 1775 Shir-

refs Poems (1790) 211 They said the grace as fast as able,

Syn a' yok'd to to gibble-gabble, And mak a din. c 1785 J.
Thompson's Man n She will gibble-gabble like a Goose.

Gibbon ' (gi'ban). Zool. [a. F. gibbon (Buf-

fon), alleged to be an Indian word, but it has not

been found in any Indian language.] A name
common to the long-armed apes of the genus

Hylobates, but applied esp. to the species Hylo-
bates tar which inhabits the islands of the Indian

Archipelago.
(1770 Gentl. Mag. XL. 402 This Monkey, the Editor

thinks is the same that M. Buffon has described under the
name of Gibbon.] 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 206 Of this

kind also is the Gibbon . . or the Long Armed Ape. 1834
M'Murtrie Cuviers A nun. Kingd. 45 The Gibbons have
the long arms of the true Ourangs, and the low forehead of
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the Chimpanse*. 1867 Wood Pop. Nat. Hist. 12 The Agile

Gibbon is not a very good walker on its hinder feet. 1882

Contemp. Rev. Mar. 422 A gibbon will hang for hours sus-

pended from a branch.

Gibbon a (gi'bsn). dial. [a. Manx, gibbin

(Kelly) = Irish goibin [O'Reilly).] A sand eel.

1868 Nat. EncycL I. 627 In the Isle of Man the two
species are distinguished from each other as the Gray
Gibbon and Red Gibbon. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

(ed. 4) 131 One Sand Eel or Gibbon Grip. Gne Pair of
' Gorran Gibbon ' or Sand Eel Sickles.

Gibbose (gibjn*s), a. [ad. L, gibbds-us, f.

gibbus hump.]
1. » Gibbous a. i, i b, and i c.

1674 Grf.w A uat. Plants, Led. Mixture iii. § 8 (1682)

226 When two Atomes meet, which are globular or other-
wise gibbose. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist, Earth vi. (1723)
280 Reducing those [shells] that are concave and gibbose
to a flat. 1714 Derham Astro-Theol. V. i. (1726) 113 Even
Mars, too, in its Quadratures, Incomes Gibbose. 1851-6
Woodward Mollitsca 11. 228 Atrypa reticularis .. Shell im-
punctate .. dorsal valve gibbose. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 530/2.

2. -Gibbous a. 2. 1731 in Kailey.

Gibbosity (gibp'siti). [ad. F. gibbosity f. L.

gibbosus : see prec]
1. The state, quality, or condition of being gib-

bose or gibbous.

1547 Koordf. Brev. Health cviti, 41 A backe the which
may have many infirmities, as debylytie, and wekenes,
curvytie, and gybbositie. a 1646

J.
Gregory Maps \

Charts m Posthuma {1650) 305 This way of Description
rendreth the face of the Earth upon a Plain in its own
proper Figure Spherically, as upon the Globe it self, the
gibbositie onely allowed for. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1701)
194 What should take away the sight of these ships from
each other, but the gibbosity of the interjacent water?
1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 159 It is by suggestion,
that the gibbosity of the tree and the moss, that fringes its

trunk, appear before us. 1853 Erichsen Surg. 624 When
they have fallen together and very considerable gibbosity
has resulted, anchylosis more readily takes place. 187a
Proctor Ess. Astron. iv. 63 When Mars is in quadrature
his gibbosity is not very remarkable.

2. A swelling ; a protuberance.
c 1400 Lanfrattfs Cirurg. 224 Apostym wiboutforb aboute

be spaudis and be gibhositees. 1545 Raynold Hyrth Man-
kynde I. (1634) 72 The gybosite or swelling seate of the
liuer, 1638 Wilkins New World viii. (1707) 60 The brighter
parts [of the Moon] are full of rugged Gibbosities and
Mountains, a 1704 Sir W. Jonf.s Select Ind. P/antsWks.
1799 II. 105 Some with an acute point, dark green above,
paler beneath with a gibbosity at the insertion of the petiols.

a 1813 Wilson Amer. Ornith. (1814) VIII. 77 The edges
of the upper and lower gibbosities have each twenty-three
indentations, or strong teeth, on each side. 1826 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol. III. 145 In some, .this anal horn is replaced
by a gibbosity. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 138 Acute or
acuminate, the gibbosity close to the stem. 1875 Lyell
Princ. Geol. I. 11. xxv. 641 Such gibbosities are caused by
the abrupt termination of viscous streams.

Gibboso- fgibtm'Stf), modern combining form of

L. gibbosus Gibbous, in terms denoting combina-
tion of the gibbous form with some other : see

quots.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 268 Incrusting and prominently
gibbous or gibboso-lobate. Ibid. 342 Coarse gibboso-glo-
merate and angular. Ibid. 495 Subcespitose . . gibboso-
subramose. Ibid. 563 Gibboso-subglobose. Corallum having
the cells shallow.

Gibbot, obs. form of Gibbet sbJ

Gibbous (gi'bas), a. Also 7 gibbouse, [f. L.

gibbus hump + -ous.
The guttural ig) in this and the related words is contrary

to the ordinary rule for the pronunciation of Latin deriva-

tives, but there is no evidence that (dj) was ever used.]

1. Convex, rounded, protuberant.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 167 In oon side he is gibbous,
& in be toper side he is more playn. 1^48-77 Vicary A Hat.

viii. (1888) 69 The forme of the lyuer is gibbous or bunchy
on the back side. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 636 The
exterior superficies of this gristle is conuex or gibbous.
a 1646 J. Gregory Mafis fy Charts in Posthuma (1650) 307
The Globe of the Moon . . is as solid and gibbous as that
of this Earth and Water. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 117 In
Cowley-common we meet only with the gibbous, and not
the flat shell of the petrified Oyster. 1737 Caudentio di
Lucca 101 All the new Philosophers allow the Earth to be
Spheroidal and Gibbous towards the Equator. 1766 Pen-
nant Zool. (1768) I. 213 The gibbous substance on their

head. 1849 Murchison Situria ix. 195 That section.,
which has both valves gibbous. i88x G. Busk in frnl.
Microsc. Sc. Jan. 8 The outer border . . sharp and nearly
straight, and the inner as it were gibbous.

b. Bot. 4 Very convex or tumid . , this term

should be restricted to solid convexities' (Lindley).

1757 Phil. Trans. L. 66 The calyx is a gibbons permanent
periantheum. 1805 J. Galpine Brit. Bot. (1806) 274 Calyx
gibbous. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. vi. (1858) 103 Corolla
without a spur, gibbous at the base. 1861 Miss Pratt
Flower. PI. V. 327 Order Pistiaceas . . (Gibbous Duck-
weed). Fronds inversely egg-shaped, hemispherical beneath.
187a Oliver Etem. Bot. n. 136 Observe [in Common Fumi-
tory] the irregular corolla,**6ne of the petals being gibbous
at the base.

C. Astr. Said of the moon or a planet when the

illuminated portion exceeds a semicircle, but is

less than a circle.

1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 449 She is liable to the same
variety of changes as the Moon, sometimes almost Full,

at other times Gibbous. 1755 P.. Martin Mag. Arts <y Sci.

122 She is then said to be gibbous ; and this Phase or
Aspect increases till she comes to the Situation E, where
she is in Opposition to the Sun. 1834 Sir H. Taylor 2nd

PI. Artevelde v. iii, The gibbous moon was in a wa,n de-
cline. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 3/1 Mars likewise
appears gibbous when near the quadratures of the sun.
Comb. 1839 Bailey Festus xix. (1848) 198 Many moons

and planets full, crescent, or gibbous-faced.

2. Of persons and animals: Hunch-backed
;

having a hump. Of a part of the body : Hump-
shaped. Gibbous Wrasse, a fish (see quot. 1769).
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x. 329 How Oxen

in some Countries began and continue gibbous or bunch
back'd? a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Cambridgesh. 1. (1662*

150 A Camel passt^th in the Latine proverb, either for

gibbous and distorted, or for one that undertaketh a thing
awkely or nngeenly. 1769 Pennant Zool. (17761 HI.
219 Gibbous Wrasse . . of a very deep and etevated form,
the back being vastly arched, and very sharp or ridged.

1791 Cowper Iliad it. 266 His gibbous shoulders o'er his

breast Contracted. i8ioCrabbe Borough v. 54 Is there of

all your kindred some who lack Vision direct, or have a
gibbous back? 1822 34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 482
Lommius asserts after Hippocrates, that if a person become
gibbous before puberty in consequence of asthma, he dies.

1879 Dixon Windsor I. iv. 38 Shrivelled in his loins, he
[William de Longchamp] had a gibbous chest [etc.].

Hence Gibbously adv., in a gibbons manner;
Gi bbousness, the state of being gibbous.
169a Bentley Boyle Led. viii. (1693) 37 Because of the

distance, the convexity and gibbousness would vanish away ;

he would only see below hiin a great circular Flat, as level

to his thinking as the face of the Moon. 1846 Dana Zooplt.

(1848) 497 Bearing above a few very stout erect stems,
gibbously divided and tuberose, never angular. 1880 Wat-
son in jfrnl, I. inn. Soe. XV. No. 82. 108 Spire sharply
but slightly convexly and a very little gibbously conical.

Qibbridge, gibbrish, obs. ff. Gibberish.

Gibbsite (gi'bzoit\ Min. [named after George
Gibbs, an American mineralogist : see -ite.] Alu-

minium hydrate found in stalactitic forms, often as

an incrustation.

1822 Cleaveland Mitt. 783 Dr. Torrey . . has proposed for

this mineral the name of Gibbsite, in honor of Col. George
Gibbs. 1873 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. XIII. 373 A pseudo-
morph of gibbsite after corundum.

Gibby (gi'bi). Also 9 gibbey. [dim. of Gib
sb.'>l] Short for gibby-stick.

185a R. S. Svrtf.es Sponge's Sp. Tour\. 286 Fine, straight

hollies, fit either for gibbeys or whip-sticks.

b. Comb., as gibby-stick, (a) a stick with a bent

or hooked handle
; (/>) a kind of sweetmeat made

in the form of a gibby-stick.

1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D.S.) s.v. Gib, A
gibby stick, a hooked stick. 1832 W. Stephenson Gateshead
Local Poems 103 Here's barley sugar sweet, Gibby sticks

and kisses. 1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sf. Tour xlix.

275 All the gibbey sticks were bundled out. 1893 North-
umbld. Gloss., Gibby-stick, a stick with the end bent for

a handle.

Gibbyhorse : see Jibbthorse.

Gibe, jibe (dgwb), J*.1 Also 6-9 gybe, 6 jybe,

6 - gibe. [f. the vb.] A scoffing or sneering speech ;

a taunt, flout, or jeer.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden^ 8 Besides sum other
trim iests and iybes of his. 1602 Shaks. Hani. v. i. 209
Alas poore Yorick .. Where be your Jibes now? 1642
Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. (1847) 7&/2 1° be girded with
frumps and curtail gibes. 1712 Steele Sfcd. No. 300 f 1

Their aversion would be too strong for Utile Gibes every
moment. 1737 Dyer Fleece (1807) 65 They, .cast about their

gibes. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. lxix, Provoking envious gibe

from each pedestrian churl. 1835 Marryat Jnc. Faith/, iv,

Many were the bitter gibes and inuendoes which I was
obliged to hear. 1874 Disraeli Sp. 5 Aug. in Hansard's
Debates CCXXI. 1358 He is a great master of gibes, and
flouts, and jeers. 1885 Black White Heather 1, The jibes

that seemed to form their farewells for the night.

t Gibe, sb.'2 Obs.— 1 [shortened form of

Gibbet.] A gibbet.

1590 Fenne Fnttes, Hecuba's Mishaps D d b, They his

body ript, And naked on a gibe they hang for Troyans there

to see.

Gibe, jibe (d.^ib), v. Also 6 jybe, 6-9 gybe,

(7 ghybe). [Of obscure origin : perh. ad. OK.
giber, explained by Godef. (who refers to mod. dial.

giber to kick) as meaning to shake, trans, and
intr. (' secouer, s'agiter '), but in the examples ftpp.

meaning * to handle roughly in sport \ * to use

horseplay \ Cf. Jib v."]

1. intr. To speak sneeringly ; to utter taunts ; to

jeer, flout, scoff. Const, at, \ with. Also dial, to

scold.

1567 Turbervile Epit., etc. 68 Speake fayre, and make
the weather cleere To him that gybes with thee, a 159a
Greene Alphonsus 111. Wks. 1831 II. 33 You shall per-

ceive Medea did not gibe. 01639 "« Whateley Proto-
types 1. vi. (1640) 72 Wicked wittes will never cease gybing
at those good things that crosse their sense and reason.

1674-91 Ray N. C. Words (E. D. S.\ Gibe, Ghybe, to scold.

1722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 5 Well, madam, for-

sooth, says she, gibing at me ; you would be a gentle-

woman. 1821 Galt Ann. Parish xxxv. (1805) 133^ The
rising generation were taught to jibe at its [the Christian
religion's] holiest ordinances [etc.]. 1851 Thackeray Eng.
Hunt. vi. (1876) 347 The old fiddler gibed at him for his

ugliness. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. ii.

58 Richardson . . is always gibing at Fielding.

2. trans. To address with scoffs and sneers ; to

flout, taunt.

1582 T. Watson Centurie of Loue lxvii. in Poems (Arb.)

103 When other whiles he passeth Lemnos He, Vnhappy
boy he gybes the Clubfoote Smith. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $

CI. ir. ii. 74 You . . with taunts Did gibe my Misiue out of
audience. 1666 Wood Life {O. H. S.) II. 90 The deane
..would be alwaie gibing him at meales. 1733 Swift
Legion Club Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 208 Draw the beasts as I

describe them From their features, while I gibe them.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 273 Gibe him for

a dolt. 1852 Hawthorne Blithcdale Rom. viii. (1883) 394
Zenobia soon saw the truth, and gibed me about it, one
day. 1893 Jessopp Stud, by Recluse i. 33 Evil demons
might chatter and gibe and twit him at his prayers.

Gibe, var. Jibe U.S., to chime in {with).

Gibel (gi'bel). [a. G. gibel, giebel.'] The Prus-

sian or Crucian Carp, Carassius (formerly Cyprinus)

%ibelio (see Carp sb\ 2). Also gibel carp.

1841 Yarbell Brit. Fishes fed. 2) I. 358.

Gibelet(te,-(l
y
ine, obs. ff. Giblet, Ghibei.une.

T Giben. Obs. Hebrides. [? a use of Gael.

giaban gizzard.] (See quots.")

1697 Martin in Phil. Trans. XIX. 729 This Giben is the

Fat of Sea Fowls preserved in the Stomach. 1700 [see

Brochan]. 1746 Brit. Mag. 134 Gibben is the Fat in the

Stomach of a Sea- Fowl, and it is a sovereign Remedy for

Coughs and green Wounds.

Gibeonite (gi'b/snsitV [f. Gibeon + -ite.] One
of the inhabitants of Gibeon who were condemned
by Joshua to be * hewers of wood and drawers of

water* for the Israelites (Josh.'w. 27). Hence,

a menial, a drudge.
1798 Bloomfield Farmer's Boy, Spring 223 A Gilieonite,

that serves them all by turns.

Giber, jiber (d^i-bai). [f. Gibe z>. + -er1.]

One who gibes ; one who utters gibes and taunts.

1563 Homilies it. Inform. Cert. Places Script. 11. (1859)

379 Provoke him not to pour out his wrath now upon you,

as he did then upon those gibers and mockers. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. i], i. 91 You are .. vnderstood to be a perfecter gyber
for the Table, then a necessary Uencher in the Capitoll.

161a Shelton Quix. 1. iii. 16 The Oast, who, as we noted
before, was a great giber, a 1745 Swift Char. Sir R.
Walpole in Lett. Ctess Suffolk 11824) II. 32 Of virtue and
worth by profession a giber ; Of juries and senates the bully

and briber. 1881 Daily News 8 Aug. 5/1 The most relentless

jiber at the amusements or Congresses will hardly refuse to

admit that [etc.].

Gibett, obs. form of Gibbet.

Gibier (j$ibie). Also 8 gibbier. Now rare.

[Fr.] Game; wild-fowl.

1514 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 27 Item, iiij pieces of
gibier or wildfowle, that is to say, ij perdryches and ij .

.

woodcocks, and at some tyme other gybier. 1704 Addison
Italy (1733' 126 The Fowl and Gibbier are tax free. 1827
Lytton Pelham xix, An excellent restaurateur's . . where
one gets irreproachable gibier, and meets no English. 1872

[Earl Pembroke ft G. H. Kin<;sley] S. Sea Bubbles v. 129

A small whistling parrot, with a purple hack and white

throat, which I am told is the king's favourite gibier.

Gibing, jibing (d^oi-bin), vbl.sb. [f. Gibez>.

+ -ing
'.J

The action of the verb Gibe.

1579 *-•- Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 61 What hut.,
notorious or auricular iybinge on every hande? 1672 Mar-
vell Reh. Transp. 1. 196 Mr. Bayes . . might . . have spared

his jibing at that day. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xi. Hi. IV.

54 There was no end to his jibings and bitter pleasantries.

Gibing, jibing (d^i-bin), ///. a. [f. Gibe p.

+ -ING-.J That gibes; mocking, taunting, sarcastic.

1574WHITGIFT/?*/ Answ. 11. 96 Yet is it also your pleasure

to spende your gibing and iesting eloquence ypon me. 1579
Lyly Euphues tArb.) 92 Euphues . . answering his taunts

in these gibing termes. a 1680 Rochester Sat. agsl. Man.
49 This gibing, gingling Knack, call'd Wit. a 1687 Cotton
Poet, Wks. (1765) 12 With a gibing kind of Nay-word. 1704

Swift T. 'Tub xi. (1709^ 128 He would tell the gibing pren-

tices. 1702 R. Cumberland Calvary (1803) II. 7 Never yet

Lur'd I the popular ear with gibing tales. 1887 Spectator

3 Sept. 1175 The gibing tone of the German Press.

Hence Gibingly adv., in a gibing manner.
1602 Fulbecke Pandectes 66 Whose childish humour

Iuuenall gibingly toucheth. 1787 Minor 229 The curate

grin^andgibingly asked whether [etc.]. iB<sChamb. Jrul.

III. 96 He once gibingly asked what was the difference.

Gibitation, var. Gibbetation. Obs.

Giblet (driblet). Forms : 4-5 gibelet(te, (4

gyblot, 5 gebyllott, giblott, 5-6 jeblet, 7 giblit,

gublett, 9 jiblet), 5-7 gyb(e)let(t, 6- giblet.

[a. OF. gibelet, app. a stew or ragout of game ; cf.

Walloon gibli d*awe goose-giblets (Littre), mod.F.

gibelotte rabbit-stew.

The order of senses below is that of their appearance in

Eng., and may possibly coincide with the order of develop-

ment ; the culinary sense is, however, the only one recorded

in Fr., and Hatz-Darm. regard the word as cognate with

gibier game.]

f 1. An unessential appendage. Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handt. Synne 4273 A messe ys ynoghe
for be be touber gyblot [F. tut I'autre gybelot], late hyt be.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 403 pey putteb non
gibfettes [L. appendicia] to be houres of Goddes service.

2. + a. sing. Garbage, entrails. Obs.

14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 627/21 Exta, a gibelet.

c 1440 Promp. Parti. 193/1 Gybelet, idem quod Garbage.

b. //. rarely sing. The portions of a goose that

are taken out or cut off before cooking, the liver,

gizzard, etc., with the pinions and feet.

1539 [see Hares*. 2]. 1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Pepi-

toria, the giblets of a goose, or anie bird. 1623-4 Middle-
ton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy n. ii. (1653) D 3 a. It was mine
own Goose, and I laid the Jiblets upon an other Coxcombs
trencher. 1731 Fielding Grub St. Op. m. iii, Take par-

ticular care of the giblets, they bear a very good price

in the market. 1812 Scott Let. to Morritt 29 Nov. in



GIBLET-CHECK. 155 GIDDY.

Lock/tart, How shall I send you the entire goose which
will be too heavy to travel the same way with the giblets?

11845 Hood Irish Schoolmaster viii, Eyes of gizzard hue,

That inward giblet of a fowl.

C. trans/, with reference to a human being,

t To levy one's giblets: ? to summon up one's

courage, f To join giblets ; to marry.
1651 Cleveland Poems 28 Pym and the Members must

their giblets levy T'mcounter Madam Smec. 1672 Mar-
vei.l Reh. Trans. 1. 130 The Entremesses shall be of

a Fanaticks Giblets. 1681 Hickeringill Wks. (17161 I. 399
Oh ! there's no Ho when Power makes Court'sey to Revenge,
and joyns Giblets together. <r 1693UKOUHAKT Rabelais in.

ix, Yet in that case should it go worse with me, if I did not .

.

bethwack her Giblets [printed Gillets : orig. la petite oye],

to wit, her Arms, Legs, Head, Lights, Liver and Milt, with
her other Intrads. 1769 Strafford jubilee 11. i. 29 If your
ladyship's not engaged, what's the reason but we may join

piblets without any pribble-prabble ? 1845 Browning Flight

Duchess xvii. 20 My heart's blood .. Is pumped up brisk

now, through the main ventricle, And genially floats me
about the giblets.

d. Jig. {pi.) Things of little value, odds and
ends. Now chiefly dial. + Also as a term of con-

tempt applied to a person. (Cf. sense 1.)

1638 Ford Fancies in. ii, Oh fie upon 'em giblets ! 1647
Ward Simp. Cooler 26 Which are the very pettitoes of
infirmity, the gybletsof perquisquilian toyes. a 1639 CLEVE-
LAND Whs. (1687) 53 They fear the Giblets of his Train,
they fear. Even his Dog, that four-leg'd Cavalier. 1839
Col. Hawker Diary (1893! II. 161 The great ladies with
their grace, lace, and giblets. 1887 Kent. Gloss., Giblets,

rags, tatters.

3. attrib., as giblet-pie, -porridge, -soup.

1693 IJryden Fersius vi. (1697) 498 Shall I my Houshold-
Gods and Genius cheat, Thai he .. When I am laid, may
feed on *Giblet-Pie? 11845 Hood Drowning Ducks xiii,

A duckling turned to giblet pie ! 1674 Drydbn in Johnson
/-. P. (1868} 136 It is a kind of *gil>let porridge, made of
the giblets of a couple of young geese. 1806 Culina 262

A *Giblet Soup. 1817 Col. Hawker Diary 1,1893) I. 150 In
order to make me a substitute for giblet soup.

Gi'blet-chexk. Sc. Also giblet-, jiblet-

cheque, -cheek. [Etymology and correct form
uncertain.] (See quot. 1842.) Hence Giblet-
checked ppl. a.

184a Gwilt Archil. Gloss., Giblea [sic] Cheque, a term
used by Scotch masons to denote the cutting away of the
right angle formed by the front and returns of the aperture
of a stone door-case, in the form of a rebate or reveal, so as
to make the outer side of the door or closure flush with the
face of the wall. 1849 H. Stephens Bk. 0/Farm (ed. 2) I.

306/1 It. .should have a giblet-checked outer door to open
outwards. 1882 Ogilvie, Giblct-chcc/c, Giblet-cheek.

t Giblin. Obs. [? Cf. G. giebel] ? A gable.

1613-39 I. Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 72
The Giblins are to be at the narrow Ends of the Building.

Gibong, var. Geebung.

Gibraltar (d^ibrjHtai). Forms (see 2 below).

1. The name of a fortified town on the south coast

of Spain, since 1704 a British possession. Used

fig. for: An impregnable stronghold.
1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn) II. 50

In this Gibraltar of propriety, mediocrity gets intrenched,
and consolidated.

+ 2. (In corrupted forms gibaltar, giberaltar).

?A Gibraltar-monkey. Obs.

1592 G. Harvey Tiercels Super. 158 Asse, and worse then
a Cumane Asse, and foole, and dolt, and idiot . . and dodi-
poul, and Gibaltar. 1608 Merry Devil Edmonton (1617)

B 2 b, Let me cling to your flanks, my nimble Giberalters.

3. A kind of sweetmeat; a piece of this. More
fully Gibraltar rock.

1831 Hawthorne in Hawthorne § Wife (1885) I. 126,

I send Susannah's Gibraltars. There were fourteen of them
originally. 1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 203 Gibraltar
rock and Wellington pillars used to be flavoured with
ginger, but these ' sweeties' are exploded. 1883 Harper s

Mag. Aug. 460/1 The gibraltars and the silver pieces that

Mr. Morley .. bestowed upon him. 1886 Mrs. Hates
(Eleanor Putnam) Old Salem, Tiuo Salem Inst. 64 The
Gibraltar . . is a white and delicate candy, flavored with
lemon or peppermint.

4. attrib. and Comb. In names of things belong-

ing to Gibraltar, as Gibraltar-monkey, -stone,

-swift (see quots.\
1770 G. WhIte Selborne xxxiii. 88 Scopoli seems to me

to have found the hirundo melba, the great Gibraltar swift,

in Tyrol, without knowing it. 1884 CasselCs Encycl. Diet.,

Gibraltar-monkey, Inuus ecaudatus, an originally African
monkey, a colony of which is wild on the rocks of Gibraltar.

Ibid., Gibraltar stone, stalagmite from a cavern in the
rock of Gibraltar.

Hence Gibralta rian, Gibraltarine, an inhabi-

tant or native of Gibraltar.

1883 Athenseum 7 Apr. 438/3 Tangier.. has long been one
of the holiday haunts of the Gibraltarines. 1896 J. Thom-
son Afr. Explorer ix. 209 Fortunately he fell in with a
Gibraltarian.

Gibus (d^ )rb#s). [f. Gibus the name of the first

maker.] An opera or crush hat. Also gibus-hat.
1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xviii, With his gibus-hat and

his little glazed pumps, a 1854 E. Forbes Lit. Papers viii.

(1855) 214 No man in a gibus ever commanded public awe
or private respect. 1888 Daily Tel. 28 Apr. 5/2 The collap-

sible crush hat or Gibus.

Gicks, var. Kex.
Gid x (gid). [short form of Giddy sb.] Giddi-

ness ; spec, a brain-disease of sheep, caused by the

hydatid Ccenurus cerebralis. Also Giddy.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 218 Thishealeth the gid or wood-

euill in sheep. Ibid. 230 The party who hath the cutting

of them, had need first to annoint his head all ouer and his

nosthrils with oilc.for feare of the gid. 1750 W. Ellis
Mod. Husbandm. IV. 107 The other Day you lost a Sheep
by the Gid, or Giddiness. 1780 A. Young Tour Irel. 1 1. 224

Rot . .with the gid, (a sudden giddiness), .are the chief dis-

tempers. 1869 E. A. Parkes Tract, flygiene ted. 3) 187

The so-called 'gid', 'sturdy', or * turnsick ', is caused by
the development of the Cnenurus cerebralis.

f b. ? trans/. ? A whim, ' maggot '.

155,5 J. Hevwood Sp. <y Flie Ixxvii. 5 As gidds cum and
go, so flies cum and are gone.

Gid -. ? Obs. A provincial name for the Jack
Snipe (Li'/tnocryptes gallinula).

1674 Kay Words, Water Fowl 89 The Gid or Jack-snipe,

Galtinago minima. 1678 — Wiliughby's Ornith. 191 The
Gid or jack-Snipe or Judcock.

Gid, obs. form of Guide.
Gid(d, obs. form of Ged 1

.

Giddea, gidya gid/a). Also gidgee, -jee,

gydya. [Native Australian ;
' the original mean-

ing is probably small' (Morris).] A species of

Acacia {A. homalophylld). Chiefly attrib.

1885 Mrs. C. Praed Austr. Life 51 Gidya shrubs. 1890
Bolorewood Col. Reformer 1 1, xvii. 88, I sat. .watching the

shadows of the gydya trees lengthen. 1896 II. Sfencer in

Rep. Horn Exped. 1. 23 The Stinking Acacia or Giddea.

Gi'd&ed, a. Obs. rare. [Vf. *gid\b. (back-

formation from GlDDY v.) + -ed '.] ? Seized with

giddiness.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Ld. Hastings xxxv, In hast they runne,
and mids theyr race they staye, As gydded roe.

Giddeliche, obs. form of Giddily.

Giddify (grdifeil, v. [f. Gtddy a. + -fy:]

trans. To render giddy, to daze. Hence Gi'ddi-

fying ppl. a.

1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 146 And otherwhile so
strangely giddilies The Reason . . That . . we doe not know
What in our selves to like, or disallow. 1645 — I 'ox

Facif. 181 That Clergie-bane Which bath your Clergie,

lately, giddifi'd. 18x8 T. Moore Mem. (1856) VIII. 246 In
such a giddyfying labyrinth of bustle, acclamation, hurrahs,

t̂ c. 1888 Roots ; a Fleafor Tolerance 86 My young friend

was a very giddifying person to talk to.

f Giddihead. Obs. [f. Giddy a. + -head.]

Giddiness, folly.

1 i*7S Duty Christ. 60 in 0. F. Misc. 143 Vre gydihede.
c 1305 St. Katherine 13 in F. R. F. (,1862.) 90 Here gydi-
hede Heo se} honoure pe maumetz.

Giddily(gi'dili), adv. [f.GiDDYrt. -f-'LY^.] In

a giddy manner (see the senses of the adj.)
; + in-

sanely, madly, foolishly; •) carelessly. Now chkily,

Dizzily, with vertigo; so as to cause dizziness;

also, thoughtlessly.
a 1250 Owl Sf Night. 1280 Nu thu mi^t wlte readliche,

That eavere thu spekest gideliche. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado in. iii. 140 Seest thou not. .what a deformed thiefe this

fashion is, how giddily a turnes about all the Hotblouds.
a 1631 Donnk Poems, To R. Woodward 29 To roame
Giddelie and be euery where but at home, Such freedom
doth a banishment become, a 1729 Congreve yudgm.
Paris 67 Lost in Amaze, I giddily gaze. 1801 Southey
Thalaba ix. vii, Giddily, giddily, still she whirls. 1864
Realm 25 May 1 When Home Secretaries' private secre-

taries become giddily excited. 1873 Ouida Fascarcl I. 151

It all swam giddily before my sight.

Giddiness (gi'dines'. [f. Giddy a. + -nebs.]

1. The condition of being giddy or dizzy, vertigo

or swimming in the head, dizziness.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. viii. (1495) 228 Gedynes
is false dome.. for by that dome it scmeth that al thyng
gooth abowte. 156a Turner Baths, Names Siknesses
Aiija, The dusenes or gydencs in the heade. 1592 tr.

Junius on Rev. xvii. 4 Bringing upon them a deadly giddi-

ness. 1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius 1. Pref., Giddiness, or
swimming of the Head, called Vertigo. 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to C'less Bristol 10 Mar., They, .turn round
with an amazing swiftness .. without .. shewing the least

appearance of giddiness. 1804 Abernkthy Surg. Obs. 176
The sudden motion of his head in any direction occasioned
no giddiness. 1870 Dickens E. Drood ii, A dimness and
giddiness crept over him. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe
xiii. (1894) 331 Upon this ridge.. one can hardly stand with-
out giddiness.

b. Bewildering rapidity of flight.

1657 k. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 5 The pleasure she gives
the eye, is by the giddiness of her flying.

2. Thoughtless folly, flightiness; fickleness, in-

stability.

a 1290 Signs ofDoomsday 112 in Cod. Digby 86 (Stengel)
We hit [i. e. heaven] forloren poru sottes dede, Poru gidi-

nesse and boru misdede. 1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst.
1. 20 Although they be vexed with extreme madnesse, yet
I think they are not caried with such giddinesse. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Truth (Arb.) 499 Certainly there be, that delight in

Giddinesse; And count it a Bondage, to fix a Beleefe.

1756 Burke Vitut. Nat. Soc. 57 Their Giddiness might
make the People condemn where they meant to acquit.
1801 Southey Thalaba ix. xvi, The Tyrant . . Seeks in

the giddiness of boisterous sport Short respite from the
avenging power within. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches ii. 32
A few mere giddiness hurries to ruin.

b. A foolish or flighty action, etc.

1593 Donne Sat. 1. 51 Thou, .doest repent Theesevamtyes
and giddinesses. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 11. xii, The
mincing vanities and giddinesses of empty-beaded girls.

+ Gidclish, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gidd-ya. + -ish.]

Giddy, fickle, foolish.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 11. iii, Fvij, The people cawle
thee giddishe mad, why, all the worlde is so.

Giddy (gidi), s/>. [f. the adj.] = Gid ".

1603 Harsnet Pop, Impost, xxi. 136 If any of you haue a
sheepe sicke of the giddies, or an hogge of the mump>,
or [etc.]. 1805 K. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 705
The Turn or Giddy is a disorder with which these animals
[sheep] are often seized. 1888 Berksh. Gloss., Giady, a
disease of the brain in sheep.

Giddy (gi'di), a. Forms: 1 gidis, 3 gidi(e,

gidy, gydi e, (guydi\ 4-5 gedy, 6-7 giddie,

gyddy, 6 - giddy. [Oli. gidig insane, is shown by
its guttural initial to be a graphic variant of

*gydig :—prehistoric *gttdtgO-, app. f. OTeut. *gudom

God. The primary sense thus appears to be ' pos-

sessed by a god, tv$tos' ; cf. OK. ylfig insane, lit.

* elf-possessed*, similarly f. h'(/'Klf.\

fl. Mad, insane, foolish, stupid. Obs.

c 1000 O. E. Gloss. (Napier) I. 5000 Limphaticum, ba^ne

gidi^an. c 1200 Winteney Rule St. Benet vii. (18S8) 41 Se
gidie [L. slnltus] on his hlea;Iitie his siefene onhefS. a 1250
Owl A;- Night. 2<)Q Hi hit seggeb wel ilome pat me ne chide

wib be gtdie. 1297 R. Gi.nuc. 1 Rolls) 1542 He [Nero]
bicom sone ber after pur gidy £t wod. a 1300 Leg. Rood
(1871) 58 pou gidi [v.r. wode] bound quab Seint quiriac.

b. dial. Mad with anger, furious.

1674 Ray A". C. Words 21 Giddy, mad with anger, a 17&7
Pegge Derbicisms (E. D. §.\ Giddy, mad ; as a giddy
horse, one that is wild or untam'd. 1828 Craven Gloss.,

Giddy, furious, heated with anger. 1847-78 in Halliwell.
2. Having a confused sensation of swimming

or whirling in the head, with proneness to fall;

affected with vertigo, dizzy.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. XVII. cviii. (1495) 671 Men
wyth bote complexion yf thei ete many nottcs . . in them it

br-jdytb heed ache and makylh them torn gedy. 1570 Levins
Manip. 97/23 Gyddie, vertigmosus. t 1586 C 1 tss Pem-
broke Ps. LX. ii, We drinking giddy grew, a 1649 DRUMM.
ok HawTH. Jas. V', Wks. (171 1) no His brains having been
a little giddy dike one looking from a great height) by his

advancement to honours and place in court. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Re/I. i\\ xviii. (1845) 277 My Head began to grow
giddy. 1732 IJkhkei.ey Alciphr. 11. §26 They seem to me
drunk and giddy with a false notion of liberty. 1821

Praf:u Poems {1864) I. 51 The Monk is as straight as a
poplar tree, Gog is as giddy as Gog may be ! i86oTyni>au.
Glac. \. xi. 78 l*'or the first time during the journey he grew
giddy. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) I. 154, I felt at first

giddy and faint, as if I had received a blow from the expert
hand of a boxer.

yb. trans/. Of a ship: Staggering ns if dizzy.

1700 Dkyden Ceyx <V Alcyone 198 'I he giddy ship ran
round. 1725 Pope Odyss. i.\. 79 Now here, now there, the
giddy ships are born.

C. Causing or apt to produce dizziness or swim-
ming in the head, rendering dizzy.

1585 Am1
. Sandys Serm. iii. 49 If thou sowe the giddie

darnell of humane traditions, looke for like fruite. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 17 As we pae'd along Vpon tbe
giddy footing of the Hatches. 1597 — 2 Hin. IV, in. i. 18

Ypon the high and kiddie Mast, 1676 Dkyden Aurmgz.
IV. i, Time these giddy Vapours will remove. 1718 Prior
Power 124 The giddy precipice, and the dangerous flood.

1781 Cowper Hope 187 From infancy through childhood's
giddy maze. 1847 Emerson Poems, M oodnotcs 1. 92 Whose
giddy top the morning loved to gild. 1871 L. Stephen
Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 81 The giddy cliffs which
surround them.

d. Whirling or circling round with bewildering
rapidity.

1593 Shaks. Liter. 952 To .. turne the giddy round of
Fortunes wheele. a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. ix. 454 With
swift and giddy motions. 1715-20 Pope Iliad XVIII, 695
So whirls a wheel, in giddy circle toss'd. 1764 Goldsm.
Trav. 417 While above the giddy tempest flies, a 1793 G.
White in Selborne (18541 8 The happy schoolboy bungs
transported forth His long-forgotten scourge and giddy gig.

1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xxxi, Amid his senses' giddy
wheel. 1842 Tennyson Sin 29 The strong tempestuous
treble .. Kan into its giddiest whirl of sound. 1890 K.
Bridges Shorter Poems iv. 13, I lean across the paddock
pale And gaze upon the giddy mill.

e. dial. Of a sheep : Affected with the * gid '.

Giddy mutton (see quot. 1881).
1847-78 Halliwell, Giddy, . .a term applied to sheep that

have hydatides on the brain. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss, s.v.,

Lambs and sheep are said to be giddy when they take to
turning round in an aimless sort of way . . When the animal
is killed as it generally is on manifesting this gyratory
tendency, the meat is known as ' giddy lamb ', or ' giddy
mutton ,

3. Of persons, their attributes and actions : Men-
tally intoxicated, ' elated to thoughtlessness '

(J.) ;

incapable of or indisposed to serious thought or

steady attention ; easily carried away by excite-

ment ;
( light-headed

'
, frivolous, flighty, inconstant.

Chiefly transf. from sense 2 ; but some of the uses may
descend directly from sense 1.

a 1547 Surrey sEneid n. 33 So diuerse ranne the giddy
peoples minde. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. 81 Such
as do alway sauor of a certaine giddy imagination. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, 111. i. 83 [They] Doe pelt so fast at one
anothers Pate, That many haue their giddy braynes knockt
out. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 698 It may be Gnats and Flies

haue their Imagination more ^fctable and giddy, a 1631
Donne Poems (1650) 118 Giddie fantastique Poets. 1643
Milton DivoreeWks. (1847) 158/2 Many they shall reclaim
from obscure and giddy sects. 1681 Dryden Abs. fy Achit.
1. 216 Govern'd by the Moon, the giddy Jews Tread the

same Track when she the Prime renews : And once in

twenty Years ..By natural Instinct they change their Lord.

1713 Steele Guardian No. 5 P 6 The giddy part of her sex

will have it she is in love. 1766 Goi.dsm. Vic. IV. xix, She
said twenty giddy things that looked like joy. 1779 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary Oct., A mere playful, giddy, romping
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child. i8aa Hazlitt Table- 1. Ser. n. xv, (1869) 301 Art ..

still allures our giddy admiration. 1-11839 Pkakd Poems
(1864) II. 26 And giddy girls of gay fifteen Mimic his

manner and his mien. 1845 D»«AJSLI Sybil (1863) 257 She
. . thinks she is gay when she is only giddy.
ahsol. 1807 Ckabbk Par. Reg. I. 282 "1 would warn the

giddy and awake the gay. 1838 Lytton Alice 55 She
seemed born, not only to captivate the giddy, but to turn
the heads of the sage.

4. Comb., as giddy-brain, -head fsaid of a per-

son)
;
giddy-brained, -drunk, -headed, -paced, -paled,

-willed adjs. ; giddy-gander dial. = Gandeh-
goose; giddy-go-round, something that revolves

with giddy rapidity, esp. a ' merry-go-round ' or
' roundabout *

; giddy-goating vbl. sf>., acting the
'giddy goat*, fooling about; + giddy -lumpish-
ness, heaviness and dizziness (of the head).
a 1652 Bbome CoveutGard. 1. Wks. 1873 II. 17 This kicksy

wincy *Giddtbrain will spoil all. 1796 Plain Sense I. 199
Lady Almeria was a little giddy-brain. 1561 T. Norton Cal-
vin's hist. 1. 19 Certain *giddy brained men. 1682 Otway
Venice Preserved in. i, Useless, giddy-brain'd Ass ! 1784
Denouement 108 A foolish penchant for a little giddy brained
girl. 1817 Coleridge Let. in Mem. It. F. Cary (1847) II.

176 Even as a man 'giddy-drunk throws his arms about,
and clasps hold of a barber's block for support. 1847 78
Hai.i.iwki 1., *Giddygandcr, the orchis. Dorset. 1863
Barnes Dorset Gloss. , Giddygander, the early purple orchis
{orchis mascula) . . and other common species of orchis.

1883 Mrs. Ewing Jackanaf>es iii. 20 His friend could not
..ride in the *giddy-go-round. 1893 R. KtPUNG Many
Invent., My Lord the Elephant 65 He put his arm round
av' me an 1

I came into the sun, the hills an* the rocks
skippin' big giddy-go-rounds. 1891 Sarah J. Duncan
Amer. Girl Lond. 79 A little *giddy-goating does nolxxiy
any harm. 1641

' Smectymnuus ' Vina, Ansiv. ii. 29 Before
he . . condenme those for *giddyheads that will not take
his word for proofs. 1698 Fryer Ace. F. India ty P. 106
The Heir of Bantam is . . of little Credit, being a Giddy-
head. 1575 Turbervils Faulcourie 148 So much the greater
ought your bells to l>e by how much more you see your
hawke *gyddy headed. 1639 G. Daniel Vervic, 395 Oh
the sickly tast Of giddie-headed Popularitie. 1748 Smol-
lett Rod. Rand, xlvi, Dangling after a parcel of giddy-
headed girls. 1678 Vug. Alan's Call. 389 He [prince Henry]
grew more pale than formerly . . yet he did not much com-
plain, but only of *giddy-lumpishness in his forehead. 1601
Shaks. Tivet. N. 11. iv. 6 These most briske and "'-giddy-

paced times. 1604 R. Armin Dcd. in G. Dugdalc*s Disc.
Pract. Fliz. Caldwell Aij, We haue many *giddie pated
Poets, that coulde haue published this Report with more
eloquence. 1830 Scott Demonol. viii. 240 These enthusiastic
and giddy-pated girls, c 1830 R. Sullivan in Casquet Lit.
V. 173/1 Betty was a reckless, *giddy-witted baggage.

Giddy (gi*di)i v - Also 7 gyddy. [f. the adj.]

1. trans. To make or render giddy.
160a Warner Alb. Eng. ix. Ii. (1612) 232 Your Darnell

giddieth so. 1617 Collins Def. Bft, F.ly 11. viii. 317 So are
you gyddied and hurled vp and downe, with euery blast

of vaine doctrine. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 28 Betele
..giddies the braine. 1710 Ace. Last Distemp. T. Whigg
11.44 After he had giddy'd his Guests by a Chase of various
Meanders and winding ways. 1799 Coleridge Lett. (1895)
2S4 Oh this strange .. scene-shifter, Death !—that giddies
one with insecurity. 1889 C. EDWARDES Sardinia 163 That
he may not be giddied by his perpetual rotations.

2. intr. To become giddy.

1845 S. Ji.-dd Margaret vi. (1871) 28 My head swims, my
brain giddies.

f 3. ?To turn round with giddy movement.
1615 Chapman Odyss. ix. 135 Had not . . a sodaine North-

wind fetcht, With an extreame sea, quite about againe, Our
whole endeuours; and our course constraine To giddie
round ; and with our bowd sailes greete Dreadfull Maleia.

Hence Gi'ddying ppl. a., that makes giddy.
1820 Mrs. Starke Direct. Trav. on Cont. ii. (1823) 34

The Chapeau, a giddying eminence opposite to Montanvert.
1844 Li>. Houghton Mem. Many Scenes, Ilium. St. Peter's

ii. 135 At last that giddying sight took form, a 1882 Longe.
Mich. Angelo 1. iv, You think . . my head Swims with the
giddying whirl of life about me. 1886 T. Hardy Mayor
Casterhr. xxvii, One that creeps into the maiden heart like

the giddying worm into the sheep's brain.

f G-iddy gaddy. Obs. Some old game.
1609 Manch. Court Leet Rec. (1886) II. 248 A game, or

games vsed in the towne of Manchest' called giddye gaddye.

Giddyish. (gi'di^J), a. [f. Giddy a. + -ish.]

Somewhat giddy, dizzy.

1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 26 Jan., My head .. is not
absolutely ill, but giddyish. Ibid. 21 Apr., To be giddyish
three or four days together mortified me.

Gide, obs. f. Guide; var. Gite, Obs., gown.
Gidya : see Giddea.
Gief, Gieft, obs. forms of Give, Gift.

Giela(i)nger, var. Gilenyek, Obs.

Gier-eagle : see Geier-.

Gierfalcon, Gierle, obs. ff. Gerfalcon, Girl.

Gieroglife, -gliphick, obs. ff. Hieroglyph, -ic.

Gieseckite (gf'sekait). A/in. [Named by
Stromeyer in 1819 after Sir Chas. Giesecke, who
brought it from Greenland : see -ite.] A variety of

pinite, believed to be aj^eudomorph after nephelite.

1821 R. Jameson Man^min. 323 Gieseckite, Stromeyer,
Sowerby. 1868 Dana Miu. (ed. 5) 479 Gieseckite.. In 6-

sided prisms.

T Gie'setrye. Obs- ' [ad. OF. gieziterie, f.

Giezi, L. (Vulgate) equivalent of Heb. Mrrj

Gehazi.] The crime of selling some sacred thing
;

a correlative of Simony.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode in. xxv. <i&6g) 149 Who so

wole propirhche speke, whan it selleth, Giezitrye, and whan
it biggeth, Symonye it is seyd.
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Giest(e, obs. form of Joist.
Gieve, var. Give, Gyve.
Gif igif), conj. Sc. and north. dial. Forms: 5-6

giff(e, gyf(fe,(5 gyve, 6 geif, geve, gewe, giwe),
6 giue, 5- gif. [An alteration of ME. gif, If.

It has not been certainly traced beyond the 15th c. (the
MSS. of Barbour having been written in 1487-9). Probably
it was due to the influence of Give, in which a form with a
guttural similarly took the place of an earlier form with a
palatal. Cf. Gin con/.]

1. Introducing a condition : =If. Also gif that.

Now rare.

1 37S Harbour Bruce 1. 12, I wald fayne set my will, Giff
my wyt mycht suffice thartill. c 14*5 Wyntoun Crcn. vm.
v. 107 Gyve pai couth, pai suld declere Of bat gret dystans
be matere. < 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 391 Gentill men gif
3e be, Leiff ws sum part, we pray for cheryte. 1556 Laudek
Tractate 89 Geue that thare ony places be More creuell
than vthers in degre [etc.]. 1563-83 Foxe A. $ M. 4/2
And giue he were so holy, yet [etc.]. 1588 A. King tr.

Canisius' Catech. 15 b, Giue nothinge be iugit mair sueit
and plaisant thane bis lyfe .. how mekil [etc.]. . i6zo
A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 21 Gif they speak not soe, I

wald understand quhy they wryte not as they speak. 1786
C. Keith Har'st Rig 47 Gif like your tongue were your
twa hands, Nae help you'd need. i8a6J. Wilson Noct.
Amhr. Wks. 1855 I. 354 Gif it was the last word I was ever
to speak in this world, it was God's truth. 1858 M.
Porteous Souter Johnny 29 Gif bless'd wi' freedom, ye can
flee Wi' angel haste Through heaven's starr'd empire ye will

be A prying ghaist. 1876 Mid VorksA. Gloss., Gif, if. A
casual form, mostly heard in Nidderdale.

t 2. Introducing an object clause : = Whether.
Also gif that. Obs.

1535 Stewart Cron.Scot.W. 206, I can nocht tell gif that
he wes his bruther. 1567 in Tytler Hist. Scotl. (1864) III.

247 [Bothwell] is minded to .. bring her [the queen] to
Dunbar. Judge you gif it be with her will or no?

Gifl'e, Giff, obs. forms of Gif, Give.

Giff (gif)- «Sr. [Formed by analysis of Giff-
GAFF.] In phrase The giffs and the gaffs : the

givings and the takings, the gains and the losses.

Of. GlFF-GAFF.
1821 Galtj4*i*. Parish xliii. 161, I think that the gifts

and the gaffs nearly balance one another.

Giff-gaff (gi'f-gcef). Sc. and north, dial. Also
6 giffe-gafe, gyffe-gaffe, S giff-goff, 9 gif-gafiT.

[reduplication of Give v. Cf. MDu. ghivegave.]

1. Mutual giving, mutual help ;
give and take.

1549 Latimer 3rd Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 89 Some
what was geuen to them before, and they muste nedes geue
somewhat againe, for giffe gafe was a good felow, this gyffe
gaffe led them dene from Justice. 1624 lip. R. Mountagu
New Gagg 92 Giff-gaff is a good fellow. 1787 Grose Prov.
Gloss, s. v., Giff-goffmakes good fellowship. 1790 Shi rrefs
Poems Gloss., Giff-goff, open-heai tedness, familiarity, frank-

ness, or mutual condescension. 1815 Scott Guy M. xl, I

played at giff gaff with the officers. 1818 — Itrt. Midi.
xvi, Gif-gaf makes gude friends, ye ken. 1824 — Red-
gauntlet xii, You must give me your[word|to be private in

the matter— giff-gaff, you know. 1895 Dundee Advertiser
in Daily Nevus 22 Mar. 7/2 The 'giff-gaff' principle of
making friends.

2. Interchange of remarks; promiscuous talk.

(Cf. Gaff sb?)
1787 Grose Prov. Gloss. , Giff-?aff, unpremeditated dis-

course. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Giff-gaff, the
random conversation which strangers fall into when they
meet in going the same road. 1894 Crockett Lilac Sun-
bonnet 45 The shrill 'giff-gaff' of their colloquy.

Hence I Giff-gaffing vbl. sb.= sense 1.

1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 35 The which gif-

gafiing with God is the verie simoniacal sin of Anani and
Saphira.

Gift (gift), sb. Forms : a. 1 sift, syft, 2-5

3ift'e, (4 ^iefte), 3-5 $eft, 4 ^yft^e, 4-6 yeft(e,

^5 3efft, yeffe, yifte, yyft, yft, 6 yeffte). 0. 4
yefj>e, -the, 5 }yfth. 7. 3-6 gifte, gyftje, 6 gyfft,

(3 giuete, 4 giflt, giftt, 6 gefte, gieffi, 3, 6, 7
gulft(e, 3- gift. [Com. Teut. : OE. gift str. fern,

(recorded only in the sense ' payment for a wife
',

and in the plural with the sense * wedding') corre-

sponds to OFris. jeft fern., gift, MDu. gift^e (Du.

gift fern., gift, gift neut., now more commonly gif,

poison^OHG.^T/i1

fern., gift, poison(MHG.,mod.G.
gift fern., gift, nent, poison). ON. gift, usually

written gipt gift (Sw., Da. -gift in compounds), pi.

giptar a wedding, Goth, -gifts in compounds :—

OTeut. *gifti-z fern., f. root *geb~ Give v.

The OE. sense does not appear to have survived into

ME. ; the a and $ forms are perh. new formations from the
vb., while the y type, to which the mod. Eng. form belongs,

is prob. (as the guttural seems to show) adopted from ON.]

I. Giving.

1. The action of giving, an instance of the same
;

a giving, bestowal, f Of gift: as a gift, gratui-

tously, for nothing ; also offree gift. (1 would not

have it) at a gift (colloq.) : at the price of nothing
;

even as a gift, f Of a person s gift : of his giving,

as his gift. Also, the power or right of giving, in

phr. in (f of) a person s gift.

a. c 1300 A'. Alis. 4682 [Laud MS.] What wib ^ifte what
wip queyntise Alle he wan hem to his seruyse. 1340
Cursor M. 509o(Trin.) }oure sackes shal I fille of 31ft \Cott.

o gift]. < 1400 Rom. Rose 3663, I wolde gladly .. Have a
cos therof freely Of your yeft. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860) 22

William . . was righte duke of Normandie by yeft of Charlys

GIFT.

the symple, king of Fraunce. 1503 Churchw. Ace. Cros-
combe (Som. Rec. Soc.) 28 Of the yefte of Alsun Abbot a
payr of beds of jett.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 28760 pe thrid almuses gift of hand,
or elles in word or werk helpand. 1357 Lay Folks Catech.
25 Thai had it of goddes giftt at thaire begynnyng. 15*3
Fitzhfrb. Surv. 29 It is to be enquered of all ye churches
that belong to the lordes gyft how many there be & where
they be & what they be worthe. 1583 Hollyband Campo di
Fior 109 But canst thou not haue of gifte the filth which
is painted on thy handes and necke? 1589 C. Ockland in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 71 For thei be of my Lorde of
Warwikes gyfte. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. x. 14 Therefore
these two, her eldest sonnes, she sent To seeke for succour
of this Ladies gieft. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 111. i. 359 This
floor David bought of Araunah the Jebusite, from whom he
would not take it of gift. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. u. xxi.

108 When we say a Guift is Free, there is not meant any
Liberty of the Guift, but of the Giver. 1675 South Serm.
''737) L xi. 406 No man has any antecedent right or claim
to that which comes to him by free-gift. 1679-88 Seer.
Serz>. Money Chas. fy fas. (Camden) 27 To Lieu 1 Anthony
Heyford, as of free guift 30//. os. od. 1785 Cowper Lett.
Wks. (1876) 220 A gift of bedding to the poor of Olney. 1837
Disraeli Venetia 1. iv, The rich living was in the gift of the
Herberts, a 1854 H. Reed Led. Fng. Lit. iv. (1878) 126
Language always makes gift of its best wealth to a great
poet. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. ix, Wouldn't have them
at a gift. 1888 Uryce Amer. Commw. II. Ixv. 486 The
minor appointive offices which lie in his own gift.

Prov. 1583 Fulke Defence xv. 403 The prouerb is, what
is so free as gift?

t b. To give a gift ( = earlier to give a give) : to

give assurance that. Obs. (See Give v.)

2. Law. a. The transference of propertyin a thing

by one person to another, voluntarily and without

any valuable consideration.
a. 1480 Water/. Arch, in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 314 The saide feftments, yefts, graunts, and lesses.

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 1. § 1 Every astate feofiement yeft

relesse graunte lesis and confirmacion of landys.

y. 1 1471 in Paston Lett. No. 679 III. 21 A box with the

dede of gyflt off J. P. X558 Extracts ASerd. Reg. (1844) I.

314 He this our letter of gyft and donatioune. 1590 Swin-
burne 'Testaments 16 Of gifts in case of death there be
three sortes. < 1590, 1613 Deed of gift [see Deed sb. 4].

1767 IJi.ackstone Comm. II. 440 Gifts are always gratui-

tous, grantsare upon some consideration or equivalent. 1838
Penny Cycl. XI. 217/2 To complete a gift of goods and
chattels delivery is absolutely necessary.

Jig. 17*9 E. Erskine in Agnew Theol. Consolat. (1881)

109 There is a deed of gift or grant made by the Father to

all the hearers of the Gospel.

b. (See quots. 181 8, 1876.)
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 63 A gift, donatio, is

properly applied to the creation of an estate tail ; as a feoff-

ment is to that of an estate in fee simple. 18*7 Jarman
PowelCs Devises II. 295 The word * against ' was construed
without, to make it alternative to the other gift. 1876

Digby Real Prop. x. § 1. 378 A feoffment was technically

confined to an estate in fee simple, the conveyance of an
estate tail by the same process was technically called a gift.

II. The thing given.

3. Something, the possession of which is trans-

ferred to another without the expectation or receipt

of an equivalent ; a donation, present. Also pre-

ceded by qualifying words, as Christmas-, Easter-^

New ] ear s, etc. gift.

Grecian gift (see Virg. AKn. it. 49) : some seeming favour

or concession on the part of an enemy, suspected to be

offered with sinister motive.

a. ( 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1416 De broSer and de moder oc

Riche 5iftes eliezer <Se toe. c 1175 Lay. 1790 (>o hafde

IJrutus be 5eft : pat Dyaune him bi-hehte. c 1350 Will.

Paterne 5357 Sterne stedes & strong, ii ober stoute ^iftes.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 27 Why make ye not your
feasts to poore men, and yeveth him yefts, as yee done to

the rich. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour C ij, I pray yow alle

that it plese yow to graunte me a bone and a yefte.

fi. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys 1 Roxb.t 46 Be nathan david
sone also ;yfth or thynge 3oven is signyfyed.

y. a 1300 Cursor At. 3319 He hir gaue a gift onan, A
gold ring. Ibid. 3339 Ilkan gaue he giftes sere. < 1460
Laun/al 67 The tpiene yaf gyftes for the nones . . Her
curtasye to kythe. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552)

26 The mynde of giftes is best. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
VIII, 67 Also that you . . shall confesse that you receive

the citie as a gift, and not rendred as a right to the

kyng your Master. 1585 T. Washington tr. Auholays
Voy. 111. xxii. 112 (Thev] went through the city demanding
their new yeres gifts of al those they met. 163a Sanderson
Serm. 491 The one eye vpon the guift and the other vpon

the Giver. 1667 Milton P. L, iv. 735 Both when we wake,

And when we seek, as now, thy gift of sleep.
(

1781 Cowper
Hope 115 Life is His gift, from whom whate'er life needs,

And every good and perfect gift, proceeds. 1831 S. R.

Maitland A Ibig. <r Watdenses iii. 66 I he candour of Gibbon
is . . so remarkable that I wonder Milner did not reject the

Grecian gift. 1884 Browning Fenshtah (1885) 38 Giving

is giving, gift claims gift's return.

Proverbs, c 1460 Hoiu Gd. Wi/ taught hir Dau. 70 in

Hazl. E. P. P. I. 185 Bounden he is that ^ifte takithe, my
dere childe. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867J 30 Throw no
gyft agayne at the geuers head.

b. Something of value proceeding from a speci-

fied source, quasi-personified as a giver.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre"s Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 252

These precious gifts of the Waters [fisheries] are presented

to all Nations. 1871 Morley Voltaire u886) 4 The ever-

living gifts of Grecian art and architecture and letters.

f c. A fee for services rendered. Obs.— !

1477 Boston Lett. No. 808 III. 214 Hery Cook wold goo
with your swanes, for hys yefte chuld be vjs. viijd. and

there fore he wold yeffe you his labore, be so ye payd for

his costes.



GIFT.

t d. //. Applied to almshouses founded by a
specified person. Obs.
1651 T. Barker Art ofAngling Epist., I live in Henry

the 7th's Gifts.

4. An offering to God or to a heathen deity.
a, 138a Wyci.if Matt, v. 24 Leeue there thi 31ft before

the auler. c 1489 Caxton Sonne's ofAymon xvii. 390 He .

.

offred a riche yefte vpon the awter.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 10218 Ilkan ban to be temple broght
Sirekin gift after bai moght. 1597 Hooker Pled. Poi. v.

xxxiv. § 3. 70 Gifts are offered vnto God not as supplies of
his want. 1611 Bible Matt. v. 23. 24. 1895 Daily News
30 Oct. 4/7 The Deodand, or gift to God.

5. Something given with a corrupting intention;
a bribe. Obs. as a specific sense.

The existence of this sense seems to be implied a 1300 in
Cursor M. 17464 (Gitt.) pai war for gifte {read forgifte,

bribed] be soth to hele.

a. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in. 90 Fuir schal falle and brenne
atte laste pe houses and be homes of hem bat desyreb For
to haue 3iftes, 138a Wyclif Dent. xvi. 19 Thou shait not
accept persone, ne ^iftis, for 3iftis blynden even of wise men.
y. 1549 Latimer $rd Serm. bef Edw. /7 (Arb.) 89 Wo

worth these giftes, they subuert iustyce euerye where. 1594
Willobie in Shaks. C. Praise 10 For giftes the wysest will

deceave. 1611 Bible 2 Chrou. xix. 7 '1'here is no iniquitie
with tlie Lord our God., nor taking of gifts.

6. A faculty, power, or quality miraculously be-
stowed, e.g. upon the apostles and other early
Christians ; a Christian virtue looked upon as an
emanation from the Holy Ghost ; extended further

to endowments bestowed by heathen deities or
some supernatural agent; occas. in sense of in-

spiration. The gift of tongues: see ToNODE.
a. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 69 We ne ma^en ) e fond from us

driue, ne mid sworde ne mid kniue, bute hit heo burh godes
;ifte. rtiaaj Attcr. R. 28 Uor Se seoue giftes of 3e Holi
Goste, Set ich mote habben ham. 138a Vf\GL\TActs viii. 20
Thou gessidist the 3ifte of God for to be had . . by money.
e 1449 Pecock Repr. 181 The ^iftis of gracis, the glories of
heuen bihijt ben to alle Cristene passyng greete benefetis.
6. 1340 Ayenb. 200 Nou we willeb zigge uerst of be yefpe

of onderstondinge be ban bet be holy gost wile ous teche.
y. a 1303 Cursor j/, 19007 Of haligast be giftes sere, Gin

us he has a!s yee sehere. a 1533 Ld. Brrners Huon lxxxiv.

205 Amonge other [lad yes of y fayrye] there was one that
gaue me y a gyft to be suche one as ye se that I am. 1605
Camden Rem. 11637)6 That admirable gift hereditary to the
anointed Princes of this Realme, in curing the Kings Evill,

1657 Milton P. L. rv. 715 Pandora, whom the Gods En-
dowd with all thir gifts. 1704 Nelson Pest. t, Pasts xxi.

( T 739) 258 Having a Power to impart the same Gift toothers.
1709 Sikype Ann. Re/. (1824) I. xxv. 254 He did begin to
write, but he could bring nothing to pass : his gift was not
com to him. 173a Berkeley Serm. S. P. G. Wits. 1871
III. 241 We have not the gift of miracles. 1834 J. H.
Newman Par. Serm. I. i. 13 To obtain the gift of holiness
is the work of a life. 1875 Manning Mission J/. Ghost xiii.

359 Now the gift of intellect or understanding is precisely
that gift of the Holy Spirit which enables us to understand
the meaning of what we believe. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serm.
xi. (1877I 216 Faith is not only an excellent gift, a sublime
gift, but it is a gift full of present happiness.

b. A natural endowment, faculty, ability, or

talent. Also natural gift, gift cf God or nature.

Gift of the gab : folloq.) see Gab i b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23892 Sum for mar and sum for less,

Efter bat vr giftes ess. 1504 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione
in. lx. 252 Gyftes of nature be gyuen Indyfferentlye to good
folke and euyll. 1573 J. Sandford Horns Recr. (1576)
Lp. Ded. A 5 Hir vertues and gifres of minde. 1588
J. Udall Demonstr. Disci/, xi. (Arb.) 49 For some haih
an excellent gift in doctrine, and not in application. 1597
Morlf.y Introd. Mus. 115 Imagining that all the guiftes
of God should die in themselues, if they should bee taken
out of the worlde. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1.

v -. ^739) I2 Austin had also a gift or trick of working
miracles. 1693 S. Harvey in Drvdens Juvenal \x. (1697)
231 The Gifts of Nature, what will they avaii? 1710 S.
Sewall Diary 2 Dec. (1879) II. 294, I have heard he lyid
a good Gift in Prayer. 1711 Addison S/>cct. No. 128
P 1 As Vivacity is the Gift of Women, Gravity is that of
Men._ 1769 Junius Lett. i. 8 Nature has been sparing of
her gifts to the noble lord. 1814 Wordsw. Excnrs. 1. 78
Endowed with highest gifts, The vision and the faculty
divine. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Snr. vii. II. 229 He was in
the habit of exercising his spiritual gifts at their meetings.
1856 Sir R Hrodie Psychol. Inq. I. i. 29 The faculty of
reasoning correctly. .is for the most part a natural gift. 1871
Freeman Norm. Cona. 11876) IV. xvii. 99 He was displaying
in Normandy the gifts of the wise lawgiver and firm ad-
ministrator. 1882 Pebody Eng. Journalism xix. 144 The
precise gifts that are needed in a special correspondent.
i838 Bryce Amer. Co/umzu. II. liii. 328 [Hamilton's]
countrymen seem to have never . . duly recognized his
splendid gifts.

7. slang. (See quots.)
183a Examiner 187 2 [They] asked him if he would join

them in a good thing, which was to carry away a landlord's
till of money, and that it would be a ' gift ' (an easy task).

1859 S&Mtf Diet., Gift, any article which has been stolen
and afterwards sold at a low price.

8. A white speck on the finger-nails, supposed to

portend a gift.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 17. 2/1 Q. What is the Cause of little

white Spots, which sometimes grow under the Nails of the
Fingers? And what is the reason they say they are Gifts?
A. The reason of their being call'd Gifts is as Wise an one
as that of Letters, Winding Sheets 9cc in a Candle. 1796
in Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3'. 1854 Knight Once
upon a Time II. 269 We showed each other the gifts on
our nails. 1886 in Chesk. Gloss.

9. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as gift-
copy, -money, -package, -picture, b. objective, as
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gift-bearer, -taker; ^gift-greedy^). C. instrumental,
as gift-laden adj. Also gift-book, a book given as
a present ; a book published in an attractive form,
such as is suitable for a present, a school prize,

etc.
; gift-enterprise U.S. (see quot.)

;
gift-food,

food given in charity
; gift-horse, a horse given

as a present : see also House sb. 20 ;
gift-house

(see quot.)
; f gift-sermon, a sermon that is paid

for by an endowment.
1483 Cath. Angl. 155/2 A "Gift berer, doniferus, munifer.

1868 Publishers Pre/, to Walts' Improv. Mind, As a
*gift-book to advanced scholars it is most appropriate.
1886 T. Frost Remin. Country Journalist viii. (1888) 94
They, .wished to use them [engravings] in the production of
a gift-book. 1832 Mus. Tkoli.ope in L'Estrange Priendsh.
Miss Mitford (1882) I. 238 Mr. Howe told him that all

the *gift copies were already sent. 1893 Funk's Stand.
''Gift-enterprise, a business that offers gifts to secureDiet.

Thepatrons or purchasers. 1865 Daily Tel. 6 Dec.
t danger was. .that the dangerous habit of living upoV*gift-
I

food would demoralise the recipients, c 1611 Chapman Iliad
iv. 118 With this, the mad- *gift-grcedie man, Minerua did

1 perswade. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. 1. 490 He ne'er considered
,

it, as loth To look a "Gift-Horse in the mouth. 1837 W.
I

Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 249 The Captain, put spurs to
I his very fine gift-horse. 1893 Farmer Slang, "'Gift-house

(or Gift), (printers'), a club; a house of call; specifically
I for the purpose of finding employment, or providing allow-

ances for members. 1895 Daily News 27 Dec. 2/5 A giant
Christinas tree, constituted of some hundreds of the *gift-

laden firs of the nursery. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Mark i. 12-15 Thou haste receyued the holy ghoste as it

were *gifte money, a bond, and an earnest penye of thy
salarye. 1897 Bailey Fruit-growing 416 In all the finest
fruits the grower should use nothing but a "gift-package,
that is, one which is given away wiih the fruit when it

is sold. 1863 ThorNBURY Turner II. 128 Men never
valued *gift pictures so much as those in which they had
invested money. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 64 Here is a
*gift-sermon every Tuesday, .well endowed by lady Camb-
den. 1549 Latimer 3rd Serm: bef Edw. VI iArb.) 94 He
was no *gyfte taker, he was no wynker, he was no by walker.

Gift (gift), v. [f. Gift sb.]

1. trans. To endow or furnish with gifts (see

chiefly Gift sb. 6) ; to endow, invest, or present
with as a gift.

15. . Wife in MoreTs Skin C j b, The friendes that were
together met He [printed He] gyfted them richely with
right good speede. 1608 W. Sclater Malachy (1650) 197
See how the Lord gifted him above his brethren. 1621
Sanderson 12 Serm. (1637) 396 If God have not gifted us
for it, he hath not called us to it. 1677 W. Hubbard Nar-
rative (1865) I. 61 He was better gifted than any other of
the Indian Nation. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1. v, Nothing
but the inspiration with which we writers are gifted can
possibly enable anyone to make the discovery. 1826 K.
Irving Babylon II. vm. 282 When they were gifted with
the self same Spirit with which Moses had been gifted.

1834 T. MedwiN Angler in Wales I. 290 How admirably
Nature had provided, .by gifting it [the salmon] with a form
of all others the best adapted for [etc.]. 1844 Mus. Brown-
ing Swan's Nest, The world must love and fear him Whom
I gift with heart and hand. 1884 Rogers 6 Cent. Work
$ Wages I. 126 Many settlements, which afterwards grew
into towns, were gifted subsequently with parliamentary
representation.

b. To invest with a charm ; to impart a fascina-

tion to. rare~ x
.

l853 0. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 141, I may not
dwelt on scenes and events which the pen of Scott has
gifted.

2. To bestow as a gift ; to make a present of.

Const.with/0 or dative. Also with a-ccay. Chiefly .5V.

1619 Sir J.Semhll Sacrilege 31 If they object, that tithes,

being gifted to Levi, in official inheritance, can stand no
longer than Levi [etc.]. a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot.
v (1677) 278 The recovery of a parcel of ground which the
Queen had gifted to Mary Levinston. 1711 in A. McKay
Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 98 This bell was gifted by the Earl
of Kilmarnock to the town of Kilmarnock for their Council-
house. 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Laiv 1. (1809) 51 Where a
fund is gifted for the establishment of a -second minister, in
a parish where the cure is thought too heavy for one [etc.].

1801 Kanken Hist. Prance I. 301 Parents were prohibited
from selling, gifting, or pledging their children. 1829 J.
Brown New Deeside Guide (1876) 19 College of Blairs..
having been gifted to the Church of Rome by its proprietor.
1839 Alison Europe xlii. § 71 (1849-50) VII. 155 Thus did
Napoleon and d'Oubril gift away Sicily. 1878 J. C. Lees
Abbey ofPaisley xix. 201 The Regent Murray gifted all the
Church Property to Lord Sempill.

Hence Gifting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1619 Sir J. Sempill Sacrilege App. 4 Was Abraham so
idle in gifting? Jacob so superstitious in vowing? 1671
True Nonconf. 163 Our Lords most gracious gifting. 1796
T. Townshend Poems 32 Where once thy gifting hand
did weave Garlands of glory for the poet's head. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. xiv. 302 A gifting of man, at his Lirth,
not with capacities alone.

Gifted (gifted), ///. a. [f. Gift v. + -ed 2.]

1. Endowed with gifts (see Gift sb. 6) ; talented.

1644 Minutes Westm. Assembly (1874) 38 It is one thing
to say a gifted man may preach, but another thing to say a
1 tiling elder . . by virtue of his office may do it. 1677 W.
Hubbard Narrative (1865I II. 201 Such of the Women as
were gifted at knitting and sewing [etc.]. 1711 G. Cary
J'hys. Phylactick 241 This is a Text that the Gifted Brethren
have often urged. 1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. (17981 212 No
patriot weeps, when gifted villains die. 1839 A. Gray Lett.
(1893) 100 The famous Christopher North, .a gifted genius.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 376 The most gifted minds,
when they are ill-educated, become the worst. 1892 Zang-
will Bow Myst. 92 It's a grand thing to be gifted, Tom.
absol. 1848 Carlyle Misc. U857) I. 231 Men felt and

GIG.

knew that here also was one of the Gifted ! 1850 Robertson
Serjn. Ser. in. ix. 114 The gifted of their species.

b. said of an utterance and of a frame of mind.
1678 P.ltler Hud. in. ii. 635 Where had they all their

Gifted Phrases, But from our Calamies and Cases? 1850
Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. ii. 26 Genius in its most gifted
hour.

t 2. Given, bestowed. Obs.- 1

1671 Milton Samson 36 Why was my breeding ordered
and prescribed. .To grind in brazen fetters under task With
this heaven-gifted strength ?

Hence Gi-ftedness, the condition, quality, or
state of being gifted. Also qnasi-^wr., a gift.
1660 tr. Paracelsus' Archidoxis 11. 149 The things cf

nature are not so alike graduated as Diseases are, as in
relation to the Dose or Guiftedness. 1671 Eachard Obserr.
Answ. Grounds Cont. Clergy 116 Not endued with the
sublimest giftednesses of our Separatists, a 1734 North
Lives (1826) III. 312 He was very illiterate, but thought to
supply that defect by extraordinary gifiedne-s. 1875 H.
James R. Hudson ii. 64 Rowland . . felt more and more the
fascination of what he would have called his giftedness.
Gifter, var. Giftukk, Obs.

Giffcie (grfti). Sc. [dim. f Gift sb. : see -vf]
Playfully used for Gift sb. 6 b.

1787 Burns To a Lortse viii, O wad some PowV the giftie
gie us To see oursels as others see us 1 1791 A. Wilson
Laurel Disputed Wks. (1876) II. 22 [He] shows at twenty-
twa as great a giftie For painting just, as Allan did at fifty.

t Giftishness. Obs. rare. [£ *giftis/i {f. Gift
sb. + -].sh) + -ness.] Giftedness, talent.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 78 An old Trot that boasteth

of her Giftishnesse in WateroloRy'. Ibid. 158 Such whose
Giltishnesse in Exhortation amounteth to a perswasive
power.

Giftless Cgi'ftles), a. [f. Gift sb. + -less.]
1. That has no gift to offer. G'/ftless gifts = gifts

that are no gifts after Gr. d'Scu/a twpa.
1390 Gower Co'if. I. 193 This messanger was yeftelcs.

1614 I). Dyke Myst. Selfe-Deceiving 15 As in the proverbe.
there are giftlesse gifts. 1650 Trait Comm. Gen. xv. 6
Abraham gave gifts. So doth God to reprobates ; but thev
are giftless gifts: better be without them. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. I. 1. 245 Fair lords, be still awhile, And say
no ill about this giftless guest.

2. That receives or has received no gift.
<~ T435 Torr. Portugal 415 Yftles schall they not be, That

dare I sothely sey. 1751 Cambridge Scrihleriad iv. i6r
But not nnhonour'd shall he halt away, Or giftless mourn
this unauspicious day. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. \. \, ?_g 7
O righteous man, we leave this land, Nur leave thee giftless
for the welcoming Thou gav'st us erst.

3. Devoid ot mental endowments; without talent.

1894 Daily Nens 13 July 6/4 An industrious, and by no
means giftless, Welsh scholar.

Giftling (gi'ftlirj), nonce-wd. [f. Gift sb. +
-ling.] A small gift.

i860 Thackeray Round. Papers x. (1863) 151 The kindly
Christmas tree .. may you have plucked pretty giftlings
from it.

tGi'ft-rope. Naut. Obs. [The first element
is piob. corrupt

;
perh. the word may be spurious,

evolved by a misprint or misreading hom gest-rofe.~\

= Guest-rope, Guess-warp.
1704 Harris Lex. Techn., Gift-rope is the Roat-Rope,

which is fastened to the Boat when she is swifted, in order
to her being towed at the Stern of a Ship. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Chest-rope, m a ship, is the same with the guest
or gift-rope. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Gift-rope
(synonymous with guest-rope), a rope for boats at the guest-
warp boom. [Not known to two nautical experts consulted.]

tGi'fture. Obs. Also 6 yefture, 6-7 gifter.

[f. Gift v. + -ure.]

1. The action of giving ; also the right of giving.

Cf. Gift sb. 1. Upon gifture : gratuitously.
1503 Will of L.ady Hastings in Test. Vetusta II. 452 A

faire prymmar, which I had by the yefture of Queen Eliza-
beth. 1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. 11. 11882) 79 In whome
doth the patronage, right, and gifture of these ecclesiastical
promotions and benefices consist ? 1634 W. Wood New
Eng. Prosp. 11. (1865) 5 The English will not be so Hberall
as to furnish them upon gifture.

2. A gift ; a prize.

1592 Wvrlev Armorie, Ld. Chaudos 63 Willing the gifter
to some other wight. 1615 R. Cleaver Prov. 48 The wealth
of the godly is the peculiar gifture of wisedome.
3. attrib., as gifture-banquct \ gifture-ore, a

quantity of ore given as a customary due.
1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. xix. vi. 12 Solemn doles, or

gifture banquets. 1631 StarChamb. Cases (Camden) 90 The
Deputy Karre Masters .. would not measure their oare un-
lesse they would pay them their gifter oare. 163a ibid. 98
There was some given to the Deputy Harre Masters for

their paines, and it is called therefore gifter oare.

Gig (gig),^. 1 Forms : 3^8 gigg(e, 4-5 gygge,
(6 ghyg), 6- gig. [Perh. onomatopoeic ; the iden-

tity of the word in all senses is very doubtful.]

I. Something that whirls.

fL A whipping-top. Obs.
c 1440 [see Whirligig] i57° W^lingsi.ey Euclid xi. def.

xvi. 317 This solide [Cone] of many is called Turbo, which
to our purpose may be Englished a Top or Ghyg. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 70 Thou disputes like an Infant : goe
whip thy Gigge. 1644 in iV. <$• Q. Ser. 1. IX. 422/1 For four
E'ggsand scourge sticks is. a 1657 Lovelace Poems (1864)

159 H' has left his apish jigs, And whipping hearts like

gigs. 169a Locke Educ. § 130 Play-things which are above
their Skill to rrake, as Tops, Gigs, Battledors, and the like.

1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 109, I told her I'd give her a Whip
for her Gig. a 1793 [see Giddy a. 2 d].
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fig, 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. 79/2 For hee's the
gigge of time, Whom sharpest wits haue whipt with sport-

ful rime. Ibid. 144/1 Thou Tauerne, Alehouse, Whorehouse,
Gig of time, That for a groat wilt amongst Tinkers rime.

f2. A set of feathers arranged so as to revolve

rapidly in the wind, for the purpose of attracting

birds to a net. Obs.
1621 Markham Prev, Hunger (1655I 115. a x6o8 Blun-

dell Cavalier's Note-bk. (1880) 272 A great help., fur bring-
ing in of larks about your net, is a gigg of feathers, .which
twirleth swiftly round on the least breath of wind. 17*7
Bradley Fant. Diet. s. v. Day-net,

3. • Gig-mill.
1843 Brande Diet. Sci. , Gigs, or gig machines, are rotatory

cylinders covered with wire-teeth, for teazling woollen cloth.

i885 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., Gig, Gig-mitt,
the machine by which the shag or nap is raided upon
blankets and other cloth ; also applied to the building in

which the machine is worked. .

' Where's your Tom now?
Au ! he do worky down to factory—heVe a-worked to
the gig's two year'.

II. Applied to persons.

f4. A flighty, giddy girl. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 Hun ten per efter . . mid gigge leihtre,

mid hor eien, mid eni Hhte lates. r 1395 PlowmatCs T.
(Skeat) 759 Some spend hir good upon [hir] gigges, And
finden hem of greet aray. e 1430 How Gd. Wyf tau^te hir
Dau. 55 in Babees Bk. 38 Fare not as a gigge, for nou}t pat
may bitide, Lau^e bou not to loude, ne jane bou not to
wide. 1594 Willobie Aviso. (1880' 41 Thou selfewill gig
that doth detest My faithfull loue, looke to thy fame.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, s. v., A young Gig, a wanton
Lass. 1780 Map. D'Arbi.ay Diary June, Charlotte L
called, and the little gig told all the quarrels . . she led in

her family.

5. A queer-looking figure, an oddity ; dial, a fool.

Chiefly Eton slang. Cf. GKCK sol, Gegge.
1777 in Life Hugh Eliot iv. 11868) 124 Upon my word,

Hugh, you are the greatest gig in the world. '797 0. Col-
man Heir at Laiu iv, ii, What a damn'd gig you (look like.

a 1823 Forby Voc. E. Angiia, Gig, a trifling, silly, flighty

fellow. 1825 Blackw. Mag. XVII. 416 G\ France is the
region of caricature, And a regular Frenchman's a gig to

be sure With his apple-green breeches [etc.], 1832 MacaulaY
in Life fy Lett. 11880) I. 265 Be you Tories, be you Whigs,
You must write to sad young gigs. 1836 T. Hook G.
Gurney I. 193 They were what Mr. Daly . . called uncom-
mon gigs. 1856 Whyte Melville Kate Cor. xiv, Such a
set of ' gigs ', my dear, I never saw in my life. .not a good-
looking man amongst them.

III. 6. -fa. A fancy, joke, whim. Obs.

1590 Nashe Pasquifj A/-ol. 1. C ij b, A right cutte of the
worde, without gigges or fancies of haereticall and newe
opinions. 1600 J. Lane; Tom Tel-troth 118 New gigges fora
countrie clowne. 1607 Schol. Disc.agst. Antichr. 1. i. 16 It

is a common gigge to shift of all things brought against this
filthee Idoll. a 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieuten. iv. iv,

I must go see him presently, For this is such a gig. 1642
Rogeks Naawau 204 Any idle tale, or gigge of a geering,
gibing wit. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733I III. 321 They
put a gigg in the gravest scull And send their wits to gather
wool. 1821 Joseph the Book-Man in One talk'd of life's

most funny rigs, And much enlarg'd on pleasing gigs.

b. Fun, merriment, glee. In high gig, on the

{high) gig: in a state of boisterous hilarity; also

dial, eager, impatient. Now dial,

1777 Mad. D'Arbi.ay Early Diary (1889) H- 201 The
girls, Betsy and Beckey, were upon the high gig all the
time, for they enjoyed seeing me thus whisked about. 1807
Oracle in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1809) XII. 45, I tells you
Common Garden's the gig, the go, and the finish. 1813
Moore Post BagVn. 21 We were all in high gig— Roman
Punch and Tokay Travelled round, till our heads travelled
just the same way. 1819 * R. Rabelais'1 Abeillard

ty If.

36 Being so full of gig and glee Begins her speech with
He ! He ! He ! c 1830 in Besant 50 Yrs. Ago 134 A laughter-
loving lass of eighteen who dearly loved a bit of gig. 1876
Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Gig, a state of flurry; 'He's on the
gig to be off.'

C. Comb, gig-fair local (see quot.) ? Obs.
1829 Glover Hist. Derby I. 271 Fairs for shows, ribands,

toys, &c. commonly called holiday or gig fairs.

Gig (gig), «M [Transferred sense of Gig sbA I.]

1. A light two-wheeled one-horse carriage.
1791 'G. Gambado' Attn. Horsem, v. (1809) 89 Airing en

famitle, m a gig, accompanied with a husband and three
children. 1796 in Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3). 1809
Windham Sp. Pari. 26 May 24 Let the former riders in
gigs and whiskeys and one-horsed carriages continue to
ride in them. 1838 H awthornk Jml. Solit. Man in Tales
tj- Sk. {1879) 84 Spruce gigs rattling past. 1855 Thackeray
Newcomes I. 51 In the carriage, mind you, not in the gig
driven by the groom. X889G- N. Hooper in Driving (B&dm.)
379 Gigs are considered equally suitable for London and
country use.

2. Naitt. A light, narrow, clinker-built ship's

boat, adapted either for rowing or sailing. Also
cutter-, whale-gig.
(Not in Falconer Diet. Marine 1780.)

1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Adv. Fut. Laureat Wks. 1812
II. 338 That by its painter drags the Gig or Yawl. 1801 in

Nicolas Disfi. Nelson (1845) IV. 325 Lord Nelson repaired
in his gig (his usual conveyance) on board of our Ship. 1816
'Quiz Grand Master 1. 24 Tis number sixty-five—a wig—
O d—n the numher ! maPihe gig. x86o L. Oliphant Earl
Elgin's Mission to China I. 71 Customhouse guards. .have
a proper respect for a British man-of-war's gig. 1875 Bed-
ford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 213 Cutter Cig, Whale
Gig, Whale Gig- Lifefboat].

b. A modified form of the ship's gig, used, esp.

on the Thames, as a rowing boat, chiefly for racing
purposes.
1865 [see gig eight sense 4]. 1881 Sportsman's Year Bk.

100 A heavy pair-oared gig. 188a Times (weekly ed.) 16 June

2/1 The steam-launches and gigs of the Thames police may
with noiseless vigilance patrol the waters. 1888 W. B.
Woodgate Boating xi. (Badm.) 143 Many regattas offered

prizes for pair oars with coxwains in outrigged gigs.

C Short for gigsman (see 4).
1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xv, One of the Captain's

gigs, the handsome black already introduced on the scene.

3. A wooden box or chamber, with two compart-
ments, one above the other, used by miners in as-

cending and descending a pit-shaft. Also = Kibble.
1881 Raymond Alining Gloss., Gig. See Kibble . . Kibbal

or Kibble {Corn, fy Wales), an iron bucket for raising ore.

1883 IVham Weekly Post 18 Aug. 4/3 Thirteen men placed
themselves in the gig to be drawn to the surface from a
depth of about 1,300 feet.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

(sense 1) gig-aflrou , -cushion, harness, -horse, -house,

-umbrella, -whip ; gig-ways adv.
;
(sense 2 b) gig-

eight, -race, -sculling, b. similative, as (sense 2 b)

gig-built adj. Also gig-bishop, a bishop who rides

in a gig instead of a carriage ; gig-box, a box in

the seat of a gig ; gigsman, one of the crew of

a ship's gig
;
gig-pair, a gig fitted for two rowers

;

gig-road, -saddle, -tree (see quots.) ; gig-work,
practice in rowing in a gig.

1869 Daily News 10 Dec, Stetham and Co. have gutta
percha in the shape of *gig-aprons and dumb jockeys.
185a S. G. Osborne in 'Times 3 Nov., Divide the dioceses
into manageable districts, and have what I will call ' *gig
bishops'. 1897 'Tablet 4 Sept. 384 The Suffragans, or ' gig-
bishops', as the late Mr. Rogers used to call them. 1833
M. Scott Tom Cringle vii. 11859) 143 Fyall ordered Jupiter
to bring a case from his *gig box containing some capital
brandy. 1896 Daily News 5 Aug. 3/3 Mr. I. E. M. ..

happened to be with some friends in a large *gig-built boat
close by. 1843 H a li burton Attache I. xi. 195 The lawyer
took a stretch for it on the bench, with his "gig cushions
for a pillar. 1865 Pall Mall G. 23 May no We may imagine
. .the raws and blisters that he endured, ere he was qualified
to progress from the coaching tub to a seat in the *gig
eight. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Gig-saddle,
the saddle belonging to a set of single-horse carriage or
*gig-harness. 1835 Booth Analyt. Diet. 304 Coach-horse,
Carriage-horse, *Gig-horse, &c. 1882 Ogilvie, Gig-horse, a.

horse that draws a gig. 1829 D. Conway Norway 151 There
was also attached., a coach or #gig-house and a garden.
i85g Echo 9 Feb., He daily has one or two out in the
*gig-pairs. 1888 W. B. Wooi>gate Boating xi. (Badm) 144
This system .. caused *gig races to be fruitful sources of
squabbles. 1824 Times 7 Jan. 3/5 That is the *gig-road
toward's Batler's-green. 1883 Standard 9 Nov. 2/2 The
road is not a working road, but what they call a gig road.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., tGig-saddle, a small saddle used
with carriage-harness, and carrying the terrets for the
driving-reins and the check-hook for the bearing-rein. 1887
Sporting Life 30 June 4/6 No sculling boats had been en-
gaged for the scratch *gig sculling race. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., *Gig-free, the frame of a gig or harness saddle.

1883 Reade Titfor Tat in Harper's Mag. Jan. 252/2 The
lady, .came out to her, and a servant and a *gig umbrella.
1832 J. Hodgson in j. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 258 If you
come *gig-ways pray bring with you Raine's Testamenta.
1830 Chron. 24 Aug. in Ann. Peg. (18311 137/2 Captain
Smith, having jumped out of it, with the *gig-whip in his

hand. 1843 M. J. Higgins Ess. (1875) 39 Albert, .takss up
a gig-whip, but does not use it. 1898 Daily Nczvs 20 Jan.
3/4 AU the candidates indulged in long bouts of *gig work.

Hence Gig-ful, as many as a gig will hold.
1848 J. Mackintosh Diary in Macleod Mem. vi. (1854) 154

Two gigfuls of fishers passed me.

T Gig, sb.% Obs. rare- 1
. In 4 gyge. [Of ob-

scure origin ; perh. echoic ; cf. Sc. gig, Geig v.
}
to

squeak.] ? A squeaking noise.

C1384 Chaucer II. Fame 111. 852 (Fairfax MS.) And euer
mo so swyft as thought This queynt hous about went. .And
al thys hous. .was made of twigges .. That for the swough
and for the twynges [read twyges] This house was also
[— as] ful of gyges And also ful eke of chirkynges As [etc.].

Gig y&i&t sb.l [Shortened from Fishgig or Fiz-

gig.] A kind of fish-spear ; = Fishgig, F"izgig4.

Also U. S.,
i An arrangement of four barbless hooks,

fastened back to back, and attached to a hand-line,

used for catching fish by dragging it through a
school

7

(Funk's Stand. JJict.).

1722 R. II. Hist. Virginia 131 At each End of the Canoe
stands an Indian, with a Gig, or pointed Spear, setting the
Canoe forward with the Butt-end of the Spear, as gently as
he can, by that Means, stealing upon the Fish, without any
Noise. 1774 Cook I'oy. 1 1777) II, m. vii. 91, I did not see
that they had any other weapon but darts and gigs, intended
only for striking of fish. 1807 P. Gass Jml. 228 Two men
are trying 10 taike some of the fish .with a gig. 1877 G. Gibbs
Tribes Washington 195 The spring salmon are taken .. in
the small streams cither with the scoop-net or with a gig.

tGig, fM Obs. Also 7 gigg(e. (S^e quots.)
1688 K. Holme Armoury in. 106/1 A Gigge is a hole in

the Ground where Fire is made to dry the Flax. 1706 Phil-
Lirs (ed. Kersey) Gigge.

t Gig (^ig), vy [f. Gig sb.l (sense 1).] a. intrt ;

b. trans, (sense obscure : see below).
The verb seems literally to denote the action of some kind

of'g'S' or whipping-top of peculiar construction, having
inside it a smaller * gig ' of the same shape, which was thrown
out by the effect of rapid rotation. Hence to gig {out) ap-
pears to be used Jig . with the sense 'to throw out or give
rise lo (a smaller repetition of itself) '. The Diets., on the
ground of the Dryden quot., have plausibly, but erroneously,
explained the transitive vb. as meaning * to engender,' assign-
ing to it a derivation from L. gignere.
1651 Clfakland Poems 44 No wonder they'l confesse no

losse of men ; For Rupert knocks 'em, till they gig agen.
1658-9 in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 1S5 One question gigs

out another. We shall never end. 1677 I. L. Ded, to

ClcvelamVs Poems A iv, How many of their slight produc-
tions may be gigged out of one of his pregnant Words?
1690 Drydf.n Amphitryon Prol. 21 Yet in lampoons you
libel one another. The first produces still a second jig;

You whip them out, like school-boys, till they gig ; And
with the same success.. For every one still dwindles to a
less. Ibid. nt. i, Sosia. You, my Lord Amphitryon, may
have brought forth another You my Lord Amphitryon, .and
our Diamonds may have procreated these Diamonds..
Phaedra. If this be true, I hope my Goblet has gigg'd another
Golden Goblet.

Gig (gig), ^.2 [perh. onomatopoeic ; there may
be connexion with prtx.]

+ 1. intr, ? To move to and fro. Obs. rare.

1693 Dryden Juvenal vi. (1697) 138 The rank Matrons,
dancing to the Pipe, Gig with their Hums.

2. trans. To move backwards and forwards.

Chiefly U.S. ; also techn. in to gigback (the carriage

of a sawmill after the cut is made). Cf. Jig v.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. Gig-saw, The motion is

imparted by the crank and pitman, and the spring above gigs
back the saw, keeping it strained on its upward stroke.

1877 Lumberman's Gaz. 8 Dec. 362 These gangs [i.e. of

saws], .convert whole logs into lumber as they pass through
—thus obviating the necessity of 'gigging back 1

. 1886
Ho'ichkiss in Encycl. Brit. XXI. ^45/1 A rope . . passing
over pulleys in the floor to a drum beneath, so arranged as

to be under the control of the sawyer in its feeding move-
ment or in reversal to 'gig' the carriage back to its first

Eosition. 1887 Microscope VII. 333 Gently gig the glass

ack and forth.

3. Comb., as gig-back, gig-saw (see quots.).

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Gig-saw, a thin saw to which

j

a rapid vertical reciprocation is imparted. 1893 Funk's
! Stand. Diet., Gig-back, a device by which a sawmill car-
1

riage is run back after the cut has been made, usually much
1 more rapidly than during the forward motion.

Hence Gigging vbl. sb. ; in quot. attrib.

1887 Microscope VII. 335 The ,. diatoms are again trans-

ferred to the crystal gigging glass.

Gig (gig), v .
3 f? Back-formation from Gig-mill]

trans. To raise the nap of (cloth) with a gig. Also
I in Comb., as gig-drum, -machine, -wheel. Hence

;

Grggingz-W, sb. ; also attrib., nsgigging-machine

,

J

-mill. Also Gi-gger, one who works a gigging-

machine.
1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 195 Mills, called here Gig-

.
ging-Mills .. worked by meu turning them backward and
forward, till the wool is sufficiently opened for use. 1839

I IJre Diet. Arts 1320 Several French schemes have been

j
mounted for making the gig-drum act upon the two sides of

]

the cloth. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Gig Wheel, a mill in

which the nap of woollen cloth is raised by the application

;

of teasles. 184a [see Gicr^. 1 3]. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
1 Gigging-machine, a machine for dressing woolen cloth by

subjecting it to the action of teasels, whose fine hooks draw

j

the loose fibres to the surface. 18. . Fibre
<"s-

Fabric V. 20
!

(Cent.) A man who can take charge of dyeing, scouring, full-

ing and gigging in a small country mill.

•fGigi vA Obs~ l trans. ? To befool, hoax.

1795 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 153* Gigg'd by their neighbours,
. gull'd of all their cash.

Gig (gig), z>-5 [f. Gig sb.*] a. trans. To spear

(fish) with a gig. b. intr. ' To fish with a gig or

fishgig' (Webster 1828-32).
1816 Chron. in Ann. Peg. 569 The Indians sometimes gig

them [porpoises].

Gig (gig\ z'- 6 U- Gig sb.-] intr. To ride or

travel in a gig. Also to gig it.

1807 T. Moors Mem. (1856) VIII. 65 To-day I gig it to

Ashby. i8«3 Lauy Ghanville Lett. 17 Oct. U894) I. 229, I

am enchanted, I have gigged round the new road. 1829 Coi-
Hawker Diary (1893) 11. 3 Lost the coach, and had to gig
it home. x86oH// Year Pound No. 38. 280 A young doctor
gigging it at an express-train velocity. 1836 Southey Lett.

(1856J IV. 479 We had first two miles' walk, then two miles'

gigging-

{Mg: see Jig.

II Criga (d&rga). Jlftts. [\t.=^F. gig tte.] =Gigue.
1730-0 in Hailev (folio). 1879 [see GicleJ.

II Crigalira (djifalrr*). [It. ; i.giga fiddle +
lira lyre.] A kind of wood harmonicon.
1889 Century Diet., Gigclira. 189a Daily News 22 Jan.

6/2 Performances on the gigilira [sic\, dulcimer, and piano.

t Gigant, sb. and a. Obs. Also 5 gigante, 6

gygant. [ad. L. gigant-em, gigds: see Giant.
The Lat. word had been adopted in OK. as gigant.]

= Giant sb. and a., in various senses.

[971 BUckl. Horn. 31 pa. nam he (Dauid] fif stanas on his

herdebeli3&. .mid anum he bone gigant ofwearp.J 143Z-50
tr. Higdett (Rolls) I. 95 That cite callede Babylon whom
Nemproth the gigante made. 1538 Leland Itin. I. 61

Waddes Grave, whom the People there say to have beene a
Gigant and owner of Mougreve. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Anguipes, a gygant that had crooked feete like a serpent.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit., 11. Iret. 154 A day was ap-

pointed betweene these Gigants or Champions, namely be-

tweene John Curcy and the other. 1658 Rowland Mou/eCs
Theat. Ins. 1007 The stalk of Fennel gigant would scarse

contain this when he is grown great.

t Gigantal, a. Obs. [a. OF. gigantal, f. L.

gigant-4 gigas \ see Giant.] = Gigantic a.

1616 Drlmm. of Hawth. Urania 1 Gigantal frames, held
wonders rarely strange, Like spiders' webs, are made the

sport of days. 1653 UrquhaRt Rabelais II. x.vx. 193 This
Gigantal victory being ended, Pantagruel withdrew himself

to the place of the fla^gons.

Gigalitean (d3.>igsentran), a. [{.L.gigante~*us

(ad. Gr. yiyavTtios, recorded only in late Gr., t.

yiyavT-: see Giant) + -an.] = Gigantic a.



GIGANTESQUE.
t6ri Corvat Crudities 420 An exceeding huge Gigantean

Switzer. 1647 H. Murk Foetus 318 When the strong Fates

with Gigantean force Hear thee in iron arms. 1670-98

I.ASSE1.S Voy. Italy 121 Near the gates, .stand two statues

of more than Gygantean bulk. 1715M. Dav\ks A then. Brit.

1. 255 They can't reach up to that wicked Pitch of Jesuitical

Gigantean Heights therein. 1818 J. H. Frere Whistlecr,

Nat. Poem in. xlix. Had he so done, the gigantean corps

Had sack'd the convent on that very day. 1865 Athensurn
No. 1955. 524/2 The desire for gigantean buildings.

Gigantesque (dJaigKntcsk), a. [a. t\ gigan-

tesque, ad. It. g/ganlesco, f. gigante, ad. L. gigant-

em Giant.] Having the characteristics of a giant

;

tiefitting a giant.

1834 Ntm Monthly Ma/?. XLI. 468 Everything *t. was
gigantesque and awful. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <$ //. Jrnls.

I. 302 How gigantesque the campanile is in its mass and
height. 187^ Contemp. Rev. XXVI I. 66 All gigantesque,

eccentric, distorted, extravagant art is barbarous. 1888

W. H. Payne tr. Compayrfs Hist. Pedagogy 95 Rabelais

wrote for giants, and it is natural that he should demand
gigantesque efforts of them.
absol. 1821 Sew Monthly Mag. If. 123 This play abounds

with two vices ..ringing changes upon words, and a dis-

position to the unnatural and gigantesque. 1871 L.

Stephen Playgr. Europe ii.- 11894) 59 The expressions

savour rather strongly of the gigantesque.

Gigantic(d,5aigK-ntik , a. [f. L.gigant-,gig<is

(see Giant) + -ic. i^Gr. had yiyavTiKus of equi-

valent formation.)]

1 1- Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of, a giant

or giants. Obs.
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. \. 10 Thou Genius of the place .

.

Which liued'st long before the All-earth-drowning Flood,
Whilst yet the world did swarme with her Gigantick brood.

1667 Milton P. L. XI. 659 On each hand slaughter and
gigantic deeds, a 1677 BftMtOW S'frm. (1686) III. 472 There
are some persons of that wicked and Gigantick disposition.

.

that .. would be ready to say with Polyphemus in Homer
[etc.]. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 178 He was the son of
Uricus, and of the gigantic race.

2. Of persons or their stature r Having the pro-

portions of a giant ; resembling a giant in size, etc.

1651 Hobbf.s Leviath. iv. xlvii. 386 The Fairies .. have
their enchanted Castles, and .. Gigantique Ghosts. 1762

H. Walpole Veitue*s A need. Paint. (1765) II. i. 10 Jeffery
.. had many squabbles with the King's gigantic porter.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 172 The gigantic bones found
in many burial places here, give room to believe, that the

former inhabitants- were of larger size than the present.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xi, One who had never seen the

l'lack Douglas, must have known him by his swart com-
plexion, his gigantic frame [etc.].

3. Hence of things material or immaterial, ac-

tions, etc. : Greatly exceeding ordinary dimensions;

huge, enormous.
1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xiii, Vivaldi pointed out to

F.llena the gigantic Velino in the north. 1801 Strutt
Sports ($• Past. Introd. 45 The evils complained of by these

writers .. have in the present day attained to a gigantic

stature. 1803 Bincley Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 293 The
Gigantic Crane is an inhabitant of Bengal and Calcutta.

1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Set. fy Art I. 494 Facing this

gigantic telescope. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 315
The ancestors of the gigantic quadrupeds, which all

foreigners now class among the chief wonders of London,
were brought from the marshes of Walcheren. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 42 The gigantic spirit of enterprise

which was kindled in England and Spain. 1878 E. White
Life in Christ v. xxviii. (ed. 3) 468 The hell believed in is

thought too dreadful for all except gigantic offenders.

Uence Gigwnticness.
1727 in Bailey vol. II ; and in mod. Diets.

t Giga'ntical, a. Obs. [f. Gigantic a. + -al.]

= Gigantic d.
y
in various senses.

1604 Middleton Black Bk. Cjb, A paire of Corpulent
Gigantical Andiorns, 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. v. § 8.

81 Goropius Becanus, an Antuerpian (who thought his owne
wit more Giganticall then the bodies of Nimrod and
Hercules) hath written a- large discourse. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. 11. ii. in. (1651^ 242, I would see. .whether there

be. .gigantical Patagonesin Chica. 1678CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. 1. ii. § 3. 62 A gigantical and litanical Attempt to

dethrone the Deity.

Gigantically (H^igre-ntikali), adv. [f. Gi-
gantical a. + -LY-.j In a gigantic manner or

degree ; after the manner or proportions of a giant

;

enormously.
1678 Cudwobth Intell. Syst. 1. ii. § 3. 62 Though this

monster .. strut and stalk so gigantically. 1797 Monthly
Mag: III. 509 The fountains of barbarous and gigantically

daring impiety. 1845OI1SS J. Robinson] Whitehall xxxviii.

260 A gigantically tall porter. 1852 J. Wilson in Blackiv.

Mag. LXXII. 375 You do not habitually think thus gigan-

tically of angels. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 271 [He]
felt so gigantically good-natured that he could not keep his

face sober. 1870 Daily Scvs 13 Dec, Prince Edward—our
Guardsman—loomed almost gigantically through the fug on
the morning of Inkermann.

Giganticide l (d^igse-ntisaid). [f. L. gi-

gant{i)-,gigas Giant + -cide M A giant-killer.

1806 Southey Let. 17 June in Life $ Corr. III. xii. 43
Jack the Gigant'icide's leathern bag. 1883 Times 20 Dec.

9 The young preferred to live in Fairyland, among fairy

godmothers, giganticides, genii good or bad.

Gigailticide -
;.dgaigseTitisaid). [f. as prec. +

-CIDE ^.] The killing of giants.

i860 in Worcester (citing Hallam). a 1876 G. Dawson
Serm. Disp. Points (1878) 184 The wonderful hero who as-

cended into an invisible land and took to giganticide.

Hence Oig'a-nticidal a.

1891 S. Mostyn Curatica 55, I had become familiar in

childhood with the giganticidal precocity of beanstalks.

159

Gigantify (d^Digge'ntifai), v. [f. as prec. +
-FY.j trans. To cause to develop gigantically.

Hence Gigantifying vbl. sb., in quot. attrib.

1841 Taifs Mag-. VIII. 332 The gigantifying art, to coin

a word, is more beneficially applied to fir-trees.

+ Gigantine, «. Obs. [a. b\gigantin{Cotgr.)
t

f. l^giganl-,gigds Giant.] « Gigantic, in various

senses.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 11. xxi. § 1. 74 That Gygantine
state of mind which possesseth the trowblers of the world

who., would giue fouim to the world according to their

owne humors (which is the trewe theomachie), pretendeth

[etc.]. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. ii. 10 The heroick

and gigantine manner of this Order. 1696 tr. Du Mont's
Voy. Levant 3 A Man of such Gigantine Stature.

Hence f Qiffantinism, gigantic development.
1606 IIihnie Kirk-Buriall Ded., Such vigorous talnes in

statur and strength . . that . . by a grace-full Gygantinisme,
the commonly doughty are become your dwarfes.

Gigantism (djjargaentiz'm). Biol. [f. L. gi-

gant-, gigds + -ism.
J

Abnormal or monstrous size.

1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Gigantive, a. Obs. [Badly f.- L, gigant-

Giant + -ive.] Mistake for, or synonym of,

Gigantine.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 146 The walls are cut into

Gygantive Images. Ibid. 159 His gigantive shape [1677

reads gigantick ; elsewhere (p. 149) Herbert has gigantine].

1656 Heylin Journeys vii. 91 What minded King Lewis to

make his father of so gigantive a stature, I cannot telL

Gigantize id^ai-gsentaiz), v. [f. Gigant-ic +

-ize.J trans. To cause to appear gigantic.

1630 Randolph Paueg. Verses Shirley's Gratef. Serv.

Aiij, I cannot. -straine Garagantuan lines to Gigantize thy

veine. 184,8 Blackiv. Mag. LXIV. 152 The former humanis-
I ing the divine, the latter, if not deifying, gigantising

humanity. 1865 Spectator 30 Sept. 1084 The comparison

with dwarfs never makes average men seem unnaturally tall,

never gigantizes them, though giants dwarf them.

Gigantolite (d^aigae'ntJloit). Min. [f. Gr.

yiyavr{p)-, yiyas GlANT + -LITE. Named by Rons-

dorfl832.] A pseudomorph after iolite occurring in

large six or twelve sided crystals, a variety of pinite.

1835 Shkpard Min. 11. II. 325 Gigantolite, a mineral com-
posed of alumina, lime, and iron.

Gigantology (dgrig&ty'lSdgi). [a. F.gigan-
to/ogie, f. Gr. yiyavro)-, y'tyds Giant + -Aoyia : see

-logy.] Discussions or treatises about giants.

1773 Paterson Bibl. West. p. vi, Astrology, Geomancy,
Sorcery, Gigantology and other Marvellous History. 181

1

Dibdin Bibliomania (ed. al 503 note, The word ' Giganto-
logy ' first introduced by Mr. Paterson . . was used by the

French more than two centuries ago. 1865 Reader 14 Oct.

419/2 There is but little material to fill up the history of

I

gigantology between the men of renown and the giants of
romance.

Gigautomachy (d^aigaent^'miki). Also

||
gigantoma'chia. [a. and ad. Gr. yiyavrofxaxia,

f. yiyavT^o)-, yiyas Giant + ^XV battle.]

1. a. The war of the giants against the gods.

b. A contest resembling this.

1606 Hirnie Kirk-Buriall (1833") 31 In a Gigantomachy
they prease to commix the heauen with the hell. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 1. i. § 19. 18 There had been always
. .a kind of gigantomachy betwixt these two parties or sects

of men. 1681 Colvil Whigs Suf>pUc. (1751) 148 This with
our church monomachie Ends with a gigantomachie. 17x0

Hume Sacr. Success. 11716) 308 Its former gigantomachy
drove our Church into the wilderness. 1855 Smedi.ey
Occult Sc. 127 The Tartarus, which he prepares for the

defeated Titans, after the Gigantomachia. 1885 Ilinsir.

Loud. Neivs 11 Nov. 492 So ' tall ' were the scores, .that it

was a veritable ' gigantomachia ', or ' battle of the Anakim '.

2. A representation of the same.
1820 T. S. Hughes Trav. Sicily I. i. 19 In the pediment,

however, of the eastern portico was sculptured in high relief

the Gigantomachia, or Assault of Heaven by the Titans.

185a Meanderings ofMem. I, 128 One is the sculptor, of

the statue nice, Or Gigantomachies of rock and ice.

Hence f Giganto machize v. Obs.— 1 intr. To
rise in rebellion like the giants against heaven.

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. v. iv, The. .Goggle-
ey'd Grumbledories would ha' Gigantomachiz'd.

tGi'gar. Obsr~ l {jx.mz&.Gxmod.L.gigai-t-itm,

ad. Gr. yiyapr-ov.] A grape-stone.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 257 With small, brown,
compressed seeds, like Gygars [L. gygartis $imilibus\.

Gig g by geoul : see Chekk sb. 5.

Gigelot(te, obs. form of Giglet.
Gigg'e, obs. form of Gig, Jig.

Giggambob(b, var. Jiggambob.

t Gigge, v. Obs.~ l
[f. £?&?, Guige.] trans.

To fit the guige or arm-strap to (a shield).

c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. i646^quieres .. Giggynge of
sheeldes, with layneres lacynge.

Giggelot, obs. form of Giglet.

Gigger l (gi'gai). [f- Gig v.3 + -er!.] One
who works a gigging-machine.
1889 in Century Diet.

Gigger^ (gi'ga-0. U'S* U> Gig v$ + -krI.]
1 A hsherman who uses the gig as a means of
capturing fish; a gigman' {Cent. Diet.).

Gigger, var. Jigger sb. and v.

Giggetft, obs. form of Gkjot.
Giggish (gigij"), a. 1 Also 6 giggisse. [f.

Gig spa- (sense 6) + -ish.] Lively, flighty, wanton.
1513 Skeltos Gar!. Laurel 1206 This fustiane maistres

GIGGLESOME.

f

and this giggisse gase. 1596 Colse Penelope (1880) 167 Thy
!

g'gg'sh tricke, thy queanish trade, A thousand Bridewel

j

birds hath made. 1642 Rogers Naawan xxii. 844 Our
giggish heads have not the gift to observe a Promise. 1795

j

Wolcot (P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812 IV. 398 Come,

I
come, something giggish, something merry. 1882 Beresf.

i
Hope Brandreths I. xvi. 254 A giggish widow.

Hence Oigglshness.
j

1781 Bentham Wks. (1843) X. 1oo There is a sort of gig-

[

gishness about him, too.

Giggish (gi-gtfi, a.°- [f. Gig sk* + -ish.] a.

[

Resembling a gig. b. Directed towards driving

I a gig.

1837 Nino Monthly Mag. L. 532 They would not accuse
'•

it [his one-horse chaisej of ever having been too giggish

!
even for a doctor of divinity. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char.

j

(1852) 121 It was now his ambition to drive a pair. He had
outlived bis giggish propensities.

Giggit (gi'git), v. If. S. colloq. [Cf. Gig v. 2]

! a. trans. To convey rapidly, b. intr. To move
!

rapidly.
1862 Mrs. Stowe in A*. V. Independent 27 Feb. (Cent.),

: He nearly like to have got her eat up by the sharks, by
I

giggiting her off in the boat out to sea, when she warn t

I more 'n three years old. 1869 — OldUnvn Folks 56 While

i
the wagon and Uncle 'JLtakim were heard giggiting away.

Giggle gi'g'l), sb. Also 7 gigle. [f. the vb.]

f 1. * Giglet i b. Obs.

1611 Coigr., Gadrouillctle,^ minx, gigle, flirt.

2. A giggling laugh.
a 1677 Barrow Serm. xiv.Wks. 16S7 I. 202 A small tran-

! sient pleasure a tickling the ears, wagging the lungs, for in

-

I
ing the face into a smile, a giggle, or a humme, are not to

j

he purchased with a grievous distaste and smart. 1771

j

Smollett Humph. CI. 12 June, ' My family is much obliged
1 to your ladyship', cried Tabby, with a kind of hysterical

giggle. 1815 Jane Austen Emma 1. viii, You have cured
her of her schoolgirl's giggle. 1843 Johnston in Prec.
Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 11. 48 The solitude is disturbed

by the giggle of picnic parties. 1881 Academy 15 Oct. 289
There is much humour—here and there, however, tending
to degenerate into 'a fit of the giggles'— in Miss Ty tier's

representation of [etc.].

Giggle (gi'g'l), ^- T Also 6 gygyll. 6-7 gigle.

[Echoic ; cf. the synonymous Du. giggelcn, giegelen
t

gi\e
s
chelen, MUG. gickeln, mod.Ger. gickelen

t

gickein, gichern, kichem ; also various other imi-

tative words in Eng. with the frequentative suffix

-LE, as gaggle, cackle. 'Johnson 1755 remarks ' It

is retained in Scotland '
; but there is no scarcity

of examples in English writers of the 18th c.']

intr. To laugh continuously in a manner not up-

roarious, but suggestive either of foolish levity or

uncontrollable amusement. Cf. snigger, titter. Also
with on, out.

1509 B.arclav Shyp ofFolys (1874) I. 63 Some gygyll and
lawgb without grauyte. 1566 Drant Wayl. Hieremie i.

K. i b, Her enmies . . Dyd scorne her sacred sabboth day,

And gyggle out theyr fyll. 1580 Lyly Enphues (Arb.) 473
If when thou laughest she [thy wife] weepe, when thou
mournest she gigle. 1635 Quakles Embl. 1. viii. (1718) 34
Fool, giggle on, and waste thy wanton breath. 1706 Reflex,
upon Ridicule 128 We see them .. in the Park walking,

giggling with their sparks. 1770 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 III.

374 Lady Maria did no; beat me, but giggled a little. 1777-

1836 J. Mayn-e Siller Gun n. 125 Wee things giggling in

the arms O' their fond mithers. 1827 Scott Jml. 5 Oct.,

A quiet day . . giggling and making giggle among the kind

and frank-hearted young people. 1851 D. Jerrold St.

Giles xv. 154 All men in the court laughed, and the pretty

ladies giggled. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892)

I. x. 365 The striking scene . .when the House of Commons
was giggling over some. delicious story of bribery and cor-

ruption.

b. quasi-trans. To utter with a giggle. Also
To giggle out {time) : to waste in giggling. To
giggle away : to do away with by giggling.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch. To Rdr. 10 These pass the
glass about; the Conclave set, Giggle applause, a 1704
Compl. Servant-Maid (ed. 7) s6 Be modest 111 your deport-

ment or behaviour . . not giggling or idling out your time.

1837 Syd. Smith Let. to Archit. Singleton Wks. 1859 II.

278/1 He was always on the heel of pastime . . he would
giggle away the Great Charter.

t Gi'ggle, v.~ Obs. In 6 gigle. [f. Gig sb. 1

+ -le.J trans. ?To turn rapidly; make giddy.

Hence Giggled///, a.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Feel. Hist. (1585) 348 They auouch
that tidings (being coyned in the closet of their gigled braine).

Gigglement (gig'lment). [f. Giggle v.1 +
-men t.J The action of giggling.

1820 Blackiv. Mag. VIII. 198 Gaping gigglement sur-

rounds the fire. 1847 L. Hcnt Men, Women, fif B. I. ii.

22 He . . is first made aware of the delicacy of his position

by the gigglement of the two young ladies.

Giggler (gi'git). Also 7-8 gigler. [f. Giggle
v. 1 + -eh '.] One who giggles.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Church-Porch xHi, The gigler

is a milk-maid, whom infection, Or a fir'd beacon frighteth

from his ditties. 171$ Steele Toivn-Talk No. 9, I have

known a very higgler express alTair of satisfaction when he

has been speaking plain sense. 1835 Southey in Cmvpcrs
Wks. (1835) I. 41 His fellow idler and giggler in former days.

1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Love I. 224 Flying over the

country with a parcel of giddy gigglers.

Gigglesome (gi"gTs£m), a. [f. Giggle v.1 +
-some.

J
Prone to giggling.

1893 Mary Hullah Aunt Lonstantia JaneW. 66 When
you are once gigglesome the least thing sets you off again.

Gigglet, obs. form of Giglet.
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Giggling (gi'gliq), vbi. sb. [f. Giggle v.1 +
-1NG *.] The action of the vb. Giggle.

< 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (15701 E iv, Loude
gigling and laughing is but a foolishe signe And euident
token of maners feminine. 1786 Cowper Lett. 17 Apr.,Wks.
(1876)231 There was I, and the future Lord Chancellor, con-
stantly employed from morning to night in giggling and
making giggle. 1824 W, Irving T. Trav. II. 19 Such gig-

gling and bantering about the church-door. 187a Eakl
Pembroke & G. H. Kingsley S. Sea Bubbles iii. 72 After
infinite wrigglings, gigglings, and whisperings.

Giggling (gi*gli»j\/^- « [f- Giggle v.1 +
-ing -.] That giggles.

x6n CoTGR., Ricancux, tighying, giggling, euer sport-

ing, dallying, or playing the wanton, a 1625 Fletcher
Nice Valour v. i, A gigHng waiting wench for me, That
shewes her teeth how white they be. 1709 Stbblr Taller
No. 49 ? 4 If therefore the giggling Leucippe could but see

her Train of Fops assembled. 1775 Mad. D'Akblay Let. to

Crisft 8 May in Early Diary, A parcel of young giggling
girls laugh'd her out of it. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 4/
You have glances on every side of fresh country faces and
blooming giggling girls. 1887 Jessopp Arcatiy vii. 210 The
giggling fool, who is the butt of the harvest field.

*f b. trans/, of a brook. Obs.
1640 J. Gower Ovid's Fesl. m. 54 A giggling brook doth

on much gravel fall.

c. said of laughter, tone of the voice, etc.

1576 Newton Lemnies Complex. 1. vi. 36 To gygling
laughter geeuen was Democritus alway. 1658 Gurnall
Chr. in Arm. verse 15. ix. § 2 1669) 143/2 The Saints joy
and peace, is not such a light gigling joy as the Worlds.
1733 P. Drake Grotto 11 And looks diviner graces tell,

Which dont with giggling muscles dwell. 1824 Miss Fer-
rier Inker, xlvi, A weak giggling laugh. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xlvi. She . . in a faint genteel giggling tone,
cackled to her sister about her fine acquaintance.

+ Gi'gglish, a. Obs.— x
[f. Giggle v. + -ish.]

Disposed to giggle.

1671 Mrs. Behn Amor. Prince iv. iv, For all the maids I

meet with are so giglish And scornful,

Giggly (gi-gli), a. [f. Giggle sb. +-y'.]
Addicted to giggling.
1866 Carlyle Edw. Irvingijs Miss Augusta, tall, shapely,

airy, giggly, but a consummate fool. 1881 Colvin Lander
vi. 118 His young women, .are. .apt. .to comport themselves
in a manner giggly, missjsh, and disconcerting.

Giggombob, var. Jiggambob.
Giggot, obs. form of GlGOT.

tGiggS, gigs, sb. pi. Obs. Also 6 gigges,

7 jigs. [Of obscure origin ; cf. the various words
spelt Jig.] A mouth-disease in horses (see quols.).

1580 Blundevil Curing Horses Dis. xl. 18 b, Of the
bladders in a horses mouth, which our old Ferrers were
woont to call the Gigges. The Italians call them Frnncelle.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 362 The Gigs .. be litle soft

swellings or rather pustuls with blacke heads, growing in the
inside of his lips, next vnto the great iaw-feeeth. 1623 Mark-
ham Cheap Husbandry (ed. 3) 75 The Iigs. 1639 T. DB
Grey Comfl, Horsent. 211 Having the lampi-s, barbs, giggs,
blisters, bloudy rifts. 1727 Bradley Font, Diet. s. v., These
Giggs proceed from foul Feeding, either of Grass or Pro-
vender. 1753 J. Bartlet Gentleman s Farriery xjiv. 320
There are frequently observed on the inside the lips and
palate, little swellings or bladders, called Giggs.

Gig-lamp. [f. Gig sb* + Lamp.]
1. One of the lamps at either side of a gig.
trans/. 1888 Froude Eng. IV. Ind. xv. 248 Fireflies.,

with two long antennae, at the point of each of which hangs
out a blazing lanthorn. The unimaginative colonists call

them gig-lamps,

2. //. Spectacles, slang.
J853 ' C. Bede' Verdant Green iii, 'Looks ferociously

mild in Ins gig-lamps !

' remarked a third, alluding to Mr.
Verdant Green's spectacles. 1887 Punch 30 July 45/1 Jack's
a straw-thatched young joker in gig-lamps.

Gigle, gigler, obs. forms of Giggle, -eh.

Giglet, giglot (giglet, -at). Forms: 4 gige-
lot(te, (4 gegelotte, gegilot, 5 giggelot\ 5-6
gyg;e)lot, 6 giglott(e, 6-7 gigglet, -lot, 6- gig-
lot, giglet. [Of obscure origin ; the 14th c. form
gigelotife seems to point to a Fr. (or AFr.) etymon,
but nothing satisfactory has been found. Cf. Gig
sb. 1 (sense 4), which is prob. in some way con-

nected. The less unfavourable sense (1 b) which
the word assumed in later use seems due to associa-

tion with Giggle v.1]
1. fa. Originally, a lewd, wanton woman {obs.).

b. A giddy, laughing, romping girl.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xliv. 7 Here he praysis him of his
wife bat is na gigelot. < 1380 Wyclif Serm. ScL Wks. II.

233 Poul moveb not here to joie, as joien unstable-men in

gegilotis. c 1430 How Gd. IVyf tau^te hir Dau. 82 in
Babees Bk. 40 Go not to be wrastelinge . . As it were a
strumpet or a giggelot. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600)
K 3 a, Marry gep Giglet, thy loue sits on thy tongs end. 1603
Shaks. Meas./or M. v. i. 352 Away with those Giglets too,

and with the othereonfederate companion. 1603 B. Jonson
Sejanus v. iv^Aild I be brought, to doe A peeuish Giglot
rites? 1631^1 assisg eh & Field Fatal Dowry in. G 2 a,

If this-b«'The recompence of striuing to preserue A wanton
jTet honest. 17*5 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. ii. Son?

v, Some young giglet on the green, Wi' dimpled cheeks
and twa bewitching een. 1820 Lond. Mag. June 631/1
Hump-backed giglots, scrtmply arrayed in two guineas*
worth of trumpery British muslin. 1865 W.White E. Eng.
I. 97 A party of showy giglots, who have come from Nor-
wich, to take part in the fortunes of the day. 1885 Chamb.
Jml. 758 Why should female clerks in the postal service
consist of pert giglets hardly out of their teens?

+ C. Applied to a man : One excessively given

to merriment. Obs. rare.

1529 More Com/ agst. 'Drib. 11. Wks. 1171/1 Of trouth ,

.

my selfe am of nature euen halfe a gigglot.

2. attrib. and Comb. Chiefly appositive and quasi-

adj. , as in gimlet-flirty -fortune', giglot-xvench
;

giglot-like, -wise advs. Also giglet-fair, a statute

fair for hiring servant-girls (but cf. gig-fair).
1890 Baring-Gould Old Country Life 296 The farm-ser-

vants . . were hired at certain fairs . . ; in the West of Eng-
land these are called *gig!et fairs. 1562 Phaf.r yEneid ix.

E e iv, Your stody chief is daunse in pampring feasts w*
*giglet flirts. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 111. i. 31 '1'he fam'd Cas-
sibulan,whowas once at point, (Oh*gigIet Fortune) to master
Cesars Sword. < 1450 Henryson 'Jest. Cres. 83 And go
amang the Greikis air and lait Sa *gigiot-Iyk. a 1577 Gas-
coigne Flowers, Herbs, etc. Wks. U587) 70 Ask him what
made her leave her woful aged sire And sttale to Athens
gyglot like. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries n. Gij.Asort of wanton
*gyglot wenches. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 41 Yong
Talbot was not borne To be the pillage of a Giglot Wench.
1577 tr. Bullingers Decades 224 1'he wife that gadds not

*gigglot wise, with euerie flirting gill. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
vi. Txxii, That thou wilt gad by night in giglet wise.

Hence + Gigletry, lasciviousness.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 161 Ober men wifes

were a slepe and som aboute gigelotrie [L. circa lascivias

occupatls\. 1487 Ho7v Gd. Wife taught her Dau. 159 in

Barbour's Bruce 530 Nocht leif to vantoune giglotrise.

tGi'gly, a. Obs- 1
[f. Gig sb} -t- -LY*.]

Lascivious.
1482 Caxton Higden ill. xx, Thou ha?t right wantoon

gygly eyen [Higd. oculos corruptoris ; Trev. an horlyng
hisei$en; MS. Harl. unchaste eien\

Gigman 1 (gi-gmaen). [f. Gig sb. 2 + Max.]
One who keeps or uses a gig ; whimsically used

by Carlyle for one whose respectability is measured
by his keeping a gig ; a narrow-minded person be-

longing to the middle class, who views ' respecta-

bility ' as the chief concern of life, a ' Philistine'.

Invented by Carlyle, who gives [Miscell. (1857) III. 56)

the following quotation in explanation of its origin. l

Q.
What do you mean by " respectable "? A. He always kept
a gig- (Tburteil's trial).' litis is taken from Q. Rev.
XXXVII. (18281 15, where the writer says 'We quote from
memory*. In the Times report of the trial (3 Nov. 1823)

the passage reads :
' He always maintained an appearance

of respectability, and kept his horse and gig.'

1830 Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 144 This was not a noble-

man, or gentleman, or gigman, but simply a man ! 1840
Hood Up the Rhine 5 The doctor, be it said, is a respectable

gigman, who also likes a fast horse. 1884 R. Buchanan in

Harper's Mag. Sept. 603/2 The gigman. .spells God with a
little ' g\
Hence many nonce-wds. of obvious meaning used

by Carlyle or his imitators : O-i'ffmaness, Gi'gr-

manhood, Oigmania [with play on Mania], Gifj-

manic a., Gigmanically adv., Gignianisr.i.

Gigmanity.
1830 Carlyle in Froude Life (1882) II. 122 The gig and

gigmania must rot. 1B31 Ibid. 1S5 As Gigmanessyou could
not have lived. Ibid. 199 Frivolous gigmanity. 183a Ibid.

2}3 A .. person of considerable faculty, which, however,
had shaped itself gigmanically only. — Ess. iv. 11872)

150 Consider what this Gigmanhood issues in. 1835 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. I. 42 Educated in the school of country
gigmanism.

Gi'gman 2
. U.S. [f. Gig^.4] One who fishes

with a gig ; = GlGGER
'

l
. 1889 in Century Diet.

Gig-mill. [f. Gig sb. 1 + Mill.] a. A machine
for raising a nap on cloth by the use of teazles or

wire-cards, b. A building in which such machines
are used.
1551-2 Act 5 <$ 6 Edw. VI, c, 22 Milles called Gigge

Milles, for the perchinge and burlinge of Clothe. 1556
Lease in Jeanes Catal. Berkeley Chart. (1892) 215 His two
mylles under one rofTe that is to say a come my 11 and a
giggmyll. 1670-81 Blount Glossogr., Gig-mills, were Mills
used in the Fulling of cloth, which with Iron cards are pro-
hibited by the Statutes of 3 Ed. 6 2, 5 Ed. 6 22. 1780 A.

Young lour I ret. II. 34 A gigg mill for glossing, smooth-
ing, and laying the grain. 1816 Citron, m Ann. Reg. 6/1
He [a cloth-dresser] having been employed in Ireland on
a species of machinery called gig mills. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley ii, A gig-mill was burnt to the ground. 1879 Cassell's

'Pechn. Educ. IV. 342/2 The teazles are arrayed in frames..
The whole machine is called a gig-mill.

Gignate (d^i-gn^t), v. jocular, [badly f. L.

gign-fre to beget + -ate 11
.] trans. To produce,

be the author of.

1819 Blackiv. Mag. VI. 239 Whatever be the name of the
supposed father —Tuns or Tomkins—Johnny Keates[i/c]gig-
nated these sonnets. 1827 Ibid. XXII. 546 Why then may
not men who are not blockheads, .go on for a long time gig-
nating productions, that [etc. J.

Gignitive (d^i-gnitiv), a. rare— 1
. [(A,.gign-

Ifre to produce; c(. QV.gigniltf] Productive of

something else.

1837 Southf.v Doctor Interch. xiv. IV. 57 The first [Inter-
chapter] gignitive but not generated ; the second and third
both generated and gignitive, the fourth generated but not
gignitive.

Gigot 1
(<:l-$i*gf?t). Forms: 6-7 gigget(t, -ot,

(6 gygget, gygot, jigotte), 7-9 jigget, (7 geegot,
jegotte, 9 jigot), 7- gigot. [a. F. gigot, of un-
known origin.]

1. A leg or haunch of mutton, veal, etc. prepared
for table. ? Obs.
15*6 in Househ, Ord. (1790) 174 Giggots of Mutton or

Venison, stopped with Cloves. 1615 Markham Eng. Hous-.v.

57 To roast a Gigget of Mutton which is the legge splatted
and halfe part of the loine together ; you shall [etc.]. 1657
K. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) n Turkies and Hens we bad
roasted ; a gigget of young goat. 17*5 Bradley Fam. Diet.
s.v. Veal, A Gigot of Veal may be. .eaten with Sauce made
of Vinegar, Pepper, &c. 1766 St. John in J. H. Jesse G.
Selwyn(\%%i) II. 102, I hope to be in town on New Year's
day in order to have your company over a gigot, and a
bottle of claret. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 194
A good practical sermon should be like a jigot o' . . mutton,
short in the shank and pithy and nutritious, i860 J. C.
Jeaffrkson Bk. ab. Doct. via. (1862) 96 On the table the
only viands were barons of beef, jiggets of mutton [etc.].

b. Jitimorously. The knee. Cf. Marrow-hone.
1687 A. Loveli. Bergeracs Com. Hist. 117 So that he falls

upon his Geegots.

t 2. A slice, a small piece. Obs.
ci6ii Chapman Iliad 1. 452 They eat the inwards ; then

in giggots cut the other fit for meat, c 1618 Fletcher
Double Marr. in. ii, Cut the slaves to giggets.

trans/ ^1626 Middleton Mayor Queeub. 11. iii. (1C61)

C 4 b, Your Roman Gallants, that cannot wear Good Suits
Lut they must have them cut and slasht in giggets.

T b. A minced meat, a sausage. Obs.

1553 Eden Treat. Neive Imi. (Arb.) 29 Keping it in a
certayne pickle as we do iegottes or sausages. 1656 W. D.
tr. Coiuenius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 365 Of flesh shred small he
maketh a gallimafery, pies, giggots.

3. Comb., as gigot-sleeve — ( leg of mutton
sleeve '. Also simply gigot.

1824 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 310 The sleeve will

not disgrace it. Gigot at the top, uu seul pii, and then
innumerable little furrows. 1837 Gen. P. Thompson Exert.
(1842) IV. 347, I cannot say positively whether he ever
touched her lace.. he certainly touched the gigot sleeves

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair]'\, Ladies wore gigots, and large

combs, .in their hair. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell Cran/ord (1886)

2 The last gigot, the last tight and scanty petticoat in wear
in England, was seen in Cranford and seen without a smile.

1859 Tennent Ceylon II. vn. v. 207 A . . dress of stiffened

white muslin with gigot sleeves.

t Gi'got -. Obs. [a. F. gigot.] A small piece

of money ; the later French Hard.
1530 Palsgr. 851 Not a gygot, fas vng nycquet.

i Gigtmr. Obs~ i
fad. OF. gigueour

}
f. gigut

fiddle: see JlG.] A fiddler.

a 1300 A". Horn 1472 Hi sede hi weren harpurs, And sume
were gigours.

Gigs : see Giggs.

Gigster (gi'gstaj). [f. Gig sb. 2 + -ster.] A
horse suitable for drawing a gig.

a i8iz Malone MS. Note in Bodl. copy of Beatties
Scoticisms (1787) 13 Roadster, Gigster, vulgar English. 1861

Walsh & Lupton Horse vii. 112 Our gigsters and phaeton-
horses are of all kinds. 1863 Riding a> Driving 78 Gigsters
of all kinds are the refuse of the hunting-stock or of the
racing-stud.

Ii Gigue (3'g
s

« Mus, See also Jig. [F.gigue
— It.g/ga, orig. a fiddle or lute (whence Ger. geige

fiddle).] A piece of music, of a lively character, m
two strains or sections, each of which is repeated

;

usually employed as the last movement of the Suite.

1685 Lond. Gaz. Na 2081/4 Airs for the Violin: To wit,

Preludes, Fuges, Allmands, Sarabands, Courants, Gigues.

1833 Koscoe tr. Sismondfs Lit. Eur. I. v. 170 To adapt
a gigue so as to enliven the psaltry. 1879 Grove Diet.

Mus. I. 595/2 Gigue or Giga.

Gil, o!js. form of Gill sb., Guile.

t Gi'lbert. Obs. rare — l
. A proper name, used

as the appellation of a male cat (cf. Tom). Usu-

ally shortened to Gib.
c 1450 Henkvson Mor. Fab. 338 in Anglia IX. 352 Scho

[the mouse] clam sa hie, that Gilbert mycht not get hir.

Gilbertine (gWbaitin, -ain), a. and sb. Obs.

exc. Hist. Also 6-7 Gilbertin. [ad. med.L. Gil-

bcrtlnus, f. Gilbert-us Gilbert : see -ink.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to Gilbert of Sempring-
ham in Lincolnshire, or to the religious order

founded by him {c 1 140), which included both men
and women. B.' sb. A canon or nun of the Gil-

bertine order.

c 1540 Pilgr. T. 156 in Tliytwe's Animadv. (1875) App. i.

81 There be other that be anthonyn, but he whom I salute

was gylbertin. 1631 Wef.vfr Anc. Funeral Mon. 148 Thir-
teene religious houses of the same Order . . had in them
seuen hundred Gilbertin Brethren, and eleuen hundred
Sisters 1693 tr. Emilianne^s Hist. Alouast. Ord. xiv. 133
His Followers, who, for his Name, were called Gilbertine^.

1725 Hkarnk A'- Brunne's Chron. Pref. (1810.1 32 He [Robert
Manning] lived for some time in the House of Sixhill .. a
Gilbertine Priory in Lincolnshire. 1885 Catholic Diet.

(ed. 3) 907/2 The habit of a Gilbertine canon was a black
cassock with a white cloak over it, and a hood lined with
lambskin.

Gilbertite (gi'lb^Jtait). A/in. [named by
Thomson in 1835 a ^ter L)avies Gilbert (1 767-1839 :

see -ite.] A silky micaceous mineral closely allied

to kaolinite.

1835 Shepard Min. 11. II. 228 Gilbertite .. occurs at St.

AustTe in Cornwall. 1868 Dana Min. (ed, 5) Suppl. 798
Gilbertite. . . Perhaps an impure kaolinite.

Gil-clear : see Gyle.
Gil-cup, dial. var. Gilt-cup: see Gilt///, a. 3.

t Gild, sbA Se. Obs. [peih. connected with ON.
gialla to Yell.] Noise, clamour.
1508 Dunbar Flytin% w. Dunbar 225 Than rynis tbow

doun the gait, wiih gild of boyis, And all the toun tykis

hingand in thy heilis. 1533 Bellenden Livy (1822) 274
Appius, herand the huge noyis and gilde rissin haistelie
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amang the pepill .. rais fra his salt. 1599 A, Hume Day
Estivall 225 Throw all the land great is the gild Of rustik
folks that crie.

Gild vgild), sb£ Hist. Also guild, [ad. med.L.
gildum, ad. OK. gield\ cf. Gkldj^. 1

] A payment
or tax.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Gild alias Geld, signifies a Tri-
bute, or sometime an amercement. 1658 Phi imps, Geld,
money or tribute, it is also called Gild, or Guild. 1839
Kkighti.ev Hist. Eng. I. 123 They laid guilds (taxes) ever-
more on the towns. 1890 Gross Gild Merck. II. 314 Johanna
Hughettes was allowed to give her gild to her husband.

tGild, a. Sc. Obs. rare. [a. ON.gild-r of full

value or growth (OSw. gilder, mod.Sw. gill).']

1. Of an ox: Full-grown, of full value. ^Orkney:
so Sw. en gill oxe)
1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s.v. Serfitaith, Ane gild Oxe

is apprised [in Orkney] to 15 meales, & ane Wedder is four
meales.

2. trans/. (See quot.)
1710 Ruddiman Gloss, to Douglas' JEneis^ Thus Scot, we

say a gild laughter i. e. loud, a gild rogue ; i. e. a great
wag or rogue.

Gold (gild), v\ Inflected gilt and gilded.
Forms : Infin. 4 gilden, 5 gyldyn, gilde, 6 gyld,
6-8 guild, 6- gild. Pa. t. 7 guilt, 7- gilt, 9
gilded. Pa. pple. 4 gilde, y-guld, gildid, gilt(e,

gylt, y-gelt, 6-8 guilded, 8 gild, guild, 6-
gilded, gilt. [Represents OE. gyldan (found in

pa. pple. gegyld (see Gilded ///. a.), otherwise
only in the combinations begyldan, o/ergyldan) =
ON", gyllai—OTeut. *gulbjan, f. *gulpom Gold.
In the earliest examples only the pa. pple. is found.]

1. trans. To cover entirely or partially with a thin
layer of gold, either laid on in the form of gold-leaf
or applied by other processes.

13 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1344 J>ay [goddes] ar glide al with
golde & gered wyth syluer. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 1330 J?e
celynge with-inne was siluer plat & with red gold ful wel
yguld. 1382 Wyclif Exod. xxvi. 29 And thilke tablis thou
shalt gilden (1388 ouergilde], 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
II. 367 The image als quhilk wes of Sanct Androw, Wes
gilt with gold for to compleit his vow. 1580 Framptom
J)ial. Yrou $ Steele 148 They gyld them [iron and steel],

they silver them, & there is given to them other coulors.
1601 HOLLAND PHuy II. 477, I see that now adaies siluer
only, .is guilded by the means of this artifieiall Quicksiluer.
x584 Contempt. State Alan 11. v. (1609) 16S He spent many
days in finding out. .how much Gold would serve to guild a
Crown of Silver, a 1711 Ken- Stmt Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 316
A Pile magnificent.. Which by devout Imperial Helen build,
Was richly by her Son adorn'd and gild. 1775 Johnson
Diary n Oct. in Bosivell, One of the rooms was gilt to a
degree that I never saw before. 1806 R. Cumberland Mem.
'1807) I. 184 Its magnificent owner.. had gilt and furnished
the apartments with a profusion of luxury. 1816 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 800 Articles of iron or steel may.,
be instantly gilt by dipping them into this auriferous ether.
1875 Knight Diet. Mich. 967/1 Porcelain or glass is gilded
by a magma of gold [etc.].

/'V- 134° Ayenb. 2^3 panne byeb be bri comes of be lilye
wel y-gelt mid pe golde of cbarite. c 1340 Cursor M. 27603
(Fairf.) I-nogh mat we finde of pa [men] bat wip-in is rotin
as molde & wib-oute gilt as golde [Colt. MS. ouergilt with
gold]. 1705 Hickeringill Friest-cr. 1. (1721) 64 The first

Cause..was open'd by the Plaintiff 's Council, who.. laid on
Tongue enough to gild a rotten Sign-Post.

b. Jig. To gild the pill : to soften or tone down
something unpleasant (from the practice of gilding
a bitter pill so that it maybe moreeasilyswallowed).
1674 Boyle Excell. Theol. 1. iii. 88 The inward gratula-

tions^f conscience for having done our duties is able to gild
the bitterest pills. 1685 Gracian's Courtier's Orac. 189
Princes are not cured by bitter Medicines. It requires art to
guild their Pill. 1857 Trollope Banhester 7\ xxvi, It
gilded the piil which Mr. Slope had to administer.

fc. To cover with (a specified) metal (see
quot.). Obs.

1623 Cockeram n, To Gild with golde, inaurate : to Gild
with siluer, inargentate.

d. Used trans/, for To smear (with blood;.
Common in 16—17th c.

'595 Shaks. John 11. i. 316 Their Armours that march'd
hence so siluer bright Hither returne all gilt with French-
mens blood. 1605 — Macb. 11. ii. 56 If he doe bleed, He
guild the Faces of the Groomes withall, For it must seeme
their Guilt. 1615 Markham Pleas. Princes (1635) 42 That
Cocke .. every t me he .. draweth blood of his adversary,
guilding (as they terme it) his spurres in blood. 163a Hey-
wood 2nd Ft. Iron Age ni. E 4 b, We haue guilt our
Greekish armes With blood of their owne nation. 1816
Byron Siege Cor. xxv, Swords with blood were gilt.

t2. Alch. To impregnate (a liquid) with gold.
Also intr. for refl. Obs.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 7 The science how 5e schule

gilde . . by brennynge watir or wiyn . .wherby be water orM wiyn schal take to it my^tily be influence & be vertues of
fyne gold. 1666 Boyle Or/'g. Formes fy Qual. 373, 1 dropp'd
into the Yellow Liquor afforded me by the Elevated Gold,
a convenient quantity of clean running Mercury, which was
immediately colour'd with a Golden colour'd Filme, and
shaking it to and fro, till the Menstruum would guild no
more, when [etc.]. 1684-5 — A/in. Waters Contents, A
Mineral Water . . considered as being gilt in its Channel or
Receptacles.

3. Jig. To supply with gold or money ; esp. (with
mixture of sense 5) to make reputable or attractive

by supplying with money.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. n. x. 35 There is no

waie to escape the inquisitors hands . . but to gild their hands
with monie. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. vi. 49, I will make

161

fast the doores and guild my selfe With some more ducats.
1603 Dekker Grissil (Shaks. Soc) 14 I'll gild that poverty,
and make it shine With beams of dignitie. 1875 Merivale
Gen. Hist. Rome xxvi. (1877) 185 The missions of pro-
consuls and propraetors .. were gilded, not indeed, with
fixed salaries, but by gifts from states and potentates. 1890
P.esant Demoniac iii. 29 The Thanets are new people, as
everybody knows. Vet not so very new ; and their novelty
is gilded.

b. said of the money itself.

C1613 Rowlands Paire Sf>y-Knaves r Their gold and
siluer gildeth them so well, They are the l>est in Parish
where they dwell. 184a Tennyson Locksley //.ill 62 Cursed
be the gold that gilds the straitened forehead of the fool.

4. To cover or tinge with a golden colour or
light (said csp. of the sun\
1588 Shaks. 'Pit. A. 11. i. 6 The golden Sunne .. hauing

gilt the Ocean with his beames Gallops the Zodiacke. 1616
Chapman Musteus 391 No torches gilt the honor'd nuptial
bed. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 503 Stars .. shooting
through the darkness, guild the Night With sweeping
Glories, and long trails of Light. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas.
Alan. 11. 25 Memory .. Like yon fair orb, she gilds the brow
of night With the miid magic of reflected light. 1821
Byron Juan nt. Isles of Greece i, Eternal summer gilds
them yet, Hut all, except their sun, is set. 1856 Kane-;
Arct. Exfit. II. iii. 47 The crests of the northeast headland
were gilded by true sunshine.

b. To adorn with a golden colour or appearance.
1703 Maundrell Journ. ferns. (1721) 40 The walks are

shaded with Orange Trees .. They were .. guilded with
Fruit. 1821 Clake Vilt. Ai instrA. 140 Cowslips are gilding
the plain.

5. fig. To adorn with a fair appearance or show
of beauty : csp. to give a specious brilliance or
lustre to (actions or things') by the use of fair words.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. iv. 162 If a lye may do thee

grace He gild it with the happiest tearmes I haue. 1635
Qiari.es KmM. 1. iv. (1718) 18 Proclaiming bad for good, and
gilding death with pleasure. 1660 Hickeringill Jamaica
viewed (1661) 77 All plausible Pretexts that witty usurpation
doth use to colour and gild blacker Designes. 1713 Loud.
Gaz. No. 5127/5 Poisonous Prefaces (.. gilded with the
specious Pretence of Zeal). 1775 Sheridan Rivals Epil.,
Love gilds the scene. 1822 Shelley Hellas 454 A rebel's
crime gilt with a rebel's tongue! 1862 Merivale Rom.
Emp. (1865) V. xlii. 147 Such a death at least doubly gilds
his virtues. 1879 Froitje C&sar xii. 148 Cicero had pre-
pared a speech in which he had gilded his own performances
with all his eloquence.

f 6. To impart a brilliant colour or flush to (the
face; cf. quots. 1618, 16S3 in sense 7). Obs.
1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 280 Trinculo is reeling ripe : where

should they Finde this grand Liquor that hath gilded 'em.

7. To gild over : to cover with gilding, so as to
conceal defects; chiefly^. (^ sense 5). f Also,
to make somewhat drunk ;cf. sense 6).

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 169 Your daies seruice at
Shrewsbury hath a little gilded ouer your Nights exploit on
Gads-hill. 1618 Fletcher Chances iv. iii,' Duke. Is she
not drunk too? Con. A little gilded o'er. 1648 Hunting
of Fox 45 Counterfeit coyn, sleightly gilded over. 1677
Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 161 Satan's second care for the
advancement of error . . is to gild it over with specious pre-
tences. 1683 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 1 All their
countenances were guilded o're with a liuely, sparkling
pleasantness. 1815 Hortensia 1. iii, Beauty gilds Her vices
o'er, which more securely harm.

+ Gild, v.- Hist. rare. Also guild, [var.

Geldz\*: see Gild sb. 2] intr. To pay taxes.
a 1645 Habington Surv. Wore, in IVorc. Hist. Soc.

Proc. 11. 254 William de Hellicampo in Eastwood. .Gildeth
. .Of the demeanessyx Acres which gyld not. 1746 S. Simp-
son Comfit. F2ng. Traveller I. 300 This Town [Ilfracombe],
in the Confessor's Days, guilded after one Hide, and one
Farthing of Land.

Gild(e, var. Guild; obs. f.GELn^"i, Gilded/-//. 0.

Gildable (gi'ldab'l), a. and sb. Hist. Also
guildable. [I. Gild v.'1 + -able ; cf. Geldable.]
A. adj. Subject to taxation.

1495 Act 11 Hen. V//, c. 9 § 1 The seid lordshippe ..

[shall be] from hensforth gildable and parte of the Shire of
Northumbreland aforese :

d. 1556 in W. H. Turner Select.
Rec. Oxford (1880) 254 The seid streteis. .w* in the liberties
..and.. gildable. 1681 Burnet Hist. Ref II. 125 Com-
missions were next given to examine the state of the chan-
tries and guildable lands. 1766 Entick London I. z->5
Southwark is guildable.

B. sb. An area subject to taxation.
1602 Fulbecke 2nd Ft. Parall. 40 That which was within

the bayliwicke of the Shirife namelie in guildable, himselfe
caused to be extended by parcels. 1639 Nuisance to Friv.
Houses 31 The Statute doth not distinguish betweene the
ancient Demesne and the Guildable in these cases. 1766
Entick London IV. 384 It contains three liberties or manors,
viz. the great liberty, the guildable, and the king's manor.
1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merch. $ Friar (,1844) 69 Not being
shire-land or guildable.

Gilded (gi-lded), ppl. a. Also 1 Sogyld, 4 gyld,
4-5 gild. [f. Gild v. + -ed 1 ; the early forms show
the syncopation usual in the pa. pples. of verbs of
this type. See also Gilt///, a.]

1. Overlaid wholly or in parts with a thin coating
of gold. Gilded Chamber-, the House of Lords.
Gilded spurs : one of the emblems of knighthood.
In mod. use gilded has more dignified associations than

gilt, and hence is the form employed in fig. and poet. uses.
a. a xooo Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) xliv. n [xlv. 9] On xyrlan

Xegyldum [Vulg. in vestitu deaurato}. c 1000 ./Elfric
Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 154/22 Crisendeta gvldena net
Xegylde fatu. 13.. Gaw. tf Gr. Knt. 569 Mic'he watz pe
gyld gere pat glent per alofte. C1369 Chaucer Dethe

GILDEN.
Blannche 338 (Fairf. MS.) Throgh the glas the sonne shon
. .With many glade gilde stremys. c 1400 Destr. Troy 398^
Gilde hores hade hat gay, godely to se. c 1460 J. Russell
Bk. Nurture 231 pan emperialle [apparel] by Cuppeborde
with Siluer & gild fnlle gay.
(3.CI566 J. Alday tr. Boaystuaivs Theat. World sig.

I 5 Their goodly gilded cups and goblets, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia v. (1598) 462 When the marcbant hath set out hi-.

guilded baggage. 1621 Hurton Anat. Mel. 11, ii. iv.

(.1651) 271 Two or three hundred guilded Gallies on the
water. 1668 DaVENANT Atari's the Alaster v. i, Having
first swallowed the gilded pill of love, it prepares the
stomach for any thing. 1717 Lady M. W. Monta<;i
Let. to AhbeConti 17 May, In one corner is a little Galler>,
inclosed with gilded lattices. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory
I. 98 To give gilded work a fine colour. 1808 Scott Mann.
I. vii, Behind him rode two gallant squires .. They burned
the gilded spurs to claim. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix.
IV. 317 The display of jewels, plumes, and lace, led horses
and gilded coaches, which daily surrounded him. 1894 J.
Burns in Daily News 12 Feb. 6/3 The House of Lords had
ceased to be the stronghold of a high type of statesmanship
. .The ' ( iilded Chamber ' was a misnomer.
2. Tinged with a golden colour.
1588 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 1. iv. 62 Thou did'st drinke The

stale of Horses, and the gilded Puddle Which Beasts would
cough at. 1698 J. Fryer E. Ind. $ Persia 49 Fishes .

.

some gilded like Gold. 1736 Kailey Househ. Diet. 35
Apples are wholesome and laxative .. and the more they
are gilded, the more wholesomer they are. 1784 Cow 11 h
Task vi. 922 Like summer birds Pursuing gilded flies, i860

! Tyndall Glac. 1. v. 39 It remained the only gilded summit
I in view.

3. fig. in various u-es : see Gild v. 1 3, 5.
1601 CobnwaLLYES Disc. Seneca (1631) Nn, Setting vp .

.

wealth against honesty, guilded honour aboue reali. 1626

I

C. Potter tr. Sar/i's Hist. Quarrels Paul V 404 In those
things which be desired, men vsed guilded or disguised
words. 1649 Ter. Taylor Gt. Excmp. n. Ad § 12. yi
Poverty of Spirit ; that is., a divorce of our affections from

1
those^ guilded vanities [etc.]. 1784 Cowper Task vi. ?o

;
Allur'd By every gilded folly. 1827 South ev Renins. Wat
II. 574 (iilded disa^er-s were called splendid victories.

1831 Scott Ct. Robt. iv, His respect .. would prove more

I

truly flattering, than the gilded assent of the whole court.
1868 Farrar Silence t>- /'.iii. 11875)63 When the old iron
discipline had yielded to an effeminate luxury and a gilded
pollution.

4. Gilded youth : fashionable young men belong-
ing to wealthy families: a rendering ofF.jeutiessc
doree. (See Gilt.)
1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 9 The old warlike spirit of t'r.t-

Romans was dead amony the gilded youth of families in

which [etc.]. 1885 Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman ix.

He was invited to dine with some of the gilded youth of the
city at a certain club that same evening.

t Gilden,^. Obs. [s..OF.geldon.] Apikeman.
c 1440 Partonope 1236 An hundred thousand withouten

arblasters Withoute gyldeiies and archers.

tGi"lden, a. Obs. Forms: I gylden, 3 4
gulden(e, g(u)ylden, 4-5 gyldyn. 5 gildin.
geldene, Gguilden, -in. 3-7 gilden. [OM.gyldoi
= OFris. gulden, gelden, OS. guldtn (MDu. guldin,
gulden, I)u. gulden arch.), OHG. guldin ^MHG.
guldin, gulden, mod.G. gulden arch.), ON.gutkun
(Sw.gyllen, Da. gylden), Goth, gu/pei/t-s :-OTeut.
*gulpino-

i
f. *gu/)oln Gold. See -ex suffix 4

, and
cf. Golden.]
1. Made of gold, golden.
Beowulf 2809 [He] dyde him of healse hring gyldenne.

rtiooo CtedmotCs Dan. 204 (Gr.) paet hie bider hweorfan
wolden .. to bam gyldnan sylde. c 1200 Ormin 8179 Onn
hiss haefedd warren 11 twa Gildene cruness sette. 1 1205
Lay, 14298 Heo bar an hir honde ane guldene [ir 1275
goldene] bolle. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 417 505 For-to ;vue
pis pouere Man bote ane guyldene ring. a 1300 Cursor
At. 6632 iGi'itt.) paipat war in godes half, .honurd noght hat
gilden calf. 1340 70 Alex. $ Dind. 522 J>e guldene ger pat
pi gomus vsen Wip be blasinge ble blenden be sonne. a 1440
Sir Degrcv, 279 Gleves gleteryng glente Opone geldene
scheldus. c 1450 Cov. Alyst. viii. (Shaks. Soc.J 76 Whan
thou come to Iherusalem, to the gyldyn gate.

fg. a 1225 Ane?: R. 336 pe middel weie of mesure is euer
guldene. a 1240 Satvles 11 arde in Cott. Horn. 225 Bitubhe
muchel ant lutel is in euch worldlich bung be middel wti
3uldene [reati guldene].

b. In renderings of xpvvoaToixos ('Chrysostom '

'golden-mouthed', the posthumous cognomen of
the great preacher John archbishop of Constanti-
nople died 407).
a 1300 Cursor M. 11380 Iohn gilden-moth sais wit bis donu

bat [etc.]. 1340 Hamhole/V. Consc. 5360 For Johan, wyth
be gilden mouth, bos says [etc.]. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-
hode iv. xxix. (18691 J

?
2 Fe which, as Gildene mouth seith,

mown lede be ship to nauene.

2. Of the colour of gold; golden.
1580 Sidney Arcadia n. (1622) 123 The next morning be-

gan a little to make a gilden shew of a good meaning 1591
Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 611 Never mine eyes in pleasant
Springs behold The Azure Flax, the gilden Marigold.

^[3. From the 16th c. occasionally misappre-
hended as a strong pa. pple. of Gild vA, and used
instead of Gilded.
^530 Tindale Ans7o. Afore Wks. ''1573) 251 When he layth

Timothe vnto my charge.. then he weneth that he hath
wonne his gilden spurres. 1573 Twyne AKneidxi. H hj b.

Their helmets fayer into the her, and guilden swordes they
threw. 1596 Spenser /'". Q. vn. vii. 33 His homes were
gilden all with golden studs. x6ox Holland Pliny I. 59
The gilden piller Milliarium, erected at the head or top of
the Rom. Forum. 1640 [see Gilted quot. 1563]. 1880
Stoddard Castle in Air it. 40 My barges ride With gilden
pennons blown from side to side.

. t



GILDER.

Gilder fgrldaj), sbA Obs. exc. north. Also 4
gildir'e, gylder, % gildre, 8 giller, 7-8 gildard,

9 gildert. |a. ON. gildra fem., gildre neut., of a

snare, trap (OSw. gildra fem ,
gildre gilder neut.,

mod.Sw. giller neut.).]

1. A snare, esp. for catching birds (see quot.

i855).
<H300 E. E. Psalter ix. 31 In his glMer fStertm

gildert] night and dai Mekc him-seluen sal he ai. a 1340

Hampole Psalter xxxvi. 33 Godis luf and godis word ..

sail kepe him fra be gildire of be deuele. c 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 256 Gods modire is oure protectrice Ageyns
goddes ire the fendes gildres and fraude of this worlds uice.

1535 Cover-dale Job xviii. 9 His fote shalbe holden in the

gilder and the thurstie shal catch him. 1674 91 Kay JV. C.

Words lE. D. S.), Gilders, snares, c 1746 J. Collier ( Fin
Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862144, I know himweel
enough . . for honging o Hare e some hure [hair] Gillers.

1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E. D. S), Gilders,

hair nooses for catching small birds. 1807 J. Stagg Poems
62 T'wards heame they kevvel'd yen and a' Nor ventur'd

yen an a—ewardsluik, For fear he'd in the gilders fa'. 1855

RoBlKSON Whitby Gloss., Gilderts, slip loops or nooses of

horse-hair stretched upon lines for catching birds on the

snow. The bread bait is attempted through the loops,

which entangle the birds' legs when they rise to fly off. [In

Lane, Cunibld. <y NorthumbU. Gloss, s.v. Gildert.]

2. Angling. (See quots.)

1681 CHETHAM Angler's I'ade-m. ii. §6(1689) 10 When
you makes lines, especially 4 or 5 of the lowermost links,

Gildards or toughts. 1787 Best Angling led. 2l 168

Gildard, the link of a line. 1818 Wilbraham Gloss. Chesh.

17 Giller, or, rather, Gniller, several horse hairs twisted

together to compose a fishing line.

Gilder (gi'ldw), »*-a [f-
G,LD v-

x +
:
EBl l

One who gilds, csp. one who piactises gilding as

an art or trade.

1550 Bale Image Both Ch. in. Bbviij, No conninge

artificer, earner, painter, nor gylder [etc. J. 1609 B. Jonson

Sit. Worn. 1, You see guilders will not worke, but inclos'd.

They must not discouer, how little serues, with the helpe of

art, to adorne a great deale. 1675 Hobbes (Vv.tr. (16771 33

Another bid the gilder hither come, To gild the sacred

heifers horns with speed. 1753 Scots Mag. May 220/2 The
gilders have coated a piece of metal. 1806 Sl'RR Wmterm
J. ond. III. 144 My brother is a carver and gilder. 1873

Hamerton Intell. Li/e ix. ii. (1875) 305 A certain quantity

of gold is necessary for the work of the gilder.

T Gilder, v. Obs. rare. [a. ON. gildra to snare,

f. gildra Gilder slO] trans. To catch in a snare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9479 Now es man gildred in iuels all,

His aim sin has mad him thrall, a 1340 Hampole Psalter

xxx. 10 pe deuel bat gildirs men wit couaitis of life. 1483

Catk.Angl. 135/2 To Gilder, laqueare, illaqueare, irretire

Gilder, obs. f. Guilder, Guelder(-kose).

Gilderoy, obs. form of Gillaroo.

Gilding (gHdin), vbl. sb. [f. Gild vl + -iko '.]

1. The action of the verb Gild.

c 1440 rromp. Part: 193/2 Gyldynge wythe golde,

deemracio. 1480 IVardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 125 For

bynding gilding and dressing ofa booke called 1 itus Livius.

t537 Bury Wills (Camden) 128, I geve to the gyldyng of

the ij angells on the candelbeme xxvj s. viij d. 1613 Organ

Specif. Wore. Cath.. The guilding and painting 77
1 8".

1776 Adam Smith W. N. I. v. (1869) I. 47 The continual

waste of them [gold & silver) in gilding and plating. 1866

Rogers Agric. ff Prices I. xxi. 533 The art of gliding was

familiarly known to our forefathers.

2. The golden surface which is produced by the

process of gilding.

1634-5 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 32 In the second

story the beauty of the rooms is the gilding on the roof,

which seems to be very rich. 1676 Dryiien Aurengz. XV. 1,

The Metal's base, the Guilding worn away. 1776 Adam
Smith /(-'. N. 1. xi. 11.11869) I. 183 No paint or dye can give

so splendid a colour as gilding. 1819 Byron Juan 11.

exxvii, It was a spacious building Full of barbaric carving,

painting, gilding. 01859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. V.

112 The streets were crowded with gazers who admired the

painting and gilding of his Excellency's carriages.

b. trans/, and Jig.

1663 Cowley Ess., Dang. Procrast. (1684) 142, I well

content the Avarice of my sight, With the fair gildings of

reflected Light. 167a Wilkiss Nat. Relig. 1. vi. (16751 80

There are such inimitable gildings and embroideries in the

smallest seeds of Plants. 17*8 Young Love Eame I. (1757)

87, I envy none the gilding of their woe. 1791 A. Young

Trav. France 257 These laughable adventures, with the

gilding of a bright sun, made the day pass pleasantly.

C. ' A rich golden colour imparted to herrings

by the use of hard wood only in smoking them

'

[Cent. Diet.).

3. Comb., in various technical terms, as gtldtng-

cage, -cap, -metal, -press, -size, -tool, -wax (see

iiuots.).
., ,. , . ,

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 219/2 The "gilding-cage is made

in a cylindrical form. .It is formed of coarse iron-wire gauze

[etc.]. Ibid 220/1 The ' 'gilding-cap', which is a white felt

hat of a peculiar sort and shape. 184a r rancis Did. Arts,

'Gilding Metal, an alloy composed of 4 parts of copper,

1 part of Bristol old brass, and 14 ounces of tin, Jo every

pound of copper. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech., Suppl.,,*G,!d-

iue-press a book-binder's press for gilding covers and edges

of books. 1830 Edin. Encycl. X. 279/1 The 'gilding size

which is to cement the gold leaf, is now applied hot 1875

Knight Diet. Mech. 967/1 Fig. 2216, Bookbinders Gilding

Tools. 1838 Edin. Encycl. X. 278/1 'Gliding wax is com-

pounded of bees wax and red chalk in equal quantities, with

French verdigris and alum or green vitriol. .1 he use of the

wax seems to be only to flow, and carry the other ingredients

to every part of the surface, and to determine the proper

degree of heat to be applied.
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Gildren, obs. form of Guilder.
Gild-taile, obs. var. Gilt-tail.

Gile, obs. form of Gill afcl

Gile, obs. f. Glile sb. and v., Gyle.
Gileflower, obs. form of Gillyflower.

t Gilenyer. Sc. Obs. Forms : 8 gileyncmr,

giela(i)nger, 9 golinger. [f. next + -ekI.] A
cheat, a swindler.

17*1 Kelly Scot. Prov. 307 The greedy Man and the

Gileynour are soon agreed. 17*8 Ramsay On seeing Archers
divert themselves 79 Gielaingers. and each greedy wight,

You place them in their proper light. 1737— Scot. Pro7:

(1750) 93 The greedy man and the gielainger are well met.

1808-80 Jamieson, Golinger, a contemptuous term, the

meaning of which is uncertain.

t Gilenyie. Sc. Obs. Form3 : 6 //. galen^eis,

gillen^ies, golinjies. [Cf. OK. Gilain, Chillain,

a quasi-proper name designating a swindler, with

allusion to gniler to deceive : see Guile.] A de-

vice, trick, dodge.

1533 Bellenden Livy in. (1822) 235 Than the consullis

sett thame be galenjeis [L. cavillari] to exoner and dis-

charge the pepiil of the aith be thame maid. 1560 Rolland
Seven Sages (Banr.atyne Clubi 123 Ane kingdome thow
wald quell, thow grounder of gilleivties. 1595 Duncan App.

Etymol. (E. D. S.), Meander, ftmini Phrygiae, bout-

goings, guillen3ies : ambages, amfractus. 1681 Colvtl

Whigs Supplic. (1751) 138 They bring but bout-gates, and

golinaies, Like Dempster disputing with Menzies.

Ii Gilet 1

2*1*). \y. g'iel waistcoat.] In dress-

making : A bodice shaped like, or in imitation of,

a man's waistcoat.

1883 CasselPs Earn. Mag. Sept. 619/1 A most favourite

style of bodice is the gilet, which is either a positive waist-

coat or merely a plastron.

Gilguy (gi'igsi). Kant. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Gitguy, a guy for tracing

up, or bearing a boom or derrick. Often applied to in-

efficient guys.

Gilifloure, -flower, obs. ff. Gillyflower.

Giling, obs. form of Guiling.

t Gilk. slang. Obs. rare- 1
. (See quot. and cf.

Gilt sh.3 2.)

1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all F. 2 b, Gilkes for the

gigger, false keyes for the doore or picklockes.

Gill(gil;, sb.l Chiefly//. Forms: 4 gile, 5

gyle, 5 6 gylle, 5-7 gille, 7 gil, guilj, (gild),

6- gill. [Of obscure origin ; Sw. giil (MSw. gel

masc), Da. gjivlle, which agree in meaning, do not

account for the form of the English word.

An ON. gjolnar, explained as 'gills' in Cleasby-Vigfusson,

is of uncertain meaning ; the word occurs only as a poetic

name for the whiskers of the Fenris-wolf.)

1. The organ of respiration in fishes and other

water-breathing animals, which is so arranged that

the venous blood is exposed to the aerating influence

of water. In fishes, the gills are situated on each

side of the neck : in other aquatic animals their

position and structure is very varied..

In scientific use the term gills is applied only to the

branchial lamellae attached to the gill-arches : in popular

language the word denotes the whole breathing apparatus,

including the gill-covers.
.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 269 He [Jonah] glydez in by be

giles [of the whale], bur} glaymande glette. 1388 Wvclif

Toliit vi. 4 Take thou his gile etherioive[Vu\g. branchiam ;

138a fin] and drawe hym to thee, c 1440 Promp. Pan.
194/1 Gylle of a fysche, bronchia, sentcia. 1483 in Lath.

Angl. 156/1. 1519 Horman Vulg. 277 b, Fysshes breth at

theyr gyllys. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 237 They .
.
suppose

that no fishes hauing guils, do draw in and deliuer their

wind again to and fro. 1660 Boyle Nciv Exp. Phys.

Mech. Digress. 370 Their Gills seem somewhat Analogous

(as to their use) to Lungs. 1667 Milton P. L. Ml. 415.

1 1705 W. King Fisherman 22 fill they, of farther Passage

quite bereft, Were in the Mash with Gills entangl'd left.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 209 The amphibia are

furnished with lungs; the fishes, with gills. 1813 Sir H.

Davy Agric. Chem. 11814) 212 Atmospheric air taken into

the lungs of animals, or passed in solution in water through

the gills of fishes, loses oxygene. 187a Mivart Elem. Auat.

xii. (1873) 461 The gills or branchiae. These are delicate

processes of skin richly supplied with blood, and capable

of absorbing oxygen.

b. The branching or respiratory organs of certain

worms and arachnids.

1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. § 190. 247 The
wings [of insects) must be regarded as homologous with the

lamellar tracheal gills. 1884 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. , In Vermes

many of the Chaetopoda have external tufted gills attached

to the dorsal parapoda.

2. Applied to various organs, etc. resembling the

gills of a fish. a. The wattles or dewlap of a fowl.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 852 The Turky-Cocke hath great and

Swelling Gills, the Hen hath lesse. 1681 R. Knox Hist.

Ceylon 27 It is black with yellow gills about the bigness of

a Black-Bird. 1716 Shelvocke Voy. round WorlaT 184 Here

are also plenty of Guanoes and Carrion-crows, which, with

their red gills ..bear the exact resemblance of a Turkey.

1785 Trusler Mod. Times III. 18 Her face was as red as

the gills of a turkey cock.

tb. In quadrupeds : (see quot.). Obs.

1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 88 Furs, off the squirrel, especi-

ally his tail . . a martern particularly from off the gills, or

spots under the jaws.

C. The radiating plates arranged vertically in

the under side of the cap or pileus of fungi.

1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 350 He could never find them

to produce any Seed either in their Gills or other Parts.

GILL.

1743 Pickering Ibid. XLII 595 The Gills, as they are called,

are no other than Capsular, or Pods for the Seed. 1835
Kirby Hab. A> Inst. Anim. I. v. 179 Channels, separated

from each other by elevated processes resembling the gills

of a mushroom. 1868 Hekschel in Peoples Mag. Jan. 62
Mushrooms and ' toadstools ', furnished at their under side

with gills, or radiating plates or laminae, set edgewise.

3. Attributed to persons : t &• with jocular allu-

sion to the capture or holding of a fish by the gills.

1589 Pnppe iu. Hatchet 3 Martin beware your gilles, for

He make you daunce at the poles end. 1599 Minsheu
Span. Dial. (1623) 67/2 He throwes againe the dice, and he
drew vp all, and so he left me hanging on the gill [marg.

as a fish], without a farthing, a 1616 Beaum. ei Fl. Wit
atSev. It 'eap. 11. ii, A»d when thou hast him by the amorous
gills, Think on my vengeance.

b. with allusion to sense 2 a : The flesh under

the jaws and ears ; esp. in phrases to be rosy about

the gills, to look in good health ; to be white, blue,

yellow about the gills, to look dojected or in ill

heahh ; to turn red in the gills, to show signs of

anger or indignation.
i6z6 Bacon Sylva % 872 Anger, .maketh both the Cheekes

and the Gills Red. 1631 B Jonson Magn. Laily 1. i, He.

.

draws all the parish wills, designs the legacies, and strokes

the gills Of the chief mourners. 1681 Dryden Span. Friar
11. ii, He says he's but a friar, but he's big enough to be a

pope; his gills are as rosy as a turkey-cock. 1798 Charlotte
Smith Young Phihs. III. 274 'My dear Sir!' replied Sir

Appulby, in visible confusion, his fat gills quivering, and
his swollen eye-lids twinkling [etc.]. 181a Sporting Mag.
XXXIX. 102 [Hejgrew white about the gills. 1816W0LCOT
(P. Pindar) Wks. 1. 8 Whether you look all rosy round the

gills, Or hatchet-fae'd like starving cats so lean. 1842 C.

Whitehead R. Savage (1845) II. viii. 277 You won't run

away with her, I hope, and leave my old gills to be cuffed,

will you? 1855 Thackeray Ncucomes II. 58 He looks a

little yellow about the gills. 1893 ' Q.' [Couch] Delect.

Duchy 168 He . . looked very yellow in the gills, though

clearly convalescent. 1894 Du Maurier Trilby (1895) 236

How red and coarse their ears and gills and cheeks grew, as

they fed !

4. slang. Only in //. The corners of a stand-up

shirt-collar.

1826 H. N. Coleridge West Ind. 253 Your shirt collars

should be loose round the neck, and the gills low. 1852

R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. 'Tour xxxvi. 196 He wore no

gills. 1859 Sala Tiv. round Clock 223 With a red face ..

with gills white and tremendous, with a noble white waist-

coat. 1884 Daily 'Tel. 8 July 5/4 Lord Macaulay wore,

to the close of his life, ' stick-ups ', or gills.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. General combinations

(nttrib. and objective), as gill-bearer, -branch,

-filament, -fin, -intestine, -muscle, -tuft ;
gill-like

adj. ; gill-bearing, -covering ppl. adjs. b. Special

combinations : gill-nrch, -bar, one of the cartilagi-

nous arches to which the gills of fishes are attached
;

gill-artery (see quot.); gill-basket, the cartila-

ginous framework protecting the gills in the lam-

prey and allied species; gill-breather (see quot.)

;

gill-cavity, -chamber, the cavity or compartment

in which the gill is contained ;
gill-cleft = gill-

opening; gill-comb = Ctf.nii>iim; gill-cover, the

bony case covering and protecting the gills of fish
;

gill fishing, fishing with a gill-net {Cent. Diet.)

;

gill-fisaure = gill-opening; gill-flap (see quot.);

gill-footed a. - Bkanchiopodous ;
gill-lamella,

-leaf, -leaflet - gill-plate ;
gill-lid (see quot.)

;

gill-membrane (see quot.) ;
gill-net, a fishing-

net so constructed that the fish are caught by the

gills ;
gill-netter, ' one who owns or uses gill-

nets ' (Cent. Diet.) ;
gill-netting, the material of

which gill-nets are made; gill-opening(seequot.";

gill-plate, one of the vascular lamella; forming part

of the gills of fishes, molluscs, etc. ;
gill-plume =

gill-comb ;
gill-raker, one of a line of cartilaginous

or bony projections on the inner side of a gill-arch ;

gill-slit = gill-opening; tgiU-atone, a kind of

fossil
;
gill-vein (see quot.).

1879 tr. Haeckets Evol. Man I. ix. 266 These vascular

"gill-arches pass along the gill-openings, and directly accom-

plish respiration. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Gill-artery the

artery which . . travels along the base of each gill in fishes

and breaks up into capillaries, by means of which the blood

is exposed to the water and undergoes oxidation. Ibid. s.v.

Gill, In Cyciostomi the gills are a series of six or seven

pouches . . with an outer cartilaginous framewoik or gill-

basket. 1883 Gd. Words Sept. 589/1 These gill-bearers are,

however, but one order in this extensive division of plants.

1851 OGiL\iE,'Gilt-bearing, producing gills. ltSsSyd. Soc

Lex. s.v., In Teleostei the gills . . are covered by a gill-

bearing operculum. 1881 hature XXV. 136 The theory

which considers the limbs and their girdles to be trans-

formed and translocated *gil)-branch elements. 1889

Century Diet., 'Gill-breather, that which breathes by

means of gills ; spec, one of the Caridea ox Crustacea as

distinguished from any tracheate arthropod or tube-breather.

1846 Owen Comp. Anat. I. 259 In a common gill-cavity

which has a single outlet. 1851-6 Woodward Mediums

65 The hectocotyle of tremoctopus was discovered by Dr.

Kolliker at Messina, in 1842, adhering to the interior of the

•gill-chamber and funnel of the poulpe. 187a M ivart Llem.

Anat. 478 The gill-chamber is further protected by a mem-

branous fold which lies within the opercular flap. 1890

Dublin Rev. Oct. 448 Certain "gill-clefts in the embryos of

higher animals. 1883 "Gill-comb [see Ctenidium]. 1776

Pennant Zool. III. 223The edges of the 'gill-covers serrated.

187a Nicholson Palxont. 310 I'he only portions of the skull

which require special mention are the bones which form
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the gill-cover or operculum. 1769 Pennant Zool. III. 30
Which bones are called the Radii Branchiostegi, or the
*Gillcovering Kays. 1847 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 249 The
"•gill-filaments themselves are so arranged that they do not
clog together. 1676 Cotton Complete Angler 11. xn, A
Bullhead, with his "gill-fins cut off. 16S1 Cwv^mma Angler $

Vade-m. iv. § 22 (1689) 54 His guill-fins being cut off.

1879 tr. HaeckeTs Evol. Man I. i. 18 Nearly the whole
of the front half of the body consists of a shapeless head
without a face, on the sides of which are seen *gill-fissures

and gill-arches as in Fishes. 1828-32 Webster, 'Giit-jlap,

a membrane attached to the posterior edge of the gill-lid,

immediately closing the gill-opening. 1854 BADHAM Hali-
cut, 241 A palm-tree, which it climbed by hooking its

spinous gill-flaps into the inequalities of the bark. 1846
Patterson Zool. 76 In onedivision [of the Crustacea] termed
' *gill-footed*, the surface of the legs is extended. 1879
tr. HaeckeTs Evol, Man I. x. 280 At a very early period
the intestinal tube is divided into a *gill-intestine and a
stomach-intestine. 1878 BKLLtr. Gegenbanr"s Comp.Anat.
336 Each *gill-lamella is developed from a row of processes
which bud out close to one another. 1865 Gossb Land fy

Sea (1874) 208 The entire *gill-Ieaf [of a Mussel] is formed
out of a single tht ead. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Gill-teajlefs,

the delicate layer of connective tissue.. on which the gill-

arteries ramify. 1828-32 Webster, *Gill-lid, the covering of
the gills. 185a Dana Crust, 1. 5 Certain "gill-like organs.
iBSq Century Dict.*Gill-membraue

t
the membranous cover-

ing of the foremost branchiostegal arch of the branchial
skeleton of ordinary fishes. 1839-47 Toon Cycl. Anat. III.

507/2 In some fishes.. the *gill-musclesare red. 1796 Mouse
Amer.Geog. I. 369 The fishermen turn the course of the
river.. or compress it into a narrow channel, where thev fix

their *gill nets. 1883 G. B. Goode Fish. Indust. U. S. 12 The
introduction of the Norwegian gill-net into the winter cod
fisheries. 1894 Times 17 Aug. 9/2 Flax *gill netting, nets,

webs, and seines. 1828-32 Wbbsi er,
*
Gill-openings the aper-

ture of a fish or other animal, by which water is admitted to
the gills. 1880 GUnther Fishes 35 The boundary between
the first and second being generally indicated by the gill-

opening. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's CofHp. Anat. 336
Owing to this union of the flattened filaments or lamellar,

which have their surfaces directed towards one another, a
*gill-plate is formed. 1894 Wrkg. Men's Coll. JrnL Dec.
139 The larva;, .bear at the extremity o( the abdomen three
delicate leaf-like gill-plates. 1880 Guntheb Fishes 59 On
fhe inner side they support horny processes called the "gill-

rakers. 1846 Owen Comp. Anat. r. 258 Each "gill-sac re-

ceives . . its proper artery. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Gill-sac, the
flattened cavities, each having a separate internal and ex-
ternal orifice, containing the gill, in the Myxine. 1854 Owen
Skel. <y Teeth in Ore. Sci., Organ. Nat, I. 173 'The two
vertical fissures behind are called * "gill-slits ', or branchial
or opercular apertures, 1880 E. R. Lankestek Degener. 44
Secondly, the throat perforated by gill-slits. 1708 in Phil.
Trans. XXVI. 78 Bronchiole, The "Gill-stone. 1848 Car-
penter Anim. Phys. 250 A similar action goes on, still

more energetically, on the "gill-tufts of the Annelida. 1885
Syd. Soc. Lex., *Gill-vein, the vessel situated at the base
of each gill which returns the blood after it has been aerated
to the dorsal aorta in fishes.

Gill (gil), **.a Forms: 5 gille, $-6 gyll (e, 6
gil, 8-9 ghyll, 5- gill. [a. ON. gil a deep glen
(cogn. w. gcil of the same meaning) ; further rela-

tions are uncertain.]
The spelling ghyll, often used in guide-books to the Lake

district, seems to have been introduced by Wordsworth.
1. A deep rocky cleft or ravine, usually wooded
and forming the course of a stream.
In dialect use in the northern counties, also in Kent and

Surrey.

1400 Destr. Troy 13529 As he glode thurgh the gille by a
gate syde, There met he tho men. c 1440 Bone Flor. 1419
They came downe in a depe gylle. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. III. 98 Onto the number of ten thousand men, Dalie
he led ouir mony gill and glen. 1667 Relation of Teneriffe
in Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 208 The Canary-birds . . breed in the
Barancos or Gills which the Water hath fretted away in the
Mountains. 1787-9 Wordsw. Even. Walk 54, I wandered
where the huddling rill Brightens with water-breaks the
hollow ghyll. 1820 Scott Monast. xiii, I have .. led the
chase when the Laird of Cessford and his gay riders were all

thrown out by the mosses and gills. 1886 Jefferies Field
<$- Hedgerow (1880J 157 In the dells, the 'gills', as these
wooded depths are called. 1887 Kent Gloss., Gill, a little,

narrow, wooded valley with a stream of water running
through it ; a rivulet ; a beck.

2. A narrow stream, a brook or rivulet.

1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. \i. 84 The great rivers are nothing
else but the gathering together of waters from many smaller
fountains and gilz. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purcltaser 55 Any
Brook, Gill, or small River. 1752 in Philos. Mag. Jan.
(1866) XXXI. 80 We ran to look at the Gill; and we di-

rected our sights (by the noise that it made) the right way.
1778 Eng. Gaz. (ed. 2) s.v. Gillisland, 'Tis a tract much
embarrassed with brooks, here called Gilles. 1853 Phillips
Rivers Yorksh. iii. 51 The rivulets (called gills) which run
in these branches have very elevated summits. 1866 Sedg-
wick in Philos. Mag. XXXI. 79 Hence the becks, or moun-
tain-streams, are often greatly swollen, and the gills, or
lateral branches, frequently descend in brawling torrents

from the mountain-side into the lower valley through deep
ravines and lateral valleys.

3. attrib., as gilt-brack (see Brack J&1 8), -edge,

-runnel, -stream.
a. 1400-50 Alexander 3231 Girdid out as gutars . in grete

gilbstremes. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s. v., A gill
runnel, a rivulet or thread of water coursing along a deep
dell. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 121 He was raised on a
litter, and carried to a gill edge. 1890 Clark & Hughes
Life A. Sedgwick I. L 7 It was in this hamlet [Kirthwaite]
that a destructive avalanche—or, as they would have said
in Dent, a 'gill-brack

1—took place in January, 1752.

Gill (dz,il,\ sb.'-i Forms : 4 gille, jille, 4-5
gylle, 6 gyll, 7- gill, (9 Jill). [a. OF. gille,

gelle in med.L. gillo, gellus, the name of a vessel

or measure used for wine. The relation between
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these forms and those cited under Gallon* is

obscure.]

1. A measure for liquids, containing one fourth of
a standard pint.

In many districts the gill is equivalent to a half-pint, the
quarter-pint being called a. jack.
1275 in Mun. Gildhaltm (Rolls) III. 432 Mensurae qua:

vocantur schopinas et gilles. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. v. iot
Til Gloten bed i-glotipet a galoun and a gille. 1590 // 'ills

<y Inv. N. C. II. iSurtees i860) 199 For j gyll of veolarium
5*. 4

d
. a 1719 Addison Playhouse 75 Till, freed at length,

he.. to some peaceful brandy-shop retires; Where in full

gills his anxious thoughts he drowns. 1773 Johnson in
Boswell Tour Hebrides 10 Sept., Each man called for his
own half-pint of wine, or gill, if he pleased. 1824 Carlylf. in

Froude Life (1882) I. 263 His [Irving'sjphilosophy with me
is like a gill of ditch-water thrown into the crater of Mount
./Etna. 1862 Ansted Channel Isi. iv. App. A. (ed. 2)566 The
smaller divisions are into pots (half-gallon), quarts, pints,
gills (quarter of a pint), and noggins (an eighth of a pint),

b. A measure used for tin (see quot.).
160a CarEW Cormvatl 13 b, They measure their black

Tynne, by the Gill, the Toplippe, the Dish and the Foote,
which containeth a pint, a pottell, a gallon, and towards two
gallons.

2. A vessel holding a gill.

^1440 Promp. Par-.'. 194/1 Gylle, lytylle pot, gilia, vcl
gillus. c 1800 W. B. Rhodes Bomb. Fur. iv. (1830) ?$ O
was I a quart, pint or gill To be scrubb'd by her delicate
bands. 1864 Lond. Gaz. No. 1989/4 Several Silver Spoons
mark'd T.J.M., a Silver Gill with the same Letters.

3. attrib., as fill-glass, -house, -sloup.

1673 DryoeM Marr. a la Mode ill, i. Who .. opens her
dear bottle of mirabilis beside, for a gill-glass of it at part-
ing. 1728 Pope Dune. in. 139 Thee shall each Ale-house,
thee each ( Jill-house mourn. 1799 Spirit Publ. yrnls. 1 1800)
III. 349 With a bottle of gin in her right hand, and a gill

glass in her left. i8ao Blackw. Mag. VI. 569 Having paid
our respects to the gill-stoup at Lamington.

Gill, jill (d3 il), shA Also 5-6 gille, 6 gyll,

6 7 gil. [Abbreviation of Gillian.]

+ 1. A familiar or contemptuous term applied to

a woman ; a lass, wench. Obs.
< 1460 Towneley Afyst. iii. 219 Noah [to his wife]. Haue

at the, gill. 1465 J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 528 II. 238
My Lord Persy and all this house, .wysshe ye had be here
stille For the sey ye are a good gille. 1577 tr. Bullbigers
Dec. 224 The wife that gadds not gigglot wise with euerie
flirting gill. 1577-87 Holinshkd Chron. III. 1159/2 She is

a princesse, and the daughter of a noble king, and it euilt

becommeth thee to call her a gill. 1665 J. Wilson Project.
I. Dram. Wks. (1874) 228 Mrs. Got. Sirrah.. look out and
mind your business.. Got. Good faith, I do. Mrs. Got. Yes,
among your gills too much ! What was that you said to
our maid t' other night?
attrib. 1635 QuarlBS Embl. 1. x, Close by the jack,

behold, jill Fortune stands To wave the game.
2. Jack and Gill= lad and lass ; also in proverb
Every Jack must (or wilt) have his Gill.

c 1460 Towneley Afyst. iii. 336 For lak nor for gill, a 1529
Skklton Magnyf. 290 What auayleth lordshyp, yourselfe
for to kylle With care and with thought howe Iacke shalle
haue Gyl. 1566 Dkant Horace's Sat. 1. i. A vj a, Thy
cheefe acquaintaunce all, Thy iacke, thy gille. thy kith,
thy kinne doth prosecute thy fall. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v. ii. 885 Our woing doth not end Hke an old Play : Iacke
hath not Gill. 1621 B. Jonson Gipsies Metam. (1640) 93,
I can. .Give you all your fill, Each lack with his Gill.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gill.. a homely Woman.
Every Jack must have his Gill. [Nursery Rime, Jack and
Gill went up the hill, To fetch a pail of water.]

+ b. With punning allusion to Gill sb.$ Obs.
1619 H. Hun on Follies Anat. Epigr. xlvi, Fill me a

quart <
quoth hei I'me called Will. The prouerbe is, Each

lack will haue his Gill.

+ 3. A name for a mare. Cf. Gillot 2. Obs.
1650 I). Discolliminitim 16 If my Mare hath the Scratches

on her hinder Heeles, I must not cut off her four legs, .if I

doe, I shall wrong my poor Gyll.

4. dial. Short for Gill-go-by-ground (see 5). ? Obs.
ijzj [see 5 b]. 174a Shenstone Schoolmistr. xi, The

lowly gill, that never dares to climb. 1760 Lee Bot. App.
303 Gill, (7/(r/:<w/« [in theLinnaean system]. 1846 Buchanan
Techn. Diet., Gill, the plant ground-ivy.

b. Short for gill-ale ox gill-beer.

'755 Johnson, Gill, a malt liquor medicated with ground-
ivy. 1828-64 in Webster ; and in recent Diets.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. In phraseological Comb.,
as + Gill-burnt-lail, + gill-6'-th'-wisp, will-o'-the-

wisp (see Gillian) ; Gill-creep- (or go-) by-gronnd,
Gill-go-over-the-ground, -run by-the-ground, dialect

names for Ground Ivy {Nepeta Glechoma)
; f Gill-

run-by- the street, Common Soap-wort (Saponaria
officinalis), ih. attrib. (sense 4), a.s gill-ale, -beer,

-lea. Also Gill-flikt.
a. 1597 Gerarde Herbal it. ccc. 705 It is commonly

called, .ground Iuie, Alehoof, Gill creepe by ground [(1633)
856 Gill go by ground). 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. v.
Ixxix. 642 The countrey people in Kent and Sussex call it

[Sopewort] Gill run by the street. 1654 Gavton Pleas.
Notes in. v. 97 Will with the Wispe, or Gyl burnt tayle.
1749-50 Lady Bradshaigh Let. 21 Feb. in Richardson Ccrr.
(1804) IV. 367 Looking, as I knew, for a certain gill-o'-th'-

wisp, who, I have a notion, escaped being known by you.
Richardson Ibid. 372. 1864 Thoreau Cape Cod v. (1894)
118 There were yellow-dock, lemon balm, hyssop, Gill-go-
oyer-the-ground, and other plants. 1877 A*. W. Line.
Gloss., Gill run by th" grund, ground ivy. 1883 Ha/ufsh.
Gloss., Gill-go-by-ground.
b. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gill-ale, Physic-ale.

1710 Swift AfiV. (1767) 19, I was forced to.. dine for ten-
pence upon gill-ale, bad broth, and three chops of mutton.
1737 Bradley Fain. Diet., Gill-Ale, Ale, &c. where

GILLAROO.
Ground-ivy or Gill is infused. 1737 G. Jones Lett, to Miss
Bevan ^27 Am now to confine my self to Gill Tea and few
other simple things. 1807 Maktyn Miller's Gard. Diet.
s.v. Glechoma, The leaves [of Ground Ivy] were formerly
thrown into the vat with ale to clarify it, and to give it a
flavour. This was called Gill-ale. 1889 Century Diet.,
Gill-beer, malt liquor medicated with the leaves of the gill

or ground ivy.

+ GiU, sb,& Obs. rare ~ \ In 5 gylle. [? A use

of Gill sbA (or of the proper name Gill); cf.

ma?c>kin.] ? An apron.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 194/1 Gylle, fowle clothe (//., P.

fuklothe), melota, vel meloies.

Gill xdgll), sbfi dial. Also 9 jill. [Of uncertain

origin ; cf. Gill sb.* 3.] (See quot. 1895.)
1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795' II. 380 Gilt, a pair

of timber-wheels. 1843 Marrvat M. Violet xliv, A couple
of powerful oxen yoked to a gill, employed to drag out
the stumps of old trees. 1894 E. Daily Press n June 5/2
Furty or fifty timbers were drawn up the hill one at a
time on a single jill by a traction engine. 1895 E. Angl.
Gloss., Gill, a vehicle for conveying timber, consisting of
two wheels, a strong axle-tree supporting a very stout bar,
on w^hich the timber is slung, and shafts.

Gill (gil), sb.l slang. A fellow, 'chap ', 'cove '.

181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Gill, a word used by way
of variation, similar to cove, gloak or gory', but generally
coupled to some other descriptive term as a plash-gill, a
toby gill. i8tz Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 142 Come list ye
all, ye fighting Gills And Coves of boxing note, sirs. 1834
H. Ainsworth Rookwood 111. v, High Pads and Low Pads,
Rum Gills and Queer Gills.

Gill (gill, sbfi techn. [Conceivably a trans-

ferred use of Gill sbJ] A flax-comb (see quots.\
1839 UfiE Diet. Arts 499 The machine commonly called

the gill, employed for prewiring, drawing, and roving flax

and hemp, and fur combing and spinning long wool. 1853
Ibid. 1 . 763 The use of ' gills ' became general al^out thirty
years since. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Gill, a hackle. A
series of points which divide the riblxjns of flax fibre into
finer parallel filaments ready for drawing and spinning.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1839 Ukk Diet. Arts 501 Fig. 454 is a horizontal repre-

sentation of a gill machine. 1851 lllustr. Land. News
(1854 1 5 Aug. 118 Gill-maker and presser. 1853 Ure Diet.
Arts I. 758 This part of the machine . . is generally termed
the 'gill-frame' or 'gill-head

1

. //W., gill-spreader. Ibid.

759 The screws or worm shaft for carrying the gill-bar.

Ibid. 764 Gill-sheet. Gill-teeth. 1879 CasseWs Techn.
I-'.dnc. IV. 378/2 These gill-combs ate heated by travelling
over jets of gas. 1882 Wore. Exhib. fatal. III. 31 Woo! goes
to Gill Box. .to be Killed. 1885 Census Instr. 43 Gill Maker,
Gill liars Maker, Gill Stock Maker. Ibid. 65 Gill-setter.

Gill (gil), vS Also 5 gylle, gyllyn, 6 gyll.

[f. Gill sb. "]

1. trans. To gut or clean (fish), f Formerly
also, to eviscerate (beasts; (cf. Gili.er, quot. 14. .\
14. . / W. in Wr.-Wiilcker 581/13 Euiro [read e7'isce?v], to

gylle. .1440 Promp. Parv. 194/1 Gyllyn, or gylle fysche,
excttero. 1530 Palsgr. 566. 1, I gyll fyssl.e, je oste la
braiiche. 1881 Du Chaillu Land Midnt. Sun II. 149 Here
the fish are gilled, which is done by making a cut with a
sharp knife over the throat of the herring, whereupon the
windpipe and entrails are drawn out.

t 2. To handle the gills of, take hold of by the

gills. Obs.- 1

1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage {1614I 335 The fishes in the
Lake of Venus . . presented themselves, enduring to be
scratched, gilled, and mens hands to lie put in their moutbes.

3. To cut away the gills of a mushroom.
1728 E. Smith Compl. Housew. (ed. 2 75 Take the large

Mushrooms, .cutoff the Stalks, but do not peel or gill them.

4. To catch or entangle (fish) by the gills in a

gill-net. Said also of the net.

1884 Koe Nat. Ser. Story v, A bass of nine pounds weight
can be 'gilled' in the ordinary manner. 1892 Graphic
13 Aug. 194/1 Another system of pilchard-fishing., is carried

on much further from shore, by means of drift or driving
nets, in the meshes of which the fish become entangled or
gilled .. The shore-seines do not gill the fish, having much
smaller mesh.

Hence Gilled///. (?.; Oi'lling &/'/.££.; zlsoComb.,

as gilllug-knife, -thread.
1 1440 Promp. Parv. 104/1 Gyllynge of fysche, cxenteracio.

1615 E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Garner III. 631 Tools and
Implements used in drying and packing of Herring[sJ.
Gipping or Gilling knives. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

36 Netting Threads.. Gilling Threads. .Flax Threads.

Gill (d,? il), z>.- local. \i. GiLL^.yj Hence
Gi'lling vbl sb. (See quots.)

1795 Aikin Manchester 183 The bad custom of gilling, or

drinking white wine as a whet before dinner. 1855 Robin-
son Whitby Gloss. s.v. Jilting, ' He goes jilling about ',

drinking his half-pints at different places, as the toper.

1855 Strang Glasgow (1856) 123 Forenoon gilling pre-

vailed through the whole range of the different craftsmen.

Gill Gplji z>- 3 lechn. [f. Gill sbF\ trans. To
dress (flax or wool) by means of a gill. Hence
Gilled///. a. ; Gi'lling vbl. sb. (in quot. attrib.).

188a Wore. Exhib. Catal. III. 31 [Exhibit No.] iS. Wool
goes to Gill Box . . to be gilled. 19. Machine for Gilling the

tops. si. Winds the gilled balls. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Gilling-mac/iine, a gill-frame.

Gillaroo (gilar«-). Also 8 gilderoy, 9 gil-

leroo. [a. Irish giolla ruatlh \giolla lad, fellow

+

ruadh red).] A species of trout found in certain

Irish rivers and lakes (see quot. 1833).

1773 Barrington in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 118 The poke of
the Gillaroo seems to perform the office of a gizzard. 1776
R. Twiss Tourlrel 111 A species of trout, called gilderoy,

are caught here [in the Shannon and lakes near]. 1833 J.
Rennie Alph. Angling 39 Trputs, which are called gillaroo,
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are found in Loch Melvin, near Eallyshannon, and Loch
Con, near Ballina..and differ little from the common trout,

except in being of a bright golden yellow on the belly and
fins, with more red spots on the sides, and .somewhat broader

and thicker in form. 1867 F. Francis Angling vii. (1880)

257, I was having great sport with the gillaroos. 1880

Antrim <y Down Gloss., Giilaroo trout, a large lake trout,

commonly said to have a gizzard like that of a fowl.

Gilled (gild) ///. a. [GlIX jA 1

] Having gills.

[1823 .S>/>/7 Pnbt. Jrnls. (1824) 76 Remember the deeds

ol Sir Billy tile Fat, That rosy-gill'd Alderman bold.] 1895

St. G. Mivart in Harpers Mag. Mar. 634/2 The experiment

of removing such young gilled tadpoles of the land sala-

mander from the body of the mother in order to see whether
they would then breathe in water. 1895 Daily News 4
Nov. 3/3 Specimens of gilled fungi,

Gillen^ie : see Gilenyie Sc. Obs.

Giller (grlai), [f. Gill v\ + -f.r 1
.] One who

guts or cleans fish, f Formerly also, one who
eviscerates beasts.

14. . Voc.'m \Vr.-Wulcker5604 Abestis[s'\c:l Teaciab extisl

intestina hostiarum aspiciens, a gyller of bestys. 1881 IJU

Chaillu Land Midut. Sun II. 149 Two skilled gibers can
clean and fill thirty barrels a day.

Giller, obs. form of Gilder sb. x

Gillery, Gillet, vars. Guilery, Gillot.

Gill-flirt (d^-lnort). Also 7-8 Jil.l)-flirt.

[f. Gill sb.* + Flirt sb. 5 ; cf. Flirt-gill.] A
young woman or girl of a wanton or giddy char-

acter. Now only arch.

1632 Sherwood, A Gill, or gill-flirt [Cotgr. j6ii has 'gill,

flirt ,s. v. Gauttiere]. 1673 Wychkri.ky Gentl. Dancing-
Mas', in, "I'is your dainty Minx, that Jillftirt your Daughter
here. 1754 Foote Knights n. Wks. 1709 I. 84 How ! gill-

dirt !—none of your fleers ! I am glad here's a husband
coming that will take you down. 1822 Scott Nigel v, She
is a dutiful girl to her godfather, though I sometimes call

her a jill-flirt. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. V. 609 A beautiful

gillflirt of the court (miuaudiere).

attrib. 1824 Miss Mitford Ullage Ser. 1. (1863) 203 No
brazen-faced gipsy, like Sally Wheeler .. or the jill-flirt

Phcebe. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 91 How much has she

not owed of late to the tittle-tattle of her gillflirt sister

Thalia? i83l Duffield Don Quix. II. 405 Thy skull is..

empty; mine is more pregnant than ever was the gill-flirt

drab which bore thee.

So +Gill-flirting ///. a.

1696 Southerns Oroonoko IV. i, The young jil -flirting

^u Is, forsooth, believe no Body must have a husband but

themselves.

Gill-hooter (d3i-l|h»:t9i). dial. Also 7 gill-

houter, S 9 gilli ^e)-, gilly-hooter, -howter, 9
jill-, jilly-hooter. [f. the female name Gill (see

Gill sb.*) + Hooter.] An owl ; esp. the barn-

owl {Stri.xflanwtca)

.

1674 Kay .V. C. Words 26 A Gill-houter, Chesh , an Owl.

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dialect Wks. (1862)

34 Thoose ot connaw tell a Bitter-bump fro a Gillhooter.

1828 H. Ancelo Remix. I. 492 If the lout who was pointed

out to me just now, be he, I never beheld . . such a scare-

crow, such a long-legged gilly-hooter. 1856 F. E. Paget
Owlet Owlst. 8 Not a leaf of ivy to shelter a gilliehowter.

1895 B. Angl. Gloss., Jill-hooter, jilly-hooter.

t Gillian. Obs. [a. Y.Juliane, a. L. Juliana,

{.Julius, a Roman gentile name.] A girl, wench.

( = GiLL.rM)
1618 (see Flirt-gill], 1615 Fletcher & Shirley Nt.

Walker 11. iii, De'e bring your Gillians hither? nay, she's

punish'd, you[r] conceal'd love's cai'd up? C1685 Harford
/latl. (1878) App., Seeing this Al-a-mode wear of the Town,
by Gillians is praclis'd so common, It is high time that it

now was laid down by every Honest Woman.
b. Gillian-jlirt = Gill-flirt. (CLflirt-gillian.)

1501 G. Harvey rierce's Super. 146 Yet wr.s she not such

a roinish rannell, or such a dissolute frillian-flurtes as this

wainscot-faced Tomboy.
c. Gillian-a-burnt-tail (see quot. and cf. Gill-

Intrnt-tail, G ill sb.* 5). Gillian-speiui-all : an un-

thrifty woman.
1573 Tlsser liusb. xxiii. (1878) 64 Some Gillian spendal so

often doth go For hogs meat and hens meat [etc.]. 1654

Gayton Fleas. Notes iv. xx. 268 An Ignis Fatnus, an ex-

halation, and Gillion a burnt taile, or Will with the wi.-pe.

Gillian-bower, var. Julias-bower.

Gillie l (gi'li)- Also cuille, geil3ie, 8 gaelly,

8-9 gilly, 9 ghillie. [a. Gael, gillt a lad, servant

= Irish gillt, giolla.~]

1. Hist. An attendant on a Highland chief.

[1506 Spenser State fret. Wks. (Globei 641/2 Next after

the Irish Kearne, me seemes the Irish Horse-boyes or

Cuilles (as they call them) would come well in order, a 1605

Montgomery Misc. Poems liv. 2 Fyndlay M<-Connoquhy.

.

Cativilie geihie with ye poik-braik.] c 1730 Burt Lett. N.

Scot!. (1754) II. 158 It is very disagreeable to an English-

man over a Bottle, with the Highlanders, to see every one

of them have his Gilly ; that is, his Servant standing behind

him all the while, let what will be the Subject of Conver-

sation. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 3 Sept.. We were at-

tended by a .. number of Gaellys, or ragged Highlanders.

1814 Scott Wav. xix, From the jargon, therefore, of the

Highland gillies, I pass to the character of their Chief.

t b. Giliie-wctfoot, a rendering of Gael, gille-

casfliuch (f. cas foot +fliuch wet) ; a contemptuous

name among Lowlanders for the follower of a H igh-

land chief ; spec, the servant who carried the chief

across a stream (see quot. c 1 730). Also in adapted

form gillie-casflue.

1681 Coi.viL Whigs Supptic. (1751) 84 Like gilliwetfoots

purging states By papers thrown in pocks or hats [1751

Note, Gilliwetfoots, the attendants on highland chieftans].
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[(1730 Burt Lett. N. Scott. (1734) II. 158 Gillie-casflue

carries him [the Chief] when on Foot over the Fords. ]_ 1755
Johnson s. v. Sorehon, Whenever a chieftan had a mind to .

revel, he came down among the tenants with his followers,

by way of contempt called in the lowlands giliwitfitts, and
lived on free quarters. 1814 Scott Wav. xiii. note, A bare-

footed Highland lad is called a gillie-wet-foot. [1815 Mrs.
Johnstone Clan Albin v, Koban's father had been Gillie-

casflue to the old Laird.]
trans/. 1808-80 Jamieson, Gitliewetfoot, . . a worthless

fellow, a swindler, one who gets into debt and runs off.

Lotb[ian], almost obsolete.

2. One who attends a sportsman in hunting or

fishing in the Scotush Highlands.

1848 Clol'gii Bothie 111. 130 They had run, and beaten the

gillies of Rannoch. 1873 Black f'r. Thnle (1874I 5 The tall

gillie patiently waited until his master had exhausted his

passion. 1884 Marq. Lorneui Pall MallG. 10 May 2/1 The
moral life of a ghillie in a deer forest is a most virtuous one.

Gillie - (d,?ili). Sc. [dim. of Gill sb. 3] A
gill of liquor.

1786 Burns On a Scotch Bart 59 I'll toast ye in my hind-

most gillie Tho' owre the sea. 1790 A. Wilson Ep. W.
Mitchell xi, Owre a pint or gillie.

Gillie :i (dy 'Hi. rare. [dim. of Gill sb.*; cf.

Gillot, JlLLET.] a. A giddy young woman;
= Gill sb* 1, Gillot i. b. A mare; = Gill
sb.* ;>, Gillot 2.

a 1529 Skelton Etynour Rummyng 300 Of folys fylly

That had a fole wyth wylly, With last you, and gup, gylly.

1603 PhUoius xcvii, Sho is a gillie, Scho is a Colt foill, not

a fillie. 1822 Hogg Perils ofMan I. iv. 54 ' I wad ride fifty

miles to see ony ane of the bonny dames '..' Twa wanton
glaikit gillies, I'll uphaud ', said Pate.

Gilli e)howter, var. Gill-hooter.

Gillifloure, -flower, obs. ff. Gillyflower.

Gilling (gi'lirj)- dial. [Of obscure origin;

perh. a var. of Girling.] (See quot.)

c 1640 J. Smyth Hundred ofBerkeley (i&%^ III. 319 The
salmon growes by theis degrees and ages: vz. 1 a pinke;

2 a botcher; 3 a salmon trout; 4 a gillinge ; 5 a salmon.

1880 Buckland 19 h Rept. Salmon Fish. 58 Gilling, a
salmon on his second return from the sea is sometimes called

a gilling in the Severn District.

Gillingite (gi'lirpit). Mitt. [f. Gillinge in

Sodermanland, Sweden, where it is found ; named
by Hisinger in 1826 : see -ite.] Hydrous silicate

of iron, found in amorphous black masses.

1850 Dana Mill. (ed. 3) 441 Hermann names the Gillinge

..mineral Gillingite. 1885 Erni Miu. Simplif. 274 Gillin-

gite. .and Xylolile..are fusible with difficulty.

Gilliver: see Gillyflower.

Gill-less (gH|16s), a. [f. Gill sb. 1 + -less.]

Unprovided with gills.

1846 Owen Comp. Anat. I. 267 Such arches are, therefore,

gill-less.

t Gill-master. Cis. rare. [? a. Du. gtlde-

mccster guild-master, i.e. head of one of the

' guilds' or companies of bowmen, gunners, etc.

See Wb. der Nederl. Taal, s.v. Glide.] The title

of a military officer (see quot. 1598).

1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. iv. i36
t
A Gill Maister, or

Lieutenant to the Mayorall, ouer euery 2*00 horses or beasts.

1622 F. Markham Bk. War\. vii. 188 Under the command
of the master of the Ordnance is the Cariage master .. the

Steward, a Gilmaster, a Provost.

Gillofer, -flower, -fre, obs. ft". Gillyflower.

Gillore, obs. form of Galore.

t Gi'llot. Obs. Also 4-6 gillet, 6 gillat,

gylat. [prob. a dim. of the female name Gill

(cf. Gill sb.*) ;
' Gillet, a woman's name' (Phillips

1658, who connects it with Giles).']

1. A loose or wanton woman (cf. Jillkt).

*557 'I'ottel's Misc. (Arb.) all What though a gyllot sent

that note, By cocke and pye I meant it not. 1561 Schole-ho.

Worn. S59 in Hazl. S. P. P. IV. 126 The fairer woman the

more gillot. 1579-80 North Plutarch {1676) 757 In honest

mens houses . . he would haue . . these tumbling gillots lodged.

2. Sc. A mare.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Jusliua 112 parfor be his nygra-

mancv He wa'ld wirk mony ferly, As to gere a womaiie

apere" As scho ane wgly gillet were [L. matronas in ju-

mcuta convertere videbatnr]. c 1450 Henrvson Mor. Lab.

898 in Anglia IX. 369 The jolie gillet and the gentill steid,

The asse, the mule, the hors of euerie kynd. i^g4 Acta
Dom. Cone. (1839) 321 Gillot w l sadill and Ryding gere

price v crovnis. 1508 Dunbar Tua mariit ivemen 114 He
fcppillis like a farcy aver, that flyrit on a gillot [Maitland
MS. gylat).

Gill-o'-th'-wisp: see Gill sb.* 5.

Gillover, gillowflower, obs. ff. Gillyflower.

Gillry, obs. form of Guilery.

Gilly (d.^i'li). dial. [Short form of Gilly-

flower.] A wallflower.

1892 B'ham Weekly Post 24 Dec. 5/6 Some nice little

bunches of wall-flowers, or giilies as we call them here.

Gilly : var. Gillie 1.

Gillyflower (dxrBflawu), Forms : a. 4 gelof-

fer, 4-5 gil-, gylofre, 5 gyllofyr, (-fre), gelefre,

ielopher, 5-6 gelofer, (-fre), 6 gillow fer, gill-,

gelouer, (gelopere), 6-7 gilofer, 7 gillofre,

(over), gillyvor, 9 gilliver, < jilliver, gilven.

fi. Sc. 5 gerafloure,6 ger(r aflour; //. 5 iorofflis,

6 gerofleis. 7. 6 gely-, iele-, giliTifloure ; 6

gilo-, 7 gillyflowre ; 6 gile-, gili-, jilli-, 6-7

gillo(w)-, 6- gilli-, gillyflower. S. 6- July-

GILLY-GATJPUS.

flower, [a. OF. girofle, gilofre clove ; for the

history of the forms see Clove-gillyflower.]

fl. A clove (cf. Clove-gillyflower i) ; also

attrib. in sauce gilofre, clove sauce. Obs.

13. . K. Alis. 6796 T'heo gilofre, quybibe, and mace. 13.

.

E.E.Allit. P. A. 43 Gilofre, gyngure & gromyiyoun. C1430
TwoCookery-bks. 1. 15 Maces, Gelofresan Galyngale. (' 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1363 fe Ientyll Ielopher a-^ens be
cardyakylles wrech. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. 279
Befe with sauce gelopere [sic].

2. Applied to native plants having flowers scented

like a clove, esp. to the clove-scented pink \Dian-

thus Caryophyllus) = Clove-gillyflower 2, and

hence to other plants more or less resembling this.

In those dialects in which the word is still current, it is

commonly applied either to the wallflower (Cheiratithus

Cheiri ; see Wall-gilly/louter) or to the white stock (Mat-
thiola iucana ; see Stock-gillyflower).

a. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 5862 Gnriofilata, auens
vet gilofre. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. XXVI. iii, The gentyl

gelofer his odoure renued. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.*

64/1 The Julyflower as they are most properly called (though

vulgurlyGilliflower and Gilofer). 1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss.,

jfillivei; wallflower. 1883 A Imondbury Gloss. , Gilliver, a

kind of pink clove or carnation. 1894 Hall Caine Manx-
man v. xxi. 347 In one hand she carried a huge bunch of

sweet-smelling gilvers.

fi£. '597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chinirg. 6 b, They
may gather, .fragrant gillowfers of Chyrurgicall operations.

p. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. clxxviii, Of red Iorofflis .
.
A

faiife] branche. Ibid, exc, Gerafloure. _
1500-20 Dlnbar

Poems lxxxviii. 20 London . . Of royall cities rose and gera-

flour. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xv. 14 5e Baselik and
Ionet flouris, }e Gerofleis so sweit.

y. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. H ij a, The herbe that wee call

in Englyshe Gelouer or a Gelyfloure. 1589 Greene Mena-
photi (Arb.) 38 He that grafteth lillyflowers vpon the Nettle,

marreth the smell. 1621 Quarles Div. Poems, Esther

(1038) 117 As when a l.ady (walking Flora's Bowre) Picks

here a Pink and there a Gilly Flowre. 1629 Parkinson
Farad. (1656) 306, 1 account those that are called Carnations

to be the greatest, both for leaf and flower, and Gilloflow^ers

for the most part to be lesser in both. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Hort. 11679)21 Gilly-flowers and Carnations. 1779 Sheridan
Critic II. li. The striped carnation, and the guarded rose, The
vulgar wallflower, and smart gilly flower, a 1851 Moir
Poems, May-day vi, The gillyflower raises its stem on high,

And peeps on heaven with its pinky eye. 1877 N. W. Line.

Gloss., Gillyflowers, wall-flowers. Stocks are called Stock,

gilliftcnvers.

b. 1584 G. Peele Arraignm. Faris 1. iii. A iij b, Julie

flowers. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. I. Vocation 18 Som
July-flowr or som sweet Sops-in-wine. 1612 Drayton Foly-

olb. xv. 241 The braue Carnation then, with sweet and
soueraigne power So of his colour call'd, although a Iuly-

flower. 1649 Lovelace /V«»K(iS64)62TheJuly-flow'rthat
hereto thriv'd . . straight sheds her leaves. 1721 Bailey,

Gilliflenver fq. d. Julyftoiver, because it Flourishes in that

Month), a Flower of a grateful Scent. 185s [see b].

b. dial. Applied to a woman (see quots.).

a 1797 Pegge Derbictsms (E.D.S.), Gilliver, a light-heel'd

dame. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., A Jilliver, a wanton
woman in the last stage of her good looks. A 'July flower',

or ' the last rose in summer '. i86*Lancash. Gloss., Jilliver,

a termagant. 1883 A Imondbury Gloss., Gilliver, sometimes

used as Jezebel, a term of reproach to a woman.

3. With various distinguishing attributes, used

(mainly in early botanical works) to cenote varie-

ties of the pink, the wallflower, and other plants

related to or resembling these, as African gilly-

flower, the African marigold {Tagetes erecta)
;

dame's gilliflower (seeDAME's-viOLETl; English

gillyflower, the carnation ; feathered gilly-

flower, Dianthusplumarius ; mock-gillyflower,

snap-wort (Saponaria officinalis); single gilly-

flower, Dianthus plumarius ; striped gilly-

flower, a variety of Dianlhus Caryophyllus ; yel-

low gillyflower, wallflower. See also castle-,

cuckoo-, garden-, lea-, marsh-, queeris-, rogue's-,

sea-, stock-, Turkey-, wall-, water-, Whilsun-, win-

ter-gillyflower ;
Clove-gili.yfi.oweh.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. iii. 151 The yellow Gillofer or Wall

floure groweth vpon olde walles & stonehilled houses.

Ibid. vii. 155 The Pynkes, and small feathered Gillofers,

are like to the double or cloaue Gillofers in leaues, stalkes,

and floures, sauing they be single and a great deale smaller.

Ibid. 156 The second sorte..may well be called.. in English

single Gillofers, whereof be diuers sortes. .& are called in

Englishe by diuers names, as Pynkes, Soppes in Wine,

feathered Gillofers. Ibid. xxv. 176 We do call this floure

Turkie Gillofers, and French Marygoldes .. or Aphrican

Gillofers. Ibid. III. xiii. 335 Some do al-o take it [Sopewort

Gentian] for Struthion, but it is nothing lyke : we may call

it in English Soopewort : some call it Mocke Gillofer. 1693

Faelyn Di la Quint. Couipl. Card. II. 155 We sow the

Seed of Pannacht or striped Gilliflowers upon Hot Beds

. .to replant them in May. 1727 Brapley Fam. Diet., Car-

nation, otherwise called English Gilly-Flower.

4. A variety of apple ; also gillyflower-apple.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 54 The Queen Apple is a great

bearing fruit and good. So the Gillofloure. 1664 Evelyn
Nat. Hort. (1729) 203 Apples . . Russetting, Gillyflower-

Apples. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 11. iii. 410 Apples [Dec]

Wheeler's Russet. .Hautbonne, Winter Gilliflower. 1884

in Hogg Fruit Manual 85.

5. attrib , as f gillyflower-grass.

1640 Parkinson 'I heat. Hot. xm. xiii. 1161 GramenCaro-
phy/tenm Rabinum the principall Gilloflower grasse. 1685

Aubrey Nat. Hist. Wilts (1847) 49 A blew grasse they call

July-flower grasse, which cutts the sheepes mouthes.

GiUy-gaupus tgHigg'pas). Sc. Also gilly-

gap^o)us, -gacus, -gawpy. [cf. Gaupcs ; the first
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part of the compound is obscure.] A foolish or

awkward person. Also attrib.

1719 Ramsay Auszv. Hamilton 111. 44 Sweet Flaccus,\Vha
Dane e'er thought a gilly-gacus. 1728— Fables <y T., Monk
(V Millers Wife 136 Think ye this Youth's a Gilly-gawpy.

1755 R. Forues yrnl.fr. Lond. 29 Our great gillegapous
follow o' a coach-man. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. 'Tongue,

iiilly gaupus, a Scotch term for a tall awkward fellow.

aiygx — Olio (1796) 112 You careless giUy gaupus, you
break more lime ware than your head's worth. 1823 \V.

Tennant Ctit. Beaton 26 The Cardinal's ain lang gilly-gapus
dochter, Tibbie Beaton.

Gilmin, obs. form of Guillemix.
Gilofer, obs. form of Gillyflower.
Gilore, obs. form of Galohe.
Gilour(e, -ous, var. Guilkr, -ous.

Gilpy (gi'lpi), sb. and a. Sc. Also gilpey, -ie.

A. sb. T a. A frolicsome young fellow {obs.).

b. A lively young girl.

a. 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. in. xviii, A gilpy that
had seen the faught 1 wat he was nae lang [etc.).

b. 1785 Burns Halloween 129, 1 was a gilpey then, I'm
sure I was na past fyfteen. 1816 Scott Old Mort. v, I mind,
when I was a gilpy of a lassock, seeing the Duke. 1854
Mrs. Oliphast Magd. Hepburn II. 7, I hear the lady has
just as good a chance of a man as ony gilpie gaun.

B. adj. Sportive.

1863 Janet Hamilton Poems $ Ecs. 297 Lassocks gilpie.

Gilravage [gflracvdds), sb. Sc. Forms: S

gulravage, 9 gilravage, -ravatch, -raivitch. gal-

ravage, (goravich. girrebbage). [?f. the vb.]

Riotous or uproarious conduct : noisy romping.
1785 BURNS Ep. to MMath 3 While at the stook the

shearers cowY . . Or in gulravage rinnin scowr To pass the
time [etc.]. 1818 Edin. Mag. Sept. 155 Muckle din an'
loud gilraivitch was amang them, garTawan an' lauchan.
1863 R. Paul Let. in Mem. xviii. 1,1872} 269 An after-dinner
galravage with the children.

Gilra'vage, v. mrth.&a&Sc. Also gill-, gal-,

guleravage, gilraivitch, galravitch, (-atch,

-erge), -revitch. [Of unknown origin; ?con-
nected with Ravage.]
1. intr. To feast or make merry in an excessive

degree or in a riotous fashion.
1822 Galt Provost xliii. 316 At all former .. banquets, it

had been the custom . . to galravitch both at hack and
manger, in a very expensive manner to the funds of the
town. 1887 J. Service Life Dr. Dugitid hi. 16 Gahevitchin'
at my grandfather's honey-kaimbs, I had gotten the colic.

2. To gad about.
1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. fed. 2) I. 108 This lass o'

mine . . thinks as because she's gone galraverging, I maun
ha' missed her.

Hence Gilra'vaging vbl. sb. Also Gilra vager.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxiii, Ye had better stick to your

auld trade o' theft-boot, black-mail, spreaghs, and gillravag-

ing. Ibid., And wha's this ?. . Some gillravager that ye hae
listed, I daur say. 1822 — Nigel xxx, Our gracious master
is auld, and was nae great gillravager amang the queans
even in his youth. 1848 J. Ramsay Poems, Eglinton Park
Meetings Great Was the gahavagin and fun. 1893 North-
nmbld. Gloss., Gilravishin. a tumult, a row.

Gilry, Gils e, var. Giilekv, Grilse.

Gilt ,gilt)> sb\ Also 5 gylte, 6-7 guilt, [from
Gilt ppl. a. in the phrases silver and gill, etc.]

1 1. Gilt plate. Obs. rare ~ K
1492 Bury Wills (Camden) 74 My best standyng pece of

gylte, and my best doseyn syluer sponys.

2. Gilding; the thin layer of gold with which
anything is gilt. Also Jig. in phr. to take the gilt

off the gingerbrcail
v
see Gingerbread 2).

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, n. i. 294 Wipe off the dust that

hides our Scepter's gilt. 1610 G. Fletcher Chrises Vict.

1 1. xliii, For her tresses Marigolds wear spilt : Them broadly
shee displaid, like flaming guilt. 164a in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) II. 51 For giult for y* Diall o. 4. 6. c 1880
'Saladin' Woman I. xvii. 141 The gilt of the big Bible
gleams on the window-sill. 1893 E. F. Benson Dodo (1894)

372 It was to be bound in white vellum, with their arms in

gilt upon the outside.

Comb. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Giltfeiveller, a manu-
facturer of gilded ornaments to represent gold.

3. Gold; money. Now only slang.
Perhaps due to a confusion with Geld, Gelt sbs.

1598 Marston Sco. rilla/iie 1. iii. 156 D 1 a, Now nothing,
anything, euen what you list, So that some guilt may grease
his greedy fist. 1608 Middleton Mad World 11. ii. Cib, Tho
guilt condemnes, tis gilt must makes vs glad. 1637 ^" M°NRO
Exp. Scots Regim. I. 7, I have seene other Nations call for

Guilt being going before their enemie to fight, a thing very
disallowable in either Officer or Souldier, to preferre a little

money to a world of credit. 1708 Mem. J. Hall 18 And
from thence conducted (provided he has Gilt) over the Way
to Hell. 1885 Daily News 25 May 3/1 Disputatious little

mobs grouped together to discuss whether Charrington or
Crowder had the most 'gilt*.

Gilt (gilt, sb.2 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : =; gilte,

gylte, 6-7 gylt, 7-8 guilt, guelt, 8 gelt, 7- gilt,

[a. ON.gylt-r (OSw. and mod.lcel. gylta) young
sow:—OTeut. type *gultjd, related by ablaut to ON.
gplt-r (:—OTeut. type *galtu-z) boar, Galt.
Of the same origin, but of different formation, are OHG.

galza, M HG. galz(e (also mod.G. dial.) :-OTeut. "galtdn- ;

also, OE. gilte, OHG. gelza (MHG. and mod.G. gelze\
MDu. gelte (Du. gelt{e) :-OTeut.*galtjon-. The OE. form
is found^ only in ^lfric's Gloss., but must have remained
current in southern dialects ; it appears as yelte, $elle, in

15th c. vocabularies {Wr.-Wiilcker 614/30, 624/32), andas;/^
about 1746 (E.vmoor Scolding). Gilt on the other hand
belongs to the eastern and northern dialects. Connexion
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with Geld v. has been suggested, but the meaning of
'spayed pig' seems to be accidental, though it is the com-
mon sense in Ger. and Du. The late spellings^//, guelt are
prob. due to a popular etymology of this kind.]

A young sow or female pig.
The precise application of the term varies in different dis-

tricts ; see quots. 1788-1886.
C 1440 MS. Line. Med. f. 312 (HalHw.) Tak unto the mane

the galle of the galte, and to the womane the galle of the gilt.

C 1440 /'romp. Parv. 194/2 Gylte, swyne, idem <jued Galte.
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 156/1 A Gilte, suella. 1570 Wills -y Inv.
N. C. (Surtees 1835* 354 A sowe and a gylt vj\ 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 319 The grease of a young guelt which neuer
had pigs. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 1. xxiv.
106 Let not youre Gylt goe to Bore, till she be past a yeare
old. 1707 Mortimer liusb. 185 The spaid Guilts, as they
call them, they steem the more profitable. 1788 W, MAR-
SHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss. iE.TLS.) Gilts, young female pigs,

whether open or spayed. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Gilt, a
female pig before she has had a litter. 1886 .S". W. Line.
Gloss., Gilt, a female pig, called by this name till it has had
a second litter, when it is called a sow.

Gilt, sb."> slang. lObs.

1. A thief or burglar. (Cf. Gilter 2.)

1620 Melton Astrotog. to Leaning not a Pick-pockets,
Gilts, Lifts, Decoyes, or Dyvers Hose unsurueyed, 1673
Char. Quack Astral. Ii 3, He maintains, .a correspondence
with Gilts and Lifters. 1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

2. A pick-lock, skeleton key. (Cf. Gilk.)
1673 K. Head Canting Acad. 94 The Gill, .with his Gilts

'from whence he takes his name).. will readily find out one
that shall fit any Lock. 1839 H. AlNSWORTH y. Sheppard
It. xviii, We shall have the whole village upon us while
you're striking the jigger. Use the gilt, man !

Gilt gilt), ///. a. Also 4 gult, Kentish y-gelt,

4 5 gylte, 4 6 gilte, 6 guylt
:
6-7 guilt e. [f.

Gild v. 1
, as built from Build.]

1. = Gilded///, a. (in literal sense"1

.

13. . A*. Alls. 927 Mony a riche gult schcld That day schon
apon the feld. a 1340 HaMpole Psalter xliv. 11 pe queue
vpstode at bi rightside in gilt clathynge. a 1400-50 A lex-
tinder 1873 pou. .sittis . . To-gedire with pi grete gods and
on a gilt trone. 1480 Caxton Chron. En%. eclv. (1482) 331
He toke his brigantyns smyten ful of gylt naylen and also
his gylt spores. 1597 15/ Pt. Returnfr. Paruass. v. i. 1480
Farewell, base carle clothed in a sattin SUte, Farewell,
guilte ass, farewell, base broker's poste ! 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Gozd. Eng. 1. xii. [xvi.] 56 A Helmet, a Coat of Mail,
and a guilt sword. 1759 Symmer in Phil. Trans. LI. 376
The gilt paper happened to lie with its gilded side upper-
most. 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 169 As a parrot turns
Up thro' gilt wires a crafty loving eye. 1879 G.W. Kitchin
in Encycl,. Brit. IX. 544 Four thousand gilt spurs were
hung as trophies in Court rai cathedral.

b. placed after the substantive.

1340 Ayenb. 26 Zuiche clepeb oure lhord : berieles ypeynt
and y-gelt. c 1380 Sir E'erumb. 5493 pe kyng ful ded of ys
sadel y-gylt. 1434 &' ^' WzlU (1872) 102 A peyre of bedes of
siluer with a crucifix of siluer and y-gilt. 1480 Wa?-dr. Ace.
Edw. IV (1830) 1 19, Ixx bolyons of coper and gilt. 1533 Act
24 Hen. VIII, c. 13 And that no man shall weave, .any mauer
aglettes, buttons, broches of golde or silver gilte. 1568
Grakton Chron. II. 383 Two Basons of Syluer and gylt. 1660
Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4 Sched. s.v. Boxes, Touch-boxes of iron

or other mettal, guilt, the dozen. 1717 Lady M.W. Montagu
Let. to Abbe" Couti 17 May, Under the large lamp is a great
pulpit of Carved wood, gilt. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II.

91 Nine towers, covered with copper double gilt. 1833 J.
Holland Mauuf. Metals II. 80 The guard . . is . . most
commonly of brass, gilt. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y //. yruls.

(1872) I. 28 A gold or silver gilt, .image.

2. Jig. Gilt now gilded)youth : a rendering of F.

jeunesse doree, app. first applied to the young men
of wealthy families who assisted in the downfall of

Robespierre in 1794.
1837 Caklyle Fr. Rev. III. VII. ii, Young men of what

they call the Muscadiu or Dandy species ! Freron, in his

fondness, names them yeunesse Doree, Golden or Gilt
Youth. Ibid., Let any one .. think what an element, in

sacred right of insurrection, this Gilt Youth was!
3. Comb. a. with sbs., as gilt-head (attrib.); gilt-

char (see quot.)
;
gilt-cup (also dial. gil-cup\

the buttercup; Tgilt-leai"? gold-leaf; gilt-metal
worker (see quot.)

; f gilt-paper, writing paper
with gilt-edges; gilt-poll = Gilt-head.
1787 Hest Angling (ed. 2) 4 The English fishes that we

have in our ponds, rivers, &c. are as follow : Carpio I.acus
Benaci, the Guilt or gilt Charr. 1610 R. Vacgham Herc-
fordsh. Waterworks Q 2, Medowground . . that takes more
pride in the company of the Cowslipp, then the 'gilt-cupp
which carrieth the garland from the rest. 1864 VV. Barnes
in Macm. Mag. Oct. 476 Where the barn-vloor wer a-sheenen
do vail The cwold zummer dew ; an' gilcups be bright.
1847TENNYSON /V/«rcss j. 19 Our great court-Galen poised his
*gilt-head cane. 1759 Sym.mer in Phil. Trans. LI. 378 Any
thin metallic substance, such as *gilt-leaf, or tin-foii. 1858
Simmonds Diet. 'Trade, ^Gilt-metal worker, one who over-
lays metals with gold ; an electro-plater. 1660 M. R. Ace.
Receipts Comm. Safety 4 Ten *gilt Paper-books . . for his
Lady to write in at Church. 1771 Gentl. Mag. XLIL 192
He's the gilt paper which apart you store And lock from
vulgar hands in the scrutore. 1713 Ray Syn. Pise. 131
Aurata .. The Gilt-head or *Gilt-polI. 1740 R. Brookes
Art ofAngling \\. Ixxiii. 193 The Gilt-Head or Gilt Poll ..

is broad and flat, being in some respects like a Bream.
b. parasynthetic, as gilt-handled, -headed,

-knobbed, -robed \ also gilt-edged, lit. of writing-
paper or books ; applied fig. in commercial slang
to ' paper ' (i. e. bills) or securities of exceptionally
high value, and occasionally to specially expensive
qualities of any commodity.
1818 Moore Fudge Earn. Paris xii. 61 There his Julie he

wrote,—Upon paper *gilt-edged, without blot or erasure.
185J Ord. <y Regut. R. Engineers ix. 48 No Gilt-edced

Paper is allowed. 1892 Spectator 1 7 Sept. 374/1 Colonial and
Indian Securities, and other gilt-edged Stocks. 1894 Daily
Ne?vs 20 Sept. 3 '1 ' Gilt-edged ' butter in New York realises

4£. a pound. 1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2100/4 Little 'Gilt-

handled Swords. 1858 Skyring's Builder's Prices (ed. 481 7
"Gilt-headed screws double . . the above prices. 1859 Sala
Gas-light 1^- D. xxvi. 301 The silken calves and *gilt-knobbed
sticks of the splendid footmen. 1825 D. L. Richardson
Sonn, 135 A *gilt-robed villain came. With heartless guile
her hopes betrayed And triumphed o'er her shame.

tGilt,z>. Obs. Also 6 gylte, 6-7 guilt, [f. Gilt

Pfl. a. by extension of the participial form to other

parts of the verb.] «GlLD z'.1 in various senses.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Seven Sleepers 47S Sume men sais,

be emperoure gert gilt bair bare. 1382 WycLjF Exod.
xxxvi. 34 And tiiilk tablid thingis he giltide. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 156/1 To Gilte, aurare. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virtue
vi. (Arb). 2i Her towre was gylted full of sonne bemys.
a 1533 Ld. Bkrners Gold. Bk. M . A nrel. (1546) B iij b, This
aunciente worlde . . was not golde by the sages that dyd
gylte it. 1590 L. Lloyd Diall Dales 92 The sonne of this

Scythian dead man causeth his father's head.. to be guilted
over. 1623 Cockeram, Inargentate, to gilt or couer with
siluer. 1641 Milton Prel. Episc. 11 We doe injuriously .

.

with these [rags] deformedly to guilt, and interlace the ..

robe of Truth.

Gilt e, obs. form of Gitj.t. Jilt.

Gi'lted, ///. a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7 guilted.
[f. Gilt vA =Gilded, Gilt ///. adjs. in early

examples placed after the sb.;.

1460-70 Bk, Quintessence 7 perfore vse wiyn or brennynge
watir giltid, so \>:a ^e may be hool. c 1475 Reg. Gild Corp.
Xti. \'ork. 1.1872) 295 Harnest thorowoute with stemes
gylted. c 1507 in Etoniana (18651 214 Coats of blacke
clothe d libit; garded with gilted leather. 1509 Hawks Past.
Picas, vti. iii, O sterre of famous eloquence, O gylted god-
desse of hyghe renowne. 1563 Homilies 11. Idolatry in.

Vy iiib, To ^p)t.'Kle vs ahroade these goodlye caruen and
gylted [1574 gylten, 1583 gilten, 1640 gilden] bookes. 1570
With ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 328 li'm I gyue & bequithe
vnto my cosinge John Haveloke my gylted dagger. 1634
Malory's Arthur vn. xv, Their. .gilted [1485 gylt] spurs
upon their heels, a 1649 Dri'.mm. of Hawth. Poems Wks.
(1711) 27 Why, worldlings, do ye.. lean to guilted glories

which decay '! 1877 Ar
. W. Line. Gloss., Gilted, gilded. ' His

shop's gotten gret gilted letters ower th' door.'

Gilteles, obs. form of Guiltless.

t Gilten, a. north, and Sc. Obs. Also 6 gilt-

ing. [Prob. due to a confusion between Gilt and
Gilden.] Gilt, gilded

; golden.
c 1400 Melaytie 1098 Many lay stekede vndir stedis In

gilten gere. a 1400-50 Alexander 3456 J)ai gone agraythen
vp baire gods on gilten segts, 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1.

x, A diademe maist plesandlie polite, Set on the tressis of
her giltin hair. 1513 — sEneis\i\. iii. S2 With fyrysparkis,
lyke to goldin bemys Or twyukland sprayngis with thair

giltin glemys. 1539 Inv. R. IVardr. (1815) 53 Twa harness-
mgis of grene reid and tjuhite velvett with gilting bukkillis.

1574-82 [see Gilted, quot. 1563].

t Gi'lter !
. Obs. [f. Gilt v. + -Kit '.] A gilder.

1565 Cooper 'Thesaurus, Bractearius, .. a gilter. 1620
Thomas Lat. Diet., Aurarius, ..a gilter, or worker in gilt.

t Gi'lter-. slang. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Gilt sd.s

+ -xii 1.] (See quot.)

1676 // 'am. Housekprs. 3 The first sort [of Thief] is called

a Gilter. This Gilter is one that hath all sorts of Picklocks
and false Keys.

Gilter, var. Glilter, Obs,

Gilt-head. ? Obs. [f. Gilt///, a. + Head.]
A name given to various fishes which have the

head marked with golden spots or lines : The
striped tunny or bonito ; the dorado or dolphin
(Coryphuna hippuris) ; the cunner or golden
wrasse {Crenilabrus melops or tinea).

1555 Eden Decades 203 These flyhige fyshes and the fyshes
named gylte heades. 1565 Coopek Thesaurus, Aurata .

.

A fish, thought of some to be called a giltheade. 1591
R. Turnbull St. fames 102 They are not vnlike the fish

Scarus, which some take to be the Gilthead or Goldenie. 1600
Haki.uvt Voy. III. 520 Of these [flying fish] wee sawe .. a
hundred in a company, .chased by the gilt-heads, otherwise
called the bonitoes. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 337 All fishes be
toothed like saws, saue only ihe guilt-head Scarus. 1620
Venner Via Recta iv. 76 The Guilt-head or Goldine U
whiter, and not.. of so hard a substance as the Allowes.
1623 Webster Devil's Law Case 1. i, It may be, whiles he-

hopes to catch a gilt-head, He may draw up a gudgeon. 1674
Ray Collect., Sea Fishes 105 Gilt-Heads, Aurata, Chryso-
phrys. 1705 Bosman Guinea 27S Here are. .Giltheads and
other large Fish. 1725 Bailey Erasm. Colloq. 579 Don't
think that any Lucullus sups more pleasantly upon his..

Gilt-heads, Sturgeons or Lampreys. 1769 Pennant Zool.

III. 197 The Gilt-head, .takes its name from its predominant
colour; that of the forehead and sides being as if gilt. Ibid.

198 No praise, no price a Gilt-head e'er will take, Unfed with

oysters of the Lucrme lake. 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. VI. 305
TheOphidium, or Gilthead. .is by sailors called the dolphin,

and gives chace to the flying-fish. 1836 Yarrell Brit.

Fishes I. 97 Chrysophrys aurata. The Gilt-head. Ibid. 293
The Gilt-head, Connor, Golden Maid. Crenitabrus tinea.

b. Toothedgilthead'= Sparus dentatus.

1832 Johnston in Proc. Berw. Xat. Club I. No.i. 7 The
most remarkable . . were . . the toothed gilt-head, the sea perch.

+ Gi'lting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Gilt v. + -ing i.]

= Gilding vbl. sb.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 2 per be manye werkis in pe

whiche gold and siluir be meyngid, as in giltynge of vessel

& Iewtllis. 1483 Cath. Angl. 156 A Giltynge, apocrisis, de-

auracio. 15*9 More Dyalege yiii. a/2 Ye gold y
l is quyte

castaway about y* gilting of kniuis, swordis, sporys, arrace,

ft paynted clothes. 1611 Coryat Crudities 145 Sixe very-

precious sockets made indeede but of timber worke, but

flowrished over with a triple gilting. 1682 A. Behn City

Heiress 33 Gilting and Hypocrisie cheat the world best.
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GILT-TAIL. 166 GIMLET.

Giltless e, obs. form of Guiltless.

Gilt-tail. Also 7 gild-tail. [f. Gilt///, a.

+ Tail sb.]

1651-7 T, BARKER Art of Angling (1659) 42 A little short

worme .. called a Gild-taile. 1653 Walton Angler iv. 95

The marj-h-worm, the tag-tail .. the gilt-tail. 1787 BlST
Angling iii. 13 Brandlings, Gilt-tails, and Red worms.

Found in old dunghills [etc.].

Gilty f, Gilver, obs. ff. Guilty, Gillyfloweh.

Gim d^im), a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 gym, 8

jim. [perh. a var. of Jimp a.] Smart, spruce.

1513 Douglas ASneis xn. Prol. 161 The payntit povne,

pasand with plomys gym, Kest vp his taill. c 1560 A. Scott

Poems (S. T. S.) v. 14 In May gois gentill wemen gymmer,
In gardynis grene thair grumis to glaid. 1705 Vanbruch
Cou/ed. 1. iii, He's as fine as a prince, and as gim as the

best of them. 1755 in H. Walpole Let. 17 July, Corr. 1820

I. 422 Though Surry boasts its Oatlands, And Claremont

kept so jim. x8ia W. Tennant Anster E. 11. xxi, Lasses.

.

Gay as May-morning, tidy, gim, and clean, a 1825 Forbv

Voc. E. Afiglia, Gim, Gimmy, spruce, neat, smart.

Gimal, obs. form of GlMMAL.
Gimbal (dgi'mbal). Forms: 6 7 gimbol'e,

(8 jimbol), 7, 9 gimball, S gimbel, 9 gimble.

(jimble), gimbald, gymbal. 8- gimbal. [altered

form of Gimmal.]

i 1. = Gimmal i. Obs.

160$ J. Dove Confitt. A tin ism 37 Three gimballes com-

pacted together are one ring, and yet three as they he dis-

ioyned. 1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 190 Gimbal, i.e.

a doubled or twisted King.

t 2. //. Joints, connecting links (in machinery)

;

Gimmal 2. Chiefly^. Obs.

1577 Stanvhuhst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed Chron.

(1807-81 VI. 15 Truly this argument hangeth together by
verie strange gimbols. 1599 Hakluvt I'oy. II. II. 105 The
ship . . they found fraighted with all sorts of small yron-

worke, as horse-shoes .. boults, locks, gimbols, & such like.

a 1652 Bromf. Damoiselle in. ii, 1 can yet bowe my
Haunches..MyGimbolesdon't complain for want ofOyle yet.

f3. (See quot. 1736.) Obs.

1727 Bradley Earn. Diet, s.v., To prepare Gimbels, take

a Quartern of Flower [etc.]. 1736 Bailey Hottseh. Diet.,

Gimbel, a kind of pastry work that is hard, about the thick-

ness of one's little finger, form'd round, and made in the

shape of a ring.

4. //. A contrivance by means of which articles

for use at sea (esp. the compass and the chrono-

meter) are suspended so as to keep a horizontal posi-

tion. It usually consists of a pair of rings moving

on pivots in such a way as to have a free motion in

two directions at right angles, so as to counteract

the motion of the vessel.

1780 in Falconer's Diet. Marine. 1787 Cavallo Mag-
netism 60 Notwithstanding the contrivance of the jitnbols.

1794 G. Adams Nat. <y Exp. Philos. IV. Iii. App. 490 The
frame of the instrument is suspended on gimbals near to the

centre of gravity. 1816 J. Smith Panorama St. <y A rt II.

184 The ring of the gimbals rests with its pivots on a semi-

circle, the foot of which turns in a socket. 1858 T. R.

Jon-f.s Aqnar. Nat. 372 That the body may be poised, and
capable of moving freely in all directions, as though
suspended on gimbals. 1870 Kesnan Tent-life Siberia ii.

(1871 * 13 The cabin lamp swung uneasily in its well-oiled

gimbals. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch ty Clockm. 115 The
object of the gymbals is to keep the chronometer level.

5. atirib. and Comb., as gimbal-joint'; also, in

sense of supported or suspended on gimbals, as

gimbal -compass, -lamp, -table» Also gimbal-
jawed a. (see quot.) ; gimbal-ring (see quot.).

1859 Bartlett Dirt. Amer., *Gimbal-jaivtd or Jimbcr-
jawed, one whose lower jaw is loose and projecting. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., *Gimbal-joint,z. two part joint having

articulations on axes at right angles to each other. 1883

Eisheries Exhib. Catal. 31 Collection of "J imble and Cahin

Lamps. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., KGimbal-ring, a single

gimbal by which the cock-eye of the upper mill-stone is

supported on the spindle to permit vibration. A rynd.

1831-9 Man. Sei. Enq. 91 The apparatus when used at

sea is placed in a *gimball table by which the motion of the

vessel is greatly counteracted.

Hence Gimballed ppl.ci., fitted with or supplied

with a gimbal.
1875 R. H. R. A' ambles /stria 47 note. She has a power-

ful electric light, .gimballed, so as to allow it to be thrown

in any direction. 1876 S. Kens. Mus. Catal. No. 1148

led. 3) 289 This instrument is . . placed on a properly con-

structed gimballed table.

Gimcrack (d^i-mkrcek), sb. and a. Forms:

a. 4 gybe-, gibecrake, 7 jibcrack. 0. 7 gim-

cracke, gincracke, S jem-, jimcrack, 9 dial.

gimcrank, 7- gimcrack. [The 14th c. form gibe-

crake is, perh. connected with OF. giber to shake

(see Jib v.) ; the primary sense may have been ( a

slight or flimsy ornament \ ( For the change to the

nasalized forms, cf. mod.F. regimber-OF. regibber

to kick.) The second element may be connected in

some way with Ckack sb. or v. Sense 3 is perh.

in part due to association of the word with Gim a.

and Crack sb. 11 and 14.]

A. sb.

f 1. App. applied to some kind of inlaid work in

wood. Obs.

1360 Ace. William de Rothnvellc m Pipe Roll No. 204

m. 42 d, Et Eustachio de Glastonia. .in precio j tabule cum
j piler et Gibecrake bordura cum minutis peciis diversi

coloris . . j ta ula de quercu j piler et Gybecrake de Buxo,

xvjs. viijd.

2. fa. A fanciful notion ; also, a ' dodge ', un-

derhand design (obs.). b. A mechanical contri-

vance; also//, scientific apparatus, c. Now usu-

ally applied to a showy, unsubstantial thing ; esp.

to a useless ornament, a trumpery article, a knick-

knack.
1635 Shirley Coronal, it. (1640) D ij, Such spectacles Are

rare ith' Court, and they were to skirmish naked Before her,

then there might be some excuse, There is some gimcrackes
in *t, the Queen is wise Above her yeares. 1639 Chapman &
Shirley Ball iv. H iij, Euc. There remaines to take away
one scruple. Co. Another gimcracke. Luc. I have none,
tis your doubt sir. 1676 Walton Angler 1. xxi. i,ed. 51 263
Ribbins.and Looking-glasses, and Nut-crackers, and Fiddles,

,
and Hobbyhorses, and many other gim-cracks. and all the
other finnimbruns that make a compleat Country Fair. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 34 P 5 My Eye was diverted by Ten
Thousand Gimcracks round the Room. 171a Arbkthnot
John Bull in. vi, What a Devil ! is the meaning of all these

trangrams and gimcracks [surveying instruments] gentle-
men'.' 177a Mi'oge Let. 2 June in Descr. Time-keeper
(17991 23, I am prosecuting my gimcrack with all the vigour
I am able, and hope I shall have an opportunity of shewing

1 it to you going (but 1 fear without the balance spring).

1778 Miss Hlrnry Evelina xxiii. (1784) 191 Lord Orville.

.

changed the subject to Cox's Museum, and asked what he
thought of it ? ' Think ! ' said he, ' why I think as how it

i'u't worth thinking about. I like no such jemcrack->.* 1820
Earl Dudley Lett. 3 Apr. (1840) 243 This gimcrack [the

I

Brighton Pavilion] is the only monument of the greatest
sovereign in Europe. 1849 Thackeray Petuiennis II. iii,

! She praised the lovely breloques or gimcracks which the

young gentleman wore at his watch-chain. 1871 Besant &
I

Ricf Ready Money Mart. xix. Get me good things : no gim-
! cracks. 1887 A. Gray Lett. (1893) 796 Weisner's physio-

logical laboratory I had an hour or two in, and saw all his

gimcracks.
attrib. 1855 Thackeray Ne7vcomes ix, No shops so

beautiful to look at as the Brighton gimcrack shops.

f 3. An affected showy person, a fop ; in later

use applied to women. {A term of contempt.) Obs.
1618 Fletcher Loyal Subj. iv. ii. Enter second Servant..

Theod. These are fine gim-cracks. Hey ! here comes another;

j

A flagon full of wine m*S hand, I take it. 1633 Massinger
!

Dk. Milan iv. iii, He's come. What gimcrack have we
next ? a 1625 Fletcher Wont. Prize iv. i, But to be made

' a whim-wham, A Jib-crack, and a Gentleman o' th' first

house For all my kindness to her. — Elder Bro. nt.

' iii, Lady, I pitie you .. this [fellow] is a Gincracke, That
can get nothing but new fashions on you. 1706 Mrs.

;

Centlivre Basset-Table II, I don't think any woman I haue
seen since I came ashore worth fighting for. The philo-

sophical gimcrack I don't value of a cockle-shell. 1785
Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Gimcrack ox jimcrack, a spruce
wench.

4. (See quots. 1785 and 1854.) Now only dial.

1766 Franklin Let. Wits. 1S87 III. 458 There is also a
gimcrack corkscrew, which you must get some brother gim-
crack to show you the use of. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg.
Tongue s.v,, A gimcrack also means a person who has a turn

I

for mechanical contrivances. 1854 Miss Baker Northantpt.
, Gloss., Gimcrack, or Gimcrank, an universal mechanic, a

Jack of all trades. ' He's quite a gimcrank, he can turn his

hand to anything.'

B. adj. Trivial, worthless; showy but unsub-

j
stantial ; trumpery.
1750 Chestbrp. Lett. (17021 III. CCXXXVlii. 91 Your read-

ing should be chiefly historical; I do not mean of remote,

I

dark, and fabulous history; still less of jimcrack natural

history of fossils, plants [etc.). 181a H. & J. Smith Rej.

I
Addr.. Hampsh. Farmer** Add/:, You are now (thanks to

1 Mr. Whitbread) got into a large, comfortable house. Not
into a gim-crack palace . . but into a plain, honest, homely,
industrious, wholesome, brown, brick playhouse. 1837
Howitt Rur. Life II. v. (1862) 140 This gimcrack tenement
would be crushed in before the brawny hand of a thief. 1844
Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury xxxiii. (1886) 99 Some new
gimcrack invention, that was to give ten times the light of

ordinary oil. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches
: 340 The cheap church is generally a gimcrack affair. 1883

I
Pall Mall G. 6 Sept., A veritable battle of Armageddon

I

seems to be impending in Zululand, and the gimcrack
arrangement set up . . seems already to have collapsed

j

utterly. 1890 W. C Russell Ocean Trag. I. iv. 70 Soberly

clothed, with nothing more jimcrack in the way of finery

upon him than a row of brass waistcoat-buttons.

Gimcrackery (d^i-mkrxkeri). [f. Gimcrack
sb. + -kry.] Gimcracks collectively.

1779 Franklin Let. Wks. 1889 VI. 422, I am glad the

enemy have left something of my gimcrackery that is

capable of affording you pleasure. You are therefore very
welcome to the use of my electrical and pneumatic machines
as long as you think proper. 1812 Moore Horace, Odes
1. xxxviii, I hate all nick-nackeries, Fricassees, vol-au-vents,

puffs and gim-crackeries. 1846 I). Jerrold Chron. Cto7-er-

ttook Wks. 1864 IV. 397 The gimcrackery of woe that libels

death. 1884 Times 14 June 7 Insist on having plain but
handsome buildings without the Gimcrackery of modern
architecture.

% With punning alteration of form (after crockery).

1862 Thackeray Round. Papers, Notch on Axe 1, In that

little back parlour .. there is .. Worcester, Amstel, Nankin
and other jimcrockery.

t Gi'mcracking, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Gimcrack
sb. + -ING 1.] Dealing in gimcracks. Also attrib.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 22. 3/1, I .. find now in spight

of all Gimcracking Labors, Vert'oso's are Cuckolds as well as

their Neighbors. Ibid. No. 56. 3/1 For tho' Gimcracking's

my chief Labor, I'd fain be thought as wise as Neighbour.

Gimcracky (dgHnkneki). a. [f. Gimcrack jA

+ -Y 3.] Of the nature of a gimcrack.
1820 C, Edwards in Blackiv. Mag. (1824^ XVI. 661/1

How the gardens of the Thuilleries were commended to

me !—with their . . parterres . . gaudy white statues, and
water in basins thirty feet superficial- All so fine prepense,

ami formal, and well swept and cleaned, and gimcracky.
i86o.-J// 1 ear Round No. 74. 571 This cheap looking-glass.

a foolish gimcracky sort of article. 189a Marianne North
Recoil. Happy Life I. 312 A little house full of curiosities,

quite under the shade of the Temple Garden, and close to
its pretty lake with its gimcracky balustrade.

Gime (gaim). dial. Also gyme. [cf. O^s.gima
*a vast opening' (Vigf.); i. Teut. root *gi- : see

Gaxe v.] (See quot. 1877.)
1697 A. de la Prymk Diary iSurtees) 167 It being impos-

sible that such vast waters should be contained in such
short and small bounds, it burst a huge gime close by Gore
Steel, near Thorn, where there had been a vast gime
formerly, and sodrounded all the whole Levels. 1877A7". W.
Line Gloss., Gyme, a hole washed out of the ground by the
rushing water, when an embankment gives way.

Gimew, var. Gnaw, Obs.

Gimlet (gi'mlet ;, sbA Forms : 5 gym;e)lot.
5-6 gyralet, (6 gymlocke), 79 gimblet, 7-gim-
let. [a. OF. guitibelet, guimbelet ; later gu ibelet,

mod.F. gibelet),n. dim. of the word (unrecorded in

the Rom. langs.) which appears in Kng. as Wimble.]
1. A kind of boring-tool (see quot. 1859).
c 1420 Lydg. Assemb. Gods '357 Then came the good

Bacnus .. On hys hede he had a thredebare kendall hood
;

A gymlot and a fauset thereopon stood, e 1440 Promp.
Par?*. 194/2 Gymelot, penetral. 1:1460 J. Russell Bk.
Nurture 67 A gymlet sharpe to broche & perce sone to

tume & twyne. 1530 Pai.scr. 188 Foret, a gymlet. 1577
Hawhison England \. viii. 19/1 in Holinshed, The salte

rilles. .doe so seperate the one of them from the other, that

they resemble the slope course of the cutting part of a skrew
or gimlet, in very perfite maner. 16x6 II. Jonson Devil an
Ass 1. i, From thence shoot the Bridge, childe, to the Cranes
i' the Vintrv, And see, there the gimblets, how they make
their entry ! 1720 Dudley in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 27 You
must also Tap the Tree with a small Gimblet. .so as to draw
the Liquor off. 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 252 Some
have affirmed that the animal [the woodpeckerj uses its

tongue, as a gimblet, to bore with. 1833 Marryat /'.

Simple (1863) 158 Six large pieces of iron, about eighteen

inches long, with a gimlet at one end of each, and a square

at the other, which fitted to a handle. 1859 Gwilt Archit.

(ed. 4I Gloss., Gimlet, or perhaps more properly Gimblet, a
piece of steel of a semi-cylindrical form, hollow on one side,

having a cross handle at one end and a worm or screw at

the other. i88x Voung Every Man his own Mechanic
§ 263. 98 Gimlets are of two kinds, plain and twisted. 1881

H, James Portr. Lady \\v, She paused, with a gaze like a

gimlet.

2. i^See quot.)

1769 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LIX. 150 Fig. 5. is the volvox
terebrella, or the gimblet. This animal . . moves along

swiftly, turning itself round as it swims, just as if boring its

way.

3. atirib. and Comb., as gimlet-borer, -maker;

gimlet-eye, {a) a squint-eye, (b) a sharp or pierc-

ing eye; hence gimlet-eyed a., having a gimlet-

eye ;
gimlet-hole, a hole made by a gimlet.

1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Dict.^d. 3) s.v. Borer,

A new pattern hand *gimlet borer has been introduced into

the service.. to be used instead of the hook borer. 1825

Brockett A* C. Words, *Gimlick-eye, a squint, vulgo, cock-

eye. 1861 Hughes Tom Bnnvnat Ox/, iii,
J
A] head, .from

which one lively little gimlet eye went glancing about. 1894
Crockett Raiders 238 ' What said ye yer name was ? * said

the old dame again, looking at me with her gimlet eyes. 1752

Foote Taste 1. U781) 10 She has a Sister at Hampton-
Court, .she had but one Eye, indeed, but that was a Piercer

.. we were called the *gimlet-ey'd Family. 1785 Grose
Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Gimblet eyed, squinting. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Gimlet-eyed, squint-eyed or 'swivel-eyed'. 1727

Swift Gulliver 11. ii, A few *gimlet-holes to let in air. 1830

M. Donovan Dom. Eeon. I. 315 The cider. .is to be drawn
off the lees by boring a gimlet-hole at the bottom of the cask.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Gimlet-make/; Gimblet-

maker.
I knee Oiniletiie v. trans., to pierce with a

gimlet uotice-nnl.).

1861 DdttOM Cook /'. E"osters D. ii, A private detective,

ready to peer into anybody's cupboards and gimletise any-

body's doors, upon the slightest provocation.

+ Gi'mlet, sb* Obs. Forms : 4 gymlotte, 6

gymley, gymlett, 7 gymblett. [app. an altered

form (with substitution of -lotte, -LET, for the equi-

valent -ling) of gimlin{ge, Kimi.IN.] A large

shallow tub, used for salting bacon and for other

purposes.
< 1391 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 86, j scope et ij gym-

lottes, xiijs. j ferdkyn fpr. iiijd.) pro nauibus. ^1562 Rich-

mond. Wills (Surtees) 163 One showill and one gymley,

xijd. 1574 //'/'(/. 251 Two gymletts for salting of fleshe

in the larderhouse. 1610 Althorp MS. in Simpkinsou

Washingtons App. 7 Itm formes ij, Itm tunnell dishes iij,

Itm gymbletts j.

Gimlet (gi'mlet), v. [f. Gimlet slO]

1. trans. To pierce with or as with a gimlet.

1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xiii. The purple-faced vintner

.. stood transfixed, or morally gimleted as it were, to his

own wall. 1841 Makryat Poacher xxxxiiXye should rather

say..gimleting, as it were, a hole in your side. 1896 Juloc

Boarding Ho. Remin. 137 He had dark, piercing black eyes

that simply gimleted you.

2. refl To thrust oneself or bore one's way like

a gimlet, nonce-use.

1842 De Quincev Pagan Oracles Wks. 1862 VII. 206

The artist had but to excavate a peck or two of earth with

his trowel; a rabbit's burrow was large enough; this he

soon improved and widened, using his own body as a

gimlet ; and very soon he had gimleted himself down
amongst the family rats.

3. Naut. (See quot.)
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1828 Webster, Giinblet . . to turn round an anchor by the

stock ; a motion resembling that of the turning of a giinblet.

1846 in Worcester ; and m later Diets.

Hence Grmleting t'bl. sb. and ppl. a.

1769 Falconer Out. Marine, Gimbleting, a term parti-

cularly applied to the anchor, to denote the action of
turning it round by the stock, so that the motion of the

stock appears similar to that of the handle of a giinblet.

1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Gimbleting. 1875 Miss
Bird Sandwich /si. (iBSo^ 104 The most persistent, unwink-
ing, giinleting stare I ever saw.

Gimmal(cl^i'm3l). Forms: 6gymell. gem oil,

6-7 gimal, gimmall, gim^m ol, 7 gimmoule,
jirn(m)al, 7-9 gymmal 1, giramal, 9 gimme1.

See also Gimbal. [an altered form of Gemel.]
1. Antiq. A finger-ring {rarely an ear-ring) so

constructed as to admit of being divided into two
(sometimes into three) rings. Also gimmal-ring,

f ring of gimmals. Cf. Gemel 3.

a 1607 Brewer Lingua 11. iv, Anamnestes his Page, in a
graue Sattin sute Purple.. aGarland of Bayes and Rosemary,
a gimmall ring with one linke hanging. 1622 Fletcher
Beggar's Bash IV. ii, link. Sure I should know that Gym-
mal. fac. 'TlS certain he ; I had forgot my ring too. 1641

J. Jackson True Evang. T. in. 199 We must be as a thred,
or gimmal ring a!>out their finger to put them in mind of
their sin. 1648 Hekrick Hesper., Jimmatf King. Thou
sent'st to me a true-love-knot ; but I Return'd a ring of
jimmals. 1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 190 Gimmal..
a doubled or twist'd Ring. 1820 Scott Ivauhoc xxxiii, The
treasure he hath already robbed me of—gold chains and
gymmal rings to an unknown value. 1863 Sala CaJ>t.

Dangerous I. i. 6 Diamond gimmels on skeleton hands.

f 2. //. Joints, links, connecting parts (in

machinery) esp. for transmitting motion (as in

clockwork). (Rare in sing.) Obs.

1598 Gosson Trump. War F 5, Man is compared in the
p»[alms} to a watch, he hath a great many gimols appertain-
ing to him to mooue him. 1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632)

16S Their fashion is when their gimmalls are al! in tune for

a Miracle, toenjoyne [etc.]. 1636 W. Samson Venvbreaker B,

My acts are like the motional gymmalls Fixtin a watch. 1644
DiciBY Mans Soul viii. 413 Hisansweres do not proceed vpon
sett gimals or stringes, whereof one being struck, it moueth
the rest in a sett order. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.)
Gimmel, any disposition of rings, as links, device of
machinery.

f3. ?A hinge; = Gimmer 2. Obs.
1605 T. Hutton Reasons for Refusal 76 A point that

hangs strangely, as it were by gimmols.

+ 4. //. The voussoirs of an arch. Obs. rare.

1613-39 I. Jones in Leoni Palladids Archil. 11742) II. 46
The Gimals and Key-stone, is less than the Rustic of the
Asler, so as drawing the Asler first all of a height, and then
divide the Gimals and key-stone of the Arch drawn to the
Center.

t5. = Gimbal 4. Obs.
i6«3 J. Taylor (Water P.) Very Merry Wherry F<y.Wks.

11630) 11. 8/1 An Hostesse with a Tongue As nimble as it

had on Gimmols hung. 1793 Wollaston in Phil. Trans.
LXXXIII. 137 The construction of these Ys is peculiar:
they hang, as it were, in gimmals.

f 6- A duet. Obs. rare.

1530 Palsgr. 225/1 Gymell song,jnmeau.
Hence + Gi'mmaled, ppl. a. (in 6-7 gymould,

jymold), made with gimmals or joints; consisting

of two similar parts hinged together.

1596 Edw. Ill, 1. ii, Neuer shall .. rust in canker, haue
the time to . . lay a side their lacks of Gymould mayle.
1599SHAKS. lien. V, iv. ii. 49 And in their pale dull mouthes
the Iymold Bitt [mod. edd. gimmal bit] Lyes foule with
chaw'd-grasse, still and motionlesse.

Gimme, obs. form of or mistake for next.

Gimmer 1 (dgrmai). Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
6-o.jimmer, (6 ?gimme,?gymme,jemerf

gimer,
giramor, gymmer, 7 jemmar), 6, 9 gemmer, (6

gemmerce pi.), 6- gimnier. [Corrupt form of

Gimmal, Gemew.]
fl. = Gimmal i. Obs. rare.

1570 Durham Def>os. (Surtees"! 234 The said Elizabeth did

one writhe a gimer of [f ] this defendants fynger, and put yt
upon hir owne. >

2. A hinge. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1520 Mem. Rifion (Surtees) III. 206 Item for j par of
gemmers to the sayd dorith, x6d. 1593 Nashe ChrisTs T.

27 b, The East-gate ..(the dry rusty creeking of whose
hookes and gymmes as it was in the opening, might he
heard a myle of). 1593 Rites fy Man. Ch. Durh. (Surtees)

26 A merveylous lyvelye and bewtifull Immage of the

picture of our Ladie.. which picture was maide to open
with gymmers \v.r. two leaves] from her breaste downd-
ward. Jbid. 28 Also the fore parte of the said porch, .ther was
a dore with two brode leves to open from syde to syde . . which
dore did hing all in gymmers, and clasps in the insyde to

claspe them, a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T.

(1618) 191 You haue need of some Vulcan to make the

gimmers that should hold these together. 1629 Gaule
Holy Madn. 91 His Cloake displayd (as a Flagge) vpon
his arme, his Doublet hanging by Gimmers vpon his

shoulders. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. iv. vi. 25 Vub
cans owne gimmers could not make his answer and the

Bishops to sticke togither. 1674-^j Ray A7
. C. Words 39

Jimmers', Jointed Hinges: in other parts called Wing-
hinges. x86j Lonsdale Gloss., Gemmer, Gimmer, a small

hinge for a closet or desk door.

f3. = Gimmal 2. (Rare in sing.) Obs.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1, ii. 41, I thinke by some odde
Gimmors or Deuice Their Amies are set, like Clocks, still to

strike on. a 1656 Bp. Hall Sel. Thoughts Wks. 1808 VI.

249 When I saw my precious watch.. taken asunder, .so as
here lay a wheel, there the balance; here one gimmer, there
another. 1658 Gdrnall Clir, in Arm. u. xiv. n. xvii. 183

Brest up like a Puppet, in the outward shape of a man, that
moves by the jimmers which the workman fastens to it.

iransf. and fie, a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem.
N. T. (1618) 37 JJiuorced. .both from the body and marrow
bones of the Popish Masse, as also from the jimmers and
trinkets thereof. 1664 Powek Exp. Philos. 1. 2 His [the
Flea's] head, body, and limbs also, be all of blackish
armourwork. .with jemmar's, most excellently contrived for
the nimble motion of all the parts. 1668 H. More Div.
Dial. \. viii. (1713) 17, I have been prone to conclude with
myself that the Gimmers of the World hold together not so
much by Geometry as some natural Magick.
Hence f Gimmer v. Obs. rare — 1

, to furnish

with ' gimmers ' or joints.
1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters iv. 256 The .. fragments

of that brazen Ship being diligently sought up, and gim-
mer 'd and set in their proper places.

Gimmer- -grmai). .5V. and north. dial. Forms:

5 gymbyre, -bure, gymmer, 6 gymmar, gylmyr,
gimer, 6- gimmer. [a. ON. gymbr a ewe lamb
one year old (mod.Icel. gimbur, Da. gimmcr-lam)

;

cf. gymbell he- lamb.
Ulterior connexions unknown ; the vowel of the ON. word

seems to forbid the supposition of some etymologists, that it

contains some form of the Indogermanic word *gheim-
Ighj'em-, ghim- etc.) winter, and is thus cognate with Gr.
\i}j.afto<; masc, x^<*tpa feni., goat one year old.]

1. A ewe between the first and second shearing,

Gelt gimmer, a barren ewe.
1424-1549, etc. [see Dinmont]. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

638/36 Hie gargia, gymbure. Ibid. 698/23 Hec bidita,

gymbyre. 1584 Vestry Bks. wSurtees> 18 Item at Shearboine
adinmont, a gimer, & thre lams. 1691 Ray N.C. Words
31 A Gelt-gimmer, a barren Ew. 1804 Scott Let. to Ellis

19 May in Lockhart, Long sheep and short sheep and tups
and gimmers and hogs and dinmonts had made a perfect
sheep fold of my understanding. 1849 H. Stephens Bk. of
Farm (ed. 2) I. 594/2 A young ewe or gimmer is apt to be
shy to her first lamb. 1883 Trans. Highland Soc. Agrie.
XV. App. B. 73 Ewes and Gimmers. .in pens of three.

2. 'A contemptuous term for a woman' (Jam.).
Also rarely for a mare.
IPerh. a different word, formed by association of Gammer

and Kimmer. Cf. 'Gimmer, a mistress. "My Gimmer
always wore those blue and white checked aprons " ' {Kent.
Gloss. 1887).]

a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1814) II. 15 She round the ingle

wi1 her gimmers sits, Crammin' their gabbies wi' her nice:it

bits. 1788 R. Galloway Poems 90 The mim-mou'd gimmers
them misca'd. 1807 J. Stagg Poems 136 See Sawney..
Gallin the gimmer wi' a gad, Tho' leyke a porpoise peighan ;

He warrant's her soun'wm' a* Jim', As onny o' the hill. 1893
Northumbld. Gloss., Gimmer, a low woman.
3. attrib. and Comb., as gimmer mutton, -pet;

gimmer-hog, a ewe of not more than one year
old

;
gimmer-lamb, a female lamb that has not

been shorn.

1546 Wills fy Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 124 It'm I gyfF to

Vssahyll my dowghter . . v youes or els v 'gymniars hoggs.
1870 Daily Nezus 6 Dec, Sheep stocks in East Yorkshire
. . consist chiefly of breeding ewes and wether and gimmer
hogs. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 2 From lambinge
time . . till clippinge time . . they [ewes] are called ^gimmer
lambes. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., So in Contracts—so

many stone of Wethejr or *Gimmer mutton. 1785 Burns
Death fy Dr. Hornbk. xxvii, Twa guid *gimmer-pets.

Gimmew, gimmon, vars. Gemew, Obs.

t Gimuasse. Obs. rare — 1
, [anglicized form

ofGymnasium. Cf. F. gymnase.'] A gymnasium.
1652 Stapylton Herodian IV, xxxiii, A Gimnasse [marg.

An Activity Court] also and a statley Bath He did erect.

Gimp, gymp (gimp), sb.i Also 7-9 guimp.
[Of obscure origin ; Du. gimp in the same sense

appears already in Jacob Cats (died 1660), and so

is earlier than onr first example of the Eng. word

;

some mod.Ger. Diets, have gimpe, gimp/; recent

Fr. has guimpe in this sense. The Eng. word cor-

responds in meaning nearly to F. guipure, f. guiper
to 'whip' or wrap (a cord, etc.) with thread or silk.]

1. Silk, worsted, or cotton twist with a cord or

wire running through it. Now chiefly applied to

a kind of trimming made of this (see quot. 1882)

;

sometimes covered with beads or spangles.
1664 J. Wilson Cheats 11. iv, I have three or four as rich

Suits, for Flanders Lace, Gimp, and Embroidery, as any in

the Town. aiyo^Compi. Sewant-Maid (ed. 7) 6$ Open it

betwixt the gimp or over-cast, likewise into every Hit-hole.
a 1717 Parnell Elegy to an old Beauty 62 Unmov'd by
Tongues, and Sights he walk'd the place, Thro' Tape,
Toys, Tinsel, Gimp, Perfume, and Lace. < 1800 Miss
Knight Autobio^. I. 121 To another lady I was in the
habit of writing in the millinery style giving descriptions of
gimps and ribands. 1874 T. Hardy Far fr. Madding
Crowd I. xxiv. 271 The military man's spur had become
entangled in the gimp which decorated the skirt of her
dress. 1881 Young Ev. Man his own Mechanil § 798 The
kneeling stool may be finished with fringe or gimp round
the edge. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework,
Gimfi or Gymp, an openwork trimming, used on both dress
and furniture, and in coach lace making. It is made of
silk, worsted, or cotton twist, having a cord or a wire" run-
ning through it. The strands are plaited or twisted, so as
to form a pattern.

2. A fishing-line composed of silk, etc., bound
with wire to strengthen it.

1827 Blackw. Mag. XXL 819 Pass your gymp in at the
fish's mouth. 1867 F. Francis Angling xiv. fi88o) 508 Bright
brass gimp is very easily seen by the fish. 1873 G. C.
Davies Mount. $ Mere xxiii. 199 The brass wire of the
ordinary gorge hook is cut away, and the gimp fastened to
the thickest part or shoulder of the lead.

3. In Lace-making: The coaler thread which
forms the outline of the design (sGe quot. 1882,.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 264 [The pattern of lace depends]

partly upon the introduction of a thicker thread, called
gymp, which is used for the formation of figures, flowers,
and other ornaments. 1882 Cali.i kild & Saward Diet.
Needlework, Gimp . . is the shiny, or coarse glazed thread
used in Honiton and other Pillow bates, to mark out and
slightly raise certain edges of the design, as a substitute
for Raised Work.
4. attrib., as gimp cord, lace, -machine, -maker,
manufacturer, nail, pin, -work; f also quasi-adj.

= ' trimmed with gimp', as gimp petticoat.

1874 T. Hardy Farfr. Madding Crowd I. xxiv. 271 The
rowel of the spur had . . wound itself among the *gimp
cords |of a lady's dress). 1661 Pkpys Mary 9 June, My
wife put on her black silk gowne, which is now laced all

over with black *gimp lace, as the fashion is. 1875 Knight
Diet. Meek., *Gimp-maehine, a narrow-ware loom having
devices at the edge of the warp to catch the woof and form
loops or patterns, the gimp cords of various sizes being
carried by independent shuttles or needles. 1892 Daily
News 16 Apr. 6/3 The daughter of a *gimp-maker. 1851
in Illustr. Lond. News (1854) 5 Aug. 118 *Gimp manufac-
turer. 1875 Knight Diet. Meeh., 'Gimp nail, a small
forged nail with a rounded head, used by upholsterers.

1673 Dkyden Marr. a la Mode in. i, Take my Guimp
Petticoat for that truth. 1882 Wore. Exhib. Catal. III. 51
*Gimp pins. 1755 "Gimp-work [see Gimp t.").

Gimp (gimp), sb.- [a. F. guimpe, repr. OF.
guimple, Wimple.] A neckerchief or stomacher
^wom by a nun).

1747 Gentl. Mag. 571/1 Sisters in grey.. with swarms of
idle drabs and wenches in gimps, \Guimps, a nun's neck-
kerchief] dispersed all over the kingdom. 1847 Fahf.r Life
St. Rose of Lima 152 To prevent them from cutting her
habit, her veil, and her gimp.

Gimp 'dgimp;. z\l rare in literary use ; col/00.

in north, and midl. districts. [Of obscure origin ; the

mod. Diets, erroneously assign to it the pronuncia-
tion (gimp;, and confuse it with next.] trans. To
give a scalloped or indented outline to.

1697 A. in-; la Pryme Diary (Surteesi 152 [A] woman's
bust with the aforesaid Strang head-dress on onely a little

more waved and gimp'd. 1756 Cowper in Coiuwisseur'Ro.
134 * 7 A Trolloppe or Slammerkin, with treble ruffles to the
cuffs, pinked and gymped. 1846 Worcester, Gimp, to jag

;

to indent; to denticulate. 1878 'Thompson's Gardener's
Assistant 705 Leaves narrow, beautifully gimped along the
margins.

Gimp (gimp), z>.2 [f. Gimp sbX\
1. trans. To trim with gimp.
1755 Scott Bailey's Diet., Gimp, to make gimp-work,

or to work in gimp. 1881 Miss Braddon Asf>h. II. 231;

Every one of the dresses is .. festooned and fringed and
gimped.

2. To 'whip* or twine (wire, or the like) into

a plait or twist of some softer material.
1885 \V. L. Carpenter Soap <y Candles 275 The candIe->

were made self-snuffing, by means of plaiting the wick, and
' gimping ' strings of wire, or other fibrous material, into

the plaits, with the object of bending the wick outwards, so
that the end of it should reach the oxidizing part of the
flame, and thus be destroyed.

Gimp : see Jimp a.

tGimpanado. Obs. rare- '.

1593 Nashe Strange News To Gentlem. Rdrs., Wks.
(Grosart) II. 1S5 A certayne Theological! gimpanado, a
demie diuine, no higher than a Tailors pressing iron.

tGi'mping. rare- 1
. =Gimp.^.1 1.

1755 in KawkestVi?.s Anacreon (1760) 74 Ornament it well

with gimping, Flownses, Furbelows, and crimping.

Gin ^l^in), sb. 1 Forms: 3-7 ginne, gynne, 3-6
(also 9 in sense 8) gyn, 5 gyne, (4-5 gerr, 7
gynn, 7-S gixin, 3- gin. [Aphetic form of OF.
engin, Engine tq.v.).]

fl. Skill, ingenu it}'. Also in a bad sense : Cun-
ning, craft, artifice (cf. Engine 2). Quaint ofgin :

clever in contriving or planning; also of things,

curiously contrived. Obs.
cizoo Ormin 7087 TJbwitess swibe wise, patt ..unnderr-

stodenn mani3whatt purrh snoterr gyn bi sterrness. a 1250
Ozvl <r Night. 765 Mid lutle strengpe pur3 ginne Castel and
bur^ me mai iwmne. a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sci- VWright > 1

Oure Loverd, that ^1 makede i-wis, queynte is of ginne.
a 1300 Vox ff IVolf 72 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 60 To one
putte wes water inne, That wes i-maked mid grete ginne.

1340-70 Alisaunder 11 35 Therfore be Kyng had cast too

keepe pat steede, In bat caue craftely enclosed with gynne.
(1410 Citron. Eng. 180 in Ritson Metr. Rom. n8o2> II

Feole thinges ther beth ynne Craftilich ymad with gynne.
C1470 Hakdyng Chron. lxvii. viii, By subtelte and his

sleyghty gyn.

f 2. An instance or product of ingenuity ; contri-

vance, scheme, device. Also a cunning stratagem,

artifice, trick (cf. Engine 3). Obs.
(- izo5 Lay. 1336 Brutus iherde siggen. .of ban ufeleginnen

be cuoen ba mereminnen. ^1300 Floriz fy Bl. 131 Hu he
inijte mid sume ginne His lemman blauncheflur awinne.

1340-70 Alisaunder 644 By ginnes of Gemetrie hee ioifully

telles Bothe be date & be daie. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
4352 Wan we bub wyb such a gynne pe brigge-3ates al

wyb-ynne, ban wol y blowe myn horn, c 1450 Cokwolds
Daunee 149 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 44, I wyll asey with a
gyne All the cokwolds that here is yn, To knaw them wyll I

fond. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1. 543 So be no way, be ony
wyle or gyn, Withoutin leifmycht no man wyn thairin. 1590
Spenser F. Q. m. vii. 7 The Hag she found, Busie (as

seein'd) about some wicked gin. 1650 Bulwee A nihropomet.
Pref., Indeliable tincture ; which rub'd in The Gallants doe
account their bravest gin. 1713 Triekology 16 They have

101-2
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an incurable Itch to intermeddle with their secret and pro-

found Gins.

t b. Loosely used for : Affair, thing.

C 13a© Sir Tristr. 2867 Her hors apolk stap in pe water

her wat ay whare ; It was a ferly gin, So heye vnder hir

gate It flei$e.

3. A mechanical contrivance or device; a machine.

(Cf. Engine 4.) Obs. exc. arch.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 491 pen watz ber ioy in bat gyn
{the ark] & much comfort in bat cofer. .1386 Chaucer
Sgr.'s T. 314 Trille another pyn, For ther-in lith thefiect ofal

the gyn. — Car:. Yeom. Prol. <\ T. 612 This false gyn
Was nat maad ther, but it was maad bifore. c 14*5 Seven
Sag. 1 P.) 2035 To ordayn and dyvyse a gyne, Forto holde

the piler up-ryght. 1610 Healev St. Aug. Citie of God
(1620) 542 He meaneth of all the gins in instruments, it is

too tedious to stand reckning them here. 166a Hobhes
Cotisid. (1680) 54 Not every one that brings from beyond
Seas a new Gin. or other janty device is therefore a Philo-

sopher. i8ao Shelley Let. to Maria Gisbome Poet. Wks.

(1891) 369/1 To breathe a soul into the iron heart Of some
machine portentous, or strange gin.

fb. An instrument, a tool. Obs.

13.. A". Alts. 607 Neptanabus byhalt bis gynne And
saide [etc.). 1570 Bilungsley Euclidw. Introd. 153 Instru-

ments of. .drawing huge thinges incredible to the ignorant,

and infinite other ginnes. a\6\6 Beaum. & Fl. Custom
Country 1. i, Yet if you play not faire play and above boord

too, I have a foolish gin here [Rtldg. Laying his hand upon
his sword], I say no more. c 1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth HI.

i. I should curse my fortune Even at the highest to be made
the ginne To unscrew a mother's love unto her son. 1624

Cam*. Smith Virginia 1. 3 Their Boats are but one great tree

. .burnt in the forme of a trough with gins and fire.

+ C. A spring or similar piece of mechanism.
159a Greene Art Couny Catch. u. 5 His stirhops are

made with vices and gins, that one may put them in a

paire of glooues. 1613 Br. Andrewes 96 Scrm. {1641) 462
There goeth search and enquiry to it ;

paines and diligence

are requisite ; we shall not come thither, with the turning of

a ginne. 1616 Ibid. 694 Of our selves, to move: not wrought
to it, by any gin, or vice, or skrew made by art. 1611 T.

Williamson tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 49 Idolles, and
Statues, which artificially are moued by vises & gynnes.

4. spec. A contrivance for catching game, etc.

;

a snare, net, trap, or the like. (Cf. Engine 5 c )

c mo Bestiary 645 [The hunter] him seluen sit olon,

bihalt, Weoer his gin him out biwalt. 1375 Barbour Bruce
IL 576 With his handys quhile he wrocht Gynnys, to tak

geddis &. salmonys. c 1400 MauKDEV. (.Roxb.) xxiii. 105 He
may wylde fewle slayne with hawkes and dere slaen with

hundes or ober gynnez. 1484 Caxton Fables of SEsop \.

xviii, I am take £c bound with this gynne. 1530 Palsgr.

225/1 Gynne to lake quayles with, ronnelle. 1603 Drayton
Heroic. Ep.\. 120 The little Fishes.. With fearefull nibbling

flye th' inticing Gin. 1637 Heywood Dial. 11. Wks. 1874

VI. 115 They onely shall lost labor win, Who seeke to

catch an old Fox in a gin. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 277

He made a Planetary Gin Which Rats would run their own
heads in. 171a Akblthnot John Bull 111. App. iii, A noose

that slipped as glib as a bird-catcher's gin. 1781 Crabue
Library Wks. 1834 II. 48 Her subtile gin, that not a fly

escapes ! 18:5 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 4 He discovered the

defendants setting gins or engines to catch hares. 1879

Jefferies Wild Life in S. Co. 250 These animals get

caught, too, in the gins.

fig. 1340 Ayenb. 28 Hyre guodes to lo^y be enuious

a^raybel? alle his gynnes. 71x1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose
1620 His gynnes hath he [Love] sett withoute. Ryght for to

cacche in his panters These damoysels & bachelers. 1484

Caxton Curiall 2 b, For to make the grete and myghty to

falle and ouerthrowe she [Fortune] settelh gladly her

gynnes. 1563 Mirr. Mag, Blacksmith ii. 7 Caught in gyn
wherein is layd no bayt. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. x.

(1640) 247 Satan, the master juggler^ needeth no wires or

ginnes to work with, being all ginnes himself. 1677 F. Sand-

ford Geneal. Hist. 128 So strong was the conceit of a Pro-

phecy of Merlin (that Ginn of Error) That Llewellin should

one day possess the Diadem of Brute. 17a! R. Keith tr. T,

,i R'empis' Soiil. Soul x. 174 For many are the Gins for that

Soul which loveth to gad abroad. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 548
Beware the Wheel of Fortune— 'tis a gin. You'll lose a

dozen times for once you win. 1873 E. j. Brennan Witch
of.Vemi 17 That ye may shun the gins that trap to hell.

t 5. An engine of torture, the rack. Cf. Engine

5 b.) Obs.
a x»5 Leg. Kath. 198^ pis pinfule gin wes o swuch wise

iginet baet te twa turnden eioer wiSward o5er. I$a6

Skelton Magnyf. 2283, I bequethe hym the gowte and the

gyn. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. 35 Typhceus joynts were
stretched on a gin. 159a Lodge Euphues Shadow (1883)

14 Trying vanitie in the gin, attyring Vertue with the

garland.

t b. A fetter. Obs.
1663' Butler Hud. 1. it. 968 To keep from flaying scourge

thy skin, And ancle free from iron gin.

t 6. A machine or instrument used in warfare for

casting stones or other missiles. (Cf. Engine 5.)

i»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 11435 Hii bat wibinne were be

castel wuste vaste Mid arblast and mid ober ginnes vaste

a;jen horn caste, a 1300 Cursor M. 9890 (Gutt.) pis castel

. . may neyhe na wand wiht, Ne na maner gin [Cott. MS.
engine) of were May cast bar-tilt it for to dere. c 1330

Cast. Love 680 He stont on hei} roche and sound . . pat her

ne mai wone non vuel ping, Ne derue no gynnes castyng.

1387 Trevisa Higden Rolls) IV. 429 Iosephus brewe out

brennynge oyle uppon alle her gynnes and smoot al her

gynnes. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4176 They dredde noon assaut

Of gynne, gunne, nor skatTaut. 14.. Pict. Voc. in Wr.-

Wiilcker 784/1 \ Hoc mangnalium, a gyn. 1500-ao Dunbar
Poems xhi. 67 Than Bissines the grit gyn bend, Straik doun

the top of the foir tour, a 1650 Merline 1854 in Furniv.

Percy Folio I. 480 When they to the castle came wylde fyer

soone them nume & cast itt in with a gynne.

t7. A device for fastening or securing a door,

window, etc. ; a bolt, bar, or the like. Ops.

0x300 Cursor M. 1759 t>e windou was wit suilk a gin

168

Men moght it open pat loked wit-in. c 1320 Cast. Love 803
pe ffoure smale toures abouten . . Euerichon wib a }at

wib ginne pat may non vuel come ber-inne. *tc 1475
Sqr. lowe Degre 97 Every wyndowe . . On eche syde had
there a gynne, Sperde with many a dyvers pynne. 1581 J.
Bell Haddons Answ. Osor. 398 b. The barres and gynnes
beyng forced backe. 17x0 Ruddiman Gloss, to Douglas
/Etuis, Gyn, the bolt or lock of a door.

+ b. To knotv the gin : to know the way or

trick of opening (a door, etc.). Obs.

1514 Barclay Cyt. <£ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. lv, Of our
poore houses men soone may knowe the gin So at our pleasure
we may go out and in. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 523
Donewald .. knew weill the gyn ofeuerilk chalmer duir.

16.. Rattling Roaring Willie in Benv. Nat. Club (1886)

475 Sae wee! as I ken the gate, And far better the gin.

a 1650 Old Robin oj
rPortingale 88 in Furniv. Percy Folio

I. 239 About the Middle time of the Night came 24 good
knights in, Sir Gyles he was the formost man, soe well he
knew that ginne.

8. a, A mechanical apparatus used for hoisting

heavy weights, a crane ; now usually a tripod in

form, one leg being movable for variations in height

,

and the other two a certain distance apart, with

a winch or drum between them round which the

rope is wound.
1447-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 399 Ropes

Barowes gynnes herdelles. 1497 Xaval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 91 Resing gynne of xiij peces with apparel). 151a in

Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 608 Gynnes, wheles, cables.

1706 Phillips ted. Kersey), Gin.. an Engine for raising or

lifting up of great Guns. 1769 Falconer Vict. Marine
(1789), Cabre, a sort of gin, or machine resembling the sheers

of a ship. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 9 She had for a

mast an artillery triangle (gin or tripod) made of three stout

bamboos. 1788 Trans. Soc. Arts VI. 208 The Gin will not

hoi^t it on such soft ground. 1868 Kinglake Crimea
(1877) IV. iii. 60 The cranes, the gins, the engines of all

kinds.

fig. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. iii. (1739 '
16 The

Privy Council of Kings hath been an old Ginn of State, that

at a sudden lift could do much to the furthering of the

present estate of publick Affairs.

b. Mining. An apparatus for hoisting, pumping,

etc., usually a drum or windlass worked by horse

-

or wind-power.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 148 They draw it [the water] up by

Gin .. the Gin is always work't by Horses. 1708 J. C.

Compl. Collier (1845) 23 [The Bias:] may tear up your

Timber Work and shatter the Gins. 1704 Nat. Hist, in

Ann. Reg. 328 With these ginns or vertical wheels both

water and coals were drawn from the pits. 1804 W.
TenNant Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2 II. 168 The cattle are not

driven in a gin as ours, but retire away from the well, and
return to its mouth. 1841 Hartshorne Salop. Antiq.

Gloss., Gin, a wooden perpendicular axle, which has arms
projecting from its upper part, to which a horse is fastened.

A common mode ofdrawing materials out of a coal-pit when
a work is in its infancy. 1862 Smiles Engineers III. 9 The
gin consists of a large drum placed horizontally round

which ropes attached to buckets and corves are wound,
which are thus drawn up or sent down the shafts. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., Gin, 2*. A pump operated by windmill.

9. A machine for driving piles. ? Obs. exc. U. S.

i68j [see Gin-boat in 12 b]. 1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1889 in

Century Diet.

10. Amachinefor separating cotton from itsseeds.

Also called a cotton-gin (sec Cotton sb. 1 16).

1796 [see Cotton sb. 1 10]. 1807" Pike Sources Mississ.

(1810) 111. App. 22 One of Nolan's men constructed the first

cotton gin they ever had in the province. 1817 J. Bradbury
Trav. Amer. 271 There are public gins cstaBfehed in

almost every part, to which a planter may take his cotton,

and have it cleaned and packed. 1854 Hooker Hi/ual.

Jrnls. II. xxvi. 237 The cotton is cleansed here, as else-

where, by a simple gin. 1879 Casselfs Techu. Ednc. I.

306 A mill, where by means of a peculiar apparatus called a

gin, the cotton is separated from them.

11. Xaut. (See quot. 1867.)
c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catcch. 38 Topsail sheets

when made of chain are rove through gins instead of quarter

blocks. 1867 Smvtii Sailors Word-Ik., Gin, a small iron

cruciform frame, having a swivel-hook, furnished with an

iron sheave, to serve as a pulley for the use of chain in dis-

charging cargo and other purposes. 1882 Nares Seaman-
ship\*:d. 6) 73 The chain is led through a gin.

12. attrib. and Comb., as (senses 8 and 1 1 gin-

block, -pulley, -rope, -sheers, -tackle; (sense ^gin-
net, -trap; (sense io> gin-mill, -roller.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Gin-block, a tackle block with

a hook to swing from the gib of a crane or from the sheer of

a gin. 1891 Stevenson & L. Osuot'RNE_W/ri,cA:*r (1892) 3

The astute Scotch engineer of the *gin-mill. 1883 Contemp.

Rev. Sept. 355 He may dexterously and quickly lay a •gin-

net. 1888 Loci-wood's Diet. Mech. Engin., *Giu Pulley,

the pulley of a gin block. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 969/2

Another [gin] has a roller-knife acting in combination with

a *gin-roller. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII 11896) 91 *Gynnc
rope with an hoke of iren. 1547 Privy Council Acts (1890)

II. 447 Gynne ropes, j coyle. 1879 Man. Artillery E.terc.

639 *Gyn sheers, with or without lengthened prypole. 1859

F. A. Griffiths Artt'l. Matt. (1862) 317 A *gyn tackle con-

sists of one triple and one double block : the fall is fixed

to the double. 1843 Zoologist I. 223 A *gin-trap was set.

b. Special comb.: gin-beam Afining{see quot.);

+ gin-boat, a boat carrying a pile-driver ; + gin-

hole, ? a hole in the ground where a gin (sense 8

or 9' has stood
;
gin-horse, a horse that works

a gin (sense 8 b), a mill-horse ;
gin-house, a

building where cotton is ginned ;
gin-pit (see

quot.); gin-pump = Gin ^. 8 b; gin-race, -ring,

the circle or track in which a gin-horse moves

;

GIN.

gin-saw (see quot.)
;
gin-wheel, (a) the wheel

or drum of agin used for hoisting, etc. ;
[i] awheel

in a cotton gin.

1883 "fir" Gloss. Coal Mining, *Gin-bcam, a timber
cross-bar carrying tbe pully-wheels over tbe top of a gin-

pit. 1683 J. Collins Salt <y Fishery 21 Of Banking in, and
Recovering tbe Ground. This is to be performed by aid of

*Ginn-Hoats, to drive into the Mud rows of Trees, and
Posts sharpened at the Lower end. 1632 J. Taylor
tWater P. t On Thame /sis Biv, And Sunning locke the

groundsill is too high, Besides two *Gin-holes that are very-

bad And Sunning bridge much need of mending had. 1789
Trans. Soe. Arts ;ed. 2) II. 217 They are like a parcel of

old *gin-horses, that cannot be drove out of their pace. 1794
Burns ii'ks. II. 435 There is a species of the human genus
that I call the gin-horse class. .Round and round they go.,
without an idea or wish beyond their circle. 1828 Carlyle
Misc. U857' I. 240 This orbit may be . . the circle_ of a gin-

horse. 185a Mrs. Stow t: Uncle Tom's C. xxxiv, In an
old forsaken room of the *gin-house. 1880 C. R. Markham
Tericv. Bark 474 The engine-house, gin-house, and ware-

houses stand about a hundred yards from the river. 1883

Grksley Gloss. Coal Mining, *Gin-pit, a shallow mine or

pit-shaft . . worked by a gin. a 1718 Woodward Hat. Hist.

Tossils (1729) I. 165 The "Gin-pump of Mostyn Coal-pits.

1861 Smiles Engineers III. 9 Buckets and corves .. which

are thus drawn up or sent down the shafts by a horse

travelling in a circular track or '*gin-race'. 1841 Harts-
horne Salop. Antiq. Gloss., Gin-ring. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech.,

;

Gin-saw, one used in a cotton-gin for draw-

ing the fibers through the grid, leaving the seed in the

hopper. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 185 This machine moulds

30,000 [bricks] in a day's work of 12 hours, with the help

of one horse, yoked to a gin wheel. 1861 Smiles Engineers

I. 323 The old methods of the gin-wheel and tub, and the

chain pump had been tried. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

Gin-wheel, a wheel in a cotton-gin. It may mean a wheel

with curved pointed teeth or claws, which act as the teeth

of the usual saws in drawing the fib»r through the grid ;

or the brush-wheel, which cleans the lint from the said wheel

or saw.

Gin (dain), sb." Also 8 jin. [Abbreviation of

Geneva 1
.]

1. An ardent spirit distilled from grain or malt

;

see Geneva i and the note there. »

1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1723I I. 86 The infamous

Liquor, the name of which deriv'd from Juniper-Berries^ in

Dutch, is now, by frequent use . . from a word of midling

length shrunk into a Monosyllable, Intoxicating Gin. 1718

Swift 7ml. Mod. Laity Wks. 1755 III. 11. 194 Their

chatt'ring makes a louder din Than fish-wives o'er a cup of

jin. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. 1. 130 This . . hurls the Thunder
of the Laws on Gin [.Vote. A spirituous liquor, the ex-

orbitant use of which had almost destroyed the lowest rank

of the People till it was restrained by an act of Parliament

in 1736J. 1839 Carlyle Chartism iv. 132 Gin. .liquid Mad-
ness sold at ten-pence the quartern. 1861 Sir B. Brodie

Tsychol. Inq. II. iii. 95 It is under the influence _of gin and

brandy, much more than of beer or wine, that bodily diseases

arise. 1875 Buckland Log-tk. 85 She was full length, in

water as clear as gin.

2. attrib. and Comb., as gin-bottle, -case, -drinker,

-riot, -sutler
;
gin-drinking vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

;

gin-smuggling vbl. sb.
;
gin-bright, -clear, -sodden,

ward adjs. ; and in the names of drinks, as gin-

and-bitiers, giu-aud-lausy, gin-and-7valer (also

attrib.), giu-and-wormwood, gin-cocktail, -_/!::,

-grog, -punch, -straight, -toddy, tmilt,

187*2 Ruskin Fors Clar.i. xiv. 18 If they had been bad

old women they would have wanted *gin and bitters for

breakfast. 1865 ' Artemls Ward ' Intcrviclvw. Pr. Napo-

leon, Did he perfoom her bedroom at a onseasonable hour

with 'gin and tanzy ? 1880 Barman's Man. 56 (Recipe for

making] Gin and Tansy. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist xxxvn,

Mr. Bumble . . drank his "gin-and-water in silence. 1874

Jeheries Toilers 0/ Field (1892) 28 Some towns have only

what is called a ' gin-and-water ' market ; that is, the 'deal

'

is begun and concluded . . at an inn over a glass of spirits

and water. 1894 I. Dale Round the ll'orld x. 169 He had

a full-moon sort of face, with a gin-and-water nose and

codfish eyes. 1880 Barman's Man. 53 [Recipe for] *Gin

and Wormwood. 18x4 Miss Mitiohd I'illageScr. 1. (1863)

102 Our drover could never resist the seduction of the "gin-

bottle. 1893 II 'est 111. Gaz. 3 June 7/1 The Thames is ' •gin-

bright ', and many of the fish are in a very sickly condition.

1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 474 An empty *gin-case.

1894 Daily Neivs 15 Oct. 3/5 The Suffolk Stour is "'gin-

clear ', and fish are off the feed there. 1852 Hawthorne
Blitliedale Rom. xxi. (1883) 520 He.. being famous for

nothing but *gin-cocktails. 17s? Man No. 13 r 8 She prov-

ing a vixen, a gilt, and a "gin-drinker. 1839 Carlyle

Chartism ii. 117 The labourer's, .unrest, recklessness, "gin-

drinking. 1859 Lo. Lvtton IVanderer (ed. 2) 292 1 hat

"gin-drinking hag. 1891 Mouth LXX1I. 17 You take

your luncheon-snack . . or ' *gin-fiz ". 1823 Blackio. Mag.

XIV. 5i4The fumes of last night's *gin-grog. 1857 Hughes

Tom Brtntm 1. ix, Flashman had been regaling himself on

^gin-punch. 1839 Carlyle Chartism iv. 132 A murky-sim-

mering Tophet, of copperas-fumes, cotton-fuz, *gin-not,

wrath and toil. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 278 The

prevention of "gin smuggling. 1886 J. K. Jerome Idle

Thoughts (1889' 83 That dull-eyed 'gin-sodden lout. 1880

Barman's Man. 57 (Recipe for] tGin Straight. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. 11861) 218 A brawny "gin-suttler. 1840

Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Execution 72 My Lord Tom-

noddy is drinking egin-toddy. 1826 J. Wilson in Blacknv

Mag. XIX. 395/2 Truth should belike •gin-twist, half and

half. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxxix, 1 he gintwtst and

devilled turkey had no charms for him. 1829 Edin Rev.

XL1X. 381 with characteristic sagacity, the legislators,

justices, and parsons of the land join together . . to augment

the "ginward bias.

b. Special comb.: f gin-act-, t,le act °* '7i6

which, bv an increased duty, restrained the sale of

gin (cf. I, quot. 1738} ;
gin-door {twnce-wd.\ the
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entrance to a gin-palace
;
gin-drinker's liver, ' a

term applied to atrophic cirrhosis of the liver, from
its frequent cause' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885) ; gin-liver
—gin-drinkers liver; gin-mill U.S., a drinking
saloon (hence gin-miller)

; gin-spinner, (a) a dis-

tiller; (p) a dealer in spirituous liquors
; gin-trap

slang, the mouth. Also Gin-palace, Gin-shop,
Gin-sling.
175a Fielding Coveut-Garden frul. No. 49. 1 Of this

it is easy to give many instances, particularly in the case of
the "'gin-act some years ago. 1777 in Chesterfields Misc.
Wks. I. 242 Lord Chesterfield's first speech on the Gin act,
February 21, 1743. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 191
The *gin-door's oath, that hollowly chinks Guilt upon
grief. 1845 Bt dd Dis. Liver 116 These forms of disease
are .. most frequent .. among the poorer classes, many of
whom spend great part of their earnings in gin ; and for
this reason the granular and the hob-nail liver . . has been
familiarly termed by English practitioners, the *girwltinkers'
liver. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 357 note, In what
is termed the *gin-li\ er white linesare seen traversing it. 1872
Pelgravia Dec. 251 He. .then goes off to rejoin his comrades,
to adjourn to the nearest ' *gin-mill ' where a drink can be had
on the sly. 1888 Voice (N. Y.) 9 Aug., A social organization
named after that gin-miller and Republican 'boss \ 1785
Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Gin spinner, a distiller. 1813
European Mag. Jan. 69 'Hie distillers, alias Gin Spinners,
have, .advanced the price of gin. 1827 Egan Anted, of
Turfiyg Just as she was about to toddle to the gin-spinner's
for the ould folks, and lisp out for a quartern of max. i86z
Sala Accepted Addr. 186 A strong team of gin-spinners 1

horses., led by distillers' draymen. 1827 Egan A need.
of Turf 67 Never again could .. he feel his ivories loose
within his ^gin-trap.

Gin (dgln), j|.3 Australian. Also ginn, jin.

[Native word!] A female Australian aboriginal

;

a native woman or wife.

[1798 D. Collins Acc. N. S. IFates 612 Din
y
a woman.]

1827 P.Cunningham N. S. Wales II. 16 He once looked
into one of their gins' (wives') bags, and found fete.]. 1831
Tyekman & Rennet Voy. $ Trav. II. xxxvif. 166 They
[New Holland aborigines] answered . .

' We are poor men
;

we have no jins\ 1863 Beveridce Gatherings 65 The
camp where lay last night the youthful Gin. 1885 Mrs. C.
Pkaed Head Station 21 The gins, or elder women .. lay
basking in the sun.

b. trans/. A female kangaroo.
1833 BttBTON Excnrs. N. S. Wales 254 The flying gin

fgin is the native word for woman or female) is a boomah,
and will leave behind every description of dog.

t Gin, sbA Obs. Also ginn, jinn. [Appella-
tive use of Ginn, a female name (Shaks. Com. Err.
III. i. 31), prob. =Jenn,Jenny!\
1. A female ferret (cf. GlLL),
1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 136/1 A Ferret, the Hob

the Male, Ginn, or Jinn, the female.

2. A gin of all trades, the female equivalent of
Jack of all trades.

1705 Vanbkugh Confed. 1. iii, Dick. Who is this good
Woman? Flip. A Gin of all Trades; an old daggling Cheat.

Gill (gin), vA Obs. exc. arch. Forms: 4,
6-7 gin, 4-6 ginn(e, gynne, (4 gyn). Pa. t. sing.

3 gann, 3, 5 gane, 4-7 (9 arch.) gan, 4 gen), $-6
ganne

; flur, 2 gunnen, 3-6 gan, (4 gane), 3-4
gonne, 4 gonnen, 3-5 gun, 3-4 gunne, (5 gun),
4-5 gon. Pa.pple. 3 gunnen, 4gonnen. [Aphetie
form of BEGIN (in early instances perh. rather of
Ongin) ; in ME. chiefly used in the pa. t. gan,
also in the form Can v.~ In modern arehaistic

use sometimes written 'gin.]

1. intr. To begin, followed by inf. active, with or
without to ; rarelyfor to. In ME. poetry the pa.t.

gan was commonly used in a weakened sense, as
a mere auxiliary ( = the modern did) serving to
form a periphrastic preterite; the altered form
Can v.- became, however, more frequent in this use.
atzoo Moral Ode 27 2 J>o be . . gunnen here gultes bet el-

and betere lif leden. 6*1200 Ormin 3274 He gan n bennkenn
off himm sellf. 1297 R. Glolc.

I Rolls) 7653 per hil gonne
abide.

_
a 1300 Cursor M. 12129 (Gcitt.) 'Oho! 1

alle ban

fan bai cri. 13. . K. Alls. 2540 Feole ascapith and gen to
eon. 6-1330 Artk. $ Merl. 1329 That so loude and sore

ginneth wepe. c 1330 Amis & Amil. 1161 To bed thai gun
go. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 203 pe belles of be
citee gonne to rynge by hem self. C1430 Hymns Virg. *6
Seynt iohun pat. .for ihesus loue to deep gan goon. 1-1460
Flay Sacram. 502 In woodnesse I gynne to wake, a 1529
Skelton Ware Hauke 119 This fauconer gan showtc.
1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 91 Like as the bore, his
Imssels ginnes to shake When hee is chafte. 1581 J. Bell
//addon's Anszv. Osor. 271b, This troublesome tempest,
which ganne spread itselfe abroad in every coast. 1601
Weever Mirr. Mart. E vij b, Thus ill at worst doth alway
gin to mend. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 23 The Larke at
Heauens gate sings And Phoebus gins arise. 1791 Cowper
Retired Cat 92 He 'gan in haste the drawers explore. 1883
R. W. Dixon Mano I. xiv. 13 Forth from that evil house gin
they proceed.

b. followed by inf. passive, rare.
IS79 Spenser Shepk. Cat. Mar. 10 The grasse nowe ginnes

to be refresht.

2. absol. To begin, commence; to have or make
a beginning. Also to gin at.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 77 |>e node bigan to gynne,
& klosed it [the island] aboute. 1382 Wyclif Eccl. Prol.,
Heeregynneth theprologein theboc ofEcclesiastes. /bid. i.

heading, Heer gynneth the booc. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas
Prol. (1544' 20 He.. Ginneth at Adam and endeth at King
Iohn. c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon ii. 159 You shall to Henley

[
to cheer up your guests 'Fore supper gin. 1839 Bailey
Festnsx. (1848) 105 Earth's tale is told in Heaven, Heaven's

I
told in earth. Since either gan one only faith hath been,

j

The faith in God of all.

b. To begin speaking, to speak. rare~ 1

.

13. . A". Alts, 3006 Tofore heom alle thus he gan.

3. trans. To begin (something).
a 1300 Cursor M. 7792 (Go'tt.) Dauid had gunen a batayl

kene. 6-1330 R. Brl nne Chron. (1810) 167 pe grete lordes
Inglis, bat be werre had gonnen. c 1350 Will. Falerne
1929 Now listenes, lef lordes bis lessoun pus 1 giuue. c 1400
Calo y

s Mor, 167 in Cursor M. App. iv. 1671 For wisest and
mast of maine, ginin childis witte a-gaine, quen bai ar vn-
welde. 1591 Iroub. Raignc K. John (1611) 19, I am bold
to make myselfe your Nephew. .And with this Prouerb gin
the world anew, Help hands, I haue no lands, Honor is my
desire. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. ii. 25 Whence the Sunne gins
his reflection.

Gin (d^in), v. 2- [f. Gin sbJ- ; cf. Engine v.]

1. trans. To catch in a gin or trap, to ensnare.
a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour in. iii, So, so. the Wood-

cock's gin'd ; Keep this doore fast, brother. 1781 1*. Beck-
1 ord Hunting {1802) 340, I would not gin him though

—

too good a sportsman for that. 1833 Carlyle Cagliostro in

Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 123 Destiny has her nets round him .

.

too soon he will be ginned. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surz'. 221
Men are stationed with lassos to gin you dexterously.

2. To remove the seeds of (cotton with a gin.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 256 It is the easiest ofall Cotton
to gin. 1863 F. C. Brown Supply Cotton fr. Pudia 10 The
latest home-improved gins for ginning- cotton. 1879 Sik G.
Campbell White <$- Black 157 Northern dealers gin and
buy their [negroes'] cotton.

b. U.S. slang. To gin her up : to work things

tip, to make things ; hum ', to work hard.
1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle <$- Mocassin vii. 124 The

Apaches were out to beat hell.. And they were ginning her
up, and making things a bit lively, that's a fact

!

Hence Ginned/^/, a. (sense 2), Griming vhi.

sb. (sense 1). See also Ginning vol. sb.%

1825 Sporting Mag. XVII. 28 The art of snaring and
'ginning 1 as it is called. 1883 Daily Neves 11 Oct. 2/7
' Good ' machine ginned Broach is raised i-\6d. per lb.

Gin (gin), prep. Sc. [«Gain J>rep. 3, with
vowel-shortening due to want of stress.] Against
or by (a certain time).
Izj.. Sweet William xi.in Motherwell Minstrelsy (1S27)

309 And gin the morn gin twelve o'clock, Your love shall

married be. a 1765 Ckietd Moricexxxxv. in Child Ballads
iv. Ixxxiii. (1886) 271 '2 This lady she died gin ten o'clock,
Lord Barnard died gin twall. 1768 Ross Heleuore (178';)

88 Gin night we came unto a gentle place. 1788 E. Picken
Poems 176 The lines, that ye sent owre the lawn .. Gin
gloamin hours reek't Eben's haun.

Gin. ;gin), conj. Sc. and dial. [Of obscure origin
;

app. in some way related to Gif.
One supposition is that gif was apprehended as identical

with the imperative of Give, and that gin = %iven was sub-
stituted for it. The pa. pple. given, used in the absolute
construction, comes very close in sense to the hypothetical
conj., so that this view is plausible, though lacking confir-
mation. Some think that the conj. originated from Gisprep.]
If; whether.
1674 Rav N. C. Words 21 Gin, gif: In the old Saxon is

Gif, from whence the word If is made. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t.
Misc. (1733) I. 23 Fast to the door I nn To see gin ony
young spark Will light and venture but in. 1794 Burns
Collier Laddie iii. Ye shall gang in gay attire .. Gin ye'll

leave your Collier Laddie. X&16 Scon Old Mort. x\W, Follow
me, gin ye please, sir. but tak tent to your feet. 1842 J. D.
Phelps Collect. Gloncestr. (Glouc. Gloss.), Gin, if. 1864
Tennyson North. Parmer (O. S.) xvii, An' gin I inun doy
I man doy. 1865 G. Macdonald A. Forbes 9 Gin the
warst cam' to the warst. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Gin ye'll
gan I'll gan.

Gin, var. Ging, Obs.

Gincracke, obs. form of Gimcrack.
Ginet, obs. form of Jennet.
Ginet-moil, var. Genet-moil, Obs.

Gineve, obs. f. Gneeve, an Irish land measure.

t Gi'nfol, a. Obs. rare - K [f. Gin skl + -FUL.]
Guileful, treacherous, deceitful.

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. xi. 153 Gemetrle and gemensye is

gynful of speche.

t Ging, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 genge, 2-5 geng(e,

(4 geing, 6 gin), 3-6 gyng(e, 4-7 ginge, 6-7
ghing, 3-7 ging. Also 1 segenge, 2 i-geng. [OK.
g$nge, ? str. neut., troop, company (also = Gong sb. '

,

latrina,m which sense it has a wk. gen. \>\- gzngena);
corresponding formally to ON. gengi success, help,
support, vogue, currency ; f. root of Gang v. The
word in the senses explained below is prob. to be
regarded as an abbreviation of the fuller form
gfigt*&i which etymologically expresses the notion
of '« going together

1

; cf. gegettga masc, com-
panion

; the ON. word has prob. in like manner
lost the OTeut. suffix ga- = OE. ^-, Y-.]
1. A company of armed men, a troop, army, host,
rtiioo O. E. Chron. an. 1070 Hereward & his genge.

1154 /bid. an. 1138 [Hi] sloghen suithe micel of his
genge. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87 God bisencte ba be pharaon
and al his genge. 13. . K. Alls. 922 Alisaunder, in the
mornyng, Quyk hath armed al his gyng. C1400 Destr.
Troy 1225 Hc.Gedrit all his gynge And his grounde held.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3618 And he was graythid [with] a
gmg of grekis kni;tis.

2. The retinue of a great personage; a familv,
household, train of servants. Also//. One's fol-

lowers or * people ' ; people in general.

r 1205 I. ay. 11150. pa Iseuedi ALlencto Jerusalem wende
mid richere genge. a 1300 Cursor Jl/. 2378 Abram went
and wit him loth, His geing, his catel, ilk crot. 61300
Havclok 786 Him and his genge wel he fedde. a 1330 Po-
land <y V. 49 He sende him grace him to slo. pat had
y-wroii3t so michel wo, & slawe godes ginges. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 2882 He offert onestly in honour of Venus, A gobet of
gold, hat gVngy^ might se. a 1400-50 Alexander 1648
(Ashm.) pan gas he furth with his gingis \MS. Dubl. gyng]
to godis awen temple. 1508 Dunbar Test, of A. Kennedy
98, 1 will nane haifbot our avne gyng. 1601 Munday Downf.
Earl Huntington 111. i. in Hazl, Dodsley VIII. 145 For all

your dagger, wert not for your ging, I would knock my
whip-stock on your addle-head, c i6a6 Dick ofDevon 1. ii.

in liullen O. PI. II. 13 The mermaydes of those Seas, .when
they by Drake And his brave Ginges were ravishd.

3. gen. A company ; a gang, pack, set, train.

c 1200 Ormin 3918 patt te33re [angels] genge shollde ben
Wibb gode sawless ekedd. 13.. P'. E. Allit. P. A. 455
pat dysplesez none of oure gyng, For ho is queue of cortay-
sye. C1350 Will. Paleme 1600 pis gaye genge of grece to
rome gunne ride. (21400-50 Alexander 2435 P"or-bi bees
glad now, all be gingis }e sail na gref haue. 1598 B. Jon-
son F.v. Man in Hum. n. ii, Let mee not Hue, an I could
not find in my heart to swinge the whole ging of 'hem, one
after another. 1627 Dray ion Agincourt, etc. 147 Rollo .

.

Who still led the Rusticke Ging. a 1652 Bkomi; Dantoiscllc
1. i. Wks. 1873 I. 383 Could i but dream .. his youthfull
Ghing Could stretch to get him out. a 1653 Middllton
& Rowley Span. Gipsy m. i. M.'s Wks. (1885) VI. 161

Welcome, poet, to our ging '

trausf. 1642 Milton Apol. Smcct. (1851't 274 Proceeding
furder I am met with a whole ging of words and phrase-
not mine.

b. spec. The crew of a ship or boat. Cf. Gang.
1594 Carew Tasso (18811 54 So hardy ging of Marriner-.

forth blowne, In venture to deskry some straungy shore.
1633 T. James Voy. 56 The Cock-swaine with his ging, were
to goe in the Boate. 1670 Cotton fispernon n. viir. 408 The

! Ghing of all the Gallies in the Harbour being drawn out
every night to water tins Cours.
attrib, 1635 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Banislid Virg. 173

Doing himselfe the office of Boatsonne, ghing-captaine.

C. In depreciatory sense : A crew, rabble ; rout.
a 1175 Colt. Horn. 243 Se forme is se deofel and his igeng.

C1325 Body 3- Soul 92 in Map's Poems (Camden) 348 Fare
awey the foule Swyke ant tin cursede genge. 1592 Greenk
Upst. Courtier E 2, What a Ging was here gathered
together, no doubt Hell is broke loose. 1625 Gill Sacr.
Ph/los

:

11. 173 Ebion, Cerinthus, Photinus, and the rest of
that ging.^ 1659 Torriano, Cinrmatore, one of the basest
crue or ghing.

4. Used to translate L. gentes : Nations, heathen.
^1300 E.E. Psalter ii. 8 (Horstm.) Aske ofe me, and .i.

to be sal Giue genge wele mare with-al. a 1340 Hampoli;
Psalter ii. 1 Whi gnaistid be genge & be folke thoght
vnnayte thyngs.

t Cring, vA Obs. rare- 1
. [Echoic ; cf. Jknxle.]

intr. To jingle, tinkle.

1570 Levins Mauip. 135/34 Ging, iinuirc.

Ging, vil Mining. ? Obs. trans. (See quols.)

Hence Grnging {dial, gingonin) vbl. sb.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., Ging up a Shaft. Where the
Oages lye not far of from the Day ; in old Shafts, the Miner,
by ordinary Timber and Stoprice, or sometimes by Walls
from the Top of the Oagues, makes a wary and frugal Shift
to support it. 1802 Mawe Min. Derbysh. Gloss. (E. D. S.\
Gingonin, sb., walling up a shaft, instead of timbering, to
keep the loose earth from falling. 1824 Manuer Derbysh.
Miners' Gloss., Ging up a Shaft, that is climbing up a Shaft.
[Prob. an erroneous guess.] /bid., Ginging a Shaft is also
arching the mouth of an old useless Shaft, which is usually
done with stone in order to prevent Cattle falling therein.
1847 in Craig. 1883 Greslky Gloss. Coal Mining, Ginging,
the walling or lining of a pit-shaft.

Gingall, jingall (dgi*ngol). Also gingal,
-jal(l, jingal, -gol, -jal.l. [ad. Hind. Janj'd/.]

A heavy musket fired from a rest; or a light gun
mounted on a swivel, sometimes on a carriage.
Used in China and India.
1818 Elphinstone in Sir T. E. Colebrook Life (1884) II.

31 There is much and good sniping from matchlocks and
gingals. 1829 Snu'pMeni. III. 40 They fired their long gin-
jails, which kill a mile off. 1841 Ann. Peg. 253 Exposed to
a heavy fire from the guns and gingals [of the Chinese].
1864 Daily Tel. 15 Aug., Your Talookdar . . lived in a mud
fort, mounted with jingalls and wall-cannon. 1878 W. H. G.
Kingston Mate of 'Lily' iii. 67 We had several on either
side of us blazing away with their gingalls.

b. short iox gingall-ball.
1879 Low Afghan War i. 100s , I picked up a five pound

shot and a six ounce jinjall both of hammered iron.

C. attrib., as gingall-ball, -battery, fire.
1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales II. 57 He fell dead by

a ' gingall ' ball. X857 S. Osborn Quedah xv. 201 The gingal
battery fired away manfully. 1880 E. Ovpert Forbid. L.
viii. 255 The barrels, about one foot and a half long, threw
a good-sized gingall-ball. 1884 A. Forbes Chinese Gordon
ii. 47 The gunners were covered from musket and gingall
fire by large wooden mantlets.

Gingam, obs. form of Gingham.
Gingambob, obs. form of Jiggawbob.
Gingbreade, obs. form of Gingekbbead.
Ginge, var. Ging, Obs.

Gingebrar, -bras, etc., obs. ff. Gingerbread.
Gingebred, Sc. var. Gingerbread.
Gingell, -el^i, -el(l)y, var. Jingle, Gingili.
Gingel(l)ine, var. Gingerline, Obs.

Ginger (d^i-nd^si),^. and a.l Forms: 1 sin-
giber, 5ingifer(e, 3 gingivere, (3 gingevir, 4
gyngure, gyngyvre), 4-6 gynger(e, 5 gingere,
gyngour, gyngevere, (zenzyber, gingivre, -ver,



GINGEB.

gyngangre, -yre), 4- ginger. [The OK. gingibcr,

zingi/er{e are directly a. late L. giugiber^- the ear-

lier zingiber i, a. Gr. fayyilUpts. app. a. Prakrit

shjgabera :—Skr. crijgavera, which lias the appear-
ance of a compound of cri/ga horn and vera body,
but is supposed by Yule to be an etymologizing

Inversion (suggested by the antler-like form of

the root; of a Dravidian name, a prehistoric form
of the Malayalam synonym inchi-ver (f. inchi

root). The ME. forms seem to be readoptions

chiefly through OF*, gimgibre, gingimbre (mod.K.
gingembre) = Pr. gingibre, gingebre, Sp. gengibre.

agengibre, Pg. gengivre, It. zenzevero, zenzero, gen-
gero, gengiovo.
Other forms of this widely diffused word are Arab, zanj'a-

bit (already in the Koran) ; MDu. gengber | from Sp. or Pg.)
whence Du. gember ; also 1 with loss of the initial consonant
as in Ger. enzian from I,, gentidnd) MHO. ingcwer ;Ger.
ingwer), MLG. cngewcr, Da. ingef&r, Sw. ingefara.]

A. sb.

1. The rhizome of the tropical plant Zingiber

officinale, remarkable for its hot spicy taste ; used
when dried and ground in cookery and as a medi-
cine ; also preserved in syrup or candied as a
sweetmeat. Black ginger: the unscraped root,

from the E. Indies. White ginger : the scraped

root, from Jamaica, often artificially bleached.

Grecnginger: the undiied root, usually in preserve.
Ginger cohmbyue (quot. c 1460,1, ginger from Quilon (L.

Columbnm); g. valadyne and g. maydclyn, mentioned in

the same quot., have not been identified.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 56 Wip seaoan recels lytel swefl,

swe^les a^ppel weax ^ingifer. c 1205 Lav. 17745 Muchel
<:anele & gingiucre 8; licoriz he horn lefliche ^ef. ^1305
Land Cokaygne 73 in E. E. P. (1862) 158 pe rote is gingeuir
and galingale. c 1366 Durham MS. Celt. Roll, In Ginger
emp. in villa, x\d. 1398 Tkkvisa Bartft. De P. R. xvn,
cxcv. (1405) 731 Gynger hyghte Zinziber: and is the rote

ofanherbe. 1 1430 'Vivo Cookery -bks. 1. 21 penne take whyte
Gyngere, and Galyngale, & Canel fayre y-mynced. c 1460

J. Russell Bk. Nurture 131 Good gynger colombyne is best

to drynke and ete. Gynger vaiadyne & maydelyn ar not so

holsom in mete. 1463 in Bury Wills (1850) 40 My silvir forke

for grene gyngour. 156a TURNER /Verbal n. 90 Ginger is

not the roote of pepper as som haue iudged. 1599 Buttes
Dyets drie Din. O ij b, Greene Ginger, condhe with hony,
warmesolde mens bellyes. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. n.iiL 126

Yes by S. Anne, and Ginger shall bee hotte y" th mouth too.

1611 — Wint. T. iv. iii. 50, I must have .. a Race or two of

Ginger. 1676GRLW Anat. Plants, Expcr. Luctation i. § 11.

240 Ginger makes a small Bullition with Aqua fortis, only
observable by a Glass. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4319/3 With
Annotto,lower'd toSrf'. per lb. and Black Ginger to 15J. per C.

1769 Mrs. Ratfald Eng. llousekpr. (1778) 243 To candy
Ginger. 1811 A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp. (1818) 420 Dried
ginger has a pungent aromatic odour, and a hot biting taste.

1870 Yeats Nat. /list. Comm. 151 Jamaica ginger is con-
sidered to be the best.

2. The plant Zingiber officinale.

la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1369 Ther was eek we.xing
many a spyce . . Gingere, and greyn de paradys. 1553
Eden Treat, Newc Ind. tArb.> 20 Ginger groweth in Cali-

cut. 1599 Haklcyf Voy. II. 265 The ginger groweth like

vnto our gaiHke. 1794 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. x\. 118

This order contains several interesting plants, such as

ginger, etc. 1879 Casseifs Techu. Educ. I. 91 Ginger.. is

an elegant, reed-like tropical plant.

b. applied to plants of other species.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 89^ A tuomnmgranum
Paradisi. The fruit of this species of ginger, known by the

name of grains of paradise, is used in India. 1866 7'reas.

Rot. 531/2 Amada Ginger, Curcuma Atnaiia. Egyptian
Ginger, Colocasia esculcnta. Indian Ginger, Asarum cana-
dense. Mango Ginger, Curcuma Amada. Wild Ginger,

Asarum canadens-.-. Wood Ginger, an old name for Ane-
mone ranuuculoides.

3. slang, a. fig. Mettle, spirit.

1843 Haliulrton Attache" I. xv. 261 Curb him fa horsej,

talk Yankee to him, and get his ginger up. 1889 A. C.
Gcnter That Frenchman ! xvi, Look at her eyes—see 'em
flash now—there's ginger for you ! 1890 — Miss Nobotty

of Nowhere 124 If father objects send him to me, I'll take

the ginger out of him in short order !

b. A showy, fast horse.

i8«s Westmacoit English Spy I. 86 If you want to splash

along in glory with a ginger. [Explained in a footnote.]

4. dial, and slang. A light sandy colour, resem-

bling that of ginger.

1865 Dickens A/ut. Fr. 1. ii, Mature young gentleman

;

with.. too much ginger in his whiskers. 1889 A'. IV. Line.

Gloss, (ed. 2), Ginger, a light red or yellow colour, applied

to the hair.

b. A cock with reddish plumage ; also, a red-

haired or sandy-haired person.

1785 Gkosk Diet. Vulg. Tongue s. v. Ginger-pated, Red
cocks are called gingers. 1797 Sporting Mag. IX. 338 In

cocking, I suppose you will not find a better breed of

gingers. 1857 H. Ainswohi h Spendthrift xvi. 109 Examin-
ing the cocks, and betting with each other . . this backing a

grey, that a ginger. 1885 in Eng. Jllustr. Mag. June 605

There is ..'Ginger*, the red-haired, who [etc.].

5. {By) ginger I : a mild expletive. U.S.

1865 Lowell i^r/. (1894) I. 348 There, by ginger! I meant
to give the merest hint of a sentiment, and I have gone
splash into a moral.

6- attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

ginger-colour, -Jar, -root, -sauce, -tea ; b. objective,

as ginger-drinking, -\ -grate', C. parasynthetic and

similative, as ginger-coloured\ -faced, -hackled^

-haired, -red adjs.

170

1552 HoUBTj Gynger coloure, after a whyte ru&set,
welinus. 1894 Daily Nevvs 10 July 6/2 *Ginger-drinking is

also a new form of alcoholomania. 1897 Jbid. 30 Sept. 6/3
Mr. Bigelow has nothing but contempt for the ' "ginger-
faced ' Portuguese. 1530 Palsgr. 225,1 Gynger grate,
ratissevr a gingembre. 1839 H. Ainsworth J. Sheppard
it. xii, Somebody may be on the watch—perhaps that old
*ginger-hackled Jew. 1895 Daily Neius 10 Dec. 5/1 She is

usually what an old writer calls 'a *ginger-haired hussy'.

1895 Times 4 Feb. 4/6 A thousand pounds has been given
for a 'ginger jar. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 63 The
cocks are in colour, all alike, what sportsmen call *ginger-
red. 1831 J. Daviks Manual Mat. Med. 153 Long pepper
and *ginger root, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 537 *Gyn-
ger sawce to lambe, to kyd, pigge, or fawn m fere. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 491 The beverage [should] con-
sist chiefly of coffee, "ginger tea and acidulated waters.

7. Special comb., as ginger-ale, an effervescing

beverage flavoured with ginger; ginger-brandy,
a cordial prepared by steeping bruised ginger in

brandy ; f ginger-comfit [a. OF. gingebre conjil],

preserved ginger
;

ginger-cordial (see quot.)
;

hence ginger-cordial vb.
;
ginger-fern, a kind of

fern growing in Jamaica ;
ginger-grass, (a) An-

dropogon Nardus, an aromatic East Indian grass,

yielding an essential oil with a strong smell of gin-

ger; {b Panicum glutinosum, a coarse grass of

Jamaica; ginger-mad^. ?«0//<d-7fv/., hotly excited;

ginger-nut ^ Gingkrbread-nut
;
ginger-plant

= Ginger sb. 2 ; sec also quot. 1880; ginger-
race, a root of ginger

;
ginger-snap, a a thin

brittle cake flavoured with ginger, (b y ((f.S.) a
hot-tempered person, esp. one with carroty hair;

ginger-spice — Ginuek sb. 1
;
ginger-suck, a kind

of sweetmeat flavoured with ginger ; ginger-wine,
a popular British wine, made by the fermentation of

sugar, water, and bruised ginger (Cassell); ginger-
work - gingerbread- work', ginger-wort, the name
^\st\\ by Lindley to the order Zingiberacex. Also
GlNGEH-BEER, GJNGER-POP.
1886 Adr't., ^Ginger ale. 1894 ll'cstm. Gaz. 27 June 8/1

The only time he was ever the worse for liquor was when
he indulged in three bottles of a temperance drink called

ginger ale. 1864 ToVEV Brit, fy For. Spirits 284 Ginger
Brandy is the best cordial stomachic that is made. 1334-5
*Giugebr' confit [see Comfit 5/'. 1]. 1365^/^. liost'dt. Roll,

Durham, Octo coffynz de Anys comfytt genger comfytt et

geloffers. viij 1
. 1401-z Mem. Ripen (Surteesi III. 208 In ij

unc. gingergumfet et amies, 6d. 1882 Ogilvii:, Hikigcr-

cordial, a liqueur made from raisins, leinon-rind, ginger and
water, occasionally strengthened with whisky or brandy. 1853
Reade Chr. Johnstone xi. 141 Flncker ginger-cordialed

him ; his sister bewitched him. 1847 Gosse Birds Jamaica
381 large ponds, in which tall and thick bulrushes densely

grow, or masses of the great *ginger-fern. 1864 Ghisebach
Flora W. Ind. 784 *Ginger-grass, Panicum glutinosum.

1866 Treas. Bot. 531/2 Ginger-grass oil, an essential oil ob-

tained from Andropogon Nardus. 1801 Coleridge Lett.

(1895) 413 The whole kingdom is getting *ginger-mad. 1856

Kane A ret. E.ipl. II. xxviii. 276 Which a good aunt ofmine
had filled with *ginger-nuts two years before. 183a l\g.

Subsl. Food 357 The *ginger plant has been cultivated in

this country as a stove exotic since . . 1600. 1880 Britten it

Holland Plant-u. 206 Ginger-plant, Tanautum vutgare.

1889 Limholtz Cannibals 11890) 297 If the leaves of the

ginger-plant are used, they give the food a peculiar piquant

flavour. €11659 Cleveland Agst. Ale iii, That Lover was
in pretty Case,That trimm'd thee with a *Ginger-race. 1868

Mrs. Phelps Gates ajar xii, P'r'aps I'll have some straw-

berries too, and some "ginger-snaps. 1530 Palsgr. 225/1

"Ginger spyce, gingembrc. 1880 Bksant & Rice Seamy Side

i. 7 ' You can't have eaten all that
!

'
' Every penny, mother

— parliament, toffee, and ginger-suck.' 1857 Hlghes Pout

Brown i. ii, A ' feast-cake ' and a bottle of 'ginger or raisin

wine. 1614 B. Jonson Bart. F'air in. i. Hence with thy

basket of Popery, thy nest of Images: and whole legend of

*ginger-worke. 1846 Linulev Veg. Kingd, 166 Formerly

the *Gingerworts and Marants were united in one tribe

called Canneae.

B. adj. dial. Of hair : Having the colour of

ginger. Of a person : Sandy-haired. Of a cock :

Having red plumage.
rti8»5 Forbv I'oc. E. Auglia. Ginger, of a pale r^d

colour, particularly applied to hair. 1834 T. Medwtn
Angler in Wales I. 35, I perceive a fine red or ginger

game-cock in the yard. 1886 ( hesh. Gloss., Ginger, sandy-

haired. ' He's a bit ginger.' 1897 Daily News 10 Sept.

2/6 Complexion and hair brown, moustache ginger.

Ginger, a.'- Obs. exc. dial. [Back-formation

from Gi.m;eiu,y.] hG1K6XU>Y a. in various senses.

1600 Hosp. Incur. Fooles 8 This man is verie ginger, &
dangerous of bimselfe, vpon his traine of three or foure

raggie heeld followers. [Orig. Chi v;i in brodettoe in gela-

dina da se stesso per hauer lacudadi quattroscal/i attorno.]

1675 Cot ton Burt, upon Burl., Venus and Cupid 41 But
yet was not the Squelch so ginger, But that I sprain'd my
little Finger. 1882 IV. Ware. Gloss., Ginger, careful, tender,

light of touch.

Ginger (dgliidjai), v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To put ginger into (a drink) ; to flavour

with ginger,
x8j5[see the///, a.].

2. To treat a horse with ginger ; -Feaguez>. 2 b.

1823 Spirit Pubt. Jrnls. (1824) 246 A horse has sore legs,

Goes on three or four legs, Whether he's ginger'd, Spavin'd,

gali'd, or injur'd. 1877 Daily News 13 Dec. 2/5 Captain

Scot . .did not instruct the defendant to ginger his horses.

b. fig. To put mettle or spirit into ; to spirit up.

1849 Disraeli ii Mar. in Corr. w. Sister (1886) 221

Whether they were gingered up by the articles in the

GINGERBREAD.
' Times ' or not I can't say. 1879 Punch 22 Mar. 123 It is

quite wonderful how dead the House is! It wants some-
thing to 'ginger' it. 1897 Daily Hem 20 July 5/1 The
Duke is not, to put it mildly, proud, and he cannot appa-
rently be ' gingered ' into the semblance of a manly attitude.

Hence Gingered///, a., Gingering vbl. sb.

.1825 Houlston Tracts II. No. 47. 8 Thanks to.. Mrs.
Pritchard's gingered ale! 1897 Daily A'eivs 22 Mar. 33
The practice of gingering was very common and very cruel.

1897 Wcslm. Gaz. 6 Aug. 3/3 The suffering of the poor
gingered screws who go blindfold to their fate.

Gingerade (d^nd^r^-d). [f. Ginger after

lemonade.] An aerated drink flavoured with ginger.
iB8z in Ogilvie. 1887 Itlustr, Loud. ATews 24 Dec. 732

Gingerade is really not the liquor with which roast beef and
plum-pudding ought to be associated.

Gi:nger-bee*r. [f- Ginger + Beer.] An
aerated drink made of cream of tartar, lemon juice,

sugar, yeast, and water, and flavoured with ginger.
1809 A. Shero {title) [Watt Bibl.Brit.] A Practical Treatise

on Brewing..; with an Appendix, containing Directions for

making (linger Beer [etc.]. 18x3 I,. Hunt Corr. (1862) I.

87, I am at present trying a composition called ginger-beer,
which has all the pleasantness and usefulness of soda-water,

without striking cold upon one. 1826 Lamb Lett. (1888) II.

149 There's a capital farm-house two thirds of the way to

the Lover's Seat, with incomparable plum cake, ginger-beer,

etc. 1845 Mks. CarlvleZW/. L 319 Like a bottle ofginger-
beer bursting the cork. 1875 A. R. HorE My School-boy Fr.
136 Wehad a bottle of ginger-beer each.

attrib. 1838 Dickens O. Twist viii, A candle, stuck in

a ginger-beer bottle. 1840 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Dia-
mond x, In the beginning of 1824, the Jamaica Ginger
Beer Company shut up *hop. 1871 Mrs. A. Edwards
Ought we to visit her? III. viii. 131 Among the ginger-beer

stalls and Aunt Sallies of the back regions.

Hence Gingerbee'ry a. nonce-ii'd., resembling

the effervescing or i popping' of gingerbeer.
1858 Dickens Lett. 23 Aug. >i8So) II. 58 He went off in

the absurdest little gingerbeery giggle.

Gingerbread (dgi nd^ibred). Forms : a. 3
gingebrar, 4 -bras. 0. 4 gingebreed, gynge-
brede. 5, 8-9 Sc. gingebred, 6 gingbreade, gyn-
bred. 7. 5 gyngerbrede, 6- gingerbread, [ad.

OF. giugembras, gingimbrat (whence MDu. ginge-

braes, -baers, late ON. gingibrdS, in Diets, erron.

-brand] preserved ginger, ad. med.L. *gingi^m)-

brat-um, neut. ppl. a. (perh. in pharmaceutical use

for some medicinal preparation ; Du Cange has the

form gingibretuni) . f. med.Lat. gingiber Ginger.
The 3rd syllable was early confounded with bread,

and the insertion of an r in the 2nd syllable com-
pleted the semblance of a compound word.]

1. f a. In early examples app. : Preserved ginger.

b. From the 15th c. onwards: A kind of plain

cake,compounded with treacle, and highly flavoured

with ginger. Formerly made into shapes of men,
animals, letters of the alphabet, etc., which were

often gilded.

i»99 Durham MS. Burs. Roll, In ij Gurdis de Gingebrar,
x.wjs. viijd. 1302 3 Ibid., In vij pixidibus de Gingebras.

1352-3 Ibid., Et in duabus copuhs de Pynyonade ct de
Gyngebrede. c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 142 They sette

hym Koial sp'icerye And Gyngebreed. c 1430 Two Cookery*

bks. 1. 35 Gyngerbrede. Take a quart of hony . . Safroun,

pouder Pepir .. gratyd Brede [etc.; ginger is not men-
tioned]. 1555 Machyn Diary 99 Dyssys of spyssys and
frut, as marmelad, gynbred. 1573-80 Barf.t Alv. C. 10

A kinde of cake or paste made to comfort the stomacke

:

ginger bread, mustaccum. 1613 Bkai m. & Fi.. Co.vcomb iv.

vii, Fetch two or three grating loaves out of the kitching,

to make gingerbread of. 1663 Butlkr Hud. 1. ii. 546 Some
cry'd the Covenant instead Of Pudding-pies and Ginger-

bread. 1708 W. King Cookery 346 The enticing gold of

ginger-bread. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 3 June, She don't

jet know her letters . . but I will bring her the A B C in

gingerbread. 178a Cowper Table T. 555 As if the poet,

purposing to wed, Should carve himself a wife in ginger-

bread. 1795 Times 27 Oct. 3/1 Several young Gentlemen of

the Guards . . have sent for the Alphabet, in gingerbread.

1833 Makkvat /'. Simple ix, The white tents and booths,

the sun shining so bright, and the shining gilt gingerbread.

1851 MaVUKW Loud. Lab. I. 200 The principal, .toy ginger-

bread that is vended is the ' cock in breeches'; a formid-

able looking bird, with his nether garments of gold. 1886

J. K. Jlromk Idle T/ivughts 158 Our boyish days look very

merry to us now, all nutting, hoop, and gingerbread.

2. fig., esp. as the type of something showy and

unsubstantial. + Knight, lord, man of gingerbread

(obs.) : app. terms of burlesque or ironical laud-

ation. Cake and gingerbread : something easy and

pleasant. To take the gilt off the gingerbread: to

deprive something of its atti active qualities.

1605 TryallChev. iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 326 Anticke',

thou lyest : and thou wert a knight of ginger-bread I am no

Anticke. 1664 I- Wilson Cheats iv. v, If I marrie, I pro-

mise you it shall not be Tyro, "lis such a piece of Ginger-

bread !

He beha
Glwst iv. .

Savour'd in talk, in dress and phyz, More of another world

than this. 1789 Wolcot P. Pindar) Ep. to fatting Minist.

Wks. 1812 II. 125 Those Lords of Gingerbread, a gaudy
crew. 1841 Levf.r C. U'Malley vi. 32 The marshalling a

room full of mandarins was ' cake and gingerbread ' to usher-

ing a Galway party in to dinner. 1884 Tall Mall G.

n Sept. 3/2 By the time the Germans have undertaken one

or two of those punitive police expeditions . . a good deal of

gilt will be rubbed off the gingerbread with which they are

at present so overjoyed.

I ! 1690 Crowne Eng. Friar 11, Oh ! lead me to her,

shave my self like any Ginger- bread. 1763 Churchill
Glwst iv. Poems I. 311 Who, quite a man of Gingerbread,
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3. a. A local name for a kind of ironstone (see

quot. 1829 . b. A local So.) name for a kind of

tansy.

1839 Glover Hist. Derby I. 61 Ironstone, in finger-shaped
nodules, consisting of concentric lamime Gingerbread'.
i83a Proc. JBtrm. Nat. Club IX. 4<»r The Rev. I. F. Bigge
found . . a form of the common tansy with much subdivided
foliage . . In Scotland it is called

;

gingerbread '.

4. slang. Money.
a 1700 in B, E. Diet. Cant. Crew, 1785 in Grose Diet.

Vnlg. Tongue. X834 H. Ainswokth Rookwood II, ni. v.

362 Your old dad, Sir Piers . . had the gingerbread, that
I know. 1864 Standard 13 Dec. 3/a We do not find . . the
word 'gingerbread' used for money, as we ha 1 e heard it

both before and within the last six months.

5. Oitrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

gingerbread-cake
, -dogy

-horse, -letter, -nut, -stand,
*(• -temsc. b. objective, ns gingerbread-baker, c.

similativej asgingerbread-complexion
; gingerbread-

gilt adj. Also gingerbread-nut, a small round
button-like cake of gingerbread ;

-1* gingerbread -

office, a privy; gingerbread-palm, gingerbread-
tree, (a) =Doum-Palm; (b) Parinariuvi macro-
phyllum, a West African fruit-tree with a farinaceous

fruit
;
gingerbread-plum, the fruit of Parinaritim

macrophyllum; also the tree itself
;
gingerbread-

trap (slang), the mouth.
1760 Foote Minor \. Wits. 1799 I. 236 A patriot ginger-

bread-baker from the Borough. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep.
11861) III. 290 A man .. eminent both as a gingerbread
linker and a sword-player. 1737 Wesley Wks. (1872) I.

68 Having had no food alt day, except a "gingerbread
cake. 1839-40 W. I r vixg Wolfert's R. (1855) 26 He was of a
large frame, a *ginger-bread complexion, strong features.
1841-4 Emkhsoh £h, Nature Wks. 1 Bohnjj 1. 23 The child
. . abandoned to a . . lead dragoon, or a "gingerbread dog.
1855 Cornwall 63 Stiff Madonnas with "gingerbread-gut
aureoles. 1844 Emerson Misc. Papers, Tantalus Wks.
(Bohn) III. 319 A gilt "gingerbread horse. 1769 Public
Advertiser 15 Sept. 3^4 Go to the Nursery, and there teach
little Misses to read "Gingerbread Letters. 1775 J. Jekvll
Corr. (1894) 38 We. .beg the receipt of your "gingerbread
nuts. 1859 Ji-iphson Brittany xvi. 271 Country-people.,
were playing at a sort of roulette for gingerbread-nuts and
macaroons, a 1643 \V. Cartwmcht Lady-Errant v. i,

There's no great need of souldiers; their Camp's No larger
than a *Ginger-bread-offii;e. 1863 SpEKB Discov. Nile v.
101 The rich flat district of Mininga, where the 'gingerbread-
palm grows abundantly. 1824 j. Sabine Edible Fruits of
Sierra Leone in Trans. Hort. Soc. V. 452 "Gingerbread
Plum, Parinariuvi macrofihyHum. I78o-i8o8Mayne.S7//<>-
Gunu. xvii, Craems, "ginge-bread-stawns . . And raree-shows,
Entic'd young sparks to entertain And treat their joes, c 156a
Richmond Wills (Surtees 1853) 163 One *gynger breade
tempes, vjd. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. v, To bait his
'gingerbread -trap. 1829 Loudon Eneycl. Plants 29S Pari-
nartum juacrophyllum, 'Gingerbread Tree, i860 Treas.
Hot. 531/2.

6. attrib. passing into adj. : Resembling the
figure! made of (gilt) gingerbread ; hence, showy,
tawdry. Gingerbread work ; orig. applied by sailors

to the carved and gilded decorations of a ship;
hence to architectural or other ornament of a gaudy
and tasteless kind ; cf. ginger-work (GlNGBR sb. 7;.
1748 Smollett R. Random ni, Lookee .. if you come

athwart me, 'ware your gingerbread-work ; I'll be foul of
your quarter, d—n me. 1766— Trav. Let. xxx.II. 104 Vet
the rooms are too small, and too much decorated with carv-
ing and gilding, which is a kind of gingerbread work. 1804
Naval Chron. XL 408 As the sailors term it, there is an
abundance of gingerbread work. 1807 Sir R. Wilson Jml.
9 July in Life (1862) II. viii. 302 Marshals of Prance ; but
disguised by their gingerbread clothes. 1807-8 W. Irving
Salmag.W.liZn) I. 38 Two of those strapping heroes of the
theatre, who figure in the retinues of our ginger-bread kings
and queens. Ibid. v. 87 The gingerbread finery of a sword-
belt. 18x3 Hodgson & Laird Beaut. Eng.$ WatesXll. 1.89
Little remains of this ancient bulwark except a strong gate-
way, the approach to which has been lately Hanked with
bastions, in the true gingerbread style. 1816 J. Gilchrist
Philos. Etym. 197 Such paste-board, gingerbread fortifica-

tions of the Monkish Theory. 1826 in Cobbett Rur. Rides
(1885) II. 105 New gingerbread 'places of worship', as
they are called. 1833 Lamb Lett. (1888) II. 286 What can
make her so fond of a gingerbread watch? 1836 T. Hock
G. Gurney ii, Gingerbread pantomimes, culled from Mother
Bunch. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Matt xxii. 66 There was no
foolish gilding and gingerbread work to take the eye of
landsmen and passengers. 1870 H. Meade N. Zealand
289 A gingerbread stockade of posts and coral. 1873 Mrs.
Whitney Other Girls vi. (1876)97 A little enticing ginger-
bread work about the eaves and porch. 1874 Lisle Carr
Jud. Givyune I. i. 38 Some people would have crammed it

full of gingerbread upholstery, all gilt and gawdy.
Hence Gingerbread v. trans., to provide gin-

gerbread for; in quot. Jig. Gingerbready a.,

a. of or pertaining to gingerbread ; b. gingerbread-
like, in a trivial and showy style.

1844 Tltper Heart xiii. 135 His distant relative's good
feeling, .served indeed to gild the future, but did not avail

|

to gingerbread the present. 1867 Motley Corr. 19 Sept.
11889) II. 292 But it is altogether too smart, gilt ginger-
bread)-

, for my taste. 1881 Whitehead Hops 70 The pecu-
liar sweet gingerbready smell. 1883 World 3 Oct. 14/1
A monument to the Duke, which is the most gingerbready
and rococo thing in Europe.

Gingerette. [f. Ginger sb. + -ette.] An
effervescing beverage resembling gingerade.
1895 Advanct (Chicago) 31 Oct. 632/1 The ladies fanned

themselves and lemonade and gingerette were passed.

t Grngerline. Also 7 gingel{Tine. gingio-

line. [app. .1 perversion ^after Gingeb) of It.

ghiggiolino of similar meaning ; a transferred use

of giuggiolino GlNGiLT.] The name of a colour;
ginger colour. Also attHb.
161 1 Fi.orio, Zaloiiuo, a kind of colour, which some take

to be the gingerline colour. 1626 Middleton Anything/or
Quiet Life if. ii, Your Nutmeg hue. or Gingerline. 1657
R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 83 Sky colour, and Orange
tawny, Gridalinc, and Gingeline, white and Philyamort.
1666 Daviks Carihby 1st. 255 . Other colours, as Black,
White, Chestnut, Gingioline, Blew.

Gingerliness. [f. Gingerly a. + -ness.]

The quality of being gingerly.
Misprinted gingemess in the 1585 ed. of Stubbes, whence

this erroneous form appears in Latham who took it from
Abp. Tiench! and in later Diets.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abns. 1. (1879) 78 Their minsednes
in woords and speaches, their gtngerlynes in trippinge
on toes like yong goats [etc.]. 1884 A. Forbes in Eng.
Illustr. Mag. Dec. 148 The day came it could go no
further, and then it let itself down with all its wonted
gingerliness.

Gingerly (d^i'nd^ajli),^^. and a. [f. ^ginger
(of obscure origin) -t -i.v -

; the adj. appears a few
years later than the adv., and may possibly be de-
rived from it.

It seems conceivable that ginger- may represent an adop-
tion of OF. geusor (gentchur, gentior, geusor, etc.

',
properly

the comparative of gent, Gent a., but used also as a
positive, ' pretty, delicate '. The form presents no difficulty,

as the word would naturally be assimilated to GistGER sb.

The sense of the OF. word agrees closely with that of
gingerly in the earliest examples both as adj. and as adv.,
though the Eng. word was almost entirely confined to one
specific application fperh. as a technical term in dancings
which easily developed into a sense very remote from that
of the suggested etymon.

It does not appear that any other plausible conjecture has
yet beenoffered. The usual comparison of Sw. dial. gingla,
giiugla, to totter, is inadmissible, both on account of the
sound ids' instead of(gi in both syllables of the Eng. word,
and for other reasons; and derivation from Ginger sb.

would not account for the 161I1 c. sense.]

A. adv. f a. In early use : Elegantly, daintily.

Chiefly with reference to walking or dancing :

With small elegant steps. (Originally in favour-

able or neutral sense, but subsequently with re-

proachful implication: Mincingly, effeminately.)

1519 Interlude Four Ele/u. (Percy Soc.) 49 And I can
dan nee it gyngerly. 1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1203
With, Gingirly, go gingerly ! her tayle was made of hay;
Go she neuer so gingirly, her honesty is gone away. 1530
Palsgr. 836/1 Gyngerly, a pas menu, as altez a pas menu,
ma file. 1577 Han'mfr Fled. Hist. 90 It is seemly for a
1'rophete neatly to pyncke and gingerly to sett forthe him-
selfe? 1583 Sic BBLS.-fwa/. Abns. n. (18S2) 33 Their dansing
minions, that minse it ful gingerlie . . tripping like gotes,
that an egge would not brek vnder their feet. 1607 J. \Vkr-
stkr flestioard^ Ho 11. ii, Oh! she lookes so sugredly, so
simpringly, so gingerly, so amarously, so amiably . .Shees.

.

such an inlycing shee-witch.

b. From the 17th c. recorded with application
to bodily movements or manipulation in general

:

With extreme caution, so as to avoid makiuganoise,
hurting oneself or injuring something touched or
trodden upon; also, with the appearance of reluct-

ance or distaste
v
as in handling some disagreeable

object).

1607 R. C. tr. Estien?ie's World of Woud. 350 He tooke off
the taffata very gingerly wherein the coffer was wrapped. 1624
Massisger Purl. Lo7'e v. i. Wks. (1805) II. 307 Prithee,
gentle officer, Handle me gingerly, or I fall to pieces. 1647
Traci' Comm. Eph. iii. 15 And when we walk, to tread
gingerly, step warily. 1667 Pei-ys Diary 3 July, Hut Lord !

How gingerly he answered it. 1762 Sternf Tr. Shandy V.
v, My mother was going very gingerly in the dark along the
passage as my uncle Toby pronounced the word wife.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 123 It must be handled
gingerly at first, or we shall run a hazard of cutting our-
selves. 18*5 Lamb Refl. in Pillory, Ketch, my good
fellow . .

adjust this new collar to my neck gingerly. I am
not used to these wooden cravats. 1837 Disraeli Venetia
it. ii, She held a taper in her hand, and came tripping
gingerly in. 1851 W. Collins Rambles beyond Raitw. i.

(1852) 3 Touch him gingerly, or he will fall to pieces. 1871
Carlyi.e in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. I. 14 About July I

cautiously, gingerly, stept up to the affair again. 1885
Stevenson Dynamiter 191 [He] gingerly transported the
explosive to the far end of the apartment. 1891 IIaring-
Gould In 'Troubadour-Laud xx\. 230 The boats .. are all
flat-bottomed, and the men have to row gingerly, lest their
oars strike the bottom.

B. adj. -j-a. Of persons and their movements :

Dainty, delicate (obs.). b. Of manner of walking
or handling: Extremely cautious or wary; show-
ing fear of making a noise, hurting oneself, or in-
juring what is touched or trodden upon.
1533 Udall Etoivers Lat. Speak. 99 We staye and pro-

longe our goinge with a nyce or tendre and softe, delicate,
or gingerly pace [L. ienero ac tnolli passu}. 1563 Jack
Ju/>ter(Roxb. 1820) 9 We vse to call her at home, dame
Coye A pretie gingerlie pice, god saue her and saint Loye.
1573 <-). Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 115 All y> rest of my
trimmest, tricksiest, gingerliest ioyes. x6n Cotcr. s.v.
Larron, Pas dc larron, a gingerlie tread. 1754 J. Sheb-
beare Matrimony 11766) II. 223 Like those Ladies who
affect to shew all the World they are accustom'd to a
Coach, by their gingerly Stepping. i86z Mrs. H. Woon
Mrs, Hallib. 11. ix, Tim treading with gingerly feet past his
own door. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iv. (1894) 103We crept along in as gingerlv a fashion as might be. 1876
Miss Bkaddon J. Haggar,Vs Dau. I. 187 Taking up the

\ soft flaxen tresses In a gingerly manner. 1884 Chr. World
24 Jan. 53/3 Told in the most mincing and gingerly fashion.

[Gingerness : a spurious word; see Gingek-
LINE'ss.]

Gingerous d^i'nd.^ras), a. [f. Ginger +

i

-oes.] Of hair : Ginger-coloured, sandy.
1865 Dickens Mut. Er. 1. x, Mr. Lammle takes his

gingerous whiskers in his left hand, and . .frowns furtively

at his beloved, out of a thick gingerous bush.

Grnger-po'p. [f. Ginger t Pop v.]

1. A colloquial term for GlNGER-BEER.
1827 Blackiv. Mag. XXL S29 Sauterne, swizzle, imperial,

ginger-pop, soda-water, or lemonade. 1852 R. S. Surtlks
!

Sponge's Sp. 'Tour ix. (1893) 44 Champagne, which went
j

'pop, pop, popping—and bang, bang, banging', just as

j

ginger-pop goes between the acts on a hot night at a
1 theatre. 1882 Society 11 Nov. 22/2 Let . .the toasts be drunk

in filtered water, or, at most, 'ginger-pop 1
.

Comb. 1859 CoRNWALLlS New 11 'orld I. 5, Two ginger-pop
looking fountains playing with a most sickly effort.

2. slang. A policeman.
1887 'Da<;onlt' in Referee 6 Nov. 7/3 Ere her bull-dog

I could stop, She had called a 'ginger-pop'.

Gingery dghul^ari), a. [f. Ginger + -v 1
.]

a. Of ihe complexion or hair: Ginger-coloured.
i sandy, b. Spiced with ginger, hot-spiced ; in

(pi ots. _/?£.

a. 1852 Di< kf.ns Bleak Ho. xix, The very learned gentle-
man who has cooled the natural heat of his gingery com-
plexion in pools ami fountains of law. 1879 Miss BradDON
Cl&v. Foot iv. 41 The landlady was a lean-looking widow,
with a false front of gingery curls.

b. 1894 ( ','l/tmbns (Ohio) Pisfi. 3 Oct., The reply filed

tins morning is ^in^ery. 1896 Daily News 7 Jan. 4/7 The
copy sent from the central office is said to be ' gingery ' and
' snappy '.

Gingham gi'ijam\ Also 7 gingam, 8 ging-
hem, guingam. [a. F. gningan, guingamp =
Sp. guinga, guingon. Yg. guingao, It. gingano,
ghingano, guingano, Da. gj"gK g. a"£t Oct., Da.,

Sw.gingang, ultimately a. Malay kSC^J gwgg'Mg

gingham, originally an adj. meaning c striped '. See

j

C. P. G. Scott Malayan Words in English, 1897.]
1. A kind of cotton or linen cloth, woven of dyed

yarn, often in stripes, checks, and other patterns.

j

In pi. fabrics of this kind.

16:5 Coppindall Let. in Cocks'
1 Diary (Hakluyt Soc.) II.

App. 272 Capt. Cock is of opinion that the ginghams, both-
white and browne . . will prove a good commodity in the
Kinge of Shashma his cuntry. 1687 Lond. Gao. No. 2269/3
19176 pieces of divers sorts of Ginghams. 17*7 \V. Mather
Vug. Man's Comp. 411 Ginghams, Taffaties, Heads of all

sorts, I'.uckshawcs. 1763 Frit. Mag. IV. 406 Ladies of taste
are prodigiously fond of the Ginghams manufactured there
[.Manchester], 1834 Hi. Martinl'al' Earrers iv. 73 The
quality of wear of a piece of gingham or calico. 18.

.

Tmomtson in J. G. Wilkinson Manners Anc. Egypt. (18371
III. 123 Had this pattern .. been repeated across its whole
breadth, it would have formed a modern gingham. 1858
Lytton What ivill He do 1. vi, Only a little commonplace
child in dingy gingham.

2. colloq. An umbrella (properly, one covered
with gingham).
1861 Miss Braddon Trail Serpent i.vii, Mr. Peters, .took

immediate possession, by planting his honest gingham in

a comer of the room. 1889 Sportsman 2 Feb. (Farmer), lt

would really put a premium on the many little mistakes
of ownership concerning ginghams at present so common.
fig. 1884 Blactou. Mag. Mar. 422/2 The umbrella cannot
be got to go up at the right moment, which seems to be

,

generally the case with the Government 'gingham '.

3. att'} tb.,a$ving//am-J"roi k,-manujfaa'nrer,- mill,
-umbrella, -waistcoat.

1793 H. Boyd Indian Observer No. 14 p 7 Even the ging-
hem waistcoats, which striped or plain have so long stood
their ground, must I hear, ultimately give way to the

I stronger kerseymere, a 1845 BarHAM Ingot. Leg., Blasphe-
mer's Warn., A good stout Taglioni and gingham umbrella.
1851 in Illustr. Lond. Navs (1854) 5 Aug. 118 Ging-

;
ham manufacturer. 1853 Miss Shki-pard Ch. Auchester

!
xi. (1875) 45 She wore a pink gingham frock, ill made to a
degree, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, PowerVfks. (Kohm II,

342 In the gingham-mill, a broken thread or a shred spoils
the web through a piece of a hundred yards.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Gi'ngfhamed a., dressed in
: gingham; Oi'nghammy a., addicted to wearing
gingham.
1831 Jas. Wilson Let. In Mem. (1859) iv. 136 All our other

pets are well, both the feathered, .and the ginghamed. 1856
Tail's Mag. XXIII. 215 Recommended to you by snubby
seniors and ginghammy old maids.

Gingiber, obs. form of Ginger.
Giugili vd,^i-nd^ili). Also 8 gingerly, 8-9 gin-

gel(l
v

i, 8ingel(l)y, 9 gengeley, gingilie, jinjili.

[ft. Hindi and Mabrattft/M/Vz/F, according to Yule
prob. of European introduction ; ultimately repr.

Arab. ^LL^Jl^ juljulan, in Spanish Arab, jon-

joltn
i whence (with Arab, article) Sp. aljonjo/i, It.

giuggiolino. Pg. girgelim, Y. jngeoline (win other
forms in all the Kom. langs.] An East Indian
plant (Sesamum indicum or orientate) the seeds

of which yield a bland oil. Also the oil itself.

Also attrib.

1704 Collect. Voy. Churchill) III. 654/2 Nely, Rice, Gin-
gefy-seeds. 17*7 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. hut. I. xi.128
The men are liedawb'd all over with red Karth, or Yermi-

|

lion, and are continually squirting gingerly Oyl at one



GINGIVAL.
another. 1807 T. Luchanas- yoitr/i. 1.8 Tht oil . . ofScsamum.
by the English called Gingcli, or sweet oil. c 1865 Letiieuv
in Circ. Sc I. 105/1 Sessamum or Gingilie oil is procured
from the Sessamum orientale, of which there are several
varieties cultivated in India for the oil which they yield,
1885 Huntkr Imp. Gaz. Ind. II. 63 Gingelli. 1897 Willis
Flcnver. PI. II. 351 Sesanium indicum L. is largely culti-
vated in India &c, for the oil expressed from its seeds
igingili, gingelly, sesame, etc.).

Gingioline, var. Gingerline, Obs.

Gingival 'd^ind^i-va 1
', a. [ad. mod.L. gm~

glvdl-is, f. L. gingiva gum : see -al. Cf. F. gin-
gival.]

1. Of or pertaining to the gums. Gingival line :

*the red line at the free edge of the gums seen in

phthisical persons' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

r
1669 Holdkr Eletit. Speech 71 P. and B. are Labial ..

T. and D. are Gingival. Ibid. 78 The Italians . . make the
Occluse Appulse, especially the Gingival, softer than we
do. 1720 Hale in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 8 From the Buccal,
Labial, and Gingival Glands, the Saliva flows from all parts
of the Mouth without the Teeth. 187a Cohen Die. Throat
139 The tumor began at 14 years of age, following the
spontaneous opening of a gingival abscess. 1875 Huxley
in Encycl. Brit. I. 762 !i The gingival surfaces of the pre-
maxilUe and of the dentary elements of the mandible.
2. quasi-.r£. (See quot.)

1874 W. Wright Arabic Cram. i. (1896) 4 The gingivals,
in uttering which the tongue is pressed against the gums.
Gingiver(e, obs. form of Ginqeb.
Gingivitis (dgimdgtoi'tu). [f. L. gingiva +

-iTis.] Inflammation of the gums.
1874 JONES & Siev. Pathol. Anal. 539 Ulcerative Stoma-

titis, or Gingivitis., is common, rarely fatal. 1892 Pall Mall
G. 6 -May 5/2 The Lancet thinks it was not a case of poison-
ing at all, but merely an attack of simple gingivitis.

Gingivre, obs. form of Ginger.
Gingko (gi'nkfl). Also 9 gingo, ginko. A

Japanese tree {Gingko bilobn or Salisbnria adian-
iifolia) cultivated for its handsome foliage. Also
at

t

rib., as gingko-tree, nut.
1808 Pict. London 349 Gingo trees, three fine cedars, a

cork-tree, a black walnut. 1858 <>. W. Holmks Ant.
Breakf-t. xii. 11891)277 One of the long granite blocks used
as seats was hard by,— the one you may still see close by
the Gingko-tree. 1863 Fortune Yedo <y Peking ix. 139
Dried fruits for sale were numerous . . such as oranges, pears,
gingko nuts iSalishtria adiantifolia). 1883 Harper** Mag:
Apr. 726/1 lowering up above its neighbors, .is a tall ginko.
1888 Dawson Geol. Hist. Plants v. 180 Those elegant fan-
shaped leaves characteristic of but one living species, the
Salisburia, or gingko-tree of China.
Gingle, obs. form of Jingle.
Gingles, var. Shingles.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. i. § 60 It is observed of the

Gingles, or St. Anthony his fire, that it is mortal! if it come
once to clip and encompasse the whole body.
Ginglimoid, var. Ginglymoid.
Ginglyform (girj-, d^irjglif^jm), a. Anat. [f.

GlNOLY-iius + -F0KM.J Hinge-shaped.
1847 inCKAu;. x88t Mivart Cat 122 A more complex kind

of articulation is called a Hinge or Ginglyform joint.

Ginglymate (gi*n-, d^i-gglim^t), v. rare. [f.

(iiNGLYM-L'S +--ate^.J intr. To form a hinge.
1826 Kirdy & Si'. Euiomol. (1828) III. xxxiv. 403 Its

articulation even where the joints ginglymate consists of
pieces connected by the internal ligament.

Ginglymoid tgi'y-, ds-irjglimoid), a. Anat.
Also 9 ginglimoid, ginglymoide. [f. as prec.

+ -old.] Resembling a hinge ; hinge-like.
1669 Holdfr Elem. Speech 162 The Malleus lies along

fixed to the Tympanum ; and on the other end is joyned to
the Incus by a double or Ginglymoid joyn*. 1835-6 Todd
Cycl.Anat. I. 251/1 In ginglymoid joints they [the ligaments]
are always placed on the sides. 1861 Hulmk tr. Moquin-
Tandon \\. 11. 57 Limbs perfect, with ginglymoid articulations.

So G-inglymoi dal a. [ + -al], ginglymoid.
18^7 in Craig ; and in mod. Diets.

Ginglymus (girj-, d^i-nglim/Js'. Anat. Also

7 gynglimos. [mod.L. ginglymus, a. Gr. yiyy\v-
/u>* hinge.] ' A diarthrodial joint having some like-

ness to a hinge, in that its motion is only in two
directions,as the elbow-joint \Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885 \
Angular, lateral ginglymus (see quot. 1831).
1657 Physical Diet., Gynglimos, is a joyning of a bone

when the same bone receiveth another, and is received by
another. 1721 1800 in Haii.kv. 1784 Andre in Phil. Trans.
LXXIV. 276 A complete joint is formed, of that kind called
by anatomists ginglymus, that is, where the projecting parts
of one bone are received by corresponding cavities in the
other. 1802 Palev Xat. Theol. viii. ied. 2) 121 The ging-
lymus, or hinge-joint, does not. .admit of a ligament of the
same kind with that of the ball and socket joint. 1831 R.
Knox Cloquet's Anat. 169 Angular Ginglymus, or Hinge,
of which the motions are commonly reduced to flexion and
extension.. Lateral Ginglymus, or Rotatory Diarthrosis, in
which rotation is the only possible motion, and which is

double, when a bone turns on another by two given points.

attrib. 1802 Paley Nat. Tlu-ol. viii. (ed. 2) 122 Another
no less important joint, and that also of the ginglymus sort,

is the ankle. 1840 G. Ellis Anat. 716 The knee, the
largest and most complex ginglymus joint in the body.

Gingo, var. Gincko.

t Gingran. Obs~ l [app. a. \\>Ish gingroen
(by O. Pughe misrendered toad-flax, a kind of

stinking mushroom ').] ? A kind of toadstool.
1660 Jer. Taylor. Duct. Dubit. 1. ii. rule iii. § 32. 51

If you put in nothing but mushromes, or eggeshels, or the
juice of coloquintida, or the filthy gingran, you must expect
productions accordingly.
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Gingreate, . Of»s~- [?f. I., ^iugrire to
cackle like a goose 4- -ate ^.] intr. • To chirp as
birds do' 'Cockeram 1623'.

Gingumbob, obs. form of Jiggambob.
Ginimony. Obs. rare~ l

.

#
1607 Dekkek & Wehster Westward Ho 1. i. A 3 b, Heere

is Ginimony likewise burnt, and puluerized, to be mingled
with the iuyce of Lymmons, sublimate Mercury, and two
spoonefuls of the flowers of I.rimstone, a most excellent
receite to cure the flushing in the face.

Giniper, obs. form of Juniper.
Ginko, var. Gingko.
Ginle, var. Ginnle.
Ginn, Ginnel, vars. Jinn, Ginnle.
Ginn(e, obs. form of Gin sb. 1 and vJ-

tGrnner 1
. Obs. [f.GiNv. 1 +-er!.] Abeginner.

<ri374 Chalcer Boeth. v. pr. i. 150 pei ne vndirstoden ne
J

inoeueden it nau^t by god prince and gynner [Camb. MS.
I bygynnere] of wirkyng. C1385 — /,. G. W. 1231 Dido,
This was the fiiste morwe Of hire gladnisse & gynnere of
hire sorwe.

Ginner 2 Cdgi'iiM). [f. Gin z>.2 + -er1.] One
who ' gins* cotton. Also cotton-ginner.
1873 W. Cory Lett. <y Jrnls. 11897) 304 A cotton ginner.

1879 Sir G. Campbell White fy Black 360 Merchants and
ginners look a good deal after the quality of the seed.

So Ginnery, a place for 'ginning
1

cotton.
1896 Living Topics Cycl. (N.Y.) II., Crude oil mills . . re-

fineries, .cotton ginneries.

Grnners,//. (rarely sing> Obs. exc. dial. Also
local Sc. ginnles. [( )f obscure origin; ? connected
with OS. gin- wk. root of gina to yawn.] The
gills of a fish.

1483 Cath. Angl. 156/2 A Ginner of y" fysche. branchia.
1781 Hutton Tour to Caves 00 Ginners, the gills of a fish.

1824 Maltagcaiit6V?//,->:7V/. Encycl. s.v., He had swallowed
the bait greedily, the huik was sticking in his 'ginners',
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Ginners, the gills of a fish.

Ginnery (dgi*nari). nonce-wd. ff. Gin sb.- •+-

-ery. Cf. GkoggERY.] A gin-palace.
1859 Sala Gas-light <y J), vi. 71 Here. .is a Gin Palace—

a

'ginnery' in full swing.

Ginnet. Obs. rare- 1
. A carpenter's adze

(see quot. .

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. ix. 365/2 The Ginnet is used
to cut and take off Irregularities in all sorts of work lying
under hand or flat, which the Axe or Hatchet cannot be
handled to touch : Some term it an Addice or Adz.
Ginnet, obs. form of Jennet.
Ginney, ginnie, obs. forms of Guinea.
Gi'nnified, ///. a. nonce-wd. [f. Gin sb.- +

-(i'fy + -ED 1
.] Showing traces of gin-drinking.

185a R. S. Surtees Spongers Sp. Tour (1893) 78 His cada-
verous ginnified face.

t Grnning, vbl. sb. 1 Obs. [f. Gin z/. 1 + -ing 1
.]

« Beginning.
c 1330 R. Bruhme Chrou. (1810I 38 Als alle his sorow & wo

was in be gynnyng, Died S. Dunstan. 1340 Ayenb. 234 Ase
ine be rounde figure, be ende went ayen to his ginninge.
1429 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 143 The gynning of his roial

noblesse. 1463 Bury Wilts (Camden) 40 Annexid to the
same rolle in the gynnyng.
So f G-i'nning-leas a., having no beginning.
i 14x0 Paltad. on Hnsb. ix. 212 O Kndles Ende, o gyn*

nyngles Clynnynge.

Ginning (d^i-nir^, vbl. sb.2 [f. Gin v.% +
-ing '.] The action of Gin v.2 (sense 2) ; the opera-
tion of separating the seeds of cotton from the fibre.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 255 Much of the moss also rubs
off in ginning, and mixes with the cotton. 1839 Uke Diet.
Arts, Ginning, the operation by which the filaments of
cotton are separated from the seeds. 1885 Standard 2,0 Jan.
^,/i The new fibre will require no ginning.

b. Comb, ^in sense of ' used in ' or ' for ginning
cotton*), as ginning-cyUnder,-house,-machine, -mill.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 969/1 The ^ginning-cylinder.

1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 15 II, Marquet, is erecting
a *ginning-house for the preparation of cotton. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 22 lune 12/1 A *ginning machine which has been
introduced into China from Japan. 1879 Sir G. Campbell
White «$• Blai i 150 Many hands . . find employment in the
'ginning mills.

Ginniting, obs. form of Jenneting.
Ginnle (gin'l), v. Also ginle, ginnel. [f.

ginnles local Sc. var. Ginners.] trans. To tickle

(the gills of a fish) ; to tickle ^trout), catch by
tickling the gills, etc.

1819 Rennme St. Patrick III. ii. 42 Ye . . took me aiblins
for a black-fisher it was gaun to ginle the chouks o' ye. 1885
Ld. Blackhurn in Laiv Rep. 10 App.Cas. 388 The boy who
was ginneling trout would observe . . that . . there was then
no bridge, but a deep pool. 1887 J. Service Life Dr.
Duguid xiii. S3, I sighed . . for a lang simmers day .. to
ginnle trouts with John Paiks in the Roughburn.
Ginnles, Sc form of Ginners.
' Ginnous, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Gin #U +
-ous. Cf. Ginfi'L.] Crafty, guileful.
c 1425 Master 0/ Came MS. Bodl. 546 If. 36 Hit is a

wonder gyunous beest, and conynge and fals more ban any
oJ>er beest.

Hence t Ginuously adv.
c 14*5 Master 0/ Game MS. Bodl.. 546 If. 35 b, 5*f men se

hem [were wolfes] bei wole come vp on hym gynnously bat
wi|> greet payne be man may ascape.

*f Gi'nny, -f£. Thieves' slang. Obs. Also 7 jenny,
[f. Ginny, Jenny, female name. Cf. Jemmy.] A
housebreaker's tool (see quots.).

GIN-SLING.

1673 R. Head Canting Acad, iqi The ninth is a Ginny
to lift up a Grate, If he sees but the Lurry, with his hook:*
he will bate. .71700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew; Ginny, an
Instrument to lift up a Grate, the better to steal what is in
the Window. [Also s.v. Jenny.} 1725 in Netv Cant. Diet.
1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

t Gi'nny, a.^ Obs. rare, [f. Gin sb.l + -yl.]

Cunning, ensnaring, seductive.
1615 A. Nixon Scourge Corrupt. 17 These fellowes, with

their ginny phreeses, and Italionate discourses, to set a fire
the brauing thoughts of our yong gentlewomen.

Ginny a.- [f. Gmsb.'~ + -yl.J Affected by gin.
1888 Times 19 Oct. 5/6 A 'ginny' kidney, that is to say

one that belonged to a person who had drunk heavily.

Ginny-carriage (d^i-niikaTet^), dial. Also
jenny-. (See quot. 1S41.)
18*4 Mrs. Cameron Marten <$• 2 Scholars ii. 12 On Sunday

morning he looked so clean .. that nobody would have
thought he had been driving a jenny-carriage all the week.
1841 Hartshorne Salop. Antiq. Gloss., Ginny carriage, a
stout wooden or sometimes iron carriage, used for conveying
materials along a rail road. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Gittny-cnrriage, a railway car for conveying materials.

So Ginny-rails
| see quot.).

1841 Hartshorne Salop. Antia, Gloss., Ginny rails, iron
rails along which small wooden carriages (ginny carriages)
are drawn, laden with coal, iron-stone [etc.].

t Ginour. Oh. In 3 ginnur, 4 gin-, gynour.
[f. Gin sbj + -our, -ok.] An engineer, esp. one
who manages war-engines (cf. Engineer 5 a).

a 1300 Floriz ty Bl. 324 Wend tomore3e to be Tur Also
pu were a gud ginnur. 13.. Coer de L. 5221 The gynours
mangeneles l>ente, And stones to the cyte they sente. 1375
Barbolr Bruce xvn. 690 The gynour than gert bend in by
The gyne, and swappit out the stane.

Gi*n-pa:lace. [f. Gin s/>.~] A gaudily decor-
ated puElic-hoiise. (An opprobrious ternrO

1834 O.xf. Univ. Mag. I. 327 The gin palaces, fas they
haye been not inaptly called). 1835 Marryat Olla Podr,
xxi, Gin palaces, like hell, ever open. 1874 Hi i.ps Sec.
Press, iii. 56 It would probably counteract the attractions
even of the gin-palace.

Ginseng (d^i-nsen). Forms: (7 genseg,
ginsem), 8-9 ginsing, jin(g)sing, (8 gengzeng,

ghinschenn), 7- ginseng, [a. Chinese h ^JS

jen shhi
; the first word means ( man *, the second

is of obscure meaning; Giles suggests that the
compound means ; image of man ', and alludes to
the forked shape of the root.]

1. A plant of either of two species of the genus
Aralia or Panax, found in Northern China and
Nepaul, also in Canada and the eastern United
States.

1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692' 195 The Cotton Trees .. the
Nisi, or Genseg ; the Numerose Balsam, and Gum-trees.
1713 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 239 The Tartars often bring
us the Leaves of Gin-seng instead of Tea. 1765 J. Brown
Chr. Jrnl. 155 In Tartary's barren soil, grow the medicinal
jingseng and the vegetable lamb. 1812 J. Smyth Tract, of
Customs (1821) 94 Ginseng, the dried roots of this plant, as
commonly imported, are about the thickness of the little

finger. 1836 I . F. Davis Chinese I. iv. 131 The wild plant
ginseng, long a monopoly of the Emperor in the Manchow
country, has been imported in large quantities by the Ameri-
can ships to Canton. 1883 Q. Rev. Jan. 176 In the north
the famous ' jinseng ' (Panax qninque/oliurn) is found both
wild and cultivated.

2. The root of the plant; a preparation of this

used as a medicine.
1654 tr. Martinis Con</. China 9 The root cal'd Gimsem,

so much esteemed amongst the Chineses. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. 1 4 J une, I took some of the tincture of ginseng.
1788 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888} I. 402 Here we met a
Packer with ten pack-horses, loaded principally with gin-
seng in barrels. 1819 Jas. Wilson Diet. Astrol. 268 Three
or four cups of Ginseng taken every day, for a week, would
soon remove most of her complaints. 1861 C. P. Hodgson
Resid. Japan 32 Mushrooms, ginseng, gall-nuts and ver-

micelli are some of the articles which go to China. 1897
Willis Flower. PI. II. 28 The root of the Aralia Ginseng
. is the source of the famous Chinese medicine Ginseng.
3. attrib. and Comb., as giuseng-digger, -jarm,

-gatherer, -root, -tree.

1758 Michmakis fy Maricheets 77, I could never find any
ginseng-root. 1791 D'Israkli Cur. Lit. (1834) I. 363 The
ginseng tree is noticed for the same appearance. x888 Times
(weekly ed.) 6 Apr. 3/2 Ginseng gatherers who dwell .. in

this. land. 1891 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 3/3 A ginseng farm
is a peculiar-looking affair. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 21 Nov. 2/1

Amelie Rives is introducing Virginian ginseng-diggers to
politely-scandalised New York society.

Gin-shop. [f. Gin sb. 2] A dram-shop re-

tailing chiefly gin.

1714 Mandkvili e Fab. Bees (1723I I. 340 [She] never did
any thing to remedy her Wants in good earnest, but bewail-
ing them at a Gin-shop. 1773 Johnson in Bosivell 13 Apr.,
What is there in any of these shops, lif you except gin-

shops) that can do any human bein^ any harm? 1801

Snorting Mag. XVII. 20 The bar of a small gin-shop. 1854
Mrs. Gaskkll North $ S. xvii, The more ill-looking of the

men . . hung about on the steps of the beer-houses and gin-
shops.

Hence Gin-shopper, the keeper of a gin-shop.
1831 Lincoln Her. 1 July 4/5, I will drag them out one

by one whether publican or sinner . . sugar-shopper, or gin-
shopper.

Ginsing, var. Ginseng.
Gin-sling, [f. Gin sb.2 + Sling sb. 2

\
An

American cold drink composedofgin
?
etc. flavoured

and sweetened.



GIOBERTITE.

1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser, 1. I. 105 Punch, gin
slings, cocktails, mint julips. 1864 Tovev Brit, «$• Lor.
Spirits 105 The American summer drink, Gin Sling is pre-

pared thus: Gin and water, sweetened with pounded white
sugar, in which are stuck leaves of fresh gathered mint.

Hence Gin-slinger, (a) a bar-tender, from his

mixing the drinks; ($>) a gin-drinker.

1887 N. Y. Voice Extra 1 Sept., Saloon-keepers and
white-aproned gin-slmgers stood in the doors of the saloons.

1889 Farmer Americanisms^ Gin stinger, a tippler whose
favorite beverage is gin.

Gtio, var. Geo, gully, creek.

Giobertite (d^ubautait). Mitt, [named by
Beudant 1824 after G. A. Gioberti, cin Italian chemist

(1 761-1834) : see -1TE.] = Magnesite.
1835 C. U. Shepard Min. 11 . 1. 228 Giobertite (see Magnc-

sitc). 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 687 tteudant, in 1824, gave
the name giobertite to the carbonate.

Gioconde, Giornal, obs. ff. Jocund, Journal.

Giottesque (d^'te'sk), a. and sb. [f. Giotto +

-ESQL'E.]

A. adj. Resembling the style of the Tuscan
painter Giotto (13- 14th c). B. sb. The style

founded by Giotto ; also, nn artist belonging to the

school, or imitating the style, of Giotto.

1854 Ruskin Lect. Arc/iit. hi, 150 This whole range of
landscape may be conveniently classed in three divisions,

namely Giottesque, Leonardesque, and Titianesque ; the
Giottesque embracing nearly all the work of the 14th
..century. 1864 Crowe & CaVALCASBLLE Hist. Paint. Italy
I. 386 It would be difficult to say in what respect this poor
Giottesque differs as to quality from the older art which
was previously called Byzantine. Ibid. II, 1 [heading 0/
chapter) Declining school of Giottesques. 1880 E. Lee-
Hamilton God's Saints <$ Men Pref. 6 A half effaced giot-

tesque fresco. 1896 Advance (Chicago) 20 Aug. 253 Giotto
. .became the greatest artist of his time, and the founder of
quite a new style of paintings called the Giottesque.

Giour, var. Guyour, guide.

t Gip, *M Obs. rare ~ '. [? a. OF. gip, gippe
;

cf. Gyp.se.] = Gypsum.
1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magick XIII. x. 312 Pliny saith, That

Iron is preserved from rust, by Ceruss, Gip, and liquid

pitch.

Gip (dxip)i sb$ Abbreviation of Gipsy.
-71840 Gipsey Davy i. in Child Ballads vn. (1S90) 72/'!

There was a gip came o'er the land.

Gip, s6£; see Gyp.

Gip (gip), v. Also 7 gipp(e, 9 gyp ; and see

Gib v.'2- [Of unknown origin : the pronunc. (d^ip)

given in most Diets, is erroneous, at least so far as

regards the Whitby dialect.] trans. To clean (fish)

for curing (cf. fjuots. 1812-1876'),
1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 55 He must gippe the

Gudgin, and hit the Woodcocke on the bill, and the other
scuruie crue of Exorcists must hold him the candell.

1641 S. Smith Herring Buss Trade 8 Gip, salt and packe
all the Herrings before they set on the Kettle, a 1700 in

B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. 1812 Chron. in Ann. Peg. 505/1
Immediately after the nets are hauled in . . the crew begin
to gyp the fish, that is, to cut out the gill, which is followed

by the float or swim. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Gip, to take the entrails out of fishes. 1876 Whitby Gloss.

s. v. Gip/'ing, 'They're gipping herrings
1

, i.e. they are
taking out the gills, &c. ; when preparing to cure them.

b. Comb., as gip-tub -£?£-/»£.
1889 la Century Diet.

Hence Qipped ppl. a. ; Gipping vbl.sb , in com-
bination gipping-knife, the knife used in gipping
fish. Also Clipper.
1615 E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Garner III. 631 Gipping or

Gilling Knives, 24, at fourpence. 1641 S. Smith Herring
Bnss Trade 8, 2 dozen of gipping knives. Ibid. 0, 9 Gippers
which cut their [the Herrings] throats, and takes out the
Guts. 1883 Fisheries E.vhib. Catal. 72 Samples of Gipped
Herrings in barrel.

t Gip, int. Obs. Also6gyp(pe,6-7gep. [The
alliteration with Gill, Gillian, shows initial (d^)

;

prob. formed as an involuntary exclamation ; cf.

Gee-(h)up and Gup. The exclamation Marry gip
(see MAKBT int.) prob. originated from L'y Mary
Gipcy = i by St. Mary of Egypt' ; but it became
confused with this word.] a. An exclamation of

anger or remonstrance addressed to a horse, b. An
expression of surprise, derision, or contempt ad-

dressed to a person ;
= ' get out', 'go along with

you '.

1530 Palsgr. 598 What gyppe gyll with a galde backe
hegynne you to kycke nowe : hey, de par le diable Gilotte
[etc.]. 159a Gklene Upst. Courtier IS 4, Clothbreeches ..

with a skorneful kind of smiling made this smooth replie :

* Mary gyp goodman vpstart, who made your father a
gentleman?' — Dispnt. Counycatchers Wks. (Grosart X.
270, I would then say, gip fine soule, a yoong Saint will

prooue an old diuel. 1600 Heywood 1st Pt. Edw. /K, iv.

iv, Gep, Goodman Tanner, are ye so round ? 1603 Dekker
Batchelars Bang. Wks. (Grosart) I. 196 Now gip with a
murrin (quoth she) you are not troubled with them, a 1616
Beaum. & Ft.. Faith/. Fr. in. ii, Money? Marry, gip!
You might have stood there till moss had grown o' your
heels. 1638 Ford Fancies in. iii. 41 Gip to your beauties,

yon would be faire forsooth. 1638 Bkome Antipodes tv. ii.

Wks. 1873 III. 298 Gip gaffer Shotten, fagh, Take that for

your coy Counsell. Kicks. 1660 Prince cCAmour 71 Sweet
Lady.. One friendly look impart, Gep Gillian, I will frounce
you.

Gipciere, var. Gipser.

t Gipe. Obs. rare- 1
. In 4-5 gype. [a. OF.
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gipe, gippe, var. jupe, etc. : see JlJPE, Jlton.]
A tunic, smock frock, cassock.
In the quot. the allusion is app. to the folds or gathers of

the tunic.

c 1400 Rom. Roue 7262 High shoes knopped with dagges,
That frouncen lyke a quaile pype, Or botes rivelyng as a
gype.

Gipe, var. Gype Sc.

t Gipel. Obs. rare. In 5 gipell, gypell. [a. OF.
*gipcl, jupel (later jupean Gippo), f. gipe, jupe
GlPE.] A short tunic worn under the hauberk.
1460 I.ybeaus Disc. (Kaluza) 248 J?ey caste on him ofselk

A gipell [v.r. gypell, gippon] whit as melk. Ibid. 1230 His
fomen wcr well boun To perce his aketdun, Gipell, matle
and plate.

Gipon. Obs. exc. arch. Forms: 4 gypo(u)n,
gepoun, 4-5 gipoun, 5 gippon, 4, 9 gipon, (9
gipiorT. [a. OF. gip(p)on, j/tp(p')on, tunic,

Jupon, f. gipe, jupe Gipe.] A tunic, frequently
worn under the hauberk.
C1386 Chaucer Prol. 75 Of ffustian he wered a gypon

[v.r. iopoun] AI bismotered with his habergeon. 1387
Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) I. 403 Wib oute sorcot, gowne,
COOte, kirtelie ; Wijj gipoun [v.r. iopen], tabard, cloke, and
belle [I,, sine supertunicis, collobiis et tunicis], a 1400
Octouiau 1029 The hauberk was all reed of rust . . Thaugh
the gypon were full of dust Hyt was nat wykke. c 1420
Lydg. Thebes 11. 499 And Tideus aboue his Habergeoun A
gipoun hadde. 1616 Bullokar, Gippon, a doublet : a light
cuat. 1813 Scott Trierm. in. xviii, With nought to fence
his dauntless breast But the clo>e gipon's under-vest. 1843
James Forest D. I. iii, Under his ooat he had a gipon of
sendull fit for a king.

Gippoe, obs. form of Gip v.

t Gippo. Obs. Also 7 gippoe, jippo. [a. F.
jup(p)eau (obs.\ earlier jupel Gipel.J

1. A short tunic, cassock, or jacket worn by men,
later also by women.
1617 Morvson ///nt, 111. iv. i. 170 He wore a loose gippoe

ofblacke veluet, sparingly adorned with gold lace. 1650
A. Ii. Mutat, Polemo 10 Horsemans Frock, or Serving-
mans Livery, or a Pulpit-thumping Presbyters Jippo. 1654
WHITELOCKE jfml. Svvd. Emb. (1772) II. 181 Her habit
was blacke silke stuffe for her coates, and over them a
blacke velvet jippo, such as men use to weare. 1679 Marr.
Charles II, 6 Her Jippo was edged like her Gown.
2. trans/. A scullion, varlet. Cf. Gyp.
1651 Randolph, etc. Hey /or Honesty iv. i, The veriest

Gippo in the house will not drink a degree under Musca-
dine. Ibid, v, For a rib of beef, Though it smelt of every
Gippo's scabby fingers, May any Scullion be chief Cook of
heaven.

Gips, var. Gipsies//., intermitting springs.

Gips(e, var. GyPSE, Obs., gypsum.

Gipsei'an, a. nonce-wd. [f. gipsey Gipsy +
-an.] Belonging to gipsies. (Cf. Egyptian A. 4.)
1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn. xii, That profound respect

which Jones paid to the King of the Gypsies . . was sweeter
to his Gyp.seian majesty [etc.].

Gipsen, obs. iorm of Gipsy sb,

Gipser (dgi-psai). Obs. exc. arch. Forms: 4
gipciere, 5 gypcyere, (-cer, -sere), gipser, 9
gipsire, (gyp-), [ad. OF. gibccier(e, gibessiere,

gibacier, gibassier{e purse, pouch (mod.F. gibeciere
game or provision bag), of uncertain origin.
The suggestion made by Diez that gibeciere is connected

with F. gibier game, the chase (cf. also OF. gibecer to go
hunting) is accepted by Littre" and Hatz.-Darm , but is not
supported by the sense of the word in OF. For other con-
jectures see KOrting.]

A purse, pouch, or wallet, suspended from a belt

or girdle.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 357 An Anlass and a gipser al of
silk Heeng at his girdel. 1443 in RymerFoedera XI. 76/2
A gipser of gold garnished with rubies and perle. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 37 My best gypcer, w l

iij bagges,
the jemews and the ryuges of sylvir. 1614 Camden Rem.
2j4 They had also about this time a kinde of Gowne called
a Git .. a pouche calied a Gipser. 1834 Planche Brit.
Costume 176 A gypsire of purple velvet garnished with
gold. 1855 W. White To Sivitzerld. $ back xv. 187
Schoolboys, equipped with knapsacks and gipsires. 1881
E. Aknold Indian Poetry 114 All habited in garbs that
merchants use, With trader's band and gipsire.

aitrib. 1403 Act 5 Hen. IV, c. 13 § 1 Pleuseursdes loialx
artificers . . font de jour en autre firmalx anelx bedes chan-
delers gipsserrynges [etc.].

Gipsey, var. Gipsy.

Gipsies, tgips, sb. pi. [Prob. only the proper
name of the paiticular springs near Bridlington,
now called the Gipsy race. (Peril, to be compared
with OF. eaux gypstfes, waters containing gypsum,
petrifying springs.)] Intermitting springs.

"

CtwgkW. of Newburgh Hist. Afigl. (Rolls) I. 85 In
provincia Deirorum, haud procul a loco nativitatis nieaSj
res mirabilis contigit . . Est vicus aliquot a maii orientah
milliariis distans, juxta quern famos«e illa^ aquse, quas vulgo
Gipse vocant, numerosa scaturigine e terra prcsiliunt, non
quidem jugiter, sed annis interpositis[etc.]. 1644 Digby Nat.
Bodies (1645) 189 Like those eruptions of water, which in the
Northern parts of England they call Gypsies. 1674-91 Ray
N. C. Words 33 Gipsies, springs that break forth sometimes
on the Woulds in Yorkshire. They are look'd upon as a
Prognostic of Famine or Scarcity. 169a — Dissol. World
II. ii. (1732) in The spirting Gips or natural jets d'Eaus.
i7«7 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. III. 1. 185 The Country
People have a Notion that whenever those Gipsies or, as
some call 'em, Vipseys, break out, there will certainly ensue
either Famine or Plague. 1838 G. Young Geol. Surv.
Yorks. 25 This ebbing and flowing fountain might have
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some connection with the intermitting springs called Gipsies.
1856 H. C. Hamilton W. 0/ Newburgh I. 77 note, The
village of Wold Newton, near Hunmanby, in the East
Riding of Yorkshire, is rtmarkable for the occurrence in
wet seasons of a sudden eruption of cold, clear water, locally
called the ' Gipsies,' or the ' Gipsey-race '.

f Gipsiety. nonce-%vd. The gipsy character.
1768-74 Tucker /./. Nat. (1852) II. 190 A mob of. .sturdy

gypsies, .may be pressed into a regiment : but gypsiety and
regimentality can never be turned into one another.

Gipsify, Gipsire, var. Gjpsyfy, Gipskr.
Gipsisme, Gipson, obs. ff. Gipsyism, Gipsy.
Gipsous, var. Gypsous.
Gipsy, gypsy (dsi-psi), sb. PI gipsies, gyp-

sies, forms: a. 6gipcyan, gip-, gyptian, -sion,

(jeptyon, -syon), gipson, -sen. ^. 7 gypsey, -ee,

7-8 gypsie, 8-9 gipsey, 9 gypsy, 7- gipsy
;
pi.

7 gypsees, -ties, 9 gipseys, 7- gypsies, gipsies.

[The early form gipcyan is aphetic for Egyptian'
(B. 2) ; the change to gipsy may be due to influence

of the stiff. -Y 3, or pcrh. of L. Aig)ptitis. Skelton
{a i?2(/ has ' By Mary Gipcy ', by St. Mary of Egypt.
From the quotations collected for the Dictiunary, the pre-

valent spelling of late years appears to have been gipsy.
The plural gypsies is not uncommon, but the corresponding
form in the Miig. setms to have been generally avoided, prob.
because of the awkward appearance of the repetition ofy.\
1. A member of a wandering race (by themselves

called Romany), of Hindu origin, which first ap-
peared in England about the beginning of the 16th c.

and was then believed to have come from Egypt.
They have a dark tawny skin and black ifair. They make

a living by ba-ket-inaking, horse-dealing, fortune-telling,
etc.; and have been usually objects of suspicion from their
nomadic life and habits. Their language (called Romany) is

a greatly corrupted dialect of Hindi, with a large admixture
of words from various European langs.
o. [1514 see Koyttian Ii. 2.1 1537 Lr>. Cromwfi.l in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 101 The Kings Maiestie, about a
tweTfmoneth past, gave a pardonne to a company of lewde
personnes within this realms calling themselves Gipcyans,
for a most shamfull and detestable murder. 1589 Nashe
Martins Months Minde 32 Hee wanclring . . in the manner
of a Gipson .. was taken, and trust vp for a roge. 1591
.Spknskr M. Hubberd 86 Or like a Gipsen, or a Iugge'er.

0. 1600 Shaks. A. V. /-. v. iii. 16 Both in a tune like

two gipsies on a horse. ^1641 Bi\ R. Mocstagu Acts fy

Mon. 232 Like our canting rogues or Gypties. Ibid. 519
Gypsies, 1642 Milton Apel. Smect. (1S51) 305, I perceave
him to be more ignorant in his art of divining then any
Gipsy. 1711 Addison Sped, No. 130 f 1 We saw at a little

Distance from us a Troop of Gipsies. 1722 Sewel Hist.
Quakers (1795) I. in. 170 She was put to lodge one night
among a great company of gypsies. 1837 Howitt Ritr.

Pife ill, i. (1S62) 182 The true gipsies are readily dis-

tinguished by their .. jet-black hair, black sparkling* eyes,
Indian complexions, and their genuine oriental language.
1875-7 Ruskin Morn, in Florence (1883) 165 The gipsy who
is mending the old schoolmistress's kettle on the grass.

U Allusively identified with Egyptian,
1607 Shaks. Ant. <% CI. iv. xii. 28 Oh this false Soule of

Egypt !. . Like a right Gypsie hath at fast and loose Beguil'd
me. 1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maiestie 60 In this Gypsy
[Pharaoh's daughter], the wife of Salomon.

b. G ipsy language, Romany. In some recent Diets.

2. transf. + a. A cunning rogue. Obs.

1627 E. F. Hist. Edw. II (16S0) 88 This Overture being
come to the Queens ear, and withal the knowledge how this

Gipsie [Spenser] had marshall'd his cunning practice, . . she

seem'd wondrously well-pleasM. a 1635 Naunton Fragm.
Reg. (Arb.) 30 Beware of the Gipsie, meaning Leicester, for

he will be too hard for you all.

b. A contemptuous term for a woman, as being

cunning, deceitful, fickle, or the like; a 'bag-

gage', 'hussy', etc. In more recent use merely

playful, and applied esp. to a brunette.

1632 Shirley Love in a Maze iv. 51 Yon, I heard You
court another Mistris, that did answer it with entertain-

ment. Thor. She was a very Gipsie. You were no sooner
parted, but she us'd me Basely. 1673 KlRKMAN Unlucky
Cit. 165 Cursing her [his Mother-in-law] for a dissembling
hypocritical Gypsie. 1682 N. O. Boileaus Lntrin 11.14
Thus did the Gypsey flutter up and down Through City,

Country, Village, and good Town. 1709 E. W. Life Donna
Rosina 60 The cunning Gipsy, pretending she did not un-
derstand his meaning, returned him a civil Answer, a 1721

Prior Dutch Proverb, A slave I am to Clara's eyes : The
gipsy knows her power, and flies. 1790 Moreton IV. Ind.

Isl. 127 Keep your employer's bosom-gipsy modestly at a
distance [The reference is to a coloured mistress]. 1828

MONCatEPF Tom <y Jerry I, vi, Confound the little gipsey,

she has fairly given us the slip, by Jupiter. [1858 Gto.
Eliot Janet's Repentance vii, ' I've a capital idea,

Gypsey !
' (that was his name for his dark-eyed wife when

he was in an extraordinarily good humour).]

3. Short forgipsy'-bonnet, -hat,-moth,-winch (see 6).

1808-25 Jamieson, Gipsyi* woman's cap, or mutch, plaited

on the back of the head. 1819 G. Samouelle Entomol.
Compeud. 431 Liparis dispar. The Gipsy. 1823 J. F.

Coopek Pioneers xii, Concealing her raven hair under her

gipsy. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 37 The caterpillar of

the Gipsy has the ground-colour black. 1889 Century Diet.,

Gipsy 4. Naut. a small winch or crab used on board ship

;

same as gipsy-winch.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as gipsy-

encampment, -fair, -prediction, b. appositive, as

gipsy-boy, -brat, -devil, -Jewess, -lassie, -man,

-mountebank, -musician, -wench. C. instrumental,

as gipsy-ridden ppl. a. Also gipsy-like adj. and
adv., gipsy-looking-adj., gipsy-wise adv.

1S07 Crabbz Hall 0/ Just. 1. 56 When first I loved—the
102
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*Gipsy-Boy. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 150 Two
bundles of rags with a *gipsy brat in each of them, a 1661

Holvday Juvenal 272 Conjecture did attribute it [the

sound] to magick : and this *gypsie-devil continued this

trick till the coming of our Saviour. 1830 Garlyle in

Froude Life (i%%2) II. 88 The ' Scottish History '. .looks like

that of a *gipsy encampment. 1881 Freeman Sk. Venice

57 The traveller who comes on the right day may come in

for a *gipsy fair at Duino. 1693 Drvden Juvenal Sat. vi.

(1697) 153 A *Gypsie Jewess whispers in your Ear, And
begs an Alms. 1840 Longf. Sp. Stud. in. v, God send the

*Gypsy lassie here, And not the Gypsy man. 1651

Randolph, etc. Hey for Honesty 1. i, Troth, and he may
tell you your fortune, *Gypsie-hke, and all out of your
pockets too. 165a Wharton Ded. to Rothomanne's Chirom.,
The Rarity of the Subject, and the Gipsy-like Esteem it

hath amongst the Vulgar [etc.]. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xxi. IV. 610 The heath was fringed by a wild gipsy-

like camp of vast extent. 1824 Miss Mitford Village

Ser. I, (1863' 20, I never saw any one who so much reminded
me in person of. . Meg Merrilies. .as dark, as *gipsy-Iooking.

1840 'Gipsy man [see Gipsy Lassie]. 1677 R. Gary Patxol.
Chron. U. 1. xx. 145 Those . .*Gipsie Mountebank Assertors

of Tradition. 1886 W. J. Tucker /:. Europe 219 How is it

that those ragged "gipsy musicians don't wash themselves?

1849 De Quincey Eng. Mailcoach Wks. 1862 IV. 295 Some
*gipsy prediction in his childhood. 1727 De Foe Syst.

Magic iii. (1840) 62 The whole world, or gTeat part of it, has
been *gipsey-ridden by them, even to this day. a 1617 MlT>
dleton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy iv. i, Our *Gipsie Wenches
are not common. 1895 DailyNews 12 Dec. 6/2 Setting forth

on his travels *gipsy-wise.

5. attrib. passing into adj. Resembling what is

customary among or characteristic of gipsies ; often

applied to open-air meals or pic-nios, as gipsy

breakfast, dinner, etc.

C1630 Donne vSVr;«.lxxxv. (1649)11.34 Never ask wrangling
Controverters that make Gypsie-knots of Manages ;—ask thy
Conscience and that will tell thee that thou wast maried till

death should depart \ou. 1654 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers
(Camden! II. 89, I had a gipsie visit of a mother and her
children, bag and baggage. 1790 BURKE-A'r, Rev, 22 The delu-

sive, gypsey predictions of a ' right to choose our governors \
1838 Lytton Alice 11. ii, (Jetting up an impromptu dance
or a gipsy dinner, a 1839 Praed Poems 11864) II. 46 With
gipsy talent they foretell How Miss Duquesne will marry
well, a 1845 Hood To St. Swithin vi, Why spoil a Gipsy
party at their tea, By throwing your cold water upon
hot? 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 294 This
little gipsy tent, weighing about twenty pounds . . is about
three feet high. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's Life
S. Afr. \ed. 2) I. 34 We set about preparing our gipsy
breakfast.

6. Special combs. : gipsy-bonnet, a woman's hat

or bonnet with large side-flaps ;
gipsy-flower, the

wild scabious; gipsy-gold (see quot.); gipsy-
greyhound, some species of greyhound

;
gipsy-

hat «= gipsy-bonnet
;

gipsy-herb = gipsy-wort

;

gipsy-herring, the pilchard
;
gipsy-moth, Ocncria

dispar; gipsy-onions (see quot.'. ;
gipsy-ring (see

qnotO !
gipsy-rose, the wild and garden scabious

(Seabiosa arvensis and alroparpitred)
;

gipsy-

straw, straw for making gipsy-bonnets; gipsy
table, a light round table supported on three

crossed sticks; gipsy-wiuch (see quot.); gipsy-

wort, modern book-name for Lycopus europ.rus

(and for the whole genus).

1855 Tennyson ALand 1. xx. 1 The frock and *gipsy bonnet.
1620 Makkham Farew. Hush. viii. 60 The weeds which are
most incident thereunto, are .. Thistles, Hare-bottles and
*Gipsie flowers. 1883 Jeffbries in Longm. Mag. June 189
Red sorrel spires, .stand the boldest, and in their numbers
threaten the huttercups. To these in the distance they give

the *gipsy-gold tint—the reflection of fire on plates of the
precious metal. 1695 Land. Gaz. No. 3082/4 I--ost or stolen .

.

a small blue *Gipsy Grayhound, 16 Inches high. 1805 Emily
Clark Banks of Doilro III. 325 She . . tied on a white chip
*gipsy-hat. 1827 Hose Every-day Bk. II. 190 The woman
[has] a gipsy-hat jerked up behind. 1727 Thkelkeld Synops.
Stirp. Hib. G 2 b, Some call this [Water-horehound] the
*Gipsy-herb, because those stroling Cheats called Gipsies do
dye themselves of a blackish Hue with the Juice of this Plant.

1803 Walker in Prize Ess. Highland Soc. Scott. II. 271 The
pilchard, .is known among our fishers by the name of the

*gipsey herring. 1883 Daily News 7 Sept. 2/1 A stranger.

.

might imagine that the great shoals of 'gipsy herrings' had
already arrived. 1819 G. Samoueli.k Entomol. Compend. 246
Eiparts dispar (*gipsy moth). 18S2 Kiriiy Europ. Butter*

Jlies ty Moths no Ocncria Dispar (Gipsy Mothl. 1897

BAILEY Trine. Fruit-groiving 24 The codlin-moth, Hessian-

fly, gipsy-moth, and a score of other pests. 1847-78 Halli-
wei.l, ^Gipsy-onions, wild garlic. x88o Bntn Reader's

Handhk. 118851 385/1 *Gipsey Ring, a flat gold ring, with

stones let into it, at given distances. So called because the

stones were originally Egyptian pebbles—that is, agate and
jasper. 1892 Black Three Feathers 220 The purchasing of

a gipsy-ring. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863)97
Wild scabious, or, as the country people call it, the *gipsy-

rose ! 1795 Hull Advertiser 29 Aug. 3/1 Fashions for

August. Bonnet of cottage *gypsey straw. 1880 Miss
Bkaddon Just as I am vii, The middle-aged lady . .with a

lamp and a work-basket on the *gipsy table before her. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., *Gipsy-tvinch, a small winch having a
drum, ratchet, and pawl, and attachable to a post. 1786

Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 2) 1. 19 Lycopus, *gypsie-wort.

1854 S. Thomson Wild El. m. (ed. 4) 297 The lycopus, or

gipsy-wort, is said to derive its English name from being

employed by the wandering tribe to stain their skins of a
dark colour.

Hence GipsioTogist, glpsyologirt [rare), one

who makes a special study of gipsies (also gipso-

logist) ; Gipsyhood, gipsydom ; Gi'psyish a.,

somewhat gipsy-like ; Gi psyless a., free from

gipsies ; Gipsyness, gipsy-like appearance or

character; Gipsyry, a gipsy encampment.
1863 Chambers's Encycl. V. 172/1 The facile princeps of

all "Gypsologists is Professor Pott of Halle. 1875 F. Hall
in Nation (N. Y.) XX. 116/2 We are not certain that the
observation of Gypsyologists has been sufficiently accurate
to leave no room for doubt on this head. 1894 Athenaeum
6 Oct. 454/2 'Scottish Gypsies under the Stewarts

1

should
find many readers outside the small company of gipsiologists.

1885 Ibid. 18 July 78 So accompli>hed a gipsologist . . must
know that Meg Merrilies as a gipsy is entirely a fancy por-

trait. 18. . Whittier Yankee G\psies Prose Wks. 1889 I. 342
It has been said- .that their ancestors were indeed a veritable

importation of English 'gypsyhood. 1890 A then emu 4 Oct.

441/2 Valentine is both handsome and piquant in her
"gipsyuh way. 1894 Harpers Mag. Jan. 277/1 Painters .

.

are proverbially gypsyish in their habits. 1826 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser. 11.(1863) 43° We have stocks in the village,

and a treadmill in the next town ; and therefore we go
*gipsyless. 1874 Helps Ivan De Biron v. ii. 263 They had
been pleased and amused at the *gypsyness, as they had
called it, which had always been visible in Azra's costume.

1874 Borrow Romano Lavo-Lili^x What may be called the

grand Metropolitan "Gypsyry is on the Surrey side of the

Thames. 1882 Lelano Gypsies 362 Near the city [Philadel-

phia] are three distinct gypsyries.

Gipsy (d^i'psi), v. [f. the sb.] intr. To live or

act like gipsies, esp. to have meals in the open air,

to picnic. Chiefly used in gerund and pres, part.
a 1627 Middleton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy iv. i, For so well I

love you That I in pitty of this Trade of Gipsying, .offer you
A state to settle you. .so I may call you My Husband. 1834
IV. Ind. Sketch Bk. II. 184 An occasional marooning, or

gipsying party, c 1840 Ransford Song, In the days when
we went gipsying, A long time ago. 1847 Am. Smith Chr.
Tadpole xlix. (1879) 418 As cold weather came, .he could no
longer go on with his gipsying mode oi life. 1856 Kank
Arct. Expt. II. xxv. 249 The whole nation is gypsying with
us upon the icy meadows, i860 Emerson Cond. Life ii. 61

Hunting lion .. in South Africa; gipsying with Borrow in

Spain and Algiers. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle a> Mocassin
i. 20 It is a delightful climate there in summer, and a glorious

country for gipsying. 1890 Sat. Ri-v. 13 Sept. 327/1 Buy a
dozen ash rods, a pine ridge-pole, and some red blankets,

and set forth gipsying and to gipsy.

b. quasi trans. To gipsy away \ to filch, steal.

1886 Sir F. H. Doyi.e Rcmin. g8 Bes:d«*s gipsying away
a good many lines, he quietly conveyed Macaulay's notes,

toiidem verbis, into his manuscript.

Gipsydom (d^i-psidsm). [f. Gipsy: see-DOM.]

a. Life after the gipsy fashion, rare. b. The col-

lective body of gipsies.

i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on EL xi, Her misery had reached a
point at which gypsydom was her only refuge. 1865 Sat.
Re?: 30 Dec. 827 Gipsydom, in fact, is a vast secret society.

1873 I.eland Eng. Gipsies ix. 143 There is a strange gob-
linesque charm in Gipsydom. 1888 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 194
[They] adhere to the old traditions of gipsydom.

Gipsyfy (d^i-psifai), v. Also gipsify. [f.

GlPBTf sb. + -fy.] trans. To make gipsy-like in

appearance or character. Also (rarely) intr. To
become a gipsy. Hence Gi'psyfled///. a.

1623 Middleton More Dissemb. Besides Worn. iv. i,Which
hoping you'll observe, to try thee With rusty Bacon thus I

gipsifie thee, a 16*7 Miohleton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy 11. ii,

Soto. Gome then, wee'! be Gipsified. San. And upsified too.

1873 I,kland Eng. Gipsies 1. 4 He may be, of bis kind, a
quadroon or octoroon, or he may have ' gipsified ' by marry-
ing a Gipsy wife. 1882 T. Mozley Remin. II. Ixxix. 68 [She
was] very gipsyfied in her manner and style. 1884 Tennyson
Becket iv. ii, I will hide my face, Blacken and gipsyfy it;

none shall know me.

Gipsyism (d^i-psi^'m). Also 7 gyp-, gip-

sisme. [f. Gipsy sb. + -is\t.j The life and pursuits

of gipsies, or what resembles this.

a 1613 Overbuky A Wife (1638) 128 Some foule sunne-
burnt Queane, that since the terrible statute recanted
Gypsisme, and is turned Pedleresse. a 1634 Randolfh
Poems (1640) 48 Live not the Magi that so oft reveal'd

Natures intents? is Gipsisme quite repeald ? Is Friar Bacon
nothing but a name? 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11.

(1863) 458 There are some hopes that in process of time her
sin of gipsyism may be forgiven. 1841 Borrow Zincali

{1843) I. 28 Gypsyism was denounced as felony by various

royal statutes. 1874 Borrow Romano Lavo-Lil 266 Strange
wild guests .. who, without being Gypsies, have much of
Gypsyism in their habits.

Giptian, obs. form of Gipsy.

Giraffe (dsmrf). Forms: a. 6 gyraffa. 6-9
giraifa. 0. 7 giraf\f)le, gyraff, jarraff, ziraph,

7-8 giraff, 6- giraffe. [Ultimately ad. Arab. *&£

zarafah, whence also It. giraffa, Sp. and Pg. girafa,

F« girafe \ earlier adoptions of the word are found

in OK. asgiras (pi-), orafle and giraffle, in ME, as

Geufaunt, Ohaflk; also OSp. azorafa. The
forms used by English writers have varied at dif-

ferent periods according lo their immediate sources.

The It. form giraffa was common in the i6-i7th c.,

but some writers of 1 7th c. usegiraff, app. following

Gesner. The modern giraffe is from P., though the

spelling in that language is now girafe. Jarraff
and ziraph (17th c.) are independent adoptions

from Arab, or some other oriental language.]

1. A ruminant quadruped found in Africa, re-

markable for the length of its neck and legs, and
for having its skin spotted like that of a panther

;

also called Camklopakix
a. 1594 Blunuevil Exerc. v. Ix. (ed. 7) 551 This beast is

called of the Arabians, Gyraffa. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. m.
v. 263 Another beast newly brought out ofAffricke. .is called.

..Giraffa by the Italians. 1688 R. Holme.Armoury 11. 130/2
Beasts . . Such as chew the Cud, and are not Horned, as
Camelopard Giraffa. 1787 P. BeckfoRd Lett. Italy (1805) I.

137 In the Piazza, .was once seen a Giraffa alive, sent as a
present to Lorenzo dei Medici . . in 1487. 1822-33 tr - Jlalte-

Brun'sGeog.{i8$4) 539 l Stanf.)The Giraffa or the camelopard.
(3. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi. 104 Th' horned Hira-

ble [1605 marg. alias Girafle, 1638 marg. Alias Gyraffa).

ciooo Sanderson in Purchas Pttg?-ims u. (1625 1619 The
admirablest and fairest beast that euer I saw, was a Iarraff.

1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks 11621) 988 A live Giraffle (which
is a beast like a Cammelland Panther). 1625 Pcrchas Pil-

grims ii. 1381 There wee saw a Ziiaph speckled white and
higher than any beast I had euer seene. 1665 Sir '1'. Her-
bert Trav. 1,1677) 205 In Gesner's History of Quadrupeds
the Gyraff is. .mentioned. 1739 E. Brown Trav. 289 There
is likewise in this country the Giraff, an animal capable of

striking with wonder the most incurious spectator. 1773
Gentl. Mag. XL11I. 17 Description of the Giraffe, or Came-
lopardus. 1857 Livingstone Trav. iii. 56 The presence. .of

the giraffe . . is always a certain indication of water being
within a distance of seven or eight miles.

appos. 1892 Times (weekly ed.) 25 Nov. 8,1 There my
driver shot a fine giraffe-cow.

2. Astr. The constellation Camelopabu 2.

1836 [see Camelopard 2]. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's
Heavens (ed. 3) 320.

3. Mining. (See quots.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Giraffe, a car of peculiar

construction to run on an incline. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl., Giraffe, a form of cage ur truck used on inclines in

mines of the Pacific slope.

T 4. A kind of upright spinet.

1876 in Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms.

Giraffid (dgftse'fid). [f. prec. + -in. J One of

the Giraffidse, the animal family of which the

giraffe is the only living representative.
v

1889 in Century Diet.

||
Girandola d^irsend^la). Also 7 gyrondola,

8 girondola. [a. It. girandola Gjkandole, f.

girare to turn in a ciicle, a. L. gyrare, f. gyrus, a.

Gr. yvpos circle.]

1. A kind of revolving firework ; a discharge of

rockets, etc. from a revolving wheel.
1670 Lassei.s Voy. Italy II. 250 The Girandola and fire

works upon S. Peter's Eve. 1684 Evelyn Diary 15 Nov.,
Being the Queene's birth-day, there were fire-works on the
Thames before White-hall, with pageants of castles, forts,

and other devices of gyrondolas, serpents . . all represented

in fire. 1845 Eohd Handbk. Spain 11. 670 Rockets were let

off, starring again this Campus Stellas with a St. Peter's

Girandola on a small scale. 1887 Dowden Shelley II. vi.

259 They witnessed .. the fireworks at the Castle of St.

Angelo, which exhibited, in addition to the customary giran-

dola, the Mausoleum of Hadrian in a fiery restoration.

2. A revolving jet of water, or a series of jets in

an ornamental fountain.

1644 Evelyn Diary 1 Apr., A dolphin that casts a giran-

dola of water neere 30 foote high. 1645 Ibid. 6 May, In

the midst of these stands a Janus quadrifons, y
( cast forth

4 girandolas. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 366 The Girandola

and other water works. 1756-7 tr. R'eysleVs Trav. (1760)

II. 438 The girondola, or dragon fountain, throws up a vast

column of water to the height of twenty palm i.

Girandole (d,^i*rand^»l). Also 7 gironell,

girondel, 8 girandel. [a. F. girandoie, a. It.

girandola : see prec]
1. A species of firework ; - Girandola i.

1634 J. Bate Myst. Nat. 77 How to make Gironells, or

fire wheeles. 1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 132 The greatest

height of any of those fired in the grand Girandole was
about 615 yards. 1868 Morning Star 29 June, The whole
wound up with a girandole of two thousand rockets.

transf. 1766 Sir W. Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LVII.
105 The mouth of the volcano threw up every minute a
guandole of red hot stones, to an immense height.

2. A revolving fountain-jet ; = Girandola 2.

1813 J. Forsyth Rem. Anti</. Italy 273 Rock-work and
girandoles of water.

3. A branched support for candles or other lights,

either in the form of a candlestick for placing on

a table, etc , or more commonly as a bracket pro-

jecting from a wall.

1769 Public Advertiser 10 June 3/3 -Sconce Glasses and
Girandoles. 1804 Sporting Mag. XXII l. 281 A bill of

sale of the sofas, pier glasses and girandoles. 1844 Disraeli

Coningsby 1. iii, It led into a vestibule, .hung with Venetian

girandoles. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as I am xi, The
walls white and gold, with large oval mirrors at intervals,

and old crystal girandoles.

4. An ear-ring or pendant, esp. one which has

a large central stone surrounded by smaller ones.

1825 Lai>y Granville Lett. (1894) I. 347 She had my
. . second-best earrings, the girandoles, and second-be>t neck-

lace. 185* Mrs. Smytiues Bride Elect xiii, When the tiara

was on her head, the girandoles in her ears [etc.].

6. attrib., as girandole- ches,t, -ornament.

1799 G. Smith ^Laboratory I. 17 The girandel .chest is

made of wood, of what size you think proper, according to

the number of rockets you design to fire_ at once. 1828

Ladies Pocket Mag. I. 143 The neck-lace .is formed of two
rows of gold beads, .with a girandole ornament of turquoise

stones,

Girant : see Gyrant.
Gira pigra, obs. form of Hiera picra.

Girar, obs. form of Jeerek.

Girasol 6 (d.^iTas^l, -s^"l). Al^o 6 girosol,

8 gyrasole. [a. It. girasole (whence also F. girasol)

,

f. gira-re to turn + sole the sun. Cf. Heliotrope.]
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f 1. A sunflower. Oh. rare ~ \
a 158$ SidseyA rcad/a 1. (1598)91 With gazing lookes, short

Mghes, vnsetled feet He stood, but tnrn'd, as Girosol, to Sun.

2. A variety of opal which reflects a reddish glow

in a bright light: called a\sofire-opal.

1588 Parke tr. Meudoza's Hist. China 403 Diamonds,
rubies, & other stones y* are called girasolis. 1611 Cotck..

Girasole, a Girasole; or precious stone, of the kind of

Opalls, that yeelds an eye-like luster, which way soeuer you
turne it, vnlesse it be towards the sunne ; for then it casts

forth beames like the sunne. 1662 Merket tr. Neri's Art
of Glass Ixxiv, Some, .were of a fair Opal colour, and some
of the Girasole. 1796 Kirwan Elcm. Min. (ed. 2) I. 253 To
this family (Oriental Sapphire! we may also annex the stone

called Gyrasole. 1804 Phil. Trans. XCIV. 42 Gjrasol .. I

have long since adopted this word .. to distinguish the sub-

stance to which Mr. Werner gives the general name of opal,

and to which the Abbe Hauy gives the name of quartz

resinite. 1853 Kane Grlnnell Exp. xxxiv, (18561 309 In the

midst of which, like a huge girasole, flashes the round sun.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 198 Girasol. liluish-white, translu-

cent, with reddish reflections in a bright light.

Gircken, obs. form of Jerkin, falcon.

Gird (gsjd), sb. 1 Obs. exc. north. Also 9
Northumb. gord. [var. of Gikth, perh. influenced

by Gird v. ; but cf. erd, yird^ Eakth.]

1. +a. A girdle {oh.), b. f A strap or band of

any kind {obs.) ; a saddle-girth.

13. . A'. Aits. 2272 Glitoun .. smot Tauryn . .On the helm
with the sweord, That the dynt stod at the gird. 1566 in

D. H. Fleming Mary Q. ofSc. (1897) 499 Tway skenyeis of

girdis to bind up the bedde. a 1613OVEKBURY A IVife(i6?,8)

167 He hath, as it were, put a gird about the whole world.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. v, What ! Drink so shnllow ?

It is enough to break both girds and pettiel. 1825-80 Jamie*

son, Gird, Cardan, the girth of a saddle. Pert/is.

2. A hoop for a barrel, or one used as a child's

plaything. ^Cf. GlltR, Gikth sb. 1 2.)

1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburtoris Ledger (18671 308

Girds of Irone for punsheones or pypes the hundreth weght,

viii li. 162a Vestry Bks. iSurtees) 294 For fower gerdes for

the runlets, $d. 1791 Nkwte Tour Eng.fi,- Scot.415 This chain

of rocks is called, by the country people, one of the Girds

of the Earth, a 1800 Fair Annie xxvii. in Scott Minstr.

Scott. Bord., Has your wine barrels cast the girds, Or is

your white bread gone? 1893 Xorthnmbld. Gloss., Gord, a

hoop. 'The gords is all comin' off the rain-tubs.' 'The
bairns hez all getten gords ti play wiV

3. Comb., as fgirdsting, a piece of wood for

making hoops. (Cf. girth-sting, Girth sb.1 8.)^

1534 Aherd. Reg. V. 19 (Jam.) Ane thousand half gird-

stingis and vi 1" haill gridstmgis. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Haly-
burtoris Ledger (1867) 308 Girdstingis the hundreth, xxs.

Gird (g^-id), sfc? Also 4 gyrd. [f. Gird v.-]

f 1. A sharp stroke or blow. Oh. rare.

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 629 The brothir that the hand-ax
bar. .A gyrd rycht to the king can male. i570.S"a/;>. Poems
Reform, xxii. 60 With hir to sport and play, With fauldit

neif, and tak hir mony gird. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin.

Tim. 79/1 When hee toucheth thein to the quicke, when hee
giueth them girdes with y* spurre.

tb. fi?- A stroke of policy. Oh. rare- 1
.

1513 Douglas /Eneis vn. vii. 51 Was it nocht evin be sjk

a fen^eit gyrd, Quhen Paris .. Socht to the citie Laces in

Sparta, And thar rhe doucbtyr of Lydea stal awa.

2. A sudden movement or jerk, a spurt of action :

chiefly in phrases at a gird, for a gird, by fits and
girds (cf. Fit so. 2 4 c) ; also in a gird: (dial.), in a

trice. Obs. exc. dial.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 149 Lowsynge muste be . . so

quycke and hard'yat it be wyth oute all girdes._ c 1570

Marr. Wit <$• Set'. 1. A iv, Agayne, with labor by it selfe,

great matters compaste bee, Euen at a gyrde in very lyttel

time or none wee see. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter
ii. 18 The devotion of worldlings is all for a gird. 1672

Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 56- All that he saith either by
fits and girds of Calvin, or in his justest narratives. 1825 80

Jamieson, Gird, a very short space of time, a moment.
' I'll be wi' you in a gird.' 1887 .9. Chesh. Gloss., Gird,

only in the phrase 'by fits an' girds '=by fits and starts.

3. A spasm of pain, sudden pang. Now dial.

1614 T. Adams DeviCs Banq. 213 What is. .the torment of

the reynes, tothe stitches, girds, and gripes of an aking

Conscience? 1667 South.Serm. (1823) I. 371 Old age comes
attended with many painful girds and achmgs. 1714 Steele
Lover No. 7 My Heart relented, and gave me several Girds

and Twitches. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss, s.v., A poorly per-

son will say, in humorous reference to his weak condition,

'I's middling at meal-times, but I've hardish girds between.'

4. A sharp or biting remark directed against a

person; a gibe, 'dig', 'hit'. In common use

C 15S0-1700 ; now somewhat arch.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. a iv b, Those that wyll them
[satires] write With taunting gyrds & gbkes and gibes

must vexe the lewde, 1676 Marvei.l Mr. Smirke Wks.
1875 IV. 25 Many a dry bob, close gird, and privy nip has

he given him.' 11734 North Lives 1.1826) III. 390 For
his girds were oblique, and touched to the quick, but not

directly exceptionable. 1834 Sir H. Taylor Artevelde n.

iv. iii. (1849) 218 Lois of Sanxere, I ask thee in this pre-

sence, Fling'st thou these girds at me? 1881 Contemp.Rev.
Dec. 894, I mean no gird at this tendency.

b. with punning allusion to Gikd sb.1

1593 Nashe 4 Lett. Confut. 72 Thou shalt be double girt

with girds.

5. dial. An outburst (of laughter"}.

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks.
(1862) 42 Th' fly'nng Karron seet up o Gurd o Leawghmg.
1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. (1821)103 She fetched

up a girt gird a laffin, an sed [etc.].

Gird (g-wd), v. x Inflected girded and girt.

Forms : I gyrdan, Northumb. Si-gyrde, 4-6
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gerd(e, 4-7 girde, (5 gjrrdyn, gurde, 6 gyrde\
6- gird. Pa. t. a. 1 gyrde, 3-4 gurde, (4 gurd,
gerxT, 4-5 girde, (5 pi. gurdene), 6 gyrd(e. &.

4 girdede, 5-6 gyrded, 6 gerded, 6- girded.

7. 4gyrt, gertjgirt^e, 5 gyrte, 7- girt. Pa. pple.

a. 1 gyrded, 4 gyrdid, Sc. girdit, 6 ger-,

gyrded, 6- girded. £. 3 i-gurd, 4 gurde,

4-6 gird e, 5-6 gyrdfe. 7. 4 gert, 5 girte,

6 gerte, gyrte (gyrthe), 3- girt. [OE. gyrdan =
OS. gurdian -JHi. gorden), OHG. gurten (MHG.
and mod.G. gurten), ON. gyrda (O.Sw. giorpa, Sw.

gjorda, Da. gjo/de) to gird :—OTeut. *gurdjan.

To other grades of the same root belong Goth.

(bi-, ufi-)gairdan to gird, gairda girdle ; see Giuth,
Garth -

; some scholars connect also Goth. gard-s

house, corresp. to Garth •, Yard.
Throughout its whole history the English word is chiefly

employed in rhetorical language, in many instances with

more or less direct allusion to biblical passages.]

1. trans. To surround, encircle (the waist, a per-

son about the waist) with a belt or girdle, esp. for

the purpose of confining the garments and allowing

freer action to the body. Chiefly reft, or pass.
;

also, after Biblical phrase, to gird one's loins, reins,

etc. Also to gird up, about.

(-950 f.indisf. Gosp. John xxi. 18 Mi"5-<5y [bu] uere giungra

Sli waldes Sec fcisyrde. .mi35y uutudlice cm bist ^euintrad

. .ooer Sec gyrdec*. a 1225 Ancr. R. 41S -Je schulen H^gtn
in on heater, and i-gurd. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 314c; Sod and
girt, stondende, and staf on hond. ^1330 R. Bbunne
Chron. IVace (Rolls) 1804 Coryneus first vp he stirt, iS:

wyb a clob his body gyrt. 1382 Wyclif Exod. xii. 11 5 e

schulen girde al.'out ^oure reynes. — Tobit v. 5 Tobie. .fond

a Jung man stondende, ful faire, gird [153S Coverdale
gyrded vp], and as redi to gon. c 1430 Syr Getter. iRoxb.)

7051 The lauendres kirtel on she cast, She gird hir, and
tukked hirfast. 1483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 432 b 2 Forgyrdle

he gyrded hym on his bare flesshe wyth a corde. 1535
Coverdale 2 Kings iv . 29 Girde vp thy loynes, and take

my stafTe in thy hande, and go thy waye. — Luke xii. 35
Let youre loynes be gerded aboute. 1667 Milton /'. L. ix.

1113 Those Leaves They gatherd - And . . together sowd,

To gird tbir waste. 1782 Cowpf.r Truth 82 In shirt of hair,

and weeds of canvas dressed, Girt with a bell-rope that the

I 'ope has blessed. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. in. vii, He girt

his loins and came. 1865 Dickkns Mat. Er. in. iv, She
girded herself with a white apron. 1872 [Eari. Pembroke
Sc G. H. Kingsley] S. Sea Bubbles vii. 176 They girded him
with strange belts.

b. fig To prepare (oneself) for action ; to brace

up(oneself)/0r,A>, or Wtfsomething. Oftenwithz//.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione \. xix. 22 Girde be as a man
ayenst be ftndes wickednes. 1592 tr. Junius on Rev. xiv. 1

As ready gird to doe his office in the midst of the Church.
167a Cave Prim. Chr. 1. iii. (1673) 49 The mind is strength-

ened and girt close by indigence and frugality. 1781

Cowper Conversat. 702 [They] one in heart, in interest, and
design Gird up each other to the race divine. 1822 Hazutt
Table-t. Ser. II. vi. (1869) 126 To gird themselves up to any
enterprizeof pith or moment, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868)

I. 1. 15 He was already girding himself for his life's work.

f c. To clothe with or in a garment confined by

a girdle. Obs. rare.

1382 Wyclif 2 Sam. vi. 14 Bauid is gird [Vulg. accinctus]

1388 clothed; 1611 girt] with a surplees. 1697 Dryden
yEueid vn. 258 Girt in his Gabin Gown the Heroe sate.

fd. To bind (a horse) with a saddle-girth. (^Cf.

Gikth v. 2.) Obs.

C1330 Arth. <y Merl. 3985 Adoun bai Ihjt S: her hors girten.

C1420 Anturs of Arth. xxxix. 495 Gawayne and Galerone
gurdene [z'. r. dyghtis] here stedes. 1509 Uarci.ay Shyp of
Eolys (1570) 25 He is a foole . . That to his saddle would
leape on hye Before or he haue girt his horse, c 1566 Merie
Tales in Skelton's Wks. (1843) I. p. Ixv, Skelton com-
maunded the ostler to sadle his mare, & the hosteler did

gyrde the mare hard. 1677 Miege Diet. Eng.-Er., To gird

a Horse, ceugler UH cheval.

2. fig. To invest or endue with attributes, esp.

(after biblical phrase) with strength, power, etc.

c 1000 Ags. /V.lTh.) xvii. 31 [xviii. 32] Se god me ^egyrde
mid maJsiHim, and mid cra^ftum. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
xvii. 33 [ibid.] (Horstm.) Lauerd |>at girde me with might.

1388 Wyclif Ps. xvii. 33 [ibid.] God that hath gird me with

vertu. Ibid, lxiv, 7 [Ixv. 6] Thou makest redi hillis in thi

vertu, and art gird with power. ^1450-1530 Myrr.ourLadye
126 The vyrgyn mari in whome thou hast cladde the in

fayrnesse and gyrthe the in strengthe. 1580 Sidney Ps.

xviii. ix, This God then girded me in his aril-mighty pow'rs.

1667 Milton P. L. vn. 194 The Son On his great Expedi-
tion now appeer'd, Girt with Omnipotence. 1812 S. Rogers
Cotumbus 1. 49 Sent forth to save, and girt with God-like
power. 1821 Shelley Pronuth. Unb.\. 643 The sights

with which thou torturest gird my soul With new endur-

ance. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 14 Without carrying away
any living pictures of significant story which might . . gird

them with endurance in a moment of difficulty.

3. To equip (oneself or another) with a sword
suspended from a belt fastened round the body

;

sometimes with reference to investing a person

with the sword of knighthood.
a 1000 C.rdmoris Gen. 2865 (Gr.) Hine se halga wer gyrde

grfegan sweorde. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls.l 3615 Mid is suerd

he was igurd, bat so strong was & kene. e 1350 Will.

Pa/erne 3291 \>c kni^t . . gerd him wib a god swerd. c 1450
Merlin 322 Gonnore hir-self girde hym with his swerde.

1568 R. Grafton Chron. II. 95 Upon Easter day .. he was
gyrde with the sworde of the Duke of Briteyn. 1641
Baker Chron. (i66o> 127 And because he had not yet

received the Order of Knighthood, he was by Henry Earl

of Lancaster girt solemnly with the sword. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. ii. 742 Was I for this entitled Sir, And girt with

GIRD.

trusty sword and spur. 1848 Gallenga Daly Past fy Pr.
I. p. xxv, They gave her a standard; they girt her sons

with the weapons of war.

4. a. To fasten (a sword or other weapon) to

one's person by means of a belt. Const, on, upon,

to. Also with on adv.
t 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.» xliv. 4 [xlv. 3] Gyrd nu bin sweord

ofer bid beoh [L. super femur tu tan] bu Mihti^a. a 1300

p.. E. Psalter ibid. 1 Horstm.* Girde hi swerde of iren

and stele Ouer bi thee. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cc. 181

Andrew of herktla . . woithely arrayed and with a swerd gurt

aboute hym. a 1533 Ld. Berners HuonxWW. 146 He dyd on
his hehne and gyrte on his sword. 1555 Eden Decades 270
Hauynge theyr quyuers of arrowes gerte to them. 1667

Milton /'. L. vi. 713 My Bow and Thunder, my Almighty
Arms, Gird on, and Sword upon thy puissant Thigh. 1718

Pkior K'nmvledge 247 The combatant too late the field

declines, When now the sword is girded to his loins. 1781

Gibbon Decl. <y E. II. xlv. 689 A trusty sword was con-

stantly girt to their side. 1832 Lytton Eugene A. 1. iv,

His pistols were still girded round him. 1840 Dickkns
Barn. Rudge iii, Girt to his side was the steel hilt of an
old sword without blade or scabbard. 1883 Stevenson
Treas. /si. v. xxii, The doctor took up his hat and pistols,

girt on a cutlass . . and . . crossed the palisade.

b. To secure (clothing, armour, etc.) on the

person by means of a girdle ; also to gird on, up.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls 8962 po caste bis gode mold hire

mantel of anon & gurde aboute hire middel a uair linne

ssete. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 316 ^if Hse clo^is ben
gurde & more large in widnesse, bei beren on hem more
synne. 1535 Coverdale yohn xxi. 7 Simon Peter . . gyrde
his mantell aboute him & sprange in to ye see. 1583 Stl kbes
Anal. A bus. 11. {18821 109 An old gowne girded to him with

a thong. 1611 Bible t Kings xx. 32 So they girded sackcloth

on their loynes. 1667 Milton /'. L. vi. 542 Let eacli His
Adamantine coat gird well. 1791 Cowi'ER Iliad xi. 17 Bade
the Greeks Gird on their armour. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles

v. xxxiv, Warn Lanark's knights to gird their mail. 1835
W. Irving Tour Prairies 45 He rode with his finely shaped
bead and breast naked, his blanket being girt round his

waist. 1855 Kingsley Heroes II. (iS68) 24 So Perseus arose,

and girded on the sandals and the sword. 1877 J. North-
cote Catacombs 1. v. 71 With his tunic girt higlt- about his

loins.

e. To put fa cord, etc.
1

) round something, rare.

1726 Swift Gulliver 1. i, Very strong cords . . which the

workmen had girt round my neck, my hands, my body, and
my k-gs.

5. trans/, and fig. t a. To surround as with a

belt; to tie firmly or confine. Also to gird up,

in, about, together. Cbs.

c 1600 Seiaks. Sonn. xii, Sommers greene all girded up in

sheaues. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 11. v. Wks. 1856 I.

103 Then I Catch straight the cords end ; and, .offer a rude

hand As readie to girde in thy pipe of breath. 1611 Bible
Ecclus. xxii. 16 As timber girt and hound together in a

building [etc.]. 1657 R. LlGON Barbadoes (1673) Index to

Plate 84 Two stantions of timber which are girded together

in several places, with wood or Iron. 1667 Milton /'. /..

viii. 82 How [they will] gird the Sphear With Centric and
Kccentric scribl'd Vre. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <V Selz: 128

For I take the seed .. to be a cluster of bubbles wryed up
snug, or a bottome of hoops or springs closely girt or knit

together.

b. To encircle (a town, etc.) with an armed

force; to besiege, blockade.
1548 Hall Chron. Hen. I 'I, 153 b, He. determined to get

the town of Vernoyle in perche, and gyrd it round about with

a strong seage. i59oGri:kne Orl. Eur. > 1 599 ' C, But trust

me. Princes. I haue girt his fort, And 1 will sacke it. a 1627

Hayward Eour Y. Eliz. iCamden) 66 But the French was so

streightly girt up within Lieth,that no supplies were brought

unto them. 1814 Cahy Dante, Inf. xiv. 64 This of the

seven kings was-one, W7ho girt the Tbeban walls with siege.

1867 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 2S4 The whole place is

secretly girt in with a military force.

C. To fasten tightly, draw close (as a fetter or

bond) upon a person, rare.

1732-8 Neal Hist. Purit. IV. 139 His Highness girt the

laws close upon the Papists.

Q. Said of that which surrounds : To encircle,

enclose, confine.-

CIZ90 ,S'. Eng. Leg. I. 206 Some of be naddrene bi-

clupten heom so faste al a-boute |>at heom b°u 3te heo

scholden to-berste so streite heo gurden heom with-oute.

1375 Barbour Bruce XVII. 616 Gret flaggatis tharof thai

maid, Gyrdit with Irne-bahdis braid. 1749 Smollett AV-

gicide v. ix. An iron crown intensely hot, shall gird Thy
hoary Temples. 1781 Cowper Retirement 243 Girt with

a chain he cannot wish to break His only bliss is sorrow

for her sake. 2823-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 444
A discoloration . . which extended . . over the loins and very

nearly girded the body. 1843 Carlyle Past $ Pr. in. ii.

(18581 187 Girt with the iron ring of Fate. 1864 Tennyson
En. Ard. 157 Then first since Enoch's golden ring had girt

Her finger [etc.]. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. viii.

197 A mighty mound girded, by a fosse;

b. of natural surroundings or barriers, esp. of

rivers.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. viii. 20 Like to his Hand, girt

in with the Ocean. 1601 R. Johnson Kin$d. $ Commiv.

(1603) 14 The navigable rivers, whereof some (as it were)

gird in the whole reatme. 1667 Milton P. L. w. 276 That

Nyseian He Girt with the River Triton. 1809 Pinkney

Trav. France 27 This lawn .. was girded entirely around

by a circle of lofty trees. 1833 G. Johnston Xat. Hist. E.

Bord. I. 13 The range thus girds in and defines the plain.

1870-4 J. Thomson City Dreadf. Nt. 1. iv, A river girds the

city west and south.

c. of a ring or crowd of people; chiefly refit, or

passive.

1671 Milton Samson 1415 Your company along I will not

wish, lest it perhaps offend them To see me girt with

friends. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe in. 133 On foot they
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GIRD.

girt their Father round, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 37
Girt with a crowd of listening Graces, With expectation on
their faces. 1864 Tennyson Boadicea 5 Boadicea. .Girt by
half the tribes of Britain.

d. of immaterial surroundings (chiefly passive^,
1629 Milton Nativity 202 Ashtaroth . . Now sits not girt

with tapers' holy shine. 1671 — P. R. 1. 120 So to the
coast of Jordan he directs His easy steps, girded with snaky
wiles. 1833 Tennyson Pal. Art 273 Shut upasinacruml.lu.g
tomb, girt round With blackness as a solid wall. 1836 If.

Holland Med. Notes (1839) 274 It is well worthy of note .

.

how long in fact it [life] may continue, thus narrowed and
girt in on every side. 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey ix. (1848)
120 Unheard was shepherd's song, And silence girt the
woods.

e. To move round, rare.
i683 Prior OnExod. iii. 14, 51 Why does each consenting

Sign With prudent Harmony combine. .To gird the Globe,
and regulate the Year? 1812 Woodhouse Astron. v. 20
They [Navigators] must therefore have surrounded, or
girded the Earth.

f 7. intr. Of a string : To have a grip upon what
it encircles. Obs.
1680 Moxon Meek. Exerc. I. 1S7 The String .. will touch

and gird more upon the Groove of the Work, and conse-
quently . . will the better command the Work about.

Gird g5-id), v.2 Forms: 4 girden, gerde,
gorde, 4-5 gyrd, gurde, 4-6 girde, 5-6 gyrde,

(7 guird-, guerd), 4- gird. Pa. t. 3 gurde, 4
gert e, 4-5 girde, girt, 4-6 gird, gyrd

; 4 //.
girdiden, 5 Sc, girdit, 6- girded, 7 guirded).
Pa. pple. 3 gurd, 4 y-girt, 4-5 gird e, 5 gurt, (7
gurde;. 6- girded. [Of obscure origin.
Derivation from OE. gierd rod, Yard, is impossible on

account of the initial guttural, and indirect connexion with
that word appears also inadmissible, as WGer. ar- from az-
has no corresponding weak grade wr-.J

T 1. trans. To strike, smite. Often with advb.
compl. describing the effect of the stroke, as to gird
down, off, out, also to gird in two, to death, to

ground, etc. Also of pain ; To touch sharply [rare).
c 1205 Lay. 1596 He gurde suard on bat hasfd bat be grund

sohte. 13. . A". All's. 2299 A-two peces tie hadde him gurd,
No hadde Ghtoun y-come. c 1350 Will. Palerne

4?Grimly wib gret coins either gerdep ober, & William wi>
god wille so wel be duk hitt [etc.]. C 1400 Destr. Troy 177
Girde out the grete teth of the grym best, a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 2474 Settis all be gailis on gledis & girdis doun be
wallis. c 1450 Henkyson Mor. Tab. 35 With that the Meir
gird him vpon the guines. C1460 TowjieLy Myst. xiii. 622
If I trespas eft, gyrd of my hede. 1606 Bp, Hall Medit. ry

Vows 1. §92. 107 When therefore some sodain stitch girds me
in the side. 1612 W. Martym Youth''s Instruct, 91 The
horseman . . with a stiffe . . cudgel so guirded and laced the
backe .. of his . . master. 1618 Latham 2nd Bk. Falconry
(1633) 49 That will cause her [the hawk] to gird and master
them, as it were, at the sowce.

b. ahsol. To deliver a blow. Also Sc. to let

gird (cf. to let drive).

13. . Gaw. <V Gr. Kni. 2062 [Gawayn] gordez to Gryngolet
with his gilt helez. a 1400-50 Alexander 1219 Gers many
grete syre grane & girdis bur^e inaillis. 1450-70 Golagros
«V Gaw. 105 The grume . . leit gird to schir Kay, Fellit the
freke with his fist flat in the flure. a 1550 Christis Kirk*
Gr. xv, Thay girnit and lait gird with grainis, Ilk gossip
uder grievit.

f 2. To impel or move hastily or rudely : to

thrust in, cast up, drive back, pull out, throw down
;

to fire (a gun) to ( = at). Obs.
13.. Coerde L. 1086 In at hys [the lion's] throte hys arme

he gerte, Rent out the herte. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 379,
I Glotoun girt it [food] vp, er I hadde gone a myle. c 1400
Destr. Troy 10370 But the grekes were so grym, bai gird
horn abake. a 1400-50 Alexander 2227 Sum with gunnes
of be grekis girdis vp stanes. 1450-70 Golagros <y Gaw.
848 Thai .. girdit out suerdis on the grund grene. a 1650
Scot. Field 9j in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 216 Many a gaping
gunn was gurde to the walls, where there fell of the first

shott manie a fell flboder.

3. intr. To move suddenly or rapidly; to rush,
start, spring. Also to gird forth, forward, out,

together, up. Obs. cxc. dial.

13. . E. E. Altit. P. B. 911 pe grounde of gomorre fschal]
gorde into helle. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 417 With that
come gyrdand, in A lyng, Crystal! off Seytoun. a 1400-50
Alexander 1243 Ane Bentinus. . Come girdand out of Gadirs,
out of be grete cite. 1513 Douglas .Eueis x. xiv. 161 Eneas
gyrd abufe hym with a brayd. 1565 Golding Ovids Met.
11. (1593) 32 They girded forth, and cutting through the
clouds .. they overdue the easterne winde apace. 1579
Gosson Sck. Abuse {\rh.) 58 The freest horse, at the whiske
of a wand, girdes forward e. l6oi Holland Pliny II. 428
No sooner hangs he by the hooke, but he runneth and
girdeth with it in his mouth too and fro. i88y S. Chesh.
Gloss., Gird, to push, hurry about. The word is common
in the phrase ' runniu 1

an' girdin'.'

4. fig. a. absol. To make ' hits ' at, to jest or

gibe at (rarely against, upon). Also in indirect

passive. (The current sense.)

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. {1560) 52 Let the gogle eied
Gardiner of Winchester gyrde at it ty 11 his rybbes ake. 1608
Middleton Fam. Love 11. iii, I wonder why many men
gird so at the law. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes \. xix.

(1640) 173 You must labour to jest, scoff, and gird, or raile

against such and such sinnes. 1679 J. Goodman Penit.
Pardoned 111. vi. 11713)371 Why doth he not reprove de-
bauchery. . rather than . . be always guerding at the sancti-
fied party? 18*3 Lamb Let. to Sonthey Corr. (1868) I. 212
You are always girding at what some pious . . folk think to
be so [religion]. 1862 Sala Seven Sins I. vi. 123 The club-
men talked club scandal and girded at the Committee. 1891
Times 11 July 11/2 Not only is each member of the Triple
Alliance denounced and girded at in turn, but [etc.].
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b. trans. To assail with jest or sarcasm ; to

sneer or scoff at. ? Obs.

'573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden'* 29 Sum .. he hath
spitefully girdid behind there backs. 1628 Earle Micro-
cosm., Discontented Man (Arb. ) 28 His life is a perpetuall
Satyre, and hee is still girding the ages vanity. 1721
Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xxvi. 191 He girded him as he had
done the Archbishop of York, telling him he looked for

a new world. 1850 L. Hlst Autobiog. xi. 184 The Examiner
had been long girding him on incompetency.
Hence f Gird-off ppl. a., struck off, severed.
138a Wyclif 2 Kings xx. 22 Thanne she wente into al the

puple, and spak to hem wiseli, the which the gird of heed
of Siba . . casten forth to Joab.
Gird-brew, var. Girt-brew.
Girde, obs. form of Gird.
Girded (gauded),///. a. [f. Gird vA -r -ed *.]

In senses of the vb.
Beawulf{Z.) 2078 He fyrmest lse^, gyrded cempa. 1599

Shaks. Hen. V, in, Prol. 27 Behold the Ordenance on their

Carriages, With fatall mouthes gaping on girded Harflew.
1627 May Lucan 1. 649 But by the guirded Sacrificers
strength, orecome. .holds forth his conquer'd necke. 1877
Bryant Poems, Little People 0/ Snow 62 With trailing
garments through the air they came, Or walked the ground
with girded loins. 1882 J. Robertson tr. Mutter's I/eb.
Synt. § 97 Six hundred girded men. 1889 Sat. Rev. 16 Mar.
319/2 The young lord with his hakama (silk trousers)
and girded sword.

Girdel, -er, obs. forms of Girdle, Girdler.
Girder ! (goudai). Also 7 gerder. [f. Gird v. 1

(sense 5) + -er '.]

1. a. A main beam in a framed floor, supporting
the system of joisting that carries the flooring.
Sometimes (erroneously] used instead of Breastsummer.
1611 Cotgr., Solive, the peece of timber called a Girder,

or Joist (betweene two Summers 1

. 1631 Gouge God's Ar-
rows iv. § 15. 309 Two girders were by tenents and mor-
taises let into the midst of it [the maine Summier]. 1679
Moxon Meek. Exerc. I. 137 The Girders are also to be of
the same Scantlins the Summer and Ground-Plates are of.

1770 Thorpe in Phil. Trans. LXI. 157 When I repaired
the old house at Nettlested, . . in sawing off the end of the
main girder, it was decayed at heart. 1820 T. Tkedcold
Carpentry

_
1.1853) 80 Framed floors differ from double

floors only in having the binding joists framed into large
pieces of timber, called girders. Ibid. 83 Framed floors

coTisist of girders, binding joists, bridging joists, and ceiling
joists.

b. An iron or steel longitudinal beam employed
for a similar purpose ; esp., a latticed, plate, or

other compound structure used to form the span of

a bridge.

^
The main transverse beams of a girder bridge, correspond-

ing to the ' binding-joists ' of a framed floor, are termed
' cross-girders '.

1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges fed. 3^ 344 IG and
HK are vertical rods of wrought-iron which connect a great
girder of the road-way with the tube AB. 1869 Latest News
5 Sept. 16 So fierce was the fire, that the glass in the roof
melted ; but the iron girders remained in their places. 1889
G. Findlav Eng. Railway 63 Forty-two girders, each thirty-
two feet in length, were required, and the pUtes and angles
for each girder were rolled in one length.

f 2. In masonry (see quots. ). Obs. a. A bond-
stone, b. A bonding-course.
a. 1726 Leohi Albertis Anhit. I. 47/2 Among^ the Gird-

ers we reckon those courses of large stones winch tie the
outward Shell to the inward.
b. 17*6 Leoni Albertis Archil. I. 48/1 But there are

other Girders besides .. which run the whole length of the
Wall to embrace the Corners. These other Girders, .we call
Cornices.

3. allrib., as girder-bridge, a bridge whose
superstructure consists of longitudinal girders carry-

ing the platform or roadway
;
girder-rail, a form

of tramway rail, introduced about 1S60, and so
called from the resemblance of ils section to that
of the ordinary iron girder used in construction.
1854 Whale Engineer's Poeket-bk. 389 The excess of

strength that should be given to Girder Bridges. 1856 H.
Haupt Bridge Construct. 265 The manner of construct-
ing trussed girder bridges. 1861 Times 7 Oct., These per-
sons were engaged . .in the erection of a girder bridge across
the River Ouse. 1894 Daily News 93 Oct. 6/3 Metal ways
with girder rails and simple connections are the form most
favoured.

Hence GiTderage, girders collectively.
1880 Standard 5 Jan. 5 The whole top mass of girderage,

without giving way in detail, may have been blown off the
piers.

t Gi'rder "-'. Obs. rare. [f. Gird v. - + -SB*.]
One who sneers or cavils.

1584 Lyly Catupas/>e in. ii, What is a quip? Manes.
We great girders cal it a short saying of a sharp witte, with
a bitter sense in a sweete word. 1609 Dekker Guts Horne-
l>k. 138 By sitting on the stage, you. .may lawfully presume
to be a girder, and stand at the helm to steer the passage
of scenes. 1611 Cotgr., Lardqnneur, a girder, flowter.

Girding (gs'^dirj), vbL *U [f. Gird v. x +
-ING !.]

1. The action of the vb. Gird I, in various senses.
C1400 Maundev. (1839) x. 122 Othere there ben, that

men clepen Cristene men of Gyrdynge : for thei ben alle
gyrt aboven. ei$Q* Stow Eng. Chron. an. 1340. 362
The king created him at Westminster by the girding of
a sword. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 419 To make Roses, or other
Flowers come late.. The Seuenth [Meanes] is, the Girding
of the Body of the Tree about with some Pack-threed.
a 1716 South Serm. (1737) X. iv. T17 Patience is ias it were)
the girding up of the soul, which like the girding up of the
body gives it both strength and decency too.

GIRDLE.

2. That which girds ; esp. fa. A girdle. (Also
girding-up) (obs.) t b. dial. A saddle-girth. +C.
A girder {obs.).

1388 Wyclif Isa. xi. 5 And ri^tfulnesse schal be the
girdil of hise leendis, and feith schal be the girdyng of hi^e
reynes. c 1430 Syr Geuer. Roxb.) 4224 Laces and stringes
he kerue on twoo, and the girding of the shelde also. 1535
Stewart Crou. Scot. III. 402 Scho come sic speid, Than m
the girding grittar ay scho growis. 1577 Harrison England
11. xii. (1877) 1. 233 Groundsels . . transoms, and such prin-
cipals, with here and there a girding, wherevnto they fasten
their splints or radels. 1689 tr. Buchanan's De Jure Regni
afrud Scotos 59 Are not Saddles, Gildings and Spurs made
for Horses? 179. Burns Weary fa you, Duncan Gray,
The girdin brak, the beast cam doun.

3. Comb., as girding-beam = Girder I 1
;

girding-place, the part of the body round which
the girdle or girth is fastened.

1751 Chambers Cycl., *Girdingd>enms. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 274 It must (they sayi be . . kept fast bound neere
vnto the middle or *girding place of the patient. 1682
Loud. Gaz. No. 1727/8 A large Chesnut Gelding .. between
15 and 16 hands high . . a white Rim under the Belly near
the girding place.

Gi-rding, vbl. sk* [f. Gird vP- + -ing^.] The
action of the verb Gird-. + a. Discharging, firing

(of cannon) (obs.). b. Jeering, gibing.
a. a 1650 Scot. Field 323 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 228

There was gurding forth of gunns : with many great stones.

b. 1605 Versiegan Dec. Intclt. v. (1628) 130 He fell to
taunting and girding at them, a 1663 Sanderson Serm. II.

159 Bitter invectives, unmannerly jeers, petulant girding at
those that are in authority. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks.
Char. ii. 37 Shakespeare . . never misses an opportunity of
girding at your pompous and affectedly pensive character.

Girding vbl. sb$ dial. [f. Gird sb. 1 + -ing 1.]

The action of fitting ^barrels with hoops.
1609 Vestry Bkt. (Surtees) 289 For girding of barels, \'}d.

c 1817 Hogg Tales <y Sk. IV. 17 John Jardine, the cooper,
chanced to come to Knowe—back in the course of his girding
and hooping peregrinations.

Girding (gaudig), ppl. a. 1 [f. Gird z>.i +
-ing -.] Thai girds, in senses of the vb.
1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. xiv. § 1 (1669) 54 '2 Walk

(Christian) in the view of God's Omniscience, this is a gird-
ing consideration. 1708 Ozell tr. Boileaus Lutrin iv. 79
So, Abandon'd by its Girding Wood, Sinks an old Roof^
which had for Ages stood. 1762-9 Falconer Shtpwr. n. 915
To cut the girding stay they run. 1821-34 Goods Study
Med. led. 4) III. 246 Ihe use of stiff and girding stays.

1853 Kane Grinuell Exp. (1856) 543 The Russo-Siberians
gave us vaguely a girding-hne of ice. 1869 Blackmore
Loma D. xxlx, lis the ripening of the oats ! All the day
they have been dancing . . Waiting for the girding hook.

Girding (gS-idiq), ppl. a.~ [f. Gird p.* +
-ing -.] That girds, scoffs, or jeers.

a 1617 Bavne On Eph. (1658) 168 Prophane, filthy, and
girding jests. 1691 tr. d'Emitianne's Observations 126 The
Receiver .. told us, in a very girding manner, that [etc.].

1882 Spectator 2 Dec. 1535 They . . believe in girding
speeches as foolish Communists believe in petroleum.

Girdiron, obs. form of Gridiron.

Girdle (go\idT, sb. Forms : 1 gyrdel, 2, 4, 6
gerdell(e, 3 girrdell, 3-4 gurdel, (j -il), 4 gir-

del, -ul, 4-5 girdil, 5-6 gir-, gyrdel(Te, -ill(e,

-yl(l(e, 5-7 gyrdle, 6 girddel, girthell, guyr-
dell, 4- girdle. [OK. gyrdel (f. gyrdan to Gird :

see -le) = MDu. gurdel, gordel (Du. gordel), OIIG.
gurtil masc, gurtila tem. (MUG. and mod.G.
giirtel), ON. gyrSilt (OSw. giordel, Sw. gordel)

;

the OK. gyrdels ( = OS gurdisl), f. the same grade
of the root with a different suffix (see -els), is found
enrlier than gyrdel, but did not survive into ME.]
1. A belt worn round the waist to secure or con-

fine the garments ; also employed as a means of

carrying light articles, esp. a weapon or purse.
In the general sense now only literary (the colloquial word

l>eing Belt), but still commonly used for a cord or the like
tied round the waist and having the ends hanging down.
c 1000 Acs. Gosp. Matt. iii. 4 Se iohannes witodlice ha;fde

reaf of olfende hserum & fellenne gyrdel [ 1160 Hatton
Gosp. gerdel] enibe hys lendemi. cimoOrwin 3210 Hiss
girrdell wass off shepess skinn Abutenn hise lendess. c 1290
.V. Eng. Leg. I. 58/150 In stude of is gurdel al-so ; with rope
he him bond. 1340 Ayenb. 236 pe gerdel aboue be-tocneb
chastete of bodie. c 1386 Chaucer Miller s T. 64 By hire
girdel heeng a purs of lether. 1463 Bury Wills iCamdenJ
16 My girdyl of ledir barryd with siluir with bokyll and
pendaunth. 1525 LzxBsraotsJ'Vv&f. Il.xlviii. 167 Gyrdelles
ofchaynes of goldeand syluer. 1598 Bark in* Theor. Warres

v. ii. 143 A purse at his girdle, with bullets, and his other
necessaries. 16x9 Boyle in Lismore Papers 1886) I. 216,
I paid my cozen . . for an embroydered girdle and Hangers.
1709 Steele & Addison 'Tatter No. 147 F 3 This Cestus
was a fine Party-coloured Girdle. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour
III. 83 The nobility . . wear also a black girdle about four
fingers broad, and garnished with plates and buckles of
silver. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. iv. 160 Here, Mother, tie

My girdle for me, and bind up this hair. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 1. xx, Her white silk garment was bound by a
golden girdle. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 5 The combatants
at boxing and wrestling matches wear girdles. 1890
Draper's Circulart Girdles are being used for all sorts and
conditions of dresses for day wear.

b. spec. {Eccl.) (See quot. 1866.)

1519 Churckw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 7 For frankensence
ed iiij girdles iiij d . 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Funnture
(1866) 49, ij vestementes . . a girdell a fruntall and 3 albes.

1866 Direct. Angl. (ed. 3) 354 Girdle^ the cord that girds

the alb, usually made of white cotton about three yards
long.



GIRDLE.

C. in various phrases and proverbial sayings.
Many of these refer to the practice of wearing keys hung

at one's girdle. ( To have, hold) under one's girdle : in sub-
jection, under one's control, t AVVr an ftI by yourgirdle?
= Haven't you the politeness to say ' Master'? t To give
up the girdle : to confess oneself beaten, t To turn one's
girdle : ?to find harmless outlet for one's anger (see Schmidt
and the commentators).
a 1400 50 Alexander 181 Bot gefe bairn vp be girdill vs

gaynes no^t ellis. Ibid. 758 And obir recouyre me bi

rewme or reche vp be girdill. c 1530 R. HlLLBS Common-
PI. Bh. (1858) 140 All the keys hange not by one manys
gyrdyll. 1541 Karnes Whs. (1573) 203/2 If hee bee in
Rome, and hath all Princes neckes vnder hys gyrdell.
<* >5S3 Udau, Koyster D. hi. iii. iArb.148 Neare an M by
your girdle? 1598 K. Bernard tr. Terences A ndria 1. i. (1607)
11 Iwis it is long hence I must line after anothers pleasure,
with my head vnder anothers girdle. 1599 Porter Angry
Worn. Ahingt. (Percy Soc.l 104, I know you are as good
a man. .as was ere girt in a girdle. 1599 SflAKS. Muck
Ado v. i. 143 Prince. I thinke lie be angrie indeede.
Claud. If he be, he knowes how to turne his girdle. 1612
Woodall S?irg. Mate Wks. (1653' Pref. 12 In whose
Opinion they onely have the Keyes of Art at their girdles.
i66oBi-rnev KfoS. Awpoi'(i66i)8oHeis curst in his Mothers
Belly that would overtop such Princes, and bring their heeds
under his Girdle. 1667-8 Pepys Diary 14 Feb., Thereby
[by allowing ^70,000 a year for 'intelligence 'J Cromwell
carried the secrets of all the princes of Europe at his girdh-.

1706 Fowler in Hearne Collect. 20 Jan. (O. H. S.) I. 166
He depended upon none, and . . would not be under any
one'sGirdle. 1858GEN. P.Thompson Audi Alt. II. Ixxvii.31
A leader who carries half the Scottish Church under his girdle.

f 2. The part of the body round which the girdle
is fastened ; only in phrases beneath, above, up lo,

etc. the girdle. Obs.
t 1205 Lay. 1325 pe merminnen bait beoS deor of muchele

finnen, wifmen hit p;mchet fuliwis, bi-neoSe bon gurdle hit
uncheS fisc. 13. . K.Alis. 6449 Eren they haveth an ellen

long. That byneothe theo gurdel hit hongith. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3 A persone syttyng in the trone of
god whiche from y« gyrdell downwarde was all lyke fyre.
1524 Lord Keeper Williams in Fortesc. Papers [Camden)
203 And allreadye up to the gyrdle in his grave. 1632
Wornens Rights 315 It was greater shame to strike vnder
the girdle than it is now. 1691 Hartclii-ff. Virtues 75 It

was a favourable and merry Conceit of a Cardinal of Rome,
that there was no Law beneath the Girdle, a 1734 North
Lives (1826' I. 124 This great man. .married his own servant
maid and then for excuse, said there was no wisdom below
the girdle.

b. transf. am\flg.
1607 Puritan HI. i, Ere the day Be spent to th' Girdle,

thou shalt be set free, i860 Tyndall Glac. II. xi. 291 The
atmosphere cleared, and showed the mountains clothed to
their girdles with snow.

3. transf. uses of 1. That which surrounds, as a
girdle does the body

; f a zone, f The girdle cf
the zvorld; the ecliptic, the equator. Also oi imma-
terial surroundings.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 260 We hatab on leden quinque

zonas, 5set synd fif gyrdlas. 1559 W. Cunningham Costuogr.
Glasse 63 Five, .zones., we may aptly call lliem equidistant
places, or Girdles. 1599 Shaks. Hen. I', Prol. 19 Suppose
within the Girdle of these Walls Are now confined two
mightie Monarchies. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 39S The Great
Brizes, which the Motion of the Aire in great Circles,
(such as are vnder the Girdle of the World) produceth. 1665
Manley Grotius' Low C. IVarrcs 416 The Rhiphean Moun-
tains encompass them . . which . .they call the Girdle of their
Land.

_ 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 322 Five Girdles bind
the Skies, the torrid Zone Glows with the passing and re-

passing Sun. C1700 J. Lawson in Harpers Mag. (1883)
Feb. 419/1 A delicious country ..placed in that girdle of the
world which affords wine, oil, fruit. 1781 Cowper Expost.
20 The billows roll, From the world's girdle to the frozen
pole. — Charity 86 Trade is the golden girdle of the
globe. 1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. xvii. 219
The horizon was bounded by a girdle of forests. 1847-8 H,
Miller First Impr. viii. (1857) 133 The quick, smart patter
of hammers sounds incessantly, in one encircling girdle of
din. 1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome (1877) i. 5 The
Palatine hill . . the first nucleus of the Roman Empire, lay
in the centre of a girdle of eminences. 1879 Farrah St.
Paul (1883) 321 Among good and holy men love would still

be the girdle of perfectness.

+ b. To put {make, cast) a girdle {round) about

:

to go round, make the circuit of (the earth"). Obs.
1590 Shaks. Jlfrds. N 11. i. 175 He put a girdle about the

earth, in forty minutes. 1612 Dekkkr If it -he not good
Wks. 1873 III. 277 About the world My trauailes make a
girdle. 1621 Middleton Sun in Aries Wks. (Bullen) VII.
342 Sir Francis Drake . . did cast a girdle about the world.
£1626 Dick of Devon 11. v. in Bullen O. PI. II. 43 They
would have thought Themselves as famous as their Country-
man That putt a girdle round about the world.

c. That which confines or binds in; a restraint,

limit.

rti6i6 Beaum. & Fl. Faithf. Friends iv. iv, To all Thy
thoughts, thy wishes, and thine actions, No power shall put
a girdle. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. \. 38 The sixt

Persecution .. [was] limited . . to a short time, (for it was
precinct with a triennial girdle'. 1645 Milton Tetrach.
(1851) 221 But suppose it any way possible to limit sinne, to
put a girdle about that Chaos. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat. vi.

193 The iron girdle of a solemn and irrevocable oath.

4. spec. a. A kind of sea-weed, Laminaria
saccharina.
1548 Turner Names Herbcs (E. D. S.) 27 Cingulum ..

maye be named in englishe, fysshers gyrdle or sea gyrdel.
I5S1 — Herbal 1. K iv b,Ther is a certayne kynde of sewrake
with a brode leafe, of a grene color, to the whyche sum geue
the name of a leeke, other call this gyrdell.

b. Anat. Applied to various parts in the struc-

ture of animal bodies ; in modern use chiefly of the
bony supports for the upper and lower limbs, which
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in Vertebrata are respectively called the shoulder
{ox pectoral and pelvic or hip) girdle.
1601 House/:. Ord. 296 The cheife clerke of the kitchen

hath for his fee all the girdles of fresh sturgeon spent within
the house. 1634 T. Johnson Party's Ckirurg. in. i. (1678)
56 Under the region of the navel, lies the girdle or upper
part of the Kail. 1711 Pkil. Trans. XXVII. 352 The last

is very like our Eng! sh Hedge Snail, but without Girdles,
and hasa small Navel. 1831 R. Knox Cloonet's Anat. 109
As a powerful bony girdle, it [the pelvis] affords articulation
to the abdominal exiremities. 1861 Hulme tr. ftloquin-
Tandon 11. m. iv. 138 When a leech is impregnated, an
enlargement takes place around the sexual apertures, which
has received the name of the girdle or clitellum. 1883
Martin & Moale Veriebr. Dissect, n. 119 The Shoulder
Girdle is made up of a coracoid, clavicle, and scapula on
each side. Ibid. 122 The Pelvic Girdle is composed of the
ilium, ischium, and os pubis on each side. 1891 Science
(N. Y.) 21 Aug. 107/2 The fins, girdles, gill arches, scales,

and membrane bones are all imperfectly developed or want-
ing [in eels].

c. The line or rim dividing the two faces of a
brilliant

; see quots.\
1819 Rees Cycl., Girdle, among Jewellers, the line which

encompasses the stone parallel to the horizon ; or which
determines the greatest horizontal expansion of the stones.
1861 Mann. Mag. III. 184/2 The rim where the setting
takes hold, or, as we have described it, the junction of the
bases of the pyramids, is called the girdle. 1883 A. H.
Church Precious Stones iii. 21 The 'girdle 'or edge bound-
ing the widest part of the stone, divides the crown from the
base, and is concealed in part.. by the mounting or setting.

d. Arch. (See quot. 1S42.)

1727 Rover Diet. Angl.-Fr., Ceinture, The Cincture, or
Girdle of a Pillar. 1751 Cmamhers Cycl., Girdle, in Archi-
tecture. See Cincture. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Girdle,
a small circular band around the shaft of a column.

e. Mining. A stratum or bed of stone or other
substance occurring irregularly. (Cf.li.vND5/'.- 1 2.)

1819 Rees Cycl., Girdle, in Mining, is the name used in
Cumberland, and some other counties, to denote the un-
certain strata, or chance beds, of stone or different sub-
stances that are met with in some districts. 1893 North-
nmbld. Gloss., Girdles, in mining, are beds from about three
inches to two feet or more in thickness; but the term is

usually applied to beds varying from three inches to nine
or ten inches thick.

f. Bot.
1875 Hennktt & Dver Sachs' Bot. 368 When the growth

is normal .. the three segments which form a cycle always
become arranged into a disc transverse to the stem, their
outer surfaces thus forming an annular zone or girdle. 1884
BoWER & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 381 The border of
tracheides of each leaf is expanded into a low wing, which
runs to meet that of the opposite leaf, and unites with it to
form a transverse girdle.

g. A belt or ring made round the tiunk of a tree

by the removal of the bark (cf. Girdle v. 2).

1896 P. A. Bruce Econ Hist. Virginia I. 150 The method
employed by the Indians for the removal of the forest, .con-
sists in running a girdle around the trunks of the largest
trees by cutting away the bark.. the object of this being to
intercept the flow of the sap. 1897 P.ailey Princ. Fruit-
growing 2S0, Fig. 45 shows a deposit of woody matter above
a girdle caused by a label wire.

5. Pin and girdle, a swindling game, 'prick
the garter' (see GARTER sb. 5, 7).
1710 Palmer Proverbs 209 "Lis astonishing that a young

gentleman, bred five cr six years in our own universities,
shou'd .. be drawn in. .by those common known cheats of
the pin and girdle.

6. attrib. and Comb., as girdle- bell\ -belt, -buckle,

-compass, -maker
;
girdle-like, -shaped adjs. ; also

girdle-bed, -bone ^seequots.)
; f girdle-glass, a

mirror carried at the girdle; girdle-pains = girdle-

sensation; girdle-sensation, -wheel see quots.).
1880 C. T. Clough in Geot. Mag. 443 *Girdle Beds.—

Alternations of thin sandstones and sandy shales. 1810
Southey Kekama xiv. viii, The sweet music of their
*girdle-bells. 1697 Dryden Aineid ix. 488 Nor did his
[Euryalus] Eyes less longingly behold The *Girdle-Belt,
with Nails of bumish'd Guld. 1871 Huxley Anat. Vertebr.
Anim. 175 The Frog's skull is characterised by the develop-
mentof a very singular cartilage bone, called by Cuvier the
os en ceinture ox "girdle-bone. 1790 Chron. in Ann. Reg.
207/1 A *girdle-buckle about the bigness of a crown-piece
was also dug up. 1552 Huloet, *Girdle compasse, or in
the compasse, or wyth the compasse of a gyrdle, zotim
[Yread zonal tin], a 165a Brome New Acad. iv. ii. (1658) 85
How his [the man's] pocket-combe . . and her [the woman's]
*Girdle-gIasse, To order her black pashes, came together.
1893 Pall ft/all 67. 23 June 1/3 It has a smart bodice,
with .. a *girdle-like arrangement of cord in front. 14..
Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 686/20 Hie corrigiarius, *gyrdil-
maker. 1897 Hughes Mediterr. Fever iii. 122 Mental irri-

tability and sleeplessness are combined with. .*girdle-pains
[etc.]. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Ghdle-sensation, the feeling
of having a string or a broad band tied round the body
or one of the limbs. 1897 A ilbu It's Syst. Med. II. 977 It

was followed by atrophy of the muscles, impairment of vision
..girdle sensation [etc.]. Ibid. III. 521 The ulcer [of the
stomach] is. .occasionally, if of very long-standing, •girdle-
shaped. 1688 K. Holme Arjnoury 111. 287/1 *The Girdle
Wheel is a (Spinning] Wheel so little that a Gentle-woman
may hang it at her Girdle, .and Spin with it, though she be
walking about.

Girdle (go'-wi'l), sbt north, and Sc. Forms :

6 girdill>, -ill, (kyrdill), gyrdle, 6- girdle, (9
dial, gurdle). [var. Griddle by metathesis of r.J
A circular plate of iron which is suspended over
the fire and upon which cakes are baked or toasted.

(Cf. Griddle sb.\

a 1400 Burgh Laws cxvi. 'Sc. Stat. I), Alsua he sail hafe

GIRDLER.
.. a brasyn pot a pan a rostyng yrne a girdill fete.]. 1477
Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 408 A gyrdii, a bakbrede, a
brewyne fat. 1533 Ibid. 451 Ane kamery stok, ane girdill,

ane baik bread. 1563 Richmond. U ills (Surtees 1853) 1C 9
A gyrdle, a brandrett. 1596 Dai.rvmple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scott. 1. 95 Thay make breid after casting it vpon the
girdle. 1681 Colvil li'kigs Supplic. (1751) 106 Oatmeal.,
which girdles hot bakes And turns to bannocks, and to oat
cakes. 1708 S. MolynEUX in Pkil. 'Trans. XXVI. 39 A
large Girdle about 20 Pounds Weight, .was found lying on
the Floor. 1859 Atkinson Walks <y Talks Schoolboys {1892)

343 Pilberry jam, and flaky cakes hot from the girdle. 1886
Stevenson Kidnapped xx. ity6 We lay on the bare top of a
rock, like scones upon a girdle.

b. Phrase. Like a hen on a Jut (hot girdle :

indicating a state of great uneasiness or discomfoit.
1787 BURNS Let. to W. Nicol 1 June, It's true she's ..

tipper-taipers when she taks the gate first, like, .a hen on a
bet girdle. 1814 Scott ii'av. Ixxi, The Bailie .. had all

this while shifted from one foot to another with great
impatience ' like a hen ', as he afterwards said, ' upon a het
girdle'. [1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxxi. 448 His gait ..

emulated that of a hen treading a hot girdle.]

C. Comb., as girdle- cake [cugriddlecake'", -maker,
-making, -smith.
1802 K. Anderson Cumbcrld. Ball. 25 Aunt Pster spoil'd

the *gurdle ceakes, 1852 Miss Yonce Catneos (18771 *•

xlii. 361 Each man had. .a plate of metal on which he could
bake his girdle-cakes. 1885 Rlnciman Skippers $ Sh. 49Wu had a girdle cake for tea. 1599 Charter fas. F/, The
*girdelmakers inhabitants within the bruch of Culross. 1833
Carlyle Cagtiostro 11. ftlisc. (1840^ IV. 376 She was the
daughter of a Girdle-maker. 1885 D. Mevekidce Cuirass -y

'Tulliallan II. xix. 93 The *girdlemaking monopoly. 1661
Culross 'i'o-.vn Rec, Patrick Sands *girdle-smythe.

Ilcncc- Gi'rdleful, as much as a f^irclle can hold.
1895 J. Wood in Scot. Antiq. X. 76 The goodwife was

baking, and had a girdleful of bannocks on the fire.

Girdle f^ud'h, v. [f. Girdle sb.\]

1. trans. To surround with a girdle. Also to

girdle about, in, round. (Chiefly transf. and fig. 1

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E.tnd. xv. -9

Silke . . even such wherewith he was accustomed to girdle
himselfe. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. IT, iv. iii 20 Spurre to t!,e

rescue of thc-NoMt: Talbot, Who now is girdled with a waste
of Iron, And hem'd about with grim destruction. 1598 Barrei
Theor. Warresw. i. 184 There is set down .. how many
shot will girdle or impale the battell of pikes. 1607 Shaks.
Timon iv. i. 2 O thou Walt That girdles in those Wolues,
diue in the earth, And fc\-\t<z not Alliens. 1635 Barrihe
Mil. Discip. xcv. (1643) 306 The Hollow Square, girdled
with shot, is a figure to bee used in times of necessity. 1712
J. James tr, Le Blond's Gardening 196 Wooden Pipes . . are
feiTiled and girdled with Iron, a 1782 Cowper Heroism 6
No thunders shook with deep intestine sound The blooming
groves thai girdled her around. 1808 Scott Mami. 11. ix,

The tide did now its floodmark gain, And girdled in the
Saint's domain. 1848 C. Bkonte J. Eyre (1857) 106 The
bright and velvet lawn closely girdling the grey base of the
mansion. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. -y It. frnls (1871I I. 252
That circumference of blue hills which stand afar off, gird-
ling Rome about. 1871 Fakkau U'i.'n. His:, ii. 55 Let us
mark how the hills that girdle them are scattered with the
ruined enginery of assaults. 1888 Alice Meykei.l in Art
Jrul. I.I. 139/2 A tea-gown, uaistless,and girdled low down.

2. "l'o cut through the hark of a tree in a circle

extending round the trunk, or to remove a certain

breadth of bark in a similar circle, either for the
purpose of killing the tree or for that of rendering

it more fruitful ; sometimes in passive of injuries

caused accidentally, e.g., by a tight wire or by the

gnawing of rabbits. Also with round.
1662 Winthrop in Birch Hist. Roy. Soe. 1756' I.%t

Several trials have been made .. by girdling the tree (as
they call it) cutting off some of the bark round, and a little

into the wood of the tree, about six feet from the ground.
1766 J. Bartram Jrnl. 11 Feb. in Stork Ace. E. Florida 65
There still remain .. great trees girdled round to kill [hem,
which are now very sound, tho' above 60 years since they
were cut. 1792 Belknap Hist. New Ha/upsh. III. 211
If the trees were girdled and left to die standing, the timber
would be much superior to any which is cut whilst alive.

a 1817 'I'. Dwight Trav. New Eng. etc. (1821) II. 459
They accordingly cut down some trees, ?nd girdle others.
1871 H. Macmillan True Vine v. (1872) 212 The barren
branch is girdled or ringed—that is, a narrow strip of its

bark is removed all round the branch. 1897 Bailey Princ.
Fruit-gro-wing 288 Trees which are girdled should have the
injured parts pared down to live tissue.

b. Surg. (See quot.)
1883 Wilder & Gaoe Anat. Techn. 197 (Cent.) When the

skin, especially of a limb, is divided by an incision en-
circling the part, the latter is said to be girdled.

Hence Girdled///, a.

a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. Ne^v Eng. etc. (1821) II. 126
There is a sufficient number of girdled trees standing . . to
give the new settlements a disagreeable appearance. 1883
E. P. Roe in Harper s Mag. Dec. 56/1 Girdled trees soon
made it evident that rabbits were the depredators.

Girdler (ga-idbj). [f. Girdle sb.i + -er 1.]

1. A maker of girdles.

c 1400 Desir. Troy 1584 Goldsmythes, Glouers, Girdillers

noble. 1428 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 1 Ye crafte of Girdelers
in ye cite of York. 153^-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 1 The
wardens of the felowshippe of Saddellers, gyrdelers, coryers,

or any other of the kynges subiectes. 1613 Beaum. & Fl.
Honest Man's Fort. 1. i, Do you heare \ Talke with a
Girdle^ or a Milner. 1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess. 373
The Kings Grocer, Brewer. .Bookseller, Girdler, (a Trade
now altogether disused). x'jzxLond.Gaz. No. 6189/4 John
Sewell .. Sword-Cutler and Girdler. 1807 W. Taylor in

Ann. Rev.V. 296 There are useless articles in this work,
such as that of girdler, which is no longer a separate trade,

187a City Press 20 Jan., The court of the Girdlers' Com-
pany dined at the hall.



GIRDLESTEAD.

2. One that surrounds or encompasses. Girdler

of the earth - Gr. yatrjoxos.

1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 33 Hear me, Poseidon,
girdler of the earth.

Girdlestead (g3"ldTfteKl). Obs. exc. arch. [f.

as prec. + Stead sb.] That part of the body round
which the girdle passes ; the waist.
c 1330 Arth. $ Mert. 5216 J?at at be girdel stede it stode.

? 1366 Chaucer Rom, Rose 826 Hise shuldris of a large
brede, And smalish in the girdilstede. c 1420 Lydc.
Asscmb. Gods 340 Aboute hym, in hys gyrdyll stede, hyng
fysshes many a score. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 1. {1877}
60 Some [clokes] short, scarcely reaching to the gyrdle-stead,
or wast. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. ix. 29 We walked
a whole day along by the Isle of Sumatra, in the ouze up
to the girdle-stead. 1696 Aubrey Misc. (1721) 94 An
Antient Man., having a long and broad white Heard, hang-
ing down to his Girdle Steed. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.
III. iv. 57 One gleaming lock of gold. .Fell far below her
girdlestead.

b. Used for 'lap'.

1882 Swinburne Tristr. of Lyonesse vi. 51 There fell a
flower into her girdlestead Which laughing she shook out.

Girdling (gs-Jdlirj), vbL sb. [f. Girdle v. +
-TN-G 1.]

1. The action of the verb Girdle in various senses.

Also girdling in.

179a Belknap///*/. NeioHampsh. III. 131 The method
is that of girdling ; which is done by making a circular
incision through the bark, and leaving them to die standing.
1835 Arnold Lei. in Stanley Life <y Corr. 11844* II. viii. 48
The girdling in of the mountains round the valley of our home
is . . an image . . of the encircling of the everlasting arms.
1897 Bailey Priuc. Fruit-grmu. 291 Girdling or ringing to
set trees into bearing is an old and well-known practice.

2. The material of which girdles are made.
1719 D'Urfey Pills VI. 248 Gartering, Girdling, Tape.
3. altrib., as girdling-place.
1658 Bromhall Treat. Spectersx, 118 He was become so

weak and feeble below his girdling place or middle.

Girdling' (gaMdlin), ///. a. [f. Girdle v. +
-inc. -.] That girdles or surrounds.
1598 Barket Theor. Warres in. ii. 71 The girdling shot

tf> discharge at 20 pases off, and not farther. 1624 Trag.
Nero in. iii. in Bullen O. PI. I. 52 The girdling flame doth
with unkind embraces Compasse the Citie. 1818 Byron
Ch. Har. iv. 174 Where yon bar Of girdling mountains
intercepts the sight. 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg.,
Columbus xxxvii, Mountains. ."Whose frozen peaks.. Above
the girdling clouds rear'd far in tipper air. 1837CARI.VLE
Fr. Rev. I. vi. iii, The Chateau Polignac still frowns aloft.

.

amid the blue girdling mountains of Auvergne. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola 11. iv, Florence with its girdling stone towers.

Gire, var. Gyre.
Girefalcon, obs. form of Gerfalcon-.

ii Girella. rare- l

. [It., dim. ofgira, f. girdre
to turn.] A vane or weather -cock.

1720 Strype Stow f

s Snrv. Land. 1. 149/2 A lofty Tower with
a Clock and Chimes: and at the top of it a Grashopper
for the Vane, or Girella. 1790 Bailey, Girella, a Vane,
Weathercock. Hal.
Girg, var. Jarg Sc, v. to creak (and sb.).

Girk, obs. form of Jerk sb. and v.

Girkienet, var. Jkkkinet.
Girkin, obs. form of Gherkin -

.

Girking, var. Jerkin, a kind of hawk.

Girl (gwl), sb. Forms; 3 gurlo, 4-6" gerl^e,

4-7 girle, gyrle, (6 guirle, gierle, gyrll, 7
g*le), 9 dial, gal, gell, 7- girl. [Of obscure
etymology.
A conjecture favoured by many scholars (Moller, Noreen,

Luick' is that the word represents OE. *gyrela masc,
*gyrelc fern. :—OTeut. types *gurwilon-, -6n-, a dim. of
*gunvjo-z, -jii (found in LG. garre, boy, girl):—Aryan
V**JX*""i presumed to be represented in Gr. TrapfleVos vir-

gin. This involves some uncertain phonological assumptions,
and the late appearance of tha Teut. words gives additional
ground for doubt, the ME. giirle being recorded only from
the end of the 13th c, and the LG. gazre from the 17th c.

It may be noted that boy, lad, lass, and the numerous
synonyms in the mod. Scandinavian langs. , are all of diffi-

cult etymology; probably most of them arose as jocular
transferred uses of words that had originally a different

meaning.]

+ 1. A child or young person of either sex, a youth
or maiden. Chiefly in pi. : Children, young people.

Knavegirl\ a boy. Gaygirl: applied to ayoung
womnn. Obs.

c 1290 S. Fng. Leg. I. 108/76 And suybe gret prece of
gurles and Men: comen hire al-a-boute. 13.. K. Alls.

2802 Men myghte ther y-seo hondis wrynge . . Women
scrike, girles gredyng. < 1350 Wilt. Paleme 816 And whan
be gaye gerles were m-to be gardin come, Faire floures bei

founde. 136a Langl. /'. PI. A. xi. 131 Gramer for gurles

I gon furste to write, And beot hem with a baleys but ?if

thei wolde lernen. 1x386 Chaucer /Vol. 666 In daunger
hadde he at his owne gyse The yonge girles of the diocyse,

And knew bir counsed, and was al hir reed. C1450 Bk.
Curlasye 328 in Babees Bk. 308 Ne delf bou neuer nose

thyrle With thombe ne fyngur, as 3ong gyrle. c 1450 Cov.
Myst. (Shaks, Soc.) 181 Here knave gerlys I xal steke.

2. A female child ; commonly applied to all

young unmarried women.
1530 Palsgr. 922 A gyrle [F. garce] havyng laughyng

eyes. ( 1530 Redforde Play Wit fy Sc. iShaks. Soc.) 17
Idelnes. Thow [Recreacionjart occacion, lo ! of more evyll

Then I, pooregerle, nay, more then thedyvyll t 1546 Hey-
wood Prov. (1874) 50 The boy thy husband, and thou the
girle, his wife. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gentl. v. iv. 134, I hold
him but a foole that will endanger His Body, for a Girle
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that loues him not. a 165a Brome Qucene's Exck. t. ft,

Wks. 1873 III. 467 What's that my Girle? 1679 Hatton
Corr. (1878) 157 note, One of his sisters ..announces the
birth of a very lusty garle. 1709 Steele Tathr No. 75
f j The Girl is a Girl of great Merit . . she converses with
me .. like a Daughter. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal II. 1.

ii. 11, I will lay you, and you shall lose, my girl, if it was
ten times as much. 1784 Cowper task n. 227 As smooth
And tender as a girl, all-essenced o'er With odours. 1855
Browning Era Lippo 214 You should not take a fellow
eight years old And make him swear to never kiss the girls.

1859 Geo. Ei.iot A. Rede 62 To think of a gell o' your age
wanting to go and sit with half-a-dozen men. 1863LANDOR
Heroic Idylls, Theron <$• Zoe 27 Girls often say More than
they mean: men always do. 1894 H. Gardener Unoff.
Patriot 329 No girl is ever quite good enough to marry any
mother's son.

Prov. 1683 Trvon Way to Health 628 The Proverb is

certainly true . . He that Marries a Girl, marrs a Woman.
^1 Oldgirl\ Applied colloq. to a woman at any

time of life, either disrespectfully or (occas.) as an
endearing term of address. Also, to a mare, etc.

1837 Dickens Pit hoick xiv, ' Cheer up, old girl ', said Tom,
patting the bay mare on the neck. .' Soho, ojd girl—gently
—gently'. 1848 C. Bronte J. Fyre ii. (1890) 19 He called
his mother ' old girl ', too.

b. A maid-servant. Also in girl-of all-work.
1668 Pepvs Diary 24 Aug., My wife is upon hanging the

long chamber, where the girl lies with the sad stuff that
was in the best chamber. 1812 A. Adams in J. Adams1

Lett. (1848) 409 Seven o'clock. Blockheads not out of
bed. Girls in motion. Mean, when 1 hire another man-
servant, that he shall come for one call. 1875 Scr/'bner's

Monthly X. 287 Hut all this time we had no girl, and . . at
last I determined to go and get a girl myself. So one day
at lunch-time I went to an intelligence office in the city.

1882 Mrs. Alexander Freres I. ii. 19, I [a landlady} must
look to it myself, for 1 never yet see a gurl 1 cuuld trust

with a hegg. 1883 S. C. Hail Retrospect II. 139 A dirty,

slipshod giil-of-a!l-work bawled at me from the area.

c. A sweetheart, lady-love. Also [US. colloq.

or slang) best girl.

i7gi 'G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. vii. (1809) 97, I may
lose my dear girl for ever. Mod. Pop. Song. The girl 1 left

behind me.

d. (f More fully, A girl about or of the town, a
girl of'ease) : a prostitute, f A kind'girl: a mistress.

171X Steele Sped. No. 187 F 2, I know not whether you
have ever heard of the famous girl about Town called

Kitty : This Creature . . was my Mistress. 171a Addison
Ibid. No. 4S6 P 1, I am very particularly acquainted with
one who is under entire Submission to a kind Girl, as he
calls her .. No longer than Tuesday last he took me with
him to visit his Mistress. 1756 Demi-Rep 6 The Men of
pleasure, and the Girls of ease. 1815 W. H. Ireland
Scribbleomania 141 Lewis, of monkish renown, Who tickled

the fancies of girls of the town. 1851 Mavhew Loud.
Labour I. 477 The ' gals * are sure to be beaten cruelly ..

by their 'chaps '.

T 3. A roebuck in its second year. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans Eivb, The first yere he [the Roo-
bucke] is a kyde . . The secunde yere he is a gerle . . The
thirde yere nnhemule. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 236 A Rowe,
the which is called the first yeare a Kidde, the second
Gyrle, the third an Hemuse. 1660 Howell Parley Beasts
62 Those pretty Fawns, Prickets, Sorrells, Hemuses, and
Girls . . which 1 [a Hinde] brought into the world. 1726
Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Girle (among Hunters) a Roe-buck of
2 Years.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, indicating

sex, as girl-child, -friend, -graduate, -miser, -scul-

ler, -sorter, -warrior, -worker ; or youthfulness, as

girl-mother, -queen, -widow, -wife, -woman ; b.

simple attrib., as girl-life, -nature, -tragedy; C, ob-

jective, as girl-confining adj.
;

girl-like adj. and
adv. Also girl-boy, ?a girlish boy.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. v. xxvi. (1597) I2Q *Girle-boyes,

fauouring Ganimede. 1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. 18/2 And
in my place vpon this regal throne, To set that girle-boy
wanton Gaueston. 1884 I'i.ack Jud. Shales, ix. in Harper s

Mag. Mar. 542/2 My father used to call him the girl-boy.

1886 Longm. Mag. 646 A very great number of trie *girl-

chddren of the State have found happy homes in Canada.
1798 Sotheby tr. Wieland''s Oberon (18261 1. 55 The guardian
of these *girl-confining walls. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 19 May 4/2
The * Wedding March ' was whistled by twelve *girl-friends

of the bride. 184^7 Tennyson Priuc. Prol. 142 Sweet *girl-

gr.-.duates in their golden hair. 1888 Atheuaeum 26 May
659/3 ^ we" meaning, .story of *girl-!ife. 185a Rock Ch.of
E'athers 1 1 1. 1. 269 The *girl-like maiden-mother bowed down
before the crib, a 1861 T. Woolner My Beautiful Lady
(1863) 124 Years before, .girllike she Adored a youth with
sparkling genius graced. 1865 Dickens Mul. Fr.i.vi, I saw
you sitting there, like the ghost of a 'girl-miserin the dead of
the night, a 1861 T. Woolner My beautiful Lady (1863* 95
What art thou whispering lowly to thy babe, O wan *girl-

mother? 1897 Edin. Rev. Oct. 393The girl-mother of Amadis.
1876 IJlack Afadcap V. xxvi. 242 Was it not true, he
had to admit, that he knew nothing of *girl-nature ? 1882

J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 189 The "girl-* Queen '

—

she was only sixteen years of age. 1894 Daily News
28 Mar. 3 '1, 10,000 notices of withdrawal, .are handed to
a roomful of ' *girl sorters'. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. I.

xvii. 342 His mind glanced over the "girl-tragedies that are
going on in the world. 1894 Dublin Rev. Oct. 309 Leaders
to whom the triumphs of the *girl-warrior were a reproach.

1837 Hawthorne Pzuice-Told T. (1851) I. xix. 285 Inflamed
to madness by the coquetry of the *girl-widow. 1857 Mrs.
Carlylf. Lett. II. 321 The young *girl-wife who lives there
is very lovely. 1876 Miss Bkaddon Dead Mens Shoes I.

i. 1 A *girl-woman alone on Hattersea Bridge. 1895 Tablet
20 July 108 The *girl-workers taking their wages home.
Girl, v\ [f. the sb.] trans, in nonce-uses.

a. To furnish with girls. b. Jocularly substi-

tuted for * to man \ where the agent is a girl.

GIRBT.

a 1635 Corbet Poems (1807) 126 Nor hast thou \\\ his
nuptiall armes enjoy'd Barren imbraces, but wert girl'd and
boy'd. x886 J. A. Stkrry Lazy Mimtr. (ed. 2) 53 She oft
Quite longs . . to ' girl the boats '.

Girl tgsjl), v.- Sc. Also girrel. [onomato-
poeic.] inlr. To thrill, whirl.
1820 Hogg Win*. Even. T. I. 336 Ye hae gart a' my flesh

ginel, John. Ibid. II. 64 Its no deth it feirs me, but the
efter-kum garis my hert girle. 1894 Ian Maclaren Bonnie
Brier Bush vi. ii. 222 Juist like the threshing mill at
Drumsheugh scraiking and girling till it's fairly aff.

Girland, -ond, obs. forms of Oakland.
Girleen (g5ul/n). Anglo-Irish, [f. GiRLsb. +

-eeu, dim. suffix (-Trish -/// as in Colleen) : cf.

squirec7i, buckeen.] A younfj girl.

1836 H. F. Chorley Mem. Mrs. Hemans 11837) II. 213
The li;ht-hearted gossoons and girleens of Dublin. i88x
Mks. Alexander Freres I. ii. 22 You were just a slip of
girleen then, and now you are an elegant young lady.

Gi/rlery. [f.OiRL.r£. + -erv.] Oirls collectively.

1805 Lamb Let. to Wordsworth Lett. 1888 I. 215 There
were two young git Is—the very head and sum of thegirlery
was two young girls. 1826 J. Wilson Nod. Amhr. Wks.
1855 I. 196 When one considers from what originals he
painted his portraits of Ldina's girlery.

Gi'rlfully, adv. nonce-wd. [f. Girl sb. + -FUL
+ -ly ^.] "With the energy characteristic of a girl.

1886 J. A. Sterrv Lazy Minstr. ted. 2) 156 But still the
two maidens tramp gurlfully on. 1895 Crockett Sweeth.
Trav. 206 Defending; herself girlfully with a branch of
bramble. Foot-note, Why should not one say 'boyfully',
'girlfully ', if one can say ' manfully'?

Girlhood (gaulhud). [f. Girl sb. + -hood.]

The state of being a girl ; the time of life during
which one is a girl ; cencr. girls collectively.

1785 Anna Seward Let. Bonvetl 25 Mar. Lett. I. x. 38 My
mother passed her days of girlhood with an uncle at War-
wick. 1831 Lytton Godolph. 1 Not a trace of the bloom or
the softness of girlhood could be marked on her counten-
ance. 1862 Trollope Small Ho. at Allington in Cornh.
Mag. VI. 568 The sportiveness and kitten-like gambols of
girlhood. 1866 Annie Thomas Played Out I. xv. 285 A
group of girlhood. 1880 Dixon Windsor III. xiii. 118 The
great queen, who had known him from her girlhood. 1883 L.

Oliphant Altiora Peto I. 213 If the girlhood of the Pacific

slope are half as innocent as they aje insolent [etc.].

Girlie(g5'-ili)- [f- GirlA +-ie, -y-*: cf. birdie.]

A little giil. (A term of endearment.)
i860 Artist #> Craftsm. 433 The little half-clad girlies ran

off to hide themselves. 1877 P'cess Alice 28 July in Mem.
(1884) 357 The two little girlies are so sweet. 1894 Doyle
.S". Holmes 52 She is my own dear little girlie.

Girling vg3*Jlin ). [Cf. Gilling.] A young
salmon.
1861 Act 24 fy 25 Vict. c. 109 5 4 All migratory fish of the

genus salmon, whether known by the names hereinafter

mentioned, that is to say . . kelt, laurel, girling, grilse . . or
by any other local name.

Girlish, g^-iltf), a. [f. Girl sb. + -ishI.] Of
or pertaining to a girl or to girlhood ; characteristic

of or like a girl.

i565Cooi'ER Thesaurus,Pue/laris,propre to girles. .girlish.

1596 Drayton Leg. 1. 937 She . . To other speech, and
Girlish laughter fell. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 682
These chaplets of flowers be girlish gauuYs. 1788 Burns
Let. to Mrs. Dunhp 16 Aug., An old grand-uncle, with
whom my mother lived a while in her girlish years. 1816

J. Scott I'is. Paris (ed. 5) 200 Girlish feeling prompts this

anticipation of satisfaction. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11.

xxvii, She had been very foolish and ignorant in her girlish

time. 1875 W. S. Hayward Love agst. World 3 Walter
was. .more girlish than either of the others.

Hence Oi-rlislily adv., Girlishness.
1623 Cockeram, Puellaritie, Girlishnesse. 1727 Bailey

vol. II, Girlishly, like a Girl. 18x4 Lanpok Imag. Conv. II.

279 Thou art still girlishly fond of those dried cherries ! 1833
Browning Pauline 231 Autumn has come - like Spring re-

turned to us, Won from her girlishness. 1875 A. R. Hoi'K
My School-boy Fr. 164 The elegance and girlishness for

which we laughed at Philip. 1885 M. Pattison Mem. 123
Of all beyond I was girlishly ignorant.

Girlisni (g^jliz'm). nonce-wd. [-ism.] Girls,

or their characteristics, collectively.

1788 Anna Seward Lett. fiSn 1 II. 186 The prejudices of

girlism. 1 79s Ibid. IV. 70 With her sister, Miss Bowater,
1 passed some of the sprightly days of girlism.

Girlls, obs. form of Okii.sk.

Girly (g^'-ili), a. [f. Oikl sb. + -T 1
.] Charac-

teristic of or befitting a j^irl ;
girlish.

1886 J. A. Sterry Lazy Minstr. (ed. 2) 127 Her laugh is

light, Her figure slight and girly. 1891 G. Meredith One

of our Couq. I. iii. 31 The silly girly sugary crudity has
given way to womanly suavity.

Hence Gi rliness, girlishness.

1886 J. A. Sterry Lazy Minstr. (ed. 2) 60 A white, white

dress that artlessly reveals . . The pouting beauty of her

fair young form ; In all its dainty, dimpled girliness.

Giru (g^-in), sb.l Sc. AUo 4-6 gyrne, 6 girne.

[var. of Grin j^. 1

]

1. a. f A noose (obs.). b. A snare or trap for

catching animals or birds, made of hair, wire, or

the like, with a running noose.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Paulus 1140 He a stalowart gyrne
can ma To hang hym-self with be be hals. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 108 With falsheid he thame fed. As
quha wald set ane girne befoir ane gled. 1536 Beli.enden
Cron. Scot. (1821) f. 186 He commandit, that na haris be

slane .. nor yet tane be nottis or girms. 1721 Court Bk.

Barony of Urie (1892I 119 Killed with guns-.girns or

other ingmes. 1824-7 Moir Mansie Wauch (1833) xxiv. 186

The vagabond's girn was set.
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2. fig, A snare, trap, wile.

ri375 Sc. Troy-bk. it. 999 The quhllkes frome gyrnes
of dede Wart; eschapede. 155a A up. Hamilton Catcch.
61 b, Thai that will be riche, fallis into temptatioun and in

the gyrne of the deuil. 1596 Dalkymtlk tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scott, x. 462 Thame selfes skairse could defend from the

girnes of this Edicte. 1721 Ramsay Rise <y Fall of Stocks

35 Stock-jobbers, brokers. . Wha set their gowden girns sae
wylie, Tho ne'er sae cautious, they'd beguile ye.

Girn (gain^, sb.- Obs. exc. Sc. [f. Giknt vX\
1. The act of showing the teeth, a snarl.

1535 [see GAPV sb. 1). 1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. III. ii,

Euen so the Duke frownes for all this Cursond world :

oh that genie ktls,it kits, a 1861 T. WoOLMBR My beautiful
Lady (18631 107 A poring spectre shall be seen With livid

stare andgirn. 1870 in Ramsay Remin. (ed. 18) p. xxxiii, His
girn's waur tlian his bite. 1883 Annie Swan Aldersyde iii.

51 A smile .. afterwards described as resembling the 'girn
o' a rat *.

b. Sc. A snarling tone.
1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. i6t Lettin out

the dry dusty moral apothegms wi' ae continued and mono-
tonous girn.

+ 2. =Gkin sb.- Obs. rare.

1636 Davenant Witts iv. ad Jin. , This is at least a girne
of Fortune, if Not a faire smile. 1711 K. Ward Quix. I.

67 ScofFd him, unseen, with Winks and Girns,

Girn (g&nO, v. 1 Forms: 4-6 gym(e, 5-6
girue, 6 gem(e, 6-7 gearne, 8 guern, 6- girn.

[var. Grin v. with metathesis of r.]

1. inlr. To show the teeth in rage, pain, disap-

pointment, etc. ; to snarl as a dog ; to complain
persistently ; to be fretful or peevish. Also to girn
at. Now only north, and Sc.

1375 Barbour Brine iv. 322 Than Illicit he awfully thame
to, And said, gyrnand, ' hangis & drawis!' c 1440 York
Myst. xxxiii. 23 pat gome bat gyrnes or gales, I myself sail

hym hurte full sore. 1513 Douglas AKneis ix. ii. 65 The
wyld wolf . . Abowt the bowght, plet all of wandis tyght,
Bayis and gyrnts. 1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. in. Wks.
1 254/1 The bitch had founde the foote agayn : & on she came
gerning. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 15 His face was ugly
and his countenance sterne . . And gaped like a gulfe when
he did gerne. a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xvii, The
old Trot for a while remained silent, pensive, and girning
like a Dog. 1714 Ramsav Tea-t. Misc. (1733^ I. 31 We hang
our lugs and wi' a gloom, Girn'd at stockjobbing ane and a\
1790 A. Wilson 1st Eft. to J. Dobie Poet. Wks. (1846) 18
While chaunrin" critics girn and growl, And curse whate'er
they light on. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1843) 133 She's girnin"
at e'enin'—she's girnin' at morn—a' hours o' the day in my
flesh she's a thorn. 1855 Browning Old Pictures Florence
ix, The mastiff girns And the puppy pack of poodles yelp.

1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. v, How she [the otter] did grin
and girn when she saw Tom. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped
vi. 50 He's a wicked auld man, and there's many would like

to see him girning in a tow.

b. quasi-trans.

1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 120, I could only girn my
teeth at him.

C. trans. To utter in a snarling tone.

1847 l7" Bronte Wuthering Heights xvii. 148 'Isabella,

let me in, or I'll make you repent!' he ' girned' as Joseph
calls it.

f2. To show the teeth in laughing : to grin. Obs.
155a Latimer Scrnt. l.incolnsh. v. 105 They goe with the

corses girnin j; and fleering, as though they went to abeare-
bayting. 1593 Pass. Mortice (18761 80 After that girne like

a monkie that sees her dinner. 1602 Marston Antonio's
Rev. 1. iii. Bij, Laugh not .. When thou dost girne, thy
rusty face doth looke Like the head of a rosted rabbit.

1617 F. Morvson /tin. 1. 247 1'he rascall multitude, .ceased
not to girn and laugh at our sighes and teares. a 1711 Ken
Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 299 Curs'd Satan guerning
stood, the while he spake.

Girn (ga-in), v.* Sc. Also 4 gyrne. [f. Gtrx
sb.*] trans, -f &. fig. To ensnare {obs.), b. To
catch in a girn or trap (cf. quot. 1825-80'.
C1375 Sc. Troyd>k. 11. 366 But he, gyrnede syne atte last

Inne jharnynge of the golde so rede. 1825-80 Jameson,
Girn, (1) to catch by means of a girn ; (2) to catch trouts
by means of a noose of hair. 1866'!'. Bruce Summer Queen
320 I'll make sure To girn him like a hare. 1896 Ckockf.tt
Cleg Kelly xiil. 96 As if he had been ; girning ' sticklebacks
and 'bairdies' in the shallow burns.

Girnel (gSMnel), sb. Sc. Also 5 gyrnall, 6
girnall, 6-7 girnell, girnal. See also Garnel.
[variant of Gaknel.] A granary ; also, a large

chest for meal.
1452 Sc. Acts Jas. IT, § 4 (1814) II. 41/2 Item it is ordanyt

hat na maner of wittail be haldin in gyrnall be ony persone
forther ban is needfull. 1568 Lauder Godlle Tractate 490
5e cloise }our Girnallis frome the puris. a 1572 KxoxHist.
Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 361 The Bischopis girnell was keapt the
first nycht by the laubourisof Johne Knox, a 1670 Spalding
Troub. Chas. /(1829) 114 They, .brake upgrrnets.and baked
good bannocks at the fire. 1791 Newte 'J 'our Etig. $ Scott.

104 Another wooden house.. of twenty feet square, which
serves at present for a granary or girnal, as they pronounce
it, for their oatmeal. 1834 H. Miller Scenes <y Leg. xvii.

(1857) 258 Each proprietor, too, had his storehouse or girnal
—a tall, narrow building, the strong-box of the time, i860

J. Grant Mary of Lorraine ii, Large oak chests, girnels,

and almries, the receptacles of linen.

b. Comb., as fgirnel river ( = breaker).
1508 Dunhar Flyting iu. Kennedie 246 Muttoun dryver,

girnall [v.r. garnale] ryver, ^adswyvar, fowll fell the.

t Girnel (gaunel), ». St. Obs. rare. [f. prec.

sb.] trans. To store up in a girnel or granary,
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 153 Victuall suld not be girnelled,

bot suld be brocht to the market, a 1670 Spalding Troub.
Chas. I (1792) II. 167 There was victual girnelled in store
to help to find the soldiers by way of plundering.

Hence Grrnelled //>/. a., Girnelling vbl. sb.

1481 in Maitland Hist. Edin. 1. i. (1753I 9 For a Girnel of

Corn, Two Bags .. and the same from all girnelled goods.

1597 Acts Pari. Scott. 34 b, Girnalling of victual lis is for-

bidden. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodiow Soc.) 173 Not
thrashing victuall in due tyine, girnalling of it when it

is thresher), and not bringing of it to the mercat.

Girning (g5mii)),e^/. sb. [f. Giun v\ + -ing '.]

;

The action of the verb Girn x
.

I375 Barbou« Bruce XIII. 157 Ther wes .. Sic gyrnyng,
granyng ; and so gret A noyis as thai can othir bet. 1580
North Plutarch (1676) 841 The Greyhound .. at the first

began to answer them with a soft girning ; but when they
came by the Tower where he lay, he barked out aloud.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais III. xiil. 106 He. .was. .environed
about so with the barking of Currs. .girning of Boars. 1792

1 A. Wilson Watty fy Mag xxxviii, Owre the seas I march
;

this morning, Listet, testet, sworn an a', Eorc'd by your

\

confounded girning. a 1810 Tannahill Poet. Wks. I1846)
105 Wi' girning her neb's like the gab o' the fleuk.

Girning (ga'inirj), ///. a. Sc. and dial. Also
6 girnand, gerning. [f. Girn v. 1 + -ing -.]

1. Sc. That 'girns'; ill-humoured, snarling,

1447 Bokhnham Seynfys (Roxb.) 86 Julyan . . to hir seyd
wyth chere gyrnyng Now [etc.]. <' 1450 Hknuyson Mot:
Fab. 85 With girnand teeth and awfull angrie hike. 1508
Dunhar Tua martit wetuen 290 Quhen that thechufwald
me chid, with girnand chaftis. 1785 Burns To //'. Simpson
xxviii, I've even seen them greetin Wi* girnin' spite. 1824
Scott St. Rouau's xxxi, The cappernoity, old girning ale-

wife may wait long enough or I forward it.

T 2. Grinning. Obs. rare ~ l
.

1599 Marston Sco. Vitlanie 111. xi. 227 That iest-moungmg
youth Who nere did ope his Apish gerning mouth But to

retaile and broke anothers wit.

II Giro (d^rro). [It. giro a round, circuit:—

L. gyrus, a. Gr. yvpos circle : cf. Gyrate.] A tour,

circuit ; a ' turn '.

1670 Lassels Vey. Italy Pref. a vj, And no man under-
stands Livy and Caesar . . like him who hath made exactly
the Grand Tour of France and the Giro of Italy. 1823
Lady Morgan Salvator Rosa iii. (1S24) I. 100 Nearly all

his biographers have alluded to this early and singular giro.

1841 MOTLEY Corr. (1889 I. iv. 93 from the library you
reach the ante-chamber, thus completing the giro of one of
the prettiest houses in St. Petersburg. 1880 Geo. Eliot
Let. 9 June in Life 1,1884) III. 357 Afterwards we have a
giro in our gondola.

Giromancy, obs. form of Gyromancv.
Giron: see Gyhox Ucr.

\\ Gironde (3/ro nd, dgir?*nd). [see Girondist.]
The Girondist party.

1876 Gladstone in Contemp. Rev. June n They are apt
to disappear, .like Lafayette before the Gironde.
Girondel, obs. form of Girandole.
Girondist (dgiip-ndist), sb. .a.) [ad. F. Giron-

diste (now Girondin), f. Gironde (see def.
1

; + -isU,

-1ST.] A member of the moderate republican party
(in the French assembly 1 791-1793); its leaders

were the deputies from the department of the

Gironde (cf. quot. 1833). Also attrib. or adj.

l8ox Giekord Louis X\rl
t 649 The Girondists, or moderate

party, were reduced to a singular dilemma. 1827 Scott
Napoleon Introd., Wks. 1870 IX. 113 The Girondist party.

1833 Alison Hist. Europe (1847) II. 277 The Girondists, so
called from the district near I'.crdeaux called the Gironde,
from whence the most able of their party were elected.

Gironell, obs. form of Girandole.
Gironny : see Gyronny Jler.

II Girouette (girwft). [V.girouetle, obscurely

connected \\i\X\ gire-r :—L,. gyrdre to revolve. It.

has giroetta from Fr.] A weather-cock. Also fig.
1822 L. Simond Sittilzerlaud I. 323 You might as well

pretend to stigmatize Talma or Mademoiselle Mars, with the
name of girouettes, for not acting every night the same
part, as our French politicians and philosophers, for chang-
ing sides and principles from day to day. 1831 Tekyll
Cotresp. (1894) 2/4 He is no ordinary girouette. 1857 ^ IR

F Palgrave Norm, fy Eng. II. 232 However nicely the
weather-cock maybe poised, .some breeze must breathe., to
make the girouette spin round.

Hence Qirouettisnt, constant changing ofopinions
or principles. [Cf. F. girotutterieA
1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 109 Girouettism is the

natural vice of revolutionary times and political consistency
the rarest, .of virtues.

Girr (gp)« St, [var. Girth s&.i] A hoop for

a barrel. Also, a child's hoop. Cf. Gird sb. 1 2,

Girth sb.1 2.

1611 in Glasgow Burgh Rec. (1876) I. 322 Na firlot to be
sealit bot sik as hes yron girris about the mowth. 1796
Uurns Cooper 0' Cuddie, The cooper o' Cuddie cam here
awa, And ca'd the girrs out owre us a'. 1821 Blackw. Mag.
Aug. 35 Rowing girrs (rolling hoops) forms another healthy
exercise to the boys of Edinburgh. 1887 J. Service Life
Dr. Duguid xxix. 185, I was a happy wee callan caing the
girr on the street.

b. A hoop used to keep a pair of water-cans
apart so that they may be more easily carried.

1832-53 A - A. Ritchie Whistle-Biukie (Scot. Songs) Ser.
in. 69 As our kimmer Nell, Wi' her stoups and her girr, was
gaun down to the well [etc.].

Girrebbage, var. Gilravage sb.

Girrock. ? Obs. (See quot.)
1674 Ray Words, Sea Fishes 103 Girrock, Acus major,

called elsewhere Horn- Fish and Needle-Fish.

t Girse. Obs. [var. Girth sb.i
}
prob. from pL

gir{tk)s.]

1. A saddle-girth ; = Girth sb. 1 i.

[1417-18 Ab/'ngdon Ace. (Camden) 88 F.t in frenis, capistris,

singulis gurs1
einptis .. iiijj. viije/.] isgi Harington Orl.

Fur. xxill, Ixvi, Orlando .. With all his strength bestrides
the saddle fast, Yet did the Pagan heave him with such
strength That all hisgyrses broken were at length. 1613-18
Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 46 All strooke his horse
together with their Launces ; as they brake pectoral!, girser,

and all. 1623 J. Taylor (Water-P.) /'raise J/empsccdWk^.
III. 69/2 As Sadlers for their elks haire to stuffe their sadles
And girses, and a thousand Jidle fadles. 1655 E. Terry
Voy. E. India 151 His great Elephants .. carry, each of
them, one iron gun, about five foot long, lying upon a strong
frame of wood, made square, that is fitted to a thick broad
Panne! fastned about him with very strong and broad Girses
or Girts.

2. A band or hoop ; =GlRTH sb\ 2.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Ciucha, a girse, the iron that
bindeth a wheele, Cittgulum, orbitafer?ea, cauthus.

3. Comb., as girse~web^ Girth-web.
1697 R. Peirce Bath Mem. 1. ii. 29 Laying him upon a

kind of a Cradle, buttom'd with Girse-web, letting it down,
by degrees, into the Bath.

Girse, dial. var. Gbass.
Girsill, obs. form of Grilse.
Girsle, Girstle, dial. var. Gristle,
Girss, obs. Sc. f. Grass.
Girst, var. Grist.

Girt (gs-it), sb. [var. Girth sdA, in u<e chiefly

in the 17th and iSth a]
1. A saddle-girth ;= Girth s/O 1. Obs. exc. dial.

1563 IYi.Ki Meteors (1571? 30b, Her horse laye dead with
his bridle and giites vntied. 1/1616 Beaum. ^t Fl. Wit
•without M. II. v, He give urn leave to cut my girts, and flay
me. 1665 Milton Lnivcrsity Carrier, Here lies old Hob-
son; Death hath broke his girt And here, alas ' hath laid him
in the dirt. 1760-72 tr, JnantyV'Hod's I 'oy. (ed. 31 1. 432 It is

with great difficult)' they are first brought to suffer the girts
to be put round their bodies. 1795 Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Pindariana Wks. 1S12 IV'. 240 Rapture's a Charger ; often
breaks his girt, Runs off and flings his Rider in the dirt.

1867 Rock Jim $ .Yell 74 (E, D. S. No. 76 An' girts, a guide-
strap, hayvor-seed.

f b. A surgical bandage. Obs.
1676 Wiseman Surg. vn. v. 487 The most common way of

Bandage is by that of the Girt, which Girt hath a Boulster
in the middle, and the ends are tackt firmly together. 1743
tr. Hcis.'er's Surg. 169 There must also be fastened another
Napkin, Sling, or Girt.

c. Printing. (See quot., and cf. GlRTH sb.1 1 d.)

1683 Moxon Meek, E.xerc. II. 72 Girts are Thongs of
Leather, cut out of the Back of an Horse-hide [etc.]. Two of
them are used to carry the Carriage out and in.

2. A small girder. Now only US.
1579 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 311, ij girts xj

foote longe, vj vnch thicke, ix vnchbrod. 166$ ibid. II. 531
Lor girt, sparrs, ioists . . and carriage of timbers for the
Library roofe 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 405 Each pier
is_ composed of seven sticks of oak timber, united by a cap-
piece, strong braces and girts. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech..
Girt, a small girder, used in roofs or bridge-frames.

b. = Fillet sb. ii b.

1823 in P. Nicholson Tract. Build. 5S5. 1842 in Francis
l)h t. A rts.

3. =GlBTH.J& 3. Also, in technical use, mea-
surement across or around a surface which is not
flat (e.g. a moulded cornice^ taking into account all

elevations and depressions!
1664 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 156 The said

Cornice.. to be measured by the girt. 1679 Evelyn Sylva
xxii. 106 The Girt, or Circumference below is thirteen foot.

1703 Maundrell Joum. Jems. (1732) 142, I measur'd one
of the largest, and found it twelve yards six inches in girt,
and yet sound. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 22 p 2 He is

a lusty, jolly fellow, that lives well, at least three yards in the
girt. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2) IV. 227 The girt of the
old tree, .is five feet six inches. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mech. 62J The number of square feet produced, by mul-
tiplying the girts of the roof by the length of the slates
at the eaves. 1828 Hutton Course Math. II. 87 In these
articles, the content of a roof is found by multiplying the
length of the ridge by the girt over from eaves to eaves.
1842-59 Gwilt Archit. (ed. 4) § 2372 Cornices are measured
by obtaining their girt, and multiplying by their length for
the quantity of moulded work in them. 1846 J. Baxtkr
Libr. Tract. Agn'c. (ed. 4^ II, App.446 If thegirt betaken
in inches, and the length in feet [etc.]. 1883 K. Hai.dane
Workshop Receipts Ser. II. 438/1 Surfaces under 6 in. in
width or girt are called 6 in.

fig. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. vii. (1739) 15 For
long before Boniface his time Archbishops were swohi
beyond the girt of the Canon.

b. (See cjuot. ; loosely used for 'qnarter-girt'.)
1842-59 Gwilt Archit. (ed. 4) Gloss., Girt .. in timber

measuring, according to some, is taken at one fourth of the
circumference of the tree.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as girt-

buckhy -line, -measure, -piece, -spot, -web, -wheel.

b. instrumental, as girt'-gat7ed, -marked adjs. Cf.

girth-buckle, -galled (Girth sb. 1 8), Girth-web.
1701 Loud. Gaz. No. 3746/4 Lost, .a brown Gelding above

14 liands,..the Hair chafed off by the "Girt-buckle. Ibid.

No. 3693/4 Lost. .a bay Gelding about 14 hands,. .and a
little *Girt-galled. 1720 Sthyi>e Stead's Surv. Lond. (1755)
II. 645/2 To give the Bounds or *Girt line of this Parish, I

shall begin at Cecil-street. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2282/8
A dark bay brown punch Nag. .with saddle marks, and
*girt mark'd under the Belly. 1663 G^kbilk Counsel 78
*Girt measure of Timber is the best for the buyer, because
there is more in the circular measure then in the square.
1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1804) II. 195 The *girt-

pieces six inches by five. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2314/4 No
white, unless some Saddle or *Girt Spots. 1665 Sir T.
Roe's Voy. E. Indies 384 Those Coaches will carry four
persons, .but two may lie at ease, .upon quilts, .upheld by



GIRT.

*girt-web, with which they are bottom'd. 1841 Savage

Diet. Print , Wheel. Al-.o called "girt wheel, and drum ;

a cylinder of elm wood, with two flat broad grooves turned

in it on which the two girts wind and unwind alternately,

as the carriage is run in and out.

Girt (gait), v. Now rare. [Two formations :

(1) Altered from GiHDf.', perh. after the pa. pple.

girt. (2) f. Girt sb.

iThe imperative gyrt J>e occurs Ags. Gosp., Luke xvii. 8,

hut the form is prob. due to the nature of the initial conso-

nant of the following word.)]

1. trans. =Giw> v. ] in various senses.

c 1400 Destr. TroysuS, I bid. .bat he. .pas fro this place

opayn of his lyfe, . .And gyrt on nogrete wordis to greue vs

no more. 1579 Gosson Sell. Abuse (Arh.) 49 If the enemy
beseege vs .. preuent forrain aide, girt in the city [etc.].

1602 Marston Ant. f, Mel. I. Wks. 1856 I. 12 Weele girt

them with an ample waste of love. 1631 Gouge Goiis

Arrows II. § 22. 160 Girting and besieging their townesand

cities, so as they can not go abroad. 1683 Kennet Erasm.
on Folly (1709) 113 They will pick a quarrel, .for such poor

provocation as the girting on a coat the wrong way. 1688

Lond. Gaz. No. 23tr/i 'the Inauguration Ceremony, which

consisted only in Girting the Grand Signior with a Sword.

1726 Leoni Albertis Archit. I. 44/1 The middle parts,

which girt and surround the Wall. 1799 NavaUhron. II.

177 The whole was by them girted and surrounded. 1813

Examiner 106/2 [It] looks like a bright cincture girting the

earth. 189S Daily A'ews 13 Feb. 6,6 The primeval forest

which girts the mountain.

2. To secure with a girth (cf. Girth v. 3).

1663 Gerbier Counsel 8 Hasten with the Packet-Mailc to

the Host Office, be it never so ill girted, whereby it oft falls

in the mid-way? 1841 Catlin N. Amer. lltd. (1844) II. xli.

60 A buffalo skin girted on its back.

3. To surround with a cord or measuring-line in

order to ascertain the girth ; to take the girth of.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 8r Measured flat in square yeards,

without girting the work with a line. 1727 Bradley Earn.

Diet. s.v. Felting, By girting the middle of the tree with a

line and taking a quarter part of the girt for the square.

1828 Hl'TTON Course Math. II. 86 For the Surrounding

Architrave, girt it about the uppermost part for its lengtti

[etc.]. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser. 11.438 1

Surface painting is measured by the superficial yd., girting

every part of the work covered.

b. intr. To take a measurement by -drawing a

string round the object to be measured. Said also

of the string.

1825 J. Nicholson 0/>erat. Mechauic6zj All mouldings in

plaster work are measured . . by girting over the mouldings

with a line. Ibid. 642 The dimensions must be taken with

a line, that girts over the mouldings, breaks, etc.

4. Of trees, etc. : To measure (so much) in girth

or girt ( = Girth v. 5).

1750 G. Hughes I'arbadoes 175 This divides into five

branches, each equal to a large tree, some of them girting

round about eight feet. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl.

(1806) IV. 262 There are larches .. which at five feet high

girted, in 1792, full eight feet. 1828 Hutton Course Matk.

II. 88 The cornice, which girts 8 J inches. 1858 O. W.
Holmes Ant. Brrak/.-t. xii. (1891) 288 The tree 'girts'

eighteen and a half feet, and spreads over a hundred.

5. To girt against : to press against (said of a

ship's cable). [Cf. Girt///, a. 2 and Gird i>.i 7.]

1794 Figging f; Seamanship II. 310 The ship, driving to

leeward.. causes the cable to girt against the lee bow.

Hence Girting vbl. sb. In quots. attrib., as girt-

ing-place, (a) that part of a horse's body where

the girth is worn ;
(b) that part of the trunk where

a tree is girthed or measured; girting-stead =
Girdlestead ; Gi'rting ///. a.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 113 They which are

small in their girting stead about their loins, do much love

hunting. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No. r 108/4 A large brown bay

Mare . . with a hole on her ribs . .near the girting place. 1727

Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Felling, To know the Value of a

Tree standing, you may girt it, allowing fur the Bark, and

so much as you think it will measure less in the girting

Place than at the Butt [etc.]. 1867 D. G. Mitchell Rural
Stud. 190 But with us, who have no girting walls [etc.].

Girt (gs-it), ///. a. Also 7 gert. [pa. pple. of

GlRD v. 1 ; see Girded///, a.}

1. In senses of the vb.

1791 Cowper Lett. 23 June, It is an old house with girt

casement windows. 1870 Morris Earthly Far. I. 1. 413

And how herself, with girt gown, carefully She went betwixt

the heaps. Ibid. II. lit. 173 Her panting breast and giit-up

gown.
2. Naut. (See quots.)

1627 Cait. Smith Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 Gert, is when

the Cable is so taught that vpon the turning of atide, a Ship

cannot goe ouer it. 1704 Harris Lex. Tech. s.y. Girding-

girt. The Seamen say a Ship is Girt or hath a Glrdmg-glit.

when her Cable being so tite, or strained, that upon the

turning of the Tide she cannot go over it with her Stern-post,

but will lie a-cross the Tides. 1780 Falconer Diet. Marine,

Girt, the situation of a ship which is moored so strait by her

cables, extending from the hawse to two distant anchors, as

to be prevented from swinging or turning about. 1867 in

Smyth Sailor's Word-bit.

Girt, dial. var. Great, Grit.

t Gi'rt-'brew. Obs. rare. Also geit-, gird-

brew, [f. girt Grit + Brew sb.] (See quot. 1620.)

1620 Markham Farew. Husb. (1625) 134 Gertbrew .. is

somewhat more course, and less pleasant than washbrew,

having both the branne and hulls in it, yet is accounted a

food of very good strength. 1725 in Bradley Fam. Diet.

s.v. Oatmeal (copying Markham;, Gird-brtiv.

Girth (g3Jj>)> sbA Forms : 4-5 gerth(e, (5

gerreth), 5-6 gyrth, 6 gurth, 4- girth. Sec also

180

Garth 2
, GirddX Girr,Girse,Girtj£. [a.ON.

(*gerSu gjprS girdle, girth, hoop (Sw., Da. gjord)

= Goth.^a;></a girdle :-OTent.*^i"«/^- To different

grades of the same root (*gerd-, gard-, gurd-)

belong Garth ', Gird r.', Girdle sb.]

1. A belt or band of leather or cloth, placed round

the body of a horse or other beast of burden and

drawn tight, so as to secure a saddle, pack, etc.

upon its back.
13. . Coer de L. 5733 Brydyl and peytrel al to-brast Hys

gerth, and hys stiropes alsoo. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. IV, 20

Sette my sadel vppon Suflre-til-I-se-my-tyme, And lete

warrok it well with Witty-wordes gerthes. 1463 Maun, tj

Househ. Exp. 227 Item, payd there for gyrthys and ahors-

kombe, and for mendyng of a tronke sadylle, viij.rf. 1523

Fitzherh. llusb.% 142'I'hymble, nedle, threde, point, lest
;
y

'

thy gurth breke. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 1. (7590) 75b, The
saddle with broken girthes was driuen from the horse. 1602

Segar Hon. Mil. fy Civ. in. xiv. r3o He who falleth by the

default of his horse, the breaking of Girthes, or any such

like accident. 1716 Swift Frogr. Poetry 29 The steed,

oppress'd, would break his girth, To raise the lumber from

the earth. 1787 ' G. Gambado' Acad. Horsemen (r8o9) 45

See that your girths are tight. 1841 Elpiiisstone Hist.

hid. II. 425 Raja Rup Sing. .running up to Aurangzib's

elephant, began to cut away the girihs with his sword.

1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. viii. 206 One more vigorous

kick, having cut the girths which held one of the saddles,

the lady found herself suddenly under her steed.

b. To run (a horse) head and girth : to keep

pace witli in racing.

1809 Brit . Press'm Spirit Putt. Jrnls. (1 810) XI II. 62 The
mare ran him head and girth nearly the first halHnile.

f c. (See quot.) Obs.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey, Girth, .a saddle that is buckled

and compleat for use.

d. Printing. (See quot. 1823.)

1823CRABB Techno!. Diet., Girth, leather thongs belonging

to the carriage of a printing press, by which it is let in and

out. 1841 Savage Diet. Print., Girihs .. They are some-

times made of Girthweb. 1851-82 in Ocilyie.

+ 2. A hoop of wood or iron, esp. for a barrel. Obs.

C13S& Durham MS. Burs. Foil, lit in ccc girthes quer.

culinis empt. pro cuvis ct doleis in officio bracine, xvjj.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5536 ]>an gert he gomes for to gang,

and grayth him a tonn Of grene glitterand glas with

gerrethis of iren. 1483 Calk. Angl. 157/1 A Gyrthe of a

vesselle, instata {A. 1.

3. Measurement round the circumference of any

object, of which the section is approximately circu-

lar, as the human body, the trunk of a tree, etc.

With quot. 1706 cf. Garth'2 3.

1664 Evelyn Sylva xxix. 92 Then cleanse the Boal of the

Branches which were left, and saw it into lengths for the

squaring, to which belongs the Measure and Girth (as our

Workmen call it) which 1 refer to the Buyer. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Girth, . . a Term us'd by Cock-Masters, for the

Cumpass of a Cock's Body. 1791 Cowter Odyss. XXIII. 223

Within the court a leafy olive grew Lofty, Uixuriant. pillar-

like in girth, a 1798 Pennant Zool. (1812) III. 86 A fish, .its

length was twenty-four feet ; but the girth did not exceed

twelve. 1827 Siixkkt Planter's G. 11828)243 A strong but

soft rope.of perhaps four inches in girth. 1869 E. A. Parkes

Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 521 There must also be a special

girth of the chest. 1887 Ruskin I'rxterita II. 403 Walnuts,

with trunks eight or ten feet in girth.

4. Mining. (See quot., and cf. Girt sb. 2.1

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Girth, in square-set timber-

ing, a horizontal brace in the direction of the drift.

5. trans/. That patt of a horse's body where the

girth is fastened.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agrie. (ed. 4) I. 413 The
girth or brisket.

6. fig. Something that encircles.

1871 J. Miller Songs Italy (1878) 36 The ripened fields

drew round a golden girth. 187a Blackie Lays lliglil. 10

His soul this selfsame moment From the girth of purging

fire Leaps redeemed. 1876 Swinburne Erechth. 1442 That

is girdled about with the round seas girth As a town with

its wall.

7. U. S. (See quots.)

1864 Webster, Girth, a small horizontal beam [1890 brace]

or girder. 1889 Century Diet., Girth, in ear-buitdmg, a

long horizontal bracing-timber on the inside of the frame of

a box-car.

8. attrib. and Comb. ,rts girth-buckle, -strap; also

girth-deep adj., girth-galled ppl. a. (hence girth-

gall vb.) ; f girth-sting, t -tree, a piece of wood
suitable for making into hoops ;

girth-stretcher

(see quot.). Cf. girt-buckle, -galled (Girt sb. 4)

;

gird-sting (GlHD sb.* 3).

1385-6 Durham MS. Sacr. Foil, In tribus paribus de

•Girthbokyls, vjri 1851 Maynk. Reid Scalp^ Hunt, iv,

Back went the girth buckles with a 'sneck*. 1882 h.

O'Donovan Merv Oasis I. 322 The horseman suddenly

finds himself "girth deep in a torrent. 168a Lond. Gaz.

No. 1720/8 The other a bright Bay, no white but a slip oil

the olT-side as if he had been »Girth-gall'd. 1897 Cavalry

Tactics ii. 11 Some horses are inclined to brush, others to

girth gall. 1496 in I.d. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1877) 282 Item,

to that samyn man, for x" and x "girthstingis viiji. ix</.

1534 Aberd. Reg. XVI. 523 (Jam.) The balyes chargyt

Robert Stewart pay Arch 1! Stewart, &c. iiij lb. for 1. M.
gyrchtstingis. Ibid. 656 Three hundreyth gyrthstmgis.

1807 Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct. 2/1 On the near [side] a latigo or

"girth strap eight feet long is looped twice through the girth

buckle. 1884 Knight Meek. Diet. Suppl., 'Girth-stretcher,

a frame in which saddle-girths are suspended and held taut

' to take the stretch out of them ', as it is called. I344_S

Durham MS. Burs. Roll, In "Girthetres emp. pro vas.

Cellar, et Bracinae, iiij*. vjd.

GIS.

Girth, sb", sanctuary, protection : see Grith.

Girth. (gs')>), v. [f. Girth sbX]

1. trans. To gird, surround, encompass.
c 1450 Merlin 178 Ha now god yeve me grace to do so

moche that he may me girthe with my swerde. 1513
Douglas JEneis xil. xi:i. 49, I suld, gyrthit [L. cincta]

with flambis reid Stowtly haue standyn in 3on batale steid.

1535 Coverdale Ezek. xvi. 9, I gyrthed y« aboute with

white sylcke, I clothed the with kerchues. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe x, Within the four seas that girth Britain. 1848

Lytton A". Arthur \\\. lix, They whom the seas of fabled

Sirens girth.

2. To fit or bind (a horse, etc.) with a girth.

1580 Holi.yband Treas. Fr. Tong, Cengler vn ehez'al, to

girthe a horse. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, n, To Girth a
Horse .. You girth him too hard. 1835 W. Irving Tour
Prairies xxii, ' For God's sake help me to girth this horse !

'

cried another. 1898 Speaker 1 Jan. 20/2 The horse is up
and saddled : Girth the old. horse tight.

3. To secure (a saddle, etc.) by means of a girth ;

also, to girth on, up.
1819 Keats Otho 1I1. ii, O that . . Thy girdle [were] some

fine zealous-pained nerve To girth my saddle ! 1851 Mayne
Reid Scalp Hunt, xxvii, The animals are led in and
watered ; they are bridled ; the robes are thrown over them
and girthed. 1866 Froude Hist. Fng. IX. 43 Troopers

were girthing up their saddles. 1875 W. S. Hayw ard Love
ags*. World 93 Her saddle seemed loosely girthe-l on.

absol. 1876 Jas. Grant One of the 600 li. 428 When we
halted to girth up I threw myself on the rich grass.

1 4. (See quot.)

1688 R. H01.ME A rmourym. 97/1 Girth it [a Stool or Chair],

is to bottom it with Girth Webb stret drawn and crossed.

5. To draw (a string) clos;; round a surface which

is being measured. Also absol.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 544 Cornices are

measured by girthing round the moulded parts. Ibid. 545

The measurer, .girths round the string to the internal angle

at the top of the string.

6. intr. To measure (»o much) in girth.

1858 Jrnl. R. Agrie. Soc. XIX. 11. 575 Some of the

carrots girthed nearly 20 inches. 1868 ibid. Ser. II. IV. n.

288 He girthed 8 feet.

Hence Gi-rthed ///. a., Gi-rthing vbl. sb.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. III. vi. Down went the steed,

the girthing broke. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Eutomol. III. xxx.

207 Those which suspend themselves horizontally by means

of a thread girthed round their middle. 1870 Daily Newt
31 Aug. 2 This [new pack saddle] together with anew mode
of girthing, professes to prevent the rolling motion which

generally galls the backs of animals.

Gi'rth-we:b. [f. Girth sb. + Web sb.] Woven
material of which girths are made ; a strong broad

tape used by upholsterers and others ; a band made
of this material.

1381-a Durham MS. Hostill Roll, In Girth Webbys
Capistris flokkys [etc]. 1410 Nottingham Fee. II. 84,

j. gerthweb, yi. 1571 Wills /y Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 361

In Ye Great Shoppe ij groce of gyrthwebe and xv peces at

vij 1
. ij

1

. ye groce. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Tray. 149 The
better sort sleepe upon Cots, or Beds two foot high, matted

or done with girth-web. 1763 Wesley Wks. (18721 III. 149

He sent for some girth-web, with which he fastened her

arms to her sides. 1798 Edgeworth Pract. Edue. (1822) II.

125 A piece of girth-web, which is used instead of a cord,

because a cord would be unsteady.

b. Comb., as girthwcb-belt. -weaver.

176a Genii. Mag. 204 The use of what the country people

call a Girth-web-belt . . would prevent it. 1885 Census Instr.

73 Girth Web Weaver.

So GiTth-webbing.
1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. 31 The roof-pieces .

.

are nailed to the Slats, by means of strong Manchester tape,

called girth-webbing.

GiTt-li:ne. A'aiit. (See quots.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Girl-line, a rope pass-

ing through a single block, on the head of the lower masts, to

hoi t up the rigging thereof . . The girt-line is therefore the

first rope employed to rig a ship [etc.]. 1840 R. H. Dana
Be/. Mast viii. 18 A long piece of rope . . is taken up to the

mast-head from which the stay leads, and rove through a

block for a girt-line, or, as the sailors usually call it, a gant-

line. Ibid, xviii. 50 Some got girt-lines up for riding down
the stays and backstays. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's II ord-bk.

Girtonian (gartJu-nian). [f. Girton + -ian.]

One who is, or has been, a student at Girton Col-

lege, one of the two Cambridge colleges for women.
1887 Atheuxum 25 June 833/2 The head mistress, .was ..

an early Girton student. She was immediately succeeded by

. . another Girtonian. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 2/1 The
Newnhamites and Girtonians.

So Qirtonite. Also Otrtonish a., somewhat

resembling the tone or style of Girton students.

1888 Pall MallG. 3 Oct. 3/1 The first number of the new

volume of A lalan.'a can certainly not be reproached with

being ' too Girtonish '. 1894 Sir E. Sullivan lloman 58

Their reply would have been a little ' Girtonish , I fancy.

1894 Atheneeum 24 Nov. 721/1 The plump and fair Gir-

tonite'.. provided herself with the ' Pensees ' of Pascal.

t Gis, jis. Obs. Forms : 6 jys(se, jis, gisse,

gys, 6-7 gis. [Mincing pron. of Jesus or Jesu.\

An oath or exclamation, By Gis!
1528 Roy & Barlowe Rede me (Arb) 56 They regarde it

no more be gisse '1 hen waggynge of his mules tayle. 1549

Chaloneh tr. Erasm. on Folly Q ii b, Chenshyng them

(by iysse) a little better than they are wont to dooe these

frounyng philosophers. 158a J- Heywood Frov. *, hpigr.

(1867) 112 Ich can not one woord of it by lis. lack is nere

his wit, by gis. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 58 By gis, and by

S. Charity, Alacke, and fie for shame. 1655 tr. De I arcs

Francion vii. 6 A hundred times and more, by Gis, 1 would

have laid [etc.].



GISARME.

Gisarme (gizaum). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : a.

3-4 gisharm(e, 4-7 gysarm(e, 5 gesarme, guy-
sarme, 9 guisarme, 3-5, 7, 9 gisarme. 0. 4
giserne, 5 gesarne, geserne, guysarne, gys-
yryne, 5-6 gys(s)erne, 6 gyssarn, 7, 9 gisarine,

(7 gisaring). Also 5 gyser. [a. OF. g{u)isarme,
gisarne, etc. (also jusarme), = ¥r. gtis-, jusarma,
It. giusarma, OSp. Hsarma, of unknown origin.

The Eng. pronunciation with (g) seems to be au-
thenticated by the alliteration in ME. poetry.]

A kind of battle-ax, bill, or halberd, having a long
blade in line with the shaft, sharpened on both sides

and ending in a point.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4084 Dur3 and <Sur3 boSen he stong wiS

hise gisarme sarp & long. 13. . Gmv. <$• Gr. Knt. 288, 1 schal
gif hym of my gyft bys giserne ryche, bis ax, bat is heue
in-nogh. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1094 Tho dyghte they hem
all to armes, Wyth swerdes and wyth gysarmes. 1664
Floddan F. 11. n Some did their grizly gisarings grind.
1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. iii, Hob Yeoman turns gisarme
and bill into plough shares. 1863 KlNGSUcy Water-Bab. 198
A whole cutler's shop of lances, halberts, gisarines.
attrib. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vm. xi. 45 In thair hand

wythhaldand, euery knycht, Two javilling speris, or than
gyssarn stavis.

So Gisarmier [OF.], one armed with a gisarme.
1834 Planche Brit. Costume 217 The general habits of

the archers, bill-men, and guisarmiers.

Gise(d33is),z>. dial. Also 7 juice, [var. or back-
formation from Gist v.] (See quots. 1695, 1869.)
1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss. s.v. Agistator, To gise

or juice ground is when the Lord or tenant feeds it not with
his own stock, but takes in other cattle to agist or feed in it.

1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Gist;
to put cattle out to grass at a sum agreed on per head. 1876
Mid-Yorks. Gloss. s.v. Gise, He's some oxen gising in
Twenty-lands.

So Gise-taker = gist-taker.

1848 Wharton Law Lex., Gisetaker, a person who takes
cattle to graze.

Gise, obs. f. Guise; obs. pi. form of Joist.

+ Gi*sel. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. ON. gist {Sw.gislan,

Da. gidsel) - OE. gisel Yisel.] A hostage.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5009 Coth Jacob, ' how es bis, bat o mi

childir an 1 misse?' ' Sir, he es in egypt '. .' bar vs tok be hei
baili, To scap wit gisel war we fain '.

Gisement l (d^izment). Also 7 juicement.
[var. Gistment.] (See quot. 1848.)
1693 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Agistator, Hence

our Grasiers now call the foreign cattel, which they take in

to keep by the week, Gisements or Juicements. 1829 [see
Gisting vbl. sb. s.v. Gist v.], 2848 Wharton Law Lex.,
Gisement^ cattle which are taken in to graze at a certain
price ; also the money received for grazing cattle.

|| Gisement a (.^zzmafi). [F. gisement position,

f. gis-, gtfsir to lie.] The way in which something
lies, position.

1864 Reader 0. Apr. 463/3 The main part of the evidence
lies, of course, in the gisement of the vein. 1897 Archxol.
Jrnl. Dec. 333 Rows of relics arranged in cases, without
regard to their gisement, are of no use for educational
purposes.

Giser, obs. form of Gizzakd.
Giserne, var. Gisarme, Gizzern.
Gisily, Gisin, var. Guisily, Gesine, Obs.

Gismondine, gismondite gi/m,>'ndin,-r>it\

Min. [Named in 181 7 by Leonard after Prof.

Gismondi, who first described it : see -ine, -ite.]

A hydrous silicate of aluminium and calcium, found
near Rome.
1823 W. Phillips Min. (ed. 3) 211 Gismondine .. is of a

greyish-white color. 1837 Dana Min. 301 Gismondine
. . occurs in white translucent crystals coating cavities of
lava at Capo di ISove, near Rome; and in small purple
colored crystals in the drusy cavities of ice spar and other
volcanic minerals, at Vesuvius. 1869 Phillips P'esuv.x. 295
Zeagonite, or gismondine, in ejected blocks and dykes of
Somma. 1882 Dana Man. Min. % Lith. 296 Gismondite .

.

a hydrous lime-aluminum silicate, occurring in trimetric
crystals resembling square octahedrons.

t Gi'Spin. Obs. Forms : 6 guispin, gyspen,

7 gespen, gespin, gispin. [Of obscure origin :

Godefr. quotes a 14th c. Ffc document which men-
tions

I
quatre guippons d' yaue benoite ', but he in-

terprets the word as = goupillon, asperser.] A
leathern pot or cup.

1530 Palsgr. 225/1 Gyspen potte, pot de coir. 1550 in

Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. 11. xxxiii. 538 A pair of pinsons,
a little pot, and a guispin. 1636 D. Lloyd Leg. Capt. Jones
(1648) 2 Then up starts Jones, Calls for sixe Gispins, drinkes
them off at once. 1641 S. Smith Herring Buss Trade 23
Throwne into the barrels with panniers or gespen. c 1660
80 Househ. Ord. (1700) 374 A pott and a gespin . . for ale
and wyne for the said watch.

Gissane, Sc. var. Gesine, Obs.

t Gi'SSard. Obs. rare. [? popular pronunc. of
*geese-7vard or -herd.'] (See quots.)

1584 R. Scot Disc. Witchcraft, Disc, diuels $ spirits
xxiiij. 528 The Thebans had not a better shepherd than S.
Wendeline, nor a better gissard to keepe their geese than
Gallus. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 193/1 St. Gallus the
Patron of Gissards, or Keepers of Geese.

Gisse, var. Gis, Obs.

t Crist, sb. 1 Obs. Also 3-7 giste, 6 geist. [a.

OF. giste (F. gite) resting- or stopping-place, etc.,

vbl. sb. related to gis-, gisir to lie. In the 16th
and 17th cents, the more usual form is Gest *M1

Vol. IV.

181

1. A stopping-place or lodging. Also pi. a list of
stopping-places or stages in a monarch's progress.
a taa$ A ncr. R. 350 He ne etstont nout ase folesdoS, auh..

hieS toward his giste. 13. . Geburt Jesu (Horstm.) 587 Oure
ledi .

.
leide him on awisp of hei

;
per was apore giste. c 1470

Harding Chrott. ccxi.. Add. st. (Harl. MS.), I make you a
kalende Of all the waie to Edenbourgth expres, And wher
your giste ech nyght may well extend. 1528 GARDINER Let.
to Wolsey (P. R. ().>, I sende your Grace also the King's
Gists. 1600 Holland Livy xxxvm. xli. 1009 From this
giste they made but one daies journey to Apollonia. 1619
Visc't Doncaster in Eng. <y Germ. (Camden 1 144 According
to the gistes I found there of King Ferdinand his coming
on to the election [etc.]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v.
Giste, Gists or Gests of the Queen's Progress, i.e. a Bill or
Writing that contains the Names of the Towns or Houses
where she intends to lie upon the Way.

b. said of birds and their halting-places.
*545 Jovk Exp. Dan. Ded. Aij, The same sea y' har-

boureth these fowles thus sytting upon theyr egges wyl lie

so cawme. and styll to her geistes for xiiii dayes, that men
may suerly sayle withoute peryl upon her. 1601 Holland
Pliny x. xxiii, These Quailes have their set gists, to wit,
ordinarie resting and baiting places.

2. ? Refreshment.
a 1290 Kindlt. Jesu (Horstm.) 180 J>o dronk Marie, .of bat

welle..And Josep maude al so gret feste, More him likede
bat like giste pan ani flechs i sode obur i rost.

t Gist, sb* Obs. Forms : 5 geyst, 6 gyest,

7 geast, jeast, giste, S joist, [f. Gist v.] A
right of pasture or feed ' for cattle by payment or
otherwise, Agistment. Also cow-gist.

1493 Will R. Druty in Cullum Hmmtead (1784) 119 Also
I will that William my sone have all suche shepe as 1 have at
geyst at my dethe. 1558 Scotter Manor AW/(N. W. Line.
Gloss.), Richarde Hollands hathe taken of straungers vj
beas gyest in y ' Lordes commene. 1641 BksT Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) 119 Such beasts as are thus taken into any pasture
to bee kept are (hereaboutes) called geaslers .. and theire
gates soe many severall jeastes. Ibid. 120 Her nowtheards
wage is 20.T. in money, the milke of a cowe, and a cowe-geast.

b. Comb. j as gist-cattle, -horses, animals
agisted; gist-money (see quot.); gist-taker^
Agistor.
1784 Cullum Hawsted ugjiote *Joist cattle. .the cattle of

other people taken to pasture at so much a week or month.
1598 ^colter Manor Roll (N. W. lane. Gloss.), De Thoma
Kaston quia cepit le *giste-horses in commune pastura
vqs. \\\yd. 1876 Whitby Gloss., *Gist money, the payment for
pasturage of cattle that are agisted or fed at a stipulated
price. 1626 Si'ELMAN Gloss, s.v. Fenatio [says that the Eng.
versions of Charta de Foresta mistranslate forestarii et
virldarii by] *Gyst-takers or walkers.

Gist (djist), sb:-> Also (sense 1 only) in 8-9
later F. form git, corruptly gite, gite, jet. [a. OF.
gist ( F. git), 3 sing. pres. ind. of gtfsir to \\t}igtlsir

en to consist in, depend on.]

1. Law. The real ground or point (of an action,
I

indictment, etc.).

a. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 333 These charges '.

. are '

the points and very gist of the indictment. 1791 Burke i

App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 501 This is the great gist of the
charge against him. 1834 P. Bingham NewCases I. 72 The
gist of the action being the assault and battery. 1875
Poste Gains iv. (ed. 2) 502 The gist (gite) of the civil action
of Condictio . . was the increase of the defendant's fortune
or patrimony by the reduction of the plaintiff's patrimony
without any consideration or equivalent gain to the plaintiff.

0. 1726 Sir
J.

Strange Rep. Cases I. 666 Where the
special damage is the £7/ of the action, this sort of evidence
is allowed. 1795 Christian in Blacks/one's Comm. (1809)
III. 140'fhegitor foundation of the action is held to consist
in the husband's loss of the comfort and society of his wife.

1823 De Quincey King of Hayti Wks. 1862 XI. 41 The
i

gite of the lawyer's reasoning.

2. The substance or pith of a matter, the essence ;

or main part.

1823 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 339 This is the gist. !

Herejies the whole of it. 1861 T. A. Trollope La Beata '

II. xii. 52 The gist of the fun is to demand the production
of the green sprig . . at the most . . unexpected times. 1864
Bowen Logic xu 363 The gist of the reasoning does not I

depend upon any Maxim or First Principle.

Gist 'desist), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 geyst,
|

8 joist. [Aphetic form of Agist; cf. also Gise v.]

1. trans. To take in or put out (cattle) to pasture !

at so much per head : — Agist v. i.

1483\Cath. Augl. 157/1 To Giste, agistare. 1492 Plump- <

ton Corr. (Camden) 103 A neighbour of myne . . which
geysted with two of your servants in Haywras x bests.
1693 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss. s.v.Agisiator, Agister. . 1

to receive in cattel to be so pastur'd or gisted [etc.]. 1799
A. Young Agric. Line. 325 They are forced to . . joist their
sheeders in the spring. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Gist, to agist, ,

to pasture out cattle on hire.

f 2. intr. Of cattle : To remain and feed for
a specified time : = Agist v. 2. Obs.
1519 in Surtees Misc. (18881 33 For takynge viij swyn to

gist, xijd. 1601 Fulbf.cke jst Pt. Parall. 31 Whatsoeuer
is gained by. .the harrowing of horses, or the letting to gist
of kine.

Hence f Gi-sted ppl. a. ; Gi-sting vbl. sb.

1794 Pringle Agric. Surv. Westmld. 21 Every occupier 1

of land, .having it in his power to keep, .cattle through the !

months of summer, upon joisted fields . . at a cheap rate. '

1829 Brockett N. C. Words (ed. 2), Gisting, the feeding of
cattle, which in some places are called gisements. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Gisting, the agistment of cattle.

Gist(e, obs. form of Guest, Joist.

t Gi'Ster. Obs. rare. Also 7 geaster. [Aphetic
form ofAgistor i in sense 2 prob. f. Gist v. + -eb 1

.]
(

GITTERN.

1. =Agistok.
1483 CatA. Angl. 157/1 A Gister, agistator.

2. A cow, etc. feeding on hired pasture.
1641 [see Gist sb.'2 ].

t Gistment . Obs. rare. Also 6 joyssement

;

and see Gisemknt. [Aphetic form of Agistment.]
= Agistment i.

1511 MS. Ace. St. John's Ilosp., Canterb., It. for be gyst-
ment off ij drey Kyne, 1545 Statem. Accts. in Fasten
MSS. (B.M.) VIII, For the joyssement of ccxx shepe at
Beckham., at \i}d. the shepe. }\vs. 169^ Kennett Par.
Antiq. Gloss. s.v. Agistator, Tenants within the forest, who
had free gistment.

Gistne(n, Gistning, var. Gksten, Gestening.
Git, var. Gate sbA ; dial. f. Get v. ; obs. f. Gith.
Git, git : see Gist j&3

II Gitano (dgitano; in Sp. x*&*&0)< [Sp* repr.
a popular Lat. type *Aigyptanus Egyptian.] A
male (Spanish) gipsy. So Gita'na, a female gipsy.
1834 W. H. AjnsWORTH Rookwood 111. i, Her father was a

Spanish Gitano. 1845 Fitzbali. Maritana 11. ii. 22 Hear
me swear, too fair Gitana, This fond heart beats but for thee.
1876 Jas. Grant One of the 600 I. iii. 42 Her thick wavy
hair .

. her ever-sparkling eyes, were black as those of a
Spanish gitano [sic] or a Welsh gipsy.

Gitarr(e, obs. form of Guitar.
t Gite \ gide. Obs. Forms: a. 4 6 gyte. 5-7

gite, 7 git. p. 5 gide,gyde, (guyde). [app. a.

OF. guile, some article of clothing (according to
Godef., a hat).] A kind of dress or gown.
a. c 1386 ( Ihaucer Reeve's T. 34 She cam after in a gyte

of reed. C1450 Hrnryson Test. Cres. 260 iThynne.i Hir gyte
was gray, and full ofspottis blak. a 1529 SkelTON El. Rum-
myug 68 Whan she doth her aray And gyrdeth in her gytes :

Stytched and pranked wyth pletes. 1567 Xurberv, Epit.
$ Sonn. (1837} 295 Thy brodred gyte makes thee a gallant
gyrle. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xm, liv. 245 Phoebus, left his
golden weed, And dond a gite in deepest purple dide. 1614
Camden Rem. 234 They had also about this time a kinde
of Gowne called a Git.

0. c 1420 Anturs of Arth. 36G Here gide was glorious
and gay, of a gresse green, c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 213
Likle he was. richt byge and weyle besyne, In till a gyde
of gudly ganand greyne. t a 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.J
II. 187 Fie on pearles ! fie on pride ! Fye on gowne ! fye
on guyde.

\ Used by Peele for : Splendour, magnificence.
1589 Peele Tale Troy Wks. (Rtldg.) 558/1 Done is thy

pride, dim is thy glorious gite, Slain is thy prince in this
unhappy fight, a 1597 — Davlli * Bethsabe 11. iii, So dim
is David's glory and his gite.

II Gite - G$/t). Also gite. rare. \Y.gtte{OV.
giste: see Gist sb.'1

), vbl. sb. related Xogesir to lie.]

1. A stopping-place, lodging.

1798 Charlotte Smith Young Philos. IV. 37 Would I had
any pretensions to so happy a gite ! 1809 Scott Fam. Lett.
(1S94) I. 140 This small farm ..will .. furnish a better gtte
than any of the Inns on the road. 1841 James Brigand xii,

The village was too small to have a regular inn, or gite.

2. The place where .1 fish lies.

1854 Uaijham Jlalieul. 41 The gites offish are very various,
some lying on a bed of sand, some ambushed in mud [etc.].

t Gite :!
, Obs. rare ~ l

. [a. OF. giet, jet, etc.

;

cf. Get sb.- and JESS*] A strap (of a shield).
c 1440 Partonope 2241 He vndide the gyte of hys Sheelde

And from hym cast hit into the feelde.

Gite, gite : see Gist sb$
Gitern\e, obs. form of GlTTEBN sb.

Gith. (gib). Forms: a. 4,6 gitte, 6-7 git. £. 7
githen, 4- gith. [a. \J.gUh,git,guti, of unknown
origin.] A name for plants of tile genus A7

igella,

esp. N. saliva. Damask gith « N. damascena.
a. ^1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 16 Ciminum

Ethiopicum, gitte. 1548 TURNER Names of Ilerbes, Git is

named .. in englishe herbe Git or Nigella romana. 1608
Toi'skll Serpents 11658) 775 Take of the seeds of Gtt or
Nigella ten drams.
p. 138a Wyci.if Isa. xxviii. 27 Forsothe'not in sawes shal

he throsshegith. 1398TKKVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. lxxxii.

(1495) 652 Gyth is a manere potage moche lyke to Comyn.

.

and growyth amonge come wyth smalle sedcand some
meaneth that the herbe Gyth is Nigella. ci.420 Pallad. on
Husb. x. 155 And gith is last eke in this mone ysowe, 1577
U. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 53 The onion and gith.

ifin Cotgr., Gith, Hearbe githen, Nigella Komana. 1661
Lovei.l Hist. Anim. <y Min. 268 They may be driven away
..by the smoake of gith and hemlock. 1713 Petiveb in

Phil. 'Trans. XXVIII. 207 Double flowered or Damask
Gith. 1822 Hortus Auglicns II. 37 Small Fennel Flower,
Herb Gith. 1869 Blackmore I,orna D. xxii, If thou would
keep thy Son, See that bine and gith have none.

b. Applied to the Corn-cockle, Lychnis Githago.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccccxxviii. 927 Cockle, .is called

Gith .. yet not properly. 1866 Treas. Bot., Gith, the Corn
Cockle, Agrostemma Githago.

Gitie, Gittar, obs. ff. Jetty, Guitak.

Gitter (gi'taj). Optics. [Ger. = lattice, grating.]

A diffraction grating.

1876 Harpers Mag. Jan. 210 The earliest gitters were
prepared by Fraunhofer, and were ruled through leaf metal
or thin coatings of grease on glass. 1881 C. S. Pierce in

Nature 21 July 262/2 It will be possible to deduce from
the minimum deviation of this line produced by any given
gitter, the mean width of that gitter.

Gittern (gi'tDJn), sb. arch. Forms: 4-5 gi-

tern(e, 4-6 gytern(e, (5 getarne, -erne, -yrne,

gittyrn), (6 getron, githorn, guthorne), 6-7
gitterne, (7 gittron, gytterne), 7, 9 ghittern,
8 guiteme. 6- gittern. fa.OF'. guiteme, gui'sterne

,
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GITTERN.

etc. (obs. since 16-i^th c.) of obscure formation.
The form guiterre also occurs; usually believed to

represent an altered form of Gr. tci$apa Cithaba.
Cf. Guitar and Cithern.] An old instrument of
the guitar kind strung with wire, a cithern.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xiii. 233, I can noither tabre ne
trompe. .ne synge with the gyterne. c 1410 Sir Cleges 101
Of harpis, luttis, and gctarnys. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform,
xxviii. 67 Quhair I begouth with guthome for to dance.
1613 Leighton Teares or Lament. 70 With Drumes & Fife
& Shrillest shalmes, with Gittron and bandore. 1633 Hey-
wood Eng. Trav. 11. Wks. 1874 IV. 29 A fourth, bestrides
his Fellowes, thinking to scape. As did Arion,on the Dolphins
backe, Still fumbling on a gitterne. 1693 Southerns Maid't
last Prayer 111. iii, Where's my Gittern? 179a Minstrel
(1793) II. 100 Elizabeth . . played incomparably on the gui-
terne. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xxvii, The same hand . . can
touch a tinkling lute, or a gittern, to soothe the ears of the
dancing daughters of perdition in their Vanity Fair. 1879
Tennyson Falcon, You know that I can touch The ghittern
to some purpose.

b. attrib., as gittern-head (cf. cittern-head in

Cithern a), -wire,

1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law iv. i. (1656) 47 The Heads
of your Instruments differ, yours are Hogs-heads their Cit-
tern and Gittern heads. 166a Irish Act 14 Chat. II, c. 8
Bk. Rates, Wire called. .Virginal and Ghittern wire.

t Gittern, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To play
on the gittern.

c 1380 [see the vbl. $6.\ c 1400 Rom. Rose 2322 To harpe
and gitterne, daunce and play, c 1525 Tale ofBasyn 82 in
Hazl. E. P. P. III. 47 He harpys and gytryns and syngs
well ther-too. a 1674 Milton in Birch Life (1738) I. 44
Each evening every one with Mistress or Ganymed, git-
terning along the Streets.

Hence + Gi'tterning vbl, sb.

ci$Zo Wyclif Wks. (1880) 9 Knackynge and harpynge,
gyternynge it daunsynge & obere veyn triflis. c 1386
Chaucer Miller's T. 177 He syngeth in his voys gentil and
smal . . Ful wel acordaunt to his gyternynge.

t Gi'ttemer. Obs. A player on the gittern.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 91 Bot sytole stryng & gyternere

Her reken myrbe mojt not retrete. 14.. Nom. in Wr.*
Wiilcker 693/44 Hie gigator, getyrnere.

Gittie, Giuegoue, obs. ff. Jetty, Gewgaw.
Giuncus, pi. giunchi, obs. form of Junk.
II Giunta (d^u-nta). Hist. See also Junta. [It.

giunta, f. giugnere to Join.] In the Venetian re-

public, a number of patricians chosen to act as
assessors to the Council of Ten in special emer-
gencies ; later, the name given to the 60 co-opted
members of the council of pregadi, by which the
affairs of the state were administered.
1673 Ray Journ. LcnvC. 167 In the number of the 60

Pregadi there can be but three of one and the same family,
and if there be three in the Pregadi there can be but two
in the Giunta. 1820 Byron Mar. Fal.v. i,The Giunta Will
hearyou.

t Criunto, quasi-It. spelling of Junto.
1641 Jrnls. Ho. Commons II. 118 A Giunto of the Privy

Council for the Scotch affairs.

Giuntur, obs. form of Jointure.

t Giust. Spenser's quasi-It. spelling of Joust.
iS79 Spksser Sheph. Cat. Oct. 39 And sin£ of bloody Mars,

of wars, of giusts. 1590 — F. Q. 1. i. 1 Knightly giusts and
fierce encounters. 1808 Scott Martn. 1. xiv. Seldom hath
pass'd a week but giust Or feat of arms befel.

tGive,^- 1 Obs. Forms: a. 1 si(e)fu, syfu,
Seofu, 2 5ife, gieve, 2-3 3ive, $e(o)ve, $efe, 4
yeve. #. 3 «ife, give, gyve. [Com. Teut. : OE.
liefu str. fern. = OFris. geve, j'eve, OS. geba, gitia

{MDu. geve), OHO. geba, gepa, kepa (MHG.^fe),
0^-gJ9f&o\\i.giba\-OTz\\\.*geM,i*geb-\.oO\x%.
The 0-forms, with initial g for $, are northern and prob,

due to the influence of the verb, q.v.]

1. Something given ; = Gift sb. 3.
The combination $eres-$ivc. New Year's gift (see Year)

occurs later, e.g. in 1377 text of P. Plowman B. x. 47. With
the OE. id giefe, as a gift, cf. Du. te geef as a gift, gratis
(now only in the sense ' dirt cheap ').

a. Beotvulf 1884 pa wis on gange xifii HroSgares oft
Re-aehted. r88ff K. Alfred lioeih. xh. §2 pam he jeaf
inicle jife freodomes. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 8 Ge on-
fengun to xyfc, syllaS to *yfe [L. gratis], a izoo Moral
Ode 45 per ne berf he habben kare of 3efe ne of ^elde. c 1205
Lay. 1790 pa hefde Brutus ba 3eue bat Diana hi bi-heihte.
Ibid. 20494 Heo sculden habbeon jiuen gode. c 1300, c 1330
[see Give v. B 8].

0. c 1300 Havelok 357 That he ne moucte no more hue,
For gol ne siluer, ne for no gyue.

b. Something given by God ; a divine gift,

grace ; = Gift sb. 6.

a. 971 Btickl. Horn. 31 Ealra bara fcifa be he middan-
Xearde for^eaf burh his tocyme, nis nanis mare mae^en..
ponne [etc.]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 40 pact cild weox
. . & godes jyfu waes on him. c 1200 Vices <$ Virtues 53
Full of jpdes ^iues. c 1200 Ormin 5482 pe firrste jife iss

witt & skill Inn heofennlike bingess. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
107 Swiche jiues [MS. giues] and none iuele sende5 lemene
fader mankin. c 1230 Hali Meid. 11 Meidenhad is tat an
3eoue i^ettet te of heouene.

(9. a 1300 Cursor M. 23370 pe sele bat sal leng in heuen,
In bodi sal haf gifes seuen.

2. The action of giving; =Gift sb. I.

< 1205 Lay. 401 He heold be stronge castles burh staSele
his fader 3efe. 1340 Ayenb. 23 Lozengerie, simulacion, fol-

liche yeue : uor bet me ssel him hyealcle corteysand large.

3. Comb., as 3eve-custi [OE. cystig bountiful],

bountiful in gifts.

c 1205 Lay. 4862 Nes he noht 3aelpinde ah he wes 3eue-
[to MS.

; printed geue-J custi.
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Give (giv), sb? [f. Give v.] The action, fact,

or quality of ' giving ' (cf. sense 40 of the vb.) ; a
yielding, giving way.
1887 CasselPs Fam. Mag. Summer No. 62 The dead pull

(so different to the spring and give of the rod). 1893 Pall
Mall G. 4 Jan. 4/3 Notwithstanding the apparent give

'

in the weather yesterday, at no time . . did the thermometer
rise above 31 degrees.

Give (giv), v. Forms and Inflexions : see below.
[A Common Teutonic str. vb. : OE. giefan (geaf,
giafon, giefen) = OFris. geva, jeva, OS. getan
(MDu. and Du.geven

, OHG. kepan,geban (MHG.
and G. geben), ON. gefa (Sw. gifva, Da. give) , Goth.
giban :-OTeut. *geban, gaf, gAtium, gedono-.
By some the root is identified with that of Lith.
gabinti to bring, Olrish gabim I take.
In OE. the strictly West Saxon forms of the infinitive and

the pa, pple. show the influence of initial £ in the substitution
of te (commonly :, y) for the original e of the root ; thus
giefan, gifan, gyfan for gefan. In other dialects the e was
normal, except where it passed into *<? (northern ea) by «- or

:

o- umlaut ; but /occurs very frequently, perh. owing to the

I

analogy of the 2nd and 3rd pers. sing. pres. ind. ; on the
other hand, the regular i of the last-mentioned forms is

often replaced by the e of the infinitive. In midland and
southern ME. there are three main forms : $iven, jeven
and %eoven. The third of these is rare, and disappears
c 1200. The relation of the other two forms is obscure, as
both sometimes occur in the same text (e.g. in Layamon,
where the earlier version favours %even, the later %iven, but
neither is consistent). In such cases the difference may be
merely graphic, and due to an indeterminate vowel. Some
texts, however, show an exclusive use of one or other of the
forms ; thus fwem is regular in the Ancren Riwle, while the
Ayenbite has on\y }ez>en. The forms with initial guttural
are first recorded in the Ormulum (? north-east midland,
c 1200), though the forms with $ are much more frequent.
(Apparent earlier instances with initial £-- occur only in MSS.
which confuse g and J.) The g forms, however, certainly
originated in the north (though the want of 12th c. northern
texts renders direct proof impossible) ; and, as they do not
admit of being (like the guttural^" of begin) explained as
the products of analogy, it seems most probable that they
are due to Scandinavian influence. The regular form of the
infinitive in early northern texts is gif give, which rather
corresponds to Sw. gifva, Da. give, than to ON. gefa. On
the other hand, the pa. pple. is at an early date written
with e as well as i\gefin, gifin, etc. ; see the forms below),
and e also appears in some contracted forms as^«(=gives).
In the 15th and 16th c. the form^rrv {geif% etc.) is common
both in English and Scottish writers ; Levins (1570) places it

along with grieve, sleeve, etc. In the 14-15^ c. the northern
forms extended themselves gradually to the midland dialects.

Havelok ic 1300) has, like the Ormulum, both the 3 and the

f'

forms; R. Brunne's Handlyng Synne (1303) has only the
ormer, but his Chronicle (C1330), according to the two
existing MSS., has always g. Langland has both types,
well attested by the alliteration, but Chaucer seems to have
always written yez>e, yaf and throughout the greater part
of the 15th c. the palatal forms predominate in midland
(including East Anglian) as well as in southern writers.
The MSS. of Fortescue have g, which is common also in the
London documents after t43o (Morsbach

?
Eng. SchrifU

sprache 98). About 1500 the palatal forms disappear entirely
from the literary language, and have left only very faint
traces in the modern dialects.

In the i4th-i5th c. the pa. pple. was sometimes conformed
tothe analogy of the e, a, o vbs. with -/, -r roots (cf. Get) ;

this took place with both the midland and northern forms,
but $oven is found more frequently than goven.]

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Infinitive.

a. Simple Infinitive give (giv). Forms : a.

r seo-, siofan, siaban, Northutnb. seafa, 2 jevan,

3 ;eoven, 5efve(n, 3-4 5eve(n, 4 ^ef, 4-6 yeve,

5 yeff(e, yew. 0. 1 si(e)fan, syfan, 2 ;yven,
;iefe, 2-4 3yfen, ^ifen, 3 5ifve(n, Orm. ^ifenn,

3-4 5i(e)ve(n, ;yve,4 ^if, if, 5 3iffe, yiffe, yive.

7. 3 Orm. gifenn, 4-5 gyf(f(e, gif(f )e, 4-7 gif(f,

4-6 gyve, gyf(e(n, 4-7 geve, (5 gjrwe, 6 geive,

ge*, Sc. gewe, 7 Sc. giwe), 8-9 dial, gie, gi', 4-
give. (Also 6 y-geve, iSSr. gevin.)
a. Beowulf (Z.) 2973 Ne meahte se snella sunu Wonredes

ealdum ceorle hondslyht jriofan. ('831 Charier 39 in O. E,
Texts 445 Hwet man. .ajialtan seel. C950 Litu/isf. Cosf.
Matt, xxvii. 58 Pylatus. .jeheht ajeafa lichoma.] CI17S
Lamb. Horn. 13 Ic eou wille 3euan wela. c 1105 Lay. 4779
He him wolde ^eiien al bat gold, c 1130 Halt Meid. io
Schulle . . jeouen ham stude & nome betere ben sunen be

dohtren. < 1400 .!/><>/. Loll. 7 He may 5ef non indulgence
noiber to man in purg_atori, neiber to hem bat are prescit.

£-1440 Gesta Rom. xxxi. 113 (Harl. MS.) Eny man, that my
fadir wolle jeve me to. 1477 Paston Lett, No. 808 III. 214
He wold yeffe you his Iabore, be so ye payd for his costes.

p. _
a 1000 Cardmon's Gen. 671 (Gr.) Hwa meahte me swelc

jewit jifan. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 pe uurecce men
ne hadde nan more to ^yuen. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 231 Me
hine sceolde . . 3iefe him his formemete. a 1200 Moral Ode
64 in Trin. Coll. Horn., par me sal . . 3ieuen us ure werkes
lean after ure eminge. c 1200 Ormin 10476 Forr batt he
wollde gifenn uss To brukenn eche blisse. c\yyo Cursor M.
23218 (Trin.) Peynted fire..3yue B|t neuer hit may. c 1350
will. Palerne 2963 pi dou^ti sone schal bi dere doubter 3iuen
pe kinges sone of spayne. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 79 And if be
sentens to sle be innocent. 14 . . MS. Fairfax 16 iHalliw.)
To., yiffe hem audience, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode u.
cxliii. (1869) 132 With his yrened foot he shulde yiue me in
be visage. 1485-6 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 49 All maner
patayns, ^eftys, offy^s, that he dyd 3iffe.

y. c laoo Ormin Ded. 248 purrh batt he shall o Domess
da33Uss gifenn heffness blisse. a 1300 Cursor M. 145 (Cott.)

How god bigan be law hym gyfe. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 2281 He poughte his doughtres gyue hose-
bandes. C1340 Cursor M. 13714 (Fairf.) pou sal hir gif
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iuggement. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Peter 133, I sail gyf
gud leif hym till, c 1400 Destr. Troy 11469 What godes bai
wold gyffe to the gret harmes. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1760
Gode counsaile we shal you gyfen. 1483 Cath. Angl. 155/1
To Gife, donare. Ibid., To Gifle to kepe, commendare.
15x3 Doigi.as ^E"«f£rv.vi.39, 1 sail 30W gevin ilk man. .twa
schort speris. X5»i Fisher Wks. (1876) 313 Euery true
christen man sholde gyf assured fayth. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon xliv. 147, 1 shall gyue the my syster in maryage. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 56 Tua thousand merkis .. He
had with him king Richart for to gewe. 1566 Drant
Horace's Sat. 1. F, Some one or other wyll to thee thy
fatall wounde ygeve. 1575 Gantm. Gurton in. iii. C iij b,

Where is the strong stued hore, chil ge'ar a hores marke.
1609 Bible (Douay) Zeih. iii. 5 In the morning he wil geve
his judgment into light. 1815 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I.

369 He was a-goin' to gi' me the lie. 1863 Robson Bards
of Tyne 294 Aw'll gie them a' the sack.

b. Dative Infinitive (with to) to give (tu giv)

;

in OE. %6 seta^fanne, sifenne, syfene, ME. to
^ifene, ^ivende, yevene.
C950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt., Contents 16/15 To brenganne uel

to^eafanne. 11540. E. Chron. an. no9£)aerwurdon. baaSas
gesworene his dohter bam Casere to gifene. c xi6o Hatton
Gosp. Matt. xiv. 7 Da be-het he mid abe, hire to 3yfene swa
hwa;t swa hyo hine baede. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 1 19 Fir
haueS on him bre mihtes, on to 3iuende hete, o5er to 3iuende
liht [etc.]. 1340 Ayenb. 1 14 Oure guode fader bet is zuete and
milde uor to yeuene.

2. Indicative Present.

a. 1st pers. sing. give. Forms : a. i -gefo,

-Seofu, 3 ;efve, 3eove, 3-5 $eve. &. 1 sife,

Siefe, 2-3 3ife, 3-5 jive, 4-5 yive, 31L 7. 3-6
gifj 6 gyve, geve, 4- give.

a. [c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxi. 26 Gehat min dryhtne ic

ajeofu. c 950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt, xviii. 21 Ic forgefo
him wi<5 sefo si8a.] a 1115 Juliana 19 Nawiht ne jeoue ich
for inc now8er. c 117S Lay. 9513 Mine dohter ich him
3efue Genuis to sehte and to sibbe. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
xv. 89 Ich 3eue [B. xn. 146 3if ] be fyue snyllinges.

fi. a 900 Cynewulf Christ 478 in Exeter Bk., Ic . . eow
meaht giefe. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 679 (Gr.) Gife ic hit 3e
georne. c xaos Lay. 29243 Ich 3"me be ane eorldom. 1297
R. Glouc (Rolls) 283 pe pridde del mi kinedom ich %iue pe
to be mi fere. 11385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 31 To hem
yive I feyth.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 1930 (Gott.) Til 30U. .Min brod beni-
sun i gme {Fairf. geue]. Ibid. 15252 (Cott.) pe gift bat I

yow here gif nu. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Peter 16 To be I

fyff be keys of hewyne. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxi. 134,
gif him to the Devill of hell, a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold.

Bk. M. Aurcl. (1546) H v b, I gyue me to all men. 1535
Coverdale Gen. xxiii. 11 As for the felde . . I geue [16x1
giue] it the.

b. 2ndpers. sing, givest (gi'vest). P'orms : a. 1

Norlhumb. -jefes, 3 jevest, 4 yefst, 4-5 yevest,
3ees, 5 yeves. £. 1 sifest, sifst, 2-3 3ifst, 3
jivest, 4 3yvest. 7. 4 gifes, gives, gyffis, gis,

4-5 ges, 6 gevest, 7- givest.
a. [< 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke ii. 29 Nu forletes uel for-

gefes esne Sin.] 1x1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 185 Jhi bet
3euest hire liht. 1340 Ayenb. 93 pine zuetnesse bet bou .

.

yefst to bine uryenaes. c 1420 Anturs ofArth. xiv, Those
at thou 3ees [Douce MS. Of that bou yeues] at tin 3ate.

fi. c xooo Ags. Ps. lxxix. 5 f>u . us drincan gifest. c xooo
v^lfric Gen. xv. 2 Hwaet gifst bu me? rxaoo Vices % Vir-
tues (1888) 77 ^if 5u 3ifst 80 manne 3e gaf [tic '. ? read 3af J

5e. c 1340 Cursor M. 971 (Trin.) Lord he seide bou 3yuest
al. 1382 Wyclif Deut. xv. 13 Whom with freedam thow
3yuest.

V, a 1300 Cursor M. 971 (Gdtt.) * Lauerd ', he said, 'bu

fifes [Fairf. ges] all '. laid. 16106 (Cott.) Quin giues bou
aim answar? c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints, Magdalena 315 Pu.

.

nochl gyffis bame of pi gud. c 1400 Destr. Troy 20S9 1 how
ges ni.it ir to men mony day after, fforto speke of bi spede.

1535 Coverdale Ps. cxliv. [cxlv.J 15 Thou geuest [1611

giuest] them their meate in due season.

c. yd pers. sing, gives (givz), arch, giveth
(giveb). Forms : a. 1 -xef'es, 2-3 5evetS, 5efe"5,

4-5 3efJ)(e, 3ev-, yeveth, -ys, -yth, -yj>. 0.

1 siefep, sifep, sif p, 3 3ief8, Orm. %ifepp, 3-4
3if(p, ^ivep, 4 ^yveth. 7. 3 Orm. gifepp, 4 geves,
gif(e)s, -ith, giffls, gis(e, givis, -ys, gyves, 5
gyfez, 6 geves, ghewys, gyvs, 5-6 gev-, gyveth,
-yth, 9 Sc. and dial, gies, 5- giveth, 4- gives.
a, (950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. vi. 15 Ne fader iuerre for-

gefes synna iuerre.] c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 NimaS 3eme.

.

hwilche 3ife he us jjefeS. Ibid. 137 Ure lauerd god almihten
. . 3eue5 him his blescunge. c 1340 Cursor M. 9645 (Laud)
To eche man she yevyb wille Right to haue good and Hie.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 239 And ry^t as bis lampe 3efth

gret ly3t. ,1440 PartonoPe 3213 Precious stones she yeuys
[printed yenys] me. Ibid. 8736 Leve to wende He yeuyth
[/»r/«r^yenyth]hem thurgh the Rewme of fraunce. c 1449
Pecock Re/n-. 264 The seid preier of Iohun 3euith to me the

seid xx* 1
. pound.

p. a goo Cynewulf Christ 604 in Exeter Bk., He us a:t

jiefeb. c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxvii[i]. 12 God £ife5 gleaw word
godspellendurn. c 1,175 Lamb. Horn. 97 He . . ?if8 heom
for3ifnesse . . Summe Men he 3if wisdom and speche. a 1200

Moral Ode 146 in Trin. Coll. Horn., Al to diere he hit

abuiS be 3ief3 bar-fore his swiere. c iaoo Ormin 2795 Drihh-

tin ^ifebb hali3 witt pa menn batt wel himm fol^henn.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 7 pis ure lauerd 3iueS ham her as on erles

of be eche mede bat schal cume brafter. xyp Langl. P. PI.

B. vii. 80 He that 3iueth. X393 — Ibid. C. iv. 341 The 3ifte

that god 3yueth.

y, c 1200 Ormin 11314 Forr 3ure wuke gifebb 3uw A35 sexe

werrkeda33ess. a 1300 Cursor M. 18650 (Cott.) He gifs his

quelpe lijf to rise. Ibid. 29240 (Cott.) Pape allan, On man
he gise [Cotton Galba gifes] til his pouste. Ibid. 24751
luiin.) pat gifes me lust of hir to rede. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 227 Fredome alt solace to man giffis. a 1400-50

Alexander 1662 He .. Gyfez bairn garisons of gold & of

god stanez. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour D it b, He gyueth
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us U both by writynges and by lawe. 1485 — Paris fy V.
11 Myn hert giveth it me. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvi. 6
Sum gevis for pryd and glory vane. Ibid, 36 Sum givis to

strangens. 1503 Kalender of Slteph., Pater Noster, The
qwych ghewys vs certaynte of the way of .salwt. 1538
Starkey England 1. ii. 45 Then vertue . . gyuyth to man
hye felycyte. 1602 Shaks. Ham. u. ii. 73 Old Norwey ..

Giues him three thousand Crownes. 1780-1808 J. Mayne
Siller Gun 1, To show what diff'rence stands 'Tween him
that gets and gies commands.

d. plural give. Forms : a. 1 -seafdS, -sefees,

4 yeven, 5 %evep. &. 1 gifaC, 3 Orm. gifenn,

4 3yve, gyve]?, -en, 5 yive. 7. 4 gif(s, gyven,

5 giffen, gife, gifves, gyrTon, 5-6 gyve, -eth, 6

ge(e)ve, 6- give.
o. [(950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 12 Donne .. eostro

asaegcas uel a^eafaS. Ibid. Luke xi. 4 Gif - . we forfcefaes .

.

scyldje us.] 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love Prol. 18 Afterward
the sight of the better colours yeven to hem more joye for

the
i

hrst leudnesse. 1^60-70 Bk. Quintessence 17 Ex-
perience techib bat colenk men 3eueb to summe ymagyna*
ciouns.

J3. a 1000 Hymns vii. 102 (Gr.) Swa we her [some] *ifa5
earmon mannum. c 1200 Ormin 15380 pa;raffterr gifenn be^
be folic 5et werrse win to drinnkenn. c 1340 [see y]. c 1380
Wyclif Serm, Sel.Wks. I. 67 f>ei 3yve to symple men. c 1394
P. PL Crede 114 And in pouertie praien for all oure parteners
pat Syueb vs any good, c 1400 Rom. Rose 5788 With sorwe
they bothe dye and live, That to richesse he hert is yive.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 3114 To lare o godd gif [Go'tt, giue]
bai na tent. Ibid. 5148 pai ar cled in riche pall And gifs

[1340 Fair/, gyuen ; Trin. 3yuen] bair giftes ouerall. c 1400
Destr. Troy 3668 To Agamynon bai giffen be gouernaunce
hole. Ibid. 12002 The grekys full glad gyffon to red.

1450-1530 Myrr.our Ladye 18 The prynces of the worlde
gyueth worldly rewarde to her prayzers. '.'1476 Plumpton
Corr. (Camden) 35 The judges gifues [printed gifnes] her no
favour, for they say [etc.]. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxviii.

235 It is a sayenge that they that gyue are euer welcome.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, Wee geue
thankes to thee for thy greate glory. 1562 Phaer sEneid ix.

Aaij b, The Troyans dastard harts .. neither geeue them
dare in open field, nor fierce outbreake In amies. 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poeste m. xxiv. (Arb.) 292 With vs the
wemen giue their mouth to be kissed.

3. Indicative Past.

a. 1st and $rd pers. sing, gave (g^'v). Forms:
a. 1 seei", 2 iaf, 3-5 3af(f(e, (4 gave, ;of), 4-6
yaf(e, 4-5 yave, (5 yove). 0. 1 seaf, 2 giaf,

a- 4 gef, 4 yeaf. 7. 4 (9 dial,) gov, 4-5 gaf(e,

gaaf(f, -ffe, gaffe, 5 geaf, 4, 6 Sc. gef, 4-6 geve,
6 gayf, Sc. gaif, 8 Sc. gae, 4- gave. Also weak
farm 7-8, 9 dial, gived, 8-9 Sc. gied.

a > U9510 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke ix. 42 [He] fcehselde o*one

cnaeht & Ajaefhinefaider his.] c 1000 Ags.Ps. (Spelm.)Ixvi.

5 Eorban sealde [v.r. ^aef] waestm his. 11546?. E. Chron.
an. 1132 And te king iaf S(et) abbotrice an prior ofS' Neod.
( 1200 Ormin 15498 pe blinde gaff he wel to sen. C1300
Beket 296 As God $af that cas. < 1340 Cursor M. 3912
(Trin.) pe grace bat god him }of. 1413 Pilgr. Soiule (Caxton
1483) iv. xxv. 71 Heyauehymvnderstandyng. < 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 273 Of ober wordelyche honour saff he ry$t noujt.
c 1440 Partonope 2740 He yafe golde, selver, and also coine.
(1508 Syr Lamwell in Laneham's Let. (1871) Introd. 30
Sir landevale. .yaf yeftes largely.

0. a 1000 Elene 365 (Gr.) Eow dryhten Jeaf dom un-
scyndne. (Z1175 Cott. Horn. 223 pat wif .. giaf hire were
and he aet. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 197 Ich. .?ef Se
al mi suluen. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2600 1 he kyng 3ef is

men grete ;iftes. 1340 Ayenb, 81 A! be uayrhede fet bet
body heb : be zaule hit yeaf.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 603 He gafe him . . a luuesum land.
Ibid. 4393 Sco gaue a cri pat all moght here. Ibid. 15228
Vp he lift his hali hand, and gaf [Go'tt. geue] be benisun.
13. . Gaiu. <y Gr. Knt. 370 He . . lyfte vp his honde, & gef
hym goddez blessyng. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. 112
God gaff bame sic mycht. c 1380 Wyclif .SW. Wks. III.

458 Criste willefully gafe tribute to bo emperoure. a 1400-50
Alexander 5157 Scho gaffe skirmand skrikis. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xi. 282 Whan he had sayd this he
. . gaaffe hym the monkes hode vpon his hede, a 1550
Christis Kirke Gr. xxiii, He. .gaif them bayth their paikis.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. (1618) 21 The Pope .. gaue shew
that there could be laid no firme ground of their reconcilia-
tion. 1776 C. Keith Farmer s Ha' 35 The bridegroom gae
me great commands To bring ye down. 1871 C. Gibbon
Lack ofGold xxvi, He gied me a letter for Annie.

b. 2nd pers. sing, gavest. Forms : a. 1 se"afe,

S^fe, a 3ef, 4 5eve. £. 4 5af, }ave, yave,
gavest. 7. 4 gaf(s, gave, 6- gavest.
a. tiooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxviii[i]. 27 Hi. .ehtan ongunnon

Se bu him earfoou asnij geafe. a 1240 Wohunge in Cott.
Horn. 271 pu ?ef be seluen for me to lese me fra pine, c 1300
Harrotv. Helloz The appel that thou ?eve hym.
0. £1340 Cursor M. 10485 (Fairf.) pou..a worby sonne

hir yaue [ Trin. 3aue, see also y], 1382 Wyclif Gen, iii.

12 The woman whom thow }aue me felow, 3aue to me of
the tree. — F.zek. xvi. 21 Thou . . ^auest hem.
y. 1x1300 Cursor M. 971 ' Lauerd !* he said, ' bou gafs

[? gaf us] al '. Ibid. 14056 To mi fete pu gaf [c 1340 Fairf.
gaue, Trin. a.af] water nan. 1535 Coverdale Gen. iii. 13
The woman which thou gauest me. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 1. i. 99 Pro. But do'st thou heare : gau'st thou my
Letter to lulia ?

C. plural gave. Forms: a. 1 s6afon , s^fon,

3 Orm. 3aefenn, 3-5 !}eCe)ve(n, (3 3efven,
3eove). 0. 2 iafen, 3-5 ;ouen, yaf(f, 4-5 ;af,

3ave(n, (^ofen), 5 3avun. 7. 3 Orm. gsefenn,

4-6 gaf>, 5-6 gafiF(e, 4-5 gef(e, geven, -yn,
goven, 6 Sc. gaif, 4- gave. Also wk, forms 7-9
as in a 7.

a. a 900 Cynewulf Christ 1354 in Exeter Bk., ponne
je hyra hulpon and him hleoS gefon. c 1200 Ormin 12732
And tejj himm ba puss jaefenn sware onnixness, c 1205

Lay. 5469 $isles heo him 3eoue sone. Ibid. 21247 Heo bit-

tere swi^en jefuen mid axes & mid sweordes. c 1305 St.

Christopher 180 in E. E. P. (1862) 64 pis wimmen ;eue him
lijt ansuere, as hi ne ^eue of him nojt.

p. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 And did adle in prisun til

hi iafen up here castles, c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 844 He. .jouen
him gouel of here lond. c 1340 Cursor M. 19582 (Trin.)

Whenne seyntis 3af her malisoun pei 3af hit noon bi euel
wille. c 1375 Ibid. 17440 (Laud) A somme of pens gadird
they And yaff to knyghtes. 1382 Wyclif Matt. xiii. 8

Other seedis felden in to good lond, and ^auen fruyt. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. iv. (1495) 51 In this matere olde
Phylosophers yaaf dyuers and as it were contrary domes.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 38 Thei gofen hym drinke galle. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 459 The Apostlis 3auun sum wey or ground
wherbi [etc.],

y. c 1200 Ormin 8211 pe}} gsefenn heore shorrte lif Forr
eche lifess blisse. a 1300 Cursor M. 13708 All bai gaf him
list ilkan. Ibid. 19043 At bair gain come mete bai gaue
[Go'tt. gaf; c 1340 Fairf yaff, Trin. 3aue]. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Thomas 659 pan al be prestis gef a Jell, c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 5 pe spounge and be rede of whilk be
Iewes gafe oure Lord to drynke. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6436
Mony strokes, in bat stoure, bo stithe men hym gefe.

(31400-50 Alexander 1070 Sagittarius forsoth men gafe it

to name. Ibid. 2327 All europe to my empyre enterly bai

geven. 1785 Burns Address to the Deil xvi, Ye . . gied the
infant warld a shog.

4. Subjunctive Present give. Forms : a. 1 3efe,

Seofe, 2 gefe, 2-5 geve, 3-4 3ef, yeve. p. 1 sife,

3 Orm. gife, 3-4 3yve, 4 gif, yive. 7. 3 Orm.
gife, 4 gif, Se, giflf, 5-6 geve, 4- give.
a, [c 825 Vesp, Psalter lx[i]. 9 Daet ic a^efe ^ehat min.

871-89 Charter 45 in O. E. Texts 452 ponne a^eofen hio
ba ilean elmessan.] ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xvi, 2 He
uoenas [b^et] ^eafa..he jefe uel geselle gode. riooo Ags.
Ps. (Th.) lviii[i], 1 NymS bu me raed ^eofe. ^1175 Lamb.
Horn. 67 God us ^efe mihte and deden. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric P. xix. 59 lesu Crist, heovene kyng, 3ef "s alle god
endyng. c 1375 Cursor M. 9763 (Laud) He hem yeve his

beneson That gladly heryb this sermon, c 1380 Wyclif
Sel. Wks. III. 328 $tf God 3eve him beyng and sustenaunce
to his lif.

0. a 1000 Andreas 388 (Gr.) Weoruda waldend .. 3e
wist jife heofonlicne hlaf. a 1200 Moral Ode 395 Crist

3yue us leden her swile lif and habben her swilcende. 13.

.

Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1450 Dame, God yive the howe !

y. c 1200 Ormin 9203 Gife he batt an summ oberr mann
Patt iss wibbutenn kirrtell. a 1300 Cursor M. 1947 To
doghty thues lok bou be gif. Ibid. 4946 If yee giue [Trin.
3yue] dome, ban sal pai hing. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Machor 1358 Quhill god .. pi full far crowne be giff in

hewine to pi werdoune. c 143S Torr, Portugal 2767 He
geve us his blessing !

5. Subjunctive Past gave. Forms: 3 Orm.
38efe, 4 gof, gove.
c 1200 Ormin 12015 Alls iffbe Laferrd 3^fepuss Anndswere

onn3an (?e deofell. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1648 So god for his

grace gove 1 hadde. Ibid, 2348 God for his grete grace gof
1 hadde now here horse and. .harneys.

6. Imperative give.
a. sing. Forms: a. 1 sef, sief, 2 gief, 2-4 gef,

4-5 yef, 5 ge(e)ve, 30, yeve. 0. 1-2 sif, 3 Orm.
giff, 3-5 gif, 4-5 gyve, 5 yf. 7. 4-5 gif(f;e,

gyf(f, 6 geve, gyve, 8-9 Sc. and dial, gie, 4- give.
a. [C825 Vesp. Psalter xxvii. 4 A&ef edlean heara him.]

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 39 Gif huaoec slaes in sui3ra

ceica 3in, set uel ^ef him & 3y oSera. c xooo Hymns v. 10

(Gr.) Du us freodom gief. C1205 Lay. 26075 Lauerd 3ef me
gri5. C1420 Lydg. Assemb. Gods 41 Yeue thy cruell iuge-

ment ageyn thys traytour, c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 122 Syre
Kyng. .Some meyte 3emme for charyte, c 1420 Pallad. on
Huso. 1. 547 Yef hem comyn ynough, & baume her pennys.
c 1430 How Wise Man taujt Son 34 in Babees Bk. 49 jeeue
bee not to ydilnesse. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 12 Sette it

wibinne a pott of watir, and 3eue vndirnebe a fier til be
watir of blood be distillid.

fi. c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 303
Nim |>a bfeo J>e baer synt to lafe, 8: gif maio. c 1200 Trin.
Colt. Horn. 27 5» [^/-S".gif] us to dai ure daihwamlichebred.
< 1200 Ormin 5224 ?iff me nu batt twifalde gast. c 1340
Cursor M. 3293 (Trin.) Mayden, he seide, 3yue me drynke.
1426 AunELAY Poems 7 The hungre 3if mete, c 1450 Guy
Wanv. (C.) 2758 Yf me thy cowncell nowe.
y. a 1300 Cursor M, 968 (Cott.) O bi winning giue [Go'tt.

gif; Trin. 3yue] me be tend. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) m
Yat gyff yam grace to ouer-coine ere enmys. a 1400-50
Alexander 4184 Giffe bam siluer. 1539 Tonstall Serm.
Palm Sund. (1823) 97 Gyue you to prayer. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer, Geue us this daye oure dayly bread. 1785
Burns Death fy Dr. Hornbook xi, Come gie's your news.

b. plural. Forms : a. I -seafas, 3-5 yeveth,
geveth, 5 yeve. 0. 1 -sifafl, 2 -gyfeB, 4-5
3yve(p, 3ife(th. 7. 4 geves, gis, gives, 5 ges,
6- give.
«• l^ 9S<> Lindisf.Gosp. Mark xi. 25 Forletas uel forseafas

Xif huat xie habbaS wio huelc huone.] a 1300 Havelok 91

1

But yeuep me inow to ete. c 1420 Lydg. Assemb. Gods 77
Consyder the cryme, and yeue your sentence.

fi. [c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xi. 25 Forjifab [Hatlon MS.
forjyfeS] ^if ^e hwaet a^en aenijne habba5.] c 1340 Cursor
M. 6138 (Trm.) Goob & 3yueb [Fairf. geues] me 3our«
benesoun. 1382 Wyclif Acts viii. 19 3>

-ue [v.r. 3iue, 3ifeth]

3e to me and this power.
y. a 1300 Cursor M. 5189 (Cott.) ' Gis [Fairf. giues] me

mi clathes,' |>an he said, 'And hastelik ba we be graid."

(1400 Destr. Troy 13553 Bes gracius, for goddes loue, ges
me som part. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, m. iii. 3 This is the
latest Parle we will admit : Therefore to our best mercy
giue your selues.

7. Present Participle giving. Forms : a. 1

jeafend, 5 3eving. 0. 1 sifend, 4 3yvynge.
7. 4-6 gif-, gyfand(e, 6 geving, gewing, geav-
ingS) gyvynge, 6- giving.
a. c 950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. Prol. 16/3 jebreingendum

Kf/^eafendum. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 9 Dubli grauntid & dubli
3euing.

0. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 244/7 Frugalis, largus,
gifend. 1382 Wyclif Num. xi. 25 Takynge of the spiryt
that was in Moses, and 3yvynge to the seuenty men.
y. a 1300 Cursor M. 18544 T° be wode gifand bair

hele. ( 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) i note, pis name
es swete, &. Ioyful gyfand sothfast comforth vnto mans
hert. 1533 Wriothlsli-.y Chron. (18751 I. 22 And the re-

sidue geavinge among the lordes and ladies. 1570 Satir.
Poems Reform, xxiii. 21 Ay geuing the quhat thing that
tliow wald haif.

8. Past Participle given (giv'n). Forms: a.

1 seben, 3 ygeve, 4 yef, gefun, 3-5 (i-)geve(n,

-in, -un, 4-5 (3e)3evyn, (y)-yove^n, -yn, 3ove(n,
-un, yevyn(e, (5 ? geiiin, yewyn), 56 yeve(n).
^3. 1 sibaen, sifen, syfen, 2 gyven, 3 Orm. gifenn,

3-5 igive(n, 4-5 3iv-, yive^n, ygif. 7. 3 Orm.
gifenn, 4 Sc. gefin, -yne, geffine, gevine,
gewin(e, geyflfine, gyfine, gyfflne, -yne, 4-6
geve(n, gevyn(e, gifen, giffen, -yn, gifhen,
give, -in, gyffen, gyven, -yn, (4 geen, gewyn,
gin, 5 gefyn, geyn, 6 geaven, Sc. geif, gein, 7 Sc.

gevin,giwin),4-5(y)gove(n, -yn, {6 gave, gwo-
vyn), 8-9 Sc. gien, 9 dial, geen, gin, 4- given.

a. cjz$ Corpus Gloss. 1086 Inpendebatur, jeben wxs.
[C825 Vesp. Psalter Ixiv. 2 De bi<5 asefen gehat.] ,1205
Lay. 26986 per wes moni dunt i3euen. ?ai300 Salomon
4- Sat. 273 Betere is appel y3eue pen y-ete, quob Hendyng.
c 1300 Harrcnv. Hell 179 Ich have 3eve mi lyf For the. 13.

.

Guy Wanv. (A.) 9S0 pe dome was 3ouen sikerliche. c 1340
Cursor Al. 16727 (Laud) The dome that is yovyn [Cott.

giuen] to vs we haue yt with right. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 73 penke and have mynde what oure Lorde
hab y-3eve the. C1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. iii. (Gibhs
MS.), 5yftes of grace that sche hadde lierde 3euen to hyre
bat neuere weren 30iien to creature byfor. 1415 T. Wal-
wayn in E. E. Wills (1882) 20 pat other haif be 3eifi ['tread

3eifm] to the maryageofyonge pore wommen. c 1449 Pecock
Repr, ji, What . . power of heering hath God 3oue to man.
1473 Warkw. Chron. 10 Kynge Edwarde hade .. yevyne
to hym the erledome. C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) v. 578
Kynde nobley of kynred me yovyn hase.

p. Beo7vulfiZ.) 1678 Da was gylden hilt gamelum rince,

..on hand syfen. a 700 Epinal Gloss. 525 Inpendebatur,
Xiba:n uua;s. a 900 Cynewli.k Christ 877 in Exeter Bk. 56
Beorht and blibe him weorbe5 bhud ^lfen. c iaoo Ormin
4018 Drihhtin haffde 3ifenn himm Swillc blettcinng. a 1225
Ancr. R. 114 Hwar was euer i^iuen to eni blodletunge so

poure pitaunce? a 1250 Owl $ Night. 551 Ich the habbe
i-3ive ansvare. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 434 God for-

bede bat lordship 3yven of be emperor shulde chaunge or

destrie bis lawe of Crist, c 1385 Chalcer L. G. W. 1538
As wolde almighty god that I had yive [v. r. iyive] My blood
and flesh, c 1400 Rom. Rose 6686 A man. .That al his good
to pore hath yiven.

y. <: 1200 Ormin 19827 Herodian. -patt fra Filippe raefedd

wass ..& gifenn till Herode. 1x1300 Cursor M. 1502 'Iii

caym was spused calmana, Als giuen {Fairf gyuenj to

seth was delbora. Ibid. 3938 Till he had gin him his Missing.

Ibid. 16814 + 14 Pilat send & told be lews He hade geen his

body. Ibid. 21923 Ful iuel-hail es gifen vs wiit. 13.. £,
E. A Hit. P. A. 1 1 89, I ,.3erned no more ben watz me geuen
[rimes with dryuen]. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Barnabas
76 To preche goddis word as is gefyne vs. Ibid., Law,
rence 633 Thre housis, bat gewine ware [etc.]. Ibid,,

George 106 His douchtir . . to pe dragone suld be gyffine.

1375 Harbour Bruce 1. 317 His landis halyly War gevyn
to the Clyffurd. < 1400 Destr. 'Troy 11978 Myche good
hase be gyffen of his gold red. Ibid. 12053 Pe prise kyng
Achilles, Was grauntid to be grauyn, & gyuyn to his

toumbe. a 1400-50 Alexander 1883 So bat if be gefyn me
be ere grete glory is my awne. .1420 Anturs of Arth.
xxiii, Thou hase . . Gifhen horn to Syr Gauan. c 1460
Tcnvneley Myst. ii. 446 That god of heuen my master
has giffen ; Hrowke it well. Ibid. xix. 270 Ful mekill

grace is to the geyn. 1469 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 22

The punishment will be grevieous to them, for it is gyffin

by a statute. < 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon iii. 102

Whan Reynawde had gyven that stroke, he wente his

waye. 1503 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 14 § II Lyvere to be
giffyn by any serjauntes at the Lawe at ther makyng.
1513 Douglas /Eneis ix. xii. 31 Geif into drowry. 1538
Wriothesley Chron. (1875) I. 75 That the said offring

might be geaven incontynent to poore people. 1556 Chron,
Gr. Friars (Camden) 30 A generall pardone was gevyne
unto theme alle that came that tyme. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, vii. 147 God has gein to thame baith strenth &
mycht. a 1568 Ascham Scholem, \\. (Arb.) 133 Liberallie

geuen by others. 159* Wyrley Armorti 729 Sense to

daintie pleasure quite is giue. 159a Shaks. Vtu. <y Ad. 571

O had she then gaue ouer Such nectar from his lips she had
not suckt. 1595 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 92
The pavements shalbe w'lh all convenient* expedicion geve

in hand w,h all. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 127 To reduce

decretes wrangouslie gevin be all inferiour Commissars.

1786 Burns On a Scotch Bard 5 Our billie'sgi en usa'ajink.

1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. x, The gentleman may hae
gien ye siller. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v. Gin, I think

he has almost gin again about it.

B. Signification.

General sense : To make another the recipient of

(something that is in the possession, or at the dis-

posal, of the subject).

The verb seems, from the evidence of Goth., OHG., and
OS., to have primarily denoted the placing of a material

object in the hands of another person. This application

(sense 6 below), however, does not occur in OE„ and is not

very frequent in ON. ; the usual sense (which is found in

all the Teut. langs.) is that of freely and gratuitously con-

ferring on a person the ownership of a thing, as an act of

bounty. When the notion of ' free gift ' was not prominent,

the word used was usually Sell (OE. sellan, ON. selja) ;

it may be remarked that according to Prof. Cook's glossary
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GIVE.

to the Northumbrian gospels, the Lat. dare is never
rendered by %eafaov its compounds, but always by (it-, &e-)
sella. In early ME. the vb. sell became obsolete except in
the limited sense L. vendere, and its meanings passed
over to give. While, however, give thus acquired a
widened sense (for the process of development of which cf.

F. donner xo give :-L. dondre to present), it retained at
the same time the specific meaning which it had in OE.
In mod. Eng. both the wider and the narrower senses are
still current, so that while give may be used as an antithesis
of sell, pay, or lend, it may also be contextually equivalent
to any of those vbs.

_
The construction, wherever nothing is said to the contrary,

is with to {unto) or dative.

I. trans. To bestow gratuitously.

1. To hand over (a thing) as a present; to confer
gratuitously the ownership of (some possession) on
another person (with or without actual delivery of
the object \
Beoivnt/{Z.) 1719 [He] nallas heafcas ^eaf Denum a:fter

dome, c 1160 (see Aib]. c 1205 Lay. 136 Muche lond he
him gef. a 122$ Ancr. R. 384 pauh ich gefde {1 readme;
L. distribuero] poure men al pet ich hefde. Ibid. 396 pi
luue. he sei8, urre Louerd, oSer heo is forto giuen allunge,
o3er heo is forto sullen. 1*97 [see A3ajS]. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds 11870) 16 Euery brother and sister shal yeuen ye
pouer brother or syster a ferthyng in ye woke. 1480 Water/.
Arch, in 10th. Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comm. App. v. 315 That
no parson . . yeve, sill, or lende . . ony croshow. 1538 [see
A8y]. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. rv. i. 443 Good sir, this
ring was giuen me by my wife. 1711 Stekle Spect. No. 107
F 3 A fine Woman.who distributed Rewards and punishments
in giving becoming or unbecoming Dresses to her Maids.
1827 Jarman Powell's Devises II. 21 The giving lands to a
corporation for their own benefit barely as an aggregate body,
is not acharitable use. Mod. I won't give you the book, but
I will either lend it you, or sell it you, whichever you like.

absol.^ c 1200 Vices # Virtues n Ac oat we sculen bli5e-
Iiche giuen and leanen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 330 He is so
unimete large bet him nis no birig leouere ben bet he muwe
ivinden ancheisun uorto giuene. 1388 Wyclif Prov. xxi.26
He that is a iust man schal gyue and shal not ceesse. c 1430
HozvGd. Wij/20'm Habees Bk. 37 >eueofbinowne good, and
be not to hard, a 1500 SyrPeny 70 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 164
Peny may both rede and gyfle. 1603 Shaks. Mens, for M.
i.iv. 8 1 When Maidens sue Men giuelike gods. 1613 Pirchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 256 If you cannot give, be daily in

prayers. 1664 PI. More Antid. agst. Idol. To Kdr. § 12
The Knight put his hand into his pocket, and gave them
liberally. 1856 Riskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. vii. § 4 The
whole heart of Nature seems thirsting to give. 1877 Miss
Yonge Cameos Ser. in. xxxii. 331 She gave largely to
hospitals, and decorated churches.

b. To render (a benefit or service) without pay-
ment.
1719 De Foe Crusoe n. xiij, We gave him his passage,

that is to say, bore his charges. Mod. He lias charged
only for the material ; he has given his labour.

2. To confer, grant or bestow (a favour, honour,
office, privilege, etc.). Also in indirect passive.
1154 [see A3»a]. 1297 R. Glolc (Rolls) 8866 All bee

bissopriches . . he 3ef al clene bere, 8c alle be abbeies ber to
so that igiue me nuste So vale neuere at o tyme. a 1300
Cursor M. 9373 Hu he gaf vs his pardun Scorteli i sail yow
tell resun. 1388 Wyclif Prov. xxvii. 24 But a coroun schal
be gouun to thee in generacioun and in to generacioun.

1473 Warkw. C/irofi.
_
(Camden) 2 He . . confermyd alle the

ffraunsches yeve to citeis and townes. 1548 Hall Chron.,
Edw. IV, 227 The rome of Gartier wa£ never geven to no
estraunger. 1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 127 He gaue to
the aforesaid Eneon the Lordship of Senghennyth. 1671 in

12/// Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 24, I have only to
begg of your Lordship, .to give me the liberty of waiting on
you at my returne from Newmarket. 1766 Entick London
IV. 189 Queen Elizabeth gave them another charter to take
four human bodies, executed at Tyburn, to anatomize.
1858 W. Porter Knts. Malta II. xix. 173 Any Maltese
who desired to free himself from his allegiance to the Grand-
master was given a patent. 1888 Rryce Amer. Commit'.
II. n. lii. 306 Under such a charter the mayor is given
power and opportunity to accomplish something.

b. To bestow on or accord to another (one's

affection, confidence, etc.). To give one's heart
(see Heart sb. 10).
159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. iv. ii. 26, I. .gaue him what be*

corned Loue I might. 1607 — Timon 1. ii. 10 You mistake
my loue, I gaue it freely euer. 1859 Tennyson Elaine (Song),
Sweet is true love tho' given in vain, in vain. Mod. He
does not readily give a stranger his confidence.

3. Of a higher power, esp. of the Deity : To be-
stow (a faculty, quality, a physical or mental endow-
ment, a blessing or advantage). Also, to grant to

be (so and so) or to do (something), or that, etc.

Often in passive and quasi-impersonal.
a 1000 Sal. <5* Sat. 56 (Gr.) Him scippend gaf wuldorlicne

wlite. C117S Lamb. Horn. 19 Crist us gef moni freo geue.
Ibid. 49 He haued geuen us to heon mud freo. c 1200
Tritt. Coll. Horn. 35 Adam . . forleas be fifTeald mihten be
god him gef bo be he him shop, a 1225 Ancr. R. 234
' Louerd \ cwe5 heo, ' gif me strencSe uorto wiSstonden '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9275 J>e gast pat giues giftes sere. 1382
Wyclif John vi. 66 [65] No man may come to me, no but
it were gouun to him of my fadir. 1389 [see A 6 a y\.

a 1400 Prymer (1891) 47 3if to thi seruawntes that pees :

that the world may nougt 5eue. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems
47 Clerkys recorde, by gret auctoryte, Homes wer yove
to bestys for dyfFence. c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. xix. 270
Where so thou gone, fful mekili grace is to the geyn.
1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 9 a, Itt is gouyn to hym that
all that hedotheplesith. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huott Ixxxiv.

265 She gaue me agayne that I sholde be the moost fayrest
creature of the worlde. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
John 39 a, So hath he also geuen to his sonne to haue in

himselfe the fountayne of all lyfe. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet.
11580) 166 Is not the tongue given for this ende, that one
might knowe what an other meanethr 1624 Quarlks

184

Div. Poems, SionsSonn. iii. 1 Hee takes pleasure in those
gifts, hee gave. 1645 Fuller Good Th. in Bad T. (1841) 8
If this day be obscure . . give me to make it memorable in
my soul. 1714 C. Johnson Country Lasses v, Gives us an
antepast ofjoys above. 1742-3 Observ. Methodists 15 God
gave me to wrestle with him for my Friends. 1794 V. Knox
Antipolemns Wks. 1824 V.434 She [Nature] gave him [man]
alone the power of laughing. 1803 Pic Nic No. 11 Give
me to feel thy cheering ray. 1851 Robertson Semi, Ser.
111. xi. 135 It was given to the Apostle Paul to discern that
this was the ground of unity.

b. Used in the expression of a wish, God, Christ
give, etc. t Also, when the wish is beyond grant-
ing = Would that . . .

!

a 1000, a 1200, 13 . . [see A 4 0]. c 1300 Beket (Percy Soc.)
1723 God geve hit were so. a 1310 [see A 4 a]. 1458 in
Turner's Horn. Archit. III. 44 Now God geve us grace
to folowe treuthe even. 1484 Caxton Fables ofJEsop v. ix,

Sayenge to hym in this manere Syre kynge god yeue good
helthe. 1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 35 God geve thee
all felicitie my sonne. 1601 Shaks. 7'wel. N. 1. v. 14 Well,
God giue them wisdome that haue it.

c. Give me : used as an expression of strong
preference or approbation ; - ' what I would have
is —•*,

' I am for
—

',
' commend me to — *, etc.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, m. iv, 167 Giue me them that will
face me. 1633 Herbert Temple. Church, Content iv, Give me
the pliant minde, whose gentle measure Complies and suits
with all estates. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser.
fy Com. 43 Let what will happen on't,give me for my Money
the Female Sollicitor. 1775 P. Henry Sp. Mar. in Wirt Life
(i3i8) 123, I know not what course others may take ; but as
for me, give me liberty, or give me death ! a 1873 Lytton
(Ogilviei, Give me the good old times ! 1884 W. C. Smith
Kitdrosian 89, I hate a boisterous life. Give me the calm
of Tempe where no wind Blows on the vine-stocks roughly.

4. To assign the future ownership of (property)
by testament; to bequeath or devise. (In legal

documents conjoined with synonymous vbs. : to

give and bequeath, to give and devise.)
1420 in E. E. Wills (1882) 45, I gewe to Iohn Forster my

godsonne a becure of seiner y-keueryd. c 1430 Syr Getter,

7398 His yongest sonne. after his day He hath yoven him
Tharse without nay. 1538 Starkey Will in Lett. (1878) 8
note, I geve to .. my lorde Montague, foure pounds. 1784
Johnson Will Codicil, To Bennet Langton, Esq., I give
and bequeath my Polyglot Bible. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) VI. 199 With respect to the words necessary to
create a devise, the proper and technical words art, give
and devise.

5. Of a parent or guardian: To sanction the
marriage of (a daughter or female ward). Now
only more explicitly to give in marriage', formerly
also fto give in hand. Cf. give away. [A pro-
minent Com. Teut. sense: cf. OE. gifta pi., mar-
riage : see Gift.]
"855 O. E. Chron. an. 853 Ond baes ofer Eastron fceaf

^Ebelwulf cyning his dohtor Bur^rede cyninge of Wes-
seaxum on Merce. 1154 [see Aib], a 1300 [see A 8 y].

a 1300 Cursor M. 12694 Was anna giuen to salomas. c 1350
[see A 1 a ft]. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 933, I have a
dowghttyr that ys me dere..I wille geve here in hande.
c 1440 [see A r a a], c 1548 HALLCV*r<wM Hen. VII, 22 Because
the lady was of that age, that she coulde neither be geven
nor yet taken in manage. 159a Davies Immort. Soulwi.
ix, Angels, .marry not, nor are in Marriage giv'n. 1c 1600
Ballad, Merch. Daughter Bristoiv 11. in Arb. Garner VIII.
409 Her gentle Master she desired To be her Father, and at
church to give her then. 1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage (1614)

257 Take not a wife ofanother Law nor give your daughters
to men of another Law. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. tit.

xxvii. 270 He would not give his daughter in marriage to a
stranger.

II. To deliver, hand over (without reference to

change of ownership).

6. To deliver or hand (something) to a person,

so that he takes it ; to put (food or drink) before

a person.
For figurative colloquial phrases, to give the bag, the mit-

ten, the sack, etc., see the sbs.

a 1175 [see A 3 a J5], 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4920+7 pe
hyssop yt nolde grante, ac outlych yt wyb seyde To 5yue
hym bulke holy J*yng [the sacrament], a 1300 [see A6bv].
1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 565 The Endentur till him gaf he.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 804 And ban sho gafe hym a glasse with
a good lycour. 1483 Cath. -Angl. 155/1 To Gife a drynke,
Potare. 1564 Harding Ansiv. JeiveVs Challenge ii. 46 The
custome was in some places to gene the Sacrament to
infantes . . by powring the bloude in to their mowthes. 1591
[see A3by]. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 197 Giue me some
Sack. 1617 Mokvson /tin. 1. 37 The Letters you gave me
to deliver at Breme. 1871 [see A 3 a y],

b. With ellipsis of obj. before an inf., to give to

eat, drink, f suck. Now only titerary.

.1000 [see A 2 b £]. 1340 Hami'ole Pr. Consc. 6191 And
yhe wald noght gyfe me at ete. c T375 XI Pains Hell 280
in O. E. Misc. 219 Of aysel and gal }e ^euen me drenkyn.
1382 Wyclif John iv. 7 Jhesu seith to hir, >yue to me for

to drynke. c 1400 [see A 3 c y]. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
C viij b, Loue and honoure thy husbond and lord as thou
didest this brest that gaf the to sowke. 1862 Temple Bar
IV. 313, I have given mine enemy to eat when he was
a-hungered, and to drink when he was athirst. 1890 Univ.
Rev. l)ec. 503 Having no other way whereby they might
give to eat to the children.

C. To administer, * exhibit', as a medicine.
T577 B. Gooce Heresbach's IIusb. iv. (1586) 192 b, A spone-

full of it given in Wine . . wonderfully helpeth the hard
labours of Women. 1636 [ ikkkkh Wonder. Kingd. iv. Wks.
1873 IV. 269 Must I give you a Glister? 1811 A. T. Thom-
son Lond. Disp. (1818) 414 The quantity ..to be given, and
the proper period of exhibiting it, require to be regulated
with much judgment.

GIVE.

d. "With immaterial object: To deliver (a mes-
sage, etc.). So lo give a person ;some one's) com-
pliments, love, kind regards, etc.

i6ii Shaks. Wittt. T. v. i. 140, I.. from him Giue you all

greetings that a King (at friend) Can send his Brother.
1765 W. Hunter in Life W. Cullen (1832) I. 554 Pray give
my best respects to Mrs. Cullen. 1855 Thackeray Neiv-
comes I. vi. 61 Give my love to Clive.

7. To commit, consign, entrust. Often more fully

in fig. phrase to give into the hands of; also to

give to keep, to give into the care or custody of. To
give in charge

v
see Charge sb. 13b); to give info

custody, in recent use, to direct a policeman to take
(a person) as a prisoner.
a 1000 Cxdmoti's Dan. 5 (Gr.) On Moyses hand wearS wi$

fcifen, wi^ena msenieo. c iaog [see A 3 c £]. c 1380 Wyclif
Set. Wks. III. 511 Cristis reule goven to apostlis. .1400
[see A 8 y]. e 1430 Lydg. Chichev. <$ Bye. in Dodsley O. PI.
XII. 334 We may wele syng and seyn, alias That we gaf
hem the sovrante. T483 [see A 1 b y]. 1553 T. Wilson
Rhet. (1580) 146 You have plaied the verie foole, to give the
bestowing of so muche money to a straunger. 1617 Moryson
/tin. 11. 63 Having already given the governement of Leax
to Sir Richard Moryson. 1636 E. Dacres tr. Machiavel's
Disc. Livy 1. Contents, The power of stopping the publique
actions of the city, should not be given in the hands of one
Counsell, or one Magistracy. 1689 Locke Governmt. 1. § 94 If
the Agreement and Consent of Men first gave a Scepter into
any ones hands, or put a Crown on his Head, that also must
direct its descent and conveyance. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. iv. 567 This Neptune gave him, when he gave to
keep His scaly Flocks, that graze the wat'ry deep. 1869
Hughes Alfred Gt. xii. 145 He gave it into the custody of
his son-in-law. 1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 17 May 318/1 He was
given into custody.

8. To hand over as a pledge. Also fig, (often

with mixed notion of branch VI), to pledge (one's

word, honour, etc.). + To give agive or gift (that)

:

to give a pledge or assurance (that).

c 1300 Havclok 2880 For tch giue be a giue, pat euere more
hwil ich Hue, For hire shal-tu be with me dere [etc. J. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13481 porow pern ys Rome
..Halden hed of al be werd, & so schal be, y gyue 30W a
gyue, Al so longe as y may lyue. c 1350 Will. Palerne £36,
I

. .1eye my loue on bat lud lelly for euere. To god here 1 gif
a gift, it gete schal neuer oper. a 1400 Sir Perc. 85 And
therfore gyffes he a gyfte. .That he scholde quyte hym that
dynt. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 143, I giue you my
word, he for me shall maintaine this quarrell against
you. 1621 Br. Mountagu Diatribx 121 We must speake,
unless we will give hands to be such as you blazon us for.

1714 Ramsay7V(z-/\ A/wc.(i733) I. 75 I'll, .gi'emy thumb I'll

ne'er beguile thee. 174a H. Walpole Corr. (1837) I. xxxv.

'43» 1 give you my honor I repeated it over and over to his
mother. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 241 What
guarantee could he give that he would adhere to his bar-
gain ? 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke xxxiv. 378, I gave them
the word of a sailor. 1893 Law Times XCV. 79/2 After
the pledge which had been given by the Government, he
thought [etc.].

III. To makeover as a matter ofexchange ordebt.

9. To make over to another in exchange for some-
thing else, in discharge of a debt or obligation, or

with the intention of obtaining some equivalent ; to

pay (a sum of money) ; to sell (a thing) for a price.

c 1200 [see A 3 c y]. c iaoo Trt'n. Coll. Horn. 213 pe beg-
gere ecne<S his bode, and swereS bat he nele more geuen.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 398 Nolde a nion, uor on of beos, giuen

al bet he ouhte? c 1250 Gen. «y JSx, 1500 Quad esau. 'ful

blioelike , And gafe it him wel sikerlike. c 1320 R.
Brunne Medit. 331 Euyl for gode pey haue me goue.
c 1340 Cursor M. 15409 (Fairf.)Quat wil ge me to mede giue?

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. vi. 201 And put hem to werke And
gaf hem mete as he mygte aforth and mesurable huyre.

1501 Bury Wills (Camden) 84, I will jt be gwovyn to a
pryst to synge for me. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Itusb.

iv. (1586) 168 Yea at this day in our time, hath beene scene
given for a paireof Pigions A. Ii. Flemish. 1611 Bible Gen.
xxiii. 9 For as much money as it is worth he shall give it

me. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 287 An Imperiall Dollar .. at

my being there [in Germany] was given for eighteene batzen.

1689 Locke Governmt. 11. § 46 He would give his Nuts for

a piece of Metal. 1816 Scott A ntiq. xxiv, The least ye can
do is to gie him that o't that's left behind for his labour.

1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 46 A rare Livonian falcon

for which the English noble was ready to give any price.

b. Phrases. To give {one) as good as he brings,

to give (one) his own or his due (see Due sb. 2 b),

to give a Rolandfor an Oliver.

1691 Dryden Pre/, to Walsh's Dial. Cone. Women A 4 To
give Mankind their own, and to tell them plainly that [etc.].

1703 Cibbkr She ivould $ she would not 1, If I don't give

you as good as you bring. T713 Strele Guardian No. 145

P 3 Having dispatched this combatant, and given him as

good as he brings, I proceed. 1738 Swift Pol. Conv, 45 She
and I had some Words.. ; but I think I gave her her

own. 1773 N. Frowde Life. Adv., Voy. 132 We resolved

to give him a Rowland for his Oliver, if he attacked us.

1884 Graphic 15 Nov. 519/3 To which he replied, as if to

give me a Roland for an Oliver, that [etc.],

c. Often in hyperbolical statements : One would

give the world, etc. To give one's ears : see Ear i c.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. iv, Many's the Man would
have given his Head to have had my Lady told. 1855

Thackeray Newcomes xxxviii, Many a girl would give the

world to have such a complexion. 1885 F. Anstey Tinted
Venus 32 He would have given worlds for courage to show
it the door. 1893 Family Herald -217/1 They'd give their

heads at Scotland Yard for a chance of running you to earth.

t d. To give (little, nought, etc.) of: to value (at

little, etc.), care (little, etc) for. Also, To give no

force of no charge of Obs.



GIVE. 185 GIVE.
The origin of these phrases is not clear. Cf. the synonym-

ous Ger. {/tichts etc. um, now usually auf, ctivas geben) Du.
(niets, iveinig etc. om lets geven) ON. gcfa ser (tnihit, litit)

um, which, however, are not formally equivalent. Perh.
give (in sense 91 was substituted in these phrases for other
vbs. (as tell, hold), the original construction being retained.
c 1300 Havelok 468 Ther offe yaf he nouth a stra. 1303

[see Force sb. 21]. c 1305 [see A 3 c o], c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 65 Of be kirke gaf bei leste. c 1340 Cursor M.
1834 (Fairf.) In time bai so5t him of na grace, and litel gaf
of goddis manace. £-1400 Maundev. (1839) xxix. 292 Thei
jive no charge of Aveer ne of Ricchesse. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod, 864 Of his commandyng bey jeve ry^t noujt. c 1430
[see Force sb. 21]. 1530 Palsgr. 567/1, I gyve no force of
a thing, I set no store by it, je ne Hens compte,

10. To hand over to a superior (what is clue, or

is demanded); to pay (taxes, tithes, etc.). Obs.

exc. with reminiscence of the Biblical use.

1154 [see A i a $]. a 1300 Cursor M. 3104 To godd his
tend bar gafe he lele. 1388-9 in Wyclifs Set. Wks. III.

468_ Hit ys not to gife dymes. 1526 Tindale Matt. xxii. 17
Is it lawfull to geve tribute vnto Cesar or not ? [and so 1611.]

IV. To sacrifice, devote, dedicate.

11. To sacrifice, offer up, submit to the loss of

(one's life or possessions) for some object. Also re/7.

a 1240 [see A 3 b &\. c 1275 in O. E. Misc. 186 To debe
he jef him for .us alle. a 1300 Christ on Cross 22 in E. E.P.
(1862) 21 Ic mi lif ;ef for be and i-hang was on tre.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13861 Til bai his suete bodi had schedd,
And gin him self for vs in wedd. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 81 Youre
saide citesins. .wille withe here bodies and goodes largelie
depart to be yoven forto resist them, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
11. (1633) 129 Toreuenge those two seruants of theirs, ofwhose
memorable faith, I told you.. in willingly giuing themselues
to be drowned for their sakes. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 56 The Abbots of Peterborough and
New Minster, .had given their lives in the cause of England.

12. To dedicate, devote, give up, surrender. Also,
to * consign' (by way of imprecation) to (the devil,

etc.), to commend to (God).
a 1300 Cursor M. 10661 To godd ban haue i giuen me.

a 1400 Octavian (Percy Soc.) 400 To the worlde y wylle me
never yeve. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. i. 11, I wil geue him
vnto the Lorde all his life longe. 1573 J. Sanford Hours
Recreat. (1576) 163 He.. was mynded desperately to gyve
himselfe to the Devill. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. v. 156 Do
you thinke though wee would haue. .giuen our selues with-
out scruple to hell, that [etc.]. 1606 — A nt. $ CI. ill. ii. 64
Heere I haue you, thus I let you go, And giue you to the
Gods. 16x1 — IVint. T. 11. iii. 8 Say that she were gone,
Giuen to the fire. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 11. vii, On his im-
parting the news to Gowan, that Master gave Mr. Dorrit to
the Devil with great liberality. 1879 M.J. Guest Led. Hist.
Eng. ix. 79 He made a resolution to give to God the half of.

his services., the half of his time, and the half of his money.
13. To apply exclusively, devote to (an action,

pursuit, etc.) ; to addict, devote (oneself) to. (Cf.

Given 2.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 31 16 To foil giues him man to dai. c 1340
Ham pole Prose Tr. 25 pei shuld 00 tyme yevene hem to
besynes and worldely thyngis att resonable nede. 1415 [see
A 8 a], e 1430 [see A 6 a a], 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
cexxxviii. 263 Whan he was yeue to ony occupacion he left

al other thyng for the mene tyme and tendtd therto. 1579
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 41, I gaue my self to that exer-
cise. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xxn. 545 There were twelve
that gave Themselves to impudence and light behave. 1688
Burnet Lett. Italy 22 Many nuns . . began . . to give them-
selves much to the practice of Mental Prayer. 1814 Cary
Dante, Par. vi. 24 To my great task . . I gave me wholly.
1855 Browning Era Lipgo 102 Trash, such as these poor
devils of Medici Have given their hearts to. 1879 M. J.
Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xx. 100 The priests were bidden to
.. give all their time to their sacred work. 1889 M. Gray
Reproach Anneshy I. 11. iv. 205 It was important . . to give
his mind entirely to political affairs.

f b. To apply or set oneself to do something.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10478 Sco gaf hir al to murn and care.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxvi. vi, Towarde the gate [hej
gavehym selfetohast. x^t&Pilgr. Perf,(\V. de\V. 153112 b,

Gaue them selfe to subdue the passyons of theyr bodyes.
1583 Hollyband Campo di Eior 233 He hath given him
selfe to keepe horses. 1686 R. Parr Life Abp. Ussher 90
A certain English Mechanick . . gave himself to read what
Books of Practical Divinity he could get.

V. To put forth from oneself.

14. With obj. a transitive act viewed as a thing
* given ' by the agent, and ' received ' by the person
or thing affected by it : e.g. to give a kiss, a blow,
kick, look, push, etc. ; also with sbs. of gerundial
formation, to give a beating, a scolding, etc.

ciaos [see A 80]. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A 174 Bot bays-
ment gef myn hert a brunt, c 1400 [see A 3 c y], a 1550 [see
A 3ay]. < 1566 J. Alday tr. Boaystuait's Theat. IVortdO,
Did give him so many strokes with ye Hay forke, that [etc.].

*593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 91 Giue him a box o' th'

eare, and that wil make 'em red againe. 1661 Boyle Style 0/
Script. (1675) 91 Though in all the. .stroaks the busie ham-
mer gives the act be still the same yet [etc.]. 1687 A.
Loveli. tr. Thevenot's Trait. 1. 262 Giving the Rasor a
philip, [he] opens the Vein very neatly. 1701 Morris Ideal
World i.iv. 191 This, .will give a rude shock to the prejudice
of vulgar minds. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xx,
Humphrey's only reply was giving a lash to Billy, which
set him off at a gallop. 1891 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov. 6/1,
I gave him one over the head with my umbrella.

b. Sword exercise. To give the point : to make
a direct thrust. To give l Thirdpoint' : see Point.
1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry \. 125 Advance the body and

give 'Third Point'. 1893 Forbes-Mitchell Remin. Gt.
Mutiny 213 MacBean made a feint cut, but instead gave the
point, and put his sword through the chest of his opponent.

C. To give a broadside, a volley, a shot : see the
sbs. To givefire: see Fire sb. 14. Also lo give

a gun : to order a gun to be fired ; sometimes const.

dat. (or f to), implying that it is done as an honour,
as a help (occasionally as a hostile demonstration).
1605 Journ. Earl. Nottingliatn in Harl. Misc. (Malh.)

II. 541 His Lordship gave many pieces of ordnance, which
were again received and answered from the town and forts.

1626 Caft. J. Smith Accid. Yng. Sea-men 24 Wind vp the
slaine .. giue three peeces for their funerals. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trai'. 21 We gave them a-sterne, two Gunnes as
warning peeces of great danger, and tackt about. 1660
Pepys Diary 22 May (Chandos) ^4 Nothing in the world
but giving of guns almost all this day [in honour of the
king's health]. 1694 Motteux Rabelais IV. Ixvi. 266 The
Gunners . . gave every one a Gun to the Island. 1836
Makkyat Three Cutters iv, Give her a gun.

d. absol. {ellipt.) or intr. To deal a blow, make
an attack or charge (at, on, upon). Obs. exc. in

pugilistic language.
c 1430 [see A 1 ay], c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon ii.

64 He . . gaaff me wyth his fyst vpon my vysage. 1523
Lo. Kernkrs Eroiss. I. clxxxvii. 222 John RIayllart gaue
him with an axe on y« heed that he fyll downe to the yerthe.
1598 R. P.krnard tr. Terence, Phormio Prol., Thus he gives
at him. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 159 Being not fit to make
good an entrenched campe, and much lesse fit to give upon
a breach. 1640 tr. I'erdere

%

s Rom. R. II. 141 Merodiana's
Knights. . gave so furiously on the enemy, that, .they layd
above three hundred on the earth. 1653 Holcroft Pro-
copius, Goth. Wars in. 80 John furiously giving upon the
Enemy with a great shout, one of his life guard was slain

by a dart. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 71 His antagonist
gave with his left.

15. (Without indirect object.) To make, esp. sud-

denly (some bodily movement or gesture) ; to put
forth, emit (a cry, a sound, a sigh, etc.) ; + to make
(an attempt). Also in ME. t to give one's end:
to die.

ri2oo Ormin 3219 Till batt he jaff hiss ende. a 1300
Cursor M. 14350 On lazaro he gaf a cri, bat all it herd
bat stod him bi. 11340 Hamfole Psalter xvii. 15 f>e

heghest gaf his voice, c 1450 Merlin 229 He yaf a sore
sigh. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 280 [They] clapped
with their hands and gave a shout. 1583 T. Stocker tr.

Civ. IVarrcs Lowe C. I. 64 a, He greatly presumed that
the banished Lords . . woulde giue an attempt to returne into
their possessions. 1611 Speed 'Theat. Gt. Brit. i. (1614)
2/1 Julius Caesar was the first Romane which ever gave
an attempt to conquer it. 1663 H. Power Exp. Philos.

177 If a Pistol be shot off in a head remote from the eye of
a pit, it will give but a little report. 1666 J. Davies
Caribby 1st. 260 They are wont to give a little hem at the
end of every three or four periods. 1822 G. W. Manby l-'oy.

Greenland (1823) 16 They . . gave three cheers. 1825 New
Monthly Mag. XVI. 132 His teeth gave a short chatter of
ridicule. 1835 Alison Europe xiri. § 115 (1849-50) III. 124
His foot struck against a body, which gave a groan. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. exxv, Some hitter notes my harp would
give. 1859 H. Kingsley Geoff. Hamlyn iv, Sometimes she
gave a stitch or two ; but then followed a long gaze out of
the window. 1884 May Crommelin Brown-Eyes vii, 78 Her
heart gave some beats so quick and loud under her brown
bodice. 1889 M. Cairo Wing o/Azrael II. xx. 76 Geoffrey
gave a rueful whistle.

16. To put forth in words ; to address (words) to
;

to make (a reply, answer) ; to impose and make
known, to issue (a command, law, order, direction,

etc.) ; to pronounce
v a blessing, curse).

C1200 Ormin 10665 Ure Laferrd. .^aff himm anndswere &
se35de. 1250 [see Blessing 2]. a xj/oo Cursor M. 28359 pfesin
es cald presumpciun, bat crist gaf til his malisun. a 1300
[see A 8 y]. 1340 Ayenb. 5 Almi^ti god yaf ten hestes ine
be laje of iewes, 1497 Bp. Alcock Mons Perfect. A ij, Gaaf
his elect & belouid dyscyples his blessynge. 1548 Hall
Citron., Hen. VIII, 19 A Spanyard gave evill language to
the Englisheman. 1353 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 137 They
..makehym at his wit tes ende, through thesodaine. .frumpe
given. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 80, I being armed,
gave language to mine adversarie, much misliked. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 149 Giuing order by a secret
message. 1600 Holland Lrvy xxvi. xh. 616 He had given
direction, .that the legions, .should there meete together.
a 1626 Bacon Max. % Uses Com. Law vii. (1636) 31 If I give
a man slanderous words, whereby I damnifie him in his name
and credit [etc.]. 1687 Wood Life 5 Sept. (O. H. S.) III. 239
The base and scurrilous language given to Mr. . . Walker and
. .Massy. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xvi. (1840) 282 Give
them good words. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6390/1 A. . Mob.

.

gave them abusive Language. 1884 Brit. Q. Rev. Apr.
329 He gave the command ' right face about '. 1890 Chamb.
Jrnl. 10 May 300/1 Suddenly the word of command is given,

f b. Of a law : To prescribe that. Obs.
c 1305 Pilate 197 in E. E. P. (1862) 116 And lawe 3ifb bat

alle sucheme scholde bringe of dawe.

17. The elliptical use of the 3rd pers. subj. in

complimentary wishes, as in give you joy for God
give you joy, seems to have been interpreted as an
ellipsis of the pronoun of the first person, so that
give has the sense of ' to wish \ So in to give {a

person) good morning, good day, good evening, a
merry Christinas, etc. (now obsolescent). Hence
(now chiefly dial.), To give the {time of) day (to)

:

to salute with 'good morning*, 'good evening',
etc. (as the case may be\ [Cf. r. donner le bonjour.]
ci34oGazv.$Gr.ICtit.66S Gawan. .gefhem alle goud day.

'593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 14 In the Morne, When euery
one will giue the time of day. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit.
Past. 1. ii, Sweetly she came and with a modest blush Gave
him the day, and then accosted thus. 1640 Shirley Con-
stant Maidv. iii. Is there any more Worke for the Priest?
Then give you joy before hand, And let us celebrate the
day together. 1642 — Sisters v. n. (1652) 57 Give you joy,
Sir, my most illustrious Nephew. 1647 W. Bkowne tr.

Gomberville's Polex. iv. 11. 195 Zabaim and the foure Princes

thought they had time sufficient to give the Ladies the
good night. 1666 Pepys Diary nSyoi VI. 38 Both ofwhom
I did give joy. 1674 tr. Martinioe's ley. N. Countries 92
Discerning we were strangers, [he] saluted us in Dutch,
gave us the time of the day. 1765 W. Hunter Let. in

Life IV. Cutlen (1832) I. 553, I thank the young advocate,
and give him joy and all good wishes. 1822 Scott Nigel
xxxiv, Bravely done— nobly imparted ! Give ye good-den.
1843 Dickens Christm. Carol ii, He heard them give each
other Merry Christmas. 1855 Thackerav Nexvcomes I. ii.

15 The pokes in the waistcoat administered by the wags to
Newcome, * Newcome, give you joy, my boy ' ;

' Newcome,
new partner in HobsonV [etc.].

18. Of a judge, a tribunal : To deliver authorita-

tively (a decision, judgement, verdict, sentence, etc.)
;

to award (costs, damages^ to, against.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29512 Quen man wit iuel mode, .gis his

sentence on ani man. 71439 in Wetheral Reg. (1897) 431
The Bishopp oppynly gaffe a decre and a sentence to all

thame that [etc.]. c 1465 Eng. Chron. ^amden 1856) 60 The
justice that yaf on him jugement livid not longe aflir. a 1533
Ld. Uernkrs Htion Ixxxi. 242 It is not possyble to gyue
ony trewe lugemente. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580.1 106
The Judge is wholly bent to give sentence with hym. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 59 The Archebishop .. by vertue of his

Apostolike aucthoritie gave censure upon these lawes . . of
the king. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. 11. ii. 106 So you must
be ye first that giues this sentence, And hee, that suffers.

1676 LadY Chaworth in \?.lh Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 28, I heard .. of Lord Shaftesberys having a xocol.

damages given against Lord Dighby for scandalum mag-
natum. 1700 Tvkkkll Hist. Eng. II. 719 This Arrest or
Sentence of the Peers of France was given against King
John. 1818 Ciu'ise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 483 Judgment was
given in the courts of Exchequer . . for the plaintiff Fox.
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 39 Judgment had been
given against him. 1888 Spectator 2S Apr. 561/1 A decision
which must be given next week. 1890 Sir C. S. C. LJowen
in Law Times Rep. LXIII. 6i>o/i It seems to me that the
judge really intended to give the plaintiff the general costs
of the action.

b. To give the case idiomatically to give it) : to

decide for or against a litigant; f also absol. to

give with or against. In Cricket, of the umpire :

To declare (a batsman) out, not out, etc.

1573 (J- Harvey L.cttcr-bk. (Camden) 2 Sir Lawhern pre-
tendld that he would give with none unles al might go out,
but indeed intendid to give against me. 1762 Goldsm. Cit.
IV. xxxiii, The whole company .. gave it unanimously
against me. 1890 Field 31 May 789/1 At 216 he was given
out lbw. 1890 Murray's Mac. Dec. 828 He .. has had
the case given against him. 1891 Grace Cricket 329 He had
changed his mind and given me out. 1891 Longm. Mag.
Oct. 661 The umpire gave it out. 1892 Standard'20 June 6/7
Smith was then given run out.

19. In imitation of Latin usage (see Date sb.-)

the pa. pple. is used in official documents for :

Dated.
1443 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 386 Yoven the

day and the yere abouesaid. 1485 in Paston Lett. No. 887
III. 325 Goven at Long Stratton the xx day of October.

1533 in Picton I^/ool Munic. Rec. (1883) I, 25 Veven at our
said Paloys the xxviil"1 day of lune. 1602 in Moryson Itin.

11. (1617) 150 Given under our Signet.. in the fortie three
yeere of Our Raigne. 1726 Swift Gulliver 1. iii, Given at

our Palace at Belfaborac. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 27 Feb.
6/4 Given under my hand at the War Office, Pall-mall, this

18th day of February, 18S5. Harthigton.

20. To provide as a host (an entertainment, a
ball, dinner, etc.). Often with added notion of

sense 1 or 2 (const, to or dat.), to do this in honour
of, or for the gratification of, some person or per-

sons. Also in indirect passive.

1523 Ld. Bernf.rs Eroiss. I. cccciii. 283 b, He gaue dyuers
suppers and banketes to ladyes and damosels. 1562 in

W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 299 A breckfast geven to

Mr. Norres. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock 111. 12 In various
talk th' instructive hours they past Who gave the ball, or
paid the visit last. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. viii, Intended
that night giving the young ladiesp. ball. 1855 Tennyson
Maud 1. xx. 2 Our ponderous squire will give A grand
political dinner To half the squirelings near, a 1873 Deutsch
Rem. (1874I 260 Frederick of Austria gave a tournament.
1885 Truth 2 July 2/1 Their Royal Highnesses also intend
to give a dance as a wind-up to the season. 1892 Coruh.
Mag. July 2 The school children were being given a treat.

VI. To present, expose, offer.

21. To present or expose to the action of a person

or thing; to hold out (one's hand) to be taken.

7 give a back : see Back sb)- 24 e.

c 950 [see A 6 a a]. 1382 Wvclif 2 Kings x. 15 He seith,

geue me thin honde. The whiche }aue to hym his hond ;

and he rerede hym to hym in to the chaar. — Isa. I. 6 My
bodi I }af to the smyteres, and my chekes to the pulleris.

1589 [see A 2 d >]. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 649
The mothers use to beare their children at their backs . . they

give them the brest over their shoulders. 16:7 Moryson
Itin. 11. 88 Because I had a white horse, I gave the Rebels

a faire marke. 1697 Dryden .-Eneidwi. 553 AIL. Give to

the wanton Winds their flowing Hair. 1711 Eingall MSS.
in xot/t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 133 The army was
. .to marche . . by the river, giving their right flanck to the

front of the enemy, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy, Brides Venice

70 Their sails out-spread and given to the wind. 1837
Hawthorne Twice-Told T. (1851) I. ix. 160 He holds out his

hand ; she gives her own. 18^5 Dickens Dorrit 1. xxxii,
' Give me a back, Mr. Rugg— a little higher, sir—that'll do !

t 22. Of (one's) * heart ', mind, conscience, etc.

:

To suggest (to one) that; in unfavourable sense,

to misgive. Also, to prompt (one) to do some-

thing. Also, quasi-impersonal, Itgives me = I have

a foreboding, Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9762 He bihuld & nuste bulke foure

bere Is herte him 3ef anon wuderward hii wende. ( 1375
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Barbour Bruce xix. 97 Myne hert giffis me no mor to be
With 30W duelland in this cuntre. Ibid. 107. ^1380
Sir Fcrumb. 1450 Myn herte me ;ifb bat ;if he . . takeb
bat lornec, bat (>ou ne seest hym no more. 1488 Will
0/ Sir E. Shaa (Somerset Ha), My conscience geueth me
to make restitucion. 1523 Lu. Berners Froiss. I. ccclvii.

577 My hert gyueth me that y mater wyll nat reste longe
in the case that it is nowe in. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apophth.
n. 200 a, Full well did it geue this prudent & wise prince in
his mynde tofore, that [etc.]. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores
Utop. 1. (Arb.) 67 To speke truelye as my mynde geueth me.
1600 Heywood 2 Pt. Edw. IV, 1. iv, Somewhat, it giues me,
you will bring from thence Worthy the noting. 1650 T. B.
Worcester's Apoph. 91 The Marquess had a Daughter whose
mind gave her to be a Nun. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat.
Anglo-Lat. 206 It gave me in my mind I should lose my
labour in going. 1748 Richardson Clan'ssa (1S11) ILxiv.
95 My heart strongly gives me, that if once I am compelled
to leave this house, I never shall see it more. 1820 Scott
Ivanhoe xxviii, Therefore, do as thy mind giveth thee.

*!\ b. In Malory the locutions my heart giveth
{me) that sometimes have a further sense of inclin-

ing towards a person, expressed by a construction
with unto. In some instances the obj. clause is

dropped, so that the vb. assumes the intr. sense ' to
incline, be kindly disposed '.

(Perh. quot. c 1330 may be an older example of this sense ;

on the other hand, it is possible that Edward, not heart, is
the subject.)

[<ri33o R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 253 Sir Edward .. His
herte gaf tille dame Blanche, if her wille wer berto.]
1470-85 Malory Arthur vu. ii, My herte geueth me to
the gretely that thou arte come of men of worshyp. Ibid.
xyii. xiii, Moche my hert gyueth vnto yow. 1870 Morris
Earthly Ear. Ill, iv. 93 My heart giveth to thee.

23. To expose or offer to view or observation

;

to ' set ' (an example) ; to show (a sign, token)

;

to present or set forth (a statement, fact, proposal,
reason, etc.) for acceptance or consideration ; to
mention, include in a list or enumeration, f To
give show : to intimate.
cijoo Okmin 1239 Forr be to jifenn bisne, fatt [etc.].

aJ"5 After. K. 68 pat ooer [ancbeisun] is, uorte jiuen be
oare uorbisne. a 1300 Cursor M. 12620 He gaf bairn rede
all resun. c 1449 [see A 3 c0]. 1470-85 [see Example sb. 6].

1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 235 b, A white Dove .. came
thether as a token, geven by God. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 93, I . . will shew you how to find the height
of the Pole euery day, for whiche thinge I will geue you two
sondrye wais. 1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. Epit. A, Give
me the sundrie kindes of Epistles. 1579 [see A 3 ay].
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 59 As there is no firm reason
to be rendered . . So can I giue no reason. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage I1614) 20 Some giving one etymologie and
derivation of the word, and some another. 1693 Dryden
Juvenal Ded. (1697) 75 Thus have I given the History
of Satire, and denv d it from Ennius to your Lordship.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 59 r 4 Among innumerable In-
stances that may be given of this Nature. 1736 Lediard
Life Marlborough III. 376 The Queen gave some Signs of
Life. 1769 Goldsm. Rom. Hist. (1786) II. 382 As if he
[Commodus 1 gave the example, very few of his successors
escaped a violent death. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 51 The account of it is given in the
Mercury of France. 1821 Keats Isabella iii, He knew
whose gentle hand was at the latch, Before the door had
given her to his eyes. 1889 M. Gray Reproach Annesley
I. 1. i. 6 The far-off farms . . gave no sign of life. 1892 R. C.
Lehmann Billsbury Elect. 196 A daily newspaper gave a
head-lined account of the speech. Mod. Such words ought
not to be given in a dictionary.

b. To indicate as existing ; to state at (a certain

quantity). Of a measuring instrument : To show,
indicate (a certain quantity).
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 15 Albeit Ptol. after

him gives no further extendure of land south, than 12 deg.
1856 Jrnl. R. Agric.Soc. XV'II. 11.445 He gives the average
monthly amount . . at 0-81 lbs. 1890 Harper's Mag. Nov.
815/1 The hydrometer [sic] gives a humidity as high as
seventy-four. 1891 Longm. Mag. Oct. 600 The sounding-
line, .gave at last but six fathoms,

f 24. To display as an armorial bearing ; to bear
(such or such a cognizance, etc.). Obs. Cf. To give
arms, s.v. Arm sb. 2 15.
1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 59 The Emperour Maxi-

mifian . . at that tyme gave an Egle in his armes. 1576
Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 388 note. He bare the name and
gave the badge or cognisaunce of the same. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, 1. v. 29 Teare the Lyons out of Englands Coat

;

. .giue Sheepe in Lyons stead. 1598 — Merry IV. t. i. 16
All his Ancestors (that come after him), .may give the dozen
white Luces in their Coate. a 1626 Middleton More Dis-
semblers 1. iii, I give the flaming heart, It is my crest. 1640
Shiklev Doubtful Heir 1. (1652) 7 Her sweet Heart, that
gives Cupid in his crest.

25. To represent, describe, portray, report. Now
rare, t Also refl. with complement : To appear,
present itself as. Obs.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. ix. 55 Too modest are you: More

cruel] to your good report, than gratefull To vs, that giue
you truly. 1631 Shirley Traitor lit. iii. (1635) F 3 Your
brother gave you more Desirous of the sport. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 12 The Land at twenty leagues distance
gave itselfe very high. 1638 Ibid. (ed. 2) 230 Many other
things give themselves note-worthy. 1850 Tennyson /«
Mem. lxxv, What practice howsoe'er expert . . Hath power
to give thee as thou wert 7

26. To read, recite, sing, act (anything) in the

presence of auditors or spectators ; to perform,
produce (a play, etc.) ; to deliver (a lecture, etc.).

Cf. F. donner.
1460 Toiuneley Myst. xiii. 183, I wold, or we yode, oone

gaf vs a song, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lix. 207 Take thy

186

vyall, and geue ys a songe. 1834 Medwik Angler in Wales
I. 108 He promised to give us another chapter out of his
book, on another occasion. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes I.

xiii. 134 Who will give usasong? 1879 Trollofe Thackeray
i. 46 The piece was all given by memory. 1887 7Y/«c.y(weekly
ed.) 24 June 14/4 The Russian Imperial hymn, given on
the organ. 1889 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 625 Havard's play of
' Charles I ' was being given at York. 1890 Illustr. Land.
iVVws 26 Apr. 536/1 The opera was given again in 1864.

27. To offer, propose as a sentiment or toast.
17*8 Ramsay On seeing Archers divert themselves 96

Neist, sir, you name ; I give you Basil's handsome dame.
1793 Burns On Rodney's Victory 1 Instead of a Song,
boys, I'll give you a toast. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague
I. iv, I rise to give, most noble President, The memory of
a man well known to all. 1837 Dickens Pickzv. xxxvii,
' Gentlemen ', said the man in blue. .

' I'll give you the ladies,
come '. 1891 Standard 10 Nov. 3/3 The Lord Mayor next
gave 'The Health of the Lord High Chancellor*.
VII. To make partaker of.

28. To communicate, impart to a person or thing
(some quality, state, etc. belonging to the subject).
a 1470 Tiptoft Tulle on Friendsh. (Caxton) iv, The gretest

fruyte of nature! virtue., is thenne taken whan it is youen
and departed to theym that be next in frendship & good
wille. C1566 J. Alday tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World F iij,

For the father can give to the child but fraile and mortal!
fleshe. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 18 The match
also if it bee not. .kept verie drie..it giveth no fire to the
touchpowder. Mod. I hope I have not given you my sore
throat.

b. Of a place, a thing : To supply, be the source
or origin of (a name, title).

1639 T. Brugis tr. Camus* Mor. Rel. 144 This Castle giveth
name unto a Family sufficiently knowne. /11671 Ld. Fairfax
Mem. 11699) 84 The place was Marston fields, which after-
wards gave the name to this battel. 1845 M. Pattison Ess.
(1889) I. 11 The Loire, its banks still clad with the broom
which gives their title to the Plantagenets.

29. To impart (knowledge, information) ; to im-
part the knowledge of (a fact, a name, one's opinion
or intention). + To give part [ = Sp. dar parte,
F.faire pari]: to apprise a person of To give
(a person) apiece of one's mind: ^colloq.) usually,

to give emphatic expression to one's disapproba-
tion.

<"i449 Pecock Repr. 68 Bi tecbing and informacioun of
sum sad clerk 3ouun to thee. 1558 Q. Eliz. in Strype^ww.
Re/. (1709) I. App. i. 2 We do publish and give knowledge
by this our proclamation to all maner peple. 1617 Moryson
/tin. 1. 41 In giving my name, I wrote my selfe an English-
man. 1643 Order Parlt. in Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 26 By
way of revenge for giveing information against them. 165a
NEEDHAMtr. Selden's Mare CI. 481 This is the real and
Roial design of this Fleet, whereof you may give part, .to
onr good neighbors. 1661 Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 36
Our great Antiquary . . both in familiar discourse, and in his
excellent tract on the Syrian Deities gave me first a hint.

1687 A. Lovell tr. ThcvenoVs Trav. n. 59 Tales . . which
I shall give as cheap as I had them. 178s [see A 6 a >].
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, v, Would you give me the Time?
1865 — Mut. Fr. iv. xiii, The room in which she had given
him that piece of her mind at parting. 1885 Century Mag.
XXX. 79 'j In a few words Captain Schley gave me an
inkling of hisplans. x886 Manch. Exam. 23 Jan. 5/3 The
policy given in outline in the Queen's Speech ensures the
opposition of the Parnellites. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster
xxxiii. 216 The men gathered close about T. . . T. gave his
plan. 1889 F. Barrett Under Strange Mask II. xvi. 109,
I gave him my name.

b. To give to the world, to the public : to publish
(a literary work, a discovery, etc.).

1757 W. Cullen in Life (1832) I. 531 When those parts that
are finished shall be given to the public. 182$ New Monthly
Mag. XV. 461 The results of these enquiries have been
given to the world. 1892 Temple Bar Dec. 481 ' Marmion '

was given to the world in 1808.

C. To give (a person) to believe, know, note, un-
derstand, etc. : to impart to him information that

will lead him to believe (etc.). Also in indirect

passive.
4:1566 J. Alday tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World Rb, The

whiche giveth us to understande that man is the verie chiefe
worke of God. 1586 Q. Eliz. in Corresp. Earl Leicester
(Camden Soc. 1844) 210 So we think mete the counsel of
state be geven to understand. 1586 Earl Leicester ibid.

246 It is secretly and assuredly giuen metovnderstand [etc.],

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. TamburL v. ii, I .. Shall give the
world to note. .That virtue solely is the sum of glory. 1613
Lisle Mlfric on O. % N. Test. M iij a, He doth moreouer
giue vs to vnderstand the number of the Sermons that he
translated. 1661 R. L'Estrange State Divinity 44, I am
given to understand that [etc]. 1778 J. Laurens in Sparks
Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) II. 170 We have given them to
understand that the frigate . . is to push out of the Sound.
1786 T.Jefferson Writ. (1859) 1. 539 Our report, .they may
be given to know, cannot be formed without decisive informa-
tion. 1811 C'tess Berkeley Addr. to Peers 19, I met him
when he gave me to believe that his intentions were honour-
able. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 82 Four of the
Judges gave him to understand that they could not, on this
occasion, serve his purpose. 1875 H. Kingsley No. Seven'
teen xxii. 167 ' How did you lie?' ' Not at all in words, but
I gave him to think that ' [etc.]. 1889 M. Caird Wing of
Azracl^ III. xxxvi. 129 Adrienne was given to understand
that this, .was entirely her doing.
VIII. To allot, apportion, assign.

30. To allot, apportion ; to cause to have as
one s share, f To give to lot (see Lot sb.). Also
in indirect passive, f In pa. pple. with adv. —
Dowered.
c 1050 [see A 6 a £]. c 1130 Halt Meid. 9 Hwen bus is of

be riche hwat wenes tu of the poure J>at beoS wacliche
i3eouen. a 1300 Cursor M. 16767+ 118 Him was not geue
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so mikel plas, War-on he im"3t dee fayre. /bid. 28724 Ocrist
.

. We find he gaf na penance mare. 1382 [see A 3 b a],
C1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7082 f>e bischop penance ban
him gaue. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Apr. 114 Let that
rowme to my Lady be yeuen. 1599 Jas. I Ba<riA. Awpoi-
(1603I 91 /Equitie in thinges arbitrall, giueth euery one that
which is meetest for him. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 339 Not
onely these fair bounds, but all the Earth To thee and to
thy Race I give. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 15 It was
soon after united to the kingdom of England, made a prin-
cipality, and given to the eldest son of the crown. 1885
J. Martineau Types Eth. Th. II. 1. i. § 2. 156 The states in
question being given to the respective subjects. 1890 Lip-
pincott"s Mag. Feb. 217, I was given a hut in Hope Town.
1891 Murray's Mag. Apr. 524 He was given the contract.

b. To assign or impose (a name) ; f to appoint,
fix (a day, time).
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 232 Adam abraid, and sa3 oat wif, Name

he }af hire Sat is ful Rif. c 1320 Cast. Love 615 peos bej> be
nomen . . pat be prophetes him ;eeuen. c 1450 Myrc 138
Then may the fader wyboute blame Crysten the cbylde and
3eue hyt name. 1461 Paston Lett. No. 394 II. 18 To gyve
them that ar chosyn knyghtes of the shire, day after Michel-
messe. a 1533 Ld. Bkrners Huon xlix. 165 He., gaue them
day to be with him within .xv. dayes. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 3 For rewarde wherof vertu also gave you
that name. 1570-6 Lamrarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 259
A thing worthy, .of reformation when God shal give time.
X613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 622 The women wash the
childe all over with water, and give the name. 1630 in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. {1659) I. 45 The Court .. gave day tp
joyn in Demurrer thislearm. a 1715 Burnet Own Time
II. 175 They were bound ..to proceed according to the
rules of parliament, which was to commit the person so
impeached and then give a short day for his trial,

f c. To appoint to an office or function. Obs.
1535 Coverdale i Chron. vii. [VU48 As for their brethren

the Leuites, they were geuen to all the offices in the habita-
cion of the house of the Lorde. 1611 Bible Eph. iv. 11 He
gaue some, Apostles ; and some, Prophets.

31. To attribute in thought or speech; to ascribe,

assign. + Formerly often, to ascribe (a literary

work) to a person as author. Obs.
x559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 12 The ^Egiptians

. . gave to the seven Planetes .vij. heavens. 1603 Florio
Montaigne 11. iv. (1632) 200, I do . . give pricke and praise
[F.j'e donne la pahne\ unto Jaques Amiens. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. iii. 119 Those that gaue the Thane of Cawdor to
me, Promis'd no lesse to them. 1613 — Hen. V///y in. ii.

262 From all That might haue mercie on the fault, thou
gau'st him. 1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg 42 He gave too much
to traditions. 1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope II. ix. 60 On
its first publication, Pope did not own it, and it was given
by the public to Lord Paget, Dr. Young, Dr. Desaguliers,
and others. 1770 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 243, I have lately
read a good part . . of a pamphlet on the late verdicts. .

.

They give it to Lord Camden. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal
!. i, I don't wonder at people giving him to me for a lover.

1797 Morn. Chron. 13 Nov., The translation of the Dia-
tribe against England, which has been given to the pen of
M. de Tallyraiid. 1812 Brit. Bibliographer II. 392 George
Pettie. [note] Warton calls him William, but I have
A. Wood's authority for giving him the name of George.
1879 M. T. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxxiv. 342 Henry. . gave
all the glory to God. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 July 5/1 It is

proper to give full weight to the exculpatory evidence
adduced.

t b. To give for, also simply to give (chiefly

with adjs. or pples. of condition) : To account, con-
sider, set down as. Cf. to give over, upfor. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Attt.fyCl. 1. iv. 40 Mens reports Giue him

[Pompey] much wrong'd. 16x3 Voy. Guiana in Harl.
Misc. (Malh.) III. 177 We descried her to leeward of us,

contrary to our expectation, having given her for lost. 1622
Beaum. & Fl. Span.Cur. iv. iv.If, ere the sun be set, I see you
not, give me dead, a 16*5 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant 11. ii,

Nay, give 'em lost, I saw 'em off their horses, c 1645 Howell
Lett. (1655) I. v. xxx. 226 Greek I perceiv'd it was not,

nor Latin or English ; So I gave it for meer gibbrish. 1646
Fuller Wounded Consc. (1841) 342 Pensive parents solicit-

ous for the souls of their children have even given them for

gone. 1671 Marvell Corr.Wks. 1872-5 II. 392 The Dutchess
of York is dead. All gave her for a Papist. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 130 p 4 The Parents, after a long Search for him,
gave him for drowned in one of the Canals, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time II. 144 The party against the court gave all for

lost. 1740 tr. de Mouhy s Fort. Country-maid (1741) 1. 191,
I gave myself for lost.

f c. To give for granted : to take for granted,

consent to assume. Obs.

1637 Heylin Antid. Line. ir. vii. 81 Which given for

granted we proceed, and will shew some reasons [etc.]. 1657
R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 25, I shall easily be led. .to give
for granted, that Carlisle Bay [etc.]. 1692 R. L'Estrange
Josephus, Antiq. in. v. (1733)61 The Hebrews . . fell into a
Consternation giving it for granted that God in his wrath
had taken away Moses,

32. The pa. pple. is used, esp. in an absolute

clause, with the sense : Assigned or posited as

a basis of calculation or reasoning. Of. Given
ppl. a.

1667 Primatt City $ C. Build. 159 How to draw a
Perpendicular Line from any Point, to any Line given.

1828 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. (ed. 20) 109 The Differ-

ence of Latitude and Departure given, to find the Course,

Distance, and Difference of Longitude. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 5 May 5/1 Given a reasonable amount of variety

and quality in the exhibits, an exhibition, .is sure to attract

large numbers,

IX. To yield as a product or result.

33. To yield, supply, furnish, as a product.

c 1200 [see Aib]. a 1225 [see A 8 0]. a 1300 Cursor M.
22326 pe erth sal giue o frut plente. 1382 [seeA3Ca].
1 1420 [see A2Ca], 1548 Hall Chron. Edw. /V% 200 b, All

the whole Province ofYorke, gave yerely to this Hospitall

certain measures of come. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
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Husb. m. {1586) 150 She requireth greater quantity of meate,
whereby she may give the more milke. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 1. 91 The same family hath given three Dukes . . and
three Patriarkes, and twelve Procurators of Saint Marke.
1628 Digby Voy. Medit. 41 Trees that giue aromatike
gumines- 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. u. 121 The
Cow .. which was so fruitfull at the Paile, that for the
abundance of milk she did give, the owner might eate
butter. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 146 The washings
..bubbled, subsided, and gave lime, like the rest. 179a
Descr. Kentucky 39 This establishment gives already 2,000
yards of sail-cloth a week. 1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. II.

1. 121 The 241 lbs. of wheat should have given 189 lbs. of
flour. 1853 Ibid. XIII. 1. 26 The cow. .gave in the evening

5 quarts of milk. Ibid. 38 Cream on milk, a little acescent,
will 'give' the butter with less labour in churning than
when the milk or cream is void of acidity. i8<>o Harper's
Mag. Oct. 770/T This second brewing will give a darker
liquid. 1891 Strand Mag. Jan. 96/1 The lamps gave an
uncertain light.

f34. To fetch, be worth (a price). Obs.
a 1575 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 306 The Meill

gaif xij shillings the peck. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 41
A Spanish shilling gives twenty five Pice, a Riall of eight
gives five Mammoodees. 1681 W. Robertson Phrased.
Gen. (1693) 663 Let him sell oyl, if it give anything. 1761
Earl Haddington Forest-trees (1765) 8 In other countries
it gives a great price. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Pert/1258
The country would be so much overstocked with timber,
that it would give no price.

35. To yield as the result of calculation or mea-
surement.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 91 The Garden .. has six

severall discents, each part giving eightie paces, and seventie
broad. 1727 Arbuthnot Table And. Coins, etc. 240 The
number of Men being divided by the number of Ships, gives
four hundred and twenty-four Men a-piece. 1739 tr.

Algarotti on Netvtoris Theory (1742) II. 149 Two multi-
plied by itself gives Four. 1858 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XIX.
I. 172 An analysis of the guano. .gave the following results.

1890 Longm. Mag. July 282 (His] name in Hebrew
characters gives us 666—the mystic number of the Anti-
christ.

+ 36. Of experience, reasoning, etc.: To yield

the conclusion that. Also of a name : To import,
signify. Obs.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. III. v. 306 Experience hath gouun

bifore these daies that grete lordis [etc]. 1481 Caxton
Myrr. u. i. 64 Raison and nature gyue thatalle the worlde
be rounde. 155a Latimer Serm. Lincolnsh. ix. (1562)

144 b, The time giueth it that Christ shoulde come. 1567
Maplet Gr. Forest 22 Taraxippus the stone, as the name
giueth, doth signifiethe Horse his trouble and disquietnesse.

16*7-77 Peltham Resolves 1. xxx. 52 The same reason gives
it: for, Optima corrupta pessima. 1677 Hale Prim. Grig.
Man. 1. iii. 88 This Instance gives the impossibility of an
eternal Existence in any thing essentially alterable or
corruptible.

X. To cause to have.

37. With direct and indirect obj. : To cause to

have (a possession) ; to cause to receive (anything
material or immaterial, a benefit or injury) ; to pro-
duce in a person or thing (a state, condition, feel-

ing) ; to invest or endow with (a quality, a right,

a power); to restore (one's health, sight, etc.). Said
both of persons and things, f To give' one the

worse : to worst, defeat.

a 1300 Cursor M. 539 pe ouer fir gis man his sight, c X340
[see A 7y]. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 333 To sich
folk wolde Crist 3eue blisse. 1387-8 [see A 2d a], c 1400
Destr. Troy 10404 Hegreuit J>e greke,and geuehym be worse.
cnxaChron. Vilod. 710 p*suche ameracule for hurre hadde
wrou5t, And geve, for hurre love, bl bysone mon his sy3t.

*5>3 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 781 The ieoperdy
so well passed, it gave him great pleasure to talke with him
thereof. 1548 Hall Chron. , Hen. V, 55 b, To geve men a
courage for to go furth, money was fyrst gathered. 1590
Sir J, Smyth Disc. Weapons 18 b, Whereby [a wad] the whole
charge ofpowder being restrained may. .give the more force

to the bullets. 1610 Bp. Carleton lurisdidion 163 When
the pope was able to meet the Emperour in battell and give
him the worse. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 75 Finding the Army
a meere Chaos, he had given it forme. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. lxxix. 319 On the death which I hope to give to
this Fish, my perfect content depends. 1674 tr. Martiniere's
Voy. N. Countries 32 Which they distil, .putting in a certain
grain which gives it the same strength and intoxication as ours.

1726 G. Roberts 4 Years Voy. Ded. A iij b, A Person whose
Profession and Opportunities have not given him those
Advantages which others may boast. 1728 Morgan Algiers
II. iii. 247 It gives me the Vapours to find People miscalled.

1754
1
Richardson Grandison II. xxiii. 168, I give you

emotion, madam. Forgive me. I have performed my pro-

mise. 1773 Mrs. Grant Lett.fr. Mount. (1813) I. xui. 108
Another far-seen object gives sad variety to the prospect,
1803 Pic Nic No. 4 (i8o6) I. 122 Her restless ambition con-
tinues to give alarm in every quarter. 1817 W. Selwyn
Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1183 This, in Lord Kenyon*s
opinion, gave the plaintiff a title to the whole. 1862 Tyn-
dall Mountaineering iv. 32 Its deep seclusion gives it a
peculiar charm. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 3. 176 The
King . . wept bitterly at the news of his father's death, though
it gave him a crown. 1883 Manch. Exam. 22 Nov. 5/4
Currency is given . . to a rumour that the Parcel Post is

being conducted at a loss of something like ,£10,000 a week.
1884 W. C. Smith KUdrostan 88 Clumsy oars—faugh ! they
give blisters first And then a horny hand. 1890 T. F. Tout
Hist. Eng.fr. 1689 115 Burke gave the tone to the mass of
English opinion.

b. with dat. of person and infinitive.

1768 Woman ofHonor II. 187 Your knowing one gives you
to know the whole mutton-headed species. 1803 Mary
Charlton Wife «r Mistress I. 52 Each despairing struggle
only gave her to experience the full force of her bonds. 1841
J. H. Newman in Apologia (1864) 273 The last miserable
century, .has given us to start from a much lower level.

C. With dative of refl. pronoun in various uses :

To impose on oneself (trouble) ; to cause oneself

to have (a possession, privilege, etc.) ; to assume,
pretend to. f To give oneself wonder*, to be
astonished. To give oneself airs : to assume a

bearing offensively or ludicrously indicative of
belief in one's own superiority.
c 1500 Melusine xxx. 223, I gyue me grete wonder what

folke they may be. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. A thens 5 Look-
ing gravely, to give myself Authority [etc. ]. 1704, 1734 [see
Air sb. 15 bj. 1726 G. Roberts 4 Years Voy. 22 Without giving
myself any further Trouble. 1836 Lane Mod. Egypt. 1. 146
She went to his shop, riding on an ass, to give herself con-
sequence, and said [etc.]. 1843 Bethune Se. Fireside Star,

13 She gave herself no airs to procure it. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) II. 409 We ought not to give ourselves airs.

1886 Law Times LXXXII.77/2 A tribunal cannot give itself

jurisdiction by erroneous findings of fact.

U 38. To give to reflect, think ; to furnish mate-
rial for reflexion or thought. (A Gallicism.)
1890 Globe 7 Aug. 1/4 That pronouncement * gives to re-

flect', as the French say. 1891 Sat. Rev. 24 Oct. 477/2 It

is. .likely to achieve a lasting popularity, .and to'give to
think '..to certain members of the House of Commons.
XI. 39. To allow a person or thing to have or

take ; not to withhold or withdraw ; to concede,

yield. To give (a person) best : to acknowledge
oneself defeated by (slang).

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 75 The kyng of Englande
gevyng the upper hande to his father inlawe through the
greate citee of Paris. Ibid., Hen. VII, 23 b, They never
gave their enemies one daye to repose. 1583 Hollyband
Campo di Fior 377, I yealde unto thee. .Without any more
a doe, I give thee the victorie at this passe-time, c x6n
Chapman Iliad 1. 272 Atrides, give not stream to all thy
power. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. in. 97 The
common People give their Wives great Liberty. 1697
Dryden Virg. Gcorg. iv. 275 They give their Bodies due
Repose at Night. 1711 W. King tr. Naude's Ref. Politics
iii. 121 To give a freer range to his passions. 1803 Pic Nic
No. 3 (1806) I. 104 Give but time to this experiment, and it

will work its end. i8zi Scott Kenifou. xxx, The gigantic
warder, .resigned his keys, and gave open way to the God-
dess. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxvi, If you'll give me
five-and-twenty yards, I'll run you three hops and a step a
hundred yards for another crown. 1848 Thackkray Van.
Fair ix, She said she would never give the pas to a trades-
man's daughter. 1883 R. Buchanan Love mefor Ever 11.

iii. 87 Give me a little time, a 1889 W. Collins Blind Love
(1890) III. xlix. 82 Give yourself an hour to get from station
to station. 1889 Boldrewood Robbery under Arms vii, I

could hardly stand for laughing, till the calf gave him best
and walked. 1894 Baring-Gould Deserts S. France 1. 131
She is., given a long rest in the middle of the day.

•f b. absol. imper. Give ye = allow the remark,
with your permission. Obs.
1662 J. Chandler Van Hdmont's Oriat. To Rdr., Ye

seek not the Poor, but (Give Ye) ye resemble Beggars.

t C. Give me myself': let me go, leave me at

liberty. Obs.
a 1616 Bealm. & Fl. Vatentinian it. iii, Give me myself'or,

by the gods, my friend, You'll make me dangerous !

4P. intr. To yield, give way.

a. To yield to pressure or strain.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 109 The Oliue
. . will give and bende, and so will the Poplar, the Willow.
1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 267 If that Cable
had given as the otherTwodid, the Ship must unavoidably
have been lost. 1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) I. 9
If . . the Walls should happen to sink, or give more on one
side than the other [etc.]. 1827 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 193/1
When.. the bricks were removed down nearly to the ends
of the ties, these ' gave '. 187a S. Butler Erewhon v. 32
My boots had begun to give, for I had been going on rough
ground for more than three weeks. 1879 Jefferies Wild
L^ife in S. Co. 72 The wood . .

' gives' a little and does not
jar when struck. 1889 Stevenson Master ofB. ix. 240 The
rail of the fence gave suddenly under his weight. 1890
Univ. Rez>. Aug. 616 The harness of officialism . . gave a
little at the joints. 1890 Tablet 25 Oct. 650 When it begins
to give and part it will be too late to cement the union.
1890 Illustr. Loud. News 1 Nov. 554/1 My head spun and
throbbed, and my feet felt the world give under them. 1892
Black fy White 2 Jan. 21/2 The great hayrick is giving.
They're all out trying to prop it up. 1893 Longmans Mag.
Apr. 551 The lock did not give.

b. Of a joint, the nerves: To lose tension, to be-
come relaxed, to fail.

1892 Field 29 Oct. 656/2 Rendered worse than useless by
his knee giving. 1897 PallMallMag. Nov. 335 My nerves
began to give.

C. (Ofpersons) : To accommodate one's attitude

to ; (of a dress) to adjust itself to (the varying curves
of the figure). Also, to allow free play, yield to.

Also, to give ground, draw back.
1823 J. Badcock Dom.Amusem. 166 Persons, .giving . . to

the motion of the vessel, like outside passengers by a stage-
coach. 1850 Tennvson In Mem. liii, Dare we to this fancy
give? 1866 A. Thomas Played Out II. it. 40 Miss Leth-
bridge's habit. .Fitting her splendidly, 'giving' to every
curve and line of her supple figure. 1886 Rider Haggard
Solomon's Mines xiv. 222 The Greys ceased to give.

d. To be affected by atmospheric influences;
(a) of colours, to fade

; (b) to deliquesce, effloresce,

soften, or deteriorate, from the effect of damp

;

(<*) to become damp, (appear to) exude moisture,
as a stone floor after a thaw (see Eve v.~) ;

(d) of
timber, to shrink from dryness.
(a) 1546 P'cess Eliz. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 147

From the grace of the pictur the coulers may fade by time,
may giue by wether, may be spotted by chance.

(b) 1677 Grew Colours PI. iii. § 27 There are some Salts,
which will not give in the least. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 26 Be
sure before you carry your large Cocks [of hay] in, to open
them once, and to spread them in the Sun, because 'tis apt to
give in the Cock. 1745 Mrs. Delany Let. 3 Oct. in Life <y

Corr. (1861) II. 391 The damp weather made the cement
give. 1890 Standard 9 Aug. 2/7 The wicket was in fine

condition all day, and at present shows no signs of giving,
{O 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 21 Some moyst

weather hath .. caused the powder to give and danke.
1643 TV Goodwin Trial Christian's Grmvth 126 As we
see against rainy weather, before the raine begins to fall,

the stones will give, as we use to say, and grow danke. 1758
Reid tr. Macquer's Chem. I. 293 It will keep long without
giving or calcining.

fig. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 491 Flinty mankinde :

whose eyes do neuer giue Hut thorow Lust and Laughter.
id) 1627 tr. Bacon's Life <y Death (1651) 8 Planchers of

Houses, which at first lay close together but after they are
dried, gave. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Vertue iv, Onely
a sweet and vertuous soul, Like season'd timber, never
gives; Put though the whole world turn to coal, Then
chiefly lives.

e. Of frosty weather : To relax its severity, to

become mild ; to thaw.
1678 Wood Life 9 Dec. (O. H. S.) II. 426 Frosty, dry, and

dusty .. and then the weather gave, but no raine followed.

1709 Luttrell in Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 436 The weather
began to give and the snow to melt. 1840 Spurdens Suppi.
to Forby, Give

t
to thaw. ' It is beginning to give.' The

frost is going. 1843 Lkkevhe Life Trav. Phys. II. 11. ix.

287 About Christmas the weather generally gives. 1895
Times n Feb. 6 '3 The frost .. did not 'give' at all in the
last-named regions.

tXII. 41. In various obsolete uses, where put
or set would now be used ; c. g. To give (an) end,
a period, a date, a stop to. Also to give in hand,

I to givefire to (see Kike sb. 1 f).

1460-70 [see A 6a a], c 1489 Caxton So?inesofAymon xvii.

1 396 Reynawd..wyH not gyve noo yrens to your nevewe.
c 1489 (see A 3 ay]. <* 1533 Ld. Perners Gold. Bk. M. A urel.

(1546) P, Tynie gyucthe ende to that surTrethe ende. 1595
[see A 8 y]. 1617 Moryson Itiu. in. 253 His death gave an
end to that warre in the yeere 1477. 1624 Heywood Gunaik.
111. 160 To give date unto that which hath, .afflicted me.
a 1641 Spelman Sacrilege (1698) 121 King Henry I. .dying
afterward without Issue Male, in the year 1135, gave a
period to this Norman Family, a 1677 Harrow Serm.
Pleasantn. Retig. Wks. 1687 I. 3 The imperceptible course
of nature, .may. .give an end to our businesses and lives
together. 1677 Hai.e Prim. Orig. Man. 11. i. 132 To give
some stop to those Atheistical and Epicurean Opinions. 1712
J. James tr. Lc BloniVs Gardening 108 Placing. . Barrels of
Powder at the Foot of them, to which they give Fire, by
Trains laid for that purpose.

XIII. intr. To have a (speci6ed) direction.

t 42. Of the sun : To direct its rays, shine. Obs.
1616 Surfi.. & MARKH. Country Farme 80 Her troughes

may be in the ayre, and where the Sunne giueth.

43. To look, open, lead ; afford a view or passage.
Const, into, off,on s

on to,over,to,upon. (A Gallicism:

cf. F. dormer stir.)

1840 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag. LX. 434 The back
windows., to use a French phrase, give to the gardens, i860
Dickens Uncomm. Traz<. iii, The Refractories were picking
oakum, in a small room giving on a yard. 1867 Miss
Broughton Cometh up as Ftmver xxiii. (1878) 267 The
verandah upon which the salon gives. 1872 Lever Ld. Kil-
gobbin xxviii. (1875) 165 Kate Kearney's room, .'gave' by
a window over the leads of a tower. 1872 Howells Wedd.
Journ. 107 A narrow corridor gave into a wide festival space.
1885 Times (weekly ed.) 2 Oct. 17/4 No window giving on
to the Street. 1889 Mrs. Lynn Linton Thro'' Long Night
1. 1. vi. 83 Bed-room, dressing-room and boudoir, all gave off
the first landing. Ibid. III. in. xv. 268 It was the road
which gave on to the highway.

XIV. In idiomatic phrases consisting of verb
and object.

44. Give birth to. a. To bear; bring forth.

b. fig. To produce ; result in.

171a Addison Sped. No. 267 p6 ^neas's Settlement in

Italy produced the Ca:sars, and gave Birth to the Roman
Empire. 1828 Scott F.M.Perth xxvi, Hts wife, then near the
time of giving birth to an infant, fled into the forest. 1861
Temple Bar II. 327 His mother, .dies in giving him birth.

1863 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877I I. xii. 231 A fit receptacle of

a nation which was to give birth to the Sacred Book of all

lands.

45. Give ground, a. To retire before a superior

force
; + rarely with indirect obj. h.fg. To yield

;

to relax effort. + c. To yield precedence (obs.).

a- *593 Shaks. 3 Hen. V/, 1. iv. 15 And when the hardyest
Warriors did retyre, Richard cry'de, Charge, and giue no
foot of ground. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. Rom. 1. 81 His
arrivall stayed the fury of the Pagans in such sort, as they
began to give hinrground. Ibid. in. 181 The Pagans [began]
to give ground. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 6 p 9 They are

once again forced to give ground. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xxii. IV. 433 The enemy was beginning to give ground.
b. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. To Rdr., Hereupon is he per-

secuted, reviled, &c. . . he gave not ground for all this, but
bore up manfully. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. 1 1. 258 Though
the giving ground in such Cases be what we are apt rather

to pity than to condemn. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward A*. Elsmere
xvi, As a man wavers in a wrestling match when his oppo-
nent unexpectedly gives ground.
C. 1652-62 Heylin Cosmogr. 1. (1682) 130 Valleys of great

fertility, not giving ground for fruitfulness to the best in

Europe.

46. Give It. a. With dat. or to: To make an
attack either with blows or words. Also colloq., to

give it hot. b. slang. With to : To rob, defraud.

+ c. = to give tongtte (see Tongue) [obs.).

a. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iii. 64 Now Maisters draw, Oh



GIVE. 188 GIVE.

well said Lucian : Good Boy in Virgoes lap, guie it Pallas.

1612 Chapman Widowes 'P. 1. C 2, lie giue it him home.
1831 Macaulay Lett. 30 May, ' I am glad you put that in'

[an apology for using the word constituency], said her lady-

ship [Lady Holland]. ' I was just going to give it you. It

is an odious word.' 187a Punch 27 Apr. 169/1 The Com-
mander-in-Chief has given it to the offenders rather hot.

1878 Scnbners Mag. XVI. 191/1 Now he is giving it to him !

b. 181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Give it to, to rob or de-

fraud any place or person, as, I gave it to him for his reader,

I robb'd him of his pocket-book.

C. 1600 Cornwallyes Ess. xiv, How well Iumball gaue
it in such a dry path, he hath a Nose cries one, like a Beagle,

and yet a verie deepe mouth.

47. Give place (const, to), f a. To give ground,

yield to pressure or force {obs.). b. To quit

one's place to make room (for another) ; to yield

precedence ; \fig- to be inferior, ' yield ' to. + C.

To yield or defer (to advice) {obs.). d. To be suc-

ceeded or superseded (by another person or thing).

[In the first two senses the phrase is a literal rendering of

L. dare locum, Gr. totoc SlSovcu.]

a. 138* Wvclif Judg. xx. 36 The which thing biholdynge
the sones of Yrael ijeuen to hem place to flee. 1413 Pilgr.

Sowle (Caxton 1483) 1. iii. 4 Right as the fletyng ayer yeuyth
place to the flyght of byrdes . . so was al this erthe passyble

to spirites. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk xxii, Which must
perforce geve place vnto the wave. 1582 N. Lichefield
XT.Castnnhfdas Conq. E. hid. lviii. 121 The emmies were
driuen to giue place.

fig. 1382 Wvclif Rom. xii. 19 Gyue }e place to ire. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 605 Although he were glad to
depart and give place to his evill fortune for a time [etc.].

1638 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Erom. 5, I am resolved to

give fortune place.

b. 1382 Wvclif Luke xiv. 9 Hecomynge that clepidethee
and him, seye to thee, ^yue place to this, a 1557 Ld. Vaux
Aged Lover 24 in TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 174 Limpyng age
will hedge him now Where youth must geue him place.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Episl. 69 Giving place to none that

is neere unto you for auncientnesse of acquaintaunce. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 91 A House and Garden of the
Kings, giving place to few in Parthia. 1756-7 tr. 'P. Keys-
ler's Trav. (1760) IV. 350 The body of Henry, which lay on
the right hand, immediately moved to the left, and gave
place to his imperial consort. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus
ixiv. 268 Thessaly's youth gave place to the Gods high-
throned in heaven.

C. 1578 Tim me CalutneonGen. xv. 324 The wicked, .do at
no hand giue credite to his promises : but the godly . . they
giue place lest they stop the way to the word of God. 1633
Bp. Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 115 If ye had given place to

that saving word of mine which hath beene delivered unto
you.
d. 1555 J- Hooper in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564I 153

His enemies both of the body and soule . . when death com-
meth they shal auoide and geue place to such ioyes as be
prepared for vs in Christ. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 49 F 3
These Gentlemen . . give place to Men who have Business
or good Sense in their Faces. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
ii. 1. 158 The lit urgy gave place to the Presbyterian directory.

a 1889 W. Collins Blind Love (1890) III. lx. 240 Autumn
had given place to winter.

48. Give rise to. To be the origin of; to pro-

duce ; to result in.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. I. i, Very trifling circum-
stances have often given rise to the most ingenious tales.

1798 Ferriar Hlustr. Sterne ii. 25 The birth and education
of Pantagruel evidently gave rise to those of Martinus
Scriblerus. 1863 E. V. Neale Anal. Th. § Nat. 93 The
answer to these questions gave rise to the systems of Hera-
clitus, Empedocles, and Anaxagoras. 1879 M. J. Guest
Led. Hist. Eng. xlvui. 480 His whole previous career had
given rise to the gravest distrust.

49. Give way.
a. Of fighting men : - Give ground. To retreat

before an advancing force ; to break rank. Also
transf. &\\<\Jig. Const, to.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 The chyue-
tayns haue at the moost nede of socour yeuen weye to their

enemyes and made the peple proye to them. 1485 Caxton
Chas.Gt. 193 They.. made so grete bruyt that the moost
hardyest ofthe paynymsgafthem waye. 1704-5 Atterbury
Serm. (1726) I. 369 With how much greater Difficulty,

every time that we give way, we recover our Ground. 1804
W. Tennant Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) II. 383 Our troops . . by
some strange mismanagement gave way on the right. 1879
M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. Iv. 567 The Guards, fighting

gallantly, began to give way nevertheless.

+ b. To make way ; leave the way clear. In

early use often to give the way. Const, to. Obs.

'71533 IjD - Berners Huon xxxviii. 122 They gaue hym
v/ay, nor durst aproche nere hym. 1606 Holland Sueto-
nius 102 He himselfe would arise up unto the said consuls

and give them the way [L. decedere via]. 1617 Morvson
//*'«. iii. 55 The coaches comming downe from the upper
parts, give the way to those that come up. 1687 Boyle
Martyrd. Theodora vii.i 1703) 00 Such sentiments, .as made
them with great respect give her way. 1697 Dryden /Eneid
1. 822 Scarce had he spoken, when the Cloud gave way, The
Mists flew upward, and dissolv'd in day.

_
1828 Scott F. M.

Perth ii, A common feeling of respect induced passengers

to give way to the father and daughter.

c. To make room for ; be superseded by.

Const, to.

1713 Steele Englishtn. No. 12 Sophistry must give way
to Learning. 185a H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 7° My
early Christian faith has given way to doubt. 1885 M.
I
.!•-- 1. mi A Lost Son 275 The surliness had given way to

something deeper.

T d. To allow free scope, opportunity, or liberty

of action to. Also in indirect passive, and To give

way {to a person) to do, that, etc. Obs. ;
passing

into f. and g.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1633) 5 And knowing that the

violence of sorrow is not at the first to be striven withall..
they gave way unto it for that day and the next. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. ii. 82, I gaue bold way to my
authority, And did commit you. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.
I. vii. § 7 Antoninus Pius . . not only ceasing persecution, but
giving way to the advancement of Christians. 1611 Bible
Transl. Pre/. 1 Certaine. .could not be brought .. to giue
way to good Letters. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden)
15 This is not to be given way to. 1632 J, Haywakd tr.

BioftdVs Erom. 133 Giving thereby rather way and en-
couragement to the Infante, to demand her. 1633 Hall
Hard T. 610, I will give way to a shepheard not more
foolish than wicked to arise in my Church, a 1657 Bradford
Plymouth Plantat. (1856) 134 At length, after much debate
of things, the Govr

. . gave way that they should set corne
every man for his owne perticuler. 1793 Burke Corr. (1844)
IV. 143 They who, through weakness, gave way to the ill-

designs of bad men [etc.]. [i8i8Jas. Mill Brit. Indiav.w.
II. 517 From that moment the General gave way to his

spirit of dissatisfaction and complaint.]

e. Of things, material and immaterial : To yield,

be dislodged, break down (under pressure or

violence), f Const, to {obs.). Of the health, mental

powers, etc. : To break down, fail.

1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. Rom. m. 2 All the skill and
courage the Marriners had were fame to give way to the
violence of this tempest. 1665 Manley Grotius' Loiv C.

IVarres 683 Their Cannon being neither raised nor well

planted, by their own weight and force were fixed, until at

last the Sands giving way, they were removed. 1697 Dryden
AEneidx. 170 The stoutest Vessel to the Storm gave way, and
suck'd through loosen'd Planks the rushing Sea. 1726 G.
Roberts 4 Years Voy. 123 If any Thing gave Way, we could
better mend it . . by Day. 1820 VV. Irving Sketch Bk.
(1859) 163 The bashfulness of the guests soon gave way
before good cheer and affability. 1849 Taifs Mag. XVI.
269/2 His health gave way to the attacks of disease, ibid.

316/2 He rung the hell till the rope gave way. i860

Tyndall Glac. 1. xvi. 116 Once upon a steep hard slope

Bennen's footing gave way. 1877 Miss Vonge Cameos
Ser. in. xxvii. 264 His strength gave way under repeated
wounds. 1885 Sir J. Hannen in Law Rep. 10 Prob. Div. 90
Her health evidently gave way soon after her marriage. 1889

Mrs. Kennard Landing a Prize III. ii. 33 Neither knot
nor gut gave way under the tremendous strain. 1889 M.
Caird Wing Azrael 11. xvi. 19 Her voice shook and gave
way at the last word.

f. Of persons : To yield under solicitation or

insistence; to make concessions; to defer to the

will of another. Const, to.

1758 I.n. Kames in Life W. Cullen (1832) I. 601 If you
give way to every patient . . you will never stir from Edin-
burgh. 1821 J. W. Croker in Diary 30 July (1884I, When
he gives way.. he does it with so bad a grace [etc.], 1874
Green Short Hist. iii. § 2. 120 At the very moment of

apparent triumph John suddenly gave way. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) 1 1 1. 1 32 He gives way to a sentiment which in

his own case he would control.

g. To abandon oneself to (anger, grief, etc.).

[1818 : see 49 d.] 1822 Scott Nigel xxxvi, Here the dame
was . . inclined to give way to a passion of tears. 1880

McCarthy Own Times III. xxxiii. 70 He never gave way
either to anger or alarm. 1891 Strand Mag. May 552/2
Don't give way to despair so quickly.

h. To allow one's self-control or fortitude to be

broken down.
1879 Miss Braddon Vixen III. 150 'The fact is, she gives

way too much', exclaimed active little Mrs. Scobel, who
had never given way in her life. 1879 Edna Lyall Won
by Waiting xvii, Her old courage kept her from quite

giving way.

i. Of stocks and shares : To fall in price.

1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Nov. 4/1 Mexican Ordinary at the

morning was i£ up, but it afterwards gave way, the final

price being 65$ ex. div.

j. Araut. (See quot. 1867.)
1802 Trans. Soc. Arts XX. 327 The steersman should .

.

encourage the rowers to give way. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.

Mast xxv. 79 Give way boys ! Give way ! Lay out on your
oars, and long stroke ! 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.,Giye
way, the order to a boat's crew to renew rowing, or to in-

crease their exertions if they were already rowing. To hang
on the oars. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. xvi. 134 The next

moment . . we had shoved off and given way.

XV. Used intr. with prepositions in specialized

senses. (See also senses 14 d and 43.)

f 50. Give agrainst — . To impinge against

;

to attack, assault, run counter to. Obs.

1646 Earl Monm. tr. Biondis Civill IVarres Eng. u.

vi.-ix. 1 52 They gave against the Standard, slew Sir William
Brandon, the Standard-bearer. 1650 — tr. Seuaulfs Man
become Guilty 20 Christian Religion may truly boast, that

all her Maxims are Paradoxes, which agreeing with truth,

give against humane reason." Ibid. 356 He gives against

Gods Providence .. Who obeys those creatures which are

inferiour to him. Ibid. 374 It was very just, .that they
which fill our Sailes should make our designes give against

the rocks.

+ 51. Give into — . [After F. dotmer darts.]

To enter into, give adhesion to, fall in with (an idea,

project, etc.) ; to engage deeply in (a business) ; to

fall into an error, a snare). Now superseded by

give in to (see 59 b). Obs.
1692 Locke Toleration Iff. ii. 69, I began presently to give

into your method. 1702 Rowe Tamerl. Ded., At so Critical

ajunctureasthisis. .your Lordship ought to give intirely into

those Public Affairs which at this time seem to Demand you.

1705 Addison Italy 96 The Venetians, who are naturally

Grave,lovetogive into the Folliesand Entertainments ofsuch
Seasons. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 15 Some things are

so manifestly absurd that no authority shall make me give

into them. 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 40 So that the

poor Girl, divided between her Inclination for him, and her

Duty to her designing Mother, gave into the Plot upon him.

1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxv. 94 They gave into the

snare prepared for them, a 1797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II,

I. 57 Mr. Pitt gave strongly into a Parliamentary Inquiry.

1825 T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 6 Marshall has
given into this error. 1846 McCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire
(1854) II- 35 The country bankers gave into the infatuation.

XVI. Idiomatically combined with adverbs.

52. Give about.

+ &• trans. To encompass; surround, [trans-

lating L. circuwdare.'] Obs.

1382 Wyclif Ezek. iv. 8 Loo ! y ;aue about [or cum-
passide] thee with boondis. 1483 Lath. Angl. 155/1 To
Giffe abowtte, cirenmdare, circumstipare.

b. To distribute, circulate (writings) ; to spread

(a rumour).
#1715 Burnet Own Time II. 348 He [Ferguson] gave

about most of the pamphlets writ of that side: and witli

some he passed for the author of them. 1724 Swivt
Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 74 It hath been given
about for several days past, that somebody in England
empowered a second somebody [etc.].

53. Give again.
a. trans. To give back, restore ; to give in re-

turn. Also f to give againward.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16476 Here i yeld yow yur mone, ges

me a-gain mi war. c 1400 A. Davy Dreams 19 No strook

ne 5af he a3einward. 1483 Cath. Angl. 155/1 To Gife

a-gayne, redonare. 1530 Pai.sgr. 566/2, I gyve agayne, .

.

Je reus.

b. intr. To soften ; to yield. lit. and _/?£-. Cf.

40 d, e. Obs. exc. dial.

1617 Moryson Itin. in. 80 Minerall Salt. -is. .lesse subject

to giving againe, then our boiled salt. 1623 Markham
Country Contentm. vii. 215 (Vnlesse the place where it is

kept be like a Hot-house) it will so danke and giue againe,

that it will be little better then raw Malt. 1855 [see A 8 yj.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Give again, to thaw, to yield, of

a frost ; to relax through damp or fermentation. 1877
Holdemess Gloss, s.v., Bread is said to give-ageean when it

loses its pristine crispness, and becomes soft and moist.

54. Give away.
a. trans. To alienate from oneself by gift ; to

dispose of as a present, as alms, or in any way
gratuitously.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 1983 Thou hase giffene thi part of bothe
away, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 169 The more he
gat. the more still he shewed that he (as it were) gave away
to his new mistresse, when he betrayed his proimsesto the

former. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living iv. § 3 Charity 249
Love gives away all things that so he may advance the

interest ofthe beloved person. [1709 Atterbury Serm. (1726)

II.227 Whatsoever we employ in Charitable Uses, during

our Lives, is given away from ourselves ; what we bequeath

at our Death is given from others only.] 1831 Prewstek
Newton (1855) II. xxvii. 411 He used to remark that they

who gave away nothing till they died, never gave at all.

1888 Mrs. Riddell Nun's Curse II. iv. 89 He gave away
most of his income. Mod. The prices realised were wretch-

edly low ; the goods were almost given away.

b. To perform the ceremony of handing over

(a bride) to the bridegroom at a marriage.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. vii, I .. gave her away. 1826

Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Fallacies xiii, The bride, .presented to

him as her father—the gentleman that was to give her away.

1879 Miss Yonc.e Cameos Ser. iv. xx. 215 Mary was given

away.. by the Marquis of Winchester.

•f C. To sacrifice (another's interests or rights).

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 155 b, Yea, said the capitain,

so that you geve away no mannes right, but his, whose
aucthoritie you have. 1604 Shaks. Oth. ill. iii. 28 Be merry
Cassio, For thy Solicitor shall rather dye, Then giue thy

cause away. 1711 C'tess Dorchester in 15M Rep. Hist.

MSS, Comm. App. iv. 681 Represent to her Majesty that

this would be giving away my Lord's rank, who is an older

Lieutenant General than Lord Orkney.

d. slang. To betray, expose (oneself, another

person") to detection or ridicule ; to let slip (a

secret), esp. through carelessness or stupidity.

1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 812/1 Ye went back on her, and
shook her, and played off on her, and gave her away—dead
away ! 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius ii, I thought

he would give himself away. 1889 Answers 20 Apr. 326

My closely cropped hair, however, gave me away'. 1891

Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 20 Feb. 4/1 General^ Sherman would
not be told a secret. He said he would give it away to the

first person he met.

e. To distribute.

1889 Philips & Wills Fatal Phryne I. iii. 59 Then the

old vicaire gave away the prizes. 1891 Cornh. Mag. Oct.

393 She gives away tracts, addresses meetings.

*I f. intr. Misused forgive way (? =give a 7i>ay).

x6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. §96. 579 The whole

power of the French gaue away, and sought to saue it selfe

by flight. 1747 Sarah Fielding David Simple (1752) I.

37, I nave continually languished for Impossibilities, and
given away to Desires as madly as if [etc.]. 1893 Boston

(Mass.) Weekly Transcript 27 Jan. 4/2 His death is as

though one of the sheet anchors of society had suddenly

given away.

g. trans. To give up, resign, surrender, rare.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. iv. 1 To Sleep I give my powers

away.

55. Give back.

a. trans. (See simple senses and Back.) To
restore ; to surrender again ; to reciprocate ; to re-

flect, to echo, etc.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 142 With that he gave her

back the paper. 1601 Shaks. Twel.N. iv. iii.i8Take, and giue

backe affayres. 1709 Prior Despairing Sheph., He gave 'em

back their friendly Tears, He sigh'd, but wou'd not speak.

a 1732 Atterbury Serm. {].), Till their vices perhaps give

hack all those advantages which their victories procured.

\%z-$ Douglas, or Field q/Otterbum I.xi. 146 [He] defied my
threats, and gave back my reproaches. 1831 Fr. A. Kemble



GIVE.

in Ree. of Girlhood (1878) II. ix. 249 It is the still, deep,
placid element that gives back the images. 1889 J. Master-
man Scotts of Bestminster II. viii. 43 The sandy tracks gave
back no rumble.

t b. intr. To retreat, fall back. Obs. or arch.
1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IP', 218 By reason of whiche

succo«s, kyng Edwardes parte gaue a litle backe. 1597
Daniel Civ.lfarsiuAxxv, Now backe he giues, thenrushes-
on amaine. 1678 lil'NVAN Pilgr. I. 108 So they [Fiends] gave
back, and came no farther. 1814 Theodora IV, ii, Give back
—make way—Room for the prisoner's witness. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. in. 484 Slowly then Did he give back face
foremost from the men.

to. Of a surface : To recede. Obs.
I7»3 tr. Le Clerc's Archil. I. 86 The Entablature is some-

times made to give back or retreat a little between the
Columns.

f d. To yield to pressure. Obs.
1674 N. Fairfax Bnlk ff Selv. 71 As if he should thrust it

against some hard body at rest, of too stout a withstanding
to yield way or give back. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 185
Christian .. began to try at the Dungion door, whose bolt
(as he turned the Key) gave back.

1 56. Give by. inlr. To stand aside. Obs.
1633 Marmiom Fine Com/, v. i, Give by Crochet, till I

question them.

57. Give down, trans. Of a cow : To let flow
(milk). Also absol.

1699 Drvden Ovid's Mel. xv. Fables (1700) 509 And daily
to give down the Milk she bred, A Tribute for the Grass on
which she fed. 1847 Marrvat Childr. N. Forest vi, In the
course of ten days she gave down her milk. 1878 Scribner's
Mag.XV.2S2 Give down! Give down—my crumpled brown !

58. Give forth.

t a. trans. To offer ; to hold out. Obs. .

1584 R. Scot Discov. Ir'itcbcr. 111. i. 40 The diuell giucth
foorth his hand.

b. To emit.

01586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 122 All the sparkes of
vertuc.were so blown to giue forth their vttermost heat.
1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 81 We do not hear that Mem-
non's statue gave forth its melody at all under the rushing
of the mightiest wind. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XVI. 510/2
The fields . . give forth an odor of spring. 1886 Adei..
Sergeant No Saint II. i. 15 An owl gave forth .. a long,
weird, melancholy note.

e. To spread abroad, publish ; to report, rumour.
i6n Bible Transl. Pre/. 1 He gaue foorth, that hee had

not seene any profit to come by any Synode. a 16*7 Hay-
ward F.dw. ^"7(1630) 84 Soone after it was giuen forth, and
belieued by many that the King was dead. 1629 Brent
Comic. Trent 774 By this he was forced to giue foorth his
Oration, and sent a copie of it to Rome [etc.]. 1727 Oi.d-
mixon Clarendon 272 It was given forth to be by Commis-
sion from the King, and there is great reason to suspect it.

1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xlii. 430 The king gave
forth a proclamation. 1880 Fowler Locke iv. 59 Locke .

.

then gave forth a series of works in rapid succession.

59. Give in.

a. intr. To yield ; to give up the contest ; to
acknowledge oneself beaten ; occas. {colloq.) to ad-
mit under pressure of argument {that).
i6«6 S. Ward Coale/rom the A liar (1627) 16 They tire,

giue in, and end in the flesh, a 1617 Hayward Edw. VI
(1630! 32 The charge was giuen with so well gouerned fury,
that the left corner of the Scots battalion was enforced to
giue in. 1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide iii. 57 You give in ..
and shew your self . . a founder'd disputant. 1805 Sportine-
Mag. XXVI. 56 According to the boxing phrase, [he] shewed
the white feather and gave in. 1873 Mrs. Oliphant Inno-
cent II. ii

;
36 'You won't give in?' said Frederick. 'You

are just like all women. You will never allow you are in
the wrong.' 1877 — Yng. Musgrave I. xv. 264 The squire
won't give in he owns them. 1890 Doyle Firm ofGirdle,
stone xxiii. 262 Nothing, .would, .bring her to give in upon
that point.

b. To yield to (a habit, fashion, opinion). [Prob-
ably originated by a false analysis of give into (see

|l)»F. donner dans. (Most of our examples of
give into appear in later edd. as give in to.)]

793 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 483 So far from giving
in to this opinion . . he was clear the debt was growing
on us. 1845-6 Trench Huls. Led. Ser. 11. i. 160 No doubt
there is a temptation to give in to this. 1882 W. Blades
Caxton 87 Caxton never gave in to the new-fangled ideas
of printers about the advantage of title-pages to books.

c. To fail, die off.

1840 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. I. m. 288 These plants 'gave
in ' : and hardly a cane three feet high was left in the fol-
lowing year.

fd. Tointervene. Also, to rush into conflict. Obs.
1610 Healey Vives Comm. St. Aug. Citie ofGod (1620) 116

In the midst of the fight the women gaue in betwixt the
battells. 1640 tr. r"crdere's Rom. Rom. I. 139 The gallant
Pagan, .gave in upon them with the Giants, hoping to break
them. 1641 Earl Monmouth tr. BiondVs Civill IVarres I.

iv.-v. 159 Fearing., that, if new troopes of the enemy should
come up, the enterprise would bee the more difficult, hee
resolutely gave in amongst them.

e. trans. To hand in, to deliver (an account,
return, etc.) to the person officially appointed to
receive it. To give in one's adhesion to : to notify
formally one'sacceptanceof(principles,etc.).fAlso,
to deliver (a thrust) ; to prefer (an accusation).
1602 Marston Ant. f, Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 27 Pray you

give in an epithite for love. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. (1875)
57 The third ..gave him a Roll with a Seal upon it,

which he bid him look on as he ran, and that he should give
It in at the Ctelestial Gate. 1688 Burnet Lett. Italy 104
Some Accusations were given in to the Inquisitors against
him. 1692S1R W. Hope Fencing Master 4 The figures giv-
ing in the thrust are Paried by the figures opposite to them.
1722 De Foe Plague (1884) 132 The .. Officers did not give
in a full Account. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. IV. x. 118

Vol. IV.

189

The Scots gave in their adherence to the peace of Crespy.
1890 Standard 5 Nov. 5/1 The formula to which Mr. Glad-
stone bids us believe they have given in their adhesion
Mod. Names of competitors must be given in before the end
of the month.

f. To bestow in addition.
1886 Mrs. C. Praed Miss Jacobsen's Chance I. viii. 157

Don't be led away by that professional manner of his. It's

the regulation thing, given 111 gratis with the prescription.

g. Of a pugilist : To droop the head).
1814 Sporting Mag. XI, IV. 240 Donnelly shewed evident

symptoms of weakness, and gave his head in.

60. Give off.

t a. trans. To relinquish ; to cease, leave off.

Sometimes with inf. as object. Obs.
1595 Shaks. John v. i. 27 Did not the Prophet Say, that

before Ascension day at noone, My Crowne I should giue
off? 1613 Wither Satyr. Ess. (1615) 232 But yet I must not
heere giue off to speake, To tell men wherein I haue found
them weake. 1649 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 151 A. Wood's
mother . . being much out of purse . . she gave off house-
keeping. 1697 R. Peirck Bath Mem. ti. viii. 375 He was
perswaded to give off Riding. 1729 Stackhouse Body
Divin. 11776) II. iv. i. § 2 The necessity of giving off all

intercourse with him.

fb. intr. To cease ; to withdraw, quit the field.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <y Ct. iv. iii. 23 Follow the noyse so
farre as we haue quarter. Let's see how it will giue off.

1655 Stanley Hist. Phitos. Hi. (1701) 119/2 Diodorus with-
out acting any thing memorable, gave off safe. 1692 Locke
Ednc. § 112 It would be kept from being too much, if we
gave off as soon as we perceiv'd that it reach'd the mind.

C. trans. To emit, throw off.

'839 yrnl R. Agric. Soc. I. ir. 192 They gave off their
moisture to the air. 1861 Temple Bar I. 260 These gases
are given off very readily. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 67
Every piece of open water, .is constantly giving off vapour.

d. To send off as a branch.
1831 R. Knox Ctoquct's Anat. 681 Near its origin, this

I

artery gives off several branches to the scaleni muscles.
1849 Jrnl' R. Agric. Soc. X. 11. 580 Arteries, .give off many

1
branches. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 132 The paired

1
nerves are given off very close to each other.

t 61. Give on. intr. To make an assault. Obs.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad xvn. 230 The Troians first gaue on.

I 1646 Earl Monmouth tr. Biondi's Civill Wanes n. vi.-ix.
152 With Cheerefult countenance he gave on upon the
Enemy, and was as cheerefully followed by his men. 1666
Waller htstr. to Paint. 12 Where he Gives on, disposing
of their Fates, Terror and Death on His loud Cannon waits.
1667 Dryden Ann. Mirab. eclxxx, He saw the Town's one
half in rubbish lie And eager flames give [ed. 2. (1688) drive]
on to storm the rest.

62. Give out.

a. trans. To utter, publish ; to announce, pro-
claim, report. To give (iV) out : to profess, give
it to be believed that. Also, to give ;' a person) out
to be (so and so), and absol.
C1340 Cursor M. 29518 (Cott. Galba) And hat cursyng vn-

lawfut es . . he whilk es gifen out ouer tyte, with-owten ani
right respite. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 113 And thenne
by goddes grace I shal yeue out the sentence and Iuge-
ment.

_ 1593 Abp. Bancroft Daung. Posit. 1. vi. 20 They
gaue it out .. that some were licentious. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. v. viii. 8 Thou bloodier Villaine Then tearmes can
giue thee out. a 1610 Hkaley Theophrastus (1636) 27
Hee gives himselfe out to bee Generall of the .. knights I

of the Post. 1688 Burnet Lett. Italy 23 His Followers I

were given out to be Hereticks. xyxbAdv. Capt. R. Boyleg
My Master gave out to my Mistress that he should be

;

oblig'd to go. .to look after some Goods. 1748 Anson's I'oy.
m. viii. 370 He gave out at Macao, that he was bound to
Batavia. 1879 M, J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxxvii. 374 '

Some gave themselves out as ' poor scholars'. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 7 June 4/7 It was given out that Germany and
Austria had the same policy in Europe. 1889 'J. S. Winter '

Mrs. Bob II. xii. 177 Not quite so young as she gives out.
1892 Chamb. Jml. 7 May 303/2 The factory clock . . gave

\

out the hour of three.

b. To announce (a hymn) to be sung ; to read
:

out (the words) for the congregation to sing
; f also

j

(see quot. 1825).
1712 Steele Sped. No. 503 p 2 When the psalm was given i

out, her voice was distinguished above all the rest. 1825
Danneley Encyct. Mus., Give out the Psalm or Hymn

\

7w«*r is to perform upon the organ the tune once over.. for -

the purpose of enabling the congregation to join . . in the
singing of the psalms and hymns. 1887 Baring-Gould

j

Gaverocks II. xxv. 51 The clerk in church ..gave out the
,

psalm.

C. To send forth, emit ; to cause to be sent :

forth. + Also, to put forth, utter (prayers).
I45o-"53<> Myrr. our Ladye 321 O Mary flowre of vyrgyns

'

PM"* °/ lvly» £Vue oute prayers to thy sonne for the
hellhe of crysten people. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 388 In j

Orenges..the Nipping of their Rinde giueth out their Smell

2S* J799 SlR H
'
DaVV in T

- Beddoes Contrlb. Phys. $Med. Knowledge 153 Dr. Ingenhouz discovered that vege-
tables give out vital air, when exposed to the solar light
in contact with water. 1861 Temple Bar III. 178 The
gold gave out its red glow. 1884 lllnstr. Lond. News 20 j

Dec. 606/2 It [the explosive apparatus] fell .. making a I

tremendous noise, giving out a huge Hash of fire, 1890 Ibid. '

26 Apr. 530/1 The carbonic-acid gas and other waste matters !

you give out with each breath.

d. To issue ; to distribute.
17x0 Steele Tatter No. 189 r 3 Write down what you I

give out to your Landress, and what she brings Home again,
j

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 163 The king gave out
,^"W '

lS7° I*- firc&mann-Chatrian's Waterloo '•

160 At the end of twenty minutes the advance money was I

given out. i887BARiNG-GouLD(;a7rn*r£iII.xxxiii.i83Rose '

had the key of the storeroom, but forgot to give out supplies. I

e. intr. Of persons: To desist Jn later use, to
desist through exhaustion of strength or patience).

I

GIVE.

Of an implement, a limb, a machine, etc. : To break
down, get out of order, fail. Of a supply : To run
short, come to an end.
15*3 Fitzherb. Ilnsb. § 2 Those plowes gyue out to

sodemly, and therfore they be the worse, to drawe. 1629
j

H. Burton Babel no Bethel 7 [He] is willing rather to play
1

small play, then to giue out. 1729 Swift Grand Quest.,
i Madam, I always behev'd you so stout, That for twenty
!

denials you would not give out. 1740 tr. De Mouhy's Port.

j

Country Maid (1741) II. 170 When a Man is agreeably

I

engaged, he can't always give out at Pleasure : instead of
!

one [glass], he drank several. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLV.
I

161 The first in a lark, but the last to give out. 1856
!
Olmsted Slave States 25 A new leader look the place

1

of the oldman, when his breath gave out. 1861 W. H.
Russell in times 24 Sept., Tea, coffee, and clothing

,

are nearly exhausted, or have, as the American phrase
j

has it, 'given out'. 1875 Lowell Wks. {1890 IV. 280
• Even the laborious Selden, who wrote annotations on it

[the ' Polyolbion '] .. gave out at the end of the eighteenth
book. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 675 '1 His strength gave
out more than once. 1882 Edna Lyai.l Dotuwan xxiv, His

!

eyes have given out, so he won't go up this term. 1890
LippincotVs Mag. Feb. 210 Our powder gave out. 1890

,
Sat. Rev. 9 Aug. 158/1 The Ruby's engines gave out for a
tune. 1893 Surrey Gloss, s v., His leg gives out ; he's
troubled to get about. 1893 Daily News 9 Feb. 5/3 They
are threatened with one great danger. Before spring their
finances may give out.

63. Give over.
a. trans. To leave off, finish, cease from (an

j

action) ; to give up, abandon fan attempt, a habit,
a mode of life). + Also with in/in. as obj.
C1325 Poem times Edw. II (Percy Soc.) xlvii. Pryde and

covetise Gyveth over al jugement, And turneth lawes up and
]

down. 1542 Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. 344 b, Certain persones
.. saiyng that Demades had now geuen ouer to bee suche
an haine, as he had been in tyme past. 1550 Crowley Last
Trump. 489 Geue over all thy tippillyng. 1577 Harrison
England 11. v. {1877) 1. 1 1 r Giuing ouer in these daies to main-
teine such pompous vanitie. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11.

{1882) 93 This man .. ought not at any hand to giue over
his calling, but to pers<_uere in ihe same to the end.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. ii. 190 We pray you for your owne
sake to embrace your own safetie ami giue ouer this

I
attempt. 1603 Knollis Hist. Turks (1638 1 23 Neither did
the Turks thus oppressed, giue it ouer, but. .fought it out
with inuincjble courage. 1636 Hrathwait Lives Rom.
Emp. 161 Why then give over to be Emperour? 1645 Boatk
Ireland's Nat. Hist. (1652) 98 Before we give over this dis-
coursofLime, we shall adde [etc.], 1688 Burnet Lett. Italy
38 It was time for people to give over going to Confession.
1708 — Lett. (ed. 3)251 Before I give over writing concerning
this Place [etc.]. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 62 r 5 When he

.
resolves to give over his Passion, he tells us that one burnt

I

like him for ever dreads the Fire. 1720 Mrs. Manley Power
j
ofLove (1741) 135 She rested in this conceit 'till the King
gave over play. 1801 A. Rankkn Hist. Prance I. 345 Their
fleet being almost annihilated, they gave over their piracies.

,

1842 J. H. Newman Eccl. Miracles (1843) 188 One thing
then they did : they gave over the contest. 1889 Mrs.

1
Oliphant Poor Gen/lent. II. xii. 218, I know your little

ways. You'll have to give them over when we're married.
1892 Black <% White Jan. 54/2 It's time she gave over that

, sort of pride.

b. absol. or intr. To cease ; desist, leave off.

f Of a factory : To stop working.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 23 Let hym contynue

his labour, and neuer gyue ouer. 16x1 Bible Transl. Pre/.
7 He offended the Prophet for givnng over then. 1688 in
Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 159 Last week a great Tin-
work gave over, by which four hundred Tinners are out of
Employ.^ 1741 Middleton Cicero I. vi. 418 The assembly
grew so impatient, and made such a noise and hissing, that
he was forced to give over. 1746 Exmoor Courtship 377
(E. D. S.) Es .. wont be mullad and soulad.—Stand azide,
come, gi' o'er. 1840 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. I. iv. 432 He gave
over at the end of about six hours, and set to again the
next morning. 1858 Hawthorne Br. $ It. Jnils. I. 251
They ran hastily beside the carriage, but got nothing, and
finally gave over.

tc. trans. To abandon, desert (a person, cause,
etc.). Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 65 These knightes of grece aban-

donne us and gyue us ouer. 1513 Douglas SEneis xii. xiii.

66 And now forsuyth, thy will obey sail I, And giffis owr
the caus perpetualy. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 506 The
Cause, for which we fought and swore So boldly, shall we
now give o'er ?

d. To devote, resign, surrender, hand over : (a)
with obj. a person, oneself. + Also in pa. pple.,
1
left to oneself, abandoned by God to one's own

evil passions.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 192 a/2 The chylde marcyal. .gafe
hym self all ouer unto our lord Jhesu cryste. 1573 J. San-
Ford Hours Recreat. (1576) 105, I feele y l sleepe will giue
me ouer to his sister. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 157 Men given over to heleeve illusions. C1585 R.
Browne Ansio. Cartwright 34 The power of the word . .to
rebuke and giue ouer to execration, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
11. (1633) 113 Omy Zelmane, gouerneand direct me : fori am
wholly giuen ouer vnto thee. 1639 Fuller Holy War 1. xvi.

(1640) 23 Giving themselves over to pleasure. 1649 Bi\
Hall Cases Consc. (1650) 142 Should I be so farre given
over, as to have my hand in blood. . I should [etc]. 1656 —
Occas. Medit. (1851) 6 Though I have a will of mine
own ; yet let me give myself ouer to be ruled and ordered
by thy Spirit. 170X Grew Cosm. Sacra 111. iii. § 6. 106
When the Babylonians . . had given themselves over to all

manner of Vice : it was time [etc.]. 1859 Thackeray Virgin.
xxiv, Colonel Lambert gave over the young Virginian to
Mr. Wolfe's charge. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11.

59 Oxford is given over to heretical depravity. 1871 R.
Ellis tr. Catullus xi. 17 Live on yet, still given o er to
nameless Lords. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. in. x. 87
They worked up their fury against the traitor Bishop who.

.

wanted to give them over to the Pope.
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(b) with obj. a thing.
1481 Caxton* Godefroy clxxxv. 272 The turkes . . were dis-

confyted and gaf ouer the toures. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

107 It was of him demaunded, whether he should be slaine,

or be deposed, or should voluntarily geve over the crowne ?

1621 Burton Aunt. Mel. 11. ii. iv. (1651) 272 Dioclesian ..

gave over his scepter, and turned gardiner. 1889 Doyle
M. Clarke xxi. 201 Bearing with me the small package
which Sir Jacob Clancing had given over to my keeping.

e. To pronounce incurable as far as concerns the

speaker. Now rare. (Cf. Give up, 64 h.)

1530 Palsgr. 565/2, I geve over, as physiciens gyve over
a man that they wyll no more meddle with, or as we do
thynges that we have forsaken, je luxbandonne. 1619
Drayton Idea Ixi, Now if thou would'st, when all haue
giuen him ouer, From Death to Life, thou might'st him yet
recouer. a 1641 Suckling Fragm. Aurea (1648' 54 Since it is

lawfull for every man to practise upon them that are forsaken
and given over . . I will adventure to prescribe to you. c 1696
Prior Remedy worse than Dis.

t
I sent for Ratcliffe ; was

so ill, That other doctors gave me over. 1746 Berkeley
2nd Let. Tar-ivater § 12 When patients are given over,
and all known methods fail. 1820 Examiner No. 615 Garth
being given over by an intimate medical friend. 1850 Mrs.
Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 166 Who had been ill of
a fever, and given over by her physician.

f. To abandon the hope of seeing, finding,

overtaking, etc. Also, To give overfor [dead, lost) :

see For 19b.? Obs.

1674 tr. Marliniere^s Voy. N. Countries 66 They gave us
over for lost. 1678 Lady Chaworth in 12//1 Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 47 When the Doctors have given
him over for dead. 1748 Anson's Voy, 11. xiii. 274 Having
seen nothing of our boat, we gave her over for lost. 1777
Sheridan Sch. Scandal v. ii, Sir Peter, you are come in

good time, I promise you ; for we had just given you over.

1797 Coleridge- Lett. (1895) 15, I was now almost given
over, the ponds, and even the river, near where I was lying,

having been dragged. 1830 H. Angelo Remin. I. 218 His
friends, .had given him over for lost,

t g- To give in, yield >,/o). Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 565/1, I geve over, as a man dothe that is

overcome, I yelde in a mater, je succumbe. .and je me rens.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 57 He . . was content to geve over
to the kinges request.

h. ifilr. To give way, give oneself up. rare.
189a Harper's Mag. July 299 The big female gives over to

despair.

64. Give up.
a. trans. To resign, surrender ; to hand over,

part with. Const, with dat. or to. (a) with obj.

a thing. + Also e/lipt., to yield (precedence) to.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1132 [He] sende efter him Sc dide
him syuen up Se abbotriceof Hurch. a 1400-50 Alexander
813 Than bai gave hym vp be 5erd & yolden be realme.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Iluon fix. 203 Whan Iuoryn & Galafter
saw that the towne was gyuen vp by the frenchemen they
enteryd in to it. a 1601 ? Marston Pasquil <y Kath. 1. 105
But still expect and gape with hungrie lip When hee'le glue
vp his gowtie stewardship. 1710 Tatter No. 258 P 4, I am
resolved to give up my Farm, sell my Stock and remove. 1731
Berkeley Alciphr, iv. § 18 This is in fact to give up the point
in dispute. 1781 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 25/1 The fort was
given up, and the garrison surrendered. 1800 tr. La-
grange's Chem. I. 214 When the nitrous gas is all decom-
posed, it gives up its oxygen to the pyrophorus, and burns it.

1823 Mirror 1. 68/1 At table all gave up to Tom For handling
knife or fork. 1838 Lytton Alice 19 She could not give
up her canaries. 1886 Law Times Rep. LI II. 708/1 Dr. Cox
has. .retired from his incumbency and given up his benefice.

1890 Graphic Summer No. 24/3 The moat after nine days
had given up its dead.

{b) with obj. a person: To deliver (a fugitive,

oneself) into the hands of an officer of justice, an
enemy, etc. ; to abandon (oneself

J to a feeling, an
influence. Also refl. to yield (to evidence, etc.).

a 1568 AscHAM.SY//0/*:wM.(Arb.)8i Theygeuingthemselues
vp to vanitie. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vi. 32 All my mother
came into mine eyes, And gaue me vp to teares. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 108 p 7 His Parents gave him up at
length to his own Inventions. Ibid. No. no P 6 Could not
I give myself up to this general Testimony of Mankind, I

should to the Relations of particular Persons who are now
living. 171a De Foe Plague (1884) 221 They gave them-
selves up, and . . abandon'd themselves to . . Despair. 1803
Pic Nic No. 13 (1806) II. 210 They gave themselves up
to Credulity. 185a Thackeray Esmond 11. i, He went to
give himself up at the prison. 187a C. E. Maurice S.
Langton ii. 121 He gave himself up unhesitatingly to the
guidance of Innocent.

b. To forsake, abandon, relinquish, desist from,
relinquish the prospect of; to cease to have to do
with (a person); to sacrifice, May down' (one's

life), f Also ellipt.y to give up (friendship) with.
1558 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. '1589* 129 Hautng

taken out the artillerie, goods, victuals, and gold. .We gaue
her vp 25 degrees by north the line. 1697 Collier Ess. ii.

Despair 123 Such an Expectation, .will never come to pass :

Therefore I'll e'en give it up, and go and fret myself. 171a
Steele SPect. No. 47S p 2 Providence in this case makes
use of the folly which we will not give up. a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1823) L 518 He indeed pressed me to give up
with Sir Robert Murray. 1748 Anson's Voy. 111. viii. 380
They gave up the contest. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. 11.

iii, But you say he has entirely given up Charles—never
sees him, eh? 1795 Ann. Reg., Hist. 144 They gave up
all ideas of resistance. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 433
The medical attendants had given up all hope. 1851 Ht.
Martineau Hist. Peace II. v. xiv. 412 Many who leaned
to the Chartists before . . gave them up altogether on the
appearance of this symptom of the agitation. 186a Temple
Bar IV. 553 Match-making mammas gave him up as
a bad job. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 48 Men
were ready to give up their lives rather than surrender their
books. 1879 M. J. C.ukst Lect. Hist. Eng. xliii. 435 It is

190

very difficult to give up what we have believed from our
childhood. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 476 The first

ground of complaint put forth in the pleadings .. has been
virtually given up. 1889 Doyle M. Clarke xxxii. 359
It was so hopeless to clean them that I gave it up in de-
spair. 1894 Law Times XCVII. 388/1 He was asked.,
whether he would not now be compelled to give up Sunday
School work.

c. intr. To leave off; to cease from effort, leave
off trying ; to stop. Also, to succumb.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. ii. 46 She hath bin reading late, The

Tale of Tereus, heere the leaffe's turn'd downe Where
Philomel gaue vp, 1714 Swift Pres. St. Aff. Wks. 1755
II. 1. 209 They have been . . very near giving up in despair.
i8a7 D. Johnson Indian Field Sports 195, I had, killed
about a hundred, when I thought it high time to give up,
as evening was near approaching. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. xix, My mother gave up in despair. 186a Temple
BarW. 46 Another camel gave up, and could proceed no
further. 1890 Sat. Rev. 31 May 657/2 Unless England is so
weak that she has simply to give up. 189a Longm. Mag.
Jan. 264 He.. was engaged as accountant and collector, but
lost his place because the firm gave up.

d. trans. To devote entirely to ; to abandon,
addict to. Chiefly with reflexive pron. as obj.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 322 He hath deuoted, and giuen
vp himselfe to the Contemplation.. of her parts and graces.

1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living iv. § 1 Faith 229 To give
ourselves wholly up to Christ in heart and desire. 1673
Stillingfl. De/. Disc. Rom. Idol. (J.\ If any be given up
to believe lyes, some must be first given up to tell them.
1711 Steele Sped. No. 79 p 9, I know a Lady so given up
to this sort of Devotion, that, .she never misses one constant
Hour of Prayer, a 1748 Watts (J.), Give yourself up to some
hours of leisure. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in iVales I. 36
The landlady gives herself wholly up to the promotion of his
comfort. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 149 These
men gave themselves up to .. debauchery. 1883 Gilmour
Mongols xviii. 213 Before Buddhism came to them, they
were in ignorance and darkness, given up to deeds of super-
stition and cruelty. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton C. Kirkland
II. i. 16 Her salon was given up to table-turning. 1886
Adel. Sergeant No Saint I. xiv. 267 He gave himself up
to his new faith heart and soul. 1890 Temple Bar Aug. 574
The forenoons . . were given up to business. 189a Black fy

White Christm. No. 20/2 The whole ground floor was given
up to the saloon.

t e. To deliver, render, give in (an account,

etc.) ; to present (a petition, etc.). Obs.

1414 in Rot. Pari. IV. 22 Or the Petitions biforesaid yeven
up yn writyng. 1559 Sandys Let. to Parker Apr. in Strype
Ann. Ref. (1709) I. viii. 114 They were forced.. to give up
a confession of their faith. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.)

53 So shall you . . giue vp a good account of your stewardship.

1594 Shaks. Rich. llly 1. iv. 189 What lawfull Quest haue
giuen their Verdict vpVnto the frowning Iudge? z6n Bible
2 Sam. xxiv. 9 And Joab gaue vp the summe of the number
of the people vnto the king. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 466 They .. give up these Supplications, written in
the leaves of a tree. 1647 Hammond Power 0/ Keys iv.

85 [They] have .. defamed that Christian Profession, to
which they had given up their names. 1673 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 72 A resolution never to give up my consent to

any thing that in my conscience I know to be notoriously
inconvenient. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles «y Comm. Miscell.

(171 1) 27 His Accounts were confused, and he could not then
give them up. 1705 Atterbury Serm. (1726) II. 57 'Tisnot
hard to imagine how he may be brought to give up the
clearest Evidence.

f. To emit, breathe forth ; to utter (a cry). Obs.

exc. in phr. To give up the ghost: see Ghost sb. 1.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt. y

s T. 1569 It gan al the temple for to

lighte ; And sweete smel the ground anon vp yaf. — Merck.
T. 1 120 Vp he yaf a roryng and a cry As dooth the
mooderwhan the child shal dye. 1557 North tr. Gueuara's
Diall Tr. 231 b/2 Oftentymes they haue lost their sences,

and arereadye to geue vpthespirite. 160a Marston Ant. fy

Met. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 37 His credit hath given up the last

gaspe. 1606 — Sophonisba iv. i. Ibid. 198 Now even
heaven Gives up his soule amongst us. 1617 Moryson Itin.

1. 95 And they shew the place where the Saint gave up his

last breath.

g. To divulge, reveal, f Also, to disclose the

name of.

a i6a$ Beaum. & Fl. Queen Corinth \. iii, lie not stale

them By giving up their characters. 1757 Foote Author
1. Wks. 1799 I. 136, I never gave up but one author in my
life, and he was dying of a consumption, so it never came
to a trial. 1890 Lippincott's Mag. May 628 We do not give
up the names of our contributors,

h. (a) To pronounce (a person) incurable, (a

puzzle) insoluble as far as concerns the speaker.

'„Cf. Give over, 63 e.) {b) To renounce the hope of

seeing, (c) To give up for (/osl), etc. : see For
19 b.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Pocs/'e m. xxiv. (Arb.) 285 The
Phisitions had all giuen him vp. 1841 Dickens Bam.
Rudge viii, It's so late, we gave you up. 1844 J, T. Hew-
lett Parsons^ IV. I, Conundrums, .invented and answered,
or given up. 1861 Temple Bar I. 564 ' When's a man
not a man?'.. 'Give it up.' 1883 Mrs. F. Mann Parish
Hilby iv. 49, 1 wonder you troubled to come at all ; we gave
you up long ago. 1884 Brit. Q. Rev. Apr. 458 He suffered

from hip-disease, and was, in fact, given up by Sir B. Biodie.
1890 Lippimott's Mag. Mar. 385 He., had given himself up
for lost. 1890 Cornh. Mag. May 469 [Their] breadwinner
is at sea, ' given up ' at Lloyd's.

83T Phrase-key.

Give me (expressing preference^, 3 c ; give me myself, 39c
;

give ye ( = by your leave), 39b; given pa. pple. i^dated)
19, ( = dowered) 30, ( = posited) 32 ; and see Given ///. a. ;

my heart gives me, it gives me, 22 ; the weather gives, 40 e ;

one would give — , 9c; g about, 52; £- again, 53; £ against,

5° i g oneself airs, 37 c ; g and bequeath, g and devise, 4 ;

g answer, 16 ; g arms, 24 ; g one as good as he brings, 9 b ;

g at, 14 d ; g (an) attempt, 15 ; g away, 54 ; g back, 55 ; ga

GIVE AND TAKE.
back, 21 ; g (one) best, 39 ; g birth to, 44 ; g a blessing, 16

;

ga broadside, 14 c; g by, 56; g the case (for or against),
18 b ; pone's compliments, 6d ; g a date (to), 41 ; g a day,
3° b I S down, 57 ; g (one) his due, 9 b ; g one's ears, 9 c ;

g (an) end (to), 41 ; g (an) example, 23 ; g fire (to), 14 c, 41 ;

g for ( = account as), 31 b ; gtex granted, 31 c ; g forth, 58 ;ga give, or gift, 8 ; g (one) good morning, etc., 17; £- ground,
45 ! g a gun, 14 c ; g one's honour, 8 ; g in, 59 ; g in charge,

7 ; g in hand, 5, 41 ; g in marriage, 5 ; g into, 43, 51 ; g
into custody, into the hands of, 7 ; g it, 46 ; g it (for or
against), 18 b ; g (one) joy, 17 ; g one's kind regards, one's
love, 6d ; g little of, 9 d ; g one's mind to, 13 ; g a name,
30 b, 28 b

; g nought of, 9 d; g off, 60 ; g on, 14 d, 43, 61

;

g on to, 43 ; g order, 16
; g out, 62 ; g (a batsman) out, 18 b ;

g over, 63 ; g (one) his own, 9 fc
1 ; g part, 29 ; g a period (to),

41 ; g (one) a piece of one's mind, 29 ; g place, 47 ; g the
point, 14 b ; g a price, 34 ; g rise to, 48 ; g a Roland for an
Oliver, gb; ^-ashot, 14 c; gshow,g asign, 23; ^astop(to),
41

", g the time of day, 17 ; g tone) to believe, to understand,
etc, 29 c; g to keep, 7; g to lot, 30 ; g to reflect, to think,
38 ; g to the world, to the public, 29 b ; g tribute, 10

; g up,
64; g upon, 14 d, 43; ga. volley, 14c; ^way^; ^(oneself)
wonder, 37 c ; g one's word, 8 ; g (good or bad) words (to),

16
; g the world, 9 c ; g one the worse, 37.

For many other phrases, as give Account (of), (the)
Adventure, Aim, (the) Alarm, one's Arm, (an) Assault,
Attention, the Bag, Battle, a (good, wide) Berth to, (a)

Charge, the Charge of, Chase, the Cold shoulder, Con-
sent, Countenance, Credence, Credit, the Dor, Ear,
Effect to, (an) Ensample, Evidence, an Eye to, (one's)

Faith, Gate (to), the Gleek, the Go-by, a Guess, (one's)
Hand(s, (one) his Head, Heed, Law, Leave, the Lie,
(a) Loose to, the Meeting, the Mitten, one's Mind to,

Mouth, Notice, Occasion, Offence, Points, Promise,
Quarter, the Rein(s to, the Sack, Satisfaction, the Slip,
Suck, Thanks, Tongue, Utterance (to), Vent, (the)

Venture, a Visit, the Wall, Warning, etc., see under the
different words.

Give, obs. form of Gyve, If.

Giveable givab'l), a. [f. Give v. + -able.]

Capable of yielding.

1884 Standard 25 Sept. 5/1 The Liberal flood which ran
at that time swept away in its rush everything that was
loose and givable.

Give-ale (gWi^fl). Hist. Also 6 gifeale, gif
ale, 7 gev(e)all, yev e)all, -ale, (geavale, yeo-
vale). [f. Give sb. + Ale.] An annual feast or
banquet, formerly observed in some parishes in

Kent, the cost being provided by money bequeathed
for that purpose.

15*4 Acta A rchid. Roffen. 73 a in A rckxologia XII. 13 Jo.
Bromley, subtrahit de la gifeale xviiij. a lumine beatae
Marie apud Woldham. 16. . in Thorpe Custumale Roffense
(1788) 41 Alsoe I will that specially my feoffees and executors
see that the yeovale of St. James be kept for ever. Ibid. 46
Alsoe I will that the geavale of Alhallows in Hoo have one
acre of land after my wifes decease to maintaine it withall.

Ibid. 47 A gevall house lying at Grenehill prout wardens
and the brethren of the gevall. 1796 Archzologia XII. 13
The giveales . . were the legacies ofindividuals, and from that
circumstance entirely gratuitous.

Give and take, **. [See Give v.]

1. Sporting. Used attrib. a. In give and take

plate, a prize for a race in which the horses which
exceed a standard height carry more, and those

which fall short of it less, than the standard weight.

b. In various connexions, implying the alternation

of favourable and unfavourable conditions.

1769 St. jfa?nes*s Chron. 12-15 Aug. 2/3 Will be run for

on Huish Downs . . A Free Plate of 50/. Give and Take, by
any Horse, Mare, or Gelding. 1776 Mrs. J. Harris in

Lett. 1st Earl Malmesbury (1870) I. 348 Two races again,
one as usual for the Give-and-take plate. 1814 Sporting
Mag. XLIV. 260 Give-and-take plates were then all the
vogue. 1883 ' Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf Give and take—plates,

turf-weight according to inches ; the standard being 9 stone
for 14 hands, but carrying 14 oz. extra for every eighth of an
inch above, and allowing the same for every eighth less : thus
12 hands would carry 5 stone, 15 hands 11 stone. 1856WHVTE
Melville Kate Cm*, xv, I indulged them [the ponies] with
a good strong 'give and take' pull. 1887 Hxssv.s Holiday on
Road 320 Hard continuous climbing is . . more fatiguing to

horses than double the distance of equally hilly but give-

and-take ground. 1891 Field 7 Mar. 346/3 [Coursing] A
give-and-take course of fair length followed.

2. The practice of mutual yielding, making allow-

ances, or concessions ; compromise, exchange of

equivalents.
1816 Remarks Eng. Mann. 62 In short we do not act in

foreign countries on the system, (to use a familiar phrase),

of 'give and take'. 1855 S. Herbert in Ld. Malmesbury
Mem. Ex-Minister (1884) II. 40 Mutual forbearance and
much give-and-take. 1890 Spectator 25 Jan., Surely there

is room here for a little give-and-take.

attrib. 1844 Frmser's Mag. XXX. H5A There must be
. .more of the give-and-take system in legislation, i860 Alt
Year Round No. 65. 346 A speckled thrush pulling a worm
out of the lawn, .with a give and take, pull-baker pull-devil

principle. 1897 Argits (Melbourne) 1 Mar. 5/4 Represen-
tatives. .ought to go into council in a give-and-take spirit.

3. Exchange of talk, esp. of repartee, jest, or

raillery.

1870 A. W. Ward tr. Curtius' Hist. Greece (1873) I. n. i.

205 Men learnt the give-and-take of Spartan speech. 1885

L. Stephen in Diet. Nat.Biog. I. 125/2 Addison's sensitive

modesty disqualified him for the rough give-and-take of

mixed society. 1894 Review of Rev. Aug. 166 An amount of

give and take, sharp exchange of personalities.. that [etc.].

attrib. 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag xv, In the every-day

give-and-take conversation of the best society. 1848
Dickens Dombey ii, In their matrimonial bickerings they
were .. a well-matched .. give-and-take couple. 1879 G.

Meredith Egoist xix. 11889) 175 The sweetest give and take

rattle he had ever enjoyed.



GIVEL. 191 GIZZEN.

t Gi'vel, v. Obs.— [ad. OF. *geveler, javeler

to heap up, f. gevcle heap ; cf. Gavel jv£.-] trans.

To heap up. Only in pa. pple.
c 1300 Havelok 814 He .. cast a panier on his bac, With

fish giueled als a stac.

T Giveler. Obs. rare ~ '. [a. OF. givelier

(Fioissart), of unknown meaning.] A term of

contempt.
1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles m. 130 With gyuleris Ioyfull

ffor here gery laces, And flfor her wedis so wyde.

Given (giv'n), ///. a. Forms: see Give v.

Used adjectively in senses of the vb.

1. Bestowed as a gift.

138a Wvclif Ecclus. xx. 10 Ther is ;ouen thing, that is not
profitable ; and ther is }oue thing, whos gelding is double.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2380 But, in love, free yeven thing Re-
quyrith a gret guerdoning. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov.
67 A giuen horse, .maye not be loked in the mouthe. 1892
Daily News 10 Feb. 5/1 The millionaire, like the ordinary
citizen . . probably finds that given goods never prosper.

b. Given name\ the name given at baptism, the

Christian name. ? Chiefly Sc. and U.S.
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Given Afawtf, the Christian

name, or name that is giz>en to a person, to distinguish it

from the surname, which is not given, but inherited. Cobbett
calls it a Scotticism. It was probably introduced by the
Puritans instead of 'Saint's name', or 'Christian name'.
1895 Crockett Men ofMoss Hags i. 1 Maisie Lennox (for

that was her proper given name) was my cousin.

2. Used predicatively : Inclined, disposed, ad-

dicted, prone. Const, to. Also j well, piously, etc.

given.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 735 Men, kyndly to i[wi]ll giffin.

1535 Stewart Cron, Scot. II. 692 How Duncane was
crovnit King of Scotland and was weill gevin. 1589C0GAN
Haven Health cexviii. (1636) 253 Those things that breed
rheumes, doe likewise breed the goute in such as bee given
thereunto. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 118 What man is there
well giuen and honestly minded, who [etc.]. 1662 J. Davies
tr. Oltarius' Voy. Ambass. 285 The Chancellor, who was
not given to those Excesses, would have excus'd himself.

1709 Steele Taller No. 56 P 1 This ill Fortune makes
most Men contemplative and given to Reading. 1747
Wesley IVks. (1872) XII. 93, I fear you are somewhat en-
thusiastically given. 1844 Willis Lady Jane it. 9 Women
given To the society of famous men. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Cong, (1876) III. xi. 11 Others who were devoutly given
knew well the sins of England. 1885 F. Anstey Tinted
Venus 121 To tell you the honest truth, I'm not given that

way myself.

3. Granted as a basis of calculation, reasoning,

etc. ; definitely stated, fixed, specified.

1570 Bjllingslev Euclid 1. i, Vpon a right line geuen
not beyng infinite, to describe an equilater triangle. 17*6
tr. Gregory's A stron. I. 11. 287 The Obliquity of the Ecliptic

being given, to find by Calculation, the Right Ascension
and Declination of a given Point in it. 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. Waters I. 66 No two agree in the quantity of water
requisite to dissolve a given portion of any salt, 1807
T. Thomson Chen:, (ed. 3) II. 590 The quantity of nitric

acid of a given density necessary to saturate a given weight
of the salt. 1840 Lardner Geotn. 118 Since the given
triangles are similar, the angles A and A' are equal. i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiv. 175 A better means of accomplishing
a given end. 1870 Max Muller Set, Relig. (1873) 349 To
determine whether a given religion may be considered as
the work of one man.

+ 4. Comb, with advs., as given-away, -over.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1590) 259 b. She sawe Philoclea
sitting lowe vpon a cushion, in such a giuen-ouer manner,
that one would haue thought silence, solitarinesse, and
melancholie were come there, .to [etc.]. Ibid. in. (1598)355
Is this the reward of thy giuen-away [1629 p. 369 given-way]
libertie ? Hath too much yeelding bred crueltie ? 1795 Fate
Sedley I. 105 Lady Dorothy, whom I expected to have seen
laid out in funeral pomp, received me in her chamber ; and
judge my surprise when I beheld this given over damsel,
sitting with great composure.

t Grveness. Obs. rare. [f. Given + -ness
;

cf. OE. gifnes favour, grace.]

1. = Forgiveness.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 107 pe giuenesse of sinne is be

beste giue. a 1300 Cursor M. 25338 We thoru tendernes of
vr flexs mai giue til oper na giuenes.

2. The act of giving.

1537 ' T. Matthew ' Isa. xliii. 21 marg., To preache. .the

geuenes of euerlastyng lyfe by the mercy of God for Christes
sake.

Giveimess (gi'v'n,nes). [f. Given (sense 3)
+ -ness.] The fact of being given or posited.
a 1866 J. Grote Treatise (1876) 390 But in us reflective

creatures, being and thinking, fact (or givenness) and self-

formation (or self-improvement) . . are mingled together in

a complicated doubleness. 1895 B. Bosanquet Presid,
Addr. in Proc. Aristot. Soc. (1896) III. 11. 10 Little more
inference lies from the given-ness of Time in the Absolute,

to the Absolute being in Time, than from the given-ness of
colour in the Absolute to the Absolute having a colour.

Giver (gi'vai). Forms : a. 4 $yvere, 4-5 $ever,

yever(e, -our. &. 4 gifer, 4-6 gevar, -ear, -er,

-our, gyver(e, giff-, gyfer, 5-6 Sc. girTar, 4-
giver. [f. Give v. + -eh1

, = OHG.Ww(MHG.
and G. geber)

t
MVix.gevere, T>u.gever, Sw. gifvare,

Dan. giver.] One who gives, in senses of the vb.

;

a bestower, distributor, donor, grantor. Often pre-

ceded by a sb. as object, as alms-, example-, law-,

light-, etc. giver.
a. 1340 Ayenb. 95 J?eruore is ari^t be holy gost propre-

liche yefbe and yevere vor he him yefp and is y yeve. 138a
Wyclif 2 Cor. ix. 7 God loueth a glad ;yuere. .1449 Pecock
Repr. 552 The jeuers trustiden that the receyuers wolden

expende tlulk good vertuoseli. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill c. i.'

§ 1 The Sellers fcrfours yevours or grauntours.

J3. a 1300 Cursor M. 28804, I to be was first giuer. a 1340
Hampole Psalter 1. 3 God lufis wele cherid gifers. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. vn. 70 He that beggeth . . but if he haue
nede. .he bigileth the gyuere [A. vin. 72 the }iuere]. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4368 God loues a gyfer glade. 1552
Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 15 The haly spreit is giflfar of
all halynes. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 317 Well we may afford

Our givers thir own gifts, c 1704 Prior Henry ty Emmaiw
The gift still prais'd, the giver still unknown. 1809 Pinkney
Trav. France 11 Though they cost little to the giver, are
not the less valuable to the receiver. 1838 Dickens Nick.
Nick, xiii, I returned it [a blow] to the giver, and with good
interest too. 1868 W. Whitman Chants Dentocr. i. Poems 67
The fresh free giver, the flowing Missouri. 1884 Athenaeum
25 Oct. 540 Givers of Dinners, Balls, and At Homes.

b. with adv., as giver-in, oat.

1885 Instr. to Census Clerks 68 Cotton Manufacture.
Looming and Taping Room : . . Giver-in. Odd Hands : .

.

Weft Giver-out.

Givete, obs. form of Gift.

Giving (gi'vin), vbl. sb. [f. Give v. + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. Give.
1. In transitive senses. Occas. //.

13.. A*. Alis. 839 Alisaundre god los Of that gevyng him
aros. c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Alars 230 Rest nis ther noon
in his yevmg. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 400 Thes iiij maners
of 3euyngis. 1573 J. Sankokd Hours Rtcreat. (15761 211

Promissing is the vigile of giving. 1581 T. Rogers St. Aug.
Praiers xvit. 11597) 70 For euerie good giuing and euerie

perfect gifte is from aboue. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate
Wks. (1653)21* The giving of it GHsterwise in a fume to a
patient. 173a Pope Mot: Ess. in. 348 Constant at Church
and 'Change ; his gains were sure ; His givings rare, save

farthings to the poor. 1851 Robertson Serm. Ser. in. xi.

137 When the spirit of giving was substituted for the spirit

of mere rivalry. 1881 Duffiei.d Don Quix. II. 492 We go
..to hold givings and takings with giants.

b. Gerundially with fa {on) or with omission

of the prep.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. lxiv. 387 Euen while Gods
lawe was a gluing to them .. they prouoked Gods Ven-
geaunce. 1707 S. Sewall Diary 2 July (1879) II. 190,

I could not hear one word while the Degrees were giving.

2. In intransitive senses.

1710 Addison Taller No. 254 ? 10 Upon the first Giving
of the Weather. 1818 Sporting Mag. II. 189 The men
closed after three distinct rallies, in which there was a con-
siderable giving. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bit., Giving,
the surging of a seizing j new rope stretching to the strain.

3. With adverbs, as giving back, in, over, out, nf.
Also giving way (see Give v. B. 52).
1530 Palsgr. 225/1 Gevyng over a thyng, resignation.

1585 T.Washington tr. ATicholay's Voy. i.xix. 23 To treat of
some good accord touching the giving over of the castle. 1604
Shaks. Otk. iv. i. 131 This is the Monkeys owne giuing out.

1606 Hryskett Civ. Life 18 To make me resolue the giuing
ouer that place. 1611 Cotgr., Pas descrevisse, a.. giuing
backe. 1726 Lkoni Alberti's Archil, I. 43 Their Platform
..by the giving way of the Earth, became ruinous. 1804
Morning Post in Spirit. Publ. Jrnls. (1805) VIII. 244 The
ambiguous givings out, and the unambiguous promptings
that are pent within. 1831 T. Moore Mem. (1854) VI.
168 [He] seemed to think it very much of a giving in on the

part of his brother agitators. 185a R. S. Surtees Sponge's
Sp. Tour (1893) 366 A giving up that had been most un-
handsomely accepted by his landlord. 1884 Law Times Rep.
LI. 229/2 The immediate cause of the subsidence was the
giving way of a stratum of soft mud. 1894 Daily News
9 Mar. 3/7 The cruiser.. having broken down through the
giving out of her cylinders.

f 4. concr. That which is given ; a gift. Obs.
138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxxviii. 2 Fro the king he schal take

gyuyng [Vulg. doualiouem], 1664 Pepys Diary (1879) III.

46 My aunt Wight did send my Wife a new scarfe, laced, as
a token for her many givings to her. 1667 Milton P. L.
vi. 730 Scepter and Power, thy giving, I assume, And glad-
lier shall resign.

Giving (gi'virj),///. a. ff. Give v. + -ing 2.]

That gives, in senses of the vb.
1383 Wyclif Ecclus. li. 23 To the 3yuende to me wisdam

I shal 3yueglone. 1611 Cotgr., Moite,. .giuing as stones in

rainie weather. 1681 Flavel MetIt. Grace xxviii. 482 O get
a heart mortified to all these things, and you will bless a
taking as well as a giving God. 1738 Pope Dune. n. 200
From his soft, giving palm.

|:Givre(3?vr'). [F.givre hoar-frost.] (Seeqvtot.)
1888 Holmes in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 66/2 s.v. Vanilla,

The best varieties of vanilla pods . . are covered with a
crystalline efflorescence technically known as givre.

Giwfe, obs. form of Jew.
Giwe (pa. pple. giwin), obs. Sc. f. Give v.

t Gixy. Obs. [? Connected with Gig ; cf.

Betsy, Nancy, also the adjs. tricksy\ etc.] A wench.
161 1 Cotgr., Gadrouillette, a minx, gigle, flirt, callet,

Gixie. (Again s.v. Sajfrette.] a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais
111. xxviii, Carvel . . entred into a very profound suspition
that his new-married Gixy did [etc.].

G-izard, obs. form of Gizzard.
Gizen : see Gizzen v.

Gizz (d^iz). Sc. Also 8 jiz. [Origin unknown

;

? cf. Jasey.] A wig.
^1774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 241 Sometimes they

[squibs] catch a gentle gizz . . And singe, wi' hair-devouring
bizz, Its curls away. 1785 Burns Addr. to Deil 98 Wi*
reekit duds, an' reestit gizz. — Mauchline Wedding 43 His
Sunday's jiz Wi' powther Weel smear'd that day.

Gizzard (gi'zaad). Forms: a. 4, 6 giser, 5 gyser,
-our, -owr, 6-7 gysar, (7 gesier, gizier, gisszar).

£. 6 guisard, guysard, 6-7 gysard(e, 7-8 gizard,
8 ghizzard,7, 9 dial, gisard, 7- gizzard. See also

Gizzkiin. [a. OF. giser, gezier, juisier, Jugier, also

guiser, gizzard, mod. Y.ge'sier, commonly explained

as:—popular Latin *gicerittm - L. gigeria neut.pl.,

the cooked entrails of a fowl.
The final d of the /3-forms is parallel to that of 16th c.

garnerd for garner, and the vulgar schotard for scholar.

The pronunciation with (g) seems to come from the unex-
plained OF. form guiser (Godefr. Compl.).\

1. The second or muscular stomach of birds, in

which the food is ground, after being mixed with

gastric juice in the proventriculus or first stomach.
a. [c 1374 : see 3.] c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 9 Take fayre

garbagys of chykonys, as be hed, pe fete, be lyuerys, an be
gysowrys. c 1450 Ibid. 11.72 Cbikenes hedes, fie te, lyvers, And
gysers. 1533 Klyot Cast. Hclthe (1541) 10a, The innermost
skine of a hennes gysar. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 295 They
haue within their throat another kind of gizzar besides their

craw. Ibid. II. 625 In the gesiers of cocks there be found
certaine stones, called . .Alectoris.

0. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, A lectoria .. a stone in the

mawe or gysarde of a cocke. 1577 B. Googc HcresbacJCs
Husb. in. (1586) 145 The Guysard of the Storke. 1620
Vfnner Via Recta iii. 68 The Gysard or Maw of Fowles.
1621 Jonson Masque Gypsies Wks (1692) 623 To these, an
overgrowne Justice of Peace, With a Clerk like a Gizzard
thrust under each Arm. 1789 G. White Selborne (1853) 348
The gizzard was thick and strong. 1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat.
II. 1 1. 2 The gizzard is of much smaller dimensions than the

crop. 1872 Mivart Elan. Anat. xi. 444 Another complica-
tion of stomach is produced by an enormous increase of the

muscular coat of the pylorus. A stomach so thickened is

called a gizzard, and is found in most birds.

fig. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 26, I look at her as the

very gizzard of a trifle, ..the epitome of Nothing.

b. The stomach of the gillaroo trout.

1776 Pennant Zool. III. 262 The trouts of certain lake-;

of Ireland., are remarkable for the great thickness of

their stomachs, which from some slight resemblance to the

organs of digestion in birds, have been called gizzards. 1780
A. Young Tour Ire I. I. 351 The Gillaroo trout with gizard-..

C. Eni. The proventriculus or first stomach of

certain insects.

1826 Kirby Sc Sp. Entomol. xlviii. IV. 434 As to their

anatomy, the Orthoptera have a ventricle or gizzard. 1868

Carpenter Microsc, § 521 The muscular Gizzard, is often

lined by several rows of strong Horny Teeth, for the reduc-

tion of the food. . . These are particularly developed among
the Grasshoppers, Crickets, and Locusts.

d. Zool. The thickened muscular stomach found

in certain molluscs.
1841 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 122 In Brachiouus

urceolaris . . the gizzard ..exhibits through its transparent
coats the peculiar dental organs placed within it. 1850 G.
Johnston Couclwl. 311 The muscular gizzard of the latter

[Aplysia] is studded with numerous sharp pyramidal knobs
of a semi-cartilaginous consistence. 1851-6 Woodward Mol-
lusca 182 riullida;.. Gizzard armed with calcarious plates.

2. Jocularly attributed to persons, esp. in phrases,

7 fret one''s gizzard': to worry oneself. To slick

in one's gizzard: to remain as something un-

pleasant or distasteful, to be disagreeable or un-

palatable to one.
1668 Pepys Diary 17 June, I find my wife hath something

in her gizzard that only waits an opportunity of being pro-

voked to bring up. 1672 R. Wild Declar, Lib. Consc. n
There was some grumbling of the Gizard. 1679 Viud. Sir
T. Player 1/2 'Tis the Matter, not the Manner that sticks

in ourUnworthy Respondents Gizzard. 1692 R. L'Estrange
Fables cccxlix. 305 Satisfaction and Restitution lie so Curs-
edly hard upon the Gizzards of our Publicans, that [etc.].

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. i. 93 Don't let that stick in your
Gizzard. 1755 Johnson s.v., 2. It is proverbially used for

apprehension or conception of mind: as, hefrets hisgizzard,
he harrasses his imagination. 1:1765 Fllovd Tartarian T.

(1785) 47/1, I was going home, grumbling in the gizzard.

1828 Craven Gloss, s.v., 'To grumble in the gizzard', to

complain and be dissatisfied. 1833 R. H. Froude Rent.

(1838) I. 322 That odious Protestantism sticks in people's

gizzard. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. n. iii. 134 That
little one, she warms my gizzard. 1879 Mrs. Macquoid
Berksh. Lady 153 Pick a quarrel and . . run him through the

gizzard.

^13. Used (after F. juisier ; see Littre s.v. ge'sier)

to translate h.jecur, liver.

tr 1374 Chaucer Boeth. ill. metr. xii. 84 (Camb. MS.)
The fowel that hibte voltor that etith the stomak or the

gyser of ticius.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as gizzard hue ;
gizzard-

fallen a., -fish, -shad (see quots.) ;
gizzard-trout

= Gillaroo.
1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 37 Another disease to which

they [Pigeons] are subject is *gizzard-fallen, that is, the

gizzard falls down to the vent. 1883 Simmonds Diet, Use/,

Anim., *Gizzardfish, a name for the white fish {Coregonus

atbus), belonging to the salmon family, a 1845 Hood Irish

Schoolm. viii, A pair of shaggy brows O'erhang as many
eyes of *gizzard hue. 1889 Farmer Americanisms,
*Gizzard-shad, the Carolinan name for the Ale-wife. 1773
Phil. Trans. LXIV. 119 The Gillaroo or "Gizzard trout.

1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 187 Gizzard-trout.

Gizzen (giz'n), a. Sc. [a. ON. gisenn (Sw.

gislen, dial, gissen) leaky, app. from a root *gis-

to gape, cf. Icel. gis-tenntr (Sw. dial, gis-tdndt)

having wide-set teeth.] Of casks, etc. : Leaky
(through heat, or for want of moisture). To gang
gizzen (see quot.). Alsoyf^.

1790 Shirrefs Poems Gloss., Gizzen, gizzen'd, rent with

heat, dry. 1804 Tarras Poems 134 Nir lat's gang gizzen,

fy for shame Wi* drouthy tusk ! 1825-80 Jamieson s.v.,

To gang gizzsn, to break out into chinks from want of
moisture ; a term applied to casks.

Gizzen (giz'n', gizen (gaiz'n), v. north, and
Sc, Forms : 8 gysen, geyzen, guizen, 9 geysan,
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GIZZERN.

goisen, gisen, -an, gizen, gyzen, 8-9 giesen.
[a. ON.gisna (Sw . gistna) : see prec] intr. To
become dry and leaky, as an empty barrel. Also

fig. of persons.

17*1 Ramsay Poems Gloss., Gysencd, when the wood of
any vessel is shrunk with dryness, a 1774 Fergusson Poems
(1807) 225 My kirnstaff now stands gizzened at the door.
u 1816 Song, Handsome Katie in Pocket Encycl. Songs 1 . 167
Now winter comes. .And nips wi' frost the gizzen'd gowan.
1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xii. 270 A wee outspoken
sour crahbit gizzened anatomy of an old woman. 1863
Janet Hamilton Poems 87 A wee bit drap Was a' that e'er

gade owre my weasan —E'en 1100 my gab begins to geysan.
1871 W. Alexander Johtiny Gibb xlix. (1873) 268 Yet when
one is 'gizzen't' for want of news some shift must be made.
1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Gyze, Gyzen, to warp, to twist, by
the sun or wind. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gizen, An empty
cask lying in the sun becomes gizened—that is, dry and
shrunken.

Gizzern (gi'zdJn). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4
gisarn, 5 gesarne, -erne, 5-7 gysern(e, 6-7
gisern/e, 7 guis(s)erne, gyzerne, gyzzarn, 8

gizern, 7, 9 dial, gizzern, 9 dial, gizzen, -in.

[App. a variant of giser Gizzard ; the addition of
n is unexplained] = Gizzard.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xliv. (1495) i6r The

fyrste mete of the fowles is receyuyd and kepte in the
croppe to the seconde dygestyon, that shall be made in the
gisarn or mawe. < 1440 Promp. Parv. io^/i Gyserne (P.
of fowles). 1530 Palsgr. 225/1 Gyserne of a foule, jevsier.
01605 Montgomery Flyting 331 Thy gall and thy
guisserne to glaids shall bee given. 1611 Cotgr., Sauce
froide, Another Isauce] made of the liuers, and giserns of
chickens. 1693 Sir T. P. Blount Nat. Hist. 10 Shaped
like a split Gysern. 1707 Floveb Physic. Pulse Watch xx.
11710) 149 The inward skin of Gizems powder 'd. 1878
Cumbld. Gloss., Gizzern, Gizzin, gizzard. ' It sticks in his
gizzern '—he remembers it with unpleasant feelings.

Glaad, Glaam, Glaas, obs. forms of Glad,
Glam 1

, Glass.

II Glabella (glabella)
, glabellum (gUbe*l#m).

[mod.Lat. ; specific application of I., glabella ;? so.

pars), glabellum, fern, and neut. of glabellus adj.,

dim. of glaber smooth, Glabrous. C(.¥. glabelle.]

1. Anal. The small space in the human forehead
between the eyebrows and immediately above a line

from one to the other.

[1598 R Haydockk tr. Lomazzds Aries Paintinge 1, v.

29 The space betweene the eyebrowes, the Italians call

glabella.^ 18*3 Crabb Technol. Diet., Glabella. 1861 Bum-
stead Ven, Dis. (1879) 545 These tubercles are prone to
appear in an irregularly triangular group, with the apex at
the glabella and the base near the margin of the scalp. 1866
Huxley Preh. Rem. Caithn. 95 The nasal depression is very
slight, the glabella prominent, but the supraciliary ridges
little developed.

2. ' The smooth median portion of the cephalic

shield of a Trilobite' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
1849 Murchison Siluria ix.(i867) 203 The glabella has only

two pairs of furrows. 1877 Hvxlky Auat. Inv. Ant'm. vi. 259
On the occipital or lateral margin of the limb a suture com-
mences, and passing between the eye and the glabellum,
meets that of the opposite side.

Glabellar (glabe-lai), a. [f. Glabell-a +
•AR 1

.] Pertaining to the glabella.

1814 J. H. Wishart tr. Scarpa's Treat. Hernia p. xv, The
aspect or position of those parts near the corona are coronal',
..that of those near the glabella, glabellar. x88o Nature
8 Jan. 223 Skulls possessing great projections in the glabellar
and supraciliary regions.

Glabello- i,glabe-l<?), comb, form of Glabella,
as glabello-inial, -occipital, pertaining to the gla-

bella together with the inion, the occiput.
1863 Huxley Man's Place Nat. iii. 120 Fig. 23 : the skull

from the Cave of Engis. . . a, glabella ; b, occipital protu-
berance ; a to b, glabello-occipital line. 1866— Preh. Rem.
Caithn. 119 Dr. Thurnam figures a typical skull of these
long-barrow Britons, which he thus describes. .The greatest
length is 73 inches (the glabello-inial diameter 7-1 inches).

Glabrate(gl^-brA), ppl.a. Hot. and Zool. [ad.

L. glabrdt-us, pa. pple. of glabrdre to make bald
or smooth, f. glaber Glabrous.] (See quots.)
1857 A- Gray First Less. Bot. Gloss. 217 Glabrate, becom-

ing glabrous with age, or almost glabrous. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 333 Humulus lupulus . . branchlets glabrate.
1889 Century Diet., Glabrate, in Zool., smooth; bald;
glabrous ; having no hair or other appendages.

t Gla'breate, v. Obs- ° Also 9 glabriate.
[Badly for ^glabrate : cf. prec] (Seequot. 1623.)
16*3 Cockeram, Glabreate, to make plaine or smoothe.

1828-33 Webster, Glabriate. And in later Diets.

Glabreity (gl^brrhi). [ad. F. glabrtite*\ cf.

Glabrity.J Baldness ; want of hair.

1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Glabrescent (gU'bre'sent), a. Bot. [ad. L.
glabrescent-em, pres. pple. of glabrescere to grow
smooth or glabrous.] (Sec quot. 1857.)
1857 Henfrfcy Bot. § 98 Glabrescent is used to signify that

a surface, hairy when young, becomes smooth when the leaf
is mature, by the hairs falling off. 187* Oliver Elem. Bot.
App. 303. Common Wallflower. .Stem. .hoary at first with
minute adpressed hairs, glabrescent.

t Glabretal. Obs~ ° [f. L. glabreta pi,, bare
patches of soil (f. glaber Glabrous) + -al.] (See
quot.)

1623 Cockera.vI, Glabretall, a bare splat in the earth.

+ Gla'brify, v. Obs.
~ J

[f. L, glabri-, comb,
form ofglaber bald +-fy.] trans. To make bald.
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1657 Tomlinson Renott's Disp. 205 Which places they
much desire to depilate and glabrify.

Glabrirostral (gV'brir^-stral), a. Ornith.
[f. as prec. + Rostral.] 'Smooth-billed; having
few and slight, if any, bristles along the gape *

{Cent. Did. quoting P. L. Sclater).

t Gla'brity. Obs. rare - °. [ad. L. glabritds,

f. glaber.] Smoothness, baldness.
17*7 in Bailey vol. II, and in later Diets.

Glabrous (gl^'brasl, a. [f. L. glaber without
hair, smooth, bald (see Glad) *- -ous.] Free from
hair, down, or the like ; having a smooth skin or
surface. Now only as a scientific term.
1640V/ ilkiss Nnv Planet viii. (1707)224 If the Concavity

of the Moon's Orb. .is of so smooth and glabrous a Super-
ficies. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1670) 30 The French Elm,
whose leaves are. .more florid, glabrous and smooth- 1776
Withering Brit. Plants (1830J II. 387 Anthriscus. Beak
shorter than the seeds, glabrous. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat.
Hist. II. 290 'I"he body of the insects of this genus is..
glabrous. 1854 R. G. Latham Native Races Russian
Fmp. 135 Whenever any nation ..presents a notable amount
of flattened faces, glabrous skins [etc.]. 187a Oliver
Elem. Bot. 1. i. 5 Foliage-leaves . . may be hairy, or nearly
glabrous, that is, destitute of hairs. 1879 1. M. Duncan
Led. Dis. Women xxiv. (1S89) 196 She was suffering from
a glabrous mucous cyst.

b. Humorously used for : Smooth.
i860 O. W. Holmi-:s Etsie^ V. xii. (1891) 166 Two or three

notabilities of Rockland, with geoponic eyes, and glabrous,
bumpless foreheads.

t Glace, sb. 1 Obs. rare. [a. ¥. glace-.—popular
h.*glada~L. glades.] Ice. On a glace: frozen.

a 1400-50 A lexander 3002 Alexander . . asperly rydis To be
grete flode of Granton and it on a glace [Dublin MS. as
glas] fyndis. 1540 Pate in Slate P. Hen. / '///(1849) VIII.
346 That the verite cummyng in place must nedes vade
away, even as the glace by the fervor of the sone. 1676
Coles, Glace, Ice.

tGlace, sb.- Obs. Also 5 glase. [f. Glace v.

Cf. mod. dial, 'gleece, a surprise' (Northumbld.
Gloss. .] A swift or glancing blow; a wound, graze.

c 1400 Melayne 1 347 What ! wenys thou . . bat I faynte bee
For a spere was in my thee, A glace thorowte my syde.
c" 1460 1 oumeley A/yst. xiii. 316 Uxor. It were a fowll blott

to be hanged for the case. Mak. I haue skSpyd . . oft

as hard a glase. Ibid. xxi. 418 Primus tortor. We haue
gyfen hym a glase . . Secnndns tortor. Sir . . with knokys
he is indoost.

Glace, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 glase, 9 glease,

gleaz3. [ad. OK . glower ,
glader, glacher, to glide,

slip :—pop. 1,. *glacicare to slip, slide, f. L. glades ice.

OF. glacer had also a transitive sense 'to cause to glide
or slip ; cf- Cotgrave's ' Glacervn mot, to insert, put, thrust

or foist a word into a writing \ The mod. F. glisser to slip

is by some philologists supposed to be an altered form of
OF. glier under the influence ofglacer.]

1. intr. To glance, glide ; to move lightly or

quickly (cf. Glance, Glent). rare.

13.. E. E.AIlit.P. A. 171 Suche gladande glory con tome
glace, As lyttel byfore berto watz wont, a 1400 Hymns Virg.
108 Ay let gabbynges glyde and gon A-wey wher bei wol
glace [Lamb. MS. glase] or glent.

2. Of weapons : To glance off, to slip, to fail in

giving a direct blow ; also, to glide, pass easily

through.
13. . Sit Beues 4177 (MS. A.) Doun of be helm b« swerd

gan glace And karf ri^t doun be-fore is face, c 1400 Sowdone
Bab. 1208 It glased down by his sheelde And carfe his stedes
neke a-sonder. 1412 20 Lydg. Chron. Troy in. xxii, The
head of stele . . Through plate & mayle mightly can to glace.

c 1450 Guy Wanv. (C.) 5067 Hys swerde glasedde lowe And
stroke vpon the sadull bowe. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. i.

(1482) 5 And as this brute shold shete unto an hert hisarowe
myshapped and gtaced and so there Brute quelled his fader.

3. trans, (dial.) (See quot.)
1876 Whitby Gloss., Glease or Gleaze , to glide past. ' I just

gleas'd it \ as an object is nearly hit by a stone thrown at it.

[So glaze in West Scotland (Rev. W. B. R. Wilson).]

Hence Gla cing vbt. sb.

£ 1440 Promp. Pan'. 197/1 Glacynge, or wronge glydynge
of boltysor arowys (S. glansyng, P. glaunsinge of shetinge),

de-volalus. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., A Gleasing, a
hot pursuit, a sweat. ' I have had a good gleasing after

him ', a sharp run. And in a legal sense, ' He has had to

bide a bonny gleasing', sustain the heavy charges of a law
suit. Also in the general meaning of loss or deprivation.

Glace, obs. form of Glass sb.

II Glace (glas<?), a. [Kr. pa. pple. of glacer to
1
ice', give a gloss to, etc., f. glace ice.]

1. Of cloth, leather, etc. : Having a smooth
surface with a high polish or lustre. Also absol.*=

glace silk, and attrib. as glactfinish.
1850 Harpers Mag. I. 431 Glace or damask bareges are the

most recherchh. Ibid., Dress of glace* silk. 1851 Hlustr.
Catal. Gt. Exhib. 505 Shot glaces, woven by Spitalfields

hand-loom weavers. 1859 Sala Tiu. round Clock \\%6i) 117
The bevy of youthful bridesmaids—all in white tulle over
pink glace

-

silk. 1889 Charity Organis. Rev. Jan. 9 Now-a-
days glace kid (the skill of the leather-dresser having dis-

covered novel methods of imparting the glace finish to
inferior, .skins) is used for boots of a low grade.

2. Of fruits : Covered with icing or sugar.
1882 Miss Bbaddon Mt. Royal I. vii. 215 Somebody said

it _
was a theatre which looked as if it ought to be filled

with glace chestnuts, or crystallized violets.

+ Gla*cery. Obs. ? Anglicized form of Glacier.
1781-3 W. F. MartyngV^. Mag. II. 337 The Glaceries of

Savoy may be considered as some of the natural curiosities

of Italy.

GLACIALLY.

+ Glaciable, a. Obs. [f. L. gladd-re lo freeze

+ -ble.J That may be frozen or congealed.
1658 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. n. i. (ed. 4) 59 As sensible

Phylosophers conceive of the generation of Diamonds, Iris,

Beryls. Not making them of frozen icecle, or from meer
aqueous and glaciable substances.

Glacial gU'-Jial, -Jal), a. Also 7 glaciale.
[a. F. glacial, ad. L. glacidlis icy, f. glades ice.]

1. Full of, or having the nature of, ice ; cold, icy,

freezing, rare.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Glacial, where ice is, freezing, cold.

1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra iv. v. § 38. 203 Snowy or what ever
else he [SpinozaJ means by Glacial Air, or Clouds, may
serve to darken the Day, but not at all prolong it. 1890
Edln. Rev. Jan. 61 Unintermittent glacial rain set in.

fig. 185* Lonuf. in Life (1891) II. 229 No wonder that
their stricken faculties uttered themselves in such broken
accents, such glacial metres ! i860 Motley Nethert. xv'ii. II.

303 His frame was slight .. his manner more glacial and
sepulchral than ever.

b. Consisting of ice.

1794 Sullivan Vieiv Nat. I. 409 The enormous glacial
masses of the poles. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. viii. (1856)

57 The gelid flow of these glacial rivers.

2. Of chemical substances: Glass-like; crystal-

lized. {Obs. exc. as in b.)
1681 Boyle New Exper. Icy Noctiluca 18, I thought it not

amiss to call our consistent Self-shining Substance, the Icy
or Glacial Noctiluca (and for variety— Phosphorus). 1693
Salmon Bates' Dispens. 1. (1713) 358/2 From lb. iij. of the
first Matter, you will have, says Rolfincius, a Glaciale
Butter. 1771 Watson Phil. Trans. LXI. 217 White vitriol,

a few glacial spicula. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II.

104 Phosphoric acid in a Glacial state.

b. Gladal acetic add, pure acetic acid in crystals
;

glacial phosphoric acid, metaphosphoric acid

(HPO3) ; glacial sulphuric add, fglacial oil of
vitriol, pure sulphuric acid in crystals.

1786 H. Cavendish in Phil. Trans. I,XXVI. 268 The oil

of vitriol prepared from green vitriol, has sometimes been
obtained in such a state as to remain constantly congealed.

.

whence it acquired its name of glacial. 1800 tr. Lagrange's
Chem. II. 42 Glacial sulphuric acid. 1819 Brande Man.
Chetn. (1841) 685 When dried and fused in a crucible, a

i
transparent glass is obtained, commonly called glacial phos-

I phone acid. 1843 Pereira Food <$ Diet 149 Glacial or
Crystallisable Acetic Acid, the strongest procurable, con-
tains one equivalent of water. 1870 CasselCs Techn. Educ.

I

I V. 357/2 The acetic acid .. usually employed in photo-
graphy is what is termed glacial, and should become solid

at about 40 .

3. Geol. Characterized by the presence of ice.

, Glacial epoch, era, period, a geological period

,
during which it is supposed that the northern

hemisphere was in great part covered by an ice-

sheet. Gladal sea : the sea of the glacial epoch.
In America this period is also known as the drift epoch

(see Drikt sb. 10), ice-age, etc.

1846 Prof. E. Forbes in Mem. Geol. Surv. I. 363 The
remarkable strata known under the names of ' Boulder
clay ', ' Arctic or northern drift *

. . including (in parti the
' Till ' deposits, which for convenience I shall henceforth
mention as glacial, or as beds of the glacial epoch. 1851
Richardson Geol. viii. 211 The rhinoceros and elephant,
which lived under the latitude of the glacial sea. 1853
Phillips Rivers Yorksh. iv. 124 For all Holderness was a
sea-bed in the * glacial ' period. 186a Dana Man. Geol. 541
The Drift epoch is usually called the Glacial epoch, under the
idea that ice either in the form of icebergs or glaciers, was
concerned in the transportation of the boulders, pebbles, and
earth. 1873 Dawson Earth fy Man xii. 283 The earlier Post-
pliocene period of geology may be called the Glacial era.

b. Produced by the presence of ice in the form
of glaciers, etc. or by its action upon the surface

of the earth
;
pertaining to glaciers or ice-sheets.

1858 Geikie Hist. Boulder Vi. 17 They corroborate our con-
clusions as to the glacial origin of the boulder-clay, i860
G. H. K. Vac. Tour 120 Curious mounds ofgravel,which look
very like glacial moraines. 1863 Lyell A ntiq. Man i.(ed.3) 2,

I shall give a description of the glacial formations of Europe
and North America. 187a Nicholson Palseont. 18 The
glacial mud of the Polar regions. 1878 Huxley Physiogr.
164 Evidence of glacial denudation in countries which are
now free from anything like glaciers or icebergs.

Hence Gla ciala tion, the condition of being

covered with ice or glaciers ; Gla cialism, the

theory of the action of ice upon the earth's surface
;

Glacialized///. a., acted upon by ice.

1864 Readier 2 Apr. 432/2 They present characters in com-
mon with lake-basins occurring in regions which were in-

tensely glacialized. 1881 W. B. DAWKiNsin Nature XXIII.
309 Dr. James Geikie . . pushes glacialism and interglacialism

to an extreme. 1889 Stamiard^25 June 5^2 The plucky trip

of Dr. Nansen has now rendered the entire glacialation of
inner Greenland no longer a theory.

Glacialist (gl^-Jialist). [f. prec. + -I8T.] a.

One who makes a special study of glacial pheno-

mena, b. One who explains certain geological

phenomena as due to glacial action.

1854 Eraser's Mag. XLIX. 249 Ice, a tolerably hard,

brittle solid (notwithstanding the plasticity with which
modern glacialists endow it). 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 165
Nor is it only the effects of land-ice which the glacialist sees

marked upon the rocks of Britain. 1889 G. F. Wright Ice

Age N. Amer. 358 The glacialist sees indubitable evidences

ofa former vast expanse of water.

Glacially (gle^fikli), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. Geol. By means of glacial action.

1865 Lyell Elem. Geol. xii. (ed. 6) 158 Boulders of far-

transported rocks, glacially polished and scratched on
more than one side. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life \x. 168



GLACIABIUM.
The present agencies may be said to be just beginning to
carve a new line of features out of the old glacially-formed
surface.

2. In an icy fashion, icily, lit. and fig.
1882 Sala Amer. Re-vis. xiii. (1883) 166 The high ' stoops

'

before the houses were also glacially glassy as to surface.

1883 Mrs. Lynn Linton lone II. xx. 179 She asked this as
calmly, almost glacially, as if she were not interested. 1889— Thro' Long Night I. 1. xv. 251, ' I was looking at your
room ', returned Charlie, glacially polite.

II Glaciarium (gUTiJieJTi»m). [f. L. glad-is
ice + -arium as in aquarium, vivarium.] A skat-

ing-rink with ice artificially produced.
1878 19M Cent. Mar. 555 The real ice at the Chelsea

glaciarium. 1889 Catholic News 18 May 8/4 The share-
holders of the Southport Glaciarium . . passed a resolution tu

wind up the concern.

Glaciate (gl^-JV't), v. [f. h.glacidt- ppl. stem
oiglaciare to freeze, f. glacies ice.

J

tl. a. intr. (See q not.) b. trans. To freeze.
a. 1623 Cockeram, Glaciate, to be frozen, to turne to Ice.

X7SS in Johnson ; and in later Diets.
b. 1656 Blount Glossogr.. Glaciate, to congeal or freeze,

to turn to ice. 1665 [see Glaciating]. 1721 in Bailey.
2. Geol. Only in pass. pple. glaciated, a. Rubbed

or polished by glacial action.
1865 Reaiier 9 Sept. 207 All that we know at present. .is

that they have been glaciated in some form. 1876 Davis
Polaris Exp. App. 661 Rocky surfaces which have once
been glaciated, if I may thus express the peculiar action of
ice upon rocks.. can never be mistaken for anything else.

1894 Chamb. Jml. 1 Sept. 556 Some of the paving flags are
basalt blocks, perhaps glaciated.

b. Covered with ice ; furnished with glaciers.
1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life vii. 108 The comparatively

small Heard Island is even now glaciated down to the sea.
1887 H. Howorth Mammoth xx, I do not believe .. in
the possibility of tropical America being so glaciated that
the valley of the Amazon was filled with ice.

3. techn. ' To give an ice-like or frosted appear-
ance to' {Cent. Diet. 1889).
1887 U. S. Consular Rep. No. 73J. 215 (Cent.) [Iron]

chimneys, oven, etc.. .not enamelled, glaciated, or tinned.

Hence Glaeiatad, Gla-dating ///. adjs.
1665 PUt Trans. I. 48 What change was produced in it

[water] betwixt the hottest time of Summer and first glaciat-
ing degree of Cold. 1861 H. Mac.millan Footnotes fr.
Nature it The., deep stria; or flutings peculiar to glaciated
surfaces. 1875 Croll Climate /c T. xiv. 233 But when the
glaciated hemisphere began to grow warmer [etc.], 1881
Nature XXIII. 281 The glaciating agent has swept com-
pletely .. over it. 1887 Academy 26 Nov. 355 Those fertile
mountain spots met with in all glaciated countries.

Glaciation (gl^jV'JOT). [n. of action f. L.
glaci-arc to freeze : see prec. and -ation.]

fl. The process of freezing ; a result of this. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 54 So is it [Ice]

plaine upon the surface of water, but round in hayle, (which
is also a glaciacion). 1658 J. Robinson A Calm Vent. 120
A violent motion of water, is a preservative against glacia-
tion. 1690 Boyle Chr. Virtuoso 1. 66 'Tis plain .. that by
Glaciation, Water is rather expanded.
2. Geol. The condition of being covered by an

ice-sheet or by glaciers
; glacial action or its result.

1863 Lvell Antiq. Man ix. (ed. 3) t6s These erratic blocks
. .are often polished and striated, having undergone what is
called glaciation. 1875 — Trine. Geol. I. 1. xiii. 2S3 Mr.
Croll's Theory of alternate glaciation. iSBoDawkins Early
Man v. 117 The climate must have been arctic in its severity
during this period of glaciation. 1881 Nature No. 626. 606
Between Reykjavik and Hafnarfjord the glaciation is dis-
tinctly from south-east to north-west.

Glacier (glarsisj, glP-JJaa). Also 8 glaciere.
[a. F. glacier (earlier glaciere), f. glace ice ; app.
Savoyard word. Cf. Gletscher.]
1. A large accumulation or river of ice in a high

mountain valley, formed by the gradual descent and
consolidation of the snow that falls on the higher
ground. The resulting mass is often many miles
in length, and continues to move slowly downward
until it reaches a point where the temperature is

high enough to melt the ice as fast as it descends.
1744 {title) An Account of the Glacieres or Ice Alps in

Savoy, in two Letters. 1774 Pennant Tour Scott, in 1772
327 With snowy glacieres lodged in the deep shaded aper-
tures. 177s C. & F. Davy Bourrifs Glac. Savoy 88 The
Glaciers . . are beds of ice, more or less thick, which are
lodged upon declivities between mountains. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi Journ. France II. 229 We have the pleasure of
seeing Switzerland, without . . climbing its glacieres. 1817
Byron Man/red I. i. 68-*tTe Glacier's cold and restless
mass Moves onward day by day. 1813 Scoresby Whale
Fishery 229 There are two glaciers, or land icebergs, i860
Tyndali. Glac. 11. 422 Glaciers are derived from mountain
snow, which has been consolidated to ice by pressure. 1883
Ouida Wanda I. 30 The ice bastions of a thousand glaciers
glow in the sunrise.

2. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib., as glacier-drift,

-flea, -foot, -ice, -lake, -mass, -moraine, -motion,
-phenomenon, -pool, -sea, -slope, -track, -valley,
-water, b. instrumental, as glacier-choked, -clad,
-ploughed, -worn adjs. c. special comb., as
glacier-mill, =. Moomn; glaeier-mud(seequot.);
glacier-rope, a rope used in traversing glaciers,
to attach the members of a party together, as a pre-
caution against accidents

; glacier-silt = glacier-
mud; glacier-slow a., slow as (the movement of)
a glacier

; glacier-snow, the snow at the upper
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end of a glacier, not yet hardened into ice by
pressure

;
glacier-table (see quot.).

1897 Pembrokesh. Antiq. 25 Those days of ice-capped
hills, "glacier-choked valleys, mammoths and cave men.
1889 G. F. Wkight Ice Age N. Amer. 76 The vast ''glacier-

clad interior of the country. 1876 L. Agassiz Geol. Sketches
Ser. it. 89 U[>on these surfaces, .rests the drift, having every-
where the characteristic composition of "glacier-drift. 1884
Macmillan in Sunday Mag, Aug. 526/1 Under the stones.

.

may be found lively colonies of the small black *glacier (lea.

1856 Kank Arct. lixpl. II. xxi. 208 The stream, .tunnels its

wayout nearthe *glacier-foot. x88jGeikie TextBk. Geol.u.
11. § 6. no When the granular neve slowly slides down into
the valleys, it acquires a more compact crystalline structure
and becomes *glacier-ice. 1876 L. Agassiz Geol. Sketches
Ser. 11. 31 The ' parallel roads' of Glen Roy mark the ancient
levels of the *glacier-lakesinthat glen. 1873 J.GkikieG"/./c^
Age (1894) 243 They were doubtless formed by the same
*glacier-mass. Ibid. 435 *Glacier-mills that gave rise to

'giant's kettles'. 1853HEKSCHEL Pop. Led. Sci.vi. §34(1873)
250 A *glacier moraine might be redistributed by tidal action
over the floor of the Ocean, i860 Tyndall Glac. II. ix. 270
The fact of *glacier-motion has been known for an indefinite

time to the inhabitants of the mountains. 18654?. Jml. Geol.

Soc. XXI. 166 The Boulder-earth or *GIacier-mud. Resting
on the surface of the ice-worn rocks we find a widespread
accumulation of boulder-earth, an unstratified mass of
coarse gritty mud, in which are imbedded pebbles, boulders,
and stony particles. 1863 A. C. Ramsay Phys.Geog. 73, 1 will

describe to you . . various other *glacier-phenomena affecting

the scenery of the Alps. 1888 Century Mag. XXXVI. 791/1
New England. Its stony hills and rocky coast, its *glacier-
plowed and niggardly soil, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxiv.

357 Figures .. formed in the ice on the surface of *glader-
pools. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 4/2 He was tied to a
rope and lowered. Three *glacier-rope lengths were necessary
before he reached Sachs, n 1835 Mrs. Hemans Alp-IIom
Song Poems 11875'1 294 The sparkling blue of the *glader-sea.
1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., * Glacier-silt. 1856 Kane Arct.
Expl. I. xxv. 332 Some of its *glacier-slopes were margined
with verdure. 1861 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 318 So I sub-
mitted, took to pentameters, and only hope the thoughts
are good enoughto be preserved in the ice of the colder
and almost *glacier-slow measure. 1883 Ugilvie Suppl.,
*Glacier-snozv, same as Neve, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. vi.

44 *Glacier tables ; flat masses of rock, raised high upon
columns of ice. 1876 L. Agassiz Geol. Sketches Ser. 11. 66
This western track of the glacier is crossed transversely . .

by two other *glacier-tracks. i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. viii.

264 A succession of old lateral moraines, such as many
*glacier-valleys exhibit. Ibid. r. xii. 86 Beer, cold as the
*g!acier water. 1876 L. Agassiz Geol. Sketches Ser. n. 41
The inequalities of the *glarier-worn surfaces.

Hence Gla'ciered///. a., covered with glaciers;

also (of water) proceeding from a glacier.
1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 16 Those sublime and glacier'd

peaks. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. 234 The
glaciered water is too cold for them [fish]. 1847 Dishaeli
Tattered \\\. iv, What need of. .mountains of glaciered crest.

1853 Kane GrinnellExp. xvii, (1856)130 A barrierapparently
aspermanent as the glaciered hills with which it is united.

G-lacierist. rare, [f. Glacier + -ist.] One
who studies glaciers.

1850 Whewell in Todhunter Acct. W.'s Writings (1876)
II. 366 Hugi, the glacierist was there. 1862 — ibid. II. 427
Have any of the recent glacierists given any observations on
a large scale as to the direction which the crevasses really
follow ?

Glacierization. nonce-wd. [f. Glacieu +
-1ZK + -ation. ] Conversion into glacier.

1850 Westm. Rei: Oct. 267 A general glacierization
{verglelschtrungi of the whole island is a thing not to be
thought of.

Glacification (gtesink^-J^n). [f. L. glaci-es

ice + -FiCATioN.J a. The action of converting into

ice. b. The action of covering with ice.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. v. 252 The second great agent in
the process of glacification, namely pressure. 1875 tr.

Schmidt's Desc. <y Darw. 63 The diluvial period, .includes,
both in Europe and America, a repeated glacification of
countries

:
and vast portions of the world.

Glaciologist. [f.next + -ist.] = Glacialist a.
1886 Sir J. W. Dawson in Nature 2 Sept. 410/2 Your

veteran glaciologist, Dr. Crosskey.

Glaciology (gl<?'Jip'16d3i). [f. glacio-, mod.
comb, form of L. glacies ice + -logy.] The science
which treats of ice or glaciers.
189s Nation (N. Y.) 29 Dec. 497/2 Already this suggestion

finds favor among some of our leaders in glaciology.

Glaciometer. [f. as prec. + Gr. phpov mea-
sure : see -meter.] A measure of glacial action.
189a Edin. Rev. Apr. 310 They serve in Dr. Wright's

phrase as glaciometers.

t Glaxious, a. Obs~ l [ad. Y.glacieux (obs.),
f. L. glacies ice.] Resembling ice.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 50 Aqua fortis ..

exhaled and placed in cold conservatories will Crystallise
and shoot into white and glacious bodyes.

Glacis (gl^ -sis, glass"), [a. F, glacis (first re-

corded in the 16th a), orig. 'a place made slip-

perie by wet lately fallen and frozen on ' (Cotgr.),
and related to OF. glacier to slip, slide (see Glace
v.). In med.L. (^1270) glatia is found with the
meaning of glacis (in fortification).]

1. A gently sloping bank (see quot. 1 712).
In mod. use probably trans/, from sense 2.

t
xtyxPhil. Trans. VII. 4081 That sothewater.. spreading

it self upon this glacis or slope . . may not spoil the Causey.
1711 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 37 A Slope that
lies under the Diagonal of a Square, or less than 45 Degrees,
they (the French] term Glacis. 1787 M. Cutler in Life,
etc. (1888) I. 275 We were walking on the northern side of
the Garden, upon a beautiful glacis. 1830 Lyell Prime

|

GLAD.
Geol. I. 245 When nothing appears above water but the
higher part of that sloping glacis which we before described.
1892 Stevenson Across the Plains ii. 79 The foam, .mounts
in an instant to the ridge of the sand glacis.

2. l-'ortif. ' The parapet oi the covered way ex-

tended in a long slope to meet the natural surface

of the ground, so that every part of it shall be
swept by the lire of the rampaits'(Voylc Mil. Diet.).
1688 Cai'T. J. S. Fortif 27 The Glacis or Esplanade, a

kind of Parapet which loseth itself insensibly, level with
the Earth. 1692 Luitkei.l Brief Pel. (1857) II. 486 The
enemy .. made 4 attacks on the glacis of the counterscarp.
1755 T. Fokues in C Gist Jmls. (1893) 151 The Soldiers
Barracks, .are built between the Stockadoes and the Glacis
of the Fort. 1782 I'. II. Bruce Mem. 1. 15 Upon our break-
ing ground on the glacis, or covered way, 1 was with the

Eioneers. 1823 Bykon Juan VIII. xxxiv, The rest, who
ept their valiant faces And levell'd weapons still against

the glacis. [(.1870 Hay Baniy Tint 32, I sprawled on that

j

cursed glacee.] 1879 HOWELLS L. Aroostook iv. 40 The
1

black guns looked out over the neatly shaven glacis.

t 3. Build, (See quot.)
1727-41 Chamkeks Cycl, The glacis of the cornich is an

I easy imperceptible slope in the cymatium of the cornich, to

!

promote the descent and draining off of the rain-water.

4. attrib., as glacis-form \
glacis-shaped adj.

1844 Hull Dock Ait 65 The Company shall slope off the

,

eastern side of the said wharf, in an oilique or glacis form.
1884 Miltt. Engirt. I. 11. 35 When made glacis-shaped these
screens are more difficult to cut through than when shaped
like an ordinary parapet.

t Gla*citate, v. Ol>s.~° [ad.lateL.^A (nVJ;r.]
1623 Cockkkam, Glacitate, to cry like a gander.

Glack (glak), Se. Also 6 glak. [a. Gael. glac
valley, hollow, etc.]

1. A deep and narrow mountain-valley.
"535 Stewart Croti. Scot. II. 147 Herbis that in the mont

than grew, And glak and glen in hole and niony hime.
a 1800 // ater-kelpie ix. in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. (1810)
1 1 1. 389 Frae yon deep glack at Cat la's ba<„k. i826G.Beattie
John *>' Arnhtt' in Life <y Poems 22g Deep 1 the glack, and
round the well. 1888 D. Bevlridge Betiv. the Ochils <y

Jorth vii. 98 A beautiful defile or glack, as it is called in

that part of the country.

2. a. The fork of a tree. b. A spot where roads
diverge.

18.. Donald <y Flora 155 (Jam.) That is the spreading
branch that used to shade us, And that's the braid wide glack
we used to sit on. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xxv.
(1873) 145 Yon was him't we met at the glack o' the roads.

Glacyer, obs. form of Glaziek.

t Glad, so, Obs. Also 4 glath e. [f. the adj.]

Gladness, joy.

With quot. a 1300 compare For- pref. 1 10. In quot. 1608
prob. pseudo-arch.

C 1000 Be Manna Wyrdttm (Gr.-Wiilk.) 68 Dryhten .

.

dadeb sumum earfepa dael, Sumum xto£obe gla;d. a 1300
Cursor M. 17873 pei seide fur glad [Gfltt. wid gladnes]
wi|> gretyng gle ' pis like 1 i^t forsube is he, pat maker
is of lastyng ]\ii\ c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. Mace (Rollsj

3260 Al bus ben ended J'e biebere wrathe, per tene turned
to game & glathe. c 1440 Generydes 1255 When he was come
and knewe that it was she, For very glad he wist not what
to saye. 1608 Shaks. Per. II. Prol. 38 All perishen of man,
of pelfe, Xe ought escapend but himselfe ; Till Fortune lir'd

with doing bad, Threw him a shore, to giue him glad.

Glad (gl^d), a. Forms : I, 3 gleed, 3 gled.
glead, glafi, 3-4 gladd(e, 4-5 glade, (5 glaad),

4-6 Sc. glaid, 3- glad. [OE. glxd = OS. glad
(only in comb. glad-mSd), ON. £/a5r Sw. glad,

Da. glad), bright, joyous. The dig. sense of the

word is app. iound in OlIG. glat smooth, and is

letained in G. glatt, Du. glad, glat (MUu, also

gelad, gelat), Fris. gled (also Da. glat, Sw. glatt,

from German). The OTeut. type *glacfo- is cog-

nate with OS1. gladiikti (Kuss. gladkit) and L.

glaber smooth (:—*ghlad/iro- ; cf. ruber, uber with

red, udder).]

1 1. Bright, shining, beautiful. (Cf. 5.) Obs.
a 1000 Caedmoris Gen. 2719 (Gr.) [He] sealde him to l>ote

.. gangende feoh and gbed seolfor. 1 1000 Phosnix 289 in

Exeter Bk. % ponne swe^les leoht simma gladost .. eastan
lixe<5. a 1000 Sal. 4- Sat. (Kemble) 975 Oder bib golde
glaidra, o5er bip grundum sweartra. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron.
Troy 1. iii, Under theise braunches & theis bowes glade.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 168 Heylle, I cum to the with
gold glade, a 1500 1'IoT.ver <\ Leaf 35 Leves new . . Som
very rede, and som a glad light grene.

2. Of persons : fCheerful, joyous, or merry in

disposition (obs.)
;
joyful, happy {arch.). j-To make

glad: =' to make merry \
The sense in the first quot. is uncertain ; it is prob. a vague

figurative use of i, and may have meant ' noble *, 'glorious ',

rather than ' cheerful
'

; cf. Bright a. 6.

Beowulf (Z.) 58 [He] heold benden lifde gamol & gu3reouw
glaede Scyldingas. C897 K. Mlvkkd Gregory's Past.xMv. 222
Sanctus Paulus. .cwao baetteSonegladanxiefan [L.hilarem
datorcm\ God tufode. c 1205 Lay. 7013 /Euer wes be king
glad &. jeuere he gomen luueden W>.r. louede]. c 1250 Gen. <\

Ex. 2297 In fulsumhed he wuroen glafte. c 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 366/2 Faire man and noble he was, and glad and
of swete mode. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.
xxxvii. 705 While bou mijt, make be glad and muri ! Lengor
liuep a glad mon ben a sori. 1375 Barbour Bruce I. 332
To Parys can he ga And levyt thar full sympylly, The
quhethir he glaid was and Iofy. c 1400 Gamelyn 470, I

sitte fasting & ober men make glade. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xxiii. 1 Be mirry and glaid, honest and vertewous. 1702
Steele Funeral \. i, Did I not give . . twenty shillings a
week, to be sorrowful ? and the more I give you, I think,

the gladder you are. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 165 A day
of luxury . . When the glad soul is made heaven's welcome



GLAD.
guest. 1799 Wobdsw. Fountain xii, Often, glad no more,
We wear a face of joy, l>eeause We have been glad of yore.

1865 K. Buchanan Sutherland s Pansies v. There grew a

. .sadness in his tone When he was gladdest.

fb. liome with cheerfulness. Obs. [Cf. L. fata

paupertas.]
c 1386 Chaicer Wife's T. 327 Glad pouerte is an honeste

thyng certeyn.

f C. Glad with : pleasant, kindly, affable to (a

person). Obs.
Beowulf {Z.) H73Beo wi5 ^eatas glsed, ^eofena ^emyn-

di^. cxooo i^LFRic Gen. xliii. 14 Mm drihten hine jedo
glsedne [L. placabileni\ wi<5 eow, \>xt he agife eow eowerne
bro5or. C1305 11,000 Virgins 121 in E. E. P. (1862) 69

Gladdest he was wib his soster. .pat heo scholde so ;ung &
so clene suffrie debes pyne.

3. Rejoiced, affected with pleasure by some par-

ticular cause ; — Fain a. Now only predicative.

In mod. Eng. (at least in prose use) the sense is much
weaker than that which the word had in the older language,

and which appeals in the derivatives gladly, gladness. In

general ' pleased ' would now be an adequate synonym, while

'delighted 'or 'rejoiced' suggest a much stronger feeling.

a. simply. (With the cause indicated contextu-

al^).
C950 Lindisf. Cos/. John viii. 56 Abraham fceder iuer

fcefeade bsette jese^e dasje minne & *esa:h & gegladade

7'r/glaed uxs. a 1100 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 6s6Da
ba kyning heorda bait ge secgon, ba w«r5 he swi5e ghed.

a 1225 Juliana 70 Ha herede godd in heouene, & warS
swiSe gled [AW/. jl/.V. giead]. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)38i7

pe \v.r. po] king arthure hurde bts no gladdore mon nas.

c 1350 Hill. Palcrne 67 A gladere wommon under god no

mi}t go on erbe ban was be wif wib be child._ 1388
Wyclif Prov. x. 1 A wijs sone makith glad the fadir [1535
Covf.rdale and 1611 maketh a glad father], c 1450 St.

( uthbert (Surtees* 476 pan bai ware bathe glad and blithe.

1617 Morvs'in /tin. 1. 185 One thing in this miserie made
me glad. 1633 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1636 192 As a
wearied traveller .. is then gladdest when he comes within

kenning of his Countrey. 184a Tennyson Audley Court
87 We were glad at heart. Mod. ' Your friend has won his

case.
1

' Yes ; I am very glad.'

b. with prep. Glad of: f (&) made happy or

joyful, delighted or pleased with (an object pos-

sessed) {obs.); (b) ss'glad to have or get' (see

3 d)
;

(c) joyful on account of, delighted or pleased

by (an event, a state of things). Also const, at

(an event, usually one affecting another person, esp.

unfavourably), for {arch.), fin, + «/i'M.

^950 Lindisf. Cos/. Luke i. 14 And biS gifea 5e & glaednise

& monigo in accennisse his bioon glxde. riaoo ORMIN3179
Elysabaeb Wass gladd inoh & blibe Off hire dere child

Johan. c 1205 Lay. 3962 pe king wes gled for his kime &
for ben cnihtes bet come mid hine. c 1250 Cen. fy Ex. 3671
Moyses was bli5e and gla3 of Sis. 1388 Wyclif Prov. xvii.

5 He that is glad in the fallyng of another man [161

1

He that is glad at calamities] schal not be vnpunyschid.
1480CAXTON Chron. Eng. liv. (1482)38 He wepteful tenderly

..and netheleshe wassomdelegladofhisdeth. 1548 Hall
Chron., Ediv. IV, 204 b, The kyng, glad of this victory,

commaunded [etc.]. 1585 Sidney Let. 22 Nov., Misc. Wks.
(1829) 307, I fynd the people very glad of me. 159a Shaks.
Rom. <$ Jul, iv. ii. 28 Why, I am glad on't. 1611 — Cymb.
I. i. 15 Not a Courtier . . hath a heart that is not Glad at the

thing they scowle at. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 178 They gave

us flesh to eat, whereof I was glad as of a dainty I could not

get in Italy. 1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims II. 1165 And he

sent me word that he was very glad with my safe arrival.

1648 Gage West /nd. xii. (1655) 49 Garcia Holguin being

a glad man of such a prisoner. 1697 Dryden AKneid x.

1118 The Trojan, glad with sight of hostile Blood. 1738

Swift Pol. Conversat. 119 Madam, Dinner's upon the

Table.— Faith, I'm glad of it. 1784 Miss Rurhev Diary
22 Apr. II. 310, I am so glad of seeing your sentiments,

when I- cannot hear them, that your letters are only less

valuable to me than yourself. 1807 Southey EsprtellcCs

Lett. IIL 320 The Westminster boys were working an engine
in the cloisters. .D. .. said they were glad at the fire. 184a

Tennyson Dora 66 When his heart is glad Of the full

harvest. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 229 For life and
love that has been, I am glad. 1874 Dasent Half a Life
II. 201, I was glad at the sport.

C. With clause as complement : glad that, etc.

In later usage chiefly with omission of that.

c 1200 Ormin 2812 He wass gladd, LarTdi}, forr batt tu come.

c 1205 Lay. 9374 An o&er halue he wes gl^ed bat his ifon

weoren daed. 1375 Barbour Bruce in. 724 Blyth, and glaid,

that thai war. sua Eschapyt the hidwyss wawys fra. a 1450

Knt. de la Tour (1868) 15 And she saide that she was

f

[ladder that she had do it [her hood] of to hym thanne to a
orde. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 71, I am
glad you understand the reason of it. a 1605 Polwart
Flyting w. Montgomerie 37, I am right glaide Thou art

begun in write to flyte. 163a J. Hayward tr. BiondVs Ero-

tuena 58 Perseus, now a glad man, that the business had so

succeeded according as he desired. 1683 Temple Mem.
Introd. Wks. 1731 I. 374, I am the gladder, .that my publick

Imployment should contribute something to your Entertain-

ment. 1855 Lord Houghton in Life (1891) I. xi. 527, I am
glad I came, as Lord E. is very low. 1884 Mrs. Ewing
Marys Meadow (1886) 37, I am very glad you like it.

d. With infinitive: Happy, delighted, pleased

to (do, be, etc.) ; also, well content to (do, have, etc.

something in default of better). In mod. use freq.

in the phrases / am glad to hear, see (etc.) ; also,

/ should be glad to {hear, know, etc.) with sarcastic

force.

C1340 Cursor M. 19306 (Trin.) Obes benne to hem bei

made To do hit were bei wondir glade, c 1386 Chauckr
Clerk's T. 320 Thise ladyes were nat right glad To handle

hir clothes wher Inne she was clad. ci«a St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 6372 To wyn away he was full glad. 1536 Pilgr.

194

Per/. iW. de W. 1531) 5 Euery chrysten man or woman .

.

sholde be the gladder 10 fulfyll his blessed wyll. 157a

Satir. Poems Ke/ori/i. xxxiii. 261 Now [they are] glaid to

get Peis breid and watter Caill. 1670 Lady Mary Bertie
in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 21, I received

yours and am very glad to heare you are so merry with

the musicke and danceing. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 52
p 3 We shall be heartily glad to see your short face in

Oxford. 1767 Junius Lett. iii. 19, I should be glad to

know where you have received your intelligence? 1814

D. H. O'Brian Cnptiv. <$ Escape 16 And told us that we
ought to have been glad to have got any thing. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 164 He was glad to turn away
from the stage and to talk about publick affairs. 1897 Mary
Kingsley W. Africa 298, I was glad to see the mangrove-
belt.

4. Of feelings, looks, actions, etc. : Filled with,

marked by, or expressive of joy or delight.

(1900 Cynewulf Christ 315 in Exeter Bk., Him godes
engel burh gla;dne £ebonc ba wisan onwrah. c 1000 Ags.
Ps. (Th.) Hi. 8 ponne Iacob by5 on glxdum sadum, and
Israelas ealle bhSe. a iaa5 A tier. R. 70 Heo schal habben
leaue to . . makien signes touward hire of one glede chere.

a 1240 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 257 [He] (wnkeo god
3eorne wi5 swiSe glead heorte. c 1340 Cursor M. 2535
iTrin.) Melchisedech wib wide glade Offryng of wyn &
breed made, c 1385 Chaucer L. G.W. 1038 Dido, So yong
so lusty with hire eyen glade, c 1475 Rauf Coiljear 178

Doun he sat the King neir And maid him glaid & gude
cheir. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 217/1 She aroos up feasibly

with a glad visage. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 33 In

gamis glaid he was rycht weill asswetit. 1667 Milton
/\ L. vii. 2or Thither they Hasted with glad precipitance.

1696 Tate & Brady Ps. cxlix. 1 O praise ye the Lord, pre-

?are your glad Voice. 1769 Sir W. Jones Palace Fortune
'oems(i777i 27 The damsel rose ; and, lost in glad surprize,

Cast round the gay expanse her opening eyes. 1847 Lytton
Lucrelia 416 Surely the discovery of your son should create

gladder emotions. 185a M. Arnold Poems, Youth of
Nature, Cold the elation of joy In his gladdest airiest

song, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxii. 159, I was soon at the

bottom, .fairly out of danger, and full of glad vigour.

b. Oftidings,news,etc: Full of, or bringing, joy.

a 1140 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 257 Let him in . . he
bringeS us gleade lidinges. c 1470 Henky Wallace 11. 344
With glaid bodword, (bar myrthis till amend. 1597 J'

Payne Royal E.xch. 13 Wch ys the gladdest news and ioy-

fullest tydings. 1611 "Bible Luke viii. 1 Shewing the glad

tidings of the kingdome of God. 1833 Ht. Martineau Tale

of Tyne vii. 131 It was a glad day for him and Erne when
leave was got to sell coal in London by weight. 187a C.

Gibbon For the King xxi, You have given me the gladdest

tidings, Johnstone, that I have heard for many days,

t c. Welcome, acceptable. Obs. rare.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1590) 87 Her conuersation More
gladde to me, then to a miser monie is. 1690 Evelyn in

Pepys' Diary (1879) VI. 170 Which, though it make a gap

in my poor Collection, to which it was glad, I most cheer-

fully bestow it upon you.

5. Of inanimate nature or its conditions : Full of

brightness or beauty ; suggesting feelings of cheer-

fulness and delight.

1667 Milton P. L. vn. 386 Glad Eevning and glad Morn
crownd the fourth day. 1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 813

M ighty Cajsar . . On the glad Earth the Golden Age renews,

And his great Father's Path to Heav'n pursues. 1700 Prior

Carmen Seculare 355 Let her glad valleys smile with wavy
corn. 171a TlCKEIX Sped. No. 410 F 6 It wants no Glad
Perfume Arabia yields In all her Citron Groves, and spicy

Fields, a 1790 Cowter Morning Dream 1 'Twas fa the

glad season of spring. 1835 Lytton Rienzi viii. iii, The
glad sun rising gorgeously from the hills revived his wearied

spirit. 1853 C. Bronte Villette iv. (1876) 34 What a living

spring ! What a warm, glad summer ! 1865 Swinburne
JialladofLtfeQFMofsvrect trees and colour of glad grass,

f b. Fertile, flourishing ( - L. la-ttts). Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husk 11. 8 In placis glade [and lene], in

placis drie The medis clensid tyme is now to make. Ibid.

186 They [lettuces] that thynnest stondith beth gladdest.

6. dial. (See quots.)

Cf. Sw. dial, glad ' open '. said e. g. of a door which does

not shut closely. In some Eng. dialects glid and gleg are

found in the same sense.

1674-91 Ray N. C. Words 31 Glad, is spoken of Doors,

Bolls &c, that go smoothly and loosely. 1883 Almondb.

Gloss., Glad, smooth, easy. A screw turns too glad when
the hole is too large.

7. quasi-aofc. Gladly adv. Poet.

c^340 Cursor M. 13697 (Fairf.) To be temple he ;ode for

to teyche . . be men atte glad walde him here, c 1475 Rauf
Coil^ear 601 He saw the king was engreuit, and gat furtn

glaid. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems lxix. 45 How glaid that

ever I dyne or sowp. 1737-46 Thomson Summer 477 The
heart beats glad, c 1790 Cowper Needless Alarm 62 He ..

knows . . How glad they catch the largess of the skies.

8. Comb., as glaii-cheered, -flowing, -hearted,

-sad, -surviving adjs. ; t glad-milch adj., giving

milk freely (of cows ; cf. quot. 1883).

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 9752 Doughtiest

knyght at alle nedes . . *Glad-chered, louely, & lordlyest of

alle. 1818 L. Hunt Epist. B. Field 76 And then taking our

food, 'Tis exercise turns it to •glad-flowing blood. 1869

W. P. Mackay Grace tf Truth 243 The loving constant

service of the *glad-hearted girl. 1601 Holland Pliny

xxvm. ix, The bigger bodied beasts be more *glad-milch.

[1883 Almondb. Gloss., Glatimelshed, said of a cow which
loses her milk even as she lies down.] 1614 Sylvester Bethu-

lia's Rescue 354 This Hymn shee sings with *glad-sad

warbling voice, a 1618 — Paradox agst. Libertie^ 630

Whose glad-sad crosse conflicts afflict him day and night.

1630 Drayton Moses 1. 107 The glad-sad parents full of joy

and care Faine would reserue their Infant if they could.

1603 B. Jonson Sejanus m. i, Our only *glad-suruiuing

hopes, The noble issue of Germanicus.

Glad (gtad). v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. gladded.

Forms : i (se-)gladian, Mercian gleadian, 2-3

GLADDEN.

gladien, 3 gleadien, 3-4 gledien, 4-5 gladie,

gladye, gladen, gladd e, 4-6 glade, 6 Sc. gled,

4- glad. [OE. gladian (also gegladian) :-OTeut.

*g!aa*t>jan, f. *glaito- Glad. The inlr. sense ' to

be glad ' is the orig. one ; the trans, use ' to make
glad' is found in O'S.g/aSa of similar formation.

ON. had also gletSja {:-*giaSjan) ' to be glad, to

make glad'.]

f 1. intr. To become or to be glad ; to rejoice.

Const, on. in, of,for. Obs.

c 950 Lindisf Gosp. John viii. 56 Abraham . . gegladade

[Rushw. gladade] vel glaid wass. < 1000 Sax. Leechd. III.

442 Ne gladise on baet nober ne cyning lie worul(d)rica.

c taos Lay. 4410 J>a Brennes hauede ihirde his hirde-manne

lare, ba gladede is mod. a xaas Ancr. R. 358 Blescie5 011 &
gledieS. a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. 2, I sail be fayn & i

sail glade in pe. 138a Wyclif Ecclns. xxx. 5 In his lif he

sa3, and gladide in hym [1388 and was glad in hym]. c 1460

Tcnvneley Myst. vii. in Myrth I make till all men And
warn theym that thay glad. 1496 Dives * Paup. (W. de W.)
1. xxviii. 66/1 Man byrde & beste begynne to gladde for

Joye of the lyght. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia III. (1558) 334

Absence shall not take thee from mine eyes, nor afflictions

shall barre me from gladding in thy good. i6aiLApY M.
Wroth Urania 520 The one as a friend glading in his

presence. i6aa Massingf.r Virg. Mart. 11. ii, Gladst thou

in such scorne 1 I call my wish backe.

2. trans. To make glad, to cause to rejoice, arch.

c8a5 I'esp. Psalter ciii. 15 Win ^eblissaS heortan monnes
5;et he gleadie onsiene in ele. exooo jElfric Lev. i. 3

Bringe he .. an unwemme oxancelf .. drihten mid to

gladienne [Vulg. ad placandum sibi dominum], c xaoo

Trin. Coll. Horn. 97 He us fette ut of helle wowe and
bermide us gledede. c 1830 Hali Meid. 27 Streon of feire

children bat gladien muchel be ealdren. a 1300 Cursor M.
3795 Wei was he gladed o b's sight. 135a Minot Poems v.

53 pe gude Erie of Glowceter, God mot him glade. 1377
Langl. P.Pl.K. xx. 170 And gaf hym golde..that gladded

his herte. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3089 Now last herd
3" how crist gladide oure faders in helle. JS»6 Pilgr. Perf.

(W. de W. 1531) 36 Care not for dremes, for they gladdeth

none but foles. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 266 At length we
land far off descryde : Which sight much gladed me. 160a

Thomas Ld. Cromwell II. ii. B 2 b,It glads my hart to thinke

vpon the slaue. 1663 F. Hawkins Youth's Behav. 1. 7

When thou shall hear the misfortunes of another, shew not

thy self gladded for it. 168a Bunyan Holy War 261 They
were greatly gladded thereat. 1749 Smollett Regicide 11.

i, By heav'n it glads me, that my sword shall find An ample

field to-day. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. i, The hour's gone
by When Albion's lessening shores could grieve or glad mine

eye. 1867 Sat. Rev. 6 July 23/2 Here the Chorus .. trills a

downright English song that glads the heart. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. III. 326 Yet shame of me, That I should

dull the joy that gladdeth thee.

b. transf.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. x. 44 Like to a flowre that feeles

noheate of sunne Which may her feeble leaves with comfort

glade. i6aa Wither Philarete (1633) 623 'lis as when a

flash of light Breakes from heaven to glad the night. 1646

Crashaw Sospetto d'Herode 1. xiv, Green vigour Gladding

the Scythian rocks and Libian sands. 1671 F. Philipps Reg.

Necess. 412 Those causes which have fertilized and gladded

the Vallies of our Israel. 1704-9 Pope Autumn 72 Now
bright Arcturus glads the teeming grain.

3. refl. To rejoice. Obs. exc. arch.

1340 Ayenb. 238 pe dyeulen ham gledieb huanne hi mo^e

ouercome . . ane guodne man. Ibid. 258 Ne glede be na3t

ine uayr ssroud. c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 601 Alle thyng

repeirynge to his kynde Gladeth hym self, c 1500 1'lumpton

Corr. 1 10, I recomend me unto your mastership . . ever me
glad to here of your prosperytie. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies

ill. ii. 401 All men gladded themselves with this conclusion.

1871 Browning Balaust. 461, I glad me in my honours too !

Hence + Gla'dded///. a., gladdened, delighted.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 3 Then the joyfull Kentishe men
did conduct the gladded Norinanes. i6*j-nf Ff.ltham

Resolves I. i. 1 When a rich Crown has newly kiss'd the

Temples of a gladded king. 1659 C. Noble Ansiv. Immod.
Queries 5 A thousand gladded mouthes will speak the

contrary.

Glad(d, obs. pa. t. of Glide v.

Gladden (gl^d'n), v. [f. Glad a. ;
see -en

suffix 5 and cf. mod.Iccl. glatSna to become bright.

It seems doubtful whether the word was ever com-

mon in colloquial language.]

1. intr. To be glad ; to rejoice. ? Obs.

The modern instances are not a continuation of the older

use, but are derived from the trans, sense.

a 1300 A". E. Psalter xcvi. 8 Herd and fained es Syon,

And gladeneden doghtres of Iude. 1801 BLOOMFiELn

Rural T. (1802) 49 As we climb Hills and gladden as we
climb. 1809 Worusv:.' Advance—comeforth ', That all the

Alps may gladden in thy might. 1839 Bailey Festus viii.

(1848) 96 Purer powers Which do unseen surround us aye

and gladden In human good.

2. trans. To make glad ; to render joyous or

bright.

1558 62 Phaer Mneid viii. Ccj, Lyke Lucifer.. al darknes

he resolues, and gladneth skyes w 1 face dcuyne. 171a Steele

Sped. No. 270 r 1 Such beautiful Prospects gladdengur

Minds. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, Her heart

was gladdened with complacent delight. i8ao W. Irving

Sketch Bk. II. 105 A small pleasantry frankly uttered by a

patron, gladdens the heart of the dependant, i860 Tyndall

Glac. 1. xxvii. 204 The sight of the little mansion has

gladdened me. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II. 265 [An

orchard] which was gladdened . . by flushes of almond and

double peach blossom.

Hence Oladdened, Qla'ddening ///. adjs. Also

Ola'ddener, one who makes glad.

I7a8 Pope Dune. in. 79 Thence to the south extend thy

gladden'd eyes. I7a9 T. Cooke Tales, *c. 61 Welsted,

envy'd Bard divine, And Hammond, glad'ning as the Day.
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1815 Byron ' The Harp the Monarch Minstrel swept ' ii,

It made our gladden'd valleys ring. 1837 Ht. Martineau
Soc. Amer. III. 168 He and many others have done this

with gladdening success. 1856 Kane Aret. Expl. II. xviii.

188 Crawl out and breathe in the gladdening air. 1879
Butcher & Lang Odyss. 200 Circe . . who charged me very
straitly to shun the isle of Helios, the gladdener of the
world, 1885 Athcn&um 20 June 790/2 O for the Spring,
the pale, pure, gladdening Spring.

Gladden, var. Gladdon,
t Gladder. Obs. [f. Glad v. + -ku t

.]

1. One who rejoices. rare~K
138a Wyci.if Isa. lxiv. 5 Thou a^en came to the gladere.

[1388 Thou mettist him that is glad. L. Ixtauti.]

2. One who cheers or makes glad.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1365 O lady myn Venus. .Thow
gladere of the Mount of Citheron. 1508 Dunbar Gold.
Targe 124 Thare was Bacus the gladder of the table. 1528
Lyndesay Dreme 423 Lanterne of the hevin And glader of
the sterris, with his lycht. [1700 Dryden Palamon <5- Arc.
1421 Thou gladder of the mount of Cytheron.]

t Gla*dding, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Gladz>. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the verb Glad; delight, joy, re-

joicing.

c 1000 Be Muneca Cynne in Grein Bibl. Ags. Frosa II. 137
Swylce hy heora jeswinc mid godcundre gladunge ?;efreiii-

men. a tza$ St. Marher. 3 Mi gleo ant mi gledunde
I?gledunge]. a 1225 Ancr. K. 94 Holi men wuteS wel. .bet

euerich worldlich gledunge is unwur6 her a^eines. c 1320
Cast. Love 841 Hire gostHche gladynge Destruyed sleube
borw alle binge. 138a WVCLIP 1 Kings iv. 8 Woo to us !

forsothe ther was not so mych gladynge ^isterday. c 1450
Mitour Saluacioun 4955 Thi sawle aldere graciouseste in

goddethisaluteregladyng. 7 a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.)

ii. 696 To god did I so amisse That I shall never haue
gladinge. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 213 This was that which was
Dauids delight, the ioy of his heart, and gladding of his soule.

t Gla'dding, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec + 'iaG^.]

That makes glad.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 171 Suche gladande glory con to

meglace. < 1394 /'. PL Crede 515 But now the glose is so
greit In gladding tales, .bat bei bene cursed of Crist. 1568
T. Howell^?^. Amitie (1870)53 She was .. at home a
glasse, to viewe in gladding chere. 1616 B. Jonson Irish

Masque at Court, Come vp and view The gladding [printed
glad, ding] face of that great king, in whom So many pro-

phecies to thine are knit. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory
(1869) 13 Of whose all gladding Shine, the first man partici-

pated.

Gladdon (gked'n). Now chiefly dial. Forms:
1 gladinre, glsedene, 3-5 gladene, 5 gladyne,
(-yyn), -one, 6gladin, -yn, -on, 7-8 gladwin(e,

(9 -wyn), 8 glader, 6- gladen, gladdon, 8-

gladden. [Of obscure etymology; Pogatscher

regards it as prob. a. popular L. *gladtna, altered

form of L. gladiolus ' sword-lily \Lewis & Sh.),dim.

of gladius sword, from the shape of the leaves.

The form glader which appears in various diets, of the

18th c (Phillips, Johnson, etc.j may have been originally

due to a misprint.]

1. A popular name of the iris (Iris Pscudacorus

and Iris fatidissima ; the latter is sometimes dis-

tinguished as * stinking gladdon'). Corn-gladdon

(cjuot. 1666)= Corn-flag.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 920 Scilla, gladinae. «8oo Corpus

Gloss. 1815 Scilla, glaedine. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1. 144 WlO
waiter seocnysse jenim pas wyrte pe man bulbi scillitici

& o5rum naman glaidene nemne3. c 1165 Voc. Plants in

Wr.-Wulcker $$6/isGtadiolum, flamine, gladene. a 1400-50
Alexander 4094 A dryi meere Was full of gladen & of gale

& of grete redis. c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 155
Take be rote of gladene & make pouder per of. 1533
Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 11 Thinges good for a colde

head. .Galingale. .Gladen. 1562 Turner Herbal n. 23 Iris

. . hath leaner like vnto the herbe called Gladiolus, that is to

saye, the gladdon or swerdlynge. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden xxxiii. 67 Gladwin which is a kind hereof [Flower
de Luce]. 1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isi. 58 Leaves.

.

pointed at the extremity, as those of Corn-Gladen. 1747
Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 69 Thirty grains of powder d
Root of Gladwin. 1800 Sir ). E. Smith Flora Brit. I. 42
Iris foetidissima. .Stinking Iris, or Gladwyn. i8*9Glover
Hist. Derby I. 106 Iris foctidisshna, stinking gladdon.

1807 Willis Flower. PI. II. 201 Iris Pseudacorus L. the
yellow flag, and Irisfoetidissima L., the gladdon.

2. (See quots.)

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 380 Gladdon, or
Gladden, Typlia latifolia and angusii/olia, large and small

cats-tail. 1895 /.'. Angl. Gloss., Gladden, or gladden bushes,

bulrushes.

3. attrib., as gladdon-bed, leaf.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 99 The Gladen leafe is like a
sword blade indeed, and keen-edged according to the name.
1889 P. H. Emerson Eng. Idyls 5 Ellen, lulled by the

melodies in the gladen-beds, sat staring at her float.

Gladdy (gl^"di). dial. A name given (m Devon
and Cornwall) to the yellow-hammer.
1859 Capern Ball. $ Songs 127 The gladdie on an haw-

thorn twig His golden vest displayed. 1891 Hartland
Gloss., Gladdy, the yellow ammer. 1893 Q. [Couch] Delect-

able Duchy 215 Lookin' as peart as a gladdy.

tGlade,^. 1 Obs. [Perh. of Scandinavian origin:

cf. Sw. dial. (Rietz) gladas, gla{d)na, to set (of the

sun ; also sola a gladder the sun has just set) , Norw.
dial, gla to set ( of sun and moon) ; Sw. sol-gla(d)-

ning, Norw. solagladsunset ON .solarglatian, found

only in Hervarar Saga (ed. 1847) p. 15, where nmr
solarglaSan of the prose corresponds to vid solar-

setri in the verses. Etymological connexion with

Glad a. is possible.] To go to glade', to set, sink

to rest (said of the sun).

c 1200 Winicncy Rule St. Benet (1888) 25 .-Er sunne go to

glade. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 189 In the Ester
eve whanne be sonne 5ede to glade [L.. sole Occidente]. c 1475
Partenay 992 Thys Joustes dured till sonne went to glad.
After to euessong went euery wyght. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. viii. 18 Now the sunne was gone to

glade. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. xi. 'Arb.l 116 Lik-
ening her Majestie to the Sunne for his brightnesse, but not
to him for his passion, which is ordinarily to go to glade,
and sometime to suffer eclypse. 1614 J. Davies (Heref.)
Eclogue 255 Phoebus now goes to glade. « 1788 A Yola
Zong (Wexford Dialed) in Ellis E. E. Pronunc. v. 26 Tel
ee zin [ = till the sun] go t'glade.

trans/. 1581 T. Howki.l Denises (1879) 258 As now by me
appeares, whose ioyes doe vade, Whose griefe doth grow,
whose comfort glides to glade.

Glade (gl^d), s&.2 Also 6 gleade. [Of obscure
origin.

If the primary sense be 'sunny place', the word may be
connected with Glad a. (sense n; cf. Sw. dial, glamitt
1

1. sunny spot ; 2. open place in a wood ' iRietzi. Hut diffi-

culties are created by the occurrence of the form Gloiie,
which seems to be equivalent (cf. the place-name Coekglode
in Notts, with sense 1 b below). Conceivably glade, glode
might represent respectively northern and midland forms of
an OE. *gldda wk. masc, :—*glaidon-, f. root *glai- : see

Gleam. There is, however, no indication that the word is

specially northern.]

1. A clear open space or passage in a wood or

forest, whether natural or produced by the cutting

down of trees.

The earlier examples often explain the word as meaning
a light or sunny place. From the latter part of the 17th c,
when the word had perh. become merely literary, many
writers have associated it with shade.

1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. m. Wks. 1233/1 His folke

grubbe vppe these, .busshes of our earthlye substaunce and
carye them quyte awaye from vs, that the woorde of God
sowen in oure hartes maye haue roume therein, and a glade
rounde aboute, for the warme sunne of grace, to come to it.

1538 Leland /tin. IV. 126, I came by 2 fayre woodes on the

Hill Sides, and passed in a Glade or Bottome betwixt them.
1573-80 Baret Alv. G 262 To make a glade in the middest
of the wood ; to loppe or cut away boughes where they let

the light. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 19 Yet never
viewd I such a pleasant Greene As this, whose garnisht

gleades, compare denies. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 203 Thorow
a large glade betweene two hils, we leisurely descended for

the space of two houres. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1 11. 516
Or solitary Grove, or gloomy Glade, To shield 'em with its

venerable Shade. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 435 He bursts

the thickets, glances thro' the glades. 1788 J. May Jml.
tf- Lett. (1873) 103 This morning very cold, and considerable
frost in the glades. 1836 Kingsley Lett. (18781 I. 33 The
bright glades of the forest pleased her not. 1874 Green
Short Hist, ii. §6. 87 The Red King was found dead by
peasants in a glade of the New Forest.

trans/. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11. vii. (1612) 28 Resolv-

ing or to win the Spurres, or lose himselfe therefore, He
makes a bloudie glade, vntill the Thebane he espide.

b. An opening in a wood, etc. utilized for snar-

ing birds. (See quot. 1617.)
1617 Moryson ltin. ill. in Italian Gentlemen much de-

light in the art to catch birds, and in gardens fitted to that

purpose, with nets, bushes and glades. [1621 : see Glode.]
1678 Ray WHlughby's Ornith. 1. Addit. Hi. 33 We in Eng-
land are wont to make great Glades through thick Woods,
and hang Nets across them ; And so the Wood-cocks shoot-

ing through these Glades, .strike against the Nets, and are

entangled in them. [1691 Blount Law Diet., Gallivolatium,
a cockshoot or cockglade.]

2. U.S. a. (See quot. 1859 and cf. Everglade. ^

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 649 Interspersed through the
other parts, are glades of rich swamp. 1859 Bartlett Diet.
Amer., Glades, everglades; tracts of land at the Soutli

covered with water and grass. So called in Maryland,
where they are divided into wet and dry glades.

b. (See quots.)
1828-32 Webster, Glade. .2. In New England, an opening

In the ice of rivers or lakes, or a place left unfrozen. Ibid.,

Gloiie, smooth ice. (New England.) [In recent American
Diets, stated to be Local, U.S.]

^3. A clear or bright space in the sky; a flash

(of light or lightning). Obs.
1555-8 Phaer /Eneid \\. F j, Down from heauen by shade

A streaming star descends, and long w l great light makes a
glade. 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2220 This Glade of Light
..was much like the Tail of a Comet, but pointed at the
upper End. 1734 Eames ibid. XXXVIII. 248 The white
Pyramidal Glade, which is now entitled by the Name of the
Aurora liorealis. 1741 Short ibid. XLI. 628 It went all

over this Country ..pretty sharply, but nothing near so quick
as a Glade of Lightning.

t b. fig. ? A gleam of hope. Obs.
1522 More De ouat. Noviss, Wks. 79/1 Than geueth he

some false glade of escapyng that sickenes.

4. attrib. and Comb., as glade-broken, -#Avadjs.;

glade-net (see quot. 1678 in 1 b).

1842 J. Wilson Chr. North I. 367 Thence to Calgarth is

all one forest—yet glade-broken, and enlivened by open
uplands. 1880 Disraeli Endym. ii. 42 Glade-like terraces
of yew trees. 1882 Ogilvie, Glade-net.

t Glade, v. Obs. rare~\ [f. Glade sb.-]

trans. To make a glade or clearing in (a forest).

1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard ico
Fountaines without water, forrests grubd up and gladed,
trees without fruit.

Glade, dial. var. Glede, kite.

Glade, obs. f. Glad ; obs. pa. t. of Glide.

tGla'den. Obs. rare- 1
. [? Connected with

Glade sb* ; cf. dial. * Gladden, a glade' (J. H.
Tour to Caves, 1 781),

l Gladden, a void place free

from incumbrances ' (Hallivvell).] ? A space left

unguarded.

a 1400-50 Alexander 131 When he was gra|>cd with his
gere a gladen he waytis, And passis fur be at a Posterne
preualy alane.

Gladen e, var. Gladdon.
Glader, obs. form of Gladder, Gladdon,
Gladfnl (glae*dful), a. Also 3 gledful, 6 Sc.

glaidful. [f. Glad sb. r -ful.] Full of gladness

or joy. Now only arch.

a 1225 Ancr. K. 286 Gostlich gledschipe, & froure of gled-
ful hope. Ibid. 394 y-x her is gledfulure wunder. a 1300
E. E. Psalter x\\\. 2 Alle genge. . Miries to god in gladfu!

steuen. 1549 Ccmpl, Scot. vi. 37 In this gJaidful rei:reatiune

I contencuit quhil Phebus was discendit. 1596 Spbnskk
/-'. Q. iv. vi. 34 Desiring of his Amoret to heare Some glad-
full newes. 1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 50 Then
came the gladfnl morn.

Hence Gla'dfully aih, ; Gla'dfnlness.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert uSurtees) 2389 Cuthbert loke it glad-

fully. 1591 Si-enser MuioPot. 208 He.. there him rests in

riotous suffisaunce Of all his gladfulnes, and kingly iovaunce.

1893 A. L. Haddon What ails the House * III. 43 Why had
she not gone forth gladfully to meet him?

f Gladhead. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. Glad a. +

-HEAD.] Gladness.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 12461 Gode forjyvejj alie

wyjp ^ladehede.

Gladiate (gUTi-di#), a. Bot. [f. L. gladi-us

sword + -ate -.] Sword-shaped ;see quots.).

1793 Martyn Lang. I'-ot.. Cladiata siliqua. Gtadiatum
legumen. A gladiate or sword-shaped stliquc or legume.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 252 Gladiate, the same a^ ensiform,
but broader and shorter. 1856 Hensi.ow Diet. Hot. Terms,
Gladiate. flat, straight or slightly curved, with the edges
parallel and apex acute; as the leaves of an Iris. Also
a synonyme for ' ancipltal '.

Gladiator (glse'dw'tw). [a. L. gladiator, f.

gladius sword.]

1. Hist. Among the ancient Romans, one who
fought with a sword or other weapon at public

shows ; usually a slave or captive trained for the

purpose.
Gladiator is employed by Cicero as a term of abuse ; cf.

quot. 1 54 1.

1541 Pavnei. Catiline xviii. 31 1), If I had denied it best.

.

to put Catiline to detb, I wolde not haue giuen this gladia-
tour one houre space to Hue. 1598 BarcklevZ-V/iV, Man v.

447 This man dreamed, .that when the Gladiators or Fencers
exercised their arte at Syracusa. .he should be slaine by one
Retiarius. 1608 U. T. Ess. Pol. <V Mor. 72 The Gladiator
thinkes it a disgrace, to sec himselfe compos'd with one.,
inferiour to himselfe. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. iv.

(1676) 172/1 Amphitheatres., wherein they [Romans] had
several delightsome shews to exhilarate the people ; Gladia-
tors, combats of men with themselves, etc. 1741 Middle-ton
Cicero I. vi. 452 The Tribun Cato was perpetually inveigh-
ing against keeping Gladiators. 177a Priestley Inst. Keiig.

(1782) I. 219 The barbarous exhibition of gladiators. 1816
Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 12 note, Something is requisite

beyond the skill of the mere gladiator, to conduct war itself,

1818 Byron Ch. Harold iv. cxI. 1869 Lecky Europ. Mor.
II. i. 39 The Christians steadily refused to admit any
professional gladiator to baptism.

Jig. a 1668 Denham Progr. Learning^193 Then whilst his
Foe each Gladiator foyls, The Atheist, looking on, enjoys
the spoyls. 1751 Karl Orrery Remarks Swift (1752) 40
Not so Dr. Swift ; he appears like a masterly gladiator.

rHe
wields the sword of party with ease, justness and dexterity.

1841-4 Emerson Ess.,Politics Wks. (Bohn) I. 244 The gladi-

ators in the lists of power feel . . the presence of worth. 1864
Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 265 Intellectual gladiators, each try-

ing his strength against the rest. 1884 Chr. World 23 Oct.
805/2 Mr. Chamberlain has .. figured .. prominently as a
Ministerial gladiator.

+ 2. A professional swordsman or fencer. Obs,
1621 Burton Anat. Mel 11. ii. iv. (1676) 174/1 For that

cause, Playes. .Gladiators, Tumblers, Jugglers, etc., and all

that crew is admitted. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 449 r 7 [cf.

No. 436] There is a Mystery among the Gladiators which
has escaped your Spectatorial Penetration. 1733 Epitaph
in St. Michael's churchyard. Coventry, John Partes .. a
Gladiator by Profession, who after Having fought 359 battles

in the principal parts of Europe, .at length quitted the stage
[etc.], 1769 Junius Lett. (1772) I. xxiii. 166 His own honour
would have forbidden him from mixing his private pleasures
or conversation with jockeys, gamesters, blasphemers, gladi-
ators, or buffoons,

3. attrib. and Comb., as gladiator fight ; gladi-

ator-like adv.
1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. xciv, The new race of unborn

slaves, who. .rather than be free, Bleed gladiator-like. 1846
H. Torrens Mil. Lit. $ Hist. I. 109 Their gladiator fights

. .offer sufficient proof of the sanguinary nature of the people.

Gladiatorial (gl^diato^-rial), a. [f. L. glai/id-

tori-us (f. gladiator) + -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to gladiators.

1751-67 Jortin Feci. Hist. II. 290 He [Constantine] made
a law against Gladiatorial shews, which however continued
till Honorius put an end to that wicked diversion, ad. 403.

1773 Melmoth Cato (1820) 140 'You were disappointed',

said he, ' of being present at the gladiatorial combats in

Rome '. 1811 Byron Hintsfr. Horace 273 The gladiatorial

gore we teach to flow In tragic scene disgusts. 1857 Birch
Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 279 The games of the circus, the

incidents of gladiatorial life. 1875 Poste Gaius m. Conim.
(ed. 2) 422 The first gladiatorial show at Rome was exhibited

b.c. 264. 1890 G. A. Smith Isaiah II. xii. 202 We do not
vivisect our murderers nor kill them off by gladiatorial

combats.

2. fig. Of debate or controversy which is merely

contentious.
1813 A. Bruce Life A. Morns vi. 148 Tills contentious and

gladiatorial manner of speaking. 1851 Robertson Serm.
Ser. iv. (1863) I. Introd. 6 They spent their days in tourna-
ments of speeches, and exulted in gladiatorial oratory. 1886
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Earl Set.horse Def Ch. Eng. m. xvii. 294, I have dealt
with the more substantial accusations brought against the
Church of England. The rest are gladiatorial.

t Gladiatorian, a. Obs. [f. as prec. +-an.]
a. =prec. b. Resembling a gladiator.
1647 A. Ross Myst. Poet. vi. (1675) 126 And such gladia-

torian women . . have shaken off all modesty. 1710 Shaktf.sb.
Adv. Author 11. § 3. 113 The Gladiatorian, and other san-
guinary Sports which we allow our People, sufficiently dis-

cover what our National Taste is. 1711 — Charac. Misc. 1.

ii. III. 12 A kind of Amphitheatrical Entertainment ex-
hibited to the Multitude, by these Gladiatorean Pen-men.
1731 Herkelev Atciphr. I. 181 Their insolent treatment of
Captives . . their Bloody Gladiatorian Spectacles.

Gladiatorism [gbe'diiU&riz'm). [f- Gladiator
+ -ism.] The practice of fighting after the fashion

of gladiators. Alsoyf^.
i860 in Worcester (citing Ch. Ob.\. 1862 Milman in

Gibbons Dec/. iy F. Mem. 92 note, Two Christian prelates
engaged in this fierce intellectual gladiatorism. 1884 R. F.

Burton Bk. Sword -2%-$ Gladiatorism lasted in England after

a fashion till the days of Addison.

Gladiatorship (glce'di^taijip). [f. as prec.

+ -SHIP.] The occupation of a gladiator; display

of gladiatorial skill. AUofg.
1830 CROLV George IV, 378 They saw nothing in the most

gallant successes, but a waste of national blood . . a vulgar
gladiatorship. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 788 There was no
contention of mind with mind .. no brilliant gladiatorship.

1883 Content/*. Rev. Nov. 707 Browning seems positively to
revel, as though for the mere mental gladiatorship .. in

these labyrinthine convolutions of juggling sophistry.

t Gla'diatory, ct. and sb. Obs. [ad. L.gladid-

tari-us.] A. adj. ~ Gladiatorial.
i6oj Se<;ar Hon. Mil. <y Civ. iv. iii. § 3. 213 The first vse

of wearing Crownes was in Tragedies and gladiatory com-
bats. 165a Urquhart JVttr/Wks. (1834) 220 In the gladi-

atory art so superlatively expert and dextrous. 17:6 M.
Davies At/ten. Brit, hi. Crit. Hist. 7 The Gladiatory Tribe
of the Independants. 1730 A. Gordon Maffeis Amphith.
3 Gladiatory combats . . were long in Use at Rome.

B. sb. Gladiatorial art or practice. In qaot.fg.
1653 Sir W. Denny Pelican. 111. 223 How comes . . such a

Gladiatory in the Schools .. such Challenges of the Pen,
such Animosities in Discourse?

Gladiatrix (glaedi^'triks). rare. [f. Gladia-
tor : see -tkix.] A female gladiator.
1802 W. G IF ford tr. Juvenal I. 34 note, Her profligacy,

however, may have tempted Juvenal to transfer her name
to this noble gladiatrix.

t Gladiatry. Obs. rare— l
. [app. f. Gladiator,

after sbs. in -KY.] Gladiators collectively.

1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 74 So Ruben in his affected

Colouring ..and Cornelius of Harlem in his loose & un-
trussed figures, like old and beaten Gladiatry; seem .. to

abuse that gentle and modest licence, which [etc.].

t Gladiature. Obs. rare. [ad.L. gladidtura,

i. gladius*. cf. Gladiator.] = Gladiatorship.
1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv, xxi. 271 Nay in their Am-

phitheatricall gladiatures, the lives of captives lay at the
mercy of the Vulgar. 1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Gladiature,
the feat of fighting with sword.

Gladin, obs. form of Gladdon.
Gladiole (glae*di#«l). Also 5, 7 gladiol, 6 gla-

dioli, [ad. h. gladiol-us : see next] = Gladiolus.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I, 1016 And curiage, and gladiol

the longe ; F-ek amarak, and other fresshest flouris. 1578
Lytk Dodoens 11. xxxviii. 196 Corne flagge, or Gladioli. 1605
Sylvester Dh Bartas 11, iii. 1. Vocation 562 The yellow
Night-shade and blew Gladiol'sjuyce,Where-with her sleep-

swoln heavy lids she glews. 1803 J.Abercrombie'sEv. Man
OtvnGard. (ed. 17) 603 Narcissuses and jonquils, .gladiotes,

bulbous-iris .. may now be planted. 1863 Denise I. 169
Tall pink gladioles in the patches of green corn.

!! Gladiolus (glsedaitfbs, glccdiju-bs). PI.

gladioli, -oluses. [L. (dim. of gladius sword)

;

used as a plant-name by Pliny. Cf. F. glaieut.]

1. +a. The corn-flag or Gladdox (obs.). b. An
iridaceous plant having sword-shaped leaves and
spikes of brilliant flowers ; the varieties most
commonly cultivated are natives of S. Africa.
Sometimes, instead of the pi. gladioli, the sing, is used

with a collective force; see quots. 1664, 1866.

< 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 182 WiS blxdran sare . . xenim
bysse wyrte wyrttruman utewearde Se man gladiolum, &
oprum naman glaedene nemneb. 1567 Mapi.et Gr. Forest

45 Gladiolus, his form and proportion of leafe is like to

Sedge, his flower yealow in a maner like to the flower

Deluce. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1679) 21 Take up your
Gladiolus now yearly, the Blades being dry. 1775 Masson
in Phil. Trans. LXVL 279 We collected a great number of
beautiful plants, particularly ixiae, irides, and gladioli. 1796
tr. Thunberg's Cape G. Hope in Pinkerton Voy. (1814) XVI.
65 It [a mole] feeds on several sorts of bulbous roots.,

especially Gladioluses, Ixias. Antholyzas, and Irises. 1864
H'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) II. vii. 346 A clump of

the large scarlet gladiolus is my daily delight at present.

1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 538 White arums, orchises, and pink
gladiolus. 1873 Ouida Pascarel II. 162 The millet filled

with crimson gladioli and great scarlet poppies.

2! Anat. * A term for the second piece or body
of the sternum ' (Syd. Soe. Lex. 1885).

I Gla'dish, v. Obs. rare-*\ [ad. F. glattss-,

lengthened stem of OF. glatir to bark = It. ghiat-

tire, Sp., Pg. latir, med.L. glattire, prob. of imi-

tative origin.] intr. To bark.

1584 Hudson Dh Bartas' Judith 111. 104 As doth the

bounds . . Com gladishing at hearing of his home.

II Gladius ^gUr'-dUfe). [L. gladius.']

1. A sword, nonce-use.

1873 Ili.-RTON Hist. Scot. I. i. 6 Charge them with the

gladius.

2. The sword-fish (so called by Pliny).
c 15x0 Andrewe Noble Ly/e xv. in Babees Bk. 234 Gladius

is a fisshe so named because he is mouthed after the fascyon
of a sworde poynt.

3. Anat. ' The horny endoskeleton or pen of

cuttle-fishes' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885^
187a Nicholson Palaeont. 295 Dibranchiate Cephalopods.
— Fam. 3. Teuthidae.—Shell consisting of an internal horny
' pen ' or 'gladius', composed of a central shaft and two
lateral wings.

Gladlesa (glre'dles), a. rare. [f. Glad sb.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of gladness or joy.

c 1590 T. Watson On death Sir F. Walsingham Poems
(Arb.* 163 Now in the woods let mght-rauns croak by daie,

and gladles Owles shrike out. 1894 R. H. Davis Eng.
Cousins 221 There are no such faces anywhere else in the
world. They are brutal, sullen, and gladless.

Gladly (glse'dli), a. Obs. exc. arch. [f. Glad
^. + -ly'.] fa. Bright, beautiful, splendid, pre-

cious (obs,). b. Glad, joyous, joyful.

a. a 1000 Widsith 66 {Gr.) Me basr GuShere forjeafglaed-
licne mabbum songes to leane.

b. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxxxii. 1 Efne hu glasdlic b!3 and
god swylce [L. quam bonum et quant j'ucundum] battle

broSur on an begen hicgen. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 36
Heo glystnede ase gold when hit gtemede, Nes ner gome
so gladly on gere. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 115 pe
ilondes of be world, bat beeb alwey gladliche for to hire new
binges. 184a Plsev Crisis Eng. Ch. 132, I trust that 'the
burden and heat of the day' will be gladlier to us. 1864—
Led. Daniel vi. 306 At the Feast of Tabernacles, .when
hearts would be gladliest.

Gladly (gbxdli), adv. Forms: 1 glredlice, 3
glad d) like

,
gladluche , -lis, -li

ve, 3-4 gledliche,

3-5 gladliche, (4 -lik, -lygh), 5 gladdely, 5-6
Se. glaidlie, 6 gladlye, 3- gladly. Comp. 3
gledluker

,
gladliker, 4 gladloker , -laker, -liere,

5 6 gladlyer, (5 gladlyur\ 6- gladlier. Sup.

4 gladlyest, 6- gladliest. (Now commonly more,

most gladly.) [f. Glad a. + -IT -.]

1. In a glad fashion ; with gladness or joy. Also,

in weaker sense, willingly, with alacrity, esp. in

phr. L (you, he, etc.) would gladly (do something).
rooo tr. Bxda's /list. II. vii. (.1890) 116 He glaedlice all

cor&lic ping waes oferhleapende. a 1100 O. E. Chron. 1 Laud
MS.) an. 10140a com ^ESelred cyning .. ham to hisa^enre
Seode, & he glaedlice fram lieom eallum onfangen waes.

( 1200 Ormim 12384 pe« . . didenn gladdli} batt he badd
Onn^aen Drihhtiness wdle. a 1225 Ancr. R. 188 Go?S nu
beonne gledluker .. touward be muchele feste of heouene.

c 1300 Havelok 906 Gladlike wile ich feden be, c 1400

Maundf.v. (1839) xvlii. 195 Thei drynken gladlyest mannes
Blood. < 1460 Toivneley Myst. viii. 144 Gladly thay Wold
me greyf, if I sych bodworde broght.

(

155a Bk. Com. Prayer,
Ordering Deacons, Will you doe this gladly and willingly?

1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 289 Gladliest I of your fleecie

sheepe.. would take on me the keep. 16x7 Moryson Itin.

1. 237 They would gladly have taken this occasion to extort

much money from the Krires. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 731
Scepter and Power, thy giving, I assume, And gladlier shall

resign. 1709 Berkeley Theory Vision § 1 12, I should gladly

be informed whether it be not true. 1831 Lamb EUa 11. To
Shade ElUston, Or art thou enacting Rover (as we would
gladlier think) by wandering Klysian streams? 1875 Iowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 80, I applaud your purpose, and will gladly

assist you.

fb. Do gladly, a polite phrase used when
offering food to a person. Obs.

15. . Friar % Boy 75 in Ritson Anc. Pop. P. 38 The boye
drewe forth suche as he had, And sayd, do gladly.

f2. a. Aptly, with evident reason, b. To do or

be . . . gladly : to be accustomed or ' apt
y

to. (Cf.

Gr. <pi\(iv to love, to be accustomed.) Obs.

c 1385 Chaucer L.G. W. 770 Thisbe, And this was gladly

in the eue tyde Or wondyr erly, lest men it espiede. c 1386
— Pars. T. F 813 Auowtrie is set gladly in the ten

comandementz bitwixe thefte and manslaughter, for it is

the grettest thefte that maybe. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P.R. vm. xvii. (Tollem. MS.), A scorpion is a beste bat

styngeb gladly with be tayle. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. ix.

(1544) 18 b, The wrong partie gladly hath a fall. 1483

Caxton Gold. Leg. 140/2 Where as ben corners there is

gladly filth.

Gladness (glycines), [f. Glad a. + -nehs.]

The state of being glad; joy, rejoicing, f Also,

cheerfulness, alacrity (in action).

rooo tr. Bmda'sHist. v. xvii. [xix.J (1891) 454 pa ongan M
bysceop lustfullian ba.*s iungan snytro . . & glaednesse his

daeda. a 1x15 Ancr. R. 126 Al bet hurt ft al pet sore were
uor3iten & for^iuen uor glednesse. a 1*40 Ureisun in

Cott. Horn. 199 Ich be biseche . . pat bu bringe bene
Munuch to bire glednesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 5249 Quen
ioseph wit his fader mett . . bai gret for gladnes. 1382

Wyclif 1 Esdras iv. 63 Thei iojeden fid out with musikis

and gladnessys seuene da^es. 1413 Filgr- Sowle (Caxton

1483) iv. xx. 64, I had ioye entier and eke gladnesse.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 75 The greate gladnes, the

hertie rejoysyng and the greate delight that the comen
people had at this Concorde. 1606 Shaks. Tr. *$• Cr. 1. i. 39
Sorrow, that is couch'd in seeming gladnesse, Is like that

mirth, Fate turnes to sudden sadnesse. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 141 P 4 My company gave alacrity to a frolick,

and gladness to a holiday. 1814 S. Rogers Jacquel. 1. 74
Her every gesture said 'rejoice', Her coming was a glad-

ness. 1874 Green Short Hist. v. § 1. 213 It is this new
gladness of a great people which utters itself in the verse of

Geoffrey Chaucer.

Gladon, obs. form of Gladdon.
' Glaclship. Obs. [f. Glad a. + -ship.] -

Gladness.

("975 Rushw. Gosp. John iii. 29 ^ifea vet glaedscip min
£ifyl|ed is. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 436 Drihten crist is

.. mid ealles modes gledscype to herienne. ciiooOrmin
783 Annd tu shallt off hatt child Habbenn gladdshipe &
blisse. a 1240 Ureisun'xwCott. Horn. 191 Alle cristene men
owen . . singen 5e lofsong mid swu6e muchele gledschipe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23603 |>air ioi, pair gladdscip, qua can
tell? 1375 Barbolr Bruce xn.209 In hert gret gladschip
can he ta. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. ii. (1869) 1 Ther
was al gladshipe, ioye with oute sorwe. c 1500 Lancelot
2761 Yow may bewail the day As of his deith, and gladschip
aucht to ses. a 1597 Way to Thrift in Certain MS. Poems
F 6 b, When gladdshippe growes into grame.

Gladsome (glse-ds£m), a. Also 4-5 gladsum,
4, 6 gladsom, 6 Se. glaidsum. [f. Glad sb. +
-SOME.]

1. Of things, events, places, etc. : Productive of
gladness ; cheering, pleasant.
c 1386 Chaucer Nuns Pr. Prol. 12 Swich thyng is glad-

som as it thynketh me And of swich thyng were goodly for

to telle. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 232 All thynges
and wethers fallen to me joyfull and lykyng and gladsum
as I wold haue hem. 1597 T. Payne Royal Exch. 17
A greater confidens of that gladsome resurrection. 1611
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 8 The Kings Gouernour
after the victory rode. .with the gladsome tidings. .to the

King and Legate. 1633 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1636) 60
Noah when hee had been tossed but a yeare upon the waters,

then Mount Ararat was to him a gladsome place. 1728
Pope Odyss. xxiv. 453 On chairs and beds in order seated
round They share the gladsome board. 1775 Adair Amer,
Ind, 298 He flattered himself that the scalps., would prove
a gladsome sight to our people. i&$$DEQy\NCKY A utobiog.

Sit. Wks. I. 202 The day on which a Roman triumphed
was the most gladsome day ofhis existence. 1877 Mrs.
Oliphant Makers Flor. vi. 163 We have the gladsome and
joyful sight of fruitful slopes.

2. Of looks and feelings : Expressive of, or char-

acterized by, gladness.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 256 He welcummyt thame vith

gladsum fair. 01420 Hoccleve De Reg. Prt'nc. 1365 Hir
gladsome looke made me truste hir wele. 1583 N. Liche-
field tr. Castanheda^s Conq. E. Ind. iv. 11 Clapping their

hands for ioy thereof, which manner of gladsome reioysing.

they vsed three or foure times. 1605 Camden Rem. 3
Whereas the saide Panegyrist falleth into a gladsome
admiration. 17*0, T. Cooke Tales, $c. 81 The Sailor so,

with gladsome Eye, Th' unruffePd Main . . Views. 1831
Lander Adv. Nigerl. iii. 113 Countenances more gladsome
and animated than can be conceived.

b. trans/, said of inanimate nature and its

aspects.

1513 Douglas JEneis xii. Prol. 78 The cornis croppisand
the beris new brerd Wyth glaidsum garmond revesting the

erd. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Pilgrimage iv, At length

I got unto the gladsome hill. 1710 Philips Pastorals
ii. 6 Their Notes soft-warbling to the gladsome Spring.

1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague in. i. When the silent stars

Stole out so gladsome through the dark-blue heavens.

1868 Hawthorne Amer. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 75 The glad-

some sunshine.

3. Of persons, the mind, heart, etc. : Having a

glad or joyous nature or mood ; filled with glad-

ness. Also of birds, f Gladsome of*, glad of (cf.

Glad a. 3 b).

c i+ioSir Cleges 30 Sche was full good sekyrly, And glad-

sum both day and nyghte. 148s Monk of Evesham (Arb.)

89 The monke schewyd hym selfe to the abbot, .ful gracyous
of syghte and gladsum of chere. 1530 Palsgr. 314A Glad-
some, cherefull, alaigre. 1570-6 LAMBARDEyVraw//'. Kent
(1826) 390 Queen Elizabeth . . our most gratious and glad-

some GoveIr]nour. 1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace ii. 8

He vsed to be gladsome and merily conceited. 1624 Milton
Ps. exxxvi. 1 Let us with a gladsome mind Praise the

Lord. 1635 J. Haywakd tr. Biondts Banished Virg. 61

So gladsome was the Knight of this gift, that [etc.]. 1793-4
Wordsw. Guilt fy Sorroiv xxviii, We two had sung, like

fladsome birds in May. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 13
'romthe sky the gladsome lark warbles his heaven-tuned

song. 1837 Hawthorn* Twice-'l'old T. (1851) II. xii. 184

Peter smiled like a gladsome man. 1867 G. Macdonald
Poems 143 Carried it about the land, Gladsome as a boy.

4. quasi-rtf/v. Gladly.

1540 Palsgrave Acolastus iv. ii. Siij, I have done it

gladsom .i. with a good wyll.

Gladsomely (glards#mli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY -.] In a gladsome fashion.

1375 Barboi'r Bruce xvi. 20 He resauit hym gladsumly.

C1550 U. L. Pleasant Pathivaye, etc. Aj b(T.), I. .behelde

the sunneshynesogladsomely. 1635J. HavwardU. Biondts
Banish'd Virg, 175 Whom hee Andes gladsomely enjoying

the sweete company of [etc.J. 1663 Flagellum, or O.
Cromwell (1672) 29 Those who had lodg'd their private

hopes in the Common Ruine, did most gladsomely salute

the Designs of Oliver. 1830 Blackiv. Mag. XXVII. 80

Which meets us soothingly, be we in sadness, or gladsomely,

be we in joy. 1890 C. Dixon Stray Feathers vii. 81 The
birds singing gladsomely.

GladsomenesS (glie'dspmnes\ [f. as prec. +

-ness.J The state or condition of being gladsome
;

gladness, joy.

1413 Pilgr, Scnvle (Caxton 1483) v. xiii. 104 Ryal robes of

ioye and of gladsomnesse. 1549 Chaloner tr. Erasm. on

Folly I iij a, The same not seeldome disavaileth to the glad-

somenesse and pleasure of the lyfe. a 1651 Calderwood
Hist. Kirk (1843I II. 132, I .. declared unto her your
Majestie's gladsomnesse of her recoverie of her late sicke-

nesse. 18x6 J. Wilson City ofPlague in. i. 246 Childhood
lost Its bounding gladsomeness. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers
III. ix. 294 The bells from every church steeple swung forth

their peals of gladsomeness.

Gladstone (glse dstan). [f. the name of Wil-

liam K. Gladstone (1808-98).] Used attrib. or

eltipt. to designate certain articles, a. Gladstone
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{claret) : a jocnlar name given to the cheap French
wines, the importation of which greatly increased

in consequence of the reduction in Customs duty
made by Gladstone while Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer in i860.
1864 Athenxum 558/3 The word ' Gladstone' will prob-

ably continue to indicate those French wines which his Act
cheapened for the general market. 1871 TROLLOPS Ralph
the Heir iii. Yes, we've got sherry, and port wine, and
Gladstone. 1884 A. Birbell Obiter Dicta Ser. 1. 86 To
make him unbosom himself over a bottle of Gladstone claret.

b. Gladstone {bag) : a light kind of portmanteau
or travelling-bag.
188a Miss Kraudon Mt. Royal III. i. it Hamleigh's

servant sitting behind, walled in by a portmanteau and a
Gladstone-bag. 1887 E. J. Goodman Too Curious vi, With
his Gladstone-bag in his hand. 1889 J. K. Jerome 3 Men
in Boat iv. 54 We got a big Gladstone for the clothes.

C.
( A roomy four-wheeled pleasure carriage with

two inside seats, calash top, and seats for driver

and footman' (Webster 1864'.

Gladstonian (glcdstd*'nign)a a. and sb. [f.

prec. + -1a\.] A. adj. Belonging to or character-

istic of \V. E.Gladstone; since 1886 used spec,

(chiefly by opponents) as the designation of the
party which supported Gladstone's proposals for

establishing Home Rule in Ireland.
1861 Illustr. Land. Neivs 27 Apr. 392/1 Another gigantic

Gladstonian oration. 1865 Sat. Rev. 5 Aug. 177 Anything
. . more Gladstonian than the written book it is impossible
to lay hands upon. 1886 Times 9 June 9/1 Where can the
Gladstonian Liberals hope to win seats? Against the Con-
servatives, supported as the latter will be by the Unionist
Liberals, Gladstonian candidates will fight at a far greater
disadvantage than in November last.

B. sb. 1. A supporter of Gladstone ; spec, a
member of the 'Gladstonian' party (see A).
1847 Mozley Lett. 6 Aug. (1885) 183 Rogers described the

melancholy meeting of three or four Gladstonians [i e. sup-
porters of Gladstone in the Oxford University election]. 1886
Times 26 May 9/2 Mr. Fenwick . .encouraged Ministers, in a
speech much applauded by the Gladstonians and Parnellites,

to stand firm and adhere to the [Home Rule] Bill.

2. = Gladstone a.

1864 Daily Tel. 3 May, The finest Chateau Lafitte was
introduced alongside the most rasping Gladstonian.

Hence Gladstonianism.
1886 Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. 10/2 He. .thought that what the

House of Lords was really out of sympathy with was
Gladstonianism. 1888 Sat. Rev. 22 Sept. 345/2 The whole
political capital of Gladstonianism.

Gladsum, obs. form of Gladsome.
Gladwin(e, -wyn, var. Gladdon.
Glady (gl^'-di), a. rare. [f. Glade ^,2 + -yL]

Glade-like ; abounding in glades.

1837 Arnold Let. clvi. in Stanley Life (1858) II. 72 The
snugness of that delicious glady field. 1851 Mrs. Marsh
Ravenscliffe III. ii. 22 As the door opened, giving a view
of the copsy and glady wood beyond. 1854 Tail's Mag.
XXI. 138 A magnificent banyan tree, that stood in the
glady openings of the forest.

Gladye, obs. inf. of Glad v.

Gladyn(e, -yyn, vars. Gladdon.
Gleed, obs. f. Glad a. ; obs. pa. t. of Glide v.

Glaeu, var. Glew a. Obs.

Glafe, obs. form of Glaive.

tGlagol 1
. Obs. rare- 1

. [&.OY . glagol, glagel,

mod.F. glaieul.'] = Gladiolus i a.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xm. iv, The flour is of glagol,

and smellett only of complaynte.

Glagol 2 (glse'g^)- D*PP- a back-formation from

next.] The Glagolitic alphabet. (In recent Diets.)

Glagolitic (glseg(5li"tik), a. [ad. mod.L. gla-

golitictts (cf. Ger. glagolitisch), f. Serbo-Croat.

glagolica (c = ts), the Glagolitic alphabet, f. the

Common Slavonic glagol, word.
The reason for the name is uncertain; it is conjectured

(Miklosich Glagolitisches Alphabet in Ersch & Gruber
Encycl.) that glagol may in some dialect have had the

sense of 'letter , similarly slovo, which in Slavonic generally

means ' word ', has also the sense of ' letter ' in Croatian.

The distinctive epithet of the ancient Slavonic

alphabet (called also ' Hieronymian ', 'Illyrian',

and 'Slovenish') still retained in the service-books

of the Roman Catholics of the Slavonic rite in

Dalmatia, etc. ; also used as a designation of the

Roman Catholics of the Slavonic rite.

1861 Neale Notes on Dalmatia, etc. 98 In the case of
mixed marriages between a Glagolitic and Latin Catholic,

the children follow the rite of the father. 1861 Max Muller
Set. Lang. v. 187 note, Oldest dated MS. of 1056, written

for Prince Ostromir. Some older written with Glagolitic

letters. 1881 Academy 26 Mar. 226 The Slave?, when they
became converts to Christianity, framed two alphabets, the
Cyrillic and the Glagolitic.

Glaid, obs. Sc f. Glad a
y
Glede.

Glaid, obs. Sc. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Glide v.

Glaif, obs. Sc. form of Glaive.

Glaik (gl^k), sb. Sc. [Of obscure origin ; con-

nexion with Gleek is suggested by the sense, but

its phonological possibility is not evident.

Possibly sense 4, though recorded late, may be the original

;

the notion of ' deceit ' has often developed from that of
' dazzling '. Otherwise sense 4 must be regarded as a distinct

word.] ^
1. //. Mocking deception ; chiefly in the phrases

Vol. IV.

to give (fplay) one the glaiks, to cheat, swindle

one ; to get the gtaik^s, to be cheated or deceived.

Cf. Gleek j&2
1508 Kennedie Flyting zv. Dunbar 497 Greit in the

glaykis, gude Maister Gilliam gukkis. 153S Lyndesav
Satyre 1871, I se they haue playit me the glaiks. 1571
Salir. Poems Reform, xxv. no This sylit, begyllt, They
will bot get be glaikis. 1596 Dai.rymple tr. Leslie's Hist-
Scot. x. 47T Another writeng sensles, fill of Gukis and
Glaikis. 1681 Colvil Whigs Snpplic. (1751) 59 We did
nothing but hunt the glaiks. Note. Hunt the glaiks, go
of a fool's errand. 17.. in Herd's Coll. Anc. Sc. Songs
(1776) II. 230 She gave me the glaiks when a' was done. 1755
R. Forbes Ajax's Sp. 7 Yet routh o' honour he has got,

Kv'n tho' he gets the glaik. 1805 A. Scott Poems (i8o8j 121

Lads the glaiks did gie ye. .when ye were young.

2. A contemptuous epithet applied to a person.

["1550 Christis Kirice Gr. xxiii, His wyf bad him ga
hame, Gib Glaiks.] 1814 Saxon $ Gael I. 20 Och sorrow
be on the glaik, my own heart will never warm to her.

3. ' A child's toy or puzzle ' (Jam.).
[1638 : perh. quot. forglaxe should come here ; see Glaiks.]

1890 W. Gregor Notes to Dunbar^s Poems (S. T. S.) 62,

I have seen a toy called ' the glaykis ', which was composed
of several pieces of notched wood fitted into each other in

such a manner that they can be separated only in one way.
1896 Crockett Grey Man iii, Why should a grown man.

.

care about the glaiks and puppet plays of a lassie of sixteen ?

4. A flash of light. Also fig.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midl.xn, Gazing, glancing-glasses they
are, fit only to fling the glaiks in folk's een. 1819 W.
Tennant Papistry Storm*a (1827I 175 His een .. Ae single

styme afore his nose, They couldna see for glaiks. 1823
Galt Entail'II. 186 He has glaiks and gleams o' sense about
him, that [etc.]. 1830 — Laurie T. in. v. (1849) IO° 1 ne
rising sun was . . sprinkling the floor of the forest aisles with
glaiks and gleams.

t Glaik, v. Sc. Obs. AIso6glak. [f. Glaik sb.]

1. intr. To gaze wantonly or idly.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xx. 42 The blenkyne of
ane E Ay gart the goif and glaik. c 1500 Bi;kll Pass. Filer.
in J. Watson Collect, \17c6) it. 29 On sick consaits to glaik.

2. trans, a. To befool, delude, b. ? To pervert,

sophisticate.

1500-ao [see below], c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xi.

33 Get 3e ane goldin hour to glak thame [women]. 1567
Gude § G. Ballads (1897) 178 Thocht thow be of ReHgioun
. . ^it and thow glaik or gagioun The treuth, thow sail cum
downe.

3. To dazzle (the eyes).

1819 W. Tennant Papistry Stormed (1827I 3 Thou at his
elbtick stood unseen, And wi' thy glamour glaik'd his een.

Hence tGlai -king" vbl. sb. Also f Glai ker,

one who 'glaiks*.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems xvii. 4 Sum takkis our Iittill aw-

toritie, And sum our mekle, and that is glaiking; In taking
sowld discretioun be. <i 1605 Polwakt Flyting w. Mont-
gomerie 751 Gleyd glaiker, roome raiker.

Glai'kery. Sc, Also 6 glaikrie. [f. Glaik
sb. + -ERY.] Foolish, wanton, or giddy conduct.
c 1580 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. 203 Young men for

glaikrie can not agrie with age. 1816 J. Duff Poems 81 Ye'd
quite yeie glaikery, an' at last be wise.

Glaikit (gU'kit), a. Sc. and north. Also 5
glakyt, 6 glaykit, -yt, 8 glakit, 6- glaiket,

[Related to Glaik sb. and v., but recorded earlier

than these.] Senseless, foolish. In later use

:

Thoughtless, flighty, giddy (said esp. of women).
c 1450 Henrvson Sum Practysis Med. 1. Poems (1865) 43

Your saying I haif sene, and on syd set it, As geir of all

gaddering, glaikit, nocht gude. ^ 1470 Henry Wallace x.

845 3°n glakyt Scottis can ws nocht wndyrstand ; Fulys
thai ar. 1540 Compl. Scot. xv. 136 It vas teleuit be al the
Romans that he [Brutus] vas becum frenetic and glaykit.

a 1605 Montgomerie Poems x. 18 Some we sie, in evry age,
Lyk glaikit fools, gang gooked gaits. 1786 Burns To Unco
Guid 12 Poor mortals, That frequent pass douce Wisdom's
door. For glaikit Folly's portals. 1824 Scott Redgauntlct ii,

A glaiket ne'er-do-weel. 1862 Hislop Prcrv. Scot.tr] Glib i' the
tongue is aye glaiket at the heart. 1893 in Northumbld. Gloss.

Hence Glai kitly adv., foolishly, thoughtlessly

;

Gl.ii kitness, flightiness.

a 1500 Ratis Raving 342 Al thar disport and thar blycht-
nes Is al in foly and glaikitness. 1823 Lockhart Reg.
Dalton III. 171 Bid her have done wi' her glaiketness for a
wee, and let's hear plain sense for ance. 1837 R. Nicoll
Poems (1843) 299 If glaikitly we yokit, We wad be toilin'

sair. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Glaikedness, giddiness.

Glaiks. Sc. (? Obs.) and Anglo-Irish. Also 7
glaxe. (See quot. 1880 ; but the sense in the other

passages is doubtful; quot. 1638 may belong to

Glaik j&j.)
1638 Adamson Muses Threnodie, Invent. Gabions 96 In

one nooke stood Loquhabrian axes, And in another nooke
the glaxe is. 1814 Train Mountain Muse 144 With platter,

glaiks and quern mill. 1880 Antrim $ Down Gloss., Giaiks,
a lever attached to a churn-staff, by use of which the churn-
ing is less laborious.

Glair (gle*-1), sb.^ Forms : 4-6 glayre, gleyre.

(5 gleyere, gley3y(e)r, 6 gleyr), 4-7 gleire, (6
gleir, gle(e>e, 6-7gleare), 7-9 glare, 5-glaire,
8- glair, [a. F. glaire, found in 13th c. The
forms in the other Rom. languages (Pr. glara, clara,

It. chiara, Sp.clara) indicate h. clara, fern, oiclarits

bright, clear, as the source of the Fr. word.
The change of initial from c to g must have been early, as

^Elfric's Gloss, (c 1000) has 'Glara, a;*-lim ' ; some scholars
have ascribed it to confusion with gldrea gravel, but this

is unlikely, as there is no evidence that this word had the
sense of * clay ' or adhesive soil. Med. L. gtaria, applied to

the viscid juice of grapes in Earth. De Prop*: Rerum, is

prob. a latinization of F. glaire.]

1. The white of an egg; freq. in full the glair of
an egg, of eggs. Also, a technical term for pre-

parations made from the whites of eggs and used
in various trade- processes, esp. book-binding (see

quot. 1893).
13.. E. /•-'. Allit. P A. 1025 pe wal of Iasper bat glent as

glayre. < 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 253 Vn-
siekked lym Chalk and gleyre of an ey. 1430-40 Lydc.
Bochas I. xx. 36 b, They have strictories to make their skin
to shine Wrought subtilly of gommes and of glaire. c 1440
/'romp. Par:'. 198/2 Gleyre of eyryne, or ober lyke(A".gleyere,
//. gley^yr of eyre, P. gley^yer' of eyr'), glarea. c 1485
E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 72 Grynde vermeione one a
stone with newe glayre, and put a lytylle of the ;o!ke of an
ay thereto, and so write therewith. 1573 Art of Limming^
To make glaire take the whyte of newe laide egges [etc.].

1634 Peacham Gent. Exere. 1. xxi. 67 Gumme lake is made
with the glaire of egs, strained often and very short. 1761
Brit. Mag. II. 45 Instead of the glair of eggs, gum-water is

frequently used. 1811 Self Instructor 560 To make the
glare of eggs. 1883 St. James's Gaz. 30 Nov. 5 1 The yelk
is compounded with phosphorus, the glair with albumen,
and the shell is made with lime. 1893 Q. Rev. July 185 The
'glaire' or adhesive substance with which those portions of
the cover are to be coated which are intended for gold
ornamentation.
Comb. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Glaire-dcaler, a vender

of broken e^gs, albumen, &c.
2. trans/. Any similar viscid or slimy substance.
a 1529 Skelton E. Runimyng-21*, Her lewde lyppes twayne

They slauer, men sayne, Lyfce a ropy raytie, A gummy
glayre. 1574 Mirr. Mag., Morindusxv, Rammishe stenche,
blond, poyson, slymy glere That in his body, so aboundaunt
were. 1665 Hookf. Miaogr. 51 Any glutinous Liquor, as
.. Oyl of Turpentine, Glare of Snails, &c. 1790 Sir VV.

Fordycf. Muriatic Acid n, I found the tongue black
and dry, with a black glare on the teeth, i860 Gossf.
Rom. Nat. Hist. 160 The mass, which seems a mere drop
of thin glatre, almost or quite homogeneous [etc.). 1865
T. R. Jonfs in Intel/. Obstrv. Mar. 122 The transparent glair

produced from decomposing vegetables.

t Glair, sb.'A Obs. rare— '. In 5 glayre. [a.

OF. glaire. glayre :—L. gldrea."] Gravel.
1481 Caxton Myrr. n. xxi. in By Acres the Cyte is

founden a maner of sande and there is founden also of the
glayre of the see whiche ben medled to gydre, And of thyse
two myxtyons is made good glasse and clere.

Glair fgle«i), v. Forms : 6 gleer, glare, S

glaire, 9 glair, [f. Glajrj^.1] trans. To smear
with glair

; f also gen. to paint, daub.

1563 87 Foxe A. $ M. (1684) I. 754/2 Lewd Wrights of

Stocks hew and form such Crosses and Images, and after

that, lewd Painters gleer them with Colours. 1598 J.Makston
A/eta?u. Pigmalion, etc. Sat. iii. (1598} 52 His clothes per-

fum'd, his fustie mouth is ayred, His chinne new swept, his

verycheekes are glared [printed glazed ; but note the rime}.

x 755 Johnson, To Glaire, to smear with the white of an egg.

This word is still used by the book-binders. 1885 Lock Work-
shop Rec. Ser. iv. 245 The edge [of the book] is now glaired

evenly, and the gold, .is then gently laid on the edge which
has been glaired.

fig. 1563 Mirr. M^ag., Rivers ix, Well saust with lyes,

and glared all with glee.

Giair, var. Glak sb., Glaiie a.

Glaireous (^leVr^as), a. Also 8-9 glareous,
glairous. [f.GLAiu sb. ' + -(e)ous. Cf. F.glairettx.]

Having the nature or appearance of glair.

1755 Johnson, Glareous. 1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII.
146/2 There is a glareous liquor. 1806 Knight in Phil.
Trans. XCVII. 104 A glareous fluid, as Du Ham-1 has
stated, exudes from the surface of the alburnum. 1819 H.
Busk Vestriad\. 219 These glareous eyes Death's fingers

glue. 1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. 787 Glareous. 1882

Ogilvif, Glaireous, Glairous. [As distinct words.] So in

later Diets.

Glairigenous fgle-Ti'd^enss), a. [f. Glair
sbA + -gen ! + -uus.] Producing slime, or mucus,

or glairin. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885.)

Glairin (glee-rin). Also glairine. [f. Glair
sb. 1 +-IN.] {See quots. and cf. Bare'ginie^
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 693 Of Glairin. This

name has been given to a peculiar substance which has been
observed in the sulphureous mineral waters of the Pyrenees.

1869 E. A.Paiikf.s Pract.Hygieneied. 3) 20 Other nitrogenous
substances are found—the so-called Glairine or the Zoogene.

1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 22 Apr. 866/2 Many mineral waters

on evaporation leave an organic residuum which goes by the

name of glairine.

Glairy (gle>ri\ a. Also 7 gleary, 8 gliry, 8-9
glairy, [f. Glair sb. 1 + -y 1

.] Of the nature of

glair ; viscid, slimy. Chiefly Path.
166a J. Chandler Van Hclmont's Or/at. 196 The venal

bloud being resolved by other poysons into a liquor Sunovie

or Gleary water, poyson, jaundous excrement, &c. doth flow

forth. 1737 Bracken Farriery Imfir. (17431 II. 216 The
Quantity of brownish gliry Matter that ran out. 1741 Monro
Anat. Nerves (ed. 31 26 A wounded Nerve yields a glairy

Sanies. 1809 Home in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 185 By mucus
ofanimals. I mean a glary fluid. 1827 W. Kennedy Poems
i2? Two glairy eyes Masked by foul putrefaction were un-

veiled. 1848 Carpenter Auim. Phys. i. (1872) 31 When a
considerable quantity of it exists in a fluid (as in the white

of the egg) it gives to it a glairy tenacious character. 1853

Zoologist II. 3823 On raising the skin, a glairy appearance

of the muscles and flesh (which was much wasted) presented

itself. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 115 A glairy secretion is poured

out from numerous immersed glands.

Comb. 1883 J. E. ADYin Knoiv/edgc 15 June 354/1 Threads
. .coated over with a glairy-looking deposit [protoplasm].

Hence Glai'riness, viscidity.

1866-7 Livingstone Last Jrnls. (1873) I. ii. 45 A little

gladness seemed to be present on the foreleg.
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GLAISE.

Glaise 1
. Sc 7 Obs. [Possibly a var. of Glace

sb* ; cf. glaze, mod. Sc. var. of Glace v.] A
touch of fire, a scorch. AXsoJig.
a 157a Knox Reform. Scot I. Wks. 1846 I. 17 Being bound

to the stalk in the myddest of some coallis [etc J a trane of
powder was maid and sett a fyre, quhilk gaue to the blessed
martyre ofGod a glaise, skrimpled his left hand, and that syd
of his face. 1825 Tamieson s.v., A glaise d the ingle, the
act of warming one s self hastily at a strong fire.

t Glaise *• Sc. Obs. [Origin and sense uncer-

tain
;
perh. a. OF.glais, glas, resounding noise (see

Glass sb.~)
;
perh. var. of Glace sb. 2

, used Jig:']

1585 Jas. I. Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 23 Whyles in that toung I

gaue a lusty glaise For to descryue the Troian Kings of olde.

Glaise, obs. form of Glaze.

Glaive (gl^'v), sX Also 3-6 gleyve, (6 gleive,

glieve), 4-6, 9 dial, gleve, 6-7, 9 dial, gleave,

9 dial, gleave
; 4 gla

v
y)fe, 4-6 glayve, (6 Sc.

glair, 5-7 glave. [a. OK. glaive, gleive lance

(mod.F. glaive poet. = sword).
Hatz-Darm. regard OF. glaive as an adapted form of L.

gladius (through the stages gladie, gtaic, glavie). Ascoli
supposes it to represent a Celtic *cladivo* (Olr. claideb
sword, Gael, clatdheamlt). Neither view, however, accounts
for the earliest meaning of the word in OF., which is also that
of MHG. glavte, glxvln, MDu. glavie, glaye, Sw. glaven.]

A name given at different periods to three distinct

kinds of weapons, viz. lance, bill, and sword.
The second of these senses seems to be peculiar to English,

the others are derived from French; in a large number of
passages it is impossible to determine from the context
which weapon is intended, esp. in the case of later writers.

+ 1. A iance or spear. Obs.

1297 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 4165 He hem ssende Mid gleyue
ober mid roches, and vewe aliue he let. a 1300 Cursor M.
7745 Nou her I leue be kynges glaiue. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
46^0 Hure }eate [ -ay] gunne defende, WybTaunces& gleues
kene. c 1430 Lohblich Grail xiii. 786 Togederis they weren
Met The len.ithe of A Gleyve with-outen let. 1592 Wyrley
Armorie, Ld.Ghandos 50 Sir Eustace. .Did baissefusgleaue
and well imbrace his shield.

fb. A lance set up as winning-post in a race,

and given as a prize to the successful competitor

;

hence, a prize. Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Sertn. Sel. Wks. IT. 258 ' Certis pei rennen
all, but oon of hem takib be gleyve .

.

' Men usen ofte bis

gamen, bat two men . . rennen a space for a priis, and he
bat com--b first to his ende shal have be gamen bat is sett,

wheber it be spere or gloves [z>. r. gley ves] or obir ping bat
is putt. 1483 Cath. Angl. 157/2 A Glayfe, brauium. 1500
Ortus I'ocab. E iij, Brauium est primum [1518 premium]
vel victoria : the pryceof a game, or agtayue. a 1555 Brad-
ford in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564)282 Caste your eies on
the gieue ye runne at, or els ye wil loose the game.
Comb. 1483 Cath. Angl. 157/2 A Glayfe wynner, braueta.

C. dial. A fish-spear.

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. xxxviii, There are
some that glave small fishes with a three-tined fish-spear
(glave). 1854 Miss Maker Northamptonsh. Gloss., G/eeve,
a pole about four yards long, with serrated prongs, used for
catching eels. 1879 W. G. Waters in Norfolk Archaeology
viii. 170 Gleave, an eel spear. 1893 Baring-Gould Cheap
Jack Z. II. 102 He . . produced a singular weapon or tool,

locally termed a gleve.

t 2. A weapon consisting of a blade fastened to

a long handle ; a kind of halbert. Obs.
c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 270 Ordeyn eche man. .to

be ther redy, With exys, gleyvis, and swerdys bryth. 1533
Ld. Berneks Froiss. I. lix. 80 He had in his hond a great
glaue, sharpe and well stelyd, and aboue the blade, ther was
a sharpe hoke of stele. 1542 Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. 276
Y° senates . . stood in feare of his billes & glieues. 1596
Spenser F. Q. v. xi. 58 [They] over all the fields themselves
did muster, With hils and glayves making a dreadfull luster.

1629 Maxwell tr. J/eroditt/t u. vit. 49 Suddenly the Country
Clownes came in with their Clubs and Glaiues [orig. rd t«

fuAa (cat tous n-eAeVeii : on p. 48 the same words are ren-
dered 'Clubs and Bills'], 1678 Butler Hud. in. ii. 543
Zeal, with aged clubs and gleaves Gave chase to rochets
and white sleeves.

tb. A soldier armed with a glaive. Obs.

1577 Holinshed< Chron. Eng. II. 954/1 There be in that
towne more than iij C. glaiues, and iij C. yeomen.
3. A sword ; esp. a broadsword, arch, and poet.
In early quots. possibly repr. Gael, claidheamh ; cf. glay-

more — Claymore.
C1470 Henry Wallace x. 367 Awkwart he stra'ik with his

scharp groundyn gfawe [ - 358 his gud suerd of steill]. 1513
Douglas /Eneis in. viii. 23 The feirs Orion with his goldin
glaif. 1670 Milton Hist. Fug. 11, Wks. 1851 V. 70.The
Britans had a certain skill with their broad swashing Swords
and short Bucklers .. Agricola discerning that those little

Targets and unweildie Glaves ill pointed, would soon become
ridiculous against the thrust and close, commanded [etc.].

1786 Burns When Guilford good iv, But Clintons glaive
frae rust to save. He hung it to the wa\ man. 1812 Byron
Ch. liar. 11. 1 viii, The Delhi with his cap of terror on, And
crooked glaive. 1810 Scott Ivanhoe xviii, To maintain the
. . honour of his English ancestry with the glaive and brown-
bill, the good old weapons of his country. 1887 Bowes Virg.
AKuetd 11. 393 (HeJ girds on the Achaean's glittering glaive.

Jig. 1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 15061 n. xii. 119
And therfore sayth the psalmyst, that the tonges of synners
is the glayues of y

H deuyll.

Hence Glaive v., f (a) to spear (a fish) (obs.) ;

(b) to arm with a glaive (nonce-use). Glaived
ppl. a.„ armed with a glaive.

1639 [see 1 c above]. 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg.,
IVallacevu. 9 Which helmed his brow, and glaved his hand.
1869 Lowell Cathedr. Poet. Wks. 1890 IV. 61 Of the glaived
tyrant and lorrg-memoried priest.

Q-laizie, obs. form of Glazy.
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Glak, obs. form of Glack ; var. Glaik v. Obs.

Glakit, -yt, obs. forms of Glaikit.
Glani '. Obs. txc.dial. [a. ON.glam(m noise,

din \Sw. glam merriment, loud mirth, Da. glam
barking of dogs), prob. echoic in origin.] Any
loud noise, as shouting, loud or merry talk, bark-
ing of dogs, etc. ; also, a shout, cry.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 830 penne seten fay at pesoper. .J>e

gestes gay &ful glad, ofglam debonere. 13.. Gaw.fyGr.Knt.
1426 Such a glauerande glam of gedered rachchez Ros, bat
be rocherez rungen aboute. Ibid. 1652 Much glam & gle
glente vp per-inne, Aboute be fyre vpon flet. a 1400-50
Alexander 5504 He heres A grete glauir & a glaam of
grekin tongis. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Worddtk. s.v.,

Hold your glam, anybody can't year theirzel spake.

Glam 2
. Sc. Also glaum, [var. of Clam sb.^

;

cf. Glan and Gland sb.'-*] pi. a. The iron jaws
of a vice (cf. Clam j/>.1 2 b). b. Pincers, nippers
(so clams in dial.), c. Hands (cf. Clam sb. 1

3).
1580 Inv. R. Wardr.{iZi$^ 302 Item, in the smiddie ane

irne studie ane licht hammer ane littill pair of glammis but
the vys. 18*4 Mactaggart Gallwid. Encycl. t Glaums,
instruments used by horse-gelders, when gelding. 1847-78
Halliwell, Glams, the hands. North/and.

Glam \ Var. of Clam sb.% 1.

1797 Polwhrle Hist. Dwon. I. 123 The Glam, a shell-fish

of the muscle kind, is found above Totnes wear.

Glam, var. Glaum v. Sc, to snatch.

Glama, obs. form of Llama.
t Gla*mer, sb. Sc. Obs. {? Alteration of Clam-

our; but cf. Glam ' and Icel. glamra to rattle.

Gael.clambar wrangling,evil report, scandal, andglambar
noise, outcry, are prob. from Eng. or Scottish.]

Aloud noise or tumult; public outcry, scandal.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lvii. 20 Sum [seekers after office!

lies thair advocattis in chamer And takis thame selffe thairof

na glamer. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. 182 Than come
3our king and sum Lords with ane glamer, And reft him
[KiccioJ from hir. 1584 Ibid. xlv. 393 Without respect of
warldlie glamer He past into the witchis chalmer.

Hence t Gla'mer v. trans., to raise a clamour
against,defame. +Gla*merous a., noisy, clamorous.
C1470 Henry Wallace vm. 302 At the reskew thar was a

glamrous rerd. 2490 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 46
Openly glammerand him, saiand scho said ger banys the
said Schir Jtohn out ofthistoune.

Glamer, glammar, glamor, obs. ff. Glamour.
Glammerie, obs. form of Glamoury.
Glamorous (glarmorss), a. Also glamourous,

[f. Glamour + -OUS.] Full of glamour.
1882 Ch. Q. Rev. Apr. 139 The eagle flight of Plato . . has

always the effect of making the plain world . . seem to reel

and spin .. it grows faint and glamorous. 1885 C. E.
Crahdock in Harpers Mag. Dec. 136/1 The mountains ..

wore a glamourous purple.

I lence Glamorously adv.

1891 E. Castle Consequences I. 1. ii. 34 The whole scene
..became as it were glamorously illuminated.

Glamour gloemaj),^. Also 8 glamer,glamor,
glammar, 9 Sc. glaumour. [Originally Sc, in-

troduced into the liteiary language by Scott. A cor-

rupt form of Grammar; for the sense cf. Gramarye
(and F. grimoire), and for the form Glomery.]
1. Magic, enchantment, spell ; esp. in the phrase

to cast the glamour over one (see quot. 1721).
?i7.. Johnny Faa in Ritson Sc. Songs (1794' II. 177 As

soon as they saw her well far'd face, They coost the glamer
o'er her. 1710 Ramsay Rise <r Fall Stocks 152 Like Relzie

when he nicks awitch, He. .Casts o'er her een his cheating
glamour. 1711 — Gloss, to Poems s.v., When devils, wizards
or jugglers deceive the sight, they are said to cast glamour
o'er the eyes of the spectator. 1789 Burns Capt. Grose's
Peregrin, iv, Ye gipsy-gang that deal in glamor, And you
deep read in hell's black grammar, Warlocks and witches.

1830 Scott Demonol. iii, This species of Witchcraft is well
known in Scotland as the glamour, or deceptio visus, and
was supposed to l>e a special attribute of the race of Gipsies.

1859 Tennyson Enid 743 That maiden in the tale, Whom
Gwydion made by glamour out of flowers, i860 Reade
Cloister fy //. I. 98 He known father and daughter both.

They cast their glamour on him. 1894 D. C. Murray
Making of Novelist 199 The man had a glamour for me and
drew me with the attraction of a magnet.

2. A magical or fictitious beauty attaching to any
person or object; a delusive or alluring charm.
1840 Hood Kilmansegg, Fancy Rail xxxvi, For to paint

that scene of glamour It would need the Great Enchanter's
charm. 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage 97, I know how
quickly the glamour fades in the test of constant inter-

course. 1874 Grekn Short J/ist. v. § 1. 213 A sudden burst

of military glory threw its glamour over the age of Cressy
and Poitiers.

3. attrib. and Comb. t as glamour gift, might;
glamour-learned ppl. a.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. in. ix. It had much of glamour
might, Could make a ladye seem a knight. 18x3 Ficken
Pastoral Eulogy 129 May be some wily lass has had the airt,

WT spells, an' charms, to win our Robin's heart ; An' hauds
him, wi' her Glaumour-gift, sae fell. 1819 G. S. Faber
Dispensations (1823) II. 94 During the reign of our glamour-
learned first James.

Glamour (^lse'maj), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To affect with glamour ; to cnarm, enchant.
1832-5* W. FERGussoNin Whistle- liinkie (Scat. Songs) Ser.

in. 109 For ither scenes, and ither charms, Hae glamour'd
Willie's een. 1835 J. P. Kennedy Horse Shoe R. xxxiv.
(i860) 382 He was wrought upon, bewildered, glamoured
{to use a most expressive Scotch phrase) by the remembrance
of a sickly dream. 1889 Timts 28 Oct. 5/6 The Greeks..

GLANCE.
glamoured with the prospect ofan addition to their European
consequence and greatness.

Hence- Gla'mouring///. a.

1871 Ii. Taylor Faust (1875) I. xxi. 182 The mountain's
side along Sweeps an infuriate glamouring Song.

Glamoured (glaema-id), ///. a. [f. Glamour
sb. r-EDii.J Affected with glamour.
1714 Ramsay Vision xiv. in Evergreen 11761) I. 220 All

this and mair maun cum to pass, To cleir zour glamourit
Sicht. 1889 Rider Hagcaku Cleopatra iii, The place, to
their glamoured sight, was a seething sea of bnakes.

Glamoury(,glK*mari). Also glaumerie, glam-
merie, glamourie. [Var. Glamouk sb. ; for the

termination cf. Gramarye.] Glamour, magic.
1821 Edin. Mag. Apr. 352 It maun surly be the pithiness

o' the style or sum bewitching glaumerie that gars fowk
glaum at them whare eir they can get a claucht. i8as Pbaeu
Lillian Poems 1866 I. 80 The shades of glamoury depart.

1847 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) I. 249 Glad as if we had
escaped from glamoury. 188a Contemp. Rev. July 24
liallads. all more or less touched with glamourie.

Glamp (glamp), v. Sc [Of obscure origin ; cf.

Glaum v. and Glam *,] intr. To grope, as in the
dark. To glamp at : to make snatches at.

1768 Ross Helenore 1. 38 An' sae I wakn'd glamping here
an there. 1813 D. Anderson Poems 79 (Jam.) He glampin'
raise An' tremblin', pat his claiseon. 1826 G. Beattif. John
G'Arnha' in Life (1863) 234 [Somelglampit at the vacant air.

t Glan. Obs. rare ~ \ [var. Glam ^, Clam ; cf.

Gland>>.J A comb-maker's vice (cf. quot.).
1688 R. Holme Armoury iu. 383/2 A pair of Glans, which

belong to the Trade of a Comb maker. .The Glans. .is two
pieces of Wood, square at top, and rounded off below, with
an Iron Pin through both yet so as they may widen a little.

Glan. obs. form of Glen.
Glance (glans), sb. 1 [f. Glance v.]

1. A swift oblique movement or impact. \ By
glance: obliquely. AlsoJig. ? Obs.

1570 Levins Manip. 21/10 A Glance, transitus. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 134 For they saile away, being not
once touched with the glaunce ofa shot, and are quickly out
of the Turkish canons reach. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. /
('655) 55 And though these speeches did not take their aime
directly at his Majesty, yet did they by glance and obliquely
deeply wound him. 1735 Somerville Chase m. 332 The
watchful angry Beast Th' Advantage spies ; and at one
sidelong Glance Kips up his Groin,

b. Cricket. 1 See quot. 1897.)
189a Daily AVmr 1 July 2 2 A remarkable ability to play

the stroke, which can be best described as the leg glance.

1897 Ranjitsinhji Jubilee Bk. Cricket 172 Ihere is

another stroke by which good-length balls on the le^-side

can be played—the glide or glance. .. The face of the bat is

turned slantwise to meet the ball, which should glance off

towards fine-long-leg. . . In these days, with perfect wickets,

the glance-stroke is very useful.

j 2. fig. a. A satirical hit or allusion, a jest at

(or upon) something. t>. Allusion, reference. Obs.

a. 160* Fulbecke 2nd Pt. Paralt 36 This was but the
glaunce of Diogenes, who made more accompt of his scofle

then his state. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. \. vii. § 8(1873)57
Silenus was gravelled, not knowing where to carp at him ;

save at the last he gave a glance at his patience towards his

wife. 1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. § 842 Pleasant

jests, conceits, and witty glances [L. altusiones] beseem men
of civility, hut not bitter tart girds. 1697 Potter Antiq.
Greece iv. xiii. (1715) 317 In^these Songs they now and then
gave a Satyrical Glance upon those who had misbehav'd
themselves in the Wars.
b. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 349 Albeit in that

brief discourse I made, .there are some glances at it ; I shall

here, .speak a little further upon that subject. 170a Echard
Feci. Hist. (17101 5 Every part of it [the temple-ministration)

had a glance at a future and better state of things.

8. A sudden movement producing a flash or gleam
of light ; also, the flash or gleam itself.

1503 Dunbar Thistle fy Rose 96 Reid of his cullour, as is

the ruby glance, a 1547 Surrey Aineid n. 223 Yea thrise

..Inglaunces bright she glittered from the ground [L. terque

ipsa solo. . Emicuit]. 1637 Earl Stirling Jonathan 1. lxxxi,

ICach swords bright glance, seem'd summons from their fate.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 387 The Sun_. . shines

with utmost ardour upon those parts . whether his glances

be oblique or perpendicular. 1667 Milton /*. L. vn. 405
Fish, .sporting with quick glance, Show to the Sun thir

wav'd coats. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I, 132 The famous
Ice-glance. . . It is a large high field of ice, whose glance in

the air may be seen for many leagues at sea. 1810 Scott
J^adyof L. 1. xxxv, The silver light, with quivering glance,

Played on the water's still expanse. 1849 T. Woolner My
Beautiful Lady\\%6-$ 21 As knight led captive, in romance
Through postern and dark passage, past grim glance Of arms.

fig. 1814 Apostate v. ii, How awful is this silence Which
has succeeded to that glance of sound ! 18*7 Hoon Plea of
Mids. Fairies xxiii, So do we flutter in the glance of youth.

4. A brief or hurried look. Also a glance at,

into, of, over, upon, etc. (the object looked at).

159: Greene Disc. Coosnage (1592) 4 The verser cuts oft"

some four cards, and., geueth the cony a glance of the bottom

card. 159* Davies Immort. Soul'Introd. xli. (1742) I* The
Glance of this Dame's angry Eyes. 1606 Shaks. 'Jr. fyCr. lit.

ii. 126, I was won my Lord With the first glance. 1667M1LTON
P. L. ix. 1034 So said he, and forbore not glance or toy Of
amorous intent. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu./.*/. toC'tess

Mar 10 Mar., Inmost courts, .the glance of the monarch is

watched, and every smile is waited for with impatience.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pier re's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 53*

This arrangement pleases at first glance, but soon fatigues

the eye by it's uniformity. i8»8 Scott F. M. Perth xxxiii,

He passed the papers through his hands, turning some over

with a hasty glance, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xvi. 113 Cast-

ing a glance over the glorious scene beneath us [etc.]. 1874

Green Short Hist. iii. % 7. 154 A glance satisfied him of the

hopelessness of the struggle.
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fig' 1781-3 Cowper Verses A. Selkirk 41 How fleet is a
glance of the Mind ! 1805 Foster Ess. iv. i. 105 A decisive
glance of thought. 1849 E. B. Eastwick Dry Leaves 200
It is idle hypocrisy now topretend that ourdesign. .included
the slightest glance at their advantage.

5. Comb, glance-pitch tseequot. 1897); glanco-
wood, a hard wood grown in Cuba, and used for

gauging-instruments, carpenter's rules, etc.

1871 M<-Elrath Diet. Words Comm. (Webster 1890)
Glance-ivood. 1897 Birm. Weekly Post 18 Sept. 5/1 Barba-
does is commencing to export ' manjak or glance-pitch ', of
the nature of petroleum in a bituminous form.

Glance (glans), sb.2 Also glanz. [ad. G. glanz
(Du. glans) brightness, lustre, also glance-ore.] A
variety of ore having a lustre which indicates its

metallic nature ; obs. exc. in antimony-^ bismuth-,
copper-, iron-, lead-, silver-glance, q.v,

[1457-8, 1747 : see Glance-ore.] i8a8 Stark Klein. ATat.
Hist. II. 488 Order XI.— Glance. Lustre metallic. Gray
black. 1847 in Craig. 1858 Whewell Hist. Set'. Ideas
1 1. 141 The Orders Pyrites, Glance, and Blende, are common
to Naumann and Mobs.

b. Comb, glance-coal, a variety of anthracite

(G. glanzkohle, Du. glanskool).
1805 F.din. Rez>.\\. 230 With respect to glance-coal . .it is

surely far from being new under its vulgar name of blind-
coal. 1848 Sir J. G. Wilkinson Dalmatia, etc. 1. 198 It is a
variety of glanz coal, c 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sci. 1. 1x7/1
Glance-coal, or anthracite, is not rich enough in hydrogen to
be of any use to the gas manufacturer.

Glance glans), v.1 Forms: 5 glench, glens,
gla u nche. 5-6 glence, 6 gla u)nse, glawnse,
Sc. glanss, 6-7 glaunce, 6- glance. [Of obscure
origin. As the earliest sense is the same with that

of Glace v., it seems possible that the word may
be a nasalized form of OF. glaichier to slip, slide,

perhaps influenced by OF. guenchir, gitencir to
turn aside, or by Glent v.

The word has been commonly explained as f. Glan'e sb},
a. Du. or Sw. glans, but these are only adoptions of MHG.
glanz brightness, lustre related to Glent, Glint).]

1. tntr. Of a weapon : To glide off an object

struck, without delivering the full effect of the
blow. Also to glance aside, off. To glance on : to

strike obliquely upon and turn aside.

c 1450 Merlin 198 The stroke of the ax glenched, and
smote the horse bak asunder, r 1500 Melusine xxxvi. 250
The helmet was hard and be swerd glenced asyde & dom-
maged hym nought. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 30
Most of their volees of anowes should have . . glaunced or
lighted upon the piques. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxii. 309 And
from Ctesippus' arm the spear elane'd On good Euma^us*
shield and shoulder glanc'd. 1828 Scorr F. M. Perth, ii,

The blow only glanced on the bone, and scarce drew blood.
i88j Lecky Eng. in 18M C. IV. 245 The heaviest shot
glanced harmlessly from the sides of the assailing vessels.

trans/, and fig. 1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. v. ii. 61 As the lest

did glaunce awaie from me, 'Tis ten to one it maim'd you too
out right. 1626 Jackson Creed vm. xxi. § 4 Their projects
. .doe often glance or fall upon some other object then they
thought of. 1846 Trench Mirac. xx.(i862) 329 He. .means
that rebuke to glance off on Him who has put forth on this

day his power to help and to save.

+ b. To pass by without touching.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 246 The river

Nadder . . glawnceth hie the village Wersminster. a 1684
Sir 7*. Browne Christ. A for. it. in, (17 16)49 Somehavedigged
deep, yet glanced by the Royal Vein.

T 2. To move rapidly, esp. in an oblique or trans-

verse direction ; to dart, shoot ; to spring aside.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. ix. 23 The manere how they
shall glaunche or with-drawe themself from y> strokes.

c 1500 Afetusine xix. 6; He glanched asyde, and so the
kyngis nevew, for he recountred ayenst nothing, fell doun to

the grounde. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixxvi. 3 Why with the time
do I not glance aside To new found methods? 16x8 Bolton
F'torusiw ii. (1636) 264 The warre. .glanced into Asia, and lay

heavyuponAfricke. 1647 H, MonESong ofSoul 11. ii. n. xxiv,

If that, the object gone, away those forms do glance. 1786
tr. Beckford's Vathek (1868) 20 Glancing from the precipice

with the rapidity of lightning, [he] was lost In the gulf below.

fig. 1604 T, Wright Passions in. i. 79 If thou see .. one
eate very greedily, .such actions glaunce out of gluttony.

3. With reference to discourse: To pass quickly

over, glide from, off (a subject). To glance at

{upon, f against): to allude or refer to obliquely

or in passing, usually by way of censure or satire;

lo hit at, reflect upon.
1570 Dee Afath. Pre/. 33 Yet will I glanse ouer it, with

wordes very few. 1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage Pref. (1592)

3 Thus Gentlemen I haue glaunst at the Barnards lawe.

1603 Shaks. Afeas./or M. v. i. 311 Tocall himvillaine: and
then to glance from him To th' Duke himselfe, to taxe him
with Injustice. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulari's Wise
Vieillard To Rdr. A iv, The wise Old Man . . seemes to

glance at our English Proverb : No foole to the old foole.

1672-3 Marvell Reh. Transp. 1, 40 Whatsoever may have
glanced upon him, was directed only to our Author. 1720
Swift Fates of Clergymen Wks. 1755 II. 11. 29 Verses..
wherein he glanced at a certain reverend doctor. 1819 W.
Taylor in Monthly Afag. XLVII. 119 The discourse mostly
glanced upon the corruption of Manners and Morals among
the Romans. 187a O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. vi. 174,
I glanced off, as one often does in talk. 1893 Stevenson
Catriona 39 Words which glance upon the purity of justice.

4. To cause a flash of light by rapid movement

;

fSc. to shine. Of light: To dart, flash, gleam.
1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 76 To . . mak it [cloth]

weill hewit And gar it glanss lyk Dunmygrane. 1617 Mory*
son /tin. 1, 19 '1 he Sunne beames glancing on my face, as
I lay in bed. 1648 Milton Psalm Ixxxvii. 27 In thee [Sion]

199

fresh brooks and soft streams glance. 1717 P. Walker Life
Peden (1827) 49 He broke out in a Rapture about our
Martyrs, saying, .now they are all Glancing in Glory, 17..
Ramsay Ode Mem. Afrs. Forbes 13 Her soul glanc d with
each heavenly ray. 1781 Cowper Truth 242 Now flashing
wide, now glancing as in play, Swift beyond thought the
lightnings dart away. 1822 Scott Pirate xxiii, These pretty
feet and ancles, that glance so white in the moonbeam. 1852
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxiv, An insane light glanced
in her heavy black eyes. 1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 172
He. .glancing like a dragon-fly In summer suit and silks of
holiday.

fig. 1824 Miss Ferriek Inher. xevi, The thought glanced
upon her, that L. would be glad to see ht:r so protected.
1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan I. i. 242 The ripples that
glimmer and glance Where the sun flashes.

5. Of the eye: To move quickly, to cast a mo-
mentary look, to flash. Also said of the person
looking ; esp, to glance at, to give a brief look at

;

to glance over, to look quickly over, to read hur-
riedly i^also to glance through) ; r.nd with advs.,

as to glance down, up, etc.

1583 Stanyhurst Mneis H. (Arb.) 61 In this wise musing
myn eye glaunst to my coompanye fensiue. 1586 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. xxiii. 233 They that glaunce at honor
[Fr. qui iettent legerement les yeux a Thonneu?-]. as if that
were vertue it selfe. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 13. 1638 F.

Junius Paint. Ancients 293 The eyes . . loosly swimming in

pleasure, glancingand (to speake so' venereal!. 1820W. Irving
Sketch Bk. I. 51 A beautiful face glanced out at the window
and vanished. 1823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 396 Some of
those who glance over these pages, may have been the ' sons
and daughtersof affliction'. 187 1 L. Stephen Playgr.Europe
iii. (1894} 81 We crept . . cautiously along . . glancing down
the mighty cliffs beneath us.

fig. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. 37 His thoughts glanced at
all the neighbours who had made any remarks.

6. trans, a. To glance one's eye, look : f (a) to

turn aside one's gaze as when dazzled fcf. sense 2) ;

{b) to give a quick or momentary look ; also, to

look quickly at or upon an object.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) F, Finding the sunne
too glorious for my sight, I glaunst my looke. c 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. exxxix. 6 Deare heart, forbeare to glance thine eye
aside. 1632 Brome North. Lasse 1. vn. Wks. 1873 III. 16
Now glaunce your eye on this side, on the yoke, You bring
your neck to. 1642 Life, etc. J. Pufife 4 in Hazl. E. P. P.
IV. 315 His downcast eyes upon his boots are glanct. 1716
Addison tr. Ovid Wks. 1753 I. 194 Fire broke in flashes
when he glance 'd his eyes, a 1794 Gibbon A/isc. Wks. (1814)
I. 177 After glancing my eye over Addison's agreeable dia-
logues, I more seriously read the great work of Ezekiel
Spanheim. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey n. xiii, Vivian glanced
a look of annihilation. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-Told T,
(1851) I. i. 21 He .. glancing his severe eye around the
group . . at last bent it sternly on Sir Edmund Andros.

b. To survey withaglance; to catch a glimpse of.

1635-56 Cowley Davidcis 11. 182 Still does he glance the
fortune of that day. 1765 J. Brown Chr. Jrnl. (1814) 163
With enrapturing joy shall we glance the countless facts of
redeeming love. 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl
(18131 V. 302 Lady Gauntlet just glanced the hind wheels of
two carriages, which drove round to the back of the house.
1828 Montgomery Piston Heaven 28 Who ever glanced the
Heavens, nor dream'd of God . . and things divine? Ibid. 39
Those burning mysteries that mortals glance With wonder.

C. To express or convey with a glance (of the eye).

1717 Prior Alma IL 183 There his eyes took distant aim,
And glanc'd respect to that bright dame. 1843 E. Jones
Sens, ty Event ioq Glancing sublime devotion. 1845 Brown-
ing f.uria Poet. Wks. (1868) 105 As if there were no glowing
eye i' the world, To glance straight inspiration to my brain.

f 7. To touch obliquely ; to graze, barely touch
;

Jig. to glance at, allude to. Obs,

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 66 Alone, it was the subiect of
my l'heame : In company I often glanced it. 1651 Evelyn
Diary 15 Sept., I observ'd that the mall gos the whole square
thereof next y wall, and bends with an angle so made as to
glance y

' wall.

8. a. To direct obliquely, lit. and Jig. b. To
emit with a flash or gleam. To glance back : to

flash back, reflect.

a. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 11 One morning as
I lay in my bed, a strong motion was suddenly glanced into
my thoughts of going to London. 1685 Graeian's Courtier's
Orac. 32 Seeing they [words or hints] are cunningly glanced,
so also are they to be cautiously received, 1697 Dampier
Voy.X. i. 10 They will purposely strike their Harpoons, .aside,

or so glance them as to kill nothing. 1704 Swift T. Tub x.

191, I will here take Leave to glance a few Innuendo's.
a 1800 Cowper Wks. (1835-7) I. 120 Formerly, in my hap-
piest hours, I had never been able to glance a single thought
that way. 1806 R. Cumberland Mem.( 1807) I. 404 He came
home . . to refute some malicious imputations that had been
glanced at his character. 1825 Carlyle Schiller in. (1845)
165 He narrowly escapes killing or ducking for having ven-
tured to glance a censure at the General.
b. 1746-7 H ervey Medit. II. 7 Thecurling Waves, glow-

ing with purple in one place . . in another, glancing a cast
of undulating Green. 1824 Scorr Redgauntfet Let. iv,

The bink, with its usual arrangement of pewter and earthen-
ware, .glanced back the flame of the lamp merrily.

Glance,"- U.S. [? ad. Vu.glanzen to polish,

planish (metals), f. glans lustre : see Glance sb*
Cf. G. gldnzen, Sw. glansa.] trans. To planish.

1894 Times 16 Aug. 6/3 Sheet steel, polished, planished, or
glanced, . . one and three-fourths cents per pound.

t Glance-ore. Obs. [A half adoption, half

translation of Du. glanserts (a. G. glanzerz\ {. glans
lustre + ertsOiiE.] (See quot. 1747.)
I4S7-8 inPlowden ;?*•/. (1571 > 320, cxliiij Bolles de Glaunce

ore doinini Regis valoris xv li. vj s". viij d. 1747 Hooson
Miner's Diet. O j, Lead Ore we distinguish into three kinds
which we Miners observe, the first is Potters Ore, which is
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the same with that we call Glance Ore ; the second is Steel
Ore ; and the last is that called White Ore.

Glancer (^la-nssj). nonce-wd. [f. Glance v. 1

+ -KB '.] One who glances.

1567 Harman Caveat tE. E. T. S.) 61 Be holdinge with
ardanle eyes thys glymmeringe glauncer. 1782 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary 28 Oct., Every' glance I met was followed
by a whisper from the glancer to his or her party. 1882
Athenaeum 4 Mar. 27^/3 The pregnant meaning of this

curious glance has never been equalled since Lord Burghley's
nod. 'I he glancer or smiler is a certain Lady Ridgeway.
Glanche, obs. form of Glance vJ
Glancing (glcrnsin.), vbl. sb. [f. Glance v} +

-ISO '.j The action of the vb. Glance, in various

senses.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxv. 252 This Kynge Wyllynm
..by glaunsynge of an arowc.was wounded to y* deth.

1523 Ld. Berneks Froiss, I. ccclxxiii. 617 Sir Wylliam
Fermyntone excused hymselfe and sayde . . howe he coulde
nat amende it [his stroke], bycause of glaunsynge of hisfote.

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1738 I. no By this up-
braiding to me the Bordello's, as by other suspicious glanc-
ings in nis Book, he would seem privily to point me out. .as

one whose custom of Life were not honest. 1701 Beverley
Apoc. Quest. 42 All which speak the Openings, and Glanc-
fags {printed Glaneings] out of the Kingdom of Christ.

1832 Ht. Martikeau Ireland v. 82 She saw a glancing and
gleaming on the extreme point of the track .. It was the
glittering of the arms of a strong party of soldiers. 1843
pRESCOTT.l-V-ivVtfOSso) I. 257 The glancing of their weapons,
and the shrill cry of t lie trumpet, all tilled the spectators with
astonishment.

b. Comb., as glancing-glass Sc, * a glass nsed
by children for reflecting the rays of the sun on any
object ' (Jam.). In qnots.y^.
1728 Walker Life Peden (ed. 3)155 A gla7ing Glancing-

glass, who loves to hear himself speak, and the World to

notice him. 1818 [see Glaik sd.-*].

Glancing, ///. a. [f. Glance v. 1 + -ing?,]

That glances (in various senses of the verb).

1596 Si'Enser /''. Q . v. vi. 38 The glauncing sparkles
through her bever glared, And from her eies did flash out
fiery light. 1692 K. L'Estrange y&stphus, Antiq. xvu
xiv. (1733) 477 He insinuated, by this glancing Way, some
remote Pretension that he might have to the Crown. 1725
Pope Odyss. xix. 464 This [scar] on Parnassus combating
the boar, With glancing rage the tusky savage tore. 1814
Southky Roderick xvu. 49 The stream—with its shadows
and its glancing lights. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vi.

xlviii, She had a glancing forethought of what she would do
in that case.

t b. A glancing view, a cursory look or survey.

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent, p. xii, This glancing
View of these two great Inventions. 1707 Norris Treat.
Humility iii. 102 To take a short glancing view of the im-
perfections of our nature.

C. Comb., as + glancing-ii'ise.

1548 Patten Expcd. Scotl. H iiij, Syr Thomas Darcy
vpon hys approch to the enemies, was strooken glauncing
wyse on the ryght syde, with a bullet. 1580 North Plutarch
(1676) 18 He had never opened it to them but in dark
speeches, and glaunsing wise, and so much as sufficed to put
them in some hope.

Hence Gla'ncingTy adv., in a glancing fashion.

1556 T- Heywood Spider <T /•'. xxxv. 47 Tharbittrs glauns-
ingly. Ere the flies ought saide. . Had hetweene them selues

these woords. 1577-87 Holinshed Ch>on. (1807-8,1 III. 125
Others glansinglie passe by it, as a matter of no great obser-

vation. 1668 H. More Div. Dial. 111. xxix. U713) 253
These six .. I distinctly remember, but had cursorily and
glancingly cast mine Eye on all twelve. 1827 Blackw. Mag.
XXI. 502 My feet shall hear me glancingly along to the
merry music of streams. 1855 Tail's Mag: XXII. 119 There
are plenty of witty men ..whose faculties play glancingly
upon the surface of things.

Glancy (gkrnsi), a. rare~ l
. [f. Glance sb}-

+ -Y ]
.] Bright

;
quick in movement.

1733 Ramsay Tea-t. Afisc. 11775) I- T°8 Her glancy een
like comets sheen, The morning sun outshining.

Gland 1 (glsend). [ad. \.. gland-em, glans acorn,

perh. through F. gland.]

1. An acorn. Obs. exc. (occas.1 Bot. — Glans 2.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature x. § 1. 76 Many
Countries lived of Pulse, and Gland, and Dates. 1721
IJradley Philos. Ace. Wks. A'at. 45 A hundred I.ushels,

which may probably contain in Number 384000 Acorns ; for

reckoning sixty Glands to the Pint, which is 3840 to the
Bushel, in a hundred Bushels there will be the aforesaid

Number. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 252/3 Gland, . . the fruit of

the oak, the hazel, &c. 1880 [see Glans 2].

+ 2. (See qnot. ; so Gr. /SaXacos.) Obs.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 745 Glands, or Sup-
positories.

3. - Glans i. (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854.)

Gland 2 fglscnd). [ad. Y.glande gland, tumour,

altered form of OF. glandre (see Glander},
*glandle, ad. L. *glandula Glandule.]
1. Phys. An organ, composed of nucleated cells

and either simple or complex in structure, which

separates from the blood certain constituents for

use in the body, or for ejection from it.

Simple and compound glands are also distinguished as

Conglobate (cf. Lymphatic) and Conglomerate, q. v. Cer-

tain 01 gans,such as the spleen, thymus, thyroid, and adrenals,

which perform the function of glands but have no excretory

duct, are known as Ductless (also apon'c) glands. Indi-

vidual glands, or groups of glands, are chiefly named from

their position, as cervical, cceliac, iliac, etc., or from their

discoverer, as Blandin's, Bowman's, etc.
_

169s Ray Dissot. World 1 32 Shells found in Animal Bodies,

in whose Glands they were originally formed, a 1711 Ken
Hymnothco Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 109 Soft Love compre?s'd

105-2
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the Gland in either Eye, And Tears flow'd down. X718 T.

Chambf.rlayne Relig. Pkilos. (1730) I. iii. § 4 There are m
the Mouth so many Glands or Fountains of Spittle. 1781
E. Darwin Bot.Gard. 1. (1791) 155 The Chyle's white trunk
..Winds into glands, inextricable clues. 1830 R. Knox
Biclard's A ttat. 75 The cellular tissue is more abundant in
the muscles than in the glands. 1851 Carpenter Man.
Phys. (ed. 2) 20.8 In Mammalia, the Absorbent system pre-
sents itself in its most developed and concentrated state..
the glands are much more numerous. 187a Mivart Elem.
Anat. x, (1873) 4?° Each gland consists essentially of a net-
work of finely divided lymphatic vessels on and amongst
which capillary blood vessels ramify.

2. Bot. A secreting cell or group of cells on the
surface of a plant-structure (cf. quots. 1845—78^
1785 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xii. 131 At one end of these

[filaments] is a gland, at the other an anther. 1805 Med.
Jml. XIV. 543 Leaves circular, .with two glands running
one into another on the inner side above the base. 1845
Lindley Sch. Bot. i. (1858) 19 Glands are either hairs with a
head or secreting organ .. or internal nuclei, .or little tuber-
cles upon various organs. X878 M'Nab Bot. (1879)59 Glands
are cells or aggregations of cells distinguished, .by contain-
ing resinous, oily, sugary, or fragrant substances.

3. attrib. and Comb., tvs gland-alveolus, -eel/, -cyst,

-duct, -fever, -follicle, -lesion, -lobule, -mass, -nerve,

^orifice, -patch., -salts, -secretion, -structure, -tissue,

-tumour, -vesicle ; also gland-bearing, -ciliate{d,

-doited, -like, -tipped adjs.

i&W Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 809 Numerous small *gland
alveoli open along its course, i860 Darwin in Life fy Lett.
(1887) III, 319 One of the *gland-bearing hairs of Drosera.
1875 — tnuctrv.PL iii. 56 The fluid within the *gland cells
passes outwards. 1880 Beale Slight Ailm. no As age ad-
vances the gland-cells become more feeble. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 465 Ncphrodium rigidum. .involucre, *gland-
ciliate. Ibid. 124 Rosa canina .. densely *gland-ciUated
bracts. 1885 Sya, Soc. Lex., *Gland-cyst, a cyst developed
in a gland from obstruction of a duct or distension of
a follicle. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora p. xi, Hypericinem
. . leaves opposite often *gtand-dotted. i860 Sir H.
Thompson Dis. Prostate (1868) 62 Pus is, in such cases,
often found filling the sinus pocularis and the "gland-ducts
around. 1885 Syd.Soc. Lex., *Glandfroer,R fever having
connection with a disordered condition of the glands. 1878
T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 138 The kind of tissue which is

found between the *giand-follicles. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. III. 659 The *gland-lesion was essentially primary.
1849-52 Todd Cyci. A nai. IV. 12 14/1 The whitish *gland-like
mass. Ibid. 829/1 The *g!and-Iobules have the same relation
to the efferent renal veins. 1897 Hutchinson Archives
Surg. VIII. 205 A very considerable *gland-mass had now
appeared on the left iliac fossa. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 307 *Gland-nerves are .. held to contain at least two
sets of fibres. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 102 The dila-
tation of occluded ducts or natural *gland -orifices. 1849-52
Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 839/1 In many Mammalia certain
Peyerian *gland-patches show a constant .. size at all

periods. 1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 79 In
those cases in which calcification is associated with retained
"gland-secretions, the calcareous matters will consist of the
specific 'eland salts. Ibid. 154 The adenomata always
originate from pre-existing *gland-structures. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora no Quite glabrous, i.e. without bristles or
*gland-tipped hairs, i860 Sir H. Thompson Dis. Prostate
{1868)62 More fluid than natural is found in the 'gland-
tissue, and freely issues on being pressed. 1897 Hutchinson
Archives Surg. VIII. 201 The following notes describe a
case in which a *gland tumour . . continued to grow steadily
for many years. 1849-52 Todd CycL Anat. IV. 831/2
A microscopic examination of the expressed contents of the
*gland-vesicles reveals nuclei.

Glaud 3 v'gl3end).^/^. [?var.ofGLAN',GLAM2
;

cf. Sc. Glaun'sd 'a clamp of iron or wood' (Jam.).]
1. A sleeve employed to press a packing tight on

a piston-rod (cf. Follower 5 d, and Clam 'a mov-
able collaring for a pump ' {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 53, bb is the cover
of the casing, furnished with a stuffing box, gland, &c. 1871
Daily News 6 Nov., The glands were leaking, and I thought
every minute the steampipe would go. 1890 W. J. Gordon
Fountfry 23 The glands on the top of each low-pressure
cylinder . . will be enclosed in a steam-tight casing.

2. A cross-piece or clutch made fast to a shaft,

and communicating motion to a machine by en-

gaging with part of the gearing.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 31 Clutches or glands
may be used with much advantage as a coupling for double
bearings. Fig. 57 represents a coupling of this kind; it

consists of two crosses, .one fixed to each shaft.

3. Founding, a. * A hooked bar by which the

parts of a molder's flask are clamped together.
1

D. * A plate through which the ends of a band or

tightening clevis pass. A clip-plate/

1875 in Knight Diet. Meek. 971/2.

4. Comb.,7s.%gland-packer\ gland-cock (seequot.).

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. IV. 400/1 Gland-cock, a faucet

held in place by a gland. 1885 Instr. Census Clerks 42
Engine, Machine maker. .Gland Packer (Loco.).

Glandaceous (glsend^'Jas), a. [f. L. gland-,

glans Gland l + -ackous.] Acorn-coloured.
"
1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886 J.Thomas Med. Diet., Glan-

daceous, yellowish brown; the color of an acorn.

t Gla ndage. Obs.~ ° [a. OF. glandage ;med.

L. glandagium, glanddticum), f. gland acorn : see

-age.] (See quot.)
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Glandage {Ft.) Mast, also Mast-

age, the season of turning hogs into the woods; the feeding

of hogs by Mast.

Glanda'rious, a. [f. L. gland-, Gland I +
-AHious.] Acorn-like in shape

;
glandiform \Ccnt.

Diet.).
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Glandele, obs. form of Glandule.
Glandenous, var. Glandinous, Obs.

Glander (glx-ndaj). Forms : 5 glaundre, 6-7
glaunder, 7- glander(s. [a. OF. glandre, *glan-
dle Gland 2

, ad. L. glandula Glandule.]
fl. A glandular swelling about the neck. Obs.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 372/2 She had. .aboute her necke
& throte a twenty botches called glaundres. 1525 Fitz-
herb. Husb. § 86 A glaunder, whan it breaketh, is lyke
matter.

2. pi. (const, as sing.) {The) glanders: a contagious
disease in horses, the chief symptoms of which are

swellings beneath the jaw and discharge of mucous
matter from the nostrils.

>5*3 Fitzherr. Husb. § 86 Glaunders is a disease, that .

.

appereth at his nosethrylles, and betwene his chall bones.

153° Palsgr. 183 Les glandres . . a disease of a horse called
the glaunders. a 1637 Dekker, etc. Witch Edmonton iv. i.

Wks. 1873 IV. 397 My Horse this morning runs most
pitiously of the glaunders. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. I.

437 note, A consumption of the ethmoid bones of the nose
called the glanders, is with us the most infectious and fatal

[disease of the horse], 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desfi.
(1837) IV. 416 Some of the stables at Lisbon are infected by
Glanders. 1875 Ziemssen Cycl. Med. III. 320 Glanders
and farcy are perfectly identical affections, both equally
contagious, and differing only in their local manifestations.

fig. 160a 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. I. ii. 327 They
haue some of them beene the old hedgstakes of the presse,

and some of them are at this instant the bolts and glanders
of the printing house.

b. The same disease communicated to man.
1871 Darwin Dese. Man I. i. 11 Man is liable to receive

from the lower animals, and to communicate to them, cer-
tain diseases, as hydrophobia, variola, the glanders, &c.
1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 76 Glanders is a specific

disease given to man by inoculation from the horse.

3. attrib. and Comb., as glander-pest, -pustule.

1764 Grainger Sugar Cane 1. 616 No glander-pest his airy
stables thinn'd. 1884 Mackenzie Dis. Throat <y Nose II.

420 The characteristic glander-pustules appear in crops on
the face.

Glandered (glarndaid), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ed 2

.] Affected with glanders.

1667 J. Lacy Sauny the Scot in. Dram. Wks. (1875) 345
Petruchio is coming.. upon an old, lean, lame, spavined,
glandered [cf. Shaks. Tarn. Shr. lit. ii. 51 possest with the
glanders] broken-winded jade. 175a Berkeley Farther Th.
on Tar-water Wks. III. 501 It hath recovered even a glan-
dered horse that was thought incurable. 1835-6 Todd CycL
Anat. I. 429/1 The blood of a glandered horse will impart
glanders. 1870 Holmes Syst. Surg. I. (ed. 2) 700 The dis-

charge may continue for many months, .unattended by any
other symptom, and yet the horse be decidedly glandered.

Glanderous (glarndaros), a. [f. as prec. +
-oi'S.] Affected with, or of the nature of, glanders.
1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Glanders, Several have

observed that when a Horse has had the Farcin, he will

easily become glanderous. 1753 J. Bartlet Gentl. Farriery
328 Another hole . . should be made . . to give issue to the
glanderous matter washed away by the injection. 1880
Blackmork Mary Anerley III. v. 72 He left an oozy channel
drying, (like a glanderous sponge) in August j and virulent

fever came into his tent. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 514
Evidence of the presence of the glanderous condition.

Glandiferous (gtendi-feras), a. [f. L. glan-

difer acorn-bearing (f. gland-, glans acorn + fer
bearing) 4--OU8.] Bearing acorns or similar fruit.

1647 A. Ross Myst. Poet. iv. (1675) 103 Virgil calls Acorns
Chaonias glandes, and all glandiferous woods by the name
of Dodona. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 10 Into these Fur-

rows . . throw . . all the Glandiferous Seeds, Mast, and Key-
bearing kinds. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 338 The Beech is

of two sorts and numbred amongst the Glandiferous Trees.

1865 Pall Mall G. 13 July 11/1 Many [trees] which are

divided by Pliny into glandiferous and pitch-bearing cannoC
be included in either division.

Hence Glandi ferousness. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Glandiform (glarndiffJim), a. [ad. L. type

*glandiformis, f. glandi-, glans acorn : see -form.]

1. Acorn-shaped. 2. Resembling a gland.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 84 In a few instances

half the length of the cesophagus has been completely gorged
by a single fleshy or glandiform excrescence. 1836-9 Todd
Cycl. Anat. II. 990/2 The penis .. is terminated by a soft

and glandiform structure. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex.
413 Glandiform ganglions.

t Gla'ndinous, <j- Obs. rare. Also 6 glande-
nous, -ynous. [app. f. late L. glandin-, glando
= L. gland-em Gland 1 : sce-ous.] = Glandulous.
1541 R. Copland Guydon"s Quest. Ckirurg. G iij b, They

[the pappes] be composed of whyte glandenous flesshe, and
with veynes, arteres, & synewes. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet.,

King's Evil, tumours that usually arise about the Neck and
sometimes in some other glandinous parts.

f Gla-ndi-srmilar, a. Obs. [f. mod.h. glandi
similis rafter Similar).] Resembling a gland.

1753 N. Torriano Midwifry 38 Womb .. Its substance is

somewhat glandi-similar.

Glandle, obs. form of Glandule.
GlandleSS (glarndles), a. Bot, [f. Gland 2

-f-LESs.] Destitute of glands.
1830 Ltndley Nat. Syst. Bot. 150 Polypetalous dicotyle-

dons, with . . exstipulate glandless leaves. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 221 Hieracium murorum

.

.almost glandless.

Glandular (glarndiz/lai), a. [ad. F.glandu-
/aire, f. glandule Glandule: see -ab 1.] Of or

pertaining to a gland or glandule; resembling, or

of the nature of, a gland ; containing, bearing, or

consisting of, a gland or glands, a. Phys. b. Bot.

GLANDULOSITY.

t

a. 1740 Cheyne Regimen 188 The nervous membranous
Tubuli, and the glandular MachinuUe. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. {1790) 83 Glandular obstructions ..generally
proceed from inactivity. 1836-9 Todd Cycl.Anat. II. 481/2
The prevailing ideas respecting the essential characters of
the glandular organization are . . vague and indefinite.

1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 15 We cannot
admit a proper Glandular Tissue, as most authors do. 187s
Huxley Phys. v. 117 The liver is the largest glandular
organ in the body.
b. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Glandutosum, A glan-

dular leaf, is that which has glands either on the surface or
on the serratures. a 1794 Sir W. Jones Set. Indian Plants
Wks. 1799 II. 99 Germ awled; pointed, furrowed, with promi-
nent seedlets, sitting on a glandular pedicel. 1859 Fairholt
Tobacco (1876) 2 The leaves .. are covered with glandular
hairs. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 121 Rosa vitlosa .. sepals

more or less persistent densely glandular.

Hence Gla'ndularly adv.
1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Glandularly-crenated, Glandu*

larly-serrated, having crenatures or serratures tipped with
glands. [And other examples.]

Glandulation (gloenditttei-Jan). Bot. [f. as

prec. + -ATION.] * The mode of occurrence or pre-

sence of glands in plants' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. xix. 210 Glandulation respects

the secretory Vessels ; which are either Glandules, Follicles,

or Utricles. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. I. Note at end, On
Vegetable Glandulation.

Glandule (glas*ndi«l). Chiefly //. Also 5
glandele, 7 glandul, (glandle). [a. F. glandule,

ad. L. glandula (in pi. glands of the throat, ton-

sils), dim. of gland-, glans acorn : cf. Gland sb. x ~\

tl. A gland. Obs.
The word is chiefly current in the 17th cent, and is then

applied esp. to the glands of the throat and neck, or to the

tonsils, though also used as a general term.

C1400 Lanfranc"s Cirurg. 84 Glandeles ^at ben kirnelis

bat ben in be ground [ = groin]. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 339
The spungeous kernels, which in men be called Tonsillar, or

the Almands, are in swine named the Glandules. 1634 T.

Johnson Parey's Chirurg. xvn. xv. (1678) 382 At the greater

corner of the eye there is a glandule, made lor containing and
receiving the moisture. 1676 J. Cooke Marrow Surg. 424
The rest of the Glanduls of the Body do serve either to

Excretion, as those of the Testicles, Prostates [etc.] ; or for

reduction asGlandulx Renales. 17x3 Derham Phys. Theol.

1v.viit.162 For the affording this oily or muciliginous Matter,

there are Glandules very Commodiously placed near the

Joynts. 1748 tr. Vegetius' Distemp. Anim. 161 The glan-

dules also are sometimes troublesome to animals.

b. A small gland.
1751 in Chambers Cycl. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life In-

trod. 63 Oral salivary glands are represented only by small

glandules impacted in the mucous membrane of the mouth.

f2. pi. A swelling of the glands in the throat

or neck (so L. glandulm). Obs. rare.

[c 1400 Lanfranc^s Cirurg. 207 Also blood is medlid wi)>

greet fleume & malancolie, & engendrib glandulas & Scro-

phulas.] c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health lxini. t? 1560) V vi, To
take away the glandules, incorporate brimstone and whete
bran w [ Terpentine. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme
98 For the strangles or glandules which happen vnder the

Uxe his throat . . plucke away their glandules, and after

couer his head with some couering.

3. A morbid swelling or growth in the body.
1656 R. Whitley in Nicholas Papers {Camdent III. 263

His distemper was a great swelling on his brest below his

clauis. Phisitians . . found . . y* he had there a glandule by
wearing of armes or something else. 1670 G. H. Hist.

Cardinals in. in. 296 They found his Reins to be wasted,

and two Callous Glandules (which the Physicians call Tuber-
culi) obstructing the passage of his Urine. 1832-34 Goods
Study Med. led. 4] I. 377 Sometimes [the diseased omentum
has been] loaded with many thousand glandules.

Hence Glandula-ceous a. [see -aceousJ, Mike to

a gland' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

Glanduliferous (glxndi^Hferas), a., [f.

Glandule + -(iJfkrous.] Bearing glands or glan-

dules.

170a Drake in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1236 It wou'd be a
weak objection, to alledge that the Observation and Experi-

ment being made on the Uterus of a Cow, the inference

wou'd not hold from thence to a Woman, the one being

Glanduliferous, and the other Placentiferous. 1811 A. T.
Thomson Land. DisA. (1818)222 The petals are ..longer

than the filaments, which are in ternaries .. and the three

innermost glanduliferous at the base. 1882 Nature XXV.
327 One may sometimes examine all the leaves without de-

tecting a single glanduliferous one.

So Glanduli g-erous a. [f. L. -ger, f. gerere to

bear.] = prec.

1857 Gosse Creation 229 A protrusion and eversion of the

glanduligerous edge of the mantle.

Gla'nduliform, a. [f. L. glandula Glandule
+ -(i)fobm.] ' Having the appearance of a gland

or glandule' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

Gla'ndulite. Min- ? Obs. [a. F. glandulite,

f. glandule : see Glandule and -ite.] Pudding-

stone, an agglomeration of gland-like pebbles.

x8ii Piskerton Petral. II. 119 The stones called glandu-

lites by Saussure.

Glandulose (gl3e*ndi??l^s), a. Bot. [ad. L.

glandulos-us : see Glandulous.] Full of glands

or gland-like formations ; having the nature of a

gland.

1847 W. E. Steele Field Bot. 52 Leaves glandulose. 1881

Baker in Jml. Linn. Soc. XVIII. 275 Panicle with spread-

ing, few-flowered, secund, glandulose, slender branches.

t GlandulO'sity. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-1TY.] A gland-like formation.



GLANDULOUS. 201 GLARINGLY.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 176 In the upper

parts of wormes, there are likewise found certaine white and
ovall g land ulosi ties which Authors terme egs.

Glandulcus (glarndiwtos^ a. Phys. ? Obs.

Also 5 glandelous, -ose. [ad. F. glaiiduleux,

ad. L. g/andutos-us, £ glamiula Gland, Glan-
dule.] Of or pertaining to a gland or glandule

;

having the nature of a gland ; containing, or con-
sisting of, glands.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 28 Anober maner fleisch per is

pat is glandelose, pat is as it were accornis. Ibid. 267 Al be
fleisch of be tetis is glandelous. 1^41 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest. Chirurg. C iij, 'the other is glandulouster, odenose
[?rmrf glandulous or adenose], or cruddy and kyrnele, as is

the flesshe of the ballockes.of the dugges and the flesshe of the
emuntores. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 272 Then must you
fall to giuing hir of those glandulous kirnelsof the Weather.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden lxviii. 129 The tuberous and
glandulous Cloggs being not much unlike those hard swel-
lings. 1760-72 tr. Juan ft Ulloas Voy. led. 3) I. 57 It [the
galhnazo] has a wrinkled, glandulous and rough skin. 1801
Phil. Trans. XCI. 251 Its substance is glandulous and
compact. 1846 Buchanan Techno/. Vict., Glandular,
Glandulous.

b. Bot. ^Glandulose.
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxix. 454 Having the lower

serratures glandulous.

Hence Glandulonsness. 17*7 in Bailey vol. II.

Glandynous, var. Glandinous, Obs.

Glaneing, obs. form of Gleaning.
Glangore, var. Glengore, Obs.

tGla'nnen, gla'nen, sb. Obs. rare. [a.

Welsh gwlanen woollen, f. gwldn wool : sec Flan-
nel.] Woollen cloth, Flannel. Also attrib.

1596 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) III. 2 A glanen waste
coate. 1688 R. Holme Armoury hi. 348/2 Flannel, or
Glannen . . is one of several sorts of Cloth made of Wool.

II Glaus (glsenz). [L. glans acorn, cognate with
the synonymous Gr. $6,Xqvq$ ; cf. Gland.]
1. Anal. The glans penis.
So Gr. jSaA.ai'os (Aristotle); L. glans penis is in Celsus.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 202 Buttoning up the Prepuce

with a Brasse or Silver-button on both sides of the Glans.
1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 509 The prepuce must be
. . divided, in order to .. set the imprisoned glans at liberty.

1831 R. Knox Cloauefs Anat. 818 The Glans (Balauus) of
the penis. 1881 Mivart 01/241 The distal end of the organ
is called the glans.

2. Bot. (See quots.)

1704 in Harris Lex. Techn. 1866 Treas. Bot. 533/1 Glans,
an inferior fruit, one-celled by abortion, not dehiscing, con-
taining one or two seeds, and seated in a cupule ; as in the
acorn. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 296 The nut is often enclosed
or surrounded by a kind of involucre, termed a Cupule

;

such as the cup at the base of the acorn, the bur of the
chestnut, and the leaf-like covering of the hazel-nut. The
name Glans (sometimes Gland in English) is technically
applied to such nuts.

Glanse, glanss, obs. ff. Glance v.1

Glanz, var. Glance sb?

Glar, glaur (glar, g%), sb. Sc. and norlk. dial.

Also glair, gloar. [Of unknown origin ; cf. next
vb. and ON. leir mud.] Slime, mud.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 108 He . . in a myre, vp to

the ene, Amang the glar did glyd. 1596 Dalrymplk tr.

Leslie's Hist. Seotl. I. 45 Five myles of this loch of Spynie
. .is now maid glare and myre. 1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk
Gr. n. iii, Then took his bonnet to the bent And daddit aff
the glar Fou clean that day. 1843 Carlyle Let. Jan. in

Froude Life in Lond. (1884) I. xi. 285 Like building a dry
brick house out of a quagmire of clay and glar ! 1867 Sir
W. Elliott in Proc. Berzu. Nat. Field Club 310 Holes full

of black glaur. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Glair, glaur,
gloar, glar, liquid mud of the filthiest sort.

Hence Glaury a., muddy, rare.

1788 Picked Poems 38 Through glaury holes an' dybes
nae mair Ye'll ward my pettles frae the lair. 1879 R.
Adamson Lays Leisure Hours 85 Frae gilded throne to
glaury sheuch.

Glar, glaur (glar, gl§r), v. Sc. Also9glawr.
[cf. prec. sb. and Glory v.2] trans. To make
muddy.

< 1450 Henryson Wolf $ Lamb iii. Poems(i865)2ii That
suld presume, with thy foull lippis vyle, To glar my drink,
and this fair waiter fyle. 1809 Skinner Misc. Poet. 132 Just
whare their feet the dubs had glawr'd, And barken'd them
like bryne.

Glare (gle^j), j/l.i AIso5glayre. [f. Glared.]
1. Dazzling brilliance (of a light, fire, sun, etc.)

;

a strong fierce light. Also absol., dazzling or op-
pressive sunshine, esp. when falling upon reflecting

surfaces and not relieved by shadow or verdure.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5926 All shone his shilde & his shene

armur, Glissenond of gold with a glayre hoge. 1697 Dampier
Voy. (1729) I. 4 Betwixt 10 and 11 it cleared up. .The glare
did not continue long before it rained again. 1700 Dryden
Pat. ft Arc. n. 546 The frame of burnished steel, that cast
a glare From far. 1716 Addison Ovid, Met. 11. 131 The seat
with patty-colour'd gems was bright; Apollo shin'd amid the
glare of light. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. iii. 320 The frequent
§lare of the lightning had prevented the explosions from
eing observed. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 71 The naked negro,

panting at the line . . Basks in the glare. 1832 W. Irving
Alhambra II. 45 The owl, who hated the glare and bustle
of crowded streets [etc.]. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)
III. xi. 71 The comet . . shone over the land with a fearful
glare. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile ii. 36 At a little before
midday, when the heat and glare were becoming intolerable.
Jig. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend

{

1 865) 29 Books .. looked at
through the thick mists of ignorance, or amid the glare of
prejudice and passion, 1830 Carlyle Lattcr-d. Pamph.

viii. (1872) 258 There rose this . . glare of hope upon Igna-
tius. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 66 Who knows if this

our Rene"s quick Subsidence from as sudden noise and glare
Into oblivion was impolitic. •—

.

b. The glistening or shining of som#surface.
1658 W.Sanderson Graphice 86 Wash it over with..

Gum-dragon, steeped or dissolved in water, which will set

a glare or freshnesse upon the Picture, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Glare, a Glister; also the weak Light of a
Comet, Candle, or Glow-worm. 1703 C Mather Magn.
Chr. iv. vii. (1852) 128 What would it avail if a man could
make a glare on his face, by smearing it with some of the
noctilucas invented by the modern chymistry? 1811 Self
Instructor 550 Take the glare off the copper.

2. fig. Dazzling or showy appearance; gaudiness;
tawdry brilliance.

1706 Estcourt Fair Examp. iv. i. 49, I find, that Virtue
was but a Glare to blind my Jealousie. 1790 Mad. D'Arblay
Diary 6 May, She is a very fine woman . . but with rather
too much glare, both without and within. 1812 Byron Ch.
liar. 1, ix, Maidens, like moths, are ever caught by glare.

1856 H. Rogers Ess. II, viii. 361 The imagery is too pro-
fuse, the diction too ornate ; in a word, there is too much of
the pomp and glare of rhetoric.

3. A fierce or piercing look.
1667 Milton P. L. iv. 402 About them round A Lion now

he [Satan] stalkes with fierie glare. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VII. 156 Winged serpents, .destroying mankind
by a single glare. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 11. 48 Mark
the fixed gaze, the wild and frenzied glare. 1834 Lytton
Pompeii 1. vi, His eyes were hollow, and shone with a
brilliant and feverish glare. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv.

I. 450 The glare of his eyes had a fascination for the unhappy
victim on whom they were fixed.

Glare <gle»i), sb.~ [Of obscure origin : cf.

Glare sbA 1 b.] -fa. Frost, icy condition (obs.).

b. U.S. A sheet of ice.

1567 Tt-RBERVii.E Epit., etc. 81 h, How may Glare and
Frost intise a feruent sweate. 1569 Ibid. (1587) 186 b,

Eight monthes the Winter dures. The glare it is so great.

1854 M. S. Cummins Lamplighter xiii, You noticed how
everything was covered with ice, this morning.. the pave-
ment was. .a perfect glare.

Glare (gle^), a. U.S. Also glair. [?attrrb.

use of Glare sb.?\ Smooth and bright or translu-

cent, glassy. Chiefly of ice.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 345 A congealed pool of rosin
..firm and glair; varying in color, and glistening like

polished porphyry. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artt'l. Man.
(1862) 63 note, The recoil of guns on Sleighs varies from four
or five feet when on rough ground, .to twenty or thirty y;irds
when on glare ice. 1872 C King Mountain. Sierra Nev.
iv. 89 Looking down the glare front of ice. 1890 W. P.
Lett in Shields Big Game N. Amer. 85 It [the Caribou]
then suddenly squats upon its haunches, and slides along the
glare-ice.

Glare (gle*j), v. [ME. ^«« = MDu., MLG.
glaren (mod. dial. Do. glarien) to gleam, glare.

Kilian explains glaerende ooghen as 'gray eyes'

{pcnli cresii, glauci), and glaer-oogigh as 'gray-

eyed \ To the same set of words may perh. be
referred MHG. {ver)glarren, LG. gleren, glerren

;

and connexion with Glass seems probable.]

1. intr. To shine with a brilliant or dazzling light.

Also of light itself.

c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 27 pet Gold bet is bricht
and glareth ine po brichtnesse of bo sunne [etc.], -1384
Chaucer H. Fame 1. 272 Hyt is not al golde that glareth.

c 1440 Protnp. Paru. 198/1 Glaryn, or bryghtly shynyn .

.

rutilo. 1530 Palsgr. 568/1, I glare or glystre, as golde
dot he, je relays. 1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 4 Light. .It

twinckles in a Star ; blazes and glares out in a Comet. 1764
Goldsm. Trav. 174 No zephyr fondly sues the mountain's
breast, But meteors glare, and stormy glooms invest. 1795-
1814 Wohdsw. Excurs. 1. 2 Southward the landscape in-

distinctly glared, Through a pale steam. 1839 Longf.
Hyperion 1. vii, The setting sun glared wildly from the
summit of the hills. iSfioTYNDALLOVdc. i.xiv. 93 Through
the fissures .. the morning light glared strangely. 1885
Athenaeum 23 May 667/1 The whitish dust which glares in
the brilliant sunlight of the Dorsetshire coast.

b. fig. To display oneself ostentatiously; to be
obtrusively evident or conspicuous.
1712 Pope 1st Ep. to Miss Blount 53 She glares In Halls,

front Boxes, and the King, A vain, unquiet, glitt'ring,

wretched Thing ! a 1748 Watts Improv. Mind 11. iii. § 9
Though the demonstration glare in their faces. 1791 Bos-
wei.l Johnson (1816) III. 298 A writer [Pennant] .. whose
ungenerous prejudice against the house of Stuart glares in
misrepresentation. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 128 It is

insufficient to say French influence prevails.. The fact is— it

glares—it is too ostensible and obtrusive. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 76 The feudal
character of the English state, .glares a little, in contrast
with the democratic tendencies.

2. To look fixedly and fiercely. Const, at, on,
upon.
1609 W. M. Man in Mootie F 2 b, Mo-ckso . . glared vpon

me, as if he would haue looked through me. 2659 D. Pell
Impr. Sea no note, The Hebrews call anger Aph, because
therein, .the whole man swells like a Toad, and glares like
the Devil. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol 111. 375 She haunts
him still, And glares upon him with her haggard Eyes. 1810
Scott Lady of L. n. xxxiv, And each upon his rival glared.
1859 F. Paget Curate, etc. 313 You actually glared on
his daughters with a most morose aspect. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) I. xxi. 183, I peeped at the owl in her nest
alone: How she stared and glared.

J*g- 17 I7 PRIOR Alma it. 41 When arguments too fiercely
glare, You calm them with a milder air. 1871 L. Stephen
Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 83 The hlack ribs of the moun-
tains glaring at you through rents in the clouds.

3. trans. To send forth or express with a glare.
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 849 Every eye Glar'd lightning, and

shot forth pernicious fire. 1758 L. Temple Sketches fed. 2^

83 One of the most insipid Fellows that ever glared weary
Stupidity from a large dead Eye. 1791 Cowper Iliad ix.

294 Hector glares revenge. 1845 Browning Sours Trag.i.
87 If I could not say it, I glared it at him. 1855 Milman
Lat. Chr. vi. iii. (1864) III. 460 Two popes glaring defiance
at each other from opposite quarters of the city.

4. To reflect with a glare. Also to glare back.

1694 Southerne Fatal Marriage v. i. Dram. Wks. 1721
II. 162 All the images Of a long mis-spent life were rising

still To glare a sad reflection of my crimes. 1820 Byron
Mar. Faliero iv. i. 70 Worlds mirror'd in the ocean, goodlier
sight Than torches glared back by a gaudy glass.

5. The vb. stem in Comb., as f glare-eye ;

glare-eyed a., with glaring eyes; glare-worm, a

glow-worm (cf. glaze-worm, glass-worm^.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 420 Nitedula. .1 rather

take that word to signifie a glare-worm. 1683 Chalkhili.
Thealma ft CI. 138, I spy'd A Lion running after him glare-

eyed, And full of rage. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4S75 4 Lost .

.

a Strawberry Mare, .two glare Eyes. 1847-78 Halliwlli,
Glare-worm, a glow-worm. /. IVight.

Glare, var. Glair sbA ; obs. form of Glair v.

Glareless (gle«ules), a. rare. [f. Glare sdj

+ -less.] Free from glare.

ri8is Fuseli in Led. Paint, vi. (1848) 480 The glareless

evenness of plain daylight. 1881 W. Wilkins Songs 0/
Study 40 Be thy slumber unfevered, And thomless and glare-

less thy bed.

Glareose (gle°r/Vu 's), a. [ad. L. glareos-its :

see next.] = Glareous b.
1866 Treas. Bot. 533/1 Glareose, growing in gravelly

places.

Glareous (gle^r/jos), a. 1 [ad. L. g/dreos-us, f.

g/drea gravel; cf. OF. glairatx.'] fa. Of soil ;

Gravelly {obs.}. b. Bot. (See quot. 1880.)
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 497 With stonys mixt hit stont

in argillous Lond, and with grauel mixt in glareous. 1610
W. KoLKiNGHAM Art cfSiir7-cy 1. xi. 43 Their Vines are
be->t fitted with a glareous soyle, viz. dry, leane and creachy.

1675 Evelyn Terra \ 1676) 43 Be the Stones or Rock Glareou.-,
Metallic,Testaceous, Salts or any other Concretes whatsoever.
1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413/2 Glareous, growing in gravel.

Glareous, a.'- : see Glairkous.
Glariness : see Gi.arv a. 1

Glaring (yle>rin), vbl. sb. [See -TNG V] The
action of the verb Glare, in various senses.

1563 Man Mitsculus' Contmonpl. 149 b, Thei whiche. .are
oftentimes trained oute of the waie of truth, by the likely
glarings [L. spectris] of reason. 1667 Pefvs Diary (1877)
V. 455 A chimney-piece of Dancre's doing, in distemper,
with egg to keep off the glaring of the light. 1706 Ke/l.
Ridic. 51 Those perpetual discourses . . are but counterfeit
glarings to dazzle a too credulous husband. 1786 tr. Beck-
ford's Vathek (1868) 46 The glaring of eyes which could
belong only to devils or tigers.

Gla'ring, ///. a. [See -ING 2
.] That glares.

1. Of the eyes : Staring fiercely or wildly.
c 1386 Ciiauceh Prol. 684 Swiche glarynge eyen haddehe

as an hare. ^1600 Hayes in Hakluyt Voy. III. 158 He
passed along, .yawning and gaping wide, with ougly demon-
stration of long teeth and glaring eies. 1697 Dkyden Virg.
Georg. m. 658 He leaves the Fens, and leaps upon the
Ground ; And hissing, rowls his glaring Eyes around. 1827
Poixok Course T. ix, Trying whiles to send his glaring eye
Beyond the wide circumference of his woe.

fb. Bright, sparkling. Obs. rare" 1
.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxi. 72 And looke my manly face,

in thy sweet glaring eyes.

2. That gives out or reflects a dazzling light.

Also of light, colours, etc. : Vivid, dazzling, ex-

cessively bright.

1515 Scot. Field 61 in Chetham l\lisc. (13561 II, He durst
not counter with our king. .For all the glaring [Percy MS.
gloring] goulde, under god of heaven ! 1638 F. Junius
Paint, Ancients 339 A phlegmaticke eye .. abhorreth all

manner of bright and glaring colours. 1693 Dryden
Persius, Sat. ill. 1 The glaring Sun Breaks in at ev'ry
Chink. 1739 J. Tkapp Righteous Over-m. 11758) 64 These
Igues Fatui, these glaring Meteors. 1833 Ht. Maktineau
Vanderput ft S. i. 2 Reflected in gleams upon the glaring
white fronts of the houses. 1850 Kingsi.ey Alt. Locke i, As
the midnight brightened into dawn and the glaring lamps
grew pale. 1879 Farrar^V. Paul^(1883) 139 They had been
traversing a bare, bleak, glaring, undulating plain.

fig. ^1653 G. Daniel Idyll iii. 35 Kings Suffer, when
they give Inhaerent Light, long-fixt Prerogative, To fill a
glareing Office. 1749 J. Edwards Life Brainerd App. 294
The glistering Appearance and glaring Show of false Religion
dazzles their eyes. 1766 Fordyce .SVrw. Vug. Worn. (1767:
I. ii. 73 Distinguish between what is glaring and what is

genteel.

3. That displays itself openly; obtrusively evident

or conspicuous. Now chiefly with sbs. which have
a bad sense, asfault,falsehood, etc.

1706 Rejl. Ridic. 42 A man ought not to descend to a
slavish and glaring complaisance. 1718 Atterbury Semi,
{1737) III. 186 Such a glaring proof of his resurrection. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. vii. 209 There were some few . . incapable
of discerning the force of equity, however glaring. 1812
H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. x. (1873) 94 To elude this glar-

ing absurdity. 1850 M'Cosh Dzv. Govt. 11. ii. 193 Let us
notice some of the more glaring defects of the work. 1869
Freeman Norm. Co/to, (1876) III. xii. 245 These glaring
contradictions do not indeed affect the belief that there is

some groundwork of fact for the story.

Glaringly CgleVrirjli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

In a glaring tashion.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1590) 278 But the colours for
the grounde were so well chosen, neither sullenly darke nor
glaringly lightsome. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 9a p 1 The
Satyrist never falls upon Persons wllo are not glaringly
faulty, 1746 Wesley Princ. Methodist 64 This is glaringly



GLARINGNESS.
self-evident 1831 Mackintosh Hist. Eng. II. 15 Few pre-

tensions can be more glaringly absurd. 1845 Darwin Voy.

Nat. xii. l 1879) 261 The day was truly Chilian : glaringly

bright. 1881 Seeley in Macm. Mag. XLV. 47, I ask why
Macaulay is so glaringly unlike Grote.

Glaringness (gle-'rirines). [f.asprec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being glaring.

1664 Fkpvs Diary (1879) III. 57 [Mr. Cocker came] to show
me the manner of his gaining light to grave by, and to lessen

the glarin^nesse of it at pleasure by an oyled paper. 174Z

Jarvis Quix. I. I. i. (1749) 2 The glaringness of his prose,

and the intricacy of his style, seemed to him so many pearls.

1763 C. Johnston Reverie II. 58 A dress whose glaring-

ness and singularity must attract the notice of every one
who saw it. 1885 G. Meredith Diana Crossways II. vi.132

The likeness, .became striking to glaringness.

Glary tgleVri), a\ [f. Glare j<M +-y 1.] Full

of glare ; dazzling, glaring. Hence Gla'riness.
163a Vicaks /Eneid vm. 241 Chopt from the neck, whose

gogling glarie eyes, Rouling in rage, beholders stup:fies.

1659 Bkale in Boyle's Wks. (1772) VI. 135, I know, that

bright crystal glass is glary ; and to avoid that glariness, our
artificers run into the other extreme. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini
1. 186 Purple smearings, with a velvet light, Rich from the

glary yellow, thickening bright. 1866 [see FlaryoJ. 1883
Burton & Cameron To Gold Coast I. iv. 113 A garden,
formerly dusty, glary, and dreary.

Glary (gle»-ri), a.2 [f. Glare sbfi + -y '
; cf.

Glaue a.] fa. Icy, frozen '(obs.). b. U.S.
Smooth and slippery.

1569 Turberv. Epit., etc. H587) 186 b, For in the winter
time, so glarie is the ground : As neither grasse nor other
graine in pastures may be found. 1854 Lowell Jrnl. in.

Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 137 Behind, a glary slope invited

me constantly to slide over the horse's tail.

Glas, glasce, glase, obs. forms of Glass sb.

Glase, var. Glace sb.'*, Obs.

Glase, obs. form of Glace v , Glaze v. 1

Glase^e)r, obs. ff. Glazer, Glazier.
Glasen, obs. form of Glassex a.

Glaserian (gl^zl^'rian). Al.-o Glasserian.
[f. Glaser, the name of a Swiss anatomist died

1675).] In Glas{s erian fissure see quot. 1854).
1840 O. Ellis Anat. 282 Above the membrana tympani,

and rather in front of it, is the Glasserian or glenoid fissure.

2849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 937/2 That part which is an-
terior to the glasserian fissure is lined with cartilage. 1854
Mavne Expos. Lex., Glasserian Fissure, term for the fissure

which is situated between the squamous and petrous portions

of the temporal bone, and in the glenoid cavity.

Giaserite (gl^'zerait). A/in. [From ' sal

polychrestum Glaseri' the pharmaceutical name of

potassium sulphate, discovered byChristoph Glaser,

a Swiss chemist of the 17th c] = Aphthitalite.
185a Amer. JruL Set. Ser. 11. XIV. 266 Sulphate of Potash

(Giaserite). 1882 Dana Man. Mitt. $ Lith. Index, Giaserite

v. Arcanite.

Glasery^e, var. Glassert, Obs.

t Glash., v. Sc. Obs. [? onomatopoeic : cf.

Flash v.] intr. To come like a flash of light.

17.. Young- Andrew xxxvi. in Child Ballads it. xlviii.

(1884) 434 '2 Soe they ffought together like two lyons, And
fire betweene them two glashet out.

Glashan, var. Glossan Anglo-Irish, coal-fish.

Glasier, -ior, obs. forms of Glazier.
Glason, Giaspe, obs. ff. Gl assent., Clasps.
Glass (glus), sb. 1 Forms: 1, 3glsBS, 2-4gles(e,

4-7 glas, ^4-5 glase), glasse, (5 glaas, glasce, 6

glace, glasshe, 9 Sc, glaas), 6- glass. [OE. glaes

str. neut. (perron, masc. in Biedas Eccl. Hist. V. v.)

= OS. glas, gles (Du glas), OHG. glas (MHG. and
mod.G. glas :—OTeut. *gldsom ; a variant with con-

sonant-ablaut, glazom , is represented by ON. gter,

Da., MSw. glar; the mod. Scandinavian langs. have
glas from Ger. (already in MSw. and MDa.).
A related word is prob. OK. gl&r(masc, if the pi. glxsas

'succina' be miswntten for *gla>ras) amber, representing

the OTeut. word (? *gl&zo-, 1 *gl£zi-) adopted in Latin as
gtes{s)um, glxsum. The OHG. glas occurs as a gloss to

etectrum amber. The ultimate root may be OTeut. gld- t

gl$- ablaut-variant of gld- to shine : see Glow v.]

I. As a substance.

1. A substance, in its ordinary forms transparent,

lustrous, hard, and brittle, produced by fusing sand

(silica) with soda or potash (or both), usually with

the addition of one or more other ingredients, esp.

lime, alumina, lead oxide.

For the different kinds see Crown-, Flint-, Plate-,
Water-glass, etc. ; also bottle-, crystal-, cut-glass, etc.

under the different words.
c 888 K. >Elkheu Boetlt. v. § 1 Ne me nane lyst mid glase

^eworhtra wa^a. a 900 Cvnewulf Crist 1282 in Exeter
Bit., Past scire gla^s. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 J>et gles ne
brekeo ne chine5. ^1225 Ancr. R. 164 Vor gles ne to-

breke5 nout bute sum bine hit arine. 13.. K. Alis. 7665
Theo wyndowes weoren of riche glas. 138a Wyclif Rev.
iv. 6 As a se of glas, lijlc to cristal. 14.. Lat. Eng. Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 619/41 Vitrum, glaas. c 14*5 Eng. Voc,
ibid. 648/39 Hoc uitrum, glasse. 150a Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W. 1506) 1. vii. 79 Of feme brente and put in to

asshesman maketh by crafte these vesselles of glasshe. 1541
Extracts Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 174 Ane futt of glace.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 35 That olde man . . well could file

his tongue as smooth as glas. rti633G. Herbert Jac. Pntd.
(1651) § 196 Whose house is of glasse, must not throw stones
at another. 1715 Prior Down-Halt 53 One window was
canvas, the other was glass. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 463
Though the jewel be but glass. 1839 TJre Diet. Arts 589
They next try whether the glass be ready for casting. 1851

202

lllnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 700 Many of the specimens .

.

are of * cased glass'. This term is applied to glass which
has received one or more layers of coloured glass. 1875
Fortnum Mf/ol/'ca i. 8 The paste of which these examples
are formed^s to all appearance an ordinary potter's clay

glazed with a true glass.

trans/. 1877 Bryant Poems, Little People of Sncnv 65

And. touched the pool, And turned its face to glass.

2. Applied in a wider sense to various other sub-

stances, artificial and natural, which have similar

properties or analogous chemical composition.

Glass 0/Antimony, a vitreous oxy-sulphide fused ; Glass

0/ Borax, a vitreous transparent substance obtained by
exposing to heat the crystals of sodium biborate; Glass of
lead (see quot. 1 753* ; Glass ofphosphorus (see quot. 1819).

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 120 There is., a great distinc-

tion to be put betweene Vitrum and the Christall, yet both

glasse. 1594 Plat Jeivell-ho. n. 45, I cannot here omit that

.. infinite extention of the glasse of Antimony. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Glass of lead, a. glass made with the

addition of a large quantity of lead, of great use in the art of

making counterfeit gems. 1811 Pinkerton Petrol. II. 443
The volcanic glass called obsidian, appears in such quan-

tities as to constitute rocks. 1816 Accum them. Tests (i%\%)

222 These substances, .yield readily to glass of lorax. 18x9

Brande Chem. (18411 484 A transparent substance is thus

obtained, consisting of phosphoric acid, with phosphate, and
a little sulphate ofTime, commonly known under the name
of glass of phosphorus. 1826 Henry Elem. Chem. II. 613

A large quantity of glass of lead was lately introduced into

the London market, as glass of antimony.

3. The substance considered as made into articles

of use or ornament (for which see II). Hence as

collect, sing. *» things made of glass: e.g. vessels

or ornaments of glass, window-panes or lights.

1625 Baco* Ess., Building Arb.i 551 You shall baue
sometimes Faire Houses, so full of Glasse, that one cannot

tell, where to become, to be out of the Sunne, or Cold. 1833
Tennyson Goose xiii, The glass blew in, the fire blew out.

1850 Gloss. Archit. (ed. 51 I. 236 A splendid collection of

elaborate stained glass, .exists at Gilling castle, Yorkshire.

Ibid., note, Such has been, .the destruction of old glass in

this country, that few churches retain more than fragments
of their original glazing. 1855 Thackeray Neivcomes I.

xix. 176 A waggon full offenders, fire-irons, and glass, and
crockery. Mod. The glass is kept in one cupboard and the

silver in another.

b. esp. as used in horticulture for greenhouses,

frames, etc. Hence, greenhouses, etc., collectively.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 319 The potato .. will not thrive

under glass unless placed very near it. 1873 D. Thomson
ititIt) Handy Book of Fruit Culture under glass. 1885 Sir

L. W. Cave in Law Times Ref>. LI I. 627/1 There is. .that

amount of conservatory and glass which one would expect.

1897 Gardener's Chron. XXIII. 295/3 [The plaintiffs] were
told their glass would be measured and assessed at the rate

of ,£ioo per acre.

II. Something made of glass.

4. A glass vessel or receptacle. Also, the con-

tents of the vessel.

The specific application as m 5 is now so predominant that

the word is now commonly applied only to vessels more or

less resembling a drinking glass ; a glass bottle or jar, for

instance, is no longer called 'a glass'. But the wider use
survives in the collective plurals.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 164 Healewi in onebruchele glese. c 1380
Wyclif Last Age Ch. p. xxxv, Wib his blood he anoyntide
be glas, be glass to barst and be brid fleye his wey. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 700 In a glas he hadde pigges bones, c 1423
Hoccleve Min. Poems (1892) 232 He had a lytil glas,

Which, with bat watir anoon filled he. 1484 Caxton
Fables of sEsop II. xiii, Only he lycked the glas by cause he
cowde not reche to the mete with his mouthe. 1530 Privy
Purse Exp. Hen. VIIf (1827) 67 For bringing a glasse of

Relike water fro Wvndeso r
. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. x. 1

Then toke Samuel a glasse of oyle, and poured it vpon his

heade. i549-6a Sternhoi.d & H. Ps. Ivi. (1566) 134
Reserue them [my tearesjin a glasse by thee and write them
in thy booke. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr. Induct, i. 7 You will

not pay for the glasses you haue burst? 1606 Vestry Bks.

(Surteesi 287 A glasse of sallett Oyle for the clock, \\\)d. 1608

Chapman Byrons Trag. Q iv b, A glasse ofay re, broken with
lesse then breath. 1728 E. Smith Coinpl. Housew. (ed- 2)

165 When the Juice boils, put in your Currants and boil

them till your Syrup jellies .. then put it in your Glasses.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 153 Miss, will you reach me that

Glass of Jelly? 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 375 He shall be happy
to furnish them with recent virus . . if they will send their

lancets or glasses to his house. 1870 Mrs. Loudon's Amateur
Gardener (1880) 141 Those who grow hyacinths, .in glasses.

1884 Wallacf.-Di'Nlop in Mag. of'Art V 11, 154 '1 No illus-

trations can do justice to the endless diversities of Venetian
glasses.

b. * musical glasses fsee Musical).
1762 Franklin Let. 13 July in Mem. (1818) III. 357 The

glasses being thus tuned, you [etc.]. Ibid. 358 My largest

glass is G, a little below the reach of a common voice.

5. spec. A drinking-vessel made of glass ; hence,

the liquor contained, and_/f;r. drink.

1392-3 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 235/31 Pro glases

et verres. c 1400 Destr. Troy 804 Sho gafe nym a glasse

with a good lycour. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xxiii. 31 Loke
not thou vpon the wyne .. what a coloure it geueth in the
glasse. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii. 104, I pray thee set

a deepe glass of Reinish wine on the contrary Casket. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Ch, Porch v. Drink not the third

glasse, which thou canst not tame, When once it is within
thee. 1653 Walton Angler xiii. 239 So Master, here is a
full glass to you of that liquor. 1744 Berkeley Sin's § 219
On taking a glass of tar-water. 1757 tr. Hentzner's Itin. 89
It is common for a number uf them, that have got a glass in

their heads, to [etcj\ 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal 111. ii.

{Song), Let the toast pass, Drink to the lass, I warrant she'll

prove an excuse for the glass. 1789 Wolcot (P. Pindar)

Ep. to falling Minist. Wks. 1812 II. 116 A jolly fellow o'er

his glass. 1833 Tennyson Miller's Dau. 17 Yet nil my glass;

GLASS.

give me one kiss. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xi, This
bargain concluded, they took a glass with the landlord.

ti. A Sand-glass lor the measurement of time

;

esp. an Hour-glass, and A'aul. the half-hour glass,

the half-minute and quarter-minute glasses. To
flog the glass : see Flog v. i d.

U1515: cf. Hour-glass.] 1557 TotteVs Misc. CArb.) 138,

I saw, my tyme how it did runne, as sand out of the glasse.

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedd'sConq. E. Ind. xlvi. 102

To bring him a running glasse of an houre. 1601 Shaks. All's

Well 11. i. 168 Or foure and twenty times the Pylots glasse

Hath told the theeuish minutes, how they passe. 1670
EachardCVm^. Clergyii He is counted dull to purpose, that

is not able, .to fasten upon any text of scripture ; and to tear

and tumble it tilt the glass be out. 1711 Milit. fy Sea Did.
(ed. 4) 11, Glasses, are the Hour, Four Hour, and Minute
Glasses, us'd at Sea. 1726 Shelvockf. Voy. round World
(1757) 142 At the turning of every glass, during the night, we
beat three ruffs on the drums. i78oCov\ter Table T. 41 The
glass that bids man mark the fleeting hour. 1831 Trelawny
Adv. Younger Son xcv. 11890) 387 Every hour the ship's

glass was turned. 1867 Smyth Sailors IVord-bk., Glass
clear f Is the sand out of the upper part ? asked previously

to turning it, on throwing the log. 1871 Joaquin Miller
Songs Italy (1&7&) 71, I will wait in the pass Of death, until

Time he shall break his glass.

b. Ti.e time taken by the sand of such a glass

to run out. NauL Usually said of the half-hour

glass; hence, a glass m half an hour.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. n. 126 The 28. we lay sixe glasses

a hull tarying for the pinesse. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 223

Our Ship, Which but three glasses since, we gaue out split

Is tyte. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 12 Glasses

(which are but halfe houresi. 1677; Loud. Gaz. No. 1215/4

They engaged, and fought very briskly, during six Glasses.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late t oy. 1. 186 So standing in North-east,

sometimes two Glasses, that is one hour. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 7 r 14 The Bulldog engaged the Frjseur.. three

glasses and a half. 1814 Sailor's Return 1. vii, There, my
hearty, keep that but so half a glass, and Ise warrant you'll

be sound as a roach.

c- fig-
1638 SirT. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 303, 200 yeares agoe,

the J owne was rich . . But now, whither her glasse is runne
..or [etc.J. 1663 Bp. Griffith Serin, on 4 Admir. Beasts

37 When their race is run, and their glass is out. 1756 C.

Lucas Ess. IVatersl. 196 They are rendered, .decrepidand

old before half their glass is run. 1847 Grote Greece 11.

xxvii. (1862J III. 42 Ihe glass of this worthless dynasty is

run out.

7. A pane of glass, esp. the window of a coach,

etc.; the plate of glass covering a picture ; a glazed

frame or case (e.g. for the protection of plants).

1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 117 The tabelet with the Image
of oure lady with a glasse to-fore hit. c 1566 J. Alday tr.

Boaystuau's Theat. World Kvb, There faire eyes that are

the windowes of all the bodie, and glasses of the soule. 1581

1'ettie tr. Guazzd's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 159 As Goldsmithes

sometime cover their ware and Jewells with a Glasse, to

make them shew the better. 1642 Rates Merchandize 28

Glasses for windows. X664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1679) 25

Cover them [Plants] with glasses, having cloath'd them first

with sweet, and dry Moss. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy II.

163 The stone upon which the gridiron stood, upon which S.

Laurence was broiled. Its covered with a great glass

through which you see it. 1697 tr. C'tess D'Annofs Trav.

(1706)131 It had Glasses twice as big as my hand, made fast

lo each end of the coach, for the conveniency of calling to

the Footmen, c 1710 C. Fiennes Diary (1888) 249 On Each
side are Rowes of posts on wch are Glasses— Cases for Lamps
w<* are Lighted in ye Evening. 1717 Prior Alma in. 234
He . . Breaks watchmen's heads, and chairmen's glasses.

a 1 7 18 Motteux Epil. Vanbrugh's Mistake 18 We dare not

..with a friend at night. .With glass drawn up, drive about

Covent-garden. 178a Cowper Pineapples <y Bee 20 While
Cynthio ogles, as she passes The nymph between two chariot

glasses. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xiv. (1813) 212 When
the plants cannot be contained under the glasses, let them
be carefully trained out. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817' II.

116 He lowers the front glass, and bids the . . coaebman
drive him to his surgeon's. 1833 T. Hook Widow 4- Mat*
guess i, Bang went the door, up went the glass,

8. A glass mirror, a Looking-glass.
13. . A*. Alls. 4108 Theo maydenes lokyn in the glas, For

to tyffen heore fas. 14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr..Wiikker 623
Speculum, glasse. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAtsop 11. xvii.

Men sayen comynly who that beholdeth in the glas well

lie seeth hym self. 1545 Rates Custom-ho. B iij b, Glasses

called lokyng glasses the groce .iim. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.

1758 Poore broken glasse, I often did behold In thy sweet

semblance, my old age new borne. 01637 ^ - JONSON

Celebr. Charts v. 40 The glass hangs by her side, And the

girdle 'bout her waist. 171a Addison Spect. No. 311 P4
A Fop who admires his Person in a Glass. 1868 Dickens
Lett. 25 Feb. (1880) II. 363 It is actually swelling his head

as I glance at him in the glass while writing.

f b. applied to a mirror of other material.

1530 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. VIII (1827) 81 A payer of

tabulls and chesses. A stele glasse [etc.]. 1571 Pigges
Pantom. 1. xxi. F iv b, The best kinde of glasse for this pur-

pose is of Steele finely pullished. 1576 Gascok.ne i
title) The

Steele Glas. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 114 Hauing placed a

magical glasse of Steele on the top. 1861 Our Eng. Home
116 The mirror, .was made of beryl, or high polished steel,

but called a glass.

c. poet, applied to water as a mirror.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. in. Law 954 Proud that

his glass Gliding so swift, so soon re-youngs the grass. 1667

Milton P. L. xi. 844 The cleer Sun on his wide watrie

Glass Gaz'd hot. 1716 Addison Salmaeis <y Herm. 37 In

the limpid streams she views her face, And drest her image
in the floating glass.

A.fg.
1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 81 b, He was the floure of

kynges passed, and a glasse to them that should succede.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 3 To behold in the Glas of Creation,
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the Forme of Formes. 1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) loyLouers
that haue bene decerned by fancy, the diw of pestilence.

1607 Tourneur Rev. 'frag. iv. tii. Wks. 1878 II. 128 He thou
a gfasse for maides. 1673 Temple Obs. United Prov. Wks.
1731 I. 25 He began to see, in the Glass of Time and Experi-
ence, the true Shapes of all human Greatness and Designs.

1714 Fortescue-Aland Pre/, to Fortescve's Abs. <y Lim.
Mon. 72 History and Antiquity is the Glass of Time. 1771
Wesley Wks. (1872) V. 283 We are to see the Creator in the
glass of every creature. 18. . Lowell Poet. Wks. 1879- 387
Man, Woman, Nature, each is but a glass Where the soul
sees the image of herself.

e. A magic mirror, a crystal, etc., used in magic
art. Also glass of skill.

c 1566 J. Alday tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World S vi b,

A childe, who after he had looked in a glasse shewed htin of
hys destruction. 1584 K. Scot Discov, Witchcr. xiu. xix.

316 The regular, the irregular, the coloured and cleare

glasses. 1580 R. Robinson Gold. Aft'rr. (Chetham Soc.) 53
He stept into his cave And brought a glass of skill exceeding
brave. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 119 Yet the eight appeares,
who beares a glasse, Which shewes me many more.

9. A piece of glass shaped for a special purpose,

e.g. one of the glasses of a pair of spectacles, a
lens, a watch-glass.

1545 Rates Custom-ko. B iij b, Glasses for spectacles. 1657
R. Lioon Barbadoes (1673) 29 Not unlike the mould that

the Spectacle-makers grinde their glasses on. 1665 Hooke
Microgr, 73, I provided me with a Prismatical Glass, made
hollow, just in the form o( a Wedge. 1802 Paley Nat.
'fkeol. iii. 24 Our artist . . produced a correction of the defect
by imitating, in glasses made from different materials the
effects of the different humours through which the rays of
Hght pass before they reach the bottom of the eye, 1815
Scott Guy M. Ivi, Pleydell wiped the glasses of his spec-
tacles. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 390 Having
cleaned the glasses of a good telescope, I hastened to the
mast-head. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 208 Equally
whether the lens be of water inclosed between glasses like

watch-glasses, or of solid glass. Ibid. 211 The image or
picture of the sun formed by that glass or lens. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch fy Clockm. 112 [A] Glass Height Guage .

.

is especially useful in fitting glasses to hunting watches
where there is but little spare room.

b. A burning-glass.
a 1631 Donne To Mr. R. Woodward 21 Wks. (Grosart)

II. 76 As Men force the sun with much more force to passe,

By gathering his beams with a christall glasse. 1670 Dryden
2nd Pi. Conq. Granada v. ii, For if that heat your glances
cast were strong, Your eyes, like glasses, fire, when held so
long.

10. An optical instrument used as an aid to sight.

a. gen.
1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser. $ Com. 90 They

view a single Shilling in a Multiplying Glass, which makes
it appear a Thousand. 1736 Butler Anal. I. i. 2Q^How
sight is assisted by glasses.

Jig. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 563 It is only the
half-reasoner, who. .uses a glass full of flaws, that hunts for

it in vain, 1788 Gibbon Decl. <$- F. xlvii. IV. 553 note. In
the contemplation of a minute or remote object, I am not
ashamed to borrow the aid of the strongest glasses. 1847
L. Hunt Men, Women <y B. I. i. 6 The strong glass of science
has put an end to the assumptions of fiction.

b. A telescope or other instrument for distant

vision. More explicitly Spy-glass, Field-glass,
Opera-glass, etc.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i, As a man..Taketh
a glasse prospective good and true. By which things most
remote are full in view. 1638 Wilkins New World iii. (1707)
26 By the help of Galileus's Glass. .the Heavens are made
more present to us than they were before. 1677 Plot Ox-
fordsh. 215 He used these glasses in Celestial Observations.

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 97 We could see hiin.

.

by our glasses. 1779 G. Keate Sk.fr. Nat. (ed. 2) II. 87
Three or four ladies.. were come up with their glasses in

their hands, to take a view of the new-arrived Indiamen.
1840 Marryat Poor Jack xxi, A first-rate glass, Jack. 1873
Tristram Moab vi. 99 Even without a glass we could dis-

tinctly make out Jerusalem.

c. A microscope. More explicitly magnifying^
glass.

1646 J. Hall Horx Vac. 185 Small peeces best commend
themselves through a Magnifying Glasse. 1664 Power
Exp. Pkilos. 4 If you divide the Bee . . you shall without
help of the glasse, see the heart beat most lively. 1665
Hooke Microgr. 162 Through an ordinary single Magnify-
ing Glass. 17*1 Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 47 Every
one knows 1 who has been conversant with Microscopes) that

we have some Glasses which will magnify a simple Point .

.

so as to [etc.]. 1780 Harris Phihi. Enq. Wks. (1841) 425
These beings which, without the aid of glasses, even escape
our perception. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch ^ Clockm. (1892)

290 If the finger is .. looked at through the stone with a
watchmaker's glass, the grain of the skin will be plainly

visible if the stone is not a diamond.

d. An Eye-glass ; also in//, spectacles.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 111. 314 Well mounted,
and glasses before his eyes to preserve them from the wind.

1746 Collins Odes, Manners 11771) 78 While ever varying
as they pass To some Contempt applies her glass. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 288 Stationed there . . With glass at eye,

and catalogue in hand. 1790 Wesley Wks. (1872) IV. 490
My eyes were so dim, that no glasses would help me. 1813
Mar. Edgeworth Patron. II. xxiii. 57 Looking through
her glass at the man who was lighting the argand lamps.

1864 Tennyson Grandmother xxvii, Get me my glasses,

Annie. 1866 Mrs. Gaskkll Wives <$• Dau. xi. (1867) 117

My lady took off her glasses.

f 11. transf. The eye-ball, the eye. poet
*593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 208 Euen in the glasses of thine

eyes I see thy greeued heart. 1607 — Cor. it\. ii. 117 The
smiles of Knaues Tent in my cheekes, and Schoole-boyes
Teares take vp The Glasses of my sight ! 1608 Yorksh.
'frag. 1. x, O, were it lawful that your pretty souls Might
look from heaven into your father's eyes, Then should you

see the penitent glasses melt, a x6ax Beaum. & Fu Thierry

fy Theod. v. ii, Love, I must die, I faint, close up my
glasses.

12. a. A Weather-glass, a barometer, b. A
thermometer.
a. 1688 J. Smith Baroscope 66 Such times as the Wind

sets.. contrary in Nature to that Weather which the Glass
predicts. 1710 Steele 'fatter No. 214 P 4 A state weather-
glass, that, .presages all changes and revolutions in govern-
ment, as the common glass does those of the weather. 1781
W. Blane Ess. Hunting (1788) 9 When he . . finds the air

moist . . the quick-silver in his glass moderately high. 1843
Lady Granville Lett. (1894) II. 370 South-west wind, not
sunny, glass at fair. 1867 Dickens Lett. 13 Nov. u88o II.

304 The glass is rising high to-day.

b. 1775 T. Hutchinson Diary 21 July I. 493 Warm like

a New England day— the glasses in the shade about 75.

+ III. 13. [Pern, another word ; cf. Glass z>.,

Glaze #.] —Gloss sb.2 1, 1 b.]

155* [see glass-worm in 16]. a 1569 Kyngesmili. Cottjl. w.
Satan (1576) A vij b, The more shamefull facts he leadeth

vs vnto, the more goodly glasse he setteth on them. 1579
'VoMsnti Calvin's Serm. Tim. 89/1 By this meanes, he giueth
greater glasse [orig. plus grand lustre] to y grace which he
vseth. 1594 Hooker Ecct. Pol. Pref. vii. § 1 It is no part of

my secret meaning, .to set upon the face of this cause any
fairer glass than the naked truth doth afford. 1598 Florio,
Accauigliare, to stringe silke or giue it a glasse. 1605
Breton Old Man's Less. (Grosart) 10/2 Sattens , . with such
a glasse, that you may almost see your face in it. 1622

MABBB tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. It. 220 To take away
the dust from them, or to giue them a better glasse.

IV. altrib. nnd Comb.

14. simple altrib., passing into quasi-adj.

a. Made of glass.

Formerly often united with a hyphen.
cgoo tr. Barda's Hist. v. v. (MS. B ; E. E. T. S. II. 4Q4\
He . . him onsende an fjla;s-fcet mid wine gefylled. c 1205
Lav. 17724 He nom his glaes-fat [c 1275 vrinal] anan &
be king maeh ber on. 1600 SuBPLET Countrie Farme II.

lxx. 419 Put them all together in a glasse vessel!, or

earthen one well glassed. 1641 French Distill, i. (1651)

36 That . . Oyle may be better . . if it be drawn in Balneo,
with a gourd, and glasse-head. 164a Rates Merchandize
29, Glasse pipes. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cviii. 154
The distilled water hereof, that is drawn forthwith a Glasse-
Still. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 88 Several Glass-Trunks,
or Cylindrical Glass-Tubes. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 36 Take
a small Glass-Cane about a fo>t long, seal up one end.

1676 tr. Guillafiere's Voy. Athens 269 A kind of Glass-

bottles that hold each of them three or four pints. 1:1678

Hatton Corr. (1878) I. 169 Neither the glass penns nor any
\

other sorts are neare soe good [as steel pens]. 1722 De Foe
Col. Jack U840) 6, I was a dirty glass-bottle-house boy,
sleeping in the ashes. 1743 Lonii. <y Coutury Breiv. III.

sed. 2) 245 Some .. use the Glass Stopple instead of the
Cork. 1800 tr. Lagrange 's Chem. I. 439 If care be taken.

.

to break the largest lumps with a glass-pestle or spatula.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 574 By boiling concentrated sulphuric

acid in a glass vessel. 1853 Househ. Words 11 June 353/2
There is (or was) a famous glass-bead factory at Murano.
1853 W. Gregory Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3> 101 Small bottles ..

closely fitted with glass stoppers. 1865 Tyndall F'ragm.
Set, viii. (1871) 185 Glass lenses were employed to concentrate
the rays.

b. Glazed, having pieces or panes of glass set

in a frame. Cf. Glass-case, -coach, -housk, etc.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 308 A turret of stone .. hauing
a great glasse-lanthorne in the toppe . . with a great copper
pan in the midst to holde oile, with twenty lights in it.

a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 128 The bees have made it

their first work to line that glass-hive, with a crust of wax,
that they might work and not be discerned. 1664 Evelyn
Kal. Hort. (1729 1 193 You may. .have early Sallets on the

Hot-Bed, and under Glass Frames and Bells. 1700 T.
Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 116 Every
Coffee-House is Illuminated . . without by a fine Glass-

Lanthorn. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV. 1. 208 He can look through
a glass-door at the German Curiosity-chamber within. 1838
Penny Cycl. XI. 75 Peas or beans .. such as are forced and
require glass frames to protect them. 1845 James Smuggler
III. 129 Sir Robert Croyland they found looking out of the
glass-door. i886Tupi'ER My Life as Authored Our glass-

porch entrance at Albury. 1895 Daily News 23 Feb. 5/2
* We work in a glass hive ', said the late Lord Russell many
years ago.

15. General comb. : a. attributive, as glass busi-

ness, -line, -shop, trade.

*799 Spirit Pubt. Jmls. (1800I III. 330, I am 32 years of
age, a widow, in the "glass line, in London. 1823 Ibid.(iS2^)
211 He. .is himself in the glass line, .but is, at present, out of
business. 1639 Cartwright Roya 11 Slave 1. iii, Would doe
as much harme in a Kingdome, as a monkey in a *Glasse-
shop.

b. objective, as glass- beveller, -embosser, -en-

graver, -grinder, -maker, -mender, -painter,

-polisher, -seller, -silverer, -stainer; glass-anneal-

ing (in quot. altrib.), -bevelling, -colouring, -em-
bossing, -engraving, -gilding, -grinding, -making,
-painting, -silvering, -soldering, -spinning, stain-

ing vbl. sbs. Also Gl.ASS-CL'TTEK, -CUTTING.
1842 Francis Diet. Arts, *Glass annealing furnace. 1891

Daily News 16 June6/6 Delegates, .representing the *glass-

bevellers of the London and provincial branches. Ibid.

3 Nov. 3/6 Employers who are interested in *glass-bevel ling.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Glass-cohring, tinting glass by
incorporating metallic oxides in its substance. 1858 Sim-
monds Diet. Trade, *Glass-embosser, an ornamenter of
glass. 1894 Wcstm. Gaz. 17 July 3/1 The girls and women
working in the . . *glass-embossing room. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. 'Trade, *Glass-engraver, a workman who cuts figures
on glass. 1875 Knight Did. Mech., ^Glass-engraving. 18:1
SelfInstructor 529 The most important secret in "glass-
gilding. 01691 Boyle Wks. (17441 I. 255/2 The "glass
grinders often complain of the trouble they meet with

in separating such bodies. 1768 Chron. in Ann, Reg.
113/1 The glass grinders assembled in a body to petition

parliament for an augmentation of their wages. 1795 Ash,
Suppl., 'Glass-grinding. 1576GASCOIGNE Steel Gl. 'Arb.) 55
One that was, a "Glassemaker in deede. 1750 tr. Leonar-
do's Mirr. Stones 44 A certain stone, with which our glass-

makers whiten their vessels. 1611 Cotgr., Vitrerie, a glas-

ing or "Glasse-making. 1872 Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm.
44 Glass-making was certainly known to the Egyptians.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies iii. 21 When the smith and the

"glassemender driue theire white and fury fires. 1762 H.
Walvole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. I. vi. 126 He [Marc
Willems] made designs for most of the painters, "glass-

painters and arras-makers of his time. 1847 Co. Lindsay
Chr. Art I. no Miniature and "glass-painting, .and similar

.. graceful branches of art. 1897 Daily News 13 May
8/5 T. A., "glass-polisher, pleaded guilty to [etc.). 1720
STRYrE Stovv's Sun'. Lond. II. v. xv. 240/2 The 'Glass-
Sellers in London were much aggrieved at this. 1858 Sim-

monds Diet. Trade, *Glass-silrerer, one who coats glass

with quicksilver for mirrors, &c. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Glass-silvering, glass for mirrors or ornamentation is sil-

vered by one of two methods. Ibid., *Glass-seldering.

Ibid.^Glass-spinning. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,*Glass-
stainer. See Gttiss-painter. Ibid., ''Glass-staining, the

process of colouring or painting glass.

c. similative, ^glass-clear (cf.OE. ghrs-hhiitor

\

-coloured, -green, hard adjs. ; also glass-like adj.

and adv.

1890 Dominion Illtistr. Christm. No., A kkelet whose
water was waveless and "glass-clear. a 1661 Holy day
Juvenal 174 It was sprinkled o\er with hyaline or ""elass-

colour'd dust. 1790 A. Wilson Ilardyknute Poet. Wks.
(1846 1 136 Loose from his side a ^glass-green horn he drew.
1882 Nakes Seamanship (ed 6; 243 Round bars of "glass-

hard steel. 1889 Nature 7 Nov. 12 If steel has to l>e made
glass-hard, .mercury is used. 1616 61 Hoi.yuay i'ersius 309
How he swells, And breaks with "glass-like cboller. i6zi

Lady M. Wroth Crania 180 Sometimes would bee. .cast a
glasse of comfort on him, but glasse-Hke was it brittle. 1662
Dryden Aslrara Redux 208 For by example most we sinn'd

before, And glass-like clearness mix'd with frailty bore. 1889
Hissey Tour in I'haeton 190 The Mirror Bioad-.may net

be always so smooth and glass-like as when we saw it.

d. pnrasynthetic and instrumental, as glass-

bowled, -built, -covered, -legged, -panelled adjs.

1891 Daily News 28 May 61 That was with a "glass-

bowk-d lamp, whereas this was a brass and copper one 1781
E. Darwin Dot. Card,, Econ. I eg. iv, In "glass-built fanes.

1898 Westm. Gaz, 11 Mar. 1/1 There is a spacious balcony,
which opens into a "glass-covered gallery. 1824 Body rt-

.V(W(ed. 4) I. 42 The 'glass-legged stool of an electrifying

apparatus. 1895 // 'estm. Gaz. 28 Jan. 5/1 A *glass-panelled

hearse drawn by four horses.

16. Special comb. : glass-artist, one who de-

signs coloured or stained glass windows; glass-

ball, a ball made of glass, used as an ornament or

toy, a mark for shooting at, etc.; f glass-band,
one of the strips of lead for securing the panes of

glass in a window
;

glass-bell = Bell-glass
;

-f glass-belly, a bellied glass flask, serving the

purpose of a retort ;
glass - blower, one who

blows and fashions glass ; so glass-blowing vbl.

sb.\ glass-breaker Sc, ?a tippler; glass-calm.

a calm when the sea is smooth as glass
;
glass-

cavity, a cavity in a mineral filled with a glassy

substance; glass-chalcedony, -chord (see quots.'

;

glass-crab, the larva of a palinuroid or scyllaroid

shrimp
;
glass-culture, culture of fruit, etc. under

glass; glass - cupboard, a glazed book - case
;

glass-drop = Drop sb. 10 h ; glass-dust, pow-
dered glass, used for grinding and polishing; glass-

eel, -enamel iseequots.)
;
glass-faced a., reflect-

ing, like a mirror, the looks of another ; glass-fur-

nace, a furnace in which the materials of glass are

fused
;
glass-gall, a whitish salt scum cast up from

glass in a state of fusion
; glass-gazing a., given

to contemplating oneself in a mirror; f glass-gilt a.,

thinly coated with a glassy surface
; glass-glazed

a., (of pottery) having a glaze of substantial thick-

ness; glass-grenade, a grenade with case made of

glass instead of metal
;
glass-height-gauge, an in-

strument for measuring the height of watch-glasses

;

T" glass-helmet, a glass covering used by early

chemists as a protection for the head
; glass-metal,

glass in a state of fusion ; glass-mosaic, -mould,
nautilus (see quots.) ; f glass-ore, a rich kind of

silver ore ;
glass-organist, ? a performer on the

musical glasses ; glass-oven (see quot.) ;
glass-

paper, paper covered with finely-powdered glass

for polishing or smoothing wood, bone, etc. : so

glass-paper v., to rub or polish with glass-paper :

glass-plate, f (#) (see quot. 1642) ;
{b) a sheet of

glass; glass-pock, -pox, an eruptive disease, Vari-

cella coniformis; glass - porcelain (see quot.);

glass-pot, a pot or crucible used for fusing the

materials of glass in a glass-furnace
;
glass-press,

-proof i^seequots.) ;
glass-rope (sponge), thegenus

Hyalonema; -\
,g\&sa-B&lt=glass-gall; glass-sand,

sand used in the manufacture of glass ; f glass-set

a., put into shape before a mirror ; glass shaped a .

shaped like a drinking-glass, cyathiform
;

glass-

shell, a name given to certain molluscs (see quots.)

;

glass-shrimp, a larval form of certain stomato-
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podous crustaceans; glass-slag, the refuse of glass-

manufacture ;
glass-snail, a snail of the genus

Vitrina, having a thin translucent shell ; glass-

snake, (a) a large limbless lizard, Ophiosattrus

ventralis, with a very brittle tail, common in the

southern U.S. ; (6) a lizard of the genus PseuJopus ;

glass-soap, a name given, in glass-making, to per-

oxide of manganese (see quot.) ;
glass-sponge =

glass-rope sponge (abowe); tglass-stone, a kind of

transparent stone, ?mica; also ? Brazilian pebble;

glass-tinner, the workman who applies tin-foil to

mirror-plates; glass-ware, articles made of glass;

t glass-weed = Glass-wort; glass-wool (see

quot.)
;
glass-worm, the glow-worm (cf. glare-,

glaze-worm) ;
fglass-wright = GLAZiEU.

1889 H. A. Dodds Rep. Paris Exhib. 7 The *glass-artist

. . when he designs a window, frankly recognizes these re-

strictions. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Theveuot's Trav. 1. 22 It is

full of Lamps, and curiosities in "glass balls, of which one,

for instance, contains a little galley. 1753 Chambers CycL

Supp., Glass-balls, ..circular or otherwise shaped hollow

vessels of glass coloured within so as to imitate the semi-

pellucid gems. 1880 New Virginians II. 223 There are

also hunting and fishing clubs, and glass-ball matches. 1577

in Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876)67 The said erle furnesand

•glasbandis, soilburdis, lyme, and sand. 1641 French Dis-

till, iii. (1651) 68 Over it hang a *Glasse-bell. 1719 London
& Wise Compl. GarJ. 309 We must sow upon it, under

Glass- Bells, some good bright Curled Lettuce. 1831 Carlyle
Sari. Res. lit. vii, Wert thou, .covered up within the largest

imaginable Glass-bell. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Ms.
Vocab., Balneum Marix, is away of distilling with a 'glass-

belly, holding the ingredients put into a vesselof water. C1515

Cocke LorelCs B. 10 Broche makers, "glas blowers. 1872

Kuskin Eagle's N. % 139 A Venetian glass-blower swept

you a curve of crystal from the end of his pipe. ? 1829 Land.

Encycl. X. 230/2 'Glass-blowing is the art of forming ves-

sels of glass. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlv, I think we had better

lie down, Captain, if ye're no agreeable to another cheerer.

But troth, ye're nae 'glass-breaker ; and neither am I. 1893

Times 3 July 11/1 There was a 'glass calm down the Renfrew

and Ayrshire shores. 1896 Daily News 12 June 6/7 A glass

calm set in which stayed the cutter. 1857 Sorhv in Q. jfrul.

Geol. Soc. XIV. 466 It appears to me that we cannot do

better than adopt a term analogous to that so generally

adopted for fluid-filled cavities, and call these glass-filled

cavities 'glass-cavities. 1874 Ward ibid. XXXI. 397 The
augite crystals present many glass-cavities. 1753 Chambers
Cyct. Supp., •Glass-Chalcedony, a mixture of several ingre-

dients, with the common matter of glass, will make it repre-

sent the semi-opake gems, the jaspers, agates, chalcedonies,

&c. 18*5 Dannelev Encycl. Mus., 'Glass chord, a clavier

instrument, mounted with glass bars instead of strings.

1855 OgiLVIK, Suppl. ,"G/«M.fa*, the name given to species

of the genus Phyllosoma which are as transparent nearly as

glass. 1877 Huxley Ana!, luv. Auim. 356 The Glass-crabs,

or Phyllosomata are singular marine pelagic Crustacea.

1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (18881 II. SS Eoricata .. the

young forming the ' glass crabs ', which formerly, under the

name Phylloioma, were regarded as adults. 1886 Pall

Mall G. 19 June 14/1 'Glass culture is also now so cheap.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 328 Folio's and other

volumes . . on the advane'd shelves or 'glass-cupboards

of the lady's cl»ets. 1661 'Glass Drops [see Drop sb.

10 b], 1710 I. Clarke Rohault's Nat. Phil. 1 1729) I.

137 The scattering about of the Particles of the Glass-

drop, is owing to [etc.]. 1598 Sylvester D11 Bartns 11. 11.

it. Babylon 264 We. .in *glasse-dust did commence To draw

the round Earth's fair circumference. 1840 F. D. Bennett
Whaling Voy. II. 267 The 'Glass-Eel, or Small-Head. (Lep-

tocephalus, Sp.). This is one of the most extraordinary and

paradoxical hshes the ocean affords. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mcch., 'Glass-enamel, a semi-lucid or an opaque glass,

which owes its milkiness to the addition of binoxide of tin.

1607 Shaks. Timon I. i. 58 The "glasse-fac'd Flatterer. 163a

Sherwood, A *Glas*e-furnace, verriere. a 1704 Locke (J. ),

The glowing heat of a glass furnace. 1599 A. M. tr. Gavel-

houcr's Bit. Phrsicke 69/1 Take 'glassegaule, or Cristalle.

1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 1. (t686) 246 Mingle it with fluss,

and a little Glass-galls. 183a G. R. Porter Porcelain <y Gl.

166 A white porous scum, known by the name of sandiver

or glass-gall, rises through the mass. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11.

ii. 10 A.. whoreson 'glasse-gazing super-seruiceable finicall

Rogue, c 1684 Frost of 1683-4 (Percy Soc.) 28 Whilst on its

•glass gilt face strange buildings stand. 1883 Mollett

Diet. Art St A rchxol., 'Glass-glazed -Mares. 1664 Evelvn

Mem. 4 Feb., I had discourse with the King about an in-

vention of 'glass-grenades. 1884 Glass-height guage [see

sense a). 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Meeh. vm. 64 The

wide Orifice (which in common 'Glass-Helmets is the onely

one). at6»6BACON/'A>'j./V««.Wks.i827VII. 191 Let proof

be made of the incorporating of copper or brass with 'glass-

metal. 1854 Fairholt Diet. Art, 'Glass-mosaic, a modern

Italian work in imitation of the antique .. formed of small

squares of coloured glass . . and used for brooches (etc.). 1879

Sir G. G. Scott Led. Archit. I. 178 The introduction of.

.

glass mosaic on the tombs of the builder and rebuilder of

the Abbey. 187$ Knight Diet. Mech.'Glass-mold, a metal-

lic shaping-box in which glass is pressed or blown to form.

1836 Penny Cyct. VI. 294 1 The shells of this genus [Cari-

nariaj were formerly known to collectors under the name

of .
.

' 'Glass Nautilus '. 1683 Pettus Fleta Mm. 1. 11. 5

•Glass-Oars (as the cheifest of the leaden Coloured Oars)

almost to be compared to the best digested Silver. 1759

Gray Lelt.V/ks. 1884 III. 22 The fire is said to have begun

in the chamber of that poor *glass-organisl who lodged at a

coffee-house in Swithuvs Alley. 187s Knight Diet. Mech.,

'Glass-oven, a heated chamber in which just-made glass in

sheets or ware is placed to cool gradually. 1847 Smeaton

Builder's Man. 97 This being done, the work may be cleaned

off with a piece of "glass-paper. 1873 SroN Workshop Rec.

Ser. 1. 84/1 Take a sheet of the finest glass-paper, and when

the first coating of varnish is perfectly dry, 'glass-paper the

whole surface, and make it smooth as before. 164a Rates

Merchandize 20 'Glasse plates or sights for looking glasses

unfyled. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 579 In forming glass-plates

204

by the extension of a cylinder into a plane, the workman
first [etc.). 1858 B. Ridge Health *, Dis. 118 The super-

fluity of the acid and acrid materials in children will beget

'glass-pock. 1879 St. George's llosp. Rep. IX. 603 The
patient had in his youth suffered from scarlatina and ' glass-

pox'. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., 'Glass porcelain, the

name given by many to a modern invention of imitating the

china ware with glass. Ibid., 'Glass Pols. 1819 Brande
Cheat. (1841) 1039 The glass-pots are placed round a dome-

shaped furnace . . there are generally six in each furnace.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., 'Glass-press, a device to apply

pressure to glass in a mold while in a plastic state. 184a

Francis Diet. Arts, 'Glass proofs, see Bologna Phials.

Bologna Phials or Proo/s are small round bottles of unan-

nealed glass, which fly to pieces directly anything angular

is dropped into them. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus (1878) 86

Hyalonemas, or "glass-rope sponges. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs I. v. § 21 Of Sandiver, or 'Glass Salt. 1863 A. C
Ramsay Phys. Geog. 139 The 'glass-sand used in this country

is chiefly derived from the Eocene beds of the Isle of Wight,

and from the sand-dunes on the borders of the Bristol

Channel. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanie ii. vi. 201 Then Mato
comes with his new "glasse-set face. iTfi-efc Withering

Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 201 Male, nectary in the centre;

•glass-shaped. 1854 Mayne Expos. Lex., Glass-shaped.

See Cyathiformis. 185: Gosse Zool. 220 *Glass shells

(a. Hyalea tridentata; b. Cleodora pyramidata). 1855

Ogilvie, Suppl., Glass-shell, species of Hyalea. whose shells

look as if they had been blown out of the thinnest glass.

1879 Rossiter Diet. Sci. Terms s.v., Glass shell = Can-
naria, belongs to Gasteropoda. Ibid., 'Glass shnaip =
Erichthus. 1611 StURTEVANT Metallica (1854! 113 "Glasse-

slage is a liquid material! of a glassie substance. 1878 Ure s

Diet. Arts (ed. 7) IV. 408 Glass-slag. 1851-6 Woodward
Mollusca 163 'Glass-snail. 1736 Mortimer Nat. Hist.

Carolina in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 258 Ceecilia maculata :

The "Glass-Snake. 1796 Morse Aater. Geog. I. 221 The

glass snake . . A small blow with a slick will separate the body,

not only at the place struck, but at two or three other places,

the muscles being articulated in a singular manner, quite

through to the vertebra. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888)

III. 434 Pseudopus gracilis, the Khasya glass-snake .. in-

habiting the Khasya Hills of India. 183a G. R. Porter

Porcelain .y Gl. 148 Black oxide of manganese has long been

used for clearing glass from any foul colour which it might

accidentally possess through the impurity of the alkali em-

part [of Spain] aboundeth besides with stone glasses, or

"glasse stones [orig. specularibus lapidibus]. Ibid. II. 595

The best piastre . . is . . made of the Talc or the glasse

stone aforesaid. 1641 Rales Merchandize 29 Glasse stone,

plates, for spectacles rough the dozen 00.13.04. 1839

Ure Diet. Arts 592 The 'glass-tinner . . taking a sheet of

tinfoil adapted to his purpose ..spreads it on the table,

and applies it closely with a brush. 1745 De hoe's Eng.

Tradesman xxvi. 1 1841! I. 267 *Glass ware from Stur-

bridge. c 1850 Aral>. Nts. (Rtldg.) 225 He was a poor

man, who had laid out the little money he possessed in a

basket of glassware. 1568 Turner Herbal in. 37 It maye

be called also 'Glaswede, because the ashe of it serve

to make glas with. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1. 101

A Plant., which the Botanists call Kali, .and we. .Glass-

weed. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Glass-wool, glass spun out to

a very fine fibre. Used in the filtration of acids. 155a

He 1 OET.'Glasse worme or grene worine, whiche shyneth in

the nyghte wyth a glasse lyke golde, cantlians, canthapda.

1658 Rowland Mou/et's Theat. Ins. 976 In English, Glow,

worm, Shine-worm. Glass-worm, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 198/1

'Glasse wryte .. vilrarius. lirj Dumbarton Burgh Rec.

in J Irving Hist. Dumbartonsh. (i860) 478 Thay ordanit

the glasswryt mak up a new glas to the Tolbooth in the

loist windo. , . -.

t Glass, si.* 06s. rare. [a. OF. glas, gluts.]

A resounding noise.

t483Cac7i. Augl.ijS/i A Glasse of ringynge or trumpynge,

classicum.

t Glass, a. Olis. rare. Also glase. [perh. f.

Glass sl/A ; but cf. Welsh glas, grey.]

1547 Boorde Brev. Health xiii. n b, The thyrde is of a

glasse or a greenyshe colour. Ibid. xciv. 37 Some [men] hath

glase and dankyshe skynnes.

Glass (glas), v. [f. Glass s6A ; cf. Glaze v.\

which represents an equivalent older formation.]

1. trans. To fit or fill in with glass ; = Glaze v.1

Now rare.

1540 Ludloiu Chnrchw. Ace. (Camden) I To master glasier

forglassyngethewyndous. i599MlNSHEU,ToGlasseorglaze.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Devonshire t. (1662) 257 The Lady

glassing the Window in her husbands absence, .caused one

child more then she then had, to be set up. 1665 Bp. Cosin

Corresp. (Surtees) II. 114 Are the windows well and fairly

glassed, the floor, .well and even layd ? 18. .
Clough Poems

S Rem. (1869) 1 1. 97 [The sun] Southwestern^ now, thro win-

dows plainly glassed. 1886 Chesh. Gloss., Glass v. to glaze.

Glassing the windows is to put the panes into their frames.

2. To protect by a covering of glass, to enclose

or case in glass (rare). Also (nonce-use), to keep

away (from the air; by enclosing in gUss.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 11. i. 244 As lewels in Chnstall for

some Prince to buy. Who tendring their own worth from

whence they were glasl, Did point out to buy them along

as you past. 1799-1805 Wordsw. Prelude ix. 88 Tranquil

almost and careless as a flower Glassed in a green-house.

1886 Century Mag. XXXII.S63/1 As if a boy were an orchid

or other frail exotic to be glassed away from the rough air

of manhood.

t b. To put into a glass vessel for the purpose

of storing or keeping, to bottle. Also glass up.

1718 E. Smith Compl. Housew. (ed. 2) 155 When your

Quinces are clear . . glass them up, and when they are cold,

paper them and keep them in a Stove. Ibid. 182 When the

Syrup will jelly and the Oranges look clear, they are

enough ; then glass them with the holes uppermost, and

pour the Syrup upon them.

GLASS-CLOTH.

c. To put (bees) into a glass hive.

1791 Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 108, I endeavoured to prevent

such an increase by glassing them ; but many of the stocks

warmed before the glasses or small hives were full.

f 3. To cover with a vitreous or glass-like sur-

face ; = Glaze *A 2. 06s.

1577 Frampton Joyful Newes I. (1596) 8 In siluer, Glasse

or Tinne [vessels), or any other things glassed. 1657 Tom-
linson Rchou's Disp. 80 In an earthen [vessel] well glassed.

1658 tr. Porta's Nal. Magiek v. v. 170 Make a vessel of

potters earth, .glassed within with glass. 1661 Boyle Scept.

Cheat. I. 58, 1 have observ'd little Grains of Silver to lie hid in

the small Cavities (perhaps glass'd over by a vitrifying heat)

in Crucibles, wherein Silver has been long kept in Fusion.

b. said of frost, rare.

1880 Echo 11 Dec. 2/6 Streams.. glassed with ice. 1890

Boy'sOwn Paper 1 1 Jan. 230/1 The hedgerows . . were glassed

with most amazing traceries in diamond arabesque.

c. To make (the eye) glassy. (Cf. Glaze v> 6.)

1841 Emerson Ess. Ser. I. iv. Spiritual Laws, What he is

engraves itself on his face . . His vice glasses his eye, de-

means his cheek.

4. To set (an object, oneself) before a mirror or

other reflecting surface, so as to cause an image to

be reflected; also to view the reflection of, see as

in a mirror. Often refl. Also trans/, and fig.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia II. (16291 147 Me-thinkes I am par-

taker of thy passion, And in thy case doe glasse mine owne
debilitie. Ibid. III. 358 He had lifted vp his face to glasse

himselfe in her faire eyes, c 1595 Southwell St. Peters

Compl. 17 O pooles . .Where Saints reioyce to glasse their

glorious face. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 38 Whose infinite

puissance . . we are partly able to glass and see las it were

by reflection'. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. clxxxin, Thou
glorious mirror, where the Almighty's form Glasses itself in

tempests. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 559 Many of his con-

temporaries aimed at glassing themselves in his mirror, and

becoming his echoes. 185a M. Arnold Youth Nat. 38

Helicon glassed in the lake Its firs. 1856 Mrs. Browning

A ur. Leigh L 7 All which images Concentred in the picture,

glassed themselves Before my meditative childhood. 1887

Gissing Thyrza I.i 7The oppositeslopes glassed themselves

in the deep dark water.

b. Of a mirror or reflecting surface : To reflect,

give back an image of.

a i6z8 F. Greville Brooke Coelica Poems (1633) 220 Let

my present thoughts be glassed In the thoughts which you

have passed. 1817 Byron Man/red 11. ii. 26 Thy calm clear

brow, Wherein is glass'd serenity of soul. 1849 C. Bronte.

Shirley II. iii. 92 His serene mind could glass a fair image

without feeling its depths troubled by the reflection. 1853

M. Arnold Sohrabt, R ustuat 573 Never more Shall the lake

glass her, flying over it. 1887 T. Hardy Wooalanders I. viii.

152 Both looked attractive as glassed back by the faithrul

b. techn. To dress (leather) with a glassing-jack

or glassing-machine. Also to glass out.

1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 278 '1 'Ihe hides are .. again

'glassed'. They are 'filled" with paste, glassed in the

paste. 1897 C. T. Davis Manu/. Leather (ed. 2; 268 For

the morocco or lining finisher it [a machine) will glaze, roll,

pebble and glass out.

6. intr. To glisten like glass, nonce-use.

1896 Atlantic Monthly May 607'! Below them the river

glassed and gleamed in its crooked bed.

Glass case.
1. (as two words). A case with the upper part

made chiefly of glass, so that the objects contained

may be seen but not handled. (The first quot. may

belong to 2.)

1649 Bury Wills (Camden) 220, 1 give vnto my daughter

Mary Chapman . . a glascase, a leafe table [etc.]. 1709

Steele Taller No. 34 r 5 The China Figure of a Lady m
the Glass-Case. 1788 H. Walpole Retain ix. 74 She ..

decorated waxen dolls ofhim and of herself to be exhibited in

glass-casesinWestminster-Abbey. 1834T.MEDWIN /)«£/«•;«

Walesll. 103 [A temple) that deserves to be carved in ivory,

and put into a glass case. 1857 Hawthorne Eng.Aete-bks.

(1870) II. 357 His veritable cardinal s hat, in a richly orna-

mented glass case.

t b. Gardening. A garden frame. 06s.

1819 Rees Cycl.,Glass-case.

c. jocosely. A place partitioned off with glass or

glazed panels.
. .

I77« Foote Capuchin 1. Wks. 1799 II. 388, I saw him in

one of the glass-cases at church ;. .his majesty looked at me

very hard. 1855 Dickens Dornt I. x, Having on previous

occasions awaited that gentleman successively m a hall, a

glass case, a waiting-room [etc.).

2. Gla-ss-case. A case to hold glass-ware.

1734 Hope's Minor Practicks 540 App., A Glass-case for

Dnnking-glasses.

Glass-cloth.
1. A linen cloth used for drying glass-ware; also

as a background for embroidery (see quot. 1882;.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 512 Plain and checked glass-

cloths. 1881 Caulfeild& Saward Diet. A eedlework. Glass

cloths .have been.. much adopted for the purpose of em-

broidery, as well as for aprons and chair covers. 1891/ imes

s Oct. 4/3 Narrow width towellings, glass cloths and the like.

2. A woven fabric made of fine-spun glass thread.

(Only as two words.)

1875 in Knight Diet. Mech. 1881 Caulfeild & Saward

Di/l Needlework, Glass cloth . . manufactories for the pro-

duction of ecclesiastical decorative fabrics composed ol

glass fibre are in operation in Austria, France and Italy.

3. Cloth covered with powdered glass, used like

sand-paper for smoothing or polishing.
'

1871 Siis Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 407 '1 Polishing Bullocks

Horns. Well scrape with glass or steel scraper, afterwards

with finest glass-cloth.



GLASS-COACH.

t Glass-coach. Obs. The name originally given
to a coach with glass windows. as distinguished from
those which were unglazed (cf. e.g. curtain-coach)

;

esp. applied to a ' private ' coach let out for hire,

as distinguished from those on public stands.
1667 Pei-vs Diary 23 Aug., Abroad to White Hall in a

hackney-coach with Sir W. Pen . . we were forced to leap out
.. Query, whether a glass-coach would have permitted us to
have made the escape. 1689 Lonii. Gaz. No. 2487/4 A Glass
Coach, Lin'd within with rich Figur'd Velvet, .is to be sold.
1706 Ibid. No. 4224/3 Three Hackney Glass Coaches, .are
to be sold. 1731 Ibid. No. 5942/3 Gentlemen . . may have a
Glass-Coach or Chariot, instead of a Curtain Coach. 1831
Macaulav in Trevelyan Life I. 243 At seven, the glass coach
which I had ordered for myself and some of iny friends came
to the door. 1839 Sat. Mag. Aug. Supp. 87/1 Glass-coaches
are a kind of private coach kept by persons who let them
out generally for the day or half-day ; and they are con-
sidered a grade higher in rank than hackney-coaches. 1844
J. F. Cooper M. Wallingford x, Hackney-coaches . . arc-
not admitted into the English parks. Glass-coaches are

;

meaning by this term . . hired carriages that do not go on
stands. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons <v IV. xxxiv, Glass-
coach after glass-coach deposited its burden of ladies. 1882
Serjt. Ballasting Exper. (18901 t 7 When middle-class
people went to the play . . they performed the operation in
what was called a glass coach.

Gla-ss-cu:tter.
1. One whose occupation it is to cut glass (e.g.

to sizes for glazing, or to ornament glass-ware by
grinding.

1703 T. N. City t, C. Purclutser .56 The London Glass-
cutters, .have their Rules Centesimally divided. 1832 G. R.
Porter Porcelain A> Gl. 300 The grinding of glass, or frost,
ing it. .formsa branch of the glass-cutter's ait. 1890 W. J.Gordon Foundry 140 The glass-cutter works at a frame, in
which a thin iron wheel . .derives its cutting grittiness from
a mixture of sand and water.. As the wheel spins the glass
is held against its edge and slowly cut into.

2. A tool for cutting glass ; a glazier's diamond.
1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 1692. 751 On

examining the glass-cutter it will be noticed that there are
notches of different widths in it. 1892 Daily News 13 July
7/3 Stealing therein 37 glaziers' diamond glass-cutters.
So Glass-cutting- vbl. sb.

1839 Ure Did. Arts 595 Glass cutting and grinding.
Glassed (glast),///. a. [f. Glass sb.l and v.
+ -EI).]

1 1. Glazed, covered with a glaze. Obs.
ttffJtJJmtMjoyfulNewest. (1596) 8 It is not conuenient

.
. to bee kept in any other vessel then in siluer, Glasse or

I inne, or any other thing glassed. Hid. 16 When it is cold,
let it he strained into a glassed vessel.

b. Glassed-in : fitted with glass, glazed.
1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet in. iii. 250 These [stern]

galleries began to he discarded, .for closed glassed-in stern-
lights.

2. Poured into glasses.
1810 Keats Cap t, Bells xl. Poems (1889) 533 Sherry in

silver, hock in gold, or glass'd champagne?
Glassen, gla-zen, a. 06s. exc. dial, and

arch. Forms: a. 1 glsesen, 2 glesen, 4-7 glasen,
4-6 glasyn;e, (4 glasun, (i glasin(g, glason),
7- glazen. 0. 5-6 glassin, (6 -yn), 6-7, 9 dial
glassen. [OE. glsesen, {.glues Glass sb.' + -en;
OHG. had glestn :—*glastno-, but the absence of
umlaut in the OE. word shows that it was a new
formation or refashioned after the sb. The /3-forms
represent a second new formation in the 1 i;th c ]
1. Made of glass. Alsoyfy.
a. 971 Blickl. Horn. 209 ponne was onjean Syssum wEeter-

scipe ghesen fast on seolfrenre racentease ahangen. c 1175Lamb. Horn. 83 pe sunne scineS }>urh be glesne ehburl.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 171 Thei gyuen hym agayne a
glasen houve. 1381 Wvclif Rep. xv. 2, I si=.e as a glasen se
inengid with fijr. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirnrg. 190 In a glasen
vessel 1471 Ripley Com/: Alc/t. Ep. in Ashm. (1652) 115A little glasen Toune. 16.. Semi-ill Picktooth for Pope
111 Harp of Renfrewsh. Ser. 11. (1873) 17 Such glazen argu-
nients will bide no hammer. 1641 French Distill, v. (1651)
119 Closed up.. in a glazen womb sealed with Hermes
seales. 1765 J. Brown Chr. Jml. (1814) 207 To prepare
the glazen sea of his righteousness.
8. 1516 Pilton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 73 Item

for y» mendyngoffy glassyn wyndowys. .ijs. tH. 1559M orwyng Evonym. 20 Some use . . glassen limbeckes. 1600
Hakluvt Voy. (1810) III. 270 Who for a recompence gaue
them kmues and glassen Beades. 1642 Remonstr. Ch.
Irel. 49 Ihe King. .rode disguised, and had glassen eyes,
because he would not be knowne. 1662 J. Chandler trfan Ilclmont's Oiiat. 75 Fill a glassen and great Bottle
with pieces of Ice. 1669 Worliiige Syst. Agric. (i68t) 185We have also an Experiment of Glassen-Hives, published
by .Mr. Harthh in his Common-wealth of Bees. 1866 Wh
Stokes in Voy. Bran (1895! 220 A glassen veil between
them. Ibid. 221 The City, and seven glassen walls around it.
1886 Elworthy IV. Somerset IVord-bk., Glassen.

t b. Sc. Glassen-work : window-glazing. Also i

glassen-, glazen-wright, a glazier. 06s.
[1379 Nottingham Bor. Rec. I. 204 John Glasenwryghte.]
473 '".L''- Treas. Ace. Scot!. ,18771 I. 46 To ane glasyn
wncht 111 the Abbay, for awyndow to the Qwenis chalmire.
1497 Ibid. 364 In payment of the glassin werk. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems Ixiii. 15 Glasing wrichtis, goldsmythis, and
apidans. i577 j„ Buigh Rec. Glasgow (1876I 67 George '

r.lphinstoun glasin-wricht, burges ofGlasgow. 1641 As, Acts '

n'
S

' ^( I ^ t 7 l V- 54o /2 Cowperis, glassinwrichtis.
•a. Resembling glass. Of eyes : Glassv, glazed.
« c 1380 Wvclif Last Age Ch. p. xxxv, So oure Lord be '

I' adir of heuene hadde Mankynde in helle, bat was glasyne,
bat is to seye, britil as glas. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 100 I

I hou approvest jour capped maistres with a glasen glose. '

Vol. IV.
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1590 P. Burrough Meth. Phisici 241 Glasen fieume is
the coldest of all other fleumes [cf. Glassv i]. 1605 B.
Jonson Volione v. i, Old glazen eyes, He bath not
reach'd bis despair yet. 1607 Topsei.i. Fourf. Bcasts(i6s&)
371 Gray Horses, with glasen eyes, which are most swift, and
which date only meet Lions, when other Horses dare not
abide the sight of Lions. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mm. (1634)
14 Ihey [bees] take such pains at the door in rubbing and
wiping their glazen eyes, that they might the better discern
their way forth and bai k. 1848 J. A. Carlvt.e tr. Dante's

I Inf. XXXIII, That thou more willingly niayest rid the glazen
1 tears from offmy face.

0. «i637 B. Jonson Underwoods xxx\\. Ep. to Friend 133
[ The palsied gamester] pursues The Dice with glassen eyes.

t Gla'SSeil, glazen, v. 06s. [Extension of
Glass v.. Glaze v. 1

; cf. -en ".]

1. trans. To fit with glass, to glaze.
1566 Eng. <*//. Furniture (1866) 171 The churche was

, glassened. 1664 in Grant Btirgh Sell. Scotl. 11. xv. (1876)
513 [In 1664 the council of Jedburgh employ a glazier for]
'glassening' [the school windows].
2. = Glaze vA 2.

1657 ToMLiNSON Return's Disp. 648 Oyl. .is.. imposed in a

j

glass, or earthen vessel well glazened. 1709 T. Robinson
I

Nat. Hist. IVestmoreld. 76 Wadd or Black-Lead . . it's now
made use of to glazen and harden Crucibles. 1838 Craven
Gloss., Gtazzeu, to glaze. 1849 Teesdale Gloss.. Glazen, to
glaze. 1877 in.V. (/'. Line. Gloss.

Hence Glassened, glazened ///. a. Also
Glassener, glazelner, a glazier. 06s. exc. dial.
1585 Vestry Bis. Surlees) 20 Given to William Shadforth

for servinge the glasuer that day which he mended the
windowes. 1593 Rites .y- lion. Ch. Durh. 1 Surlees) 40 Foure
faire coulered and sumptuous glasened wyndowes. 1596
Vestry Bks. (Surtees)=7i Given to the glaysner for repairing
of the glas windowes. 1678 And. Trades decayed 16
Instead of a Perpetuana or a Shalloon to Lyne Mens Coats
with, is used sometimes a Glazened Calico. 1728 John
Hobson Diary 13 Aug. (Surlees 1877) 281 John Guest,
glazener, of Barnsly. 1825 Scott Tatism. xviii, It seemed
as if a tear .. were gathering in his dry and glazened eye.
1883 Almottdbury Gloss., Glassener (pronounced glazzener),
a glazier. 1888 'Sheffield Gloss., Glazener, a glazier.

Glassen, var. Gl< ssan, coal-fish.

Glassery. 06s. Alsoglasery'e. [f. Glass
jA'-H-eey.] Glazier's work and materials.
1663 Gerbier Counsel^ Glassery. The best French Glasse

wrought with good lead, well sinimoned, is worth sixteen
Pence a foot. 1667PKIMATT City $ C. Build. 70 Glasery.
Ibid. 147 For Glassery, at Sixpence a Foot.

Glass eye.
tl. Aneye-glass; usually//., spectacles,' glasses'.

(Cf. Sw. glasogon.\ 06s.
1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 174 Get thee glasse-eyes, and

like a scuruy Politician, seeme to see the things thou dost
not. 1639 Davenport New Trick iv. i, Enter the Divell
like a Gentleman, with glasse eyes. 1642 Remonstr. Ch.
Irel. 5 His Highness was . . riding up and down disguised,
and with glasse-eyes, desiring not to he discoverd. 1719
IJ'Ureey PillsUl. 18 With a pair ofGlass Eves to clap on
my Nose. 1721 Loud. Gaz. No.5925/3 He. .wears a Glass Eye.

b. (See quot.)

1796 Grose's Did. Vnlg. Tongne(ed. 3), Glass Eves, a nick
name for one wearing spectacles.

2. A false eye made of glass (see also Eye.rti.' 26).
1687 Settle Reft. Drydeu 24, I have heard o(glass Eyes

being taken out of peoples heads, and put in agen, but never
of natural Eyes before. 1895 II estm. Gaz. 17 Sept. 3/2When a glass eye fits the socket nicely, it moves with it.

3. Farriery. A species of blindness in horses.
1831 Youatt Horse (1843) 167 Another species of blindness

; . is Gutta Serena, commonly called glass eye. The pupil
is more than usually dilated : it is immovable, and bright,
and glassy.

4. A name given to a. a Jamaican thrush ( Tar-
dus jamaicensis), so called from its bluish-white
glass-like iris; b. (See quot. 1884-5.)
1847 Gosse Birds Jamaica 143 My lad shot a male Glass-

eye by the roadside at Cave. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist,
j(1888) III. 228 Wall-eyed pike .. glass-eye, and dory are
j

names in which the largest of the American pike-perches
i.Sl/zoslediou vitrcum) rejoices.

Hence Glass-eyed ppl. a.

1889 Century Did., Glass-eyed, having a white eye. or one
which in some other respect, as texture or fixedness, is
likened to glass or to a glass eye; wall-eyed; goggle-eyed.
1895 ;( estm. Gaz. 17 Sept. 3 2 Are glass-eyed people fairly
cheerful?

Glassful (gla-sful),j/;. Pl.glassfuls. [f.Gi.A.ss
s6.> + -ful 2.] As much as fills a glass (sense O
[c-900 tr. B.rda's Hist. v. v. (1891) 398 i.MS. Co.: weGlass sb. 141 He. .sende him gla=s fulne wines.] 1663 Sir T.

Herbert Mem. Chas I

(

IJ02) 133 The King, .drank a small
Glassful of Claret-Wine. 1683 Salmon Derm Mid. I 2s8
I ut into a Glass-full of Water. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery iii.

54 1 hen boil a Glass full of Milk. 1823 Bvron Juan xm
x
^,
X
j"A' „ ' 5 liquid glassful will remain. 1840 Dicki ns

Old I. Shop xxi, Quilp..drank three small glass-fulls of the
raw spirit.

t Gla-ssful, a. 06s. rare '. [f. Glass^.1 + -Fur
i.] ? Mirror-like.
1606 Marston Fa-.oue Epil., Mineruas glassefull shield.
Glasshe, obs. form of Glass s6. !

Glass-house.
1. The building or works where glass is made.
1385 [see Glazier i], 1580H01.1.YBANI) Treas. Fr. Tong..

I nevoarriere, a glasse house where glasses be made, a 1598
(.. Longe in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. III. 158 Other men
erected

. . divers Glasshouses in sundry parts of the Realm
1660 Bovlk New F.rp.Phys. Mech. Proem. 8 We caus'd
several such Glasses, to be blown at the Glass-house. 1711
Vind. Sachevere/l 98 Thou art as hot as a Glass-house. 1726
Adv. Cap!. R. Boyle 15S We could perceive the Volcano

GLASS-MAN.
burning like the Flame of a Glass-house. 1779-81 Johnson
/-. P., Savage Wks. III. 323 [Savage] .. lay down . . in Ihe
winter, .among the ashes of a glass-house. 1839 Ure Did.
Arts 577 The glass-houses are usually built in the form of
a cone. .The furnace is constructed in the centre of the area.
2. A building with walls and roof made chielly

of glass, esp. a greenhouse or conservatory.
1838 Penny Cyc'l. XI. 72/1 Glasshouses, in which plants

might be grown in an artificial climate. 1880 Disraeli
Fudym. xxxiv, ' Is not this lovely? How superior to any-
thing in our glass-houses.' 1883 Law Times I.XX IX. 345/2
'1 his exhibition . . will be held . . in the spacious glasshouse
elected in the gardens for the purpose.
Proverb, [a 1633 (sec Glass sb.' 1); cf. Clash-window,

quot. 1670.] 1869 Hazlitt Proverbs 400 They who live in
glass houses should not throw stones.

b. A photographer's room with a glass roof.

1864 J. Towler StiverSunbeam iii. 27 In many instances
the artist has the privilege of superintending the construe-
tion of his glass house. Ibid. v. 43 The camera, which is
situated in the darkest part of the glass-house.

8. atlrib. and Comb, -ense 1 .as glass-house fire,
furnace, man

; glass-house pot ^ glass-pot in

Glass .</>.< iC).

1711 Addison Sped. No. 72 ? 7 The Fire burns from Gene-
ration to Generation, and lias seen the *G lass-house Fires in
and out above an Hundredtimes. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory
1.121 Place it in a ^glass-house furnace to digest and purify.
1764 Lota Life 68 Stone-Sawyers, *Glass.House-Men and
Men belonging 10 the Publick Lay-Stall-. 1807 'J'. Thom-
son Client, (ed. 3) II. 490 The 'glass-house pots are
formed of the purest kinds of clay that can be procured.
1839 I re Diet. Arts 577 Glass-house pots have tin- figure
of a truncated cone, with the narrow end undermost.
Glassier, obs. form of Glazier.
Glassily, Glassiness: see after Glassy.
Glassin, var. Glossax, coal-fish.

Glassing (gla-sin), vbl. s6. [See -ixn t.] The
action of the vb. Glass, in various senses.
1617 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (184S) II. 349 The repairing,

and glassin of the wyndoes, of the said kirk, a 1652 ]
.

Smith Set. Disc. vi. 105 This glas-ing of divine things by
hieroglyphics and emblems in the fancy. 1656 H. Phii 1 n "s

Parch. Pa.'t. (1676) A vb, The Tyling, Plastering, Lead,
and Glassing. 1875 Knight Did. Mech., Glassing ..The
operation of dressing leather on the grain side by a tool
consisting of a glass slip set in a wooden handle. 1897
C. T. Davis Manuf. Leathered, 2) 263 Machines for rolling,
pebbling, glassing or polishing.

b. atlrib. and Comb., as glassing effect ; + glass-
ing board, ?a board or table used by a glazier
for his work

; glassing-jack, -machine, machines
used in dressing leather.

1544 Ludlow Churehw. Ace. (Camden) 18 To nir. glasyer
for a "glassynge borde .

.

xvjd. 1861 I,. I.. Noble Icebergs
170 Along the lower portion [of the Iceberg] where you see
the 'glassing effects of the waves, there it resembles the
rarest Sevres vase . . so exquisitely fine is the polish. 1884
Knight Did. Mech. Supp]., 'Glassing Jack,, .a machine in
which isfitted a plate glass slicker for polishing and smooth-

t

ing leather. 1885 Harper's Mag. fan. 278 '1 To further
prepare the surface each one is held under a ' glassing-jack ',

a kind of bar or arm moving swiftly to and fro above a solid
bed. 1885 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather xxvi. 45 8 The
"glassing machine.. is adapted for work on all kinds of
upper leather, sheep, goat, and Morocco.
Glassite (gla-sait). [f. the name Glass + -ite.]
A member of the religious sect founded by the
Rev. John Glass, a minister of the Established
Church of Scotland (deposed in 1728). The Glass
ites are also called Sandemanians.
177* J. Wesley Jml. 29 Apr. (1827) III. 447 Seceders,

Glassites, Nonjurors, and what not ! 1876 C. M. Dames
I. north. Land. (ed. 2) 173 Their twofold title of Glassites
or Sandemanians is derived from their founder, John Glass
.

.
and Robert Sandeman, his son-in-law, who developed

Glass's doctrine. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (18S3) 730 The
Sandemanians or Glassites are a Christian body in London.
atlrib. or adj. 1862 Chambers's Eucycl. I V. 784/2 A number
ofsmall churches were soon formed on Glassite principles.

Glassless (gla-sles), a. [f. Glass sbl + -less.]
Having no glass, without glass.
1824 Miss Mitiord Village Ser. I. (1863) 87 The Great

House., whose glassless windows and dilapidated doors
form [etc.]. 1884 J. Pavn Canons IVard II. 84 A . . man,
whose eyes shone, .in the flaring glassless gas.

Glass-man.
1. A dealer in glass-ware.
In i6-i7th c. the hawking of glass was often a pretext for

begging ; see quots.

597-8 Act 39 Elite, c. 4 § 13 This Statute .. shall [not]
extend .. to any such Glassemen as shalbe of good Be-
haviour, and do travaile in or through any Cuntry without
begging, having lycense for their travayling. 1619 Dalton
Counlr. Just, xivii. (16301 123 All Pedlers, pettie Chapmen,
'I inkers and Glassemen wandering abroad. 1667 Bovle in
Phil. Trans. II. 592 Glass-mens Shops are not near so well
furnisht as the Stationers. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 535
rr 6, 7. «I74S Swift Direct. Serv. i. (1745)35 Ihe Profit
of Glasses, .consists only in a small Present made by the
Glass-man. i8i8Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 7 Mr. Samuel
Brooks, glass-man , in the Strand. 1848 Wharton Law Lex.,
Glass-men, wandering rogues or vagrants. 1 Jac. I. c. 7.

2. A man engaged in the making of glass.
1610 B. Jonson A Ich. m. i. F 3 b, Where haue you greater

Atheists then your Cookes ? Or more prophane, or chole-
rick, then your Glasse-men ? 1636 Bacon Sylva § 399 Fire
doth it not [sc. doth not make men black], as wee see
in Glassemen, that are continually about the Fire. 1703
T. S. Art's Improv. p. xiii, In the Glassmans Trade, and
Looking-glass makers. 1765 Delavai. in Phil. Trans. I.V.
20 The glass-men tinge their glass green therewith, i860
Tate Brit. Mollusks iv. 116 The glass-men of Newcastle
once a year have a snail feast.
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GlasSOCk igla'sak). Sc, local. [Cf. Glossan.]
The Coal-fish, Merlangus carbonarius.

1793 Statist. Ace. Scot/. VI. 290 In summer, glassocks,

or says, are got in great plenty. 1810 Nkill List
Fis/tes 7 (JamJ, When a year old, the coal-fish begins to

blacken over the gills . . and we have then a new series of

names.. in Sutherland glassocks. 1864 Couch Brit. Fishes
III. 84 Moulrush and Black Pollack are other names [of the

Coalfish], with Glassock.

Glass window. A window filled with glass.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (VV. de W. 1531) 23a b, Yf thou se ony
crucifix . . or suche other lyke picture in ony glaswyndowe.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 597 2 He. .therby willingly

suffred the deathe of sinne to entre into hys heart by the

glasse windowes of hys eyen. 1664 Powf.r Exp. Philos. 43
The very Stancheons and Panes in the Glass-windows. 1667
Drvden Wild Gallant Prol. 10 He grows to break glass-

windows in the end. 1670 Ray Pr<n>. 11 Who hath glass-

windows of his own must take heed how he throws stones

at his house. 1726 Amherst Terras FiL xliv. 235 Walk in

and see . . are not these tine new painted altar-pieces and
glass-windows ! 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxvii, A light

shining through the glass-window of the little parlour.

So t Glass-windowed a.

1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 55 Borne in her close and
large glasse-window'd chaire.

Glass-work.
1. //. ( rarely sing.) The works or factory where

glass is made.
1626 Bacon Sylva §770 They crush the Ashes into Lumps,

. .And so sell them to the Venetians for their Glasse-workes.
1634-5 Brf.reton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 89 Here at New-
castle, is the finest quay in England . . from Tine-bridge
all along Towere-wall, and almost to the glass-works, where
is made window-glass. 1751 Chamhkrs Cycl. s.v. Glass, He
. . set up a glass-work. 1778 Fng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Stur-
bridge, A well-built town, much enriched by iron and glass

works. 1861 W. Y. Collier Hist. Fng. Lit. 175 Travelling
on the Continent—as agent for a glass-work.

2. The manufacture of glass and glass-ware.

Also, the fitting of glass, glazing.

t6xi Cotgk., I'/trage, Glasse, Glasse-worke or Glasing
worke. 1662 Mekret tr. NerCs Art 0/Glass 1 The founda-
tion of the Art of Glass-work. 1883 B'ham Daily Post
11 Oct., Plumbers.—Wanted, few good men, used to Glass-

work.

3. Vessels, utensils, and other articles made of

glass
;
glass as a manufactured article.

1735 De Foe Voy. round World 11840) 94 Glass-work,
looking-glasses, and drinking-glasses. 1819 Rees Cycl. s.v.

Glass-case* 1'he front, top, and both ends being of glass-

work. 1897 Wore. County Fxpress 3 Apr., A particular

class of work of a certain size, called small glass work.

4. slang. A method of cheating at cards by
means of a small convex mirror concealed in the

palm of the hand .Farmer Slang 1893).

So Glass-wo rker, one who works in glass or is

engaged in the manufacture of glass.

1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Glass-workers table, a table

fitted up with double bellows, blow-pipe, jet, lamp, &c. for

the use of those who manufacture small articles in glass.

1878 lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) IV. 91 It must be left to

practical glass-workers to determine whether [etc.].

GlaSSWOrt (gl<usw#it). A name for certain

plants containing a large amount of alkali, and on
that account formerly used in the manufacture of

glass, a. A plant of the genus Salicomia, esp. .V.

herbacea; called also jointed glasswort. b. Salsola

Kali ; called also prickly glasswort.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cxlvii. 429 Salicomia, Glasse-

woort, or Saltwoort. .The herbe is also called of diuers Kali
articulatum, or iointed Glassewoort. 1640 Parkinson Theat.
Bot. 1284 Kali spinosunt, Prickly Glassewort. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 84 Fine sand, and the ashes of
giassewort or fearne [the ingredients of glass]. 1742 Phil.

Trans. XLII.71 The Salt of Glass-wort (called in England
Barillia). 1775R.TWISS Trav. Port. $ Sp. 216 Ships loading
wines, salt and glass-wort. 1854 H. Miller Sch.

<fr
Schtn.

(18581 397 The fleshy, jointed stems of the glass-wort. x86t

S. Thomson Wild Fl. ur. (ed. 4) 2i3The much-branched but
leafless glasswort tSalicomia herbacea). 1862 Ansted
C/uinttel Isl. 11. viii. (ed. 2) 177 The salt-wort or glass-wort
(salsola kali), grows freely on most of the shores.

Glassy ;gla'si), a. In 4-6 glasy ; 6-7 glassie.

[f. Gmss j£i + -t1.
Glassy is not phonetically identical with the earlier glasy

(cf. Glazy a. 1), but a distinct new formation.]

1. Having the nature or properties of glass,

vitreous ; resembling glass in any of its conspicuous

properties; appearing as if made of glass.

t Glassy phlegm : {= med. L. fieuma vitreum, see quot.

1 398'.

1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. iv. ix. (1495) 94 Some
flewmes ben glasy and ben soo callyd for liknesse of colour

of glasse. 1530 Palsgr. 314/1 Glasye of the nature of glasse,
voierreux. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 102. 1612 Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 64 They help the collick proceeding
from a glassie tough flegme. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min.
(ed. 2) I. 168 Glassy actinolite. 1811 Pinkerton Petral.

II. 627 The glassy quartz retains its natural consistence.

1821 Examiner ij-z/i Her singing . . used . . to be occasion-

ally too hard and glassy. 1823 F. Clissold Ascent Mt.
Bla?ic 23 The glassy pinnacles of the surrounding Alps.

1830 Lyell Priuc. Geol. I. 333 This lava . . is remarkable for

the glassy felspars which it contains. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. xxx. (1856) 258 We had to quarry out the blocks [ice]

in flinty, glassy lumps. 1854 Gosse Nat. Hist., Mollusca
71 The shell is glassy and colourless.

b. Glassy humour (of the eye) : now usually

called the Vitreous humour (see quot. 1727-41 ).

Glassy membrane see quot. 1885).

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. E iij b, Y«
glasy humour that susteyneth & compryseth all the hyndre
party of y humour crystallyne. 1607 (see Glazy a], 1633
P. Fletcher Purple Isl. v. 54 note, The third- .is called the
glassie humour. 1665 Hookh Microgr. 178 Resembling the
watry or glas>ie humours of the eye. 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Humo?tr, The vitreous, or glassy humour, fills the
posterior part of the eye ; and is denominated from its re-

semblance of melted glass. 1885 Syd. Soc. Le.x., Glassy
membrane, a hyaline membrane immediately outside the
outer root-sheath of the hair-follicle.

C. Path. Of a surface : Hard and lustrous.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II.480 The surface [of

a wound J continues glassy with a display of pale and flabby
granulations. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Auat. I. 462/2 The skin

is pale and glassy and stretched.

d. Of properties, etc. : Resembling what per-

tains to glass.

1634 Peacham Genii. F.xerc. 1. xxiv. 84 A Glassie Gray.
c 1790 Imison Sch. Art II. 150 The composition will . . ap-

pear of a most beautiful bright, and glassy nature. 1840
E. E. Napier Scenes <y Sports For. Lands II. App. 273 The
cool glassy look a snake always has. 1882 B. Harte Flip i,

The glassy tinkle of water. 1884 Congregationalist June
493 The green glassy tints of the Viescher glacier,

t e - fig' brittle or frail as glass. Obs.

[1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. 473 It is called

glassy because of the frailetie and bricklenes.] a 1591 R.
Greenham Wks. (1599) 44 It is to be feared, that . . mens
teaching will become glassie, bright and brittle. 1637
Rutherford Lett. Ixxxii. (1862) I. 209 Let them beware of
glassy and slippery' youth. 1642 R. Carpenter Experience
11. vii. 181 Come let us. .tell him of what weake and glassie

matter he hath made us. 1649 T. Ford Lusus Fort. 43
Pleasures, .fitly are they compared to a Sea of glasse. .but
alas ! how soon is that glassie glory crack't ! 1785 Cowper
Task iv. 306 Snapping short The glassy threads with which
the Fancy weaves Her brittle toils.

2. Of the eye, etc. : Having a fixed unintelligent

look, lacking fire or life. dull.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xvii, Yet they be as Iar-

gaunt as a pye Right pale cheared with a glasye eye. 1815
Byron Hebrew Mel., Saul, Death stood all glassy in his

fixed eye. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 28 Casting a glassy
look about the apartment. 1831 Macaulay in Life a> Lett.

(1880) I. 237 His eyes have an odd glassy stare. 1857
Livingstone Trav. vii. 144 Their fixed glassy eyes glare as

if in anger.

3. Of water, etc. : a. Lustrous and transparent

as glass, b. Having a surface like glass, smooth,

unruffled. Hence also glassy calm, quiet.

1535 Coverdale Rev. xv. 2 And I sawe as it were a glassye

see 1138a WvcLiFa glasen see, 161 1 a sea ofglasse], mingled
with fyre. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 41 Her tresses

gold, her eyes like glassie streames. 1667 Milton P. L.
vii. 619 The clear hyaline, the glassy sea. 1781 Cowper
Truth 259 His conscience, like a glassy lake before, Lashed
into foaming waves, begins to roar. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. xxi, Pointing to the glassy water, which, as it rose

and fell, reflected the golden glow of the sky. 1871 Mac-
duff Mem. Fatmos x\x. 267 Stilled into a glassy calm. 1871

R. Ellis Catullus iv. 24 All the weary way From outer

ocean unto glassy quiet here.

t 4. Of glass ; made of or consisting of glass.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 198 '1 Glasy, or glasyne, or made of
glas, . . vitreus. 1548 tr. Papius cone. Apoth. in Recorde
Urin. Physick 11651) 234 That the matter .. bee poured
forth into a glassie dish or platter. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi.

ii. 21 The glassy globe that Merlin made. 1611 Cotgr.,
Monstrc,

.

. the glassie box that stands on the stalls of Gold-
smiths, Cutlers, &c. 1669 Boyle Contn. Ne?u Exp. 1. xi. 33
The Glassie part of this compounded Syphon. 1739
R. Bull tr. Dedckind's Grobiauus 199 Of painted Earth a
Vessel quickly take .. Or else a glassy Bowl, the brittler

Ware. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. in. 363 A glassy globe, in

frame of ivory, prest.

5. Comb., as glassy -eyed, -headed, -smooth adjs.

1725 Pope Odyss. v. 500 Glassy smooth lay all the liquid

plain. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 618 A little glassy-headed
hairless man. 1895 K. Grahame Gold. Age 183 A glassy-

eyed, and stiff-kneed circle.

Hence Glassily adv. ; Glassiness.
i6ii Cotgr., Vitrification, Glassinesse or the making of

Glasse. 16.. Petty in Sprat's Hist. Roy. Soc. (1667) 204

So Gum may give the Silk a glassiness, that is, may make
it seem finer, as also stiffer. 1766 Smollett Trav. xxxi. 230
The glassiness (if I may be allowed the expression) of the

surface throws, in my opinion, a false liy;ht on some parts

of the picture, a 1788 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 92 Theeyes
have now a languor and glassiness. 181 z Self Instructor

525 The frequent workings over of the crayons would cause
glassiness. 1827 Moore Epicur. viii. (1S39) 67 Waters.

.

rolled glassily over the edge. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles i

xxiv. 251 He . . did nothing but slightly bow, and look
glassily about him. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 5 Glassily

lisping, lisping low, lisping amorously. 1884 A. T. Wise
in Q. j?til. R. Meteorol. Soc. Oct. 214 In contrast with the

glassiness of its tranquil waters. 1891 S. J. Duncan Amer.
Girl in Lond. 108 The brassiness of the crowns, and the

glassiness of the jewels.

tGla'Ster, v\ Obs. rare. [? Altered form of

Glister, suggested by Glass.] intr. To glitter.

i447BoKENHAM.SV>'«0'^(Roxb.)2i An huge dragon glaster-

yng as glas. Ibid., His eyne glastryd as sterrys be nyht.

t Glaster, v.- Sc. Obs. Also glaister. [Cf.

Gai.sthk.J intr. To bawl, hence to brag or boast.

1513 Douglas Atneis vm. Prol. 47 Sum glasteris, and thai

gang at all for gayt woll. 1721 Ramsay Poems I. Gloss.,

Glaister, to bawl or bark.

Glastonbury (gkrstanbari). [A town in

Somersetshire, famed for its abbey.] Used attrib.

in Glastonbury chair, a kind of arm-chair, de-

signed in imitation of * the Abbot of Glastonbury's

chair' preserved in the Bishop's Palace at Wells

(see drawing in Litchfield Hist. Furniture 78)

;

Glastonbury thorn, a variety of hawthorn (see

quot. 1879).
rt 1691 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Wilts (1847) 57 Mr. Anthony

Hinton . . did inoculate . . a bud of Glastonbury Thorne, on
a thorne at his farm-house at Wilton, which blossomes at
Christmas as the other did. 1733 Miller Gard. Diet.,
Mespilns .. The Glastenbury Thorn. 1853 Cox <y Sons'
Ace. Ch. Ornaments, etc. (1858) 17 Carved Glastonbury
Chairs of the annexed design are manufactured at a very
moderate price. 1868 Eastlake Househ. Taste it. 57 As a
rule, the ' Glastonbury ' chairs and ' antique ' bookcases sold
in that venerable thoroughfare [Wardour St.] will prove ..

to be nothing but gross libels on the style of art which they
are supposed to represent. 1873 Miss Braddon.S'/>-. fy Pilgr.
in. vi. 288 Seated in a Glastonbury chair within the shelter

of the porch. 1879 Written 8: Holland Plant-n., Glaston-
bury Thorn, an early-flowering variety of Crataegus Oxy~
acantha, popularly supposed to have sprung up at Glaston-
bury from the staff of Joseph of Arimathea, and to produce
its blossoms on Christmas-day.

II Glastum. [L., a. OCeltic *glaston, repre-

sented by Ir. Gael, glas, Welsh glas. bluish or

greenish grey.] The plant woad (/satis).

C1540 tr. Pol. I 'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. I. 49 They
smeered their face with an herbe called glastum. .Thisglas-
tum being like untoplantaine. .is thought to bee that which
is. .called . . vulgarlie in Englishe wode. 1670 W. Simfson
Hydrol. Ess. 140 Dyers Woad or Glastum.

Glasy, -are, -ei\e, obs. ff. Glassy, Glazier.
Glasyn e, var. Glasses a.

t Glat, ct. Obs. rare~ ]
. [a. MDu. glat smooth

(see Glad\] Smooth.
1481 Caxton Reynard tArb.) 103 Thenne was his body

also glat and slyper, that the wulf sholde haue none holde
on hym.
Glat, Glath(e, obs. ff. Gleet sb., Glad.

f Gla-ttering,///. a. Obs.- 1 = Clattering.
1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients 135 The Persians did not

onely use their horses to the tingling sound of glattering

armour,, .but they [etc.].

Glau'ber. Alsogglobar. Short for Glauber's
salt(s.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 374 Whether the bitterness pro-

ceeds from glauber, or muriated lime . . is not known. 1830
Eraser's Mag. I. 354, I hold in utter execration your sennas

and globars.

Giauberite(gl2'-,glau'b9roit). Min. [(.Glau-

ber (see next) + -ite.] Sulphate of calcium and

sodium, found in white, grey, or reddish crystals,

in association with salt rock.

1809 Nicholson Jrnl. XXIV. 65 The form of glauberite

is that of an oblique prism. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 50
Glauberite, .. A diamictonic rock, composed of quartz, im-

pregnated with slate. 1884 Dana Min. 627.

Glauber's salt, -S. Also Glauber salt, -s.

[Named after Johann Rudolf Glauber, a German
chemist (1604-1668).] Sulphate ofsodium. (It was
first artificially made by Glauber in 16^6.)

1736 Bailey Housh. Diet. 503 If drink become thick ..

put in a little tix'd nitre or Glaubers salt. 1761 Sterne
Let. 28 July, Lett. 1894 I. 52 If you had not [etc.] . . the

glauber-salts could not have hurt. 1789 W. Buchan Dom.
Med. (1790) 499 A dose or two of Glauber's salts, or some
other cooling purge, may be taken. 1812 Sir H. Davy
Chem. Philos. 31 Glauber's salt, which consists of sulphuric

acid and fossil alkali. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 29, I have
. .tried Glauber salts in small doses of three ounces, with

very great success. 1871 Tvndai.l Fragjn. Sci. (1879) I. xii.

357 A solution of common sulphate of soda or Glauber salt.

Glaucescence (glgse-sens). [f. next : see

-exce. Cf. F. glaucescence.] The condition of

being glaucescent.

1874 Coues Birds N. W. 639 The green of the bill with

a peculiar hoary glaucescence. 18. . Gardener's Assistant

(Ogilvie), Destitute of glaucescence or bloom.

Glaucescent (glgse-sent), a. Pol. [f. L.

glauc-us (see Glaucous) + -escent. Cf. F. glau-

cescent, -ente.~\ Somewhat glaucous.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1099 Glaucescent or Glauct'ne,

having something of a bluish, hoary appearance. 1880 Gray
Struct. Bot. 413/2 Glaucescent, verging upon or becoming
glaucous.

Glaucic (glg'sik), a. Chem. [f. mod.L. Glauc>

ium name of a genus of papaveraceous plants (L.

glaucion celandine) + -ic] Glaucic acid, * an acid

obtained from Glaucium luteum, identical with

Fumaric acid' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

1844 Hohlyn Diet. Med., Glaucic acid, an acid procured

from the teazle and scabious plants.

Glaucine (gl9*sin\ a. Bot. [f. I,, glauc-us

(see Glaucous) + -ine.] =Glaucek'knt.
1829 [see Glaucescent]. Hence i860 in Worcester ; and

in later Diets.

f Glau-citate, v. Obs. rare-°. [f. L. glau-

citare to yelp : see -ate.] (See quot.)

1623 Cockeram, Glaucitaie, to cry like a whelpe. 1681 in

Blount Glossogr.

Glaucodot (gl£'k<%t). -^'«- Also glauco-

dote, glaukodot. [Named by Breithaupt 1S49

in Ger. form glaukodot ; said to be f. Gr. ykavtcos

(seeGLAUCOUS) + 5oTi7pgiver,themineralbeingused

in making smalt.] A sulph-arsenule of cobalt and

iron, occurring in tin-white, orthorhombic crystals.

1850 Dana Min. 474 Glaucodot. .is essentially a cobaltic

mispickel. 1861 liuisTow Gloss. Min. 154 Glaucodot or

glaucodote,
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GlauCOlite [glJ'Wladt). A/i/t. [f. Gr. yKavtcos

[see Glaucous 1

. +• -lite.] A massive variety of

wcrnerite of a bluish or greenish colour.

1827 in Phiios. Mag. Ser. 11. II. 463 Glaucolite. A new
Mineral Species. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 51 320.

Glaucoma (glgkJ«*ma). Also 7 glaucome.
[a. Gr. 7A.au/caj/ia, L y\avKus : see Glaucous.] A
disease of the eye, characterized by increased ten-

sion of the globe and gradual impairment or loss

of vision. The word was formerly used to denote

cataract (Syd. Soc. Lex. i88(0.

1643 Herlg A nszv. Feme -2 Physicians tels us of a disease

in the eye, called a Glaucome, whereby it sees every tiling

coloured, as the distemper of the aqueous humour. 1705
Loud. Gaz. No. 4185/3 An Obstruction in the Optick Nerves,
and a Glaucoma. 1739 Sharp Surg, x.wiii. 159 Since.. the
Glaucoma is no other Disease than the Cataract. 1879 I'.

Smith Glaucoma 1 Primary glaucoma, though not rare, is

one of the less common maladies of the eye. 1885 Syd. Soc.
Lex. s.v., Brisseau, in 1705, established by his dissections the
distinction between true glaucoma, .and ordinary cataract,

showing that the former was a disease of the vitreous body,
and the latter of the crystalline lens.

Jig. 1886 Morgan DlX Gospel #t Phiios. 113 The moral
confusion and intellectual glaucoma of the day.
attrib. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 489 In the

fifth glaucoma patient the affection was combined with old
iritic and corneal trouble.

Glaucomatic (glpkflmartik , a. [t. as next

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to glaucoma.
1852 Eraser's Mag. XLVI. 91 Who. .can ever know how

much ofgrey and how much of green went to make up the
glaucomatic hue of Minerva's iris. 1885 in Syd, Soc. Lex.

Glaucomatous vg^k^'-matas, glgkfm&tes),
glauconiatose (-at<Jus),fl. [Lmod.L.glaucomat-
(stem of Glaucoma) h--ous, -ose.] Of, pertaining

to, or affected with glaucoma.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. 'ed. 4) III. 161 A glaucomatous

eye. 1847 Blackiv. Mag. I.XII. 299 A glaucomatous state

of the eye always precedes by some days the moult. 1854
Mayne Expos. Lex., Glaucomatosus, . . glaucomatu.se, or
glaucomatous. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 488
Symptoms indicative of recurring glaucomatous mischief.

Glauconi ferous. [f. as next + -(i)feroub.]
— Glauconitic.
1852 Q. fml. Geol. Soc. VIII. 290 The glauconiferous

crag, or the dark green shelly sand of Antwerp.

Glauconite vglrrktoit;. Min. [Named by
Keferstcin 1828 (in Ger. form glaukonit), f. Gr.

yKavKov, neut. of y\avit6s adj. (see Glaucous) +
-ITJE.] Hydrous silicate of iron, potassium, and
other bases, commonly called green earth.

1836 'J'. Thomson' Min. I. 387 Glauconite is employed as
a colour by painters. 1851 Richardson Geol. (1855} 179
The glauconite, or fire-stone of the chalk formation. 1865
Lykli. Elem. Geol. xvii. (ed. 6) 311 Marls and sands, often
containing much green earth, called glauconite.

Hence G-lauconitic a., containing or resembling
glauconite.

1864 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXI. 20 The Glauconitic sands

—

These sands are of a dark-green colour, and consist of
glauconitic and arenaceous grains in a slightly argillaceous
paste. 1879 Rutlev Study Rocks xiv. 289 The lower portion,
termed the grey chalk, .is generally slightly glauconitic at
the base.

Glaucophane (gl£-k<fcr. Min. [Named by
Ilaussmann 1845 (in Ger. form glaukophan) ; f.

Gr. ykavico-s (see Glaucous) + -tpavr)? shining, f.

root of (ftaivetv to show.] A mineral closely resem-

bling Amphibole.
1849 •i'lier.yml. Set. Ser. 11.VI II. 123 Glaucophane comes

from the island of the Cyclades. 1882 [see Gastalditk].

Glaucophyllous (glgkofrla's), a. [f. Gr.

yXavKus sea-green + <pvk\ov leaf + -ous.] ' Having
leaves of a sea-green or azure colour' (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1885).

Glaucopicriue (gl^k^pukrain). Chem. [f.

Gr. yKavKo-s
v
whence the botanical name Glau-

cium) + m/cpos bitter + -1KB.] A bitter alkaloid ob-

tained from the root of alkaloid Glaucium luteitm.

1847 in Craig.

t Glaucose, a. Obs. [f. L. glauc~us + -ose.]

-^Glaucous.
1713 pKnvERin/V^zV. Trans. XXVIII. 183 The Peculiarity

in this Plant is its glaucose or frosty Heads. Ibid. 191 Its

Leaves long, narrow, smooth and glaucose.

GlauCOSis (glgkJu-sis). [a. Gr. ykavKwats,

f. 7A.au/c0s : see next + -osis.] ' The origination of

(Jlaucoma. Also, blindness from Glaucoma ' {Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1885).
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey 1

, Glaucoma, or Glaucosh, a
Fault in the Eye, when the Crystalline Humour is ehang'd
into a Gray, or Sky-colour. 1847 in Ckaig ; and in mod.
Diets.

Glaucous v
gl9'kas},a. Chiefly Nat. Hist. [f.

L. glauc-us (a. Gr. yXavKosj bluish-green or grey +
-ous.] Of a dull or pale green colour passing into

greyish blue ; spec, in Bot. covered with * bloom \
1671 Ray in Rem. (1760 182 The Leaves are small, of a

Glaucous Colour. 1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 118 A
reddish stalk, generally clouded over with a glaucous meali-

ness. 1816 Souihey PoeVs Pilgr. IIL 26 The vigorous
olive. .Tower'd high, and spread its glaucous foliage wide.
1820 Shelley Prom. Unbd. u. i. 44 Under the glaucous
caverns of old ocean. 1862 Symonds in Biog. (1895) I. 202
The eyes are small, and very glaucous grey. 1863 Berkeley
Brit. Mosses iii. 17 The leaves vary from bright or glaucous

green to.. brown, retl or purple. 1864 Thokeau Maine W.
iii. 27'j The dark mountains, .were seen through a glaucous
mist. 1874 Coles Birds X. It'. 420 Eggs of botli these birds

sometimes show a peculiar glaucous cast, something like

the 'bloom' on a grape. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413/z

Glaucous, covered or whitened with a bloom, like that on a
Cabbage leaf.

b. Glaucous gull: a name for Lams glaucus,

from the colour of its plumage.
1828 Stark Klein. Nat. Hist. I. 310 Glaucous Gull. The

Burgomaster of the Dutch. Back, shoulders, and wing-
coverts, bluish cinereous. 1878 A. H, Markham Gt. Frozen,

Sea iv. 58 The glaucous gull and the pretty kittiwake
soared above our heads.

II Glaucus (gl<j>'k#s). [mod.L. ; sense 1 echoes

Pliny's use of L. glaucus, a. Gr. y\av/cos, prob. a

subst. use of ykav/eus adj. (see prec.) ; the other

senses are direct applications of the I., adj.]

+ 1. Some kind of fish. Obs.
c 1520 Andrew Noble Lyfe xv. in Babees Bk. 234 Glaucus

is a whyte fissh that is hut selden sene except in darke rayne
weder. a 1529 Skelton Bk. 3 Poles Wks. 1843 '• 2°3 More
bytterer thenne the iia.ll of the fyshe glauca. 1598 Epulario
G j, To dresse a glaucus or corbo grosso fish. 1607 Topsell
Pour-/. Beasts I16581 16 A fish called Glaucus, whereof the

male swalloweth up all the young ones when they are

endangered .. and afterwards yeeldeth them forth again.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Glaucus, the Sea-stickling, a
sort of Fish ; also the Sea-BIewling.

2. The burgomaster gull {Earus glaucus).

1785 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds III. 11. 374 Glaucus
Gull. Ea>us glaucus. 1848 Lytton A". Arthur ix. xxxvii,

Th^ ravening glaucus [Joot-uote The Earns Glaucus, the

great bird of prey in the Polar regions]. 1862 — Str. Story
I. ii. 18 Rows of gigantic birds— ibis and vulture, and huge
sea glaucus—glared at me.

3. 'A genus of nudibranchiate molluscs, found

in the warmer latitudes, floating in the open sea.

beautifully colored with blue' (\Yebster).

1847 in Chaig. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 195 Glaucus.

1854 Bishnan in Circ. Sci. (: . 1865) II. 29 1 The Glaucus,
a beautiful little mollusc, of the Indian Seas and Mediter-
ranean, painted in blue and silver. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 107/1 The fantastic glaucus and luminous salpa.

f Glaucy, a. Obs. poet, [irregularly f. 1 ,. glaztc-

us
vsee Glaucous + -v 1.] Of a glaucous hue;

sea-green

.

1593 B. Barnes Partheuophil Madrigal xvi. in Arb. Garner
V. 398 Sleep Phoebus still, in glaucy Thetis' lap. 1596 1'itz-

CjEWkay Sir F. Drake (1881)42 Their gallies.. Made glaucie

Nereus groane, and seeme to shrinke.

t Glau'dkin. Obs. In 6 glaudkyn. [The
word might be read as glandkyn, but the etymo-

logy is unknown.] Some kind of cloak or j^own.

isi8 Househ. Accts. Hen. VIII in Harl. MS. 22*84 'f 16

Delyuerd. .xvii yerdes of yelowe cloth of gold for lynyng of
a glaudkyn of purpull veluete opon veluete purled, for the
kinges grace. Ibid., Delyuerd. .xxj yerdes quarter of white
cloth of siluer, cutt and poynted opon cloth of gold, with a
border of gold Richely enbrauded, for a glaudkyn with wyde
slyves for the kinges grace. Ibid. If. 25, If. 33 b. '( 1527 in

Harl. MS. 4217 leaves 2-4 {headings}.

Glaum ,gloni), v. Sc. Also glara. intr. To
snatch at (a thing,. Also, to make threatening

movements.
1715 Sherrifmuir \\\ Jacobite Songs (1887J 96 The cluds

O' clans frae woods in tartan duds Wha glaum'd at king-

doms three, man. 1819 W. TenMANT Papistry Stortu'd
1 1827) 39 He beheld ilk bishop's claw Glaum at his fish and
cleikthema'. 18:13 Galt R.Gilhaize II. iii. 26 He had fear-

ful visions of bloody hands and glimmering daggers glaming
over him from behind his curtains. 1823 Eliza Logan St.

yoknstoun III. vi. 145 He might hae glammed at our royal
crown itsel'.

Glaum, Glaumerie: seeGLAM 2
, Glamouuy.

Glaunce, glaunse, obs. forms of Glance v.

Glaur, Glave, vars. Glar, Glaive.

+ Gla'ver, sb. Obs. rare. Also glavir. [Cf.

Claveh.] Chatter ; loud noise.

13. . Gaw.
(J-

Gr, Knt. 1426 penne such a glauerande
[? read glaver and ; cf. next ouot.] glam ofgedered rachchez
Ros. a 1400-50 A lexander 5504 And bar in an Ilee he heres
A grete glauir & a glaanx of grekin tongis.

t Gla'ver, v. Obs. [Of obscure origin ; Ray
North-country Words has an adj. 'glave or glafe,

smooth', of which this may be a derivative; see

-er 5. This is plausible with regard to the sense,

but the genuineness of the adj. requires coniivma-

tioa, and it has no obvious etymology, unless it be
an altered adoption of ON. glad-r Glad. Cf. the

synonymous vb. Glothek. The Welsh glafru to

flatter is prob. from English.]

1. trans. To flatter, deceive with llattery.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 688 J>at take/ not her lyfe in vayne
Ne glauerez her nie^bor wyth no gyle. 1594 Bakseield
Affect. Sheph. (Arb.) 23 Beare not a flattring tongue to
glauer anie.

2. intr. To talk plausibly and deceitfully ; to

Hatter. To glaver on or upon : to lavish blandish-

ments upon.
1380 Wyclie Wks. (1880) 330 Hou-euer antecrisl glauer,

he letteb not god to do his wille. 1508 Fisher 7 Pcnit. Ps.
xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 75 They glauer and prayse it so moche
that anone we synue in vaynglory. 1579 }. Stubbes Gaping
i',ut/V. yj, It is a very french popish woeng, to sende hyther
smooth tongued Simiers to glose and glauer & hold talk of
mariage. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxvn. xl 322 He
[Probus] was .. smiling also after a bitter sort; yea and
glaveriug [ L. blandiens] otherwhiles upon a man to do him

I harmc. 1643 Blkkolohes Exp.Hosea xix. (1632) 468 Those
1
who will glaver upon you, and seem as if their hearts were
with you. 1681 H. Moke Exp. Dan. Bref. 37 Partly lu glaver
and uirry favour with the Pontifician party.

Hence + Gla'vering vbl. sb. Also t Glaverer.
1544 Balk Chron. Sir % Oldcasile in Harl. Misc. (Malh. 1

I. 256 He had bene falsely informed by his hired spyes.and
other globing glauerers. 1545 Jove Exp. Dun. iv. Givb,
Princes eyres corrupt with the gloriouse glavering of flat-

terers. 1598 Mansion Satyr,' 1. 137 For shame .. Leaue
glauering on him in the peopled pres^e. 1689 J. Scon
Ser?u. Wks. 1718 II. 87 To carry ourselves at an equal dis-

tance from contempt and haughtiness on the one hand and
sneaking and glavering on the other. 1706 K. Ward Hud.
Rediv. (1707) II. ,\i. 7 The hypocritick Cant And pious
Glav'rings of a Saint.

Gla'vering, ppl. a. Obs. exc. arch. [f. Glaver
v. + -L\<; -.] That ' glavers '

; deceitful, flattering.

< 1394 /'. II. Crede 51 pat wicked folke ..bigileb hem of
her good wip ^lauerynge wordes, V ,i 1400 Morte Arth.
2538 .Siche glauerande gomes greues nie bot lyttille. 1563-87
Foxe A. .y J/.(i5y6' 1423/1 The Chauncellor with a glauer-

ing and smiling countenance, called to the Bishop. 1601

B. Jonson Poetaster ill. iv. (1602) F3 b, Giue him warning.
Admonition, to forsake his sawcy glauering Grace. 1670
Stuclev Gospel-Glass \\\. 242 A glavering tongue and
seeming affection to our Neighbours good. 1694 R. I.'Ks-

tkange Fables tj<> A glavering Council is as dangerous on
the one hand, as a wheedling Priest . . is on the other.
/* 1716 SoL'in Serin. 1 17171 VI. 121 Some < lavish, glavering,
flattering Parasite. 17.. Fielding Ess. Char. Jlen Wks.
1771 VIII. 164 A constant, settled, glavering, sneering smile
in the countenance, is so far from indicating guodness, that

[etc.]. 1753 Gfay's Inn J'ml. 1736 1 J I. 10 Drawn in by false

Allurements and a glavering Smile. 1866 Athenaeum 7 July
23/3 The doorkeeper i-> a wily, elderly Italian . . He . . hold>
his face forwards, and looks down, with a steady glavering

smile, or simper, in the corners of bis mouth.

b. jig. of things.
1581" J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 466 b, Such as in

Lymes past did pei>equuie the Go.-*pell of Christ .. being
seduced by glavering conceipt uf colorable error. 1609 Br,
W. Bahlow Answ. NamlessCutli. 363 Whom this Conjurer
lieere vouchsufeth tu besmeare with bis glauering balme.

fGla'very. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Glaver v. +

-v : '\] Matter)-.

1584 Babington Frailty <V Faith {1596J 37 In all orations
. . honest plainenesse was euer an argument of fauour and
succour, and hollow smoothing glauerie a note of reproch.

Glavir, var. Glaveb, sb., Obs.

t Glawke, «• Obs. rare — 1
, [ad. L. glauc-us.

See Glaucous </.] Blue or ^iey.

1412 20 Lvuc. Chron. Troy 11. xv, With eyen glawke, large,

stepe, and great.

G-Lawnse, obs. form of Glance v. v

Glaxe: see Glaiks.

t Glay. Obs. V Altered form of Glaive.
1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie 31 b, 1 see full plaine, that

some whose paine, haue boorded riches great : By sodaiue
glay, are whipi away, for paities no fruite they get,

t Glaye, pseudo-dial, form of Clay.
1575 Gammer Gurton 1. ii, Gogs bones thys vylthy glayc

has drest mee to bad.

Glaye, obs. form of Glee v.

Glayfe, Glayk it, ubs. ff. Glaive, Glaiki^it.

Glaym, var. Gllim v., Obs.
y
to smear.

Glaymore, obs. form of Claymore.
Glaynicms, Glaymy, var. Gleimols, -y.

Glayre, Glayve, obs. ff. Glair, Glare, Glaive.

Glaze (gl*"^ > sb. [f. Glazk^. 1
; the sb. is not

in Johnson.]
1. The vitreous eomposition used for glazing pot-

tery, etc.

1807 T.Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 403 The glare employed
to cover vessels of stoneware may be distinguished into

three kinds. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 1016 When it reaches
the melting point of the glaze. 1881 Porcelain Jl'orks,

Worcester 15 The materials for the ( daze of English porce-
lain are ground flint, Cornish stone, borax, lead, &c.

2. gen. A transparent substance used for coating

anything, so as to produce a glazed or lustrous sur-

face, spec, in Cookery (see quot, 1877) ; also of
a glaze, of the consistency of glaze,

1784 Mas. Glasse Cookery ii. 74 <Fowl a la Braise} Strain

the sauce, and after you have skimmed oft" the fat, bod it

down till it is of a glaze. 1877 Cassell's Diet. Cookery,
Glaze is made from clear stock, boiled down until it forms
a sort of meat varnish or strong jelly ; it is used to improve
the appearance of many dishes. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl.

No. 30. 39 Mix with glaze slightly diluted.

3. A smooth and glossy surface, a bright polished

appearance.
1791 CoWFER Iliad XV1U. 741 Glossy as the glaze of oil.

1845 Miss AcTOM Mod. Cookery xvi. 335 The fine yellow-

glaze appropriate to meat pies is given with beaten yolk of

egg. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 223/1 The result is a
beautiful transparent glaze. 1881 Gkekner Gun 313 Dense
hard powder will take a higher glaze than the softer kinds.

4. (J.S. A coating or covering of ice; also, a

stretch of ice.

1752 J. Macsparkan Amer. Dissected \1753) 39, I rode

iu Miles upon one continued Glaze of Ice upon the Land.
1796 Moksk Amer. Geog. 1. 215 Whenever the winter ..setr,

in with rain, so as to cover the branches and leave* of trees

with a glaze of ice. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxviii. (1856)

229 Old seasoned hummock, covered with a slippery glaze.

1858 Thokeau Maine W. (1894) 187 They [moose] cannot
run on a 'glaze', though they can run in snow four feet

deep ; but the caribou can run on ice.

5. Painting. A thin coat of transparent colour

laid over another colour so as to modify the tone.

iutj-a



GLAZE. ^08 GLAZIER.
i860 Klskin Mod. Paint. V. vm. iv. 193 note, In cleaning

the 'Hero and Leander'.. these upper glazes were taken
off and only the black ground left. 1885 Mag. Art Sept.

471 '2 The employment. . of glazes which are dull and have
little more reflective power than paint.

6. slang, A window. On, upon ike glaze: rob-

bing jewellers* shops after smashing the windows.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Glaze, the Window. 1719

Alex. Smith Lives Highwaymen II. 43 At Dublin, lie

[Jack VValdron] went upon the Glaze, which is robbing
Goldsmiths Shew-Glasses on their Stalls, by cutting them .

.

with a Glazier's Diamond ; or else waiting for a Coach
coming by, breaking 'em with the hand. 1743 Discov. J.
Poulter (ed. 2] 39 Undub the Jeger, and jump the Glaze.

1813 Monckieff Tom <V Jerry in. ii, Jerry. What are you
about, Tom? Tom. I'm going to mill the glaze— I'll

(Is about to break the Glass, when [etc]}.

7. attrib. and Comb., as glaze liquor
;

glaze-ice

U.S., thin surface ice ; glaze-kiln, a kiln in which
glazed ware is placed for firing ; glaze-wheel, a

wooden wheel used by cutlers for polishing knives,

etc.; glaze-work - Glazing Z'<V. so.; glaze-worm
[? f. Glaze v. 1

], a glow-worm : cf. glassworm.
1896 N. Y. Weekly Witness 23 Dec. 4/1 Much of the ice

was*glaze-ice. 1839 Ukk Did. Arts 1015 'Glaze-kiln. This
is usually smaller than the biscuit kiln. Ibid. 1017 The piece
of ware .. is immersed in the *glaze liquor. 1853 O. Byrne
Handbk. Artizan 451 The cutlers' wood or 'glaze wheels
are mostly fed with emery cake. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory
I. 190 Colours fur potters' *g!aze-work. 1579 Lvly Euphues
t'Arb.) 91 Dost thou not know yat a perfect friend should be
like the "Glaze-worme, which shineth most bright in the
Dark? 1895 E. Attgl, Gloss., Glaze-worm, glow-worm.

Glaze Igl^z), ».' Forms: 4-5 glase-n, (5
glacyn, glaysse), 4-7 glase, 6- glaze. [ME.
glasen, f. glas Glass sb. 1 Cf. MHG. glasen, and
Glass v.]

1. trans. To fit or fill in (a window, etc.) with
glass, to furnish i^a building) with windows of
glass, to cover (a picture, etc.) with glass. To
glaze in : to enclose with glass, f To glaze ones
houve: to provide with a head-covering of glass,

hence app. to mock, delude, befool (see Houve .

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. in. 50 Woldustow glase the gable
and graue tlieiinne thi nome, Siker schulde thi soule ben
for to dwellen in heuene. c 1369 Chaucek Dethe Blauuclie
323 With glas Were all the wyndowes well yglased. c 1374— Troylus v. 469 Fortune his howve entended bet to glase
[cf. 11. 867]. c 1440 Prontp. Pari'. 198 '1 Glasyn' wythe glasse,
vitro, vet vitrio. 1509 Haw es Past. Pleas, xvu. x, The rofe
was wrought, curyously and well ; The wyndowes glased
niarvaylously to tell. 1577 Hakrison England 11. xii. 11877)
1. 337 The houses of our princes . . were often glased with
IJerill. 1601 Coknwallyes Ess. ii. xxxvi. (1631) 123 The
soule hath nothing, no not her windowes glased. 1631
Weeveb Ahc. Funeral Mon. 4^6 Kaph Astrie . . new roofed
this Church . . and beautifully glased it. 1667 PRiMATTt7<y
<5r C*. Build. 83 For glasmg the two windows. 1756-7 tr.

Keyslers Trav, 11760) II. 162 This instrument is subscribed
by John Codurz. .and some others. It is glased for its better
preservation, it being certainly a piece which should by all

means be transmitted to posterity. 1774 Gqldsm. Nat. J/ist.

117761 VIII. 53 The windows are so well glazed, as not to
admit the least air. 1837 H 1. Martineao Soc. Amer. ii. ^04
Persons . . have baskets of glass of various sizes sent to them
from the towns, and glaze their own windows. 1851 Illustr.
Catal. Gt. Exhib. 668 Greater facility for repairing or glaz-
ing than those [lamps] of the ordinary sort. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic Ii, Somebody saw a portrait framed and glazed
At Croisic. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 11 Dec. 17/2 The back
wall on either side of the central door is glazed in and forms
a case in which is arranged a vast collection of ancient arms
and armour.

2. To cover ,thc surface of pottery, etc.) with a
vitreous substance which is fixed by fusion. Also,
to vitrify the surface of.

C 1400 Lanframs Cirurg. 187 Sette hem . . in a vessel of
ci be glasid wihinne. 1460-70 BM, Quintessence 5 Take what
vessel of glas bat 3e wole, or of er)>e strongly glasid. 1563
IIyi.i. Art Garden. 11593)97 A "ewe earthen pot not glased.
a 1691 Boyle Wks. 117441 1- 207/2 An ore, which for its apt-
ness to vitrify, and serve the [Matters to glaze their earthern
vessels, the miners call pottern-ore. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe
(1840) I. ix. 143, I had no notion, .of glazing them [pots] with
lead. 1764 Hakmer Observ. ix. lit 100 Green and blue
bricks which are glazed, so that when the sun shines, the
eye is perfectly dazzled. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat.
Mechanic 483 The bamboo, or cane-coloured pottery . . is

never glazed outside. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xvii. 373A few fragments of granite, curiously glazed and altered by
the heat. 1881 Porcelain Works, Worcester 27 The process
of glazing is simple, but requires a practised hand so that
every piece may be equally glazed.

b. fig. To cover as with a glaze, to gloss over.
1605 Chapman All Fooles 11. i. D 1 b, The fond world Like

to a doting Mother glases ouer Her childrens imperfections
with fine teannes. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 443 p 4 By putting
forth base Methods in a good Light, and glazing them over
with improper Terms.

c. To fix (paint) on pottery by this process.

Similarly {nonce-use), to throw (light) like a
glaze on.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. II. 503 The vessel being now
baked, the paint is glazed on. <zx86x T, Woolner My
Beautiful I, oily (186^)35 Her window now is darkness, save
the sheen Glazed on it by the moon.

3. To overlay or cover with a smooth and lustrous

coating. Also, to cover (the eyes) with a film.
IS93 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. ii. 16 For sorrowes eye, glazed

with blinding teares, Diuides one thing intire, to many
ubiects. 1613 Wkwoqu Stiver Age 1. Wks. 1874 HI. 92
That I may glaze my harpe in the bloud Of Tyrant

Pretus. 1632 — lit Pi. iron Ags u. ibid. 193 A field
glazd with swords. 1653 Gloria A- Narcissus 1. 90 Thus
he continued glasing his sight, all the while, with the
troubled water of sorrowfull teares. 1666 J. Davies Hist.
Caribby 1st. 121 The delightful smoothness wherewith
they [Venus-shells] are glaz'd both within and without.
1687 A. Lovell_ ThcvenoCs Trav. n. 63 A great Plain of
very smooth whitish ground, glazed over with Salt. 1773
Cook Voy. (1777) I. 11. iii. 219 As they have a method
of glazing it [cloth], it is more durable, and will resi>t

rain for some time, which Otaheite cloth will not. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mar. in. i, Each throat was parched, and
glazed each eye. 1810 Scott Laity ofL. llt.viii, Till dark-
ness glazed his eyeballs dim. 1842 Tennyson Loeksley Hall
51 His eyes are heavy : think no: they are glazed with wine.
1845 Miss Acton Mod. Cookery xvi. 335 To glaze or ice

pastry. 1885 Manch. Exam. 5 June 5/6 Messrs. Farmer's
apparatus, .for chasing, glazing, and embossing cloth. 1897
C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 613 Tawed leather.

.

is glazed in the same manner . . with the exception that the
glazing fluid is applied twice.

Jig. 1879 Geo. Kliot Theo. Such 137 Some minds seem
well glazed by nature against the admission of knowledge.

b. esp. of frost, etc. Also with over, up.
1627 .May Lucan 1. 20 Where winter. .With lasting cold

doth glaze the Scythian seas. 1638 Cowley Love's Kiddle
IV. Wks. 1711 III. 118 Where a perpetual Winter binds the
Ground And glazeth up the Floods 'i 1725 Pope Odyss.
xiv. 537 Snow whitening all the fields Froze with the blast,
and gathVing glaz'd our shields. 1746-7 Hervey Medit.
(1818) 182 Cold, whose icy breath glazes yearly the Russian
seas. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp. xxii. (1856) 179 The sound
presented a novel spectacle to us; the young ice glazing it

over. 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhikst Cream Lcicestcrsh. 337
A sharp wind-frost had.. glazed the fallows.

4. Tainting. To cover (a painted surface) with
a thin coat of a different transparent colour, so as

to modify the tone without mixing. Also, to lay (a

transparent colour) over another.
1622 Peacham Compl. Genii, xiii. (1634) 133 When it is

dry glaze it over with a little Lake. 1658 W. Sanderson
Graphice 83 All Stones . . must be glazed upon silver, with
their proper colours, with a varnish. 1672 Beale in H.
Walpole Vet-tile's Anecd. Paint. (1782) III. 128 He glazed
the whole place, where the face and haire were drawn in a
colour over thin. 1695DKYDEN tr. Du Fresnoy^s Art Paint.
Observ. p 382 White with other strong Colours, with which
we paint at once that which we intend to glaze, are as it

were the Life, the Spirit, and the Lustre of it. 1798 Trans.
Soc. Arts XVI. 298, I glazed the proper colours over it.

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. (,1848) I. n. 11. ii. § 17. 166 Red..
mixed with the pure blue, or glazed over it.

5. To make to shine like glass; to give a smooth
glassy surface to ^anything), esp. by rubbing; to

polish, to render brilliant.

c 1440 Promp. Parz>. 197/1 Glacyn or make a by(n)ge to
shyne, pemitido. 1515 Barclay Egloges 11. (1570) B i/i For
lacke of vsing, a sworde earst glased bright With rust is

eaten. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanie in. viii. 211 He ..

Lyes streaking brawny Hmmes in weakning bed, Perfum'd,
smooth kemb'd, new glaz'd. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's
Rev. in. ii, There stands a neophyte glazing of his face,

Pruning his clothes, perfuming of his hair, Against his idol
enters. 1639 in Proc. Soc. Antiq. Ser. 11. XIV. 373 Blacke
Marble ritchly glaszd. 1648 Boyle Seraph. Love (1660)

155 Like polish'd Silver, or well glaz'd Arms. 1715 LBOtfl
Palladia's Archit. (1742) L 10 Polishing and glazing even
to the very Channelling or Flutes of the Columns. 1760
Stern xTr. Shandy IILxlii, So worn, so glazed., was it with
lingers. 1846 Greener Set. Gunnery 240 You may glaze
powder and make it so smooth that it would be very difficult

to ignite. 1881 - Gun 313 The next process is to glaze or
polish the individual grains [of gunpowder],

b. Cutlery manufacture. (See quot.)
x888 Sheffield Gloss., Glaze, to roughly polish a knife.

This is an intermediate process between grinding and
polishing.

6. intr. To become glazed, assume a glassy ap-

pearance.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery \. 30 Put in a Ladleful of
Gravy, boil it and strain it .. and then put in the Sweet-
breads to glaze. 1883 H. George Soc. Probl. ix. (1884) 119
What shall it matter, when eyeballs glaze and ears grow
dull, if [etc.]. 1889 Opelousas (Louisiana) Democrat Dec,
The crop is usually cut for ensilage purposes when the ears

are commencing to 'glaze'. 1895 Ramshorn (Chicago)
8 June 3 Gradually his eyes glazed and closed.

Glaze, v.'~ Obs. exc. dial. [Cf. Gaze, Glake.]
intr. To stare.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. tii. 21 Against the Capitoll I met a
Lyon Who glaz'd vpon me, and went surly by. ,71816
Wolcot (P. Pindar) Middlesex Election I Wks. 1816 IV.
172 O Lord, my lord, I'm in a maze, 1 do so look about and
glaze, 1880 E. Cornw. Gloss. t Glaze, to stare.

Glazed (gU'-zdj, ppL a. [f. Glaze vA + -ed *.]

1. Furnished or filled in with glass ; fitted with
windows of glass ; covered with a piece of glass.

1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Vidriatioj glased. 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. <$• Commiv. 201 A faire glazed window.
1638 Penkethman Artach. L lij b, My Studie or glazed
Shop against the Rolls. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729)
207 Covering the Head and the rest of the Tree above, with
a glaz'd Frame. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 590 A spot like

which perhaps Astronomer . . Through his glaz'd Optic lube
yet never saw. 1849 James Woodman iv, Two larger
houses, .had glazed windows. 1883 Gilmouk Mongols xxxii.

368 A framed and glazed table, hung up conspicuously,
where every traveller may see the exact amount payable,

2. Coated with a vitreous or glassy surface.
1662 Mkrrf.tt tr. Nerfs Art ofGlass xviii, Glased pans.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 90 Black glased Holiand pan tiles.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xvi. 146 A glazed Jug with a
long Neck. 1824 W. Irving '/'. Trav. I. 58 A great fire-

place, with the whole Bible history in glazed tiles. 184a
Parnell Chem. Anal. (1S45) 404 The mass . . is . . carefully
powdered in a glazed mortar.

3. Having a smooth shining surface, produced

,

either by a coating substance or by friction, etc. ;

made glassy in appearance. Also, in Tainting, of

\
colours : Covered with a 'glaze* of another colour.

,

(See Glaze v. 2, 3, 4, 5.)

153° t
see Glazeuness]. 1608 Miduleton Fam. Love 11. ii.

I! 4 a, The iocund morne lookes more liuely and fresh, then
an oulde gentlewomans glaz'd face in a new perriwigge.
1695 Dkyden tr. Dufresnoy's Art Paint. Observ. f 382
( ila/d Colours have a Vivacity which can never be imitated

I

by the. .most brilliant Colours. 1719DE FoeO-k^ i. xiii,

Two pounds of glazed powder. 1726 Leoni Alberti's
I Archit. I. 35 Sea-sand. . the blackest and most glazed is not

wholly to be despis'd. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Art of Cookery
iii. 54 Glazed I* ish. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. L 235
There are two kinds of gunpowder : that used in war, and
that used for shooting game ; the former is coarser, and not

j

glazed ; the latter is glazed, and much finer. 1814 Cary
Dante's Inf. xxxin. 125 The glazed tear-drops that o'erlay

1 mine eyes. 1824 Hvkon Juan xv. Ixv, They also set a
1 glazed Westphalian ham on. 1832 Bakbage Eton. Manuf.
I

xi. (ed. 3) 90 The glazed calico is now passed between the
rollers. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop'w, Men in glazed hats

1 and round jackets. 1845 Mrs.Caklvle Lett. I. 352 Written
on glazed paper. 1875 Knight Did. Mech., Glazed Board,
a kind of mill-board having a hard, smooth surface, to give

I

a smooth face to the paper or fabric pressed between such
boards.

b. Of the eye (see Glaze v. 1 3). Also Path.
of the tongue, of the surface of a wound, etc.

1735 Somekville Chase i. 375 With heavy Eyes Glaz'd,

1
lifeless, dull. 1822 P. Cornwall Sicilian Story xix. 6

i Settled Madness in her glazed eye Told of a young heart
1 wronged. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 554 In
some examples of fully developed typhus, where the tongue

I was glazed, dry and brown. 1840 Liston Elem. Surg. 11. 766
Farther dressing is delayed for six or eight hours, when the
oozing has entirely ceased, and the visible cut surface be-

' comes glazed. 1889 Jessopi' ComingofFriars iv. 197 A sub-
1 ordinate . . finishing the work which his master's glazed eye

perhaps never rested on.

C. Glazedfrost (see quot.).

1889 Daily News 25 Dec. 2/4 In the year 1808 the pheno-
!
menon of ' glazed frost ' was observed, the rain freezing as

' it touched the ground.

1 4. 7fig. Brilliant, splendid. Obs.
a X550 Treat. Galaunt 69 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 154 Thy

I glased lyfe and glotonybe glewed so in fere That Englande
I mav wa\ie that euer it came here.

Hence Gla'zedness.
1530 Palscr. 225/2 Glasednesse, uoyroysete.

Glazen, var. Glassex a. and v.

Glazer (gte'-zsj), sb. Also 5 gla(u)ser. 9
glazor. [f. Glaze vJ + -er 1

.] One who or that

which glazes.

fl. ^-Glazier. Obs.

1408 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 138 Pro plumbar et

1
glauser. 1466 Paston Lett. No. 549 II. 268 To the glaser

1

for takyn owte of ii. panys of the wyndows of the schyrche
for to late owte the reke of the torches.

2. a. A polisher or burnisher, b. A workman
who applies the glaze to pottery, etc.

1586 T. II. La Primaud, Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 698 Armorers,
glazers, sadlers, spur-makers, smithes, and such like. X839

Lke Diet. Arts 1016 The glazer provides himself at each
round with a stock of these ball watches. 1858 Simmonds
Did. Trade, Glazer. .a workman who applies the vitreous

incrustation to the surface of earthenware.

3. An implement for glazing ; esp. a wheel used

in roughly polishing knives, etc.

1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Set'. <$• Art I. 35 Some
glazors are covered with strong leather. x8« J. Holland
Manuf Metal I. 291 The glazer, composed of cuneiform

radii of wood firmly glued together. 1875 Knight Did.
Mech., Glazer. .2, a calendering or calico-smoothing wheel.

Hence t<*l»**«T, glazier's work.

1723 Chambers tr. Le Cterc's Treat. Archit. I. 2 The
Masonry, Carpentry. .Glazery, Roofing, &c.

tGla'Zer, v. Obs. [f. Glazer^.] trans. To
polish, burnish.

1743 Sih J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 727 III. 95 As fTor my
byll that is gylt, I wolde it weer taken head too ; ther is

one in the town, that can glaser weel i nowe.

Glazier (gl^-ziw, gU'^aj). Forms: 4-6

glasyer^e, (5 glasyare), 4-7 glasier, (5 glacyer,

6 glasior, glassier, -yer, 7 glaseer), 9 dial.

glassiver, 7- glazier, [f. Glass sb. + -er ', with

assimilation to Rom. words in -IER, q. v.]

+ 1. One engaged in the manufacture of glass, a

glass-maker. Obs.

1385 Grant by R. Suzonne, Bailiff ofA theringloiv (MS.
in private hands), Feare en le boys auauntdit vn Glashous

ct le despendre come office de Glasiere apent. 1398 Tbevisa

Bartk. De P. R. xvi. xcix. (1495) 587 Glasse is so plyaunt

that it takith anone dyuers and contrary shapis by blast of

the Glasier. Ibid. xvu. lxiii. (1495) 639 Beche-.is moost nede-

full to Glasyers craft for of asshen therof . . glas is craftly

arayed. X477 Norton Ord. Alch. vi. in Asnm. (1652) 96

Tincture with anealing of Glasiers.

2. One whose trade it is to glaze windows, etc.

1408 Nottingham Rec. II. 56 Hugo Hopwell, de Lenton,

glasyer. 1418 in C. Welch Tower Bridge 11804)72 [A pay-

ment for mending broken windows was made in 1418 to

Hugh Wyse] Ducheman Glasyere. c 148X Caxton Dialogues

(E. E. T.S.) 34/25 Steven the glasyer. 1487 Churchw.Acc.
Wigtoft, Line. (Nichols 1797)8310 2 glasyers for mendyng
of divers glasse wyndowes rounde aboute ye chirch. 1540

Ludl<rw Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 1 To master glasier for

glassynge the wyndous in the vestrie. 1563 Shute Archit.

A ii b, Caruers, Ioynars, Glassyers, Grauers. 1600 Chester

PL tE. E. T. S.) Banes 99 You painters and glasiors. x666

Pepys Diary 28 Sept., By and by the glazier comes to



GLAZIERY.
Iniish the window*, of my house. 1774 IVestm. Mag. II. 374
Reputation, like glass, if once broken the pane. No art of
the Glazier can heal it again. 1814 Uykon Diary 9 Apr.,
This .

. diamond . . is . . hardly fit to stick in a glazier's pencil.
1823 P, Nicholson Pract. Build. 421 Glaziers value their
work by feet, inches, and parts.

3. =GLAZEK 2 b. In recent Diets,

t 4. = Gl.vzeb 3. Obs.
1688 R. Holml- Armoury m. 91/1 He beareth Argent, A

Cutler at his Glassier or Polishing Wheel, polishing a Knife,

t 5. old slang: pi. The eyes. Obs.
1567 Hakman Caveat (1869) 82 Glasyers, eyes. 1611 Miu-

dleton & Dekkek Roaring Girle K iij b. The balles of
these glasiers of mine {mine eyes). 1641 BromB Joviall
Crew 11. VVks. 1873 III. 389 Toure out with your Glasiers.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 19 Thy Glaziers shine As
Glymmar by the Salomon. 1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg.
Tongue.

to. slang. (See quots. 1676, 1785.) Obs.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 191 The fifth is a Glazier,

who when he creeps in : To pinch all the Lurry, he thinks it

no sin. 1676 Warn. Housekeepers 4 Glasiers, thieves who
enter houses, thro' windows, first remouing a pane of glass.
a 1700 in B. E. Diet. Cant. Cre-ui. 178s Grose Diet. I iilg.
1 ougue, Glazier, one who breaks windows and shew glasses
to steal goods exposed for sale.

Glaziery (gLJ'-j'ari). [f. prec. + -YV| Glazier's
work ; also attrib.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk 1. 100 The little accounts
for glaziery and crockery. 1883 Standard 6 Apr. 4/8 A snug
business in the glaziery line. 1893 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 4/3
Mr. M. 's glaziery warehouse.
Glazily, Glaziness : see after Glazy.
Glazing (gl<Fi-zirj), vbl. sb. [f. Glaze v. +
-UN M The action of the vb. Glaze.
1. The action of furnishing a building with win-
dows or filling windows with glass ; the trade or
business of a glazier.

that broughte the crafte of glasynge into this lande. 1531
Privy Purse Exp. Hen. F///(i82 7 ) in Paied togalien the
glasier for glasing at yorke Place. 1533 in Weaver Wells
Wills (1890) 91 The glasynge of a wyndowe in the new yeld.
1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 157 Of taking Dimensions,
&c. In . . this Profession of Glazing, it is generally taken to
parts of Inches. 1709 Hearne Collect. 6 Nov. (O. H.S.' II.
301 Nevill contributed either to ye Building or Glazing of
it, 1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 88 What will the glaz-
ing a triangular sky-light come to, at iorf. per foot? 1853
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 174 In spite of constant glaz-
ing and tiling, the rain perpetually drenched the apartments.

b. concr. Glazier's work; glass fixed in windows
or frames.
c 1369 Chaucer Detlie Blaunclie 327 Al the storie ofTroye

Was in the glasing y-wroght thus, c 1500 in Arnolde Chrou.
(1811J 277 The chirche and the chauncel is nat repaired in
glasinge in dyuers placis. 1618 in Picton L 'pool Mimic. A'cc.
^1883) I. 213 He shall maintayne the Church windowes wt 1 '

sufficient glasinge, wyer and leade. 1631 Weever Anc.
/uneral Mou. 421 As appeareth by his Armes both in the
stone-worke..and glasing. 1735 Berkeley Querist §377
Walls of rough stone, without plaster, ceiling, or glazing.
1868 M. C. Lea Photogr. vi. 152 The light on the side away
from the glazing shall b. maintained as subsidiary.

2. The action of polishing or burnishing.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 197 1 Glacynge or scowrynge of

barneys, pernitidaeio. 1570-6 Lambarue Peraiub. Kent
(1826) 486 Some Corne rattles, and one for the glasing of
Armour. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Glazing., the polishing
of a metallic, wooden or stone surface, by the friction against
it of a polishing powder. 1881 Greener Gun 314 The glaz-
ing [of gunpowder] takes from five to eight hours, in wooden
barre^ revolving thirty-four times per minute.
3. The operation of coating with a glaze, or of

giving (a substance) a smooth shiny surface.
1677 PL°T Oxfordsh. 251 The skill that hath been wanting

to set up a manufacture of this transparent Earthen-ware in
England, like that of China, is the glazing of the white
Earth. 1789 Trans. Soe. Arts VII. 190 Very useful for
driving of calendars for glazing of cloth, ftc 1872 Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 43 The glazing of bricks was practised
at least 800 years before the Christian era. 1897 C. T. Davis
Manuf. Lcatlier (ed. 2) 612 Glazing and glossing of leather.
Glazing—This operation is executed in various ways, but
best with the use of a decoction of flaxseed mixed with solu-
tion of white soap.

b. concr. The material used for producing a
glaze or glassy surface ; also, the glassy surface
thus produced : = Glaze sb. 4.
1694 Salmon Bates' Disp. (1713) 132/2 Earthen Vessels, if

unglas d, would suck most of the Matter into them ; and if
glas d, they would prey upon the Lead or Glasing. 1716
Leoni Albert;s Arc/lit. I. 32 The Glazing, when it is melted
over it, makes an even Surface. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)
I. HI. xxxvii. 167 The Persians use a certain glazing in their
cotton tents, which . . prevents their being penetrated by
water. 1841 Catlin .V. Amer. Did. {1844) II. liv. 165 The
rock . . polished, as if a liquid glazing had been poured over
its surface. 184s Miss Acton Mod. Cookery xvi. 335 This
glazing.. takes a slight colour, if used before the pastry is
baked. 1851 Moritt Tanning A> Currying (1853) 77 Arti-
tiaal coloring matter, which is probably the same for both
kinds of tea, and consists of a mixture of Prussian blue,
gypsum, and turmeric. This colouring matter is called the
glazing. 1859 R- F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc.
y^-- 7.8 Paper—soft and soppy by the loss of glazing.

4. Painting. The application of a thin coat of
transparent colour over another in order to modify
the tone without mixing ; the colour thus laid on.
1706 Art 0/Painting (1744) 169 Sometimes with glazing

in_ the shadows. 1807 Opie in Led. Paint, iv. (1848) 321 !

Richness and transparency may be obtained by glazing, and
I
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passing the colours one over another without suffering them
to mix. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 261 Seldom repeat-
ing his colours, and using few glazings. 1880 \V. Severn
in Macw. Mag. No. 245. 375, I will now say a few words
about ' glazing ', or putting one colour over another instead
of mixing them.

5. attrib. and Comb., asglazing colour, compound,
fluid, knife, machine, room; glazing- barrel, a
rotatory barrel in which gunpowder is glazed

;

glazing-wheel (see quot.).
1878 Engineering 22 Feb. 138/2 A set of "glazing barrels

consists of four. 1825 J. Nicholson Oferat. Mechanic 727
The plate is to be varnished, .the varnish being tinted with
any glazing colour. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 227 All
colours which, when mixed with suitable vehicle, are trans-
parent, are termed glazing colours. 183Z G. R. PORTER
Porcelain. <y Gl. 72 A *glazing compound, which is suffi-

ciently fusible without containing a particle of lead. 1897
C. T. Davis Mann/. Leather (ed. 2) 612 The glazing
fluid is prepared as follows. 1825 J. Nicholson Ofcrat.
Mechanic 636 The glazing-knife is used for laying in the
putty in the rebates of the sash [etc.]. 1871 Amer. Encycl.
Print, (ed. Ringwalt), *Clazing machine, a machine used
for putting a polished surface on printed papers, or for
burnishing gold and color work. 1897 C. T. Davis Mann/.
Leather led. 2) 263 The glazing machine was one of the
first steam-driven tools introduced into the trade. 1881
Greener Gun 315 In .. the "glazing-room and stoves, the
floors are laid with leather. 1873 Weale's Diet. Terms
(ed. 4), Glazers or *Glazing-wheels, wooden wheels charged
with emery and used for polishing are called by this name.

Glazing (gl^'zin), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing-.]

That glazes : said chiefly of the eye.
1808 Scott Martn. vi. xxxii, A light on Marmion's visage

spread, And fir'd his glazing eye. 1813 Byron Giaonr xlii,

1 . .thank thee for the generous tear This glazing eye could
never shed. 1835 Lytton' Ricnzi vn. v, It was the face of
a woman that looked upward through passionate and glaz-
ing tears.

Glazor, var. Glazeu.
Glazy (gl^-zi). a. [f. Glaze sb. or v. + -y ]

;

in part perh. a survival of glasy : see GLASSY.]
1 1. = Glassy a. 1 b. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts 1,1658) 2S4Theeiesofahors.se

..see perfectly in the night; yet their colour varieth as it

doth in men, according to the caprine and glazie humour.
2. a. Glass-like, glassy, glittering like glass, b.
Resembling a glaze ; having the smooth shiny ap-
pearance of a glaze or glazed surface.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 129 The finnysqtiad-
rons are content. To leave their wat'ry element, In glazie
numbers down they bent. 1768 W. Donaldson Sir Part.
Sa/>skull 1. 132 Divine miracles, beautifully and ingeniously
delineated in those glazy ornaments [Dutch tiles;. 1786
Burns To A aId Marc ii, I've seen thee dappl't, sleek, an'
glaizie. 1811 Set/ Instructor 527 Your paper is to be per-
fectly dry, otherwise the work will appear glazy. 1870 Miss
Bridgman Ko. Lynne II. xiv. 291 The hat so glazy arid
knowing. 1873 Ston Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 360 A better
[india-rubber] solution is obtained.. by not shaking, but
drawing off the clear glazy liquid.

C. Glazy iron (see quot.).
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss. s.v. Iron, So-called silver-

gray, glazy, or carbonized iron is usually an iron rendered
brittle by excess of silicon.

3. Of the eye or its gaze : = Glassy a. 2.

1838 Eliza Cook Mclaia xxL 10 His eyeballs had a glazy
beam. 1880 J. Hatton 3 Recruits I. 1. iii. 61 They had
something of the serpent in their glazy stare.

Hence Glazily adv. ; Glaziness.
1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 130 Which in the evaporating

of the Water, were coagulated upon the first mentioned '

clear Salts, and so eclipsed the shining or glaziness of those
Salts. 1825 Ann. Reg. 239* The pupils of his eyes are
large . . but . . there is a glaziness in the sight. 1858 Faber
Spir. Con/er. (1870) 412 The wild enquiring eye so glazily
fixed upon us.

Gle, Gleab(e, Gleaby, obs. ff. Glee, Glebe, '

Gleby.
Glead(e, obs. form of Glad, Glede, Gleed sb.

Gleake, obs. form of Gleek.
Gleam (glim), sb. Forms : 1 gleem, 3-4 glem,

4-6 gleme, 6-7 gleame, 3, 7- gleam. [OE.
glxm[\—*glaimi-z) is related by ablaut to OHG.
glhnen to glow, shine, OS. glimo brightness, OHG.
gUmo (MHG. 6̂ wc) glow-worm, in which sense
OHG. had also gleimo (MHG. gleime), agreeing
in root-grade with the ME. word. The lowest
grade of the root, *glim-, appears in several forms in

MHG. and ME. : see Glim, Glimmek, Glimpse.]
1. In early use, a brilliant light (e.g. of the sun).

In mod. use, a subdued or transient appearance of
light, emitted or reflected.
In ME. both sb. and vb. are rare except in alliterative

verse.

a iooo Guthlac 1278 in Exeter Bk., pa se a;pela gla;m
setl-gong sohte. a 1225 St. Marker. 12 Semde as pah ha
sehe ibe glistinde glem be deore rode areachen to be
heouene. t 1300 Havclok -2122 So stod ut of his mouth a
glem Rith al swilk so the sunnebem. 13. . Gaw. fl- Gr. Knt.
604 pat al [the harness] glytered & glent as glem of be sunne.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3067 A neckcglissonand as the glemes
bat glenttes of be snaw. c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 20 And
myne eyne pei glittir like be gleme in be glasse. 1508 Dun-
bar Gold. Targe 31 All the lake as lamp did leme of licht,
Quhilk schadovit all about wyth twynkling glemis. 1602
Marston Ant. <$- Mel. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 30 Is not yon gleame,
the shuddering morne that flakes, With silver tinctur, the
east vierge of heaven? 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)
30 A gleam of light, so bright that he could easily read by it.

176a Goldsm. Cit. W. cxvii, The dying lamp feebly emits a

GLEAM.

J

yellow gleam. 1805 Worusw. Peetc Castle iv, If mine had
been the Painter's hand, To express what then I saw : and
add the gleam. The light that never was, on sea or land.
1838 Lytton Leila iv. i, See you not a gleam of spears,
yonder, over the mountain? i86oTynualll7/«c". i.xxiii. 162
When the staff was dug into the snow and withdrawn, the
blue gleam appeared. 186. Bret Hakte John Burns 99
The gleam of his old white hat from afar.

Comb. 1804 J. Grahami; Sabbath (1808) 39 Forward the
gleam-girt cattle coastwise glides.

b. fig, A bright or vivid manifestation (of some
quality, etc.) ; in mod. use chiefly with the notion
of limitation, a faint, transient, or intermittent ap-
pearance.
aizz$A>ur. 7i. 50 pat tesoSe sunne, batis Jesu Crist, haue<5

wiSuten. . unseaii liche imaked ou burh gleames of his grace.
a 1547 Surrey Prisoned in IVindsor'm TotteVs Misc. <Arb.)
13 Tlie palme play, where. .With dazed eies oft we by
gleames of luue Haue mistthe ball. 1576 Gascoigne Philo-
mene (Arb.) 96 He.. still behelde her gestures all, And all

her gleames of grace, a 1711 Ken Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721
IV. 250 When first my Heart, thou Lord, didst melt, And of
thy Love one Gleam I felt. 1793 Holckoit Lavatcr's
Physicg. xxvi. 127 A gleam of sympathy and resemblance
may easily deceive thee. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling
I oy. I.75 Her smile . . casts at once a gleam of beauty over
otherwi-^e but ordinary features. 1855 Macavlay//«/. Eng.
xii. III. 228 On the fifteenth of June a gleam of hope ap-
peared. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (18921 II. ii. 36
One temporary gleam of good fortune cheered him for a
time. 1885 Spectator >j .May 716/1 Now and then, .we get
an occasional gleam of humour.

*t* c. Hot gleam also gleam simply), a warm ray
(of the sun ; a bright warm intenal between rain-

showers. Also, a hot wind (cf. Gloom sl>.^). Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 33 The middle of the earth, whereas

tiie -Sun hath his way . . is euen parched and fried againe
with the heit gleames thereof. 1669 WORLIDCE SysI. Agrk .

U681) 188 If the weather be warm and calm, the Bees delight
to rise, bul especially in a hot Gleam, after a Showre or
Gloomy Cloud hath sent them home. 1697 DamHER I'cy.

(1729J I. 530 We felt a brisk Gale . . so violent hot, that we
thought it came from some burning Mountain . . Just such
another Gleam 1 felt one afternoon also.

t 2. trans/, Hrightness, radiance; radiant beauty.
.( 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 1017 (Gr.) Heo be hrodra oftib'o\

glamies grene fokle. a 1000 Juliana 167 in E.ceter Bk.,
Min se swetesta suiinan seima, Juliana, hwa:t bu glaMii

hafast . . geoguohades bUcd. r 1250 Mcid Maregrete xxxii,
On be holi meidan he sende litt ant glem. 13.. E. L.
Ailit. P. P. 218 pa^ be feloun [Lucifer] were so fers for his

fayre wede^ & his glorious glem bat glent so bry;t. 1591
Sl'ENSEK Vision Beltay v. Then was the faiie Dodonian tree
far scene, Upon seaven hills to spred his gladsome gleame.
1683 Tryon Way to Health 36 The white clear bright
Gleam in every Creature . . does arise and proceed from the
divine Principle.

b. A bright or joyous look.

1769 Sir W. Jones Poems <v Ess., Pal. Port. (1777J 15
O'er his smooth cheeks diffus'd a lively gleam. 1852 Mi:s.
Stowe Uncle Pom's C. vi. His black visage lighted up with
a curious, mischievous gleam.

Gleam (gl«n , v? Also 4-6 gleme. [f. prec]
1. intr. To emit gleams, to shine cither with

emitted or reflected light ; in mod. use chiefly, to

shine with a brightness subdued by distance or an
intervening medium.
_
a 1225 Leg. A'ath. 1653 Al bat terin is glistinde & gleain-

inde, as hit were seoluer o3er gold smeate. 13.. Gain, fl-

Gr. Knt. 597 A sadel bat glemed ful gayly with mony golde
frenges. 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3943 Faire Kne hade be freike

. .Glemyt as be glasse and gliet a little. 1508 Dunbar Tua
marUt ivemcn 20 So glitterit as the gold wer thair glorius
gilt tressis, Quhill all the gressis did gleme of the glaid
hewis. c 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxvii. 20 Fordt fyris

with gritter gleidis out glemis. 1700 Dkyuen Cymon .y

Iph. 588 The palace gleams with sinning swords. 1792
S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1. 316 When not a distant taper's
twinkling ray Gleamed o'er the furze to light him on his
way. 1813 Scott Rokcby vi. x, Torches and cressets
gleani'd around. 1842 Lytton Zanoni 28 There gleam the
columns of Capua. 1859 Kingslev Misc. (i860) II. 247
Keen, honest eyes gleamed out from his brown, scarred
weather-beaten face. 1878 Bkowning La Saisiaz 10 What
will be the morning glory, when at dusk thus gleams the lake;1

/ig. 1815 Ilortensia 11. iii, A fore'd smile gleam'd faintly

o'er her visage. 1867 Trolloi'E Ckron, Barset I. xiil. 109
Standing upright, .with something ofa noble anger gleaming
over his poor wan face. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 2. 358
Even the commonest livesgleamed foranioment into poetry
at the stake. 1878 C. Stanford Symb. Christ i. 10 Some
hints of the reasons for the deep veneration in which he
was held gleam in almost every line.

b. quasi- trans,, esp. with advs.
1593SHAKS. Lvcr.\yjZ Dying eyes gleem'd forth their ashie

lights. 1796 Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina III. 28 Tapers,
faintly pale, gleaming blue light upon the altar, then sud-
denly disappearing ! 1818 Milman Savior. 52 The northern
clouds. .Stream in their restless wavings to and fro, While
the sea billows gleam them mellower back.

Jig. 1802 H. Martin Helen o/Glenross IV. 259 She lies

still, except in the movements of convulsions, that recur as
often as thought gleams a recollection of her miseries.

t 2. To glance, look. Obs. rare.

1340-70 Alisaunder 505 Nectanabus. .nyed hym tyll And
gleming gainelich too be gome saide. 1508 Dunbar Tua
mariit lucmeu 22S, I cast on him a crabbit E . . And lettis

it is a luf-blenk, quhene he about glemys.

Gleam, v.- Falconry. ? Obs. [Later form of

Gleim v.] (See quot. 1704.)
1575 Turberv. Pautconrie 103 And when shee hath caste,

then hoode hir agayne gyving hir nothing to feede on untill

she gleame after hir casting. 1704 Wohlidge Diet. Rust.
s.v., When a Hawk casteth, she gleams ; that is throws up
Filth from her Gorge.



GLEAMING.

So Gleam sb. (see quot.)
i8gi Hariing Bibl. Accipitr. 223 Gleam, the substance

thrown up after casting gorge.

Gleame, obs. form of Glean v.

Gleaming (glT-mirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gleam v. ] +
-INU 1 .] The action of the vb. Gleam ; a gleam.

< 1400 Destr. Troy 11777 There is no greuauncc so grete

vndur god one, As the glemyng of gold, bat glottes bere

hertis. .1440 Pro/up. Pan'. 198 2 Glemynge or lemynge

of lyghte, conjlagracio, ftammacio. 1508 DUWBAB Pita,

mariit tuemen 202 He had the glemyng of gold, and wes

hot glase fundin. 1700 Welton Suffer. Sim ofGod II. xv.

409 For my sake it is . . that Thou wast so exposed to

the Gleamings of the Sun. 1771 Ann. Keg., Hist. Eur.

79V2 Some gleamings of peace . . appeared thro' all the

horrors of war.

Gleaming tjl^niiy), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-IXG-.] That gleams, in senses of the verb.

13. . P.. E. Allit. P. A. 70 pe glemande glory bat of hem
glent. 1450-70 Golagros ,y Gaio. 557 Gaudifeir and Galiot

in glemand steil wedis . . grymly thai ride. 1508 Dunbar
Tua mariit weliun 108 Sa heklis he my chekis That as

a glemand gleyd glowis my chaftis. 1671 Milton P. R.

ill. 326 The field all iron cast a gleaming brown. 1769

Sin W. Jones Poems tf A"si., Pal. Fort. (177 7
> 21 There

hung enamour'd o'er the gleaming spoil. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth iv, A ring that sparkles like a gleaming candle. 1871

I.. Stephen Playgr. Europe ix. (1894) 211 To watch the

gleaming snow-line against the cloudless sky.

Coin!: i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour. 135 Fringing many a

sparkling loch and wild hill-side, may the sweet-scented

gleaming-leaved birch be found.

I lence Gleamingly adv.

1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 156 Full gleainingly her flashing

i ye lit up her smile of scorn. 1897 ll'esim. Gaz. 4 Feb. 3/1

Tunis seems sleeping in the sun down below, gleamingly

white.

Gleamless (glfmles),a. [f. Gleam sb. + -less.]

Destitute of a gleam of light,.

1891 Blackw. Slag. CI.. 579/1 The gleamless dogmas of

fatalism.

Gleamy glrmi), a. [f. Gleam j/j. + -y *.]

1. That gleams or sends forth gleams (of light).

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 145 So beset they their

fore-heads . . with glorious borrowed gleamy bushes. 1745

Collins Ode Death Col. E'oss vi, Again they snatch the

gleamy steel. 1821 Joanna Bah.lie Metr. Peg., Wallace

xcv. 13 Her gleamy lakes and torrents clear 1826 Dls-

uaeli Viv. Greyv.xv, Fish, gleamy with prismatic hues.

1842 Fabek Styrian Lake, etc. 269 His eye surfeited with

blaze of gems And gleamy metals.

2. That is lighted up by gleams ; esp. of weather:

marked by intermittent sunshine. Now rare.

t68i Chi, in am Angler's Vade-m. xli. 5 7(1689)313 Sultry

or gleamy day. 1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 947
If gleamy Weather happen at that time, it [the tobacco-

plant] breeds a small Flie. 1792W0HDSW. Descrip. Sketches

i.| And antique castles seen through gleamy showers.

1880 Disraeli Etulym. xii, They caught enticing vistas of

the gleamy glades, and the abounding light and shade

softened and adorned everything. 1880 Blackie in Scots-

man 2 Sept..'1'was a cold gleamy day all titleless and gray.

1889 A'. IK Line. Gloss, i.ed. 2), Gleamy, weather that is titful

and uncertain. Rain-clouds and sunshine blended is called

' gleamy ' weather.

b. Of sunshine: intermittent, coming in gleams.

1883 Holme Lee Loving $ Serving 1. xiv. 261 A gleamy,

wild sunshine burst forth. 1892 Field 14 May 718/2 lhe

shafts of sunlight are rare and gleamy.

3. Of light or colour : Having the nature of a

gleam.
1700 Dkyljls Wtft 0/ Bath's T. 214 The moon was up

and shot a gleamy light. 1776 MlCKLE tr. Camocns' I.usiat

joi Soon as the gleamy streaks of purple morn The lofty

forest's topmost boughs adorn. 1857 Birch A tic. Pottery

M858) II. 333 Sometimes the paste is intermingled with

micaceous particles . . which gives it a gleamy colour when
broken. 1867 Jean Ingelow Breams that came true lxxl,

Stands by his fire, and dulls its gleamy light.

Hence Gleaminess.
1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 58 Of . . the gleaminess which

seemeth to fall like an angd's raiment about the form of

poetry, the author of the Rambler knew nothing.

Gleamy, var. Gleimy, Obs.

Glean (gift),**.1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 glene.

[a. OF. glene, giant - med.L. glena, glana, sb. re-

lated to OF. glener, late L. glenare to Glean.]

Something gleaned or gathered.

1. i,See quots.)

C1430 I.vdc. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 98 A braunche of

vynes . . hym thought he dide se, And therwithe al a gra-

cious gleene [printed gleeve] of whete. c 1490 Promp.

Pars. 199/1 tMS. A") Glene, spicatum. 160a Withals Did.

87 A gleane or heape of Corne, commonly gathered and

bound by handful.* together, spicileginm. a 1728 Kennbtt

Gloss, in Lansdoivuc MS. 1033 (Promp. Parv. 199 note) A
glean, a handfull of corne gleaned and tied up by the gleaner

or reaper. Kent. 1887 in Kent Gloss, s. v.

trans/, and fig. 1654 Fuller Co/«/«. Kuth ii. ^Abraham
gleaned a great gleane of Faith. 1697 Dkvuen Virg.,Gcorg.

IV. 267 The Gleans of yellow Thime distend his '1 highs.

2. A sheaf of hemp ; a bundle oi teasels (see

4iiots.}.

1664 litslr. Jury-men on Comiii. Seivers 41 in -V. IV.

.'.in,. Gloss., Glean, a sheaf of hemp. 1794 Gkiggs Agric.

Essex 19 These heads (of teaselj are . . bound up in small

bunches, or gleans, of five and twenty heads each. 1799

A. Young Agric. Line. iS7 For which purpose they tie it

in gleans single. 1849 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. X. 1. 177 The

price of pulling 100 gleans [of hemp] las they were termed)

was is. . . Set it up in stooks of five or six gleans.

t Glean, rf-- Obs. [A variant of clean (?f. Clean

v.), which has the same sense in some mod. dialects
;
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also called cleaning and cleansing.'] The placenta

or after-birth, esp. of a cow.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 327 The gleane of a Cow bauing

newly calued . . is good for any vlcers of the visage, {bid.

34 1 The pellicle or glean wherein a kid was infolded within

the dams wombe. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. IV. 1.

150 To bring away her [a cow's] glean.

Hence + Glean v., to cast the placenta.

1750 W. Ellis Mad. Husbandm. III. 1. 107 To make a Cow
glean well, and keep her in Health.

Glean (glial), v. Forms : 4-5 glene, 6-7

gleane, .
;-6 gleyne, 6 glayne, gleme, gleame,

gleime). 7- glean, [a. OF. glener, glainer (F.

glaner) to glean = Prov. glenar, greuar, late 1.. (6th

c.) glenare, of unknown origin. The commonly

assumed connexion with med.L. gelima, OK. gitlm,

.sheaf, is inadmissible ; the forms with m are prob.

due to association with gleam.]

1. inlr. To gather or pick up ears of corn which

have been left by the reapers.

In the southern and western counties the popular word is

Lease icf. quot. 1393).

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. \V. Prol. 75 Ye ban her beforne Of
makynge ropen and lad awey the Corne ; And I come after,

glening here and there. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ix. 67 Alle

pat belpen me to erye other elles to weden, Shal haue leue

. . to go and glene after [/>'. to lese here in heruest]. 1483

Path. Angl. 15S 2 To Glene, aristare. 1530 Palsgr. 568/1

Put nat your horses in to the corne felde yet, for my folkes

have nat gleaned there yet. a 1541 WyaTT Ofmean Estate

in Toilets Misc. (Arb.l 85 In baruest tyme while she might

go and gleane. 161: Bible Ruth ii. 7, I pray you, let mee

gleane and gather after the reapers amongst the sheaues.

1768 Ulacksionl Comiii. III. 212 The poor are allowed to

enter and glean upon another's ground after the harvest,

without being guilty of trespass. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.

Pierre's Stud. Nat. U799) HI- 424 They reap, and I glean.

I carry then to the common heap a few ears picked behind

their steps [etc.]. 1898 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 397 Mary was

gleaning in a field of corn.

2. trans. To gather or pick up (ears of corn or

other produce) after the reapers, etc.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Lo~ee 1. Prol. (Skeat) 1. 112 Yet also

haue I leue .. to come after .. these great workmen, and

glene my handfuls of the shedynge after their handes. 155*

Hui.oet, Gleme corne, spicileginm facere. 1570 Levins

Maiiip. 208/20 To Gleame corne, spuiiigere. 1600 Shaks.

A. V. /..ill. v. 102, I shall thinke it a most plenteous crop To
gleane the broken eares after the man That the niame bur-

liest reapes. 161 1 Bible Ruth ii. 2 Let lile now goe to the

field, and gleane eares of corne. 1832 Hi. MaRtineau Ire-

latul ii. 31 They might glean potatoes enough among the

ridges, after the digging, to keep them for a few days. 1862

Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 402 How much has yet to be

gleaned offthis stony field. 1870M0RRISEarthly /W.I. 536

After his harvesting, the men must glean What he had left.

b. To strip a field, vineyard, etc.) of the pro-

duce left bv the regular gatherers.

01533 I. o. Bekneks Go!d. ISk. M. Aurel. xvi. (1566) M vb,

Other gathered the grapes ci thou gleynedest the vyne.

1611 Bible Lev. xix. 10 Thou shalt not gleane thy vineyard,

neither shalt thou gather euery grape of thy vineyard.

1730-46 Thomson .4 utumn 217 She went To glean Palenion s

fields. [' Very common in Suffolk' (F. Halli.l

fig. 1581 MULCASTB* Positions xxxix. (1887) 206 The
pillage of the poore people ? which are to sore gleaned : by

the ncedie and neuer contented professoursi 1860 PusBY
Min. Proph. 73 God . . will not, as it were, glean Epliraim,

going over it again, as man doth, in order to leave nothing

over. . ,

3. trans/, and Jig. To gather or pick up m small

quantities; to scrape together. Now chiefly with

immaterial object, esp. to glean information, ex-

perience, etc.

13 . /;. E. Allit. P. A. 954 In bat ober [Jerusalem] is no«
hot pes to glene. c 1350 Wynnere A> Wastoure 231 in Gol-

lancz Pari. 3 Ages, Alle bat I wynll thurgh witl be wastes

thurgh pryde; I geder, 1 glene, and hee lattys goo sone.

a 1420 Hoccleve De Keg. Prime 495 l""r alle the good that

men may rippe and glene Wasted is in outrageous aiay.

c 1420 Pal/ail. on I/usb. I. 362 In flood, or lelie t ley loud,

or nigh the see, grauel let glene. 1601 R. Johnson Kincd.

<$• Commw. 11603) 151 He gleaneth whatsoever is good or

ought woorth through his whole kingdome. 1604 1.. G.

D'Acosta's Hist. IV. Indies To Sir K. Cecill A 3, lhe ad-

vantage I have gleaned from idle hours . . is commended to

your Honors Patronage. 1634 Sin T. HbMSOT 7<vir;. 2.4

A hundred others haue since that gleaned several! additions

of Titles and new names their distributed. 1673 l.u. I.

Auncier in Essex Papers iCamdenl I. 60 Calling upon Sr

Arthur Forbes, I have gleau'd from him what I am now to

tell y' Ex !'. 1759 Roblktson Hist. Scot. 1. I. 4 From

them [he] gleaned materials which he formed into a regular

history. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. 11. lxx. For many a joy be

could from Night's soft presence glean. 1869 I.i.ckv hurop.

Mor. II. i. 56 A few examples have been gleaned from

mediaival Chronicles.

t b. To gather or collect into (one receptacle,

one mass). Obs.

1540 Hex. VI 1 1 in State P. (18341 III. 228 Where the saytle

Sir Anthony shall fynde the Kynges Majestes landes be

otherwise surveyed, or otherwise glayned in to oon haude.

1613 SiiAiis. Hen. 1711, ill. ii 284 Yes, that goodnesse Of

gleaning all the Lands wealth into one, Into your owne

hands (Card'nalb by Extortion. 1646 J. Hall Hone I ae.

154 Oppressed factions when they seeme utterly extinct,

gleaning themselves into a head [etc. J.

c. With advs. ; esp. to glean up, to gather up,

collect, t Also to glean away, to carry off ; toglean

out, to ascertain by investigation of details. Obs.

1601 K. Johnson K'i'ngd. t, Commit: i3tThe plague, .which

gleaned away many thousand people. 1613-18 Dan ill L oil.

Itist. £«f.(1626)105 His stay in England was., spent mglean-
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ing out what possible this kingdome could yecld. 1659 1 >.

Pell fmpr. Sea 501 By which mean.s you have been enabled

. .to glean up your pr;einformations how the sands have lain.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Snbj. 11. 105 They ( dean up Custom

front their Neighbours: and so what one gels, the other

loses. 1704 AnolsoN Italy ;75 lhe several little Springs

and Rills, that break out of the Sides of the Mountain, are

gleau'd up, and conveyed .. into the main Hollow' of the

Aqueduct. 1730 Fielding Author's Farce ill. Wks. 1882

VIII. 234 He does not only glean up all the bad words of

other authors, but makes new bad words of his own. 1844

Lowell Pros. Crisis Poet. Wks. (18901 I. 1S3 While the

hooting mob of yesterday in silent awe return To glean up

the scattered ashes into History's golden urn.

f d. To cut off (a remnant or stragglers' in war-

fare. Also to glean up. Obs.

1611 Hible Judges xx. 45 And they gleaned of them in

the high wayes fiue thousand men. t 1665 Mks. Hutchinson

Mem. Cot. Hutchinson (1848) 217 Those horse that were

in the garrison following their rear gleaned up two lieute-

nants and two or three oilier officers. #1711 Ken Pdmiind

Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 306 Bowmen ..on the Danish camp
discharge a Show'r To glean the Danes the Wolves should

not devour. 1726 Cavallier Mint. I. 77 When we per-

ceived the general rout, we . . pursu'd them as Hounds do

Stags, gleaning now and then some of them.
_

Hence Gleaned, Gleaning ppl. adjs. ; Glean-

able a., that may be gleaned.

1599 Siiaks. Hen. V, 1. 11. 151 The Scot .. Came pouring

like the Tyde .. Galling the gleaned Land with hot As-

sayed 1611 Flokio, Spitardino ineegno, a. .loose gadding,

skipping or gleaning wit 1693 li. Steinv in Drydens
Juvenal vnl. (1697' 201 Your Cruel Guilt will little Booty

find, Since gleaning Marius has already seiz'd All that from

Sun-burnt Africk can be squees'd. 1830 Tennvson Ode to

Memory iii, Showering thy gleaned wealth into my open

breast. 1851 Jrttl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 410 Few families

make their own bread, except from the flour of their 'gleam

corn'. 1876 G. Macuonalo T. Wingfold -nil. 175 Fields..

gleanable for generations.

Glean, var. Gleen, Obs.

Gleaner (glnaai). Also 5 glenar, -er, 6

gleamer. [£ Glean v. + -ekI; cf. OY.glenere,

Y. glaneur.] One that gleans.

c 1440 Promp. Pare. 199/1 Glenar of come, spicator.

1530 Palsgr. 225/2 Glenar of corne, glauevr. 155a Hui.01.1,

Gleamer of corne, sptcilegus. 1582 Bentlev Mon. Matroues

Pref. B iij, I have laboured as you see (good reder) like a

poore gleaner or grape gatherer. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof
St. 11. xix. 121 It is difficult for gleaners, without stealing

whole sheaves, to fill a barn. 1713 Benti.ev Frecthinking

11. § 46 Wks. 1838 111. 410 O wretched gleaner of weeds !

Has he read that noble work. The Intellectual System, to

110 belter purpose? 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 165 The
gleaners spread around, and here and there, Spike after

spike, their scanty harvest pick. 1878 J. E. Jenkins Haver-

holme 39 Such figures . . may lie picked out day by day by

the careful gleaner in the throng.

Comb. 1814 Cakv Dante, Par. xxxu. 7 [Ruth] the

gleaner-maid.

Hence \ Gleaneress, a female gleaner.

1611 Coigr. Grappeuse, a grape-gleaueresse. 1632 Shlu-

WOOD, A gleaneress 01" grapes.

Gleaning gl'~'nirj). vbl. sb. [f. Glean v. -t-

-INO 1
.] 'lhe action of the vb. Glean; also (chiefly

//.) that which is or may lie gleaned.

1 1440 Promp. Par-o. 109, 1 Glenynge, conspicacio. 1535

CovKKUAi.E Micah vii. 1 Wo is me: 1 am become as one,

that goeth a gleenynge in the baruest. 1552 HuLOET,

Glemynge of corne, spicilcgium. 1565 Cool'ER Thesauius,

Raiematio . . the eleiminge of grapes. 1576 Fleming

Panopl. Epist. 303 Not the whole and perfect harvest, yet

some gleanings of pleasure. 1611 Bible Judges viii. 2 Is

not the gleaning of the grapes of Ephraim belter then the

vintage of Abiexer T 1633 Hbywood Eng. Trav. 111. \\ k.~.

1874 IV. 45 In full fields, The gleanings are allowed, a 1637

li. Jonson Undci-.tvods, Pxecr. Inlean (1640) 11 3, 'I wicc

twelve years Stor'd-up-Huinauity And humble gleanings 111

I livinity, After the Fathers. 17H J . Logan in Pa. Hist. So,

.

Mem. IX. 101, I must slill crave feave to add the following

^eauings. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amur. U778) II. vi. 207

'I 'he victorious troops .. found there a considerable booty,

consisting, of the gleanings of the Indian treasures. 1844

H. H. Wilson Brit. India 11. 373 They are tenanted by

various barbarous races, .subsisting on the produce of their

cattle, the gleanings of the chase [etc.]. 1881 Fkeem \n Sub;.

I cnice 320 lhe second Mahomet, .brought under his pou er.

as a gleaning after the vintage, the Frank lordship of

Attica [etc.].

Proi'cro. 1546 Ukwoou Prov. (1867) 28 1 hou goest a

glenyng er the cart haue caried.

Comb. 1579T0MS0N Calvin's Serin. Tim. 965 1 It is saidc

in the Prophete Michah, that the Jewes in those dayes would

needs have had glening and baruest preachers, fur they

would bring them nothing but pleasant newes. 1826 Pot-

uiii.1.1. Trad. A- Recoil. 1. 47 The merry maidens cross the

brook Each in her baud agleaning-hook To reap the ripen d

good.

Gleare, Gleary, obs. ff. Gl.uk sb., Glaiuv.

Glear-eyed, Vvar. glare-eyed vGlare v. 5; ;
but

see Gleeking.
1600 Look About You F 4 b, O would 1 were a Baslllske,

to kill These gleare ey'd \illaines.

Glearing, var. Gleewng, Obs.

Glease, dial. var. Glace v.

Gleat, obs. form of Gleet v.

Gleave, obs. or dial, form of Glaive.

Gleaze, dial. var. Glace v.

Gleb, obs. form of Glib sb>

Glebe (glfb), **. Forms : 6-7 gleabe, 6-S Sc.

gleib, (7 gliebj, 7 gleab, gleebe, gleb, 4- glebe.

[ad. L.gleba,glxba clod, lump ;
laud,

-

also Pr., It., Sp. gleba, F. glebe.]

id, soil. Hence
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1. The soil of the earth, regarded as the source

of vegetable products ; earth, land. Occas. soil

and glebe. Now onlv poet, or rhet.

1387 Trevisa Hiedcn (Rolls! I. 397 pey bat this londe
[Wak-s] He wel lasse ban Engelonde, As good glebe is oon
as other [L. par gteb.r gloria]. 1398 — Barth De P. R . XIV.

xliv. t-Tollein. MS.) The glebe [1535 soile) of bat mounte
IThaborJ bereb vynes, olyucs, and ober tren with frute.

1513 Hradshaw St. YVerburge 1. 222 The soyle and glebe
is set plentuous and commendable. 1598 T. DASTARD Chrc-
stoleros 11880) 37 Howses by three, and seauen, and ten he
raseth. To make the common gleabe, his priuate land.

1635-56 Cowley Davidtis iv. 969 The fertile Glebe requires

no time to breed; It quickens and receives at once the
Seed. 1747 Heryey Medit. II. 30 The frosts mellow the
soil . . the Rains impregnate the Glebe and fit it to become
a magazine of plenty. 1800-24 Cam i-bell Power Russia v,

The glebe of fifty kingdoms shall be till'd To feed his

dazzling, desolating train. 1841 Catlin X. Amer. Ind.
(1844) it. lviii. 224 The great family of North American
Indians . . are dying at our hands and rendering their glebe
to our possession. 1866 Ff.lton Ane. $ Mod. Greece 1. 11.

iii. 321 A troop of boys .. pile upon the golden glebe the
triumphs of the day.

fb- Crop. Obs. rare* 1

.

1661 J. Childrf.v Brit. Bacon. 99 The Soil is .. in som
parts so fruitful, that after three years Gleab of Saffron ..

the Land . . wil yeeld plenty.

2. A piece of cultivated land, a field. Now poet.

1387 Trevisa Iligdeu (Rolls! VIII. 335 pe nynbe scheef
[of] everich glebe [L. de omni gleba] of fcngelond he or-

deyned for his owne iourneys. 1712 Addison Ps. xxiii,

When in the sultry Glebe I faint, Or on the thirsty Moun-
tains pant. 1764 Oxford Sausage 195 To see his Brethren
[horses] .. Smoak through the Glebe, or trace the destin'd

Road. 179a Burns ' O, for ane and twenty ', A gleib o'

Ian', a claut o' gear, Was left me by my auntie, Tarn. 1833
Tennyson Poems 57 Many an . . upland glebe wealthy in
oil and wine.

b. spec. A portion of land assigned to a clergy-

man as part of his benefice.

[1302-3 Year-bk. Edw. I (Rolls) 207 Chose qe est une feez

glebe ne poet estre jammes frauncheaumoyne.]ci38oWvcLiF
Wks. (1880) 449 5if persouns hadden no glebe & no propre
housaseritage, bey sueden more Crist & his apostlis. 1502
Arnolds Citron. 70 b, Prouided alwey that this acte ex.

tende not to cherches beyng in spiritual mennys handis
ne to gleuis [so printed; ? read glebis] off the same. 1574
tr. Littleton's Tenures 107 a, If a parson of a church charge
the glebe of hys church by his dede [etc.]. 1654 Gataker
Disc. Apot. 48, I let out my whole Tithe and Gleab for One
hundred pounds by the year. 1704 Nelson Fest. <y Pasts
x. (1739) 598 The Laws of the Land assign to the Clergy .

.

the Manse, or House and Glebe. 1825 Cobbett Rur. Rides
427 This parish is a rectory ; it has a glebe, and a good solid

house. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, v, Virginia was a Church
of England colony: the clergymen were paid by the State
and glebes allotted to them. 1873 Dixon Two Queens in.

i. I. 118 Investing every yard and inn, and when their

wants were pressing every glebe and hall.

f 3. a. A clod or mass of earth, ore, etc. (cf.

quot. 1727-51). AXsoJig. Obs.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 3470 Than this vitall

glebe [the body of St. Werburge] by diuine ordinaunce
Voluntary permytted naturall resolution. 1583 Leg. Bp.
St. Androis Pref. 53 Judas Iscariot, for a gleib of geir,

Betrayed his Maister lyk a traytour tod. 1625 Jackson
Creed v. 1. § 6 Gold being severed from drosse or gleibs of
earth often intermingled with it. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl.,

Glebe, Gleba, in natural history, chemistry, etc., a clod or
piece of stone or earth, frequently containing some metal or
mineral. The glebes are carried to the forges to be washed,
purified, melted, etc. 1756-66 Amory % Buucle (1825) III.

26 The glittering glebes of a gold colour found here, can be
nothing else than glebes gilt with copper. Ibid. 239 It is

found sometimes in glebes or clods.

t b. A small grain or speck of a mineral or

chemical substance. Obs.
(i 1735 Arbuthnot Aliments, Expi. Chym. Terms, The

Chymists define Salt . . to tie a Body fusible in the Fire,

congealable again by Cold into brittle Glebes, or Crystals.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 124 Sulphur, intermixed
with glebes of galasna or lead ore. 1765 Delaval in Phil.

Trans. LV. 36 note, Iron examined with a microscope when
it first becomes rusty, shews it's surface covered with a
number of pellucid vitriolic lamellae, or glebes.

f 4. An earth, earthy mineral. Obs.

1577 Harrison England 111.x. (1878) 11. 68 The sulphurous
glebe called bitumen. 1657 Tomlinson Return's Disp. 408
Which [Cinnabar] seems to be a purpureous glebe. 1675
K. W[ilson] Spadacrene Dnnelm. 42 The Ore or Glebe of
Vitriol. 1712 Oldisworth Horace''s Odes vn. 22/2 The old
Latins gave Chalk the name of Creta, because that sort of
Glebe was imported from Crete. 1701 J. H[ammond] Scelera
Aquarian 25 London is situated on a Wicked Bottom of

Earth, called Blue clay . . This Blue Kind of Glebe . . malefi-

cates equally Air and Water, a 1723 Quincy Dispens. II, xiv.

231 We must consider that Clay is a mineral Glebe.

5. atlrib. (sense 2 b\ as glebe-house, a parson-

age, manse (now only in Ireland) ; also -\ glebe-

land house ; glebe-land' s = 2 b above.
1536 Act-zZ Hen. VI

1

7,c. 11 § 4 All the profiles ofthe corne
growyng uppon the same glebe landes so manured and soweu.
1625 Massinger New Way 11. iii, You may, with the lease

of glebe land call'd knaues-acre, A place I would manure,
requite your vassall. 1642 tr. Perkins

1

Prof. Bk. xi. § 709.

309 If a parson of a Church be seised of Glebe Land in the
right of his Parsonage or Vicarage, c 1645 Howell Lett.
I. v. xvi. (1650) 153 It lies upon the Thames, and the Glebe-
land house is very large and fair, a 1825 T. Jefferson
Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 38 A glebe house and land with the

other necessary appendages. 1867 Trollopf. Citron. Barset
I. xxxiii. 284 The archdeacon . . had purchased a property
. .contiguous to the glebe-land. 1870 Daily News 11 Feb.,
His promised Bill for affording facilities for the acquisition

of glebes and glebe-houses by the different religious de-

nominations in Ireland.

Hence Glebe v. rare. trans, a. To furnish

'clergyman or chinch) with a glebe, b. To set

apart as a glebe. C. 'See quot. 1611.)
1611 Fi.orio, Glcbdre, to gleebe or breake clods of earth.

1641 Sir B. Kudyard Sp. Ho. Comm. 15 June, Landlords
. . gleabed them [parish Churches] with some portion of
land. 1797 Statist. Ace. Soft. XIX. 329 A great part of
the common was subdivided or glebed.

Glebeless (gli"bles),a. [f. Glebe sb. + -less.]

Having no glebe.
1846 in Worcester, citing Gcutl. Mag.
Glebie, obs. form of Gleby.

tCrlebose, a. Obs~ n [ad. L. gle/w-ttt.] =

Glebhus. (liailey vol. II. 1727.)

tGlebO'Sity.' Obs- ° [f. L. glebos-us lull oi

clods + -ITT.]

1656 Hi.ount Glossogr., Glet'osity, fulness or clods, or turfs.

1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

CrlebOTlS (glrtws , a. rare. [ad. I., glebos-us

full of clods, f. gleba Glebe.] Clod-like, earthy;

abounding in clods.

1671 J. Webster Metallogr. xiii. 216 White silver Ore
that was glebous, or cloddy, found at Sneberg. 1721-90
Bailey, Glebous, full of Clods, Cloddy. 1822 T. Taylor
Apuleius 2 The dewy turf and the glebous plains. Ibid.

300 Flame-coloured animals are generated in fire . . and
such as are glebous [L. glebulenta] m earth.

t Crle'bulent, a. Obs.— ° [ad. L.g/cbulent-tts

(in Apuleius ; see Glebous, quot. 1822).]
1721-00 Bailey, debuleut, cloddy, &c. 1775 in Ash.

G-lebulose (glrbu?U"s , a. [f. h.glebul-a (dim.

of gleba clod + -OSE.] Having glebulre or small

roundish elevations, as the thalli of some lichens.

1866 in Treas. Bot. s.v. debute.

Gleby (glrbi), a. ? Obs. Also 6 glebie, -ye,

7 gleaby. [f. Glebe sb. + -y 1
.] Of soil : Full of

clods ; rich, fertile.

1566 Drant Horaces Sat. i. ii. A viij b, A landed man ..

Whose medowes fayre, and glebye ground es Revenues ample
yeeldes. c 1611 Chapman Iliad in. Si You dwelling safe in

gleby Troy, the Greeks retire their force, T'Achaia. 1622
Drayton Poly-olb. xxvi. 156 Her Banks, which all her
course on both sides do abound With Heath and Finny olds,

and often gleaby ground. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. 696 Per-

nicious flatt'ry ! Thy malignant Seeds. .Sadly diffus'd o'er

Virtue's Gleby Land, With rising Pride amidst the Corn
appear. 1794 Gcutl. Mag. II. n 32 Summer's gleby covert
breaks. 1833 O'Brien tr. Villanueras Pkoenic. /ret. xv.

(1837)161 In that language bolun means a glebe or gleby land.

t Cried, ppl- a. Obs. [Variant of cled, see Cle.vd

z>.] Clothed, dressed.

4:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Seven Sleepers 191 He in sorow
led his lyf, Sytand in askis & gled in hare, a 1450 Le
Morte Arth. 3172 Hym thowht he satte, in gold Alle
gledde, . . vpon A whele, that fulle wyde spredd.

Gled, obs. form of Glad, Gleed.

Glede, gled (glfd, gled). Forms : a. 1 glida,

glioda, 4- glede, ^6 gleede, gleyd, 7, 9 gleed,

9 dial, gleid), 6- glead, (6 gleade). 3. St. 5-
gled, (7-8 glaid, 9 glade). [OE. glidawk. masc.

corresponds to Icel. gleda, MSw. gladha, Sw. glada
wk. fern. ; the OTeut. form was prob. *gli<ton~ and
with 0- umlaut gleifon-, f. gltlf- weak grade of the

root of *glidan to Glide. For the radical sense

cf. Da. glente, Sw. dial, gldnta kite, glede, which
seem to be related to Glent v.] The kite {Milvns
i-egalis). Now chiefly north, and Sc. (in form gled).
The name is also locally applied to other birds of prey, as

the buzzard, osprey, and peregrine falcon. The kite is

sometimes distinguished as thefork-tail(ed), red, or salmon-
tailed gled, while the names of blue, brawn and white'
aboon gled are given to the hen-harrier.

a. C725 Corpus Gloss. 131 3 Milvus, glioda. c 1000 jElfric
Horn. I. 586 Se 5e burh reaflac jewilnaS Sa Sing be he mid
his eajum wioutan sceawaS, se is glida, na culfre. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 1696 Holje were his y^en & vnder campe
hores, & al watz gray as be glede. a 1340 Hampole Psalter
Ixii. 8, I am }?i bridde, and if Jwu hill me not pe glede will

ravishe me. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xl. (1495)
156 Some fowles haue a grete galle on the lyuer . . as in
a goshawke and in a kyte or glede. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb.
% 146 To se that they [chickens] be well kepte from the
gleyd, crowes, fullymartes & other vermin. 1609 Holland!
Amm. Marcell. xiv, iii. 7 The Saracens .. spoyled and
destroyed, like unto ravenous Gledes and Kites [L. milvi\.
1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 989 The largest I

take to be that they call the Grey Eagle, being much of
the colour of our Kite or Glead. 1766 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. 63/1 One James Haxup of Tadcaster shot a glead or
kite that measured six feet between wing end and wing end.
1829 South ey Inscrip. Caledott. Canal 2 The glede Wheel-
ing between the mountains in mid air. 1881 Standard
2 Mar. 5 The kite, or glead, or puttock is almost extinct.

fl. c 1450 Henryson Tale ofDog 30 The Gled, the Graip
at the bar couth stand, As Advocatis expert in to the Iawis.

1457^. Acts, ?as. II, c. 32 (1814) II. 51/2 Ruks crawys
and vber foulys of reif as ernys, bussards gledds and myt-
talls. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) 1. 108 All that tyme
with falsheid he thame fed, As quha wald set ane girne
befoir ane gled. a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting w. Polwart
331 Thy gall and thy gutsserne to glaids shall bee given.

1768 Ross Helenore 1. 58 As . . hen upo' the midden head
Wad tent her chuckens frae the greedy glaid. a 1774 Fer-
gusson Leith Races Poems (1845) 33 Then dinna gape like

gleds, for greed, To sweel hale bickers down. 1814 Scott
IVav. xlii, I am as hungry as a gled. 1884 W. C Smith
Kildrostan 64 My old heart Goes pit-a-pat to hear it ; like

the merle That sees a gled o'erhead.

b. Comb. , as +glede-coloured adj.; also gled
wing, the name of an artificial fly.

1564 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 171 A yonge black horsse,

xl". A yonge gled-coloured, price xl1. 1680 Loud. Gaz.
No. 147^4 Stolen .. a Dun glaid coloured Nag, with some
white hairs. 1693 Ibid. No. 2867/4 Stolen . . a Sandy gi ey
or Glead coloured Horse. 1867 F. Francis Angling x.

(1880) 359 The Gled Wing or Red Wing.

Gled, Gledful, obs. ff. Glad, Gladfll.
Glede, obs. form of Gleed.

Gledflf6 (glc*^), v. Sc. [Of obscure origin; cf.

Glee, Gleg vbs.\ intr. 'To look asquint, to take

:i side view ; to look cunningly and slily on one side
'

Jam.).
1805 A. Scott Poems 56 ijam.) Here cautious love maun

gledge a-squint, And stounlins feast the ee. 1813 Honr;
Queen's li 'ake 1. 71 The corby craw cam gledgin near, The
ern gede veeryng bye. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvi, Let
them lie gentles allenarly, without ony fremd servant* . . to
be gledging and gieeing about.

Hence Gledge sb., a side-glance ; a sly look.
1816 Scott Old Mart, xxxviii, He gae a gledge wi' his ee,

that I kenn'd he took up what I said.

Gledliche, Gledluker : see Gladly.
Glednesse, -schipe, -scype, obs. ff. Glad-

ness, -SHir.

Gledunge, var. Gladding vbl. sb., Obs.

tGle'dy, a. Obs. rare~ x

. [f. glede Gleed +
-Y '.] Glowing hot.

C1385 Chaucer /.. G. ll~. Prol. 105 Constreyned me with
so gledy desire.

Glee (gl*)> s& Forms: o. i gliu. gliw. gleow-,

3 gleow, gleu, (gleaw), 3, 5 glu, 3-4 {Se. 6 glew,
4-5 glewe. @. 1 glio, gli'v\ r-2 gleo, 4 gleo,

3-6 gle. 3, 6 Sc. glie, 6 glye, 4- glee. [OK.
gliw, glio neut. =ON. gly (rare ; the word is warn-
ing in the other Teutonic languages. The orig.

stem *gliujo- was variously treated in OE., yielding

the forms gtteg-, glig' [in compounds and oblique

cases), gliw
v
the nom, is found only in glosses, but

gliwes, etc. are common in poetry, more rarelv

gliow-), and glio (poetic\ From the two latter

forms came ME. gle-iu and gle, of which glew
became obs. in the 16th c. surviving longest in the

northern dialects. (Cf. HUE from orig. *hiujo-.)
InOE. and ME. the word is chiefly poetic. After the 15th c.

it seems to have been rarely used, and in the 17th c. is almost
entirely absent from literature. Phillips (1706) marks it as
obsolete, and Johnson considered it a merely comic word (see

3, quot. 1755). It again became common towards the end
of the iSth c.j but the cause of its revival is not apparent.]

f 1. Entertainment, play, sport; occas. scornful

jesting, mockery. Also chamber-glew = Ciiambek-
in<; 2. Obs.
a. «7oo Epiual Gloss. 39S Facitix [sic], gliu. Ibid. 550

In mimo, in gliuua^. a 1000 Phanix 139 in Exeter Bk.,
/EniJ5 para dreama be dryhten Jescop gitmuni to gliwe in

pas ;;eomran woruld. c 1300 Havelok 2332 po mouthe men
se eueril gleu. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 114 Mury hit ys
..in byre bour, With gomenes ant with gleowes. r 1450
Hfnryson Mor. Fab. 19 Of chalmer-glew. .Wasted hee was,
of nature colde and dry. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 256
The bemand buglis all of bias that blew, Quhilk for to heir
it wes ane glorius glew.

£. ^725 Corpus Gloss. 354 Cabiltatio, glio. c 1000 tr.

Basil's Ad)iion. ix. (1849) 54 Hi hrefdon him to glUe his

halwendan myne^unge. a 1225 After. R. 210 Summe iuglurs
beoS let ne kunne seruen of non oSer gleo, buten makien
cheres, & wrenchen mis hore mu5, & schulen mid hore eien.
a 1300 Floriz <y Bl. 793 per was alle kunnes gleo pat ntiue
at eni briddale beo. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 95 So grac[i]os
gle coupe no mon gete As here & se her adubbement.
c 1386 [see Game sb. 1]. 1542 Udali. Erasm. Apoph. 297 b,

Wherupon wer made plaies for a triumphe almoste in euery
cornere through out the citee..And euen emiddes all this

glye, the report goeth, that [etc.]. 1567 Gude <y Godlie B.
iS.T.S.)2o6 O Jesu ! gif thay thocht greit glie To se Goddis
word downe smorit. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 109, I shall

be. .flowted and rellowted with intolerable glee.

f b. In phrases. To have glee, to make oneself

glee : to make sport. To make ones glee of or on :

to make sport of (a person or thing). Obs.
• i 1300 Floriz <y Bl. 477 pis obere lo^en and badde gleo,

And gop a^en and leteb beo. 13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 3648 Of
mi wounde pou madest bi gle. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1164
Now thou on knyghtis makeste thy glewe to lye vppon hem
for envye. 1602 Carew Cornwall (17 25) 108 b, Many way-
farers make themselues glee, by putting the Inhabitants in

mind of this priuiledge [etc.]. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst.

Antichr. 11. vi. 62 Doth not the papist make himselfe glee,

to see the preachers . . throwne downe into the depth of

miserie ?

•f*c. north. Affair, business (cf. Game sb. 5). Obs.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 12933 It was sene he noght him

kneu, quen he be-gan do suilk a gleu. 1375 Barbour Bruce
vi. 558 The kyng said, as the glew is gane, Bettir than thou
I mycht It do. C1425WVNTOUN Cron. vm. v. 142 Gyve
Brws beis kyng of Scotland, . . yhe sail sare rew Dat ewyre
of bis begouth]?e Glewe.

/3. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 90 Thai trowyt that he.. Wald
hawe iugyt in lawte; Bot other wayis all jheid the gle.

c 1475 RaufCoiltfar 98 The gude wyf glaid with the gle to

begin. .To the dure went our Dame [etc.].

f2. Musical entertainment, playing; music,

melody. Also/^". of other sounds. Obs.

a. c 1000 Versus Gnom. 172 (Gr.) Dy laes 5e him con leoSa
worn, oS5e mid hondum con hearpan gretan, hafa5 him his

gliwes jiefe. c 1000 Ags. Ps. fTh.) Ixvii. 24 Ealdormenn .

.

gleowe sungon. c 1250 Gen. -S- Ex. 459 Iobal is bro5er song
and glew. Wit of musike, wel he knew, a 1300 Cursor M.

f'433

Quit wit gleu, and quil wit sang . . bus he serued saul

ang. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 290 He taujt him ich alede Of ich



GLEE.

maner of glewe And euerich playing bede. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 200/1 Glu or mynstralcye, musica, armonia.
0. Beowulf(Z.) 2100' paer waes ^idd and gleo . . ; hwilum

hildedeor hearpan wynne, gomenwudu greite. (897 K.
/Elkred Gregory's Past. xxvi. 183 Donne gefeng Dauid his

hearpan, & ^estillde his wod3ra^a mid osem glige [Cott.

MS. glisge.] c 1205 Lav. 7006 He cuSen [v.r. cube] al beos
songes & pat gleo of ilcche londe. t wye. Serving Christ 28
in 0. E, Misc. 91 per is gronynge and grure and gryslich
gle. 1297 R. Glooc, (RolM 5515 J>ere he harpede so wel
pat he payde al be route Hii ^eue him siluer uor is gle it

lete him go is wey. c 1366 Ch.ucer A. B. C. 100 We han
none other melody ne glee Us to rejoyce in our adversitee.

1 1400 Rowland <$- 0, 34 Burdours in to )' haulle pay
brynge, pat gayly with baire gle gan synge. 1508 Dunbar
'Pita mariit women 518 Thai [the birds] maid a glorius gle
amang the grene bewis. 1523 Skelton Carl. Laurel 278
That in the forest was non so great a tree Hut that he
daunced for joye of that gle.

f b. An instrument of music. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Keith. 145 Ha iherde .. ludinge of be men,

gleowinge of euch gleo [L. multimodnnt genus organorum\
a 1300 Cursor M. 1521 iGott.) Tobal first vnderfang Musyk
..Organis, harpe, and ober glen, He drou paim vt of music
neu. 13.. K. A/is. 191 Orgies, tymbres, al maner gleo
Was dryuen ageyn that lady freo. c 1320 Sir 'Prist r. 1224
His gles weren so sellike bat wonder pou3t hem bare. His
harp, his croude was like. 1387 Trf.visa IHgden (Rolls)

\ I. 179 He hadde and used insirumentis of musik, pipes and
strenges, and obere manere of glee.

c. A musical composition, of English origin, for

three or more voices (one voice to each part', set

to words of any character, grave or gay, often con-
sisting of two or more contrasted movements, and
(in strict use, without accompaniment.
The glee differs from the madrigal in involving little or no

contrapuntal imitation, and from the part-sor/g\x\ the inde-
pendence^" its parts, which form 'a series uf interwoven
melodies' (Stainer & Barrett).

1659 Playford Sei. Ayres
<f

Dial. 84 A glee to Bacchus
with chorus. 1767 Percy Reliq., Notes on Ess. Anc. Minstr.
57 As for the word Glees, it is to this day used in a musical
sense, and applied to a peculiar piece of composition. 1775
Sheridan Rivals 11. i, 'Sdeath, to make her self the pipe and
ballad monger of a circle, to soothe her light heart with
catches and glees. 1835 Hood Poetry, /'rose, -y Worse xxvi,
Suppose that . . They were all set as glees far four voices.

1886 W. A. Barrett ling. Glees # Part-songs, Pref. vi.

3. Mirth, joy, rejoicing ; in modern use, a lively

leeling of delight caused by special circumstances
and finding expression in appropriate gestures and
looks. In early quots. frequently in phrase game
and glee.

a, a 1250 Pro7'. .-El/red 4,7 in O.E. Misc. 104 He is one
god ouer alle godnesse. He is one gleaw [7-. r. gleu] ouer
alle glednesse. He is one blisse ouer alle blissen. a 1300
Cursor M- 23359 Of alkin gladnes es bar [in heaven]
gleu And bat es euer ilike neu. <~ 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
George 666 To be tempil . . al }ed with grete glew for to se
George sacryfy. , 1430 Hymns lirg. 29 His moornynge
schulde turne into ioie bri^t, His longynge into glewe. 1560
ROLLAKO Crt. Venus 1. 90 In Venus Bowr [printed Bowe]
to eik baith game and glew. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS.
I Hunter. Club.) 653/20 And I may nych hir neir Than gon
wer neuir my glew.

)S. a 1200, c 1250 [see Game i). c 1275 Long Life 40 m
O. E. Misc. 158 Ine de5 schal bi Iif endi. And ine wop al pi

gleo. a 1300 Cursor M. 3370 Rebecca and ysaac er samen
Mette wit mikel gle [later AfSS. ioyej and gammen. c 1375
Sc* Leg. Saints, Thomas 328 Gyfe ^e wil parcenaris be Of
his grete blys 8: lestand gle. (-1410 Chron. Eng. 456 in
Ritson Metr. Rom. II, Muche he lovede gle ant gome.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. i. 84, I am so fare and bright, Of
me commys alle this light, This gam & all this gle. 1598
Marston Pygmal. iv. 156 Laugh and sport with me At
strangers follies with a merry glee, c 1600 Timan 11. iv.

1842) 35 By love, my hearte is full of glee That I haue
founde out such a one as hee. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week
v. 27 Is Blouzelinda dead? farewel my Glee! No Hap-
piness is now reserv'd for me. X755 Johnson, Glee, joy;
merriment ; gayety . . It is not now used, except in ludicrous
writing, or with some mixture of irony and contempt. 1770
Goldsm. Des. Vill.iox Full well they laugh'dwith counter-
feited glee. 1787 Mad. DArblay Diary 18 Jan., A person

. .spoke to me by my name ; I never heard the sound with
more glee. 1802 Wordsworth Soun. Liberty xii. 1, There
came a Tyrant, and with holy glee Thou fought'st against
him. 1814 D. H. O'Brian Captiv. $ Escape 124 My feet

were healing very fast, and I advanced with great glee. 1828
Life Planter, Jamaica 288 Attired in their best and gayest
apparel, they seemed all life and glee, a 1859 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 117 William felt all the glee of a school-

boy who is leaving harsh masters and quarrelsome comrades
to pass the Christmas holidays at a happy home. 1884 J.

Colborne Hicks Pasha 165 They displayed all the childish
glee of semi-savage natures.

t b. In phrases. To make glee : to be glad or
merry, to rejoice. {There) glads {gains, games^ him
no glee : nothing gives him pleasure. To have glee

of\ to find pleasure in. To make one goodglee : to

welcome or entertain heartily. 06s.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 11031 [The child] Again him mad

gladnes an glu [Go'tt. MS. ioi and gleu; Erin. MS. murbes
newe]. ^1330 R. Brunne CAr<?«. (1810) 295 Whan bei be

trumpe herdT bat he to bataile blewe. & saw \>t 3ates sperd,
pan liamened bam no glewe. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 462 There
dwellyd that lady longe Moche myrthe was them amonge,
But ther gainyd hur no glewe.
£. c 1300 Maximon in Rel. Ant. I. 123 Of nothing that

y se Ne gladieth me no gle. a 1352 Minot Poems (cd. Hall)
iv. 57 When sir Philip of France herd tell bat king Edward
in feld wald dwell ban gayned him no gle. ^1375^. Leg.
Saints, Baptist 404 He [John] in his modir wambe mad gle.

< 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 717 Dame, of thy glitterand gyde
hauel na gle. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 282 Being
within, the Kidde made him [the fux]good glee.

212

fc. A state of exaltation or prosperity. Obs.
1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Feb. 224 Now stands the Brere

like a Lord alone, Puffed vp with pryde and vaine pleas-
aunce ; But all this glee had no continuance. 15881 Ikki.ni:
Peritnedes 28 Alexander the great .. amidst his most glee
and greatest glorye, was cowardlye poysoned.

f d. Applied to a person ;cf. Joy . Obs.
ci6io MlDDLETON, etc. Widow 1. ii, Thou art my glee,

Martino.

f4. Bright colour, beauty. Obs.
c 1440 York Myst. i. 82 What I am worthely wroght with

wyrschip, i-wys ! For in a glorius gle my gleteryng it

gleines. ? a 1500 Chester PI. vii. 343 It semes, .a bright star
for to bee .. from it we may not flee but aye glow [2 MSS.
glye] on the glee, till it downe glide. 1567 Fenton Trag.
Disc. vii. 141 Conuerting the natural! coollour [of her haire]
in to a glistering glee suborned by arte. 1573-80 Baret's
Ah', To Rdr. A vj a 1 Large wide feelds. .Adornde with
floures most beautifull in glee.

t b. Phr. Gold andglee \ cf.prec.and quot. 1567.
1563 Mirr. Mag., Buckingham xli, Agaynst whose feare

no heapes of golde and glie [rime-wd. skye]. . His cruell hart
of safetie could assure. [1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. vii. 139
To encrease the glee of his golden coffers.] 1590 Spenser
l'\ Q. 1. ix. 32 Not for gold nor glee wiil I abyde By you.

5. attrib. and Comb., a$gtee-$od, -maiden, -singer,

•woman ; glee-club, a society formed for the prac-

tice and performance ofglees and parl-songs. + Also
(OE. and early ME.) glee-beam, a poetical term
for the harp; glee-craft, minstrelsy

;
glee-dream,

delight of minstrelsy. Also Gi.EEMAN".
Beowulf (Z.) 2263 Nees hearpan wyn, gomen *gleo-beames.

a 1240 Urcisun in Cott. Horn. 193 Slid ham is muruhSe
moniuold \vi5-ute teone and treie Gleobeames and gome
inouh. a 900 tr. Gregory's Dial. 1. ix. (Lye) *Gli3-craeft.

c 1205 Lay. 7012 Al \>U mon-cun bat of him iherden tellen

seiden bat he wesgod of alle gleo-craften. Beoivulf(Z.) 3021
Nu se here-wisa hleahtor ale3de garnen ond *gleo-dream.
c 1205 Lav. 1823 Brutus & his du^eSe makeden haliuesse
. . mid murie gleo-dreme. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. m. xvii,

Whom Hrutons did their *fllee-god for his skill in Musicke
call, c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm. 1 lxvii. 27 Madena glywiendra
vel "gliew meden. 1810 Scott Lady of L. vi. vi, Thou now
hast glee-maiden and harp. 1838 Dickens A'ic/t. Nick, ii,

Itinerant *glee-singers. 1828 Scott /'. M. Perth x, Here is

a strolling *glee-woman with her viol, preparing to sing
beneath the royal windows.

Hence f Glee v. a. intr. to make merry, to re-

joice, b. trans, to delight, gladden. AlsoCtlee*-

ing vbl. sb., playing, rare.
The vb. corresponding toglee sb. was properly Glew q.v.),

and the following instances ofglee vb. are of doubtful value.
a 1300 A'. Horn 1490 1 Ritson) Hue gonne murie synge

And makeden huere gleynge [v.r. gleowinge]. a 1400 Pistitt

ofSusan 84 On grapes be goldfinch bei gladen and glees
[v.r. gladyn in her gleesj. Ibid. 354 Alle be gonitis, .gladen
and glees [?'.r, gladid in her glees'), a 1400 Sir Beues (MS. C.)

189, I wolde, bow it hadde The for to glee.

Glee, gley (gl», gl^i), v. Obs. exc. north, and
Sc. Forms : a. 3 glei, glaye, 3-4, 9 gley.

0. 4-6 gle, 5-7, 9 glee. 7. 4 gli^e, 5 gly-, 6, 8

glye, glie, 7 gly. [Of obscure origin. The northern
forms a and 0) are normal variants from an orig.

ME. gle$cn ; in the midland dialects this was oai>

rowed tog/ijen, whence later ^-^(cf.DiE, Eye,Fi.y,

etc.). The vbs. Gledge, Gleg are related as Fleg
vA to Fley v.] intr. To look asquint ; to have
a cast in one or both eyes. Also, to look with one
eye (see quot. 1866).
a, p. a lyxtCursorM. 3862 pe eilder sister [Leah] he for-

sok For sco gleied [Gott. MS. gleyedj, als sais be bok.
[Eairf. MS. gleand ho was for-sob of loke.] C1400 Destr.
Troy yjj-2 With grete Ene & gray, gleyit a litill. 1483
Cath. Angl. 158/2 To Glee, iimare, 1526 Skei.ton Mag'
nyf. 2093, I daunsed the darlynge on my kne; I garde her
gaspe, I garde her gle. 1552 Hui.oet, Glaye, or lokeaskope,
transuertere hirquos. 1570 Levins Manip. 46/28 To Glee,
lippire. 1691 Ray Collect. Words 63 To look a squint, to

glee. 1808-80 Jamieson, Gley, glee, glye, to squint, to look
obliquely. 18x8 [see Glhdge]. 1824-7 Moir Mansie Jl 'au, h
xii. (1828) 180 But I could scarcely keepe from laughing
when I glee'd round over my shoulder, and saw [etc.]. 1866
Grecor Banffsh. Gloss., Gley, to take aim ; to look with one
eye. 1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss., Glee, to squint.

y. c 1340 Cursor M. 3862 (Trin.) pe elder sister [Leah] he
forsoke For she glijed seib be boke. C1400 Destr. Troy
3943 Faire Ene hade be freike, & of fyn colour, Glemyt as
pe glasse and gliet a little, la 1500 Glye [see Gi.ee sb. 4].

1570 Levins Manip. 99/13 To Glye, lippire. 1573-80 Baret
Ah'. G 274 To glie, or looke askue, ouerthwait. 1673 Wed-
herburn I'oc. (Jam.) Laborat strabismo, he glietli. 1674
Ray A7

. C. Words 21 To Gly (Lincoln), to look n-squint.

1721 Kelly Scot. Proz>. 339 There's a time to Glye and
a time to look even.

Hence G-lee-ing vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; Gle'er,

Gleyer, glyer, one that squints ; Glee, gley s6. f

a squint, a glance or side-look. Also Comb.
}
as

glyhalter (see quot. 1825).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 199/1 Glyare, or goguleye (S.

gloyere), limus, strabo. laid., Glyynge, strabositas. 14.

.

Now. in Wr.-Wiilcker 709/23 Hec stroba [sic], a woman
glyande. Ibid. 709/33 Hie strabo, a glyere. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 158/2 A Gleer, limus. a 1605 Polwart Flyting w.
Montgomerie 788 Feard flyar, loud lyar, gooked gleyar on
the gallows. 1824 7 Moir Mansie Wauch xii. (1828) 191
Giving first a glee eastward, a 1825 Forby I'oc. E. Anglia,
Gly-halter, a halter or bridle with blinkers, as those of
draught-horses. 1857 J* Schoi.es Jaunt to see tIC Queen 6
(Lane. Gloss. 1 Iv yoan tay notis yoan see ut aw've o sooart
ov o gley wi nii eeu. 1897 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 610 A
servant lass with one eye on the pot and the other up the
lum as we say "fa gle: or cast.

GLEED.

Gleece, dial. var. Glace sb.

Gleed (gift), sb. Forms: 1 gleed, gl6d, 2-6
glede, 4-6 gleede, $-6 Sc. gleid, 6-; gleade,
7 - gleed. [Common Teut. : OK. g/<rd, glt'd stn f.

= Oi'"ris. gled, OS. gldd- (MDu. g&ft, gloed-, Du.
gloed), OHG. gluot (mod.G. glut), ON. glod (Sw.,
V&.gldd) :—OTeut. *glodi-z

y
related to Glow v.]

1. A live coal ; an ember. Now only arch, or
dial.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xviii. 18 Woeron stondende Sa
esnaes & embeht-menn a;t gloedum for5on cald ua^s. c 1000
Ags. Ps. {Th.)cxl[ij. 2 Swa ricels byS, bonne hit sifregleda
btErnao". c 1175 Lamb. Hon/. 43 Summe ber wepeS, and all

heore teres beo3 berninde gleden. azs2< Ancr. R. 122
Seint Lorens also ioolede bet te gredil hef him upwardes
mid berninde gleden. c 1386 Chal cer Pars. T. F 474 Looke
how that fir of smal gleedes that been almoost dede vnder
asshen wollen quike agayn whan they been touched with
brymstoon. c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 15 Thine owne
fire (friend) so it bee but a gleid, It warmeth well, and is

worth gold to thee. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag.
Ixyiii, I can no more but tell howe there is seene Fayre
Ilium fal in burning red gledes downe. a 1656 Br. Hall
Occas. Jltedit. § 37 Vet, when I stir up these embers to the
bottom, there are found some living gleeds, which do both
contain fire, and are apt to propagate it. 1814CARY Dante,
Far.id. xiv. 47 As the gleed Which gives out flame. 1847
Longe. Ev. 1. v. 98 The wind seized the gleeds and the
burning thatch.

fig. C1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. Prol. 29 Foure gleedes
han we whiche I shal deuyse Avauntyng liyng Anger
Coueitise Thise foure sparkles longen vn to eelde. 1412-20
Lydg. Chrou. Troy 1. ii, So of enuy hotter brent the glede.
1589 R. Robinson Gold. Mirr. (1851) 35 My name is Mais
that am the bloody God The gleitls that glow within my
breast breed mischief al abrode. 1612-15 Bp. Hall
Contempt. O. T. xx. ix, Yet even now out of the gleeds of
Judah doth God raise up a glorious light to his forlorne
Church, a 1656 — Occas. Medit. § 22 Those few weak
gleeds of grace, that are in me, might soon go out, if they
were not thus refreshed. 1678 Bunyan Come <5- Welc. 57 The
sweet and warm gleads of the promise are like the com-
fortable beams of the Sun, which liven and refresh.

f b. Frequent in similes, as red Jiot. fierce) as a
gleed \ to burn {glow, glister, glitter ) as a gleed \ to

spring as gleed or as spark ofgleed. Obs.
c 1300 llavelok 91 That he ne sprong forth so sparke of

glede. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 295 Was no cheyne
so hie, bat he ne sprong ouer als glede. .1386 Chaucer
A'nt.'s T. 1139 The crueel Ire reed as any gleede. la 1400
Morte Arth. 116 His brode eghne That fulle brymly for

-

breth brynte as the gledys. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManlwde 1.

(1869) 23 She hadde hire handes vnder hire sides, and hire
eyen glowynge as gleedes. 1513 Douglas A%neis xi. x. 1

Turnus hym self, als fers as ony gleid, Ful bissely addressit
on his weid. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 67 Tha fled als

fast as spark gois out of gleid. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat.
n. vi. H viij b, Where scarlet vestures reade, On Iuery beddes,
did glose with gleames, as it were glowing gleade. a 1650
Arth. <y King Corntu. 113 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 63 The
eyes that beene in his head, they glister as doth the gleed.

t 2. A fire. Obs.

13.. Gaw. ty Gr. Knt. 1609 Braydez out be boweles,
brennez horn on glede. C1375 Se, Leg. Saints, George 682
pane com a fyre. .fra of pe hewine. .& brynt be temple in a
glede. .1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 193 He .. sente hire..
wafres pipyng hoot out of the gleede. c 1470 Henry Wallace
iv. 751, I haiff seruit to be brynt in a gleid. 11500 New
Notbroune Mayd 353 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 15 Though he
deserue To brynne and sterue In the infernall glede. 1567
Turberv. Epit. etc. 42 And when you see the Pellet pierce
the Skyes And Powder make a proufe of hidden gleede.

x755 R- Forbes Ajax's Sp. 5, I ..stood the brunt An'
slocken'd out that gleed.

f3. A beam (of light). Obs. rare.

1566 Adlington Apuleius u. (1596) 20, I thought that . . I

shuld see and heare some Oracle from heauen, and from
the gleede of the Sunne. 1566 Studley tr. Seneca's Medea
iv. 41 The bygger beare with golden gleede the greekish
fleete doth guyde.

4. local, pi. Cinders, coke used as fuel, esp. by
nail-makers.

1853 Ann. Reg. 89 She went to work at Pelsall, washing
' gledes ' at a shilling a day. 1870 Gd. Words 1 Apr. 253/2
A little girl, .blows the 'gleeds (refuse fuel from the pud-
dling-furnaces of the Black Country) into blue interlambent
flames. 1882 Standard 26 Dec. 2 In the centre of the shed
. .there is a * hearth ', fed by ' gledes ' or breezes. 1891 T.
Anderton Lett. fr. Country Ho. 237 They poke out the

gleeds at the bottom with the tickler, and put them at the
top with the tongs.

5. Comb., as g/eed-like
f
gleed-red (cf. ON. gloS-

rautir) adjs.

a 1240 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 249 Euch an bereS..
an unrude raketehe gled read of fure. Ibid. 253 Eawles
gled reade. 1839 Bailey Festus(jS^8) 75/1 The grave was
gone, And in the .stead there stood a gleedlike throne.

Hence Gleed v. pseudo-arch. a. intr. To burn,

glow. t>. trans. To light up. rare.

1567 Turberv. Ovid's Ep. K ij, The nearer I approche, the

more my flame dooth gleede. a 1823 Baronneo' Gairfty vi.

in A. Laing 'Hustle 13 The fyre flaucht gleeds the skie.Ye're

welcome, quo' the haul Baronne, To Hcht me on my wye.

Gleed, gleyd (gUd
(
gtoid), ppl. a. Obs. exc.

north, and Se. Forms : 5 gleyit, 5-7 gleid, 6
glyed, 7 glide, 6, 8-9 gleyd, 9 gleyed, 8-9 gleed.

[f. Glee v. + -ei> '.]

1. Of persons : Having a cast in one or both

eyes ; squint-eyed. Also, one-eyed (see quots.

c 1470 and 1866).
<- 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 469 [He] couth weyll luk and
wynk with the ta E ; Sum scornyt him, sum gleid carll cald

him thar. 1482 Acta Dam, Audit. (1839) 101/1 The sade
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Sleyit andro being oft tymes callit & nocht comperit. 1535
overdale Lev. xx'i. 20 For who so euer hath a blemysh

vpon himshal not come nere whether he be blynde. .or hath
eny blemysh in the eye or is gleyd. c 1565 LlMOBSAV
iPitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) p. xvi. The crooked Hume
and the glyed Hepburn. a 1605 Polwart Flyting w.
Montgomeric 751 Gleyd glaiker. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t.

Misc.wjy^S I. 90 There will begleed Geordy Janners. 181a
Macneill Poems (ed. 3) II. 117 Gleyed Sawnie, the haivre],

he met me yestreen. 1866 GrBOOR Banffsh. Gloss,, Glcyt,

blind of an eye. Rarely used in the sense of squint-eyed.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gleed, . . squinting. 'Gleed Will
—squinting Will.

b. Of the eyes : Squint-.
a 1613 OVBBBURY Crnmms Wks. (1856^ 256, I think such

speech becomes a King noe more than glide-eyes does his

face, when I think he looks on me, he sees me not.

2. Not straight, crooked, twisted. Also trans/,

of character. To gang gleed : to go wrong.
-1T1565 I.indesay (Puscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 115 And
there to jeopardy a rose-noble on a cast, against a gleed
half-peny. 1808-80 Jamiksoh, Gleyd, .. oblique, not direct

. . That was gleyd, that wall stands obliquely. 1818 Scott
Rob Roys'x, ' What is Miss Vernon, Andrew?'. .' Other than
a gude ane, I'm fearing ', said Andrew .

.

' something glee'd

-your honour understands me?' 1822 — Nigel xxxu, Did
you ever hear of the umquhile Lady Huntinglen . . ganging
a wee bit gleed in her walk through the world. 1893 North-
umbld. Gloss., Gleed, Glide, crooked, or twisted, not straight.

Hence fGleedness.
1673 Weoperburn Voe. (Jam.), Strabismus, gteidness.

Gleed<e, var. Gledb.
Gleeful (glrftil), a. [f. Gleej#. + -rut.] Full of

glee ; possessed by or manifesting a feeling of glee.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. iv. x.v. (15891 I, 3 a, Nor lackes he

gleeful tales to tell, whil'st that the Hole doth trot. 1588
9RAK& Tit. A. it. iii. 11 Wherefore look'st thou sad, When
euery thing doth make a Gleefull boast? 1594 Carew
Tasso (1881) 96 The wyHe wench them makes her gleefull

game. 1736 W. Thompson Epithal. Roy. Nupt. viii, I >eign
to receive the Nation's publick Voice, .who gleeful stand .

.

and thus express their Joys : In Peals of loud Acclaim, and
Mirth's confused Noise. 1863GF.0. Eliot Romola III, xxiii,

[Her] ardour .. was doubly strengthened by the gleeful

triumph she saw in hard and coarse faces. 1886 J. K.
Jerome Idle Thoughts 25 The Chinee, gleeful at the length
of his pigtail.

Hence Gleefully adv., in a gleeful manner ; with
glee.

1862 Lvttoh Sir, Story II. 8 He would be led on to
boast gleefully of thoughts which the most cynical of
criminals, .would shrink from owning. 1873 Oitida Pascaret
I. 9 They wore it. .grinning gleefully from ear to ear. 1890
* L. Falconer ' Mile. Lxe (.1891) 130 The children plunged
gleefully into the copse.

Gleeishly (glrijli). adv. rare. [f. Glee sb. +
-ish + -ly -.] = Gleefully.
1828 BAMiM Anglo-Irish III, 7 His humoursome message

. . which had made the young beauty laugh so gleeishly.

Ibid. III. 47. 1838 'Bait's Mag. V. 276 Saunders now tittered

gleeishly.

Gleek (gl£"k), s&- 1 Forms: f> gleke, 6-7 gleeke,

(7 glick), 7- gleek. [a. OF. gHc, in 1464 written

ghelicque, perh. ad. MDa. ghelic (Du. gelijk, Ger.

gleich) Like, the possession of three cards of the

same kind (see sense 2) being one of the points

in the game ; but the word has not been found in

Du. as the name of a game.]
1. A game at cards, played by three persons

;

forty-four cards were used, twelve being dealt to

each player, while the remaining eight formed a
common ' stock '. Also penny (halfpenny, two-

penny, etc.) gleek. Now only Hist.
iij33 Elyot Knowledge Pref., It is. .lerned sooner, .thanne

Pnmero or Gleeke. 1577 Northrrooke Dicing (1843) 9
What is a man now a dayes if he know not . . to play . . at

cards, dice, &c. post, cente, gleke, or such other games?
1616 B. JoffSQM Devil an Ass v. ii, When you please, Sir, I

am For three peny Gleeke, your man. 1630 Bratfiwait
Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 126 As in games at cards the Man
requires a quicke conceit, the gleeke (because of variety)

requires a retentive memory, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)
II. 160 Yet you've an Imposition laid on Brick, For all you
then laid out, at Beast, or Gleek. 1680 Shah-well Womau-
Capt. iv, The rogue bids for his liberty, as if it were a Stock
at I2*1 Gleek. 176a Goldsm, Nash 56 The games of Gleek,
Primero, In and In, and several others now exploded,
employed our sharping ancestors. 1822 Scott Nigel xxi,

Would win ten times as much at gleek and primero as I

used to do at put and beggar-my-neighhour. 1855 W.
Sargent Braddock's Exp. 113 It was at some place oflower
resort that he . .staked his little means at gleek [etc. J.

f2. A set of three court cards of the same rank
in one hand, in the game of gleek. Obs.

1614 J. Cooke Greene's Tit Quoque D 2 b, Sta. Give me a
mournaval of aces, and a gleeke of queens. Long. And me
a gleeke of knaves. Scat. Vdslid. I am gleek't this time.

1615 Tom k is Albumazar ill. v, Tri. At gleeke? content.

A morneuall of Ases, gleeke of Knaues, lust nine apeece.
[A mournival of aces counted for 8 points, and a gleek of
knaves for 1 (Cotton).] 1670 Cotton Gamester \\. 68 A Mourn-
ival is either all the Aces, the four Kings, Queens, or Knaves,
and a Gleek is three of any of the aforesaid.

t b. trans/. A set of three ; a trio. Obs.
1615T0MKIS Albmnazar iv. x, For this day wee'l celebrate
A gleeke of Marriages. 1625 B. Ionson Staple of N. iv,

Ce/t. Let a protest goe out against him. Mir. A mourmvell
of protests ; or a gleeke at least ! 1662 Rump Songs (1874)
1. 160 From a gleek of Lord Keepers of one poor Sea), Libera
nos [etc.]. c 1671 Marvell On 3 Dukes hilling the Beadle
in Roxb. Ball. (1883) IV. 526 Twm there a Gleek of Dukes
[etc.]. 17x0 Brit. Apollo III. No. 25. 3/a Like Paris with
his fMeek of Wagtails on Ida.

Vol. IV.

f3. Dutch ghek (see quot.). Obs.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. v. 96 He was not able to stlrre

his jawes, nor could be partaker of any of the good cheer,
except it were the liquid part of it, which they call Dutch
gleek, where he plaied his cards so well, and vied and
revied so often that he had scarce an eye to see withal).

Hence y Glee -ker, a player at the game of gletk.

rare.

1676 Etheredcf. Man ofMode it. i, There never was so un-
salable a Carder,an old Gleeker never lov'd to sit To't likelier.

f Gleek, sb.'£ Obs. Forms : 6 glike, glykc,
;?glyekej, iglyg), gleke, (gleake, 6-7 glick e,

gleeke, 7, 9 gleek. [Of obscure origin
;
possibly

a diminutive of Glee : cf. Glaik.]
1. A gibe, jest, gird.

c 1550 Image Itypocr. 732 They durst not fight ne strike
They feared of a gleke. 1564 Hakoinc Ans7v. Jcwefs
Challenge Pref. 5 Glykes, nyppes and scotTes, bittes, cuttes
and gyrdes, become not that stage. 1566 Drant Horace's
Sat. vu. Ilvjb, With gybes, and glickes, and taunting
stryfe. 1580 Lylv P.uphucs (Arb.) 291 What greater dis-

cuitesie . . then with so many nips, such bitter girdes, such
disdainful glickes to answere him that honoured hir. 1589
Pappe w. Hatchet E \j h, If thy vain be so pleasant, and
thy wit so nimble, that all consists in glicks and girds ; pen
some playe for the Theater. 1617 Collins Dcf. Bp. Ely 1.

iv. 175, I meane to take downe the confident and the oner-
weener with a sober gleeke. i8iq W. Tennant Papistry
Storm'd 11827) 22 Blasphemm' wi' a valiant zeal Twa ne'er-

do-weels, the Paip and deil, Wi' gleeks at Guise and Mary.
b. To give one a or the) gleek : to make a jest

at his expense ; to mock, make sport of. play a

trick upon him.
156^ Tl-rbekv. Oz't'tfs Ep. X vj, Now wholly she delights

Anchises eye to leake : To him alone she closely clinges,
and giues the rest thcgleake. t 1580 Jefferie Bugbcarsw.
v. in Archiv Stud. d. neueren Spr. (1897) If they thinke to

heguyle or geve me such a gleke, they must aryse earlye.

1587 Golding De Moruay xtii. (16171 203 A wise man to

giue a glike to another wise man, ciphereth a letter grns>ely
for the nonce. 1599 Life More in Wordsw. Keel, liiog,

(1S53) II. 101 Sir Thomas, seeing the exceeding vanitie of
the man, thought he needed modestie, and gave him tins

gentle gleeke. 1607 Pecle's Jests {c i02o> 15, I vow by love,
if I can see him weare it, lie giue him a glyg.

2. A coquettish glance, rare.
x599 Ii. Jonso\

T Cynthia's Rev. Palinode 10 Coy glances,
glickes, cringes, and all such simpring humours. 1623
Fletcher & Rowley Maid 0/ Mill 11. ii, A pretty gleek
coming from Pallas' eye.

Gleek, v. Obs. Forms: see Gleek sb;~ [f. prec]
1. trans. To trick, circumvent. (In quot. 16T4

with allusion to Gleek sbf)
1577 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 56 Methinkes thou

gleekistemany alorde. 1598 Tarn fylcrfy Wife (1661)3 Th.e
more that I get her, the more she doth glike me. 1614 J.
Cooke Greene's Tu Quoque D 2 b, Scat. Come Gentlemen,
what's your game? Sla. Why Gleeke, that's your onely
game. Gleeke let it be, for I am perswaded I shall gleeke
some of you ; cut sir. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xii. 59 He
hath gleeked us to some purpose, bobbed we are now for ever.

2. intr. To make a jest or gibe (at a person).
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. i. 150 Nay, I can gleeke vpon

occasion. 1599— Hen. !',v. i. 78, 1 haueseene you gk eking
& galling at this Gentleman twice or thrice. 1593 Nashe
Strange Newes Wks. (Grosart) II. 197 Not mee alone did
hee reuile . . but glickt at Pap-hatchet once more, a 1687
Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765) 150 Besides, you must not take
a Picque, If he sometimes speak plain and gleek.

3. (See quot.)
161 1 Cotgr., Limer, ..to gleeke, or looke askew at.

Hence Glee'king vbl. sb. and///, tz.

^1534 Bygod Treat, cone. Impropriat. in Lever's Serm.
(Arb.) Introd. 13 By the glykynge and gleynyng. .scrapinge
and rakynge togyther of almost all the fatte benefyces
within this realme. 159a G. Harvey New Letter 1 The sly
Information of the fine French [historian], a glicking Re-
membrancer. 1641 W.u.tq's Animailv. Wks. (1851) 246 Bac-
chanalia's good store in every Bishops family, and good
gleeking.

_
a 1859 L. Hunt Shewe of Eaire Seeming xxix,

Well wotting such be gullery all, and gleeking.

Gleeless Cglrles), a. rare- 1
, [f. Glee sb. +

-less.] Devoid of glee.

1850 Blackie /Eschylus I. 202 The gleeless song, and the
lyreless strain.

Gleeman (gU"m£n). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :

1 gli3-, glii(S>, 1-4 gl6o-, 3 gley-, 4-6 gle-, 4,
8- gleeman. 0. 2, 5 glew-, 3 gleu-, 5 glu-,
glwman. [f. Glee sb. + Man.] A professional

entertainer at social gatherings; esp. a singer,

musician, or minstrel.
o. Beer.vulfiZ.) 1 160 Leo6 waes asungen, Gleomannes gyd.

c 897 K. .-Elfred Gregory's Past. xliv. 327 Moni^e welise
menn .. Ia;ta3 cuelan hungre Cristes 3earfan & fedaft yfle
glii^menn mid oferwiste. exooo /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-
Wiilcker 150/18 Mimus, jocista, seurra, glijmon. 1205
Lay. 18856 Al him seal abu^e bat wune5 inne Bruttene ; of
him scullen gleomen godliche singen. 1:1300 Ilavelok 2329
Ther monthe men here the gestes singe, The gleymen on
the labour dinge. 136a Langl. P. Pt. A. xi. noThenne
was I .

. Gladdore then the gleo-mon is of his grete }iftes.

1387 TlBVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 31 Bledgaret passede alle
his predecessoures in musik and in melodie, so bat he was
i-cleped god of glee men [L. dens joculalorutu]. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xxvi. 104 Na inenstrallis playit to thame but
dowt, Forgle-men thair wer haldin out. 1794 Percy Reliq.,
Notes on Ess. Attc. Miustr. 66 note, Gleeman continued to
be the name given to a Minstrel both in England and Scot-
land almost as long as ihis order of men continued. 1876
Freeman Norm. Couq. V. xxv. 587 We had, beyond all

doubt, our own history, alike mythical and real, sung by
our own gleeinen in our own tongue.
p. c 1200 Erin. Coll. Horn. 29 Gef bu . . best rum-handed

to glewmen and to hores bu shalt ben lef and win3 and
liken alle men. a 1300 Cursor M. 28382, I . . to gleumen
cald and to io^lere. a 1400 Isuiubras 19 He luffede glew-
mene wele in liatille. .1440 Pro/up. Pan: 200/2 Gluman,
or mynstral, nmsicus.

Gleeu (glJh), sb. Obs. exc. arch. rare. Also

7 glean. [Frob. a dialect word, of Scandinavian
origin : cf. Sw. (dial.) glena, Da. (dial.) glene a

clear strip or patch of sky. The ON. mythologic
name Glenr, the husband of the sun, is perhaps
connected.] A gleam of light; a warm blaze of

sunlight.

1656 W. D. tr. Comcnins' Gate Lot. Vnl. % 35. 17 Fiery
Meteors; namely, falling Stars, flying Dragons, fals Fiers

;

al>o Gleans, ['"lashings, openings of the skie, suddenly dis-

appearing. 1686 Goaii Celest. Bodies 1. xvi. 104 Another
time I remcmlier suffocating Gleans of the Sun, -m lyoq the
Ancients call it. 1825 Hogg in Blackw. Mag. XVII. m
All glitter'd with a glowing gleen.

t Gleen, v. Obs, rare. Also 6 glene. [Sec

prec. and cf. Sw. (dial.) glena to shine.] = ( rLKAM v.

Hence f Glee'ning v!>/. sb. and ///. a.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 145 Those, .being
led by their owne blind iiul^ements. .are oftentimes trained
out of the way of truth by likely glenoids q{ reason. i66z
_(. Chandler Van Helmonts Oriat. Proph. cone. Aitth.,

If thou belov'd Narcissus hadst not >een Thy prnper figure
in a well to gleen [etc.). c 1709 Prior 1st Hymn Callim.
So Those who . . Bend stubborn steel, and harden qlcening
armour.

Gleer : see Glek v. 2

Gleer(e, obs. form of Glair sbj and v.

tGlee'ring, ///. a. Obs. Also 6 glyering.
gleryng, 7 glearing. [? f. gly, Glee v. + -Kit "'

-r

-1NG-.] ? Looking askance, casting covetous or

cunning glances, sly.

a 1536 Tindale Exp. Mat!, vi. 19-21 Couetousnes blynded
tlie eyes of that glerynge fo\- [Sir Thomas More] more and
]]!ore. 1548 Cranmer Catech. 101 b, I-ykewyse God, etien
nowe a dayes d<nh punyshe these glyerynge keytes, thai
seke their pray in euery place. 1602 ?ud Pt. Return ft:
Paruass. \\. ii. (Arb.) 57 How like thy snout is to great
I-ucifers. Such tallants had he. such a .sleerin.i; [v. r. glaring]
eye. 1611 Cotgr., Saluta-iibente?; a cogging, flattering,

or gleering mate.

*i ? Misused for glaring.
1631 P. Fletcher Sicelides iv. vi. Wks. iGrosarn III. 102

O those glearing eyes that dart the beames, The beanies
that drownd my heart with fierie streames. 1634 Sir T.
Hkrbert I'rav. 188 From his head issue foure ^reat homes
. .his eyes gleering, mouth like a port Cullis.

Gleesome (gli'^m . a. [f. Glkk sb. + -somf..]
- Gleeful.
1603 Chettle Eng. Mourn. Garm. in Ilarl. M/\,.. (Malh.)

II. 505 It adds another cause of gleesome mirth. 1613-16
W. Browne Brit. Past. u. iv, Gleesome hunters, pleased
with their sport. 1630 Tinker of"Purvey 41 This smith was
.. As merry as bird on brier, Jocund and gleesome. a 1774
Fergusson Ode to Goivdspink, The gowdspink chatters joy-

ous here, And courts wi' gleesome sangs his peer. i8i6Scoi r

Antiq. xxvii, Lawyers were talking, with Kltesome antici-

pation, of the probability of a ; great Glenallan cause '. 1842
Dickevs Amer. Notes (1850* 21/1 Those who were at play,
were gleesome and noisy as other children. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. til. 434 These wandering churls are full

Of meat and drink, and need no rope to pull Wild words
and gleesome from them.

Hence Oleesomely adv.. Glee someiiess.
1847 Eraser's Mag. XXXVI. 16 Youth, with all its glee-

someness and innocent wildness. 1850 J. B. Johnstone
Mem. R. Shirra iv. 36 Mr. Shirra .. gleesomely talked of
the circumstance. 1889 J. Mastebman Scotts of Best-
minster III. xiv. 2 The gleesomeness of youth had passed
from him.

Gleet gl?t), sb. Forms: 4 glette, 4-5 (9 Sc.)

glet, (4 glat), 5 glett, 6 glit(te, (7 glyte\ 9 Sc.

glit(t, 7- gleet. Cf. Gli'T sbA [a. Ob\ glette

slime, filth, purulent matter, 'frothe of an egge',

'gelly of any thyng that congeleth * (Palsgr.)

;

mod.F. glette litharge, whence app. G. glatle, Du.
glit, Sw. glitte. The development of the English

forms is obscure; with its present form and mean-
ing the word first becomes common in the 18th c]
1. Slimy matter ; sticky or greasy filth. NX^o/ig.

Obs. exc. Sc.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 459 Thar [in the womb] duellid

man in a myrk dungeon. .Whar he had na other fode Bot
wlatsom glet, and loper blode, And stynk and fylthe. 13.

.

E. E. Allit. P. A. 1059 pat foysoun flode .. swange bur?
vch a strete, With-outen fylbe ober galle ober glet. Ibid.

C. 269 He [Jonah] glydez in by be giles, bur? glaymande
[tread glaym and] glette. a 1400-50 Alexander 4516
pus ilk cantell of ;our cors ?e call bam dri?tins . . Of ilk

gobet of bat glett ?e a god make. 1483 Cath. Angl. 158/2

Glett, viscositas. 1824 Mactaggart Ga/lovid. Encycl.,

Glitt, oily matter, which makes the stones of brooks slip-

pery in summer. 1856 Aird Poet. Wks. 123 The stream is

almost shrunk Down to the green gleet of its slippery

stones. 1894 Crockett Raiders ted. 3) 100 The night dew
had left a sticky ' glet ' on the face and hands.

2. Phlegm collected in the stomach, esp. of a

hawk. So OF. glette.) Obs. exc. .9,:.

^1340 Hampole Psalter, Cant. 512 Haly inennys affec-

ciouns ere as of hertis [L. quasi ce?~z'ornm) J»at . . kastis out

of baire hert all glet [in Wyclifs Set. Wks. III. 32 al vile

glat {v.r. glet) bat stoppib her breeb]. i486 Bk, St. Albans
Cvb, If she [a hawk] holde not her mete bot cast it that is

tokyn of the foule i;!et. 1575 Tirbeky. Eaulconric Com-
mend. Hawking, By cunning skill to cause hir cast such
glit, as breedes hir skath. 1688 R. Holme Armoury u.

239/1 Glyte or Glut is a slimy substance in the Pannel or
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Belly of the Hawk. 1808-80 Jamieson, (7///, tough phlegm,
that especially which gathers in the stomach when it is foul.

3. A morbid discharge of thin liquid from a wound,
ulcer, etc. Now ntre.

I 535 Stewart Crott. Seat. I. 444 The oftar ay that plastrit
I e the wound. With gieedie glit far mair it dois abound.
1699 i'hil. Trans. XXI. 154, I found the applications on
the Wound very wet with a serous Humor, commonly called
a Gleet. 1706 Phillips led. Kersey 1

, Glitt or Gleet, a thin
matter issuing out of Wounds and Ulcers ; especially when
the nervous or sinewy Parts are hruis'd and hurt. 1713 R.
Russi.ll in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 276 Hut upon having a
Discharge from, .her Breast, of a thin Gleet, all Symptoms
vanished. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 320 A discharge
of a fetid gleet from the membranes or brain. 1836 Penny
i 'yd. V. 261 Some strange . . stories have been told of gleet
from the nose, giddiness, and inflammation of the brain
having been produced by them [hots in sheep]. x855Sin*glk-
ton virgil I. 176 When The fiery fever . . Hath shrivelled
up their wretched limbs, again Overflowed a liquid gleet.

b. spec. A morbid discharge from the urethra.

1718 Qoincv Compl. Disp. 125 Old Gleets, that proceed
more from Debility than any Malignity. 1813 J. Thomson
Led. tnflam. 425, I imagine.. that the internal surface of a
fistulous ulcer is in some degree similar to the inner surface of
the urethra, when it is forming the discharge commonly
called a gleet. 1878 T. Bryant Tract. Surg. (1879) I!. 171
Gleet may be the result of some stricture or local urethral
disease, such as an ulcer.

Gleet, v. Also 6 glyt, 7 gleat. [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. intr. Of a morbid discharge, also of water :

To ooze, flow slowlv. Obs.

1527 lsee Gleeting]. i6ij Woohall Surg. Mate Wks.
^653) 54 Very good to cure wounds in joynts, where the
joynt-water gleeteth out. 1687 Phil. Trans. XVI. 471
The Water presently precipitates, gleeting down by the
Crannies of the Stone. 1697 Ibid. XIX. 584 The Cavities
of the Rocks are filled up with the Rills that gleet from the
HilN. 1725 Huxham [bid. XXXIII. 389 The Desquam-
mation was very slow, the black Crust adhering several
I "ays, nay Weeks . . while abundance of purulent -Matter
gleeted from under them.

2. Of the body or its parts : To discharge a thin

purulent matter. Also (\imsi-trans.

1676 Wiseman Surg, 1. xi. 57 His Thumb being inflamed
. . I made Incision into it to the Bone : this not onely bled,
but gleeted a few drops. 1705 Oliver in Phil. Trans. XXV.
2180 It made his Nose run and gleet. 1753 J. Bartlet Genil.
Farriery viii. 74 He [a horse) gleets often at the nose. 1785
Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 510 A prodigious fungus, which ..

gleeted largely, and at times bled profusely. 1812 Examiner
4 May 287/1 Making the sleeper's nose run and gleet.

Hence Glee*ting vbl. sb. and///, a.

15*7 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters Q j b, The
same water with cotton warme layd in the woundes stoppeth
the glyttynge water betwene the joyntes. 1677 Plot Ox-
fordsh. 60 Used by Chirurgians to dry gleeting sores. 1684
tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit, 1. 5 This gleeting or dripping con-
tinues so long as till the hole in the coat he cured. 1741
Compl. Fam. -Piece in. 440 Running at the Eyes, and
gleeting at the Nostrils, are Signs of a Cold.

t Glee'tous, glittous, a. Obs. rare. [ad.

0¥.gleteus, glelteux, glettous affected with gleet or
phlegm, filthy, f. glttte Gleet sb.] a. Of a hawk

:

Affected with phlegm, b. Of persons : Filthy in

conduct}, c. fig. ? Sticky, ensnaring.
i486 Bk Si. Albans C vj a, The hawke will be very eegre

and gleetous of the sekenes. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I.

102 In word and work this king he wo\ rycht vile ; Gredie
and glittus in gulositie. Ibid. II. 521 Gold is so glittis, as
$e knaw and ken, Quhilk of befoir hes causit mony men To
tak on hand . . The thing efter that maid thame for to rew.
Ibid. 534 This Culenus . . So glittous was than into chalmer
glew [etc.].

Gleety (glftl), a. Also 5 (9 Jmi.) gletty, 9
Sc. glittie. [f. Gleet sb. + -x '.]

1. Slimy. Obs. exc. Sc. and north.
1483 Caih. Angl. 159/1 Gletty, viscosus. i8ao Editt, Mag.
May VI. 423/2 The water-asks, sae cauld and saft, Crawl'd
ower the ghttie flure. 1820 Hogg Wint. Emm. T. II. 71
The sei-mawe couris on his glittye stene, For it's greine
withe the dewe of the jaupyng maine. 1856 AlRD Poet,
Wks. 22 The outer wheel still black Though sleek with
gleety green— Is doing duty. 1893 Sorthnmbld. Gloss..
Gletty, green and slimy, applied to tlie appearance of stag-
nant water.

2. Of the nature of gleet.

1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 484 The frequent
and involuntary secretion of a gleety matter. 1861 i'Jum-

stead l^en. Dis. (1879) 273 One of the earliest symptoms of
organic stricture is generally a gleety discharge from the
urethra. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 82 In inveterate cases,
there is a discharge of thin gleety matter from the bladder.

Gleff, obs. form of Guff v.

Gleg (gleg), sb. Obs. exc. north, [f. Gleg v.]

A side-glance, sly look ; also simply, a look.
a 1650 In a May morning 15 in Furniv. Percy Folio(iS6j)

IV. 74 Euerye one that comes by shall haue a glegge out.
1821 Clare I'itl. Minstr. II. 65 Searching with minutest
gleg, Oft I've seen [etc.]. 1877 IIoldernets Gloss., Gleg, a
sly glance.

Gleg (gl«g), *. north, and Sc. [a.ON.^%-;-,
g?oggy

, gkggr dear, clear-sighted -Goth. *g/ag-

gum S (of. the adv. glaggwuba carefully) :—OTeut.
*glawwu-, whence also OHG. g/au, klatt, OS.
gtau, OE. gtiaw wise* clever, GUNT*. (cf. ON.
dcgg=T>E\\ sb., hpggva Hew v.).]

1. Quick in perception by any of the senses ; esp.
quick-eyed, sharp-sighted. Chiefly with defining
phrase, as gleg of the eye, of touch.
a moo Cursor M. 13448 Es na fojl [MS. foxl] sa gleg of ei

[as the eaglej. a 1449 W. Rower in Fordnns Scotichron.
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' (1759) Hi 376 Wyth prik }oukand eeris, as the awsk gleg.
1536 BellendenCVw/. Seat 11821) I. p. xlv, Thir mu^sillisar
sa doyn gleg of twiche and hering that [etc.]. 1808 80
Jamieson, Gag ofthe re, sharp-sighted. ' Gleg o' the glour.'
Loth. 1858 M. "Porteols Souter Johnny 11 fie was .. As
gleg's a hawk.

b. Of the eye : Quick, sharp.
1755 B» Forbes Ajax's Sp. 17The gods tho look on mortal

men, Wi' eyn baith just and gleg. 1795 Burns '/ Mr a
form' 15 Gleg as light are lover's een. 1837 K. Nicoll
Poems (1842) 138 I've glour'd at her aft wi' a gleg e'e.

2. Quick in action or movement ; sharp, smart.
Gleg at, quick or clever at (doing something

1

;

gleg at >of) the uptake, quick in understanding a
thing

; gleg at or with, quick or clever in using.
>755 Ramsay Let. to Jos. Clerk 46 When interest points,

i he's gleg and gate, And will at naithing stop or stand.
a 1774 1'Y.Rc.i-ssoN Wks. (1807) 227 He's a man weel versed
in a the laws .. And ay right gleg .. At sattlin' o' a nice or
kittle point. 1814 Scoi r // 'av. xlii, He's gleg aneuch at the
broadsword and target. 18x6 — Old Mart, vii, Everybody's
no sae gleg at the uptake as ye are yoursell, mither. 1821

t Galt Ayrsh. Legatees x. 286 The drivers were so gleg and
impudent, that it was worse than martyrdom to come with
them. 1844 W.H. Maxwell Sports fy Adv. Scotl. ix. (1855)

94 He was ower gleg in the tongue for ye. 1876 Whitby
Gloss. S.V., 'Quite gleg at it', quick at comprehending it.

'Gleg at walking'. 'Gleg at eating'. 1886 Stevenson
1 Kidnapped xx, Ye're no very gleg at the jumping. 1894

Crockett Raiders led. 3) 72 Gleg wi' the knife as a souter

I

wi" his elshin.

3. Sprightly, lively, cheery.
1818 Scott lit. Midi, ix, The body .. looking unco gleg

and canty, she didna ken what he might be coming out wi'
next. 1823 Corbett Petticoat T. I. 276 Ye look as gleg as
if ye had got a prize in the lottery. x88i N, Line. Gloss.,
Gleg,, .pleased, happy.

4. transf. Of things : fa. Bright, clear, rare- 1
.

*533 Bellenden Livy v. (1822I 441 Bot the inone wes sa
gleg, schinand al nicht, that the batall wes fochtin to the
uter end, als weil as it had bene day Hcht.

b. Sharp, keen.
1728 Ramsay Fables, Monk $ Millers Wife 214 A Sage

. .Whase Wit was gleg as ony Razor. 1787 Bi'rns 'Tarn
Samson*s Elegy qy For yet unskaith'd by death's gleggullie,
Tarn Samson's livin. 1805 J. Nicoi, Poems I. 107 (Jam.)
Death snaps the thread Wi' his gleg shears.

c. Smooth (see quots.).
1808-80 Jamieson s.v., Gleg ice, ice that is very smooth.

1851 Cn/nbld. Gloss., Gleg, smooth ; slippery. 1893 North'
undid. Gloss., Gleg, worn smooth ; hence loose fitting. A
tap that turns too easily and leaks from wear is said to be

,

getting gleg.

5. qwLsi-adv. = Glegly.
1720 Ramsay Rise fyfall oj Stocks 27 The lad wha gleggest

I

waits upon it, Receives the Bubble on his Bonnet. 1789
Burns OnGrose^s Peregrin. 43 Forbye, he'll shape you afi\

,
fu' gleg, The cut of Adam's philibeg.

6. Comb., as gleg-eyed, -lugged, -tongued adjs.

1721 Ramsay Addr. Town Comic. Edin. 15 Yet Gleg-eyed
Friends throw the Disguise Receiv'd it as a dainty Fuze.
1804 Tarras Poems 2 He tunes his lay, Till gleg-lug'd echo

; tak her dinsome rout. 1818 Scott llrt. Midi, xii, I haud
a' your gleg-tongued advocates, .as legalists and formalists.

Hence Glegly adv., quickly, cleverly, readily;
also, brightly, clenrly

; Gle-g"ness, acutcness (of

j>crception), quickness.
1768 Ross llelenore in. 122 To this auld Colen glegly 'gaii

to_ hark. 1814 Watchman 1. ii, If ye look glegly after
thieves and randies, folk can put up wi' the want of being
wakened. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xiv, A kail-blaid, or a corn-
flour, glances sae glegly by moonlight, it's like a leddy in
her diamonds. 1835 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 37, I heard with
my wonted glegness. .a couple of handsome smacks ! 1843
R. Favl Let. in Mem. xiv. 11872) i8r, I don't recollect things
so glegly. 1895 Crockett Men 0/ Moss Hags 42 The Lord
. .did not stint me as to glegness of eye.

Crleg ,'gleg), v. dial. [cf. Gledge^. and Glee
7'.] (See quots.^ Also Gle-gging///. a.

'1796 Peggf. Derbicisms Ser. 11. 102 (K. D. S.), Glegc, to
squint a little, to have a cast of the eye. 1821 Clare I 'HI.

Minstr. 1 1. 78 The simple rustics try their arts the while
With gjegging smiles, and hopes and fears between, Snatch-
ing a kiss to open what they mean. J877 Holdemess Gloss.,

Gleg, to give a sidelong glance. 1887 -V, Chesh. Gloss., G&g;
to look furtively or askance.

Gleg, var. Cleg.
1851 Stiihess Bk. Farm fed, 2) II. 188/1 The cleg or gleg

. .Haciriatonola pluvialis..is so well known, that [etc.].

Glei, obs. form of Glee v.'1

G-leib, obs. form of Glebe.

llGleich.enia(gtoik/"-nia). Bot. [mod.L. from
the name of F. W. Glehhen, a German naturalist

C
I 7 I 7~ 1 7 8 3)-] A genus of ferns, chiefly natives

of the southern hemisphere ; a plant of this genus.
1865 Gosse Land § Sea (1874) 352 Out of the rough hark

of the tall trees. .spring several kinds of Gleichenia, agenus
of Ferns . . possessing wide-spread fronds of very lax habit,
and of very minute segments, but so peculiarly elegant and
delicate, that [etc.]. 1882 Garden 27 May 37V3 The finest
plants in the group, .were two excellent Gleichenias.

Gleid, dial. f. Glede; obs. f. Gi.ekil
1 Gleim, sb. Obs. In 4-5 gleyme, 6 gleme.

[Connected with Gleim v.]

1. Any sticky or slimy substance, as bird-lime or
glue ; also, rheum or phlegm.

i 1440 Promp. Parv. 198/1 Gleyme or rewme, remna.
Gleyme of knyttynge or byyndynge to-gedyrs, limns,
glnten, glnciitm. 1516 Grins Vocab., Viscus, gleme [edd,
1500, 1509 kmos glewe] or lyme.

2. fig. a. Infection, b. Attachment, affection.
1 *394 !'• PI' Credc 479. I trowe bat some wikked wy^t

GLEN.
wrou)te l>is ordres [of friars] |>oru3 \v.r. Trow ye] |>at gleym
of ]?at gest (>at Golias is y-calde. < 1449 Hlcock Kefir, in.
xv - 377 [He] lackith wijf and children, and al the gleyme,
lone, and delectacions whiche violentli comen anentis his
wijf and hise children.

Hence tGleimed a-- affected with phlegm.
14.. Med. MS. in Promp. J'tirr: 198 note, For a .. gley-

mede stomak, J?at may no}t kepe mete.

t Gleim, v. Obs. In 4 glaym, 4-5 gleym(yn

;

see also Gleam z/.2 [Of obscure origin.] trans.

To smear with a sticky substance. K\%o fig. in

pass. : To be infected (as with a disease' ; to be
attached to something (cf. En(;i.eim\
1387 TuvhU Iligden (Rolls) V. 197 [He] sente hem bis-

shoppes of be Arrians, and berfore alle the Gothes were infecte
and i-gleymed [L. infectafuit}. c 1440 1'romp. /'an: 198/2
(ileymyn or yngleymyn, visco, iitvisco. .1449 Pecock
Repr. in. xv. 376 A preest forto haue in possessioun movable
godis . .

(so that he be not gleymed with oner myche loue to it).

Hence f Glei'minff r'W. sb., {a) the act of stick-

ing
; [b'j infection

; f Gleiming ///. a., sticky
;

t Qleimingness, stickiness.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C 269 He glydez in by be giles, bur3
glaymande [? read glaym ande] glelte. 1387 Trkvisa Nig-
den 1 Rolls) VII. 337 And bey covetise be a special vice to Lom-
bardes, he put bat gleymynge [L. contagium] fer from his
persone. 1398— Barih. De P. R. vu. Ixx. (1495) 290 Some
medycynes laxen with gleymyngnesse and makyth slypper
as Mercurii and Hockes and other suche. Ibid. x\i. ii.

('rollem. MS.
)
For unctuouse binge is mene bitwene gley-

mynge [1535 gleymie] and vauoratyf binge. Ibid. xvn. i.

(1495) 592 In some trees the leues ahyde in wynter tyme for
plente of humour : other for gleymynge or for sadnesse and
soundnesse of the tree.

Gleime, obs. f. Glean- v.

t Glei'mons, a. Obs. rare. In 4 gleymouse.
5 -ows;e, glaymous. [f. Gleim sb. + -ors.j
Sticky, slimy ; full of rheum or phlegm. (Cf. En-
GLEIMOUS.)
1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxv. (1495) 725

Redde wyne clensyth and wypyth and puttyth awaye vn-
clennesse and gleymouse humours, c 1440 Promp. Part:
198/2 Gleymowse, or full of rewme, reumaticus. Gleymows,
or lymows, limosus, viscosus, glutinosus. i486 Bk. St.
Albans A iij b, For sum gobbit will be yolow and sum grene
and sum glaymous and sum cleere . . It [this euell) wil arise
in the hede and make the hede to swell & the iyen all glay-
mous and dyrke. 1676- 1732 Coles, Glaymons, muddy and
clammy. 1730-90 in Bailfy.

Hence + Qleimousness, stickiness.

c 1440 Promp. Part: 198/2 Gleymowsenesse, or lymows-
nesse, limositas,viscositas. 1737 Bailey vol. II, Glaymous.
hvss, Muddiness, Clamminess.

t Gleimy, a. Obs. Forms : 4, 6 gleymy, (4
glymye), 6 glaymy, glemy, 6 S gleamy.
[f. Gleim sb. + -Y '.] Sticky, slimy.
1308 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxi. (1495) 128 Another

postume of the tongue is full of blode, and speche and tasu-
is lette by gleymy humours. Ibid. vi. i. (Toflem. MS.), The
firste chtldhode . . is ^it tender and nesche, quavy and
gleymy [149s claymy, 1535 clammy; L. timosa]. a 1529
Skelton Agst. Garnesche iii. 168 Thou gresly gargone
glaymy, Thou swety slouen seymy. 1541 R. Copland Guv
d<m's Quest. Chirurg. N ij. The blode flewmatyke is thycke
and gleymy and whyte in colour, and swete in sauour. 1704
F. Fuller Med. Gynin. (1711) 93 The Cynogloss.. seems to
have something of a like Gleamy Substance in it.

Hence t Gleiminess, stickiness.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvin. i. (1495) 745 Beestys
that ben nighe the aege of suckynge ben of grete moysture
and gleymynesse and sledernesse.

Gleir(e, obs. form of Glair sb.^

i Gleit, v. Sc. Obs. rare. Alsoglete. [?var.
Glit v.\ intr. To glitter, shine.

1501 Douglas 1'al. Hon. 11. viii, Causand gros leid all of
maist gudnes gleit. 1508 Di'nbar Gold. Targe 66 All the
feldis wyth thai lilies quhite Depaynt war brycht, quhilk to
the hevyn did glete. 1597 MoNTOOMBUS Cheme A> Stae
1288, I now deny now That all is gold that gleits. /T1605 -

Misc. Poems v. 42 All is not gold that gleitis.

Gleive, Gleiwye, obs. ff. Glaive, Gluey.
Gleke, obs. f. Gleek, sb.* ; var. Gleek sb.-, Obs.
Glem, Gleman, obs. ff. Gleam, Gleeman.
Gleme, obs. f. Gleam, Glean- ; var. Gleim, Obs.

Glemer, -yr, obs. ff. Glimmer.

tGlemish. Obs. rare-'1
. [? var. of Glimpse

sb.] A glimpse.
1576 I!i>. Woolton Chr. Man. H ij, I haue indeauowred

before to shadow (as it were) and geue a glemish thereof.

Glemy, var. Gleimy, Obs.

Glen ' (glen). Forms : a. 6, S glenne, 8
glenn, ft- glen. 0. 6 glan. 7. 6—7 //. glynnes

;

7 glin, 7-S glyn, 8 glynn. [a. Gael, gleann,
earlier glenn, mountain-valley = Welsh glyn. The
a-forms are of Scottish origin, having been adopted
from Gael, before the vowel of glenn was broken
into ea. The form glan represents the Irish pro-

nunciation of gleann, while glin is derived from the

pi. glinn, and was at first employed only in the

pi. glins ; some examples of glyn,glin in 1
7- 1 8th c.

represent the Welsh or the Cornish form.
Until the middle of the 18th c. the form glen occurs in

English writers only as an echo of Spenser ; the ' Glosse ' to
the Shepherd's Calendar by E. K. wrongly explains the
word as

l a country hamlet or borough \]

A mountain-valley, usually narrow and forming
the course of a stream.
At first applied to the narrow valleys of the mountainous



GLEN.
districts in Scotland ami Ireland, but now extended to
similar places in other countries.

a. 1489 Harbour s Bruce iv. 372 (Edinb. MS.) In A glen
\Camb. MS. vnder ane bra]. 1508 Dunbar Flyting w.
Kentwdie 153 In till une glen tliow lies . . Ane lailhly luge.

*533 Bi-xlkndkn Livy 11, (1822) 185 Thir Veanis laid

ane strung garnisoun of armit men in secrete Biennis to
recountir tlie Fabis. 1579 Si'Knsku Shcph. Cat. Apr. 26
lint now from me hys madding mynd is starte, And
woes the Widdowes daughter of the glerine. 1596 Dai.-
RY.Mi'Lic tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. 1. 102 Be thir places of
wildernes, bygates, kraigs and glenis. 1748 Pun. 11s

Pastorals 1. 79 Now left heiress of the glen she'll deem
Me, landless lad. unworthy her esteem, a 1756 Collins
Superstit. Highlands 213, I, perhaps, may tread Your
lowly glens o'erhung with spreading broom. 1773 Johnson
Lett to Mrs. Titrate 21 Sept., About noon we came to a
small glen, so they call a valley. #1784 CowpER Task VI. 403
The wilderness is theirs with all its caves, Its hollow
glenns. 1796 Jane Austen Pride $• Pre/, x. (1813) 219 The
valley, here contracted into a glen. 1838 Thiklwall Greece
II. xvi. 337 The Oeroe. .Hows through a narrow glen at the
western foot of Cithaeron. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico 11850) 1.

362 The Spaniards. . suffering the wily enemy to draw them
into a narrow glen or defile, intersected by a little stream of
water.

d. 1586 J. Hooker Girald. /ret. II. vi. 180 They came
to the side of a mounteine, where there was a glan, and in

it a little groue of wood.
v. 1596 Spenser State fret. Wks. (Globe) 615/1 He did

sliutt them up within those narrow corners and giinnes
under the mountaynes foote. 1600 Holland Livy vti. xiv.

258 All these hee chargeth . . to get .. into the hils, and
among the glins and woods, to bestow themselves close.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xxiv. 316 In the midst of
Winter hee entred the Giinnes, that is, theVallies of Leinster,
a secure receptacle of the Rebels. 1685 Boyle Salub. Air
10 Another great scope of land, which was divided from it

but by a glin. 17. . C. Littleton in C. A. Johns Week at
Lizard (1848) 81 Another rotten moor brings you to a Glyn
or narrow Valley. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 1 This
stream of wind .. arose from a glin called Allgolan. 1756
Home Douglas in. i. We found him lurking in the hollow
glynn. 1767 Hush Hiberuia Cur. (1769) 72 The glyns, or
dark vallies. .of this country, are many of them remarkably
beautiful.

b. Comb., as glen-boy, -full, -liead, -man.
1841 S. C. Hall Ireland I. 186 We reached the pleasant

and improving inn at Kenmare, and dismissed the ''glen-

hoy. 1859 M. Napier Mem. i'tsc. Dundee I. 1. 45 That
*glen-full [Glencoe] of murdered Scotchmen ! 1709 I.

Robertson Agric. Perth 423 Sheep . . ought to be allowed
as much of the 'glenheads, breas, and foot of the hills, as
will support them during the severity of the winter and
spring months. 1880 Bkewkr Reader s Hand-bk., s.v. Glen-
coe, The massacre of M'lanand thirty-eight of his "glenmen.

Hence Gle nikin, Glenlet, a little glen, nonce-

-ii'ds.

1835 Btackw. Mag. XXXVIII. 120 Every glen and gleni-
kin had its river, or its stream, or its burn, or its rill. 1892
Gd Il'ords Apr. 239/1 A prettily wooded glenlet.

Glen-. AY. ' A daffodil ' (Jam.;.
1864 A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock 297 The wild lilies,

or glens, of Craufurdland Castle. 1880 Jubilee W. O. Feu-
wick 3 The children, .were, .supplied each one with a large
bouquet of glens.

Glenar, obs. form of Gleaner.
Glence, Glench, obs. forms of Glance t/. 1

Glendoveer 'glendtfvio-j). [Avowedly an alter-

ation of grandouver in Sonnerat Voy. mix Indcs

(1 782) ; from the context in which the word occurs

in that work (I. 185 ff.), it appears to represent Skr.

gandharva, a kind of semi-divine spiritual being.]

One of a race of beautiful sprites in Southey's arti-

ficial quasi-Hindu mythology.
1810 Southev Keltaiuaw. ii,TheGlendoveers,The loveliest

race of all of heavenly birth. 1812 H. it J. Smith Rej.
Addr. (' Rebuilding by R. S. ), I am a blessed Glendoveer.

1835 Tail's Mag. 1 1 . 228, 1 looked carefullv t j his shomdcrs,
in hopes that I had discovered a glendoveer. 184a Lvtton
y.auoni IV, xi, Glendoveers and sylphs.

Glene (gU'nz*). Anat. [mod.L., a. Gr. •yKty-q

the ball or pupil of the eye ; used by Galen to

denote a shallow joint-socket, distinguished from
KorvKrj Cotyle.] a. The ball or socket of the

eye. b. A glenoid cavity.

1706 in Phillips fed. Kersey) ; and in later Diets.

G-lene, -er, obs. forms of Glean, -ek.

Glengarry (glengarri). [f. Glengarry in In-

verness-shire.] A kind of man's cap, higher in

front than at back, of Highland origin, now chiefly

worn by persons dressed in Highland costume, and
till lately by soldiers of certain regiments when
in undress uniform.
1858 Si.mmonds Diet. Trade, Glengarry, a Scotch bonnet

;

a man's cap. 1870 Hlustr. Loud. Nezvs 24 Sept. 327 The
Globe states that a slight change is about to be made in the

uniform of her Majesty's brigade of Guards. The present

undress cap is to be replaced by a Scotch glengarry. 1891

Harris Little Minister {1892) 13- Margaret was at home
making a glengarry for him out of a piece of carpet.

Glengore, -goir, corrupt var. Gkandgore, Obs.,

venereal disease.

Glenlivet (glenli-vet, Se. -U'vet\ Also Glen-
livit, -at. [f. Glenlivet in Banffshire, the place of

manufacture.] A variety of Scotch whisky.
1822 J. Wilson Nod. Ambr. vi. in Btackw. Mag. XII.

371, I never drank better Glenlivit. 1824 Scott St. Ronau's
xxxix, The Captain offered a bet to Jekyl of a mutchkin
of Glenlivat, that both would fall by the first fire. 1841

Lever C. 0'Malley xxx. 160 Glenlivat and guava jelly. 1854
Aytoun Bon Gaultier Ball., Massacre Macptterson viii,
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I Which he would have done, I at least believe it, Had ta
mixture peen Only half Glenlivet.

Gleno- (g\i'uo , mod. comb, form of Glene in

anatomical terms, as gteno humeral, belonging to

the glenoid cavity together with the humerus ; so

;

also gleno-vertebral.

1847-9 Todd Cyci. Anat. IV. 575 A ^ecund band, 'the
gleno-humeral ligament ' described by the late Dr. V. Flood,
is thrown across the head of the humerus. 1889 A. Mac-
alister Unman Anat. 140 A projecting superior gleno-
humeral fold [flood's ligamenti lies above the sub-scapular
tendon. 1889 in Century Diet.

Glenoid glenoid), a. Anat. [ad. Gr. y\r)vou-
oV}:,, I. ykrjvrj a shallow joint-socket \see Glene; +
u5os form, appearance: cf. V . gltfno'ide .] Glenoid
cavity, fossa, surface, a shallow cavity on a bone
(esp. the scapula and temporal bone) which receives

a projection of another bone to form a joint.

Glenoid ligament see quot. 1831. Glenoidfissure,
see Glassekian.
1709 Blair in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 108 The length of the

Sinus, called in Human Subjects the Glenoid Cavity. 1769
White Ibid. LIX.43 This osseous matter could not proceed
from the scapula, the glenoid cavity of that bone not beini^
divested of its Cartilage. 1831 K. Knox Cloquet's Anat.
203 Glenoid Ligament . .This is a sort of tibro-cartilaginous

rim, which seems intended to increase the depth of the
glenoid cavity. 1872 Mivart Lieu/. Anat. 77 A shallow
cavity placed on each side in front of the external auditory
opening, and termed the glenoid surface. 1876 C. S. Tomes
Dental Anat. 31 The glenoid fossa: of the temporal bone,
formed partly by the squamous and partly by the vaginal
portions of the bone. 1879 St. George's Hosfi. Rej>. IX. 728
By.. pressing the arm downwards with my leg, the head of
the bone slipped into the glenoid cavity, .with unusual ease.

So G-lenoi rial a. Anat. [cf. K. gUno'idal].

1847 in Ck.mi;. 1871 Hi xlev Anat. I'ert. vi. 290 In the
Carinata;, the glenoidal end of the scapula is divided into two
portions ; a glenoidal process, which expands to form the
upper part of the glenoidal cavity, .and an acromial process.

1883 Martin & Moale Vertebr. Dissect. 11. 119 The distal

or glenoidal end of the coracoid.

Glens, obs. form of Glance z>.l

Glent (glent), sb. Now only dial. : see also

Glint, [f. Glent v.]

1. A look, a glance; -Glint 2.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1143 So wern his glente/ gloryotis

glade. 13. . Gaiv. § Gr. Knt. 1290 penne ho gef hyin god-
day, ik wyth a glent la^ed. c 1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin)
View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 46, I . . ran o mile . . ofore eh
ga one glent behund ineh. a 1866 in Harland Lane. Lyrics
134 He. .just gi'es a glent wi' his ee, his ee.

2. A passing view, a glimpse ; —Glint 3.

t'1570 Pride <y Lowl, (1841) 18, I looked up and had a
glent Of one that came toward us leasurely. a 1796 Pegge
Derbicisms Ser. 1. 27 (E. D. S.), A glent, a glimpse or
transient sight of anything, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia,
Glemih, Glent, Glint, a glimpse, a short and slight view.

1887 S. Cheshire Gloss., Glint, a glimpse .. Also Glent,

equally common.
3. a. A slip, a fall. b. A quick movement,

a spring.

1526 Skelton Maguyf. 1688 For all that he is lyke to

have a glent. 18.. Lady Margery x\x. in Child Ballads
in. lxv. (1885) 119 When he came to the bale-fire, He lighted

wi a glent.

4. A gleam, (lash (of light).

1728 Ramsay Fables, Monk <y Millers Wife 79 An Open-
ing. .Throw whilk he saw a Glent of Light.

5. In a glent : in a moment.
1768 Ross Helenore 11. 89 Syn in a glent they uere out o'

my sight.

T Glent, a. Obs. [? from attrib, use of prec]
Glowing, lustrous.

1526 Skelton Maguyf. 993 It is .. A byrde full swete .

.

Her browys bent, Her eyen glent.

Glent (glent), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: Pres.

t. 4-6 glente, 5 glentte, 4- glent. Pa. t. 3-6
glentfe, 5 glented. Pa. pple. glente. [Prob.

of Scandinavian origin ; cf. S\v. (dial.) gldnta,

glinla, gldtta to slip, slide; to open slightly; to

shine, gleam. The root OTeut. *glint-, giant-)

appears also in OIIG. glanz adj., bright, clear,

whence OHG. gletizen (G. gldnzen) to shine, glit-

ter; and perh. in ON. glettr, gletta banter, railing,

glettask to banter, taunt; Sw. (dial.) gldnta. Da.
glente a kite (cf. Glede). The orig. sense is prob.

that of quick motion, the application to light being
secondary ; for a similar development cf. Glanced]

1* 1. intr. To move quickly or with a gliding

motion, esp. in an oblique direction. Also to glent

aside : to start aside. Obs.
13.. Coer de L. 1076 Kyng Rychard thenne besyde he

glente, c 1330 R. I»rcnne Chron, (1810) 322 For be queue
lie sent. .Fro Cawod scho glent, to Donnefermelyn to fare.

'la 1400 Morte Arth. 2563 )>e gome, .gyrdis at syrGawayne,
as he by glentis. c 1430 Lyog. Miu. Poems (Percy Soc.) 114
In at a gape as he glent By the medylle he was hent. ^1430
Syr. Ge/ur. (Roxb.i 7081 She knew his voice, and glent
a-side As she from him wold hir hide, c 1465 Chevy Chase
25 Grea hondes thorowe the grevis glent, For to kyll thear
dear. ''. a 1500 Chester PI. viii. 114 Our light from vs away
b glent. a 1650 Scot. Feilde 71 in Furniv. Percy Folio I.

|

215 They glenten to Callice ; with great shipps of warre.
j

a 1796 Pegge Derbicisms Ser. 1. 27 (E. D. S.), Glent^ to move '

hastily by.

fig* *3- E. £ Allit. P. A. 671 Bot he to gyle bat neuer
'

glente, At inoscente is saf & ry3te. 13. . Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt.
j

1652 Much glam & gle glent vp ber-inne. c 1430 Hymns

GLEW.
Virg. 109 Lete euere gabbing glide & goon Away, vvheber
it wole glase or glent.

b. Of a weapon, missile, etc. : To glance, strike

obliquely (cf. Glace v. and Glance v.).

14. . Sir Beues 4205 (MS. M.J The poynte on the pawment
glente. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 279 Gleves gleteryng glent
Opone geldene scheldus. c 1440 HVLTON Scala. Per/. iW,
lie W. 14941 11. xxxvii, It hurteth not: but glenteth awaye
iS: passeth forth. (.1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt.
(1814) 34 The stroke glented downe on the lifte syde. a 1533— liuon xxxiv. 108 \* stroke glent & the fauchon lygnt
upon a pyller. 1867 S.myth Sailor's Word-bk., Glent,
to turn aside or quit the original direction, as a shot does
from accidentally impinging on a hard substance.

fc. trans. To cause to glide; to hurl. Also

fig. To thrust aside ; to conceal. Obs.
13.. Coer de L. 5295 Out off hys sadyl lie hym glente.

c 1430 Pol. Ret. <y L. Poems 170 pis wickid lijf bat y lytic

ynne V may it not from bi knowynge gleynt.

I 2. To look askance : to glance. Also to glent

aside: to give a side-look. (Cf. Glints. 3.) Obs.
c 1250 Gen. # Ex, 1029 ^he glente and cVhoxte, mi^te it 110,1

ben. 1303 R. Bkunne Handt. Synne 61S4 pe frere $af gode
tente Whyderward hys y5en glente. 13. . G<nv. \ Gr. Knt.
82 pe comlokest to discrye per glent with y^eu gray, c 1374
Chaucer Troytits iv. 1195 (1223) As bat here eyen glente
A-syde a-noon she gan his swerd aspye.

tb. trans. = Glint 3 b. Obs.- 1

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 354 Fyrunibras on him glent Ins eye
scornfuly & low.

3. Of light, etc.: To be reflected, Hash, gleam,
etc. Of luminous or reflecting objects : To shine.

(Cf. Glint v. i. Now only dial.

13.. A. Ii. A Hit. P. A. 1025 pe "wal of Iasper bat glent as
glayre. ciqooDeslr. Troy 3067 Glissonand as the glemes
pat glenttes of |e snaw. '-.a 1500 Chester PI. vE.E.T.S.) 398
Leat and fyre . . from the sonne to the firmament Yp and
downe shall strykeand glent. 1555 Am*. Parker Ps. exxxvi,
Who made .. The nioone and star res : on night to glent.

1724 Ramsay On Royal Archers 4 Phcebus well pleas'd,
shines from the blew Serene, Glents on the Stream [etc.],

1! 1774 Fkkglsson iCks. (1S071 340Whan flowers andgowans
wont to glent In bonny blinks upo' the bent.

b. quasi-Ar£//.r. Of the eyes : To dash lire).

1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm d 11827) 154 Ac Lollard
man got ere he wist A bounder frae a Papish fist, That
garr'd his een glent fire.

Hence Gle'nting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494' if. xxiv, For
though thou fele .n: perceyue glentynges & proferynges of

vayne thoughtes. 1807 Siagg Poems 7 WP glentin* spurs
an' weel clean'd butts.

Glenynge, obs. form of Gleaning.
Gleotw, obs. form of Glee sb.

Gleowian, obs. form of Glee v. 1

Glere, obs. form of Glair sb, [

Gles(e, Gles(s)en, obs. ff. Glass(en, Glisten.
Glet, obs. form of Gleet sb.

Glete, var. Gleit v., Obs.

Gleter, -tre, obs. forms of Glittek.
Glethurly, adv. : see Glijidek a.

II Gle'tsclier. rare. [G. gletschcr, adopted in

1 6th c. from Swiss dialect— F. glacier.'] A glacier.

1762 tr. Buseking's Syst. Geog. III. 578 Vast fragments of
ice called Gletschers. 1796 Duncan's Ann. Med. I. 23 In
those very countries nearest to the gletschern [etc.]. 1825
Btackw. Mag. XVII. 308 Ev'n at th' eternal detacher's
ice-clad foot I sought and found cabins inhabited.

Glett^e, Gletty, obs. ff. Gleet, Glkety a.

Gleu, var. Glew a. and v.. Obs.

Gleu, Gleuman, obs. ff. Glee sb., Gleeman.
Gleve, obs. or dial, form of Glaive.

t Glew, a. Obs. Forms: 1 gleaw, 1, 3 glen,

3 glseu, gleu3. [Comm. Tent. : OK. gle~aw :—

OTent. glaivimi- ; see GLECx «.] Wise, pnident,

clever. Only OK. and early ME.
c 725 CorpusGloss. 1768 Sagax, gleu. c 825 Vesp. Psalter

cxviii[i]. 98 Ofer feond mine gleawne niec dydes. t 1000 Ags.
Gosj>. .Matt. x. 16 lleoft. .gleawe swa na:ddran. c 1205 Lay.

16237 Pei" %ves ^e aoele eorl . . cnihten aire gkuuest. a 1250
Proz>. sElfred 362 in O. E, Misc. 124 pvrh sawe mon is wis
And burh hiselbe \v.r, burrh sel(?e] mon is glev. a 1250
Owl if Kight. 193 He is wis and war of worde ; He is of

worde swibe gleu. < izoo S. Eug. Leg. I. 261/13 pare uas
man in no mester so gleu 11e so quoynte.

t Glew, 7'. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 gleowian, gliwian,

Z gleowian, gleu, 4 glew, 5 glewe. [f. gleow,

glew Glee sb.]

1. intr. To make merry; to jest; to play on

musical instruments.
( 900 tr. Breda's Hist. iv. xxv. [xxiv.Ji 1891) 346 He..sumu

bing mid him sprecende aHgaxlere and gleowiende was be

\>xr ser inne Wfieroo. c 1000 Canons of Edgar c. 58 in Thori>e

Laws II.256pa;t IB1UX preost ne gliwi^e. c 1205 Lay. 20315

Mid his harpe he ferde to bas kinges hirede, and gon beer

to gleowien \c 127S pleoye] and muche gome to makien.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 368 Me seide him bet heo gleo>vede and
gomede.-and liuede in delices. a 1300 Cursor M. 7426 IJot

do we litel dauid cum, Wit his harp . .We sal him do bath

gleu and sing, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xi. 38 Hire glad-

shipe nes never gon, Whil y niay glewe.

2. To call loudly on.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 164 Bot vchon glewed on his god
bat gayned hym beste.

3. trans. To afford entertainment or pleasure to
;

to make happy. (Cf. phrase under Game v. 2.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7254 (Cott.) Bi a piler was he [Samson]
bar sett To gleu [Gott. mirth] baa gomes at )>air mete. 1303

107-2



GLEW.
R. Brunnr 11audi. Synne 1910 pere ys no solas undyr heuene
.

. pat stiuldc a man so moche ylew As a good woman |>at
loveji truxv. c 1430 ,S>- Jryam. 108 No f!">"e schulde llu:

glewc ! <i 1510 Douglas A". 11art 11. xviii, Thay never
cum the for to glevv.

Hence t Glowing vbl. sb., playing, music.
a 1300 K. Horn 1468 Hi ..gunne murie singe, And makede

here gleowinge. a 1300 Cursor M. 7411 His scepe pam-sdt
warsembel samen Of hisstietegkuing [otherMSS. melody,
ininstralcy] for to here.

t Glew, f.'- Obs.rare. [Perh. pseudo-archaic

—

Glow ».*] ««/r. To gaze, stare. Hence Glew-
ing ///. a.

1587 TmtBERV. Trag. T. 1. 17 Uplifted he his head, and
glewde aboute To see what woofull wight it was. Ibid. I.

17 b, Who gallopt on, and glewde with fell'regarde. Ibid.
iv. Lenvoy vi. 70 h. The glewing groine that fyghls before
he commes Is eyther voyded, or by sleight subdued.
Glewe, obs. form of Gi.kk, Glib, Glow v.

Glewie, glewy, obs. forms of Gluey.
Glewish^e, obs. form of Gliish.
Glewman, obs. form of Gleeman.
Gley, var. Glee w. 2 , Gi.oy v., Sc.

tGleyd. Sc. Obs. Also 6, S glyde, gloyd.
An old worn-out horse.
11 1568 Bannatyne MS., Wowing 0/ Jok q Jenny 45 Ane

cruklt gloyd fell our ane huch. a 1586 Satire 56 in Maitlami
I'. 1 1786) 183 In it may be sene Tuelf gait glydis deir of a
priene. 1724 Ramsay feat. Misc. 1

1733I II. 1S2 Ane auld
gawd gloyd fell owre a heugh [cf. quot. a 1568J. 1787 W.
Taylor Scots Poems 42 Seldom hae I felt the loss O' Gloyd
or Cow, Ouse, Goat or Yowe. 1787 Bi kns Let. to IV. Nicol
1 June, .My auld, ga'd gleyde o' a meere.
Gleyd, obs. lorm of Gledk.
Gleyd, gleyed, vars. Gleed///. a.

Gleyer, var. Gleeu ; see under Glee v.-

Gleyere, gleyjy e r, obs. forms of Glair .?/<.'

Gleyit, obs. form of Gi.eed///. a.

Gleym, var. Glime v. dial., to squint ; Gleim.
Gleyman, obs. form of Glekma.n.
Gleyme : var. Gleim sb. and v., Obs.
Gleymouse, -owse: var. Gleimods a., Obs.
Gleymy, var. Gleimv a. Obs., sticky.

Gleyi\e, Gleyve, obs. ff. Glaih si.1 , Glaive.
Glia gl»i"i). Phys. [a. Gr. y\ia glue.] altrib.

in glia-cell. a stellate cell, the essential element of
neuroglia.

1891 Quoin's Anat. (ed. to) I. it. 323 The neuroglia is,

in fact, composed of greatly ramified cells iglia-cells.i.

Gliadin (gUradin). Chcm. [a. F. gliadhte,
f. Gr. y\ia glue.] The viscid portion of gluten.

Called also glutin.
1830 Lindley Xat. Sysl. Bo/. 303 The gluten of Wheat

yields the two chemical principles called gliadine and
/iniome. 1859 Fownes Man. Chcm. 570 The gliadin may
be extracted by boiling alcohol. 1892 G. L. Goodale
Physiol, Bot. ir. § 958.

Glibiglib),*/'.! Hist. Also6glibe,6, (;glyb'be,
J

~ gleb, 6, J, 9 glib b(e. [a. Irish glib.] A thick
mass of matted hair on the forehead and over the
eyes, formerly worn by the Irish.

1537 Act 28 Hen. VIl'l, c. 15 Stat. Irel. 116781 92 No !

person . . shall . . use the wearing of haire upon their heads,
like unto long lockes, called glibbes. 1570 Pkkrott in
O'Flanagan Munster Circuit (1880) 3, 1 have caused all the
lrishry in this province to forego their glybbes. 1577 Stany-
iiukst Descr. Irel. viii. 28 in Ilolinshed, For default of
other stufTe, they paune theyr glibs, the nailes of their
lingers and toes [etc.]. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.
1 1637) 123 The lappets of their eares hidden under the curled
glibbes and lockes of haire lying all over them. 1812
SouTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 304 My hair has escaped cutting.,
and. .shall be reserved for a glib till the spring. 1842 S. C
Hall Ireland 1 1. 384 A sort ofcovering, resembling a monk's
cowl, or the glihbe of the ancient Irish.
attrib. 1861 Wilde Catal. Antio. in Roy. Ir. Acad. 325 I

The glibb-fashion of wearing the hair.

b. A man who wears a glib.
1618 Gainskokd Glory ling. xvii. 151 In Tyrconnell the I

haire of their head grows so long and curled, that they goe
bareheaded, and are called Glibs, the women Glibhins.
Hence Glibbed///. a., wearing a glib.
1581 IIkkhickk Image Irel. (1883) 38 With glibbed heddes

like Mars liym self, 1811 J. Norr Dckker's Gulls Horn-bk.
88 note. These wood-karne went with glibbed heads, or
wealing long bushy hair over their eyes.

t Glib, sb.- slang. Obs. In 8 glibb. A ribbon.
1753 Dacm. 0/ J. I'oultery) A Lobb full of Glibbs; a

Ifo.x full of Ribbons.

Glib (glib), a. and adv. Also 6-7 glibb e. j

[See Glibbeky a.] A. adj.

1. Smooth and slippery in surface or consistency ;

moving easily; offering no resistance to motion.
( )f movement : Easy, unimpeded. Now rare exc.
dial.

1599 Pt« Jc:vcll-ho. in. 12 White and glib worms, which
the anglers call Gentils, 1600 Stmfun Countrie Farme v.
ii. 664 Arable grotmdes . . bring forth . . more in one place
then in another, according as the ground shall be moist and
glib [etc.]. 1615 Ckooke Body ofMan 144 His superficies
or face is like the I.iuer smooth and glib. 16*7 Cap r. Smith
Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 A white mixture of Tallow, Sope and
Hrimstone . , is the best to . . make her glib or slippery to
passe the water. 1681 Gi.anvii.i. Sadducismus 1. (1682) 158
This easiness of the sliding of bodies perfectly smooth and
glib. 1683 A. Snapl Anat. Horse 1. x. (1686) 20 Covered with
a slimy or snotty substance, for the more free and glib ;

passage of the Dung, c 1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens.
\

.'216

vn. iii. ( 1734* *93 A small quantity of Oil and Flour. . would .

.

render them more glib to swallow. 177* Fletcher Logica
I

Genev. 108 Why should those who can swallow tive or six
camel:* as a glib morsel, strain at three or four gnats. 1789
Davidson Seasons 161 Wi' channel-staues, baith glib an'
strong. His army did advance. 1706 E. Miller Diary inC A. Markham Hist. Buildings of Northamptonsh. (1885)
20 The Alleys iti the Gaul yard were as glib as Glass. 1818
L. Hlnt Nymphs 1. 256 With . . coral, and the glib sea
(lowers, They furnish their faint bowers. 18*7 Claric
Sheph. Cal. 3 Seeking bright glib ice, to play And slide the
wintry hours away. 1853 Kank Gnnuell Fxp. xxxiv. 11856)
310 A fine bare surface of fresh ice, extremely glib and
durable. 1879 Hkowmng Ivan Ivamnitch 101 The snow
lies glib as glass and hard as steel. 1888 Sheffield C/oss.,
Glib, soft, smooth.
trans/, and Jig, 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 53 All Mlndes,

As well uf glib and slipp'ry Creatures, as Of Graue and
austere qualitie, tender downe Their seruices to Lord Timon.
1678 Makvell Growth Popery ;>; That this House might
appear still necessary to the People, and to make the money
more glib.

2. ( )f an action, method, procedure : Easy, meet-
ing no obstruction ; off-hand.

1598 Marston lygmal. v. 157 He's a God that can doe
villany With a good grace, and glib facility. 1643 Milton
Divorce Wks. 1738 I. 162 The method is so glib and easy.
1668 H. Mork Div. Dial. iv. xii. (17131 313 How glib, how
easie and how natural would it have been upon this
Hypothesis? 1852 D. G. .Mm hell Dream Life 124 The
glib, easy way of one student, and his perfect sang-froid
completely charm you.

3. Of a speaker or writer, of the tongue, etc. :

' Well-oiled '. ready and fluent in utterance. Of
language: Characterized by fluency and readiness.
Chiefly in contemptuous use, implying lack of
thought or of sincerity.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 77 Is glib
rumor growne a parasite? x6osShaks. Lear u i. 227, I want
that glib and oylie Art, To speak and purpose not. 1606— TV. -y Cr. iv. v. 58 These encounterers so glib of tongue.
1605 Breton Old Man's Lesson F, Take heede of a Leer-
ing Eye and a Glibbe tongue. 1606 Dekkkh .SVr'. Status 1.

(Arb.) 12 A hye sound and glib deliuery. 1639 FULLER Holy
U ar v. xix. (1640) 261 Their glib pennes making no more
rei koning of men then of pins. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol.
Chym. 234 Familiarity . . begets a current glib language.
1705 Ukrkelkv Commonpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 "IV. 429 Glib,
cuberent, methodical discourses, which nevertheless amount
to just nothing. 179a 1). Lloyd i'oy. Life 79 Prompt
iJeueption glib with flatt 'ring lies ! 18*0 Coleridge Lett^
( onvers., etc. I. 137 A contemptible democratical oligarchy
of glib economists. 1827 Lady Granville Lett. Oct. (1894)
I- 435 The .. husband talks very good glib French and is

intelligent 1848 Lyi roN Harold \. i, Thou art too glib of
tongue for a subject. 1884 G. AlLEN Dhilistia II. 87 The
ordinary glib commonplaces of obituary notices. 1892
S rEVENSON Across the Plains 255 His glib, random criticism
took a wider range. 1893 VizETELLY Glances Back 1 1. xxix.
15^ [He] was. a glib and ready speaker.

fb. Of words : Easy to pronounce. Also of a
statement: Easily ' swallowed ', plausible. Obs.
1603 H. Ckosse Verities Commoniv. (187S) 103 O how will

they diue into the bottome of their braine ! for tluant termes
..to varnish theyr lyes and fables to make them glib. 1608
Middle-ton Mad World v. i. 74 The Slip ! by my troth a
pretty name, and a glib one.

4. Comb.,n.i>glib-tongucdwS].\ + glib-board 'see

cjuot.iK94); glib-gabbet a. Sc, voluble, loquacious.
1682 J. Collins Sail <V Fishery 29 Men walking on them

[Urine Pans] With Hoards tyed to their Feet called Glib-
Hoards. 1894 Harris J'echn. Fire htsnr. Comment., Glib
boards, in salt-works, the boards tied to the men's feet to
enable them to walk in the salt-pans. 1786 1>ukn>, Earnest
Cty xiii, That *glil>gabbet Highland Karon The Laird o'

Graham. 1605 Laitgh $ lie doivne in Collier Bibl. Ace.
(1865) I. 452 The next was a nimble wilted and v

glib-
toung'd fellow. 1837 CarLYUC Fr. Rev. II. m. ii, Fauchet
approves himself a giih-tongued, strong-lunged, whole-
hearted human individual. 1895 Fdncat. Rev. 223, I have
not said that a liberal education includes of necessity
the prolonged scholastic study of many languages, much
less the glib-tongued use of many languages.

B. adv.

1. Smoothly ; easily. Now rare.

1594 Nasiik Unfori. Trav. 5 After I had moistned my
lippes, to make my lie run glibbe. 1600 Bricton I'as'/nils
I o,'ic.s-iap (Gros;irO 19/2 An idle Male. Whose tongue goes
all too glibbe vpon the seare. 1627 Drayton Agincourt,
etc. 189 Let your numbers run Glib as the former, so shall
it line long. 1696 W. Molntaull; Delights Holland 223
Having ;i little Tub of Water upon the Sledge, which they
often spill on the Ground, to make it go the glibber. 1712
Aruutunot John Bull in. iii, A noose that slipt as glib m a
bird-catcher's gin. a 1734 North Flxam. 1. iii. § 39 (1740)
145 The Hill did not pass glib. 1775 Fletcher Sctipt.
Scales 11. xx. Wks. 1795 V. 303 note, To make it go down
glib with all the rigid bound-willers in Cliristendoiu. 1830
3001 1 Doom Devorgoil m. ii, Father's razor slips as glib As
from courtly tongue a fib. 1867 J. M. Skwall Langhin^'m
Bk. Humor. Poet. 103 It makes the wheels of nature glibber
play.

2. Volubly; fluently.

1628 W. PbhblK Rcc. Lord's Supper 62 If the tongue goe
glibbe. 168a Drydbm Dk. of Guise IV. iii. Love has oiled
your tongue to run so glib. 1778 F'ootl Trip Calais 1.

Wks. 179Q II. 330 Mere infants, .sputter French, more freer
and glibber than your daughter. 1813 K. S. Barrett
Heroine (1815* III. 27 You talked so glib of your great
estates. 1887 Bksant The IForId went i. 7 The words drop
out glib, and seem to mean nothing.

3. Comb., as glib-gliding adj.

1591 Sylvicstkr Dh Bartas \. vii. 90 How th' Airs glib-
gliding firmness body bears Such store of Fowls, Hail-storms,
and Floods of tears.

Glib (glib), vA Also 6 glibe. [f. the adj.]

GLIBNESS.

tl. trans. To render glib, smooth, or slippery.

Also//^'. Obs.

1599 Marston Sco. Villamiei.lv. ,88 Retayling otlieis wit.
long barrelled, To glib some great mans cares, till panch be
f<n\. 160a — Antonio's Rev. 11. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 93 The
clapper of my mouth's not glibd With court oy!e."~ 1678
Lively Orac. 223 Each commission lof villany] smoothing
and glibbing the way to the next.

2. To render glib or fluent.
1628 Br. Hail Rem. JFks. u66o> 20 There is a drunken

liberty of the Tongue, which being once glibbed with intoxi-
cating liquor runs wilde. 1671 Milton /'. R. 1. 371, I under-
took that office, and the tongues Of all Ins flattering prophets
glibbed with lies. 1683-4 IFIwle Duty Man xiii. § 17. 101
Men have so glibbed their tongues to lying, that they do it

familiarly upon any or no occasion. 1863 KobSON Bards
'Tyne 310 They glibb'd tb^ir jaws at Lunnin. 1890 Daily
News 15 Oct. 5/4 Those Talse prophets whom Mr. Bright
once denounced, the prophets whose mouths were glibbed
with lies.

3. ittlr. To talk volubly. Obs. exc. dial.
1602 Warner All: Fng. xi. Ixv. (1612) 279 Least perhaps

he should haue glib'd. 1890 Gloucestcrsh. Gloss., Glib, to talk
rapidly or glibly. ' He glibbed it over, I'll be bound.'

f 4. (See quot.) Obs.
1598 Fi.orio, Guizzare.

. to slide, or glide, or slip, glibe
away sodainely as an eele doth out of ones hand.
Hence Glibbed///. a., Glibbing vbl. sb.

1598 Fi.orio, Guizzo. a sliding, a gliding, a slipping, a glib-
bing away sodainely. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. ix.

234 Their moistned braines gave leave for their glibb'd
tongues to chat liberally. 1821 Clark Fill. Minstr. II.

22 Smooth as glass the glibbed pool is froze.

t Glib, v.2 Obs. rare. [app. a corruption of
Lib v.] trans. To castrate; to geld.
1611 Siiaks. IFint. T. 11. i. 149, I had rather glib my selfe,

then they Should not produce faire issue, 1640 Shirley
St. Patrickfor Irel. v, If I come back, let me be glib'd.

Glibber (gli'bai), a. dial. [See Glibbj-kv «.]
(See quot.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Glibber, worn smooth. North.

1 Glrbber, v. Obs.~ l [SeeGuBBEUYa.] tntr.
To slip ; to slide.

1599 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr. Chirxirg. Aivb, This
bullet-drawer is dentified, becaus the bullet being therin, it

should not glibber therout.

t Gli'bbery, a. Obs. [Corresponds to Du.
glibberig (not found in MDu.), late MLG. glib-
berich (mod. EG. glibbrig). Cognate forms are
Eng.GuBa.; \Ju. (dial.) glib curds ; Eng. Gubbeu
a. and v. = Du. glibber adj.. glibberen vb. ; cf. also
Du. gtifipen, gttpperen to slip, slide, glippcrig slip-

pery. It is possible that the words may stand in

ablaut-relation to OH G. gleif sloping, oblique, or
that they may be onomatopoeic formations sug-
gested by the \vk. grade glid of Du. g/ij'deu, ling.

GLIDE zf.; cf. Gudi>kr.] Slippery; fig. shifty,

untrustworthy.
1601 ? Marston Pasquil$ Kath. 1. 127 Let who will climbe

ambitions glibbery rounds, And leane vpon the vulgars
rotten loue. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster x. i, What, shall thy
Lubricall and glibbery Muse Liue, as she were defunct, like
Hunque in Stewes ! 160a Marston Ant. ff Mel. 1. Wks.
1856 I. 15 His love is glibbery ; there's no hold ont, wench.
Ibid. iv. Wks. 1S56 I. 46 The glibbery ice Of vulgar favour.
1630 Brathwait Fng. Gentlem. (1641 ) 7 The tongue . . is a
small member, but very glibbery and prone to mine, m 1634
Kandoli-ii Mutes* Looking-Gl. 11. iv. (163S) -as No, feed on
Widdowes, have each meale an Orphan Serv'd to yourTable,
or a glibbery heire With all his lands melted into a morgagc.
1646 Fllli.r // ounded Consc. (1841) 321 Anointed with oil

to make them sleek and glibbery.

+ Gli-bbin. Obs- ' [f. Glib rf."

Of doubtful genuineness : Irish glibin means 'a rag '.]

A woman who wears a glib. 1618 [see Glib sb. 1 bj.

Glibe, obs. form of Glib sbA and z\ i

Glibly glibjli), adv. [f. GLiBrt. 4- -ly -.] In
a glib manner.

1. Smoothly; easily; without impediment.
1605 H. Jonson I'olpone 1. i, You shall ha' some will

swallow A melting heire, as glibly as your Dutch Will pills of
butter. 163a Massinuer City Madam 1. i. (1658) 4 Trade-
well. Heres no grosse flattery : Will she swallow this?
Goldwirc. You see she does, and glibly. 1686 J. Dunton
Lctt.fr. New Fng. 11867) 13 Nor was there wanting to all

this good chear, plenty of Wines to make it go down glibly.

174^4 Armstrong Present. Health 11. 498 The sapless habit
daily to bedew, And give the hesitating wheels of life Gliblier
to play. 1787 Hlst A ngling (ed. 2' 84 These, .lines, .have no
knots to prevent their running glibly tluough the rings of
the rod. 1807 Sporting Mae: XXIX. 70 Every thing went
on glibly. 1818M. G. Lewis Joum. IF. hid. 11834) 258 The
old lady .. seemed to swallow the lie very glibly. 1844
TiiACKiiRAY IFand. Fat Contrib. ii. Wks. 1886 XXIV. 78
[It] was slipping down his throat as glibly as an oyster.

1864 Lowkll Fireside Trav. 196 His broken fragments will

reunite more glibly than the head and neck of Orrilo.

2. Fluently, with ready utterance.

1669 W. SlMMOH Hydrol. Chym. 232 Let them come to
make a familiar discourse in Latine. .they do it not glibly, iu

a current Style. 179a Mary Wollstonlcr. Rights Wont.
Introd. S These caricatures of the real beauty of sensibility,

dropping glibly from the tongue, vitiate the taste. 1801 Mar.
Edgeworth Angelina iv. (1832) 76 Mrs. Puffit. having glibly

run off this speech, left the room. 1853 Kane GHnnell Exp.
xxxi. (1856) 269 None knew their parts, and the prompter
could not read glibly enough to do his office. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 4 Feb. 3/5 We talk glibly of ' Dutch painting \

Gllbness fglrbnes). Also 7 glibbe-, glibbi-

ness. [f.GLiBfl. + -NESS.] The quality of being glib.

1. Smoothness ; slipperiness.
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1611 Cotgu,, G/iss.it/r, a slip, or slipping .. ; also, glibnesse.

1615 Cuai'MAN Odyss. ml 130 A polislit ice-like glibnesse

doth enfold The rocke so round. 1631 Sandkkson Serm.
1 1664) 11. A kinde of gentle softnesse, and smootlmesse, and
supple glibbiness : wherewith the touch is much delighted.

1644 Digisy Nat. Bodies xiv. 125 The glibhenesse of Mer-
cury and of melted mettalls. IM3CHEYNB Erne, Malady 1.

-\. § 4 (1734} 98 The Fluids fare], .only intended to preserve

them [solids] in due Plight, Glibness [etc.]. 1768-74 Tuckkk
Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 97 Our organs, .continue the motions we
put them into, after they have gone out of our sight, thereby
working themselves to a glibness and smoothness.

2. Facility, readiness.

1631 Massinger Believe as you List in. iii. (1849) 55
With what gHbnesse My flatteries, oyl'd with hopes of
future greatnesse, Are swallow'd by this dull pate.

3. Fluency, volubility.

1633 T. ADAMS E.xp. 2 Peter i. 10 Physicians judge of the

body's health, not .. by the glibnessof the tongue . . but by
the pulse of the arm. 1669 \V. Simpson I/ydrol. Chym.-zyz
A current glibness in the utterance of any language. 1848
Tmackeuav Bk. Snobs xxiv, The word slips out of their

lips with, .glibness. 1865 Sat. Rev. nMar.284 He .. said
what he had to say with the usual glibness.

t Glixiride. Obs.~ l
[ad. late L. gliciriza, L.

glycyrrluza, -on, Gr. y\vKvppt(a, -ov Liquorice.]
= LtQU0K1CE.
c 1430 Pallad. on Hush. xi. 358 An vnce of inelion, of glici-

ride Thre vnce.

GTick(e, obs. f. Gleek sbj ; var. (ii.utK sb.'1

and v., Obs.

tGlid, v. Obs~- [Cf. Glv.] intr. To look
awry, squint.

1648-60 Hbxham Dutch Diet., To Olid, looke awry, side-

wuies, or asquint, scheel, o/te van ter zijdcu sien,

Glidder (glrdai), sb. dial, [related to Glid-
\>\.k <i. and OK. gliddrian; see Glidder v.~\ A
loose stone on a hillside.

1799 Scott Shepherd's T. iyo Beneath the cavern dread
Among the glidders grey A shapeless stone with lichens
spread Marks where the wanderer lay. 1863 GREENWELL in

Trans. Tytieside Nat. Field Club VI. 18 A very steep
descent, covered with loose rolling stones, here called glid-
ders or glitters.

Glidder gli'dni), a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4
glethur. [OE. glidder. f. glid- wk. root at glidan
Glide z'.] ' Slippery' JJalliwell). Hence Gli'd-

derly adv. (in 4 glethurly), with smooth unim-
peded motion.
c 825 Vesp. Hymns xi. 6 Lubricant, glidder. c 1000 Wit 1

-

stan Horn. 239/14 Ofer bone glideran we£ hellewites

brogan. 13.. Sir Bents CMS. C.) 4313+161 So glethurly
the swyrde went, That the fyre owt of the pawment sprent.

Glidder (gli'dat), v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. pree.

(OK. had gliddrian intr., to totter).] trans. To
glaze over ; to cover with ice.

1616 B. Jonson Devilan Ass iv. iv, Keepe it in your galley-

pot well glidder'd. 1778 W. Pryce Mitt. Coruub. II. i. 78
Those Fissures are commonly glidered or coated over with
a hard .. earthy substance. 1867 Rock Jim $ Nell xxix.

\,K. D. S. 76) The plaunching's lick a gliddered pond.

Gliddery [gli*d»ri), a. dial. [f. Glidder v. +
-Y l

; cf. Ml)u.gliderich, LG. glidderigl] Slippery;

fig. treacherous.

1869 BlackMORB Lorna D. iv, Two men led my mother
down a steep and gliddery stair-way. Ibid. vii,The world was
green and gliddery. 1880 — Mary Aucrley I. x. 131 Up
that gravelly and gliddery ascent .. the heavy boats must
clamber somehow.

Glide (glaid), sb. [f. next.]

1. The action of gliding, in various senses.

1596 Kitz-Geffkay SirF. Drake (\%%i) 57 The waters glide
should still record the same. i6ooSiiaks. A. Y. L. iv. iii. 113
[The snake] with indented glides, did slip away Into a bush.
1647 Faringdon Serm. iv. 70 A kind of Majesty . .which
makes a. .pleasing glide into the minds of men. 1781 CowTER
Charity 186 The ruffian, .with ghostly glide, .steals close to

your bedside. 1795 Paint; Age Reason n. 11819)83 The
glide of the smallest fish . . exceeds us in motion. 1812 J.
Wilson Isle 0/Palms 1. 269 With a winged glide this maiden
would rove. 1818 L. Hunt Sonn. to Keats, Surely as I feel .

.

Overhead the glide of a dove's wings. 1841 Vfmvvm&Exiles
j 76 To hear the dip of Indian oars, The glide of birch canoes.

2. concr. A stream (obs.); also, the gliding por-

tion of a stream, a shallow.
1590 Greene Never too late 11. (1600) Q 4 He that in

Kurotas siluer glide Doth baine his tresse. 1591 — Maiden's
Drcame 4 Wks. (Grosarf XIV. 301 A silent spring. .The
glide whereof gainst weeping flints did beat. 1746 Howlkek
Angliug(tS^ 40 The chief haunts of the smaller Greyling
are in glides. 1882 Gd. Words 604 Both times as he [a fish]

reaches the glide he leaves it.

f3. A passage; an avenue of trees). Obs.
c 1710 C. Fiennes Diary (1888) 21 A good hall wth 2 par-

lours and has a glide through the house into the gardens.
Ibid. 143 Through a fine Visto or Glide of trees w* runs
along ye parke.

4. MUS. and Phonetics. (See quots.)

1835 Wilson Diet. Mus., Glide, the slur, to join two
successive sounds without articulation, also the unaccented
notes or anticipations in a portamento passage. 1856
A. J. Kllis Univ. Writing <y Printing 6 The Glide and
•Syllable. When the bow is drawn, while a finger is slid

down a violin string, a succession of sounds is heard, called

a Glide. When the voice or whisper is continued, while the

position of the organs of speech changes from that due to
one sound to that due to another, a Vocal Glide is heard.

1867 A. Melville Bell Visible Speech 69 A series of semi-
consonant, semi-vowel sounds .. which we call 'Glides'.
1888 Swei t Hist. Eng. Sounds § 23 The 'glide', or sound
produced in passing from the one position [of the organs of
speech] to the other.

5. Cot/tb.. as glide-consonant (see quot.'.
;
glide-

vowel, a vowel which ennnot form a syllable by
itself

; f glide-worm, some kind of worm or

snake.
< 1425 l',h. in Wr.-Wiilcker 643 6 II ec incedula, glyde-

worme. 1888 Sweet Hist. Eng. Sounds § 22 The-e diph-
thongic or ' glide-' vowels are written consonant si/e. Ibid.

S 33 Glide-consonants in the special sense of the word are
consonants formed without any fixed configuration.

Glide (gloid), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. glided.
Forms: In/in. \ gh'dan, 3 gliden, 4-6 glyde. 5
glyede. 6 glyd . 3- glide, pd pers. pres. ind.

4 glit, glyt. Pa. t. 1-2 glad (//. glidon . 3 5
glad, (3 glsed, 4 gladd), 4-5 glade, 5-6 St,

glaid, 3-5 glod. 3 gload . 4-5 glood(e. 4-6, 9
glode, 5, 7. 9 glid, 7- glided. Pa. pple. I-4
gliden, 6 glaid, 9 glid, glode . 7- glided. [A
common WGcr. str. vb. : OK. glidan, glad

'.
glidon

',

gliden corresponds to OVris. gifda, OS. glidan (Du.
glijden ; now usually gltjaij, OHG.g/ftan (MHG.
gl/fen, mod.G. gleilen) ; not found in Goth. orOX..
but (prob. by adoption from LG. in MSw. gliidha
mod.Sw. glida), Da. glide. The OTeut. type is

*glitfan, glaid-, gHduin. gliitono- ; outside Teut. no
cognates are known.
The affinity of sense with OTeut. *glatto; smooth, slippery

(see Glad a.) is remarkable, but etymological affinity is

hardly possible, unle>s indeed the Teut. root *glld- wa-.

evolved from slid- Slide v. through the influence of the

adj. or its root. The Eng. vb. remained strong until the
present century ; the usual inflexion is now glided, though
glid might be used in the past tense without causing surprise.

All other str. forms occurring in recent writings are distinctly

archaistic]

1. intr. To pass from one place to another by a

smooth and continuous movement, without effort

or difficulty.

a. along the surface of, or through, a liquid.

I)Cowtilf(Z.) 515 ^it.. glidon ofer garsecg. a 1000. h/drdis
498 (Gr.) pes bat. glided on ^eofone. c 1200 S. Eng. Leg.
I. 324/69 pat schip bi-gan to glide. 13.. A'. Alt's. 6174 So
wyght undur the water they rideth, So ony schip above
glideth. 1513 Douglas /Eueis x.v. 81 And throu the wallis

on the tother part [the ship] Glydis away vndir the fomy
seis. 1583 Stanyhurst /Eiteis hi, (Arb. ) 72 From shoare
we be glyding. 1632 ). Havward tr. Biondis Eromctia
vi. 163 Whilest then the Galleyes . . glided on a maiue
speede. 1649 Stanley F.nropa 9 Down leaps he. Dol-
phinlike glides through the seas. 1820 W. IhviNG Sketch
Bk. 1. 13 A distant sail, gliding along the edge of the ocean.
1834 //-'. India Sk. Bk. I. 245 We glided gradually past
a great number of shipping to the landing-place. 1863
Dasknt Jest $ Earnest 11873) U- l83 Harold's own vessel
stood the proof, and glode safely over the obstacle. 1871
II. Tavlor Faust 1. li. 43 One at the window sits.. And
sees all sorts of ships go down the river gliding.

b. of a liquid, a stream, etc. f In early nse often

of tears or blood, where flow would now be used.
C 1 175 Lamb. Iloin.^ Alle heore teres beoo bernindegledeii

glidende ouer heore a^ene nebbe. 1 1205 Lay. 12773 Him
gunnen glide teores. -1300 Havelok 1851 The blod ran of
his sides So water that fro the welle glides, a 1400 Sir Peri.

537 The teres oute of his eghne glade, c 1430 Hymns I'lrg.

28 AI he suffride bat was wisest, His blood to lete doun
glide. 1500-20 Dunbak Poems Ixxii. 92 Quhill blude and
wattir did furth glyde. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

234 b, As water glydeth on the erth so our lyfe vanyssheth
& passeth. 1507 Drayton Heroic Ep. v. 41 L.aske the
gentle flood as it did glide If thou didst passe or perish by
the tide? 1699 Garth Dispens. t. 15 A while his curdling
Blood forgot to glide. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <y Card. 68
The Waters that glide in the Sinuosities of the Earth, meet
with Sulphur or Lime. 1707 K. Smith Phxdra ty Hipp-
in. 31 Soft Cydonian Oyl, Whose balmy Juice glides o'er
th' untasting Tongue. 1764 GoLDSM, Trav. 320 Where..
brighter streams than fam\l II ydaspes glide. 1802 Wokdsw.
Sonn., ' Earth has not anything to show,' The river glid-

eth at Iiis own sweet will. 1848 W. H. Uartlktt Egypt to
Pal. xi. (1S79) 246 The little stream glided and rippled by
..over its rocky bed. 1885 Bible iR.V.) Song Sol. vii. 9
Gliding through the lips of those that are asleep.

dig. 1691-1701 Xorris Ideal World 1. ii. no Truth.,
whose, .streams, .glide through the barren regions of our
. .sensible world. ito^Goldsm. 7Vrt7'. 434 With:secret course
. .Glides the smooth current of domestic joy. 1820 Hazliit
Led. Dram. Lit. 50 The dialogue glides and sparkles like

a clear stream from the Muses' spring.

G. of motion through the air.

Beo7vul/~{Z.) 2073 Heofones^im glad ofer grundas. a 1000
Andreas 1304 (Gr.) Sunne5ew.1t to sete glidan under niflan

na;s. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 Swa rede swa his sceada heoin
on glad heo weren iheled. a 1300 Cursor M. 11428 pe stern
alwais ham forwit glade. < 1386 Chaucer Merch. P. 643
The moone. .was in to Cancre glyden. — Sor.'s T. 385 The
vapour which bat fro the erlhe glood Made the sonne to
seme rody and brood, la 1400 Morte Arth. 799 pe worme
. .Gomes glydande fro be clowddez. c 1440 YorkMyst. xxx.
76 pe sonne .. glydis to be grounde with his glitterand
glemys. c 1430 St. Cuthhert (Surtees) 1239 When he saw
aungels fra heuen glyde. 1557 TotteVs Misc. iArb.) 116
Whyle, through his signes, fiue tymes great Titan glode.
1615 Chapman Odyss. xii. 585 And through, and through
the ship, his lightning glid. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 629
The Cherubim descended. .Gliding Meteorous, as Ev'ning
Mist. 1827 Jas. Montgomery Pelican Island 111. 113 Where
gHd the sunbeams through the latticed boughs. 1850 Mus.
Browning Poems I. 152^011 the back of the quick-winged
bird I glode. 1865 Livingstone Za/ubest xxi. 426 One glides
with quivering pinions to the centre of the open space.

d. in general. Now often applied to the progres-
sion of a person walking or riding, of a carriage,

etc., to express extreme smoothness of movement

and the absence of perceptible motion of the limbs,

wheels, etc.

<r 1275 in Hist. Holy Rood-tree 118941 79 So gleam glidi-^

bnrt be .ulas . . hurt be hoale burch he uload. t izoo S. Eng.
Leg. I. 44^/375 pat wedur bi-gan to glide, in be o£>ui half of
he churche. 1494 Fahyan Chrou. vu, 337 An hyll remouyd
from his propre place and glode by many a nvyle. ci6ii
Cha I'MAN Iliad win. 655 All rankt, Achilles show'd The
race-scope. From the start, they glid. 1697 Dryoen Virg.
Georg. \\. 679 'lh' Infernal lroops like passing Shadow >

glide. 1805 Wuidisw. Waggoner 1. 45 The Horses have
worked with right good-will .. Ami now they smoothly
glide along. 1812 \. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms 1. 35 She glide-
away like a lambent flame. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini iv. 79
Looking round about, As lie gl<>i!e by. 1835 W. Irving
TourPrairif'S .^89 The two horsemen glided down from the
profile of the bill. ^1839 Praed Poems 11864' I. 127 In
through the lattice did my chariot glide. 1877(1. Mv
donai.ij Man/. Lassie xiv, Before him glode the shape of
Clementina. 1888 K. Buchanan City of Dream 11. .y
Mighty priests Glode by on steeds bridled with glittering

gold.

2. Said of the mode of progression of reptiles.

c 1250 Gen. -v Ai'. 370 NioTuI neddre, . . sal gliden 011 hise

brest DeAer. .1 1300 Cursor M. 11608 Yte o h' s coue ban
sagh ('ai glide Mani dragons, t 1315 Shoheham 161 Opone
thy wornbe thou schalt glyde. 1390 Gowek Con/. II. 260
She [Medea| glode forth, as an adder doth. 1398 Tkevjsa
Barth. De P. A', win. i. (1495) 735 Some beestes crepitb
and glydeth on the grounde. £.1440 Promp. Parr. 199 1

Glydyn, serpo, 1547 Surrey sEneid n. 1 15571 ty u ' The ser-

pelltes twine with hasted traile they glide To Pallas temple.

1697 l)ryden t'irg. Georg. 111. 645 [The Snake) in sonic
secret Cranny slowly glides. 1819 Ckaube; T. of the Hall w\.
I. 1 38 There the birds of darkne» loved to hide. The loathed
toad to lodge, and speckled snake toglide. 1842 Mks. Brown-
ing Grk. < hr. Poets 24 Oh, would the serpent had not glode
along To Ldeti's garden-land.

3. To go unperceived, quietly, or stealthily; to

insinuate oneself, steal, l slip ' into, out of a place.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16492 Judas . . kest be penis on pe flore.

and son a-wai he glad. 1393 Langl. /'. /'/. C xxi. 479 May
no grysliche gost glyde her hit shade web. a 1400-50 Ate.\
auder 350 {'isgretegod full of grace sail glide to bi chambre.
c 1485 ///scription Carlisle Cathedral in St. Cuthhert
(Surtees) [nj Her by prayers fendys ovt farn [i.e. out of
Fame) glad. 1634 A.Hltsii Hymu,t (holy Spirit. .Vouchsafe
into our soiiles to glide. 1736 Earl Okrkky Lei. 18 Mar. in

Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 247 You see, Curll, like his friend

the Devil, glides through all key-hules. 1847 Mary Howl 1 1

Ballads, etc. 393 And the Holy Mother of Jesus Glid in with
footsteps light. 1850 I>. G. Mitchell Reveries Bachelor 47
He takes up his hat and glides out stealthful as a cat. 1859
Kingsley Misc. 11S60* I. 148 A great dog-fox as red as the
fir-stems through which he glides.

t 4. Used in poetry for : To pass from one place

to another, to go or come. Also with advs.y^r///,

up, down, etc. Obs.
1 1205 Lay. 19517 Muche folc him after ghed. a 1275

Prov. sElfrcd 618 in O. E. flliic. 136 Drunken nion .. Get'
him be weie renie and let him ford gliden. a 1300 Cursor M.
20830 iGott..i Fourti dais in erd he badd, Ar he vp till his

fadir glad. 13.. E. E. Alii.'. P. ]). 677 pen glyde/ forth
god, be god-mon hym fol^e^. c 1386 Ciiauckr Sir Thopas
193 Forth vp on his wey he glood [v.r. rood], As spark out
of the bronde. a 1400 Sir Perc. 466 Forthirmore gannc lie

glyde Tille a chambir. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 2996 The lady.

.

glod on fyll gayly. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7442 At
niorne hesyde be way we glade To be next kirke, messe to
here. 6-1460 Toivneley Jllyst. xii. 68 So galy in gere As he
glydys. c\4j$RaufCoil$ear 4S4 He is the gayest in geir,

that euer on ground glaid. 1513 DoL'GLAS s&ncis vu. iv.

i-j With SWyft pays thai on thare message glaid. 1596
Si-enser /•'. Q. iv. iv. 23 Like sparke of fire that from the
andvile glode.

fb. of a weapon, a blow. JVrh. with the no-
tion of swift or unresisted movement.) Obs.

c 1205 Lay 1750 Heo letten to gliden gares swibe scarpe.
13.. h'.Alis. 1355 A hrod gavelock he lette glide, c 1330
Arth. <y- Merl. 5160 On his hehne he him smot, (>e ax glod,
god it wot. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 848 |>orw scheld, haberke.
& aketoun bat sper him gan to glyde. 1386 Chalcir
/Cutis T. 717. c 1400 Scnvdonc Bab. 11S3 The stroke glode
down by his hake, t'1450 Guy Warzv. (C.) 4914 Hys spere
thorow the body glode. 1513 Doiglas .-Ends ix. vii. 156
The swerd, wyghtly stokit, or than was glaid Throu owt
hys cost. [1699 Dkyden Pal. & Arc. II. 124 He trembl'd
ev'ry Limb, and felt a Smart, As if cold Steel had glided
through his Heart. (Echoing Chaucer Knt.'s T. 717. 1]

+ C. To fall. Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 800 Lete') the Grickisca gliden to grundc.

13.. Coer de L. 5306 Eyther stede to grounde glode, And
brake her nekkes. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 60 Y felle in pryde,
As the aungelle that can of hevyn glyde. a 1400 Sir Pen.
2116 Righte there appone the faire molde The ryng owte
glade. C 1460 Lauufal 575 Another cours togedere they rod,

That syr Launfal helm of glod.

T d. Of the eye : To glance, turn aside upon.
c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2099 The childe lette hys [eyen]

glyede Oppon hys maystyr al asyde.

5. To slide, move unobstructedly over a polished

surface. Also, f to slip, lose one's footing on ice or

muddy ground (obs.) ; toslideon iceas a sport (dial.).

c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 212/430 For heo [the bridge] was
narov3, and slider, and hei}, jbat he ne scholde him so bitellc,

>if bat he glufte [v.r. glide] in ani half, bat he ne fulle in-tu

helle. 1674 J. ScKtu-TKR tr. Hist. Laf>l. 4 The Inlanders
gliding upon the ice. 1835-6 Todd Cyel. Auat. I. 255/2 One
surface glides over the other limited by the ligaments. 1881

Leicestersh. Gloss., Glide, to slide on the ice.

b. To slip away, elude one's grasp, like some-
thing greasy.
c 1510 Moke Picus Wks. 25 The pleasure, whiche thine

euill worke doth contayne, Glideth his way, thou maist him
not restraine. 1712 Addison Sfcct. No. 281 P 7 It glided
through the Fingers like a smooth Piece of Ice. 1823



GLIDER.
I.AMit Flin Ser. ii. Pof>. Fallacies n, They do not find ..

that all gold glides, like thawing snow, from the thief's
hand.

6. To pass lightly and without interruption along
or over a surface. Also trans/, of the eye, the
mind, etc.

1811 Lamb Elia Ser. it. Detached Th. on Bks., Books of
quick interest, that hurry on for incidents, are for the eye
to glide over only, a 1834 — Let. to Wordsw. Lett, xvii. 162
The light paragraphs must he glid over by the proper eye.

1851 Rusk in Stones Ven. (1874) I. xxv. 284 The eye.. ought
to glide along the basic rolls to take measurement of their
length. 1863 Geo. Eliot Komola 1. vi, His hand glided
from the face and rested on the young man's shoulder.

7. In various immaterial applications.

a. Or" time, one's life, etc. : To pass gently and
imperceptibly. Also with along, away, *rforth,
on, etc.

(.1250 Geu. <y Ex. 3460 Quiles Sis daises forxS ben gliden.
1500 20 Dunbar Poems xi. 6 Hyne glydis all thy tyme that
heir is. 1779 J. Moon*: View Soc. Fr. (17891 J. xviii. 143
The hours glide along very smoothly. 1835 MarkyAT Joe.
Faitkf. xxxvi, My life glided on as did my wherry- silently

and rapidly. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 1. in. Two serene and
innocent years had glided away. 1887 Bow en Virg. Eclog.
X. 43 Here life ever should glide .. beside thee gently away.
fb. Of the Holy Ghost : - Tkoceeu. Obs.

.1 izz$ Juliana 2 Ant o |>e> haligastt-s bat gUdeS of ham
ba5en. < 1320 Cast. Love 1454 pe Holy Cost bat glit of
hem bo.

c. To glide into : to pass by imperceptible de-

grees into (a condition or state ; to fall insensibly

into (doing something). Said also of a species,

etc. : To shade off insensibly into, have no clear

demarcation from 'something else).

1800 Hatch ktt in Phil. Trans. XC. 391 Muscle, ligament,
and tendon, seem to glide almost imperceptibly into each
other. 1825 L.YTTON Falkland 22. I suffer one moment to

glide into another. 1842 Alison Hist. Europe (1849-50) X.
Ixvi. § 77. iyo All feelings of hostility .. glide into those of
peculiar courtesy. 1865 DlCKRNS Mut. Fr. in. v, I have
glided into telling you the secret. 1869 Lecky Euro/. Mor.
I. ii. 282 The peasant proprietor soon glided hopelessly into
debt.

d. Phonetics. To glide on to : (of a consonant
or vowel) to be uttered continuously with (the

following sound .

[1774: cf S.] 1867 A.
J. Elms E. E. Promote. 1. iii. 57

A short accented vowel is in English always followed by
a consonant on to which it glides.

8. trans, —to cause to glide (in different senses).

Also t to glide away.
1650 Trapp Conun. Gen. iv. 17 Silly are they that think to

glide away their groans with games, and their cares with
cards, &c. 1774. W. MlTKORO Harmony Lang. 48 They
sound /, but glide it so imperceptibly into the following
vowel that it cannot form a distinct syllable. 1834 W. India
Si: Bk. I. 299 Enjoying the . . light airs which began to

play on the surface of the water, and to glide the vessel

ijuietly on her course. 1893 Gunter Miss Dividends 128
Ferdie glides the graceful Louise through the room in

poetic motion. 1897 W. Anderson Surg. Treat. Lupus
14 The raw surface may be covered in by gliding portions
of detached integument from an adjacent part.

Glider (g1ai'dai)« Also 5-6 glydar e, -er. [f.

Glide v. + -kh '.] One who, or that which glides

;

also, that which aids in gliding. -Also with tip.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 199 1 Glydare, serptor. 1530 Palsgk.
225/2 (ilydar a slyder, glauccvr. 1579 SpENSKR Slieph. Cal.
Aug. 94 Per. The glaunce into my heart did glide, Will.

hey ho the glyder. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcau's Fr.
Chirurg. Avb, The little Glysorye, or Glidere vp and
downe. 1850 H. H. Wilson tr. Rig-veda I. 219 The Maruts
.. are gliders through the air).

b. An appendage that aids in gliding.

1873 J, Pettigrew Anini. Loco. (1874) 170 The elytra or
anterior wings are frequently employed as sustainers or
gliders in flight.

Glidewort. [a half-adoption, half-translation

of MDu. glidcruijt (l)u. glidkruid) =* Ger. glid-

kraut ; the first element seems to mean 'limb*, the

reference being to the use of the herb as a remedy
for gout.] fa. An old name for species of Sideritis.

b. (See quot. 1866.)

1640 Parkinson Theat. Hot. 588 The Germans [call it]

Glidkraut, the Dutch Glidcruijt, and wee in English after

the Dutch name, Glidewort of some, and Ironwort of most.
1866 Treas. Bot., Glidewort, Galeo/sis Tetrahit. 1879
Britten & Holland Plant-n. 207.

Gliding gbidirj), vbl. sb. [See -ing K\ The
action of the vb. Glide in various senses.

1398 Tkkvisa Bartk. De P. R. xvm. xcv. (1495) 841 The
serpent . . crepyth wyth preuy paces and glydynges. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 199A Glydynge, serpcio. 1576 Turberv.
I'enerie 122 Making great glydings and hitting his dew-
clawes upon the grounde. 1600 S. Nicholson Aeolastus
(18761 48 With a silent gliding, AChristall brooke ran. 1644

Digbv Xat. Bodies viii. 63 It [light] will follow the nature

of grosser bodies, and haue glidinges like them. 1794 Sir

W. Jonks Inst. Hindu Law vi. § 63 The glidings of this

vital spirit through ten thousand millions of uterine passages.

1817 Byron Bepf>o xiv, The loveliness at times we see In

momentary gliding. 1842 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (ed. 2)

93 Gliding is the simple movement of one articular surface

upon another. 1856 Grindon Life ii. (1875) 14 The gliding

of the clouds before the wind, a 1859 Macaclay Hist.

Eng xxiv. (1861) V. 208 A rapid yet easy gliding before the
trade winds.

Gliding (gbidirj), ///. a. [See -ing 2.]

1. That glides (in various senses of the vb.).

c 1420 Lvdg. Assembly Gods 613 On a glydyng serpent

^18

I rydyng a gret pas. 1603 Klokio Montaigne 11634) 576, I

i.uinniend a gliding, an obscure and reposed life. 1645
Milton Colast. (1851.) 378, I may bee driv'n to curie up this
gliding prose into a rough Sotadic. 1649 T. Ford Lusrts
Fort. 107 Transitory things which are as gliding as the
stream of a swift current. 1718 Rowe tr. Lncan 195 The
rolling Flood the gliding Navy bore. 1764 Goldsm. Tra7>.

294 The willow-tufted bank, the gliding sails. 1881 C. A.
Edwards Organs 112 These drawbacks have been overcome
by the 'gliding' coupler. iti&$ Syd. Soc. Lex., Gliding
joints a form of diarthrosis in which the articular surfaces of
the bones are nearly flat, and have only a sliding motion
between each other. 1888 SWEET Eug. Sounds § 23 It is

often difficult to draw the line between gliding and fixed
configuration.

b. spec, in Her. (See quot.)
1765-87 in Poksy Heraldry Gloss. 1868 Cessans Her.

(1893) 129 Gliding, or Glissanl, used to describe serpents
when moving forwards in Fess.

t2. -Glib a. i. Obs.- 1

1594 T. B. La Prhnaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 401 Both the childs
Iwdy, and the way also is thereby made more gliding and
slippery.

Glidingly (gbrdinir,^/^. [f. Gliding ///.a.

+ -LY -.] In a gliding manner.
1797 Holcroft Stolberg's Trav. ied. al IV. xci. 181 Archi-

medes, .drew it . . over the ground as glidingly as if it had
been in the sea. « 1839 Galt /V//w« Dest. V. (1840) 33 He
then beheld a matron glidingly approach. 1881 DailyNews
14 Dec. 56 Clouds of smoke., sailed glidingly in the still air.

Glie, Glieb, obs. forms of Glee, Glebe.
Gliff (glif)> '* 2Cow only Sc. or north, [f.

Guff v.]

1. A passing view ; a glance, glimpse.
1570 I. tains Manip. 117/29 A Glyffe, rcspectus. 1730 T.

Boston Mem, App. 45 But the first gliff as we cat! it is the
worst, a 1743 Relph in Songs if Ballad), Cumberld. (1866)
16 Here it was . . That first I gat a gliff o' Betty's feace.

1802 K. Andkrson Cumberld. Ball. 52 My fadder he just
gat a gliff on't. 1845 G. Murray Islajbrd 108 "X'was a
smothering gliff ami a thought on thee. 1882 Lane. Gloss.,

Gli/F(N, Lane), a glimpse, a transient sight.

b. A look or appearance that reminds one (of a

person).
1886 Stevenson Kidnapped vi. 50 And yet ye have a kind

of gliff of Mr. Alexander.

2. A short space of time ; a moment.
1816 Scott Old Mart, xix, Where is Edith ? Gone to her

room, .and laid down in her bed for a gliff. 1820— Monast.
xxvi, I gaed a gliff up the burn. 1824 — Redgauntlet ch.

xi, Bide a gliff.

b. A quick movement ; a whiff.

1820 F.din. Mag. May 473 The mirk came in gliffs—in

gliffs the mirk gade.

3. A sudden fright ; a scare.

1732 Ramsay Se. Proz>. (1797) 83 There came never sic a
gliff to a daw's heart. 18. . Rhymes in Proc. Berw. Nat.
Club I. No. 5. 149 The browster gied us a' a gliff \VT his

bailey bree. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvii, I, like a fule, gat a
gliff wi' seeing the lights and the riders. 1825 Btackw. Mag.
XVII. 669/2 Oh, I was in a terrible gliff! 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss. s.v., 1 gat a sare gliff.

Gliff (glif ), v. Now only Sc. or north. Also

3 gluffe />% 4 glefJe, 4, 6 glyff(e. [Of obscure

origin. Sense 1 is akin to that of Du. glippen and
its cognates (see Gubbery a.)

t
but the form pre-

sents difficulty. Sense 3 may be a distinct word,
perh. cogn. with Gloppen. The pa. t. glyfte may
belong to Glift v.]

+ 1. To slip, glance aside
; Jig. to make a slip in

reading.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 46 }if ^ burh ^emeleastc gluffeS [r'.r.

gliffen] of wordes. c 1290 [see Glide v. 5]. c 1330 Arth. <y

Merl. iKolbingi 8990 He wold his nek smiten eft7& be dint

a litel gleft.

t 2. a. To look quickly, to give a glance ; also

(|tiasi-/r«K5., to gliff one's eyes. b. To shine sud-

denly; to make a flash. Obs.

a. c 1330 R. BOTflU Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 3399 Atte
passage glyfte bey ber eyene [v.r. bei glift Ine]. 13. . E. E.
Attit. P. B. 849 pe god man glyfte with bat glam & gloped
for noyse. 13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2265 Bot Gawayu on bat

giserne glyfte hym bysyde. 11420 Anturs of Arth. xxviii,

He gliffed [Thornton MS. glyfte] vpwith his eighen 011 bat

burde bright. < 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 7310 That saw
[Clarionas] and glift, The blade she perceiued bright. 1570
Levins Manip. 117/31 To Glyffe, respicere.

b. a 1400-50 Alexander 4599 Garlands ne no gay gere
to glyffe in ;our ejen.

3. trans. To frighten. Cf. AOUft and Glofk.
1823 Eliza Logan .SV. Johnstoun III. 144 Ye hae gliffed

us amatsl out o' our very senses. X863 Tynside Songs, Clock

Fyece 2 Noolisen me, An' thou shall near what's gliffed me
see. 1891 Neivcastle Daily yml. 13 Mar. 5/5, 1 only meant
to gliff him.

t Gliffen, v. Obs. [f. Gliffs. + -kn&.] inlr.

To look, take a glance. In quots. with up.
J375 Barbour Bruce TO. 184 The kyng . . slepit nocht full

ynturly Bot gliffnyt vp oft suddandly. a 1510 Douglas
A". Hart 1. .\lviii, The Queue is walknit with ane felloun

fray, Vp glifnit, and beheld scho wes betraysit.

Gliffing, vbl. sb. Sc. [f. Gliff v. + -ixg 1
.]

1. The time required to give a glance; an instant.

1815 Scon Guy M. xxii. Tib Mumps will be out wi' the

stirrup-dram in a gliffiug. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry
Storm*d (1827' 38 In a gliffin' ilka bishop Ramm'd in his

hand and cleik'd his fish up.

2. A surprise, fright.

1813 Pickkn Mtsc. Poems II. 47 It was an unco gliffin.

Gliffy(glifi). [f.GuFFj*. + -y4.] ^Gliffj/'. 2.

1820 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 203 My mother had . . thrown

GLIME.
herseP back just for a gliffy, to tak' a nap, in the easy chair.

1838 J. .Strlihkrs I octic T. 79 Ae gliffy brings a dart
severe Whilk breetls us wae. 1871 I'. II. Waijdkll Psalms
vi. 10 Scham't Ml thev be. in a guffie.

t Glift, v. Obs. Also 5 glyfft. [var. oi Gliffs]
inlr. To look, gaze. Hence t Gli'fting vM. sb.

. a 1400 Mortc Arth. 2525 Sir Gawayne glyftes on the
gome with a glade wille ! Ibid. 3949 Than gliftis the gud
kynge, and glopyns in herte. C1440 i'ork Myst. xxvi. 158
Thy glyfftyng is so grymly bou gars my harte growe.

Glike, var. Glekk sb* and v.. Obs.

Glim 'glim),^. Also 4glymme. [Ultimately

f. the weak-grade of the Tout, root *g/i/u-, g/aint-

(see Gleam) ; but the history is obscure. Pos-
sibly the word in sense z may be a modification
of glints Glimi'se, and in sense 3 a shortening of
Glimmer, its earlier synonym. It is not certain

that the sb. existed in OE. or ON., though some
of the continental Teut. langs. have a word of co-

incident form and meaning: cL MHO. glim (mod.
G.glimm) mnsc. spark, Sw. dial, glim flash, Du.
(obs.), Kletn. glim, also glimp. glow, glance, pass-

ing appearance]

+ 1. ? Brightness. Obs. rare ~ l
.

So commonly explained on etymological grounds; the
context by itself would rather suggest 'delight.'

13.. E. F:. Allit. P. A. 1087 So watz I rauyste wyth
giyimue pure.

2. Sc, f A passing look, a glimpse (obs.. Hence,
as much as is seen at a glance; a scrap.

< 1620 A. Hlmk Brit. 'Tongue (1865) 2 If the way might
be found to draue your eie, set on high materes of state, to

take a glim of a thing of so mean contemplation. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xxx, Now, old Meg, d—n me, if I can
understand a glim of this story of yours.

3. slang, a. A light of any kind; a candle, a

lantern. Douse the giitn sec D0U8E V, 4).
-

' 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Glim, a Dark-Lanthoni
used in Robbing Houses, c 1742 in Hone Every-day Bk.
II. 526 Glim, and Leather-dresser, viz. the Utensils of a
I,;nk and Black -shoe Boy. 1798 in J. H. Vaux Mem. (1819)
1. viii. 75 When in the Cockpit all was dim And not a Mid
d.ir'd shew his glim. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiv, Are you in

the dark 't . . Where should I have a glim: 1838 Dicklns
0. Twist xxii, Show a glim, Toby. 1840 Markyat Poor
Jaik xxiii. Do top that glim, Bill ! 1845 Alb. Smith Fort.
Scatterg. Fain, xviii. 1 1887' 61 She's always got that little

glim alight at her stern. 185a K. Z. C. Judson Myst. N. V.
1. iv. 37 Old Jack bade Harriet trim the glim. 1883 Stkvln-
son Treas. Isl. 1. v, Sure enough, they left their glim here.

b. An eye.

i8ao in Egan Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue (1823) s.v., His
glims I've made look like a couple of rainbows. 1830
Lytton P. Clifford vii, Queer my glims, if that ben't little

Paul. '1184s BakhaM Ingot. Leg., House-warming43 Harold
escaped with a loss of a glim.

4. Comb, slang , as glim-fenders, andirons

;

also punningly, handcuffs; glim-glibber, a lingo

or jargon
; glim-jack, a link-boy; glim-stick, a

candlestick.
ii 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Gli»t/cnders, Andirons.

1750 [Mrs. K. Goadbv] Apol.Li/e B.-M. C«rwr(«d. 2) 338
Glim/cnders, hand irons. 18*3 J. &BB Diet. Turf, Glim-
fendors, hand-cuffs, or wrist manacles. 1844 Lo, Bkougham
A. Lunel\\\.\\. 180 All of the same caste lor, as he jocosely
termed it, of the same cant) had a 'glimglibber of their own,
and quite understood one another, like freemasons, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, ^Glimjaek, a Link-boy. Ibid.,

*G!imstick, a Candlestick. 181a in J. H. Vaux Flash Diet.

Glim (glim), v. Also 5 glymm. [In sense 1,

ad. I Hi. glimmen to glow - M HG., Ger. glimmen,
Sw. glimma, Da. glimme, f. the root glim- (sec

Glim sb.). In sense 2, f. Glim sb.]

f 1. inlr. To shine, gleam. Obs.- 1

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.^ 98 Tber laye in a grete ape
with tweyne grete wyde eyen, and they glymined as a fyre.

2. trans. To brand or bum in the hand, slang.
•i 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., As the cull m

Glimm'd, he gangs to the Nubb, if the Fellow has been
Burnt in the Hand, he'll be Hang'd now. 1708 Mem.
J. Hall 33 Profligate Women . .are glimm'd for that Villany.

1785 in Gkosk Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

t Glrmble. Oh, [f. Glim v. + dim. ending -le

with inserted b.] A glimmer, a glimpse.
1658 A. Fox // 'urtz' Surg. v. 352, I found it by experience

how hurtful hot glimbles of shines are to eyes.

Glimce, obs. form of Glimi'nk sb.

Glime gWm)i sb. north, [f. the vb.] A side

look or glance.

1887 Hall Caimi Deemster x. 6g 'Aw, ye wouldn't think
it's true, would ye, now?' said Ned, with a wink at Dan.
and a ' glime ' at Davy. ' And what's that ? ' said Dan, with
another ' glime ' at the lad.

Glime (gbim% v. dial. Also 9 gleym, glyme.

fOf obscure origin : the localities would suggest

derivation from ON., but no similar form occurs

in that lang. Cf. Glee z».]

+ 1. inlr. To squint. Obs.~ °, implied in Glimek.
2. To look askance or shyly.

1684 1 'orksh. Dial. 481 (E. D. S. No. 76) Thou Glincks and
glimes seuy, I'd misken'd thy Face, If thou had wont at

onny other place, a 1743 Relph Miscell. Poems (1747) 2

Heedless I glim'd, nor cou'd my een command. Till gash
the sickle went into my hand. 1803 R. Anderson Cumberld.
Ball. 65 Aye he owre his shou der glym'd. x886 Hall
Caine Son 0/Hagar 1. vii. All the lasses wad be glyming
at him. 1894 — Manxman 187 Pete grunted and glimed,
smoked up the chimney, and [etc.].



GLIMFLASHY.

Hence fG-li'mer, one who squints.

1483 Cath. Angl. 159/1 A Glymyr, Inserts, limns.

Glimery, obs. f. Glimmkky a. ]
; var. Glimmeky

a*
y
Obs.

Glim.fl.ashy (gUtaAeeiJl), a. slang. Also 7
glimflashly, 9 glimflashey. [f. GZJH sb. +
Flashy a.] Angry.

11 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cre?t>, Glimffashy, angry or in

a Passion. 1715 in AGftw Cant. Diet, 1830 Lvtton /'. Clif-
/ord k\x\, 'And this is what you call well !' said Clifford
angrily. ' No, captain, don't be glimflashey ! you have not
heard all yet !

'

Glimmer (gliinai), sbA Also 5 glymyr, 6-7
glymmar, 7 glymmer. [f. the vb.]
1. A feeble or wavering light; a tremulous play

of reflected light, a sheen, shimmer.
1590 Shaks. Cow. Err. v. i. 315 My wasting lanipes [have

yetj some fading glimmer left. 1800 Phil. Trans. XC.
176 The liquid seemed to have lost its luminous quality
except a little glimmer floating at the top. 1818 .Mrs,
Shkllf.y Fraukcust.'w. (1865)65 By the glimmer of the half-

extinguished light, I saw the dull yellow eye of the creature
open. 1855 Tennyson Maudi. xxn.ix, In gloss of satin and
glimmer of pearls, Queen lily and rose in one. 1861 T, A.
Trollope I.aBeata I.viii. 196 This glimmer proceeded from
a lamp of silver. 1873 Black Pr. Thnle (1874) 64 Both the
young men at once recognized the glimmer of the small
white feather. 1884 Bazaar 17 Dec. 647 3 The painting
was remarkable for the actuality of brilliant moonlight,
and the marvellous imitation of its glimmer on the leaves
of the laurels. 1888 W. H. H. Rogers Mem. West i. 3 The
white glimmer in the far distance is Axminster.

2. fig. a. Showiness of manner (? obs,), b. A
faint gleam (of knowledge, hope, etc.) ; a faint

perception ; a glimpse.
a. 1837 Scott Jrnl. 22 Jan., No dash, or glimmer, or shine

about him, but great simplicity of manners and behaviour.
b. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. i. § 7 (1847) 5 As early as the

sixth century a little glimmer of light was perceptible in the
Irish monasteries. 1859 Bright Sp. India 1 Aug., He has not
a glimmer of the grammar. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong.
(1876) II. VU. 86 Here we get the first glimmer of Austin
canons. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxiv. 186 Nowhere
flight, no glimmer of hope. 1885 Tennyson Despair xix,

I have had some glimmer, at times, in my gloomiest woe, Of
a God behind all.

3. slang, f a. Fire. Obs,
1567 Harman Caveat (Shaks. Soc.) 61 A Demaunder for

Glymmar. ..These Demaunders for glymmar be for the
moste parte wemen ; for glymmar in their language, is fyre,

1665 R. Head Eng. Rogue 1. iv. (1680) 45 Glymmer, lire.

b. //. The eyes.

1814 Sailors Return 1. vi, Get out of my way, you booby,
or I'll darken your glimmers for you. Ibid. 1. vii, Come,
my lad, close your glimmers, and I'll apply a plaster.

Hence Glimmerless a., without a glimmer.
1889 Chamb. Jrnl. Jan. 10/1 The liquid dusk that hung

glimmerless above the horizon.

Glimmer gli-mai), sb.~ Min. [a. Ger. glim-
mer, i.glimmen, Gum vJ] Mica 'see quot. 1850^.
1683 Pkttus Fleta Min. 1. 7 Silver Oars. . free from Flint

.. Mispickle, Glimmer [ibid. 1. 2or spelt GlimerJ, Wolferan
[etc.]. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 118 A/tea arenosa .. which
the Germans call Catsilver or Glimmer. 1778 Woui.fe in

Phil. Trans. LXIX. 30 May not the green and yellow
glimmers from Johngeorgenstadt be of this kind? 1804
C. B. Brown tr. Volney's View Soil U. S. 55 The interior

boundary of this sand is a ridge or bank of granitic talc,

.. called, by the Swedish traveller Kalm, glimmer. 1859
Page Haudbk. Geol. Terms, Glimmer, the term applied by
Werner to the several varieties of mica ; occasionally used
to designate talcose and micaceous compounds.

Glimmer (gHmw), v. Forms : 4-5 glemsr,

5 glym(m)er, 6- glimmer. [OE. *glimorian, a
frequentative f. the xootglim-: see Gum sb., Gleam.
Cf. Du., MHG., Ger. gli/nmer(e)n, Da. glimre,
Sw. glimra.]

1 1. z'ntr. To shine brightly ; to glitter. Of the
eyes : To flash. Obs.
13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 172 His arsounz .. J»at euer

glemered & glent al of grene stones, c 1440 Promp. Par?'.

199/1 Glymeryn, radio. 1450 Lonei.ich Grail xxxi. 158
Cler Schynenge As the sonne vppon the water whanne it is

Glemerynge. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 56 He was so
ferdful to loke on that his eyen glymmerd as fyre. C 1530
Ld. Berners A rth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 394 He sawe y bryght
sonne glimmering on f* faire chirches & hye steples.

2. In weaker sense : To give a faint or inter-

mittent light ; to shine faintly. Also with away,
out, and qnasi-tratts. with cognate obj.

1483 Cath. Angl. 159/1 To Glymer, sublueere. 1605
Shaks. Macb. in. iii. 5 The West yet glimmers with some
streakes of Day. 1639 T. Brlgis tr. Camus' Moral Relat.
207 The smallest starres, which the obscurity of night
causeth to glimmer in the skye. 1718 Prior Solomon 11. 928
The rising motion of an infant ray Shot glimmering thro' the
cloud, and promis'd day. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho xxv, A light glimmered through the grates of the
lower chamber. 1797 Mrs. Mary Robinson Waisingham
III. 73 The festoons of coloured lamps glimmered their last

rays. 183a Ht. Martineau Del. iv. 65 They had. .felt.them-

selves secure while the beacon glimmered south-east nf

them. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 404'rhere are many
who will remember the white house glimmering through the
trees. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 83
Enormous spaces of hill and plain . . glimmering away to
the indistinct horizon.

b. trans/. andySg.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. iv. xix. (1634* 719 In the

Sacraments, that which is of God, scarcely glimmereth in at
holes, among the rout ofthe inventions of men. 1618 Bolton
f torus 1 1636)307 So soone. .as any occasion glimmered out,
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they stuck not to break in upon us. 1758 Johnson Idler No.
66 P 2 We should have . . travelled upward to the original
of things by the light of History, till in remoter times it had
glimmered in fable, and at last sunk into darkness. 1809-10
Coleridge Friend (1S65 1

1 Antecedent to all history, and
long glimmering through it as a holy tradition. 1844 Mem.
Babylonian P'cess II. 265 A name which will be honoured
and revered, as long as one spark of virtue glimmers on the
face of the earth. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <$- It. Jntts. 1. 101
The voice came glimmering and bubbling up a flight of stone
steps, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. vn. ii, The idea of ever
recovering happiness never glimmered in her mind for a
moment.

C. Toglimmer into', to pass into with a glimmer.
1858 Hawthorne Fr.fi It. Jrnls. I. 216 The figures sadly

glimmered into something like visibility.

3. To look or glance with half-closed eyes ; to

see indistinctly, rare, f b. trans, causatively.

(See quot. 1580.) Obs. rare.
1579T0MSON Calvin's Strut. Tim. 56/1 If we doe not looke

with full open eyes, but only glimmer in passing by, we
shall se such gret villaneis, that they are inough to put out
our eyes. 1580 Holi.yhand Treas. Fr. Tong, Esblouir les

yeux\ to glimmer the eies, to dazell. 1896 hi. Y. Weekly
Witness 30 Dec. 132 The little fellow had one eye closed
entirely, and the other was glimmering.

4. Comb., as glimmer-gowk dial., an owl.
1877 N. IV, Line. Gloss., Glimmer-go^ck, an owl. 'A

glimmer-gowk's afore ony cat for mice.' 1880 Tennyson
Village Wife vii. 6 'E sit like a great glimmer-gowk wi' 'is

glasses athurt 'is noase.

Gli inmerer. slang. Obs. [f. Gltmmer j/>J

sense 3 a"; +- -er
'.J

'See quots.)

[1567 : cf. Glimmering ppl.a. 2.] 1605 Dekker & Wilkins
tests (16071 33 Another sort of these shee morts. or monsters
.. & they are the Glimerers Your Glimerer, shees vp in

the morning, [enters a house on the pretext of procuring a
light for her fire, and steals what she can lay hands on].

1673 R. Head Cant. .lead. 84 The Glymmerers are such
as travel up and down with Licenses to beg. under the pre-
tence that they have lost all by fire. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. iii. § 68 Glymmerers, Filers of Houses, thereby
to steal in Confusions. 1785 Grose Diet. I 'nig. Tongue,
Glimmerers, per*ons begging with sham licences, pretend-
ing losses by fire.

Glimmering (gli*n»rir)), ztf/ sb. [See -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb. Glimmer; the shining
of a faint or wavering light ; a twinkle.
c 1440 Pron/p. Par?: 190 '1 Glymerynge of lyghte ..

htcubrmn. 1519 More-: Com/, agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1181/2
By theglymeiinge of the moone, he had espied.. them him-
self. 1628 Gaule Pract. Theor. (1629' 90 Can a Light be
shrouded vnder a Rushel, and yeald no glimmering? 1738
Gray tr. Tasso 45 Wks. 1836 I. 171 The watery glimmerings
of a fainter day Discover'd half, and half conceal'd their way.
1803 Wordsw. Green Linnet iv, Shadows and sunny glim-
merings, That cover him all over. 1843 Prescott Mexico
(1850)1.240 At the first glimmering of light he mustered his
army. 1868 LocKVER Guiltemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 4 Milky
Ways .. so distant that the most powerful instruments were
able only to distinguish a confused glimmering.
Jig. c 1440 Hvi.ton Scala Per/. (W de W. 1494) 1. xlviii, Vf
thou maye in clennes of conscyence fele be homely and the
peesful presence of that blessed man Jhesu Cryste as a
shadowe or a glemeryng of hym. 1642 K. Carpfntkr Ex-
perience 11. xi. 228 Look upon the Transfiguration and
admire the beautifull glimmerings of his Godhead. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 120 f 15 Without the least Glimmerings
of Thought or common Sense, a 1745 Swift Let.fr. Grand
Mistr. Free-Masons Wks. 1765 XII. 267 For our guardian
will have it so, that the pagan priesthood was always in the
druids or masons, and that there was a perceivable glim-
mering of the Jewish rites in it, though much corrupted.
1758 J. S. Le Dran's Obsen: Surg. 11771) 60 The Patient
had a Glimmering of Sense. 1856 Max Mullpr Chips
11867) II. xvi. 104 A strange glimmering of the old mythe
in the mind of the poet. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr.
Europe ii. (1894) 36 It is quite possible for a scoffer at the
Alps, .to have glimmerings of good taste [etc.].

fb. A glance, a look. Obs.— 1

il&Compl. Let. Writer^(ed. 6) 225 His odious smiles and
glimmerings, .were thrown away upon her.

2. A partial view, of either a material or imma-
terial object ; a glimpse, an inkling ; a faint notion. I

c 1380 Wyclii- Wks. (1880) 339 {>is kunne we not knowe ful
|

certeyne, but ban glymeryng& supposyng. 1470-85 Malory
,

Arthur xi. xiv, Syre Percyuale hadde a glemerynge of the
vessel and of the mayden that bare hit. 1549 Latimkr $th '

Serin, be/. Edu: F/iArb.) 133, I haue but a glymmeringe 1

of it Vet in generally, I remember the scope of it. ,1 1639
Wotton DA: Buckingham (1642) 6 On the way . . the bag-
gage post boy, who had been at Court, got (I know not how)
a glimering who they were ; But his mouth was easily shut.
1851-9 Airy Astrou. vt. 11868)236 It is only possible to give a
glimmering of what I desire to convey. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Contj. (1876) IV. xviii. 176 We get glimmerings of
fighting on the borders of these shires.

Glimmering' (gli-marirj), ppl. a. [See -ing 2
.]

1. That glimmers; ^see the vb.).
c 1350 U 'ill. Palerue 1427 (>e messageres . . were arayde .

.

al in glimerandgold. e 1435 Torr. Portugal 417 Vt ys ase
|

glimyrryng ase the glase. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 77 ,

Didst thou not leade him through the glimmering night.
1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. 12 Their glimmering notions
were but lighted at our candle. 1682 H. More GlanviCs

jSad. Triumph,, Contu. Remark. Stor. 60 A glimmering '

light appeared all about the Room. 1750 Gray Elegy ii,

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight. 1800
Asiat. Ann. Reg. 104/1 By a faint glimmering light it was
difficult for the Killedar to recognize the features. 1847
Tennyson Princ. Concl. 117 Little Lilia, rising quietly,
Disrobed the glimmering statue of Sir Ralph From those rich
silks. 1879 Trench Poems 3 Some lone fisher, that has stood
For days beside the glimmering flood.

1 2. Glimmering mort [see Glimmer sb.1 3 a]

:

a woman who travels the country begging, saying
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that she has lost her all by fire : = Glimmerer.
Obs. slang.

1567 Harman Caveat (E. E T. S.) 61 This glimmering
Morte .. Thys glymmeringe glauncer.

Hence Glrmmering-ly adv.
1561 T. Norton CalvitCs Inst. 1. 5 The darke myste

of malice dooth choke, .those sparkes, that glimmeringly
shined to make them see the glorie of God. 1665 Withei;
Lord's Prayer 41, I have such a strong desire to express
what I glimmeringly apprehend of it. 1820 Blackw. Mag.
VI. 529 The more faintly and glimmeringly one object, as it

were, melted into another. 1868 Browning Ring-)- Bk. 1.

611 Glimmeringly did a pack of were-wolves pad the snow.

GlimmerouS (gli-mans
, a. rare. [f. Glim-

mkk sb. +-oi's.] a. Lighted by a glimmer, or fitful

light, b. Shining unsteadily.
1792 Burns Let. to W. Nicol 20 Feb., When shall the

elfine lamp of my glimmerous understanding ..shine like the
constellation of thy intellectual powers. 1793 — Let. to

Ainslie 26 Apr., My elfme, lambent, glimmerous wander-
ings have misled bis stupid steps.

Glimmery glhnari . a. 1 Also 6 glimrye, 7
glimery. [f. Glimmer sbj + -Y '.] fa. Of fire :

Burning dimly obs.). b. Theat. slang- Of an actor :

Wanting in definite conception of his part.

1583 Stanvhvrst Atneis iv. (Arb.) 102 When hers glimryr
be listed In clowds grim gloomming with bounce doo terrifye

worldlings. 1892 Athcn&um 9 Apr. 466/3 ' Mr. Edgar ' is

too v.Tgue and ' glimmery ' for the part he has to play.

t Gli'mmery, a.- In 7 glimery. [f. Glim-
mer sb.~ + -Y '.I Micnceous.
1683 Pf.ttvs Fleta Min. i. 230 There appertains to the

harsh flowing copper Oars, the harsh copper Flint, and
what is splendy mispickly glimery or spady.

Glimpse glimps , sb. Forms : 6 glymse, 6-7
glimce, -s e, fclimps. glymps e, 7 glinse, 7-
glimpse. [f. the vb.]

1. A momentary shining, a Hash. lit. and Jig.

Now somewhat arch, and with mixture of sense 3.

The glimpses of the moon (Shaks. ) : the earth by
night ; often quoted in wider sense, sublunary
scenes.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 53 What may this meane? That
thou .. Revisits thus the glimpses of the Moone? 1610 G.
Fletcher Christ's Viet. 11. xxvi, His staring eyes did glow
. .their glimpse did showe Like Cockatrices eyes. 1635-56
Cowley Davideis \. 85 No dear Glimpse of the Sun's lovely
Face, Strikes through the solid Darkness of the Place. 1658
SirT. Hrownk Card. Cjrusiv. 66 They that held the Stars of
heaven were but rayes and flashing glimpses of the F.mpyreal
light, through holes and perforation of the upper heaven.
1700 Drvdfn Ilias 1. Fables 214 One glimpse of Glory to my
Issue give. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxx, A tdimpse of the
moon showed the dark and huge tower. 1833 Ht. Mar-
TlMEAU Briery Creek \. 1 There had been glimpses of star-
light in the intervals of the shifting spring storms. 1840 Dk
Ql'lNCF.v Rhet. Wks. 1862 X. 25 Knglish Cra-kentborpius
- - though buried for two centuries, will revisit the glimpses
of the moon. 1844 Whittikr Bridal0/Penuacook 62 Sweet
human faces, white clouds of the noon, Slant starlight
glimpses through the dewy lea\es. 1847 Tennyson Print:
Concl. 46 We climb'd The slope to Vivian-place, and turning
saw . . The shimmering glimpses of a stream.

b. A moment, rare.
1812 Uyron Ch. liar. 1. .\iii lOrig. Draft' Pleased for a

glimpse appear'd the woeful childe.

2. A faint and transient appearance, f Also, an
occasionally perceptible resemblance; a tinge or
trace (of a quality'. Obs.
C1540 Slrrev Dcscr. Fickle Affect. Ranges 46 in Tot-

tcCs Misc. (Arb.) 7 Reuiued with a glimse of grace olde
sorowes to let fall, a 1602 W. Perkins Cases Consc. 1619'

147 God would manifest his glory vmo him . . by a glympse
or imperfect representation. 1606 Shaks. Tr, <y Cr. 1. ii. 25
There is no man hath a vertue, that be hath not a glimpse
of. 1643 Sir T. Browne Reltg. Med. 1. $ 33 There is not
any creature that hath so neere a glympse of their [spirits')

nature, as light in the Sunne and Elements. 1671 iUiltox
/'. R. 1. 93 In his face The glimpses of his Father's glory
shine, a 1704 T. Brown Persius' Sat. 1. Wks. 1730 I. 53 A
glimpse of human stamp it has. 1836 Emerson Nature,
Prospects Wks. (Bohni II. 170 Imperfect theories and sen-
tences which contain glimpses of truth. 1842 Tennyson
Will Waterproo/ viii, If old things, there are new; Ten
thousand broken lights and shapes, Vet glimpses of the true,

fb. Merc appearance. Obs.

1579 Tomson Catvht's Serm. 'Tim. 603/2 Men, y 1 neuer
did any thing worth in their life, but only in a glimce &
shew.

3. A momentary and imperfect view ipf), a pass-

ing glance. (The current sense.)

1579 Lvly Euphnes (Arb.) 363 The Basilike, whose eyes
procure delight to the looker at the first glymse, and death
at the second glaunce. 1682 Bunvan Holy War 208 Here
and there one or other had a glimpse of him as he did make
his escape out of Mansoul. 1726 Pope Let. 3 Sept. in

Swift's Wks. 1841 II. 589/2, I had a glimpse of a letter of

yours lately. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i. (1826) 6 He
hoped to obtain a glimpse of Ellena at a lattice. 1820
W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 16, I had a glimpse of two or
three half-naked wretches, rushing from her cabin. 1872
Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (18791 T 3 Atone point a glimpse
is caught of the whole of Coniston Lake.

h.jig.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 26 To wyjine a glyms fas it

werei or shaddow of perceiuerance. 1596 Spenser Hymn
Heavenly Beauty 221 Seene but a glims of this which I

pretend. 1633 Earl Manch. At Moudo (1636) 193 Of this

joy thy dazeled eyes might have some glimps. 1681 R.
Wittie Sum. Heavens 36 From the Contemplation of the
Heavens . . we have some glimpse of God's Infinity. 1729
BiTi fr Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 190 Those . . cannot have the
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least glimpse of the subject before us. 1822 Hazi.itt

Tablc-t. Ser. 11. v. (1869) 121 Not a glimpse can you get of

the merits ur defects of the performers. 1874 GftERM Short

Hist. IV. § 4. 188 Whenever we get a glimpse of the inner

history of an English town.

Glimpse [giimps), v. Forms: 3 glymsen, 6

glynce, glym(p)se, 6-7 glirase, 6- glimpse.

[ME. glymsc-n (?:-OE. *£limsian;-\\Ger.*glim-

misdjan) = MHG.^'whw, f.rootofGLiMj*.andz'.]

1. intr. To shine faintly or intermittently ; to

glimmer, glitter, lit. ixAfig.
*
(1400 R. Gloucester's Chro'n. (Rolls) App. xx. 252 Hure

fon were lob to loke on snou |-at was so whit put glymsede

on hare ey^en. c 1540 Surrey Forsaken Loner in FottePs

Misc. (Arb.l 23 In my hert her eye Hath made her thought

appere, By glimsing with such «race. 159a ( ompir. Pre-

tended Re/. Pref. 2 No sooner did the beames of his Gospell

beginne to glimpse and breake foorth. 1601 Munday
Downf. Earl Huntington 11. i. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 255

Little glow-worms glimpsing in the dark. 163s Pagitt
|

Chrhtianogr. 181 The Law of God, which glimpsed in their

hearts. 1657 W. Morice Coeua quasi Koinj Def. xxxiii. 307

Some discern some light thereof glimpsing from the prece-

dent verses. 1843 'jD - Houghton Mem. Many Scenes,

Moon of South 6j, I have watched the shapes thy glory

made, Glimpsing like starlight through the massive pine.

b. To come into view; to appear faintly; to

dawn. Now on\y poel. or arch.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars v. xlv, Deformed shadowes
glimpsing in his sight. As darknes for it would more darkned

be, Through those poore crannies fore'd it selfc to see. 1633

P. Fletchkr Purple 1st. mi. xlvi, Then glimpst the hopefull

morrow. 1851 Whittier Chapel Hermits 41 Vet sometimes

glimpses on my sight, Through present wrong, the eternal

right. 1856 Aird Poet. Wks. 90 Come dusky masses glimpsing

through the night. 186* B. Taylor Home fy Abr. Ser. 11.

103 The intervening plain glimpsed nearer.

t 2. To have a glimmering of vision. Obs.

r 1386 [see Glimpsing vbl. s/>.) 1519 Horman Vulg. 30 b,

I se but half glyncynge at myddyl noone [crcutio].

f 3. trans. (See qnot. ) Ods.~°
1598 FLORIO, Abbacinare . to glimpse or blinde the sight.

4. To give a glimpse of. Also with out. rare.

1663 Sir G. M ickenzie Relig. Stoici'x. (1685)6 The twi-

light of darkened reason glimsing to man that impressa of

the divine Image. 1671 Flavel Fount. Life- ii. 4 Now, to

glimpse out the unspeakable felicity of that State of Christ.

x838 Science XL 257/1 The psychology of the developing

child, glimpsing as it does . . the microcosm of the race and

an epitome of the struggle for civilization.

5. To catch a glimpse of ^either a material or

immaterial object) ; to see by glimpses.

1779 Forrest Voy.N.GuineaTm Sometimes Rajah Moodo
would ask the Spanish envoy and me to talk about religion ; !

glimpsing in some things the difference between Romish and
Protestant. 1823 New Monthly MagMlll. 503 She glimpsed

the peak of my mitre in the waters. 1851 J. Hamilton Royal
Preacher xx. 11854)257 His penetrating eye can glimpse the

tokens of a bright Epiphany. 1870 J. R. Lowell My
Study Wind. I. 5, I seem to glimpse something of this

familiar weakness in Mr. White. 1879 LocKYER in Nature

6 Nov. 8/1 It will, .be granted that an inorganic evolution

is already glimpsed. 1885 Howells Silas Laphaw (i8gi)
\

I. 235 Her face, glimpsed now and then in the moonlight .

.

had a fascination which kept his eye.

6. intr. To cast a passing glance. Const, at,

upon ; also with advs.

1833 Whittier Ex, New Fn*. Leg. 13 No more the

unquiet churchyard dead Glimpse upward from their turfy

bed. a 1834 Lamb Let to Moxon in Final Mem. viii. 277

When I came home I read your letter, and glimpsed at your

beautiful sonnet. 1854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1881)

II. 70 Glimpsing in, you see that a cottager's life must l>e the
1

very plainest and homeliest that ever was lived by men and

women. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion in. vi. 130 Here glimpse

upon the soul-imagined shores.

Hence Glimpsed ppL a. Also Glimpser, one

who glimpses.

1649 R. Dingley {title) Messiah's Splendor ; or, the

Glimpsed Glory of a Beauteous Christ, c 1800 K. Whitk
Time 245 By indistinct and half-glimpsed images. 1841

Blackw. Mag. L. 77 Hear it ye glimpsers into Ahnacks !

Glimpsing, vb/. sb. [f. Glimpse v. + -ing *.]

The action of the vb. (Immpse.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 11 30 Ye han som glimsing and

no parfit slghte. 1563 Homilies 11. Almsdeed \\\. (1859) 398

The fear of children and fools, which when they see the

bright glimpsing of a glass, they do imagine straightway

that it is the lightning. 160a Beaumont Hermaphrodite

Poems (1640) D 2 He sent Aurora from him to the skye To
give a glimpsing to each mortall eye. 1814 Witness 11. ii,

She hath a look so witchlike and so wild, That I would

shun the glimpsing of her eyes.

Glimpsing (gli"mp»ba), ppl. a. [See -ing 2
.]

That glimpsei ; glimmering ; shining faintly;

appearing by glimpses, affording glimpses.

1551 Records Pat/iw. K'no:vl. To Rdr., That finer wittes

maie fashion ihem selues with such glimsinge dull light.

1577 Stasvhurst Dcscr. fret. iv. 16 in Holinshed, S. Pa-

trike . . besought God .. to giue out some euident or glims-

ing token of the matter. 1583 T. Watson Ceuturie ofLone

xlvi. Poems (Arb. | 82 The Sunne may sooner shine by night,

And twinckling starres giue glimsinge sparkes by day:

Then 1 can cease to seme my Sweete delight. 160J Meta-

morphosis Tabacco 25 Lik ning her eyes vnto the glimsing

light That guides poore heardsmen to their home at night.

1803 Levden Scenes Infancy 111. 1 1819) 374 The spectre-ship,

in livid glimpsing light, Glares baleful on the shuddering

watch at night. 1835 Aird Chr. Bride I. vii, A nymph.,

walking on the checkered floors of woods .. Chasing the

shadows with her glimpsing feet. 1835 — Arthur m. iii. in

Blackw. Mag. XXXVIII. 92 I've seen the time I joyed to

wander in these glimpsing woods. 1874 D, Gray Poet. IFks. 9

Like ghosts in glimpsing moonshine, wildly run The children.
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Glimrye, obs. form of Glimmery a. 1

Glims, e, obs. form of Glimp.se sb. and v.

t Gli'mster, v. Obs. [app. f. Glim after Du.

glinstercn to glimmer.] intr. To glimmer feebly.

1565 T. Stapleton Forty. F'aitli 65 Glimstering but neuer

shining. Ibid. 88 All these ix. C. yeares it hath glimstered

a litle in preuy congregations.

Glinkite (glirjkait). A/in. [Named by Roma-
nofski in 1847 after Gen. Glinka, governor of the

Ural Mines.] A pale-green variety of chrysolite.

1849 Amer. Jml. Sri. Ser. It. VIII. 121 Chemical Analysis

of Glinkite. 189a in Dana's Min. 452.

Glinse, obs. form of Glimpse sb.

Glint (glint), sb. See also Glknt. [f. the vb.

The text of the first quot. is insecure, and the existence of

the word before 19th c. is therefore doubtful.]

1. A gleam ; a faint or momentary appearance of

light or of some lustrous object.

a 1541 Wvatt Ps. cxliii. Prol. 13 The glint of light, that

in the air doth lome, Man redeemeth. 1836 J. Wilson Nod.
Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 163 Their daughters . . who have been

singing at their domestic toils, frae the earliest glint o' morn.

i85i Court Lifo Xa/>tes II. 255 The last glint of the lamp
as we drove off showed me the face of my husband. 1865

Fait Mall G. 19 June 4 Glints of blue sky come through

the tall open windows. 1885 A. J. C. Hake Russia iii. 128

The detached groups of . . birches and firs, and the lovely

glints of sea between them.

fig. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack of Gold x, Can you not give a

poor soul one glint of consolation ?

b. Shining appearance ; shine.

1844 Lowell Ghost-seer Poet. Wks. 11879' 84 P<ut it has

the cold, hard glint Of new dollars from the mint.

2. A passing look, a glance; a momentary view,

glimpse. Chiefly Se. or north.

1832-53 Whistle-Binkil (Scot. Songs) Ser. I. 43 When ilka

glint, conveys a hint To lak a smack—before folk. 1877

X. W. Line. Gloss., Glint, a glimpse. ' I nobbut just got a

glint o' my lady as she was walkin doon to th' chech.' 1883

Black Sltandon Belts Jtxx, I .. was having a glint at the

newspaper. 1889 Barrie Window in Thrums 86 They gie

ye a glint o' their een.

b. =Gi.iff sb. 1 b.

1853 Mrs. GaskelL Ruth I. iv. 101 Site's a pretty creature,

with a glint other mother about her.

I Glint, a. Obs. [Cf. Sw. (dial.) glinta to slip

on ice : see Glint v.] Slippery.

C 1475 Parlcnay 4034 Fro that place glint bat full hy tho

was, Don vppon the Koch A fall gan purchas. 1513 Skelton

Garl. I.aurell 572 Go softly, she sayd, the stones be full

glint.

Glint 'glint), V. [Rare in the 15th c. ; subse-

quently first in Sc. writers of the 18th c. ; it has

been adopted into English literary use in the pre-

sent century. I'rob. an altered form of the earlier

Glent v., which the rime shows to have been the

original reading in two of the i.sth c. passages; cf.

hint as the northern form of Hent v.]

1. intr. To move quickly, esp. obliquely ; to

glance aside; = Glent v. I, 1 b.

e 1440 Parionope 1036 Suche a dynt That thurgh his hede

bit glynt. c 1440 Generydes 2481 With his swerd when that

bis stroke glynt Owt of ther sadill full redely they went.

1794 Burns ' Henv Long and dreary'. How slow ye move,

ye heavy hours !. . It was na sae ye glinted by. When I was

wi' my dearie, a 1800 in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. (1803)

III. 338 Ae fire-flaught darted through the rain, .and glinted

o'er the raging main. 1848 Lvtton J/arold^ IV. iii, From
the mirth of sunny Leofwme sorrow glints aside.

2. To shine with a flashing light ; to glance,

gleam, glitter. Also with forth.

c 1440 Gencrydcs 6088 The fyre sparkelid and fro the har-

myi glynt [rime-word went). 1787 BtRNs Holy Fair i, The
risin

1 sun owre Galston muirs Wt' glorious light was glintin.

1801 MaCNEILL Poems (1844) 114 The sun-beams glint sae

cheerfu'. 1828 [AirdJ Buy a Broom i, in Blackw. Mag.

XXIV. 712/1 Sickles were seen glinting on the far yellow

uplands. 1830 Bailev Festus vi. (1848' 57 Leaves Between

which the light glints. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. iv,

The specks of sail that glinted in the sunlight far at Ka.

i860 WHTTB Mi:i.vili.e Hohuby House 269 As the sun

glinted back from a dozen of carbines. 1863 M. Tavlor

Tara xiii, The sun's gleams . . glinting from spear-head,

morion, and steel armour .. lighted up faces of varied

character. 1877 .V. IV. Line. Gloss., Th' sun glinted upo'

th' glass winders that bad that I was omust blind wi' it.

1879 G. Macdonald P. Faber III. iii. 38 A few silvery

threads glinted in his hair. 1879 J. Lost. /Eneid VIII. 29

;
As when the sunshine or the moonlight clear, Dancing on

! water in a brazen vat, Glints everywhere. 1888 Rider

Haggard Col. Qnariich vii, His face working with passion

and his grey eyes glinting.

fig. 1865 RtatUr Feb. 158/2 The magic effects that glint

forth from bis quaint words and phrases.

b. trans, (causatively).

1844 Lowell Poet. WHs. (1879I 373 The willow .. glints

his steely aglets in the sun. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton 11.

15 The window of some . . tavern glints back the light. 1889

19/A Cent. Oct. 684 The morning sun . is glinted back, as

from a hundred heliographs from the golden domes on your

left. 1893 Bi-rreli. S Cctheli. Indian Memories 174 The

sun glinted the boughs overhead.

3. intr. To peep, take a glance. Cf. Glent v. 2.

1888 Century Mag. XXXV. 448 Glinting around, [he]

asked for the tenth time if [etc]. 1891 Hartland Gloss, s. v.,

Doan' ee Stan' there glintin' roun' the cornder.

b. quasi trans. To glance (the eye).

1832-53 W. Cross in Whistle-binkie (Scot. Songsi Ser. ill.

18 She glintit her e'e at him slyly.

Hence G-linted, QUnting///. adjs.

1868 Sua. Serenityl Poems 100 Shimmering and trembling,

GLISSADE.

Doth the glinted star-shine Sparkle and cease. 1883 Daily
A'ews 22 Sept. 3/4 Those glinting blue-green feathers which

originate on the drake's neck and breast. 1884 Si. James's

Gaz. 10 May 6/2 The glinting silver of the statuette. 1889

Barrie Window in Thrums 178 But let Kitty, or any other

maid, cast a glinting eye on Jamie.

Glinter (glintsr), f. rare~ l
. [f. Glint v. +

-ek^.] -Glint v. i.

1851 D. G. Mitchell Fresh Gleanings 261 Then it would
glinter out in feeble rays into the deep darkness.

Glioma gUiioa-ma). Path. PI. gliomata.
[mod.L. glioma (Virchow), f. Gr. -jki-a glue.] ' A
tumour originating from, and largely consisting of.

the neuroglia cells of the central nervous system,

esp. of ihe brain ' {Syd. See. Lex. 1885).

1870 Paget Led. Surg. Path. (ed. 3) 471 A group of

tumours to which Virchow has given the name Glioma.

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 121. 1876

T. IIrvant Prad. Surg. I. 109.

GlioniatOUS (gl3i,iJ"mat3s), a. [f. mod.L.

glioma!- Glioma + -ousj Of the nature of glioma.

1870 Paget Led. Surg. Path. (ed. 3) 471 In some rases

the gliomatous tumour has a firm consistence. 1879 St.

George's llosp. Rep. IX. 429 The medulla oblongata was the

seat of a hard gliomatous growth.

Gliosarcoma (glsicsaaktw-ma). Path. PI.

gliosarco mata. [f. G1.10-MA + Sarcoma.] -A
term applied 10 those tumours which resemble both

a glioma and a sarcoma' 'Syd. Soc. Lex. l88j).

1869 jV«t> Syd. Soc. Retrosp. Med.
^
1867-8. 278 The

tumour . . is descrilied as a ' gliosarcoma '. 1881 tr. Rosen-

thafs Dis. Nerv. Syst. I. 96 Gliosarcomata.

Gliriform (glai'TifjsEim), a. Aat. Hist. [f.

L.glir-,glis dormouse -r -(INFORM.] Resembling

the Glires or Kodenlia in form or character.

1839-47 Todd ('yd. .'mat. III. 298/1 The masseter in this

gliriform Marsupial is single.

Glirine (glsU'rin), a. [f. L.glTr-, g/is dormouse

+ -INE ] Pertaining to the order Glires of mam-
mals.
1836 J. F. Davis Chinese II. 342 Mr. Reeves discovered

a glirine animal, nearlyallied to tlie bamboo-rat of Sumatra.

1848 MAUNDER Treas. .Vat. Hist. 787 Glirine, belonging

to that order of Mammals, which includes such animals as

have two fore teeth, a cutting one in each jaw, no tusks, and

feet with claws ; comprehending guinea-pigs, rabbits, hares,

squirrels, mice, beavers, &c. i860 in Worcester.

t Gli'SCent, a. Obs- ' In 1 glyssent. [ad.

L. gliscentem, [ires. pple. of gliscere to increase.]

Increasing.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 55 A redintegration of

the glyssent ferments of the blood.

t Glise, •'• Obs. Foims: 1 glisian, (??,clise-n\

3-5 glisieu, glisen. [OE. glisian = OFris. g/isa.

MLG. glisen, MD.i. glise; f. OTeut. root *glis-.

prob. extended fromV^-pre-Teut. "gltlci-, ghli-."\

intr. To glitter, shine. Hence Glising ///. a.

(ME. glisiand, -ing), shining.

C jooo X.\.\-ric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 121 '25 Cicindela, se

gluujenda wibba. c 1205 Lav. 21725 Sceldes ber cliseden.

c 1275 Serving Christ 21 in ('. B. Misc. 91 For gold ne for

seoluer ne for glysyinde wede. 1320-30 Horn ( //. in Ritson

Metr. Rom. III. 288 Eteriche strete and everi sty Glised..

Of her brinis brigbl. 1340 70 Alisaunder 1S0 With large

forhed & long loueliche tresses, Glisiande as gold* ire. Ibid.

697 Hee hath hye on his lied homes of syluer, With golde

gailye begonne glisiing bright.

G'lish ;gliJ5i »• Obs. exc. dial. [? Southern

variant of Glisk v.] intr. - Glisk v.

1570 Levins Manip. 143/46 To Glish, corrttseare. 1869

Lonsdale Gloss., Glish, to glitter, or shine.

Hence Glish (i.-GLISI sb. 2.

1570 in Lr.viNS Manip. 143/41.

Glisk glisk , sb. Se. [f. the vb.]

1. A slight look ; a glimpse.

J716 U'odrmo Corr. (18431 II. 164, I was much pleased

with the glisk I took of it [a book]. 1814 Scott Wav. Ixiv,

They just got a glisk o' his Honouras he gaed into the wood.

2. A glance (of the eye); a gleam, glimmer,

flash (of light).

1824 Miss Firuier luher. xviii. I wauld na gi'e a glisk of

thae bonny een of yours for aw the eyes o' the world put

thegither. 1870 A. Wanless in Crockett Minstr. Merse
I (1893) 211 The glisks o' heaven will never fade. 1898 BlaclrM.

Mag. Mar. 341" The rapture of her eye infected me like a

glisk of the sun.

fig. 1883 W. C. Smith X.Conntry Foil; 105 And you need

a glisk of religion to glamour the days that are past. 1893

SiKVENSON&i/r/twa 209, I had a glisk of pleasure.

Glisk glisk), v. Obs. exc. dial. [?perh. f. root

g/is- or glit- (see Glise, Glitti it vbsl) + suffix -/•,

as in walk, talk, etc ]

f 1. intr. To glance over. Obs.

1720 li'odtvw Corr. (1843) II. 490, 1 have only got time to

glisk it over cursorily.
'
2. dial. To glitter, shine.

1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss. s.v., It glisk'd like a piece

of glass.

Glisnen, obs. form of Glisten.

t Glisory- obs ~
' ta -

F- gl>ssoire>
f

- Sl'ss(r
to slide.] A slider on a trepanning instrument.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeau's Ft: Chirurg. 15 b/2 The little

Glysorye, or Glidere vp and downe [orig. glissoire].

Glissade tglisa'd, -j*d), sb. [a. F. glissade, f.

glisser to slip, slide ; a mountaineering term.]

1. The action of sliding down a steep slope (esp.-

of ice or snow).



GLISSADE. 221 GLITTER.
1862 Tvndall Mountaineer, vii. 61 In some places the

rocks are worn to a powder, along which we shoot by glis-

sades. 1871 L. Stephen I'taygr. Europe v. 118941 133 He
appeared .. none the worse for his involuntary glissade. 1895
A. F. Mummery Climbs Alps <y Caucasus iii. (ed. 3) 62
JIuigener suggested a standing glissade. .We trusted to luck
and a sitting glissade.

trans/, and jig. 1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxxvi. 2

The descent to eternal ruin is easy enough, without making
a glissade of it. 1882 A. Edwardes Ballroom Repent. I. 74
The hundred thousand miles glissade of some shooting
meteor. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 88 Here and there
dwarf thicket clinging in the general glissade.

2. Dancing. A step consisting of a glide or slide

to the right or left.

1843 Mary Howitt F. Bremer's Home I. x. 120 'Our
Louise in time will dance very well ', remarked the Judge to

his wife, as he noticed with great pleasure the little glissades
and chassees of his daughter.

Glissade (gHsaVd, -e'*'i\),v. [f.prec] intr. To
perform a glissade, a. Dancing. (See GLISSADE
sb. 2.) Also to glissade it. b. Mountaineering.
To slide down a steep slope.

1837 I.etf./r. Madras (1843) 57 Glissading up to me, wav-
ing her pretty little hands, and making a number of grace*
ful, unmeaning antics. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVIII. 628 He
conies ' glissarding [*fV] it ' into the drawing-room, and bow-
ing like a dancing-master. 1859 FarraR J. Home 213
Kennedy and Cyril . glissaded gallantly over the slopes of
snow. 1877 A. P». Edwards Up Nile x\\\. 347 Driving our
heels well into the sand, we half ran, half glissaded, and
soon reached the bottom.

Hence Glissading- vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Glissader, one who glissades.

1832 Fk. A. Kkmble Rec. Girlhood \1Z7Z) III. 189 Gibber-
ing, glissading women greeting one another with the rapid
music of the original scene. 1861 F. \V. Jacomb in Peaks.
Passes, <y Glac. Ser. It, I. 315 That undignified attitude
peculiar to the inexperienced glissader. 1865 Reader No.
143. 348/2 Talking of glissading. 1892 C. T. Dent Moun-
tain, vi. 194 Snow slopes, .on which patches of ice intervene,
are unfit for glissading. Ibid. 195 A good glissader can go
fast and stop quickly.

Glissant (glrsant), a. Her. [a. F. glissant, pr.

pple of glisscr to glide.] —Gliding///, a. 1 h.

1868 [see Gliding///, a.}.

GTissen, obs. form of Glisten v.

Glissette (glise't). Math, [as if a. F. *glis-

sette [.after roulette)* f. glisserto slide.] (See quot.

1870.) .

1870 W. H. BESANT Azotes on Roulettes <y Glisseties

Pref., I have ventured to introduce, and employ, the word
Glissette, as being co-expressive with Roulette. Ibid, 33
GHsseltes are the curves traced out by points, or enveloped
by curves, carried by a curve, which is made to slide between
given points or given curves. 1882 Minchin Unipl. Kine-
inat. 104 The locus of a point P carried in this way is pro-

perly called a Glissette.

G-lisson, obi. form of Glisten v.

Glist (glist), sb. rare {? dial.) [f. the vb.]

1. A gleam, glistening.

1864 J. Miller Songs Sierras (1872) 196 Shadows that
shroud the to-morrow, Glists from the life that's within. 1894
HallCaine Manxman v, xxii. 351 The scan of the turf were
still unhealed and the glist of the spade was on the grass.

2. An old name tor Mica.
1715 Thoresbv Leeds 467 A red Daze or small Glist. 1728

Nickolls in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 407 A pseudometalhck
Substance, by the Miners term'd Glist. 1776 Prycb Min.
Cornnb. 321 Glist, a shining black or brown Mineral of an
iron cast, somewhat like Cockle.

Glist (glist"), v. Now only Sc. [Early ME. in

pr. pple. glistinde, peril, reduced from glistnindc:

see Glisten v.j ////r. To glisten. Hence Gli'sting

///. a.

a 1225 St. Marker. 9 Wio bast ha sehen ba.t unselhSe glis-

tinde as hit ouerguld were, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 838 pQ
glistinde wordes ban beo5 in ower bokes (be beo5 w tauten
godleic & empti wioinnenl. 1719 Hardy Knute in Maid-
ment Scot. Ballads <y Songs (1868) I. 13 Her girdle shawed
her Middle gimp, And gowden glist her Hair.

Glisten (gli"s'n\j^. [f.thevb.] Glitter; sparkle.

1840 S Bam ford Li/e 0/Radical xx. 133 Away it went i'

th' glizzen an' th' thunner*din, o'er th' moor. 1853 C.
Bronte Vttlette xiv, The sight of a piece of gold would
bring into her eyes a green glisten, singular to witness. 1855
Tennyson Daisy 35 Oft we saw the glisten Of ice, far up on
a mountain head. 1880 Howells Undisc. Country XX. 309
His vision was full of the sunny glisten of meadows. 1897
Westm. Gaz. 30 Dec. 3/1 The lace skirt.. softens, .the glisten

of the satin.

Hence Glistenless a., without glisten.

1854 Marion* Harland Alone xi, The golden trumpet was
glistenless as the rest, and the stars only kept guard over
the slumbering city.

Glisten v
gli*s'n\ v. Forms: 1 glis-, glysnian,

3 glisnien, glistneu. 4 glis-, glyanen. -ien,

glystnen, 4-5 gles(s)en. glisson, 5-8 glisseu.

(i glyssen, -on, -yrT, 9 dial, glizzen, 4- glisten.

[Oli. glisnian, f. the root of Glise v. : see -en «.]

1. intr. To shine with a fitful twinkling light;

to glitter; to sparkle with light, lit. and Jig.
c 1000 Runic Poem 30 (Gr.) Is glisnaS glaeshluttur. e 1000

in Cockayne.SVir;wi49 Se engel haefde twegen hea^ason by.-.

handaSa glysnodon hwylum swa rosan blosman. a 1225 Si-
Marker. gGHstnede as gleam deS. ("1275 Lav. 21725 Scealdcs
b ir glissenede. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1017 Masporyeasglas
bat glysnande schon. £ 1400 Rowland$ O. 1365 His armours
glyssenede full bryhte. a 1660 Hammond Serm. xiv. Wks.
1683 IV. 660 How unpolish't soever this Diamond he, yet if

it do but glissen, 'tis too pretious to be cast away. 1741-2

Vol. IV.

Richardson Pamela (J.), The ladles eyes glistened with
pleasure. 1770 GoLDSM. Des. Fill. 236 While broken tea-cups
..Ranged o'er the chimney, glisten'd in arow. 1802 Tally
Nal.Tkeol. xxi. ed.2) 400 These masses would shine, indeed,
and glisten, but it would be in the dark. 1840 Bamford Life I

0/ Radical xx. 133 It wur as fair a gowden yallo as ever
I

glizzent. 1865 GeikIE Seen.
<fy

Geol. Scot. viii. 214 Here and
j

there a mass glistens white as if it were snow. 1870 Yeats
;

Nat. Hist. Comm. 58 The Irish rivers glisten with salmon.
!

fi&> x 7*>3 C Johnston Reverie II. 179 Vanity glissened
!

through her grief. 1815 Apollo's Choice if. i. Let pity in

thine eye-balls glisten. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. S'eighh.

x.11878) 172 Kvery face glistened towards which he turned.

f 2. ? To start up suddenly. Obs.— '

1513 Doi'glas .Ends 11, \i. 3 Affrayit, I gUstnyt of sleip,

and stert on feit.

Hence ©listener slung, a gold coin (ef. shiner).
1818 Moore Fudge Earn. Paris vi. 45 Gunmen, who

touched the Tr astiry glistencrs, Like us, for being trusty
listeners.

Glistening gli's'riirj), vbl. sb. [See -i.vo 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Glisten
;

glitter, sparkle.
1398 TltEVISA Barth. De P. R. 11. ix. (1495) 37 He callvth

the shynyng the Ulumynacion and glisnynge. 1753 |.

Bartlet Gent/. Farriery xv. 143 Rub the quicksilver till

no glistening appears. 1791 Mad. D'Arblay Diary July,
The Princess spoke feelings I could not expect, by the im-
mediate glistening of her soft eyes. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 41 II. 417 There was a muddy glistening in her
eyes which I had seen described, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. v. 40
On the walls a glistening was here and there observable.

1873 T. W. Higginson Oldport Days iv. 91 Jelly-fishes.,
shot through and through in the sun-light with all manner
of blue and golden glistenings.

2. Something that causes to glisten.

1631 Cctestiua vi. 78 Clothing them [their faces] with
divers colours, glissenings, paintings, unctions. a 1641
Sickling Farewell to Love vii. 11648) 48 The Gum and
glistning, which with art And studi'd method, in each part
Hangs down the heart, Looks (just) as if. that day Snailes
there had crawl'd the Hay.

Glistening1 (gliVnin), ///. a. [f. Glisten v.

1 -iNG-.] That glistens, lit. ?a\(\fig.

1388 Wvclit Hah. iii. n In the li^t of thin arrow is thei
schulen go, in the schynyng of thi spere glisnynge. a 1400-
50 Alexander 3015 His ginge & all his garysons in glys-
synand wedis, Gaes him on to granton & graithes bare his

tentis. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts x. 30 A
certayne man .. stoode visible before me, in a glystenyng
garment. 17^6-46 Thomson Winter 262 The bleating kind
Eye the bleak heaven, and next the glistening earth, With
looks ofdumb despair. 1789 E. Darwin Hot. Gard. it. (1791)
133 The tuneful Goddess on the glowing sky Fix'd in mute
extacy her glistening eye. 1849 Rusk in Sjv. Lamps ii. 1 1,

28 But it is the glistening and softly spoken lie. .that [etc. J.

1870 Bryant Iliad II. xiv. 63 A bright golden cloud
Gathered, and shed its drops of glistening dew.

Hence G-listeningly adv.. in a glistening manner.
1611 Cotgr., Luisantemcnte,. .glisteningly. 1873 IJrown-

isg Red Colt. Nt.-cap 1060 Glisteningly beneath the .May-
night moon, Heritage and floral coverture bedeck Yon
splintered mass.

Glister ,yli-st3J\ sb. [f. the vb.]

1. A glistering; a bright iight, brilliance, lustre.

1535 Co\ erdali: Ezek, i. 10 The fyre gaue a glistre, ami
out off the fyre there wente Hghteningc. c 1590GREKNE Ir.
Bacon xi. 33 Ere the morning starre Sends out his glorious
glister on the North. 1647 H. More Insotnn. Philos, ix.

Pkilos. Poems 325 Half therefore just of this dark Orb was
dight With goodly glistre and fair golden raves. 1841
Thackfcrav Men <y Pictures 99 Fair was the sight . . and
bright the river's glister. 1884 C. E. Craddock In Tennessee
Mis. viii. 315 She caught a glimpse of . . the glister of a
great lucent, tremulous star.

Jig. aijft* Knox Hist. Re/. \. Wks. 1S46 1. 292 The glister

of the proffeit. that was judged heirof to have ensewed to
Scotishmen at the first sight hlynded mony menis eyis.

a 1659 f!p. Bkounrig Serm. (1674) I. iv. 48 Outward Glister
1

and Pomp. 1718 Entertainer xxii. 146 "Lis a World of !

Glister that we live in. 1759 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806} III.App. I

814 The false glister catches the eye, and leaves no room . . I

for the durable beauties of solid sense and lively passion.

2. Min. * Glist j^. 2.

1722 /'////. Trans. (Lowe's Abridgem.) 56S Glister, blood
red and black.

Hence Glistery a. rare. [-Y 1], full of glister.

1806 Strcthers House Mourning 1. Wks. 1S50 I. 77 His !

hope, the sclf-deceivei's transient gleam That, glistery, glim-
mers on the dazzled eye.

Glister (gli-staa), v. arch, and dial. Forms :

4 glystre, 4-6 glistre, (15 glistere
), 4-7 glyster.

4- glister. [Corresponds to MLG. glistern, MDo„
:

Du. glistercn ; f. root *glz's- (see Glisb v) + suffixes

-/- and -er 5.] intr. To sparkle ; to glitter ; to

be brilliant.

The word is obsolete in ordinary colloq. use 1 though pre- !

.served in dialects) ; by recent writers employed with
reminiscence of Shaks. or the Bible in the literal sense only.
e 1380 Sir Ferutub. 4438 Ys browes were bobe rowe and

gretcys ejene depe, & glystryd as b" glede. 1390 GoWBK
Con/. II. 252 The water glistred overall, a 1420 Hocclf.ve
De Reg. Prime. (Roxh.) 150 A croked hors never the better
is entecchede Althoughe his bridelle glistre of golde &
shyne. 1514 Barclay Cyt. % Uptondyskm. (Percy Soc. 1

p. lxx, All the walles within of fynest golde . . Glistering as
bright as Phoebus orient. 1535 Covfrdale 4 (2) Esdras x.

25 Hir face dyd shyne & glyster. 1542 Becon Potation
Lent Biij b, The vnfruytfull fygge tree glystereth it neuer
so pleasantly with grene leaues, shall be cursed & com-
mytted vnto hell fyre. 1670 98 Lassels Voy. Italy 11. 159
When the sun shines upon it, you may see it glisier two
miles off. 1725 Swikt Wood's Petition Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 284
Buy up my half-pence so fine . . Observe how they glister

and shine. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 236 On the tops of
several of these mountains, \ have observed tufts of

grass deeply tinctured by the mineral exhalations from
the earth; and on the sides, they glistered from the
same cause. 1808 Scott Mann. 11. xxi, It did a ghastly
contrast bear To those blight ringlets glistering fair. 1857-8
Sears Athan. vi. 52 Sandy plains which burn and glister
under an orient sun. 1870 74 J. Thomson City 0/ Dread/.
Nt. 1. iv,Waste marshes shine and glister to the mcon. 1877
A". //'. Line. Gloss., Glister, to glisten.

fig* 1S3S Coverdale Han. xii. 3 The wyse .. shal glister
as the shyninge of heauen. 1560 Becon Caicch. Wks. 1 564
I. 294 The godles and heathen ishe people .. outwardly
glistered wyth goodly vertues. 1579 Gosson S<k. Abuse
(Arb.) 53 Thunder in words and glister in works. 161 1 Shaks.
Wint. '/'. 111. ii. 171 How he glisters Through my Ru>t?
.11661 Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 45 He went to Oxford
where for some years he glistered in the oratoric and
rjoetic sphere. 1685 Graeian's Courtiers Ora;. 37 That
Superiority glisters in all sorts of people, but much more in

great men.

b. Proverb. (Cf. Gl.mi-.K v. 1 b.)

In mod. use 'glitters ' is commonly substituted (orglisters.
I553 Becon Rcliques of Rome 1 1563) 207 All is not golde

that glistereth. 1596 Shaks. Merck. !'. it. vii. (>$. 1649
Mii.tum /-//'.' 'iii. : 183 r

: 305 The;., think ill is*£old cf
pietie that doth but glister with a shew <jf Zeale. 1650
Hi itiiEKT Pill Formality 36 Seriously trie before we choose,
lest we take all for gold that glisters, a 1771 Gray Death
Fax: Cat. vii, Not all that tempts your wand'ring eyes . . i.-.

lawful prize .. Nor all that glisters, gold. i8oz Canning
Poet. Wks. 11827)44.

1 e. quasi-/ra«j. To bend forth with glitter.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1590,1 281 With eies which glis-

tered fortli beames ofdisdaine.

Hence 7 Gli'&terer, one who glisters, a showy
person.
1628 Earle Microcosm., Downe-right Sckolter (Arb.) 4?

Hee shall out ballance those glisterers as far as a solid sub-
stance do's a feather, or Gold Gold-lace.

Glister, o!>s. or dial. 1. Clyster.
Glistering [glistarirj), vbl. sb. [See -ixg 1.]

The action of the vb. Glister ; brilliance, glitter.

r 1460 Emare ioo For glysteryng of the ryche ston Rcdy
syght had he non. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1656) 305 The
glistering of their .. Hamesse, so richly trimmed and set

forth with Gold and Silver. 1603 Dhkkek Wonder/itlt
Ycare A iij, That worship Glow-wormes (instead of the
Sun) because of a little false glistering. 1706 Stan-hod
Paraphr. III. 375 There is indeed a Glistering but no In-

trinsic^ Value in them.

Gli'Stering,///. a. [See -ing -.] That glisters,

1398 Tbevisa barth. De P. R. viii. xxix. 1405) 342 Shyn-
ynge coniyth to the vtter partyes of a glysterynge body.
<• 1460 Emare 350 A boot he fond by the br\ m, And a glys-
teryng thyng theryn. 1535 Coveruale Job xx. 25'

A

glisteringe [so also 161 1] swearde. 1597 A. M. Vc.Guillemeau 's

Pr. Chirurg. 31 b/a Venomous [horse-leechesj have ther
bodye shininge like vnto glistering wormes. 161: Bible
Luke ix. 29 His raiment was white and glistering. ( ; 1716
Soi tii Serm. (1737 IV. ii. 80 This glistring person so much
admired by them is now a preparing for his ruin, and
fatting for the slaughters of eternity. 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Verses Chiosk Brit. Pa/., Pera 19 The barren
Meads no longer yield Delight, By glistring Snows made
painful to the Sight. 1849 M. Arnold Poems, New Sirens
107 If the glistering wings of morning On the noon shook
their dew. 1854 Hawthorne Eng. Ji'ote-Bks. (1879)11. 120
A wide waste of glistering sands.

Hence GH'steringly adv., in a glistering manner.
1587 Turberv. Trag. T. etc. (1837J 323 All is not gold that

glistringly appeere-. 1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. Ad?',
Learn. 22 This light that breaks so brightly and glistringly

in. 1814CARV Dante, Parad. xvii. 118 The brightness, first

shone glisteringly.

fig. 1843 E. Jones Sens. <y Event 4 He stops, and glister-

ingly rides His laughter forth again.

QTit;te, obs. form of Gleet sb.

Glitter (glitw , sb. [f. the vb.]

1. Glittering or sparkling light ; brightness, bril-

liance, lustre, splendour. See also Agi itter adv.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. ii, Tinsill glitter, or rich

purfled robes.. Are not the true adornements of a wife.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 452 With what permissive glory
since his fall Was left him, or false glitter. 1788 V. Knox
Wint. Even. (17901 II. ii. 15 A boldness of utterance and
assertion, which often sets off base metal with the glitter

of gold. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle TonPsC. xxxix, Cassy.
with a keen, sneering glitter in her eyes, stood looking at

him. 1856 K.vne Aret. Fxpl. I. xv. 160 A water-pool, in

which my lantern made the glitter. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt.
Royal III. vi. 104 Louis Quinze coat, all a glitter with cut-

steel. 1898 Daily News 11 Jan. 6/5 Glitter is the key-note
of smart outdoor dress at the moment.
Jig. 1863 W. Phillips Speech xi. 255 The glitter of whose
fame makes doubtful acts look heroic. 1868 Milman St.

PauPs vii. 152 The glitter of miracles which attested

his [S. Erkenwald's] virtues. 1874 L- Stephen Hours iu

Library (1892) II. iii. 91 He seems to have tired of the

glitter of Junius.

2. App. a mistake for Gutter.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl.R.v. Head, The part that bears the

antlers, royals, and tops, is called the beam, and the little

streaks therein are gtittejs. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. I II.

v. 114.

3. Comb.
1882 J Hardv in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club IX. 480 A craggy

and glitter-faced hill.

Hence O-litterless a., devoid of glitter; fGlit-
terous a. = next: Glittery a., full of glitter.

1596 R. I.[inche) Dirlla (1877) 50 Her havre of such cor-

ruscant glitterous shine, as are the smallest streames of

hottest sunne. 1757 tr. Henekel's Pyritol. vii. 113 The
white metals .. usually, .acquire a glittery .. form. 1880
Birdwood Ind. Art II. 10 If Indian jewelry should become
mechanical, and hard, and glittery, it will at once cease to

be artistic. 1882 Sharp Rossetti ii. 55 The sea is a white
blank, waveless, glitterless.
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GLITTER.

Glitter (gli't3i\ v. Forms : 4-5 gliter, 4-6
gleter.glyter, 6 glittre, 4- glitter. [Not recorded
in OE ; ME.gliteren is prob.a. ON. glitra = MHG.,
mod. Ger. glilzern ; a frequentative formation (see

-ER r') from the Teut. root *gtit- in OS. glitan

str. vb., OHG. glfyan mod.Ger. glciszen) to shine,

ON. glit brightness, glita to shine, Goth, glitmun-
jan to shine ; the pre-Teut. root *ghleid-, ghlid-

seems to occur in Gr. x*-1^ luxury.]

1. inir. To shine with a brilliant but broken and
tremulous light; to emit bright fitful flashes of light;

to gleam, sparkle.

13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 604 Golde naylez, bat al glytered &
glent as glem of be sunne. a 1400-50 Alexander 4957 Al
glitered £e ground for glori of his wedis. ^1475 K**f
Coityar 669 Gowlis glitterand full gay, glemand in grene.
a x533 LD - Bersers Huon liii. 181 Many helmes gletred
agaynst the sonne._ 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. xi. 27 The waves
glittering like Christal glas. 1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics
xi. 162 The stars . . glitter in their motions only to serve us.

1755 Gray Progr. Poesy in. iii, Before his infant eyes would
run Such forms, as glitter in the muse's ray. 1781 Cowper
Hope 42 Earth glitters with the drops the night distils. 1817
Moore Lalla R. (ed. 2) 220 A gem from Persia's plunder'd
mines, Shall glitter on thy Shrine of Shrines, i860 Kingsley
Misc. II. 17 As their wings glittered in the light they looked
like flakes of snow. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. xx t She
looked up at him with trusting eyes, that still glittered with
tears.

b. Proverb. (Cf. Glister v. b.)

1638 Drumm. of Hawth. Biblioth. Edinb. Lectori Wks.
(1711 222 All is not Gold which glittereth. 1784 Johnson
2 Oct. in Bos-well (ed. 2), All is not gold that glitters, as we
have been often told.

2. fig. ; esp. of persons : To make a brilliant

appearance or display ; to be showy or splendid ^in

dress, etc.).

1548 Udali., etc. Eratm. Par. Luke ii. 48-52 She per-
ceiued and founde a certain power of the godhed to glittre

and shewe foorth in hym. 1683 Kf:snett tr. Erasm. on
Folly 48 Nature glitters most in her own plain homely
garb. 1728 T. Sheridan Pepsins Prol. 5 If the Hope of
Money does but once glitter in their Thoughts. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 109 p 4 They had both., glit-

tered in playhouses. 1766 Fordyce Serm. Yng. Worn.
1 1767) I. ii. 75 Our gay assemblies, .would glitter less. 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. (ed. 2) 112, 1 saw her [the queen of France]
. . glittering like the morning star. 1841-4 Emerson Ess.,
Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. 97 Talent which, .glitters to-day,
that it may dine and sleep well to-morrow. 1879 M rCARTHY
Own Times II. xxix. 362 Every chapter glittered with vivid
and highly coloured description.

Glitterance (glrtsrans). rare, [f. Glitter v.

+ -ANCE.] Glittering appearance.
1801 Southey Thalaba xn. ii, Till from the glitterance of

the sunny main He turn'd his aching eyes. 1814 Cary
Dante, Purgat. xxix. 136 A sword, whose glitterance and
keen edge . . Appall'd me. 1831 Blackiv. Mag. XXX. 984
The glitterance of the frost-woven snows.

Glittering (glriarirj), vbl. sb. [f. Glittek v.

+ -ing !.] The action of the vb. Gutter.
1567 Maplf.t Gr. Forest 3 b, To the intent that .. this

maner might shew some glittring. 1607 J. Dayies Summa
Totalis F, iv,Which nought comes nere for Clouds and Glit-

terings. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis 11. 12 So near a storm
wise David would not stay, Nor trust the glittering of a
faithless Day. 1678 Dryden All /or Love Pref. b 3 If

a little glittering in discourse has pass'd them on us for

witty men, where was the necessity of undeceiving the
World ?

+ b. concr. Something that glitters. Obs.
1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 46 They count all discourses

empty, dull, and cloudy, unless bespangl'd with these glit-

tenngs. {-1698 Locke Cond. Underst. Introd. §3 Every
Man carries about with him a Touchstone, if he will make
use of it to distinguish substantial Gold from superficial
Glitterings.

Glittering, ppl. a. [f. Glitter v. + -jng -.]

That glitters. ///. and Jig.
13. . Seuyn Sages (W.) 3335 With gerlandes & with gleter-

and thing Was sho made out of knawing. a 1400 50 Alex-
ander 3346 pe sext of gletirand gold gayle was forgid.
a 1550 Christis Kirk Gr. xviii, Her glitterand hair that wes
full gowdin, Sa hard in lufe him laist. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 1. (1598) 81 O glittring miseries of man. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 534 Glorious and glittering painters.

1617 F. Moryson /tin. in. 171 It is proverbially said, that
the.. Neopolitans are glittering and sumptuous, a 1700
Soame & Dryden Boileau's Art Poetry 1. 44 Let Italians
be Vain Authors of false glitt'ring Poetry. 1764 Goldsm.
Praa. 45 Ye glittering towns, with wealth and splendour
crown'd. 1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets vii. (1870) 185 The
thistle's glittering down. i8a6 Disraeli Viv. Grey iv. v,

His glittering youth was gone and wasted. 187$ L. Stephen
Hours in Library (1892) II. iv. no The satire is . . more
distantly allied to poetical unction than to glittering rhetoric.

Hence Oiltteringly tfrtV., in a glittering manner.
16x1 Cotgr., Luisantement,.. glhter'mgly. 1647 H. More

Song ofSoitl 11. ii. 11. xvi, The nimble phantasie. .more glit-

terandly Displayes her spreaden forms. 1820 M01 r in Blackw.
Mag.VW. 627 Pendant and twining glitteringly, Like ame-
thysts of purple dye._ 1887 Pall MallG. 12 Nov. 1/2 Briskly
and glitteringly carriage after carriage rolls by.

Glittie, be. var. Gleety a.

Glittous, (-is, -us) : see Gleetous.
Gload, obs. pa. t. of Glide.

t Gloak. slang. Obs. Also gloach. [Of un-
known origin ; cf. Bloke.] A man, fellow, 'cove*.

(See also Buzz-gloak.)
1795 Potter Diet. Cant., Gloak, a man. High Tober

gloak, a highwayman well dressed and mounted. 181a J.
H. Vaux Flash Diet., Gloak, synonymous with GUI. 1821

222

Haggart Life 48, I said ' I will punsh outsides with your
nibs, but not with that gloach'. 1834 W. H. Ainswortii
Roohzvood 1:1. v, The prince of the high-toby gloaks.

Gloam (gl^'m), sb. rare. [Back-formation from
Gloaming.] Twilight, gloaming.

*7 1821 Keats La Belle Dame sans tnerci x, I saw their
starved lips in the gloam, With horrid warning gaped wide.
1881 Rossetti Ball. & Sonnets 85 And blithe is Honfieur's
echoing gloam When mothers call the children home.
Gloam (glt^m

, v. Chiefly Sc. [f. as prec]
intr. To darken, become dusk. Also To begloamed';

to have grown dusk.
1819 Resnie St. Patrick I. xi. 166 By this time, it was

turn'tgayan gloam't. 1825-80 Jamieson, It gloams, twilight
comes on, Aberd. 1847 Tait's Mag XIV. 176 When purple
evening gloameth. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xl.

(18731223 An' ye cudna expeck fowk hame fae a mairriage
afore it war weel gloam't. 1876 Mid Yorksh. Gloss, s. v.,

I must be going homewards before it gloams.

Gloaming (glJu-mirj). Forms: 1 glomung,
(ffifen-)glommung, 5 glomyng, 5-7 gloming,
8- gloaming, [repr. OE. glomung str. fern., f.

(on the analogy of #/«*«£- Evkning) gl6m twilight,

prob. f. the Teut. root *glo- (see Glow) ; the etymo-
logical sense would thus seem to be the 'glow'
of sunset or sunrise (cf. Gloom sb.-), whence the

passage to the recorded sense is not difficult.

The vowel of the mod. gloaming is anomalous, as OE.
gltfmung should normally become glooming. The explan-
ation probably is that the 6 was shortened in the compound
zefen-glommung fas the spelling seems to show was actually
the case\ and that from this compound there was evolved
a new sb. gldmung, which by normal phonetic development
became ME. gloming, mod. E. gloaming. In the literary
language the word is a comparatively recent adoption from
Scottish writers; but it is found in the dialect of Mid.Yorks.]

1. Evening twilight.

c 1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 117/7 Crepusculum,
glomung. c iooo Latin Hymns Ags. Ch. (Surtees 1851) 16
('refusculnm mens nesciat. asfen glommunge mod nyte.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv. vii. 827 Era the glomyng off the
nycht. 1536 Heu.enden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 115 He..
efter supper, past furth in, the gloming. c 1610 in Pitcairn
Crini. Trials III. 3 This fell furth in the gloming. 1786
Burns Twa Dogs 232 By this, the sun was out of sight, An*
darker gloaming brought the night, c 1800 Hogg Song.
'Tween the gloaming and the mirk, When the kye comes
hame. 1807 Bykon Elegy Nexvstead Abbey ix, Soon as the
gloaming spreads her waving shade. 1830 Tennyson Leonine
Elegiacs,^ Lowflowing breezes are roaming the broad valley
dimmed in the gloaming. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt 2 The
happy outside passenger seated on the box from the dawn
to the gloaming [etc.].

Jig. 1785 Burns Ep. to James Smith 79 When ance life's

day draws near the gloamin. 1889 Barrie Wind&iv in
Thrums 144 The help she and Hendry needed in the
gloaming of their lives.

b. Said occas. of morning twilight.

1873 Tristram Moab iii. 38 The sun had scarcely cast the
gloaming of approaching dawn over the eastern peaks.

1894 Crockett Raiders 21, I rowed home in the gloaming
of the morning.

c. Shade, dusky light.

1832 Mothkrwf.i.l Jeanie Morrison vii, And in the gloamin
o' the wood, The throssil whusslit sweet.

2. attrib. (in some instances passing into attj.), as

gloaming-fall, -hour, -sight, -sky, -starlight ; also

gloaming-shot, ,a) a shot in the twilight (in quot.

Jig.) ; ^b) the beginning of twilight.

1788 Picken Poems 176 Gin gloamin hours reek't Eben's
haun. 1793 Burns Let. to G. Thomson Aug., I once more
roved out yesterday for a gloamin-shot at the muses. 1795— ' Had / the ivyte ' 29 At gloamin-shot it was, I wot, I

lighted on the Monday, a 1810 Tannahill, ' 'The Midges
dances aboon the bum" Poems (1846) 114 Beneath the golden
gloaming sky, The mavis mends her lay. 1818 Scott Rob
Roy xxi, He has a gloaming sight o' what's reasonable . . a
glisk and naemair. 1811 Blacfciv. Mag. VIII. 401 A cannie
hour at gloaming-fa' under the hazel bower birks. 1843
Lytton Last Bar. iv. v, Even I grow hungered in these

cool gloaming hours. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred 11. xii. 125
The gloaming starlight was just sufficient to show him
that all was desolate.

Gloar, var. Glore to stare; dial. var. Glower.
Gloase, obs. form of Gloze sb.

t Gloat, sby Obs. rare. [f. Gloat v.] A side-

glance ; ?a furtive or sullen look.

1645 Eeati.y Dippers Dipt Ep. Ded. B, Satans watchful
eye is upon it [the Gospel], and he casts an envious gloate at

it. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. vi. 61 The Frowne, the
Gloat, the Hung-lip, the Neglect, the Go-by.

Gloat, sb,'~dial. Also 8 glout, 8- 9 glut, 9 glot,

[Etymology unknown.] A species of eel (see

quots.). Also gloat-eel.

1747 Mrs. Glassk Cookery xxi. 163 Grigs, Shafflins and
Glout. 1769 Pennant Zool. III. 114 There is another

,

variety of this fish [the eel] known in the Thames by the
name of Grigs, and about Oxford by that of Grigs or Gluts.
1776 Twiss Tour Iret. ay Perch, salmon, pike, trout, glut-
eels, silver-eels. 1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xxxi.

243 The 'hooking' eel or 'gloat,'—the blackish medium-
:

sized eel taken by anglers, babbers, and on night-lines,
j

1895 in E. Angl. Gloss., Gloat or Glot.

Gloat (gl(?ut), v. Forms : 6-7 gloate, gloit, I

gloyt, 7 glott, 7-9 glote, 7- gloat. [Of obscure
j

origin, but apparently = MHG. and mod.G. glotzen
\

to stare, Sw. (dial.) glotta to peep, ON.ghtta to grin.

Prob. taken up in the 16th c. from some dialect,

in which it may have been an adoption from ON. I

Although common in the 17th and 18th c, the word is not
|

in Phillips and was unknown to Johnson, who quotes the
;

GLOATING.
lines from Rowe (see 2 below) with the remark, 'This
word I conceive to be ignorantly written for gloar '.

The development of sense 3 has prob. been more or less

influenced by association with Glut v.]

fl. intr. To look or gaze askance ; to look with
a furtive or sidelong glnnce. Also to gloat it. Obs.
IS7S Laneham Let. (1871) 60 With myne eyz, az I can

amoroously gloit it. 1576 Gascoigne Cotnpl. Phitomene
(Arb.) o6Ne could he loke a side, Eut like the cruel
catte Which gloating casteth many a glance Vpon the
sellyratte. 1590 Nashe FasquiVs Apol. 1. Aiij b. Though
in silence I gloate through the fingers at other matters,
yet am I not carelesse of the quarrell nowe in hand. 1615
Chapman Odyss. xn. 150 She (ScyllaJ . . streakes From
out a ghastly whirle-poole, all her necks ; Where (gloting
round her rockei to fish she falles. 1619 R. Weste Bk.
Demeanor 33 in Babees Bk., Nor let thine eyes be gloting
downe, cast with a hanging looke. 1650-3 G. Daniel
Idylls iii. 8 (Grosart* IV. 219 Purblind in Ethicks, as y
Running Hare Gloats either way. 1668 R. L'Estrange
Wis. Quev. U708) 240 Come hither Sirrah, cryes Lucifer ; and
so the poor Cur went wrigling and glotting up towards his
Prince. 1684 Creech Ovid's Eleg. 11. vii. in Dryden's
Miscell. 1. 120. If at the Play I in Fop-corner sit, And with
a squinting Eye glote o'er the pit. 1717 Gay Fables xxxiii.
20 Like you [a snake], they . . With malice hiss, with envy
glote, And for convenience change their coat. [1881 Isle

of Wight Gloss., Gloat, to look sulky, to swell. ' He
gloats like a tooad.']

f b. In pa. pp/e. Of the eyes : Turned up or
upward. Obs.
1624 Bp. R. Mountacu limned. Address 31 So sighs, and

gi oanes, as many as you will ; and eyes gloyted vpward,
God knoweth why, or whether, a 1641 — Acts if Mon.
vii. (1642) 396 Their gloited-up eyes, their groning bellies.

C Of light : ? To glance aside, rare.

1644 [see Gloating///, a. b]. i866Thornbury Greatheart
III. 224 The light gloated on some strange-shaped glasses,
and on a retort that stood on a side-table.

t 2. To cast amorous or admiring glances. Const.
on, upon. Obs.

1676 Wycherley PL Dealer 11. i. 16 In short, I cou'd
not glote upon a man when he comes into a Room, and
laugh at him when he goes out. 1678 Otvvay Friendship
in F. in. 32 My revenge shall be to love you still ; gloat on
and loll after you where ere I see you [etc.]. 1680 1>ryden
Limberhavi 1. 8 'Aside) Are you gloting already? then
there's hopes, i' faith. 1710 Rowe Jane Shore iv. i, Teach
every Grace tosmile, in your Behalf, And her deluding Eyes
to gloat for you. 1727 Gay Fables xiv. 27 Some praise his

sleeve and others glote Upon his rich embroider'd coat [etc.].

quasi-trans . 1676 Wycherley PI. Dealer iv. i, Her
tongue, I confess, was silent ; but her speaking* Eyes gloted

j

such things.

3. To gaze with intense or passionate satisfaction

I

(usually implying a lustful, avaricious or malignant
:

pleasure). Now almost exclusively to gloat on,

upon, or over : To feast one's eyes upon, to con-
template, think of, or dwell upon with fierce or

# unholy joy.

1748 Richardson Clarissa IILxiii. 89 [The spider] sus-

j

pends it [the fly], as if for a spectacle to be exulted over

:

Then stalking to the door of his cell, turns about, glotes
over it at a distance. 1764 Churchill Ep. W. Hogarth

g9 Hogarth, a guilty pleasure in his eyes, The place of
xecutioner supplies. See how he glotes, enjoys the sacred

feast, And proves himself by cruelty a priest. 1794 Godwin
Cat. Williams (1796) III. x. 182 Mr. Spurrel perfectly gloted,

with eyes that seemed to devour everything that passed.
1801 Woi-cot (P. Pindar) Tears <y Smiles Wks. 1812 V. 69
The youth upon her tuneful lips Did full of rapture glote.

1815 Scott Guy M. xx, Over such [books] the eye of
Dominie Sampson gloated with rapture. 1830-40 \V.

Irving Wol/ert's R. (1855) 217 Never did miser gloat on his

money with more delight. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III.

510 He had caught the scent of carnage, and came to gloat
on the butchery in which he could no longer take an active

;

part. 1861 Reade Cloister $ H. IV. 7 Her sweet eyes turned
and gloated on the little face, .in silence. 1868 E. Edwards
Raleigh I.xxiv. 557 Circumstances, .which aregloated over
in the vile letters of. . Northampton. 1874 L. Stephen Hours
in Library (1892) I. vi. 235 He. .rejoiced greatly in gloating
over the mysteries of iniquity. 1884 Sir S. St. John Hayti
iii. 93 Soulouque went with his staflf to inspect their mangled
bodies .. and gloat over the scene. 1885 [see Gtioi'L].

Hence Gloating vbl. sb. Also Gloa'ter, one who
gloats.

1593 Ten-Troth's N. Y. Gift 29 The eye receivinge kinde
glaunces for amorous glotinges. 1659 I'orriano, Sguara-
guardatdre, a starer, a gloter. 1850 Browning Christinas
Eve xxii. 89 His Bourbon bully's gloatings In the bloody
orgies ofdrunk poltroonery.

Gloating, ///. a. [f. Gloat v. + -ing ^.]

That gloats (in the different senses of the vb.).

1602 Marston Antonio's Re?r. v. iii, From beneath swoln
brows Appeares a gloting eye of much mislike. 1625
Bp. R. IVIountagu Appello Cars. 253 He is in that case as
jealous of Gods honour, as any gloyting Puritan in the

Pack. 1682 Mrs. Behn City Heiress 33, I saw you playing
with my Rival, Sigh'd, and lookt Babies in his gloating
Eyes. 1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 36 Changing
the cast of his look from one of gloating satisfaction to one
of doleful regret. 1837 Disraeli Venetia iv. xiv. The coarse

wonder of the gloating multitude. 1877 L. Morris Epic
Hades 1. 7 But as I looked There came a hunger in the
gloating eyes.

fb. Of light : ? Glancing aside, refracted, rare.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xiii. 116 Colours may be made
by reflexion, as also, gloating light.

Hence Gloatingly adv.
1681 Otwav Soldier's Fort. 11. i, How glotingly they look

upon me ! 1830 J. Wilson in Blacknv. Mag. XXVII. 662
Your face has.. been fixed as gloatingly as that of a Satyr.

1885 Stevenson Dynamiter 192 His eyes lingered gloatingly

on his dear boxes.



GLOBAL. 223 GLOBE.

Glob, obs. form of Gr.OBt:.

Global {g\ou-ha\), a. rare. [(..GhOHK sb. + -AL.]

Spherical, globular.
1676 R. Dixon Nat. 2 Test. 2, I could challenge the best

Mathematician . . to demonstrate . . that they can so much as
..frame a Global Circle without the least gibbosity or con-
cavity therein. 1848 Loud. Mag. 119 According to the
modern System .. there is no Upper nor Under, the Earth
being global.

t GlO'bar, a- Obs. [f. as prec. + -AB.1 = prec.

1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 298 The French call this Shell

1 he Purse, because there is joyn'd to it's long and narrow
Mouth .. a Globar \ printed Glolar] puff, like a full Hag,
or Purse, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wits, 1721 III. 49
He.. flew. .Down to the dusky Air, to gather Cloud, Which
in its Globar Form should them enshroud.

Globard, var. Glowbabd, Obs.

Globate (gl^'b^t, -H), a. rare. [ad. L. glo-

bal-its, pa. pple. of glob-are to form into a mass or

globe, f. glob-us Globe sb."] a. Having the form
of a globe, b. (See quot. 1854/1
1847 in Craig. 1854 Mayne Expos. Lex.. Globate. Applied

to glands that are formed of lymphatic vessels connected
together by cellular membrane, and which pass out again,
having no excretory duct, i860 Gosse Brit. Sea-Anew. <y

Corals p. xxxiv, Globate Cnida;. Ibid. p. xxxvi, The cnidx
of the spiral and globate kinds.

Globated v.gl<7'r b<?'ted), a. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ed 1.] Formed into a globe. Ateofg.
1727-36 in Bailey. 1755 Johnson, GlobaUd, formed in

shape of a globe ; spherical ; spheroidical. 1869 G. Mac-
DONALD R. Falconer I. xxi. 143 What a full globated sym-
bolism lay then around the heart of the boy in his book, his

violin, his kite ! 1888 tr. Kenan's Hist. People Israel I. 239
He[Jahveh) was the universal rouah under a globated form,
a kind of condensed electric mass.

t Globbe, glnbbe, v. Obs. rare - '. [Onoma-
topoeic : cf. Gloff, Glop, Gulp.] trans. To gulp
down (liquor); to eat gluttonously. Hence
CfrlO'bber, a glutton.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 346 [They] seten so til euensonge
. .Tyl Glotoun had y-globbed [v.r. (y-)glubbed, globed] a
galoun an[d] a Iille. Ibid. ix. 60 Moche wo worth that man
that mysreuleth his Inwitte,And that be glotouns globbares
[v.r. glubberes, clobberis], her god is her wonibe.

Globe (gl^'b), sb. Also 7 glob. [a. F. globe,

ad. L. globus a round body or mass ; a ball, sphere,

etc. The ME. glob'Kbe, glub(be, Glub, used by
Wyclif to render L. globus in the sense ' body of

men ', etc. is prob. etymologically distinct.]

1. A body having (accurately or approximately)
the form of a Sphere.
1551 Records Patkw. Kncnvl. r. Dejin., But in a Globe,

(whiche is a bodie rounde as a bowle) there is but one
platte forme, and one bounde. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 15 A diameter of a sphere, or globe, is any
lyne drawen thorowe the same, goyng by the center of the
sphere, or globe. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 613 The fume.

.

mounts.. In rolling globes vp to the vauted skies. 1617
Morvson Itin. 1. 79 The outward roofe is divided into foure
globes, covered with leade. 1662 Stillingfl. Oris. Sacr.
Hi. it. § 18 All those particles were not at first Sphaerical,

because many such little Globes joyned together will not fill

up a continued space. 1783 Franklin in Ellis Orig. Lett.

(184^3) 424 The experiment of a vast Globe [a balloon] sent
up into the air, much talk'd of here at present. 1784C0WPER
Task vi. 155 The other tall \foot'fiote The Guelder Rose],
and throwing up into the darkest gloom Of neighbouring
Cypress. . Hersilver globes. 1812-16J.Smith PauoramaSci.
«V Art. I. 277 The earth is not a perfect globe. 1821 Shelley
Prometh. Unb. in. Hi. 139 Bright golden globes Of fruit,

suspended in their own green heaven. 1854 Tomlinson
Arago's Asiron. 55 The sun is an immense globe, 1,300,000
times greater than the earth. 1875 JowETT Plato (ed. 2)

III. 616 In the form of a globe, round as from a lathe.

b. Jig. A complete or perfect body, a ' full-

orbed ' combination.
1607-13 Bacon £ss.

t Gt. Place (Arb.) 284/1 In the dis-

charge of thie place, sett before thee the best ExemplesJ
For Imitacion is a Globe of Precept es. 1642 Milton Af>ol.

Smcct. (1851) 300 No sooner did the force of so much united
excellence meet in one globe of brightnesse and efficacy,

but [etc. J.

t<3. A fire-ball (see quot.). Obs.

1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640) 9 b, Of Shields, Globes or
bowles. These Meteors also have their name of their

fashion, because they. . appeare to be round,

t d. The Sphere of a planet. Obs. rare.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 41 The Fyre. .shal

ascend above them, and be next the Globe of the Mone.

2. The (or this) globe, the earth, f Formerly
often the globe of {the) earthy of the world; the

earthly or terrestrial globe (cf. Hall sb. 2).

X5S3 Edf.n Treat. Neive Ind. (Arb.) 9 The hole globe of
the world hath been sayled aboute. 1575 App. fy Virg. in

Hazl. Dodsley IV. 113 Gods that rule the skies, The Globe,
and eke the Element. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 102 We
the Globe can compasse soone, Swifter then the wandring
Moone. c 1630 R is don* Surv. Devon § 192 (1810) 204 He
was the second that circumpassed the earthly globe, a. 1649
Dkumm. of Hawtii. Poems 23 The sun, from east to west
who all doth see, On this low glob sees nothing like to thee.

1717 LAD* M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar 1 Apr., I

wish . . you were . . regular in letting me know what passes
on your side of the globe. 1752 Hume Ess. <$• Treat. (1777)
I. 219 The same set of manners will follow a nation . . over
the whole globe. 1769 Wesley Jrnl 8 Sept. (1827) III.

369 The globe of earth .. can hardly afford a more pleasing
scene. 1842 Tennyson Lockstey Hall 183 Thro' the shadow
of the globe we sweep into the younger day. 1891 Speaker
2 May 534/1 The harnessing of electricity to the commerce
of the globe.

b. One of the planetary or celestial bodies.

11566 J, ALDAV tr. Poaystuans T/reat. World Sivb, If

thou art minded to surpasse al ye globes of the firmament,
and see what is there contained. 1651 DAVKNANT Gondibert
11. V. xx, Those vaste bright Globes . . Were made hut to

attend our little Ball. 1840 J. H. Newman Par. Serttt.

(1842) V. iv. 56 Supposing a man told that he should sud-

denly be carried off to some unknown globe in the heavens.

3. A spherical structure on whose surface is de-

picted the geographical configuration of the earlh

{terrestrial globe), or the arrangement of the con-

stellations {celestial globe).
The terrestrial and celestial globes were formerly included

under the name of the globes, esp. in the phrase \to learn,
teach) the use 0/the globes.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 8 In the moste parte

of Globes and Mappes they see the continente or fyrme land.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 114 note, An objec-

tion against the terestriall Globe. 1592 Dee Comp. Rehears.
(Chetliam) 28 Two globes of Gerardus Mercators best

making on which were my divers reformations both geo-
graphical!, and celestiall. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del.
("635) >• vii. 166 A Mappe differs from a Globe, in that the

Globe is a round solide body, more neerely representing the

true figure of the Earth. 1665 Hookk Microgr. 218, I have
observ'd . .several magnitudes of Stars less then those of the
six magnitudes commonly recounted in the Globes. 1701
Wallis in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 329 With arithmetick, and
the use of the globes. 1762-71 H. Walfole i'ertues A need.

Paint. (1786) III. 25 The celestial and terrestrial globes, the

largest that had then ever been printed. 1866 Mrs. Gaskkli,
Ir'ives <y Dai/. I. xi. 131, I suppose you've been taught
music, and the use of globes, and French, and all the usual
accomplishments.

4. The golden ball or orb borne along with the

sceptre as an emblem of sovereignty (cf. Ball
sb. 3).

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 158 In Christianitie there is now
appropriated to supreme Princes a Globe, and an infix

t

Crosse. 1636 Massinger Gt. Dk. Florence 1. i, If I had
beene the heire Of all the Globes and Scepters mankind
bowes to, At my best you had deserv'd me. 1688 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2309/3 At the reading of the Gospel the Emperor
stood up, holding his Scepter in one Hand, and the Globe
in the other. 1753 Scots Mag. Mar. 156 1 The globe and
cross .. shew him to have been a .. King. 1780 Cowper
Table T. 39 The globe and sceptre in such bands misplaced.
Those ensigns of dominion, how disgraced ! 1813 Scott
Trierm. m. xxxv, With crown, with sceptre, and with
globe, Emblems of empery.

5. Anal. Globe of the eye, ocular globe, the eye-

ball (see quot. 1885).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 162 The globe [of a
fish's eye], .is furnished behind with a muscle, which serves
to lengthen or flatten it according to the necessities of
the animal. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Auat. I. 510/2 It [the
tissue] abounds, .around the globe of the eye. 1870 Roi.i.ks-

ton Anini. IJfe In trod. 54 The globe of the eye consists of
two segments, the anterior of which is more or less conical.

1879.57. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 468 Three females and one
male .. were admitted for enucleation of wasted globes.

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ocular globe, the eyeball after the
separation of its muscles and outer connections.

6. A glass vessel of approximately spherical form;

esp. a. a glass lamp-shade ; b. a vessel filled

with water, used for exhibiting ornamental fish,

or as a lens.

1665 Hooke Microgr. Pref. E, A pretty large Globe of
Glass, fill'd with exceeding clear Brine. 1776 G. Semple
Building in Water 142 The Globes, .must be made of very
thick white Glass. 1796 Hist. Ned Evans I. 10, I met
a post chaise and four on the turnpike road : it had globes
with lights in them. 1800 Med. Jml. IV. 179 This instru-

ment consists of a very strong glass tube . . and ends in a
globe of 1.2 or 1.3 inch in diameter. 1839 Chatto Wood
Engraving viii. 652 Filling a large transparent glass-globe
with clear water, and placing it in such a manner, .that the
light after passing through the globe, may fall directly on
the block. 1873 Stewart Consent. Force i. 8 A glass globe
containing numerous gold-fish. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod.
Par. Churches 194 Globes are seldom used in churches.
1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 592/2 It was a new lamp, with
a. .figured globe.

7. Mil. fa. A kind of grenade. Obs.
1672 W. T. Mil. $ Mar. Discipline in. CompI Gunner

lit. ix. 7 There is given to these sort of Globes the names of
Granadoes. Ibid. in. xiii. io Stinking Globes are made to
annoy the Enemy.

b. Globe of compression ( = F. globe de compres-
sion) : an overcharged mine, the explosion of which
produces a crater of greater radius than depth.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 263/2 Globe ofCompression, a name

given by Belidor to mines in which the highest charges of
powder are employed. . . They were first employed by the
King of Prussia, in 1762, at the siege of Schweidnitz. 1876
in Voyle Milit. Diet. s.v. Compression.

8. In imitation of a Latin use : A compact body
(of persons).
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Triumph xiii, Out there flies

A globe of winged Angels, swift as thought. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 512 Him round A Globe of fierie Seraphim
inclos'd. 1837 Blackw. Mag. XLII. 113 The Bashkirs
collected into ' globes ' and ' turms ', as their only means of
meeting the long lines of descending Chinese cavalry.

1 9. Path. = Globus. Obs.
1758 R. Brookes Gen. Tract. Physic II. 122 Then they feel

a sort of a Globe arise from the lower Part of the Belly to the
Hyphochondria and Diaphragm.
10. atlrib. and Comb. a. General combinations,

asglobe -maker; globe-making\b\. sb. ; globe-billed,

-cheeked, -engirdling, -girding ppl. adjs.
;
globe- like

adj. ; globe-wise adv.
1847 Craig, *Globe-billed curassoiv, in Ornithology, the

Crax globiccra of Einna:us, a native of Guiana. 1819 W,
Tknnant Papistry Storm'd 11827) 18 Around the altar
prance and pace *Globe-cheekit Fun. 1622 Dkayton Poly-
olb. xix. 307 *Globe-engirdling Drake, the Nana!! Palme
that won ne. 1847 Emerson Poems, MonadnocWU*. (Bohn)
1. 433 The alps

1

"globe-girding chain. 1597 Drayton Heroic.
F.p. iii. 29 Whilst I behold thy "Globe-like rouling eye.

Thy lonely cheeke (mee thinks' stands smiling by. 1620-55
I. Jones Slone-Heug (1725) 67 Unto Vesta, they built

Tenij les of a round Form Globelikc. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden Ixi. 117 The Globe-like Throat-worts, .grow
naturally in divers places beyond the Seas. 1740 Harris
in Phil. Trans. XL1. 324 The "Globe-makers might save us
the Trouble and Expenee of having these graduated Slips

of Brass, by dividing some Meridian. 1878 C. H. Coote in

Trans. New Shaks. Soc. 98 It was a ' new map ' on a new
projection made by one of the most eminent globe-makers of
his time. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 986/2 In the history of

*gIobe-makhig, the name of Ferguson, the mathematician,
has an honourable place. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner
F vij, [Artichokes! somewhat resemble Fine-apples, conMsl-
ing of many skales, compacted *Globe-wise. 1698 Lister
yonru. Paris (1699) 192 In the Orangerie were, .two pair of
Miitles in Cases, cut Globc-wi>e.

b. Special combinations: globe-amaranth. u.s

(see Amaranth 3); f globe-animal, -animalcule,
a minute globular locomotive organism Volvox
globator); globe-artichoke = Artk ,hokki: globe-
cock ^see quot."; globe-crowfoot--globe -flower;
globe-daisy, Globularia vulgaris ; + globe-dial,

a sun-dial in the form of a globe ; f globe-fennel,
some variety of fennel ; globe-fish, a lish of

globular form, esp. one of the Tetrodoniidpp or

Diodontidse, which assume this shape by inflation
;

globe-flower, 7'roltius citrop.'rus.a ranunculaeeous

plant with yellow flowers
;
globe-lamp, a lamp in

which the light is protected by a globe ; globe-
lightnings Fire-BalL 1 ; globe-loadstone, a

spherical magnet
;

globe-ranunculus = globe-

flower; globe-sight, a front sight for a rifle, etc.

consisting of a ball or disk; globe-slater, a sessile-

eyed crustacean of the genus Sph;rroma ; globe-
thistle, a name for species of Echiuops; globe-
trotter, one who goes globe-trotting

;
globe-trot-

ting, extensive and hurried travelling over the

world for the sake of sight-seeing
;
globe-valve

(see quot.).

1733 Miller Gardener's Diet. i'ed. 2 1

I, Amarauioides,
'Gloue Amaranthusor Everlasting Flower. 1755 Johnson
(citing Mi lluiO, Globeama ranth. i8o6P«iscn i.aW'akki n:i ).

Dom. Recreat. vi.92 The *globe animal, so named on account
of its form, which is like a round ball without any appearance
of head, tail, or fins. 1867 J. Hour, Microsc. n. i. 275 This
little cell, so well known to the older observers as the 'globe-
animalcule or revolving-cell. 1858 Glenny i,ard. E-:-cry-dav

Pk. 219/1 'Globe Artichoke. 1882 Garden 11 Mar. 169/-;

Now is a good time to make pin illations of Globe Artichokes.

1875 K night Diet. Mech.,' Gtobc<ock, formerly a sphere with
a:-tem by which it was moved, .nowachcular disk ofsimilar

use, and retaining the name. 1597 GerardE Herbal 11.

cccli. 810 The globe flower is called ..in English *Globe
Crowfoote, Troll flowers, and Lockron gowlons. Ibid.

II. exciii. § 7. 512 The blewe Daisie is called . . in English
blew Daisies and *Globe Daisie. 1625 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) I. 1S3 For gilding and working y

d *globe
dialls^3. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 372/2 A Ball, or
Globe Dial, to shew the Hour without a Gnomon. 1713
\'\.\\\\:-V.\v\Phil.'I'raus. XXVI IE 1 uo Smooth ''"Globe- Fennel.
1668 WlLKlNS Real Char. 11. 142 Fishes of a bard crustaceous
skin ..Sphaerical .. [as] Orbis Scutatus, "Globe-fish. 1735
MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 113 Orbis Izvis vane-
gatus: The Glob- Fish. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist.
{1S88) III. 289 Tetrodontida? .. have received numerous
popular names, such as swell-fish, bottle-fish, bellows-fish,

egg-fish, globe-fish ..etc. 1597 ""Globe flower [see globe-

crmufoot]. 1854 S. Thomson Wild Ft. 11, 97 The .. globe-
flower. 1897 Daily News 7 Jan. 67 The boatswain was
taking a 'globe lamp into the forepeak. 1888 Tait in

Eucycl. Brit. XXII 1. 330/1 ' 'Globe-lightning' or 'fireball '.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 170 Not to mention how bard a
thing it is ; first, to find the two Polary points in a *Globe-
Eoadstone [etc.]. 1733 Miller Gardeners Did. 1'ed. 2) I,

Hcllcboro-Ranunctilus. *Globe Ranunculus vulgo. 1884
Harper's Mag. Aug. 367/1 At this short distance you don't
care for the peep and *globe sights. 1879 Rossiter Vict.
Set. Terms s.v. Globe, ^Globe-slaters = Sph.rroma. 1597
Gerarde Herbal n. cccclxii. 990 Carduus Globosus .. is

called in English, *Globe Thistle, and Ball-Thistle. 1658
Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. 47 And he that inquireth

into the little bottom of the globe-thistle, may finde that gal-

lant bush arise from a scalpe of likedisposure. 1794 Marivn
Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 40^ Common Globe-thistle is so called

from the flowers growing in globular heads. i883Stf.vfnson
Silverado So. 1 It is no place of pilgrimage for the summary
*globe-trotter. 1880 Daily New* 6 May 4/8 The season for

*globe-trotting . . has seriously set in. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Globe-valve, 1. A ball-valve, one of a spherical shape.

. . 2. A valve inclosed in a globular chamber.

Globe (gl^u b), v. Also 7 glob. [f. prec. ; cf.

L. globdre.\

1. trans. To form into a globe. Also refl.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. iii, Yet is it [Self-respect, pre-

viously designated as ' the radical moisture ' of * every worthy
enterprize ') not incontinent to bound it self, as humid things

are, but hath in it a most restraining and poweifull abstinence

to start back, and glob it self upward from . . any soile

wherewith it may peril to stain itself. 1838 Emerson Addr.
Cambridge, Mass. Wks. (Bohn) IE 191 The mora! traits

which are all globed into every virtuous act and thought.

1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 59S The great stars that globed
themselves in Heaven. 1876 G. Meredith Beauch. Career
E vii. 101 A small round brilliant moon hung almost globed
in the depths of heaven.
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GLOBED.

2 intr. To assume or have the form of a globe.
1856 Mks. Browning Amr. Leigh in. 275 My eyes globed

luminous Through orbits of blue shadow 1889 E. Arnold
Lt. Worlds. (iSyi 1 223 So the dew Globes on a grass-blade.

Hence Globing ///. a.

1861 Thornbuky Turner (1862) I. 30 The myriads of
houses over which the black globing dome dominates.

Globed (gl^ulxT, ppL a. [f. Globe v. + ei>-.]

1. Having the form of a globe.
1820 KEATS Melanch. ii, Then glut thy sorrow on a morn-

ing rose . . Or on the wealth of globed peonies. 1850 Mrs.
Browning Poems I. 26 As twilight drifted Through the
cedar masses, The globed sun we lifted. 1863 T. Woolner
My Beautiful Lady 86 Their [birds'] fluttering bursts the
globed seeds.

2. Furnished with a globe.
1832 L. Hunt Poems 172 Of the old kings with high

exacting looks, Sceptred and globed. 1867 G. Musgrave
Nooks Old France II. 136 The garden walks were illumin-

ated by about sixty very large globed gas-lamps.

Globelet (gwa'blet"). nonce-wd. [f. Globe sb.

+ -LET.] A small globe or globule; a drop.
1839 Bailey Fesfus xviii, (1S48) 1S5 Like a phosphor

globelet in the sea. 1885 RoOEN Noel in Harpers Mag,
Apr. 8i5 /2 Where a rainbow globelet crosses.

Globerd(e, van Glowbaho, glow-worm.
Globical (gV'bikal, £i£u'hik&l)

f
a. [f. Globe

sb, + -1C + -AL.]

+ 1. Globular, spherical. Obs,
1612 Dekkek London Triumphing A 4b, The earth : whose

Globicall Rotundity is Hieroglifically represented by the
wheele of the Chariot. 1638 K. France North. Mem. 11821)

p. xv, For God through wisdom hung up aloft these bright,
shining, and globical bodies, whereby to illuminate this
stupendous creation. 1698 A. Van Leeuwenhoek in Phil.
Trans. XX. 170 A Globical Roundness.
2. Her. Having the general outline circular.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 1, 44/2 It is also Blazoned a Cross

Patee Globicall iandPatee Circulated orCirculed). 1828 40
Berry Encycl. Herald. I, Globical, or Convex, circular on
the outside. 1847 Gloss. Herald, s. v. Cross, The Cross
pattie alisce or globical is a circle in general outline instead
of a square.

Hence t Glo bically adv.
1672 W. T. Mil. <y Marit. Discipline IN. Compl. Gunner

Hi. ix. 7 The Hand Granadoes. are Globically or perfectly
round and hollow in their interior part in manner ofa Sphere.

Globiferous felflnbi-feras),**. Ent. [i.\»globi-

GLOBE sb. 4- -FKKOl'S.] Having a globe or bulb
at the end of the antennae.
1826 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. IV. 323 Globtferons, when the

setigerous joint [of the antenna;) is larger than the preceding
one, and globose.

II Globigerina (gl£«bi|dger3h)&
;

. PI. globi-
gerina. [mod. I,., f. L. ghbi-t

globus Globe sb. +
-ger carrying + -ina -ine; named by D'Orbigny in

1S26.J A foraminiferous rhizopod, found in im-
mense numbers in deep parts of the ocean.
1847 in Craig. 1863 Lvell Antiq. Man xiv. 268 Their

stomachs were full of globigerina, of which foraininiferou-;

creatures -the oo/.y bed of the ocean at that vast depth was
found to be exclusively composed. 1875 Dawson* Dawn of
Life iv. 89 In the Globigerina: .. only eight or ten segments
are ordinarily produced by continuous gemmation. 1880
A. R. Wallace Isl. Life vi. 89 The Globigerinae have 1>een

shown by the Challenger explorations to abound in all

moderately warm seas.

b. allrib., as globigcriua-shells : also globige-
rina-mud, -ooze, deep-sea mud or chalky ooze,

consisting of decayed globigerina?.
1872 Dana Corals ii. 143 A mud full of forami infers,

Globigerina mud, as it is called from the species characteriz-
ing it. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xvi. 270 There is no
sufficient evidence that pure and clean Globigerina shells
contain any appreciable proportion of such mineral matter.
1880 A. R. Wallacic Isl. Life vi. 87 The white oceanic
mud, or Globigerina-ooze, found in all the great oceans at
depths varying from 250 to nearly 3,000 fathoms.

Globigerine (gl^ubrdgerin), a. [See prec.

and -ine.J Belonging to the Globigeriwv.
1869 Student's Mag. 1'eb. 33 Globigerine deposits. 1880

Nature XXI. 219 The areas occupied by the globigerine, or
calcareous 'ooze .

Globin (gl^'bin). [f. L. glob-us Globe sb. +
-IN.] (See quot.j

1877 Foster Physiol. 11. ii. 241 The proteid which is pre-
cipitated when a solution of haemoglobin is exposed to the
air, though belonging to the globulin family has characters
of its own. It has been named by Preyer globin.

Glo'biness. Obs.rare~°. [f. Globy -t- -ness.]

16x1 Cotgr., Roudcur, roundnesse, globinesse.

Globird, var. Glowbarp, Obs., glow-worm.

t Glo'bist. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Globe sb. + -1ST.]

One versed in the use of the globes.
1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 87 Being a good Globist,

hee will quickly find the Zenith, the distances, the climes
and the Parallells, and distances of Regions.

Globoid (globoid), a. and sb. [f. Globe sb. +
-om]
A. adj. Of approximately globular form.

1887 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXX' 324 These bush-retrealsof
the mice were all distinctly globular, or globoid.

B. sb. Bot. (See quots.
1

)

1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs" Bot. 52 Non-crystalline,
roundish, or clustered granules, known as Globoids. These
are a double calcium and magnesium phosphate, in which
the latter base is greatly in excess. 1885 G. L. Goodale
Physiol. Bot. (1892)47 Amorphous or globular concretions
. .known as globoids.

224

Globose (glt>"b<'"*s\ a. [ad. 1,. glolws-tts. f.

globus Globe; cf. OK. globeux, Globous.] Hav-
ing the form of a globe; completely or approxi-
mately spherical. Now only in scientific use.
c 1475 in \\th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. III. (1887)

15 In the begynnynge when thow made all of nowght. A
globose mater, and derkc undur confusion. 1667 Mii.ton
/'. L. vii. 357 First the Sun . . he framd . . then formd the
Moon Globose. 1707 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2389 Two great
Globose Tumors. 1757 PuLTKEY ibid. L. 61 The fruit is a
globose berry. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. 140 The leek.

i

with crown globose and reedy stem. 1822-34 Good'sStudy
Med. (ed. 4) IV'. 74 It is then that the breasts assume a
globose plumpness. 1874 Coubs Birds N. W. 133 The egg
is usually rather globose.
absoL(qua&i-s6.) 1667M11.TON /*../.. v. 753 All the Earth, And

all the Sea, from one entire globose Stretcbt into Longitude.

Hence Ctlobo'sely adv., Globcseness.
1727 Bailey, Globcseness, 1840 Paxton Bot. Die/.,

Globoselyelliptical. between spherical and oval. 1854
Woodward Mollusca 11. 162 Helix Pomatia .. Shell .

.

globosely depre>,sed or couoidal. 1880 WATSON in Jrnt.
Linn. Sot: XV. No. 82. 98 Shell—globosely conical.

Globosity {gtobp'tUti). [ad. late L. g/obost-

tdt-em : see Globose and -ity.] The condition of
being globose ; roundness, rotundity. Also, a
globose or rounded part.

a 1657 Balfour Ann. Scotl. (1S24-5) II. 74 In the globositie
therof, to admire his wisdoome. 1662 H. More Philos.
Writ. Pref. Gen. 20 At which Timidity of mine none
ran justly wonder that considers how shie the ancient
Fathers were of the Globosity of the Earth. 181 x

Pinkbrton Petrol. I. 199 When .. the figures .. are more
turgid, and each part disfigured with some globosity, it is

probable that they were formed with a little auger or trepan.
1830 Examiner 53/1 The Johnsonian globosityof his period*.

1847 8 II. Miller First fmfr, xvi. (1857) 265 The trunk ..

wearing all its huger globosities behind.

f Globo SOUS, a. Obs. rare ~\ [f. L. g/obos-us

Globose + -ous.] - Globose.
1681 Wharton Eclipses Wks. (1683) 103 The earth is not

cubical, nor pyramidal . . but on every side perfectly Round,
or terminated by a Globosous Figure.

Globous (ghTu-bos), a. [ad. F. globeux (obs.)

or L. globos-us Globose.] = Globose. Now rare.
The form is frequent in the 17th and early 18th c. Johnson

distinguishes globous and globose on metrical grounds.
' When the accent is intended to be on the last syllable, the
word should be written globose, when on the first globous."

1610 Healev St. Aug. City God 300 The ayre thickuing
it selfe into a globous body, produceth a world. 1615
Crooke Body of Man 433 Though the figure of the
head be round, yet is it not exquisitely and to a haire

globous, but somewhat long. 1667 Milton /'. L. v. 649
Wider farr Then all this globous Earth in Plain outspred.

1712 Bi.ackmork Creation 22 That they [atoms] Should
muster there. . And draw together in a globous form. 1790
K. SlBLV Astrol. (1793) I. 15 The earth is a wheel or globe
of sea and land, circumscribed by the atmosphere, which is

globous too. 1865 Gidley Aletes 136 The azure sky Which
vaults the globous earth.

Hence Globously adv.. Glo bousness.
1653 R. Sanders Pkysiogn. etc. 276, I shall define the

cheeks to be those parts of the face which from the mouth
arise globously and most eminent. 1683 Phil. Trans. XIII.
207 These Globules then changed into the form of couls .

.

and then they retook their former globousness.

Globular ,gV'bi/71aj), a. [a. L. type *g/obtt-

Itirts. (.globulus Gi.oBl'LE; cf. V. globulaire.
Although etymologically related to GLOBULE, the word is

commonly employed in senses corresponding to those of
Globe, in place of Glohose ; for other examplesof the same
phenomenon see -l'lar.)

1. Having the form of a globe ; spherical, round.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Globular, Round, like a Globe.

Badon). 1662 Stilmmgpl. Orig. Sacr. 111. ii. § 18 Globular
particles. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 8 Her eye is large and
globular. 1691-1701 Norris Ideal World 1. ii. 51 At the pre-

sence of a globular body 1 have naturally excited in me the
idea of a perfect globe or sphere. 1772-84 Cook I'oy. (1700)

IV. 1239 In this station two globular hills appeared near its

N. E. part. 1800 VnfCB Hydrostat. x. (1800) 97 It is better
,

to make the bulb flat than globular. 1866 G. Macdosald :

Ann. Q. Areighb. ix. (1878) 140 From the centre of the CtUfaifl

..hung a globular lamp. 1868 F. P. Wright Ocean World
1. 15 Minute globular creatures, called Noctilucsc.

2. Composed of globules.

1733 Cheynk F.ng. Malady it. i. §5 (1734) 118 The Blood
.. separates into two Parts, one of a more glutinous and
.solid Texture, call'd the Globular. 1830 Knox Anat. 61

There is at first no determinate texture in the organs ; there
are not even globules at the commencement. At a later

period, the entire mass of the body appears globular or

granulated. 1885 Sjid, Soc. Lex., Globular dentine, a layer

of dentine, presenting rounded masses, lying immediately
beneath the enamel.

3. Globularprojection'/,lhat method ofmap-making
in which the sphere is represented as it would ap-

pear if viewed from a distance — half the chord of

90 . Globular chart, a chart on this projection.

Globular sailing (see quot. 1838).
1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Globular chart . .Globular sail-

i'1*- x7$6 R- Rolt Diet. Trade fy Com. s.v. Chart, Globular
Chart, is a projection so called, from the conformity it bears
to the globe itself. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 263/2 Globular :

Projection. Ibid., Globular sailing, a term of navigation,
employed to denote the sailing from one place to another
over an arc of a great circle, or the shortest distance be* ]

tween the two places.

Hence Glotoularity, Globularness, the pro-

perty of being globular ; Glo'bularly adv.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Globularness, the same as Globoseuess.
,

1809 Pearson in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 344 The globularity

GLOBULITE.
of expectorated matter. 18x2 Sir H. Davy Client. Philos. 6S
It is the same force ^cohesion), which.. gives globularity to
Huids. 1826-34 Coods Bk. Nat. (ed. 2) II. 73 The globu-
larity of the head, and the flatness or sharpness of the face.
1856 Rogue's Life ii. in Household Wets, 8 Mar. XIII. 181/1
When a man has no perceptible eyelids and when his eyes
globularfy project so far out of his head, that [etc.].

Globule gV'biwl). Also 7 globul, 8 globle.
[a. F. globule, ad. L. globulus (dim. of globus
Globe), round lump, ball, pill.]

1. A spherical body of small size ; a round drop
(of water, etc.). Biol. Applied to many minute
spherical structures.e.g. the corpuscles ofthe blood.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 44 In that Meal-like Powder of

Mercurius Cosmeticus, were globules of § plainly discern-
able. 1682 T. Gibson Anat. 100 It seems to be compacted
out of many Globules or knots included in a common mem-
brane. 1702 F. Baynakd Cold Baths n. (1709) 322 The con-
stituent Parts of that Fluid [the Blood], viz. the Globles.
being broken and destroy'd. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem.
Philos. 68 When two particles of quicksilver are brought into
apparent contact they may be made to unite and form one
globule. 1831 Hrewster Nat. Magic vi. (1833) 155 A vertical

stratum of vapour, consisting of exceedingly minute globules
of water, i860 Tyndall Giac. 11. v. 251 The saturation, .of
the snow., enables the air to form itself into globules.

Comb. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 693/1 The yolk is .

.

marked with two rows of small spots, globuledike.

2. Bot. The antheridium or male reproductive

organ of Ckaracew (see quots.).

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 326 In the axillae of the
uppermost whorls .. the organs of reproduction take their

origin; they are of two kinds, one called the nucule, the
other the globule. 1858 Car1'1;nter I'eg. Phys. § 776 The
fructification of the Characeae is of two kinds, nucules, and
globules, both of them seated in the axils of the branchlets.

3. A small pill or pilule, such as is used in

homoeopathy.
1849 Lytton* Coxtons 111. v, My father had not as much

pride as a homojopathist could have put into a globule.

1874 Si'Lrgeon Treas Dav. Ps. xci. 3 Too many among us .

.

place more reliance in a phial or a globule than in the Lord
and giver of life. 1876 B'nkss BuHSEM in Hare Life (1879'

II. viii. 467 Prescribe sometimes for myself the globules.

Hence CHo**buled///. a., formed into a globule.
1806 J. Gkahamk Birds Scot. 4 The dew that globuled

lies upon her mottled plumes.

Globulet 'glf>"bi//let). rare. [f. Globule ;

-ET\] A small or minute globule.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3040 To this Chapter also he makes
an Appendix of Thorns, Hairs, and Globulets, explaining
both their Constitution and Use. 1671 Gkkav Anat. Plants
1. v. § 21 All Flowers have their Powders or Globulets.
1802 BlKCLBV Anim. Biog. (18131 III. 494 Under the micro-
scope, their bodies seem to be covered with numerous globu-
lets of different sizes.

Globuliferous glf«bWU*feras), a. [f. Globllk
+ -^i.ferous.] That bears or produces globules.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3* IIL 42*> Calyx 5-cleft,

segments oval, covered with short globuliferous hairs. 1862

Dana Man. dot. 71 Some varieties are also called globuli-

ferous when the concretions are isolated globules and evenly
distributed through the texture of a rock. 1878 Lawrence
tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 86 Spherulitic or Globuliferous.

Globuliform (gV'bi//lif^jm% a. rare— 1

, ff.

as prec. + -(i)form.J Shaped like a globule.

1834 M'Murtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 3827'he. .genus
. .Monotama, is distinguished, .by the. .globuliform club.

.

of the antennae.

Gloluili meter, [f. L. globul-us Globule
+ Gr. fiirpoi' measure, -metek.] =H<EMATo-
METEK b. 1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Globulin /glpbi//lin . Also -ine. [f. Globule
+ -IN, -INE.]

1. Jyot. A name for starch-granules and chloro-

phyll-granules. ? Obs.

1835 Lindlky lutrod. Bot. (1848) I. 112 The starch-like

granules called Globuline by Turpin.

2. A proteid found in blood, the crystalline lens,

and other structures ; one of the two constituent

of haemoglobin, the other being hrematin ; called

also Ckystallix.
1845 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 88 In the

analysis of the blood, the principal component parts, the
water, albumen, hamiatin, globulin and nbrin, are usually

determined. 1859 Foivnes Chem. 548 Globulin exists in

concentrated solution in the crystalline lens, and in the

blood-globules. 1875 Darwin Imectiv. PI. vi. 134 How far

globulin would be nutritious to animals is not known.

b. //. General name of a class of proteids in-

soluble in water, of which globulin is the type.

1873 Ralfe Phys.Chem. 27 All the albuminoids are remark-
ablelor their instability, .the globulins are the least, .stable

of the whole group.

Globulisni (glfWjw/liz'm;. [f. as prec. + -ism.]

A term sometimes applied to homoeopathy (see

Globule 3). 80 G-lo'bulist, a homceopathist.

1857 Dunclison Med. Lex., Globulis/u, Homoeopathy.
i86$ Daily 'Jet. 15 July, I would rather be killed by a
legitimate practitioner than get well under the hands of a

globulist. Ibid. l*4 Nov. 5/1 We shall hear the glories of

globulism sounded throughout Europe.

Globulite (gV-birflsit). Min. [f. Globule -*

-1TE.] pi. Minute rounded bodies developed in

the process of devitrification.

1879 Ru tlky Study Rocks x. i6t The globulites represent

the most embryonic stage of crystallogenesis.

Hence Olobuli'tic a., belonging to. or contain-

ing, globulites.



GrLOBTJLOID. 225 GLONOINE.
1884 Amer. 7/-/*/. A*. Ser. in. XXVI 1 1. 356 Between the-e

microlites .. could be detected a trace of pyroxene, .with.

.

dark globulitic base.

Globuloid igV-bi«loid;, a. [f. as prec. + -oil).]

'Resembling a globule or globules* {Cent. Diet.''.

Globulose (glf?'bi/?lJ«s\ a. |7. as prec. + -osk.]

»- GlfOBtn.OOS, 1840 in Paxton Bot. Diet.

Globulous (gV'bi/H3s\ a. Now rare. [a. F.

globuleux.'] Having the form of a globule or glo-

bules ; consisting of globulus, f Also rarely -
Globular i.

1668 H. More Div. Dial. m. xxviii, (1713) 251 In eacli of
these Circles was there also a small Globulous Speck. 1679
M. Ru5dkn Disc. Bees 33 Where they [bees] make one
entire globulous body neer the upper parts of the Hive.
1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 5 Small Globulous Work, as the
Heads of Pins that round off towards the Edges. 1786 7
Boknycastlk Astrou. xix. 310 Des Cartes defines it to be a
globulous matter, diffused through the universe. 1868
DUNCAN Fattier** Insect World iii. 113 The antenna are
short, with a second globulous articulation, and a small
terminal hah.

Hence + Glo-bulousness.
1665 Boyle Expcr. Cold 715 The same drops, .will readil>

adhere to Gold, and lose their Globulousness upon it.

Globus gl£rb#s\ Path. [h.globus Globe.]
Short for globus hystericus, the medical term for a
choking sensation, as of a lump in the throat, to

which hysterical persons are subject.
1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1802) II. 530 The globus hys-

tericus consists in the retrograde motion of the oesophagus.
1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 405 note, The epi-
leptic patient does not laugh or shed tears . . neither is

globus a sensation known to him. 1853 Kane Grtnuetl
Exp. xxxiii. 293, I looked at him [the sun] thankfully with
a great globus in my throat. 1897 Allhutt's Syst. Med. II.

803 He commonly suffers from globus.

Globy ^gl(7.-bi), a. [(. Globe sb. + -yV|
Globular, spherical.
1600 Rowlands Letting Humours Blood \\\. 83 The worlds

whole globy round. 1643 Milton Divorce 1. vi, One of
the highest Arcs that human Contemplation ..can make from
the globy Sea whereon she stands. 1844 L. Hunt Blue-
stocking Revels ill. 59 Thus, talks he of roses? They come,
thick and globy.

Gloce, obs, form of Gloss, Gloze.
G-lochideous (gLJnkrdias), a. Bot. [f. as next
+ -;e)ous.] = next.

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413/2 Glochideous, Glochidiate,
when bristles and the like are barbed at the tip.

Glochidiate (gMcrdlA), a. Bot. Also glo-
ohidate. [f. mod.L. glochidi-um barbed hair of
a plant (a. Gr. *y\arxt8tw, dim. of ykevxis point of
an arrow) + -ate. Cf. F. gloeliide'.] Barbed at

the tip (se? quots.).

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1100 Glochidate, having
hairs, the ends of which are split and hooked back, so that
the hook is double. 1845 Lindlky Sck. Bot. vi. (1858) 86
Involucre globose, glochidate (covered with scales terminat-
ing in a sharp hard hook, and finally constituting a bur). 1861
Be.ntlev Man. Bot. 46 If presenting two or more hooks at
their apex, they are glochidiate or barbed. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora, 297 Utricularia . . seeds . . pitted or covered
with capitate or glochidiate hairs. 1880 [seeGLOCHiDEOUs].

Glochinate (gl^'kinA), a. [f. Gr. 7Aeox*>-,
stem of yXasxk (see prec.) + -ate.] = Glochidiate.
1834 in Mayke Expos. Lex.

rGlocidate, v. Obs. rare- °. [f. L. glocid-are
to cluck (in fr'estus) +-ATB.1 intr. (See quot.)
1623 Cockkram, Glocidate, to clocke like a Hen.
Glockerite (gl^kerah). Mm. [See quot.
Named by Nauman in 1855.] A ferric sulphate of a
yellow-brown or black colour and a resinous lustre.
1868 Dana Miu. (ed. 5) 662 Glockerite was named after

the mineralogist, E. F. Glocker.

Glod, glode, obs. str. pa. t. Glide.
t" Glode. Obs. rare. [See Glade sb.~]

1 1. ?A place free from brushwood. (Cf.GLADB 2 1

.

13. . Gaw. # Gr. Knt. 2181 Hit fa hill] hade a hole on be
ende, & on ayber syde, & ouer-growen with gresse in glodes
ay where.

b. =- Glade sb.- 1 b. (Cf. the place-name Cock-
glode =-cockglade.)

1621 Fletcher Wildgoose Chase v. W, 'Bless me : what
Thing is this ? two Pinacles Upon her pate ! Is't not a glnde
to catch Wood-cocks ?

2. ? A bright place in the sky: a flash of light

;

= Glade sb* 2.

13.. E. E. Altit. P. A. 79 Quen glem of glodez agaynz
hem [the leaves] glydez.Wyth schymeryng schene ful schrylle
bay schynde.

3. (Meaning uncertain: peril, a misreading.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 1334 |>an bowes he to be baistall &

brymly it semblis, Gedirs of ilk glode grettir & smallire, And
prekis furth with his pray.

Gloebard(e, -beard(e, var. Glowbakd, Obs.

Glceocapsoid (gh>karpsoid), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Gleeocapsa a genus of bluish-green alga:

(f. Gr. yKoia glue + L. capsa box, case) + -oin.]

Belonging to or resembling the genus Glozocapsa.

1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 130. 165 The singularity
consists in the repeated division of the endochrome, till we
have a tube constricted at regular intervals, each division
containing a gleeocapsoid mass.

Gloet, obs. pa. t. of Glow.
Gloe-worm, obs. form of Glow-worm.
Glof e, obs. form of Glove.

Gloff (gVf), sb. Se. [cf. Gliff sb,] A sudden
fright, scare, start.

1721 Kelly Scot. Pro,-. 337 There came never such a Gloff
to a Daw's Heart. 1768 Ross Itelenorc (1789) 42, I sauna
tell yow, what a gloff I got.

Gloff glff \ v. Se. [cf. Gliff v.] intr. To
be startled or scared ; to give a scared look.

1755 K. Forbes yml./r. Loud. 30 I'm seer you wou'd hae
laugh in sair, gin ye had seen how the auld bag gloried fan

she fell down. 1768 Ross Helcuore I 17 So 64, I

rloff'd z

gard a witch
fa' headlins in a stank . . The carling gloff 'd and cry'd out
will-awae.

t Glo'ffer. Obs. [Echoic: cf. Globbe, Glof,
Gulf ; also Da. (dial.) gluffe, Sw, (dial.) gluffa, to

cat hastily or noisily (said e.g. of pigs), gluffi a

glutton.] A gluttonous eater. So also Glo'ffing-

vbl, sb., gluttonous eating.

1440 Pro/up. Parv. 199/2 Gloffare, or devowrare, devor-
ator .. vorntor .. Gloffynge, or devowrynge, devoracio,
voraclo. [Cf. 16th c. quots. s.v. GlosserA]

Glogh, obs. form of Glow v.'1

Gloiocarp (gloi'rfkaip). Bot. [f. Gr. yKoia

glue, or y\nil)S glutinous substance + xapnos fruit.

The analogical form would be *gla'oearp."-~] The
quadruple spore of some algals.

1866 in Treas. Bot. 535/1.

Gloir e, obs. Sc. lorm of Glory.
Gloit, obs. form of Gloat v.

Glome Cgltfum). [ad. L. glomus ball, clue.]

fl. A ball or clue of yarn. etc. In quol.y?^.

1643 Sue T. Browne Retig. Med. 1. § 43 There is there-

fore a secret glome or bottome of our days. 1656 BloI'St
Glossogr., Glome, a clue, or bottom of thread.

2. Hot. -GLOMEUULE I.

1793 Makiyx Lang. Bot., Glomus, a glome, or roundish
head of flowers. 1890 LippincotVs Mag. Jan. 09 The flood
Doth sometimes stain the marsh-flowers moon-white glomes.
3. ' Glome offrog: Bracey Clark's name for the

two rounded, elastic eminences, separated by a

cleft, which form the posterior extremity or base
ofthe frog of the horse's foot' (Syd. Soe. Lex. I0S5).

Glome, var. Gloom v.'1 . Obs.

Glomerate [gl^merit), a. [ad. L. glomerul-

us
%
pa. pplc. of glotnerdre : see next.] Compactly

clustered, having the form of a rounded mass or

cluster. Chiefly Bot. ; also Anal, (see quot. 1854).
1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Glomerata spica-pantenia. A

glomerate spike . . The glomerate panicle is exemplified in

Poa cilia' is. 1806 Galpink Brit. Bot. 35 Pan. i-rowed,
superdecompound, glomerate. 1846 Dana Zooph. iv. § 69
(1848) 63 These zoophytes have generally a form irregularly
glomerate, rather than symmetrically globular. 1854 MAVNE
Expos. Lex., Glomerate, Anat. Applied to glands that are
formed of a clue, as it were, of sanguineous vessels having
an excretory duct but no cavity. 1870 Hookfr Stud. Flora
147 Cymes glomerate. 1880G11AY Strrtct. Bot. 413/2 Glomer-
ate, compactly clustered.

t Glomerate, v. Obs. [f. L. glomerdt-, ppl.

stem of glomerarc to form into a ball or mass, to

collect, f. glomer-, glomus ball, etc.: see Glome.]
a. trans. To roll or wind up into a ball ; to

gather into a rounded mass. b. intr. To wind
or twist about.
1638 Siu T. Hf.kburt Trav. (ed. 2) 313 They glomerate

and wind in dances. 1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. 24 Gathering
their votes, commonly written, and. .glomerated, i. enrolled
and rounded up in a piece of paper. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
(rlon/erate, to wind round, to assemble, to gather, or heap
round together. 1755-73 Johnson, Glomerate, to gather
into a ball or sphere. A filamentous substance gathered
into a ball is said to be glomerated, but discontinuous
particles are conglobated.

Hence Glo -merated///. a. = Glomerate ; Glo 1 -

mevating ppl. a., winding about.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav, 92 We rode over, and about

hils so high and glomerating, as if Olympus had beene cut
into Dedalian Labyrinths. 1638 Ibid. ied. 2) 66 A river,

which from Caucasus after many glomerating dances in-

creases Indus, t 1798 Pennant Zool. (1812) IV. 359 S. with
a round spiral shell, glomerated, and having three raised
ridges on the upper side.

Glomeration (gl^mer^-Jan). rare. [ad. J..

glomerdtion-em, n. oi action f. glomerdre : see prec]
The process of forming into a ball or rounded mass;
in wider sense, a heaping together, agglomeration,
aggregation; also quaswwwr., a cluster of things
compactly gathered together.
1626 Bacom Sylva $ 832 The Raine-Bow consisteth of a

Glomeration of Small Drops. 181a Ckron. in Ann. Reg.
68 The eyes were struck with momentary blindness, and the
ears stunned with the glomeration of sounds. 1822-34
Gooett Study Med. (ed. 4' IV. 226 The term glomeration or
' heaping into a ball ', in the generic definition is preferred
to the more common terms protuberance or extuberance.
Ibid. 238 The cyst, or rather the glomeration ofcysts,weighed
nine pounds. 1839-40 DhQvixczy Casuistry Wks, VIII. 298
Like the glomeration of moonbeams upon moonbeams.

Glomerel (gl^m&H). Obs. exc. Hist. [ad.

med.L. glomerellus, ad. OF. glomerel (' les clers

d'Orliens glomeriaus\ La Bataille des vii Ars in

(Euvres Rutebeuf 1839 H- 4 J 5\ £ *glomerie
Glomery.] A term formerly in use in the University
of Cambridge, apparently denoting a pupil of a
grammar-school.
1276 [see GlomeryJ. 1841 G. Peacock Stat. Camb. App.

p. xxxv, The master of glomery. .would continue, .the exer-

cise of the *anie jurisdiction over his scholars ur glomerel 1*-

which he had possessed and exercised before the appearance
of a new and more highly privileged body. 1873 Mii.lincei:
Univ. Camb. I, J26 The Glomerels .. constituted a bodv
distinct from the Scholars of the University. [1895 Rash-
uall Univ. Europe II. 11. 555 uoie, The word ' Glomerel-
lus 1

is used of the Grammar-boys in the School founded by
Abbot Samson at Bury S. Edmund's. British Museum
Add. 14,848 f. 136.]

? The following explanation of the term rests upon a mis-
understanding of tile early statutes.

[x6j6Spblman Gloss. •$\&Glomerarii,Glomerelli. InStatutis
Accademia: Cantabrig. . . asseruntur fuisse q. Commissarii
dati ad lites inter Scholares & minisUos suos audiendas.)
1729 G. Jacob Law Diet., Glomeretts, Commissaries ap-
pointed to determine differences between Scholars of a
School or University, and the Townsmen oi the Place. 1848
in Wharton Law Lex. \ and in some mod. Dict>.

t Glo meroais, a. Obs. rare- ". [i.L.gtomcr .

glomus ball t -oi'S.] (See quots.
N

1656 Blount Glessogr., Glomerous, round as a button:.
swarmed together. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Glomerous, round
like a Bottom of Thread. Yarn, &c. 1755-73 Johnson, Glo-

meroits, gathered into a ball or sphere, as a ball of thread.

Glomerular gtymeT/flai), a. [f. next + -ah.]

Glomerular nephritis, disease in the glomerules of

the kidneys, occurring in connexion with scarlet

fever. Also called GlomeTulo-iiephrrtis.
1886 I-'aggk Prim. ,v Pract. Med. II. 460 Glomerulo-

nephritis. 1897 A libtitVs Syst. Med. II. i63 \)r. Klein ha>
described the presence of definite glomerular nephritis in

twenty-three consecutive cases of scarlet fever.

Gloniernle [gl^'mcml . Also in mod.L. form
Olomernlus gbnicTV/l/V . \A. glomeruli, [a. ¥.

glomcrulc. ad. mod.L. glomerulus, dim. oi glomer-,
glomus ball, clue]

1. Bot. a. A cluster or head of (lowers (cf. quot-

18S0).

1793 Maktyn Lane. Bot., Glomerulus, a Gloiuerule, 01

small glome. 1806 GALl'iNK Brit. Bot. 397 Amarantlms.
Glomerules lateral. 1861 IJiAi i.i.v Bot. 212 The Glomeruli
. .is a cyme which consists of a number of sessile flowers.
1880 ( IbaY Struct. Hot. v. 151- One form of the regular cyme,
on

a

account of its compactness, is named the Glomeruli.
This is merely a cyniose inflorescence, of any sort, which
is condensed into the form of a head, or approaching it.

b. A sored ium.
x8550gilvie, Suppl. s.v., Glomerules are also the heaps of

powdery bodies which lie upon the surface of the thallus of
lichens; these are also called soredia. 1866 Treas. Bot.

535/1 Glomeruli.

2. A compact cluster of small organisms, animal
tissues, etc. ; esp. a group or plexus of capillary

blood-vessels, as those in the Malpighian corpuscles

of the kidney.
1856 QuahCs Elem.Anat. led. 6) III. 325 The Malpighian

corpuscles.—These small red bodies or glomeruli, dis-

covered by Malpighi. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex. 245
A convoluted mass of blood-vessels, which constitute?, the
true glandule, corpuscle, or glomerule of Malpighi. 1872
Huxley Phys. v. 108 A bunch of looped Capillaries, called

a glomerulus. 1874 Jonks & Siev. Pathol. Ana!. 10.:

What are called glomeruli or granule-cells. 1885 C. S.

Doli.ey Teehnoi. Bacteria Invest. 220The Spirilla gradually
gather upon the surface of the clot, often in large groups of

twenty or more twisted up in a glomerule.

Hence Glome^ruli'tis (see quot. 1885) ; Glome -

rulose a., gathered in small clusters.

1882 Cro.mbik in Encycl. B> it XIV. 556/3 Haplogonidia .

.

of a protococcoid form, or sometimes glomerulo^e. 1885
Syd. Soc. Lex., Glomcrttlitis, inflammation of the glomeruli
of Malpighi and their capsule. 1897 A llbu It's Syst. Med.W.
083 In the more chronic cases [of lead poisoning in rabbits]
there was a glomerulhis followed by thickening of the ves-
sels and interstitial nephritis.

Glomery (gV'men). Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. med.
L. glomeria, proh. ad. AF. *glomerle = *gramarie
Gbammau; for the form cf. Glamour.]
Master of Glomery (-L. Magister Glomerize),

the title of an official formerly recognized by the

University of Cambridge, apparently the head of

the grammar-school or schools (see quot. 1873).
(Cf. Glomerel.)
[1276 Br. Balsham in Fuller Hist. Camb. (1655) 22 Inprimis

volumus & ordinamus tmod magister Glomeria; Cant, qui
pro tempore fuerit, audiat & decidat universas [la "word
wm/w^lglomerellorum ex parte rea existentium. ^isoo.V/a.'.

Camb. (1785) 33 Quod nullus sit simul magister glomena; et

procurator umversUatis. Ibid. 57'runc demum per magistrum
grammatical . . vel per magistrum glomeria; in ejus defectu

procuratoribus pra;sentetur.J a 1501 Stokvs in CI. Peacock
S/at. Camb. (1841) App. p. xxxii, The Master of Grammar
shall be browght by the Bedyll to the Place where the Master
of Glomerye dwellyth, at iij of the Clocke, and the Master of
Glomerye shall go before, and his eldyst son nexte him.

[1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. 24 But what should be the sense

of Glomeruli and Magister Glomeria; .. we must confess

our selves Seekers therein . . let it suffice us to know, that

the original of this word seems barbarous, his office narrow
and topical (confin'd to Cambridge and his certain use at

this day antiquated and forgotten.] 1841 G. Peacock Slat.

Camb. App. p. xxxv, When . . the university was regularly
established, and the schools of glomery in some respect ab-

sociated with it. [1873 Mullinger Univ. Camb. 1. 140 It was
customary in the earliest times to delegate to a non-academic
functionary the instruction of youth in the elements of the

[ Latin] language. Such, if we adopt the best supported con-
jecture, was the function of the Magister Glomeria.]

Gloming, -yng» obs. ff. Gloaming, Glooming.
Glom(m)ing, var. Glumming, Obs.

Glouoiu(e (gV'n°im)* taPP- suggested by the

two first letters of glycerine and the chemical



GLOOM.
symbols O (oxygen) and NOa ^nitric anhydride).
See -IN'.] A name given to nitro-glycerine, esp.
as used in medicine.
i860 -V. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 1859. 182 Glonoine. 1878

lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) IV. 409 Oil of Glonoin, a name
occasionally given to nitro-glycerine. 1883-4 Med. Ann.
40/2 Dr. Henng..gave it [nitro-glycerine] the name of
Glonoine.

Glooar, dial. var. Glower.
Glood^e, obs. pa. t. of Glide.

Gloom (gl«m), sb}- Also 6-7 Sc. gloume,
glowme, 7 gloorae. [In sense 1 f. Glooms.; in

senses 2-3 perh. back-formation from Gloomy;
app. unconnected with OE. glom twilight (see

Gloaming).
In the sense of ' darkness ' the word may possibly be a new

formation by Milton ; it occurs 9 times in his poems, but our
material contains no other examples earlier than the 18th c.J

1. (Only Sc.) A sullen look, frown, scowl. ? Obs.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. x. 462 Bosting

the pane confirmet be the edict with a gloume inttollerable.
1629 Z. Boyd Last Rattell i. 4 Nowc Gods glowmes .

.

make heart and soule to melt. 1636 Rutherford Lett.
(1862) I. 184, I trust in God not to call His glooms unkind
again. 17*0 Ramsay Rise <V Fall ofStocks 75 The miser
hears him with a gloom, Girns like a brock and bites his
thumb, rz 1800 in Scott Jffinstr. Scot. Bord. (18031 III. 16
But sick agloom, on ae brow-head, Grant I ne'er see agane !

2. An indefinite degree of daikness or obscurity,
the result of night, clouds, deep shadow, etc.

Sometimes//.
Originally poet., and still somewhat rhetorical in use. By

association with the fig. sense 3, the word has latterly
tended to denote a painful or depressing darkness, though
instances of the wider (Miltonic) use are not wanting in
recent poetry.

1619 Milton- Christ's Nativity 77 Though the shady
gloom Had given day her room, The Sun himself withheld
his wonted speed. 1667 — P. L. 1. 244 Is .. this the seat
That we must change for Heav'n, this mournful gloom For
that celestial light? 1717 Pope Eloisa 38 Now warm in
love, now with'rin^ in my bloom, Lost in a convent's
solitary gloom ! 1726 46 Thomson Winter 58 Thus Winter
falls A heavy gloom oppressive o'er the world. 1784
Cowper Task iv. 278 An hour . . spent in parlour twilight

;

such a gloom Well suits the thoughtful . . mind. 183a W.
Irving Alkambra II. 258 He heard the tramp of hoofs, and,
through the gloom of the overshadowing trees, imperfectly
beheld a steed descending the avenue 1855 Bkowning Childe
Roland xix, A sudden little river crossed my path . . No
sluggish tide congenial to the glooms. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 11. xxvi, A gloom unbroken except by a lamp burning
feebly here and there. 1882 Froude Short Stud. (1883) IV.
1. x. 124 With a few steps he would have been lost in the
gloom of the cathedral.

b. A deeply shaded or darkened place.
r7o6 Addison Rosamond 1. it, Your Highness. . Has chose

the most convenient Gloom ; There's not a Place in all the
Park Has Trees so thick, and Shades so dark. 1747 Collins
Passions 64 Through glades and glooms the mingled measure
stole. 1832 Tknnyson Pal. Art xiv, Full of long sounding
corridors it was That overvaulted grateful glooms. 1871
R. Ellis Catullus lxiii. 32 Cometh on Taborine behind him,
Attis, thoro' leafy glooms a guide.

to. Twilight. [Possibly another word, con-

nected with Gloaming.] Obs~ 1

a 1699 Lady Halkktt Autobiog. (1875) 10 He . . had rod
up and downe that part of the country only till itt was ya

gloome of y evening to have the more privacy in comming
to see mee.

3. A state of melancholy or depression ; a sad or
despondent look. Also in //. fits of melancholy.
1744 Harris Three Treat, in. (1765) 183 The Face of

Nature, said he, will perhaps dispel these Glooms. 1773
N. Frowde Life, etc. 139, I recovered, and grew calm ; but
bore a settled Gloom in my Mind and Countenance. 1786
W. Thomson Watsons Philip III, VI. (1849' 349 A comet.

.

aggravated the general gloom ; and the minds of men were
agitated at once by the alarms of war, and a superstitious
terror. *i8o8 Mary Lamb to Mrs. Hazlitt in Talfourd
Final Mem. Lamb v. (1848) I. 160 Hazlitt .. was a more
useful one. . when he dropt in after a fit of the glooms. 1838
Dickens Nick. Nick, x.xii, The uncertainty of the morrow
cast a gloom upon him. 184s Barham Ingot. Leg., Misadv.
Margate, The gloom upon your youthful cheek speaks
anything but joy. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 8. 445 No
outer triumph could break the gloom which gathered round
the dying Queen. 1879 Gf.o. Eliot Coll. Breakf. P. 598
The sick morning glooms of debauchees.

4. altrib. and Comb., as gloom- bird, -gladdcncr *,

gloom-boufui, -buried, -enamoured, -laden, -roam-
ing ppl, adjs.

1820 Keats Hyperion 1. 171 Or v
gloom-bird's hated screech.

1863 P. S, Worslky Poems <y Transl. 18 Some *gloom-
bound cell Under the level ofa stormy lake. 1853 M. Arnold
Mod. Sappho vii, [He] Looks languidly round on a "gloom-
buried world, a 1784 Johnson Parody Medea Wks. (18161

'• 353 Where *gloom-enamour'd Mischief loves to dwell.

1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIV. 961 Delicate thy harp-touch,
our own Dora, the *gloom-gladdener. a 1847 Eliza Cook
Song Old Year iii, Ye have murmur'd of late at my 'gloom-
laden hours. 1848 Secret Soc., Tribunals 373 Like the
Nemesis, or the ' "gloom-roaming ' Erinnys. of antiquity.

Gloom, sb.2 Also 6 glome. [Possibly, in

spite of the chronological gap, repr. OK. glotn, in

its unrecorded primary sense : see Gloaming.]
+ 1- Not gloom, excessive heat (of the sun). (Cf.

Gleam sb. 1 c.) Obs.
1577 Hellowes Oueuara's Chron. 289 The sunne did

shine witb as hole a glome as in ye heate of summer. 1633
T. James Voy. 77 We hauesuch hot gloomes, that we cannot
endure in the Sunne. 1759 tr. DukatneV$ Husb. 1. xiv. (1762)

74 Hot glooms which mildew the corn.

826

2. Comb, in gloom-stove (also gloom simply
,

a variety of drying-oven used in the manufacture
of gunpowder.
1839 ^RF- Diet. A rts 629 Gunpowder . . dried . . by radia-

tion from red-hot iron, as in the gloom stove. 1867 SMVTB
Sailors Word-bk., Gloom-stove, Formerly for drying powder
. .steam-pipes are now substituted.

Gloom (gl/7m), v. 1 Forms : 4 gloumbe,
glowmbe, 5-6 gloum, 6 glowmbe. 6-7 gloome,
6- gloom. See also Glim v. [ME. gloum\p)e
{*glume-n:—OY.. %gltimian\ m MG. '13th c.)

glthnen, ? to be savage (in tin glumender hunt a
savage dog); cf. MG.' (14th c.) beglumen, ?to
defraud, LG. glum muddincss, fraudulent conduct,
glum muddy, turbid (adopted by Luther, lizek.

x\xii. 2), glummen, gldumcn to make turbid,
MDu. gloom (gloym) adj. foggy, whence glomich
foggy. The OE. glom, twilight (whence Gloam-
ing), is app. not etymologically cognate, as it

belongs to a different ablaut-series.
With the representation of ME. gloumib)e by mod. Eng.

gloom, cf. ME. roum lOE. rum), mod. Eng. room. The
variant Glum v. is parallel with mod. Eng. thumb from OE.
Puma, ME. thoum b,e.)

1. intr. To look sullen or displeased ; to frown,
scowl, lower ; also to gloom on or at (a person).
In recent use also (through influence of Gloomy) :

To look dismal or dejected, to wear an air of
sombre melancholy.
a. 13.. E. L\ A tilt. P. C. 04 'Our syre syttes ', he

[Jonah] says, 'on sege so hy;e..& gloumbes ful lyttel, pa3
I be nummen in Niniuie & naked dispoyled. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 4356 Fortune .. whilom wole on folk smyle, And
glowmbe on hem another while. 1515 Barclay Eglogesw.
115701 Cv/i Assoone as clerkes begin to talke and chat,
Some other glowmes and hath envy thereat. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. I. 415 O fekill Fortune . . With busteous brows
glowmand on hir brie, a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref. iv. Wks.
1,1848) II. 358 Sche glowmed boyth at the messenger and at
the requeast, and skarselie wold geve a good worde orblyth
countenance to any [etc.]. 1628 Rutherford Let. to Chr.
Gentlewoman 23 Apr., That long loan . .deserveth more
thanks, .then that ye should gloom and murmure when He
craveth but his own. 1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride I. vi,

What's he, who with contracted Brow, And sullen Port,
glooms downward with his Eyes? 1720 Mrs. Manley
Pouter Love (1741) I. 76 He gloomed from beneath his
Eyes, bit his Lips [etc.]. 17*4 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. 11729)
16, I wat on him she did na gloom, But blinkit bonnilie.

1831 Eraser's Mag. 1 1. 639 Some gloomed upon him ; others
pitied the tall and gallant fellow. 1848 THACKERAY Van.
Fair \, Her father, sitting glooming in his place at the
other end of the table, i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 94
The Stanleys, Howards, Talbots, and Nevilles were gloom-
ing apart, indignant at the neglect of their own claims.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 390 But whoso gloomed
at tidings men might show, It was not Kiartan. 1881 Mrs.
Lynn Linton My Love III. 36 She was glooming over her
daughter's prolonged absence, and fearing she scarcely knew
what.

_ 1883 Century Mag. XXV. 891/2, 1 hate myself for

glooming about the house in secret.

i\\\2L.s\-trans. 1858 Caklyle Eredk. Ct. ill. v. I. 171 They
..gloomed unutterable things on George and his Speech.
1865 Ibid. xiv. vi. V. 226 'What interloping fellow is this?'
gloomed Valori.

2. Of the weather, the sky, etc. : To lower, look
dark or threatening; to be or to become dull and
cloudy. Also jig.

/( 1400-50 Alexander 4142 pe wedire gloumes. 1535
Coverdale Matt, xvi 3 It wil l>e foule wedder to daye for

the szkye is reed & gloometh. 1639 R. B aillie Lett. (1775)
I. 91 Storms are likely to arise in that flat air of England,
which long has been glooming. 1780 Burke Sp. at Bristol
Wks. 1842 I. 265 You remember the cloud that gloomed over
us all. 1795 Cicely I. 114 The day gloomed, the wind
whistled cold thro' the almost leafless trees. 1846 Haw-
thorne Mosses 1. i. 16 The sky gloomed through the dusty
garret windows, a 1861 T. Woolner My Beautiful Lady
(1863) 135 Long toil-devoted years have gloomed and shone

j

Since these events closed up my doors of life.

b. =Gloam v.

1595 Spenser Epithal. xvi. Ah when will this long weary
|

day have end. Long though it be, at la:-t I see it gloome. 1

1819J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. C1857) I. 232 We left !

Bromley.. as the evening began to gloom. X858 G. Mac-
jDonald Phantasies iii. (1878*28 In the midst of the forest it
J

gloomed earlier than in the open country.

3. To have a dark or sombre appearance; to

appear as a dark object.

1770 Goi.dsm. Des. Will. 318 The black gibbet glooms
beside the way. 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Roxvland for
Otrver'WY%. 1812 II. 307 Alas! what dangers gloom'd of
late around. 1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. xxviii, While dark
above The sad but living cypress glooms. 1836 Lytton
Alliens 1,1837) '• 47° Mount Parthenius amidst whose wild
recesses gloomed the antique grove dedicated to Telephus.
1850 Mrs. Browning Sonnets Portuguese xix, The dim
purputeal tresses gloomed athwart The nine white Muse-
brows. 1879 Dowden Southey vi, 188 Skiddaw gloomed
solemnly overhead.

4. trans. To make dark or sombre ; to cover
|

with gloom
; f to give a scowling or sullen look to

j

(the countenance).
1576 Stanyhurst Descr. /ret. iii. 10 in Holinsked, You

should neuer marck him or his bedfellowe . . bende their '

browes, or gloome their countenaunces, or make a sower face
\

at ante guest, a 159s Greene Philomela (16151 C 3 b, Frosty
\

Winter thus had gloomed Each fayre thing that sommer 1

bloomed. 174a Young Nt.-Th. ii. 358 A night, that glooms us
in the noon-tide ray, And wraps our thought, at banquets, in

j

the shroud. 1753 H. Walpole Lett. H. Maun ccxlvit. (1834)
UI, 44 A bow-window .. gloomed with lhncs that shade

glooming.
half each window. 184s Tennyson Letters 2 A black yew
gloom'd the stagnant air. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi
W. 65 One temple, with its floors Of shining jasper, gloom'd
at morn and eve By countless knees of earnest auditors.

b. fig. To make dark, dismal, or melancholy.
1745 Thomson Tattered fy Sigis. 11. i, We meet to-day

with open hearts and looks, Not gloomed by party, scowling
on each other. 1795 Char, in Ann. Reg. 23* The neigh-
bouring territory .. is impoverished and gloomed by the
dominion of ecclesiastics. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind.
11844) II- xxxvi. 33 Her swamps and everglades gloom the
thoughts of the wary traveller. 1859 Tennyson Vivien^zi,
Such a mood as that, which lately gloom'd Your fancy when
you saw me following you. 1873 Symonds in Biog. (18951
II. 83 The boredom of this delay at Trapani has, I daresay,
gloomed my views of the outer world.

Hence Gloomed///, a., rendered dark or dismal.
1830 Tennyson Poems 36 Would that my gloomed fancy-

were As thine, my mother [etc.].

t Gloom, #.- Obs. Also 5 glome, [cf. Gloom
sb.-] intr. To glow.
c \qto Anturs of Arth. xxx'i. (Thornton MS.), His gam

besouns glomede [r-.r. glowed] als gledys. 1579-1881" [sec

Glooming///. «,*J.

Gloomful ('gl/7'mful), a. rare. [f. Gloom sb. 1

+ -FUL.] >ull of gloom or darkness ; dark.
a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems (1859) 263 In her gloomful

!

dome. x86a Miss Thackeray Elizabeth 1. in Cornh. Mag.
VI. 332 Looking intently into her own dark, gloomful eyes.

1870 K. R. Covkrdalk Poems 25 Adieu ! thou gloomful
vale profound.

Gloomily (gUf-nrili), adv. [f. Gloomy + -ly-\]

In a gloomy or sombre manner.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 26S The window . . where

gloomily retir'd, The villain spider lives, cunning and fierce.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho vi, * My dear Sir, do
not think so gloomily ', said Emily. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. vi. II. 140 When he had found opposition vain, he had
gloomily submitted. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iv.

11894)06 We parted with him with great regret, and pro-
ceeded gloomily on our way.

Gloominess v
gl/?mines). [f- as prec. + -ness.]

1. The condition of being gloomy; absence of
clear light.

1611 Bible Joel ii. 2 A day of darkenesse and of gloomi-
nesse. — Zeph. i. 15. 1618 Bolton Floras in. iv. 177 Curio
pierced as fai re as Dracia : but the gloominesse of the
Woods coold his courage. 1686 Aglionby Painting Illnstr.
236 The reflexion and warmth of the other Lights being
painted with such a proper Gloominess. 1711 Addison
Spect. No. 26 P 1 The Gloominess of the Place . . is apt to
fill the Mind with a kind of Melancholy. 1791 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Rom. Porest viii, She now perceived that the gloomi-
ness of evening was deepened by the coming storm. 1844
/'. Parley''s Ann. V. 2 The gloominess of the season is given
to us that we may brighten it by deeds of benevolence.

fig. 1691 Beverley Thons. Years Kingd. Christ 10 lie-

sides the yet continuing Darkness, and Gloomyness cast
upon us from the Apostasie in the Atmosphere or Black Air
of which, we yet continue. 1730 A. Gordon MaffeCs Am-
phith. 315 That kind of Merchandise is current everywhere,
spreading its Gloominess over the Globe. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U.S. III. vi. 93 It was a matter fixed in his mind,
that this trade of importing slaves, and way of life in keeping
them, were dark gloominess hanging over the land.

2. Depression of spirits ; melancholy look.

1607 Bealm. & Ft, Woman Hater \\, i, I haue ine thinkes
a kind of feauer vpon me, A certaine gloominesse within
me. I7i» Addison Sped. No. 419 p 5 That gloominess and
melancholy of temper, which is so frequent in our nation.

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons $ W. xiii, A serious gloominess
pervaded . . the countenances of the domestics. 1881 Lady
Herbert Edith ii. 49 Her grave and taciturn father, whose
gloominess seemed to increase day by day.

Glooming (gl/7
-mnj), vbl. sb. [f. Gloom v. 1 +

-TNG 1
.]

1. The action of frowning, etc. ; a frown, scowl

;

a tit of sullenness.

a 1571 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 146 From glowmyng
thei come to schouldenng ; frome schouldering, thei go to

buflettis. 1645 Rutherford Tryal $ Tri. Faith (1845) 259
Christ's glooimngs . . have much of heaven in them. 1854
Carlyle Eredk. Gt. IV. 383 A great deal of trouble with
his gloomings.

2. poet. Twilight, gloaming; also, early dawn,
morning twilight
(Perh. an artificial adaptation for Gloaming or OE.

glo'mung.]
1842 Tennyson Gard. Dau. 258 Or while the balmy

glooming, crescent-lit, Spread the light haze along the

river-shores. 1877 Morris Sigurd 315 Good tidings with

the daybreak, fair fame with the glooming is born. 1879
Tkench Poems 23 For where the watcher, who. .could ever

say When the faint glooming in the sky First lightened

Into day '!

Glooming, ///. aA [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

1. Sullen, frowning, scowling, melancholy.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. liii. 233 (Harl. MS.) But she Reprevidc

him mochc, & shewid to him muche glowmynge cher.

c 1450 Henryson Alor. Fab. 10 What pleasure is in feastes

delicate, The which are given with a glouming brow. 1715
Ramsay Gentle S/nph. 1. ii, With glooman brow the laird

seeks, in his rent. 1889 Stevenson Master of R. (1896) 77
There is altogether some excuse if Ballantrae showed some-

thing of a glooming disposition.

2. That grows or appears dark.

1535C0VERDALE Joel\\. 1 Adarckedaye, agloomyngedayc,
a cloudy days. 1595 Spenser Cot. Clout 954 The glooming
skies Warnd them to draw their bleating flocks to rest. 1822
' B. Cornwall' (Proctor* Flood of Thessaly 1. 191 Towards
the glooming shore The tempest sailed direct. 1839 Longf.
Hyperion m. iii, For a long time they gazed at the glooming
landscape, and spake not. 1896 Howells Impressions $ Exp.
203 The glooming reaches and expanses of the corridors.



GLOOMING.
J[g- JS$* Shaks. Rom. Sf Jul. v. iii. 305 A glooming peace
this morning with it brings, The Minna for sorrow will not
shew his hentl.

Hence Gloomingly adv., in a glooming fashion.
1598 Ft.ORio, Foltcuiisiitc . .throngingly, pressingly, gloom-

ingly. 1831 J. Wilson in Blatkw. Mag. XXX. 550 You look
too gloomingty at every thing.

Glooming, ppl. a.'1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 6
gloraing. [t. Gloom v? + -tng 2

.] f a. Gleaming,
shining (obs.). b. dial. ^See quot. 18S1.)
In quot. 1579 perh. a forced use of Glooming///. «?.' With

qnot. 1601 cf. Gloaming i b.

1579 Remedy I.aivlesse Lone (Roxb.) C ij b, The Cormo-
rant That makes his God of earthly gloming Golde. 1590
Spenser F. Q, 1. i. 14 His glistering armor made A litle

glooming light, much like a shade. 1601 ? Marston Pasquit
V Kath. ". 93 The glooming morne with shining amies
hath chaste 1 he siluer Ensigne of the grimme-cheekt night.
1881 Leicester Gloss,, Glooming, glowing, burning hot.

Gloomless (gl/2'mles), a. rare- 1
, [f. Gloom

,r£.
T +-LESS.] Free from gloom.

1820 Keats Hyperion 111. 80 Apollo then, With sudden
scrutiny and gloomless eyes, Thus answer'd.

G-loommish, var. Glcmmish a., Obs.

t Gloomth.. (App. peculiar to Walpole.) [f.

Gloom z/.i or j/>. ' + -th.] Gloom.
1753 H. Walpoi.e Lett, to Mann 27 Apr. (1833' III. 40

One has a satisfaction in imprinting the gloomth of Abbeys
and Cathedrals on one's house. 1754 — Let. to G. Montagu
S Tune, Priv. Corr. (18201 I. 347 [Strawberry] is now in the
height of its greenth, blueth, gloomth, honeysuckle, and
seringahood. 1770 — Let. n June Ibid. III. 331 Straw-
berry, with all its painted glass and gloomth.

Gloomy (gl/7'mi), a. [f. Gloom sbA (or perh.

originally f. Gloom ty.l, as the sb. is not recorded
so early) + -y *.]

1. Full of gloom; dark, shaded, obscure.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. i. 53 The ruthlesse, vast, and

gloomy woods. 1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. iv. F 4 a,
Roul'd vp in gloomie clouds as black as ayer. 1635 }.

Hayward tr. Biondis BanislCd Virg. 1 The obscure sable
night .. surrendred up the field unto a gloomy morning.
1697 Drvdfn fstrg. Georg. n. 614 Narycian Woods of Pitch,
whose gloomy Shade Seems for Retreat of heav'nly Muses
made. 1784 Cowper Task v. 140 The gloomy clouds find
weapons, arrowy sleet. 1822 Byron Werner \. i, Have a
care, The staircase is a little gloomy, i860 Tyndall Glac.
1. xvi. 110 At a little distance below me, a gloomy fissure

opened its jaws.

fb. Of colours: Dark, blackish. Obs.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 187 And the hew

of the inhabitants countenances which in Arabia . . are
gloomie and swarffee.

2. Of persons and their attributes : Affected with
gloom or depression of spirits ; having dark or

sullen looks.

1590 Marlowe Ediv, II, iv. vi. (1598) G3b, I suspect
A gloomie fellow in a meade belowe ; A gaue a long looke
after vs. 1602 Marston Ant. <$ Mel. 1. B 4 b, What gloomy
soule in strange accustrements Walkes on the pauement.
a 1639 Sir H. Wotton Life Dk. Buckingham (1642) 22
John Felton, by nature of a deep melancholy, silent, and
glomy constitution. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 637 Grisly Pluto
and his gloomy bride. 1735 Somerville Chase iv. 202 The
glouting Hound .. Retiring to some close, obscure Re-
treat, Gloomy, disconsolate. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks
Swift (1752) 174 His countenance being dark, bilious, and
gloomy. 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm xi. 127 But
there stood Norton with a gloomy brow. 1861 Wright Ess.
Arch&ol. II. xxiii. 230 There are people of that gloomy
character who never laugh. 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 13
In a gloomy silence, broken only by gloomier mutterings of
the crowd, the carabiniers drew rein before the prison.

3. Causing gloom or depression of spirits ; dismal,

disheartening.

1710 Shaftesb. Adv. Author in. ii. 156 The gloomy
Prospect of Death. 1721 Wodroiv Corr. (1843) II. 643
Things look very gloomy in public affairs abroad and in
England. 1781 Gibbon Decl. $ F. III. 183 The intelligence
of the massacre of Pavia filled the mind of Stilicho with
just and gloomy apprehensions. 1838 Thiri wall Greece
IV. xxxiv. 328 He had spent a part of the night in gloomy
reflections. 1848 W. H. Kf.i.ly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. 'Ten Y.
1. 187 At some leagues distance from tumultuous Paris, St.

Cloud presented a gloomy and afflicting spectacle. 1873
Miss Braddon L. Davoren I. iv. Prol. 47 The stranger
took the gloomiest view of the position.

4. Comb., as gloomy-browed, -faced, -looking,

-minded, -sluggish adjs.

1727 Thomson Sir I. Newton 157 Ye hopeless gloomy-
minded tribe, c 1727 Gulliver decyplur'd 39 An over-grown
gloomy-looking fellow. 1803 J. Kenny Society 165 The
gloomy-faced fiends that the breast of slumbering innocence
load. 1849 J. A. Carlyle tr. Daniels Inferno p. xliv, The
Sullen-sour, or Gloomy-sluggish .. have their appropriate
punishment. 1863 Jean Ingelow Poems 178 Demeter seeks
her far and wide, And gloomy browed doth ceaseless roam.

Gloomyish (glw-miiij', a. [f. Gloomy + -ish.]

Somewhat gloomy.
x8ai Blackiv. Mag. X. 570 It is somewhat darkish—at

least gloomyish, dampish, rawisb.

Gloose, Gloove, obs. ff. Glo/e, Glove.

Glop (glfp), z'. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [? Shortening
of Gloppen v.]

1. intr. To stare, to gaze in alarm or wonder.
13.. E. E. AlUt. P. B. 849 pe god man glyfte with bat

glam & gloped for noyse. a 1743 Relph Misc. Poems
(1747) 4 The lads began to glop. 1875 in Whitby Gloss.
1878 Cnmbtd. Gloss., Glop, to stare, look wildly.

2. trans. To startle, cause to stare.

1807 Stagg Poems (1808) 37 The people glop'd \vi' deep
surprise, Away their wark-gear threw.
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Hence f Glop sb., a start, surprise. Obs. rare- '.

c iafio Tovtnulcy Myst. xvi. 264 O my hart is rysand now
in a glope. [Cf. 'Clapping, a palpitation' {Leicester
Gloss.).]

+ Glop, vfi Obs. rare- 1

. [Echoic ; cf. Globiie,
Gloff, Gloup, Gulp ; Sw. (dial.) glapa to gulp
down.] trans. To swallow greedily. AlsoGlop-
ping vbl. sb.

1362 Ygloppid fsee Glocp v.], C1394 P. PI. Cretie 92
Giotony is her ( iod • wib gloppynge [v.rr. goppyng, golping

]

of drynk.

Gloppen (glpp'n), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

3 glopnen, glopen (also S dial.) glopin, 4-5
glopn-, 5 glopyne, gloppyn'e, -un, 3, 5, 8-9
gloppen). Cf. also Aglopejjed, Forgloppened
(For- pre/A 6). [a. ON. ghipna to be downcast.
A root of identical form appears in OFris. gltipa,

MLG. glflpen to lie in wait for, Du. gluipen to

watch slily, to sneak.OSw. gltipa to gape, swallow,
Sw. glupande, Da. glubende ravenous, fierce;

whether there is any etymological connexion is

uncertain.]
Synonymous forms in various Eng. dialects are slacken,

glopper, glotten.

1 1. intr. a. To be distressed or downcast, b.
To stare in amazement, to be startled or frightened.

? a 1400 Marie Arth. 1074 Thane glopnede be glotone and
glorede un-faire. Ibid. 2854 Gloppyns noghte, gud mene,
for gleterand scheldes. 1420 Anlurs of Arth. vii, Now
kindeles my care, I gloppen and 1 grete.

2. trans. To startle, frighten, astound. Chiefly
in pass. pple. gloppened.

el 1225 Ana: R. 212 peos bodieo biuoren hwu be ateliche
deouel schal }et agesten [

7'. glopnen] ham. a 1300 Cursor

I

M. 1288 (Cott.) Quen [he] bar-of son had a sight, Al was he
gloppend for [Gfftt. dredand of] bat light. Ibid. 12622 < rfitt.l

Leue sun, qui has bu glopenedvs? .-,(1400 Morte Arth.
2580 ' >a ', quod syr Gawayne .

.

' Thowe wenys to glopyne
me with thy gret wordez 1' 1740 in Geutl. mag. X. 460,2
Bounce gus her hart, an hoc wurso glopen, That out o

1

lii'

windo hoo'd like fort lopen. c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin)
View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 55 I'r weawnedly glopp'nt,
for the Dule o hawpunny had eh .' 1848 -Mrs. Gaskki [..]/.

Barton ix, Don't look so gloppened because thou'st fallen
asleep. 1865 B. BmsRLBV Irkdale II. 97 Come, let's goo

i
i' th' heawse an gloppen her. 1887 .5". Cliesli. Gloss.,
Glockcnt, astounded, startled. Also pronounced gloppent.
Hence Olo'ppenedly adv., in a state of alarm

;

i
Glo ppening vbl. sb., alarm ; Qloppening///. a.,

distressed, sorrowful.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19634 Saulus ban quok, sa was he radd,

For gloppning in his mod al madd. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
B. 896 Ful erly pose aungelez bis babel bay ruben & glop-
nedly on godez halue gart hym vpryse. ? a 1400 iMortc
A rlh. 3863 For glent of gloppynyng glade be they never

!

Ibid. 4330 The baronage of Bretayne . . Graythes theme to
Glaschenbery with gloppynnande hertes, To bery thare the
bolde kynge.

Glor(e, obs. Sc. f. Gloey.
Glore (glo»j), sb. dial. Also 7 glorre, 9 glur,

glor. [Of obscure oiigin.] Loose fat ; excessive
quantity of fat. Commonly attrib. or quasi-art)', in

glore-fat.

a 1661 Fcller Worthies, Hanlsh. 11. 1662) 2 Their flesh
. .though not all Glorre (where no bancks of lean can he
seen for the Deluge of fat) is no less delicious to the taste
1684 Yorksh. Dial. 165 (E. D. S. No. 76) Here's fine Backon,
Sister, its glore Fat. 1796 W. Marshall Yorksh. (ed. 2)
Gloss. (E. D. S.), Glor'/at, very fat. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., Glor fat, loose fat. 'All of a glor and a
jelly ', tremulous with adiposity. 1876 Mid. Yorksh. Glass.
s.v., Of a very fat person whose flesh shakes upon her, it

will he said, ' She's fair glor fat ', quite loose fat. 1887 .V.

Chesh. Gloss, s.v. Glur, Hey's brought this Christmas beif
worn ; an' it's aw of a glur.

Glore, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 8-9 gloar,
glooar, 9 gloor. [ME. gloren = T)u. gloren, l.G.
gloren to glow (of embers), WFris. gloarjc, Sw.
and Norw. dial, glora to glow, stare, Icel. glora
to gleam, glare (as the eyes of a cat) ; app. f. the
root glo- : see Glow v. x A form gluren of like
meaning is found in Do. and LG., but may be of
different origin.

Sense 2 is identical with that of Glower 7'., but the words
cannot be immediately related to each other. Recentdialect
glossaries show thatgloar orgloor (glooar) is still in common
use in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Lincolnshire; for the
variation in the vowel compare floor (:—OE. flifr) and
moor (:—OE. mor).\

fl. intr. To shine, glitter, glisten. ( •= Glare
v. 1.) Obs.

13. . St. Bernard 356 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg. (1878)
47 Ne hit nas parseyued no more Till bat his lippes berof
deede glore. ci3£o Rarlaam f Josaphat 347 Feyr it

glorib w' oute, wit inne it is noujt. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus
Prol. B iv, Why glore thyn eyes. . in thy heade [quid ardent
luftrtua ?1 f

2. To look fixedly, gaze intently ; to stare open-
eyed. ( = Glaiie v. 2, Glowek v.) Obs. exc. dial.
Explained in Bailey 1728 ' To look a-skew '.

la 1400 MorteArth. 1074 Thane glopnede be glotone and
glorede un-faire. c 1450 St. Cxthbert (Surtees) 4S59 With
hlody eyne he gloryd. 1570 Levins Manip. 174 To Glore,
gase, patulis oculis spectare. 1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray
(E. D. S.l, Glore, to look staringly. 1708 T. Ward Eng. Re/.
II. (i7"6) 222 Sometimes ..a greedy Gull Would get his
Gullet cram'd so full Ast' make him glore, and gasp for Wind.
c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Finn Lane. Dial. Wks.
ti8«2) 38 He glooart at't a good while. i8>i J. Clare

GLORIFICATION.
Village Minstr. I. 159 Under the wenches' bonnets he'd
glower [rimes with sore]. 1833 York Minster Screen
152 (E. D. S. 76) Oa'd Jamie. .Glooaring at t' fire, a 1861
1. Woolnkr My Beautiful Lady 11863) 135 Like a foe,

whose settled leering eye In silence gloated with hope to
mark his fall.

3. Comb, f glore-eye (cf. glare-eye, Gi.ake v. 5 ,

a staring eye.

1640 J. Gowkr Ovid's Eest. vi. 127 Great heads
;
gloie

eyes ; hook-beaks upon their jaws.

Hence Gloring vbl. sb., gleaming, glittering.

1632 Brome Novella 11. i. (1653) I 5 b, A* man may spie An
old whore-master in the darkest night Like an old Cat, by
th' gloring of his eyes.

II Gloria glo-.-ria . PI. occas. glorias. [I..

gloria Glory.]
1. a. A name for each of several formula in

Christian liturgical worship, (a) Gloria Patri. the
doxology beginning ' Glory be to the Father', which
follows the recitation of the psalms and certain

canticles, and occurs in other places, (b) Gloria
lib?', the response ' Glory be to Thee, O Lord ',

which follows the announcement of the gospel in

the communion service or mass. V) Gloria in

excelsis, the hymn ' Glory be to God on high
'

(beginning with the words of Lithe ii. 14), forming
part of the communion service or mass. b. The
music to which the last-mentioned is set.

a. (^1420 Wvntoun Orig. Cron. v. xciii. (St. Andrews
MS.), This cheptour tellis trewly Quha maid fyrst Gloria
patri. c 1430 Freemasonry 632 And blesse the fayre, 3ef that
thou conne, When gloria tlbi is begonne. 1514 Barclay
Cyt. <y Uplandyshm. (Percy Soc.) 19 The blessyd aungelles
. . songe that gloria flyenge in the skye. 1563 Pilkington
Confut. C via b. On good friday there is neyther Epistle, nor
Gospel, Gloria in exelsis [sir], nor Crede. e 1661 Papers
on Alter. Prayer

; Bk. 77 The Gloria patri . . according to
the common opinion was formed in the council of Nice.
1706 A. Bedford Temple Mus. iv. oi Sometimes in a
lowder Voice, as at the Gloria Patri. 1745 R. PocoCKE
Descr. East II. 1. 18 The Latins celebrated the mass of the
resurrection, and at Gloria in excelsis, a cover was let down
[etc.].

b- 1597 Morlev Introd. Mus. 21 They had it in the
Tenor part of the Gloria of his Masse A -ae Maris Stella. 1853
Rock Ch. of Fathers III. n. 212 In it [the Graduale] might
be found . . the Kyries, Glorias [etc.]. 1884 R. Buchanan
Foxglove Manor

_
I. iv. 72 She then turned to another of

the vicar's favourites, a Gloria of Mozart's.

2. An aureole or nimbus. ( = Glorv^. 9.) Also,
a head-ornament in imitation of this.

1784 Eurap. Mag. Mar. 233 And over the windows,..
Glory is represented by a Saint George with a superb
gloria.

_
1866 Howklls Venet. Life xvi. 243 Little girls .

.

with wings and glorias, walked scattering Dowers.

t GlO'riable, a. Obs.- ' [ad. med.L. gloria-

bil-is, f. gloridri to Glory.] That may be gloried

in or boasted of.

C1640 Frltham Lusoria, etc. (1661) 89 Job, of all we
read, was the most confident of his own Integrity (which,
indeed, was rare and gloriable).

Gloriation (gTo'rw'JMi). Now rare or Obs.
Also 6 gloriacion. [ad. 1.. glSriation-em, n. of
action f. gloriari'ta boast, f. gloria Glory. Cf.

OV. gloriacion.} The action ofglorying ; boasting;
triumphant exultation.

1504 Atkin'SOn tr. De Imitatione ill. xv. 210 And what
may clay or erthe haue any gloriacion or pryde agaynste
his maker? 1543 G. Jove Confuteth Win. false Articles
14 b, Lo here is all gloriacion of works blown down. 1611
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. (163.) 706 Though theire
owne selues make no mention of any defeat of the
English which afforded them matter for the shadow of
such gloriations. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. m. ix. 90
But al this gloriation is vain. 1734 E. Erskixf. Semi. Wks.
1871 II. 269 God is manifested to us in Christ as matter of
joy and gloriation. 1837 J. Halley in Arnot Life 11842'
101, I am impelled to test the sincerity of your gloriation by
the speedy infliction of a postage.

Gloriette (glo<>rie-t). Hist. Alsogloriet. [a.

Y.gloriel/e. Cf.Sp.glorieta.] A highly decorated
chamber in a castle or other building. Also attrib.
[1280-1 in T. Bond Corfe Castle 85 (A chamber called

' La Gloriet ' is mentioned in the Corfe records of this
date", laispo Obituary in Willis Monastery Christ Ch.
Canlerh. (1869) 107 note, Edificavit turrim quandam. camera:
Prions vocata: La gloriet contiguam.] 1839 LoNGF. Hype-
Hon 1. vi.

(
(l86s) 30 Rodolph's ancient castle, with its

Gothic gloriette and fantastic gables. 1884 Atheu&um 13
Sept. 330/3 Besides an Oriel or a 'Gloriet' Tower, a
mediaeval castle contained many a ' cruel habitation '.

Glorifiable (gl6»-ri&i=ibT), a. [f. Glorify #.

+ -able.] That may be glorified.

a 1656 Bp. Hall Solil. 68 How justly glorifiable is Thy
name in the gracious . . preservation of thy children. 1857
H. H. Wilson tr. Rig-veda III. 105 Offer with fire the
acceptable libation to that^ most glorifiable Mitia. 1869
Bcshnell Worn. Suffrage iii. 58 A finer and more glorifi-

able humanity.

t Glori-flcate, pa. pple. Obs.-' [ad. late L.

gloriftcat-ns, pa. pple. of glorificdre to Glorify.]
Glorified.

c 1460 in Pol. Ret. fy L. Poems 82 O lemyng lawmpe,
in light passyng nature ! How greately is thy name
glorificate ! 1508 Kennedie Flytingiv. Dunbar 528 Deuill,
dampnit dog, sodomyte insatiable, With Gog and Magog
grete glorificate.

Glorification (glo^rifik^-Jan). [ad. late L.

glorification-cm, n. of action f. glorificdre to
Glorify-

.]



GLORIFIED.

fl. Alch. The action of refining; the state of
being refined. Obs.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 4 By contynuel ascendynge and

descendyngc.it is sublymed to so myche hijnesof glorifica-

cJotin.

2. The action of glorifying or investing with
glory ; the condition or state of being glorified.

1549 Coverimle, etc. Erasm. Par. Rev. xix. 6-10 In
heauen it is the immortal glorificacion of body & soule.

1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. v. § 8 (16761 151 They
whose sins accidentally thus serv'd the glorification of God.
i860 Pcskv Mttt. Profih. 390 The enormous mass of human
strength, which its [Thebes'] victorious kings had gathered
from all nations to toil for its and their glorification 1883
Manch. Exam. 30 Mar. 5/2 Her trial and the glorification
which she is likely to receive at the hands of the French
public.

b. esp. The exaltation 'of Christ) to the glory

of heaven; the admission of human souls to the

bliss of heaven.
1502 Oy,/. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506)1. vi, 50 Creacyon,

redemp-yon, and gloryfycacyon . .apperteyneth all onely to
the blessyd trynyte. 1643 Sir 1 - Browne Relt'g. Med.
ll. § 8 An accessary of our glorification. 1681-6 J. Scott
Chr Life 11. vii. § 10 The good Angels .. are ready
enough to congratulate their [sinners'] Glorification. 1685
BAXTER Parafkr. M. P., Mark xvi. ig His Ascension they
beheld, and his Glorification they believed by the Spirit's

revelation. 1871 Macduff Mem. Pa'mos xvii. 230 Until
the spirits of the just are ' made perfect '—until they are
ushered into their state of glorification.

c. Transformation into a more magnificent form

;

colloq. a * glorified' variety of something which is

naturally humble or inferior.

i833 Cen'ury Mag. XXXII. 474/2 Sometimes .. these
houses.. are .. glorifications of the humble, early, shingled
New-England farm-house.

d. jocularly. A time of ' glorious ' enjoyment,
a festive occasion.

184.3 Bethun c Sc. Fireside Star. 41 Glad to see you able
to stir at all after your last night's glorification.

3. Tne ascription of glory or praise to (a person
or th ; ng .

1830 L Hunt Autobfag. v. 100 The glorifications of their
masters with which they entertain the kitchen. 1862 Mkri-
vale Rom. Emp. 1186}) V. xli. 102 [The Georgics]. .we must
regard - . as the glorification of Labour. 1863 Boston
Commonwealth (U. S ) 23 Oct., Captain Swift, in his peri-

patetic glortfijations of Gen. Banks, omits [etc.], 1892
Speaker 3 Sept. 292 '2 Mr. Huxley's., prologue is. .a glori-

fication of ' science '.

b. A set form of praise ; a doxology.
1660 Jf.r. Taylor Duct. Dubit. it. ii. 116761 277 They

offered sacrifice and san; ..glorifications of God. 1730
Waterland Rem. Clarke's Expos. Catcch. 15 The Glorifica-
tion in the Close was in comm >n to Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost. 1873 Whitney Orient. Stud. 6 The songs are for

the most part simple invocaiions and glorifications of the
divinity.

Glorified (glo-'-rifaid), ppl. a. [f. Glorify v. +
-ED '.J

1. In senses of the vb. : Invested with glory,

rendered glorious ; beautified ; t refined.

a 1340 Hampolr Psalter cxlvi. 3 When we ryse glorifyde
in body and saule. la 1500 Wycktt (1828) p. viii. Whether
makenh.-y the gloryfyed bodye ether make they agaynethe
spirituall bodye. 1608 W. Sclatek Malachy (1650) 196 It

fepu^nes the nature of a glorified body. 1655 EahlOrkEry
Partheu. 1676 7 He drew out the Copy of so glorified an
Original. 1657 G Starkkv HelmonCs Vind. Ep. to Rdr.,
Thus also may be made the glorified Sulphur of Antimony.
i68i-5 J. Scott Civ. Life (1747) III. 510 Other unknown
Purposes peculiar to his glorified State. 1726 Ayliefe
Parergon 172 The. .Soul . .will resume its Body again in a
glorify'd Manner. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <y It. 1st. II.

345 Angels and glorified saints adore the Mother and her
Son. i86z Tyndall Moun'aineer. vi. 47 Long stretches of
crimson li^ht drawn over the higher snow-fields linked the
glorified summits together. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic
li, Who may be this glor.fied Mortal unheard-of hitherto?
a'jsol 1871 B. Taylor Faust I. xx. 214 They turn their

faces, The glorified, from thee.

2. colloq. Taat has undergone transformation into

something glorious. (Often used sarcastically, e. g.

to imply that a person of distinguished position has
essentially the ideas or type of mind characteristic

of some inferior rank or class.) Also, gorgeously

attired or adorned.
1821 Lamb Elia Ser. r. My first Play, I judged it to be

sugar-candy—yet to my raised imagination . .it appeared .

.

a glorified candy ! 1846 Thackeray Snob Papers Wks.
(i836> XXIV. 318 A glorified flunkey, in lace, plush, and
ai^uillettes. 1887 Mahaffv Greek Life <V Thought x. 201

We feel ourselves in a sort of glorified Hotborn Restaurant,
where the resources of art are lavished on the walls of an
eating-room. 1894 Sala Lonl. up to Date ii. 21 A glorified

.. gentleman .. takes from you your second card. 1896

Daily News 1 Oct. 4/6 There was a great deal of what has

been called a glorified sciiool-boy about Lord Randolph.
1897 Mary Kingslev IV. Africa 163 It is a real island of

a rocky nature, and not a glorified sandbank that has [etc.].

Mot. He sneered at the head of his college as 'a sort of

glorified board-schoolmaster '.

Glorifier gU>-rifci3i). [f. Glorify + -f.r.]

One who glorifies (in various senses of the vb.).

x579 J- Jones Prescrv. Bodie fy Soule 1. xviii. 33 The
glonfyer of God, tryer of tastes, and Ambassadour betweene
man aid man. (71677 Manton in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
Ps. cxix. 97 Preserver, Deliverer, and Glorifier of Mankind.
1846TRENCH Mirac. xix. (1852*323 Not. .the destroyer of the
law .. but its transformer and glorifier. 1880 Kinglake
Crimea VI. ix. 265 By the help of his salaried glorifiers.
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Glorify (glo^rifai), v. [ad. F. glorifier, ad. late

L. glorificdre, f. glorificus, adj. f. gloria Gloky +
fac-ere to make.]

1. trans. To render glorious; to invest with glory,
procure glory for. In early quots. esp. to exalt to
the ylory of heaven.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiv. 5 palm bat dredis god he

glorify s. pat is he haldis bairn gloriouse and worthi to rest in
godishill. 1382 Wyci.ii- John vii. 59 Ihesus was not sit glori-
fied. [Soal>oi55i andi6n.] c 1400 Maundev. (Koxb.)xv.
67 pe gudc be sail drawe on his party and glorify ham in ioy
withouten end. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xwiii. 107 (Had. MS.)
When a man shalle be glorifiede in body and in soule, in
the day of dome. 1520 Caxton s Chron. Fug. in 27/1 That
the temporall peas myght gloryfye the natyvyte of our
Savyour. 1603 S. Daniel Panegyr. to King's Majesty U-'iii,

Those righteous issues, which shall glorifie And comfort
many Nations with their worth, a \6z$ Beaum. & Fl. La-.vs
of Candy it!, ii, Nothing More glorifies the noble, and the
valiant, Than to despise contempt.

b. In physical sense : To throw a glorious li^ht

upon, to invest with radiance, f Formerly also, to
beautify or embellish, deck with splendid ornament.
1503 Hawes Fxtimp. Virt. vi. 9 Vp came dame fortune so

gayly gloryfyed. 1592 Shaks. I'en. $ Ad.4%5 As the bright
sunne glorifies the skie. 1595 — John 11. i. 442. 1648 Jos.
Beacmont Psyche 11. liv. {1702) 18 To glorify a Wall With
Tapestry feats is -womanish, say I. 1880 Miss Bkaddon-
Just as I am xli, The harvest moon glorified the dingincss
of Milton Street. 1882 llarrer's Mag. Dec. 13/2 The cliffs

and crags.. are glorified by the beams of the departing orb.

C. To transform into something more gloiiuus

or splendid ; to invest (something common or

inferior' with charm or beauty.
1867 Miss Bradoon R. Godwin I. i. 5 The sunshine ..

transforms and glorifies the commonest objects, until the
earth seems unfamiliar and beautiful as fairyland. 1880

J. F. Clarke Self-Culture viii. 187 Burns, Wordsworth,
Whittisr .. have known how to glorify common life and
every-day people with the charm of romance.

2. a. To advance the glory of God, His name'
by faithful action or suffering. (Cf. Glory sb. 2 b.)

b. To ascribe L,
r loi yand praise in adoration to(God),

1340 Ayenb. 196 pet we maki oure guode dedes to-uore be
uolkerede beruore |?ct god by y-hered and y-glorefied. 1388
V* yclif John xxi. 19 Signfiyinge bi what detli he schuld
glorilie God. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 50 Make sauf alle men
b1 glorefi^eth the. '1460 Tozvneley Myst. iv. 245 Thi will,

Thi name, to glorifye Ouer all this warld so wide. 1526
Filer. Perf. W. de W. 1531) 1S1 b, Glorifyed be thy holy
name. 1650 Jf.r. Taylor Holy Living'w. ad § 10 (1727)331,
I bless and glorifie thy name. 1715 De Foe Fam. Instruct.
1,1,(18411 1. 33 The goodness, .of God. .which has given me
. .so many ways to glorify him.

3. To describe or represent as glorious ; to extol,

honour, magnify with praise a person or thingV
1557 North tr. Guevara's DitillPr. 69 a/i Prayseand glory-

fye thy beautye asmuche as thouthinckest good, yet [etc.].

1596 Spenser State Iret. Wks. (Globe) 641 1 Whomsoever
they find to be most licentious of life. .him they sett up and
glorifye in theyr rimes. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. v.

v. K 2 b, He weepes : now doe I glorifie my hands, I had no
vengeance, if I had no teares. a 1631 Donne Poems (1633)

229 No chymique yet th
1 Elixar got, But glorifies his preg-

nant pot, If [etc.]. 1834 Mrs. Bodoington Retuin. Rhine I.

30 There is bad taste in thus seeking to glorify one par-

ticular wound amidst so many instances of devotedness
even to death. 1879 Froude Csfsarxx. 341 Caesar, who was
being so much praised and glorified.

4. refl. i^+and intr. for rifi.) To boast or vaunt
oneself, to make one's boast, exult. Now rare.

Const, in, of to with infin., or that.

1340 Ayenb. 25 pus him ioisseband him glorifiep be wreche
ine his lierte. Ibid. 270 Najt of obre binge ne glorefye be.

C1374 Chaucer Troytus 111. 137(186) 'Immortal God!'..
Cupide I mene, of this mayst glorifye. c 1384 — //. Fame
ill. 44 He ought him lytel glorifye That her on bilt. c 1400
Rom. Rose 5450 They maken foolis glorifye Of Mr wordis
[greet] speking. 1474 Caxton Chesse^o And they glorefye

them in theyr connyng. 1484 — Curtail $ b, Arystotle the

phylosophre gloryfyed in him self that he had lefte the hye
palays of kyng Alysaundre. 15*3 Ld. Berners Ftoiss. I.

ccccxviti. 732 I'bilyppe glorifved so in his fayre fortune and
victory. .that [etc.]. 1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Sund.
(1823) 17 Men in erth do glorifie in hym. 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. IV, 16 b, Owen Glendor glorifying hymself in these

twoo victories, invaded the Marches of Wales. 1655 tr. De
Fare's Francinn vit. 15 Some senselesse Courtiers, .glorifie

that they have feathers as great as the Mules in the Kings
stable. 1836 E. Howard A*. Reefer xxvi, For the which he
glorified himself exceedingly.

5. Alch. To refine, sublime.

1657 lsee Glorified///, a. 1].

Glorifying glo^rifoi
t
in^ , vbl. sb. [(. Gloiufy

v. f -IN<; '.] The action of the verb Glorify.
a 1340 Hamtoi.e Psalter x\ i. 3 In glorifiynge of me and

myn. 1561 Daus Bullinger on Apoc. 11573* 314 b, The
spirite. .crieth busily to the Lord for our. .glorifieng. 1709
Addison Tatler No. 108 F7 Religion .. does not only
promise the entire Refinement of the Mind, but the glorify-

ing of the Body. 1746-7 Hervey Mcd'tt. (1818) 194 Devote
. .the chief of your strength to the glorifying of His name.

H As an alleged term for a company (of liais .

c 1470 in Horsy Shepe, 4- G. etc. (Roxb. Club) 32 A glori-

fieing oflyers.

tGl<rring, ///. a. Obs. [f. GLOHE V. +
-INC. -.] a Soloing, glit'ering. b. Staring.
a. a 1400-50 Alexander 3627 [He] mas tobeete all of bras

as bcrnes it ware, And full of glorand gledis |>aim to »*

gorge fillis. 1503 Test. Ebor. iSurtees) IV. 217 One par
scherys, with xx glorynge nayles. x6oz "2nd Pi. Returnfr,
Parnass. I. i. lArb.) 8 Vnlesse it dare out-face the glortng
[Macray glaring] light. 1647 H* Mure Poems 136 Gilded

GLORIOUS.
clouds Arching an eye-Hd for the gloring Morn, a 1650
Scot.ffeilde 103 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 217 He durst not
venter with our King . . For all the gloring gold.

b. a 1400-50 Alexander 4552 To be grmdand gluttis &
glorand dronkin. c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 157 Go hense,
bou glorand gedlyng.

Gloriole igUV-rioul). [a. F. gloriole, ad. L.

gldriola, dim. of gloria Glory.] fa. A scrap of

glory (obs.). b. An aureole ; a halo.
1813 Wellington in Gurw. Dcsp. (1838) XI. 181 It is un-

worthy ofone ofhis reputation to get his brigade into scrapes,
for the sake of the little gloriole of driving in a few picquets.

1844 Mrs. Browning P'ision of Poets Poems 1850 I. 235
The broad gloriole round his brow Did vibrate with the
light below. i863jr:Ax In'gf.low Brothers 113 Asa gloriole

sign o' grace. 1874 W. Tav tr. Hebra's Dis. Skin III.
xxxiv. 70 Several years ago, another athlete .. exhibited
himself, who could elevate his extraordinarily abundant and
lung hair as a gloreole around his head.

t Glorio'SO. Obs. [a. It. glorioso, ad. L. glorio-

sus boasliul.] A boaster, a braggart. Hence
f Glorio'ser in the same sense.

1589 Greenf. Mcnaphon (Arb.) 82 Emptie vessells baue
the highest sounds .. and pratling gloriosers, the smallest
performaunce of courage. 1599 Life More in Wordsw.
Ecct, Biog. (1853) II. 102 This glorioso. .knew not so much
as the meaning of the terms. 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp.
Jonah 215 The Magnificoes of the world and great-mouthed
Gloriosoes. a 1661 Fullkr Worthies, Devoush. 1. (1662)

259 His Holinesse did forfeit a parcel of his infallibility, in

giving credit to such a Glorioso.

Glorious (ghVrias), a. Forms : 4-6 glcri-

o(u)se, -ius, gloryous, (5 g'oryowse, 6 Sc.

glori-. gloryuss, gUrous\ 3- glorious, [a. AF.
glorious = OF. glorieus, -os, Pr. glorios, Sp., Pg.,

It. glorioso, ad. L. gloriosus, f. gloria Gloky : sec

-ous.J

fl. Boastful; ostentatious, fond of splendour;
proud, haughty ; vainglorious. Obs.
138a Wyclif Prcn>. xxv. 14 A man glorious and the be-

hestes notfulfillende. c 1440 York M} st. xvi. iq, I am fairer

of face b^n glorius guiles \at [etc.]. C1530T1NDALE Prol.
to Jonas (1863) A vj b, Ande one y* cast out deuels in

Christesname they [the apostles] forbade because he wayted
not on them, so glorious were they yet. 1577 J. Mrooki.
Gutdo's Stapt' Chr. Faith Pref., A soil and beape of glorious
deceiuers, which hyde and boast themselues. 1612 Bacon
Fss., I 'aine- glory 1 Arb.) 462 They that are glorious, must
needs be factious : for all brauery stands vpon comparisons.
1654 tr. Scudery*s Curia Pot. 25 If they [Princes] are. .gay
and glorious, they are reviled as incompassionate. 1692 Dry-
den St. Euremont's Fss. 13 Whether . . Posterity, glorious

throughout, were desirous that their Ancestors should be
Masters of Vertues, when they were not ofGreatness, a 1734
North Exam. 1. ii. § 32. 46 After he was possessed of the

Great Seal, he was in Appearance the gloriousest Man alive.

t 2. Kager f r glory. Obs.
1608 Siiaks. Per. 1. Prol. 9 The purchase is to make

men glorious. i6ai Fletcher Pilgrim IV. ii, I am not

watchfull to do ill, Nor glorious to pursue it still. 1704
Hearne Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 392 He always left such to

Heroes as were purely Glorious.

3. a. Of persons and things: Possessing glory
;

entitled to brilliant and lofty renown, illustrious.

Now somewhat rare \ the mod. use as applied to persons

(e.g. in
; Glorious John' as a designation of Dryden belongs

to sense 5. (The AF. Coronation Oath of 1307 speaks of
* le glorious Rei Seynt Edwaid '.)

13. , A'. Alls. 7441 Now is ded kyng Porus, Alisaunder is

kyng glorious, 'la 1400 Mortc Arth. 1 Grett glorious Godd,
thurgh grace of hym selvene. .Schelde us ffro schamesdede
and synfulle werkes. c 1460 Tcntmeley Myst. iii. 166 My
name is ofdignyte, and also full glorius. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 174/1 Saynt austyn preched a glorious sermone &
declared there to the kynge the crysten feythe openlye.
1500-20 Dun 1 ak Poems xxv. 91 Quhilk grant theglorius
Tnnitie ! 1604 E. G. tr. D'Acosta sllist. Indies 1. i. 2 The
glorious Crysostome (a man better seene in the studie of

holy Scriptures, then in the knowledge of Philosophic). 1660

Blount Boscobel 1 Charles the Second undoubted heir of
Charles the First of Glorious Memory. 1720 21 Swift Let.

to Pope 10 Jan., Wks. 1824 XVI. 352, I will tell you what
my political principles were in the time of her late glorious

majesty. 1841 Lane Arab. Ats. I. 88 He answered, O
glorious King.it hath been said, by the ancients [etc.]. 1871

R. Ellis tr. Catullus xxxiv, 23 Still keep safely the glorious

Race of Romulus ulden. 1879 M. Arnold t'oe/us of it ordstif.

Pref. (near end', He i- one of the very chief glories of
English Poetry ; and by nothing is England so glorious as

by her poetry.

b. Oi an achievement, action, circumstance, state

of tilings, etc. : Conferring glory ; entitling to bril-

liant and lofty renown ; conspicuously honourable.

Const, to.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 49 For this day by famous
death or glorious victory I wyl wynne honor. 1577 North-
Brooke Dicing 1 1843) 36 It is glorious when the preachers

are certaine of their doctrine which they tcache. 1659 D.
Pell ttupr. Sea 56 It is one of the gloriousest works in the

world, to have an hand in . . the saving of a soul. 1659 B.

Harris Parivafs Iron Age 16 Which followed close upon
the glorious Battel (but with small fruit) of Lepanto.

1709 Steele & Swift Tatler No. 66 r 8 The great and
glorious Victory obtained over the Enemy on the nth
Instant. 1774 Chestkrf. Lett. (1792) I. »• 5 As it is more
difficult to express one's thoughts in verse than in prose, the

being capable of doing it is more gloriuus. 1789 in Sir J.
Sinclair's Corr. (183H II. 282 The surrender of Oc?akow,
an event so remaikab'e in the hi-tory of Russia._ and so

glorious to the hero. 1849 Macailav Hist. Fng. vi. 1 1. 147
He . . declared that . . he shou Id think it glorious to die in his

sovereign's cause.

f C. In non-laudatory sense : Conducive to re-

putation. Obs.

I



GLORIOUSLY. 229 GLORY.
1665 Boyle Occas. Reft, v. iv. (1848) 309 And though a need-

less Ostentation of ones Excellencies may be more glorious,

a modest Concealment of them is usually more safe.

4. Splendid in beauty or richness of adornment.
Now only with emotional connotation as in 5.

f Formerly also in a weaker sense, of textures,

colours, etc. : Brilliant, shining, lustrous.

13.. R. E. Allit. P. A. 914 As bou art gloryouswhhouten
gaffe. C 1315 SlIORBHAM 128 The gloriouse beerde [sc. our
levedy], Out of thyse world the gloriouse ferde Wythgreate
melodye. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 114 Mars the planet
bataillous Next to the sonne glorious, a 1396 Chaucer
Rosemonnde 3 For as the crystal glorious ye shyne, And
lyke ruby ben your chekes rounde. c 1420 AntursofArth.
366 Here gide was glorious and gay, of a gresse grene. 1509
Fisher Funeral Serin. C'tess Richmond Wks. 118761 304 It

[the body] shall ryse bryght and gloryous. 1535 Coverdale
2 Mace. viii. 35 He put of his glorious rayment, fled by see,

and came alone to Antioche. 1596 Spenser /*'. Q. Ded. to

Lady Carew, Those glorious ornaments of hevenly grace.
160S SftAKS. Tr. <y Cr. 1. iii. 89 The glorious Planet Sol. 1664
Power Exp. Ph'tlos. 1, 1 The Iris (as vibrissant and glorious
as a Cat's eye* most admirable to behold. Ibid. 43 So clear
and glorious a body as glass. 1665 R. Hooke Microgr. 169
The colours, .must necessarily be very glorious, vivid and
cleer, like those of Silk and Feathers. 211687 Petty Pol.
Arith. (i6jo)Pref., Notwithstanding all this, .the Buildings
of London grow great and glorious. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.
V. § 12 The glorious light of the gospel. 1792 Munchausen'1

s
Trav. xxiv. 108 The sun shone glorious on the water. 1803
Wordsw. Intim. Iifimort. ii, The sunshine is a glorious birth.

18S0 TvNDALL Glac. 1. ix. 62 All conspired to render the
scene glorious. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann.Q. Height, xxvii.

(1878) 470 The heavens were glorious with stars.

5. Used vaguely as a rapturous expression of ad-
miration ordelight: Splendid, magnificent, intensely

delightful. Now often with jocular hyperbole.
1623 Mabbb tr. Altaians Guzman d'Alf n. 216 As a good

Chine of Bacon, makes glorious porrige. 1772 Nugent
Groslefs Loud. I. 44 Which casual appearance [of the
sun] procures the Londoners a few of what they call
glorious days. 1816 'Quiz' Grand Master vn. 24 They
call a servant, and require, Immediately, a glorious fire.

1822 Scorr Pirate xvii, Glorious John touches them off
a little sarply,—but then John was a Jacobite. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xli. (18561 375 What a glorious feed
for the scurvy-stricken ships. 1863 Mary Howitt F.
Bremer's Greece I. viii. 263 What glorious afternoons and
evenings have I spent at Phalerus ! 1875 W. S. Hayward
Love agst. World 11 ' What glorious fun said Florence.

b. ironical phrase.
According toGenll. Mag. (1830) Aug. 98/1, the phrase was

first used at a dinner of the Judges and Counsel about 1756,
when after the toast of ' the glorious memory of King Wil-
liam ' had been drunk, a Mr. Wilbraham proposed ' the
glorious uncertainty of the law ', in sarcastic allusion to Ld.
Chief Justice Mansfield's bold overruling of former decisions,

1759-93 Maokun Love a la mode it. i. (17931 27 The law is

a sort of hocus-pocus science, .and the glorious uncertainty
of it is of mair use to the professors than the justice of it.

1803 Sheridan in Pari. Hist. (1820) XXXVI. 1204 The
glorious uncertainty of the law, was a thing well known and
complained of, by all ignorant people, but all learned gentle-
men considered it as its greatest excellency. 181 x J. Adams
Wks. {1854) IX. 630 When I applied the epithet 'glorious'
to the uncertainty of politics, I meant it ironically, as we
say the ' glorious uncertainty of the law '. Mod. The
glorious uncertainty of cricket.

6. jocularly. Ecstatically happy from drink.
1790 Burns Tarn o' Shanter 57 Kings may be blessed, but

Tarn was glorious, O'er a' the dls of life victorious. 1836
K. Howard R. Reefer Iii, As fast as one man could be ..

flogged into sobriety, another would become glorious. i86x
Thackeray B. Lyndon xviii. (18691 254, I was taken up
1 glorious ', as the phrase is, by my servants, and put to bed,

7. Comb. (quasi-airfc.), as glorious -doing, -sound-
ing, -talking adjs.

1670 Brooks IVks. (1867) VI. 324 The most glorious-doing
Christian. 1768 Bosweli. Corsica iii. ted. 2) 214 Fame's
*glorious-sounding trumpet breath. 1662 Cokain Ovid iv.

i. (1669) 78 My "glorious talking Captain, I shall not Be won
with empty words.

Gloriously ;glo>Tiasli), adv. [f. Glorious a.

+ -ly -.] In a glorious manner.

f 1. Boastfully, proudly, vaingloriously. Obs.
1566 Adlington Aftuleius, Life (1596) A 3 b, He gloriously

calleth himself the nourice of Carthage. 1599 B. Jonsom
Ev. Man out Hum. ir. i, I speake it not gloriously, nor out
of affectation. 1602 J. Ci.apham Hist. Fug. 59 Such as
before the Battell were so wary and wise in aduenturing .

.

after the euent..grew to speake gloriously of themsetues.
1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. 1. v. 73 How
gloriously they vaunt of their inventions.

2. With an accompaniment of glory or renown;
illustriously.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 503 Gloriously he is wor-
shipid. 138a Wyclif Luke xiii. 17 Al the peple ioyede in

al thingis, that weren don gloriously of him. 1494 Fabyan
Citron, it!, liii. 35 Whenne that this Kymbalyne had reygned
gloryously ouer the Brytons [etc.]. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems
Ixxvii. 38 The nobill Stewarts syne, of great renoun, Thow
gart upspring, with branches new and greine, Sa gloriouslie,
quhill glaided all the toun. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 165
p 1 Our Warriors . . are so gloriously successful in beating
down their Power. 1781 Gibbon Ded. <y F. III. 137 This
narrow pass of Thermopylae, where Leonidas and the three
hundred Spartans had gloriously devoted their lives. 1841
James Brigand xiv, The purpose may. .pass away, war be
continued gloriously and long, and France be ruined.

3. Brilliantly, splendidly; + brightly, lustrously.

Now only with emotional connotation ; cf. Glor-
ious a. 4, 5.

1393 Lanol. P. PI. C. xx. 15 The glose gloryousliche was
wryte wyth a gylt penne. £-1400 Three Kings Cologne 5
Gloriously propheciede of f>e Incarnacioun of oure lorde

Vol. IV.

Ihesu Crist, c 1420 Lydg. Assemh. Gods 823 Gloryously
besene, as he had come from heuyn. 1529 Frith Antithesis
Wks. (1572) lor Tombeswell gilt with many a torch and great
solemnitie, with angels gloriously portered. 1586 Spenser
Death Sidney 04 Those beames Of vertue kindled in bis

noble brest, Which after did so gloriously forth shine. 1644
Evelyn Diary 17 Oct. (1870) I. 98 The house is most mag-
nificently built without, nor less gloriously furnish'd within.

1697 Dampier / 'oy. I. 427 These Rings when fust polished
look very gloriously, but time makes them fade, and turn
to a pale yellow. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess
Mar 18 Apr., I never saw anything so gloriously beautiful.

1868 Holme Lit; />'. Godfrey xxxvL 197 'the children enjoyed
it gloriously. 1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. xxxii. title, David
wrote this gloriously evangelic Psalm. 1883 Manch. Exam.
10 Sept. 5/5 Ibis morning the weather opened gloriou>ly fine.

ironical. 1834DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (18871 1. 249, I draw
my own conclusions, and most gloriously ridiculous ones
they are, I sometimes fancy.

4. colloq. With reference to intoxication. (Cf.

Glorious a. 6.)

1784 Cowper Task iv. 510 Drink, and be mad then; 'tis

your country bids ! Gloriously drunk obey th' important
call ! 1843 I'HTHUNE Sc. Fireside Stor. 50 Dr. Bridges was
in a state which may lie described as gloriously drunk.

Gloriousiiess (glSo-riasnes). [f. Glorious a.

+ -.\Kss.] The attribute of being glorious, fa.
Boastfulness (obs.). b. Splendour, magnificence.
(1440 Prom/. Par:'. 199/2 Gloryowsnesse, gloriositas.

1526 Tindale 1 Cor. ii. 1, I.. cam not in gloriousnes of
wordes or of wisdom. 1552 T. Barnabk in Strype Feci.
Mem. II. App. E. 154, I do se the gloriousnes of the French-
men and how they do rejoyce of their roberies, 1651 Hobhes
Leviath. ill. x.xxv. 219 The gloriousnesse, and admirable
height of that throne. 1681 H. More Exp. Dan. vi. 211 It

may also signify a solid greatness and gloriousness. a 1849
J. C. MangaN Poems 11859' 410 You'll witness my glorious-
ness. 1877 Morley Crit. Misc.Ser, 11. 239 The gift of intellec-

tual fatherhood is . . surrounded by suchsingulargloriousness.

Glory (gloVri), sb. Forms: 4-7 glori(e, -ye,

5-7 (chiefly Sc.) gloir(e, glor'e, 4- glory, [a.

OF. glorie (also in semi-popular form gloire),
ad. L. gloria.']

1 1. subjectively. The disposition to claim honour
for oneself; boastful spirit. Obs. exc. in the com-
bination Vainglory.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 70 Suche motyues bei meuen

bei maistres in heor glorie. c 1386-1520 [see Vainglory].
1624 Massinger Pari. Love v. i, A little glory in a soldier's
mouth Is not uncomely. 1650 Hobbes Hum. Nat. ix. § 1.

91 Glory, or internal gloriation or triumph of the Minde.
1656 Evelyn Mem. (1857! III. 73 My animadversions, .will

I hope, .totally acquit me either of glory or impiety. 1753
Smollett Ct. Fathom (1813) I. 119 The disappointment of
the ladies my glory will not permit me to overlook.

+ b. Desire for fame ; ambition. Obs.
1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido v. i, All glory hath forsaken

thee.

2. objectively. Exalted ; and, in mod. use, merited)
praise, honour, or admiration accorded by common
consent to a person or tiling ; honourable fame,
renown.
c 1385 Chaucer L . G. IV. 2531 Phillis, It oughte be to yow

but lyte glorye. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Loz'e it. viii. (Skeat)
1. 68 O glorye, glorye, thou art none other thinge to
thousandes of folke, but a great sweller of eares. c 1460
Fortescle Abs.fyLim, Mon. v. (1885) 119 What dishonour
is this, and abatyngeof the glorie ofa kynge. 1513 Douglas
sEneis \: iv. 58 >e vai^eand feris of worthy Hector, .think
on ^our glor. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 158 Quhat
gloir and renowne he obtenit of thir twa victories, was all

cassin doun by the infamy of the next attempt. 1618 Lith-
gow Pilgr. Farew. E j, The Noblest striue for State, am-
bitious Glore. 1663 Gerijier Counsel F viij a, Letters, which
the .-Egiptians did attribute unto them, though the Assyrians
would have the glory thereof. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn
1278 Let such as deem it glory to destroy Rush into blood.
1752 Hume Ess. #> Treat. (1777) II. 5 The glory of Male-
branche is confined to hts own nation and his own age. 1821

J. S. Adams in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 295 The
lory of the_ first attempt belongs to France. 1823 Uyron
*ran vm. xiv, Yet I love Glory ;— glory's a great thing.

b. The glory of God : the honour of God, con-
sidered as the final cause of creation, and as the
highest moral aim of intelligent creatures.
1382 Wyclif 1 Cor.x.31 Do }e alle thingis in to glorie ofGod.

1558 Extracts Aherd. Reg. (1844) I. 313 In the meinteining
and uphalding ofGoddis seruice in our saide p[a]roche kirk, to
the honor and gloir of God. <ri68o Ueveridge Serm. (1729)
I. 408 No man can do any thing for God's glory but what
will tend also to his own. 1715 De Foe Fam. instruct. 1. i,

You are to live here to the glory of Him that made you.
3. Something that brings honour and renown ; a

subject for boasting ; a distinguished ornament

;

a special distinction ; a ' boast and pride \ Also//.
138a Wyclif Prov, xvii. 6 The glorie of sones the fadris of

hem. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlii. § 7 The glory of all
things is that wherein their highest perfection doth consist.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. i. 149 Are all thy Conquests, Glories,
Triumphes,Spoiles, Shrunke to this little Measure? ni68o
Butler Rem. (1759) II. 1 A Learn'd Society of late, The
Glory of a foreign State, Agreed [etc.]. 1715 De Foe Fam.
Instruct. 1. iii, That which was the glory of a Christian, viz.
to worship and call upon him that made him. 1776 Burke
Corr. (1844) II. 107 It is the glory of the tories that they
always flourish in the decay . . of the glory of their country.
1790 — /'>. Rev. 61 Leading advocates, the glory of the bar.
x-^xAnecd. IV. Pitt IV. App. 263 The glories of Mr. Pitt's
administration are the successes of the war. 1836 J.Gilbert
Chr.Atotiem. viii. (1852)245 It is the glory of the Christian
SacrificethatitwasmadebyGodaswellastohim. 1870F, R.
Wilson Ch. Litu/isf. 33 The chief glory of the district, .is the
grand old castle. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 7. 413 Litera-
ture had hardly found a place in the glories of the time.

%

4. Praise, honour, and thanksgiving offered in

1 adoration.
1382 W'vci.w Luke h. 14 Glorie be in the hi^este thingis to

Gud. 1530 Mirr. Our Ladyes 41b in Maskell Mon. Kit.
II. 3 noti\ When ye bydde glory to the father, and to the
sone, and to the holygosle. c 1560 A. Scorr Poems (S. T. S.)

xxxv. 20To Fader gloir be evirmoir,To Sone and HalySpreit.
1603 I'hilotus clx, Giue gloir to God that in this thrang, lies
bene all our relief. 179. Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves (186?) 271
Glory to Thee, Father of Farth and Heaven !

f b. nonce-use. Obs.

1627-77 Fki.iham Resolves 1. xiii. 21 How unmovedly did
he take his pojson? as if he had been drinking oft" a Glory
to the Deity. [Similarly 1718 Entertainer x\i. ? 3. 139.]

C. Used as a devout ejaculation short for dlory
be to God : in the worship of various religious sects.

Hence vulgarly as a mere exclamation expressive

of delight.

1816 Sporting Mag. XLYIII. 29 One of the poachers said
'glory !

' and a line was formed in the wood. 1853 I''. Hall in
Ledlie\\- Miscell. II. 174 To get religion, as he words it,

periodically, costs him nothing more than a few spasmodic
a/uefts and epigastric glorys." 1893 Q. [Couch] Delectable
Duchy 109 Was it only you ?. . G, glory be !

5. In Biblical phraseology : The glory of God'.

the majesty and splendour attendant upon a mani-
festation of God.
1382 Wyclif Rom. I. 23 Thei chaungiden the glorie ofGod

vncorruptiblc.in to the lyknesse of an yrnage of corruptible
man. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.{\V. de W. 1531.) 3 Moy-es .. made
supplicacyon to god . . that he wolde shewe hym his glory.
1611 Bible Ezek. ix, 3 The glory of the God >>f Israel was
gone vp from the Cherub whereupon hee was. 1689 90
Temple Ess. Learning Wks. 1731 I. 299 Moses was.. ad-
mitted both to see his Glory, and to learn his name, Jehovah.
6. Resplendent beauty or magnificence. Now

often with suggestion of sense 5 or 7 : An effulgence
of light such as is associated with our conceptions
of heaven

; fig. an unearthly beauty attributed by
imagination. Also //., features of resplendent
beauty or magnificence, splendours.
13. . E. E, Allit. P. A. 03^ I.oke on be glory of bys gracious

gote. 1390 Gower Couf. III. 166 To themperour in all his
gloire He said : Take [etc.]. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serm.
C'tess A' ichmond Wks. (1876) 306 The kynge. .was crowned in

. .gretetryumphe and glorye. 1585 M. W. in Jas.I Ess. Poesie
(Arb. 1 10 O Phcebus then reioyce with glaunctng glore. 1602
T. A[cherle\ ] Massacre Money B ij, Whilst that my glory
midst the clouds was hid. <* 1693 Aubrey Lives, Barrozv
1.1898) I. 91 As he lay expiring, .the standers-by could heare
him say softly, I have seen The glories of the world. 1726
C. D'Axvers Craftsm. xvi. 11727) 134 The Roil appeared
encompassed with rays of glory. 1738 Wesley Psalms \ . ii,

None without Holiness shall see The Glories of thy Face.
1791 .Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest ii. Which, quickly ex-
panding, the sun appeared in all bis glory. 1803-6 Worpsw.
Intim. Immort. ii, There hath pa^t away a glory from the
earth. 1826 Disraeli Viv.Grey 11. iv/l'he scarlet glories of
the Pyrus japonica. 1836 K.MEksON Nature, Beauty U'k>.
iLJohni II. 146 The heavens, .reflect their glory or gloom on
the plains beneath. 1878 Bkownim, La Saisiaz io W'hai
will be the morning glory, when at dusk thus gleams the
lake?

7. The splendour and bliss of heaven. Cf. F.
la gloire e'temelle.)

("1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Placidas 264 Quhare euir-lestand
glore sal be, & eschewine of al payne. a 1533 Ld. Berkers
Huon lvi. 190 It semed to them that they were in the glory
of paradyce. 1552 Abp. Hamilton' Catech. (1884) 42 The
glore quhilk is promissk to the sonnis ofGod. 1631 Milton
Epit. Marchioness Winchester 61 Thou, bright Saint, high
sitt'st in glory. 1648 Shorter Catech. Westm. Assemh.
Answ. 37 The souls of Beleevers are at their death made
perfect in holiness, & do immediately pass into glory. 1732
Law Serious C. (ed. 2) 9 And strive to enter through the
Strait Gate into a life of eternal Glory. 1848 Mrs. Jameson
Sacr. 4- Leg. A 7-/(1850^ 34 The crown is placed on the head
of the maternal Virgin in glory.

b. colloq. To go to glory : to go to heaven ; to die.

1814 Sailors Return 1. i, Adimar was in the act of
boarding, with several others, when the Dasher went to
glory;. Thus washe saved. 1852 Mrs. Stowe D'ncle Tom's

i

C. xli, Tell her ye found me going into glory. i884Gkaddoc k
In Tennessee Mts. i. 9 He hev been in glory twenty year.
1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 179 Had we got caught in

this, we should have, .gone to glory.

8. A state of exaltation and splendour. In ones
glory : in one's highest state of magnificence or

;

prosperity ; also colloq., in a state of unbounded
gratification or enjoyment.

I

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. xvii. 90 Tyrus, now called

I

Sur, (whose glorie is sufficiently blazed by the Prophets
Esay, and Ezechiel). 1816 Keatingb Trav. 11817) II. 62

j

TherealSpanishbeau. .at midnight and at the billiard-table,

\

heappears in his glory. 1829 W. Irving Granada I. xiii. 132
They thought that the days of their ancient glory were

! about to return. 1879 Miss Braddon Clcn>. Foot xiv, Mr.

I

Smolendo was in his glory. 1893 G. E. Mathesox About

I

Holland 14 The commerce of Holland was at its full glory.
a 1895 Ld. C. E. Paget Autobiog. vii. (1896) 209, I think,
too, the fleet liked my coming and living on board and
taking an interest in everybody and everything ; in trurii, I

was in my glory.

9. The circle of light represented as surrounding
the head, or the whole figure, of the Saviour, the

Virgin, or oneof the Saints; an Aureole or Nimbus.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. ix. 247 Radiant Halo's.

.

which after the French expression are usually tearmed, the
Glory. iy^$Gentl. Mag. 197 A glory, which is. .that border
of light which adorns the pictures of saints. 1862 H. Kings-
ley Ravenshoe I. xxi. 246 Her own glorious golden hair,

which hung round her lovely face like a glory. 1864 Skeat
UUlatuVs Poems 19 On Thy clear eyes she [Mary J fixed her
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GLORY.
view, And thence celestial lustre drew Till o'er her glowed

a glory bright.

b. A representation of the heavens opening and

revealing celestial beings. ? Obs. (Cf. F. gloire.)

1708 New View Lond. II. 488/1 Painted on Glass under

a Glory between 2 Cherubims. 1782 R. Cumberland
Anted. (17871 II. 136 The Holy Virgin is displayed in the

center of the piece, above is a glory of Angels.

C. trans/. Any circle or ring of light ; a halo,

corona, f Also, a name for the star of an order

of knighthood. Obs.

1693 Lond. Gats. No. 2845/2 They presented to his Electoral

Highness . . the Two Stars or Glories, and Two Pieces of

Ribbon of the Order [of the Garter]. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. 1. 504 Seeming Stars fall headlong. .And . . gild the

Night With sweeping Glories, and long Trails of Light. 1725

Lond. Gaz. No. 6382/1 With a Glory or Rays issuing from

the Center. 1766 Entick London IV. 88 An altar piece gilt

and carved, with a glory and the king's arms above the com-
mandments. 1811 Pinkehton Petral. I. 559 Anthracite ..

consumes slowly without any flame; but only encircled with

a little glory, or irradiation. 1823 W. Scorf.sbv Whale
Fish. 275 The interior circle .. forms a brilliant anthelion, or

glory, round the spectrum of the observer. 1871 tr. Sehellen's

Spectr. Anal. xlix. 207 This crown of rays is usually desig-

nated the glory. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 43 A broad

beam of the garish light Smote with a glory her golden hair.

1888 Encycl, Brit. XXIV. 435/1 {margin) Coronas or glories.

t d. Bot. =Cohoka 7 b. Obs. .

1785 Mabtyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvii. 427 The petals of the

corol are white, with a double purple fringe, star, or glory.

Ibid. 428 The glory or crown is violet.

10. In names of insects and plants. (See quots.)

1819 G. Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 247 EndWbnis
versicolor ( Kentish glory). 1866 Treas. pot. 757/1 Morning
Glory, a name applied to certain species of ipomcea and
Fharbitis, e.g. P.hispidus the Convolvulus major ofgardens.

1897 Willis Flower. PI. II. 86 Chionodoxa Luciliae (glory

of the snow) is a favourite border plant.

11. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as glory-

bath, -crown, -mist, -robe, -seat, -throne, b. instru-

mental, asglory -cinctured, -circled, -crowned,-laden,

-smitten, -stricken, -tinged adjs. Also glory-pea, a

name for the Australasian genus Clianthus ; glory-

tree, a shrub of the genus Clerodendron.

1875 Browning Inn Album 1. 50 He leans into a living
* glory-bath Of air and light. 1853 Talfourd Casiilian iv.

ii, These*glory-cinctured towers, axyw KF-xHymns Evaug.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 66 The *Glory-circled Infant. 1895

Mrs. Hinkson Miracle Plays 13 On his head a 'glory

crown Fine as the evening star. 1603 J. Davies <Heref.)

Microcostnos (Grosart) 16/2 Such Kings should be obaid,

and *glory-cround, Because their Vertues al men's else

exceede. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xcvii, He finds on
misty mountain-ground His own vast shadow glory-crown'd.

1825 D. L. Richardson' Sonn. 19 Her radiant smile Illu-

mines now this *glory-haunted Isle. 1866 J. H. Newman
Let. Pusey (ed. 2) 91 That pure Virgin . . So weak yet so

strong ; so delicate yet so *glory-laden. 1875 E. White
Life in Christ ill. xvii. (1878) 210 If it be urged that Christ

hid much of His truth in a *g!ory-mist of metaphors [etc.].

1848 Rural Cycl. II. 458 *Glory-pea or Glory-flower

—

botanically Clianthus .. The crimson glory-pea, Clianthus
puniceus, is a native of the northern island of New Zealand.

1827 Keble Chr. V., St. Michael vii, Brighter and brighter

streams his *glory-robe. 1838 Eliza Cook Poems, Melata
lxxxi, The *glory-seat of arts and power. 1817 Coleridge
Blog. Lit. 156 The two *glory-smitten summits of the poetic

mountain. 1871 G. Macdonald Manchester Poem 210
*Glory-stricken birds. 1817 Kf.blf. Chr. Y., Palm Sunday iii,

Angels round His *Glory-throne. 1839 Talfourd Glencoe

ill. ii, To wander on the bank Of *glory-tinged Loch-Leven.

1848 Rural Cycl. II. 458 ''Glory-tree : see Clerodendron.

Glory (gloa 'ri), v.* Also 6 S'c. glore, gloir.

[ad. 1.. glori-ari, f. glori-a Glory.]
1. intr. To exult with triumph, rejoice proudly.

Const, in, t on, to with inf., and that.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1522 pise lordes . . gloryed on her
falce goddes & her grace calles. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. Mark xii. 13-17 Thou gloryest in the name and tytleof

a Chrystian manne. Ibid. Luke ii. 25-32 Nowe from hens-
forth the gostly Israel, .shall glory on thy sonne. 1552AHI'.
Hamilton Catech. (1884) 42 We glore & ar blyth throw the

hoip quhilkwe haif. a 1586SwumArcadia 11.(1633) 129With
like lodgement glorying, when he had happened to do a thing
well, as when he had performed some notable mischiefe. 1596
Da lrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 406 Quha tuik to thame
the title gloireng in the name. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11.

i. 66 Let em looke they glory not in mischiefe. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 238 Both glorying to have scaped the Stygian flood

As Gods. ijQ$Geutt. Alag. 542/1 Licentiousness, prophaning
the sacred name of liberty, has gloried in the destruction of

order. 183a Ht. Martineau Ella oj Gar. iii. 36 Cries thai

would have dismayed a stranger but which Archie always
gloried in provoking. 1863 Fr. K. Kkmble Resid. in Georgia

17, 1 have heard it. .repeatedly asserted—and, what is more,
much gloried in. 1868 J. T. Nettlf.ship Ess. Browning"$
Poetry i. 59 Would I not glory to go into your very tomb V

t 2. To boast. Const, of, to with inf., or that.

Also refl. and cya^si trans, with complement in

indirect passive. Obs.

138a Wvclif Judith viii. 17 As oure herte is disturbid in

the pride of hem, so also of oure mecnesse wee glorien. 1549
Covkrdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. 51 Albeit we maye
glory our selfes of the stocke of Jewes [etc.]. 1635 Pagitt
Christiauogr. 47 The Romanists glory much of the conver-

sion of these Indians. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. Rom. 1. 114
That which I require of you, replied she, is, that . . I may
one day glory, that I have seen a number of good knights
unhorsed upon the quarrell of my beauty. 1648 Symmons
Vind. Chas. 1 138 We have seen a glimpse of that perspicuity
and modesty which is gloried to be in these annotations.
1673 Fainlnsolency Rome 25, I think the same might now
l>e said in several instances, to those of Rome, in reference
to St. Peter, of whom she glorieth.

(VCIV/

f 3. trans, a. To give glory to ; to honour, b. I

To make glorious ; to adorn. Obs.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 37 Glory te bischop, wan he hab chosun
wise prestis, for he cause of ruyn of bo peple are iuil prestis. 1

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. Prol. 88 Quha that coustranit
|

ar in luifis rage Weill auchtis the till gloir and magnifie.
|

1563-76 Foxe A. # M. To Rdr. F ii b, Let vs yelde thus i

much vnto their commemoration, to glory the Lord in hys
saintes. 1594 Greene & Lodge LookingGlasse Wks. (Rtldg.)

1 1 3 The troop That gloried Venus at her wedding-day. a 1639
Wotton Ps. civ. in Reliq. IV. 11651) 527 Be ever gloried here

Thy Soveraign Name. 1661 Davenport City Night-cap 1. 4
See How he that glories Heaven with no Honour, Covets

to glorifie himself with Honesty.

t~4. intr. Of light: To spread like a ' glory \

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eug. 11. vi. (1739) 36 It is a good
sign of a clear morning, when the Sun-rising glorieth upon
the top of the Mountains.

Hence + Gloried///, a.

1671 Milton Samson 334 If old respect .. towards your i

once gloried friend, My son, now captive, hither hath in-

formed Your younger feet.

t Glo*ry, v* Obs. [?cf. Glarz>.] (See quot.)
|

^1440 Promp. Part: 199/2 Gloryyn, or wythe onclene

bynge defoylyn, vtaculo, deturpo.

Crlo ary-nole. [In sense 1, perh. related to Glory
;

v.- (cf. Sc. glanry adj. s.v. Glar) ; if so, sense 2 is
1

prob. later in origin, and suggested by the formal
j

coincidence of the first element with Glory sb.]

1. a. slang. (See quot. 1845). b. dial. A re-
,

ceptacle (as a drawer, room, etc.) in which things
;

are heaped together without any attempt at order
j

or tidiness.

1845 T. Cooper Purg. Suicides (1877) p. vi, A filthy, stifling

cell to which prisoners are brought from the gaol on the day
of trial, and which in the language of the degraded beings

who usually occupy it, is called the 'glory hole '. 1871 Mrs.
Whitney We Girls iii. 62 You can bring out your old

ribbon-box . . It's a charity to clear out your glory-holes

once in a while. 1893 WHtsh. Gloss., Glory-hole, a place for

rubbish or odds and ends, as a housemaid's cupboard, or a
lumber room.

2. Glass-making. See quots.)

1849 Pellatt Curios. Glass Making 65 The large goods
receive a final reheating at the mouth of a pot heated by
beech-wood, and called the Glory Hole. 1889 Harper's
Mag. July 250 The working furnaces, .are small blast-fur-

naces.. each providing a number of openings directly into

the flames. A spectator sees at once the appropriateness of

their name—'glory-holes'.

Glorying (gl6»"ri|ii)), vbl. sb. [f. Glory v. +
-INO l.] The action of the vb. Glory.
138a Wvclif i Cor. v. 6 5oure gloriynge is not good. 1588

A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 128 Of defense of sin [pro-

ceeds] gloiring thairin, of gloiring dreedfull damnation.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. I. vi. 27 Joy, arising from imagi-

nation of a man's own power and ability . . is called

Glorying. 1756 Burke Subl. ty B. 1. xvii, Hence proceeds

what Longinus has observed of that glorying and sense of

inward greatness, that always fills the reader of such pas-

sages in poets and orators as are sublime. 1836 Mrs.
Browning Poefs Vow 111. ii, The self-poised God may dwell

alone With inward glorying.

Glorying (glo>Ti,irj), ///. a. [f. Glory v. +
-ixti -.] That glories. Hence CHoryingly adv.,

in a glorying manner.
1851 E. B. Elliott Horae Apocal. (1862) IV. 33 Sustaining

his Church upon the seven hills. .and gloryingly up-bearing

and exhibiting her. 1865 G. Meredith Rhoda Fleming
xvii. (1890) 122 No posterity of his would point them out

gloryingly.

Glo'ryleSS, a. [See -less.] Without glory.

1540 Palsgrave Acolastus Prol. Biij b, We our selfe being
glorylesse ,i. without gloryous fame or renome. 1594 pBKLK
Battle Alcazar 11. iii, He on whose glorie all thy ioy should

stay, Is souleless, glorylesse, and desperate. 1861 Miss
Pratt Flower. PI. III. 91 It [Ado.va moschalclliua] has

several rustic names, as Glory-less, Bulbous Fumitory, etc.

G-losarye, obs. form of Glossary I.

Glos(e, Glos- : see Gloze, Gloz-.

I Glo*se-WOrm. Obs. rare. Also glouse-.

[?app. an alteration of Glow-worm. Cf. Gloze
I v. :i

, Gloss sb.2 ; also glass-worm, glaze-worm.] =
j

Glow-wohm.
1519 Horman Vulg. 108 A flye or a worme called a

glouberde, or a glouse worme. 1589 R. Harvey PL Ptrc.

(1860) 21 Changeable coloured vrchins, which can glisten

like a glose worme neare gold.

Gloss (glps)* sbA Also 6-7 glosse, 7-8 glos.

[var. of glose, GtoZfl sb., refashioned in 16th c. after

\,.glossa, Gr. y\w<joa in the same sense. (In the

15th c. the spelling glosse appears occas. for glos(e

I Gloze sb. and v. ; see those words.)]

1. A word inserted between the lines or in the

margin as an explanatory equivalent of a foreign

or otherwise difficult word in the text ; hence ap-

plied to a similar explanatory rendering of a word
given in a glossary or dictionary. Also, in a wider

sense, a comment,explanation, interpretation. Often
used in a sinister sense : A sophistical or disin-

genuous interpretation. (Cf. Glozk sb. 1.)

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, xxiii. 108 Eike as by
a glosse ye subuerte the commaundement. 1598 Drayton
Heroic. F.p. vi. 109 The Canon Text shall have a common
Glosse. 1608 Br. Hall I 'ert. $• i'ices 1. 15 Neither doth his

tongue, .make good a lie with the secret glosses of double
or reserved senses. 1622 Si'ARKOW Bk. Com. Prayer {1661)

66 The Church rather uses this . . then any other Glosse or

Paraphrase, 1647 Clakkndon Hist. Reb. 1. § 49 Malicious

GLOSS.

Glosses made upon all he had said. 1647 N. Bacon Disc*

Govt. Eng. 1. ii. 1 1739) 2 The ways of future providence may
he looked upon asaglossof those Prophecies. 1667 Milton
P. L. v. 435. 1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. ix. 641 The
gloss indeed destroys the text, by pretending the word
[etc.]. a 1708 Bk\ fridge Priv. Th. 11.(1730' 41 Nothing
being more needful than to rescue the Words of our blessed

Saviour from those false Glosses. 1767 Blackstone Comm.
II. 495 A gloss of pope Innocent IV, written about the year

1250. a 1834 Colkridge Shaks. Notes (1875) 134 A paren-

thesis or gloss slipt into the text. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit.

I. i. 1. § 68. 63 Irnerius began the practice of making glosses,

or short marginal explanations, on the law books. 1868

Kirk Chas. Hold III. v. ii. 363 Secret glosses . . intended to

make that part of the contract a nullity. 1875 Whitney
Life Lang. x. 183 The Cymric includes the Welsh, with
' glosses ' from the ninth century.

b. A collection of such explanations, a glossary ;

also, an interlinear translation of, or series of verbal

explanations upon, a continuous text.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Ep. Ded. § 4 A ..

Glosse or scholion, for the exposition of old wordes. 1756-7

tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 55 A manuscript Homer, with

a gloss interlined, said to be five hundred years old. 1774
Warton Hist. Eng. PoetryDiss. 11. 1. sig.E3b, A manuscript
ofOvid'sArtofLove,inveryantient Saxon characters, accom-
panied witha British gloss. 1841 D'Israf.li/1;w«.Z.#. (1859)

II. 95 E. K.. .whose gloss has preserved much curious know-
ledge of ancient English terms and phrases. 1894 Clarkr
Hall Ags. Diet. Pref., Mostly obscure words only found

in glosses.

H C. In the sense of Gr. -yXuxjoa : A foreign or

other obscure word, requiring explanation. Obs~ l

(Hardly an Eng, sense, though given in some recent

Diets., app. on the ground of quot. 1837-9).
1603 Holland Plutardi's Mor. 28 The interpretations of

obscure termes, which we call Glosses. 1837-9 Hallam
Hist. Lit. I. i. 1. (1847) 62 A gloss, yktaarra, properly meant
a word from a foreign language, or an obsolete or poetical

word, or whatever requires interpretation.

2. A poetical composition in which a stanza of

some well-known poem is treated as a text for

amplification, each of the successive stanzas of the
' gloss ' being made to end with one of the lines

or couplets of the text.

1598 Vong Diana 437 He sung a glosse vpon this Dittie.

1823 Roscoi£ Sismondi's Lit. Eur. (1846:1 II. xxxix. 538
Each verse is intended to form the subject of a strophe, in

the gloss, or comment.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1624 Bedell Lett. iii. 64 Although the Glosse writerwere

no excellent Calculator. 1648 Jenkvn Blind Guide Iv. 87

According to G. the glossmaker. 1888 G. W. Prothf.ro

Life Bradshaiv 237 A gloss-hunt was a genuine relaxation

to him.

GlOSS (glf3\ sb.2 Also 6-7 glosse ; and see

Glass sb.'-i [First recorded in 16th c ; cf. Du. (obs."j

gtoos a glowing, gleaming « MHG. glos, glose (still

extant in Swiss dialects); Sw. (dial.) glossa, glasa

to gleam, glow (of coals\ to shine (of cloth\ Icel.

glossi a blaze (see Gloze tv*\ A variant glass

(see Glass sb. 13) appears about the same date,

perh. as a substitute for the less familiar word.]

1. Superficial lustre. Also//.
1538 Elyot Diet., Cantharis net Cantharida ..a greene

worme shynynge with a glosse of golde. 1553 T. Wilson
Rlut. 65 Beinge in the rayne, .. [he] standeth naked him-
self, for savynge the glosse of his gaye coate. *594
Plat Jcwell-ho. in. 72 Some mainiaine the glosse of this

leather with a peece of black veluet onely. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (16581 486 The glosse of the wool was ..

beautiful, for the purity of the black. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
n. i. 63 Our Garments being . . drencht in the Sea, hold not-

withstanding their freshnesse and glosses. 1680 Moxon
liteclu EAerc. I. 221 They set a Gloss on it [Hard WoodJ
with a very dry Woollen Rag, lightly smear 'd with Sallad

Oyl. 1686 Vi.ox Stajfordsh. 157 Which [pebbles] all took so

specious and elegant a gloss, that [etc.). 1774 Goidsm. Nat.
H/st.{i7j6) II. iv. iii. 396 Its Ithe Carcajou's J lur is held in the

highest estimation, for its . . beautiful gloss. 1828 Stark
Bum. Nat. Hist. I. 249 Upper parts of the body brilliant

copper-colour, with a golden gloss. 1855 Tennyson Maud
1. xxil. ix, In gloss of satin and glimmer of pearls. 1874 T.

Hardy FarJr. Mad. Croivd II. i. 15 Amaranthine glosses

came over them [clouds].

b. In obvious figurative uses. Also (sometimes

perh. confused with Gloss sb. 1

), a deceptive appear-

ance, fair semblance, plausible pretext.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xii. 1-7 Beware ye that

all your life bee void of all cloking or countrefaicte glosse

[L. ut omnis uita uestra fnco careat], 1576 Eleming
Panopl. Ep. 401 (margin) In the glosse of their glorie.. that

is, when they were most famous. 1596 Si-knser F. Q. iv\ v.

15 He much more goodly glosse thereon dotli shed, To hide

his falshood, then if it were trew. 1599 Nashe Lenten
Stnjl'e (1871) 17 King John, .in furthering of this new water-

work, .set afresh gloss upon it [Yarmouth]. 1606 SiiAks.

Tr. fy Cr. 11. iii. 128 Yet all his vertues . . Doe in our eyes,

begin to loose their glosse. 1640 Yorke Union Hon, 1 The
first Glosse that William Duke of Normandy had for this

Crowne audi Mademof England, was thus. i65jCi r Lriorii;R

Eug. Physic. (1809) 19 To put a gloss upon their practice, the

physicians call an herb. .Archangel. 1660 T. M. Hist, lude-

pend. iv. 28 The better to cast a seeming gloss of legality upon
Ins usurpation, he summons another Parliament, a 1680

BVTLSR Rem. {1759) I. 249 Art, That sets a Gloss on what's

amiss. 1726 Swift Poems, To a Lady, You, like some acute

philosopher,EvVyfaulthavedrawn aglossover. 1756BURKE
i'ind.Nat. Soc. Pref., There is a sort of gloss upon ingenious

falsehoods, that dazzles the imagination. 1760-2 Goldsm.
Cit. \\

T
. iii, The most trifling occurrences give pleasure till

the gloss of novelty is worn away. 1761-2 Hums Hist. Eng.
(1806) III. xxxix. 278 A woman thus .. provides only thin

flosses to cover her exceptionable conduct. 1834 ]. II.
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Newman Par. Stmt, (1S37) I. iii. 45 The false gloss of a mere
worldly refinement makes us decent and amiable. 1852 Mrs.
Stowk Uncle Tom'sC. XV, As the glosses and civilities of the
honeymoon wore away, he discovered that [etc.]. 1872
Bi.ackik Lays High I. 24, I have used 110 gloss, no varnish

To make fair things fairer look.

2. A layer of glowing matter, fare. Also dial.

of a fire : A bright glow.
1762 Gentl. Mag. 338 The earth being all on a fiery gloss

for four inches deep, c 1817 Hogg Tales $ Sk. IV. 54 The
smith, .covered the gloss neatly up with a mixture of small

coals, culm, and cinders. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s.v., Ye
can bake the cyek noo ; the tire hes a fine gloss.

f& -GLAUJ& I. Obs.

1825 J. N (CH01.SON Operat. Mechanic 470 The earthenware
'

is now ready to receive the smooth coating called glaze or
J

gloss.

b. Comb. : gloss-fireman, gloss-oven (now
glost-fireman, -oven : sec GLOST).
1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 474 The gloss-fireman ,

raises the temperature as quickly as possible to a height
sufficient to fuse the glaze. Ibid., The gloss-oven is some-
times fired to a greater degree of heat than some colours will

bear. [1875, 1882 see GLOST.]

Gloss \g\pz), v. 1 [f. Gloss sb. 1]
1. trans. To insert glosses or comments on ; to

comment upon, explain, interpret; — Gloze vA I.

1603 Flokio Montaigne I. xii. (1632' 21 Some that studie,

plod, and glosse their Almanackes. 1615 T. Adams Two
Sonnes 88 For all his big words, his stomach comes downe, if

I may take leave to glosse it. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang.
T. 11. 144 'My beloved is white, and ruddy '..is thus glossed,

'white' in his life, 'ruddy' in his death. 1643 Milton
Divorce 39 Kimchi, and the two other Rabbies who glosse the

text are in the same opinion. 1809 Southey in Q. Rev. 1.219
This accursed custom was not known when the Institutes of
Menu were written, nor when they were glossed by Calidas.

1864 PuSBY I. eel. Daniel \\. 377 He manifoldly glossed the

text. 1866 Reader 16 June 580 Sir F. Madden can hardly
have been the first editor who glossed the word.

b. intr. To introduce a gloss, comment, or ex-

planation upon a word or passage in a text. Also

in wider sense, to make comments or remarks (esp.

unfavourable ones) upon a person's words or actions.

Const, on, upon, \at. (Cf. Gloze v. 1 i b.)

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph.Cat. Ep. Ded. § 4 Which
maner of glossing and commenting. 1639 T. Brugis tr.

Camus" Moral Relat. 301 He was so jealous of Eleusipe,

that he glossed on all her words, .and on the smallest of her
actions, a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. vil. v. (1660) 327, I may
fairly thus gloss at his whole Discourse upon this Argument.
1657 Tkapp Comm. Ps. Ixxxvi. 1 So Basil glosseth here.

1671 Milton Samson 948 Bearing my words and doings
to the lords To gloss upon, and censuring, frown or smile.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 16. 293 Psellus thus

glossing upon that Oracle. 1718 Prior Pleasure 758 Some
gloss'd, how love and wisdom were at strife. 1727 Swift
G/illivern. vi. 151 In penning those laws, which they assumed
the liberty of interpreting and glossing upon at their plea-

sure. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. i. 15 The Celts seem to have
had a special habit of glossing.

2. trans. To veil with glosses ; to explain away ;

to read a different sense into. Also with away,
over (the latter perh. influenced by Gloss v. 2 ). (Cf.

Gloze vA 2.)

1638 Chillingw. Relt'g. Prot. I, vii. § 7. 390 If you may
glosse the Text so farre . . why should you not glosse it a
little farther? 1715 BbHTLSY Scrtn. x. 360 Who have
gloss'd and warp'd all the severe Rules of the Gospel about
Chastity. 1764 Churchill Candidate Wks. II. 35 With
nice distinctions glossing o'er the text. 1852 H. Rogers
Eel. Faith 226 The Pharisees, who were sunk in formalism,

and who had glossed away every moral and spiritual precept

of the Law. 1865 Merivale Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixiv. 99 He
could hardly resist the temptation to pervert or gloss the

troth, 1879 Q. Rev. Apr. 325 Difficulties which their school

has been in the habit of glossing over with conventional

but inadequate explanations.

Gloss (gtys), v.2 [f. Gloss */>.-] trans. To
put a gloss upon. a. In immaterial sense : To
give a fair appearance to ; to veil in specious lan-

guage. Also with over, afJVl in indirect passive.

The earlier quots. may be a development of Gloss v. ] i

influenced by Gloss *$A
a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (165S) 511 His expedition was

glossed with the specious pretence of settling Ariobarzanes

the new Elect in his kingdom. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydriot. iv. 19 Christians have handsomely glossed the

deformity of death, by careful consideration of the body.

1659 Hammond On Ps. Ixii. 4 And this traiterous designe

they glosse and varnish over with fair flattering language.

1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 87 He glosses over that

same wickedness, dresses it up in a new form, a 1743
Ld. Hervey Flora to Pompey in Dodsley Coll. Poems
(1782) IV. 96 Urge not, to gloss thy crime, the name of

friend. 1761 Foote Liar 11. Wks. 1799 I. 293 His friends,

who are tender of his fame, gloss over his foible, by calling

him an agreeable novelist. 1856 Miss Milock J. Halifax
xxii, Such transactions, .were yet generally glossed over, as

if a certain discredit attached to them. . 1886 Pall Mall G.

30 Sept., Mr. Chalmers., would fain gloss over the hardships

he has suffered

b. In material sense : To render bright and

glossy ; to glaze.

1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. II. 347 Black armozins are

glossed by a decoction of beer and Seville oranges. 1796

1. Owen Trav. Eur. I. 227 We entered upon the Glacier,

but found great difficulty in keeping our feet. The sun had
glossed the surface. 1797-1804 Bewick Brit. Birds I 305
Back black, glossed with blue. 180X Southey Thalaha v.

xxii. The moonlight fell, glossing the sable tide That gush'd

tumultuous out. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 249 The
head red, glossed with bronze.

Hence Glo'ssing vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1875 Ksighv Diet. Mcch., Glossing, an operation upon silk

thread by which it is moistened with steam and stretched to

develop a gloss. 1893 Queen 4 Feb. 197/3 Pressing them
pretty heavily with the glossing iron. 1897 C. T. DAVIS
Manitf. Leather (ed. i\ 614 Glossing of ordinary leather is

very frequently effected by brushing the leather over with
a rind of bacon and rubbing [etc.l. For finer qualities of

leather a glossing mass consisting of a fat-emulsion . . may
be advantageously used.

Gloss (gVs)» adv > Ceramics, [f. Gloss sb.%]

Glossily; so as to have a gloss.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 476 The pottery ..for

gold lustre is made of the red clay of the district, and when
fired gloss, has just a sufficient tint left to give to the articles

that peculiar colour on them.

Glossal !gV sal), a. [f. Gr. yKwaaa tongue +
AL»] Of or pertaining to the tongue.
i860 in Fowler Med. Voc. 1878 Foster Phys. in. i. 393

If any real union took place it must have been between the

lingual fibres and the end-plates of the glossal muscular
fibres. 1885 L.ANDOIS& Stirling Physiol. II. 813 The glossal

branches [of the glossopharyngeal nerve],

Glossalg'ia (gl^sae'ldjjia). Path, [mod.L., a.

( Jr. ykw<7oa\yia
y
in class. Gr. only in sense ' talking

till one's tongue aches ', f. yXaxraa tongue + &\yos

pain ; cf. F. g/ossa/gie-] Pain in the tongue, neu-

ralgia of the tongue. 1847 in Craig.

Glossalgy Igl^sse'ldgi). [Anglicized form of

prec] a. - prec. b. {ftottce-nse) Talkativeness.

1854 in Maynk Expos. Lex. 1873 W. Cory Let. <y Jrnts.

(1897) 330 So I who bure no one with questions, suffered for

the glossalgy of others.

Glo'SSan. A nglo- Irish. Also 8 glassen, 9
glassin, glashan. [The form glashan represents

Gael* glaisean 'a coal-fish in its second or third

year ', f. glas grey ; the other forms seem to repre-

sent a local Irish *glasan f. the same stem. Cf.

Glassock.] The coaA~iish tJlferlanguscarbonarzus.
1780 A. Young Tour Irel. I. 251 Some wherries come for

cod, ling, glassen [etc.]. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk, I. 83
In this pond [at Port Nessock, Wigtonshire]. .there are also

blochin or glassin. 186^ Couch Brit. Fishes III. 84 In

Ireland .. when of full size they [Coalfish] are Glashan, or

Glossan or Glassin. 1880 Antrim^ Down Gloss., Glashan,
the coal fish. .Called also Blockan.

GloSSanthraxfgVs^'nbrseks). [f. i}r.y\w(raa

tongue + Anthrax.] A disease of the tongue and
mouth in horses and cattle (cf. quot.).

1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 11. 1156 The tongue is

liable to a peculiar gangrenous ulceration, called * Glossan-

thrax' or 'Malignant pustule'. (In mod. Diets.'

Glossarial (gVse**ri&l), a. [f. Glossary sb.

+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a glossary; of the

nature of a glossary.
1821 Boswell Advt. Shahs. I. p. xxiii, In the glossarial

index of former editions, the reader has merely been pre-

sented with a long list of words. 1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp,
248 The labours, .of the latter are paleological or glossarial.

1864 HazUTT A". /'. P. I. Introd. tt A few notes of a glos-

sarial and miscellaneous kind have been given. 1878GROSART
in H. Mare's Poems 208 note, The labour spent on this

Glossarial Index.

Glossarian (gtyse^'ri&n). [f. L. glossdri-um

+ -an.] =next.
1887 Q. Rev. CLX1V. 145 These are the qualifications of

the ideal glossarian.

Glossarist (gV'sarist). [f. Glossary + -ist.]

1. One who writes a gloss or commentary.
1774 Wartok Hist. Eng. Poetry (1778) II. 169 The glos-

sarist I take to be Philip de Pergamo, a prior at Padua ;

who wrote a most elaborate Moralisation on Cato. 1810

D. Stewart Pkilos. Ess. v. iii. 188 When the speculations of

the mere scholar, or glossarist, presume to usurp, .the honours

of Philosophy. 1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit. < 18671 149 Alt

the counties in England seemed to rise against the luck-

less glossarist. 1880 Muirhead Gains IV. § 16 note 7. Says
the glossarist—' it was fifty'.

2. One who compiles a glossary.

1782 Tyrwhitt Vina. 162 The interpretations assigned

to them by those two Glossarists [Speght and Skinner],

1801 \V. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XI. 289 The glossarist

should everywhere refer to, or record, the true spelling.

1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 159 The play [of the Sacrament] con-

tains .. a number of words and forms interesting to the

English glossarist.

Glossary 1 (gty'siiri). Also 5 glosarye. [ad.

L. glossdrium* f. glossa Gloss sb. 1
: see -art, Cf.

F. glossatre.'} A collection of glosses ; a list with

explanations of abstruse, antiquated, dialectal, or

technical terms ; a partial dictionary.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 11892* 1084 It is sayd in the
glosarye that clemente is sayd rightwys, swete, rype and
meke. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 364 Whence it is

that an Old Glossaryinterpreteth Alpcs ItalieThe Wouldsof
Italic 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 264 The Glossary, at the
end, is not only an Account of Words and Phrases, but also

an explication of ancient Customs, Laws, and-Manners. 1785
Cowi-KR Needless Alarm 70 He . . needs no glossary to set

him right. 1797 W. Turton (title) A Medical Glossary. 1894

J. T. Fowler Adatunan Pref. 8 A glossary is appended.
Jig. 1838 Dickens Nich, Nick, m, The expression of a
man's face is commonly a help to his thoughts, or glossary
on his speech. 1859 I. Taylor L^ogic in Theol. 49 Having
no participation of the elements of the animal and moral
nature, it would want the glossary of mundane life.

b. attrib. or adj.

1715 M. Dayies Atheu. Brit. I. 311 Whether J. Perkins
made those Glossary Contexts, or no.

t Glossary -. Obs— l [as if a. L. *gldssdritts
y

f. glossa Gloss j&*] = Glossator.

1705 HlCKKRINGIl.L Pricst-tr. u. i. 11 The Glossaries have
the Confidence to say .. That the Pope can change the

nature of things, can make (or create Something out of

Nothing.

Glossate fgVs*."''!). v. [f.med.L. gtossdt-j ppl.

slem of glossare to gloss, f. glossa Gloss .t/'. 1
]

trans. To write glosses or a commentary upon.
1884 Cape Law Jrul. I. 219 Much of their time was de-

voted to expounding and 'glossating ' the ancient writings.

Glossator (glf«t' U.n. Also 4 glosatour, 7,

9

glossater. [a. mcd.L. glossator (cf. F. glossatettr '.,

agent-n. f. glossdre to gloss, f. glossa Gross sb.*]

A writer ol glosses; a commentator; spec, one ot

the mediaeval commentators on the texts of Civil

and Canon Law.
, 1380 Wvci 11 .V,/. Wks. III. 250 pe wordis of pes glo>a-

t.mris passib Goddis lawe. 1550 Hoopkk Jonas \. i.- 1>,

The glossator interpreted! tlu^e wordes in y* Canon of the

Masse {Jube hec perferrt). 1593 BKt.t, Motives Romish
Faith Pref. (1605) 4 I he Popish parasites, the glossators >>f

the Canons, ascribe more inagnilicall . . titles unto the Pope.

1619 Brent tr. Satpi's t ounc. Trent vni. (1629) 816 Hee
forbade all Glossators, and Commentators to expound it.

1726 Ayliffe Parergon 29 In this Respect the Glossators

Opinion must be false and erroneous in Point of Law. 1822

T. Taylor Apuleius vil. 164 note. These words were written

by some glossator. 1886 I. M, Kigg in Diet. Nat. Biog.
VI. 145 The Sunnna or Manual of the civil law complied by
the celebrated glossator, Azo of Bologna.

Hence Glossato-rial a., of the nature of glosses.

1899 Strachan in Philol. Soc. Trans. Jan., From the rest

of the glossatorial literature \sc. besides the Wiirzburg
Glosses] have been given only instances which [etc.].

Glossecollite tgWVlait). M*u
- L

irreK- f-

Gr. yA&fJoa tongue (dative y\wff(rr)^ + Kokk(a.ffdat)

to adhere + -1T£. So called by Shepard 1S57 from

its property of adhering to the tongue.] A white

earthy variety of halloysite.

1857 C. U. Shepard Mitt. 'ed. 3
1 Suppl. p. iii. Glosse-

collite. .Adheres strongly to the tongue. 1892 Dana Min.
6S8 Glossecollite is milk-white and earthy.

Glossed (glpsr,///. ^.' [f. Gloss v.* +-kj>'.]

Furnished with flosses.

1605 Camden Rem. 15 The andentist that 1 can finde, was
.. found in an antient Saxon, glossed Evangelists. 1628

Jackson Worthy Man Tit!e-p.. Glossed and scholied. 1845
Graves Rom. Law'm Eucycl. Metrop. 779/1 The old glossed

editions consist of five volumes. 1886 Stcbbs Lee/. Med.

<f-
Mod. Hist. ,\iii. 308 The Constitutions of Othobon. .with

those of Otho. .were the first codified and glossed portions

of the national church law.

Glossed g\f^),ppl.a.~ [f. Gloss z\- + -edV|

fa. Invested with a gloss, or bright appearance.

Of the eyes: Glazed obs.). b. Of immaterial

things : Wearing an outside show, made to look

specious.

a. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. 1. ii. Wks. 1S56 I. 77
Poore Maria must appeare ungrac't Of the bright fulgor of

gloss'd majestee. Ibid. I. v. 86 Lies thy cold father dead,

his glossed eyes New closed up by thy sad mothers hands 'i

b. 1631 Massinger Believe as You List 11. ii, My truth,

thowgh yet conceal'd, the mountaines of Thy glossed fictions

in her strength remov'd, Shall in a glorious shape appeare.

1664 H. Power Exp. Pkilos, Pref. 18 Their profoundest

Speculations herein [are] but gloss'd outside Fallacies. 1853
Bright Sp. on India 3 June, 11 The glossed and burnished

statement. 1892 Bahing-Gould Trag. Cxsar$ I. 276 He
began his complaints in words of glossed resentment.

t Glo'SSeitt. Obs. rare— l
. [ad. Gr. y\w(T(rT)ixa,

f. yXa/aaa GLO88 5/'. 1
] A gloss, comment.

1609 Br. Hall Pharis. *, Car. Wks. (1627) 414 The Church
of Rome shall vie strange glossems and ceremonious obser-

uations with them, [a 1641 Br. R. Mountagu Acts <$ Men,
1 1642) 420 They are . . but a meere glossema, as we call it, a

note by some Reader put downe in the margine . . for some
memorial! and observation.]

i Glossematical, a. Obs.—' [f. med.L.

gldssematic-us f. glossemat- Glossem) -t -AL.]

1656 Bu>UKT Glossogr., Glossematical, that makes a Com
ment or Gloss upon a book or text. [Edd. 1670-81 Glossa-

matical; so 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), List Barbarous Words,
Glossomatical, belonging to a Gloss or short Comment.]

Glosser 1 (gl^soj). [f. Gloss v. 1 + -eh 1
.]

One who glosses a text; —Glossator.
1603 Sir C. Heyijon Jnd. Astrol. xviii. 365 The Glossers

are besides their text. 1643 Caryl 6Vwr. Govt. 29 Woe be unto
those glossers that corrupt the Text. 1708 Hkakne Coiled.

24 Dec. t,0. H. S.l II. 150 Fermannus the Glosser and Inter-

preter of Rushworth's MS. of the Gospels. 1747 Wakiuk-
ton Shaks. Wks. 1778 VII. 284 The late Roman writers

and their glossers agree to give this sense to it [a word].

1886 Stcbbs Led. Med. fy Mod. Hist. xiii. 307 The opinions

of the glossers are often cited as of equal authority with the

letter of the law.

Glosser - (gV'sai). [f. Gloss i/.- + -eb1.] One
who puts on a gloss (in either a material or

immaterial sense).

1828-32 in Webster. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 204

Croppers, singers, glossers, pressers, brushers, and steamers.

1889 B. Whitby Awakening M. Eenivick III. ii. 58 A poet

was . . an exaggerator of trifles . . a glosser of facts.

fGlo'SSer 3- Obs. Also 6 gloser. [Of un-

known origin; possibly a misprint for Gloffeb (the

genuineness of which is attested by the alphabetical

position of gloffare.gloffynge in the Winchester MS.
of Promp. Parv.) ; but in the 3 quots. below the

reading of the original editions is clearly glo(s)scr,

glossyng. Cf. GUWWUMt vbL tK\ A glutton. So
also Glo'ssing vbl* sb., gluttonous eating.
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1549 Latimer Serin, bef. Ed-.v. VI, in. Evijb, Some
suyed . .that he had a Deuyll wytbin hira,agloser, a drincker,

a pot-companion. Ibid. vi. T liij. They were wontc to goo a

brode in the fyeldes a sbootynge, but nowu it is turned in to

glossing, gullyng, and whoringe wythin the housse. 1560

Bacon jewel of Joy Wks. II. 27 They.. fall to banketynge,

drynkyng, g_ullyng and glossyng, to hunting .. and al the

dayes of their life they litie dissolutely.

t Glo'SSful, a. Obs. rare ~ '. [f. Gloss sb.'- +
-roL.] Full of gloss, glossy.
1606 Mars ton Sop/ion isbii 1. ii, Instead of my soft armes

Clasping his well strong lims with glossfull Steele.

CrlossiC (gl^rsik), a. and sb. [f. Gr. ykwoaa
tongue, language* + -IC.] Applied by A. J. Ellis

to a phonetic system of spelling invented by him
in which each letter or digraph represents the sound

which it most commonly expresses in English. Usu-

ally absol. ns sb.

1871 Ellis E. E. Pronunc. in. p. v, For the purpose of

writing all English dialects in one alphabet on an English

basis, I have improved the Glossotype of Chapter vi., and
append its new form under the name of Glossic. 1879 Sat,

Rev. 1 j Sept. 322 The glossic alphabet. 1880 Athenaeum
4 Sept. 302/3 Mr. Ellis's glossic, although admirably con-

trived for its purpose, is hideous to look at.

GlDSsily, Glossiness: see after Glossy.

Glossing (gV'siq), ///. a. [f. Gloss v.~ +
-INC -.] That glosses (in senses of the vb.).

1581 T. Howell Denises (1879I 175 Glossing shewes clokt

vnder friendships vayle. 1701 Rowe And'. Step-moth. v.

ii. 2500, I am not lucky at the glossing Art Of catching

Girls with Words. 1855 Costello Star. Screen 8 Rudenz
. .had the gift of a glossing tongue.

Glossist (gVsist). [f. Gloss sb.l + -1ST.] A
writer of glosses ; a commentator.
1641 Baker Apol. Laymen 91 The Scribes and Pharises

were no Priests
;
yet who greater Glossists. 1651COLLINGES

Caveatfor Prof. ix. (16531 49 All which savour of a Glossist,

or a Casuist. 1880 Libr. Univ. Ktunvl. II. 74 [Azo, Univ.
Bologna, 13th cent.] was one of the most eminent of the

glossists, or commentators of his time.

Glossitis Cgl^soi-tis). rath. Also Glottitis.

[f. Gr. ykataaa tongue + -ITIS.] Inflammation of

the tongue.
1822 34 Go<xVs Study Med. fed. 4) I. 93 They are widely

different from the instances more commonly recorded, which
are specimens of glossitis. 1878 HabershoN Dis. Abdomen
(ed. 3) 25 Inflammation of the tongue or glossitis is also a
disease which varies greatly in severity.

1 lence Glossi tic a., pertaining to, or affected

with glossitis. 1854 in Maynk Expos. Lex.

Glossless (gV'sk-s , a. [f. Gloss sb.- + -less.]

Without gloss or lustre.

1849 A. J. Symington Harebell Chimes 186 Ripening sloes

Of glossless downy purple. 1885 Middleton in Encycl.

Brit. XIX. 612/1 The glossless vases painted in dull ochre

browns and reds.

Glossly CgV'slij, a. rare~°. [f. Gloss sb.2

+ -1.V 1

.] ' Appearing specious ; bright.'

1847 '" Craig. Hence in mod. Diets.

GIOSSO- (glp'so), rarely glotto- (glp'ttf), before

vowels sometimes gloss-, combining form of Gr.

-yAcuTfTtt, ykwrra. tongue, in some mod. anatomical

terms. Glo ss(o - epiglottic a. (also Giotto-),

Glo sso-epiglottid a., Glo sso-epifflottidean^.,

pertaining to the tongue and to the epiglottis.

Glo-ssohy-al a. and sb. [H\\ou>) + -AL] a adj.

pertaining to the tongue and to the hyoid bone;

b. sb. a bone or cartilage extending forwards from

the basihyal, and constituting the hard basis of the

tongue. Glosso-laryngeal a., pertaining to the

tongue and to the larynx. Glosso-pharyngealtf.,
pertaining tothe tongue and to the pharynx or gullet.

1847 Craig, *Glossoepiglottic. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex.,

Glossepiglottk. 187a CoHEN Dis. Throat 10 The *glotto-

epiglottic fold. Ibid. 51 The glosso-epiglottic ligament,

the bridle rein forcing the epiglottis to participate 111

the movements of the tongue. 1849-52 TODD Cyct. Auat.
IV. 11. 1 121 Three folds .. passing from the base of the

tongue to the epiglottis, called the *glosso-epiglottid folds.

1881 Mivart Cat 230 The *glosso-epiglottidean muscles
pas-; from the hack of the tongue downwards, to the base of

the front of the epiglottis. 1854 Owen in Circ. Sci., Organ.
Nat. I. 177 A bone directed forwards, entering the substance

of the tongue, called ' *glossohyal \ 187a Mivart Elem.
Auat. 124 A long, median, projecting process, termed a

jrlosso-hyal. 187a W. Aitkin Sci. <$• Pract. Med. (ed. 6) II.

283 In *glosso-laryngeal paralysis the lower part of the face

alone remains motionless. 18*3 Crabb Technol. Diet.,

*Gtosso-pharyngeal uerr'es, the ninth pair of nerves. 1881

Mivart Cat 274 The 9th, or Glosso- Pharyngeal nerve ..

has its deep origin in the grey matter of the posterior part

of the medulla oblongata.

Glossocele (gJpvNfl). Path. [f. Glosso* +
Gr. ktjKt} tumour. Cf. F. glossocele.] ' Protrusion

of the tongue from the mouth in consequence of

inflammatory swelling, hypertrophy, salivation, or

other cause
1

{Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885}.
1823 in Crabb Technol. Diet. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex.

426 A chronic glossocele.

t Glo'SSOCOme. Obs.— 1 In 6 glossocombe.

[a. F. glossocome, ad. Gr. ykaxToofcoptov, var. of

y\(t)G<jofcofx(iov : see next.] =next.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. Ciijb/i The

extended Arme, on the Glossocombe or Atnbi (Hippocrates).

II Glo SSOCO'miuni. Obs. [mod.L., ad. Gr.

yXxaaaoKOfuioVj lit. a case to keep the reeds or
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tongues of musical instruments, f. ykwrrcra tongue

+ icoptfftv to take care of.] A case or frame for

reducing a fractured or dislocated limb.
1676 [sec Com.mandkk 7]. 1704 in Harris Lex. Tech.

Glossograph glfsJgmf . [(i. f. Glosso- +
-GRAPH; (2, ad. Gr. ykojaaoypatp-os : see next.]

1. A contrivance for reproducing speech automa-
tically by electrical action.

1883 Pall Mall G. -i 7 Sept. 11/2 A new Electrical Miracle.

GentUli's glossograph.

2. =next.
1885 A mcr. Jml. Philol. VI. 158 A glance at this scholium

is enough to show that its author, like so many other editors

and glossographs .. made up a good part of his note

directly from his text.

Glossographer (glwgrafa*). Also Glotto-
GRAPHEK. [f.Gr. ykwaaoypatpos {(. ykaj<J<ro-GLOS&0-

+ -ypatfios, f. ypa<pfii' to write) 4**BB *. Cf. F. glos-

sographe.] A writer of glosses or commentaries.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 457 Avicen and his

glossographer. 1679 Blount Anc Tenures Pref. 3 Some
[words] 1 believe may pose the ablest Glossographer now
living. 1771 Raper in Phil. Trans. LXI. 516 The Glosso-

grapher last quoted makes 9 Nuuimi equal to % of a Siliqua.

1818 Rebecca Warner Epist. Curios. Ser. 1. 171 note, Abel

Boyer, a well-known glossographer. 1846 Grote Greece 1.

xxi. II. 275 note, In the verbal criticism of Homer the

Alexandrine literati seem to have made a very great advance,

as compared with the glossographers who preceded them.

Glossography (gl^fgrafi). [ad. F. glosso-

graphic, i. glosso- Glosso- + -ypacpia writing.]

1. The writing of glosses or commentaries; the

compiling of glossaries.

1623 Cockekam, Glossograph ie, an expounding of strange

words. 1721-1800 BAILEY, Gtossngraphy, the art of writing

a glossary. 1827 PoiXOK Course T. VIII. (i860) 216 Glos-

sography itself . . scarce more Of folly raved.

2. A description of the tongue.

1842 in Dunglison Med. Did. : and in some later Diets.

3. A description or grouping of languages.

1889 in Century Diet.

Hence Glossogra'phical a., pertaining to, or of

the nature of, glossography.

1727 in Bailey vol. II. 1846 in Worcester.

!! Glossolalia glp:stflse*lia). Also in anglicized

form glosso'laly. [f. Gr. yXaaao- GLOSSO- +
-kakid speaking, f. kaktav to speak.] The faculty

or practice of speaking with ' tongues '.

1879 Farrau St Paul I. 52 Those soliloquies of ecstatic

spiritual emotion which were known as Glossolalia, or, 'the

(lift of Tongues'. 1882 — Early Chr. II. 446 In Corinth

the terrible abuses of glossolaly had led to outbreaks which
entirely ruined the order of worship. 1898 W. S. Lilly in

tqth Cent. Sept. 503 Those of the disciples who possessed

that singular gift of glossolaly, or speaking with tongues.

Hence Glosso lalist [-1ST], one who speaks with

' tongues \

1879 Fabrab St. Paul II. 81 The rivalry of unmeaning
sounds among the glossolalists.

Glossological (gl^ljrdgikal), a. [f. Glosso-

logy + -ic + -al.] Of or pertaining to glossology.

1716 M. QaviksA tnett. Brit. 1. 103 Revivers of the Hebrew
and Oriental Tongues in England were Robert Wakefield

and Robert Sherwood, who writ several little Essays of

their Glossological Faculties in that Oriental Commerce.
1807 W. Tavlok in Ann. Rev. V. 535 Long critical and
glosfiological comments, are provided. 1868 how kli. Shahs.

Pr. Wks. 1890 III. 27 We should demand ..a thorough

glossological knowledge of the English contemporary with

Shakespeare.

Glossologist (glpsp'lo&gfat), [f. next + -ist.]

1. a. One who defines and explains terms' (\V.

1864V b. One versed in the science of language.

1817 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXXII I. 91 Adelung.

.

the greatest glossologist of the present age. 1845WHEWKLL
Indie. Creator 164 liut what glossologist will venture to

declare that the efficacy of such causes has been uniform ?

1887 Q. Rev. CLXIV. 144 Colonel Yule represents the ideal

glossologist.

2. One versed in the pathology of the tongue.

rare.

1844 Ridce Glossology 58 This fur is not a moveable

deposit, capable of being scraped off: if it were so, a
patient mignt scrape his tongue to deceive his doctor ; but

the Glossologist is not to be deceived by any scrapings.

Glossology gWiodsi). [f. Glosso- + Gr.

-koyia discourse: see -LOOT.]

1. f a» The study of a language or languages ;

linguistic learning (obs.). b. The science of lan-

guage ( = Glottology).
1716 M. Davies Atheu. Brit. III. Critic. Hist. 2 They

pitch upon one of the ablest in the Oriental Glossology, .to

hold forth a little Lecture out of the Hebrew to the Junior
Divines. 1808 W. Taylor in Anu.Rei>. VI. 660 We appeal

to every lover of glossology in general, and of English

literature in particular, for assistance to promulgate and to

preserve a supplement to Johnson's Dictionary, which [etc.].

1847 Whkwli.l Hist. Ituiuct. Sci. (ed. 2) I. 21 Kthnology
and Glossology. 1857 Stoddart (title) Glossology, or the

Historical relations of Languages. 1874 Hlackie Self-Cult.

35 Study the theory of language, the organism of speech, and
what is called comparative philology or Glossology.

2. The definition and explanation of terms in use

in any science ; also, the assemblage or stock of

such terms ( = Teuminology).
1832 Lindley Introd. Bot. 369 Hook IV, Glossology ; or, of

the terms used in Botany. x88o Gray Struct. Bot. Introd. 3
Glossology or Terminology is a necessary part of Phyto-

graphy or Descriptive Botany.

GLOSSY.

3. The study of the tongue, in medicine, rare.

1844 l'>. RlDGS (title) fllos^ology : or the ndilitional means
of diagnosis of disease to be derived from indications and
appearances of the tongue.

t GlossomachicaU, <?• Oh. nomc-wd. [as

iff. Gr. *ykcuoao[jLdxos (u ykaiaaa tongue + -/w\os

lighting) + -IC+ -al.J Given to wordy strife.

1597 Cr. Hahyf.v Tri/Hntiitg T. Nashe Wks. (Grosart) III.

13 (jod saue you (right glossomachicall Thomas).

Glossopetra. Oh. [mod. I.at. use of L.

glossopetra tPliny), a stone said to have the shape

of the human tongue, a. Gr. fKaaaontTpa, f. yKuiaaa

tongue -t- irtrpa rock. J ? Some kind of fossil tooth.

1668 Kvki.vn Diary 23 July, At the Royal Society, were
presented divers glossa pett-u's. 1794 Sullivan VietvNat.
I. 488 Why are the glossopetra and the relics of other fishes

so universally found in the deepest, as well as the most
elevated, strata of the earth ? 1795-8 T. Malkick Uiudostan
(1820) I. 1. xiii. 474 The glossopetrae, or sharks' teeth, found
so plentifully in the island of Alalia.

Glossophorous (glpsp'foras), a. [f. Gi.osso-

+ Gr. -(pup-os bearing + -ous.] Having a tongue
;

said of certain Mollusca.
1885 Science IV. 143 iCent.) The very general presence of

jaws in the Glossophorous mollusca.

II
Glossoplegia (glpseptf-daii). Path. Rarely

in anglicized form glossoplegy. [mod.L., f. Gr.

fXwaao-, ykuiaaa tongue + 7^17717 stroke ; cf. hemi-

plegia] Paralysis of the tongue. '

1854 Mavne Expos. Lex., Glossoplegia, glossoplegy. 1863

A*. Syd. Soc. Vcar-l'k. 1862. 79 stifle) On I.aloplegia, or

Glossoplegia. 1885 Landois & Stirling Text-bk. Human
Phys. II. 824 Paralysis of the hypoglossal (glossoplegia*

which is usually central in its origin, causes disturbance of

speech.

GloSSOSCOpy (glpspsk^pi). [ad. Gr. *y\a<roo-

fTKovia. f. yXcuaao-. yXuxjaa tongue + -Oleoma in-

spection.] ' The inspection or observation of the

tongue for the purposes of the diagnosis and the

treatment of disease' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

1854 in Mayne E.xpos. Lex.

Glossotheca .gl^rka). Enl. [mod.L. glosso-

i/ieca, f. Gr. ykwoao-, yKwaaa tongue + 0r)/«; case.]

The tongue-case, or that part of the integument ol

a pupa which encloses the haustellum.

1826 Kirby & Si'. Entomol. (1828) III. too.. 250 The glos-

sotheca covers both the legs and tongue in some of the

sphinxes.

GlosSOtomy (gWtomi). Surg. [f. Glosso-

+ -Tupiia cutting.] a. Dissection of the tongue.

b. Amputation or excision of the tongue.

1841 in Dunglison Med. Diet. : and in later Diets.

Glossotype (glpsstaip). [f. Glosso- + Type.]

One ot the systems of phonetic symbols invented

by A.J. Ellis 1 afterwards improved into Glossic).

1867 Ellis E. E. Promote. 1. 13. 1871 Isee Glossic].

Glossy glp'si), a. [f. Gloss sk- + -I '.] Hav-

ing a gloss ; smooth and shining ; highly polished
;

lustrous ; spec, in Path., designating morbid symp-

toms, as glossy skin, glossy tongue.

1556 I. Hevwood Spider If
/•'. xxxviii. 141 Vet hath thai

glossy web estirnacion more. 1635-56 Cowley Davidcis 111.

675 Merabs long hair was glossy chestnut brown. 1667

Milton /'. L. I. 672. 1697 Dryuen I iig. Past. 11. 72 Myself

will search . . For downy Peaches and the glossic Plum. 1702

Pope Sappho 44 Glossy jett is pair'd with sTiining white. 1766

W. Gordon Gen. Counliiig-lio. 430, io$ yards striped glossy

silk. 1796 Kikwan litem. Alin.(ed. 2) I. 183 Its streak some-

what glossy. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 224 His eyes were of

a glossy white, and his tongue furred. 1861 Hughes Tom
Brown at Oxf. iv, He comes., in a very glossy hat, the only

man in the room not in cap and gown. 1870 J .
Paget Surg.

Path. led. 3' ii. 32 The American army surgeons, -have con-

firmed my description [in 1864] of this 'glossy skin '. 1877

Black Green Past, xxxi, The sharp contrast between the

dazzling white of the tables and the glossy black faces and

heads of the waiters. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 34s If

general it [i.e. glossitis] is often called glossy tongue.

b. fig. Having a specious appearance or fair

outward show.
1698 FryerA cc. E. India tj- P. 269The adulterate and glossy

Customs in esteem among the Persians. 17*4 R. W ELTON

Sulist. Chr. Faith 359 They appear varnish 'd, fair, and

glossy to the world. 1791 Bosweli. Johnson an. 1754 ' '43

He [Ld. Chesterfield], however, with that glossy duplicity

which was his constant study, affected to be quite uncon-

cerned. 1796 Mod. Gullivcj's Trav. 154 Protect chicane

with rhct'ric's glossy shew. 1857 H. S. Randall T. Jeffer-

son I. xv. 616 To a pure mind, there is something at first

revolting in the smooth, glossy pretences of diplomacy !

0, Comb., as glossy-black, -leaved, -rinded, -while

1806 R. Cumberland Mem. (1807) II. 107 Dishevelled locks,

cloray black as the plumage of the raven. 1784 Cowper

Task 1. 314 Some iglossy-leav'd, and shining in the sun.

1880 C K. Maekham Peru?'. Bark 251 A large proportion

were of the glossy-leaved myrtle family and composites.

1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 35 The tall growth of^glossy-rinded

beech. 1806 R. Cumberland Mem. (1807) 1 1. 83 Streaming

with blood down his 'glossy-white sides from the shoulder

to the flank.

Hence Olossily adv., Glo-ssiness.

1680 Boyle Produciblcn. Chym. Princ. 1. 50 Their Surfaces

had a smoothness and glusiness much surpassing whatever

I had observed in Marine or Common Salt. 1727 Bailey

vol II, Glossily, with a Lustre or Brightness; also by way

of Shew or Appearance. 1781 Mad. D Arblay Diary

Mav. She was struck with the beautiful glossiness of the

paper of a letter. 1834 ** l'uib- '• Ml "• sleeknes*
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mid glossiness of their coats. 1848 C Bronte J. Eyre xvii.

173 Her dark hair shone glossily under the shade of an
azure plume. 1871 Nai'Hevs Prev. ty Cur. Dis. II. i. 364
( dossiness of the skin.

Glost tglfst). Ceramics, [app. a dialectal altera-

tion ui Gloss sk- (sense 3).] The lead glaze used
for pottery. I n gloat-fireman , the man who
attends to a glost-oven ( = fgloss-firewati< ;

glost-

oven, the oven in which glazed ware is fired

( =glaze-oven, ^gloss-oven)
; glost-placer, the

operative who applies the glost.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Glost-oven. 1882 W. Wore.
Gloss., Glost'Oven. »88s Instr. to Census Clerks xxi. § 4
(China, Porcelain Manufacture) Glost Placer, Fireman. 1899
Rep. Commission in IVestni. Gets. 27 Mar. 6/2 That young
persons and women should he excluded from employment as
. . glost placers in factories where lead glaze is used.

Glotani, -any, obs. forms of Gluttony.
GHote, Gloten, obs. ff. Gloat v., Glutton.
Gloten-, Gloter- : see Glutton-, Glutter-.

t Glother, v. Obs. Also 4 gloper, gluter,

gluther, 6 Sc. gluder. [Cf. Glaver v.] a.

trans. To flatter ; to cajole, b. intr. To use

flattering terms ; to gloze.

.11300 Cursor M. 8401 (Cott.) Ne nobier i kepe be gab ne
glober [Gott. to gabb ne glose]. e 1375 Sc. Leg: Saints,
Baptista 495 Scho gluterit hyme ryent ofte With wysing
fare & wordis softe. Ibid,, Agnes 1 18 pane be prefet newit
his spek & gluthryt hir with wordis inek. la 1550 Freiris
Berwick 34 in Dunbar's Poems (1803) 286 Thir silly Freiris

with wyffis weil! cowld gluder.

Hence f Glo'thering vbl. sk, flattery. Also

f G-lotherer, a flatterer.

c 1325 Meir. Horn. 37 Thir glotherers That in thair an hand
fir beres, In the tother water her thai. Ibid., Thai kindel

baret wit bacbiting, And slokenes it wit tbair glothering.

i 137S Sc, Troy-bk. 11. 1257 He our-commys .. Ine gluther-

ynges And thrught arte (alias of spekynges.

Glotor-,Gloto;u)n-: see Glutter-, Glutton-.
Glotri, -rie, -ry, var. ff. Glittery, Obs.

Glottal (glp'tal), a. [f. Glott-I8 + -al.] Per-

taining to, or produced in. the glottis.

1846 in Worcester (who cites Cli. t>bs.\ i860 Haldeman
Anal. Orlhogr. iv, 30 Neither Latin, Greek, nor English
takes the Hebrew. .(), which represents a glottal K. Ibid.

vii. 37 The larynx is reduced within to a narrow opening,
extending back and front, named tiie glottal fissure. 1877
Sweet Handbk. Phonetics II. 6 The most familiar example
of this * glottal catch ' is an ordinary cough.

Glottalite (gV'tabitj. A/in. [f. Glotta. an
alleged ancient name of the river Clyde (for Cleta,

Tacitus) + -lite.] m Edingtonite.
1836 T. Thomson Min. I. 32S Glottalite .. coats one side

of a fragment of greenstone. 1868 Dana Min. (ed, 5) 417
Glottalite. .is probably edingtonite, mixed with harmotome.

Glo'tten, v. Sc. local. (See quot.)

1825-80 Jamiesoh, Glolten (1) to thaw gently; (2) a river

is said to be glottenit, when it is a very little swelled, its

colour being somewhat changed, and the froth floating on its

surface.

Uencc f CHo'tnit///. a., clotted. Of the eyes :

? Bloodshot.
1513 Douglas /Ends 11. vii. 77 Reuthfully in vane behald-

and Kevin, alaik '. With glotnyt ene. Ibid. v. vu 74 Nisus
fallis, vnhappely, Apon the glottnit bhid.

Glottenie, obs. form of Gluttony.

t Glo'tter, v. Obs. [? echoic] intr. To chatter.

1656 W. I>. tr. Comcnius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 252. 69 The
Snake lusseth, the Eagle clangeth, the Stork glottereth, the
Chough caweth. 1688 R. Holme Armoury it. 310/2 The
Stork glottereth, this is a kind of fictitious term from the

sound, chattereth.

Glottery, var. Gluttery, Obs.

Glottic ,glf'tik ,
a.l [ad. Gr. yXorrriKos, f.

y\wrra, Attic form of yXwoaa tongue.] Of or

pertaining to language or { tongues *
; linguistic.

1802 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XIII. 10 That van-
quisher of glottic difficulties, Joshua Sylvester.

So f Glottical a., concerned with the study of

languages.
1660 Evelyn Mem. {1857) III. 132 Dr. Petty., had a

main design to erect a Glottical College.

Glottic vgV'tik), «.a U- Glott-js + -ic\] Of
or pertaining to the glottis.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 573 The usual operation
for urgent glottic dyspnoea. 1885 Syd. Soe. Lex., Glottic

souffle, the sound heard through the stethoscope over the
neck produced by the passage of the air through the glottis

in respiration. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med.l. 746 Hoarseness
is the commonest form [of paraphonia] being a lesion of the

simple glottic sound and not of the articulated voice.

Glottid (gV'tid). [a. Gr. 7Aojtti5-, yXcprrts

Glottis.] A vocal sound produced by the glottis.

1880 Sweet in gt/t President's Address to Philol. Sec. 45
No consonants are more liable to be absorbed into the
preceding vowels than these 'glottids'. 1888 A. J. Ellis
Pronunc. for Singers vii. 56 'Glottids* are actions of the
glottis and the parts connected with it.

Glottidean (glftrd/au), a. [f. as if L. *gtb~l-

tide-tts (f. glottid- Glottis) + -an.] Of or pertain-

ing to the glottis.

1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 283/2 The glottidean chink is

embraced by two minute semilunar pieces of cartilages.

Glottis (gl^tis). [a. mod.L. glottis, a. Gr.

yKwTTts, f. yKojTTa var. of ykwaaa tongue.] Thff

opening at the upper part of the trachea, or wind-
pipe, and between the vocal chords, which, by its

dilatation and contraction, contributes to the mo-
dulation of the voice.

1578 Banister Hist, Man iv. 50 Glottis is a long rift

placed in the middest of l.arin.v. 1615 Crook y. Body Man 636
The Larynx and the whistle or pipe thereof which we call

Glottis. 1692 Ray Creation it, 105, I believe the Heaver
hath the like Epiglottis exactly closing the Larynx or
Glottis, and hindring all Influx of Water. 1767 GoocH
Treat, Wounds I. 111 When more air passes out through
the aperture, than enters them through the glottis, or rimula
of the larynx. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec, xxvii. (18781 148
The beautiful contrivance by which the glottis is closed.

Glottiscope (gV'tisk<wp). [f. GLOTTi-s + Gr.
-(jkuttos looker.] — Laryngoscope.
1878 T. Bryant Pract, Surg. (1879I 1 1. 26 The first laryngo-

scope was introduced to the profession in 1829 by the
late Dr. B. G. Babington, under the term 'glottiscope '.

Glottitis (gl^toi'tis). Path. [f. Gr. yhwna
tongue (see Glottis) + -itis.] = Glossitis.

Giotto-: see Gi.osso-.

Glottogonic (glfttfgfnikVtf. [f. Glotto- sue

Glosso-) -j~ Gr. yoviK-6s pertaining to production.]

Relating to the origin of language or languages.
1885 Eticycl. Brit. XVIII. 7821 The general interest still

clung to Bopp's old glottogonic problems. 1895 M. Bloom-
FIELD in Amer. Jrtil. Philol. XVI. 412 Reduplication, in

early glottogonic periods of language, cannot ha\e repre-

sented anything more than an attempt to make an idea tarry.

t Glotto'grapher. Obs.- 1
[f. as prec. + Gr.

-ypaipos, f. ypatyeiv to write.] =Gloss<m;ka]'HKU.
1659 Howell Lex. Tetragl, To Tru Philol., Touching

Kurope, G lottographers tell us . . that she hath eleven
Originall, Independent, and Mother Toungs.

Glottology (glftf'lod^i . [f. as prec. + Gr.

-Xoyia discourse : see -LOGY.] The science of lan-

guage ; comparative philology; ^Glossology i b.

1841 Pkiciiakd Nat. Hist. Man 11845) 132 Glottology, or
the history of languages, founded on an accurate analysis
of their relations, is almost a new field of inquiry. 1849 52
Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. n. 13^5 There is no department uf

ethnology in which progress is at present so rapid, as it is

in the study of glottology. 1868 Max Muller in Set. Ess.

(1881) I. 29 The conception of a science of language, of

Glottology, was reserved for the nineteenth century.

Hence Glottolog-ic, Glottolo gical adjs. ^ G Li is-

sological ; GlottoTogist- Gi.ossolimjikt I 1).

1848 Edin. Kez'. LXXXV1II. 478 Thus it appears that
glottological considerations afford a strong presumption in

favour of the origin of the nations of Asia, Europe, America,
and Polynesia, from one common stock. i874SAVCKC'<>////rtr.

Philol. vi. 236 As glottologist.s, we have to begin with roots.

1879 Cavley in Trans. Philol. Sot. 588 A wide scope for

glottologic observation and research. 1883 St. Jaiues's Gaz.
26 Jan. 6 The glottological aspect of the question. 1893
Atheuxnm 23 Dec. 883 1 A general glottologist of the rarest

attainments.

Glotton, -ous, obs. ff. Glutton, Gluttonous.
Glotun-, Glotyn-: see Glutton-.
Glouberd(e, var. Glowbauj), Obs., glowworm.
Gloucester (gl^'stor. The name of an Eng-

lish county; hence ellipt., with prefixes single-,

double-, the name of a cheese made there, seldom
in full Gloucester cheese.

1802 Lamb Let. to Coleridge 4 Nov., If you find the

Miltons in certain parts .. soiled with a crumb of right

Gloucester .. look to that passage more especially. 1816
Times 25 Jan. , Distinguish between . . Gloucester and Double
Gloucester. 1836 E. Howaki* A'. Ree/erv\\\, An oblong..
yellow substance . . known among the initiated as single

Gloucester. 1838 DlCKENS O. Tivist xxxix, Pound of best

fresh; piece of double Glo'ster. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. <y

Mcrch. I. ii. 57 Home-made bread and double Gloucester
cheese.

Gloue, obs. var. Glow v.^

Ii Glou-morceau (gh/,in<?r<0). Also glout-.

[A provincial Fr. name (Godefr. s.v. glout , lit.

* tit-bit '.] A kind of pear.

1859 Thompson Gardener's Assist. 483 Glou Morceau . . a
dessert pear of the highest excellence. i860 Thokkau
Autumn (1892) 95 Their excellence is in their flavor, which
speaks to a grosser sense, they are glout-morceaux . 1897-8
Rivkhs Catal. Fruit-trees 8 Glou Morceau, a well-known
and excellent melting pear.

Gloup, v. Obs. e.\c. dial. [Cf. Glubbe, Gloff,
GLOP, Gulp.] trans. To gulp, swallow greedily.
136s Lancl. P. PI. A. v. 191 Til Gloten hedde I-gloupet

\v.rr. ygloppid, y-gulpid, y-golped] A Galoun and a gille.

1803 Xorthumb. Gloss., Gloup, to gulp, to swallow.

Glour, obs. form of Glowfh.
Glouse worme, var. Glose-worm, Obs.

Gloat (ghaut), sk rare. [f. thevb.] A frown
;

a sullen look. In the glout: in the sulks.

1641 Copic of Let. etc. (S.), Ben Johnson cast a glout,
And swore a mighty oath hee'd pluck him out. 17^8
Richardson Clarissa. (181 1) II. xx. 140 My mamma was in
the glout with her poor daughter all the way.

Glout (gklHt), v. Now rare. Also 4-8 glowt.
[Perh. an ablaut variant of Gloat v."] intr. To
look sullen, frown, scowl. Const, at, upon.
13.. Coer de L. 4770 He gaii to moorne, and held hym

stylle ; He glowtyd, and gan to syke. 1611 Biui.k Tra/isl.

Pref. 2 The same setteth himselfe vpon a stage tobeglouted
vpon by euery euil eye. <-i 1679 Ld. Ohrkbv Guzman w,
Guzman glouts at her, sighs, and folds his Arms. 1699
Garth Dispens. If. (1706) 17 Glouting with sullen Spight the
Fury shook Her clotter'd Locks. 170& Brit. Apollo'Ho. 91.

3/2 He'd Glowt, She stil'd it eager Glances. 1750 Coventry
Pomicy Little 1. x. 1.1785) 27/1 They had glouted at one
another for several days. 1884 Baring-Gould Mehalak
xx. 279, 1 will not have you glouting in there any longer.

b. transf. Of the clouds, weather, etc
x 739 It- WALPOLE Corr. (1820) I. -55 Heavy clouds that

hung glouting. 1831 Fr. A. Khmble in Pec. Girlhood^(1878)
III. 9 As sulky a day as ever glouted in an English sky.

Hence Glotrting vbl. sb. and//'/, a.

c 1460 J. Russell />'/•. Nurture 281 Glowtyngc ne twynkel-
ynge with youre y5e ne to heuy of chere. 1641 AIii.ion

C/i. Govt. 1. (1851 * 4 Even that Feast of love and heavenly-
admitted fellowship .. became the Subject of horror, and
glouting adoration, pageanted about, like a dreadfull Idol.

1673 R. Head Canting'Acad. 63 They saw a blackish thing
with a broad glouting Countenance. 1735 Somervillk
Chase iv. 200 If, in dark sullen Mood, The glouting Hound
refuse his wonted meal (etc.). 1749 Fielding Tom Jonesxm.
viii, Mrs. Western . . had been in what is vulgarly called a
glouting humour ever since. 1754 Richardson Grandison
IV. xx. 150 If I find his aspect very solemn Cume, come,
no glouting, friend, I will say. a 1763 Suknstonk Ess.

1.1765' 212 There are some people who find a gloomy kind
of pleasure in glouting.

Glout, var. Gloat sb.-, Glut sb.'*

Glouttonnous, obs. form of Gluttonous.
Gloutynge, var. Glutting vbl. sb. 1

Glovar.e, obs. form of Gi.ovkk.

Glove tgl#v), sb. Forms : I glof. 4-5 glofe.

(4 Sc. gluwe). 5 glowe,gluff, 5-7 gloove, 5-7 Sc.

gluif. glufe, 6 .V< . gluve, 3- glove. [Oh"., glof
str. fern, (also wk. pi. glofati) -ON. glofe \vk. mase.
By some scholars considered to represent an OTeut. 'ga-

It'fa, -on-, f. ga- prefix (see Y-)+ tdf- root of Gutli. tdfa, OX.
Ifife, hand (see Loot' .SV.\]

i. A covering for the whole of the hand, usually

one with a separate sheath for each linger. Hawks
glove — ha~oking-glove (see Hawking vbl. sb.).

Glove of mail, a gauntlet.
Beowulf iZ.) -,-085 < llof hangode . . Sio \v;i:s orooncum call

^e^yrwed deofle-- ci;cftum ond dracaii fellum. a 1000 Prose
Life Guthlac xi. (1848) 54 Wilfrift .. cwa;d \>set he forlete

his twa glofan on bain scipe. c 1205 Lav. ^581 Mon mihte
i hare lasten twa glouen ibra>te. (1470 IIiniv Wallace
ix. 169 The Rede KeilVar .. Held out a gluff, in takyn off

the trew. 1530 Palsgk. 225/2 Glove of mayle, mitaigne de
fr. 1594 ]'.AKNj-n-:i.r>.-(/!?tv/. Sheph. 11. xvii, NewGloues tu

put vpun thy milk-white hand lie gine thee. 1642 Fullei'
Holy (y Prof St. iv. v. 262 Never saw I glove that would
serve both hands. 1711 Stkele Spcct. No. 109 T 5 He
would sign a Deed that passed away half his Estate with
his Gloves on. 1715 De Fok l-'am. Instruct. 1. i, Another
Sunday, for want of a pair of gloves you stayed at home.
1801 Strutt Sports $ Past. 1. ii. § 9 At Hampton Court,
in the jewel house, were seven hawkes' gloves embroidered.
1813 Scott Tricrm. 1. xii, From beneath his glove of mail,

Scann'd at Ins ease the lovely vale. 1849 R°^'< Ch. of
Fathers II. 162 note, This form of the episcopal glove, with
its tassel, or tuft of silk, is well seen on Archbishop Chiche-
ley's effigy, in Canterbury Cathedral.

b. A pair ofgloves given as a present or claimed
as a forfeit (see quots. i7i.iand 1S28); f mentioned
as a pretext for making; a present in money (cf.

glove-money). White gloves (see quot. 1851%
1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892' 14 Sa

monyof the assistandis to thys act as be gradual in divinite

.. sal haif for their presens and decoryng nf the act, ane
pair of gluvis. 1631 Shirley Love's Cruelty x. ii, Mi. [a

servant] Pray excuse me sir ! Hi. Twill purchase but a
pair of Gloves. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week Sat. 3S Cic'ly, brisk

maid, steps forth before the rout, And kissd with smacking
lip the snoring lout. For ct^tom says, Whoe'er this venture
proves, For such a kiss demands a pair of gloves. 1741
Richardson Pamela II. 346 You'll accept of that for a Pair
of Gloves, on this happy Occasion ; and I gave him ten
Guineas. 1755 Mem.Caj>t, P. Drake II. iii. 148 He squeezed
a Louis d'Or into my Hand for a Pair of (doves. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth v. Thou knowest the maiden who ven-
tures to kiss a sleeping man, wins of him a pair of gloves.

1851 Offic. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 576 White gloves are .. pre-

sented to the Judges on occasion of a maiden assize.

f C. A symbol of investiture ; in to grant and
assign by a glove. Sc. Obs.

1493 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844) I. 51 Alexander Iruyne
. . gatf, grantit and assignit be ane glutf to David Irwyne,
hissone, all and hale his gudis beand within the laudis of
Coule. 11727-41 Ciiambkks Cycl. s.v., The custom .. of
blessing gloves, in the coronation of the kings of France, is

a remain of the eastern practice of giving posse^sion with
the glove.]

d. as token of a pledge or of a challenge to

battle. Also to f cast, take up, throw (dtnvti) the

glove, lit. and_/%.
13.. Sir BeuesiA.) 4137 Here glouen baigonnevpholde In

bat forward, a 1440 Str Degrev. 183 Be he squiere othere
knyght Here my glove one toffyght. 1481 Caxton Reynard
(Arb.) 102 And therto I caste to the my gloue and take thou it

vp I shal haue right of the or deye therfore. 1535 Stkwart
Cron. Scot. II. 691 Syne kest his gluif to prcifthat all wes
trew. 1579 Gosson Apol. Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 64 Hut if they
take vp my gloue, and enter the Lyste.,1 will, .teach them
to know the weyght of my clubbe. 1599 Shaks. Hen. I',

iv. i. 226 Heere's my Gloue : Giue mee another of thine.

1606 — Tr. <V Cr. iv. iv. 65. 1607— J i/uou v. iv. 49. 1896
Fholue Coutu\ Trent ii. 44 Luther.. was throwing down
the glove to the whole system of ecclesiastical domination.

fe. ?set up on a post to indicate the goal of a

race. Obs. (Cf. Glaive i b.)

e 1380 [see Glaive i b]. 1555 Latimer Let. in Strype Feci.
Mem. 11721) III. 11. 101 He that runnythe at the Merk, doth
not ioke on other that stands by, . .but lokyth altogether on
the Glove or Merk. 163a W. Lithgow Trav. iv. 156 The
custome of the great Turtce is, euery Friday, .to run at the
Gloue in a open place before all the people.with some Hagars,
or yong striplings that accompany htm, who haue the Gloue
hanging as high on a sticke, as we haue the ring with vs.

f. Phrases : To fit like a glove : to fit or suit



GLOVE.

perfectly. To handle without gloves: to treat
severely or without mercy, f A r

ot to set at a glove :

to contemn utterly. To gofor the gloves (Racing :

to bet recklessly. Also Hand and glove.
^1430 Pt'lgr. LyfManhode iv. ix. (1&60) 180, I hatte jolyf-

nesse be lyghte . . pat sette nouht afle daungeres at a
glooue. 1771 Shollbtt Humph, CI. 10 June Let. i, The
boots .. fitted me like a glove. 1861 Whyte Melville
Mkt, ttarb. 74 It won't be my fault to-morrow if I don't
'go for the gloves', as we used to say in the Old Country.
1876 E. KitzGerald Lett. 11889) ! 3^9 Boccaccio must be
read in his Italian, as Cervantes in his Spanish : the Lan-
guage fitting either ' like a Glove ' as we say. 1886 Karl
Suffolk etc. Racing (Badm.) 77 The whole legion of stable-
followers is 'going for the gloves', ibid. 255 Hardly worth
mentioning are the backers who come in for a htt-or-miss
dash at the ring

—
'to go for the gloves ', as it is called in

Turf parlance. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 5 May 345/2 The
prophets and practitioners of the naturalistic school . . are
here handled without gloves.

2. a Boxing-glove [see B IXIKG vbL sb.]. Glove

of death «=Cestus -.

1725 Pope Oifyss. viii. 140 Laodame whirls high, with
dreadful sway, The gloves of death. 1847 Alb. Smith C/ir.

Tadpole xl. (1879) 345, I .. put on the gloves with the
Brummagem Clinker, and knocked him about. 1890 Besant
Demoniac vi. 65 They are capital fellows: they .. put on
the "loves with good temper.

f 3. slang. Some kind of drinking; vessel. Obs.
1609 Dekker Gulls Horn-bk. Proem. 4 The Englishmans

healthes, hi* hoopes, cans, half cans, Cloues, FroTicks, and
flap-dragons.

4. In Jfat- making, a smooth piece of wood,
fastened to the hand by a string, employed in rub-
bing the sheets of felt at the ' battery*.

1875 in Knight Diet. Meek.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as glove•-

box, -factory, -kid, -leather, -trade ; b. objective,

as glove-cleaner, -maker, -making, -manufacturer,
-saver, -washer, c. instrumental (sense i),asglove-
guarded adj.; sense 2), as glove -fight, -fighter,

-fighting', d. similative, as glove-shaped sA). ; also
glove-like adj.

1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade, -Glove-box, a long paper-
box- for holding gloves. Ibid. *Glove-cleaner. 1895
Westm. Gas. 20 Dec. 8/1 At Worcester alone nearly five

miles are covered by 'glove factories 1890 Guardian 24
Sept.

1 478/1 A*glove-fight between F.Slavin and J. M'Auliffe.
1889 Standard'28 Oct., We must insist on a stop being put to
the revival of the evils of the Prize Ring under the flimsy
pretext of "glove-fighting. 1706 Coleridge To Frtetul
writing no more Poetry $$ These [henbane and nightshade]
with stopped nostril and *glove-guarded hand Knit in nice
intertexture. 1895 Daily tfeivs 21 .Mar. 5/1 Messrs. P
. . export very largely, sending thousands of pairs of *glove-
kid boots to Australia. 1721 Halley in Phil. Trans.
XXXI. 178 These Wires we coated with thin *Glove-
leather. < 1790 Imison Sch. Art II. 29 A piece of paper
or glove-leather, rolled hard and cut almost to a point,
like a pencil, is useful .. to blend the shades. 1568 Hist.
Jacob ,y Esau iv. viii, I haue brought sleues of kid
next to thy skin to weare. They be made *glouetike, and
for eche finger a stall. 1609 Skene Kef. Maj. 146 It
is statute, that na Skinner nor *Glutfmaker . . sail make
wooll of skinnes, from the feast of Whitsonday, vntill

Miehaelmes. 1830 G in. P. Thomi-son Fxerc, Tree Trade
(1842) I. 192 But if the glove-maker procures a law that gloves
-hall not be bought from France, it is plain that Sheffield
goods must stop. 1744 HALLETT in Phil. Trans. XI. III.

155 He would, .work at his Trade of *i Hove-making. 1884
Pall Mail G. 16 May 4 2 The *glove-scwers of the district
assemble at a fixed place, .and receive their work. 1839 t*m;
Diet, Arts 599 *Glove-sewing. 1885 Syd. Sac. Lex., *Gtove-
shaped, having the appearance ofthe nngerofa glove, as the
corolla of the fox-glove, Digitalis purpurea. 1891 Pall
MallG. 14 Dec. 3/1 Miss Ada Heather- Btgg..goes thorough I y
and with much research into the Kngiish "glove-trade past
and present. 1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6195/10 Elizabeth Brown
. . ^Glove-washer.

6. Special comb. : glove-band, ' a strap or ribbon
formerly used to confine the glove round the wrist
or arm' {Cent. Diet.); glove-buttoner, a small
button-hook used for buttoning gloves ; glove-calf
t^see quot.); glove-clasp, (a) ^glove-band, {b)

= glove-buttoner; f glove-dog (sense obscure);
glove-finger see Finger sb.6]; glove-hand, an
operative employed in making gloves

;
glove-hook

- glove-buttoner; glove-money, (a) a gratuity

given to servants ostensibly to buy them gloves

;

(b) Law, extraordinary rewards formerly given to

officers of Kngiish courts, etc. ; esp. money given
by the sheriff of a county, in which no offendets

were left for execution, to the clerk of assize and the
judges' officers; glove-sheep (see quot. for glove-

calf) ;
glove-silver ^ glove-money

\
glove-sponge,

a kind of sponge in the shape of a glove
;
glove-

stretcher, an instrument in the shape of a pair of

scissors for stretching the fingers of gloves.
1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade, ^Glove-band, a protection for

the glove round the wrist. 1885 C. T. Davis Manuf.
Leather xxxii. 525 *GIove-calf find glove-sheep are also
sub-names for Morocco leather, and are used principally
for toppings. 1858 Simmonds Diet Traiic

t
'Glove-clas/>,a.

kind of hook-and-eye, or stud, for fastening gloves at the
wrist ; a contrivance for buttoning gloves. 1659 Loud.
Chanticleers vi. 1 5 I'l kick you into *glove-dogs, you
mungrells, hell-hounds, whelps. 1864 H. Spf.nckk Biol.
I. 227 A cavity . . like that which results in a *glove-finger
when the finger is partially withdrawn and the glove
slicks to its end. 1871 T. Cooi'KR Life 165 He was what

234

is called a ' glove-hand 'and therefore earned better wages
than a stockinger. 1729 JACOB Lan< Diet. s.v. Gtoi-e-sih cr,
'Clove-Money has been also applied to extraordinary Re-
wards gjven to Officers of Courts, &C. 1881 T. F. T. Dye*
Dow. Folk Lore vii. 93 The gift of a pair of gloves was at
one time the ordinary perquisite of those who performed
some small service ; and in process of time, to make the re-
ward of greater value, the glove was ' lined ' with money

;

hence the term 'glove-money '. 1701 Cowel 's J'ntetpr., rGlare-
silver, Money given to some Servants by custom to buy them
Gloves as a reward and encouragement of their Labours.
1885 Lady Bkassky The Trades 311 There were, .bright
scarlet * glove- sponges branching up like huge hands. 1886
H. A. Blake in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 179 The sponges are sorted
..into glove, reef, lamb's-wool, grass, iic. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, *Glove-stretchers.

Glove glz?v), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To cover
with, or as with a glove ; to provide with gloves.
Of a thing : To serve as a glove for.

*597 Shaks. 2 lien. IP', 1. i. 147 A scalie gauntlet now,
with toynts of Steele Must gloue this hand. 1606 Holland
Sueton. 156 They were wont likewise to glove his hands .

.

with his shoes, that as he suddenly awaked hee might rub
his face and eyes therewith. i6a8 Earle Microcosm., Vp-
start Countrey Knt. (Arbj 38 Hee. .is exceeding ambitious
to. .haue his fist Glou'd with his Iesses. 1853 G. Johnston
Nat. Hist. E.Bord. I. 158 Our little girls glove their fingers
with them.

_ 1887 Bow en Virg. /Kneid v. 379 Who dares
challenge him now? Who gloves in defiance his hands?
1890 An sir Thomas (Mrs. Pender Cudlip)/^»zr ofa Lady II.

v. 39 Miss Daubeny ' boots ' and ' gloves ' herself fairly well.

Hence Gloved///, a.

1S73 J- Sandforh Hours ofReer. (1576) 212 Agloved catte
can catche no myse. 16*3 M assix(±i:r Bond/nan 11. ii, Lady, I

would descend to kisse your hand, Hut that 'tis glou'd, and
Ciuit makes mesicke. ai6sfiCLii\KLA\uP'uscara22 The next
he preys on is her Palms . . Tender as 'twere a Jelly glov'd.
1822 Blackw. Mag. X 1 1. 70 ShawPd, fur tippeted and gloved.
1864 H. Spencer Biol. I. 227 If a gloved-finger be taken
to represent a growing shoot.

Gloveless (gbrvles), a. [f. Glove sb. + -lens.]

Having or wearing no glove or gloves.
1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. xiii. (1873) 122 Tender

Beauty . . Protrudes her gloveless hand. 1858 Chamb. Jml.
X. 191 Draggled, dirty, gloveless as I was.

fig. 1852 Ford in Q. Rev. Mar. 422 Charles the Bold ..

put down these turbulent townsmen with a gloveless hand.

Glover (glwvw). Also glovare, -ere,

glower(e, gloyfer. glufer, 6 glovar. [f. Glove
sb. + -EB '.] One who makes or sells gloves.
c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1584 Goldsmythes, Glouers. Girdillers
noble. 1464 RiponCh.Ac/s, Joh. BryggedeSkelgatt, glower.
1558 W. Forrest Grisytde 11. 81 After this Prouerbe. .The
Glouer (craftelye) brought this reason ynne. 1598 Shaks.
Merry li '. 1. iv. 21 Do's he not weare a great round Beard,
like a Glouers pairing-knife? 1600 Chester PI. Banes 124
Von, of glovers the wholl occupation. 1720 Stkype SIotvs
Sttrv. (1754"* II. v. xv. 323/1 The Company of Glovers were
incorporated the 10th day of September 1639. 1786 H.
Watson in Med. Comniuu. II. 110 With a glo\er*s needle
and thread. 1864 A. M Kay Hist. Kilmarnock 111 The
pouch represented the tailors; the breeches, the glovers.

+ b. Wet glover : a maker of leather gloves.
1688 K. Hoi.me Anno/try m. S6.2 The Wett-Glover. 1724

Loud. Gaa. No. 6249/7 Humphry Topping . . Wet Glover.

c. Comb., as glover's shreds, shreds of glove-

lealher used to make size ; glover's stitch, {a) the

stitch used in sewing the seams of gloves ; (b) (see

quot. 1721) ;
glover's suture, a suture made with

the glover s stitch.

1542 MS. . I.e. St. Johns Hasp., Canierb.. Payd for halfe
a busshell of glovers schredis jd ob. 1672 Wiseman Treat.
Wounds 15 In great fluxes of bloud the Glovers stitch is

best. 1703 T. S. Art's fmpror: I. 44 Take Vermilion and
frind it very fine with si/e, made of < Hovers-shreds. 1721
Iailey, Glovers stitch (in Surgery), is when the LijtM of a
Wound are sewed upwards, after the manner of Glovers.

1767 GOOCH Treat. Jt'o/tnds I. 158 The glover's, spiral, or
continued suture, is now only used in wounds of the intes-

tines or stomach. z886 Trei'cs Man. Surg. III. 167 An in-

cised wound must be stitched up with the Glover's or spiral

suture.

Gloveress gl»vares). [f. Glovkk + -E.S.S.]

A female glove-maker.
1712 Lond. Gaz. No. 5009/4 Sarah T^wis . . a Gloveress by

Imployment. 1837 Thackkrav Ravens-iving'w, A gloveress
..lets me have dem. 1862 Mm, H. Wood Mrs. llaltib.

(1864) I. xviii. 99 Quite a colony ofworkwomen—gloveresses
as they are termed in the local phraseology.

t Gl0"Very. Obs. [f. Glovkk + -y ^.] A place
in which gloves are made or sold.

1483 Cath. Angl. 160/1 A Glufery ; cirothecarium.

Gloving fgltrvirp, vbh sb. [f. Glove sb. and
v. + -1NG 1.] a. The action of putting on gloves.

b. The action or practice of making gloves ; the
work done by a glove-maker.
'795 Ash, Suppl., Glairing, the trade of a glover. 1826

Miss Mmtokd I'illage'&zr. 11.(1863)277 Oh the bracing,
the lacing, the bonneting, the veiling, the gloving. 1883
Ga* Words 2(0 The women earn a few weekly pence by
gloving. 1891 Miss A. H[;athi;r-Bigg in 19th Cent. Dec.
940 The young woman, in lively chat with a neighbour who
had brought in her gloving.

_
attrib. 1807 Vancouvkk Agric. Devon (1813) 386 The glov-

ing business. .h;is furnished means of employment to many.
Glow ;gh'"), sb. [f. Gr.nw v.]

1. The state or condition of glowing with heat.

a. Shining heat. 1'hr. in a glo70 (cf. Aglow).
1827 Keisle Chr. V, 4th Sand- aft. Kaster vii, The strug-

gling spark of good within. .They quicken to a timely glow.
1847 Emerson Poems, ll'oodnotcs, Drifting sand-heaps feed
my stock In summer's scorching glow. 1850 D. G. Mitchell
Reveries Bachelor 82 But my fire is in a glow. 1878

GLOW.
Huxi.KY Physiogr. 77 The merest point remains in a state
of glow. 1881 Maxwku. Fled?: <y Magn. I. 56 The elec-

trical glow is therefore produced by the constant passage of
electricity through a small portion of air in which the tension
is very high.

b. A lively sensation of animal heat. Thr. in

aglow, colloq. {all) of a glow.
1793 DBODOU Calculus 194 The glow experienced in com-

ing out of a cold bath. 1820 W. ScoKKSBY.-Jrc/. Reg. II. 353
In chasing each other round the decks, they had excited a
genial glow of heat in their bodies. 1831 J. Daviks Manual
Mat. Med. 59 In a few minutes a comfortable glow succeeded.
1865 Dm kkns.Mut. Fr. 1. vi, * Sit close to the fire. .You must
be frozen.' ' Well Lizzie, I ain't of a glow, that's certain.'

2. Brightness and warmth of colour ; a state of

glowing brightness, a flush. Applied esp. to the
warm red of the cheeks indicating youth or health.
1600 Shaks. A. )'. L. 111. iv. 57 A pageant truely plaid

Hetweene the pale complexion of true Loue, And the red
glowe of scorne. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 147 At thee the
ruby lights its deepening glow. 1775 Sheridan Duenna 11.

i, Then the roses on those cheeks are shaded with a sort of
velvet down, that gives a delicacy to the glow of health.

1795 GentI, Mag. 540 '1 The glow of ripe fruits and
declining leaves mark the Autumn. 1813 Scott Rokely 1. i,

The moon is in her summer glow. 1835 W. Irving Tottr
Prairies 77 We perceived.. a ruddy glow flushing up the
sky. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 534 Mary was
gone, cut off in the prime of life, in the glow of beauty.
i860 T\'SDAi.L(rlac. n. i. 228 The red glow of the mountains
at sunset. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. iv. 125 Her face

seemed lighted up with an unearthly glow. 1878 Drowning
La Saisiaz 85, I . .Saw proceed the transmutation—Jura's
black to one gold glow.

3. Warmth ot feeling or passion ; ardour.

1748 J. Mason Elocut. 35 Cicero observes that there must
be a Glow in our Stile if we would warm our Hearers. 1815
BYRON* There'snot ajoy the worldcangive 'i, WhenJ.be glow
of early thought declines in feeling's dull decay. 1853 j. H.
Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) II. 11. iii. 253 On this occasion he
felt the glow of self-approbation. 1863 Geo. Ki.iot Romola
11. viii. Komola felt herself surrounded and possessed by the

glow of his passionate faith. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. vi,

'And you come, brother', said Mr. Wegg in a hospitable

glow. 1867 Stanley U'estm. Abb. vi. (1868.1 454 In the glow
of a religious revival.

4. Comb., some of which may be combs, of vb.

Glow : glow-beetle, f glow-bug = Glo\v-wokm
;

glow-discharge, i the luminous discharge of elec-

tricity from the pointed conductor of an electric

machine in vigorous action where the electrified

particles of air stream away* {Syd, Soc. Lex, 1885)

;

glow-fly- Fike-fly; glow-lamp, a lamp in which
the light results from the incandescence of a resist-

ing substance, e.g. carbon, produced by the passage

of an electric current ;
glow-lighting, lighting by

glow-lamps.
i860 I'li-issi: Lab. Chcm. Wonders 2 Glow-worm, more cor-

rectly *glow-beetle. 1781 S. Peters Hist. Connecticut 250
The ? Glow-bug both crawls and flies, and is about half an
inch long. 1871 tr. Schcllens Sf>cctr. Anal. Ixx. 423 The
""-low-discharge is perfectly noiseless. 1789 K.Darwin Bot.

Card. 11. 137 So shines the *glow-flv, when the sun retires.

1851 V. H. < Iosse Xaturaltst's Soj. Jamaica 106, 1 will now
speak ofour other luminous insect, the Glow-fly tPyrophortts

noctUncus). 1884 / >a/lv Xc7vs6 Mar. 5/1 For general domestic
illumination he thought the *glow lamp, as made by S\v;ui

and Edison, was the proper one. 1894 Ibid. 2 Oct. 6/6 For
*glow lighting there is one 200 kwt. steam alternator for

supplying 5.700 eight candle-power lamps.

" Glow (gh'u , 7'- 1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. glowed.
Forms : OK. glowan, 4, 6 glowe n, 5 glowyn,
glewe, (7 gloue\ 4- glow. Pa. pple. 8 rare

glown. [OK. glowan
y
recorded only in pr. pple.

glowcnde and pa. t. glc'on', was a redupl. str. vb.,

but the corresponding vbs. in the other Teut. langs.

are weak : OS. glojan in Oxf. glosses 'Du. ^loeien)
y

OHG, gluoen (MHO. gliicn, gluejen, mod.Ger.
gtulieii), ON. (*glowa gloa, ahogtoja (MSw. 'tgloa,

glo/a, Sw. dial., Da. glo ; for S\v., Da. glo to stare,

see GLOW v.'1 ). As the vb. is wk. after OK., it is

possible that the existing word may not be the de-

scendant of OK glowan, but an adoption from ON.
The Teut. root *glo- appears also in Gleed, and

pcrh. in OK. rlom see GlOAMTKO), though the

latter may possibly contain the ablaut-variant

*;--/;(•- ; the weak -grade of the root, *^l(1- t
is found

in GliAM, ]>erh. also in Glade.]
1. intr. To be heated to the point of incandes-

cence j to emit bright light and heat without

flame. Said also of a fire, f To glow out, to go

out witli a glow, subside from its glow.
c 1000 J&LFIOC Horn. (1844) I. 424 Lec.^aS 5a isenan clutas

hate glowend* to his sidan. — Saints" Lives vii. 240 pa:t

fyr wear3 ba acwenced ba;t baer an col ne gleow. c 1050

Aldhelm Glosses (Hodl.) in Napier O. F. Glosses I. 4409
Fulminauit, fro elaruit, gleow, scan, c 1*90 Michael 531 in

S. F.. Leg. I. 315 Ase 3if a man nome a sclabbe of Ire bat

glowynde werea-fuyre. 1340 Hamtole Pr. Consc. 7221 With
brynandbandeshateglowand. a 1400 tsumbras 394 Smethy-

ineue thore herde he blawe, And fyres thore bryne and glewe _
[r;Wploghe]. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 200/1 Glowyn, as hoote

yryne, caudeo. 16*3 Cockeram, Glow, to be hot or red.

1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 9 June, I .. found it

[Newgate] in ruins, with the lire yet glowmg. 1799 G.

%MH 11 Laboratory I. 146 When it is nearly all glown out,

add such another'quantity to it, and let it glow for an hour.

fig, 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. XX. 1S8 Til the holy gost by-

gynne to glowen and blase.



GLOW.
b. quasi-trans. with cognate obj.

1742 Young Nt. Th. jv. 192 Shall pagan pages glow celestial
flame, And christian languish?

c. Of the eyes : To glow into, to penetrate as by
burning, nonce-use.
1842 Lytton Zanoni vit. xiii, Mine eyes shall glow into

thy brain.

2. To shine, emit light, appear suffused with
radiance, like something intensely heated.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 114 Glas bat glowed & gly^t.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3368 The fonrte was a granate bat
glowys all J>ar fynest. c 1420 Antnrs of Arth. xxxi, His
gloues and his gamesuns gloet [v.rr. glowed, glomede] as
the gledes. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 604 Now glow'd the
Firmament With living Saphirs. 1711 Pope Temp. Fame
143 As heav'n with stars, the roof with jewels glows. i8oz
Campbell Hohenlhiden v, But redder yet that light shall
glow On Linden's lulls of stained snow. 1827 Scott Let.
to Lockhart in Life v, The eye [of Burns] .. glowed (1 say
literally glowed) when he spoke with feeling or interest.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xvi. 106 One peak of snow in parti-
cular glowed like fire.

b. To gaze with 'glowing' eyes. rare— 1
. Cf.

Glow v.- (quot. c 1374).
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 11, 343 There he glowed

on me With all his face and eyes.

3. To be brilliant and ' warm ' in colouring.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1274 The cercles of hise eyen in

his heed They gloweden bitwyxen yelow and reed. 1667
Milton P. L. vm. 618 A smile that glow'd Celestial rosie
red, Loves proper hue. a 1700 Dbyden (J.), Clad in a gown
that glows with Tyrian rays. 1703 Pope Vcrtutnnns 100
The fair fruit that on yon' branches glows. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 1327 Or as the rose .. Fresh from Aurora's hand.
more sweetly glows. 1792 S. ROGERS Pitas. Mem. u. 65
Quaff the palm's rich nectar as it glows. 1834 Lytton
Pompeii 1. 1, His tunic glowed in the richest hues of the
Tyrian dye. 1867 Deutsch in Rem. (1874) 2 Pictures teem-
ing with life, glowing with colour.

4. To be excessively hot ; to be on fire, to burn.
lit. and Jig.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 103 And benne falleb ber fur on
false menne houses, And good menne for here gultes gloweb
on fayr after. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 323 The torrid
Zone Glows with the passing and repassing Sun. 1709
E. Smith To Mem. J. Philips 150 Yawning Gulphs with
flaming Vengeance glow. 1716 Addison Ovid's Met. 11.

Phaeton 105 From their nostrils Hows The scorching fire,

that in their entrails glows. 1789 E. Darwin Botanic Gar-
den 11. ii. 103 Then fly the spoles, the rapid axles glow.

5. To burn with bodily heat ; usually with the
accompaniment of heightened colour.
c 1386 Chauckr Can. Yeom. Prol. <y T. 1096 For shame of

him my chekes wexen rede; Algates, they biginnen for to
glowe. 1535 Joyk Apol. Tindale 42 Myne eares glowed for
shame to here him. 1601 Holland Pliny xxviii. ii. 297 c,

Moreover, is not this an opinion generally received. That
when our ears do glow and tingle, some there he that in our
absencedoe talkeof us? 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met. 1. 650 She
glows with blushes, and she hangs her head. 1708 Hkarne
Collect. 3 Feb. (O. H. S.) II. 92 A.. Sermon, which would
have made ye Ears of ye Whiggs glow. 1830 Cunningham
Brit. Paint. 11.66 His brow glowed, he burst into tears
and hurried out of the room. 1838 Lytton Alice 126 Her
cheek glowed while she spoke. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildro-
stan 95 Girls, all glowing with the flush of life.

6. To burn with the fervour of emotion or pas-
sion. Said of persons and their feelings.
1x649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hymn Fairest Fair 1, I feele

my Bosome glow with wontlesse Fires. 1706 Prior Ode on
Success Her Majesty's A rms 141 While with fiercest ire Bel-
lona glows. 173a Berkeley Aleiphr. hi. § 1 A certain ardour
or enthusiasm that glowed in the breast of a gallant man.
1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 131, I glowed between
shame and delight. 1787 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 27 Jan.,
I trembled and glowed alternately with surprise and pleasure
at this recital. 1788 Gibbon Decl. $ F. V. Hi, 440 The courage
of the first ages of the republic glowed in his breast. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Etig. xv. III. 521 The Tories, glowing with
resentment which was but too just, were resolved (etc.].

1878 R. W. Dale Led. Preach, ix. 270 Some of them glow-
ing with the heat of early enthusiasm.

t 7. trans, causatively. To make hot ; to heat.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 125/1 Glowe

them [WallenuttesJ in the fyere, then proiecte them in a
gobblet with oulde wine. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 11. ii. 209
Fannes whose winde did seeme, To gloue the delicate
cheekes which they did coole. 1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 1.

140 Glow it often that it may not be shivery.

Glow, £'.'- Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 glogh ; cf.

Gi.kw &.* [Cf. Sw., Da. glo to stare," look sullen

;

it may possibly be a use of Glow z/. 1
] intr. To

stare.

C1374 Chancer Boeth. r. pr. i. 2 (Camb. MS.) She was a
lytel amoued and glowede with cruwel eyen. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 2922 To glogh vppon gomes at gedering of folke. c 1420
[see Gawp.]. 1611 Cotgr., Borgnoyer, to glow, glote, or
loure. 1678 Dkyden ft Lee Guiipus iv. i, A thousand
frantick Spirits. . Peep'd from the watry Brink, and glow'd
upon me. 1843 John's Ace. Trip to Bristol in Halliwell
Diet. Introd.27 '2'I'ha 'ossesdid glowy, an' tha sheep glowied
too. 1863 in Barnes Dorset Gloss. 1880 IK Cornwall
Gloss., Glow, to stare ; to look cross.

G-low\e, obs. form of Clove sb.2

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. Ixxix. (1495) 652
Glowes highte Gariophili,

tGlowbard. Obs. Forms: $-6glo(u}berd>,
6 glo(e)bard(e, glowberde, gloebeard(e, 7
glo w)bard, -bird. [f. GLOW v . + BlBD ; cf. lady-
bird.] A glow-worm. -

f
1475 Diet. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 766/19 Hec nocticnla, a

glouberd. 1519 Hokman Vulg. 108 A flye or a worme
called a glouberde. 1572 R. H. tr. Lazaturns' Ghostes

^30

I. xi. 51 A Gloewoorme, or gloebearde [ed. 1596 Globard].
1601 Holland Pliny I. 326 These Glowbards neuer appeare
before hay is ripe. 1607 ToPSELL Four-/. Beasts 566 The
worme which is called a gloworme, or a Globird.

Glowe, obs. form of Glove, Glue sb.

Glower (glmuu, glatrai), sb. Chiefly Sc. For
forms see the vb. [T. Glower v.] The action of

glowering ; a fixed and intent look ; an open-eyed
gaze or stare. Also, a glower of y something .

1715 Pennecuik Poems 22 Every Glour they give would
fright a Coward. 1786 Burns Interv. with Lit. Dacr iv,

To show Sir Bardy s willyart glowr. — Winter Night
i. When Phoebus gies a shortdiv'd glow'r Far suuth ttie lift.

1826 J. Wilson Noct. Amir. Wks. 1855 I. 2^0 Let me bae
anither glower o' my galloping goddess. 1859 }. Brown
Rob -V

/''. (1862) 20 James, .gave him [the mastiff] a glower
from time to time, and an intimation of a possible kick.

Glower (glauu, gluiraa), v. Forms : 6 glowir,
6-S glowr, 6, S 9 glour, 8 glowre, glow'r, 9
glower. [Of obscure etymology : in sense the

word agrees with GLOBE 7: 2, but the difference in

vowel is against its immediate identity with this. It

may possibly be f. Glow v.- + -er •">.]

1. intr. Sc. To stare with wide-open eyes ; to

gaze intently or with an air of surprise. Also to

glower at. over.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xli.v. 24 On gallow treis ^itt dois

he glowir. //'id. lxxv. 19 As ane gaist I glour and grane,
I irymble sa, ^e will not trow. 1535 Lyndesav Satyre 1 ;6

He glowris, euin as he war agast, Or fleyit of ane gaist.
'! a 1550 Freiris* Berwik 350 in Dnnt»art

s Poen/s (1893)
297 He granit, and he glowrit, as be wer woid. ^1605
.Montgomerii-: Ilyting 10. t'ohtuirt 399 Some glowring
to the ground; some grieuouslie gaipe. 1711 Ramsav
Elegy M. Johnston 32 Kou closs we us'd to drink and rant
Until we did baith glow'r and gannt. 1724— Tea-t. Misc.,
i<aty"s Answer i, My mither's ay glowran o'er me Tho' she
did the same before me. 1725 — Gentle Sheph, 1. i. sang i,

Upon a dyke I lean'd, glowring about. 1785 Burns Holy
Tair ii, As lightsomely I glowr'd abroad, To see a scene
so gay. 1818 Scott //;•/. Midi, x, 1 never ask what brings
the Laird of Dumbtedlkes glowering here like a wull-iat.

1869 Gibbon Robin Grayix, 'What are ye glowering at,

1 laddie', said his mother. 1885 R. Buchanan Annan H aier
xiv, Why do you glower at me like that.

quasWroxu. ?<ji66s W. Guthrie Semi. (1709) 7 ijam.)

j

There the poor men stood gazing and glowring out their
eyne, to behold the place where he ascended.
trans/. 1783 Burns Death $ Dr. Hornb. iv, The rising

j

moon began to glowr The distant Cumnock hills out-owre.
2. To look angrily or crossly ; to scowl. Also

\

dial, of the weather : To be gloomy.
This sense is perh. partly due to misapprehension of the

1 meaning ofglower in Scottish writers, but may also be based
on the English dialect use, which appears to be genuine.

I

1775 Mad. D'ArblAV Early Diary 4 Mar. ' But ', added
i

he, drily, 'I did not. Well, Bell, what do you glow'r at?'
0x791 Pegge Dcrbicisms 102 Glowres, is dull or lowering.
1822 T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian 177 The baron glowered

I about him with an expression of countenance that shewed he
was mortally wroth with somebody. 1841 Lever C. O'Malter

j
lxxxviti, The M'Nab and the Englishman . . sat glowering

;

at each other like twa tigers. 1857 Trollope Barehester T.
(1861) 315 Mr. Slope saw it. and glowered with jealousy.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xv. (1889) 146 Don't sit

glowering as if you had swallowed a furze bush. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 2 Jan. 2/1 They had nothing to show but. .Europe
glowering upon us with hate. 1886 Chester Gloss., Glour

,
or Glower, to have a cross look. ' When the clouds threaten
bad weather we call them glowering.* W.
Hence Glowering1

vbl. sb. Also Glowerer,
,

one who glowers, an idle gazer.
1715 Sir J. Clerk Mem. (1895' 86 He called to a friend

I ..next his bed, that if he pleased the Glourers might come
in, meaning the Gasers, and such who rather out of curiosity
than sympathy., attend the sick till their breath go out. 1826
J. Wilson Noct, Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 132 A' thae things.,
justifies the leddies to a certain extent o' their glowerin.
Glower'e, obs. form of Glover.
Glowering (glaovrii), glairarirj), ///. a. [f.

: Glower v. + -ing ^.] That glowers.
1508 Dunbar Ftyting w. Kennedie 98 Na, glowrand,

gaipand fule, thow art begyld. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
\

II. 493 With atrie visage and with glowrand ene. a 1791
Peggk Derbicisms 102 Glowring, gloomy. 1826 J. Wilson
Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I« 128 Only see Mullion's een—how
gleg and glowrin in perfect greed and glory. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. in. 1, Sitting down., to stare at his glowering friend
with his back to the fire.

Comb. 1877 Black Green Past, xx, An invitation to dine
with this thick-headed and gloweriug-eyed Scotchman.
Hence Glowering-ly adv.
1859 P. Francis Newton Dogvane II. xi. 287 The ladies .

.

looked rather gloweringly upon the wretched Chilli. 1859
Dickens T. Two Cities 1. v.The people, .croaked over their
scanty measures of thin wine and beer, and were gloweringly
confidential together.

Glowgelofre, obs. form of Clove-gillyflower.

r
Glowing (gl^Hn), vH, sb. ff. Glow v. + -ing 1

.]
The action of the vb. Glow, in its various senses.
c 1440 Promp. Parz: 200/1 Glowynge of hoote fyre, or

yryn, or ober lyke, candor. 156a Turner Baths 1 1 b, They
are good for . . the glowyng or sounde of the eares. 1579
Lylv Euphves (Arb.) 171 And God grant thee that glowing
and sting in conscience. 1704 Addison Italy (17331 52 You
have no Concern in . .the Glowings ofSummer. 1733 Cheyne
Dug. Malady n. xi. § 2 (17341 229 Uncertain Fits of Cold-
ness and Rigour, with succeeding Glowings. 1862 W.
Branks Li/e in Heaven iv. (1865) 58 Their Souls are
warmed with the glowings of divine love. 1866 Odling
Anim. Client. 63 The glowing is soon succeeded by a
brilliant combustion. 1891 Athenxum 22 Aug. 245/3 The
luminosity. .is due to a simple glowing.

GLOW-WOKM.
fb. In transitive sense : The action of causing

to glow. Obs.

1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 1. 140 The glowing must be done
in a golden little half Pipkin.

Glowing gh'"-iij), ppl- a. [L GLOW v. + -INC 2
.]

That glows, in senses of the vb.

1. That is in a glow from the action of heat
;

burning, incandescent.
c 1000 Sa.v. Leechd. I I.2i6Gemeng togaederemid glowende

isene. c izoo OttMiN 1067 O batt allien- haffdenn bc^tilow-
enndegledess^arrkedd. cjzqo.S. Fug. Leg. I. 1S7/S1 He let

nime platusof Ire. -hoheoglowinde were, a 1300 ( ursorM.
23438 If it war scuit into pi hefd, A glouand iren bar in

beleued, and [etc.]. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 70 Ley
hem on a glowynge tylston. 1535 Stewart < rou. Scot. II.

512 Richt oft he tell into ane glowandheit. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeau's Fr. ( 'hirurg. z+hfa A glowinge or redde-hoUe
Cauteriuni. 1621 T.Williamson tr.Goulart's Wise Vieiltard
52 Put old men are like., a small gloing fire, which dyes and
goes out of it selfe. 1704 Addison Italy 240 Like a vast
Caldron fill'd with glowing and melted .Matter. 1848 Lytton
Harold vim. vi, The Vala paused . . gazing in awe on the
glowing stone. 1879 Proctor Pleas. Ways Set. I 3 The
glowing vapour of the familiar metal, iron.

2. Brilliantly luminous ; brilliant, rich, and warm
in colouring; also, having the glow or exuberant
colouring of excitement or health.
13.. /•-'. E. Allit. P. C. 94 Our syre syttes .. on sege so

hy^e In his glwande glorye. 1637 Mu.TON Lycidas 145
The glowing violet. 1697 Dryden Alexander's least 70
The master saw the madness rise; His glowing cheeks,
his ardent eyes. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 477 ? 1 The
glowing redne>s of the benies. 1727-46 Thomson Summer
1315 Her naked limbs of glowing white. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
Cliffe Mjsf. I 'dolpho i, Xor was it in the s. -ft and glowing
landscape that she most delighted. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg.,
Misc. Tr. 231/1 Female musicians, with glowing cheeks and
faces like the sun. 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara I 'ere de i '.

viii, In glowing health, with boundless wealth, Hut sickening
of a vague disease. i86oTvndali. Glac. 1. iii. 24 As he stood
in the glowing light of the fire. 1879 G. A. Sala in Daily
Tel. 8 -May, Sir John's glowing canvas might be mistaken
for a moment for some Bacchanalian triumph.

b. fig.
1827 SteuarT Planter's G. 11828) 32 The glowing colours

of the historian. 1851-5 Brimley J'ss.. Tennyson 50 The
dramatic colouring throughout is maintained at a glowing
tone._ 1871 Freeman Norm. Com/. 1.1876) IV. xvii. So A
glowing description of the wealth of England.
3. That glows with passion; ardent, impassioned,

fervid.

rt/577 GASCOIGNE Absent Dame Complaiueth Wks. Herbs
(i 587) 138 The priuie coales, of glowing ielousie. 1747
Collins Passions 7 By turns they felt the glowing mind. 1805
X. Nicholls /-*'/. in Corr. w. Gray (1S43' 45 He was much
struck with the glowing eloquence, .of Rousseau. 1835 Liu
Philos. Mann/. 15 Arkwright . . had the . .boldness to predict
in glowing language, how [etc.]. 1869R1SKIN O. ofAit S 53
Athena, spiritually, is the queen of all glowing virtue. 1883
Sir T. Martin Ld. Lyndhurst iv. 120 It was not without
cause that the fond mother wrote of her son in such glowing
terms.

4. quasi-a^. in phr. glowing- /tot.

C1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) n^Takean hoot tile, bat
is glowynge hoot. 1523 FlTZHERa Hush. § 62 Takeaculture
..or suche an other yren, & take it glowing bote. 1664
Power Exp. Philos. 1. 54 A parcel of the Flint or Steel..
which.. is made so glowing hot. that 'tis melted into glass.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 304 The little ones, unbuttoned, glowing
hot, Playing our games, and on the very spot. 1848 J. A.
Carlyi.e tr. Dante's Iu/erno ix, All over so glowing'-hot,
that iron more hot no craft requires.

Hence Glowingly adv., in a glowing manner,
with brightness, high colour, or warmth ; ardently,
enthusiastically.

a 16x6 Beacm. & Fl. Wit without J/, tv. 1, Out hee must
breake, glowingly againe, And with a greater luster, c 1815
Moore Irish Melodies,/ / 'hen cold in the earthy If happiness
. .glowingly smil'd On hisev'ning horizon. 1822 Examiner
428/2 We do not look at this group coldly but glowingly.
1871 L. Stephen Player. Europe 11. v. 305 The tremendous
cliffs .. have been glowingly described in .. many Alpine
books. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 533/2 She was glowingly
proud of her kitchen, a 1887 Jefferies Field $ Hedgenrio
(1889) 20 Some [applesj . . more glowingly beautiful than
the rest.

Glowir, obs. Sc. form of Glower.
Glowr, obs. form of Glower,
t dowsing, vbl. sb. Obs. [Cf. Glosser 3.]

Carousing.
1622 T. Stoughton Chi; Sacri/. viii. 106 Belrdiazzar's

drinking and glowsing_ in the cups of the Lord . . cost him
both his life and his kingdome.
Glowt, obs. form of Glout v.

Glowton, obs. Sc. form of Glutton
Glow-WOrm (gl('»"w3jm). Forms : 4 glou-,

5 gloo-, 6-7 glo-, gloe-, glowe-, 6 glow-worm
(etc. : see Worm). See also Glose- worm. [f. Glov?
v. + Worm] A coleopterous insect '^Lampyris noc-
tiluca, Linn.\ the female of which emits a shining
green light from the extremity of the abdomen.
The female is wingless; the male is winged, but
non-luminous.
o. c 1320 N. Bozon Conies Moralises § 76. 95 Vn autre

nature de ceo verm qe est appelle en Latyn eruke et en
Engleiz glouwoim. 1444 Lvdg. in Pol. Poems 1 Rolls) II. 216
Afowlegloowermindirknesseshewithalyght. 1530 Palsgr.
225/2 Glowe worme that shyneth by night. 1555 Kden
Decades 212 In this Hand are certeyne glo woormes that
shyne in the nyght as doo owres. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v.
8oTheGlowworme..ginsto pale his vneffectuall Fire. 1626
Bacon Sylva §224 A great Light drownttlut smaller, that it



GLOWT.
cannot be seene ; As the Sunne that of a Gloworme. c 1750
Shenstone Elegies vi. 30 No lover bless'd the glow-worm's
pallidray. 1789G. White Selborue (1853) 38z Male glow-
worms attracted by the light . . come into the parlour. 1847
Tennyson Princess iv. 7 Where below No bigger than a
glow-worm shone the tent.

b. fig. (In 17th c. often applied contemptuously
to persons.)

1624 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. 11. 260 A Nobleman there-
fore in some likelyhood . . [is] an outside, a gloworme, a
proud foole, an arrant asse. 1628 Timme Silver Watch
Hell ix, § 7 (ed. 10) 164 Reason (which the Fathers call

NoctUucam cerebri, the brains Glo-worme). 1634 Ford P.
H'arbeck iv.*v, A slave ! A vagabond! Aglow-worm! 1652
Hi'. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 152 The world is full of such
glow-wormes, that make some show of Spiritual Light from
God.

e. athib. and Comb.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania* Pamph. to Amphil. 47
How Glowworme-Hke the Sun doth nowappeare. 1623 1!.

Jonson Time I'indic, He works by glow-worme light, the
Moone's tooopen. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. n. 341/1
Though I know my selfe vnworthy farre, With my poore
Glow-worme Muse, t'attend this starre. a 1649 Dkumm. ok
Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711)44 How oft have we .. Con-
demn'd earths glow-worm greatness. 1664 Butler Hud.
11. iii. 450 He .. rais'd it [his engine] till it levell'd right
Against the glow-worm tail of kite. 1670 Drydbn 2nd
Pt. Cow/. Granada II. iii, For, glow-worm-like, you shine,
and do not see. 1686 Horneck Cruet/". Jesus iv. 60 Meer
glowworm light, that shines, but warms not.

i Glowy, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Glow sb. + -yi.]

(ilowing ; bright.

1670-98 Lassels I'oy. Italy I. 102 This fire, .appear'd to
me. .to be.. of the same glowy colour.

Glowyn, obs. form of Glow v. ]

Gloxinia (glf?kshiia). [mod.L. ; named by
L'Heritier after R. P. Gloxin, who described the

plant in 1 7K5.] An American tropical plant (N.O.
Gesneraceae) with large bell-shaped flowers.
1816-20 T. Green Univ. Herbal I. 621 Gloxinia Macit-

lata ; Spotted Gloxinia. 1863 Sir Rohan s Ghost 129 Vases
of the ..violet-coloured gloxinia. i88z< harden i3 Mar, 186/1
Some of the old bulbs of Gloxinias should now be potted.

tG-loy. Obs. [a. F. giui; cf. Du. glut sup-

posed to be an adoption from Fr.] Straw.
< 1336 Durham MS. Purs. Roll, In factura nattarum de

Gloy pro Refectorio, ijs. vjd. 1483 Cath. Angl. 159/1 Gloy,
spicameutum. 1513 Douglas sEneis vni. xi. 31 Quhais
rufis laitly full rouch thykyt war Wyth stra or gloy by
Romulus the wycht.

Gloyd, var. GLEYD, Obs., a worn-out horse.

Gloyfer, Gloyse, obs. ff. Glover, Gloze.
Gloyt, obs. form of Gloat v.

Gloze (gh>"z)> sb* Forms: 3-7, 9 glose, (4
glos, 5 gloce, gloyse, Sr. glois, gloss, 6 gloase,
gloose), 6- gloze. Also Gloss sbj [a. OK. ghse

t

ad. med.L. glosa t L. glossa, a word needing ex-

planation, hence later the explanation itself, a. Gr,
•yKwrraa, orig. tongue, hence language, foreign lan-

guage, a foreign or obscure word.]

1. A comment, or marginal note ; an exposition

;

= Gloss sb. 1 1. arch.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4479 J>e glose of be buke says
alswa pat [etc.). 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 13 pe glose
was gloriousely wnten with a gilte penne. 1430 Pilgr.

I.yf Manhode ill, xxi. 11869I 147 Now vnderstonde it wel,

and expowude it as bou wolt, both be texte and be glose.

1548 l\.\\.\. Chron., Hen. V, 36 See nowe hov e an euell glose
confoundeth the text. 1579 Fenton Giticciard. v. (1599) 212
Making gloses vpon the capitulations past, rather like a
Lawyer, then as a king. 1602 Warner Alb. ling. ix. Iii.

(1012)234 That with new Glomes tainte the Text. 1834 43
Southey Doctor Interch. xvii. (1862) 427 It is proper in this

glose, commentary or exposition, to [etc.]. 1855 Browning
Master Jfugues ofSaxe-Gotha Prol., Not a glimpse of the
far land Gets through our comments and glozes.

2. Flattery, deceit ; an instance of this, a nat-

tering speech, etc. t to make glose (const. dat.)
t

to talk smoothly or flatteringly to. Now rare.
c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 194/12 Heo, and hire dou3tren also

madeu hire be glose. 1*97 R. Gi.out. (Rolls) 2381 Me it

ortrowede & ne leuede nojt is glose. c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s

T. 158 This is a verray sooth with outen glose. c 1450 Ph.
Curtasye 312 in Babees Bk., Yf any thurgh sturnes be
oppose, Onswere hym mekely and make hym glose. 1 1460
Tmvneley Myst. xxii. 225 Thou has made many close with
thy fals talkyng. 1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 368 Women.

.

giue more credit to their own glasses, than mens gloses. 1601

Tt. Jonson Poetaster 111. v, He . . Spurns back the gloses of
a fawning spirit. 1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4), Glose,

flattery or dissimulation. 1874 J. G. Holland Mistr.
Manse 11. iii. 92 No. .dainty gloze Could give him pleasure

half so fine As that which tingled to her blows.

b. A pretence, false show, specious appearance

;

also, a disguise. Now rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26774 pai com to scrift a glos to make.
1340-70 Alex. <x Dind. 1016 5oure fingrus..$e fullen wib
ryngus As is wommenus wone for wordliche glose. 1581

Savile Tacitus' Hist. 1. lxxi. (15911 39 This glose of vertues

[h. falsx virtutes) increased men's feare. ^1586 Sidney
Arcadia 1.(1598) 81 If then a bodily euill in a bodily gloze be
not hidden, Shall [etc.]. 1600 Holland Z,;V7i.xxiii.(i6o9> 16

Gloses, and goodly shews of words. 1649 Bi\ Hall Cases
Consc. i. (1654) it We are naturally too apt. .to flatter our-

selves with faire glozes of bad intentions. 1846 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. (1848) I. 11. 1. ii. § 8. 55 A gloze, whether pur-

posely worn or unconsciously assumed.

3. = Gloss sbJ 2 [ad. It. g/osa}.
\&z$Roscoe Sismondfs Lit. Eur. (1846) II. xxxvi. 460 We

also meet with several gloses or voltas upon a variety of
devices or canzonets.

4. Comb., as gloze-giver,
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xii. 65 Expowners and gloze 3euers.

Gloze fgu>»z), v. 1 Forms: 4-6 glose(n, 5
glosin, -yn, 5-6 St. glois s. gloss, 6 gloase, 6-
gloze. [a. ¥. gloser (12th c), f. glose Gloze sb.l

(OE.had glhan to gloss, interpret, f. *glose
i
ad. L.

glossa \\

fl. trans. To make glozes or glosses upon; to

discourse upon, expound, interpret. Also, to in-

terpret (a thing) to be (so and so). Obs.
136a Langl. /'. PI. A. Prol. 57, I font pere Freres . . GIos-

ynge be Gospel as hem good likeb. c 1425 Hampole's
Psalter Metr. Pref. 23 Kychard Hampole Glosed the sauter
that sues here, c 1449 Pecock Repr. I. vi. 31 Hise writ-

ingis oujten be glosid and be expowned. <" 1450 Holland
Ihnulat 35, I haue mekle matir in metre to gloss Of ane
notbir sentence. 1453 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 190 Ane
English boke of ye Pater Noster, glosid, with Matynes of
ye Passion. 1513 Douglas sEneis vm. vii. 54 Quhairfor,
myne awin hart deyr, Sa far about thou glosis thi mater?
1563 WinJet Four Scoir T/treQuest. To Rdr„ Wks. 1888 I.

56 A werk .. cunninglie gloissit be sum weill leirnit and dis-

crete man. 1599 Shaks. I/en. V, 1. ii. 40 Which Salike land,
the French vniustly gloze To be the Realme of France.
176a Crazy Tales 76 You may gloze any word. 1820 Scott
Mouast. v. The church hath her ministers to gloze and to
expound the same [the Word],

b. absol. or intr. To interpose a gloss or ex-

planation ; to comment. Const, on, vpon ; also in

I

indirect passive.

< 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 384 Clerkis . . willen glose here

I
and say [etc.]. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 254 For in

I

pleyn text it nedyth nat to glose. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Cax-
ton 1483) iv. xxxvii. 85 No more men maye glosen with-

I outen text than bylde materles. 1566 T. Staplfton Ret.
I Untr. ye-vel in. 64 He saieth not, Not so rightly, as M.

Jewell glo^eth. 1581 T. Watson Centurie of Loue xvii.

j

(Arb.) 53 Yf Poets haue done well .. To glose on trifling

I

toyes. 1614 Hi 1
. Hall Recoil. Treat. 821 Let your Authors

glose as they list, Popery is but a yong faction. 1813 Scott
Rokeby 1. xi, A while he glozed upon the cause, Of Commons,
Covenant, and Laws. 1821 Shelley Promtth. Unb. ill. iv.

167 Tomes Of reasoned wrong, glozed on by ignorance. 1872
Browning Fifinc xxxi, Gloze No whit on your premiss.

c. (See qtiot. and cf. GLOZE sb. 1 2.)

1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. ii. § 43 In this [the Spanish
glosa] a few lines .. were glosed, or paraphrased .. in a
succession of stanzas, so that the leading sentiment should
be preserved in each, as the subject of an air runs through
its variations.

2. trans. To veil with specious comments ; to

palliate; to explain away, extenuate. Frequently
with over

; t also with out.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 84 Telle out and let it nought be
glosed. c 1394 /'. PL Crede 345 Lere me to som man ..

pat . . glosefi nou^t pe godspell. 1509 Barclay Shyp 0/
Folys p iv b, A ryche mannys dede may no man hyde nor
glose. a 1536 Tisnale Exp. Matt. v-vii.Wks. (1573) 187/2
They that..seeke liberties, .to sinne vnpunished, and glose
out the lawe of God. a 1541 WYArrin Tottefs Misc. (Arb.)

56 Nor I can not endure the truth to glose. 1548 Hall
Citron., Edno. II', 242 Thus is the league made with Lewes
the French kyng, fraudulently glosed and dissimuled. 1586
T. K. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. r. (1594) 380 With what impu-
dencie soever the wicked outwardlie gloze their corrupt deal-

ings. i66j} Manley Groans'1 Low C. Warres 31 Least he
should.. give Credit, to a thing so profane and detestable,

however glosed over by those malitious People. 18*7 Hood
Mids. Fairies xcii, Beshrew those sad interpreters 01 nature,

Who gloze her lively universal law. 1845 Whtitier Lines
Washington vi, With the tongue of flattery glozing deeds
which God and Truth condemn. 1878 in N.Amer. Rev.
CXXVI. 469 The facts of human iniquity are not disputed,

glozed over, or extenuated. 1884 R. Glover in Chr. World
9 Oct. 767/1 It is not charity to gloze over the sins and
sorrows of men.

3 . intr. To talk smoothly and speciously ; to use

fair words or Mattering language ; to fawn. Some-
times coupled with fiatter; also to gloze it. Now
rare.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8401 (Gott.) Neyder i kepe to gabb ne

?lose. -1386 Chaucer Metch. T. 1107, I kan nat glose,

am a rude man. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11468 Glose hit not

lengur. 1519 Inlerl. Four Elent. (Percy Soc.) 4 Some to

opteyn favour wyll flatter and glose. 1567 R. Edwards
Damon fy Cjihimi (HJi)II iij b, Painted speacne,that gloseth

for gayne, 1603 Knollks Hist, Turks (1621) 704 Rogen-
dorff. .made as if he would have used only the Hungarians,
and glosed with Revalius. 163a Sanderson 12 Sertn. (1637)
606 Let us take heed we doe not gloze with him, as we doe
one with another. 1783 Whitehead Ode A'«c Year 11 Ye
Nations hear ! nor fondly deem Britannia's ancient spirit

fled ; ( )rglosing weep her setting beam. 1833 Carlvle Misc.

(1857) HI* 202 The dog glozed with professions of life-weari-

ness. 1848 Lytton Harold ix. iii, We would not that thou
shouldest learn too early how men's tongues can gloze and
flatter. 1858 W. Johnson lottiea, Reparabo ii, While my
comrades pass away To bow and smirk and gloze.

fb. qnasi-lrans. To tell speciously. Obs.~ l

1608 Rowlands Humors Looking Gl. 15 Vnto the Man
he goes, And vnto him this fayned tale doth gloze.

t C. trans. To clothe (words, etc.) with specious

adornment.
J430-40 Lydg. Bochas m. xviii. 90 This sentence is not

glosed. 1509. 11520, 1630 [see Glozed///. a.].

4. trans. To flatter, deceive with smooth talk; to

coax, wheedle. Rarely const, to. Obs. exc. a?rh.
c 1330 R. TJrunneCV*ran. (1810) 34 Pesforto haue bei glosed

himTulle mykelle. ' 1386 Chaucer Manciple^ Prol. 34
Of me certeyn thou shall nat been yglosed. c 14*0 Pallad.
on Husb. iv. 758 [778] Now glose hem feire. c 1440 jfacoPs
Well (E. E. T. S.) 96 His eem . . glosyd him to hym wyth
fayre woordys. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng, xiii. 16 My two

GLOZING.
doughters glosed me tho and now of me they sette lytet
prys. 1540-54 Croke 13 Pa, (Percy Soc.i 21 They that me
with tales wold glose, Agaynst me worke the worst they
maye. 1555 Abp. Parker Ps. xxxvi. 93 For he himselfe
doth glose In hys bewitched eyes. 1839 Carlyle Misc.
(1857) II. 61 The parasite glozes his master with sweet
speeches.

Gloze K^Juz), v.- rare. [Of obscure origin ; cf.

Glow v.-\ intr.To look earnestly and fixedly;

to gaze with pleasure ; to peer.

1853 Jerdan Autobiog. IV. vii. 120 The pleasure of seeing
oneself in print, [is] only to be estimated by those who have
glozed over the type. 1864 Mrs. Lloyd Ladies Pole. 103
That little Preventative fellow up on the cliff", that's al'ays
a-glozing out to sea.

Hence 1 Gloze sb., an ea^er look, a gaze.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. v. 56 Give a good glose from
thy strain'd goggle eye.

Gloze (gl^'z
1

, zvJ rare. [Cf. Gloss sb.-] a.

intr. To shine brightly, to blaze ; also, to gleam.
b. trans. To cause to shine. Hence Glo'zing
vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1820 A. Sutherland St. Kathleen III. 167 Gudewife,
carry up a glozin

1

peat, an' kennel a spunk o' fire in them
baith. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 396 An illusory glozing
of the light glimmering dismally. Ibid. 398 The scanty
light glosed them with the glory of day.

t Glozed, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Gloze vA + -ed L]
In senses of the vb. : Provided with glosses,

commented on ; speciously adorned ; specious.

1393 Lance. /\ PLC vii.303 What lede leyuebbat ich lye
loke in be sauter glosed. 1483 Caxton Cato 2 b, He sayd
that he helde Cathon glosed for the best boke of his lyber-
arye. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 168 It is not
peased . . With cunning of Retorike, ne glosed eloquence.
c 1510 — Jugurth I. 70 b, My vertue sheweth it selfe

playnelie ynough without glosedde or payntedde wordes.
1563 Homilies n.Agst. Peril Idol. 111. Kk ij, Suche glorious
glosed fables. 1630 Lord Banians Introd., Smiling out a
glosed and bashful! familiarity.

t Glozer. Obs. Forms : 4 glosour, 4-5
glosar(e, 4-7 gloser, (6glosier), 7- glozer. [f.

Gloze v. l + -eh 1
; after OF. gloseor.]

1. One who writes glosses ; a commentator.
1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 284 Falce gloseris maken goddis

lawe derk. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. iqqli Glosare of textys,
glosator. 1565 Jewel Def. Apol. (1567* 226 But that these
woordes. .louche, .onely the Priestes and the Ministers, the
very Gloser [ed, 16x1 glosser] him selfe was neuer..so im-
pudent, so to saie. 15. . Fulke in Marbeck Bk. ofNotes
(1581) 55 These words (saith the Romish gloser) are the
Ciuill and Ecclesiastical! power.

2. A flatterer, sycophant.
< 1400 Apol. Loll. 105 Simplist glosars, & warst willid

traytoris. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3088 A gloser
also kepethe his silence Often, where he his lorde seethe
hym mystake. 1456 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 235 Now gloserys

fulle gayly they go. 1575 Gammer Gurton iv. 1 Vet must
I talke so sage and smothe, as though I were a glosier

[rime-ivd. loser]. 1604 Middleton Father Hubburds T.
Wks. (Bulleni VIII. 61 Else would not glosers oil the son,

Who, while his father liv'd, his acts did hate. 1659 Hammond
On Ps. exxxix. 14 God would at length discover and bring

out such glozers. 1783 Aitisworth %

s Lat. Diet. i^Morell) i,

A glozer, adulator.

Glozing glJu-zirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gloze »J +
-iNu '.] The action of the vb. Gloze.
1. a. The action of glossing or commenting ; ex-

position, interpretation. Also concr. a gloss, a

comment, b. The action of glossing or explaining

away ; extenuation, palliation.

c 1340 Cursor M. 26095 (Fairf.) To make to prest our
synnis coup..wib-out glosing. 1377 Lanc.l. /\ Pt. H. xm.
74, I wist neuere freke that as a frere ^ede. .Taken it for

her teme and telle it with-outen glosynge. c 1380 Wyclif
AW. Wks. III. 439 He [antichrist] groundib .. pe deds bat

he doip. .in. .glosyng of freris. 1413 Pilgr. Solute (Caxton.)

11. xliii. (1859) 49 They pemertyn holy Scripture by fals

vnderstandynge, glosynge (etc.]. 1562 wnqiT Cert. Trac-
talis ii. Wks. 1888 I. ?o But wrysting, wryhig, glojssing,

or cloking. 1575 G. Harvev Letter-bk. (Camden) 06 Term-
ing.. all others mere counterfayte glozings. 1587 Goldinc
De Mornay xvi. 1.1617) 280 The glosing of some wrong. 1642
Milton Apol. Smect. viii, Immediately he falls to glozing.

1829 Q. Rev. XLL 344 This gentleman, .has made several

marginal glosings. 1859 I.Taylor Logic in Theol. 28 This
doctrine, whatever may be the softening or the glozings that

are attached to it.

2. Flattery, cajolery, deceitful blandishment,

specious talk or representation.

i»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2319 Her of he let hem segge
sob as it were in glosinge. C1330R. Brunnk Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 2319 Scheo seyd nought glosyng til his wille. 1377
Langl. P. PL B. xx. 124 With glosynges and with gal)*

bynges he gyled be peple. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 355
O man be warre in this of wikkid womans glosing. 1526

Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 57 Flee . . glosynge, pleasures

& vayne gloryes. 1640V0RKE UnionHon. Battles^gPerkin

using all his glosings, could not prevaile with the Citizens to

open their Gates, a 1677 Barrow Scrm. v. Wks. 1687 I. 65

b tattering colloguings and glozings. 1765 H. Walpole
Otranto'w. (1798) 65 Discompose not yourself for the glosing

of a peasant's son. iSao W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 164 His
sturdy nature would break through all their glozings.

f3. An alleged name for a 'company' (of

taverners). Obs.— 1

i486 Bk. St. Albans Fvib, A Glosyng of Tauerneris.

Glozing (gWzirj), ///. a. [f. Gloze v. x t

-ing -.] That glozes ; flattering, coaxing, cajoling.

«97 R. GtOCC (Rolls) 10218 Hii nadde of him bote is old

wone Glosinde wordes & false, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 105 Glo-

sandist flaterars, & bitandist bacbitars. 1528 Roy Rede



GLUB.
Me (Arb.) 43 In his glosynge pistles before tyme. 1562-3
Jack Jugler (Roxb.) 33, I woll nat be deludyd with
such a glosing lye. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. iv. § 2
Where the snares of glosing speech doe lye to intangle
them. 1686 Horneck Crncif. Jesus xiv. 336 A glozing
pleasure invites them to consent. 1766 Yordyciz Sert//. Yng.
Worn. (1767) III. viii. 42 A grave face and glozing accent.

1791 Cowpfr Iliad ix. 668 Henceforth his giozing arts Are
lost on me. 1832-4 Drc Quincky Cxsars Wks. 1862 IX. 154
A glozing tempter in search of accomplices. 1871 W. H.
Dixon Tower\\\.v. 43 Whose, .glozing tongue hacf won him
favour.

Hence Glo'zingly adv., in a globing manner.
a 1420 Hocclfve De Reg. Princ. 1918 They that . . glos-

yngly unto her frendes talke, Spreden a nette before hem
where they walke. 1607 R. Wilkinson Merchant Royall 1

A Scripture written in praise of women, yet not glosingly to
make them better than they be. 1661 Sir H. Vane's Poli-
ticks 14 Without self-assentation (which even I glozingly
declined).

Glu, obs. var. Glee sb., Glue sb.

tGlub 1
. Obs. rare. In 4 glob, glubbe.

[Perh. cognate with glubbe Glorbk v. ; used to ren-
der L. globus, prob. from the similarity of sound.]
1. A mass or heap. rare — 1

.

138a Wvclif Josh. iii. 13 The watres..that camen fro
aboue shulen stoond togidre in glob [i388gobt;t; I., in
una mole].

2. A band, company, troop, esp. of warriors in

close array.

1382 Wvclif Num. xvi. 1 1 To hym silf he hath maad thee
to come ny;. .that..al thi glubbe [1388 gaderyng ; h.gtobus]
stoonde a^ens the Lord? — 2 Kings ix. 17 Thanne the
wayte. see the glub of Hieu commynge, and seith, I see a
glub I1388 multitude; L. globnui}.

tGlub-. Obs.~ l [echoic; cf. Gluck:, Glug.]
An inarticulate sound rendered by this spelling.

1794 G. Adams Nat. % Exp. Philos. I. ii. 58 An adequate
quantity of air will enter through the neck with a kind ofglub.

Glubbe, var. Globbe v., Glcb*, Obs.

Glucate gVfrUct). Chem. [f. Gluc-ic +
-ate 4.j A salt of glucic acid. 1840 [see Glucic].

Glucic (gl'z/'sik), a. Chem. [a. F. glucit/ue, f.

Gr. yKvtc-vs sweet : see -10.

In this word, as in glucina, glucinum, glucose, etc., terms
of chemistry chiefly formed in Fr. in the 19th and the latter
part of the 18th c, the Gr. v ts abnormally represented by u,
instead of by y. Littre in his Diet, substitutes give- for
glue- in these words (cf. also Glucina, quot. 1819) ; but the
proposed correction has not found acceptance among either
French or F.nglish chemists.]

In gluck acid, an acid obtained by the action of
alkalis or acids on glucose.
1840 Turner's Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) in. 981 By the forma-

tion of glucic acid, 1 eq. of sugar disappears for each eq. of
lime, and the molasses then contain glucate of lime. 1859
Emynes' Man. Clum. 354 Glucic acid is very soluble and
deliquescent, has a sour taste, and acid reaction.

Glucina v
gto/s3rna\ Chem. Formerly also

glucine, glycine. [Latinized form of F. glucine,
(Vauquelin, 1798;, f. Gr. ykvK-vs sweet (some of
the salts of glucina having a sweet taste) : see note
s. v. Glucic. For the ending -a, cf. magnesia, soda,

etc.] The oxide of glucinum or beryllium, other-
wise called Keryllia,
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 157 Glucine. 1807 T. Thom-

son Chem. II. 72 The discovery of a new earth, to which
Vauquelin and his associates gave the name of glucina.
1819 Rees Cycl., Glycine, Glucine. 1831 T. P. Jonks
Convers. Chem. xvii. 172 Glucina or glucine. 1884 F. J.
Uritten Watch fy Clockm. 215 The Crystoberyl is an
aluminate of glucina.

Glucinum (gl^soi-nvm). Chem. Also glu-
cinium, [quasi- L., f. Glucina; q.v.
In 1808 Davy suggested gluchtm as the name for the still

hypothetical metal : see quot. s.v. Alumilm.J

A white metal obtained from bervl. Also called
Beryllium. Symbol Be or Gl.
181* Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 358 Glucina is a com-

pound of a peculiar metallic substance, which may be called
glucinum, and oxygene. 1838 Penny Cyd. XI. 277/1 Glu-
cinium, the metallic base of an earth or oxide (Glucina)
discovered by Vauquelin. 1883 A. H. Church Prec. Stones
v. 42 The fluorides of aluminium and glucinum have been
made to yield distinct chrystals of chrysoberyl.

Gluck (gltfk), sb. [echoic : cf. Glug sb*] An
inarticulate sound supposed to be expressed by this

spelling. So with reduplication gluok-gluck.
1880 Chamb. Jrul. No. 202. 635 It is as when we pour

liquid from a full bottle; at first it runs intermittently,
with a 'gluk-gluk\ 1891 Sportsman 9 July 8/1 A clatter
of knives and forks on plates.. a *gluck-gluck* of poured
out drinks, and the merry laughter of the lunchers. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman 113 The swish of the scythe . . the
gluck of the wheels of the cart.

Gluck (gl»k),z>. [echoic : cf. Glug p.] intr. To
make a sound rendered by * gluck \
1898 Blaclcw. Mag. Jan. 19 The blood glucked at the

thrapple.

Hence Glucking vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1847 Leichhardt Overland Ex/ed. ii. 29 The glucking
bird—by which name, in consequence of its note, the bird
may be distinguished—was heard through the night, i860
Tynoall Glac. 1. xvii. 120 A mellow glucking sound, .con-
tinued long afterwards.

Glucogene, -gerric : see Glycogen, -genic.

Glucose (gW7*k<?"s). Chem. Also glycose. [f.

Gr. y\vK-v% sweet + -ose 2 : see note s.v. Glucic]
Vul. IV.
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a. A synonym for Dextrose or grape-sugar ; now
chiefly in non-scientific use as a commercial name
for dextrose obtained from starch by the action of
sulphuric acid. b. In extended sense : Any member
of the group of sugars having the common formula
CB Ii 12 (i , and including dextrose along with levu-

lose, mannitose, galactose, etc.

_
1840 Turner's Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) in. 969 Although the

identity of the different kinds of sugar classed under the
name of grape sugar or glucose be generally admitted. 1844
Hoblyn Diet. Med., Glucose, another name for starch
sugar, diabetic sugar, or the sugar of fruits. 1847 Lewes
Hist. Philos. (1867) II. 361 The crystals of sugar have to be
decomposed and the sugar transformed into glucose. 1880
Tiiues 5 Oct. 4/6 Brewers do not disdain the use of glucose.

t
attrib. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Glucoseferment, the ferment

in the animal body which is instrumental in the conversion
of glycogen into glucose. 1891 B'ham. Instit. Mag. Nov.
163 Glucose syrups.

Hence Glucosic a. [-ic], of or pertaining to

glucose.
i860 Illustr. Loiul. News 23 June 614/1 On the glucosic

fermentation of cane-sugar. 1861 Bentlf.y Man. Bot. 766

I

A nitrogenous body playing the part of a glucosic ferment.

Glucoside ^gl'^'k^said). Chem. [f. Glucose +
-IDE.] One of a class of vegetable substances which

;
being treated with dilute acids or alkalis, or sub-

1 jected to the action of ferments, are resolved into

j

glucose and some other substance.
1866 Odling Aniut. Chem. 94 Tannin is a glucoside of

gallic acid. 1878 Kingzett Auim. Chem. 32 All glucosides
yield sugar, and many starches also yield sugar. 1895

1

Naturalist 23 Amygdalin. which is the glucoside of the oil

j

of bitter almonds.

Glucupicron : see Glycypichox.
Gluder, Sc. var. Glotheu v., Obs., to flatter.

Glue ;'gl'«, gl«), sb. Forms : 4-5 glu, 4-8
glew(e, (4 glyu, 5 glowe. gluwe, glew3, 6 gleu),

! 4- glue. [ad. OF. glu (sense 1), Pr. ^////:-late
L. glut-em, glfis glue.]

f 1. Uird-lime. Alsoy^-. Obs.
c 1380 Wvclif Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. 223 Flee we her sentence

,

as heresie or fendis glewe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. zoof\ Glu,
j

of festynge, viscus. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eug. xcv. (1482) 75
They made engyns with glew of nettes. 1704 Collect. Voy.
(Churchill) III. 26/1 Who . . take so many [birdsj with Glue
or Nets.

2. A hard, brittle, brownish gelatin, obtained
; by boiling the hides and hoofs of animals to a jelly;

,
when gently heated with water, it is used as a
cement for uniting substances. Fish-glue (see

Fish sbA 7). Dutch or Flanders glue : a very fine

kind of glue. Lip or mouth-glue : a compound of
glue and sugar, which can be used by moistening
with the tongue.
c 1400 Lau/ranc's Cirurg. 135 As it were two bordis wei en

ioyned togidere with cole or with glu. 1456 Tintinhull
Churckw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc. ) 187 It. in gluwe ad idem
opus [bookbinding]. .iiij d . c 1520 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III.
206 Item pro j lib. le glew, 3*/. 1594 Plat Jewcll-ho. 1. 30
Dippe your hande in molten glewe. 1658 A. Fox (Vurtz 1

Surg. 11. xxvi. 175 Just as glue is betwixt two boards to hold
them fast together. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 180
Leaving it to dry . . to the Consistence of Flanders Glue.
1768-74 Tucker Lt.Nat. (1852) II. 86 Awkward joinings
by seams, tenons, nails, and glues, betraying the imperfec-
tions of their workman to the eye. 1800 tr. Lagrange's
Chem. II. 293^ Every substance . . an infusion of which can
precipitate animal glue, possesses a tanning property. 1846
G. E. Day tr. Simon's Auim. Chem. II. 377 An odour of

i burned horn or glue.

3. Used loosely for any substance that serves as
!

a cement. Marine glue (see quot. 1876).
1382 Wyclif Isa. xli. 7 Seiende to the glyu, It is good.

;
^1425 Set-en Sag. (P.) 1232 He sette a deppe caudron of

1 bras, A manere of glowe he dyde thare-irme. c 1477 Caxtom
Jason 8i And wyth this glue thou shalt enoynte the mosels
of these two meruayllous booles. 1617 MArkham Cavat.
vi. Ded., Whitest the glew of Lime and Simant shall knit
stones together, so long in our house will be held their
memories. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments (1735) 192 The
Flowers of Grains, mix'd with Water, will make a sort of
Glue. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 15 note,
The marine glue, patented by Jeffrey in 1842, is formed by
dissolving one pound of caoutchouc in four gallons of
naphtha. . . Two parts of shellac are then added to one part
of this mixture.

fb. =Gum. Also cherry-tree, plum-tree glue.
1683 Salmon Doron Med. 1. 233 Cherry-tree, or Plum-tree

Glew. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol. xix. (ed. 2) 357 The glue or
gum, being passed through these minute apertures, forms
hairs of almost imperceptible fineness.

f c. IJitumen, pitch. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Gen. vi. 14 With ynne and with oute thow

shalt diBten it [the arkj with glew. 1398 Trf.visa Earth.
DeP.K.xv.xxil iTollem. MS.), Also bere [in Babylon]
was a toure, be mater berof was brent tyll made of glewe.
Ibid. xvi. xix. (1495) 559 Glewe is slymy gleue of the erth
[Bitumen est terra a gleba limosa].

t d. = Bee-glue (see Bee 7) : tr. L. gluten. Obs.
1694 Addison Virgil Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 16 For this they

hoard up glew. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 55 Th' in-
dustrious Kind

. .with their Stores of gather'd Glue, contrive
To stop the Vents and Crannies of their Hive.

©• fig-
1340 Ayenb. 246 He him ioineb to god be a glu of loue.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 48 Life is nothing
else but as it were a glue, which in man fastneth the soule
and body together. 1589 R. Bruce Serm. (1843) '54 Love is
that celestial glue that conjoins all the faithful members in

GLUE.

I

the unity of one mysticall body. 1608 Hif.ron Wks. I. 717/2
j

Dissoluethisglue, by which my affections are so close fasmed
\

vnto those earthly things, a 1659 H p - Browbrig SermA 1674)
1 I. xvi. 205 Charity, .'tis the glew and cement of the World.
1858 Lowell Amer. 'Tract Soc. Prose Wks. 1890 V. 9 We
Americans are very fond of this glue of compromise.

4. Soap-making. A name for the condition of

I

soap at an early stage of its manufacture (see quot.).
1885 W. L. Cari'KNter Soap$ Candles 167 Practice alone

will enable the operator to judge of the completion of this

j

first operation, called 'pasting' .French cmfiatage) .. the
,

soap is then said to be . . in a ' hitch ' or ' glue '.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as
' glue-bandage, -brush, -can, -cliche, -kettle, -paper,

-size; b. objective, as glue-boiler, -factor, -maker.

i

Also glue-like adj.

1894 ll'estm. Gaz. 29 Jan. 6/2 Wood splints were placed
across the bandages and firmly wrapped in lint, the whole
being covered by a *glue bandage. 1755 Johnson, Glue-
boiler, one whose trade is to make glue. 1847 SmeaTON
Builder's Man. 85 The glue, .does not drop from the "glue-
brush as water or oil. 1889 Anthony s Photogr, Bull. II. 367
The manufacture of the *glue cliches is now an easy matter.
1880 PI. Hints Exam. Needleiuork 67 Nets are used by the
glue factors in Bermondsey and Soutbwark, for drying the

glue. 1895 G. M. Tucker Com. Speech 2 A rusty stove sur-
mounted by a

A
glue-kettle. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

514 A thin watery discharge which gradually becomes thick,
viscid and v

glue-like. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Diseases of
*tdue-makers. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 475
He. .forcibly presses the glue-paper against it.

6. Special comb.: glue-plant, a sea-weed, Plo-
caria tenax {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885); glue-stock,
hides used as material for glue ; glue-water, water
in which glue has been dissolved. Also Gi.ue-pot.
1885 C. T. Davis Leather \. 55 All ^tag, tainted, and badly

scored.. hides, .must go at two-thirds price, unless they are
badly damaged, when they are classed as 'glue stock. 1683
Pettus Fleta Min. 1. (16S61 20 Moisten them [the Ashes]
with strong-Beer.. or with a Glew-water.

Glue (gl'^,gl^),^. Forms: sglywe-n^gluwe,
4-8 glew.e, 5 glu-yn, glw-yu, glyewe, 6- glue.
AUo pa. pple. 4 i-glewed, y-glywed. [f. the sb.

Cf. F. gluer (from 13th a).]
I. trans. To join or fasten (together

1

) with glue,

!
or some similar viscous substance. Const, on or

I upon, Ioot unto. Also with advs.,as on, together, up.
13. .

A'. ^//^.6i8oAclay they haveth. .Therof'they makith
I hour and halle..And wyndowes y-glywed by gynne Never
I

more water nocomuth therynne. c 1386 Chauci:k S>/r.'s T.

j

174 The hors of bras, bat may nat be remewed, It stant as it

were to the ground yglewed. 1412-20 Lvnc;. Chron. Troy
j

1. vi, Theyr iawes togtther it shall glyewe. 1535 Coverdalk
! Ecclus. xxii. 7 Who so teacheth a foole, is euen as one that

gleweth a potsherde together. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. i. 41
i Goe too : haue your Lath glued within your sheath, 'Jill

you know better how to handle it. 1680 Morden Geog.
Reel. (1685) 62 Rolls of paper, Cut into long scrowles,
and glu'd .. together. 1702 W. J. Bruyns Voy. Levant
XXXVU. 146 Several Linnen Clothes glew'd upon each other.
1741 Monro A nat. Bones (ed. 3) 290 The Cartilage seems
to glew the two Bones together. 1781 CowitK Charity 50
The hand .. Was glued to the sword-hilt with Indian gore.
1850 Aim. Nat. Hist. Ser. 11. V. 284 These globules are
probably composed of some tenacious mucus with which to
glue the egg to any substance on which it may happen to
settle. 1842-59 Gwilt Archil, (ed. 4) 579 The way in which
bodies are glued up together for different purposes. .Two
boards glued up edge to edge. 1889 J. M. Duncan Led.
Dis. Women xxviii. (ed. 4) 228 The ovaries and intestines
and broad ligaments and parietal pelvic peritoneum became
glued together.

fb. To involve or entangle in some sticky sub-
stance (such as bird-lime), so as to impede or clog
free motion {lit. and Jig.). Also, to constipate (the
bowels); =Glutixate lb. Obs.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 301 pe kynge [Louis]

wiste nou^t how faste he hadde i-glewed hym self, c 1440
Gesta Rom. xxxi. 117 (Add. MS.) Wherfore his tethe of
the oynement were so glewed [L. led. Oesterley) gunnno
pieni erant]. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 33 Duckes meat .

.

gleweth or bindeth or maketh fast the bowelles of yong
childer. 1603 Florio Montaigne (1634I 492 Those silly

harmlesse beasts indiscreetly . . ensnared, glewed . . and
shack led themselves. 1691 Dryden K. Arthur 11 i.ii, Heaven's
birdlime wraps me round, and glues my wings.

c. To glue up : to seal up as with glue ; to shut
up tightly, f Also without up.
1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 82 Put into a gallon pot

certain plaits of clean fine lead, glewing the pot with clean
Lome. 1817 Cobbett Wks. XXXII. 3 The approaching
Session of Parliament will open millions of pairs of eyes,
which have been glued up by false alarms for the last

twenty-five years. 1853 Kase Griunell Exp. xxx. (1856)258
We were glued up.

2. transf. zi\c\Jig. To cause to adhere closely or

firmly; to rix or attach firmly (as if by gluing).
Formerly often without explicit reference to the

lit. use, esp. in sense : To attach in sympathy or

affection. Const, as in 1. Also with up.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 671 Let men glewe on us the

name. 1547 Homilies 1. Contention 1 1859! 135 We cannot be
joined to Christ our Head, except we be glued with concord
and charity one to another. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, \\. vi. 5
My Loue and Feare, glew'd many Friends to thee, And
now I fall, a 1659 Bp. Brownrig Serm. ' 1674) II. xxv. 314
Prosperity glues us to this life, Afflictions loosen us. 1700
Dkvdkn Fables, Sigism. # Guise. 641 She.. Then to the
heart ador'd devoutly glew'd Her lips. 1758 Rutty Spirit.
Diary (ed. 2) 114 Why then so glued to this life? 1770
Foote Lame Lover 11. Wks. 1799 II. 79 With your eyes
glew'd close to the key-hole. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

110



GLUED.
13 July, She now began to glue herself to his favour with
the grossest adulation. 1821-30 Lo. Cockburn Mem. vi.

(1874) 336 This single fact glued the whole Tories together.
i8a6 Scott Woodst. ix, He glued the huge flagon to his lips.

1853C. Bronte Viltette xiii. (1855) 121 Her ear having been
•glued to the key-hole. 1884 IV rid 20 Aug. 15/2 Our men
are taught to pound along automatically, with their left hand
glued to their trousers' seams.

f3. intr. a. To stick together in virtue of some
inherent property; to adhere. Aiso fig. b. To
admit of being fastened by glue. Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 66 A roten swerd . . tough to

glewe ayeyn though hit me delue. 1607 Middlkton Five
Gallants iv. viii, Here be five on's ; let's but glue together,
why now the world shall not come between us. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva (1679) 27 It is observ'd that Oak will not easily glue to

other Wood. 1701 Grkw Cosm. Sacra in. ii. 97 The Flesh
will glew together, with its own Native Balm.

f4. trans. To daub or smear with glue or other

viscous substance. Also with over. ? Obs.
1382 Wyclif Exod. ii. 3 He tok a ionket of resshen, and

glewide it with glewishe cley, and with picche. 1398 Tre-
visa Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. (1495) 934 The vessell in

the whyche Moyses was in was glewed or pytched. 1726
Leoni tr. Alberti's Archit. I. 49/2 Swallows . . when they
build their Nests, first dawb or glue over the beams which
are to be the foundation. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. vii. 532
All the tar-beat floor Is clogg'd with spatter'd brains and
glued with gore.

Glued (gl'wd, gl/7d), ppl a. . [f. Glue v. +
-ED 1

.] Fastened with or as with glue; also,

smeared with glue.

1705 Elstob in Hearne Collect. 30 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 108
Were . . his glew'd tongue let loose. 1858 Skyriug's Builders
Prices 59 Glued and mitred slips. 1890 Anthonyy

s Photogr.
Bull. III. 74 Glued thread is pasted on a piece of heavy
cardboard.

Glue*-pOt. A pot in which glue is melted by
the heat of water in an outer vessel.

1483 C</M. Angl 160/1 A Glew pott, glutiuarium. 1599
li. Josson' F.v. Man out ofHum. v. iv, I thinke thou dost
Varnish thy face with the fat on't, it lookes so like a Glew-pot.
a 1634 Kandoli'u Muse's Looking-gl. m. ii, He, with the
pegs of amity and concord, (As with the glue-pot of good
government) Joints 'em together. 1678 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. I. 102 Pour it into your Glew-pot to use, but let

your Glew-pot be very clean. Mod. Put the glue-pot on the
lire at once.

Gluer (gl'/raj.gl^-aj). [f. Gluez/. + -eri.] One
who glues.

1483 Cath. Angl. 160/1 A Glewer, glutinarhts. 1573-80
Baket Alv. G 288 A gluer, glutinator. 1837 Walsh tr.

Aristoph. Clouds 1, v. 446 A blackguard, a gluer-together
of lies.

Gluey 'gl^ri, glw'i), a. Forms : 4-5 gluwy,
6-7 glewey, glewie, gluie, 6-8 gluy, (7 gleiwye,
S gleuwy

, 5-9 glewy, 8- gluey, [f. Glue
so. + -Y 1,] Resembling glue ; having the properties

of glue; full of, or smeared with, glue; viscous,

glutinous, sticky. In early use : f Bituminous.
1382 Wyclif Gen. xiv. 10 The wodi valei forsothe had

manye pyttis of gluwy [v.r. glewyche] cley. 1398TREVISA
Barth. De P. K. v. Ivii. (1495^ 172 In the fyrste joynynge of
the bones is amaner of glewy and glemy moysture. c 1420
Pallad. on Slush. 1. 75 And loke yf hit' [a clod] be glewy,
tough to trete. 1587 Harrison England 11. xxi. (1877' 1. 333
There is a kind of glewie matter which holdeth birds so
fast as birdlime. 1695 Black more Pr. Arth. iv. 104 Part is

spun in silken Threads, and Clings Entangled in the Grass in
glewy Strings. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (17761 VIII. 99
Letting fall upon them a few drops of gluey matter with
which their bodies are provided. 1884 I. Colborse Hicks
Pasha 180 A crass, gluey substance filled his throat.
Comb. 1866-7 Livingstone Last Jmis. 11873) '• vn >- 1 9^

Gluey-looking gum.
trans/, and Jig. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xiii. (1Z69)

183 Ful of cley and arestinge, and glewy isbilke, ofwordlich
richesse of wurshipe, of strengthe of idel fairnesse. 1649
G. Daniel Tnnarch. To Rdr. 18 Till waken'd by the
Clangor of fresh Quarts It breake the Gleiwye Prison, and
vp-starts A fresh. 1663 Cow ley Cutter Coleman St. 1. Wks.
1710 1 1. 813, I will not have one Penny of the Principal pass
through such glewy Fingers. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
I.1852) II. 446 lt is possible to gain the art of grasping our
ideas without letting them grasp upon the mind, or take
such gluey hold as that we cannot wipe off at pleasure.

Hence G-Uieyness, the quality, condition, or state

of being gluey.
i6ix Cotgr., Glueur, glewinesse, clamminesse. 1659 tr.

Comemus' Gale Lang. Unl. x. marg., Which . . ropeth out
by reason of its clamminess or gluiness. 1727 in Bailey
vol. II, Gluiness. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady 1. iii. § 2

(17341 I0 This Class of nervous Disorders seems . . to arise

from a . . Glewyness or Viscidity of the Animal Juices.

Glufe, Glufer, obs. ff. Glove, Glover.
Gluflf, Gluffe, obs. ff. Glove, Gliff v.

-r Glug, *£.! Obs- i
[cf. GlubI.] a clod.

1381 Wvclif Job xxviii. 6 Place of a safyr is stones, and
the gluggis [138S clottis; L.glehar] of hym gold.

Glug (gl»g% sb.- [echoic: cf. Gluck sb.] A
word iormed to imitate an inarticulate sound (see

quots.). Also redupl. glug-glug.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852 I. 55 Pretty bottle, says

Sganarelle, how sweet are thy little glug glugs. 1843 Levfk
J. Hinton vi, (1878) 38 Glug, glug, glug, flowed the bub-
bling liquor. 1882 G. Macdonald Castle Warlock xv. (1883)

83 Lord Mergwain listened to the glug-glug in the long
neck of the decanter. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa
275 While hesitating as to where was the next safe place to

plant their feet, the place that they were standing on went
in with a glug.

Glug (gl^g), v. [echoic : cf. Gluck v.] intr.

238

To make the sound rendered by *glng\ Hence
Glu'gging vbt. sb. and ///. a.

1895 W. Wright Palmyra <y Zen. xxviii. 343 Their voices,
a kind of glugging bark, seemed borrowed from the camel.
1897 Westm. Gaz, 6 Mar. 2/1 The . . ' glugging ' of the
liquor as it trickled down his throat.

Gluif, obs. Sc. f. Glove.
Gluing (gl'/rirj, gl/7'irj), vbl. sb. [f. Glue v. +

-ing l.] The action of the vb. Glue ; also concr.
'395 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. Ixx. (1495) 290 Some

medycynespercen humours with, .glewynge and thurstynge
.. as Mirabolianis. c 1440 /'romp. Pari'. 200/1 Gluynge
to-gedyr, conglutinacio, conviscacio. 1573-80 in Baret
Atv. G 292. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Plodding Stud.
(Arb.) 72 His disposition of them is as itist as the Book-
binders, a setting orglewing of them together. 1703 T. N.
City <V C. Purchaser 29 They first Joint, and Glue the
Boards .. which Gluing being dry, they •• Plane. 1890
Athenaeum 25 Oct. 547/3 When this gluing has been care-
fully done, it is impossible to separate the layers.

b. attrib., as gluing-matler, -shed.

1440 Projnp. Pan: 200/1 Gluynge matere, as paste.,
gluten. 1898 B. Redwood Rep. Schibaiefps Petrol.
Refinery 13 One wooden building used as a cooperage and
gluing shed, provided with the usual fittings.

t Gluing, ///. a. Obs. [f. Glue v. + -ing 2.]

Adhesive.
1572 Huloet fed. Higins\ Glewyng, or glewy . .glutino-

sus.^ 1587 Goldisg DeMornay xxiv. (1617) 4i3Theglewing
vanities that sticke so fast to vs. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vi.

§ 4 1 1643) 262 Comfrey is. .ofaclammieand gluing moisture.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cccxxvi. 602 The Leaves
and Bark of the Elme. .being also of a certain clammy and
glewing quality.

Gluish. (gl!£*i£ gl»"i|)» «• [f- Glue sb. +
-ish.] Somewhat resembling glue ; having some
of the properties of glue.
1382 Wyclif Exod. ii. 3 He .. glewide it with glewishe

cley. 1519 Horman Vulg. 178 b, If it [earth] be gluishe .

.

it is a token of a fatte grounde. 1574 Newton Health
Mag. 46 They loose muche of their toughe clamminesse
and glewish humoure. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 438 A
fish there is named Icthyocolla, which hath a glewish skin.

1763 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 91/2 The floor .. was thick
smeared with a glueish moisture. 1847 in Craig; and in

mod. Diets.

fig. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Hcb. in. (1655) 59 This world
hath, .a gluish quality to hold them close to it.

Comb, a 1722 Lisle Ilnsb. 1 1752) 177 A very thick-rinded,
and cold glewish-floured barley.

Hence Gluishness, the quality of being gluish.

1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 655 Some part of amends
made by the rare clammy glewishnesse of the same,

Glum(gltfm), sb. rare. Also 6 glome, glumme.
[f. Glum v. or a. ; cf. Gloom sb.]

+ 1. A sullen look. Obs.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1118 She loked hawtly, and
gave on me a glum, There was amonge them no worde then
but mum. a 15*9 — Bovvge ofConrte 80 On me she gaue
a glome [rimes ivith come v'k ] With browes bente. 1530
Pai.sgr. 225/2 Glumme, a sower loke, rechigne,

2. Glumness, .^ullenness. nonce-use.
1825 Lockhart in Scott's Earn. L.ett. (1894) II. 323 It is

much that the seven members have gone through it all

without anything even like a single flash of glum.

Glum gl#m), a. Also 6 glumme, glomme.
[Related to Glum v. and Gloom v. ; cf. LG, glum
turbid, muddy.]
1. Of persons : Sullen, frowning ; having an air

of dejection or displeasure, esp. in phr. to look

glum ; also A? lookglum on (a person, action, etc.).

1547 Salesbury Welsh Dict.
t
Givg, glumme, lowring.

1556 8 Phaer /Kneid iv. K ij b. She hym beheld w l loking
glomme, With rollyng here and there her eyes, and still in

sylens domme. 1567 Drant Horace %

s Ep. To Rdr., If ,.

they will by worde of mouthe be answered, then wellfayre

my laste shootanchor, glum silence. 1674 Ray .V. C Words
21 To be Glum, to look sadly or sowrly, to frown . . A word
common to the vulgar both in North and South. 1676
Ethfrf.dge Man ofMode ii. i. (1684) 16 You need not look
so glum, Sir. 1678 Rvmer Tragedies 3 And not Athens
only, but.. so austere and glum a generation as those of
Sparta . . agreed the same honour to these Athenian Poets.

1755 Johnson, Glum, a low cant word formed by corrupt-

ing gloom. 1771 Foote Maid of B. in. Wks. 1799 II.

229 You all sit as silent and glum — why, can t you
speak out? 1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 6 Oct., The moment
he sees any one that he . . dislikes, he assumes a look of glum
distance and sullenness. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824)

123 [He] is as glum and grim and cynical as his master.

1849 Thackeray Lett. 4 Sept., I ought not to show you my
glum face or my dismal feelings. 1887 Besant The World
went xiii. 108 [He] sat glum, and presently grew impatient
and went out.

quasi-rtrf?/. 1796 R. Bage Hermsprong xii, I suppose at

that time I might answer rather glum.

2. Of things: Gloomy, dark ; dismal. Now only

fig. from sense I.

I557-8 Phaer /Eneidw. Qj, Thou Chaos, and you firy

boyling pittes and places glumme. 1593 I ell-Troth's N. Y.
Gift 31 The glomest daye maye darken the sunne, but not
abate his pride. 1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra
(1879) 6 The Glum And horrid beat of Thunders Drum We
hear or see. 1848 Thackeray Lett. 1 Nov., We walked in

the park, .surveying, .the glum old bridge.

3. Comb., as glum -like , -looking adjs.

1756 Mrs. Cai.derwood fi-nl. viii. (1884) 219 Mr. Burrage
was a glum-like carle. 1866 Sat Rei'. 26 May 617/1 The
air of the glum-looking Englishman . . surveying mankind at

a ball in Paris. 1888 Anna K. Green Behind Closed Doors
vi, She was afraid to risk herself with such a glum-looking
customer. .1 suppose.

Glum, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 glom, 5-6

GLUMMY.
glome, 6 glumme. [var. oiglo

K
u)mbe, Gloom z\]

intr. To look sullen ; to frown, scowl.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 506 Sir, I trow thai be dom

somtyme were full melland ; Will ye se how thai glom. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 166 Upon me he gan to
loure and glum. 1530 Palsgr. 568/2 It is a sower wyfe,
she is ever glomyng. a 1547 Surrey in Tottel's Misc.
(Arb.) 27 [He] hath his home Not. .as a den vncleane : Nor
palacelyke, wherat disdayn may glome. 1598 Tom Tyler Iff

Wife (1661) 5 He shall be soon appeased, If either he gaspeth
or glometh. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s. v., If thou doesn't want
tt, say thou doesn't : thou need not go and glum over it.

GlumaceousCgl^glwm^-Jss),^ [f. Glume
+ -ACEOOS.l Of the nature of glumes ; bearing
glumes. Also, belonging to the N.O. Glumacex.
of plants, which includes the grasses and sedges.
1828-32 in Webster (citing Barton). 1830 Lindley Nat.

Syst. Bot. 255 [Of Xyrideae] Calyx glumaceous, 3-leaved.
1846 M^Culloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 103 Several
alpine grasses and other glumaceous plants. 1854 S. Thom-
son Wild Ft. 1. (ed. 4) 60 The perianth, composed of six
glumaceous pieces. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 1. v. 58 Mono-
cotyledons . . with chaffy glumes or scale-like bracts enclos-
ing the flower, hence called Glumaceous.

Glumal gl 1"-, gb7-mal), a. [f. Glume +-al.]
= prec. : Lindley's name for an * alliance* of
glume-bearing endogens (see Alliance sb. 6).

Also Glu'mal sb., a member of this alliance.
1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 105 Glumales, the Glumal

Alliance. . . Natural orders of Glumals.

Gluman, obs. form of Gleeman,
Glume Cgl

1" 1*1 )
gl/7m). Bot. [ad. L. gluma

(rare) hull, husk (of grain) ; cf. F. glume.] One of
the chaff-like bracts which form the calyx or outer

envelope in the inflorescence of grasses and sedges ;

the husk of corn or other grain.

[1577 B. Googe Heresbac/is Husb. (1586) 26b, Gluma is

the huske of the come whose top is the aane. 1699 RhU-
Trans. XXI. 300 Each gluma or husk terminates in three
Awns, two of which are even, the other somewhat longer.)

1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11. (1791)9 note, The chaffy
scafes of the calyx, .and the glume in some Alpine grasses
.. grow into leaves. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (ed. 2)

888 Rye-grass .. is now cut . . when it is just coming into
flower ; and therefore to collect the glumes or empty husks
can be of no use as seed. 1880 A. R. Wallace Isl. Life
472 Their seeds, often enveloped in chaffy glumes. 1896
Edmonds Bot. for Beginners 85 Each flower [of wheat] is

contained within a flowering glume and a pale.

II Glumella (gl'«-, gl»me*la). Bot. [mod. I..

dim. ofgluma Glume.] An inner glume or palea.
1861 Miss Pratt Flenver. PI. VI. 43 Each flower usually

consists of two dissimilar valvelets called glumellas.

Glume'lle. Bot. rare. [cf. F. glumelle.] =prec.
1836 Gray Elem. Bot. iv. § 1. 158 [Grasses] Each flower

is provided with a pair of bracts of a second order, or
bracteoles, much resembling the glumes . . which may be
termed glumelles or palex.

Glumellule (gl'«-, ghtme^iul). Bot. [ad.

mod.L. glumellula, dim. of Glumella; cf. F,

glumellule.] One of the scales frequently found

at the base of the ovary in grasses; a lodicule.
1861 Bentlev Bot. 193 Each flower has . . frequently at

the base of the ovary, .two or more little scales, also of the

nature of bracts, which are generally termed souamuAr,
glumetlules, or lodiculae.

Glumly (gl»"mli), adv. [f. Glum a. + -ly -.]

In a glum manner.
1805 Mom. Chron. in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 308

His thumbs thus glumly twirling. 1851 D. Jerrold St,

Giles xx. 206 ' Walk !
' echoed Tangle, looking glumly. 1886

Church Let. 11 Nov. in Life <y Lett. (1894) 321 We sat

glumly at our breakfasts every morning.

Glumme, obs. form of Glum.

t Glum-metal, local. Obs.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. iv. 152 The stone .. call'd Glum-

metall, about Bradwall . .which . . though as hard to digg as

any rock ;
yet the Air, rains, and frosts, will mollify it so, that

it will run as if it were a natural Lime.

tGlu'mmiug, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Glum v. +
-iNc.i.] The action of the vb. Glum.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 35 And so there was never

pees betwene hem, but ever glomyng, louring, and chiding.

a 1529 Skelton Col. Clouted And as for theyr connynge,
Aglommynge, and a mummynge, And make therof a jape.

,1 1553 Udall Royster D. 1. 1. (Arb.) 12, I haue yond espied
hym sadly comming, And in loue for twentie pounde, by
hys glommyng. 1575 Gamm. Gnrton 111. iii, \\ hat deutll

woman, plucke vp your hart, & leue of al this gloming.

t Glu'mming, fpl. a. Obs. [f. Glum v. +
-ing '£.] That looks glum or sullen.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (\V. de W. 1531) 94 But declyne from his

company, with glummynge or froward manner. 1549
Chaloner Erasm. on EollyCj, Who would . . serche the

maner of living of those soure and glommyng gods? 157a

tr. Buchanan's Detect. Mary N ij, 1 here was all the way a
sadglumming silence. 1573-80 Baret Alv. G 296.

t Glu'mmish, ff. Obs. rare. Also gloommish.
[f. Glum a. + -ish.] Somewhat gloomy.

1573 Twyne Mtttid xi. K k ij b, An Ilex tree with glum-
inish darkish shade bespreddes the same, that none may
see. 1583 Stanyhurst Atneis 111. (Arb.) 91 His one light,

That stood in his lowring front gloommish malleted onlye,

Like Greekish tergat glistring. 1589 R. Robinson Gold.

Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) 1 And Boreas hreth was blacke, and
glummish chill.

Glummy (gl» mi), a. [f. Gmtm a. + -t K] i a.

Gloomy (obs.). b. Glum.
1580 E. Knight Tryal Truth 27 It can not be denyed, but

that such casual blastes may happen, as are most too be
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feared, when the wether waxeth darke and glununy. 1884 I

L. L. Ai.coit in Chr. Treasury Jan. 21/1 A smile .. touch* I

ing theglummiest face like a streak of sunshine.

Glumness gfarmste). [f- Glou a. + -ne»s.] :

The condition of being glum.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Glumness [printed Gluiuness], Sul-

,

leitntss in Looks. 1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary u Nov.,
He made us amends for the glumness of Colonel Golds-
worthy. 1874 Daily News 2 June 5/5 He was continually

on the look-out for boon companions who could enliven

the glumness of his official mansion.

Glumose (gV»-, glumtfa ,

9), a. [ad. mod.L.
glumosus, f. gluma Glume.] Furnished with a

glume or husk.

1793 Martyn Lang, Bol., Gluuwsiis fios . . a glumose
flower, is a kind of aggregate flower, having a filiform

receptacle, with a common glume at the base. 1806 Gaetine
Brit. Hot. C 1 b, Fl[o\vers} inferior, .glumose.

So f Crlumosity. Obs. rare" 1
.

1657 Tomeinson Kenan's Disp. 164 That the exterior
shell and all glumosity may be excussed.

Glumous (gl'-v-- glw'mas), a. [f. Glume +
-OUB.] -Glumose.
1828-32 in Webster (citing Martyn) ; and in later Diets. 1

Glump (gliraip), sb. dial. [f. Glump v.] a. !

A sulky person, b. //. (Sec quots.)
a. 1604Xarras Poems 131 A peevish gtrnin glump. 1825

Jamij.son, Glump, Glttmpk, a sour or morose person.
b. 1825 Jamieson s.v., In the glumps, in a gloomy state,

out of humour. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Glumps,
sulks. 'Down in the glumps", sulky, 'glumpy'. 1893
Northumbld. Gloss., Glumps, the sulks.

Glump Cgtompl, v- dial- [Of obscure form-
ation; of. Glum, Glop, Dump, Gbumpy, etc.] intr.

To sulk, be glum or sullen. Also Glirmping vbl.

sb. and ppl. a.

C 1746 Exmoor Scolding iE. D. S.) 39 Ya gurt chounting,
grumbling, glumping . . Trash. Wilmot. Don't tell me o'

flumping. 1802 R. Anderson Cumberld. Ball. 37 Neist
time we met, he glump'd and gloom'd, And turn'd his head
anither way. 1804 Takras Poems 52* Glumpin wi' a sour
disdain.. She wi' a youl began to mourn. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., s.v., ' Pray thee, what's thou glumping at.'

Glumpish (glfmpif), a. Chiefly dial. [f.

( Ilump sb. or v. + -ish.J = Glumpy.
1800 Helena Wells Constantia Neville II. 139 Jerry said

he was glumpish, and in his airs. 1802 Mrs. Jane West
InfidelFatfieri. 26 Her father and mother, .were, .glumpish
awkward beings, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on F'l.w. iv, ''An
it worrets me as Mr. Tom 'ull sit by himself so glumpish,
a-knittin

1

his brow, an' a lookin' at the fire of a night.'

1869 E. Farmer Scrap Bk. (ed. 6) 46 He sits glumpish
and moody.

Glumpy vgl^'nipi). «• [f. as prec + -v '. Cf.

Grumpy. j Glum, sullen, sulky.
1780 Mad. D'Arblay Diary JuneJ began to be monstrous

glumpy upon this last speech, whicn indeed was impertinent
enough. 1800 A. Caklyle Autobiog. 347 Armstrong was
naturally glumpy. 1853 Miss SEWELL Experience Life
\ix. 189 You are not used, Sally, to look glumpy because
your head aches. 1881 E. J. Worboisk Sissie xlvii, Mr.
'Brooke was certainly glumpy, and inclined to snap and
snarl at everything his wife presumed to say.

I lence Glumpily adv.
1864 M. Eyre Lady's Walks in S. France v. (1865) 64, ' I

knew that before ', said I, rather glumpily. 1884 Punch 19
July 35/1 "Ave told you afore', he said, glumpily, to Mr. T.

Glunch (ghmj), v. Sc. Also glunsh. [Cf.

GLUM a. and CLUNCH a. 2.] inlr. To look sour
or glum; esp. in phrase to glunch and gloom.
1719 Ramsay Ep. to Jas. Arbuckle v, But when ane's of

his merit conscious, He's in the wrang. when prais'd, that
glunshes. 1786 Burns Earnest Cry 25 Does 011 y great
man glunch and gloom ? Speak out, an' never fash your
thoom ! 1890 'P. Cushing Bull V tIC Thorn I. ix. 204
This failed to satisfy Crump. He glunched and gloomed
and spat out some hot oaths.

Hence Glunch j-/'., a sour look; G-lnuch <:.. sulky.
1786 Burns Sc. Drink xvii, Wha twists his gruntle wi' a

glunch 0' sour disdain. 1816 Scott Antiq. ix, ' But what's
the use o1

looking sae glum and glunch about a pickle
banes ?

'

t Glunimie. Sc. Obs. Also glune-amie,
glunyieman. [Prob. a corruption of some Gaelic
phrase often heard from Highlanders.] A Lowland
name for a Highlander.
a 1745 Meston Poet. Wks. 11767) 115 Upon a time. .Some

Glunimies met at a fair, As deft and tight as ever wore
A durk, a targe and a claymore. 1825 Jamieson, Gluuyie-
uian, a rough unpolished boorish-looking man, a term
generally applied to a Highlander. Batiffs. 1828 Scott
/•'. .1/. f'erth li'x, And he is but half a Highlander neither, and
wants a thought of the dour spirit of a Glune-amie.
Glur, var. Gloke sb.

t Glusk, v. Obs~ [Derivation obscure.]

intr. To squint : implied in f Glirsker, one who
squints ; f Glusking- vbl. sb., squinting. (Cf. Kast
Anglian glusk}' sulky, in Korby Foe. E. Anglia.
c t^o Promp. Par:: 200/2 Oluscare, idem quod, glyare.

Ibid., Gluskynge, idem quod Glyenge (K. P.) strabositas.

Cluster, obs. form of Cluster sb.

tGlut, S&.* Obs. rare. [a. OF. glut, glout

greedy, gluttonous.] » Glutton.
£.1394 P. PI. Crede 67 What glut of bo gomes may any

good kachen, He will kepen it hymself. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 4552 Ane [of the gods] leris }ow to be licherus . . Ane,
to be grindand gluttis 8: glorand dronkin-

Glut, sb.- Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 gloute. [a.

OK. glout gulp, sb. related to gloutir, Glut v.'1 ]

A gulp or full draught ; the amount (of liquid)

swallowed at a gulp.
1533 ElyotCoj*. Ilelth (1541) 41 b, Let him drinke a lytel

smal biere or ale, so that he drinke not a great glut, but in

a lytel quantite. 1555 W. Waihe.man Fardle Facions 11.

x. 223 -Many of the Tartarres when the bodies lie fresshe
bliedinge on the grounde, laye them dovvne alonge, and
>ucke of y* bloud a full gloute. 1658 R. White tr. Digby^s
Powd. Syiup. (1660' 31 Moving sands, which covered and
buried heretofore at one glut the puissant army of King
Cambyses. c 1785 J. 'I

' hompsou's Man 23 And for a con-
tinual Diet-Drink, take five great Gluts of the Decoction of
Mother Wit three Times a Day. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm.
II. 217 Should the horse have to undertake a longer
journey.. a stinted allowance of water before starting. -is

requisite, .say to 10 gluts. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Glut,
a drink. ' J'yek a glut or twee an' ye'll be bettor.'

Glut [gltft ,
sb.'J Also 6 glutte. [f. Glut iO]

1. The act of glutting or condition of being
glutted with food, etc. ; full indulgence in some
pleasure, ending in satiety or disgust ; one's ' fill

*

of something which finally cloys the appetite;

a surfeit.

1504 Fi.at Jewell-ho. in. 3 Use the first water againe for

the vehiculuin . . because the same hath alreadte receyved
his glutte of the oyles. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. v.

iv. Wks. 1856 I. 137 Kven I have glut of blood. 1607 Top-
sell Four-/. Beasts U658) 295 The glut of provender or

other meat not digested, doth cause a Horse to have great
pain in his body. 1631 R. H. Arraigum. Whole Creature
vi. 41 They cannot have alwayes their glut, their fill, and
their will in Sinne. 1/1659 '•'' Bkownrig Serin. 111)741 I.

xxvi. ;4'J This glut of wealth, and a full satiety of all plea-

sure-, i~ sinful. 1667 Mil. ion /'. L. x. 989 So Death Shall

be deceiv'd his glut, and with us two He fore'd to satisfy

his ravenous maw. 1723 Pope Let. to Swift 12 Jan., A Glut
of study and retirement in the first part of my life, cast me
into this [dissipation]. 1815C0L. Hawkek Diary (1893) 1. 138
We got two hours'glut at their pheasants. 1868 Bain Meut.

ty jt/or, Sci. 111. viii. $ 5 If the chief fact be the glut of
sensuality and of power, the feeling is one of great and
acute pleasure.

trans/. 1667 Mil. ton P. L. vi. 589 Those deep-throated
Kngins . . disgorging foule Thir devillish glut, chain
Thunderbolts and Hail Of Iron Globes.

fb. //. Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Ei'. Man out 0/ Hum. 11. iv, Husbands
must take heed They giue no gluts of kindness to their

Wines. 1628 Jackson Creed vi, 1. vi. § 2 The gluts or
gushes of pleasure may at one time be much greater than
another, yet still transient, never consistent. 1692 l\.

L'Estrange Josephus fed. 5) 892 But the Gluts and the

Loathings of an irregular Love are unaccountable.

2. A supply of any mercantile commodity which

is greatly in excess of the demand ; freq. a glut in

the market.

1594 Plat Jewell-fa. in. ji Buying store of Roses when
you finde a glut of them in the market. 1662 Petty
Taxes 47 We should have no such gluts of wool upon our
hand. 1735 Berkeley Querist App. £ 215 By a glut of
paper, the prices of things must rise. 1787 T. Jeffekson
Writ. (1859) II. 261 The present glut is occasioned by their

importing too much. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. in. xiv, $ 1

(1876) 337 Dearth, or scarcity, on the one hand, and over-

supply, or, in mercantile language, glut, on the other, are

incident to all commodities. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. (ed. 31

viii. 79 As a rule, the phenomenon of a glut in the labour

market attends any great exaltation in the price of food.

attrib. 1829 Blackiv. Mag. XXV]. 115 Low, glut prices

are highly injurious to them.

3. An excessive quantity or number. Now rare.

(1639 Fuller Holy War \. xvii. (1640* 27 Seeing the world
in that age had rather a glut, then famine of Saints.] 1653
A. Wilson Jas. /, 76 At our Kings first accesse to the
Crown, there was a glut of Knights made. 1742 Richard-
son Pamela IV. 114 To . . patch up a Drama in Italian, in

order to throw in a Glut of minuitish Airs. 1824 Bvkon
Juan xv. xxxiii, They have at hand a blooming glut of
brides.

4. An excessive influx of water, rain, etc. Now
rare.

1636 H. Jonson Discov. (1640) 116 If you powre a glut of
water upon a Bottle, it receives little of it. 1661 J. Chil-
drey Brit. Baconica 47 Extream gluts of rain, or lasting
wet weather. 1727 Thomson Summer (1st vers.) 494
Collected all In one big glut . . Th' impetuous torrent,
tumbling down the steep Thunders. 1852 T. Thompson
Ann. /////«tf«c« (1863) 82 There were some great gluts of
rain after the long drought. 1862 H. Spencer First Prim.
11. x. § 87 (1875! 268 These currents from all sides lead to
a wave of accumulation where they meet—a glut.

fig. 1748 Chi:sterf. Lett. 11792) I. exxxvii. 369 The thaw
has, I suppose, by this time, set them [letters] at liberty.

.

and you will receive a glut ofthem at once.

fb. An excessive flow of saliva, bile, etc. Obs.
"1579 I.angham Gard. Health (1633) io ^> Put *t »i a linen
bag, and hold it to thy teeth, and shut thy mouth while one
may say three Pater nosters, then open thy mouth, and let

out the glutt. 1719 Acct. Sickness <y Death Dr. I! '—iiw—d
inA rbuthnot's Misc. Wks.{\^i) 1. 179 Throughout the whole
Tract of the Intestines there was nothing remarkable, besides
an exceeding Flatulency, and great Gluts of vitiated Bile.

+ 5. That which gluts or chokes Up 'a channel).
1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 44 The Shells

weie by some Glut, Stop, or other Means arrested in their
Passage. 1704 Addison Italy 11705) 113 He gathers in

his tedious Course Ten Thousand Streams, and swelling
as he flows, In Scythian Seas the Glut of Rivers throws.

tGlut, sbA Obs. [Alteration ui glit Glektj/'.,

associated with Glut sb$ (sense i '.] = Gleet sb. 2.

1611 Markham Country Content. (1649) 38 To enseame
your hawke, which is, to cleanse her from grease, fat, and
glut. 1615 Latham Falconry (163^ 7 She gathers no glut
to decay her stomacke.

tU»9*M Obs. rare~ x

. [fad. Gr. y\wTTts

landrail (?), given in quut. as the equivalent term.]

A kind of bird ; ?the muff or whitethroat.
1661 Lo\h.i 1 Hist. Anim. $Min. 181 Gluts. Muff. G lottides

. . They feed in the fennes upon red seedes, bents and wormes.

Glut (gl»t , sb.& teclui. or dial. [Peihaps an
altered form of clut, dial. var. of Cleat, assimi-*

lated to Glut v.' ; related to Glut z/.3
(
where

1 choked or glutted' in the quot. suggests Glut
*l +]
1. A wedge of wood or iron (see quots.).

1790 Marshall Midi. dies. II. 437 Glut, a large wooden
wedge. 1825 Jamieson, Gluts, two wedges used in tem-
pering the plough. The end of the beam being movable
in the stilt into which it was inserted, these wedges were
anciently employed in raising or depressing it. 1846 Young
.Xant. Diet.. Glut, a piece of wood inserted a>> a fulcrum
to get a better lever-power on any thing, or inserted be-

neath the thing prized in order to prevent its rei_oil when
freshening the nip of the lever. 1852 Newcastle Mining
'loss. (Northumbld. Gloss.), Glut, a piece of wood tu fill

up behind cribbing or tubbing. 1852 Seidel Organ 140

Wood pipes which produce a tremulous" tone are remedied
by a small wooden glut being driven into the wedge >jf the

mouth. 1869 Si k E. J. Reed Shipbuild. viii. 145 The edges
which are to be welded are introduced into the groovesol an
H-shaped piece of iron, which the patentee calls a 'glut'.

2. See quots.)

1875 Knu.hi Diet. Mech. Glut, a -mall brick or block in-

troduced into a course to complete it. 1889 C. T. Davis
Bricks <y 1'iles (ed. 2) 285 The plunger is then at or about
its lowest point, and a ' glut ', or green brick i^ placed in

the mould [etc.].

8. A'aut. (See quot.)

1841 Dana Seatmvi's Man. 107 Glut, a piece of canvas
sewed into the centre of a sail, near the head. It has an
eyelet-hole in the middle fur the bunt-jigger or hecket to go
through.

Glut, sbJ A kind of eel. (See Gloat sb")

G-lut (gl*>t . v. 1 Also 4 vbl. sb. gloutynge ,

glotye, glotte. [Prob. f. Glut sb. 1 or its OF.
source.]

1. trans. To feed to repletion ; to indulge (appe-

tite) to the utmost. Chiefly n/l. ox pass. Const.

with, f Also to glut up hunger).
c 1315 [see Glutting vbl. sb. 1

]. 1393 Lange. P. /'/. C.

76 To a-glotye [llchester MS. glotye] with here gurles.

[.See Aglut.] 1526 Pilgr. Perl. (W. de W. 1531) 99 That
they fele theyr ~tomackes partly hungry, and nut vtterly

saciate or glutted. 1549CHEKE Hurt Scdit. 1 15691 L iv. Ye
haue waxed greedye now vpon Cities, and haue attempted
mightie spoyles. to glut vppe and ye collide your, .hunger.
1632 tr. Brad's Praxis Med. 4^7 As they are forbidden
to glut theniselues, so they must not be altogether fasting.

1735 Somehvii.le Chosen. 497 Grim .Slaughter strides along
Glutting her greedy Jaws. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 41 I. 116 There are other persons who have had a taste

for harder substances, and have glutted themselves with

stones, glass, and even leaden bullets. 1852 Hawthorne
'Fanglewood T., Minotaur (1879I 33 Destined to glut the

ravenous maw of that detestable man-brute.
trans/. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 259 Thou..shalt look down

and smile. While.. I ruin all my Foes, Death la^t, and with

his Carcass glut the Grave. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xxi. ;j7
Stay, and the furious flood shall cease to rave : 'Tis not thy
fate to glut his angry wave, 1808 J. Barlow Colnmb. 1.

626 Crew and cargo glut the watery grave, a 1878 Ukvani
Freeman's Hymn (Cent.*, Where famine never blasts the

year, Nor plagues, nor earthquakes glut the grave.

b. intr. for rejl.

1632 LlTHGOW Trav. 11. 74 Her babes were brought forth

for the sword to glut upon. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 11 365
Like three horses that have broken fence, And glutted all

night long breast-deep in corn. We i;>sued gorged with know-
ledge.

2. fig. To gratify to the full (in earlier use. a sense

or appetite of any kind, now, esp., a ferocious or

lustful desire . Also to glut a person, his eyes,

etc. with, + in something.

1549 Sib .[. Chekk Hurt of Sedition (1569) C ij b. V'ou.

.

are better contented to suffer famine, to glutte your lustes,

than [etc.]. 1621 Burton A Mat. Mel. 11. iii. 111. (1651J yjj
A country man may travel from kingdome to kingdonie ..

and glut his eyes with delightful objects. 1632 E. Revnolt-s
Expl. Moth Psalm 287 To glut themselves with the bloud
of his people. 1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. Z?. Where idle

boyesmay glut their lustful! taste. 1639 J. S. Ciodamas m
Not content to glut himselfe in such sins as might have
some excuse. 1662 Pepvs Diary 23 Aug., My Lady Castle-

maine stood over against us upon a piece of White Hall,

where 1 glutted myself with looking on her. 1606 tr. Du-
t/uesue's l"oy. E. hid. i-za, Those who admire shell-work,

may glut their fancy here. 1743 J. Davidson Aineidw.
289 We have glutted ourselves with Vengeance to the full.

1835 LvriON Riemi iv. v, My employers are enough to

glut your rage an' you were a tiger. 1853 Kingsi.ey Hy-
Patia Pref, The realms of nature and of art were ransacked

to glut the wonder, lust, and ferocity of a degraded populace.

1874 Green Short Hist. vi. § 5. 317 His ambition was
glutted at last with the rank of Cardinal.

b. intr. (and freji.) To take one's fill of think-

ing, gazing, etc. on something ; to gloat on. Also

to long greedily for. rare.

1632 £ Kevnolds E.i-pi. 110th Psalm 310 By ga/ing KKl

glutting themselves on the objects of the world, a 1639

T. Cakkw Poems (1651) 81 Love doth with an hungry eye

Glut on Beauty. Ibid. 87 Let others glut on the extorted

praise Of vulgar breath. 1814 Spaniards iv. i, Yes, Boabdil,

seize on the royal power; Thy hand gluts for it. 1870

E. H. Pember 'Frag. Lesbos x. 139 Dost think she wants To
see thy dog's eyes glutting on her ? Off !

3. To overload or surfeit with food ; hence, to

surfeit, cloy, or sicken with excess of anything.

Used oceas. for : To exhaust the power of gratifying
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desire ; opposed to sate, which implies the extinction of the I

desire itself.

r 1400 Deslr. Troy h,tj There is no greuaunce so grete

vndur god one, As the glemyng of gold, bat glottes bere

hertis. 1530 Palsgr. 568/2, I glut with meate, Jc englottttc.

I glut one with to moche aboundance of any thynge, je

' assouuys. There is no carnal! pleasure but a man may be

glutted in it. Ibid., I glut with slepe, je assopis. 1577
Vautrocillier Lutlier on Ep. Gal. 286 When the Gos-

pell is diligently and daily preached, many being glutted

therwith begin to loth it. 1589 Puitenham Eng. Poesie 11.

ix. (Arb.) 96 The ouer busie and too speedy returne of one

maner of tune, [dothj too much annoy and as it were glut

the eare. 1618 Latham ztul Bk. Falconry (16331 22 Krancke
food with rest breeds imperfection, and glots the stomacke.

1621 T. Williamson tr. Gonlart's Wise Vieillard 103 This
life hath many commodities: so it is that wee may be full

gorged, satiated, and glutted with them. 1642 Fuller Holy

«s Prof. St. iv. 1. 241 He leaveth his Prince alwayes with

an appetite, and never gluts him with his company. 1718

Prior Solomon 11. 95, I found The fickle ear soon glutted

with the sound. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 237

Swallowing their blood at large draughts, and seeming
rather glutted than satiated with its abundance. 1803 Jane
Porter Thaddetis ix. (1831) 84 Some straggling Cossacks

from the town, .glutted, but not sated, with blood. 1822

Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. xv. (1869I 304 The ear is cloyed

and glutted with warbled ecstasies or agonies.

4. To fill (a receptacle, channel, pipe, etc.) to

excess ; to choke up ; to saturate, impregnate

thoroughly with some substance. Now rare.

1471 Riplev Comp. Alclt. vu. in Ashm. (16521 160 But geve

yt not so much that thou hyt glut. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826' ti^ The abundance of the light sand
(wherewith the Sea hath of latter yeeres glutted the haven).

1594 Plat Jewetl-lw. 1. 46 Ground . . which . . hath been
glutted with salt water. 1680 Boyle Scept. Chan. 11. 126

Sal Tartari dulcify'd by Distilling from it Spirit of Wine
till the Salt be sufficiently glutted with its Sulphur. 1706

C. Marshall Gartieu. iv. (1813) 47 When manure is applied,

the ground is not to be glutted with dung. 1840 Hood Miss
Kilmansegg, Her Fancy Ball vii, With light all the square

is glutted. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic xi, Crystals grown
where ocean gluts Their promontory's breadth with salt.

5. To overstock with mercantile goods. Chiefly

to glut the market.
1624 Capt. Smith / 'irginia vl. 236 Some of the rest . . so

glutted the market, that the price was abated. 1687 A.

Lovell T/ievetwt's Trav.lll. mThe Dutch carry to Japan
. . Cloves, but in a small quantity . . that the Japanese may
not lie glutted with them. 1757 Jos. Harris Coins 63 The
European markets are never glutted with either . . gold or

silver. 1768 Gray Let. Poems (1775) 333 Dodsley has con-

trived to glut the town already with two editions beforehand.

1825 M'Culloch Pol. Econ. 11. iv. 173 We should ere long

glut the market of the world with our commodities.

Glut (gl»t). z>.
2 [ad. V. glotir, gloutir Cobs.)

lo swallow :— L. glutlire.] trans. To swallow

greedily, gulp down ; also to glut down, in (cf.

Exglut, used earlier in this sense). Now rare.

1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth 128. I pray theestirre my
jawes that I may glut it. 1610 ShakS. Temp. 1. i. 63 Hce'l

be hang'd yet, Though euery drop of water sweare against

it, And gape at widst to glut him. 1666 G. Harvey Aforb

Anfl. Xli. 138 Those that glut down such immeasurable

proportions of flesh. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide VI. 320 MS.
O that thou [Earth] would'st Gape and. .glut the Murd'rer's

in ! 1790 A. Wilson \st Ep. to J. Dobie Poet. Wks. (1846)

18 Tell them a plan o' cent, percent.. They'll glut yer words

like hinee. 1861 Lytton & Fane Tauiiluiuser 23 A throb-

bing light that glows and glows From glare to greater glare,

until it gluts And gulfs him in.

Glttt(gl»>t),z>. :* iVaul. [cf.GLUTrf.6] (Seequot.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., Glut used yi read is

used fori to prevent slipping, as sand and nippers glut the

messenger ; the fall of a tackle across the sheaves, by
which it is choked or glutted.

Glut-, abbreviated combining form of Gluten
used in the formation of chemical terms, as Gltita-

co'aic a., derived from gluten and aconitine ; g.

add, C,,H
60,,. Qluta'mic or Glutaminic a.,

derived from gluten and amidogen
; g. acid,

C5H8N0 4
. Glutamine - glutamic amide. Glu-

tanic a., in g. acid, C-H.O-, (see quot.). Glu-

taric a., derived from gluten and tartaric acid

(COaH) 2
(CH.,)3 . Glutazine, C-H

(1
N.,q,, a

white crystalline compound derived from pyridine.

1889 Mont & Morley Watts' Diet. Client. II. 61 ; 1,/id-

aconic acid . . isomeric with citraconic acid. 1878 Kingzeit

Anim. Chem. 364 Coaglt'.tin yields *glutamic acid. 1888

Muir&Morley Watts Diet. Chem. I. 164 Aniidogluiaric

acid = Glutamic acid. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 788

Lactic, succinic, glutamic, and aspartic acids. 1885 Syd.

Soc. Lex., Glutamiit, an amide of asparagin existing in

beet root, in the shoots of the vetch, and the pumpkin.

Ibid., "Glutanic acid, a substance obtained by acting on a

waterysolution of glutaminic acid with a current of nitrous

acid gas . . Also called oxyglutaric acid. Ibid., "Glutaric

acid, a crystalline substance obtained by heating glutamc

acid with hydriodic acid. 1889 Mlir & Morley U alts'

Diet. Cliem. II 6:4 Gltitaric acid, normal pyrotartanc

acid. Ibid. *c7/«/as/«f=di-oxy-amido-pyridine.

Gluteal, gluteal (gl'«-, gl«t/-al), a. [f.

GLCT.E-CS + -al.] Of or belonging to the glutei.

1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 98 Cysts . . originally formed

in the . . great gluteal muscle. 1831 R. Knox Clot/tut s

Anat. 197 The gluLseal vessels and nerve. 1842 E. Wilson

Anat. Vade M. (ed. 2) 315 The Gluteal Artery is the con-

tinuation of the posterior trunk of the internal iliac. 1878

T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. ao It may . .
appear m ll

lock as a * gluteal abscess '.

So Glut e'an a.

1888 Port/olio Nov. 222/1 The glutean muscles.

: but-

240

II Gluteus, gluteus (gh«-, gl«t/-»s;. PI. glu-

taei, -tei (-Lrai). [mod.L. gluteus, gluteus, f. Gr.

7X0UT0S rump, buttock.] One of the three large

muscles (distinguished a.sglulieusmaximus,medius,

minimus) which form the buttock, and serve to move
the thigh in man ; sometimes applied to their ana-

logues in the lower animals. Also in attrib. or adj.

use. gluteus muscle, glutsei muscles.

1681 tr. Willis Kent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Gtutxi, muscles

of the thigh. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Glutxi. 1816

A. C. Hutchison Pract. Obs. Surg. (1826) 116 From the

ankle to the trochanter, and over the glutaei muscles. 1840

G. Ellis A nat. 454 Other small branches of the sciatic come
from beneath the border of the gluteus. 1855 Ramsbotham
Obstelr. Med. 2 The attachment of the three powerful glutaji

muscles. 1893 A. S. TLccLEsSciatica 53 Muscular rheumatism

of the gluteus.

Gluten (gl'«-, gh/'ten). Also S glutton, [a.

L. gluten glue, pern, through F. gluten (16th c.).]

1. Any sticky substance ; a gum or glue. rare.

1639 Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 98 The love

of vertue (which was the cement, or gluten of their friend-

ship). 1821 Craig Lect. Drawing ii. no The use of some
kind of gum, or gluten, by way of size. 1870 Emerson Soc.

<t Solit., Civitiz. Wks. (Bohn) III. 8 The power of a wafer

or a drop of wax or gluten to guard a letter.

b. A viscid animal secretion.

1802 BlNGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 456 The gluten sup-

plied by a gland [in the mussell. 1834 R. Mudie Brit.

Birds 1 . 224 Those swallows which construct their nests of

humid mud (they too may secrete less or more of a similar

gluten) never build so high, -as the swift.

t 2. The albuminous element of animal tissues,

now called Firkin. Sometimes animal gluten.

1597 Lowe Chirurg. I. vi. (1634) 21 The fourth [humour]

is called Gluten, and is the proper humiditie of the similar

parts. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz' Surg. 1. vi. 22 With that

poaking and searching they break and destroy that natural

Gluten or Balsom (which settleth for the healing, and is the

healing it self). 1746 R. James in Moufet & Bennet

Health's Imprint, lntrod. 65 The much smaller Quantity of

the oleaginous Liquor that is found in fresh Vegetables, in

Comparison of what is found in Flesh . .prevents the Forma-

tion of a too tenacious Glutton. 1800 Henry Epit. Chem.
(1808) 306 Gluten forms the basis of the muscular or fleshy

parts of animals. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4' I. 547

Fibrin or fibrous matter, frequently also called coagulable

lymph, and gluten.

3. The nitrogenous part of the flour of wheat or

other grain, which remains behind as a viscid sub-

stance when the starch is removed by kneading the

flour in a current of water.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 45 The eighth part of these 45, seems

to be resin, intimately mixed with gluten. 1822 Imison Set.

<y Art II. 128 Gluten is insoluble in water and is elastic

like elastic gum. 1837 M. Donovan Dottt. Econ. II. 301

Wheat contains pure vegetable matter along with, .gluten,

which very much approximates to the character of animal

matter. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 40 Gluten

..yields a principle which is called vegetable fibrine. 1876

Harley Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 371 Oats contain a larger pro-

portion of gluten than any of the other cereals in use.

4. Geo/. A tenacious mass (as of clay, bitumen,

etc.). So 1''. gluten. 1 Obs.

1811 Pinkekton Petral. I. 530 A pudding-stone of frag-

ments of black hornstein in a gluten of clay, iron, and lime.

5. Comb., as gluten-bread, bread containing a

large proportion of gluten, prescribed in the diet of

patients suffering from diabetes ;
gluten-casein,

-fibrin, the vegetable casein and fibrin which form

constituents of gluten.

1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 296 Gluten-

bread containing only one-half the amount of starch, but

three times the amount of nitrogenous matter, was given in

its place. 187* Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 148 A partially

restricted dietary was cumnienced, gluten bread being sub-

stituted for the ordinary loaf. 1885 Goodalk Physiol. Hot.

363 Casein of plants comprises the following substances

:

legumin, gluten-casein, conglutin. Ibid. 364 Gelatin of

plants! The associated matters are (1) Gliadin, (2) Mucedin,

(3) Gluten-fibrin.

GTutenerie : see Gluttonby.

tGhrtenite. Geol. Obs. rare-'1

.
_

[f. Gluten
+ -itk.] A conglomerate rock (cf. Gluten 4).

1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 138 Glutenite, consisting of

fragments of granite, cemented by trap. Siderous glutenite,

1 or pudding-stone of the most modern formation.

Gluter, var. Glother, Obs., to flatter.

I GlU'temeSS. Obs. pad. OF. gloutcrni,

gluttony ; but cf. ON. glutr wasteful lnxury.]

Gluttony.
,' 1200 Ormis 11650 Forrbi birrb uss allre firrst Oft'tredenn

gluterrnesse. . Forr gluterrnesse waccnebballGalnessess labe

strenncbe. .& alle fule lusstess Biginnenn bare ft springenn

ut Off gluterrnessess rote. [Very frequent in Ormin.]

Gluterous, -ery, var. Glutterous, -eky, Obs.

t Glut-glut, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [echoic: see

quot.] trans. To swallow or gulp down.
1650 Trapp Co/nin. Prov. xxx. 15 Whiles he glutgluts

their blood, as the young Eaglets are said to do (lob 39. 30)

by a word made from the sound.

Gluther, Sc. var. Glother, Obs., to Hatter.

Glut-herring. ' The blueback, Clupea a'sli-

valis, an American clupeoid fish closely related to

the alewife ' {Cent. Diet.).

Glutin (gl 1 "-, gl/rtin). Chem. Also glutine.

j

[a. F. glutine (obs.) vegetable albumen, prob. f.

I
L. gluten) -i -ine : see -in.]

GLUTINIZE.

tl. = Gluten i and 3. Obs.

1825 J. Nicholson Opcral. Mechanic 407 He . . wets the

fibres [of flax or hemp] and rubs them together, which, by
the glutine remaining in them will cause them lo adhere.

1866 Roscoe Elem. Client, .xli. 354 Glutin, or the sticky,

elastic substance contained with starch in wheaten flour, is

vegetable fibrin.

2. ' Vegetable albumen, as distinguished from

gluten' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854) ; ^Gliadin.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 684 Of Glutin. This

name has been given by M . de Saussure to the substance .

.

described by Einhoff, under the name of kleber. It may be

obtained by boiling alcohol upon the gluten of wheat, and

freeing the solution from mucin . . If the alcohol be evapo-

rated, the glutin is left in the state of a yellowish translucent

matter. 1844 Hoblvn Diet. Med.,Glutitu; a principle resem-

bling gluten, but differing from it in not being soluble in

alcohol.

3. ' A distinct form of gelatin obtained from skin,

hoof, bone, etc' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854).

1845 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Client. I. 26 By long

continued boiling, glutin loses its power of gelatinizing.

1852 Mori-it Tanning -y Currying (18531 '42 Glutin is the

principal component of glue.

t Glu'tinant, ///. a. Obs. rare — 1
, [ad. L.

glfttinant-em, pres. pple. of glulindre to Gluti-

nate.] = Glutinative a.

1684 tr. Bouet's Merc. Compit. vu. 252 Which dressing

may be kept on by a defensative and glutinant Plaster.

t Ghrtinate, '>' Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

glulindre, f. glutin-, gluten glue.]

1. trans. Med. a. To close up, heal (a wound).

b. To cure relaxation in (the bowels, veins, etc.)

;

to constipate. Also absol.

1564 P. Moore Hope Health 11. ix. 37 Comferie. .glutinateth

and ioyneth together freshe woundes. 1610 Barrough
Meth. Physick It. xii. (16391 9 1 ^ou mu st minister those

medicines which will glulinate and heale up the ulcer. 1641

French Distill, v. (1651 ) 165 The inward use of these bath-

waters is. .by reason of the sulphur to dry, mollifie, discusse,

and glutinate. and to help all uterine effects. 1684 tr. Bonet's

Merc. Cotupit. III. 79 It may, by the power of Nature, be

glutinated with a kind of bony cicatrice. 1748 tr. Vegetius'

Distemp. Horses 344 It is thought that this will glutinate

any of the inward Parts or Vessels.

2. (See quols.)

1604 R. Cawdkey Table Alph., Glutinate, to glue, 01

ioyne together. 1698 Isee Glntiuaud]. 1721-1800 Bailey,

Glutinate, lo glue or stick together. Hence in Todd, etc.

Hence t Glutinated, f Glu-tinating ppl. adjs.

1634 T. Johnson Farcy's Chirurg. 1033 Drinesse and

a-tnetion produce a glutinating and cicatrizing faculty.

1655 Culpepper Rivtrtm 11. xiii. 88 You must use Astringent

and Glutinating Medicines. 1698 Fkyek Ace. E. India f,

P. 356 Their Hows . . not made ofWood, but glutinated Horn.

1 Glutination. Obs. [ad. L.glutindtion-em,

n. of action f. glutiintre : see prec]

1. Med. The process of closing or healing (wounds,

etc.) ; also //., appliances for this purpose.

1607 Toi-sei.l Four/. Bcasts(i6s&) 546 The wounds made
of them are dangerous, because . . it is . . impossible to bring

them to a glutination with medicines. 1657 Physical Diet.,

G/ulinations, such things that (like glue) are used to joyn

and close up broken bones, veins, &c. 1684 tr. Botiets

Merc. Cotupit. 111. 53 Asses milk .. cures the Ulcer by

cleansing.. and by glutination.

2. Gluing.
1676 in Coles. 1706 Pnu.l.ii-s (ed. Kersey), Glutination.

a gluing together, or joyning together with Glue. 1721-1800

in Baii.ey. Hence in I'odd and mod. Diets.

t Glu-tinative, a. and sb. Med. Obs. [ad.

\Alc\..g/i'tliudlIv-us, i.gfutindre : see Glutinate.]

A. adj. Having the property of joining together

or closing up (wounds, etc.) ; constrictive.

1578 Lytk Dodoens I. ciii. 146 The same [rootes of Com-

feriel are so glutinaliue that if(etc.]. 1585 Banister tr.

Wecker's Chyrurg. 336 Such a one is to be loyned . .
by

stitching and glutinatiue medicines. 1657 Tomi.inson

Renon's Disp. 452 It [Isinglass] is rightly mixed with

glutinative Salves. 1706 PHlLLIPi (ed. Kersey), Glutinative,

proper 10 glue, that has a gluing Quality. 1721-1800 in

Bailey; hence in Todd and mod. Diets.

B. sb. pi. Medical preparations which serve to

close up (wounds, etc.) or bind together.

[r 1400 I.attJnine's Cirurg. 6 Cap. v of glutinatiuis& coll-

so lidatiuis, bat bub closeres & consouderes, & be difference

of hem.] 1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 67 If the l>one lie

broken withal, common glutinatives restrain the venome.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Corupit. xvm. 600 The place must be

cicatrized by astringents and glutinatives.

Hence t GlntinaUveness, ' gluey quality .

1727-36 in Bailey.

t Glutinatory, a. Med. Obs. rare-', [ad. late

L. mtiWcaX) glfttmdtdri-us.] = Glutinative a.

1657 Tomi.inson Return's Disp. 31 That medicament is

called, .glutinatory which conjoynes .. parts disjoyned.

+ Glu-tining, ///• « Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

eiuti*-, gluten glue + -IHfl -.] Stick;', gluey.

1658 R. White tr. Dizby's Powd. Syittp. (ed. 2! 43 These

(the beames from the Moon] clean contrary do refresh and

inoysten in a notable manner, leaving an aquatick, and

viscous glutining kind of sweat upon the glasse.

Glutinize (gl'"-> gl«-tinaiz), v. [f. as prec. +

-ize.] trans. To render viscous or gluey. Hence

Glu-tinizing///. a.

I7SO G. Hughes Barbadoes 153 This gluey substance may

be of further use if gathered by butterflies or other flying

insects . . to glutinize their bags or webs, Ijefore they enter

into the Aurelia slate. 1814 Lost Act II. 1, 1
1
hulking about

him freezes my soul and glutuuzis my blood. 1883 Hard-



GLUTINOID. 241 GLUTTONISH.
wick's Phologr. Chem. (ed. Taylor) 203 Iodide of Cadmium
. .would have superseded the other Iodides, had It not been
for its glutinizing action on Pyroxyline.

Glntinoid gl'«-, gl/rtinoid), a. [f. asprec +
-oid.] Resembling gluten.

1876 KaKUY Mat* JmSm. jad. 6)729 Grape-juice also con-

tains gum, .. colouring matter, and a glntinoid substance.

Glutinose Igtfa?-, $&VS&3)t a. [See -osk.] «=

(Glutinous.
1840 in Paxton Hot. Diet. 1882 in Ogii.vie.

Glutinosity gl l
/7-, gl«tiop*siti . [f. L.gluti-

nos-us Glutinous +- -itv.J The quality or condi-

tion of being glutinous.
e 1400 Laufrancs Cirurg. 45 pe stipticite of be rosis . . &

glulinosite of pe wormes. .remeuen be akpe of be senewis.
iSoS'L'ovskll Serpents (1658) 782 The Spider, .new strength*

neth them afresh., with another new glutinosity, or fast-

binding clamminesse. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Compii. in. 51
Austere things . . give glutinosity and toughness to Fluids.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol, (ed. 6) 246 The cause of the
glutinosity lies in the fine processes, which the cells invari-

ably have also during their onward flow.

Glutinous gw?-, gI/7-tin,->s), a. Also 7 glut-
tiuous. [ad. L. glutinos-us, f. glutin- Gluten.
Cf. F.glulineux.} Of the nature of glue or gluten ;

viscid, sticky, gluey.

1576 ISaker Jewell of Health 237 Masticke. .gum, or any
other matter, that being wrought and made glutynous or
glewishe [etc.]. 1603 B. JoNSON Sejanus 1. i, We Iiaue ..

No soft, and glutinous bodies, that can stick, Like Snailes
on painted walls. i6zo VbnneR Via Recta iii. 52 The
nourishment thereof is too moist, grosse, glutinous, and
obstructiue. 17*7 Swift Gulliver ill. v. 209 Gums, oils,

and other glutinous matter. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea
188 As I went in barefooted, I found the miry stuff stick to
my feet. Heing very glutinous, it was not easily washed off.

1820 Keats Lamia \. 210 God Bacchus. .Stretch'd out, at
ease, beneath a glutinous pine. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca
113 Some of the gasteropoda can suspend themselves by
glutinous threads. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 658 The
sinews have a firmer and more glutinous nature than fle>h.

Jig. 1638 Rouse Meav. Univ. (17021 157, I may be able
to hold thee fast with the glutinous bond of true love.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. xvi. § 38 Besides the glutenous
nature of all aspersions to stick where they light. 17x1 R.
Keith tr. T. a Kempis Solil. Soul ix. 170, I am fettered

with the glutinous Affection of fading slippery Things. 1883
A. Forbes in iglh Cent. Oct. 722 The accent of the lower
classes, which is a glutinous Cockney.
Hence Glutinously adv., (Mutinousness.
1620 IM:kkkr Dreame (i860) 29 The .-Egyptian Caliginous

black vapor .. glutinously thick, a 1661 Fuller Worthies
Dorset. 1. (1662) 277 His [the tench's] Natural unctuous
glutinousness, which quickly consolidated any green gash
in any fish. 1685 Boyle linq. Notion Nat. 192 Spirit of
Wine, whose Tenacity and Glutinousness is far less than
that of Water. 1851 Rlskin Stones Ven. I. xxvii. § 16 As
if one had dipped it [the shaft] into a mass of melted orna-
ment, .and brought up a quantity adhering glutinously toils
extremity. 187a < "»eo. Eliot Middle•///., The most glutinously
indefinite minds enclose some hard grains of habit.

Glutiry, var. Gliittery, Obs.

Glutition (glwtrjan). [n. of action f. L. gluttre
to swallow.] The action of swallowing, deglutition.

Mi Med. News LIIL 508 (Cent.) This .. does not, as a
rule, prevent glutition.

Glu'tless, a. nonee-wd. [f. Glut j&8 or Glut
v. 1 + -less.] Insatiable.

1787 Best Angling 8 The greedy Trout and glutless Eel.

t Glu'tman. Obs. [f. Glut s&.& + Man.] (Sec

t[UOt.)

1796 CoLQtmoUM Poliee Metrop. 64 Inferior Officers of the
Customs, and particularly that class of supernumerary tides-

men who are employed, pro tempore, when there is hurry
of business, and who. from that circumstance, are called
glutmen.

Glutrie, -y, var. Gluttery, Obs.

Glutt(e, obs. form of Glut sb. and v.

Glutted (g\wtis<\),ppL a.* [f. Glut v.\ + -ei>i.]

In senses of the vb.
•i 1586 .Sidney Arcaiiia in. (1633I 296 But those valiant

couples, .gave new appetites to the almost glutted eyes of the
beholders. 1635QUAKLES Etnbl. h. ii. (1718)69 She sucks and
draws her brother's golden store Until her glutted orb can
suck no more. 170a Pope Wife of Bath 262 A glutted market
makes provision cheap. 1718 Prior Solotnoux. 219 The faithful

hound. .Takes what the glutted child denies to eat. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit.VJks. (Bohn) II. 113 Glutted
markets and low prices.

Glutted (jrfarttd), ppl. a* rare~ '. [f. Glut
v.~ + -ed *.] That is swallowed greedily.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 633 My Hell-hounds. .cramm'd and
gorg d nigh burst With suckt and glutted offal.

Glutteny, obs. form of Gluttony.
Glutter (glirtai). rare, [echoic] Splutter.
1816 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 240 What a

glutter of gutturals. 1884 R. Buchanan Foxglove Manor
II. xxvi. 244 Here and there, .ran a weaze!. .in one eternal
glutter and hurry of bloodthirsty emotion.

t GlU'tterous, a. Obs. rare. In 4 glote-
rous^e, glotorous, 5 gluterus. [ad. OF. *glou-
tereux ; cf. next.] = Gluttonous.
138a Wyclif Lev. xi. 30 A mygal, that is a beestc born

trecherows to bigile, and moost gloterous [1388 margin a
gileful and most gloterouse mous]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 160/1
Gluterus. ,edax

t
gulosus, ingluuiosus.

T Glu*ttery. Obs. Forms : 3 glot(e)ri, glo-
tory, glutry , -rie, 3-4 glotery, -ori, 4 glot(te)ry,

gluttery, -eri e, -©rye, glutiry, -urry, 4-5 glo-
torye, 5 glutterye, glutery, gluttre. [a. OF.

glotirie, glouterie, f. glot glutton: sec GLUT sb. 1

and -ery.] Gluttony.
The word is chiefly northern, occurring frequently in the

Cursor Mundi and in Hampole.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10114 pe fleche has rediii him bi, Foil

liking, and gloteri. a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixviii. iy pe
wickid delites of glutiry and lichery. 1382 Wyclif Dent.
xxi. 20 This oure sone . . to glotryes [1388 glotonyes] takith
hede, and to leccherye, and to feestis. c 1400 Maundbv.
(Roxb.) xv. 69 pai. .occupiez all be day. .in drinkyng and in

glotry. C1450 St Culhbert (Surtees) 7172 pai turned to
glutery and confusioun. < 1470 Henry Wallace VII. 349
Throuch full gluttre in swarff swappyt lik swyn.

Glutting Cgto'tiij), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Glut vA +
-ing '.] The action of the verb Glut 1 ; feeding

to repletion, cramming, or cloying. Also concr.,

an amount (of food) that gluts.

C1315 Shorlham 97 And that thou ne werche nau^t, Ac
gest to byne gloutynge . . Thou halst . . wel wors thane
masse-day Thane manne myd hys workynge. 1549 Chekr
Hurt Sedit. (1569^ (1 iv b, Hy vsing of . . glutting of meates
which weakeneth the body. 1598 Flokio, Corpacciata, a
panchfull, a glutting. 1626 Uacon Sylva § 300 Some Food
we may vse long and much, without Glutting. 1649 Jer,
Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ill, xiv. 26 Nothing but gluttings of
the sence. 1653 ROUSB Myst. Marr. 303 So temperate a
moderation between glutting and starving, that the soul be
neither too fat nor too lean.

Glutting ;gly'tin.), vbL sb.- rare. [f. Glut v.-

+ -ing '.] a. The action of the verb Gli'T^;
greedy swallowing, gulping. Also glutting down.
b. A sound as of swallowing.
1632 LlTHGOW Trav. HI. 127 He swimmes, and sinkes, and

in that glutting downe, The angry Fates, did kind Leander
drowne. 1733 CheyNE Eng. Malady 11. xi. § 2 (1734) 229 The
Breathing difficult, with Glutting, Gulping, orChoaking.

Glu-tting, //A ff.
1

[*. Glut vA + -ino^.]

That gluts, sates, or cloys.

1574 T. Newton Dir. Health Mag. 52 A great gluttinge
draught drowneth the meate. 1634 Rainbow Labour (1635)
15 Glutting morsels spread, .upon, .purples. 1681 Flavel
Meth. Grace xii. 252 The loveliness of every creature is of
a cloying and glutting nature.

Hence Q-lu -ttingly adv., so as to glut.

1611 Flokio, A satietd, with saciety, hold-belly-hold, glut-
tingly.

Glu'ttiug, ppl. a.'1 [f. Glut v.- + -i\<;-.]

That gluts or swallows greedily.

1555 Harpsfield Divorce (18781 287 This insatiable, glut-
ting Gharibdis and Sylla.

Gluttinous, obs. form of Glutinous.
t Gluttish, a. Obs. rare. ff. Glut sb.- + -isH.]

Cloying, satiating.

1655 MoUFET ^: Bknnei Health's Improv, 11746) 113 If
they be over sweet ami gluttish, they soon turn into Cliolei

,

stop the Liver [etc.]. Ibid. 272 No Kel is free from a veno-
mous Malignity and a kind of gluitish suffocating Juice.

Glutton (gl/'t'n). sb. and a. Forms: 3 glutuu,
glotun. 3-4 glotoun, ;4 glotoune, -owne, -en),

4-6 gloton, (5 glotone. gluton), 5-6 glotton,

(6 glutten, Se. glowton, glouttoun , 6- glutton.

[0..OY
.
glutun

,
gluton (mod. Y.glouton = Sp. gloton,

Pg.glotao,It. g/i iollone; :—L. glutJn-e/u, glutton-em,
sb. related to gltilire to gulp down, swallow. The
L. nom. glftto is represented by shorter forms in

some of the Romanic languages, as OF. gloz, glitz,

glous, etc. (later glout masc, gloute fern.), Prov.
j

glotz, It.ghiotto; cf. Glut sb. 1
}

A. sb, 1. One who eats to excess, or who takes
|

pleasure in immoderate eating ; a gormandizer.
a ia»5 Ancr. R. 214 {>e 5iure glutun is bes feondes man-

ciple, a 1300 K. Horn 1122 Hue. .fulde him of the brounc
A bolle of a galoun, Hue wende he were a glotoun. 1387
Trevisa Higden II. 171 In berynge bey beeb nienstralles

and heraudes, in talkynge grete spekeres, in etynge and
in drynkynge glotouns. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 658
The Gloton knawesertblinesse and vnknawes hevenly thing.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W, de \V. 1531) 233 The couetous person
. . hath his medhacion on his goodes, the gloton on his in-

ordynat appetytes, and so of other. < 1586 C'tess Pem-
bkoke Ps. lxxviii. xiii, Gods wrathfull rage upon these
gluttons sent, Of all their troupes the principallest slew. 1723
Pope Odyss. xi. 149 There foul adulterers to thy bride resort,

And lordly gluttons riot in thy court. 1774 Goldsm. Retal.
18 At a dinner so various, at such a repast Who'd not be a
glutton, and stick to the last ? 1821 Syij. Smith Wks. (1867)
I. 32Q But you will never separate the wealthy glutton from
his pheasant. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy $ V. I. 38 Fancy
her wanting to marry a lovely girl to a disgusting old glutton
like the Baron.

fig. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. Vf, 137 Suche a strong percer
[

is money, and suche a gredie glotton is avarice.
Prov. c 1530 R. Hilles Common-Pi. Bk. (1858) 140 Non

\

sygheth so sore as the gloton that may no more.

t b. The {rich) glutton, the rich man ofthe para-
ble (Luke xvi. 19),who' fared sumptuouslyevery day*.

\

— L. dives epulo, in the Vulgate heading of the chapter.
[e 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. 1. 1 pere was a riche man '

pat disuside bis richesse in pride and in glotonye.] 1413
Pilgr. Sotvle iCaxton 1483)111. ix. 56 The riche gloton lacketh !

water to kele with his tonge. 1568 Lauder Prettte Mirrour i

101 The Gluttoun, quha fed delicius. .That petiit nocht the '

fmre Lazarus, a 159s H. Smith Serm. (1622) 351 That fiery !

ake, where the Glutton begges but a drop of water to coole
the tip of his tongue. 17a* De Foe Relig. Courtsh. 1. ii.

(1840) 66 Would you change your condition with me that
am the rich glutton ?

C. applied to animals. (Cf. 4, 5.)
1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 738 Some

bestes ben grete glotons and grete deuourers of meete. 1697
Drvden' Virg. Georg. \\\ 166 Sweet Gardens, full of Saffron

Klow'rs, invite The wand'ring Gluttons, and retard their
Flight. (1750 SijENsiONK Elegies xv. 67 From their own

I

streams their choicer fare they drew ; To lure the ^caly
glutton to the shore.

2- Jig- One who is inordinately fond of some
specified object or pursuit, esp. a glutton of books,

after L. helluo librorum.
a 1704 T. Brown Sat Er. King Wks. 1730 I. 60 Since 'tis

no sin of books to be a glutton, I truck'd St. Austin for a
leg of mutton. 1706 Granville Brit. Enchanters 1. i. 4
Foes alike to Good, Gluttons in Murder, wanton to destroy.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. 118521 II. 484 We talk of a thirst

of knowledge, a glutlon of books, i860 Marsh Eng. Lang.
xxi. 464 The elder Pliny, .the most voracious literary glutton
of ancient times.

b. Sporting slang. (See (juols.)

1809 European Mag. LV. 22 The term glutton whether at

;
a tight or a feast is now indiscriminately applied to every

1 man of true bottom. 1819 Moork Tom Crib (ed. 3) p. xvi,

j

A ' glutton '. .the classical phrase at Moulsey-Hitr^l, for one
who . . takes a deal of punishment before he is satisfied.

f 3. As a general term ot reproach or contempt

:

A vile wretch; ; a knaue, rascall, filthie fellow'

j

(Cotgr.\ (The earliest sense recorded in OF.) Obs.
c iyoo Havclok 2104 None but \vickemen,Glotuns, reu[e]res,
or wicke theues. c 1380 Sir Pernuib. 164 'A, glotoun ', saide

,
be Emperer, 'entempre pou beter \>y tonge. 1432-50 tr.

j

Higden (Rolls) VII. 327 Sease, gloton [L. nebula], y am
j

kyngeof Vnglonde. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon iii. 83
I 'Go forth, glotton, goddis curse haue thou* sayd Aymon to

his sone Reynawde. 1523 Ld. Bekners Eroiss, I, ccclxxxiii.

626 Watte Tyler, Jacke Strawe, and Johan Ball . . founde
the archebysshoppe of Caunterbury . .these glottons [F. ces

gloutons] toke bym and strake of his heed.

4. A voracious animal, (iulo luscus or aretifits,

belonging to the Musteltdw or weasels and martens,

but much larger than other members of that family.

It is a native of the northern parts of Europe, Asia.

and America; the American vaiiety is commonly
called Wolverene or Carcajou.
1674 tr. Scheffers Lapland 134 The Gluttons .. have a

round head, strong and sharp teeth, like a Wolfs .. some
compare it to the Otter, but it is far greedier than he, for

thence it gets its name. 1774 Gor.DSM. Nat. Hist. (17761
III. 395 The Glutton.. for several reasons, seems to belong
to this tribe [the weasels], and this only. 1834 M c Mu;tt:ii.

Cuvier's Anim. Kingd, 61 Linnams .. placed the Gluttons
among the bears, but they approximate much nearer to the
weasels in their teeth as well as in their habit-. 1865
Lubbock Preh. Times ix. (1869' 295 The glutton or wolverine
. .has been found in three of the Knglish bone-caves.

5. A species of the genus Volvoxoi Infusoria. ? Obs.

1769 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LIX. 150 Fig. 6. is the volvox
vorax, or the glutton.

6- Comb., as glutton-like adj. and adv.

1592 Shaks. Ven. -V Ad. xci, Gluttonlike she feeds, jet
neiier filleth. 1599 T. M|oi_i ki] SUktvormes 43 And glutton-
like to vomit vp their meate. 1697 ConGKEVK Mourning
Pride 1. i. 3 Some unsuspected hoard ofdarling Grief. Which
they unseen, may wail and weep and mourn, And Glutton-
like alone devour.

B. adj. =GiA'TTONOUS; also (see A3,, fvillain-

ous. (Cf. Y . glouton adj.)

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. ix. (Skeat) 65 Right as I was
sorowed thorow the gloton cloud of mamfolde sickly sorow.
a 1547 Sukrky Ps. lxxiii. 26 in Park N/tgie Antiq. (1804}
II. 365 Whose glutten chekes sluiith feads so fatt, as scant
their eyes be sene. 1682 Dkyden Relt'gio Laid 33 In
Pleasure some their glutton souls would steep. 1712 Con-
CRBVE Ovid's Art Love III. Wks. 1730 III. 324 No Glutton
Nymph, however Fair, can wound, Tho' more than Helen
she in Charms abound. 1725 Pope Odyss. xtx. 645 The geese
(a glutton race 1 by thee deplor'd, Portend the Suitors fated to

my sword. 1805 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 244 His
glutton stomach would have gorged the world. 1856 J. H.
Newman Callista xv. 136 The small patches of ground be-

longing to the poor peasants, .are the prey of these glutton
invaders [se. locusts].

t Glu'tton, v. Obs. [f. the sb. ; cf. OV.glou-
tonner.} intr. To feed voraciously or excessively.

ci6oo Shaks. Sonn, Ixxv, Thus do I pine and surfet day
by day, Or gluttotung on all, or all away. 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev. 1. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 8a Sing one of Signior

Renaldo's ayres, To rouse the slumbring bride from glutton-

ingi In surfet of superfluous sleepe. 1747 tr. Ml in. Nutrebian
Court II. 23 Fierce dogs were sitting, to gorge anil glutton

on their bowels. 1781 W. Blank Ess. Hunting (1788) 83
Hares never . . glutton on their food, like the wise Heads
that hunt them.

Hence f G-ltvttoned ppl. a., surfeited, gorged;

+ G-lu-ttoning vbl. ^(also gluttoning-in). Also

f Gluttoner, a glutton.

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 82 Y leue oute and pas

by .. lyers and forswerers glotyners .. and a thousand

mo of this wyse. 1607 TOFSELt Eotir-fi Beasts 435 It

resembleth a Wolfe, .in voracity and gluttoinng in of flesh.

1641 Marmiom Antiquary H ii b, Come, honest cook, let

me see how thy imagination has wrought, as well as thy

fingers .. for gluttonmg delights to be ingenious, a 1658

Lovelace Lucasta Posih. (1659) 81 Then after all your

fooling, fat, and wine, Glutton'd at last, [you] return at home
to pine. 1721 Strype Eecl. Mem. III. 1. 324 They were not

deprived forgluttoning. norswearing.nordicing.

Glutton, obs. form of Gluten.

Glu ttoness. rare. [f. Glutton sb. +-ess.]

A female glutton.

161 1 Cotgr., Gourmanderesse, a glultonnesse. 1835

Blachiv. Mag. XXXVIII. 547 We might be otherwise were

we too purveyors for that gluttonness Ithe reading public)

to whom the grave is an epicure.

Gluttonisli (gltf-tanij), a. rare. [f. Glutton
SOt + -ish.] Glutton-like, voracious.

u 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1633^ 426 Having now framed
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their gluttonish stomackes to have for food the wild benefits

of nature. 1886 Sheldon tr. Flaubert's Salammbo_$ They
swallowed, in gluttonish mouthful*, all the Greek wine.

Hence f Qluttonishness.
1598 Flokio, Lcccatura, a licking. .Also gluttonishnes,

lickrishnes.

Gluttoilism. iwnce-wd. [f. as prec. + -I8M.J

The practice of being a glutton (in quot. fig., cf.

Glutton sb. 2).

1823 DeQlin.iv Lett. Yng. Man Wks. i860 XIV. 46

One of the chief symptoms is an enormous ' gluttonism ' for

l)ooks, and for adding language to language.

Gluttonize [gltnanaiz), v. [f. as prec. + -im]
intr. To feast gluttonously. Const, on, t '"• Also

t to gluttonize it.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Gormandize, to ravine, devoure,

glut, or gluttonize it. 1659 Genii. Calling i. § 5 (1660) 78 For

how else can it become possible, that one rank of men should

gluttonize,and another starve? 16780'mvoKin InlelLSyst.

1. v.StoThat conceit that evil demons, .were., delighted with

the blood and nidours of sacrifices,, .which they did, as it

were, luxuriate and gluttonize in. 1748 Richardson Cla-

rissa (1811) IV. xxv. 136 The palliating consolation of an

Hottentot heart, determined rather to gluttonize on the

garbage of other foul feeders than to reform. 1804 C. H.

Brown tr. Volncy's View Soil U. S. 368 When game is

plenty.. they revel and gluttonize.

b. trans. To feast gluttonously on.

1795 Coleridge Lett. 1 189s 1

s° Mine eye glultoni/.es the

-ca. I

Hence Gluttouizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1827 Mirror II. 435/2 Greet this gluttouizing day, And
hail the new Lord Mayor. 1887 Poll Mall G. 21 Dec. .,,'1

The Christmas gluttonizing vt the well-to-do.

I Gltrttonly, adv. Obs. rare- '. In 4 glo-

tounliche. [f. as prec. + -ly -
; c(.OV.gloutemenl,

V. gloiitonnement.] Greedily.

1340 Ayenb. tit pet is bet bread and be mete bet boil

. . selt ete zuybe and glotounliche.

Gluttonous (glctonas), a. Forms: 4 glotou-

uitis. -onous, -enous, 5 glotenose. ynous,

glouttonnous, 6 glottououa, 7 glutenous,

-inous,) 6- gluttonous, [f. Glutton sb. + -ous ;

no corresponding form is recorded in OK.]

1. Given to excess in eating; characterized by,

or of the nature of, gluttony.

1340-70 Alex. -y Diud. 790 >e ben glotounius gle glad for

to haunte, cc ban no mesure on molde of mete ne of drynke.

1374 Chal'CUR Booth. 1. met. vi. 16 (Camb. MS.) Ne seke

thow nat, with a glotonous hond to stryne and presse the

stalkes of the vyne in the ferst somer sesoun. c 1449 Pecock
Rcpr. I. iii. 13 A man oujte be tempera! in eting and drink-

ing and not be glotenose. 61586 diss Pembroke I's.

cvi. vi, Gluttonous they flesh in desert crave. 1610 Heai.ey

St. Aug.Citie of God xvi. xxxvii. (1620)576 It is not the

kinde of meate but the gluttonous affect that hurts. 1733

Cheyne F.ng. Malady 11. vii. 82 ' 1.734 '
"85 Gluttonous

. .Animals, .have always overgrown Livers. 1802 BlNCLEV

Anim. Bio?. (1813) I. 210 Although the Wolf is tile most

gluttonous of quadrupeds,, .yet his rapacity does not exceed

his cunning. 1848 Lytton Harold 11. 1, Though a Norman
was not gluttonous, he was epicurean. 1875 KARRAR Seekers

i. v. 72 After one of his gluttonous suppers.

fig. ai6y Donne Holy Sonn. iii. Poems (1633.1 a
Gluttonous death will instantly unjoynt My body, and my
soule, and I shall sleepe a space.

2. trans/. Excessively greedy or insatiable 0/(01

t after) something. Also absol.

1669 Woodhead St. Teresa I. xviii. 112 My intention is no

other than to make Soules, as it were, gluttonous, after the

obtaining of so high a good. 1754 Richardson Grandison

V. xxi. 125 my dear ! you must be gluttonous of grief in

vour solitary hours. 1829 I. Taylor Enthus. iii. 1 18671 61

Extravagance becomes gluttonous of marvels, i860 Motley
Netlierl. (18681 I. i. 4 Philip the Prudent, as he grew older

and feebler in mind and body seemed to beconie more glut-

tonous of work. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit., Bks. Wks.

(Liohn) III. 87 That scribatiousness which grew to be the

habit of the gluttonous readers of his lime.

f 3. Of food : ? Fit for gluttons. Obs.

1600 W. Vauuhan Dir. Health (1633) 10 Pastery .. is

rather gluttonous then healthy, not easie to digest.

Hence Gluttonously atlv.

1398TKEVISA Barth. DeP. R. XV 111. xcix. (1495) S45 A sow e

etylh and deuouryth glotenously all maner stynkynge

thynges and vnclenc. 1484 Caxton Curiall 3 b, And we

ete so gredyly and gloutonnously that otherwhyle we caste

it up agayn and make vomytes. 1611 Dekkeh I/it le not

good, etc. Wks. i873lII.282Tho»saist(vileyongman)they

haue arguments To proue it lawfull gluttonously to feedc.

1666 J. DAVIE* Hist. Caribby 1st. 331 So insatiable an ap-

petite to mans flesh, that they gluttonously eat it raw. 1856

Kane Arct. lixpl. I. xxx. 418 The Esquimaux, however

gluttonously they may eat [etc.].

t Glu-ttonry. Obs. rare ->. In 2 glutenene.

[a. OF. glutunerie (P. de Thaun c 1
1 50), F. glou-

toiinerie.i.gloiitonGhVtTOS: see -ery.] Gluttony.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 We stondeS in be putte. .also beos

men do8 be liggeS inne eubruche and ine glutenene.

t Glu-ttonsly, adv. Obs. rare -\ [f. Glutton

+ -LY -
; ct./elonsli, vilaifisly.ttc] Gluttonously.

1475 Caxton Cltessc 111. vi. (1481) H 3 b, Therfore ought

euery man . . not lyue to ete glotonsly, S; lor to drynke dronk.

Gluttony (glftani). Forms: 3 glutunie,3-6

glotonie, -ye, (4 glotoni, -ani, -any, -'o)unye,

-owny, -enie, -yne), 4-5 gloteny (e, 4-6 glotony,

6 glottenie, gluttenie, -eny, [Sc. glwtone), 7

gluttonie, 6- gluttony, [a. OF'. glutnnie ,
glu-

lonie, glo '.1? tcnie, etc. (a\soglouternie,etc.) ,
abstract

sb. related to Glutton, in mod.F. replaced by

242

gloulonnerie (see Gluttonry',.] The vice of ex-

cessive eating. (One of the seven deadly sins.;

Also rarely an instance of this.

a 1225.-/ net: K. 194 pe hire uondunge is twouold. .flesliche

ase of lecherie & of glutunie, & of slouhoe. Ibid. 204 pe

Suwe of 3iuernesse, bet is, Glutunie. e 1380 Wyceii Serin.

Sel. Wks. I. 109 pe fend Mean to lempte first Crist at

pryde and glotonye. ^1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. 1. S.) 141

Glotonye is, bat be bely louyth, *t it wastyth lx>the body &
soule, & a mannys good. 1541 Elyot linage Gen: 7 This

nionstruouse Emperour, whiche consumed daies and ntgbtOB

in lechery and glotony. 1604 Jas. I. Counterbi. (Arb.) 102

The cleering of his conscience from that deadly sinne of

gluttonie. 1671 Milton P. R. IV. 114 Their sumptuous

gluttonies and gorgeous feasts. 1681 Priueaux
^
Lett.

(Camden) 117, I attribute it to his gluttony, he being y»

greatest eater that ever I knew. 1752 Hume I'ol. Disc. li.

28 The Tartars are oftener guilty of beastly gluttony, when

they feast on their dead horses, than European courtiers

with all their refinements of cookery. 1803 Syd. Smith

Wis. (1859) I. 39/2 He lives only to digest, and, while the

organs of gluttony perform their office, he has_ not a wish

beyond. 1876 Humphrey Coin-Coll. Man. xxiv. 325 This

monster of gluttony [Vitellius].

personified, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 49 Whil mi '» was

luther ant lees. Glotonie mi glenion wes. 14. . LyDC.Assemb.

Gods 628 Aftyr whom rood Glotony, with hys fat berde.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 91 Than the lowll monstir

t ilutteny, Off wame vnsasiable and gredy, To dance he did

him dress. 1500 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 21. 1634 Milton Comus

Tib Swinish gluttony Ne'er looks to heav'n amidst his gorge-

ous feast, But . . Crams, and blasphemes his feeder,

t b. fig. rare " '.

1704 Steele Lying Lover 11. 1 1747) 29 No, he has a I '.lut-

loiiv, an Hunger for me.

G'lutun, Glutunie, obs. ff. Glutton.Gut tony.

Gluturry, var. Glutteeu, Obs.

Gluve, Gluwe, obs. forms of Glove sb., Glue.

Gluwy, Gluyn, obs. forms of Gluey, Glue v.

Glw-, glwyn, obs. form of Glue v.

Gly, obs. form of Glee v., to look asquint.

Glyceral gli-serrtl . Chan. [f. Glyceb-inb +

Ai. UEHYDK .] A compound obtained by heating

glycerine with an aldehyde.

1872 Watts Diet. Client. 1st Suppl. 637 Glycerols.

Glycerate t;gli'sur,\, . [f. Glycek-io + -ate -•.]

1. Client. A salt ot glyceric acid.

1864 Watt s Diet. (. Item. 1 1 . 876 The glycerates are soluble

in water and crystallise well.
_ t

2. ' A solution of some substance in glycerin

.Syd. Soe. Lex. 1S85

Glyceric glise-rik, glrserik), a. Chem. [I.

Glyceb-IKE + -If.] Of. derived from, or relating

to' glycerine. Glyceric acid, an acitl obtained by

the action of nitric acid on glycerine.

1864 Waits Diet. Client. II. 876 Glyceric acid is iso-

meric with pyruvic acid. 1873 Fownes' Client, led. 11) 627

Glyceric monochlorhydrin. 1880 Clehinshaw IVurtz

Atom. Theory 200 The several series of glyceric ethers are

comparable to the several series of ordinary phosphates.

1885 Remsen Org. Chem. (1S88) 166 Glyceric acid is a

thick syrup which mixes with water and alcohol.

Gly'ceride 1 gliseroid . Chem. [f. Glyceu-ine
- -hie.] A compound ether of glycerine.

1864 Watts Die/. Client. II. 877 Glyeerides, Glycerin-

e/lters, Glyeeryl-ethers, Snfiotiifiable Fats . . These hollies

are the compound ethers of the triatomic alcohol, glycerin.

1866 Odung Anim. Client. 93 Caproic acid is met with as

a glyceride in goat's butter. 1866 Koscoi: Klein. Chem.

xxxv. 318 The drying oils are generally glyeerides of acids

. . nearly related to the fatty acid series.

Glycerinate (gliserine't), v. [f. Glycerine

+ -ate.] To treat with glycerine. Chiefly in ppl.a.

Glycerinated. said esp. of vaccine lymph.

1897 Allbtitfs Syst. Med. II. 654 No growths arise in any

of the ordinary culture media inoculated with such glycer-

inated lymph. 1898 IFestm. Gaz. 24 Mar. 3/3 This new-

fangled glycerinated lymph.

Glycerine, glycerin glisenn). [mod. f.

Gr. y\vK(pits sweet -1- -IN, -INE vsee quot. 1842).]

1. A colourless, sweet, syrupy liquid obtained from

animal and vegetable oil's and lats by saponifica-

tion. Largely used in Med. as an ointment and

emollient dressing, as a vehicle for medicaments,

etc. Chemically it is a triatomic alcohol, the

hydrate of glyceryl. The name GLYCEROL is now
preferred in systematic chemical nomenclature.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 436 Glycerin is

evolved, and a fatty acid, which combines with the alkali,

and forms the soap. J842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 169/1 He
[Chevreul] also discovered that stearin is composed of stearic

acid and a peculiar principle which on account of its sweet

taste he named glycerin. 1868 Q. Rev. No. 248. 347 Another

material which was for a long time considered a noxious

refuse, .is glycerine. 1874 Roscoe F.lem. Client, xxxvi. 387

The natural oils and fats are all compounds of glycerin,

chiefly with palmitic, oleic, or stearic acids. 1875 H. C.

Wood Therap. (1879) 584 In man no symploms of poisoning

have ever been produced by glycerine.

2. Formerly used as a general name for the group

of alcohols of which glycerine is a member.
1866 Roscoe F.lem. Chem. xxxvi. 315 The glycerines [/«

later cds. glycerins] of the mono- and dicarbon series have

not been prepared ; that of the tri-carbon series is best

known ; amyl glycerine has also been prepared.

3. Pharmacy. Applied to preparations consisting

of a specified substance dissolved or suspended in

glycerine.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 565 Glycerine of tannin.

GLYCO-.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1864 Glycerin ether [see Gi.ycerideJ. 1876 tr. Wagners

lien. Pathol. 579 Lactic acid (isomeric with glycerin-alde-

hyde). 1898 Daily Afoot 20 July 9/4 Glycerine makers.

Glycerined(gli -seiind),///.a. [f. Glycerine
+ -El) '.] Treated with glycerine.

1866 J. M. Sims .Yoies Uterine Surg. 1. 161 This glycer-

ined cotton is to be removed and renewed daily.

Glycerinized (gli-scrinaizd), a. [I Glyc ek-

INE -r -IZE + -ED
1.

J = GLYCEHINATED.
1897 Daily Niewt 9 Feb. 3/2 Glycerinised calf-lymph.

Glycerite (gliserait . J'harmacy. [f. Glyceu-
ine t-ite.] A preparation consisting of a medi-

cinal substance dissolved or suspended in glycerine.

1875 H. C. Wood Tlierap. (1879) 18 Glycerites are pre-

parations in which glycerine is the solvent.

Glycerized gliseraizd^, a. [f. Glyceu-ine
+ -1/.E t -Eli '.] Compounded with glycerine.

1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888 Med. Newt LIU. 216 (Cent.)

Pasteur's vials containing glycerized broth.

Glycerizine, bad form of Glycyrkhizin.

Glycero- ^glusero . Used as a comb, form ol

Glycerine. Glycerophosphate, a salt of gly-

cero-phosphoric acid ; Gly cerophosphoric acid

{see quot.). (Watts Did. Chem. 1S64 has other

similar names of acids, as glycero-citrtc, -oxalic,

tartaric, which donot appear in recent authorities.)

1864 Waits Diet. Chem. II. 891 Glyceropliospltoric acid

. .This acid exists in the yolk of eggs and in the brain, .and

is produced by the action of phosphoric acid or phosphoric

anhydride on glycerin. Ibid. 892 The glycerophosphates

are for the most part soluble in water. 1873 Ralfe Phys.

Client. 125 Glycerophosphoric acid is never found in a free

state in fresh and healthy brain.

Glycerol (gli-serpl). Chem. [f. Glyceu-ine +

-OL (the characteristic suffix of the names of

alcohols .] = Glycerine i.

1884 Roscoe & Schorlemmek treat. Client. III. 11. 344

Glycerine, or, as we now prefer to term it, glycerol. 1889 in

Muir & Morley Watts Diet. Chem.

Glycerole (glisercd,. Pharmacy, [f. Gly-

ceu-ine + -ole (used arbitrarily).] A preparation in

which glycerine is used as a vehicle. Also attrib.

1861 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. i860. 262 Glycerole of lead.

1866 J. M. Sims Notes Uterine Surg. I. 71 Glycerole cotton.

1880 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat * Nose I. 100 Glycerole of

morphia.

+ Glycerole. Chem. Obs. [f. Glycer-ine +

-ULE.] ^-next.

1840 Turners F.lem. Chem. ed. 61 111. 1034 When dry, the

hydrated oxide of glycerule forms a syrupy liquid.

Glyceryl (glrseril). Chem. Also -yle. [f.

Glyceu-ine + -yl.] (See quot. 1S64.)

1845 G. E. Day tr. Simons Anim. Client. 1. 70 The
glycerin, prepared in this manner . . is considered as the

hydrate of an oxide of a radical, glyceryl (C«Ht), which has

not vet been isolated. 1850 Daubeny -4/0//'. Theory vii.(ed.2)

.14 The radicals of bases are cacodyle, methyle, ethyle,

glyceryle [etc.]. 1864 Watts Diet. Client. 1 1. 893 Glyceryl,

C>H\ The triatomic radicle of glycerin and the glyeerides.

attrib. 1864 Glyceryl ether [see Glyceride). 1873 Ralu:
Phys. Client, p. xix, Glyceryl alcohol. 1885 Remsen Org.

Chem. (1888) 220 Olein, or glyceryl trioleate, .is the chief

constituent of the fatty oils, such as olive oil, whale oil, etc.

Glycic (gli-sik;, a. Chem. Corrected form ol

Glucic (acid).

1889 Muir & Morley Watts' Diet. Client., Glucic aeid,

glycic acid.

Glycicoll : see Glycocoll.

Glycide (glisaid). Chem. [f. Glycerine +

111E.J (See quot. 1864.)

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 895 Glycide, C3H«tW 1 he

hypothetical alcohol corresponding to the glycidic elbers.

Hence Glyci-dic«., pertaining to, or derived from

glycide. Glycidic ethers (see quot. 1864).

1864 Wai ts Diet. Chem. 1 1. 896 Glycidic ethers, a class

of diatomic ethers, closely related to the glyeerides, and

pioduced from them by the action of alkalis. 1889 Muir el

Morley Watts' Diet. Client.. Glycidic acid.

Glycidyl (glisidil). Chem. [f. Glycihe + -yi..]

1864 Wens Diet. Chem. II. 899 Glycidyl, OW. The

diatomic radicle which may be supposed to exist in the

glycidic ethers.

Glycin (glisin). Chem. Also -ine. [f. Gr.

fKvK-m sweet + -IN.] Glycocoll.

r88i tr Strccker .y ll'islicenus' Organ. Client. Index,

Glvcine. 1885 Remsen Org. Chem. (1888) 29 r Hipptinc

acid can be made by heating glycine with benzoic acid to

160 . 1893 Brit, yrttl. Pliotogr. XL. 804 Glycin is a special

developer for lantern plates.

Glycine, obs. form of Ci.uctxa.

GlyCO- (glai'ko, gli-fco), irregularly used (in-

stead o(glycy-) as a combining form of Gr. -yXvit-vs

sweet, and in names of chemical compounds to

indicate the presence of glycerol or some other

substance with a name beginning with glyc-. Gly-

co-benzoic, -cyamidine, -cyamine (see quots. .

Glyco-g-elatin, a combination of glycerine and

gelatin used in the making of lozenges and pas-

tilles. Glycohsemla (see quot.).

1852 Fownes' Man. Chem. (ed. 4) 481 *Glycobenzoic acid is

a crystalline substance, slightly soluble in water. 1864 Watts

Diet Chem II. 906 'Gtyeo-eyamidtiie, an organic base

homologous with creatinine, and related to glycMyamine 111

the same maimer as creatinine to creatine. Ibid., Glyco-
'

cyamine, a compound homologous with creatine, produced
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by the union of cyanamide with glycocine. 1884 M.
Mackenzie Dis. Throat <$• Nose II. 551 The basis of the

preparation [of pastils] is *glyco-ge!atine, a compound much
employed in the manufacture of pessaries and soluble

bougies. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 73 *Glycoh.*\emia

signifies the presence of sugar in the blood.

Glycocholate fglsilM&^Wt, glik-). Chem. [f.

as next t -ate U A salt of glycocholic acid.

1872 Huxley FA vs. v. 122 The taurocholate and glyco-

cholate of soda, or bile salts as they are sometimes called.

1889 Mlir & Morley Watts' Diet. Chem. II. 626/2 All the

glycocholates are soluble in alcohol.

Glycocholic (gbikok^rlik, glik(7-),a. Chem. [f.

Glyco- +- Cholic «.] Glycocholic acid, the prin-

cipal acid in ox-gall.

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 899 Glycocholic acid, this acid,

discovered by L. Gmelin .. constitutes, in the form of a
sodium-salt, the essential part of ox-bile. 1878 Kingzett
Anim. Chem. 84 Glycocholic acid. .is only present in small
quantity in human bile.

Glycocin (gbikosin, gli'kysin). Chem. Now
little used. [app. suggested by prec. : see -IN".]

m GLYCOCOLL.
1853 Foivnes' Man. Chem. (ed. 4) 481 Glycocine. 1873

Ralfe Fhys. Chem. 136 The taurin and glycocin united to

the cholic acid form the conjugated bile acids.

Glycocoll (glarkdfepl, glrk<Jkpl). Chem. Also
glycieol^l. glykokoll. [f. Glyco- + Gr. kqKXo.

glue ; perh. suggested by the sound of Glyco-
cholic] A crystalline substance contained in

bile and formed when glycocholic acid and hydro-

chloric acid are boiled together. Also called

gelatin-sugar.
1840-2 Turner's Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) ill. 1193 Gelatine

sugar or glycicoll. 1848 Fownes Man. Chem. ied. 2' 542
Glycocoll. 1872 Thudichum Chem. Fhys. 18 Glykokoll
appears in an excretion as hippuric acid.

Glycogen (glark^d^en, gli'k(5-). Chem. Also
glu-, glycogene. [f. Glyco- + -gen*; the name
refers to the fact that the substance is the source

of the sugar in animal tissues.] A white, amor-
phous, tasteless, inodorous, starch-like substance

found in animal tissues, esp. the liver ; it is easily

convertible into dextrose by boiling in dilute acid.

i860 .V. Syd. Soe. Year-bk. 1859. 86 The liver possesses
the power of forming glucogene. 1864 Watts Diet, Chem.
II. 906 Glycogen, Animal starch, Animal dextrin, Hepatin.
1872 Huxley Fhys. v. 117 The liver .. elaborates from the

blood passing through it a substance called glycogen.

Glycogenic (gtoik^e-nik, glikt?-), a. Also
glu-. [f. as prec. + -10.] Of or pertaining to the

formation of sugar, esp. in the animal body. Gly-

cogenic acid (see o/iot. 1889). Glycogenic matter :

glycogen.
1859 Fownes' Man. Chem. 566 The glycogenic matter

passes through a state corresponding to dextrin into sugar.
i860 A". Syd. Soe. Year-bk. 1859. 86 Glucogenic matter.

1873 A. Flint Jr. Fhys. Man, .Verz'. Syst. viii. 243 The view
which we have advanced with regard to the glycogenic
function is that the liver is constantly producing sugar
during life. 1889 Muir & Morley Watts Diet. Chem.,
Glycogenic acid. Formed by treating an aqueous solution of
glycogen at ioo° with bromine, and then adding AgsO. .

.

Very acid syrup. Is perhaps identical with gluconic acid.

So Glycogenosis, the production or formation

of sugar, esp. in the animal body ; Glycogene'tic,

Qlycogenovisadjs,, ? = Glycogenic; G-lycogeny
' glycogenesis (above).

1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 161 A glyco-
genous substance may also be derived from albuminates.
1872 Thudichum Chem. Fhys. 8 The glycogenetic function
of the liver. 1886 Syd. Soe. Lex. , Glycogenesis. 1888 Huxley
& Martin Elem. Biol. 311 note, Similar glycogenous cells

are met with in the walls of the lacunar spaces and on the
* mesenteries ' of the Snail. 1889 Webster's Diet., Gtycogeny.

Glycol gbi*k^l,glrk^l). Chem. [lGlyc\erine)
+ -ol ; the original intention of the name being to

designate a substance intermediate in composition
between 'glycerine' and ' alcohol '.]

a. Formerly applied to the compound now called

ethyl glycol or ethylene alcohol C 2H 4 (OH).2 , a
sweetish, colourless, inodorous viscid liquid ob-

tained from the decomposition of ethylene dibro-

mide. "b. In wider sense, a general name for the

group of fatty diatomic alcohols ofwhich this is the

type, having the general structure CnH2n (OH).2 .

1858 Fcnunes' Man. Chem. (ed. 7) 466 An alcoholic body
being formed, to which the name ethylene-alcohol, or glycol,

has been given. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 574. 1866
Roscoe Elem. Chem. xxxiii. 294 Glycol is obtained by the
action of ethylene dibromide upon silver acetate. 1873
Foivnes' Chem. (ed. 11) 614 The diatomic alcohols of the fatty

group are called glycols. 1881 W. Spottiswoode in Nature
xxv. 141 It was. .Professor Karl Adolph Wurtz .. who first

made those remarkable alcohols called glycols.

Glycollate [glaik^lft, glik-). Chem. [f. Gly-
col* -ate.] A salt of glycollic acid.

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. 1 1. 908 Glyeollatcs. 1873 Eo^unes'
Chem. (ed. 11) 706 All the glycollates are more or less soluble

and crystallisable.

Glycollic, glycolic(glaikfrlik,gli-), a . Chem.
[f. Glycol + -ic] Ofor containing glycol. Glycollic

acid, an acid obtained by the oxidation of glycol.

1852 Fownes' Man. Chem. ied. 4) 481 Glycobenzoic acid.

.

may be viewed as a conjugate acid, containing benzoic and
glycolic acids. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 910 Glycollic
acid appears to exist in two, if not in a greater number of

isomeric modifications, 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 341 Gly-
collic [ed. 1 1866 Glycolic] Acid, C2H 4 3 .

Glycollide. Chem. [f. Glycol + -ins.] (See

quot.

)

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 919 Glycollide, CJH 20-.

Glycollic anhydride.—A compound isomeric with glyoxab
and differing from glycollic acid by 1 at. water.

Glycolytic iglaikoli'tik, glikt?-), a. [f. Glyco-
,

+ Gr. \vtuc6s resolvent, f. \vciv to loose, resolve.]

Having the property of decomposing sugar.

1897 Allbuit's Syst. Med. III. 229 Lepine. .has produced,
however, from malt diastase, a glycolytic ferment.

Glyconean, glyconian, a. rare. [f. L.

Glycomus, -ens, Gr. Y\vkwvuo$ (f, T\vkojv ; see

next, + ax.] =next.
1727-41 Chambers O'r/., Glyconian. 1730-6 Bailev^oIi'o),

Glyconian Verse, a verse consisting of. .a spondee and two
dactyls, or rather a spondee, choriambus and a Pyrrhic.

1850 Smith"s Dut. Gr. fy Rom. Biogr. II. 278/1 Glycon..\
lyric poet, from whom the Glyconean metre took its name.

Glyconic (glaikfroik), a. and sb. [f. TKvkqjv

the name of a Greek lyric poet + -ic]

A. adj. Epithet of a lyric metre or verse, essen-

tially a logaoedic tetrapody consisting of three

trochees and a dactyl (see quot. 1885) ; also (of a

poem, stanza, etc.), composed or consisting of such

verses. B. sb. A glyconic verse.

The type of verse with which the name is in modern use
most generally associated is the catalectic form used by
Latin poets, esp. Catullus and Horace: -ii —^^ — ^m
1670-81 Blount Glossogr., Gtyconick, a kind of verse

consisting of a Spondey and two Dactyles. 1779-81 John-
son L. P., Watts, His verses to his brother, in the Gly-
conick measure . . are remarkably easy and elegant. 1821
Blackiv. Mag. X. 386 The lines are glyconics. 1878
Munro Crit. Catullus 135 The observance of this law by
Catullus gives to his glyconics much of their charm and
spirit. Ibid. 138 One of the essential properties of these
glyconic odes is that the stanzas end with a completed
sentence. 1885 Jebb Sophocles, Oed. Col. p. Iviii, A dactyl
comes first; then three chorees .. But the dactyl might also

stand second . . or third. . . According to the place of the
dactyl, the verse was called a First, Second, or Third
Glyconic.

Glyeose, var. Glucose.

II Glycosuria (gbi teme-ria, glik^-). Path.

[quasi-Latin, f. F. glyeose Glucose + Gr. ovp-ov

urine + L. suffix -ia.] (See quot. 1866. )

i860 N. Syd. Soe. Year-bk. 1850. 384 On the Glycosuria
of Lying-in Women. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880.1 73 If
the quantity of sugar in the blood exceed a certain amount
. . sugar appears in the urine, constituting the condition
called glycosuria.

Hence Glycosuric a., relating to or affected with
glycosuria.

1883 Brit. Q. Rev. July 25 Claude Bernard discovered the ,

'glycosuric centre' in the brain. 1889 Muir & Morley
,

Watts' Diet. Chem., Glycosuric acid occurs in urine in

disease. 1897 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. III. 184 As gouty persons
advance in life, they sometimes become glycosuric.

!l Glycypicron. ? Obs. Also 7 gluou-. [a.

Gr. yXvuvnitcpov, neut. of ykv/cvmitpos adj., f. y\vKvs
sweet + -niKpos bitter.] Something composed of

sweet and bitter.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets Drie Din. C viij, Embleme of
Love .. A bitter sweete, an Oxymel or Glycypicron. 1621
Burton Anat. 11, iii. 1. i, He saith our whole life isa Glucu-
picron, a bitter sweet passion.

t Glycyrize. Obs. Also 6 glicyris. [ad. L.

glycyrrhiza, Gr. yXvttvppifa Liquorice.] Liquorice.

ISP9 H. Buttes Dyets drie Din. D b, Eate Penidice,
Saccarum Violarum, Sugar Candid, Glicyris, or such other '

pectorals after them, a i66x Fuller Worthies, Notting-
hamsh. n. (16621 315 Glycyrize or Liquoris.

Glycyrrhizin (glisirai-zin). Chem. Also gly-
cyrhizin, glycyrrhidzin. [f. Gr. y\vKvppt(a Li-
quorice + -ix.] The glucoside contained in the :

root of liquorice [Glycyrrhiza glabra).
1838 Penny Cycl. XL 278 Robiquet found it [Glycyrhiza

glabra] to contain a peculiar sugar, which is uncrystalliz-
able, called glycion or glycyrhizin, and other matters. 1841
Brande Chem. 1083 Liquorice Sugar. Glycyrhizin. 1875
H. C. Wood Tkerap. (1870) 579 Liquorice root. . . In the
form of glycyrrhizin it is said to conceal almost entirely the
bitter taste ofquinine and similar substances. 1877 Blackies
Encycl. III. 705/2 Glycyrrhidzin does not ferment.
Glyde, var. Gleyd, an old horse.
Glye, Glyed, obs. ff. Glee v., Gleed ppl. a.

Glyede, obs. form of Glide v.

Glyer, var. Gleer ; see under Glee v.

Glyering, var. Gleering///. a., Obs.
Glyewe, obs. form of Glue v.

Glyg, glyke, vars. Gleek sb?, Obs.

Glymbe, obs. var. of Climb v.
c 1320 R. Brunne Medit. 630 (Harl. MS.) Twey enmyes

on hem smartly gun glymbe [Bodt. MS. climbe].

Glymse, obs. form of Glimpse.
Glymye, var. Gi.eimt a., Obs., sticky.

Glymyr, Glynce, Glyn(n, obs. ff. Glimmer,
Glimpse, Glen.
Glyoxal (gbi|p-ksjel). Chem. [f. Gly-col +

Ox-alic + -al (in Chloral, etc.).] A white
amorphous solid, called also oxalic aldehyde.
Hence Glyoxalic a., mglyoxalic acid (see quot.}.
Glyoxylic [see -yl] was used at one time by some writers

for Glyoxalic : so 1873 in Fownes' Chem. (ed. 11) 727.
1858 Founts' Man. Chem. (ed. 7) 467 By treating ethylic

alcohol with nitric acid, M. Debus has obtained two com-
pounds—an allchyde-like body, glyoxal, and an acid, gly-
oxalic acid, which obviously belong to the same series. 1869
Roscoe Elem. Chem. xxxiii. 335 Glyoxal stands in the relation
uf an aldehyde to Glycol.

Glyoxilin (glaip'ksilin).. Also -yline. [? after

glyoxylic (see prec.).] The name of an explosive

(see quots.).

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts, etc. (ed. 7) II. 321 Glyoxiline con-
sists of a mixture of gun-cotton pulp and saltpetre converted
into porous pellets, which are saturated with nitro-glycerine.

1883 Majkndif, in Fortu. Rev. May 645 Sir Frederick
Abel's 'glyoxilin'igun-cotton saturated with nitro-glycerine).

Glyph (glif). [ad. Gr. y\v<prj carving, carved

work, f. y\v({>-€ii> to cut out, carve. Cf. F. glypke

(1701 in Hatz.-ParrnA]
1. A sculptured mark or symbol, rare. Ci.

Hieroglyph.)
1825 Colkkidhk Aids Reft. U848) I. 204 They were

originally symbolical glyph* or sculptures, and afterwards
translated into words. 1861 G. Moork Lost 'Tribes 106
The sacred law is named ' T;ira ', and . . is represented by
ten upright glyphs, rolls or pillars. 1895 Hoffmann Begin.
Writing ii. ig The glyphs, made in intaglio, relievo, and
intaglio-relievo, were divided into two classes, pure and
linear.

2. Arch. A groove or channel, usually vertical,

used as an ornament, esp. in the Doric frieze.

Cf. TRIGLYPH.
[1737-41 Chambers Cycl., Glyphe, or Glyphis, in sculpture

and architecture, a general name for any cavity, or canal,

whether round, or terminating in an angle ; used as an
ornament, in any part.] 1775 Ash, Glyph. i8i8inToDD. 1837
Penny Cycl. VII.2S1/2 The triglyphs. .are upright, slightly

projecting tablets .. channelled with two grooves or glyphs
lyAvftai), and with a half groove chamfering off each of its

outer edges. 1842-59 Gwii.t Archit. 1. ii. (ed. 4) 58 In the

Doric order, the ends of these joints were called triglyph-.

from their being sculptured with two whole and two half

glyphs or channels.

Glyphic vgli'fik\ a. and sb. [ad. Gr. yXvtyiK-ui

of or pertaining to carving : see -IC.]

A. adj. Carved, sculptured.

1857 H.Miller Test. Rocks vii. 283 Glyphic representa-
tives of the tradition.

B. sb. = Glyph i.

1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. 111. n 1 The Virgil was to

be enrich'd with the Miniature-Glyphicks of the Virgil in

MS. in the Vatican Library, a 1818 Hist. Pent 43 (T.)

Glyphicks. 1818 in Todd; and in later Diets.

Glyphograph. (glHtfgraf) , sb. [Back-forma-

tion from next.] A plate made by glyphography.

or an impression taken from such a plate.

1855 in Ogilvib, Suppl. 1871 G. VV. Reid [title) A De-
scriptive Catalogue of the Works of George Cruikshank,
Etchings, Woodcuts, Lithographs, and Glyphographs.

So <Hypnograph v., to form plates by glypho-

graphy (Ogilvic, Suppl. 1855); Glypho'grapher,
one who practises glyphography; G-lyphographic
a., relating to or produced by glyphography.
1843 E. Palmer Glyphoei-aphy (ed. 2) 3 Plates of all sizes,

properly prepared for Glyphographic Drawing .. Glypho-
graphic Plates. Ibid. 11 The kind of point that has been
found to answer best . . by every successful glyphographer.

1846 H. L. Jones in Archmol, Cambrevsis I. 6S The font

.. of which a glyphographic view, by an amateur, is given
below. 1851 lilustr. Bond. A'ews 5 July 26/3 Gazetteer
with glyphographic maps.

Glyphography (glih>-grafi). [f. Gr. y\v<po-.

y\vcj,r} carving, sculpture + -ypa<pia writing, paint-

ing, f. ypcupuv to write.] An electrotype process

by which a copy of an engraved plate is obtained

with a raised surface, suited for letter-press printing.

1843 E. Palmer {title) Glyphography ; or Engraved Draw-
ing, for printing at the type press after the manner of
woodcuts. 1844 Art Union Jrnl. Feb. 38 Glyphography
is the name given by the patentee, Mr. Palmer, . . to a
process . . for the formation of blocks with designs in relief,

to be used with type. 1845 Fenny Cycl. Suppl. I. 520/2
The terms Electrotint and Glyphography have been applied
to two methods of etching by galvanism. 1851 R. Hunt
Set. Exhib. in Art Jrnl. Illustr. Catal. iv. p. xvi^/i
' Stylography'—a process bearing much analogy to our
glyphography.

Glyptic (gli'ptik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. yXvrrTtK-

6s, f. y\v<pttv to carve, engrave. Cf. F'. glyptique.']

A., adj. 1. Of or pertaining to carving or engrav-

ing, esp. on precious stones.

1847 in Craig. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Miillers Anc. Art
(ed. 2) § 85 The glyptic art (in precious stones). 1853 C.T.
Newton Ess. Arch&ol. 50 It will be convenient after notic-

ing sculpture in marble to take next in order Bronzes and
Terracottas ; we thus pass by a natural transition from Glyp-
tic to Plastic Art. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 216 During
the Middle Ages the glyptic art had declined very much.

2. l Min. Figured' (Webster 1864).

B. sb. The art of carving or engraving, esp. on

precious stones. Also^/.
1818 Todd, Glyptick. 1855 tr. Laharte's Arts Mid

%
Ages

i. 51 The Egyptians are supposed first to have cultivated

glyptics.

Hence Gly ptical <7. = prec. A. I.

1887 Sir S. Ferguson Ogttam Inscript. 138 If the mind be
. . prepared to recognize familiar forms, though in glyptical

masquerade.

Glyptician (gliptijan). rare- 1
, [f. Glyptic

+ -ian.] A lapidary.

1883 Times 20 July ^ The famous Koh-i-noor was re-cut

by a great Dutch glyptician after it came into the possession

of the Queen.



GLYPTODON.

Glyptodon gU-ptJtyn). Also -dont. [mod.
L., fGr. yKviTTos sculptured + vbovr-, 0801s tooth.
According to ordinary rules for the formation and latini/a-

tion of Or. compounds, the mod. Lat. nominative should be
rglyplodus 1 cf. jroAybSous many-tojthed). The ending -odon
(cf. mastodon, etc.) was inferred from the oblique cases.]

An extinct Soutli American quadruped allied to

the armadillos, of the size of an ox, covered with a
solid carapace, and having fluted teeth. Hence
G-lyptodo ntoid<7.,resembling (,tliatof)aglyptodon.

1838 Owbm in Sir \V. Parish Buenos Ayres 178 e, From the
regularly fluted or sculptured form of the tooth, I would
propose to name the genus typified by this animal, 'glypto-
don '

{y\v<ftto, sculpo, oSou?, dens). 187a MlvART Elem. A nat.

37 Vertebrae . . anchylosad together into a solid bone, as in

the extinct Glyptodon. 1889 Century Diet., Glyptodont.

1895 E. Bonavi a Stud. Evol. Anitn. 121, I do not say that
the Jaguar is descended from a Glyptodon, but I do say
that this mammal descended from some extinct animal with
a glyptodontoid carapace.

Glyptography gHptfrgrafi . ff. Gr. ykvrrcU
carved + -ypa<pia writing; cf. F. glyptographies
a. The art of engraving upon gems. b. The
descriptive science of engraved gems.
1797 Brit. Critic X. 455 These general prolegomena are

followed by the author's Introduction to Glyptography
U'etude des pierresgravees\ 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mutter's
Anc. Art (ed. 2) § 315 The Literature of glyptography is

given by Millin. -and Murr. 1855 tr. Labartes Arts Mid.
Ages i. 55 Glyptography requires such general knowledge
and such profound study, as to render it sufficient of itself

10 occupy the whole leisure of an amateur.
So Glyptograph, [cf. Glyphograph], 'an en-

graving on a precious stone
'

; Glypto grapher,
' an engraver on precious stones' yOgilvie) ; Glyp-
togrxphic a., pertaining to glyptography.
1797 Brit. Critic X. 455 A particularly valuable part of

this introduction is the Glyptographic Lithology.

Glysen, glyanian, -nljen, obs. ft. Glisten.
Glyssen, -on, -yn, obs. ff. Gliss v., Glisten,
Glyster(e, Glystery : see Clyster, Clyster*.
Glyt(e, obs. form of Gleet.
Glyter, obs. form of Glitter.
Glyu, glywe^n, obs. ff. Glue sk and v.

Gmelinite (gme'linait). Mm. [Named by
Brewster in 1825 after Prof. C. A. Gmelin : see
-ite.] Hydrous silicate of aluminium, calcium,
and sodium, found in colourless, yellow, and flesh-

coloured crystals.

1825 Editt. Jrnl. Sci. II, 262 Gmelinite, a New Mineral
Specif1 -;. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 437.

Gnab(b)le» var. Kvabble, Obs., to nibble.

t Gna'CChe, v. Obs. rare. [Prob. an onoma-
topoeia suggested by Gnaw ; cf. snatch.'] intr.

= Gnash v. i. Hence f Gnacching vbl. sb.

Also + Gna'ccher, one who gnashes.
13.. Sat. Blacksmitlts in Ret. Ant. L 240 Thei gnauen

and gnacchen, theygronys to-gydere, And holdyn hem hote
with here hard haulers, c 1490 Pro/up. Parv. 200/2 1 MS. K.)
Gnastere (A", gnachar), fremitor. Gnastyn (A*, gnachyn),
fremo. Gnastynge {ft. gnachynge), fremitus.

Gnaek, obs. var. Knack, trick.

Gnagged, var. Kxaugeu, Obs., knotted.

Gnaghe, obs. form of Gnaw v.

Gnaist e, var. Gnast v., Obs.

Gliap (nxp), sb. Sc. [f. the vb.] A bite, morsel.
1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 69, I was sent to them with

their small disjune : . . And whan I saw their piece was but
a gnap, Thought with mysell of mending their mishap. 1866
Gregor Banffsh. Gloss., Gnap, a morsel ofanything eatable.
1B71 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb (1873) 15 'That's to lat

'imsel' get a gnap too !

'

Gnap, v. Obs. exc. Sc. See also Knap v. 2

[Onomatopoeic ; cf. Gnip, Snap, etc.] To bite in

a snapping fashion. Usually intr. or absol.
The sense in quot. 1501 is doubtful : it may be ' chirped '.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Syune 10208 Sum gnappedehere
fete and handes As dogges doun |>at gnawe here bandes.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. Ptol. 44 The greshoppers amangis
the vergers gnappit. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. (,1534) G6, As
manye horses as doplaye with him, that is sore, and gnappe
of the matter that renneth out of the sore, shall haue the
same sorance within a moneth after. 1587 Fraunce Ctess
Pembroke's Ivychurch 11. ii, Noebody giues them IGoatesj
Thyme and other flowrs to be gnapping. 16.. Melvill
MS* 55 'Jam.) In the nethermost [window] the Earle of
Morton was standing gnapping on his staffe end. 1810 Cock
Siiupte Strains 119 (Jam.) She..disna spare her cheese an
cakes To had our teeth a gnappin, Fu* crump, that night.

b. fig. To gnap at, to snap at, find fault with
;

also, to clip (words) in speaking.
*533 &LYor Knoiv/edge Pref. [They] be alwaye gnapp-

ynge and kyckynge at suche examples. 1789 Shirkefs
Poems {1790) 293 Keep me frae your travel'd birds, Wha.

.

only ken to gnap at words. 1866 Gregor Banffsh. Gloss.,

Gnap at, to taunt and find fault with ; as, ' He's a nyatterin'
bodie : he's eye gnappin' at something*.

Gnapweed, Gnar, var. ff. Knapweed, Knar.
Guar (nil), v. Also 5 gnare, 6 gnarr(e, 9

gnarr; see also Nak. [Onomatopoeic: cf. MLG.
gnarren, MDn. gnerren, gnorren to grunt ; Ger.
knarren, knirren to creak, knurren (Da. knurre,
Sw. knorra) to grumble, snarl ; also OK. gnyrran
(Wulfstan 138/29; cf. gnyrende, rendering L.

stridens
}
Sax. Leechd. III. 210).] intr. To snarl..

growl. (Cf. Gnarl vX)

244

1496 Diva # Panp. (W. de W.) i. lviii. 100 He shall
gnasche or gnare with his teeth. 1532 Skelton Why not to
Court 297 For and this curre do gnar, They must staude all

a far, To holde vp their hande at the bar. 1583 Goft-DtNG
Calvin on Dent. Ii. 305 Let those ma-stife dogs "barke and
gnarre as much as they list. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Taylors Motto Wks. 11. 44/2 Those will in their kennels lye
And gnar and snarle, and grumble secretly. 1737 Albania
196 No Hon here the traveller assails With midnight roar,
nor ruthless panther gnars. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss., Gnarr, to growl, as a dog.
trans/, andJig. 1850 Tennyson In Mem, xcviii,A thousand

wants Gnarr at the heels of men. 1880 Wiihh Goethe's Faust
lv. xvi, When the storm in the forest roars and gnarrs.

Hence Gna rring vbl. sb.

1652 Urqchart Jewel Wks. (1834) 238 Like a snarling
curr that in his gnarring snatcheth at the taile. a 1693 —
Rabelais 111. xiii, He. .was. .surrounded, .with the barking
of Currs.. gnarring of Puppies. 1843 Carlyle Past <$- Pr.
in. iv, With preternatural gnarring, growling and screech-
ing, .there began, .this song.

t Gnare, sb. Obs. Also 5 gnarre. [Of ob-
scure origin ; the coincidence in sense with snare
is remarkable, but the sb. cannot have originated
in a scribal error, as the following vb. is derived
from it ] A snare.

a 1325 Prose Psalter xxiv. [xxv.] 16 He shal drawe out
myn feet of be gnare. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. 1 1. 363
IJIyndenes in pis point makib men to be taken in his ]be
fendis] gnaris. 1382 — 2 Sam. xxii. 6 There wenten before
me the gnaris[i388 snaris]of deeth. c 1440 N. Love Bona-
Ventura's Mirror xxvi. If. 56 (Gibbs MS.) J>at worchyp is

one of pe most perylouse gnarre [1530 W* de IV. snare] of
be enemy to cacche and bygyle mannes soule. c 1450 tr.

J)e Imitationc in. lix, Nature, .drawib many men & holdij*

hem as in a gnare.

t Gnare, ^. Obs. Also 6 gnarre. [f. prec]
trans. To choke, strangle. Also, to snare, entrap.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880' 437 pes two lawis ben granes

[printed graues] to |>e fend to gnare men in his net. ^ 1380— Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 96 pes double mannis lawes. .gnaren
be Chirche, as tares gnaren corn. 138a — Prov. vi. 2 Thou
art gnarid [Vulg. illaqueatus] with the woordisof thi mouth.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, Erygona . . toke a
rope, .and ther-withall gan her selfe to gnare. 1530 Pai^gr.
569/1, I gnarre in a halter or corde, I stoppe ones breathe or
snarle one, je estrangle. He pulled the towel so strayte
about my necke that he had alinoste gnarred me.

fGna-rity, Obs. rare~°. [ad. I,, gnaritas,

f. gnar-us knowing.] (See quot.)
16*3 CoCKBRAM, Gnaritie, experience, knowledge.

Gnarl inail), sbA [Back-formation from
Gnaeled. A sb. knarle knot (of hair), occurs

early in 17U1C.] A contorted knotty protuberance,

esp. on a tree.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 184 The knots
and gnaris of the exterior coat [of a tree]. 1866 Lowkll
Carlyle in Study Wind. (1886) 171 It is always the knots
and gnaris of the oak that he admires. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1075) I. xxi. 180 Living knots and gnaris uncanny
Feel with polypus antennae For the wanderer.

Gnarl, sb.- rare - \ [(. Gnakl v. 1
] A snarl.

1847 E. Hkonte Wuthering Heights '1885) 4 My caress
provnked I from the dog] a long guttural gnarl.

t Gnarl jiiul;,z/J Obs. [frequentative LGnahz'.]
1. intr. To snarl.

1593 Shaks. Hen. I'J, in. i. 192 Thus is the Shepheard
beaten from thy side, And Wolues are gnarling, who shall

gnaw thee first. 1596 Nashe Sajfron IValden 103 What
will not a dogge doo that is angerd. bite and gnarle at anie
bone or stone that is neere him. 1814 Cary Dante Inf. xxr.

1 29 Dost not mark How they do gnarl upon us.

2. slang. (See quot.)

1812 I. H. Vaux Flash Did., Gnarl, to gnarl upon a per-

son is the same as splitting or nosing upon him ; a man guilty

of this treachery is called a gnarling scoundrel

Hence f Qua.'vling ppl. a., fGna'rler (see quot.).

*597 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii- 292 (Qo. 1) For gnarling sorrow
hath lesse power to bite, The man that mocks at it and sets

it light. i8ix Lex. Balatron., Gnarler, a little dog that by
his barking alarms the family when any person is breaking
into the house. 1812 [see sense 2 above].

Gnarl (nail), v.- Chiefly in pa. pple. [Back-

formation from Gnarlkd.] trans. To contort,

twist, make knotted and rugged like an old tree.

Also trans/, and fig.
1814 Mermaid 1. ii, Her lean large hands So gnarl'd with

bone, and shrivell'd without veins. 1844 Mem. Babylonian
P'cess II. 74 Their roots being gnarled and distorted into

extraordinary forms. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxii. (1856)

175 Limestone cliffs, .forming stupendous piers gnarled by
frost degradation. 1891 C. James Rvm. Rigmarole H. 11

Time had gnarled him a good deal, and seemed half inclined

to tie him into a knot.

Hence GnaTling vbl. sb.

1885 Atlantic Monthly Apr. 443 Some grotesque gnarling
of limbs . . of the great trees that stretched alwve.

Gnarl (nail), v* dial, trans. To gnaw.
1821 Clark Vilt, Miustr. I. 202 The little chumhling

mouse Gnaris the dead leaves for her house. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., To Gnarl, to gnaw as a mouse.

Gnarled (najld), ///. a. Also 9 knarled.
[var. of Knurled ; the form occurs in one passage
of Shaks. .for which the sole authority is the folio

of 1623), whence it has come into general use in

the present century.] Of a tree : Covered with
protuberances; distorted, twisted; rugged, knotted.
1603 Shaks. Meas./orM.n.n. n6Thysharpeandsulpher-

ous bolt Splits the vn-wedgable and gnarled Oke. 1803 Ley-
den Scenes 0/Infancy 1. 224 Bare are the boughs, the knarled
roots uptorn. 1816 Shelley ..4 lastor 382 Thegnarled roots Of

GNASP.
mighty trees. 1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (1855) *5 l*«
orchard of gnarled and sprawling apple-trees. 1847-8 H.
Miller First Impr. ix. 11857) M5 Old gnarled stems of ivy
wind, snake-like lound the . . trunks. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Ca-
tullus Ixiv. 107 When as his huge gnarled trunk in furious
eddies a whirlwind Riving wresteth amain.
trausf. and Jig. 1821-30 Ln. Cockburn Mem. vi. (1874)

293 His drawn bayonet in his large gnarled hand. 1851
Carlyle Sterling 1. ii. (1872) 7 That wild-wooded rocky
coast, with its gnarled mountains. 1871 Smiles Charac.
viii. (1876) 219 The great gnarled man [Luther] had a heart
as tender as a woman's.

Gnarly (na-jli), a. [f. Gnarl sb.* + -y L Cf.

Kmrly.J =Gnakled.
1829 Laxdor /mag. Com'.Wks. 1846 II. 180 Like a dry and

gnarly log of mountain-ash. 1877 Erasers Mag. XV. no
From a gnarly branch a delicate blossom issues.

( 'end: 1877 Lanier Hard Times in Elfland 70 An aged
Ram, flapp'd, gnarly-horn'd.

b. transf. Of a person.
1863 Kingsley Wafer-Bab. vii. (1878) 323 A dogged

gnarly foursquare brick of an English boy. 1865 Q. Re::
July 85 He [Browning] loves a gnarly character, or a knotty
problem. 1876 Lanier Poems, ICaving Corn 1 Ploughman,
whose gnarly hand yet kindly wheeled Thy plough.

Gnarring (nftiiij), ///. a. [f. Gnar v. +
-iNOr-.] fa. Of an animal or person : Growling,
snarling. Obs.

1592 G. Harvey Four Lett. etc. 65, 1 seldom call a snarling
curr, a curr, But wish the gnarring dog, as sweete a mouth
As bravest horse, that feeleth golden spurr. 1600 Fairfax
lasso iv. viii. 56 The gnarring porter durst not whine.

b. Of sound : Strident, rare.

(21849 J. C. Mangax Poems (1859) "4 ^ ne portal oped
with a gnarring sound.

Gnash nx$),sb. rare. [f. GmaSHV.] A gnash-
ing or snap of the teeth.

1804 J. Grahame Sabbath (iB^gi 24/1 The scowl and gnash
malign Of Superstition, stopping both her ears .. dismays
him not. 1882 G. Macdoxald Castle War-lock xix. (18831

117 A beast in the hills that went biting every living thing
. .he appeared, .made his gnash, and was gone.

t Gnash, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Gnash v.] Gnashing.

vfy$TAWtt*UWTAZmtbl. (Arb.127 Lyke bandog grinning,
with gnash tusk greedelye snarring.

Gnash (nxj),v. Forms: 5 gnasche, 6 gnasahe,
gnasz(s,he, 6- gnash. [First recorded at the end
of the 15th c j app. a modification of the older
verb Gnast.
Perh. the mod. word originated in the pa. t. gnaist (see

Gxast v.)
t
which may have undergone a change of pro-

nunciation parallel to that of abaist into abasckt. But cf.

Gnacche 7/.]

1. intr. To strike together or* grind 'the teeth,

esp. from rage or anguish. Also ^vith against, on,

upon. Said also of the teeth. %

1496 [see Gnar v.]. 1530 Palsgr. 569/1, I gnasshe with
the ta lie. Loke in ' I gnast '. 1535 Coveriialk Ps. xxxiv.
(xxxv. 16) They guaszshed vpon me with their teth. 1539
Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552) 6 The Lion, .gnassheth w l

his teeth against her. 1557 Grimald Death Zoroas tu

TotteCs Misc. (Arb.) 122 The Macedon, perceyuing hurt, gan
gnash. 1646 Crashaw Sospetto d/Ierode viii, His Teeth
for Torment gnash. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 341 There
they him laid, Gnashing for anguish and despite and shame.
1808 Helen St. Victor Ruins of Rigonda L 157 His
teeth gnashed against each other, and each limb shook
with the violence of his emotions. 1870 Bryant Iliad I.

V. 136 He fell, and in the fall Gnashed with his teeth upon
the cold bright blade.

transf. 1897 T. H. Warren By Severn Sea xvii, Jagged
floes That gnashed and justled as they downward bore.

2. trans. To strike the teeth) together, as in

rage or anguish.

1590 Spenser /-". Q. it. vii. 21 And both did gnash their

teeth. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 653 The Seer ..

Rowl'd his green Eyes. .And gnash'dhis Teeth. 1720 Gay
Poems (1745) L 178 Two boars . . Gnash their sharp tusks,

and .. Dispute the reign of some luxurious mire. 1812
Byron Ch. Har. n. xl, What gallant warhounds .. gnash
their fangs, loud yelling for the prey I 1843 Betiu'ne Sc.
Fireside Stor. 102 He almost gnashed his teeth with rage.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. xxiii. 204 Gnash not thus
thy devouring teeth at me !

3. To bite upon, grind the teeth upon ; to bite

in twain with champing teeth,

181a H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. xii. (1873) 112 Hot spice

gingerbread, Which black from the oven he gnashes. 1816
Byron Prisoner Chilton ix, I strove . .To rend and gnash my
bonds in twain. 18x9 Lanijor Imag, Conv. Wks. 1846 II.

48 The tiger gnashed the fox, the ermine and the sloth.

Hence Gnashing1

///, a.

1700 Dryoen tr. Iliad 1. 361 With boiling Rage Atrides

bum'd ; And Foam betwixt his gnashing Grinders churn'd.

1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 73 Trembling Knees, Wringing
Hand and Gnashing Teeth. 1848 Lytton Harold jx. 1,

The beast twisted in vain, to and fro, with gnashing jaws.

i860 Trench Serm. Westm. Abb. viii. 90 The gnashing
teeth and the fierce faces of foes.

Gnash, incorrect spelling of Nesh a.

Gnashing (narj!r)\ vbl. sb. [f. Gnash v, +
-nra '.] The action of the vb. Gnash.
1495 Trezdsa's Barth. De P. R. (W. de W.)

1
vii. vii. 228

Gnasshyng of teeth. 1535 Coverdai.e Matt. viii. 12 There
shal be wepinge, & gnaszhing of teeth. 1611-3 Middleton
& Rowley Changeling v. iii, Howls and gnashings shall

l>e music to you. 1791 Cowper Iliad xi. 508 And from be-

neath Loud gnashings hear. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 576 The
masticatories opened and closed the jaws with gnashing of

the teeth.

t Gnasp, v. Obs. rare ~ • [Cf. Gnap, Grasp.]

intr. To snap at).

1530 Palsgr. 568/2, I gnaspe at a thyng to catche it with



GNAST.
my tethe,/* hanche. i6ix Cotgr., Handier, to gnaspe, or
snatch at with the teeth.

t Gnast, sb. Obs. Also 5 gnaste. [OE.
~gndst in fyr-g>idsi) str. masc., spark, cognate
with QHCi. gneisla wk. fem., gneisto wk. masc,
also ganeheista (MHG. ganeist' e, gneist{e)

}
ON.

gneiste wk. masc. The OHG. ganeheista suggests

formation from OTeut. *ga- + ana prep. (sO.v) +
*/tait (see Hot) ; some scholars refer the word to

the Teut. root *aia*- to burn (as in OK. dd funeral

pyre).] A spark ; the snuff of a candle.
CX175 Lamb. Horn, 81 pe oSer [brond] is aquenched al

buten a gnast. 138a Wvclif Jsa. xxix. 5 And shal be . . as
a gnast thurgh passende, the multitude of hem that a^en
thee hadden maistri. 1412-20 Lvdg. Troy-bk. 1. iv. (1513)
B ij, And as a gnast firste of lytell hate Encauseth flawme of
contek and debate. C1440 Promp. Pari'. 277/2 Knast, or
gnaste of a kandel (A', knast of candelle 1

, emunctnra, 14.

.

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 592/31 Lichinus, gnast of candelc.

t Gnast, v. Obs. Forms : 3-6 gnaist^e,
gnaysta, 4-6 gnaste, 3-6 gnast. [The early form
gnaiste would seem to point to adoption of an OX.
^gneisla, an ablaut-var. ofgnlsla to gnash the teeth.

ON. had also gnastan, gnastran [beside gnlstan,
gnlstran) gnashing of teeth, and a str. vh. gncsta
to crack, clatter. The ultimate origin is piob.
onomatopoeic, which may account for the anoma-
lous variation in the root-vowel.]

1. intr. = Gnash v. 1.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19434 pai bigan to gnast with toth.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter u. 1 (Horstm.) Wharfore gnaisted
gomes swo. 1340 Hampole Ps. xxxiv. 19 ua i gnaystid on
me wib baire tethe. 1382 Wvclif /sa. v. 29 He shal gnasten
[L.fendet], and holden the prei. c 1450 MirourSalnetcioun
1756 This hors .. gnaisting and neeing hym vndere his fete

he keste. 1470-85 -Malory Arthur vi. xv, All tho greued
and gnasted at syre launcelot. 1508 Fisher 7 /'enit. Ps.
vi. Wks. '1876) 22 They gnaste with theyr tethe. 1530
Palsgr. 569 i, I gnast with the tethe. I make a noyse by
reason I thruste one tothe upon another.

2. trans. = Gnash v. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19354 pen be-gan bai for tene bair tethe
to gnast. 11300 E. E. Psalter cxi[i]. 10 iHorstm. 1 Sinful
sal se. And gnaiste his tethe he sal with-al. C1460 J. Rus«
sell Bk. Nurture 301 Good son |>y tethe be not pikynge,
grisynge, ne gnastynge.

Hence t Gnaster, one who gnashes.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 200/2 Gnastere, . .fremitor.

t Gnasting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Gnast v. +
-ing

'.J The action of the vb. Gnast
; gnashing.

a 1300 Cursor HI. 26760 par endles gnasting es to toth.
(.1380 W vet. if Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 49 pere shal be wepyng
and gnastingeof teep. i$Zz — Prov.wx. 12 As the gnasting
[Vulg fremitus} of a leoun, so and the wrathe of the king.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VH. 81 pe voyces ofgnastynge.
1388 Wvclif Jcr.\\\\, 16 Gnastyng [1382 fnesting ; Vulg.
fremitus] of horsis therof is herd fro Dan. C1440 Promp.
Parv. zoo '2 Gnastynge (A', gnachynge), fremitus. 1508
Fisher 7 Peuit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876; 4i"Gnastynge of tethe.

Gnat l nset
1

. Forms : 1 gnaet, a-j gnet, 3-6
gnatte, 6 ganatte'', 4-6 knatt'

v
e, (5, S knat), 4-

gnat. [OE. gnu-t'f str. masc, cogn. with Ger.
dial, gttatze wk. fern.]

1. A small two-winged rly of the genus Culex,
esp. Culex pipiens, the female ofwhich has a sharp
pointed proboscis, by means of which it punctures
the skins of animals and sucks their blood. In

U.S., the common mosquito, Citlcx ??iosquito.

<:8g3 K. .Alfred Oros. r. vii. § 1 past gnaettas comon ofer
eall pzet land, c 1000 Sax. LeechdA. 267 Deos wyrt [flea-

bane] gnEettas&micgeas& flean acwelle*. c iz$oGen,fy Ex.
2988 Gnattes. .smale to sen, and sarp on bite, c 1350 Pari.
Three Ages 50 Gnattes gretely me greuede and gnewen
myn eghne. 1398 Trevisa Earth. Dc P. R. xn. xiii. 1405)
422 A gnatte is a lytill flye and highte Culex. 1471
Paston Lett. No. 674 III. 12. I wold fayne my gray horse
wer kept in mew for gnattys. 1529 .More Comf. agst. Trib.
in. Wks. 1226/2 Lawes .. lyke vnto cobwebbes, in whych
the lyttle Knattes, and Flyes stycke siyll and han^e fast.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 169 Y same moysture [of the Elm
Tree] after yt is dried vp, is resolued into litle flies like

Ganattes. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. iv. 64 Her Waggoner,
a small gray-coated Gnat. 1617 Hihron Wks II. 75 Let
not our sermons be as the spiders web, thorow which doe
breake the greater flies, while onely the lesser gnats are taken.
1789 Mrs Piozzi Journ. hrance I. 278 One is bit to death
by animals, gnata in particular. 1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entom-'l.
(1843) 1- 88 Species.. whose bite is severe, but none to be
compared to the common Gnat {culex pipiens). C1850 Arab.
Nts. (Rtldg ) 36? He perceived two persons sleeping, their
heads covered with linen to protect them from the gnats.

fig. 1669 Woodhead St Teresa 1. xviii. 115 This impor-
tunate little Gnat of the Memory hath her wings burnt
here.

b. Used as a type of something insignificant

;

freq. in allus
:on to Matt, xxiii. 24. Cf. Camel i c.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt, xxiii. 24 La blindan latteowas 7e
drehnigeaft bone gna^tt [cn6o Hatton Gosp. gnet] awe; &
drincao bone olf>nd. 11225 After. R. 10 Ase mom bet
isihft bene gnet & --woIuweS be vl ^e, '^et is, makeft mucbel
strencSe ber as is lute!, c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 151
Noght worth to thee, in comparison, The mountance of
a gnat. 1526SKELTON Magnyf. 1732 But, and I were as ye,
I wolde noj set a gnat By Mannyfycence 1535 Coverdale
Matt, xxiii. 24 O ye blynde gydes. which strayne out [1611
straine at] a gnat, but swalowe vp a Camell. 156a J. Hev-
wood Prov. (j- Epigr. (1667) 101 Thou neuer durst abyde to
fyght with a gnat. i6ix Shaks. Cymb. 1. in. 21 Till the di-

minution Of space, had pointed him sharpe as my Needle :

Nay. .till he had melted from The smalnesse of a Gnat, to
ayre. 169a Bentley Boyle Led. iii. 86 To discern the
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smallest Hair upon the leg of a Gnat. 1889 Spectator 14
Dec. 842 We find it a little amusing that he . . should so sum-
marily avenge himself upon the little gnat of a writer who
has punctured his own cuticle.

2. Applied to other insects resembling this; in

U.S., to a small stinging fly of the genus Simulium.
1787 Best Anding^A. ?.) 99 The Little black Gnat. Ibid.

xi6 The Blue-Gnat. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 200
The white-gnat This is composed of a black head, and
a pale wing. 1867 F. Francis Angling vi. (1880] ?i7 The
Black Gnat, .has been called ' the fisherman's curse '.

3. attrib. and Cowb.
}
&s gnat-catcher, an Ameri-

can bird of the genus Polioptila, esp. P. c^ridca;
gnat-flower, a name for Ophrys apifcra ; f gnat-
gnapper = gnat-snapper

;
gnat-hawk, a provin-

cial name of the Nightjar
;
gnat-net, a net to

protect one from the attacks of gnats; gnat
aatyrion ? -g?tat flower \

gnat-sin nonce~~i>ii., a
trivial sin in reference to Matt, xxiii. 24) ;

gnat-
snap, -snapper, a name given to various small

birds; in 17th c. used to translate L. fuednla;
see also Gnat -

; alsoy%., as a term of contempt

;

gnat-strainer see quot. ; after Matt, xxiii. 24) ; so
gnat-straining

;
gnat-worm, the larva of a gnat.

1883 Century Mag Sept. 6351 The nest of . . the little

gray "gnat-catcher. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. ioo/i
The "Gnat Flower, that is yellow and brown. 1755 JoHK*
S"N, Gnut/loi<-'cr, a flower otherwise called the beetlowur.

1627 Hakbwill Apolo^ie iv. vii. § 8. 361 In the morning
fasting, he dispatched .. an hundred ygnat-gnappers [tr.

L. ficedutas) it forty oysters. \Marg ] A bird like a
night ingall, feeding on figges. 1885 Swainson Prov.
Names Birds 97 Nigbljar Caprimulgus europxus' ..From
its fondness for moths and beetles it has also the names
of . . Moth hawk (Forfar'. *Gnat hawk (Hants). 1658 -in
T. Browne Gard. Cyrus ii. 42 The ancient Conopeion or
"gnatnet of the /Egyptians. 1597 Gerakde Herbal 1. ci.

163 ''Gnat Satirion. .The stalke groweth to the height of
an hand, whereon are placed verie orderly small flowers
like in sbape to Gnats and of the same colour. 1646
Fuller IVounded Consc. (1841) 332 That those should be
choked with a *gnat-sin, who have swallowed many camel-
sins. 1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as 1. v. 714 The little ^Gnat-
snap (worthy Princes Boords). 1610 W. Folkingham^4^
Surt<ey iv. iii. 83 The Goriwit, Gnat-snap, Knot. 1885 [see
Gnat-]. 1598 Florio, CtUobianco, a birde called a gnat-
snapper. 1633 Hart Diet Diseased \. xxiii. 104 [He] had
them fParrat-]. .served in at table as though they had beene
but ordinary Gnat-snappers. 1653 Ukquhart Rabelais
1. xxv. 116 Calling them, .grouthead gnat-snappers. 1731
Medley Kolbeu's Cape G. Hope II. 154 Gnat-snappeis,
which are much seen at the Cape (where they are likewise
call'd Honey- or Bee-Laters 1 some reckon a sort of Tit-
mouses. 1846 Worcester, *Gnat -strainer, one who places
too much importance on little things. 1858 Dickens Lett.
(1S80) II.82 Whereof comes all manner of camel-swallowing
and of ^gnat-straining. 1858 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus
iii. 59 He that would behold a very anomalous motion,
may observe it in the Tortile and tiring stroaks of *Gnat-
worms. 1806 Priscilla Wakeeield Dam. Recreat. x. 150
Before the gnat-worms have attained their full growth.

Gnat 2 fnaet). Obs. exc. dial. Also knat.
[Corruption of Knot sb.%, prob. influenced by the
synonyms gnat-snap, -snapper (see prec.).] A kind
of Sandpiper

(
Tringa canutus); see also quot. 1S64.

a 1616 B. Jonson Epigr. 1. ci. 20 (1616) 799 Partrich,
pheasant, woodcock . . godwit . . knat, raile, and ruffe too.

1671 Shadwell Miser in. Wks. 1720 III. 57 Goldingham.
Peace, Sirrah, and tell me what we must have [sc. for supper]
.. Jawes. Partridges, Gnats, Godwits. a 1682 Sir T.
Browne Norf. Birds Wks. 1835 IV. 319 Gnats or knots,
a small bird, which, taken with nets, grow excessively fat,

being mewed and fed with corn. 1864 Atkinson Proi'.
Names Birds, Gnat or Knat., prov. name (Kent) for Lesser
Tern. Sterna minuta. 1885 Swainson Proz: Names Birds
194 Knot {Tringa canutus\ So called, according to Cam-
den, in honour of King Canute. .Whence also Gnat ; Knat

;

Knet..Gnat snap.

Gnatlial in^-Jal), a. [f. Gr. yva$-os jaw +
-al.] = Gnathic rt.

1888 Amcr. Naturalist Oct. 941 Of these three pri-
mary segments (macrosomites) of ihe primitive body, the
first corresponds to the sum of the jaw-bearing (gnatho-
phorous) metameres — gnathal macrosomites.

Gnathic (ncebik, n^-Jnk), a. [f. Gr. yvdO-osjaxv

+ -1C.] Of or pertaining to the jaws; spec, per-
taining to the alveolus of the jaws, alveolar.
1881 Quain's Elem. Anal. (ed. 9) I. 83 Skulls with

a gnathic index below 98 are orthognathous. 1892 R. L.
Garner Sp. Monkeys xiii. 134 The vocal powers were
correctly measured by the gnathic index.

Gnathite (nc'i-J^it). Zool. [f. Gr. •yv&-e»jaw
+ -ITE.J One of the mouth-appendages of the
Arthropoda.
1870 Nicholson Zool. 191 There is always a complicated

set of 'gnathites', or appendages modified for masiicatory
purposes, surrounding the mouth. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.
Anim, vi, 256 There is a stage in which the gnathites are
conipletely converted into jaws.

liGuathitis (ne'pai-tis). Med. [mod.L., f.

Gr. yvaO-os jaw + -ms ] (See quot. 1853.)
1847 in Cra g. 1853 DoNOtttOM Med. Diet. (ed. o),

Gna.'hitis. inflammation of the cheek or upper jaw. x88*
Ogilvie, Gnathiiis \ and in other mod. Diets.

< Gnatho. Obs. Also 6-7 gnato. [a. L.
Gnat/10, ad. Gr. yvd&ow, used as the proper name
of a parasite (f. yt'dOos jaw).] A person resembling
the Gnatho of Terence ; a parasite, sycophant.
'S33 E"OT Knowledge Pref. A 5, For there be Gnathosin

Spayne as wel as in Grece. 1549 Latimer 2nd Serm. bef.
Edw, K/(Arb.)68 Take hede of these claubacks-.that wyll

GNAW.
folowe lyke gnatoes and Parasites. 1624 Burton Anat.
Mel. 1. ii. 1, ii. ed. 2) 45 Vnde>eruing Gnatoes & vitious
parasites. 1704 N. X. tr. Boccalini's Lett.fr. Apollo 1.

141 Parasites and Gnatho's.

Gnathonic {ne \p nik\ a. Also 7 gnatonick.
[ad . L. Gnathdnicus, f. Gnathon-em G xatho.]
= GXATH0NUAL a.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop.Cerem. Ep. A ij b, Thegnatho-
nick Parasite sweareth to all that this benefactor holdeth.
1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 276 Thinks no better of
adulatory assemations then of a gnatonick sycophnntizing,
or parasitical cogging. 1855 Kingsi.ev ll'estw. Hoi viii,

That Jack's is somewhat of a gnathonic and parasitic soul,

or stomach, all Bideford apple-women know.

i GnathO'nical, a. Obs. Also 6-7 -all, gna-
tonical'L [f. as prec. + -ai,.] Resembling Gnatho
or his proceedings; parasitical, toad-eating.
1540 Palsgr. tr. Acolastus iv. ii. Sij, The chiefe or prin-

cipal honour of the gnathonicat sect. 1590 Gkeexe Or/.
Eur. (1599.1 13 Knowing him to he a Thrasonicall mad-cap,
they haue sent mee a Gnathonkall companion, to giue him
lettice tit for his lips. 1603 Br. W. Barlow Conf. Hampton
Crf. To Rdr., Wh«me it mt-lit hane pleased, without his
Gnathomcal appeale to bane rested in his Maiestits deter-
mination. 1631 R. II. Arraigrim. Whole Creature vii. 52
Bee not uncased, out of your lands, your livings . . by such
gnatonicall Conny- (money* catchers. 1721-1800 Bailey,
Gnathonieal, flattering, deceitful in Words, soothing a
Person's Humour to get by him.

Hence \ Gnatho-uically adv.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks.-Grosartl II 1. 206, 1 hope

there be some Bishops. . doo disdaine their high calling
should be so Gnathomcally compar'd. 1623 Cockeram,
Gnat/iouicaily, flatteringly.

Gnathonism [tie 1-] oniz'm). nonce-xvd. [Sec
next and -ISM.J Sycophancy.
1838 Coleridge Lit. Rem. III. 187 And yet Hacket must

have lived to see the practical confutation of this shallow
Gnathonism in the result of the marriage with the Papist
Henrietta of France

!

t Gna'thonize, v, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. Gna-

thdn-em Gnatho + -IZK.] intr. To behave as a
' Gnatho* or sycophant, to Hatter.

1619H. Hutton Faille's Anat. Avija, Note, .this Timist
..See how he squares it, takes a priuate stand, To Gnatho-
nize, to act it with his band. Behold his gesture .. Lo how
be whispers in his Master's eare. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
To Gnathonize, to play the smell-feast, to flatter. 1727
Bailey vol. II, Gnat/ionizing, flattering, soothing the
Humour of a Person.

G;nathophorous (n^J'p'forss). rare. [f. Gr.

71'&6o-s jaw + -ipup-os bearing + -oi'S.]

1888 [see Gnathal].

Gnathopod (n*i*J-%Kl). [f. as prec. + tto5-.

nois foot.] = next.
1887 Nicholson Man. Zool. (ed. 7) 891 Gnathopods^ the

foot-jaws of Crustaceans.

Gnathopodite Ui^p'p^laitV Zool. [f. as prec.

-h -ite.] ' One of those limbs which, in crustaceans,

have been modified into accessory organs of masti-
cation * (Ogilvie 1S82).
18. . Nature (Ogilvie\ If the Trilobites have true walking

legs instead of mouth-feet {gnathopodites) only, they would
be more closely related to the Isopoda.

GnathostegiteCne'Jfj-sted^cit). Zool. [f. Gr.
yvaBo'f + ariy-av to cover + -ITE.] (See quot.)
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 345 A broad plate,

when, with its fellow, covers over the other organs, and
hence receives the name of the gnathostegite.

Gnatling [nse-tlirj). [.^ee -ling.] A small
gnat. AUo fig., an insignificant person or thing.
1614 Sylvester Tobacco battered 198 They Who swallow

Camels, swallow Gnatlings may. 1761 CnuRCHin. Rosciad
Poems I. 24 If some man . . Should dare attack these gnat-
lings in their nest; At once they rise ..Whet their small
stings, and buzz about the stage. 1805 Fessenden Dtmocr.
Unveild v. 156 Lest the reader think the topic . . too micro-
scopic We'll, .show Our gnat-ling in a note below.

II Gnatoo [nfttw*
;
properly qa't«). [Polynesian

(Tonga); now spelt gatu g - rj\] (See quot. 181 7.)

1817 J. Martin Mariners Ace. Tonga /sis. II, Tonga
Voc, Gnatoo, the substance used for clothing, prepared from
the bark of the Chinese paper mulberry tree, and imprinted ;

before it is imprinted it is called tapa. 1823 Byron /stand
vii, A pine torch, strongly girded with gnatoo. Ibid, viii,

The mat for rest ; for dress the fresh gnatoo.

Gnatter (nre-t3i), v. Obs. exc. dial.

1. a. trans. To nibble. Also with away. b.

intr. To nibble at.

1747 Mason Musxus 6s Tityrus[i.e. Chaucer] .. thus in

antique guise short talk did hold. Old TimcGnawen with
rusty tooth continually, Gnattrid my lines, that they all can-
crid ben. 1757 E. Darwin Let. 24 Dec in Life 11879} 22

Here Time with his long Teeth had gnattered away the

remainder of this Leaf 188a Lane. Gloss, s.v., ' He's olus

gnatterin* at his finger-nails.'

2. intr. a. To ' rattle on ' in talk ; to talk fret-

fully, grumble, b. (See quot. 1888.)

1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries //um. Life fi826 N Post.

Groans xxxv, Gnattering and chattering with all his might,

by way of treble to the running bass of my horse-laugh.

1888 Sheffield Gloss. 1
Gnatter, to grumble, to complain, to

be peevish or querulous, /bid., Gnatter, to rattle.

t Gna'vity. Obs.— ° [ad.L.gndvitds
}
{.gndvus

diligent.] (hee quots.)

i6«3 Cockeram ii, Actiuity, Gnauity, Strenuity, Dex-
terity. 1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Gnavity .. gnavitas),
activity, lustiness, quickness. 1721-90 in Bailey.

t Gnaw, sb. Obs. rart~ x
. [f. Gnaw v.] =

Gnawing vbl. sb.

Ill



GUAW.

"7iS Botsi Written in Pal. Falkland 44 Nine days 1
j

struggled—think the cruel strife ! The gnaw of anguish, and
J

the waste of life 1

Gnaw (ne), v. Pa. t. gnawed. Pa. pple.
|

gnawed, gnawn. Forms : 1 gnasan, (2 1

gnej5«, $rd sg.), 3-6 gnawe, (4 gna}-, gnaghe,

5 gnawyn, 6 Sc. gnau), 4, 7- gnaw; also 5

knawyn, 6 knaw- knawe, 7-8 kuaw. J'a. t.

(strong) 3 gneu, 3-5 gnow(e, (4 gnogh, gnow^e,

gnou5).4-8gnew,' 5-6gnewe);(zw;a^)4gnawid-,

5 knawed, S knaw'd, 8-9 gnawed. Pa. pple.

(strong') 3 ignahen, 4, 6 gnawen, 4-5 gnawe,

6 knaw(e n, Sc. gnawin, (gnaw), 6-7 gnawne,
7- gnawn ;

{weak) 7 knaw'd, 7-9 gnawed.

[OE gnaym, pa. t. *gn6&, gnomon :jn forgnogon,

see Fob :naw1, pa. pple. giiagcn (in farguagen) ; i

corresponding to OHG. gnagan, nagtn (M H(J. and I

mod.G. tiagen), ON. gnaga (Sw. gnaga, Da.. gtiave,

also nage from LG. ; mod. Icel naga). Forms with

initial k instead of g appear in OHG. chnagcn, :

MDu. cnaghen. mod.Dn. (and G. dial.) knagen. '

In English the spelling knaw is found occas. in

15th c, and is quite common during 16-1 7th c.

;

but tit is only implies that hi- and gn- were already

identical in sound.

In the romance of Sir Amadas 247 a form gnavc is found

riming withgrave, have, but this may be a case ofassonance;

compare, however, the mod. wave from ME. zvawe.[

1. trans. To bite (something) persistently so as to

injure it or remove portions of it ; to wear away by

a continued luting or nibbling.

rtiooo Be names Dse^e iLumby) 211 Hy wasl-grimme

wyrmas slitacS aid heora ban gua^a^ bryni^um tuxlum.

cxooo iELFKic Gram. (Z.) 171/1 Kola, ic gna^e. 1023 ill

Th jrpe Difl. Angl. Aevi Sax. 11865) 318/20 Daet gewrit beo

geworpen musen to gnasene. ex 175 Lamb. Ham. 43 .

Summe ber graninde sikeo\summe ' er reowliche gne^eS his

ajene tunge. c 1290 S. E. Leg. I. 206/230 Some [of the

adders] heo gnowen, and some heo stounge ; and some with !

scharpe tieth heom bite. H97 R. Gl.ouc. (Rolls) 8632 To
be rode he sturte, & bigan to frete & gnawe pe amies vaste

& hies, & mid is teb todrawe. c 1350 1'arl. Three Ages 50

Gnattes gretely me greuede and gnewen myn eghne. c 1440

Gesta Ron. xxxii. 124 (Add. MS.) The maiden .. gnewe
[Hart. MS. bote] the Girdell with her tethe, and brake it on

iii. peces. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAisop I. xviii, The ratte

beganne thenne to byte the lace or cord, and so long he

knawed it that the lace brake. 1516 Tindale Rev. xvi. 10

They gnewe [so 1535 Coverdai.e ; 1611 gnawed] their

tonges for sorowe 1555 Eden Decades 122 Howe these

woormes knawe and corrode the shyppes wee haue declared

before. 1628 World Encamp, by Sir F. Drake 24 The
remnants of Scales . . which they had gnawne with their

teeth like dogs. 1728 Pope Dun:. I. 117 [He] gnaw'd his

pen, then dash'd it on the ground, Sinking from thought to

thought. 1739 ' R. Hull' tr. Dedekhutus' Grobianus 33

Press'd with both Hands by wholesale Knaw your Meat.

1768 Ross AW<r«OTV(i789)43 At last in twa the dowie raips

he g'lew. 1794 Martvn Rousseau's Hot. xix. 257, I could

scarcely find any but what had been gnawn by insects. 1855

Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii III. 233 The stock of salted

hides was considerable, and by gnawing them the garrison

appeased the ra^e of hunger. 1881 Jefferies Wood Magic

I. 11. 35 In the night she meant to have gnawn your throat.

b. With adverbial or other complement, express-

ing the result of the action, as to gnaw away, off,

out, up ; asunder, in two.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6043 pat beist ban gneu [other AfSS.

gnowi^e] vp al bidene bat be thoner left. 1340 Hami'oi.e

Pr. Consc. 863 Wormes ban sal it al tognaw lil be flesshe

be gnawen oway and byten. 1535 Covkrdalk Baruch vi.

19 The serpentes and wormes. . gnawe out their hertes. 1590

Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 249. Ibid. 289 He . . gnaw'd in two

my cords. 1620 Shei.ton Quix. III. xii. I. 243 After he had

gnawn off almost the H If of one of hi < Nails. 1631 Gouge
God's Arrow's iii. § 52. 282 A lion may stand in need of the

helpe of a mouse to gnaw asunder the cord wherewith he is

hampered, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 204 He hath

gnawed in twain my choicest line. 1873 P.rownixg AW
Cott. Alt. -cap 1041 Some work of art gnawn hollow by-

Time's tooth.

C. absol. or intr., often with preps, at, foil, upon.

13. . Cocrdc L. 5074 Many of the helhenc houndes With

her teeth gnow on the groundes. 138a Wyclif fob xxx. 3

That gnowen [1388 gnawiden ; L. rodebaut] in wildernesse,

waxende foul with wreechidnesse and sorewe. c 1440 Gesta

Rom. xxx. noiHarl. MS.lTwoo bestes..gnowe at the Role

of the tree with alle theire myght. 1484 Caxton Fabt<-s of

.'Esop II. xviii, He that is wonte and acustoined to robbe and

inawe with grete payne he may absteyiie him self fro hit.

1513 More Rich. II f, Wks. 54/r He returned
.
frowning and

froting and knawing on hys 1'PPes. 1594 Shaks. Kick.

lit 1 iv 25, I saw . . A thousand men that * ishes gnaw d

vpo'n. 1647 Cowley Mistr., Dialogue vii. Thai Worm
which now the Core does wast. When Ion.; t has gnaw d

within will break the skin at last. 1648 Jenkyn blind

Guide i. 8 As an hungry dog that teareth and gnaweth

upon a dry bone, and can sutk nothing out or it .
.
by long

gnaw.ng upon it. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spam 322 Gaunt

dogs were busy here, growling, tearing, and gnawing. 1877

Fahrar Days of Yo-ith xv. 14s The worm of sin gnaws

deepest into the idle heart.

2. Of destructive agents: To corrode, waste away,

con-ume. (Cf. Fket v. 3.I Said also of internal pains.

IS30 Palscr. 569/1, I gnawe, as wynde or ihe colyke

gnaweth one in the belly, je irenchaysonne. 1561 Holly-

bush Horn. Apoth. 31 h, For them whose guttes toy gnawen

or wounded • caused by a salte Flegma. 1599 H. Buttes

Dyetsdrit Dinner D 6 b, Pine-Nuts .. much eaten, gnaw
the stomach and belly. 1611 Coryat Crudities 58 In

certaine places it [the Rhone] doth continually gnawe and
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eate his bankes. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. xv, But I

last when eating 'lime shal gnaw the proudest towers. 1655 \

Culpepper Riverius ill. i. 97 And for the breaking or cor- I

roding of the Tympane, . . if there were formerly any
vehement Causes that could break or gnaw the same tetc.J.

3. Jig. Said esp, of passion, remorse, etc. (cf.

FitKT 3 b). t Also, to carp at.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 29 Al be este &. al be eiseis her as pe

oore beoS godlese & ignahene. a X340 Hampolk Psalter
cxviii. 40 Enuy, that supposis reprofe in men when it may i

noght gnaghe be life. 1516 Purr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) |

115 So done these ireful! thoughtes frette and gnawe the
;

mynde of man or woman, c x68o Beveridge Serin. (1729)

I. 353 Their consciences are always gnaw'd and tormented.

1749 Smollett Regicide 11. vii. Thy learsthat 1 may 'scape,
,

Like vultures gnaw thee ! 1801 Southey 1 halaba x. xxiv,
,

The years that it has gnawn me ! and the load Of sin that it

has laid upon my soul I 183a Lytton Eugene A. 1. ix,

Silently, he had gnawed his heart, i860 Ruskin Mod.
;

Paint. V. ix. xii § to As the flower is gnawed by frost, so
!

every human heart is gnawed by faithlessness.

b. absol. and intr. ; esp. witlt preps, to gnaw at

(fon), into (cf. 1 c) ; also in indirect passive.

1598 Shaks. Mei-ry IV. 11. ii. 207 My Coffers ransack'd,

my reputation gnawne at. 1651 Hobbes Lcviath 1. xii. 52

So that man . . hath his heart all the day long, gnawed on

by feare of death. 1727 Ue Foe Syst. Magic 1. i (18401 30

The eager des'ue after the knowledge of them gnawed into

his very vitals. 1845 S. Austin Rauke's Hist. Rcf. I. 237

The rage which had long gnawed at his heart might burst

forth. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. xvii. 1879) 224 Tor-

ments that have so gnawed into thy life ! 1859 — Ft. *> It.

Jrids II.227 Something gnawed within him, and kept him
forever restless and miseraule. 1880 G. Mekedith tragic

Com. (1881) 303 The terriole mournfulness .. of the truth

gnawed within her.

4. Comb. : t gnaw-bone, + gnaw-crust, terms of

derision for one abjectly poor.

1607 A. Brewer Lingua v. ii, Begon ye gnawe-bone, raw-

bone, rascal. 1611 Cotcr., Maschc-crouste, a gnaw-crust,

hun^rie companion, snatch-crust.

Hence Qnawsd ///. a. ; spec, in Hot. >ee quot.

1832).
x8ao Loud. Mag. June 631/2 Fragments of gnawed ginger-

bread. 1832 LlNDLEY lutrod. Bot. 387 Gnawed Urosus)

having the margin irregularly toolhed, as if bitten by some

animal. x838 Daily Nc-.us 30 Nov. 3/1 His [the squirrel's]

traces lie about in plenty on the ground in the shape of

gnawed fir-cones.
' G-nawable (nj-ib'l), a. [f. Gnaw v. + -able.]

Capable of I eing gnawed.

188s H. O. Forbes Nat. in E. Archipcl. VI. v. 484 The
rats . . in the night gnawed everything gnawable. 1891

Illustr. Sport. Dram. News Christm. No. 1/2 His fair

moustache was scarcely long enough to be gnawable.

Gnawer (n§ or), [f. Gnaw v. >- -Kit '.] One

that gnaws ; a rodent. Now chiefly Zool.

1607 TorSELL Fonr-f Beasts (1658 292 The little Mouse

. .is justly tearmed. .rosor omnium rerum. .a gnawer of all

things. 1691 Trvon Wisd. Dictates 51 These Gnawers of

other Mens harmless Papers. 1828 Stark Eletn. Mat. Hist.

U. 245 Tliysanoura.. The insects of this order are gnawers.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. v. (1879) 82 Among them were the

teeth of a gnawer, equalling in size. .those of the Capybara.

1892 I'all MallG. 1 Mar. 2 1 Caverns made by these in-

finitely little gnawers [microbes].

Gnawing (ngiij >, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ino "

.]

1. The action of the verb Gnaw, in various senses.

1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Consc. 6873 pe tend payne es gnaw-

yng within Of conscience bat bites aU vermyll. 1388

Wyclif Isa. xiii. 8 Gnawyngis and sorewis schulen holde

Babiloyns. c 1440 Promp. Pan. 200 '2 Gnawynge, or fowle

bytynge, corrosio. 1580 Hollyband '/'teas. Fr. Tong,

Corrosion, agnawing, biting, or consumyng as rust, plaisiers

and poyson. 1622 Mai.ynes Anc. Lavj-Mcrch. 336 ror

this is a bitinj, nay a verie gnawing to the bones of your

Christian brother. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. hat. (18521 I.

641 The scorchings of unextinguishable flames and gnaw-

ings of the never dying worm. x8ox Southey I'halaba IX,

xvxviii, At dawn the Worm Will wake, and this poor flesh

must grow to meet The gnawing of his hundred poisou-

mouths! 1894 HallCaine Manxman III. xix. 190 He ..

calmed the gnawings of his love with dreams of ambition.

2. A persistent fretting pain (in the bowels)

;

now only of such pain caused by want of food

;

//. pangs (of hunger\
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. x. (1495)94 Yf the waye

is stoppyd that is bytwene the galle and the bowelles. therof

fallyth gnawynge and passio colica. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk.

(Heinrich) 184 Hyt destrycb gnawyng & wynd in mannes

body. 1S78 Lyte Dodoens 11. xciv. 275 It is singular against

the griping torment and knawinss or fretlings of the belly.

1605 Timme Quersit. I. xv. 77 From them [salts] doe arise

inward gnawings, impostums, . . the hemoroides, and such

like. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 319 To appease the gnaw-

ings of hunger, they were fain to eat the leather of their

saddles a- d bells. 1876 Besant ft Rice Cold. Butterfly

Pi ul. i, This pilgrim has tightened his belt to stave off the

giawing at his stomach.

Gnawing (n? in\ ///. a. [f. as prec. + -rao -.]

That gnaws, in senses of the verb.

1567 Drant Horace's Epist. 1. xviii Fiv, Greedie thrist,

and knawinge pyne of siluer and of goulde. 1583 Stubbes

Anat. Abus. 11. 52 Monie wanting, they apphe hitler

potions, nipping medicines, gnawing corro-iues. 1588 Shaks.

lit. A. v. ii. 31, I am Keuenge, sent. .To ease the gnawing

Vulture of the mind. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 11. 11. 170 It

fives on him an ever gnawing anxiety. 1822-34 Louts

Study Med. (ed. 4) I. S7 The incisor teeih of the gnawing

animals. 1842 H. E. Manning Sent. (1848) I. 44 Memory,

like a gnawing stream, gathers its tinge from the soil through

which it winds its sullen way.

Hence Giiawiiigly adv.

1841 Hor. Smith Moneyed Man III. .v. 278 A feeling of

indignation still lurked gnawingly at my heart.

GHEISSIC.

Gnawn (n§n), ///. a. [pa. pple. ol Gnaw ?/.]

Bitten away, corroded.

1583 Stanviiurst /Fuels 1. (Arb.l 21 The soulhwynd mer-

ciles eager Three gallant vessels on rocks gnawne craggyt

reposed. 1610 Barrough Meth. Physick IE x. ' 1639) 88 You
must restore the gnawne parts with meates of good juice.

1784 M. Madan Perseus 11795) 37 Nor does he beat his

desk, nor taste his gnawn nails.

+ Gnede, «• Obs. [Of difficult etymology.

The orainary OE. forms gntati, gnicSe (gnede), are

not represented in later Eng. ; the type *gniede

(*gncde), whence the M E. form, appears to be au-

thenticated by the MS. forms gnedra igen. pi."),

ttngnyde, though these are usually regarded as

scribal errors.

The three Eng. types seem to represent OTeut. *ga-nauto-,

*ga-navpjo-, 'ga-naudj'o (f. *ga- - Y- prefix + "naup-,

naud-: see Needs&); the last of these occurs in OHG.
gnidti, gndte (M HG. genate) close, nan ow, eager for. The
fluctuation between the -c~ and -jo- declension may perh.

indicate (as in many other adjS.) an original it stem.]

1. Ot persons : Sparing, niggardly, miserly. Also

gnede of (gifts, etcA
Bco:un/f(Z.) 1930 Nses hio hnah..ne to gneaS xifa gcata

leodum. 1:900 tr. Batda's Hist. v. xvii. (xix.) (1891) 452

He.. on bam mae-enum ea3modnesse & hyrsumnesse uohte

bon laessa ne gne5.a [v.r. gnedra] WEes. a 1300 Body A-

Soul 20 in Maf>'s Poems, Me thinketh God is the to

gnede [printed giude], That alle thine frend beon fro the

fledde. a 1300 Cursor M. 17218 Ask me pi will .. for am
i noght of niuetes gnede. c 1300 Havelok 97 He was large,

and no wicth gnede. a 1400 iirPerc. 1689 The childe was

of gamene gnede. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1x59 Off gyffte w~s
he never gnede.

2. Of things: Scarce, scanty; small. Also in

stronger sense, altogether lacking or wanting. To

make the gates gnede : to go straight to one's desti-

nation.

c 1000 in Cockayne Shrine 1 10 He self lifde on gneadum
woiold life ; an tunece waes his se^erela . . S: beren hlaf wis
his aereorde. c 1050 Cott. Gloss, in Wr-Wulcker 441/30

Mcdiacri, gnebre. c 1275 Serving Christ 48 in O. E. Misc.

92 III he ene hclle per hirdsype is gnede. a 1300 Cursor M.

5392 Sua lang has bit tua hoght bair sede pat bair monc
wex al gnede. Ibid. 8599 pair clalhes was sa gnede and

fa, fat bai moght nan part bam fra. c 1320 Sir Tristr.

2838 It [a castle] nas to large no gnede. a 1400 Sir Perc.

607 He made thame gammene fitlle gnede. Ibid. 724 Tille

his fete he ganne hym too, The gates that he scholde goo

Made he fulle gnede. Ibid. 752 Now es me fyre gnede

!

C1400 Rowland * ('. 1392 Sir Barlot loste his lyfc.Hls

lyfe was hym full gnede. Ibid. 1422, 1509. c 1450 Myrc
! 319 pat day bat bow syst geddes body. .Mete & drynke at

j

thy nede Non sehal be bat day be gnede.

b. Harely so much
a 1300 Cursor M. 15424 pal asked Iudas quat he wald ask

bam for his mede. And he bat traitur fell, bam said, ' bot

thritti penis gnede '.

Hence t Qnedely adv., sparingly, frugally

;

+ Gne deship, miserliness; fGnedy a., miserly.

exooo Gregory's Dial. 1. vii 15 He . . heom be bead bait

hy namon pone ele . . & hine to dajldon swioe gntOehce

x.eotende xeond ealle pxx mynstrxs fatu. a 1225 A iw>\

R. 202 Al bet mon o5er wummon wilneS more ben heo mel

gnedeliche leden hire lif hi. .al is x/iscunge S: rote of dead-

lich sunne. Ibid. 3 so, 414. c 137S St. Leg. Saints, X. ar-

rarele 52 Na slawnes, na lychery N a wreth, na gnedschepe,

i na glutony. 1393 I.angl. P. PI. C. xvi. 86 Ac this doctor

! and diuinour and decretistre of canon, And al-so a gnedy

gloton with to grete chekes, Hath no pite on vs poure.

Gneeve Ignfv). Anglo-Irish. Also 8 gineve.

[a. Ii. e-niomh work, act. The term is said to be

still in use in the S. of Ireland.] The twelfth part

of a ploughland.
1638 Earl Cork Diaiy in Lismore Papers Scr. 1. (1S86)

V. 50 Paid . . for the purchace of 4 gneeves of land. 1672

Petty / 'at. A not. 372 As to their town-lands, plough-lands,

colps, gneeves.. they are all at thi- day become unequal

both in quantity and value, having been made upon grounds

which are now obsolete and antiquated. 1780 A. Young

Tour Ircl. 1 1. 85 I and is let by the plough land and gineve,

12 gineves to the plough land.

Gneiss 'nsis, gnais). Geo!. Also 8 kneiss.

[a. Ca. gneiss . kueis.] A metamorphic rock, com-

posed, like granite, of quartz, feldspar or 01 thoclase,

and mica, but distinguished from it by its foliated

or laminated structure.

1757 tr. Heuclcts Pyrilal. 44 Shiver, kneiss [iV«rV. A black,

fatty sort of vein stone or rock], ochre, jasper. 1777 R. E.

Raspe tr. Bon's Trav. Temcs-aar vm. 42 Gneua .

.

covered the whole country. 1851 Richardson Geol. (1855)

127 Gneiss may be termed stratified, or slaty granite. .

.

When the gneiss is associated wiih granite, it approaches to

ihe character 01" that substance ; and when the two come

in contact, it is scarcely possible to distinguish between

them. 1873 Black Pr. Thule i (1875) 3 Great grey boulders

of cne : ss fixed fast into the black peat-moss.

attrib 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. il (18901 30! he formation

which Humboldt designates as gneiss-granite. 1854 li.

Miller Sch. e,Schm. v. 95 The tract though a primary one

forms one of the tamer gneiss districts of Scotland.

Gneissic (nsi-fik, gnai sik), a. [f. prec. + -IC.J

Of the naturn of gneiss.

i8«o R. F. Burton Cenir. Afr. in frnl. Geog. Soc. XX1.V
-05 The sides of these hills, composed of hornblende and

gneissic rock .. are steep, rugged and thickly wooded

1880 Ramsay in Times 26 Aug s/? I" 'he Highlands or

Scotland, .there are gneissic rocks of pre-Cambnan age.

So Crneissi'tic a. rare

x8«6 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xv. § 16 Dependent on the

junction of the gneissitic beds wiih, or then transition into,

the harder prologine of the aiguilles.



GNEISSOID. 247 GNOMON.
Gneissoid (naHo&d, gnaisoid), a. [f. Gneism
+ -0U).J Resembling gneiss; imperfectly gneissic

1849 Dana Geo/, x'ul. (1850) 561 The granite of the coast

near Valparaiso is, to a great extent, gneissoid, and in some
places passes to a perfecfgneiss. 1882 AV/. Ho. Repr. Free.

Met. S. 458 The western belt is gneissoid in structure,

verging into hornblendic and mica schist.

Gneissose (psi $•*, gnai b£u), a [f. as prec.

+ -08E.J = Gneissic; also quasi-j^. = gneissic rock.

1843 Poktlock Geo/. 171 They are much more extensively

developed in the lower or gneissose portion than in the upper
or slaty portion. 1875 Dawson Daivn of Life u. 21 The
limestone . . is traversed by many gray layers of gneissose.

1880 iqth Cent. Nov. 850 The venerable gneissose rocks of
the north-west of Scotland.

Gneissy (nai'si, gndi'sf 1

, a. [f. as prec. +
-y.] = Gneissic a.

1757 tr. HenckeFs Pyr/tot. 234 Accompanying shivery,

loamy, and kneisy minerals. 1799 W. Tooki-: / iew Russian
EmJ>. I. 114 On the gneissy country . . appears a coarse ser-

pentine. 1854 Hookek Himal.Jrn/s. II. xxii. 136 Angular
blocks of white gneissy granite.

Gnet, obs. form of Gnat I.

Gnetaceous (n/uf'Jss , a. Bot. [f. mod.L,
Gneface-x (f. Gnetum. the name of the typical

genus) + -ous.] Belonging to, or resembling, the

Gnetacecc, an order of gymnospermous shrubs or

small trees, having jointed stems or branches.
1886 Vines in Encycl. Brit. XX. 429/2 In the Gnetaceous

Epliedra altissima, a process of cell-formation goes on in

the oospore

Gneu, gnew(e, obs. pa. t. of Gnaw v.

Gllib (nib', a. Sc. Sharp, smart, eager.

1755 R. Forbes Ajaxs S/>. 15 \VT mischief he was sue

gmb, To get his ill intent. 1768 Ross Helenore (17S9) 64
Says a gmb elf,

K As an auk! carle [etc.]. 1813 W. Beattik
Fruits Time Parings (t$7j) 39 The mair we drank, we grew
the gnibber.

Gnibble, ob->. form of Nibble.

tGnide,^- Ok. forms: I gnidau. 3gnide(n.
gnyde. Pa. losing 3 gnade; //. 1 gnidon, 3 gni-

den; also 4 (weak gniddad. [OK. gnidan
(gndd, guidon, gniden) = OHG. gnitan, knitan,

OSw. gnidha (Sw. gnida. Da. gntde) ; also ON.
gnida (wk.veib).] trans. To rub with or between

the hands; to bruise, crush ; to rub out. Also ifilr.

to crumble away. (Cf. Gnodde v.)

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vi. 1 Hys leorning-cmhtas pa ear
pluccedon & mid hyra handmn gnidon & acton, a 1225 Amct.
R. 238 peo hwule bet ^ichinge ilest, hit buncheo god fur to

gniden [Titus MS. gnudden]. Ibid. 260 Heo breken be
eares bi be weie, & gniden [ Titus MS. guuddeden] b.- comes
ut bitweonen hore honden. a 1250 Pnrv. sElfred 201 in

O.E. Misc. 114 If bu hafst .. gold and seoluer, hit schal

gnyde [later text wurben] to nouht, to duste hit schal

dryuen. a 1300 S. E. Psalter xvii[i]. 43 [42], I sal gnide als

duste bifor wind likam. Ibid. lxxxviii(ij. 45 [44] His sete in

land bou gnade bidene. c 1330 Art/t. <y A/ert. 2514 Herl)es

he son3t and fond And gnidded hem bittiix his hond.

Gnidge (niclg),^. Sc. [? connected with prec]

trans. To rub, squeeze, press. Also to gnidge off.

1755 R. Forbes Aj'ax's Sp. 8 In hell . . Fare a fun-stane

does Sisyphus Down to the yerd sair gnidge. 1768 Ross
Helenore (1789) 135 And then frae our fingers to gnidge aft

the hide, With the wearisome wark of the rubbing o't.

f Gnip, v Sc. [? onomatopoeic ; cf. Nip, KnipJ
trans. Tonip,bite. Of a horse: To champ (the bit).

1:1425 Wyntoun Crou. v. iv. 605 Syne in his body gnyp
and gnaw. 1513 Douglas Aiucis in. vni.64. Heir. I saw..
four h rsis quhite as snaw Guyppand gersis the large feildis

on raw. Ibid. iv. iv. n Hir fers steid stude. . Rungeand
(:/.r. gnyppand] the fomy goldin bitt.

tGnit. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 gnyt. [?a. ON.

gnit .Sw. gnet, Da. gnid) a nit ; cf. G. gnitze a

midge.] ? A nit.

a 1483 in Re/. Ant. I. 86 Gnyttus and snayllus cam rout-

tyng in schyppus.

t Gnodde, v. Obs. Also 3 gnudden. [Cf.

Icel. nudtia 1? *gnndda) to rub.] trans. To rub,

bruise, crush. (Cf. Gnide.)
a 1225 [see Gniue]. 13.. A'. A/is. 2373 Mony knyght,

with dethes wounde, Gnodded {printed guodded] gras on
the grounde. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvir. xcvii.

(1495)663 Flexe is bounde in bundelsand afterward knockyd:
bcteTi and brayd and carflyd : rodded and gnodded : ribbyd
and herkelyd : and at the laste sponne. 14.. MS. Sloan-:

73. If. 214 (Halliw. 1 And after gnodde and waaehe wel tlii

saflour bagge in thilke ly^e with bothe thyn hondis.

t Glioff. Obs. Also gnof, gnoffe, gnuffe,

gnooffa, tknuftV. [Cf. East Fris. knufc lump.

gnnffig thick, rough, coarse, ill-mannered.] A
chart, boor, lout.

C1386 Chaucer Mi/Urs T. 2 A riche gnof, that gestes

heeld to bord, And of his craft he was a Carpenter. 1566
T)v.WT Horace, Sat. r. i.Aib, The chubbyshe gnof that toyles

andmoylesand delueth in the downe. 1567TLKBERV. Epit.,

etc. 4 If Vulcan durst presume That was a Gnuffe to see .

.

Dame Venus toassaile. 1575 A.' Nevilib Defuror. Norf.

141 The cuntry gnooffes, Hob, Dick, & Hick, with clubs,

and clouted shoon [so a 1627 in Hayward Ediv. VI, 76
(but spelt kmiffes)\ 1581 J. StUIHJEV Seneca's Herctt/es

GStseus 198 The covetous charle, the greedy gnoffe in deede
..In plenty pines the wreatch, 1610 HsALBt Si. Aug.
Citie of God xw. iv. 501 The Pagans wisdome and vertues
were scorned of the ritch gnoffes [L. crassis diuitibus] that

held shades for substances, and vertues for meere vanities.

Gnogh, obs. pa. t. of Gnaw v.

Gnome l (n^'m, tuSltU). [a. Gr. yvwfiT} thought,

judgement, opinion
;

pi. yvtvfiat sayings, maxims

(L.stn/tntiu., f. 7^0?- root of ytyvwoKtwtn KNOW.]
A short pithy statement of a general truth ; a pro-

verb, maxim, aphorism, or apophthegm.
1577 H. Pkacham Card. Eloquence V iij, Gnome, a say-

ing pertaining to the mauers and common practises of men,
which declareth, by an apte breuity, what in this our lyfe

ought to be dune, or not done. 1846 Grotb Greece 11. iit.

II. 363 'J'he rudiments of that which afterwards ripened
into moral philosophy as manifested in gnomes or aphorism-.
1873 Symonds Grk. Poets i. 16 Many of the subiimer flights

of meditation in Sophocles aie e.\pan>ions of early Gnomes.

Gnome ' (iH7wra;. [a. F. gnome, ad. mod.l-.

gnomns, used by Paracelsus.
Paracelsus (De Nymfhu etc. Wks. 1658 II. 391, and else-

where) uses Gnomi as a synonym of Pygntari, and says that
tlie beings ^o called have earth as their element (or, as he
calls it, their chaos: cf. etymological note on Gas), through
which they move unobstructed as fish do through water, or
birds and land animals through air. The context in the
passage above referred to suggests that the name was no!
invented by Paracelsus himself, and that it means * earth*
dweller'; possibly it maybe a blunder for *glnoimts

i
repre-

senting a Gr. type *y>H o/uo«; (for which cf. 8«.\a.aaoi6
.
iov

dwelling in the sea . The term, however, may possibly be
a mere arbitrary invention, like many others found in

Paracelsus. The connexion commonly assumed with Gr.
y\-ui)>.7) (see prec.) or yvia^^v (cf. Gnomon) seems unlikely.

J

1. One of a race of diminutive spirits fabled to

inhabit the interior of the earth and to be the

guardians of its treasures ; a goblin, dwarf.
1712-14 Pope Rape Lock Ded., According to these Gentle-

men [the Rosicmcians], the four elements are inhabited by
Spirits, which they call Sylphs, Gnomes, Nymphs, and
Salamanders. The Gnomes or Daemons of Earth delight

in mischief. Ibid. 1. 63 The graver Prude sinks downward
to a Gnome, In search of mischief still on Earth to roam.
1816 Gen//. Mae-. LXXXI. I. 46 To festive songs my
Gnomes attune the lyre. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T.

(1S51 I. viii. 154 Small enough to be king of the fairies, and
ugly enough to be king of the gnomes. 1877 Bryant Litt/c
People ofSnow 12 No, let us have a tale of elves that ride

By night, with jingling reins, or gnomes of the mine.

fig. 1809-10 Colkridge /*'/7tW(i8i8) III. 173 A scientific

method, that dissipating with its earliest rays the gnomes of
hypothesis and the mists of theory, may [etc.].

2. U.S. A name of various humming-birds, as the

Giant Gnome [Patagona gigas \. i889inCV«i. Did.

3. attrib and Comb , as gnome-like adj.; gnome-
owl tf.S.

t
a small owl of the genus Glaueidium.

1801 Mar, Edgf.worth Good Fr. Governess (1832) 175
Things went on much better after the gnome-like influence

of Mrs. Grace had ceased. 1843 Lyiton Last Bar. 1. ii,

Upon a mound formed by the gnarled roots of the dwarfed
and gnome-like oak, she sat down and wept. 1884-5 River-
side Nat. His!. (1888) IV. 330 The pigmy, or gnome-owls,
as they are frequently called. 1897 S. L. HiNDE Congo
A nibs Ss The seemingly magical appearance of these gnome-
like beings within 3 or 4 yards of us.

Hence G-nomed _/>//. a., inhabited by gnomes.
1820 Keats Lamia a. 236 Philosophy will .. Conquer all

mysteries by rule and line, Empty the haunted air, and
gnomed mine.

Gnomic (n^-niik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. yuos-

fiucos dealing in maxims, sententious, f. yvw^.i]

Gnomi;'; cf. F. gnomique.\ A. adj. Of the nature

of, or consisting of, gnomes or general maxims.
Gnomic poet* a composer of gnomic verses.

1815 J. Ji;bb Corr. 1 1834) II. 257 Some gnomic verses from
Bishop Ken. 1838 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 130 In Aeschylus,
the poetical faculty developed itself in grandeur;, .in Euri-
pides, in gnomic wisdom, sententious philosophy. 1847
Grotl: Greece II. xxbc IV. no Amidst the multifarious
veins in which Archilochus displayed his genius, moralising
or gnomic poetry is notWanting. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets
iii."rJ5 Gnomic poets are simply those who embody yi'taaai

or sententious maxims on life and morals in their verse.

188a A. W.WwiiDicAensi'i. 25 The fashion of Sam's gnomic
philosophy is at least as old as Theocritus.

b. Gram. Gnomic aorist (see quots.).

1867 Farrar Grk. Syntax § 154 The aorist is used in pro-
verbs, &c. (gnomic aorist) to express what once happened,
and has thereby established a precedent for all time. 1884
Hadlkv Grk. Gram. § 840 Gnomic Aorist.—General truth>
are often expressed by the aorist indicative, as having
proved true in past instances.

B. sl>. pi. The gnomics (=*F, Us gnomiquei,
the older Greek gnomic poets.
i8ai Campbki.l in Hem Monthly Mag. II. 238 In the days

of Solon and Theognis, we find the observations of the
gnomics on the oeconomy of life pretty various.

Gnomical (n^miWU), a. 1 [f. as prec. + -al.]
«= Gnomic. Ofaperson: Given to uttering gnomes.
1603 Bi-. W. BARLOW Couf. Hampton Crt. (1604) 44 His

Maiesty . . adding this excellent, gnomical, and Canon-like
Conclusion, that [etc.]. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang.
T. 11. 133 A speech .. so gnomical! and waighty, that
St. Augustin highly commends it. 1650 H. More in Enthus.
Triumph. '1656) 134 In this whole page Anthroposophus is

very Guomicall, and spe.iks Aphorisms very gracefully. 1887

J. Knight in Diet. Mat. Biog. IX. 356/2 Her gnomical utter-

ances are often thoughtful and pregnant.

t Gno'mical, a - Obs. rare. [Irreg. f. Gnom-">-
+ -T0 4--AL-] =GN0MONICa.
i6xi Cotcr. s.v. Avantage, Bicn wantage en nee, Nosed

with aduantage, well nose-growne, hauing a Gnomicall, or
goodly long, nose. 1744 [see quot. 1688 s.v. Gnomonic].

Gliomide (n<J«*mid). rare. [a. F. gnomide. f.

gnome: see Gnome- and -ide.] A female gnome.
i7»7-Si Chambkfs Cycl. s.v. Gnomes, The females of this

species are called gnomtdes.

Gnomish (n<?umij\ a . [f. Gnome 2 + -ibii.]

Resembling a gnome; gnome-like.

182a New Monthly Mag. V. 54s A glouinj', perverse.
gnomish sprite. 1897 Daily News 18 Junes 4 Their excited
gesticulations, their gnomish faces full of disgust.

Gnomist (n^fmist). rare. \l. Gnome ' * -ist.]

A gnomic poet or writer.

1874 Mahaffy Soc. Life Greece iv. Sj The high moral
standing of the earlier gnomists made it impossible to keep
their works pure and undefiled

t Gnomograph. Obs. [ad. Gr. type *yywfio-

7/)d./)os, f. yvw^r) Gnome I
-t ypatpuv to wiile.]

- prec.

1560 Becon Catech. vi. Wks. 1564 I. 542 b, Idlenes as y
Gnomagraph [sic] saith bringeth much euil.

bo f Gnomographer.
a 1619 Form rby Afheom. Pref. 16. 2) 4 There could none

haue any cause to insult ouer another: not the Hymno
gi:ipher ouer the Historiographer, nor the Gnoinographei
ouer either.

Gnomologic (ntfunwV'd^ik), a. rare. [ad. Gr.
yi cufxoXoyiKos, 1. *yvQ)t*o\6yo$

J
i. yiwpa) Gnomi; '

+ -\6yas speak<r.] Ot' the nature of general

maxims ; sententious.

1751 Harris Hermes 1. vii. (1786) 125 Gnomologic Sen
tences after the same manner make likewise Aoiists of the
Future. 1780 Philol. Etta. 11. ix. (1781J 179 That other.
and mure limited species of it [Sentiment], which I call the
Gnomologic, or Preceptive. 1841 W. Spalding Italy a- It.

Ist. 1. 124 Lucretius, however, who had only the gnomo-
logic verses of the Greeks as his models.

GnomolO'gical, a. rare ". [t. as prec i

-At..] -prec.
1775 in Ash, 1818 Todd, Gnomological, pertaining to

guomology. [Blount Glossogr, 1670-81 and Coles 1676 have
' GnomoTogital, pertaining to the art of dialling '

: see

Gnomonologicai. ]

Gnomologist (n^miflod^ist'. rare. [f. Gr.

type *yvwtio>«jy-oi (see Gnomologic ) + -jst.] A
gnomic writer.
" 1813W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXII. ^20 The gnonio
logi>ts, or versifier-- of short moral apophthegms. 188?

Farrak Early Chr. II. 22 The style of St. James is formed
on the Hebrew prophets, as hi> thoughts are ii fiuenced by
the Hebrew gnom jlogists.

Guomology j)dvmp'\6d£\). [ad. Gr. yvojpto\oyia

. the uttering or collecting of gnonu-s, f. yi'tvprj

GNOME ' + -\oyia discoursing, collection, f. A07-,

\ey- to say, to collect : see -LOGY.]

1. A collection of general maxims or precepts.

1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 204/2 Which art of

powerful reclaiming, wisest men have also taught in their

ethical precepts and Gnomologies. 1651 Biggs New Disp.

p 334 These nsematognomists . . in their Gnomologies may
be 1 oinpared to [etc.). 1736 Bailey (folio) Pref., Gnomo-
logies .. Adagies or Proverbs. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lie.

II. i. II. § 21, 28 Several of the publications of Neander are

gnomologies, or collections of moral sentences from the
pouts.

2. Gnomic discourse; the sententious element in

. writing. *

1806 \V. T.n lor in Robberds Mem. II. 143 There is -ound
. sense in the thinking, selection in the gnomology, condensa-

tion in the style [etc.]. 1889 Edin. Rtx>. No. 345. 74 Be»
Sira expanded the gnomology of preceding writers by open-

ing up the larger vistas of human relations.

Gnomometry (n<?ninp-metri). rare. [ad. Gr.

type *yvajfAOfi€Tpia, f. yvwfirj Gnome ^ + -j.t€Tp!n

measurement.] [See quot.)

1882 Atkcnmtm 8 July 43/1 The intricate question nf

stichometry as opposed to gnomometry .. whether the

ancient writers divided their books according to subject 01

according to some standard measure of lines or ari\oi.

Gnomon 'iio-'mpn). Also 6-7 (Florio, pseuJo

etymologically] gnow-, know-man, 7, 9 erron.

gnomen. [a. Gr. yvivfiojv inspector, indicator

(spec, the gnomon of a dial, a carpenter's square),

f. 7fcy-, yiyvwoKta' to perceive, judge, K.now. The
proximate source may have been L. or F. gnomon j

1. A pillar, rod, or other object which serves to

indicate the time of day by casting its shadow upon

a marked surface ; esp. the pin or triangular pla'c

used for this purpose in an ordinary sun-dial.

1546 Lakglby Pol. Verg. De Invent, it. v. 42 b, Anaxi-

menes ..founde .. the first dial that declareth the houres

by the Shadowe of the Gnomon. 1598 Florio, Gtwmonc,
the know-man or enow-man of adiall. 1601 Holland Pliny

I. 150 In all the circumference of this climat and parellele,

at noon tide vpon an Equinoctiall day, the stile in the dial!

which they call Gnomon 7 foot long, casteth a shadow not

abotie 4 foot. 1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. Ep. iv. ii. 181

We usually say a Gnomon or needle is in the middle of a

Biall. 1742 Young Nt. Th. II. 427 Warnings point out our

danger; Gnomons, time. 1834 H. Miller Scenes $ Leg.

xxix. (1857^ 431 On the western gable there was fixed a huge

gnomon of bronze, i860 Tyndall G/ac. I. xxv. 177 Like

gnomons of a vast sundial, the Aiguilles cast their fanhke

shadows, [etc.].
.

b. A column or other apparatus employed in

observing the meridian altitude of the sun.

i6»5 N. Carpkntkk Geog. Del. t. vi. (1635I 138 In the time

of either Equinoctiall in some Horizontal! plaine in the

Sunne-shine, let there bee erected a G'-omon. 17*7^4*
Chambers Cycl., Gnomon, Those conversant in observation

prefer the gnomon, by some called the astronomical gnomon,

to the smaller quadrants. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I.

1 iii. 1. § 70. 189 The gnomon erected by Toscanelli in the

cathedral at Florence . . is by much the loftiest in Europe.

1854 Tomlinson Arago's Astron. 17 Anaximander ..con-

structed at Sparta the gnomon that enabled him to observe
1

the equinoxes and the solstices.
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GNOMONIC.

t C. jocularly. The nose. Obs.
1583 Staxvhurst /Ends, etc. (Arb.) 145 Syth niye now;

owtpeaking, good syr, your lip-labor hindreth, Hard lye ye
may kisse mee, where no .such gnomon apcereth. [1599
B. JoKSOM Cynthia 5 Rev. v. iv, Her nose [is] the gnomon
of Loues diall, that tells you how the clocke of your heart
goes.] 1781 CoWFKS Convers. 271 The emphatic speaker
dearly loves to oppose, In contact inconvenient, nose to
nose, As if the gnomon on his neighbour's phiz, Touched
with the magnet had attracted his. a 1803 C. L. Lewes
Mem. (1805 I. 92 Giving him at the same time, a blow that
demolished the gnomen of poor Roger's face.

1 2. Occasionally applied to other instruments
serving as ' indicators ' (see quote.). AHojig. Obs.
1599 Broughtou's Lett. viit. 28 S. Austen [is] your Index

and gnomon for S. Peters place of preaching to the spirits.

1600 R. Cawpray Treat;. Similzes (1609' 114 The Saylers
Gnomon, or rule, which is commonly called the Mamners
Needle. 1755 H. Martin Mag. Arts fySci. III. vii. 325 Pro-
fessor Richman..lost his Life by an electrical Stroke, .as he
was observing.. the Effects of Electricity upon his Gnomon,
or Electrometer.

1 3. pi. The teeth which indicate the age of a
horse, etc. ( — Gr. oi yvw/j.ov€s). Obs. rare~.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 18 An Asse and a

Mule have 36 teeth.. Their third and fourth teeth are
called 'gnomons', that is 'regulars', because by them there
is a tryed rule to know their age.

f 4. A rule, canon of belief or action. Obs.
[So Gr.yvwfXioV, a transferred use of the sense ' carpen-

ter's square '. (In quot. 1698 perh. an error for Gnomk. ]

1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 TAess. (16291 203 Making
Scripture my gnomon and canon. 1651 Biggs New Disp.
• 1S0 A nimiety of redundance of bloutl is the only Gnomon
in the table of directions for phlebotomy. 1660 Jer. Taylor
Duct. Dublt. it. in. rule xiv. $ 10 Eunomius . . amrm'd
tradition of the Fathers to be the Gnomon or Canon of
faith, and yet said [etc.]. 1698 [K. Ferguson] View of an
Ecclesiastic 67 To spare Mens Persons when we speak of
their Faults, according to the common Gnomon, Mea -y

Tua Persona pro Ego <y Tu.

5. Geom, The part of a parallelogram which re-

mains after a similar parallelogram is taken away
from one of its corners.
[So Gr. yittyuor, from the resemblance of the shape to a

carpenter's square.]

1570 Billingsley Euclid ii. def. ii. 61 In euery parallelo-
gramme, one of those paratlelogrammes, which soeuer it be,
which are about the diameter, together with the two supple-
mented, is called a Gnomon. /• 1606 Scarbukgh Euclid
(1703) 121 Therefore the Gnomon K.LM, and the squareCF
are equal to the Rectangle. 1838 Young Euclid \\. Def. ii. 57.

fb. An odd number. (So called by the Pytha-
goreans ) Obs.
The difference between two squares being geometrically

u gnomon, the name was applied in arithmetic to the differ-

ences between the squares of successive integers, i.e. to the
odd numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, n, etc.

1660 Stanley Hist. Pkilos. ix. (1701) 379/1 Odd Numbers
they called Gnomons, because being added to Squares, they
keep the same Figures ; so Gnomons do in Geometry.

t C. Each of the successive subtrahends (after

the first 1 in the process of finding the square root.

1674 Jeake Arltk. (1696) 194 The second number to be
substracied, called a Gnomon.

f 6. Something shaped 'like a carpenter's square ;

an L-shaped bar, etc. Obs.
1669 Boyle Coutu. New Exp. 11. (1683) 8 GGG is the

Gnomon fastened to the plate 1JB. Ibid. 16 H is the Gnomon
affixed to the Globe AA making fast the spring G. 1777
Darwin in Phil. Trans. LXY1II. 80 A gnomon of thin
brass was made to stand over his nose.

Hence Gno monless a.

1832 Wilson in Blackiv. Mag, XXXII. 133 1 he dial-stone
. .stands gnomenless.

Gnomonic .n^mp-nik), a. and sb. Also 7 gno-
monicke, -ique. [ad. L. gnomonic-us (F. gno-
monique), a. Gr. yixvpoviKus, f. yvwfwjv Gnomon.]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to the gnomon or sun-dial, or to the
measuring of time, etc. by means of this. Gnomonic
column (see quot. 1727-41).
1601 Holland Pliny I. 35 The Gnomonicke art. 167a

Phil. Trans. VII. 5151 The whole Science Gnomonique.
t688 Boyle Final Causes Nat. Things \v. 154 [He] may have
given him a Dial furnish'd with a Magnetic Needle, rather
than an Ordinary Gnomonic IWks. 1744 IV. 539/1 gnomical]
Dial. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Column, Gnomonic
Column, a cylinder, whereon the hour of the day is repre-
sented by the shadow of a style. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XV I.

632 The gnomonic phenomena of the year of complete days
recurred at the interval of this cycle.

b. Gnomonic projection. (See quot. 1866.)
The principle of gnomonic projection is especially used in

the construction of star maps.
1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Matheseos A iv b, With the

Laws of the. .Gnomonic Projection of the Sphere. 1858
{title) Stanford's Maps of the Paths of Comets . . drawn by
J. Breen on six maps on the gnomonic projection. 1866
Proctor Handbk. Stars 16 The first point we meet with
suitable for a centre of projection is the centre of the sphere.
A projection having this point as centre is called gnomonic
from its relation to the art of dialling.

2. trans/, in nonce-uses. a. That indicates like

a gnomon, b. Resembling a gnomon (cf. Gno-
mon 1 c).

1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1818) III. 79 Spurzheim's
Cranioscopy (a scheme, the indicative or gnomonic parts of
which have a stronger support in facts than the theory in
reason or common senseV 1859 L. F. Simpson Handbk.
Dining xl (1865) 111 M. H. R. turned his gnomonic nose to
the west.

248

Ii 3. ? Misused for Gnomic a. (.Hut cf. Gnomon 4.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) Guomonick, full of Sentences,

as the Guomonick Poets, Writers of Sententious Verses.
1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. 1. § 1. 6 The Jewish
sages .

.
made use of apologues, and uttered gnomonic say-

ings. 1884 Ch. times 569/1 It is easy to fish a gnomonic
saying out of the voluminous writings of the Fathers.

B sb.

1. PI. Gnomonics (rarely sing, gnomonic — L. gno-
momca, •ice, Gr. yixopoviKTi) : the art of dialling.

Obs. exc. Hist.
1656-81 Bloi nt Glossogr., Guomonick, the art of Dyailing

;

consisting in the knowledge of the scituation, lying or mea-
sure of any place or Country. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 269
The Cylindrical Dyal in Corpus Christi College Quadrangle
..is a fine old piece of Gnomonicks. 17*7-41 Chambers
Cycl., Gnomonica. .or Gnomonicks, the art of dialling ; or of
drawing sun and moon dials, etc., on any given plane.
179a T. Taylor Proclus I. 79 One part of this [astrology]
is gnomonics, which is exercised in settling the dimension
of the horary gnomons. 1837 [see Dialling i], 1876 Fox
BovtatsLocke I. ii. 56 He leclured ..also on optics and
gnomonics.
• t 2. A gnomic verse. Obs. rare ~K (Cf. A. 3.)
1688 Ocilbv tr. Magaillan's Hist. China 96 There areaKo

several < rnomonics or Verses containing Precepts, which are
sung at their Funerals.

Gnomonical (n^nvnikai), a. ? Obs. [f. as
prec. + -AL.1 - Gnomonic.
1570 Dee Math. Prof. 41 Who also, left to theyr posteritie,

many Engines and Gnoraontcall workes. 1603 Sir C. Hey*
don Jud.Astrol. iii. 128, 1 expected.. mathematical] demon-
strations and reasons, either out of Gnomonical) obseruation,
or out of the Perspectiues. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill.

373 1 A Gnomonical Semi-Circle, a semi-circle set in a de-
clining reclining Dial Plate, whereby to make the Stile its

true height. 1761 J. J. KiRbY Perspect. Archit. it. 3 When
placed at the center, the projection is named gnomonical.
i790WiLDBORF.il! Phil. Trans. I.XXX. 536 The gnomonical
projection of the track on a plane touching the sphere at C.

b. Bot. .See quot.)
1862 M. C. Cooke Man. Bot. Terms, Gnomonical, when a

stalk is bent at right angle-. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Hence Gnomonically a,/?:, in the manner of a

gnomonic projection.

1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 277 The method
of projecting the Hour Circles Gnomonically. is hence also
evident. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 281/1 The most convenient
method of projecting the whole sphere gnomonically is to
imagine a cube inscribed about it, on each face of which one-
sixth part of tlie sphere is projected. 1866 Proctor Handbk.
Stars 8 note, Now these circles are gnomonically projected
on the polar tangent plane as two straight lines.

1 Gno'monist. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gnomon +

-jsc] One interested or skilled in gnomonics.
1688 Boyle Final Causes Nat. Things iii. 97 The sun.. do

[sic] . . enable the Gnomonist to make accurate Dials, to
know exactly how the Time passes.

GnomonoTogy. rare~°. [f. Gnomon +
-(o)LOff?.] A treatise on dialling.

1775 in Ash ; and iii later Diets.

So Gnomonolo-gricaltf., ' belonging to the Art of
Dialling* .Uailey 1721-90).
Gnooffe, var. Gnoff, churl.

Gnosiology (n5uzi^Itxl<$i). Alsoguoseology.
Cf. Gnostoum;v. [f. Gr. yvwut-s, yvwoews know-
ledge + -(o)LOGY.] The philosophy of cognition
or the cognitive faculties.

[1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. vii. (18591 *• 1 -' 2 Some
older treatises.. afford a name not unsuitable for a Homology
of the cognitions, -viz. Gnoseologia or Guostologia.l 1899
M. P.W. Bolton /u</nis. Philos. 142 It is impossible to
understand his [Hamilton 'si doctrine about knowledge (or

Gnosiology) unless we understand his views concerning the
Conditioned and the Unconditioned.

I! Gliosis v
n<Hi-sis\ //. (rare) gnoses (n^rs?z).

[a. Cjx.yvwois investigation, knowledge (inChristian

writers esp. a higher knowledge of spiritual things).

f. yi'tu- root of ytyvwafcttv to Know.] A special

knowledge of spiritual mysteries. Often with refer-

ence to the claim to such knowledge made by the

Gnostics: Gnostic philosophy, Gnosticism.
1703 S. Parker tr. Euseb/'us 19 Peter and John .. had

..receiv'd the Gnosis, or Gift 0/ Kmnoledge, from him
after his Resurrection. 17*7 41 Chambers Cycl. s.v.
Gnosimachi, They were perfectly averse to all the glioses of
Christianity, i.e. to all the science, or technical knowledge
thereof. 1854 M.u rick Mor. <y Met. Philos. (ed. «) II. 28
The ^Gnosis would take its colour from every different

locality, from every different thinker. There must be a
Syrian Gnosis and an Alexandrian Gnosis [etc. J. 1856 K. A.
Vaighan Mystics vim. vii. 11860) II. 76 Behmen and the
niy>tics .. essay to pass the ordinary bounds of know ledge
and to attain a priviledged gnosis. 1871 J. F. Clakki. Ten
Gt, Relig. 11888) I. vi. § 7. 255 The connuon Christian lives

by faith, but the more advanced believer has gnosis, or philo-

sophic insight of Christianity as the eternal law of the soul.

1884 D. HuxTERtr. Eeuss's Hist. Canon W. 65 Another struck
by the mystical and speculative spirit of the Fourth Gospel
and recognizing . . some colouring of his own gnosis [etc].

Gnostic (tyftik), a. and sb. Also 7 gnostick.
gnostique. [ad. Gr. yvwantc-os pertaining to

knowledge, f. the root yva- : see prec] A. adj.

1. Relating to knowledge ; cognitive; intellectual.

1656 Sianlev Hist. Philos. x. (1701) 191/1 The Souls of the
Gods have a dijudicative Faculty, called Gnostic. 1792 T.
Taylor Proclus I. Dissert, xiv, They [the numbers] exist

in a vital, gnostic, and speculative, but not in an operative
manner. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xli. (1859) II.

4i5_ The distinction taken in the Peripatetic School by
which the mental modifications were divided into Gnostic or

GNOSTIOIZE.
Cognitive, and Urectic or Appetent. 1884 Nonconf. A/ Indcp.
10 Oct. 975/1 Gnostic pride will continue to feed itself on
doctrine that leads to no action.

b. nonce-use. believing in the reality of trans-

cendental knowledge; opposed to agnostic.
1888 R. Flint in MmdXSL 596 Idealism is not nece*-

sarily either gnostic or agnostic, but is more apt to be the
former than the latter.

C. Possessing esoteric spiritual knowledge.
1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. V11I. 797 Their dis-

ciples . . haye formed in the different churches an interior
gnostic or illuminated order, rather than independent con-
gregations.

d. In humorous or slang u?e : Clever, knowing.
1819 Blackw. Mag.V. 681 Mr. Seward. .threw over to us

a letter written in a large gnostic sprauling hand. 1824
Scott St. Kcntiu's v, I said you wtre a d—d gnostic
fellow, and I laid a bet you have not been always professional.
1859 Tkollope IV. Duties v. (i860 76 It [put ch] should par-
take duly of the . . spirit and . . the saccharine according to
the skill and will of the gnostic fabricator, who in mixing
knows his own puipose5.

2. Pertaining to the Gnostics ; having an occult
or mystic character.

1838' Penny Cyel. XI. 281/1 The origin of the Gnostic
system has been traced to various sources. 1851 D. Wilson
Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. ii. 223 A Gnostic gem of agate, on
which a z-formed symbol is twice repeated. Ibid. 224 The
early phases of Gnostic philosophy. 1885 Catholic Diet.
ted. 31 375/1 In Alexandria, the Gnostic tendencies gathered
life and strencth.

B. sb.

1. Hist. Chiefly pi. The designation given to

certain heretical sects among the early Christians
who claimed to have superior knowledge o things
spiritual, and interpreted the sacred wi kings by
a mystic philosophy (cf. Gnosis).
[1563 WinJet Wks. (1890) II. 51 Iowis, Gentilis, and thai

calltt Gnostici. Marg. Sua nameit for ostentaiioun of
thare science.] 1585-7 T. Rogkrs 39 Art. (1607) 44 Some,
as the Gnostics . . affirm there be more Gods than one. 1641
Wilkins Mercury x. (1707) 43 From such idle Collection*
as these, many Heresies of the . . Gnosticks had their first

Beginnings, 1744 Berkeley Siris § 187 The Gnostics, Basi-
lidiaus, and other ancient heretics. 1841 Tkbmcn Parables
ii. (1877J 18 The ghastly dream of Gnostic and Manictuean.
1877 C. GsiKiS Christ xxviii. (1879) 315 The Christian
Gnostics began to make likenesses of him.
trans/. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Introd. 11851) 136 Thought

new and dangerous by some of our severe Gnostics, whose
little reading, .holds ever with hardest obstinacy that which
it took up with easiest credulity.

b. C omb., as Gnostic-like adj.

1664 H. More Expos. 7 Epist. 71 The Balaamites..were
of a more Gnostick-like temper, too much leaning toward*
the Flesh.

2. In general sense : f One skilled or learned in

any subject {obs.\ Also slang, 'a knowing one',

an adept in dishonest acts.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 9 He that is a Gnostique in

one, cannot be a meere Tyrunculus in the other. 18:9
Moore Tom Crib (ed. 2) p. xxvii, Many of the words used
by the Canting Beggars in Beaumont and Fletcher .. are

still to be heard among the gnostics of Dyot-street and
Tothill-fields.

Guostical ii(vstikal), a. [f. prec. + -al.] -
Gnostic a.

i8a8 E. B. Pislv Hist. Enquiry 163 The old error of the
Guostical interpreters in the early Church was thus revived.

1854 Maurice Mor. $ Met. Philos. (ed. 2) II. 26 Saturninus
is memorable in history as the author of one of the so called

guostical heresies. 1881 Athenaeum 2 Apr. 460/1 Dr. Jfoel

in his monograph, .has advanced the knowledge, .ofmystical
and Guostical passages in this book (the Talmud].

Hence Gnoatically adv. (in quots. used humor-
ously; cf. Gxomtjc A. 1 d.)

18*4 Scoit .SV. Ronan's iv, This is the very fellow that we
saw down at the Willow-slack on Saturday—he was tog'd
gnostically enough, and cast twelve yards of line with one
li:utd 1836 Wilson in Blackw. Mae,. XX. 7S2 Smoking
and leering, with tongue-lolling cheek, finger-tip and nose-
tip gnostically brought together.

Gnosticism (nfsdsiz'ml [f. Gnostic sb. +

-ISM.] The system or principles professed by the

Gnostics.
1664 H. Mori; Autid. agst. Idol. To Rdr. (_> 2 a, Though

it be indeed but a spice of the old abhorred Gnosticism.

1713 R. Nelson Life Bull § 69. 394 Till IMatonism and
Gnosticism crept into the Chinch. 1838 Penny (. yd. XI.
281/2 Gnosticism is merely a generic term, and . . included

many sects that differed considerably from each other. 1865

LaCKV Ration. I. iii. 224 Gnosticism exercised a very great

influence over Christian art.

Gnosticity n^sti'siti). nmtet-wd. [f. as prec.

+ -ity.] Knovvingne^s ; pretensions to knowledge.
1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 581 The philosophy of a

Bacon, . . the wisdom of aWordsworth, the genius ofa Byron,
the gnosticity of a John Bee.

Guosticize njrstisoiz), v. [f. as prec. + -izfc.]

a. intr. To adopt or expound Gnostic views,

b. trans. To interpret on Gnostic principles ; to

give or impute a Gnostic character to.

1664 H. Moke Expos. 7 Epist. 37 Too many began to

Gnosticize, as it is called, in that point, and think it a small

thing to deny the Faith in the time of Persecution. 1840 G. S.

Fablr Regenerat. xviii, Let all the Fathers .. gno-ticise

ever so copiously on Fasting and CtlitJacy. 184* —
Frovinc. Lett. (1844) II. 31 Clement would gnosticise his

words as spiritually and covertly importing: / cultivate

[etc.]. 1851 Bunsen Hippoly-us (1854) I. 108 The writers

of those Ophite books were acquainted with the Gospel [of

St. John] and attempted to Gnosticize it. 1880 Encycl. Brit.



GNOSTOLOGY.
XI. 854/2 Attempts to Christ i.'iuixtj pftgtt&ikn), to conciliate
Judaism, or to gnosiicize Christianity.

Herue G-nosticizing- vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also

OMo'sticizer, one who gnoaticizes.
1840 G. S. Faber Rfgtturat, w\. They . . occupied them-

selves, not very profitably, in gnosticising upon the virtues of
Celibacy. 184Z — Proi'inc. Lett. (18441 II. 49 Under the
new and gnosticising aspect of its being inherently a
State of greater Moral Purity and Perfection than [etc.].

1875 LiCMTt-oor Comni. Cot. (ed. aj 170 The doctrine . . taught
by the Gno^tici/ers at Colossae.

GllOStology infsrplodijt). rare. [f. Gr. yvah
(Ttus known, knowable y -logy.] - Gnosiology.
1846 Sir W Hamilton- Dissert, in Relets Wks. 770 Gnos-

tologv, the Philc^ophy of Knowledge.

G-nou;, gnow^e, obs. pa. t. of Gnaw v.

Gnu {ml). Also 8 gnoo. [Hottentot word.]
A South African quadruped \Catoblepas gnu), be-

longing to the antelope family, but resembling an
ox or buffalo in shape; also known by its Dutch
name wildebeest. The brindled gnu {Catoblepas
gorgon. is a distinct species.

1777 G. Forstkr Voy. round World I. 83 There is another
-.pecies of wild ox, called by the natives gnoo. 1786 Spark-
MAMN Voy. Cape G. H. II. 132 The gnu resembles the anti-
lopes and cauras in its hair, inasmuch as this is short. 1834
Pringi.i; AJr. Sk viii. 273 The gnu, which is now become
rare. 1857 Livingstone Tram iii 56 The presence of the
. .gnu is always a certain indication of water. 1884-5 A'/rvr-

sidf Nat. Hist. (188S V. 341 The Brindled gnu or Blue
Wildebeest .

.

\CaiobUphasgorgon) is still found tnZululand,
and abundant in Damaraland.
Gnuffa, var. Gnopf, churl.

Go (g#* , sb. PI. goes. [f. the vb.]

1. The action of going, in various senses. Also,
manner of going, gait, rare (chiefly in nonce-uses).

For come and go sec Come sb. 1 2.

1727 Boyer Fr. Diet. s.v., This Horse has a good Go with
him, he goes well, or paces welt). 1842 Lady Granville
Lett. (1894) II. 333 A most distinguished-looking blowen,
such amaintien and walk, like D.no and Orleans in her go.
1863 G. MacdonaldW. ForbesW. xxix. 267 All night Tibbie
Dyster had lain awake in her lonely cuttage, listening to
the quiet heavy go of the water. 1893 Ckamb. Jml. 28
Jan. 56/1 Rolling with the come and go of small waves.

2. colloq. Orig. of a horse : Power of going,
mettle, spirit. Hence of persons, etc. : Dash,
energy, vigour. Also of musical compositions,
etc.: Brightness, animation, ' swing*.
1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 17S She's only fit to

carry a dean or a bishop.—No go in her. 1830 A. Few-
blanque Eng. under 7 Administ. (1837) II. 50 Ellen borough
[spoken of as a horse], . . all action, and no go. 1843 J. II.

NEWMANin J. Orn-iby Mem. y. R. Hope-Scott (i8?4) II. 31
Its integrity, vigour—in a word, its go. 1864 J. Brown PL
Words on Health Pref. 9 A queer man . . always scheming
—full of 'go*, but never getting on. 1872 ft.\&\lhot Physics
fy Pol. (1876)201 Oh, he has plenty of go in him. 1882 Daily
Tel. q Oct. 2 '7 Mr. Grossmith's music is .. full of humour
and go'. 1884 Congregatioualist Feb. 109 Numbers of
people who like the 'swing' and 'go 1

..of these popular
relig ous ballads. 1887 Daily Tel. 10 Sept. 2/5 She.. looked
like a boat with a great deal of 'go' in her. 1892 Leslie
Lett, to Marco (1893) 223 Physically, he is a wonderful
man .. very wiry, and full of energy and go.

3. colloq. or vulgar. A proceeding; a turn of
affairs, unexpected course of things; now chiefly

one that causes embarrassment. Usually with adj.,

as a pretty\ queer, rum go.

1795 Mrs. Mary Robinson Angelina II. 168 'You may
take off the fuur horses; the gentlewoman goes in the
stage.' 'This a good go enough !' cried one of the post-
boys. 1797 Mrs. A. N. Bsnnptt BeggarGirl (1813) III. 61
'There's a go now!' cried Miss, with a hoyden laugh.
1803 Kknney Raising Wind I. iii 17 Ha! ha! ha! Capital
go! isn't it? 1820 jack RandalTs Diary (Farmer), It's

what I call the primest go. 1833 Marryat P. Simple 1, It

mi^ht have been a pretty go. 1841 Punch I. 169 Stating
his conviction that 'this MH rayther a rummy go'. 1849
Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 43 ' Kept at sea double the time \
and 'short of provisions ';—that would have been a go!
1869 Mrs. H. Wood A*. Yorkc III. xli. 240 And leave us
to old Brown ! that will be a nice go ! 1869 Bret Harte
Return Belisarius 14 You knew that he's got the consump-
tion? You didn't! Well, come, that's a go. 1876 Geo.
Eliot Dan. Der. 1. vii, I see a man with his eye pushed
out once—that was a rum go as ever I see.

4. colloq. A turn (at doing something); an attack
or attempt at; esp. in phrase to have a go at.

1835 R. H. Froude Rem. (1838 I. 417 And now I will have
another go at you, about your rule of faith in fundamentals.
1846 Sir R. Owkn Let. 5 Nov. in Life (1S94) I. 304 As men
spread they. . killed the hyaenas off at one go in Yorkshire,
for example. 1877 5 1'rs' Penal Servit. iii. 221 I've twelve
this go. I did a lagging of seven, and [etc.]. 1889 J. K.
Jerome 3 Men in Boat 58, I agreed and sat down, and they
had a go. 1895 Coruh. Mug. Aug. 176 We'll have another
go at this game next Thanksgiving. 1898 Jos. Arch Story
oj his Life xvi. 381, I wrote it in 2 goes of 6 hours each.

5. A quantity of anything supplied at one time.

Cf. Gang sb. 1
7. a. of yarn for weaving. ? Obs.

1805 Trans. Soc. Arts XXIII. 249 Beaming webs of any
number of half gangs, goes, runners, or equal quantities of
warps or chains of yarn.

b. colloq of li'juor : rarely of food.

1799 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1800) III. 352 (I] drank four
goes of brandy and water. 1821 Cohbett in iqth Cent.
(1886) Feb. 254 Now he must live on plates of beef and
goes of gin for the next seven years. 1836 Dickens Sk.
Boz (1892 52 Oysters, stout, cigars, and 'goes' innumer-
able, are served up. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes I. i. 6
The goes of stout . . passed round merrily. 1865 Daily 'Tel-

249

26 Dec. 3/3 Two or three ' goes ' of roast mutton. 1883
Stevenson Treas. Isl. 11. viii, Three goes o' rum !

C. colloq The vessel containing this quantity.
1796 Gross's Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3 , Go-shop', the

Queen's Head in Dllke's-court. .where gin and water is .sold

in three-halfpenny bowls, called Goes. 1861 A. Smith Med.
Student 33 A pewter 'go' which, if everybody had their
own, would in all probability belong to Mr. Green.
0. In certain games, a. Skit.les. A delivery of

the hall ; also, any one of the recognized varieties
of effect which this can produce.
'773 *• Jones (title) The Art of Playing at Skittles . . Shew-

ing both the Old and New Methods of forming General
Goes and lips. 1884 Sal. Ret: 18 Oct. 494/1 The best
players always attempted their goes in diagonals of the
Iratne, or from corner to corner. 1884 B> it. Stand Handbks.
Sports s, Pastimes II. 11. 16 Skittles, That till pins be
knocked down, but should one remain standing it sh .11 be
considered an extra 'go ... That the number of ' goes be
limited to five.

b. Crihbage. A ' cry ' uttered by the player if lie

cannot play a card in his turn ; the position thus in-

dicated (for which the adversary scores one point).
1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Mrs. Battle, She could never heartily

bring h r mouth 10 pronounce 'Go'—or 'That's a go'. She
called it an ungrammatical game. 1830 Hardie Hoyle made
familiar 54 [Cribbage], lAt 30] if B can play an ace, he
says thirty-one, and_ takes two points ; if not, he says go,
and A scores one point for the go.

7. colloq. Something that ' goes' or has a 'run '

:

a 'success', rare exc. U.S.
1877 Barilett Diet. Antcr. s.v., ' Make a go of it ', i. e.

make it succeed. 1888 Harper's Mag. Oct. 689/1 Deter-
mination to make the venture a go. 1898 Daily News
=3 June 6/1 ' The Miscellany' seems to have been a 'go '.

8. Phrases.

a. (ft's) no go 'coWoq.); the attempt is hopeless
1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 178 It won't do, no

go Dick. 1833 Markyat P Simple xxxi, That's no go. 1837
DlCKENS Pickw. ii, Dog stopped—whistled again—Ponto—
no go. .wouldn't move. 1848 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 26
Amusement after a certain age is no go., merely distract ion.
1848 ThacK eray l''au. Fairxxxiv, You want to trot me out,
but it's no go. 1888 Lowell Heartsease <y Rite 207 ' You
must rise',_ says the leaven. 'I can't', says the dough;
'Just examine my bumps, and you'll see it's no go'.
afrit. 1829 Spotting Mag. XIII. 242 Stating the names

of the constantly ' no go ' coverts.

b. The go (now only, all or quite the go) : said
predicativtly of persons and things; The height of
fashion ; the ' correct thing' ; the ' rage '. colloq.

1793 Colekioge Lett. 11895) 5° Have you read Mr. Fox s
letter to the Westminster electors? It is quite the political
go at Cambridge, and has converted many souls to the
Foxite faith. 1800 Mrs. HrRvrv Mottrtray Fain. I. 18;
He is quite the thing; the go in every respect. 1810 Splendid
Follies I. 69 But kitten-, you must recollect, are all the go.
1819 Moore Ep. fr. Tom Cribb 2 Is this the new go"'.—kick
a man when he's down ! 1821 Egan Tom fy Jerry vi. (1870)
116 In the Parks, Tom was the go among the 'goes'. 1840
Barhau ingol. I-eg., Lay St. Nicholas. But who doth not
know it [a costume] was rather the go With Pilgrims and
Saints in the second Crusade? 184s Praser'sMag. XXIII.
15 He becomes all the go in the university. 1852 R. S.
Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour vi. (1865' 25 Elegant shawls
labelled .

.' Quiie the Go '. 1880 G. R. Sims Ball. Ba'ylon
82 Her ni^t' is hung in the West-end shops,. And all day
long there's a big crowd stops To look at the lady who's
' all the go '.

c. Near go {colloq.' : a going near (to a danger
or the like) ; a ' close shave'.
1827 Sporting Mag. XXI. 47 Some Christchurch men

remember that go, and how near a go it was ! 1841 I • raser's
Mag. XXIII. 15 Which.. would have been a near go for

\

his neck.

d. On or upon the go (colloq.
1

) : f (f) on the
verge of destruction lobs.)

; (t) in a state of decline
'"

(? 06s.)
; (c) in constant motion, in a restless state;

I

(d) slant;, slightly intoxicated.
(.1) c 1680 HicKERiNGiLL Hist. IVhiggisiuWks. 1716 1. 133They did so many Irrational, Sensele.-s, and Destructive Acts,

that almost all lay at Stake, .and was just upon the go.
(/) 17*7 Mrs. M. Robinson IValsingham IV. 318 The

good fellow is upon the go ; his life's not worth six weeks'
purchase, a 1800 T. Bellamy Beggar Boy '1801) 1. 6 No
longer could she pay attention to the larder, and there
daily examine that part of its stores which was somewhat
—another saying of Iter's

—
' On the go '. 1842 E. Fitz-

Gerald Lett. (1889) I. 99 As to poor old England. I never
see a paper, but I think with you that she is on the go.

(«) 1843 Betiilne Sc. Fireside Star. 26 But if you can only
afford to wait till you get us on the go. 1874 Aloricii Print,
i'al/reyxiii. (1885 203 Ever since the day we said good-bye
..I have been on the go. 1898 Daily Ne-.us 14 May 5/7He might keep them on the go for a long time.
Ui) 1821 Egan Tom ,y Jerry fat. (t87o) 2to The fine old

wines of the Corinthian had made him a little bit 'on the go .

e. Great, Little go, see the adjs.

Go (gw'). v. Pa. t. went (went"; pa. pple.
gone(g^n). Forms : see below. [A Com. Tent,
defective vb., perh. originally existing only in the
pres.-stem., though a str. pa. pple. occurs in some
of the Teut langs. The forms in the WGer. langs.
ate as follcnvs: OE. inf. gan, pr. t. ga, etc. (see
below), pa. pple. gegdn; OFris. pr. t. 3rd pets.

%m%.f&h, geith, pa. pple. gen; OS. inf. -gin in
fttlgan to accomplish ; OLow Krank-ish gdn (MDu.
gacn, Du. gaan, pr. t. ga, gaast, etc.) ; OHG.
(Alemannic) inf. gdn, pr. L gam, gas, git, g&mis,
etc., (Bavarian) ml. gen, pr.t.gem.gi's, etc. (MHG.

OO.

;

gtin, gin, mod.Oer. ge/ten, pr. t. gehe, gehsl, etc. ;

the MHG. pa. pple. gegdn is not found in OHG.
The Scandinavian langs. have foims which appear
to belong to this vb. : ON. inf. qd (late and raie\
Sw.gd pr. t.gdr, etc.), Da. gaa'e (pr. X.gaar, pa.
pple. gaacf ; but it is possible that these may have

: been evolved from the pa. t. gekk ofganga (Gam.

J

v.), on the analogy o(fd,fekk (see Fang v.). The
vb. does not occur in VVnlfila's Gothic, but the
Crim-Gothic of the 16th c. had, according to Bns-
beck, the inf. geen.

As is shown by the evidence of OHG.. the vb.
belongs to the class of ' verbs in -mi '. The forms
in the various langs. point to a twofold OTcut
stem, gii-, gai-, which seems to have been appre-
hended as having the same relation to the stem
gaijg- (see Gang v.) as six-, slal-, to the extended
stem stand- see Stand v.) ; thus in OHG. gin,
still (which are strictly parallel in conjugation, are
functionally mere variants of gangan, siantan. Ii

is probable that the words expressing the contrasted
notions ' go ' and ' stand ' have exercised some ana-
logical influence on each other. Whether theie is

any etymological connexion between^- 'gai-) and
gaijg- is uncertain. Three suppositions are con-
ceivable : (1) that the two are unrelated, and have
been associated owii;g to their similarity in sense
and sound

; (2) that gaijg- (:-OAryan "gliongh-)
is a nasalized reduplication of the root preserved
in Teut. gii- gal-',; (3 that the shorter vb. was
evolved from the proportion stand-: stii- (stai-) :

:

gang : g.r- (gai-). The first two of these views
leave the etymology undetermined. Kluge pro-
poses^an OTeut. type *ga tin i, f. ga- prefix + the
root * (Aryan ci-, /-) oi Gr. t'eVat (cf/u), L. ire, but
this has not been generally accepted. Oiher
scholars have suggested affinity with Skr. lid to
leave, forsake, with Gr. /avafeif, m^f/i-ai to atlain,
reach, or with Lettish gaj'u ' I went '.

The place of the missing pa. t. was supplied in

OE. by lode (-t/esl, -de, -don), believed to be an
extension, with the suffix -de of weak preterites, of
a lost form equivalent to the synonymous Goth.
iddja :-( iTeut. *ijjoM , an imperfect or aorist of the
Indogermanic vb. yd- to go, an extended form of
ci-, i- (see above) ; there are, however, some un-
solved difficulties (see Sievers Aqs. Gr.' § 114,
Brugmann Grdriss. II. 86i). The OE. code be-
came in ME. jede, yede, yode, etc.; in the south
these forms died out in the 15th c, and were super-
seded by the pa.t. of Wend, as this vb. had become
synonymous with go, and its inf. and pr. tense had
ceased to be in frequent use. The use of went as
a pa. pple. is sometimes heard in illiterate speech.
In Sc. and northern dialects yede was superseded,
not by went, but by a new formation on the present
stem, gaed (see A. 3 b). In the archaistic language
of Sackville and Spenser, Yeiie was used as a
present-stem, and yode as the corresponding pa. t.

The perfect tenses were originally formed with be ; this is
still usi d where the tense expresses a state, have being sub-
st tuted where it expresses an action ; in many enses eiiher
auxiliary may he used without perceptible difference of
meaning.

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Infinitive.

a. Simple Infinitive, go (go"). Forms : 1-;
gan, Northumb. gaa, ?gae, gar, 3 Orm. gan, 3-4
gon, 4 Kent, guo, 4-; ga'a, (gay), gan'e, goo)n,
<5'gwoni,4-7 gone, (6 goen, Sc. gea), 6-7 goe.
9 St. gae, 4- go.
Beowulf (Z.) 1163 pa cwom Wealhbeo forS gan under

gyldnum hea^e. <T95o LindisJ. Gosp. Matt. viii. 18 De
hadend. xeheht.. gaa ofer.. stream Ibid. 28 Gae. cioco
.'Elfric Deut. xiii. 2 Uton gan and felisean fremdum go-
dum. c laoo Ohmin 913 pe precst wass shridd taeivvibb
To gan till Godess alllerr. c 1290 5. Frig. Leg. I. 195 69
Ase hto in prisone al one was, an old man lare cam
gon. ./ 1300 Cursor M. 15034 pe childer bat war waike
To ga |at pres a-mang. Ibid. 20135 Ne wald he neuer
Era hir gan. 13. . Guy Watw. (A.) 1219 Gon, fader, quod
he, ich-ille. 1340 Ayenb. 60 Uor bet be zene^ere hine ssoldc
guo |>e hardylaker. < 1340 Cursor M. 1136 (Fairf.) Quen
[adamj was dede sone an-nane his saule forb to hel con
gane. T1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Paulus 315 [Paule] lewit nero
in sic effray, He of wit ner can gay. a 1400 tsumbras
719 Hisniene awaye gane gaa. c 1400 Smvdone Bab. 50
Shope him to grene woode to goon, c 1400 Malndev. 1 1839)
v. 50 This Weye is most schort, for to go streyghte ui to
Babiloyne. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. St. 616 In hast to Wylton
he byth 30W gon. c ijxoSir.4iuadas(Weber 670 With me
then schall thei gwon. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. cvii, Bothe to
cum and gone, c 1450 Henhyson Mor. Fab. 796 in Anglia
IX. 351 On to ga quha that mycht formest win. cx$i\ 1st
Eng Bk. Amer.lKrh.) Introd. 27 They can goen vnder the
water. 1583 Sat. r. Poems Reform, xlv. 1054 Fand out some
vther gait to gea. 1608 Topsell Hist. Serpents 1 1658 705
There was not one But forced forth the venomd-bloud, along
his sides to gone. 1683 Col. Rec. Peunsylv. I. 74 Ralph
Withers desires Leave to goe home. 1838 Jas Grant Sk.
Loud. 39 Do you think, man, that ye can gae like a cripple ?



GO
b. Dative hifinitive (with to) to go, in OE. to

ganne, MK. to ganne, guonno, gonde.
c iooo /Elfric Horn. II. 32 ^earo [o Ratine, a 1225 SV.

Marker. 4 pe weie baet ich am in begunnen to ganne. a 1300
Fieri* $ til. 612 (Hausknecht , And Babiloine ihc under-
stonde Dureb sixti mile to gonde. 1340 Ayenb. 226 Bysye
to guonne an to comene gauglinde.

2. Indicative Present.

a. \st pers. sing go. Forms: 1 ga, gaa,

Northunib. gee (?g&e), gase. 3 4 ga. 5-6 goo, 6-7
go 5, q Sc. ga% 4- go-
[^ 825 I'est. Psalter xli. to Forhwon unrot ic ingaa ] £"950

Lindisf. Cos/1
. John xvi. 5 Nu ic gase to him. ciooo Ags.

Oj/. Matt. xxi. 30 Ic ga [c 950 Liudisf gae]. « 1225 Juliana
73 Ne ga 1 neauer mare prefter o grene. c 1305 Edmund
Conf 63 in A". A*. />. (1862) 72 Wib e ic go in eche stede.

c x34oC«i'i(7r J/. 25159 (Kairf pnsgatis on erp I ga. c 1500
Me/ttsinexxiv. 174' I goo '. . 'putte my peple in aray '. 1794
Burns 'Out oz-cr the Forth ', I look to the west, when I gae
to rest.

b. 2nd pers. sing, goest (g^"est). Forms: 1

grat; Norihumb. g£s (?g&es), gates, gast. 2-3
gast, 2-4 geat, 3 gaest, 4 Se. gays, 4 5 gase,
gost, goost, 5 gose, 6 Se. gais, 6- goest.
£950 Liudisf. Gosp. Malt, viii 19 Ic fyl-jo 3e sua hmder

nu gaes. Ibid. Luke xii. 5S Mift-fty ou gast mio wioerworde
3. num. tb/d. John xiii. 36 Drihten huidirgaae^Su. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 249 For hwan g>est bu swa buton wtestme bines

xewinnes. c 1200 Ormin 4666 Hu ferr lu gast Ut off he
r.hhte we^e. £1205 Lay. 26437 }if [ u] gaj-t him a !e« 5.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 27482 If j>ou man gas bin oiTrand to

mak. 1340 Ayeub.izg Huannes cornet b.ju. Huydergestbou.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Machor 465 Quhare bu gays, wil I ga.

1385 Chaucer Sec. Sun's /'. 56 l'huu goost bifom. c 1430
Freemasonry 677 Uche fote that thou go>t then, t 1460
Town ley Myst. xx. 114 If thou here any saghes sere .. Of
that lad where that thou gase. Ibid, x. 186 Who o • e this

child thou gos-' w ith all ? 1508 Dunbar Ftyting 916 We sail

gar scale our sculis all the to scorne, And stane tiie vp the

caUay quhair thow gais. 1535 Covrrdale Gen, xxviii ij,

I . wyll kepe the where so euer thou goest.

c. $rd pas. sing, goes [gJuzi; arch, goeth
(g<?B 'eJ>\ Forms: a. 1 g£p, Northunib. ga a)"S,

(VgaetJ). 2 gsep. 2-4 gelS. 3 gap, gialS, 4-5geth'e,
goj? e, 4-6 goth e, go 5th. (4 goithj, 5- {yarch.)

go;th. ti. 1 Nbrthnmb. gaas, gases, gaes
v
?gaes',

4-7 gais, gays, 4-5 gas(e, gos(e, 4 gez, (gotz),

5 gaes, goys.e, 6 .St', geas, gois, 7 go's, 7- goes.
a. Beowulf Z ) 455 Ga^S a wyrd sua hio seel ! C950 t.in-

d/sf G''sft. Matt. xxvi. 24 Sunu.. mounts gaed sua anritten
is of him. c 1000 Ags. Cos/-. John iii. 8 (Jn nasi .. hwyder
he gxp [cgso Limit's/. gaaS, ex 160 Ha ton geS]

;
( 1175

Lamb. Horn. 29 peo siinnen, h 1^ he g' o to sciifte fore.

t: 1200 Ormin 1224 O.m: gab o clofenn fot. a 1225 Juliana
57 Ah hwa se obotc ne gea(5 ne schal he beon i borhen.
c 1315 Shoreham 109 Ase al that hys here By sovu da^es
getli. 1340 Ayenb. 56 In >ise manere geh be tyme. c 1340
Cursor M- 3051 (Trill.) Now goJ» b:U wrecche wtlle of wone.
c 1386 Chaucer S/>\s T. 269 On the daunce he gooh with
Canacee [far. goih MS. Cawb., gob Corp.. Fetw.

t goSe
Latisd.]. 1388 Wvclif ?<'//« x. 4 He goith tutor hcin. 1390
Gowf.r CoiTf. III. 104 So it geth Out of tiie see. c 1435
/>'-/*. Portugal 2042 Se, where the kyng gethe. 1508 Fishes

7 Penit. Ps. xxxii. Wks. (1876)23 This holy propheie gooth
shortly on all these. 1523 FiTZHfat*.Surv. iii. 11539) 7 The
pasture .. that he gothe in. 153S Covf.rdai.e Luke vii. 8,

I saye vnto one : Go, and he goeth. 1839 Lank Arab. Nfs.
I. 107 Heknowethnot . . whi; her sht goeth, nor what she doth.

0. c 950 Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. Pref. 7 Swa hwidir gaas[t)

gaass hea gae3. Ibid. viii. 9 Ic cuefto Sbsum gaae &
gaes. Ibid. xv. 17 Eghuelc ban in muS inngaas in womb
g.ias. a 1300 Cursor M. 1970 par gas [Fair/, ^a'-e] na ran-

sun bot line for lijf. Ibid. 10914 Als bedel gais be-for tustis.

a. 1300 Fiona fy til. 63 Floriz gez to his rest. 13. . E. E.
Altit. t\ B 325 All«batglydez&gotz,& gost of lyf hahbez.
c I33° R* Bbunne Chron. (iSio> 147 He gos to S. Deny,
e 1336 Chaucer Rccvc's I'. 117 Right by the hopur wil I

stande. .and se how that the corn gas In. a 1400-50 Altx-
anier 3016 (Darius] Gaes him on to granton, & graiihes

bare his tentis. c 1420 Sir Amaiace iCaraden) Of, Sone
a-gayn gose he. a 1440 Sir Felam. 98 Mornyng lo hys
heda he gays, i486 St. St, Albans E vj b. At huntyng .

.

when he go\s. 1500-20 Dunbak Poems xiii. 23 Sum super
expendit gois to his bed. 1513 Douglas sEueis 1. i*. 11

Within the wattcr in ane b.siim gtis. 1583 Leg. lip. S'.
Androis 781 in Sail': Poems h'tfonu. xK", To that bishop
h) he geas. 1602 Mahston Ant. fy MsLWk». 1856 I.M
How goes the time? 1640 Witt Rtctrat, Epigr. 369 Alwaies
to the wall the weakest go's.

d. plural go. Forms : a. 1 ga"o*, Korthninb.

gftfttf, g^"5, 2. 3 ga"5. got!, 4 guop, 4 6 goop, -th,

6 gouh. &. I Notikttmb, gaa3, -os, gtcs, 4 north.

gas, gaas, gos, 6 Sc. gAs. y. 3 Orm. gan, 3-5

ga, 4-7 gou(e, 4 6 goon(?, 5 goo, 6 7 goo, 4- go.

a. c8a5 I'esp. Hymns vi. 23 In 1< hte sootuuge Sine ga5.

c-950 Liudisf Gosp. Luke ii. 3 Gaad alle .. syixlrio In his

ccastra. a isoo Moral Ode 347 pos goo [printed godj uu-

iebe to-,eanes be cliue. ^ 1225 St, Mar'ur. 15 Swa ich hal>be

ableud ham but ha blindhmge gi'o. 1340 Ayenb. ^4 Alle

guob brin, uor to lyerni. 1387 Jiu.\ ISA Ht'gdeu (Rolls) I.

403 They fi^te!) better. .Whan peygoob ban whan pc'i rideb.

s 1500 God Speed Plough 73 in P. I'l. Crede 71 Prestis that

goth to NOUS. 1526 Pilgr. Perf ,W. de W. 1531} 1 All chris-

tians gooth this pile ymage.
0. C950 Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. Pref 5 Wx '5xm . . 5a oe

gaes acfter gaast htora. Ibid. xiii. 49 In endung worldes

gxs englas Ik (eic). Ibd. Mark vi, 10 Suahtiai'c Tjegaasin
hus ?er wunaS a tyyoCursor M. 6822 pam. .bat til wikcud
dedes gaas [Trin. gos). Ibid. 13106 Messels er hale, cripels

gas [frin. go] right. 1508 Dunbar Poems iv. 17 Onto the

ded gois all Estatis.

y. c isoo Ormin 11945 Godess J>eowwess gan onn himin-

a 1240 Sawles U'artie in Cott. Horn. 255 3c f we H" haldeS
bvjune ga we sikerliche. c 1350 Jf 7//. Palcrnc 16S7 pe beres

250

. . be goo must giesli to eche gomes iht. c 1386 Chaucer
/,

>-^/. 771 As ye joon by the weye, Ye shapen vow to talen.
a 1400-50 Alexander 459 How bat }e ga sa grete gud dame?
Ibid. 3456 fai gune agraythen vp baire gods, c 1485 / igby
Myst, (1882 ( v. 380 in ony place wiier ye goo or Ryde.
1529 More Dyatoge 15 v h 1 '1 hey y' gooue On pylgrymage.
l6xx ToURHEUR Ath. frag. C 2 b, It you goe to "b ifleta

among the Boyes, thcy'l giue you one. 1627 Bp. Hall Ps.
Metaphrased ix, All that gone Through daughter Sions
beauteous gate.

3. Indicative Past. fa. yede, yode. Cbs.

Forms: sing. \-$ €ode, (znd sing. -nst tNoi thumb.
eade, 2-4 33cde, 3-5 5odd, 3od(e, 4-5 >otld,

yod e, 2-5 3 '.dt
t
north. am\Sc. %3id e, 4 33dd, 4-5

yedd, yed.e, Sc. yeid, 3-5 ed \ (3 aiedje, hiede,
yhode, yosda, 4 giede, 3ide,2ood,3ad e,yeidi^e,

yhed, 5 ude, youd. yud *), 6 arch, yede, 6, 7, 9
arch. yod ;e {2nd sing, •est); pi. 1 eodon, -un,
-an, Northunib. eada. -e, -o, -un, 2-4 eode^n,
(2 odeu\ 3-4 ^eode^n, 4 ^od(e, (4 yoede v

,
4-6

yod;e. ^ud^e, (5 yhude), 2 ieden. 3-5 3^d;e(n,
ede(n, 3 Orm 3ed3nn, (3 hiden. 5 hedon), 4-5
yetl(e n, (4 3iden). 4 6 Sc 3eid.
sing. Beowulf\Z.) 1232 Eode ba to setle. C950 Liudisf

j
Gosf. John ix. 11 Ic eade & ic aoitoi & ic xesseh, c 1200

1 '/•„.".. / _« 11'Frin. Coll. Horn. 135 pe child be hie mide hiede. Ibid 175
Ure heh-nde 5icde hi '-e se a 1225 Juliana 6 Euch deis
dei (hcoj eode to thirche. c 1250 Gen. A> Ex. 2030 }he 30a
him bitterlike a-gen. ^1=75 Orison 15 in O. E. Misc. 139
As ober childre ^u e dest and sj>eke. a 1300 Cursor M.
3353 Cott. 1 He yode car walkand be be strete. Ibid. 4567
(Cott.) pas ober sen n yede i to see. c 1300 Ibid. 21 601 [Edin.l
Tu mete hit giede mani barnne. c 1300 Beket 76 (He] "$tnxiv

aboute as a best. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 302 His cause
3eid fra il! tower, ibid. vn. 36 Bot othir uayis the gam-
myn ;ude. c 1420 Chron. I'ilod. st. 649 As hole, as fayre,

as hit upon urtne ude. 1424 Paston Lett. No 4. I. 15 The
seyd Walter yede at large owt of warde. c 1449 Plcock
Kepr. 225 The Lord sie that Moyses }ede to se. c 1460

J. Russell Bk. Nurture 35 Where euer y ede day by day.

1494 Fabyan Chron. v. Lxxxtii. 61 The Bysshop. yode vnto
the house. ': a 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc) II. 60 He
totilde over all trier as he yeide That [etc.]. 1555 Phaer
j-Kiieid 1. Bij, Venus .. Her self by skye to Paphos yede
w her stor.ds her honor scales [etc.]. 1591 Eclog. Death Sir
P. Sidney in Arb. Garner I. 276 Along the banks of many
silver streams, Thou with him yodest. 1613 W. Browne
Brit. Past. 1. iv, Then forth she yode. 111650 Glasgerion
46 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 250 He did not kisse that
Lady gay when he came nor when he youd. 1808 Scovi
Mann. in. xxxi, In other pace than forth he y.-de.

plural. £825 Vesp. Hymns v. 37 Beam sooiice [Israhel]
eodun 9orh dry^e 5urh niidne se. ^950 Liudisf, Gosp.
Luke xxiv. 13 Tuoe'e from him eado rie ilea da?ge in .. em-
maus. 971 Blickl. Horn. 67 ponne e< dan hie him togeanes.
1T54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 Stime ieden on aelmes be waeron
sum wile rice men. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 155 Heo oden
ueptnde. c 1200 Ormin 3396 \>e-^ ^edenn forb Till Be|>-

bh imess chesstre. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvitfi]. 46 (>ai

halted bare |>ai yhode. a 1300 Cursor M. 11010 (Cott.) pair
modres .. Voede at ans wit bair child, c 1340 Ibid. 11,1038

(T'rin.) [He] wib be apostlts )ood. 1340 Ayenb. 233 pe wyse
niaydines . . yeden in mid be bredgome. 136a Langl. /'. PI.
A. Prol. 41 Beggers faste a-boute eoden [1377 )ede]. a 1400
Pistel Susan 228 To ,e 5ate )aply l"ei 3toden wel Jare.
c 1420 ( 'kroH. I't/od. st. 758 For ever where ever bey hecloun
bey wentonn dauncyng. 1450-70 Golagros $ Gam, 577 Gau-
difeir and Galiot baith to grund yhude. 1535 \V Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 217 In till array syne neir the Saxonis jude.

C 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S. v. 16 In May quhen men
jeid everich one, . To bring in bowis.

b. north, dial. gaed. Forms: 5-6 gaid, 6 geid,

8 gade. S-9 gaed 9 gede, geed.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 369 He . Gaid vp by a grese all of

gray marfailL 1596 Dalkymplic tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix.

17} [He] led her with him quhair euer he gaid. Ibid. 185
Of this the nobilitie geid til a counsel1

. 1725 Ramsay
Gentle Sluph. II. iv, When first thou gade wY shepherds to
the hill. 1785 Burns Holy Fair ii, The third .. gaed a-wee
a-back. 1813 Hogg Queen's IVake 167 Bonnye Kihncny
gede up the glen. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v. Geed,
* I geed to market o* foot '. 1864 Eraser's mag, Nov. 629 He
u>ed to tak me along with hiin when he gaed to the hills.

c. went. Forms: 3-5 wente, 3- went ; 2nd
sing. 6- wentest, went'st. For earlier quots. see

Wkndv.
1484 Caxton Fables ofA Ifonce iii, A good man labourer

wente fro lyf to deth. 1535 Covkkdai.e 2 Sam. vii. 9
Whither so euer thou wentest. isooSmaks. Com. Err. iv. iv.

goWentst not thou to her? 159a Nasue/*. PcuuitesscVlk*.
1883-4 "• 25 They went a Boot-haling one nighl. 1670
Lady Chawokth ii laM Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comm. Ayp. v.

IQ Hecre is talke as if the Duke of M[onmouth] went
Deputy into Ireland. 1705 Akbuthnot Anc. Coins, etc.

(1727) 273 Tra,an .. descended to the Mouths of the Tigris
and Euphrates, and went upon the Ocean.

4. Subjunctive Present go. Forms : sing. \ g&,
gae, (?gee), 2-3 ga, 6 St. ga, 3- go. plural.

j 2 gan, ga. Northunib. gae. (Vgae), 3 Orm. ga,

4 - «°-
sing. Beowulf \Z.\ 1394 Ga batr he wille ! [t'825 Vesp.

Psalter Ixxii. 17 OA5a;t ic ingae in godes hali>\ portic. 835
Charter in O. E. Texts 447 Wift ftau &e he .. hire 5earfa

be^a ] ewfaLamb. Horn. 21 pet he ne ga to bote, a 1300
/:'. E. Psalter xvi. 2(31 Fra i lickam mi dome forthga.

c 1300 Beket 1316 This cas 3e mote amendi, how so hit evei e

go. 1393 Langl. /*. PL C xn. 200 Go ich to h He, go ich

to heuene, ich shal nouht go myn one \ 1596 Dalrymilk
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 373 Quhat gait that euir it ga.

1796 Plain Sense III. 10, 1 shall desire that she go to bed.

1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 190 All good go with thee !

plural. £950 Liudisf. Gosp. Matt, xiv, 15 pan hia ftegaa:

in ceastra. Ibid. Mark i. 38 Gx we. .in 3a neesto lond. Ibid.

,\iv. 12 Hwidder wailleSu baet we gae. c 1175 Lamb, flout.

GO.

33 Pah }e gan of MUM ower bunne to bole. L xaooOkMis
33.0 Ga we nu till batt illke tun c 1350 Will. Palerne 804
Go we to be gardyn.

5. Subjunctive Past, f a. yede. Forms : 1

Northttmb. eado, 6od3, 6 yede.
lr9-o Liudisf Gosp. Matt. viii. 34 [Hi] jebedon bset ofer-

eade Irom gema^rum hiorx Ibid. Markvi. 45 paettehia fore-
eode hine ofer lull.] c 1500 Xutbrcnvne Mayde in Arnolde
Chron. (1811 202 Bettyr were, the power squyei, alone to
forest yede.

b. dial. gaid.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx. 25 Ga bring to me ane bis-

chopis weid, Gife evir thow wald my saule gaid vnto Hevin.
c. went. Forms : see 3 c.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. n i. 46 Is it fit I went tolookevponhim?
6. Imperative go. Forms : sing. 1 ga, gda,

Northunib. gase, gae (?g&V, 2-,;ga, 3-go. plural.
1 galS, Northumb. gaatS, gaetj, 2-3 gatf, 3-4 go^S.

5 goythe ; also 1 Northunib. gaas, gaes, 5 gase
;

4 north, ga ; 4- go.
sing. C825 Vesp. Psalter vii. 8 In heanisse gaa eft- Ibid.

cxlii[i). 2 Ne ga ou inn in dome mid diowe oinum. C950
Liudisf. Gosp. Matt ii. 20 Gae In eor6o israheles. Ibid.
viii. 9 Gaze, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Ga to bine feder buri
nesse. £1205 Lav. 261070a.. and hefd hsm binim her. a 1225
Juliana 190 Go swibe . . and briig me of is bende. 1382
Wvclif i Kings xuii. 11 Now thou veist to me. Go. a 1400
50 Alexander 5406 Ga lawere & be-hald.
plural. [1 8»s I esp Psalter xcv. 8 IngaS in ceafurtuna>

his.] (950 Liudisf Carp. Matt. ii. 8 Gaes & sefraigne*
tnnueardlice of 6 em cuseht. Ibid. viii. 32, & cueo to him
gaeS. Ibid. xx. 4 Gaad. Ibid. Mark xvi. 1 5 Gaas on middan-
xeard aline, a 1000 Andreas 1334 Gao fromLce ^"75
Lamb Horn. 33 Gaff to SLrifTte. < izoo Trim. Colt. Horn.
71 God and scnewed }iu ^itiwer prest. crzoo Okmin 9269
Gab alle, & takebbupponn^uw Rihht shriffte ofT^uresinness.
a 1225 Leg. Keith. 349 Ga3 ^et. a 1375 Joseph A nm. 373
Gos to oure Maumetes, and proues heore mihtes. 1382
Wvclif .\ta:t. xx. 4 Go and 3ee in to my vyne ^eid. C1386
Chaucek Monk's T. 204 ' Gooth, hryngeth forth the vessels

'

[tho] quod he. a 1400-50 Alexander 3522 Gase quen jow
likis. c 1460 Townelty Myst. ii. 204 Ky on yow ! goyth
hence Out of my presence.

7. Present Participle going (g£ail}). Forms :

1 gande, 4gaande,goandie,-ende, -inde,-ond .

gonde (guoinde), 4,6 goinge, -yng(e, ^gooing,
5 9 Sc. gaun, 9 north, g iwn, 6- going.
c 825 I'esp. Psalter xviii[i], 6 Swe sue brydguma ford gande

of brydbure his. 13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 2214 For now is godc
Gawayn g«>ande ry^t here. ^1340 Cursor M. 401 (Fairf.-

Al gaande [Trin. goynge] bestes, l>e sext day. Ibid, noog
iTnn.) pe world was gooude In elde of be brie'de bousonde.
1340 Ayenb. 1.0 Guodes .

. bet bj chouginde and guoinde.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1890 ' pow semest bet ', qua,:> Amerel,
'adeuel gonde in dale, pan* [etc ]. c 1430 Syr Gent r. (Koxb.)

4424 Heregooing wel pen.eiuedwaa. 1500 20 DvxbakPoc/us
lxix. 30 A journay going everic day. 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Abas. n. (1882) 73 This . . discoura,.;eth nut a fewe from
goyng to their bookes. 1785 Burns Holy Fair v, I'm
gaun to Mauchline holy fair. 1802 R. Andekson Cumberld.
Ball. 29, I pass'd her gawn owre the lang meedow. 1823
Btatfov. Mag. Mar. 313 '2 Ye had the gaun days o' pros

perity for twenty years !

8. Past Participle, a. gone ,'g^n\ Forms : I

gegan, 3-6 gan;e, 3 6, 8 gon, 4 goon(e, Sc.

g&yn[e, (gain, geen(e. 1 gonne, goyn, 6 goen,
Sc. gaine, 7 gaene). 4-6 go, (5 goe, goo}, 9 Sc.

gaen, 4- gone. Also 3 i-gon, (h)i-go. 4-5 i-,

y-gan, -gon, -goon, 6 i-goen, 3, 6 7 y-go'
v
e.

(Cf. Ago.)
e 1000 Judith 140 O'S hie glajdmode Regan h.efdon to

dam weall gate, c 1200 Ormin 14226 purrh batt te33re win
wass gan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 pe fires te tocume of ure

louerd is g n. c 1205 Lay. 2164 pus is bis eit-lond i-goti

[( 1275 hi-g.l from hondc to hond. a 1300 Cursor M. 5171
iCott.fThriti yereessi en gain. Ibid. 17288+ 436(0011.) In-

til a Strang plas . all be apostels wore goone. Ibid. 23833
(GotU) It es gane mani rath, r 1300 Marram, Hell 4 Jhesu
wes to helle y-gan. ^1305 Pilaw 116 in E. E.P. '1862) 114

If hu haddest hider igon. c 1340 Cursor M. 1917 (Fairf. j A
twelfmonbe was go by this. Ibid. 5^75 A dreme Iange siben

I-gan. 1375 Bakuour Bruce IS. So Lettres ar gayn To the

byschop. C1375 Sc Leg. Saints, Margaret 639 Mychty
god, makare of al warldis, bat gayne are or cum Ml 1382

Wvclif Pom. Prol , Goende to Jerusalem. C1386CHAUCER
Prol. 286 A Clerk That vn to log\k hadde lonee yga —
I\eez ,e

t

s T. 158 [A northern speaker asks :] Whilk way is he

gctn .
— Shipman's T 212 Vp to hir housbonde is this wyf

ygon. 1399 Langl. Rick. Rcdeles 11. 11 Thegayeshan y-gon.

c 1400 A. Davy Dreatus 38 It is more ban twelue mone • gon.

< 1440 Partonope 337 She was goo. c 1440 Genetydes 55 The
day was gonne. CtjffpCap. Myst. Shaks. Soc.) 206 Alle oure

gode days than xulde sone be goe. c 1460 Tmtneley Myst.
xviii. 218 This day is goyn nere ilka deyll. a 1529 Skelton
Epit. Dk. Bed/ord 33 Wo, alas . . for he is go. 1548 Udall
Erasm. Par. Pref. 18 Where not many yeares goen. 1552

Am*. Hamilton Caiech. (1884) 23, I haif nocht gaine efter

Baalim. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Jos. I (Scot.) xiii. 7 So was he

suer I goen to haue his pray. CI560 A. Scott Poems (S. T.S.I

x. 59 Evirilk greif is gane. 1579 SPBMSSS Sheph. Cat. Nov.

76 The. .floure. . Is faded quite and into dust ygoe. 1601 J.

MANXINGHAM in Shaks. C. Praise 45 A Citizen gaene soe farr

in liking with him. 1647 H. Morr Seng o/Soul iv. v, If that

one substance also were ygo. 17x0 PlttnAUV Orig. Tithes ii.

65 margin. They will have Phm as to have gon this Expe-

dition. 1869G1BBON A'. Grayv, She's gaen out to the grass.

tb. went. Obs. (For earlier examples see

Wend v.}

1642 W. Sedgwick* Zions Deliv. (1643) Ep. Ded., A Judge
that would have went right, if (etc. J. 1729 Swjtzkk
Hydrost. <y Hydrant. 319 The Length of Time it [an engine]

has went. 1749 Bi*. LavingtOn Enthusiasm 1.(1754 I. 25

Whether Mr. Wesley has not went to Bed since that time,

other* may know as well as himself.
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B. Signification.

gen. An intransitive verb of motion, serving as the

most general expression (I) for a movement viewed

without regard to its point of departure or destina-

tion ; (II) for a movement awayfrom the speaker,

or from the point at which he mentally places him-

self; and (HI) for a movement to or towards a

place which is neither in fact nor in thought that

occupied by the speaker. The verb is thus on the

whole co-extensive in meaning with the Latin ire;

in the branches II and III it admits of being con-

trasted with Come ( = L. venire). Besides this

general sense, it had formerly a special application

to walking as distinguished from other modes of

progression; possibly this may be the primitive

sense, but only faint traces of it remain in current

English. Like come, it is applied both to self-

originated and to impressed movement, but the

former application is felt to be the primary one.

I. Of movement, irrespective of the point of de-

parture or destination.

fl. =To walk : to move or travel on one's feet

(opposed to creep, fly, ride, swim, etc.) ; to move
on foot at an ordinary price (opposed to rim, etc.).

To go alone : to walk without support. Obs
ciooo AgS.Gosp Matt xi. 5 Blinde se*eo'», healte gao\

ciioo[see A 3 a]. a 1300 CursorM 14370 Do crepel< gan, be
blind haf sight. Unit. 15392 Fra ban he ran him ilk fote,

ne yode he noght b^ [Goit. a] pas Til (etc.]. c 1386
Chaucer Knt.'s T 493 That other wher him list may ryde
or go. 1387 [see A 2d >). 1412-20 Lvdg. Chrou. Troy 1. i,

Men . . Which on their fete upright gan to gon. 1 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 1076 He was halt and myght not go.

1523 Fitzhf.rb. tlnsb. § 166 He . made . . the lame to g-j.

1523 [see A 2 o\. 1587 Wills $ Inv. N. C. 1 Surtees 1800)

288 One stud mare .. going now in Langshawes. ^1592
Greene Jos. IV, hi. lit, Tut, go me thus, your ctoake before
your face. 1605SHAKS. Lear 1. iv. 134 Ride more then thou
goest. 1611 Heaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle u. it, Though
I can scarcely go, I needs must run. 1628 Coke On Lilt.

70 It may be that he . . is languishing, so as he can neither
goe nor ride. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. ix. xiii, But
when he could not go, yet forward would he creep. 1661
Lovell Hist. Anim. fy Min. Introd., These only amongst
crustatesswimme not, but goe. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. (1862)

313, I have resolved to run when I can, to go when I cannot
run, and to creep when I cannot go. 1751 R. Paltock P.
Wilkins I. xviii. 179 A charming Child, able to go in his

twelfth Month. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man iv. Wks. iGlobe)
632/1 I'm so frightened, I scarce know whether I sit, stand,

or go. 1836 [see Creep i b],

fig. 1707 Watts Hymn, ' Come Holy Spirit ', Our souls

can neither fly nor go To reach eternal joys.

b. To go on, upon, the earth, the ground (also

simply) : to live and move.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1669 Medea, In ins [Jason 'sj

dayes nas ther noon y-founde So fals a lover going on the
grounde. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 59S As saffe as hole as
he upoun urthe ^ede. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxviii. 22 ^e
tail^ouris, with weilmaid dais Can mend the werst maid man
that gais. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Nov. 39 The fay rest

May she was that euer went.

C. With adj., pres. pple. or adv. indicating the

manner of stepping or walking ; esp. of a horse

:

To go narrow, wide (see the adjs.) ; to go the

wrong end before (see quot. 1737) ; to go above his

ground = to step high.
a 1200 [see A 2 d <*]. a 1300 [see A 2 d 6J. 1382 Wyclif

Prov. xxx. 29 Thre thingus ben, that weel gon, and the
ferthe that goth welsumely. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Hiisb. 11. (1586) 115 b, If he [a horse] . . goeth wide, his pace
will be the surer. 1681 I.ond. Gaz. No. 1638/8 Stolen or
strayed., a young Black Gelding., goes narrow behind. 1724
De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 73 My horse we t very awk-
wardly and uneasy, a 1732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 8
A slip of the foot may soon be made, which will make a man
go halting alt along after. 1735 New Jersey A rehit-es ( 1 894)
XI. 422 Ran away .. a Servant Man .. He goes crooked.

1737 Bracken Farriery Im/r. . 1739) 1 1. 40, I don't think our
saying, such a Horse goes the wrong E'.d before, altogether
improper, when we speak it of a Horse that goes wide before,

and near behind. 1791 *G. Gambado ' Ann. llorsem. (1809)
109 That a horse could not go too much above his ground.
1838 [see A 1 a].

2. To move or pass along, proceed, journey,
travel (irrespective of the mode of progression).

Said of persons and things.

1:825 [see A 3 a//.], c 1000 /Elfric Gen. iii. 14 God cwseS
to b^ere narddran .. bu gaest on binum breoste. 13.. E. E.
Atlit. P. B. 931 And ay goande on your gate. .71300
Cursor M 4803 Gas warli thoru vncuth land, c 1400
Macndev. (Roxb.) i. 4 Thurgh be land of Hungary men
gase 10 a cytee bat es called Chippron. 1426 Audelay
Poems 7 The pore that goth be the way. 1483 Cath. Angl.
1 49 To Gaon mowntayns; tran\$\a!pinare. 1577 B Googe
Heresbach's Hush. I. ' is36) 21 b, The weedes..so thicke, as
you can scarse see where the Coulter hath gone, a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 11. 1633) '54 And so she went, and she
weal, and never rested the evening, where she went in the
morning, till [etc.]. 1608 [see A 1 a]. 1664 Pepys Diary
31 Oct., The Duke of York .. being now resolved to go in
the Charles. 16S7 Ibid 13 June, At two hours' warning
they did go by the coach into the country. 1837 Dickens
Pickiv. v, Winkle, will you go on horseback 7 1843 L. S.
Costello Pilgr. Auvergne I. 310 A boulevard too tempting
to allow us to go through the arch. X847 Marryat Childr.
N. Forest v, We shan't have far to go. .the animal is done up.

b. with adj. or adv. indicating the speed or
amount of vigour put forth : tit. and fig- Go bet

tsee Bbt adv.-). To go tike Hazes (see Blazk sb.

2 h). To go even !,see Even adv. I. 2). To go fidI
drive, full tilt .see the sbs.).

(.1340 Cursor M. 5191 (Trin.) Childer he seide go we
stronge Into egipte binke me longe. 1:1440 Promp. Pari'.

202/2 Goo slowly, lento. 1583 Hoi lyban'd Cam/o di Fior
307 How wtll that barke goeth with the saile. 1609 Bib: y.

1 Douay 2 Kings ix 20 It is the pace as it were the p:.ce of

Jehu the Sonne of Namsi, for he goeth amayne. rtifiio

Hi-:alky Thcophrastus (1636) 66 He goes strong with his

witnesses. 1688 Miege Gt Fr. Diet. it. s.v., To go fast 01-

softly.. alter vite on bellement. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint.
Ill iv. xvii.§ 35 It does. .aman. no harm to go slow. 1885
illustr. I.ond. News 23 May 539/2 You take my advice, go
easy for a bit. 1893 Sketch 15 Feb. 178/1 The Government
..are going very strong, as the rowing-man says. 1897 Ft-
Marryat Blood Vampire xviii, We have been going a
little too fast.

e. with adverbial accusative of the way pursued,

the distance traversed, or the rate of speed. Tor

to go the pace tig. (col/ot/. or slang), see Pace sb.

a 12,00 Cursor M. i53Q2(Cott.) Fra ban he ran htm ilk fote,

ne yode he noght be pas. C1300 Ibid. 19076 (Laud) A grete

pas to the tempyll he gos. c 1340 Ibid. 14195 Fairf.) Qua
his to gaany way gode is to gaonli^t ofday. ri38o Wyclif
Wks. 11880) 32 No weddid man owib to leuehis wife & goo
many hundred tnylcs in drede of \ cues aid enemyes. 1430
[see A2 b]. 1430-40 Lydc. Bochas I. (1554) 31b, Toward him
a great pace gan she goe. c 1550 Peebles to Play vii, They
had nocht gane half of the gait Quhen the madinis come
upon thame. 1568 Grafton Chron. II 250 Who had horses

so charged with baggage, that they might scant go any
great pace. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 210 The
Hare .. having gone so much ground as she did before ..

betaketh her to rest the second time. 1677 Miege Eng.-Fr.
Diet, s.v., To go three miles in an hour. 1688 Bunyan
Heavenly Footman (1886) 155 Usually those by-paths are

most beaten, most travellers go those ways. 1841 Eraser's
Mag. XXII I. 15 After 'going the pace" for some years.

1887 G R. Sims Mary Jane's Mem. 49 Oh, the nice cakes
she made. . I'd go miles for one now.

d. with connate obj., as to go (the* circuit.

a cruise, errand, journey, pilgrimage, progress, a
voyage. Occas in indirect pass.
15*6 [see A 2 d o]. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2^ 3S

Little boyes. .who are ready., to runne,goarrands or the like.

164Z W. Price Serm, 4 Men u>e to goe(sahh Seneca not the
way that should be gone, but that way which is most gone.
1669 Lady Cmaworth in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 12 They talk heere as if the King would goe a northerne
progresse this summer. 1671 ChARENTE Let. Customs 15
This Voyage is only gone in the night time, c 1710 C.
FiENNES Diary (18881 216 Had I known y* Danger before,
I should not have been very willing to have gone it [the pass-
age], 1727 De Foe Sysf. Magic 1. iii. {1840) 82 As Elijah said
to the priests of Baal, he might lie busy, or asleep, or gone a
journey. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 130 Pomposo still

goes the circuit. 1880 Fowler Locke vii. no Locke .. en-
treats him not to go circuit. 1883 Black Yotande III. x. i<>o

He wants me to go a cruise with him,
\ e. Hence occas. in distinctly transitive use:

To go through (a tract of country) ; to go over
(a nver). Also jig., to go through (a course of
study).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 47 b/i With my staf I have goon
this ryver of Jordan. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Dec. 23,
I went the wastefull woodes and forest wyde. 1683 Wood
Life -2% Sept. (O. H.S.), When the elaboratorie was quite
rinisht certaine scholars went a course of chimistrie.

3. spec. In Hunting language
?
the technical term

for ' to ride ' (to hounds).
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 16 A first-flight Meltonian is

not said to ride well, but to go well, after hounds. :£84
H. Smart Post tofinish xxx. 219 There would be far too
many there who had seen Gerald Rockingham 'go' with the
York and Ainstey.

4. To take a specified course (in either a physical

or a moral sense', which is often expressed by an
advb. ace. Said of persons and things.
BtOwulf[$ee A2C«]. a 1225 [see A 1 b]. a 13,00 CursorM.

11736 We wd be wai ga be be se. c 1380 Antecrist in
Todd Three Treat. lv

r
yclif{i%si) 152 pei gon not be street

weie. 1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xliv. 125
Alas ! how should the people of God go the right way.
1599 Porter Angry Won:. Abingt. (Percy Sod 21 Nay,
tunie it this way, then the bowle goes trie. 1611 Shaks.
Wiitt, T. in. ii. 218 How ere the businesse goes, you haue
made fault I' the boldnesse of your speech. 1660 Trial
Regie. 23 If you go otherwisc.it will be, as if you pleaded
not at all. 1662 Stillincfi.. Orig. Sacr. 1. iii. § 10 Vossius
goes another way to work. 1727 Boyer Fr. Did. s.v.,
You go the wrong way to work, I'ous vons y prenez
mul. 1816 Scott Antiq. vi, They didna gang the road by
the turnpike,.. they gaed by the sands. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) V. 498 Now if the use would have gone this way
before the statute, it would still go the same way since the
statute. 1861 Hughes Tom Brenvn at Oxf. ii, An exhorta-
tion to .. go outside of the barge which was coming
up. 1880 M Mackenzie Dis. Throat \ Nose I. 386 It is
from food 'going the wrong way ' 1888 Sat. gtp, 5 Aug.
136/1 The man who gojs straight in spite of temptation.
1805 Marie CoREi.1.1 Sorrows S tan xxiv. (1897) 353 She
will never go my way,—nor, I fear, rhall I ever go hers.

b. Nattt. Asyou got As she goes = on the same
course.

169a Caft. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvi. 76 To keep
her upon the same Pointy they use, Steddy, or as you go.
X808 Pall Mall Mag. Jan. 122 ' Keep her [the ship) as she
goes ', I said. ' As she goes, sir ', the man at the wheel . . said.

c. Ot a line, etc. : To have its course, ' run* (m
a certain direction).

1889 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Dec. 258 On either side went a
range of berths. Mod. The boundary here goes parallel
with the river.

d. in connexion with various adverbs, a< acrook,

afield, ag/y, amiss, aside, astern, astray, at large,

contrary, counter, evil
t

illy t miss, right, well,

j
wrong: see the advs.
"393 Lancl. P. PI. C. xxm. 192 And gyuede me with

gomes, ich n ay nat go at large, c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 202/2
Goo wronge, det>io% deliro. 1871 r-REKMAN Norm. Cong.
{1876) IV. xviii. 113 Most likely the reckonings of ihe men
of Kent did not go so far afield. 1873 II Spencer Stud.

'

Socio/, xiv. 337 There are more ways of going wrong than
of going right. 1879 M. J.Guest Led Eng Hist, xlvii. 470
James continued tu go contrary to the wishes of his people.
1880 .Mrs. Lynn Linton Rebel oj'Family II. ix, All the well-

laid schemes had gone agley.

5. a. Of persons: To be guided by\ to act in

dependence on or upon according to, in accordance
or harmony with Also in indirect pass. Frequent
in phrases, to go with the tide t r the times.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. (1881 1 230 The whyche. .went by
hys commaundement holyly. a 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 50,
I h.ui the same desires, when 1 went with the tjde. 1662
Stii.ungfi. Orig. Sacr. lit. L § 17 When we go according
to them [our imaginations), it is impossible to apptehend
things as our reason tells us they are. 1672 Viixiers (Dk.
H tick hni.) Rehearsal 111. i. (Arb.) 73 That's the measure I go

i by, 1688 Miege Gt. Fr, Diet. 11. s.v., To go according to
!

the Times. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Led. viii. 1724 320 The
j

reasons that they went upon were very specious and pro*
ha le. 1815W. H. Ireland Scrtobteomania 190*1 he Sotner-
sei-hou-e society .. is perhaps the best criterion to go by.
1840 Carlvle iieroes ii. (1858) 233 The Koran, .is admitted
everywhere as the standard of all law and all practice; the
thing to be gone-upon in speculation and life. 1841 Eraser's
Mag. XXI 1 1. 15 The pol.tician goes w.th his pa ty, whether
he approves of the measure or not. 1879' Cavendish 'Card
Ess., etc. 109 Hi-d he gone on the chances, he would have
won. Ibid. 167 Kefer the case to the be-t judge in the
room, and go by his decision. 1885 Dora Ri SSELL Gold.
Hinges II. xiii. 194 It's the turn the world's taken, and we
mu>t go with the times. 1889 Dovt.E Mica'/. Clarke xxii.

218 It is a good rule to go upon. 1891 Athenteum 14 Mar.
' 342/2 The British Government had only vague information

on which to go.

b. Of things: To be apportioned, determined,
or regulated by\ + to be arranged according to ; to

proceed upon (an idea, supposition).,

1590 H. Smith Serin. (1866) I. 289 Neither virtue nor vice

i

goeth by age. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. x §g Laws, .must
:
make common sn.aller offices to go by lot- 1599 Shaks,
Much Ado in. i. 105 Louing goes by haps. 1627 W. Bedell
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden' 136 Alb. m R- gistrum Vestiarii,
which went according to the letters of" the alphabet. 1729
Butler Serm.t Hum. Nat. ii, Now all this licentious talk
entirely goes upon a supposition. 1777 Priestley J att. <$•

Spir. (17821 I. vii. 82 The Cartesian hypothesis.. goes upon
the idea that the essence of mind is thought. 1879 Miss
Yonge Cameos Ser. iv. viii. 96 Nothing in this strange reign
ever went by ordinary rules of justice or probability. 1881
Mrs. C. Fraed Policy iff P. I. ix. i83 Things go by contraries
out here. 1890 Leisure hour Jan. 165/2 A vivid picture is

drawn of a world where all went by chance. 1892 l.ng.
Illustr. Mag. IX. t,o8 Promotion goes solely by length of
service.

6. With complementary adj. or equivalent phrase :

To be habitually in a specified condition, esp.

with regard to attire or circumstances affecting

peisonal comlort. Now chiefly with reference to

cond.tions implying neglect, privation, or disad-
vantage ; cf. to go without (sense 6S). To go short
(see Short).
c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xx. 46 WarniaS wift ba boceras Sa

be w\ l!a3 on ^e^yrlum gan. 1398 Trevisa Bar. h. DeP. R.
xvii. liii. 1405) 634 '1 hey yede crownyd wyth iuy that serued
in the temple of Bachus. c 1460 lenvnelcy Myst. ii. 141
Then myght I go with a ryffen hood. 1509 [>te Gay a. 4i.
c 1511 Ut Bug. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 27 'this people
goeth all naked. 1535 Covfrdale Gen. xv. 2, I po thildlcs
[so 1611]. 1604 fsee Gay a. 4]. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle
11.7.9, I see.. How basely 1:1 appar^ll he doth goe. 1618
Mynshul Ess. J'risott, Creditors 12 If another weare
thy coate, and thou g< est c.Id, thou maist plucke it

from bis shoulders. 1634 Sir T. Hekbkkt Irav. 19 Bo:h
st xe goe naked. 1668 Drydkn / ven. Love iv. i. Wks. 1883
III 322 Piquing at each other, who shall go the bestthesscd.
1688 MiBt>R Gt. Fr.Dict. 11. s. v., He has gone a great while
under an ill Report. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 146 Why,
he us'd to go very fine, when he \\as here in Town. 1845
STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. 1874) 1. 150 There isanantitnt
enactment against going armed. 1878 Scribners Mag. XV.
788/2 The men drink ; the children go in rags. 1888 G.
Macdonald Elect Lady xvi. 144 Some girls miser their

clothes, and never go decent. 1890 Temple Bar June 192
Twenty pounds could be saved by going on short commons.
189,1 Ibid. Dec. 481 Protestants went in monal fear. 1897

J. C. Lkes Hist. Inverness xvi. 265 It {the land] was
allowed to go waste till [etc.],

7. Of a female : To pass (a specified period) In

gestation : to be pregnant. Moie fully, to go with
calf child (s e Child sb. \y\ fori, young.
c 1200 I see A 3 a sing.]. C1460 [see A 2 b). 1577 H. Gooce

Hereslach's Husb. 11. 117 They (Marcs] go with foale

aleuen mo thes, and fole in the twelfth. 1601 Holland
Plmy II 220 Hitches .. goe with young threescore daies.

c 1645 HowKix Lett. (1650) I. § 3. xxiv. 76 '1 he Queen is

big, and la:h not many days to go. 1661 Lovell Hist.
Anim. #t Min. Introd., The woolf goeth a month or forty
daies. 1684

j

tway Aiheist iv. '1735 79 The Drab is full

gone with Bastard. 1747 Genii. Mag. 106 The que< n is

pray'd for in the churches being seveial months gone with
child. 1795 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 84* The female goes
two months, and then brings forth two young ones. 1841
Eraser's Mag. XX.1II. 15 The mother of man is said to
go nine months in producing him. 1845 'Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. V, 11. 518 A mare goes somewhere about eleven months
with young.
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8. To be moving.
a. Of persons, esp. in the sentry's challenge

Who goes ? Who goes there ?

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, tv. iii. 26 Who goes there? 1611
E. Tonson Catiline iv. vii, Stand, who goes there? 1805
T. DiBDiN Eng. Fleet in. ii. Duet,' Who goes there? stranger
—quickly tell.' 1847 Tennyson' Princess v. 3 * Stand, who
goes?' 'Two from the palace' 1883 Stevenson Treas.lsl.
iv. xx, Who goes? Stand, or we tire.

b. Of the sea (with defining word) : To have or

he in a specified kind of motion. Cf. Run v.

a 1611 Beaum. Sc Fl. Maid's Tmg. I. ii, The sea goes hie,

Horeas has rais'd a storme. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Cram. xiii. 60 The Sea goes too high to boord her. 1633
T. James Voy. 36 There went a. .great Surle. The Sea still

went very loftie. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1. i. (1840) 7 The sea
went very high.

c. Of a piece of mechanism : To be set or kept

in motion ; to act, work, f Const, with. See also

Going vbl. sb. 8.

1680 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 1.23s The Common Lathe that
goes either with the Treddle Wheel, or the great Wheel.
i685 J. Smith Xat. Time 33 A short Pendulum that goes
well when clean, shall go faster than the mean time when
foul. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening Si A Knee-
Joint, .having a Si^rew to it, which makes the Joint go
stiffer, or slacker, at Pleasure. Ibid. 19^ Mills that gowi h
the Help of the Wind or Water. 1739 Ei.licott in Phil.
Trans. XLI. 132 In a few Minutes it described an Arch of
two Degrees, and the Clock went. 1823 New Monthly Mag.
IX. 3:4/1 A church clock may be made to go eight days
without winding. 1878 Scribners Mag. XV. 868/1 Every-
thing will have to go like clockwork. 1890 Chamb. Jrnl.
12 July 439 2 [The] church clock has not gone for twenty
years.

trans/, and Jig. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Arterl.v
7iiican\ the pulses beate or goe. 1599 (see Gnomon ic].

1887 Lowell Democr. 55 Those who believe that democracy
..will go of itself. 1889 Cornk. Mag. Dec. 581 She felt her
heart 'go' in a most unusual manner. Mod. colloq. Her
tongue goes nineteen to the dozen.

d. esp. Of a watch or clock (with defining word
or phr.) : To maintain a (specified; action, to keep
{good or bad) time. Also trans/
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. hi. i. 194 Neuer going a right, being

a Watch : lint being watcht, that it may still goe right. 1639
Fuller Holy Warw xlvi. (16401 107 These curious observa-
tions (like over-small watches) not one ofa hund ed goeth true.

1710 Steele Tatter No. 181 P*i When we wind up a Clock
that is out of Order, to make it go weil for the future. 1819
Byron Juan 1 xvii, Even her minutest motions went as
well As those of the best time-piece made by Harrison.

9. With reference to sound.

a. Of a musical instrument (esp. an organ), a
bill : To sound. Of a gun : To be fired.

'5<»3 Hawes Examp. Virt. xiii. st. 16 The organs went
and the bellys dyd rynge. 1584 R. Scot Discw. IVitchcr.
xv. xxiv. 43Q To sing when the organs go. 1622 Bacon
Holy War Wks 1827 VII. 129 This pope is decrepit, atid
the bell goeth for him. 16678 Pepvs Diary 20 Jan., To
advice about the making of a flageolet to go low and soft.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 495 A bell shall go for
hours telling us that Mr. Ching is dead. 1841 Eraser's >tag.

XXIII. 16 The bell goes for church, as also for dinner.
1880 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., First gun goes to the boat ahead.

b. Of a clock with numeral as cognate obj ) :

To strike [the hour
1

!. Said also of the hour.
1709 Prior HansCarvel 113 TheChimes went Twelve: the

Guests withdrew. 17*1 D'Urfey AVw 0pera's2$\ TheCock,
said I, just Twelve has gone. 1793 Mrs. Persons Castle
Wolfenbach I. 1 The clock from the old castle had just gone
eight. 1859 Geo. Eliot //. Bede it. xviii, Don't you know
church begins at two, and it's gone half after one a'ready?
1887 WEsrALLCrt/^ Trafalgar i. 1 5 The clock on the mantel*
piece went eight. 1889 Stevenson Master ofB. v. 133 Twelve
was already go ie some time upon the clock.

10. In senses 8 and 9, with imitative interjections

or ver!j-stems used adverbially, e.g. to go bang,
elaller, cluck, crack, crash, patter, smash, snap,
tang, whirr, etc.

1791 Cowper Retired Cat 79 His noble heart went pit-a-
pat. 181a H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Theatre 25 Tang goes
the harpsichord. 1818 Moore Fudge Earn. Paris \ iii. 2 My
stays.. I knew would go smash with me one of these days.
1887 Baring-Gould Gaverocks II. xxxiv. 200 Clatter, clatter,

went the horses' hoofs. 1889 Mrs. E. Kennard Landing
,1 Prize II. xii. 211 Something seemed to go snap within me.
Ibid. III. ii. 30 Whirr went the reel. 1890 Mrs. Hlnger-
eord Life's Remorse III. xi. 127 Patter, patter, goes the
rain. 1891 Daily News 24 Oct. 5/3 A tyre, .that will [not]
go pop all of a sudden. 189a Sat. Reih 2 July 10/2 Crack
went the mast.

11. Of lime, a space of time: To pass, elapse.
(For special uses ofgoing and gone in this sense, see V.)
a 1300 CursorM 11281 Ten dais on be monet was gan.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 427 He made also, goon ys agrete
while, Origenes upon the Maadeleyne. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb. xxiv. no It es no^t yt gane viii" ^ere sen [etc.].

( 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 271 This passit our, quhill diners
davis war gane. 1548 Hall Chron. t Edw. IV, 240 b,

Which yere with foure more were passed and gone. 1603
Marston Ant. % Mel. m. Wks. 1856 I. 33 How goes the
time? 1782 Cowper Convers. 382 ' Yes Ma'am', and 'No
Ma'am", uttered s>ftly, show Every five minutes how the
min-nes go 1835 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I. 20 One week and
half of another is already gone. 1889 Mrs. E. Kennard
Lauding a Prize I. viii. 147 The afternoon went plca>antly
enough.

fb. Of an event, etc.: To pass, happen, take
place. Obs.
ciaoo, t-1340 [see A 8 a]. 1609 in Digby Myst. (1BS2)

p. xxiii, When ye whitson playes wc-are played, then ye
showe at midsomer wente not.

I

12. Of coin, banknotes : To pass from hand to

,
hand, to circulate; to be accepted or pnss current

at a certain value (cf. 24). To go {for) current
I (see Cuekent a. 8).

£-1400 Maundev. tRoxb.l xxv. 117 pis monee .. gase
thurgh all he Grete Caan landes. 1503 Act 19 Hen. VII,
c. 5 The Coins of a Sovereign [etc.]. .shall go and be current
in Payment, through all this his Realm. 1547 1* 1 >orde
/ntrod. Knowl. xviii. (1870) 169 All maner of gold goth
there. 1663 Pepys Diary 19 May, Groats . . as good and
better than tho^e that commonly go. 1669 Dryden Tyrannic
Love v. i. Wks. 1883 III. 460 Love is the only coin in heaven
will go. 1688 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. n. s.v., This half Crown
will never go, 'tis brass. 1696 G. Harris in Btackmore's

1 Hist. Conspiracy (1723) 122, Guineas then going at

thirty Shillings apiece. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. 242 One
of the shillings he was afraid, would not go. 187a Punch
7 Sept. 101 2 Hank-notes, she supposes, will go eveiywhere.

+ b. Of a ransom : To be accepted. Obs.
cxi?5 Laml\ Horn. 9 Nouber gold ne seoluer ne moste

gan for he. a 1300 Cursor M. 4494 Dot sal it wit-in thre

dais be, It sal na raunsun ga for pe.

13. Of a report, tale, etc.: To pass from mouth
to mouth, be current. Const, of, f on, f upon.

Phr. The report [fate, story), goes that etc. ; as the

story goes.

:54a [see Glee sb. t j9| 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I 'II, 5 b,

The fame went and many menne surely supposed kyng
Edwardes chyldrtn not to be dead. i6aj Lisle sElfric on

1 O. fy N. 'Test. Ded., He of whom that ancient tale hath gon.
a 1633 Austin Meait. (1635' 192 Something it is to haue a
Fame goe on a Man. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. v. vi. (18421

1

317, I wonder not at the story that goes of a Grand Siguior.

a 1715 Birnf.t Own Time (1823) I. 428 To try the truth of
these scandalous reports that went upon the clergy. 1745
W. Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld. Mdmesbury I. 4 Now the
story goes that he [the young Pretender] is in the Highlands,
1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. viii. 187 As the story

goes.

+ b. Of a health, toast : To be passed round.
1698 Wanley in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 257 Having

dined with Madame Isted to day, where your health went
,

over and over.

14. To be known by (a name or title). To go
by or under the name or title of: to be known as

;

also (of a literary composition , to be ascribed to.

1599 Shaks, Much Ado 11. i. 211 The Princes foole ! . . It

may be I g e vnder that title, because I am merrie. 1630
W. T. Justif. Relig. nvzu Professed iii. 28 The Liturgies

that go vnder the name of Basil. 1662 Stii lingfl. < 'rig.

Sacr. 1. iv. § 3 He that goes under the name of Orpheus.
1687 Blrnet Contin. Reply Varillas 12 That Hook that
goes by the name of P. Martyr's Common Places. 17x1

Audis n Sped. No. 169 72 That Disposition of Mind which
in our Language goes under the Title of Good-nature. 1756
P. Browne Jamaica 254 Wax, which, .goes by the name of
Terra Orellana. 1849 Macali.ay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 244 note,

The ' Character of a Trimmer ',..went under the name of
his kinsman, Sir William Coventry, a 1859 Ibid, xxiii (1861)

V. 92 The monk who .. someitmes went by the alias of
Johnson. 1879 M. J. Guest Lecf. Hist. Eng- xxxv. 356
Shakespeare did not write that play, though it generally
goes under his name.

t b. with adj. as complement : To pass for, to

be currently accounted. Obs.

1663 Elagellum, or O.Cromwell :^. 2\ 3 A Gentleman who
went no lesse in esteem . . then any of his Ancestors. 1670
Cotton Esperuou 1. 111. 130 Had he apply'd himself wholly
to his Book, [he] might have gone equal to the most famous
Church men of this Tatter age.

15. To have ordinarily a certain degree or range

of value, amount, excellence, etc. As men, things,

etc. go : judging by the standard commonly at-

tained.

1545 Brinklow Compl. 15b, Whan rcntys went at a moch
lower pryce. 155a Act

j; <V 6 Edw. /'/, c 14 § 8 As the
Price of Corn then goeth in the said Market or Fair, a 1604
Churchyard in Chips (18171 19 Some friends I found, as
friends do go. 1639 Chapman & Shirley Ball iv. iii, Col.

And are you sure he s honest? Lac. As lords go nowa-days
i that are in fashion. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. xiv. 11840) 295
1 They call it fortified, and so it is, as fortifications go there.

a 1735 Arbuthnot (J.
1

, 1 think, as the world goes, he was a
goodsort of man enough. 1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 16
' How goes it, Joe ? ' * Pretty well, as times go.' 187a Black
Adv. Phaeton xxii. 314 It was a good enough luncheon, as
hotels go. 1880 G. R. Sims Daeonet Ball., Sal Grogan iii,

A decent chap was her father, as folks in alleys go.

18. Of a document, language, etc. ; To have a
1

specified tenor, to run.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 87 You shall be King. And Thane

of Cawdor too: went it not so? 1631 Weever Anc.
Fumral Mon. 288 Thus goes the Bull. 1682 N. O. Boi-
leau's Lutrin IV. 314 The General cry went still, Ay ! one

i and all ! Let the Proud Pulpit, Let the Pulpit fall ! 1685
Baxter Paraphr. N. 7\, Matt. i. 10 In a very ancient
Hebrew Copy of the Gospel, this verse goeth (and Eliakim

j

begat Abner [etc.] 1

. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xlv,Those who
are put in authority over me ^as the catechism goes).

17. Of verses: To glide olong rhythmically. Cf.

j
Flow 2/4. Of a song: To admit of being ?ung; also.

to follow the measure of, to adapt itself to 'a tune).

1589 Pi'ttenham Eng. Poesie i. vii. ArlO 28 When they
could mak-* their verses goe all in ryme. 1599 Shaks. MuJi
Ado in. iv 44 Claps into Light a lone, (that goes without a
burden). 1611 — It-'iut. T. iv. iv. 295 This is a passing
merry one, and goes to the tune of two maids wooing
a man. 1701 Steele Funeral 11. iii. 1 cou'd this Song
before I came in, and find t'will go to an excellent Air of
Old Mr. Laws's. 1879 ' Annie Thomas' Loud. Season II,

79 They [verses]' go' easily enough. 188a Stevenson Earn.
Stud. 289 The lines go with a lilt. 189a Harper's Mag.
June 78/1 The verses seem to go of themselves.

18. Of a series of events, etc. : To have a speci-

fied (favourable or unfavourable) couise or is*ue

;

to turn out well or ill . Const, with, {ffor . Often

with subject it ox things. See also Hakd adv. 2 c.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxvii 102 He vnder^ode ..

that the thynge wente euyll for hym. a 1533 Ld. Bekners
Iluon Ixvi. 229 Gerames. .parceyned anone that the mater
was iyke to go euyll. 1535 Covekdale Dent. v. 16 That it

maye go well with the in the londe, whLh the Lorde thy
God shall geue the. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. ii. 98 How
goes the World with thee V 1625 Blrces Pers. Tithes 36 We
know how it went with Israel when there was no King
among them. 1663 4 Pepvs Diary 2 Mar., He believes

that things will go very high against the Chancellor.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 49 ? 6 When Eubulus seems to inti-

mate that Things go well. 1764 Reio let. Wks. I 40/2
After I have given you so full an account of my own state,

spiritual and temporal, how goes it with you ? i8zo
Examiner No. 627. 249/2 His partizans seeing how things
were going. 187a S. Butler Ertn.vhon ix 73 It would have
gone hardly with him. 1885 M ks. Lynn Linton C. Kirk,
land III. vii. 241 All went merry as a wedding-bell. 1889
' B.W. D ' & ' Cavendish ' IVhist w. 4- wi hout Perception

46 The hand went so strangely that I couldn't possibly tell.

b. Of a contest, war, also a vote, an election :

To issue, or result in some specified manner. iSaid

also of a constituency in resj ect of its vote, or of

a politician in respect of his decision to support

one side or the other ; colloq. often with an ad-

jectival complement.
1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl. 113 On this side the verdict

went. 1597 Bacon Col. Good <y Evil (Arb.) 140 So in many
Armies, if tne matter should be tryed by duell betweene two
Champ ons, the victory should go on one side, and yet if

it be tried by the grosse, it would go of the other side.

1610 in Crt. $ Times fas. 1 11848) I. 120 The greatest vi ice

foeth for my Lord of Southampton. 168a Dryden Medal
ip. Whigs A 3 b, When a Vute of the House of Commons

goes on your side. 171a Arbi;thnot Jolui Bulliv. vii. fArb.)

653 Sometimes they were like to pull John over: then it

went, all of a sudden, again on John's side. 1781 Hist. Eur.
in Ann. Reg. 142/1 The elections went much in favour of
the court. 1849 Tali's Mag. XVI. 94/1 The war. went
favourably to the Cavaliers. 1887 Proctor Americanisms
in Knowledge Dec. 28 s.v., A State is said to go Demo-
cratic, or to go Republican, when it votes for one or the

other cause after being for a time doubtful, or on the other

side. 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 589/2 IMarlboiough was by no
means unlikely to have gone Jacobite after all. 1890 Ibid.

22 Feb. 2132 The constituency has alternately 'gone'
Gladstonian and Tory. 1890 T. F. Toutf/ist. Eng. 52
A general election went decidedly against him.

e. To take its course : esp. in phrase to let

(judgement, etc.) go by default,
\%ao Examiner No. 622. 171 1 The defendant had let judg-

ment go by default. 1890.^:'. Rev. 18 Oct. 444 1 The t_orn-

porters' case has practically gone by default. 189a Boston
(Mass.l Jrnl. 5 Nov. 12/7 The Tilhnanites will .. let the

election go by default.

d. What has gone of— ?t What is gone with — 'i

« * What has i.econ.e of — ?' or * What is the

matter with — ? ' (Cf. Come v. 41 b.)

1771 Mrs. J. Harris in Lett. \st EarlMalmesbury (1870)

I. 235 He started and asked what was gone cf all the com.
pany, and begged to be conducted to them. 1803 S. Pkgge
Auctd. Eng. Laug. 239 The London expression of enquiry

after any body is 'What is gone with such a one?' 1814

Lamb Lett. (1837) I. 332 What has gone of M and his

gos-lettuces? 1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. 1. vi, What's gone
with that boy? 1875 Whyie Melville KaUrfelto xxx.

(18761 339 Nnbndy in Porlock ever knew what was gone
with him. 188a B. Haute Flip v, What's g^ne with ye?

39. Of a pcformance, ceremony, etc.: To pro-

ceed in a specified manner with regard to degree

of success; to be gone through well, badly, etc.

1665-6 Peiys Diary 23 Feb., Teaching her my song of
' Beauty retire ', which she sings and makes go most rarely.

1745 Chesterf. Lett. (1792) l.ciii. 284 He tells me that your
Greek grammar goes pretty well. 1890 Sat. Rev. so Dec.

709/2 The Attetphi never seems to us to go quite so well as

the Autiria. 189a Eng. illustr. Mag. IX. 449 The annual
dinner.. never goes better than when ne is in tiie chair.

b. To be successful, meet with applause or

support. (Cf. go dozen, 78 g.)
174a Fielding J. Andrews 11. xvii, You must not tip us

the Traveller ; it won't go here. 1866 Public Opinion

13 Jan. 51/1 His London street-railway scheme didn't go.

1891 K. Phillpotts Folly <r Tresh Air x'n. 192 He. .always

found a banjo to ' go' better than anything. 189a H. Le
Caron 25 V. Secret Service (i8g3) 132 The paptr . .

caught

the public fancy and ' went 'amazingly. lBg^S^efch 15 Feb.

170 '1 It became evident from an early point in the play that

it would ' go '. 1893 Daily .Yews 26 June 2/5 If only the

manufactured iron trade can be got to 'go', then there is

every probability of the revival being sustained.
m

,\ kO. That goes without saying = ' that is a

matter of course '
; transl. of K. cela va sans dire.

lfyBScr/bner's Mag. XVI 307/2 That goes without saying.

1897 l.iteratwe 27 Nov. 185/2 It goes without sayii g that

the books are not ordinary ones.

II. Uses in which movement//0« a place is the

primarv notion.

21. To move away, depart, leave a place. Const.

from, \of See also^w away (-3 btlow).

c 1000 Aes. Gosp. John xv. 31 Arisa5, uton gan heonon.

a xa2S[-ee A 2 a]. a 1300 [see A 1 a). ciyx> Beke- 11 14 in

S.E. Leg. 11887 is8Fram Norehamptone bar heeodefor holi

churche to fi^te. c 1320 S/rTristr 331 Rohand toke leue to

ga Hissones he clepedoway. c 1325 Cursor. W. App. 11. 730
OiTfyue bousand was her none, that myjt of pat stede gone.

a 1400 $o A lexander 400% Quen begouemoure is gane |-an is

be gomes wastid. c 1450 Merlin 142 Lete vs gon, iS35

Stewart Croft. Scot. (1858* !. 3 Now tell me or 3c ga. 1535



GO.

Coverpai.f i Sam. xxx. 2? Let enery man take hi* wife &
his children and be gnynge. 1610 Shaks. letup, u. i. 122
No, no, hee's gone. 1671 Milton Samson 1237 Go, baffled

coward, lest I run upon thee. 1894 S. J. Wevmam Under
Red Robe iv, Turning sharply to the right, [she] was in an
instant gone from sight. 1897 Fi.. Markvat Blood Vam-
pire xii, I couldn't let you go without saying how grieved.

.

I am.

b. with cognate ace. To go one's way, etc.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) v. 14 He . . gede his way. 1481

Caxton Reynard xi, (Arb.) 25 The vytayller. .was goon his

way. 1535 Coverdai.e Judith viii. 34 Go thy waye in peace.
1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. vi. Wks. (1847) 39 '2, I willingly
depart, I go my ways. 1801 South ey Thalaba 11. xxviii,
Now go thy way, Abdaldar !

C- fig., esp. in to go from ones word, etc. (Cf.

go back, 74 c.)

1530 Palsgr. 57«/z. I go from a thynge, I denye a thing
that I have ones sayd,_/r desauoue. 1611 Bible i Mace. ii.

22 We will not hearken to the kings words, to goe from our
religion, either on the right hand, or the left. 17*6-31
Tindal RaphCs Hist. Eng. {1743) II. xvn. 114 To give her
a pretence to go from her word. 1888 F. Barrett Lady
Biddy Fane III. liv. 104 They had given their promise to
do so, and would not go from their word.

f d. Used in imp, as a rebuke or remonstrance.
(Cf. Come v. 33 ; also go along, 72 a, go on, 84 j.)
159s Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. i. v. 88 You are a Princox, goe.

»599 — Hen. V, v. i. 73 Go, go, you are a counterfeit
rowardly Knaue.

e. To let go (see Let v.).

22. To begin to move from a given point or state,

to begin any action ; esp. in imperative go/, said
by the starter in a race, etc. Of an explosive « to

go off (see 83 c); a\so fig. Here goes, There
goes, Touch and go \ see these words. From the
word Go: from the start, from the very beginning
{UJ.coltoq.).
C1386 (see A2ca]. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Hnsb.

iv.(i586) 181 That when they (bees] are ready to flie, or going,
they make a great humming. 1820 Examiner No. 641. 473/2
The Revolution in Spain has been succeeded by a Revolu-
tion in Naples. We thought that Prussia would go next. 1837
Dickens.AV£w. ii, Hear the company—fiddles tuning—now
the harp—there they go ! 1867 Smyth Sailor's lVord-bk. t

Got A word sometimes given when all is ready for a launch
of a vessel from the stocks. 1885 Howells Silas Lapkam
{1891) I. 82 He was a drag and a brake on me from the word
Go. 1893 Field 1 Apr. 479/3 On the word ( to go' being
given Oxford started well. Ibid., Opposite there Mr. D. H.
McLean gave the word go.

23. In conjunction with adjs. having a negative
sense, as quit, unpunished, unrewarded, etc. where
the original sense is that of leaving a court of jus-

tice or the like, but passing now into that of con-
tinuing in a specified state (cf. sense 7). To go
free (see Free a. 5).
* i«»5 St. Marker. 18 Hit were J>i gein f>et tu pe gest un-

blescet. a 1300 Cursor M. 6713 (G6tt.) pe bestis lauerd sal ga
[Trin. goJ quite Of alkines chalange and wite. 1484 Caxton
Fables o/Al/once iit, The trouthe was knowen wherforethe
poure man went quyte. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 242 Wit
shall not goe vn-rewarded while I am King of this Country.
1810 Examiner No. 655. 699/2 The only method .. is to let
all opinions go free. 1877 Miss Vonge Cameos Ser. III. i. 4
Such forays usually went unpunished. 1888 G. Gissing Life's
Morning I. ii. 72 Her worldly tastes did not go altogether
ungratified.

24. To pass or be disposed of by sale. Const.
at, for (so much) ; also to go cheap. In auc-
tioneers' phraseology Going! = on the point of
being sold ! Gone ! = sold !

c 1430 Freemasonry 92 Pay thy felows after the coste, As
vytaylys goth thenne. 1549 Latimer 1st Sertn. be/. Ediu,
V / (Arb.) 39 For that herebefore went for .xx. or .xl. pound
by yere. .now is it let for .1. or a .C. pound by yeare. 1677
Yarranton .£«£•/. Improv. 21 Twenty years purchase, which
they will go at, and much more. 1754 H, Walpole Lett. 118571
1 1. 412, 1 can't conclude my letter without telling you what an
escape I had at the sale of Dr. Mead's library, which goes ex-
tremely dear. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. iv. i. (1782 Dublin)
41 I'll knock 'em down at forty pounds. Going—going-
gone. 1803 Pic Nic No. 13 (1806) II. 227 When anyarticle
under sale was going for less than its appointed value.
1814 Moore Sale 0/ Tools ii, Once, twice, going, going,
thrice, gone !— it is yours, sir. 1862 Temple Bar VI. 414
Going at four pounds fifteen, if there is no advance. 1881
A. Lang Library \. 19 The bidders are professionals, in
a league to let the volumes go cheap.

f b. Phrase. Jfe goes for ?ny money m * he's the
man for me \ O&s.
X549 Latimer Plonghers (Arb.) 38 Amonge al the packe

of them that haue cure the Deuil shall go for my money. 1

1589 K. Harvey PI. Perc. 15 He goes for my money.
26. Of money : To be parted with, to disappear.

|

be expended or spent. Const, in,

1393 Langi.. P. PI. C. xx. 75 And that goth mor for hus !

medicine ich make the good a^enwarde. 1879 M. J. Guest
Led. Hist, Eng. xxx. 209 Whatever money he got .. it all I

went in books. 1889 Mrs. Oliphant Poor Gentleman II. I

ix. 163, 1 should make the money go.

t b. To be paid out of\ht revenues of. Oh.
1487 Paston Lett. No. 893 III. 331 [It] was the will of

her husbonde that the annuyte schulde go oute of the seide
maner of Swaynesthorpe. 151a Act 4 Hen, VIII, c. 11 f

The seid annuell rentes appoynted to be goyng out of the '

s-'id Maners.

26. To be given up, relinquished, or sacrificed, i

t Also, to be forfeited.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time II. 55 If any person suffered in

'

Kngland on the account of the letters betrayed by him,
Vol, IV,

253

his head should go for it. 183a Fr. A. Kfmble in Rec.
Girlhood {i%?&) III. 196 The house must go, the carriage
must go, the horses must go, and yet [etc], 1850 Taifs
Mag. XVII. 659/2, I have parted with .. everything except
my marriage-ring, and it must go next. 1890 Jrnl. Edne.
1 June 297/2 Greek, not being a primary subject, must go,
except for the classical specialist.

27. To cease to exist or to be present ; to be
taken away, lost, or consumed

; to come to an end,
be abolished.
c laoo [see A. 8 a], a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xx. 61 Al

goth bote Codes wille. c 1375 Lay-folks Mass-it. 137 Til
his parchemyn was al gon. c 1450 Golagros *> Gam. 36 All
thair vittalis was gone. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. ii. 73 lake
his bottle from him; When that's gone, He [etc.]. 177a
Junius Lett, lxviii. 335 The reputation you pretend to is

i gone forever. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xiii. 717 All its inde.
:

pendence was gone. 1883B1.ACK Volande II. xiv. 2550™
; of the results of using those, .drugs is, that the will entirely
i goes. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton C. Kirkland I. vi. 168 Some-

times the eyesight goes for ever. 189a Sat. Rev. 5 Nov. 527 '2

The Bishop's veto, of course, is to go. .The Ecclesiastical
Courts are to go too.

b. Cricket. Of a wicket : To be ' lost '.

1890 Field 10 May 672 '3 The next three wickets went
before anything had been added to the score.

28. To ' depart this life '. die.

1390 Gowkr Con/. I. 44 Wherof the worlde ensample fette
May after this, whan I am go. 1426 Audfi.ay Poems 9 Do
for 5oure self ore ;e gone. 1535 Covkrdale Job xxxvi. i:>

They shall go thorow the swearde, & perish or euer they
beawarre. a 1610 Heai.ey Epktetus' Man. 116361 46 Thy
neighbours wife . . dyeth. Every one can say, Why ! wee
are all mortall ;. .but when his owne goes, then [etc.]. 1708
Prior Turtle * Sp. 375 We're here to-day and gone to-
morrow. 1830 Fr. A. Kemble in Rec. Girlhood (1878)
II. iii. 89 Have I lived to see him go before me ! 1850
Taifs Mag. XVII. 722/2 Your brother's gone—died half-
an-hour ago.

b. In many phrases signifying 'to die', some of
which are of Biblical or religious origin, as to go
the way of all the earth (I Kings ii. 2, Josh. xxii.

14, often misquoted to go the way of allflesh, of all
living), to go to a better world, to one's account, to
one's own place, etc. ; while others are jocular or
slang, as to go aloft, off the hooks, off the stocks, to

{the) pot, etc. (see the accompanying words).

29. To fail, give way ; to succumb to pressure,
strain, or any deteriorating influence.

a. Of a material object : To break, also to break
with noise, to crack ; to wear (in or into holes'.
1798 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845! III. 20 About half,

past three the foremast went in three places. 1840 R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast xxxiii. 125 We looked every moment to
see something go. 1867 Judy 1 May 5/2 It [a window]
wasn't cracked.. that morning, and she thought she heard
it go when she was over the way. 1883 Fenn Middy ,(

Ensign xiii. 74 Your major split some stitches somewhere,
for I heard them go. 189a Cassett's Mag;. July 469 '2 His
jerseys go into holes, and his flannels shrink. 189a Field

j

15 Oct. 579/3 Sacks split or go in holes.

b. To taint, become unconscious. Perh. with
mixed notion o( go off, go to sleep.)

1768 Goldsm. Good-u. Man v. Wks. (Globe) 637/2 Help,
she's going, give her air.

e. Of a crop, etc. : To be attacked by disease or
decay.
I73S-4o Dyche & Pardon Diet., Going ., also a term

applied to liquor, meat, &c. when it is perishing or spoiling.
1855 Ld. Houghton in Life (1891) I. xi. 516 The crop
good, but the potatoes, .going everywhere.

d. Of living beings, their organs or faculties

:

To fail, decline, give way, break down.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias vti. iv. r 3 You see that my lord

archbishop is going very fast. 1890 Daily JVeivs 17 Nov.
7/2 His [a pugilist's] legs had gone, and he had been over-
trained. 189a Sat. Rev. 9 Jan. 41/1 Omnibus-horses gener-
ally go first in the loins. 189a Chami. Jrnl. 6 Aug. 509/2
I could feel my brain going.

III. Uses in which the prominent notion is that
of the destination or direction. Here the verb is

distinguished from Come by the implication that
the movement is not towards the speaker, or the
person whose point of view he for the moment
assumes.

* of self-originated movement or action.

30. To move, take one's way, pass, or proceed
to or towards a place, into the presence of a person,
or in a specified direction. Const, to, towards,
into, or with any prep, or adv. indicative of motion
whither.

971 [see A 3 a//.]. < 1000 Ags. Cos/. Matt. xxiv. 38 OS
pont dag he noe on ba earce eode. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 229 :

Heo ?ede to ban iudeiscan folce. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3Goa [ printed God] in bane castel bet is on;ein eou. a laaj
j4»cr. R. 128 peos eoden into ancre huse ase dude Saul into
hole. ol30o(see A 3 a]. a 1300 Cursor M. 4537 ' Ga to be
prisun

,
,

said be king, czjfio Wyclif Wks. 118801 45 Who
j?*«f» r\

frens. .wilen goon among sarasyns. 1393 Langl.
1. PI. C. III. 168 Mede. .graunteth to go with a good wille
10 Loudoun, a 1400-50 Alexander 2111 [He] to be place
govs, a 1450 A ut. de la Tour (:868) 120 She went vnto the
kmge and .

.
made pees betwene the kinge and her husbonde.

JS9« Shaks. 'J wo Gent. 111. i. 388 Must 1 goe to him? 1398-9
fc. t orde Parismus u. (1636) 229 And the Judges gone to the
Dungeon to bring forth the Prisoner. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 1. !

Ixxvn, To the Christian Duke by heapes they gone. 166sPepys Diary 17 Apr., That he do appoint a fleet to go to
the Northward. 1897 Fl. Marryat Blood Vampire xv, !

1 he Baron . . turned round to go downstairs.

GO.

b. To go to Jericho, Bath, Jlongh'ong, Putney,
etc.

:
used imperatively or optatively to imply that

one desires to see no more of a person, or does not
care what becomes of him. Similarly to go to

Halifax (for which see Gibbet).
1648 Mercurius Aulicus Nos. 7-9. 5 Let them all goe to

Jericho, And n'ere be seen againe. 1669 Depos. Cast. York
(Surtees) 165 Sirrah ! goe to Hallifax. 1758 A. Mukhiiy
Upholsterer 11. (1763' 33 He may go to Jericho for what I

cares. 1857 Trollope Three Clerks xxvii, ' She may go to
Hong-Kong for me*. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, xvi, "She
may go to Tunbridge, or she may go to Bath, or she may
go to Jericho for me '.

c. Iransf. Of a road, passage, door, etc. : To
' lead ' to, into, etc.

13.. A'. Alis. 6250 He.. dude perforce stoppe the pas,
That goth fro Taracounte to Capias, a 1533 Ld. Bi.rnf.rsHum Ixvi. 2a8 This other way goeth to Rome. 1583 Holly-
band Campo di Fior 89 Can you set vs in the waye, that
gocth to Philopons schoole? (71586 Sidney Arcadia in.
(1633) 245 Follow him through the door that goes into the
garden. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xviii, Their Men . . sccur'd
. .the Scuttle which went down into the Cook-Room. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones VII. x, Which way goes to Bristol.

31. With implication of an additional meaning.
a. The place mentioned as the destination is

often intended to include, or simply stand for,

what is done there ; as in to go to the Kall, to Bed
also to go into, to bed to), to Church, to Court.

to Grass, to Market, to Press, to School, to
Stool, etc. 'see these words).

b. Of female animals (occas. of male) : To go to

(the) bull, cow, horse, etc. = to copulate with.
1577 E - Googe Heresbach's Ilusb. 11. (1586) 117 What nge

doe you thinke best for the Mare to go to the horse. Ibid.
ill. 129 The time for going to Bull, some take to he best in
the midst of the spring. Ibid. 129 b, If you suffer him
immediately, to go to the Cowe, it is certayne hee may get
a Calfe. 1616 B. Jonson Epigr., On Mill, My Lady's
Woman 3 When Mill first came to Court, the vnprofiting
foole. . Was dull, and long, ere shee would goe to man.

c. In some contexts, to go to a place is used to
imply the additional notion of entering on a mode
of life, employment, or the like, which is associated
with it J e.g. in to go to college, to the university,
to prison, etc. To go to the bar: to become a
barrister. To go ion the highway (or + the road),
on the stage, on the streets : to become a highway-
man, an actor, a prostitute.
I7a7 Boyer I-r. Diet. s. v., To go upon the Highway (to

be a High-way man), a 1745Swift Direct. Servants Wks.
11869) 569/2, I ..advise you to go upon the road .. thr
only post of honour left you. 1849 J ait's Mag. XVI. 37/1, I

should have bid adieu to the Muses, and gone to the bar.
1883 D. C. Murray Gate 0/ Sea I. v. 138 She had gone
upon the stage., to make bread for herself. 189 1 Kevieiv 0/
Rev. 15 Sept. 299/1 Few of the working women proper go
upon the streets. 1897 Hall Caine Christian xi, Drake
had gone to Harrow and thence to Oxford.

d. To go to sea : to go a voyage ; also (more
usually) to become a sailor. Of rigging : To be
carried adrift.

•599 Massinger, etc. Old Law v. i, She's going to sea—
your grace knows whither better than I do. 1664-5 Pkpys
Diary 8 Mar., He was to go to sea in her. 1770 Nelson
in Southey Lifi (1813) I. 4, I should like to go to sea with
uncle Maurice. 1857 S. P. Hall in Merc. Marine Mag.

6 1858) V. 12 The spare lower yard started from its lashings
. .and went to sea.

32. Instead of, or in addition to, the place of
destination, the purpose or motive of going is often
indicated. This may be expressed in various ways :

a. by the simple inf. Now arch, and dial.
Go look .' used to convey a contemptuous refusal to answer

a question {obs. exc. dial. ; common in Derbyshire).
Becnvul/ [see A 3 a]. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 433 Ga

purches land quhar cuir he may. c 1386 Chaucer Skip-
man t T. 223 Lat vs heere a messe and go we dyne, a 1400-
50 [see A 2 d >]. c 1475 Rau/Coiljeari i7 Ga tak him be the
hand. tS4»-5 Brinklow Lament. (t874 ) m That I shulde
go pour out my vyces in the eare of an vnlearned bujarde.
1591 Spenser Teares Muses 398 Now thou maist go pack.
t6oa Narcissus (1893) 87 Come, daunce vs a morrice, or els
goe sell fishe. a 1615 Fletcher Mad Lover 11. i. There's
the old signe of Memnon : where the soule is You may go
look. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 190 We mighle
as well go preach to devils. I7a4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier
(1840)71, Ibid him go take care of his .. things. 1795
Ann. Agric. XXIII. 315 Nor does the drilled corn, .go lie
(as the farmer calls it) so readily as the broad-cast. 1813
Jane Austen Lett. (1884) II. 216 Your Streatham and my
Bookham may go hang. 1831 S. Lover Paddy the Piper,
Leg. <y Stor. /ret. 151 There s an iligant lock o' straw, that
you may go sleep in. 1849 Tail's Mag: XVI. 170/1 Go
hire the needful workmen. 1890 Eng-. Illustr. Mag. Sept.
888 As to a hauberk I must needs go lack ; for I could not
come by it.

b. by the inf. with to.

For weakened senses of this construction in which the
notion of movement in space is lost, see 34 b, c.
<naa5 Ancr. R. 10 pet beofS, alse he seide, be go5 to

helpen widewen. 01300 [see A 2 b]. (-1470 Harding
Chron. IX. ii, He bidden was to ga To heipe the kyng
Kuandre. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 225 Our dinner
done, and he not coiuming thither 1 went to seek him.
1817 Byron Beppo xl, Coach, servants, gondola, he goes to
call. 1879 Edna Lyall Won by Waiting xiv, Esperance .

.

went to dress for dinner.

O. by and with a co-ordinated verb. In the
modsrn colloquial use of this combination the force
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of go is very much weakened or disappears alto-

gether. In the positive imperative go is often
nearly redundant (cf. L. i nunc, et . . .) ; otherwise,
to go and (do something) — ' to be so foolish, un-
reasonable, or unlucky as to — \ So in the vulgar
phrase (/ have, he has, etc.) been and gone and
(done so and so).

1 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. ix. 13 GaS soSHceand leorni^eab
[Vulg. cuntes autem discite] hwaet is (etc.). a 1300 Cursor
M. 7519 Gaes and fottes me in hij Mine aun armur.
(1380 Wyclif.SW. Wks. III. 385 Men schulen fle to heven
wibouten peyne if bei wolden goo and slee . . Cristen men.
c 1430 Lvoo. Chichev. <y Bye. in Dodsl. O. PI. XII. 335, I

ful longe may gon and seeke Or I can fynde a good repast.

1558 S"t T. Gkksham in H. H. Gibbs Colloquy on Currency
App. 6_Againste all wisdome the seyd bishoppe went and
vallewid the French crowne at vj.s. \sd. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y.J,, n. iii. 31 Would'st thou haue me go & beg my
food, a 1631 Donne Poems (16501 3 Goe and catch a fall-

ing .starre. 1755 H. Wali*olk G»v. eclxvii. <ed. still. 105
Don't goand imagine that ,£1,200,000 was all Sunk in the
gulph of Madame Pompadour. 1815 lloulston Juvenile
Tracts vi, Cork Jacket 6 He miglit go and hang himself
for all they cared. 1878 ScrLoners Mag. XVI. 87/1 The
fool ha> gone and got married. 1891 Temple Bar Aug. 470
That I should actually have been and gone and told him so !

d. by a sb. (governed by to, and often without
article) denoting an action that is to be performed,
.1 ceremony at which one is to be present, etc.
Also with weakened sense in to go to Sleep.
cii7S[see A yea]. £1330 [see Aac0]. £1430 Hymns

Virg. U867) 56 Seynt iohun . . for ihesus loue to deeji gau
goon, c 1485 Digly Myst. (1882) in. 578 Tyme drayt ny to
go to dyner. 1548 Hall Chron., Rick. Ill, 33 To morow
we wyl common more : let us go to supper, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia in. (1633) 232 When they were all gone one day to
dinner, a 1745 Swift Mem. Creichtou Wks. 1841 I. 589 As
soon as he was gone to rest. 1794 [see A 2 a], 1879 Edna
Lvall Won by Waiting xxix. He took a fancy for going to
the afternoon service at the abbey.

e. by the vbl. sb. governed by a = on ; in mod.
use frequently omitted); also by ordinary sbs. de-
noting an action, governed by f in. on, rarely upon.
Co a begging (see BSOGING vbl. sb. 2 b).

1388 Wyclif/T/«//.xxv. 14 A man that goith in pilgrimage,
rlepide hise seruauntis [etc.]. a 144a Sir Eglam. 409 The
kyngof Sydon an-huntyng ys gon. 1530 Palsgr. 570/1, 1 go
a foragyng. .1 go a grasyng,as a horse or beest dothe. 156a
Vekon Invoc. Saints 83 Why . -dyddetheygoeagaddyngeto
our Lad ye of Wilsdone. 1604 Edmonds Observ. Carsar's
Comm. 65 Such an inconuenience, as might make him repent
for going a birding. 1684 Bunyan Tilgr. 11. 1 1879) 192/9 The
Women.. that called at his House as they were going on Pil-
grimage. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xx, I was resolved not to go
sneaking to the lower professors. Ibid, xxx, That you will
permit . .two of your servants to go upon a message. 1802-12
Bbntham Rationale yudic.Evid.v. (1827) 214 The plaintiff.

.

is obliged to go upon the hunt for other witnesses. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng.xx'i. IV. 665 The King was certainly
going a hunting. 1888 Miss F. Warden WitchofHills I. iv.

76, I said that I was going boar-hunting. 1897 Fl. Marrvat
Blood Vampire iii, Do let me keep her [the baby], whilst
nurse goes on her errand.

f. by a complementary sb., denoting the function
or capacity in which the subject is to be employed.
Obs. exc. in to go apprentice (now rare), and to go
bail, now chiefly yS^-., as I will go bail (colloq.) =
1

1 will be bound \ I am certain.

1665 Pspys Diary 6 Dec, My Lord Sandwich goes Em-
bassador to Spayne speedily. 1670 Marvell Corr. cxli.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 314 The King .. ordered the Lord Barclay
to go Lord Lieutenant. 1707 Hearse Collect. 24 Jan.
(O. H. S.) I. 321 He went Chaplain to the Factory. 1768
Goldsm. Good-n. Man 1, It was but last week he went
security for a fellow whose face he scarce knew. 1851
Thackeray Esmond 11. iv, One of the boys 'listed ; the
other had gone apprentice. 1884 Rider Haggard Dawn
Ixxv, He won't marry her now, I'll go bail. 1890 Casselts
Mag. July 470/2, I will go bail for your character.

33. To have recourse, refer, appeal to an autho-
rity, source of information, etc.); to carry one's
case to or before (a tribunal, etc.). f Sometimes
in imp. with me as ethical dative. To go to the
country (see Country 6 b).

«377 Lancl. P. PI. B. x. 192 Who so gloseth as gylours
don go me to the same, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 93 Gob more to
be lawe ft to he witnes. 153a Moke Cou/ut. Tindale Wks.
376/2 Go me to the newe Tawe and to those sacramentes
which Tyndall agreeth for sacramentes. 1835 New Monthly
Mag. XIV. 193 Mr. Salmon., is determined to go to a jury.
1874 Blackik Self-Cult. 76 You must go to Aristotle for
that. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 737/1 Why does not this
artist go to nature? 1881 Pht'lad. Rec. No. 3463. 4 When
the bar-tender goes before a jury the above statement evi-
dently will be his defence. 189s Sat. Rev. 8 Oct. 419/2
She need not go to others for her bons mots.

34. To turn to, betake oneself to (an employment
or occupation ) ; to proceed to some specified course
of action ; to resort to some specified means of
attaining one's object. To go to blows, cuffs, law,
war, work, etc. (see the sbs.).

a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 873 -\\{ bu gest herof to disputinge.
a 1300 [see A 2 d 0]. 1467 Eng. Gilds (1870) 409 And b"
electo rs to go to a new eleccioun. 1535 Coverdale Prov.
xxix. 9 Vf a wyse man go to lawe with a foole . . he getteth
no rest. 1577 B. Goooa Heresbach's Husb. 1. 11586) 3 b,

1 goe to writing or reading, or suche other bustnesse as I

h:ive. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iii. 3$ O, I could diuide
my selfe, and go to buffets, for mouing such a dish of
skim'd Milk with so honourable an Action. 1611 [see A 2 d >].
1678 lir 1 1. i.K Hit I. 111. iii. 530 He that . . goes to Law to be
Keliev'd Is sillier than a sottish Chews. 1790 Bystander79
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note, Two of these different professions having disagreed,
they went to boxing. 1891 Mary Wilkins Humble Rom.,
etc. 277 He had rented a pretty little tenement over in Rye,
and gone to housekeeping.

+ b. To set oneself, attempt to (do something).
166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. EL § 2 Nay, he goes to

prove the truth of Sanchoniathons History by [etc.]. 1776
Maiden Aunt I. 55 But mind me, Emma, if you go to slip
out of the room, I'll send old Harley to plague you.

c. In negative or hypothetical contexts, to go
(for) to (do something) is vulgarly used for :

* To
do anything so improper as to — % 'to be so
foolish, bold, or severe as to —

\

1751 Foot f. Taste It. Wks. 1799 I. 22 Indeed I did not go
to do it. 1798 T. Morton Seer, worth Knowing 1. i. 6 Sure
nobody wou'd go to kill so handsome and good a creature.
1803 Mary Charlton Wife $ Mistress II. 59A non-natura!
woman, to go to leave her children. Ibid. II. 151 Who would
go for to take him for a Lord's son? 18*4 Mrs. Cameron
Pink Tippet in. 16, I am sure she would not go to tell a
lie of anybody. 1890 Mrs. H.Wood House ofHalliwelllX.
xi. 293 * Dear ma'am ', uttered Nurse Gill, ' you'd never go
to suspect her !

'

35. To carry one's action to a specified point of
progress or completeness. Const, to; also with
adv. or adverbial phrase, and with cognate or ad-
verbial accusative, as in to go the Length of For
many phrases, see Far, Near, Nigh.
i ifyon go to that = 'if you come to that.' {He) will go

fart in recent journalistic use, said of an author, states-

man, etc., to imply that he is likely to achieve great things
(= V. il ira loin).

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 11586) 21 In Syria,
where they cannot goe very deepe, they use . . very little

Plowes. 1631 Shirlev Love's Cruelty II. ii. (1640) Dib,
En. Meere trifles.

_
Hi. And you go to that, Lady, that

which you part withall for All these pleasures, is but a
trifle. 1681 Fi.avel Meth. Grace xxviii. 483 Death need
not pull and hale ; such a man goes halfway to meet it.

1689 T. R. View Govt. Europe 3 We are not to stick at the
Letter, but go to the foundation, to the inside and essence
of things. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. vi § 7 (1825) 446
Unless we can discover their natural dependence, which, in

their primary qualities, we can go but a very little way in.

1695 Concreve Lovefor Lwe II. ii. (ed. 2) 27 Well, if you
go to that, where did you find this Bodkin? 1697 Collier
E.ss. 1. (1703) 1S7 The generality. . want either force or inclina-
tion to go to the bottom, and try the merits. 1757 Foote
Author Epil., Wks. 1799 I. 129 When she's quite in voice,
she'll go to C ! 1776 G. Semple Building in Water 39 Even
at the Depth we went to at the North End. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 182 Having gone all lengths with a faction
while it was uppermost. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng.
xlvii. 476 Strafford really went some way towards bringing
his scheme to pass.

b. esp. with regard to the amount of an offer

or a concession in mercantile or other negotia-
tions, f To go less : to offer or accept a lower
price or less onerous conditions, take less extreme
measures, etc.

1626 Shirley Maids Rev. in. ii. 1 1639) E iv, We can pro-
long life. Ans. And kill too, can you not? Sh. Oh any
that will goe to the price. 1632 Massingek Maid 0/ Hon.
111. i, It is too little; yet, Since you haue said the word,
1 am content, .Hut will not goeagazetlesse. c 1645 How. 1 1.

Lett. (1650) III. xv. 27 The Parlement persists in their first

Propositions, and will go nothing less, a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Hen. VI11 (1683) 4i8It was objected, .that the Law having
made the Offence to be Death, it was not safe to go less.

x$59 J* Arrowsmith Chain Princ. 101 The Sybils books.

.

two whereof . . were purposely cast into the fire .. because
Tarquin would not go to the price of them. 1704 N. N.
tr. Boccatini's Advts. fr. Parnassus 1. 92 Poor Literati .

.

could not afford to go the Price of Better Meat. 1711 Perry
Daggenh. Breach 30 Having made it sure that no Man el>e
would go below him. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II.

65 Lewis consented to go as high as twenty-five thousand
crowns. 189a Strand Mag. IV. 294/2 The price was higher
than she cared to go to.

C. In various phrases with the general sense ' to

share equally in something', chiefly with adverbial

accusative, as to go halves (fAI), formerly also f to

go [another person's) halves, to go shares, snacks
f

snips ; or (cf. 32 f) with complementary sb. as logo
sharer, mates, partners. (See the various sbs.)

d. To put or subject oneself to (trouble, expense).
184a Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. 1. 18 The tenant, .went to

very needless expense. 1890 Temple Bar Aug. 576 Arden
has gone to the ridiculous cost of engaging Ridge. 1895
Marie Corelli Sorrows of Satan ix. (1897)98 Few pub-
lishers. .go to the trouble of.. giving the number of copies
for an Edition.

e. trans, ^on the analogy of cognate accusa-
tives). To go to the extent of ; to venture as far as.

To go the whole hog (see Hog i i b).

1855 H. Greeley i Dec. in Greeley oh Lincoln 89 He.

.

tells everybody he is connected with the Tribune, but
doesn't go its isms, c 188a Comic Song ' West End Boys '

:

iii. (Farmer), Another bitter I really carTt go. 1883 * Mark '

Twain ' Life on Mississ. xliii. 390 There's one thing . . which
,

a person won't take in pine if he can go walnut ; and won't
i

take in walnut if he can go mahogany. .That's a coffin.

30. trans. To risk, adventure
v
a certain sum), to

|

stake, wager. Also absol. ; sometimes with indirect

object. 7'ogv better, in certain card games, to offer

a higher slake than is named in the adversary's chal-

lenge. Also to go one better : hence often Jig, to

outbid or outdo somebody else.

1605 U. Jonsom I'olpone 111. v, Like your wanton gam'ster '

at pnmero, Whose thought had Whisper 'd to him, not goe
lesse. 167a Marvei.l Re/r. Transp. \. 283 This Gentleman
would always go half a Crown with me. 1768 Goldsm.

go.

Good-n. Man in. i, Men that would go forty guineas on a
game of cribbage. 1855 Dickens Dorrit vi, And I'll go
another seven and sixpence to name which is the helplessest,
the unborn babe or you. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butter-
fly Prol. ii. 11 The very dice on the counter with which the
bar«keeper used to 'go ' the miners for drinks. 1878 Scrib-
tier's Mag. XV. 660/2 I'll do better than the church. I'll

see 'em that and go one better. 1879 ' Cavendish ' Card
Ess., etc. 59 Each that stood might pass or make the renvi,
that is go better again. 1886 M cCakthy & Mrs. C. Pkaed
Right Honourable I. vii. 142 Our fellows wanted to be
popular. These fellows . . want to go one better. 1890
Temple Bar June 199 You ought to go on the zero.

** ofpassive movement, change of state, etc.

37. To be carried, moved, impelled, etc. to, to-

wards a place or person, into a place, etc. lit. and

fig* To go to the bottom (see Bottom sb. 2).
c 1050 ByrhtfcrtlCs Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 305

& on pissum mon3e gxd seo sunne on baet tacn. a 1300
Metr. Eng. Psalter xvii[i]. 7 Mi crie in his sighte in eres
yhode euen. 1340 Ayenb. 206 Zuo longe gej> bet pot to
he wetere, bet hit comb to-broke horn, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 11. (1633) 162 His old blood going to his heart.

1591 S»aks. Two Gent. n. i. 116 Being ignorant to whom
it goes, I writ at randome. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias (1782'
I. 156 This very day I met two of them going to their long
home. 1895 Lord Shand in Law 'Times Rep. LXXIIL
637/2, I am further of opinion . . that there was evidence of
negligence to go to the jury.

b. fig. To go to one's heart : to cause one great

sorrow, pity, or the like.

1481 Caxton Reynard Arb.' 88, I trowe hit shold not
moche goo to my herte so that another dyde it. 1687
Burnet Reply to Varillas 126 This it seems went to his
heart. 1694 F. Bkagge Disc. Parables ix. 314 How does
every rub and hindrance go to their very heart. 1844
Eraser's Mag. XXX. 587 2 It goes to my heart to be dis-

united from them. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, xviii. It went
to my heart to say no to her. 1890 Murray's Mag. VII. 96
The look of sorrow . .went to his heart.

38. a. (Chiefly will go, but also in indefinite

present tense.) To be capable of passing, to find

room to pass into, through, etc., a place. Hence,
of a number, to be contained (so many times) in

another number; also impers. ('won't go*) in

division or subtraction (cf. quots. 1856, 1890).
1686 J. Smith Of Nat. Time 39 Let two plain and flat

plates or boards .. be joyned so close together that a Six-
pence may but just go between. 18*5 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 18 Five will go twelve times in sixty.

1856 Titan Mag. Dec. 498/1 Twelves in two—won't go !

Ibid. 409 1 Twelve will go once in fourteen, and leave two
over. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xx. 198 All the
good we can find about him will go into a very few words.
1881 A. Lang Library ii. 62 Elzevirs . . go readily into the
pocket. 1890 Universal Rev. 15 July 445 Four from three
won't go—borrow one.

b. To be usually or properly put into, to have
its proper position in a certain place.

17*9 Switzer Hydrost. <y Hydraul. 97 A Brass Pillar ..

having a Ball at the Bottom of it, that goes into a Socket.
Mod. This box goes on the third shelf from the top.

39. To pass to a person ; to fall to his lot ; to

be allotted or awarded to him ; to pass into his

hands, into his pocket, under his control, etc.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 129 Let the high Office and the
Honor go To one that would doe thus. 1807 Crabbe Par.
Reg. (1812) I. i2z Nor has he care to whom his wealth shall

go. 1849 Taifs Mag. XVI. 288 1 American ships. .divide
the freights which formerly went to the British, .shipowner.
1850 Ibid. XVII. 675/1 One might have known the estate

would go to creditors. 1869 Hughes Alfred Gt. xiv. 168
A fine of 120 shillings (half to go to the king). 1878 Scribner's
Mag. XV. 638/2 The money I had saved went to the doctors.

1890 Eield 10 May 687/1 The first and second prizes went to

colts. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eng. 100 The newly enclosed
land nearly all went to the big landlords. 1891 Field 19
Dec. 949/3 Both games going to Courtney.

b. Of a dignity, an estate, office, property, etc.

:

To pass by inheritance, succession, or otherwise.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 120 Where an estate was

devised specifically, and was afterwards sold by the testator

by a contract executory, the estate went from the devisee.

1831 Society I. 34 It was proved it [a large estate] should
not have gone in the female line. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos
Ser. hi. vi. 55 The dukedom went to his brother. 1879
M. J. Guest Lect. Hist. Eng. xliii. 432 The crown was
then to go to the descendants of Henry's younger sister.

40. To be applied or appropriated to a purpose.

Const, to, toivards ; also to with inf.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 375 The fistulose & softer [stone]

let hit goon To cover with. 1688 Burnet Lett. State
Italy 162 All the Revenue goes to the keeping up of the
Magnificence of the Court. 1850 Taifs Mag. XVII. 718/1
An increase of yield goes all to the amount of produce
sold. 1867 frnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. 11. III. 11. 540 Fees..
do not go towards the sustentation of the school. 1889
Macm. Mag. Dec. 126 -'i The capital . .goes to swell the

profits of the original possessors of the soil.

41. To contribute to a result ; to be amongst
the conditions requisite for a purpose ; to be one

of the constituent elements of something. Const.

to, towards ; also to with inf.

1607 Donne Lett. (1651) 141 Here also you have true

husinesse and many quasi negotia, which go two and two to

a husinesse. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 903 The Medicines which
goe to the Ointments are so strong, that [etc.]. 1663
Gerbiek Counsel 52 There goeth four load of Sand, which
..cost two shillings six pence. 17.. Swift To Pope (I.),

Something better and greater than high birth and quality

must go toward acquiring those demonstrations of public

esteem and love. 1755 Man No. 26. 3 With a single glance
we view an army, without attending to every separate
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soldier that goes to compose it. 1789 Cowpeb Lett. 8 Aug.,
There goes more to the composition of a volume than many
critics imagine. 1851 Mrs. Browning CasaGuidi 62 Count
what goes To making up a Pope. 1870 Nicholson Man.
/.ool. (:88o) 447 The bones which go to form the head and
trunk. i88z J. C. Mokison Macaulay 1 With a good eye
for the influences which go to the formation of character.

1890 Harpers Mag. May 961 /a Whole gardens of roses go
to one drop of the attar.

fb. To be allotted as proportionate to. Obs.

167a Petty Pol. A/tat. (1691) 58 One Horse plows iu

acres, and there goes 1 Man to 3 Horses.

C. To amount to, be equivalent to.

1841 Fraser's Mag. XXIII. 17 Sixteen ounces go to the

avoirdupoise pound. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. iv.

xvii. 177 How many loaves go to a bushe! of wheat. 1889

Philips & Wills Fatal Phryne I. iii. 54 Twenty-five
francs go to the pound. 1890 Chamb. yrnl. 21 June 380/1
'How many ..go to a crew with you. captain?' 1890
Graphic 11 Oct. 407/2, 150 glasses go to the keg.

42. To conduce, tend to ; with sb. or v. in inf.

f Formerly also, to have an object or result

amounting to.

1781 Hist. Europe in Ann. Keg. 46/1 An attempt, .wliich

in its success would have gone to the destruction of him-
self, his party, and friends. 1804 'Pennant Indian Recr. I.

47 Fastidious ideas regarding rank . . went nearly to the
exclusion of this useful set of men from the society of.

.

grandees. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India III. vi. i. 50 The
bill, therefore, went to the confiscation of the whole of the

Company's property. 1820 Examiner No. 634. 361/2
[They] would also go to account for much of the personal

violence. 18x3 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830* IV. 385 Those
geographical schisms which go immediately to a separation.

1823 Neiv Monthly Mag. IX. 244/1 It [the amendment] went
to a half approval of the conduct of ministers. 1850 Tail's

Mag. XVII. 375/1 Two things go to render this statement
. . worthless. 1889 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec. 684/2 It goes to show
that the Dutch are not the equals of the English.

43. To attain, reach, extend ; with advb. phrase

indicating the point aimed at or attained. Cf. 35.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1633) 19 His love was not so

superficial!, as to goe no further than the skin. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 11. i. § 19 No man's knowledge here can go
beyond his experience. 1707 Fkkind Peterborotus Cond.
Sp. 149, I think it is hardly possible that Modesty could

go a greater length. 18*5 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 233
The history . . goes very far back. 1864 J. H. Newman
Apologia 182 My memory goes to this,—that I had asked
a friend [etc.]. 1873 P. V. Smith Hist. Eug. Instil. 1. ii. 48
These proceedings did not go to the length of treason. 1874
Deutsch Kem. 362 But the difference goes still further. 1885
Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. Kirkland I. ii. 43 His mathematics
did not go very deep. 1892 Black cy White 19 Nov. 580/1
The horns go to great lengths, but are not very thick at base.

b. As (or so) far as it goes : a phrase used to

limit the applicability of a statement, etc., or the

extent or efficiency of what is referred to.

[1420 Searchers Verdicts in Surtees Misc. (1888) 16 Als
farre als thayre syde house gas.] 1789 Twining Aristotle
on Poetry (1812) I. 10 The resemb.ance is, indeed, real, as
far as it goes. x8i8 Cruise Digest ied. 2 1 V. 598 The case

of Martin v. Strachan decided this case, as far as it went. 1810
Examiuer'So. 651. 632/1 Hehasareal notion of pleasantry,

as far as mere pleasantry goes. x86a H. Spencer First
Princ. 11. I. § 37 (1875) 132 We make a statement, true as
far as it goes. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 130/1 The poor
law system, .is, so far as it goes, Socialism pure and simple.

C. To go a good, great, long, short way (to or to-

wards) : to have a great, little effect ; also, to have
great influence with (a person).

1697 Colliek Immor. Stage i. (1730) 18 A very indifferent

Religion well Believed, will go a great way. 1749 On- mm:: .

Lett. (1792) II. ccxi. 308 Your stay at Rome will go a great

way towards answering all my views. 1820 Examiner
No. 612. 1/2 A mode of testimony which ought togoa good
way with the Laureat. 1841 Macaulay in Trevelyan Life
(1876) II. ix. 123 Where people look for no merit, a little

merit goes a long way. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 233/2 Every
walk a Tnan takes . . is as good as a course of lectures . . and
goes far more toward his spiritual fashioning and culture.

1885 Times (.weekly ed.) 25 Sept. 15/1 The farm produce
goes a short way to filling the mouths.

d. With far, as or so far, further, a long way,
etc. Of a stock of provisions, etc. : To hold out,

suffice for distribution. Of clothing : To last, wear.

Of money: To have purchasing power.
1419 E. E. Wills (1882) 40 }efe euere man and woman a

Love and a galon of ale, als fer als it will go. 1667 DaVDSN
Prol. Secret Love, Now old pantaloons Will go as far as

formerly new gowns, a 167* Wilkins <J.>, Considering the

cheapness, so much money might go farther than a sum ten

times greater could do now. 1693 Tate Juvenal, Sat. xv.

105 Whose Flesh, torn off by Lumps, the rav'nous Foe In

Morsels cut, to make it farther go. 1840 Jml. R. Agric.

Soc. I. iv. 410 Turnips, if consumed under sheds, go so much
further. 1879 If, J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xhi. 430^4 a
year, .in those days would go as far as forty would do now.
1889 Mrs. E. Kennahd Landing a Prize III. i. 15 Money
goes a long way in Norway.

44. To pass into a certain condition. Chiefly

implying deterioration.

a. With adj. complement : To become, get to

be (in some condition). (Cf. Come 24 a.) f To go

less : to be abated or diminished.
1583 T. Stocker tr. Ch>. Warres Lowe C. t. 117 The

siege of Leyden continued, & their victuals went very low.

1654 Haul Monm. Bentivoglids Warrs Flanders 11. 32
The Regent went every day less in her authority. 1688
R. Holme Armoury 11. 173*1 Boniclatter [is] Cream gone
thick. 1769 Mrs. Rafeald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 231

Let them [apricots] go cold betwixt every time. 1803 S.

Ploge Anctd. Eug. Lang. 243 He went dead about three

months ago. 1845 Huuu Love \\\- A poet gone unreason-

ably mad. i86x Temple Bar III. 23 He went bankrupt.
Ibid. 248 Fright and . . anxiety have . . made strong men go
gray in a single night. 1881 J. P. SHELDON Dairy Farm.
56 ,'1 If it [the milk] is not taken proper care of it soon goes
sour in hot weather. 1884 R. Buchanan Foxglove Manor
HLxxxiU. 122 Her cheeks went scarlet. 1888 LadvD. Hardy
Dang. Exper. III. iv. 84, I trembled and went hot and
cold. 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reformer (i%qi) 419 Suppose
he goes lame all of a sudden ! 1891 Sat. Rev. 24 Jan. 101/2

Any bishopric or bench^hip that has just gone vacant. 1891
Harper's Mag. Oct. 720 2 Before us lay a sea of fern, gone
a russet brown from decay.

b. To turn, be transformed to. Also rarely, to
1

be reduced to.

1591 Spenser Teares Muses 596 Efuoones ^uch store of
! teares shee forth did powre, As if ^iee all to water would

haue gone. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery iii. 28 If you bull

pickled pork too long, it will go to a jelly. 1858 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. 11. v. (187-" 1. 72 The Vohburg Family . . was

]

now gone to this one girl. 1859 frnt R. Agric. Soc. XX.
I

ii. 431 The more the produce is Graminaceous, the mote
]

it goes to flower and seed. 1889 Mrs. Barr Feet ofClay
xii. 236 The devil's corn all goes to bran. 1891 C. DunsiaN
Quita II. 1. xv. 17 She has lost all her colour, and has goile

to skin and bone.

C. Const, to with sb. indicating some ruined

,

condition ; in many phrases, as to go to pieces, to

rack, ruin, smash, etc., for which see the sbs.

IV. Quasi-/ra/«. with pronoun as obj.

45. With pleonastic refl. pron. in various fore-

going senses. Now only arch. [Cf. F. s
y

eu alter.]

CI17S Lamb. Horn. 27 pe unclene gast be ge<*> him of ban
.sunfulle mon and ge8 him of ban stude to stude. a 1300

! Fall # Passion 53 in E. E. P. (1862) 14 God him }ed an
erb here xxxtl winter an somdel mo. a 1300 Cursor M.
13191 Efter quen be dai es gan, bai [Wod men] haf bair wijt

and gas bam ham. 1400-50 Alexander 535 Gai>> him vp at

be grece. 1892 Cosmopolitan XIII. 727 '2 So I may go me
to mass, mamma. Along with my coal man lover.

40. Go it.

fa. To direct one's course. Obs.
1689 H. Pitman Relation in Arb. Garner Wl. 365 When

these had shared her cargo, they parted company: the
French with their shares went it for Petty Guavas, in the
Grand Gustaphus.

t b. imp. ~ Be off ! away with you ! Obs.

1797 Mrs. M. Robinson Walsingham III. 306 So you had
better be moving, .take yourself off— go it— budge.

C. colloq. and slang. To go along at great speed
;

to pursue one's action with furious vigour ; to en-

gage recklessly in dissipation. To go it blind: to

plunge into a course of action without regarding
the consequences.
1821 Egan Tom <$• Jerry (1870) 236 Logic, under the

domino, had been ' going it ' on a few of his friends with much
humour. 1830 Chron. in Ann. Reg. iQi/l A gentleman ..

presented himself at the balcony . . declaring that he would
lire upon the first man that attempted to enter the house .

.

A cry of ' Go it ! go it !
' was raised by the mob. 1840

Marrvat Olta Pear. (Rtldg.) 301 That's going it rattier

strong. 1848 Lowell Bigloiu /'. Poet. Wks. 1890 II. 126

Honest folks that mean to go it blind. 1856 Titan Mag.
Aug. 101/1 'Go it, governor; smash, da^h, and crash !'

V. Special uses of the pples.

47. Uses of the pr. pple. going.

a. Going in or of— : about to attain (a speci-

fied age) on one's next birthday ; also without prep.

Cf. going on — , 6i b, going upon, 66 e, going on

for — , 84 k.

1700C0NGREVE Way oj WorldV. v, Till she was going in her
fifteen. 1785 Trusler Mod. Times I. 47 She knew she was
as much a woman as herself, and that she was going in

eighteen. 1877 Gd. Words XVIII. 5/2 Doris is goin' fifteen.

1886 Chesh. Gloss. 144 ' How old is your daughter ?
'

' Oo 's

goin' of eighteen.' 1888 G. Ai.len Devil's Die I. b& 124
She would nave given her age, if asked, as 'going thirteen '.

b. Going to (with active or pass, inf.): on the

way to, preparing or tending to. Now used as a more
colloquial synonym of about to, in the auxiliaries of

idiomatic compound tenses expressing immediate or

near futurity. Cf. F. je vais. {To be) just going
to : (to be > on the point of (doing so and so).

148a Monk ofEvesliam (Arb.) 43 Thys onhappy sowle . . was
goyng to be broughte into helle for the synne and onleful
lustys of her body. 1671 Lady Mary Bertie in 12M Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 26, I believe next news I heare
will be that you are going to bee married. 1703 Locke Let.

23 July [On Dr. Pococke), As I was going to say. 175a Mrs.
Lennox Fem.Quix. 1. xii, Glanville .. saw himself going to
be discarded a second time. 1789 T. Twining Aristotle on
Poetry (\%\?) \. 153 At the instant that he is going to be
sacriheedj the discovery is made. Ibid. II. 129 When a
brother kills, or is going to kill. 1836111 Cobbett Rur. Rides
1 1885' II. 61 Lambs . . to be sold . . to those who are going to
keep them. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas At. vi. 103, 'I aren't
a-going to try and 'bate your price '. 1890 Chamb. frnl.
14 June 370/2 It seems as if it were going to rain.

48. Uses of the pa. pple. gone.
a. By a development from the ordinary use of

gone in the perfect tense conjugated with be (esp.

in sense 21), the phrase to be gone has assumed the
sense : To depart (promptly or finally), to take
oneself off. See also Begone. Similarly to get
oneselfgone, for which see Get v. 28 c.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 181 To
shewe by their comming out, a greate desire to bee gone.
1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner Piv, Its safest we be
gone, Lest_[etc). i6z8 Gaule Pract. Theories (1629) 384
He thrust in among some, and faine would hauc bin gone
from other>. 1653 Walton Angler ii. 41 Come honest

1 Viator, lets be gone, fjz-j Bo^ek Fr. Diet. s. v. Gone, If

you will not be gone pre>ently. 1791 Mrs. Ralhjliefk
Rom. Forest i, In the morning La Motte ro^c at an tarly
hour impatient to be gone.

b. In Archery, said of an arrow when from its

flight it is seen to have been shot beyond the mark.
Similarly in Bowls, of a bowl which runs beyond
the jack (hence transf. of the player;.

1.545 Ascha.m Toxoph. (Arb.) 36 Lscheweing shorte, or

I gone, or eithersyde wide. 161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Passe, le suis
passe, I am gone, or ouerca^t, I hauc throwne ouer, at

Bowles, &c.

c. Dead ; departed from life. See 28. Also
Dead andgone (see Dead).
1595 Shaks. John m. iv. 163 If that yong Arthur be not

gone atreadie, Eucn at that newe* he nie^. 1705 Adhison
Italy ^30 A Dog, that has his Nose held in the Vapour,
dies in a very little time ; but if carry'd into the open Air
recovers, if he i> not quite gone. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. xxviii, Strange that . . one should be living, warm
and beautiful, .one day, and the next be gone, utterly gone,
and for ever \

i* d. In a state of swoon, unconscious (cf. zy b .

Also (very freq. in 17th c), Dead drunk (more
fully, gone in drink .

1641 Hindk Life Brucu ]\vi. ^19 Hec could take no food
. .but he was ready to faint and to be gone upon it. 1657
in Burtoil's Diary (1828) II. 70 The Speaker ..said, I am a
yea, a no, I should .say. This caused an alternate laughter
all the House over, and >ome said lie was gone. 1661 Pepvs
Diary 9 Sept., Sir YV. Penn . . had been drinking to-day,
and so is almost gone, that we could not make him under-
stand it. 1681 H. Moke Expos. Dan. Pref. p. vii, Men so

,

much gone in drink . . would not be able to make any thing
of it. 1691 u. G, d'EmiliauHt's Obserzu 249 The Singing-
men [having drunk freely].. were quite gon. and knew no
longer what they sung.

e. Infatuated {in love, wickedness, etc.). Gone
on : (in recent colloq. or vulgar use) enamoured

i

of, infatuated about.
1698 J. Collilk Short View i. 12 Silenium is much gone

I in Love, but modest withal. 1858 Guthrie Christ Inherit.

Saints (i860) 38 Gone in iniquity they boast, .of the victims
! whom the),' have seduced. 1885 Illustr. Lond. News Xmas

No. 7/1 Iris was gone on you yesterday. 1885 F. AnstEV
I

Tinted Venus 59, I saw directly that I'd mashed her—she
was gone, dead gone, sir. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/1 They

I

seem to be quite gone on the culture and elevation of the

people by the eye.

f. Far gone : in an advanced stage of a disease
;

deeply engaged or entangled
;
greatly fatigued or

exhausted, etc.

1593 Suaks. Rich. II, n. i. 1S4 Vorke is too farre gone
with greefe. 1656 Baxter Ref. Pastor iv. ft 2 Wks. 1707
IV. 369 Some Men are so far gone in Pride, that [etc.].

1713 SteeleGuardian No. 106 pa, I am myself very far gone
in this Passion for Aurelia. 1741 Mrs. Manlev Power love
II. 152 Caton was far gone in Impudence. 1793 Bedooks
Let. to Darwin 31 Kar gone in a Consumption of the lungs.

1804 Eugenia de Acton Tale ivithout a Title II. 1S7 She
is far gone in the fashionable heroism of the English day.
18x2 Osmond II. 2 Osmond being a great deal too far gone
in the tender passion. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 681/2
Agenor was now too far gone in guilt to recede. 1872
Earl Pembroke & G. H. Kingsxey S. Sea Bubbles \. 21

Two horses too far gone to be able to gallop. itQ&Scribner's
Mag. XV. 363 '2 The captain was. -by no means so far gone
in his infatuation. 1887 J. Ball Xat. iu S. Amer. 253 Two
ladies, .both far gone in intoxication.

g. Lost, ruined, undone. Of a battle, game, etc.

:

Lost. + To givefor gone : to regard as hopeless.
1596 Sn aks. Merck. V. in. v. 20 Well, you are gone both

waies. 1603 — Meas. for M. v. i. 302 Is the Duke gone V

Then is your cause gone too. 1621 Fletcher Custom
Country v. i, I am gon. 1625 in Virginia Mag. Hist. <y

Biog. 1. 162 The terror whereof., so dismaide the whole
Colony, as they idlmost gave themselves for gone. 1709
Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. 11736; II. 248 That would be
giving the Matter for gone. 1798 Invasion I. 226 Water-
ford, at the first sight of a person by whom he was known,
gave himself up for gonr;. 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. Ml. v.

(1865! I. 166 Seeing the Battle gone . . Ludwig too had to fly.

1889 'B. W. D.' & 'Cavendish' Whist with % without
Perception 71 If he leads the usual ace, king, the game ib

distinctly gone.

f h. In the absolute construction with a designa-

tion of an interval of time : = Ago, Since.
aiyyoCursor M. 17331 (Cott.i Forgodd had said gan siben

lang '.Mi-self [etc.]', < 1340 Ibid. 14188 iTriiv Was bou not
but litil gone Almest bere wih iewesslone. .1386 Chaucer
Sor.'s T. 528 But sooth is seyd goon sit hen many a day. 1549
Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 29 Christe so many
hundred yeares gone was in prophecies promysed. 1657
Cromwell Sp. 21 Apr. in Carlyle, Now six years gone.

i. Used to indicate that sn interval is reckoned

backward from a specified past date. (Cf. Come v.

35 b.)

1837 Carlyle Ir. Rev. I. 1. ii, It is twenty years, gone
Chnstmas-day, since Lord Chesterfield [etc.]. Ibid. 111. in.

1, On Monday gone five weeks., we saw Paris beheading its

King, stand silent.

j. Preceding or following a statement of age

:

Over, more than the age mentioned. Cf. 47 a.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vn. ii. II. 241 No hurry al>out

Fritz's marriage ; he is but eighteen gone. 1893 Temple Bar
XCVIL 216 A man * gone ninety years of age '.

VI. With prepositions, in specialized uses.

49. Oo about —

.

+ a. To encompass. Also in indirect pass.

1297 R. Glouc.(RoIIs) 3 pe see geb him al aboute, he htond
as in an yle. 4:1300 St. Brandan a The sec of occian. goth

the worldc aboute. ,1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 788 Another
with a diche aboute ygoon is, (.1440 Promp. Pan: ^-o-'. 2

Goon a-bowtyn. ., iircino.
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b. To busy oneself about ; to set to work upon,

tnke in hand ; in early use, t to seek alter. (Cf.

to be About.) Also in indirect pass.
c 1531 Du Whs Introd. Fr. in Palsgr, 905 To go about

ryfhlttlft. ambition. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach s Hnsb.
(1586) iv. 187 If they [bees] go about their faraioCBM chere-

fuliy. 1650 Tbapp Coihih., Numbers xi. 13 Lust is un-

satisfiable ; to go about it is to go about an endless piece

of work. 1687 Burnet Reply to Varitlas 33 Those who
write upon true Information, know what they go about.

1739 WnLEY Wks. (1872) XII. 108 Let the leaden cistern

be gone about. 1885 Makv Linskill A Lost Son, etc. 247
She went about her work in a cold, impassive way.

50. Go altar — . To go in pursuit oi ; to visit

as a wooer or a disciple.

The expression ' to go after other gods ' in all Eng. versions

of the Bible, is a literal rendering of Vulg. ambulare post

deos alienos and its Heb. original, which expresses rather

the sense ' to walk in the train of ', ' follow the guidance of.
c 1440 Promfi. parv. 203/2 Goon afiyr, succedo. 1847
Marrvat Childr. N. Forest iv, Now, Edward, we are going
after a fine stag. 1889 Coruh. Mag. Dec. 659 Don't you go
after that Frenchwoman. They're not to be trusted.

51. Go ag-ainst, t again —

.

T a. To go to meet. Obs.
( isqo Bcket 2058 in S. Eng. Leg, I. 165 pare-with wel

Italdeliche : he eode a-^ein is fon. c 1350 Will. Paleme
4954 Gladli wip grete lordes sche gob him ajttns. c 1477
Caxton Jason 62 She wente agaynst him and toke him by
the hande. 1530 Palsgr, 570/1, I go agaynst one, 1 go to

mete hym. .We be ynowe to go against Tiym.

b. Of a contest, an enterprise : To result un-

favourably to.

a 1533 Ld. Bermers Huon xv. 40 V" mater was lykely to

go yll agaynst the erle. 1568GRAMON Chron. II. 112 Never
thing prospered with me, but it hath gone against me. 1816
Scott OldMart, xxxviii. The law gaed again the leddies at

last. 1862 Temple Barv. 25 The case had gone dead against
them from the beginning.

c. To run counter to. oppose, militate against.

1530 [see Against prep. 10]. 1688 Bi.knkt Lett. State
Italy in The smallest thing, that seems. .to gu against
their Interest, is lookt after with a very watchful care.

1878 Scribners Mag. XVI. 82/2 How will he ever expect to

get the money if he goes against my wishes? 1885 Mks.
Lvnn' Linton Chr. Kirkiand I. viii. 224 Literature.. was
a thing which went dead against our family traditions.

d. To go against the Gkain, HaIB, + heart (also

simply against me — against my feelings) : of an
action"; to be uncongenial, excite repugnance ^sec

Against 9 b, 10 .

c 1460 Town*tap Myst. ii. 221 It goyse agans myn hart

full sore, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1633) 49 As it went
against my heart tobreake any way from you. 1749 Fielding
Tout yoncs xi. ii, It would go horribly against me to have
her come to any harm. 1888 McCarthy & Mrs. C. Praed
Ladies' Gallery I. ii. 57 It went against me not to give the

poor fellow some sort of burial.

52. Go at — . To make an attack upon ; to take

in hand vigorously. To go at it: to enter upon
an action, contest, etc. with energy. To go at the

collar (said of a horse : see CollaK sb. 6,.

i8so Examiner No. 637. 403,'! Our.. Orator went at it

again, like a Titan refreshed. 1863 KlNCSLEY ll'ater-bab.

324 At his leg* the little dog went. 1881 Mrs. C. Praeo
Polity <>• Passion I. x. 304 I'm a plain-spoken man, and I go
at a thing straight, without beating through the hush. 1887
P. Fendall Sexto Last 1. 1. x. 248 Selina went at her again
for further information. 1888 Herksh. Gloss, s.v., A labourer

enquired in the morning, 'What be I to go at to-daayV
1888 Harper's Mag. July 183 In front.. stretched a mighty
crevasse. . He went at it with a bound. 1890 lioi.orewood
Col. Reformer 11891) 291 The highly-conditioned horses

went at their collars, .and. .rattled along.

53. Go before —

.

a. To precede in time or serial order, be
anterior to.

138* Wvclif Ecclus. i. 3 The wisdanr of God goende be-

forn alle thingus,who enserchede? 15*1 Fisher Serm. agst.

L/et/ter\Vks.i 1876) 328 The workes that got he Ijefore faythe.

16*9 H Burton />a&-^woZ»V//W6TheCouncell. .surpasseth
. .all that went before it. 1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic
xv. (1866) I. 276 The other two [propositions], as naturally
:4oing before the conclusion, they have styled the premises.

1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 81/2 Pity 'tis these should pay for

the bad men who have gone before them.

fb. To take precedence of, be superior to. Obs.
1611 Shaks. Cyutb. 1. iv. 78 If she went before others

I haue seene as that Diamond of yours out-lusters many
I haue beheld.

54. Go behind— . 1 See Behind prep. 3 and 8 c.)

Also, in recent use, to reopen a question settled by
(a previous decision or agreement).
1888 R. A. King Leal Lass II. iv. 67 Marry May he must

—

this was a postulate he would not go behind. 1890 Spectator
8 Feb., It was a piece of sharp practice, an attempt to go
<>ehind the settlement made by Cardinal Manning [etc ].

180s Law Reports 2 Q, Bench 544 In such a case the Court
will go behind the compromise in order to see the nature of

the original debt.

f55. Go beside — . To pass over, miss. Obs.

' I375. I38» [*ee Besiok li 4]. 1530 Palscr. 571/1, I go
besyoes my purpose, je/aulx a mon esme. 1798 Geraldiua
I. 39 He cannot bear to see the loaves and fishes go beside

his family.

f 56. Go between - . To act as a mediator

between ; to reconcile. Obs.

1549 Latimer 2nd Sertti. bef. Edw. VI (Arb. ) 63 The
regent of France was fain to be sent for from l>eyond the
seas, to set them at one, and go between them. i6ox Shaks.
All's If-'ellv. iii. 256, I did goe betweeue them as I said, but
more then that he loued her.

57. Go by —

,

+ a. To neglect, pass without notice ; to pass

unheeded. Obs. (Cf. Go-by sb.)

. 1450 St. Cuthbert 'Surtees) 7167 pair ordure reule bai

went bathe by And leuyd our dishonestly. 1513 Dolglas
.Eneis vii. viii. 66 The messinger is nocht gone by myne
eris [L. non ..//teas effugit nuniius anres). 1549 Compl.
Scot. viii. 72 O ignorant, -pepil, gone by the pathvaye of
verteouse Knaulage. a 1592 H. Smith H'ks. U866-7) I. 234
When you can go by an offence, and . . suffer trouble quietly,

you have a kind of peace and joy in your heart.

+ b. To go by one's day : to pass one's prime.
1818 Sporting Mag. I. 295 Kainer. .was considered rather

gone by his day.

+ C. To go by the worse
%
worst : to be worsted.

1563 Golding Caesar 1. 1 15651 23 To whom the Heduanes
. .had..gyuen battell : wherin going by the wors, they had
receyued great domage. 1639 I . Robarts God's Holy Ho.
ix. 63 As he [Moses] lifted up his hands to God, Amalek
went by the worst. 1671 Milton Samson 903 In argument
with men a woman ever Goes by the worse. 17*7 Boylr Er.
Diet, s.v , To go by the worst, avoir du pire.

58. Go for —

.

+ a. To set out, leave, start for (a destination,.

1616 in Crt. <V Times yas. /(1848) I. 428 The Lord Roos
is gone for Spain. 1704 Marlborough Lett. <y Disfr. (18451

I. 244, I may have the satisfaction of embracing you before

I go for Holland. 1807 MiLNRR Martyrs in. ii. 124 At
length having left Rome, we went for Bavaria.

b. To go to fetch ; to fetch.

1594 Marlowe & Na.-hl Dido 111. i, Anna, good sister

Anna, go for him.

c. To pass as or as equivalent to; to be ac-

counted or valued as. Now only in to go for
nothing, little, something, or the like.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars 1 Camden) 68 Item the v. day of
December [1550] was proclamyd that the French crownes
shuld goo but for yjj. ii'iyi. 1577 St. Aug. Manual < Long-
man) 13 He that cares not to lyve for thee Lord, is nothing
and goeth for nought, a ttfi6 Sivkky A nadia 1. (1500I 12b,

Since she goes for a woman. 16*3 Lisle A^lfric on O. <y

.V. Test. 17 Which for likenesse of stile and profitable vse

haue gone for his. 1655 GuRNALLCV/r. in Arm. verse u. II.

ix. § 3 (1656' 150 Faitlioefore temptation hath much hetero-

geneal stufTe that cleaves to it. and goes for faith. 1688
Burnet Lett. State Italy 186 The oaths, .went for nothing,

but matters of form. «6oi Locke Consid. Lo7oer. Int. (1692)

2T Many who go for English Merchant-;, are but Dutch
Factors, and Trade for others in their own Names. Ibid.

137 A Crown with us goes for 60 Pence. 18*0 Examiner
No. 655. 690/1 His testimony would go for nothing. 1867
Freeman Norm. Couo. (1876* I. iv. 193 His plighted faith

went for as little as the plighted faith of a deliljcrate perjurer.

1885 Mrs. Lvnn Linton Chr. Kirkiand III. vii. 240 She
was pretty too ; and that went for something.

d. To have for one's aim ; to aim at securing

;

, also - the later go in for v see 81). In recent use

also with stronger sense (cf. e), to concentrate effort

on the attainment of (an objectV
c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xvi. 30 Quha suld my

dullit spreitis raiss, Sen for no lufe my lady gaiss V 1641 H.
PeachAM Worth ofa Peuy 32 Some go for recreations which
trouble . - the mind more then the hardest study, as Chesse.

1790 Bystander 288 It is a pity Captain Parslowe did not go
for twenty thousand pounds, for through such a judge and
such a jury he would have received every halfpenny of it. 1800

Addison A /iter. Law Rep. 23 The present form of action.,

goes only for the money .supposed to have been actually

received. 1864 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXV. 11. 445 Their
breeders go for open wool as much as possible. 1877 Scrib-

tier's Mag. XV. 7/1 Each dog selected his bird, and went
for it steadily. 188a Miss Braddon Mt. Royal III. viii. 155

Miss Vandeleur had made up her mind not to * go for ' any
marriageable man in too distinct a manner.

e. colloq. To assail, attack; whether with physical

force or violent language.
1880 Sat. Rev. 18 Sept. 369/2 Every now and then Mr.

I Mercer goes for the citizens with a bowie. 1890 Jllustr.

Lond. ,\eivs 16 Aug. 194/2 A couple of novelists .. have

I
'gone for' the critics. 1890 Boldrewood Col. Rejoruur
(1891) 243 The black cow., immediately went for him.

59. Go into —

.

a. See simple senses and iN'fu. i* Togo into the

field', i.e. for the purpose of fighting a duel. To
go into \a Cabinet* Tarliatnentj : to become a

member of. 7i? go into society: to appear habi-

tually at private or public entertainments.
16x6 in Crt. <$ Times yas. I (1S48' I. 433, I heard yester-

night that Sir Henry Rich was gone into the field with
Sir Ralph Sheldon. 1831 Wellington in Blacbio. Mag.
CXXXV. 267/2, I should be very sorry to go into any
Cabinet of which he is not a inember. 18^5, Dickens Dorrit
II. v, Miss Fanny .. had become the victim of an insatiate

mania for what she called ' going into society '. 1888
McCarthy & Mrs. C. Praed Ladies' Gallery I. iii. 62 He
wanted to go into Parliament. Ibid. II. iii. 34, I don't go
into society much.

b. To join or take part in ; to undertake.
1688 Burnet Lett. State Italy 11 Those who are discon-

tented do naturally go into every new thing that, .promises
relief, a 1715 — Own Time '1823) I. 61 When the war
broke out in England, the Scots had a great mind to go
into it. x86i Temple Bar \. 2-jo He had gone hugely into

government contracts. 1877 Miss Vonge Cameos Ser. in

xxvi. 253 He went eagerly into the compact. 1889 F. Pigot
Strangest Jonm. Life 213 He went into a railway, and
no dividend was declared.

+ C. To agree, accede to. Obs.

1713 Addison Cato 11. iii, Cato, we all go into your
opinion, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1823) I. 456 All these

schemes settled in a proposition into which the King went.
174X Middle ion Cicero \. iii. 211 Cicero's friends were
^uing foi wardly into it, ;.s likely to cie.ae the lea^ trouble

to Cicero himself. 176* Gentl. Mag. io/'^Cuchullin, of him-
self willing to fight, went into the opinion of Calmai

.

d. To enter upon a specified state, condition, or

] toccss ; to take up a specified attitude. Also in

indirect pass.

1776 Foote Capuchin 1. Wk>>. 1709 II. 386, 1 might have
gone into keeping. 1781 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 191V2
If the enquiry was seriously gone into. 1845 jrul. R.
Agric. Soc. VI. 11. 301 Expensive improvements have been
already gone into. 1845 Ld. Holghton in T. W. Reid
Life (1891 ) 1. 356 The Times has gone into open opposition

to the Government on all points except foreign policy. 1898

Athenxum 23 Apr. 537,2 'The Marchioness against the

County ', is just going into its third edition.

e. To pass or allow oneself to pass into (ecsta-

sies, hysterics, passion, etc.).

1677 Lady Chaworth in iaM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 41 Lord Worcester's lady is gone almost into a
inopishnesse with malancolly. 1831 Fb. A. Kkmble in Rec.
Girlhood (1878) III. 71, 1 ..nearly went into hysterics.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 41 The King . . went into

a rage with Saxton. 1889 Temple Bar Dec. 533 The man
. .who went into ecstasies at discovering that Cape Breton
was an island. 1889 F. Barrett Under Str. Mask I. vi. 9^
An artist would have gone into raptures over the scene.

f. To enter as a profession or occupation.
i8zo Examiner No. 616. 65/1 His Royal Highness then

went into the army. 18*5 AVw Monthly Mag. XIV. 328
.Since he went into orders, he is very anxious not to swear.

1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 15 The young divine goes into

the church. 1850 Tait's Mag. XVTL 340/1 He was skilful

in many ways, but never went into regular service. 1878

Scribner's Mag. XVI. 860/2 Hicks naturally went into law.

1888 Goodman Paid in his own Coin I. xiii. 245 He went
into practice for himself. 1890 Field 8 Mar. 347A IHe]
went keenly into dairying. 1890 .s<;.'. Rez'. 13 Sept. 320/1

The American gentleman seldom or never goes into politics.

g. To adopt as a style of dress, to dress one&elf

or be dressed in esp. mourning'.
1666 Pei-ys Diary 15 Oct., 1-ady Carteret tells lite ladies

are to yo into a new fashion shortly. 1671 Lady Mary
Bertie m 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App v. 23 We are

all goeing into mourning for the Dulche>se of York. 17x1

Addison Sped. No. 64 n When it is the Fashion to go
into Mourning. 186a Temple Bar IV. 554 She . . shocked
Mrs. Grundy hy refusing to go into full mourning. Mod.
To go into frocks, long dresses, trousers, etc.

h. To go into vt<*» "tt/ie) committee (see Com-
mittee j). Said also of a bill.

1820 Examiner No. 620. 136/1 The House then went into

the Committee. 18*3 New Monthly Mag. IX. 290/1 The
. . Bill went into a committee. Ibid. 293 The House weut
into a Committee on the . . Bill.

i. To examine or discuss minutely. To go into

details (see Detail sb. 3).

1820 Examiner No. 616. 71/2 It was not necessary for

him to go into the character, public and private, of the

great statesman. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 499
It is not easy to believe that any tribunal would have gone
intosucha question. 1879 M.J. GvmtZ*c4< Hist. Eng. wii.

161 We cannot of course go into the history of these wars,

j. Pugilism. To assail vigorously.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 100 Molineux . . went into

Crib pell inell.

60. Gooff—
a. See simple senses and Off. f 'Togo ojfthc

tool: to leave the workman's hands ^obs.), Togo
ozone's head or chump i^see Head sb. 34, Chum*'

sb. 2 b). To gooff milk\ (of a cow; to leave oft

yielding milk.
"
1665 J. Webb Sioue-Heng (17.25) 44 The outward Course

of Stones . . appear not so smooth, and neat, as when first

they went off the Tool. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 5 Sept.

14/4 Or the cows go off milk for a time, and then they [the

owners of the cows] must be content to drink water.

b. To shirk ; to fail to fulfil.

1749 Fielding Tom youes xvu. iii, Did I ever go off any
bargain when I had promised'/

61. Go on —

.

a. See simple senses and On. To go on a wind

:

to avail oueself of it for sailing. Togo on board {set

Board sb. 14 b). Togo on one's knees vsee KNfcL .

1844 Kinglaki-; Eotiien ui>47) 66 They rarely go on a

wind if it blows at all iresh.

fb. To approach (a point of time^. Obs. (C£

47 a above.)

1577 Hanmlk Am, Eccl. Hist. (1585) 377 When the

Kmperour Theodosius went on the eight ycare of his age.

1670 W. Walkek Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 226, I am going on
my fourscore and four. Quartum annum ago <y octogesi-

mum. 1798 Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos. III. 160

Scarce any body have come to see her here, though she

have been here going on three weeks.

t C. To enter on, take up (a subject) for dis-

cussion ; to be^in, undertake 'an action).

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxii. Wks. (1876' 23 Thu holy

prophete gooth shortly on all these in the same ordies as we
haue rehersed to you. x6n Shaks. Wint. T. u.i. 121 This

Action I now goe on, Is for my belter grace.

t cL To consider the case of, examine judicially

.

(CC go upon, 66 c.)

166a Glknall Chr. in Ann. verse 17 xiv. § 2. 106 When
the Jury shall go on thy murdered soul, .. thou wilt be

found guilty of thine own damnation.

e. 17. S. colloq. (in negative contexts) : To care

for. concern oneself about.

x88s Li. Haktk Elip ii, We don't go much on that kind of

cattle here. 1891 Eng. Illustr. Mag. IX. 460 She didn't

go much on me, but the boy was everything to her.

f. To become chargeable to ithe Fakimh, the

funds of a fiiendly society, etc.). Ci.go upon, 66 b.)
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62. Go over —

.

a. To cross, pass to the other side of.

153S Covekdale Dent. iv. 21 And the Lorde was angrie
with mc for your sakcs, so that he aware, y l 1 sliulde not

90 ouer Iordane.

b. To visit and inspect the various parts of
v
a

building, an estate, etc.).

1830 vs. A. Kemble in Rec. Girlhood (i&j&) II. vi. i8j,

I have been gratified and interested . . by going over one of
the largest manufactories of this place. 1885 Law Times
1.XXIX. 74 :'i The defendants had gone over the house
before taking it.

C. To admit of being placed or laid over.
1841 Jrnl. A*. Agr'tc. Soe. II. 11. 1S1 Sufficient dung is

made on the farm to go over the fallow. 1890 ling. illustr.

Mag. Sept. 891 Fox gave him a vizard to go over his face.

a. To pass in review ; to consider seriatim.
111586 Sidney Arcadia it. 11633) l 7° S° in this jolly-

scoffing bravery he went over us all, saying he left one,
because she was over-wayward ; another, because [etc.}.

1644 Digbv Two Treat. Ded. 6, 1 should haue kept it by
inc. till 1 had once againe gone ouer it. 1687 Klrnet
Cotttin. Reply to Vanltas 66 Thus I have gone over his
third Tome. 1695 Locke Further Cotnid. Value Money
01 And thus 1 have gone over all Mr. Lowndes's Reasons
for raising our Coin. 1781 K. Rutledce in Sparks Corr.
Amur. Rez'. H853J III. 389, I really believe we shall have
the whole business of civil government to go over. 1873
BtACK Pr. T/tutexxi. 337 One after the other she went over
the acquaintances she had made. 1881 MissG. M. CrAIK
Sydney 111. i. 13 Horace and I have been going over old
letters.

e. To read over ; to rehearse.

1779 Suekidas Critic m. i, Whisk. 1 wish, Sir—you would
practise this without me . . Puff, Very well ; we'll go over
it by and bye. 1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 16 The school-
boy goes over his lesson, before going up before the master.

f. To repeat, tell over.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xvi. § 7 And some, through
the default of their memories, .are not able all their life-

time to reckon, or regularly go over any moderate series of
numbers. For he that will count twenty [etc.]. 1878 Scrib-
iter's Mag. XVI. 228/1 He went over the explanation two
or three times.

g. To examine in detail and operate on as is

iound necessary ; to revise or retouch throughout
(a piece of work ). Often with again,
1897 Garden i May 318/2 It is necessary to go over the

beds daily. Mod. Is the picture finished, or must you go
over it again '!

h. slang. To search and rob [a person). (Cf.

go through, 63 f.)

1889 Referee 3 June 1/3 A few who had..gone over the
landlord, left him skinned.

63. Go through —

.

a. fTo execute (a design) (obs.); to deal in

succession with all the stages of (a business, a
course of study, etc.).

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1633J iS The world sooner
wanted occasions, than hee valour to goe through them.
1598 Gkenewey Tacitus Ann. vi. viii. 11622) 133 Barbar-
ous people count temporizing and delay, as baseand seruile ;

and to goe through presently their deseignments, a royall
point. 1700 Wallis in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 316 He did
with them go through a whole course of chyuustry. 1707
Addison Pres. Stale War 11708) 38 The greatest Powers
m Germany are borrowing Mony, in order to. .go thorough
their part of the Expence. 1813 Southby Life Nelson II.

vi. 37 When he discovered that the judge's orders were to
go through the business in a summary manner [etc.].

b. To examine and discuss seriatim ; to scrutinize

thoroughly.
1668 Makvell Corr. xcix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 252 The Com-

mittee of the whole House hath now gon through that Bill.

OH Addison Sped. No. 44 f 8, I have now gone through
the several dramatick Inventions which are made use of
by the ignorant Poets. 1861 Temple Bar I. 405 It took the
party some time to go through the contents of the casket.

1887 L. Cakkoll Game of Logic i. § 1. 14 It would take
far too long to go through ali the Propositions.

C. To declaim, recite, sing, etc. at full length

;

to perform in detail, to enact the several points of.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xvii, He has taught that song to
our Dick .. and I think he goes through it very prettily.

1815 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851,1 II. 21 They must have
four [Ministers] to every funeral, or they do not think that
it has been genteelly gone through. 1869 A. W. Wakd
Curt/us' Hist. Greece II. 11. iv. 33 The youths went through
their exercises under the superintendence of the law. 1877
Miss Vonge Cameos Ser. 111. xvii. 154 A form of trial was
gone through.

d. To experience, submit to, suffer, undergo.
171a Akbuthnot John Bull 111. App. ii, I tell thee, it is

absolutely necessary for the common good, that thou
shouldst go through this operation. 1820 Examiner No.
6iq. 1

1 3/ 1 He has already gone through unutterable agonies.

1847 Helps Friemt in C. (1851) 1. 19 All that men go through
may be absolutely the best for them. 1889 Repent. P. Went-
worth I. viii. 158 Weutworth had gone through a process
of moral hardening.

e. Of a book : To have all the copies sold of (an

edition) ; now only, to be published successively

iu (so many editions). (Cf. pass, run through.)
1820 Examiner No. 629. 278/1 The Cenci . . had nearly

gone through the first edition. 1889 J. M. Robertson Ess.
Critical Meth. 18 The * Elements '. .went through seven
editions.

f. slang. To search and rob. (Cf. go over, 62 h.)

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle <y Mocassin iv, 71 These gentle-
men [cow-boys] had lately * gone through ' the coaches with
great regularity. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 2/3 Two men
were charged in the police-courts on Saturday with attempt*
ing to ' go through ' the pockets of an elderly gentleman.

' 64. Go under —

.

To submit to, undergo. Obs. exc. dial.

l 1449 Pecock Rep>: u. x. 204 Which with thi fre wil hast {

goon vndir for us the law is of deeth [L. ultro qui mortis !

1 pro nobis jura subisti]. 1881 Lane. Gloss., GO'/tuder, to

;
undergo; to suffer, a= in the case of a surgical operation.

65. Oo up — . See simple senses and Up. To '

; go up King Street', to become bankrupt (Austra-

1 lian . To go up theform ^see quot. 1683.
1683 Moxon Meek. E.xere. II. 31S Thus Beating from the !

j

hither towards the farther side, is in Pres>-mens phrase
I called Going up the Form. Ibid., Then in like manner lie

again skips the Balls from the second and fourth Kow to
the first and third Kow, und again Goes up the Form with
the Balls. 1890 Bolukewood Col. Reformer (1891) 368

,
That stuck-up beggar .. may marry his cousin, and go up

j

j

King Street the next week for all we care.

66. Oo upon — . (See simple senses and Upon.) '

t a. To attack, proceed against. Obs.
1430-40 LvOG. Pachas 1. xiv. (1554) 27a, Meieager.. Fulled

1 out a sweord and upon them he goeth. c 1500 Meltisinc

j
I be. 348 Go we vpon our enemyes to helpe & socoure our
frendes. 1530 Palsgr. 570/2, I go upon a mannes enemye,
or assayle hym.
+ b. To be chargeable to. Obs. {Ct.go on, 61 f.)

1660 MARVELL Corr. iii. Wks. 1873-5 II. 18 All things are
to go upon his Majestye's own purse.

fc. Of a judicial authority: To consider the

j

case of. (Cf. go on, 61 d.) Obs.

[1115 Magna Carta § 30 Nee super eum ibimus, nee super
eum mittemus. 1817J. Evans E.vcurs. Windsor 283 The
expressions, we will not go upon him, we will not send upon
him, signify, that the king would not sit in judgment, or
pronounce sentence on any freeman.]
a 1586 SlDNbiv Arcadia III. (1633) 313 He needed no Judge

to goe upon him : for no man could ever thinke any other
worthy of greater punishment, than hee thought himselfe.

1706 S. Sewall Diary 6 June (1879) II. 163 The Govr.
bundled up the papers and sent them into the House of
Deputies, without asking the Council whether they would
first go upon them, with whom the Petition was entered. '

a 1715 Burnet Own Time 11823) H- 3^ They next went
1 upon the duke of Buckingham.

d. To take in hand. Also in indirect pass.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 282 Let's hence, and heare. .in what

fashion . . he goes Vpon this present Action. 1743 Johnson
,

Let. to Cave Aug. m Boswell, The Life of Savage I am
ready to go upon. 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkius I. xxv. 242
The first Thing I went upon was a Table; which. .1 intended
to make big enough for us all. 1896 Pall Mall Mag. Dec.
470, I . . cannot bear to see things botched or gone upon

I with ignorance.

fe. « go on, 61 b. Obs.
1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 111. ii. 231 In

all the time that I haue serued his Maiesty . . which is now
j

going vpon the three and twentieth yeare.

67. Go with —

.

a. To accompany, attend as a companion ; in

vulgar use, to * keep company with ' as a lover.

1523 Lu. Bekneks Froiss. I. ccxevi. 439 Ye shall be soue-
rayne and gouernour . . of all theym that gothe with you.
1603 Philotus xcv, $e sail ga with me name. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng.v. I. 544 It was determined that. .Fletcher should
go with Monmouth to England. 1892 Harper's Mag. May
932/1 The ' young ladies ' he had ' gone with ' and ' had feel-

in's about ' were now staid matrons.

b. To be associated with, be a concomitant of.

1601 Shaks. AlTs Well 1. i. 49 For where an vncleane
mind carries vertuous qualities, the commendations go with
pitty. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) IV. i. 6 Poverty and riches
are of themselves things indifferent ; and the blessing of God
may go with them both. 1873 H. Spencer Stud. Sociol.
xv. 361 Criminality habitually went with dirtiness.

c. To side with. (Cf. 5 a.)

.1460 Fortescue Abs. <y Lim. Mou. \x. (1S85J 129 The
peple will go with hym bat best mey susteyne and rewarde
ham. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. 76 The day Was yours by
accident : had it gone with vs, We should not [etc.]. 1886
Atheuxum 7 Aug. 169/3 We cannot go with him in defend-
ing the MS. *tibi'..as an ethical dative. 1892 Coruh.
Mag. July 47 My sympathies went strongly with the lady.

d. To match ; to harmonize with.
1710 TatlerNo. 157 P 12 A Dulcimer, .goes very well with 1

the Flute. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. -\1, The innocence which
would goextremely well with a sash and tucker is a littleout of
keeping with the rouge and pearl necklace. 1888 F. Barrett
Lady Biddy Fane III. Ixii. 199, I made a hat for my
lady ; not so much like a woman's as a boy's, that it might
go fairly with her habit. 1890 Murray's Mag. Nov. 629
Pride is a luxury which goes ill with poverty. 1893 Coruh.
Mag. July 93 A delightful baritone, which ' went beauti-
fully with her own soprano.

e. To understand ; to follow intelligently.
a 1873 Lvtton Ren. Chillingly xiii, ' Do you go with me ?

'

'Partly, Sir, but I'm puzzled a little still.' 1891 Law
Times XC. 462/1 The Court declared the deed a nullity
on the ground that the mind of the mortgagee did not go
with the deed she signed.

68. Oo without — . Not to have ; to dispense
with, put up with the want of.

1596 Shaks. Merclu K.i.ii.07, 1 hope I shall makeshift to goe
without him. 1647 Tkaph Comiu. Titus i. 16 Faint chapmen
that go without the bargain, as he did that came kneeling to
our Saviour, and saying, What shall I do to inherit eternall
life? 1650 Arnold Boate in Abp. Ussher's Lett. (1686) 558
Rather than he should go without it, I would bestow mine
own Copy upon him, if I had it still. 1825 Htm Monthly
Mag. XIII. 139 We had rather eat the same dinner two days

j

following than go without one. 1872 S. Buti.er Erewhon I

ii. 10, 1 had to go without my own grog. 1889 Mona Cairu
Wing of Azrael 1. ii. 10 Viola had to go almost without !

education.
absol. or ellipt. 1158111 Turner's Dom. Archil. 11!. 43 Of !

the porepenyle.i the hiereward wold habbe A hood or a girdtl,

and let hem goo without. 1589 Pin ienham Kng. Poesienu
xix. lArb.) 21S That one man should haue many at once, and
a great number goe without that were as able men. 1695
Locke Further Consid. Value Money 58 Silver which every
Goldsmith..was content to pay high for, rather than go
without. 1889 Gissinc Nether World 111. xii. 253 You II

tat this or go without.

VII. Combined with adverbs.

69. G-o about.

a. To go to and fro, move hither and thither,

travel in divers places
;

(of a report, money to

circulate, have currency; also, t to move round
in a circle, to complete a cycle.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12611 Sua lang a-bute ban had mari gan

bat weri was >co bath lith and ban. c 1435 Torr. Portugal
2041 As Seynt Antony about yede, Hyddyng his orysoun.
1529 Moke Coiuf. agst. Trib. 111. Wks. 1214/1 As I go more
aboute than you, so muste I nedes more here . - the inaner
of men in thys matter. 1530 Palsgk- 509/2, I go aboute,
as a whete dothe,/^ rotis. 1594 Br. J. King Jonas 1,1599* "•

36 The moneths of the year haue not yet gone about, wher-
in the Lorde haih bowed the heavens, and come downe
amongst vs. 1605 Shaks. Mad'. 1. iii. 34 The weird
sisters, hand in hand . . Thus do go about, about. 1664
Wallers Poems Printer lo Kdr., For we see dipt and
washt Money go alxml when the entire and weighty lie--

hoarded up. 1749 FlELDING Tern font's viii. ii, I think it

is great Pity that such a pretty young Gentleman should
undervalue himself so, as to go about with these Soldier
Fellows. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xlvii, An attorney's
clerk, indeed, that went about with a bag. 1877 Miss
Yonce Cameos Ser. ill. xxt. 198 A report went about
that Henry had murdered him.

b. Mil. To turn round.
1796-7 tnstr. * Reg. Cavalry (181 ^ 65 Should it be re-

quired again to form in line on the same ground, the
divisions will go about, ranks by three's.

tc. To use circumlocution. Obs.
1815 /( 'oman's Will 11. i, Why do you go about with me

thus—why not speak to be understood':

d. A'aul. (See About A 6 b.
v

e. Togo about to t^sec About A 10).
< 1380-1690 [see Aiiour A 10]. 1697 Collilh Ess. Mor.

Subj. 11. (1703) 14 But because they [Diseases.] are natural,
it seems we must not go about to cut e them. 1875 E. White
Life in Christ iv..\.\iv. 1878)371 It is no sufficient answer to
our argument to go about to prove that life carries with it

an association of moral ideas.

70. Go abroad. (See simple senses and Abroad.)
a. Of a report, etc.: To circulate, have currency,

be widely diffused, (Somewhat arch.) f b. To
tear, come to pieces {obs.). c. To go out ot door.-,

or away from home {obs, exc. dial. . d. To go tu

a foreign country.
a. 1513 Mom; in Grafton Citron. (1568' II. 70S That

thereby shall be ceassed the slaunderous rumour and obloquy
nowe going abrotle. 1535 Coverdale Micah iv. ^ The tynie
wil come, that thy yappes shal be made vp, and the lawe
shal goabrode. <\ 1719 Addison Fvid. Chr. Reiig. (17331 3
The report which had gone abroad concerning a life mj full

of miracles. 1888 M'Cakjhy & Mrs. C. Pkakd Ladles'
Gallery II. via. 125 My fame had gone abroad in London.
b. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviti. 40 It tuggib in

hoilis, and gais abbreid.
C- 1530 Palsgk. 569/2, I go abrode. as one dotbe that

gothe out of his chambre after a sicknesse, or gothe out of
his house to be sene. 1715 Poi'b Let. to Swift 15 < )ct in S.'s
Wks. (1841) II. 580 Here is Arbuthnot recovered from the
jaws of death . He goes abroad again, and is more cheerful
than even health can make a man. c 1785 Cowplr Ep. to

J. Hill 23 Horatio's servant . . begg'd to go abroad . . *Tis
but a step, sir, just at the street's end. 1815 Jane Alsten
Emma 1. xiii, The going abroad in such weather.
d. 1719 [see Abroad A 4]. 1786 Mks. Piozzi Anecd. of

Johnson 168 His desire to go abroad, particularly to sec
Italy, was very great. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemareh 1.

ix, And now he wants to go abroad again.

71. Go ahead. (.See Ahead.) To make one's
way to the front in a race, etc. Also (until

recently chiefly U.S.), to go forward, or to proceed
with one's work, etc., without pause or hesitation

;

to make rapid progress.
1868 Mat. Eucycl. I. 618/2 Go-ahead is of American origin,

and is used . . where the British would say ' all right '. 1870
K. LiHouciii Marstou Lynch xit. no Go a-hcad ! in what-
ever you feel to be your vocation. 1877 C. LofTvsMy Life
I. ii. 45 My brother, .quickly passing htm, went ahead, and
won the match easily. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 871/1,
' I will show the way.' .. 'On, then go ahead.' 1898 Pall
Mall Mag. Jan. 82 ' Don't interrupt tne when I am explain-
ing problems to you '

. .
' All right—go ahead '.

72. Go along1

.

a. See simple senses and Along adv. In imp.
Go along ! Go along with you ! •= * Be off

'
; also as

an expression of impatience or derision, = go on.

1535 Covekdale Dent. ii. 27, I wil go a longe by the hye
waye, I wil nether turne to the righte hande nerto ye lefte.

1688 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., To meditate as one goes
along. 1840 P. Parley^s Ann. 1. 29, I asked her for a half-

penny twelfth-cake just now, and she said, 'Go along ; go
along". 1897 Fl. Markvav Blood Vampire vi, 'Go along
with you, you bad boy ', chuckled the Baroness.

b. To go along 'with : to proceed or travel in

company with ; f to follow intelligently ^an ex-

position) ; to agree with or approve of (up to a
specified point); to accompany, attend upon; to

be the regular concomitant of
; f to be classed

together with.

i6o« Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 15 Nor haue we hecrein barr'd
Your belter Wisedomes, which haue freely gone With this
affair along. 1695 I.ocke Furtlter Consul. Value Money 8
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If this Security goes not along with the publick Stamp,
Coining is labour to no purpose, a 1698 1 BHPLB Of Her.
I'irluc Wks,. 1720 I. 196 Whatever remains in Story of Atlas
..is so obscured with Age or Fables, that it may go along
with those of the Atlantick Islands. 17*7 Boyer Fr. Diet.
s.v., I go so far along with you. 1866 Land. Rev. 17 Feb.
188/1 So far we go along with M. Deak and his friends.

1883 H. Spencbk in Contemp. Rev. XLIII. 14 It may.,
result that diminished happiness goes along with increased
prosperity.

73. Go away. See simple senses and Away.
|

a. To depart, gofrom a place or person. fOf
time : To pass.

1200 Vices <S- Virtues (1888) 11 Ga awei fram me, Stt

^ewere^ede, for5 mid te dieule ! c 1400 APol. Loll. Sg Wan
be pope gob a wey fro Crist, & dob pe contrari . . ban is not
he Cnstis vicar, c 1450 St. Cuthbert tSurtees) 4675 pe schip
sayland away ^ode. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb.'w.
11586) i8r After which hours, they [Bees] commonly goe not
away 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 304 This one night, which
part of it, He waste With such discourse, as*I not doubt, shall
make it Goe quicke away. 1711 Hearne Collect. iO. H. S.)
III. 163 "lis pretended that this Smith must have went away
that Morning. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 102 He went away
as he had coine. 1869 C. Gibbon R. Gray xix, I saw her
gaeing awa' in a gig wi* a man.

b. To go away with : to carry off as one's own.
+ To go away with it : to get the best of it, to win
the advantage.
1597-8 Bacon Ess.. Paction (Arb.) 3u The Traitor in

Factions lightly gocth away with it. 1611 Bible Transl.
Pre/. 4 The Edition of the Seuentie went away with the
credit. 1633 Br. Hall Hani Tats, X. T. 561 Thou maie^t
.^012 away with the glory of a perfect and irreprehensible
justice 1688 Miege Ct. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., They shall not go
away with it so. lis me la payeront, ouje men vengerai.

t c. To pass away, die. (Cf. go off, 83 d.)
1611 in Crt. <y Times Jos. I (1848) I. 148 He was reason-

ably well recovered in show, but went away in his sleep,
when it was least looked for.

t d. To faint. (Cf. go off, 83 h.)

1740 Richardson Pamela C1741) I. 31, I was two Hours
before I came to myself; and just as I got a little up on my
Feet, he coming in, I went away again with the Terror.

e. To go freely or with speed.
a i73»T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 115 Mariners spread

out their sails when the wind begins to blow, that they may
go away before it.

74. Go back. (See simple senses and Back adt/1)

a. To retrace one's steps ; to return ; fig. to re-

vert to a former state or mode of action; falso,
to lose ground.
'53° Palscb. 571/1, I go backe, I go backwarde./f recule.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. ^57 He wald not lat the
Papists cause ga bak, Gif it wer'just, bot wald be for him
frak. 1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 285 Let us goe backe,
lest they take awaye our clothes. 1631 Widihuves Mat.
Philos. 9 Plannets are said to goe backe, when removing
themselves, they goe not forward their course, hut returne
backe the way they came, in some part. 1647 Chas. I

Let. m A ntiqvary (1S80) 1. 97, I will be content that y° come
to some convenient Place to dyne, & goe back at night.
1782 Cowfek Gilpin 190 'Twas for your pleasure you came
here. You shall go back for mine. 1811 Minutes Evidence,
Berkeley Peerage 21S, I was going back to Gloucester.
1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 141/1 The attempts of English pro-
prietors in the Highlands to go back to the exploded middle-
age plan. 1883 Stubbs' Mercantile Circular 8 Nov. 982/2
The people in Nagasaki are fast going back to their old
practice of spinning this class of fabric for themselves.

b. To carry one's view backward in time.
166* Stillingkl. Orig. Sacr. 111. i. § 12 The further we go

back in history, the fuller the world was of Deities. 1701
I)f. Foe True-born ling. 3 Go back to Elder Times, and
Ages past.

C. 7b go back from (now also colloq. of, on,
upon) : to withdraw from (an engagement, pro
raise, or undertaking).
1530 Palsgr. 571/1, 1 go backe from my worde that I have

wAydJemedesdis. 1704 Marlborough Lett. $ Disp. (1845) '•

44 Her Majesty can't go back from what she has promised.
1862 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 106 He could not well go back
upon his implied assent. 188s B. Harte Flip iv, Don't go
back on your promise. 1886 M iss Tvti.er Buried Diamonds
xxxii, I will never go back from my word. 1888 R. A. King
Leal Lass II. iv. 79 If Gower went back of his promise.

d. To go back on : to prove faithless or dis-

loyal to; to betray, colloq. ; originally U.S.
1868 Putnam's Mag. Jan. 21 Are these Dobbs' Ferry

villagers A going back on Dobbs ! "1'would n't be more
anom'Ious If Rome went back on Rom'lus. 1883/, pool Daily
Post 22 Jan., Some member of the secret organisation has
gone back on his comrades. 1893 Glnter Aliss Dividends
122 Godby has gone back on thein, and the Walkers are no
more to be relied upon for Church dues.

e. 'To go back of {U.S.} : =go behind, 54.
1890 E. H. Griffin in Science 14 Feb. 104 The public ..

ought not to be compelled to go back of academic titles to
find out what they mean. 1891 .V. V. 'tribune 14 Nov. 6

'3
(Funk) They cannot go back of the returns. It is their
business simply officially to announce the result.

f. To extend backwards (in space or time; ; to

have a history extending back to.

18/3 H. f">rr.s>„hi< Stud. Social, ix. 227 English Geology
goes back to Ray. 1892 Eng. lllustr. Mag. X. 45 The
cavity goes back some fourteen inches.

75. Go backward^. *

a. Seesimplesensesand Backward, Backwards.
fb. To change for the worse, take an unfavour-
able tum, decline in prosperity.
1483 Cath. Angl. 147/1 To Ga bakwarde, retrogradi.

1530 Palsgr. 571/1, 1 go back « aide, I fall in detie or behynde

hande. 1607-1* Bacon Ess. t Ambit. (Arb.) 222 They, .looke
vpponn Men and matters with an evill Eye, and are best
pleased when thinges goe backward. 1691 Locke Consid.
Lower. Int. (1692) 120 Landed Men. .accommodating their

Expences to their Income, keep themselves from going back-
wards in the World.

76. Go before. (See simple senses and Befobk.
a. lit. To go in advance, b. To precede m

time or serial order.

1548 HALhCkrou., Ediv. /F11550' 18 b, The Erie of war-
wicke determined . . to go before with parte of the nauie.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. xii. 188 We leame in the text that

goeth before in this chapter, that [etc.]. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. 1. i. 96 Gather the sequell by that went before.

1616 B. Jonson Epigr. xxxiii, Thou art but gone before,

Whither the world must follow. 1819 S. Rogkks Human
Life 751 Those that he loved so long and sees no more,
Loved and still loves—not dead, .but gone before.

77. Go by.

a. To go past, pass 'see By adv. 3).
1508 Dlnbar Hall. Kynd Kitlok 38 Drink with my Gud-

tiaint.-, as ^e ga by, Anys for my saik. 1601 Shaks. Tzuel.

JV. in. iv. 398 The time goes by : Away. 1634 Sir 1'. Hek-
bert Trav. 66 They tooke no notice of us, but let us goe by
without any ceremonie. 1857 Buckle Ci?)ilfc. I. ix. 586 They
see in those good old times which are now gone by, many
sources of consolation. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. in.

xxxiv. 359 No Italian could see such a chance. .go by with-

out trying to profit by it. 1885 W. M. Conway in Mag.
Art Sept. 463/2 They, .let no day go by without its jest.

T b. To jj[o unregarded, etc. Obs.
1450-70 Golagros >Sf Caw. 1225 Quhan on-fortone quhelmys

the quheil. thair gais grace by. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Slir. 1.

ii. 256 Sir, sir, the first 's for me, let her go by. 1603 — Mens,
for M. 11. ii. .ji Mine were the verie Cipher of a Function
To fine the faults, whose fine stands in record, And let go
by the actor.

78. Go down. ( See simple senses and Down adv.)

a. To proceed, move, or change to a lower place

or condition; to descend {from, fof); nUolransf.
(of a road, passage, etc.) to lead downwards. Of
a vessel : To go to the bottom, sink. To go dawn
on one's knees (see Knee).

a. 1300 [see Down- adv. 8J. £1340 Cursor M. 11612 (Trin.)

He went doun of his modir kne. 1388 Wyclif Ps. cvi. 23
Thei thatgon doun in to the seeinschippis. a 1400-50A tex-

ander 5050 And he gose doun be grece, a-gayn to his tentis.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xvii. 328 (Add. MS.J Whan the Emperour
vndirstode that, he went downe of his horse. 1548 Hall
Ckron., Hen, VI, 105 b, His father .. whiche was gone
downe to dinner. 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 604 Reproof
unto those that go down into the Seas, and forget all their

mercies. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 75, I went down
into the Boat with the other Surgeons. 1768 J. Byron Sarr.
Wager (1778) 90 There ran such a sea, that we expected,
every instant, the boat would go down. 1883 Cambridge
Staircase ii. 21 They would probably go down to posterity
with more than an ordinary share of glory. 1890 Temple
Bar June 156, I do not think he cares a straw whether
your temperature goes up or down.

b. Toextend,becontinueddo\vn /<?acertain point.

1890 Sat. Rev. 5 Apr. 422 2 Mr. Thornton's.. sketch, .goes
down to the death of James II.

c. To be overthrown ; to fall before a conqueror.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V. in. Chor. 34 The nimble Gunner

With Lynstock now the diuellish Cannon touches, And
downe goes all before them. 1857 Hughes Tom Broivn 11.

viii. There are only twenty-four runs to make, and four
wickets to go down. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 4. 71
Horse and man went down before his lance at Val-es-dunes.
1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 143/1 Fanaticism, though bril-

liant in its first efforts, went down before discipline. 1892
Blackzv. Mag. CLI. 98/1 Five of the best bats in England
went down before Spoffbrth's bowling.

d. To be set down in writing.

1887 G. Macdonald Home Again v. 32 Down tt must go
in her bock. 1888 Farjeon Miser FarebrotherW. vii. %\
All this., went down on the account .. and was debited
against them.

e. Of waves, wind, etc. : To subside.
1670 Drvden 1st Pt. Cong. Granada 11. i, My lx)iling

passions settle, and go down. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack x,

J'he sea had gone down. 1873 Black Pr. Tlmlc iv, The
wind had altogether gone down.

f. To be swallowed. (Cf. Down adv. 11.)

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 20 The deceitfull Phisition
giueth sweete Syrropes to make his poyson goe downe the
smoother. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. (1848' 340 A belief that
the toothsome would make the nutritive part go smoothly
down. 1747 Gent 1. Mag. XV II. 24 His hunger makes his

bread go down Altho' it be both stale and brown. 1890
lllustr. Sport, fy Dram. Nezus 31 May 372/1, L.want no
extra inducement in the shape of sauce or pickle to make it

go down.

g. fig. To find acceptance {with a person).
1608 Dekker Lanthorne ty Candle-L. H 3, The woorst

hors-flesh. .does best goe downe with him. 1679 Dryui.n
Troil. <y Cr. Prol., The fulsome clench, that nauseates the
town, Would from a judge or alderman go down. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. iv. xx. § 10 The grossest absurdities .. being
hut agreeable to such principles, go down glibly, and are
easily digested. 1733 Fielding tntrig. Chambermaid' KpiL,
English is now below this learned town, None but Italian
warblers will go down. 1811 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Mackery
End, Nothing goes down with her, that is quaint, irregular,
or out of the road of common sympathy. 1822 Haziitt
Table-t. II. iv. 64 A poet who would not go down among
readers of the present day. 1885 VV. E. Norris A. I'idal
I. vii. 121 In fashion or out of fashion, they [sensational
novels} always pay and always go down with the public.

79. Go forth. (Now arch, or rhetorical)

a. See simple senses and Foimi. (Cf. Korthgo.)
< 1200 [see A 3 a//.]. c 1300 CursorM. 28725 (Cott. Galba)

Go now furth and sin nomare. 1393 Langl. /*. PI. C 1. 4
L.h wentc forth in be worlde, wonders to hure. 1549 l.\n

mjer Ploughers (Arb.) 17 The ploughman went furth to sowe
his seede. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 35 If he had gone
forth Consitll. 1610 — Temp. 1. ii. 448 O, if a Virgin, And
your affection not gone forth, He make \ou The Queene of
Naples. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankers Hist. Ref. vi. ix. 603
As soon as the king should go forth with his mighty banner.
1886 A. SKRGfcANi Xo Saint II. .wii. 336 He wanted to go
forth like the Apostles.

t b. To continue. Const. ///, to with inf. Obs.
1513 More in Grafton Citron. (1568) II. 777 That where he

had repented the way that he had entred, yet would he go
forth in the same. 1535 Coverdale Jobxx'xx. 1 So lob pro-
beaded and wente forth in his communicacion. i54»Becon
Pathw. Prayer xxxix. P v, Let vs also desyre hym that he
wyll go forth to be a beneficial father \nto vs.

C. Of a decree, etc. : To be issued.
JS35 Coverdale Hob. \. 4 For the lawe is torne in peces,

and there can no right Judgment go forth. 1593 Shaks-
2 Hen. Vi, v. iii. 26 Let vs pursue him ere the Writs go
forth. 1611 Bible' Isa. ii. 3 For out of Zion shall goe
forth the lawe. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (18371
I. xvii. 257 The decree goes forth to build or destroy. 1888
B. W. Richardson Sou ofa Star 1 1. iii. 30 The order goe.>

forth that all the encampment is to pass before Caesar.

G-o forward: see Fokwakd adv.

80. Go in.

a. See simple senses and In.
Togo in and out : in quasi-Biblical lang., to conduct one-

self, ' to do the business of life ' ij.). The Heb. phrase on
which this is founded appears in theEng, Bible as logo out
and to come in ; but cf. John x. 9.

1 975 Rnshw. Gosp. Matt. vii. 13 Gab inn burh naarue
jeate. c 1000. atm$ [see In adv. 1]. < 1340 Cursor M.
13789 (Trin.), I ne may to bat watir wynne Fur obere goon
bifore me Inne. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. zenfe Goon yn to a
place, introio, ingredior. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 111. iii.

142 He 's too big to go in there : what shall 1 doV 1x1631
Donne Lett. 11651) 61 In that life one is ever in the porch
or postern, going in or out, never within his house himself.
1878 Scribner's Mag. XVI. 149/1 'the men allowed the
matter to go in at one ear and out at the other. 1889 Mona
Caikd Wing Azrael II. xix. 72 You are cold . . Would you
like to go in ? 1890 Lippincott's Mag. Apr. 477 This tunnel
goes in a hundred and fifty feet.

b. To enter as a competitor in a contest or game.
Phr. go in and win. In J'oker

v see quot.).

1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, This advice was very like that
which bystanders, .give to the smallest boy in a street fight

;

namely "Go in and win'. 1883 Poker: how to play it 49
After the cards have been dealt. .each player, .determines
whether he will go in or not. And the player who decides
to go in, that is, to play for the pool, must put into the pool
double the amount of the ante, except [etc.]. 1889 Philips
& Wills Fatal Phryne II. iii. 78 Sit down well in your
saddle, and go in and win.

C. Cricket. To take the batting. Also, to go
in to bat. Said either of an individual player or

of the whole ' side \
1770 L Love Cricket 16 Equal in Numbers, bravely they

begin The dire Dispute.—The Foes of Kent go in. 1849 in
* Bat ' Cricket Man. -1850; 57 If the striker be hurt, some
other person may stand out for him, but not go in. 1890
Field 31 May 790/2 Lancashire went in to bat at five

minutes to six.

d. Of the sun, etc. : To be obscured by a cloud,
1884 K. Buchanan Foxglove Manor III. xxxiv. 132 The

sun had gone in, and the air was full of a heavy lowering
sadness. 1889 MARY E. Caktek Mrs. Severn III. 111. ix. 221

The moon had gone in, and it was too dark to sec him.

e. To go in to or unto : used in all ling, versions

of the Old Testament (after the Heb.) for : To
have carnal knowledge of (a woman).

f. To go in at: to assail vigorously, coltoq.

181a Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 138 Dogherty went hi at
his antagonist's head. 1849 Dickens Dai: Copp. xviii,

Sometimes I go in at the butcher madly and cut my knuckles
open against his face. 1887 Pall Matt G. 19 Feb. 22
Napoleon's pet soldiers were far more eager to go in at

their fellow-citizens than at the German enemy.
81. Go infor. (Recent and colloq. ; see Sob.)

a. To make one's avowed object ; to select as

one's speciality or ( line of things \ or as one's

usual style or fashion; to commit oneself to the

advocacy of (a principle or measure); to venture

on acquiring or wearing (something) ; to indulge

in, permit oneself (.some action).

1849 .V. K. Tribune 25 Dec. (BartleUi, We go in for

all the postage reduction Fioident Taylor recommends.
1862 Temple BarX. 331, I do not 'go in

1

with great heart

for the education of the masses. 1863 Kingslev H 'ater-Bab.

316 My mamma says that my intellect is not adapted for

methodic science, and says that I must go in for general
information. 187* Earl Pembroke & G. H. Kingsley
S. Sea Bubbles x. 293 He had run through >.e\en helps-meet

for him, and was about to go in for the eighth. 1873 Mrs.
Olichant Innocent III. x. 167 Not elegant—the judge had
never gone in for elegance—but forcible and clear. 1875 M.
Pattison Casaubon 94 Lect. .had gone in for council busi-

ness. 1876 Tinsleys Mag. XVIII. 149 Why has no inter-

teresting heretic gone in for Polydiabolism V 1885 Manch.
Exam. 28 Sept. 5/1 An overwhelming majority of the

Liberal candidates have gone in for Disestablishment. 1889

Sat. Rev. 30 Mar. 388/1 Thomas IBccket] deliberately

'went in' for saintship and martyrdom. 1891 A. J. Foster
( }nsc 136 Cyclists who go in for road-racing. 1897 Marie
Corelli Ziska xii. Why in Cairo should not a lady go in for

a Theban dance without being considered improper? 1897
Mary Kingsley IK Africa 223 They do not go in for hats.

b. To offer oneself for examination in ; to enter

one's name as a candidatefor. (Cf to be la for.)

1879 Lubuock Addr. Pol. A- Educ. iii. 56, 1061 candidate*

went in for mathematics. 1889 Eur. lllustr. Mug. Dec. 178

Our girls like to test the thoroughness of their mental

achievements by going in for examinations. 1894 Wilmns



GO.

& VIVIAN Green Bay Tree I. 127 You are going in for the
History Tripos, like myself, I suppose.

82. Go in with.

T&- To agree with ; to concur with. b. To join.

'7*5 Wodroiv Corf. (1843) III. 232, I heartily go in with
your Lordship's observations upon the subject, which are
very just. 1886 McCarthy & Mrs. C. Praed Right Hon-
ourable II. xxiv. 214 Do you want to get up a republican
party? And are you going in with that unfortunate Mas-
terton and men like that ? 1889 BoLDREWOOD Robb. under
Arms iii, If you like to go in with me, we'll go share and
share.

83. Go off. (See simple senses and Off.)

a. To depart ^often implying suddenness or
haste) ; to start, set out. Of an actor : To leave

the stage. At cards : to lead. To go off at score

(see Score). To gooffat a tangent (see Tahgekt).
1606 Shaks. Ant. a> CI. iv. xiii. 6 The Soule and Body riue

not more in parting, Then greatnesse going off". 1660 Pepvs
Diary 20 May, Commissioner Pett .. caused the boats to
go off. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 121 The Maho-
metans .. on their thumb commonly wear a ring of horn,
which makes the Arrow go off both strongly and easily.

1711 Steele Sped* No. 51 p 5 His Turkish Majesty went
off with a good Air. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. viii,

His daughter had taken the opportunity of almost the first

moment of his absence, and gone off" with a neighbouring
young clergyman. 1861 Temple liar I. 406 Ethelind went
off to bed. 1879 'Cavendish Card Ess. etc. 165 If he had
only gone off with that suit the game was over. 1889 Repent.
P. iVentworth I. xv. 302 My last proofs went off to the pub-
lisher's to-day.

b. To be taken off (esp. quickly or suddenly).
c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 425 Take dene

qwete and bray hit wele in a morter that the holies gone
alle of. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. v. 4 If I reuolt, off goes
yong Georges head. 1601 — Alfs Well v. iii. 279 This
womans an easie gloue my Lord, she goes off and on at
pleasure. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 397
Protesting that if he had him, his head should go off for it.

179a A. Wilson Watty A> Meg, Aff gaed bonnet, aff gaed
shoon.

c. Of firearms, explosives : To be discharged,

explode.
1579G0SSON Sch. Abuse (Pith.) 21 When they haue sounded

Allarme, off go the peeces to encounter a shadow. 1670
Clarke Nat. Hist. Nitre 30 Gun-powder .. with greater
force and noise going off. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxx, The
piece went off in the awkward nands of the poor parson.
1890 Eoldrewood Col. Reformer (189O 298 A pocket
Derringer, which, .had a trick of going off unexpectedly.

d. To pass away, die.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 36 Mai. I would the Friends
we misse, were safe arriu'd. Sey. Some must go off. 1709
Tatter No. 86 r 7 In this manner.. he [Caesar] went off, not
like a Man that departed out of Life, but a Deity that
returned to his Abode. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 56 She
. . was better a few hours before her death, and went off
pretty easy. 1888 Rider Haggard Col. Quaritch xxv.
(1889J 188 The doctors told me that he might gooff any day.

e. Of a sensation : To pass away, cease to be
felt.

x8«s AV;y Monthly Mag. XVI. 591 This feeling, .gradually
goes off.

f. To deteriorate ; to lose brightness, quality, or

vigour.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth U702) 211 The Sun
being now gone off, and ceasing any longer to operate upon
it, the Vapour stagnates. 1731 Swift Eet. to Pope 12 June,
Women who live by their beauty, and men by their wit,
are seldom provident enough to consider that both wit and
beauty will go off with years. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ.
(1778- II. 130 (Fragment) [A manuscript] so faded and gone
off by damps and length of time. 183a Fr. A. Kemble in

Rec. Girlhood (1878) III. 216, I never played this part well,

and am now gone off in it, and play it worse than not well.

184a Jml, R. Agric. Soc. III. 11. 208 My wheat-crops.,
went off in the spring so as to be very bad at harvest. 1851
Macaulav Life <$• Lett. {1883 1 II. 299 His style had then
gone off. 1881 Whitehead Hops ii. 14 It is necessary to
pick Jones hops just as soon as they are ripe . . as they
soon ' gu off '. 1888 Miss Tvtler Blackhall Ghosts 1 1, xvii.

72 Her good looks, .were unmistakably going off.

g. To start into sudden action ; to break into a
fit of laughter, extravagance of language, irrelevant

or unintelligible discourse, etc.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 342 The patriarch and
fifty monks . . go off into praises of her beauty. 1844
Erasers Mag. XXX. 467/1 In the intervals of the most
lugubrious chants, .the organ went off with some extremely
cheerful, .air. 1879 J. C. Shairp Burns v. 115 The rest of
the letter goes off in a wild rollicking strain.

h. To pass into unconsciousness ; more expli-

citly, to go off to sleep, in or into afaint, a Jit, etc.

1844 Erasers Mag. XXX. 65/2 She went off in a fit. 1887
Mohammed Benani xxii. 225 She will go off in hysteric?.

1887 G. M. Fenn Devon Boys xxxi. 266 His regular breath-

ing told that he had gone off. 1891 F. W. Robinson Her
Love <5- His Life III. vn. v. 281 Satisfied with this surmise,
he went off to sleep. 1896 Daily News 2 Oct. 5^2 He .

.

began inhaling, and soon ' went off' to his entire satis-

faction.

i. To fail to be carried out, fall through.
1884 Ld. Selbornr in Law Rep. 25 Ch. Div. 493 The

marriage may go off. 1890 Sat. Rev. 20 Dec. 714/1 If he
died the bargain must go off.

j. To be disposed of by sale. Also, of daughters,

to be married, colloq.

1641 Best Eanu. Bks. (Surtees) 112 Fatte horses, and
especially geldinges, goe allsoe well of. 1687 Burnet Reply
to Varillas 5 In this the Printer did wisely: for he was
sure his Book would gooff the better. 1691 Locke Consid.
Loiver. Int. Ess. (1883) 596 So trade flourishes, and his
commodities go off well, he will be able to pay his rent

259

on. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xiv. vii, Her reputation
might have been otherwise safe .. and the girl might have
gone off never the worse. 1819 Metropolis I. 74 Such
second-hand furniture as a Perlet or a Fusil .. would go
off no where else but with the fanciful of London. 1884
Mrs. Hol'stoun Caught in Snare I. xii. 131 Plain girls.,

did sometimes 'go off"' when pretty ones hung on hand.
1890 Temple Bar Nov. 437 The tickets will go off at the
end with a rush.

k. Of a performance, etc. : To be (more or less)

successful.

1804 Mar. Edgeworth Pop. Tales, Lame Jervas 18 The
whole thing, as the carpenter said, went off pretty well.

1878 Scribner's Mag. XV, 868/2 We tried to sing and have
games, but they wouldn't go off.

T 1. To become bankrupt.
1688 Miecf. Gt. Fr. Diet, s.v., He is gone off, he is broke,
H a fait banqueroute. 1703 Luttrf.ll BriefRet. (18571 V.
328 Mr. C—, a great exchange broker, who dealt mostly in

stocks, went off, as said, for about ioo.ooq^.

84. Go on. i^See simple senses and On.)
a. To continue a journey.

C1440 Geuerydes 6484 Goth on in Goddis name. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 327 Goe safely on to seeke thy Son.
1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius led. 4) II. 953 The ship
having touched at C. for orders and gone on to S. 1888
W. Rogers Remin, 119 We were told that we should have
to go on next day in a caboose.

b. To continue, advance, persevere, persist, in

a course of action, in making, dealing with or

using something ; to continue in speech. Const.
in, with, \to with inf.\ also simply. Also with
pr. pple. as complement.
1583 Hollyband Campo di Eior 235 Marke how well shee

singeth ..And goeth on alwayes continuing her songe.
c 15S6 Sidney Arcadia n. (1500) 148 Therefore now (said
she) Dorus go on. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 156, I ..

will here goe on with the description. 1662 Pepys Diary
31 Dec, -The Bishops . . go on without any diffidence in

£resstng uniformity. 1725 N. Robinson Th. Physick 306
et him go on with the following Prescription. 1737 Wms-

ton Josefhus' Hist. iv. v. § 2 They esteemed it needless to
go on with killing them. 1739 Chesterf. Lett. 1792' I.

xxv. 92 If you go on to learn at this rate, you will soon
puzzle me, in Greek especially, a 1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

Dream Childr., They looked up, and prayed me not to
go on about their uncle, but to tell them some stories about
their pretty dead mother. 1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue
65 This fashion, like all fashions, went on spreading. 1873
H. Si'F.ncer Stud. Socio!, xv. 362 They go on perversely
in bad habits. 1884 R. Buchanan Foxglove Manor III.
xxxii. 81 Go on with your preparations. 1890 Jrnl. Editc. 1

Sept. 478/2 We begin work at 12 and go on till half-past one.

c. To proceed to (do something) as the next step.
1666 Marvell Corr. Iv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 192 However, I

shall go on to continue from my last Letter. 1687 Burnet
Contin. Reply to Varillas 39 He goes on to make a Parallel
between the late Protector and King Henry's Minister.
1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 186 They then go on
to name a number of individuals on whom ' the eternal
gratitude of all Spaniards is invoked'. 1891 Sat. Rev. 11

July 61/2 He goes on to quote two passages from Seneca.

d. To fare ; to carry on or get on ; to ' manage \
1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. iii. (1840) 40 We went on very

sociable together. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 356 For the first two
days he went on very well. 1820 Southey Life Wesley II.

164 Still it [the school] went on badly. 1820 Examiner 1

No. 631. 314/1 Affairs in Spain go on swimmingly. 1879
M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xlvii. 475 The king now
determined to go on without parliament at all.

e. Of an action, work, process, state of things:
\

To proceed, continue further ; also, to be in pro-

gress. Of time : To pass, proceed.
1711 Swift Jrnl. Stella 18 Nov., [The business] had it

gone on, would have cost three times as much. 1735
J. Price Stone-Br. Thames 6 Two Piers .. at proper
Distances, . . both to go on at the same time. 1844 Eraser's
Mag. XXX. 119/1 This state of things cannot possibly go
on. 185X Ruskin Stones Ven. (18741 I. xvii. 188 The idle
and curious, who care only about what is going on upon
the earth. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 38 As time
went on, the English court grew impatient. 1864 Lowell
Biglow P. Poet. Wks. (1879) 247 A thunderstorm was going
on. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. lvi. 574 The struggle
is still going on.

f. To conduct oneself, act, behave (in some
reprehensible manner).
1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. 1. i, Sad comfort whenever he

;

returns, to hear how your brother has gone on ! 1819 Byron
Juan 1. cxlvi, How dare you think your lady would go on
so? 1890 F. Barrett Betw. Life $ Death II. xvii. 12 She
is playing the fool to go on in this style.

g. colloq. To talk volubly ; to rail, storm at.

1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. vi. 162 Her first scene
with Fenton is inimitable, where she goes on about a wart
on his face. 1873 A rgosy XVI. 361 He would go on at Fred
for making himself common. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XVI.
415/2 He went on dreadful because he couldn't get at his
ladder. 1884 G. Allen Philistia II. xii. 9, I wtshyoucould
only see the way father goes on at me about chapel.

h. Of an article of dress : To admit of being
put on.

1847 in Craig. 1861 Temple Bar I. 270 Shoes that wouldn't
go on, and muskets that wouldn't go off".

i. Cricket. To take up the bowling, begin to

bowl. Theatr. To appear in a part.

1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 Bates went on. 1888 Miss F.
Warden Witch ofHills I. vii. 157, I only got small parts,
and it's dreadful to have to go on with nothing to say. 1890
Field 24 May 752/1 A double change of bowling was tried,
Sharpe and Abel going on.

j. imp. Expressing impatience or derision : =
Go your ways

; go along with you. colloq.
In representations of cockney speech often written garu.

GO.

k. Going onfor : approaching (a certain age or

period;. Also in absolute use, = ' nearly '
v
so long

I ago).
1848 J. H. Newman Loss % Gain 195, I was very uncom-

fortable about the Articles, going on for two years since.

1887 Mrs. H. Martin Amor Vineit II. xiii. 265, I shall be
twenty-three, going on for twenty-four. 1891 Miss Down:
Girl in K'arf>, xiii. 174 It was going on for eight o'clock.

T 1. To make an attack. 0/>s.

1611 B. Jon'son Catiline 1. i, Bold Cethegus, Whose valour
I haue . . prais'd so into daring, as he would Goe on vpon
the gods. 1617 F. Moryson (tin. 11. 165 They attempted
another Trench.. the Serjeant in going on was shot through
the body. 1802 James Milit. Did., To go on, to make an

I

attack.

85. Go out.

a. lit. To go from within (a place, a house,
anything which contains) ; esp. to go from one's

house. (See simple senses and Our.)
a 1225 A tier. A'. 54 A meiden. . Jacobes douhter. .eode vt

uor to biholden uncuoe wummen. c 1250 Mcid Maregrete
xxxiv, Al bet blod . . out it ede bo. c 1340 CursorM. 10951
(Laud 1 He bad the folk go out echone While he praide in

thechirch allone. 1388 Wyclif Matt. viii. 32Thei3eden out.
and wenten into the swyne 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iii.

That Coryn priuely sholde gone oute and bussh hym in a
wode til amorne. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 137 r 3 She calls

for her Coach, then commands it in again, and then she will

not go out at all. X727 De Foe Hist. Appar. iv. (1840 31
He can appear though the doors be shut; and go out,
though bolted and barred in. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab.
10 Instead of going out to dinner at half-past eight.

f b. With adj. complement : To turn out, prove.
a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 213 For to schewen hu bis

hope to bin ones help schal gon me betere ut ben dude er
be oSres.

c. To march as a soldier ; to take the field (now
chiefly Hist, with reference to the Jacobite risings

of 1 715 and 1745); also to take part, as principal,

in a duel. Also in full, to go out tofight.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 251 pey (the proletarii\

were i-constreyned for to goo out [orig. exire] of skarsnesse
of kny}tes. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. II', in. ii. 126 There are
other men futer to goe out than I. 180a James Milit.
Did. s.V., He went out with a brother officer, and was
slightly wounded. 1841 Erasers Mag. XXIII. 15 The
quarrelsome man goes out to fight. 1870 Ramsay Rcmiu.
vi. (ed. 181 228 One of the lairds, .proposed to go out, on the
occasion of one of the risings for the Stuarts. 1890 Coruh.
Mag. Dec. 626 He must go out or be under a social ban.
Out they go accordingly, and the trained pistol-shot kills his

civilian opponent.

d. Of a fire, light, a luminary, etc.: To be ex-

tinguished. Also transf. smAfig.
4:1400 Maundf.v. (Ro.xb. viii. 31 His lawmpe gase oute.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 270 Thinks thou the fietie Feuer
will goe out With Titles blowne from Adulation? 1683
Apol. Trot. France v. 59 The Sun goes not out when it is

Eclipsed. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 640 And at her felt approach
and secret might. Art after art goes out, and all is night.

1819 Byron Juan 1. clxxxiv, Out went the light. 1843
Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 189, 1 heard Helen lighting the fire,

which had gone out. 1879 Morlev Burke ix. 206 A life

went out which.. had made great tides in human destiny
very luminous. 1889 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Dec. 259 My cigar
went out.

e. In University use. + (a) With complement

:

To take the degree of ;doctor, master, bachelor)
\obs.). (/;) At Cambridge: To take the degree of

B.A. in a specified subject or in honours.
1646 Fanshawe tr. Guarini's Faithf Sheph. iv. ix. 157 Thy

bow Th' hast pli'd so well about these words, that now Th'
art gone out thy Arts-master. 1688 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11.

s.v., To go out Doctor, or to take the Degree of a Doctor.
1705 Hearne Colled. 7 Dec. fO. H. S.) I. 119 Who went out
A.M. June 27, 1684. and B.D. Feb. 4, 1695. 1880 Trollofe
Duke's Childr. I. iii. 33 He had gone out in honours, having
been a second class man. 1890 Guardian 18 June 1000/1
She went out in natural science, but her place in the class is

not recorded. *

transf 1690 W. Walker fdiomat. Anglo-Lat. 209 That
I should so suddenly go out poet.

f. To die. In early use, to go out of the world.
1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1703) 31 There are some

Opportunities ofgoing out of the World, which are very well
worth ones while to come in for. 1703 Prior Ode to G.
Villiers 38 The ancient sage, who did so long maintain,
That bodies die, but souls return again, With all the births
and deaths he had in store, Went out Pythagoras, and came
no more. 1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields <$• Cities 10
[Said of a dying man] He will go out with the tide, may be.

g. Of the tide: To recede.

1869 W. Longman Hist. Edw. Iff, I. xiv. 252 Waiting for

the tide to go out.

h. To retire from office.

1820 Examiner No. 664. S46/2 The burthen of all our
speeches should be, Ministers must go out. 1881 Mrs. C.
Praed Policy <$ Passion I. ix. 186 It is an absolute certainty
that the Government will go out. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist.
Eng. 173 Stanley . . went out for fear of the Appropriation
Clause.

i. ellipt. for to go out of date, fashion, use, etc.

1840 Carlyle Heroes i, Hero-worship, professes to have
gone out, and finally ceased. 1841 Punch I. 113/1 To use
the flippant idiom of the day, they [pockets] are going out

!

1879 M'Carthy Own Times 1 1. xxv. 217 The practice of the
duel in England had utterly gone out. 1890 Harper's
Mag. Jan. 315/t Has tolerance gone out with astrology?
1895 IVestm. Gas. 22 Apr. 1/2 Very little yellow is worn— it

seems to have quite gone out.

j. Of a year: To terminate.

1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. in. xv. 134 The year 1470
went out with Henry on the throne. 1896 Daily Nnvs



GO.

7 Dec. 3/7 The year will go out upon a much better state of

things all round in the manufacturing industries.

k. Thieves" slang. ^See rjtiot. i8u.)
1811 J. H. Vaux Flash Did., Go out, to follow the pro-

fession of thieving ; two or more persons who usually rob in

company, are said to go out together. 1819 — Mem. I. xii.

141 We continued to go out with one or other of the gentle-

men frequenting the Swan.
1. To go to another country as a colonist,

,

ambassador, missionary, agent, etc.

1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 466/1 An offer being made to

htm to go out to Australia.

m. Chiefly of girls or women : To leave home,

to find employment away from home. Const, to.

1837 Dickers Pick™, xxxiii, Betsy Martin.. Goes out
|

charing and washing, by the day. 1849 Macal-lay Hist,
j

Eng. ii. I. 330 His boys followed the plough ; and his girls

went out to service. 1871 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Fireside

Slor. 80 When she went out to tailorin', she was allers be-

spoke six months ahead. 1886 Miss Sergeant No Saint

II. ii. 46 Vou may go out and earn your own living. 1889

Mrs. H. L. Cameron Lost WifeW. v. 61 ' Something to do
'

meant in my case going out as a governess, or as a com-

panion.

n. To mix in general society.

1768 Foote Devil on two Sticks in. (177S1 67 My father,

Sir, as we seldom went out, established a domestic kind of

drama. 1886 McCarthy & M RS. C. Praed Right Honourable
1. iii. 46 Betty liked society, and was made for it. She went
out incessantly. 1890 Temple Bar Jan. 24 We do not

intend to go out at all in Florence— I mean into society.

O. To be issued, published.

1892 Sir N. Lindley in Law Times Rep. LXV1I. 143 '1

They allowed this prospectus to go out with statements in it

which were false.

p. To abandon work. In full, to go out on

strike, '0,1. Come v. 63 c.)

1889 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec. 672'! The gas-workers who had

gone out on strike have found their places filled. 1892

Nation (NT . V.) 25 Aug. 135/1 The New York Central

switchmen ' went out ' . . because the others went out.

q. Cricket, etc. Of a batsman : To retire from

batting, end one's innings.

1888 Steel & Lyttleton Cricket (Badrn.) v. 232 Nothing
would induce the injured batsman to remain .. he had been

given out and was going out. 1891 Strand Mag. II. 518/2

(In Tipcat) If either of the cats fall to the ground, both

hatters go out and the feeders get their turn.

r. To be drawn or impelled to (a person) by
affection or sympathy. Also of the feeling itself

:

To go forth to.

1884 F;dna Lyall We Two i, His heart went out more

and more to the beautiful girl. 1887 Mrs. Perks Fr.

Heatlur Hills I. x. 162 Her whole heart went out in greet-

ing. 1890 Reviemo/Rev. Nov. 428/1 His whole soul goes out

in sympathy to Edmund Burke. 1891 Pictorial World 19

Dec. 239/1 The love of a nation goes out to its great men.

t 8. imp. in contracted form gout = go about

vour business. 'Cf. go on, 84 j).
*
1600 Look A bout Vou xviii. E 3, Gout I haue curtall'd

what I could not borrow. Ibid. xix. E 3 b, Clo. Gods
mother doe you scorne me ? Io. Gout, what then ?

86. Oo out of.

a. See simple senses and Out. To go out of the

stable : (of a horse) to be entered for a race. To

go out of hand (see Hand 33 b).

C97S Rushw.Gosp. John iv. 30 And ut eodun of Saerbyric.

c 1200 [see A 2 b]. a 1300 Cursor M. 17704 (Gott.) Ga noght

vte of (>i hus a step. 1483 Cat/i. A ngl. 149/1 To Ga owte of

way, deuiare, exlwrbitare. 1583 Hollyband Campo di

Fior 29 Before thou goest out of thy chamber. 1665 Pepys

Diary 21 June, I find all the town almost going out of town

Ion account of the plague]. 1711 Addison Sped. N0.112F5
No body presumes to stir till Sir Roger is gone out of the

Church. 1881 Daily Tel. 30 Jan., Mr. Linde allowed Sea-

man, Lord Chancellor, and Woodbrook to go out of the stable

one after the other. 1884 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throaty Nose

II. 311 If .. a patient is obliged to go out ofdoors he should

plug his nostrils with cotton wool. 1888 ^1'Cakthy & Mrs.

C. Pkaed Ladies' Gallery II. v. 86 It has quite gone out

ofmy head. 1892 Chamb. Jrnl. 3 Sept. 563/2 The estates

went out of the family.

b. To go out of cultivation, fashion, use, etc. :

to cease to be cultivated, fashionable, or used. To
go out ofprint : said of a book, etc., when all the

printed copies are sold off. To go out ofgear or

order: to become disarranged. To go out of one's

mind or senses : to become deranged.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 149/1 To Ga owte of mynde, dementare.

1818 Hallam Mid. Ages(i%7V I. 277 Much land had gone

out of cultivation in Gaul. i8»S Nno Monthly Mag. XIV.

558 The May-pole is almost gone out of fashion. 1883

Black Yolande I. xviii. 344 He will go out of his senses.

1886 Walsingiiam & Paynf.-Gallwey Shooting (18951 93
Hammerless guns. .are. .very apt to go out of order. 1890

Murray's Mag. VII. 60 The first edition went out of print.

1890 Blackw. Mag. CXLVI1 1. 855/2 Our military machinery

had rusted and gone out of gear. 189a Monthly Packet

Oct. 430 The name., had in some way gone out of use.

87. Oo over.

a. See simple senses and Over; often, to cross

a piece of water, a hill, etc.

1481 Caxton Reynard (\rb.) 12 Ther bysyde was an hie

montayne .and there muste brune in the myddel goon ouer

for to goo to maleperduys. 1605 Shaks. Macb. ill. iv. 138,

1 am in blood Stept in so farre, that should 1 wade no more,

Returning were as tedious as go ore. 1648 Hamilton
Papers (Camden) 202 He will goe over wheather and when
you aduisse. 1737 Swift Let. to Pope 23 July, It will be

time enough when his lordship goes over [i. e. crosses from

Ireland to England].

b. To pay a visit to a place at some distance.

260

1847 Makryat Childr. N. Forest xxi, I fear that you
cannot go over to the cottage.

C. To pass, be translerred to another owner.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 19 The estate must go over

to the next in remainder.

d. To change one's party ; to secede from one

side to another. Togo over {to Rome : to become
Roman Catholic. To go over to the majority ( = L.

a/n're ad filures) : to die (see Majority).
1687 Burnet Contin. Reply to Varillas 123 Some went

over to the Queen with flying Colours. 1704 Addison Italy

(17051 516 In the Change of Religion, Men . . don't so much
consider the Principles as the Practice of those to whom
they go over. 1823 New Monthly Mag. IX. 341/1 Morillo..

has gone over to the French with a part of his force. 1860-1

Thackeray Lovel ii, Pye of Maudlin, just before he ' went
over ', was perpetually in Mrs. Prior's back parlour with little

hooks, pictures [etc.]. 1878 Miss BraoooS Open Verd. I. vi.

103 After this, I shouldn't be at all surprised at his going

over to Rome. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. Kirkland II.

v. 154 You will at once adopt [his views] and go over to his

side. 1892 Standard 26 Apr. 4/7 When a large section,

headed by the old Leader, had gone over, it was hopeless

to prolong the struggle.

e. Of a vehicle : To be overturned or upset. :

Said also of the driver or passengers.

1890 B01.nRF.wooD Col. Reformer (1891) 127 It took atl ..

Ned could do . . to keep from going over in some of the

waggon tracks.

88. Go round.
a. To revolve, rotate. Of the head : To ' swim '.

1606 Shaks. Ant. «, CI. 11. vii. 124 Cupvs till the world go
round. 1611 — Cymb. v. v. 232. 178a Cowpf.r Gilpin 41

Smack went the whip, round went the wheels. 1875

Iowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 579 The earth goes round. 1897

Fl_ M.\RKYATj5/w<f Vampire x, Better now. Mamma, thank

you ! only my head keeps going round.

b. To complete a revolution.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. I. ii. 172 So long, that ninteene

Zodiacks haue gone round.

c. To make a circuit or tour; to visit various

places in succession.

1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 80/2 They went round into the

markets, and bought up all the corn. 1861 Hughes Tom
Bremen at O.xf. i, I spent a day or two in . . going round
and seeing the other colleges.

d. To circulate, pass from one person to another

in a company.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ivi. 14 Lat anis the cop ga round

about, And wyn the covanis banesoun. 1613 Shaks. Hen.
VIII, 1. iv. 97 A health Gentlemen, Let it goe round. 1779
Cowver Yearly Distress xii, The punch goes round, and
they are dull And lumpish still as ever. 1801 Miss Aikin

Begg. Man, Poetr. Childr. (1826) 1 Jokes went round and
careless chat. 1890 Cornh. Mag. July 1 1 The frequent laugh

goes round.

e. To make a detour. Also colloq. to pay a visit

in an incidental or informal way. (Cf. Come 67 a.)

1664 Pepys Diary 5 Nov., The coach being forced to go
I round by London Wall home, because of the bonfires. 1873

Black Pr. Thule xvi. 264 Her husband was going round

for an hour to a ball that Mrs. Kavanagh was giving. 1885

G. Allen Babylon viii, He went round to see Cicolari.

f. To be long enough to encompass.

g. Of food, or anything to be distributed or ap-

portioned : To be sufficient in number or quantity

to supply every member of the party. Also, in

Card-playing, said of a suit led, when all the

players are able to follow.

1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 334/2 We have barely enough
to go round. 1879' Cavendish Card Ess. etc. 230 Its policy

lies chiefly in the hope that spades may go round three

times. 1889 Miss Sergeant E. Denison I. 1. iii. 28 To see

. . that the cups and saucers would go round. 1891 Sat.

Rev. 18 July 84/1 The haunch of venison was in such

demand that Jacob Tonson learnt with horror that it would

never ' go round \

89. Oo through.
a. See simple senses and Through, fb. To

complete what is entered upon or undertaken. Obs.

1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) 777 And sithence he

had once begonne, he would stoutly go thorowe. 1631

Shirley Traitor iv. i, You chang'd Your purpose, why did

you not goe through, And murder him? a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1823) II. 300 They promised these witnesses

a large share of the confiscated estates, if they went through

in the business. 1716 Jer. Collier tr. G. Nazianzen's Paneg.

9, 1 have seen you all go nobly through, and come off with

Conquest about you.

c. Of a proposition : To be carried.

1895 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 14 Jan. 7/7 Confirmation of

Secretary Francis considered, but does not go through.

90. Oo through with.

a. To complete, carry to completion, perform

thoroughly, get to the end of.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 32 He seazed upon his goods ..

whereby he became the stronger, and better able to go
thorowe with this enterprise, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11.

(1633) 123 Finding Pyrocles able euery way to goe thorow

with that kinde of life. 1677 Temple Ess. Gout Wks. 1731

1. 145 The Gout is commonly the Disease of aged Men, who
cannet go through with these strong Remedies. 1748 A nson's

Vov. III. iii. 323 They were prepared for going through with

this undertaking. 1787 Cowpkr Let. 27 Aug., It is the only

one [romance], indeed, of an old date that I ever had the

patience to go through with. 1820 Examiner No. 629. 287/1

He would have gone through with it to the very bottom, or

else have perished in the attempt.
_
1890 New Review' Jan.

85 He is only going through with it as a duty.

t b. To complete an enumeration or descrip-

tion of. Obs.

GO.

1726 I.roNl Albertis Archit. II. 73 2, I think I have now-

gone thro' with all the ornaments that relate to public

Edifices.

91. Go to, t go till.

t a. To go about one's work, to get 10 work.

Chiefly in imp. as an exhortation = Come on !

L. age. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 9199 Gab till, & sarrkebb Godess wes^e.

Ibid. 14038 Ant te33 }edenn till, & didenn batt he se33de.

a 1250 Owl ly Night. 836 Thu gest al to mid swikelede.

C1420 Pallad. on Husb. ill. 668 In ver let sowe, in October

?o to And transplaunte hit. c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii. 236
lere shal no man tary the, I pray the go to ! 1513 Douglas
/Ends IX. ii. 12 Hay, hay. go to ! than cry thai with ane

schout. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 112 Our Cronall

als, quha is ane freik bot feir, With all his Capitanes reddie

to ga to. 1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 9 Go to now
bring me a doublet. 1611 Bible Gen. xi. 3 And they sayd
one to another ; Goe to, let vs make bricke. 1645 Ussher
Body Div. (1647 > 56 Go to then, shew first how many ways
sinne is to be considered. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-

Lat. 208 Go to ! let it be done.

b. Used in imp. to express disapprobation,

remonstrance, protest, or derisive incredulity ;
-

Come, come ! t Also used to introduce a con-

temptuous concession.

1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 769 But go to,

suppose that she feareth (as who may let her to feare her

awne shadowe). 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (i86o> 4 Go to,

Martin, go to : I know a man is a man though he haue but

a hose on his head. 1602 Marston Ant. /y Met. in. Wks. 1856

I. 31 Goe to, goe to; thou liest, Philosophy. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela 1. 190 Go to, go to, naughty mistrustful Mrs.

Pamela. 1798 T. Twining Recr. f, Studies (1882I 232 Go to

with your doubts and your wisdom. i8aa Byron Werner
II. i. 429 Go to ! youarea wag. 1861 Hughes Pom Brcnrn

at Oxf.\, Go to, why should we not make the public pay for

the great benefits we confer upon them: 1886 J. Payne
Decameron I. 50 ' Go to, son ', rejoined the friar ;

' what is

this thou sayest?'

t c. Sc. Of the sun : To go down, set. Obs.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech.'i^2 Thou sail pay him
the price of his labour befoir the sunne ga to. 162a [see

Going vbl. sb. 5 b).

d. To shut, close.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 92 The grynne wente to.

92. Oo together.

a. See simple senses and Together. To go to-

gether by the ears (see Ear sb.l I. i."d).

b. To be mutually concomitant or compatible.

i6o« Shaks. Ant. iy CI. IV. xv. 47, Ant. Of Casar seeke

your Honour, with your safety. Cleo. They do not go

together. 1820 Examiner No. 651. 631/1 Vixenishness and
virtue go together. 1889 Philips & Wills Fatal Phryw
I. v. 104 Baldness, science, and snuff-taking go together,

t C. To collapse. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) V II. 7 pat tyme was so greet

tempest . , bat it semede bat al be worlde schulde goo to

giders,

93. Oo under. Of persons: To fail ; to succumb

j

in the struggle for life ; to go to ruin ; to disappear

from society ; in U.S. slang, to die. Of a literary

work : To drop out of sight.

1849 Ruxton Life Far West 1 3 Five ofour boys got rubbed

out that time.. How s'ever, five of us went under. 1879

j. Payn Finding His Level, High Spirits I. 234 Poor John
Weybridge, Esq., became as friendless as penniless, and

eventually ' went under ', and was heard of no more. 1885

B. Harte Maruja vii, What with old Doc. West going

under so suddent. 1890 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 330/2 Intended

for publication a considerable time ago. .they 'went under'

. .and only recently turned up again. 1891 H. C. Halliday
Someone must suffer III. xvi. 264 He had ' gone -under ' in

the struggle, as the terribly expressive phrase runs.

94. Oo up.
a. To go, pass, or change to a place or position

which is, or is viewed as, higher ; to ascend, rise,

t Of a sword : To be put up (into the sheath\ to

be sheathed.
c 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T. 212 Vp to hir housbonde is

this wyf ygon. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4978 Goand vp^ by

degres burgh mony gay Alys. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xlvi. 29

Ioseph bended his charett fast, and went vp to mete Israel

his lather. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. i. 52, I draw a Sword
against Conspirators, When thinke you that the Sword goes

vp againe ? 1719 Df. Foe Crusoe 11. xi. (1840) 233 The great

. .gulf which goes up to Siam 1793 Smeaton Edystone L.

§ 289 The moveable shears, that had gone up with us, from

the top of the first room. 1820 Examiner No. 615. 57/2

Pope . . resolved to go up to London. 1844 Eraser's Mag.
XXX. 504 The writ went up to the Lords. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brcnvn at Oxf. Introd., He. .did not go up to reside at

! Oxford till the end of the following January. 1861 Temple

; Bar III. 515 A certain number, .go up for examination to

be ruthlessly plucked. 1890 Gd. Words Aug. 520 '2 The

barometer, .is going upat a tremendous rate. 1895 Suffling

Land ofBroads 70 There is no such thing as a level street

in the city : those which do not go up, go down.

b. Chiefly U.S. To go to ruin ; to be destroyed ;

i to become bankrupt.
1864 Index June (Farmer), Soon after the blockade, many

thought we should go up on the salt question. 1878 Scrib-

ner's Mag. XVI. 864/2 Oh, they are all going to pieces .
.

I

should not be surprised to hear of their going up at any

moment. 189a Stevenson & L. Osbourne Wrecker xvi. 248

We've rather bad news for you. .your firm's gone up.

c. Of a cry, etc. -Ascend i c.

1535 Coverdale i Sam. v. 12 The noyse of the cite wente

up into heauen. 1611 Bible ibid. 1869 Hughes Alfred the

Gt. i. 8 This cry . . has been going up from all sections ol

English society. 1890 Murray's Mag. Oct. 556 A shriek

has gone up as to the wickedness of carrying cattle upon

I
deck.
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d. To be pnt or lifted Dp ; to be raised or reared.

188a Daily 'Tel. 19 May, After some slow play, the 50 went
up. x38; Mrs. Pekks /•>: Heather Hills I. vi. 114 Eliza's

hands mot up in horror. 189Z Harpers Mag. May 959, 2

Already barricades were going up in the larger streets.

e. To inciease in number, price, or value.

1883 Mrs. C Praed Moloch I. 1 iv. 79 Wool would go up
a penny a pound. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eng. 95 Norwich
..went up from 30,000 to 60,000 inhabitants. iBgz Standard
9 Feb. 5/j Beef and mutton will ' go up ' for a time.

f. To go up and down (see Up).

VIII. The vb.-stem oceas. forms phraseological

combs, (chiefly colloq. or techn. having the function

either of sb. or adj. ; as go-about 'see quot.); fgo-
aloneplough,?onethatrequireslittleguidancefrom
the ploughman ; go-ashore (a) adj., characteristic

ofa sailor when ashore; (b) sb. pi., clothes worn by

a sailor when ashore, ' the seaman's best dress

'

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 186;) ; {c)New Zealand,

an iron cauldron with three feet, and attachments

for hanging it over a fire [said to be a corruption

of Maori kohua] [seeWlomsAastral-Eng.)\ gc-as-

you-please a., (of a race, hence£?//. of proceedings

likened to this) unfettered by regulations ;
go-back,

a going back, a return ; also altrib. in go-back

game (see quot.); f go-before, a harbinger, an

usher; tgo-by-(the)-ground {a) adj., cringing,

low
;

{b) sb., something that creeps along the

ground ; a dwarf ; a low carriage ; f go-free (see

quot.)
;
go-no-further, a variety of apple; go-out

(see quot. ; cf. Gout sb.-*
;
gae-through-land St.

a vagabond; go-to-bed, one who is ready to go to

bed, sleepy; go-to-bed at-noon, a dial, name for

Goat's-ueard 2; go-to-meeting a., suitable for

attendance at divine worship
;
go-up-able a., that

may be ascended
; + go-well, a prosperous journey

outward ; go-within-each-other a., of boxes.

when each will go into the next larger. Also Go-
BETWlSH, Go-by, Go-cart, Go-down.
161 1 Cotgr., Entourure,a. compasse. .anything that com-

passeth, and incloseth another; a y goe-about. 1806-7 A-
Young Agric. Essex (1813) L 143 Mr. Newman uses the skim
coulter constantly.. I saw it working well on his farm,

attached to his *Go-alone plough. 186a Marsh Eng. Lang.
xi. 164 A sailor will not be likely to interlard his *go-ashore
talk with clew-lines [etc.]. 1885 Rvscimax Skippers^ SI1.9S

Burnage looked very well in his
:igo

;
ashores. 1885 Pall

MallG. 13 Jan. 1/2 Governments entering into a*go-as-you-
please competition in annexation. 1890 Century Mag. June
207/1 Most of these long distance matches are now of the
go-as-you-please class. 1873 ' Cavendish ' & Bennett Bit'

iiards 11 He played the best amateurs the *go-back game,
fifty-up. .It seems only to have been played by screwing back
and by crossing ; and not by returning from the slow list

cushion. 1896 M rs. Caffyn Quaker Grandmother 320 I t's a
sort of go-back into the old life. 1625 Massinger New Way
I. ii, You tbinke you haue spoke wisely goodman Amble, My
lathe's ^go-before. 1659 Gauden Tears Ch. Eng. iv. xvii.

521 Would any thing . . be more . . despicable in the eyes of
the people, than .. such *Go-by-ground Governours. 1581

J. Bell Haddons Ansiv. Osor. 384 b, Creeping yet lyke a
seely goebyground. 1595 CoPLEV Wits, Fi.'s, <y Fancies 202
Indeed sir. . I had need haue two eyes, to discerneso pettiea

foe by ground as you. 1797 Mary Rouinson Walsingham
II. 176 Ago-by-the-ground, with two wheels, just for all the
world like a cart. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. ix, He was a
little go-by-the-ground, scarcely up to my shoulders. 1885
Edwards in Encycl. /7W/.XIX. 585/1 Stamped wrappers for

newspapers were made experimentally in London by Mr.
Charles Whiting under the name of '*go-frees', in 1830.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. 80 Apples. Rousetting, .. the

"Go-no-further, or Cats-head. 1855 Miss Manning Old
Chelsea. Bun-House xiv. 228 The large Cat's-head Apples
that some call ' Go-no-farther '. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek.,
*Go out (Hydraulic engineering), a sluice in an embank-
ment for allowing water to escape from tidal lands when
the tide is out. 17 . . Clerk Tamos xiu. in Child Ballads
viii. eclx. (1892) 428 Woud I forsake my ain gude lord

And follow you, a *gae-through-land t 1759 Cornel. Let.-
writer (ed. 6) 221 The crowd of *Go-to-beds had taken
themselves away. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xvii. 167 This hearbe
is now called, .in English Goates bearde. .and'Go to bedde
at Noone. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n. cclii. 73 It shutteth it

selfe at twelve of the clocke. .wherefore it was called Go to

bed at noon. 1835 HaliburtonC/^w/.Sci'. i.ix, One of those
blue-noses, with his *go-to-meetin clothes ow. 1857 Hughes
Tom. Brown 11. v, I want to give you a true picture.,
not a kid-glove and go-to-meeting-coat picture. 1870 Miss
Bkoughtok Red as Rose I. 120 Very few men look their

best in their Go-to-Meeting clothes. 1852 Smf.dlev L.
Arundel xxxiii. 249 Starting for the Rhine, which .. it was
their intention to go up as far as it was *go-up-able. 1641
Bromk Joviall Crew 11. Wks. 1S73 III. 388 Now bowse a
round health to the '"Go-well and Corn-well Of Cisley Bum-
trincket that lies in the Strummel. 1889 Anthonys Phoiogr.
Bull. II. 2 The sgo-within-each-other uoxes, my camera.

$*T Phrase-key.
Go ! imper. 21 d. 22 ; from the word Go, 22 ; as far as it

goes, 43 b; as men, things (etc.) go, 15 ; as you go, as she
goes (.\aut.\ 4b; if you go to that, 35 ; (as' the story goes,

13; he goes for my money, 24 b ; here goes, there goes, 22 ;

that goes without saying, 20; touch and go, 22; what has
gone of, is gone with — ? i8d ; who goes (there)? 8a; —
will or won't go, 38 a; going, 47 ; gone, 48; going[ ! gone!
24; (see also Going, Gone) ; g a-begging, a-hunting, etc.,

32 e ; g about, {prep.) 49, (adv.) 69 ; g abroad, 70 ; g accord-
ing to, 5; g after, 50; g against, 51, 18 b; g ahead, 71;
.falong, 72; ^and — , 32 c ; ^apprentice, 32 f ; g sn, 52 ; gut
a price, etc., 12, 24 ; g away, 73 ; g back, 74 ; g back from,

74 c ; g back upon, 74 c, d ; g backward(s, 75 ; g bail, 32 f

;

g bang, etc., 10; g before, {prep.) 53, (adv.) 76; g before
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a jury, 33 ; g behind, 54 ; g beside, 55 ; g better, 36 ; g
between, 56; g by, (prep.) 57, {advj 77; g by (= be
guided or determined by), 5; g by default, 18 c; g by a
i.ame, 14; g cheap, 24 ; g current, 12; g down, 78 ; g far,

35> 43 J gfor, 58, 18 b; g for a price, 24 ; g for current, 12
;

g f r to do, 34 c ; g forth, 79 ; g free, 23 ; g from one's word,
21 c ; g halves (with), 35 c ; g hard, 18; g high, 8 b ; g ill

(with), 18 ; g in, 80 ; gm ( -be spent in), 25 ; g in and out,

80 a ; g in at, 80 f ; g in for, Z\\ g in to or unto. 80 e
; g in

with, 82; ^*in favour of, t8 b
; ^-in orxnio holes, 29 a ; g'xwxo,

59) 38 ; g it, 46 : g (great) lengths, 35 ; g less, 35 b, 44 ; g
near, nigh, 35 ; g off, (prep.) 60, {adv.) 83 ; ^on, (prep.) 61,

(adv.) 84 ;
£-011 < ~act or depend on 1

, 5 ; ^on ( - be reported
concerning), 13 ; g o.n the highway, road, streets, 31 c ; g on
one's side, 18 b; g out, 85 ; g out of, 86

; g out of i=be paid
out of-, 25 b ; g over, (prep.) 62, (adv.) 87 ; g the pace, 2 c ;

g quit, 23 ; g round, 88
; g shares (with 1

, 35 c : g short, 6 ;

g through, prep.) 63, (nor/.) 89 ; g through with, 90; g to
(adv.", 91 ; gto the bad, 43 b

;
gio the bar, 31 c; g to Bath,

Jericho, etc., 30 b ; g to blows, cuffs, etc., 34 ; g to the bull,

etc. ( -copulate with), 31b; ^ to do (. = attempt or venture to

do), 34 b, c ; g to expense, trouble, etc., 33 d; g to one's
heart, 37 b ; g to law, 34 ; g to pieces, to rack and ruin, 44 c ;

g to sea, 31 d ; g to sleep, 30 d ; g to war, 32 ; g to work, 34 ;

g together, 92 ; g under, (prep.) 64, adv.) 93 ; g under a
name, 14; g unpunished, unrewarded, etc., 23; g up,
(prep.) 65, (adv.) 94 ; g upon, 66

; g upon ( =act or proceed
upon , 5 ; £-upon (

— be reported concerning , 13 ; g(a great,
long, some) way (towards), 35, 43 c, d ; g one's way, 21 b

;

g welUwith), 18, 19; g with, 67 \g with (-act in harmony
with), 5 a; g with child, 7 ; g without, 68.

Goa l (£0" a). The name of a city in India, the

capital of the Portuguese dominion in that country,

used altrib. in the names of certain articles, as Goa
bean, the seed of Psophocarpus tetragonolobus (J.
Smith Did. Names PL 1882 ; Goa plum, the fruit

of Parinarium excelsnm (Yule) ; Goa powder, a

medicament used for Bombay eczema, derived from
the Brazilian araroba-tree (Yule) ; Goa slone (also

Goa ball), a fever medicine at one time greatly in

vogue, consisting of various drugs made up in ihe

form of a hard ball, from which a portion was
scraped as required (see quots.)*

1696 Ovington Voy. Suratt 262 The Snake Stone.. much
excels the deservedly fam'd Gasper Antoni, or Goa Stone.
1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 149 Gasper Antonio, a
Florentine, a Lay-Brother of the Order [of PaulLstines], the
Author of the Goa Stones, brings them in 50,000 Xerephins,
by that invention Annually. 1710 T. Fulleb Pkarrn. Ex-
temp, 30 Take. .Goa Stone, .half a scruple. 17*9 D'Urfey
Pills V. 347 Perfum'd with fragrant Goar Stone. 1757
Brooke in Phil. Trans. LI. 79, 1 seemed to find great relief

by drinking punch, into which Goa stone had been plenti-

fully grated. 1865 C. W. King Nat. Hist. Gems (1867) 256
The Goa-stone. . is of the shape and size of a duck's egg, has
a greyish metallic lustre, and, though hard, is friable. 1874
Fayrer in Med. Times fy Gas. 24 Oct. 471/1 Goa powder.

.

is a fine yellowish powder without smell or taste. . . It is

sold by the chemists in Calcutta and Bombay in small phials.

Goa - Cg0u"a). [Corruptly a. Tibetian dgoba
(Jaschke Tib. Diet.).'] A Tibetan antelope, Pro-
capra picticaiida (Hodgson).
1846 6. H. Hodgson A New Species Tibetan Antelope in

y>-nl. Asiatic Soc. BengalXN. 335 This exceedingly grace-
ful little animal, .is called by the Tibetans Ragoa or Goa
simply. 1888 Blackw. Mae. Aug. 242 We intended to try our
luck after the goa. 1893 Lydbkker Horns <y Hoofs 183 The
pretty little goa, or Tibetan gazelle (Gazella picticaudata).

Goa '•'' (g^u*a) A name of the marsh crocodile.
1863 Wood Nat. H/'st. III. 31 The Marsh Crocodile

(Crocodilus palustris), sometimes known by the names of
Mugger, or Goa.

Goad (gM), sb.^ Forms: ig&d, (gaad),4-6
gode, (gohode), 5 goode, 6 goade, 7- goad.
[OE. gad str. fem. corresponds to Lombard
gaida arrow-head :—OTeut. type *gaidd ; for

possible cognates see Gare sbA The northern
form is Gaid (q.v.), but in ME. both northern and
southern forms are less common than the synony-
mous, though unrelated, Gad sb. 1]
1. A rod or stick, pointed at one end or fitted

with a sharp spike and employed for driving cattle,

esp. oxen used in ploughing ;cf. Gad sb.'1 4).
c 723 Corpus Gloss. 1937 Stiga [sic], gaad. a 1000 Sal. %

Sat. 91 (Gr.) HafaS gudmascgafcierde lanje, gyldene gade.
1388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxviii. 26 He that holdith the plow,
and he that hath glotie in a gohode [L. injacuto], dryueth
oxis with apricke. c 1394 P. PI. Creed 433 His wijfwalked
him wib [at the plough] with a longe gode. 14. . Voc. in
Wr. AVulcker 586/23 Gerusa, a goode. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
184/1 Gad or gode, gerusa. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov.
(1552) 15 It is harde kyckynge agaynst the gode. 1627
Drayton Slwph. Sirena 361 They their Holly whips haue
brae'd, And tough Hazell goades haue gott. 1635-56 Cowley
Davideis iv. 166 With the same Goad Samgar his Oxen
drives Which took.. six hundred lives. 1703 Maundrell
Jmm, Jems. '1732)110 In ploughing they us'd Goads..
about eight foot long. 1783 H001.E Orl. Eur. xxxvii. 804
A hind . . A rustic weapon for her rage supply'd, A pointed
goad he brought. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xv, Countrymen
armed with scythes.. hay-forks, .goads. 1875 Helps Ess.,
Orgauiz. in Daily Life iog, I had a thought that drove me
like a goad.

2. fig. Something that pricks or wounds like a
goad. a. A torment, ' thorn ', ' sting'.
1561 tr. Calvin's 4 Serm. agst. Idolatries 1. C ij b, Those

same goads and prickes wherwith their consciences are
pnkt and wounded. 1641 I. Jackson True Evang. T. 11.

138 These pointed and diamonded speeches, which doe
indeed leave a sting, and goad in the mind of the pious
Auditor. 1689 Shadwell Bury F. m. 181 Where is my
Goad' my damned for better or worse. 1739 Franklin

Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 255 French foit< and French armies >o
near us will be everlasting goads in our sides 1861 Trench
Comm. Ep. to Ch. Asia So There are ever goads in the
memory ofa better and a nobler past. 1879 Farrak St. Paul
(1S83 140 The wounding goad of a reproachful conscience.

b. A strong incitement or instigation^ ' sour *,

stimulus.

1600 Holland Livy xxxix. xv. (1609) 1032 These.. who
.
pricke and provoke las it were) with goads [L. stimults] of
furies your spirits and minds. 1608 Armin Nest Nt'ttn. 11842)

4 That's the way to spoyleall, but with your goad piicke me
on the true tract. 1615 Ckookic Body of Man 284 Those
Females which are castrated or gelt. .the goads of lu-t are
iu them vtterly extinguished. 1798 Malthus Popul. in. i.

(1806) II 82 The labour. .will not be performed without the
goad of necessity, a 1859 Macaulay Biog. (1867 no He no
longer felt the daily goad urging him to the daily lol. 1876
Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. (1877) 94 Knowledge is a goad to
those who have it.

3. A measure of length, fa. A cloth-measure

4} feet. 0/>s.

1481 Howard Househ. BAs. 'Roxb.l 17 My Lord schal
haue of hym iiij.'' goodes off white, and my Loru scha! pny
him for euery goode, ix d. 1552 Act 5 <V 6 Edw VI, c. 6 § 1

Cottonnes called Manchester, .and Chesshire Couonnes..
sbalbe in lenghe twenue twogoades and comeyne in bredith
thre quarters of a yarde in the water. 1674 J fake Art'tA.
(16961 65 In 1 Goad..4i Feet, a Measure in 'ome places
for Land :\m\ Cloth received by Custom. 1721 C. King
Brit. Merck. I. 181, 1200 C. Goads of Cotton. 1727 \Y.

Mathkr i'ng. Man's Co>np. 399 In London, the Yard is

used for Silks,Woollen Cloth, &'c. The Ell for Llnnen Cloth,
&c, and the Goad for Frizes, Cotton, and the like.

b. A land-measure (see quots. and cf. Gad (~>
.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1353/1 Thespaceot
fortie goad (euerie goad conteining fifteene foot 1

. 1880
E. Cornzv. Gloss, s.v., It represents nine feet, and two goads
square is called a yard of ground.

4. A spike = Gad sb. 1 1.

I8S5 J- Hewitt Anc. Armour I. 81 The spur of this period
consisted of a sing]e goad, sometimes of a lozenge form.
sometime^ a plain spike.

5. Comb., as goad-groom, -prick ; also goades;

-

man = Gadman; goad-spur, a spur without a

rowel and with one point cf. prickspitr).

1614 Sylvester Litfle Bartas 877 Thou . . by one man,
one "Goad-groom (silly Sangan, Destroy'cist six hundred in

religious anger. 1605— Du Bartas 11 iii. iv. Ca/taines 710
And ^Goad-man Sangar. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric.
ted. 2) 248 The goadman or driver. 1816 Scott i }ld Mort.
vi, Ye may be goadsman . . and tak tent ye dinna o'erdrive
the owsen. c 1826 Hogg in Wilson's Wks. (1855) I. 176 The
goadman whistles sparely. 1609 Bible (Douay.i 1 Sam xiii.

21 Even to the *godepiick, which was to be mended. 1889
Century Diet., *Goad-spur.

Goad R0ud), sb.- slang.
v
See quots.

>

a 1700 B, E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Goads, those that Wheedle
in Chapmen for Horse-course: s. 1889 Century Diet., Goad
..a decoy at an auction; a Peter Funk.

Goad lg#>d), v. [f. Goad sb.i]

1. trans. To prick with a goad or other pointed
instrument; to drive or urge on to something by
such means. Also with on or onwards.
1619 Fletcher & Massinger False One v. iii, Goad him

on with thy sword. 1697 Drvden U'irg. Georg. 1. 70 Produce
the Plough, and yoke the sturdy Steer, And goad him till

he groans beneath hisToil. 1704 Addison Italy 1 1733) 44
His angry Keeper goads him to the Fight. 1841 James
Brigand xxii, No hand tames me and goads me on. 1855
Kingslev Heroes ii. iv. (1S56 no Jason bound them to the
plough, and goaded them onward with his lance. 1875
Jowett Plato ted. 2) III. 457 They are driven to it by the
stings of the drones goading them. 1879 Stevenson Trav.
Ceveuues (1892)42, 1 was goading Modesiine down the steep
descent.

2. fig. To assail or prick as with a goad ; to

irritate; to instigate or impel by some form of

mental pain or annoyance ; to drive by continued

irritation into or to some desperate action or un-

controlled state of mind. Also with advs. on, on-

ward, along, etc.

1579 Tomson CalvitCs Serm. Tim. 530/1 It is verie hard
for vs not to be greeued, when we heare ourselues so euil

spoken off, and men goade vs. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M.
11. ii. 182 Most dangerous Is that temptation, that doth
goad vs on To sinne, in louing vertue. 1607 — Cor. n. iii.

371* This [mutiny] shall seeme. .their owne, Which we haue
goaded on-ward. 1696 Tate & Brady Ps. xxxv. 6 Thy
vengeful Ministers of Wrath Shall goad them as they run.

1789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) U- 555 ^e was continually

goaded forward by the public clamors. 1790 Wolcot (P.

Pindar) Compl. Ep. J. Bruce Wks. 1812 II. 356 Tis famine
goads him,like an Ox, along. 1790 Burke Ft. Rev. Wks.
V. 264 Goaded on with the ambition of intellectual sove-

reignty. 1801 Solthev T/utlaba 11. xxix, That rankling

hope within him, that by day Goaded his steps, still stinging

him in sleep. 1817 Coleridge Lay Serm. 401 They might

foad ignorance into riot, and fanaticism into rebellion. 1849
Iacaulav Hist. Eng. v. I. 575 Many of them . . had been

goaded by petty persecution into a temper fit fordesperate

enterprise. 1858 Fkolde Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. So The
deputy, goaded by opposition and unreason, had dashed

into toleration of the rebels. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
xviii. 363 The Ajawa was evidently goaded on by Portu-

guese agents. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 5. 201 Taunts
and defiances goaded the proud Baronage to fury.

HenceGoa ,ded///.c.,Goading^/.jAand///.a.
1718 Rowk tr. Lucau iv. 1203 By swords and goading

Darts compeU'd, Dronish he drags his Load across the Field.

1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 259 Morality's rules

planted deep in the breast, Where goading of turpitude ne'er

was impress'd. 1841 Dickens Barn. R udge xix
{
'I don't

want to say more', rejoined the goaded locksmith. 1851

Gallenga Italy 91 What prudent considerations could pre*

vail on the trampled, goaded Milanese. 10 endure any longer ?

113



GOADLOUP.
1867 Park.man Jesuits N. Amer. xxxi. (1875) 413 Still the

goadings of famine were relentless and irresistible.

t Goadloup. Sc. Obs. Var. Gantlope.
1711 R.WotiRoiv Hist. Clt. Scot. I. App. 102 They threatned

. . that whosoever gave me a Drink of Water should get the

Goadloup.

Goadster. rare-'1
, [f. Goad v. + -stek.J

A driver who uses a goad.

1837 Carlvle f'r. Rev. II. III. vii, Cars drawn by eight'

white horses, goadsters in classical costume.

Goaf 1 (g<?uD- E. Angl.dial. Forms: 5 golf(e,

6 goulfe, goef, 6, 8 goff, 6, 9 gofe, 7-9 goffe (7-8

geoflVe ,8gulph, 9 goof, goaf. Also//. 9 goaves.

[a. ON. g6lf floor, apartment ; S\v. golf, Da. gttlv

floor, bay (of a house or barn). Cf. Goave v.

Where houses or barns were constructed with a wooden
framework, the upright posts were placed at regular in-

tervals along each side, the space between two posts

forming a ' bay '(see Bav s/v'2 1

, and the size of the building

was frequently given by stating the number of bays it con-

tained. Each of these divisions is in the Scandinavian

languages called a '-floor ' (see above, and <.f. Icel. stafeo'lf

f. stafr a post). See goaf-stead below.]

The quantity of grain stacked in one bay of a barn.

14.. Aiidit. .IAS". 12105 in Protttp. Parv. 202 note, Ingeli-

mum, golfe. c 1440 Promp. Par:'. 428/1 Reek or golf

(Pynson golfe or stak), arconius. 1530 Palsgr. 226/1

Goulfe of corne, so moche as may lye bytwene two postes,

otherwyse a baye. 1573 TuSSER Ilusb. hi. (1878) 125 Let

shock take sweate, least gofe take heate. 1669 Worliogk
Syst. Aerie. (16811 326 A Geoff or Goffe, a Mow or Reek.

1787 W. .Marshall E. Norfolk II. 380 E. D. S.l Gulp/,,

a mow, or bay-full, in a barn. 1800 Lakwoou Norfolk
Dial. lE. D. S. No. 761 122 The stra that the throsher had
hull'd down from the gofe in the barn. 18*3 Moor Suffolk

Words, Goof or Goaf, the mass of corn in the straw in

a barn. ' Riding the goof, is the work of a boy on horse-

back, to compress the corn as thrown on the goof, a 1825

Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Goaf, a rick of corn in the straw laid

up in a barn ; if in the open air it is a stack. PI. goaves.

b. attrib. and Comb., as goaf-flap (see quots.)

;

goaf-horse (see quot. and cf. quot. 1823 above)

;

goaf-ladder, a ladder for use in a bam ;
goaf-

stead (see quots. 1 ; also goaf-burned ///. a.

(see quot. ; cf. Da. gulv-brsndi)

.

1573 Tussrr Husb. xvii. (1878) 35 Gofe ladder, short

pitchforke and long, flaile, strawforke and rake. 1787

W. Marshall E. Norfolk II. 380 (E. D. S.) Gnlph-slead,

Goafstead, Gostead, a bay or division of a barn, a 1825

Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Goaf-flap, a wooden beater to knock
the ends of the sheaves, and make the goaf or stack more
compact and flat. Ibid., Goafstead, every division of

a barn in which a goaf is placed. A large barn has four or

more. 1840 Spurdkns Sufpl. to Forby, Goafhorse, the

horse ridden upon the corn deposited in a barn, in order to

compress it. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.),

Goafburned, corn heated in a barn.

Goaf2 (giJff )• Coal-mining. Also goave. [Of

obscure origin ; the difference in locality and re-

moteness in sense are unfavourable to identification

with prec. Cf. the synonymous Gon sbA] (See

quots.

)

1839 Ure Did. Arts 978 Before proceeding to take

away another set of pillars, it is necessary to allow the last-

made goaff to fall. 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms
Northumb. \ Durh. 29 Goaf, a space from which the coal

pillars have been extracted 1854 F. C. Bakewell Geol. 39
These reservoirs of gas, called by the miners ' goafs '. 1871

Hartwig Subterr. IK xxiii. 279 The fire-damp is very liable

to accumulate in old workings, or goaves. 1881 H. C. Meri-

vale in 19/A Cent. No. 48. 238 The empty area left by the

extraction of the coal, which, however, is soon filled up by
falls of stone from the strata overlying the bed, is called the
1 goaf '. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Goave, space cleared of

coal. Usually printed, but inaccurately, as goaf.

Goafing (£i?u-firj). Coal-mining, [f. prec. +

-ing!.] a. =prec. b. (See quot. 1875.)

187s L/re's Diet. Arts II. 686 Gobbin or Coaffin, the

refuse left behind in working coal, and thrown into the goaf.

1881 Slarulard 15 Sept. 5/7 The fire was attributed to the

spontaneous combustion of the coal dust or the small coal

in the goatings.

Go-ahead (go""%hc d), a. colloq. (ong. U. S.)

[f. the phr. go ahead : see Go v. and Ahead 5.]

Forward and energetic in undertaking ;
' pushing

,

enterprising.

1840 Gen. P. Thompson Extrc. v. (1842) 147 The active,

the wide-awake, or as the Americans would call it the

'go ahead' portion of the Established Sect. 1846 H.

BeckelyZ/W. I'ermont 132 They were men..ofa bold, go-

ahead character. 1858 Philadelphia Press 24 July (Bart-

letf, America is a dasl.ing, go-ahead, and highly progressive

country. 1859 J. S. Mill. Dissert, f Discuss., Democr.

Amer. II. 64 Do we find in Canada that go-ahead spirit

—that restless, impatient eagerness for improvement in

cbcumstances? 1864 C. Kingsley Let. in Life {tin) II. 167

What a go-a-head place France is ! 1886 All Year Round
14 Aug. 34 Hence our go-ahead farmers are taking to

machines.
. , m

b. Occas. used for : Proceeding straight forward

without pause, forthright.

1879 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 116 An animal, as its ordin-

ary movements manifest, is preeminently a go-ahead thing.

1884 G. Ai.lf.n Philistia III. 196 Straight off without a

break, in her go-ahead, breathless, voluble fashion.

Hence Oo-ahea'dative, -itive a., Go-aheada-

tiveness {U.S.) ; Go-ahea'dedness ;
Go-ahead-

ishness ; Qo-aheadism ; Go-ahea-dity ;
Go-

aheadness, etc.

1846 C. Kingsley in Life (18771 I. 143 I' >s *• "ew com-

mercial aristocracy, it is the scientific go-a-head-ism of the

262

day, which must save us. 1847 G. W. Kendall Texan
Santa Fi Exped. 153 The indefatigable go-a-headity

which characterizes the Anglo-Saxon race. 1855 N. V.

Timet 17 May (Bartlett\ The natural activity and go-ahead-

ativeness of our American business men. 1864 Reader
17 Sept. 343 In North American . . you see in railway-litera-

ture . . an almost exact counterpart of our English system,

carried out ..with somewhat more go-aheadness, 1869

H. Deedes Ten Months Amer. 6j The go-ahead itiveness

of the inhabitants [of Chicago] is only equalled by the go-

aheadhiveness of the buildings. 1881 Daily News 28 Dec.

3/1 The go-aheadedness of the United States. 1882 Miss
Braddon Mt. Royal I. v. 136 The young ladies of the

present day have a certain Yankee go-a-headishness which
very much lightens the chaperon's responsibility. 1890

Murray's Mag. Apr. 459 Passing from Kimberley with its

money-making . .and smart shops, and ' go-aheadness '.

Goal (g^l), sb. Forms : 4 gol, 6 gowle. 6-7

go(a)le, 7- goal. [Of difficult etymology.
After the solitary (but app. unquestionable) occurrence in

Shoreham's Poems C1315) the word first appears in 1531,

and soon afterwards is very common ; prob. it had survived

only as a technical term of some rustic sport, and so failed

to be recorded in literature.

Shoreham's form go/, riming with y-Jiol, suggests (though

it does not necessarily imply) descent from an OE. *gdl.

(This would be quite certain if the word could be positively

identified with the gale found in Cursor M. 8710 (Cott.)

:

1 O his quick bai bath wald be Moder .. And aither wald

bai haf it hale, Bot bai mai neuer com to bat gale'. But
it is not unlikely that in this passage gale, obviously chosen

for the sake of rime, is merely a forced use of Gale sb? in

the sense of 'joy '.) Of the existence of an OE. sb. *gdtt
with the sense 'obstacle, barrier ', some indirect evidence is

afforded by the apparent derivatives gxlau, dgilan, to

hinder, delay. The transition from the sense of ' barrier ' to

that of ' boundary ' (sense 1) is easy, and the further sense-

development is parallel to that of L. meta, and of Dool
sb.-; in view of the history of the latter word, Halliwell's

alleged ' Goale, a barrow or tumulus ', might be compared,

if there were any ground for believing it to be genuine. But
the absence of any record of OE. *gdI or of its equivalent

in any Teut. lang. (ON. geil, narrow passage, being too

remote in sense) renders this etymology very insecure.

The suggestion of Henshaw (in Skinner's Etymologicon

1671), accepted by all subsequent etymologists, that the

word is an adoption of F. gaule, pole, stick, switch, has

nothing to recommend it. There is no evidence that F.

gattle ever meant 'goal,' or that Eng. goal ever meant
' pole ' or ' switch '. Besides, for the form in Shoreham, the

Fr. derivation appears to be phonologically inadmissible.

A Welsh gdl is given by Davies Antiq. Ling* Brit. Diet.

1. (1632) with Latin renderings (stadium, meta, static)

which would make it equivalent to Eng. goal. If this

word be genuine (which seems to be doubtful) it must
apparently be an early adoption from English; the sugges-

tion in Fick Idg. Wb.~ II., that it represents an OCeltic
l

gasld stone, being phonologically untenable (Prof. Rhys).

The current word in most parts of Wales for 'goal' with

reference to games is eol, mutated gol igg\), which prob.

has obtained this meaning through its similarity of sound

to the Eng. word. The Windhill dialect has a word pro-

nounced (g£»l>, explained as meaning' goal', used in a certain

game played with brass buttons (cf. Gog*); but its identity

with this word is doubtful.]

fl. A boundary, limit. Obs. rare-*,
c 13x5 Shoreham 145 God nys nau;t in ber worldle a-closed,

Ac hy hys ine hym. pa3 hy nabbe ende ne forbe gol, 5et

over al he hys y-hol.

2. The terminal point of a race : any object (as

a pillar, mound, etc.) by which this is marked

;

a winning-post, or the like.

1531 Ei.yot Gov. in. xx. (1534) 224 a, As in rennynge, pass-

ynge the gole, is accounted but rasshenesse, so rennynge

halfe waye is reproued for slownesse. 1538 — Diet, Meta %

a but, or pricke to shote at, somtyme a marke or gowle in the

felde, wherevnto men or horses do runne. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin s Inst. in. 322 Let that be appointed the gole for vs to

run and trauaill vnto. x6xa Dekker if it be not good^Wks.

1873 III. 276 The winning of the gole crownes each mans
race, a i6z8 Preston Breastpi. Love (1631) 163 A childe

may runne, and another man may walke . . the child should

have it (the prize], though he that walkes come to the goale

before him. 17*8 Young Love Fame 1. (1757) 8o Congreve,

who, crown'd with laurels, fairly won, Sits smiling at the

goal, while others run. 1781 Cowper Charity 566 So self

starts nothing, but what tends apace, Home to the goal,

where it began the race. 1875J0WETT Ftato(cd. 3) III. 510

Runners, who run well from the starting-place to the goal.

t>. Jig, The object to which effort or ambition

is directed; the destination of a (more or less

laborious) journey.

[1548-1573: see 3.] 1608 Shaks. Per. 11. i. 171 Then
Honour be but a Goale to my Will, This day He rise, or else

adde ill to ill. 1731 Pope Ess. Man 11. 237 Each individual

seeks a sev'ral goal; But Heav'n's great view is One, and

that the Whole. 1788 H. Walpole Corr. III. 87 Having..

strolled into a narrow path that led to no goal . . I see the

idleness of my journey. 1839 G. Bird Nat. J'hil. Introd. 27

In many ca--es we exhaust every variety of error before we
attain the desired goal [truth]. 1856 Kane Ant. Expl. II,

xxiv. 279, I. .beheld the open water, so long the goal of our

struggles. 1888 fovea Amer. Cotnmzu. II. lxx. 550 The
presidency is the great prize of politics, the goal of every

statesman's ambition.

t C. Used for ' contest, race \ Obs.— !

[a 1555: cf. gole-end in 6.J 1617 F. Moryson /tin. 11. 145.

I am glad, even in this great goale of honour, to runne

equally with him.

3. In football, hockey, lacrosse, and similar games,

the posts between which the ball is driven to win

a point in the game. Also in phrases (often fig.

)

To f carry, get, take, win a goal: to drive the ball

through the goal. Hence the sb. has acquired the

sense : The winning of a goal, the point in the

GOAT.

game scored for this ; so to make, sco?~e a goal.

To drop a goal : see Drop v. 24. f To play a goal

:

to play at a game till a goal is won by one side.

The early quots. (1548, 1553, 1573) may belong to 2 b.

1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill (:Soo) 388 There was no
person . . could nor should haue wone the ring or got the
gole before me. 1553 Wilson Rhet. 11 David, lieyng won-
derfully over-matched, made his partie ^ood, and gotte the
gole of a monster. 1573 Tusser Husb. cxiv. (1878) 216 Thy
vsage thus in time shall win the gole, Though doughtful
haps, dame fortune sendes betweene. 1577 Stanyhurst
Descr. Irel. n. 5 a/2 in Holinshed, I purpose . . before he
beare the ball to the goale, to trippe him, if 1 may. 1594
2nd Ft. Contention (1843) 1Z 7 The goale is lost thou house
of Lancaster. 1596 Drayton Leg. 11. 108 The most Judicial!

Eyes Did give the Goale impartially to me. c 1600 Day
Begg. Bednall Gr. V. (1881) no I'll play a gole at Camp-
ball. 1602 Carew Surv. Cormv. 73 b, For hurling to goales,

there are [etc.]. . . They pitch two bushes in the ground ..

which they terme their Goales, where some indifferent person
throweth vp a ball, the which whosoeuer can catch and cary
through his aduersaries goale, hath wonne the game. i6iz
Drayton Foty-olb. i. 7 Or when the Ball to throw And driue
it to the Gole. 1658 Cromwell Sp. 25 Jan., Some of these

. . care not who carry the goal, [so they but get their ends].

167a R. Wild Dcclar. Lib. Consc. 12 Let our Ministers
stand by and keep our Gole, and strike never a stroke .

.

and let any point .. be the Foot-ball. 1808 Pike Sources
Mississ. 1,1810) 100 One catches the ball in his racket, and
. . endeavors to carry it to the goal [in Lacrosse]. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown 1. v, But how do you keep the ball

between the goals? 1886 Laws Lacrosse ix. § 2 A match
shall be decided by a majority ofgoals taken within a specified

time. 1887 Shearman Athletics <$• Football (Badm.) 304
A goal counting as three, and a try as one point. Ibid.

342 In front of the opponents' goal. Ibid., A player, .must
not only know how to score a goal with a swift low shot

from his toes, but [etc.]. 1895 Wolseley Decl. $ Fall
Napoleon ii. 74 The ball was at his [Napoleon's] foot; but

he turned back instead of making a goal.

b. Used (also//.) as the name of certain games.
1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 304/1 A sort of shinney ..or

what we used to call, when we were boys, ' gool \ I suppose
we meant goal, or golf. 1884 Eng. Illns'r. Mag. Nov. 79/2
Perhaps a primitive sort of football, ' goals' as it seems to

have been called at Eton in the last century, was the game.

j 4. In archery, the mark aimed at. Obs. rare—i.
1678 Noble Birth, etc. Robin Hood C j, And now the

Kings Archers had shot three Goles, and were three for none.

6. a. Roman Antiq. Used as transl. of L. mita,

the conical column marking each of the two turn-

ing points in a chariot race.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 531 Part curb thir fierie Steeds, or

shun the Goal With rapid wheels. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour
III 277 The Circi or Circus's . . where the Romans used to

run races in chariots, or on horseback, round a goal which
stood in the middle. 1781 Gibbon Decl. -y F. J I. 16 The
space between the two metse or goals was filled with statues

and obelisks. 1857 Willmott Fleas. Lit. xi. 42 Their
fiercest struggles only carry the chariot nearer to the goal.

fig. 1634 Milton Contus 100 The . . sun . . Pacing toward
the other goal Of his chamber in the east. 1817 Coleridge
Sibyll. Leaves 11862* 234 The Angel of the Earth., while he

guides His chariot-planet round the goal of day.

*I b. Used for ; The starting-point of a race ( = L.

career). Also fig.
rare.

1697 Dryden Vi>g. Georg. in. 165 Hast thou beheld,

when from the Goal they start, The Youthful Charioteers.

.

Rush to the Race ? 185a Conybeare & H. St. Paul (1862)

I. viii. 257 From this goal he started to overthrow the

august dynasties of the East.

6. attrib. and Comb.,i\s goal-bar; -dropper, + -end,

•post; goat-ward adj. ;
goal-crease (see quot.);

goal-keeper, a player whose special duty is to

protect the goal ; so goal-keeping vbl. sb. ; goal-

line, the line which bounds each end of the field of

play, and in the centre of which the goal is placed.

1886 Football: Laws, etc. 7 The ball hitting the . . *goaI-

bar, and rebounding into play, is considered in play. 1886

Laws Lacrosse xiii, "Goal Crease shall be a ground-space

six feet square in front of the gnal-posts. 1893 Pall Mall
G. 15 Feb. 1/3 [The club] is fortunate in possessing a fine

'goal-dropper. <i 1555 Philpot in Coverdale Lett. Mart.
(1564I 242 There is none crowned but suche as holde out to

the "gole end. 1658 Osborn Adv. Son (1673) 92 Mr. John
Hambden .. made himself still the *Goal-keeper of his

Party. X877 Football Annual 15 The goal-keeper maybe
changed during thegame, but [etc.]. x886 Laws Lacrosse ix.

§ 7 The goal-keeper, .may put away with his hand or foot, or

block the ball in any manner with his crosse or body.

1893 L. H. Gay in Association Football Handbk. 19 The
most important rule in *goalkeeping is never to use your

feet when you have time to use your hands. 1867 Rvgby
School Football Laws 9 He makes a mark with his heel

outside the *goal-line. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. v,

The sixth-form boy who has the charge of goal, has spread

his force the goal-keepers) so as to occupy the whole space

behind the "goal-posts 1886 Laws Lacrosse ix. § 4 In the

event of a goal-post being knocked down during a match.

185a Meanderings 0/ Mem. I. 131 With a giddy foot and

'goal-ward rush.

Goal(et -erf obs. ff. gaol, -er : see Jail, Jailer.

Goam, obs. form of Gacm v. 1

Qoan, dial. var. of GawH, gallon.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 20 A Gawn or Goan, Chesh. : a

Gallon, by contraction of the word. 17*6 in Diet. Rust.

(ed. 3) s.v. 1877 in Egerton Leigh Gloss. Chesh.

Qoapen, vnr. GowHUf.
Goar, -y, Goard, obs. ff. Gore, Gory, Gourd ja .

1

Goat (g'Tu t). PI. goats. Forms: a. 1-3 gat.

4-5 gayte, (5 gatt\ 5-6 gaytt, 6 gate, 6- north.

gait ; //. 3 gaten, 4 gaytes, 6 gates, St. gaitis.

0. pi. 1-3 g&t. 1-4 g£t, 3 geat, 4 geete, geyte.
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north, gaite, gayte, 4-5 geet, gete, 5 gheet,
north, gate, 6 (gheate), north, gait. 7. 4 geet,
geit, geyt, (gehet, 5 get(t, 6 geat) ; pi. 4 geetis.

'• 3-5 sot, 4 goote, goet, 4-5 goot, (5 gothe),
4-6 gote, 6-7 goate, gott(e, 6- goat ; pi, 3 gotes,

4 gootes, 6-7 goates, 7- goats. [Com.Teut.: OE.
£»7 fem. = MDu. ^e*V, geet(e, Du. £wV (obs. £•«'/*•,

geyte), OHG. gei%, kei? (MHG. gttf, mocl.G. geisz,

OS. geit (Sw. get, Pa. ged), Go\h. gait-s 1—OTeut.
*gait* cogn. w. L. huedits kid:-OAr. *ghaid-.
In OE. the vowel of the nom. sing, remained in the gen.

gcite, gen. pi. gata, dat. pi. gdtunt, but was mutated in
the dat. sing, and nom. plgxl. In ME. the northern dialects
shouMhe normal geit, gait, the southern goot, goat. The
pl.g&t is represented in southern and midland dialects by git,
geet, geat; the northern dialects show an unmutated form
gait ('influenced by ON. geitr). A sing, geet in 14th c. is

prob. the result of assimilation to the plural J

OE. gdt being fem. denoted only the female goat; the
male was called bucca Buck sb. x

, also gdtbacca Goat-bi'ck.
The extended sense seems to occur in early ME., and is

frequent in the 14th c. The distinctive terms he-goat and
she-goat appear about the end of that century, and are now
the recognized terms for the two sexes (colloquially also billy.
goat and nanny-goat). The young animal is called a Kid.

1. A ruminant quadruped of the genus Capra.
The goat is indigenous to the Eastern Hemisphere, but

by domestication naturalized in all parts of the world. It
is especially noted for its hardy, lively and wanton nature,
and its strong odour. Most of the species have hollow
horns, curving backwards, and the male is usually bearded.
Occas. used with allusion to the mention of 'sheep 'and

' goats ' in Matt. xxv. 32, 33, as symbolical respectively of
the righteous and the wicked at the Day of Judgement.
a. ajoo Epituit Gloss. 1028 Tttnlc [?read caulm] gata loc.

a 1000 Riddles xxv. 2 iGr.) Ic. .blsete swa gat. c 1000 Sax.
Lecchd. I. 353 Jeoim ban waster be innan gaet byb. cxaoo
Own 1200 For gat iss..Gal deor & stinnkebp fule. i 1205
Lav. 21310 peh..ber weoren in ane loken fif hundred gaten.
Ibid. 21315 Ich am wulf& he is gat. a 1225 A ncr. R. 100
Wend ut &. go efter gate herden. [/bid., Foluwe heorden
of geat.] a 1340 Hampole Psalter xiix. 14 [1. 13) Whether
i sail ete fleysse of bulles, or i sail drynke blode of gaytes.
c, 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 24 It had . . fra beine vpward
be schappe of a gayte. a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. ii, Thay
-.quelit lyke ony gaitis. 1579 Spensek Sheph. Cat. May 177
The Gate her dame . . Yode forth abroad [gloss, the Gote :

Northernely spoken, to turne O into A]. 1609 Skene Reg.
Vlaj. 155 Swyne, hens, geese, gaites. 1737 Ramsay Scot.
Prov. '1797) 94 Ye come to the gait's house to thigg woo.
1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gait, a goat.

(i. (Z900 Cynewulf Christ 1230 in Exeter Bk., Hy .

.

.reotaS and beofiaS fore frean forhte swa fule swa gaet.

1 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 214 5if hu ge&ihst mane^a get,
ydel ^etacnaS. . izooOkvin 1206 Forrbi sinndenn alle ba

. . Effnedd wibb gaet & nemmnedd gaet. c 1205 Lay. 25682
He makeb him to mete . . ru8eren hors & ba seep, gast
\c 1275 geat] and ba swin eke. a 1225 Ancr. R. 100 Hwat
beoS heorden of geat? 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6134 Hys
angels . . Sal first departe pe gude fra be il!e, Als be nird be
:-hepe dus fra be gayte. .1350 Eng. Gilds (1870) 354 Alle
marchauntes of Get, Shep, oper swyn. 1382 Wyclif Gen.
xxxii. 14 She geyte two hundrid, hee geyte twenty (1388
geet. .buckis of geet]. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 311
in bat londe beep many scheep and geet and fewe roos and
hertes. t 1440 Gesta Rom. Xw. 373 (Add. MS.) Lyouns be
pride, Foxes be fraude . . Gete be stynke of lechery, c 1480
Henkyson Mor. Fab. 27 Under ane tree hee saw an trip of
Gate. 1481 Canton A*eynard (Arb.) 34 After that I wente
to the gheet in to the wode, there herde I the kyddes blete.

1513 Douglas SEneis m. iv. 24 Flockis and hirdis of oxin
.. And trippis eik of gait. 1596 Dalhymplr tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I, 7 Verie conuenient to feid horse or nout, or
flockis of scheip or gait.

F In the following quots. the plural forms geatis and goats
are distinguished as fem. and masc. respectively.

1567 Thomas /tat. Diet., Zebe, gheate, the femalles of the
ghoates. 1576 Turbkrv. Venerie 147 The female (.which

are called Geats and the buckes Goates).

y. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xv. 9 Take . . to thee a kow of thre
5eer, and a she gehet [1388 a geet] of thre 3eer. — Lev.
iv. 24 An hee geit of the geetis. 14.. Songs # Carols
15th C. (Percy Soc.) 65 An adamant stone it is not frange-
byll Wyth no thyng but with mylke of a gett.

&. a 1225 Ancr. R. ioo As of a ticchea .. kumecS a
stinkinde got o3er a bucke [etc.]. c 1275 Lay. 21310 peh
bar were on flockes two hundred gotes. 1382 Wyclif Lev.
xvi. 5 He shal take .. two gootes. /bid. 8 The goot that
shal be sent out. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 758/27
Hee capra, a gothe. 1484 Caxton Fables of/Esop 11. vi, Of
a wulf whiche sawe a lambe among a grete herd of gootes.
1535 Coverdale Lev. xvii. 2 What so euer he be . . y*
kyneth an oxe, or lambe, or goate in the hoost [etc.]. 1584
R. Scot Discov. IVitchcr. v. i. 89 The diuell . . dooth
most properlie and commonlie transforme himselfe into
a gote. i6ix Shaks. Cy/nb. iv. iv. 37, 1 scarse euer look'd on
blood. But that of Coward Hares, hot Goats, and Venison.
1628 Sir W. Mure Spiritual! Hymne 326 The damned
goates hee doth despise ; Poynts out his lambes, whose sin-

full dyes hee purgde with bloody streame. 17*5 Pope Odyss.
xiv. 59 He. .A shaggy goat's soft hyde beneath him spread.
1817 Coleridge Stbyll. Leaves (1862^ 184 Ye wild goats
sporting round the eagle's nest ! 1833 Tennyson (Enone^o
Leading a jet-black goat white-homed, white-hooved.
Phrase. 1611 Cotgr., Paillard comme vn Moinc, . , as

lecherous as a Goat (say we).

b. Used Zool. in plural as a rendering of mod.h.
Caprinse, the name of the sub-family to which the

genus Capra belongs. Also, with distinctive prefix,

applied to certain antelopes, as tblue goat
Blauwbok ; Bocky Mountain goat, Haplocertts
montanits

; yellow goat ^ Dzeren.
1731 Medley KolbetCs Cape G. Hope II. 114 The Blew

goats are shaped like the tame, but are as large as an
European hart. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 343
The Rocky Mountain goat {.Haplocerus americanns)
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2. transf. a. The zodiacal sign Cafkicobx.
*387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) II. 207 Capricornus be goot.

1594 Blundevii. Exerc. in. I. xxiv. (1636) 330 The tenth
Signe called Capricornus, that is to say, the Goat, a 1631
Donne Progr. Soul 1. 336 The Sun hath twenty tymes
both Crabb and Goate Parched, since first launch'd forth
this livinge boat. 1868 I.ockyer Guillemins //ravens
(ed. 6) 330 To the west of this constellation we again find
the Waterbearer and the Goat.

fb. The star Capella (Alpha Aurigce). Obs.
1551 Rkcokde Cast. Kttowl. (1556) 264 Then foloweth

Krichthoniu>, with the Goate and the 2 Kyddes. 1674
Moxon* Tutor Astron. H. (ed. 3) 63, I take Capella, alias
Hircus, the Goat on Auriga's shoulder.

fc. [transl. of Gr. a^.J A fiery meteor. Obs.
1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. vi. 63 Hence come those [fiery

exhalations] they call firebrands, goates, falling-starres [etc.].

3. fig. a. A licentious man.
1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics vii. 90 When a covetous man

(

doteth on his bags of gold .. the drunkard on his wine, the
: lustful goat on his women .. they banish all other objects.

•11700 B. K. Did. Cant. Creiv, Goat, a Lecher, or very
j

Lascivious Person. 1863 Holland Lett. Joneses iii. 51, I

I

think this devotion of your life to music has had the tendency
;

. .to make you intellectually an ass and morally a goat.

b. To play the {giddy) goat: to frolic foolishly.

i COlloq.

4. altrib. and Comb. a. General combs., as goat-

beard, -bell, -carriage, -cheese, -feet (also athib. or
adj.), -fell, -fold, -horn, -house, -kid, -kind, laud,
-milk .nhoattrib.), -pen, -shed, -stand, -thigh

;
goat-

like adj. and adv.; goat-bearded, -eyed, -fed, -footed,

-headed, -homed, -nursed ppl. adjs.

14.. None, in Wr.-Wiilcker 703/14 Hoc stiritlum, a gaytl
berde

;
1604 Middleton Father Hubburds T. Wk>. (Bul-

len) VIII. 10^ A "goat-bearded usurer. 1876 Longe. Dutch
Picture 20 Old sea-faring men come in, goat-bearded gray,
and with double chin. 1884.1/atv;/. Mag. Oct. 434/1 Turkish
goat-bells and Albanian goat-bells are quite different. 1897
Blackiv. il/ag. Dec. 770 2 He used to come in his *goat-car-
riage to see me. 1893 E. H. Barker Wand. South. It 'aters

311 She gave me some excellent *goat-cheese. 1656 W. D.
tr. Co/uenius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 290 Hee . . that looketh
with his eyes drawn together, ^goat-eyed. 1824 Swan tr.

Gesta Rom. Ixxvi. I. 267 The goat-eyed man of physic
acquiesced. < 1616 Chapman Odyss. ix. 3S4 We Cyclops
care not for your *Goat-fed Ioue. 1590 Maki.owe Ea'w. //,
1. i. 60 My men, like satyrs grazing on the lawns, Shall with
their "goat-feet dance the antic hay. a 1649 Drumm. oe
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 8 Nymphs of the foirests ..

shewing your beauty's treasure To goat-feet sylvans. 1436
Pol. Poems (Rolls* II. 160 Commodytes. .commynge out of
Spayne-.Iren, wolle, wadmole, *gotefel, kydefel also. 1630
J.Taylor (Water P.- Scw/^Wks.in. 17 2He. .to Hels'Goat.
fold aye doth millions bring, Of soules. 1776 R. Chandler
Tray. Greece (1825) II. 74 The *goat-footed god quitted his
habitation on the mountain. 1896A. Lillie Worship Satan
Mod. France Pref. 17 Where was the logic of the pact in
blood with a *goat-headed monstrosity ? 1549 Compi. Scotl.
vi. 65 Ane pipe maid of ane *gait home. 1863 LYBLL
Antiq. Man 26 The small race of *goat-horned sheep still

lingers in some Alpine valleys of the Upper Rhine, c 1550
Cheke Matt. xxvi. 71 As he was going forth into y
goathous. 1675 Hobbes Odyss. (1677) 207 [To] lead my

goats afield . .& my goat-houses sweep. 1752 in Scots Mag.
(1753) Oct. 510/2 The goat-house in the moor. 153. Wills
A /nv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 76, xxiij ould gaytt 38/4. iiij

*gaytt keedes 4/. 1774 Golds.m. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 35
Of Animals of the Sheep and "Goat Kind. 1621 Fletcher
Pilgrim iv. iii, He is a mountaineere, a man of "Goteland.
1583 Stanyhurst sEneis ill. (Arb.) 89 A meigre leane rake
with a long berd *goatlyke. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam.
Wits v. (1596) 68 It behoueth that in humane learning there
lie some Goat-like wits. 1653 R. Sanders Pkysiogn. 249 The
forehead round, or Goat-like wrinkled. 186a Marc. Goodman
Exper. Sister 0/Mercy 87 A goat-like descent from rock to
rock. 1897 Hughes Mediterr. Fever W. 156 A characteristic
goat-like odour, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 27 Putte berto
*gayte mylke. 1726 Wodrow Corr. (1843)111. 266In June
most of the ministers of Glasgow were out of town at the
goat-milk. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 8 Aug., Dr. Gregory
. .advises the Highland air, and the use of goat-milk whey.
1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 330 We Cyclops are, a race above
I hose air-bred people, and their 'goat-nursed Jove. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 322 *Goat-pens and stals where they
[goats] be kept. 1851 Zoologist IX. 2978 Our guide at
length conducted us to a *goat-shed. 1775 R. Chandler
Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 340, I discovered a *goat-stand in
a dale. 1879 Browning Phcidippides 68 Under the human
trunk the *goat-thighs grand I saw.

b. Special combs., as goat-antelope, an ante-
lope of the genus Xcmorhwdus \ + goat-beetle =
goat-chafer

; goat-chafer, a Capricorn beetle (cf.

quots.); fgoat-doe,a female goat; goat-drunkfl.,
lascivious from drink; goat-ftg'' — h.caprificus see
quot.) ; goat-fish, a name given to several species
of fish, as the Balistes capriscus and Phycisfurcatus
of Europe, and the Upeneus tuaculatus of America;
goat-god, the god Pan; f goat-hart (see quot.);
goat-leap = goafs leap', f goat-marjoram (see
quot. and cf. goat"$-marjora»i)\ +goat-milker =
Goat-sucker; goat-moth (see quot. 1859); goat-
owl = Goat-sl'Ckek; goat-path, a narrow moun-
tain track, such as is made by goats ; f goat-peach
(seequot.)

; goat-pepper (seequot.)
; goat-root,the

p\a.ntOttonisjVatrix; goat-rue = goat's rue (see 4c);

t goat-sea, the i^gean Sea ; goat-singing, -song,
renderings of Gr. rpay^bia Tragedy ; f goat-
speech= Eclogue (q. v.)

; goat-star - Goat 2 b;
goat-stones — goafs-stones

; goat-track --* goat-
path

; goat-weed, a name for the\V. Indian plants

GOAT.

Capraria bijlora and Stemodia durantifolia ; ?also
for ALgopodium Podagraria (Goutweed)

; goat-
willow, Salix caprea ; f goat-wool = goal's-

xvool (a). See also GoAT-bUCK, -herd, -skin,
-Sl'OKEK.

1847 Craig, *poat or goral antelopes. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Card. Cyrus iii. ? 28 Since.. we find so noble a scent in the
tulip-fly and *goat-beetle. Note, The long and tender
green capricornus, rarely found. 1658 Rowland Moujet's

j

Theat. /its. 1006 Capricornus; the Germans call it Holtz-
I

back; the English, *Goat-chaflr. 179Z Bi.i.knap Hist.
Ne7U //ampsh. III. i3i Goat Chaffer, Ccraniiyx coriarius.
1837 M. Donovan Dom. Earn. II. 207 The silk-cotton tret;

worm .
.
is . . the caterpillar of a large capiicorn beetle, or

goat-chafer. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 570/22 Capra, a
"guotdoo[#/^. 3oagotdo]. 1592 NasHE Pierce Pcniltsse 24
The seuenth is

v Goate drunke, when in his drunkennes he
hath no minde but on Lecherie. 1601 ?Marston l'asqui{fy
Kath. 111 7 Mounsieur's Goat drunke, and he shrugs, and
skrubs, and hee's it for a wtneh. a 1640 Day Peregr. Schol.
(1881)52 In theise two .. the goato blood is predominante ;

and such we call Goate-Drunk. 1835 Boom A nalyt. Diet. 106
The common Figtree. .when in its wild state is called Capri-
ficus or "Goat-fig. rtx639T.CA*Kw Cxi. Brit. Wks.(i824;
160 The centaure, the horn'd *goatfi>-h capricorne. 1864
Colch Brit. Fishes III. 125 Goatfish. The Greater Fork-
beard. Phycis furcatus. 1885 Lady Bkassfy The Trades
302 There were . . bright, scarlet fi^h, known locally as ' red-
mullet ', although they are really, I believe, goat-fish, with
a little tuft under their lower jaw. 1879 Browning Pheidip-
pides 76 Go, say to Athens, 'The 'Goat-God saith : When
Persia.. is cast in the sea, Then praise Pan'. 1896 F. B.
Jkvons /utrod. Hist. Relig. xxiii. 351 The Satiric chorus .

wore goat skins .. to mark tlieir intimate relation with the
goat-god. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), "Goat-hart^ or
Stone-buck, a wild Beast. 1726 Diet. Rust. ed. 3 s.v.
Capriole, The ^Goat-leap, when a horse at the full height of
his Leap, yerks or strikes out his hind legs. 1755 John-
son, *Goat marjoram, the same with Goatsbeard. [Hence
in later Diets.] 1611 Cotgr., Caprimulge, a Goat-milker.
1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Goat-miiker ox Goat-sucker,
a kind of Owl. 1802 Bingi.ly Anim. Piog. (1813) III.
221 The 'goat moth. 1859 Thompson Gardiner's Assist.
533 'I'he caterpillars of the goat-moth [Cosstts lignipcrda-.
1768 Pennant Zool. II. 246 *Goat Owl. 1897 Daily New*
13 Apr. 5/7 Here .. the only roads are

v
goat-paths in

the mountains. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. CompJ. Card.
Gloss., *Goat-Peaches are Peaches that are very hairy. 1836
Penny Cycl. VI. 274/1 A much hotter species is the Capsi-
cumfruticosum or *goat-pepper, a native of the East Indies.
1840 Panton Bot. Diet., "Goat-root, see Ononis Natrix.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 289 Galega. The shrubby *Goat-
rue. i$6sGold\xg Ovid's Met. IX. 11=93) 223 Miletas swiftly
past The 'gote-sea. 1789 T. Twining Aristotle on Poeiry
'1812I I. iti note 7 'tragedy, \. e., according to the most
usual derivation of the word, the 'goat-singing. 1822
Shelley Hellas Pref., The only goat-song which I have
yet attempted. 1483 Cath. Augl. 148/2 A *Gayte speche
egloga. 1894 Gladstone Horace's Odes in. vii. 6 Him wild
Goat-stars vexed. 1657 W. Coles Adam in A^/^«cclxxviii,

It is called .. in English Satyrion, Orchis, Doggestones,
Goatestones, Foolestones [etc.]. 1889 C. Edwaroes
Sardinia 153 We at length., hit upon the *goat-track.
1756 P- Browne Jamaica 26S *Goat weed. This plant .

.

grows about most houses in the lower Savannas. 1864
Griskbach Flora IV. /nd. 784 Goat-weed, C"rt/r,/?m Inflora
and Stemodia durantifolia. 1861 Miss Pratt Floivcr. Pi.
V, 99 Great Round-leaved Sallow, or *Goat-Willow. 1894
Jrul. R. Agrie. Soc. June 240 For coppice, probably Salix
caprea, the Goat Willow or English Palm, would be best.

1513 Douglas sEneis vm. Prol. 48 Sum glasteris, and thai
gang at all for *gayt woll.

C. Comb, with gen. goafs, as goafs horn, -milk.
etc.; also goat's-bane (seequot.); fgoat's-cul-
lions= goafs-stones; goat's-foot, + (a) (see quot.

1786; - F. pied de chevre) ; also altrib.; (/>) a
name for the South African plant Oxalis caprina

;

goat's hair (see quot.) ; t goatVjunip = goafs-
leap; goat*s-leaf (see quots.); fgoatVleap =
Capiuole

; t goat's-marjoram, ?wild marjoram
{ Origanum vulgare)

; + goat's - orchis = goafs
stones ; f goat's - organy = goafs - marjoi am ;

goat's-rue, Galega officinalis; f goat's-stcnes,
the name of several orchids, esp. Orchis mascula
or hircina; goat's-thorn, a name for Astragalus
Tragacanthus and other species

;
goat's-wheat,

a rendering of mod.L. Tragopyrum, a Siberian

genus of plants allied to the buckwheat; goat's-
wool, {a something non-existent (= L. lana ca-

prina);
\J?) the fine wool mingled with the bait

of some species of goats. See also Goat's-beakd.
1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., *Goat

t

s-dane, see Aconitum tra-
goctonum. 1578 Lvte Dodoens n. lvi. 222 The third kinde
[of OrchisJ . . is called . . in English Hares Balloxe and
*Goates Cullions. 167a W. T. Mil. if Mar. Dtsc. in.

Compl. Gunner t. xxviii. 47 An Iron *Goats-foot with a Crow.
1786 Grose Treat. Ane. Armour 59 The smaller cross bow.-,

were bent with the hand by means of a small steel lever,

called the goat's foot, from its being forked on the side that

rested on the cross bow and the cord. 18*9 Loudon Eucycl.
Plants 384 Oxalis caprina, Goat's-foot. 1869 Bouteli. A rms
<y Arm. viii. 141 The hind's foot (called also the goat's foot)

cross-bow. 1895 Ediu. Rev. Apr. 531 It is the cloud known to

seamen . . as ' "goats' hair' or ' mares' tails '. 1589 Pasquils
Counter-C. 3 O how my Palfrey fetcht me uppe the Curuetto,
and daunced the 'Goats jumpe. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower.
PL III. 139 The foliage of our Woodbine is very agreeable
to goats, hence our plant is sometimes called *GoatVieaf.
1861 Mrs. Lankester Wild Flowers 71 The Perfoliate

Honeysuckle, or Goat's-leaf. 1598 Florio, Caprioia, a
capriole, a sault or *goates leape that cunning riders teach
their horses. 1633 Cockeram, Capriole, the leaping of a
horse aboue ground, called by horsemen the goats leape.

1530 Palsgr. 226 j " Gottesmylkc, laid de chieure. 1848
113-2



GOAT-BUCK.

Buckley Iliad 207 The woman grated over it a goat's-

imlkcheoMi 1907Guards Herbal il ocuc § 2. 543<Joates

Organic is called, .in English * goates Organie, and *goates

Marierome. 1578 Lyte Dodocns II. Ivi. 222 Rootes of

Staudergrasses .but especially uf Hares Balloxe, or *Goates

Orchis) eaten . . doth, [etc.]. Ibid. iv. xxxl 49° Galega ..

is called in English Italian Eetche and Goates Rue.

1897 Willis Flower. PL II. 170 Galega officinalis L., is

sometimes cultivated as a fodder-plant (goat's rue). 1597

Gekarde Herbal 1. c § 1. 159 There be three sorts or kinds

of 'Goates stones. Ibid. in. xxiii. 1148 Tragacantha .
.
in

English for want of a better name, *Goates Thorne. 1611

Cotgr., Barbe ?-egnard, Goats-thorne ; the shrub whose root

yeeldeth Gumme dragugant. 1829 Loudon Encyct. Plants

638 Astragalus Tragacantha, gt. Goat's Thorn. Astra-

galus Poterium, sm. Goat's Thorn. 1840 Paxton Bet. Diet.,

*Goat's-w/ieat, see Tragopyruui. 1588 J. Udall Demonstr.

Discipl. (.Arb.) 11 Thecontrouersieis not about *goats woolle

(as the prouerbe saeth) neither light and trifling maters.

1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 3983/4 The Can;o of the Ship Hamstead
Galley.. consisting of. . Goats-wool 1, Cotton-yarn, Cotton-

wooll, &.c. will be exposed to. .Sale. i8xs J. Smyth Pract.

Customs (1821) 314 Turkey Goat's Wool.

Goat, var. Gote, stream, sluice.

t G-oa't-buck. Obs. [f. Goat + buck j^ 1
; cf.

T>\x.geitebok (earliergeytenbok), O.gtiszbock (MHG.
geitfioc).] A he-goat.

,

C 1000 /Er.FRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 119/29 Copra vgida,

gatbuccan hyrde. 1388 Wyclif Gen. xxx. 35 And he de-

partide.. the geet and scheep, geet buckis and rammes.

1398 Trlyisa Barth. De P. R. vm. x. (1495) 3 I3 A gote

bucke is a beest wyth homes stondynge vpwarde. c 1475

Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 758/26 Hie caper, a get buk. 1535

CoverdalE-£rn&. xliii. 23 Take a gootbuck without blemish

for a synoffringe. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 8S The Gote-

bucke is verie wanton or lascituous. 1607 Topsell Four-/.

Beasts (1658) 181 Of the Goat, Male and Female. The
male or great Goat-Buck [etc.].

Goatee (goatr). [f. Goat: see-EE-.] A beard

trimmed in the form of a tuft hanging from the

chin, resembling that of a he-goat.

1856 Miss Bird Englishw. Amer. 366 They [Americans]

also indulge in eccentricities of appearance in the shape of

beards and imperials, not to speak of the 'goatee'. 1884

St James's Gaz. 10 May 6/1 A large ' goatee ' beard. 1886

Mrs. Phelps Burglars in Par, vii. 133 The man with the

goatee arose and shuffled to the . . door.

Goat-herd, goatherd (g^-tihwd). [f. Goat
+ Hebd sh.- ; of. Du. geilenkerder, G. geiszkirt

;MHG. geizjiirie), Svv. gelherde, Da. gedehyrde.\

One who U-nds goats.

c 1000 Rect. Sing. Pers. § 15 in Schmid Gesetze 3S0 Gat-

hyrde 3ebyre3 his heorde roeolc ofer Martinus nuessedseij

(etc.]. C1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 379/12 Caprarats, gat-

hiorde. c 1440 Promp. Par-v. 206/1 Goot herde, caperens.

C1475 Put. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 814/13 Hie capriarius,

a gateheyrd- 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col. July 1 Is not thilke

sane a goteheard prowde, That sittes on yonder bancke.

€ 1580 Satir. Foetus Reform, xliii. 67 Gyges the gait-hird,

ati2 michtie conquerour. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts

(1658' 183 The Goatherds of the Countrey do give thereof

to their Cattel. 1791 CowPER Odyss. xvu. 298 To whom
the goat-herd answer thus return'd. 1814 Scott Ld. of
Isles v. i, The goat-herd drove his kids to steep Ben-Ghoil.

1882 Ouida Maremma I. 1S8 Yet he was only a young
goatherd about 10 years of age.
quasi-*z<(/. ^1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1598 219 Ye Gote-

heard Gods, that loue the grassie mountaines.

Hence Goat-herdess, a female goat-herd.

1773 Mrs. A. Grant Lett. fr. Mts. (1807) I. vi. 51, I will

not be a shepherdess, but a goatherdess. 1830 Blackw.
Ji/af.XXVUI. 2 He is flirting with a red-headed Highland
goatherdess. 1891 Pall MallG. 4 Dec. 6/1 Mdme. T. . . in

her early days, was a shepherdess, or, to be quite accurate,

a 4 goatherdess ' in rural France.

Goatish (g^'tip, a. Also 6-7 gotish(e. [f.

Goat + -ish.] Characteristic of. or resembling, a
goat in some feature or quality.

a is*9 Skelton Bouge ofCourt 237 He gased on me with
his gotyshe berde. 156;; Drant Horace's Ep. 1. xviii. F iij,

An other vseth brabtarie for very gotish wol [L. de lana
caprina]. 1633 P. Fletcher Purfile Isl. vn. lxxvi. The
goatish Satyres dance around. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Tray,
316 Carving Gods to worship, after the shapes of Pan, Pri-

apus, and other gotish fancies. 1794 Martyn Rousseaii's

Bot- xxvii. 41S The flower hasa strong goatish smell. 1806

W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 773 We have tasted the coarse-

grained mutton of Lincolnshire . . and the rank and goatish

muskiness of the South-downs.

b. spec. Lascivious, lustful.

1598 L. Gilpin S&ial. (1S78) 11 ludge if this gull deserued

his mistris fauour, Who thus his goatish humours did relate.

1605 Siiaks. Lean. ii. 13S. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. iv. 167

Shee did not only admit but allure and compell into her

goatish embraces many of her souldiers. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pic. (1779) I. xxix. 266 A goatish, ram-faced rascal.

Hence Goatishly adv., Ooatishness.
1835 Booth Analyt. Did. 104 He behaves Goatishly, or,

is inclined to Goatishness. 1870 Pall Mall G. 23 Aug. 11

There are times when the goat will preach against goatish-

ness, the frail will testify against frailty.

Goatling gJ"'tlirj). [f. Goat + -ling dim.

suffix.
I
A young goat (cf. quot. 1883).

1870 Daily Mews 17 May, An old goat is dozing in the

sun glare, while the goatling tumbles gleefully on the

sward. 1883 Times 6 Dec. 7 [At] the half-yearly meeting of

the British Goat Society .. held yesterday .. the newly-

coined word * goatling ' was adopted, to distinguish goats

above ic months and under 2 years old. 1886 Bazaar, etc.

8 Oct. 1068 The goatlings, though few, were a beautiful lot.

Goa'tly, a. nonce-wd. [f. GOAT + -LY 1
.] Goat-

like ; goatish.

1850 Mrs. Browning Poems I. 338, 1 started first, as some
Arcadian, Ama/ed by goatly God in twilight grove.

264

tGoatreSS. Obs. rare— l
. [arbitrarily f.GoAT.]

A goat-herdess.

1607 Barley Breake (1077) 21 What haughtie Shepheard,

what neat spangled Goatresse, Shall not piucke downe and

strike to thee the sayle

:

tGoatrill. Obs.-
1

[f. Goat after Cockekel.]

A young goat.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury II. 132/1 A Goat, 1 yeare a Kid,

or Goatrill, and alway after a Goat.

Goa't's-bea^rd. The name of various plants.

1. Spirxa Ulmaria, meadow-sweet
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxix. 41 This herbe is called in Latine

Barba Capri . . in English Medewurte and Medesweete,

and of some after the Latine name Goates bcarde. 1605

TlMME Quersit. III. 177 Goates beard otherwise called meed-

wort. 1616 Slrfl. & Markh. Country Farme 207 Goats-

beard groweth verie well in a moist ground . . The Latines

call it Vlmaria, because the leaues are like to the leaues of

Elme. 1882 Garden 27 May 376/3 Spirza Aruncus astil-

boldesy a plant similar to the Goat's Beard.

2. Tragopogon pra&ensis; also T. porrifolins,

salsify.

1548' Turner Names 0/ Jlories (18811 19 Barba Hirci

named in greeke Tragopogon . . It maye be called in englishe

gotes bearde. 1597 Gerarde Herbal II. ccxli. § I. 594

Goates beard or Go to bedde at noone hath hollow stalkes,

smooth, and of a whitish greene colour. 1640 Parkinson

Tkeat. Bot. 411 The Sommer Goates beard . . is a small

plant rising up with one stalke little above a foote high.

1699 EvELVN Acetaria 28 Goats-beard .. is excellent even

in Sallet, and very Nutritive. 1732 Arbuthsot Rules 0/
Diet I. 250 Goat's beard, an alimentary Root, has most of

the qualities of Scorzonera. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.

xix. 1 1813! 353 Goats beard, the young shoots are eat las

those of salsafy) like asparagus at spring, a 1806 Charlotte

Smith Beachy Head etc. 118071 113 The Goatsbeard spreads

its golden rays. 1854 S. Thomson Wild Fl. 11. led. 4) 122

The purple goat's-beard, the leopard's-bane . . are well-

favoured plants.

3. Some species of mushroom. ? Obs.

1688 R Holme Armoury n. 55/2 There are several kinds

of these Mushrooms, as . . the Goat's Beard, of which there

are the reddish one and the spongy one and the Pepper

tasted one. 1854 Mavne Expos. Lex., Goafs-Beard Mush-
room, common name for the Clavaria coralloides.

Goatskin (g<«'t|Skm). Also 4 geet skin, 6

goats skin. The skin of a goat, esp. one used for

a garment, a wine-bottle, etc.

1388 YVvclif 1 Sam. xix. 13 An heeri skyn of geet \v.r. a

rou3 geet skin], a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 11.(1 590) 102 b.Where
.. she found Dorus, apparelled in flanen, with a goats skin

cast vpon him. 1611 Bible bleb. si. 37 They wandered about

in sheepskinnes, and goat skins. 1725 Poi'E Odyss. ix. 229

A goat-skin filled with precious wine. 184a Tennyson .S.'.

Simeon S. 114, I wear an undress'd goatskin on my back.

1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. III. xv, The marooned man in

his goatskins trotted easily and lightly.

atlrib. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxiv. 264 His bead .. Fenc'd

with a double cap of goatskin hair. 1814 Scott Wav. xvi,

The goat-skin purse, flanked by the usual defences, a dirk

and steel-wrought pistol, hung before him.

GoatSU cker. [A rendering of L. caprimulgus

(f. capra goat + mulgere to milk), tr. fir. 0170617X05

(f. 0170-, oif goat + 6r)\a^uv to suck ; cf. goat-

milker, Goat 4 b.] A name given to the bird

Caprimulgus exropseus, from a belief that it sucks

the udders of goats. Also applied to other birds

of the same genus, or of the family Caprimulgidx.
161 1 Cotgr., Grand merle, a Goat-sucker; a inountaine

bird. 1676 Willughby Ornith. 70 Caprimulgus . . Th«
Goat-sucker. 1678 Ray Willughby s Ornith. II. iii. 108 The
American Goat-sucker, called Ibijau by the Brasilians,

Noitibo by the Portugues. 1834 McMurtrie Cuvier's

Anim. Killed. 129 Goatsuckers five solitarily, and never

venture abroad, except at twilight, and in the night during

fine weather. 1884 J. G. Wood in Sunday .Mag. Apr. 246/2

It is the Nightjar, .absurdly, .called the Goatsucker.

Goaty (g<?"'ti), a. Also 7 goatie. [f. Goat +

-Y 1.] Goat-like
;
goatish.

1600 Surflet Country Farme I. xxvi. 164 It is no shame
for a man to call another, goatie, if he be found mutable

and full of changes in his manners and cariage. 1611

Coigr., Capriu, goatie ; of a Goat. 1845 Ford llaudbk.

Spain 11. 576 A goaty, shirtless .. unshod Capuchin- 1882

Garden 10 June 417/2 Fresh and myriad-blossomed, but

w ith a slightly goaty smell. 1893 Lvdekkek Horns A; Hoofs

92 The very characteristic ' goaty ' odour of that sex,

Goava, obs. form of Guava.

Goave (g<y"v), v. E. .Ingl.dial. Forms: 4-5
golve, 5 golvon, -vyn, 6 golf'e, 6-7 gove, 9
goave. [Corresponds to Goaf '

; cf. Da. gulve,

in same sense.] trans. To stack (grain) in a go.it.

£1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesw. in Wright I'oc. 154 En la

graunge vos bices muei!
;
glossed golue [/r/«rt'^golne] thi

corn. 14 .. Addit. MS. 12195 '" t'romp. Part: 202 note,

Gelimo, to golue. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 202/1 Golvyn, or

golvon, arconiso. 1573 Tusskr Husb. Ivii. (1878.1 131 In

gouing at haruest, learne skilfully how ech graine for to laie,

by it selfe on a mow : Seede barlie the purest, goue out of

the way, all other nigh hand goue as just as ye may. a 1825

Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Goave, to stow corn in a barn. 'Do
you intend to stack this wheat, or to goave it ?

'

Goave, var. Govu, to stare.

Gob (gpb), rf.l Also 4, 6 gobbe, 6 gobb,

gubbe, goubbe. [App. a. Of.gobe, goube (mod.F.

gobbd], a mouthful, lump, etc. (in mod.l''. only in the

special senses of a food-ball for poisoning dogs,

feeding poultry, etc., and a concretion found in the

stomachs of sheep), related to the vb. gobcr to

swallow i see GoBBKT.]

GOB.

1. a. A mass or lump cf. Gobbet 3 . NowA'a/.
1382 Wyclif lsa. xl. 12 Who hecng vp with thre fingris

the heuynesse [Douce MS. gobbe; L. molem] of the erthe.

1892 Jane Barlow Irish Idylls iii. 47 He was a rael gob

o good nature.

b. A lump, clot of some slimy substance. (Cf.

Gobbet 2 b, Gobbo.v 2.) Now dial, or vulgar.

1555-8 Fhauu .F.neid 11. H iij b, Belching out the gubbes of

blood. 1753 J. Bartlet Gentl. Farrieryv'i. 59 He[a horse]

. . throws out of his nose and muuth great gobs of while

phlegm. 1872 ' Mark Twain ' Innoc. Abr. vii. 45 Suggestive

of a 'gob 'of mud on the end of a shingle. 1877A". W. Line.

Gloss., Cob, a large thick expectoration. 1886 Elworthv
W. Somerset WorJM., Gob, a piece, a massor lump ; usually

applied to some soft substance. 1893 Crockett Stickii

Minister 197 Cleg took a ' gob ' of hard mud in his hand.

1 2. A large sum of money. Also gob (gubbe) of

gold. Obs.

1542 Vdall Erasm. Apoph, Socrates I 31. 1. 14 Abodye.

.

to whom hath happened some good goubbe of money.

1566 Dhant Horace, Sat. vi. H vj. He to whome God
Hercules did bringe A gubbe uf goulde. 1574 Studley tr.

Bale's Pageant Popes 104 a, That she might heape vppon

thee many gubs of goulde. IS93 Nashe Choise Valentine..

(1899) 8/70 And tenne good gobbs I will unto thee tell, Of
golde or siluer. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. v. 167 The
gobbes of gold by heapes in their studies. 1655 Nicholas

Papers (Camden) II. 352 My . . grandsonne whoe .
.
only

knowes where my poore recruites are, of which if I hearc

nothing this next weeke nor can haue poore gubb from his

Ma*', I must of necessity slip out of the [world?) or be

disgraced for euer. 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables (1694) 265

Dost think 1 have so little wit as to part with such a Gob
of money for God-a-inercy?

3. A lump or large mouthful of food, esp. of raw,

coarse, or fat meat. (Cf. Gobbet 3.) Now dial.

or vulgar.
1557-8 Phaer sEneid VI. Q 3 b, He [Cerberus] gaping wyde

his threfold iawes, All hungry caught that gubbe [L. ojfam).

1602 Marston Ant. 4- Mel. 11. C 4 b, O that the stomack of

this queasie age Uigestes, or brookes such raw vnseasoned

gobs, And vomits not them forth 1 1613 F. Robarts Reveuiie

O'lM/WTitle-p., The eagle spies, A gob [L. offatit] she lurch'd,

and to her young she flies. 17M E. Ward Quix. I. 369 1 han

for your worship's Eyes to follow Each Gob or Morsel that

I swallow. 1774 FOOTS Cozeners I, The venison was over-

roasted, and stunk, but Doctor Dewlap twisted down such

gobs of fat. 1828 J. Wilson Noct. A mbr. in Blackw. Mag.
XXIII. 124 A father that gaed aff at a city-feast w-l' a gob

o' green fat o' turtle half way down his gullet. 1871 Mrs.

Stowe Oldtcrwn Fireside Stor. 8 Ye tell 'em one story, and

they jest swallows it as a dog does a gob o' meat.

t b. At a (or one) gob, at one mouthful. Obs.

Perhaps a different (though cognate word; cf. Fr. (obs.! •

at'aler tout de gob, whence the mod.Fr. phrase tout de go

easily, without trouble or ceremony.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871I 65 And Head him, and

thrust him down his pudding-house at a gobb. 1611 L.

Barrev Ram Alley 1. i. A 3 b, That little land a gaue

Throte the Lawyer swallowed at one gob For lesse then

halfe the worth.

Gob gfb), sb. 2 north, dial, and slang. [Of ob-

scure origin
;
possibly a. Gael, and Irish gob beak,

mouth, but cf. Gab jJ.S] The mouth.
a 1550 Christis Kirlce Gr. XX, Quhair thair gobbis wer

ungeird, Thay gat upon the gainmis. 31605 Poi.wart

Flytingw. Mouigomerie 754 Misly kyt ! and thou flyt, lie

dryt in thy gob. 1674-91 Ray -V. C. Words 134 A Gob, an

open or wide mouth. 1693 Scot. Prcsbyt. Eloq. (1738) 112

Beware of the Drunkenness of the Goose, for it never rests,

but constantly dips the Gob of it in the Water. 1788

W. Marshall Yorksh. 1 1. 332 Gob, a vulgar name for the

mouth. 18 . . R. Buuuow F.s in Father Front's Rem. IX. 267

Just to. .moisten his gob 'fore he died. 1833 M. Scott 'Jam

Cringle i. (1859) 3- ' thrust half a doubled up muffin into

my gob. 1851 MAYHKwioW. Labour I. 421 He tied my
hands and feet so that I could hardly move, but 1 managed

somehow to turn my gob (mouthl round and gnawed it

away. 1893 Northnmbld. Gloss., Gob, the mouth .. Ihe

form gab is quite unknown in Northumberland.

b. Comb., as gob-mouthed a. dial., gaping

;

gob-stiek, (a) dial., a spoon
; (*) J-isheries (see

quot. 1883) ;
gob-string, a bridle.

1894 Hall Caine Manxman 27 Hould your curly tongue,

you 'gobmouthed omathaun ! 1674-91 Ray A'. C. Word*

142 A "Gobstick. Cochleare. 1788 Vi. Marshall yorksh.

II. 332 Gobstick, a wooden spoon. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Cobslick, a wooden spoon or other implement for conveying

food to the mouth. 1883 Usheries Exhib. Catal.igs Hali-

but-killer and gob-stick for killing the fish and disgorging

the hook. 1785 Grose Diet. Vnlg. Tongue, Gab or 'gob

string, a bridle. 1855 in Robinson Whitby Gloss.

Gob (gfb), sb.3 dial. [ = Gab *#.», but prob.

apprehended by speakers as a iig. sense of prec]

Talk, conversation, language. Gift of the gob (,sec

Gab sb:1 I b). To give gob (see quot. 1855).

i695CoLvlL«//"ii.Va///K.'l'oRdr. Av, [Pretended quot.

from Z. Boyd] There was a Man called Job, Dwelt in tne

land of Uz, He had a good gift of the Gob. [a 1700 b. t.

Diet. Cant. Crem s.v., Gift of the Gob, a wide, open Mout.i

;

also a good Songster, or Singing-master.) 1855 Robinson

Whitby Gloss, s.v., 'To gie gob', to mouth, or give word,

to abuse. 1893 Northnmbld. Gloss. s.v., ' It s a grand thing

the gift o' the gob '.

Gob (gfb), sbA Coalmining. Also gobb.

[Perh. an alteration of tjO.U' s influenced by Gob

sb. '] The empty space from which the coal has been

extracted in the 'long-wall' system of mining (cf.

Goaf) ; also, the material used for packing such a

space (
=gobbing).
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fill up that excavation as much us possible. Ibid. o8o The
roads are carried either progressively through thegubb.or the

gobb is entirely shut up. 1871 Trans. Amer. Inst. Mining
Eng. I. 304 The roof being allowed to come down on to the

packings of the gob behind the miners. 1883 Standard
-3 Oct. 3/6 A large quantity of the 'gob ' was on fire in the

Bullhurst seam. 1884 Times 29 Jan. 10/4 After driving 10

yards through the gob the body of Mr. Thomas was found.

b. attrib., as gob-fire, road, -stuff (.sec quots.).

1839 Gob stuff [see above], i860 Wtale's Mining Gloss.

(ed. 2) S. Staff, terms, Gob-road, a road, .through that part

ot the mine which has been previously worked. 1881 Ray*
mond Mining Gloss., Gob-fire, fire produced by the heat of
decomposing gob. 1898 Daily News 20 Apr. 8 5 A 'gob*
fire, caused by a heap of fire-clay, dust, and coal slack.

Gob (gf>b)j v. 1 lechn. [?f. Gob^. 1
] a. trans.

To choke up or obstruct (a furnace), b. intr. Of
a furnace : To become choked or obstructed (see

quots. ).

1863 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 738 Frequent interruption . . led at

length to the furnace being 'gobbed ' and ultimately aban-
doned. 1 1877 in Davies Suppl. Gloss, s.v., If you put into

your furnaces a quantity of stuff in which . . silica prepon-
derates, your furnaces will not flux, but they gob. 1881 Ray-
mond Mining Gloss., Gob-up, of a blast furnace, to become
obstructed in working by reason of a scaffold or a salamander.

Gob (gpb), v. 2 dial. [f. Gob sb.* Cf.G.\B^]
intr. To prate, brag. Hence Gobbing vbl, sb.

and ppl. a.

a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 88 Quuth gobbin Tom of
Lancashire, To northern Jock. 1832 W. Stephenson Gates-
head Poems 99 It's worth your while . . To hear their jaw
and gobbins. 1893 Northumbld, Gloss., Gob, to talk im-

pudently, to brag.

CrObang JgJubarn,. [Corruptly a. Japanese go-

ban, said to be ad. Chinese fcipan chess-board. j A
game of Japanese origin, played on a chequer-

board, each player endeavouring to get five pieces

into line before his opponent.
1886 Gf illemakd Cruise ' Marckesa' I. 267 Some of the

^ames are purely Japanese.. as go-ban. Note, This game
is the one lately introduced into England under the misspelt

name of Go Bang. 1888 Pall Mall G. 1 Nov. 3/1 These
young persons, .played go-bang and cat's cradle.

t Gobard, gobart. Obs. Vars. of Cobbakd,
Gawberd.
1403 Nottingham Pee. II. 20 Unius gobart de ferro. 141X

Ibid. 86 j. gobard, iijd. c 147S Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
77o/j Hec ip^purgiitm [printed ipegurgiam\, a gobard.

t Gobbed, ppl a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. OF. gobe,

proud, vain + -ED '.] Proud.
la 1400 Morte Arl/i. 1346 Thane answers sir Gayous full

gobbede wordes.

Gobbelett, obs. form of Goblet.

i Gobber-tooth.. Obs. rare. [Of obscure

formation ; cf. Gab v?> and Gag-tooth, Gubbeu-
TDSH.j A projecting front tooth.

1646 Gaulf. Cases Consc. 5 Every old woman with a
wrinkled face, .a gobber tooth . . is pronounced for a witch.

1685 H. Moke Para. Prophet. 412 Two gobber teeth were
set in, one on this side, the other on the inner side.

Hence + Gobber-toothed ppl. a.

1655 Fullek Ch. Hist. v. iv. $ 20 Lean-visaged, long-sided,
gobber-toothed, yellow-complexioned.

Gobbet (gf'bet), sb. Now rare exc. arch.

Forms : 4-6 gobet(t, 5-6 gobbet(t, (6 Se. gobbat,
-it), 5- gobbet, [a. OF. gobet ^pl. gobez, gobes),

dim. ofgobe Gob sb. 1
; cf. Gobbon.

For the development of sense cf. Morsel. In French the
etymological sense seems always to have been the prevailing
one, whereas in English the more general meaning * portion ',

' lump ', is earlier and commoner than that of ' mouthful '.]

f 1. A part, portion, piece, fragment of anything

which is divided, cut, or broken. Obs.
1:1320 R. Brunnk Medit. 85 Alle yn smale gobettes he

hyt kytte. 138a Wyci.ie Matt. xiv. 20 And thei token the
relifis of broken gobetis twelue cofynsful. [SoTyndale and
Bible of 1531.] C1386 Chaucer Prol. 696 He seyde he
hadde a gobet of the seyl That seint Peter hadde. .1420
Chron. I'ilod. 4508 For by help of bat mayde so fulle of
grace His fedrys [— fetters] weron alle to gobetus y-broke.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 66 b/2 And he wente to Saul and
cutte of a gobet of his mantel. 1532 Moke Con/ut. Tiudale
Wks. 614/1 Ther is nothing but a memorial of his passion in a
cup of wyne & a gobbet of cake bread. 1538 hi: Shaxton
Inj'unct.X iv, Suche thingesasbesetforth. .vnder the name
of holy relyques . . Namely . . gobbettes of wodde vnder y»
name of percelles of the holy crosse [etc.]. 156a Bui.levn
Dial. Soamcs fy Chir. 22 a, Looke seriously, that no shiuer

nor gobet of bone be lefte in the wounde. 1577 ^* Googe
Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 160 b, Others againe doe cut
Garlike in gobbettes. 1610 [see Gobonated], 1684 T.
Burnet Th. Earth 1. 291 If a rock or mountain cannot ..

divide it self, either into great gobt ets, or into small powder
[etc.]. 1847-78 Haluwell s.v., A large block of stone is

called a gobbet by workmen.

b. spec. A piece of raw flesh ; mostly pi. in

phrases to cut {chop, hack, etc. \ in or into gobbets.

c 1310 R. Brunne Medlt. 85 Thys lomb toke vp cryst
Ihe-ius . . Alle yn smale gobettes he hyt kytte. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) xxvi. 309 The Prestes . . smyten alle the

Body of the dede man in peces . . And then the Preestes
casten the gobettes of the Flesche [etc.]. c 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 181 When he his fadirs body efterdeth vnherthid
And made it in gobbets kitt. 1513 Douglas /Ends iv. xi.

3a Mycht I nocht caucht and rent in pecis his cors, Syne
swak the gobbatis in the sey. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe
(1546) Lvj, Two or thre yonge cattes, wel chopped in smal
fobbettes. x6i$ Markham Eng. ffoustw. 11. u. (1668) 64
ut in good thick gobbets of well fed Beef . . also like

gobbets of the best Mutton. 1849 Thokeau Week Concord

Riv. 235 Small red bodies, little bundles of red tissue—mere
gobbets of venison. 1862 Sir H. Tavlok St. Clements Eve
1. it. Wks. 1864 III. 114 We'd slice them into gobbets And
fling their flesh to the dogs.

a. fig.
1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. vi. 100 So hope ich to liaue of liym

bat is al-myghty A gobet of hus grace, e 1440 "Jacob's

Well(E. E. T. S.) 1S1 And Joke, bi schryfte be hole to 00
piecst, & no3t to manye ; on golet told to oon preest, an-
o'cr gobet told iu an-ober preest, is no^t goodly. 1550 Bale
Apol. 73 Now wil I English .. your ragged gobbettes taken
out of Ambrose glose. 1659 No Sacril. to purchase Ch.
Lands 79 Found it most seasonable to cut large gobbets
out of their estates.

T 2. A lump or mass. a. In general; chiefly, a
lump of metal, esp. gold (cf. Gob j^. 1 1). Obs.

t 1374 Chaccek Boeth. 11. metr, v. 51 Alias what was he
pat first daif vp be gobets or be weyjtys of gold couercd
vnder eipe. 138a Wvclit Pectus, xxii. 18 Grauel, and salt,

and a gobet of iren. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. xc.

(1869) 108 Annoye of lyf that .. dulleth the folk, riht as a
gobet of led. 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) 124
Everyc tenaunte had his landes, not all in one gobbet in

cverye feilde, ( 1580 Jefferie Bugbears 1. iii. in Archiv
Stud. d. ueu. Spr. (1897) XCVIII. 313 For your daughter
dowry you must save and spare : it is a good round gobctt.

t b. Of coagulated or solidified substances, as

clay, mud, ice. fat. blood, etc. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Rom. ix. -'i Wher a pottere of clay hath not
power of the same gobet [L. tuassa] for tu make sothll o
vessel into honour [etc.]. 1388 — Josh. iii. 13 The watris
that comen fro aboue schuleu stonde togidere in o gobet
[1382 globl. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) i>-o She was
lyke the deuyls doughter, and on her chyldren hynge
moche fylth cloterd iu gobettis. 1576 Bakek Jewell of
Health 181 a, This powder then set in the sunne. untyll it

cleaveth togither in gobbettes or bygge pieces. ,1586
C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxlvii. v, Gro>s icy gobbetts from
his hand he fling.--. i6oa Plat Delightes for Lollies (1605}

54 Keepe your sugar alwaies in good temper in the bason,
that it burne not into lumpes or gobbets. 1625 Hart Anat.
(Jr. n. iv. 73 He sent me a little . . dish almost halfe full of
gobbets of .. clotted bloud. 1662 J. Chandler Van Hel-
mout's Oriat. 195 After what manner . . Aqua vitie may be
truly changed into a yellow gobbet or lump. 1712 tr.

Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1. 105 Green glass Fritt . . is a Compo-
sition made of- .common Ashes, .or else of Gobbets ground
to a fine Powder.

f 3. A portion to be swallowed : a large lump
or mouthful of food ; spec, a ball of flour, etc. used
in feeding poultry [**b\£pdbe]. Obs.
138a WYCLIF Dan. xiv. 26 Danyel toke picche, and fat-

nesse, and heris, and seethide to gydre ; and he made
gobettis, and :$aue into mouthe of the dragoun. .1420
Ballad, on Husb. 1. 732 Of figis grounde and watir temprid,
sclendir Gobbettis yef thy gees. 1600 Holland Livy .16091

Index 11. 1424 When they [chickens] pecked either conic, or
gobbets called offie. 1657 Trai-p Comm. Job xx. 15 Like as
Camels are fed by casting gobbets into their mouth. 1739
* R. Bull' tr. Dedekindus" dobianus 130 Large Gobbets
choak the tender Fowls. 1814 Lamb Let. to Coleridge 26
Aug., May it burst his pericranium, as the gobbets of fat

and turpentine . . did that old dragon iu the Apocrypha !

Jig. 1634 Sanderson Serm. II. 291 These gobbets are but
Satans baits: which when we swallow, we swallow a hook
with them. 1849 Lowell BiglowP. Poet. Wks. (1879) '89 1

Doubtless that they might be hereafter incapacitated for

swallowing the filthy gobbets of Mahound. i86a Sat. Rez\
6 Sept. 275 One dwells with lingering delight on these
unctuous and mouth-filling gobbets.

f b. attrib. quasi-aaj.

1714 Orig. Canto Spencer xxi, For this their Office good,
the Sorcerer Forth from a Wallet which beside him hung,
Threw many gobbet Offals of good Cheer.

C. A lump of half-digested food. Also _/?£•.

1553 T.Wilson Rhet. 67 b, If a gentleman, .should voniile

.. and .. caste oute gobbets. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. 1. i. 20.

1594J. Dickenson A risbas(i8yB) 75 From depth of pobnous
mawe the monster fierce Did belch foule gobbets, c 1645
Howell Lett. 1. 1. xxvii, They would make us believe, .that
/Etna in times pass'd hath eructated such huge gobbets of
fire, that [etc.]. 1700 Addison yd sEneidM isc. Wks. 1726
I. 61 Belching raw gobbets from his maw, o'ercharged.
1866 Conington tr. sEneid in. 96 Ejecting from his mon-
strous maw Wine mixed with gore and gobbets raw.

f Gobbet,^. Obs. Also 4-5 gobete, 5 go-
bette. [a. OF. gobeter to swallow as a morsel or
gobbet (mod.F. gobeter to point a wall), but in

some examples prob. f. Gobbet sb.]

1. trans. To swallow as a gobbet or in gobbets.
Also with dozon

} up.
1607 C. Lever Crucifce cix. (Grosartj 51 To gobbet up a

supper at a bit. 1647 R. Stapvlton Juvenal 275 They
gobbet downe his flesh, his bones they gnaw, And are most
highly pleas'd to eate him raw. 1692 R. L'F.strange
Babies iv. (1714) 4 Down comes a Kite Powdering upon
them in the Interim, and Gobbets up both together.

2. To divide into portions or gobbets; given
by some writers (following the Book of St. Albans)
as the correct term for cutting up a trout.
c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 11. 112 Nym lings, turbot, and elys,

& gooete hem in mosselys. 1486 Bk. St. Alb ins F vij b, A
Trought gobettid. 1670 Covel Diary (Hakluyt Soc.) 262
Minc't meat, gobbeted in vine leaves, 17*6 Genii. Angler
149 To Gobbet a Trout, i.e. To cut it up.

t Go'bbetly, am. Obs. rare. [f. Gobbet sb.

+ -ly -.J In gobbets or pieces, piecemeal.
i55* H l'loet, Gobetly or in pieces,yruslratint, ineisint.

t Go'bbetmeal, adv. Obs. In 4 gobetmele,
5 gobettmale, 5-6 gob(b)et-meale. [f. Gobbet
sb. + -meal.] In gobbets; piecemeal.
138a Wyclif 2 Mace. xv. 33 He comaundide the tunge of

vnpitou* Nychanore kitt off, for to be aouen to bnddis
gobetmele. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls^ IV. 103 His fader

was i-slawe. .and i-browe out gobetmele [L, membratim]
traytoursltche by preostea. C1425 Bound, St. Barikolo-
iiuids (E. K. T. S.) 22 Yn that the schippe with the rochis
schulde be gobettemelc; be mynusid. 1494 Fabvan Chron.
in. Iv. 36 Armager. .slewe the forenamed Hamo. .and hym,
so slayne, threwe gobetmeale into the same ace. 1540
Pai.sgr. Acolastus n. iv. M iv, The praye .. shall be toren
in pieces with our nayles gubbet nicale.

t Go'bbet-royal. Obs. ln4gobetreall,reale,
ryal. [app. a. F. *gobet reial royal tit-bit : see

Gobbet and Royal a.] Some kind of sweetmeat.
1361-2 Durham Acci. Rolls (Surtecs' 126 Cofyns de anys

COnfyt et gobet es reale. 1390-1 Earl Derby s Exped. (Cam-
den) 19 Pro ij lb. gobete real, ij. s. 1399-1400 Durham MS.
Burs. Roll, Anis comfeth, et gobet ryal.

Gobbin (gp*bin). Coal-mining, [dialectal pro-

nunc. ofGobbing vbl. sb. But cf. GUBBiys.] (See

quot. a 1S43 and cf. Gob sbA)
1839 Uke Diet. Arts 980 In Mich powerful beds the Shrop-

shire method is impracticable from want of gobbin. a 1843
SoUTHEY Coium.-pl. Bk. IV. 407 The refuse of Collieries

called Gobbins in some districts 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal
$ Coal-mining 143 Others will bend gently down to the
refuse or gobbin.

Gobbin, var. Gobbon sb., Obs.

Gobbing .gpbirj), vbl. sb. Coat-mining, [f.

Gob sbJ] The action of packing an excavated

space with waste rock; the material used lor this.

1839 Uke Diet. Arts 979 The miners secure the waste by
gobbing. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Gobbing, packing
with waste rock. See Stowing.

Gobbing, vbl. sb. and///, a. : see Gob v.'1

Gobbit, <>bs. Sc. f. Gobbet sb.

Gobble igfb\, sb. Golf. [Prob. f. next vb.]

A rapid straight ' putt ' into the hole.
1878 'Cur. Crawley' Booiball, etc. 83 Golf) Gobble, a

straight quick put at the hole. 1890 Hutchinson Golf
iBadm. Libr.) 241 The other may play, with a free hand, for

a "gobble*.

Gobble g0*b'l
,
v. 1 Not now in dignified use.

Also 7 goble, gobbel. [Of obscure origin ; prob.

a vague formation on Gob sb. 1 or sb.-, with sug-

gestion of the sound made by noisy swallowing.]

1. trans. To swallow hurriedly in large mouth-
fuls, esp. in a noisy fashion. Often with adv., esp.

to gobble up. down, formerly + in. K\±ofig.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 516 Birds being hungrie, haue

greedily gobled vp seed and fruit whole and sound. 1608
Topsell Serpents (165S1 6o^ Then they suddenly goble in the
beast or meat before them, without any great ado. 1611
Cokvat (title), Crudities hastily gobled vp in five Monetha
tiauelU in France [etc.]. i6ai Bekton Anat. Mel. 11. ii.i. ii,

That which he dotli eat, must be well chewed, and not hastilv

gobbeled. 1729 Swift Lady's Jrul. 276 The Supper gobbled
up in haste, Again afresh to Cards they run. 174a Blaik
Grave 646 And thousands at each hour thou gobblest up. 1791
Wolcot iP. Pindar) Rights Kings Wks. 1812 II. 393 How he
gobbles down the broth and meal. 1826 1'. Ji-.n ekson Writ.
i 18301 IV

7

. 437 To sell it. .not to have it gobbled up by specu-
lators. 1845 Hood B'airy 'Bate ii, A stray horse came, and
gobbled up his bower. 1865 G. Macdonald A. Borbes 21

They gobbled down their breakfasts with all noises except
articulate ones. 1882 A. Clakk in Med. Temp. Jrul. No.
51. 132, I get home and gobble a hurried dinner.

2. 17. S. slang. To seize upon graspingly or

greedily ; to snatch up, lay hold of, ' collar'.

1825 J. Nkal Bro. Jonathan 111. 144 He thought of poor
Olive ; sprang up—gobbled on the clothes . . and set off.

1851 B. H. Hall College Wds., Gobble, at Vale College, to
seize; to lay hold of; to appropriate ; nearly the same as to
collar q.v, 1861 Chicago Evening Post July iCent ), Nearly
four hundred prisoners were gobbled up after the light, and
any quantity uf ammunition and provisions. 1888 H.James
in Harpers Mag. Feb. 344, I happen to know .. that the
moment Mr. Pringle should propose to my daughter she
would gobble him down.

3. Comb., as gobble-gut (obs. or vulgar), a
glutton; gobble-stitch, a stitch made too long
through haste or carelessness.

163a Shlkwood, A "goble-gut, gobeouinaut, goulard.
a 1845 Hood A blow-up, Miss M. the milliner—her fright

so strong— Made a great *gobble-stitch, six inches long. 1859
F. E. Paget Cur. Cumbcrworth 47 A dilapidated green silk

parasol, .darned in divers places with a sort of gobble-stitch
of the same scarlet worsted which adorned her frill.

Hence Gobbling vbl. sb. Also Go bbler.
163a Sherwood, A gobling, goulardise. 1755 Johnson,

Gobbler, one that devours in haste ; a gormand ; a greedy
eater. 1852 Q. Rev. Mar. 431 An alderman and a greedy gos-

siping gobbler. 1873 Helps Anim. <y Mast. iii. 1875 63 Sir

Arthur and Milverlon are gobblers of books. 1883 Hamper's
Mag. Dec. 4/2 Christmas, .was all guzzling and gobbling.

Gobble Cgf'b'l), v.- [Imitative, but perh. sug-

gested by prec] intr. Of a turkey-cock : To
make its characteristic noise in the throat ; also

rarely trans/. Also quasi- trans, with out, over.

Imitative variations(nonce-wds.) are^^-^'f^/'/cvb.iSouthey
Doctor I. 1 19) and goblobling vbl. sb. (.Bage Barliam
Downs I. 126).

1680 Morden Geog. Red. (1685) 405 When they speak they
gobble like Turkie Cocks. 1709 Prior Ladle 74 Fat Tur-
keys gobbling at the Door. 1774 Goldsm. \at. Hist. V. 11.

iv. 181 He •< struts about the yard, and gobbles out a note
of self-approbation. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 365
Regiments of turkeys were gobbling through the farm yard.

1862 Sala Seven Sons I. ix. 210 The turkeys that gobbled
over the scandal of the poultry-yard. 1892 K. Kipling in

Pall Malt G. 24 Mar. 3/1 A tiny geyser gobbled.

Hence Go'bbling vbl. sb. and///, a. ; Gobble sb.,

the noise made by a turkey-cock; Gobbler, a

turkey-cock; Go-bblery, turkey-cocks collectively.



GOBBON.
1737 Bailey vol. II. Canting Words, Gobbler, a Turkey-

Cock. 1774 Golds.m. Nat. Hist.V. u. iv. 180 The turkey cock
. .with his peculiar gobbling sound, flies to attack it. 1781
Pennant in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 69 On being interrupted
they fly into great rages, and change their notes into a loud
and guttural gobble. 1784 Wesley Wks. '1872) XIII. 502
He heard as it were the gobbling of a turkey-cock close to
the hed-side. 1798 Sotheby tr. Wieland's Oberon (1826) I.

50 When cocks at dayspring crow, Then all the goblery .

.

Soon as they [etc.]. 1835 Markyat Jac. Faith, xlvi, The
poultry, who would now and then raise a gobble. 1843
Haliburton Attache I. xi. 197, I never see an old gobbler,
with Ms gorget, that I don't think of a kernel of a marchin'
regiment 1871 Darwin Desc. Man. II xiii. 60 When the
female of the wild turkey utters her call in the morning, the
male answers by a different note from the gobbling noise
which he makes. 1885 Harper's Mag. Apr. 706/1 The ..

turkey-tail fan . . she had had made from one of her own .

.

gobblers. 1898 Speaker 3 Sept. 286/2 Scratching hens and
gobbling turkeys.

Gobbling, obs. form of Goblin.
Gobbock, var. Gabbock.
t Gobbon, sb. Obs. Forms: 4-5 gobouu, 5go-

byn, (Vgobene), 5-6 gobone, 6 gobbon, (-in),

gowbin, gubbon. See also Gcbbins. [Presum-
ably a. OF. *gobon. an unrecorded form related to
gobbe and gobet: see Gob sb. 1 and Gobbet, and
of. Gobonated, Gobony.]
1. A portion, slice, gobbet.
1387TREMSA Higden (Rolls) IV. 155 Gobouns of chayers,

of formes, and of stooles [L.fragment is subsclliorum]. 14 .

.

Noble 8k. Ceokry (18821 34 Chope the pik when he is slit

out and let thegebenes [? read gobenes] hong eche by othere/
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 580 pey must be takyn of as
bey in be dische lowt, bely & bak by gobyn be boon' to pike
out. 15135*. Kernynge in Babees Bk. (i86S> 281 Than cut
a gobone of the lampraye, & mynce the gobone thynne.
1555 W. Watrfman Fardle Facions 11. viii. 1 7^ Leauing no
element vnran>aked to gette a gowbin for their glotenous
?orge. 1578 Lytk Dodoens m.xxiv. 348 The same [roote] cut
into gobbins or slices, and put into fistulas, takethaway the
hardnesse of them. 1583 I.Stocker Civ. Warres LoweC.
1. 130 Rootes and skiunes cut in small gobbins, and sodden
in butter mylke.

2. =Ghbj/J 1 b.

1548 Thomas Ital. Did. (1567 , Far/alloni, gubbons of
fle:ime that olde men vse to spitte. 1598 Flokio, Far/alloue,
the filthie snot of ones nose or gubbon of fleame.

t Gobbon, v. Obs. [I prec.] trans. To cut
into gubbjts.

'ta 1400 Morte Arth. 4165 pay gobone of r-e gretteste with
growiidone swerdes. 1513 Bk. Keruyngc in Babees Bk.
(1868) 280 A sake lampraye, gobone it flatte in .vii. or .viii.

peces.

Gobelin Sflb^lsen, g^'balin). Also Gobelins,
[f. Gobelins, the state-factory of tapestry ia Paris,

so named after its founders.]

1. Used attrib., as in Gobelin tapestry, the tapestry

made at the Gobelins, and imitations of this;

Gobelin blue, a blue like that used in Gobelin
tapestry ; Gobelin stitch (see quot. 1882).
1823 W, Ihving Life ^ Lett. (1864) II. 134 Dinner served

up in room where there is very good Gobelin tapestry. 1854
Sala Quite Alone I. xiv. 218 V'ou saw the beautiful Gobelins
tapestry, marvellous in the minute finish of its work. 1882
Caulfeilh & Saward Diet. Needlework s-.w Embroidery,
Gobelin Stitch, a short upright stitch, also called Tapestry.

2. absoL ' A variety of damask used for uphol-
stery, made of silk and wool or silk and cotton

*

[Cent. Did.).
Gobelin, obs. form of Goblin.
II Gobemouche {goh?mu[\ [a. F'. gobe-mouches
f. gober to swallow - mouche fly) flycatcher (bird

and plantt, credulous person.
In F. gobe-mouches is the form employed for both MUg. and

pi., though Littre points out that gobe-mouche might be
written, on the analogy of chasse.mouche. English writers
treat the Kr. form as a pi. and use gobemouche for the sing.)

One who credulously accepts all news, however '

improbable or absurd- Also attrib.

1818 E. Blaqimere tr. Sig. Pananti 52 Such a representa- I

tion the gobes mouches [sic inorrectlyj of Florence mi^ht
have readily magnified into a change of religion. 1837
Thackerav Ravenswing vii, ' You don't say so ! ' says gobe- !

mouche Fitz-Urse. 1844 Kinglake Edtken (1847) 49 The
j

gobemouche expression of countenance with which he is

swallowing an article in the National. 1845 Fohd ttandbk.
Spain 1. 43 Their idle stories are often believed by the 1

gobemiuche class of book-making travellers. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 19 Aug. 3 Those Continental gobemouches whose

:

gift for believing the incredible almost approaches to genius, j

Gobet, gobett, obs. forms of Gobbet.

Go'-betwee^n. [f. Go v. + Between adv.]

1. One who passes to and fro between parties,
i

with messages, proposals, etc. ; an intermediary.
In the second quot. between serves as a prep.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 273 Euen as you came in to
me, her assistant or goe-betweene, parted from me. 1631
Massingek Emperor East 1. ii, You are The Squire of i

Dames, deuoied to the seruice Of gamesome Ladies . . the !

Goe between This female, and that wanton Sir. 1641 Mil- !

ton Animadv. 63 They onely are the interijuntio's, or the
go-betweens of this trim devis'd mummery. 1710 Steele
Ta'tcr No. 225 r 1 The Broker . . as a Go-between .. shall 1

find his Account in being in the good Graces of a Man of
Wealth. 1836 48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph. 281 note. Certain
convenient old women, who officiated as go-betweuis. 1887
Jicssopp^n.vj.Yyviii. 227 The clerk was. .a sort of go between
when parson and people were a little out of gear.

2. Anything that goes between or connects two
other things. Also attrib.

2fi6

186a H. Marrvat Year in Sweden II. 371 Each double
window vies with its neighbour in the taste of its go-be-
tweens. 1853 Herschel Pop. Led. Sci. vii. § 87 11873) 305 If
they are exactly equal, the go-between ball will carry oft all
the motion of the ball which strikes it. 1886 C. Scott Sheep
Farwtngis Altogether they form a sort ofgo-between sheep,
dividing the Lowlands from the Highlands. 1895 Pop. Sci.
Monthly Apr. 768 This is the limpkin . . a most perfect go-
between connecting the rails and the cranes.

Gobiid (gJu-bi|id , a. and sb. [f. L. gobi-us
Goby + -id.] A. a,tf. Belonging to the Gobiid<e or
gobies proper. B. sb One of the Gobiidiv ; a gobv.
1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. 11888) III. 257 On the Cali-

fornian coast is a Gobiid (Gillichthys miraSmt) remarkable
for the great extension backward of the jaws.

Gobiiform (g£»'U|if£jm),a. [f. mod.L.gobi-us
Goby t-(i)fokm.] Having the characteristics of
the gobiids

; gobioid (Cent. Did.).
Gobioid(^'*bi|oid;,tf. (sb.) Ichthyol. [f. L.

gdbi-us Goby + -ou>.] A. adj. Belonging to the
family Gobioides of Cuvier or to the superfamily
Gobioidca of more recent systems, comprising fishes

allied to the Goby. B. sb. A fish of this kind.
1854 Owen Circ. Sci., Organ. Nat. I. 273 Scianoids, col-

loids, gobioids. i88oGunther Fishesm In some Gobioids
.. the eyes .. can be elevated and depressed at the will of
the fish.

Goblet ' (gp'blet). Korms : 4 gobelet, goblot,
5-6 goblett, 6 gublett-, gobbelett-, 7 gobblet,
5- goblet, [a. OF. gobelet in 13th c. gubulet),
i. gobelygobeau cup, of uncertain origin.]

1. A drinking-cup of metal or glass, properly
bowl - shaped and without handles, sometimes
mounted on a foot and fitted with a cover. In
later 'use. a general term for a wine-cup. Now
only arch.

13.. E. E. Attit. P. B. 1277 pe gredirne & be goblotes
garnyst of syluer. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 207 The kyngez
cope-borde was closed in silver, In grete goblettez overgylte.
1481-90 iitnvard Househ Bks. (Roxb.) 422 Item, for sawdy-
ring and gyltyng ofa goblett,with the kever, price iiij.s. 155a
Bury Wilts (Camden) 144 Thre gilt goblettes w* the cover.
1600 Shaks. A.i'. L.iu. iv. 26, I doethinkehim asconcaueas
a couered goblet, or a Worme-eaten nut. 1682 Milton Hist.
Jl/osc. Wks. 1738 II. 143 A Cupboard of huge and massy
goblets, and other Vessels of gold and silver. 1703 Popt;
I hebais 634 The banqiet done, the monarch gives the sign
To fill the goblet high with sparkling wine. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler"s Trav. (1760) III. 366 A large round porphyry
vessel . . It consists of one piece, and resembles a shallow
goblet. 1814 Scott Wav. xi, The Baron .. produced a
golden goblet of a singular and antique appearance, moulded
into the shape of a rampant bear. 1849 Macallav Hist.
Eng. iv. I. 449 He .. filled a goblet to the brim with wine.
1871 B. Taylok Faust (1875) I. vi. 108 Give us a goblet of
the well known juice !

+ b. ^See quot.) Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 271/2 A kind of a Drinking

Cup . . made of the small top of a Bull or Cows Horn, the
Tip end Reversed . . It is by some Gentlemens Buttlers
termed a Souce, or Gogles, or Goblet.

c. A glass with a foot and stem, as distinguished

from a tumbler.
Marked ' U. S.

r

in the Century Did. ; but current in Eng-
land in tradesmen's price lists.

d. trans/. A goblet-shaped part of a flower.

1851 Beck's Florist July 163 The Cephalote, from the
Australian bogs, whose delicate goblets reared their richly-

carved and many-tinted crests above their bed of moss.

+ 2. A conicnl cup or thimble used by conjurers.

(So F. gobelet.) Obs.

1519 Horman I'ulg, 280 The iugler carieth clenly vnder
his ^ublettis. 15*9 Moke Dyaloge i.Wks. 153/1 Excepte ye
thinke the iugler blow his galles through the gohletes liottom.

155a Huloet, Goblet or boxe for a iugler, acetabulum. -169a
Quick Synoduon I. 194 To that Article of Players and
Mummers, shall be added Jugler:., Players of Hocus-pocus,
Tricks of Goblets, Puppet-playing [etc J.

3. Sc, A kind 01 deep saucepan with bulging

sides and a straight handle.

f 4. Some kind of embossed ornament on a
gauntlet. Obs.— 1

'.'/t 1400 Morte Arth. 913 His gloues .. grauene at be
brnnmes, With graynez and gobelets, glorious of hewe.

5. attrib. and Comb, as goblet-boy, -glass, -pledge;

goblet-shaped adj.
;
goblet-cell, 'an epithelial cell

of crateriform shape' (Cent. Did.); goblet-office

nonce-wd. [ = F. le gobelet] (see quot.).
1800 Moore Anacreon xxxn. 6 V'oung Love shall be my

*gob!et-boy. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur s Comp. Anat. 525
These structures which are also known as gustatory *goblet-
cells. 1851 Mrs Browning Casa Gnidi W. 125 Here's
*goblet-glass, to take in with your wine The very sun its

grapes were ripened under. 1653 Urqi:hart Rabelais 1.

.wiii, Bring them to the goblet-office, which is the Buttery,
and there make them drink. 1850 Mks. Browning Wine of
Cyprus 6 The Cyprus. . I am sipping. .At the hour of "goblet-
pledge. 1854 Mayne Expos. Lex., *Goblet-shaped. See
Scypkiform. 1866 Treas. Bot., Goblet-shaped, the same as
Crateriform. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 524
A number of goblet-shaped organs.

Hence Go'bleted a. -goblet-shaped'; f Go-bleter,

a cup-bearer ; Go'bletful, the quantity required to

fill a goblet.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's FormuL Y iij, Admynyste a
gobletful whan he goth to bed, and he shal slepe. 1623 tr.

Favine's T/uat. Hon. 11. xiii. 237 Gobletters and Butlers to
Apollo. 1869 Blackmoru Loma D. xix. (ed. 12) 110 Moss
was in abundant life, some feathering, and some gobleted.

1883 C. F. Holder in Harpers Mag. Jan. i8j '2 Agoblet-

GOBONY.
ful of the nuailuca; produces light sufficient to read by at a
distance of two feet.

t Goblet -. Obs. m Gobbet sb. (possibly a mis-
print).

1530 J'alsgr. 225/2 Goblet, a lumpe or a pece, monceau.
1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes m, v. 101 Sighing often betwixt
the goblets, for the inability of his Mandibles. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury m. 203 2 The Goblet or Country Pye, is

made of large pieces of Flesh . . which large or square 1 ieces,
are termed Giblets. 174* Pkrry in Phil. 7'rans. XLII. 4S
It. .seemed as if Goblets of Fat were fluctuating in it.

Goblin (j^rblin ,. Forms: 4 gobelin, -olyu,
4-5 -elyn, 7 gobling, gobbling, 6- goblin, [a.

F. gobelin (obs., recorded only from the 16th c.

;

but in the 12th c. Ordericus Vitalis mentions Gobe-
lintts as the popular name of a spirit which haunted
the neighbourhood of Evreux). Pern. f. med.L.
cobalus. covalus, a. Gr. fcofiakos a rogue, knave,
Ku&aKoi wicked sprites invoked by rogues.]

1. A mischievous and ugly demon.
a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden 1 238 Sathanas . . Seyde on is

sawe Gobelyn made is gerner Of gromene mawe. 1388
Wyclii Ps. ,\c. 6 Of an arowe fliynge in the dai, of a
gobelyn govnge in derknessis. a 1400-50 Alexander 5402
Gamarody pe goblyn, anothire grym sire, c 1500 Metusine
1. 4 Many manyeres of thinges, the whiche somme-called
Gobelyns, the other flayrees, and the other ' bonnes dames

'

or good ladyes. * 1574 Studley tr. Bale's Pageant Popes
73 b, They slurred yp walking spirits, bugs, goblins, fierye
sightts, & diuers terrible goasts & shapes of thinges. 1600
Fairfax Tasso ix. xv. 162 The shriking gobblings each
where howling flew, The Furies roare, the ghosts and
Fairies yell. 1667 MiltonA L. \\. 688 To whom the Goblin
[Death] full of wrath replied. 1742 Collins Ode to Fear 2
And goblins haunt from fire or fen. Or mine or flocd, the
walks of men. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. India I. 179 Bhutan
are evil spirits of the lowest order, corresponding to our
ghosts and other goblins of the nursery. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) II. 1. iii. 37 From goblins that deceive you, I'm
unable to relieve you.

fif' x7°3 s- Parker tr. Eusebius «. 111 But this Goblin
(a heresyj disappear'd in an instant. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Trait*. Wealth Wks. (Bonn) II. 71 When to this labour and
trade. . was added this goblin of steam.

2. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive, passing into

an adj. of, pertaining to, or suitable for goblins),

as goblin appearance
t cave

t
cheek, sport, story,

-tcord; b. appositive, as goblin man; c. instru-

mental, as goblin-haunted, -peopled adjs.

1827 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 551 The *goblin appear-
ance of the ' Barguest '. 1810 Scott Lady o/L. \\\. x, Coir-
Kriskin.thy *goblin Cave ! 1827 Pollok Course T. iv. 178
Observe his *goblin cheek ; his wretched eye. 1874 Green
S/iort Hist. i. § 2. 1 2The heap of *goblin-haun ted stones. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability \\k*. (Bohn) II. 34 Trolls—

a

kind of *goblin men. 1861 E. Waugh Goblin's Grave 32 The
*goblin-peopled-gloom. 1842 Lytton Zanoniiv That ?-pirit-

Hke life of sound which night after night threw itself in airy*

and *goblin sport over the starry seas. 1726-46 Thomson
Winter 619 Heard solemn, goes the *gob!in story round. Till

superstitious horror creeps o'er all. 1649 Milton Eikon. 36
Setting aside the affrightment of this *Goblin word. Dema-
gogue.

Hence Go'blin v. trans., to convert into a goblin
(rare); Ooblinish tz, goblin-like ; Go blinism,
belief in goblins ; Go blinize v. = Goblin v.

(above ) ; Gobliary, the acts or practices of goblins.
1829 Scott Doom Devorgoil m. i, My nether parts Are

goblinized. Ibid., Is there nothing, then, save rank impos-
ture, In all these tales of goblinry. 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) T '8 Once goblinized, Herodias joins

them. 1873 Contemp. Rev. XXII. 453 The nursery goblin-

ism, grotesquerie, and allegoric wire-drawing, which are
present in the Divine Comedy. 1883 P. S. Robinson Sinners
A> Saints 358 If the sunset was weird, the moonlight waa
positively goblinish. 1893 I.eland Mem. I. 53 Even deer
and doves seemed uncanny and goblined.

Gob-line : see Galb 1.

Goblot, Gobolyn, obs. ff. Goblet, Goblin.

Gobonated gp'bone lted),ppl.a. Her. \ t. med.L.
*gobondt-us (f. gobon Gobbon) + -ed.] ^ Gobont.
1485 Bk. St. Albans, Her. E iij b, Ther is an other bordure

that is calde a bordure gobonatit .. for hit is made of tj.

coluris quadratli ioynyt, y l is to say of blat ke & white. 1610
Guillim Heraldry 1. v. (i6n) 21 Sometimes you shall finde

Bordures gobonated of two colours . . and such a bearing is

so termed, because it is divided in such sort, as if it were
cut into small Gobbets. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry \. i. 7
So that while the four Elements were blended as it were)

it was checkered, and while they were divided from each
other, they were Gobonated. 1718 Nisbet Ess. Armories
iii. 40 Within a Border Gobonatea Argent and Gules. 1722-

41 — Her. II. 26 The Border Gobonated or Componee is

now a Mark of Bastardy in Britain, by our late Prac-

tices. i860 Haudbk. Ludloiu (1865) 77 Gobonated pearl and
sapphire within a garter.

Gobone, var. Gobbon sb., Obs.

: Go boned, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. gobon

Gobbon + -ed.J Gobony.
1572 Bossewlll Armorie 11. 37 As this border is dented,

so it maie be borne engraled, enuecked, goboned, vaire, etc.

i6ii Flokio, Scaccdto, checkie, gobonit, or counter com-
ponie in Armorie.

Gobony (g/b<?u'ni), a. Her. [f. as prec. + -T.]

=--Compone. fCf. quot. 1882 and Gobonated.)
16x1 Flokio, Scdcchi, .. also checkie, gobony or countcr-

compony in armory. 1694 Lotui. Gaz. No. 2986 4 1 heCol-
lege Arms, which are France and England, quarterly with a

Border Gobony [printed Gobong]. 1763 Cole Coll. Top.

A> Gen. (18371 *v- 48 A border gobony. 1858 Family Crest

Bk. II. 54 Gobony, divided intosquares by different colours.

1882 Cussans Hattdbk. Her, iv. led. 3) 67 A Bordure or
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other Ordinary composed of Metal and Colour alternately

is termed Compony or Gobony.

Hence t Gobony v. trans., to make gobony.
1611 Florio, Scaccheggidre, .. to checkia to gobonie or

counter-compony any coate of armes.

Goboun, var. Goubon sb.
y
Obs.

Goburra (g^bwra). Austral. [See Kooka-
bukua.J The bird Laughing-jackass, Dacelo gigas.

i85a H.C. Kendall Poems 123 And wild goburras laughed
aloud Their merry morning songs. 1870 F. S. Wilson
Austral. Songs 167 The rude rough rhyme of the wild ' go-

burra's ' song.

Goby (g<?u 'bi). [ad. L. gobius, cobius (also

gobio, cobid), a. Gr. kw&ios some small fish (usually

rendered by its etymological equivalent Gi'DGEoM
As modern scientific terms, the forms Gobius and
Gobio denote quite unrelated fishes ; for the latter

see Gudgeon.] One of a genus [Gobius) of small

acanthopterygian fishes having the ventral fins

joined into a disk or sucker. Also more widely,

a member of the family Gobiidee.

1769 Pknnant Zool. III. 175 {/leading), The Black Goby.
1770 Phil. Trans. I,X. p. xiv, The spotted Goby. 1803
Shaw Zool. IV. 242 Arabian Goby. 1838 Johnston in /'roc.

Benv. A'at. Club I. No. 6. 172 The Doubly-spotted Goby.
1854 Badham iia/ieut. 249 The gobies . . possess a singular

disk, formed by the union of the two thoracic ventrals. 1876
Smiles Sc. Xatur, xiv. (ed. 4) 290 She sent home a specimen
of the Black Goby or Rock-fish iGobius niger). 1884 Longm.
Mag. Mar. 523 There are several species of tropical gobies

found very abundantly on the Indo- Pacific coasts.

Go-by (g<>a'boi). [f. Go v. + By adv.]

1. The action of going by in various senses ; the

passing of a river, of time, or of a body from plnce

to place. Obs. exc. in nonce-uses.

1673 Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 92 Now growing into years,

yet thinking little of this go-by. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y

Selv. 100 All stirrings one and other are nothing but go-

byes or shiftings of bodies. 1869 Blackmore Lorna Z>. vii,

In the go-by of the river he is gone as a shadow goes.

b. Coursing and Racing. The action of getting

in front of another dog or horse. (See also 3 a.)

1611 Markham Countr. Content. 1. vii. (1615) 105 If a
coate shall be more than two tumes and a goe by, or the bear-

ingof the Hare equall with two turnes.
_
1816 Snorting Mag.

XL,VII. 43 The other horse . . determined not to be again
surprised by a go-by. 1875 ' Stonehknge' Brit. Sports 1.

111. viii. § 3. 269 The Go-bye is where a greyhound starts a
clear length behind his opponent, and yet passes him in a
straight run, and gets a clear length before him.

2. concr. Something that ' goes by
1

,
or is superior

to (something elseK rare.

1813 Examiner 710/1 The Cataract of the Ganges amounts
to a go-by to every thing that has preceded it.

3. Phr. To give (slang, f to tip) the go-by to :

a. To outstrip, leave behind. (Cf. sense 1 b.)

T Also, to leave.

164a Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. iv. xvu. 328 Who had rather

others should make a ladder of his dead corps to scale a city

by it, than a bridge of it whilest alive for his punies to give
him the Goe-by, and passe over him to preferment. 1688

Miege(7^. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., To give one the go-by in a Race.

1797 Mary Robinson Walsingham III. 260 What busi-

ness have you in this lady's chamber?.. Tip us the go-
by, or I shall be apt to shew you the way. 1798 in Spirit

Publ. Jruls. (1799) II. 386 Does a man of fashion drive his

curricle, .passing his competitors?.. He is then said to ' Tip
them the go-by \ 1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 340 One dog
gives another the go-by. 1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIII.
846/2 We have given the go-by to our excellent friend

Mitchehon's beautiful woods. 1835 Sir G. Stephen Adv.
Search Horse xiv. (1841) 203 Eager to 'give it the go by',

they put the horse to his speed.

b. To give the slip to, elude, escape from by
artifice. +Also, to pass a deception on. Obs.

1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 211 But the King,
understanding of this division, gave Waller the go-by, re-

turned towards Oxford [etc.]. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor.Subj.
1. (1709) 70 Except an Apprentice is fully instructed how to

Adulterate, and Vernish. and give you the Go-by upon occa-

sion, his Masrer may be charged with Neglect. 1710 Welton
Suffer. Son of God 1. ix. 211 He . . found that they had not

made for Jerusalem in their way Back, but had Given him
the Go by. 1836 Markyat Mtdsh. Easy xxxviii, We may
give him the go-by by running through the Needles. 1886

Stevenson Kidnapped ix. (1888) 74 A French ship, .gave us
the go-by in the fog.

C. To pass without notice, to disregard, slight ; to
1 cut* (a person); to evade (a difficulty). Also in

indirect pass.

1654 [see Gloat sb?\ 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 398
If they can give you the go-by in it, the issue is obvious.

1712 S. Sewall Diary 22 Aug. (1879) II. 361 The Govr.
speaks with some earnestness that we should not give the

Ordinary Court the go-by, in taking off Entails. 1805 Edin.
Rev. VI. 136 He gave the go-by to a multitude of toasts.

1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIV. 987 In two of the Latin ver-

sions the difficulty is grappled with but not overcome; and
In two it is given the go-by. 1848 Thackeray Van. Pair
xlviii, Becky .. gave Mrs. Washington White the go-by in

the Ring. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter 11. 115 Successive licen-

sers had given the work a sort of go-by. 1880 McCarthy
Own Times III. xiv. 382 It gave the go-by to such incon-

venient questions, 189a Lazu Times XCII. 156/2 A junior

judge ..sitting in another division, practically gives that

order the go-by.

Gobyn, var. Gobbon sb., Obs.

Go'-cart. [f. Go v. + Cart.]
1. A light frame-work, without bottom, moving
on castors or rollers, in which a child may learn to

walk without danger of falling.

1689 Prior Ep. to Shcphard 86 As young children, who
are try'd in Go<arts, to keep their steps from sliding. 1711
Steele Sped. No. 109 r 4 The Ladies now walk as if they
were in a Go cart. 1800 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda (1^32)
I. v. 99 Put her into a hoop, and she looks as pitiful a figure

. . as much a prisoner, as a child in a go-cart.

Jig. 1710 -Mrs. Man lev Mem, Europe I. 243 They. .Peti-

tioned Caesar, That he would be pleas'd to Kei^n alone.
They ask'd that his Go Carts might be dismissed. 1847
Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks. (Bohn) I. 377 All men
know .. that the institutions we so volubly commend are
go-carts and baubles. 1879 E. Garrett t/ouse by Works II.

11 The rest of us must be thankful for the little go-carts
which help us to totter on the right way.

b. A child's carriage drawn by hand.
1854 Thackeray Ncivcomes I. ii. 18 Upsetting his two little

brothers in a go-cart. 1887 Religious Herald ia, Mar (Cent.*,

I used to draw her to school on a go-cart nearly half a cen-
tury ago.

2. Applied to a litter, palankeen, or the like.

1676 Character Quack Doctor in Strutt Sports <V Past.
(1S76) 317 The Sultan Gilgal, being violently afflicted witli a
spasmus, came six hundred leagues to meet me in a go-cart.

1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 31, I got into a 'rickshaw,
locally called a go-cart.

3. A hand-cart.

1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 2 p 12 She [Mrs. Roundabout] put
me in mind of my Lord Bantam's sheep, which are obliged
to have their monstrous tails trundled along in a go-cart.

1803 R. Edington Plan Penitentiary Ho. 78 The waggons
now u^ed. .are not much above the construction of go-cart>,

they have neither brakes to retard their motion down hill,

nor aids to propel them up hill. 1838 F. W. Simms Public
Works Gt. Brit. 65 The hand barrow or go-cart is used for

the purpose of conveying earth.

4. A kind of light open carriage.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXI. 240 He started in a go-cart for

Bracknell. 1837 W. B. Adams Eng. Pleas. Carriages xvii.

278 They all more or less bear a strong resemblance to the
vehicles called 'go-carts \ which ply for hire. .in the neigh-

bourhood of Lambeth. 1858 Hughes Scouring White Horse
vi. {1859) 122 A dozen parties, in all sorts of odd go-carts and
other vehicles.

Hence t Go-carted ///. a.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII. 246 The hanging-
sleeved, go-carted property of hired slaves.

Goclenian <

v
g0kh~nian), a. Logic, [f. Goclcni-

us ^see below) +-AN.] Epithet of a variety of the

Sorites first formulated by Rudolf Goclenius (1547-
162S), otherwise called the descending sorites, op-

posed to the Aristotelian or ascending sorites. (Sec

Sokites.)

God (gpd). Also 3-4godd. [Com. Teut.: OE.
god (masc. in sing. ;

pi. godu
y
godo neut., godas

masc.) corresponds to OFris., OS., Du. god masc,
OHG. got, cot (MHG. got. mod.Ger. gotl) masc,
ON. god, gu6 neut. and masc, pi. god, gulS neut.

(later Icel. \A. gu6ir masc ; Sw., Da. gud), Goth.

guP (masc in sing.; pi. gupa, guda neut.). The
Goth, and ON. words always follow the neuter

declension, though when used in the Christian sense

they are syntactically masc. The OTeut. type is

therefore *gudd'n neut., the adoption of the mascu-
line concord being presumably due to the Christian

use of the word. The neuter sb., in its original

heathen use, would answer rather to L. numen than
to L. dens. Another approximate equivalent of
deus in OTeut. was *ansu-z (Goth, in latinized pi.

form anses, ON. pss9 OE. O's- in personal names,
isa genit.pl.); but this seems to have been applied

only to the higher deities of the native pantheon,

never to foreign gods; and it never came into

Christian use.

The ulterior etymology is disputed. Apart from the un-
likely hypothesis of adoption from some foreign tongue, the
OTeut. *gut/ow implies as its pre-Teut. type either *ghudko*m
or 'ghutd-m. The former does not appear to admit of expla-
nation ; but the latter would represent the neut. of the passive
pple. of a root *gheu~. There are two Aryan roots of the
iequired form (both ^g\heu, with palatal aspirate) ; one mean-
ing 'to invoke' iSkr. hii), the other ' to pour, to offer sacrifice'

(Skr hu, Gr. *eeiv, OE. ge'ofan Yete t-.). Hence *g
l
h//to'-m

has been variously interpreted as ' what is invoked ' (cf. Skr.
puru-huta 'much-invoked', an epithet of Indra) and as
'what is worshipped by sacrifice' (cf. Skr. hutd, which occurs
in the sense 'sacrificed to' as well as in that of 'offered in
sacrifice '). Either of these conjectures is fairly plausible, as
they both yield a sense practically coincident with the most
obvious definition deducible from the actual use of the word,
'an object of worship'. Some scholars, accepting the deriva-
tion from the root *g,heu- to pour, have supposed the ety-
mological sense to be 'molten image' (= Gr. xu~o<'>.but the
assumed development of meaning seems very unlikely.
From a desire to utter the name of God more deliberately

than the short vowel naturally allows, the pronunciation is

often (g£d) or even <g£d', and an affected form ig»d) is not
uncommon : see Gud. (For the variations in oaths see 10
and 11.) In Sc. the usual pron. is (g<?d), but Gude (god), i.e.

Good a., is frequently substituted in such expressions as
Gudesake, Gude keep's, etc.]

I. In the original pre-Christian sense, and uses

thence derived.

1. A superhuman person (regarded as masculine :

see Goddess) who is worshipped as having power
over nature and the fortunes of mankind ; a deity.

(Chiefly of heathen divinities ; when applied to the

One Supreme Being, this sense becomes more or

less modified : see 6 b).
Even when applied to the objects of polytheistic worship,

the word has often a colouring derived from Christian
associations. As the use of God as a proper name h:^
throughout the literary period of English been the predomi-
nant one, it is natural that the original heathen sense should
be sometimes apprehended as a transferred use of this;

*agod\ in this view, is a supposed being put in the place of
God, or an imperfect conception of God in some of His
attributes or relations.

Besides having been thus modified by the influence of the
Christian u>e, this sense as expressed in the definition has
been affected by the pagan uses of L. dens and Gr. tfto*, of
which god is the accepted rendering. Thus, in >peaking of
Greek mythology, we distinguish the gods from the dxnrons
or supernatural powers of inferior rank, and from the heroes
or demigods, who, though objects of worship, and considered
as immortal, were not regarded as having ceased to be men ;

and the analogy of this nomenclature is often followed in

speaking of modern polytheistic religions.

When the word is applied to heathen deities disparagingly,
it is now written with a small initial ; when the point of view
of the worshipper is to any extent adopted, a capital may
be used.
c8z5 Vesp. Psalter xcv. 5 Alle godas Sioda [sind] Sioful.

<t 1000 Juliana 121 gif, .pu fremdu godu ford higongest.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 And com se deofel to har anlicnessu

and per an wnede and to mannen spiece swice hi godes
were, c 1*05 Lav. 5.105 .ESes we sullecS be swerien . . uppen
ure godd..be is icliped Dagon. a 1300 Cursor M. 780 Als
godtls suld }ee sehien be. 1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls'! II.

299 Fogous. .ordeyned temples to worschip be false goddes
ynne ; berfore he was acounted a god amonge hem bat uoi-
schipped suche goddes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8145 Our hegh
goddes. Wold be wrothe at our werkes. 1577 Noki UHKOOKr
Dicing (1843) 99 They conteyne the wicked actes and
whoredomes of the goddes. 1610 Shaks. Tttnp, 11. ii, 122
That's a braue God, and benres Celestiall liquor. 1671
Milton Samson 1176 By combat to decide .whose God is

God, Thine or whom I with Israel's Sons adore. 1697
Dkyden Virg. Georg. iv. 643 Audacious Youth, what Mad-
ness cou'd provoke A Mortal Man t' invade a sleeping God?
1752 Young Brothers 1. i. Wks. 1757 II. 212, I do not think
at all; The gods impose, the gods inflict, my thoughts.
1841 Elphinstone Hist./nd. I. 205 Some changes are made
by the Jains in the rank and circumstances of the Hindu
gods. 1842 Macao 1.AV Lays, Horalius i, Lars Porsena of
Clusium By the Nine Gods he swore That (etc.]. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. I. 1. 300 Surely no man this is, but
some god weary of the heavenly bliss.

T b. occas. prefixed
(
without article) to the name

of a deity (or of a person likened to one). Obs,
1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 490 A monstir maid

be god Mercurius. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado III. iii. 143 Like
god Bels priests in the old Church window. 1606 — Tr. #
Cr. 1. iii. 169 Yet god Achilles still cries excellent.

C. Used with defining addition, chiefly referring

to the department of nature or human activity or

passion, over which a particular god was supposed
to rule. In this u^e tlie reference, unless there is

indication to the contrary, is usually to Gracco-

Koman mythology, the deities of which arc often

mentioned rhetorically or humorously as mere
personifications of qualities or influences. The
god of day. the Sun. The god of war; Mars
(Ares). The god of love, the blind god; Amor
(Eros), or Cupid. The god of wine : Bacchus.
1483 Cath, Angl. 161/1 A God of batylle, mars. 1545

Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 39 Apollo god of leaminge. 1808

J. Barlow Columb. it. 616 Hail us children of the God
of day. 1816 J. Wilson in J. Hamilton Mem. ii, (1859) 53
The last beams of the God of day.

d. The god of this world: the Devil, Satan.
1382 Wvclif 2 Cor. iv. 4 In whiche the God of this world

hath blyndid the soules of men out of the bileue.

e. Phrases. Ye gods {and little fishes') ! used to

express mock-heroic indignation. A feast, sight.

etc. {fit) for the gods : said of something delightful

or amazing.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C, It. i. 173 Let's carue him, as a Dish fit

for the Gods. Mod. The fierce scrimmage that ensued was
a sight for the gods.

2. An image or other artificial or natural object

(as a pillar, a tree, a brute animal) which is wor-
shipped, either as the symbol of an unseen divinity,

as supposed to be animated by his indwelling pre-

sence, or as itself possessing some kind of divine-

consciousness and supernatural powers; an idol.

c 1000 Laws of /E/fred c. 10 in Schmid Geseize 58 Ne
-vyrc pu be gyldne godas oS8e seolfrene. c 1000 ^Klfric
E.xod. xx. 4 Ne wire pu pe agrafene godas. c 1*50 Gen. <$

Ex. 3541 He seiden to aaraon 'Mac vs godes foren us to

gon '. 1382 Wvclip Gen. xxxi. 30 Why hast thow stoln my
goddis? 1535 Coverdale Exod. xxxiv. 17 Thou shalt make
y* no goddes of metall. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece \. xix.

(1715) 105 The Consecration of new Gods. 1731 Pope Ep.
Burlington 8, Statues, dirty Gods, and Coins. 1838 Arnold
Hist. Rome I. i. 1 They remembered to carry their gods with
them, who were to receive their worship in a happier land.

3. transf. a. of persons, as objects of adoration,

or as possessed of absolute power.
ciooo^Elfric Exod. vii. 1 And drihten cwae5 to Moise,

Nu ic ^esette pe Pharaoue to gode. 1577 B. Googe Heres-

bac/i's Husb. 1. (1586.1 1 Yf these goddes of the Earth would
suffer me to enjoy suche happinesse. 1579 Gosson Sch.

Abuse (Arb.i 49 Some there are that make gods of soldiers

in open warrs. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jut. 11. ii. 114 Sweare
by thy gratious selfe, Which is the God of my Idolatry. 169a

S. Johnson Abrog. jas. / 29 Such an Usurper is a God upon
Earth, which it is easie for some sort of Men to make. 1864

Tennvson Aylmer's F. 14 Sir Aylmer Aylmer, that almighty
man, The county god. 1883 Sir F. Pollock in Fortn. Rev.
1 Oct. 537 The ruling gods of the circulating libraries.

b. of things.
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« 1586 Sidney Arcadia Hi. (1633) 282 Like a man whose
will was his God, and his hand his law. 1615 Fletcher
Nl. Walker \. \, The old mans god, his gold, has wonne
upon her. 185a Robertson Led. Ep. Cor. xlvii. 1859) 430
A man's god is that which has his whole soul and wor>hip,
that which he obeys and reverences as his highest. 1896 in

Daily News 30 Dec. 6/2 [He] is convinced there is no God
so omnipotent as that of the full purse.

4. 7 heat. [So called because seated on high.]

//. The occupants of the gallery. Also gallery-

gods. Also rarely in sing.
175a Adventurer Xo. 3 The servant whose business it is,

as Homer says, 'To shake the regions of the gods with
laughter'. 1806 Sukr Winter in Lend. (ed. 3) II. 108 The
high regions assigned to that part of the audience called the
'gods', namely, the galleries. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej.
Addr., Drury Lane Hustings v, Each one shilling God
within reach of a nod is. And plain are the charms of each
Gallery Goddess. 1843THACKERAV Irish Sk.-bk. xxvii, One
young god between the acts favoured the public with a song.
1851 — Eug. Hum. vi. 301 Does he.. appeal to the gallery
gods with claptraps and vulgar baits to catch applause.
1885 Manch. Exam. 4 May 5/3 The wrath of the pittites

and the gods was appeased.

II. In the specific Christian and monotheistic
sense. The One object of supreme adoration

;

the Creator and Ruler of the Universe. (Now
always with initial capital.

1

)

5. As a proper name.
(-825 Vesp. Psalter xlvi. 3 God [is], .cyning micel ofer alle

godas. CIX75 Lamb. Horn. 15 |>is beoo godes word be god
seolf idihte. c iaoo Osmin 623 Godess enngell Gabriad
Comm dun o Godess hallfe I Godess bus wibb Godess word.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1061 Rightwis he was, and godds freind.

1533 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. clxii. 199 The lorde Chandos
sayd to the prince .. this tourney is yours : God is this day
in your handes. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle \. 12Q God is an
Essence intellectual!, A perfect Substance incorporeal!. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. ir. xxxL 191 God; in which is contained
Father, King, and Lord. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824)
I. 227 God, the all-gracious, the all-good, the all-bountiful,

the all-mighty, the all*merciful God. 1877 E. R. Conder
Pas. Faith lit, 95 Eor by this name God we understand an
Infinite Mind, everywhere present, the source and founda-
tion of all other existence, possessed of all possible power,
wisdom, and excellence.

b. Proverbs. (See also Dispose v. 7.)

1.1450 Merlin 524 Ther-fore is seide a proverbe, that god
will haue saued, no man may distroye. a 1533 Ld. Ber-
ners Huon exxx. 480 It is a comune prouerbe sayde,
' whome that god wyll ayde, no man can hurt'. 1545
Ascham Toxoph. u. (Arb.) 132 He maye. .haue cause to saye
so of hisfletcher.as. . is communelye spoken ofCookes :. .that
God sendeth vs good fethers, but the deuyll noughiie
Fletchers. 1546 J. Hevwood Prov. 1867) 54 Spend, and
god shall send saith tholde ballet. 156a — Prev. <y Epigr.
165 God is where he was. isqjShaks. Much Ado 11. i. 25 It

is said, God sends a curst Cow short homes. 1711 Baii ey
s. v., As sure as God's in Gloucestershire. 1768 Sterne
Sent. Journ. II. 175 God tempers the wind, said Maria, to
the shorn lamb. 182s Scott Nigel xxvii, That homely pro-
verb that men taunt my calling with,

—'God sends good meat,
but the devil sends cooks '.

C. Phrases. To depart to God, to die and go to

heaven. With God, in heaven. Out of God's

blessing into the warm sun, from a better to a
worse situation. Also in legal use, Act of God
(see Act sb. 4^ ; + To go to God, of a cause, to be
adjourned sine die.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 104 Thomas duke of Excester,
late departed to God. 1562 (see Blessing vol. sb. 3].

.(1612 Sir J. Harincton Epigr. 11. lvi, Pray God they
bring vs not, when all is done, Out of Gods blessing into

this warme sunne. 1612 in Crt. <V Times Jas. I (1848) I.

i36 That which you have done about my transplantation
doth very well agree with my desire ; and I account it to
be out of the warm sun into God's blessing. 1617 Ibid. II.

51 As due to his memory, who is with God. 1651 Fuller
Abet Hediv. Ep. A 3 b, Doctor Featly, now at rest with God.

d. With additional title or epithet : The Lord
God, Almighty God. Cod Almighty. Also pre-

fixed to the designations of the persons of the

Trinity, God the lather, God the Son, God the

Holy Ghost. (For further exampleSj see the ac-

companying words.)
c 900 tr. Barda's Hist. iv. xvii. (1891) 312 Wuldriende God

Fader butanfruman. c 1000 Mlfric Saints' Lives {i$yo) II.

4oSy bu ^ebletsoddrihtengod. Ibid. 7% SeadmihtUagod.
1340 Ayenb. 90, Godes sone hit made. To god be uader ine

worde. God be holy gost bet is bet me acseb. c 1420

Pryiuer 1 E E. T. S.) 47 God, fadir of heuene . . God be sone
..God be holi gost, haue merci of us !

t e. in ME. often used without addition for

Christ. Similarly, in 16th c, in the year of God
»Anno Domini. Obs. (Cf. Mother of God: see

Mother.)
c 1380Wvc1.iF.SV/. Wks. III. 500 And ban he receyves God

gostfy. c 1386 Chauckr Clerk's T. 1006 By god that for us

deyde. c 1565 Lindksay (Pitscottie* Chron. 11728) 43 This
Battle was stricken upon the Ascension-Day, in ihe Year of

God, One thousand four hundred and fifty three Years.

f. The possessive is sometimes rhetorically in-

troduced bWore certain sbs. God's poor, f God's

poveity: the poor regarded as entrusted by God
to the care of the devout. God $ truth: the ab-

solute truth. On God's earth : now often used

as a mere emphatic synonym for ' on earth \

c 1400 Plmvman's T. 531 Of goddes pore they haten gestes.

c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 124 A gouelere is a tur- '

mentour of goddys pore peple. 1563 Homilies, Keeping
Clean Ch. n. 86 Not forgettyng to bestowe our almcs vppon
Goddes pouertie [16*3 poore]. 1583 T. StockKr Ciuile
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U'arres Loiot C. 1. 138 b, There were but 200 Spaniardes
laid on Gods deare earth. 1847-78 Halliwell, God's-
truth, an absolute truth. 1S0 x886in Elworthv W. Somerset
Word~bk.) 1898 Daily Ntr.vs 31 May 6 6 We talked of work-
houses.. and then for the first lime I heard colloquially the
phrase, 'God's poor.'

6. As an appellative.

a. A lieing such as is understood by the proper
name God; a sole Divine Creator and Ruler of the

Universe; that which God is represented to be ac-

cording to some particular conception (as the God
of philosophy, of pantheism, of Judaism), or is

manifested to be in some special department of
His action (as the God of Nature, of Revelation,

of Providence') ; God as contemplated in some
special attribute or relation (as the God of love, of
mercy, of vengeance, etc., the God who made us,

etc.. my or our God, etc.).

[1382 Wyci.if2 Cor. xiii. 11 Haue ;e pees, and God of pees
and loue schal bewith^ou.] 1535 Covkrdale Rom xv. 5
The God of pacience and consolation. 1563 B. Googe Eglogs
viii. (Arb.) 63 A God there is, that guyds the Globe, and
framde the fyckle Spheare. 1678 Cldworth Intell. Syst.
1. v. 889 To Believe a God, is to Believe the Existence of all

Possible Good and Perfection in the Universe. 1784 Cowpek
Task 11. 161 Happy the man, who sees a God employ'd In
all the good and ill that checker life ! 1813 Hlrn Ps. fy

Hymns 283 The God of truth his church has b'ess'd. 1817
i Coleridge Sibyll. Leaves US62) 187 The God who framed
Mankind to be one mighty family. 1827 Keblk Chr. K,

j

Communion, O God of Mercy, God of Might. 1877 E. R.
\
Conder Pas. Faith Pref. 12 Is there a God? Is there an
Infinite, All-wise, All-powerful Spirit? Mod. An unjust
God would be no God at all.

b. With partial reversion to the general sense

(see 1), in contexts where the One True God is

contrasted with the false gods of heathenism.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) exxxv. 2 pam be ece is ealra godena

god. c 1000 /Elfric Dent. x. 17 Drihten sylf ys goda god,
ma;re god and mihtij. c 1400 Maundev. (i8_;q) xii. 142
There is no God but uii & Machomete his Messager.

III. Phraseological uses of sense 5.
* Exclamatory and parenthetic phrases express-

ingfeeling or desire.

7. The vocative, as ah God, oh God, my God,

good God, etc., is used to express strong feeling or

!
excitement.

1340 Ayenb. 92 A god hou hi byeb foles [etc.]. 1573 Neio
Custom 11. iii, Preciuuse God, it frettes mee to the very gall.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxviii. xvi. And yet (good
God) how ofte this crooked kind, Incenst him in the desert

;
every where? 1593 .Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. v. 61 Who's this?

[

Oh God ! It is my Father's face, a 1603 Hevwood Woman
killed to. Kindn. 1 1617) B 3, Sits. O God : a Surgeon there.

i

i8ij T. Amvot Speeches Windham I. 134 In which the

I

words, ' My God !' had been made use of on a light occasion.

1855 Tennyson Maud 1. 60 Ah God, as he used to rave.

f b. Followed by a wish. Chiefly Sc. in the

phrases God gif, God nor = would to God that .

.

A verb may have been dropped in these expressions.

c 1475 Rau/Coilyar 734 Greit God gif I war now. . Vpon
the mure. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems lxn. 4 God gif je war
Johne Thomsounis man. 1535 Lyndsav Satyre 1325 God
nor my trewker mence =ine ledder. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform. xxtL 50 O monstrous bird I God nor ye gleddis }e

[-thee] get. 1599 Shaks. Muck Ado iv. i. 308 O God that

f~were a man.

8. In phrases expressive of a strong wish, chiefly

for tile benefit or injury of some person, as God
bless, damn, help, preserve, save, f shield, f speed,

•f yield (you, him, etc.); also God forbid, grant
(that); God give ^something) : fur these see the

various verbs. Hence occasionally used in parti-

cipial expressions.
Some of these phrases assumed abbreviated or corrupted

forms through frequent use, as God eytd (ild,dild) you, god-
di/geyee = God yield you (see Yield) ; GodPivy (buy) ye

~

God be with you (see Good-byk! ; Cod (Godgt) yougoodeven
= God give you, etc. (also Cod dig-you-den, G«d(g)igoden '.

see Good-even 1

, In such phrases as have remained current,

God is often omitted, as bless you, damn yon, preserve us.

1579 G. Hahvey Let. to Spenser Wks. (Grosart) 1. 24 Youre
Latine Farewell is a goodly braue yonkerly peece of work,
and goddilge yee, I am alwayes maruellously beholding vnto
you, for your bountifull Titles. 1599 Marston Sco. VUlanie
111. xi. 226 This bumbast foile-button. after the God-sauing
ceremony, For want of talke-stufle, fals to foinery. 1600
Nashe Summers Last //'/// Wks. (Grosart) VI. 8gGodgiue
you good night in Walling Street. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii.

189 God be with you \Q<}. God bu'y] : I haue done. 1612 in

Crt. «$ Times Jos. I (1848' I. 194 God keep them from ba^c
courses! 1809 Malkin Cit Bias iv. viii f 8 A profusion of
farewellsand God-be-with-you's. 1814 Wellingtoni!! Gurw.
Desp. (1838) XII. 6 God send that I may be in time to
prevent mischief ! 1840 Dickens Barn. Pudge xl, To be .

.

God-blessed .. by o.ie who carried ' Sir' before Ids name ..

was something for a porter. 1894 H. Gakdenek I'noff.
Patriot 236 I'll burn every God-damned house I come to.

b. Many of these combinations, as God bless me
(my soul, etc.), God save me, etc. are used (pro-

fanely) as mere exclamations of surprise (see the

vbs.). t So in the shortened form Gods (-God
save) me, my life, my soul, etc.

1590 Shaks. Mids, N. iv. i. 209 Gods my lifel Stolne
hence and left me asleepe. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in
Hum. in. iv, Gods my life; did you euer bear the like?

01603 Heywood Woman killed u: Kindn.{iti/^ F4, Gods
me no such dispatch. 1605 Chapman AllFooles m. i. E 3 b,

Gods my deare soule, what sudden change is here ! 1640
tr. Vtrderes Rom. Rom. 11, igi Gods me, said Trasiclea.

GOD

f c. God's forbot (see Forbode; n God forbid

Hence corruptly God sivare~bot, Godsworbet. Obs.
c 1460 Toxoneley Myst. ii. 38, 1 fend, godis fcrbot, that euer

thou thrife. c 1530 Int. Beauty A> / 'roperties Women A v b,

Ells godds forbod She hath equall power of my lyffvnder
god. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. Dieu, A dieu ue plaise, G.,d forb d,

God shield, God sware-bot. 1641 ii ills Recreat. Epigr.
526 One tels strange newes, tother Godsworbet cries, '1 he
third shakes head, alack replies.

9. In phrases which express dependence upon or

grateful recognition of divine providence, a. If or

*f and) Godwill (also dial, an Golhilt, a Goddil) ;

God willing, fwill God. (And God will was
formerly sometimes used ironically, m 'save the
mark '.)

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4561 Love shal never, if god wil, Here
of me, . Offence or complaynt. c 1470 Hknry Wallace iv.

766 Will God, I sail eschape this tiesoune faK 1526
Wolsey in St. Papers Hen. VIII (1830) I. 184 The said
realme may yet, God willing, be preserved and releved.

1542 Becon Paihw. Prayer xlvi. R ij b, Monstures, Monckes
1 would haue sayd, & other religious parsons, and God
wyll, as they desyre to be called. 1588 Marp>el. Epist.
(Arb.) 28 Naye (quoth Penrie) neuer so long as I Hue god-
willing. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 187. c 1688 H. Herbert
in Reb. Warner Epist. Curios. Ser. 1. 72 We both intei;d. God
willing, to set forward for London on Munday next. 1706
Wycherley Let. toPo/>e'\uP.'s Left. (1735' 25 Afterwards to
spend two Months (God willing) with you, at Binfield. 1790
Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. 11821) 43 Ise find tea a
maister, a goddil ! 1825-80 Jamieson s.v. Gothill, An Go:-
hill, if God will. .. 'In Gothill I'll be there'. 1835 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. I. 25 Next year, God willing, I shall see you
all again.

b. By (\iuith) God's grace; by 'with) God's

help, assistance, blessing, etc.

832 Kentish Charter in O. E. Texts 40/n Ic ceolno5 mid
godes gefe ercebiscop. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 412 Y nam no
truant, be godes grace. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xviii. 51,

I sail, with Goddis grace, Keip his command. 1619 Sander-
son Serm. ad Cler. i. (1689) 3, I shall by Gods assistance
proceed . . to inquire how [etc.]. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Catechism, Yes verily ; and by Gods help so I will. 1859
Tennyson Enid 344 Here, by God's grace, is the one voice
for me.

*t*c. [And) God before (or to fore), under God's
guidance. With God to friend \ with God's help
or protection. Obs.

c 1374 Chalcer Troylus 1. 1049 And dredelees, if that my
lyf may laste, And god to-forn, lo, som of hem shal smarte.
£-1400 Rom. Rose 7198 They shal neuere haue that myght
And god to forne for strif to fight That [etc.! a 1450 Knt.
de la Pour (1868) 14 Diuerse exsaumples, the whiche, and
God before, ye shalle take hedc of. c 1500 Mttusine xxi.

127 For god before we tende & purpose to gyue bataylle to

the Sawdan. 1533 J. Heywood Pard. »y Friar B iv, I wyll
neuer come hether more, Whyle I lyue and god before. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. i. 28 So forward on his way (with God to

frend) He passed forth. 1594 Kyd Cornelia in. E 4 b, Els
(god to fore my selfe may liue to see His tired corse lye toyl-

ing in his blood. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, \. ii. 307 For God
before,Wee'le chide this Dolphin at his fathers doore. 1609
Drayton Cromwell 36 For in my skill his sound recouerie
lies, Doubt not thereof if setting God before.

d. Under God : as a secondary cause or mediate
object of gratitude.

1607 Peeles Jests B 1 a, Yet, quoth he, vnder God, I wil

doe him some good. 1619 in Crt. <y limes fas. I (1848) II.

170 The blessedness of this good work, under God, is to be
attributed to the king alone.

e. Thank God; God be thanked, praised, etc.

f Earlier Godeponc. Abo praised \j\ loved) be God.
c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn, n Unbilere is aiware aleid and

rihte leue arered gode<5onc. 1351 Minot Poems (Hall) i. 53
Bot, loued be Ood, be pride es slaked Of bam [etc.]. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 190 You breake iests as braggards
do their blades, which God be thanked hurt not. 1607 Peete's

Jests B 1 b, The fellow told him God be prai'ed, his good
Landlord was well recouered. 1753 Sco's Mag. July 320/2
Most of the landholders have now, thank God ! abandoned
that . . religion. 1842 Tennyson Lady Clare 17 ' O God be
thank'd ! . . That all comes round so juat and fair.'

10. God {fit) wot (arch.; see Goddot), God
knows, a. Used to emphasize the truth of a state-

ment.
a zyaaCursor M. 4473 (Gott.) Godwat..I sal vndo be wele

bi sueuen. c 1300 llavetok 2527 per-of held he wel his oth,

For he it [a priory] made, god it woth. a 1529 Skelton
Col. Chute 234 Than renne theyineuerystede, God wot, with
dronken nolles. ?rti55o Freiris Bertvik 61 in Duuhar's
/Www (1893)287 Hewent fra hame, God wait, on Weddins-
day. 1564 Covekdale Lett. Martyrs 77 It is impossible

to set forth.. al y l was (God knoweth) tumultuously spoken.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 229 The Chaine, Which God
he knowes, I saw not. 1594 — Rich. Ill, 11. iii. 18 Stood
the State so? No, no, good friends, God wot. a 1617
Bayne On Epk. i. (1643) 2I 4 Commonly the most Chris-

tians are cou ited good men godwot, but simple soiiles. of

no parts. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 197 God wot, his shield

is blank enough.

b. Used with indirect question to imply that

something is unknown to the speaker, and probably

to every other human being.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 98 The sayd John was bad after

in great suspicion, whether justly or unjustly God knoweth.
1646 Buck Rich, ill, 111 85 Their bodies were bestowed
God wot where. 1822 Byron Werner iv. i. 51 The country

.. Is over-run with—God knows who. 1823 — Juan ix.

Ixvii, They fell in love ;— she with his face, His grace, his

God-knows-what.

11. In earnest appeals or exhortations, as for
God's sake

; for Gods love ; in (also t a, d1

) God's

name; -f on or a Gods half ( see Half so. 2 d).



GOD.

For the use of adjuratory forms to the same effect,

see 1 4.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8968 Madame he sede uor godes

loue is his wel ido pat bou f-es vticlene limes handiest.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4798 (Cott.) Ga we alle, in gods name.

ibid. 4800 (GottA 1 JOO pray for goddes sake [etc.]. c 1386

Chaucer Prat. 854 What, welcome be the cut, a goddes

name. 1548 \\\ Patten E.xped. Scot I. K viij. These a Cods
name wear their targettes again the shot of our small artil-

terie. 1583 HoLLYiiAXD Campo di Fiori$ For God sake let

not my tutor know it. 1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. i. 251 But
what o* Gods name doth become of this? 1610 B. JoMSOM
Alch. v. iii, For Gods sake, when will herGrace be at leasure ?

1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 101 Hold ! for God's sake—you'll

offend. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 5°4 For God's love, a little

air ! 1864 — En. Ard. 505 For God's sake, .let it beat once.

fl2. God pays: a proverbial expression of in-

difference to the consequences of one's action. Obs.

1605 Land. Prodigal C 1 b, There be some that bares a

souldiers forme, That . . Goes swaggering vp and downe
from house to house, crying God payes. 1616 B. Jonson
Epigr. 1. xii. Lieut, Shift, His onely answere is to all, god
payes. i6a6 — Masque of Owls, Whom since they have

ihipt away, And left him God to pay.

** In oaths.

13. By God, t before (or fore) God; also by God
above, etc. (cf. By A 2).

From a desire to avoid actual use ofthe sacred name come
various distorted or minced pronunciations of the word

;

see Cock, Dod, Gad, Gar, Ged, Gog, Goles, Golly, Gom,
Gosh,Gos(se, Gud, Gum; also Adad, Adod, Bedad, Begad,
Begar, Ecod, Egad, Icod, Igau. Of these forms only Cock
and Gog- are common before 1600 ; the others occur mainly

in the 17th and 18th c, Gar is by the dramatists chiefly put

in the mouths of foreigners (cf. 14).

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7000 Vor gode [v.r. By god] be

nexte king .. ne ;ef horn 11051 follkhe so muche. it 1300

Cursor M. 7934 ' Bi godd o-liue ', he suor his ath. 13. . Sir
Bates (A.) 1098 * For gode ', queb Beues, ' bat ich do nelle '.

C1400 Gamelyn 469 It is nought wel served, by god that al

made. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 219 Be god hat bou;te me dere.

c 1500 Mehtsinc xxxvi. 293 By god, my lord, shame is

therof to you. 1519 intcrl. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 48
That is well sayd, be God Almyght ! c 1540 Heywood
Pour P. P. (Copland) Civ, Pardoner. I thought ye Iyed.

Poticary. And so thought I by god that dyed. 1557 /uteri,

youth Bjb, I sweare by God in Trinitie I wyll go fetche

him vnto the. ibid. B ij b, A wyfe nay nay for God auowe
He shall haue fleshe inoughe. 1599 Porter Angry Worn.
Abingt. (Percy Soc.) 22 Fran. Are they so? Comes. I,

before God, are they. 1610 B. Jonson A Ich. 1. iii, 'Fore

God, my intelligence Costs me more money, then my share

oft comes too. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 157 By God, Sir,

I will doe for Queene Elizabeth that which I will not doe

for my selfe. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Poet Wks. (Bohn) I.

170 He says with the old painter, ' By God, it is in me, and
must go forth of me \ 1885 Ormsbv Don Quix. 11. xxxiy.

III. 384 ' By God and upon my conscience', said the devil,

' I never observed it *.

14. In possessive combinations serving as asse-

verative or adjuratory formula. Preceded by by

or (in adjuratory use: cf. 11) by for; also with

omission of prep. (Cf. Gad sb.o 3.)

Corrupt or minced forms of these oaths are also common,
Goifs being altered or abbreviated to Ads, Cocks, Cods,

Cuds. Gads, Gogs, Guds, His, 'Ods, y

S, 'l/ds, 'Z (in Zooks,

Zounds) ; of these only Cocks and Gogs are old, the others

coming into use about 1600 or later; the full forms are

rarely found after that date except as archaisms. The form

Gars is assigned to foreigners, as gars blur, garzmune in

Doctor Dodypoil (Bullen O. PI. III. 129), garzoon in Far-

quhar {Beaux Strat. 111. iii, etc.).

a. With ordinary sbs., sometimes preceded by

an adj. ; alsowith the adj. used elliptically, as God's

blest, precious, etc.

In some of these oaths the sb. denotes an attribute of

Deity; more usually, God's— Christ's, asin God's arms,
body, blood, etc. In some jocular oaths, as in God's brother,

fish, hat, matt, the sb. has no meaning in its connexion,

being substituted for some word of solemn import.

x6xz Beaum. & Fi.. Knt. Burn. Pestle 1. iv, Bid the

platan send Rafe, or by *Gods— , and they do not (etc.].

1608 Merry Devil Edmonton (1617) C2b, By *Gods blessed

Angell, Thou shalt well know it c 1386 Chaucer Pard. 'P.

326 By ''goddes Armes if thou falsly pleye [etc.]. c 1530

//ickscorner(c 1550) E ij, I forsake thy company. Imagyn-
acyon. Goddes armes my company and why. 1575 Gamtn.
Gurton v. ii, A great deale more (by *Gods blest,) than
cheuer by the got. 1549 Latimer -jth Serin, bef. Edw. V/
(Arb.i 200 To sweare by *goddes bloude. 1569-3 Jack
Jugler (Roxb.) 21 *Godes body horeson thefe who tolde

thee that same. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. fV, n. i. 29 (Qo.) Gods
bodic. The Turkies in my Panier are quite starued. c 1386

Chaucer Shipm. Prol. 4 For *godis bonys Telle vs a tale.

1573 .Veio Custom 111. i, Else I will smite thee . . by goddes
bones. 162a Mauue tr. Aleman's Guzman tVAlf. 11. 142

*Gods-bores [cf. Bore sb. and Gog], what a deale of doe is

here about nothing? 153s Lyndesay .V<t/)'>v 932 That sail wee
do,be*Godsbreid. 1592 Shaks. R mm, <v Jul. 111. v. i77Gods
bread, it makes me mad. £1537 Thersites (Roxb.) 64 Ye
that I wyll, by *goddes deare brother, /bid. 70 By goddes
blessed brother Yf [etc.]. c 1386 Chaucer Millers T. 557
By *goddes corpus this goth faire and weel. 1535 Lynde-
say Satyrc 1943 Be "Gods croun . . I sail slay thee. ? a 1550

Freiris Berwik 234 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 293 Awalk for

*Goddisdeid. i859TENNYSoN£7«/«i,676Yea,by*God'sdeath
..ye love him well. 1564-78 *Godsdentie [see Dentie]. ci^fi6

Chaucer Reeve's '/'.35oThowsha]'bedeedby 'goddesdigni-

tee. ?a 1550 Freiris Benvik 295 in Dunbar's Poems (18931295,

I will thame haif be Goddis dignite. 1599, 1605 *God's
dines[see Dines]. 14. . Sir Beues (Pynson) 2013, ' I graunt',

sayde Beuys, ' by *goddys dome '. c 1460 Tcnoneley Myst.

xii. 305, A, *godys dere dominus, what was that sang ? 1340
Ayenb. 45 A kny?t wes bet zuor be *godes e^en. e 153°

Hickscomer (c 1550) E ij b, By *goddes fast I was ten yere

in Newgate, c 1570 Marr. Wit it Science v. E j b, 'Gods
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fishe hostes and knowe you not mee. 1675 Maryell Corr. I

Wks. 1872-5 11.431, I havea passable good estate, I confess,

but, God's-fish, I have a great charge upon't. 1716 Ctess
'

Cow it. u Diary (1864) 05 To which he replied, God's Fish !
;

(that was his common Oath) I don't believe a Word of all this.

c 1550 Wever Lusty Juventus L)j, Yeaby*godsfoote that I

wyl be busye. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. iPercy

Soc.) sSCiodsfoote— I crye God hartelymercy ! 1748 S\ioi.-

i.EirRod. Rand, xi, "God's fury ! there shall no passnngers

come here. 1535 Lyndfsay Satyrc 393 Or je tuik skaith,

be 'Gods goun [etc.]. 1573 AYw Custom 11. iii, Nowc by
"goddes guttes I will neuer staye Tyll [etc.]. 1569 1.

Preston Cambyses D iv b, *Gods hat neighbour come away.
C1386 Chaucer Pard. P. 323 By "goddes precious herte

|

and by his nayl^s. — Millers T. 629 Help for goddes herte.
'

1573 A'.70 Custom 11. iii, Nay by Goddes harte, if I might
j

doe what I list [etc], 1548 Hall Citron., Edw. V, 19 By
*god his blessed lady, I am a bacheler. 1589 Plttenham
Eug. Pocsie 111. xix. iArb.) 238 Gods lady I reckon my 1

selfe as good a man as he. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in !

Hum. n. iii, By *Gods lid, and you had not confest it—. 1609

Ev. Worn, in Hum. 11. i. in Bullen O. PI IV, By Gods-lid,

if I had knowne [etc.]. 1604 Dekker Honest Wh. U635)
G 3 b, *Gods life, I was ne'r so thrumbed since 1 was a
Gentleman. 1596 Shaks. i Hen./V, in. iii. 71 (Qo.) *Gods
light I was neuer cald so in mine owne house before.

a 1603 Heywood Woman killed iv. Kindn. (1617) D 4,

Gods light, harke within there. 1519 /uteri. Four Elem.
(Percy Soc.) 36 *Goddis I.orde! seist not who is here

now? 1600 Dekker Shoemaker s Holiday 1618) D 4, Gods
Lord lis late, to Guild Hall I must hie. 1575 Ganim.
Gurton v. ii,*Gods malt. Gammer gurton. c 1386 Chaucer
St/r.'s Prol. 1 Ey "goddes mercy seyde our Hoost tho.

c 154° Heywood iFour /'. P. ^Copland) Dj b, No stone left

standyng by "goddes mother. 1613 Shaks. Htn. I'///, v.

i. 153 Gods blest Mother, I sweare he is true-hearted. 1 1460

FiYivneley Myst. xvi. 116 By ^gottys dere nalys I wyll

peasse no langer. 1600 Dekker Shoemaker's Holiday (1610)

H2U, Gods nailes do you thinke I am so base to Gull you?
13.. Sir Beues (A) 2191 Be *godes name, Ichaue for be

sofred meche shame, c 1460 Tozvneley Myst. ii. 400 Peasse,

man, for *godis payn. c 1386 Chaucer Shif>m. /'rot. 13 A-bide

for *godis digne passion. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 1438 That
sail we do., be Gods passioun. 1589 Puttenham Eng.

Poesie ill. xvii. (Arb.) 194 Gods passion .. said she, would

thou haue me beare mo children yet? 14.. Sir Beues
(Pynson) 2090, I the tel by *goddys pyne. c 1386 Chaucer
Melib. Prol. 18 Gladly .. by goddes swete pyne. c 1460

Tmvneley Myst. \\\. 227, I swere bi godis pyne. 1569 T.

Preston Cambyses Bjb, Yea "Gods pittie, begin ye to

intreat me? 1592 Greene Vpst. Cci/rticrViks. iGrosart)

XI, 219 There were sweete Lillies, *Gods plenty, which
shewed faire Virgins neede not weepe for wooers. 1562-3

Jack Jttgler (Roxb.
1

) 23 Hens or by *gods precious I shall

breake thy necke. 1602 Ho7u a man may choose Good Wife
K 3, Gods pretious call me dotard. 1599 Porter Angry
Wont. Abingt. (Percy Soc.) 59 Go to, nustris ; by *Gods
pretious deere, if [etc.]. 1859 Tennyson Enid 368 Here
by *God's rood is the one maid for me. 1575 Gamut.
Gurton v. ii, *Gods sacrament the villain knaue hath drest

vs round about. 1577 Misogonus 11. iv. i57(Brandl(?»c/A«

448) *Gods sacringe, I haue lost a noble at two settes. c 1460
Foivueley Myst. ii. 458 Bi 'Godis sydis, if thou do, I shall

[etc.]. £1530 Hickscomer 1V1550) E ij, By goddes sydes

I had leuer be hanged, c 1386 Chaucer Millers Prol. 24

By vgoddes soul . . that wol nat I. 1573 New Custom 1. ii,

I can not by goddes sowle. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in

Hum. iv. i, Draw, or by *Gods will ile thresh you. 1599
Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. (Percy Soc) 96 Gods will, tis

sir Ralph Smith, c 1550 Wever Lusty Juvenilis D ij, This
is an ernest fellow of *gods worde. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre

991 That sail I nocht, be *Gods wounds. 1573 Ne-w Custom
11. iii, By goddes glorious woundes hee was worthy of

none.

+ b. With sbs. not found in other contexts, and

prob. in most instances corrupt or fabricated, as

(by) God's bodykins, pittikins ( = body, pity) ; by

God's diggers; God's ludd; by God's me {}. from

8 b) ; God's nigs ; (by) God's santy, sonties (? =
sanctity) ; God's sokinges. See also Godsookers
and Gai> sbf* 3. Obs.

1602 Shaks. //am. 11. ii. 254 *Gods bodykins man, better.

1651 Cleveland Poems 21 By *Gods-diggers, Hee'I swear
in words at large. 1577 Misogonus iv. i. 144 (Brandl Qucllen

481) *Gods ludd. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingt.

(Percy Soc.) 104 Yet, by *Gods me, Ile take no wrong. 1622

Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman tPAtf. 11. 142 *Gods nigs

(my masters) you need not find such fault with it. a 1643
W. Cartwricht Ordinary iv. L (1651) 59 Godsnigs the

Farme is mine, and must be so. 1600 Dekker Shoemaker's
Holiday (1618) C 3, *Gods pittikins, hands off, sir, heres my
Lord. 1604 — Honest Wh. (1635) K 2, *Gods santy, yonder
come Friers. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 47 Be *God
sonties, 'twill be a hard waie to hit. 1577 Misogonus II. ii. 1

(Brandl Quellen 437), *Gods sokinges, houlde your handes.

fc. God's my arms, passion, pity, etc. : by con-

fusion with 14 a and 8 b)« Obs,

1577 Misogonus 1. iii. 74 (Brandl Quellen 432) Godes my
armes. 1599 Chapman Hum. Dayes Myrtk Plays 1873 I- S8

Gods my passion what haue I done ? 1604 Dekker Honest
Wh.(i63$)C 4b, Gods my pittikins, some foole or other knocks.
Ibid. D, Nay, Gods my pitty, what an Asse is that Citizen

to lend monie to a Lord !

15. In solemn asseverations, as \ so God me
bless, save, etc. ; so help me God (see Help 1

'

; as

God's my judge, etc. Also with omission of so or

as, and occasional corruption of the verb.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. Prol. 4 Also wisly god my soule

blesse, Myn eres aken [etc.]. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii.

550 No, so god me blys. 1589 Tri. Love <y Fortune iv.

(Roxb.) 120 As god juggle me, when I came neere them
[etc.]. 1598 B. Jonson Ez. Man in Hum. 11. ii, I am
asham/d of this base course of life, (God's my comfort)
but [etc.]. Ibid. iv. i, As Gods myjudge, they should haue
kild me first. as6iz Eeaum. & Fl. Pkilaster iv. iii, God
uds me, I understand you not. 1842 Tennyson Lady Clare

23 ' As God's above . . I speak the truth."

GOD.

IV. attrib. and Comb.
10. Substantive combs, a. attributive and appo-

sitive, as god-belly, 'dan, -ci-ocodile, etc., and in

pi. gods-avengers, f -guaidians : t God-bote (see

quot. 1674^ ; God-home, nonce-wd., the home of

God, heaven ; also used by \V. Morris as transl, of

ON. GoSheimr, the abode of the gorls
; god-tree

[a tree worshipped as a god ; also see quot. 1866).

i868Glaostose Juv. Muudixv. § 3(1860. 527 That under-
ground region, in which dwelt the *Gods-Avengers, and
which was the realm of Aides and Per^phont--. 1540 K.
WisnoMK in Strype Feci. Mem. I. App. cxv. ^22 This article

[disbelief in masses for the dead] they take for my greatest

Heiesie. For indede this wrin.^eth their *God-belly, that

his eyes water for pain. 16^5 ]. Smith Chr. Rclig. Ap-
peal \\. 20 That devouring God-belly-uulph Hclicgabalus.

c 1000 Laws of ,-Ethetrcd vi. c. sr in Thorpe Laws I.

328 And ^if for *god-botan feoh-bot arise5. 1674 Bi.ount
Glossogr. (ed. 4), God-bote (Sax.\ a Fine or amerciament
for crimes and offences against God; also an Ecclesias-

tical or Church fine. [Hence in Phillips, Baii.ey, and
mod. Diets.] 1889 K. B. Anderson tr. Rydberg's
Petit. Myth. 142 One of the 'god-clans has committed
the murder, a 1661 Holvday Juvenal 27 2 Whiles .. the
>god-crocodile scem'd tame, all was well. 1665 Sir T.
Herbert 1'rav. -1677)56 This their Godfire is not com-
posed of common combustibles. 1876 .Morris Sigurd iti.

217 The kin "f the God-folk. 1844 Mrs. Browsinc
Dead Pan xiii, Shall .. no hero take inspiring From
the G>>d Greek of her lips? 1610 Hkaley .S7. Aug. Ct'tie

of God 125 For nil the helpe of these *gods-guardians,

there was not one king of them that continued his raigne

in peace. 1839 Bulky i'estus xiii. 11848) 120 God-home
and glory-land. 1876 MORRIS Sigurd ill. 216 A burg of

people builded for the lords of God-home meet. /bid. iv.

379 Round the fettered and bound they throng As men in

the bitter battle round the *God-kin over-strong. 1862 H.
Spencer First Princ. 11, xv. § 122 (1875) 344 All titles of
honour are originally the names of the "god-king. 18. .

Mrs. Browning Island xxvii, OrPoetPlato, had theundim
Unsetting 'God-light brokeonhim. a 1711 Ken //ymuotheo
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. iog The holy Jesus. .Co-effluent 'God-
Love on his Spirit shed. 1634 Massingkk Very Woman
111. i, They have new creators, ^God-tailor, and *God*
mercer. 18. . Mrs. Browning Seraph 3- Poet, The seraph

sings before the manifest 'God-One. 1772 Nugent tr.

Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 522 Building to the 'God-Ram
the first temple. 1697 Dryden AZueid Ded. b 4, /Eneas
.. had the same ^"God-Smith to Forge his Arms as had
Achilles. 1839 Bailey Festus (1854) 412 He in the 'God-
state first, .passed away. 1866 Treas. Bot., 'Godtree, F.n'o-

dendron anfraciuosum. 1896 F. B. Jevons lutrod. Hist.

Reiig. six. .?52 A branch of the god-tree, some actual ears

of wheat or maize, are worshipped as Very God.

b. objective, as God-foe, -hater, -maker, -monger,

etc. ; God-dreading, -making vbl. sbs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29205 pe gift o wijt..o *gode dreding.

1615 Chapman Odyss. 1. i:8The *God-foe Polypheme. 1643
Vicars (title) A Looking-Glasse for Malignants: or God's
hand against *God-haters. 1541 Barnes libs. (1573) 340/1
Now woulde I knowe of these new "Godmakers, by whose
power and helpe that the first Sainte came into heauen. 1875
M. Arnold /sa. xl-lxvi. Notes 122 This God-maker is

hungry and faint, even at the very time that he is at his God-
making. 1613 Pukcmas Pilgrimage (1614) 652 Art. .in this

matter of ^God-making, commonly gets the upper hand.

1883 J. Parker A/>ost. Life II. 206 You will be but jostling

a wnole crowd of "god-mongers. 1647 Trapp Coium. John
iii. 15 By like reason we may say that sin is 'God-murther,
— Co/urn. Rom. 1. 30 Haters of God. And so *God-mur-
therers. — Comm. Coloss. i. 21 Haters of God . . and so

*God-slaiers. — Mellif Theol. in Comm. Ep. 730 This is

Dcicidium, 'God-slaughter. 1681 Dryden Abs. $ Achit.

50 Gods they had tried of every shape and size That *god-
smiths could produce, or priests devise. 1895 Spurgeon
in Daily News 7 Oct. 6/4 When I was at Pompeii I saw
a God-smith's shop. He had several statues finished up to

the face.

c. possessive (see also 5 f), as + God'a baud,
the bond of marriage ; + God's board (see Board
sb. 6) ; + God's body, the sacramental bread

;

God's book, the Bible
; f God's chest, the

temple-treasnry ; f God's cope (see Cope j£.3 2)

;

God's-daughter, t day (see quots.) ; + God's eye

[ = med.L. Oculits Christi\ Clary ; also (see quot.

1880) ; f God's flower, Helichrysnm Stcechas

(Treas. Bot. 1866); + God's guests, strangers,

chance comers; t God's house, (a) ?a pyx, (b)

an almshouse [cf. F. maison Dieii\ ; God's image,

the human body (after Genesis i. 27); t God's
kichel (see quot.) ; t God's marks (see quot,

1558) ; God's service, tin Coverdale [after Ger.

goliesdienst] - worship, an act ofworship ; + God's

sond, send, what is sent by God ; hence, worldly

possessions (cf. God's good); God's Sunday (sec

quots.); fGod's tokens = God's marks. See also

God's acre, God's good, God's- penny.

In OE. and ME. the possessive was also employed in such

phrases as God's church, /touse, lamb, man, mother, sou,

ivord, etc. where the modern expression commonly is the

church, house, etc. ofGod; see the various sbs.

137S Barbour .£*•«« iv.41 Hyrdochtir. .Was coupillyt in-

to *goddis band, With Walter, Stewart off Scotland. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 313 A wenche. .fenge *Goddes

body an Ester day. 1549 Ponet Def Marr. Priests 45 He
hadde the same day sayde masse (which he called the

makynge of Gods body). 971, 1548 *God's book [see Book
sb. 13]. 1635 D. Dickson Hebr. vi. 28 As manie Plagues as

are written in God's Booke. 1535 Covekuale Mark xii. 41

Iesus sat ouer agaynst the "Gods chest & behelde how the

people put money in to the Gods chest. 1520-53 'God's

cope [see CofE si? 2]. 1598 Fi.orio. Moutemari, impossi-
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biHties, gods cope, heauen and earth, seas and mountaines.
ri44o Jacob's WW/ »E.E.T.S. 292 He mordryth "goddys
dow^ter, hat is, his owen soule. 14.. Exortatio in die

Pasche in Hampson Medii /Evi Kal I. 186 [The Paschal
Day] in some place is callede Esterne Day, and in sum place

'Goddes Day. 14 . . MS. Sloaue No. 5 in Halliwell s.v.,

* Godzttxntgaltitritiiw i88oBrittkn& \\<^\.\..\w> Plant. -n.,

God's Eye Veronica Cha/uxdrys. 1597 Gkrarui: Herball
II. cxcvii. § 5. 522 Golden Flower is called in Latine Coma
atirea. .in English Golde FIower,*Gods Flouer.and Gulden
Stcecados. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xvi. 199 Mynstralcie can
ich nat muche bote make men murye. .and welcome *godes
gistes. C1400 Plowman s '/'. 747 On the pore they woll

nought spend Ne no good give to goddes gest. 1377-8
Durham Ace/. Rolls 3S7 Item in uno Chaliskays et uno
"Godeshous pro rotulis officii, vjd. 1425 in Entick London
(1766) IV. 354 The same house to be called for ever God's-

house, or almes-house. 1610 Holland CamdetCs Brit. 1.

284 Sir Richard de Abberbury. . founded for poore people

a Gods-house [Note, Almeshouse]. 1837 Col. Thompson Sp.

Ho. Com. 19 May, Many in that House were old enough
to have seen "God's image sorely mangled, .for what were
termed political offences. is^SSi'KGHT Chaucer s Wks. B bbb,

A cake, .called a *Gods kichell, because godfathers and god-
mothers vs^d commonly to giue one of them to their god-
children, when they asked blessing. 1531 in W. H.Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford 11880) 105 He.. also was full of *Godys
markys. 1558 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. (15681 39 A very good
remedye agaynst the markes of the plague, commonly called

Goddes markes. 1630J. Taylor {Water ¥ .)Wks. 1. 59/2 Some
with Gods markes or Tokens doe espie, Those Marks or
Tokens, shewthem they must die. 1679 J. Brown Life Faith
(1716) II. xv. 127 We should make the Cross of Christ wel-

come, because it is *God's Send. 1535C0VERDALF. 2 Sam. xv.

S, I shat do a *Gods seruyce vnto the Lorde, — Acts xvii. 23,

I haue gone thorow tk .sene youre gods seruyce. 1306 in Pol.

Songs Camden) 223 Alle pe o^er pouraille .. mihten be ful

blype ant thonke *godes sonde, c 1386 Ch.U cer Shipmates
T.2ig Ye have ynough pardee ofgoddes sonde, c 1440 York
Myst. xiii. 217 With ?>ynne was I never filid, Goddis sande is

on me sene. 14. . Exortacio in die Pasche in Hampson Medii
.Evi Kal. II. 1S4 pis is callede in some place Astur Day;
& in sum place Pasche Day, & in summe place "Godeis
Sunday. 1483 Festival d iiij, This day also iscallyd goddes
sonday. For cri-t goddes sone thys day rose from deth to

lyf. 1582 Hester Seer, Phiorav. in. xxix. 45 *Gods tokens,

the whiche commonly come vnto those that haue the Pesti-

lent Feuer.

17. Participial combinations. a. With active

pples. (chiefly objective), as God-adoring; -affront'

ing, etc.

a 1711 Ken Hymnothco Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 326 A *God-
adoring Race. 1671 M. Bruce Good News Evil Times
1 1708) 10 The most 'God-affronting Perjury. 1885 W. de
Gray Birch Life Harold Prol. 105 The glorious and *God-
bearing Cross, a 1649 DrUMM. of Hawth. Poems Wks.
(1711)33 Men awless, lawless live, .a *God-contemning race.

Ibid. 34 'Guibdespir-mg wights, a 1711 Ken Hymnarinm
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. in The Sin, which .. from the "God-
detesting Spirit streams. 1895 J. Smith Message Exod. xv.

250 This God-disowning, goodiefying spirit. 1718 Rowe
tr. Lucan 1S0 The wily, fearful, 'God-dissembling Maid.

1673 Jankway Heaven on E. (1847) 294 *God-estranging
sins. 1850 Carlylk Latter-d. Pamph. iv. 39 Putrid un-
veracities and *godforgetting greed ine>.ses. 1603 Harsnet
Pop. Impost. 73 The *God-gastring Giants, whom Jupiter

j

overwhelmed with Pelion and 1 Jssa. 1607 R. C. tr. Estienne's
IVorld of Wonders I. i. 20 They tell vs strange tales of god- I

gastering Giants, who heaped mightie mountains one vpon
j

another, a 1711 Ken Urania Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 448 ' God- j

hymning Saints. — Blandina ibid. 519 *God-intenerating
j

Pray'rs. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles 111.65 Christ's crucifixion. . ,

wasasin. .containing. . "God-killing bloud-guiltinesse. 1838
S. Bellamy Betrayal 64 Example fair Thou wast, of *God-
loving humility. 1639 Fuller Holy Warn, xxxvii. (1640) 93
A *God-mocking equivocation, i860 Pusey Min. Pro/h.
306 Amaziah and the "God-opposing party. 1612 Drayton
Poly-olh. v. 76 Her "God-resembling sonne [Achilles]. 189a

J. Hutchison OurLord's Signs i. 25 A believing *God-seeing
heart.

b. With passive pple. (chiefly instrumental), as

God-begotten, -built, -created, etc.

1894 C. L. Johnstone Canada 56 Carrying on the "God-
assigned task of conquering the earth, a 1602 Drayton
Heroic. Ep. xi. 80 That horse of fame, that * God-begotten
steed. 1839 Bailey Eestus \. (18481 3 All souls, impregned
with spirit, God-begot. 1838 J. Stevenson tr. Beda's Eccl.

Hist. u8,3) 577 That .. the sanctity of the "God-beloved
further might be manifested to the faithful. 1715-30 Pope
/Had xiii. 1030 Your boasted city, and your y god-built wall.

1735 Thomson Liberty iv. 297 The seeming God-built City.

1841 Miall in Nonconf. I. 97 An image.. not *God-created,
but made by the hands of man. 1715-20 Pope Iliadvu 236
The . . 'god-descended chief. 186a H. Spencer First Princ.

11. xv. § 122 (1875) 344 Presently others of the god-descended
race were similarly saluted. 1895 W. M. Ramsay St. Paul
x. ii. 216 The usual type of "God-driven devotees. 1868 Ld.
Houghton Setect.fr. Wks. 105 The greatest of all possible

gifts, Which *God-empowered man can give toman. (11711

Ken Hymns Evaug. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 129 Food to ev'ry

*God-enamour'd Mind, i860 Pushy Min. Pro/h. 562 Let the

*God-enlightened soul go on [etc. ]. X8S4 — Led. Daniel ii.

61 Human power, .hasamajestyjent it by God, even when it

abuses the God-entrusted gift. 1675 Hobbes Odyss. • 1677) 34
Choisest meat,Which none but *god-fed kings eat. 1643 Mil-
ton Divorce i.ii 6 If the woman be naturallyso of disposition,

as will not help to remove, .that same "God-forbidd'n lone-

liness, which [etc ]. 1889 R. Buchanan Heir of Linue vi,

'A "God-forgoiten place', he said at last, as the dog-cart

stopped. 1888 A I Butler Dante, Par. n. 17 The *God-
formed re dm, 1836 Emerson Eng. Traits^ Aris/ocr. Wks.
(Bonn) II 77 Kn >wing .. what a crew of *God-forsaken
robbers they are. 1886 T. Heney Fortunate Days 85 The
God-forsakenest spot that ever mine eyes were set on. 1800
Asiat. Ann. Keg.,Chron India 31/2 This *God-given victory.

1865 Seeley Ecce Homo ii. (ed. 8) 14 The Messiah was. .to

crush all opposition by God-given might. 17x1 Shaftesb.
Charac. (1737) II. 337 In this case 'tis not a self-govern'd
but a *God-govern d machine, i860 Pusey Min. Pro/h.

287 The natural *God-implanted feeling is the germ of the

spiritual. x6» Drayton Poly-olh. xxiv. 505 That *God in-

spired man, with heauenly goodnesse fild. 1839 Bailey
Festus xx. (1848) 265 God-inspired To utter truth. 1839
Longk. Hyperion 11. vi. (1853) 103 He is what the Tran-
scendentalists call a *God-intoxicated man. 1877 E. Cairo
Philos. Kant ni. 43 Spinoza is more truly described by
Novalis as a God-intoxicated man. 1870 Morhis Earthly
Par. III. iv. 246 Gi ief must he hide . . If he would be "god-
loved and conquering still. 1598 Drayion Heroic. Ep. xii.

69 Nor do I boast my "God-made Grandsires skars. i860

Pusey Min. Proph. 336 The *Godopposed world. 1831

Carlyle Sari. Fes. Hi. vii, New Churches, where the true

*God-ordained .. may find audience, and minister. 1884
' Rita ' Vivicnne vi. i, One oftho.se *God-sent chances which
sometimes befriend us in our hours of peril. 1838 S. Bellamy
Betrayal 61 Nor longer tarrieth, God-sped, and fain His
course to finish. 1886 Ruskin Time % I ide 20 The wisely

sharp methods of Godsped courage. 1871 R. Ellis tr.

Catullus\\\\. 30 When shone an happier hour than thy ^god-
speeded arriving? io^SCuijworthAV/w. 1 John ii. 3,4 (ed.

3' 40 He is a true Christian indeed . . that is ^God-taught.

1839 Bailey Festus viii. (184S) 91 His * God-vouched inherit-

ance of Heaven. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 24
Some *god-wrought eagle-wings.

18. Adjective combinations, as j-God-full, + -««-

like. Also Godfil, Godlike.
1609 J. Davies //fly Roode F 3 b, Wilt be so God vnlike,

to see thy God Embrace the Whip, and thou abhorre the

Rod ? 1648 Herrick Farewell vnto Poetrie 22 in Hcsper.

(1869) 440 Those god-full prophets.

God [gpd), v. Now rare. [f. the sb.]

1. a. trans. To make into a god, to deify ; to

worship as a god. b. quasi-trans. To god it: to

play the god.

1595 Spenser Col. Clout 810 love . . taking [Cupid] up to

heaven, him godded new. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas ir. iv.

111. Schismc Argt. 3 Hee, Godding Calves, makes Israel to

Sin. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. 111. 11 this last old man . . Lou'd
me aboue the measure of a Father, Nay godded me indeed.

1668 Glanvill Plus Ultra (1688! 93 In those days .. men
Godded their Benefactors. 1871 H. N. Hudson Shaks.,

Jul. C. Introd., We have Caesar, .godding it in the loftiest

style.. The passage where Casshis mockingly gods Caesar.

1884 Tennyson Becket v. iii, How the good priest gods
himself! 1896 F. H. Trench in Daily News 21 Dec. 6/5

Who, by the silent Greeks' immortal main, Gods it on eaith

against the human cause.

2. In passive pple. Godded with God, made
partaker of the Divine nature, a phrase used by

the Kamilists in the 16-1 7th c. (cf. Christed).
1576 J. Knewstub Serm. in Confutation {1579) S 1 b. For

H. N. hisChriste was. .first man, and after, by his suffering,

was Godded with God. 1647 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 4) 95
All illuminated Elders are godded with God, or deified.

1656 [see Christed]. 1661 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 6) 215
There was one Richard I^ane, a young man . . said . . that

he was changed into the Divine nature, that he was Christed

with Christ and Godded with God and consequently perfect

God and perfect man. X739 J. Trapp Righteous over-m.

(1758) 62 Ridiculous jargon of being Godded with God.

Hence Go'dded///. a.

a 1616 Beaumont Marr. Yng. Gentlewoman w. Attcicnt

Man Poems (1640* 1 1 a, Smooth, as the godded Swan,
or Venus Dove. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Retig. Appeal 1. 18

While impious Ca;sar and his Godded rout spurn [etc.].

God, obs. form of Good.

God-almighty (g^lmarti). Also 7- (cotloq.

and dial.) God-a-mighty.
1. a. ^Gou^.5. (See also Almighty, Almight,

Almightin.)
C870 Codex Aureus Inscr. 15 in O. E. Texts 175 On

Godes almaehti^es noman. a 1000 Dream of Rood 39
Onjyrede hine J>a seonS haele5, ^t waes god aehmhtix-

£1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 In swa muchele edmodnesse godal-

mihti hine dude for us. a 1300 Cursor M. 179 (Giitt.) Godd
all-mightin Turnd water into win. 1594 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. 111. i. § 10 Our hartie prayer vnto God almightie is, that

[etc.]. 1604 Dekker 1st Ft. Hottest Wh. 1 1635) I 3 b, Tell

me, whither is he gone? Tow. Why to God a mighty.

1643 Digbv Observ. Relig. Med. 29 Steered and levelled

by God Almighty. 1864 Tennyson North. Fanner 45 Do
godamoighty knaw what a's doing V

b. In derisive use (with a and in//.) ; One who
poses, or is regarded by others, as omnipotent.

I1609 C. Butler Fein. Mon. i. (1623)^ 4, I haue read .

.

How there were Bees so wise and skilful, as . . to descrie

a certain little God-a mightie, though he came among them
in likeness of a Wafer-Cake.] 1681 Drvden A/cdal 110 This
side to day, and that to morrow burns ; So all are God-
a'mighties in their turns. 1795 Woi.cot (P. Pindar) Ode to

French Wks. 1812 III. 354, I, in life's more early day,

Deem'd Kings young God-almighties, form'd for sway.

2. dial. (See quots.

)

1847 78 Hallhvkll, God-A l/nigh/y^'Cow, the ladybird.

1886 Ei.worthy IV. Somerset it'ord-bk , God Almighty s

bread and cheese, wood sorrel, Oxa/is Acetosella. God
Almighty's cock and hen [the robin and wren]. 1893 G. D.
Leslie Lett, to Marco xiv. 95 note, An Oxford friend tells

me of a curious name for woodlice current in Oxfordshire,

namely ' God Almighty's pigs'.

1 God-a-me'rcy, tnt.phr. Obs. Also6goda-
marsey, gathwneroy. 7 god-a-massy. [ - God
have mercy .sometimes so written; see 2, quot.

a 1617), used in the sense 'God reward you' (see

Mkucy), and hence as a mere expression of thanks.]

1. Used as an exclamation of applause or thanks.

Const, of.

(In the latest examples app. used as a mere exclamation.)

a 1440 Sir Eglam. 96 ' Nay, syr.. Ye are a nobylle knyght
..God a mercy, syr!' seyde hee. C1485 Digby Myst.

(1882) 111. 619 God a mercy, symont, pat pou wylt me knowe.

C 1520 King*,- Barker n6in Hazlitt E. P. P. 9 Godamarsey,

sayd our kyng, of they serueyse to daye. 1568 Like Will
to Like Aiv, By masse god a marsy my vreend nickol.

1631 Chettle /'rag. Hoffman D 3 b, Well god-a-mercy
friend, thou got'st me grace: But more of that at leasure.

1658 Ford, etc. Witch Edmonton 1. ii, IVarb. Wilt be
angry, Wasp ? O. Cart. God-a-mercy, Sue, She'll firk him
on my life, if he [etc.]. 1790 Bystander 213 God a mercy.

.

what a happy thing for old Corin. 1828 Scott /*'. M. Perth
v, Nay, God-a-mcrcy, wen^-h, it were hard to deny thee
time to busk thy body-clothes.
Prov.phr. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 5 As the hostes

reckonyng with her gest less wilhnge to lodge in her hows,
then his tyred horse, made low curtesy . . to the beaste, and
seyd gathamercy horse. 1710 Brit. A/ollo III. No. 118.

3/1, I find I'm whole, God a Mercy Horse.

b. ironically ;
= ( Many thanks (to).

1

1598 T. Bastard Chrest. (1880) 26 But our Eliza liues,

and keepes her crown, Godamercy Pope, for he would pull

her downe. 1603 Florio Montaigne 111. ix. (1632) 547
Theeves and stealers (godamersie their kindnessej have in

particular nothing to say to me.

2. quasi-^. An expression of thanks, a ' thank-

you'. Worth god-a-mercy, worth giving thanks

for, of some value or importance (similarly not

worth g.). No god-a-mercy, no special merit.

1563-87 Foxe A. «<(- M. (1596) 103/2 As it is trulie said of
Tullie : out of Asia (saith he to liue a good life, is no goda-
mercie ; but in Asia .. that is praise woorthie. 1600 Hol-
land Livy xxix. iv. (1609) 712 He would be readie to assist

him with such a power of foote and horse as were worth
god amercy [L. hand contemueudis]. 0x6x7 Bayne On
Eph. (1643) 130 For to choose one out of grace to have this

or that hee shall well pay for, is grace not worth God have
mercy. 1626 Meade in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. iii. No. 328
If we stayed to expect the event in Parliament, it would
not be worth God-ha-mercy. 1655 Bramhall Def. True
Lib. 103 All this is most true, of a just Law justly executed.

But this is no god-a-mercy toT. H. [/. e. Thomas HobbesJ
his opinion of absolute necessity. 1692 [see Gob sb. 1 2}.

f Godard. Corrupt form 01 godere, Gutter.
11400 Destr. Troy 1607 The water .. Gosshet through

Godardys & other grete vautes.

Godard, obs. form of Goddabd.
Godas, obs. form of Goddess.

+ God-a-thank. Obs, rare~ l
. [= God have

thank s\ cf. God-a-meiiCY.]

1657 Trapp Fs. cvi. 3 Those that say God a thank only,

and no more, are not only contumelious, but injurious.

t Go'd-bairn. Obs. rare. \C(.OSw.gud/ibarn,

i mod.Sw. gudabam.~\ - God-child.
1014 Wulfstan Sertn. ad Anglos in Horn. (1883) 160

Godsibbas and godbearn to fela man forspilde. 1558 Rich-

mond. With (Surtees) 113 Item I gyue to euery godbayrne
I haue iiij d ., and to euery scoller I haue ij'

1
.

b. God-bairn gift: a present made toa god-child.

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 788 Quhat salbe my Godbairne
gift. 1579 Sc. Acts y#s. VI (1814) III. 164 The samyne
landis beand gevin in godbairne gift to the erle of huntly
be be cardinal!, a 1605 Montgomerie Misc. Poems iv. 24

Quhy did the gods for godbarne-gift me geive Ambrosian
bread . . V

t Go'd-brother. Obs. rare — l
. A male person

who has the same godfather as another.

1571 Campion Hist. /ret. II. viii. (1633) 102 For which

cause the Earle of Desmond remained many yeares Deputy
to George Duke of Clarence his god-brother.

Godcept, obs. form of Gossip sb.

Go'd-chi Id. [f. God sb. + Child (see God-
father).] A person considered in relation to his

or her god-parent or god-parents ; a godson or

god-daughter.
.< 1225 Aucr. R. 210 To longe abiden vorte techen god-

childe pater noster and credo. 1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 39
Euere god-chyld pat y haue. c 1450 Myrc 152 Godfader

and godmoder pou moste preche That they here godchyl-

dere to gode teche. 1546 J. Heywood Prav. (1867) 69 Ye
haue many god children. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1784,

His gentleness . . to a young lady his god<hild. 1834

Coleridge Let. 13 July in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 420 ftfy

dear Godchild.

1 Godcund, a. Obs. [f. God sb. + -ennd

related to, of the nature of; cf. OS. godkund,

OHG. golhund.] .Divine, spiritual. (Only OE.
and ME.)
((900 O. E. Chrou. an. 601 Wei monije godcunde lare-

ow:is. a 1000 Czdmoris Gen. 2612 Us jewritu sec*ea3,

godcunde bee, jwet [etc.]. citooOrmin 14257 Crist, .turrnde

waterr inntill win purrh hiss goddcunnde mahhte. c 1205

Lay. 10139 pet he sende [MS. senden] him anan sumne
godcundne man.

f Hence Qodcunde ,i. e. -ciinde - QS., OHG.
godknndi), Oodcundhede, -le^c, GodctUHd>ess,
divinity, divine nature or power.

c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. i. 24 (Gr.) Seo halite prynnys . . on

anre godcundnysse ajfre wunijende. < 1000 Sax. Leechd.

I. 152 Deos wyrt hato mid hyre sume wundorlice godcund-

nesse. a x«K> Moral Ode 389 God is so mere & swa muchel

in hisgodcunnesse pat [etc.). c iaoo Ormin 1357 Jesu Crist

iss .. Sop Godd i Goddcunndnesse. /bid. 1.88 AH swa

comni Cri^tess Goddcunndle^c All cwicc upp intill heofTne.

triaos Lay 24960 Godd sulf hit makede purh frsgodd-Lunde.

c laao Bestiary 592 He speken godcundhede And wikke h
here dede.

God-da'mn/,-ine\ Forms: 7 God-damn(e)-

me,e. -dam-me, -damme'.e, -dame, 9 God-dam,
Goddam. [See God sb. 8 and Damn v.]

1. The utterance of this phrase as a profane oath.

Also attrib.

1640 Wits Rccreat. No. 380 14 b, Swears from Believe

me, & Good-faith & troth, Up to God-damn-me. 1647

Ward Simp. Cobler 61 , I would pray hard 10 his Maktr



GODDARD.
. . to save his soulc, notwithstanding all his God-damne
mee's. 1652 Peyton Catastr. Ha. Stuarts 11731) 28
The Courtiers garnished their mouths with God-dammes,
as if they desired Damnation rather than Salvation. 1663
Butler Hud. 1. ii. 510 The Solemn League and Covenant
Will seem a meer God-dam me Rant. 1689 I'liiLOrOLlTES
Grumbieteuian Crew 3 Unless their Throats be so furred
with God Dame's, that no other Oath will slip. 1851 Mavne
Reid Scalp Hunt. ix. 72 The ' sacre ' and the English ' God-
dam', were hurled at everything Mexican.

t 2. One who is addicted to swearing (applied by
the Puritans to the Cavaliers . Also altrib. Obs.
1640 IVits Recreat.'So. 233 F 6 a,What is the reason of God-

dam-me's band, Inch-deep? .. Goddam-me saves a labor,
understand, In pulling't off when he puts on the halter.
1643 S. MARSHALL Lei. Spir. Advice 15 If their long con-
versing with God-dammee's, hath not drawn such a Kawl
over the hearts, that to them damnation is ridiculous. 1643
Prynne Sov. Poioer Pari. 1. 'ed. 2) 17 The Goddam-me
Cavaliers.

_
1679 Essex's Excel. 3 Such winds as only be-

fitteda railing parson in his Pnlpit, or a drunken God-damme.
1713 Genii, Instr. rn. vii. (ed. 5) 430 Others were of the
I'own-cut, Young God-damme's that spoke ill, and liv'd
worse.

II 3. (After F. goddam = OF. godon. An English-
man.
1431 [see Dasin v. 5]. 1830 J . P. Cobbett Tour in Italy 8

It seems the 'Goddems arc having some fun. 1865
Dublin Univ. Mag. I. 3 The Norman era was the true era
of the 'Goddems'. 1893 Athenstttm 25 Nov. 728A The
English, .confiscated, .even the small possessions of farmers
and burgesses in order to people their new colonies with
fresh-imported ' God -dams ', red-bearded . . foreign-tongued,
as Eustache Deschamps depicts them.

Goddard. Obs. exe. dial. Also 5 godard, f,

god(d,erd. [a. OF. godart in a document of 1397
quoted by Godefioy ;

' Item iiii pos de cuivre et le

grant godart de la cuisine'), app. related to V.

godet Godet.] A drinking-cup or goblet.
1432-50 it. Higden (Rolls) I. 300 That londe bryngethe

furthe white clay and redde, of whom pottes or godardes be
made. 1444 in Cripps O. E. Plate (187S1 216, ij litil masers
called Godardes, covered. 1512 .Vot.'iiighain Pec. III. 116,
iiij. goderdes et ij. pychers. 1555 Eden Decades 117 Sundry
kindes of iugges, godderdes, drynkyng cuppes, pottes. 1630
J. Taylor (Water P.) Xavy Land Ships W'ks. 1. 82 2 Her
Ordnance are Gallons, Pottles . . Kannes, Goddards. 1654
Gayton Pleas. Notes in. vi. 102 A Goddard, or Rummer,
or lusty Bowie. 1882 Antiquarian -y Bibliogr. Dec. 293
Drinking-cups are called in some parts of North Wales,
and especially in Anglesey, goddards to the present day.
Hence + Go ddardine, in pot goddardine.
1508 Will of Slury (Somerset Ho.), A couple of pottes 1

godardyne. .a pott godardyne nyghe a potell.

God-daughter. [Sec Godfather.] A
female considered in relation to her sponsors.
1002 Will of Wnlfric in Kemble Cod. Dipl. VI. 149 Ic

'

*eann minre goddohtor . . Sat lande :et Straittune [etc.].
a 1300 Cursor M. 28480 Mi godd doghter i gafe ne grith.

'

1340 Ayenb. 48 To his godmoder ober to his goddo^ter.
'-' 144° 1'rotup. Pan: 201/2 Goddowter,yf/7t>/<z. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. II', in. ii. 8 How doth, .your fairest daughter, and
mine, my God-Daughter Ellen. 1641 Baker Citron., Hen. I,
an. 1 104 (i66o> 43 To do a favour to the Queen, that was his
God-daughter, he [etc.]. 1776 Mrs. Delany Lett. Ser. 11.

II. 203 Mrs. Anne Foley called on me yesterday with my
little god-daughter. 1880 Miss Brocghton Sec. Tli. II. in,
viti. 251 ' Sophia is your god-daughter ', she says abruptly.

\Godden (good evening) : see Good even.
Godder-hail(e, -hale, van. Goder-heal, Obs. i

Goddery. nonce-wd. [f. Godj/i. + -ery 2.] An
assem blage of gods.
1819 W. Lawrence Physiol., etc. (1822) 17 The appropria-

tion of a mutilated statue to its rightful owner tn some
heathen goddery.

Goddess (gfdes). Forms : 4 goodesse, 4-5
godesse, ^godes, godas), 4-6 goddas. (5 god-
dis,, 4-7 goddesse, (6 .SV.goddace), 7- goddess,
[f. God sb. + -ess ; cf. Du. godes.]

1. A female deity in polytheistic systems of reli-

gion. Freq. with phrase denoting the sphere of
influence or power, as goddess of love, nisrlit, etc.

(Cf. God 1.)

1340-70 Alex, (f Dind. 561 Proserpine bat s,e .. holden
godesse god to gien ;ou here. Ibid. 690 ,e sain bat
Ceres., is a goodesse god. c 1386 Chaccer Knt.'s P.
243, I noot wher she be womnian or goddesse. c 1400
Maundev. (1839I iv. 23 A Goddesse that was elept Deane.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. 83 Proserpine of hell, the gret
goddesse. 1548 Hall Citron., Edit: IV, 192 Such an un-
stable and blind goddesis fortune. 1606 Shaks. Ant. q CI.
in. vi. 17 She In th' abiliments of the Goddesse Isis That
day appeer'd. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 78 Taste this, and be
henceforth among the Gods Thy self a Goddess. 1710
Steele Taller No. 194 ?2 This Temple.. bore the Name
of the Goddess Venus. 1835 Thiri.wall Greece (1839) I. v.

153 Theseus . . is said to have found her dancing in the
temple of the goddess. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 1. 194 Re-
membering how we three presented Maid Or Nymph, or
Goddess [etc].

2. Applied to a woman. One s goddess: the woman
whom one ' worships ' or devotedly admires.
'579 E- K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Col. Apr. 26 Lauretta

the (Inline Petrarches Goddesse. 1729 H. Carey Poems
led. 31 205 He call'd her his Goddess, shecall'd him an Ass.
1877 Mrs. Oi. ant Makers Fior. i. 18 Only looks had
passed between the lad and his goddess.
3. A female spectator in a theatre-gallery (cf.

God 4).
1812 [see God sb. 4]. 1824 Capi. B. Hall frnl. Voy.

Chili, etc. (1825) I. Hi. 133 The gallery aloft, where the god-
desses keep up an increasing fire during the whole evening.
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4. attrib. and Comb., as goddess-mollter, -/rain,
I --worker

; goddess-like adj. and adv. : goddess-born

!
ppl. a.

I 1697 Drvden sEneidm. 402 Are you alive. O 'Goddess
:

born ! she said, Or if a Ghost, then where is Hector's Shade >

1870BRVAM Iliadl. VI. 1 So Achilles the great leader whom
they call The goddess- born, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. 1 1633)
si Or that she ('goddess. like) would worke this miracle with
her selfe. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. ii. 8 She. . vndergoes More
Goddesse-like, then Wife-like, such Assaults [etc.]. 1667
Milton /'. /.. vm. 59 With Goddess-like demeanour forth
she went. 1758 Charlotte Lennox Henrietta (1761J II.
208 What signifies attributing such goddess-like perfections
to an obscure girl? 1662 R. D. ternary Eng. plays To Rdr.
"3 b, I thought it best to get them [the Graces) to stand
"goddess-mothersjointly for all three [plays]. 1715-20 Poi'E
Iliad 1. 746 Thou, Goddess-Mother, with our Sire comply.
1855 Kingsley Heroes in. 104 The voice which my goddess
mother gave me. 1725 Pope Odyss. vm. 364 Modesty
withheld the Goddess-train. 1587 Golding De Mornaym.
37 It is the Wisedome whereby God worketh. which is the
* Goddesse-worker.

Goddesshood. rare. [f. prec. + -hood.] The
nature, character, or position lielonging to a god-
dess ; divine personality.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) IV. 360 And should nut

my beloved, for her own sake, descend, hv degrees from
goddess-hood into humanity. 1851 Sara'Coleridoe in
Mcw.tr Lett. II. 437 With an expectation of going hack
into her original state of goddesshood the day after! 1888
A. Nutt Holy Grail 241 note, Who might woo without
forfeiting womanly modesty, in virtue of her goddesshood.

Goddess-ship. [f. as prec. + -ship.] = piec.
Chiellv in her your, etc. ) Goddess-ship, as a jocular
title.

1610 Healey St. A Kg. Citie of God 58 To please her
goddesse-shippe. 1675 Crowne Calisto v. Dram. Wks.
1873 I. 310 Go exercise your goddess-ship above, a 1704
T. Brown Praise of Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 84 Zeal for your
Goddessship's honour. 1818 Byron fit. liar. iv. Ii. In all
thy perfect goddess.ship, when lies Before thee thy own
vanquished Lord of War? 1831 Moore Summer File 323
And, lo, how pleased . . Her Goddess-ship approves the air.

1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 17Q Her Goddess-
ship's qualities and attributes.

Goddet, var. GoDBT, Obs.

t Go'ddikin. Obs. Godkin.
1675 Cotton Burlesque upon B. 1S0 A little Goddikin,

No Digger than a Skittle-pin.

Goddis, obs. form of Goddess.
t Goddish, a. Obs. rare - '. [f. God si. + -ISH.]

Godlike; divine.

01547 Surrey /Encid iv. 17 OfGoddish race some ofspring
shold he be.

Goddize (ardaiz), v. rare. [f. GoDrf. + -i/.e.]

trans. To make into a god ; to deify.
1592 Warner Alb. Eng. Mi. .xxxv, He (whose Sowles

Soule goddiz'd lien. 1602 Ibid. ix. xliv. 212 And faite,
Iou'd, feard, Elizabeth, heere Goddiz'd euer sence. 1874
Pusey Lent. Serin. 246 A little created likeness of Thy
perfections ; . . a little god upon earth, goddized by the
presence of God.

I Goddot. Also goddjote, goddoth. (-ut .

[Corruption oi God wot (see God 10).] God knows.
a 1300 Cursor M. 870 [God speaks] Goddot, adam \ bis

said I are. Ibid. 11891 ' Nai goddut', bai said, 'sir king'.
c 1300 Havelok 2543 Goddoth ! i shal do sloll hem babe.
Goddspel 1, obs. form of Gospel.
Gode, obs. form of Goad si.'1. Good.
Godele(n, -y, vars. Gothele v.. Obs.
Godelich, godely, obs. ff. Godly, Goodly.
Godere, obs. form of Getter.
t Go'der-heal. adv. and sb. Obs. Forms : 2-3

godei\e-hele, 3 -hsele, -heale, goddre heale, 3-4
goder-, godder-hail e, -hale, 5 goder-hayli e.

[ = OE. *{td gddre hxle : see Heal sb. 2 b.] A.
adv. (more fully to goder/teal) With good fortune,
fortunately, profitably. B. sb. Welfare, prosperity.
Also as int. = good-luck !

C1175 [see Heal sb. 2 b]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 65 Gif we
bos bode bus bileggeS, ful goderhele we hit seggeo. c 1205
[see Heal sb. 2 b]. c 1230 Mali Meld. 29 To goderhcale
pin he hit poleo to fonde be hweoer bu beo treowe. 1297
[«M Heal sb. 2bJ. .11300 Cursor M. 15413 And goddei-
hail )xxn sal bou se, For luue of bis techeing. Ibid. 23527
'Ful godderhail ', coth bou, 'mai fall, If bai als i wald, sua
wald all' C1460 Tometey Myst. xii. 226 Ha, ha, goder-
hayll ! I let for no cost.

t Godet. Obs. Also 6 goddet. [a. V. godet.]
A drinking-cup (cf. Goddard\
[1383 Dur/t. Acct. Rolls 420 Item unum Godet cum treacle.
J^^'S Ibut. 264 In capella tinus calix, unum godettum de
cupro, etc.] 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Pong, Vu Godet,
..a Goddet, a stone cup. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 482 C
Marius after he had defeited the Cimbrians, contented him-
selfe to drink in a woodden godet and tankerd. 1629— Cyru-
pxdia(\6^ 4 He hath an earthen pot [Margin] Or Godet.
Godetia (g&U'jti). [N'amed alter M. Godet a

Swiss botanist.] A genus of free-flowering hardy
annuals, with large heads of cup-shaped flowers

;

any plant of this genus.
1840 Paxton Bot. 'Diet., Godetia, . . Very pretty annuals,

well worthy of a place in every garden. 1885 Bazaar
ooj'ar. 334/3 Godetias are remarkably showy plants.

Godfa:ther,^'. [f. God sb. + Father sb. : see
below.]

1. A male sponsor considered in relation to his
god-child.
According to the practice of the Roman, ( '.reek, Anglican.

GODFATHER.
and some other churches, certain* persons (commonly two
at least, a man and woman) assist at the administration of
baptism, make profession of the Christian faith on behalf
of the person baptized, and guarantee his or her religious
education. In accordance with the view that these persons
enter into a spiritual relationship with the baptized person
and wiih each other, they were in OK. denoted by designa-
tions formed by prefixing god- to the words expressing
natural relationship, as godsib, godfader, godmddor, zed-
learn, etc. The same terms are employed in the Scandi-
navian languages (ON. guMtttir, -Jaoir. -mdbir, etc., and
corresponding forms in Sw. .and Da.), prob. as adoptions
from OK. The Du. godmoeder, godvader (also gocd-), re-
corded in Kilian, are obsolete (if they were ever used) in
Holland, but are still current in certain paits of Belgium.
r 1000 Laws of Ine c. 76 in Schmid Gesetze %6 Gif hwa

o5rcs..slea..god-fa:der. 1002 Will oj llulfru in Kemble
Cod. Dipl. VI. 148 Hit w.-c* mines godfeder ayfu. (-1175
Lamb. Hem. 73 bet mon settle childre fulhten and hcjre
godfaderes and heore godmoderes scullen onswerie for hem
[etc.]. 1303 R. Bkinm Hand/. Synne 1691 pou shalt not
.. Wedde by godfadrys wyfe. r-1350 Will. Palerne 408=;
Alphouns his gode godfaderes dede him han calle at kvrke
for his kinde name, c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 855 Right
so as he that engendreth a child is his flesshly fader right
so is his godfather his fadere spiritueel. 1426 Audelay
Poems Percy Soc.) 11 Oure godfars, oure godmoders. 1479
Snrlees Misc. (i888> 38 Whose godfadre was John KIwalde.
1548 Hm.l Chran., Kdtu. IF. 220 Whome for n farther
nlhnitie, he had made Godfather to hys Sonne Charles the
Doulphyn. 1650 IS. Discollttninium 44, I am glad God-
fathers arc cashiered for his sake. 1661 Except, agst.
Liturgy 25 The far greater number of persons baptized
within these twenty years last past, had no Godfathers nor
God-Mothers al their Baptism. 1602 Blc. Com. Prayer,
Publicli Baptism, There shall be for every male child to be
baptized .. two Godfathers and one Godmother: and for
every female, one Godfather and two Godmothers. 1732
L.-UV Serious C. x. .ed. 2) 140 He retu ed to be Godfather
to his Nephew because he will have no trust of any kind to
answer for. 1839 Dickens Lett. (1880) 1. 24, I must solicit
you to become godfather.

b \ male sponsor at Confirmation.
In t'ue Roman Catholic church new sponsors are appointed

for confirmation.

'549 !''' Cow. PrayerSij h, Then shall they bee brought
to the Hltshop by one that shalbee his godfather or god-
mother, that cuery childe niaye haue a Vittenesse of his
confirmacion. 1721 Strvpe Peel. Mem. II. i. 4 The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, the Duke of Norfolk, Godfathers al
the Font, and the Duke of Suffolk, Godfather at the Confir-
mation, were served with like Spices, Wafers and Wine.

e. A 'sponsor' at the consecration of a bell.

1498-9 in Kerry St. Lawrence. Reading (18831 84 God-
faders and godmoder at the consecracyon of the same bell.

1756 7 tr. h'eyslers Trav. 11760' I. 8 In the middle ages,
tie baptising of bells was attended with much festivity ..

The godfathers who were unlimited,, .gave grand entertain-
ments. 1844 Dickens Chimes i, They had had their God-
fathers and Godmothers, these Bells (for my own part .. 1

would rather incur the responsibility of being Godfather u>
a Bell than a Boy). 1851 Longe. Geld. Leg. iv. Cloisters,
Conrad, .who stood Godfather to our bells.

2. trans/, and Jig. Often with reference to the
godfather's naming the child at baptism).
The equivalent words in various continental languages (F.

parrain, etc.) have certain recognizetl transferred senses,
which the Eng. word has sometimes been used to render :

e.g. 'a name anciently given to a kind of seconds, who
attended and assisted the knights in tournaments or single
combats' (Chambers Cycl. 1751, s. v.) ; also, under the rule
of the Inquisition, one who attended a condemned person
at an auto-da-fe' (cf. Littre' s.v. Parrain).
1588 Shaks. /,. L. L. 1. i. SS These earthly Godfathers of

heauens lights, That giue a name to euery fixed Siarre.
1592 — Vcn. <y Ad. Ded , If tie first heire of my inuention
proue deformed, 1 shall be sorie it had so noble a god-
father. 1617 Moryson /tiu. 1. 37 After they had fined me
sone Cannes of wine, and . . had made me free, it remained
that he whom they had chosen 10 be my God-father, . .should
instruct me with some precepts, c 1626 Dtck of Devon. 1. ii.

in Bullen O. 1 1. 11. 16 The Popes Holynes would needesbe
Godfather To this most mighty big limbd Child, and call it

Th' Invincible Armado. 1645M1L10N 'letrach. Wks. 1851)
220 When law- contracts a kindred and hospitality with
transgression, becomes the godfather of sinne and names it

Lawfull [etc.). 1674 Josselyn Voy. New Eng. 219 America
so named from Americus Vespucius. . although Coun.bus
and Cabota deserved rather the honour of being Godfathers
to it. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 117 The author has
acknowledged but one godfather throughout hisw-ork. 1839
Marry\t Pliant. Ship 1 Rtldg.) 335 The ctilpi its who had been
spared were led back to the Inquisition by their godfathers.

+ b. //. In jocular use : Jurymen whose verdict

brings a man to the gallows. Also god/at'hei s-in-

law. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 398 In christning thou shalt
haue two godfathers, Had I been iudgc, thou shouldst haue
had ten more, To bring thee to the gallowes, not 10 the
font. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v. iii, Not 1, If you
be such a one Sir, I will leaue you. To your God-fathers
in Law. Let twelue men worke. a 1634 Randolph Muses
Looking'gl. Iv. iv. (1638) 79, I had rather zee him remitted
to the jayle, and haue his twelue God-vathers, good men and
true, contemne him to the Gallowes.

Hence Go-dfatherhood, the fact of being a god-
father ; Godfatherless a., without a godfather

;

t Godfatherly a., befitting a godfather; Go'd-
fathership, the position of a godlnther.

15. . ColkelbicScto in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 1047
Colkelby. .bocht Xxiiij hen heggis, and with ihaniesocht 1 o
his gud sone, for godfadirly reward. 1677 Godfathership
[see GodmothershipJ. 1807S0UTHEV Let. to Miss Barker
Lett. II. 37 Danvers is one of those dissenters who . . look
upon godfathership as a relic of Popish superstition.

1859 AIRS. Gaskell Round the Sofa 328 These poor last

folk-" must just be content to be godfatherless orphans
114-2



GODFATHER.
and Dissenters, all their Eves, 1896 Do Mauhieh in Critic
tV. S.) ^1 Oct. 970/1 The kind thought which prompted
you to let me know of my godfatherhood.

Godfather, v. [f. prec] trans. To act as

godfather to ; to take under one's care, make one-
self responsible for ; to give a name to.

1780 Blrkk Sp. CEcon. Reform. Wks. III. 327 The colonies
which havt had the fortune of not being godfathered by the
board of trade, never cost the nation a shilling. 1879 Geo.
Eliot Theo. Such 69 All which views were godfathered by
names quite fit to be ranked with that of Grampus, a 1884
M. Patiison Mem. i. (18851 50 Belfield godfathered me. in-

troduced me into his set. 1890 Temple Bar Jan. 19 Via
Garibaldi, street of palaces that deserves an antiquer name
than that of the. .recent hero who has godfathered it.

God-fearing, ppl. a. That fears God, deeply
religious.

1835 in Cent/. Mag. Nov. 492 A good, God-fearing man
was he. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xl III. 87 Those
honest, diligent, and godfearing yeomen and artisans, who
are the true strength of a nation. 1864 Tknnyson En.
Ard. 112 A grave and staid God-fearing man.
Hence Go'dfearingrness. nonce-wd.
1894 Stopf. Hrookk Tennyson xi. 386 Arden's godfearing-

ness is not uncommon.

t Godfrignt, a. Vbs. Forms ; 1 godfyrht,
ferht, 2. godfurht, -fruct. -friht. [f. OK. god
GOD sb. +fyrht afraid of:—OTeut. *furhtjo~ ; cf. OE.
forkt afraid .-—OTeut. *furhto- (see Fkight j&).]
God-fearing ; devout, pious.
a 1000 Andreas 1516 (Gr.) Godfyrhte guman, Iosua &

Tobias, a 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 656 Ic haue here gode-
frihte muneces. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 *,ef we beod under
sod scrifte and godfructtf. Ibid. 27 Wei iscrifen and god-
furht. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 187 lob was ofeald man and
rihtwis and Godfriht.

Hence f G-odfrightihead. devotion, piety.
c 1150 Gen. \ Ex, 4y5 Enos. .gan ali wune Of bedes, and

<">f godefrigtihed, for liues helpe and soules red.

tGodful, a. Obs. rare. [Sec -FCL I.] Full

of God, godly. (Cf. God-full. God sb. 18.)

iS93 O. Harvey Not. Contents Wks. (GrosarO I. 273 One
of the most sacred and godfull arguments, that the hoivest
deuotion could admire. 1593 — Pierces Supercrog. ibid.

II. 202 They knew his merciful!, and Godfull meaning,
that [etc.].

Godhead (gj'*dhed). Forms: 3 god.de, hed,
3-4 goddhede, 3 -6 godhed, 4-6 godhede. (4
-ede, -heede, 5 -heed, 6 Sc. -heid), 6- godhead,
[f. God sb. See -bead; cf. MVu.godheit (Du.god-
heid), MHG. got(e)heit (G. gottheil).]

1. The character or quality of being God or a
god; divine nature or essence; deity.

a 1125 Ancr. R. 390 J>is scheld bet wreih his Godhed was
his leoue licome bet was ispred on rode, a 1300 Cursor M.
561 His goddhed es in trinite. 1320 Cast. Love 8t pat
bi-falleb to Godes godhede As wel as to his monhede.
r 1400-50 Alexander *fy2-2 Sum grayne of godhede, I gesse,
was growen 50W within, c 1460 Toivnetey Myst. xx. 46 That
fatoure says that three shuld euer dwell in oone godhede.
1513 Douglas /Ends x. Prol. 27 Set our natur God hes to
hym vnyte, Hys Godhed incommixt remanis perfyte. 1579
Fulke Confut. Sanders 616 Some of the Gentiles thought
some priuie godhead or power to be contained in their

images. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 207 Man. .sinns Against
the high Supremacie of Heav'n, Affecting God-head. 1698
Crowne Caligula in. Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. 396 If Caesar be
a god, as he pretends, His godhead in creation wnsdisplay'd.

1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings 31 He [Christ] on the
thought-benighted sceptic beamed Manifest Godhead. 1856
R. A. Valghan^Mystics (i860) 1. 191 Then hath the created
spirit lost itself in the spirit of God, yea, is drowned in the
bottomless sea of Godhead. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I.

359 Do you mean that I do not believe in the godhead of the
sun or moon 1

fb. As a title : Divine personality. Ohs.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1523 If .so be. .bat my myghtbe

worthy for to serue Thy godhede [etc.]. 1587G0LDING De '

Momay xxxii. 599 As for Caligula, Domitian. Heliogabalus,
and others.. they were not so soone dead, but their God- '

heads were dragged in the myre lyke doggs. 1607 Shaks.
Timon in. vi. 84 Were your Godheads to borrow of men, '

men would forsake the Gods. 1664 Dkyden lud. Queen ni.

ii, Summon their godheads quickly to your aid. 1718 Poi-i:

Iliad xv. 117 Supreme he sits : and sees. .Your vassal god- '

heads grudgingly obey.

2. a. ike Godhead-, the Supreme Keing ; the

Deity; — Goi)^. 5. (Also rarely without articled

1357 Lay Folks' Catech. S3 The first poynt that we sat

trowc of the godhede Is to trowe stedefastly in a trew god.
t 1380 Wvcui- Wks. (1880) 362 pis state or power [the secular
lords) is be vicar of be god-heede. C 1485 Digly Myst. (18821

I, 182 Saule faulyth down of hys horse: that done, ..godhed
^pekyth in hetiyn. c 153a Di" Wks Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1020
Wolde to God that the Godheed full of goodnesse had
graunted to me [etc.]. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius Catech. 5
The first personne in godheid is the father ccelestiall. i6aa
An.ESBLRV Serm.i 1623) 13 The Godhead neuer was distracted
either from ?oule or body. 167a Dkyden Marr. a la Mode in.

i, 'Tis true I am alone ; So was the Godhead, ere he made the
world, niyit Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. mi III. 354
Great Godhead .. Thou art eternal, pure Activity. 174a
Young Nt. Th. iv. 693 In glory's terrors all the godhead
burns. 1879 Kf.ane tr. Lefe'vres Philos. ii. 181 The god-
head, whether one or many, lias no place in the system of
Epicurus.

b. A deity or divinity. - GoD sb. 1. Nowra/v.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1622) 149 Esteeming that could

bee no Godhead, which could breede wickednesse. c 1611
Chapman Iliad vu. -21 At Jove's broad beech these godheads
met. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 272 Th' huge long-taild

monkey is a godhead there [at Thebes]. 1715 Poi*l Odyas.
iv. 632 What Godhead interdicts the Wat'ry way? 1808 ].

272

BARLOW Columb. It 551 These eyes must sac . . yon bright
Godhead circle thrice the year [etc.]. 1876 Morris Sigurd
hi. 22-2 Lest e'en as a Godhead banished lie dwell in the
world apart.

Godhood (gfdhud). [f. God sb. : see -HOODj
1. In early use: ^Godhkad i. Now chiefly,

;

the slate or rank of being a god.
a 1225 Ancr.R. n? [Christ's flesh] euer Was iliche cwk of

i

be cwike godhod bet wunede berinne. 1563 Homilies 11.

,
Nativity (1859) 405 Christ consisteth of two several natures ;

of his manhood, .and of his Godhood. 1579 Fulkk lleskins
Pari. 105 Wee must know to contemper the perfect man-
hoodeand the perfect Godhood. 1613 Hkywood SifrerAge

! 11. i. Wks. 1S74 HI. 106 He by his power and God-hood will

,

contract Both births in one. i6z^~Cuu:iik. t. 3 The same
Philosophers attributed a God-hood to the Starrer. 1837

,

Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. vu. iv, Shorter godhood had 110

divine man. 1850 H \kk Mission Com/. 65 When He vouch-
safes to come forth out of His absolute Godhood, in the
Person of His Son and Spirit. 1876 H. Spenclk Prine.
Soclol. (1877' I. 416 This elevation to godhood of a living
member of the tribe.

fb. -= Godhead i b. Ubs.
1683 ]'.. Hooker Pre/. Ep. Pontage's Mystic Dh>. 11

Motnus . .who wold be ever carping (such "a-- the snarl of
his goodli Godhood 1

.

t 2. -= Godhead 2 b. Obs.
160a Warner Alb. Fug. .Eneidos 336 So farre off from a

Godhoude, as thou shewest thy selfe lesse than a man, and
woorse than a Diuell,

+ Go*dify, v. rare. [See -PV.] trans. To make
into a god, deify ; also, to make partaker of God's
nature (cf. GoD v. 2 . Hence f Qo-&±fie& pa. pp/e.
i6ai Bp. k. Mountacl Diatribe in. 435 Here is mention

of Tithes to be payed vnto Hercules . . to be giuen after his
death and goudefying. 1645 [see Dkvilified],

t Go'divoe. Obs. [a. F. godiveau. of uncer-
tain origin.] A kind of forcemeat (see quots.'. a pie

made from this; alsogodwoe-pie.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyi, Godivoe{Fr. in Cookery), asort
of Pie fill'd with a delicious Farce made of Veal, and several
other kinds of Meat ; or else of Carps, Pikes, and other Fish,
for Days of Abstinence. 1785 Pradlly I'am. Diet. s. v.,

To have a Godivoe-pye, you are to prepare it with a Fillet

of Veal, some Marrow [etc.], 1787 Ibid. s.v. Eel. A good
Godivoe is to be made with the Flesh of the Eel, which must
be pounded in a Mortar. [1846 Francatelli Mod. Cook 57
Godiveaux in general.]

Godkin Qwrdkin). Also Goddiktx.. [f, God
sb. + -kin ; cf. Du. godeken (obs.).] — Godung.
i8o2Coi.i:hidge Lett. 405 There was a Godkin or Goddess-

ling included in each. 1819 W. Tknnant Papistry Storm''d
(1827) 19 Aloft the godkin sits in pride, Fxultin' in the jokes
o'men. 1856 Masson Ess. iii. 74 The little godkin, Man, is

quite as odd as on the day he was made. 1865 Macm. Mag.
July 282 Who bathed in the baths? .. Who worshipped the
godkins?

Godless [gp'dles), a. [f. God sb.+ -less; cf.

Du. godde/oos, G. golt/os, ON. gutf/auss (Sw., Da.
gudlbs .Gu\\\. gudalaus^ a. Of persons, systems of

thought, etc. : Without a god ; not recognizing or

worshipping God ; irreligious, ungodly, b. Of
actions, etc. : Done without regard to God ; im-
pious, wicked. Godless/torin (see quot. 1897).
1528 TiNOALE Obed. Chr. Man Pref. 7 [HcJ disceaveth

him selfe and maketh a mocke of him selfe vnto the godlesse
ypocrites and infidels. 1549 Co\ irdale, etc. Erasm. Par.
tleb. Argt., Yu heathen, whome the Jewes aborred as vn-
religious and godles. c 1586 C'tess Pembrokk Ps. lxxiii.

iii, See here the godlesse crew . . all happiness possesse. 1613
Bingham Xenophon 38 Tissaphernes a most godlesse and
faitblesse man. 163a Massingf.r & Field Fatal Dowry 11.

ii, When I think of. .The godless wrong, done to my general
dead, I rave indeed. 1667 Milton P. L. vt 811 Behold
Gods indignation on these Godless pourd. 17*5 Pope
Odyss. ix. 579 What boots the godless giant to provoke,
Whose arm may sink us at a single stroke? 1858 Sears
Athan. 11. xii. 1*49 The bat-like fallacies Of our godless
metaphysics. 1861 Thackerav Four Georges i. 9, Military
men. .rushed thither . . to . . partake of all sorts of godless
delights. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vii. 192 The glory of
godless Asia vanished like a dream. 1897 N. <y Q. Ser.

viii. XII. 13 Nov. 387/2 The florin which came from the
Mint in 1849 without the words ' Dei gratia ' is now called

both godless and graceless.

Hence Go dlessness. the fact or state of being
godless ; an impious act.

1553 Short Catech. 66a, The principal point of godlines is

. .to know God only. .To thys godlynesse is directly contrary
godlessnesse. 1587 Golding De Mornay iii. m rnurg.,

.Many gods, saith Proclus, is godlesnesse. 1613-15 ^ Hall
Contempt., O. T, XII. iv, It is an unmannerly godlesseness
to take Gods creatures without the leave of their maker.
1866 LlDOON Hampt. Led. iii. 187 The literal godlessness of
the Positive Philosophy. 1870 Athenvum 19 Nov. 653 That
they should pass their lives in utter. .Godlessness.

Godlet (gfrdlet). [i.GODsb.i -let.] A petty

god or deity.

1877 Patmori: Unknoion Eros(\Bgo) 127 Lest he devour
her and her Godlets both. 1884 Academy 28 June 450/1 He
might always be baffled by the incalculable caprice of those
innumerable godlets who. .are regarded as the creatures of
His band. 1894 Daily Nam 27 Oct. 6/2 Many a local god-
let came off badly during the terrible floods in the Valley of
the Yangtze some years ago.

Gotiliche, obs. form of Godly, Goodlv.
Godlike .gp-dloik), a. [f. G0D.5A + -like.]

1. Of persons: Resembling God (or a god) in

some quality, esp. in nature or disposition ; divine.

1513 Oouglas sEneis 1. v. 45 Is this the honour done to

thaine bene godlik? 1535 Stkwakt Cron. Scot. II. 707 This
ilk Dauid. . .Godlike he wes, full of deuotiouu. 1596 Spenser
F". Q. iv. ii. 1 A god or godlike man . . Such as w as Orpheus.

GODLY.
1667 Milton /'. L. vu. no Thu> the Godlike Angel

1
answerd milde. 17U Steele Sped. No. 1 j9 ? 3 By such
Measures this Godlike Prince learned to conquer. 1715
Poi-E Odyss. v. 256 Thus spoke Calypso to her god-hkc
guest. 1800 Lamb Lett. (1888) I. 156, I think that a more
god-like honest soul exists not in the world. 185a Tenny-
son Death Wellington 266 On God and Godlike men we
build our trust.

b. quasi-tf<fr. After the fashion of a god.
1667 MILTON P. L. \\. 289 Two of far nobler shape erect

and tall, Godlike erect. 1674 Dryden State Innoc. \\\ \Vk>.
1883 V. 152 Praise Him alone, who god-like formed thee
free, With will unbounded as a deity.

2. Of qualities, actions, appearance, etc. : Ap-
propriate to a god; resembling (that of) God or
a god.

c 1555 Harpskield in Bonner's Horn. 3 Endued with mo^t
heuenly & godlike qualities. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. \\\.

iy. 3 Madam, . .You haue a noble and a true conceit Of god-
like amity. 1697 Dkyden P'irg. Georg. iv. 139 Godlike to
behold, His Royal Body shines with Specks of Gold. 1713
Aduison Cato 1. iv, To what a godlike height The Roman
virtues lift up mortal man. 1785 Berkeley Proposal^ etc.
Wks. III. 230 An excellent and godlike temper of mind.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 32 The God-like faculty of
reason. 1830 Mackintosh Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 130
He was compelled . . to forego his work of heroic, or rather
godlike benevolence. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. 111. 81 Paris of
the godlike form Appeared in sight.

b. absot. (quasW£.)
1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. (1858J 136 Is not a Symbol ever,

to him who has eyes for it, some dimmer or clearer revela-
tion of the Godlike !

1 Ience Go dlikeness. godlike quality ; likeness to

God.
1649 J. Cardei.l Morbus Epidem. (1650) 35 Godliness is

God-fikeness. i8as Coleridge Aids Reft. Wks. 1848 I. 216
Godliness, that is, godlikeness. 1839L0NGF. Hyperion 1. ii.

( x 853)o The expiring God-likeness of Jesus of Nazareth.
1875 E. White Life in Christ ii. xi. (1878) 117 The Holy
Spirit, .communicating to good men ofevery age and genera-
tion God-likeness and immortality.

Go'dlily, adv. Now rare. Cf. Godly adv. [f.

Godly a. + -ly -.] In a godly fashion.
1548 Udali., etc. Erasm. Par. Mark ii. 27, 28 He breaketh

the Sabboth daye godlily, who .. breaketh it onely for

the good zeale he hath to helpe his euen Christen. 1561
tr. Calvin s 4 Godly Serin, agst. Idol. Aivb, Albeit God
dosth geue vs at this time liberty to serue bim purely
and godlilye. 165a Collinges Caveat/or Pro/ xii. (1653*
66 Feast-dayes..holily and godlily celebrated. 1691 Norris
Pract. Disc. 319 Teaching us, that, .we should live Soberly,
Righteously and Godlily. 1798 Coleridge Let. 20 Oct. Lett.
(1895) I. 264 This invaluable and infallible Medicine has been
godlily extracted therefrom by the slow processes of the Sun.

Godliness (godlines). [f. Godly a. + -ness.]

1. The quality of being godly ; devout observance
of the law of God; piety.

1531 Tindale Exp. 3 John (1537) 91 Charite conteynetb
al exercyse of godlynesse. 1591 Spenser M. Itubberd 844
But whatcar'd he for God or godliness? 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol, v. i. § 2 Godlinesse being the chiefest top and welspring
of all true vertues. a 1656 Br. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 12.:

Making a shew of Godliness and denying the power of tt in

their lives. 01708 Beveridge Thes. Theol. (1710) I. 249
This worship of God in Scripture is called Godliness. 1781
Cowper Hope 661 Bigotry . . Pretends a zeal for godlines* and
grace. x8oa Wordsw. London^ So didst thou travel on life's

common way, In cheerful godliness. 1878 Morley Carlyle.

191 The same principle which revealed the valour and god-
liness of Puritanism.

t 2. Used as a title (yottr Godliness)* Obs.
"•1656 Ussher Pozoer Princes n. (1683) 231 We beseech

your Clemency . . that . . if it so please your Godliness, you
command us to return to our Churches.

Godling (gfdlirj). [f. God sb. + -ling ; cf.GoD-
dikin, Godkin-, G^odlet.]

1. A little god ; an inferior deity, one imagined
as possessing little power or of diminutive size.

(Chiefly in jocular use ; common in the 17th c)
In the first quot. perh. a misreading for Gadling 2

.

'.'(11500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 157 Suche doterde-
never shall .. make my righte title seace ! But 1 shall

knightlye kepe it . . Againste that yonge godlynge [Hart.
MS. 2124, gedling], 1570-6 Lamuarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 394 What remaineth. .but that altars should be raised

..to this our newe found Godlyng? *i 1638 Mede Disc. -*

Peter \\. 1 Wks. (1672) 1. 242 Under-gods, or, if you will,

Codlings, which the Greeks call Daemon-gods. 1693 Dryden
Persins Sat. ii. (1697) 430 Thy puny Codlings of inferiour

Race, Whose bumble Statues are content with Brass. 1794
Wolcot (P. Pindar) Pathetic OdcsWks. 1812 III. 232 Gods
of the Earth are Emperors, Popes, and Kings ; Godlings, our
Dukes and Earls, and such fine folk. i8j55 Bailey Mystic

39 Isis twin godlings, silence and the light. 189a Edin.
Rev. Apr. 471 Gods, godlings and demons.
aitrib. 1629 Dkimm. or Hawth. in Sir W. Moore's True

Crucifixe., Every painted wall Grac't with some antik face,

some Godling make.

2. An image of a ; godling \

176a Beattie Pigm. tV Cranes 34 He finds the puny
mansion fallen to earth, Its godlings mouldering on the

abandon'd hearth. 179a Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ep. to Sir
W. Hamilton Wks. 1812 III. 189 Send the Godsand Cod-
lings back again.

Godly vgF'dU). a - U- God sb, + -ly'
;
paralUl

forms are found in the cognate languages much
earlier than in English, as OHG. gotelih (MHG.
got{e)liek,gbt[e)lieh, G.gbttlich) ; MDu. god{d)tlij<

-

y

godlijc (Du. goddelijk) divine; ON. gutiligr (Sw.

gitd/ig, Da. gudelig) divine, pious. (The early

identity in spelling of Godly and Goodly renders

some quotations ambiguous.^]



GODLY. 273 GODSHIP.

1. Of or pertaining to God ; coming from God

;

divine; spiritual. Qos* exc. arch.
In first quot.- Theological, q.v.

c 1380 Wvcup De Eccl. ii. Sel. Wks. III. 340 pea two god-

liche virtues [faith and hope], 1450-1530 Myrr. our Lady,-

4 In the syghte of hys Godly forknowynge. 1553 Lnr\
Treat. Nave Ind. (Arb.) 24 Yet haue they no knowledge of

dynine or godly thinges. 1567 Gude <V Godtie Ball. (S. T. S.

)

146 1 how onlie Maker of ail thing . . From end to end all

rewling Be thy awin godly mycht. 1583 Stamyhurst ALneis
ir. (Arb.) 66 Uow'd to the godly Ceres. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. v. i, The grace diuinest Mercurie hath done
me.. Binds my obseruance. .tojiis godly will. 1849 Sam:
Times 120 Daring the dangers of the angry main For civil

freedom and for godly gain.

2. Devoutly observant ot the laws of God ; re-

ligious, pious, a. Of conduct, speech, etc. arch.
Godly imw, Tindale's rendering (followed in later

versions) of i) Kara ©ebf Auirtj.

1526 TisuALi: 2 Cor. vii. 9 For godly sorowe causetli

repentaunce. c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 789 in

Babces Bk., Delight to rcade good Godly bookes, and
marke the meaning well, a 1533 Fhiih Disfint. Burg.
(1829) 137 These works God would have us t\o, that the un-
faithful might see the godly and virtuous conversation of his

faithful. 1548 Hall Citron., Knit. Ill, =,$ He .. rendred
toalmightie God his harty thankes w' devoute and Godly
orisons. 1641 Hindi; J. Briton xviii. 55, 1 hold him worthy
great commendation.. for his godly care in chusing [servants).

1691 Haktclufk Virtues 343 The fear and love of God,
and godly Sorrow, and true Repentance [etc.].

b. Of persons ; also ahsol. as pi. the godly.

1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 116/1 The good godly man
Moyscs. 1564 Brief Exam. A iij b, Godly men may vse
them Godly, and to the glory of God. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. v. xliv, The godly should be alwayes prepared to dye.
i6ia Drayton Poty-olb. xi. 178 What age a godlier Prince
then Ethelred could bring? 1631 Gouge Gods Arrozvs 1.

§ 12. 17 Of the godlies exemption from the ungodlies
destruction. 1663 DrydEN Wild Gallant v. i, I am some-
what godly at present. 1680 Otway Orphan Epil. 7 Should
I the Godly seek, And go a conventickling twice a Week?
1715 Dt. FOE Bant. Instruct. I, viii, What, are you grown
godly too, Pin? 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 165 Soon
the world begins to find out that the godly are not better

than other men. 111862 Buckle Civilh. (1869) 111. ii. 84
They were the godly men ; and it was the business of the
ruling classes to endow them with benefices.

f 3. Godly mother, a rendering of L. pia mater
t

the inner membrane inclosing the brain. Obs.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 149 Besides this

skinne, there is another named the godly mother, which is

fine and very slender.

4. Comb., as godly-hearted, -minded p\>\. adjs.

1679 Kid in G. Hickes Spirit 0/ Popery (16S0) 15 Many
Godly-hearted men in this Island. 1836 R. A. VaUOHAM
Mystics (i860) I. 100 These are they whom St. Dionysius
calls godly-minded men.

Godly (gp'dli), adv. Now rare. [See prec.

and -LT 2
; cf. Godlily.] In a godly fashion.

1530 TlNDALB Gen.Table exp.Words s.v. Curse/That, .true
purgatorye of oure flesh, thorow which all must go that will

lyue godly and be saued. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xix. 1

Better is the poore that lyueth godly, then the blasphemer
that is but a foole. i$tf Act 1 Edw. VI, c. 1 Preamble,
Many Things well and godly instituted. 1631 Weever Anc.
Funeral Mon. 69 To have liued godly, and died Christianly.

1871 Hawthorne Septhnins (1879! 143 Now she tried to.,

talk reasonably and godly.

b. Comb., as godly-disposed adj.
; f godly-

learned a., learned in divinity
; + godly-wise a.,

wise in divine things.

x532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 502/2 Is not this wenc
ye a Godly-wise waye? 1545 Brinklow Compl. 10.(1874) 26
Make no iudgys therfore (I say) but such as be godly-lernyd,
and able to iitdge between man and man. 1564 Decrees
Counsel oj Trent t,title-p.), Written fur those godlye disposed
persons sakes, whych [etc.]. 161 1 Bible Transl. Pre/. 5
For all that the godly-learned were not content to haue the

Scriptures in the Language which themselues vnderstood.

1633 Bv. Hall Medit. ty Vows xxiii. (1851) 29 O God, let

me rather die. .than justly offend thy godly-wise, judicious,

conscionable servants.

Go'd-mamma:. Used in childish or familiar

speech for Godmother.
1828 Miss Mitiord Village Ser, in. 278 Cordially wel-

comed by all its members except my godmamma. 1837
Praed Verses in Child's Bk. iii. 4 A God-mamma, who
proves.. that she loves Her God-child very dearly. 1856
Lever Marlins o/Cro'M. viii, So good-by, God-mamma.
God-nia*n. [tr. Gr. Jwfroi, 0nb$/um>i ; cf.

Dn. Godmensch, G. Goltmensch, F. Ilomme-Dieu.]
One who is both God and man ; said of Christ.

1559 inNeal Hist. Puritarisyi-js^l. 93 After the consecra-
tion [of the host] there remains not .. any other substance
but God-Man. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 45 Yt ys God-
man that hathe fought and suffred in his humanitie : and
yt ys the Man-god wch hathe conquered by his Devinitie.

1654 Warren Unbelievers 39 All this constituted Christ
God-inan. 1666 Spurstowe Spir. Cliym. (1668) 239 He who
is the Saviour of Believers is God-man manifested in the
Flesh, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 356
Mary . . for the Mother of God-man design 'd. 1853 Kings-
ley HyPatia xxiv. Then clear and fair arose before him the
vision of the God-man, as He lay at meat in the Pharisee's
house. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. viii. (1878)
128 Jesus Christ, the living, loving God-man.
Comb. 1861 W. L. Alexander tr. Dorner's Pers. Christ

1 1872) I. 1. 1 It will ever remain the ideal of human life,

that it is God-manlike.

Hence Go d-ma nhood, the state or condition of
being at once God and man.
1877 C. Geikie CArist {1879) 4 Nothing loftier offers itself

to humanity than the God-manhood realized in Jesus Christ.

*893 J- ljKK God <y World vi. 289 The God-manhood is the
wonder of all wonders.

Godmother. [Cf. Godfather.] A female

sponsor considered in relation to her god-child.
i 1000 Martyrol. in Cockayne Shrine 140 Heo &leu .' (

batre godmodor huse. < 1175 [see Godfather]. 1303 K.
Bkunnk Haiuil. Syune 1693 Also shal be w ommun wonde To
take here godmodrys husbonde. 1340 [see God-dai ch ilk].

1 1420 Chron. I'iiod. st. 553 Hurre godfather and hune
godmores. 1494 Pabyan Chron. vii. 435 They founde y l

Mawde .. was godmother vnto y3 Kyng Charlys hii hus-
bonde. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 210 Christened and
Baptised, the Godfathers beyng the Abbot and Pryor of

Westmynster, and the godmother the lady Scrope. a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. V, Wks. (1711) 105 The
arch-bishop of St. Andrew's & earl of Arran being his

godfathers, & the old queen, the king's mother, his god-
mother. 1710-11 Swift Lett. 11767) III. S7 A girl, .and was
poor Stella forced to stand for godmother? 1849 Lytton
Caxtons 12 When the question of godmother and godfather
was fairly put to him, he [etc], a 1878 Princess Alice in

Mem. (1884) 78 Louis's mother is to be god-mother,

b. A female ' sponsor' of a bell.

1844 Dickens Chimes i, They had bad their Godfathers
and Godmothers, these Bells.

Hence Godmother ?'.. to provide with a god-
mother. Also G-o'dmo therhood. Godmother-
ship, the office of a godmother.
1677 W. Hughes Man ofSin. 11. x. 175 Urbamis holds it

lawfull that Sons and Daughters of Godfathers and God-
mothers born before or after such their Godfather or God-
mothership, should marry. 1741 Richardson Pamela (18-41

I. xlviii. 376 My Lord Davers, and the Earl ofC— , shall

be godfathers; and it must be doubly godmothered too.

1848 Dickens Dombcy v, Elevated thus to the godmother-
ship of little Paul. .Miss Tox was [etc.]. 1863 Mrs. Carlyi.e
Lett. III. 190 But the Godmotherhood? . . I don't belong
to the English Church.

Go'dness. rare. [f. GodxA. + -ness; cf. OHG.
gotnissa, -nisst.]

tl. -Godhead. Obs.
c w]$Lamb. Horn. 99 God is icundeliche 011 breom hadun,

feder & sune . . & be hal;e gast . . Heore cunde is . . efer
wuniende on ane godnesse. Ibid. 101 pere hal^an pteni"
nesse is an godnesse.

2. Divine element or nature, nonee-wd.
1883 G. Macdonald D. Grant III. ii. 10 It rests with him

to cultivate either the godness or the selfness in him.

Go-dow*n. Also 9 Sc. gae-down. [f. phrase
go down : see Go^. 78.]

1. A draught, gulp (of liquor;. ? Obs.
The phrase six go-dozujis on reputation in quots. 1690 and

a 1705 app. refers to some customary rule among drinkers
that each one must take off his liquor in so many draughts,
if he wished to maintain his reputation as a drinker.
1641 Wits Recreat. Epigr. 364 At three go downes Dick

doffs me off a pot. Ibid. Fancies Y 7 b, We have frolick
rounds, we have merry goe downs. 1690 D'Urfey Collin's
Walhw. 162 Many more whose quality Forbids their toping
openly, Will privately, on good occasion, Take six go-downs
on Reputation, a 1705 Shippery in Hearne Collect. 13 Dec.
an. 1709 (O. H. S.) II. 327 Then in true English Liquor, my
Masters begin Six Godowns upon Rep. to our true English
King. 1708 Mottrux Rabelais v. Pro!. (1737) 57 Take me
off your Bumpers, nine go-downs. 175s Mem. Ca/t. P.
Drake I. xvii. 1S9 He held it [a flask] up to me himself, and
I took three or four go-downs. 1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 12
A bottle of wine a-piece, kept down by large go-downs of
brandy, is each man's allowance. 1848 Rural Cyct. II. 472
Go-down^ a single gulp of water, allowed to a heated or
fatigued horse while journeying or working,

f b. Jig. A spell of sleep. Obs.
1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 1. 73 A pack of

drowsy sleepy sots, who . . fancied they slept several scores
of years at one go-down. 1688 Ckowne City Politicks 1. i.

Dram. Wks. 1S73 II. 112 Constantly after supper my eyes
us'd to call for their evening's draught, and I was no sooner
in bed, but they wou'd tope oft" fourteen hours at one
go-down.

2. Sc. ' A guzzling or drinking match ' (Jam.).
1815 Scott Guy M. ii, Sicken a blithe gae-down as we

had again e'en.

t3. A welcome, acceptance (sec Go v. 78 g).
1753 A. Murphy Grays-Inujnd. No. 52 P3 A Touch now

and then upon the Ministry, and a Stricture upon the Con-
stitution would have a pretty go down with us in the
Country.

4. U.S. (Western). " A cutting in the bank of a
stream for enabling animals to cross or to get to
the water

1

{Cent. £>ict,\

Godown [gMaa*a> Anglo-Indian. Also 6
godon, 7 gadonge, gedong, goedowu. [ad.

Malay gadong, godong, supposed to be a. Telugu
gi4ahgi, Tamil kidahgtt i

a phee where goods lie '.

f. kidu ' to lie ' (Yule . Some early writers state

that these stores were subterranean, which may
partly account for the form which the word lias

assumed in English.] A warehouse or store for
goods, in India and other parts of Eastern Asia.
1588 T. Hkkock tr. C. Frederick s Voy. 27 a, The mer-

chants haue all one house or Magason, which house they
call Godon. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc) I. 15 We
delivered 500 sackes of wheat . . 440 out of our gedong.
Ibid. 89 In full payment of the fee symple of the gadonge
over the way. 163a R. FlTCHB in 5/. Papers, Col. E. Ind.
309 His bottles . . will be safe in the godown, 1788 Ann.
Reg. 239 The godowns mostly carried away. 1816 ' Quiz

'

Grand Master iv. 83 Which some parsee had brought from
town, And lodg'd it safe in a godown. 1861 Br. G. Smith
Ten Weeks Japan xviii. 254 The streets of Vokuhama are
wide .. containing on either side merchants' godowns and
offices. 1878 J. H. Gray China II. six. 69 There are khans

which are depoU wr goduwns for the guods of travelling
merchants.

_
attrib. 1804 W. Tennant hid. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. (5 The

innumerable items of godown, and house rent.

Go'd-papa:. Used in childish or familial

speech for Godfathek.
i8z6 Miss Mitforu Village Ser. II. (1863) 310 My dear

and venerable godpapa, for whom, although we had never
met since the christening, I entertained the most lively
affection. 1858 Atlienmum 33 Dec. 829 Godpapa has a list

of a hundred places to spend his future summers in.

Go*d-pa:rent. A sponsor ; a godfather or

godmother.
1865 Pushy Eiren. 38 The exhortation to Godparent> in

the Baptismal service. 1879 Edna Lvall Won by Waiting
xxxvii, Frances .. and Gaspard were to be the god-parents.
1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 210,'.: Those to be confirmed arc
brought to the sacrament by their god-parents.

T God-ph.ere. Obs. rare- 1

. [App. {. phere
Fere sb.*- ' companion '

; but perh. a misunder-
standing of the rustic godfer, godfar= Godfather t

(see quot. 1426).] A godfather.
l(>33 B. Jonsok Tale Tub i\ . ii, My God-phere wa> a

Rabian, or a lew, .. They eall'd 'un Doctor Rasi. Scr.
One Ra-is was a great Arabick Doctor. Cle. Hce was
King Harry's Doctor, and my God-phere.

Godroon, mod. var. of G.umoox
God's acre, [ad.G.Got/esaeker,T>i\.Godsahker.]
Properly, ' God's seed-field ', in which the bodies of the

departed are 'sown' ti Cor. xv. 36-44* in hope of the
resurrection.

A churchyard.
1617M0RYSON Kin. 1. 7 They have as many Cities in Ger-

many have) a beautiful place to bury their dead, called Gods-
aker, vulgarly Gotts-aker. 1646 Trai'P Comm. john .\i. 11

The Greeks call their Church-yards dormitoryes, sleeping-
places. The Germans call them Godsacre. [1668 R. Stf.elv
Husbandman's Calling x. (167.') 251 Remember that the
heart is God's acre, a place prepared for the Lord.) 1841
Longi'. Gods-acre, I like that ancient Saxon phrase which
calls The burial-ground God's-acre. 1862 Sala Accepted
Addr. 219 That God's Acre looks, with its white and grey
tombbtones, so peaceful and so tranquil.

Godsend godsend). [Altered form of God's

send, sotid in God sb. 16 c ; sec also So>*D.]

1. Some desirable thing received unexpectedly
and as it were from the hand of God, esp. some-
thing of which the recipient is greatly in want.
1820 Lady Granville Let. 20 Aug. 11894) I. 150 Even

a bore was a godsend. 1834 Solthly Lett. (1S56 IV. 391
Mr. Telford . . has left me ^500 . . This is truly a God>end.
1844 Mrs. Carlyll Lett. I. 201 If you will still send me
some books, .they will be a godsend. 1848 Mill Pol. Eccu.
v. vii. § 2 (1872)529 Any casual gain or godsend, is naturally
devoted to the same purpose. 1892 G. S. Layard C. Keetu.
iii. 45 Louis Napoleon was little less than a godsend to the

journalistic enterprise of those days.

b. spec. A wreck, dial.

1814 I'egge Suppl. to Grose, God-send, the wreck of a ship.

Kentish coast. [1821 Mad. D'Arelay Let. to Mrs. Piozzi
15 Mar., The inhospitable shore, where shipwreck is .. con-
sidered as a godsend.] 1822 Scott Pirate viii, It's seldom
sic rich Godsends come on our coast.

2. A welcome event ; a happy chance.
1831 Sir J. Sinclair Con: II. 295 The peace was reckoned

a. God-send, both by the fleet ancf army. 1845 J. W. Croklp.
in C. Papers 30 Dec. (1S84), Putatue famine was a godsend
which enabled him to open a long conceived design, a 1859
De Qlincev Ceylon Wks. XII. 27 By a mere god-sencf,
more troops happened to arrive from the Indian continent.
1885 Truth 11 June 924/1 So far as the Government are
concerned, the defeat is a perfect godsend.

Godsep, godsepte, obs. forms of Gossip sb.

God's good. Obs. exc. dial. [See God sb. 16 c]
1 1. Property or possessions belonging to God
(applied esp. to Church property) ; also, worldly
possessions, food. etc.. viewed as the good gift of

God. Obs.

< 1400 Plcnotuan's T. 762 What think these men to say
That thus dispenden goddis good? 6x460 To^oneley Mysi.
xxvii. 284 Forto sowpe we make vs bowne, Now of oure
fode ; we haue enogh, sir, bi my crowne, Of godys goode.
?ct$Sp Freiris Berzvik 315 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 295
Heir is now annweh of Godis gud.

f 2. Applied to what is considered to be without

humanowner, and therefore open to be appropriated

by any one ; spec, in Cornwall ^Godsend i b.

"553 R'-spublica iv. iii. 28 (Brand! Qnellcn 323) Now voi

lacke of a sallet, whan my lyege hath neade, Cham vaine to

take an hatte of godsgood on my heade. 1693 Rokeby
Diary (1887) 28 The cause of y° Orange Merch r » ag* y
Cornish Wreckers for God's goods, soe (wickedly) called.

3. Barm, yeast.

1468-9 Brtivers' Bk. Norwich in Norf.fr Nonu.Arcltseol.

Soc. V. 324 Wheras berme, otherwise clepid goddis good .

.

hath frely be goven or delyvered for brede, whete [etc.],

. . and noon warned, bicause it cometh of the grete grace
of God [etc.1 1542 Boordk Dyetary x. (1870) 256 Vest,

barme or godesgood. 1674 Ray S. <V E. C. Words 67 Gods
good. Yeast, Barm. Kent, Norf., Suff. 1887 in Kent. Gloss.

f 4. ? Grace after meat. [? - God is good.]
1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 230 He that for euery qualme

will take a Receipt, and can-not make two meales, vnlesse

Galen be his Gods good : shall be sure to make the Phisition

rich, and himselfe a begger.

Godship (gf'djip). [f. God sb. + -ship.] The
position or personality of a god : esp. as a jocular

title {his. your, etc. godship).
a 1553 Udall Royster D. IV. i. (Arb.) 55, I thinke verily

Neptunes mightie godshyp, Was angry with some that was
in our shyp. 1649 Milton Etkon. xxvii. 220 It is.. beneath
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the honour of a . . free Nation, to begg and supplicate the
Godship of one Fraile Man. 1652-oz Hevi.yn Cosmogr.
iv. 1682)5 It seemeth that his Godship was not so much
respected by strangers 1690 DbvdeN Amphi.ryon 1. i.

Mercury, Your name and mine were used with less reverence
than became our gotkhips. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 1.

(1721) 60 He accepted the Godship and Adoration, with as
much Devotion, as Herod. 1792 Wolcot (P. Pindar 1 Ep.
to Ld. Macartney Wks. 1812 III. 136 The Man of Straw
Flew up and put their Godships in a fright. 1833 Byron
Juan xiv. lxxv, I ..beg his British godship's humble
pardun. 1829 T. Hook Batik to Barnes 118 Their godships
dead drunk must sleep under the table. 1862 MKRiVAkE
Rom. Emp. (1865 VI I. Iv. 4 Lucan challenged him to

choose what godship he would assume in heaven. 1896
E. AhnoluZMt. Good Counsels 92, I am an ambassador from
his Godship the Moon.
Godsib, -sip, obs. forms of Gossip sb.

t GO'd sister. Obs. rare - '. A female who
has the same god-parents as another.

1496 in SurUes Misc. (1888) 50 God suster unto be said
William Robynson.

t God-SO. int. Obs. [? var. of Gadso, after

oaths beginning with God's.]
1604 Dekker Honest Il'/i. 11635) 13 b, God so, here's

Father Anselmo. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe I. i. in Bullen 0.
PI. 111. 13 God so Jack, I thinke they have supt.

Godson (s>*ds»n). Also = gosaon. [f. Gods&.
+ Son : cf. Godfather.] A male god-child.
rt 900 O. E. Chren. an. 890 /Ebelstan, se wses /Elfredes

cyninges godsunu. cyoo tr.B&da's Hist. in. v. [vii. 1118901
168 pa onfeng he him & nom aet fulwihte ba^Se . . him to
godsuna. c 1050 Martyrol. in Cockayne Shrine 74 He
(St. Mark] was . . Petres godsunu on fulwihte. c 1315
Shoreham 69 Godfader wedded godsones child Fol wel.

1420 E. E. /-K///.? a 883) 45 lohn Forster my godsonne. < 1440
Promp. Parv. 201/2 Godson, or gosson . .filiolus. 1501 Bury
IVitIs (Camden' 83 To s' Nycholas Kyng my godson vjs.

viij d. and to eche othyr of my godsonys xij d. 1776 M rs.

Dklanv Life <y Corr. Ser. 11. II. 208 He desires his love to
ou and blessing to hisgudson. a 1839 Praed Poems (1864.1

I. 216 Your godson . .Was entered at Eton last May. 1868
Freeman Worm. Con-?. (1876' II. ix. 426 Earl Ralph had
leit a son, a namesake, probably a godson of the great Earl.

tGodsooker3, -sokers. For other forms
see Gad sb&$. [a comb, of God's ; the second
el> ment is unmeaning or corrupt : see God 14 b.J
1672 Villif-rs (Dk. Buckhm.' Rehearsal in. ii. (Arb. 75

God soakers, you'l spoil all my Play. 1687 Montagu t &
Prior Hind. «y P. Transv. 15 Godsokers ! Why no more
she does nut yet, fear either Man or Beast. 1688 ShAdwell
Sqr. Alsatia 1. Wks. 1720 IV. 15 Godsookers, Cousin ! I

always thought they had been wittiest in the universities.

Go*d-spee"d. [See God sb. 8 and Speed v.]

1. 'Jo bid {wish" one God-speed, to utter the words
: God speed (you' '

; esp. to express a wish for

the success of one who is setting out on some jour-

ney or enterprise.

1526 Tindale 2 John 10 Yf tber come eny vnto you and
bringe not this learninge him receave not to housse : neither
bid him God spede, 1593 Shaks. Rich, //, 1. iv. 32 A brace of
Draymen bid God speed him well. 1776 Wesley Wks. 1,1872)

IV. 76 Every one seems to bid us God-speed ! 1865 Lowell
Polit. Ess. 1888 229 Every humane and generous heart, .has
wished us God-speed. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage ^00
Kulvius. .marching by inner lines, amidst a population who
hade him God-speed, managed to reach Rome [etc.].

2. Jn suostantival use, a God-speedy parting wish
for one's success.

1856 Kane Arct, Fxpl. I. viii, 90 Three hearty cheers
from all hands followed us,—a God-speed as we pushed off.

1887 R. Buchanan Heir ofLinne vi. Old Sampson bade the
stranger a God-speed on his journey.

b. attrib. in God-spccd dinner
,
party. fZl. Fare-

well sb. 4.)
1867 A tketmum 26 Oct. 539/1 Lord Lytton will preside at

a Godspeed dinner to be gi\en to .Mr. Charles Dickens, on
Saturday, next week, November 2. 1887 T. A. Troi.lohk
What l renumber II. vii. 127, I went, and the God-speed
party was a very pleasant one.

3. fig. t & 1 he Godspeed (of a thing), the con-
clusion, finish. Also. In the Godspeed, in the nick

of time. Obs.
1606 Day lie ofGuts iv. G 4, Rut and I come to the god-

speed ont, ile tel em ont soundly. 1668 R. L'Estrange / is.

Qut%'. (1708) 201 A Devil came in just in the God-speed, and
told thein [etc.]. 1740 tr. De Morthy's Fort. Country Maid
(1741 1 II. 61 Had not the Curate interposed in the Godspeed,
the Inn-keeper had certainly crippled him. 1803 Makv
Charlton Wife <y Mistress II. 248 So the old housekeeper,
she comes in, in the God's speed [sic].

b. At the back of Godspeed = at the back of be-

yond Beyond C b\
1858 Trollope Dr. Thorn*?. (1859)63, 1 f I don't leave you

.it the back of God-speed before long, I II give you the mare
and the horse too.

Godspel(l, -le, obs. form of Gospel.

God's-pe nny. [SecG0OJ& „ f ; so called from

being originally devoted to some religions or chari-

table purpose. Cf. Du. godspenning, G. gottes-

pfennig, OSw. gttdspdning; b\ denier a Dieu.]

1. A small sum paid as earnest-money on striking

a bargain, esp. on concluding a purchase or the

hiring of a servant (cf. Ables-penny, Earnest-
penny). Now only dial.

*34© Ayenb. 91 be lone of herte, bet is be godes penyhuer-
mide me bayb alle be guodes of be wordle. 1490 Burgh
Recs. Edinb, (1869) 59 That the thesaurer of the towne
.. proffer a goddis penny and bye the same [vittaillis

or tymmer] vpoun a competent pryce. 1530 Palsgf.
586/3 Holde forthe thy hande, take an ernest penny or a

Goddes penny [F. vug denier en urns or vug denier a
Dieu). 1603 Owen Pembrokesh. (1891) 190 Savinge onelie
in earnest peny at the bargaine makinge W lj the plaine men
called a gods penie. 1609 Skene Reg. Ma/., Stat. Gild 144
Gif any man buyes Hering. .and hes given Gods pennie, or
silver in arles [etc.]. 16*5 X. Riding Rec. (1885) III. 11. 254
His wife had formerly hired the said woman and given her
a Godes penny. 166a Pirvs Diary 23 Sept., In both which
places at the making all contracts and bargains they give so
much, which they call God's penny. 1832 i'orksh. Dial.,

Ah'd a godspenny at Stowsfey market. 1855 Robinson
II hitby Gloss , Godspenny, earnest money, generally half-

a-crown given to a servant when hired. 1887 in Mid.
Y'orks. Gloss.

fig. 1602 K. T. FiveGodlie Sertn. 26 Admitting them his

tenants by giuing them the Gods penny or earnest pennie of
his spirit.

b. A rebate given on making a payment.
1885 Law Jrnl. Rep. LIV. 136/1 The legal effect was to

be as if the whole was paid down and a portion thrown back
as a GodVpenny.
t 2. A pf nny given in charitv. Obs.

1550 Crowley Epigr., Beggers Wks. (18721 16 Go fyll me
thys quarte pot. full to the brynke. The longe muste haue
bastynge, it wyll the better wagge, To pull a Goddes penye
out of a churles bagge.

f 3. nonce-use. A broker's commission. Obs.
".' 1483 Caxton Dialogues E. E. T. S.) Olyuer the brocour

wynnetli by brocorage, with one goddes peny (F. a vug
denier a dieu) twenty pound or thirty.

Godsyb be, godsypp,obs. forms of Gossip^.
Godward (gfdwoid), adv. and a. [f. God sb.

+ -WAKD.]
A. adv. In early use to Godward (see Toward).

1. Ol progress, tendency, etc. : Towards God ; in

the direction of God. + Also of love, affection,

etc. : Directed towards God.
1401 Pot. Poems (.Rollsi II. 83 To tille folk to God-ward,

I holde it no theft, c 1420 Lydg. Assemb. Gods 917 Louers
of Cryst, confounders of yll, A;id all that to godward yeue
her good wyll. c 1510 More Picus Wks. 7/1 The litle affec-

tion of an olde man or an olde woman to godwarde [etc.]-

.c 1592 H. Smith Wks. (1867) II 489 Christ is the sole com-
mander, To lend to God-ward. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

lxxix. § 2 Their colde affection to Godward m;ide their

presents to bee little woorth. arfw Ken Sum Poet. Wks.
1721 IV. 410 My soul . . Godward springs for God alone.

1842 Mrs. Browning Grk Chr. Poets Poems 1800 V. 153 As
if. Deing in the world, their tendency was Godward. 1884
Congregational Year Bk. 82 Anticipations of a nature
struggling Godward.

2. In relation to God; with respect or reference

to God.
1390 GowER Conf I. 71 She, which was all honeste To

goaward -At night vnto the temple wente. c 1440 Jacob's
Well (E. E. T. S.) 16S A-forn alle obere sorwys, hi sorwe
muste he al opyn to god-ward. 1531 Tindale Exp. 1 John
J 5M ] 3 'hit to Gudwaide is ther no satisfaction saue fayth
in Chrisies bloude. 1612 T. Tayloh Comm. Titus ii. 12

They hope they may haue as good hearts as the best to
god-ward. 1676 Allen Address Nonconf. 91 So far as there

is any ground to hope well of them in reference to their state

Godward. 1728 Swim Let. to Pope 26 July, Wks. 1841 II.

617 You are the most temperate man Godward, and the most
intemperate yourselfward of most I have known. 1824 Scott
Redgaunilit I.et. xi. His was a sudden call, .. no time to

set his house in order: weel prepared Godward, no doubt,
which is the root of the matter. 1868 Gladstone Jut.
Mitndi ix. (18691 376 All other functions of our nature, out-

side the domain of the life to god-ward.

B. adj. Tending or directed towards God.
1861 Westm. Re?'. Apr. 533 Had he [Cromwell] been

merely religious,—had the Godward tendency absorbed his

being, and [etc.]. 1867 Monsfi.l Our Neiv I 'icarH^ ' Priest

'

and ' Altar ' speak of his God-ward office :
' Minister ' and

' Lord's Table' refer to his man-ward ministrations. 1883
H. Dkummond Aa£. Law in Spir. W. (ed. 8) 117 Every
Godward aspiration of the soul.

Godwards (gf*dw3idz\ adv. [f. asprec. : see

-wakds.J -- Godwahd adv. (Orig. to Godzoards:

see Towards.)
c 1560 R. Morice in Lett. Lit, Men (Camden) 25 Afanifcsl

blasphemy to Godwards. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II.

xi. 22 What the Eye of a Bat is to the Sun, the same is all

human understanding to Godwards. 1758 S. Hayward
Serm. 1 But they never enquire into their state God-wards.
1839 Bailey Festus (1848' 25/1 Any heart, turned Godwards,
feels more joy In one short hour of prayer [etc.]. 1850
Robertson Serm. Ser. in. ii. (1872) 20 When we speak of
the Church we generally mean a society to aid men in their

progress God-wards.

Godwit (g^'dwit). Also 6 godwitte, -wipe,

7 -witt, -wike, gotwit, 8-9 goodwit, 9 godwyn.
[Origin obscure.] A marsh-bird Cgenus Limosd)
resembling a curlew, but having the bill slightly

curved upwards. The black-tailed godwit /,.

atgocephala or metanura) and the bar-tailed godwit

(Z. lapponica or rufa) are British species ; others

are natives of northern Europe and America.

Formerly in great repute, when fattened, for the

table.

In i6-i7th c. often used to render L. attageu, Sp. fran-
colin.

[1544 Turner A?ium Pratcip. Hist. C 3 b. Erasmus, .atta-

genam auem palustrem facit & uarijs maculis distinctam,

quod si satis exploratum mihi esset Anglorum godwittam
sive fedoam attagenam esse . . auderem adfirmare.] 155a

Elyot Diet., Attagen and Attagena, a byrde, which is

found in Ionia. .Thei are deceiued that take him for a wood-
cocke, it is most lyke a byrde called amonge vs a godwitte.

1579 J. Jones Prescrv. Bodte .y Soulc 1. xiv. 26 Dottrel,

Snipe, Godwipe, Dicken [etc.]. 1591 Pi rcivall Sp. Diet.,

Francolin, a godwit. Attagen. 1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn.

i.iv.jo Half.: a do/«:nol pheaants, adozen or iwoot godwits.
1612 A'a7vorh Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 25 A godwike and a
redshanke, \\)d 1620 Shelton Quix. IV. viii. 56 A God-wit
of Milan, or a Pheasant uf Rome, a 1637 B. Jonson Horace,
Praises Country Life 53 Th' Ionian God-wit, nor the Ginny
hen Could not goe downe my belly then More swett than
Olives. 1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 292 The Godwit,
called in some places the Varwhelp, or Yarwip, in others,

the Stone-Plover, a 168a Sir T. Browne Norf. Biros Wks.
1835 IV. 319 Godwyts .. accounted the daintiest dish in

England ; and, I think, forthe bigness, of the biggest price.

1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 353 The red godwit is superior

in size 10 the common kind. 1853 Kincsley Hypatia xi.

129 The whistle of the godwit and curlew, came ringing up
the windings of the glen. 1863 Baking-Gould Iceland 41 -2

The black tailed godwit arrives the last week in April.

Godzyb'be, obs. lorm of Gossip sb.

Goe, var. Geo, gully, creek ; obs. f. Go v.

Goed, Goef, obs. forms of Good, Goaf '.

Goel. var. of G< le a., Obs.

Goen, obs. form of gone : see Go v.

Goer (g^«"3i). [f. Go v. + -er '.]

1. One who or that which goes (see the vb.}.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 104 A gedelynge, a goer to

tauernes ! 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. i. (Skeat) 1. 63 The
envyous people, whiche alway ben redy, both ryder and goer,

to scorne and to jape this leude book. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. i. 20, 21 The Angel brought the message
beyng as a goer betwene God and her. 1577-87 Hakrison
England 11. x. '1877) 1. 217 They mooue the harts of the

goers by such places where they lie, to yerne at their miserie.

a 1639 Wotton Parallel Reliq. W. (16511 16 The Earl, .was
so far from being a good dancer, that he was no gracefull

goer. 1734 Swift Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 725 The intervening

officious impertinence of those goers between us. 1862

Latham Channel 1st. in. xiv. (ed. 2) 329 He was named
Rolf Ganger; i.e. Rolf the Goer ou foot, or RolfWalker.

+ b. with adverbs, about, back, between, by etc.

1546 in Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 182 The procurars
therof and goars about theryn to he punysshed. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 28 b, I haue doen the office

of a goer before. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. ii. 48 Goers
backward. 1606 — Tr. <y C. 111. ii. 208 Goers betweene. 1611
— Cymb. 1. i. 169, The goer backe. a 1616 Beaum. & Fl.

Little Fr. Lawyer 11. iii, These two long houres I have
trotted here, and curiously Sirvei'd all goers by. 1668 R.
I/Estrange Vis. Quev. (1708) 10S Some such Reverend
Goer-betweeo, thrts a Well-wilier to the Matbematicks.
« 1774 Golosm. tr. Scarrou's Com. Romance (17751 II. 6

All the neighbours and gotrs-by came into the inn. 1800
Bentham Wks. (1838-43) X. 356 Comers-in hy birth;.,
goers-out by death.

C. Of a horse, rider, coach, clock, etc.
;
preceded

hy some adjective, indicating the manner or speed

of goin^. Also simply, one that goes fast.

a 1586 Sidney Apol. (Arb.' 19 Hee sayde, they [horsemen]
were . speedy goers, and strong abiders. 1613 Beaim. & Fl.

Cupid's Rev. 11. vi, Is the rough French horse brought to the

dore ? They say he is a high goer". I shall soone try his

mettall. 1607 Loud. Gaz. No. 3281/4 Stolen or strayed ..

a light grey N ag . . about 8 years old, a very good Goer. 17x0

Una, No. .(689/4 She is hard mouthed but a very pleasant

Goer. 1830 H. Angelo Remiu . I. 205 Hence all his clocks

were 'good goers'. 1835 Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search
Horse i. 11841) 6 A charming goer: so docile that a lady

might drive him with a pack-thread. 1843 Hai.ibcrton
Attache I. ii. 41 * He looks . . as if he'd trot a considerable

good stick.. I guess he is a goer.' 1857 Hughes Tom
Brovm 1. iv. The Tally-ho was a tip-top goer, ten miles an
hour including stoppages. 1859 F. E. Paget Curate of
Cumberivorth 81 My watch is a perfect goer. 1883 E.
Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 48 Several 01 the

best and hardest goers of the hunt got off badly. 1886

Century Mag. Jan. 371/2 A dog with a broad, bull-dog chest

is never a good goer.

2. Phr. Goers and comers (more usually comers and
goers) : travellers or guests arriving and departing.
.1400 Maundev. (1839) xxvii. 277 And so thei eten every

day in his Court, mo than 30000 persones, with outen goeres

and comeres. 15*6 Isee Comer 1]. 1648 Gage West hid.

xviii. (.1655) 136 Which never shut gate against any goer or

comer. 1694 Echard Plautus 173, I shall have a fine time

on't, if I must be Iwund to draw waier for all comers and
goers. 1885 Mo'ich. Exam, 17 June 5,-3 All the comers and
goers appear to be fairly well pleased.

t 3. A loot. Obs.- '

1615 CuAPMAN Odyss. xm, 329 His fair goers graced With
fitted shoes.

Goethiau go'tian ,a. inxdsb. Also Goetheau.
[f. the name of the German poet Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe (1749-1832) + -IAN.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Goethe, his writings, opinions, etc.

1840 Mill Dim. % Disc. (1875! I. 428 Such views are. .the

characteristic feature of the ( '.ovthian period. 1856 Mem. F.

Pert&at I. ix. 133, I find in these letters the Goethean
paganism. 1884 J. R. Skeley in Contemp. Rer: Oct. 496
What may be the value of this fundamental Goethian
maxim I do not inquire.

B. sb. An admirer or follower of Goethe.
1850 Marc. Fuller Life without 4- L.wijhin (\%(x>\ 51,

I am inclined to look upon myself for thinking them, with
as much contempt as Mr. Carlyle or Mrs. Austin .. might
do, to say nothing of the German Goetheans.

Hence GoetManisru, the opinions or views of

Goethe or his followers.

1880 Vern. Lek Belcaro ix. 233 Vou believe in Art for

Art's own sake - Goethianism—that sort of thing, I know.

(xoethite, gothite (go-tait). Min. [Named
after the poet Goethe ;

Gothe) byLenzin 1806 : see

-ite.] A hydrous oxide of iron, of reddish or dark-

brown colour, occurring in orthorhombic crystals,

also massive.



GOETIAN.

1823 Brooke Crystallogr. 468 Gothite. 1637 Allan
Phillip's Min. 221 Goethiie. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. x. 282
Guthite— Hydrous Oxide of Iron—is mentioned in ejected

blocks and dykes. 1878 Lawrence tr. Coitus Rocks Class.

58 Gdthite or stilpnosiderite is a mineral very closely allied

tolimonite.

t Goetian. Ohs.— l In 6 erron. geocian. [f.

Goety + -an.] One who practises ' goety \

1569 I, Sanford tr. Agrippas Van. Artes 57 b, It is no
maruaile if the Geocians [L. goetici] .. doo binde sprites

with the inuocation of the name of God.

OrOetic (g^e'tik), a. and sb. Obs. exc. arch.

Also 7 goetick(e, -iciue, (8 erron. geotick). [ad.

Gr. yorjTttcus pertaining to witchcraft (77 yorjTifcrj

payeia, ^.avnia = yorjrua GOETY) through mcd.L.
goeticus or V. goitique^\

A. adj. Of or pertaining to ' goety '.

1610 Healev*S7. Aug. Citie of God (1620) 353 Those that

go about any such mischiefe with magical enchantments .

.

think they can hurt others, and that others by art Goetique
may hurt them. 1635 Hkywood Hicrarch. vii. Comm. 471
This Goeticke and Necromanticke Majicke. 1834 Lytton
Pompeii n. viii, The theurgic, or benevolent magic—the

goetic, or dark and evil necromancy—were alike in preemi-
nent repute.

B. sb. 1. Onewho practises
; goety'; a magician,

wizard, sorcerer.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. xxvi, This is the reason why these

Goeticks onely make use of evill spirits.

2. =G0ETY.
1727 Bailey vol. H, Geotick. .a sort of Magick, performed

by the Assistance of a Daemon, the same as Geomancy.

t Goe'tical, a. Obs. Also 6 erron. geotieall.

[f. as prec. t- -al.] — Goetic a.

1565) J. Sanford tr. Agrippas Van. Artes^ 62 b, By
Geotic.dl inchauntmentes, and praiers and deceites of the
Deuill. 165a Gaule Magastrom. no Whether their dis-

tinguishing betwixt Magick Theurgicall and Goeticall.

Goety [gpvfxi). Obs. exc. arch. Also 7 gostie,

(6 erron. geocie, S geotyj. [ad. Gr. yo^rtia (f.

7ur/T-,7or;ssorcerer,wizard,app.f.7oa€t»/to wail, cry,

cf. quot. 1610), through med.L. goclia or F. goe'lie.']

Witchcraft or magic performed by the invocation

and employment of evil spirits ; necromancy.
The erroneous forms geocie, geoticke, etc. in this word and

its cognates either proceeded from or suggested a mistaken
etymological association with Geo-.

1569 J . Sanford tr. Agrippas Van. A rtes 57 b, The partes

of ceremoniall Magicke be Geocie, and Theurgie. 1610

Healky St. Aug. Citie 0/ God (1620) 353 Goety worketh
vpon the dead by inuocation, so called of the noyse that the

practisers hereof make about graues. 1681 Hallywell
Melampron.\\\. 51 Porphyry and some others did distinguish

these two sorts [of MagicJ, so as to condemn indeed the

grosser, which they cailed Magic, or Goety. 1730-6 Bailey
(folio), Geoty, geotick magick. 1751 Bi\ I.ayington Enthus.
Methodists <y Papists (1754) II. iii. 100 In the Academy of
Salamanca they taught both Theurgy and Goety in the

Publick Schools. 1855 E. Smf.dley Occult Sci. 237 All that

is properly called 'goety' or the 'black magic' of the

middle ages.

tCfofe. Sc. Obs. Also 5-6 goyf\f, 5-6 goif,

gof, gouchf, gowcht, gowff, gowife. PI. 6 govis.

[Of obscure origin ; it is difficult to see what ori-

ginal form the diverse spellings can represent.]

sing, and pi. The pillory.

1489 Extracts Aberd. Reg. 11844) I. 417 The said William
sail offer and present his crag to the goyfs . . thar to stand at

the will of the said Thomas. 1498 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869)

I. 73 To be set on the goif, and thair haldin thrie dayis.

1520 Ibid. 201 The mercat for the selling of aids and hors
come be halden at the govis aboue the Tolbuith stair. 1530
Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 129 To cause, big, and mak
an goif againe on the towne sid. 1538 Aberd. Reg. XV.
141 (Jam.) His crag & hands to stand in the gofe. 1594
Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 93 Hir craig to be put in

the govis. 1608 Stirling Kirk Sess. Reg. in Maitiand
Misc. (1833) I. 450 They salbe brankit thriigh the toun, put
in the govis, and banesit the toun.

b. Comb., as gofe-stair, -slocks.

1538 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 15,5 Thai ordane the

-.aid Besse .. to stand in the Gowistair. 1558 Ibid. 309
Thair feit to be fetterit . . in the goif stoikis xxiiij houris.

Hence fOofe v., to put in the pillory; only in

f Go'ving vbl. sb.

1498 Burgh Rec. Edin. (18691 I. 73 The causof his goving.

Gofe, var, of Goaf 1 ; obs. form of Gove.

Gofer v
go«i-f9i). dial. Forms : 8-9 gofer, 9

gopher, gaufer, gaufre. [a. F. gaufre (earlier

also goffre', goj're) honeycomb, thin cake; ultimately

of LG. origin: see Wafer and Waffle.] A thin

batter-cake on which a honeycomb pattern is

stamped by the iron plates (see b) between which
it is baked.
1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 165 To make

Gofers. Beat three eggs well, with three spoonfuls of flour,

and a little salt 1847-78 Halliwei.l, Gofer, a species of
tea-cake of an oblong form, made of flour, milk, eggs, and
currants, baked on an iron made expressly for the purpose,

called a goferin* iron, and divided into square compart-
ments. Line. 1876 11 hitby Gloss., Gaufers, tea-cakes of the

muffin sort, square, and stamped like net-work with the
•gaufering-irons '. 1883 P. Robinson Sinners \ Saints i. 14

Here, too, in Chicago, I found a man selling 'gophers'.

. I do not know the American name for this vanish-into-

nothing sort of pastry.

b. Comb. : gofer-irons, -tongs, also gofering-
iron (see quots. 1847-78 and 1876 above) : the

implement in which 'gofers' are baked.

275

1877 Holderness Gloss.
,

¥Ga?ifre-irons.a.bivalved iron mould
with long handles, in which gaufres are baked on the fire.

1769 Mas. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 165 Make your
'yofer tongs hot, rub them with fresh butter, fill the bottom
part of your tongs, and clap the top upon, then turn them,
and when a fine brown on both sides, put them in a dish.

Gofer, var. of Goffer.
tGoff 1

! Obs. rare. [? Abbreviation of *gofer,
£0flJfaV^GoDFATHER. Cf. GoM.] a. A godfather.

"b. Gaffer i and 2.

1483 Cath. Angl. 161/2 A Goffe, a godefader. 1532 More
Conjitt. Tindale Wks. 711/1 A very cold conseeit of my goffe
that he found. 1577 Misogouus 11. iii. (Brandl Qncllen 443),
Cha bene sadlinge my gofe cuccolds cowe. 1683 Vorksh.
Dial. 33 See if Goff Hyldroth be gaen hand. Ibid. 49 God
ya god moarne, GoiT.

Goff- (gpf). Obs, exc. dial. Also 9 guff. [App.
a. r. goffe awkward, stupid, ad. It. gojfo (Sp. gojfo),

\
of uncertain origin.] iSee quots.

1570 Levins Manip. 156/37 A Goffe, foole, morio, bardus.
; 1678 Pol. Ballads n86o> I. 205 He calls the bishop Grey-
j

beard Goff. And makes his power a mere scoff. 1790 Grosk
!

Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Goff, a foolish clown. North. 1801 R.
Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 18 My mudder caws me peerdeyl'd

!
guff. 1818 Hogg Brownie ofBodsbeck, etc. II. 186 Weel I

vyat yell never get the like o' her, great muckle hallanshaker-

|
like guff. 1809 Lonsdale Gloss., Goff, a foolish clown, a silly

; fellow, an oaf. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Goff, Guff, a fool.

Goff, obs. form of Goaf • ; var. of Golf.
Goffan, goffen. A/in. « Coffin- sb. no.
1880 IV. Cormv. Gloss., Goffans, Coffaus, old surface ex-

cavations in a mine. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,Goffan

j

or Goffen (Corn.), a long narrow surface-working.

Goffer (gp'foj), sb. [ad. F. gaufre : see the vb.

In sense 1 the mod.Fr. term is gaitfrier.]

1. A goffering-tool.

1865 Daily Tel. 27 Sept., The thumb and finger get sore
and blistered from working the goffers.

2. ' An ornamental plaiting used for the frills and
borders of women's caps, etc' (Ogilvie\

Goffer (gp'hi, g#»"fw), gauffer (g§'foj), v.

Also gopher, gofer, gaui\f re, {S Sc. gowpher).
[ad. F. gattfrer to stamp or impress figures on
cloth, paper, etc. with tools on which the required

pattern is cut, {.gaufre honeycomb (see GoFER).
The usual sense of the English word is in French
expressed by gauffrer a la paille.] trans. To
make wavy by means of heated goffering-irons

;

to flute or crimp (the edge of lace, a frill, or

trimming of any kind).
1706 [see Goffered ///. a.]. 1824 Miss Ferries Inker.

xxi. (D.), I'll have to get it fmy ruff J all goffered over again.
186. B. P. Brent in Tegetmeier Pigeons xxiii. 11868) 17S
A small conical hollow, which gives the plumage the appear-
ance of having been goffered or raised by a tine pair of
curling tongs. 1879 Mrs. A. E. JAMES Ind. Househ. Man-
agent, 15 Flounces and frills a dhobie [ = washerman] will

get up and gauffre beautifully. 1895 Crockett ' Men of
Moss Hags ' 233 Her cap . . was fairly and daintily goffered
at the edges.

fig. 1856 Aird Poet. IVks. 230 No plaited folds of favour,
crimped and goffered by ceremony.
Hence Gcfferer (cf. F. gaufreur^.
1885 histr. to Census Clerks 75 Milliner, etc.. .Gofferer or

Gopherer.

Goffered (gp'fajd), ppl. a. Also S Sc. gow-
phered, 9 gauffered, [f. Goffer v. + -ed 1.]

1. Of frills, etc. : Fluted, crimped.
[1578 Inv, R. Househ. (1815) 223 A lows gowne of quheite

satene gowfre [— F. satin gaufre"] crispit alower with thre
small cordonis of gold togidder.] 1706 J. Watsons Colled.
Poems 1. 2g Ev'n his whole shirt his skin doth hide. Gow-
pherd, Gratnizied, Cloaks rare pointed, Embroider 'd, lae'd
[etc.]. i860 13. P. Brent Pigeon Bk. 54 Having the peculiar
curled, or as if it were goffered plumage. 1880 Cassell's
Mag. June 441 The petticoats worn with short dresses
should have a ruche, or frill, or goffered border . . showing
beneath the dress. 1885 Instr. to Census Clerks 73 Goffered
Rouche Manufacturer. 1888 Daily News 26 Dec. 2/1
A little gophered mob cap with strings tied under the chin.

2. Bookbinding and Printing. Embossed or im-
pressed with ornamental figures, esp. goffered edges.

(Also in Fr. form gaufre.)
1866 Bookseller's Catal., Sternhold's Psalms, 1649.. in

contemporary embroidered binding, .gauffered edges. 1879
Print. Trades Jml. XXVL 13 The tops of each card are
shaped and goffered. 1894 Brassington Bookbinding xu.
166 Henry VIII of England had many of his books adorned
with gilt and gauffered edges. [1895 Zaehnsdorf Short
Hist. Bookbinding 24 Gaufre £d$est impressions made with
the tools of the finishers on the gilt edges of a book.]

3. Ent. Of the elytra of certain beetles: Having
very prominent longitudinal lines or carina, which
in many cases diverge from the base and converge
towards the tip {Cent. Diet.).

Goffering (gp-farirj', vbl. sb. [f. Goffkk v. -t-

-ixg !.] The action of the vb. Goffer ; also, the
result of this ; goffered lace, frills, etc.

1848 Webster, Gauffering, a mode of plaiting or fluting
frills, etc. 1885 Faikholt Costume Gloss., Goffering, an
ornamental pleating, used for the frills and borders of
women's caps, etc. 1889 Century Diet., Goffering, flutes,
plaits, or crimps collectively. 1894 Brassington Book*
binding xii. 166 Accordingly we find in the sixteenth cen-
tury . . much pains bestowed upon gilding, tooling or gauf-
fering, and painting of the edges of books.

b. attrib. and Comb., as goffering-frame, hand,
machine, process, work', goffering-iron, -tongs,

GK>GAR.

an iron tool used for goffering lace, frill?, etc. :

goffering-press, a press for crimping the material

used in the manufacture of artificial dowers.
'893 Northumbld. Gloss.,

*

'Gofferinframe, a frame made
for holding a series of sticks or canes between which a frill

is worked in and out in waving form. The whole is clamped
by a screw. 1885 Instr. to ( eusus Clerks 70 Lace Finishing
. .'Gophering Hand. 1863 Mrs. IJketon Househ Managnu.
1013 *Gauffering-tongs or irons mu>t be placed in a clear

fne for a minute. 1801 Morning Post in Spirit Pub Jrnls.
'1802

1 V. 180 The skin might lie found useful in mending the
instep of a Hessian boot, or a "goftreeing machine. 1851
Maviiew Loud. Labour I. Crimping and goffer ng-
machines. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., *Gauffering-pre$s,

^57 J. G. Wilkinson Egyptians in Time Pharaohs 41 The
waving lines purposely impressed upon it [linen] by the

*goeffrcying [sic] process. 1847-78 HalliwELL, *Go/cring-
luo'k, a sort of crimping performed on (rills, caps, etc.

[Gofysshe, see List of Spurious Words.']

tGog 1
. Obs. A corrupt form of Gon em-

ployed in oaths. (See God sb. 13, 14.)

1. By Gog, Gog tf heaven, Gog give, etc.

13. . Gain. # Gr. /Cut. 390 ' Bi gog ', quoth he grene kny$t.
c 1460 To'vucley Myst. ii. 172 Gog of heuen, take it to good.
" JS53 UnALL A' oyster D. iv. viii. (Arb.J 7S Slee else whom
she will, by gog she shall not slee mee.

2. Possessive combs., as by; Gog's anus, blood.

body, etc. (cf. God sb. 14).
" I 5S3 Udall Royster D. 1. iii. (Arb.) 27 Gogs amies

knaue, art thou madde? 1575 Gamm. Gurton v. ii, By
*gogs blest .. I know the blowes he bare away. 1560 A A-
Wanton Bja, Iii ^gogs blond, I wene god & the deuyl
be agenst me. 1519 Interl. Pour Elent. (Percy Soc.) 18
liy *goggys body I tell you trew ! 1575 Gamut. Gurton
iv. ii, By *gogs bones., he shal sure [etc.]. 1595 Peelk
Old IVives' T. Wks. (1829) I. 239 By gogs-bones, thou
art a flouting knave. i6oz Content. Liberality <s- Prodi-
gality I. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 338 By *Gog*s bores,

these old stumps are stark tired. 1619 Fletcher M.
Thomas in. i, Gogs bores, I am well. 1575 Gamut. Gar-
ton 11. ii, 'Gogs bread, that will I doo. Ibid. 1. v, "Gogs
crosse Gammer if ye will laugh looke in but at the doore.
Ibid. 1. iv, ""Gogs deth how shall my breches be sewid.

1569 T. Preston Cambyses B j, "Gogs flesh and his wounds
these warres reioyce my hart. 1567 Trial Treas. Bij b, By
'gogs precious harte, euen so doe I. 1575 Gamut. Gurton
I. v, Gogs harte, help and come vp. Ibid, II. i, Well done
be *Gogs malt, a 1553 Udall Royster D iv. vii, (Arb.) 72
By *gogs deare mother, I woulde not leaue one stone vpon
an other. 1519 Inter! Pour Elent. \ Percy Soc.) 42 "Gogges
naylys, I have payed som of them, I tro. 1568 Like will
to Like C ij b, By *gogs nown.s chad thought iche had been
in my bed. 1616 Ii. JoNSON Devil an Ass 1. i, To sweare by
Gogs-nownes. 1519 Interl. Pour Elent. (Percy Soc.) 24
*Gogges Passyon ! sayd ye not thus. 1575 Ganim. Gurton
I. iii, *Gogs Sacrament, I would she had lost tharte out of
her bellie. 1569 T. Preston Cambyses B 3 *Gogs sides

Maister Ruf are ye so crusty? 1319 Interl. Four Eletn.

(Percy Soc.) 38 Why, ~Goggis soule ! wyll yc.Breke poynt-
ment. 1567 Trial Treas. h, ij, *Gogs woundes these panges
encrease euer more. 1602 How to choose Good Wife D 3 b,

He that with greatest grace can sweare *gogs zounds .

.

Hee's a braue man.

t Gog-. Obs. Also 7 gogge. [App. formed by
substitution of on gog for earlier Agog (q.v.)

f
gog

being subsequently employed as an independent sb.]

To set on gog, to stir up, excite, make eai^er ; also

lo set {put) in such a gogfor (or of). To be upon
the gog of, to be eager for.

"573 Twvne sEueid x, What wroth what feare Sets these
or those on gog not suffring rest to sheild nor speare. 1575
[see Agog). 1587 Hughes Misfort. Arthur in. i. (1828) 47
The selfsame cause which first Set them on gog, even for-

tunes favours quail'd. 1602 Breton Wonders worth hear-
ing tGrosarti 11/2, I set her in such a gogge for a husband
.. that [etc.]. rti6i6 Beaum. & Fl. Wit without M. III. i,

You have put me into such a gogge of going I would not
stay for all the world. 167a Lacv Old Troop 11. 116081 11

You have put me in such a gog of marriage, that it will not
out of my head. 1673 O. Walker Educ. 11677) 43 When
all Europe was upon the gog of fighting.

Gog 3
(gfg). Obs. exc. dial. Also gogg. [Of

obscure origin ; possibly f. the onomatopoeic *gog
to shake (see Goggle sb. 5 and v.1 '

; for the sense

cf. Quagmire.] A bog, swamp.
1583 [see b]. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. iii. (1635]

46 Waters, .bursting out of secret, .concauities, doe produce
infinite Fennes, Gogges, Lakes, and Marishes. a 1691
Aubrey Nat. Hist. Wills (1847) 25 In Minety Common in

Bradon forest . . is a boggy place called the Gogges, where
is a spring or springs, rising up out of fuller's earth. 1847-

78 Haixiwell, Gog, a bog. Oxon. 1854 Miss Bakep
Northantptonsh. Gloss., Gog, a bog. 'The land's full 0/

gogs ', or ' all of a gog '.

b. Comb., as gog-mire, a quagmire.
1583 Fulke Defence i. § 47. 61 Though it be tedious for \s

to rake in such a gogmyre of your forgeries, and false-

accusations, yet [etc.]. 186a Aubreys Topogr. Collect. 271
note, ' I be all in a gogg-mire ' is a North Wilts phrase for

being in what appears an inextricable difficulty.

Htnce Goggy a., dial., boggy.
1854 Miss Baker Northamptonsh Gloss. , Goggy, boggy,

soppy; as heavy, deep land. ' It's very goggy '. In very
general use among our agricultural labourers.

Gog 4
. Sc* [Origin obscure.] ' The object set

up as a mark in playing at Quoits. Pitch and Toss,

etc' (Jam.).
1821 Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 35/2 The parties stand at a little

distance and pitch the halfpenny to a mark or gog. 1893
Northumbld. Gloss., Gog, a boy's marble, or taw in ring in

the game of boorey.

t Gogar. Sc. Obs. rare. Only in gogar-gtnvti,

some kind of long gown.



GOGET.

1494 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1877) I- 223 Item .. xv
el It* of velvous to be the King a gogar goune. 1495 Ibid.
225 Item .

. v ellis of Rissillis blak, to be a gogare gowne.
Gogathes, var. of Gagate, Obs., jet.

Gogel, obs. furm of Goggle v. 1

Gogement, obs. form of Judgement.
Goge(o)n, obs. form of Gudgeon.
Go'get. rare~°. [Formation obscure.] (Seequot.)
1835 Booth Analyt. Diet. 224 The Gobius niger, a smaller

fish, is the Black Goby, Goget, or Sea Gudgeon.

Goggan (gp'gan). dial. Also fi goggon, -en,

(?-ey . [Origin obscure.
Gael, gogau is explained as ' a small wooden dish made

up of staves, and without handles ', but this, with cogan of
similar meaning (cf. Cogue), is perh. not a native word.]

A wooden or metal dish.

1586 Inv. ofAtkinson (Somerset HoJ, ij bassons ij goggons
& dishes. 1590 Wills $ Inv. N. C. tSurtees 1860J 180,
iiij drinckinge potts, of tynne 2". 8d. One goggen 4

d
. 1593

Ibid. 230, .\ij tyne spoynes, a putter goggey, and ij tyne
ladelles. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 60 According to the
goggans they lay hands on, so will be the trades of their

husbands.

Goggle (gp'gT, so. Also 7 gogle. [f. Goggle vA]
I. 1. One who goggles, rare.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Malta ir. i, I am in sowce
1 thank ye; thanke your beauty Your most sweet beauty:
pox upon those goggles. Ibid. v. ii, Do ye stare, gogles, I

hope to make winter bootes o' thy bide yet. « 1859 L. Hunt
Sonu., Fish, Man <y Spirit ii, O scaly . . wights, What is't

ye uo? what life lead? eh, dull guggles?

f 2. A goggling look ; a squint, leer, stare. Oh.
1651 Randolph, etc. Ileyfor Honesty 1. i, Chr. But others,

such as your demure Cheaters. Car. That have the true
gogle of Amsterdam, a 1639 Cleveland Gen. Poems, etc.

f 1677) 127 Such a Google of the Eye, such a melodious
Twang of the Nose [etc.], :688 Makq. Halifax Advice
to Dan. (ed. 2) 9 Others will have such a Divided Face
between a Devout Goggle and an Inviting Glance, that [etc.],

3. slang. In //. : The eyes, f Also in sing. : The
white of the eye.

1705 Hickeringili. Priest-er. tv. (1721) 227 If.. I should
turn up my Eyes, 'till the black Pupil be lost under the
Upper Eye-lid, and nothing but the pious Goggle, and
innocent White appears, {that's a precious Man, say the
Women). 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 96. 2/1 Whose dim
Goggles cou d not bear the Rays of the Sun. a 1763 Bykom
Dissect. Beau's Head viii, Those Muscles .. wherewith a
Man ogles, When on a fair Lady he fixes his Goggles. 1815
W. H. iRELASuScr/'b/'lconiania 141 Villains so often assume
dilTrent scowls, And glare with their goggles.

4. pi. 'rarely sing.) A kind of spectacles, having
glasses (usually coloured) or tine wire-netting,

fixed in short tubes, and worn to protect the eyes

from dust, excess of light, etc. ; formerly also so

constructed as to correct squinting.
(Applied collog. orjocularly tospcctac\es with round glasses.)

1715 tr. C'tessDA unoy's Wks. 406 A pair of blue Goggles,
hedg'd in with long black Eyebrows. 1806-7 J- Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life 11826) Post. Groans xxxv, Pinking and
blinking, with his up-and-down-goggles, full at me. i8zo
Sporting Mag. VII. 96 Just call in St. Martin's-le-Grand
For some goggles for Mary (who squints). 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xli. (1856) 380 A disk of hard wood, with
a simple slit . .we found a better protection than the goggle
or colored lens. 1868 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxii, A little

spare man who sat breaking stones . . regarding me myste-
riously through his dark goggles of wire. 1879 T. Hardy
Return Native iv. ii, The goggles he was obliged to wear
over his eyes.

Comb. 1810 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXII. 502 But
place, .goggle spectacles over this focus of expression, and
a slight change of dress will deceive us as to the person.

b. (See quot.)
1808 Jamieson, Goggles, blinds for horses that are apt

to take fright, to prevent their seeing objects from behind, S.

18x8 in Todd. 1838 in Webster; and in later Diets.

II. 5. //. The goggles
y
a disease of sheep; the

staggers or sturdy.
With the sense cf. the dialect (Hants, Wilts, Glouc.)

phrase all of a goggle \ all shaking, giddy.

1793 J. Claridge Agric. Dorset 11 A disorder peculiar to
sheep, . . called the Goggles ; . . the first symptoms is a violent

itching, which is soon succeeded by a dizziness in the head,
staggering of gait [etc.]. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon
118131 343 The goggles is a disease sometimes, though
rarely, experienced on the confines of Somerset and Dorset.

1825 Loudon Encycl. Agric. § 6524 Staggers, gid, turnsick,

goggles [etc.] . . are all popular terms for hydatids, or an
animal, .which. .finds its way to the brain. 1893 in North'
umbld. Gloss., Goggles, a disease in sheep.

Goggle (grg'Oi a - Also6 gogle, gogyll, google.
[Properly the vbl. stem Goggle in comb., the purely

adjectival use being a modern development.] Of
the eye Protuberant, prominent, full and rolling;

also, f squinting.

1540 Raynold Byrth Mankynde u. 78 b, Yf the chylde haue
google eyes [L. strabos centos]. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe
(1546) Ccij h, Of gogle eyes. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Hastings
Ixxi, Lowryng on me with the goggle eye. 1667 Cotton
Virg. Travcst. IV, 106 The Queen in wrathful wise, Rowling
about her goggle eyes. 1680 Baxter Oath. Commun. | 11

(1684) 28 If goggle Eyes judge each line to be a yard dis-

tant from another, I cannot cure them. 1774 Goldsm. Hist.

Earth VI. 239 He [a shark] is furnished with great goggle

eyes. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk. (1869) 177 His goggle

eyes were always rolling about wildly. 1885 G. S. Forbes
Wild Life in Canara 105 The face was broad, the mouth
wide, the eyes goggle.

Goggle (grg'O »*-J Forms: 4gogel, 5-7gogle,

6 google, 6- goggle. [Perh. a frequentative of an

onomatopceic *gog, expressive of oscillating move-
ment (cf. jog, joggle) ; cf. (Jog sb.% and sb.$ ; also

276

Goggle^. 5. It may be noticed that mod. Welsh
and Gaelic have several words of similar form and
sense : Welsh gogi to shake, Gael.gag a nodding or
tossing of the head.gogshitit (? fromling.) a goggle-
eye. The verb, like the combinations goggle-eye,
~eyed

t first becomes common in the 16th c, and is,

with the few exceptions given under II, always used
of movement of the eye, though in later use its

meaning has been somewhat altered.
The Gaelic forms gogaid, gogaild, gogaill, gogag, 'a

light-headed woman, giddy female, coquette ', are piob. not
related to .g^ and its derivatives, but merely adaptations of

i

earlier English coc/tet= Coquette.]

I. 1. intr. Of persons : To turn the eyes to one
1
side or other, to look obliquely, to squint ; also to

'< goggle with the eyes and to goggle at (a thing). In

:

later use, to look with widely-opened, unsteady

1

eyes ; to roll the eyes about. Now rare.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (i88o> 341 Pharesees alargen her browes

I

& gogelen fer fro goddis lawe. 1544 Phakr Rcgim. Lyfe
(1560) X iiij a, Lay the chylde so . . that he may . . not ..

turne hyseyes on ether of both sides. If yet he begin to
gogle, than, set y* cradell after such a fourme, that the light
may lie on y contrary syde. 1563-87 Foxe A. <S- M. (16841
II. 431 An old rotten stock, .wherein a man should stand
inclosed with an hundred wyers. .to make the image goggle
with the eyes. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vii. 3099 He
^quints, and she doth gogle wondrous faire. 1664 Cutler
Hud. 11. i. 120 Which made him hang the Head and scoul
And wink and goggle like an Owl. 1671 Ckowxe Juliana
1. 9 'Tis true, he doth not goggle at it so plain, as Mr.
Mumpsimus o' Curland doth ; but . . he squints at it fear-

fully. 174a Richardson Pamela IV. 319 The poor little

Thing lies on the Nurses Lap . . goggling and staring
with its Eyes. 1757 Foote Author EpTT, Wks. 1799 I. 129
Look, my Lord f—She goggles! 1830 Galt Lawrie 'I.

vi. ii. (1849) 256 A sum that I thought would make the old
man goggle. 1880 W. Cornw. Gloss, s.v., Stand goggling
for gapes like an owl at an eagle.

b. Of the eyes : To turn to one side, to squint.

In modern use, to project from the head and move
unsteadily, to roll.

1540 Raynold Byrth Mankynde II, 79 Marke on whiche
syde that the eyes do gogle. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr.
vn. vi. 138 The wiers that made their eies gogle. 1683
Dryden Plutarch 42 She came out foaming at the mouth,
her eyes gogling, her breast heaving [etc.]. 1850 W. Irving
Goldsm. xxxix. (1851) 334 His eyes goggled with eagerness.

1855 Thackeray Nciucomes I. 1 The frog's hideous large
eyes were goggling out of his head. 1879 Earl Desart
Kelverdalc I. iv. 45 His large eyes goggled and watered
as he kept them fixed upon the piece of sugar.

2. trans. To turn (one's eye) to one side, or (in

modern use) from side to side with an unsteady

motion. Also with about.

1583 Stanyhurst ^neis 1. (Arb.) 32 Whilst in temple
corners he gogled his eyesight Wayting for Dido. 1616

J. Lane Cont. Sor.'s T. vii. 572 So with a crooked curtchie,

wried aright, goglinge bothe eies. 1713 Steele Englishm.
No. 8. 50 The Wagg. .goggled his Eyes, and then fixing

them dreadfully upon the Fellow. 1829 T. L. Peacock Mis-
fort. Elphin xi. 147 The stranger goggled about his eyes in

an attempt to fix them steadily on Taliesin. 1884 Harper's
Mag. Oct. 695/1 He could, .goggle his eyes at Agnes.

II. 3. intr. To sway or roll about ; move
loosely and unsteadily. Also to goggle with the

head, to shake or wag the head. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1400 Beryn 163 Then passed they forth boystly, goglyng
with hir hedis. 1519 Horman Vulg. 149 Maydens : that cary
geere vpon theyr heed putte a wrethe of haye betwene the

vessell and theyr heed to stay it from goglynge. a 1650
Robin Hood 26 in Furniv. Percy Folio MS. I. 16 But Robin
did on this old mans hood, itt gogled on his crowne. 1893
Witts. Gloss., Goggle, to shake or tremble, as a table with
one leg shorter than the others.

f 4. trans. To cause to shake. Jig.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 11. 97 b, Y* lack wherof
googleth [1581 gogleth] theyr vnstayed heades, and caryeth

them into many inordinate pranckes of childishe insolencie.

Goggle (gp"g'l\ *•' [Onomatopceic: an occa-

sioiialsubstitute for Gobble, as suggesting a similar

sound, but made more in the throat.]

1. trans. = Gobble v. x i.

1611 Cotgr., Goularde",. .gulped, or goggled downe. Ibid.,

Goularder, . . to rauine, goggle, glut vp, swallow downe,
huge morsells, or mouthfulls. 1888 [see 2].

2. intr. = Gobble v.a

1831 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1889' 186 The Bubbly goggeling
neither sweetly nor profitably. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Goggle,

to swallow, to make a gurgling noise in the throat.

Go'ggled, ppL a. Now rare. [f. Goggle v. 1

+ -ed" Of the eyes Goggle a.

1503 Kalender Sheph. 11656) xlii, A person that is Blear-

eyed, gogled & squint. 1589 Hay any Work 7 Vnnatural

squint gogled eies. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. \. o A Louse,

her two eyes were like two black beads, gogled and pro-

tuberant. 187a Dasent Three to One II. 30 One eye. .was
bigger and more goggled than the other.

Goggle-eye {gogl^'v). [See Goggled, and v.]

fa. One who squints {obs.). f b. Obliquity of

vision; squinting {oh.). C U.S. =Goggler2.
d. (Seequot. 1897.)
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 199/1 Glyare or goguleye . . , limns,

strabo. 18*2-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 183 This

disease, in colloquial language now called squinting, was
formerly denominated goggle-eye. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.

Catal. (ed. 4) 160 Two Kegs of Pickled Goggle-eyes. 1897

Webster, Goggle-eye, one oftwo or more species ofAmerican
fresh-water fishes of the family Centrarchidae.

Goggle-eyed grg'li^N <* U- goggle eye (see

GOGMAGOG

I

Goggle a.) + -ED 2
.] Having prominent, staring or

;

rolling eyes; also, f squint-eyed.
1382 Wycuf Mark ix. 46 It is good to thee for to entre gogil

y3edin to rewme of God, than [etc.]. 1484 Caxton Fables of
Alfonce(iBZg) 7 Whan the porter byheld hym he perceyued
that he was goglyed..And the goglyed wold paye nought.
rI5 JS Cocke Lorell's B. 5 Gogle eyed tomson shepster of

I

lyn. 1530 Pai-SGR. 226/1 Goggleyed man, lovchc. 1635
I

QcARLEsEmbl. v. xiv. (1718) 302 Giddy doubt, and goggle-
1 ey'd suspicion. iyn Swift Jrnl. to Stella 12 July, Young

Manley's wife is. .goggle-eyed, and looks like a fool. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. ix, He's the most hideous, goggle-eved
creature.

b. Goggle-eyedJack = Gog<;lkk 2.

1884-5 tsee Goggler].

Goggler (grgl3J /- P". Goooiii v. ] +-erL]
1. slang. An eye.
1821 SportingMag. VIII. 234 Every goggler had the com-

batants within its focus. 1822 Blacktu. Mag. XL 163 How
plain folks roll'd their ..jogglers. 1840 Thackeray Bedford-
Rotv Conspir. iii, Her ladyship . . turning her own grey
gogglers up to heaven.

2. U.S. (Seequot.)
1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. ( iS88> III. 187 The big-eyed

scad, also more generally known as the goggler, and goggle-
eyed Jack—the Trachurops crumenoptliahmis of natu-
ralists. The very large prominent eyes are the most striking
feature of the fish.

Goggling (gf glirj) , vbl. sb. [{. Goggle v}
-ing LJ The action of the vb. Goggle.
1540 Raynold Byrth Mankynde u. 79 By this meane, the

goglynge of the eyes maye bee retorned to the ryghte place.

1651 Randolph, etc. Heyfor Honesty 11. iii, Thy eyes Un-
constant gogling, call thee guilty.

Goggling gp'glig)' fpl- a. [f. Goggle v.1 +
-ing -.] That goggles, in senses of the vb.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1598) 226 They that see with
goggling eyes. 1599 Harsnet Fraud. Tract. J. Darrel
in. 216 His eyes were somewhat gogling out, but otherwise
no more thanordinary. 161 1 Coryat Crudities 180 Medu-
saes head. .with, .great gogling eyes. 1618 With ir Motto,
Nee Curo Wks. (1633) 550 Places, .from whose ever-gogling
station, all May at the pleasure of another fall. 1825 Hogg
Q. Hynde 77 The stars were sprinkled o'er the night. With
goggling and uncertain light. 1875-7 Ruskin Morn, in
Florence (1881) 51 Faces with goggling eyes and rigid lips.

Goggly (gp-gli), * [ f- Oggle ^. + -y'.]

f 1. Of eyes : Goggle, goggling. Obs.
a 1693 Aubrey Lives, Birkenhead (1898) 1. 105 He was of

midling stature, great goggli eies.

2. Of sheep : Affected with the ' goggles \ 'Cf.

Glouc. dialect goggly giddy.)
1840 frptl. R. Agric. Soc. I. in. 297, I once knew a flock of

200 sheep, 64 of which died goggly.

Gogin, obs. form of Gudgeon.

f Go'gingstool. Obs. Also goginstole. [Var.

Cucking-stool.]
1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 151 This Gogingstool is the

same which in our Law-Books is written Cuckingstool. 1797
Tomlins Jacob's Law Diet. s.v. Castigatory, It is also

termed goginstole and cokestole.

Gogion, Gogle, obs. ff. Gudgeon, Goggle.

Goglet J (BfgiM), gugglet (g^glet). Anglo-

Indian. Also 7 gurgulet, 9 guglet, gurglet. [ad.

Pg. gorgoleta t
'an earthen and narrow-mouthed

vessel, out of which the water runs and guggles

'

(Lacerda Pg. Diet.) ; cf. F. gargoulette of similar

meaning. The English foims may be due to asso-

ciation with Goggle v.2 , Guggle v.] A long-

necked vessel for holding water, usually made of

porous earthenware, so that the contents are kept

cool by evaporation.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <* P. 47 Gurgulets and Jars,

which are Vessels made of a porous kind of Earth. 1766

Clive in Long Gox't. Rec. (1869) 406 (Y.) To have a man
with a Goglet of water ready to pour on his head. 1855
R. F. Burton Pilgr. ElMedinah^ Mcccah II. xix. 196 The
earth is sweet and makes excellent guggtets. 1879 Btackiv.

Mag. Jan. 55 They trusted to the porous goglets for cooling

the water. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 10 A sponge and a
small gurglet of water.

t Go'glet 2
. Oh. rare - '. (See quot.)

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 271/2 A kind of a Drinking

Cup or Vessel made off the higher end, or the small top of

a Bull or Cows Horn . . It is by some Gentlemens £u tilers

termed a Souce, or Goglet, or Goblet.

t Go'gmagO:g. Oh. [i. Goemagot. the greatest

of the British giants, according to Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth ; altered after the biblical names Gog and

Magog (Ezek. xxxviii-xxxix).] A giant, a man of

immense stature and strength.

[ciaos Lay. 1806 Geomagog . . Godes wider-saka. 1197

R. Glouc (Rolls) 508 Gogmagog was a geant, suibe gret

& strong. £"1330 K. Urunnk Chron. Wan' < Rolls) 1763

Gogmagog . . was strong, gret, £c bold. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,
Owen Glendour xxiii, Affirming Henry to be Gogmagog.]
c 1580 } effer\f. Bugbears in. \\i. in Archiv Stud. d.ne7t. Spr.

(1897), Harpyes, Gogmagogs, lemures. 1605 Tryall Chez:

11. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 289 And thou hast under thy

charge any other then Pigmies I am a Gogmagog. 1630 J.

Taylor (Water P.) Laugh $ be Fat Wks. 11. 73/1 Thy booke

he titles Gogmogog the huge.

Hence f Q-ogmagfotical a. t as huge as Gogma-
gog {Gogmagof).
x63o J. Taylor (Water P.) Laugh $ be Fat Wks. 11. 69 In

a huge volume Gogmagoticall.

Gogon, Gogram, obs. ff. Gudgeon, Gkooram.

Gogul, var. of Googul.

Gogyll, Gogyn(e, obs. ff. Goggle a., Gudgeon.
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Gohode, obs. form of Goad sb. 1

t Goi'bert. Obs. rare— 1
. An alleged name for

the hare.

a 1325 Names Hare in Rel. Ant. I. 133 The gras-bitere,

the goibert.

Goidel (goi-del). Hist. [a. Olr. Goidel (pi.

Gdidil), a Gael. See Gadhelic] A Gael in

the widest sense; i. e. a person belonging to that

branch of the Celtic people represented by the

Irish and the Highlanders of Scotland, in contra-

distinction to the Brythonic or Cymric branch

represented by the Welsh, Cornish, and Urctons.

1882 RHYS Celtic Britain 3 As there is a tendency in this

country now to understand by the word Gael the Gael of

the North alone, we shall speak of the group generally as

Goidels and Goidelic. 1889 I. Taylor Grig. A ryans 80 The
second invasion was that of the Brittones .. driving the

Goidels before them to the West and North.

Goidelic (goide'lik). a. and sb. [f. prec. + -IC.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Goidels. B. sb.

The language of the Goidels. (Cf. Gadhewc.)
1882 Rhys Celtic Britain 196 This could only happen

through the medium of men who spoke Goidelic. 1896 Sir
H. Maxwell Hist, Dumfries etc ii. 32 Novantia, however,
remained Pictish,— i. e. Goidelic—in speech and race. 1897
Anwvl Welsh Gram. §2 The Celtic branch falls into two
groups :— 1. The Goidelic, consisting of Erse or Irish Gaelic,
Scottish Gaelic, and Manx Gaelic. 2. The Rrythonir.

Goien, obs. form of Gudgeon.
Goif, obs. form of Gove v.^

Goile, var. of Govle dial., trench, ravine.

Goilk, obs. form of Gowk.
Go'-in*. ioUoq. [f. vbl. phrase go in : see Go v.

So.] With at : An attack or onslaught upon ; also,

a spell of work upon.
1858 Hughes Scouring White Horse 27 We used to have

a regular go in about once a quarter at the unpaid magis-
tracy. 1890 Eolurewood Col. Reformer (1891) 321, I was
having a go-in at the garden here.

Goi'iifre. Obs. rare—*. [F.goinfre gourmand,
of unknown origin.] An epicure, a gourmand.
1643 Sir K. Digby Ol'serv. Sir T. Browne's Relig. Med.

107 A well experienced Goinfre that can criticise upon the
several lasts of liquors.

Going (g^u *in), vbl. sb. [f. Go v. + -ing '.]

I. In ordinary substantival use.

1. The action of the vb. Go, in various senses.

a 1300 E. R. Psalter xvi. 5 Fulmake mi steppes in sties

bine, pat noght be stired gainges mine, c 1440 Gesta Rom.
v. 12 (Harl. MS.) Ouer our hedis ys passage and goyng of
peple. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccdxxxvL 657 It is no
goynge thyder, without ye wyll lose all. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
111. iv. 119 Stand not vpon the order of your going, But go at
once. x6n Beaum. & Fl. Kingfy Xo K. v. iv, Prayers were
made For her safe going, and deliverie. 1776 Paine Com.
Sense (1791) 75 Nogoing to law with nations. 1867 G. Mac-
donald Poems 120 That moment through the branches over-
head, Sounds ofa going went. 1889 Spectator 16 Nov., Made
happy by six thousand miles of continuous going.

b. esp. Departure, f Long going: departure on
a long journey, i.e. death.

c 1340 Cursor M. 3245 (Trtn.) J>is mon made him redy
soone Faste he hy;ed to his goyng. 1399 Langl. Rick.
ReoUles m. 136 They lepith als lyghtly at the longe goynge,
Out of the domes cart. ?ci475 Sor. lowe Degre 273 Ye
shall not want at your goyng Golde, nor sylver, nor other
ihyng. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 290 Thy going is not lonely;
with thee goes Thy husband. 1792 Cowper Let. 30 July,
Pray for us, my friend, that we may have a safe going and
return. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 148 The day is placid
in its going.

t C. The faculty of walking. Obs.
1 1430 Life St. Rath. (1884) 37 By whos myghty vertu

goynge. is restored to be lame. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
cci. 182 God hath yeuen .. to crepels hir goyng. 1594 R.
Ashley tr. Le Roy's Variety of Things 77 a, He gaue .

.

straight going to the lame. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr.
111. (1636; 54 Life was given to the dead ..going to the
lame.

1 2. Manner or style of going ; gait. In pi. of
a horse : Paces. (Cf. Go v. 1 d.) Obs.
1382 Wyclif 2 Kings ix. 20 The goynge is as the goynge

of Hieu, the sone of Xampsy. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. XXL 328
In goynge ofanaddre. a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. xi.%223
And the king all the morning found fault with the going of
his horse. 1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3703/4 A . . cropt Gelding .

.

full aged, .and all his Goings. 1805 Wordsw. Waggonenv.
148 Erect his port, and firm his going.

+ 3. Means of access; a path, road; a passage,
gangway (in a church). Obs.
138a Wyclif Isa. Ixii. 10 Pleyn maketh the going. 1516

Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 73 To be buried . . inthe myddes
of the loweste goyng, even enens my stall. 1715 Leoni
Palladio's Archit. (1742) I. 94 The going to the galleries

. .should have been by some few steps.

b. Building. Width of passage (of a stair :.

1712 I. Jones Gardening 125 A . . Rest of two Paces broad,
and aslons as the Going of the Stairs. \fy%-*&Gv;\\x Archit.
i 2179 Want of space, .often obliges the architect to submit
to less [width] in what is called the going of the stair.

4. Condition of the ground for walking, driving,

hunting or racing.
1859 Bartlktt Diet. A/ner., Going, travelling: as 'The

goin ( is bad, owing to the deep snow in the roads
1

. 1884
Baddelev & Ward North Wales 191 The going consists of
stones and ruts concealed by heather to such an extent that
almost every step is a matter of careful consideration. 1887
Sir R. H. Roberts In the Shires ii. 27 The fences are fair

and the going pretty good, although the late rains have
made it somewhat heavy.
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5. With adverbs, expressing the action of the vbl.

combinations under Go v. VI. Also attrib.

1388 Wvclif Ps. cxx. 8 The Lorde kepe thi goyng in and
thi goyng out. C1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 264 His
fadyr & modyr, for his goyng awey, sow^tyn hym in dy-
uerse londys. 1583 STUBBES Auat. Abuses 51 All other
goynges together and coitions are damnable. 1599 H.
Buttes Dyets drie Dinner F iij, The fourth day of her going
abroad. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. i,Surtees) 29 After a longe
declininge and goinge backe. 1659 Hammond On Ps. lix. 12

Their continual going on, and obstinate impersuasiblenesse
therein. 1824 Miss Ferries Inker, xxviii, The nuptials,

which they merely thought of as Bell's going off. 1850
' Bat ' Cricketer's Man. 46 Place the order of going in, on
the left-hand side of the striker's name. 1884 Pall Mall G.
27 Aug. 7/2 Mrs. H—'s going-away gown being a dark brown
cashmere.

b. Going down: setting (of the sun" 1

, sunset,

f Also going to, under.
a 1325 Prose Psalter xlix. [I.] 2 Fram be sonne arisyng

vn-to be going a-doune. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. So Atte
euen, about y gooyng vnder of y sonne. 1582 N. Liche-
field tr. Castaukeda's Cong. E. Ind. ix. 22 Vpon the Sater-

day . . about the going doune of the Sunne. 1622 Sir R.
Hawkins Observ. Voy. S. Sea a.d. 1593 xxvii. 60 The twenty
two of this moneth, at the going too of the Sunne, we de-
served a Portingall ship, and gaue her chase.

Jig. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, Mr. Winkle looked up at the
declining orb, and painfully thought of the probability of
his 'going down ' himself, before long.

c. Goings-on {see go on, Gov. 84 d and : Pro-
ceedings, actions, doings. Usually with implied

censure: (Questionable proceedings, extravagances,

frolics.

1775 Johnson Let. 26 July, Then 1 shall see what have
been my master's goings on. 1777 Eliz, Ryves Poems 153
See if he will release you, when lie hears of your pretty
goings-on. 1842 Manning Semi. (1S4S} I. 67 The warm and
clinging fondness which they still have for the goings on of
their worldly life. 1888 J. Pavn Myst. Mirbridgc II. xx.61
Suspicions of his young master's goings-on with her lady-
ship's protegee.

t d. Goings-out : expenses, outgoings. Obs.
a 1704 T. Brown Two Ox/'. Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 7,

I shall quickly feel my goings-out. a 1743 Swift Riddle
iv. 35 Computing what I get and spend My Goings out and
Comings in. 1807 Southby in Life <y Corr. (1850; III. 113,

I cannot afford the expense of the journey; for I have had
extraordinary goings-out, this year, in settling myself.

6. attrib. and Comb., as going-barrel (see quot.)j

also attrib.; going-board Coal-mining see quot.);

going-fusee (see quot.) ; in going order (pri-

marily of a clock, hence often trans/.), in a con-
dition for ' going ' properly, cf. in working order

;

going-train, a train of wheels in a clock, answer-
ing the same purpose as the going-barrel in a watch

;

going-wheel, an arrangement for keeping a clock
in motion while it is being wound up.
1884 F. I. Britten Watck $Clockm.<iSa2)*Going Barrel,

the barrel of a watch or clock round which arc teeth for
driving the train direct without the intervention ofa fusee.
Ibid. (1884) 131 The keyless mechanism most generally
adopted in English going-barrel watches. 1851 Greenwell
Coal-trade Terms Northumb. $ Durh. 29 The coals are
brought down a board for one, two, or more pillars . . to the
crane. This board is called the *going (or 'gannen ') board.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 301/1 When this principle (main-
taining power] is applied to a fusee, it is termed a Agoing
fusee. 1887 Lady Bellairs Gossips with Girls 11. 92 To
keep her eyes in ' "going order '

. . without being obliged to
resort to glasses. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 299 2 That part
of it [a clock] which is called the *going or watch train.

II. In the combination a-going(seeA.prep. 1
13),

whence, in later use, the simple form going, treated

as a present participle, in agreement with the sb.

7. A-going (also f in going), in senses of the vb.

Go. Now only vulgar.
1526 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 9 The iourney . . towarde

the hye Jerusalem in heuen, to y° whiche we be in goynge.
1658-9 Eliz. Bodvile in Hatton Corr. (1878) 17 My Lord
Chisterfild hoe is agoeing into Francs himselfe. 1662 Glan-
ville Lux Orient. \\. (1682) 10 Before they consider whither
they are a-going. 1861 [see Go v. 47 b],

8. To set {keep, etc. a-going or going: to set

(keep, etc/, in motion ; to start (or maintain) in

any activity.

1583 A. Conham in Babington 's Commandm. Ded. to
Godly Rdrs. (1637) a v j, With lesse paines to keepe agoing
that which he had moved, and set a going. 1726 Cavallieb
Mem. iv. 310 All the Water Works were set a going. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias v. i. p 62 My savings were .. wanted to
set us going in a genteel style among our country neigh-
bours. 1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 384 The
means of keeping it [machinery] 'a going'. 1850 Tail's
Mag. XVII. 146/2 He set them [watches] all going. 1865
Mozley Mirac. vii. 159 Influences, which were originally
set agoing by that agency. 1888 W. ]. Knox-Little Child
of Stafferton xv. 205 She kept the conversation going.

9. Used either as simple predicate, or added after

the sb., esp. when preceded by a superlative : Exist-

ing, in existence (so as to be accessible or within
reach) ; current or prevalent ; to be had.
1720 Wooaow Corr. (1843) II. 510 That you may have any

thing that is agoing, please to receive [etc.]. 1790 Bystander
392, I says we beggars be the cleverest fellows going. 1849
Ruskin' Sev. Lamps vii. § 4. 187 A man who has the gift,

will take up any style that is going. 1857 Hughes Tom
Broion 1. viii, Brandy punch going, I'll bet. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 76 If you have genius and
powerful ideas, you are apt not to have the best style going.
1871 Ruskin* Fors Ctav. iv. 8 Mr Mill does not know, nor
any other Political Economist going.

Going (g^uirj), ppl. a. [f. Got'. + -ING -.] That
goes (in various senses' ; departing ; current ; work-
ing. A going concern', one in actual operation.

t Goinggear: working machinery. \ Going money.
current coin. Often with some limiting sb., as

church-, theatre-, etc. ; or adv.. as high-, Itno-going.
c 1340 Cursor M. 401 (Trin.t Alle goynge bee^tis .. he

made. 1523 The goyng geyre [see Gear sb. 6 a], 1591 G.
Fletcher Russc Commit: .Hakluyt Soc.) 67 One hundred
rubbles of going money of Mosko. 1665 Cotton Poet. Wks.
11765 1 10S I'll haunt thee like a going Fire. 1713 Steele
Englishm. No. 3. 20 The Weaver, .has not so many Looms
going as lie had a few Months ago. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t.
Misc. (1733) I. 8 Twa good ga'en yads. 1830 Penny Cycl.
XIII. 25/2 The sheriffs are generally nominated by the
going judges. 1881 Daily ,\V:e>- 21 June 6, 3 The btisines>

being a going concern. i8&$ A/kcna'ri/u S Dec. 744/1 Ladles
on a pier, watching the going ship.

Hence t Oo'ingly adv., at a walking pace.

? nonce-use.

1651 Bedell in Fuller's Abel Redir.. Erasmus 73 He can
run but gotngly, who ties himselfe to another mans footsteps.

Gointer, Goion e, obs. ff. Joint ukje, Gudgeon.
Gois.s halk, Goist, obs. ff. Goshawk, Ghost.
Goit, variant ofGoTE.

Goitre (goi'tai). Forms: 7 gouitre. goytre,
7-8 goistre, 8 goter. 8,9 U.S. goiter, 9 goiture
goto ,

S- goitre, 7 goitre, [a. F. goitre, goitre,

back-form ei tion from goitreux, ad. Prov. goitros:—
popular L. *gutturiosum

i
f. guttur throat.]

1. Path. A morbid ^oftcn enormously developed
enlargement of the thyroid inland of the neck ;

bronchocelc.
1625 Purchas Pilgrims IV. 1624 The Gouitres of Sauoye.

1 1645 Howell Lett. 1. 1. xliii. (16501 76 The people whu
dwell in the Valleys . . are subject to a >trange swelling in

ilie Throat, called Goytre. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 5
The Goitre of Piedmont. 1683 Boyle in Phil. Trans.
XVII. 6jS Persons .. troubled with these disfiguring
Goitres. 1752 J. Spence Crito 49 Thai sort of Swellings
in the Neck, which they call Goter>. 1838 Soriiu.vin C.
Soutbey Life,\ Corr. VI. 379 Those inhabitants uf the Alp^
who suffer with goitres. 1871 Smiles Charac. vi. 11876) 175
There is a village in South Americawheregotosorgoitresare
so common that to be without one is regarded as a deformity.
transf. and fig. 1854 Lowell Jrnl. Italy Pro-e Wks.

1890 I. 206 In Rume they [donu-s] are so much the fj>hi<-n

that I felt as if they were the goitre of architecture, i860
EutRSON Co/id. Life Wks. iBohn II. 564 This goitre of
egotism is so frequent among notable persons that [etc.].

2. A swelling of the neck in certain lizanis.

1834 tr. Cuviers Anim. Kingd. II. 31 The greater pro-

portion of them [Auelis] have a dewlap or goitre under the
throat. 1835 [see Anoli].

3. Co?nb., as goitre like adj.
;
goitre-stick, the

stems of the Sargassum bacciferum (see quot.).

1849 tr. Cuviers Anim. Kvigd. 277 The greater number
have a goitre-like appendage under the throat. i860
Fowler Med. Voc, Goitre-sticks, the stems of a sea-weed,
chewed in South America as a remedy for goitre.

Hence Goitral a. [-.vi], Goitred a. [-EU ^j -

Goitrous a.

1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anal. II. 471/2 The goitral. .affections

. .are striking examples of the effect of hereditary influence.

i860 Worcester (citing Med. Jrnl.), Get/red, afflicted with
goitre

;
goitrous.

Goitrous vgoi-trss),^. [ad. F. goitreux, -euse :

see LiOitre and -0U8.] Affected with, of thenmure
of, or pertaining to, goitre. Of a locality; Cha-
racterized by the prevalence of goitre.

1796 J. Owen Trav. Europe I. 241 Nor did I see any
goitrous persons here. 1830 T. Roscoi: Tourist Switz. <y

Italy 101 Frightfully deformed with the goitrous swelling.
1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 471/2 The union of goitrous
persons . . leads to the production of Cretins. 1869 E, A.
Parkes Pract. Hygiene led. 3) 80 The evidence that the
water of goitrous places is derived from limestone and
dolomitic rocks, .is very strong. 1872 Cohen Dis. Throat
1221 Goitrous tumors. 1882 E. C. Baber in R. Geogr. Soc.
Suppl. Papers I. 1. 86 With .. goitrous neck, and long
finger nails. 1887 Q. Rev. Jan. 196 The whole goitrous
region of the New World.
Gojon, obs. form of Gudgeon.
Goke (gJ"k). Naitt. [Var. of coke, Colk 1

. The
forms goak and gowk also occur in northern dia-

lects.] The core or heart (of a rope) : see quot.
1800 S. Stasdidge in Naval Chron. III. 474 The.. rope

.. has generally about one-eighth part of the weight and
substance in the middle of the rope, called a goke, in order

to make it round.

Goke, obs. form of Gowk.
Gok't, variant of Gucked, foolish.

tGo'ky. Obs. rare~ l
. [H.goke Gowk

; but cf.

mod. Gawky.] A fool, simpleton.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 3tt 299 The gome that gloseth so

chartres, for a goky is holden. So is it a goky, by god, that

in his gospel failleth.

Gol, obs. form of Goal ; var. of Goll, Obs.

II Gola, gula (g<?la, gi«-la\ Arch. [It. go/a {lit.

throat):—L.gula, whence the second form above.]

-Cyma 1.

1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. xxviii 68 The Gula or

Ogee which composes the Crown of the Cornice. 1728 R.

Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 51 Cymatium, or, as some call it.

Gola. 1842-59 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Gola or Gula (It.)

The same as Cyma, which see.

il Golah. Indian. [Hindustani gold, f. gol
round.] A store-house for grain, salt, etc.

1771 Gentl. Mag. XLI. 402 Seapoys were stationed at
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GOLCONDA.
their Golahs, to prevent the delivering any rice with-
out a permit. 177a Ann. Reg. 2052 The golahs or
fanaries about Calcutta, i860 Illustr. Times 3 Mar. 138
he ' golahs ' in which indigo-seed is stored up. 1878 Life

in Mofussil II. 77 He had large rice golahs in the village.

Golconda (g^lk^nda). The old name of
Hyderabad, formerly celebrated for its diamonds,
used as a synonym for a ' mine of wealth \
[1780 H. Walpole Lett. (1858) VII. 43S, I.. would not

for the mines of Golconda find myself..] 1884 F. Botle
Borderld. Fact fy Fancy 400 If stray diamonds were found
slicking in the house-wall, there must be a new Golconda in
the soil beneath. 1890 W. Sharp Brtnvning iii. 66 To the
lover of poetry ' Paracelsus ' will always be a Golconda.

Gold ' goAd\ Also 3 guold, 5-6 golde, (5
gowlde), S-9.St.and north, dial.gowd. [Common
Teut.: OK. gold str. neat.- OFris. gold, OS. gold
MDu. goud-. gout, golt. Du. goad), OHG. gold.

golt, colt MH(;. gold-, golt, G. gola , ON. goll, gull
'Sw., Da. gitId), Goth, gulp :—OTeut. *gul/o<" :—

pre-Teut. *ghf
)

lo-, app. formed, with suffix -to-, from
the wk. grade of the root *ghel- yellow 'see Gall
sb. 1

) ; cf. OS1. zlato, Rnss. 3030X0 zoloto, of similar

origin.
(
Finnish kulta is an early adoption from

Teutonic.']

I. 1. The most precious metal : characterized

by a beautiful yellow colour, non-liability to rust,

high specific gravity, and great malleability and
ductility. Chemical symbol Au.

Its relative purity is expressed in carats, see Carat 3.

^725 Corpus Gloss, 1401 Obrizum, smaete gold, c iaoo
Ormin 8168 Baetenn sold & sillferr. c 1290 S* Eng. Leg.
I. 85 A croune of guold heo bar a-doun. 1382 Wyclif
F.xod. xxxvii. 17 A candilstik, forgid of moost clene gold.
1548 Hall Chron., Kick. Ill, 55 b, His heare yelow lyke
the burnished golde. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 717 The roof
was fretted gold. 1725 Watts Logic 1. ii. § 3 So yellow
color and ductility are properties of gold. 1800 tr. La-
grangers Chem. II. 136 Gold, next to platina, is the heaviest
of metals, i860 Piesse Lab. Chem. Wonders 81 Gold is

the only metal which is found in a metallic state.

2. The metal regarded as a valuable possession
or employed as a medium of exchange ; hence,

gold coin ; also, in rhetorical use, money in large

sums, wealth.
C870 Codex Aureus Inscr. 5 in O. E. Texts 175 Mid

uncre ciiene feo, 5zet Sonne was mid clsene golde. c 1000
/Elfric Gen. xliv. 8 Wenst bu, bset we bines hlafordes gold
oSSe his seolfor staelon ? 1x1123 CI. £ Chron. an. 1102
Mycel ..on golde and on seolfre. 11205 L-av. 4779 And he
him wolde ^euen al bat gold he he haueden i Denemark
lond. c 1386 Chaucer Slapman's T. 368 This Marchant..
Creanced hath, and payd .. To certeyn lumbardes .. The
somme of gold. 1478 W. Paston, Jun. in /'. Lett. No.
824 III. 237 A nobyll in gowlde. 1565 ChiId-Marriages 66
Gold and siluer was put on the boke and a ringe put on her
finger bie the priest. 1604 Shaks, Oth. in. i.26Ther'sa poore
peece of Gold for thee. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2549
Where gold makes way Ther is no interruption. 1734
Pope Ess. Matt. iv. 187 Judges and Senates have been
bought for gold. 1796 H. Hlnter tr. St. Pierre's Stud.
Sat. (1799) II. 506 Gold is a powerful commander of respect
with the commonalty. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra I. 142
The poorest beggar, if he begged in rhyme, would often be
rewarded with a piece of gold. 1858 Homans Cycl. Com-
merce 97/1 Sending notes, .to be exchanged for gold.
Phrase. 1708 Mrs. Centlivre Busic Body m.iv. 46 If

wearing Pearls and Jewels, or eating Gold, as the old Saying
:s, can make thee happy, thou shall be so.

t b. In//. - gold coins. Oh. rare.
1588 J. Mellis Briefe l/tstr. G j, You may expresse diuers

and sundry goldes, as ducates. .crowns, and such other.

9. fig. With allusion to the brilliancy, beauty,
and transcendent preciousness of gold. Often in

phr. ofgold = Golden a. Heart ofgold: a noble-
hearted person ( = F. un eceur d'or).

"'553 [see Heart 14]. 1596 Colse Penelope (1880) 160,

Yet (Heart a gold 1 restraine thy heat. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,
iv. i. 44 The King's a Bawcock,and a Heart of Gold, a 1628
Preston Breastpl. Love (1631) 187 The good man. .there is

silver and golde in his speeches and actions, that is, they are
likewise precious. 1629 Milton Ode Nativity 135 Time will

run back and fetch the Age of Gold. 1642 Fuller Holy <y

Prof. St. iv. xvii. 329 He makes his flying enemy a bridge of
gold. 1693 Dryden Jnvenafs Sat. (1697) Ded. 9 In the
same Paper, written by divers Hands . . I cou'd separate your
Gold from their Copper : .. tho" I cou'd not give back to
every Author his own Brass. 1831 Scott Jrnl. 10 Jan.,
A fine fellow, and what I call a heart of gold. 1863 Longp.
Wayside Inn, Q.Sigtid xv , If in his gifts he can faithlo*
he, There will be no gold in his love to me. 1877 Baring-
Gould Myst. Suffering 51 What a glorious world . . what
gold of gladness, what sunshine of felicity it affords. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 1 July 1/1 The smiling generosity that has done
almost as much to charm her public as has her voice of gold.

b. Proverbs. (See also Glisteu. Glitter vbs.)

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. ProL fy T. 409 But al thyng
which bat schineth as the gold Nis nat gold, as bat I haue
herd told, c 1530 R. Hili.es Common-I'l. file. (1858) 1.10

Yt ys not all gold that glowyth. 1546 J. Hevwood Prov.
(1867 1 66 A man may by gold to deere. a 1665 J. Goodwin
Filled w. the Spirit < 1867) 124 Men will not, as our common
proverb is, buy gold too dear.

c. The metal as employed for coating a surface,

or as a pigment
;
gilding.

1596 Shaks. Merch. I'. 11. vii. 36 Let's see once more the
buying grau'd in gold.

d. pi. Kinds of gold. rare. [Cf. Or 2 in Littic.]

1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 11. xv. 142 After this manner and
method are to be proved all other Golds. 1765 H. Walpole
in Lett. C7'ess Suffolk (18^4) II. 314 Huge hunting-pieces in

frames of all-coloured golds.

27$

+ 4. The metal as used for the ornamentation of
textile fabrics

; gold thread (see 10) ; in early use
often with the place of manufacture specified, asgold
of Bruges, of Genoa, of Venice. Hence, textile

materials embroidered with or partly consisting of
this.

" 1340 Cursor M. 23452 (Trin.) Wymmen..in clobing als

of riche golde [other MSS. of riche falde]. 1465 Paston
Lett. No. 978 III. 436 An unce of gold of Venyse. 1516
St. Papers Dom. Hen. VIII, II. 11. 1565 The sayd ladyes
heeds inparylled with loos golld of damask, as well as
with wovyn flat goold of damaske (etc.1. 1545 Rates
Custom ho. b iij b, Golde of bruges the maste viii. .v. 1566
in Hay Fleming Mary Q. of Scots (1897) 499 Ten hankis
off gold and ten hankis of silver the fynest that can
be gottin. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. ti, i. 356 Vallens of
Venice gold, in needle worke. a 1800 in Scott Minstr.
Scott. Bord. (1802) II. 78, I sail learn your turtle d<->\\ To
lay gowd wi' her hand.

5. Used with defining words in the names of
various kinds of gold, alloys, counterfeit imitations

of gold, etc.

Angll, Crown, Ducat, Dutch, Fool's, Fulminating,
German, Gipsy, Graphic, Leaf, Mosaic, Roman, Standard,
Virgin G. : see these words.
Argental gold, native gold containing a percentage of

silver ; coloured gold, gold that has had its lustre destroyed
by nitric acid ; deadgold, unburnished gold or gold without
lustre; dentist gold (see quot. 1858); duke gold 1 ~ ducat
gold ; Etruscan gold = colouredgold ; fairy gold = fairy-

money isee Fairy C2); green gold, gold alloyed with
silver; jeweller's gold, 'an alloy containing three parts of
gold to one of copper ' (Webster 1864) ; t leprous gold isee

quot.) ; Mannheim gold, a brass alloy of copper, zinc, and
tin used in making cheap jewellery ; mock gold, an alloy
of copper, zinc, and platinum; red gold, gold alloyed with
copper; shell gold (see quot. 1727-41); spangle gold (see

quot. 161 1); white gold, 'an alloy of about five parts of
silver to one of gold ' (Funk).

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 603 Another ore of gold is the alloy
with silver, or *argental gold, the electrum of Pliny, so
called from its amber shade. 1858 Homans Cycl. Commerce
835/2 *Dentist Gold is gold leaf carried no further in the
process than that of the cutch, and should be perfectly pure
gold. 1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 11. i. 100 All Goldish oars
.. have good *Duke gold. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. mi, iii.

127 This is "Faiery Gold boy .. vp with % keepe it close.

1430-40 Lydg. Bocltas vn. viii. (1554) 172 b, Lede (of philo-
sophers) is called gold leprus. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 714 *Manheim-gold, or Similor. 1727-41 Cham-
bers Cycl. s. v. Gold, "Shell Gold is that used by the illu-

miners. .they put it in shells, where it sticks. 1611 Cotgr.,
Or en paille, "Spangle Gold, or Gold beaten thinne for

Spangles.

0. The colour of the metal : a bright golden
yellow. Ordinarily an absol. use of the adj. (see

8 b) ; but in poetic and rhetorical lang. directly

transf. from 1.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 80
Whos colour ys gold, lyk J>at ys meen bytwen reed and
jalwe. 1667 M11. ton /'. L. ill. 642 Many a colourd plume
sprinkl'd with Gold. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 118 His
painted wings, and breast that flames with gold. 1866 G.
Macdonalij Ann. Q. Neighb. i. (1878) 15 Gazing at the red
and gold and green of the sunset sky. 1895 C. Roper
Zigzag Trav. I. 5 Across this blue shot long rays of the
most clear pinks and whites and golds.

7. Archery. The gilt centre or bull's-eye of a
target. To make a gold \ to hit the bull's-eye.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. I. 1. x. 189 Three hits running
in the gold. 188a Standard 31 Aug. 6/4 The prize given .

.

for the lady making the greatest number of golds and reds
at archery.

II. attrib. and Comb.
8. simple attrib,, passing into adj. a. Made

(wholly or partly) of gold ; consisting of gold,

t Also, gilded.
c 1205 Lay. 7048 His hseS wes swulc swa beo3 gold wir.

13. . Sir lieues 2299 (S.) He may see in his goldryng, What
any man dooth. 1483 Cat'h. A ngl. 161/2 Golde wyre,filum
Aurcum. 1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 1. iii. 92 That Booke
..That in Gold claspes, Lockes in the Golden storie. 1617
Moryson Itin. 1. 10 Hangings of gold lether. 1727 Somer-
ville Falde xiv, Fortune Hunter 11. 146 A cobler bidding
fair For the gold-chain and next lord-mayor. 1837 Mrs.
Sherwood H. Alilner in. xxii. 464 Two young [Oxford]
men, one of whom had a gold tassel. 1884 F. j. Britten
Watch <V ( lochm. 58 The gold spring is hammer-hardened.

b. Gold-coloured, golden yellow. Also, oldgold,

having the colour of old gold, of a dulled golden
yellow with a brownish tinge.

1590 Shaks. Mt'ds. .V. 11. i. 11 The Cowslips tall, her pen-
sioners bee, In their gold coats, spots you see, Those be
Rubies. 173a Pope Ilor. Sat. 11. ii. 20 Vet hens of Guinea
full as good T hold [as pheasant] Except you eat thu feathers
green and gold. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusi'idyj The
purple blazes, and the gold-stripes shine. 1808 Scott Marm.
1. xv, His skin was fair, his ringlets gold. 1882 Mr>s Brad-
don Mt. Royal II. x. 206 Loose flowing tea-gowns of old
gold sateen.

9. General comb.: a. attributive, asgold-balance,

-coast, -country, -lode, -ore, -scales, -ivin, -yield.

x53o Palsgr. :>26 1 'Golde balance, poix,ircbuch,-f. 1877
Raymond Statist. Mines A> Mining 66 The gold-coast of
Klamath and Del Norte. 1831 Carlyi.e Sart. Res. 1,1858)

127 We are to guide our British Friends into the new
'Gold-country, and show them the mines. 1877 Raymond
Statist. Mines <y Mining 352 Some promising *gold-lodes
have also been found. 1340-70 A lex. <y Dind. 5^5 J>e grauel of
the ground wasof*goldore. 1387 l

rLEyusc,Contn.fIoli//shed
III. 1270/1 The blacke stone, which the goldfmers had said

to hold gold, and therefore called the same Gold ore. 1638
Sanderson Serm. (1681I II. 98 The poor Indians. .parting

with a inassie lump of gold-ore for a three-halfpeny knife.
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1638 A. Tolnshend in Cary Romulus ,y T. To Author,
A vj b, In their "Gold-scales to weigh both him and you.
1565 Cooi'EK Thesaurus s.v. Anrum, Venae auri, 'golde
veynes. 1683 Pettis Fleta Min. 11. ii. 109 There also
Flinty and Horn-stony Gold Veins. 1877 Raymond Statist.
Mines ^- Mining 234 The "gold-yield was not less than
$150,000.

b. objective, as gold-bearing, f -breathing, -con-

taining, -promising, -seeking, -staining adjs.

;

gold-finding, -gathering, -milling, -mining, -seek-

ing; gold-broker, -diviner, -falsifier, -hunter,

-layer, -prospector, -refiner, -seeker. Also Gold-
beater, Gold-finer, Gold-washer, etc.

1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 742/2 ^Gold-bearing deposits. 1600
Nashe Summers Last Will 1493 Wks, iGrosarf VI. 145
*Golde-breathing Alcumists. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Free.
Met. U. S. 539 A broad gold-containing zone. 1871 B. Tay-
lor Faust (1875 1 II. 1. ii. 18 Along what shafts and mines cor-
roded, The *gold-diviner's steps are goaded. 1593 Nashe
Strange Ncius To Gentlm. Rdrs., Wks. iGrosart) II. 184
Our forenamed Gold-falsifiers. 1852 Earp Gold Cot. A us-
tralia 5 Many poor men make fortunes . . by the lottery of
gold-finding. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 19
During the early days of Tgold-gathering. 185a G. S.
Rutter (title), Hints to *Gold-hunters. 1890 Boldrewood
Miner's Right v. 48 One of the reckless gold-hunters. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Braclearius,. a *golde layer : a gilter.

1852 J. A. Phillips (title), *Gold-mining and Assaying: a
Scientific Guide for Australian Emigrants. 1894 H. Nesbit
Bush Girfs Rom. 197 The *go!d-promising quartz pre-
dominated. 1893 Month Feb. 205 He had been found alive
by a party of *gold-prospectors. 1891 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec.
7/2 A ^gold-refiner of Clerkenwell, proved buying a quan-
tity ofsilver from Clapham. 1852 Earp Gold Cot. Australia
130 A system which should give encouragement to *gold
seekers. 1887 fall Mall G. 28 Oct. 11/2 The prosecution
of. . *gold-seeking in the Kimberley district. 1890 Boldre-
wood Miner's Right xv. 150 The great gold-seeking multi-
tude had swelled . . to the population of a province. 1603

J. Davies Mt'crocosmos, Extasie Wks. (Grosart) I. 91/1
Vpon the verge of whose *gold-stayning haire, Illustrious

Saphires ev'nly ranked were.

C. instrumental (with pies, or pa. pple.), as gold-

bound, -broidered, -ceiled, -daubed, -decked, -em-
broidered, -enwoven, + -flourished, -graved, ^-im-
based, -inlaid, -lit, -made, -mounted, -rolling,

-strung, -studded, --wrought, etc., adjs.

1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 114 Thy haire Thou other *Gold-
bound-brow, is like the first. 1823 Mrs. Hemans Siege
Valencia ix. Poems (1875) 291 The *gold-broider'd mantle.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 39/1 Nero's
sky-resembling *gold-ceiPd halls. 1598 E. Gilpin Skial.
(1878) 56 All in *gold-dawbed sutes. 1617 May Lucan in.
Eijb, Arimasplans With *gold deck'd lockes. 1647 R.
Stapylton Juvenal vi. 506 Her faire *gold-embroyder'd
garment. 1867 Morris Jason XVTI 660 The *gold-enwoven
crown. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart! IV. 214
Though we glister it neuer so in our . . *golde-florisht
garments. 1875 Browning Aristoph. Apot. 365 A *gold-
graved writing. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlvi. 218 Our
"gold-imbased World. 1863 Loncf. Wayside Inn, Saga
K. Ola/ ii. 77 Harness *gold-inlaid and burnished. 1855
Woman's Devotion II. 154 Her lovely *gold!it ringlets.

1630 Dkayton Moses in, 302 A 'gold-made god how durst
you euer name? 1828 Scott Jml. 26 May, A *go!d-
mounted pair of glasses. (71649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems
Wks. (17:1) 4/1 *Gold-rolling fagus. 1607 Lingua in. vii.

G 3 b, The *go!d strung harpe of Apollo. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. 1. 14 Pelides to the ground Flung the *gold-studded
wand. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's v. xvii. 392
A garland of "Gold-wrought Purple.

d. similative, as gold-bright, + -bumedf
-green

(sb. and adj.), -like, -red, -yellow adjs.

1839 Bailey Festus xix. (1848) 225 "Gold-bright stars.

c 1430 Lydg. Compl. BI. R'ut. v,The sonne, *gold-burned in

his spere. 1830 Tennyson Recoil. Arab. A'ts. 82 Flush'd all

the leaves with rich *gold-green. 1863 Kingsley Water-
Bab, i. 11 The great elm-trees in the gold-green meadows.
1589 Warner Alb. Eng. iv. xx. 86 A Globe-like head, a "Gold-
like haire. 1839 Bailey Festus xiv. (1848)147 Hands. Whose
gold-like touch makes kings of men. 1871 Palgrave Lyr.
/,<7^wJ75The "gold-red apples. 1597 A. M.tr. Guillemeau's
Fr. Chirurg. 31 b/2 With "gouldeyellow strokes. 1887
Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 4/2 Gold-yellow silk stockings.

e. parasynthetic, as gold-banded, -capped,

•clasped, -crested, -fringed, -haired, -headed, -kilted,

-robed, -sanded, 'Striped, -walled, -winged adjs.

i860 Dickens Let. 24 Sept., [Sydney] stood waving the
"gold-banded cap. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 117 Three hundred
"gold-capt youths. 1861 Miss Yonge Stokestey Secret iii.

(1862) 44 A "gold-clasped Prayer Book. 1880 G. Meredith
Tragic Com. (1881) 37 Lucretia the gold-haired; the "gold-

crested serpent. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2094/4 He has a pair

of "Gold-fringed Gloves. 1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. vi.

131 The "gold-haird mother. 1725 Congreve Will $ Test.

(1730) 7 Item, To Col. Charles Churchill, .my "Gold-headed
Cane. 1895 A. Nltt in K. Meyer's Voy. Bran 1. 180 A*gold-
hilted sword. 1855 Browning Men .y Worn. II. Popularity
ix, When "gold-robed he took the throne. 1591 Sylvester
Dn Bartasi. iii. 122 "Gold-sanded Tagus. 1833 Penny Cycl,

I. 78/2 The Red or "Gold-striped [variety of maplej. 1655
Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. 1,1701) 53^2 Croesus . . Who to his

Gods did "Gold-wall'd Temples build. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas n. ii. n. Babylon 536 "Gold-winge'd Morpheus.

10. Special comb. : gold-amalgam, gold com-
bined with mercury in a soft or plastic state (ap-

plied by Schneider in 1 848 to a native form found

in small white grains) ;
gold-bank (see quot.)

;

f gold-beat, f -beaten///, adjs., adorned with

beaten £old ;
gold-beating, the act or process of

beating oat gold into leaf; gold beetle U.S., a

name for various beetles of the families Chrvso-

melida? and Cassidid;v : gold beryl - Chryso-
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beryl
;
gold-bob, a gold ornament (^see BoB.^.1

) ;

gold-book - Book s/>. i i
;
gold-bug U.S., (a) —

gold-beetle (Funk; ; (b) a plutocrat, millionaire; also

* a political nickname for an advocate of a single

(gold) standard ' (Funk); gold-carp — Goldfish
;

gold-cloth, cloth of gold (see CLOTH sb. 9 c)

;

gold-digger =-Diggek 2 b; alsoy4'.; goId-digging,
(a) the action or occupation of digging for gold

;

(6) pi. the place where gold-digging is carried on ;

t gold-drawer, one who draws gold wire ;
gold-

driver — Gold-bkatek I ; gold-drop slang, a

gold coin; gold-dropper see quot. 1785); fgold-
end-man, one who buys up broken pieces of gold

;

gold-fever, the rage for going in search of gold
;

tgold-finger, the third or ring-finger ; goldfinny,

a fish of the wrasse family (see quot. ;
gold flat

(see Flat *M 8 f) ; t gold-flint, Hint containing

gold; gold-flux = Aventukine i
;
gold-fringe,

a moth i^see quot.) ; + gold-ground a. , having a

ground of gold
;
gold-hammer, a gold-beater's

hammer
;

gold-head a., gold-headed ; gold-

heart a., gold-hearted; t gold-hewn = gold-

beaten ; f gold-house, a treasury ;
gold-hunger,

keen desire for gold ; f gold-mestling. brass

;

gold-mill, a mill in which gold ore is crushed

;

also Jig. ; t gold-mint, a place where gold is

coined
;
gold-mouthed a., whose speech is golden;

gold-note ((f.S,), a bank-note payable only in

gold; t gold-paper — goldjoil
;

gold plate,

vessels made of gold ;
gold-plating, gold in thin

sheets ;
gold-powder, gold in the form of or re-

duced to powder
; j also, in 18th c, V the name of

some quack medicine; fgold-proofV., proofagainst

being bribed or tempted by gold
;
gold-purple

^see quot." ; f gold-quarrel, a gold-mine; gold-

rain — golden rain (sec quot. and Golden a. 10)

;

gold-rush, a rush to goldtields in search of gold
;

gold-sand, sand containing particles of gold ; also

Jig. ;
gold-shell, a shell on which powdered gold

mixed with gum water is spread for painters' use;

goldsinny =goldJuiny ; gold-size, a size laid on
as a surface on which to apply gold-leaf; gold-

skin, ? goldbeater's skin; gold-solder, 4/ {a) —
Chrysocolla 1 ; (/>) an alloy for soldering gold

;

gold-spangle, gold-spot, names of moths (see

quots.) ; gold-stone, + (a) (see quot. 1626); (b)

a piece of gold ore; (e) (see quot. 1850) ; (d) =
Aventukine i (in some mod. Diets.); + gold-

stroke, the rubbing of gold on a touchstone in

order to test it ;
gold swift, a moth ^see quot.)

;

gold-tail (moth), the mothPorthesia chrysorrhcea;

gold-thirst, intense desire for gold; so gold-

thirsty adj.; gold-thread (see quot. 1727-41);
gold-web, f K

a) cloth of gold ; {b) (see quot. 1 769^

;

f gold-worm, a glow-worm.
1850 Dana Mtn. 555 *Gold Amalgam . . In small white

grains as large as a pea. 1889 Century Diet., *Gold~bank,

a national Lanking association of a class organized under
United States Revised Statutes to issue notes payable in

gold coin, c 1374 Chaucer Anel. # Are. 24 Theseus with

the laurer corovued, in his chare 'gold bete. C1386 —
Knt.'s T. 1642 (Harl. MS.) *Gold-beten [other MSS. gold-

hewen] helmes. 1 1394 P. PL Crede 188 And louely ladies

y-wroujt . .In many gay garmeutes bat weren gold-beteu.

1763-6 W. Lewis Comm. Phll.-Teehn. 50 The process of

"gold-beating is considerably influenced by the weather. 1807

A. Aikin Diet. Client. $ Min. I. 539 "Gold Beryl. 1694
Echaru Plautus 95 Top-knots, Fingle Fangles, and "Gold-

Bobs. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 107 Crucian

Carp. *Gold Carp. 1868 Moruis Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 1.

287 *Gold cloth so wrought that nought of gold seemed
there. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 305 We cheer the

pale *gold-diggers. 185a Eakp Gold Col. Australia 160

A case of extraordinary success at the * gold-diggings has
been related to us. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. lxi, Be-
cause of my refusal to become a slave to the gold-digging.

1536-7 P. P. Exp. Fcess Mary (1831) 12 Payed to the

*goldedrawer for Pypes and pyrles for a gowne to my
ladys grace vijV/. xviija". 1662 Elegy on Cleveland 21 in

C.'s Whs. (1687) 284 As *Gold-drivers that make Spangles
rare, Do beat the yielding Metal into Air. 1797 Mary
Robinson Walsiugham II. 176 So touch the *gofd drops
..divide them among you. 1(1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creiv, 'Gold-droppers, Sweetners, Cheats, Sharpers. 1785
Grose Did. Vulg. Tougue,Gold-droppcrs, sharpers whodrop
a piece of gold, which they pick up in the presence of some
unexperienced person for whom the trap is laid ; this they
pretend to have found [etc J. 1605 Mars ion, etc. Eastzcard
Hoe v. i. G 3 b, His daughter that he has married a sciruy

*gold-end man & his Prentise. 1610 B. Jonson Aleh. 11. 1,

He looks like a gold-end-man. 1888 Barbour Clara ix. 13

The "gold fever coursed through every vein, e 1000 /Elfric
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 158/36 Medicns, nel annularis,
*goldtinger. 1836 Yarkell Brit. Pishes I. 396 The *Gold-
finny, or Goldsinny, Crenilabrus Cornubicus. 1683 Pettis
Fleta Min. 11. t. 101 *Gold flints which have not only Gold
but silver also. 1694 Salmon Bate^s Disp. 11715) 536/2 This
Tincture if it be made out of Gold-Flints, Pebles, or Sand,
is none of the least Medicines. 1884 Cassetfs Eneyel. Diet.,

*Gold-jlux, avanturiue. 1819 G. Samouelle Entomol.
Compend. 427 Pyralis costalis, the /gold Fringe. 1591
Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 1144 His Wardrobe .. With
*gold*ground Velvets. J763-6 W. Lewis Comm. Phil.-

Techn. 48 The *gold hammer, or finishing hammer weighs
teu or eleven pounds. x6o6 Sylvester Pit Bartas 11. iv.

n. Magui/iceuce 722 *Gold-heud darts. 1869 Morris
Earthly Par. 11870) III. IV. 6 Maidens' feet Brushing the
*go!d-heart lilies. (1386 'Gold hewen [tee gold-beaten].
1:1400 Sege Jerus. 75s pe gold-hewen helme haspep he
blyue. 14.. MS. Cantab. Ff. 2. 38, If. 133 (Hallivv.. The kyng
to hys *golde-hows toke hys way. 1652 H. I /Estrange
Americansno Jezvesv^ And being still whetted and sharpned
on with Gold-hunger, their sword devoured many Myriades
of the Americans, fix 100 Ags. i'oe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 334
Auricalcnm, goldmxslinc. a 1200 Ibid. 550 Auricalcum,
goldniestling. a 1400 Plowtnan's 'P. 1. 187 Styroppe.-. gay of
gold-maslling. 1683 I'l-.ins P'leta Miu. n. iv. 118 The
building up of the 'Gold-Mill. 1881 Stevenson Virg.
/'uerisoue 127 Hours .. dedicated to furious moiling in the
gold-mill. 1530 Palsgr. 226/1 *Goldemyut. 1593 ^uNNE
Sat. vi. 9 Poems (Grosart) I. 51 *GoM-mouth'd Spencer.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 34 An ymage of oure lady in

*goTd papyr. 1545 Rates Custom ho. b iij b, Golde papers
the groce \\.s. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel ii. 91 A magnifi-
cent temple.. its whole walls covered with *gold-plating.

1743 4 Mrs. Delany Life a- Corr. (1861) II. 230 Your
letter . . 1 believe drove away my headache . . : every testi-

mony of your love and friendship is belter to ine than
"gold-powder or sal volatile. 1839 Ure Diet. A?-tsoi2'l'hv

mechanical mode [of gilding] is the application of gold
leaf or gold powder to various surfaces, a 1611 Iii aim.
& Fi . Maid's 'Drag. v. iv, Art thou *gold-proofV There's
for thee. 1849-50 Weale Did. Terms, '"'Gold purple,

or Cassius's purple precipitate, the compound oxide which
is precipitated upon mixing the solutions of gold and
tin. c\4fl$Pict. I'oe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 798/u Attrifodina,

a 'goluquarelle. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., ' Gold- ruin,

(.Pyrotechnics), smalt cubes $ inch square, used instead of

stars for rockets, etc. 1893 G. Tregarthen Austral.
Commit-. 15S The ^gold-rush nad introduced many unruly
spirits. 1683 Pettls P'leta Miu. 11. i. 101 [A river] too
small to inricli .so many Gold-Mines with *Gold-aand.

1873 E. Brennan Witch ofNenii, etc. 258 As the gold-sand
of life disappears, a 1705 Ray Syn. Pise. (1713) 163 *Gold-
sinny, Cornubieusium. 1769 Pennant Zool. III. 209 The tail

. .of the Goldsinny is even at the end. 1611 Coigr., Assiette

it dorer, size to gild with, *gold size. 1842 Brande Diet.

Sci., etc., Gold size . . is drying oil mixed with calcined red

ochre. 1545 Pates Custom ho. b iij b, *Golde skinne> the

kyppe xiii.i. iiii(/. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 454 marg..
Chrysoeolla, i. *Gold-soder. 1843 Francis Did. A rts, ( iold

Solder, the alloy used for soldering gold articles is [etc.].

1819 G. Samouelle Entotnol. Compend. 403 Noctua bractea,

the *gold Spangle. Ibid. 422 Noctua Pestitese, the 'gold

Spot. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 960 The *Gold-Stone, which is

the Yellow Topaze. 1683 Petti s Fleta Afin. 11. ii. 112 If

there be a great quantity of the Gold-stones, then tlicre-

may be made more Ovens. 1850 Ainsworth Ovingdean
Grange vi. iv. (i860) 196 An enormous mass of breccia, or

goldstone, as the common folk call it. 1683 Pettls Fleta
Min. 11. x. 128 That every Assayer may., so well order
his *Gold stroak, that he may not be esteem'd as one
without understanding. 1819 G. Samouelle Entotnol.
Compend. 397 Hepialus hectus, the *gold Swift. 1816 Kirby
& Sp. Entomot. (1817) II. 21 The *gold-tail-moth. <i 1618

Sylvester St. Lezois 423 A heart whose *Gold-Thirst never
sat is. 1568 Bible (Bishops') Isa. xiv. 4 How hath the

oppressour ceased? and the *gold thirstie Babel rested'.'

(.1386 Chaucer Monk's 'P. 485 Nettes of *gold threed
hadde he greet plentee. 1623 Massinger Bondman 11. iii,

Cheating heirs With your new counterfeit gold thread and
gummed velvets. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Gold Thread,
or spun Gold, is a flatted gold wrapped, or laid over a
thread of silk, by twisting it with a wheel, and iron bobiiis.

e 1420 Sir Amadaee (Camden) xlv, Thenne Sir Amadace he
him cladde, And that was in a *gold webbe. 1769 Mrs.
Raeeald Eng. Housckpr. (1778) 189 To spin a Gold Web
for covering Sweet-Meats .. when your sugar is melted it

will be of a gold colour, take your ladle off the fire, and
begin to spin it with a knife. 1483 Cath. Angl. 161/2

A * Golde wornie, noetiluea.

b. in names of plants, as gold-balls —gold-cups
;

gold basket, Alyssum saxatile ;
gold-bloom,

the marigold ; gold-chain, (a) the stonecrop,

Sedurn acre \ (b) the laburnum; j gold-crap, -cups,

names of a species of Ranunculus
;
gold-flower,

t {a) Helichrysum Stadias
; [6) the South African

genus Gorteria; gold-knap. -knop(s = gold-cups
;

gold-lily, '(Amaryllis aurea; gold of pleasure,
Camelina sativa\ gold-seed (see quot.); gold-
shrub. Palicourea speciosa {Treas. Bot. iS66);

gold-thread, Coptis trijolia, so called from its

fibrous yellow roots.

1854 Miss Pratt Flozoer. PI. 11857; I- 33 The Buttercup
has several old English names. .Gold Cups and *Gold Balls
are names now almost forgotten. 1857 Wright Diet. 06s.

<r Provinc. Eng., *Gold-bloom, the marigold. 1857 Miss
Pratt Fhnver. PI. II. 331 Country- people call it [Sedum
acre] . . *Gold Chain. 1580 Hollybanu Treas. Fr. Toug.,
Des Bassinets, an herbe called crowfoote, *golde crap, or
yelow crawe.

. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in, lxxiv. 421 Golde
knoppe . .

y
' single and double, or els the garden *GoIde-

cuppe, and the wilde. 1849 Reverberations \\. t,$ Goldcups
in the meadows. 1578 I.vte Dodoens \. lxi. 89 *Golde
floure, Motheworte, or Golden Stechados. 1812 A. Pll.mtre
Lichtenstein's S. Africa II. 166 The abundance of gorteria,
gold-flowers, which grow upon its banks. 1551 Huloet,
*Gold-knappe, or yelow craye herbe, . . batruhium,
Chrisanthemum. 1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet, n, Poly-
antiunion, . . An herb called crowfoot, goldcup, or gold-
knap. 1567 Maplet GV. Forest 39 b, Crowfoote . . It beareth
yelowe flowers called *Goldknops. 1842 Tennyson E.
Morris 146 While the *gold-lily blows. 1597 Gerarue
Herbal 11. xxii. 214 *Golde of pleasure, .is called properly
Myagrum. 1882 G. Allen Colours Flowers ii. 43 The
most primitive and simple forms have yellow flowers, as in

the case of., thegold-of-pleasure {Camelina sativa). 1855
Morton Cycl. Agric. I. 596/2 These grains [of Cynosurus
Cristatus] commonly called seeds, being yellow, give rise to
the provincial name of *gold seed applied to the species.

1806 Moore Epist. L\. 90 Where the ''gold-thread loves to
creep. X830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 7 The root of Coptis
trifolia, or Gold-thread, is a pure and powerful bitter.

c. in the names of birds, as gold-breasted
trumpeter, Psophia crepitans

;
gold-capped

weaver bird, Ploceus icterocephalus
;
goldcrest

^-golden-crested'wren (sec Wrkx) ; gold-hammer.
the yellow-hammer

;
gold-head, the pochard.

Fuligulajeritui
;
gold robin, the ISaltimore oriole,

1783 Lai mam Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 1 1. 793 *Gold-breasted
Trumpeter. 1868 Wood Homes without //. xi. 205 The
beautiful nest of the 'Gold-capped Weaver bird. 1824 T,
Forster J'eren. Cal. in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 119 The
king Of birds the goldcrest. 1706 Phillips ied. Kersey?,
^Gold-hammer, a Bird. 1744 State Co. Down xviii. 230
Called the Pochard, or red-headed Widgeon, and in this

County .. commonly the *Gold Head. 1872 Whittier
Pennsylv. Pilgrim 436 The *gold-robin cried A-swing
upon his elm.

Gold- (gJold). Obs. exc. dial. Forms: a. 1.

4-6 golde, 5 goolde. 6 goold, gowl e, 4 gold.
6- gould (9 dial, goode. goud . 0. St', and
north.) 6guld. guilde. 6. 8 guild, S guil 1. gule,
gool, 8—9 gull. [OK. golde wk. fem., app. related

to GOLD 1
: the marigold is called ' gohl-flower'

in several of the cognate languages, as Du. goud-
bloem, goudsblocni (MDu. goutblocHie), G. gold-

blume. Sw. guldblomma.
In many dialects there i-- a difference in pronunciation

between this sb. and Gold'. In the name of the plant,
as also in mould:—OL. ntolde, the northern dialect* have
generally the vowel ordinarily cuire>ponding to OE. o,

ME. close 0, while in Gold 1 the pronunciation descends
normally from OE. gdld, ME. gold. (Cf. e.sp. Sc. guibd,
corn-marigold, with gowd, the metal.! The difference i-

doubtless due to the tact that the one word was disyllabic,

the other monosyllabic, in OE. and early ME.]
1. fa. The marigold {Calendula officinalis). Oh.

b. The corn-marigold {Chrysanthemum scgetum'

.

Freq. in //. c. (see quot. 1882). «J Sometime*
used by early writers to render L. inluba 01

cichorea (endive or chicory;.
The medheval L. names solsequiunt, heliotropium^ &c.

denote the marigold (Calendula', the sunflower lieliauthtn
annuus\ being then unknown in Europe. In mud. dialect

use the name of ' white gold ' is sometimes given to the
ox-eye daisy (Chrysanthemum Ltucauthemum), the corn-
marigold being then distinguished as the 'yellow gold'
(Britten and Holland 1879).

a. c 1000 Ags. Vol. in Wr.-Wiilcker 301/6 Solsequia, golde.
['.' 13 . . BeauchieJ Abbey Charter in Monast. Anglic.
1.16611 II. 610 De terris suis..a goldis muudandis. 1373
Durham Halmote Rolls (Surtees) 11S Injunctum est

omnibus tenent'ibus villa; quod evacuent quandam herbam
vocatam gold.] e 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1071 Ialousye,
That wered of yelewe gooldes a gerland. 1390 Gowek
Con/. II. 356 She sprong up out of the molde Into a flour,

was named golde, Which stant governed of the sonne.
c 1420 Pallad. on ilusb, v. 97 Oynotuis, myntes, goordes,
& goldys [I.. lntuba>\ e 1440 Promp. /'an: 202/1 Goolde,
herbe, sotscouium . . calendula. 1523 Fitzherb. //usb.

§ 20 There be diners maner of wedes, as tbistylb .. dar-
nolde, gouldes. /bid. Golds .. isan yll wede, and groweth
commonlye in barleye and pees. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke^s
Distyll. Waters cclxxxii. T iv a, Water of the herbe of
gowles or ruddes. Cicorea, sponsa soils Sol seouium in

latyn. 159s Spenser Cot. Clout 341 With Roses dight and
Goolds. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xv. 166 The crimsin
Darnell Elower, the Blew-bottle, and Gold. 1629 Pakkinson
Paradisi Ixiii. 298 We call them in English generally,
either Golds or Marigolds. 1633 Gerarde's Herbal Suppl.,
While Golds is great Daisy. 1790 W. Marshall Midi. Co.
II. 437 Gloss.. Golds, chrysanthemum scgetum;—corn
marigolds. 1882 Lane. Gloss., Goode (N. Lane.) the ox-eye
daisy. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Gond or Gold, the yellow
Corn Marigold.

)3. 1536 Bi:lltlNdln Iron. Scot. (1821) II. 164 He that
sulferis his land to be fild with guld, or siclik unproffitabil
wedisfetc.]. 1563 WinJet Wks. (18901 II. 59 Frahand spring
wp guild and humlokis. 1609 Skeni; Reg. Maj. Table £1

Guilde iquhilk is ane pernicious herbe, or rather ane wide'.
V 17. . Scottish Saying in Jamil:son s. v„ The Gool, and the
Gordon, and the Hudy Craw Are the greatest curses ever
Moray saw. 1794 Statist. Ace. Scott. XIII. 537 A weed
with a yellow flower that grows among the corns, especially
in wet seasons, called Gool.

_ 1794 Hutchinson Hist. Cumb.
I. 220 note, Gulls, a weed which infested the cornland, totally

rooted out. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Gull, the corn-marigold.

2. Comb., as gold-Jlower ; also goldwccd, -wort =
sense I. Also + gool-riding Sc.

t
the custom of

searching fields for 'golds*, a fine being imposed
on the farmer for each plant found ; so gool-rider.

e 1325 Gloss. II \ de Bibiesu: in Wright I'oe. 162 Cy crest

la flur de surcye \glossed golde-flurs isolicle)]. a 1400 Med.
MS. in Arthmol. XXX. 367 Ye golde flour is good to sene.

e 1400 Med. Wks. i^th C. (1899) 45 Take mat-felon and
tlouris of gold-wort, c 1450 Atphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 86/1

/nenba, sponsa soils . . goldwort. /bid. 88/1 Kalendula,
sponsa solis. .golduurt uel rodes. 1744-50 W. Ellis A/od.

Husbatuim. II. 1. 19, I saw a Field of Barley . . full of this

Gould-weed. 1794 Statist. Ace. Scott. XIII. 537 An old

custom takes place in this parish [CargillJ, called Gool-

riding. .Certain persons stiled gool-riders, were appointed
to ride through the fields, search for gool, and [etc.].

Go*ld-bea:ter.
1. One who beats out gold metal into thin plates

or j^old-leaf.

1415 in y'ork Myst. Introd. 21 Goldbeters. 1483 Act
1 Rich. ///, c 12 § i The Artificers .. that is to say Golde
beters [etc.]. ('1515 Cocke Lorell's B. (Percy) 9 Bokell
smythes, horse leches, and gold beters. 1671 Bovx.t Consid.

Usef. E.vper. Philos. II. x. § 4. 36 Some of our Gold-beaters

in I^ondon. a 1800 Cowplr F'latting Mill iii, It is doomed
to sustain The thump after thump of a gold-beater's mallet.

1868 Gladstone jWi Mundixv. (1870,' 522 The gold-beater

and . . smith, are known to Homer.
115 -a



GOLD-COLOUR. 280 GOLDEN.
b. Goldbeaters skin, a prepared animal mem-

brane employed to separate the leaves of gold-toil

during the operation of beating ; sometimes used
to cover wounds.
1710 Steele Toiler No. 266 P 3 Gold-beaters Skin applied

to stop the Blood. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants led. 3)
IV. 94 Leaves .. thin as gold beaters skin. 1852 Morfit
Tanning ty Currying (1853) 54° Goldbeater's skin is pre-

pared from the external or peritoneal coat of the coecum,
or blind gut of neat cattle.

2. (See quot.)

1847 Craig, Goldbeaters ..a genus of Coleopterous Insects,

remarkable for their beautiful golden-green and copper
colours.

Go ld-C0 lour. The colour of gold ; a deep
yellow. Also attrib.

1678 Ray Willnghby's Ornith. 368 A lovely yellow or
gold-colour. 1791 Hamilton Berthottefs Dyeing II. 11. m.
vii, The wax is coloured for aventurine or gold-colour with
orpiment. 1854 Mrs. Gaskell North <$• S. xlvi, It's not a
dead gold-colour, ma'am. It's a straw-colour. 1887 Lady
_'o Jan. 38/3 A broad stripe of gold-colour plush.

So Gold-co loured a.

1687 Loud Gas. No. 2214/4 A black Hat, with a gold
coloured Hatband. 17*8 ?Akbuthnoi Congr, Bees Misc.
Wks. (1751) II. 149 A gold-colour'd Flie. 1854 Mrs. Gas-
kell North <y S. xlvi, Oh, Dixon ! not those horrid blue
Mowers to that dead gold-coloured gown. What taste !

Gold dust, go'ld-dust.
1. Gold in extremely fine particles, the form in

which it is commonly obtained in a natural state.

1703 Loud. Gas, No. 3886 2, So Pound weight of Gold
Dust. 1705 Bosman Guinea 81 Dust-Gold, or Gold-Dust

almost as fine as Flower. 1879 H.George Progr. .\

Pov. 1. iii. (1801)55 Gold dust passed as currency by weight,
fig. 1837 Hi. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 368 The day

will come when their eyes will be cleansed from the gold-
dust which blinds them.

2. Bot. A popular name of Alyssum saxatile,

which bears a profusion of small yellow flowers.

Also of Sedum acre (Hritten & Holland 1879^.
1866 in Treas. Bot. 539/2.

t Golded, ppL a. Obs. [f. Gold ' + -ED -.]

1. Made of gold, gulden.
1382 Wyclif Baruck vi. 69 So lieu the treenen goddis,

and sylueren, and goldid. 1447 Bokekham Seyntys (Roxb.)
57 At the goldede gates she sey Hyr dere spouse corny n.
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 40 Evangelical) policies should be
framed . . by a golded Reed.

2. Possessed of gold, wealthy.
c 1450 Pol. Poems 1 Rolls II. 227 The grete and the goldede

they made but a jape. 1610 Htstrio-mastix 1. i, Vnmaske
thy face thou minister of Time, .let thy golded hand. Ride
(with distinctlesse motion) on the eyes Of this fayre Chorus,
till the Raigne of Peace, Hath propagated Plenty.

Golden (g^n'ld'n), a. Forms: 3- golden;
also 4, 6 Sc. goldin, -yn, (4 goldein, -un, coldin,
; goldene. -on, 6 -ing), 6 goulden, 8 9 Sc, gow-
deu, 9 dial, goolden (super!., 6 goldnest, 7
-enst). [f. Gold 1 + -en*, taking the place of the

earlier GlLDEN (q. v.). Cf. Du.goudeu, G. golden.']

1. Made of gold, consisting of gold.
The golden fleece, the fabulous fleece of gold in search of

which Jason went to Colchis; {Order oj the') Golden Fleece
fsee Fleece sb. ilr. Golden ball, the apple of discord
(see Apple 5}. Golden gates, the gates of Heaven.

< 1275 Lay. 4251 pe goldene [e i2o5gu!dene] croune. Ibid.

14298 Ane goldene [c xso5 guldene] nolle, a 1300 CursorM.
6503 Agoldin calfbar-ofbai blu. X398TREVISA Bart/i. De P.
A*, xvi. iv. (14951 553 A thynne plate of golde of the whyche
golden threde is made, c 1400 Destr. Troy 667 The wethir
was wonen, & away borne. The grete gofdyn flese with a
greke noble. 1548 Mali. Chrou., Rich. Ill, 38b, To promes
to the duke . . golden hilles and sylver ryvers. 1595 Chap-
man Ovid's Banquet Sence (1639) 18 With the goldnest
arrow in his Quiver. ^1671 Lu. Fairfax Mew. (16991 118
The King was the golden ball cast between the two parties,
the Parliament and the army. 1676 \V. Row Coutu. Blair s
Autobiog. xi. 1 1848) 352 A large Bible with golden clasps.

1794 Burns My lord a-huntlng, My lady's gown there's
gairs upon't, And gowden flowers sae rare upon't. 1833
Ht. Martinkau Berkeley the Banker 1. ii. 30 Golden
guineas are rare things now. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II.

43a The higher religious souls, hoping to lead me to the
golden gates.

b. \\\ fig. expressions, referring to gold coin or

money.
1597 Brkion Wits Trenchmour (Grosart) 8/1 Fish-

ing with the golden hooke, which rich men onely layde
in the deepe consciences of the covetous, a 1618 Syi.\m hit

Hymn Alms 334 While Great-ones . . Had oft their Fingers
in the Golden Py ; For private Profit [etc.]. 1626 B&etoh
Pasquils Mad-cap (Grosarti 8/1 If she haue the golden
bony-bees, She shall [etc.]. 1629 Leatlier 12 What cannot
golden hookes plucke away from vs. 1636 Massini.i-.i:

Gt. Dk. Florence in. i, That petition lined too With golden
birds, that sing to the tune of profit. 1842 Tennyson
Locksley II. 100 Every door is Ijarr'd with gold, and opens
but to golden keys.

2. Containing or yielding gold ; auriferous. Of
a country or district : Abounding in gold. The
Golden State, California.

1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P.R.xv. cviii. (1495) 527 Opbir..
was in olde tyme callyd the golden londe. a 1618 Sylvestkr
Hymn Alms 417 Pactolus, Ganges, and the golden Tay.
1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. ccvi, Some, bound for Guinea,
golden Sand to find. 1701 De Foe True-born Eng. 6 The
golden mines of Mexico. 1819 Heber Hymn ' From
Greenland's icy Mountains '

i, Where Afric's sunny foun-
tains Roll down their golden sand. 1893 Gunter Miss
Dividends 238, I thought a tour of ' the Golden State'
would please me.

3. Of the colour of gold ; that shines like gold.
( 1300 Cursor M. 17865 (Arundel MS.) To vs per brast a

goldein leme. 1552 Hulof.t, Golden heere, chyys/homa.
1624 Heywood Captives 1. i, The blackest serpents weare
the goldenst scales. 1725 Pope Odyss. xv. 444 Her rich
vallies wave with golden corn. 1838 I.ytton Leila 1. ii,

The hair and curling beard were of a deep golden colour.

1852 Mrs. Stowe I'ncle Vom's C.x'i'i. 107 She saw sunshine
sparkling on the water, in golden ripples.

Jig. 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. VII, 32 Belevinge no fraude
nor deceate to be hid or cloked undre this golden tale.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iv. 97 For I can smooth and fill his

aged ea re, With golden promises. 1795 Macneill Will $
Jean 11. xxv, A' his gowden prospects vanish'd.

b. In the names of several kinds of tobacco.

e.g.
; Golden Cloud*, * Golden Flake', etc.

4. Resembling gold in value ; most excellent,

important, or precious. + Golden vein f
= med.L.

z>enaaurea,Ger.goldadej-~\ : the hemorrhoidal vein.

1498 W. de Worde {title*, Here begynneth the legende
named in Laiyn Legenda Aurea that is to saye in Knglysshe
the Golden Legende. For lyke as passeth golde in valewe
all other metallys, so this legende excelleth all other booke>.
1526 I'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531J 144b, Men & women,
bothe rude & vnlerned that haue spoken golden wordex.

1527 Andrew Brunsvvyke's Distyll. Waters Dija/i The
same Igreat plantayn water] is good agaynste the flode &
bledynge of the golden vayne. 1559 Mokwyng Evonyin. 155
Of waters of vertues or golden waters. 1605 Smaks. JIacb.
i. vii. 33, I haue bought Golden Opinions from all sorts
of people. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (16581 197 It hath
been pruved for a golden remedy, to take and anoint it with
< ioati-grease. 1739 Cibijer Apol. (1756I II. 35 He was a
golden actor. 1838 Arnold Hist, Route (1846* I. vii. 102
Me had a golden wit within.

b. ( >fiime,an opportunity: Ofinestimable value ;

exceedingly favourable or propitious.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. \. i. 391 When that is kiiowne, and

golden time cuiiuents. 1646 J. Hall Horx Vac. 20 "lis .

.

unsufTerable . . to let the Golden houres of the morning
passe without advantage. 1703 Rowe Fair Peuit. 1. i. 156,

I snatch'd the glorious, golden opportunity. 1806-7 J-
Hekesford Miseries Hum. Life (1S26) 11. .wiii, At such
a golden moment as this. 1884 Earl Grey in iyM Cent.
Mar. 514 The golden opportunity was thrown away.

5. Of rules, precepts, etc.: Of inestimable utility ,*

often spec, with reference to the precept, 'whatso-
ever ye would that men should do to you, do ye
even so to them' (Matt. vii. 12).

1674 K. Godfrey Inj. fy Ah. Physic 54 Whilst forgetting
that Golden Law do as yon would be done by, they make
self the center of their actions. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind
1. xiv. J: 8 Such is that golden principle of morality which
our blessed Lord has given us. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XV II. 242
The best rule in this respect is .. the golden rule of Dr.
Tenner' not to take matter after the areola begins to spread.

1885 Howells Silas Lapham II. xxv, In our dealings with
each other we should be guided by the Golden Rule. 1887
Kuskis Prxterita II. 13 ' When you have got too much to

do, don't do it ',--a golden saying.

f b. Math. The golden rale, the rule of three.

1542 Records Gr. Aries (1575) 240 The rule of Propor-
tions, whiche for his excellencie is called the Golden rule.

1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xiv. Ej, By the rule (called the

golden precept). 1636 Featlv Claris MySt. xxi. 279 The
rule of three, or golden rule, as it is called in sacred
algebray. 1806 Hutton Course Math. I. 44 The Rule of
Three, .is often called the Golden Rule.

C. Golden mean, the avoidance of excess in either

direction [tr.h.aurea mediocritas, Hor. OdesIt. X. 5].
1587 Mtrr. Mug. (1815) I. 52 The golden meane is bot.

1590 S11 nskk F. O. 11. iL Argt., The face of golden Meane :

Her sisters, two Extremities, Strive her to banish cleane.

1636 Massinger Gt. Dk. Florence 1. i, We, whom for our
high births, they conclude The onely free men, are the onely
slaves: Happy the golden meane! 1725 Pope Odyss. xv.

80 Both the golden mean alike condemn, a 1817 T. Dwight
Trav. Ne:u Fug. etc. (1821) II. 269 That middle state of
poverty, which so long, and so often, has been termed
Golden. 1821-2 Wordsw. Sachevercl, As if a Church ..

must owe To opposites and fierce extremes her life,—Not
to the golden mean.

6. Golden number \\x. med.L. aureus ntwtcrtts
\

so called from its importance in calculating the

date of Easter] : the number of any year in the

Metonic lunar cycle of nineteen years.
The dates of the new and full moons in any year are ap-

proximately the same as in other years which have the saine
' golden number'. Hence these numbers are retained in the

ecclesiastical calendar in connexion with the computation of

the time of Easter. (The statement in quot. 1686 is baseless. 1

The golden number is found by adding 1 to the remainder
left after dividing the number of the year by 19.

1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Almanack, The Golden Number.
1561 EOBH Arte Nauig. 11. vi. 30 b, This present yeare of

1545, we haue .7. of the golden number. 1594 BuSMWIL
Kxerc. vn. i. (1636) 654 The Golden number is the number
of 19, proceeding from 1 to 19, and so to begin againe at 1.

1686 PLOT Stajft'ordsh. 431 They scrupled not to set them in
the margins of their Calendars in characters of gold, whence
they are stiled to this day, also the golden number.

7. Of a time or epoch : Characterized by great
prosperity and happiness; flourishing, joyous.

t Golden world

=

Golden age.
1530 Tindale Pract. Prelates B ij b, Then they called a

parliament (as though the golden worldeshuldcomeagayne 1
.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 20 b, That golden worlde of
Tully. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 100 Tydings do I

bring, and luckie ioyes.and golden Times. 1600— A. V. /,.

1. i. 125 [They] fleet the time carelesly as they did in the
golden world. 1661 Cowley Disc. Govt. 0. Cromwell Ess.

(1669)72 The golden times of our late Princes. 1775 Blkkl
Corr. (1844) II. 90 Your gentleman does well to call the days
of Lord Clare golden. 1855 Macaclav Hist. Eng. xviii.

IV. 174 In the gulden days of the Plot he had been allowed
three times as much. 1877 Tf.snysos Harold iv. iii, Our
day .. will not shine Less than a star among the goldenest
hours Of Alfred.

t 8. .Pertaining to gold (as the object of desire,

pursuit, etc.). Obs.
1613 Pckchas Pilgrimage (1614) S17 He would carry them

where their Golden thirst should be satisfied. 1623 R. Job-
son (title), The Golden Trade, or a discovery of the River
Gambia and the golden Track of the Ethiopian*. 1720 Di.
Foe Cap/. Singleton vii. (1840,1 120 Thus ended our first

golden adventure.

9. Comb. a. withadjs. of colour, as golden-bro'vu,
-chestnut, -green, -olive, -red, -yellow.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 172 Juice golden
yellow. 1863-5 Thomson Sunday at Hampstead viii, The
great dusk emerald golden-green. 1865 Eakl Derby Iliad
xi. 777 Golden-chesnut mares. 1891 Leeds Mercury 27 Apr

.

4/7 A dress of golden brown silk.

b. quasi-adverbial 'with or like gold ', asgolden-
gleaming, -glowing, -wrought.
1777 Potter Aeschylus, Agamem. 231 Golden-gleaming

rays. 1796 T. Townshend Poems 34 And in her pearly
hand a lyre She held of golden-glowing wire. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 49 Her array all golden-wrought.

C. parasynthetic, as fgolden~aged, -coloured,

-fettered, -fleeced, -footed, -fruited, -haired, -hilled,

•locked, -railed, f -slept, -tongued, -trapped,

-winged, -wired, etc.

1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1S79) 101 To runne the
race of Nestors yeeres, a ^golden aged man. c 1610 Sir J.
Melvil Mem. (1735) 98 She [G;ueeri Elizabeth] delighted bo
.show her *golden-coloured Hair wearing a Caul and Bonnet.
1824 J. Bowrihg Batavian Anthol. 46 Many a *golden-
fetter'd fool. 1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as 1. vi. 118 The
golden-fleeced Sheep. 1757 Dyer Fleece in. 405 Around

the globe, The "golden footed sciences their path Mark, like
the sun. a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Dreams Heaven Poeni^
(1875) 51S In .. *golden-fruited grove. 1552 Huloei.
Golden heered, or hauynge golden heere or lockes, chryso-

comas, 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 273 Thou golden-
haired, and silver-voiced child. 1646 Crashaw Mmsidi
Duel Poems 89 A * golden-headed harvest. 1859 Tennyson
Enid 166 Nor weapon, save a "golden-hilled brand. 1871
Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue § 660 c, A brave, bold, 'golden-
locked boy. 1833 Tennyson Pal. Art xii, The light aerial
gallery, *golden-raiI'd, Burnt like a fringe of fire. 1599
Marston Sco. Villanic 1. iii. 107 When some slie, 'golden-
slopt Castilio Can cut a manors strings at Primero. 164s
Howell DodotuCs Grove 101 That flexanimous and*golden
toungd Orator. 1648-99 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche ix. cliii, The
Sun . . had from the east Prick'd forth his *Golden-trapped
Steeds. .1625 Milton Death Pair Infant 57 Or wert thou
of the ""golden-winged host. 1596 fc itz-Geffray Sir F.
Drake (1881)25 Her silver-feathered turtle-doves, Which in

their *golden-wired cage remaine.

10. Specialized combinations and phrases, as

golden balls see Hall sb. 20) ; golden book, a

register of the nobility of the state of Venice
;

golden-bull 'see Hull sb.~ 3) ;
golden-comb,

some kind of shellfish
;
golden ear. a moth, Ify-

drcecia nictitans; golden earth, yellow arsenic or

orpiment ; golden-fly = golden-wasp
; golden-

knop, a lady-bird
;
golden maid, the fish Creni-

labrits mclops or tinea ; golden-mouth, used to

render the name Chrysosiom (see Gildkx a. t IV
;

golden-mouthed (/.. whose speecli is golden (used

chiefly as prec) ; golden perch, ( a fresh-water

fish of Australia, Ctenolates amhigmts* (Morris);

t golden-poll(see (mots. and Gilt-head)
;
golden

rain, a kind of firework forming* shower of golden

sparks ; golden-ring (sec quot.)
;
golden shower

=golden rain; golden spur, a papal order, the

order of St. Sylvester ; golden star. ' a kind of

monstrance or ciborium used at Rome in the Papal

High Mass on Easter-day ' (Lee Gloss. Ecel. Term*
J 877) ; golden sulphide, sulphuret, persulphidc

of antimony or antimony pentasulphide, Sb._, S

,

(Watts Diet. ( hem. I. 334) ;
golden syrup (see

Sykup) ;
golden-wasp, a brightly-coloured hy-

menopterous insect of the family Chrysididx, esp.

Chrysis ignita
;
golden wedding see \\"ej)1Hng)

;

golden wrasse golden maid; f golden yard.

the belt of Orion (see quotO.
1712 I.ond. Gaz. No. 502^ 6 The Senate. dwjflTH to open

the *Golden Book, to enter such Person* M WlH boy the

Nobility of Venice for themselves or Families. 1863 Kings-
i.lv Walerdiab.v.iy-2 Live cocklesand whelks and razor shells

and sea-cucumbers and *golden-combs. 18x9 G. Samul 1.1.1.1;

Entomol. Compend. 433 Noctna auricula. The *golden

Ear. 1567 Maplict Gr. Forest 10 The stone Arsenick . . which
also theycall the uoklen earth. 1823CKAKL Technol. Diet.,

Goldcn-Jiy, an insect so called from its gilt body, which i>

gaasraUy found in the holes of old walls, the Chrysis of

I.iim.eus. 1691 K ay S. A; E. C. Words, Bishop, the. .lady-

bird. 1 have heard this insect in other places called a *golden
knop. a 1825 FoRhV Voc. E. Auglia, Golden-knop. 1827

Honi: Every-day Bk. II. 108 The fish called "'golden maids,

were picked up on Brighton beach, c 1340 Cursor M. 1 1393
(Fairf.) Iohn tellyth vs als *goldyn- {other MSS. gilden-1

mow the. X542T. Bkcon Pathw. Prayer xxxiii. Oj a, S.John
golden mouth. 1887 T. W. Allihs Throne 0/Fisherman
-520 This is borne witness to already by the Goldenmouth
himself. xS77tr. Bullinger's Decades{i$<)2) 773 Chrysostome
that *golden-mouthed man. 1596 KT2-GEFFRET Sir F.
Drake (18S1) 21 Golden-mouthed Drayton musicall. 1655
Motrin ik Bennkt Health's Improv. (1746) 243 LuCcrnx.
Gilt-heads or *Golden-poles, are very little unlike the Gour-
uard, save that it seems about the Noddle of the Head as

tho' it were all besprinkled with Gold-tilings, 1892 Pall Mall



GOLDEN.
G. i Nov. 5/2 The ' 'Golden Ruin '. .isa mixture of charcoal,
saltpetre, and sulphur charged into a small yellow case. 1727
Bailey vol. II, *Golden-ring, a Worm that gnaws the Vine,
and wraps it self up in its Leaves. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 480
Stars for "golden showers, nitre 16; sulphur, 10 [etc.],

1817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. II. 234 The *golden-wasp tribe

also iChrysis a id Parnopes) . . roll themselves up . . into a
little ball when alarmed. 1551 Recokde Cast. Knolvl.
(1556) 268 Other thre stande as bullions set in his gyrdle, and
are called by manye englyshe men the "Golden yarde.

b. in the names of plants, as + golden apple,
the tomato : golden-ball dial. (a) the globe
llower, Trollius europxus

; \l<) the guelder-rose,

Viburnum Opttlus 1 Britten & Holland Planl-u.
1S79)

;
goldan-chain dial., the laburnum: golden-

club, the American plant Orontium aquaticum
;

goldsn-crown, the American genus Chryso-
stamina (Treas. Bot. 1S66); golden cudweed.
Helichrysum orientate ; also Pterocaulon virga-

tum (Grisebach Flora IV. Ind. 1864); golden-
cup, a popular name of various species of Rantm-
cuius, Caltha, Trollius

;
golden dust — Gold-

dust .'
;
golden feather, the common golden-

leaved Pyrelhrum
;

golden flower, the com
marigold

; golden flower of Peru, the sun-
flower; golden-hair, Chrysocoma comaurea (Pax-
ton Bot. Diet. 1840; ;

golden herb, the orach;
golden-knob - golden-cup

; golden-locks, a
name for various plants, now esp. the fern I'oly-

podiunt vnlgarc; also Pterocaulon virgalum

vGrisebach Flora W. Ind. 1S64) ; f golden-
lungwort, Kay's name for the Wall Hawkweed,
Hieracium murorum ; t golden Mary, ? the
marigold; golden moss, +(<zN

the moss Poly-
Iridium commune

; (6) the stonecrop, Scduiit

acre ; golden mothwort - golden cudweed

;

golden nugget (sec quot.) ; golden oat, the
yellow oat-grass

; golden osier, (a) Salix vitel-

lina
; (6) Myrica Gale

; golden pert, Gratiola
aurca ( Treat. Bot. i860)

;
golden samphire, inula

crithmoides
; golden saxifrage, the genus Chryso-

splenium
; golden-seal, Hydrastis Canadensis of

N. America
; golden-spoon, the West Indian plant

Byrsonima cinerea ; golden spur, a variety of
daffodil

; golden thistle, the composite genus
Scolymus, esp. S. hispanicus

;
golden trefoil,

Hepatica triloba
;
golden tuft, Pterocaulon virga-

tum; formerlyalso applied to other plants; golden-
withy, Myrica Gale. Also Golden-rod.
1578 Lvil Dodoens Hi. Ixxxvi. 439 Of Aniorus Apples ur

Golden Apples, i860 Worcester, *Goldeuclub, a perennial
aquatic plant, bearing yellow flowers. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal II. exevi. § 2. 520 Golden Motherwort is called
in English . . *Golden Cudweed; being doubtlesse a kinde
of Gnaphalium, or Cudweede. 1736 Ainsworth Lat.
Diet. 'Golden cup [herb]. Polyanthemon. 1879 Britten
it Holland Plant-it., Golden cup. Ranunculus acris. R.
bulbosus, R. Ficaria, and A', repent. 1886 Elworthy
llf. Somerset Word-bit., Golden cup. 1. Marsh marigold.
The usual name. Caltha Falustris ..? Ranunculusglobosa.
1878 R. Thompson s Gardener's Assist. 795 Pyrethrum
Parthenium anrcum, one of the very finest and hardiest of
all golden-leaved plants used in carpet bedding, is well
known, .under the name of *golden feather. 1551 Turkek
Herbat 1. Kj b, Chrysanthemom or calchas ., hath floures
wonderfully shynynge yellowe. ..The herbe may be called
in Englysh *goldenlloure. 1866 Treat. Bot., Golden-flower,
Chrysanthemum. 1578 Lyte Dodoens u. xxxiv. 191 The
Indian Sonne, or *gokten floure of Perrowe. .groweth to the
length of thirtene or foureteiine foote. 1736 Ainsworth
Lat. Diet., Atriptex . . An herb called orage, or orach;
'golden herb. 1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. 218 They
love a tale of scandal to their hearts, And his had been
as quick in birth as golden-herb. 1835 W. Baxter Brit.
P/ueuog. Bot. II. 153 Caltha palustris .. "Golderj-knobs.
1882 Hardwiche's Science Gossip XVIII. 165 Local Names
extant in rural Oxfordshire . .

' golden knobs ', buttercups.
1736 Bailey Honsh. Diet. 305 "Golden-Locks call'd also
Golden tufts. 1844 E. Newman Brit. Ferns (ed. 2' 112 It
[Polypodium rulgare) . is called by these gatherers Golden
Locks, and Golden Maiden-hair. 1670 Ray Catal. Plant.
Augl. 255 Pulmonaria Gallica sire anrea, . . French or
Golden Lungwort. 1649 Lovelace Poems (1864) 62 So

opens loyall "golden Mary. 1397 Gerarde Herbal in.
clyii, This is called in English Goldilockes Polytrichon..It
might also be termed *Golden Mosse, or Hairie Mosse. 1863
Berkeley Brit. Mosses i. 1 Stdnm nere,. .theGolden Me—
of every cottager. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. exevi. 519 Of
Golden Mothwoort, or Cudweede. 1882 Garden 19 Aug,
150/2 Balsam/la graudiltora. .or *Golden Nugget, .a good
and effective hardy plant. 1842 C. W. Johnson Parmer's
Encycl. 150/2 Azxnaftavescens, xGolden oat or yellow oat-
grass. 1838 Loudon Arboretum Brit. HI. lsiSSalt.vz'itet-
Una I,. The..yellow Willow, or Golden Osier. 1856 W. A.
Bromiielu Flora I'rcteusis 466 Golden Withy .. Golden
Osier. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants II. 515 Elecampane
. . "Golden Samphire. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. cii. 288 The
^golden Saxifrage groweth in cerlayne moyst and waterie
places. 1897 Willis Flower. PI. II. 198 "Golden-seal .. is

used as a tonic 1893 Daily A'ews 28 Mar. 2/2 *Golden
spur, .a magnificent trumpet daffodil of brilliant colour and
noble form. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccclxiv. 993 Carduus
Chrysanl/icmus. The 'golden Thistle. Ibid, cccclxxxvii.
1031 Of noble Lyuerwoort, or "golden Trefoile. Ibid. 11.

exevi. 520 Coma aurea. 'Golden tuft. 168S Ray Hist. Plant.
I. vi. x. 280 Stoeeliat citrina . . Oriental Goldy-locks or
I iolden-mfts. 1864 Griskbach Flora W. Ind. 784/1 Golden-
tuft, Pterocaulon vifgutum. 184778 Huitwell, "Golden-
withy, bog myrtle.
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c. ill the names of varieties of fruit, esp. apples,
as t golden-doucet. -drop, f dueat-doucet.
+ ruunday, -pippin, -rennet, + russet. +russet-
ing.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Ilort. (1729) 191 Apples .. 'Golden

Doucet. a 1825 Forby I'oc. P. Anglia, ' Golden-drop, the
variety of plum, called in our catalogues of fruits . drap
d'or. 1882 Garden 2t Jan. 48/2 That king of dessert Plums
—the old Golden Drop. 1883 [see Drop sb. 10 fj. 1747MRS.
Glasse Cookery xxi. 164 l he golden Ducket Dauset .

.

Apples. 1725 Bradlev Fain. Diet, s.v /)//A,*GoIden Mon-
day. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to AbbcCouti 31 Oct.,
The honest English squire, -who verily believes . . that the
African fruits have not so fine a flavour as 'golden pippins.
1823 I. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 47 The golden pippin has
gradually become a shy grower in this country. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Tenkam, [Tenhani] being tne
place where Richard Harris, fruiterer to Henry VIII. first

planted cherries, pippins, and *golden-renates. 1824 Miss
MlTFORD / 'illage Ser. 1. 11803) 47 That great tree, bending
with the weight of its golden-rennets. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Hort.{ij2<) 232 ("".olden Russel. 1707 Mortimer Hush.
535 The Aromatick or "Golden Russeting.

d. in the names of birds, as golden back, ' the

American golden plover, C/iaradrius doiiiinictts'

{Cent. Did.)
;
golden-head (see quot.

;
golden-

wing, the golden-winged woodpecker (Colaptcs
auralus). Also golden-breasted vulture, golden-
cheeked warbler; golden-crested kinglet, regulus,
wren

;
golden-crowned kinglet, sparrow, thrush,

wren
;

golden eagle, manakin, oriole, pheasant,
plover, robin, warbler; golden-winged warbler,
woodpecker: see the sbs. Also Golden-eyi..
17S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Golden-head, a name by

which some have called the anas artica clusii, a web
footed fowl, common on our shores. 1885 Swainson Prere.
Xames Birds 154 Wigcon Ularcca peuclcpc: . .Golden head,
or Yellow poll. The male is so called on the east coast of
Ireland. 1895 Atlantic Monthly July6i, I had a call from
a family of flickers or 'goldenwings.

Golden ;g<'»-ld'n), v. rare. [I. the adj.] a.
trans. To cover or tinge with a golden hue. b.
intr. To assume a golden colour.
1850 .Mrs. Browning Poems II. 307 The sun strikes,

through the farthest mist, The city's spire to golden, i860
Neale Sequences ,y Hymns 187 The pumpkin ripened and
goldened. 18. . Lowell Endymion iv. Poet. Wks. 1890 IV.
152 Like loose mists that blow Across her crescent, golden-
ing as they go.

Hence Goldened, Go'ldening///. adjs.
1863A. B. Grosart Small Sins (ed. 2) 102 The goldenillg

sunlight. 1876 Smii.es Sc. Natur. xii. (ed. 41*237 Sail.
showing brightly in the goldened light.

Golden age. [tr. 1.. aurea wtas; see Golden
;

a. 7 and Ark sb. 1

1

.] The first and best age of the
world, in which, according to the Greek and Roman
poets, mankind lived in a state of ideal prosperity
and happiness, free from all trouble or crime. (Cf.
Hesiod Wks. iS- Days 10S, Ovid Met. i. 89.) 1 Ience,
the period in whiclt a nation, etc.. is at its highest
state of prosperity, or in which some department
of human activity is at its acme of excellence.
Often applied to the finest period of Lat. literature (Cicero

to Ovid), in contrast to the ' silver age ' w hich succeeded.
1555 Eden Decades m. viii. 134 As wee reade of them

whiche tnoulde tyine lyued in the golden age. 1610S11.VKS.
Temp. 11. i. 168, I would with such perfection gouerne Sir :T Excell the Golden Age. 1685 DRYDEN Albion ,y Albauus
Pref., Those first times,which Poetscall the Golden Age. 1700— Fables Pref, With Ovid ended the golden age of the
Roman tongue. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 25 In the
golden age (as the Italians call it! of Leo the Tenth, i860
LECKY JCurop. Mor. II. i. 44 The golden age of Roman law
was .. Pagan. 1875 Sunns Const. Hist. II. xv. 299 The
thirteenth century is the golden age of English churchman-
ship.

+ Go'ldeney. Oh. Also 6-7 goldn(e)y,
gold(e>ie, golden-eye. [? f. Golden a. + -v 4

;

cf. Blacky, Bkownil, etc. The form golden-eye
is prob. due to a misunderstanding.] The name
oi some lish, perhaps the golden wrasse, but com-
monly used (like Gilt-head' to render L. aurata
or scarus.

'5S» Huloet s.v., Gilt hed or goldney fishe which chewed]
like a beast, aurata marina. 1589 Cogan Haven Health
cl.x.vxiv. (1636) 167 Among which he [GaleiiJ reckoned] ihe
whiting, the perch, the gilthead orgoldnie. 1591 SylvesterDu Bartas 1. v. 314 (margin) The Golden eye or Guilt-head.
1661 LovEi.i. Hist. Anim. ,y Miu. Introd., Fishes, which
are .

.
saxalile. living neer stones, and are squammose : as

the Golden eye.

Go -lden-eye.
1. a. A sea-duck of the genus Claugula. esp. C.

glaucion. b. 'The bird Melilhreptus lunulatus'
{Morns Austral Fug. 1898). c. The Tufted Duck,
Fuligula cristata (Newton Did. Birds 368).
••? 1

67? KAV lVi,l"gbby's Ornith. 368 The Golden-eye..
1 he Irides of the Eye* are of a lovely yellow or gold-
coour 170, Derham in Phil. Trans. XXVI. 466 Amu
Ualyrhymhosmas Aldrov. The Golden-Eye. 1766
Pennant Zool. (17681 II. 460 Golden eve .. These birds
frequent fresh water, as well as the sea. 1810 Craube
Borough, P. Grimes, Or sadly listen to the tuneless cry Of
fishing gull, or clanging golden-eye. 1870 Athemcum 20
Aug. 232/3 Widgeon, teal, golden-eye, and other duck,
abound in the neighbourhood of Quickjock.
b. 1827 Vigors & Horsfield in Trans. Linn. Soe. XV.
£\rU

"r
lal

l
l ","rhis

,
bird '' Mr

- Caley sa>'s
.

'>• tailed
Golden-Eye by the settlers .

GOLD-FINDER.

2. ' A fish, Ifyodou chrysopsis, having a large eve
with yellow iris' [Cent. Did.).
3. A neuropterous insect of (he genus Ckrysopa.
17S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Chrytofit. the golden eye,..

a species of fly. so called from the beautiful gold colour of
its eyes. 1862 Chambers's Cycl , Golden-eye Fly (Hemero-
bins perla or Lhrysopa perlau
Goldenly ig*>-ld'nli), adv. [f. Golden a. +

-I.Y ^.j

1. In a golden manner ; excellently, splendidly.
1600 Shaks. A. }". /.. 1. i. 6 My brother Iaques he keepes

.11 schoole, and report speakes goldenly of his profit. 1840
Hood Kilmansegg, Fancy Ball jcxxi, so the courtly dance
was goldenly tlone, Ami golden opinions, of course, 'it won.
1889 l.oui.i.i. Latest Lit. Ess. (1892J 137 A style .. so parsi-
monious in the number of its words, so goldenly sufficient
in the value of them.

2. With a golden hue or lustre; like gold. (Said
of both material and immaterial things. 1

1827.35 Willis To Stolen Ring 21 The dreams Of het
high heart came goldenly and soft. 1864 Lowell Fireside
Trav. 313 'the sunlight, .hovered under the dome like thr
holy dove goldenly descending.
3. As with gold.
< 1825 Beddols :-ud Brother 111. i, Dropping with starry

sparks, goldenly honied. 1859 Miss Ml'i.ocK Romant. T. r

Both are. .written goldenly on this happv heart of mine.
Goldenness (go-'ld'niinV. [f. Golden a.

->'Ess. J The condition of being golden.
_
1819 Ccnnixgham Brit. Paint. 1. 342 A richness ofcolout

ing. a sort of brown and glossy goldenness. 1840 Loweli
Irene Poet. Wks. 11879' 1 The full goldenness of fruitful
prime.

Golden-ro:d. A plant of the genus Solidago,
esp. .S. Virgaurea, having a rod-like stem and a

spike ol bright yellow (lowers.
1568 Turner Herbal m. -& Vlrga aurea. .may be called

in English Golden-rod. 1616 Scril. & Markh. Country
1 arme 200 Golden-rod would be sowne in a fat ground.
1718 Qlixcy Coiupl. Disp. 1 16 Golden-rod. flowers in lulv
and August. 18.. Bkvani Death 0/ the Flowers 15 But
on the hill the golden-rod, and the aster in the wood .. in
autumn beauty stood.

b. Goldenrod-tree, a shrub {Bosvu Yerva-
inord), a native of the Canary Isles.

1829 in Loudon Encyd. Plants' 1866 in Treat. Bot.

t Gold faw, it. Obs. Forms : 1 goldfas, -fdh,
,}goldfaw. {OK.gold/dh, f. Gold 1 +/dli Faw a.]
Adorned with gold.
Beowulf\Z.) 095 Gold-fas scinon web aifterwa^um. c 1205

Lay. 26706 I.eien ^eond ban ueldes gold-fa3e [c 1275 gold-
fawe] scekles. lbid.31406 Nim gold-fah i-wede.

Go'ld-neld. A district or region in which gold
is found. Also allrib.

1852 EaRP Gold Col. Australia Cm. 129 The gold fields of
N'ew South Wales. 1858 T. M«Combie Hist. Victorian*.
215 All were anxious to get away for the gold fields. 1890
Boldrewood Lot. Reformer (1891.1 272 The goldfield town
near winch was the station.

Jig. 1854 Macai lay Biog., Bunyan 118601 44 He con-
tinued to work the Gold-field which he had discovered and
to draw from it new treasures.

Goldfinch (gou'ldnnj). Also I goldiinc 6
golde flnche. [f. ( .old ' + Finch. Cf. Du. gotid-
vink. G. goliijiuk.]

1. A well-known bright-coloured singing-bird
[Catditelis elegaus) of the family Friugillida; with
a patch of yellow on its wings.
6iooo /Ei.miic Gloss, jn Wr.-Wiilcker 131 Auriciuctus,

goldfiuc. a 1250 Owl f) Night. 1130 Pinnuc goldfinch rok
ne crowe Ne dar bar never cunien ihende. c 1386 Chaucer
Cook's T. 3 Gaillard he was as Goldfynch in the shawc.
1486 Bk. St. Albans F vj, A Cherme of Goldefynches.
<i 1529 SkeLTON P. Sparowe 392 Euery byrde in his laye.
The goldfynche, the wagtayle [etc.], 1601 Holland Pliny
I. 308 The Gold-finch liueth among bushes and thorns.
a 1800 Cowpes Faithful Bird 4 Two goldfinches, whose
sprightly song Had been their mutual solace long. 1876
Smiles Sc. Hatur.xm. (ed. 4) 270 The goldfinch is also ..

good singing bird.

b. C S. Applied to several small yellow finches,
esp. Spinas tristis, the thistle-bird.

'

1858 Thoreau Winter** Dec. (1888) 6 There may be thirty
goldfinches, very brisk and pretty tame. They h'ang, head
downwards, on the weeds.

c. dial. The yellow-hammer.
1848 in Evans Leicestersh. Words.
2. A kind of artificial salmon-ily.
1867 F. Francis Angling x. (1880) 34') The Goldfinch. A

very showy, striking fly.

3. slang, f a. One who has plenty of gold. Obs.
1603 Dekker iCondcrfull Yeare Wks.'(Grosart) I 112

Lazarus lay groning at euery mans doore : mary no Diues
was within to send him a crum, (for all your Gold-finches
were fled to the woods). 1609 — Lanthorne ft Candte-L.
Wks. (Grosart) III. 222. 01700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Gold-finch, he that has alwaies a Purse or Cod of Gold in
his Fob.

b. A gold coin ; a guinea or sovereign.
1602 Middi.kton Blurt iv. i. F 2 a, If this Gold-finch, that

with sweet notes flyes. .Can worke. 1639 Shirley Gentl.
Venice lit. i, Marcello, whom I employed ..To my most
costive uncle, for some goldfinches. 1780 Steevens Shahs.
Plays. Suppl. II. rjanote. The vulgar still call onr gold
coins, gold-finches. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXI. 367 He was
backed by a number of individuals not overburthened with
goldfinches. 1842 Punch II. 16S Two Canaries^one Gold-
finch. 1896 Pall Mall Mag. May 10 You've not a crown
in your pocket, and ours a-bulging out with goldfinches.

Gold-finder.
1. One whose occupation it is to find gold.



GOLD-FINER. 282 GOLD-WORK.
1631 Weevek Auc. Funeral Mon. 51 The graue-rakers,

these gold-tinders are called theeues, 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones vi. i, The truth-finder and the gold-nnder. 185a Earp
Cold Col. Australia viii. 130 The camp of the goldfinders

was called the city of Ophir.

T 2. A scavenger. Obs.
1611 Cotgk., Guiguerou, a Gold-finder, a Dung-farmer.

1685 Crowne Sir Courtly Nice 11. 10 A gold-tinder, Madam 'i

look into jakes for bits o' money? I had a spirit above it.

1724 Swim Wood's Execution, Gold-finder. I'll make him
stink. 1755 Man No. 13. 6 My cart, .might, in imitation of.

.

the gold-finders, wait at the doors of persons of fashion, to take

in a loading privately . . when the prying vulgar are asleep.

[1896 Wanvieksh. Gloss. s.v. Gold-dust , The name gold-

finder or gold-farmer, .still lingers in Shrewsbury.)

t Go'ld-fi:ner. Obs. A refiner of gold.

1483 Cath. Augl. 161/2 Golde Fynere. 1530 Palsgk. 326/1

GoTdefynor, affineur. 1555 Eden Decades 335 Dysshe of wod
lyke vnto those which the golde fillers vse. 1668 St. Serfs
Tarugo's Wiles ill. i, Two Houses of Pleasure, .one belongs

to the Gold-finer of the Seraglio.

Gold-fish. + a. A fish with golden markings

found in the South Seas (obs.). b. A small golden-

red fish {Cyprinus auratus) of the carp family, a

native of China, commonly bred and kept for

ornament in tanks, glass globes, etc. (see quot.

1S02). c. — Gakibaldi 2.

1698 Frogbr Voy. 45 The Gold-Fish and the Bomte con-
tinually make War with them in the Water. 1712 E. Cooke
Voy. S. Sea 342 The Gold Fish is very beautiful, 1731
Medley Kolbeti's Cape G. Hope II. 192 The Cape-Gold-
Fish is about a Foot and a Half long. 1791 W. Baktram
Carolina 44 The gold-fish is about the size of the anchovy.
180* Bingley Aniiu. Biog. (1813* III. 36 Gold Fish are
natives of China. .They were first introduced into England
About the year [691. 1873 B. Stewart Consent. Force i.

S A gla-?, globe containing numerous goldfish.

CrO'ld-foil. Gold beaten out into a thin sheet.

As a mod. technical term. gold-Jell denotes a thicker sheet

than gold-leaf,
1398 [see Foil so. l

4.]. < 1440 Promp. Par:: wz/i Goold-
fuyle. 1499 Ace. in T. Sharp Dissert. Cor: Myst. (1825) 35
For colours and gold foyle &. sylver foyle for iiij capps.

1587 Golding De Momay x, 137 Such cloath, wire, or gold-
foile, as no man would deeme to haue come of so grosse a
matter. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 529 A kind of gum or

size to lay vnder gold-foile for to guild timber. 1892 W. S.

Gilbert Foggerty's Fairy 273A spacious apartment blazing
with gas and gold-foil.

T Go*ld-hoard. Obs. A hoard of gold ; trea-

sure.

0825 Vesp. Psalter cxxxiv. 7 Se forSl&ded windasof gold-

hordum his. a 1000 F.lene 790 (Gr ) paH goldhord . . bxt
yldum waes lan^e behyded. 1.-1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 pe
bihut his gold hord on heouene riche. a 1225 Ancrt R.
150 Gol-hord is god dede, bet is to heouene iefned. 13 .

Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2004 Undir the pyler .. Ther hys a golde
hord bygunne.

Goldilocks g^"ldil(?ks). Also 6-9 goldy-
locks, (6 goldilocx, y north, goudy-locks). [I.

Goldy a. -r Lock sb.\

f 1. Golden hair ; app. vaguely used for a
woman's hair in general. Obs.
1566 Stvdley Seneca's Agamemnon ill. Ej, The soft and

gentle goldilocks starte vp of her affright. 1589 Fleming
Virg. Georg. iv. 68 Their gay and gallant goldilockes Spred
all about their necks so white. 1589 Kidek Eng.-Lat.
Diet., Goldilockes, or womans haire, which lieth out before
over their fore heades, capiona'. 1593 B. BaKNES ParthetUh
Phil Sonn. xix, She uiatcheth . . In goldie-lockes bright Tytan.

1596 Lodge Marg. Amer. G, Hauing her goldilocks tied vp
with loose chaines of gold, and Diautondes.

t 2. One who has golden hair. Obs.
t 1550 Pryde <y Abuse Worn. 117 in Hazl. £. P. P. IV.

..'39 Huffa ! goldyloex, joly lusty goldylocx ; A wanton
iricker is come to towne. 1591 SvLVBSTBR Du Bartas 1. iv.

400 Pure goldy-locks, Sol, States'-friend, etc. 1615 Sis E.
HoiiY Curry.combe i. 49 To set out the picture like a.Goldy-
Iocks,with Rebatoes,red Sattin Pelt icotes, and loose Gownes.
a 1687 Cotton Poet. Whs. (1765)55 My Goldy Locks (quoth
she) my Joy, My pretty little tyny Boy,

3. A name given to various plants, esp. a. Ra-
nunculus auricomus, a speeies of the buttercup;

b. ' A modern (translated) book-name for Chryso-

conui Liuosyris' ( Britten & Holland 1S79); C.

Helichrysttm Stccchas ; td. (in Lyte ) Poly'triehum
commune ; e. Trollius europxus.
1578 Lm Dodoens in. lx.vi. 414 We may cal it in English

Goldylockes Polytrichon. 1597 Gekarue Herbal II. ccvii.

11633)647 Golden Floure gentle or goldilockes also called

Gods floure. 1625 B. Junson Pans Anniv., Bring.. Fair

o.veye, goldy-locks, and columbine. 1650 W. How J*hyto.

logla Brit. 102 Ranunculus amneeauu . .GoMytock*. 1658

Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. qoj Others yet advise to sow
Goldilocks Dear where they [bees] are. 183a J HODOOM
Nortkumbld. II. 11. 459 The plant which, as a boy, I was
taught to call Locken Gowen, or Goudy Locks, is the

Trotius europea of Botanists. 1880 W. LBWHTOH Shahs.
Dream 52 Blue hyacinths. .And goldilocks.

t Go'ldiug. Obs. [f. Gold 1 + -nta :;
.

The form stilfoccurs in north midland dialects as a name
of the marigold, in Kent of the ladybird.)

1. A gold coin.

c 1580 Jliujkil Bugbears 1. i. 77 in Arciuv Sttul. d. neu.

Spr. (1897) XCVIII. 306 His goldinges that he kepes in

prison.

2. A kind of apple. (See Goldling.)
1589 Rider Eng.-Lat. Diet. s.v. Apple, Summer Goldings

. .Winter Goldings. 1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet., Gulde-
lingh, A Golding, an apple so called.

Goldish, .gt^'ldij), a. [f.GoLDi + -ish.] Some-
what golden.

1398 TKEviSA^arlA.Zfe /*./?. xvi. lxviii. (1495) 574A nother
kynde of marbyl .. is sprongen wyth goldyssh speckes.

1430 Lydg. Clwrle <y Byrde (Koxb.) 15 All is not golde
that sheweth goldish hewe. 1577 Db Relat. Spir. 1.

(1659) 174 There reinaineth on the Table a goldish shine.

1683 Pbttus Flcta Min. u. i. 100 Further, all Goldish oars
\ which are commonly sandy) have good Duke gold. 1703
Moxos Meek. Exerc. 61 You will see the Colour change by
degrees, coming to a light goldish Colour, then to a dark
goldish Colour. 1774 MBS. Delasv Lett. Ser. 11. II. 47
A little brassish, coperish, goldish thread-like stuff".

Hence fGoTdisliness.
1671 J. Webster Metallogr. .xiii. 203 Stiver metalline Ore

is wrought many times in a red goldishness.

Gold lace : see Lace sb.

Go'ld-laced, a. Ornamented with gold lace.

1630 J. Tavlok (Water P.) Wks. 11. 145/2 Amidst the
guarded troope Of golddac'd Actors. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No.
2126/4 A gold-lac'd Coat. 1787 Sib J. Hawkins Lijc John-
son 199 Johnson, .appeared in a gold-laced waistcoat. 1838
Dicklss O. Twist ii, Oliver, firmly grasping his [Mr.
Humble's] gold-laced cuff, trotted beside him.
Jig. 1850 Carlvle Latter-d. Pa/uph. v. (1872) 180 In these
shabby gold-laced days. 1871 Palgkave Lyr. Poems 50 E'en
in the palace recesses The gold-laced conscience was stirr'd.

b. Applied to a variety of Polyanthus, the blos-

soms of which have a yellow border.

1878 R. Thompson's Gardener s Assist. 758 The gold-laced

varieties [of Polyanthus].

Gold leaf. (O "ten hyphened.)

a. (with pi. gold leaves.) A minute quantity of

gold, beaten out into an extremely thin sheet,

averaging from 3 to 33 inches square, b. (sing,

only.) Gold in this form used in gilding, etc.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Gold-leaJ, or beaten Gold, is gold
beaten with a hammer into exceedingly thin leaves. . . Each
book ordinarily contains twenty-five gold leaves. 1799 G.
Smith Laboratory I. 195 You may lay on gold leaves with
brandy. 1811 A.T.Thomson Loud. Disp. 11818) 44 The
finest silver leaf being only one-third thicker than gold
leaf. 18^9 Ure Diet. Arts 611 Skins prepared from ox-gut
are now interposed between each gold leaf. 1884 Cha/nb.

Jrul. 10 May 294/1 A mandarin . . is graciously allowed to

choke himself by swallowing gold-leaf.

c. Goldleafelectrometer^electroscope,galvanoscopc

,

appliances in which ^old leaf is used as a detector.

1812 Sir H. Davy Cltem. Philos. 168 An insulated gold
leaf electrometer. 1870 R. M. FbKGL'sos Electr. 53 A gold

leaf electroscope.

Goldless (.g^ddles), a. rare. [f. Gold 1 +
-less.] Without gold.
c 1386 Chaucer Ship/nan's T. 290 But goldlees for to be,

it is no game. i8«3 Bvron Island \. .\, The goldless age,

where gold disturbs no dreams.

tGo'ldling. Obs.- 1
[f. Gold 1 + -ling; cf.

Du. gitldelingh in Hexham.] = Golding 2.

1655 MoLFi-ET & Bennett Health's hnpr. xxii. 196
Winter-goldltngs [are] Scandiana Plinii.

tGo"ldly,tf. Obs. rare- \ [f. GoldI + -LY 1
.]

Resembling gold, golden.

c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 48 A crowne shynynge al in

goldly colour.

Gold-mine. A mine from which gold is ob-

tained. Also^^-. a source of wealth.

1483 Cath. Angl. 161/2 A Goldemyne. 1530 Palsgk.
226/1 Goldemyne, miniere a or. 1617 May Lucan m.
Ej h, The land, that from gold-mines letts Hennus goe, And
rich Pactolus. 173a Lediakd Sethos II. vn. 19 Mines of

iron, .were much scarcer in these climates than gold -mines.

1833 Tbnkysom Dream Pair Worn. 274 From the deep Gold-
mines of thought to lift the hidden ore That glimpses. 1856

Kmi-.kson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 42 There is

no gold mine of any importance, but there is more gold in

England than in all other countries.

Goldney, -nie, -ny : see Goldeney.

Goldsmith (g<»»-ldsinib).

1. A worker in gold ; one who fashions gold into

jewels, ornaments, articles of plate, etc.

v 1000 AElvMC Gen. iv. 22 Tubalcain, se waes e^tW £e
goldsmift xe isensmift. a 1225 Ancr. R. 236 Al so abe l>c

goldsmiff clense5 bet gold ioe fure. 1387 Trevisa Hidden
(Rolls) VII. 53 He telleb bat Houston .. made in a tymc
a chalys by goldsmethes craft. 1464 Maun. ,y Househ.
Exp. iRoxb.) 253 Item, payd to the goldsmytlie that made
the bokelys . . x. s. iiij d. 15*6 Pilgr. Pe>J. fW. de YV.

1531) 108 b, There was neuer yet goldsinyth that onely with
betynges of the hammer coude make a fayre ymage. 1681

Pkioeaux Lett. (Camden) 98 The Alderman would not

vouch for payment, and thereon the goldsmith would not
prepare the plate. 1857 Klskin Pol. Leon. Arti. (1868)62

True guUlsinilh's work, when it e.\ist>, is generally the

means of education of the greatest painters and sculptors of

the day.

T Down to the l8tb c. these tradesmen acted as

bankers.
a 1674 CuutBNDON ( ,'iitin. Li'/e n 759) 314 They [Bankers]

were for the most Part Goldsmiths 1690 Child Disc. Trade
(1694I 33 His Majesty. .has been enforced to give above the

usual rates to goldsmiths. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 2
Pi He gave me a Bill upon his Goldsmith in London. 1719
W. Woou Smrv, Trade. 340 All our large Payments are

made generally in Exchequer Bills, Bank or Goldsmith
notes. 1822 Scoi 1 Nigel i\

r

, I am a goldsmith, and live by
lending money as well as by selling plate.

2. Short for goldsmith-beetle.

1863 Rep. U. S. Commits. Agric. -'9S (Cent.) Large
beetles, such as the common Cetonias or goldsmiths.

3. altrib. and Comb., as tgoldsmith-craft,\-work\

goldsmith-beetle, a large scaraboeid beetle

(Colalpa lanigera) having wing-covers of golden

lustre ; also. Cetouia aurata or other species.

1881 Cassell's Nat. Hist. V. 3^8 The Rutclmx, or "Gold-
smith Beetles, e 1449 Plcock Repr. 1. x. 50 The sporier and
the cuteler be leerned in thilk point of *goldsmyth craft

which is gilding. 1506 Paston Lett. No. 953 III. 404 A hatt
of 'goldsmyth worke. c 1530 Let. in Ld. Berners' Prints.
Editor's Pref. (1812) 18 The king . . well apparelled in coots
and clokes of gould, and gouldsmythe worke.

Hence GoTdsmithess nonce-wd., a female gold-

smith, f Go Idsmithy, Goldsmithe)ry, the art

;

or trade of a goldsmith ; goldsmith's work ; articles

I

made by the goldsmith.
' 1386 Chaucek Knt.'s T. 1640 Harneys..so riche, and

' wroght so weel Of goldsmythrye, of browdynge, and of
steel. ^1430 Pilgr. LyJ Manlwdew. xv'i. (1S69) 183, I am,

j

quod she, pe goldsmithehse and be forgeresse of heuene.
|

c 1449 Pecock Repressor \. x. 50 As if oon man had lernid

the al hool craft of goldsmythi and the al hool craft of
cutleri. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 189,2 He knew wel the
crafte & arte of goldsmytherye. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astral.
cxlix. 632 Professions conversant in fire, whether it -be in

Smithery or working in Goldsmithery. 1873 Bhownim.
Red Cott. Nt.<ap 132 Their actual lord By dintofdiamond
dealing, goldsmithry. 1883 Athen;eutu 2 June 707 Works
in iron, pewter, and bronze, as well as goldsmithery.

Go'Idspink. Sc. and dial. Also gowdspiuk.
[f. Gold! + Spixk. Cf. goldfinch and Sw. dial.

gulspink {gul yellow), the yellow-hammer and
titmouse.]

1. The goldfinch. Chiefly Sc*

1513 Dot glas sEnels xn. Prol. 240 Goldspynk and lynt-

quhyte fordynnand the lyft. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The
grene serene sang sueit, quhen the gold spynk chantit. 17*4
Ramsav Tea-t. Misc. (1775) I. 21 Kansy's to the Green-wood
gane. To hear the gowdspink chatt ring. 1787 Burns
Humble Petit. Bruar Water vi, The gowdspink, music's

gayest child. 1882 Lane. Gloss., Gotdspiuk, genvdspink, a

goldfinch.

2. dial. The yellow-hammer.
3788 \V. Mai<shall Yorksh. Gloss., Goldspinh, the bird,

ycllowhammer. 1864 Atkinson Prov. Names Birds.

Gold stick, gold-stick.
a. The gilt rod carried on state occasions by the

colonel of the I.ifc-Guards or the captain of the

Gentlemen-at-arms. b. The bearer of the gilt rod
;

also gold-stick in waiting.

1804 G. Rose Diaries (1860^ II- 152 Lord Pelhani. .came
out from his Majesty with the Gold Stick, as Captain of the

Band of Yeomen of the Guards. 1812 Ann. Reg. 147 The
Earl of Harrington, gold-stick in waiting. 1844 Regul. $
Ord. Army 28 The Gold Stick will continue to perform the

Duty of that Office. 1863 Thackekay ll'ks. (1872) X. 262
Goldstick in waiting is even more splendid. 1883 Harper's
Mag. LXV. 163 Gold-sticks have resigned because of differ-

ence of opinion with her Majesty's government.

Gold-washer.
t a. One who * sweats ' gold coins (obs.). b. One

who washes auriferous soil to separate the gold.

c. An appliance for obtaining gold by washing.
(.' 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. (Percy Soc.) 11 Money baterers,

Golde washers, tomblers, fogelers. 1683 Pkitls FletaMin.
11. ii. 102 Gold-Washers who go abroad in the Country for

Gold-washing, and get their Livelihood by it. 1875 Knight
Diet. Meek, s.v., Gold-washers are of various kinds. . . The
pan, the rocking-cradle [etc.].

So GoTd-wash, a place where gold-washing is

carried on ; Gold-washing-, (a) the process of ob-

taining gold by washing ; (b) —gold-wash (chiefly

in//.;.

1683 Gold-washing [see above]. 1796 Moksl Amer.
Geog. II. 241 The gold-wash of the Hannat yields upwards
of 1000 ducats. 1799 W. Tooke Vieio Russian Emp. L
y8 The gold-works or gold-washes of Ekaterinenburg. 1875

Knight Diet. Mcch. s.v. Gold-washers, Edrisi .. speaks of

the employment of quicksilver in the gold-washings made
by the negroes of Sofala as a long-known practice.

t Gold-weight. Obs.

a. pi. Scales for weighing gold. b. sing. Exact

weight, such as is aimed at in weighing gold.

To the gold weights, with the greatest exactitude; to be

(Put) gold-weight, to be (put) in equipoise.

(.1500 Inventory in Paston Lett.J* a. 954. III. 408 Item,

a payre of gold weghtes in a case, ija. 1530 Palsgr. 226/1

Goldeweightes, trebuchet. i6« Fletcher Wild Goose

Chase 1. iii, To one that weighs her words and her behaviours

In the gold weights of discretion ! a 16*5 — Love's Pilgr.

1. i, A Master of Ceremonies ; Uut a man, beleeve it, That
knew his place to the gold weight. 1630 b. Jonson Nciv

inn 11. h. An host, Who should be King at Armes, and cere-

monies, In his owne house ! know all, to the goldweights.

1683 K. BatTEU. lulg. Errors 91 If Nature alone could

turn the Scale without being put gold-weight by Grace, it

were true, but seeing it could not raise the_ Scale to this

equipoize without the assistance of Grace, it is false. 1727

BoYBI Fr.-Eng. Diet. s.v., That prejudice is sufficient to turn

the Scale, where it was Gold-weight before {V. qui aupara-

vani etoit eomme en Equitibre].

Gold-work, -works.
a. sing. The art or process oJ working in gold.

b. Work done in gold ;
goldsmith's work. c. //.

A place where the washing, mining, or smelting

of gold is carried on.

1683 Pettus Fleta Min.u. il ioj Gold-Washers ..have

for the Gold-works a special proving. Ibid, tog Ihe Floor

is driven over the plain Hearth with Woollen .
.
stuff (a*

above, where the Gold-work hath been taught. 1722

WOLLASTOM Relig. Nat. \x. 201 The gold-works 111 the con-

fines of Egypt. 1838 Thirlwall Greece V. xlu. 201 Datus

was proverbial .. for the richness of its gold-works. 1844

Ld Houghton Palm Leaves 140 Such gold-work as fairies

fabricate. 1883 A. H. Church Precious Stones iii. 23 It is

employed for covering fine gold-work and miniatures:



GOLDY.

So Oo'ld-worker, one engaged in the obtaining
or working of gold ; Gold-workings, a place or
places where gold-mining or -washing is carried on.
1683 Pettus Elcla Min. xlvi. 216 Goldsmiths and other

Gold-workers. 1852 A. R¥LAKDj4fHfp GotdtyS. 142 A Peti-
tion was brought into Parliament, by the Goldworkers of
London. 1872 R. B. Smyth Mining Statist. 41 Profitable
gold-workings have been opened. 1882 H.deWindt -£??/<*/<»•

ii. 20 An attack was to be made by the gold-workers on
Kuching. 1892 G. Lambert Gold <y Silversmith's Art 49
To study with a goldsmith., as a goldworker and chaser.

Go lcly, sb. dial. Also go(o;idie, gouldie.
[f. Gold* + -Y*.] a. The goldfinch, b. The
yeilow-hnmmer.
1802 G. Montagu Ornit/l. Did. (1833) 214 Goldfinch ..

Gold-Spink . . Gooldie. 1864 Atkinson Prov. Names Birds,
Goldie, Goldcr, Yellow Hammer. 1877 l/olderness Gloss.,
Goldey, a goldfinch, a yellow-hammer. 1893 cVortknmbtd.
Gloss., Gooldy . .The goldfinch.

Goldy (g*'ldi), a. Obs. exc. dial. Also gowdy.
[f. Gold l + -y l.] Golden.
c 1450 MS. Cantab. Ff. I. 6, If. 12 (Halliw.) Goldy gra\el

in the stremys rich. 1593 [see Goi.dii.ocks i]. 1594
Zepheria xxxlii. Fj, There, in her goldie leaues my lone is

writ. 1893 Northumbld Gloss., Goldy, golden.

b. Comb., as goldy-brown, -locked
xsee also

Goldilocks; ; also goldy-stone (see quot. 1861).
1605 B. Jonson Volpone I. i, It [the soul] .. made quick

transmigration To goldy-lock't Euphorbvs. 1861 C. \V.
King Ant. Gems L 63 The true Aventurine, or Goldie-stone,
is a brownish semi-transparent quartz, full of specks of yel-
low mica. 1874 Mrs. Whitney Wt Girls viii. 161 That
piece of goldy-brown damask.

Goldylocks : see Goldilocks.

t Gole, sbX Obs- ' [? «= OE. gal wantonness,
etc.] ? =Goleness.

? a 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 229 This frecke [Dives]
begines to reme and yole That makes greate dole for gole
That he loved wel before.

t Gole, sb? Obs. rare. [? Var. of Gool, Gull.]
A stream, channel, ditch.
la 1400 Morle Arth. 3725 Than sir Gawane the glide a

galaye he takys, And glides vp at a gole. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 66 Although it [the River Po] be deriued and
drawne into other riuers and goles, betweene Rauenna and
Atium . . yet [etc.].

t Gole, a. Obs. Forms : 1 g41, 3 gal, 3 gol, (1

goel, 6-7 gole. [OE. gal = OS. gll (MDu., Du.
glil, popularly also gail, geel\ OHG. (MHG., G.)
geil, Goth. *gail-s (whence gailjnn to cheer, make
fladi, perh. cognate with L. hilaris, from a root

1. Merry, wanton, lascivious, lustful.

e888 K. Alfred Boetk. xxxvii. §4pam un^estae^bojanS:
Sam hasl^an \v.r. galan). c 900m Bxda's Hist. v. xiv. [xiii.]

(1891) 440 purh oa godan gastas o5>e Jnirh 5a galan. c 1200
Ormin 1201 Gat iss .. Gal dc-or & stinnke>|> fule. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 J?e gole men. C1275 XI Pains Hell
56 in O. E. Misc. 148 Swich pyne heo }>olie schal, pat wes
of his fleysse to gal.

2. Of rank or luxuriant growth (cf. quot. 1674-91).
Hilman's statement, in his Tusser Redivivus (1710), that

1 The goeler is the yellower, which are the best setts, old
roots being red', is prob. a mere guess. Grose's l Goel or
Gole,

,
yellow. Essex and Stiff/ is not Otherwise authenticated,

and is perh. derived from this very passage.
1573 Tusser Hash. xlvi.(iS78) 98 Hop rootes. .The goeler

and yonger the better I loue; well gutted and pared, the
better they proue. 1674-91 Ray S. <$ E. C. Words 100
Gole, big, large, full and florid. It is said of rank Corn or
Grass, that the Leaf, Blade, or Ear is goal : so of a young
Cockrel.

8. As adv. in comparative : More copiously.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xvi. cv. 413 Nor goler blend his

wounde but that her eies shead teares as fast.

Hence fOolelicfc a. [-lick, -ly '], lustful ; + Gole-
head [-head; cf. MDu., Du. geilheid, MHG., G.
geilheit\ lust.

c 1000 ./Elfric Horn. II. 156 ^Elc gallic ontendnys wear<$
. . adwaesced. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 145 Summe men luuieo"
..galiche lectres and lu5ere lastes. Ibid. 149 Hwenne be
mon him bil?enchb bet he haueS on galiche dede to muche
god iwrej?ed. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 pat man be spuse
haueS, Ins golliche deden wiS-teo. £.1250 Gen. § Ex. 534
Golhed hunkinde he gunnen don.

Gole, obs. f. Goal ; var. Golee, Goles, Goll.
I Golee. Obs. rare. Also 4-5 gole, St. gule,

= golye. [a. OF. golee, gnlee, etc. (F. guetde'e)
= Prov. golada, f. Rom. gola (OF. gole, gule, F.
gueule;:—L. gula mouth, throat + ata : see -ade.]
A mouthful, throatful (of words).
Hoccleve's monosyllabic gole is perh. due to a misunder-

standing of Chaucer's form.
c\y]$Sc. Leg. Saints, Georgis 638 And gret scilence be

mad, til he Had sad bat wes ine his gule. c 1375 Sc.
Troy-bk. ii. 1478 He One bis wyse schewede hys gule. r 1381
Chaucer Pari. Fmiles 556 {MS. Gg. 4. 27) Whan euerryche
hadde his large gole [r'.rr. golee, gule, Caxton golye] seyd.
C1422 Hoccleve Jereslaus' Wife 545 Anoon to me telle out
al thy gole, For treewe and trusty be to thee y wole.

t GoleneSS. Obs. [f. OE. galnys, f. gal Gole
a. + -ness. j Wantonness, lasciviousness.
a 1050 Liber Scmtdl. xxi. S9 Ongean galnysse . . na frama5

onjeanwinnan ac fleon. cwj$Lamb. Horn. 19 pe licome
luuao. .muchele etinge and dninknnge, and glanesse (?gal-
nessej, and prude, t.1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 37 Dis oref
stinco fule for his golnesse. c 1200 Ormin S015 Off galnesse
skir and fre. a 1250 Owl <%• ArigA/. 492 Al his tho3t is of
golnesse.

So f Ooleship - GuLENESS.

283

ciaao Mimtc Bent. xx. 21 He bega:b unaetas and ofer.
drincas and galscipe. 6' 1220 Bestiary 610 He am so kolde
of kinde Sat no golsipe is hem minde.

Goles. 1 Obs. Also 8 gole. [Deformation of
God ; cf. Golly and the U.S. forms goldam, -darn,
-dasled.'] Only in the exclamation (by golcs--

(by) God (see God 13).

1734 Fielding Virgin unmasked (1777) 3 Why then, by
goles, I will tell yon I hate you. 1742 — Miss Lucy in
To'vn 9 liy Gole, I believe I shall never be a tine Lady.
1788 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 185 Lord how the Beaux do stare !

Goles, what a heap ! 1837 Lytton /:'. Maltrav.w. vii, ' By
goles, but you're a clever fellow.'

Golet(te, obs. form of Gullet.
Golf vgplf, gef), sb. forms: 5 gouff, 6 goifl',

golfe), 6-9 goff, 8-g gowff, S golff, <) golpfT

.

J- golf. [Of obscure origin.

Commonly supposed to be an adoption of Du. kolf, l,vh-

( = G. kolbe, ON. kdlfr, etc. 1

,
'club', the name of the stick,

club, or bat, used in several games of the nature of tennis,

croquet, hockey, etc. But none of the Dutch games have
been convincingly identified with golf, nor is it certain that

kolf was ever used to denote the game as well as the im-
plement, though the game was and is called kolvcn (the
infinitive of the derived vb.t. Additional difficulty is caused
by the absence of any Scottish forms wiih initial c or k, and
by the fact that golf is mentioned much earlier than any
of the Dutch sports. Some mod. Sc. dialects h&vegviyf'a
blow with the open hand ', also vb. to strike.

The Sc. pronunciation is (goufi ; the pronunciation (gtff),
somewhat fashionable in England, is an attempt to imitate
this.]

A game, of considerable antiquity in Scotland,
in which a small hard ball is struck with various
clubs into a series of small cylindrical holes made
at intervals, usually of a hundred yards or more,
on the surface of a moor, field, etc. The aim is to
drive the ball into any one hole, or into all the holts
successively, with the fewest possible strokes, com-
monly two persons, or two couples (a 'foursome '),

play against each other.

1457 Sc. Acts Jas. //(1814I II. 48/2 And at be fut bal
ande be golf be vtterly cryt downe and nocht vsyt. 1491
Sc. Acts Jas. 7^(1814) II. 226 '2 Fut bawisgouffor vthir sic
vnproffitable sportis. 1538 Aberdeen Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) At
the goifT. (JIS7S Diurn. Occuri; (Bannatyne Club) 285
Certane horsmen of Edinburgh . . past to the links of Leith,
and . . tuck nyne burgessis of Edinburgh ptayand at the
golf._ C1615 Sir S. D'Ewes Autobiog. (1845) I. 48 Goff,
tennis, or other boys' play. 1669 Shadwell R. Shepherdess
in. Wks. 1720 I. 260 We merrily play At Trap, and at Reels
. .At Goff, and at Stool-ball. 1711 Ramsay Elegy M. John-
ston 37 Whan we were weary 'd at the gowff. Then Maggy
Johnston's was our howff. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.
8 Aug., Hjid-byTin the fields called the Lints, the citizens
of Edinburgh divert themselves at a game called Golf.
1806 Mar. Edgeworth Mor. T., Gardener, Colin's favourite
holiday's diversion was playing at goff. 1815 Scott Antio.
ii. Rather than go to the golf or the change-house. 1867
Kincslev Lett. 1 1878) II. 251 Golf is the queen of games,
if cricket is the king.

b. at/rib.andComb., asgo!f-ball,-eourse,-plqyer,
slick. Also golf-club (see Cllb I. 2 and II. 14; ;

golf-links, the ground on which golf is played.
'545 Aberdeen Reg. V. 19 (Jam.) Thre dossoun and thro
goif bawis. 1637 in Cramond Ann. Banff{i8gi) I. 78 He

sauld twa of the golf bal lis to Thomas Urquhart. 1824
Scott Redgauntlet ch. i, Til get him off on the instant, like
a gowff ba'. 1508 Reg. Privy Seal Scot, in Pitcairn Crim.
Trials I. 108* Slaughter committed 'on suddantie', by the
stroke of a ' *golf-club '. 1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 421/2 The
city of Edinburgh's silver goff-club was played for Aug. 4.

1800 A. Carlyle A utobiog. 343 Garrick. .had told us to bring
golf clubs and balls. 1890 Spectator 4 Oct. 438/1 Long
stretches of turf . . are indispensable for the formation of
"golf-courses. 1801 Strctt Sports tr Past. 11. iii. 95 *Goff-
lengths, or the spaces between the first and last holes, are
sometimes extended to the distance of two or three miles.
1881 Sportsman's Year-bk. 256 Prince Henry, the elder
brother of Charles I, was a zealous *golf player. 1839
l.AVE Arab. Nts. I. 85 He. . made a *goff-stick with a hollow
handle. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xxi. 206 Each of them
had a walrus-rib for a golph or shinny stick.

Golf (gprf). »' [f. thesb.] intr. To play golf.
1800 |see vbl. sb. below). 1883 Standard 16 Nov. 5/2 A

General Officer who Golfed. 1888 Stevenson in Scrilmer's
Mag. Feb. 271/2 You might golf if you wanted.

Hence Go'lfing vbl. sb. ; also altrib.
1800 A. Carlyle A utobiog. 343 We crossed the river to the

golfing-ground. 1866 Miss Mulock Noble Life xvii. 299
Coming in from a long golfing match. 1887 Cornh. Mag.
Apr. 490 When the golfing day is done. 1880 Daily Tel. I

4 Oct., Statutes were promulgated . . against golfing. i8ox
Sir D. Wilson Right Hand 139 Sets of golfing drivers
and clubs.

t Golf, j).2 Sc. Obs. [Imitative.] intr. Of a
pig : To grunt or snort, as in rage. Only in pres.
pple. and vbl. sb.

a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 224 Thay come golfand full grim
;Mony long tuthit bore [etc.]. Ibid. 740 Thay warourlhrawin

.
. For sory swyne for thair golfing affraid.

Golf, obs. form of Golf.
Golf e, obs. form of Goaf 1, Goave v.

Golfer .'golfer), Also Sc. gowfer. [f.Gm.F?.!
+ -ek 1

.] One who plays golf.
1721 Ramsay Ode to ttie Ph~, Driving their baws frae

whins or tee, There's no nae gowfer to be seen. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. 8 Aug., I was shown one particular
set of golfers, the youngest of whom was turned of fourscore.
1864 Bookseller 31 Oct. 662 St. Andrews is the golfers' head
quarters.

GOLILLA.

Golgotha 'gp-lgpba\ [a. L. (Vulg.) golgotha,
Gr. yoAyuOa. ad. gogolpd, Aramaic form of Heh.
nWa gulgSlcp skull : see Calvary.]
1. A place of interment ; a graveyard, charnel-

house.

,[
J593 Shaks. Rich. II, rv. i. 144 This Land [shall] be call'd

The field of Golgotha, and dead mens Sculls.] 1604MARSTON
& Webster Malcontent IV. v, This earth is only the grave
and golgotha wherein all things that live must rot. a 1649
Drumm. or Hawth. Skiamachia Wks. (171 1) 204 These have
.

. dy'd the white fields in blood, turned them into a Gol-
gotha. 1749 J. Gwyn Pss. on Design Pref. 6 Westminster-
abbey, .was by no Means intended as a mere Golcolha io\
the Remains of the. .Dead. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark
Cent. I. L35 From time immemorial this old beach has been
the depository of die dc;i<l, and unless the Prince prosecutes
his good work for the reclamation of this golgotha fete.].

r 2. University slang. (See qttots ) Obs.
iiz6 Amhers [ Terras I'll. ii. 53 Here is that famous apart-

ment, by idle wits and buffoons nick-named Golgotha, that
is, the place of sculls or heads of colleges and halls, where
they meet and debate upon all extraordinary affairs, a 1742
Lloyd Charity, The Golgotha of learned fools. 1791 2nd
Heroic Ep. to f. Priestley m Poet. Reg. 11S0S) 415 Dragg'il
down to Oxford, at its stern command, Before dread Gol-
gotha I see thee stand, Arraign'd, condemn'd. 1803 Gradus
ad Cantab. 66 Golgotha, the place where the heads of
Houses sit at St. Mary's in awful array.

Goliard g,/"'lia.id\ Obs. exc. Hist. In 5 go-
liarde. [a. OF. goliard, -art, -ar glutton, f. gole
(F. gtteule) :-L. gula gluttony.
In i2-i3th c. the goliards were supposed to take their

name from a certain Golias, dignified with the titles of
episcopus and archipoeta, in whose name some of the poems
are written. Giraldus (Spec. Ecct.) app. regarded him as a
real person. See Wright, Poems IV. Mafes (Camden Soc.
1841) Introd. p. x, and his Hist. Caricature 163.]

One ol the class of educated jesters, buffoons, and
authors of loose or satirical Latin verse, who flour-

ished chiefly in the 12th and 13th c. in Germanv.
France, and F.ngland.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 35 b, 2 They goon every day a,
goliardes in habyte shynyng and ryall apparayll. 1865
Wright Hist. Caricature x. 163 But above all he was the
father of the Goliards, the ' ribald clerks ', as they are called.

Hence Goliardic a. [-ic], of or pertaining to
the 'poetry of the) goliards ; Ooliardy (in 4
gulyardy) [-Y 3], also Goliardery, the practices
ol a goliard ; the composition ol goliardic verse;

t Goliardous (in 4 gulardous) [? subst. use of OF.
goidiardeus adj. J = Goliakd.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Syunc 4704 A mynstraUe, a gular-

dous, Come onys to a bysshopes hous. a 1400 Rclig. Pieces
fr. ThorntonMS. 11867)35 Itesafoule lycbery for 10 delyte
be in rymes and slyke gulyardy. 1855 Milman Lot. Chr.
xiv. iv. (1864) IX. ifco Goliardery was a recognised kind of
mediaeval poetry. 1865 Wright Hist. Caricature x. 163 In
ecclesiastical statutes, published in the year 1289,. a heavy
penalty [is proclaimed] against those clerici ' who persist in
the practice of goliardy ' [etc.]. Ibid. 165 At a later date the
goliardic poetry was almost all ascribed to. Walter Mapes.
1884 Symonds in Biog. (1893) II. 230 ll seems ridiculous to
translate loose Goliardic verses at this lime.

tGoliardeys. Obs. Also 7 arch, golierdis.
[ad. OF. goliardois, f. goliard] - Goliard.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 139 Thanne greued hym a

gollardeys, a glotoun of wordes. c 1386 Chaccer Prol. 560
He was a Ianglere and a goliardeys. [a 1643 W. Cartwbight
Ordinary 11. ii. (1651) 25 Sans fail I wene you bin A [angler,
and a golierdis.]

Goliath, (gfltai'ab;:. Often incorrectly Goliah
;

also 4, 6 golias. [a. L. (Vulg.) Goliath, Heb.
golyath the giant slain by David, 1 Sam. xvii.]

In Wyclif's Bible the MSS. have the forms Goliath and
Golie ; Coverdale has only Goliath. The form Golias in
Shaks. occurs also in Chaucer, and seems to have been used
in med. Lat.

1. A giant ; often with allusion to details in the
Scripture narrative.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. ii. 33 None but Samsons and
Goliasses It sendeth forth to skirmish. 1607 Hieron Wks.
I. 429, I haue . . chosen this clause, as a smooth stone, by
which I may. .smite this Goliah in the forehead. 1686 Plot
Staffordsh. 331 The world still affording us a Goliah now
and then, as well as of old. 1830J. G. Strutt o>/ra Brit. 4
These Goliahs of the forest. 1846 J. Hamilton Mt. Olives
iv. 105 The Goliath of English literature felt that he had
studied successfully when he had prayed earnestly.
Comb. 1718 Entertainer xxxiv. F3 He. .Goliahlike defies

the whole Body of the Clergy. 1847 Ld. Lindsay Chr. Art
I. 137 The Goliath-like stature and the Herculean chest of
Charlemagne himself.

2. A very large lamellicorn beetle, of the genus
Goliathus or the family Goliathidse.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 494 The vast African

Goliaths. Ibid. 628 (Index) Goliath beetles.

tG0-lik,a. Obs.- 1 [a.Oti. gtStig-r.] Gay, joyful.
c 1200 Ormin 15662 Cafarrnaum bitacnebb Golike tun.

t Golilla, goli'lle. Obs. Also 7-8 golilia,

8 golila, golillio. [a. Sp. golilla (F. golille) dim.
aigola throat :—L. gula.~\ A kind of starched collar

worn in Spain.
1673 Wycherley Genii. Dancing-Master iv. i, I had rather

put on the English Pillory than this Spanish Golilia. a 1704
T. Brown IVks. (1720) IV. 318 He wore about his Neck ..

a small Ruff, which had serv'd him formerly instead of a
Golille, when he liv'd at Madrid. 1713 Addison Count
7*ar/^"Wks. 1721 IV. 326 A plume of feathers on his head,
a Golillio about his neck. 1718 Freethinker No. 94. 278
A Circle of Gallant Elfins, strutting up and down in short
Cloaks and Golila's,



GOLION.

U ? Mistaken for the name of a fabric.

178* Cumberland Anecd. (1787) II. 49 Apparelled in a
vest of golilla, with rich silver lace of Milan.
Golinyie, var. of Gilexvie Sc, Obs.

t Go'lion. Obs. Also 3 golioun, 4 golione,
gulion, 4-5 golyon(e. [Of obscure origin ; Roque-
fort has an unauthenticated OF. goleoh ' sorte

d'habit de guerre'.] A kind of gown or tunic.

c 1290 5. Eng. Leg. I. 368/67 In a 3wiJ3t Golioun he geth.
C1350 Parity Three Ages 138 A renke ..In a golyone of
graye, girde in the middes. 1390 Gouek Con/. II. 359 He
. . cast on her his gulion, Which of the skin of a leon Was
made, c l^a Prowp. Pant. 202/1 Golyon, garment, gunella,
guuellns.

Golit, Golk, obs. forms of Gullet, Gowk sb.

tGoll. Obs. Also 6-7 gol(e. Cf. Golly sb.

[Of obscure origin. Freq. in 1 7th c. dramatists.]

A hand.
a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 11. (1622) 154 But Pamela pleasantly

persisting to haue Fortune their iudge, they set hands, and
Mopsa . . put to her golden gols among them, and Fortune
Uhat saw not the colour of them) gaue her the preheminence.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v . iii, Make 'em hold up their
Spread Colls [in taking an oath]. 163a Massinger City
Madam IV. i, All the gamsters are Ambitious to shake
the golden golls Of worshipfull .Mr. Luke. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomct. 165 The Egyptian women love golden Gols.
1651 Randolph, etc. Heyfor Honesty 1. ii. Wks. (1875) 39'
God of wealth ! .. O, let me kiss thy silver golls. 1675 C.
Cotton Scoffer Scoft 58 He [Vulcan] comes with his dirty
golls [rime-zi'd. coals]. 1690 Drydkx Amphitryon n. i,

What an Arm and Fist he has.. and Gols and Knuckle- hones
of a very Butcher.

Goll, var. of Gill, throat.

Gollan 'd 'gflan(d). Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
4, ij gollan, 6-9 gollande, (Ggallande, 9 gollin),

7 goulan^d, fi- golland. See also Gowak.
[Prob. related in some way to Gold s/'.~]

A name given to various species of Ranunculus,
Caltha, and Trollius. Also in combs. Lucken-,
Water-golland (q.v.),

"1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 30 Mentu/a, an.
gollan, apium emoroidarum idem. 1538 Turner Libellus,
Golland, Ranunculus. 1548 — Nanus 0/ Herbes 67 Ranun-
culus is called in greeke Batrachion, in englishe Crowfote or
a Gallaude. 1625 B. Jonson Paris Anniversary, Bring
.. Pinks, goulands, king-cups. 1691 Ray N. C. Words
32 Goulans, q. d. Goldins, Corn Marigolds. 1842 Hardy
in Proc. Ber-.u. Nat. Club II. No. 10. 20 The various
species of crowfoot, which, in the border counties of England
and Scotland, are named the yellow gowan, gowlon, or
gollande. 1C81 Cumbld Gloss. 2nd Suppl., Gollin. the globe
flower i Trollius Europosus). 1882 Lane. Gloss., Gollin, the
marsh marigold. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gollan, Golland,
Gowlan, a flower of a golden hue. ' As valla as a gollan '.

Gollar, goller (gplw), v. Sc. Also guller.
[Echoic ; cl. Goli.y.]

1. intr. ' To emit a guggling sound ' (Jam. .

1801 Hogg Scots Pastorals 21. 1826 G. Beattie John d1

Arnhd Life 1863J 222 I'll gar ye gape, an' glowr, an' gollar.

2. To utter loud but thick and scarcely articulate

sounds; to shout. Also trans., to gollar out.
1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 185 Gangs to

i

.gollaring out geggery. 1856 Mrs. Carlvi.e Lett. II. 270,
|

I . . heard him gollaring at something. 1863 Robson Bards
Tyne 107 She gollers and flays the lass oot ov her wits.

\

1895 Crockett Men 0/Moss Hags 69 Westerha' rode for-

ward . . 'gollering' and roaring at the bit things.

Hence Go-llaring- vbl. sb. Also Gollar sb.

1638-84 R. Law MemA\i\%) 192 note, Their voices were
changed in their groanings and gollerings with pain of
hunger. 1808 lidin. Even. Couraut 16 June (Jam.), She
hea; d three screams and a guller . . The guller was a sound
as if a person was choaking.

Gollet, obs. form of Gullet.

t Gollin. Obs. Some kind of fish.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 163 Fish in Season .

.

Christmas Quarter .. Dorey, Brile, Gudgeons, Gollin,
Smelts [etc.].

Gollin, variant of Golland.
Goll-sheaf, var. gale-sheaf (cf. quot. U07 in

GALErf.lb.).
.11670 Hacket/I<V*. Willia>ns\\. (1692) 92 The rest of the

Articles were goll-sheaves that went out in a suddain blaze.— Serm. on Incarnation v. Cent. Serm. (1675) 48 Like a
gol-sheave all of a flame and out again suddenly.

tOo-lly, sb. Obs.- 1 [Cf. Goll.] (See quot.)
1655 W. D. tr Conunius' Gate Lat. Unl. §213. 59 The

hand held hollow is the Golly ; stretched out, the Palm.

Golly Cgp*li)> v- Sc. [Echoic ; cf Goli.ak v.]

intr. To shout with a thick voice. Hence Go'lly-
ing vbl. sb.

1838 Carlvle Lei. in Froude Life in Lond. (1884) I. v.

141 The A:;nandale Voice gollying at them. 1894 Crockett
Raiders (ed. 3) 165 We heard .. the wrathful gollying of
the great voice.

Golly ,yp"li
s

. int. [Substituted for God in oaths
or exclamations ; cf. Goles.] In {by) golly = \by)

Cod.
1848 Lou ell Bizlow P. Ser. 1. ii. 25 My folks to hum air

full ez good ez his'n be, by golly 1 1883 Harper's Mag. July
847, 2 Golly! I'd do it as quick as wink. x888 Churchward
Btatkbirding 125 Look sharp, or by golly, they will have
us for breakfast.

Gollyuioffry, obs. form of Gallimaufry.
1772 Nugent tr. Hist. Friar Gerund II. 135 Without

having understood a single word of all this gollymoffry.

Golnes, variant of Guli.ness, Obs., paleness.
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f Golofer. Obs. Also 6 goulafre, golopher.
[OF. goulafre (F. gouliafre), derivative ot OF.
goule mouth, throat.] ? A glutton. Also blood-

golofer.

1529 S. Fish Supplie. Beggars 10 All the substaunce of
your Realme. .rynneth hedlong ynto the insaciabill whyrle-
pole of these gredi goulafres. a 1535 More Suppl. Seniles
Wks. 295 Gredie golophers he calieth them & invariable
whyrle-poles. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ans-at. Nameless Cath.
300 To satiate the thirst of a blood-golofer.

Goloke, obs. form of Collock, a tub.

Golore, dial, form of Galore.
+ Golo -se. Obs. 1 =Gi'illoche. (Cf. Galace.)
1663 Gerbier Counsel 81 The Fret having a dubble golose

in the bottome.

Golosh, goloshoe, etc. : see Galosh.
Golpe (gplp)- Her. Also 7 gulp, 8 golp. [?a.

Sp- golpe wound. Cf. Hurt sb.-"] A roundel of a
purple colour.

1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 88 The field is Or, v. Golpes.

.

These are in signification woundes. 1610 Glillim Heraldry
IV. xix. 11660) 352 If they [Roundles] be Purpure then we
call them Golpes. 1666 Morgan Armilogia 112 marg.,
Gulps are purple Balls. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Golps.
1868 in Cussa.ns Her. iv. (1882) 74.

tGo-lpol. Obs.-' [? for gold-foil; cf. Goldi-
locks.] A term of endearment.
1568 Hist. Jacob Zf Esau v. x. G iij, It is your deinty

dearlyng, your princkoxe, your golpoll.

Gols, obs. foim of Gules.
Golt, variant of Gai.lt sb.

Goluptious (golo'pjas), a. slang or humorous.
Al-o galoptious, galopshus. [Arbitrarily formed,
pei haps with suggestion of Voluptuous.] Delight-

ful, luscious.

1856 Strang Glasgozo 429 Raising the galoptious draught
to his lips 1862 Calverley Verses ite Tr. 79 Cooking for

a genteel fam'ly, John, it's a goluptious life. 1888
J.

Pays
Myst. Mirbridge II. xx. 63 A little scandal .. is the most
goluptious talk of all.

Golve, golvon, -vyn, obs. forms of Goave v.

Golyon (e, variant of Golion, Obs.

t Gom K Obs. Also 5 gome, 7 gomme. [? Ab-
breviation of *gonimer (cf. Gammer) = god-mother.
Cf. Goff.] -Cummer.
1483 Cath. Angl. 161 '2 A Gome ; vbi a godmoder. c 1610

Middleton etc. Widow 1. ii, Ric. Lady, well met. Era. I

doe not think so Sir. Ric. A scornfull Gom . . my Widow-
never gave me such an answer. 1611 Cotgr., Co/umere, .

.

a gomme. 1673 Yorksh. Dial. 5 (E. D. S. No. 76) Wyah,
Gom, l'se gea. Ibid. 70 Wyah, Gom Green.

tGont*. Obs. rare-'. [? var. of Gong ^.] ? --

Gong a
.

1694 N'arborolgh Voy. 1.133 The play. . was much like that
of a Jews-Trump, or little Gom.
GoiU" Cgpm)' dial. Also goms. [Deformation

of Goo. Cf. by GUM.] In phr. by gom ,s = by God.
1806 Bloompisld Wild Flozt'ers 39 By gom we women fell

a clacking. 1839 C Clark J. Noakcs <y Mary Styles 50
IE. D. S. No. 76), But oft, by gom ! when we've bin there,
It seem'd amos' to drizzle. 1840 Spl'rden Suppl. to Forby's
Voc. E. Auglia 63 Goms ! By Goms.

Gomarist gtw'marist). Eccl. Hist. Also 8

gommarist. [f. Gomar (see below; + -1st.] A fol-

lower of Francis Gomar (1563-1641), Professor of

Divinity at Leyden, who zealously defended ortho-

dox Calvinism in opposition to the doctrines of his

colleague Arminius (see Abminian).
1674 Hickman Quiuouart. Hist. (ed. 2) 156 No Gomarist

would refuse to subscribe the saying. 1725 tr. Dupins
Eccl. Hist. i-jthC. I. vii. i. 291 This Contest was afterwards
renew'd .. betwixt the Arminians and Gommarists. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. xxii. 36 The Gomarists who
satisfied the natural passion for equality by denying per-

sonal merit.

So Oomarian (g^me^rian).
1617 Sir H. Bourgchier in Abp. Ussher's Lett. (1686) 61

The opposite Faction to the Arminian, by them termed
vulgarly Gomarians.

_ 1847 Prandi tr. C. Canti^s Reform,
in Europe I. 347 Arminians and Gomarians.

II Gomasllta. Indian. Also 8-9 gomastah.

[Hindustani, a. Pers. i^J,\_tJgamds/ilalt 'ap-

pointed, delegated '.] A native agent or factor, a
clerk for native correspondence.
1747 MS. in Yule & Burnell Hobson-Jobson s.v., Goa

Masters. 1758 in Vansittart Narr. Trans, in Bengal
(1766) I. 26 There is a complaint lodged against an English
gomastah. 1776 Trial of .Vundocomarjj/i, I was his chief
gomastah : 1 used to superintend his other gomastahs. 1837
Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 136 The Rajah's Gomashta stood
by, to order her about.

Gomb
x e, obs. lorm of Gum.

Gombeen lgpml»~n). Anglo-Irish, [a. mod.
Irish gaimbin ; according to Stokes (111 Fick Vergl.
Il'b. II. 79; repr. a derivative of OCellic ' kmlnon,
whence med L. cambium : see Change.] Usury.
Chiefly atlrib.. as gombeen-man, a money-lender,
usurer; so also gornbeen-wi man. Hence Gom-
bee'nism, the practice of borrowing or lending at

usury.

J862 H. Coulter West fret. 197 Shopkeepers, Gombeen
men, and others to whom they have become indebted, ibid.
201 Possessed of some hundreds of pouuds each, which they
jend out at Gombeen. 188a Times 20 July 9/3 The bank.

.

in Ireland, is often little more than a glorified gombeen-man.

GOMORBHEAN.
1866 Contimp. Rev. Apr. 504 The evil of ' gombeemsm '

which has always been so prevalent in the poorer districts
of Ireland. 1894 Hai.l Caine Manxman 320 She was a
gombeen woman.
Gombo, var. of Gumbo.
Gombroon, Gomroon gfmbr/7-n, gpmitf*a).

Also 7 Gomron. [Name of a town on the Persian
Gulf. Cf. Gambroon.] A kind of Persian potterv.

imitated in Chelsea ware.
1698 Fryer E. hid. <y Persia 331 Gombroon Ware, made

of Earth, the best, ne.u China. 1699 M. Lister Jaunt, to
Pans 139 The Gomron Ware. 1880 Daily Netvs 13 Apr. 5/1
The year 1695 is authoritatively given for the appearance of
the Chelsea pottery known as Gomroon. 1885 Middleton
in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 621/2 The main varieties of this
Perso-Chinese ware are the following, u) A sort of semi-
porcelain, called by English dealers, quite without reason,
'Gombroon ware ',which is pure white and semi-transparent.

t Gome '. Obs. Forms : 1 guma, 3-4 gum.v.e,

3-5 gom, (5 gomme, goom, Sc. goym
,
3-6

gome. [Com. Teut. ; OE. guma - OS. gu?iio,

OHG. gumOy gonw (MHG. gome), ON. gttme
(poet.), Goth, guma :—pre-Teut. *gh?mon- cognate
with L. homo, homin-is. In poetic use from OE.
times to 16th c, also in bridegome now Pripf-
GBOOM, q.v.] A man.
Beowulf (Z.) 652 Grette ba guma oberne. < 1205 La\ .

17295 He haehte Gillomaurus, gomenen he wes lauerd.
a izz$ Juliana 26 Te luuien godd aire gume lauerd.
r 1300 K . Horn 22 Twelf feren he hadde. And alle hi were
faire gomes. 6x380 Sir Ferumb. 402 'Christene knj'3t ',

quab Fyrumbras ;
' bou art a wonder gome', c 1400 Dest>.

Troy 10149 Philmen. .Gird to Agamynon, & the gome hit.

c 1450 Holland Hoivlat 540 Mony galiard gome was on the
ground levit. 1515 Scot. Field 108 The King was glade of
that golde, that the gome brought.

b. applied to God.
.1330 Cast. Love 1512 To whum joye and honour bi-come

Wib-outen ende, re holy Gome.
2. Comb., as gome-graith, armour.
c 1420 Anturs of Arth. xxxiv, We ar in our gamene, we

haue no gome [v. r. gude] graibe.

1 Gome . Obs. exc. dial. Also 3 gom, y
gawm. [a. ON. gattm-r masc. gaum fem. i,OSw.

gom) care, heed, etc. « OS. gdma (MDu. gome,
goom). OIIG. gouma, etc. ,MHG. goitme, goitm),

Goth. *gmtma (whence gaumjan to take notice of,

see Yeme v.). Ulterior etymology uncertain.]

a. Heed, attention, notice, care ; esp. in phrase

lo nimen i,or take) gome = to give heed. b. (See
quot. 1877, and cf. Gacmless, -like.1
c 1200 Okmin 5086 Nu birrb be nimenn mikell gom Off biss

att I be sha:we. < 1290 .V. E. Leg. I. 209/308 Of tormens
at he bare isaij, gret gome with-alle he nam. Ihtd. 443 '440
'ar-of he tok luyte gome. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9320
Jimeb . . gome here A^en wat men 3c ssolle fi^te. c 1380

Sir Ferumb. 1745 per-of nema > gome, c 14x0 Citron. Eng.
97 in Ritson Metr. Horn. II. 274 Londone he made furst with
gome, Ant yef hit his oune nome. 1877 Holderness Gloss.,

Gawm, sense, wit, tact.

Gome ^. ~Coom sbl 4.

x6n Cotgr., Camboy, the blacke, and oylie grease, of a
wrought cart-wheele ; some call it, the Gome.
Gome, var. Gom 1

, Obs.; obs. form of Gcm.
Gome n, obs. form of Game.

t Gomer l
. Obs. Also 4 goomor, 4-5 gomor.

[a. L gomor, Gr. yofiop, transliteration of Heb. no:'

e-omer: see Omer.J A Hebrew measure = Osier ;

sometimes confused with Homer -.

ciooo /Elfric Exod. xvi. 16 An semetfa;t full, be his
gomor heton.

_
138a Wvclif Exod. xvi. 22 Thei gadreden.

.

two gomors bi eche man. 1398 Treyisa Earth. De P. Ji.

xix. exxviii. (1495) 933 Gomor [ = Homer] is a mesure of xl

modius (as Isider sayth). c 1450 Mirour Saluaeioun 1832
And ilk one b[r]ot o Gomor of manna home. 1579 Fulke
L/eskins' Pari. 353 They had two gomers full, a 1631
Donne Serm. xxxi. 11640) 308 Nor satisfied with his Gomcr
of Manna.

Gomer - g^'maj). [f. the name of the in-

ventor, a French officer under Napoleon I.] Gomer
chamber, a conical chamber with spherical bottom
used in smooth-bore jjuns and mortars. Hence
Gomer-cka?nbered, Gomer jnortar, etc.

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. 6"«««fr(ed. 2) 135 To find the

Content of a Gomer, or other Conical Chamber. 1858
Greener Gunnery 211 The use of the Gomer form of
chamber, is nearly universal in brass guns. 1859 1

:
- A.

Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 88 Cartridges for 'Gomer'
Chambered Guns. Ibid. 92, 8-inch Gomer moriars. 1876
in Voyle Milit. Diet
Gomerel (jyn»rel), sb, Sc. and north. Also

9 gomeral, -il, -ill, gommarel, -eril, gomral.
-rell, gaumerill. [Of obscure formation: see

-rel.] A fool, simpleton, silly fellow.

1814 Saxon <$• Gael III. 73 Ye was right to refuse that

claveiing gomerel, Sir John. 1818 Scott Poi> Roy xiv, Our
auld daft laird here and his gomerils o' sons. 1843 Mrs.
Carlvle Lett. 1 224 Ready to beat me (or a distracted

Gomeril. 1886 Stkvf.nson Kidnapped xx. 193, I have
proved myself a gomeral this night.

Gomfaynoun, obs. form of Gonfanon.
Gom-gom: see Gum-gum.
Gomme, var. Gom !, Gome I, Obs. ; obs. f. Gum.
Gomor, variant of Gomer ', Obs.

Gomoria, -ry, obs. forms of Gonorrhoea.

t Gomorr h ean. a. and sb. Obs. [f. Gomor-
rah, Gonwrrha, on analog) of other names in -ean.



GOMPHIASIS.
According to the system used in the Bible of 1611, the

normal transliteration of Heb. TV\OV {tdmdra) would be
'Amorah. The Gr. form, however, was Vofioppa; in the
N. T. this was adopted as Gomorrha, while in the O. T. the
translators employed the hybrid spelling Gomorrah.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Gomorrah see Gen.

xviii, xix).

1581 J. Bell Haddons Answ. Osor. 37b, Gomorrhean
and Sodomiticall brimstone. 1593 Nashe Strange News
Wks. (Grosart) II. 277 The tedious wildernesse of this

Gomorian Epistle.

B. sb. An inhabitant of Gomorrah ; hence, one
who follows the practices of its inhabitants.
1522 Skelton Why not to Court 469 The Gommoryans

also Were brought to deedly wo As Scrypture recordis.

1550 Bale Eftg. Votaries 11. M iij, Hys diabolical rable of
sorcerouse Gomorreanes. 1583 StUBBES Anat. Alms. 11.

(1882) 3 When the Sodomits and Gomorreans had filled vp
the measures of their iniquitie. 1613 Dekker Strange
Horse-Race etc. Wks. (Grosart) III. 369 The Cimerians,
the Sodomites, and the Gomorrhzeans.
So f G-omorreal a.

1550 Bale Af>ol. 59 But where are thy scriptures, to prove
a perpetuyte in thy Gomorreal vowes?

Gomphiasis (g^mfarasis). Path. [a. Gr. 70/4-

i/jtWi? toothache, i.yoficpio^ molar tooth.] Disease
of the teeth (esp. the molars) causing them to he-

come loose in their sockets.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey) ; and in mod. Diets.

Gomphodont (gp-mf<%nt), a. Zoo/, [f. Gr.
yofKp-os bolt + iiftovT- (odovs) tooth.] Having the

teeth inserted by gomphosis; socketed.
1889 in Century Diet.

Gompholite (g^mfJlait). Geoi. [f. Gr. yufitpos

bolt, nail: see -lite. (Named by Brongniart.)]

(See quot. 1839.)
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 296/2. 1839 G. Kobekts Diet. Geo!.,

Gompholite, a conglomerate of the tertiary formation, in
which the imbedded pebbles appear like nails in a baronial
door. 1859 in Page Handbk. Geo/. Terms.

II Gomphosis {gpmto^sis,). Anat. [mod.L., a.

Gr. yofKpaKTts, f. yofKpueiv to bolt together, f. yofityos

bolt.] A form of immovable articulation, in which
one hard part (e.g. a tooth) is received into the
cavity of another, as a peg or nail into its socket.
1578 Banister Hist, Man 1. 13 The manner of their [teeth]

situation in the iawes is named Gomphosis. 1658 Rowland
Moufet's J heat. Ins. Ep. Ded., Toothed bars, that answer
one the other with a thorny gomphosis. 1658 Sin T. Browne
Gard. Cyrns iii. 57 The seeds of many pappous or downy
flowers lockt up in sockets after a gomphosis or mortis-
articulation. 1741 A. Monro Anat. Bones (ed. 31 157 The
teeth are joined to the Sockets by Gomphosis. 1854 R.
Owes in Circ. Sci., Organ. Nat. I. 216 The . . plates are .

.

articulated by gomphosis to the. .ribs.

Gomral, -rell, variants of Gomekel, fool.

Gornro(o)n, variant of Gombroon.
Goms : see GOM 3.

Gon, var. of gan, pa. t. of Gix v., to begin ; obs.

inf. (etc.) of Go v.

-gon (grn )> suffix. The second element (repr. Gr.
-y<uv-o$, -ov, -angled) of Heptagon, Hexagon, etc.,

sometimes used with algebraic symbols (as ///-gon,

M-gon) which take the place of a Greek numeral.
[165a News/r. Lowe-Countr. 2 For 'tis not . . Trigonall, or

Pentagonall, Or any of the Gones at all. ] 1867-78 J . Wol-
STENHolme Math. Probt. ted. 2) Prob. 1853 In the moving
circle is described a regular ///-gon.. The same epicycloid
may also be generated by the corners of a regular «-gon.

Gonad \gp'nxd). Biol. [f. Gr. 701/17, yovos

generation, seed, etc. + -ad, after mod.L. gonas,
pi. gonades.] An undifferentiated germ-gland, serv-

ing both as ovary and spermary.
1880 Lankester in Nature XXII. 147 Having its genital

sacs or gonads placed in the course of the radial canals.
1887 Athenxum 29 Oct. 57 2/ 1 Groups, .having the nephridia
functioning as efferent ducts for the gonads.

Hence Oonaduct (forgonad-drtct : cf. quot. 1887
above).
1888 Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 183/1 Nephridia

(modified in some as gonaducts 1
.

!lGonagra(g^ix'gra). Path. Also (in irregularly

anglicized form) 7 gonagry. [mod.L., f. Gr. ydv-v
knee (after Podagba). Cf. F. gonagre.] Gout in

the knee.

1657 Tomlinson Renotfs Disp. ^05 By its [a vesicatory]
adhibition to the feet the Gonagry and Podagry are cured.
1706 Phillips ied. Kersey), Gonagra. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Gonangium {g(mx-nd$wm). ZooL PI. -ia.

[mod.L., f. Gr. yuv-os generation + ayytiov vessel.]

An external chitinous receptacle within which, in

the calyptoblastic genera of Hydrozoa, thesporosacs
or planoblasts are developed. HenceG-onangial a.

1871 Allman Gymnoblastic Hydroids 26 Peculiar recep-
tacles—the gonangia—destined for the protection of the
sexual buds. Ibid. 47 In some cases the contents of the
gonangium escape. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iii.

131 The gonophore contained in a gonangium. Ibid. In the
genus Aglaophenia groups of gonangia are enclosed in a
common receptacle.

Gonapophysis (gpnap^'fisis). EnL [f. Gr.
y6v-os generation + Apophysis.] One of the paired
processes on the eighth and ninth ventral segments
of the cockroach and allied species, forming the
external genital organs. Hence Gonapopliy sial a.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 406 The most con-

Vol. IV.

285

[

spicuous division of the right gonapophysis is a broad plate

[

divided at the extremity into two portions.

Gondala, -dalo, -delay, -delo,vars. Gondola.
Gonder, variant of Gander.
Gondola (gftid#\$.). Forms: 6 gondala, 6-8

,
-delay, 7 -dalo, -delo, -dilo, -dolo, gundalo,

[

(8 U.S.) -delo(e, -dello, -dilo(w, -dolo, 7-9
gondole, (7 gundel, 8 gondeL, 6- gondola.
Also 9 U.S. gondelo, gundelow, -dalow, -dola.

1 [ad. It. gondola (whence also Sp., Pg. gondola, F.
gondole) of obscure origin : see Diez, Koiting, etc.]

1. A light flnt-bottomed boat or skiff in use on
the Venetian canals, having a cabin amidships and
rising to a sharp point at either end ; it is usually
propelled by one man at the stern with a single oar.

1549 Thomas Hist. Italic 83 b, [He kept] one man, or two
at_ the most, to row his Gondola, a 1577 Gascoigne Flowers
Wks. (1587) 52 And from their battered barks commanded to
be cast Some Gondalaes wherein upon our pleasant streams
they past. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. 11. vi. 2 A litle Gondelay.
1600 Shaks. A. J'. L. iv. i. 38. 1605 B. Jonson Volpoue
111. ii. Rowing vpon the water in a gondole, With the most
cunning Curtizan, of Venice. 1611 W. Venner Beam of
Brightness I! 2 b, No ratling Cart or Waggon runnes in
me, but gentle Gundels swimming ore the streame. 1670
Loud. Gaz. No. 437/2 He was. .attended by great numbers
of his friends in their Pleasure-boats and Gondola's. 1697
tr. C'tess D'Aunoys Trav. (1706) 169 Tbere'sa Canal, .and
another square Place in which the King has little Gundolues
painted and gilt. 1739 Lady M. W. -Montagu Let. to C'tess
Pom/ret 6 Nov., The greatest equipage is a gondola, that
holds eight persons. 1764 Oxford Sausage 157 O'er Seas of
bliss Peace guide her Gondelay. 1818 Byron Bepfo xix.
1820 — Mar. luil. iv. i, The far lights of skimming gondolas.
1831 MOORE Summer Pete 404 Light gondolas, of Venetian
breed. _ 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I. 281 My love of gliding
about in gondolas.

b. trans/. (

s
See quots.)

1827 May/air 1. 31 There beauty half her glory veils In
cabs, those gondolas on wheels. 1870 Dishakli Lothair
xxvii, He hailed a cruising Hansom,. .' "Pis the gondola of
London ', said Lothair as he sprang in.

1 2. a. A ship's boat. b. Some kind of small
war-vessel. Obs.
1626 P. Nichols Drake Revived (1628) 9 A ship of Spaine

.. (espying our foure Pinnaces), . . sent away her Gundeloe
towards the Towne, to glue warning. 1799 Naval Chron.
I. 273 The Brest fleet, consisting of thirty-two sail, five
frigates, and five gondolas, had put to sea.

8. U.S. A large flat-bottomed river boat of light

build
; a lighter ; used also as a gun-boat.

1774 J. WENTWORTH in N. E. Hist. <$ Gen. Reg. (1S69)
XXllL 276 The cannon were sent in Gondolas up the River
into the country. 1777 E. Badlam Ibid. (1848) II. 49
Colonel Brown has taken Ticonderoga. .a number of armed
gundeloes, one armed sloop [etc.]. 1805 W. Hunter in
Naval Chron. XIII, 39 Two Gundolas came down and fired
at us. 1809 Kendall Trav. III. lxiv. 31 Vessels are floated
down to the sea, by means of flat-boats or lighters, here
[northern U.S.] called gondolas. 1866 Whittiek Snoiu-
Bound 254 When favoring breezes deigned to blow The
square sail of the gundelow. 1886 B. P. Poore Remin.
I. iii. 51 The Potomac River.. was navigable, .in long, flat-

bottomed boats, sharp at both ends, called ' gondolas '.

4. -gondola car.

1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.
5. aitrib. and Comb., as gondola-beak, f-boat,

office; gondola-car U.S., a railway car having
a platform body with low sides.

1887 Ruskin Prsterita II. 101 Seeing the *gondo!a-beak
come actually inside the door at Danieli's. 1814 Col.
Hawker Diary 11893) I* I23 On one [canal] are many fine
*gondola boats. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Gondola-
Car. 1887 Pall Mall G. 10 Aug. 14/2 The other rolling-
stock comprises four double decked open cars, twenty plat-
form cars, twenty gondola cars [etc.]. 1821 T. Moore Mem.
(1853) III. 252 Lord John drove me to the *gondole office.

Gondolet (gpnd^le't). Also 7 gundelet, -olet.

[ad. It. gondolet'la, dim. of gondola Gondola.] A
small gondola.
1602 Marston Ant. % Mel. III. Wks. 1856 I. 42 There's

my signet, take a gundelet. 1607 Dekker Whore Babylon
Wks. 1873 II. 211 Those whose nets, Are cast out of our
Fairy gundolets. 1828 Moore Venetian Air i, Come to me,
When smoothly go our gondolets O'er the moonlight sea.
1856 Annk Manning Tasso fy Leonora 159 Floating in a
gilded gondojet with silken awning on the sweet river.

Gondolier (gpndiUio-j). Also 7 gundelier,
gondoleer, 7-8 gondalier. [a. F. gondolier, ad.
It. gondoliere (pi. -iert), f. gondola Gondola.] One
who rows a gondola.
1603 Florio Montaigne (1632) 477 The Gondoliers or

Water men of Venice. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 126 A knaue
of common hire, a Gundelier. 1611 Corvat Crudities 168,
I rueane those seducing and tempting Gondoleers of the
Rialto bridge. 1740 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to IVortley
Montagu 1 June, They are rowed by gondoliers dressed in
rich habits. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. iii, In Veniqe
Tasso's echoes are no more, And silent rows the songless
gondolier. 1880 Vernon Lee Stud. Italy vi. ii. 266 The
gondoliers seated on the slimy steps by their moored boats.
Gondolo, obs. form of Gondola.
Gone (g£n), ///. a. [pa. pple. of Go v. ; for the

predicative uses see Go v. 48.J
1. Of persons : Lost, ruined, undone. Also, a

gone case, a hopeless case
;
gone sensation {feeling ,

a feeling of faintness or utter exhaustion. Gone
coon : U.S. (see Coon 3

n
.

1598 Bernard Terence in English (1607) 303 Truly I am
but a gone man [eguidem perij\. 1637 Rctherford Lett.

GONFANEUR.
(1862") I. 445 Men think Christ a gone man now and that
He shall never get up His head again. 1677 I. Mather
Preval. Prayer 11864) 253 We were in Appearance a gone
and ruined People, a 1747 D - Brainerd in Bp. Lavington
Enthus. (1754) II. 220 One Indian felt that it was a gone
Case with him, and thought he must sink down to Hell. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. 247 Had a parson been
there, I had certainly been a gone man. 1823 Scott
Quentin I), xxii, Up heart, master, or we are but gone men.
1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxiv, But don't talk so,

as if it were a gone case ! 1892 Longm. Mag. Jan. 260
That terrible gone ' .sensation produced only by prolonged
abstinence from food.

2. That has departed or passed away ; also past
andgone. Dead and gone (see Dead a.).
1820 Keats IsaN-lla xx. To honour thee, and thy gone

spirit -reel. 1839 Mary Howitt Marion's Pilgr. vn. xiii. 3
And thi: gone tenderness of youth Doth to my heart return.
1849 Lytton ( axtons (1856) 1 15 The gone ages. 1897 Daily
News 30 July 7/1 Bast and gone conditions of fighting.

b. In Howls. (Sec quot., and cf. Go v. 48 b.)
1892 Outdoor Games wwi, A 'gone bowl ' is one that has

-•topped a hopeless distance beyond the jack.

3. With advs., %sgonedo:vn, -ottt 'see Go v. 78, S-T

.

i8ss Dickens Dorrit 1. xiv, In the chair before the gone-
out fire .. was the gentleman whom she sought. ^1888
Churchward Btackbirdutg 213, I shan't get mor<; than tlu;

gone-down price.

Ileneo Go*ner slang, one who is dead or undone.
1857 Thoreau Maine IV. 11894) 365 He exclaimed, 'She

is a goner! ' .. There, to be sure, she lay perfectly dead.
1891 Nat. Goild Double Event 261 Makea noise, or follow
me, and you're a goner.

Gone, variant of Gaxe v., Obs., to gape ; variant
of gan pa. t. of Gin v., to begin ; obs. form of Gux.
Gone-by, ppL a. and sb. [f. gone pa. pple. of
Go v. +By- 2 d.]

A. ppl. adj. =3 Bygone///, a. in various senses.
1827 W. ti. S. Excurs. Village Curate 70 Something like

an old gone-by companion. 1832 Mrs. F. Trollope Dom.
Manners Amer. xiv. 1859) 124 Gone-by relics of the dark
ages. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers IV. xii. 241 The belief,
and. .ritual, of gone-by ages.

B. sb. Bygone sb.

1859 W. Chadwick Life De Foe vii. 342 You cannot let

gone-byes be gone-byes quietly.

tGonel. Obs.- 1 [ad. OF. gonele, gonelle,
dim. of gone, gonne Gown.] A long gown, worn
over armour.
r 1380 Sir 1crumb. 4345 Ry^t as marchantz wille we ryde,

Wei y-armed an-vnder our gonels wyde.

Goneness (g^nines). [f. Gone///, a. + -ness.]
Faintness ; lassitude ; exhaustion.
1853 Motley Corr. 1,1089) I. v. 155 His head bobbing

from side to side with an expression of 'goneness'. 1871
G. H. NAPHEYS Prevent. <y Cure Dis. iii. ii. 628 Others,
without actual pain, complain of a sense of ' goneness *,

which leaves them exhausted and almost breathless.

Gonfalon (gp'nfaVn). Also 6-9 gonfalone.
[ad. It. gonfalone, Pg. gonfalao, Sp. confalon, F.
gonfalon, later form of Gonfanon.] A banner or
ensign, frequently composed of or ending in several
tails or streamers, suspended from a cross-bar instead

of being directly fastened to the pole, esp. as used
by various Italian republics or in ecclesiastical

processions.

1595 T. Bedingfeld tr. Maahiai-eilVs Ftor. Hist. 73 For
it sufficed that anie one man ci ied, let vs goe to such a place,
or holding the Goiifalune by the hande, looked that way.
1667 Milton P. L. v. 589 Ten thousand thousand Ensignes
high advane'd, Standards, and Gonfalons twtxt Van and
Reare Stream in the Aire. 1706 in Phillips ied. Kersey),
Gonfalon, the Banner of the Church carry 'd in the Pope's
Army. 181 1 Scott Don Roderick xxvi, The fiends had
burst their yoke, And waved 'gainst heaven the infernal
gonfalone. 1868 Kingi.akk Crimea 11877) IV. vi. 131 The
priests with images, gonfalons, and crosses.

fig. 1887 M cCartiiv in GentI. Mag. Mar. 292 Home Rule
was the gonfalon of a small, compact party of Irish members
in the House of Commons.
Gonfalonier (gf nfalonlo-i\ Also 6 gon-

falonner, 7 confalonier, gonfollinere. Also
8-9 (in Ital. form) gonfaloniere. [a. F. gon-
falonier or It. gonfaloniere, f. prec] The bearer
of a gonfalon, a standard-bearer; spee.'{a) the
title of the chief magistrate (or other official) in

several Italian republics; (p) i^see quot. 1706).
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1589) 58S In other

places they have Gonfalonners, as at Lucques. 1659 Br.
Wren Monarchy Asserted x, 122 Had she [Florence] not.

.

her Magistrates Executing ? Was not the Rotation too pro-
vided for by the Annual Election of her Gonfalonier? 1673
Ray Journ. Lcnu C. 378, 2 Priors and a Confalonier. 1706
in Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gonfalonier, the Pope's Standard-
bearer, which Ohlce is claim'd as Hereditary by the Dukes
of Parma. 1756 Nugent L^r. TourXW. 311 Here the car-
dinal legate, and the gonfaloniere with his counsellors,
usually reside. 180* Brookes' Gazetteer (ed. 121 s.v. Lucca,
The head of this republic has the name of gonfalonier, who
has the executive power. 1889 Atheuxum 27 July 126/2
Four years after the execution of Savonarola the people of
Florence . . elected Piero Soderini Gonfalonier for life.

Hence G-o-nfalonie'rsnip, the office of a gon-
falonier.

1726 Leoni Life Alberti in A.'s Archil. 1 The Albertis
nine times possessed the Gonfalonership. 1889 Athcnxum
17 Aug. 214/3 A crowned Gonfaloniership of the Church,
leaving the Holy Father nominally free in Rome.

t Go'nfaneur. Obs. In 3 gunfaneur. [irregu-

larly f. Gonfanon.] = Gonfalonier.
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GONFANON.
« IMS Ancr. R. 300 Schrift, lo nu, is gunfaneur, & bereS '

her be banere biuoren alle Godes ferde.

Gonfanon (gfnfanffti). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms

:

4 gom-, gonfaynoun, 4-5 gon-, gunfanoun, (4

goffanoun, goinfa(inoun, -faynonn, gounfa-

noun, gunfa(i;nun, -phanun, 5 confanon. gan-

fano^u)n), 7- 8gonfannon,-ennon,?- gonfanon.

[a. OF. gunfanun, gonfanon, etc., = Fr. gonfano,

med.L. gunt/ano, ad. OHG. gund/ane, ckundfano

(OF. giid/ana, ON. gunu/ane) , f. *gund- (OF. gi'if)

:_OTcut. *gun}j& war + /alio banner, Fasox.

From the later Fr. and It. forms gon/a!on, -one

comes the doublet Gonfalon.]

1. = Gonfalon. In the middle ages, chiefly ap-

plied to the small (lag or pennon suspended im-

mediately beneath the steel head ofa knight's lance.

Alsoyf§-.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21732 On cros godd boght ur saul hues,

bar-on he gaf him-seluen ranscun, And of him-seluen mad
gunphanun. 13.. A'. A lis. 1963 There was mony gonfa-

noun. Of gold, sendel, and siclatoun. 13.. Sir Tristr. 173

He bad his knifes . . Com . . Wib hors and wepenes fele

And rered goinfaynoun. C1400 Rom. Rose 3018, I here of

Love the gonfanoun, Of Curlesye the banere. 1489 Canton

Jaytes ofA. I. XV. 45 The chyef capytaynes of the oostls

had gon'fanons with certeyn deuyses. 1688 R. Hoi.me

Armoury III. 273/1 A Papal Gonfanon, or square Banner.

. .This.. is ever carried before the Popes Holiness, when he

goeth, or is carried in Processions. 1794 J. P. Malcolm 111

Coin/. Mag. Libr. Topoc;. III. 1893' 32 On his gonfannons

a bend between six escallops. 1828-40 Tvtlf.r Hist. Scot.

(1864) I. 320 He holds a long spear, ornamented by a gon-

fanon. 1870 Tennyson Harold v. i, I see the gonfanon of

Holy Peter Floating above their helmets.

1 2. A lance from which a gonfanon is suspended.

1481 Canton Godfrey exeviii. 289 And with the gonfanon

that he bare lusted ayenst hym in sucbe wy*e that he bare

hym thurgh the bodye and slewe hym.

Hence f G°nfanoner [= OF. SHU/anumer\,

the bearer of a gonfanon.
1 1450 Merlin zii The kynge Boors so smote Sarmedon,

the ganfanoner, that he kutte of the arme with all the

sheilde, and the baner fill to the erthe.

tGong 1
. Obs. Also i gang, 3-6 gonge, 5

goonge, (i goung'e, gung(e. [A special use of

OF. pin?, gong: see Gang sbA So OX. gang-r,

OHG./eldgang, MHG., MDu. gain:']

1. A privy.

c 1000 /Emuc Horn. I. 200 pa3a he to gange com. c 1050

Sitppl. jElfric's Gloss, in Wr.-Wulclcer 185/18 Latrtna, net

secrssus, gang. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mather 081 pai

ware..schot in till gong stinkand. c 1400 Lny Folks Mass

Bt. App. iii. 125, 1 knoweleche to the that thtr nys no

goonge more stynkynge thenne my soule is. 1401 Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II 72 If every hous were honest to ete fleish

inne, than were it honest to ete in a gonge. 1494 Fabyan

Citron, vii. 347 The Iewe of Tewkysbury, ulnch fell into a

gonge vpon the Satyrday. 1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570)

C iii b 2 In a foule prison or in a stinking gonge. 1541

Pavnf.l Salernes Regim. 34 We shulde eschewe gunges,

sinkes, gutters [etc.]. 1570 Levins Manip. 167/37 A Gonge,

forica. 1576 Gascoigne GriefofJoy Wks. ( Hazlltt) II. 282

A stately Toye, a preciows peece of pellfe, A gorgeous

gong, a worthies painted wall, A flower full freshe [etc.).

2. The contents of a privy ; ordure.

1562 in Stew's Sum. (1633) 666 No man shall bury any

dung, or goung, within the Liberties of this City.

3. attrib. and Comb., as gong-holt, -house, -man,

-pit; gong-farmer [Farmer I], -fayer, -fower,

a scavenger ;
gong-purl, the hole of a privy.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 203/2 "Goonge fyrmar (K., H., S.

gongefowar; P. feyar), clocuarins, latrinartus. 1480

Caxton CAron. F.ng. ccxxi, They ntadc a gong-fermer

smyte of his hede. 1562 in Stovi's Sun: .1633) 666 No
Goungfermour shall carry any Ordure till after nine of the

Clocke in the night. 1596 Harington Mctam. Ajax (1814)

21 Met in the street a gong-farmer with his cart full laden

-.. "gongn.....

his "gong huse. c 1000 /Elfric luterr. Sigeltmlfi xlix.

iMacLean) 90 On batre nyoemestan fleringe wis.heora
•gangpyt & heora myxen. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vtrnon

MS. xxix. 48 In to a gonge put fer wi,,-Inne pe child adoun

berlnne he prong, a 1125 Aiicr. R. 84 To wrien, & te helien

pet "gong burl.

Gong ten)
2

- [a. Malay y:gigong, gang,

so called in imitation of the sound made by the

instrument. Hence also F. and O.gong Sp. gongo ]

A metallic disk with upturned rim (usually made

of an alloy composed of four parts copper to one

of tin) which produces resonant musical notes when

suspended and struck with a soft mallet.

Of Asiatic (Malay) origin, but now very generally employed

in European countries as an instrument of call, esp. to sum-

mon a household to meals.
.

c 1600 Adv. A . Battel in Purchns Pilgrims (1625) II. 970

In the morning before day the Generall did strike his Gongo,

which is an Instrument of War that soundeth like a Bell.

1607 Dampier I -oj: (1729) I. 338 A great Drum with but one

Head called a Gong; which is instead of a Clock. 1779

Forrest Vov. N. Guinea 176 They are fond of musical

gongs, which come from Cheribon on Java .801 Soctiify

Ihataba ix. 100 , Stanf.l The heavy Gong is heard, 1 hat falls

like thunder on the dizzy ear. 1816 Scott A tttiq vi, I have

bad equally doubt concerning my dinner call; gongs,

now in present use, seemed a new-fangled and heathenish

invention. 1832 Hi. Martisf.au Demerara 111. 30 At this

moment the gong sounded the hour of dinner. 1B47 I.

286

Wilson Chr. North (1857) ' "43 Let the breakfast-gong I

sound at ten o'clock. 1882 Miss Braodon Ml. Royal II. x.

225 The two damsels now appeared, summoned by the gong.

b. A saucer-shaped bell, struck by a hammer or

tongue moved by some mechanical device ; chiefly
:

used as an alarm or call-bell.

1864 in Webster. 1875 in Knight Viet. Modi.

c. allrib. and Comb., as gong-hammer, -metal,

peal, -stand; gong-bell - b (Webster 1864).

1811 Scott Don Roderick xix, Gong-peal and cymbal-
|

clank the ear appal. 1854 J- Scoitern in Orr's Circ. Sa.,

Clum. 492 Bell-metal contains about mice that quantity of
)

tin ; and gong-metal somewhat less.

Gong, obs. form of GANG.

Go*ng-gong. ? Obs. Also 8 gun g -gun g.
j

[Partly a reduplication of Malay gong, gung (see I

Gong * ;
partly an independent echoic formation :

cf. GlMGUM.
The reduplicated form may have come from some Malayan

j

dialect ; cf. gonc-goti* barking of dogs, ginggong a ' Jew s

harp' or similar toy. Cf. G. gonggong, gouggou, Du., Sw.

gonggong, Ha. gongon, a gong.]

A name given to various musical instruments ot
j

percussion in use among barbarous peoples.
|

1771 J. R. Forsif.r /'. Osbeek's Trap. I. 186 Gungung is

the Chinese name of an instrument which has the greatest

resemblance to a brass bason. 177m Ann. Reg. 5/2 Besides

these they have little drums, great and small kettle drums,

gunguns or round brass basons like frying pans, flutes [etc.].

1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VIII. 727 But hark ! the

.ong-»ong tolls the knell of day. 1817 Bowmen Mission lo

A shaiitee 1. vii. 11819" 136 The gong-gongs and drums were

beat all around us.

Gongorism (gfngoriz'm). [f. Gongora (see

below) + -ism.] An affected type of diction and

style introduced into Spanish literature in the 16th

century by the poet Gongora y Argote (1 561- 1627).

SoGo'ngorist [-1st], one who writes in this style.

Also Gongoresque a. [-F.so.rE].

1813W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXX. 461 Gongorism

became the name of a finical mode of writing. 1837-9

Hallam Hist. Lit. 118471 I"- '7 The Gongorists formed

a strong party in literature, and carried with them the public

voice 1849 Ticknor JUst. Span. Lit. II. xxxin. 52 note,

He [Corral] is Gongoresque in his style, as is Quintana.

1886 Q. Re-.: July 39, F.uphuistic language corresponded 111

date and character'with Gongorism in Spain.

Gonhelly, variant of Goonhilly.

Goniatite (gwuniatait). Paheont. [ad.mod.L.

ponialites (de Haan, 1825), f. Gr. tooto angle :

see quot. 1847.] A genus of fossil cephalopods.

t»& Penny Cycl. XI. 297/2. 1841 Tram. Geol.Soc.Ste. n.

(1 842) VI. 328 Goniatites are plentiful enough in the deposits

..in Westphalia. 1847 Ansteu A 11c. World v. 96 1 he most

important are called Goniatites ( . .from the angular markings

made by the intersection of the walls of the chambers and

outer shelli. 1849 Dana Geol. App. i. (i85o> 708 Resembles

a compressed Goniatite, but has no septa. 1864 H. Spencer

lllustr. Univ. Progr. 341 Until some twelve years ago, Go-

niatites had not been found lower than the Devonian rocks.

II
Gonidium (gonidiftn). Bot. PI. gorridia.

[mod.L., dim. on Gr. type of71W child, produce.]

1. One of the cells filled with chlorophyll which

are formed beneath the cortical layer in the thallus

of lichens ; now known to be imprisoned alga;.

1845 E. Tt'CKERMAN N. Amer. Lichens 29 The gonidia

exist primarily as the gonimous layer. 1856 W. L. Lindsay

Brit'Lichens 58 The gonidium is a cellular bud, a repro-

ductive cell. 1877 [see Gonidial].
.

2. a. A reproductive cell produced asexually in

algse. b. The conidium in fungi.

1882 [see CoNinlLM]. 1889 in Century Diet.

Hence Gonidial. Goni die atljs., of or pertaining

to gonidia; Gonidiogenous a., producing or

having the power to produce gonidia ;
Gonidioid

a., resembling the gonidia of lichens; Goni'diose

a., containing or provided with gonidia. Also

Gonidiophore = Conidiophore.

i8lS E. Tuckkrman M. A met: Lichens 29 The gonidial

propagation will be first described. 1856 W. L. Lindsay

Brit. Lichens 38 A thin, bright-green, gonidic layer. 1857

Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. 34' Gonidioid cells m various con-

ditions. 1877 Bennett tr. ThomCs Bot. 286 At the line

where they meet the gonidia almost always constitute a

zone of variable thickness, the gonidial layer. 1882 Vines

Sachs Bot. 273 The septum bulges out and developes into

a new gonidial receptacle. 1882 Crombif. in hneycl. Brit.

XIV 556 2 Many of these forms arc more or less similar to

' gonidioid ' alga;. fhU 557/1 The origin of the first Cortical

(fomdiogenous Cellules. Ibid. 558/2 Plants . in which the

thallus is but sparingly gonidiose. 1887 tr. Goobers Outt.

Classif. \ Morphot. Plants 131 Besides these large gonidio-

phores, the mycelia of many genera also bear [etc.].

Gonimic (gtmi-mik), a. [f. mod.L. gonimon

(a. Gr. jAn/ier ncut. of 701'i/ios producing offspring,

f. root y(v-, lov- to produce + -IC.] In gonimic

layer, stratum ( = mod.L. stratum gonimon) ong.

a synonym of ' gonidial layer '. Now in narrowed

sense, the adj. being taken to mean :
Relating to

qonimia; containing goniinia.
"

1857 Bf.rkixev Cryptog. Bot. s 4=i- 38" Every Lichen con

sists of at least the external, gonimic, and medullary strata.

1882 Cromiue in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 561/1 ihallus not

gelatinous, with a gonidial, rarely gonimic stratum.
_

II
Gonimium (gtmi-mumi). Bot. PI. gonimia.

[mod.L., I.gonimon (seeprec.).] A gonidium which

is not of an absolutely green (grass-green"; colour.

GONO-.

1882 Crombie in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 556/1 Gonimia (or the

gonidial granules already mentioned) which are naked, pale

greenish, glaucous greenish or bluish.

Go'nimous, a. Bot. rare. [f. mod.L. gonim-on

(see Gonimic a.) + -oi\s ] = Gonimic 'in the older

sense). "845 [see Goxidium i].

Goiiiodont '..gii^nMpnV, a. and sb. [f. Gr.

yajvi-a angle + oooiis, ooui't- tooth.] A. adj. Per-

taining to the Goniodontidse, a family of nemato-

gnathous fishes with angulated teeth. B. sb. A fish

belonging to this family.

1854 Owes Shot. <v Tcclh in Circ. Sci., Organ. Xat. I. 270

Bent . . like a tenter-hook, as in the fishes thence called

Goniodonts.

Goniometer g^"nifm;t3J). [ad. F. gonio-

mitre, f. Gr. -yowi'a angle + iiirpov measure.] An
instrument used for measuring angles.

Two kinds of goniometers are used in measuring angles of

crystals, the old contact- or hand-goniometer invented by
Carangeot, and the more accurate reflecting goniometer

invented by Wollaston.

1766 B. Martin itiile), New Art of Surveying by the

Goniometer. 1802 Bolrnon in Phil. Trans. XClI. 314,

I have measured this angle with more than usual care, .

.

having taken the precaution of using several different gonio-

meters. 1854 J. Scofffrn in Orr's Circ. Sci., Chem. 19

Carangeot's goniometer . . consists of two metal rulers

fastened together at the pivot a. 1895 Story-Maskelyni:

( 'rystallogr. § 373 The contact- or hand-goniometer. Ibid.

§ 374 The reflection-goniometer of Wollaston.

nttrib. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 56 Schmidt's gonio-

meter positive eye-piece is so arranged as to be easily

rotated.

Goniometry fg<?"ni(> metri). [ad. I-. gomo-

nit'trie (Lagny, 1724), f- as prec. : see -Metry.]

Measurement of angles.

1823 in Crabb Techiiot. Vict. 1847 Terrot {title). An At-

tempt to Elucidate and Apply the Principles of Goniometry.

1864 C. P. Smyth Our Inher. in. xv. M874) 269 There could

have been no more community of feeling_ . . in their gonio-

metry than in their methods of astronomical orientation.

Hence Go niome trie, Goniometrical adj's., o.

or pertaining to goniometry.

1837 Goring & Phitchard Microgr. 45 The goniometrical

part, or that which measures angles as well as distances.

1854 J. Scoffern in Oi-r's Circ. Sci., Chem. 137 A circum-

stance, .inferred from goniometric measurement.

Gonn(e, obs. form of Gln.
Gonn(e n, pa. t. (pi.) of Gin v., to begin.

Gonner, obs. form of Gunner.
Gonnof, Gonny, variants of Gonoph, Gosy.

Gono- (gp'no), prefix, before a vowel gon-, repi

.

Gr.yovo-, comb, form of -yoVos, yovri generation, off-

spring, semen, etc. Used in a few compounds in

Greek (of which only Gonorrhoea has passed into

English), and now employed in various technical

terms of modern Biology, Zoology, etc. Bono-
blast Biol, [see -blast], a cell which takes part

in reproduction ; hence Go noblastic a. ||
Gono-

blasti-dium Zool. (y>\.-idia). [f. Gonoblast + Gr.

-iSiov dim. suffix] - Blastostyle ; hence Gono-
blasti-dial a. \\

Gonocalyx Zool. [see Calyx 2],

the bell-shaped disk forming the swimming organ of

a medusiform gonophore ; hence Gonoca-lyoine a.

Gouocheme (gp-nokiiri) Zool. [Gr. oxVh*1 vehicle]

(see quot.). Gonococcus Bath, [see Coccus], the

micrococcus found in the discharge of gonorrhoea.

Go-nosome Zool. [Gr. o-w/ia body], Allman's name

for the collective body of reproductive zooids of a

hydrozoan ; hence Go nosomal a. Gonosphere

j

Bot. [Sphere], the irregular globule formed by the

: condensation of the protoplasm ol the oogonium in

1 certain fungi; also ||
Gonosphserinm {pX.-sphim'a).

||
Gonotlie ca Zool. [Gr. tojmj a case] = GonaN-

iiium ; hence Gonotheoal a. Gonozooid Zool.

[Zoom], one of the sexual zooids enclosed in certain

! of the gonophores of the Hydrozoa ; also attrib.

1884 A. Hyatt in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. //«/. (1885)

XXIII. 1. 61 An apparently strong objection to the gono-

blastic theory founded on the cover-cell. 1861 J. R. Greene

Man. Anim. Kiugd., Ca-lent. 46 In general, gonoblastidia

arise from the sides of the ccenosarc. 1877 Huxley Anal.

In-j. Anim. iii. 143 The groups of male and female gono-

!
phores are borne up'm separate branches of the gonoblasti-

Ilium. 1870 Nicholson Man Zool. 74 This system ol tubes

constitutes what is known as the system of the gonocalycine

canals'. Ibid. 73 The gonophore is now found to be com-

posed of a bell-shaped disc, termed the ' 'gonocalyx . 1871

Allman Gymnoblastic Hydroids p. XV, ,
'Gonocheme .. a

medusiform planoblast which gives origin directly to the

generative elements. Ibid. 76 The medusa, whether gono.

cheme or blastocheme, shows [etc.]. 1889 J. M. Dlncan

Led. /lis. Women xxii. (ed. 4) 181 The 'gono-coccus or

microbe believed to be peculiar to venerea gonorrhea to be

indeed its exclusive cause. 1897 Al/butt s Syst. Med. III.

71 Many observers have sought for the gonococcus in the

synovial fluid from the affected joints. 1870 Nicholson Malt,

y.ool. I. 26 Another series of reproductive zooids, co lecmelj

called the^gonosome'. 1871 Ai.LU\sGyiii>ioblasticIlydroids

m The zooids which compose the gonosome may letc.J. 1805

Cooke Rust, Smut, etc. .30 The large granules which are

contained in the oogonium accumulate at its centre, and

form an irregular, somewhat spherical mass, which is called

by De Bary a gonosphere. 1873 Mrs. Hooker tr./.<

Maout * Decaisnc's Bot. 95' "Gonosphena only differ from

oogonia in the condensation of the protoplasm at the centre

of the cell 1878 Natier in Buckland \ith Rep. Salmon
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/•is/:, 13 The surface of the gonospheria. 1861 J R. Gui-.em:

Man. Anim. Kingd., detent. 47 The lower portion of each
gonoblastidium forms a sort of peduncle, above which the
cuticular investment of its ectoderm becomes separated as
an urn-shaped capsule, the ' *gonotheca '. 1841-71 T. K.
JOKES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 97 The *gonozooid, though per-

manently attached, is furnished with a swimming-bell. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life 254 Such fixed gonozooid forms as
the sea fir.

Gonoph (SP'npf). slang. Also gonnof. [a.

Hcb. 222 gannafrh thief.] A pickpocket.
1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xix, He's as obstinate a young

"gonoph as I know. 1876 Life Cheap Jack (ed. Hindley)
146 [A Jew loq.\ Oh, you teif! you cheat! you gonnof!
1884 Pall Mall G. 29 Dec. 4/1 The company must consist of
at least three, and preferably of four, gonophs (thieves).

Gonophore (gp*n#fo*j). [f. Gr. yuvo- Oono-
+ -(pop-os bearing. Cf. F. gonophore.]

1. Bot. The short stalk which bears the stamens
and carpels in Anonacex, etc., due to the elongation
of the receptacle above the corolla.

1835 Lindley lulrod. Bot. (1848) I. 390 It is called gono-
phore by De Candolle. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 212 Gono-
phore [is used] when [a stipe] elevates both stamens and pistil.

2. Zool. One of the medusoid buds which con-

tain the reproductive elements in Hydrozoa.
1859 Huxley OceanicHydrozoa 137 The central polype-like

sac of a medusiform gonophore. 1877 — Anat. Inv. Anim.
iii. 127 In its simplest condition the gonophore is a mere
sac-like diverticulutA or outward process of the body wall.

Gonorrhoea (gpnoira). Also 6 gomoria.
gomory, gonorrhey, 7 gonor, gonorrhea.
[med.L. gonorrhoea, ad. Gr. yovopfioia, f. *yoVos seed

+ fioia flux ; so called because it was supposed to

be a discharge of semen.
With the forms gomoria, gomory, cf.U Y.gomorrcc ( 14th c),

It. gomorrca ; it is doubtful whether this spelling suggested
or was suggested by the etym. given in quot. 1547.]

An inflammatory discharge of mucus from the

membrane of the urethra or vagina.

1547 [see b]. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 67 The vattir lille,

quhilk is aneremeidcontrar gomoria. 1597GEKARDE Herbal.
!. xxxv. § S. co The Gonorrhey or running of the raines.

1631 Massinger Emperor East IV. iii, The gonorrhea, or
if you will hear it In a plainer phrase, the pox. 1710 T.
Fuller Pharm. Extern}, 29 It's prescrib'd . . in a Gonorrhoea.
1794-6 E. Dakwin Zoon. (1801) I. 425 In the urethra it has
the name of gonorrhoea. 1884 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat
<$• Nose II. 294 The inflammation results. . in some still rarer
instances from gonorrhoea.

Jig. 1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878,) 31 Filthing chaste eares
with theyr pens Gonorrhey.

T"b. aitrib., in gonorrhoea passion.

1547; Boorde Brev. Health clxvi. (1557) 59 b, The 166
Chapitre doth shewe of a Gomory passion . . [Gomerra passio,

it is named so because Gomer and Sodome dyd synke for such
lyke matter]. 1579 Langham Card. Health (1633) 406 [For]
Gonor passion, anoynt thy yard and clothes with Camphire.
Hence Gonorrhoe al, -eal, fOonorrhce an adjs.,

of, pertaining to, or affected with gonorrhoea.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 39 A plaister against

theGonorrhrean passion. 1611 Cotgr., Pisse-e/taude, a burnt
P. also, the Venerian flux ; the Gonorrhean or contagious,
running. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 573 On the identity of
gonorrhceal and chancrous virus, i860 Sir H. Thompson
Dis. Prostate (1868) 51 Acute inflammation of the urethra
of any kind, but especially the gonorrheal.

Gonosome, -sphere, -theca, -zooid: see

Gono-, prefix,

Gonral, variant of Gomekil.

Gony (g<?u 'ni). Now dial. Also 6, 9 gonny,

9 goney, gooney. [Of obscure formation ; see

Gawnky, and cf. Sc. gonj'ela. stupid fellow.]

1. A booby, a simpleton.
c 1580Jefferie Bugbears 111. i. in A rchiv Stud. d. ncu.Spr.

(1897), & yet the gray-beard gonnie daunceth, praunceth, &
skippeth friskoioly. 1804 R. Anderson Cumberld. Ball.
1 16 She dance ! what she turns in her taes, thou peer gonny.
1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 139 That are Sheriff

was a goney don't cut your cloth arter his pattern. 1883
Millionaire 1. xix, I should like to go to one of those meet-
ings, and watch the gonies, sitting with open mouths listen-

ing to Bounce.

2. A sailor's name for the albatross and some
other birds resembling it.

1850 Scoresby Cheever"s Whalem. Adv. iii. (1859) 40
Gonies, stinkards, horse-birds.. had all many a good morsel
of blubber. 1851 EL Melville Whale xlii. 210 Sometime
after I learned that goney was some seaman's name for

albatross. 1895 Weslm. Gaz. 14 Jan. 2/3 A goonie (a sea-

bird . . second only in size to the albatross).

Gonys (g^nis). Omith. [App. a mistake for

genys m Gr. yivvs under-jaw ; first used by Illiger in

181 1.] The 'keel' of a bird's bill; the inferior

margin of the symphysis of the lower jaw. Hence
Gony deal a., of or pertaining to the gonys.
1836 Swainson Birds I. ii. 21 The corresponding ridge of

the Tower mandible is the gonys. 1874 Coues Birds N.-H '.

466 Bill long. .Culmen and gonys broad and depressed. Ibid.

fm Commissure perfectly straight *, gonydeal angle slight.

1893 Newton Diet. Birds 33 Gonys or more correctlygenys,
the prominent ridge formed by the united halves of the
under jaw, e.g. in Gulls.

Goo, Sc. variant of Goct.
Gooat, variant of Gote.

Goober (g«-baj). U. S. Also gouber {Cent.

Diet.). The peanut, Arachis hypogxa.
1885 U.S. Cons. Rep. No. liv. 382 (CenO From the hand-

ling of our orchard crops to raking goobers out ofthe ground,
there is probably [etc.]. 1887 Boston (Mass.) fml. 31 Dec.

2/4 II'.--. thai had been led on aconteaiuJ goober*. 1888
Century Mag. XXXVI. 770;; Peanuts, kmwii in the ver-

nacular as ' goobers '.

Good feud), a., adv., and s/>. Forms; 1 god,
good, 2-6 god, 4-6 gode, 3-4 guod(e, 4 goddfe,
goed, (gowde), 4-5 goud'e, 4-6 good(dje, 4-S
Sc. guid;e, 4-9 Sc. and north. gud(e, (4 gwde, 5
guyd, 6 north, gawd), 4- good. [Com. Tent.

:

OE. gdd = OFris., OS. god (MDu. goct, inflected

goed-, Du. goed), OHG. gitot, knot, gnat, kuat,

etc. (MHG. gttot, G. gut), ON. god-r (Sw., Da.
god), G oih. go/ -s, gen.godis:~OTeut. *gSa*o-. The
root *gS(t- is perh. an ablaut-variant of *ga/t- to

biing together, to unite (see GatheB v.), so that

the original sense of 'good* would be that of
' fitting', l suitable '; cf. US\.godili to be pleasing,

godinti pleasing, godii time, fitting time, Russ.

rOflHHft tit, suitable.

The adj., as in the other Teut. langs., has no regular com-
parative or superlative, the place of these being supplied by
Better, Ukst ; the form goodest occurs in jocular or playful

language. The corresponding adv. is Wkll.]
A. adj.

The most general adj. of commendation, implying

the existence in a high, or at least satisfactory,

degree of characteristic qualities which are either

admirable in themselves or useful for some purpose.
As stronger expressions of commendation than ' good ' may

be used, the latter sometimes has by comparison a modified
sense = ' fair ',

' passable ', ' fairly large ', etc.

In OK. (as in OS. and OHG.) the opposite of 'good ' was
regularly expressed by yfeI Evil, but in ME. this was sup-

plemented by III and Bad, the latter of which is now the

more general term.

I. In the widest sense, without other specializa-

tion than such as is implied by the nature of the

object which the adj. is used to describe.

1. Of things : Having in adequate degree those

properties which a thing of the kind ought to have.

a. of material things or substances of any kind.

In early use often employed where a word of more definite

meaning would now be substituted ; e.g. as an epithet of
gold or silver, — ' fine, pure' ; good stones~ 'precious stones'.

Beowulf {Z.) 1562 Eald sweord eotenisc. . pa:t waspna cyst

. . god ond jeatolic giganta ^e-weorc. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

Matt. vii. 17 Pt\c god treow byr3 gode waestmas. c 1205
Lay. 26070 Ardur. .up ahof his gode brond. c 1250 Gen. <y

Ex. 1191 A Shusant plates of siluer god Gaf he sarra.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21281 par es god axultreis tua. c 1300
Seyn Julian 162 He let make of wode and col a strong fur

and good, e 1400 Destr. Troy 1366 No hede toke Of golde
ne of garmenttes, ne of goode stonys. 1484 Caxton Fables
of/'ogc ii, [She] promysed to him that she shold gyue to

hym a ryght good dyner. 1562 J. Hevwood Proz>. <y Epigr.
(1867) 143 It is a good hors, that neuer stumbleth. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 111. ii. 42 How a good Yoke of Bullocks
at Stamford Fayre? 1599 H. IJuttes Dyets drie Dinner
H viij b, Veale. . Nourisheth excellently : makes verie good
blood". 1639 Du Verger tr. Camus* Admir. Events 8 We
thinke nothing to good for them. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India
<V /'. 6 A special good Anchor of 2400 weight. 1769 Mrs.
Rakfald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 151 Lay over it a good
cold paste. 1789 Bliuh Narr. Bounty (1790) 52 One half of
us slept on shore by a good fire.

b. offood or drink. (Often with mixture of senses

1 1 a, 1 2.) ( To keep) good : untainted, fit to eat.

805-31 in O, E. 'Texts 444, xxx ombra godes uuelesces

aloo\ 971 [see 12]. ^ 1200 Ormin 15408 pin forrme win
iss swibe god, pin lattre win iss bettre. 1340 Ayenb. 51

Huet we hedde guod wyn yesteneuen and guode metes,

t' 1440 Promp, Pan.: 201/2 Goode wyne, temetum. 1450
IM./C. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 69 Boyle hem wel in good niylke.

1600 Shaks. A. KL. Epil., To good wine they do vse good
bushes. 1609 Skene Reg. MaJAxix. (1774)243 And gifshe
makes gude-ail, that is sufficient. Bot gifshe makes evill ail

[etc.]. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 49 How Meat and Drink may be
kept good in very Cold Countries. 1689 Locke Govemmt. 1 1.

§ 46 He also bart'red away Plumbs, that would have rotted

in a Week, for Nuts that would last good for his eating a
whole Year. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xviii. 288 Let your
butter be good. Mod. In the cold chamber meat will keep
good for an indefinite time.

c. of soil : Fertile.

1382 Wycue Mark iv. 20 And these it ben that ben sowuu
on good lond. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 18 The seed of
the gospel sown in good ground. 1836 Montgomery Hymn,
\S'oiv in the morn thy seed', The good, the fruitful ground,
Expect not here nor there.

d. of coin, bank-notes, etc. : Genuine, not

counterfeit.

I573 J- Sanioro Hours Rccreat. (1576) 178 In taking a
peece of false money for good, one may have small lo>^e.

a 1639 W. Wiiatkley Prototypes 11. (1640) 43 Pay me what
you be able, so you bring me good money, not counterfeit.

e. of a ship, a town. Now only as a conven-
tional epithet in the phrases 'the good ship A '

;

' the fjood town of B '.

c 1340 Cursor AI 24862 (Fairf.) & euer-mare pai lokid
doun quen bat gode ship [Cott. be scip] sulde droun.
1523 Ln. Bersers Froiss. I. xviii. 19 Men ofy Countre a
fote, sent out of good townes at their wages. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 242 Two hundred sayle of good shyppes. Ibid.

504 That the Prelates and Nobles of Fraunce, and the good
townes should assemble themselves. 1577 Hogan in Hakluyt
Voy> (1589) 156 Being imbarked in the goode shippe, called
the GalHon of London. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 27
Good men of warre, though ships for traffique. 1639 Hamil-
ton Papers (Camden) 96 It may troubill the gud toune, if

they proue not gucl subjects. 1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 144
p 8 There are at this Time in the good Town of Edinburgh,
Beaus, Fops, and Coxcombs. 1864 Bill ofLading in Laiv

l\<p., A. -S- /. App. Las. U874) VI. 288 Shipped in good
order, etc.. .in and upon the good ^hip called the Java.

f. of immaterial things. Of actions : Rightly

or skilfully performed.
1583 Hollyh.\ni>CVi//^V' di Fior-j.ij Thou wilt never makr

good verse. 1604 F. . G. ITAcosta's Hist. Indies 1. viii. 25
S. Augustine hath confessed this to bee conformable to good
Philosophie. 1735-8 IioLiNGbROKE On Parties 108 We call

This a good Government, when, .the whole Administration
of pubhek Affairs is wisely pursued. 1793 Blackstone
Comm. (ed. 12) 70 There are decisions drawn from estab-

lished principles and maxims, which are good law. i86a-i

Flo, Nightingale Nursing j? Good nursing consists simply
in observing little things which are common to all sick, and
those whicii are particular to each sick individual. 1861

M. Pattison Ess. '1889) I. 32 A good history of oui foreign

policy from the earliest period would be very useful. 1868
Whyte Melville White Rose I. x. 121 Are you to join

directly? . . Is it a good regiment? 1889 .SViA Rev. 6 Apr.

415/1 The fight was a good fight, with many changes of
fortune. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 294/2 M. Colhgnon's book,

though good as far as it goes, is altogether slighter than
Dr. Murray's.

2. Of persons, as a term of indefinite commenda-
tion. In early use chiefly imphing distinguished

rank or valour. Now rare, the adj. as applied to

persons having chiefly amoral signification (see II);

exc. in phrase good men and true (now arch.), and
ptedicatively in comparative expressions, as good
as, good enough for, too goodfor.
O. E. Chron. an. 871 pa;r wa;rp Heahmund bi>cop of>la>

£en and fela godra monna. 1154 Ibid. an. 1124 pes kinges

stiward of France . . & fela oSre godre enihte. c 1275 Lav.

56 Nu biddep Laweman echne godne [c 1205 a=dele] mon
(•at pes hoc redeb fete.]. 1387 [see 5 a]. ? 1483 Caxton
D/alogucs 10 Be ye buxom.. Vnto your seruaunts : Thynke
that they be As good as ye. 1513 Moke in Grafton Chron.

(1568) II. 768 That sacred Sanctuarie, that hath bene the

safegarde of so many a good mans lyfe. 1548 Hall Chron-,

Hen. VII, 5 So by this politique wisdome and ingenious

meanes of the good duke. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 111. i. 41

But he shall know I am as good. Glost. As good? Thou
Bastard of my Grandfather. 1607 — Cor. iv. v. 193, I do
not say thwacke our General!, but he was alwayes good
enough for him. a 1634 Randoli'H Muses Lookiug-gl. iv.

iv. (1638)70, I had rather, .haue his twelve Godvathers, good
men and true,coutemne him to theGallowes. 1825 Jamieson'
s.v. Gud, 'You are no sae gude as me '; i.e. 'You are not so

well-born.' 1897 Cai'T. Mahan Nelson II. xv. 43 On one
occasion .. Nelson took too much champagne. .. Such
a thing has happened on isolated occasions to many a good
man and true. Mod. His wife is far too good for him.

t b. As a conventional epithet prefixed to titles

of high rank. So {one's) good lord ox lady, a patron

or patroness ^cf. Goodlohdship). Also in forms of

address, as good my lord, goodyour ladyship, etc.

11.. O. E. Chron. an. 1093 pa seo gode cwen Margarita
H-ssehyrde [etc.]. 1458.I/.V. in Turner's Dom. A rchit. III. 43
The gode loide of Akcndon left of his londe, For the breed

of the brige ,**• fote large. 1463 Marg. Paston in P. Lett.

No. 472 II. 132, I am afferd . .of these materys . . but if he
wyl don for 50U and be your godelord. 15 . . Adam Bel <y

Clym ofClough 507 in Ritson Arte. P. P. 24 Then good my
lord, I you beseche, These yemen graunt ye me. c 1530

L. Coxe Rhethoryke (1899) A ij a, Consyderyng my specyall

good lorde howe greatly . . I am bounder) to your lordeshippe

[etc.]. i6n Shaks. ll-'iut. T. 1. ii. 220 At the good Queenes
entreatic. — Cymb. 11. iii. 158 She's mygood Lady. 1688

Sir C Lyttelton 6 Nov. in Hattou Corr. (Camden) II. 99
Good my Lord, give me free advise in this matter. 1742

Richardson Pamela III. 83 Good your Ladyship, let not

my honour'd Master see this Letter. 1819 Shelley Cenci

11. ii. 41 You, my good Lord Orsino, heard those words.

C. In wider application , as an epithet of courteous

address or respectful reference. Now often jocular

or depreciatory. See also Goodman, Goodwife.
£1175 Lamb. Horn. 11 Gode men, nu beoS icumen pa

bicumeliche da^es [etc.]. (11300 Cursor M. 11853 Godd
men he said quat es your sight O mi fader bat bus es dight.

1340 Ayenb. 190 He acsede ate guode wyfman. .hou moche
hi hedde him y-lete. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xxx,

Gode Sirs, take no;te on greue, For 3e most noue take ;our

leue. 1529 More Dyaloge cxix. a/2 And what hath hurt it,

good father? 1601 Holland Pliny II. 384 Some good body
tell me, I pray, how he could feele the smell thereof. 1652

Culpkpi'KU Eng. Physic. 15 It is very safe, and very fit to

be kept in every good bodies house. 1705VANBKUOH Confed.

1. ii. (1730) 23 Who is this good woman, Flippanta?
^
1768

Golds.m. Go'od-n. Man in, Two of my very good friends,

Mr. Twitch and Mr. Flanigan. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.

Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 146 My good friend, youv

sister shall remain with us. 1798 Mrs. C. Smith Yng. Phtlos.

IV. 1 The good lady was in her dressing-room. 1839 Dickens

Nich. Nick, i, This good lady bore him two children. 1840
— Barn. Rudge xi.x. My good soul, . . you are quite mis-

taken. 1850 Scokeshv Cheever's Whaleman s Adv. w. (18591

23, I was here presented with a couple of rolls of white

kapa by the good woman of the house.

d. The goodie neighbours, people', (euphemistic-

ally) the fairies; also occas. switches.

1588 in Pitcaim Crim. 'Trials Scot. I. m. 162 For hanting

and repairing with the gude nychtbouris and Quene of

Elfame. .11605 Montgomery Ftytingio. Pokvart 275 On
Alhallow euen, When our good nighbours doe ryd. 1810

Scon Miuslr.Scott. Bordered. 4)11. 169 Fairies[in Ireland]

. .are termed 'the good people'. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <r

Schm. vi. (i860) 59/1 Walter believed in the fairies; and

though psalmody was not one of the reputed accomplish-

ments of the 'good-people' in the low country, he [etc.],

1889 Froudk Two Chiefs of Dunboy vi, Babies had been

changed in the cradles by the ' good people '.

3. Of qualities or attributes.

a. of a quality generally ; Commendable, con-

ducing to the value or merit of the subject.
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1600 Shaks. A. Y.L.\, \. 150 An enuious emulator ofeucry

mans good parts. 1601 — All's IVelliu. vi. 12 Hee's a most
notable Coward, . , the owner ofno one good qualitie, worthy
your Lordships entertainment. 1674 [see 5 a]. Mod, The
author's style is not without some good qualities.

b. of birth, family, social station; More or less

elevated ; not humble or mean.
971 Blickl. Horn, 211 Was he for worlde swi5e a^belra

S^uyrda and godra. a 1674 O.akendon Hist. Red. vm.

§ 3 A gentleman of a good family. 1719 Dp; Foe Crusoe

I. i, I was born in the Year 1632.. of a good Family. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. 1. 294 Many of them were of

good families, and had held commissions.

c. of state or condition, health, order, etc. : Such

as should be desired or approved, right, satisfactory;

sound, unimpaired. Of state of mind, courage,

spirits: Not depressed or dejected. Good cheer

i^see Cheer sl>. 3 b).

V1175 <jtc. [see Godlr-healI 1384 Chaucer //. Fame
II. 96 So that thou take Good herte, and not for fere quake.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. A', v. i. (1495) 101 A membre
that is in gode hele. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 197/2 Many
vexyd by Spyrytes were delyuerd & remysed in to theyr

good mynde. 1513 More in Grafton Chron. 11568) II. 759
Albeit that this discention. .somewhat yrked him, yet in his

good health he somewhat the lesse regarded it. 1548 Hali.

Chron., Hen. VI, 106 Sir Jhon Fastolfe and his companions,
set all their company in good ordre of battaill. 1576 Flem-
ing Panopt. Epist. 27b, I hearing this noyse, exhorted them
to have good hearts. 1583 Hollyband Campo Hi Fior 243
Now he is not in his good minde. 1711 Steele Sped,
No. 96 P 2 Tom, Tom have a good Heart. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. En*, xviii. IV. 119 The health of the crews had. .been

..wonderfully good. 1865 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 244,
I don't feel in such good heart about the Devonshire visit

as I did.

d. of fame, reputation : Honourable.
c 1470 Henky Wallace 1. 26 His systir fair, off gud fame

and ranoune. 1484 Suttees Misc. 11SS8) 41 Forto restore

hym into his glide name and fame. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
VIII. 25 b, Men of good estimackm. 1604 Shaks. Oth. in.

iii. 155 Good name in Man, & woman .. Is the immediate
Iewell of their Soules. a 1732 Gay Fox dying 1. 46 A lost

good name is ne'er retriev'd. 1832 Austin Jnrispr. 11879)

I. xv. 403 A man's right or interest in his good-name. 1847
Emerson Poems (1857) 84 Estate, good-fame, Plans, credit.

e. of appearance, shape, complexion, etc. : Satis-

factory with regard to beauty. ITenee occas. of a

part of the body.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. ii. 51 She lias a good face. 1618

in Crt. <$ Times "/as. I {1848.1 II. 109 Her good face is the

best part of her portion. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair vii,

A handsome gentleman with a trim beard and a good leg.

1870 Dickens E. Drood ii, His face and figure are good.

4. Of a state of things, a purpose, a proposed

course of action, etc. : Commendable, desirable,

right, proper. Chiefly predicative, with inf. or

clause as virtual subject.

971 Blickl. Horn. 139 Hu good is & hu wynsum bast [etc.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 4790 f>ar ofes god we ta consail. c 1460

FoRTKscuE^fo. $ Lim. Mon. xii. (1885) 138 Sythen it were
god thai hade non harnes. 1513 More in Grafton Chron.

(1568) II. 764 All which thinges .. were done for good pur-

poses, and necessary. 1626 Hacon Sylva § 14 For hand-

somnesse sake .. it were good you hang the vpper Glasse

vpon a Naile. a 1632 Herbert Jacuta. Prudent. 170 Hell

is full of good meanings and wishings. 1849 Macaulay
Hist, Eng. i. I. 47 It was . . good that they should be

respected" and obeyed. 1870 Max Muller Set. Relig.

(1873) 62 The inhabitants of Great Britain were persuaded

that it was not good to be without an ancestor.

b. In phrases to appear, f like, or seem good, to

think or \ see [it) good.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 57 Glosynge the gospel as hem
good liketh. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. v. 60

That other shalle answere as hyr semeth good, c 1460

Towncley Myst. xxUi. 642 Do with hym what thou tlTynk

gud. c i$Qo'Melitsiue xx. 108 Madame, yf it lyke you Mod
itheydoosoo, I assent gladly therto. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer^ Offices 9 It is thought good that none hereafter

shall be confirmed, but such [etc.]. 1573 J. Sanford Hours
Recreat. (1576) 76 Kill, if you thinke good, all the dogges

that are here. 1632 J. Havward tr. Bioudfs Eromena 95
To charge the enemie by land.. if it seemed good to her

Higlmesse so to doe. 1663 BUTLER Hud. 1. iii. 275 Others

may do as they see good. C 1680 BffVEKEDGS Serm. (1729)

I. 112 Thus much I thought good to premise. 1793 Uckkk
Corr. (1844) IV. 185 It has not yet appeared good to the

politics of ministers here or abroad, to permit [etc.].

C. absol. as an exclamation, expressing satis-

faction.

C1410 Sir Clcges 424 Good, he seyd..Thowe haddy^t

[etc.]. C1S90 Marlowe Faust, x, 81 Hut, good, are you

remembered how [etc.]. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 11. 1.

163 Good, then; if [etc.]. 1807-8 YV. Irving Salmag.

(1824^ 246 Good, thought I . . there could not be a more

important subject of investigation. 1826 Disraeli Viv.

Grey v. xii, It is a promise, good. 1829 Marryat F. Mild-

may xxiti, Very good, my lord.

II. With reference to moral character, disposi-

tion, or conduct.

5. Morally excellent or commendable.

a. of persons, with reference to their general

character : Virtuous.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 323 [The Danes] beeb to

gode men and trewe bo'-e esy and mylde. 1388 Wyclie

Rom, v. 7 For a good man peraduenture summan dar die.

a 1450 Knt, de la Tour (1868) 91 The whiche Ama was a

worthi lady and a good. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. m. 1.

185 The hand that hath made you faire, hath made you

good. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 465- l674 Temi'i.e Let. to

Lady Essex Wks. 1731 I. 129 He is a good Man that is

better than Men commonly are, or in whom the good

Qualities are more than the bad. 1734 Pope Ess. Man

288

iv. 92 And grant the bad what happiness they would,
One they must want, which is, to pass for good. 185a

Mrs. Stowe Uncle Touts C. xi, She is as good as she is

beautiful. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. ii. (1877) 28 Particular

virtues, whether they are natural virtues or virtues of

imitation, do not make the being good.

b. of conduct, life, actions, words, feelings, etc.

O. E. Chron. an. 959 God him ^eunne, biet his gode
daida swySran wearSan bonne misdaeda. 971 Blickl. Horn.

07 M\q man bara be her wile mid godum willan Godes
bebodu healdan. c 1270 S. Eng. Leg. I. 17/546 I-cristned

he was sone, And guod lijf ladde. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Coi/sc. 2494 Our glide dedys we shuld noght prayse. c 1380

Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 33 Alle men shulde take hede
to bere wordis bat bei ben goode. 6I420 Sir Amadacc
(Camdeni xxxix, A mon that geuees him to gode thewis.

1508 Dunbar Poems v. 23 Thar ;eris sevin Scho lewit

a gud life. 1631 Massinger Helecve as you list 111. ii, Nor
shall or threates or prayers deter mee from Doeinge a good
deed in it selfe rewarded. 1670 Clarendon Ess. Tracts

(1727) 167 No man hath a good conscience, but he who
leads a good life. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xv, I have ever

perceived, that where the mind was capacious, the affections

were good. 1879 H. Spencer Data 0/ Ethics iii. § 10. 30

If we call good every kind of conduct which aids the lives

of others, .then [etc.].

^6. Applied to God, sometimes in the wide sense,

as connoting moral perfection generally, and some-

times with more restricted reference to His bene-

volence {cf. sense 7).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xviii. 19 pa cwkS se haelend hwi

sejst bu me godne, nis nan man god buton god ana. a 1300

E. E. Psalter cvi. 1 Schriues to lauerd, for gode he is, For

in werld es merci his. c 14JO Avirw. Arth. lxxi, Gud Gode,

that is grete, Gif him sory care ! 1719 Watts Psalm
van ii, 'thou Great and Good, Thou Just and Wise, Thou
art my Father and my God ! 1817 Coleridge Sibyll. Leaves

225 It was a wicked woman's curse—God's good, and what

care I

?

b. Hence in exclamations containing the name
of God or some substituted expression, as good

God! good gracious! good hallow! good heavens!

good lack! good Lord! good me! for which see

the different words.
c 1386 Chauckr Clerk's T. 852 O gode god ! how gentil

and how kiude Ye semed. 1566 J. Alday tr. Boaystuaus

Theat. World M yji, But good God, the Uivell hath so

entred into men at this daye. 1568 North Gucuara's Diall

Pr. iv. xviii. 163 Good lord yt is a wonder to see what sturr

there is in that mans house. 1638 Cowley Love's Riddle

x. i, Your Son ! good lack, a 1765 Chicld Mortce x. in

Child Ballads IV. (1886) 270/2 Good hallow, gentle sir and

dame, My errand canna wait. 178a Comtek Gilpin 61

' Good lack !
' quoth he, ' yet bring it me '. 1798 in Spirit

Pnbl. frnls. (1799) II. 216, I am ready to faint ! Dear me !

O la ! Good me ! 1843 Haliburton Attache II. i. 8 Good
Heavens, Mr. Slick, how can you talk such nonsense? i86a

Bi rgon Lctt.fr. Rome 51 The impression made in a block

of marble by our Saviour's feet, (and good gracious ! such

feet !). 1890 Besant Demoniac v. 60 ' Good Lord ! What
Fools !

' said the Physician.

7. Kind, benevolent
;
gentle, gracious ; friendly,

favourable, a. of persons. Const, to. Phrase, to

be good enough (or so good as) to (do something).

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 pa the suikes underjaiton Set

he milde man was and sofle and god, and na iustise nc

dide, ba diden hi alle wundor. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.

xxxvii. 105 Thench that he the nes nout god, He wolde have

thyn huerte blod. 138a Wyclik J's. lxxii[i). 1 How good

the God of Irael; to hem that ben in rijt herte. c 1489

Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxii. 490 How meke is Rey-

nawde, and good of kynde, to have made peas in this

maner of wyse. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 102 b,

Let him resorte to me and I will be secrete and good to

him. 160a Marston Ant. * Mel. III. Wks. 1856 I. 39

Tis even the goodest Ladie that breathes, the most amiable.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 112 If they Should say be good to

Rome. 1610 It. ToHSOK Alch. 11. vi, It is the gooodat

soule. 165a H. Cogan tr. Scmlery's Ibrahim 11. 111. 45 He
besought her to be so good as to relate to him all that had

arrived unto her. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. vi. 1 1701) 230/1

One to the (Sods so pious, good to Men. 1694 Dryden Love

Triumph. 11. ii, The goodest old man ! he drank my
health to his daughter. 1701 Rome Ami. Step-Moth. iv.

iii, Will you he good And think with Pity on the lost

Cleone? 1806 Simple Narrative I. 140 They say the devil

is ahvavs good to his own. 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay I.

i. 27 If she [Hannah More) would be good enough to come

in, he [etc.]. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendcn I. 256 They
were always good to me. 1895 C. Kernahan God ,y Ant
Ded. (ed. 4)

8' [They] were so good as to let me associate

books of mine with their names.

b. of actions, dispositions, feelings, words. Of

wishes : Tending to the happiness or prosperity of

a person. Good offices, turn (see Office, Tuhn).

fGood words: used ellipt. (-L. bona verba) for

' do not speak so fiercely '.

«iooo Andreas 480 (Gr.) Wolde ic freondscipe. .binnc,

Sif ic mehte, be^itan godne. CI175 Lanil. Horn. 3 Heo
urnen on-5ein him. .mid godere heorte and sunime mid

ufele beonke. c iaoS Lay. 665 Heo hine gretten mid

godene heore worden a 1400 Octouian 62 The holy pope

Seynt Clement Weddede hem with good entent. 1548

Hall Chron., Etiw. IV, 201 Kyng Edwarde. .sente good

woordes to the Erie of Pembroke. 1563 Homilies w. lor

Rogation Week 1. (1S59) 218 In some testification of our

good hearts for his deserts unto us. 1576 Fleming Panopl.

Epist. 31 A multitude innumerable, whose good harts and

well wishing you have wun. 1577 B. Googe Heresbachs

Ilusb. 1. (1586) 15 b, Let him geve them a good countenance,

and encourage them with rewardes. 1586 Hunsoon in

Border Papers (1894) I, 367 Sondrie cawses that leades

me greatlie to mistrust the Kinges good meaning t0"'arlls

her Majesty, c 159a Marlowe Jew of Malta v. Wks.

(Rtldg.) 175/2 Governor, good words ; be not so furious.

GOOD.

1617 Moryson I tin. i. 25, 1 remember the good offices you did

towards me a stranger, a 163a Herbert facltla Prudent.

155 Good words are worth much and cost little. 1633

R. H all Ded. to Bp. H.'s Medit. <y Vcnvs, I obtained of him
good leave tosend them abroad. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. xvii,

Being likewise assured by Friday s father, that I might de-

pend upon good usage from their nation on his account. 1892

Pall Mall G. 19 Jan. 1/2 The New. .University of London
appears to be in that parlous state when no impartial person

can be found to say a good word for it.

C. In mildly depreciative sense implying weak-

ness or trustful simplicity.

1581 Savile Tacitus, Hist. 111. xx. (1591) 126 Shall we
not then be forced to stand like good -silly fooles gazing

and gaping at the height of their towers? 1613 Shaks.

Hen. VIII, ill. ii. 357 And when he thinkes, good casie

man, full surely His Greatnesse is a ripening.

8. Pious, devout ; worthy of approbation from

the religious point of view.

II.. O. E. Chron. an. 1086 He was milde |am godum
mannum be God lufedon. 1530 TlNDALE Ante). More Wks.

(1573) 274/1 If I be good for the offering of a Doue, and

better for a shepe [etc.]. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. I. vi.

(1588)35 Under the word Good, it is meant also that bee

loue and feare God aright, without the which he cannot be

Good at all. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1811) I. 14 He is

called.. a Good Man in the Church, who is pious and

devout in his conversation.

b. of books, etc. : Tending to spiritual edifica-

tion. The good book : spec, the Bible.

187S A. Trollops Autolnogr. iii. (1883! I. 68 A young
man should no doubt, .spend the long hours of the evening

in reading good books and drinking tea. 1896 J. Skelton
Summers A> IV. at Balmainhnppte I. 160 In spite of the

Gude Book and a bit sang at times the house feels lonely.

f e. of a day or season observed as holy by the

church. Good tide: (a) Christmas; {b) Shrove

Tuesday. Cf. Good Fmday.
ci4ao Liber Cocorum 37 Fro Martyn messe to gode tyde

evyne. 1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet., I 'nyd. .stuovetide,

Good tyde. l6ao Erier Rush 30 Vpon a good night, all the

whole Convent assembled together in the Quier. [i8ao

Wh.braham Clu-sh. Gloss., Gultil.. Shrovetide.)

9. Of a child : Well-behaved, quiet and obedient,

not giving trouble ( = F. sage, G. artig).

1695 Congreve Lo-ccfor Love 11. iii, But come, be a good

Girl, don't perplex your poor Uncle. 1787 Boyer Diet.

Angl.-Er. s.v., A good {or sober) Boy, tin garcon sage,

a 1845 Hood Lost Heir 30 Sitting as good as gold in the

gutter. 1886 Mrs. Birnett Lit. Ld. Eauntleroy x. (1892)

191 She was as good as gold.

ILT. Gratifying, favourable, advantageous.

10. Corresponding to one's desires ; marked by

happiness or prosperity ; fortunate. Of news

:

Welcome, pleasing.

c8a5 Vesp. Psalter xxxiii. [xxxiv.] 13 [12] Hwelc is mon
se wile lif & willaS Jesian dajjas gode. a 1000 Body f,-

Soul 38 Nis nu se ende to god. « 1310 m Wright Lyric P.

xix. 59 Jestl Crist, heovene kyng, ^ef us alle god endyng.

(•1470 Henry Wallace 11. 3" Thomas ansuerd ; 'Thir

tilhingis ar noucht gud '. 1481 Caxton Godfrey clxxxn.

268 Alle theyr good ewr and fortune. 1535 Cover-

dale 2 Sam. xx. 18 So came it to a good ende. 1573

J. Sanford Hours Recreat. 11576) 23 A joyfull feaste was

to bee made in Florence, for some good newes. 1600 K.

Blount tr. Conestaggio (ed. 2) 40 Let them goe in a good

hower. 1768 Boyer Diet. Angl.-Er. s.v., She's so high,

that she looks for the good hour every moment. 1770

Langhorne Plutarch (1879) II. 828/2 Ptolemy of Cyprus,

as Cato's good stars would have it, took himself off by

poison. 1776 Foote Bankrupt I. Wks. 1799 II. 102 Never

fear, things are in a very good way. 1843 Dickens Christm.

Carol w. 140 When she asked him faintly what news., he

appeared embarrassed how to answer. 'Is it good', she

said, ' or bad ?
'

b. of a wind : Favourable.

a 1400 Octouian 613 Good wynd and whedyr God hem
sente. 11485 Digby Myst. (1882) ill. 1744 V- wVnd ^
good. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 280 And had so good

winde, that.. she arrived before Cilice [etc.]. i6as J. Gi.an-

vill Voy. Cadiz 10 That every shipp might be apt to conic

forth with the first good winde. 1780 Falconer Diet.

Marine, Sourdre an vent, to hold a good wind.

C. Good afternoon! good evening! \ good morn!

goodmorning ! + good lime of day ! elliptical forms

of salutation used at meeting or porting. Hence

Good-morning v., nonce.wd. , to say 'good morn-

ing'. See also Good day, Good even, Good
M0BK0W, GOOD NIHHT.
?<ii40o Morte Arth. 3476 The gome graythely hym

grette, and bade gode morwene. CI460 Tmvneley Myst.

xii. 82 How, gyb, goode morne, wheder goys thou, c 1500

Vug. Chiidr. Bk. 20 in Babees Bk., To whom bou metys

come by be weye, Curtasly ' gode morne ' bou sey. 1S35

Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 636 The Thane of Caldar, Schir,

God 30W gude morne ! 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. 1. 122 Good

time of day vnto my gracious Lord. 161 1 — Cymb.

11. iii. 66 Our deere Sonne, When you haue giuen good

morning to your Mistris, Attend the Queene and vs. 180a

G. Colman Br. Grins, Knt. <y Friar I. xxxvi, She met them

every day, Good morninging, and how d'ye doing. 186s

Dickens Mitt. Fr. 1. vii, Wegg nods to the face, Good

evening '. - . • j r
d. (

To have) a good lime {of it) : a period of

enjoyment. (Now regarded as an Americanism.)

1666 Pepy-s Diary 7 Mar., So thither I went, and had as

good a time as heart could wish. 1681 Hickeringii.l Irks.

(1716) II. 121 The Orthodox and Protestants had a good

time of it. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell' (1850) IV. 11 There

they had a moderately good time of it. 1863 Trollope

Rachel Ray II. vi. 109 Eating cake and drinking currant

wine, but not having, on the whole, what our American

friends call a good time of it. 1891 Stevenson 6c L. Os-
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bourne Wrecker (1892) 14 To enrich the world with things of
beauty, and have a fairly good time myself while doing so.

e. To have a goodnight : to sleep undisturbedly

and restful ly. (So F. une bonne nuit.)

1701 W. Penn in Pa. Hist.Soc. Mem. IX. 47 My daughter
. .has had a good night and is better.

11. Said of things which give pleasure. a.

Pleasant to the taste, f Also of odours.

971 Blickl. Horn. 73 Nardus & spica, seo is brunes heowes
& godes stences. 1 1000 Ags. Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 103 Me is

on gomum god & swete p»in agen word, c 1350 Leg. Rood
(1S71) 73 So gude sauore gan bai fele. pat [etc.]. 1599 H.
Buttes Dycts drie Dinner C b, Drinke old wine of good
savour upon them. 1653 Walton Angler ii. 58 You wil

find him very good [to eat]. 1670-1 Narhorough Jrnl.

in Ace. Set: Late Voy. 1. (1694) 124 Small Blackberries,

good and well-tasted. 1684 Vorksh. Dial. 484, I think you
heve nut din 'd, here's a good smell. 1755 Hay Martial's
Epigr. 11. xlviii. no Wine, and good fare. 1756-82 ].

Warton Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. iv. 221 His ruling passion of

good-eating.

b. Agreeable, amusing, entertaining. Of a jest,

speech : Smart, witty. Also in phrase as good as

a play. Good company (sec COMPANY 4 c).

1530 Palscr. 867/1 Clod sende you good company, Dieu
vous doynt ton encontre. 1660 PfiPVS Diary 18 Sept.,

Here some of us fell to handicap, a sport that I never knew
before, which was very good. 1667 Ibid. 26 June, He
answered: 'That is a good one, in faith! for you know
yourself to be secure '. 1694, 1775 [see Goon thing c]. 1875
Jowf.tt Plato (ed. a) III. 304 Are they not as good as a
play, trying their hand at legislation?

12. Conducive to well-being, health, or advantage;

beneficial, profitable, salutary, wholesome. Const.

for, \to.

971 Blickl. How. 57 pact man godne mete ete. C1175
Lamb. Horn. 71 Ne wille ic noht bet be sunfulle beo ded,
ac libbe and nime godne red. c 1205 Lay. 5432 Hit wes
god bat he spec, c 1320 Seityn Sag. (W.) 1676 Sire.. .Thou
dost bi a god counseil. a 1340 Hampolk Psalter cxviii. n
Disciplyne of silence is goed. 1384 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III.

505 If I erre in bis sentense, I wil mekely be amendid, 3he
by bo deth, if hit be skilful, for bat I hope were gude to me.
1483 Caxton (7, de la Tour K iv, Therfor this ensamplc is

very good to euery woman to see. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
VII, 7 Before that thisevell newly planted wede should straye
and wander over the good heroes of his whole realme.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus^ Cccubum, .. a kinde of wyne
good to digestion. 1573 J. San ford Hours Retreat, (1576)

95 A parable shewing that Malmesey is good at all tymes
of ones meale. 1573 TUSSBR Hush. ii. (1878) 9 Ceres.,
with hir good lessons told me, that [etc.]. 1599 H. Buttbs
Dyets dric Dinner E iv b, Very good for the short winded,
and splenaticke. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 209 It is an
He abounding with all good things requisite for mans use.

1711 H. Lamp Autobiog. iii. (1895) 27 Good counsel was
dead, To go home I sham'd. 1891 C. Lowe in igt/t Cent.
Dec. 858 Knowing much better what is good for its children
than these latter themselves.

b. Useful as a remedy. Const, for, f against.

c 1450 ME. Med. Bi: tHeinrich) 101 Hit is good for al

maner vices of sore yen. 1577 K. Googe HeresbacWs
Husb. I, 11586) 12 Beside, the pargetting or seeling, is

a good safetie against fyre. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie
Dinner C ij b, Their smell is wondrous good in cordiaque
passions. Ibid. Fij b, Good against the paulsie and quiver-

ing of the joints. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 767 The Water of
Nilus..is excellent Good for the Stone. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 156 p 1 A Woman's Man. .is not at a loss what
is good for a Cold. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 9 Tar was by
the ancients esteemed good against poisons. 1883 Gilmouk
Mongols xxiii. 280 A Mongol, .asked in an earnest whisper
if I had any medicine good for wounds.

13. Of an opinion, an interpretation, an account

:

Favourable, approving, laudatory.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 145 His Siluer haires Will pur-

chase vs a good opinion. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 57 With
promise to make good construction of his actions. Ibid. 111.

6 Our very God is in a good sence said to be jelous. 1622

Wither P/iilarete (1633) 594 To purchase either credit to

my name, Or gaine a good Opinion. 1665 Boyle Occas.

Refl. iv. iv. (1848) 192 As the Apostles were Fishers of men
in a good sense, so their and our grand adversary is a skilful

Fisher of men in a bad sense. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob v. 213
Whose applause he sells, .for a cold world's good word.

b. To take in goodpart (see Part sb.). + Hence
ellipt., to take in good i^cf. L. boni eonsulere).

1544 in Lodge Illust. Br. Hist. (1791) I. xxxix. 91 His
Maiestie laketh in good your diligence.

IV. With reference to a purpose or effect.

14. Adapted to a proposed end ; efficient, useful

;

suitable. Const, for, \to (a purpose or function),

to with inf. In good f hour, time : see the sbs.

rtiooo Juliana 102 He is to freonde god. 1000 Sax.
Lct'did. II. 92 Sio bib god to dolhsealfe. c 1205 Lay. 521

He 110m his kene men ba to compe weren gode. 1461
Paston Lett. No. 408 II. 35 He and I thought that Richard
Bloumvyle were good to that occupacion. 1484 Caxton
Fables 0/Poge iv, What are thoos that folowe the & wherto
ben they good. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. Fvb, The same
[birch] is good to make hoopis of. 1573 J. Sanford Hours
Recreat. 15761 49 Saying proverbially, that they [advocates,

etc.] were good men to draw water to his mill. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbadts Husb. 1. (1586) 29 b, The roote of it is good for

nothing. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 8 The Aspine good for

staves. 1599 H. Bcttes Dyets drie Dinner C iv b, The
juyce is good sauce to provoke appetite. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 11. 101 Like a Quince, requiring great cost ere it be
good to eat. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser.

4- Com. 70 What are they good for else but Hanging, or
Starving? 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 88 Ah, Colonel!
you'll never be good. . . Which of the Goods d'ye mean ?

good for something, or good for nothing? 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. xv. iii. (1872) V. 294 He was not now good for

much ; alas, it had been but little he was ever good for.

fb. Easy. Const, to with infin. (Cf. Evil a 4 b.)

c 1489 Caxton Sonnet of Aymon\\\. 95 Traitours ben good
to overcom ; they shall not now endure longe agaynst us.

Ibid. ix. 224 The foure sones of Aymon were good to knowe
by tbother.

15. Chiefly of persons : Having the characteristics

or aptitudes required or becoming in a specified or

implied capacity or relationship.

a. in concord with a sb. denoting function,

relationship, creed, or party.

a 1000 CseamotCs Dan. 11 Wats him hyrde god, heofonrices

weard. c 1200 i'rin. Coll, Horn. 39 J?e gode herdes wakiecS

on faire liflode ouer here orf. < 1205 Lay. 25475 Cniht he
wes wunder god is; he hafdc swine muchel mod. a 1300
Cursor M. 7761 Mani gode archer ban was bar. 13..
F. F. A/lit. I'. A. 1200 To pay be prince.. Hit is ful ebe

to be god krystyin. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 23 b,

Furnished with .lxx. thousand good fightyng men. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 250 He had heard even good
Saracens affirme with griefe, that.. they could finde no
Reason in it [the Koran]. 1632 J. Hayward tr. BiondCs
Eromena 84 For there have we good Chinirgions. ^ 1697
DryDEN Virg. Georg. ill. 680 Good Shepherds after Sheer-

ing drench their Sheep. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 102

A good Wife must be bespoke, for there is none ready
made. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Fug. iii. I. 396 Good Latin

scholars were numerous.

b. esp. with agent-noun : Thorough or skilful in

the action indicated.

971 Blickl. Horn. 207 Se bisceop ba Saer gesette gode
sangeras & imessepreosias. 1500-zo Dunbar Poems Ixiii.

42 Monsouris of France, gud clarat-cunnaris. 1577 H.

Googe Ilercsbach's Husb. 1. (1586.1 14 b, That the Bailiffe

be a good riser, and that . . he may be the fyrst up in the

mornyng. 1586 A. Day Fug. Secretary 1. (1625) 7 Here
Is the which . . a phrase never with us accustomed, nor

with any good Writer, a 1784 [sec Hater]. 1837 Dickens
Pickwick ii, 'The Doctor, 1 believe, is a very good shot',

said Mr. Winkle.

C. Competent, skilful, clever at or in formerly

also ffor, f of to) a certain action or pursuit.

Sometimes used simply* So of a ship : t Good
under or with sail.

1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 23 f>e gentil genosophistiens bat

goode were of witte. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 67 The maister
sende a man to londe, Of diuers langages was gode and
trewe, 1548 Hall C/tron., Edw. IV, 209 The kynges shyp
was good with sayle. 1561 Becon Sick Mans Salve Pref.

(15721 Aiij, 'My dayes', saith Job. .'are passed away as
the ships that be good vnder saile, & as the Egle that flyeth

vnto the pray', c 1566 J. Alday tr. BoaystuaiCs Theat.
World T b, Cais Cesar was so good on horsebacke that fete.].

1617 Moryson Itin. in. 51 The Florentines.. good at the
needle. 1656 Wood Life 22 July, He was very good for the
treble violl, and also for the violin. 1700 T. Brown tr.

Fresny's Amusem. Ser. «T Com. 71 Brave Men indeed, if

they were half as good at Praying, and Fighting, as they
are at Cursing and Swearing. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 497
r 1 Such whom he observed were good at a Halt, as his

phrase was. 1776 Foote Bankrupt 1. Wks. 1799 II. 100
Are you good at a riddle? 1782 Nelson in Nicolas Disp.
1 1845 1 I. 64 He does his duty exceedingly well as an Officer:

indeed I am very well off. They are all good. 1808 Sport-
ing Mag, XXXII. 76 He .. shewed good, but fell on his

knees on one of his adversary's blows. 1813 Scott Rokeby
1. xiii, Good I am called at trumpet's sound, And good
when goblets dance the round. 1849 Thackeray Pcndcnuis
1. xx, I am not good at descriptions of female beauty.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Fug. xiii. III. 330 All comely in

appearance, and good men of their hands.

16. Reliable, safe. In various specific uses, chiefly

a. Comm. Of a trader : Able to fulfil his engage-
ments ; financially sound. Of a life, with reference

to insurance : Likely to continue a long time, free

from exceptional risks. Good debts : those which
are expected to be paid in full.

1570 Foxe .-/. <v- M. (ed. a) 1131/3 Many . . passyng it ouer
one to an other for good debt, as if it had bene ready money
in their purses. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 15 My mean-
ing in saying be is a good man, is to haue you vnderstand
me that he is sufficient. 1605 Marston Dutch Courtezan
111. ii. E a b, Gar. Your bill had ben sufficient, yWe a good
man. 163a Massinger City flfadam m. iii, Fair household-
furniture, a few good debts,. I find, a 1661 Fuller Wor-
thies ^1840) I. iv. 20 He is called . . a Good Man upon the
exchange, who hath a responsible estate. 1755 MAGBNS
Insurances I, 403 These Contracts are sold and re-sold at
Pleasure . . when they are signed by good and known People.
1788 Wesley Wks. 11872* VII. 219 The whole city of London
uses the words rich and good as equivalent terms. 1805
Sporting Mag. XXV. 193, I stood firm, and upon 'Change,
was universally reported to be a good man. 1828 IX LE
Marchant Rep. Claims to Barony Gardner 78 It was a
sufficiently good life within the meaning of the terms of
that insurance office. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle
iii. 34 Good and respectable, sir, I take it, means rich?

b. Goodfor ^a certain amount) : (a) of a person,

that may be relied on to pay so much; J)) of a
promissory note, draft, etc., drawn for so much (cf.

F. bon pour) ; hence in S. African use Good-for sb.

(see quot. 1879).
1879 Atcherley Boerland 232, I halted in order to cash a

'good for' I held of the owner. These 'good fors', which
answer to an English IOU, are common enough in South
Africa. 1882 Rider Haggard Cetyzvayo 133 As there was
no cash in the country this was done by issuing Government
promissory notes, known as 'good fors

1
.

c. Good for (a period of time, an amount of

exertion) : safe to live or last so long, well able to

accomplish so much.
1859 Dasent Popular Talesfr. Norse 205 The lassie said

she was good to spin a pound of flax in four and twenty
hours. 1893 F. M. Crawford Marion Darcke I. 140 There

is nothing in the world the matter with him; he is good
for another twenty years. Mod. Are you good for a ten

miles' walk?

d. To \ make, -\ become, come good for \ to be
surety for. Obs. cxc. Se.

1502 Ord. Crystcu Men iW.de W. 15061 1. iv. 45 The god-
fader and godmoder ben pledges & maketh good for hym.
1591 PerciVALL Sp. Did., Abono, making good, or under-
taking for another, vadimonium. 1645 Ruthkki-ord Tryal
if Tri. Faith (1845' 79 He is become good to the Father for

u--. 1892 W. Rama(;e Last Words xxxiv. 322 Having come
good for the transgressor the surety could be spared no
part of the punishment.

f e. Predicatively, of a space of time : Avail-

able (,for a purpose;.
171 1 IJuixjELL.S/tr/. Xo. 77 • 1 Will, .pulled out hisWatch,

and told me we had seven Minutes good. 1749 Chesi 1 \-\

Lett. (1792) II. ccix. 295 You have still two years good, but

no more, to form your character. 1749 FlELDlHG '1 om Jones
XVI. x, 1 suppo.se he hath not many Hours to live. As for

you, Sir, you have a Month at least good yet.

V. Adequate, effectual, valid.

17. Of personal actions or activities: Adequate
to the purpose; sufficient in every respect; thorough.

Good heed, good speed : see the sbs.

1154 O. A'. Citron, an. 1153 A! folc him luuedc for he dide
god iustise £t makede pais. (11310 in Wright Lyric P.
xxv. 75 Jesu . . send mi soule god weryyng That y ne drede
non eovel thing. Ibid, xxxvii. 103 ^ef thou nymest wel god
keep [etc!- 1548 Hall Ch)-on.,Fdw. II ', 240 b, The which
desyre, if the Fleminges had but geven good care to. 1584
R. Scot Discott. Witchcr. x. i. 177 The Prophet giueth vs

good warning. 1617 Mokyson Itin. 11. 66 [Hej made a
very good stand. Ibid. 156 So that except they steale their

passage 'which I feare most) 1 make no doubt but my Lord
President will giue a very good accompt of them. 1639
T. Brugis tr. Camus'' Mor. Rclat. 356 Who did them good
and speedy justice. 1726 Swii-t Gulliver iv. i, I drew my
Hanger, and gave him a good Blowwith the flat Side of it.

1820 Shelley (Fdif-us 1. 147, I have taken good care That
shall not be. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Fug. ii. I. 195 He
admitted that the House. .had done good service to the
crown. 1878 S. Walpole Hist. Fug. I. 371 Society did
not see anything either unseemly or unmanly in a man
administering a good beating to his wife.

b. of a belief, conviction, feeling, will. For
the phrases [obs, or arch.) in good earnest, faith,

sadness, sooth, truth, see the sbs.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 We sulen habben ure heorte and
habben godne ileafe to ure drihten. c 1305 St, Lucy 43 in

A". A'. /'. (1862) 102 pi lulcue bat is so god : nelpeb bi moder
iwis. 1530 Tindalk Ausv. Mores Dial. Gj, As if a man
said, the boyes will was good to haue geuen his father a
blowe. 1617 Mokyson Itin. 11. 203 Wee are in good hope
they are all gone.

18. Of a riylit, claim, reason, plea, proposition:

Val^d, sound. Of a legal decision, a contract, an net

of any kind ; Valid, effectual, in force ; not vitiated

by any flaw. I'o hold, stand good : see the vbs.
a 1000 Azarias 109 A bin dom sy god & genge. c 1230

Halt Mcid. 13 pu of earnest meiden to beo engle eucning.

.

8: wi5 god rihte hwen bu hare liflade. leadest. c 1315
Shoreham 129 Ich dar segge mid gode ry3te, That [etc.].

1340 Aycnb. 6 Ine guode skele me may zuerie wyb-oute
7enne. C1550 Cheke Matt. xx. 4 Whatsoever is good
reason I wil give iou. 1560 Dals tr. Sleidauc's Comm.
78 b, Ferdinando.. affirmed the kyngdome to be his by good
right. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 12 § 4 Licences, .shall have Con-
tinuance and be good only for one Year. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 100 Stood foorth and proved the former election

to be good. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 7 a, If., the land
is geven to the sonne, and to the heire of the bodye of his

father engendred, this is a good taile. 1594 Hooker Ecct.
Pol. 1. (1676) 69 Under this fair and plausible colour, what-
soever they utter passeth for good and currant. 1596
Haktn'gton Metam. Aja.x (1814) 107 And this .stands with
good reason. 1599 Massincer, etc. Old Law in. i, It \>

food in law too. 1617 Moryson Itin. 111. j8 Having tin.

-awes, .together with a good cause on his side. 1689 Locke
Goz-emmt. 1. § 149 Every Father of a Family, .had as good
a claim to Royalty as these, a 1732 Atterblry (].), He is

resolved now to shew how slight the proportions were
which Luther lot go for good. 1755 Magens Insurances I.

406 Goods not proved to be neutral Property might be con-
demned as good Pri/e. 1818 Cruise Digest ed. 2) V. 50;
Although a recovery be a good bar to a remainder for years
[etc.]. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Fug. xi. III. 29 Was not

a letter written by the fust Prince of the Blood, .at least as

good a warrant as a vote of the Rump? 1871 Morli.y
Voltaire (1886) 8 The impression that the hearer, for good
reasons or bad, happens to have formed. 1885 Sir F. North
in Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 541 That part of the appointment
being bad, did not prevent the limitation over being good.

1898 Mukison Sir W. Wallace v. 91 He promptly hanged
such as failed to furnish a good excuse.

19. Satisfactory or adequate in quantity or degree
;

sufficiently ample or abundant ; considerable, rather

great. For a good deal, few, many, see those words.

To have a good mind to ;see Mind\
a 1000 O. F. Chron. an. 913 Him bea^ god dad bss folces

to. a 1000 Rood 70 (Gr.) We Saer reotende gode hwile
stodon on statSole. c 1220 Bestiary 404 Ne stereS 3e no$t of

Se stede a god stund deies. < 1300 Beket 69 Heo wende
forth with wel god pas. 1382 Wyclie Luke vi. 38 Thei
schulen 5yue in to ^oure bosum a good mesure, and wel

fillid. C1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrichs 72 Let \>e seke vse

ber of.. a good qwanthe at ones. 1526 Tindale Acts ix. 23
After a good while. 1568 Graeton Chron. II. 22 These
thynges were done a good space after. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 1 b, Being nowe of good yeeres
and sickely. Ibid. iv. 163 Beside, you must nave.. good
plentie of duste, wherein they may bathe and proyne them-
selves. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 81 And having obtained a
good force from the relieving Turkes and Tartars, he easily

advanced. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. I. viii. 30
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An Author of good Antiquity. 1665 Sift T. Herbert Tram*
(1677) 356 Persons of such ingenuity and so good a purse as

fete.]. 1687 A.Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 1.34 To play and
sing a good part of the day. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist.
Eng. II. Cardigan 364 There are a good Plenty both of River
and Sea-fish. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 20 Fill one
rocket shell with a good charge, quite full. 1851 Dixon
W. Penn xvi. (1872) 138 The composition of this work kept
Penn at home a good part of the year. 1877 A. B. Horton
in Moloney Forestry W. A/r. (1887) 38 The planting must
be during the rainy season, as it requires a good quantity of

water. 1885 World 1 Sept. 11 A good number of deer have
been shot during the last fortnight.

b. Preceding another adj. expressing either large

size, strength, resisting power, or the like) to which
it serves as a moderate intensive. Similarly + good
pretty — pretty good. (Cf. B.b.)

c 1300 Havelok 2554 Hand-ax, sybe, gisarm, or spere, Or
aunlaz, and god long knif. 1535 C<>\ ekdale 2 Mace. iv. 41

Some gat stones, some good strong^ clubbes. 1548 UdaLL
etc. Erasm. Par. Lithe 149 b, A good preatie waie of. 1565
Jewel Repl. Harding u6u) 269 He hath some good prety

skill iti peeuish Arguments. 1586 Earl Levcester in Ley-
ccster Corresp. (Camden 1844) 254 A good sharp warr. 1593
G. Giifard Dial. Cone. Witches (1843^ 12 We have a
schoolemaister that is a good pretie scholler (they say) in

the Latine tongue. 1646 H. Hammond in Ld. Falkland 's

View 25 A good large Province. 1787 ' G. GKHBADO ' Acad.
Horsem. 1. 1S09.) 35 A good smart cut over his right cheek.

1885 Daily News 16 July 4/7 It will take a good long time
to bring them right. Mod. He writes a good bold hand.

20. Qualifying a definite statement of quantity,

to indicate an amount not le:>s, and usually greater,

than what is stated. Often following its sb., and
so approaching an adv. (Cf. Full a. 8. Kill adv.

1 1000 Sax. Leec/id. II. 292 Genim gi&comes leafa gode
hand fulle. 1577 I>. Googe HeresbaclCs Husb. in. '15S6

144 Geve to every one three spoonefulIe> good. 1598 Smw
Stir*'. 349 More than a goode flight shot towards Kings
I .and. 1626 Bacon Sy/va § 17 Take Violets, and infuse a
good Pugill of them in a Quart of Vineger. i66z I. Davies
tr. Olearius

1

Voy. Ambass. 17 A good quarter of an ell high.

1690 Child Disc. Trade (1694) 7 It is a good man's work
all the year to be following vintners and shopkeepers for

money. 1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 26 We have three
(|uarters good to a voyage of half an hour. 1842 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. I. 166 The l'o*t -office, which is a good two
miles off. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der I. xii. 231 He..
played a good hour on the violoncello.

VI. Idiomatic phrases.

21. As good. a. Orig. in phr. such as (me were
as good = it were as good for me (etc.

)
; where good

is the adj. In later developments, / were as good,

I had as good (= I might as well
,
good tends to be

felt as adverbial: cf. Have v. 22. Hence occas.

such uses as / may or might as good, where as good
is purely adverbial = as well.

?<ri450 Thomas cy Fairy Q. in Halliwell lllustr. Fairy
Mythoi. 1 1845^1 66 Me had been as good to goo To the bryn-
nyng fyre of hell. 1480 Robt. Devyll 343 in Hazl. E. P. P.
I. 233 A man had ben as good to have be smytten with

thonder. '/14.. in Utterson Set. E. P. P. (1817) II. 36011c
were, in a maner, as good be slayne. 1513 Ld. Bekners
Froiss. (1S12) I. 754 We were as good to go towardes
Plaunders as to Boloyne. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bh.
1 Camden) 44 Thai iniht as good eate whot Coales asdeni me
again. 1591 Lvly Eudyut. in. i. 31 As good >Ieepc and doe
110 harme, u* wake and doe no good. 1605 A. Wotton
Amsw. Pop. Articles 59 Were not Christ as good have a
troubled Church as none at all'/ 1647 Trait Comm. 1 Cor.
xiv. 2 As good he may hold his tongue, for God needs him
not. 1668 Shadwell Sullen Lovers 1. i. Wks. 1720 I. 27 She
had as good have thrown her money into the dirt. 1671
Plavel Fount. Life ii. 31 As good no Law as No Penalty.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Sub;. If. 138 His Gold might a>

good have stay'd at Peru, as come into his Custody. 1789
MRS. PlOZZl Joum. France I. 299 It were as good live at

Brest or Portsmouth . .as here. 1816 Scon Autiq. xv, ' I bad
as gude gang back to the town, and take care o' the wean '.

1843 Haliburton Attache II. xii. 209, I do suppose we had
as good make tracks, for I don't want folks to know me yet.

b. As good as : advb. phr. - Practically, to all

intents and purposes.
1436 Libel Eng. Pol. in Pol. Songs (Rolls) II. 187 Hut if

Knglond were nyghe as gode as gone. 1530 Pai.sgk. S61/1
As good as doone, quasi. 1535 CoVKBOALS Neh. iv. 12 The
lewes. .tolde vs as good as ten tymes. 1577 Hanmeh Ane.
Ecel. Hist. vin. vii. (1585) 149 A fierce bull which tossed.

.

and left them as good as dead, a 16x4 Donne Bia^afOTo?

(1644) 147 She was brought very neer the fire, and as good^Jf-CV^. rare exc. in vulvar or slang phrases
; thrown in. >i 1687 Petty Pol. An'th. i. (1691) 17 The

Seamen have as good as 12s. in Wages, Victuals [etc.]. 1699
Benilev Phal. 491 Sc*ipio..and Cicero.. do both as good
as declare, that [etc.]. 1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4806/2 The
Marriage .. is look'd upon to be as good as concluded.
1817 Byron Bcppo xxxv, In law he was almost as good as

dead. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. III. 19 We
had intended to make no visits this year, or as good as
none. 1891 L. B. Walford Mischief0/ Monica viii, I as
good as said you would.

c. To be as good as (one's word) : to act up to

the full sense of, to carry out fully.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1587) II. (K.

O.). 1638 Cromwell in Carlyle Lett. $ Sp. App. ii, I doubt
not but I shall be as good as my word for your money.
1661 2 Pepys Diary 28 Feb., To be as good as my word, I

bade Will get me a rod. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 136
P 3 He has been as good as his promise. 1875 Towett
Plato {ed. 2) III. 305.

22. Make good. a. trans. To make up for ; to

compensate for, atone fen* ; to supply (a deficiency),

to pay (an expense). + Also (rarely) intr.> to make
up or compensate/^.

A

J377 Lanol. P. PI. B. xvii. 77 What he speneth more I

make the good here-after, 1389 in Eng. Gilds 7 pat alle be
costages that be mad aboute hym be mad good of the box.

1573-80 Bakkt Alv.S 823 If anie thing was stolne awaie, I

eucr made it good, a 1704 R. L'Estrange (J.), Every dis-

tinct being has somewhat peculiar to itself, to make good
in one circumstance what it wants in another. 1719 De Fob
Crusoe it xi, If you will make good our pay to us. 1757 in

Scrafton htdostan (1770) 67 What has been plundered by
his people [shall be] made good. 1810 Splendid Follies 1 1.

7, I like to make good for the trumpeters, and blow up such
a tune as would collect a gaping multitude from a mile
distant. 1846 Trench Mirac. vii. (1862) 196 Making good
at least a part of the error by its unreserved confession.

1884 MancU. Exam. 29 May 4/7 Any deficiency in repay-
ment shall be made good out of the county cess.

b. To fulfil, perform (a promise, etc.) ; to carry

out, succeed in effecting ,a purpose).

1535 Co\ ekdale 2 Chrou. vi. 16 Make good vnto my
father Dauid .. that which thou hast promysed him. 1657
North's Plutarch Notes 512. 42 The ten thousand Grecians.

.

made good their retreat through Asia into Europe. 1701
W. Wotton Hist. Rome 208 His Men would make good his

Attempt. 1712 Bl dgixl Sped. No. 404 r 2 Nature makes
good her Engagements. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. v. (Tegg) 80
Keeping upon his guard in order to make good his resolu-

tion. 1793 Smeaton Edystonc L. § 129 She might .. make
her course good to land us at Fowey. 18*3 Scott Ouenliu
P>. xxxiii. Will you make good your promise? 1854 II.

Miller Sch. <$- Schm. (18581 522 Making good his upward
way from bis original place at the compositor's frame, to the
editorship of a provincial paper. 1866 J. Martineau Ess.
I. 174 A discredited prophet unable to make good his word.

1893 Earl Dunmoke Pamirs I. 314 The rebels managed to

make good their retreat.

c. To prove to be true or valid; to demonstrate

the truth of (a statement , to substantiate (a charge).

To make it goodupon any one, his person : to enforce

one's assertion by combat, or the infliction of blows.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. clxi. 196, I shuld-j make it

good on you incontynent that ye haue no right to l>ere my
deuyce. 159* Shaks. Rom. 4- Jul. v. iii. 286 This letter

doth make good the Friers words. 1596 Haiungton Me.'am.
AJax 104, L.wil make it good on their persons from the

pin to the pike. 1607-1* Bacon Ess., Seeming Wise lArb.)

216/1 Some, .take by admittance that, which they cannot
make good. 1663 Gerbier-CV«»w/ F Vlij b. You will, .make
good, .that you are not of those who content themselves with
. .oiitsides of books. 177a Junius Lett. Ixviii. 334, I am now
to make good my charge against you. 1820 Scott Fsanhoc
xii, I should like to hear how that is made good? 1875 K.
White Lift in Christ nr. xxi. (1878) 303 His general argu-
ment has been made good on other grounds.

d. Tomakesureof; to secure; prisoners) ; tohold,

to gain and hold (one's ground, a position).

1606 < - W[oodcocke] tr. Justin s Hist. 116b, His own
kingdom.. he long honorably had made good against bis

enemies. 1617 Mokvson Itin. 11. 166 This Kort his Lp. and
his Company made good, till he was relieved from the Lord
Deputie. 1643 Dectar. Cornm., Reb. Irel. 42 But being un-

armed . . they could not make good their Prisoners. 1663

Butler Hud. 1. i. 700 The Bear.. being bound In Honour
to make good bis Ground. 1804 W. Tennant hut. Recreat.
(ed. 2) I. 326 The invaders have hardly any opportunity of
making good a livelihood in the field. 1843 ARNOLD Hist.

Rome III. 117 The walls .. of Rome were ordered to be
made good against an attack.

f e. To make one's part orparly good': to make
a successful resistance see Pabt, Pakty). Obs.

f. To repair ; to replace or restore ^what is lost

or damaged^
1568 Gbai ton Chrou. 11. 12S If any were perished by

keping, then the Abbot lo make them good. 1726 Leom
Albcrtts Archil. II. 12^/2 In making good this break you
must not work it up quite to the rest of the building. 1793
Smeaton Edystonc L. § 121 The space which had been
previously occupied by the rock so cut down must have been
made good by fresh Matter. 1884 Laio Times Rep. LI.

161/2 The appellants undertook, .to make good any damage
done to the property. 1889 Y'orksh. Archstol. Jml. X. 556
They have been entirely removed and the place made good
with plain stonework.

g. tzhsoL To fill up even or level.

1793 SMEATON Edystonc L. § 38 A set of short balks were
laid . . upon the next step . . so. as to make good up to the

surface of the third step.

h. intr. (^Ste sense 16 d.)

1! 23. Good old (see Old a. .

B. adv.

a. qualifying a vb. In a good manner ; well.

Also
in phrase t as good as= ' as well as', fb. quali-

fying an adj. or adv., with intensive force: In a

high degree, 'right'. Obs. (Cf. A. 19 b.) C In

the phrase as good (see A. 21) the adj. sometimes
becomes an adv. through change of construction.
In good cheap the word is not originally an adverb : see

ChSAJ sb. 8, 9.

13 . . A". Alt's. 6267 Thikke and schort and gud sette.

< 1380 Wvclif Sel. Whs. III. 130 And gode marke how
Crist . . bad his gostly knyghtes go into al bo world. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 146 Thesgoodes
byth comyn als good to willde bestis as to men. a 1655
Sir N. L'Estrangk in W. J. Thorns Anecd. <$• Traditions
iCamden 1839) 50 Having a fellow before him good refrac-

torie and stubborne. Ibid. 59 They, .good fiercely began to

trusse up. Ibid. 74 A sturdie vagrant . . begged good-saucily
on Sir Drue Drurie. 1887 F. Francis, Jr. Saddle <y Mocassin
vii. iji I'll fix them—and fix them good while I'm about it.

C. quasi-^. and sb.

I. 1. The adj. used ahsol. as plural : Good per-

sons. Now only in the moral sense, and always

with the (exc. occas. in good and bad).

c 1300 Cursor M. ^5249 (.Colt. Gaiba; On doniesday . . J-c

euill sail fra be gude be drawn, a 1450 Le Mortt Arth.
2157 Grete pyte was on eyther syde So fele goode ther were
layd downe. 11592 H. Smith Serm. (1637) 422 -The good
are knowne, because none but they which are good, strive

to be better. 1613 Shaks. Hen. I IIIt
v. v. 28 All Princely

Graces .. With all the Vertues that attend the good, Shall
still be doubled on her. a 1721 Prior Henry <y Emma 713
With power invested, and with pleasure cheer'd, Sought by
the good, by the oppressor fear'd. 1746 Smollett Reproof
97 Sworn foe to good and bad, to great and small. 1810
Suki.i.ey Death, a Dial. 4 Where., the good cease to
tremble at Tyranny's nod.

b. sing., referring to God. rare" 1
.

18x4 Cary Dante, Par. van 103 The Good, that guides
And blessed makes this realm which thou dost mount.

II. The neuter adj. used absol., passing into sb. :

That which is good.
2. In the widest sense : Whatever is good in

itself, or beneficial in effect.

Beowulf (Z.) 955 Alwalda bee gode forjylde ! c 1000 An.
Gosp. Matt. xii. 35 God mann sooiice of godum goldhorde,
bringS god forS. c 1200 Vices <y Virtues 11888.1 27 Na btug
tie mai de 5elimpen ne to-cumen neiSer ne euel ne god .

.

bute [etc.]. a 1300 Cursor M. 27675 Quere be es for ill or
god. 1435 MiSYN Fire 0/Love 11. ix. 90 Betwyx guyd and
betwix euyll. 1590 Shaks. Two Gentl. v. iv. 156 They are
reformed, ciuill, full of good. And fit for great employment.
1623 W. Capps in E, D. Neill Virginia Velnsta (.1885) 129,

I thinke God hath sent him in mercie for good to us. 1688
Miiict Fr. Diet, s.v. Bring, To bring a Child to know
Good from Evil. 1748 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 304
A person may make amends for the good he has blamably
omitted. 1813 Shelley (J. Mab 111. 153 He who leads In-

vincibly a life of resolute good, 1841 Lase Aral'. Nts. 1. 117
Remote from virtue or good. 1873 W. S. Tyler Hist.
A ntherst Coll. 444 A prayer-meeting on Sunday evening
which, .has become a power for good in the College.

b. The good portion, side, or aspect (of any-

thing . (.Cf, sense 4.)

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. ill. iSj Having grown to

a capacity of penetrating into the good and bad of an
affair. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 152 The absence of

necessity for the measure, its many evils, and its little

good. 1884 Ri skin Pleasures Eng. 22 True knowledge of
any thing or creature is only of the good of it.

3. The well-being, profit, or benefit (of a person,

community, or thing).

971 Blickl. Horn. 75 Swylce eac on obres gode beon
swipe ^efeonde. a 1300 Cursor M. 25274 pe ferth bon bou
asktrs fode, bath for lijf and saul gode. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Cousc. 5210, 1 was hanged upon be rode, Bytwen twa thefes

for yhour gode. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 1 Zeale to pro-

mote the common good. x6n B. Jonson Catiline iv. ii,

If he had employ 'd Those excellent gifts.. Vnto the good,
not ruin, of the State. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 100,

1

shall . .joyn in any thing that may be for all our goods. 1773
Golusm. She Stoops to Conquer iv, Were you not told to

drink freely, .for the good of the house? 1773 Mrs. Chapone
Imprcn'. Mind (1774) II. 34 Be thankful to the kind hand
that inflicts [pain] for our good. 1786 Burns Twa Dogs
148 In.. some gentle Master., .thrang a parliamentiu, For
Britain's guid his saul indentin. 1823 Keble Serm. iv.

(1848) 86 Those who invent any project for the good of

mankind, commonly entertain high hopes of the success of

their invention. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romota 11. xxviu, Love
does not aim simply at the conscious good of the beloved

object.

4. The resulting advantage, benefit, or profit of

anything. (Cf. sense 2 b.)

1701 Rowi; Amb. Step-Moth. iv. \. 1744 What is the good
of Greatness but the Power. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr.
(1756) I. 288 What is the Good of putting down a long

Train of Recipes? 1826 L. Irving Babylon II. vin. 265 No
one will believe, in fact, more than he can understand;
and that is generally as much as he can see the good of.

1878 [i.vons Prim. Pol. Econ. 24 There could be no good
in building docks unless there were ships lo loadin them.

1883 Gilmour Mongols xxvi. 311, I began by asking them
what good they supposed the repetition was calculated to

effect. 1885 Howells Silas LaPhatn (189D I. 148 The
Colonel laughed all the more. He was going to get all

the good out of this.

5. Phrases. (See also Agood.)
a. To do good: (a) to act rightly, fulfil the

moral law; {b) to show kindness to; (c) to em-
ploy oneself in philanthropic work

;
(d) to im-

prove the condition of, be beneficial to (const, to

or dat.) ; so in much good may it do you (and

shortened forms: sec esp. Dich\ often ironically.

To do any good : lo effect any good result; also,

to make progress, 'get on ', improve, thrive. + lo
speak, say to (a person) good: to address kindly.

To speal', say, f think good of', to praise, report

or think well of.

c8*S Vesp. Psalter \\\\\\\. 1 Nis se 3e doe god nis o5
enne. 971, < 1000 [see Evil sb. 2]. 1154 O. E. Chron. an.

1135 Wua sua bare his byrthen gold & sylure durste nan

man sei to him naht bute god. a 1200 Moral Ode 17 Er^e

we beo5 to done god. a U25 Ancr. R. 116 pe put de3
muche god to mom ancre. a 1300 Cursor M. 11806 Hu
had he hert to seed bair blod pat neuer did til him bot

godd? < 1430 Syr Gener. 9219 Lucas him goode spake

and honoured, And vnto his deliueraunce he procured.

^1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ix. 217, I cowde nother

etc nor drynke ony thyng that dyde me goode. 1535
Coverdale Acts x. 38 Iesus . . wente aboute is: dyd good.

Ibid. 1 'Tim. vi. 18 Charge them whiche are riche . . That
they do good. 1577 B. Googe HeresbacICs Husb. 1. (1586)

18 b, Some of them doo good to the grounde the yeere

folowyng. /X1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 64 Much good do it

you. 1640 Shirley St. Patrick v. L H 3 b, I cannot doe

good upon water and sallads. 1658 W. Burton Comm.
Antoninus 142 Whose opinion Camden at first thought good
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of, 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India $ P, 314 He finding no good
to be done with me, began [etc.] 1783 Hist. Miss Balti-
mores II. 59 Well, much good may do you ! a 1784 Johnson
tn Mrs. Ptozzi Anecd. of J. (1786) 208 His learning does no
good, and his wit. .gives us no pleasure. 1842 Ld. Houghton
in T. W. Reid Life (1891) I. vii, 287 His pretty, dressy wife,

too, does him no good, as she does nothing to please or

attach the people. 1855 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. XVI. 1. 29
The animal . . falls out of condition ; he appears ' to do no
good ', to use a familiar, .phra.se. 1879 K. Garrett House
by Wks. II. 102 Sometimes I doubt if she will be as ready
to begin doing good again.

b. To the good : as a balance on the right side

;

c. g. as net profit, as excess of assets over liabilities,

or the like.

1882 Spectator 39 Apr. 5.52 Boasting that he , . had so much
heavier a balance at the bank to the good, in consequence.

1895 Ld. Watson in Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 37/1 They
have sold their patent .. for .. 30,000/., and .. allowing a
reasonable deduction for those items which they have dis-

bursed, there still remains to the good a very considerable
sum of money. 1898 Pail Mall Mag. Christmas No. 584
He was two wins to the good. Mod. I. finished the work in

time, with two days to the good.

C. To good: f (a) gratuitously, kindly (obs.);
fb) so as to secure a good result.

832 Charter of Lu/u in O. E. Texts 446 For mine saule
and minra frienda and me^a de me to gode ^efnltemedan.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2890 Hemseluen he fetchden Se chaf,
ffe men 5or hem to gode 3af, And 805 holden 5e ti^eles

tale. 1839 W. E. Forster in T. W. Reid Life 11888' I.

112, I have disposed of all my copies [of the book] but one

;

I hope to good.

d. To come to good cf. Come v. 45 g) : in early use
of a dream, + to come true ; in later, to yield a good
produce or result, f To turn to good (const, dat.) :

to prove to a person's advantage.
1300 Cursor AL 5070 Al was for i tald a drem pat cum-

men es now to godd, i tern. 1573 Tcsser Hush. xiii. (1878)
29 It is an ill wind turnes none to good. 1623 W. Balcan-
qual Spittle Serm. (1634) 58 The seed that came to n»
good in the thirteenth of .Matthew. 1850 'Tail's Mag.
XVII. 708/1 The marriages of English people with foreigners
seldom come to good. 1884 Sat. Ren. 7 June 731/2 The
scheme, .could not. .have come to good.

f e. To can or kno-v one's good : to know how
to behave. To can mikeI good: to be highly ac-

complished. To can no good: to be untrained.
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 390 A whelp that ..

coude no goode. c 1374 — Troylus v. 106 This Diomede, as
he that coude his good, Whan this was done, gan fallen
forth in speche Of this and that. C1385 — L. G. W., Dido
252 And therewithal somikel good he can. 1412-20 Lydg.
Troy-bk. 1. v. (1513) Cib, For who was euer yet so mad or
wood That ought of reason konne a ryght his good To gyue
fayth. .To any woman without experyence. 1590 Spenser
/". Q. I. x. 7 A gentle Squyre, In word and deede that shew'd
great modestee, And knew his good to all of each degree.

f. For good (and all) : as a valid conclusion

;

hence, as a final act, finally.

IS- . Pari. Byrdes A ij, Than desyred al the Byrdes great
and smal to mewe the hauke for good and all. 1603 in Cvt.
<$- Times fas. I (1849) 1. 25 D'Auval .. is gone for good and
all. 1687 Congkeye Old Bach. 1. i, Ay, you may take him
for goocl-and-all if you will. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella

4 July, This day I left Chelsea for good, (that's a genteel
phrase), a 1732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 37 He was
obliged for good and all to leave his country. 1850 J. II.

Newman Dijfic. Anglic. 324 Throw off, for good and all,

the illusions of your intellect. 1882 W. E. Forster Let. to
Gladstone 10 Apr. in T. W. Reid Life (1888) II. viii. 421
This morning we released Pamell—not for good, but on
parole.

g. colloq. To be any, some, no good : to be of
any, some, no use. Also of persons, to be no good—
1 to be a bad lot ', to be worthless.
1842 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) II. 396 There is no good

telling you all this; but it relieves me to do so. 1848— Loss fy Gain 324 It's no good talking. 1868 Dasent
Jest ty Earnest (1873) II. 359 Those winch-follow you, what
sort of things are they, and what good are they? 1874
Micklethwaite ;JiW. Par. Churches 212 If they [curtains]
are heavy enough to be any good at all, they are a great
obstruction to the entrance. 1875 Dasf.nt Fikings III. 199
Then your feeling will be some good. 1886 H. Conway
Living or Dead ix, I tried to get it from Claudine, but it

was no good._ 1895 Marie Corelli Sorro^vs Satan x.

(1897) in He is no good, I tell you.

III. A particular thing that is good.
[Cf. G. gut (pi. giiter), Du. good (pi. goederen), a good,

an advantage
;

property, a piece of property, an estate.
Sense 9 below seems to be a specially Eng. development.
In the Scandinavian laugs. this sb. (:— OTeut. *go'/to

>n
t
the

neut. of the adj.) does not exist, but the ordinary neat, form
of the adj. {O'S.gott, Sw., Bn.godt) is used absol. orassb.,
and its genitive (O&ftffej Sw., Da. gods) has passed into
an indeclinable sb. with the sense 'property'.]

6. Something, whether material or immaterial,
which it is an advantage to attain or possess ; a
desirable end or object. Now only in sing., exc.

in philosophical (ethical) language.
c 1300 Cursor M. 27587 (Cott. Galba) Pride it es, if a

man wend his gudes war noght of grace him send. 13..
E. E. AlHt. P. C 286 pou art god, & alle owdez ar
graybely byn owen. c 1325 Deo Gratias 13 m E. E. P.
(1862) 129 Whon i seo goode depart so To sum Mon god
sent gret solas, And sum Mon ay to lyue in wo, pen sei i

deo gracias. C1374 Chaucer Boetli. 1. metr. i. 1 (Camb.
MS.

1
Fortune vnfeithful fauorede me wib lyhte goodes.

1532 Hekvf.t Xenophon's llouseh. 3 Than .. ye call those
thinges goodes, that be profitable, and those thynges that
be hurtefull be no goodes? 1583 Golwng Calvin on
Dent, clxxi. 1063 To enter directly into the possession of
all those goods which ly hidden from vs. 1630 I.fnnard

tr. Charroris IVisd. 1. v. § 1 (1670) 16 The goods of the
body are Health, Beauty, Chearfulness, Strength, Vigour.
1643 SirT. Browne Retig. Med. (1869)27 Not to be content
With the goods of mind, a 1677 Barrow Semi, xxviii. Wks.
(1686.1 III. 313 Pleased with true goods, and displeased at
real evils incident to us. 1709 Steele Taller No. 49 ? 6
Amanda's Relish of the Goods of Life, is all that makes
'em pleasing to Florio. 1785 T. Balgcy Disc. 22 The
goods of the mind.. are not less empty. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. 48 The institutions of policy, the goods of fortune,
the gifts of providence, are handed down to us. 1825
Bentham Ration. Rett*. 113 Reward in its own nature is a
good. 1865 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) II. 400 Life.

.

is a doubtful good to many. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV.

3 The relation of the goods to the sciences does not appear.
1883 H. Spencer in Conteinp. Rev. XLIII. S The American.
eagerly pursuing a future good, almost ignores what good
the passing day offers him.

b. Highest {first, chief, etc.) good: — SuMMUM
Uonum.
a 1000 Booth. Melr. xx. 92 (MS. B.) Eart be selfa baet

hehste good. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 5900, I wende
trewly . .That O gret Good most souereyn Sholde. . Make a
thyng ffor to be ful. 1587 Golding De Moruay iii. 24 The
same one is called the onely good and the goodnes it selfe.

(T1613 Overbury A Wife, etc. (1638) 168 He is the first

good to himselfe, in the next file, to his French Taylor.
1668 R. Steele Chr. Hush. Calliugv. (1672) 1 10 Loss ofgoods
is not the loss of the chief Good. 1698 Xokris Pract.
Disc. IV. 187 God only is the true Good, End and Centre
nf all Rational Natures. 1738 Wesley Ps. iv. vii, Thou
hast on me bestow'd . .The Paste Divine, the Sovereign
Good.

fc. occasionally. A good quality, virtue, grace,
r 1380 Wyci.if Scrtu. Sel. Wks. II. 18 pis Goost anoyn-

tide Crist wib goodis of grace as fulli as ony man my^te bo
anoyntid. 1440 Gesta Rom. xciii. 423 (Add. MS.) The
blessid virgine asked of the deuyll, 'say me, whethere }>e>

iij synnes, lechery, couetese, and gloteny, mow be to-

gedre in oon herte with these goodes, contricion, wepyng.
and purpose of amendyng?' 1563 Homilies 11. Rogation
Week 1. (1859)474 The goods and graces wherewith thev
were indued in soule, came of the goodnesse of God only.

f d. A good action. Ol>s.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Justin's Hist. 38 a, For which (as

if he would be expeditious in this good) the Maisters of such
workes were straight procured by proclamation. 1700
Dryden Fables, Pal. A> Arcite 111. 3S4 He seldom does a good
with good intent.

7. Property or possessions; now in more restricted

sense, movable property.

a. //. (See also Chattel 4 c.)

C950 Ltndisf. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 14 Monn. jeceisde 'Sennas
his & ^esalde 3a:m godo his. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. iS
Icsecge mime sawlc ealasawel bu h;ufst mycele god. a 1300
Cursor M. 4261 (Cott.) And ioseph dueld wit his meigne,
And has his godes all in hand, c 1300 Ibid. 29315 (Cott.
Galba) pe nighend case [of cursing] on all ba lies bat
gastly gudes selles or byes. 1382 Wyclif Luke xvi. 1 He
hadde wastid his goodis. c 1400 Maindev. (Roxb.) xv. 68
Him behufez gyffe hir a porcioun of his gudes. a 1572
Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 402 The inquisitioun tane of
all ypur guidis, movable and immovabill. 1588 Marprel.
Epist. (Arb. 1 22 When Waldegraues goods was to be spoiled
and defaced. 1641 Termes de la Ley 49 The Civilians
comprehend these things, and also lands of all natures and
tenures under the word Goods, which is by them divided
into Moovables and Immoovables. 1685 Baxter Paraphr.
A7". T., Matt. xxiv. 15-18 Stay not to save your Goods or
Clothes. 1789 Brand Hist. Nc-ocastle II. 531 note, Some
disorderly persons broke and entered into a house .. and
took away and destroyed several goods. 1817 W. Selwyn
Law Nisi Pr'tus (ed. 4) II. 728 Before probate and before
any seizure, the law adjudges the property of the goods of
the testator in the executors. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
xii, The goods being once removed, this house would be
uncomfortable.
Proz'erbs. 1546 J. HEYwoOD/ViTt'. (1867) 38 He that hath

plentie of goodes shall haue more. 1862 Hisi.op Prov.
Scot. 15 A man has nae mair gudes than he gets gude o 1

.

% The plural form occurs as a sing. : Property, an
amount of property. i^Cf. sense 7 d.)

1542 Udall tr. Erasm. Apophth. 242 a, When his goodes
was preised to bee sold [etc.]. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 77 Alle the platte, coppys, vestmenttes, wyche
drewe unto a gret gooddes for the behoffe of the kynges grace.

b. sing. Obs. exc. arch.
1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 Oc namen al be

god flint bar inne was. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10193 Alle
t>e erchebissopes god, that he vond in bis lond. 1375
Barbour Bruce xvn. 105 So gredy war thai till the gude,
That [etc.]. c 1400 Maunde v. (Roxb.) xvi. 74 He knew no^t
be thowsand part of his gude. 61449 PSCOCK Repr. in. vii.

316 No layman ..schulde haue eny good in propre lord*
--.chip, and that -whether thilk good were mouable or vn-
mouable. ai533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546)
Cc b, The more goodde I hadde, the more couetous I was.
1556 Lauder Tractate 282 5e stild not chuse thaim for thair
blude, Nor for thare ryches, nor thare gude. 1600 Holland
Livy v. vi. 11609) 1385 «^, For feare least if they had
gathered good [etc.]. 1650 Trapp Comvi. Gen. xlvii. 14
Misers will as easily part with their blood, as with their
good. 1873 Browning RedCott. Nt.-Cap 259 Guardianship
Of earthly good for heavenly purpose.
pro7>. 1546 J. Heywood Pro7\ '1867)35 Evil! gotten good
neuer proueth well.

tc. A man of good: a man of property, rank,
and standing. Chiefly Sc. Obs.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 215 Suche a maister ys mede

a-mong men of goode. 1525 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844)
I. 113 The lordis and men of gud in the cuntra bout thaim.
'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 532 The king wes tane and
men of gud threttie. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 1000 in
Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, Galloway was a man of gude,
Discendit of a noble blude.

fd. sing. Money. (A) great good : a great sum
of money. Marriagegood: a marriage portion. Obs.

c 1340 Cursor M. 19054 (Trin.) Petur & Ion bei hi him
5ode And he bad of hem som gode. c 1400 Destr. Troy
11731 Gedrit was the goode, & gon for to kepeTo sure men
& certen bat sowme to deliuer. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1306
He askyd hym gode for charyte. c 1460 Fortescue Abs.
$ Lim. Mon. xii. (1885) 137 Thai haue no wepen, nor
armour, nor good to bie it with all. 1519 Sir T. Boleyn in

Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 155 It hath cost hym [Charles Vj
a greyt good to atteyn to this Empire. 1523 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. cxlv. 172 The siege .. had coste hym .. moche
good. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. V, 20b, The th\ nge. .that

you would have geven greate good for.

e. //. Live stock. Also sing, in quick good=
a head of cattle. Obs. exc. dial.

1485 Ripon Ch. Accts. 275 My best quyke goode . . in the
name of my mortuary. 1508 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scot.
I. 58 Of shutting up her ' gudii '. .without ' pindande' them
in a' pyndfalde'. 1523 Fitzherb. Surr: 23 b, Euery tenaunt
. .shall gyue his best quycke good in the name of a herryotte
to the lorde. 1562 Extracts Aberd. Reg, (1844 I. 341 In
casting of fewall or pasturing of guidis. 1641 Best Farm.
Bks. tSurtees) 34 The shortest and most leary hey is allwayes
accounted the best for any goodes. and especially for sheepe
and young foales and calves. 1653 N. Riding Rec. V. 139 A
man of Gaile presented for his goods eatinge up the grasse
in a close. 1796 W. Marshall Yorksh. (ed. 2) Gloss.
(E, D. S.), Goods, live stock.

8. spec. 'Now only //.) Saleable commodities,
merchandise, wares (now chiefly applied to manu-
factured articles). See also Day noons.
1:1460 Fortescue Abs. & Tim. Mon. xi. (1714) Si lie

takyth nothyng of their Graynys, Wolls, or of any othi-r

Goods that growith to them of their Lond. '11533 '- 1 '-

Berners Huon xlviii. ico They, .had myche good in theyr
shyppe. 1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 3:^ Horsemen . . which con-
duct the Merchants and their goods out of the Frontier-;.

1631 Bradford Plymouth Plantation (1856) 293 They had
much adoe to have their goods delivered, for some of them
were chainged, as bread & pease. 1634 Sir I

1

. Herbert
Trav. 47 The Whale (of which he was Captained rich laden
with his Masters and his owne goods. 1706 Pope Let. to

Wycherley 10 Apr., The great Dealers in Wit, like those in

Trade, take least pains to set off their Goods. 1726-31
Tindal tr. Rapines Hist. Eng. xvn. (1743) II. 138 Warlike
provisions carried to one of the contending parties, were
contraband goods. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer ed. 2) ait. Beiudley,
Iron ware, glass, Manchester goods, &C. are put on board
barges here. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom <y Lugger 1. i. 10
As long as French goods were to be had better for the same
money. 1842 Bisciioff ICoollen Manuf. II. 105, I mean by
a domestic manufacturer, a man who makes his goods in his
own house or shop. 1879 Manch. Guard. 28 Jan., The
plaintiff did not complain of the goods having been sized,

but of the mode in which they had been sized.

*! (TJ. S.) //. as sing. Kind of dry goods.
1875 Knight Diet. Mec/t., Grenadine, a gauzy dress goods.

b. Piece of goods: humorously, a person. [Cf.

Du. goedje.]

1751 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 1 1. 22S That agreeable creature,
. .will visit you soon, with that dry piece of goods, his wife.

1776 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary (1S89) II. 145 Miss
Fitzgerald, his daughter— as droll a sort of piece of goods as
one might wish to know. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias in. iv. r 6
She had always two or three pieces of damaged goods in
the house.

c. The pi. is used aitrib. in many terms which
refer to the transmission of movable property by
railway, as goods agent, department, engine, man-
ager, shed, station, train, etc.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1878 F. S. Williams
Midi. Raihv. 170 The u^e of their London goods station.
1885 Manch. Exam. 17 Jan. 5/4 A. goods train which was
backing on to a siding. 1889 G. Findlay Eng. Railway
13 The executive management of the line is carried on by
a General Manager, a Chief Goods Manager [etc.]. Ibid. 15
The 'Goods Agent' is responsible for the goods working.
1890 \V.

J.
Gordon Foundry 153 An ordinary goods waggon

carries eight tons. 1897 Daily News 22 Feb. 3/5 The strike
is wholly confined to the railway servants in the goods
departments. Ibid. 15 Nov. 2/5 Two railway servants, .were
killed, one a goods checker and the other a platelayer.

f 9. //. .See quot.) Obs.

1743 Loud, -y Country Breiv. 111. fed. 2) 193 That Ale
which is made only from Goods (i. e. after a first Wort is run
off the Makj must. .be unpleasant and unwholesome.
D. Comb.

1. a. in such collocations as good-boy, -character,

•conduct, -faith, -length, -service, which admit of
being used attrib.

1833 Scott Lett. 16 Jan. in N. <j Q. 9th Ser. (1898) 1. 264/1
Better adapted to .. soften the heart of childhood than the
*good-boy stories which have been in late years composed
for them. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. i. 32 It was all as
infallible as the fates in the Minerva Press novels and
the good-boy books. 1890 W. G. Barttelot Life Major
Barttetot vii. 145 Stanley . . had . . taken all the . . *good-
character men and left. .the incorrigible at Vambuya. 1853
Stocqueler Mil. Diet., " Good-conduct pay. 1890 J. Byrne
in igth Cent, Nov. 836 All good-conduct soldiers now have
eave till midnight when off duty% 1893 M. J. Wade in

Barrows Pari. Relig. (1894) I. 750 It is scandalous to see

a temporary residence . . treated with all judicial dignity as
being a *good-faith residence required by the statute. 1891
W. G. Grace Cricket 231, 1 played forward to nearly every
good-length ball. 1876 Voyle Mil. Diet. (ed. 3\ *Good-

service pension.

b. parasynthetic, as good- bodied, -bottomed, -con*

ceiled, -conditioned, -constittttioned, -faced, -hearted

(htncQgood-heartedness) , -limbed, -minded, -omened,
-plucked, -sized.

1666 Pepys Diary 31 May, My . . sister ; who is a pretty
*good-bodied woman, and not over thicke. 1816 Sporting
M~ag. XLVIL296 Nelson and Blucher, two*good-bottomed
dogs belonging to Thomas Bradshaw, Esq. 1611 Shaks,



GOOD.

Cymb. II. iii. 18 Come on, tune . . First, a very excellen

•good conceyted thing ; after a wonderful sweet aire. 1721

Df. Foe Relig. Courtsh. 1. iii. (1840) 80 One of the best-

humoured, *goodest-conditioned, meiriest fellows in the

world. 1836 J. M. Gully Magendie's Formul. 130 Good
conditioned pus .. appears . . to be not more irritating than

mucus. 1S61 Whvte Melville Mkt. Harb. 160 He's a

sound, *good-constitutioned beast . . and never off his feed.

1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 93 At what, .markett

your 'goodfaced goodliness bowte upp. 1611 Shaks. II int.

T. iv. iii. 123 Shall I bring thee on the way? No, good

fac'd sir, no sweet sir. 1552 Lati m kr ith Serin. Lincolnsh.

(1362) 134 b, All ihey that be *good hearted, that loue

godlynes, they wyshe for a parliament. 1843 Bethune Sc.

Fireside Stor. 52 But you are a good-hearted fellow, my
dear Quiddit— I know you are. 1813 Examiner 29 Mar.

204 '1 The unadulterated *good-heartedness of its principal

characters. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV HI. u. 113 A good

limb'd fellow: Yong, strong, and of good friends. irien

Bfaum & Fl. Philaster II. iv, Alas "good minded Prince,

you know not these things. 1681 Dryden Sp. friar

V. ii, Damme, quoth he. And still continued Labouring me,

until a good minded Colonel came by. 1870 Emerson Soc. «c

So/it v. 95 Every good-minded reformer. 1863 I. Williams

Baptistery II. xxxii. 11874) io2 Like hovering near of some

good-omen'd bird Thy soothing voice is heard. 1855

Thackeray Kewcomes II. 202 You are a *good-plucked

fellow ! 1837 Mrs. Carlyle /.tiY. 1. 87 Hardly gold enough

10 make a 'good-sized thimble. 1863 Bucklasd Curios.

Xai. Hist. Ser. II. (ed. 4) 255 The Regent's Park specimens

were not much larger than a good-sized sprat.

c. In quasi-adverbial combination with pr. pples.

used adjectivally, as \good-meaning, -milling, -pay-

ing, t -seeming, -speeching (nonce-wd.), --Hearing.

Also Good-i.ooking.
_ ...

In none of these instances is good adverbial in origin ; in

some it represents a predicative complement, in others the

neut. adj. or sb. used as object ; and in yet other cases the

combination arises from phrases in which good qualifies a

virtual compound of ppl. adj. and sb.

1682 BuNYAN Holy War 286 Many a *good meaning man

is dead and the Diabolonians of late grow stronger and

stronger. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines ff Mining 43 The

ledge is a very wide one, all "good-milling ore. 1898

Daily News 25 May 5/1 She thought she was borrowing

50/ to enable her to execute a number of "good-paying

orders. 1645 Rutherford Tryal .$• Tri. Faith 1 1845) 137

There is a way *good-seeming that deceiveth us ; but black

death is the night lodging of it. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell

(1871) IV. 41 The *good-speeching individual. 1879 .Mrs.

A. E. James hid. Househ. Managem. 16 It made a warm,

•good-wearing costume.

fd. So rarely with pa. pple. = \veil-), as good •

disposed. Obs.
'•

1598 R. Charnock in Archpr. Conir (Camd. Soc.) I. 66

Good disposed catholickes. i

e. objective (with good sb. or quasi-sb.), as good-

doing vbl. sb.
;
good-foreboding ppl. adj.

1526 Tindale 2 Thess. ii. 17 Oure lorde Jesu Christ.,

comforte youre hertes and stablysshe you in all saymge and

uode doynge. 1571 Golding Calvin on I's. lxxll. 12 No-

thiiT'e maketb men more lyke untoo God, than gooddoing.

1883 Fall Mall G. 5 Nov. 4/2 The tone of public opinion

will be more healthy when the town council engages in

good-doing than when good-doing is the monopoly of

individuals or of societies. 1874 Pusey Lent. Serin. 14

A happy *good-foreboding close of a common-place life.

2. In certain obsolete designations of relation-

ship : a. denoting a grand-parent (cf. Y . bon papa

,

bonne maman) ; see Good-dame, Good-sike ; b.

denoting a relation by marriage (cf. F. beaufrere,

belk-sceur, beau-pere, belle-mire) : see Good-

father, Good-mother, Good-brother, Good-

sister, Good-son, Good-daughter. Still used by

elderly people in Suffolk (F. Hall;.

3. Special comb. : t good-deed, adv., in very

deed; good-enough a., that has a specified

quality in a sufficient amount or degree; good-

face, one that carries a fair or smooth face ;
good-

for-little a., that is of little use, insignificant

;

good-for-something, one who is of some use ;
cf.

Good-for-nothing; good-woolled a., (of a sheep)

having a good fleece ;
(of persons) having plenty of

dash and pluck {dial, or slang).

1611 Shaks. Wint.T. l.ii. 42Yet(*good-deed)Leontes, I loue

thee [etc.]. 1888 Century Mag. Jan.-450/iThehunter [was)

..a 'good-enough shot. 1391 I'ronb. Raigne A. John (161 )

50 Gray-gown'd *good face, coniure y

292

290 Da:t his mostan dset mynster godian. 111154 O. E.

Chron. an. 963 Da bohte se abbot Aldulf landes feola..&

godede pa baet mynstre swi5e mid ealle. Ibid. an. 1137.

3. To make good, to improve; chiefly reji. Also,

to give a good appearance to (a case).

c 1200 Ormin 2117 Hiss haligdom Wass godedd himm &
ekedd. Ibid. 11832 Uss birrb sone bess te bett & tess te

mare uss godenn. aizzs Alter. R. 428 5e muwen muchel

buruh ham beon i-goded, and i-wursed on ooer halue.

1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 49 b, Whose filed tongue with

sugred talke would good a simple case. 1636 Henshaw
Horx Sua. I. Ep. Ded. 2 The end of divine reading is to

good our knowledge.

b. To make (land) good by manuring it. Also

absol. Chiefly Se.

1549 D. Monroe IV. Isles Scotl. (17741 46 After that ne

guidds it weill with sea ware. 1598 A. Napier [.title). The

new order of gooding and manuring of all sorts of field land

with common sails. 1628 Bp. Hall Fast Serin. 29 God
hath taken it from the barren Dowries and gooded it. 1636

Henshaw Horx Sua: 1. 236 Where He hath dunged and

gooded, to expect a crop is but reasonable. 18.. Barry

'Orkney (MS.) 417 (Jam.) They good their land with sea

ware.

4. To do good to. to benefit (a person) . Also absol.

a 1225 Alter. R. 386 Ase. .mon o3er wumnion bat 30 beo3

of igoded. c 14)0 Wisdom Solomon in Ratis Raving 15 To
wykyt man he gevis grete pane . . & na hap to good hyme

u ith'his gwde that he has. 1563 Max Musciilus Ccmmoiipl.

s" C ud is readier to lone than to hate.. and to good than to

iven»e. 1620 Shelton Quia: 11. 126 The servant sleepes

and The Master wakes, thinking how he may maintaine,

good him, and doe him kindnesses.

Good breeding. Often hyphened. [See Breed-

ing vbl. sb. 3, 4.] A polite education ;
courteous

bearing or correct manners resulting from such an

education.
1665 Boyle Occas. ReJl. iv. xx. (1848) 287 Young Ladies,

whose Parents . . condemn'd that which at the Court was

wont to be called good Breeding [elc.]. 1698 Fryer Acc.

E Indian P. 93 It being accounted among them no good

breeding to let their Legs or Feet be seen whilst sitting.

1711 \ddison Sped. No. 119 T 2 An unconstrained Carriage,

and a certain Openness of Behaviour, are the Height of

Good-breeding. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (17.78) I. 72

(In Street) Had I serv'd seven years apprenticeship to

good-breeding, I could not have done as much. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 397 Her authority was supreme

in all matters of good breeding, from a duel to a minuet.

1863 M. L. Whatki.y Ragged Life Egypt xx. 204 Eastern

good-breeding always prevented any surprise from being

shown at what they did not expect.

Good-brother. Sc. [See Good D. 2 b.] A
brother-in-law.

C1568 in H. Campbell Love Lett. Mary, Q. Seats App.

(1825) 25, I pray you tak it in guid pari, & not after the

interpretation of your fals guid-brother. c»io Sir J.

Melvil Mem. (1735) 7
1'he KinS of England his Good-

brother. 121670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1829) 11 I he

marquis made him cold welcome for his good-brother the

laird of Frendraught's cause. 1715 Ramsay Christ s Kirk

on Gr. 11. 119 He was her ait! guid-brither.

Good-bye (gO'dbai-). Forms : 6 god be wy
you, god b'uy, god boye (yee, 6-7 god buy',

buy, godbwye, god bu'yve, 7 god b'(o)y you,

god buy (or buy') you ,or ye), -buoy(e, -b'wy,

-b'w'yfe, -bV, -b'y(e, good-buy, -b'wy, 8

good b'w'ye, -b'w'y', bwi't'ye, 8- goodby(e.

[A contraction of the phrase God be with you (or

ye) ; see God sb. 8. The substitution ofgood- for God

mayhave been due to association with such formulas

of leave-taking as good day, good night, etc.

It has been suggested that the phrase may have originated

in God buy you = ' God redeem you ', and that association

with Cod be with you is of later date. This is not supported

by the earliest forms, which as a rule show that the expres-

sion was known to be a clipped one.)

1. As an exclamation : A form of address at part-

ing ; farewell. Also in to bid, say good bye {to).

1573-80 [see 2]. .588 Shaks. L. L. L. hi. i. 151, I thanko

your worship, God be wy you 1591 - > '<f-
l <: »';»•

73 God b'uy my Lord. 1600 Heywood 2 Edw. IV
,
Witt

11874) I. 141 Gallants, God buoye all. ifaz Shaks. Ham.

11. ii? 575, I so, God buy' ye [1604 Qo. 2 God toy to you .

too? MiDDi.ETON it Dekker Roaring Girl D j b, farewell.

God b'y you Mistresse Gallipot, a 165a Brome City II it

. Nere trust me for

a groat, If [etc.]. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 276

The trisyllables, and the ramblers of syllables more than

three, are but the *good for little magnates. 1896 Academy

18 July 47/2 Jim Conrad . . is but an idle and good-for-l.ttlc

hero after all. 1884 H. Spencer in Coiitemp. Rev. Apr. 461

Good-for-nothings who in some way or other live on the

'good-for-somethings. 1847-89 Hali.iweli s. v., A good-

woolled one, i.e., a capital good fellow. Line.
_

1869 B.

Farmer Scrap Bk. (ed. 6) 28 Around us are iving good

woolled uns ' [sc. farmers] by droves. 1877 -V. IV. Line.

Gloss., Good-woolled. (1) Said of Sheep with good fleeces.

(2) Plucky, with a good will. ' He's a good-wool d un

,

one o' that sort as nivver knaws when he's bet .

fGood.z'. Obs. Forms: 1 godian, 2-3 goden,

6 Sc. gude, 8 Sc. guid, |-f good. [f. the adj.
;

cf.

MDu. goeden, MHG. giilen.]

1. intr. To become better, improve; to get better.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 80 Donne godiaS bawa lendena sar.

a 1 154 O. E. Chron. an. 959 On his dajum hit godode

Xeorne, & God him jeu3e fccl he wunode on slbbe. c iaoo

Ormin 6014 God mann . . godebb a3?. Ibid. 10866.

2. trans. To enrich, endow (a monastery, church,

etc.). (Only in OE.)
105a Charter 0/ Bp. Wnlfmg in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV.

1 ii Wks. 1873 I. 289 Heartily Godbuy, good Mr. Crasy.

a 1659 Cleveland Loud. Lady 54 But mum for that, his

strength will scarce supply His Back to the Bakona, so

God b' wy. [1668 Pepys Diary 6 Aug., To Mr. Wren, to

bid him ' God be with you !'] 1694 Acc. Scv. Late 1 oy. 11.

152 He flings up his tail . . and so bids us good-b wy. 1707

E Ward Hud. Rediv. II. 11.6 So to a Feast should I invite

ye You'd stuff your Guts, and cry, Good bwl t ye. 1719

D'Urfey Pills III. 135 Good B' w' 'y I with all my Heart

181 1 W. R. Spencer Poems 141 When How-d y-do has failed

to move, Good-bye reveals the passion 1 1818 Bvkon Juan

I. ccxxi, And so your humble servant, and good-b ye I i860

Tvndall Glac. 1. xviii. 122 We then bade Ulrich good-bye,

and went forward. 1874 F. C. Burnand My time x. 87

Then he said good-bye to me . . and so left me.

b. abbreviated ; cf. Bye-bye.

«i643 W. Carth right Ordinary iv. v, B'w'y' Brother.

_ Siege 11. iv, B'w'y' Lady of the Fan. 1687 Congreve

Old Bach. v. viii, B'w'y George ! 1748 Smollett Rod.

Rand, iii, B' wye, old gentleman, you 're bound for the other

world. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 461 Taking an

amorous leave with ' By'e, sweet Socrates , and By e, little

Searchy'.

2. sb. A saying ' good-bye ; a parting greeting.

i573-8o G. Harvey Lctter-bk. (Camden) 90 To requite

your gallonde of godbwyes, I regive you a pottle or how.

dyes. 1634 J. Taylor (Water P.* Gt. Eater Kent 16 His

GOOD-DOER.

courtesie is manifest ; for he had rather haue one farewell

then 20 Godbwyes. 1853 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green iii. (ed.

4) 19 The good-byes and write-oftens that usually accompany

a departure. 1879 Edna Lyall Won by Waiting xxiv, He
hurried through his good-byes in the drawing-room.

at/rib. 1854 B. Taylor Lands 0/Saracen xxii. 2S8 The
old Turcoman . . made a sullen good-by salutation, and left

us. 1870 T. W. Higginson Army Life 193 Her father

would seize Annie for a good-bye kiss.
(

Hence Goodbyer, one who says ' good-bye ;

Goodbying- vbl. sb., saying ' good-bye'.

1811 W. R. Spencer Poems 143 Since time, there's no

denying, One half in How-d'y-doing goes, And t'other in

Good-byeing I 1839 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 165

Baited with bills, packing, and ' good-bye-ers ' till twelve

at night. 1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 92 Twas time to

be Good-bying Since the assembly-hour was nighing.

t Good-dame. Sc. and north. Obs. [See

Good D. 2 a.J A grandmother.
t 1425 Wyntown Cron. ill. iii. 167 Hyr gudame lufyde

Eneas ; OfiTAffrvk hale scho Lady was. 1483 Calh. Augl.

167/2 A Gudame (.l.Gude Dame), ania. 1508 Dunbar
Poems v. 1 My Gudame wes a gay wif, bol scho wes rycht

gend. a 1575 Diurn. Oecitrr. (Bannatyne Club) 344 Our

souerane loi dis gudame of good memorie. 1609 Ski xi: Reg.

Maj., Stat. Robt. I, 24 The complener sail haue the briele

of recognition be reason of the death of his gudschir, and

gudame, as of his father, or his mother.

Good-dau.gh.ter. Se. and north. [See Coon

T). 2 b.] A daughter-in-law.

1513 Douglas Aineis 11. xii. 48, I, the nece of mychty

Dardanus, And guide dochlir vnto the blissit Venus. 1815

Scott Antig. xl, If ye hae business wi' my gude-daughter,

or my son, they'll be in belyve. 1866 Coruh. Mag. Mar.

357 More especially if, as on the present occasion, she

designed to visit any of her good-daughters. 1893 in

Norlhuiubld. Gloss., Good-Dowtor, a daughter-in-law.

Good day. [See Good a. 10c]

1. A phrase used as a salutation at meeting or

parting.

f a. In the full forms Have good day, God [give,

yon good day. Obs.

C1205 Lay. 12529 HabbeS alle godne daeie. 111300 A.

Horn 753 Rymenhild, have wel godne day. c 1330 R.

Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 5259 Y parte fro be, & haue

god day. 1 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1074 Jit preye I god

so 3eve 30U god day. a 1400 Isumbras 727 Lady, hafe now

gnd daye 1441 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 207 Farewelle,

London, and have good day. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/ s£sop

v. v, My godsep god geue you good daye. 1535 Lyndesay

Satyre 4319 Gif ?e be King, God Jow gude day. J814

Scott Ld. of Isles 111. xx, Thanks for your proffer—have

good -day.

b. ellipt. in the accusative.

(So F. bon jour, G. guten tag, and equivalent phrases in all

the Teut. and Rom. langs. Thephr. is less common 111 Errg.

than in Fr. or Ger.. ' good morning ', etc. being more usual.)

c 1460 To-.uneley Myst. xii. 1 28 A good day, thou, and thou.

1798 Jane Austen Xorthang. Abb. xv. And to marry for

money, I think the wickedest thing in existence. Good day.

2. The salutation expressed by this phrase ;
chiefly

in phrases to bid, give (a person) good day.

c I2S0 Gen. fi Ex. 1430 Eliezer . . haueS hem boden godun

dai ^i3oo(.'»««- yi/
-

. 8068 He ferdcn-wai, And gafbam godd

and als god dai. 13. . Caw. .y Gr. Rut. 668 Gawan^
gef hem

alle goud day. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas in. 1. (155.4) 69 a, She
'

rose her vp . . Without good day ! or salutation, c 1450

Guy Warn: (C) 1271 The ermyte he yaue gode day, And

to Pole he toke the way. 1579 kee BlD '• 9>:
,

l6"?

Drayton Moon-calf 1388 The dawne .
.
at the windowe

biddeth them goodday. 1797 Mrs. Radcliit e Italian 1.

(1826) 5 The old lady again bade him good-day. 1885 Miss

Bkaddon Wyllard's Weird I. v. 134 Ihey gave him good-

day if they met him in the street.

t Good-deed. Obs. [OE. gdddxd ;. f. godGooo

+ d.id Deed) ; cf. MDu. goeidaet, MHG. guottat.]

1. A good action ; the act of doing good.

(For examples ofgood deed as two words, see Good A. 5 b.)

iiioooCYNiwru c>/ir(Gollancz)i286J>tetliyonbaclaenan

seoS Hu hi fore god-da;dum glade blissiao
7

. C1175 Lamb.

Hon: o A hu scolde oSermonnes goddede comen him to gode.

a 1 2407/reison in Cott. Horn. 187 A swete lhesu .
.
hwme

cusse ich be sweteliche ine gaste wi3 swote munegunge of

bine god-deden. 11 13S0 Life J^-siis (ed. Horstmann) 201 Ore

louerd loueth bet a sunful man for bmchinde is misdedes,

bane a man of les>c sunne bat jelpez of his guod hedes

[? read guoddedes).

2. A deed of kindness ; a benefit, favour.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.l lxxvhli]. 13 Ealra god-da:da hi for-

Siten nation, e 1205 Lay. 2.072 Nu he ,ne 3ilt mede :
for

mire god dede. c 1230 Itali Meid. 19 '1 o bonk, godd of his

grace & of his goddede. .1275 Sinneis Beware 291 in

O. E. Misc. 81 |>e gode seyb benne, Louerd, hwer and

hwenne Dude we be goddede.

Good-den : see Good-even.

Goo:d-do-er. [f- Good sb. + Doer.]

1. One who does good; a benefactor. (Mow

commonly a doer ofgood.) .

,340 Ayenb. .35 pe poure man . . yelt bonkes mid herte to

his guod doere 1426 Audflay Poems ,7 And pray fore

here gooddeers as bred i-blest And depert here almys lest

hit be lest. 1478 Will of Sir R. Verney in Verney Papers

(1853) 27 To pray for my soule and the sou es.. of all my

goode-doers. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 18, I come

fo the . to beseike the to receaue in thy protection al my

gud doars. 1887 J. Hutchison Lect. Phil.pp. xxiv 265
,
It .»

a proper thing to remind good-doers of their good deeds

2 dial. An animal or plant which thrives weH.

1877 if. IV. Line. Gloss., Good doer, an animal that keeps

in healthy and thriving condition .88a Garden 26 Aug.

184/2 This new plant, .is what is called a good doer .

Gooderoon, obs. form of Gadroon.

1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3282 '4 Lost . . a Gooderoon Candle-

stick, weighing about 8 Ounces.
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t Goo'desse. 0/>s. rare. [Alteration of goads,

ns if f. Good a. + -ess -.] = goods (see Good C. 7 a).

1523 Ln. Ytb.RXKua lYoiss. l.ccx.viv. 120 b, They caryedaway
no goode:ise. Ibid, cccxxxiii. 211 1), Their lyues and goodesse
saued. [Cf. I. ccxxiv. 120 Their lyues and goodes.J

Good even. Obs, exe. dial. Forms : 5 gud
devou, 6 god deven, god den, 6-7, 9 [dial.)

godden, -deen. good-den, 7 gooden, 9 arch.

god'en. Also 6 in the phrase see a) god^gU-
goden, goddiggonden, 7 goddy-godden. [See

Good a. io c] A form of salutation; = Good
evening (but used at any time after noon : see

Rom, tt Jul. n. iv. 116 ff.).

a. In the phrase Godgiveyou good even (variously

mutilated : see above in the Forms).
1481 Caxtom Reynard (Arb.) 20 Tybert saide, The riche

god yeue you good euen reynart. 1538 [see Even sb. 1],

1588 ShakS. L. L. L. iv, i. 42 God dig-you-den all. 1591— Tivo Gent. 11. i. 104 Oh, 'giue ye-good-ev'n. 159Z — Rom,
y ful. 1. ii. 57 (lodgigoden, I pray sir can you read. Ibid,

It, iv. 116 God ye gooden faire Gentlewoman. 1651 RAN-
DOLPH, etc. Hey for Honesty iv. iii, Goddy-godden, good
father, pray which is the house where Plutus lives?

b. ellipt.

e. 1420 Sir Amadas (Weberj no ' Gud devon, dame ', seyd
he. 1575 Gamm. Gurton iv. ii, God deuen, my friend

Diccon ; whether walke ye this pace? 1591 Siiaks. Tivo
Gent. iv. ii. 85 Madam : good eu'n to your LadUhip. 1607
'— Cor. it. i. 103 Godden to your Worships, Ibid. iv. vi. 20
Gooden our Neighbours, a 1616 BeaUM. & Ft.. Wit, at
Sev. Wcap. iv. i, Oh good den to you. 1684 Yorksk. Dial.

483 (E. D. S. No. 76) 1st God Mom or God Deen, what
sesta, Will ? 1820 Scott Abbot xii, The . . foreboding tone
in which her niece had spoken her good-even. [1855 Robin-
son Whitby Gloss, s.v., ' 1 give you godden ', good day, good
luck ; or ' God speed you '.]

Good-father. Sc, [See Good D. 2 b.] A
father-in-law ; also, a step-father.

1533 Bbllshden Livy iv. (1822) 347 Ti. Quincius . . create
Aulus Posthumius, his gude fader, dictator. 1596 Dal-
kymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 206 Sche commandet her
gudfather [L. socerum] .. to obteine the cheif roume efter

her in l'ritannie. 1666 Despauter's Gram. B 5 a (Jam.)
Socer, pater mariti vel vxoris. the good father. ci68o
Father Hay Mem. Families (WIS.) (Jtun.), The late Roslin,
my goodfather (grandfather to the present Roslin).

Good-fellow, sb. [See Fellow sb. 3.

In mod. use good'fellow is apprehended as two words, the
sb. being interpreted as Fellow sb. 9. ]

1. An agreeable or jovial companion ; esj>. a boon
companion, a convivial person, a reveller. Also in

phrase to play the good-fellow, arch.
c 1386 [see Fellow j?. 3]. atsfi&A&cHAhtSckolettt. 1. (Arb.)

62 It was well knowen, that Syr Roger had bene a good
feloe in his yougth. 1589 Cogan Haven Health cexviii.

(1636) 250 If you., would faine know where the best ale is

. . marke where the greatest noyse is ofgood fellowes, as they
call them. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Justin's Hist. 135 a, A
kinswoman of the kings, .being wont to play the goodfellowe

with a certaine young man of the Greeks, as she imbiaced
him. .vtterred the matter vnto him. a 1617 Bayne On Eph.
(1658) 125 They are in company with Swearers, Gamesters,
Good-fellows. 1657 Rumsey Org. Salutis Ep. Ded. (1659)

19 They use now to play the Good-fellows in this wakeful
and civil drink [coffee], a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. xiv.

$ 138 He associated himself most with the good-fellows, and
eat in their company, being well provided for the expence.
,i 1677 Barrow Scrm. xxx. (1687) I. 410 A glutton, and a
good-fellow, a friend to publicans and sinners. 1755 Johnson
Diet., Wassail, a liquour made of apples, sugar, and ale,

anciently much used by English goodfellows. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. j. (1863) 223 She was hearty and
jovial withal, a thorough good-fellow in petticoats.

fig. a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1688) 318 For sins are

good-fellows, go always in Droves.

b. Good-fellow-ivell-mct (cf. Fellow sb. 3 c and
Hail-fellow A. b). In quot. attrib.

1807 Sir R. Wilson Jml. 15 May in Life (18621 II. vii.

218 He moved up to Lord H. as if we were all members of
the ' good-fellow-well-met ' club.

1 2. A thief or robber. Obs.
1600 Hevwood i Ediv. /f (1613) Ei Good fellows be

thieues. 1600 Holland Livy XXVU* nil (1609) 636 Those
good fellowes.. who used to live by robbing and stealing.

1608 Mmm.KTON Trick to Catch, etc* 64b, Ln. Welcome
good fellow. Host. Heecalles me theefe at first sight. 1633
\l assmgv.r Guardian v. iv, You are fitter far To be a church-
man than to have command Over good fellows.

3. attrib. and Comb.
154a V>Eco\Xe;i->eso?ttofHeaueu'Pio\, Byj, It is accounted

no synne..but rather a sporte, a good felowlike dalyauncc.
1608 W. SCLATBB Malachy (1650) 201 Before this preaching
cam* up amongst us, we had as good fellow-like a parish,

and as much good neighbourhood amongst us [etc.]. 1642
Fuller Holy <$• Prof. St. in. v. 162 Those natures which,
like the good-fellow planet Mercury, are most swayed by
others. 1647 Trafp Comm. Ephes. v. 19 Drunkards sing.,

over their cups in their good-fellow-meetings.

Hence + Ooodfellow v. rare-1 , trans, to call

(a person; a good fellow; f Goodfellowliood «
CtOGD-FELLOWSHIP ; Good-fellowisli a. [+-Isn],

somewhat resembling a good-fellow ; f Good-fel-
lowly a. t characteristic of a good-fellow.
1580 Harvey in Grosart Spenser's Wks. I. 438 Familiar

and good fellowlye writinge. 1628 FctTHAM Resolves \.

lxxxiv. 243 Let me rather be disliked for not being a Beast,
then he good-fellowed with a hug, for being one. a 1706
E. Baynard Health (1740) 18 Makes the spirits brisk and
good ; After a bad Good-fellow-Hood Had left their springy
parts uncurl'd. 1880 Athenaeum 14 Aug. 2102, I doubt if

Jaques were ever capable of developing into anything so
wholesome and good-fellowish.

Vol. IV.

Good-fe'llowship. [See prec. and FELLOW-
SHIP 5.] The spirit or habits of a ; good-fellow';

conviviality. Now also, the spirit of true friend-

ship or companionship.
(1380 Wvclif Wks. (iSb'o) 174 For bei coloured pride wib

honeste . . dronkenesse bi good felaweschipe [etc.]. 1463,

1604 [see Fellowship 5]. it 1586 Sidney Arcadia \. 11590)

39 b, Actiuitie & good felowsbip being nothing in the price

it was then held in. 1612 W. Parkes Curlame-Dr. 11876)

23 The Drunkard likewise hath a Curtaine for his vgly,

swinish, and beastly shine, and that lie tearmes good-
fellowship. 1668 9 Pf.pys Diary 8 Mar., His age and
good fellowship have made him almost fit for nothing. 1762
Learned Diss. Dumpling (ed. 41 22 Why, do they inveigh
against Dumpling-Eating, which is the Life and Soul of
Good-fellowship? 1780 F. Marion in Harper's Mag. (1883)
Sept. 548/1 By the laws of good-fellowship no man leaves

this room till all the liquor is drank. 1828 Miss MlTFORD
/ 'Wage Ser. in. (1863 1 41 A hale, jovial visage, a merry eye,

a pleasant smile, and a general air of good-fellowship. 1863
Fr. A. Kkmiii.k Resid. in Georgia 89 Their usual habits of
Milesian good fellowship.

GoO'd-for-nO:thing, a. and sb. [The phrase

good for nothing used attrib, or as sb.. and conse-

quently hyphened : see Good a. 14.]

A. adj. Of no service or use ; worthless.
17H SwiFT Jrnl, to Stella 6 Nov., We reckon him here a

good-for-nothing fellow. 1727 Oldmixon Clarendon .$

Will/lock v. 253 It was a sort of a good-for-nothing Place,
not worth Description. 1785 Wolcot (J\ Pindar) Ode to

P. Pindar Wks. 1812 I. 79 Young, good-for-nothing dogs.
1818 Byron Juan 1. xxv, A little curly-headed, good-for-
nothing, And mischief-making monkey. 1841 Lytton N't,

<\ Morn. I. i. That good-for-nothing brother of yours. 1887
SMILES Life -V Labour 212 Lord Chief-Justice Mansfield
whose. .father was a good-for-nothing man 0/ fashion.

absol. 1873 H. Spencer StudySociol. xiv. (1877)344 Foster-
ing the good-for-nothing at the expense of the good is an
extreme cruelty.

B. sb. One who is good for nothing; a worthless

person 'for thing).

1751 R. PaltockP. Wilkins I. xii, After., clearingmy House
of Good-for-nothings. 1847 Marryat Ckildr, N, Forest xii,

You young good-for-nothing. 1883 Black Shandon Bells
j

xxix, As you area good-for-nothing, it does not matter where I

you are. 1887 AA^irkell Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 183 His brother
j

. . was a good-for-nothing, with a dilapidated reputation.

Hence Good-for-nothingness, the quality or

condition of being good for nothing.
1741 RicHARdJ&n Pamela II. 55 They have not kept such

\

elaborate Records of their good-for-nothingness. 1807
SOUTHEY in Life (1850) III. 68 You may stay and he smoke- !

dried in London for your good-for-nothingness. 1871 Daily
News 14 Feb., The chief beauty of the custom should consist
in its dainty, complimentary good-for-nothingness: a Valen-
tine should be [etc.

J, 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 690 The
dyspepsia, the neuralgia, the general ' good-for-nothingness '

|

which are expressive of the severity of the illness the
patient has passed through.

GoO'd-for-nou.-ght, a. and sb. [The phrase 1

goodfor nought used attrib. or as sb.] = GOOD-FOR-
NOTHING a. and sb.

1804 Eugenia de Acton A Talc without a Title I. 265 !

An ungrateful good-for-naught ! to serve your Honour after
!

this fashion. 1821 Clare VOL Minxtr. 1. 159 A good-for- !

nought booby, he nettled me sore. 1834 LyttON Pompeii
iv. ii, My master, Diomed, is not one of those expensive

|

good-for-noughts. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxiv, I'm a 1

harum-scarum sort of a good-for-no light.

Good Friday. [Sec Good a. 8 c] The Friday
j

before Easter-day, observed as the anniversary of
the death of Christ.

c 1290 S. Rug. Leg. I. 403/37 A-morewe, ase on be guode
[

friday : ase he deide on be rode, a 1300 CursorM. 17388 + 81
Vse we ay after heghe ful of be moyne to take be next friday,

I

And bat hald we our gode friday. .1400 [see Friday i],
j

C 1450 Mirour Saluaeion 2931 'thus myght doeliulle marye
I

say on the gude fridaye. 153a [see Friday 1]. 1579 Spenser I

Shcph. Cat. Feb. 30 So semest thou like good fryday to
j

frowne. 1635 Qiari.i:s EmBl. v. vii, Chear up. my soul.,
jand bear One bad good-friday, full mouth'd easter's near.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson 18 Apr. an. 1783, On April 18, (being
]

Good-Friday) I found him. .drinking tea without milk, and -

eating a cross-bun to prevent faintness. i868[see Friday i],
j

attrib. 1615 Makkiiam Eng. Housew. it. vii. (1649^ 2.-,2
''

Of these Greets are made the good Friday pudding. 1753
Trial W. Smith in

J.
Hlackburne Reg. IngUby (1889) p. I

x.wlii, Mixing Arsenick in a Good-Friday Cake.

t Qoydftllf a. Obs, Insgodful. [f.Goon^. + !

-Fir,.] Goodly. Hence fQoo dfulhead [ + -HEAD],
goodness; i Ctoo-dfully adv., joyfully; kindly.
cTISM I.\v. 17038 Bi us be gon grseten, ^at is a god-ful

j

king, Aurilian ihaten. Ibid. 19710 While heo weoren a
1

fttSsere worlde-richen god-fulle bein«s, mid goden afeolled.
1 1250 Gen. .y Ex, 56 Dine persones and on reed, On mi^t I

and on godfulhed. (1275 in O. E. Misc. 90 pe martyrs be ;

\uderstonde, Oodfullyche, in heore honde.
Goodg, obs. form ofGnniK sb. 1

Goodhap girdibsep). arch. [See Good a. and
ll.M's//. 1 : =good hap as two words.] Good fortune.
I5S7 N. T. (Geneva) The Epistle, By him .. sadnes [i>]

made glad, mishap goodhap. 1575 G. UARVBY Commou-pt.
Bi. (1884) 148, I did think it mic great goodhap that [etc. J.

1603 Knoi.lls Hist. Turkes 1033 Except such as by their
goodhap recovered the new towne. 1870 \V. MORKIS
Earthly Par. III. iv. 7s What goodhap or increase From
that ill night shall ever come? 'ibid. II. 111. 488.

t GoO'dhead. Obs. Forms : 3-5 godhede,
3 godede . 4 guode hed(d e. [f. Good a. +
-head.] Goodness.
a iaso LhvlQ Night. 582 Thu havest i-mist al of fairbede.

An Intel is al tht godede. c 1175 Lay. 21072 Nou he me ;e!t

mede for mine god hede [-- 1205 god dedc]. c 1330 Amis .y

Awil. 2493 For ther trewth and here guodehede Thcblysse
of henen thei had to mede. 1390 GOWEB Conf. II. 133 So
as he might of his godhede. c 1440 Bone Elor. 1682 Brynge
me to tliy bygly blys, For thy grete godhede.

Good Henry. Also good King Henry
(Harry). [Equivalent to G. der gitte Hcinrich,
1\ bon-Henri t 5 4 5 in Hatz.-Darm.\ med. or mod.
L. Bonus ffenriats.
Cf- further the popular German names of various plants :

der bd'se ileinricb
|
—'bad Henry '1; der siolzc H. ('proud

H.'); derposse H. ('great H.') j der viide If. (' wild H.''.

The allusion is unexplained, and it is uncertain whether the
Eng. and Fr. forms are translated from the Ger.]

The pi ant Mercury Goosefoot
(
Chenopodiuin

Bonus ffenrt'etts), sometimes used as a pot-herb.
1578 I.yik Dodoens v. xi. 561 This herbe is called. .in

English, Good Henry, and Algood. *597 Gerarde Herbal
11. .\l\iii. (16331 329 i" Cambridgeshire it is callen Good
King Harry. 1861 .Miss Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 276 Mercury
Goosefoot, or Good King Henry. 1894 Times 3 Sept. 10/4

The old-fashioned pot-herb, Good King Henry.

Good humour. The condition of being in a

cheerful and amiable mood ; also, the disposition

or habit of amiable cheerfulness.
1616 in Crt. <v Times fas. I (184S) I. 420, I found him in

so good humour and so well disposed that [etc. J. 1676 [see

HuMoiHi"/'. 5]. 1711 Shaftesb. Cltarac, Enthusiasm 1737)
I. 33 We must not only be in ordinary good Humour, but in

the lest of Humours. 1718 Lady M. W, Montagu Let. to

C*tess Mar 10 Mar., Her good humour made her willing to

divert me. 1780 J. Harris Philol. Enquiries Wks. 11841)

538 As man is by nature a social animal, good humour
stems an ingredient highly necessary to his character.

1834 //
'. hid. Sketch Bk. II. 141 At the president's we found

every thing to put one in good humour. 1849 Macaulay
Hiit. E>/g. v. 1. 5;i Even the stern and pensive William
relaxed into good humour when his brilliant guest appeared.

Good-humoured, a. (The stress is variable.)

[f. prec. + -KD -.] a. Of persons : Possessed of or

characterized by good-humour; having a cheerful.

amiable, and unruffled disposition, b. Of a look

or utterance: Indicative of good humour.
1662 Pkpvs Diary 15 June, Nan Pepys's 2nd husband..

is a verygood-humoured man, an old cavalier. 1712 Steelk
Spect. No. 474 p 6 The justness of which we would contro-
vert with good-humoured warmth. 1771 Junius Lett. Hi.

266 Nature intended him only for a good-humoured fool.

1825 J. Neal Pro. Jonathan III. 145 He was permitted.

with . .a good-humoured laugh, to pass on. 1867 1'rollopk
Citron. Barset II, xiv. S They all pronounced her . . to be
very good-humoured.
Comb. 1843 Marryat M. Violet xxxvii, The slaves so

good-humoured-looking, so clean. 1864 Motley Corr.

23 Aug. II. 173 The King of Prussia, .a tall, sturdy, good-
humoured-faced elderly man.
Hence Goodhu mouredly adv.

1786 Mrs. Piozzi A need, of Johnson 205 The truth is,

Mr. Johnson was often good-humouredly willing to join in

childish amusements, a 1801 WaKEFIELD jW^w. (1804) I. 29
To this Johnson, good-humouredly and sarcastically, replied,
' That [etc.] '. 1883 GlLMOUR Mongols xxxi. 363 The Peking
carters, .good-humouredly revile them.

Goodiness : see under Goody a.

Gooding (gu'dig), vbl, sb. [f. Good v, (but in

sense 2 app. f. Goon sb*) + -INQ l
.]

+ 1. The action of doing good to, or of improving.

1567 Tt'RBERV, Ch'id's Ep. 137 b, Least I be thought for

good 1 11 g of my cause False matter to alledge.

b. The action ofmanuring (land] ; cotter, manure.

^Cf. Goon v. 4.)
1602 Extracts Aberd. Reg. 11848) II. 227 Sic persones

within the burgh, as sellis fulzie or guding to extranearis.

for guiding and manuring of thair landis. 1701 J. Brand
Descr. Orkney, etc. (1703^ 19 The skirts of the Isles .. do
more abound with Corns, then Places at a greater distance

from the Sea, where they have not such gooding at hand.

1834 Brit. Husb. I. 414 That he may thus preserve the

seep or gooding, of his stable-manure.

2. The practice of begging; now dial, the custom
of collecting alms on St. Thomas's day (see quot.

1818, hence locally called Gooding Day). Also,

to go (f send) a-gooding.
1560 in Stovrs Surv. (ed. Stiype 1754) II. vi. iv. 638/1

That old Women., that might work, and went a Gooding
should be Hatchilers of the Flax. 1649 Blith h Eng. Improz-.

Impr. (1653) 93 Some cruell Lord .. could .. dispeople a

whole parish, and send many soules a gooding. 1818 Todd
s.v., To go a gooding, is a custom observed in several parts

of England on St. Thomas's day by women only, who ask

alms, and in return for them wish all that is good . . to their

benefactors [etc.], 1851 S. Judo Margaret x. (18711 50
Thanks-giving day . has no gooding, candles, clog, carol, box.

or hobby-horse. 1886 in S. W. Line. Gloss. 1889 in Hurst
Horsham Gloss.

Goodish (gU'dif), a. [f. Good a. + -ISH.J

Somewhat good : a. with respect to quality.

1756 Mrs. Df.lany Let. in /-;/*- ^ Corr. 451 She seems
a goodish sort of woman, rather vulgar however. 1833 M.
Scott Tom Cringle xix. ^859) 53° They dashed past us on
goodish nags. 1880 Mrs. Wai.ford Troublesome Dan. III.

xxxii. 160 Carnochan, they tell me, is a goodish estate.

b. with respect to quantity, extent, etc.

1839 C. Clark J. Noakes <?• Mary Styles 63 (E. D. S.

No. 76) From the Heath, He lived a goodish way. 1865

Dickens Mut. Er. 11. xii, Ay, a goodish bit ago. 1879 F. YV.

Robinson Coward Consc. 11. xx, We are compelled to ask a
goodish many questions. 1894 Mrs. H. Ward Marcella I.

263, I have lent them a goodish sum of money.

C. Comb.
1856 Whvtk Melville Kate Cov. x, A goodish-looking

man whose name I never made out.
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GOODITY.

Hence Ooodishness, the quality of being goodish

1891 S. J. Duncan Amer. Giri Loud. 131 The deadly
|

monotony of goodishness and cheapishness in everything.

tGocrdi'ty. Oh.- 1
[f. Good a. + -ity.]

Goodness.
a 1641 lip. R. Montagu Acts $ .1/011. 11612) 1. 54 W hence

had they that good in them, .but from gooddity of nature >

tCrOO'dlaik. Obs. Forms: 3godlec,godleic(h,

Orm. godle;50, 5 godlaik. [a. ON. gSSleik-r: see

Good a. a:ul -l.uk.] Goodness, kindness.

6-»«ooOrmin, Ded. 267 patl sefennfald godle35C batt Crist

Uss dide burrh hiss come, a M&Ahct. R. 136 His muchele

godleic touward hire, ant hire defames touward him. a 1300

Sirit 227 Of muchel godlec milt thou 3elpe, If hit be so that

thou me helps, a 1400-50 Wart Alexander 468S, I se na

godlaik in gold, hot grefe to be saule.

t Goodless, "• 06s. [f. Goon sb. + less.]

1. Devoid of good ;
comfortless ;

worthless.

< 900 tr. Bsedds Hist. til. i. 11890) 154 pis unsesxlise sear

& bat godlease. a uoo Moral Ode 344 Ml muwen lihthche

gon 5urh ane godliese wude, in-to ane bare felde. a 1225

1 eg. h'atli. 846Wlonke wordes, bat buncheS se greate &
heS godlese bah & bare of euch blisse. 156a Turner Herbal

11. 70 Like a fals lying goodlesse man, he pretendeth [etc.].

2. Without goods or property ; destitute.

, 1230 Halt Me/d. 31, & tu .. schalt gretli [printed greni]

godles inwiS waste wahes. c 1300 fro-.-, /fending xiv, Gredy

is be godles, quob Hendyng. 1581 Mi.lcaster Positions 262

liuth reft of goodnesse, and left goodlesse.

t Goodtihead. 06s. [if. Goodly a. + -head.]

1. Goodly appearance ; comeliness, beauty.

l 1374 Chaucer Troytus m. 1681 ^1730) be goodliheed or

heaute which hat kynd In eny other lady had y-sette. 1423

[AS. I Kingis Q. xlix, To suich delyte It was to see hir 30uth

'in gudelihede. 1523 Skelton Carl. Laurel 907 With mar-

gerain ientyll. The flowre ofgoodiyhede. 1590 SpeNSEE F. Q.

ill. ii. 3S Pleased with that seeming goodly-hed, Unwaresthe

hidden liooke with baite I swallowed. 1746 W. Thompson

Hymn to May [Imitation of Spenser) xvii. 6 So far in virtue

and in goodlihead, Above all other nymphs Ianthe bears the

meed. 1867 Morris Jason IX. 4O love, turn round, and note

the goodlihead My father's palace shows beneath the stars.

2. Goodly character ; excellence, goodness.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 22 In her is no violence But goodly

hede and innocence Withouten spot of any blame, c 1440

< .everydes 6no In grete pleasure and in all goodlyhede.

1503 Hawes Exarnp. Virt. v. 5 Dame prudence.. I mpos-

^ybTe it is to shewe her goodelyhed.

3. The personality of one who is goodly.

1579 SPENSER Sheik. Cal. Feb. 184 Craving your goodly-

head to asswage The ranckorous rigour of his might. 1590
— F. Q. 11. iii. 33 .Mote thy goodlyhed forgive it mee.

t Goodlike, "• 06s. exc. dial. [f. Good a. +

-like] a. Goodly ;
good-looking, b. Resem-

bling what is good ; having the air of being good.

1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 106 Ane Douchter ..

Lusty, gude lyke, to all men fauourabill. 1592 Wyrley
Armorie, Chandos 107 Goodlike dales passe foorth in

pleasant calme. 1597 Daniel Civ. Wars v. xxii, The onely

fashion in request Was to be good, or good-like, as the rest.

1669 Penn Xo Cross Wks. i 7 32 II. 158 A good-like young

man came to Christ. 1705 Hickerinoili. I'riest-cr. 1. (1721)

59 [Jesse's sons] were all jolly good-like Men. 1741 Richard-

son Pamela 11883) !• IIQ '"he farmer, a goodlike sort of

man. 1855 Robins in Whitby Gloss., Goodlike, handsome.

Good-liking. V Obs. [Cf. to like one good,

Good a. 4 b. See also Liking vbl. s6.]

1. Friendly or kindly feeling towards a person.

1586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. I. (15S9 482 Nature..

hath given hir great meanes to win the good liking and love

of hirhusband. 1641 Hindi: J. BrtUH li. 6 As the Oake and

the Ivy grow up together, and with love and good likeing

embrace one another. 1727 Swift To Very Young Lady,

Yours was a match of prudence and common good-hkmg.

1797- 1803 J. Foster in Life «, Corr. (1846) I. 194 Content

himself with that mere goodliking. 1818 J. C. Hobhouse
Journey II. 620 This foreign interference .. has not con-

tributed to increase the good liking between the Mussul-

mans and the Franks at Smyrna.

2. Approval, good-will ; satisfaction.

1583 T. Stocker Civ. Wanes Lowe C. 1. 13 Most

humblie beseeching your highnesse to haue good liking of

this our bounden dune. 1636 in Ficton L'poo/ Mimic. Rec.

(1881) I. 211 The full assente, consente, and goodlikinge of

the Aldermen. 1681 Lend. Gaz. No. 1676 1 The said Com-
missioners. .Declared their Good-liking and Consent there-

unto. 1740 J. Clarke Ednc. Youth (ed. 3) 207 They are.

.

disposed of in the World, much more to their Credit, BMC,

and Good-liking. 1808 Svo. Smith Wks. 11859) I. 125/1

Curacies are . . granted . . for the life or incumbency or

good-liking of the rector.

1 3. Personal inclination or fancy. 06s. rare.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxxi. (1695) 208 The Good-

liking and Will of him, that first made this Combination.

t 4. Good condition, embonpoint. Obs.

1611 Bible Job xxxix. 4 Their yong ones are in good liking.

1656 P. Hevlin Journeys v. ii. 226 This provision together

with a liberall allowance of ease, and a little of study keepeth

them exceeding plump and in a good liking.

Goodliness (gudlines). [f. Goodly a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being goodly.

1. Goodly appearance, comeliness, beauty, grace.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxk) 82S Of goodelynes he bereth the

price. 1509 Hawes Past. P/cas. m. iii, For the very perfect

bryghtnes. . I coulde nothyng beholde the goodlines Of that

palaice where as Doctrine did wonne. a 1586 Sidney /IIrcadia

I. (1633) 43 A voyce no lesse beautifull to his eares, than her

goodiinesse was full of harmony to his eyes, a 1677 Barrow

Serm. iv. Wks. 1687 I. 49 The goodliness to the sight, the

pleasantness to the taste, which is ever perceptible in those

fruits which genuine Piety beareth. 1870 Morris Earthly

Par. III. IV. 122 Nor was there such another in the land

For strength or goodliness.

294

\ 2. Goodness ; kindness. 06s.

1434 Misyn Mending Life 112 Bonitatem <y disciplinam

I, scienciam doce me, bat is to say :
' guydlyn.es, disciplyn,

and conynge tech me '. < 1450 Mirour Saluacion 307 God
of his myght and his grete gudelynesse. 1555 W. Watreman
Fardle Fdcions II. iv. 136 Ordres of discipline, and ciulle

gouernaunce, full of all goodlines and equitie.

3. Excellence, value, rare.

1832 Hi. Martineau Homes Abroad vii. 106 The bride

was quite of her brother's opinion respecting the goodliness

of exchange.

Goodlisome, » 06s. [f. Goodly a. +

-some.] = Goodly a.

a 1603 Q. Eliz. in Nichols' Progr. Q. F.liz. 1. 10, I plurke

up the goodlisome herbs of sentences by pruning, eate them

by reading, chawe them by musing. 1719 Hearne Guil.

Xcuhigeusis Hist. 1 1. 789 Many were imploy'd to destroy

this goodlisome nunnery.

Good-looking, a. (Stress variable.) Having a

good appearance ; esp. with reference to beauty of

countenance. (Cf. the older Wkll-i.ookin(; a.)

1780 Davies Garrick (1781) II. 92 Holland, to speak in a

familiar phrase, was what we call a good-looking man. 1806

A. Hunter Culitta 52 If well dressed, this is a good looking

dish. 1847 James Convict ii, He was tall, strong, and good-

looking.

1 Knee Goodlookingness.
1829 J. Wilson in B/ackw. Mag. XXV. 384 Wizened jades

both, without the most distant approacll to good-lookingness.

1891 Spectator 4 July, Dignity and good-lookingness.

Good looks. // [Cf. prec; and see Look

sb.] Personal beauty, handsomeness.

1800 Mar. Edgeworth Castle Rackrent 154 Poor Judy

fell off greatly in her good looks after her living married

a year or two. 1871 Napiieys Prcv. «, Cure Vis. I. iv. 120

Consider health as well as good looks. 1885 F. Anstey

Tinted Venus 6 She had some claims to good looks, in spite

of a slightly pasty complexion.

t Goodlordship. 06s. rare. [f. good lord :

see Good a. 2 b.] The position of 'good lord"

or patron
;
patronage.

1438-9 Let. m Priory Coldingham (Surtees) 109, I reco-

maund me to ;owr glide faderhod & gude Lordship schawit

to me at all tymys. 1463 Paston Lett. No. 472. II. 132 But if

ye have my Lord of Suffolks godelorchyp . .ye kan never leven

in pese with owt ye have his godelordschep. [cf infra. I am
afferd..but if he wyl don for jou and be your godelord.]

Good lack. Good fortune ; success, t ?'o

drink a good luck : to drink success to one. Also

at/rib., as in good luck shilling, a shilling given by

the seller to ensure good luck with the thing sold.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 14 Tho thought reynart this

is good luck, a 1520 Skelton El. Rummyng 567 Wyth
that she begynnes The pot to her plucke, And dranke a

good lucke. 153s Coverdale 1 Kings i. 47 The kynges

seruauntes are gone in to wysh good lucke vnto oure lorde

kynge Dauid. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 17 Nowe
for good lucke, caste an olde shoe after mee. 1598

Shaks. Merry IV. 111. v. 84 As good lucke would haue it,

comes in one Mist. Page. 1651 Hobbes Lcviath. I. X. 41

The secret working of God, which men call Good Luck.

1684 E. Halley Solid Probl. in Misc. C»r.(i7o8) II. 96 "lis

my good Luck to hit upon a certain Geometrick Eflection

of the central Rule. 1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII.
10 There is the ' good-luck shilling '. 1858 R. A. Vaughan

Ess. ff Rev. I. 13 The indolent .. gaze in amazement on

results which they attribute to the good luck of a rival.

Proverb, 1755 Smollett Qui.r. (1803) IV. 35 A pound of

good luck is worth a ton of merit.

Goodly gu-dli), a. Forms : (see Good and

-LY 1 ',. [OF. t;6dlic, corresponding to OFris.

gidi'lik, OS. gvdlik (MDu. goedelijc, I)u. goelijk),

OHG. guotlih (MUG. gnotlich, guetlich).\

1. Of good appearance ;
good-looking, well-

favoured or proportioned ; comely, fair, handsome.

niooo Crdmon's Gen. 281 Ic haibbe Reweald mice! to

tyrwanne godlecran stol hearran on lieofne. c 1205 l.iv,

60 pat folc com togadere gudliche cnihtes. a 1300 A/<v
5

Wis he wes of lore, And gouthlich under gore, And clothed

in fair sroud. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 831 (880) pe good-

lieste inayde Of gret estat in al yc toun of Troye. , 1440

Paston Lett. No. 25 I. 39 Of colour it wolde be a godely

blew. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 183/2 A goodly yonge man
and wel lernyd. 1509 Hawes Past. Pint. 1. Mil. 1 Ins

goodly picture was in altitude Nyne fote and more, of layre

marble stone. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Bioudi's Eromcna 12

Two children . . both so beautifull, as that the world never

produced a goodlier couple, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Ret:

xni. § 69 The Lord Withrington was one of the most goodly

Persons of that Age, being near the head higher than most

tall Men. 1809 T. Kelly in R. Palmer 3k. Praise 4S W here

no goodly plant is growing, Where no verdure ever smiled.

1886 Ruskin Prxtcrita I. 354 The next goodliest part of the

college buildings,- the hall.

2. Notable or considerable in respect of size,

quantity, or number (freq. with mixture of sense 1).

e 1205 Lay. 6:59 pe king of ban londe . . com to-^etnes

Gurguint: mid godliche streng3e. 1568 Graeton Chron.

II. 367, xx. thousand knights, and squiers, which certeinly

were a goodly company. 1639 Fuller Holy II 0,'II. vn.

(1647) 51 Surely a goodly stature is most majestical. 173S

BERKELEY Querist § 214 Seed equally scattered produceth

a goodly harvest. 1798 Coleridce .Inc. .Uar. vil. xx, I o

walk together to the kirk With a goodly company. 1870

Dickens E.Jlrood ii, One of the two men locks the door

with a goodly key. 1877 Black Green Past, xix. She

glanced up at a goodly row of joints and fowls. 1881

Besant & Rice Chap/, of Fleet I. 149 Mrs. Deborah cut

off three or four goodly slices of cold beef.

3. Of good quality, admirable, splendid, excel-

lent. AUo, well suited for some purpose, proper,

convenient 'often with implication of sense 1).

GOODLY.

(1385 Chaucer /.. G. W. 77 Prol., I .
.
am ful glad if

I may fynde an er Of ony goodly word that they han laft.

c 1386 — Nun's Pr. Prol. 13 Swich thyng is gladsom. . And
of swich thyng were goodly for to telle, c 1430 Syr Gener.

(Roxb.) 3019 Holden he was for oon of the wise, And of spech

most goodeliest. 1483 Act I Rich. 11/ c. 6. § 3 Writs of

Proclamation in all goodly haste [shall] be directed to every

Sheriff. 1513 Act 5 Hen. VI/I c. 4 Preamb., Worsteds .

.

have been one of the goodliest Merchandise and greatest

Commodity of this Realm. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's

Husb. I. (1586) 44 b, The grounde after bis long rest, will

beare goodly Come. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. ill.

211 Many fair and goodly Proverbs, and Apophthegmes.

1725 Pope Odyss. IX. 7 How goodly seems it, ever to employ

Man's social days in union and in joy? 1845-0 Trench
Hills. Led. Ser. 11. i. 133 The goodliest maxim is. .nothing,

save in its coherence to a body of truth. 1871 Freeman
Xorm. Conq. (18761 IV. xvii. 80 The land which sent forth

such goodly stores.

b. freq. in ironical use.

1553 Becon Re/iques ofRomc(iiii) 159 This is y" goodly

Godlye Catholyke doctrine wherwith the vngoodly vngodly

Papests infect* the mindes of such Christians as [etc.].

1583 r\m.\.S]iSSDCampodi Fiorini Do you leane on the

table : Where have you learned this goodly fashion ? 1604

Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 160 Heere's a goodly Watch indeed.

1654 Jer. Taylor Reat Pros. 151 Verily a goodly argument

;

if a man could guesse in what mood and figure it could

conclude. 1680 Allen Peace /, Unity 141 More goodly

and self-conceited, more ptoud and imperious. 1828 Scott

F. M. Perth viii. Some complaint . . for playing at foot-ball

on the streets of the burgh, or some such goodly matter.

f4. Gracious, kind, kindly-disposed. Msogoodly

of, liberal in. 06s.

13.. E. E. AUit.P. B. 753penne be godlych god gef hym
onsware. c\vp Will. Palerne 355 My godelyche moder,

pat so faire hap me fed. 1308 Trevisa Barth. J)e P.P. n.

ii. (1495) 29 Angels ben goodly and not tormented by the

prycke of enuye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3766 Achilles was .

.

Godely of giftes, grettist in expense, c 1440 Promp. Pai-l:

201/1 Goodly, benignus, bemrvolus.

+ 5. phr. Goodly and gracious ! fsee Gracious .

1713 Bentley Remarks 11. liii. (ed. 2) 76 Goodly and

gracious ! What an Honour is this to Cicero's Ashes ? 1744

Warburton Wks. (181 1) XL 318 Goodly and gracious I

Here he shews how capable a reader he is of The Divine

Legation.

Hence t Qoo-dlily adv. = next.

a 1500 Chaucer's Drcme 824 More friendly Unto my lady,

and goodlely He spake, than any that was there.

Goodly gndli), adv. Forms : (see Good and

-ly2\ [HE. godliche, corresponding to OHG.
guotltcho (MHG. guotliche).']

fl. So as to produce a goodly appearance or

effect ; beautifully, elegantly, gracefully. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 100 Tuenti gode scipen he guSliche fulde.

Ibid. 18858 Of him scullen gleomen godliche singen. c 1350

Leg. Rood (1871) 71 Michaell come and by Bam stode, And
ober angels gudely graid. c 1374 Chaucer Troy/us v. 578

At bat corner . . Herde I aldyr louelycst lady dere . . Synge

so wel so godly, and so clere. c 1400 Yvaiue ti Gam. 832

With sper and target gudely grayd. 1515 Scot. Field 333

Thus he graces him godly with a greate meany. 1535

Coverdale Ecctus. 1. 18 They sunge goodly also with their

voyces. 155S Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 81 It was goodly

hangyd with clothes, banners, and stremers, and syngers,

and goodly aparelde allc the way downe to Ledynhalle.

T 2. Favourably, graciously, kindly ; courteously,

in a proper or becoming manner. Also, liberally.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23092 Quen i was will and vte o rest.

Godfi toke yee me to gest. 13. . Gam. ff Gr. Knt. 273 pow

wyl grant me godly pe gomen hat I ask. 1377 Lancl.

P. PI. B. 1. 180 But if ?e loven. .be poure, Such good as god

50W sent godelich parteth. c 1475 Ranf Coilyar 118 The

Coil3ear gudlie in feir tuke him be the hand. 1523 Ld.

Bfrners Froiss. I. cexv. 270 Ladyes, and demoselles, right

goodly dyde visyte hym. 1590 SfSMN F. Q. 1. v. 13 Run-

ning heralds humble homage made, Greeting him
1
goodly

with new victory. 1676-7 Hale Contempt. 11. 132 How we

pride our selves in it? how goodly we look upon ourselves?

3. In a goodly or excellent fashion ; excellently.

Also in ironical use. Now rare.

,1320 Cast. Love 1396 He is vre Fader ariht, And so

goodliche vs hab i-diht pat [etc. ]. < 1350 II ill. Palerne 169

God graunt hem his blis pat godly so prayen 1 c 1430 Syr

Gener. 1554 She liked him so goodehe in hir thoght. 1535

Coverdale Num. xvi. 14 How goodly well hast thou

brought Vs in to a londe that [etc.]. 1535 J. Mason 111

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 55 Here be many Cyties, butt

nother great nor peopled, nother yett goodly buyldid. 1680

H. More Apocal. Apoc. 28; R. H. thinke so goodly well of

his confutation .. that [etc.]. 1865 Mrs. Carlyle Lett 111.

261 You are so good about writing that you deserve to be

goodly done by. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Ednc. II. 70/1 How-

goodly and cleanly they and their wives and children lived.

+ 4. Conveniently, with propriety. Obs.

(«MQUOCn Melib. -53 And for the.- is gret peril in

werre; therefore shulde a man flee and eschewe warre 111

as muchel as a man may goodly. 1397 Will Thomas Earl

of Kent in Roy. Wills (1780) 118 My body to be buried as

sone as hit goodlich may. 1422 B. E. Wills (1882) 49 As

son as yt may be don godly after bat I hame dede. 1448

Will ofHen. VI in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 378

The most substancial and best abidyng stuffe . . that may-

goodly be had. 1:1500 Mclusinc xxx. 218 She prayed hym

to retournne assoone as he goodly myght. IS«3 D ^"5

/Encis XIII. vii. 35 Quhenlhathecummyiiwasso neir, I hat

athir gudly to othir speik mycht.

f5. In negative clauses : Easily, readily. Ubs.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xi. 130 No man may passe be that

weye godely, but in tyme of Wyntir. c iM'Torr. Portugal

1601 Wors tydinges .. I myght not goodly here. 1477

Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 80 And so may not goodely

ne wele eny man directe another, but if he dyrecte him seir

first. aiS72'KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 385 The quhilk,

beraus It is sa strange as it is . . I can not gudlie beleil it.
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1652 Ukquhart Jtnvel Wks. (1834) 215 Denmark, 111 my
opinion, cannot goodly forget the magnanimous exploits of

Sir Donald Mackie Lord Reay.
6. Comb., nsgoodfy-ordered, -properl/edy-sized adj*.

1656 S- Holland Zara (1719)26 Pomgranates and luscious

Dates contended which first should salute his goodly-siz'd

Grinders. 1673 Dkyijen Stale Innoc. u. i, O goodly-ordered
work ! O Power Divine, Of Thee I am, and what I am is

Thine. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. All Foots Day, A pair of so

goodly-propertied and meritoriously-equal damsels.

Goodman (gtrdm&n, gudmarn). [Good a. +

Man; cf. MDu. gocdman (Du. goanan.']

+ 1. —Good man. Sometimes used as a vague
title of dignity or a respectful form of address. Obs.
Perh. really two words, though written as one.

\c 117S Lamb. Horn. 151 Job wes anfald rihtwis Mon and
swa godmon ; pet ure drihten him solf hine herede. ] a 1300
Signs be/ Jndgem. 21 in E. E. P. (1862) S Godmen takij>

nou gome of tokninges pat coinmib bi for. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 436 And, gudman, [on] be gold rynge, be thre grauen
thyngis, pai ere bus mekill to meiie. Ibid, 2407 pan takis

pe gudman be gifte. & gretly bam bankis.

fb. Sc. Applied euphemistically to the Devil.

1779 Aknot Hist. Edin. (1788) 80 Farmers left a part of
their lands perpetually untilled-.this spot was dedicated to
the Devil, and called the Goodman's croft.

2. The master or male head of a household or

other establishment
; + the host (of an inn), t the

keeper (of a prison). Now only Sc, or arch.
<: 1340 Cursor M. 13507 (Fairf.) Alle was fed godemen &

knauis. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 1. 66 Ther gromes and
the goodmen, beth all eliche grette. 1464 Mann. <y Househ.
Exp. l.Roxb.) 247 Item, to the goodman of Cardenallys Hat
for horsemet the same day vijjj. \\d. zSSSChrou. Or. Friars
(Camden) 7 Thysyere the goodman at the Cooke in Cheppe.

.

was morderd in hys bede by nyght. 1581 Lambarde Eiren.
II. vii.(is88) 266 In like sort is it, if the goodman of the house
(perceiuing that theeues are without) wil open the doores,

and go out against them. 1631 Rt;i herford Lett. (18621 I.

72 Wherefore doth the word say, that our Clirist, the Good-
man of this house, His dear kirk, hath feet like fine brass?

1722 Wodrow Hist. Ch. Scot. II. 636 The Goodman ijaylor)

of the Tolbooth came to him in his Chamber. 1785 Pirns
Hallo^ueen xvii, The auld guidman raught down the pock,

An 1

out a handfu' gied him. 1842 Macaulay Lays Anc.
Rome, Horatius lx\, When the goodman mends his armour,
And trims his helmet's plume.
vocatively. 1724 Ramsay 'Lead. Misc. (1733) I. 8 Good-

man, quoth he, be ye within, I'm come your doghter's love

to win. i8a8 Scott F. Al. Perth ii, Good-even to you,
goodman.

b. A householder in relation to his wife ; a hus-

band. Now only Sc. or arch.

1513 Douglas .Eneis vm. vii 7 To Vulcanus, hir husband
and gudeman, Within his golden chalmer sche began Thus
for to speik. 1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1184/2
Shee sayde it in sport to make her good man laugh. 1593
Tell-Trotlis N. Y. Gi/t 37 Why is the husband called his

wives good-manne? 1609 Rowlands Crew of Kind Gossips

20 Little our goodmen knowes what their wiues thinkes.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxvii, ' It's my gudeman, sir *, said

the young woman, with a smile of welcome. 1856 Mrs.
Browsing Aur. Leigh in. 1159 One was tender for her

goodman. 1881 J. Grant Cameronians I. iii. 30 The next
who was knocked over was your good-man, Mrs. Garth,

f3. a. Prefixed to designations of occupation.

1484 Canton Fables 0/ Al/once iii, Hit befelle somtyme
that a good man labourer went fro lyf to deth. 1592 Greene
Upst. Courtier D b, In my time he was counted but good-

man Tailor, now he is growne since veluet breeches came
in, to be called a marchant or Gentleman Marchant Tailor.

1602 Shaks. Ham. x. i. 13 Nay, but heare you, goodman
deluer. 1638 Ford Fancies 1. i, A nod From goodman-
usher, or the formal secretary.

f b. Prefixed to names of persons under the rank

of gentlemen, esp. yeomen or farmers (cf. sense 4).

Also in ironical use. Obs.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commiv. Eng. xxiii. (1589) 40 These
fYeomen] be not called masters, for that (as I said) pertaineth

to Gentlemen onely. But to their surnames men adde Good-
man : as. .goodman White, ..goodman Browne, amongst
their neighbors, I meane not in matters of importance or

in lawe. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 37 Dictisima goodman
Dull, dictisima goodman Dull. 1618 in Kerry St. Lawrence,
Reading (1883^87 Itm. p 1'. to goodman Knight for casting

of the 4 bell, 61. 10s, c 1626 Dick 0/Devon 11. iv. i. in Bullen

O. PI. II. 59 Pray igoodman rascall) how long have you
and he bene Brothers? 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 42
In that howse lived goodman Akam, to whom this close

belonged. 1692 Washington tr. Milton's De/. Pop. xii. Now
I come to you again, Good-man Goosecap, who scribble so

finely. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3858/4 A Watch . . was dropt

the 14th past near Goodman Peacock's Farm, a 1732 Gay
Poems (1745) I. 82 The sun-beams bright .. gild the thatch

of goodman Hodges' barn.

4. A man of substance, not of gentle birth; a

yeoman ; a Scottish 'laird* (cf. quot. 1657). Obs.

exc. Hist, or poet.

This sense is evolved from the use in 3 b.

1587 Hakrison England 11. v. (1877) I. 137 [The yeomen]
be not called masters and gentlemen, but goodmen, as

goodman Smith [etc.]. 1657 Sp. Fi/e Laird in J. Wat-
son Collect. Poems (1706) 1. 28 When I was born .. There
was no word of Laird or Knight : The greatest Stiles of
Honour then,Was to be titl'd the Good-man. But changing
Time . . puts a Laird in th' Good-man's place, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1811) I. 14 He is called a Good Man in common
discourse, who is not dignified with Geiitilitie. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. ill. 496 There went that morn a goodman
of the dale . . His herdsman with him. 1874 Stubbs Const.
Hist. (1875) I. xi. 424 The aldermen and brethren consti-

tuted the guild, and the reeve and good-men the magistracy
of the township.

tb. Sc, The laird or tenant of a specified estate

or farm. Obs.

1592 .IAS', in Hunter Blgear .$• House 0/ Fleming (1862)
xxiv. 298 John and Adam Tweedie, Sons to the Guidman of
Dreva. 1604 Birrel Diary in Dalyell Eragm. Se. Hist. if.

1 179S) 61 Robert Weir broken on aue cart wheel .
. for mur-

dering the guidman of Warriston. ci6ioSir J. Melvil Mem.
(16831 I22 Alexander Hume of Manderstoun, Coildinknows,
and the Good man of North Berwick. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr.
War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 143 The gudeman of Erlistone,
James Tailfetr of Haircleugh fete.]. 1824 Scott Redgau titlet

let. xi, The rental-book, .open at the place where it bore evi-

dence against the Goodman of Primrose Knowe, as behind
the hand with his mails and duties.

Hence G-oo dmanlike « . Sc.. husbandlike; Good-
manship Sc, a holding conferring the rank of
' goodman*.
1823G.U.T Entail I. 306 It's your wife, my lad. .ye 'II surely

never refuse to carry her head in a gudemanlike manner to

the kirk-yard. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. ii. 182 When
lands were held of any of the great families, they were but
a gudemanship.

Good morrow, good-mo*rrow.
1. A salutation used at meeting in the morning,

equivalent to the later good morning sec Goon a.

Jo c). Also in lull phr. (variously corrupted : see

Goi>sb, S) *} {God)giveyougood'morrow. Now<?/r//.
C1386 Chaucer Millers T. 394 Hay], maister Nicholay !

Good morwe, I se thee wel, for it is day. 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Arb.l 46 Noble lord and lady god gyue you good
morow. 1548 Interl. John Bon (Percy Soc.) i$ What, John
Bon ! good morowe to the ! 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Hush. 1. (1586) 7 b, God morowe maister Rigo. 1589 Pappe
iv. Hatchet E ij, Not vnlike the theefe, that in stead of God
speede, sayd stand, and so tooke a purse for God morowe.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. iii. 21 Giue you good-morrow, sir.

1611 Chapman May-Day Plays 1873 II. 328 Godge you God
morrow Sir. 1613 Pcrciias Pilgrimage iv. viii. (1614) 380
Isinael. .in the breake of the day, assailed Alumut his armie,
Httlesuspectingsuchagood morrow. 1632 Milton/, Vi llegro

46. 1654 Warrkn' Unbelievers 145 They and their Christ will

bid good-morrow . . so often as they rise. 1677 Yarranton
Eng. Itnprov. in Good morrow, good morrow, Gentlemen ;

I hope you have slept well to Night. 1810 Scott La<ty o/L.
m. ii, The speckled thrush Good-morrow gave from brake and
bush. 1847 Longf. Ev. 1. iv. 8 Many a glad good-morrow.

.

made the bright air brighter.

f 2. Something as void of import as the ' good-
morrow ' of mere civility ; an idle, trivial, or empty
saying; a trifling or worthless matter. Obs.

1546 Gardiner Declar. Art. Joye 9b, They began to

spread abrode an enmotis rumour of me . . and many good
morowes. X553 T. Wilson Rhet. 18 b, [We] worshipped
hym not in spirite, but in copes .. in shaven crounes and
long gounes, and many good morrowes els, devised onely
by the phantasie of manne. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n. xch.

341, I fmde in ancient writers many good morrowes .. as

that three rootes will cure one griefe, fower another disease

[etc.]. /Z1641 Beofll Erasm. in Fuller s Abel Rediv. (1651)

61 Promise of a yeerly pension . . and many other good-
morrows, which .. he never performed, sz 1704 'P. Brown*
Wks. (170S) III. 11. 79 Some might be apt to say, the

Devil's in a Man that grieves for the Loss of a Wife, .and
a thousand such good Morrows.

Hence+Good-morrowz ,.,tosay t' good morrow 'to.

1686 K. SpF-NCE tr. I 'arilla's Ho. Medkis 13 The first thing

lie did after having good-morrowed him.

Good-mother. Sc, [See Gooi> D. 2 b.] A
mother-in-law; also, a step-mother.

1536 Bellendem Cron. Scot. m. xv. (1821) 1. 109 This Cara-
tak fled to his gud moder fL. nfft/erca] Cartumandia Queue
of Scottis. a 1557 Diurn.Ocatrr. (Bannatyne Club) 19 Alex.

Cant burgis of Edinburgh, was slane in the nycht in his

awne hous, be his seruand and his guidmoder. 1646 R.
Baillie Lett. (1775) II. 187, I pity much, .his good-mother,
whose grace and virtue for many years 1 have highly
esteemed. 1816 Scott Aniiq. xxvi, 'Yes, gudemither

',

screamed the daughter-in-law, ' it's e'en sae '.

Proverb. 1737 Ramsay Scot. Prov. (1797) 14 A green
turfs a good good-mither.

Good nature, good-na'ture.
1. Pleasant or kindly disposition ; chiefly denot-

ing a readiness often excessive) to comply with

the wishes or importunities of others, or to permit

encroachment on one's rights.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 149 The scripture praisithe

this good lady for her curtesye & good nature. 1567 H ak-

man Caveat 42 A pore neighbour of mine, who for honesty
and good natursurmounteth many. 1614T. Adams Gallants'
Burden Ded., In the affiance of your good natures.. I haue
presumed to make you the patron of my Labours. 1667 K.
Chambkrlayne^'/.G^. Brit. 1.(1684'! 35 Good nature, .a thing
so peculiar to the English Nation, .that it cannot well be.

.

practised by another people, a 1717 Blackall Wks. (1723) I.

194, 1 never do drink to excess but only, .when I am hard put
upon by the Company. .and I hope my Easiness and Good-
nature, .will not be imputed to me as a Fault. 1751 Karl
Orrery Remarks Swift (1752^ 53 He had that kind of good-
nature, which absence of mind, Indolence ofbody, and careles-

ness of fortune produce. 1827 Lytton Pelham ii, I have seen
him endure with a careless good-nature the most provoking
affronts. 1888 Bbtce Amer. Comm-M. III. v. xciv. 322 The
national easy-goingness and good-nature.

t2. In moral sense :" Natural goodness of char-

acter ; virtue. Obs, rare.

1627 Sanderson $*rm.t Ad Po/. vi (16641 351 We may
talk, .of good natured men. . But. .set grace aside, .there is

no more good nature in any man than there was in Cain
and in Judas. 1657 Jer. Taylor Serm. at Funeral Sir G.
Dalstotte Wks. 1828 VI. 563 A good nature, being the relicks

and remains of that shipwreck which Adam made, is the
proper and immediate disposition to holiness ..When good
nature is heightened by the grace of God, that which was
natural becomes now spiritual. ai6jy Barrow Wks. (1686)

II. 199 [Virtue in Pagans] is to be imputed to. the reliques

ofgood nature, to the glimmerings of natural light, .or, [etc.].

Good-natured. (The stress is variable.) [f.

prec. + -kd -.] Characterized by good nature
; plea-

sant, kindly, or genial in disposition. Often imply-
ing undue complaisance or easiness of disposition.

T Also, in early use, with reference to moral good-
ness of character (cf. Good nature 2").

1577 B. Googk Heresbach's Ilush. 1. 17 The husband..
gladlydeclareth his whole dealing in euerypoynt: suchegood
natured men dootb this knowledge make. 1627 [See Goon
nature 2.] 1640 Br. Hall Chr. Moder. (Ward) 34/2 A good-
natured horse will be governed by the shadow of the wand.
1657 North's Plutarch (1676) Add. Lives 41 He [Charlemain]
was very good Natured, Temperate, Gentle, and slow £11

taking revenge. 1672 C.wv. Prim. Chr. m. iii. (1673) 301 The
Laws of Christianity. -produce the most gentle and good-
nature! Principles. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady
X 1 Oct,, I never saw an old woman so good-natured.

1727 De Foe (' A. Moreton ') Seer. Invis. World Disci, w.
(1735 ed. 2) 368 Thou art the best-humour'd, goodest-natur'd

Creature alive, said I. i768GoLnsM.(/z7/c)TheGood-natured
Man. 1779 Sheridan Critic 1. i, If it is abuse,—why, one
is always sure to hear of it from one damn'd good natur'd
friend or another ! 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 97 Hr
was toogoodnatured a man to behave harshly. i86oTyndall
Glac. 1. iii. 25, I having previously declined a good-natured
invitation to sleep in the big black bed.

Comb. 1854 Geo. Eliot in J. W. Cross Li/: (1885'' I. 358
His brother, .was. .a bright good-natured-looking man.

Hence Good-naturedly tufr. ; Good-na tured-
ness,the quality or condition of being good-natured

(Worcester, citing Talfourd).

1791 Boswell Johnson :>q Apr. an. 1776 To this, Dr. John-
son goodnaturedly agreed. 1852 H. Rogers Eel. Faith
(18531 84 Kellowes smiled good-naturedly. 1882 J. Haw-
thokne Fort. Fool 1. xxvi, 'Well, I sha'n't put you to that

trouble ', replied Bryan good-naturedly.

GOO d-nei'ghbourhood. [f. the phrase good
neighbour • -hood.] The disposition and behaviour

characteristic of a good neighbour ; friendly ieeling

and intercourse. So also Goo d-neiffhbonrliness.
Goo dnei g-rTbovrrship.

1817 J. L'kadbury Trav. Amer. 294 In no part of the
world is good neighbourship found in greater perfection

than in the western territory, or in America generally.

1829 Scott Rob Roy Introd. 25 MacGregor took an
opportunity to conjure Stewart, by all the ties of old ac-

quaintance and good-neighbourhood, to give him some
chance of an escape from an assured doom. 1896 Westm.
Gas. 5 Nov. 10/1 A right good custom, if good-neighbour-
liness is to count for anything in the village.

Goodness gu'dncs . Forms: (see Gnoji and
-Ness). [OK. godnes ; cf. MHG. guotnisse.~\

1. The quality or condition of being good.

a. Of persons: Moral excellence, virtue. Occa-

sionally in pi. : Good qualities.

(888 K. .Eli red Boeth. xxxvii. § 3 Dajs godan godnes bij?

bis a^en god and his a^en edlean, swa bib eac )ss yfelan

yfel his agen yfel. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 pes patriarchies

.. gods men weren .. and al bos godnesse horn ne mihtc
werieii, bet ho ne wenden alle in to helle. 1297 R. Glolc.
(Rolls) 73q pe king of france hurde telle of ire godnesse &
bed hire fader granti him be gode cordeile. c 1340 Cursor
M. 10086 (TrinJ Fill leef was vs bat lady lele pat godenesses
\Gott. bountes] bare in hir so fele. c 1410 Hoccleve Mother
of God 30 Temple of our Lord and roote of al goodnesse.

41450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4783 To bryng his folk to

gudnes. c 1500 Metusine xxi. 134 Goodnes & bounte is

betre than fayrenes & beaulle. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M.
111. i. 215 Vertue is bold, and goodnes neuer fearefull. 1672
Temple Ess. Govt. Wks. 1731 I. 98 Goodness, is that which
makes Men prefer their Duty and their Promise before their

Passions, or their Interest. 1840 Mill Diss. $ Disc. (1859!

II. 69. note, Fewer small goodnesses, but more greatness.

1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. 85 Gifts of the intellect and
imagination . . do not constitute moral goodness.

b. Of things material or immaterial : Absolute

or comparative excellence in respect of some speci-

fied or implied quality. Now somewhat rare.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love Prol. 3 Of the goodnesse or of

the badnesse of the sentence take they litel hede or els non.

1488-9 Act 4 lien. VII c. 8 Every other Cloth .. abrode
yerde..to be sold.. after the rate of the godenesse therof.

1589 Cogan Haven Health exciv. (1636) 176 The goodnesse

of the pasture helpeth much to the goodnesse of the milke.

1631 Golge God's Arrows iii. § 9. 202 Circumstances make
much to the goodnesse or badnesse of an action. 1651

Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvi. 146 Depending .. on the good-
nesse of a mans own natural] Reason. 1719 London & Wisl
Compl. Gard. 221 The Lettuces are gather'd first, and after

wards the Endives arrive to their full Goodness. 1781

T. Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 * 29 s ° ur superiority in the

goodness, though not in the number of our cavalry. 1812

WOODHOUSE Astron. xliii. 429 Telescopes of the same
power and goodness. 1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng.

(1874) I. 45 The goodness of a custom depends upon it-

having been used time out of mind. 1870 Max Mullek
Set. Relig. (1873) 2 Such was the goodness of the cause I

had then to defend.

2. Moral excellence as displayed in one's relations

to others.

a. As an attribute of the Deity (f said also of

Christ and the Virgin Mary) : Infinite benevolence,

a desire for the happiness of all created beings ; also

the manifestation of this ; beneficence.

1 888 K. A'a.vrv.u Boeth. xxxv. § 5pu sa^desbaet Godes good-
nes & his xesselisnes & he self baet bait waere eall an. c 1200

Vices # Virtues {iffiS) 83 Ace nu ic biddeSe, for 6ine michele

godnesse. c 1340 Cursor M. 341 1 (Trirk)Oure lord bat is of

godenes [other MSS. bounte] boun To ysaac 3af his bene-

soun. c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Laives T. 853 Til cristes

mooder . . Hath shapen, thurgh hir endelees goodnesse. To
make an ende of al hir heuynesse. 1413 PUgr. Soiclc (Caxton
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14S3) iv. xii. 63 We owcn nought for hi* goodnesse Lo done
liym vnryght. r 1460 Tcnone/ey Myst. iv. 271, I thank the,

lord, well of goodnes. x$*6 t'i/gr. I'erf.(W. de W. 1531) 5 The
goodnes of god . .hath ordeyned that [etc.]. i6ao Sanderson
Sertn. ad Clerttm Hi. (16741 43 As Power is ascribed to the

Father, and Wisdom to the Son ; so is Goodness to the Holy
Ghost. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Pr. /or all Conditions of
A/en, We commend to thy fatherly goodness all those who
are anyways afflicted. 1699 Buknbt 39 Art. i. (1700) 29
The chief Act and Design of Goodness, is the making us

truly good. 1738 Wesley Psalms Kin. x, I sing the good-
ness of the Lord, The goodness I experience now. i860

PUSSY Mtn. Profi/i. 562 Goodness is that attribute of God,
whereby He loveth to communicate to all, who can or will

receive it, all good.

b. in men: Kindly feeling; kindness, generosity,

clemency; the manifestation of this. Frequent in

phrase Have the goodness to . . ., as a form of polite

request (?orig. a Gallicism, = F. ayez la bonti de).

c jooo JkZu"Ric Horn. II. 508 Se halga hi eft alysde, and
let hi for3gan for his godnysse. 1x1300 Cursor M. 10426

<G6tt.) Quen bat par day was cumyn of be fest, ban men
suld bolde bairn to be blith, And ilk man his godness to

kith, c 1386 Chaucer Mclib. P777 We preien yowand hiseke

yow. .that it lyke vn-to youre grete goodnesse to fulfillen in

dede youre goodliche wordes. 1548 Ham. C'/z/v;/., Hen. I'll,

;4 b, The kynge of hys goodnes remitted their offence, and
restored them to their libertie. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. I'll7, lit.

ii. 263 Your great Goodnesse, out of holy pitty, Absolu'd
him with an Axe. 1680 BURNET Rochester 11692* 55 Good-
ness is an inclination to promote the Happiness of others.

1709 Poncet Voy. /Ethiopia 29 He had the Goodness to

give us a Person to be our Safe-guard. 1768 Sterne Scut,

fottrn. (1778) I. 75 {Remise) Have the goodness, madam.

.

to step in. 1798 Kerriar Ittustr. Sterne i. 20 Mary received

him with goodness. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III.

221 The indulgence, he said, was grossly abused :.. his

Majesty would soon have reason to repent his goodness.

+ 3. a. Advantage, benefit, profit. Rarely//. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 718 iGutt.l He thoght bat thing forto

stint, bat godd to gret goddnes had mint. 1303 R. Brvjhne
//and/. Synnt 10599 Hys brober had be godenesse of hys
song, c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) xviii. 85 pe folk wirschepez
be ox.. for be sympilnes and be gudeness bat comme/ of
him. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 15061 1. iv. 42 All
y" goodnesses of grace of benedyecyon & of glory. 1551

Robinson tr. Mores Utop. 1. fArb.) 51 A matter whiche ..

should be. .great commoditie and goodnes to the opener and
rletectour of the same. 1583 Stanyhirst sEncis ill. (Arb.)

71 Too turne too goodnesse this sight and nierciles omen.

T b. Good fortune
;
prosperity. Obs. rare.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prh: (E.E.T. S.) 199 In
this wyse he knew god ayeyne in augwysche and in myss-
ayse, whych he had foryetene whan he was in his goodnes.

1550 Coverdali: Spir. Per/c xviii. f.'/ 1555) 139 After trouble

and aduersite foloweth al maner of goodnes and felicite.

+ 4. quasi-r0«c;\ Something good, a good act or

deed. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) £936 pe godnesse, bat pe king
henry & be queue Mold Dude here to Kngelond, ne may
ucuere be told, c 1300 St. Brandon 533 For no godnisse
that ich habbe i-do bote of oure Louerdes Milce and ore.

1523 FiTZHERB. Hush. § 162 Yf thou wolde haue any good-
nes done vnto y* . . lykewyse sholdest thou do vnto thy 11 ey-

l>our, yf it lye in thy power, a 1533 Ld. BbrnerS Huon
xliii. 142 All the goodness and greate gyftes that I haue
gyuen among you. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 370 That he
was right joyous to be in his presence, trusting that some
goodnesse should grow thereby.

b. The goodness : That which is good in any-

thing; the strength or virtue of it.

1577 B. Googe lleresbachs Hush. 1. (1586) 45 Doling ..

must be laide upon the toppc of the highest of the grounde,
that the goodnesse may runne to the hottome. 1796 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery xii. 180 Strain it boiling hot through a cloth

till you have all the goodness out of it. 1806 A. Hunter
C«//«<x(ed.3)2i Stew till all the goodness be got from the meat.

1871 Earle Phi/ol. Eng. Tongue 87 Even so it is with the
dialects—all their goodness is gone into the King's English.

5. In various exclamatory phrases, in which the

original reference was to the goodness of God (cf.

sense 2a above), as Goodness gracious!, Goodness

{only) knows /, + For goodness /, For goodness**

sake .', In the name 0/goodness!, (lavish) to good-

ness /, Surety to goodness !, Thank goodness /, etc.,

t>r simply Goodness!
In the first quot. the sense of /or goodness' sake may he

merely ' in order to be kind '
; in the second from the same

play it is rather ' as you trust in the goodness of God ' (cf.

for mercy"s, pity s sake, where there is a similar equivoque).

The phrases are not now in dignified use.

16x3 Shaks. Hen. VI11 Prol. 23 Therefore, for Goodnesse
sake, and as you are knowne The First and Happiest Hearers
of the Towne, Be sad, as we would make ye. Ibid. 111. \. 159
For Goodnesse sake, consider what you do, How you may
hurt your selfe. 1642 View of Print. Book int. Obsen>at.
jo In the name of goodnesse then, what is that which the

j>cople speak of? 1650 T. Bayly llerba Parlctis 26 He
begs, and prayes her, for goodnesse sake, . . that she would
not speake a word of what had passed. 1704 Swift Batf/e

of Bks. Misc. (1711) 246 Goodness, said Momus, can you sit

idely here [etc.j? 1814 Love, Honor, fy Interest 11. iii,

For goodness, sir, tell me what means this haste. 1819
Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 185 Here I remained .. for

goodness knows how many hours. 1840 Dickens Bam.
Pudge ix, Goodness gracious me ! 187a Punch 1 1 May 199/1
Thank goodness we have a House of Lords. 1876 Ouida
Winter City xiv. 384 He thanked goodness it was the last

of her caprices. 1890 ' L. Falconer' Mile, l.xe (1891I 75,
I wish to goodness your people would give a dance, Evelyn !

Goodnight. (Also hyphened.} [See Good a.

10 c]
1. A customary phrase used at patting at night or

going to sleep ; + orig. in full form have good night,

K
God) give yon good night, etc. Also in various

phrases, as to bid {\give) good night, to make one's

good nights, etc., and in fig. uses implying separa-

tion, leave-taking, or loss.

( 1374 Chaucer Troy/us lit- 371 (490) Haue now good ny*t

ft lat vs bobe slepe. c 1420 Sir Amadas (Weber) 187 My
leve dame, have gud nyght ! c 1489 Canton Blanchardyn
xv. 51 The captayne gaff the goode nyght to the dainoyselle.

a 1553 Uijali. Royster D. v. vi. (Arb.) 88 Good night Roger
;

oldeknaue. 1553 Respnblica v. ix. 32 Than goode night the

laweiers gaine. 1570 B. Googe Pop. h'ingd. iv. 58 a, They
..yielding up their dronken ghostes, doe bid their mates
godnight. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. j6 Giue you good night.

1604 Marsion Malcontent It. iv. D 2, When our beauty-

fades, godnight with vs. 1631 H eywood Eng. E/iz, (1641) 87 1

And so gave them the good-night. 165a Br. Ham. htvis.

World 11. viii, O my soul, .art thou so loth to bid a cheerful

good-night to this piece of myself. 1794 Mrs. Raocuffe
\

Myst. Udo/pho xx viii, Good-night, lady. 1820 Scott Monast.
xx, Having wished . . to all others the common good-night.

1852 Mrs. Carlyi.k /.£//. II. 177 And now good-night; I am
off to bed. 1881 Scribner's Mag. XXII. 282/1 She promptly-

made her good-nights and vanished.

attrib. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. lxxxvi, Or chirps the

grasshopper one good-night carol more. 1868 Holme Lee
B. Godfrey Ixv. 377 Give me a good-night kiss. 1871 R.
Ellis tr. Catullus Ixiv. 382 In such prelude old, such good-

night ditty to Peleus.

b. phrases. (Of obscure origin.)

1572 J. Jones Bathes of Bath 'lo Rdr. hija, Al men ..

greedily gape after worldly gayne, whyles in themeaue tyme
the members and the mynde fall into such lappes as they
neuer may recouer agayne, so that then good night at Algate.

1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 121 Pray my Lord let's
;

have justice, or good night Nicholas.

2. dial. Used as an exclamation of surprise.

1893 in Surrey G/oss.

3. /ransf. Any parting salutation at night. +Also,

? a composition improvised when going to sleep.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. //", ill. ii. 343 A .. sung those tunes
to the ouer-schutcht huswiues that he heard the Car-men
whistle, and sware they were his fancies or his good-nights.

,

184. I.ongk. Excelsior vi, ' Beware the awful avalanche!'
This was the peasant's last Good-night.

4. In certain names of plants.

'597 Gerahdk Herbal 11. cccxl. 791 Of Venice Mallowe, or ,

Goodnight at noone. .The Venice Mallow. .openeth it selfe
!

about eight of the clocke, and shutteth vp againe at nine.

1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Good night, Argyreia bona-nox.

Hence Goodni'ffht v. to say good-night to.

1835 Beckfokd Recoil. 43 After good-nighting, and being
|

good-nighted with another round of ceremony.

Good now, goo'd-now:. Obs. exc. dial,

[See Good a. 4 c and Tsow adv.] An intcrjectional
j

expression denoting acquiescence, entreaty, expos-
;

tulation, or surprise.

1579 G. Harvey Lctler-bk. (Camden) 72, I am not to

trouble y' often : goodnowe be a little compassionate this
;

once. 1611 Shaks. IViut. T. v. i. 19 Now, good now. say
so but seldome. x68x Dryden Sp. Friar 11. iii, Good-now,

j

food now, how your Devotions jump with mine ! 1754
"oote Knights 1. Wks. 1799 I. 65 A treaty with, .the Pope !

Wonderful ! Good now, good now ! how, how? Ibid. n.

ibid. 73 Sir, M r
. Jenkins begs to speak with you. .. Good

now ! desire him to walk in. 1893 Wi/tsh. G/oss., Go-noxv,
t

Genow, Good-now, used as an expletive, or an address to a
person (S.). ' What do 'ee think o' that, genow !

'

Good sense. [Cf. the equivalent F. bon

sens.] Native soundness of judgement, esp. in the

ordinary affairs of life. (Cf. Common Sense 2 b.)

1688 Ld. Halifax Adv. Dau.{ed. 2) 48 Naturally good
Scnce hath a mixture of surly in't. 1739 Melmoth Eitzosb.

Lett. (1763) 240 Good-sense is something very distinct from
knowledge. 1854 J- S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. xxiv.377
' This plan ', says Thiers, ' was not, on his part, the inspira-

tion of ambition, but rather of great good sense '. 1883 F.

M. Crawford Dr. Claudius 239 Wondering how it was that

a stranger should so soon have assumed the position of an
adviser, and with an energy and good sense, too, which [etc.].

tGoo'dship. Obs. [f. Good a. + -ship.] Good- I

ness. //. Instances of goodness ; kindnesses.

a 950 Durham R itita/($urtees) 100 Bloetsa drihten. .stove

ftiosse ba;te sic vs in 5am . . cSmodnisse & godscipe &
j

bilvitn'isse. cxxwoCast. Love 16 pat kineworbeikyng. -porw

whom beop Alle \>e goodschipes p* we here i-seob. 1390
( km kk Con/. II. 74 And for the goodship of this dede They
graunten him a lusty mede. c 14^30 Pilgr. LyfManhode I.

cxlix. (i86o> 75 Sithe to grace dieu j turnede ayeii, and of

hire goodwipttj thankede hire.

Goodsire. St. 7 Obs. Also 5 gudsire. -syr'e,

gudscheir, gud-. guidschir, 7 goodsir. gude-
schir, gudscher. 8 gutcher. 9 gudesire. [Sec

Good D. 2 a.] A grandfather.
( 1425 Wyntoun Crou. vi. xx. 102 For to pas agayne

thowcht he, And arryve in be Empyre, Quhareof pan I-ord

wes hys Gud-syr. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. II. 662 This

Herald suld succeid Efter his guid-schir for to bruke the

croun. 1596 Dalrvmpi,e tr. Les/ie's Hist. Scot. 11. 161 Grate

and thankful rememberance of his gudshir Metellan. 1609

Skene Reg. Maj. 34 The heire of the sonne gotten of his
I

awin bodie, may craue na mair fra his father brother, of the

rest of his gudeschirs heretage (then that part quhilk was
assigned to his father), a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. J
(1820) 11 His son being put in fee of all by the old tutor his

good-sir. 1785 R. Forbes Poems Buchan Dial. 15 For
what our g^utchers did for us We scarce dare ca' our ajn,

Unless their fitsteps we fill up, An' play their part again.

1816 Scott A ntig. ix, ' Our gudesire gaed into Edinburgh to

look after his plea'.

Good-sister. Sc. [See Good D. 2 b.] A
sister-in-law.

1666 DespautersGram. B 12b (Jam.), Gtos est maritisoror
Vtlfratrii uxor, a good sifter.

Good-SOH. Sc. [See Good I). 2 b.] A son-

in-law. Also good-son -in law.

1513 DoOOLAi .Eiuis vn. vii. 62 Geif that thow seikis ine
alienar wnknaw To be thi tnagh or thi gude son in law.

Ibid. xni. vi. 47 Merely commandis man and page • Hi»
gude son thai suld do welcuin and meit. 1588 Ejrfrudi
Aberd. Reg. (.1848) II. 63 For himselff and .. his guidsoun.

a 1615 Brum Cro)'. Er/is RosswZ-p) 4 William, sone of the

Erll of Ross, and goodsone to the Erll of Huchane.

Good-tempered, a. (The stress is variable.;

[f. good temper 'see Temper sb.) + -ed -.] Having
a good temi>er ; not easily vexed.

1768 Sterne Sent. yonrn.\i 77 Z) II. 88 {Character) 11*e

French .. are a . . good-temper'd people as is under heaven.

1837 Ht. Martinkau Soc. Amcr. HI. 54 They have been
called the most good-tempered people in the world.

Comb. 1838 Dickens (A Tivist xxxix. A good-tempered,
faced man cook.

Hence Good-temperedly adv.
a 1822 Smi.i.i.ey Coliseum Prose Wks. 1S80 III. 38 How

good-temperedly the sage acceded to her request. 1888 Sat.
Rez: 13 Oct. 441/2 God in defended himself good tempered!)

.

Good Templar. A member of the ' Inde-

pendent Order of Good Temnlais ', an organization

of total abstainers established in the U.S. in 1851

.

on the model of freemasonry, and introduced into

Kngland in 186S. Hence Good Te'mplarism,
Good Templary, the principles of this organi-

zation.

1874 {title) The Good Templars' Magazine ; a Monthly
Journal of Literature devoted to the interests of the In-

dependent Order of Good Templars. Ibid. 46 Good Tein-

plary is emphasizing that teaching. .The Good Templar
believes that [etc. J. 1887 Globe 26 Aug. 1/3 As sober as

a lodge full of Good Templars. 1897 Daily Ntwt 13 Feb.

6/7 The mortgagee of the chapel, .objected to them on the

ground that they were Good Templars, and Good Templary
was not 'a distinctly Christian organization'.

Good thing. [See Goon a. 10. 1 1, etc.] a.

A successful act or speculation, b. A witty saying

or remark, c. pl. Rich food, dainties.

a. 1820 Examiner No. 633. 351/2 You must have made a
good thing of it if you have got the 1000/. 1883 Mrs, K.

Kennard Right Sort v. (1884) 51 Now and again .. Jack
Clinker managed to pull off some 'good thing ' on the turf.

b- 1694 Congrevk Double Dealer 1. ii, The Deuce take me
if there were three good things said. 1775 Johnson Let. to

Mrs. Titrate 23 June, I hope you.. heard music, and said

good things. 1807 W.Irving Sa/inag. (1824) 125 He could not

for the soul of him restrain a good thing. 1840 Thackf.rav
I'arisSk.-bk., Er.Eashion, A'o7'els,Vkrhen\\c saya good thing,

in the course ofthe night, we are wondrous lucky and pleased.

C. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889J I. 46 The German relished

for his breakfast the good things . . here provided. 1888

BintGOK Lives 12 Gd. Men II. v. 29 He would partake freely

of the good things before him.

t Goodways. Sc. Obs. [f. Goon a. + ways
advb. gen. of Way.] Amicably.
c 1565 Lindbsay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1S14' II. 537 The

queine heiring this, sent away my lord Marschall and my
lord Lindsay incontinent to treat guid wayes. Ibid. 540.

Goodwife 'girdwoif\ Forms: see Good and

\Yifk. Also Goody sb. 1 [Cf. Goodman.]
1. The mistress of a house or other establishment.

(Cf. Goodman 3.) Now chiefly Sc.

e 1325 Poem times Edw. 11 (Percy) xliv, He beareth away
that seluer And the good wyf beswyketh. 1375 Barbouk
Bruce vn. 248 ' Perfay ', Quod the gud wif, ' I sail ;ow
say'. < 1470 Henry Wallace v. 741 The gud wyffsaid, till

[haifT] applessyt him best ;
' Four gentill men is cummyn

owt off the west '. V a 1500 Mankind [Brand! 1896) 46/191
Wher be goode wyff ys niastur, be goode man may be sory.

1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utop. \\. (Arb.) 75 VVhyche be

all under the rule and order of the good man and the good
uyfe of the house. 1634 Kciuerfohd Lett. (1S62I I. 113

Hesire the good wife of Barcapple to visit her. 1706

P1ULUF8 (ed. Kersey), Hostess, the Landlady or good Wife
of an Inn or Victualling-House. 17*8 [see Gossii-ing^/.^. 1].

1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. I. v. 4^6 Good-man and
good-wife were common appellations, c 18x7 Hogg Ta/cs

~#t Sk. II. 320 The ambidexterity of the goodwife. 1889

liRVDAi.i. Art in Scot. vii. 131 A good deal of interest W
taken in him by the goodivives.

f2. Prefixed to surnames («Mn.). Also as a

civil form of address. Obs.

1508 O/dCity Ace. Bk. in A rchaeo/. Ji nt. XU II, William
apprentice w* the good wif Sweling. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV,

It, i. 101 Goodwife Keech the Butchers wife. 1607 in Kerry

St. Lawrence, Reading (1883) 81 Mrs. Bowden ..Goodwife

Pynke, Mrs. Newport. 1691 Case ofExeter Co//. 18 One
Goodwife Buckland. 1814 Scott Redgaunt/et Let. x, ' Ay.
ye might have said in braid Scotland, gudewife '.

Jig. 163a Massingi;k & Field Fatal Dowry m. i, Some
curate., in the praise of goodwife honesty, Had read an
homily.

Goodwill (gudwi'l;. [Orig. two words (still

often so written exc. in sense 4 b, : see Good a. 5, 7.]

f 1. Virtuous, itious, or upright disposition or in-

tention. Obs.

In the pre- Reformation versions of Luke ii. 14, which follow

the Vulgate, the phrase good will has the above sense.^ The
16th c. versions and that of 161 1, following the ' received '

Gr. text, retain the phrase, but use it in sense z. The Re-

vised Version of 1881 adopts the Gr. text presupposed by

the Vulgate, but renders ' On earth peace among men in

whom he is well pleased '.

C893 K. iEu-'KED Oros. vi. viii, He [Titus] wass swa godes

willan baet [etc.]. t-950 Lindisf. G»sp. Luke ii. 14 Wuldor
In heannisum gode & In eorSo sibb monnum godes willo.

[So 1382-8 Wvclif, lu crthe pees be to men of good wille-l

a 1300 Cursor M. 502 Angelis .. mai neuermar held til il.

Namar ban be wick mai to god will. CX500 Me/usiuc U\\.
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371 In som cas the good wylle of a man is accepted for the

dede. 1602 J. Davos Mimm in minium (Grosart) 15/1 The '

foe can foile. .With Pride our Piety, and our good-will.

2. The state of wishing well to a person, a cause,

etc. ; favourable or kindly regard ; favour, bene-

volence.
-825 I'esf. Psalter v. 13 Mid sceldc godes wUlan Sines

"3u ^ebe^ades usic. a 1225 Ancr, R. 282 So muchel strencde
haueS luue & god wil bet hit makeS oores god ure god.
1484 Canton Fables of sEsofi 11. iii, Thow easiest not this

brede for no good wylle but only to the ende that I bold my
pees. 1535 Coverijai.e Luke ii. 14 Peace \ pon earth, and
vnto men a good wyll. 1579-80 North Plutarch 1 1676) 34
To win the love and good-wils of the people. 1611 BiBLE
Luke ii. 14. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.* Wks. in. 15 To
helpe to tugge me a shore, at the Hauen of your goodwill.
17x0 Shaitesb. Adv. Author 1. i. 2 In all other respects to

give, and to dispense, is Generosity and Good-will. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer, (1783) II. 227 After repeated en-
deavours to conciliate their good-will, he was constrained to
have recourse to violence. 1828 Scott F. AT. Perth xxxiv,
The great event which brought peace on earth, and good-
will to the children of men. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xx.
IV. 459 Some pious men . . spoke of him, not indeed with
esteem, yet with goodwill.
attrib. 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc, xc, And I will give

thee as a good-will token The beautiful wand of wealth and
happiness. ai8$z Bentham Deontol. (1834) II. 263 Corres-
pondent to that same good-will fund there is an ill-will

fund.

3. a. Cheerful acquiescence or consent. + t>. Of '

by, with one's {own) goodwill : voluntarily, without
;

constraint (cf. Freewill i). c. Heartiness, readi-
j

ness, zeal.

a. 1 1300 Cursor M. 25180 (Cott. Galha) Forbi what so
god sendes vs till Vs aw to suffer it with gude will, a 1400-
50 Alexander'804* (Dublin MS.) pat graunt I gladly, .with
a gode wille. 1513 Mori; in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 771
The Lorde Cardinal! shoulde first assay to get bun with her
good wyll. 1620 Shelton Qtiix. in. vii. I. 180 Seek not to .

get that with a Good-will, which thou art wont to take per- !

force. 1766 Goldsm. Hermit 16 And, though my portion
is but scant, I give it with good will. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. I 'dolplto xx, With my good-will, you shall build your
ramparts of gold. 1845 McColloch Taxation II. vi. (1852)

207 [They] pay such duties,, with greater good will than ,

any other impost whatever. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. I.

xiv. 142 No prises of corn ., or other goods, shall be taken
without the goodwill of their owners.
b. c 1400 Maundev, (Roxb.) xxl 96 Fischez bat base all

be see at will to swymme in schall with baire awen gude
will come bider. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xxxv. 8 His
prynces of their awne good wyll gaue to the Heueofferynge
for the people. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 370 Therfore he
was come of his awne good will to do some good. 1668
Temple Let. to Ld. AVt/crWks. 1731 II. 103, I ..would
by my Good-will eat dry Crusts, and lie upon the Floor,
rather than do it upon any other Consideration, than of his

Majesty's immediate Commands.
C. a. 1300 Cursor M. 11 153 Godd will he had to fle hir

fra. 1460 Lybeans Disc. 1843 Lybeauus wyth goodwyll
Into bys sadell gan skyll, And a launce yn hond he heat.
i486 Bk. St. Albans E v b, Yf ye se yowre howndes haue
goode will to renne. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner 1. 40 The
Horses have worked with right good-will. 1849 Macaulay i

Hist. Eng. vi. II. 151 He set himself, therefore, to lalwur,
i

with real good will.

4. f a. Permission to enjoy the use (of a tenc-
\

ment). Obs~ l

1562 ChiId-Marriages 10 Andrewe Haworthes father .

.

did obteyne the Landlordes goodwill of the Tenement
\

wherein the father of the said Custance did dwell.

b. Comm. The privilege, granted by the seller

of a business to the purchaser, of trading as his

recognized successor ; the possession of a ready-

formed * connexion' of customers, considered as an ;

element in the saleable value of a business, addi- 1

ttonal to the value of the plant, stock-in-trade,

book-debts, etc.

1571 Wills fy Jnv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 352, I gyue to
John Stephen . . my whole interest and good will of my
Quarrell [i.e. quarry]. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. iv, Having

;

given a hundred pounds for my predecessor's goodwill.
1786 Lounger No. 79 On her marriage with the knight she
bad sold the good-will of her shop and warehouse. 1836
Markyat yaf>het\\\, The shop, fixtures, stock-in-trade, and
goodwill, were all the property of our ancient antagonist. '

1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. iv. ii. (1876) 536 A solicitor can
|

either sell the good-will of his business, or leave it to his
children.

t Goodwi'llei*. Obs. [f. Goodwill + -ek'.]
;

a. One who has a good will ; a well-wisher, b.

One who wills or is disposed to what is good.
a. 1533 Bellknden Livy 111. (1822) 244 At his owre- 1

cumming met him his thre sonnis, with mony utheris, his
gude willaris and freindis. t 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) I

Chron. Scot. (1728) 43 His Favourers and Good-willers.
b. (11541 Barnes IVks. (1573) 272 Heere haue you also,

that God moueth vs, and causeth vs to bee good wdlers.

t Goodwilly, a. Sc, Obs. [f. Goodwili, + -yI.

Cf. MDu. goetwillieh (Du. goedwillig), MHG.
guotivillic (G. gutwillig), ON. godviljugr (Sw.,

Da. godvillig). Cf. also ill-willy, evil-willy.] a.

Volunteer, b. Liberal. Const, of. c. Cordial.
'533 Bellenden Livy iv. (1822) 391 Now wes . . ane army

rasit of gude willy knichtis, quhilk wes led to Veos be thir
newtribunis militare. 'iaxjoo D. Ferguson sSc. Prov.{tjZ$)
31 They are good willy o 1

their horse that has nane. 1706
y. Watson's Collect. Poems 1. 58 But had I liv'd another
year, If Folks had been good willie, I had had mair. 1788
Burns Audi Lang Syne iv, We'll tak a right guid-willie
waught [ollicrzvise guid willie-waught] For auld lang syne.

Goodwit, variant of GomviT.

Good work s: see Wobk sb.

Goody (givdi , sl>.^ [Shortened from Goodwifk,
as hussy from housewife .]

1. A term of civility formerly applied to a woman,
usually a married woman, in humble life

J
often

prefixed as a title to the surname. Hence, a woman
to whose station this title is appropriate. \ Goody-
madam : a lady who has risen from a lower rank.
tS&JViZlaf%Etto/}cs(.Somer*el Ho.>,GoodyWilkes[M/.*.,
Goodwyff Wylkes]. -/ 1625 Bkaum. & Ft.. Lover's Progr.
\. iii, So goody agent ? And you think there is Xo punish*
ment due for your agent^hip 1638 Foki> Fancies in. ii,

1 doe confesse. I ihinke the- goodee-madame may possibly
be compast. 1664 Woon Life O. H. S.i II. 15 To gooddy
Gale for mending my stockings, 6d. 1708 F. Fos in Hearne
Collect. 3 July (O. H. S.) II. 117 Goody Vesey my bed-
maker. 1708 T. Ward Eng. Kef. (1716) 156 Fame, a busie
tatling Guddy, 1736 Disc, Witchcraft 26 We now bear
talk of this old Gammar, and that old Goody. 1764 O'Har \

Midas 1. ii, Pray < loody, please to moderate The rancour of
your tongue. 1798 WoRDSW, {title) Goody Blake and Harry
Gill. 1801 Bloomfield Rural /'. (1802) 6 Well Goody,
don't stand preaching now. 1882 .Miss Braddon Mi. Royal
I. iv. iog Two or three village goodies.
trans/. 1591 SPENSER .1/. Hubberd T213 Soft Gooddie

Sheepe (then said the Foxe) not soe.

"; b. ^Goodman 4.

1583 Stanyhurst Coincitcs iii .ICneis, etc. (Arb.) 136
^'heare rowed earst mariners, tbeare nowe godye carman
abydetb.

2. U. .V. At Harvard College, a woman who has
the careof the students' rooms 1 Hall College Words').
1827-8 Har-z-ard Reg. (Hall College Words), His friend

the Goody, who had been so attentive to him during his

declining hours. 1859 O. W. Holmes Prof. BreakJ'.-t. viii,

The late Miss M., a Goody ' so called, or sweeper.

Hence + Goo-dyship, the personality of a goody.
1663 Butler Hud. t. iii. 517 The more ^hame for her

goody-ship, To give <o near a friend the slip.

Goody gu'di), sb* [f. Gouj> a. + -\.] A
sweetmeat. Chiefly//. Also goody-goody.

1745 Swift Direct, 'to Servants \Vks 1883 XI. 375 The
only remedy is to bribe them with goudy-goodies, that they
may not tell tales to prtpa and mamma. 1756 B. Franklin
Lett. W'ks. 1887 II. 454 They, .present their hearty respects
to you for the goodies. 1853 Kanl: Crinncll Exp. xxxi. (1856)
268 'Goodies' we had galore [at Christmas], 1877 Holdcrmss
(iloss.y Goody, sweets. ' Fetch us a hawporth o' goody.'
1882 Stevenson Fam. Stud. 241 All knowledge is to be had
in a goody. 1896 Daily News 1 Apr. 7/7 She had received
the goodie-goodies and was delighted.

Goody (gu'di), j/'. :1 U. S. A sciamoid fish, the

spot. JJostomus xanthurus.
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Cafe May Goody. 1884-5

Riverside Nat. Hist. (1S8S) III. 215 A much smaller species
. . otherwise known as ' Lafayette ' or ' Cape May goodie \

Goody 'gifdi), a. and sb* [f. Good a. + -v.]

A. adj. f 1. ? Cosy, comfortable. Obs.
1813 T. Moore Mem. "(1853) I- 344 The offer of such a

quiet, goody retreat as Ready's is every way convenient.

2. Good in a weak or sentimental way ; addicted

to or characterized by inept manifestations of good
or pious sentiment. Also, to talk goody,
fi8i<>: cf. Goodinfss below.] 1830 J. Wilson in Blackzv.

Mag. Apr. 688 Characters well drawn — incidents well
managed— . . moral good, but not goody. 1833 Coleridge
Table-t. 20 Aug., There can he no great poet who is not
a good man, though not perhaps a goody man. 1837 Si id-
ling Let. 16 Nov. in Carlyle Life II. v. (1851) 193 All this

may be mere goody weakness and twaddle, on my part.

1865 G. Macdonald A. Forbes 45 The only remarks made
being some goody ones about the disgrace of being kept in.

1867 H. Kingslky Siicote o/S. xxvii. (1876) 178 She did not
talk ' goody ' to them. 1890 Sat. Rev. 1 Feb. 150/2 A lacka-
daisically sentimental and commonplace ballad .. which is

sure to be popular with a certain class of ' goody people '.

B. sbA U.S. A goody person.
1878 J. Cook Conscieuccn. (1879)25 No doubt, ifa Qesar or

a Napoleon comes before some man of weak will, the latter,

although he be a good man,—and especially if he be a
'goody', a very different thing— will quail.

Hence Goo'dyishfr., somewhat 'goody
1

; Goo-dy-
ism, 'goody* principles, something characteristic

of ' goody' people ; Goodyness, goo-diness, the
quality of being ' goody \
1810 Coleridge Ess. Own Times (1850) 664 Whose good-

ness, or(if I maybe allowed to coin aword, which the times,
if not the language, require) whose goodiness, consists [etc.].

1841 Edin. Rez\ I.XXIII. 367 Clifford's extreme goodness
(to borrow a phrase from Coleridge) not unfrequently de-
generates into goodiness. 2842 Blackw. Mag. LII. 674
Then came the days of ' Goodyism \ that left childhood a
blank—whipped when naughty, and more miserable when too
good. 1864 Spectator 24 Dec. 1479/2 A goodyish story, and
about as readable as that kind of thing usually is. 1872
W. Cory in Lett. $ Jrnls. (1897) 27S The small-townish,
old-maidish goodyness ofEugcuL- Grandct. 1883 American
V. 268 He is singularly free from the cheap unction . . the
goodyisms, which are the temptations of the modern pulpit.
1898Dublin Rev. Jan. 21 8 The obtrusive goodyness which has
been apt to make Catholic children shy ofCatholic literature.

t Goodyear. Obs. Also 6-7 goodier, -yeare,
-year(e)s, 6 goodere, 7 goodye(e>e) ; and in

pseudo-etymological forms goujeres, goujeers.
[Good a. + Year. The expletive use in questions
{What the goodyear?) is equivalent to, and possi-
bly adopted from, the early mod.Du. wat goedtjaar.
Plantijn (1573) renders Wat goet uteris dat ? by F.
Que bon heur est cela ? and L. Quid hoe ominis ?

The Du. lexicographers suggest that the idiom

probably arose from an elliptical use of good year
as an exclamation, = ' as I hope for a good year '.

One example of goed jaar approximating to the

later Eng. sense {b. below is quoted in the //'/'.

der ATcderl. Taal V'. 31 J.

Sir T. Hanmer, in his edition of Shaks. 1744 , suggested
that in the three Slicks, passages goodyeare s had the seii-e

of the French disease '. and was a Corruption ' ofgoujeres,
:i hypothetical derivative <>f 'the French word gouje, which
signifies a common Camp-Trull '. So far as the sense i-.

con erned, this explanation is curiously plausible, as it seem>
to be applicable without any violence to all the example>
of the word (cf. ivhat the fox, etc.). But there is no evi-

dence that the definite meaning of ' pox ' was really intended
by any of the writers who used the word ; and the alleged
etymology is utterly inadmissible. Hanmer's spurious form
goujeres or goujeers has. however, found its way into many
editions of Shakspere. and was adopted as the standard forln

in Johnson's Diet. 175=;. and hence in every later Diet, which
contains the word.

J

a. Used as a meaningless expletive, chiefly in

the interrogative phrase What a (or t//r goodyear.

b. App. from the equivalence of this phrase with

-what the devil, whal the plague, what the fos, etc..

the word came to be used in impiecatoiy phrases as

denoting some undefined maleiic power or agencv.
< 1555 Koper Sir T. More (1720) 88 Who [Mores wife. In

1535J -W'hh this manner of salutacion homelte saluted him,
' What a good yeer, -Mr. .More . . I maivaile that you ' [etc.).

1589 Marfrd. Epit. (Arb.) 55 Now what a good'yeare wa>
that Anthonie x

i 1598 bn.\Ks. Merry //'. 1. iv. 129 We nui>i
giue folkes leauc To prate: what, the good-ier. 1599
Much Ado 1. iii. 1 What the good yeere my Lord, why are
you thus out of measure sad? 1623 W. Sclatkk Pythcs 2y
But how a goodyeare fell Abraham and Iacob vpou tenths
without iniunction '.' i6z8 tr. Tassds Aminta n. i. ]>4b. Lei

her a good yeere weepe, and sigh, and rayle. 1667 Dkvdi \

Sir M. Mar-all iv. i. What a Goodier i> the matter. Sir'.'

b. 1591 Fi.orio 2nd Frnitesj With a g>xbyeare to thee,
why doest thou not take it. 1596 Harington Metani.
Ajax. Apoi. Aa 5 The good >crc of al the knaueiy &
knaues to for me. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 24 The goo<;

yeares shall deuoure them, flesh and fell. 1639 T. de Gri-.v

Compl. fiorscm. To Kdr„Wishing their bookes burned, and
the author? at the goodyere. 1710 ihit. Apollo III. No. 118.

2. 2 A Good Year take ye.

Goo-dy-good, a, --next adj.
1851 Cari.vi.i: Sterling 11. v. 1 187a) 127 "We found the piece

monotonous . . dallying on the borders of the infantile nn<.\

'goody-good '.

GoO'dy-gOO'dy, a. and sb.) (reduplicated

f. Goody a.] s* Goody a. and sb.4

1871 Smiles Charac. viii. 118761 226 Goethe used to ex-
claim of goody-goody persons, 'Oh : if" they had but the
heart to commit an absurdity!" 1881 E. I. Wosboism
in Chr. World XXV. 578/1, I abominate: your goody-
goody, circumspect, infallibly-proper young lady. 1881
Macnt. Mag. XLIII. 389'! The illustrations are good, but
the letter-press is of the type sometimes called "goody
goody'. 1884 lir. Fraser in Hughes Life (1887) 323 Don't
talk goody-goody to people. 1889 Minutes Congregational
Council tU.S.) 218 Thick-headed goody-goodies, who were
fit for nothing else but to hold prayer-meetings and look
after Sunday-Schools.

Hence Goo'dy-goo'dyism, Goody-goodyness.
1881 Athenaeum 19 Feb. 261/3 ^ne story of 'What Might

Have Keen',, is a fair example of French goody-goodyism.
1884 Punch 8 Mar. 119/2 [AJ speech full of .. ponderous
wisdom and imposing goody-goodyness. 1886 Bookseller
Jan. 19/2 That talent .. of teaching deep religious lessons,
without disgusting her readers by any approach to cant or
goody-goodyism.

CrO :-0"fF. colloq. [f. phrase go off\ see Got.'. S3.]

1. The action or time of going off; a starting,

commencement. Phr. (- //) first go-off: straight

away, at one's first attempt. At one go-off \ in one
unbroken spell of effort.

1831 H. Melville Whale iv. 31 The first go off of a bitter

cold morning. 1856 Dobie Recoil. Visit PL Phillip iii. 52
Inducing a sympathetic reader to indulge in two years osci-

tatiou at one 'go off'. 187a Geo. Eliot in J. W. Cross Life
(18851 III. 156 They, .then sit up to read it ' at one go-off'.

1879 F. W. Robinson Coward Come. 1. iv, 'I don't think I

would have put it in that way myself, at first go-off like'.

1888 F. Warden Witch ofHills I, xii. 253 One gentleman
isn't bound to fly into the arms of another gentleman first

go-off. 1894 Du MAURIER Trilby (1895) 20S^ He succeeded
at his first go-off.

2. Banking. 'The amount of loans falling due
(and therefore going off the amount in the books)

in a certain period ' (Lord Aldenham).
Mod. ' The Governor of the Bank of England says every

Thursday to the Court "The go-off this week is^—,000"'.

Googe, Googing, obs. if. Gouge, Gudgeon.
G#»ffle, obs. form of'GoGGLK a. and v. 1

G**£ul {g&'gfly Also gogul. [a. Hind, gu-
gal, Skr. guggu/a, guggulu.] The aromatic gum-
resin of the fialsarnodendrou mukul (cC quots.).

1813 MilblrnCVjVm^, Comm. 11825) IO- Gogul is a species

of bitumen much used at Bombay.. for painting the bottom
of ships. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Googul, a resinous

substance resembling myrrh, .probably the produce of Com-
miphora Madagascarensis. 188* J. Smith Diet. Pop. Names
Plants, Googul, a name in India for the gum obtained from
Balsamodendron Mukul, a tree of the Myrrh family. 1886
Syd. Soe. Lex., Googul tree, the Balsamodendron mukul
and the B. Roxburgkii.

Gool. dial. Also 6, 9 goole, 6 goule, 8

goal. [a. AF. gole, goule (a specific use of OF.
gole, goule throat ; cf. OF. goulet narrow channel,

trench). See also G01.E. Gull.]



GOONHILLY.
1. A small stream, a <iilch ; an outlet for water,

a sluice.

1552 Hi loet, ijoo\v,emissarium. i$&$InquisitionScwers
4 (in N. W. Line. Gums.), Thomas Staveley shall make one
sufficient stathe at the south side of his goule. 1674-91 Ray
N. C. Words, Cool, a ditch. Lincolnshire. 1825 Heber
Narr. Journ. (1828) I. 606 Raising water to the ' gools

*

(small channels) which convey its rills to their fields.

fig. 1542 Bowes &«Ell£kbR Sun', in Hodgson North-
nmbld. in. II. 229 The. .fortresses of carrowe £fc sewynge-
shealles . . stande in suche a Goole passage & common
entery of all the there* . . of Liddisdale [etc.].

2. (See quot. 1706, and cf. Gull sb. and v.)

1664-5 Act 16 & 17 Car. II, c. 11 § 7 If any Goole ur
Gooles, Breach or Breaches, Overflowing or Overflowings of
waters shall happen at any time hereafter to be in over or
through any of the said Bancks. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Cool (Statute Law-Word), a Breach in a Bank or Sea-Wall ; a
passage worn by the ebbing and flowing of the Tide. 1723-8
J*. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. t. (17331 no, I have collected the
specimens of no less than eighteen [species] from the Goals
all along the sea coast towards Wibberton. 183a Holdemess
Drainage Act 36 If . . any sudden breach or goole may be
made in . . the east bank. 1848 in Wharton Law I. ex.

Goold e, obs. form of GOLD sb.%

Gooly, variant of GCMA" Sc, large knife.

Gooru, var. Gome s/O ; obs. and dial. f. Gum.
Goon, obs. form of Gun.
Gooney, variant of Gony.
Goonge, variant of ( rOVG 1

, Obs.

Goonhilly (g//*nhili). Also 7 gunnelly, 7
gonhelly, 9 gunhillee . [Named after Goon-
hilly Downs in Cornwall.] A Cornish pony.
1640 Wits Recrcat. Epigr. 108 Tall Afer. .Mounts a Gun-

nelly and on foot doth ride. 1674-91 Rw.V. .y E. C. Words
83 Gonhellyi a Cornish horse. 1715 tr. Ctess D'Annoys
Wks. 374 The House that coveru the Princess's Gonhelly,
did so glitter with Precious Stones. 1797 Polwhele
Old Eiig. Cent. 80 On his half-goonhilly he sat still. 1848
C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 15S A strong punch, and
spirited horse is, with us, generally called a Goonhilly.
1883 W. Cornw. Class., Goonhilly.

Goonie, variant ofGow.
Goonne. obs. form of Gln.
Goor (guM,. Also ghoor. gut*. [Hindi gur,

Hindustani Deccan' gur.'] A coarse variety of

sugar made in India.

1835 Burnf.s Trav. Bokhara fed..* 1 I. 241 From extensive
plantations of cane, ' goor ', a coarse kind of sugar is pro-
duced. 187* E. Braddon Life in India \\. 28 Combinations
of sugar, ghoor (raw sugar with the molasses in it' curds
and ghee. 1886 A. H. Church Food Grains Ind. 59 It is.

.

then mixed with water, being eaten with gur, curds, &c
Goora. Gooral, variants ofGouKor(nut\G<»KAL.
Goord e, Goordy, obs. ff. Gourd 1

, Goobdt.
Goore, Goore, obs. ff. Gobe sO.2 , Gouge.
Goormaunde, obs. form of Gourmand.
Gooroo, guru 'g«'rw, gur«). Also 7,9goru.

[a. Hindi guru, Hindustani guru a teacher, priest;

•Skr. guru orig. an adj. ' weighty, grave, dignified '.]

A Hindu spiritual teacher or head of a religious

sect.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 500 They have others
which they call Gurupi, learned Priests. Ibid. (1626' 520 A
famous Prophet of the Ethnikes, named Goru. 1810T. Wil-
liamson E. lud. Vade Meenm II. 317 Persons of this class
often keep little schools .. and then are designated gooroos.
1811 Mrs. Sherwood Henry $ Bearer 33 So much was he
afraid of offending his gooroo. 183a G. C. MuMDV I'cu <y

Pencil Sk. Ind. I. 184 Its founder, a holy goru. 1867
Dixon New Amer. I.xxxi. 330 Except the guru of Bombay,
no priest on earth has so large a power [etc. J.

Hence Guruship [see -ship].
1848 H.H.Wilson Wks. (1862) II. 128 Their ninth Guru.

.

was publicly put to death in 1675. .at the instigation of a
competitor for the Guruship. 1885 F. Hall in A'atiou(S.Y.)
XLl. 120/1 The four divided between them the Guruship of
the new superstition.. from 1504 till 1581.

Goosander 'g/zsjcndw). Also 7 gossander,
8-9 gooseander. [Of obscure formation. If the
first element is Goose, the word must be of some
antiquity in English, to allow of the shortened
vowel (goss-) which appears in the earliest forms;
with the ending -a/tderd. Bekgander and ON. ond
(pi. auder).'] The bird Mergus merganser, allied

to the ducks but having a sharply serrated bill.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxv. 65 The Gossander with them,
my goodly Fennes doe show. His head as Ebon blacke, the
rest as white as Snow. 1658 R. Frascck Nortfu Menu
(1820 316 Nor would not any man think those conceptions
very sordid, to prefer the goose to the gossander. 1674
Ray Collect. Words, Wetter Fowl 94 The Gossaader or
Bergander : Merganser. Aldr. 1766 Pennant ZqpL 11768^
II. 438 Mr. Willoughby too suspects that its male represents
some bird similar to the Goosander. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. III. 270 The Gooseander feeds upon fish for which
it dives. 1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 3*4 Goosander
{Mergus Merganser).—Qhen seen in the Helford river.

1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. vii. 269 Smews and goosanders,
divers and loons. 188a Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club
IX. 552 March 2nd, Goosander on the Teviot.

Goose g/7s), sb. PL geese (g/s). Forms

:

Sing. 1 gos, 3-6 gos(e, (4 guos, 5 goce). 4-7
goos, 5 ghoos, goys, (6 gosse, gouse\ 6 Sc.

guis.8, guss, gwis), 6, 8-9 Sc. guse, 5- goose.
Pi 1 g6s, gees, 3 ges, 3-4 gies, (4 gyes* 6 giese),

SrJ gees, 4-5 geys(e, 6 Sc. geis(s)e, 4, 6 gese,

(5 gess. ghees. 7 geoae?}, 5- geese. [Common

298

Tent.
: <)E.gos (pL.^V<^¥ri*. go's, goz, MDu. (and

Du.) gatis, OHG. (MHO. and G.) gans, ON. gas
(Sw, gas, Da. gaas) ;—OTen\.. *gans- ;cons.-stem)
:—OAryan *ghans~, whence ] .,. anser (for *hanser),

Or. xhv* Skr. hahsd masc, hahsi fern., Lith- zgsts,

and Olr. gHs swan. Connexion with Gander
is doubtful.]

1. A general name for the large web-footed birds
of the sub-family Anserine (family Analidx), usu-
ally larger than a duck, and smaller than a swan,
including Anser and several allied genera.
Without distinctive addition or context, the word is applied

to the common tame goose (Anser dotnesticus . which is de-
scended from the wild grey or greylag goose (A. ferns or
cinereus). The other numerous species are distinguished
by adjuncts expressing colour, appearance, or habits, as
black, bine, blue-winged, laughing, pink-footed, white-
fronted goose, etc. ; habitat, usfeu. marsh-goose, etc. ; native
region, as American ywild), Canada, Chinese goose, etc.
See also BARNACLE-, BEAN-, Bkent-COOSE, etc.
a 1000 Riddles xxv. 3 iGr.t Hwllum ic grade swa gos.

< 1000 Laws ofIn* c 70 (Schmid). x gees, xx henna, a 1100
Ags. Vox. in Wr.-Wulcker 284/12 Auserwe) ganra, hwit gos.
Ganta uel auca, gra;^ gos. atam$ Ancr. R. 128, .v: te valse
ancre drauhointo hire hole & fret, ase be uox defl, boSeges
& henhen. < 1300 Havelok 702 Hors, and swin. .The gees,
the hennes of the yerd. 1340 Ayenb. 3a po anlikne^. .to be
childe bet ne dar na^t guo his way uor pe guos bet blaub.
1362 Langi.. F. PL A. iv. 38 Bothe my gees and my grys
his gadelynges fetten. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 217 This
Milk-re . .rusted hem a goos. c 1420 Liber Cocorum 11862)

32 Gose in a Hogge pot. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A, 11.

xxxvii. 157 Had not be the crye of the ghoos . . the cite of
rome shulde haue be dystroyed. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
III. 222 Quhilk brocht with thaine liayth guiss [andj gryce,
and hen. 1604 Extracts Aberd. Reg. < 1848) II. 251 Puir
folkis gcir, sic as geisse, foullis, ptiltis, and vtherls \i\aris.
1612 Webster White Devil v. I 3, Mar. Those words He
make thee answere With thy heart blond. Fla. Doe, like
the geesse in the progresse. 1728 Pope Dun,. \. 211 Shall
I . . rob Rome's ancient geese of all their glories? 1766
Pknnant Zool. (1768.' II. 450 The White Fronted Wild
Goose. 1772 Forster in Phil. Trans. LXII. 415 The blue
goose is as big as the white goose; and the laughing goose
is of the size of the Canada or small grey goose. 1857 Living-
stone Trav. xiv. 253 The LJarotse valley contains great num-
bers of large black geese. 1859 Darwin Grig. Spec. i. (1873)
28 The common goose has not given rise to any marked
varieties. 1870 Veats Nat. Hist Comm. 314 In the fens of
Lincolnshire, geese are kept in large numbers. 1893 New ton
Diet. Birds 376 The largest living Goose is that called the
Chinese, Guinea, or Swan-Goose, Cyguo/sis cyguoides.

b. spec. The female bird : the male being the
Gander, and the young Goslings.
c 1220 Bestiary 392 }e feccheo' ofte iti "de tun and te

gandre and te gos. 1577 R Gooce Heresback's Httsb. iv.

(1586' 163b, Columella would have you keepe for every
Gander, three Geese. 1622 [see 8, 'goose-fair]. 1692
L'Estraxge Fables cexxit 194 Why do you go Nodding,
and Waggling so like a Fool, as if you were Hipshot ? says
the Goose to her Gosselitl.

c. The flesh of this bird.

J533 I'- 1 v<>] Cast, l/elt/te (15391 30 Goose, is hard of diges-
tion. 1726 Brit. Apollo (ed. 3) II. 648 Who eats goose on
Michael's day, Shan't money lack his debts to pay. 1786
Mrs. PlOZZi A need, of'Johnson 103, 1 was saying to a friend
one day, that I did not like goose; one smells it so while it

is roasting, said I.

d. In phrases and proverbial sayings. All (/it's)

geese are swans : he invariably exaggerates or over-
estimates ; so to turn geese into swans, every goose
a swan. All right (or sound) on the goose : {U. S.)

politically orthodox. The old woman is picking
her geese : it is snowing. To cook ^rarely do ones
goose (see Cook v. 4 b). To say bo to a goose (see

Bo int. 2). To shoe the goose : to spend one's time
in trifling or in unnecessary labour. Goose without
gravy : KNaut. a bloodless 'logging. See also

Ganjieu i b.

14.. Why I Can't be Nun J54 in E. g. P. {1S62) 144 He
schalle be put owte of company, And scho the gose. c 1460
loivncley Myst. ii. S4 Let furth you re geyse, the fox will

preche. 1476 Sik J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 777 III. 163
As for the Castell of Shenc, ther is no mor in it but Colle
and hys mak, and a goose may get it; but in no wyse I

wold not that wey. 1562 J. Heywood Proz: <y Epigr. (18671

153 Steale a goose, and sticke downe a fether. Ibid. 186
A greene goose . . is farre the swetter. 1583 StubBKS Anat.
Abus. It. (1882) 31 Then mav he go sue y* goose, for house
gets he none. 1589 Pasettifs Ret. C, Euery Goose . . must
goe for a Swan, and whatsoeuer he speakes, must be
Canonicall. 1604 Brstom Crimllds Fort. (Grosart) 5/1 Yet
I can doe something else, then shooe the Goose for my
lining. 1621 Barton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 39 All his
< lent are swannes. 1622 Mai*be tr. Alemans" Gusman ifAlf
133 There is no more pitty to be taken of her then to see a
goose goe bare-foote. 1624 Bp. Molntagu Cagg 90 With
Cathohkes euery Pismire is a Potentate ; as euery Goose a
Swan. 1640 Wizard (MS.) (N. 1

, He hath the goose by
the neck. 1649 Woodstock Scuffle xl. in Scott Woodstock
App. to Introd., There's not a man . . can say {Hoh !) . . to
agoose. 1659 Howici.l Proverbs 1 To steal a Goose, and
give the giblets in almes. a 1700 H. E. Diet. Cant.
Cr,w. R.V., Find fault with a Fat Goose, or without a
Ciiuse. 1692 I,'Estkange Fables cccii. 264 Sauce for a
Goose is Sauce for a Gander. 1849 C. K. Sharpk Let.
10 Sept., Corr. 1888 II. 597 [They] may be thankful that she
did not ' do their goose for them ', to use a vulgar phrase.
1856 Mks. S. Robinson Kansas (eel. 3) 252 All persons who
could not answer 'AH right on the goose', according to
their definition of right, were .threatened with death.

1857 Providence Jrnl. 18 June (Bartlett), To seek for

political flaws is no use, His opponents will find he is ' sound

GOOSE.
on the goose ". i860 Trollope Framley P. xhi, Chali-h-
cotes . . is a cwoked goose, as far as Sowerby is concerned.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Goose without gravy. 1884
Sat. Rev. 5 July 25/1 The besetting temptation which leads
local historians to turn geese into swans.

e. With allusion to the supposed stupidity of
the goose.
1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xviii. 105 _ If his father let

him haue his swindge lyke a goose : hee putteth the halter
about his neck. 1584 Fknner Def. Ministers (1587) 40 He
would thinke vs more simple then a gosse, which will run
from the Foxe. a 1586 Sidney A rcadiawi. ( 1633) 237 Where
this goose (you see) puts downe his head, before there be
any thing neere to touch him. 1780 Mrs. Cowlby Belle's
Stratagem v. i, I ha'n't slept to-night, for thinking of plots
to plague Doricourt ;—and they drove one another out of
my head so quick, that I was as giddy as a goose, and could
make nothing of 'em. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvi, 'A twa-
leggit creature, wi' a goose's head and a hen's heart.'

f. Hence fig. A foolish person, a simpleton.
}$47l/omiliesi. Agst. Contention it. (iSsg^SShall I stand

still, like a goose or a fool, with my finger in my mouth ?

a 1553 Udall Roysler D. w. iii. (Arb.) 64 Go to you goose.
1588 Mar/ret. Fpist. (Arb.) 19, 1 perceiue you will prooue
a goose. 1624 Br. Molntagi; Cagg 327 Can this Goose
gaggle against this? 1655 Mouff.t & Bf.nnet Health's
improv. (1746) 170 He did play the very Goose himselfe.
1807-8 Syd. Smith Ply/nicy's Lett. ,Catholies (ed. 11)5,1 have
always told you from the time of our boyhood, that you
were a bit of a goose. 1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Sept. 303 If he was
goose enough to be seriously and permanently angry at his
wife having fete.]. 1887 R. N. Cakf.y Uncle Max xiv. no
What a goose I was to leave my muff behind me.

g. With allusion to the hissing noise made by
Ihe^oose; esp. 7'//^/. ^//^(seequots. 1805.1865'.
1805 C. I- Li wis Mem. IV. 180 By some it is said the

' goose ' is in the house. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. viii. f 5
[We] began hissing, to remind him of his first appearance
at Madrid. The goose grated harsh upon his tympanum.
1865 Slang Diet, s.v., ' To get the goose '.

. signifies to be
hissed while on the stage. 18.. Tennyson in Mem. (1897)
II. i. 14 1 Requirements for blank verse J. A fine ear for vowel-
sounds, and the kicking of the geese out of the boat (i. e.

doing away with sibilations).

2. Applied with distinguishing prefix to certain

other birds of the same or a related family, as

Cape Barren goose {Cereopsis nov&-hollandix),
Egyptian or Nile goose (Chenalofex irgyptiaca^.

Spur-winged goose 'the African genus Plectrop-

terus)
i
^tc. ; also to certain sta-birds like or likened

to a true goose, as the Solan-goose. Mother
Carey's goose (see quot. 1772-84); Sly goose
(see quot. 1844). „

1772-84 Cook Voy. {1790* IV. 1272 Another sort, which is

the largest of the petrels, and called by seamen, Mother
Carey's goose, is found in abundance. 1843 J. BACKHOUsr.
Visit Austral. Col. vi. 75 Five Pelicans and some Cape-
Barren Geese, were upon the beach. 1844 \V. H. Maxwii l

Sports iff Adv. Scotl. xxxvii. (1855' 293 The sheldrake, from
its wide awake habits, acquiring the Orcadian sobriquet of
the sly-goose. 1884 Boi.drfavood Mcll\ Mem. II. tJ The
pied goose, .were our chief sport and sustenance.

f 3. Winchester goose: a certain venereal disorder

(sometimes simply a goose) ; also, a prostitute (see

quot. 1778. Obs.

[1591 Shaks. i Hen. /*/, 1. iii. 53 Winch. Glosler, thou
wilt answerc this before the Pope. Clost. Winchester Goose.
I cry, a Rope, a Rope. 1606 — Tr. iy Cr. v. x. 55 My fear-

is this : Some galled Goose of Winchester would hisse.J 1598
Florio s.v. Carolo. 1611 Cotgr., Clapoir, a botch in the

Groyne, or yard ; a Winchester goose. 1630 J. Tayloi;
(Water-P.t U ks. 1. 105/2 Then ther's a Goose that breeds at

Winchester, And of all Geese, my mind is least to her. 1661

Wkbstek Curefor Cuckold V j a, This Informer . . had belike

some private dealings with her, and there got a Goose. .This
fellow in revenge for this, informs against the Bawd that kepi
the house. 1727 Boylr Eng.-Fr. Diet., A Winchester Goose
or swelling in the Groin) nu Fonlain. 1778 Eng Gazetteer
Ted. 2) s.v. Southwark. In the times of popery here were Ho
less than 18 houses on the Bankside, licensed by the Bishops
of Winchester, .to keep whores, who were, therefore, com-
monly called Winchester Geese.

4. + {Game of) goose : A game played with

counters on a board divided into compartments, in

some of which a goose was depicted (obs.\ [Cf. F.

jeu de Foie, Du. ganzenspel."] Fox and geese (see

box sb. 16 d) ; also one of the pieces in this game.
1597 Stationers'' Reg. 16 June (Arb.l III. 21 John Wolfe

entered . . the newe and most pleasant game of the goose.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals m. in. 294, I am like those who
play at Goose. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. %ys The Twelve-

Good Rules, the Royal Game of Goose. 1801 Strut 1

Sports $ Past. iv. it. (1876) 418 To play this game [Fox and
(ieese] there are seventeen pieces, called geese. Ibid. 43S

It is called the game of the goose, because at every fourth

and fifth compartment in succession a goose is depicted,

and if the cast thrown by the player falls upon a goose, he
moves forward double the number of his throw.

allusively. 1823 Byron Juan mi. Iviii, For good society

is but a game, ' Trie royal game of Goose *, as I may say.

5. A tailor's smoothing-iron. PI. gooses.

[So called from the resemblance of the handle to the shape

of a goose's neck.]

1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 17 Come in Taylor, here you may
rost your Goose. 1607 Dkkkkr A'nt.'s Conjur. (1842) 30

Euery man being armed with his sheeres and pressing iron,

which he call's there his goose, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759^

II. 34S His Tongue is a kind of Taylors Goose or hot

Press, with which he sets the last Gloss upon his coarse

decayed Wares. 1778 Footk Trip Calais 1. Wks. 1799 II.

342 It is the first I ever heard of a tailor's goose hissing !

1841 I, T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 281 The seam being

sewed up, he required the assistance of the goose to press it.

1881 C. GiBHON Heart's Problem i. ('1884) 5 Teddy spat on
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ihe goose to test its heat, then polished it vigorously, and
began to iron the collar of a coat.

b. (See quot.)
1886 Chester Gloss., Goose, hatting term, an implement

used in the curling of hat brims.

6. dial. Geese and goslings (cf. Gosling 4).
1854 Miss Baker Xorthampionsh. Gloss., Geese a?td Gos-

lings, the blossoms of the sali.v \ so denominated from the
fancied resemblance to a young gosling newly hatched.
1866 Treas. Bot. 543/1 Goose and Goslings, Orchis Morio.
1889 Hi itsr Horsham Gloss., Geese and Goslins, the fully
blown and half blown flowers of the willow.

7. attrib. and Comb.
a. attrib., as goose-down, -dung, -fat, -feather,

-gib/el, -heady -look, -pond, -tribe, -turd falso
attrib. referring to colour ; hencegoose-turd-greeu .

yard; goose-like adj.

1866 Howells Venet. Life xv. 208 A gentle snow-fall of
vgoose-down. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm, Fxtemp. 52 Take..
Goosc-dung. .2 ounces. 1815 Sixteen fy Sixty 11. ii, Shut

that damned ugly mouth instantly, or I'll stuff it with soap
-crate and *goose-fat. 1:1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich)
S2 Take a *gose feber, and do awey be fooin aboue.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 130 A sely poore gouse fether
< ould not plese him to shoote wylhal. i8zo Scott Abbot
xv, His lance is no goose-feather, as Dan's ribs can tell.

'539 "go*e gyblet [see Hark sb. 2]. 1599 Porter Angry
II out. Abiugt. (Percy Soc.) 40 Tis an olde prouerbe and
a true, Goose giblets are good meate, olde sacke better
then new. 1x1605 Montcomerie Misc. Poems x. 5 They
get ay a good *goosheid In recompense of all thair pane.
1552 Hilof.t, *Gose lyke, or pertayninge to a gose, anse-
rinus. 1605SHAKS. Macb. v. iii. 13'rhoucream-fac'd Loone :

Where got'st thou that *Goose-looke. 1824 Miss Mitfokd
Village Ser 1. 197 A ducking in the *goose-pond. 1831 Bona*
parte A. Wilson's Amer. Omith. IV. 341 Anas, or (loose
tribe. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 62 Bearyng no more
rule, than a goose turd interns. 1610 11. Jonsok Alclt. iv. ii,

The citizens praise her tires, And my lord's goose-turd
bands. ? 15. . Will of C. White (Somerset HoJ, A gowne
lyned of gosetourde grene. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. Ixviil.

S 2. 94 Greenish yellow, or as we terme it, a goose turde
greene. 1868 Browxin-g King fy Bk. XI. 1195 A perfect
'goose-yard cackle of complaint.

b. objective, as goose-crammer, -gagger, -stealer
;

goose-eating vbl. sb.
;
goose-bearing, -chasing adjs.

1802 BtMGLBY Anim. Biog, (1S13) III. 438 The *Goose-
bearing bernacle. 1596 Harinc.ton Metam. Ajax (1814)

103, I love not to ride with these 'goose-chasing youths.
1828 Miss Miteord Village Ser. 111.(1863! 119 The Penge
is almost peopled with cluck-rearers and ''goose-crammers.
1566 Ace. in T. Sharp Cor. Myst.^ifos) 214 Payd att the
*goseetyngeto themynstrelles. .x\\d. 1624BP.R.M0UNTAGU
Gagg 281 Goe learn to speak and write. Sir giddy *Goose-
gagger, and then vndertake to stop the Protestants
mouthes. 1565-73 Durham Defos. iSurtees) 104, I am
neyther *goossteler nor steg steiler.

c. similative, as goose-gaggler
;

goose-footed',

-green, -grey, -headed adjs.

1735 Somerville Chase iv. 398 O'er yon dank rushy Marsh
The sly ^Goose-footed Proler bends his Course. 1624 Bp.
K. Mountagu Gagg 190 And yet this giddy *Goose-gaggler
must prate.. against the Church of England. 1614B. Jonson
Ba?-lh. Fair 11. i, Another [ballad] of "Goose-greene-starch,
and the Deuill. a 1693 Aubrey Lives, Sir W. Petty (189S)
II. 145 His eies are a kind of "goose-grey. 1581 N. Burnk
Disput. 187 b, Daft Abbotis. ,*guseheaddit Personis.

8. Special comb.: goose-barnacle = Barxacxe
sbi1 2 ; goose-beak, a name given to the dolphin
from the shape of its snout {Cent. Diet.) ; goose-
bone, a bone ofa goose, esp. one used as a weather-
gnide

;
goose-cart, a special cart for taking geese to

market
;
goose-chase (see Wild-goose-chase) ;

goose-club, an association formed to provide the

members with geese ; fgoose-cree (see quot. and
Crew 2

) ; goose-dung-ore A/in., an impure iron

sinter containing silver; goose-fair, a fair held in

certain English towns (still at Nottingham) about
Michaelmas, when geese are in season; goose-file
— single or Indian file-, goose-fish U.S., the an-
gler or fishing-frog {Lophius pisealorius); fgoose-
gate [Gate *M 8], right of pasture for a goose;
goose-gull, a local name of the greater black-
backed gull {La7-us marinus)

; goose-mouth (see

quot.); goose-mussel^ Barnacle^. 2 2; goose-
oven, a stove for heating a tailor's goose; goose-
paddles, trans. (nonce-7vd.),io propel by paddling
like a goose; "f goose-pan Sc, app. a large

stew-pan ; + goose-par goose-pen («•) ; goose-
pen, (a) a pen or enclosure for geese ; j (b) a
quill pen

;
goose-pie, a pie made of goose, etc.

;

goose-pudding (see quot. 1892); goose-riding
(see quot. and cf. gander -pulling) ; goose-
rump, in a horse, a croup or rump falling sud-

denly away to the tail ; hence goose-ntmped adj.

;

f goose-shot, a particular size of shot used for

shooting wild geese ; goose-silver-ore — goose-

dung-ore (above) ; goose-teal, 'the English name
for a very small goose of the genus Nettoptts*

(Morris Austral Eng. 1 S9S)
; f goose-trap, a trap

for a 'goose*, a quibble, sophism. Also Goose-
kill. Goose-flesh, Gouse-orass, etc.

1736 Brit. Apollo (ed. 3) II. 648 Just rose from picking of
"goose-bones. 1886 Bynner A. Surriage xxL 231 My
father used to say .. there's no chance of a clearing when
the. wind backs round. Mother never heeds the wind ; she
goes by the goose-bone. 1895 J. J. Raven Hist. Suffolk

299

242 To get the advantage of the later markets, a
v
goose-cart

was invented, four stories high. 1895 Sat. Per: 17 Aug.
198/1 The cackling Cust . .has fresh leisure for fresh *goose-
chases. 1859 Sai.a Gas-light <y L>. ii. 16 Turkeys from
the country ; *Goose Clubs in town. 1674 Ray .V. C. Words
134 A *Geose or Goose cree [misp>: Grose cree], a hut
to put Geese in. 1858 Greg & Lettsom Min. 277 The
mineral .. *goose-dung ore, has been shown to be an
impure variety of iron sinter. 1622 Breton Sir. Ncivcs
(Grosarti 7/1 No man must denie his neighbours Goose
his Gander, for feare of wanting Goslings at *Goose
Fa ire. 1876 Jas. Grant Hist. 'India I. xlviii. 244 '2

The old way had been the 'Indian file', following each
other in succession (vulgarly called by the soldiers ' "goose-
file '). 1859 Bartlett Vit t. A mer., Goose-fish. See Devil-
fish. 1884-5 Riverside Sat. Hist. (188S) III. 205 The most
common of the American names, ' goose-fish ', alludes to its

capacity to master and ingest the well-known bird in its

capacious maw. 1739 Bewholm Itides. Act 2 Each cottage. .

hath onlyone *goose-gate in the fallow field. 1885 Swai\su\-
Prov. A antes Bints 208 Goose gull (Ireland). 1879 Leeds
Mercury 9 May, The animal |a horse] had what was called a
'*goose' mouth.— His Honour: What is that '!— Plaintiff:
Lapping over like a hare. 1863 Wood Nat. Hist. III.

646 The common *Goose-mussel or Duck-barnacle. 1877
5 Yrs.' Penal Servitude iii. 90 One man specially attends
to the ' *goose-oven \ 1845 J krrold St. Giles cy St. James
(1851) xxvi, 265 Whether the thing to be seen is a lord
mayor's coach., or a zany on a river, *goose-paddled in a
washing-tub, the sons of Adam will throng to the sight.

1420 Inv. In Lincoln Chapter Ace. Bk. A. 2. 30. If. 6q, i *gose-
panne. C1575 Balfour Practicks (17541 235 The air sail

haucane mekle and Htle pan. ane guse pan, ane frying
pan [etc.]. J552 Huloet, *Gose parre [sic; 1572 *guse
penne], or coupe, or francke to feade gese in, chenoboscion.
1601 Shaks. Tu-cl. X. in. ii. 53 Let there bee gaulle
enough in thy inke, though thou write with a *Goose-peii.
1712-14 Pope Rape Lock iv, 52 Here si^hs a Jar, and
there a *Goose pie talks. 1760" Goldsm. Vic. IV. \i, I

never dispute your abilities at making a goose-pie. 1547
Booror Introd. Kn&tvl. \w. 11870) 190 & coppyd thiuges
standeth vpon theyr [women's

| hed, within ther kerchers,
lyke a codpece or a ""gose podynge. 1892 I'.ncycl. Cookery
(ed. Garrett) I. 707 In some parts of England, especially
in Yorkshire, the people prepare a pudding which they
term.. Goose Pudding, to lie served with Goose. 1785
Grosk Diet. I- nig. Tongue, Goose-ridings a goose being
suspended by the legs . . a number of men on hor>eba<.k
riding full speed attempt to pull off the head, which, il

they effect, the goose is their prize. This has been prac-
tised in Derbyshire within the memory of persons now
living. 1696 Land. Gaz. No. 3202/4 Rid away with . .

a brown Mare . . a Rose Tail, a ^Goose Rump. 1799
Sporting Mag. XIV. 185 The Goose-rump is., another
angular infringement of Hogarth's curve of beautv. 1679
Poor Kobitts Intell. in Sporting Mag. XXXIX, 61 Sour
headed, saddle backed, *goose rumped. 1836 Penny Cycl.
V. 307/1 The Belgian horses have a great defect in the
form of their hips and in the croup, which falls suddenly
towards the tail, which is called in England being goose-
rumped. a 1659 CLEVELAND Poems (1677) 129 So long as
there is Xloose-shot to be had for Money. 1698 Wallis in
Phil. Trans. XX. 6 A Hole about the Bigness of a Goose-
shot. 1776 Skii t.rth tr, Gellert's Metal. Chyvi. 38

rGoose
silver ore. 1610 Healev St. Aug. Citie ofGod v. x. Vives'
Comm. 212 And what vse is there of these *goose-traps [L.
iricis illis et verborum laqueis\t

b. In various plant-names, as f goose-bane --

Henbane ; goose-bean, some Canadian plant

;

t goose-chite, agrimony '^Agrimonia Eupatorid)

;

goose-corn, (a) a kind of rush funcus squar-
rosus) : [&) = Goose-grass 4 ; t goose-hairif :

Goose-(;rass2,H.urif; fgoose-nest, ?thc bird*s-

nest {Neotlia Nidus-avis) ; t goose -share [? cor-

ruption oi-hairtf] = Goose-grass 2; goose-tansy
= Goose-grass 1

;
goose-tongue, (a) sneezewort

{Achillea Ptarmicd)
; (/>) -^Goose-grass 2; (e) a

crowfoot (/Ranunculus Flammula) ; goose-tree,
the tree from which barnacle-geese were believed to
be produced (cf. Barnacle sb:1 i note)

; goose-
weed = Goose-grass i; goose-wheat (see quot.).
1600 SfRFLET Countrie Farme \. xvi. 108 [He] may keepe

them [geese], .from feeding of henbane, which some call the
goosebane. 1848SEI.RYUI Proc. Benu. Xat. CtnbU. No. 6.

262 Specimens of the "Goose-bean of Canada. 1597 Gkrardk
Herbal Supp\., ^Goosechite is Agrimonie. 1762 \V. Hudson
Flora Angl. 130 Juncusculmonndo,. .Moss-rush or *Goose-
corn. 1776 WiTHF.Riso Brit.Plants I. 211 Juncussquarrosus
..Goose Corn. 1808 Jamieson, Goose-corn, Field Ihome-
grass, Bromus secalinus, Linn. 1551 Turner Herbal\. D iiij,

'Goosharethe called also Clyuer . . is named in Greeke,
Aparine. 1579 Lan'gham Gard. Health (1633) 290 Goose-
heirife or Cleuer. 1578 Lyte Dodoens it. Ivii. 224 Some
Herborists . . because that the rootes be so tangled and
wrapped like to a nest, have named it *Goosenest. 1605
Timme Qncrsit. r. xiii. 65 Double leafe, otherwise called
goosenest. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. bdv. 539 This herbe is

called .
.
in Englishe, Goosegrasse, Cliuer, and *Gooseshare.

1579 Langham Gard. Health (1633) 629 Drinke the iuyce
of Tamie, and *Goosetansie. 1691 [see Goose-crass i].

1776 Withering Brit. Plants I. 307 Potentilta Anseriua
.

. Goose-tansey. 1738 Deering Catat. Slirp. 170 Ptar-
mua . . Sneezewort . . by some called *Goose Tongue.
1744-50 W. Ki.i.is Mod. Hnsbandm. III. 1. 114 (E. D. S.l
The goose-tongtie herb grows chiefly in marshy grounds.
a 1824 Holdich Weeds (1825) 14 Hanff {.Galium aparine).

.

Goosetongue. 1597 Gerarue Herbaliu. clxvii. 1391 Of the
*Goose tree, Barnakle tree, or the tree bearing Geese. 1865
\V. White E.Kng. II. 62 Broad margins of grass and *goose-
weed. 1883 Longm. Mag. July 307 The trailing silverweed
or gooseweed of our English roadsides. 1897 Daily Ne~a>s
10 Sept 8 '3 An inferior grain (used for chicken food mostly)
called "goosewheat—a bearded variety, hardy and early.

Hence (nonce-teds.) -\ Goosedom, stupidity;

Ctoo'sehood, the fact of being a goose ; Gooseless
a., without a goose; Ooo-seship, a mock title.
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I
1647 Ward Simp. Colder 27 The gut-foundrcd goosdom,

wherewith they are now surcingled and debauched. 1832
. Whistle- Binkie (Scot. Songs. .1890 I. 113 Any gooseless

gander. 1837 Fraser's Mag. XVI. 311 HU Goo^hip, the
Right Dull of London. 1865 Cablyle Frcdk. Gt. xviii, vii.

1 (1872) VII. 225 Goosebood became too apparent. i£88
Harpers Mag. Dec. 158/1 The bestowal of turkeys upon
the turkeyless and geese upon the gooseless.

Goose [gtls , v. [i. Goosk sb.]

1. trans. To press or iron with a tailor's 'goose'.
1808 Jamieson, To Goose, to iron linen cloths, .V., a word

now nearly obsolete. 1859 Ramsay Remin. 189 To prepr.r;-

them [her caps] for being ironed, or, as she said, to make
them ready to be goosed.

2. TJieat. slang. To hiss, to express disapproval
of a person or play) by hissing. (Cf. Goosk sb. 1 g.
1853 Househ. Words 24 Sept. 77 1 Actors ^penk of., such

ami such a tragedy being 'damned' or 'goosed'. 1854
Dickens Hard T. 1. vi. He was goosed last night, he was
goosed the night before last, he was goosed to-day. He has
lately got in the way of being always goosed, and he can't
stand it. 1866 St. James's Mag. XVI. 69, 1 tired of the
stage, however, although I was never 'goosed ' in my life.

3. U.S. (Sec qiiots.)

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., To Goose Boots, to repair
them by putting on a new front half way up, and a new
bottom. 1889 Harrere & Leland Slang 11897*, Goost .

.

(American) to enlarge or repair boots, by a process generally
known as footing, i. c. by putting in or adding pieces of
leather.

4. slang. To make a 'goose" of, befool.
1889 i:t Barrere & Lei.and Slang (1897).

Ilcncc Goo'sing vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1825 J a.miison, Gnsii/g-irne, a smoothing iron, a Gip.->ey
term, Somh of S. 1862 lllustr. Loud. News 18 Jan. 75/1
: Goosing ' .. appears to have been the fate of lively M,
Fdmond About's last new play.

Gooseberry g» -

zberi). Forms : 6 gose,
gows-, 6-8 goos-. 7 gous-.o Se. guse-. 6- goose-

:

nntf see Beiuiy. [Prob. f. Goose sb. -i Berhy sb.

The grounds on which plants and fruit> have received
names associating them with animals are so commonly in-

explicable, that the want of appropriate! iess in the meaning
affords no sufficient ground for assuming that the word
is an etymologizing corruption, e.g. of Du. kmispczic, G.
kransbeerc, or of a hypothetical *gerseberty or "grosebcrry
(see Groser, Groset); though the last derives some little

-upport from the existence of the formGozMX for *gros,it.\

I. The edihle berry or fruit of any of the thotny
species of the genus Kibes, the best known and most
commonly cultivated of which is J?, (irossularia ;

also the plant or shrub itself ^niore ixA\x gooseberry

-

bush, -trce\

(-1532 Du Wis Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 912 Gose berry-.
groiseltcs. 1573 Tl'sser Hush, xvl (18781 41 The Guf.<-
beiy, Respis and Roses. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii.

196 All the other gifts appertinent to man (as the malice
of this Age shapes them) are not woorth a Goose berry.
1620 Venner Via Kccta iii. 59 It is very good .. to
stuffe them with sowre-grapes, or vnripe -gooseberries.
1663 Ph. Henry Diaries (1882' 131 Trees received from
Mr. Hammond. 6 Apples. 6 Corans. 6 Goo.-berryes. 1669
Wori.idge^ Syst. Agrie. (i68i> 116 Goosberries being
through ripe, taste the most like Grapes of any of our
Lnglish Fruits. 1740 Somerville Hcbbinol'm. 4: Crystal
Gooseberries Are piled on Heaps; in vain the Parent-
Tree

r
Defends her luscious Fruit with pointed Spears.

1859 Thompson Gardener's Assist. 380 In the gooseberry
ancf currant, the leaves have chiefly performed their oftir,-

when the fruit is ripened off.

t 2. Extended to the other species of Ribes ; see

Currant 2. Obs.

1578 Lyte Dodoens x. Ixx. 63s The Ribes or beyond sea
gooseberries. Ibid. vi. xx. 6S2 The biackc gooseberies
growe of them seines in moyst vntoyled places. Ibid. 683
Ribes rubf-um ; in English Kedde Gooseberries, beyond-se;i
Gooseberries, Bastard Corinthes. 1655 MoL'FKT & Bennet
Health's Improv. 11746) 319 Red (iooseberries.

3. Applied to various shrubs rescmblinp; the
gooseberry (sense 1) in some way, as American
gooseberry, Heterotrich urn patens or //. niveum ;

Barbados gooseberry, Pereskia aculeata ; Cape
gooseberry, Physalis edulis or P. peruviana

;

Corornandel gooseberry, Averrhoa Carambola
;

Little gooseberry (Austral.), Buchanania man-
goides ; Otaheite or Tahiti gooseberry, Phyl-
lanthus distichus.

1847 Leichhardt frnl. xiv. 497 The little gooseberry-tree
[Coniogeton Arboresccns). 1864 Grisebacii Flora IV. hid.

784 Gooseberry, American. . .Gooseberry. Barbadoes. 1866
Treas. Bot. 543/1 Corornandel Gooseberry. ..Tahiti Goose-
berry. 1882 J. Smith Diet. Pop. Names Plants s.v. Winter
Cherry, The Cape Gooseberry, .a native of tropical America.

4. Short for gooseberry-wine.
1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. v, The fond mother, .insisted upon

her landlord's stepping in, and taking a glass of her goose-

berry. 1821 Lamb Ftia Ser. 1. All Fools' Day, Fill us a
cup of that sparkling gooseberry—we will drink no wise,

melancholy, politic port on this day.

6. A chaperon or one who ' plays propriety' with

a pair of lovers, esp. in to play gooseberry. (Cf.

gooseberry-picker in 8.)

1837 J. F. Palmer Devonsh. Gloss., Gubbs, a go-between
or gooseberry. ' To play gooseberry ' is to give a pretext to

two young people to be together. 1870 Miss Broughton
Ked as Rose I. 169 Gooseberry I may be. .but, at all events,

1 won't be instrumental In making myself so. 1881 W. K.
Norris Matrim. I. -±\ Let the old woman choose between
playing gooseberry or loitering behind alone. 1889 G. Allen
Tents ofShcm II. 118 Madame didn't knowa single word of
English and was, therefore, admirably adapted.. for enact-
ing with effect the part of the common or garden gooseberry.



GOOSEBERRY-FOOL. 300 GOOSE-NECK.

8. slang, 0/rf^ar£&/'ry = the deuce ;Deuce 2 a)

;

esp. to play ,f up) old gooseberry, to make havoc

(f see also quot. 1796).
1796 Groses Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3) s.v., He played

up old gooseberry among them ; said of a person who, by
force or threats, suddenly puts an end to a riot or disturb-

ance. 1827 Sporting Mag. XXI. 144 Several of the gentle-

men rode over the dressed grounds and played old goose-

berry with them. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxviu, I'll

play Old Gooseberry with the office, and make you glad to

buy me out at a good high figure. 1865 H. KlNGSLKY
Hillyarsfy Burtons III. xiii. 149 You should have a tea-

stick, and take them [dogs] by the tail . . and lay on like

old gooseberry. 1883 Ld. K. Gower My Rcmiu. II. xxviu

?49 A great gale, .played old gooseberry with the boats.

7. aitrib. and Comb.

a. attributive, as gooseberry-bushy -cream, -fair,

-feast, -pudding, -show, -tart, -tree, -wine. b. ob-

jective, as gooseberry-grower, c. similative, as

tgooseberry-cheek ; also gooseberry-eye cf.goose-

berry-eyed in 8) ;
gooseberry-orb = prec.

1530 Palsgr. 226/2 *Goseberry busshe, groseillier. 1548

Turner Names of Herbes 88 Vita crista is also called

Grossutaria, in english a Groser bushe, a Goosebery
bush. 1771 Richardson' in Phil. Trans. LXL 183 On the

goosberry- bush and currant the same Aphides may be
found, a 1658 Cleveland Poems (1677) 86 First on her

Goosberry Cheeks I mine eys Blasted. 1706 Closet Rari-
fies{T8.), To make *Gooseberry-Cream. 1789 WoLCOT (P.

Pindar] SubLfor Painters Wks. 1812 II. 174 How sweetly

roll your 'Gooseberry Eyes. 1886 Raskin Prxterita I.

422 A portly gentleman with gooseberry eyes. 1825 Hone
Ezery-day Bk. I. 437 What are called the * "Gooseberry
fairs' by the wayside, whereat heats are run upon half-

killed horses, or . . donkeys. 1796 Sporting Mag. VIII. 274
The late Bath annual 'gooseberry feast. 1834-43 Southey
Doctor exxxix. (1848) 348/2 He was much esteemed among
the Class of "Gooseberry Growers. 1803 Jane Porter
'Thaddens ( 18261 III. v. 102 When [she] compared .. Pem-
broke's dark and ever-animated eyes, with the *gooseberry
orbs of Lascelles. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eug. Housckpr.

1778) 183 *( iooseberry Pudding. 1796 Sporting Mag. VIII.

274 The annual *gooseberry shew, held at the house of

Mr. Robert Huxley. 1859 Thompson Gardeners Assist.

559 The great number of gooseberry shows held in Lan-
cashire, Cheshire, and Yorkshire. 1845 Bcdd Dis. Liver
185 After imprudently eating "gooseberry tart, she was
.seized with violent pain, c 1532 Dv Wes Introd. Fr. in

Palsgr. 914 *Gowsbery tre, groisclier. 1707 Curios, in

Husb. <y- Gard. 197 Fig-trees, Quince-Trees, Goosberry-
Trees. 1707 Sir J. More England's Interest \iitle-p.),

How to Make. ."Gooseberry, and Mulberry Wines.

8. Special comb.: gooseberry-caterpillar, ?the

caterpillar of the gooseberry-moth ;
gooseberry-

eyed a. (see quot.)
;
gooseberry-louse = Har-

vest-bit*
;
gooseberry-moth, the magpie-moth

(Abraxas grossulariata]; gooseberry-picker, one

who picks gooseberries, colloq. a chaperon (so

gooseberry-picking vbl. sb.) ;
gooseberry-pie, (a)

a pie made of gooseberries, etc. ; <b) (see quot.

1879} ;
gooseberry-season, the time when goose-

berries are ripe, esp. in big gooseberry season, the

time of year when the newspapers have plenty of

spaceto record trifles; gooseberry-wig seequot.\
1882 Garden 6 May 319/3 A sharp look out must now be

kept for "Gooseberry caterpillars. 1796 Grose's Diet. I'u/g.

'Tongue (ed. 3),
*Gooseberry-eyed, one with dull grey eyes,

like boiled gooseberries. 1856MRs.CMt1.YLi-: Lett. II. 200The
new insect called ' harvest bugs ', or ' "gooseberry lice .

. im-

ported in some American plants. 1816 K.IRBY & Sp. Entomol.
xx vi. (1 818 1 1 1. 452 The caterpillars of the *gooseberry-moth.

1868 YATES Rock Ahead ii, ix, In his capacity of "goose-

berry-picker, Lord S. was led . . into anything but pleasant

pastures. 1888 J. Pays Myst. Mirbridge III. xli. 128 He
had a sort of 'Don't mind me' way with him that made
him quite the perfection of a 'gooseberry-picker '. 1747 Mas.
Glasse Cookery 1 14 A custard is very good with the goose-

berry pie. 1766G0LDSM. Vic. IK vii,Go help your mother to

make the gooseberry pie. 1879 Written & Holland Plaut-n.,

Gooseberry pie, Epilobium hirsutum L., from the smell of
the leaves. 1787 'G. Gambado' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 26
How to make up a good stout, .dose of physic for your wife

or servants, in the "gooseberry season. 1796 Grose's Diet.

Vulg. Tongue ted. 3), *Gooseberry wig, a large frizzled wig ;

perhaps, from a supposed likeness to a gooseberry bush.

Gooseberry-fool. [Fool rf,«]

1. A dish made of gooseberries stewed or scalded

and pounded with cream.

1719 D'Urfey Pills III. 9 A rich clouted Cream, or a
Gooseberry-Fool. 1775 Jekyll Corr. 30 May, I must thank

you for the recipe to make gooseberry fool. 1886 j. K.

»om Idle Thoughts 1889) 70 A large dish of gooseberry-

fool that was standing to cool.

Comb. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 378 Gooseberry-fool-green velvet.

2. As a popular plant-name: a. Willow-herb

{Epilobium hirsutum), also called gooseberry-pic
;

b. Lungwort {Pulmonaria officinalis).

1794 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xix. 257 The hairy sort [of

Fre ch Willowl.. vulgarly known by the name of Codlins

and Cream, or Goosberry Fool, from the smell of the leaves.

1858 Lady Wilkinson Weeds ff Wild PI. 72 Lung-wort,

Cowslip of Jerusalem.. Gooseberry-fool, Pulmonaria.

Goo*se-bill, Used as a name for things resem-

bling the bill of a goose.

1. The plant Galium Aparine: -- GOO&K-GBASS a.

1597 Gf.rarde Herbal Suppl., Goose bill, Aparine. 1886

Syd.Soc. Lex., Gooselnll, the Galium aparine, in reference

to the serrated edges of the leaves and their resemblance

to the rough edges of the mandibles of the goose.

f 2. A kind of forceps for extracting bullets, etc.

Cf.'CROW-BILL 2.) Obs.

1676 Coles, Goos-Hll, a Chirurgeons instrument of the

same use as a Crow-bill. 1706 in Phillips ied. Kersey).

1823 in Crabb Tcchuol. Diet.

3. Xaut. (See quot.)

1735-40 Pyche & Pardon Diet., Goose-bill, a particular

sail used at sea, when a ship goes before the wind, or with

a quarter wind.

Goose-cap. ? Obs. [see Cap sb. x (sense 7 .]

A booby, noodle, numskull, simpleton, fool.

1589 Nashe Martins Alths. Miude 45 And so will yon
Sonnes both, like a couple of goosecaps. 1604 Pkkkkr
Honest WH. Wks. 1873 II. 81 Out you Guiles, you Goose-
caps, you Gudgeon-eaters ! 1638 Ford Fancies IV. i, What
a wise goose-cap hast thou shew'd thyself! 1711 Swift
Jrul. to Stella 18 Apr., Did you ever see such a blundering
goosecap as Presto? 1764 Footk Mayor ofG. i. Wks. 1799
I. 169 My husband is such a goose-cap, that I can't get no
good out of him at home or abroad. 1820 Miss Mitford
in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 121 She's a goosecap .. and
a romp, and a saucebox. 1828 ScoTT F. M. Perth v, A
plague on thee for a cold down-hearted goose-cap.

1 knee Goose-capical a. nonce-wet., foolish.

( 1785 y. Thompson's Man 14 Nonsensical, fantastical,

goose-capical, coxcomical, and idiotical.

Goose-egg. (PI. igeese-eggs.) The egg of a
goose; hence U.S. in scoring at athletic contests,

the zero or 'O' showing a miss or inability to

score. (Cf. Duck's-egg.)
( 1394 P. PI. Crede 225 His chyn wip a chol lollede As

greet as a gos eye. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm,
xxxiii. (1495) 795 The cocodrill layeth eggys in the londe
that ben gretter than goos eggys. Ibid. xix. Ixxxiii. 914
Geys egges ben grete and harde to defye. 1577 K. Gooce
Hcresbach's Itusb. iv. (15861 164 Of Goose Egges . . never
set under a Henne above five. 1650 II. Discolliminium 30
One Mother Huggin . . got all the goose-eggs, hen-eggs,

and duck-eggs she could. 1774 GoiJDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)

VI. 294 It . . grows to the size of a goose-egg. 1886 N. K
Times July (Cent.), The New York players presented the

Boston men with nine unpalatable goose eggs in their [base-

ball] contest on the Polo Grounds yesterday.

b. attrib. goose-egg moth, Cilix compressa.

1819 G. Samocelle Entomol. Compend. 254.

Goose-flesh, gooseflesh.
1. The flesh of a goose.

c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilckcr 661 Caro aucina, goscflesche.

e 1520 !.. Andrewe Noble Ly/'e 11. x, Lj b in Babees Bk.t

The gose flessh is very grose of nature in disiestion.

2. A rough, pimply condition of the skin, resem-

bling that of a plucked goose, produced by cold,

fear, etc. ; horripilation. (Cf. Goose-skin 2.)

? 1810 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 342 The very term by
which the German Xew-Birt lutes express it is enough to give

one goose-flesh. 1868 Browsing Ring <y Bk. vm. 282 This
cold day ! . . Guido must be all goose-flesh in his hole. 1876

Di'hring Dis. Skin. 29 The condition known as cutis art-

serina, or goose-flesh. 1880 Browning CHve 192 The
memory of that moment makes goose-flesh rise!

fig. 1864 Lowell Study Ii 'ind. (18861 123 Irritating every
pore of his vanity, like a dry north-east wind, to a gooseflesh

of opposition and hostility.

attrib. and Comb. 1851 THACKERAY in Seribucr's Mag. II.

134/2 The Exhibition, was. .a great love-inspiring, goose-

flesh-bringing sight. 1859 O- «• Holmes Prof. Brcakf.-t.

x\, Such a 'gooseflesh ' shiver ran over my skin.

Hence (nonce-wds.) GtoosefLeshingppl.a., giving

one ' gooseflesh ' ; Goo sefleshy a., oi or pertaining

to * gooseflesh*.

1894 G. S. Layard Tennyson «$* Illustrators ii. 16 The
tine goose-fleshy appearance that would be lost in the

warmth of the studio. 1895 Clark Russell Convict Ship
II. xxvi. 159 ' It's a goosefleshing discipline ', said Captain
Barrett.

Goose-foot. Used as the name of various

objects resembling the foot of a goose.

1. A plant belonging to one of the various species

of the genus Chenopodium ; so called from the

shape of the leaves. PL goosefoots.

The Kng. name seems to have been a translation from the

Ger. A Lat. plant-name of the same etymological meaning,
Chinopus (Gr. jptHWOvO occurs in Pliny.

1548 Tikm-.k Names of Ilerbes H iij b, Pes auserinus is

called 111 duch gensz \mispr. gtusx] fusz and it may be called

in englishe Goose-fote. 1555 Kdkn Decades 262 The bob*
cauled Clicnopode (which sume caule goose foote). 1607

XofSELL P'our-f. Beasts (1658) 528 The hearb goosefoot is

\enemous to swine. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cccix.

577 Goose-foot or Sowbane. 1698 J. PtTTVSR in Phil.

Trans. XX. 401 With leaves somewhat like our Goosefoot.

1738 \)\.iMw,Catal, Stirp. 34 The other Goosefoot. .called

by some Country People Fat Hen. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's

Bot, xvii. 221 Such are all the Goose-foots, of which there are

no less than twenty species. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. I Y.I V.

38 The goose-foots . . and other unattractive plants. 1872

Ouvu Elem. Bot. u. 224 Artificial Shagreen used to be

madt; by pressing a piece ofleather upon the seeds of While
< rOOs*foot SO aa to raise a warted surface.

b. The plant Aspalathus Chenopoda.
1848 Rural Cycl. II. +&o Goosefoot .. A beautiful, yellow-

flowered, evergreen, Caue-of-Good-Hope shrub.

2. Something arranged or made in the shape of

a goose's foot; e.g. a three-branched hinge, or a

number of roods diverging from a common point.

JM. goose-feet, f
- Y.patte d

%

oie.'\

1516 17 in Willis & Clark Cambridge 11886) L417 Le
gosfote ad magnam portam oceidentalem collegil. 1712

J. [amis tr. /./ Blond's Gardening 19 A Goose-foot, which
leads into the great Walks. Ibid. 54 The Walks of these

Goose-feet center every one upon the Spouts of the Water-
work. 1741 Stack in Phil. Trans. XLI. 683 The Goose-
foot formed by the Valve being much more compounded.

Goo'se - grass. Forms: a. see Goosk and

Grass, p. 6-8crron. goose-grease. The popular
name of various plants, most of which are or were
formerly used as food for geese.

1. Silver-weed {Potentilia Anserina).

a 1387 Siuon. Barthol. {Anecd. Oxon.) 41 Tanacetum
album, gosegresse. c t^ooMed. Wks. 15M C. (Henslow 1899*

99 Tak plaunteyn, gosgres, an[d] housleke. c 1440 Prom'p.
Parv. 204/1 Gosysgres, or camoroche, or wylde tanzy. 1597
Gerarde Herbal Suppl., Goosegras was sometime called
Argentina. 1691 Ray A'. C. Words 32 Goose grass, Goose
tansie, Argentina. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 240 Goose grass
or Wild Tansie is a Weed that strong Clays are very subject
to. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 71 Potentilla
anser'nta, . . (Joose-grass. *

2. Cleavers {Galium Aparine).
Hence applied with distinctive epithet to other species of

Galium, as in t Downy-stalk Gooscgrlfss, ?some variety of
G. scabrum (Withering Brit. PI. 1756); Y'ellow Gooscgrass,
Our I^idy's Bedstraw, G. verttm (Britten & H., citing

Rural Cycl.). Possibly quot. c 1400 (sense 1) belongs to

this sense.

a. 1538 Turner Libellus, Goosgyrs, Apparine. 1578 Lytic
Dodoens iv. lxxiv. 538 Cliuer or Goosegrasse hath many
smal square branches. 1657 W« Coles Adarti in Eden
clxxxvii. 292 It is called in KngHsh. .Goosegrasse, Cleavers
(or Cliversi. 1779 Mrs. Delany Life <y Corr. Ser. 11. II.

425 The specimen of goose grass or cleavers that you enclos'd

is the right sort, i860 All Year Round No. 48. 508 The
seeds of avens have one single hook, those of agrimony and
goosegrass many. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. III. 153
(Goose-grass or Cleavers) .. This plant is said to have its

name from the fondness of that bird for its herbage.

£. 1530 Palsgr. 226/2 Gose grece, an herbe. 1587
Mascall Govt. Cattle 1. (1600I 15 Likewise the iuice of

cleuers, or goose grease. 1691 Ray A". C. Words 35 Hariff

and Catchweed ; Goose-grease, Aparine. 1731 Bulky,
Hariff venA Catchweed, Goose Grease.

f 3. Purple goose-grass, field madder or spur-

wort (Slterardia arvensis). Obs.

1548 Ttrnek Names ofIlerbes n lt[Alysson Pliuii J had
leaues lyke madder and purple floures, it maye be named in

Englishe purple goosgrafe [sic].

4. The wild grass Bromus mollis.

l8S3 ( '- Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 217 Bromus
mollis . . Goose-grass : Bull-grass. 1893 in Northumbld,Gloss,
5. U.S. a. *The door-weed. Polygonum avicu-

lare
%

(Cent. Diet.), b. 'Low spear-grass, Poa
annua'' {Stand. Diet.).

GoO'Se-grease. The melted fat or grease of

the goose. See also Goose-grass 2 f$.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. xliii. (1495^ 629
Oyneons helpyth ache of reynes wyth gose grece or wyth
hony. 1523 FlTZHERB. Husb. § 43 Let thy terre be medled
with oyle, gose grease, or capons grease, these three be the

beste. 1657 W. Coi.es Adam in Eden 1. 99 If they be
anointed with it [Garden-cresse], and Goose-grease mixed
together. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II.

150 Some farmers place great reliance on goose-grease. 1875
H. C. Wood Theraf. (1879) 582 Mutton suet and g^oose-

grease are famous in domestic medicine, but are simply

valuable because, if well prepared, they are less apt than
some other fats to become rancid.

Goo'seherd. Also Gozzabd. [f. Goose sb.

+ IIkkd sb.*] One who tends a flock of geese.

j4-m J 773 (.For the form gosherd see Gozzard]. 1577
HakxwoH England 111. ii. (1877) n. 15 Their geese are driuen

to the field like heards of cattell by a goose heard. 1870

Yeats Xat. Hist. Connn. 314 A gooseherd, it is said, can

distinguish every goose in the flock by the tones of its voicr.

189a Sw inhukne Studies (1894) 232 The democratic tlu-aui-

c;ils of Gallican geese and gooseherds.

Goose-house.
1. A small house or shed in which geese are shut

up for the night.

1474-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surteesi I. 05 Prole flagg-

ynge de le goyshous. 1516-17 Ibid. 106 Laboranti ad le

Oowsehouse. 1616 Sukfl. & Harkh. Country Farms 77
They must be put inio the Goose-house, and kept asunder

with" hurdles. 1832 Miss Mimorh Villas* Ser. v. 154

Pigsties, goose-houses, and hen-houses out of number.

2. A village lock-up.

1841 /'. Parley's .tun. II. 241 Several others were..
dragged off to what in the country is called, the goose-house

—that is, the cage. 1847-89111 Hai.i.iweli..

Gooseling, obs. iorm of Gosling.

GoO'Se-neck. A name given to things shaped

like the neck of a goose.

1. A T
aut.

v
Sec quots. 1769 and 1867.)

1688 S. Sewall Diary 29 Nov., About is at night .. the

whipstaf is somehow loosed from the Gooseneck. 1756

Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 15 The tiller was unshipped and the

goose-neck shifted. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780),

Goes, -neck, a sort of iron hook fitted on the inner end of s

lx>om, and introduced into a clamp of iron, or eye-bolt,

which encircles the mast, or is fitted to some other place in

the ship, so that it may be unhooked at pleasure. 1835

Marrvat Olla Fodr.v, He perceived the half of a maintop-

sail yard, .lying on the goose-necks. 1867 Sm\th Sailor's

Word-bk., Goose-neck, a curved iron, fitted outside the

after-chains to receive a spare spar, properly the swinging

boom, a davit.

2. Mech. A pipe or piece of iron, etc. curved like

the neck of a goose.

1843 J. A. Ransome implem. Agric. 52 A collar chain ..

having what is technically termed a 'goose neck' passing

through one of its links, which is made circular for its admis-

sion.
' a 1864 Gesner Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865; 77 The pipe

connecting the gooseneck and worm. 1870 Cone & Johns
Petroliaxi. 164 A conducting tube, called a 'goose-neck',

which it resembled in shape. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

Goose-neck.. a nozzle having a universal-joint connection^

the stand-pipe on a fire-engine. 1888 Loclrzvoods Diet.

Mech. Engirt., Goose Neck, the bent rod by which the tap

hole in a casting ladle is opened and closed.



GOOSE-QUILL.

3. (See quoc.)

1854 Miss BAKBB Xorthamptonsh. Gloss., Gooseneck, a
twisted stick with two sharp points to run into the thatch,

to prevent the wind blowing it up. 1884 in Cassell.

Goose-quill.
1. One of the quills or wing-feathers of a goose

;

hence, a pen made of such a feather.

1552 Hcloet, Goose quyll, calamus anscrinus. 1583
H01.LYBAND Campo di Fior^i We write with goose quilles.

160a Shaks. Ham. it. ii. 359 Many wearing Rapiers, are
afTYaide of Goose-quils. 1658 Maxton Exp, Jude verse 3.

Wks. 1871 V. 98 The goose-quill hath smote antichrist

under the fifth rib. 1773 Hamilton in Phil, Trans. LXIII.

f27

Two wires of about the size of a goose-quill. 1834 F. R
Iead Bubbles ofBrnnnen 138 Sensations on the eye and

ear which the goose-quill has not po^ver to impart. 1864
Burton Scot Affr. X. in. 148 A fat philosopher s.tting writ-

ing in a peaceful library with a goose quill.

attrih. 1594 Nashk Unfort. Trav. Wks. iGrosart 1 V. 38
These aboue named goosequil braccahadocheos. 1661

Walton Angler (ed. 3) x. 172 Three. .Goose-quil float--.

t b. A writer, author, nonce-use. Obs.

1600 Nashb Summers Last Will Wks. (Grosart) VI. 149
Bowles, cards and dice, you are the true liberal sciences, He
lie 're be Goose-quil, gentlemen, while 1 line.

f2. Naut. (See quot. ; cf. Goose-WING 2.) Obs.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780\ Carguer lepoint ife

la 7'oile gut est sous ie vent, to haul up the lee-clue-garnet,

or goose-quill of a sail.

Hence t Goosequi llian a.

1610 Histrio-m. 111. D 4, Not while goosequillian Posthast
holds his pen.

CrOOSery (gw'sSri). [f. Goose sb. + -EBY.]

1. Silliness such as isattributctl to the goose, rare.

1642 Milton Apol. Smeci. viii. Wks. (1851) 310 The lofty

nakednes.se of your Latinizing Barbarian, and the finical!

goosery of your neat Sermon-actor. 1875-9 Carlvlk in

Mem. Tennyson 1.1897) II. 235 Goldie was just an Irish

blackguard, with a fine brain, .and a great fund of goosery.

2. A place in which geese are kept ; a collection

of geese.

1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. 293 They set up.,
a cackle which might rival the din of their own gooseries at

feeding-time. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 506 On its tiptoes

rose the entire Goosery—flap went every wing.

Goose-skin.
1. The skin of a goose.
1700 Floyf.r Cold Baths 1. ii. 38 Excessive Cold, which

contracts the Skin like a Goose-Skin.

2. = Goose-flesh 2.

[1638 Rawlev tr. Bacon's Life $ Death 150 A Rugged Skin,

such as they call a Goose Skin (orig. de cute spissiori, quam
7'ocant auserinam^, which is, as it were, Spongie.j 1785

J. Trusler Mod. Times III. 157 He draws back when they
are addressing him, as if contamination was in their breath,

and is all gooseskin at a low bred man. 1824 Miss Ferriek
Jnher. ii. Her skin began to rise into what is vulgarly termed
goose-skin. 1836 Lady Dacrb in L'Estrange Friendships
Miss Mitford U882) I. 319 The learning she displays ..

gives me, what the poor people call the ' goose-skin '—a sort

of vague sensation of awe. 1872 Huxley Phys. xit. 270
' Horripilation ' or ' goose-skin '. 1896 Allbittt's Syst. Med.
I. 341 The skin is pale, and owing to the contraction of the

unstriped muscle fibres, presents the appearance called

'goose-skin '.

3. A thin soft kind of leather. Also at/rib.

1826 Mom. Herald in Hone Livery-day Bk. 1,1859) !'• 4°"i

The ladies all wore a goose-skin underdress, in compliment
to the north-easter. 1889 in Century Diet.

4. The impression made upon copal by the sand

or gravel in which it is found.
1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr.'in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX.

437 The 'goose-skin', which is the impress of sand or
gravel . . To clear the goose-skin of dirt.

Hence Goose-skinned, Goose-skinny adjs..

affected with ' goose-skin '.

1844 Dickens Chimes i, A breezy, goose-skinned, blur-

nosed, .. tooth-chattering place it was, to wait in. 1878
Lady Herbert tr. Hiibner's Ramble 11. 11.258 It was the
terrible revolver which had already made ine feel goose-
skinny on leaving Yokohama.

G00'Se-Step. MIL An elementary drill in

which the recruit is taught to balance his body on
either leg alternately, nnd swing the other back-

wards and forwards.
1806 Sir R. Wilson frnl. 11 Feb., The balance or goose-

step introduced for their practice excites a fever of disgust.

1825 D. L. Richakdkon Sonnets 32 Oft with aching bones, I

marched the goose-step, cursing Serjeant Jones.. 1887 T. A.
Trollope What / remember II. ix. 164 You must have
superintended a course of instruction in the goose-step in

your day.

Hence Goose-step v. inlr., to practise this drill.

1879 Baring-Gould Germany I. 297 He sees them
[recruits] posturing, goose-stepping, tumbling [etc.J.

Goose-wing.
1. The wing of a goose, f Sometimes used as

a type of what is of trifling value. In quot. 1630
with allusion to the feathers used for arrows.

1377 Langl. /'. Pi, B. iv. 36 Thei ne gyuetli nou^te of god
one gose wynge. 1549 Latimer ,th Serm. bef. Ediv, I'l

tArb.j 113 He was not able togiue so much as a gose wynge :

for they were none of hys to gyue. 1550 Crowlky Epigr.
470 They invent idle othes, .. by the goose wyng. 1577
H. Googe lleresbaclCs Huso. iv. (1586) 188 b, If any thing
remaine, not washed away, you must sweepe it out with a
< loose wing. 1586 Bright Melauch. iv. 27 Water fowle are
not of inelancholicke persons to lie tasted, except the goose-
wings. 1630 J. Taylor (Water 1

J
.) Wks. 1. 107/1 Search

the Chronicles, it is most plaine, That the Goose-wing braue
conquests did obtaine.
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2. Naut. (Seequots. ; cf. Goose-quill 2.)
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng, Sea-men 29 Put out a

goose-winge, or a hullocke of a sayle. 1627 — Seaman's
Gram. ix. 41 For more haste vnparrell the mizen yard and
lanch it, and the saile ouer her Lee quarter, and fit Giuesat

i the further end to keepethe yard steady, and with a Boome
' boome it out ; this we call a Goose-wing. 1769 Falconer
,

Diet. Marine (1780), Goose-wings of a sail, the clues or
lower coiners of a ship's main-sail or fore-sail, when the
middle part is furled or tied up to the yard. 1836 Marrvat
Midsh. Easy xxvi, Those on deck were, .setting the goosi:-
wings of the mainsail, to prevent the frigate from being
pooped a second time. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bh..
Goose-wings of a Sail, the situation of a course when the
bunt-lines and lee-clue are hauled up, and the weather-cine
down. .. A'so applied to the fore and main sails of a schooner
or other two-masted fore-and-aft vessel ; when running
before the wind slit has these sails set on opposite sides.

Hence Goose winged, a,

1869 Mayuc Reid's Mag. June 515 We beheld a large
ship lying to under goose-winged main-top- sail and storm-
stay-sails. 1883 CLARK kl'SSKLI. Sailors Lang., Goose-
winged— when the weather clew of a course is down and the
lee clew and the buntlines hauled up.

Goosey gw*si). Al-o goosy. goosie. [f. Goose
si'. + -Y.J A childish or playful diminutive of Goose
sb., applied to persons. Also goosey-goosey,
goosey-gander [from the nursery rime 'Goosey,
goosey, gander, Whither did you wander?').
' /ri8i6 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Elegy Wks. 1S16 IV. -568 Or
where wert thou, O goddess (.ft lie fiddle? To suffer Airt; join
with Goosy Gander, Cock Robin, Homer, and High-diddle
diddle. 1842 in Halliwell Nursery Rhymes 92 Goosy goosy
gander! Where shall I wander? 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. i. 8 Do you think all the world are set on him as
you are, you goosie? 1862 H. Kingsley Raveushoe xlvii,

That goosey-gander Alwright. 1868 F. Locker Nice Cor-
respondent .'iv, His bride was a goosey ! 1878 M. E.Jackson
Chaperon's Cares I. xi. 150' Dare say you do, but I am 1 ot
such a goosey-goosey.'

Gooshet, <-bs. Sc. form of Gusset.
Goosified, pa. pple. nonce-wd. Affected wiifi

'goose-flesh \
1837 J. H. Newman Lctt.tiSyi) II. 240 [He] shrunk upas

if twenty thousand pins had been thrust into him ; bis flesh
goo>ified, his mouth puckered up.

Goosish (g/7*sij , a. [f. Goose sb. + -thtt.]

Goose-like, silly, stupid.
C1374 Chauckr Troylus in. 535 (584) Vet gan she him

biseche, .. For to be war of goosish peples speche, That
dremen thinges whiche that never were. 1863 Reader
19 Dec. 726/2 The droll carvings of asinine preachers and
goosish congregations.

Hence Goo sishness.
1864 Mrs. Carlvlk Lett. III. 220 This creature, with her

goosishness, and her self-conceit.

Goosling, obs. form of Gosling.
Goossy, variant of GussiE Sc., pig.

Goost(e, obs. form of Ghost.
Goosy (g7/'si\ a. Also goosey, [f. Goosk sl>.

+ -Y 1
.] Goose-like.

1. Resembling a goose; hence, foolish, silly.

1811 Ora % Juliet IV. 163, I wanted a hearth-rug. .and I

would have a swan in the middle of it ; but. .when it was
done, the swan looked so goosey that I was ashamed of
it. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881' II. 201 A foolish, goosey,
innocent but very vulgar kind of mortal. 1869 Coutetup.
Re7>. XI. 356 Mr. Riviere's ' Fox and Geese ' made us laugh,
the geese in conclave over the prostrate fox were so wonder-
fully goosy. 1871 Cahlyle in Mrs. C.'s Lett. I. 113 A goosey
maid-servant at Mainhill.

2. Of the skin: In the condition of * goose-flesh \
1857 Chamb. Jml. VIII. 191 As if an instrument of that

kind would ever persuade me out of a goosey sensation in
the calves. 1887 Jeh khiks Amaryllis at Fair 3 The skin
of her arms became ' goosey ' directly,

Hence Goo siness.
1888 Miss Tvtlkr Blackhall Ghosts I.xi. 241 You are the

goosiest goose, Lucy. I am rather tired of your goosiness.

Goot, Goote, obs. forms of Goat, Gote.
Gopher (g^'fti), sb. 1

Cf. S. Also 9 gophir.
[?Said to be ad. colonial ¥. gaufre.
According to Webster 1848-64, gaufre was used by the

French_ settlers in North America as a name for various
burrowing animals, and is a transferred use ofgaufre honey-
comb (see Gofer, Gofferi ; cf. the vb. ' to honeycomb', as
expressing the action of such animals.]

1. A burrowing rodent of the genera Geomys and
Thomomys ; a pocket gopher or pouched rat.

1812 Brackenridge Vimvs Louisiana (1814^ 58 The
Gopher . . lives under ground, in the prairies, and is also
found east of the Mississippi. 1841 Catlin A'. Amer. hid.
(1844) II. Hv. 165 The subterraneous whistle of the busy
gophirs that were ploughing and vaulting the earth beneath
us. 1856 Bryant Poems, Prairies 64 The gopher mines
the ground Where stood their swarming cities. 1883 B,
Hartf. Carquiuez Woods vu. 161 [She] went like a squirrel
up a tree 01 down like a gopher in the ground.

2. A burrowing or ground squirrel of the sub-
family Spermophilimv ; a spermophile.
1874C0UF.S Birds N. W. 357 Gopher'. Frontier vernacular

name for all the ground-squirrels (Spemiophit:) indiscrimi-
nately. 1883 Leisure Hour 4,75/2 Numbers of. .grey . .land
squirrels (gophers) scampered . .over the flats.

3. A burrowing land-tortoise {Tcsludo Carolina,
of nocturnal habits, common in the southern U.S.
1791 W. Bartram Carolina 18 The dens, or caverns, dug

.
.
in the sand hills, by the great land-tortoise, called here

Gopher, present a very singular appearance. 1845 Lvfi 1

7/717'. A". Amer. I. 161, I frequently observed the holes of
the gopher, a kind of land-tortoise. 1884 Times 18 Apr. B

GORBAL.
,

They vary this with a fish or gopher caught in the lakes or
woods, the gopher being a species of land turtle.

4. A large burrowing snake of the southern
United States. Also gopher- snake. Cent. Diet.''

1.884-s Riverside XatJ/ist. ( rS8S * III. 367 Spitotes couperi

I

..is known by the negroes as the indigo or gopher-snake.
5. Mining. A gopher- drift q.v.
1881 [see gofher-drif:\

6. attrw. and Comb., as gopher- hill, -pe/t; also
gopher-drift (see quot.;

; gopher-hole, (a) the
opening of a gopher's burrow

; (t>) (see Gopher
v. 2) ; gopher-man, ' asafe-blower

(
Thirves" slangY

'Cent. Did.
; gopher-plum, -root (see quots.).

1881 Raymond Alining Gloss., Gopher or "Gophcr-dr/ft,
an irregular prospeetmg-dnft, following or seeking ihe ore
without regard to maintenance of a regular grade or section.
1841 Cati.in X. Amer. Ind. 0844' II. liv. 166 Over an
extended plain are seen, like gophir bill-, their excavations
ancient and recent. 1865 X. )

". Herald in Mom. Star
\ I-eb.,Some of our troops covering themselves from the fire

by resort to the "gopherholcs in the vicinage. 1883.SrKVF.s-
ron Sih'crado Sq. 90 The meanest boy could lead them
milesout of their way to sec a gopher-hole. 1891 Century
Mag. Nov. 62, I cannot pay for a team each war with
gopher pelts as others do. 1893 l''""h's M.ii/d. Diet..
Gopher-plum, the Ogeechee lime (Nyssa capilata). 1889

( entury Diet., *Gopher-root, a low rosaceous shrub, Chryso-
batanus oblongifolius, with extensively creeping under-
ground steins, found in tin- sandy pine-barrens of Florida,
Georgia, and Alabama.

Gopher (g^'-foj), sb.~ fa. Ilcb. ^:. gofhc?-.]
The tree of the wood of which the ark was made.
Chidly in comb, gopher-wood : applied in U. S.

to the yellow-wood (C/adrastis tinctoria).
1611 Bible Gen. vi. 14 Make thee an Arke of Gopher-

\\\hm\. 1856 Aird Poet. Wks. 101 There to a pillar of black
u"pher-wood Brought near, a fettered pri>oner he stood.
1867 Jean I\'<;klow Story Doom 1. .><> Where the palm, The
alnmg, and the gophir shot their head-.

Gopher, sb.'i : see Goit.k.

Gopher (g<>"-fo.i , v. If. s. ft'. Gopheh ^.i]

1. inlr. To act like a gopher: to bin row.
1893 Scribncr s Mag. Apr. 473':? At first were those who

..gophered under the mighty walls of the temple.

2. ' In Mining, to begin or carry on mining opera-
tions at hap-hazard, or on a small scale; mine
without any reference to the possibility of future

permanent development. Such mine-openings are
frequently called gopher-holes and coyote-holes

(Pacific States ' {Cent. Diet.).

Gopher, variant of Goffer.
Gopin, goping, goppen, obs. ft". Gowpen\
Goppe, variant of Gup int., Cbs.

Gor 1
. O/'S. exc. dial. Also 7 gorr. fOf tin

known origin ; cf. GoitB.] An unfledged bird.

1683 F. HODELSTON in Lond. Gaz. Xo. i56o/6 The Old
Birds of Prey, with their young Gorrs, which they were
training up to swallow Kingdoms at once. 1847-78 JI.w.i.i-

ui.i.i., Gor, a young unfledged bird. Westm.

Gor-. Obs. exc. dial. [Cf. Gokmaw.] A sea-gull.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 576 Seven sort of Fowls, as
Curliew, Sea-Pye. Sea*Swa!Iow, Gorre, and other we want
Names for. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss.

Gor, dial. t. Goke st>. 1

; var. Gokk sbj> Obs.;

obs. f. Gore v. 1

\\ Gorah, gorrah. [Hottentot.] A Hottentot
musical instrument see quot. 1881).
[1786 Sparrman- Cape G. //. I. 220 This instrument i-

cailed a t'Goerra, a name, .tolerably expre>sive of the sound
of the instrument.] 182Z-4 BuRCHELL Trav. I. 458 Their
chief was considered a good performer upon the gorah. 1834
pRlNGLE Afr, Sk. Poem 17 Soothed by the gorrah's hum-
ming reed. 1842 R. MofpaT Mission Labours S. Afr. iv.

^S His gorah soothes his solitary hours. 1881 Noble in
Encyct. Brit. XII. 311/1 One [musical instrument] named
the ' gorah ' was formed by stretching a piecS of the twisted
entrails of a sheep along a thin hollow stick, .in the manner
of a bow and string. At one end there was a piece of quill

fixed into the stick, to which the mouth was applied.

llGoral .gfi-vral). Zoo/, Alsogooral. An Indian
antelope .Cemas gora/).

1834 Penny Cyct. II. 89/2 The Goral [A. goral) .. first

described by General Hardwicke in the ' Linnsean Transac-
tions." 1876 Kixloch Large Game Shooting in Thibet
Ser. 11. 21 TheGooral, like the Serow, belongs to the Chamois
family . . I have several times seen . . Gooral in the Sewalik
hills. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 23 Jan. 3/3 There were other
kinds of big game, as musk and barking deer, and goral—
an animal not unlike the chamois. 1894 Royal Nat. Jtist.

(ed. Lyddeker) II. 257 The goral (Cemas goral) of the

Himalaya. Ibid. 258 Nearly allied to the gorals are the
..serows, or goat -antelopes \Nemorh.rdns\.

Goravich, variant of Gilkavagk.

Gorb (gf'-ib), a. and sb. [Of unknown origin
;

cf. Gob 1
; also Gokblk iv. 1

] + A. adj. Greedy;
voracious. Obs. B. sb. dial. a. A greedy person

;

b. A young bird, trans/. An infant.

1635 I). Dickson Tract. Wfcs. (1845) I. 76 The gluttonous
or gorb city. 1824 Carlvlk Let, 12 Nov. in Proude Life
(1882) I. xv. 256 Unhappy gorb ! I have wished it farther

than I need repeat at present. 1825-80 jAtUBSON, Gorb,
a young bird. Dnmfr. 1880 Antrim .y Down Gloss., Gorb,
a greedy person.

Gorbal (g^-ibal). Sc. [? Short for Gokbux, or

derivative of Gorb. Cf. Gorblk vS\ =Gor1,
Gobb sb., Gorblin, Goacnr.
1808 in Jamie-SOn r. v. I 'eldring, Children . . often take the

bare e,orbals, or unfledged young, of this bird, and [etc.],
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GORBELLIED. 302 GORE.

t Gorbellied, a. Oh. [f. Gorbelly + .»>.]
Having a protuberant belly; corpulent.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garnesche n. 3,6 Gup, gorbellyd God-
frey ! 1538 Elvot Dict. t Doliaris heluo, a gorbelyed glutton.

154a Ud.m.l Erasm. Apophtk. no a, A grtat gorrebealyed

chuff, a 1557 Mrs. M. Basset tr. More on the Passion in

More's Wk$. 1402/1 A greate gorbelyed glotton. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. IV, II, ii. 93 Hang ye gorbellied knaues, are you
vndone? 1650 Bllwer Anthropomet. 259 .The Gordians
and Muscovites, and other Gorbellied Nations. 1699 R-

L'EstrangeCo//^. Erasm. (1711) 166 A kind of Gorbelly'd

Kites, with crooked Beaks and Tallons. 1831 Trelawney
Ado. Younger Son \x. tiSoo* 59, I never saw the gorbellied

Scotch captain again. 1838 D. Jerholo ATcnofCkarac.,
C. Snub ii. Wks. 1S64 III. 421 The gorbellied varlets, with

mouths greasy with the goods of cheated worth.

transf 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden F 2 An vnconseion-

able gorbellied Volume, bigger bulkt than a Dutch Hoy.

t Go*rbelly, sb. (and a.) Oh. exc. dial. [? f.

gor, Gore sb. 1 .sense 1) + Belly. Cf. Sw. dial.

gdr-bd/g."]

\\. A protuberant belly. Oh.
1519 Horman / 'nig. 30 He had a fatie necke and a gorbely.

1601 CoRHWALLYES Ess. ii. xxviii. (1631) 22 As if there had
beene no grace but in a gorbelly. 1615 T. Adams Sacrifice

(•'/Thank. 18 The Epicure hath a gorbelly. 1674 Josselvn
i 'oy. New Eng. 21 Finding Iter [a she-wolfs] Gor-belly stuft

with flesh newly taken in. 1725 Bailey Erasm. Coltoq.

1 33 About the si/e of Vultures . . with crooked Beaks and
Gor-bellies. 1700 Bcrke Corr. (1844) III. 144 Falstaff,

reproaching the Londoner.-,, .with their gore-bellies,

"b. nonce-use. A garment with a loose belly.

1598 E. Git.pin Skial. (1878) 48 The French quarter slop,

or the gorbelly, The long stockt hose, or close Venetian.

2. A person with a protuberant belly.

1530 Palsgr. 429/1 Se this gorbely, he i-> so shone wynded
that he can scarsely spelce, 1580 North Plutarch (1676)

189 They haue called him . . gorebelly, and hook-nosed.

1607 Brewer Lingua v. ii. The belching gor-belly hath well

nigh killed me. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. (1737) 216 Fat,

pursy Corbel lies. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bit.)

Gorbelly) an over-corpulent person. (Very com. .1

t3. atlrib. passing \1\X0adj. =*GoRBKLI.lED«. Oh.
1532 Mori-; Confnt. Tindale Wks. 641/1 Ye church had

not prouided for gorbeli glottons. 1581 J. Brli. IIaddon's
Attsw. Osor. 222 b, What if Landes and possessions long
times englutted with gorbelly Mouncks became a pray to

tiie spoylers. 1603 Dekker Wonderful! Yenre Fij. My
gorbelly Host leapt halfe a yarde from the coarse,

Go'rbet. Sc. and /tort//. [y f. GoRB r -FT.] A
young unfledged bird.

a '557 Lvndesay Satyrc [43971 *n Pinkerton Scot. Poems
Kefir.T1792) II. 89 Cry lyke the gorbcttis of ane kae. 1893
NorthumbId. Gloss., Gorbit, a newly hatched bird.

Gcrrble, v.1 Sc. ^Gobble v.*

17*8 Ramsay Daft Bargain 10 Raff ..lick'd his thumb.
To gorble't up without a gloom. 1832-53 Whistle-Binkie
(Scot. Songs) (18901 Ser. m. 30. We'll smuir our dule By
gorblin' up parritch and cakes.

Gcrrble, v." - GOBBLf
Wag. XI rl lie 4 irbl i-7 The ea

f. Gorlin.]

Poverty Poets ii, [Tbey] gape like

Sc. — uobble v.

1835 Hogg in Eraser*
a gruesome laugh.

Gorblin. Sc. [?L Gorb + -lixc

An unfledged bird.

1728 Kamsav Attsw.
gorblins to the sky.

t Gorce. Obs. Also 5 gorte, 7 gors, 8 goss.

[f. AF. gortz, pi. of govt (also OK. gord, gottrt.

mod.Fr. c\ia\. gour, gourd) :—L, gurgit-em, gurges,

whirlpool. The form gorce was taken later for

sing, and a pi. formed from it. See also Gore sbA]
a. A whirlpool, b. (See quot. 1706.)
(1350 Act 25 P.div, III, Stat. iv. c. 4 Pur cc que Communes

passages de neefs & batelx en Ies grantz rivers dEngleterre
si sont sovent foitz destourbez par le lever de gortz. 1472
Act 12 Ediv. IV, c. 7 Ascuns . . gorces, . . molyns, mille-

dammez, etc.] 1480 C-AXT0N Ovid's Met. xiv. i, A lytil

gorte . . wherin Sylla bayned her accustomably whan she
hade hete. 1628 Coke On Litt. 5 b, A deep pit of water,

a gors or gulf. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gorce,. .any stop
in a River, such as Wears, Mills, Stakes, etc. which hinder
the free Passage of Ships or Boats. 1741 Viner Abridgm.
XVI. 23 N usance, .lies for levying of a Goss to intercept
the Course of Fish coming from the Sea. [i8ot North in

Times 1 3 May 3 '5 The construction of such a gort . . was an
act of ownership.]

tGorche. Obs. rare" [

, [? distortion of Gorge
sb*, for the sake of rime.] ? A glutton.

1577 KnNDAix Floivers of Epigr. 33 One sillie drop of
water askt the glotton greedie gorche [rime scorchej.

Gorcock (g$»\ikpk). Sc. and north, dial.
[J, gor

of obscure origin (hardly, as in the case of next,

t GopE sb.*) + Cock.] The male of the Red Grouse.
1620 Xart'orth llousch. fiks. (Surtees) 128, 2 gorcocks, x 1

!.

1678 Ray Willnghbfs Omith. 177 The Red Game, called

in some places the Gorcock and More-cock, Lagofius altera
Plinii. 1794 Picnutnra in Bums'" Wks, (1809) IV. 176 Full

ninety winters hae I seen, And pip'd where gor-cocks
whirring flew. 1813 Scon Trierm. 111. vi, 'Mongst desert

hills, where, leagues around Dwelt but the gorcock and the
deer. 1856 W. E. AVTDUM Bothwell {\%$i) 48, I thought to

hear the gorcock crow, or ouzel whistle shrill. 1882 J,
Brown John Leech, etc., Dk. Athole 373 He was .. as
prompt and hardy, as heathery as a gorcock.

Gorcrow g^ukrJu). Also 7 gar-. 8-9 gore-
crow, [f.£w, G ore j/'. 1 + Chow.] TheCarrion Crow.
1605 B. Josson Volfione 1. ii. Raven, and gorcrow, all my

birds of prey. That think me turning carcase, now they
come. 163a Mar.mion Holland's Leaguer iv. iii. Dram.
Wks. (1S75) 71 Out of the wind of me ! what, do you think
Vou can put out the eyes of a gorcrow? 1656 Choycj
Drollery 67 She tript it like a barren Doe, And strutted

like a Gar-crowe. 1766 Pfnxaxt Zool. I. 167 It [Carrion

Crow]. .will pick out the eyes of young lambs.. for which
reason it was formerly distinguished, .by the name of the

gor or gorecrow. 1819 Cami'bf.i.l Est. Eng. Poetry (1861.)

71 Human vultures and gorecrows. 1868 Browning Ring
<y Bk.%. 579 As the gor-crow treats The bramble-finch, so
treats the finch the moth. 1881 O.vjo dsh. Gloss. Suppl.j

Gore-croiv.

Gord(e, variant of Giuii p.S, GoCBD*,8, Oh.
Gordget, obs. form of Gorget 1

.

Gordian (g^udian; , a. and sb. Also 6 gordion,
-dyon. [i. L. Gordi-us or Gordi-um (see sense 1)

+ -an. The phrase nodus Gordius (used Jig*) is

a conjectural reading in Ammianus Marcellinus

xiv. xi. 1.] A. adj.

1. Gordian knot. a. An intricate knot tied by
Gordius, king of Gordium in Phrygia. The oracle

declared that whoever should loosen it should rule

Asia, and Alexander the Great overcame the diffi-

culty by cutting through the knot with his sword.
1611 Shaks. Cyntb. 11, ii. 3+ As slippery as the Gordian-

knot was hard. 1891 A. T. Pierson Credulity of /acred.

14 Alexander cut the Gordian Knot, which he had not the

skill, patience, or strength to untie.

fb. A representation of an intricate knot.

1641 Evelyn Diary 1 Sept., The gallery is prettily painted

with seveial huntings, and at one etui a gordian knot.

c. Jig. or allusively: {a) A matter of extreme

difficulty. To cut a Gordian knot : to get rid of

a difficulty by force or by evading the supposed

conditions of solution. >:/< An indissoluble bond,

f Also Gordiandwined knot.

(a) 1579 Fulke Heskins" Pari. 306 Hee had found out

a sworde to cutt in sunder this Gordian knot. 1599 Shaks.
lien. V, \. i. 46 Turne him to any Cause of Pouicy, The
Gordian Knot of it he will vnloose. 1682 Sin T. BbowneCA/-

.

Afor. 11. § 13 Death will find some ways to tint y or cut the most
Gordian Knots of Life. 1735 8 BoUNGBROKE On Parties

84 His Sword would have cut the gordian Knot of heredi-

tary Right. 1791 Bentham Panofit. Pref., The Gordian
knot of the Poor Laws not cut but untied. 1887 Rider
Haggard Jess xxxii, By no other means could the Gordian
Knot be cut.

[b) 1590 Greene Orl. Eur. 11599) 23 This Gordiou knot
together counites A Medor partener in her peerelesse loue.

1-1630 P. Fletcher Pise. Ectogs, etc. (1633) 61 Strange
power of home, with how strong-twisted arms, And Gordian-
twined knot, dost thou enchain me! 1788 If. Walpole
Remitt. ii. 19 Perhaps too much difficulty of untying the

Gordian knot of matrimony, .would be no kindness to the

ladies. 1824 Byron Juan xvi. Ixxiv, The Gordian or the
Gcordi-au knot, whose strings Have tied together commons,
lords, and kings.

2. Resembling the Gordian knot; consisting of

twisted convolutions, intricate, involved.
1606 Proc. agst. Garnet S s 3, The binding knot of the

late Gordian Conspiracie. 1643 Milton Divorce Ii. xx,

Hereby also dissolving tedious and Gordian difficulties,

which have hitherto molested the Church of God. 1667
— /'. L. iv. 148 Close the serpent sly, Insinuating, wove
with Gordian twine His braided train. i8oz 12 BeNTHAM
Rationale Judic. Evid. (2827! III. 103 Some of them [are]

such as seem scarce capable of receiving solution but in the

Gordian style. 1819 KhAis Lamia 47 She was a gordian
shape of dazzling hue. 1820 Shbllev Ode Liberty xv, Lift

the victory-flashing sword, And cut the snaky knots of this

foul gordian word. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxiv. 25S

Some girt round them in orbs, snakes gordian, intertwining.

t B. sb.

1. = Gordian knot.

1561 T. Norton Calvin*s Inst. iv. 152 It is like the Gordian:
whiche it is better to bveake in sonder, than to labor so
much in vndoing it. a 1616 Beaum. it Fu Bloody Pro. I. 1,

My sword, With which the Gordian of your Sophistry Being
cut, shall shew th' Imposture. 1643 Prvnxe SffV, Porver
Pari. n. 36 These strongest obligations are all cancelled,

these Gordians cut in sunder with the sword of warre,

1709 Mrs. Maki.ev Secret Mem. (ed. 2) II. 195 And who-
ever is the Man that unties the Gordian, as some such is

always to be fuund, his Fortune is made.

2. An inhabitant of Gordium ; one skilled in

tying intricate knots.
1606 Earl Northampton* in True fy Perf Rclat. 1 1 1 a,

The hardest knots that the Gordians of nur a^e can deuise
to tye.

t Gordian, v. nonce-ivd. [f. prec. adj.] Irons.

To lie in a Gordian knot.
1818 Keats Estdynt. 1. ^07 Locks, simply gordian'd up and

braided.

Gorcling, variant of Gourdixg, Oh*
Gordlin, variant of GORUN Sc,

II Gorclonia (gwd^'nii). Bol. [See quot. 1 770.]
A genus of North-American and Asiatic trees of

the camellia or tea family {Ttrnttr&mia<tm\ with
large beautiful flowers ; a plant of this mentis.

1770 Ellis in Phil. Trans. La. 520, I desire it may have
a place among your genera, by the name of ( Jordonia, as a
compliment to our worthy friend, that eminent gardener
Mr. James Gordon, near Mile-end. 1865 F. Parkman Hugue-
nots iv. {1875I 58 Her* the rich gorclonia .. sends down its

thirsty roots to drink at the stealing brook.

Gore (gooj), sbX Also 4, 7 gorre, 6-7 goar(e,

y dial. gor. [OE. gor neut., dung, dirt MDu.,
I in. goor mud, tilth. OHG., MHG. gor (mod.Swiss
gur,guhr, animal dung), ON.gor the cud in animals,

slimy matter (Sw. gorr, dial, gar, gor, gur, dung,
filth, putrid matter).]

1. Dung, faeces; filth of any kind, dirt, slime.

Obs. exc. dial.

r7»5 Corpus Gloss. 883 Pit/tutu, goor. a 1000 Riddles
xli. 72 (Gr.) pies gores sunu .. bone we wife! wordum
nemnah f 1000 JEi.fric E.tod. xxix. 14 paes cealfes flasc
and fell and gor. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 306 pe gore ber-of

me hatz greued & pe glette nwyed. ? a 1400 Mortc A rth.

1130 Bothe be guttez and the gorre guschez owte at ones.
1400 St. Alexins (Laud 622) 1005 His fader sergeauntz

alle . . gorre on hym gonne browe. 1460 Lybeav.s Disc.
1 171 Gore, and fen, and full wast. That was out vfc&iL 1599
T. M[ol:

i et] SHfeivormes 59 Tainting with lothsome gore
the common fold. 1641 Best Farm. 2?/*,^ (Surtees) 14 Such
sheepe likewise as are troubled with the infirmity of cnew-
inge of gorre . . A greate parte of their meat, whiles that they
are chewinge of it, workes forth of the wykes of their

mouthe. 1825 Broc kett X. C. Words, Gor, Gore, dirt, any-
thing rotten or decayed.

t b. Hardened rheum from the eyes. 0h.~ x

1741 Monro Anat. ,Xervcs (ed. 3) 48 The Gum, or Gore,
as we call it, was separated in greater Quantity, . . and the
Eye-ball itself was diminished. 1808 80 in Jamieson.

2. Blood in the thickened state that follows effu-

sion. In poetical language often : Blood shed in

carnage. *f In early use occas. blood andgore , bloody

gore (cf. Du. bloed en goor) ; see also GuRE hLoou.
1563 Mirr. Mag., Hastings xxviii, A Souldyours handes

must oft be dyed with goare. e 1586 C*TBM PEMBROKE Ps.
1.XXVI11. xvii, Zoan plaines .. Saw watry cleames chang'd to

Ijloudy gore. 1601 Marston Antonio s Rer: i. i. Wks. 1856
I. 76 This warm reeking goare. 1693 Drvden Ovid's Met.
1. 596 Th' expiring serpent wallow d in his gore, c 1 760
Smollett Ode to Indep. 18 The Saxon prince in horror fled

From altars stained with human gore. 1801 Solthfy
Thalaba IX. xx, His talons are sheathed in her shoulders.

And his teeth are red in her gore. 1848 Lyttos Harold'm.
ii, Red with gore was the spear of the prelate of London.

% Whimsically used ior ' blood \

1790. Coleridge Lett. (1895^ 305, I have three brothers,

that is to say, relations by gore.

f b. All) {in} a (or one) go? e of blood : bathed in

or besmeared with blood. (Cf. Gore blood 2.) Oh.
1661 Pepvs Diary 7 Dec, In comes the German back

again, all in a goare of blood. 1749 Wesley Wks. (1S72I II.

147 She was all in a gore of blood. 1766 H. Brooke Fool
ofQual. '1792,1 I. iv. 147 From their forehead to their shoes

they were in one gore of blood. 1784 Si* J. Culllm Hist.
Ila-vsted iii. 171 He's all a Gore of blood. 1824 Examiner
15/1 Lying on the ground in a gore of blood.

fc. 'r A clot, 'gout* (of blood}. Obs. rare~\
1727 Philip QuartI 253 He saw Gores of Blood here and

there.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as (sense

l) fgore-pit; b. objective, as gore-distilling, -drop-

ping; e. instrumental, as gore-bedabbled, -drencAed,

drowned, -dyed, -fed, -moistened, -spangled,-stained;

d. parasynthetie^s^w^-ya^r*. Also gore-chewer
dial. (cf. quot. 1641 in sense 1).

1848 Lytton Harold xi. xi, The tomb Of the bones and
the flesh, *Gore-bedabbled and fresh. 1893 Xorthumbld.
Gloss., Gore-chcnver, a sheep which, owing to some struc-

tural defect in its mouth, is unable to retain or properly
masticate its food. 1770 Beattie Ode Peace 1. ii, Murder..
shakes her *gore-distifling wings. 1806 J. Grahame Birds
Scot. 169 That ^gore-drenched flag. 1848 Lytton Harold
v. iii, His sightless and "gore-dropping sockets. 16*7 Dray-
ton Agineonrt, etc. 1 14 Much di-may d with what had lately

hapt, On *Gore-drown'd Gladmore in that bloody shower.

1794 Southey Wat Tyler in. ii, Flattery's incense No
more shall shadow round the *gore-dyed throne. 1812

Byrox Clu Har. 1. xlviii, "Gore-faced Treason sprung from
her adulterate joy. 1801 M. G. Lewis BothiveIPs Bonny
Jane xxxvi, His hands two *gore-fed scorpions grasp'd.

i8n Scott Don Roderick xlii, *Gore-moisten'd trees shall

perish in the bud. 1508 Fisher 7 Peuit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876)

18 As a sowe waloweth in the stynkynge *gore pytte, or in

the puddell. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711)

37/1 *Gore-spangled ensigns streaming in the air. 1848 T. A.
Bccklf.y Iliad 81 Mars, man-slayer, "gore-stained, stormer

of walls.

Gore (go°j), «M Forms : 4-6 goore, 4-9 .Sir.

and north, gare, 6-8 Sc. guir'e, 7-9 goar e,

4 gore. [OE. gdtw MDn. ghere, gheere, etc.

(Du. geer), OHG. gt-ro, kho (MHG. gbe, Ger.

gehren, ge/tre), ON. geire (Sw. dial, gere, Da. dial.

gwre), app. related to OK.gar spear (see Gare sb.*),

the reference being to the shape of the spear-head.

From OI 1G. the word passed into the Romanic
languages ; for the forms in these see GlBOV.]
1. A triangular piece of land.

fa. An angular point, a promontory. (OK. only.)

-"893 K. Ann Ores. 1. i. § 26 Ispania land is bryscyte

. . An &era garena liS suftwest.

b. A wedge-shaped strip of land on the side of

an irregular field (cf. quot. 18S1). Sow only dial.

[1*35-52 Rentalia Glastou. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 58 Radulfus
tenet unam goram terra,'. < 1315 in Kennett Par. Ant. (1818)

I. 571 Duae rodae .. scilicet le Gores super Shortefurlong.]

1523 Fitzherb. Surv. xxi. 39, xxxvi landes, & thre gores

fother or pyke, and they l»e all one thing. 1641 Bis 1 Farm.
Alt, (Surtees) 43 There is in it 14 through landes and
two gares. X793 Trans. Soc. Arts XI. 52 Contained in the

head lands and gores, or short lands. 1881 Leicester Gloss.

s.v., When a field, the sides of which are straight hut not

parallel, is divided into 'lands' or 'leys', the angular piece

at the side is called a gore or pike. 1890 Gloucester Gloss.,

Gores, the short ridges in an unevenly shaped ploughed field.

c. A small strip or tract of land lying between

larger divisions. Chiefly U.S.
1650 Fuller Pisgali 1. ii. 34 Which gore or gusset of

ground, was called Apherema, that is, a thing taken away,
because parted from Samaria, and pieced to Judea. 1703
Providence (R. /.) Records 1 1803) IV. 153 A heape of stones

set for a south westerne Corner of a Goare, or Slipe of land.



GORE.

1733 Rhode Island Col. Records ,1859) IV. 47a The gore of

land (adjoining to Attleborough) in controversy between

this colony and the Province of the Massachusetts Kay.

1818 N. Mitchell in Mass. Hist. Coll. VII. 146 A small

gore also on the east side of the town .. was annexed to

Pembroke June 7, 1754. 186. J. Draper //ist. Spencer (ed.

2) 12 A gore about one mile wide, lying between Leicester

and Spencer. 1887 G. \V. Sears Forest Runes p. vii, What
New Englanders call a ' gore ',—a triangular strip of land

that gets left out somehow when the towns are surveyed.

d. ? =Gair, an isolated fertile strip.

1854 Jrnl. R. Agrie. Soc. XV. 11. 395 Its locality U a

narrow gore on the summit of the cinder-bed.

e. (See quots.)

1811 Willan W. Riding i'orksh. Words in Archa'ol.

XVII. (E.D.S.), Gartt the lowest part in a tract of country.

1888 Berksh. Gloss. , Gore, level low-lying land. Most
parishes have a field called the 'Gore'.

f2. poet. The front section of a skirt, wider at the

bottom than at the top (of. sense 3) ; the lap of a

gown, an apron. Hence in extended sense : a skirt,

petticoat, gown. Also in phrase under gore , under

one's clothes (in M E. poetry often a mere expletive).

(Cf. OF. geron,giron used in the same senses.) Obs*

11250 Owl cV Night. 515 Habbe he isstunge under gore,

Ne last his Iuve no lenger more, a 1290 in Horstmann
Altengl. Leg. (1881 > 222 Ich wolde I-witen noubc Leuedi .

.

Wi be failleb gore, Sleue and nainmore Ofclop bat ich I-.-e.

a 1300 Stria 5 Wis he wes of lore And gouthlich under gore

Ana clothed in fair sroud. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 26 Glad
under gore in groant in grys. c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 286S It was
aferlygin, So heye vnder hir gare It flei5e. ti386CHALXEK
Sir Tkopas 7S An elf-queene shal my lemnian be, And slepi:

vnder my goore. 1406 Hocclevl La Male Regle^i Had I

thy power knowen or tins yore.. Nat sholde his lym ban
eleued to my gore. ; 14O0 Emare 198 pat fayr lady Was
godely unther gare. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 174/7 A Gore, grf*
miale.

t b. The opening in the breast of a gown. (So

MDu. 6̂ «.) Obs.
a 1529 Skllton P. Sparowe 345 My byrde so fayre, That
was wont to. .go in at my spayre, And crepe in at my gore
Of my gowne before.

3. Any wedge-shaped or triangular piece of cloth

forming part of a garment and serving to produce

the difference in width required at different points,

esp. used to narrow a skirt at the waist (cf. sense 2).

c 1315 Gloss. W. de Biblcsw. in Wright Voc. 172 Par
devant avet escours E de coste sunt gerouns [glass gores],

e 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 51 A ceynt she werede . . A barm-
clooth (eek)-.ful of many a goore. Ibid. 136 (Harl. MS.) A
kirtel. .Schapen withgoores in tlienewe get. c 1440 Promp.
Par:'. 203/2 Goore of a clothe, lacinia. c 1480 Henryson
Test. Cres. 179 His garmound and his gyte ful gay of grenc,

With goldin tistis gilt on every gair. 1501 Douglas Pal.

//on. 1. x. 5 In purpour rob hemmit with gold ilk gair. 1530
Palsgr. 226/2 Goore of a smocke, poynte de chemise. 1598
Florio, Ghcroni. .the gores or gussets of a smocke or shirt,

the side peeces of a cloke. 1706 Phillij's (ed. Kersey), Gore,

a piece of Lumen-cloth let into the sides ofa Woman's Shift.

1853 Kane Grinuell Exp. xx. (1856} 156 The sailors recog-
nized it at once as the gore of a pair of trowsers. 1883
Knowledge 13 July 30/1 The skirt, -has four gores in front,

fb. A triangular piece (cut out of something).
c-1330 Arth. <$• Mcrl. (f£<'ilbing) 6305 His scbeld he clef,

god it wot, & of his hauberk a gore & of his aketoun a fot

tk. more.

4. Her. A charge formed by two curved lines

meeting in the fesse-point, the one being drawn
from the sinister or dexter chief and the other

from the lowest angle of the base (cf. quct. 1562).
1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 72 b, He beareth Argent,

a Gore Sinister Sable. He that is a coward to his enemie,
must beare this, But if it be a dexter Gore, although of
Staynand colour, yet it is a good cote for a gentlewoman.
1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. viii. (1660) 4s A Goare Sinister.

.

This [abatement], .is due to him that is a Coward to his

enemy. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey) : and in mod. Diets.

5. One of the many triangular or lune-shaped
pieces that form the surface of a celestial or terres-

trial globe, a balloon, the covering of an umbrella,

the dome of a building, etc.

1796 Specif. Russell's Patent No. 2144. 3 The globe being
covered with printed gores. 1842-59 Gwili Archil. § 207c)

In polygonal domes the curves of the gore will bound the

ends of the board>. 1864 Athcnienm No. 1933. 631/3 Seam-
ing together the gores of his balloon. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech. s.v. Globe. A very cheap paper globe is now met with,

in which the printed gores are brought together edge to

edge by a string. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Arckit. II. 171
For each of the triangular gores of the dome we now
substitute a vault.

6. Naut. a. (See quot. 1851.)

1794 Rigging <y Seamanship I. 91 In sails with a roach-
Iceeh, the lower gores are longer. 1851 Kipping Sailmaking
(ed. 2) 184, Gores.—Angles cut slopewise at one or both ends
of such cloths as widen or increase the depth of a sail.

b. * Angular pieces of plank inserted to fill up
a vessel's planking at any part requiring it ' (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1S67).

1875 Knight Diet. Afeeh.,Gore, an angular piece of plank-
ing used in fitting the skin ofa vessel to the frames.

7. Comb.
}
as gore-ooat (see quot. 1886) ; gore-

furrow (see quot.).

1746 Exmoor Scolding 154 (E. D. S.) Thy ^Gore Coat oil

a girrcd, thy Aead-Clathing oil a' foust. 1886 Elworthy
IV. Somerset Word-bk. s.v. Gore, A gorecoat is a petticoat
made so as to fit closely at the waist without gathering.
1844 H. Stephens Bk, Farm I. 472 A ''gore-furrow is

a space made to prevent the meeting of two ridges, and as
a substitute for an open furrow between them.

303

Gore, s£.8 — Gabs sbA. a spear or javelin,

ctt$a [see Garb]. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-
bk., Gore, a long rod tipped with a small spear for driving

oxen. Always so called.

t Gore, sbA Obs. Also
J"
goor. [app. formed

as sing, to Gorce, the sibilant ending of which
caused it to be taken as pi.] - Gouck.
1523 Act 14 Sf 15 Hen. I'///, c. 13 Diuers newe weres,

gores, stackes, and ingins haue bene leuied and enhaunsed.
1657 Cottons Abridgem. Records Tower 57 And now o(
late daily the said Rivers are stopped and turned aside by
Goors, Mills, Piles and Pales.

tGore, sb$ Obs. In 6 gor, jr goare. [a. OK.
gorreA = Gkandgohe.

1552 LvKOBSAV Monarche 51:3 Vtheris strange Intirmeteis

. .As in theGutt, grauell,and gor. 1614 P. Fokbes Lubuius
viii. (1627) 152 A man hath the Goare in his Legge ; which
Legge, all-bee-it in an budge degree festered, yet walketh and
mooveth. . . Nowe, shall the Goare, heere, glorie, that [etc.].

Gore (g5BJ), T-. 1 Al-o 5-6 gor (re, 6-8 goar.

[Of obscure etymology ; the view that it is f. gore,

var. of Gare sb, ' spear, is plausible as to sense, but

the early Sc. form, gorrc appears to disprove it.]

f 1. trans. To pierce or stab deeply, with a sharp

weapon, spike, spur, or the like. Obs. exc. as in 2.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3645 pare was .. many of Perse-.

Gorred..&grysely woundid. t iqaoSege Jems. (E.E.T.S.)

941 pe newe emperour ..allc be cite drowe hym ; & sub
gored be gome, bat his guttes alIe..in-to his breche felle.

c 1450 Holland Howlat Ixv, I am vngraciousiy gorrit, baiili

guttis and gall. 1460 Capgrave Chron. 1S9 As he rode oyj r

the brigge on was beneth and with a spere gored him.

1513 Douglas AStteis n, x. 186 Cruell Pirrus, Quhilk ..

gorris the fader at the altair but grace. 1535 Coverdai 1.

Ezek. xxiii. 46 These shal stone them, and gone them with
their sweardes. a 1566 Merie Tales in Skellon's Wks.
(1843^ I. 1 11trod. 63 The freere felt hys bellye, it .. thought
nee had ben gored, and cried out . . I am kylled. 1573 Salir,

Poems Reform, xl. 375 With Gun and Gainje thoctit thay
hoist to gor 50W [rimes with befoir 5ow]. 1590 Spenser
P. Q. 11. vii. 13 The sacred Diademe in peeces rent, And
purple robe gored with many a wound. 1600 Holland
/.ivy xxxv. xxxv. (1609) 010 He ran with full carriere at

him, gored his horse [L. trans/ixo eouo], 1664 H. Mom.
Myst. /niq. 474 They gore and spurre up the Ass to gue
that way. 1690 in Wood Life 30 Aug., The two horses
..pawed over the iron spikes. .. Their leggs are goar'd.

1725 Pope Odyss. xr. 713 Two ravenous vultures. .Incessant

gore the liver in his breast. 1735 Somerville Chase 11. 229
Our laboring Steeds We press, we gore. 1798 Coleridge
/•'ears in Solit. 119 As if (be 1'tbres of this godlike frame
Were gored without a pang. 1820 Scott flonast. x., No
sooner didst thou fall to the ground mortally gored, as he
deemed, with his weapon, than [etc. J.

transf. andfig. 11591 R. GreenHam Whs. (1599' 40 Wei'
must rather winne men with a louing admonition, then goi u

them with a sharpe reprehension. 1675 Hobbes Odyss.
(1677) 23 The ship the sea then gores: The water, .wounded
and broken roars. 1736 Machin in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
(1841) I. 299 It has gored me to think that I was perpetually
liable to a just charge of never finishing any thing.

f b. With various constructions : To impale
upon ; to dig or scoop out of. Obs.
1618 Bolton Floras in. x. 11636) 206 Such of the defen-

dents as durst sally out being either cut in peeces in the
trenches with the sword, or goared upon the stakes. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. Ded., Where the violence of the waters
aggested the earth, goared out of the hollow valleys.

2. spec. Of a horned animal (esp. a bull or ox^ :

To pierce with the horns. Also, rarely, of a boar

:

To wound with the tusk.

1523 Fitzherb. Hitsb. § 70 For els the beastes with theyr
homes, wyll put bothe. the .hoNes and the shepe, aiid gore
them in theyr bellyes. 1722 Sewel H 1st. Quakers'11795)
II. vii. 62 The bull then gored him again with his horns.

1725 Pope Odyss. xix. 527 His tusks oblique he aim'd the
knee to goar. 1810 T. Cogan Ethical Treat. Passions 11.

§ 1(18131 III. 105 We ascribe vices. .to an ox that attempts
to gore the attendants. 1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. iv. 188 My
father narrowly escapes being gored by a furious ox. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xtv. 301 It is the nature of bulls to
gore each other.

transf. andJig. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 11. 1 1

Aquinas. .was called bo> nmtus, a dumbe Oxe ; and.. with
two homes, .gored all unbeleevers. 1646 S. Marshall
Def. Inf. Baptism S7 How you avoid being goared by the
three homes of my Syllogjsme. 1838 Syd. Smith 2nd Let.
to Arc/id. Singleton 11 Billingsgate controversialists, who
have tossed and gored an Unitarian. 1841 LoNGF. Wreck
//esp. xviii, The cruel rocks, they gored her side Like the
horns of an angry bull.

b. absol.
; f also intr. to gird at.

1626 Middleton Anything for Quiet Life \.\. 144 Vour
wit is still goring at my lady's projects. 1759 Adam Smith
Mor. Sent. 11. iii. 213 The dog that bites, the ox that gores,
are both of them punished. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxi, He's
like Giles Heathertap's auld boar; ye need but shake a
clout at him to make him turn and gore. 1892 Blackw.
Mag. Apr. 556 Five or six bulls had stamped and roared
and gored and died.

t Gore, v.~ Obs. Also 6-7 goar. [f. Gore sb.*]

Only in Gored, Goring.
1. trans. To cover with or as with gore, to besmear

with, to dabble in blood. Only in pa. pple.
1566 Dkant Wail. Hierem. K viij b, Preists seruisablc to

Idols, and gorde in blessed blood. /1159a H. Smith Wks.
(18671 II. 338 His sides imbrued and gored with his own
blood. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vu. xvii. § 6. 289 The
Battels ioyned, and the Field goared with bloud, the day
was lost vpon the Kings side. 1622 J. Reynolds Gods
Rev. agst. Murder 11. vii. 87 We haue seene the Theatre of
this History, gored with great variety of bloud. 1655 Thee*
phania 00 Many of them, .lay gored in their own blood.

GOREE.

2. intr. To lie soaking in blood.

1577 Stanvhurst Descr. /ret. in Holinshcd^27, 1 They left

them goaring in their bloud . . rtnd gasping up their flitting

ghosts.

Hence Go'ring /•/>/. a., that forms gore ™ Gonv.
1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817' 206 Goring bloode had

glutted gasers eye.

Gore (go-u;, v?> Also 6 goor. [f. Gore sb.-
;

cf. \)\\. geeren> G. gehren]
1. trans. To cut into a gore or gores ; to furnish

with gores.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V/// (an. 19) (1550) 160 Cloth of
gold . . set wyth cut warkes of clothe of syluer plyghted
goord fret and folded eche cloth vpon other. 1794 Rigging
cy Seamanship I. 91 Sails, cored with a sweep. 1879
Scrihner's Mag. XIX. 426 2, \ should lake out two of the

back breadths for an over-skirt—yes—an' gore the others !

1893 Geo. Hill Hist. Eng. Dress 1 1. 270 The next fashion

was to gore the skirts in every width.

•f 2. Naut. intr To swell or jut out. Obs.

1627 Capt. Smith Seammis Gram. vii. 32 The Clew is.

.

that which comes goring out from the square of the saile.

3. trans. To plough a ' gore '. (See Goking
vbl. sb?)

Gore, variant of Gauk.
Go'rebill. local, [?f. Gobe^.3 ( = Gake s/O)

+ B1LLJ&1
] Anameofthegarfish. ;Cf.G<<RE-FisH.1

1862 Chambers's EncycL IV. 625/1 It [the Garfish] is some-
limes called Greenbone, Gorebitl, and Mackerel-guide. 1881

Cassell's Nat. Hist. X. 68 The hooks being baited with
smelt or a fish called the Gorebill.

t Gore blood, gore-blood. Obs. exc. dial.

[f. Gore sb.*]

1. Gore-like blood; clotted blood.

1573 Twyne .Eneid xii. (1584) S viij, Downe strait In

falles, & armour large with goareblood doth embrue. 1594
V Greene Selitttus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 245 Then teare the old
man peecemeal with my teeth, And colour my strong hands
with his gore-blood. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks '1621) ooy
The ground.. all stained with gore bloud. 1639 Fuller
Holy War 111. viii. 11640' 122 Leopoldus. .fought.. till his

armour was all over gore bloud. 1685 Baxter Paraphr.
X, '/'., Acts xv. 29 Not eating strangled Creatures in the

gore blood.
attrib. 1681 HtCKKRiNGiLi, Black Non-Conformist i6£

Aij, A nicer gore-blood Religion.

2. I'req. in phrases, a. All on (in, of) a gore

bloody all besmeared or covered with blood. i^See

also A-GoiiE-KLOon.) Obs. exc. dial.

1559 Becon Dispt. Popish A/ass Wks. 1563 III. 48 If ye
would, .cutte your seines with knyues tyll ye be all on a
goreblood [etc.]. 1591 Lvly Sappho w. iii, I was all in a goare
bloud. 1631 Mabke Cetestina xm. 151 His face . was all

blackeand blue, and all ofa goare-bloud. 1691 tr. Emiliantte's
Obs. Jonrn, Naples 233 Hc.rowled himself stark naked
upon Thistles and Thorns . . and made all his Body on a
Gore-blood. 1774 Weslev /' 'fcs. ' 1872) XI. 74 What, to whip
them for every petty offence, till they are all in gore blood '.'

1840 Spurdens Suppl. Eorby's I 'oc. E. Anglia s.v., 'AH of a
gore-blood '—a common pleonasm.

b. quasiv7(//'. {All) gore- blood: Gory with blood,

besmeared with gore. Obs. exc. dial.

1631 Weever Anc. Funeral A/on. 245 Scourged him., so

ternblic, as. .all his body was gore bloud. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. i.x. 29 The Flies and Gnats.. bit and stung
us in such sort, as not one of us but was gore blood. 1657
Tkapp Comm. yob v. 18 He wounds them with the wound
of an enemy, .and leaves them allgore blood. 1675H0BHLS
Odyss. (1677) 266 They killing went : all gore-blood was
the hall. 1877 Holderuess Gloss., Gor-bleead.

Hence Gore-Dloody a.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Ensaugtante, gore
bloudie. 1638 T. Hkrbert Five A/ad Shavers, Shee being
thus naked and gore-bloody, they [etc.].

Gore copper, variant of Garcoppek, Obs.
1654 Whit elocki; Jrnl. Siced. Emb. (1772) II. 251 To

ship. .200 ship-pound, swedish weight, of gore copper.

Gorecrow, variant of Gokcrow.
Gored (goeicV, ,ppl.aA [f. Gore v. 1 + -ed 1

.] In

senses of the vb.

1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 3 Trust me (saied she)

my goared gutts doe put me to no paine. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. 1. iii. 35 And from his gored wound a well of bloud
did gush. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 320 You twaine, Rule
in this Realme. and the gor'd state sustaine. 1747 Genii.
Mag. Feb. 93 In dull thought concludes the day, How
the gor'd Hack's reward to pay ! 1808 J. BARLOW Columb.
VI. 490 Nor knew the chief. .That his gored thigh had fir.sL

received the ball. 1810 Sco l T L.ady of L. vi. iv, Mangled
limbs, and bodies gored.

t Gored,///. <?- Obs, rarc~ l

[f. Gore v.~ *-

-ED 1
.] (See quot.")

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoucr's Bk. Physicke 336/1 [Prescrip-

tions] For goarred, or congealede bloode.

Gored (go#-id)i ///• ^- :J [*• Gohe v. ?* and sb.-

+ -ED.]

1. Cut into a gore or gores.

1794 Riggwg fy Seamanship I. 91 The longest gored side

of one cloth makes the shortest side of the next. 1891

Daily News 19 Sept. 2/1 The gored gowns are now lined

throughout.

2. Her. (See quot.)
1828-40 Berry EncycL Herald. I, Gored, cut into large

arched indents.

t Goreef
sb. slang. Obs. Also 7 gory. Money.

Phrase Old Mr. Goree (see quot*).
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Goree, Money, but chiefly

Gold. Old-Mr.-Gory, a piece of Gold. 1725 in New Cant.
Diet.

Go'ree, go'ry, a. Her. [f. Gore sb.~ ; a pseudo-
AK. rendering ot" Gored///, a. 3] 'See quots.)
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GORE-FISH. 304 GORGE.
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Herald. I, Goree or Gory, in old

authors sometimes written goarce iu\d goaty , is the same as
double archc'c. 1889 Elvis Diet. Heraldry, Gored ox Goree,
cut into large arched indents.

Gore-fish. [? f. gore, Garb sb. ' ] ? = Garfish.
(Cf. Gobbbux.)
1839 Col. Hawker Diary (18931 II. 162 We only got

5 bass;.i flounder, 1 gore fish, and [..cuttlefish. 1886
R. C. Leslie Sea-painters Log \\\\. 164 The long-beaked
gore-fish, which when hooked comes along at once, like

asea-serpent, on the top of the water.

t Gorel. Obs. Also 6 gherell. [a. F. gorel

(gohorel . goreau, etc. in same sense.] A halter,

horse-collar. Also attrib., as gorel-maker.
C1481 Caxton Dialogues (K E. T- S.) 2/37 Of gorel-

.makers and joyners. 1526 in Dillon Calais 3- Pale (.1893)

Si Item, of a horse coller or gherell.

Gorell, variant of GoRflEL, Obs.

Gorg, Gorgays(e, obs. ff. Gouge. Gorgeous.
Gorge (g^s), sbA Also 5 goorge, 5-6 gorg.

[a. OK and K. gorge = I*r. gorga, gorja, Sp. gorga.

Vg. gorja. It. gorga, gvrgia :—popular L. *gorga,

*gurga of unknown origin ; the possibility of con-

nexion with L. gurges, whirlpool, is very doubtful.]

I. In physical senses.

1. The external throat ; the front of the neck

;

.said both of human beings and of animals. Obs.

exc. arch.

? a 1400 Mortc Art/i. 3761 He gyrdes hym in at be gorge
with his gryme launce. a 1400-50 Alexander 4985 All

gilden was hire gorg with golden fethirs. 1481 Caxton
Myrr. 11. viii. 8r The breste and the gorge of hym [the

phenix] hhyneth. a 15*9 Skelton iVare Hauke 87 With
that he gaue her a bounce Full vpon the gorge. 1586 A.
Day Bng. Secretary 1. 11625173 Taking him [the Rebell]
by the gorge. 18x9 Keats K. Stephen 1. iii, Do not
tempt me to throttle you on the gorge. 1866 C. Mem-
vale in Contemp. Ret'. II. 270 The form divine, the grace-
ful gorge, fair breast, and dazzling eyes.

fig- x579 J- Stubbes Gaping Gulf A iij b, We shewe by
demonstrative reasons that it goeth to the very gorge of
the Church.

fb. The dewlap of a bull. ? nonce-use.
1591 Horsey Treat. (Hakluyt Soc.) 220 [There was] a

goodly fare white bull, .his crop or gorg hanging down to

his knees before him.

2. The internal throat. Now only rhetorical.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 53 God is muclie in the gorge
of theose grete maystres. (11400-50 Alexander 3627 And
fullofglorand gledis bairn to be gorge fillis. a 1533 Ld. Ber-
NERS Huon exxxii. 489 He caste fyre and smoke oute of his

gorge lyke a forneyse. a 1586 Sidney Areadia 1. (1590)
62 b, Songs, which the watne instruments did make their

[birds'] gorge deliuer. x6oi Holland Pliny I. 339 The
vpperpart or top of the Wezand, is called the Gorge, or the
gullet. 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist. 41 Forth his smoak-
ing gorge came sulphur smoke. 1821 Byron [risk Atavar
xx, Till the gluttonous despot be stufTd to the gorge !

1832 Tennyson Pal. Art vi, The golden gorge of dragons
spouted forth a flood of fountain-foam.

fig. 1876 Swinburne Ercckth. 1358 And the gorge of the
gulfs of the battle is wide for the spoil of the world. 1783-
94 BLAfCE Songs Exper., Dh. Image 8 The human face
[is] a furnace seal'd, The human heart its hungry gorge.

3. Falconry. The crop of a hawk. To bear

fullgorge, to be full fed. Hence, in opprobrious
rhetorical use, the 'maw', devouring capacity, of

a monster, or a person, etc. spoken of as glutton-

ous, bloodthirsty, or rapacious. Obs. exc. arch.
c 1450 Bk. Hawkyng in Pel. Ant. I. 304 The flesch that is

in his gorge woll be oversoden if it be ther any while long
holdyng. i486 Bk. St. Albans Cviij, She goorgith when
she fillith hir goorge with meete. 1514 Barclay Cyt. fy
Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xli, Their greedy gorges are
rapt with the smell. 1582 T. Watson Ceuturie of Lone
xlvii. (Arb.) 83 No lure will cause her stoope, she beares
full gorge. 1583 [See Garbace sb.-} 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev. v. v. Wks. 1856 I. 140 Here lies a dish to
feast thy fathers gorge. 1615 Latham Falconry, Words of
Art (1633), Gorge, is that part of the Hawke which first

receiuetn the meat, and is called the craw or crop in other
fowles. 1625 Gill Sacr. P/u'los. iv. 23 Nothing could glut
the gorges of those bloody Priests. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt.
11. Concl. 63 This mighty sailewing'd monster that menaces
to swallow up the Land, unlesse her bottomlesse gorge may
l>e satisfi'd with the blood of the Kings daughter the Church.
1852 Kingsi.ev Andromeda 64 A prey for the gorge of the

monster.

fig- x594 Plat fciuell-ho. 1. 29 Doe wee thinke that Nature
is bounde to cast vp the treasures of her full gorge amougest
vs? 1612-15 Br. Hall Contempt. O. T. xvi. iv, So vast

are the gorges of some consciences; that they can swallow
the greatest crimes. 1814 ScOTT Ld. ofIsles vi. xxiv, The
first are in destruction's gorge.

b. The phrase a full gorge properly belongs to

sense 3 (cf. on a full stomach), but the ambiguity

of the adj. led to its being interpreted according

to sense 4. (Cf. Gorge sb.*)

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 64 The counsailor heareth causes
with lesse pain beyng emptie, then he shal be able after a
full gorge. 1589 Cogan Haven Health cciii. (1636) 195 If

. . they bee not sicke upon a full gorge, yet they are drousie
and heavy. 1642 Milton APol. Smect. Wks. 1738 I. 132
What though ? because the Vultures had then but small
pickings, shall we therfore go and fling them a full gorge ?

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais iu. xv. 126 Falconers, ..when
they have fed their Hawks, will not suffer them to fly on a
full Gorge. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Capon, Give
the Capon a full Gorge thereof three times a Day.
t4. A meal for a hawk. (To give) gorge upon

gorge : a second meal before another is digested

;

also transf. Obs.

< 1430 LyoOi Hoehas 11. xxvii. (1494) ijb, They . . Forsokc
Mars . . And to Bachus their hedes gan enclyne Gorge vpon
gorge, tyll it drough to nyght. 1575 Terberv. Faulconrie
199 Beware that you gyue hir not gorge upon gorge. Ibid.

291 The diseases in Hawkes heads do most commonly
breede of giuing them too great gorges. 1615 Latham
Falconry (1633) 107, I haue already forewarned you, to be
circumspect in her diet, that it may be of light and coole
meate, and small gorges thereof. 1677 N. Cox Genii.
Recreat. (ed. 2) 247 In the first place, never give them
[Hawks] a great Gorge, especially of gross meats.

5. What has been swallowed, the contents of the

stomach; in phrases (primarily of Falconry) *b to

cast [up), heave, spue up, vomit one's gorge. Also
To cast the gorge at: to reject (food) with loathing.
1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1633 To styre vp your stomake

you must you forge, Call for a candel!, and cast vp your
gorge. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1684) III. 275 He will

vomit "his gorge, and cast out floods to overflow him. e 1575
Perfect Bk. Kepinge Sparhawkes (1886) 20 Castinge the

gorge, kepinge her meate longe aboue, or other surfit. .be.

.

veary daungerus. 1590 Si'ENSER /'". Cf. 1. iv. 21 And all the
way, most like a brutish beast, He spued vp his gorge, that
all did him deteast. 1857 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. I.

xvii. 57 Eat horse, or eat dog, or put something into your
mouths you have always been taught to cast the gorge at.

fig. 1642 Rogers Naaman 37 Sundry who . . haue sent

for the minister .. and there vomitted up all their gorge,
accused and condemned themselves.

b. Freq. usedy%>-. in the above phrases to express

extreme disgust or (in later use) violent resentment

;

now commonly one's gorge rises (at or ^against).

To rouse (stir) the gorge : to make furiously angry.

1532 More Confut. Tindate Wks. 702 1 [Preachers whoj
make a man ready to cast his gorge to heare them raue
and rage like mad men. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 207 How
abhorred my Imagination is, my gorge rises at it. 1604— Oth. 11. i. 236 Her delicate tendernesse will finde it selfe

abus'd, begin to heaue the Gorge, disrelish and abhorre the
Moore. 1766 H. Brooke Fool of Qu at. Wks. 1792 III. xv.

74 The very gorge of my soul rises against this daemon.
1809 W. Irvlng Knickerb. vii. vi. 118201 4S5 So insolent..

a request would have been enough to have roused the
gorge of the tranquil Van Twiller himself. 1863 Whyte
Melville Glattiators II. 274 He remembered now that
his gorge had risen while he spoke. 1873 H. Rogers Orig.
Bible vi. 243 The very thought of whom naturally stirred

all the gorge of this Pharisee of the Pharisees. 1877
Farkar Days of Youth iv. 34 In uttering it he would be
unable to repress the rising gorge of self-disgust.

II. In transferred (chiefly technical) uses.

6. Fortif The neck of a bastion or other out-

work ; the entrance from the rear to the platform

or body of a work (cf. quot. 1834-47).
1669 Loud. Gaz. No. 390/3 But yet the courage of his

men prevailing, they won from the Turks the Gorge of
that Bastion. 1690 Leyboi -rn Curs. Math. 586 The greater
the Flanks and the Gorge between them are, the better

they are. 1762 Stekm: TV. Shandy V. xix, We have
nut a couple of field-pieces to mount in the gorge of that

new redoubt. 1812 Wellington in Guriv. Desp. IX. 12
The detachment which attacked the work by the gorge
had the most serious difficulties to contend with. 1834-47

J. S. Macaui.ay Field Fortif. (1851) 9 The open or rear

part of the redan, and of all other works, is called the
gorge. 1876 in Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet.

7. A narrow opening between hills; aravinewith
rocky walls, esp. one that gives passage to a stream.

1769 Gray Let. Poems (1775' 359 Looking full into the
gorge of Borrowdale. 1814 Scott Wav. xvi, Through the

gorge of this glen they found access to a black bog. 1856
Stanley Sinai <y Pal. Introd. 39 A mass of high limestone
cliff's, with two deep gorges. 1878 HUXLKV Physiogr. 157
If the glacier enters a gorge, it becomes contracted.

f8. Farriery. (See quot.) Obs.—l (Cf. Gorged
///. a? 2.)

1610 Markmam Masterf. 11. ex. 391 1 he gorge or gourdtd
legges, is an ill sorrance, being a grieuous swelling in the
neather part of the legges.

9. Arch. (See quots.) [All in Fr. use.]

a. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Gorge. Gulc, or A\\k, (in

Architect.^ is the narrowest part of the Dorick and Tuscan
Capitals, lying between the Astragal, above the Shaft of the
Pillar, and the Annulets. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Gorge
is also used for the neck of a column ; more properly called

eollarino, and gorgo-in. 1889 in Century Diet.

b. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Gorge ofa chimney, is the part
between the chambranle and the crowning of the mantle.
O. 1706 PiiillM's (ed. Kersey), Gorge,, .a kind of Mould-

ing, hollow on the inside, which is larger, but not so deep
as the Scotia, 1727-41 in Chambers Cycl. 1823 in P.
Nicholson Pract. Build. 585.
d. 1721-41 Chambers Cycl., Gorge is sometimes used for

a moulding that is concave in the upper part, and convex at

bottom ; more properly called^///*?, and cymatium.
6. 1875 Knight Diet. Mec/t., Gorge, {.Masonry) a small

groove at the under side of a coping, to keep the drip from
re.iching the wall.

10. Mech. The groove of a pulley. [SoF.fWJV.]
1812 16 J. Smith Panorama Set. ty Art I. 308 To prevent

the ropes a and /' from rubbing against each other, the
upper fixed pulley may have a double gorge. 1875 in

Knight Diet. Mech.
11. Angling. +a. A contrivn nee for disengaging

a fishhook, when swallowed (obsr~ l
). h. A solid

object, intended to be swallowed by the fish, to

ensure its capture.

1740 R. Brookes Art ofAngling 1. xiv. 43 As the Pearch
generally swallows the bait . . it will be necessary to carry

an Instrument, .which I call a Gorge. 1883 Century Mag.
Apr. 900/1 The fish swallowed it, and, the gorge coming
crosswise with the gullet, the fish was captured. 1884
Athenaeum 23 Feb. 254/3 Flints of various sizes .. manu-
factured for use as fish-hooks, gorges, and sinkers.

12. U.S. A mass choking up a narrow passage;
esp. in ice-gorge (see Ice sb. 8).

1884 [see Ice sb. 8]. 1886 Pall Mall G. 22 Apr. 7/2 The
ice gorge near Montreal has been broken.

tl3. Pottery, pi. v See quots.) [Possibly a dis-

tinct word : cf. Buown George.]
1684 DzvighCs Patent in Jewitt Ceramic Art Gt. Brit. I.

121 Severall new Manufactures of Earthenwares, called by
the Names of White Gorges, Marbled Porcellane Vessells,
Statues, and Figures, and Fine Stone Gorges and Vessells,
never before made in England or elsewhere. 1813 T. Faulk-
ner Hist. Ace. Fulliam 27 In the year 1684 Mr. John
Dwight .. established .. a manufactory of earthern wares
known under the name of White Gorges, 1879 J. Timbs in
CasselCs Techn. Fduc. I, 367/2 Specimens of . .

' Fulham
Ware*, consisting of white gorges or pitchers.

III. 14. altrib. and Comb., as (sense 11) gorge-

bait, -fishing, -hook
;
(sense 6) gorge-curtain. -Hue

;

also gorge-circle, in gearing, ! the outline of the

smallest cross section of a hyperboloid of revolu-

tion * (Webster 1^97) ; + gorge-millar Si\
f ? a

glutton.

1867 F. Francis Angling iv. (1880) 132 *Gorge baits ofall

kinds .. were invented by the father of cruelty. 1862 N. V.
Tribune 19 Apr. (Cent.), The blindages over the casemates
of the ^gorge-curtains [were] splintered and shivered. 1898
Daily AVtw 14 Dec. 6/4 The abolition of., live or dead
gorge fishing. 1866 A thenznm 27 Jan. 131/3 Baited 'gorge-
hooks. 1875 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports 1. v. xx. § 3. 315
Gorge hooks are either single or double. 1661 S. Partridge
Double Scale Proportion 93 The length of the *Gorge-line
in the made Fort, is 59,5. 1834-47 J. S. Macaulay Field
Fortif. (1851) 109 After having . . stretched a cord mn four

feet above the gorge line [etc.]. 1500-20 Dlnbar Poems
Ix. 26 Gryt glaschew-hedit *gorge-miMaris.

t Gorge, sb.2 ffer. Cbs. [Of unknown origin.]

A bearing known only from the drawing given by
Leigh ; its interpretation was disputed (see quot.).

Not to be confounded with^or^j, Gurges, which in some
mod. books of heraldry appears with the spelling gorge or
gurgc.

1562 Leigh A rmorie (1597) 103 He beareth Sanguine, a
Gorge, Argent. Thoughe this seeme vnlikely to be a water-
budget, yet hath it long time bin so taken, and so blazed,

and neuer of anie other fashion, then ye see in this escocheon.

Gorge (g^d^), sb.3 [f. next vb.] An act of

gorging oneself; a glut (of food, wine, etc.).

1854 Syd. Dobell Balder xxiii. 99 A wreathed wrestler

from a gorge of wine, He falls in pride. 1867 F. Francis
Angling iv. (1880) 105 They have a heavy gorge about once
in two or three days. 1890 Petrie in Statem. Palestine
Fxptor. Fund Oct. 228 Thinking of nothing but the perfect

gorge all the weary day [of the Ramadan fast].

Gorge (g^S). *• Also 5 goorge. [ad. OF.
and F.gorgerj {.gorge Gorge sb.1]

1. intr. To fill the gorge ; to feed greedily.

(In early use, of a bird of prey.) Const, on, upon.
13. . A". Alts. 5625 Alle hei gorgen as a rauene. i486 Bk.

St. Albans Cviij, She goorgith when she fillith hir goorge
with meete. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. i. 82 On our former
Ensigne Two mighty Eagles, .pearch'd, Gorging and feed-

ing from our Soldiers hands. 1641 Milton Animadv. Wks.
(1851)233 The very garbage that drawes together all the

fowles of prey and ravin in the land to come and gorge upon
the Church. 1795 GentI. Mag. July 619/1 He gorged so

much at a neighbour's as to stop all the functions of Nature,

and he was actually suffocated with a good meal. 1821

SHELLEY Hellas 469 They . . like hounds of a base breed,

Gorge from a stranger's hand, and rend their master. 1891

K. Kipling Light that Failed iii. 44 Dick fell upon eggs
and bacon and gorged till he could gorge no more.

fig. 1828 D'Israeli Chas.I, Il.viii. 182 The .single passion

of D'Ancre was inordinate avarice ; he gorged on wealth.

2. trans. To fill the gorge of; to stuff with food ;

to glut, satiate. Also with ///. (Cf. Engorge i.)

1486 Bk. St. Albans Aivb, How ye shall gyde yow if

yowre hawke be full goorged. 1549 LATIMER istScrm. 6ef.

Edw. VI (Arb.) 42 Surueiers there be, yat gredyly gorge yp
tlieircouetouseguttes. 1555-8 Yww.w.'Encidxw. H lijb.For

whan he gorgyd had him self with meates & drinking*

drownd. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Papar, to gorge vp, to

fill the gorge. 1605 Shaks. Leari.x. 120 He that makes
his generation messes To gorge his appetite. 1648 Hunting
ofFox 21 The Fox . . had . . so gorg'd his guts that he could

not squeeze himself out againe. 1709 Steele Tatter No.

83 F 7 Going to a Tavern to Dinner ; or after being gorged

there, to repeat the same with another Company at Supper.

17*5 OB Foe i'oy. round World{\%\o) 219 Our men gorged
themselves with it [chocolate] and would have no more.

1756 liLKKi: Sul'l. «y B. iv. xxiv, We paint the giant..

plundering the innocent traveller, and afterwards gorged
with his half-living tlesh. 1826 Syd. Smith Wks. 11867)

II. 82 The king of the vultures first gorged himself i860

Kingsley Misc. I. 189 When fish are gorged with their

morning meal of green drakes.

b. transf. and/r^-.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, m. ii. 84 Being with his presence

glutted, gorg'd, and full. 1639 Du Verger tr. Camus'
Admir. Events 84 In this ease and idlenesse of life gorged

with wealth. 1719 De Foe Crusoe {x%^o\\\.\x. 199 Heaven
can gorge us with our own desires. 1830 Scott Demonol.

vii. 203 Our dungeons are gorged with them. 1844 Thirl-

wall Greece VIII. Ixiii. 216 They were gorging themselves

with plunder. 1873 Tristram Moab xv. 293 Every press

gorged, every sheet of paper occupied.

C. Said of that which is devoured : To glut.

1713 Addison Cato 1. iv, Nor would his slaughter'd army
now have lain On Africk's sands. . To gorge the Wolves and

Vultures of Numidia. 174a Voung Nt. Th. v. 468 When
his foul basket gorges them no more.

3. To take into the gorge, to swallow ; to devonr

greedily, t Also with in.-

1614 B. Jonson Berth. Fair 1. (1631) 15 So it [pig) be



GORGEABLE.
eaten with a reformed mouth, .not gorg'd in with gluttony,
or greedinesse. 1653 Walton Angler 1. v. 127 You must
liih for him with a strong line .. and let him have time to

gorge your hook. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 434 As when a
Vultur. . Dislodging from a Region scarce of prey, To gorge
the flesh of Lambs or yearling Kids. 1817 CoLEBlDGE
Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 144 How could I bear To see them
gorge their dainty fare V 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair I.xiv.

119 When men of a certain sort, .are in love, though they sec

the hook and the string, .they gorge the bait nevertheless.

trans/. and _/??"• *&47 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Kng. 1. lxvi.

1.1739) I -\5 'Ihe Clergy had not only gotten the game, but
gorged it. 1700 BLACKMORE Job xx. S7_ Tho' he may Riches
gorge, the painful Spoil In massy Vomit quickly will recoil.

174a Young Nt. Ph. iv. 281 Who is the King of Glory? He
who slew The rav'nous foe, that gorg'd all human race !

1816 Byron Siege Cor. xii, On the vulgar yelling press, To
gorge the relics of success. 1853 C, Bronte I'illettc xlii.

The storm, .did not lull till the deeps had gorged their full

of sustenance.
. absoL 1833 Mabbvat P. Simple (1863 76 A glass of grog
is a bait thai he'll play round till he gorges.

4. To fill full, distend (a vein, organ, duct, or other

vessel); to choke, choke up. Chielly in pa, pple*

(Cf. Engorgk 1 b.)

1508, 157a [see Gouged///. aJ b], 1809 Med. Jmi. XXI.
108' la such' cases . . the veins have always been found parti-

cularly gorged with black blood. 1845 BuddZVs". Liver^&i
The lobules of the liver soon become gorged with bile, i860
Tyndall Clac. II. xx. 336 The water which is supposed lu
gorge the capillaries of the glacier. 1872 Darwin Emotions
viii. 208 During excessive laughter .. the head and face
become gorged with blood, with the veins distended. 1888
Fagge Princ. Med. fed. 2) I. 158 [In Relapsing Fever] the
kidneys are gorged and swollen.

5. To scoop out into gorges (see Gorge sb. ;\
1849 Dana (,V<;/. iii. (1S50) 155 The whole surface [isj

gorged out with valleys.

Hence Go-rging///. a.

1743 Loud. <$ Country Brewer iv. ed. 2 284 A .strong,

gorging, intoxicating Yeast-beaten Ale. 1883 Atheweum
29 Dec. 863/3 *^ne passage which ought not to have been
inserted, .representing us as gorging gluttons.

Gorgeable (g^'Jdgab'l), a, [f. Gorge v. +
-able.J That can be swallowed.
1883 Ruskin Fors Clav. xciv. VIII. 234 note. Chopping

up its formerly loved authors . . into crammed sausages, or
blood-puddings swiftly gorgeable.

Gorgeat, obs. form of Gorget 1.

t Gorgeaunt. Obs. [ad. F. gorgeant, pr. pple.

of gorger GOBGB v.] A boar in its second year.
c 1420 Venery de Twety in Rel. Ant. I. 151 The boor frist

he is a pyg as long as he is with his dame, and whene his
dame levyth hym then he is called a gorgeaunt.

Gorged (g^id^d), ppl. a.1 [f. Gokge v. + -ed '

.]

Fed to the full, crammed with food.

1593 Shaks. Liter. 694 The full-fed Hound, or gorged
Hawkc. «i6z6 Middi.eton Witch 1. i. 35 Here's marriage
sweetly honour'd in gorg'd stomachs And overflowing cups !

1704 Nwii-t Bait, Bks. (1750) 29 The Refuse of gorged
Wolves. 1836 Macgillivkay tr. //umboldt's Trav, xvi.

213 The animal lay stretched at full length on the ground,
like a gorged cat. 1885 Truth 28 May S4S 2 A flock of
gorged cormorants sitting on rocks by the sea.

trans/. 1605 A. Warken Poor Mans Pass. E3 .Suine

Vsurer .. Whose gorged chests surfet with cramming gold.

fb. Sc. Stopped up, choked. Obs.
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit JVewcngq Gory is his tuagrym

cue gladderrit all about, And gorgeit lyk twa gutaris that
wer with glar stoppit. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxvii.

19 Gorgit waters ever gritter growis.

Gorged (g^id^d),///.^.'- [f. Gouge sbt +-ed-.]
1. Her. 1 laving the gorge or neck encircled (with

a coronet, etc).
1610 Gt'iLi.iM Heraldry m. xxvi. 184 He beareth..a

I.ion Rampand .. Gorged with a Coller. 1708 J. Cham-
herlayne St, Gt. Brit. 1. 11. ii. (1743) 53 An unicorn, argent,

gorged with a crown. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 28 On the
dexter-side, a Hon guardant, or, gorged ducally, argent.
1823 Ruttkr Fonthillp. xxiii, A Heron's head erased, Or,
gorged with a collar. 1868 in Cussans Ller. vi. (1893) 90.

f2. Farriery. Affected with the 'gorge' (see

Gorge sb. x S^.

1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2305/4 A bright bay Mare, . . some-
thing gorged in her near Kootlock before. 1701 Ibid. No.
3725/4 A slight Nutmeg-grey Mare ..gorg'd in both Legs
before. 1753 [see Disgorge v. 3].

y. Hollowed out as a gorge or pass. rare.
1871 Vermont Hist. Gazetteer II. 741/1 Belonging to the

mountain scenery, .is. a deeply gorged mountain pass.

Gorgeer\e, variant of Gokgeh *M, Obs.

Go'rgeful. rare— 1
, [f. Gorge sb.i + -ful.1

A bellyful.

1611 Cotgk., Saoulcr, to glut, cloy, fill, saciate, giuc a
gorgefull of.

Gorgelet (g^-idglet). [f. Gouge sb.l -i- -let ; cf.

OF. gorgelete!\ A patch of colour on the throat

of a bird.

1872 Coles Key N. Amcr. Birds 99 The exquisite gorge-
lets or frontlets of humming birds.

Gorgeous (g*>"-ideas', a. Forms : 5 gorgayse,
6 gorgays, gorges, gorgyas, gorgyo^u s(e, gor-
ge(o)us(e, 6-7 gorgi(ous(e, 6- gorgeous, [ad.

OF. gorgias elegantly or finely dressed, fashion-

able, gay: of uncertain origin.]

1. Adorned with rich or brilliant colours ; sump-
tuously gay or splendid ; showy, magnificent

:

a. of persons (with reference to dress'.
With quols. 1560 and 1631 cf. Glutton i b.

c 1495 Epitajfc etc. in Sketton's H'ks.'iZ^^ II. 391 Lad yes,
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damosels, mynyonat and gorgayse. 1503 Hawks Bxamp,
Virtue vi. ix, Impossyble it is for me to dyscouere How
gorges she was and gretly magnyfyed. 1507 Justes 0/May
<y June 117 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 117 Other there were That
were Joly and gorgyas in theyr gere. 1560 BECON New
C atcch. Wks. 1564 I. 447 b, That gorgious rych gloton was
condemned, .because he would shew no mercye to thepoore
miserable begger Lazarus. 1607 Dekkek IVhore Babylon
Wks. 187? II. 241, I am not gorgious in attire, But simple,
plaine and homely. 1613 Wither Sat. Ess. (16151 163 And
yet the Prince that's gorgioust in array, Must lie as naked
as his Groome in clay. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole
Creature xi. § 2. 102 The Georgeous, and glurtenous Gospels
Helluoh, that would not feast La/arvs. imoSteelk 'Patter
Xo. 184 P 8 My Sister does nut affect to be gorgeous in her
Dress. 1848 Dickens Don/bey iv, Teeming with sugges-
tions of. .gorgeous princes of a brown complexion sitting 011

carpets.

b. of things, c>p. drcs*. decorated rooms, etc.

:

also of colour.

'533 ^KAKMi.ii in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. j6 Severall
bargisdeckyd after the most gorgiouse and sumptuous maner.
1545 Brinklow Compl. xxiv. (1874) 69 What lordes haue
more gorgyos houses than thei haue? 1623^11; I''. CorriNt;-
TON in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 142 The late proclama-
tion against gorgeous apparel dispensed with. 1697 Dkvdkn
Virg. Georg. iv. 120 With gorgeous Wings, the Marks of
Sov reign Sway, The two contending Princes make their
way. 1794 Sullivan View Nat, V. 91 The Irish took the
held, like their brethren of Britain, in gorgeous array. 1813
I.ykon Br. Abydos II. iii, All that can eye orsen.se delight
Are gather'd in that gorgeous room. 1851 Layard Pop.
Ace. Discov. Nineveh xiii. 346 Sculptured in alabaster, and
painted in gorgeous colours. 1876 Black Madcap I ". xviii.

170 They were in the land of gorgeous sunsets.

c. trans/, esp. of phraseology and literary colour-
ing; rarely of an action : Dazzling.
1561 'J'. HoBYtr. Castiglione'sCouriycr\. F iv b, Gorgeous

and fine woordes. 1581 J. Bell //addon's Austv. Oso>:
263 b, The gorgeous neattnes of Ciceroe's speach. 1635 A.
Staeeord Fein. (,'lory (18691 47 All moral] Verities whatso-
ever are no better than gorgious sins. 1857 Willmott
/'leas. Lit. xxi. 130 The gorgeous tale of genius is always
left half told. 1874 Dectsch Rem. 65 They keep our ima-
gination spell-bound by their gorgeous lore.

2. coltoq. Used as an epithet of strong approba-
tion. (Cf. splendid.",

1883 Fargo (Dakota) Argus 25 Sept.. The northwestern
editors, who recently went excursioning over the famous
' Motion Route '..had a gorgeous time. Mod. That's gor-
geous ! How gorgeous !

Gorgeously (g^idgasli), adv. [f. Gorgeous a.

+ -ly ^.] In a gorgeous manner.
1532 Hervet Xenophon's Househ. (1768) 39 Gorgeously

peinted^ with diuers faire pictures. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus.
xl. 4 From htm that is gorgiously arayed, and weereth a
crowne, vntyll him that is but homely and symple clothed.
1598 F. Meres in Shaks. C. Praise 21 The English tongue
is mightily enriched and gorgeouslie invested in rare orna-
ments. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 168 Banquetting
houses, great and gorgeously painted. 1699 Bentley Phat.
359 The Persons that They introdue'd were not clad so very
gorgeously. 1823 Ri'tter Font/till 19 The walls .. gor-
geously glow with a mosaic of the most brilliantly tinted
light. 1877 C GeIKIB Christ xxvi. f 18791 293 The people
gorgeously apparelled, who lived delicately.

Gorgeousuess (g^ud.^snes). [f. Gorgeous a.

+ -ness.] The condition, quality, or state of being
gorgeous; splendour; magnificence.
1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Jas. 26 What a gur-

giousnes of grene leaues, what a glistering. 1561 T. Honv
tr. Castiglioue's Courtycr 1. F iv, For very suche make the
greatnes and gorgeousnes of an Oraeion. 1630 Brathwait
Eng. Gentian. (1641) 177 Lust, ambition, gorgeousnesse in
apparell .. and the like. 1698 Fryer Ace. F. Lndia <r P. iS
We had liberty in this interval to survey the Gorgeousuess
of his Attire. 1838 Lvttoh Leila 1. iv, The chamber. .had
a more massive, and if we may use the term, Egyptian gor-
geousuess. 1868 Hawthorne Amcr. Note-bks. (1S79) II. 144

,The perfect gorgeousness of autumn.

fGorger, sb. x Obs. Also 4-5 gorgere, 5 gor-
j

geer(e, -ier. [a. OY.gorgJ)ere, f.gorge Gorge sb.1]
X. -Gorget ] 1.

1300 A". Alts, 3636 Of Grece he smot a baroun . . Thorugh
[

the gargaze and the gorger. 13.. Cocr de L. 321 Hys
\

pusen therwith gan gon. .. Hys vyser and his gorgere.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. exx. (1869) 63 With this gor-
geer was sum time armed the abbot of Chalyt, thi goode
patroun seint William. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1618 Pysane,
aventayle, and gorgere, f'ell ynto the felld fer. 14. . Rom.
o/Monk (Sion Coll. MS.) (Halliw.), Nowe I wol sey thee of
the gorgier, which shoulde kepe the throte-lrolle.

2. A wimple, neckerchief; =Gorget 1 2.

13.. Gaw. % Gr. A'nt.gsy pat ober [lady] wyth a gorger
watz gered oner he swyre.

Hence fQ-orger v. trans., to fasten a gorger on
v
a person).
ri430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. cx.x. (1869) 63 Whan suich

a man armede him with swich a gorgeer, and gorgered him
soo, thou shuldest also fastne on gladliche thi gorgeere.

Gorger (gp'idszi), sb. 2 [f. Gorge v. + -er*.]
1. A person or animal that gorges or eats to

repletion ; a glutton.
1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit., Ane. Cookery (Rtldg.)

267/2 Apicius, a name . . now synonymous with a gorger,
was the inventor of cakes called Apicians. 1883 G. Allkn
Nat. Studies, Honey Ants 26 These gorgers might easily
become specialized into a honey-bearing set of insects.

2. Naut. 'A big haul or heavy deck of fish* ,

{Cent. Diet;".

tGorgeret 1
. Obs. [a. OF. gorgerete {¥. gor-

gerette string of a child's cap), f. gorge Gorge sbj ;

^Trov. gorgeyreta, It. gorofa-elta.] = Gorget 1 i.

GORGET.
< 1500 Melusine xxiv. 175 Vryan drew a short knylf. .and

thre^tid it vnder the gorgeret thrugh brandymontis nek.

Gorgeret- (g^-jdgeret). Surg. Also 8 gor-
goret. [a. K. gorgeret', f. gorge throat, from the
tubular shape ot the instrument.] =G0RGET -.

I 758 }• S. Le Dran's Oiserv. Surg. (1771^ L'57, I intro-

duced a Gorgoret into the Bladder. 18.. Mid. .WvsWAX.
315 1 Cent.) Over the probe I pass a little gorgeret. .this has
its blade directed upwards.

Gorgerin Cg^ad
t̂
erin\ Also 8 gorgerine, 9

gourgerin. [a. V. gorgerin, {. gorge throat.]

1. Arch. — I lYPOTK H'HKUI M.

1664 Evelyn tr. Frear/'s A re/tit. 1..7 HypotracheHum. . is

as' t were the freeze of the Capitel. and by suinu so teavm'd,
as also the Coller and Gorgerin. 1726 Lkoxi Alberti*
Arc/at. 1 1. 58 r A I >oric Capita!, but without any gorgerine
1842 59 Gwilt Arch it. <lloss., Collar or Calariuo . . is .som<.-

times called tlic neck, gorgerin, or hypotrachelium.
2. Gorget 1 i. (Cf. It. gorgierina.)
1849 Jas. (Jrast Kirkatdy o/G.ix. 36 The culverincers

wore a gourgerin and salade, with a sword and dagger,
1869 Uol'Tell Arms -V Arm. \'iii. 152 The gorgerin, ur
gorget, completes this head-piece.

Gorges, obs. form of Gorgeous.
Gorget 1 (gpM<t.7,et). Forms: 5 gorgeat. gor

gette,ogoi*Kyt.r) 7 gorgett, 7gordget.gorjet/>
gorget. [a.OV.gorgele (b\ dial. gorgetie a collar^,

dim. ofgvrge throat.J

1. A piece of armour for the throat. Obs. cxc. /list.

^1470 Hesky// allace iv. 6Gi With ire him straik on }\\<

gorgeal off steill. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 62 The gorgctte
enuyronneth or goth aboute the neck of a knyght by ^r.-.w---

it sholde be deffended for strokes and woundes. 1559 Mir:-.
Mag., Clifford \ iii. As I would my gorget haue vndoen. .

.

An headles arrow strakc mee through the throie. 1634
I-'ori> /'. IVarbcrk 111. i. Stage Direct.', Enter King Henry,
with his gorget on. 1715-20 Pope Iliadxx. 33 Three glitter-

ing dragons 10 the gorget rise. 1770 Lanchorne Plutarch
(187 |) II. 732/2 His helmet .. was of iron. .. To this was
fitted a gorget of the .same metal, set with preciotts stones.
1808 Scott Mann, v. ii, Their lirigantines, and gorgets
light. 1838 Pbkscott Ferd. \ is. (1846) lit. xi. 47 The
gorget .

. gave way, and the sword entered his throat. 1859
Thackeray Virgin. Ixxii, One of i\Ir. Walpole's cavaliers
with ruff, rapier, buff-coat, and gorget.

b. trans/. A collar.

1629 J. M, tr. Fonscca's Dcv. Contempt, uo A hundred
Mules, Sumpter-Clothes on their backes, imbrodered with
silke, silver and gold, with their goriets of massie-plate [etc. ,'.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 257 He wore, for ornament, a ring;
About his neck a threefold gorget. 1820 Scott /vauhoe 1,

It, was a brass ring, resembling a dog's collar.. On this
singular gorget was engraved, .an inscription.

2. An article of female dress, coveting the neck
and breast; a wimple. Obs. exc. Hist.
1575 Laneham Ac/. 1187 1) 37 A side gooun of kendall

green .. gathered at the neck with a narro goiget. 1598
YoNG /)iana-j\ She had on a light skie coloured petticoate,
and vnder that a gorget of so passing fine net-worke. a 1635
CORBET Poems (1807) 232 To the Ladyes of the New Dresse,
That weare their gorges and rayles dotine to their wa>te>.
a 1659 Cleveland U %s. (1687) 382 Pray rectifie my Oorgct,
smooth my Whisk. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

Ctess Mar 14 Sept., I was squeezed up in a gown, and
adorned with a gorget and the other implements thereunto
belonging. 1826 ScOTT U'oodst. i, With these grave seniors
sate their goodly dames in ruff and gorget. 1843 LyttOS
Last Bar. iv. vi, Why, Katberine—dame—thy stiff gorget
makes me ashamed of thee.

3. An ornament for the neck ; a collar of beads,
shells, etc. ; a necklace.
1570 Levins Manip. S3 10 A Gorget, torques. 1791 W.

BARTRAM Carolina 370 These champions likewise were well
dressed, painted ami ornamented with silver bracelets,
gorgets and wampum. 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. n. App.
48, I presented the principal, with a double barrel'd gun,
gorget, and other articles. 1870 Lumsoac Orig. Civiliz. ii.

i 1875) 53 Some also had gorgets of large shells hanging
from the neck across the breast.

4. Mil. A gilt crescent-shaped badge suspended
from the neck, and hanging on the breast, formerly
worn by officers on duty.
1786 MACKENZIE Lounger No. 87 § 7 His sword and

gorget were crossed under it [a portrait]. 1816 'Quiz'
Grand Master \m. \\ Dress'd—gorget, epaulets, and sash.
Lion and crown—a perfect dash. 1830 Ann. Keg. 124 The
gorget to be abolished. 1867 in Smyth Sailors Word-bh.

1 5. Sc, A kind of pillory. Obs.
1635 Sess. Pec. in W. McDowell Hist. Dum/ries .\.\xii.

f 1873^ 364 Adjudged to pay one dollar and wear the gorgets
on Sabbath. 1640-1 Kircndbr. War^Comnt. Min. Bk.
(1835) 40 He shall .. stand in the gorgets at the kirk of

Balmaghie.

6. Zool. +a. The pouch or sac under the bill of

certain sea-birds. Obs~ l

1703 M. Martin Descr. West. Isi. Scott. (1 Si6) 283 This
Solan Goose . . preserves five or six herrings in its gorget
entire, and carries them to the nest.

b. A patch of colour on the throat of a bird,

insect, etc.

1801 South ky Thataba 111. xxxiii, She view'd his [the

locust's] jet-oib'd eyes. His glossy gorget bright. 1820
W. Ihving Sketch Bk. II. 382 The golden-winged wood-
pecker, with his broad black gorget. 1871 Darwin Desc.
Man II. xvi. 188 The male of . . one of the humming birds

. .having a splendid gorget and fine ear-tufts.

7. Comb., as gorget- maker ; f gorget-stead, the

part of the body protected by the gorget.
c i6u Chapman Iliad vn. 12 Beneath his good Steele

caske it pietc't above his gorget stead. iQKfi.Artif. Hand-
som. (1662) 85 The Tirewomen, the Gorget-rnakers, the
Seamstresses, the Chambermaids.
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T fence Gorgreted ppl. a., having a gorget.
1861 GOULD TrochiHdx IV, Hetiangelus strophianus,

(iorgeted Sun Angel.

Gorget - (gp'id&t). Surg. [Corruption of
Gokgeket -.] A steel instrument having the form
of a channel, used in operations for stone, etc.

1740 Chi;sklden Anat. (ed. 5I 330 Passing the gorget very
carefully in the groove of the staff into the bladder. 1800
Med. /ml. III. 196 This instrument . . cuts easier than the
cutting director, or common gorget. 1809 S. Cooper Diet.
Pract. Surg. 459 Lateral operation as performed at the
present day with cutting gorgets. 1839 Hooper's Med. Diet.
1 ed. 7 ), The gorget is now seldom used ; the cut ting one being
superseded by a simple knife, and the blunt one by the use
of the finger.

Gorgeus, obs. form of Gorgeous.
Gorgier, variant of Gorger s6.1, Obs.

Gorging (gpMdgin), vbl, sb. [f. Gorge v. +
-ikgI.T The action of the vb. Gorge.
1833 I. Taylor Fanat. vi. 154 The gorging of captives

reserved for that very purpose from the slaughter of the
field, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert \, 19 Of the gorging of
fruits, .that followed in the grove back of Dr. Gilbert's house,
nothing needs to be said, i860 Tvndall Gtac. it. xx. 337
During this time, the gorging of the capillaries (of n glacier)

. , must have ceased.

!; Gorgio (gp'-idgw . [Romany; in Ger. spelling

gadze, gatscho ; in Sp. spelling gacho.] The designa-

tion given by gipsies to one who is not a gipsy.

1851 Borrow Laveugro I. xvii. 218 Perhaps ; but you are
of the Gorgios, and I am a Rommany Clial. 1857— Romany
Rye I. x. 135 Marriages .. now and then occur between
gorgios and Romany chies. 1875 Whyte Milvii le Rater-
felto xi. 11S The Romany in his tent, .can be as courteous
as the Gorgio in his castle.

Gorgidus e, -ius, obs. forms of Gorgeous.
Gorgoil, variant of GARGOYLE.
1841 Ferrev Antiq. Ch. C/t. Priory ?i There are. also,

gorgoils, or water spouts wrought into projecting heads of
the most hideous aspect.

Gorgon [gp'igjfn)* s°. and a.) Also 4-7 gor-
gone. [ad. L. (Jorgon-em, Gorgo, a. Gr. Vopyw
pi. ropydfes"), f, yopyos terrible.]

1. Gr. Myth. One of three mythical female per-

sonages, with snakes for hair, whose look turned

the beholder into stone. The one of most note,

and the only one mortal, Medusa, was slain by
Perseus, and her head fixed on Athene's shield.

[1398TRKVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. Ixx. (1495^ 515 Wymmen
that were callyd (lorgunes Feminine. 1601 Holland Pliny
I. 148 The Islands called Gorgates, where sometimes the
f'-orgones kept their habitation.] c 1614 Sir W. .Mure Dido
ijr /Eneas ll. 52S Whil gastly Gorgones threatne death. 1636
Massing! r Bash/. Lover 1. ii, I have seen More than a
wolf, a Gorgon ! 1667 Milton /'. /-. 11.628 Gorgons and
Hydra's, and Chimera's dire. 1700 Congreve Way of
World v, ii, She is as terrible to me as a gorgon. 1815
Scott Guy ftf. Hi, Her dark elf-locks shot out like the snakes
of a gorgon. 1884 Ruskin Pleasures Eug. (1885) 156 In

Greek art, remember to keep yourselves clear about the
difference between the I.ion and the Gorgon.

f b. = Demogorgon. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. i. 37 Great Gorgon, prince of dark-
nes and dead night.

c. Short for Gorgon's head.

1796 Rl*rke Regie. Peace I. Wks. VIII. 163 As if the due
goddess . . with . . her gorgon at her breast, was a coquette to

be trifled with.

fd. A petrifying influence. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. it. i. 54 Chrystall .. its

immediate determination and efficiency ..are wrought by
the hand of its concretne spirit, the seeds of petrification

and Gorgon within it wife.

+ 2. An African quadruped ; ? the gnu. Obs.~ l

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 206 Among the mani-
fold and divers sorts of Beasts which are bred in Africk, it is

thought that the Gorgon is brought forth in that Countrey.

3. A very terrible or very ugly person; esp., a
repulsive woman.
a 1529 SkeLTOH Sp. Parrot 503 Was nevyr suchc a ffylty

gorgon. nor suchc an epycuie Syn Dewcalyons flodde.

1631 Marmion Holland's Leaguer iv. iv, No, my dear
Gordons, I will not have my fame wander without The
precincts of your castle. 1670 Drvden Conq. Granada II,

ii, I'll shrowd this Gorgon from all humane view. 1831

DiSRAELI Yng. Duke 1. ni. That gorgon, Lady de Couicy,
captured me. 1876 Miss BrADDOM j. Haggard's Dan. 11.

1 r r A pretty girl will hardly be a gorgon as a step-mother,

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. passing

into adj. with sense 'petrifying', ' terrible'.

'575 R- B. Appius <5- I'irg. Cj a, O gorgon Judge, what
l.iwles life hast thou most wicked led ! 1633 Massixger
Guardian in. vi, Your Gorgon looks Turn me to stone.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 783 But Pallas ..'twist the spring

and hammer thrust Her gorgon shield. 1690 Drvden Don
Sebastian m. i. Why didst thou not . . try the virtue of that

Gorgon face. To stare me into statue? 171a Congreve
Ovid's Art Love in. Wks. 1730 III. 316 It swells the lips

and blackens all the Veins, While in the Eye a Gorgon
Horror reigns, a 1777 Potter Aeschylus, Prom. Cliaiu'd

35 From his eyes the gorgon-glare Of balefull lightnings

flash'd. 1811 Byron Ch. Har. 1. Iv, Scarce would you deem
that Saragoza's tower Beheld her smile in Danger s Gorgon
face. 18*7 Miss Sedgwick H. Leslie (1872) II. 251 Feeling
as if she had been paralyzed by some gorgon influence.

b. objective and instrumental, as gorgon-headed,

-like, -mounted adjs.

18*1 Shklley Promcth. Unb. iv. i. 291 Quivers, helms, and
spears, And *gorgon-headed targes. 1589 Nashe Anat.
Absurd. 12 See how farre they swerue from theyr purpose,

who seeke to garnish such "Gorgonlike shapes. 1848
Dickens Dombey \x\\\s As if they had a Gorgon-!ike mind

to stare her youth and beauty into stone. 1836-48 V>. 1>.

Walsh Aristoph. Achamians iv.vii, Fetch out my "Gorgon-
mounted rounded shield. i6z6 Sandys Ovid's Met. iv.

Argt., *Gorgon*toucht Sea-weeds To Corall change.

C. Comb, with gen. gorgon's : Gorgon's head,
{a) the head of Medusa, or a representation of it

;

/' ' a kind of basket-fish ; a many-rayed ophinrian,

as of the genus Astrophyton'' {Cent. Diet.).

1605 Play Stuetey in Simpson Sell. Shales. 11878) I. 243
His eye is as the Gorgons head to me, And doth transform
my senses into stone. 164a Howell/**?/-. Trav. (Arb.) 73
For they seems like Rug-beares, or Gorgons heads, to the
vulgar. 1690 Drvden Amphit. v. Wks. 1884 VIII. 99 This
is a si^ht, that, like the gorgon's head. Runs through
my limbs, and stiffens me to stone. 1870 BryAST Iliad I.

xi. 332 Where glared A Gorgon's-head with angry eyes.

Gorgonean: see Gorgonian <*.a

Gorgoneion {gpigonz'vpn*'. [a. Gr. (to) yop-
yovaov, neut. of yopyovetos, of or pertaining to a
Gorgon.] A representation of the Gorgon's head.
184a Brande Diet. Set', etc., Gorgoneia [PI.]. 1850 LBITCH

tr. C. O. Midler's Ane. Art § 177 (ed. 2) 159 A bow] found
at Clusium has a gorgoneion with Etruscan inscription.

1880 AIlrk \v<7>-X-. Sculpt. I. viii. 153 On thesegis of Athena
in the west pediment had been a gorgoneion of metal. 1895
Elworthy Evil Eye J58 The Gorgoneion has in all ages
been reputed one of the most efficacious of amulets.

Gorgone-sque, a. [see -Esgut:.] Having the

characteristics of a gorgon : hideous, repulsive.
1888 Athenaeum ag Sept. 426 j A mother-in-law so Gor-

gouesijue even as the tjx-coryp/icc.

Gorgonia g^.ig#»*nia). Zoo/, l'l. gorgoniec,

-ias. [a. mod.L. gorgonia. fern, of gorgonius. f.

gorgon-em Gorgon. The name was intended to

express its petrified character : cf. Gorgon i d.] A
genus of polyps family Gorgoniacese); an individual

of this genus; a sea-fan, sea-plume.
1767 Ellis in Phil. Trans. I.VII. 433 Most of the Sertu-

iarias, Gorgonias. 1775 Ibid. LXVI. 1 Zoophytes, .formerly
called Ceratophytons, now Gorgonia:. i860 Maury Phys.
Geog. Sea (Low! xiii. § 560 The yellow and lilac fans, per-
forated like trellis-work, of the Gorgonias. 1883 Fisheries
I'.xhib. Catat. ied. 4! 100 Corrds, Sponges and Gorgonia;.
1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 2gj Some lovely plumes i>f

sea feathers, a species of gorgonia, which had the appear-
ance often or a dozen ostrich feathers.

IIenceQ'org'o'nianrt. , ,])ertainingto the gorgonias
or their family. Also sb., a polyp of the family.

1835 Kikbv Hab.$ lust. Anim. I. v. 168 In the vicinity of
vulcanic islands in the Polar seas, corallines and gorgonians
[occur], 1884 Nature 17 July 281/1 The numerous species
that live clinging to the branches of gorgonians . . The gor-

gonian corals of many species.

Gorgonian (gpig^u*nian), a.- [f. Gokgon +
-ian; of. L. gorgoneus.'] Of or pertaining to the

Gorgon; resembling the Gorgon, or the effect of

the Gorgon's look ; Gorgon-like, terrible. Of a
shield : Hearing the Gorgon's visage.
1616 B. JoNSON Epigr. 1. exxxiii. Famous Voyty On one

side . .Were seenc your vgly Centaures . . Gorgonian scolds,

and Harpye>. 1667 Milton /'. L. x. 297 The rest his look
Uound with Gorgonian rigor not to move. 1697 Drydln
.En. vii. 476 Smear'd as she was with black Gorgonean
Blood, a 1785 Glover Athenaid xi. 214 Still the sound Of
her gorgonian shield my ears retain. 1869 Rlskin Q. 0/
Air% 53 The Gorgonian cold, and venomous agony, that
turns living men to stone.

f Gorgcrnical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ic + -ai..]

- prec.

1591 Harinciton Orl. Fur, Pref. (1634"! F iv, The mind
of man . . killing the earthlinesse of this Gorgonicall nature
ascendeth up to the understanding of heavenly things.

Gorgonize (g^Jg^nsiz), v. [f. Gorgon +
•izt;.] trans, a. To petrify as by the glance of

a Gorgon ; to render hard or stony, b. To gaze at

with the look of a Gorgon.
1609 J. Dayiks Holy Roode Etb, What Kit.-, so Gor-

goni/'d that can endure To see the All-vpholder fore'd lo

lx>w? 11631 Donne Polydoron 173 The Stony Jewes had
beene Gorgonized before his comming, 1855 Tennyson
Maud 1. xiii. 21 Curving a contumeliou-* lip, Gorgonised
me from head to foot With a stony Ilntish stare. 1879
Dowdf.n Southey i. 5 Ma'am Powell was old and grim,
and with her lashles> eyes gorgonized the new pupil.

Gorgoret, obs. form ofGOHGEEKT*.
Gorgyas, -os, -ous(e, obs. forms of Gorgkois.
Gorie, obs. form of Gory a.

Gorilla (gorila . [An alleged African name
for a wild or hairy man (strictly for the female
only), preserved (in ace. pi. yopiWas) in the

Greek account of the voyage undertaken by the

Caithaginian Manno in the 5th or 6th c. B.C.;

hence adopted in 1847 as the specific name of the

ape Troglodytes gorilla, first described by Dr. T. .S.

Savage, an American missionary in Western Africa.]

The largest of anthropoid apes, a native of western

equatorial Africa ; it closely resembles man in its

structure, is very powerful and ferocious, and
arboreal in its habits.

1*799 Naval Chron. I. 451 Another island full of savage
people, .whose bodies were hairy, and whom our inter-

preters called Gorillie. 1847 P. Savage in "/nil. Boston
Nat. Hist. Soe. {title) A description of the external char-
acters and habits of Troglodytes Gorilla.} 1853 R. Owkn
in Trans. Zool. Soc. (title) Description of Cranium of an
adult male gorilla. 1861 Do Chaillu Equat. A/r. i. 1

The fierce untameable gorilla, which approaches nearest,
in physical conformation and in certain habits, to man.

1874 Lc—OdK Orig. \ Met. lns.j.6 The AnMpttlKC ami
the gorilla must certainly give place to the bee and the ant.

b. trans/. A person who resembles a gorilla.

1884 Sir S. St. John Hayti iv. 144 Others [of the Hay-
tian negroes] are the mean est-looking gorillas imaginable.

C. attrib. and Comb. y as goril/a'/and, -skin
;

gori/Ia-buiit adj.

1887 V. Francis Jr. Saddle $ Mocassin xvii. 293, I saw
one deep-chested, gorilla-built fellow. 1897 Mary Kingslly
//'. A/rica 264 He had a splendid gun, with a gorilla skin
sheath for its lock. Ibid. 278 To return to that gorilla-land
forest.

Gorily (go->rili , adv. [f. Gory a. + -l\*2.] In

a gory manner.
1850 Bi.ackie Aeschylus II. 131 Gorily, gorily thou shall

go ! 1864 Tennyson Boadicea 12 Tear the noble heart of
Britain, leave it gorily quivering. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus
lxiv. 257 Some from a mangled steer toss'd flesh yet gorily
streaming.

Goring (go^rin',, vbl. sbA [f. Gore v. 1 + -0*1.1
1. The action of the vb. Gore ; the action of

piercing or stabbing.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 500 What with the shotte and
gorynge of their horses with the sharpe stakes they stum-
l)elydone vpon another. €21700 Dryden (Ogilv.) His
horses' flanks and sides are fore'd to feel The clinking lash,
and goring of the steel, a 1711 Kkn Anodynes Poet. Wks.
1721 III. 397 When redhot Needles in my Breast, With
confluential Gorings me infest.

t 2. An alleged name for a company of butchers.
i486 Bk. St. Albans F vi], A Goryng of Bochouris.

Goring ,g6«Tin)

,

vbl. sb.- [f. GoREf.^ + -iNGl.]

1. a. Theactionofthevb.GonE; theact of cutting

out, or fitting with, gores, b. A piece of cloth

used as a gore: esp. Naut. Also goring-cloth.
1626 Gait. Smith SeamaiCs Gram. v. 23 According to

the Goaring she is said to spread a great or a little clew.

1769 Falconkr Diet. Marine (1780), Laiigue de voile, the
goring of a sail, or that part which is next to the leech.

1813 E. S. ISarrktt Heroine (1815) II. 149 Here was no
sloping, or goring, or seaming, or frilling, or flouncing.

1851 Kipping Sailmaking (ed. 2) 184 The goring-cloths
are . . those which are cut obliquely, and added to the
breadth. 1874 Mrs. Whiinky lie Girts iv. 9a In the midst
of measurings and gorings. 1894 Times 17 Aug. 9/2 Web-
bings, gorings, suspenders and braces,

2. The action of ploughing a ' gore '. Also
coucr. = Gore sb. 2 1 b.

1780 A. Young Tour fret. I. 10 Pluugh with oxen four in

a plough ; but in goring, or cross-plowing, six. 1886 S. IV:

Line. Gloss., Gorings, the uneven triangular bits at the side
of a field which does not form a parallelogram.
attrib. 1863 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XXIV. n. 407 It is not

everybody that cares to detain a powerful engine over an
awkward headland, or the finishing of a ' goring ' corner.

Goring (goa'rirj), ppt.a. 1 [f. Gore v. 1 + -ijjg-.]

That gores or pierces.

1649 G. Daniel Trittarch., Hen. I', cc, The Strongcr
Squadron of the french fell in Vpon the goreing stakes.

1700 Drvden Fables, Pal. $ Arcite n. 250 He spurred his

fiery steed With goring rowels to provoke his speed, a 171

1

Ken Preparative Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 76 With goring
Thorns, and fiery Darts. 1859 F. E. Paget Cur. Cumber,
ivorth 72 Wild, mad, goring monsters.
Jig. 1578 Gorgious Gallery Gallant fnucntious, Louers

lyfe, Such goring gripes, such heapes of hideous harmes.
1686 F. Spence tr. i'arillds Ho. Medicis 85 The burgee
of that city having made mighty goaring railleries, and
infamous satyrs on the subject of his youth.

Goring (go*'rin),//>/. a.2 [f. Gore v.3 + -ing-.]

Forming a gore. Cut goring cut in the form ol

a gore.
1627 Cait. Smith StmrnmnU Gram. vii. 32 The maine

saile must bee cut goring. 1794 Rigging <r Seamanship I.

91 Topmast, .studding sails (are cutj with goring leeches.

Ibid. 1. 136 The cloth at the tack is cut goring to the nock.

Gorisoun, V variant of Garcion. Garsox.
C 1330 Amis <y Amil. 2449 With hem many a stoute gori-

soun, With knyghte-i ami sqtiiers fale.

Gorkem, obs. form of Gherkin.
1699 l'Ai 1 v\- Atctaria (1729^ 176 Take the Gorkcms, or

smaller Gucumbers.

Gorlin gf~\din). .SV, Al^o gorling, gordliii.

[f. GOB 1 ! cf. Gorblin.] An unfledged bird, a

nestling; a very young person.
1721 RAMSAY Addr. Town-Couuc. F.diu. 17 It griev'd me

. . liy Curlings and Gorlings To be sue sair opprcst. 1804
Taijras Poems ^Ov hath thegled or foomart, skaithfu' beast.

Slows olf the lintie gordlins frae the nest? 1850 Whistle-
I'inkie iScot. Songs) (.1S90I Ser. 11. Songs Nursery 33 The
wee bird . . That feeds its gupm' gurlins a'. 1878 Cumbld.
Gloss, s. v., ' As neakkt as a gorlin" \
attrib. 1789 Davidson Seasons 4 He. .sploiting, strike-

the stane his grany hit, Wi' pistol screed, shot frae his

goilin doup. 1824 Mactaggart Gattovid. Eucyct., Gorlin-
hair,. .That hair on young birds before the feathers comcth.

Gorma(h, variant of Gormaw.
Gormagon, variant of Gormogox. Obs.

Gorman, gormand(e : see Gourmand.
Gormandize (g^umandaiz), sb. Forms : 5

gromandise, gormandyse,6 gourmand ice, 6-7
gourmandize, -yse, 6-7 gurman-, -mon-, -mun-
dise, -ize, -yse, 6-9 gormandise, 6- gormandize,
gourmandise. fad. Y . gourmandise %

t.gourmand.)

fa. Excessive and voracious eating; gluttony

(obs.). b. The habits, tastes, or perceptions cha-

racteristic of a Gourmand; indulgence or con-

noisseurship in 'good eating*. Now chiefly as an

alien word (spelt gourmandise).
a 1450 h'ttt. de la 7i?«r(i868) 115 Excesae and gromau-
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dise in etyng and drinkinge werithe ayenst the body and
the soule. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe u. i. (1541) 16 b,

Forseene alwaye that they eate without gourmandyse.
1566 Drant Horace, Sat. 1. v. C v b, Gurmundyse is fellow-

ship, for .so the worlde it calls. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab.
Pilgr. xxxii. 11668' 389 If it be but sanctified with a Ser-

mon, Gourmandise is innocent in their account. 1721 in

BAtLLV. 1814 Byron Let. to Moore 9 Apr., All thi> gor-

mandise was in honour of Lent. 1833 Macaulay in Tre-
velyan Life «f Lett. I. v. 336, I am to dine on Thursday
with the Fishmongers' Company, the first Company for

gourmandise in the world. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis I.

xx. 185 While the reckless young Amphitryon delighted to

show his hospitality and skill in gourmandise. 1870 Miss
Broughton Red as Rose I. 289 Not that this right-hand
neighbour labours under any excessive gourmandise. 1879
Miss Yosge Cameos Ser. iv. xxiii. 250 He followed his life-

long passion ; not merely for gormandize, but for gluttony.

Gormandize (g^umandaiz), v. Forms : 6
gourmandice, -yse, 6-7gurmandize, 7-9 gour-
mandise, -ize,(7go(u}rmondise, -ize. gor-.gur-
mundize), 7- gormandize, [f. GohMandize sb.]

1. intr. To eat like a glutton; to feed voraciously.

1548 Elyot Diet. s. v. Cibus, Ingurgitare &e cibis, .

.

to gourmandyse to eate vnmoderately. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. n. v, 3 Thou shalt not gurmandtze As thou hast
done with me. 1628 Wither Brit, Rememb, VI. 1565 Like
hungry Curres, some alwayes gurmandize. 1693 CoNCREVE
in Drydens Juvenal (16071 284 If mod'rate Fare and
Abstinence, I prize In publick, yet in private Gormondize.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 485 The rich gormar,-
dized upon their dainties. 1802 Ringlev Anim. Hiog.

11813) I.97 Their [monkeys'] eyes, .painted their inquietude,
their passion to gormandize. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp.
xvi. ^856) 124 Gormandizing on the blubber of our game.
2. trans. To devour greedily, to gobble up. to

take in eagerly, lit. ixwAJig.

1603 H. Crosse Verities Commit: (1878) 38 To gurman-
dize and waste in excesse the good blessings of God. 1603
Drayton Bar. Wars vi. xxiii. 130 The pamper'd stomack .

Casts vp the surfeit lately gurmundiz'd. 1626 T. H[aw-
kins] Caussiu's Holy Crt. 18 Meere bankrupts, who have
allready gourmandized theyr Nobility. 1635 Pag it r

Christianogr. 205. I lament that.. their livings.. should be
sacrilegiously gormandized. 1637 Hf.ywood Dial. Man-
hater Wks. 1874 VI. 191 He hath gormandiz'd a whole
hog at a feast. 1775 Adair Amer. hid. 100 They gor-

mandize such a prodigious quantity of strong food, as [etc.].

1886 C. D. Warner Their Pilgrimage xv. (1888) 320 The
. .group who have taken all the best seats in the bow, with
the intention of gormandizing the views, a 1887 H. W.
Bfecmer in Drysdale Prov.from Plym. Pulpit 2?o To
gormandise books is as wicked as to gormandise food.

f3. To feed to excess ; to satiate. Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions i\\ ii. § 2. 128 It is impossible
that he should be continent in mind, that accustometh to

gormandize his belly. 1645 R. Beake Let. Jr. Sommer Isl.

in Prynne Discov. Prodig. Stars fy Firebrands App. (1646)

4 Their bellies and stomacks being welt gormondized.
168a Mrs. Beiin City Heiress 1. i, You cram the Brethren,
gormandizing all Comers and Goers. 1773 J. Ross Fra-
tricide v. 604 (MS.) Ripping up The bowels of my Son to

gormandize His fell voracity.

% 4. As transl. of F. goitrmander, to keep in check.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xi. (1632) 238, 1 know a man may
gourmandize the earnest and thought-confounding violence
of that pleasure.

Gormandizer (gfrimandoizai). [f. Gorman-
dize v. + -EK 1

.] One who gormandizes, a glutton.

1589 Rider Eng.-Lat. Diet., A gormandiser or greate eater.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 64 Those that are great gor-

mandizers are sayd to be.. borne for their bellies. 1665

J. Webb Stone-Hcng (1725) 227 From the Licentiousness of
this Gurmund. .we brand all luxurious and profuse People
with the Nick-name ofGurmundizers. I7i5tr. Pancirollus'
Rerum Mem. I. 1. i. 5 A Gormandizer punish'd for his

Gluttony. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. 11824) 300 When the

guzzlers, the gormandizers, and the wine-bibbers meet
together. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4^ I. 358 In the

gormandizers, .who have long habituated themselves to the

luxuries of the table.

HenceCrormandi zeress[~ESs],a female glutton.

1842 Thackeray Fitz-boodle Papers Wks. 1879 XVII. 2m
There is no reason why she should be. .an ogress, a horrid

gormandiseress.

Gormandizing g^imancbizin,;, vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. + -inuI.J The action of the vb. Gor-
mandize; excessive eating, gluttony. Also attrib.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /I', v. v. 57 Leaue gourmandizing

:

Know the Graue doth gape For thee [etc.]. 1652 C Ii.

Stapvlton Herodian 48 His night disports and gormandiz-
ing diet, a 1661 Holydav Juvenal 260 Xot so much gour-

mandizing, as daintiness, seems here to be intended. 1835
W. Irving Tour Prairies xxvii, A rude kind of feasting,

or rather gormandizing, prevailed throughout the camp.
1837 — Copt. Bonneville III. 15 The gormandizing powers
of this worthy, were, at first, matters of surprise and merri-

ment. 1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars ui. 155 The weak
point in the monastic life of the thirteenth century was
the gormandizing.

Gormandizing (g^mandoizin,),///. a. [f. 09

prec. + -ixfi-.] That gormandizes
;
gluttonous.

1506 Bp. W. Barlow Three Serin, iit, 119 That Gurman-
dizing glutton who spent so much vpon his paunch daily.

1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flyit/g-lns. 329 Against these gour-
mandizeing Epicures God grieveth and denounceth a woe.

1712 Arbutiinot John Bull in. ix, Retrench but a sirloin

of beef and a peck-loaf in a week, from thy gormandizing
stomach. 1865 Trollopi: Helton F.st. xvii. 195 A regiment
of lazy, gormandizing servants.

Gorniaund, obs. form of Gocrmaxd.
Gormaw. i£r. and north, dial. Also 8-9 gor-
ma(h, 9 gormer, gormow. See also Gorr.-MAV.

[?f. Gore sb. 1 + Maw; of. Gobbei.ly.] The cor-

morant.

1500-ao Dl'niiar Poems xxxiit. 77 The golk, the gormaw,
and the gled, iJeft him with buffettis quhill he bled. 1722
Ramsay Eagle ff Robin Rcdbr. 15 Greidy Gleds and slie

Gormahs. 1847-78 Halliwf.ll, Gorma, a cormorant. North.
1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gornier, the cormorant.

b. See quot.';

1808 80 Jamikson, Gormaw, .. a glutton. Lanarks. 1878
Cnmbld. Gloss., Gormow

%
a clownish fellow ; sometimes ap-

plied to a great cater.

t Go'rmogOn. Obs. Also gormagon. [Mean-
ingless : pseudo Chinese] A member of a society

imitating the Freemasons, founded early in ihe

iSth c.

1725 Two Letters in Grand Mystery ofFreemasons fed. 2

1 ; The Venerable Order of Gormogons having been brought
into Kngland by a Chinese Mandarin. 1729 H. Cakky
Poems ied. 3) 206 The Masons and the Gormogons Are
laughing at one another. 1731 Daily Jrttl. 28 Oct. in N.
A

(J. Sur. iv. IV. 441/2 By command of the \
r

olgi. A general
Chapter of the . . Ancient Order of Gor-mogou will be held
[etc.]. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 576 One Rose a Gregorian, one
a Gormogon. [Note.] A sort of Lay-brothers, Slips from
the Root of the Free- Masons. 1747 Gray /-(//.Wks. 1884
II. 166, I reckon next week we shall hear you are a free-

Mason, or a Gormogon at least. 1791 ' G. Gambado' Ann.
Horsem. v. <i8oo> 87 The art of riding before a lady nn
a double horse, vulgarly termed a la gormagon,
Gormunciize, obs. form of Gormandize.
Gomard'e, obs. form of Gi'rxabj>.

Gorr, obs. form of Gor -.

Gorrah: see Gorah.
Gorre, var. Gob ::

; obs. f. Gore sb.^ ami t\ ]

t Gorrel. Obs. Also 4, 6-; gorrell, 5 gorell,

; gorill). [a. OF. gorel, gorreau, a pig, hog,

related toOF.^p/v fern., sow : of unknown origin.]

1. A fat-paunched person.

1398 Trbvisa Barth. Dc /'. A*, vii. xiii. (1495) 23:? Crampe
that comyth of replycyon fallyth ofte to fatte men and
flesshly and well fedde ami gorrelles. 14. . MS. Laud. 416
If. 61 b, Glotony that gorell is be vjte synne, That men vse

oft in delicat fedyng of mete. 1611 Cotgrm Predaille?\ a
gorbelly, gorrell, gulch, fatgui-.

2. ?A youth, lad, boy.

1530 PalsCB. 226 2 Gorrell a great ladde, pantounier.

1547 S.\Li.snuRY Welsh Diet. j Llank ne rhokas, a gorrell.

1665 Cotton Scarron. iv. (1741) 72 She the small Ascanius
takes . . And in her lap on tuft of Sorrel Laying the little

wanton Gorrel [etc.].

3. Comb., as >w-rel-tiuts lalso %orrelied-); gorre l-

bellied adj.

1581 J. Beli. UaddoiCs Ausiu. Osor. A vj b, It is an easic

matter for every common rascall to vomitt out disdaynefull
names of infamous persons as. .Epicures, gorrellguttes, and
monsters. 15.. Old Tom ofBedlam in Reliq. Anc. F. Poet.

(1823) III. 190 Gorrel-bellyed Bacchus, gyant-like, Beatryd
a strong-beere barrell. e 1645 in Ro.vb. Ball. 11886) VI. 321
Hut if you'r drunk, your wits are sunk, And gorill'd guts
will quarrel.

Gorrie, obs. form of Gory.
Gorrogh, variant of Cubbach.
1670 Milton Hist. Fug. in, Wks. (iSsi'1 104 The Scots and

Picts . . from their Gorroghs, or Leathern Frigats, pour out
themselves in swarms upon the Land. 1674-81 in Blount
Glossogr.

Gors, variant of Gorce, Obs.

Gorse (g£is). Forms: 1-6, 9 dial, gorst, (1,9
dial, gors, gost), 6-7 gorsse, 7 gosse, 7-9 goss,

9 gorz(e, dial, gurs), 6- gorse. Also//. 1 gor-

stas, 4 -ez. 5 -es, 6 gorsses, 9 gorses. [OE.
gorst {gors, gost) :—Indogermanic type *ghrzdo-,

whence L. hordeum barley ; cf. the ablaut-variant

G. gerst barley. The root-notion of something
bristly or prickly is applicable to both plants.]

1. The prickly shrub Vlcx europmts; common
furze or whin.

c 7»S Cotpus Gloss, i.y . hgesta, gors. Ibid. 2162 I'oluma,
gorst. C975 Rftskw. Gosp. Matt. vii. 16 Ah he somni^a)*
of bornum winbe^ej opbe of gorstum ficos. c 1050 Martyrol.
iE.E.T.S.) i46 0nwi!du horsba;t ba hine dromon ongorstas
ond on bornas. 13. . /:. E. Allit. P. B. 99 Waytez gorstez
tv: greuez, if ani gomez lyggez. 1388 Wvclif Isa. Iv. 13 A
fir tre schal grow for a gorst [ether firse], 1485 Nottingham
Rce. II. 400 Wodde, gorstes, brome, or any oder thing
growyng. i$»3 Fitzherb. Su*i.<. 6 b, Yet may he lawfully
fall and selle all the wode, brome, gorse, fyrs .. and suche
other. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Hnsb. 11. (ij86.> gt b,

The branches are full of prickles as the Gorst is. 1610
SiiAKS. 'Temp. iv. 1. 180 Tooth'd briars, sharpe firzes, prick-
ing gosse, & thorns, a 1635 Corbet Iter Bor. (1647) 34?
Loe where Richmond in a bed of gorsse Encamp t himself
orenight, and all his force. 169a Act 4 Will. a> Mary c. 23
§ 9 No person.. shall presume to burne between the second
day of February and Twenty fourth of June any Grig Ling
Heath Furz Gosse or Feme. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 528 The
common overgrown with fern, and rough With prickly goss.

1808 Scott Marm. ui. i, Sprung from the gorse the timid
roe. 1859 Jepiison Brittany iii. 23, I class gorse among
the crops, because it is regularly sown . . as winter food for

horses. 1878 Erasers Mag. XVIII. 595 Where gorses
gleam with golden smile. 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 62

Grand level stretches of gorse and brushwood.

2. = Juniper.
<iooo Sax. l.eechd. II. 72 Iuniperi ban is gorst. 1265

Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 558/14 luniperii, geneiure.
gorst. 1879 Britten & Holland Plant-u. 214 Gorst...
jumperus communis.
3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib.. Q&gorse-

•bttd, -bush, -common, -cover, -covert, -fence, -hedge,

-tree\ b. instrumental, u gorse-eoz'ered, -grown.
Also gorse-bird, -linnet, the common linnet

;

' gorse -chat, -hatch, -hatcher, -thatcher. local

names for the whinchat, slonechat, wheatear, and
linnet

;
gorse-duck 'see quot.)

;
gorse-kid, a

bundle of gorse.

1885 Swainson Prof. Names Birds 65 Linnet. ..From its

frequenting downs and open moors abounding in furze or

I
whin, it is called— *Gorse bird, Gorse hatcher, Gorse
thatcher,. .Gorse linnet, i860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour. 14;

1 We nave.. the crackling of the ^gorse-buds-.to tell us that
nature never sleeps. 1813 Examiner ?6 Apr. 260/2 They.

.

threw htm into a *gorse-bush. 1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 In
Gloucestershire] it (the stonechat] is the "gorsechai. i860
G. H. K. in I'ac. Tour. 143 A *gor>e common, baking in the
summer sun. 1780 in Lgeiton-Warburton Hunt. Songs
(1883) Introd. 21 At this meeting a fox was found for ihe first

time in the new *gorse cover. 1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 The
landrail. ,in the more western part a 'gurs ' or ' *gors duck '.

1895 Paily News 18 May 8 6 About five-and-twenty horse-;

entered the ring to begin, but after a big ordeal over *gorse
fences .. this number was reduced to seven, 1852 R. S.

Surtees Sponge's sp. Tour (1893) 311 They now got. .into

a very rushy, squashy,
i;

gorse-gro\vn pasture. 1848 Zoologist
VI. 2137 Gorse-hatch, or 'gorse-hatcher ' [applied to the
female and young of the wheatear]. 1888 F. Humf, Mad.
Midas 1. iii, Divided into fields by long rows of *gorse
hedges. 1661 I'm. Hr.NRV Diaries (1882) 70 Two hundred of
Hiorse kids [printed Goose Kidsj «;ost bs.Zd. 1885 Daily
Neivs 1 I >ec, 2 '1, I hope nobody knows what it is to sit down
recklessly on a gorsekld. 1848 Zoologist VI. 2258 The Hnnirl

is a ' *gorse linnet', a 'grey linnet'. 1896 R. I'. Shaupi
llaitdbk. Birds Gt. Brit. 45 the gorse-bushes being such
a faxourite nesting place that in main- places the bird i--

known as the 'Gorse' Linnet. . 1440 Promp. Par:: 204/1
' Jorstys t;i- . . snfira in Kyrrys.

Hence Gorsed//1/. n.. topped with gorse.

1870 Daily News 6 June, He [a horse] . . showed the wax
over the gorsed hurdles, jumping readily from the hand.

Gorsoon, variant of Gossoon.
Gorsy (gp'isi)t a - Also 6 gorsty. ; gorssie, i,

gor.sey. [f. GoRSK + -vL] a. Abounding in.

covered with gorse. b. Of or pertaining t<>

gorse.

1523 Fitzherb. Sttrv. xxv. (15391 49 fiorsty gronnde, the
whtche hath hcnerrablegrounde. 1613New Direct. Plant-
ing 'Timber A 4 1), For the planting in Barren; Champion, or
1 iorssie grounds. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey, fampuui".
Furze or Gorse ; also gorsy Ground. 1766 Ft.nnan t Zoo/.

1 1768) II. 272 With us it is common on gorsy grounds. 1829
K. Jessk fritl, A'at. 15S This songster [the linnet], .lives in

society, frequenting open commons and gorsy fields. 1870
Disraeli Lothair xih. 55 Sometimes a gorsy dell and some-
times a great spread of antlered fern. 1885 Mrs. Pirkis
Lady Lcn-elacc II. xxix. 120 A fresh gorsy smell.

Gort, variant of Gorce, Obs.

t Gory, sb. slang. Obs.— 1 See quot.)
1812 _f. H. Vaux Flash Die!., Gory, a term synonymous

with coi'i', gilt or gloak, and like them, commonly used in

the descriptive.

Gory go'ii', a. Also 6 gorrie. 6-8 goary, 7

go a rie. [f. GoitE sbA + -vi.]

fL Of blood: Gore-like, clotted. Obs.
a 1547 Sl'RREV . Eneid 11. (15571 Bj, Whose sacred lillctte^

all be sprinkled were With filth of gory blod, and veniin
rank. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. 1. xi. 22 Forth flowed fresh A
gushing river of blacke gory blood.

2. Covered with gore, stained with blood, bloody.
C 1480 Hknryson Mor. Fab. 38 Thy gorrie gumes and thy

bludie snout. 1605 Shaks. Macb. m. iv. 51 Neuer shake
Thy goary lockes at me. 1637 Milton Lyddas 62 His
goary visage down the stream was sent. 1655 Marvell
1st Anniv. Govt. Protector 130 The monster, .shrinking to

her Roman derm impure. Gnashes her goary teeth, a 173a
Gay Poems (1745) I. 17 He .. tears with goary mouth the
screaming prey. 1785 F.i kns Winter Nt. 45 Mad Ambi-
tion's gory hand. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles vi. xvi. Away
the gory axe he threw, c 1869 Ld. C. E. Paget Autobiog. vii.

(1896) 22i The other [hand] held the gory head of a Greek
just decapitated.

3. = Bloody 4.

1586 Warner Alb. Fug. i. vi. .(1612) 22 Cerberus with
goarie blowes did chace The wounded and the wearie
Knight. 1601 ?Marston Pasauil $ Kath. v. 15 The Pistoll

is discharg'd ; The Act of gone murder is perform'd. 1606
Shaks. 'Jr. <V Cr. iv. v. 123 The obligation of our bloud
forbids A gone emulation 'twixt vs twaine.

4. Resembling gore ; blood-red. rare, (Cf.

Bloody 7. ) Cory deiv : name of a minute freshwater

alga (see quot.).

1822 Byron Heaven <$• E. 1. iii. 211 Until the clouds look

gory With the blood reeking from each battle-plain. 1861

H. Macmillan Footn.fr. Nature 147 [A] curious plant

closely allied to the red snow is the Palmella omenta or

Gory Dew. 1877 Lady Brassey I'oy. Sunbeam xv. (1878)

268 Waves of blood-red, fiery, liquid lava .. rushed up the

face of the cliffs to toss their gory spray high in the air.

Goryd Cggrid), local, [ad. "Welsh cored a weir.]

A kind of fishing-weir,

1873^^36 # 37 Vict. c. 71 Sched. 3 License Duties..

For each, .garth, goryd, box, crib, or crinve, £12. o. o.

G-orZ',e, dial, form of G0R8B.

Gos, short for Goshawk.
1786 Burns Brigs of Ayr 68 Swift as the Gos drives on

the wheeling hare. 1891 Field 7 Mar. 337/1 The mantle of

snow is a fatal barrier to a day's hawking, either with ' gos
or peregrine.

Gos, variant of Gosse -, Obs.

f Gos - Cod's : see God sb. 14 a.

1599 [? PsSLB] Sir Clyomou F j a, Gos bones, turne in that

sheep there.

Gos, obs. form of Goose.
Gose-: see Gos- or Goose-.

Gosesomer e, obs. form of Gossameb.
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Gosh gfj). [Mincing pronnnc. ofGor>.] An nnth

or exclamaiion, (By" gosh !

, 7S7 Foote Author n. Wks. 1799 I. 147 Then there's

highest—and lowest, by gosh, r 1804 C. K. Sharpe Corr.

U888) I. 210, 1 promise, by Gosh (which is the most elegant

and classical oath imaginable;. 1870 Ramsay Remin. ii. >ed.

t8) 26 Such minced oaths as . . losh '. gosh ! and lovanendie 1

a 1873 Lvtton Ken. Chillingly viii, By gosh ! I never heard

that before.

Goshawk gfshgk). Forms : t goshafoc, -uc,

4 7 goshauk(e, -hawke, 6 gosehauke, (5-6

gois(s)halk, 7 goshalk , 67 goosse-hawk'e, 6

goushake, 7-hawke,goshhawke,7-9goss-hawk,

4, 6- goshawk. [OE. gos-hafoc, i. gos Goose

t hafoc Hawk j cf. ON. gdskaukr.] A laige short -

winged hawk (Asturpalitinbarius, and other species).

c 1000 VEi.fric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 131/22 Aucarius,

goshafuc. cio&Ags. Voc. ibid. 285/3 Accipiter, goshafoc.

13. . A". Alts. p3 Him thoughte a goshuuk with gret flyght

Setlith on his beryng. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xii.

iii. 1 1495) 41 1 The goshawke is in fayrnesse of fethers moost

lyke to the Ostrych. i486 Bk. St. Albans D iv, Ther is a

Goshawke, and that hauke is for a yeman. c 1520 A. Wyn-
DESORE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. 11846) I. 227 There hathe

been . . an Ayerye of goosse hawks contynually there bred-

yng. i599lT. M[oufet] Silkwormes 32 Fierce goshawkes
with the Phesauts had no wane. 161Z Sc. Bk. Rates in

Hnlybnrton's Ledger (1867) 313 Halkis called. .Goshalkis

the halk xvli. 1681 Flavel Metk. Grace \ ii. 145 A wicked

minister is the devil's gosshawk, that goes a birding for hell

!

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776 V. :2i The kite or the goss-

hawk approach their prey side-ways. 1810 Scott Latty of
L. ill. x, Shrill As goss-hawk's whistle on the hill. 1865

Corilllill Mag. May 626 Goshawks . . have no chance with

anything faster than a rising pheasant; they are excellent

for rabbits. 1890 Thompson in Proc. i r.S. Sal. Museum
(1 891 1 XII I. 527 Accipiteratricapillus, American Goshawk.
attrib. 1818 Scott llrt. Midi, xxxix, She hadna the same

goss-hawk glance that makes the skin creep.

Goshen gt'u'Jen;. [Heb. 13*3 the fertile land

allotted to the Israelites in Egypt, in which there

was light during the plague of darkness.] Used

allusively for : A place of plenty or of light.

1611 R. Bolton Com/. Walking (161$ 13 Thou shalt not

find such another illightened Goshen, as this Hand, wherein

we dwell. 1683 Apol. Prot. France ii. 17, I leave you now
to judge whether they are to blame to seek for light in some
Goshen. 1759 R. Shirra in Johnston Rem. (18501 133

Thereby a land becomes a Goshen—a Valley of Vision. 1820

ScoTT Monast. i, The possessions of these Abbeys were each

a sort of Goshen, enjoying the calm light of peace and im-

munity. 1890 Chamb. yrnl. 14 June 369 The tiny dormice

gathering their winter hoards from the Goshens of nuts below.

Goshenite (g<Ju'jenMt). Min. [Named by

Shepard 1S44 after Goshen in Massachusetts, where

it is found : see -I'l'K.] A colourless variety of beryl.

1844 C. U. Shepard Min. 1. 143 Goshenite . .
[occursi in

rounded crystals with rough surfaces. 1868 Dana Min.

ted. 5) 246 Goshenite is a colorless or white variety.

Goship, oljs. form of Gossip.

Gosibrede, obs. form of Gossiprep.

Gosimore, obs. form of Gossameb.

Goslarite gp'zlarait). Min, [Named by

llaidinger 1845 ; f. Goslar a locality in the Hart/,

where it is found + -ite.] A native sulphate of zinc.

1849 N'icol Min. 329 Goslarite, Haidinger; Sulphate of

zinc. 1884 in Dana Min. 647.

Go'Slet. U.S. [f. Goose + -let.] (See quot)
1884-5 RiversideNat. Hist. 11888) IV. 142 A few diminu-

tive species of geese, the so-called goslets {Nettepus).^

Gos lettuce, variant of Cos lettuce : see Cos.

1769 Mrs. Raffald ling. Honsekpr. I1778) 11 Split the

blanched part of three goss lettuces into four quarters. 1814

Lamb Lett. (1837) I. 332 What has gone of.. M— and his

gos-lettuces?

Gosling (gf'zlin). Forms: o. 5 geslyng.e,

gesseliug, 6 y Sc. gaislimg, 7-9 dial, gesling,

(6 Sc. gaysling, 7 gazelingV 0. 4 5 gcsselyng,

5-6 gos(e)lyngi e, (6 gozelyng , 6-7 go(o)s^e;-

ling, 7-9 goslin, 7 gosselin, gooselin, goze-

ling .
6- gosling. [Prob. the a form is the earlier:

ME.geslyitg, a. ON. g-Jesling-r <Sw., Da. gosling),

f. gas Goose sli. : see -lino. The form surviving

in standard Eng. was prob. a new formation on ME.
gos Goose + -lino ; the shortening of the vowel is

normal in formations of this kind.]

1. A young goose.

a. ti'425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 638/17 /lie ancerulus,

geslyng. 1483 Cath. Allgl IS4
72 AGeslynge (A. Gesseliug),

ancerulus. 1549 Coiupl. Scot. vi. 39 Gayslingis cryit u.uhilk

quhilk. 1653 UitoUHART Rabelais 1. xii, Whether had you

rather ride on a gesling or lead a sow in a Leash ! 1868

Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Gesling.

B. c 1430 Lvno. Ilors, Shepe is, G. 191 in Pol. Rel. ft /..

Poems (1866) 21 The goos with her gosselyngis to swyme in

the lake, e 1440 Promp. Pant. 204/2 Goselynge, ancerulus.

1465 Maun, A> l/ouseh. Exp. (Roxk) 296 Item, my mastyr

paid her for a gander, iiij. bredegese, and v. goslynges, .

.

liij.s. a 1529 Skklton E. Rummyug ifiaTwo goslynges,That
were noughty froslynges. 1603 Owf.n Pembrokesh. (1891)

118 Yt is saied that this fish [Salmon] and the goosellnge

concurre in growth. 1724 Swift Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755

V. 11. 146 Nature hath instructed even a brood of goslings

to stick together, while the kite is hovering over their heads.

1821 Clare rill. Minstr. I. 18 Other losses too the dames

recite, Of chick, and duck, and gosling gone astray.

Proverbs. 1523 Skeltos Carl. Laurelmi Whantherayne
rayneth and the gose wynkith, Lytill wotith the goslyng

what the gose thinkith. 1562 J. Hfvwood Prov. fjr Epigr.

1 1867) 159 He that incdleth with all thyng, may sbooe the

goslyng. 1589 Pi'ttfnium Eng. Poesic 111. xxiv. (Arb.) 297 A

woman will weepe for pilie 10 see a gosling goe barefoote.

1590 Gkff.nf. Xcner loo tate(i6oo' 25 As warie as shee was,
yet the old Goose could spie the gosling winke. 1862

Hislop Prov. Scot. 9 A gude goose may hae an ill gaislin.

2. fig. A foolish, inexperienced person ; one who
is young and ' green '.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 35 lie neuer Re such a Gosling
to obey instinct. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies, Ballad-
monger 19 Guarded with a janizarie of costermongers, and
countrey gooselings. 1650 B. Discolliminium 21 He let

them, .returne home like Goslings as they went.
_
X766GRAY

Let. to Xicholls 26 Aug., You are a green gosling ! I was
at the same age (very near) as wise as you. 1818 Scott Br.
Lamm, xxv, ' Did ever ony man see sic a set of green-

gaislings 1
' 1824 Mrs. Cameron Pink Tippet 11. 30 ' What

a gosling you are, child', said Mrs. Price, 'you know
nothing'.
appositive. 1771 Bachelor (1773) I. 75 The sentiments of

such a gosling critic would not be worth notice. 1780 Cowi'F.r

Progr. Err. 379 Surprised at all they meet, the gosling

pair, With awkward gait, stretched neck, and silly stare Dis-

cover huge cathedrals built with stone.

3. The figure of a gosling.

a 1535 More Wks. 1224 Make goselinges in the ashes with

a sticke as children do.

4. A catkin or blossom on a tree (see quotsA
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gosling,, .a kind of Substance

that grows upon a Nut-tree. 1721 in Bailey. 1736 Ains-

worth I. at. Diet. I, Goslin on a nut tree, nncamentum.
1766 Pennant Brit. Zool. (17681 II. 304 Its nest .. lined ..

with the goslin or cotton of the sallow. 1847-78 EiALLIWELL,

Goslings, the blossoms of the willow.

5. attrib. and Comb., as gosling-colour, gos-

ling-green [si. and a.), a pale yellowish green ;

gosling-grass, -weed, local names for Galium
Aparine, Goose-ghass 2 (Britten & Holland".

1552 Hi loet, Goslynge weade herbe, Rucba minor. 1600

(). Eli*. II ardr. in Nichols Progr. Q. Eli*. (1823) III. 509
Item, one cloak and a saufegarde of gozelinge-colourtaphata.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 102 It turns to a pale yellow

or gosling green with alcalies. 1766 Goldsm. I'ic. W. xii, His
waistcoat was of a gosling green. 1807 P. Gass yrnl. 146 We
found the southwest branch. .of a goslin-green colour. 1835

Losgf. Outre-Mer (18511 285 The nice little man in gosling-

green.

Gosope, obs. form of Gossip sb.

Gospel (gP'spel , sb. Forms: 1-5 godspell,

3 4 goddspel 1, 4 godspelle, gosspell, 4-7 gos-

pell e, 5 gospeel, gospille, rt ghospell(e, 3-

gospel. [O E. godspel, doubtless orlg.^tW spel (see

Good a. and Si'ELi. sb.), good tidings (cf. hid spel

evil tidings , a rendering of the L. bona adnnntiatio

(Corpus Gloss. Int. 1
1 7^ or bonus nuii/itis (' Euuan-

gcliiiin, id est,bonum nuntium, godspel ', Voc. c 1050

in Wr.-Wiilcker 314/N), which was current as an

explanation of the etymological sense of L. evan-

gelium, Gr. fvayy(\utv i^see Evant.ely). Cf. Goth.

pitipspilh'ii ' to preach the gospel ' ((vayyf\i£ea6a.i>,

1. piitp-s good + spillon to announce (cogn. w.

SPELL). When the phrase gid spel was adopted

as the regular translation of evaugelium, the

ambiguity of its written form led to its being inter-

preted as'a compound, giid-spel, f. GoD + spel in the

sense ' discourse ' or ' story '. The mistake was very

natural, as the resulting sense was much more

obviously appropriate than that of ' good tidings

'

for a word which was chiefly known as the name
of a sacred book or of a portion of the liturgy.

From OE. the word passed, in adapted forms, into

the languages of the Teutonic peoples evangelized

from England : OS. godspell, OHG. golspell, ON.
gu6-,goi)spiall; in each case the form of the first

element shows uneijuivocally that it was identified

with God, not with good. The ON. form has survived

into mod.Icel. ; the continental Tent, langs. early

discarded the word for adoptions of L. cvangcHum.
Although the d in OE. gildspel would necessarily in time

have been shortened by the regular operation of phonetic

law, it does not appear that this process could have taken

place early enough to account for the form of the word in

(IS. and OHG. 'The form gddspel must therefore (as above

explained) be due to a misinterpretation of the written form,

originating before the word had any oral currency.]

1. ' The glad tidings (of the kingdom of God)

'

announced to the world by Jesus Christ. Hence,

the body of religious doctrine taught by Christ and

II is apostles ; the Christian revelation, religion or

dispensation. Often contrasted with the Law, i.e.

the Old Testament dispensation. Phrase, topreach,

7 minister the gospel.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ix. 35 De haelend . .
bodade god-

spell [so c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ,c\\ia Hattou Gosp. godspel] rices.

i-i2os Lay. 29507 Austin bu scalt..beode bcr godes godd-

spel. 1297 R. G1.0LC. !Rolls) 1529 Seinte peter, .sende seint

Marc . . vor to preche ben gospel that he adde imaked.

C1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 348 pei letten hem for to

preche, and speciali Cristis gospel. 1382 — Acts xx. 24 1 he

gospel of the grace of God. — Eph. i. 13 Whanne je

hadden herd the word of trenthe, resceyueden the gospel of

ipure heelthe. 1548UDALL, etc. Erasiu. Par. Lukei\. 88b,

Thei had .. debarred a certain man from the fraternitee of

mynistryng the ghospell. 1550 Latimer Serm. at Stamford

9 Oct. Avijb, In the whole multytude that professe the

gospell, all be not good. 1565 Jewel Replie Wks. III. 170

The Jews saw Christ in the law ; the Christians see Christ

in the gospel. 1611 Bnu.F. 1 Thess. ii. 2. 1649 Br. Taylor

Gt. E.vemp. II. xii. 54 The Gospell is therefore a Covenant

Of grace. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Del. 1'op. M. s

Wks. 1738 I. 473 Let us now consider, whether the Gospel
preach up any such Doctrine. 1782 Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. 1. 11. 208 The advantages we at present enjoy by the
gospel. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 342 In strains as sweet As
angels use, the Gospel whispers peace. 1827 Whatkly
Logic App. 1. (1850) 202 Preaching the Gospel is accordingly
often used to include not only the proclaiming of the good
tidings, but the teaching oi what is to be believed ai;d done,
in consequence. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 156
To spread the light of the gospel in that far wilderness.

1857 Macrice Ep. St. John xiv. 228 That Gospel was
the announcement that Jesus Christ had manifested the Life

of God. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. i. 3 There is nothing
obsolete in the original spirit of the Gospel.

b. Identified by Protestants witli their own system

of belief, as opposed to the perversions of Chris-

tianity imputed by them to their adversaries ; also

applied by Puritans and modern Evangelicals to

the doctrine of salvation solely through trust in

the merit of Christ's sacrifice.

'55* (see Gospeller 4). 1565 Jbwkl T>ef. Apol. Wks. IV.

213 Ye make yourself game, M. Harding, for that the preach-
ing of the gospel issued first out of Wittenberg, and not

from Rome. Mod. 'Why don't you go to church?' *P.e-

cause the Gospel is not preached there.'

to. To talk gospel: to 'talk religion '.

1715 De Koe Fain. Instruct. 11. i. (1841) 1. 172 Don't thou

talk gospel too.

d. gen. Any revelation from heaven.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 111. .viii. 164 God made neuer so good
a gospel but some myghte tome it contrarye to trouthe.

1878 D. Campbell Rational « True Gospel xx\i. 122 Flowers

are gospels of grace and love from the Unseen.
' '/'he Gospel Perdurable: a book produced in

1 255 under the title of Ettangelium Etermtm, sine

Euangelium Spirt'lus Sancti. (,i>ee note in Skeat

Chaucer (1894) I. 447.) c tjzo Rmi. Rose ?io*.

2. The record of Christ's life and teaching, con-

tained in the books written by the ' four evangelists '.

a 1000 Andreas 12 (Gr.) Matheus . . se mid Iudeum ongan
godspell aerest wordum writan. C1200 Ormin 1800 Swa
sumni pe Goddspell kibebb. c 1290 Bckct 2109 in S. Eng.
/.eg. I. 167 For in the godspel it is i-writen bat [etc.]. 1340

Hampole Pr. Consc. 4013 In he godspelle. .1400 Three

Kings Cologne 59 Wher-of spekep be euangelist in be

godspell. 1794 Palev F.vid. I. lx. § 3 (18171 226 Ignatius.

.

speaks of the Gospel . . in terms which render it very pro-

bable that he meant by the Gospel the book or volume of

the Gospels. J845 S. Ai'STlN Ranke's /list. Ref. III. 290

The promises, .given to the human race, in the psalms or the

gospel.

ta. One of the books written by the four Evan-

gelists; f sometimes//, in sing, sense. Also applied

to certain ancient lives of Christ of a legendary

character (apocryphal gospels), as the Gospel of
Xicodemus, the Gospel of the Infancy, etc.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 71 Vre drihten us seiS on be

godspelle be sein lucas makede. c 1290 o". Eng. Leg. I. 28/58

pe godspelles of seint Mathev. 11300 Cursor M. 21243

Marc . . be godspel [Fair/, gosspellis] in itali he wratte. c 1315

Siioreham 48 Wet he ther redde thou my3t se Ine seynt

Lukes godspelle. 1357 Lay Folks Catceh. 573 Als saint Iohn

saies in his godspel. c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 257 We ben proued

be prijs of popes at Rome, And of gretest degre as godspelles

telleb. /bid. 709 Wib glosinge of godspells pei gods worde
turneb. 1508 Fisher 7 Peuit. Ps. Ii. Wks. (18761 119 As is

shewed in the gespell {sic : misprint] of Luke. 1695 Locke
Reas.Chr.iq-i '1 he rest of St. John's Gospel. 1756 7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 397 A beautiful manuscript of the

gospels, written in golden letters, in the year 870. 1772

Priestley /nst. Retig. 11782) I. 291 The four gospels are

particularly mentioned by Julian. 1845 Stoddart in Encycl.

Mctrop. (1847) 14 5/1 So iii the Anglo-Saxon G.ospels.

t C. In extended sense : The Holy Scriptures.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. XI. 234 The godspel ys herageyn,

as gomes may reden [Quotes Esth. xviii. 20]. 1483 Caxton

Cato Hj, The gospel sayth that yf thou wylte lyue longe

on the erthe thou must honoure . . thy fader and model.

3. Eccl. The gospel (for or of the Jay) : the

portion from one of the four gospels read at the

Communion Service. (Cf. Epistle 3.)

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 42 marg., Dys godspel

sceal to nicenies confessores nia:sse-da;5e. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. ; Nu leoue bru'dre nu ic eou habbe bet godspel iseid.

<. 1200 frin. Coll. l/om. 173 De holi godspel of bis dai speco

of urc helende and of two broSren. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass
Bk. App. iv. 642 Forjete not be god-spelle For ping )>at

may bi-falle. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden' 21 After the

gospeel to reherse my name opynly with De profuiidis for

iiij smile. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion,

One appointed to reade the Gospel. 1756-7 tr - Keysler's

Trav. (1760) II. 246 Two desks. .on which formerly the

i.pi»llcs and gospels were read. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div.

Worship 332 The Deacon advances to read the Gospel.

allusively (cf. 4). 1545 RaVHOLD Byrth Mankynde 1 10 But

these sayinges be nelher in the gospell of the day, ne of

the nyaht. 1601 Shaks. '/'ml. Nt. v. 1. 295 A madmans

Lpistlcs are no Gospels, so it skilles not much when they

are deliuer'd.

4. Something as ' true as the gospel ; a state-

ment to be implicitly received. Also t with a, no,

and to takefor \\ a, the) gospel.

a i»so Owl * Night. 1268 For-thi seide Alfred swilhe wel

And his worde was goddspel, That [etc.l. fl374 Ch.U'cer

Tioytus v. 1265 God wot I wende, O lady bright Cnseyde,

That every word was gospel that ye seydc ! 1496 Vans A

Pan*. iW. de W.) vi. xiii. 254/1 Vet what they saye, the

people taketh it for a gospell. 1546 J- Hevwood Prm.

(1867) 46 All is not gospell that thou doest speake 1559

Mirr Ma-'. Hen. /'/, xxviii, Whose wordes to be no

gospel tho.Tto my griefe bane found. 1580 Lvi.v Eupluies

lArb.) 407 The onely triall that a Ladle requireth of hlr

loner, it is this.. that.. euery gloase [be] a gnspelh 1625

liupcacltm. I'k. Bmkhiu. (Camden) 212 All the Cardinal
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sayes is not gospel, for two moneth's pay is yet behinde.

1678 Evelyn* Mem, (1857) II. 133 Oates was encouraged,
and everything he affirmed taken for gospel. 1712 Arbuth-
not John Bull !i. iv, She took them [her dreams] all for the

gospel. 1807 Ckahhic Library 268 And all was gospel that

a monk could dream. 1824 Byron* Juan XVI. vi, Those
holier mysteries which the wise and just Receive as gospel.

1830 Galt Lawrie T. u. i. ( 1849) 43 Offered me two hundred
and fifty dollars—gospel, by the living jingo ! 1887 G. R.
Sims Mary Jane's Men. 74 It's gospel every word.

5. a. Something that serves as a guide to human
action ; something that men swear by. b. A doc-

trine 'preached' with fervour as a means of political

or social ' salvation '.

a. 1652 Milton* Sonn. to Cromwell, Help us to save
free conscience from the paw Of hireling wolves, whose
Gospel is their maw. 171* Stf.f.lf. Sped. Xo. 456 "p 4 The
Law of the Land is his Gospel. 1847 L. Hint Men,
Women <y Ii. II. xi. 284 Unite force was his law. and con-

tempt of the many his gospel.

b. 1790 Ucrkk Fr. Rev. fed. 2) iSThe propagators of this

political gospel are in hopes their abstract principle would be
overlooked. 1829 in Carlyle Misc. (18571 II. 87 The Gospel
of Economy. 1870 Baldw. Brown Meet. Truth 274 I.

a

carrtere ouvertc anx talens was, according to Mr. Carlyle,

the gospel of the Revolution. 1873 Hamerton Intell. Life
x. iii. (1875) 351 Is he to go and preach the gospel of the

intellect in the kitchen? 1878 Hooker & Ball Morocco 81

We were assured that even here the modern gospel of soap
and water has made much progress.

f6. = Gospel-oath. Obs.- 1

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 84 'c, I toke on a tyme a gospelle

in prayenggod that he wold gyuc me. .contynence. . I wente
to the bourdel and forgate the gospel upon me.

t7. jocularly. Wooden gospels', the four divisions

of a board for the game of tables. Obs.

1653 Urqimiart Rabelais 1. xxii, After supper were brought
in.. the faire wooden Gospels, and the books of the foure

King-;, that is to say, many paires of tables and cardes.

8. attrih. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as (sense 1 :

often = such as accords with, or is enjoined by, the

gospel) gospel - artilleiy, -blessing, -champion,

-church, -crew, -day, -dispensation, -duty, -freedom,

-liberty, -light, -minister, -morality, -news, -peace,

-phrase, -purity, -righteousness, -sabbath, -sufferer,

-times, -trump, -union, -unity, -~,;>ay, -word, (sense 2)

gospel-record, (sense 3) gospel- lectern, b. objective,

as gospel-monger, -preacher, -preaching, -teacher,

-writer.

ci66o South Serm. Prov. iii. 17 (1715) I. 34 Pilgrimages,

going barefoot, Hair-Shirts, and Whips, with other such
'Gospel-Artillery. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sac?: 11. vi. § 7
The bestowing of such mercies which do suppose the greatest

unworthiness of them, as *Gospel blessings do. 1862 E.

Trollopf. in Rep. Line. Archit. Soc. 120 A bold, eager

*gospel-c!lampion. 1680 Allen* Peace $ Unity 87 And if

the Parishioners in a Parish, do usually Assemble together

upon the same account [for Communion in Gospel Ordi-

nances], are not those *Gospel Churches as well as the

other? 1715 Rowr Lady Jane Grey IV. i, There own our
Sovereign's Title and defy Jane and her *Gospel-Crew.

1678 Buxyan PUgr. Apol. (1862) 5, I writing of the Way
And Race of Saints, in this our Gospel-day. 1738 Wfslev
Psalms exxx. vi, O that his Mercy's Beams would_ rise,

And bring the Gospel-Day. 1736 Buri.bR Anal. 11. i. 156

This has also a particular Reference to the *Gospel-dis-

pensation. 1658 Whole Duty Man xvi. § 1 (1687) 126 This
is the great *Gospel-duty so often enjoyned us by Christ.

,71683 Oldham Ode Wks. C1685) 99 When Christian Fools

were obstinately good, Nor yet their * Gospel-freedom

understood. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 332 The
Gospel Pulpitum or Ambo, or the portable "Gospel Lectern.

1687 Dryden Hind $ P. 11. 415 The rest some fundamental

flaw wou'd see, And call Rebellion *gospel-liberty. 1674
Allen Danger Euthus. 86 The highest Dispensation of

*Gospel-light as ever shined upon the World. (11771 Gray
Fragm., When love could teach a monarch to be wise,

And gospel-light first dawn'd from Bullen's eyes. 1768-74

Tucker Lt. Nat. {1852) II. 234 They may.. better have
recourse to their horse or their apothecary, than to their

gospel-minister. 1764 Loiu Life 90 The *Gospel-Mongers,
alias Ministers. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. xiii. 218

So closely does the law of England enforce that excellent

rule of *gospel-morality of ' doing to others as we would
they should do unto ourselves'. 1878 Browning LaSaisiaz
75 So preached one his *gospel-news. 1738 Wesley Psalms
iv. viii, Of *Gospel-Peace possest, Secure in thy Defence.
1682 Dryden Medal 191 In '"Gospel phrase their Chap-
men they betray. 1549 Coyerdai.e, etc. Ernsm. Pa?:
Phile?n.yi My fellow *ghospell preacher, brother Timothie.
— E?-asm. Par. 2 Tim. i. 6-12 Thys *ghospell preachynge
is committed vnto me. a 1861 T. Woolner My Beautiful
Lady (1863) 139 Priests sworn to God, whose daily lives

Preached gospel purity and kindliness. 1833 _
Rock

Hierurg. (1892) I. 247 The *Gospel-record of the institution

of the Blessed Eucharist. 1738 Warburton Faith worki?ig

by Charity ii. 7 The Law of Nature came to be shunned as

a dangerous and fallacious Guide ; and I'aith, traditional,

not scriptural, had usurped its Province of interpreting

^Gospel-righteousness. ^1711 Ken Divine Love Wks.
(1838' 278 Thou, O my God, didst ordain the Judaical

Sabbath as a shadow of the true *Gospel-sabbath. 1694
Kettlewell Co?np. Pe?'seeuted 6, I have directed their eye

to the true spirit, duty, and carriage of *Gospel- sufferers.

1550 Bale t??iage Both Ch. II. xi. bvj, They that were
monkes,priestes,and friers are nowe become "*gospell teachers.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 837, I.. do not doubt But bear-

baiting may be made out, In *gospel-times, as lawful as is

Provincial or parochial classis. 18*7 Keble Ch?: J '., Advent
Sund., Again the *Gospel-trump is blown. 167a Disc,

cone. Eva?igelical Love 107 This is that *Gospel-Vnity

which we are to labour after. Ibid. 10S The means ap-

pointed by Christ for attaining *Gospel-Vnion. 1649 in

Milton's Prose Wks. (1753) I. 387 Such as., invent damnable
errors, under the specious pretence ofa *gospet-way and new
light. 1886 Miss Brapdon One Thing XeedfulW, He would

Vol. IV.

have England walk in gospel ways. 1538 Stark f.y England
II. iii. 197 Surely thys ys *gospid word. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Xat. (1852) II. 468 To transmit his Master's doctrines
for their benefit in the plainness of a *gospel-writer,

9. Special comb. : gospel-gossip, one who is

always talking of sermons, texts, etc.
;
gospel-

hardened a., rendered incapable of being moved
by the gospel, through constant hearing of it

;

f gospel-lad, a Covenanter ; f gospel - mass-
monger nonce-wd., ?a professed Protestant who
favours Romish doctrine ; gospel-oak (see quot.

1S62'; ; gospel-cath, an oath .sworn upon the gos-

pels, or an oath of an equally binding character;

gospel-place, a place where the * gospel ' was
recited at the perambulation of boundaries

;
gospel-

right, a right expressly sanctioned or prescribed in

the Gospel
;
gospel-shop, a derisive name for a

Methodist chapel
;
gospel-side, the side of the altar

at which the gospel is read, the north side ;
gospel-

sin, sin against the light of the gospel ; so gospel-

sinner; gospel-title, an indisputable title (cf, 4
and gospel-right) ;

gospel-tree = gospel-oak
;
gos-

pel-true a., as true as the gospel (cf. next) ;
gospel-

truth, (a) the truth or truths contained in the gospel

;

(b something as true as the gospel (cf. sense 4) ;

gospelwards adv., in the direction of the gospel

;

f gospelwright, a composer of a gospel EVAN-
GELIST 1.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 46 ?6, 1 am one of those unhappy
Men that are plagued with a *Gospel-Gossip, so common
among Dissenters (especially Friends). 1844 J. C. Miller
Serin. 2 June 22 Have the Sabbaths and Sermons of a life

been in vain? Am I Gospel-hardened or Gospel-saved!
1871 H. MacmiLLAN True I 'wevii. (1872)299 Decent church-
going professors, who arc gospel-hardened, c 1679 London
Hillill. in Child Ballads vil. 107/iWeel prosper a' the *gospeI-

lads That are into the west countrie Ay wicked Claverse to

demean. 1554 Bradford in Coverdale Lett. Mar!. (15641 347
Wil the lawes of the realme . . excuse cure 'gospell Masse*
mongers conscience then? 1830 J. G. Strutt Syiva Brit. 34
The v Go>pel Oak near Stoneleigh stands in a little retired

coppice. 1862 Toulm. -Smith in Pari. Remembrancer Oct.

189 Every one knows how many ' Gospel oaks ' there are in

different places :—the ancient mark-trees, distinguishing

boundaries, and at which the perambulators have, for ages,

been accustomed to stand .. while the 'gospel' lias been
pronounced, cursing him who moves the landmarks. 1891

Flugel Germ, ty Eng. Diet., Auf das Evangelinm
schwdren, to take a 'gospel-oath. 1686 Plot Staffordsh.

318 This it seems they i\oe too at all 'Gospell-places,

whether wells, trees, or hills. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. /Vat.

(1352) II. 102 The landholder having no better "gospel-right

to his nine parts than the parson has to his tithe. 1782

G. Parker num. Sic. 88 From Whitfield and Romaine to

Pope John range ; Each *gospel shop ringing a daily

change, a 1791 Lackincton Life x\x. 11794) 120 Myne\t
enquiry was for Mr. Wesley's Gospel-shops. 1891 Order
Divine Servicesfor Yr. (.Hayes) 52 The people in the centre

of the church are incensed first, then those on the Epistle

side and lastly those on the "Gospel side. 1647 Trait
Comm. 2 Tkess. ii. 10 This is the great ^Gospel-sin. punished
by God with strong delusions, vile affections, just damnation.
1678 i'ng. Man's Call. 30 You ..are, though but young
people, yet old sinners, great sinners, *gospel-sinners. 1763
Churchill Gotham 1. 9 The Man, who finds an unknown
Country out, By giving it a name acquires, no doubt,

A 'Gospel title. 1648 Herrick ftespcr., To Anthca 18

Dearest, bury me Under that Holy oke, or *Gospel-tree.

1801 Shaw Staffordsh. If. 1. 165 The boundaries, .are marked
out by what are called Gospel trees, from the custom of
having the Gospel read under or near them, by the clergy-

man attending the parochial perambulations. c 1854
Thackeray Wolves <y Lamb 11869)343 It's all true. * Gospel-

true. 1647 Tkai'p Comm. Titus ii. 12 Every ^Gospel-truth

strikes at some sin, and thereby may be discerned. 1738
Wesley Psalms cx\x\i. v, If .. thy Children. .The glorious

Gospel-Truth obey, The Truth shall make them free indeed.

1843 H auiurton AttachcW. vii. 128 Fact I assure you, it's

gospel truth. 1865 Pussy Truth Eng. Ch. 272 This is, of
course, fundamental Gospel-truth.

_
1880 Ruskin Lett, to

Clergy 349 The simplest travelling tinker inclined *Gospel-
wards. .1200 Ormin 5789 Her hafe I nemmnedd nu till

311W pa fowwre 'Goddspellwrihhtess.

Hence Gospelless a., devoid of the gospel.
1882 3 J. A. Giifillas in SchatT Eucycl. Relig. Know!.

III. 2602/1 More progress made by them [Indians], .than in

all the previous hundred years of gospelless wars. 1896 |.

Out in Vn. Presbyi. Mag. Oct. 436 His Gospelless Gospel
found a hearing.

Gospel (gP'spel), v. [f. prec. sb. ; in OE. god-

spellian!\ j a. trans. To preach the gospel to

;

to imbue with the principles of the gospel, to con-

vert to the gospel ; • Kvangklize V. 3. Obs. b.

intr. To preach the gospel, rare.

c 1000 Ags. Fs. (Th.) Ixvii. 12 God &ife3 gleaw word god-
spellendum. a 1300 [see Gosi'EI.lisg vbl. sb.}. e 1550 Ciiekk
Matt. ,\i. 5 Ye blind seeth, and ye laam walketh, . . y deed
be raised, and ye beggars be gospeld. 1565 T. Stapleton
Fortr. Faith 6 Iff any man doo ghospell vnto yow, besyde
that whiche yow baue reeeyued, be he accursed. 1605
Shaks. Macb. in. i. 88 Are you so Gospell'd, to pray for

this good man, And for his Issue, whose heauie hand Hath
bow'd you to theGraue? 1659 Howe in H. Rogers/.//^
iv. (1863) 93 They [the army] think it necessary to have the
Parliament gospelled or dissolved. 1867 Bushnkli. Mor.
Uses Dark Th. 196 We have a great many gospeling—that
do not come to thought.

Hence Gospeliing///. a.

1566 T. Staple-ton Ret. Untr. %wei in. 99 This is the
playne dealing of ghospelling Bishoppes. 1579 Knewstuh
Co?ifut. ''2a, The hatred that the Gospelhng Churches
beare vnto such frensies.

Gospel-book. +a. Abook containing one "i

all of the four gospels (see Gospel sb. 2) ; -hence,

loosely, the New Testament or Bible (obs.^. b. A
book containing the Gospels (see GOSPEL sb. ,V

,

read at the Eucharist.
c 1000 Canons of .Elfric § 21 in Thorpe Laws II. 350

Raltere 8c pistol-boc & godspell-boc & massse-boc. < 1200
Okmin 6458 Nohht ne se^jp be Goddspellboc patt Joszep
wass ha:rinne. a 1300 Cursor M. 21227 O sant mathu pe
gospe!-bok . . wit him he bar. .71400 Plowman's T. 595
(Skeatt [They] falsely glose ihe gospell-hook. 1495 With
f: Doctor's Commons (Camden) 4, I geve to Sir John Blotie

a gospell boke, a pistill covered with ledder. 1526 TlNDALE
A*. '/'. To Rdr., All i- not gospell that is written in the

gospell boke. 1530 -- Expositions Matt. v-vu. 48 b, When
thou sweryst by the gospell booke, or byble. 1849 Rock
Ch. of Fathers III. x. 472 The custom was to -et out ..

every precious vessel and jewelled gospel-book.

Gospelize (gp'spelaiz), v. Also 7-S gospellize.

[f. Ciosl'KL sb. +-JZE.]

fl. trans. To impart the spirit of the gospel to;

to modify according to the spirit of the gospel.

1643 Mil.ton Divorce viii. (1851) 39 And this command
thus Gospelliz'd to us hath the same force with that wheron
Ezra grounded the pious necessity of divorcing. 1658
Gupnali. Ch?'. in Arm. verse 14, xi. § 2. it. 269, I had
thought, Christ had baptized the Law, and Gospeliz'd it.

2. To preach the gospel to; to convert to Chris-

tianity : — Kvaxgf.lize 3. Now rare.

1646 Tbapp Comm. John iii. 10 The poor are Gospellized ;

not only receive it, but are changed by it. 1704 Elegy
Author 'true bom Eng. xxi. 6 Tho' most suppose his

Notions were but wild, To fetch the Jew to Gospelh/e his

Child. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. 100 Where he ful-

iill'd bis foresaid Apostolical Purposes of Gospeli?ing the

Poor, ami Disciplining the Proud and Slothful. 1766 I >!;.

ChauncV in C. Beatty Two Months* Tour (17681 102 .Mr.

Thomas Mayhew .. began .. the work of gospelizing the

infidel natives. 1884 Amcr. Missionary Dec. 392 These two
societies are. .one in the noble aim of gospelizing the land.

Hence Gospelized ppl. a., nonce-use outwardly

modified by the gospel. Also Gospelizer, one

who 'gospelizes' {Stand. Diet.'".

1849 Stovel Canne's A'ecess. Introd. 37 Popery, therefore,

.. is evangelical infidelity; a gospelized method of living

without God and without hope in the world. Ibid. 75 ?tote,

A gospelized treason against the Lord and his Anointed.

I Gospellary, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. GOSPEL sb.

-Ait v.] Of or pertaining to the gospel.

1679 ( 'loak in its Colours 8 (T.) Let any man judge how-

well these gospellary principles of our presbyterians a^n-e

with the practice and doctrine of the holy apostles.

Gospeller (g('"spul-)j . Forms: 1-3 gcdspel-

lere, 3 godspellare. 4 gods speller, god d -

speller, go.spello u>, gosspel(l'er(e. 4-5 gos-

pe1(1)ere, 4-7 gospeler, 5 gospel Teer. 6, ,in

sense 4 ' 9 gospellar. {6 ghospeller, go.spiller,

7 godspeler . 4- gospeller. [1. Gospkl sb. and r\

+ -kk1.]

1 1. One of the tour evangelists. Obs.

971 Blickl. Jlorn. 35 We sceoldan. .healdan. .ba lata para

feower godspellera. c 1175 La??/l>. Horn. 89 Lucas pe god-
spellere. a 1225 Ancr. R. 94 ' Hit is a derne halewi' sei5

sein Johan ewangeliste [C. godspellere] in be Apocalipse.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13434 |>is ilk was ion be gospeller, c 1380

VVvcLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 397, Oo gospelere expowneb
auoper. 1387 Trkvisa Higde?i (Rolls) IV. 339 pre gospel-

lours that telleb be doynge of Crist after be prisonynge of

Iohn Haptistc. 1623 LisUc /Elfric on O. -y A*. Test., Mark,
Marke the Gospeller, who followed Peter for instruction.

1674 X. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 142 We read from one Cos-

peller, That after the Lord had spoken lie was received up.

2. A preacher of the Gospel ; a mis>ionary. rare.

1673 I
R- Li- igii] 'Trans/?. Reh. \oi The itinerant Gospellers

that travel up and down with two penny books. 1847-9
Sir J. Stephen Feci. Biog. (1S50) I. 114 The migratory
gospellers, who in every land toiled, and preached and died.

3. One who reads the Gospel in the Communion
Service.

1506 Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls 185^ 290 The bishop of

Chichester gospeller, the bishop of Norwich epistoler.

a 1529 Ski:lton Wa?-e Hanke 110 These be my gospellers,

These be my pystillers. 1579 Wills .y hw. A'. C. (Surtees

i860) 18 To the gospeller and pistoler 6s. 8d. a pece. 1667

Answ, West to North 9 Gospelers, Kpistelers, Virgers. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gospeller, be that reads the Gospel

in a Cathedral, or Collegiate Church. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer

(ed. 2) s.v. Peterborough, Besides the dean and chapter ..

here are 8 petty canons, . . 1 epistler, 1 gospeller. 1849 Rock
Ch. of Fathers IV. xii. 186 The deacon and subdeaoon [at

mass) were sometimes called the ; gospeller ' and ' epistoler '.

1874 Micklf.thwaite Mod. Par. Churches 52 The gospeller

having received the textus or gospel-book. 1891 S. Mostyn
Curatica iz, I was gospeller at my Ordination.

f4. A book containing the Gospels (see Gospel

sb. 3) ; a gospel-book. Obs.

1440 in Eng. Ch. Furniture (iS66> 184 Item a gospeler

and a epistolere a year with a plate on them of Copper and

gilt, c 1530 in Gutch Coil. Cur. II. 338 Item oone Booke

callid the Gospiller. 1885 Athmseum 15 Aug. 215/1 The
silver-cased Gospel is placed upon the lectern when the

Word is read from the modern Gospellar.

5. One who professes the faith of the gospel, or

who claims for himself and his party the exclusive

possession of gospel truth; in i6~i7th c. often

applied derisively to Protestants, Puritans, and

sectaries, f Also, one learned in the Scriptures.

1533 More Apol. i. Wks. 846/1 They find a great fault

that! handle Tindall and Barns their twoneweghospellers,

with no fayrer woordes nor in no more courtes maner. 1547

Homilies 1. Agst. Contention 1. (1839) >34 He is a Pharise,

110
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he is a Gospeller, he is of the new sort. 1548 Udall, etc.

Er.isui. Par. Matt. xx. 29-34 Willi whiche atTeccion euery

guspeller ought to be sory for other mens harnies. 155a

Laiinier Sent, at Bexterly (1607) 273 b, A great number

of people pretend the Gosoell, and beare the name of Gos-

pelleres, because it is a new thing. 1561 Dals tr. Bulliugcr !

on Apoc. U573' 1=5 The Gospellers haue once or twise fought

vnluckely, and abide euery houre great persecutions : the

Papistes ouercome and reioyse. 1615 WaMWOBTH in

Bedell Lett. .16241 10 Murders winch Knoxe and the

Geneua Gospellers caused in Scotland. 1674 Hickman /list.

Quiniuarl. (ed. 2) 191 His first attempt is to disgrace the

Calvinists, by calling them Gospellers. 1688 Bunyan Jerus.

Sinner Saved (18861 72 Nor is [God] so willing to save as

some pretended gospellers imagine. 1691 \V ood A til. Oxon.

I. 586 Thornden .. was a great Gospeller and seemed to all

to be an hearty Protestant. 1715 Rowe l.ady fane Grey

ill. i, These Gospellers have had their golden Days. .Have

trodden down our Holy Roman Faith. 1820 Scott Monast.

xxiii He began to suspect that he was now in company

with one of the gospellers, or heretics. 1837 Hawthorne
Twice-t. T. (1851) II. xvi. 238 Hearing on hw breast this

label -A Wanton Gospeller. 1858 Sat. Rev. V . 273/1 1 he

gentlemanly churchman . . did not care to welcome the

bragging soldier ' [Hutlen], who might perhaps he followed

by a' troop of Gospellers. 18.. Black IK (Ogilvie), The

-olemn sepulchral piety of certain North Eastern gospellers.

b. Hot gospeller: an abusive nickname for a

zealous Protestant or Puritan.

1561 E. Underhill in Xarr. Days Reform. iCanid. Soc>

139, I was also callede ' the hoote gospellar ', jestynge and

nukynge me, saynge 'he is alle off the sprete '. 1S74

Motley Barnevcld I. vii. 330 Those hot gospellers.

Go'Spel-like, " and adv.

A. adj. t a. Of persons : Devoted to the prin-

ciples of the Gospel; cf. Evangelical a. 2 a. Obs.

b. Such as is contained in. or comes up to the

standard of, the Gospel.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Thess. Ded., I hat

Gospellike truth & liberty is almost vtterly chaunged in to

hellishe iniquitie. 1553 ? Bale tr. Bonner s Pre/. Gardiner s

Dc vera Obed. B iv b, No man collide beleve. ,y' lhis_ good

and godly & right gospellike Prince shoulde be falsely

betrayed to all the rest of Monarches and Princes. 1597

Hooker Eccl. Pol. V. lxviii. § 5 They have by their Re-

ligious and Gospel-like behaviour purged themselves of that

suspition of Poperie. 1641 J. Jackson True Evatlg. T. III.

1 89 See . . whether is the more Euangelicall, and ( ,ospell-like.

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 423 Sometimes . . a soldiers

cloak, slashed hose, do cover a Gospel like mind.

B. adv. Agreeably to the doctrines of the Gospel.

1576 Wooi.ton Clir. Man. M 7, To lyue neglygently, and

carnally, or not gospell lyke. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq.

.^26 It was very Gospel-like done.

Gospelling (gyspelin), vbl. sb. [f. Gospel v.

+ -ing l.] The action of the vb. Gospel.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21207 Lukas .. wroght . .bokes tuin. O
gospelling bat tan es kid, he tober o bat be apostels did.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Tim. I. 13-18 Their

countrefaicte gospellinge beganne to appere. 165a H.

I.'Estrange Americans no Jeives 63 The discoveries, plan-

tations and gospelling of those people, is a work of longer

requisite time . . than may be effected before the end of the

world. 1845 W. L. Alexander Mem. f. Watson 200

Itinerant gospelling was not originally contemplated. 1879

Browning Ned Bratts 130 The tinker in our cage, Pulled-

up for gospelling, twelve years ago. 1884 Pall Mall G.

10 Sept. 2'i We have had blessed experience of the value

of the combination of gospelling and healing.

altrib. 1554 T. Sampson in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App.

xviii 45 Oh ! London, London, is this the gospelling fruit?

Ibid. 51 If in this gospelling age you have been worthy

hearers of the gospel. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. 1 1. 333

If I mistake not. scarce one ever suffer'd under him for any

Opining, Gospelling or Reforming Exertions.

ao spellist. rare. -Gospellek 5.

1845 Nfozi.EY Ess., Laud (1878) I. 165 It was a strange

look-out, indeed, if he who had dived into the very arcana

of predestinarianism, if the advanced Gospelhst was now to

expound the Catechism.

t Gospelly, adv. Obs. [f. Gospel rf. + -LY 2.]

a. In accotdance with the gospel, b. Truthfully.

1545 Brinklow Compl. 29 Vycarages and personages,

thus well and gospelly serued. 1506 Nasuk Saffron II ol-

den 15 This I can gospelly auouch. 1678 1 ug. Mans
Call. 151 Whatever you do in the matter of religion, do it

heartily, .gospelly, and humbly, as in the sight of God.

llGospodar (gp-spMaj). =Hospoi.ar.

1847 Mrs A. Kerr Hist. Se>-via 183 from that time he

ruled as Gospodar at Zrnareka. 1897 Eongm. Mag. Dec.

170 All leaped to their feet to salute the Gospodar.

t GOSS K Sc. Obs. [? Identical with Gosse 2
,

short for Gossip. Cf. Gomt.] 1 Sec quot. 1 7 1 o.)

1710 Ruddiman Douglas's /Ends Gloss, s.v. Goddis apis,

God's goss, a silly, but good nalured man. i7al Ramsay

Elegy P. Birnie 95 Soon as he wan within the closs, He

dously drew in Mair gear fra ilka gentle goss I han bought

a new ane. m _ , . . ,

Goss-.gps). slang. [Short for Gossamer.] Ahat.

1848 Man in Moon Feb. 83 When you carry off a 26s.

beaver be careful to leave a 4s. gd. goss in its stead.

Goss, variant of Gouce, G<>bse.

Gossamer 'gp'samar),^. and 17. Forms: 4-5

gosesomer^e, 4-6 gossom(m)er, 5 gossomyre,

gossummer, 6-7 gossamour, 7 gosimore. gossa-

mire, -ore, gossem-, -im-, -ymearfe, -e(e;re,

gothsemay, -iraere. 7-9 gossamere, 8 gossimer,

(gosshemere, garsummer; , 7- gossamer. [MF.

gos{e)somer{e, app. f. Goose sb. + Summer I*. Cf.

the synonymous Eng. dial, summer-goose (Craven),

summer-roll, G. mddchensommer (lit. ' girls' sum-

mer'' .'allweibersommer ('old women's summer );
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also G. sommerfiiden, Phi. zomerdraden, Sw. som-

martrhd, all literally ' summer thread '.

The reason for the appellation is somewhat obscure. It

is usually assumed that goose in this compound refers to

the 'downy' appearance of gossamer. But it is to be

noted that G. niiidchen-, altiveibersommer mean not only

•gossamer', but also a summer-like period in late autumn,

a St. Martin's summer; that the obs. Sc. Go-simmi r had

the latter meaning ; and that it is in the warm periods of

autumn that gossamer is chiefly observed. These considera-

tions suggest the possibility that the word may primarily

have denoted a 'St. Martin's summer' (the time when
geese were supposed to be in season : cf. G. Gansemonat
' geese-month ', November), and have been hence transferred

to the characteristic phenomenon of the period. On this

view summer-goose (which by etymologizing perversion ap-

pears also as summer-gauze) would be a transposition.]

A. sb.

I. A fine filmy substance, consisting of cobwebs,

spun by small spiders, which is seen floating in the

air in calm weather, esp. in autumn, or spread over

a grassy surface : occas. with a and //., a thread or

web of gossamer.
c I3as Gloss. W.de Biilrsw. in Wright Vet. 147 Fiiaundre

[glossed] gosesomer. c 1386 Chaucer S</r.'s 'P. 251 On ebbe

on flood on gossomer and on myst. 14. . Bcw/e will Shewn 5

in Pol. Bel. f, L. Poems 45 Twene gold and gossomer is grele

difference, c 1440 Protup. Pan'. 205/1 Gossomer, corrupcyon
|

{II., P. gossummyr, or covrupc\on),flaiidrya. 159a Smaks.

Rom. <$ Jul. 11. vi. 18 A Louer may bestride the Gossa-

mours. . And yet not fall. i6a7 Drayton Ximphidia wii,

Foure nimble Gnats the Horses were, Their Harnasses of

Gossamere. 1633 Massini.er Guardian II. iv, A lied of

fossamire And damask roses. 1659 Lady A liniouy D 2,

mall threeds Thin-spun as is the subtil Gothsemay. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 543 The filmy Gossamer now Mitts

no more. 1777 W. Mason Ep. to Dr. Shebbeare 95 Let

my numbers flutter light in air, As careless as the silken

Gossimer. 1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar. in. i.v, Are those

her sails that glance in the Sun Like restless gossameres?

1813 Shelley Q. Mai 120 Let even the restless gossainer

Sleep on the moveless air ! 1847 Tennyson Priuc. V. 163

To trip a tigress with a gossamer. 1850 — In Mem. xl. 7

All the silvery gossamers That twinkle intogreen and gold.

a 1851 MolxOcteber Poet. Wks. 1852 I. 124 The gossamer.

.

Now floats and now subsides upon the air. 1878 ( rEO. Eliot

Coll. Break/. P. 34 Weaving gossamer to trap the sun.

b. transf. and fig. Applied to something light

and flimsy as gossamer.

? (11400 Morle Arth. 2688 This es bot gosesomere, and

gyffene one erles. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 194 It

will, .fly away like the down, or gossemeere of dandelyon.

1827 Hooo Midi. Fairies xii, Not measured out against

Fate's mortal knives, Like human gossamers. 1855 Motley
Dutch Rep. vi. i. (18661 782 A decent gossamer of conven-

tional phraseology was ever allowed to float over the

nakedness of unblushing treason. 1871 ¥..\v.i.v.Pkilol. Eng.

Tongue § 233 It would hardly have beseemed' such a poet

as Chaucer to bring the stroke of his measure down upon

such a gossamer.

2. An- extremely delicate kind of gauze.

1872 Black Adv. Phaeton i. 2 A dress of blue, with

touches of white gossamer and fur about the tight wrists

and neck. . .

3. a. In England : Originally, an advertising

tradesman's name for a make of silk hat recom-

mended as extremely light ; hence, used jocularly

for a hat generally, b. U. S. A name for a very

light kind of waterproof.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xii, Every hole lets in some air.,

wenlilationgossamerlcallsit. 1851 Mayhew Land.Labour

II. 43,
' I have sold hats from 6d. to 31. 6,1., but very seldom

3*. 6d. The 3S.td. ones would wear out two new gossamers.

1888 Harper's Mag. June 139/1 Flinging off his gossamer,

and hanging it up to drip into the pan of the hat rack.

4. altrib.

1802 Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 3"5 The Gossamer

Spider. 1816 Kirbv & Si'. Entomol. (1843) II. 269 1 hat

sight occasionally noticed in fine days in the autumn, of

Webs—commonly called gossamer webs -covering the earth

and floating in the air. 1830 Hoon Haunted Ho. Hi. l.vxx,

Across the door no gossamer festoon Swung pendulous. 1839

Bailey Festus (1854) 12 The gossamer woof, beaded with

dew. 1873 Sunday Mae: June 6as The little gossamer

thread of hope. 1875 lin'cycl. Brit. II. 296/1 Gossamer lines

are merely the threads left by small and immature spider.,.

B. adj. Of things, both material and immaterial

:

Light and flimsy as gossamer. Of persons : Frivo-

lous, volatile.

1806-7 J. BnuwroJftwfa Hum. Life wind) I. Introd.,

Pride and the plague of this gossamer frame of mine.

1843 Lytton Last Bar. I. ii, [Girls] dancing round bin

with.. gossamer robes that brushed him as they circled.

1847 Youatt Horse xi. 239 The gossamer membrane of.

.

the lobules of the lungs. l8sa Dickens Bleak Ho. xlin.

Such an unworldly, uncalculating, gossamer-creature, is

a relief to him. 185a H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 15 He
w.dks through this bleak world in such a gossamer gauze of

transparent 'spiritualism' that fetch 1853 C. Bronte

I'iltette xxvii. There was a kind of gossamer happiness

hanging in the air. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret'in. 1.

(1861) 75 [He] sighed when ihe black gossamer ashes floated

upward on the draught, and were lost in ihe chimney. 1879

Print. Trades Jrnl. XXIX. 35 A gossamer tissue in imitation

ofthe Japanese. tSIA Pall MallG. 26 Jan. 12.1 Light-weight

[India-rubber] goods such as ladies wear, known as gossamer

goods. 1893 Dublin Rev. Oct. 789 The original authors of

this gossamer gossip.

Comb. 1849 James Woodman v, That gay gossamer-

I

looking youth, whom the young lord called Hungerford.

Hence Oo'ssamered///.a. , coated with gossamer,

gossamer-like.
i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. yt. x. § 18 Casting a gossa-

mered grayness and softness of plumy mist along their
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surfaces far away. 1897 Q. R,~: Oct. 344 His [Mr. Austin

Dobson's] society is one of picturesque ghosts ; of history

go^samered.

Gossamery ge'Siimari , a. [f. G' ssamer sb. +

-yl.] Of the nature of or resembling gossamer;

flimsy, unsubstantial; =Gossamek a.

1790' K. Km Laurel Liberty led. 2) 8 Hang o'er his

eye thv gossamery tear. 1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798'

57 In filmy, gawzy, gos>amery lines. 1812 J. Wilson Isle

ofPalms 1. 125 A vessel. .All rigg'd with gossamery sails.

1845-6 1)E Quincev Keats Wks. 1890 XI. 389 The Italian

poet, Marino, had been reputed the greatest master of

gossamery affectation in Europe. 1883 Gd. Words Dec.

791/2 This orchid is seldom seen without some gossamery

spidei work surrounding it.

Gossamire, -ore, -our, obs. if. Gossamer.

t Gossampine. Obs. Also corruptly gossan-

pine, gassampine, grassapine. [a. r. gossampin

the shrub Bombax penlandrum, which yields a

substance similar to cotton — It. gossampino, ad.

I., gossympinus (also gossypioii). Cf. also It. gossi-

pina f lorio) cloth made of this cotton : see Gossi-

PIKE.j a. The shrub Bombax pentandrum. b.

The cotton-like fibre produced from it. c. A kind

of cloth made of this fibre. Also attrib.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 14 He weareth a

vesture of ye silke called Gossampine. Ibid. 21 Their

beddes are made of Gossampine cotton. 1594 Greene &
Lodge Looking Glass (1598) F iij, On his alters perfume

these Turkie clothes, This gassampine and gold ile sacrifice.

1506 LoDCE Marr. Amcr. 125 With gold and silver, silke,

and gossanpine threed of many colours, were woven the

images of those Gods which the Cuscans most worshipped.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 363 Of the Gossampine trees.,

trees called Gossampines, which yeeld . . cotton. 1613

Plrchas Pilgrimage .1614) 907 These Images they made
of Gossampine cotten. ioa3 Cockeram Eng. Diet. 11.

Cotton, grassapine.

Gossan (gc'zan\ Mining. Also goz(z)an, goz-

zen. [Belongs to the dialect of Cornwall, but no

Celtic etymon has been found.] Decomposed rock,

of a reddish or ferruginous colour (due to oxidized

iron pyrites), forming a part of the ' outcrop' of a

metallic vein.

1776 Prvce Min. Cornub. 44 Other crude Minerals of no

esteem, are those of a ferruginous quality, which the Miners

distinguish by the names of Gossan, Cal (more properly Gal),

Cockle, &C. Our Gossan Lodes often produce Tin at a

shallow level in tolerable plenty. .These Gossans or Ochres,

are commonly called the Feeders of their respective Metals.

1796 Kirwan F.lem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 132 Broiun Tungsten,

Gossan of the Cornish mines. 1808 Poi.whei.e Corn-Lug.
Gloss., Gozan, rust ; iron ochre. 1851 Richardson Geol. 1. 7

Veins of copper are usually found in connexion with an

earthy, ochreous stone locally termed gossan. 1854 MlB-
CH1SON Siluria xvii. 434 There [in North Devon] the matrix

or gossan of the lode [of copper ore] is suffused by particles

of gold. 1880 //
'. Cornw. Gloss., Gossan, yellow earth just

above a vein of metal.

b. trans/. ,Sec quot.) dial.

1880 II '. < 'mm Gloss- Gossan, an old wig grown yellow

from age and wear. 1891 Q. [Couch] Noughts ff Crosses

36 It was a ' gossan ' wig, as we call it in our parts ; a Wig

grown yellow and rusty with age and wear.

Hence Gossani ferous a., producing gossan.

1864 in Webster (citing Dana). Hence in later Diets.

Gosse 1
, mincing pronnnc. of (ion: cf. Gosh.

a 1553 LTdall Royster D. ill. iv. (Arb.) 52 By gosse and

for thy sake I defye hir in deede.

Gosse-, gos, short for Gossip. (See also Gossi,

Gossy.)
1547 Boordf. Introd Kucaul. i. (1870) 122 [A Cormshman

speaks.) Dup the dore, gos .. A, good gosse .
.
Drynke,

gos.e, to me. 1603 Phi/olns cxlix, This purpois gosse,

appeirs to me Sa wonder nyce and strange to be.

Gosse, obs. form of Goose, Gohse.

Gosselin, gosselyng, obs. forms of Gosling.

Gossemeere, obs. form of Gossameb.

Gossep pe, obs. form of Gossip.

Gossip (gf's'P)'-^- Forms: 1 godsib(b, 4 god-

syb(be, -zyb(be, 4-5 gossib(be, 4-7 godsib(be,

5-6 gos(s)y(p)p(e, 5-; godsip, gossipp(e, gos-

(s)op,e, 5-8 gossep(pe, 6-7 goship, (5 godsep,

-sypp, g08syb(e, 6 ghosseppe ,
gossup

,
goshyp(p,

godcept, 7 godsepte, ghossip), 6- gossip. [OK.

godsibb masc. ((.god Go» + sib/> adj., akin, related :

see Sib a.) = ON. guS-se/e masc, gutS-sifja fem.,

OSw. guzsmvir masc, gufziff, gudzsoff fem. In

ME. a single example is found of a fem. godzybbe

corresp. to masc. goihyb (see quot. 1340 in 1).]

1. One who has contracted spiritual affinity with

another by acting as a sponsor at a baptism.

a. In relation' to the person baptized: A god-

father or godmother ; a sponsor. Now only arch.

and dial.

1014 Wonrn S*rm, ad Anglos (Napier) 160 Godsibbas

and godbeam to fela man forspilde wide Jynd pas beode

nfAytni. 48pe xeuende is. of godsone to be children of

luVeodzyb ober of hi- godzybbe. 159° Greenwood Collect.

Scianud. Art. G. The rashe, vndiscreele, and vnpossible

vowe of the saide go.sipps. 1649 Evelyn Diary .1827 11.

16 The parents being so poore that they had provided no

gossips, a 1654 Selof.n Table T. (Arb.) ?
o Should a great

Lady, that was invited to be a Gossip in her place send

her kitchen-maid. 1711 Hearne Collect, p. U.S.) !"•

104 Fully designed to come and stand gossip in person to

Dr. Hudson's child. 1770 Foote Lame Lover 1. 12 Do you

know that you are new christen'd, and have had me lor
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:i gossip I 1819 S. Rogers Hum. Life 34 Now, glad at heart

the gossips breathe their prayer. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy
Chain 1. ix. 118791 79 I'll find gossips, and let 'em be chris-

tened on Sunday. 1876 Freeman Norm. Come. V. xxv.

560 The Englishman whose child was held at the font by
a Norman gossip.. cast aside his own name. 1886 S. W.
Line. Gloss, s.v. , I suppose the same gossips will do for both.

/'.<• >58i J- BbLL Haiidon's Ansiv. Osor. 407b, And
this place y* CathoHcke gosseppes have Christened by the

name of Purgatory. 1607 Middlkton Miehaelm. Term
hi. iv, I would never undertake to be gossip to that bond
which I would not see well brought up. 1673 | R. Leigh]
Transp. Rch. 8 Who would be Gossip to all the nameless
Off-springs of the Press.

fb. transf. With reference to the christening of

a bell. Obs.

1563 Foxii A. <y M. 380 The bel bailing a new garment
put vppon it., they goo vnto sumptuous bankets, where-
vnto also the Gossips are bidden. 1778 Pennant Tour
in Wales (1883} I. 47 A bell.. was also christened . .The
gossips, .were doubtlessly rich persons.

f c. In relation to the parents : (One's' child's

godfather or godmother. Obs.
e 1325 Lai le Freine 42 He schal mi gossibbe be. 1475

Sir j. Paston in P. Lett. No. 766 III. 145 He was fayn to

sue to the said Due by the meanes of his godsip the Bisshop
of Wynchestre. [He was sponsor to the Duke's daughter.]

1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. 561 Which Wyllyam.,was gossyp
vnto the quene. t 1610 Sir J. Melvii, Mem. (1683) 70, I

requested her majesty to be a gossip to the Queen. 1612

Davies Why Ireland, etc. (1747) 113 The English were for-

bidden to marry, to foster, to make gossippes with the Irish.

1625 15. Jonson Staple ofX. Induct., And those Mothers
had Gossips {if their Children were christnedi as we are.

1698 M. Martin Voy. Kilda (1749) 76 The Officer, .conde-
scended to be the Impostor's Gossip, i. e. Sponsor at the

Baptism of one of his Children. 1893 P. W, Joyce Short
Hist. Irel. 88 When a man stood sponsor for a child .. he
became the child's godfather, and gossip to the parents.

+ d. In relation to one who acts as godfather or

godmother on the same occasion : A fellow-sponsor.
c 1386 Chal-cer Pars. T. P 835 A womman may in no

lasse synne assemblen with hire godsib, than with hire
owene flesshly brother, c 1440 Promp. Part/. 204/2 Gossyp,
maim, computer. Gossyp, woman, commater. 1563
Becon Acts Chr. <y Antichr. Wks. III. 416 Christen
Gossippes . . those men and women that haue bene God-
fathers and Godmothers together of one childe at Baptisme.
1622 Fletcher Sp. Curate 11. i, Lean. I have heard him
say you were gossips too. Lop. You did not heare him
say to whom. 1666 Pepys Diary 2 Dec, I took my pretty
gossip to White Hall with us.

*t*e. gen. Obs.

c 1315 Shoreham 69 In that cas thou my^t weddy To
thyne wyfes gossibbe. t 1386 Chaucer Pars. Tl P 834
Parentele is in two maneres, outher goostly or fleshly;

goostly, as for to delen with hise godsibbes.

2. A familiar acquaintance, friend, chum. For-
merly applied to both sexes, now only (somewhat
arch.) to women. (A sense apparently derived more
immediately from 1 c.)

The expression in quot. 1641 is app. the name oPsome
rustic game or dance.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 152 ' Ic haue good ale, gossib',

quod heo. 'Gloten, woltou asaye'? 1393 Ibid*. C vn. 47
What ich gaf for godes loue, to god-sybbes ich tolde.

a 1450 Knt. dc la Tour (,1868) 79 There was a false bauude
that was her godsib. a 1529 Skelton E. Ruvimyng 356
ho, gossyp, I wys. Thus and thus it is. c 1560 Ingelend
Disobedient Child Fijb, She is to her Gossypes gone to

make mery. 1641 Brome Joviall Crew 11. (1053) D2I), He
makes us even sick of his sadness, that were wont to see

my Ghossips cock to day; mould Cocklebread ; daunce
clutterdepouch [etc.]. 1766 H. Brooke Fool of Quality
uSoq) II. 11 Barnaby Boniface, his next neighbour and
gossip. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xii, Ah, Gossip dear,

We're safe enough ; here In this arm-chair sit. 1857 C
Bronte Professor I. xi. 180 The old duenna—my mother's
gossip. 1873 Ouida Pascarel I. 65 His mother too, was a
gossip of her own.

b. esp. Applied to a woman's female friends in-

vited to be present at a birth.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 47 Sometime lurke I in a Gossips
bole, In very likenesse of a roasted crab. 1620 Swetnam
Arraignd (1880) 44 Bidding of Gossips, calling to Vp-
sittings. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) I. ,\x. 75 They are
as good evidence to prove where they were born, as if we
had the deposit ion of the midwife, and all the gossips present
at their mothers labours. 1721-2800 Bailey, A gossiping,

a merry Meeting of Gossips, at a Woman's Lying in. 1764
Low Life 29 Poor labouring Men .. are obliged to. .go a
Nigiting, i.e. fetching Midwives, Nurses and Gossips.

1805 Med. Jml. XIV. 258 The officiousness of nurses and
gossips. 1858 M. Porteous Souter Johnny 31 Whan your
nieve the gossip streikit.

transf 1664 Butler Hud. 11. i. 90 To do the office of
a Neighbour, And be a Gossip at his Labour.

3. A person, mostly a woman, of light and trifling

character, esp. one who delights in idle talk ; a
newsmonger, a tattler.

1566 [see 6, gossip-like]. 1579 Lvly Euphues (ArbJ 52, I

will, .bring, .a visard on my face, for a shamelesse gossippe.
1600 Dekkek Fortitnatus Wks. 1873 I. 97, I wonder what
blind gossip this minx is that is so prodigal 1. 16x4 T. Adams
Devil's Bant}. 320 There arise in the end., as many Gospels
as Gossips. 1687 Dkyden Hitui 17 P. ill. 903 The common
chat of gossips when they meet. 1709 Hearne Collect.

(O. H. S.) II. 212 John Stevens, .a negligent, busy, prating
Gossip. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 26. 144 A Gossip in
Politics is a Slattern in her Family. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Loom $ Lugger 1. i. 6 Ifhe did not mean the girls to grow up
the greatest gossips in the neighbourhood. 1854 Emerson
Soc. Aims Wks. (Bohn) III. 176 Why need you, who are
not a gossip, talk as a gossip? 1884 Mrs. Ewing Mary's
Alcaiiow 13 The Weeding Woman is a great gossip.

4. The conversation of such a person ; idle talk
;

trifling or groundless rumour; tittle-tattle. Also,

in a more favourable sense : Easy, unrestrained talk

or writing, esp. about persons or social incidents.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 11, I was up to his gossip,

so I took him. 1820 W. Irvinc; Sketch Bk. II. 358 A kincl

of travelling gazette, carrying the whole budget of local

gossip from house to house. 1833 H 1. Martineau Loom <y

Lugger 1. i. 6 All this gossip about their neighbours. 1849
l,i>. Houghton in T. W. Reid Life (1891,1 I. x. 439 A sort

of focus of political gossip. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl.
I. 27 We are fond of topographical gossip. 1889 Barrie
Window in Thrums 177 My presence killed the gossip on
her tongue.

5. Some kind of game. (Cf. Scandal.)
1880 New Virginians II. 202 We had a few games,

'Gossip', very amusing— I don't know whether English or
American.

6. altrib. and Comb., as (appositive in senses 2

and 3) gossip-nurse, -seer, (sense 4) gossip-gleaner,

-nwnger,-mongering,-shop\ ^sense 3) gossip-like adj.

and adv., gossip-wise adv. ; + gossip-cup. also

gossip's cup = Caudle si>. 1
;

gossip - money,
gratuities to the sponsors at a christening ; f gossip-
pint-pot, a hard drinker.

1633 Hart Diet ofDiseased Introd. 20 A cup of good ale,

with some nutmegg, suger, and a tost, a good *gossip cup
I confesse. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 11. 14 If you will make
a right "Gossips Cuppe that shall farre exceede all the Ale.

1853 HlCKlR tr. Aristoph. (1872^ II. 574 Do you say this

of me, you *gossip-gleaner? 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 11. vi.

H viij, Full *gosseplike, the father sage beginnes his fable

then. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 1S8, I will leaue you
now to your gossep-like humor. 17.. 'IK. Ward Welsh
monster 35 Let him. .Tattle but Gossip like, to please 'em.

1845 Svd. Smith Irish Pom. Cath. Ch. Wks. 1S59 II.

339/1 The same scenes of altercation take place when
*gossip-money is refused at baptisms. 1836 T. Hook G.
Gurney xvi. (1850J III. 349 Several of those meddling
•gossip-mongers, who invariably infest small country-town
society. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. viii. 119 A few weeks
later, Sir Francis Allen informs that great gossip-mongur,
Anthony Bacon [etc.]. 1893 A themeum 7 Oct. 487/2 What
merit it possesses consists in . . the mischievous *gossip-

mongering of a certain Lady Dahlia Wormwood. 1845
Hood Sea Spell \\, A baby's caul A thing, as *gossip-nurses
know, That always brings a squall. 1580 Holi.yband Treas.
Fr. Toug s.v. Croque, He is a *gossip pintepot. 1842 1''.

Howks Horace's Sat. 1. ix. 39 Now, now I see the doom ap-
proaching near, Which once was told me by a *gossip-seer.

1824 Miss Mitfobd Village Sen 1. (1863) 208 A *gossip-shop
called 'literary' ..where he talks and reads newspapers.
1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char, xviii. 469 Some citizens

meet in the street and talk, *gossip-wise, about the ill-

ordering of government.

Gossip (g^'sip), v. [f. Gossip j*.]

f 1. trans. To be a gossip or sponsor to ; to

give a name to. Obs.
1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. i. 189 Pretty fond adoptious

christendomes That blinking Cupid gossips. 1716 M. Davies
A then. Brit. 1 1. 241 Arius's. .Heathenish Pamphlet, gossop'd
by the name of the . . Fabulous Thalia (tho' too gentile a
Miss for such Mock-Christenings of Sorcery- Ballads'.

+ 2. intr. To act as a gossip, or familiar acquaint-

ance ; to take part (in a feast), be a boon-companion;
to make oneself at home. Also to gossip it. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 407 With all my heart, lie

Gossip at this feast. 1611 Cot(;r„ I 'oisiuer,. .to gossip it,

or goe to visit neighbours. 1645 Milton Tctraeh. Wks.
(1S51) 220 When sin revels and gossips within the arcenal of
law. .this is a faire limitation indeede.

3. To talk idly, mostly about other people's
affairs ; to go about tattling.

_ 1627 Drayton Moon-Calf 583 Mother Bumby, a mad
iocund Mate As euer Gossipt. 1669 H. More Expos. 7
P.p. to j Ch. Pref. b 2, Swarms of men . . went gadding and
gossipping up and down, telling odd Stories to the people.

1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Oct., I rang vainly for my
maid, .she was gossiping out of hearing. 1846 Mrs. Gore
Sk. Eng. Char. (1852) 16 You gossip everywhere, of every
thing. 187a Earl Pemhroke & G. H. Kingsley S. Sea
Bubbles iii. 70 [We] called and gossipped for an hour with
Mr. Saville and his family.
transf and fig, 1784 Cowper Task v. 60 Now from the

roost, or from the neighb'ring pale, Where . . they gossiped
side by side. 1856 Bryant After Tempest ii, The cheerful
rivulet sung And gossiped, as he hastened ocean-ward.
1863 Longk. Wayside Inn, Interl. to Student's T., Wild
birds gossiping overhead.

b. To write in a gossiping style.

1885 Manch. Guard. 20 July 5/5 A writer in All tlie Year
Rouud gossips pleasantly on., the pets of authors.

4. trans. To tell like a gossip ; to communicate.
Also with out.

1611 Heywood Gold. Age 1. Wks. 1874 III. 11 It is so
Gossipt in the Queenes chamber. 1650 R. Stapylton
Strada's Lo?v C. Warres 1. 20 The secret lay not long in
the Embers, being gossiped out by a woman. 1786-1805
H. Tooke Purley 122 The substance of the Criticisms..
was . . gossiped by the present precious Secretary at War.
1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. 2 And wisdom, gossip'd from the
star-. 1880 G. R. Sims Ball. Babylon 30 And they gossiped
her story over in language a bit too plain.

Gossipdom (g^sipdain). [f. Gossip sb. + -ixw.]
The class of gossips as a whole; the realm of
gossip.

189a Manning Pastime Papers 57 Gossipdom has inner
bolge or circles less innocuous. 1898 F. F. Moore Fatal
Gift xxiv. 1 75 Horace Walpole, the arch-priest of Gossipdom.

Gossiper (gfrsipsi). [f. Gossip v. + -ek'.]
One who gossips.

1568 Tilney Disc. MariageKiij a, I cannot bu t maruayle

how a woman of estimation can delite in gadding abrode,
to be a gossiper. 1679 Shadwei.l True Widow 1. adfin.,
A perpetual Gossiper and Visiter in all Families. 1817
Mar. Edgeworth Tales A> Novels, Harrington xii, Then
bitterly I execrated the reporters, and the gossipers, and
the letter-writing misses. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I.

xiii. 253 Some of the Court gossippers of the day say that
the commission bad been offered to Ralegh. 1885 L'/ool
Daily Post 29 Aug. 5/2 < iossipers on the Flags were pleased
to notice that cotton remains fair.

Gossiphood g^siphucl). Now rare. Also

f goasiphede. [I. Gossip .f//. + -hood, -heai>.]

fa. Spiritual relationship; = Gossipued i. b.

A body of gossips (see Gossip sb. 3).

1502 Ord. Crystal Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. x. 115 Whan
the one or the other ben of lygnage or of ony affynyte, or
gossyphede. 1579 ToMSON Calvin's Serin. Tun. 56/2 We
makes no bones at it to despise <!<: despite God, vnder the

name of a gossiphoode. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain \\.

xi. (1871)) 463 It would create a sensation among the go>sip-

hood of Stoneborough.

t Gossipine. Obs, [ad. It. gossipina: sec

GOSSAMPIKK. Cf. GOSSYPINE rt.] —GOSSAMPINE.
' *$&S ] Sparkr Hawkins* Sec. Voy. in Hakluyt Voy.

(1600) III. 508 The beds which they ^the Indians] haue
are made of (lossopine cotton. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 11.

91 Who would b<jk:<jue, that there were so much gossipine
or cotton-wool in China. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. iv.

(168S1 4S9 bJrasil Wood, .and ..Gossipine or Cotton.

Gossiping (gp'sipirj .
"•/>/. sb. [f. Gossip v. +

-INGl.j The action of the vb. Gossip.

1. A christening or chiistening-fenst. Now dial.

^1627 Middlkton Chaste Maid 11. i. Wks. (Dyce) IV.

27 You'll to the gossiping Of master Allwit's child? 1728
Brke*s Weekly Jml. lExeter) 30 Aug., Last Sunday
Afternoon was celebrated here a Gossipping, or held a
jovial Meeting of Good Wives and Sweethearts, to solem-
nize the Uaptisin of a Child. 1756 J. Willme Sephcrah
Shclosh 201 in Palatine Note />'/.-. uS8i) I. 118 At the Fir>t

Gift of whose Name (commonly called a Gossiping or Up-
sit-Feast of Urbanity there was a very great Kejoising,
of many Neighbours and Relations. 1886 Ei.worthy
IV. Somerset ll'ord-bk., Gossipping, a christening feast.

Hence the act o( frequently attending such gatherings.

t 2. A meeting of friends and acquaintances, esp.

at the birth of a child ; also gen. a merry-making.
1557 North tr. Gueuards Diall Pr. n. vii. (1568) 96 b,

They remember more the gossippinges that they haue to

go, then their shines, which they ought to lament. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 419 Will you walke in to see their

gossipping? 1613 PuBCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 506 They
chew these leaves ; and in their gossippings or visiting of

their friends, they are .. presented with them. 1721-1800
Bailky s.v., A gossiping, a merry meeting of gossips at

a woman's lying in. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Child Angel,
Methought. .1 was present, .at an Angel's gossiping.

3. a. The action of talking idly, or tattling ; an
instance of this. b. An assemblage, where this is

the chief occupation.
1630 J. Tavlok 1 Water P.) Taylor's Goose Wks. 1. 105/'!

The fashion of her prate Our wines at Gossipings doe
imitate. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 310 r 9 Give us a Specu-
lation on Gossipping. 1765 Foote Commissary in. Wks.
1799 II. 36 These kind of women are a good deal given to

gossiping. 1791 Hoswkll Johnson i. 1.1848) 1/2 A consider-

able portion is not devoid of entertainment to the lovers of

literary gossiping. 1791-1823 D'Lskaeli Cnr. Lit. (185S.)

III. 381 The gossiping of a profound politician, .often, by a
spontaneous stroke, reveals the individual. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Ilk. (1859) 22 They talked those matters over in

their evening gossipings. 1870 Miss Bkii>cman A'. Lynne
I. xvii. 293, I shall be heartily glad to leave this place,

with all this impertinent gossiping and scandal.

4. A literary composition of a light and chatty

character, rare.

1814 \.. Hunt least Poets (1815) 117 Mr. Walter Savage
Landoi—author of an epic piece of gossiping called Gebir.

5. attrib.

1628 Earle Microcosm., Meer Gull Citizen (Arb.) 93 His
friendships are a kindc of Gossiping friendships. 1806-7

J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (18261 v. xvi, Those
gossiping scenes of a play in which the lacqueys and wait-

ing-maids lay their heads together. 1835 W. Ikving 'Tour
Prairies 99 The Captain's lodge . . was a kind of council fire

and gossiping place for the veterans of the camp.

Gossiping (gp'sipig), ppl. a. [f. Gossip v. +
-ING-.] That gossips or indulges in light and idle

talk : a. of persons.
1618 Mynshul Ess. Prison 21 A prisoner is as much

beholding to such leape-frog acquaintance, as a man shaken
with the Ague to euery gossipping woman hee meetes.

1692 L'Estrangi; Fables eclxiii. 229 A Bevy of Jolly, Gos-
sipping Wenches. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 15

People boast of a new acquaintance, as *a pleasant gossip-

ing fellow'. 185* Mrs. Stowe Uncle Toms C. vii, The
good woman, kindly and gossipping, seemed^ rather pleased

than otherwise with having somebody come in to talk with.

b. of conversation and literary composition.

1709 Shaftesbury Char. 11711)1. 148 Who..wou'd set her

[religion] on the same bottom with Parish-Tales, and Gos-

siping Storys of Imps, Goblins [etc.]. 1729 Law Serious C.

i. 5 If you was to ask him., why he gives himself up to an
idle gossiping conversation? 1750 H. Walpole Let. H.
Mann 1 Sept., This I call a very gossiping letter. 1831 Mks.
Trolloi'e in L'Estrange Friendships Miss Mitford 11882)

I. viii. 227 My book is gossiping, and .. faithfully true to

the evidence of my senses, i860 Dickf.ns Lett. (1880)

II. in An idea for my series of gossiping papers. 188a

Serjt. Ballantine Exper. xix. 194 A gossiping sketch,

and claiming no controversial importance.
transf 1847 Longf. Ev. 1. i. 22 Distaffs spinning the

golden flax for the gossiping looms.

Hence G-'ossipingly adv., in a gossiping manner.
1817 J. Gilchrist Inteli. Patrimony 141 The most super-
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GOSSIPLY.

ficial [philosophers were] public and gossipingly social. 1875
N. Amcr. Rex: CXX. 209 Such was the formula by which
we were first gossipingly made acquainted with the subject.

+ Go*Ssiply, a. Obs. [f. Gossip sb. + -ly'.]
Pertaining to, or characteristic of, a gossip.
161 1 Cotgk., Menande, surely, . . (a Gossiplie oath, or asseucr-

ation).

Gossipred (gfstpred). Also 4 gossybrede.
[f. Gossip sb. 4- OK. rxden condition : see -WED.]
An etymologizing perversion appears in Huloet 1552 :

' tioshipbred, or gatherings of goshyps at the wyne, syssitia.'

1. The relationship of gossips (see Gossip sb. 1

and 2) ; spiritual affinity. Now only Hist, (with

reference to Irish customs).
c I3I5 Shorbham 68 Ase the gossybrede dra3th Rygt to

ous after crystnynge, So gossibrede drajeth eke Ryjt after
confermynge. 1387" Thevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 357 In gosib-
rede and holy kynrede. c 1430 Lydg. Miu. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 36 Be wel ware of feyned cosynage, And gossiprede.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 435 He . . assertayned hym of y-
gossyprede y

l was atwene hym and Blanche his wyfe. 1533
More Debell. Salem v. Wks. 941/1, I haue none affinitie ..

eyther by gossepred or bi manage. x6ia Davies Why Ire-
land, AH". (1747) 181 The like may be said of gossipred or
compaternitie which though by the canon lawe it be a spiri-

tual affinity [etc.]. 1646 Sir J. Temple Irish Rebell. 8 marg. %

Alliance by marriage, nurture of Infants, and gossipred with
the Irish are high treason. 1807 C. CHALMERS Caledonia
I. in. x. 458 The custom of fostering, and gossipred, among
the Irish. 1861 Goi.dw. Smith Irish Hist. 37 The con-
nexion of sponsorship or gossiprede was made a sort of
second fosterage.

t b. transf. Affinity in general. Obs. rare.

1674 X. Fairfax Bulk «y Selv. 91 We find some bodies
amongst us hold up a Gossipred, that seem to have littie or
nothing of kinred.
* 2. By some mod. writers used for : The habitual

action of a gossip or tattler; small-talk ; — Gos-
sip sb. 4.
i8z8 Sloii /•'. M. Perth xx, Our poor fellow-citizen..

having been active in spreading the>e reports, as indeed his
clement lay in such gosMpred. 1859 R. F. Blkton Centr.
Afr. in Jml.Geog, Soc. XXIX. ^09 The women, .collecting
in a group upon their little stuuls indulge in the pleasures
ofgo.^ipied and the pipe. 1892 Manning Pastime Papers
53 h is a rigorous destiny that Gossipred should have come
to signify one of the worst of social vices.

Gossipry (^rsipri). [f. Gossip sb. i -ry.]

1. Spiritual relationship : -eGosslPKED 1.

1550 Bale Image Both CIi. 111. xviiL lib. viij b, [Marriage
should be forbidden] neither for vowes vnaduised, nor for

no popish orders, nor yet for any gossypry. 1861 Dasknt
Story Burnt Njal II. 248, I challenge both these men out
of the inquest . . for this sake, that one of them is Mord's
second cousin by kinship, but the other for gossipry. 1880
.Academy 21 Aug. 134 There exist many kind> of gossipry
boides the usual form connected with christenings,

fb. Intimacy. Obs.— 1

a 1614 J. Melvill Diary (MS.) 36 (Jam.), All goisiprie
gude up between him and my uncle Mr, Andrew.

c. concr. A relative in general.
1887 Browning Parleyings, Fust <y Friends 12 Greet us

thy gossipry, cousin and sib !

2. The practice of gossiping; small talk, gossip;
also, a gossiping conversation.
1818 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) J 99 ' Well, my dear !

'

as we say in Ireland when we enter on a gossipry. 1819 W.
Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXXIX. 145 We cannot help
being struck with a certain feeling of inanity . . of inquiry
squandered on the gossipry of the past. 1841 SlacMv.
Mag. XLIX. 362 Any bald disjointed chat—any gossipry

—

that an accomplished writer may please to descend to. 1876
DowuiiN Poems 50 At evening I went back, Walked past
the idle groups at gossipry.

b. Gossiping discourse.
1865 Sat. Rev. 25 Mar. 348 Girls., are to learn ..Greek, to

enable them to enjoy, .the gossipry of Herodotus.
C. cotter. A body of gossips.

1853 .Mrs. Browning Lett. 16 May, Think kindly of us in
the midst of your brilliant London gossipry. 1888 N. <y Q.
11 Aug. 114 The striking circumstances of it were quite suffi-

cient .
.
to convince all the gossipry of Rome that he was

poisoned.

t Gossipship. Obs. [f. Gossip sb, + -ship.]

The mutual relation of gossips. Also, the personality

of a gossip or sponsor ^used as a mock-tille). (Cf.

GOSSII'IIED 1.)

1572 Hllolt (ed. Higins), Gosshishippe at a Christening,
lustrLa cognatio. 1591 Perlivall Sp. Diet., Compadrazgo,
gossipship, Compateruitas. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden
Wks. iGrosart) III. 203 A whole penny-worth of paper,
which his Gossipship, that hath the naming of the child,
dubs the Kncomium 0/ the Fo.ie. 1651 Howell Su>v.
Venue 188 (bis) To the end that this Goshipship shold no
way be a bar or impediment among the Gentlewomen in

matter of Manage. 1677 W. Hughes Man ofSin 11. x. 175
Such as were born after such Gossipship was contracted.

Gossipy {gp'^pK, a- [f. Gossip sb. + -T*.]

Of a literary composition : Characterized by, or
full of, gossip. Of a person : Inclined or devoted
to gossip.

1818 T. Murdoch in Smiles J. Murray 1.1891) II. xxii. 67
[It] would soon.. sink the journal down to the level of
a common gossipy magazine. 1829 Dk. Buckingham Diary
III. be 208 Don't like Florence. The Society is confined,
but gossipy to a degree. 1865 Spectator 11 Feb. 164 The
book, though slight and gossippy, has an interest. 1879
Jeffkries Wild Life in S. C. 83 The old woman's memories
were wholly of gossipy family history.

Hence G-ossipines», inclination for gossip.
1890 Universal Rev. Apr. 604, I don't ask out of mere

gossipiness.
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Gossommer, goasomyre, obs. ff.GassAMEK.
Gossoon (g^stt-n . Chiefly Anglo-Irish. Also

7 gosoun, 9 gosoon. gorsoon. [Alteration of
garsoon GaBCSOIT, GAB0O*.] A youth, a boy; a
servant-boy, lackey.

1684 J. Haines Epil. to Lacys Sir II. Buffou, French
gouts, that mingle water with their wine, Cry, Ah de
French song, gosoun, dat is ver' fine. 1802 Mar. Edge-
worth Irish Bulls (1803) 161 Kven the cottiers and gossoons
speak in trope and figure. 1841 I.ever C. O'Mailey vii. 42
The gosoon is gone to look for a pair. 1884 Times (.weekly
ed.) 29 Aug. 14/4 Two or three ragged gossoons were gallop-
ing on the flanks of the flock. 1896 Contemp. Rev. June
809 Poor unfriended Irish gorsoons.

Gossop, obs. form of Gossip.
Gossopine, variant of Gossipine, Obs.

Gossummer, Gossup, obs. ff. Gossameu,
Go.ssip.

*i Go'SSy. Si: Obs. ff. Gossl + -v.] A crony.
IMI Ramsay Elegy Magg Johnston 87 Let a' thy gossies

yelp and yell. 1719 - - Tarn. Fpist. Answer i. 6 In gossy
Don's be candle-light. 1731 — Poems, Gloss. , Cossie, gossip.

Gossypine gp'sipain , a. [f. mod.L. Gossy-
pium (alter Pliny's gossypion : see Gossamfine

,

the generic cotton-plant + -1NE.] Cottony, iloeeulent.
1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413 2 Gossypine.

Gost, dial, form of Gokse.
Goat e, obs. form of Ghost.
Goster. gosther = Gauster sb. and v.

1839 W. Carleton Fardorougha (ed. 2) 70 We're idlin'

an' gostherin away our time like I dunna what. 1892
Athemeum 16 Apr. 496/3 The handsome, selfish Murdough
so full of ' gosther 'and brag. 1892 Emily Lawless Crania
II. ii. 91 A gosthering, spending, having brood they are
and always have been.

[Gosting, * madder ' : see List Spurious Words.}

1 Go-Summer, St; Obs. Also go o' simmer,
[app. identical with Gossambb, and exhibiting the

orig. sense of that word, not elsewhere recorded :

see the etymological note there. The spelling is due
to association with Go v. ; in some Sc. dialects the
word has been transformed into go-harvest, gosS'

hairst (see Jain. .] The 'St. Martin's summer', a
period ol summer-like weather in late autumn.

• 1 1670 Si'alding Trout. Chas. I 1 Hannatyne Club) I. ^6
The goe summer, Matchless fair in Murray, but winds,
weits, or any storme ..the garden herbs revived, July
flowers and rose* >priuging at Martinma*. i79oMokim>\
Poems 1 12 Our gray hawkit mare Wlia last year i' the go o'

simmer IJroke my fore leg.

Got g(*),pfii- a- [Shortened pa. pple. of Glt v. :

sec Gotten.] Gained, acquired; gathered as a
crop ,see the verb'. Now only with adv. prefixed,

as ill got, well got.

*593-*753[^ Ill-got]. 1613-16 W. Kkowne Brit. Past.
II. iv. 80 Fate drew them on to be A greater Fame to our
got Victory. 1806 Kkssenden Democr. II. 142 Provided
he can save himself Together with his ill got pelf. 1852
Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. n. 296 The value of well-gut
hay is duly appreciated.

b. Comb, with advs. : got-at (see Gkt v. 36 a, h
r ;

got - up, artificially produced, elaborated, or

adorned, for purposes of effect or deception (see

Get v. 72 I, mj ; also, +(well) equipped in a subject.
1818 Lady Mokgan Autobiog. (1859' 1Q9 He snubbed me..

for exposing my ignorance to these well got-up Doctrinaires.
1826 R. H. Fkolue Remains 11838) I. 86, I believe it to
be . . a got-up business for effect. 1841 L. S. Costello
Pilgr. Auvergne I. 336 Plaited collars and delicately got-
up linen. 1855 Smkdley Coverdale xviii, Such follies are
very well for got up puppies. 1871 Earle Phitol. £ng.
Tongue 217 The symbolics in Greek have grown spontane-
ously, while their Latin analogues have a got-up and culti-

vated look. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarch \. xii, Stuff
and nonsense ! I don't believe a word of it. It's all a
got-up story. 1880 Daily Tel. 3 Dec, The principal pub-
lishing houses prepare magnificently got-up books which
are works of art in themselves. 1883 Times (weekly cd.i

28 Dec. 6/4 Some days after this little got-up play, which
seemed to nave produced the desired effect. 1891 Sat. Rev.
12 Sept. 313/1 The abundance of easily-got-at material.

Hence Got-up sb. colloq., an upstart.
1881 Macm. Mag. XLIV. 383 How dare that 'got-up

1

give himself airs with his horses and dogs !

Gotam, Gotamist, obs. ff. Gotham, -1st.

Gotch^'tJ"). dial. Alsoo,gotsch. Abig-bellied
earthenware pot or jug.
1674-91 Kay .V. % IS. C. Words 100 A Cotch, a large

earthen or stone drinking Pot with a great Belly like a Jagg-
1784 Sir I. Culll'.m Hist, llaiested iii. 171 A Cotch, a Jng,
or big-bellied mug. 1801 Uloomiield Rural T. (1802) 5
A Gotch of Milk I'd been to fill, You shoulder'd me ; then
laugh'd to see Me and my Goich spin down the Hill. 1857
Uokkow Romany Rye (1S58) I. 9 Then taking the gotch
I fetched water from the spring.

b. Comb. ; gotch-belly (see quot.) ; gotch-
gutted a., corpulent.
i694EcHAKD/Vrt«/'«Ji65Didyeseee ,ranold Uald-pated,

. .Gotch Gutted, Scjuint-Ey'd, Sour-Fac'd Rascal? a jBz$
Fokby I'oc. E. Auglia, Cotch-belly, a fair round belly, much
resembling the protuberance of a gotch.

Hence + G-o'tchy a., bloated, swollen.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 48 No French govvtic-leg

with a gamash vpon it, is so gotchie and boystrous.

Gote Cfi^t). Chiefly north, dial. Forms: 4-
gote, 5-6 goote, 6-9 goat(e, 7-8 gott, 7 9 gaut,
goit, S-9 goyt, 9 gooat. See also Goui. [f. got-,

GOTHAM.
wk. root of OE. geotan to puur (see Yete v.) ; cf.

MLG., MDu. gote (mod.Du. goot, dial, geut) of
similar meaning. Cf. also Gut.]
1. A watercourse ; any channel for water; astream.
i3v E. E. Allit. P. A. 933 To loke on be glory of bys

gracious gote. a 1400-50 Alexander 5796 As gotis out of
guttars in golanand wedres. 1467 Nottingham Rec. II.

38oTwogootes parte of a were, otherwise called a * fysshe-
garth'. 1488 Will 0/ Welby, Lincoln (Somerset Ho. 1

,

Dreynis Gotes & high weyes. 1694 De la Pry.mk Diary
(Surtees; 50 There was a plank layd over a little goit or
watercourse. 1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray in Philos. Lett.
11718.) 32g_Goyts of Mills, where the Stream passes out.
J734 Bee. in Cramond Ann. Banff 11893) II. 222, 18 feet
broad of rock is to be cut from the southmost end of the
basson down to the nearest goat or hollow place. 1788 E.
Picken Poems 167 Wi' pettle, owre the rigs I'll stride, At
her comman', Or rake the gotts frae paddock-ride To muck
the Ian'. 1897 British Weekly 14 Jan. 232 Reaching the
goit, he walked along its muddy banks, its sluggish waters
oozing at his feet.

2. A sluice (see quot. 1622).
1531-j Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 5 § 1 Weares fi^hgarthes

Kedels gores gootes . . and other impedimentes in and vppon
the same ryuers. 1584 Lansdcnone MS. 74, If. iSib, The
saide baucke beinge alreadie charged with three goates.
1622 Callis Stat. Sewers {1647) 66 Goats be usual Engines
..built with percullesses and doors of timber, stone or
brick. 1701 Thoresby in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1 159 The.

.

new Sluice or Goat. 1890 Blackzv. Mag. Feb. 242, I have
often admired the vastness of their gotes and sluices.

3. t^See quot.)
1855 Robinson Whitby Closs., Gaut or Gote, a narrow

opening or slip from a street to the shore.

Gote, Goten, obs. ff. Goat, Gotten.
Goter e, obs. form of Gutter.
Goth. (kcJ>)- Forms! i Gota, 4-5.7 Gothe.

6 Se. Gotte, (7,Got), 6- Goth. [Oh. Golan pi.

{Gota sing.;, ad. late L, Golhi, Gotthi, Gr. T60oi.

VorOot pi., ad. Goth. *Gutos or *Gulans pi.; ci.

Goth. Gutpiuda the Gothic people.]

1. One of a Germanic tribe, who, in the third,

fourth, and fifth centuries, invaded both the Eastern

and Western empires, and founded kingdoms in

Italy, France, and Spain.
(.900 tr. Bxda"s Hist. \. i.\.[xi.] (1890141- Seo herjung w;es

burh Alaricum Gotena cyning ;;eworden. c 1374 Chaucer
Boeth. 1. pr. iv. 9 (Camb. MS.) Theodoric be kyng of gothes
..hadde hise gerneres fill of corn. 1480 Camon Dcser.
Brit. 32 These men and these gothes ben all one peple.
J535 Stewart Cncm. Scot. II. 357 Fair Florence. .Distroyii
wes. .lie the Gottis perforce that held it than. 1600 Shaks.
A. V. L. 111. iii. 2, I am heere with thee, and thy Goats, as
the most capricious Poet honest Ovid was among the
Gothes. 1613 Pchchas Pilgrimage (1614) 238 Eudo the
Goth then King of a great part of France. 1663 Gkhbilr
Counsel eiija, The Gots, who were sent packing by the
Mores. 1694 Drvdln To Sir G. Kneller 47 Till Goths and
Vandals, a rude northern race, Did all the matchless monu.
menis deface. 1709 Shah tSB. Charac. (1733)1. u. 86 Hardly
a Tartar or a Goth would . . reason so absurdly. 183a W.
IrvINC Alhambra I. 82 The fiery courage of the Arab was
at length subdued by the obstinate and persevering valour

of the Goth. 1869 Lowfttt Cathedral Poet. Wks. 1890 IV.

59 Shall not that Western Goth. . Find out, some day, that

nothing pays but God.

2. transf. One who behaves like a barbarian, csp.

in the destruction or neglect of works of art ; a rude,

uncivilized, or ignorant person ; one devoid of cul-

ture and taste. Often associated with Vandal.
1663 Gekbilr Counsel 50 For who would Rob them but

Goths and Vandalls. 1735 Berkeley Querist § 184 Whether
every enemy to learning be not a Goth? 1779 Franklin
Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 422, 1 am sorry for the losses you have
suffered by the Goths and Vandals [the liritish troops].

1850 W. D. Cooi-tR Hist. Winchehea 135 The successive

efforts for ages of the local Goths. 1870 L'Kstranue Miss
Mitjord I. v. 114 A horrible Goth of a Scotchman.

3. Comb.
i6n Cotgr., Gothb/ue, Gothlike *, rude, cruell, barbarous.

1887 HlSSBY Holiday on Road 316 A Goth-like way of

settling a difficulty, this, surely.

Gotham (gftam ; often improperly gJu*)>am).

Also 6 Gotum, 6 7 Got(t)am.
1. The name of a village, proverbial for the folly

of its inhabitants (' wise men of Gotham '). (Theie

is a village so named in Notts., but it is not certain

that this was the place alluded to.)

« 1460 Tmvnelcy Myst. xii. 180 Now god gyf you care,

foles all sam, Sagh 1 neuer none so fare bot the foles ol

gotham. 15J6 C Mery Talys (1866) 45 Of the .iii. wyse
men of gotam. C1560 Misogonus 11. iii. 10 (lirandl Quetleu

441 1 The wise men of gotum are risen againe. 11568 A.

\S. (title) The Merry Tales of the Mad-men of Gottam
11630). 1603 Hausnkt Pop. Impost. 61, I doe verily suspect

this wonder was acted somewhat neere Gotham and that

the Spectators were the Posteritie of them that drowned the

Eel. a 1700 11. K. Diet. Cant. Cretu, Wise Man ofGotham,
a Fool. 1765 Falconer Demag. 48 Let the great monarch
ass through Gotham bray !

b. transf. Applied to (a) Newcastle, (b) New
York.
1807 W. Irving Salmag. xvii. (1811J II. 153 Chap. cix. of

the chronicles of the renowned and antient city of Gotham.
i8«5 Brockett *V. C. Words, GotSiam, a cant name for

Newcastle. 185a Jl'tson Myst. N. Y. xiii. farmer), One
of the vilest of all hells in Gotham.

f 2. A ' man of Gotham*, a simpleton.

1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice v. Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 35*
What a society of Gotam's are here, to laugh at a man for

missing a woman ?



GOTHELE.

t 3. attrib. passing into adj. : Of or pertaining to

Gotham ; foolish, stupid. Gotham College : an
imaginary institution lor the training of simpletons.
i6zi Burton Auat. Mel., Democr. to Rdr. 69 They are

all of Golam parish. 1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach'l
333 Perhaps it may cause mirth in thee to read such
Gottam-absurdities in a Dr. of Divinitie. 1675 Cocker
Morals 23 But who loves Ignorance before choice Know-
ledge, A Doctor may commence in Gotham College. 1681
Colvil IVhigs Supplic. (1751) p. vi, Some of the society of
Gotham college had an intention to burn my lines. 1692-4
R. L'Estrange Fables v. (1714) 5 'Tis the Fate of all Gotham
Quarrels, when Fools go together by the Ears, to have
Knaves run away with the Stakes.

Hence f Gothamist, one who takes after the

men of Gotham; a blunderer, a simpleton. Got-
hamite, {a) = Gothamist; (b) a New-Yorker.
1589 Nashe Pre/, to Greene's Menaplwn (Arb.) 8 The

..perusing of our Gothamists barbansme. 1660 T. M.
C. IValker's Hist. Iiuiepcnd. iv. 78 The Officers of the Army
..a mad crew of Gotamists. iBoz Lamb Curious Frag-
ments ii, These were dizzards, fools, gothatnites. 1807 W.
Irving Salmag. xvii. (1811) II. 160 Whereat the Gotham-
ites .. marvelled exceedingly. 1852 Bristed Upper Ten
Tluyus. ii. 37 The lust thing, .that a young Gothamite does
is to get a horse.

1 Go'thele, v. Obs. In 3-4 go])ele(n, -i, 4
godele(n, -y. [Echoic]
1. intr. To make alow rumbling noise, as bubbles

rising through water, or as is heard in the bowels.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 314/530 pat like druye breth .. be

3 wile it is in be watere it gobeleth swybe loude. 1393
Langl. P. Pi. C. vn. 398 Hus guttes gonue godely [z'.r. to
gobelj as two gredy sowes. Ibid. xvl 97 Thenne shulleb
his gottes godeleu [v.r. gobelen] and he by-gynne to galpe.

2. trans. To slander. Hence Godeling vbl. sb.

1340 Ayenb. 66 Efterward comeb be godelinges. J>et is

huanne be on godeleb panne obrene. And bet is zuo grat
zenne bet be writynge zayb, bet huo bet godeleb his em-
eristen, he ys acorsed of god.

t Go'thian. Obs. Also 6 Gotthian. [f. Goth
+ -ian.] -Goth i.

1548 Udall, etc, tr. Erasiu. Par. John i. 9 Neither Sci-

thian, Jewe, Spayneard, Gothian, EngHsIieman [etc.]. Ibid.
Luke xix. 26 Gotthians. 1561 Daus tr. Bullingcr on Apoc.
T 573^ IQ6 He armed agaynst her [Rome] the Gothians,
Vandales, and Germanes. ^1568 Ascham Scholem. n. (Arb.)

143 More like vnto the Grecians than vnto the Gothians.

Gothic (gf')>ik), a. and sb. Forms: 7 G-otic,

Gotiq(ue, Gothicke, Gottic, Gothiq, 7-8 Go-
thique, 7- Gothic, [ad. L. got/iic-us, f. GotJu
/see Goth). Cf. F. gothique.']

A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining to, or concerned with the Goths ;

or their language.
1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 5 Vlpilas is reported.. to haue

translated the Scriptures into the Gothicke tongue. 1776
Gibbon Decl. $ F. x. I. 244 Cassiodorus gratified the incli-

nation of the conquerors in a Gothic history. 1845STODDAKT
Grammar 102/1 The Gothic substantive leik, body. 189Z
Wright {title) A Primer of the Gothic Language.

f 2. Formerly used in extended sense, now ex-

pressed by Teutonic or Gkrhanic.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Bug. 1. xl. 96 Nor can any

Nation upon earth shew so much of the ancient Gothique
Law as this Island hath. 1690 Etheredge Poems Wks.
(1888) 378 A tawdry ill-bred ramp, Whose brawny arms and
martial face Proclaim her of the Gothic race. 1721 Swift
Let. to Pope 10 Jan. Wks. 1841 II. 551/2 As to Parliaments,
1 adored the wisdom of that Gothic institution which made
them annual. 1735-8 BoUNGBROKE On Parties 102 Maintain-
ing the Freedom of our Gothick Institution of Government.
1832 Palgrave Fug. Commiv. I. 500 There is no Gothic
feudality unless the parties be connected by the mutual bond
of Vassalage and Seigniory. 1846 McCulloch Acc. Brit.
Empire {1854) I. 395 The Gothic blood would seem to have
been preserved pretty pure in all the country to the north
and east of the Severn and the Exe. 1857 Maurice Ep.
St. John xx. 336 He raised up the Gothic or Teutonic race.
absol. 1685 Dryden Albion <*r Alb. Pref., This language

[Italian] has in a manner been refined and purified from the
Gothic ever since the time of Dante.

3. +a. Belonging to, or characteristic of, the

Middle Ages; mediaeval, 'romantic', as opposed to

classical. In early use chiefly with reprobation

:

Belonging to the ' dark ages ' (cf. sense 4). Obs.

[Cf. F. les siecles gothiqnes?\

1695 [see 4]. 1710 Shaftksbukv Charact. (1727} I. in. 217
[The Elizabethan dramatists] have been the first of Euro- i

peans, who since the Gothick Model of Poetry, attempted
to throw off the horrid Discord of jingling Rhyme. 1762
Huku Lett. Chiv. fy Rom. 56 He [Spenser] could have
planned, no doubt, an heroic design on the exact classic

model : Or, he might have trimmed between the Gothic and 1

Classic, as his contemporary Tasso did .. Under this idea
then of a Gothic, not classical poem, the Faery Queen is to
be read and criticized. 1765 H. Walpole [title) The Castle
of Otranto, a Gothic Story. — Let. to Cole 9 Mar., A very
natural dream for a head filled like mine with gothic
story. 1771 Bkattie Minstrel 1. xi, There liv'd in gothic
days, as legends tell, A shepherd swam. Ibid. 1. Ix, Here
pause, my gothic lyre, a little while. 1773 Johnson Let.
/o Mrs. Titrate 21 Sept., A castle in Gothick romance. 1782
CowpfcR Table Talk 564 He ;>unk in Greece, in Italy he
rose, And, tedious years of Gothic darkness past, Emerged
all splendour in our isle at last

b. A term for the style of architecture prevalent
in Western Europe from the twelfth to the six-

teenth century, of which the chief characteristic is 1

the pointed arch. Applied also to buildings, archi- |

tectural details, and ornamentation.

313

The most usual names for the successive periods of this

style in England are Early English (or First Pointed),
Decorated, and Perpendicular, q. v.

Our quotations seem to show that the term was taken
in the first instance from the French, and employed to

denote any style of building that was not classical (Greek
or Roman', but used by many writers as if derived imme-
diately from sense 2.

1641 Evelyn Diary Aug., This, .towne. .hath one of the
fairest Churches, of the Gotiq design, I had seene. 1664
Wood Descr. Bampton Castle in Wood's Li/e (O.H.S.) II.

Plate I, The eheife gate-house where is a ruined entrance,
and an old gothick window over it. 1713 Wren in I'aren-
latia(iy^o) 297 This we now call the Gothick Manner of
Architecture (so the Italians called what was not after the
Roman style). 1739 Labklye Short Acc. Piers Westm.
Br, 44 Narrow Gothic Arches, supported by monstrous
Piers. 1742 B. LangLEY Anc. Archit. Restored Dissert, i,

Every ancient Building which is not in the Grecian Mode
is called a Gothic Building. 1750 S. Wren in Parentalia
273 They had not yet fallen into the Gothick pointed-arch.
1783 Ralph Rev. Public Buildings Loud., [The tower of
St. Michael's, Cornhill, is] in the Gothic style of archi-
tecture. 1801 Telkord & Douglas Acc. Improvem. Port
London 17 The whole external form of the bridge is to be
composed of Gothic tracery. <* 1839 Pkakd Poems (1S64)
I. 69 Some time-honoured Gothic pile. 1880 Miss Braddon
/list as I am vii, The cosy chair beside the Gothic lire-

place. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Gothic groo~oe, a
groove of Gothic arch section in a roll.

C. nonce-use. Concerned with Gothic buildings.
1875-7 Ruskin Morn, in Florence (1881) 48 As our Gothic

Firms now manufacture a Madonna.
4. Barbarous, rude, uncouth, unpolished, in bad

taste. Of temper : Savage.
1695 Dkyden Du Fresnoys Art Paint. 93 All that has

nothing of the Ancient gust is call'd a barbarous or Gothique
manner. 1710 Shaetesb. Charac. (1733) I. ill. 274 We are
not so Barbarous or Gothick as they pretend, a 1715
Burnet Own Time. (1753) V. 222 His [Chas. XII] temper
grew daily more fierce and Gothick. 1732 Berkeley
Alciphr. v. § ij This Gothic crime of duelling. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vii. iii, 'Oh more than Gothic ignor-
ance,

1 answered the lady. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia iv.

ii, What he holds of all things to be most gothic, is gallantry
to the women. 1812 Shelley Lett. Prose Wks. 188S II.

384 Enormities which gleam like comets through the dark-
ness of gothic and superstitions ages. 1833 Chalmers
Const. Man 11. i. (1S35) I. 173 Such a gothic spoliation as
this. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. in Dinner,
which was eaten at the gothic hour of one o'clock.

5. Writing and Printing. t a. Used for some
kind of written character (V resembling black letter).

1644 Evelyn Diary 1S-21 Mar., Some English words
graven in Gotic characters, 1658 Ibid. 27 Jan., He could
perfectly reade any of the English, Latine, French, or Gottic
letters.

b. In England, the name of the type commonly
used for printing German, as distinguished from
roman and italic characters. (Formerly, and still

in non-technical use, equivalent to black letter?)

1781 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry Diss. iii. III. p. iv, This
edition, .is in the Gothic letter. 1824 j. Johnson Tyfiogr.
II. i. 10 Black Letter. This letter, which is used in Eng-
land, descended, from the Gothic characters: it is called

Gothic, by some ; and Old English, by others. 1888 Jacobi
Printers'1

I'oc, Gothic, an antique character of type similar
to black letter. 1895 W. A. Cohngkr in 'Trans. Bibl. Soc.
II. ii. in Gothic type was the first in use .. Roman
character not being introduced till 1467.

c. Applied in the U.S. to the type called in

England Grotesque <^also sans-cerij>/i, and, by
some type-founders, doric; formerly stone letter).

B. quasi-^. or sb.

That which is Gothic, a. The Gothic language.

b. A Gothic building, nonce-use (quot. 1825). c.

Gothic architecture or ornamental ion.

1644 Evelyn Diary 27 Feb. The style of magnificence
then in fashion, which was with too greate a mixture of
the Gotic. 1726 Leoni Albert?s Archit. Life 4 Orna-
ments, which . . have I know not what in them of Gothick.
1757 Serenius Eng. <y Sived. Diet. (ed. 21 Pref. 2 There
are very few that have professedly treated the ancient
Gothick. 1762-5 H. Walpole Vertue's A need. Paint, (ed.

2) I. 116 Imitations of the Gothic. Ibid. 120 The builders
of Gothic. 1825 Lockhakt in Scott's Fam. Lett. (1894) II.

30S Then to.. the Castle Chapel—the best by far of all

modern Gothics. 1841 Lever C. O'MalUy lxxxii. 395
Gazing steadfastly on the fretted gothic of the ceiling. 1858
Max Muller Chips (1&86) 11. xx. 192 Gothic, as a language,
is more ancient than Icelandic.

Hence Gotlircity, the quality of being Gothic
;

Gothicky a. col/ot/., Gothic-like; fQo-fhiclyadv.,
in a Gothic manner, barbarously.
1777 W. Dalrymple Tra-o. Sp. % Port, xl, The apart-

ments are low. .avid Gothicly furnished. 1863 Ecctesiologist
XXIV. 290 The absolute Gothicity of the general idea.
1889 Athenaeum 16 Feb. 221/1 The crisp, sharp, and firm
'Gothicity' of the direct followers of the Van Eycks. 1893
Kate Wiggin Cathedral Courtship 36 She's going to build
a Gothicky memorial chapel somewhere.

fGo'thical,**. Obs. [f.GoTHica. + -al.] Gothic.
161220 Shelton Quix. \. iv. xv. (1675) 136 Scrolcs of

Parchment, written with Gothical Characters, but contain-
ing Castilian verses.

Gothically (g^'bikali), adv. [f. prec. + -ly -.]

In a manner resembling what is Gothic, in any
sense of the adj.

1854 Rossetti Let. in Atlantic Monthly May 11896) 393/2
The words "Poems by a Painter 1 printed very gothically
indeed. 1876 S. Colvin Flaxmans Drawings 32 He can
appreciate and copy Gothic art when he sees it, but he can-
not create Gothically. 1885 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 4/2 A
bristling cat with her back eothically arched.

GOTH1SH.

Gothicisni ;&>'bisi/m). [f. GoTHit a. \ -ism.]

1. Rudeness, barbarism
; absence of polish or

taste ; an instance of this.

1710 Shaftesb. Charac. (1727) I. in. 221-2 Karbarity and
Gothicisni were already enter'd into Arts, ere the Savages
had made any Impression on the Empire. 1753 H. Wal-
pole Let. to Gray 20 Feb., Were I to print any thing
with my name, it should be plain Horace Walpole; Mr. is

one of the Gothicisms I abominate. 1769 J. Strange Acc.
Rom. Antiq. in Archxologia (1770) I. 295 Precision in all

their works, .d^tinguishes then: [Roman works] from the
unmeaning strokes of Gothici-.ui. 1823 J. Uadcock Dom.
Amitsem. 48 The Oriental gothicisni practised by the
printers of silk and other handkerchiefs, which now disgrace
the national taste. 1823 Nciv Monthly Mag. VII. 28
Visiting the galleries and palaces of Rome, I felt an itching
to put my GothicUms on paper. 1828 (J. R. Besi] Italy
as it is 144 After a long night of tasteless Gothicisni.

2. Conformity or devotion to the Gothic style of

architecture.

I 754 Gray IVks. (1825) 181 Strawbcrr; -Castle .. has a
purity and propriety of gothicisni in it. .that I have not
seen elsewhere. 1796 Morse Amcr. Geog. II. 431 They
seem to have lost their ancient taste for painting and archi-
tecture, and to be returning to Gothicism. 1805 Whitaker
Hist. Craven 431 A puerile affectation of what is called
Gothicisni.

3. a. The study of the Gothic language, b.

Conformity to Teutonic notions. (Cf. Gothic a. 1'.)

c. A Gothic idiom.
a. 1806 Chalmers Exam. Lang. Lyudsay Wks. I. i6u

The singular use of on, and quh, which appear, frequently,
in Lyndsay . . Mr. Sibbald. .in his zeal fur Gothicisni, has
endeavoured to derive from an unknown character (G) in

the Gothic Gospels of Ulphilas.

b- 1847 K.mersom Repr. Men, Sivedeuborg Wks. (Bohn)
I. 326 The book had been grand, if the Hebraism had been
omitted, and the law stated without Gothicism.
C. 1818 in Toou (with quot, 1806 as example! ; and in later

Diets.

So Go thicist, one who affects or is conversant
with the Gothic style, esp. in architecture.
1861 Hlustr. Loud. Xcivs 13 July_ 34/1 The ( Tothicists had

no hope of establishing their principle. 1879 Sn; G. Scoi 1

Recoil, vii. 321, I so inspired my fellow -pupil, though not
much of a gothicist, that he walked there |S. Albans]. 1891
Athenxum 15 Aug. 230/3 The craftsmanship of Clovio has
never excited the admiration of artists tu anything like the
same degree as the. . illuminations of the Gothic miniaturists,

although .. the technique of the Golhicists h not for a
moment to be compared with Giulio's.

Gothicize ^yhisaiz), v. [f. Gothic a. + -jze.]

f 1. intr. To indulge one's taste for what is

' Gothic ' or mediaeval. Obs~ l

1750 H. Waliole Let. If. Mann 1 Sept. (1833) II. 385 Mr.
Whithed has been so unlucky to have a large part of his
seat.. burnt down ; it is a great disappointment to me, too,
who was going thither gothicizing.

2. trans, a. To give a * Gothic ' or medixval look
or character to ; to render mediaeval.
1808 Advt. to Strult's Queen-Hoo Hall p. iv, The lan-

guage and manners of the higher ranks are not gothicized.

1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 16 He had early begun
to Gothicise it— to stock it with rusty armour and painted
glass. 1852 Hawthorne IVonder-Bk., Tanglewood Fire-
side 1.1879' '4s Your imagination .. will inevitably Gothi-
cize everything you touch. 1870 — Eng. iVote-Bls. (1S79)
I. 82 The statue . . was overgrown, .with moss and lichens,
so that its classic beauty was in some sort gothicized.
1881 Sala in Illustr. Lond. Ne%vs 15 Jan. 51 Garments so
Gothicised as to give them a vague resemblance to English
matrons and damsels of the 14th and *5th centuries.

b. To give an architecturally Gothic character

to ; to transform after a Gothic type.

1798 Anna Seward Let. 2 Oct. (181*1) V. 155 The tene-
ments are to be gothicized. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Old
Benchers I. T., They have lately gothicised the entrance to
the Inner Temple-hall and the library front. 1824 in Willis
& Clark Cambridge (1S86) I. 565 That . . the Provost be
hereby authorized .. to Gothicise Gibbs's Building. 1851
Ruskin Stones Ven. 1187411. xiv. 160 Arabic forms of para-
pet, more or less Gothicised. 1877 J. C. Cox Ch. Derbysh.
II. 349 A pointed east window [was] inserted, and the
windows on the South side 'Gothicised.'

Hence Gothicized ///. a. Also Gcthicizer,
one who golhicizes.

1804 Ann. Reg. S28 Gothicised cottages. 1827 Scon
/ml. 3 Oct., The gingerbread taste of modern Gothicisers.
1842 Btackiu. Mag. LI. 302 Those gothicized severities of
the German school.

Gothicness (gfjjiknes;. [f. Gothic a. + -:m;;ss.]

The quality or condition of being Gothic ; an
instance of this. Also concr.. a piece of Gothic
ornamentation.
1853 Rlskin Stones Ven. II. vi, Gothicness,—the char-

acter which, according as it is found more or less in a
building, makes it more or less Gothic. 1872 Sacristy II. 3
I n these days .

.

' Gothicness ' is the sole test of ecclesiastical

propriety. 1874 Micklethw aite Mod. Par. Churches 175
Projectiiig canopies and such-like unquiet Gothicnesses.

I! Gothique (gotik). rare- 1
. [¥.got/in/ue,tn\.

L. gothicus Gothic] An antique style of binding.
1818 Keats Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 150, I shall have 'it

bound in Gothique—a nice sombre binding ; it will go
a little way to unmodernize.

Gothique, obs. form of Gothic.

Gothish (^*K)> u - Also 7 Gott(h}ish,
Gotis h. [f. Goth 4- -ish.J

1. fa. = Gothic a. 1 (obs?. b. Resembling what
is Gothic ; looking like a Goth.
1605 Camden Rew.{1637) 51 To give some of them Roman

names, to other Gotish names. 1612 Bkerewood Lang. 3-



GOTHISM.

AV//V. vii. jft The Spanish tongue, as now it is, consisteth of the

old Spanish, Latin, Gottish, and Arahick. 1643 Prynnk
Sot: Pfftoer Pari. App. 58 The Nobility of the Gothish

Nation. 1681 Colyil Whigs SuppEc. (1751) 49 Great

tribulation Follows a Gothish inundation. 1697 tr. C'tess

D\4uitoy's frav. (1706)62 Finding no more among them
any Princes of the Race of the Gothish Kings. 1728

Morgan Algiers I. iv. 160 Count Julian, Governor of the

Gothish Dominions in Hispania Transfretane. 1830 Eraser's

Mag. I. 164 What would that .. dandy of his age have

thought of such worse than Gothish and Hunnish figures?

2. Goth-like, barbarous, tasteless; cf. Gothic 4.

1602 Mctam. Tobacco .Collier) 46 Gotthish Spaniards.,

farrc more sauage then the Sauages. 1667 Waterhousk
Fire Loud. 66 This late harraaa of us by a more than

Gottish and Vandaliuue fire. 1827 Mirror II. 36A2 My
tyes arc regular Gothish. 1863 Ld. Lkhmox Biogr, Remin.

II. 145 The flint or M'Adam system, .which he pronounces

to be qviite gothish. 1880 World 10 Nov. io/_> The scenery

of the place [Torquay] lias been quite spoilt, .by Gothish
' improvements '.

t 3. - Gothic 3. Obs.

1655 Fuller Waltham Abbey 6 A structure of GothUn-
building, rather large then neate, firm then fair. 1662 Gi-K-

bikr Pritic, 4 Contrary to the very Gothish Custome, who
at least did begin their Kuttrises from the Ground. 1663
— Counsel d 3 a, The reformation of a Gotis relick building.

Gothism (gp-}>izm). [f. Goth + -ism.] Bar-

barism, bad taste.

1715 M. Davies At/ten. Brit. I. 295 Gothisms and Galli-

cisms in Religion, as well as in Words. 1827 Mirror II.

274 '2 Doffing a castor is considered the height of vandalism
or Gothism. 1887 Poll Mall G. 6 Jan. 6 2 The particular

act of Gothism or Vandalism . . is the construction of a new
road just beyond the 'Spaniards'.

Gothsemay, gotnsimere, obs. ff. Gossamer.
Gotie, gotiq(ue, obs. forms of Gothic.

Gotire, Gotis(h, obs. ff. Guitar, Gothish.

Go-to, sh. rare. [f. phrase (Jo) go lo : see Go v.]

At one go-to = at one Go-off.
1853 G. J. Cavley Las Alforjas 1. 132 My letter is getting

into the 'own correspondent
1

style; but I am tired with
writing it all at one go-to.

tGotour. Obs. [?ad. OF. goutture, f. goutte

drop.] ? Running matter from a sore.

14.. MS. Line. Med. If. 313 (Halliw.) Tak the rutes of
morelle.and lay thame to the fester.. and ever clence it

wele of gotours, and wasche it with hate wyne.

Gotows, variant of Goutous Obs., gouty.

Gotsch, variant of Gotch dial.

Gott, obs. form of Gote. Gut.

Gotten (gp't'n), ppl. a. Forms: see Get v. ;

also Got///, a. [pa. pple. of Getz\]
1. Obtained, acquired, won (chieily with accom-

panying adverb). Now rare, exc in Ill-GOTTEN.
e 1340 Cursor M. 4913 (Trin.l We haue wib vs trussed

nou^t Hut bing bat we truly bou^t And so is oure trewe
geten bing. ("1380 Wyclif Set. Wks, III. 302 Sathanas. .to

whom bei maken sacrifice and omage for bis falsly geten
lordischip. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dittos 64 Pouertee
is better than euyl goten riciiesse. 1548 Hall Chron.,

Edw. IV. 231 The gain of the nyne gotten battailes. 1580

Sidney Ps. x. iii, This gotten blisse, shall never part. 1603
Knoli.es Ifist. Turks (1621) 59 Three or foure yeeres passed

in great quietnesse, to the great strengthening of him in

those new gotten kingdomes. 1665 Man ley Grotius* LowC.
Warres 265 They should not endanger their gotten Honour.
1715-20 Pope Iliad x. 596 Haste to the ships, the gotten

spoil enjoy. i8ao Chalmers Congreg. Serin. (1838) II. 54
He is apt to be satisfied with the triumphs of his gotten
victory. 1894 Gladstone Horace's Odes 36 On gotten
goods to live Contented.

f2. — Begotten 2. Obs.

.1400 Gamelyn 365 Of my body heire geten haue I none,

t 1410 Low Bonavenl. Mirr. vi. (Gibbs MS.), His furst

geten sone. a 1637 H. Jonson Elegy on Lady Digby, lesus,

the only gotten Christ

!

G otter, obs. form of Gutter.
Gott(h)ish, obs. form of Gothish.
Gottic, obs. form of Gothic.

t Gottling. Obs.- 1
[? f. Gotch + -ling.] ? A

small jug.

1535 Richmond. Wills iSurtees) i2,ij pannswith agottling
xiij".

Gotur, obs. form of Gutter.
Gou- : see Gov-.

Gouache (g«af). [Fr., ad. It. guazzo.] A
method of painting with opaque colours ground in

water, and mixed with gum and honey so as lo

form a sort of paste. Also, a painting executed in

this way, and the pigment itself.

188a Artist 12 Feb. 53/2 The next step was the exact re-

production of gouache, or water l>ody colour. 189a Nation
13 Oct. 279/2 The title is decorated with allegorical designs

painted in gouache.

Gouan, obs. form of Gowan.
Goubeyron, obs. form of Cou-ikon.
157a Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 152.

Gouchf, variant of Gofe St: Obs., pillory.

Goud, Sc, form of Gold.
Goudge, obs. form of Gouge sb. 1

Goudie, gowdie. Sc. ' An office-bearer of an

incorporation who keeps one of the keys of the Box
;

also, the name of the office f (Jamieson Supp. Add.\
1857 A. Wallace Gloaming ofLife iii. (1875 60 The still

more important honours of a 'gowdie' were conferred, in

the permission which was then granted to ' snuff the candles
and keep the keys'. 18. . Rules ty Regul. Co /diners Glasgow
3 (Jam. Supp. Add.

1

! A Trade's Goudie or keeper of a key
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of the BoX| from among the nine Masters, to hold office for

one year.

Gouf ^'itf,,?'. Sc. ['tf.ON.gotf: sccGoafI.]
trans. * To remove soft earth from under (a struc-

ture), substituting sods cut square and built regu-

larly; to underpin* (Ogilvie iSSj .

1859 GwiLT Encycl. ArchitA'Aos*., Goufingfoundations.
a Scotch tenn for securing unsound waJb by driving wedges
or pins under their foundations.

tGoufe. Sc. Obs.- 1 luX.OY.gouIfeiY.golfe)
gulf.) A whirlpool.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 59 Orel goufes

ful of p<:rrellou;> and deip.

tGouffre. Oh.- 1 [a. Y.gouffre gulf] -Gulf.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 1 17 Argos the goode Maistre saylled

so ferre by gouffres and by flote^.

Gouge (gctud^, S^S)* s ^'- 1 Also 5 goodg.
gow d ge, (.gourge

, 7 goudge. [a. F. gouge fern.,

= Sp. gtibia, Pg. goiva, It. gubbia, gorbia :—lale L,

gubia, gnlbia (Isidore).

Prob. of Celtic origin; cf. Olrisb gulban ('aculeum'),
gulba ('rostrum *), OWelsh gilbin (' acumine '), mod.Welsh
gytfhcak, Cornish gitb boring tool (' foratorium '.).]

1. A chisel with a concave blade for cutting

rounded grooves or holes in wood. In Surgery,

a similarly-shaped tool used for removing portions

of bone, etc.

1495-8 Naval Ace. (1896) 240 An yron Goodg with a
bolte of yron belongyng to the same, 15 .. Debate Car-
penters Toots 179 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 85 The gowge seyd :

The devyles dyne Kore anything that thou canne wyrke.

1576 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 261. ij playnes, towe
gourges, ij chesells, and ij embowing playnes. 1607 Torsi-: i.l

Eourf. Beasts (1658) 283 Take a round strong iron toole,

half a yard long, and made at the one end in all points like

unto the Carpenters gouge. 1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691)

58 With your quill in form of a goudge. 1678 Moxon
Jlfecit. E.xerc. I. 74 The Gouge . .is a Chissel having a round
edge, for the cutting such wood as is to be Rounded or

Hollowed. 1807 26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5)

318 If with tins instrument he could not remove bone
enough, he scrupled not to effect his design by means of a
gouge and mallet. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
327 To answer the purpose of the common turning gouge.

1885 G. Allf.n Babylon ix, Colin, .took up a gouge as if to

continue carving the panel.

+ b. Trenching gouge', a spade with a concave

blade. Obs.

1649 Blithe Eng. Imfrev. tmpr. (1653)69 The Trenching
gouge to be vsed as the Spade.

C. A stamping tool for cutting out forms in

leather, paper, etc. 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.

d. Bookbinding, (See quot. T *95-)

1885 CltANB Bookbinding for Amateurs 159 Fig. 135 re-

presents a set of gouges. 1895 Zabhnsdorf Hist. Book-bind-

ing 24 Gouge, a curved line or segment of a circle impressed

upon the leather. Also the instrument with which it is im-

pressed.

e. Comb, gouge-bit, a bit shaped at the end

like a gouge.
1794 Riggings Seamanship I. 151 Gouge bit, a. bit smaller

than a centre-bit, with a hollow edge at its end like a gouge.

x8ia-i6 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art I. 115 Thegouge-bit
is best adapted for boring small holes in soft wood. 188a

Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec.Met. U. S. 581 A double-gouge bit

is used with this machine.

2. Mining. [Set quot. 1881.)

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <$• Mining 107 It is incased

in well-defined walls of metamorphic slate, with a few inches

of gouge between the walls and quartz. i88x — .Mining

Gloss., Gouge, a layer of soft material along the wall of a
vein, favoring the miner, by enabling him Kftar * gouging '

it out with a pick, to attack the solid vein from the side.

3. U.S. colloq. a. The action of the vb. Gouge;
a scooping out. b. A cheat, swindle (cf. Gouge
v. 4). ' Also, an impostor" {Cent. Diet.).

1845 N. J'. Tribune 10 Dec. (Harllett), This is a clean,

plain gouge of this sum out of the people's strong box. 1887

American- XIV. 344 Another 'gouge' was to charge the

women a nominally cost price . . while, as a matter of fact,

it was got . . for considerably less.

t Gouge, *M Obs. [a. OK. gouge.] A wench.
1818 SCOTT E. M. Perth xii, The gouge knows her trade.

Gouge (goudx, gtfdg), v. Also 6-; googe, 9
dial, gowge. [f. Gouge sb.^]

1. trans. To cut or make holes in, with or as

with a gouge.
1570 Abp. FARCER Let. toSir W. Cecil 1 Apr., Corr. (1S53)

364 Quidavifi'Hi Beliall did gouge my poor barge in divers

places in the bottom. 1599 Mtouiin] Silkivormes^ ^ As
water doth, when pipes of lead or wood are goog'd with

punch. 1864 Daily Tel. 11 Aug., Great sheets of solid

metal . . are gouged and drilled into ragged holes. 1876

Curling Dis. Rectum 107 Unless the surgeon can reach the

diseased bone, and, if necessary, gouge it.

b. intr. To work with a gouge at (something,.

i860 All Year Round No. 46. 459 An engraver working a

little lathe with a sort of fiddlestick, while he gouged
delicately at the cornelian signet.

2. trans. To cut out (a cork), to hollow or scoop

out (a channel or groove) with or as with a gouge.

Also, to hollow into (a certain form).
1616 13. Jonson Devil an Ass n. i, I will save in cork, .by

googing of them out Just to the size of my bottles, and not

slicing. 1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 197 These are suc-

ceeded by pods which are lengthways neatly gouged into

seven regular channels. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I.

154 The scores . . are gouged out along the outsides. c 1850

Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 106 It .. is gouged holiow. 1873

J. Geikie Gt. ice Age xxiv. 315 Under the influence of

GOUL.

rain, .rills and brooklets are gouging out deep trenches in

the subsoils and solid rocks.

3. To cut or force out with or as with a gouge
;

to push out (a person's eye; with the thumb.
Chiefly with out adv. Const, out of.

1800 Addison Amcr. Lasv Rep. ag M'Biniie .. gouged
his eye. 1829 Marryat E. Mildmay \xi, He had gouged
the eye out of a third. 1853 W. IbvihG Life <y Lett. 1864'

IV. 129 A pursar of the navy had gouged the bolt out of the

wall. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus cviii. 5 Gouged be the
carrion eyes some crow's black maw to replenish. 1879 St.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 379 As much as possible of the

deep portion was gouged out.

fig. 1815 SoUTHHY Lett. (1S56J II. 393 If there be a
felicitous phrase, he is sure to gouge the sentence. 1845
N.Y. 7 /-#««£.* 26 Nov. ( Farmer), Very wellgentlemen ! gouge
Mr. C. out of the seat, if you think it wholesome to do it.

b. To force out the eye of (a person' . Also absol.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Gouge, to squeeze out

I a man's eye with the thumb, a cruel practice used by the
Ilostonians in America. 1796 T. Twining Trav. A titer. (1894)

1

91 In their common affrays they gouge and commit other

barbarities. 1812 Colkkidgv; Lit. Rem. I. 286 Do they act

on the principle that it is prudent to secure the result of the

contest by gouging the adversary ? 18*7 Blackw. Afag. Oct.

453/1 When they had gotten him on his back, one gouged
him like a Yankee. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xviii, Joe
scooped his eyes . . as if he were bent on gouging himself.

4. U.S. To cheat, impose upon. Also absol.

1875 Howllls Eoregone Coucl. iii. {1882} 69 The man's a
perfect Jew—or a perfect Christian, one ought to say in

Venice; we true believers do gouge so much more in-

! famously here. 1885 B. Haktl ^hipof^g i, He's regularly

gouged me in that ere horsehair spekilation.

Gougee*. nonce-wd. [t. Gouge v. + -ttl]
A victim of gouging. 1814 [see Gouge*}

Gougeon, obs. form of Gudgeon.
Gouger (gciu'dgai, g"-0,

-$3i). [f. Gouge v. +
-ER 1

.] One who gouges, a. One who thrusts out

I

an antagonist's eye. b. One who cheats, a swindler.

1814 Q. Rev. X. 522 Whenever American sculpture shall

exhibit., a combat between two Virginian athleta;, the

gotiger and the gougee must [etc.]. i8a6 T. Flint Recoil.

Mississippi 176 It is true there are gamblers and gougers
and outlaws. 1840 Haliblrton Clockm. Ser. in. ix. Kegular
built bruisers too ; claw your eyes right out, like a Carolina

gouger.

Gouging (gou'dgin, g^'dgirj), vll. sb. [f.

Gouge v. + -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. Gouge;

esp. the action of thrusting out the eye of (a person);

an instance of this.

1796 Morse Amur. Geog. I. 654 It was called gouging,

and was nothing more nor less than a man, when boxing,

putting out the eye of his antagonist with his thumb, i860

MRS. Gaskell Life C. Bronte 20 There were very fre-

quently ' up and down fights'. .sometimes with the horrid

addition of Pawsing, and Gouging. 186a Dana Man. Geol.

538 The groovings are (1) long straight, parallel lines. .or

broad scrapings, ploughings, and gougings of the surface.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines \ Mining 314 Excepting a
little 'gouging' done by lessees, the Home Stake [a mine]

. . has been idle during the year.

attrib. 1881 J. Hooker in Nature No. 619. .(44 Ramsay
. .explained the formation of so many lake beds in mountain
regions by the gouging action of glaciers. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. I V, Gouging Forceps, . . a bone-gnawing forceps.

1897 Geog. 7ml. IX. 300 This is due to the gouging and
tossing action of the eddies [of a sand-shower].

II Goujat (g*g*). [a. F. goujat.] An army
valet ; a soldier's boy.

1776 H. Walpole in Gibbon's Misc. Wks. (1814) II. 158

Employing a goujat to defend the citadel, while the generals

repON in their tents.

[Goujeei\s, goujere, spurious ff. Gooi>veak.]

Gouk, variant of Gowk.
Gouked, -et, -it, obs. forms of Gowked.
Goul

v
e, var. Ghoul, Gowl ; obs. f. Gool, Gull.

Goulan(d: see Gollan(d.

Goulard (gwlftMd). Also 9 golard. [From
the name of Thomas Goulard, the French surgeon

who first used it.] In full, Goulard's extract or

Goulard water : a solution of sub-acetate ot lead,

used as a lotion in cases of inflammation.

1806 Sporting Mag. XXVII. 65 He first takes the liot

water, and having discoloured it with golard or starch,

dashed with a little blue [etc.]. 1818 Coleridge Lett. II.

692. 1 can so far command myself as to check the intolerable

itching by a weak mixture of goulard and rosewater. 1842

IJarham fngol. Leg., Black Mousouetaire ii. 76 Till her

delicate fingers are charr'd With the Steer's opodeldoc, joint-

oil, and goulard. c 1865 J. WvLMC in Circ. Sci. I. 380/1
1 Goulard wata '. is a weak solution of acetate of lead. 1876

Tra'ti. Clinical Soc. IX. 122 Ankle was treated by perfect

CML with Goulard lotion, without effect.

Goule, early variant of Jowl.
Gouler, variant ol Gavelleu Obs., usurer.

f-1380 A'. Brunne's Handl. Synue 2415 (Dulwich M.S.)

Now wil I speke of gouleris.

Goules, -ez, Goulet, obs. ff. Gules, Gullet.

Goulfie, obs. form of Gulf.
Gouling, variant of Gavklling Obs., usury.

t 1380 R. Brunncs Handl. Synne 2465 (Dulwich MS.)

Goulyng hab a noper maner.

Goulis, obs. form of Gt'LES.

+ Goul man. Sc, Oh. [Cf. Gobmaw; also

Gael, gulmag ' the sea-lark ' (Macleod & Dewar .]

? The cormorant.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The gray goul mau pronosticat

ane storme.

Goulp.e, obs. form of Gulp.



GOUND.
Goume, Goun, obs. forms of Gum, Gown.
t Gound. Obs. Forms: I gund, 3 gunde, 5

gownde. 7 gound. [OE. gund matter, pus,
? = Go\h. gund. OHG. gttttt. Cf. ME. rade^ound,
RrOOOH.] Foul matter, csp. tliat secreted in the eye.
c\ooaSa.i: Leechd. II. 46 [Swelling in the neck] Gif se

gutid bib bonne onginnende, sio sealt hine todrifb. (1325
Gloss. IV.de Bibtesw. in Wright Voc. 144-5 Vostre regards
est gracious Mis 7'os oeyz sunt jaciouz\ glossed gundy] Des
oi'ez outez lajacye [glossed the gunde]. 1426 LydG. Pilgr.
8624 Clenseth a-way [from the eye] al ordure, The gownde,
& euery thyng vnpure. e 1440 Prowp. Parv. 206/2 Gownde
of be eye, ridda, albugo. 1671 Skinner Etym. Ling. Augl.,
Gound, . . sondes ocutorum condensate per totum agrum
Line, vulgatissime appellaniur.

t Goundy, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -v.] Also 3-4
gundy, 6 gowndy. 7 dial, gunny. Of the eyes:
Full of ' gound ' or matter, bleared. Khofig.

C 1325 Gundy [see Gound]. 13. . MS. Med. Line. If. 283
iHafliw.) For blered eghue and gundy, c 1410 Lydg. IJ/e
Our Lady xxi. (? 1484) d iv b, The goundy sight Ofheretykes.
1412-20 — Chron. Troy n. xii, A goundy eye is deceyued
soone. ^1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 85 Pro oculis qui
guttant . 1. goundi. a 1529SKEI.TON E. Rummytit? 34 Her
even gowndy Are full vnsowndy. 1684 Yorksh. Dial. 263
1 K. D. S. No. 76) My Neen are varra sair . . They are seay
Gunny and Furr'd up [Gloss, sore Running Eyes].

Goune, obs. form of Gown.
Gounfanoun, obs. form of Gonfanon.
Goung(e, variant of Gong 1

. 0/>s.

Gounn, obs. Sc. form of GOWK.
Gounne, obs. form of Gun.
Goup(p)en, -in, var. Gowpen Se. and dial.

Gour, variant of Gaur ; obs. form ofGlAOUB.
Goura gu»*ifi). Alsogourah. [Native name.]

A genus of large crested pigeons inhabiting New
Guinea and adjacent islands; a pigeon of this

genus.
l855 J-

Wilson Let. in Hamilton Mem. viii. (1850.* 313 A
gigantic foreign species called the Goura, or Crown pigeon.
1886 St. Stephen's Rev. 13 Mar. 14/1 On one side, .was set

a gourah's picturesque head with its cockatoo-like crest of
delicate plumage. 1895 Daily News 5 July 5/3 The goura,
heron, and bird of paradise are becoming rare.

Gourd 1 (go^.id, gu>id). Forms: 4-6 goord(e,
gourde, gowrd(e, (5 gurd,6 goward(e.Sgoard),
4- gourd, [ad. F. gourde, repr. L. cucurbila.]

1. The large fleshy fruit of the trailing or climbing
plants of the N.O. Cucurbitaccx ; spec, the fruit of
Lagenaria vulgaris, whichwhendvied and hollowed
out is used as a vessel (see 4).
1303 R. Bbukne Hatutl. Syttne 2105 He behelde a fruyt

ry^t feire and swete 'Gourdys' bus men clepe f?e name.
1382 Wvclif Num. xi. 5 Into mynde come to vs the goordis
[Vulg. cucumeres], and the peponys, and the leeke, and the
vniowns. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 203/2 Goord, cucumer, cu-
eurhita. 1533 Ei.yot Cast. Heltlie 11. xiv. (1541) 24 Gourdes
rawe be vnpleasant in eatinge. 1555 Eden Decades' 11
Melones, Gourdes, Cucumers, and suche other, [waxe rype]
within the space of . xxxvi . dayes. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Ifort.
U729) 194 Melons, Cucumbers, Gourds. 1784 Cowpbr
Task m. 446 The prickly and green-coated gourd, So
grateful to the palate. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agues xxx,
Candied apple, quince, and plum, and gourd. 1862 Meri-
vale Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. 205 Numbers of unwieldy and
bloated gourds.. sun their speckled bellies before the doors,

f b. Wild gourd - Colocynth. Obs.
1540 Ray.nold Byrth Mankynde 28 Take wyld goward

[L. colocynten] & seth it in water. 1560 Bible (Genev.)
2 Kings iv. 39 One..founde, as it were, a wilde vine, and
gathered thereof wilde gourdes his garment ful [Jlfarg.
Which the Apoticaries call colloquintida].

2. The plant which bears the fruit ; a plant of
the N.O. Cucurbitaeex ; spec. Lagenaria vulgaris,
the bottle-gourd. Bitter gourd = Colocynth.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 60 f>e leeues of a gourde, & be

rote of fenegrek. c 1420 Pallad. on liusb. IV. 456 The
gourde is good this citur nygh to sowe. 1560 Bible (Genev.)
Jonah iv. 6 And the Lord God prepared a gourde, and
made it to come vp ouer Ionah. [Earlier versions have
ivy, wild vine, etc.] 1667 Milton P. L, vu. 321 Forth
crept The swelling gourd. 1740 Dyer Ruins Rome 374 The
Gourd and Olive brown Weave the light Roof. 1844 Hoon
Haunted- H. xxiii, The gourd embraced the rose bush in
its ramble. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 175 The fruit of the
Gourd sometimes attains an enormous size. 1887 Moloney
Forestry IK A/r. 356 Bottle or Club Gourd \Lagenaria
vulgaris).

b. Used allusively, after Jonah iv. 6-10.
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. E.remp. xv. § 19 We should have

been but as an Ephemeron, man should have lived the life

of a fly or a Gourd. 1638 Addr. in Clarendon Hist. Reb.
xv. § 114 All those pleasant gourds, under which we were
.. solacing.. ourselves . . how are they withered in a night

!

3. Applied to plants of other orders, with fruit

resembling that of the Cucurbitaeew (see cmots.).

1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. xxii. 160 A small convol-
vulus, known as the 'prairie gourd', is lying at his feet.

1866 Treas. Bot., Adansonia digifata, the Baobab, Ethi-
opian Sour Gourd, or Monkey-bread. 1887 Moloney
Forestry IV. A/r. 337 White Gourd of India {Benincasa
ceri/era, Savi.). Herbaceous plant.

4. The 'shell' or whole rind of the fruit dried
and excavated, used as a water-bottle, float, rattle,

etc. (Cf. Calabash.)
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 34 Their chiefe instruments

are Rattles made of small gourds, or Pumpeons shels. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. His1.(177(3) VI. 139 Whenever the fowler sees
a number ofducks settled in any particular plash of water, he
sends off two or three gourds to float among them. These

315

gourds resemble our pompions. 1800 Weems Washington
viii. (1810) 57 The servants supplied him with water, which
he threw on the lire from an American gourd. 1870 W. M.
BAKER Nero Timothy 783 (Cent.) Dozens of gourd* hang
also suspended from the tops of long and leaning poles,
each gourd the home of a family of martins. 1873 Ocida
Pascarel I. 6 An empty gourd in which the shrivelled beans
of the world's spent pleasures are shaken.

b. = GOURDFUL.
1768 Boswell Corsica (ed. 2) 288 They put me up a gourd

of iheir best wine. 1893 T. N. Pace Marse Chan etc. 146
She poured a gourd of water over it.

f 5. Iransf. a. A bottle or cup (of any material).
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii[il 83 For i am made as

gourde [Vulg. stent uteri in ryme froste. c 1386 Chaucer
Manciple's Prol. 82, I haue heer in a gourde A draght of
wyn. a 1400-50 Alexander 3701 Gurds & Goblets of gold
althire-fmest. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xii. 483 It is an old
by-worde, It is a good bowrde For to drink of a gowrde.
1570 Levins Manip. 224 15 A Gourd, cup, colic. 1583
Stanyhurst .Fneis in.(Arb.)gi With chuffechafTe win- v>j.->

like a gourd bourracboe replennisht.

|b. = Cucurbit 1 1. Obs.
1582 Ulster Seer. Phiorav. in. i. 3 Take the water.. and

put it into a Goorde of glasse beeyng well luted. 1600
St'RKLET Couutric Earme m. Ixi. 565 The containing ve-srl

t
iu distilling]. .some call it the body or corpulent vessel, m-
ihe gourd. 1641 French Distill, i. (1651J 19 Distill this

liquor in a glasse gourd. 1683 Salmon Doron Med. 11. 51 r

Put this Liquor into a 'Gourd' of Iron.

6. Her. A representation of the fruit.

1513 in Retrospect. Re: (1828) II. 520 Sir William Gresley
bayryth assur a Lyon sylver passant, and gourds gold.
1828 40 Berry Encycl. Her. II, Stenhle, az. three gourds
or. stalks upwards.

7. attrio, and Comb., as gourd-kind, -seed, -shape
\

f gourd-lord <^ef. sense 2 b)
;
gourd-shaped ppl. a.

;

f gourd-fashioned a. 'see quot. andgourd-rvor/n);
gourd-pear, a pear shaped like a gourd L. pirn in

cucurbitinum)
;
gourd-shell = sense 4 ; gourd-

tree, the calabash-tree (see Calabash 7 ;
gourd-

vine U.S. - sense 2 : gourd-worm, a name for the
fluke (see Fluke sb. 1 2), and for the segments of
the tapeworm, from the resemblance to the seeds
of the gourd ^cf. Cucurbitin).
1658 Rowland MoufeCs Thcat. Ins. 1110 It breeds round

Worms, and 'Gourd-fushioned [sic : L. a/turbitinos], and As-
carides, and all sorts of Worms. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) IV. 353 They [worms] are described as .. sometimes
distinctly cucurbit inous, of the fasciola, fluke, or *gourd-kind.
1659 Gauden Serm. Funeral Bp. Brounrtg^i We have lived
to see many short-lived *Gourd-Lords, created in a chaos of
times. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 439 As for the 'Gourd-pcais,
they are by nature ofa brutish or sauage-kind. 1611 Cotcr.,
Poire de Serteau, the Allahlaster Peare..or Gourd Peare.
1751 Sir J. Hill Mat. Med. n. vi. xvii. 531 The Plant
which produces the officinal *Gourd Seed. 1822 34 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 272 The broken-off joints [of the tape-

;worm] have, when discharged, the appearance of gourd-
|

seeds. 1865 Tyiok Early Hist. Man. ix. 270 The frequent t

adoption of ^gourd-shapes in the earthenware of distant
j

parts of the world. 1892 E. Reeves Homeward Bound
208 They . . began tuning big, "gourd-shaped guitars and
pot-bellied mandolines, a 1779 Cook Voy. Pacific (1784) 1 1.

m. xii. 234 *Gourd-shells, which they convert into vessels that
serve as bottles to hold water [etc]. 1838 T. Thomson Chem.
Org. Bodies 520 The balsam . . conies to Europe in small
gourd shells. 1876 Daily Ncius 22 Sept. 6/1 The roofs of
the cottages, in which grow the *gourd tree. 1892 Harper's
Mag. May LXXXIV. 936/2 The rank, malodorous ^gourd-
vine that straggled over the remains of last year's bean poles.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 382 The *Gourd-Worm with a
dark-brown head. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801J II. 216
The separate joints are called gourd-worms. 1822-34 Good's
Study Med. fed. 4) I. 281 In two patients, .there was room
for suspecting, that the gourd-worm had induced epileptic
fits. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. ed. 4) II. 274 It
bears some resemblance to the seed of the common gourd,
and hence is often called the gourd-worm.

f Gourd -. Obs. Also 6 gowrde, 6-7 gord,e.
[a. OF, gourt, gourd: see Gorce, Gore sbA]
(See quots.)

1538 Elyot Diet. Addit., Aqullegium, a gourde of water,
which cometh of rayne. 1563 Cooper Thesaurus, Colli-
ouiae, greate gourdes of water runnyng through fieldes.

1589 Rii>kr.£;/£. -/;<!/\/>/W., A Gorde of water, which comm-
eth by raine, mauiiegium. 1670-81 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4),
Cord, . .a Whirlpool, or deep hole in a River or other waters.

t Gourd :!
. Obs. Also 6-7gord(e,(; goade?).

[Cf. OF. gourd a swindle, 'fourberie', of which
Godef. has one example.] A kind of false dice.
1545 Asciiam To.xoph. 1. (,Arb.) 54 What false dise vse they ?

as..dise of a vauntage, flattes, gourdes to chop andchaunge
whan they lyste. c 1550 Dice-play A j b, A bale of Gordes
with as many hyghe men as lowe men for passage. 1592
Nobody ami Someb. 12 b, Heares fulloms and gourds

;

heeres tall-men and low-men. 1598 [see Filhamj. 1606
Chapman Mens. d'Olive iv. i. F 3, The Goade, the Fulham,
and the stop-kater-tre. 1610 Blaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Laity
iv. ,1616) H, Thy dry hones can reach at nothing now, but
gords or ninepinnes.

Gourde ,gu>id\ 'The Franco-American name
for a dollar, in use in Louisiana, Cuba, Hayti, etc.'

[Cent. Diet.) 1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

t GoU'rded, ///. a. Farriery. Obs. [f. as
GOURD-Y + -EI)L] --=G0URI)Y2; GORGET) ppl. a.

~

1610 [see Gorgk si: 8]. 1635 Markham Faith/. Farrier
(16381 80 For Gourded or foule swelld Legges. c 1720 W.
Gibson Farrier's Dispeus. "11721) Index Diseases, Legs
swelled or Gourded.

tGou-rder 1
. Obs.- 1

flooding rain, a ' spate '.

[app. f. Gourd ^.] A

GOURMAND.
1565 Harding Cou/nt. Jeivvl's Apol, 195 Let the gourders

of raine come downe from you and all other heretikes, let

the tloudes of worldly rage.> thrust.

tGou-rder -. ? Anglo-Irish. Obs. Identified

by Pennant with the Stormy Petrel.

1756 C. Smith Hist. Kerry 1S6 There is a small bird ..

called by the Irish, Gourder. [Description /oiloivs.] 1E02
in Montagu Ornith. Did. (1833)222.

Gourdful (goV-id-j giUudful). [f. Gourd 1 +
1 -FUf..l As much as a £jmird will hold.

1859 R. F. Birton Cent?-. A/r. in Jrnl. Geogr. Soe. XXIX.
335 A guest is received with a gourdful of beer. x877Sorn-:k
Peru (1878 1 538 He responded to all our inquiries by insist-

ing that we should take a gourdful of turbid rhicha.

f GoUTding, vbl. sb. Farriery. Obs. Also 7
gording. [f. ns next + -ixfil.] Swelling in a
horse's legs or joints.

1610 Markiiam Master/. 11. ex. 391 This is the worst
gourding. because .. lamenesse will follow it, 1655 Tm.i-
ford Perfect Horse-Man 103 Fur Gordiugs in jojnts. Make
a very strong Brim- of Water and Salt. 1725 Bradlkv
Fam. Diet. s.v. Rules /or buying horse. If they be swell'd
or big, tinware of Sinews, Strains, and Gouidings
Gou'rdy, a. In 6 goordy. [V a. OF. gourdi,

pa. pple. of goitrdir to swell, benumb ]

fl. Swollen with stuffing, stuffed out, Obs.
1540 Palscr. A ectasias n. iv. Si iv, That .-.en pi e or bagge

of his .. whiche is now borely or goordy, or stioutted out
with moche money.
2. Farriery. Of a horse's legs: Swollen as a

morbid condition). Also ofa horse so r.ffected. ?Obs.
1704 Diet. Rusl.,Gourdy-hgs [in Horses' earned by pain>

or other fleshy Sores. C1720 W. Gibson barrier's Guide
(i7?2) 241 When Horses are come off a Journey, .to stand
in a Stable, their Legs are apt to turn gourdy and swell'd.
I7S3 J- Bartlet Gentl. Farriery xxxvi. ?S„- If the hor>e
stands too low with his hind legs, most of his weight will
rest upon them, and give him the grease, especially if he is

at all inclined to be gourdy. 1816 C James Mitit. Diet.
(ed. 4) 814 Shoulder-pegged horses are so called when they
are gourdy, stiff, and almost without motion.
Comb. 1748 tr. V. Renatus' Distemp. Horses 278 If an

Animal is become gourdy-Ieg'd. Jet him Blood.

Hence Oourdiness.
C1720 W. Gibson Fat rier's Dispeus. 1171:1) 252 These arc-

to Discuss hard Swellings, and are particularly of Service in
Gourdiness of the Legs. 1803 Taplin Sporting Diet. I.

335 Gourdiness. .provincial term for swelled legs.

Goure, obs. form of Giaour.
Gourl, Gourlie, variants of Girl, Gurly Sc.

Gourmand gu°*imand, HgmniaiV. a. and sb.

Forms: 5 (//. » gourmans, 6 gormande, gour-
mound. 6-7 gorman, gor-. gurmond. gurmand,
8 gormaund, 7 9 gourmond. 6 9 gormand, 6
gourmand, [a. F. goui viand, fern, gourmande.
adj. and sb., of unknown origin.]

A. adj. Gluttonous, greedy; fond of eating.
Now regarded as attributive or appositive use of B.
1530 Lvndesay Test. Papyngo 996 Sillye Saulis, that bene

Christis scheip, Ar geuin to hungre gormande wolfis to keip.

IS57 North Gueuara's Diall.Pr. 115681 161 The insatiable
and gurmand throate. 1693 J. Drvden, jun. in D.'s Jtwenal
Sat. xiv. (1697) 345 In Feeding high, his Tutor will surpass,
As Heir Apparent of the Gourmand Race. 1725 Port:
Odyss. xvn. 529 What God has plagu'd us with this gor-
maund guest? 1824 Byron Juan xv. Ixiii, How shall I get
this gourmand stanza through? 1849 T. Woolnkr My
Beautiful Lady (1863) 20, I told of gourmand thrushes,
which, To feast on morsels oozy rich, Cracked poor snails'

curling niche.

B. sb. fl. One who is over-fond of eating, one
who cats greedily or to excess, a glutton. Obs.
1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) v. iii. 337 b/2

Take^ none hede to gourmans & glotons whiche ete more
than is to theym necessary. 1569 J. Sanfokd tr. Agrippa^s
Van. Artes 154b, Their name passed into the surname of
garmands [s/V : read gurmands or gormands] and gluttons.
1580 Hoi.lvband 'Treas. T'r. Toug, Gormandant, $ yz-roug-
naut, toplay the gorman and drunkard. 1599 Marston Sco.
Villanie 1. iv, The gurmonds paunch is fecf. 1603 B. Jon-
son Sejanus 1. i, That great gourmond, fat Apicivs. 1655
Moufict & Bf.nnkt Health's Improv. (1746) 154 Greedy
Gourmands, that cannot moderately use the good Creatures
of God. 1692 Locke Educ. § 14 Many are made Gormands
and Gluttons by Custom, that were not so by Nature.

fb./ig. Obs.

*537 Lvndesay Deplor. Q. Magd. 26 O Cruell Deith !..

Gredie gorman ! quhy did thow nocht [etc.]. C1580 Jef-
ff.rie Bugbears 1. ii. 54 in Archiv Stud. d. ueu. Spr 11*897)

XCVIII. 308 O gredy gaping gourmound ! o wlunyng
drivelinge_ miser ! 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. (1851) 373
The disdain I haue to change a period more with the filth

and venom of this gourmand swell'd into a confuter. 1687
Dryden Hind <y /'. 111. 969 When some lay-preferment fell

by chance, The gourmands made it their inheritance.

2. One who is fond of delicate fare ; a judge of

good eating. In this sense only partially anglicized,

and often pronounced ig«rmah). (Cf. Gol'RMKT.)
1758 Chesterf. Lett. 22 Sept. 11774) II. cxx. 427. I dare

say, their table is always good, for the Landgrave is a
Gourmand. 1806 A. Hcnter Culina (ed. 3) 263, I appeal
to all the thorough-bred Gourmands in every part of the
civilized world. 1816 Coleridge Statesman's Man. (1817)

360 Their best cooks have no more idea of dressing a turtle

than the gourmands themselves, at Paris, have of the true
taste and colour of the fat ! a 1839 Praf.d Bachelor Poems
1864 II. 80 You know that I was held by all The greatest
epicure in Hall, And that the voice of Granta's sons Styled
me the Gourmand of St. John's. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat.
xx. 464 The slimy disgusting Holuthuria; .. which the
Chinese gourmands are so fond of.

3. Comb., as gormand-like adv.



GOURMAND.

1530 Lyndesay Test, Papyngo 1149 Tn
.

e Ratlin began..

Fulfgormondlyke his emptie throte to feid.

t Gourmand, v. 0/>s. In 5 goormaunde, 6

gourmaund. 7 gurmond. [a. f . gourmandcr, f.

gourmand: see prec] a. intr. To eat greedily

or gluttonously, b. trans. To devour greedily.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tonr(iZbZ) 9 He chidde his win", saieng

that she had lost his doughier for leting her haue to moche

her wille, and to lete iter goormaunde oute of, tyme 1548

UdALL Erasm. Par. Luke vi. as Whan, the bealy too

whiche gourmaundeth, shal bee consumed, than shal ye bee

houngrie and fynde no relief. 1646 G. Daniel Poems Whs.

1878 I 42 Another. .Gurmonds his Meat.

Hence f Gourmanding vbl. sb. Also f Oour-

mander = (lor BlfAND .(/'. 1

.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apophth. 77 b, Thei were ynmeasur-

able raueners and gourmaiinders. Ibid, 109 Thyne vn-

measurable gourmaundyng and surfaictyng. 1570 Levins

Manip. 79/36 Gourmander, Gormnnder, inanauco. 1582

N. T. (Rhem.) Luke vii. 34 I'.ehold a man that is a gttr-

inander. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 467 The 1'ersians

are great gourmaunders and greedy gluttons.

Gourmanderie. rare. [Cf. OF. gourman-

derie, I. gourmand.] l.ove of good eating.

1823 J. WILSON Let. in Hamilton Mem. iii. (18591 107

I
He] spent a fortune on French Cooks and gourmanderie.

1815 ISlackw. Mag. XVII. 70 We strenuously recommend

some adequate hand to perform this ..service to Grecian

literature, and to the great cause of gourmanderie at large.

Gourmandice, -ise, -ize, obs. ff. Gobmakdize.
Gourmandism (gu»umandiz'm). Also gor-.

[f. GOURMAND sb. + -ism.] The principles and

practice of a gourmand ; love of good fare.

1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. Introd. (1883' 35 His gour-

mandism was a highly agreeable trait. 1869 Lady Barker
Station Life N. Zealand ii. (1874) 13 We tried to give

a better colouring to our gourmandism by inviting the

Captain. 1886 P. Fitzgerald Fatal Zero xxii. fi838) 144

1). — who to his other vices adds that of gormandism.

So t QourmandiBt [-ist] = Gourmand sb.

1607 Chapman Busty P'A mboit 1. i. 3 That (like the grosse
|

Sicilian Gurmundist) Emptie their Noses in the Cates they
|

loue That none may eat but they.

II Gourmet (g«rm« . [F. gourmet, repr. of OF.

gourmet, groumet, gromct, a wine-merchant's assist-

ant, a wine-taster : cf. GRUMMET.] A connoisseur

in the delicacies of the table? \
1810 [A. D. Macquin) Tabella Cibaria 16 note, The

gormand unites theory with practice, and may be denomin- •.

ated Gastronomer. The gourmet is merely theoretical,

cares little about practising, and deserves the higher appel-

lation of Gastrologer. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies xiv.

Crayon Misc. (18631 80 All relished with an appetite tin.

known to the gourmets of the cities. 1841 Thackeray Mem.
Gormandising Misc. Ess. 11885) 399 The most finished ,?»»>'•

met of my acquaintance. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. II.

xi, Lord Brackenshaw was something of a gourmet.

Hence {uonce-iuds. Gou rmetise [quisi-Fr. after

murmandise], Gourmetism, daintiness in eating.

1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIV. 605 From the discriminating

gourmetise of the young nobleman, to the expansive gour-

mandise of the voracious grisette, all are more or less

gastrological. 1853 Jerdin Autobiog. III. vm. 107 To
,

enjoy his refined gourmetism on the cheapest fare.

Gournard, gournit, obs. forms of Gurnard.

llGourou i'g" '") Also goora, guru. [Pre-
j

tamed to belong to some African lang.] attrib. in

%ourou-nut, the cola or karoo nut.

1881 J. Smith Diet. Pop. Names Plants 127 Cola or

Goora Nuts. 1882 Christy Iftm Commercial Plants 62
1

The Kola nut, also called the Gourou or Ombene seed.

1881 Lancet 8 Apr., The Cola, Gourou, or Ombcne' nut.

Gousberry, Gousling, obs. ff. Gooseberry,

Guzzling.
Goussett{e, variant of Gusset.

Gousshe, Goust, obs. forms of Gush, GoCt.

Gou'Stly, a. Sc. and north, dial. -GousTY.
1513 Douglas cF.ncis vii. Prol. 46- "825 [see Gousty'.

Goustrous guu'str3s),a..SV. Alsogowsterous.

[f. Sc. t;oiislcr to bluster.] Blustering, boisterous.

1818 Ettiu. Mag. Oct. 328/2 Black grew the lift wT gow-

stcrous nicht. 1838 J. Struthers Poet. Tales 17 Goustrons

winds are owre me blawin'. 1841 Cari.yle in Froude Life

in J. ond. I. 207 It [' Hero Worship') is a goustrons deter-

mined speaking out of the truth about several things.

Gousty ' guusti "', a. Sc. and north, dial. Also 6

gowstie, 7 goustie, 9 gowsty. 1 .arge and empty or

hollow ;
' dreary in consequence of extent or empti-

ness, waste, desolate '
; also of sound, such as ' is

emitted from a place that is empty or hollow ' (Jam.).

Sometimes influenced in sense by association with gust

(of wind), and, in later use, with ghostly.

1513 Douglas /F.neis 1. ii. 6 Quhair Eolus the kyng In

gowstie cavis [L. vasto antro], the wyndis lowde quhisling

..refrenis. Ibid. VI. i. 21 That feirfull gousty cave. 1681

Glanvill Sadducismus 11. 295 He observed, .that the black

man's Voice was hough and goustie. 1711 Ramsay Ode to

Mr. F-, With ghaists to roam, In gloumie Pluto's gousty

dome. 1711 — Content 269 The architecture not so fine as

good Nor scrimp nor gousty,— regular and plain. 1808

Jwiieson, Goustie 2, what is accounted ghostly, super-

natural. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiii, I would never have

thought for a moment of staying in that auld gousty toom

house. 1825 Brockett N. C. Words, Go-.usly, gon'stly,

ghastly, frightful. Also dismal or uncomfortable, as applied

to a house without ceiling, &c ' What a gowsty hole he

lives in.' 1826 G. Beattie "John 0' Arnlia Poems 230

A gousty cawdron hoil'd an' feamed. 1854 H. Miller Sell.

A- Schm. x. (1857) 209 The dark, gousty hay-loft into which

a light was never admitted. 1875 Whitby Gloss. 81 A

31

6

gousty spot ', said of a ruined building when the wind enters

at all points.

Comb. 1662 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 607 They
[elves] speak gowstie lyk.

Gout (gout), si. 1 Forms: 3-7 goute, 4 goutt,

gutt e, 4-? gut/e, 4 7 gewt e. (> Sc. gute, 6-7

Sc. gutt, 6-8 Sc. gut, 4- gout. [a. OF. goutc,

goutIt (F. goutte) drop, gout :— L. gittta drop, in

med.L. applied to gout and other diseases attributed

to a 'defluxion' of humours (see l)n Cange).]

I. 1. A specific constitutional disease occurring

in paroxysms, usually hereditary and in male sub- 1

jects; characterized by painful inflammation of the
j

smaller joints, esp. that of the great toe, and the

deposition of sodium urate in the form of chalk-

stones ; it often spreads to the larger joints and

the internal organs.
_

The name is derived from the notion of the-' dropping ' of

a morbid material from the blood in and around the joints.

a. With a and pi. : orig. peril, referring to an

affection of a particular joint ; in later use = a fit

or attack of the disease, or simply, the disease

itself =b. Cf. FBVKB %). Ois.

c 1200 S. Lug. Leg. I. 360/39 pare cam a goute In is kneo,

of Anguische gret. .So longiie, pat is kneo to-swal. a 1310

in Wright Lyric P. xv. 48 A goute me hath ygreythed so,

Ant other eveles monye mo. 1377 Lahgl, /'. /'/. B. XX. 191

He. gyued me in goutes, 1 may notijte go at large. 11400

Laufranc's Cirurg. 235 A man bat hap arteticam. bat is as

myche to seie as a goute. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk_. (Hemrich)

203 Here wyb anoynte be goutes. C1566 I. Alday tr.

Boaystnaits Theat. World H ij b, Their legges full of

gouts. 1579 Langham Card. Health (1633) 351 F'or all

goutes, seethe Leekes and Otemeale with sheepes tallow,

and apply them hot. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 29 And eke

in foote and hand A grievous gout tormented him full sore.

1697 Dkvden Viro. Georg. HI. 467 From Winter keep Well

fodder'd in the Stalls, thy tender Sheep : .
.
That free from

Gouts thou mayst preserve thy Care. 1704 F. Filler Med.

Gymn. (1711) Pref., There have been some Gouts.. which

nothing could remove but a very low Diet. 1732 Pope Ess.

Man 11. 149 So, when small humours gather to a gout, '1 he

Doctor fancies he has driv'n 'em out. 1822 I.D. Eldon in

Twiss Life (1844) II. 450, 1 found the King in bed yesterday,

He has had a pretty severe gout.

b. sing, only .often the gout). Phrase, \{to be)

in the gout.

. 1297 R. Glouc. 1 Rolls' 11865 He was al so sik mid goute
" & ojer wo. a 1300 Cursor M. 11825 t>e gutte be potagre es

il to bete, It fell al dun in-til his fete. 11386 ChauCER
Vim's Pi: T. 20 The goute lette hire no-thvng for to

daunce. c 1450 M. E. Med. Hi: (Heinrich) 206 5yf hyt be

|.e hote goute, lef be lynsed, & 3yf hyt he be cold goute, tak

hyt. c 1450 Merlin 91 He fill in a grete sekenesse of the

gowte in handes and feet. 1523 Fitzherb. Hush. % 65

There be beastes, that wyll haue the goute, and moste

commonly in the hynder fete, and it wyll cause them to

halt. 1535 Stewart Cioh. Scot. II. 280 Ane greit seiknes

him tuke, Quliilk him dalie vexit with gute and gravell.

1587 Churchyard Worth. Wales (1876)59 And legges be

lame and gowte creepes in the toes. 1634 Lacd Let.

'.

4 Mar. in Strafforde Lett. (1739 l - 375 Your Brother tells

me you are in the Gout, oioil Caldrrwooo //tRt Kirk

(1843) II. 555 He was lying sicke of the gutt. 1726 Gay

I m Swift's Lett. 1766) II. 61 With Mr. Congreve, who has

I
lieen like to die with a fever, and the gout in his stomach.

I 1788 Gibbon Peel, e, F. xlviii. (1869) III. so His health was

broken by the tortures of the gout. 1806-7 Berfshoki.

Miseries Hum. Life (18261 ii. No. 30 When in the gout,
'

receiving the salutations of a muscular friend, who [etc.].

a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 333 I've never had the gout, 'tis

true. 1877 Roberts llandbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 231 Gout is^the

chiefdisease from which rheumatism has to be distinguished.

fig 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. (1851) 345 'I he gout and

dropsy of a big margent, litter'd and overlaid with crude

and huddl'd quotations

to. Falling gout, epilepsy. Obs. [med.L. gutla

cadiva or caduca : see Du Cange.]

a ijaaCursorM. 11831 J>e failand gute[oV«. goutt, Fairf

\ Trin. euel] he had.

fd. slano. In names for the venereal disease.

1694 Mottel'x RabelaiS'x. xxi, The rankest Roan-ague

(Anglicif, the Covent-garden Gout), a 1700 B. E. Diet. C nut,

' Cm*, Common-garden-gout, or rather Covent-Garden.
1

Ibid., Spanish gout,

t2. Gout rose, gwt roset [n. OF. goutte rose,

I
or with Eng. dim. ending -Si] - CoWKB-NOSE 1.

c 1400 Laufranc's Cirurg. 189 Of cloob bat is clepid frad'u

or goute roset. 1*1450 in r'icary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 229

V'ndyr be nese .. lyggys a vayn bat is gud to opyne for be

gut roset. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cliiruig. V ij,
'

For to dense y« mater of gout rose & other infections of

the face and mouth. [Cf. Ibid. Yj, The£7//A> mm.]

1 3. A disease in hawks and other birds ; esp. a

knob or hard swelling on the feet. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans C iij, When ye se yowre hawke blaw

oftyn tymes : and that it commys of no hatyng, ye may be

! sure she hath the gowte in the throte. Ibid., W hen ye se

yowre hawke may not endew her meete nor remounte her

astate. she hath the gowle in the hede and in the Raynes.

1575 Tl'rbkrv. Faulconrie 258 Many times, .the gowte doth

befall a Hawke, which is none other thing than a hard

tumor and swelling, full of corruption aboute the loyntesof

a Hawkes foote and stretchers. Ibid. 345 Of the swelling

in a Hawkes foote, which we tearme the pin or pin Goute.

1600 Surflet Country Forme vii. lxvii. 898 Olde Nightin-

gales of the cage . . are subiect to gouts and conuulsions in

the breast.

4. A disease in wheat, caused by the larva of the

gout-fly (see quots. and gout-fly).

1828 Examiner 344/1 The roots have been destroyed by

the Gout as it is technically termed, i860 Curtis farm

GOUT.

Insects 234 Chlorops trcniofnts . . causes the disease termed

in Oxfordshire the^iwr in wheat and barley, from the stalk

being swollen to thrice its natural size.

IX In the original etymological sense of ' drop '.

5. A drop of liquid, esp. of blood. In the later

use, after Shakspere, it tends to mean : A large

splash or clot.

1503 Art Good Living ff Dying X iiii, The ewyl rich the

qwich may not haue }yt oon gowt of Watyr. Ibid. Ccva/i,
The . v . tokyng qwych shall go befor the jugement al

herbys treys wooddys shal sweyt reed goultys of water, as

blood. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. i. 46, I see thee still ; And on

thy Blade, and Dudgeon, Gouts of Blood, Which was not

so before. 1800 W. R. SpRHCER Betk-reltrt xi, Where'er

his eyes he cast, Fresh blood-gouts shock'd his view. 1814

Byron Lara 11. vi, Nor gout of blood, nor shred of mantle

torn. 1833 M. Scott 7'i><« Cringle vi. (1859) 121 Gushing

streams burst from the mountain sides like gouts of froth.

1839 Lowell Summer Storm Poet. Wks. (1879) 8 Again

Plashes the rain in heavy gouts. 1897 Mary Kingsi.ev // .

Africa 304 A high stockade, with its gateway smeared with

blood which hung in gouts.

fb. Med. =Dr<p.i/-. 3. Sc. Obs.

'755 Johnson s.v. Gout 2, Gut for drop is still used in

Scotland by physicians. 1757 Wai.ki r in Phil. Trans. L.

131 To an ounce of common spring-water there was added

two gutts of fresh sweet milk. 1765 Ofitoit ty Nairn's

I rial 141 (Jam.) Being interrogated, 'How many guts or

drops of laudanum he was in use to take at a dose '
; he re-

fuses to answer. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xii, Not a goutte

of his physic should gang through my father's son.

6. A spot of colour resembling a drop. So F.

sputte. (Cf. Goutte Her.">

1833 R. Mudie Brit. Birds 11841; II. 17 The parent birds

are fed each with ' a drop of the devil's blood '.' .. and that

infernal draught taints the eggs with those streaks and

gouts which in fact make them so beautiful.

7. attrib. and Comb., as gout family, -fit ;
gout-

creating, -swollen, -tormented, + gout-wit-lamed

ppl. adjs. ;
gout-fly, the fly \Chlorop tirniopus or

lineata) whose larva causes the 'gout' in wheat;

t gout-justice nouce-wd., ? justice that is halting or

tardy, as if with gouty feet ;
gout-stone - Chalk-

stone 3 ;
gout-stool, a stool to support the foot

when affected by gout
;
gout-weed, a book-name

for the plant /Kgopodium fodagraria ; t gout-

wheel-chair, a wheeled chair used for a gouty

patient ;
gout-wort = gout-weed.

1802 T. BEnoor.s flygcia viii. 166 The 'gout-creating action

of stimulants. 1829 Sm Smith in Lady Holland's Mem.
(18551 II. 304 My attack . . was of the 'gout family, but hardly

gout itself, a 1693 Aubrey Li-ces, Milton (1898) II. 67 He
[Milton] would be chearfull even in his "gowte-fitts, and sing.

1881 MissE. A. Ormf.rod j)/««. Injur. Insects 77 From this

case the Chlorops, or *Gout Fly, comes out towards the end

of summer. 1619 Middlrtos Love «, Antii). Wks. (Bulleni

VII. 320 Such is "gout-justice, that's delay in right, Demurs

in suits that are as clear as light. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon.

(1801) III. 68 Gout-stones are formed on inflamed mem-
branes. 1886 MRS. I. H. Birneit little Id. Fanntlercy

viii. 1 1887) 157 It was not agreeable to sit alone .. with one

foot on a "gout-stool. 1597-8 Bf. Hall Sat. iv. i. 21 His

"gout-swolne fist Gropes for his double Ducates in his chist.

01711 Ken Hymns E'cnug. Poel. Wks. 1721 1. 61 Internal

F'ire, and "Gout-tormented Feet. 1776 Withering Brit.

Plants I. 181 "Goutweed, Aigopodium. 1854 S. Thomson
Wild Fl. 111. (ed. 4) 296 The root of the gout-weed (Ago-

podium). 1667 KvBXYN 1
' iary 9 Dec, I found him in his

garden, sitting in his "gout wheel-chair. 1595 Chapman
Cnnd's Bono. Seuces (16391 15 They are cripple minded,

»Gowt-wit lamed. 1507 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccclxxii. 849

Herba Gerardi, is called in English Herbe Gerard, Aish-

weed, and "Goutwoort. 1670 John Smith England's Im-

pros: RevtVdtli Goutwort . The very bearing of this Herb

about one easeth the pains of the Gout.

Gout (gaut\ sb? Also 6, 7, 9 gowt. [?var.

bf Gote ; but cf. F. igoul (OF. esgout) sewer.]

f 1. ? A stream or flow of water. (Cf. Gote i
,

qttot. a 1400-50.)
i- 1400 Sege Jerus. 561 Baches woxen ablode aboute in be

vale, & goutes fram gold wede as goteres pey runne.

2. A channel for water ; a sluice ; a covered drain

or culvert.

1598 Barckley Folic. Man IV. 3<5 The ages past haue

discharged all their mallice into the age we hue in, as into a

gowt or sinke. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 237 With

Common Sewes, or Sinks ithey call them Goutes) made to

run under the ground. 1800 W. Chapman // itliom Is

Wetland 29 Vast quantities of water .
.
which used to enter

through the Gowt at Langarl. e 1818 Brition Lineolush.

557 At the lower end of these are sluices, guarded by gates,

termed gowts or gouts. 1851 JrnL S. Agric. Soe. XII. II.

1 308 During that time the doors of the gouts used 10 be over-

rode. Ibid. 312 The narrow band of salt marsh., is drained

1 by sea-gouts through the frontier banks. 1886 S. II . Line

i
Glois Gowt, or Gote, a drain, or channel for water. 1890

Gloucester Gloss., Gout, a covered drain or culvert.

attrib. 1682 in Nicholls Forest Dean xv. 233 Through w >'

the gout water must necessarily run for draining of the worke.

t Gout, » Obs. rare. In 5 gowt(e. [a. OF.

and 1-. goutter, f. goutte drop.] intr. To drop.

Of a candle : To gutter.

a 1400 Med. MS. in Aretueol. XXX. 408 Gowtyth. , 1440

Promp. Parv. 206/2 Gowton, as candelys, gutte.

Gout : see Go out s.v. Go v. 85 s.

II Gout (g»". Also 7-9 goust, 9 Se. gou, goo.

[F. gout, earlier goust :-L. gustus taste. Cf. Gust,

Gusto.] « Taste in various senses.

1. Flavour or savour (of food, etc.\ + High

gout: cf. Haut-ooCt I.



V
GOUTIFY.

1751 Affect. Narr. Wager 97, I question if any Food we
ever tasted at home had so high a Cout, as these four legged
Animals, in that Day of Scarcity. 1753 L. M. tr. Dn Boscq's
Accomplish'd Woman III. 147 Hunger gives a gout to our
daily food. 1817 Lltackw. Mag. II. 305/1 There is a name-
leas gout in certain of the dishes done up here, that reminds
me [etc.]. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. F.con. I. 257 The beer
spirit will have the abominable goiit of the vest. 1870 Ram-
say Remin. vi. (ed. 18) 247 Gou, taste, smell.

2. Liking, relish, zest, fondness. Const, for.
1586 Mary Q. Scots Let. to C. Paget 20 May in Tytler

Hist. Scott. (1864) IV, 118 If you see and perceive the same
ambassador to haue goust in these overtures, and put you
in hope of a good answer thereunto. 1729 Woodward 's

Fossils, Publ. to Rdr. p. vi, A Direction to any one that has
a Gout for the like Studies. 1789 A. BuSH Who/arcs best}
(i8iot 10 Relished a dish of fine-flavoured tea with as high
a gout as you or any man ever did. a 1810 J. Henry
Canif. agst. Quebec (1812) 73 Simpson warmed some of
this in water, and ate with gout. To me it was nauseous.
1814 Mad. D'Arblay WandcrerX. 375 A lad for whom he
had a great goust. 1822 Sporting Mag. IX. ^20 The public
goiit for the most licentious . . songs. 1896 Crockett Grey
Man xii. 86 Having, .no goo for a minister meddling in the
bickerings of men.

3. The facility of perceiving and discriminating
savours; the faculty of aesthetic appreciation;
one's individual judgement or predilection in such
matters ; also, nice perception, good taste.

1706 . ! rt of'Painting 11744,* 34 8 There are three sorts of
taste in painting. The natural gout, the artificial, and the
govt of each nation. 1706 Hbarnb Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 307
Paragraphs unagreeable and distasteful to the goust and
palate of the. .Presbyterians. 1739 ClBDER Apol. •1756) II.

15+ It seems the goust of that age was not so nice and
delicate in these matters. 1741 TAiLFER,etc. Narr. Georgia
Pref. 9 We catch Fish with a Hook baited to their parti-
cular Goiit. 1743 Fielding Wedding-Pay tti. viii. Wks.
1771 III. 356 This last opera .. is too light for my gout.
1747 Gentl. Mag. 202 The opinion of the cardinal was how-
ever so much to the gout of his majesty, that [etc.].

1 b. One who affects taste.

1684 J. Haines EpiL to Lucy's Sir II. Buffon, French
gouts, that mingle water with their wine, Cry, Ah de French
song, gosoun, dat is ver' fine.

4. Style or manner in which a work of art is

executed, as judged by connoisseurs ; also, a pre-

vailing or fashionable style in matters of taste.

1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 523 His
[Perugino's] drapering every one knows to [be] of a little

gout. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. C1779) II. xlii. 55 We have
more taste . . than to relish the productions of such a miser-
able gout. 1751 Student L 35 Learn 'd in each gout, and
vers'd in evVy fashion.

Goutify (gau*tifai\ v. [f. Gout sb* + -(i)fy.]

trans. To make gouty, afflict with gout. Chiefly
in Goutified pa. pph. and ///. a. So Goutifica-
tion nonce-wd.

1749 Smollett tr. Gil Blasu. i. (1782) 1. 114 We perceived
the old goutelied canon buried as it were in an elbow chair.

1756 W. Tolderw Hist. Two Orphans IV. ioo Goutify
your dewbeaters !. . What right have you to ask questions of
me ? 1757 Cole in Clark Cambridge 83 Old men, sometimes
goutified, and not well able to get upstairs. 1824 Blaclr.o.
Mag. XVI. 2 The physician will hear the masterly defence
of Claret against the charge of goutification. 1832 M.
Scott Ibid. XXXII. 22 An old rich goutified coffee-planter.

Goutish. (guu-tij), a. [f; Gout sbA + -ISH.J

a. Of persons : Somewhat gouty
;
predisposed to

gout. b. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, gout.
ft. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvir. vi, Powder perof

[of Aloes] .. helpep goutische men, a 1649 Drumm. of
Hawtii. Fan:. Ep. Wks. (1711) 146 The tables [are] for
goutish and apoplectick persons to make them move their
joints. 1810 Sot; they iii O. AY?-. IV. 337 The excesMve
beat of their apartments, ami the bad custom of sitting close
to- the fire, dispose them to be gouiish wlu-n mpuMul t

1 tb«
least cold.

\>f 1700 Sir E. Harlev in \\th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. 11. (1894) 617 It pleased God yesterday to visit me with
pain and faintness, goutish and scorbutick. 1737 Hkryfv

s^ Mem. II. 492 Imagining the Queen's pain to proceed from
a goutish humour.

tGoutOUS. a. Ohs. Also 5 gowtus. gowt-
tous, gotows. [ad. OF. gutita (F. goulteux). f.

OF. goitt(t)e Gout s&J] a. Of persons: Gouty.
Also absol. b. Of meats : Apt to cause gout (cf.

Gouty 2 c).

a. 14. . in Ret. Ant. I. 196 In hys contrce was a quene,
Gowtus and croket. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. xc.
(1869) 108, I hatte Peresce, the goutous, the encrampised.
.1440 Promp. Parv. 206/2 Gotows mann, or womann (/'.

gotorous), guttosus.

b- C1440 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 473 Forbere goutous
metes, an unholsome. 14. . MS. Med. Line. If. 310 Halliw.)
Luk ay that he ette no 'owttous mette.

II Gontte (g«t >
' y. Also 4 gowte, 9 goute.

[Fr. : see Gor v small drop-shaped figure

(of specific* l as a charge.
1x400 " at bare of gowles fulle

taye, of syluere. 1838 Penny
Cycl. .

II -43/2 When 1 -harge or supporter is

coveret with goutes, or «.-.
. 1 called gutty. 1868

Cussax . The terms a can, de sang, &c, are
notalwa^ ^rnployea when blazoning Gouttes; it is equally -

correct.. tc blazon Gouttes by their Tinctures.

Goutt6, gouvtj, J/er. : see Gitt6.
Gouty (g a*ti . a. [i. "out sb.* + -y ij
1. Affected with gout ; subject tu root.
c 1412 Hoccleve j'^rtslaus's Wife 713 Pdra^re and gowty
& halt he was eek. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M, Atoei.
Let. v. Cc iij, O ye oh - "tie people, ye forget yoiufs,-elf<*

and runne in poste, aft !\fr. 1581 Savilf 7> (7^*r*

Vol. IV.

317

Hist. 1. ix. (1591 6 Hordeonius Flaccus . . a man aged and
gowtie. 1601 Return fr. Parnass. it. ii. (Arb.) 23 Ought
his gowty fists then first with gold be greased? 1611
Tolknelr Ath. 'Frag. n. v. Wks. 1878 I. 64 My hgge
is not goutie. a 1668 Davenant Gondibert 1. vi. 37 Not
giving like to those, whose gifts though scant Pain them as
if they gave with gowty hand. 1693 Dryden Persius V. 78
Knots upon his Gouty Joints appear. 17x1 Steele Sped.
No. 472 p 1 Would such gouty Peisons administer to the
Necessities of .Men disabled like themselves. 1772 Fkanki iv
Lett. Wks. 1887 IV. 538 But I being gouty of late, seldom
go into the city. 1875 B. Meadows Clin. Observ. 46 A
gentleman.. of gouty habit, and habitually dysp-ptic.
absol. 1799 Med. Jml. I. 151 Dyspepsia, the inseparable

companion of the gouty.
jig. 1656 Cowley Ode to Wit iv, "lis not to force some

lifeless Verses meet With their five gowty feet. 1735
Herkelev Querist $ 424 Whether the want thereof [money]
doth not render the state gouty and inactive '.'

fb. Of birds: cf. Gout sb-1 2. Obs. -

1600 Surflet Country Farme vu. Ivi. 887 The nightin-
gale bailing beene two or three yeeres in the cage, hecom-
ineth goutie : nowe when you shall perceitie it, anuoint her
feet with butter.

fc. Of a horse's legs: Swollen, affected with
swellings. Also of the animal so affected. Obs.
1523 FiTZHEKB. Husb. § 56 Vf thou shalte by oxen for

the ploughe, se that they be yonge, and not gowty. 1577
B. Googr HeresbadCs Husb. m. 115 The ledges and tlie

thyes [of a horse), .ought to he euen, straight, and sound,
not gouty . . with much fleshe and vaynes [citra venarnm
ac ca>ni!tni obesitatem ant tumorem aliouetn],

2. Of o'r^pcrtaining to gout; of the nature of
gout.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 285 To make a calculous im-

pression in the Kidneys, or a gowty impression in the
loyntes is onely proper to the seede. 1724 Blackmore
Treat. Consumpt. 23 There are likewise other Causes of
Blood-spitting; one is the Settlement of a gouty Matter in
the Substance of the Lungs. 1748 Richardson Clarissa I.

v. 31 Under the torture of a gouty paroxysm. 1846 t ). E.
Day tr. Simon's Atiim, Chan. II. 477 Gouty concretions,
which frequently form on the joints of the hands and feet.

1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. XV. v. VI. 16 The neuralgic mala-
dies press sore, and the gouty twinges. 1879 M. P.vrnsos-
Milton 151 He was very abstemious in his diet, having to
contend with a gouty diathesis.

b. Used during an attack of gout.
'733-4 Behkelev in Fraser Life vi. (1871) 215, 1 hope . . to be

able to put on my gouty shoes. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand,
iv. i, Here's an old gouty chair of my grandfather's. 1794
Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen IV. 59, I., will take my old seat
on the gouty stool, and tell my dear grandfather [etc. 1. 1825
Morisoniana (1S3TI ?i8 The gouty patient may now. .burn
ids gouty shoes.

c. Having a tendency to produce gout.
1802 T. Beddoes Hygeia viii. 164 The weaker wines of

France are reputed more gouty than those in common use
among the English. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. 111. 182
Champagnes, especially the sweeter sorts, are undoubtedly
gouty wine-.

3. trausf. and Jt^\ Swollen or bulging, so as to
be out of shape or disproportioned ; distorted with
swellings or protuberances ; tumid.

159S Coplev Wits, Fittes <$- Fancies 41 He that euermore
alleadgeth in his conuersation other mens sayings, is like a
gowty naile, that cannot enter the wood, except an augar
make the way before. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies {1665) 105
This humour in Historians hath made the body of ancient
History in some parts so gouty and monstrous. ^1704
T. Brown Collect. Dial. 1. iS You cannot imagine what a
Mortification it is for a Noble Author .. to have his Song
taSg'<l "ith half a dozen gouty "Stanzas by a Grub street
Hand. 1790 Herscuel in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 477 The
p. arm [of Saturn's ring] is a little gouty. 1848 Johnston
in Proc. Bern: Nat. Club II. No. 6. 310 There is no mis-
taking this mite from its size .. and its gouty unfashioned
legs. 1875 Encyel. Brit. II. 441/2 Rustic masonry, ill-

formed festoons, and gouty balustrades.

b. Of the stems of vegetables, and their joints

;

also of thread : Full of knots or knobs, knotty.
Ohs. exc. dial.

1597 Gerardi: Herbal 1. xii. § 2. 14 Long and slender
stemmes, jointed with many knohbie and gowtie knee.-.

1677 Holyoke Diet.. Crassa Minerva, spun with a gouty
thread, bungling work. 1713 Deriiam Phys.-Theol. v'm.vi.
Note hh (172;) 391 Which, .makes the young Shoots tumify,
and grow knottyand gouty. 1896 War-.vicksh Gloss. ,Gout'\\
knobby, knotty : usually applied to rough thread, worsted,
silk, etc.

j-4. Of land: Boggy (sec quot. 1790}. Obs.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 109 The black moorish and gouty

grounds of the Moorelands. 1790 W. Marshall Midi, t o.

J I- 437 Gouty, diseased and swelled by subterraneous water;
as boggy tumours, at the bottom, or on the side of a hill.

5. Comb., as gouty-bagged\ -handed, -legged*$$. ;

gouty-stem ^tree). the Australian baobab Adan-
sonia Gregorii^.

1599 Xashe Lenten Steffi 33 Holy S. Taurbard, in what
droues the *gouty bagd Londoners hurry down (etc.'.
a 1613 Overbury A Wife 1638^ 153 His liberality can never
be said to be "gowty-handed. 1611 Cotcr., Podagre,
"gowtie-lcgd. 1846 Stokes Discoz: Australia II. in. 115
The *gouty-stem tree . . bears a very fragrant white flower,
not unlike the jasmine. 1889 Maiden Usef. Nat. Plants
Austral. GoSterculia rupesti^. .The ' Boule-tree 'of N.F.
Australia, and also called ' '' y-stem ', on" .T'cnunt of 1 lie

extraordinary shape c f
•

Hence Gou-t^V ndo. : Don tmess, tendency to
gout lit. anuy%\ ; Oou tyish a., somewhat gouty.
1632 Smer'a- on s.z:, (.ontinc-so, fa douittn- de la gorttte.

1700 W All have been
frequently here except no is Goutyish.
1820 Q. Rev XXIII. tSo An Englishman is encumbered

I. rS «4 ; f uvi nor^NE Dolliver

GOVERN. \

y^

' Rom. 11^79) 53 He had met the grim old wre< k of Colonel
Dabney, moving goutily. 1890 Brit. Mt'<{. Jriit. 25 Jan.
184/1'l'liere U probably more gout and goutiness in London
than in any other spot on the globe.

Qouv- : see Gov-.

t Gou'vernant. Obs. rare—1
. In ,; -aunt.

[sL.F.gmiv<rnant,pr.-pp\e. of£i»/zw»«-to Govern.]
A governor 'of a country).
1475 ffi.A'Mt-suti Prince Richardedukeof Vorke. .being

' at two voiages lieutenaunt and gouvernaunt in Fraunce.

II Gouvernante [g«v£rnant). Cf. Gover-
nan'ti'. [F. gouvernante, fern. pr. pplc. of gou-
verner to Goverx.]
1 1. A female ruler of a country. Ohs.
1751 Chesterf. Let. 2S Oct., Misc. Wks. 177; II. -,73 If.

.

your Catharines and Marys ofMedicis, your Anns of Austria,
&c, should prove the model of your gomvruante. 1772
Hartford Merc. Suppl. 18 Sept. j'i The King of Sweden
had nominated her Gouvernante of Swedish Pomerania.

2. a. A housekeeper to a bachelor or\vido\ver\
rare. b. A chaperon or duenna, c. A governess;
a female teacher. Cf. Govekxaxte 2, 3, 4.
a. 1772 Graves Spirit. Qiiix. 111. vii. '178;'' I. i^- My

sister.. became reserved to me, in order to recommend her-
self more effectually to our gouvernante. [K.vplained by
context.] 1788 H. W.u.ror.F Narr. Rousseau 141 Rousseau
. . crossed the country with his gouvernante.

b. 1716 Addison Free-holder No. 4 r ; The old and
withered Matrons, known by the frightful Name of Goir.rr-
nuntcs and Ditegnas. 1800 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda (1813)
I. \i. 200 A beautiful young girl, and an elderly lady whom
they took for her gouvernante. 1838 LyttON Calderon iii,

She was living with an old relation, ox gouvernante,
C. 1781 Hayley Tri. Temper 1. 150 What ills the little

female haunt, The testy nurse, th' imperious gouvernante.
1828 Miss Mitford Village III. 113 During the church-
wardenship of Farmer Brookes, no less than three village
gouvernantes arrived at Aberleigh. 1865 Look before yon
lap I. 179 Disregarding her gouvernante, she went straight
to Neville.

Gove >g«uv), v. Sc. Also 4-6 gowe, 6 goi'e,

goif, goyf, 8 gauve, 8-9 goave. [Of obscure-

origin : connexion with gow, Gaw »>,^ol similar
meaning, cannot be traced.]

1. intr. To gaze, stare ; to stare stupidly.
c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints, Thomas S2 And mete &l drink vald

nocht assay, hot to >e hewine ves govand ay. Ibid.
7 Sleperis 329 A-hout hyme fast [an gow it he, gyf he mycht
ony bane se. 1501 Docclas Pat. Hon. 111. xx, Thus in a
stair, quhy standis thow stupi;ak, Gouand all day. 1503
Dunbar Tua Mariit Women 287 Apon the galland for to
goif it gladit me agane. 1513 Docclas /Eneis v. vi. 13S
Than leuch that riall prence on hym to goif. c 1560 A.
Scott Poems {S. T. S.) 56 T he' blenkyne of ane c Ay £art
the goif and glaik. 1728 Ramsay -2nd Answ. Semcrvilc 35
Nae mair they'd gaunt and gove away. Or sleep or loiter
out the day. 1786 Burns Interview Ld. Dacr iv, Hov/
he star'd and stammer'd, When gonvan. as if led wi' branks
..He in the parlour hammer 'd. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake,
Kilmeny U814) 187 The wild beasts of the forest came And
goved around, charmed and amazed. 1819 W. Tennant
Papistry Storm'd (1827) 150 A tumbler at a fair, Whair
thousands round him goave and stare. 1894 Crockett
Lilac Sunbonnet 44 The dull cattle that ' goved ' upon h-r.

2. trans. ' To examine ; to investigate ' (jam.),
1513 Dolgi-as Atucis vtn. iv. 63 Sic way he wrocht that,

n.uha thair tred lyst gove, Na takynnys suld convoy thairn
to his cove.

Gove, obs. form of Goave v.

Gove, obs. and dial. pa. t. of Give v.

Govel(e, -er(e, obs. ff. Gavel sb.\ Gavei.i.eh.

Goverment, obs. form of Government.
t Go'Vem, sb. Obs. rare. [f. the vb. ; cf. F.

gouverne ^from 14th c), Pr. governs, Pg., It. go-
verno, Sp. gobierno.'] Government.
c 1300 ticket (Percy Soc) 1792 That his bischoprichc hadcle

ibeo: withoute govern and rede. •
Govern Cgyyam), v. Forms : 3-J. governe,
(4^govemi, 5 goveryne. gouverne), 4-6*50-
weru'e, .', govern, [a. OF. govePtUf (t.gm.
venirr = Pr., fg..gozernar. Sp. gober/i&r, It. go-
'.ei/iai-ex—i.. guberitare to steer (a vessel), hence
trrdirect, rule, govern, ad. Or. itrp'pvav to steer.]

1- trans. To rule with authority, esp. with the
Mthoiity of a sovereign ; to direct and control
the action] and affairs of (a people, a state or its

members), whether despotically or constitutionally;

to rule or regulate the affairs of (a body of men,
corporation) ; trvcommand the garrison of (a fort).
12VM l -'. Gi.occ. (Rolls 1036 Cassibel pat noble prince was

inon .. (at lond gofftmod \veL_ c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810' 37 Sone after \\ daies be rcamc salle men se
Gouerned borgh aliens kynde. 1389 Lug. Gilds (1S70) 46
An Aldirman. .able and iconyng to reuleti and gouern p«
company. ( 1400 Maundcv. (Roxb.) xii. 55 pe' sepultre of
Ioseph Iacob son, bat gouerned Egipte. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 3387 pe same cure is a kyng . . To gy & gouerne
his gomes, a 1533 Ld. Berners Hvon xxi. 62, I deiyuefyd
to hym all my londes to gouerne. 1617 Morysqn /tin. 11. ji6
("nptaine Thomas Williams Willi his Company, being left to
governe the new Tort. 1651 HoBBdS Leviath. II. x.v.i. ny.
Govern tlfcm by the 'saute Lawes, by which they were
go\enietl befaie. 1709 Sti 1:1. r. 'latter No. 29 ? 7 T'here is

no governing any but Savages by other Methods than their
own Consent. 1764 Goi.dsm. Trav. vn la every toil.. thosr
that think must govern those that toil. 1856 Froude Hist.
ling. (185S) I. ii. 1^3 From the accession of Henry VII, the
country had been governed by a succession ofeccie*ia«1tcal
nii-iiste--;
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fig* X$3S Qvarles Embl. I, xv. 31 Lord . . Can thy flockes

be thriving, when the fold Is govern'd by a Fox?
b. said of the Deity.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. vi. 17 fCamb. MS.) Syn pat
thow ne dowtest nat that pis world be gouerned by god.
c 1450 Si, Cuthl'crt (Surtees) 571 Crete god pat gouernes
all. X53S Covi-iruale Job xx.wi. 31 by these thinges
gouerneth he his people, a 1677 Barrow Serin, xxiii. Wks.

i 1686 III. 260 Can we . . peruse the Records of everlasting

destiny by which the World is governed? 1859 Kincslky--
^Lett (1878) II. 73 It is a fearful look-out when God has to

govemsa nation because it cannot govern itself.

frclTo be in command of (a force, an army)
;

to read (a choir). Oh.
1397 R. Gr.ouc. (Rolls) 8205 pebaldewinestueye. -gouemede

pe ast mid hor poer beye. 1375 Barbour Bruce xii. 499
The battall that schir Eduard Gouernyt and led. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 81 Or elles berynge a cope to
governe pe queere [E. ckorum rexit\.

d. To direct and control (a person, the members of

a household) with the authority of a superior. ? Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxii[ij. 1 Lord gouerns [Vulg.

regit) me & nathynge sail me want. ^1340 Cursor 31. 10804
(Trin.) If. .she no husbonde had I-had hir to haue gouerned
& lad. 1413 Pylgr. Sowte (Caxton) iv. xxxviti. (1859) 64
They ordeyne and gouerne hym, ryght as he were to yonge
within age, and couthe nought gouerne hym seluen. 1450-

1530 Myrr. our Ladye 16 He taught her grammer and
songe, & gouerned her & her housholde. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 16 She must.-looke to the
Kitchin . . gouerne the maides, and keepe them at their

woorke. 167Q; Hobbes Behemoth in. (1682) 242 Some others
were sent thither [to the universitie] by their Parents, to
save themselves the trouble of governing them at home,

first used by French writers, is intended to characterize

those monarchies (e.g. that of England) in which the action
of the sovereign is mainly confined to the selection of re-

sponsible ministers.

t 1400 Maunoev. (1839) v. 38 And this regnede longe &
governed wisely. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. ii. 24 Who
gouernes heere ? 1699 Temple Ess. Pop. Discontents Wks.
1731 I. 260 Every Prince should govern as He would
desire to be governed if he were a Subject. 1710 Swift
Examiner No. 18 P 5 When this Man governed in that

Island. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. 11889) 1. 16 The throne
was occupied by .1 minor, whose mother . . governed as
regent for him. 1861 May Const. Hist. I. i. 6/The king
reigned, but his ministers governed. 1874 Stubbs Const.
Hist. I. ii. 36 He reigns but does not govern. 1897 Daily
Ncivs 3 May 5/5 In a Crown Colony, .the Governor governs;
in a free one ho reigns.

2. To sway, rule, influence (a person, his actions,

etc.) ; to direct, guide, or regulate in conduct or

actions. (Said of persons : also of motives, etc.'

c 1440 Promfi. Parr: 206/2 Gouernyn, and mesuryn in

manerys, and thewys, moderor. 1597 Bacon Ess., Followers
«$ Friends (Arb.) 36 To be gouerned [1615 adds (as we call

it)] by one is not good. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. Hi. 83 Our
Fathers mindes are dead, And we are gouern'd with our
Mothers spirits, a 1631 Donne Paradoxes (1633,1 D 3 How
then shall this nature gouerne vs, that is gouerned by the

worst part of vs ? 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Pr.forall Condi-
tions ofMen, We pray for the good estate of the Catholick
Church; that it may be so guided and governed by thy

good Spirit that [etc.). 1704 Swift 'P. Tub Apol., Not
that he would have governed his judgment by the ill-placed

cavils of the sour. 1709 Steele 'Tatter No. 66 P 5 Ordinary
Minds are wholly governed by their Eyes and Ears, a 1754

J. M cLaurin Serin. «y Ess. (1755) 17 Eternal motives are

the only motives that should govern immortal Souls. 188a

Mtss Bbadpos fl/t Royal II. Hi. 39, I did not allow myself
to be governed by Lady Cumberbridge's gossip. 1883 FkoVDI
Short Stud. IV*. 1. iii. 41 The archbishop .. was aw
the motives by which the papal decisions were governed.

\r b» To master, prevail over. Obs,

1592 Shaks. I'eir. <y Ad. 42 Backward she push'd him, as

she would be thrust, And govern'd him in strength, though
not in lust.

*r*b. To ruide, direct, lend in sonic course' ; to

guide to or towards an object. Obs.
138a Wvclif Isa. xlix. 10 The rewere of them shal gouerne

[L. regct\ them and at the wellcs of wattis $yuen hem to

drinke. 1:1400 Macndev. (Roxb. 1 xvii. 80 pe nedill..by (h;

whilk schippe men er gouerned in ^ see. 1549 Bk. Com.
Praverf Litany, That it may please thee to rule and gouerne
thy holy Churche vniuersall in the right waye. c 1600 Shaks.

Sohh. cxiii. a And that which gouernes me to goe about,,'

Doth part his function, and is partly blind, a 1635 Corbet/
Poems (1807) 116 As a straying starr intic't And governd
those wise-men to Christ. 1704 Swift Meek. Opemt. Spirit

(1711) 294 By what kind of Practices the Voice is best

fovern'd towards the Composition and Improvement of the

pirit. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist. 1. i. § 5 He that

governed the elephant was but a private man.

cfe To regulate, determine the course or issue of

(an event, etc).

a 1623 Fletcher Witt without Money \n. i, Tis not folly.

But good discretion, governs our main fortunes. 1798

Wellesley in Owen Desp. 46 'The attempts which they

have already made to interfere in governing the succession.

1863 Kinglaki: Crimea (1877) II. xii. 156 At the storming

of Constantine . . he really helped to govern the events.

e. Of things, es/>. t in astrological use, of the

stars : To hold sway over, influence, determine

the motions or nature of.

1390 Gower Conf, II. 109 O Phebus, which the daies

lignt Govemest til that it be night, llnd. III. 106 Of alle

thinges the matere, .. Of thing above it [this erthe] Stoat

governed, That is to sain of the planetes The cheles both

and eke the hetes. Ibid. 127 Wherof the firste regiment .

.

Governed is ofsignesthre. c 1566 J. Aldav tr. Boaystuau''.<

Th -it. World 1'vijb, Beastes . . nature hath given them
a complect ion so well ruled and governed, that they never

take more than is requisite for their nourishment. 1591
Shaks. Two Cent. 11. vii. 74 But truer starres did gouerne
Protheus birth. 1631 Widdowes Nat. Philos. (ed. 2) 10
Saturne is a star of a leaden colour, ..governing malan-
cholike persons. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 15 What-
soever is invisible .. is little enquired; and yet these
be the things that govern Nature principally. 167** K.
BofUTH Wind 86 Here in England, the Eastern [Winds]
usually govern the spring .. but generally' the Western
in^rosse the greatest part of the yeare.

+ f. To determine the key oi xa musical com-
position). Obs. rare~ l

.

1597 Morlct Introd. Mus. 156 Your song being gouerned
with, flats it is vnformall to touch a sharpe eight.

\\ intr. To hold sway, prevail, have predomi-
nating or decisive influence. .

1596 ShaKS, Merck. V. m. v. 63 Eet it be as humors and
conceits shall gorferne. 1606 — Ant. <y CI, it. ii. 150 From
this houre, The heart of Brothers gouerne in our Loues.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 453 It hath been received, that a
smaller Pear, grafted upon a Stock that beareth a greater
Pear, will become great. But I think . . the Cions will govern.
1669 MARVEixOrr.cxiv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 274 After the ablest

men have employed all their art .. yet chance will governe
at last. 1884 Ckr. Commonwealth 21 Feb. 448/1 Since then
we^have been asking whether policy or principle is to govern
in matters of this kind.

4. reft. To direct or regulate one's actions ; t to

'-conduct oneself, behave, act (in a specified way").

1375 Barbour Bruce it. 588 On this maner thatm gouernyt
thai, Till thai come to the hed off tay. < 1386 Chal'cer
Melib. f 28 If ye gouerne yow by sapience, put awey sorwe
out of youre herte. a 1450 Knt. de la Jour (1868) 3 To
teche my doughtres..how thei shulde governe hem. c 1460
Urbanitaiis 22 in Babees Bk., Loke . . pat pow gouerne pe
welle. 1608 Armin Nest Ninn. 29 Fooles that want wit to

gouerne themselves well. 1651 Marius Bills ofExchange
8 Advice. .ought to be given by the first Post that. .the

deliverer may know, .how to govern himself. 17x5 Nelson
Addr. Pert, Qual. 257 If in this Extremity the poor Widow
had governed herself by the Measures of this Age, in a few
Days she had perished with hunger. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman ii. (1841) I. 17 Intimating that you can or
cannot answer this order, that 1 may govern myself accord-
ingly. 1778 BuiiKB Corr. 11844) II. 248 You have., a great
country to govern ; and I have no doubt of the principles

Op which you govern yourself in the management of it.

f5. trans. To administer, manage, order (affairs,

arHrffdertaking, an establishment, household, etc.).

'Obs.

1381 Wvclif i Tim. v. 4 If ony widew hath sone, or

children of sones, lerne sche first for to gouerne hir hous.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 2C/b!'z Governe a towne, villico. 1480
Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxxiv. 255 That thurgh his counted
and gouernaunce al thynge shold be gouerned and dressyd.

1535 Covkkdale i Sam. xviii. 17 Be stronge now, &.

gouern the warres of the Lorde. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii.

139 Whiles I goe tell my Lord.. How I haue gouern'd our
determined iest. 1610 Histrio-m. vi. 92 1 1 hast thou
govern'd thy prosperity. That canst not smile in meere ad-

versity. 16x7 Morvsos /tin. 1. 238 So as all the rest chose
him for their guide, and to governe their expences. 1672

Evklvn Diary 31 May, My Eord Sandwich was prudent_as
well as valiant, and always govern'd his affaires with

successe and little losse. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 108

The Ladies and Gentlemen would make me govern the

Tea-table, whatever I could do.

^tJVTo attend to, care for, look after (a person) ;

esp. to tend or treat in respect to health. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Skipman's T. 261 Governeth yow also of

your diete Atemprcly, and namely in this bete. 1523 En.

Bkkners Froiss. I. excix. 236 And there he gouerned nym-
selfe so well, that he was healed, a 1533 — Huon cxliv.

540 That ye kepe this ladi- in your bonis clothyd and
apareyled and as well MQSsswd. 1541 R. C pland Guydon's
Quest. Chirnrg, N j, Howe ou^hi he to be gouerned that

wyil be letten blode hefose he (!•> blah-. 1658 A. F«l
Wurisf Sure. ti. x. 8s Govsrn the party in his diet, as you
were told at the Head-wounds. 1675T' un > Ltt, t- Sir J.
Williamson Wks. 1731 II. 3-^, I vextx knew any k^AneM
of a Great Man so well go'vern'd as his. 1680 WALTON in

Four C. Fug. Lett. 6p His pension-* . . were given to a

woman that governed him.

f b. To tend, treat (plants }. Obs.

157* Mascai.i. Art Planting $ Grafting 49 How to ^uuie

and gouerne the sayde trees. 1658 EvBXVN Fr. Gnrd. B.

vii. ii675t 258 They are all of them to be Planted, and
governed like Raspes. 1669 J. RosU E>t£. Vineyardy. (1675)

27 Thus you shall also govern your Vineyard the third year.

t.7- 1 u work or manage a ship, the sails, the

helm;. Obs.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Xinian 525 & sa, pat patent

gouernandc, haile and sounde be com to lande. 1387
Trevisa l/igden (Rolls! IV. 63 Hem lakked schipmen to

governe here schippes [L. remiges ..ad naves refcudtu],

£-1440 Partonope 3157* The bote was^governde in the see.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Auxilia nautica, the sterne and
other tnstrumentes, wherby the shippe is gouerned. 1617

hfoKYSOM /tin. 111. 135 A Venetian ship governed by
Greekes. 1653 H. Cooan ir. Pinto's Trav. xx. 71 An hun-
dred and sixty Mariners, both for rowing, and for governing
the sails. 1671 R. Bonis \\'ind S53 [The hurricane] came
to such an height, that . . 7 men could scarce govern the

llebne. 1697 VottekAuHo. Greece \u.x\y. (1715) 124 Ships
of Burden were commonly govern'd by Sails.

f b. [after E.] To steer. In quot. absol. Obs.

1675 Hobhks Odrst, (1677) 61 Then he astern sate down
and Hoverned.

siUC 'l*>i manage, manipulate, work, control the

wo lemeat, machine, etc.); to

regulate ^a fire). Obs.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. J ~>ido, The fomy brydle
with thi* bit of gold Gotr—i 1386 — Monk's T. 407
Thus can (fortune hir wheel jowerm, and gye. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. tn. ii- 372 Gouerne 1 - with your finger

and thumbe. a 1631 Donne 80 Serin. (1640) vii. 64 What
can a graine of dust work in governing the balance? 1694
Salmon Bate's Dispens. 1. (1713) 150/1 The Fire is to be so
governed, as to hinder the Oil from boiling. 1797 Monthly
M.rg. Ill, 222 Twelve pins, placed in two rows diagonally
on the barrel, which the stud on the rack governs, by the
turn of the pinion on the rack. 1807 Robinson Archxol.
GrmcM iv. ix. 376 They rendered them (battering-rams] use-
less by cutting with long scythes the ropes by which they
were.governed.

9.)To hold in check, curb, bridle (esp. one's

passions). + Also, to keep or restrain from.
1513 Bkadshaw.57. Werburgc, Ball, to St. W. 31 Governe

my lyfe from alt actes daungerous. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. //',

ti. ii. 180 Bar. I haue no tongue, sir. Page. And for mine
Sir, I will gouerne it. 1005 — Learx. iii. 161 Go after her,

she's desperate, gouerne her. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. x,

Neither could he govern his passion. 1719 Hitler S, rm.
Wks. 1S74 IE 39 If he puts on any .. face of religion, and
yet does not govern his tongue, he must surely deceive him-
self. 1870 Dickens E. Drood viii, I appeal to you to
govern your temper. 1873 Hamerton Intell. Life 11. iv. 72
An ambitious man will govern himself for the sake of his

ambition, and withstand the seductions of the senses.

10. To constitute a law or rule fur ; to be

applicable to as a determining principle or limiting

condition ; to serve as a precedent, rule, or type

for ; esp. in Law, to serve in determining or de-

ciding (a case).

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 308 The case of Peacock v.

Spoonefhaving been decided by the House of Lords, must
govern this case. 1834 McMurtrie Cnvier'sAnim. Kingd.
1 The laws which govern those beings. 1861 J. R. Greene
Man. Anivi. Kingd., Co-lent. 70 This rule does not appear
to govern the nectocalyces in the last-mentioned group.
1884 Ed. Coleridge in Law Times Rep. L. 46/1 The
principles laid down in that case are applicable to and
govern this. 1885 C. H. Anderson in Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench
Div. 727 There is no break in the section, and the words ' in

any highway', govern all that follows. 1890 Sir H. C.
Lopes in Law Times Rep. LXIIL 692/2 The law there

stated clearly governs this case. 1891 J. P. Lii.ley Lords
Day $ Servants n. i. 88 Should not this thought largely
govern the service of Congregational praise.

absol. 1818 Cruse Digest (ed. 2) VI. 398 Sir Joseph
Jekyll, in Papillon v. Voyce said, the intention if lawful shall

govern.

11. Grammar. Of a word, chiefly a verb or prep.

:

To require (a noun or pronoun) to be in a certain

case, or a verb to be in a certain mood ; to be

necessarily followed by (a certain case or mood).

T Formerly also of the subject : To determine the

number and person of (the verb). Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 74 Pronownes be suche as.. may governe
verbes to be of lyke nombre and parson with them. 161s

Bkinslev Grammar-Schoole 98 The word gouerning or

directing, to be placed before those which it gouerneth or

directeth. c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue 11. v, With s, it

[the genitive] precedes the word quhersf it is governed.

1620 T. Granger Diz\ Logikc 58 A verbe substantive .

.

qoverning two datives^, one of the person, and another of

the thing. 1877 Whitney Essent. Eng. Gram. iii. 32 We
speak of both verbs and prepositions as governing in the

objective the word that is their object.
^

1881-7 Cummins
Friesic Gram. § 195 Prepositions governing the dative and
accusative. iSga.J. Wright Primer Gothic § 291 The geni-

tive is also governed by certain adjectives.

absol. 16.. Mauger Fr. Gram. (T.), In our language
evermore Words that govern go before.

Governable (g»"vojnab'l), a. [f. Govern v.

+ -able.] Capable of being governed (in sertses

of the verb).

1647 Clarendon///^. Reb. n. § 81 The earls of Essex and
Holland.. were thought less governable by those councils.

1659 Gentl. Callingw. iii. *"o They become more tame and
governable ever after. 1664 Evelyn Syha xxiii. 59 There
is not a more tonsile and governable Plant in Nature. 1679
|<ee OovEKHr. 1 dj. 1684 thv/.w Atheist 1, (»3S) ?4 Wdl
you promise me., to be very governable, and very civil.

1703 Dampier I'oy. III. 111 The Ship was very governable,

and Steer'd incomparably well. 1737 Bracken Farriery
/mpr. 11757) IE 81 He may prove mild and governable.

1768-74 Tucker I.t. Nat. (1852) II. 412 To keep him in

ignorance, that he may be ductile and governable. 1819

K. Chapman fas. l'/t 127 Where the same religion is

unanimously professed, the subjects are more governable
and peaceable. 1880 G. Meredith Tragic Com. (:88i) 185

A Ivan in love was not likely to be governable by prudent
counsel.

Hence Governability, Go variableness, the

state or quality of being governable ; Go*vernably
adv.y in a governable manner.
1775 Ash, Governableness. 185a Ruskin Stones Ven. II.

App. xii. 393 By its perfect governableness it [oil-colour]

permits the utmost possible fulness and subtlety in the

harmonies of colour. 1863 P. S. Worsley Poems 12 The
god Infused a soul more governably mild. 187a Bag ehot
Physics % Pol. (1876) 25 We reckon, as the basis of our

culture, upon an amount of order, of tacit obedience, of

prescriptive governability. 1876 Miss O'Meara F. Ordnam
267 He was a confirmed optimist in his estimate of the good-

ness and governableness of mankind in general.

tGovemail. Obs. forms: 4-5 governayl(Ee,

4 6 governaile, -aillfe, -al>, 5-6 governance,

US governaly, -ele. -ell, -naille, -yl\ 4- gover-

nail. [a. OF. governail (F. gouvernail), gover-

naille :—L. gitbernaculum, pi. guhemaada rudder,

f. guberndre to steer \jfit Govern v.]

1. The rudder of a ship ; also, the use of the

rudder, steering-

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Magdalena 210 Put in abat apone

he sr hot gouernale. 138a Wvclif Jas. iii. 4 Schippis..ben

born aboute of a litel gouernayle. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-



GOVERNANCE.
hade Hi xliv. 93 The gouernayle which is within ledeth it,

(•1477 Caxton Jason 112 b, His gouemaile brack in more
thenne a thousand pieces. 1483 — Cold. Leg. 222b/2'l'henne

they recited to her the myracle . . how they were comen
wythout ony gouernayle of the Shippe. 1561 Eden.4/'/c
Nauig. A iij b, Tipho fyrst founde the gouemall or rudder.

2. The action, method, or function of governing

;

government ; authority.

In early use often//., after L. gubernacula,
c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. 1. pr. vi. 17 (Camb. MS.) With

which gouernayles takestow heede bat [the world) is

gouerned. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 35S Of the marchis
than had he The gouernale and the pouste. c 1380 Wyclif
Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 254 Wibouten his governaile mut he
Chirche nedis perishe. 1388 — Pro~\ i. 5 A man vndur-
stondinge shal holde gouernails. C1400 Apol. Loll. 12 A
clene man was in be court, & Ipak to hem bat had gret

gouemaile in be court, c 1407 Hocclkve Min. Poems (1893)

59 Glad cheerid Somer to your gouernaille And grace we
submitte al our willynge. c 1470 Hknry Wallace wit, 16

Thai .. Besocht him . . To cum and tak sum gouemaill on
hand. 1 1500 Blcnvbal's Test. 112 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 96
Lucina hath the governale of the salt floodes. a 1555
Lyndesay Tragcdie 71 Off all .Scotland I had the Gouer-
nail. 1597 Guistard $ Sismoud I. Iij, His fame had never
spot in all his governall.

b. Period of government, reign. Also, form of

government, dispensation.

c 1410 Chron. Vilod. st. 424 In to be governell of Queue
Elvyne. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 31 The firste gouer-
nayle was from Abraham to.Moyseu. Ibid. VII. 119 The
firste yere of his governayle [ Trevisa duchery].

c. concr. One who governs, a ruler. Also, the

community governed; a state.

( 1395 Plaivmaus T. 1078 Shuld holy churche have no
heed ? Who shuld be her govemayl '! a 1400 Relig. Pieces

fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 33 All of a gouernaylle hafe we a
(Tadyr. 1597-8 Br. Hall Sat. iv. v. 19 Thousands beene in

euery gouernall. That Hue by losse, and rise by others fall.

d. Management, contrivance. Also, tending,

treatment (of plants, woundsX
c 1475 Partenay 5561 Other gift here liens shall by no

gouernaill ; Then grttt mischaunce to purchace and haue.

150* Arnolde Chron. 168 The gouemaile of thes plantis is

dowblyng of beryng of frute. 1541 R. Copland Guydons
Formut. R |V, The gouernall accomplysshynge the enten-

cyon after the vlceracyon is to drye the rottennesse. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 11. xii. 4S He of thisgardin had the governall.

e. Behaviour, self-control ; rule of conduct.

1375 Harbour Bruce xi. 161 He set ledaris till Ilk battale,

Knawyn war ofgud gouernale. c 1420 Ckron. Vilod, st. -.'59

pis was be governyl bey token hem to be moder and fje

doubter y ffer. < 1470 Harding Chron. xxxvi. i, His ire

excede[d] his wytte and gouernall. c 1475 Partenay 844 Ye
take A wif vnknow what is sche, Neither haue knewlich of
hir gouernail, Ne of hir kinrede. 1597*8 Bp. Hall Sat. iv.

vi. 48 The fashions of their hues and Gouernals.

Governance (g<rrvo.inans . Forms: 4-6 go-

vernaunce, (5 governaunc, -awnce), 4-6 go(u>
verna(u)nce, -a^u

v
ns(e, (6 govirnance, gue-

vernans), 4- governance, [a. OF'. gouver-name ,

i. gouverner : see Govern and -ance. Cf. med.L.
gubernantia (14th c.).]

1. The action or manner of governing (see senses

of the vb.) ; the fact that (a person, etc.) governs.
c 1380 Wvclik Sel. Wks. III. 346 pis stiward . . failib in

governaunce of be Chirche. c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. Con-
tents, As wel for the governance of a clokke as for to

fynde the altitude Meridian. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)

Dictes 69 To remembre and se to the good gouernaunce of

his people. 1548 Udall Erasvt. Par. Pref. 2 By Goddes
gouvernaunce. 1628 Coke On Litt. Pref., Good govern-

ance and full right is done to every man. 1643 Milton
Divorce 11. iii. (1851) 69 Without any wry thoughts cast

upon divine governance, a 1677 Bakrow Pope's Suprem.
(1680) 57 The Bishop's governance should be so gentle and
easie, that men hardly can be unwilling to comply with it.

1*5o J. H. Newman Di/fic. Anglic. 7 It is but one aspect of

the state, or mode of civil governance. 1866 Ferrier Grk.
Philos. I. xiv. 427 The strict governance of his own passions.

1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap iv. 50 All my belongings

..I have submitted wholly.. to your rule and governance.

1879 Farrar St, Paul I. 319 A fresh proof of the immediate
governance of God. 1884 Longm. Mag. Mar. 493 Rules .

.

for the governance of racing.

b. Controlling, directing, or regulating influ-

ence ; control, sway, mastery.

1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. v. i. (1495) 100 The ouer
membres gyuyth influence and gouernance to the nether.

1789 Burnev Hist. Mus. fed. 2) IV. v. 186 An irascible

spirit under no great governance. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1876) I. vii. 113 A power, .which could exert more govern-
ance over Turkish statesmen. 1883 HutKnArt Eng. (1884)

225 Over these hours and colours of the scene, his govern-
ance was all but complete.

f C. In or under (a person's) governance : subject

to his control. So to have, hold, take in govern-

ance. Ob's.

<: 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathias 126 J>e towne .. quhare
pylat presydent was, & had in gouernance be place.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1044 Thisbe, Fortune that hath
the world in governaunce. 6-1430 Hymns I'irg. (1867) 58
Two in gouernaunce it takid. An aungel freende, an aungil

foo. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 31 Saint Benet had many
abbeys under hys gouernaunce. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xiv. 10 Discretioun and constderance Ar both out of hir

[love's] gouimance. 1531 Elyot Goz'.i. xiii. (1534) 48 b,

Vertue hath all thinge vnder gouernaunce. 1533-4 Act
25 Hen. Vfff, c. 22 § 11 Vour said issue, .shalbe & remaine
. .at and in the gouernance of their naturall mother. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, The heartes ofkynges
are in thy rule and gouernaunce. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S. T. S.i iii. 24 Body and gudis to haif in govirnance. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. Vi, 1. iii, 50 What, shall King Henry be «a
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Pupill still, Vnder the surly Glosters Gouernance? 1824
Bentham Anarchical Fallacies Wits. 1843 II. 520 The
governed are to have the governors under their governance.

f d. The state of being governed
;
good order

;

esp. in to set in governance. Qbs.
1390G0WEK Con/, III. 339 And thus the faders ordenaunce

This londe hath set in governaunce. c 7400 Rom. Rose 495S

Klde [can] . . set men . . In good reule and in governaunce.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. x. 38 Whose countries he redus'd to

quiet state, And shortly brought to civile governaunce.

2. The office, function, or power of governing
;

authority or permission to govern
; f the command

(of a body of men, a ship).

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 814 He yaf me al the bridel

in myn hond To ban the gouernance of hous and loud.

c 1400 Maundev, (Roxb.) xvii. 77 [paij will nojt suffer men
to hafe gouernaunce of be rewme. c 1449 Pecock Repr. Prol.

1 Seint Pou I ^eueth not to Thimothe instruccioun of eny
hi^er gouernaunce than [etc.]. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 14 He that hath grete myght & gouernaunce in this

worlde ought to haue no grete reioyssyng. 1491 Act 7
Hen. F//,c.2o§ 1 The King. .Willeth. .that Thomas Lovell

Knyglit have the guydyng and governaunce of the seid

Edmond. C1500 Melusine xxxvi. 254 And gaaf hym the

gouernaunce ofa boundred menofarmes. a 1546 G.Wishart
tr. Caufes. Fayth Sivescrlandcs in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844!

n Holy wrytte .. shulde be the ownc interpretour, the rule

of charite and faythe hauynge gouernaunce. 1563 B. Googe
Egtogs (Arb.) 102 And thou that hast the gouernaunce of
all, O myghty God. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. (1813) II.

App. i. 133 They may commit the governance thereof to the

next heir of the crown. 1884 J. Payne Talcsfr. Arabic I.

112 And Kisra the king invested him with the governance
of one of the provinces ofhis empire.

+ b. qnasi-concr. That which governs; govern-

ing person or body. Obs.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Attrel. viii. (? 1573' Ej,

For certayne they that haue the charge of a prynce, be the
. .gouernance of people. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 3 Beleeuc
we ought, this Sun to be., the principall gouernance of
nature. 1643 Prynne Soih Poiver Pari. 11. 60 Persons of
estate, .elected to counsell and assist the governance.

+ 3. The manner in which something is governed

or regulated ; method of management, system of

regulations. In Pecock often : A rule of practice,

a discipline. Obs.
1 1400 Maundev. (1839'! xxii. 232 Now schalle I tell }ou

the Governance of the Court. 1421 Petition in Sharp Cov.
Myst. (1825) 181 Hit wer good Governauns, that every ward
kept hem within her own ward, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. i.

5 That no gouernaunce is to be holde of Crimen men the
seruice or the lawe of God, saue [etc.]. 1456 Sc. Acts Jas.
7/(1814) II- 46/1 Item as to the feird artikill belangand be
pestilence and gouernance berof The clergy thinkisl? 1 [etc.].

1559 N. Bacon in Strype Ann. Re/. (1824) I. ii. 78 A thing
to lie eschewed in all good governances. 1660 R. Cokk
Power fy Subj. 207 To enquire of the Foundation, Krection,

and Governance of Hospitals.

T 4. Conduct of life or business ; mode of living,

behaviour, demeanour. A\soJ>l. proceedings, doings.
C 1374 Chaucer Troylus it. 170 1219) Her tale was broght

to the ende, Of her astate, and of her governaunce. c 1400
Destr. Troy 656 All your gate and your gouernaunse graidly

to telle. 1413 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixxxviii, Folk of religioun,

That from the warld thaire gouernance did hide. 1426
Lydc. DeGuilevilWs Pilgr. (E.E. T. SO 3567, 1 ha..suffryd
.. That ye, by your gouernauncys My custommys it myn
ordynauncys .. Ye han ytournyd at your wyl. 1428
Surtees M^isc. (1888) 9 Yat ye sayd John Lyllyng fra yan
furth suld be o( gude governance and trew in all his bying
and hys sellyng. c 1460 Fortfscub Abs. fy Lim, Mon. xx.

Many men wil than be of better gouernaunce. 1481 Caxton
Myrr. 1. v. 18 That procedeth of theyr folissh and outrageous
gouernaunce. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariii Wemen 259 Be
constant in $0Or gouernance, and counterfeit gud maueris.

1581 Lam bar de Eiren. 1. v. (1588) 31 Sufficient men. .learned
in the Lawe and of good gouernance. 1591 Spenser Muiopot.
384 He likest is to fall into mischaunce, That is regardles of
his governaunce. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. vi. (1701)

243/1 Wise Princes ought not to he admired for their Govern-
ment, but Governance.

+ b. Discreet or virtuous behaviour ; wise self-

command. Obs.
c 1393 Chaucer Compi. Venus 9 In him is bountee, wisdom,

governaunce, Wel more then any mannes wit can gesse.

1600 Holland Liz'y xui. Ixii. (1609) 1152 The manner.. was,
in time of adversitie to bear all out and set a good counten-
ance, but in prosperitie to hold an even hand and to use
governance [L. moderari animos].

t Go*vernancy. Obs. [f. asprec: see-ANCY.]
= Governance 2.

1603 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 414 And as to other reasons
rendred for the Superseding our proprietor's governancie.

[1794 Laura <y Angiistus II. 50, I preferred the lieutenant
govemancy of Dominica.]

t G-O'vernante. Obs, Also 7-8 governant.
[Anglicized form of Governante.]
1. A female governor or ruler.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. [udiaty P. 132 An Old Gentlewoman.

.

the Governant of the Womens Quarters. 1763-5 Smollett
Hist. Eng. xxii. (1827) III. 282 The administration of the
government devolved upon the princess, as governante
during her son's minority.

2. A mistress of a household ; a housekeeper.
1668 L1 Estrange Vis. Qnevcdo icd. 3) 46, 1 saw Envy there

drest up in a Widow's Vail, and the very Picture of the
Governant of one of your Noblemen's Houses. 1700
Congreve Way 0/ World v. i, This was your Merchan-
dize you dealt in, when I.. made you Governante of my
whole Family ! 1793 Mrs. Inchbald Midn. Hour 1. i, I am
. . the general governante of the whole house. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. vi, ' Mercifu' powers !

' exclaimed the governante.

3. A woman who has charge of a young person ;

a governess, a female teacher ; a chaperon, duenna.

GOVERNESS.
1639 T.BruCIS tr. Camus' Mor.Relat. 23? What diligence

soever widowed fathers use to finde out good governants,
they never find any whose eyes be so vigilant over their

daughters as their mothers. 1674-81 in BLOUNT Glossogt.
1685 Crownk Sir C. Nice iv. Dram. Wks. 1871 III. 310
( Uher nations, by their spies and governanU:s, are at great
toil and charges to be cuckolds. 1688 in Ellis Ort'g. Lett.
Ser. il IV. 114 The Lady Marquis of Powis, governante
to the Prince. 1709 STEELE 'Taller No. 9 .» 3 The young
Lady saw her good Governante on her Knees. 171 1 E.WABD
Quix. I. 373 To Steal a Squint at One another when Jealous
Governant sits by. 1756 Cowper in Connoisseur No. 119
f 4 The governantes at the boarding-school teach Miss to
be a good girl. 1796 J. Morse Amer. Geog. II. 265 A lady
of a Polish yrandee, . . attended by . . an old gentlewoman
for her governante. 1823 Scott Peverit v, Mistress Llles-

mere .. laid her orders upon Deborah, the governante, im-

mediately to carry the children to their airing in the park.

t Governa'tion. [f. Govekn v. + -atiox.] -^

Governance, in various senses.

Erroneously substituted for Governance in some late MSS.
(hence in certain editions! of Chaucer Astrol. Prol. 59 l' the

gouernance of a clokke ') and Sonntours Tale 186 «.'Aron,

that hadde the temple in gouernaunce').

t Governator. Obs. rarc~A
. [ad. It. gover*

natore: see GOVERNOR.] A governor.
152Z J. Ci.krk in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 313 There

be deputed for goucrnators here, for this first moneth of the

Popis absence, the Cardinal! Sanctx Cr/u is primus Epis-
copus Cardiua/is, The Cardinall Sedunen [etc.].

+ Governatrice- Obs. raic~~\ [a. It. goverua-
trice :—L. gubernat rtc-ctn , fem.ngent-n. i.gubcrnarc

to Govern.] A female governor.
1532 CranmeR Let. in Strype Craumer (1694^ App- 6 The

Diate . . was lately held in Flandres, where the Queue of

Hungary is governatrice.

Governayl, -ayll(e, vais. Govern ail, Obs.

Governed (g^vsjn'd), ppl- a. [f. Govern v.

+ -ED I.] In senses of the vb.

1686 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) III. 4^5 The Church, by
Christ's own Institution, is a governed Society of Men.
1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5I I. 261 The sign of the
possessive should be annexed to each of the Roverned nouns.
1861 T. Woolner My Bcauti/ul Lady (1S63) 158 A well-

planned city in a governed land That (etc.].

absot. i50 Spenser State fret. Wks. (Globe) 649 This
inconvenience, .is. .more hardly to be redressed ingovernour
than in the governed. 1681 Nevils Plato Rediv. 30 It was
instituted for the good anil preservation of the Governed.
(11832 Mackintosh Lit. Soc. Bombay Whs. 1846 II- 577 The
security of the governed cannot exist without the security

of the governors. 1855 M ACAULAV Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 393
This great contract between the governors and the governed

Goveroele, -ell, variants of Govern ail, Obs.

t Governeress. Obs. Also 4 govemowr-
esse, 4-7 governeresse, 5-6 governouresse,
6 gouvernres. [ad. OF. gouvemeresse, fern,

of gouvemetir Governor.] A female governor

;

^the later GOVERNESS, in various senses.

( 1366 Chauces A, B. C. 141 He hath thee maked. .gover-
neresse of hevene. c 1368 — Compl. Pite 80 Shal Crueltee
be your governeresse? c 142a Hocclevf Jcreslaus' IVi/cngS

A yong doghtir haue I. .Of which I wotde. . Thow tooke on
thee to be gouerneresse. And teche hire. 1430-40 Lvnr,.

Bochas 1. viii, (1544) 15 b, She was their iudge and their gouer-
neresse. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. viii. (1869) 6, I am
gouernouresse of alle thinge, and of alle harmes j am leche.

1490 Caxton Eueydos xxvii. 96 She was maister ouer him Sc

gouerneresse. 1553 Emv. VI Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) II. 571 If

1 died w*out issu, and there were none heire masle, then
the L. Fraunces to he gouvernres. 1555 W. Watrkman
Fardle Facions 1. i. 27 To Ceres (thei Sacrificed and did
honour) as gouerneress of the earth. 1577 [see GOVERNESS
,f£. 2 quot. 1587]. 165* Orders Barthol. tfOSp. (18851 21 You
[the Matron] shall also a* the chiefe Governeresse .. have
speciall regard to the good ordering.

Governess (g»*vaines), sb. [shortened form of

Governeress : see -ess.]

1. A woman who governs (e. g. a kingdom, pro-

vince, a community, religions institution'' ; a female

governor or ruler. Obs. exc. as nonce-use. + For-

merly often applied to the presiding or ruling

goddess (of a department of nature, art, etc.).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 096/9 Thappostle hatowed to god
Ephygene the kynges doughter and made her maystresse
and gouuernesse of moo than two hondred Vyrgyns. 1539
Act 31 Hen. I'M/, c. 13 § 2 Abbottes, priours, abbesses,

prioresses, and other ecclesiasticall gouernors & gouemesses
of such late monasteries. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'M
(1550) 145 The Lady Margaret gouernesse of Flaunders.

1577 Harrison England 11. xxiii. (1877) L 352 Minerva
was the cheefe goddesse and govemesse of those waters.

1590 GREENWOOD Collect. Sclaund. Art. B iij b, All true

Christians . . acknowledg her Maiestie to be the supreame
malestrate and gouernesse of all persons. 1610 Holland
Camden s Brit. 1. 718 The Abbay . . whereof her selfe was
first Governesse. 1663 Davenant 2nd Pt. Siege Rhodes
11. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 325 As if our sex's governess, the

moon, Had plac'd us but for sport on fortune's lap. 1703

J. Savage Lett. Anttents lx. 174 As it is a great Cruelty in

Barl>arians to make Slaves of their Wives, so is it no less a
Folly in us Romans, to let them be our Governesses. 1730
A. Gordon MaffeVs Amphitlt. 168 Diana, the Governess of

all kinds of Hunting. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist. 1. iii.

§ 1 John had left her to be the governess of the public

affairs. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. vii, The landlady

was. .absolute governess in these regions. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) IV. xviii. i43Thegovernessesor matrons of
the society I would have to be women of family. 1797 Mrs.
Radcliffe Italian xxv. (1824) 665 This lady was a snining
example to governesses of religious houses. 1826 C. Butler
Li/e Grotuts xtv. § 3. 219 His mother was named by the
states Governess of the United Provinces. 1875 Miss Bird
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GOVERNESS.
Sandwich 1st. ft88o) 65 The governed of Hawaii, the

Princess Keclikolani, has a house on the beach,

f ^>-fig- °f things personified. Obs.

1561 1. Norton Calvin's lust. 1. xvii. 11634) 9° ln:it

providence, which is the governesse of all things. 1587

Golding Dc Momayxx. (1617) 345 Religion is the goner-

nesse of all vertues. 1604 '1'. Wright Pass;:ms n.ii. 58 The
Will, being the governesse of the Soule. 1611 Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit. vt. xvii. § 5. 97 The Prouince reduced to the

obedience of the fatall Gouerne-se Rome. 1643 Milton'

Divorce n. xx. (1851) 116 To teach us that charity is the

high governesse of our beleefe. 1706 Z. Cradock Serm.

Charity (1740) 25 Eternal damnation may be., theinstrument

of wise men, but the mistress and governess of fools only.

+ 2. A woman who has charge or control of a

person, esp. of a young one. 0(>s.

1587 Hounshf.d Chron. III. 335/2 The Ladie Marie of

Biskie, gouernesse [i;J77gauerneresse] of the King of Castile

and Leon. 1615 G.Sandys Trap. in. 180 Virgins who neuer
j

past the bounds of their Couents but on Sundayes onely

(and then attending on their seuerall Gouernesses\ 1653 H

.

Cogan tr. Pinto s Trav. liii. 209, I Nhay Nivolau, a poor
woman, Governess, and Tutress of my Son, an Orphan, do
prostrate my self before thee. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2360/4

He [the infant son of James II] being then in the Anus of

the Lady Governess, the Right Honourable the Lady
Marchioness of Powis. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 6 Apr., \

To Mrs. Jermyn, My worthy governess may believe me.

b. A female teacher ; an instructress; now chiefly,

one so employed in a private household. '1 he

current use.

171a Steele Sped. No. 314 * 8 Pray proceed to detect the

male administration of £overne>>es as successfully as you
have expos'd that of pedagogues. 1759 Ann. Reg. 425 The
mistress of the school is called gozcrncss, for the word
mistress has a vulgar sound with it. 1762 Goi.dsm. Cit. \V.

lxxxviii, Their language-masters, music-masters, hair-frizzers,

and governesses, are all from abroad. 1804 G. Rose Diaries

(i860! II. 187 The head governess for the. .princess. 1884

Pah Eustaces But in two years thereafter he had married

the governess. 1890 ' L. Falconer' Mile. Ixe (1891) 16
' For my part', said Mrs. Merrington,. .' I think good looks

are rather out of place in a governess*.

3. The wife of a Governor. Obs. exc. as joculnr

nonce-use.
1697 tr- Ctess D'Annoys Trav. (1706* 22 The Lady

Governess of the Town drew near to me. 1814 Hkvne
Tracts India 345 The common wood strawberry . . was
introduced by the Right Hon. Lady Powis when Governess

at Madras. 1855 Thackeray Newcomcs I. 234 Lady Trotter,

the Governess of St. Kitts, you know.

4. attrib. and Comb., as governess-cart, -car.

a light two-wheeled vehicle with seats at the sides

only, face to face ;
governess-pupil, -student,

a girl or young woman who is being trained to be

a governess.

1893 Chicago Exhib.y Catal. Brit. Section 171 -The
'Governess Car '—a small wagonette body, without boot,

hung—on elliptic springs, and with a deep cranked axle-
very near the ground, and used either with'a donkey or

very small pony. Mod. Advt. Governess-student required.

Hence ,nouce-wds.) Governess-dom, Gover*
nesshood, the state of being a governess ; Go-
vernesslesstf., without a governess; Go'verness-

ship, the office of a governess; Go'vernessy a..

having the characteristics of a governess.

1866 Q. Re; 1

. No. 238. 515 If but a few such women would
combine heie and there to elevate the tone of govcme->-

dom. 1867 E. Yates Forlorn Hope xv. 183 She was always

oji the look-out for that knight who was to come and
deliver her from the bonds of *governesshood. 1859 Free-

man in Stephens Life (1895) I. 245, I am still houseless, as

well as boroughless.and am soon going to be *govcrnessless.

t8z6 Miss Mi 1 1 okd Village Ser. 11. (1863) 4°3 Shfl •• Pro'

ceeded to give me the history of her successive *governess-

ships. 1862 Spectator 13 Dec. 1390/1 She seems to have
finally abandoned governessship. 1893 Westtu. Gaz. 6 Apr.

3/1 Miss C. is sometimes a little prim and *governessy.

Governess (g^'vaines), v. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. (Only in gerund.) To work or earn one's

living as a governess.
1826 Miss Miteord Village Ser. n. u86j) 405 Sixteen

years of governessing . . might well have . . taincd that ro-

mantic imagination. 1848 C. BftOJfTH 7- Eyr* U057J 276

You will give up your governessing slavery at once, i860

Sala Lady Chester/. 43 The girls had to go out governess-

ing. 1882 Spectator 11 Feb. 182 Governessing was the only

occupation open to ' ladies ' without means

2. trans, {nonce-use.) To act as governess to
;

to teach.
1852 'Bait's UTag. XIX. 346 Esther y*jt remains single,

and governesses her brother's rising family. 1884 ilmp'o's

Mae;. Oct. 692/2 I'm going to 'governess* the children of

a Mrs.. .Caryl.

Governing (prvamty), vbl. sb. [f. Governs.
+ -IXG 1

.]

1. The action of the vb. Govkhx. (rarely^/.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7414 Saul was yeitt in sted o king, Hot

he moght do na gouerning. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7266 To such

follc.Shuld princes & these lordes wyse Take alle her

londes & her thinges, Bothe werre & pees, in governinges.

1450-70 Golagros <y Gaiv. 1320 Sen vourschipfull Wawane
has wonnyn'to your handis The senyory in gouernyng.

1661 Milton Grant, n. Wks. (1847) 469 '1 Governing,

wherby one part of speech is govem'd by another. 1843

Carlvi.e Past $ Pr. iv. i, It was a valorous Governing.

f 2. = Government, esp. in phrases to have the

governing of\ (to have) in, under one's governing.

c 1340 Cursor M. 7402 (TrhO \>c kyngdome to haue in

gouernyng. C 1385 Chaucs* L. G. IV. 5S1 Cleopatra, Tho*

lome the kyng, That al Egyptc hadde in his governyng-

1389 Eng. Gilds (1870I 1 16 Other fundacion or gouernynpe
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is noughte in oure gildc. 1430-70 Golagros A Gau: 1 too I

Ve ar gadcrit in grosse. .vndir my gouernyng. 15*3 Ld.
|

Berners Froiss. I. clxxxvii. 221 The towne, wherof I haue

the gouernynge. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ix. 44 And Troy
againe out of her dust was reard To sitt in second seat of '

soveraine king Of all the world, under her governing.
|

f3. Conduct, mode of action. Also, means of -

living; livelihood. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce VI. 3S3 He Wilde se his gouernyng.

That hade the castell in keping. c 1475 Kauf Coiljear 447 ,

Gangand with laidis, my gouerning to get. 1500-20 Dunbar
,

Poems xli. 2 Be }e aneluvar, think 3,e nocht }e suld Be
1

Weill adwysit in 3our gouerning 1 la 1550 Frciris Berwick
300 in Dunbar's Poems (S. T. S.) 297 tor in her hairt scho

1

had ane persaving That he had knawin all hir governing.

Governing (g»T*mu)), ///. a. [f. Govern v.

+ -ING -.] 1 hat governs, in senses of the vb.

Governing body : a designation (in some cases the only

term officially recognized! for the Ixxly uf managers uf

a hospital, public school, etc.

1635 Gram. Warn D 6 b, Belweenc the word gouerning

and gouerned. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Ret: IV. s 125 And
so they were both invested in those offices, to the no small

displeasure of the governing party. 1653 R. Sanders
i'liysiogn. 157 He will be somewhat covetous because of

the governing Sign. 1701 Atterburv Serm. vii. (1726) 1.

274 God's Governing Providence, by which he holds the

Balance of Nations. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. Wks. 1874

I. 62 Man is the acknowledged governing animal upon the

earth. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. led. 5) I. 309 When
a verb in the infinitive mood, follows its governing verb

[etc.]. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21 I. 113 Knowledge is cer-

tainly a governing power. 1887 Daily Newt 30 May 5/1

M. Grevy. .had most of the governing men. .on his side.

Hence Oo-verning-ly adv.

1884 C. H. Parkhurst Serm. in Bibl. Sec. Rec. Dec. 17S

We infer that somewhere some one mind has worked
governingly on these forty musicians.

t Go"vernless, »• Obs. [f. Govebn v. +
-less.] Without government, uiigoverned.

1621 Br. R. Mountacu Diatrilx 11. ii. 368 These things

were thus done as in a gouernlesse City, with all licentious-

nesse. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 190 This done, because

they would not be gouernlesse when his Deputiship was
expired, there was a generall assembly, and by that Election

Kendall was confirmed to succeed still Gouernor. 1679 Sir

T. Browne Wks. (1848) 453 These are the sad ends of

many dissolute and governless persons.

Government (gfva.mme'nt'). Also 6 gou-

ver(n)ment, 6-7 goverment. [a. OK. govcnie-

ment (F. gowvernemtnt , f. governer: see Govekn
v. and -ment. In the main, this word may be con-

sidered to have"siiperseded Governance.]

\. The action of governing (see senses of the vb.\

a. The action of ruling ; continuous exercise of

authority over the action of subjects or inferiors

;

authoritative direction or regulation; control, rule.

ris66 T. Alday tr. Boaystnau's Thcat. World Hivb,
A king or a prince.. that hath under his governement so

manyc thousands of men. t666 Ph. Henry Diaries (1882I

184 That the Governm' of the Church of Christ ought to

bee manag'd by the Ministers of Christ. 1729 Butler Strut.

Wks. 1874 II. 45 The government of the tongue.. relates

chiefly to conversation. 1758 S. Haywapd Serm. i. 4 We are

all under its [sin'sl power and government. 1827 Pollok
Course T. x, God's eternal government approved. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 88 The Dean was charged

with the government of a . . number of youths of high con-

nections. 1859 TEW*r*»M Emd 1043 They .. [horses], like

creatures gently born, . . felt Her low firm voice and tender

government.

b. spec. The action of ruling and directing the

affairs of a state ; political rule and administration.

1789 BmTHAM Princ. Legist, vii. § 1 The business of

government is to promote the happiness of the society by

punishing and rewarding. 1841 E. Miali. in Noneoiif. I. 1

; At present we have government in excess, i860 Mill

j
Kcpr. Gtvt. i. (1865) I Government is a problem to be

worked like any other question of business. 1895 Morlly
in Daily .Yews 30 May 2/1 All government is difficult,

f c. Management. Obs.

1587 Mascali. (title* Government of C'atlel. 1660 Siiai;-

rock Vegetables 22 The whole government and husbandry

of hemp"from the seed to the distafle is like this of flax.

t d. Working or propelling (a ship). Obs.-'

1697 Potter .4/ir/V/. Greece 111. xiv. (1715) 124 All the three

ways of Government [of Ships] viz. by Sail, Oar, and Cords,

were upon Occasion made use of.

e. Guidance (In action^. Obs. exc. in commercial

j

and official epistolary use (ef. F. gottvenie, Sp.

gfUtrne).
1712 Arbutiinot pWtn Bull 1. ix, If she submits lo our

government, she will be abroad in a little time. 1824 L*

Murray Eng: Cram. (ed. 5) 1. 227 Examples.. which may
serve as some government to the scholar. Mod. (Co/nm.)

Please send me. for my government, a copy of your corre-

spondence with Mr. A.

f2. The manner in which one's action is governed.

a. In physical sense : Management of the limbs

• or body ; movements, demeanour ; also, habits of

j

life, regimen, b. In moral sense: Conduct, be-

i haviour; becoming conduct, discretion. Obs.

a. C1566 J. Alday tr. Boaystnau's Theat. World _E ij,

\
Here you may see his life and governement, whilst heis in-

closed in his mothers wombe. 1590 Spenser /''. Q. 1. ix. 10

Their God himselfe . . Shott many a dart at me with tiers

' intent; But I them warded all with wary government. 1601

Chester Love's Mart.\\\\\,Running, vaulting.and Actiuitic

And other exercise of gouernement. 1612 in Crt. <y Times
jas. I (1849) I. 203 The disease . . must have its ordinary

i
course, and the less physic the better, but only sweating,

i
and an orderly course of keeping and government.

Yb<

GOVERNMENT.
b. 1483 Caxton G. dc la 'Pour B viij, The goodc knyght

. .was wyse and of grete gouernment in repreuying of the

lady. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. v. 20 Whose beauties wonder-

ment She lesse esteem'd then th' others vertuous govern-

ment. 1604 Shaks. Oth. III. iii. 256 Feare not my gouern-

ment. 1633 Ford 'Tis Pity 1. i. How did the university

applaud Thy government, behaviour, learning, speech.

1639 T. Brugis tr. Camus' Mor. liclat. 319 He tooke into

his bouse one of his sisters, a maid of government and judge-

ment.

3. The office or function of governing or ruling
;

authority lo govern; fthe command of an army
or fortress (ois.

s
.

1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 69 The rule and Gouernment
or North Wales. 1590 Sienser F. Q. I x. 37 The first. Of
all the house had charge and governement, As Guardian

and Steward of the rest. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vi. 24,

I here resittne my Gouernment to thee. 1610 — Temp. 1.

ii. 75 The" Government I cast vpon my brother. 1651

Hobbes Gov. a> Soc. x. § 16. 163 The government itself, or

the administration of its affairs, are better committed to

one, then many. 1685 Baxter Paraplir. .V. T. Matt. x. -•

Peter had a priority, though no Government over the rest.

1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 91s He was .
.
perswaded . . to

accept the Government of Dover Castle. 1727 De Foe
Syst. Magic I. i. (1840) 18 Prometheus obtained the govern-

ment of a part of Armenia. 1872 J. E. Sanford Eng.

Kings, Clias. /, 333 He would learn, .to look upon govern-

ment as an absolute function of the Sovereign.

i b. An appointment as governor. Obs.

1617 Moryson /tin. II. 68 Hee..had made offer to resignc

the gouernement he had in the Prouince of Connaght.

1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr. (16781 9 Those few

small governments which yet remained in their family.

1769 Junius Lett. iv. (18041 I. 37 My silence may have

been purchased by my government.

f c. The post of gouvernante or governess.

Obs.- 1

1804 G. Rose Diaries a86oi II. 196 Lady Pembroke had

Ijeen offered the government of the Princess Charlotte.

4. The fact that a particular person governs.-

'559 Avlmer (title) An Harborowe for Faithfull and
Trewe Subiectes, agaynst the late blowne Blaste, con-

cerninge the Government of Women. X759 Robertson
Hist. Scot. (18131 I. 11. 72 The government of a Queen was

unknown in Scotland. 1841 Ei.phinstone Hist. /ml. II.

195 The government of Warangdl was never restored. 1879

Rydberg Magic Mid. Ages iv. 175 fvever has there been

a time when a divine and universal government was so

much despaired of as in the Middle Ages.

f b. Period of rule, tenure of office. Obs.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 141 His fact till now in

the gouernment of Lord Angelo, came not to an vndoubtfull

proofe. 1617 Moryson /tin. II. 2 The time of my owne

being in Ireland, in the Lord Mountjoy his Governement.'

1664 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-3 II. 153 [I] shall pray to

God to bless your
t
Majesty with a long and happy Govern-

ment.

5. The portion of country ruled over by a

governor, a province ; also as a specific name for

a subdivision of a kingdom or empire, as formerly

in France, and now in Russia (= Russian guber-

niyd). Also, occas..the territoryunitedunderacom-

mon rule, as a kingdom, republic, principality, etc.

1603 Sir D. Carleton in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 82

Which was payde owt of his goverment of Jersy. 1617

Moryson /tin. I. 245 To make a present to a Cady, returnin;;

from his governement to Constantinople. 1624 N. De
Laine Ir. D11 Moulin's Logick 54 As when we divide..

France into seventeene governments. 1700 Dryden Fairies,

Baucis \ Philemon 20 To Phrygian realms, my Grandsire s

Government. 1705 Addison /taly Ded., When 1 pass'd

through most of the Protestant Governments in Europe.

1710 Wiiitwokiii Ace. Russia (1758) 53 In 1710, the Czar

.. divided the Empire into eight governments. 1759

Wiif.elock in F. Chase Hist, /lartmoulk Coll. 11891I I. 6,

I was upon the same road to New Haven when that

Doctor passed through this government. 1840 Thiri.wali.

Greece \'li. 127 The governments west of the Euphrates.

1894 Daily A\-ws 24 Mar. 5/3 The manufacture of Russian

lace, .is spread over many governments.

6. The system according to which a nation or

community is governed ; form or kind of polity.

Often with defining word indicating cither the

nature of the community governed, as in civil or

political, church ax ecclesiasticalgovernment, or the

kind of organization adopted, as in monarchical,

oligarchical, republican government ; episcopal,

presbylcrian government.

1553 Brendk Q. Curtius 48 He passed. .vmo the inwarde

partes of Egypt, and set a staie and order of the gotlerment

of the countrey. 1588 Marprcl. PZpist. (ArtO 4 The Church

gouerment prescribed in the worde. 1604 Edmonds Obscrz:

Crsar's Comm. 28 Gouernment is defined, to be an estab-

lishing of order best fitting the maintenance of a people, in

a peaceable and happie life. 1605 Camden Rem. 2 Gouerne-

ment Ecclesiastical!, and Civill. 1660 Milton Free Comnm:

3 Depriving our selves the instant fruition of that free

government which we have so dearly purchasd. 01698

Temple Hist. Ping. (1699) 9 Their Government was like

that of the ancient Gauls, of several small Nations under

several petty Princes. 1733 Pope Ess. Man 111. 303 For

Forms of Government let fools contest. i73S-» Boling-

broke On Parties 142 A Government by Will, never pre-

vail'd in Britain. 1748-0 Gray Let. Poems (1775' 201 the

three sorts ofgovernment, Despotism, the limited Monarchy,

and the Republican. 1769 Robertson Chas. V (1813) VI.

vi. 107 But Loyola . . appointed that the Government of

his order should be purely monarchical. 1771 Jumus Lett.

xlvii. 249 Tl,e government of England is a government of

law. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 103 Government

must have originated in choice and an agreement. 1874

Bancroi 1 Footpr. lime \. 43 Government, in early times,

was very imperfectly organized.
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b. bhort for Instrument of Government.

1654 Cromwlll Sp. 12 Sept. in Cartyle, The Goucrnment
was to be read. 1654 Perfect Account (Thomason Tracts
DXCI. No. 2r. 1245) This day was extant the Government
of this Commonwealth by his Highness special commande-
ment.

7. The governing power in a state ; the body of

persons charged with the duty of governing. This
may be viewed in two aspects, giving rise to two
distinct senses of the word, which however often

coincide in use. a. As a permanent entity (cf. ' the

Crown*, 'Parliament*, etc.). irrespective of the
changes in the persons who hold office. Hence
often practically equivalent to State, esp. when
used attrib. b. As constituted afresh by the ap-
pointment of a number of persons to certain official

positions; in England, synonymous with ministry
or administration. Often used without article. To
form a government : said of the action of the prime
minister in filling up those offices, the holders of
which are jointly with himself responsible for the

administration of the country.
1702 Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) V\ 212 The government

yet has not any account of it. 1779 R, Baker Remark's 35
[Condemns as 'barbarous' the custom of saying 'govern-
ment ' instead of 'the government ']. 1801 Br. Tomline in

Stanhope Life Pitt. II. 395 A Roman Catholic Bill, which
Government stands pledged to Ireland to introduce into the
Imperial Parliament. 1817 SoUTHEYin Life $ Corr. (1856I
IV. 239 Government are acting like themselves. 1817 Pari,
Deb. 347 A direct charge against the Government of Ireland.
1828 Palmerston In Bulwer Life I. v. 217 The Duke of
Wellington has been employed since the nth in taking steps
to reorganize the Government. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.
India I. 105 The suspension of military operations .. for
several years afforded the British Government opportunity
to [etc. 1- i860 Mill Repr. Govt. (1865) 137/s In all questions
between a government and an individual, the presumption in

every Englishman's mind is, that the government is in the
wrong. 1868G. Duff Pol. Sitrv. 17 The Liberal Government
. -is neither so strong nor so wisely composed as we might wish.
lfyS J'evons Money (1878) 246 The United States government
tried a similar experiment. 1879 McCarthy Own Times'
II. xxiii. 197 If the resolution had been passed, the Govern-
ment must have resigned. 1880 Our Nat. Responsibility
for Opium Trade a, The Indian Government is the greatest
manufacturer in the world. 1888 Brycs Amer. Com/mv. I.

119 ttotc, In America people usually speak of the President
and his ministers as the ' administration ', not as the ' govern-
ment '. 1893 Daily News 2 May 5/5 Her Majesty's Govern-
ment had not only to consider Egypt, but [etc.].

c. pi. Short for government securities. U.S.
1885 Boston (Mass.) Jr/il. 30 Apr. 1/3 Money Steady-

Governments Firmer—Stocks Higher.

8. Grammar. The influence of one word over
another, according to established usage, in deter-

mining the case of a noun or pronoun or the mood
of a verb; the effect of this influence.

X 75S*" Johnson-. 1762 Br. Lowth Introd. Eng. Cram. (i838>

157 Adverbs have no government. 1824 L. Murray Eng.
Gram. (ed. 5} I. 267 This position of the pronoun sometimes
occasions its proper case and government to l>e neglected.
Ibid. 285 Participles have the same government as the verbs
from which they are derived. 1859 H. Alford Grk. Test.,
Heb. ix. 15 IV. 1. 173 The severing of a genitive in

government from its governing noun is not uncommon in

our Ep[istle|.

9. altrib. and Comb., as (sense 7) government-

account, -act, -borough, -candidate, -money, -office,

-price, -property, -rent, -secretary, -timber. Also

f government-general, the territory under the

control ofa governor-general
;
government-house,

the official residence of a governor ; also jocularlv

in the colonies the residence of the owner or man-
ager of an estate ; government-man, [a) a man
connected with the government, an official; f{&)
Austral., a convict

;
government-paper, bonds,

exchequer-bills, or the like, issued by a govern-
ment; government-securities, (a) = prec; (/>)

slang, handcuffs or fetters generally; govern-
ment-signpost^;;^", the gallows; government-
stroke [Austral.), a convict's stroke or rate of
work

;
government- valve = Safety-valve.

1809 A. Henry Trav. 58 A clerk, who managed the Indian
trade here, on ^government account. 1828 P. Cunningham
N.S. lVales(cd. 3^ II. 304 It., renders. . *government-acts
less liable to be made objects of personal cavil or animosity.
1861 May Const. Hist. I. i. 15 The king, .wrested ^govern-
ment boroughs from the ministers. 1812 Sporting Mag.
XXXIX. 177 The agent of the *Government-Candidates.
1803 Welleslky in Owen Dcsp. 623 The *Government-
General repeatedly derived important advantages from the
full command of tho'se ports during the last war. 1845
Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 139 The 'Govern-
ment House was built about the year 1S04. 1828 P.
Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 109 When fairly

domiciliated, they are more respectfully spoken of under
the loyal designation of *government-wen, the term convict
being erased by a sort of general tacit compact from our
Botany dictionary. 1843 Haliburton Attache' II. viii.

142 That goverment man, that spoke in their favour, warn't
his speech rich? 1883 Graphic 17 Mar. 262/3 They never
settle down as thousands of our ' Government men ' cheer-
fully did in Australia after they had their freedom. 1776
Foote Bankrupt n. Wks. 1799 II. 120 He is in the receipt
of some ^government money. 1891 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug.
6/2 ^Government offices were principally held by young
men who were distinguished for their extraordinary insolence
and incompetence. 1802 Edin. Rex: I. 105 The privilege

of using twenty millions of "government-paper for a certain

limited time. 1837 Hi. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 87
The soldiers have disposed of their lands much under the
*government*price. 1832 G. Dowses Lett. Cont. Countries
I. 489 A quantity of "government property has been de-
stroyed by the inundation. 1828 P. Cunningham A". S.
Hales (ed. 3) II. 323 The internal taxes and *govemment
rents are collected by a colonial treasurer. Ibid., To
a ^government secretary residing in the colony is con-
signed all epistolary correspondence, i860 .Slang Diet.

%

Government signpost. 1856 \V. W. Dobie Recoil. Visit
Pt. Phillip iii. 47 Government labourers, .were breaking
stones with what is called ' the *government stroke ', which
is a slow-going, anti-sweating kind of motion. 1890 IioLDHE-
wood Col. Rtfowier i i$()i) 236 Regular Government stroke,

as we say in this country. 1803 Edin. Rei>. II. 39 Reserv-
ing thi best timber on the estates as 'government-timber.
i860 Merc. Matinc Mag. VII. 216 The vessel was loaded
at 25 lb. upon the 'government valve.

Hence Go vemmentist, a partisan of the (Papal
government ; -\ Go vernmentship GOVERNOR-
SHIP.
1615 Nottingham Rec. (1889} IV. 339 H.-e . . shall . . at nil

tymesduringe his gouernmentshippgeueaccomptevnto them
of all the saied beddinge. 1862 Severn Roman- Jrtils. in

Atlantic Monthly May (1892) 637 The governmentists
swear that Victor Kinmnnuel is all the time in league with
this ' sacrilegious brigand ' [GaribaldiJ.

Governmental fgtfvDjnme-ntal), a. [f. Go-
vernment + -ai,.] Of or pertaining to govern-

ment, or to the government of a country, etc.

1744 !'. Moore Voy. Georgia in Coll. Georgia Hist. Soc.
1340) I. 96 The governmental view. . wa>, with numbers of

free white people, well settled to strengthen the southern
part of the English settlements. 1781 S. Peters Hist.
Connect. 171 One part out of seventy-three of all govern-
mental taxes. Ibid. 286 A religious test, .will ever keep all

churchmen., from governmental employments in Connec-
ticut. 1791 Paint; Rights of Man ir. Introd. 11792) :*.

Immigrants .. of diversified professions of religion, retiring
from the governmental persecutions of the old world. 1804
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 318 The contribution yW/r/<oY.
and the reiette exterienre are in fact the chief sources of
governmental income. 1861 Gen. P. Thompson Audi . lit.

I [I. civil. 163 They want to lay down a precedent, that there
shall be no examination into governmental misdoings. 1879
H. Spencer Data of Ethics xvi. § 100. 285 What is the
ethical warrant for governmental authority'.'

Hence Governmentally adv. ; also Govern
mentalism, a disposition to enlarge or render
general the legitimate sphere of government ac-

tivity ; Governmentalist, one w ho entertains

this disposition.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV.
;

i y They have the fixed idea of
Governmentalism.. . They wish that the Government, ^o
that it be democratic, should dare all, do all, hold ail. 1884
igth Cent. July 120 No book governmentally unorthodox
was sanctioned. 1894 Coutemp. Rez\ May 671 The chief
purpose of human existence became .. in the eyes of these
governmentalists, to supply a State revenue out of blood
and sweat. 1897 U'estm. Gaz. 9 Oct. 5/1 Any Govern-
mentally-managed colony.

Governor gyv3.in.-u. Forms: 4-9 gover-
nour, 4-6 governo vTre, 5-6 -owre, (4 -ur. f»

-er), 4- governor. [ad. OF. govcrneiir (F.

gouverneur) = Sp. goberjiador, It. governatore :—

I

..

gubemdtor-em. I'. guberndre to Govern.]
fl. A steersman, pilot, captain of*a vessel. Obs.
.1330 R, Brunne Chron. (18101 153 Of Helianore schip

he was hir gouernour. 1382 YVyci.h. Acts xxvii n Sothli
centurioun bileuede more to the gouernour, and to the lonl
of the schipp, than to.. Paul. 1 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
II. xc. (1869) 108, I am bilke bat maketh be gouernour slepe
ainiddes be ship, .whan he hath lost ober broken the steerne.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 58 Some goithe to set up the saile and
take it downe as the govcriioure the maister avisithc hem.
M530 I,. Cox Rhel. Evij b, Of the whiche vessell the
one man was both owner and gouernour. 1611 BlBLE fas.
iii. 4 Yet are they [ships] turned about with a very small
helme, whuhcr.ioeuer the gouernour listeth.

2. One who governs, or exercises authoritative
control over, subjects or inferiors ; a ruler.
Governor ofthefeast: used in the Bible of 1611 as trans!,

of ( Jr. dp\iTpi'«Atros {John ii. 8. 9'.

13.. A". Alls. 1714 Darje, the kyng of allc kynges..
Governor of lewed and lend. < 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T, 3
Of Attbenes he was lord and gouernour. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 1936 (Dubl.) Sir Dary.. Gouernour of ilke grome . &
god all bi-seluen. ,1400 Yivaine $ Gav. 1222 Wemen ..

most ncdes have a governowre. e 1430 Syr Tryam. S49 Than
hath that lady gente Chosyn hym with comyns assente, To
be bur governowre. 1460 Lybcaus Disc. 1525 Ho ys yowre
governowre? They seyde, Kyng Artour. 1531 ElyoT Gov.
1. iij, There can be no perfect publike wealc without one
capital and soucraigne gouernour. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Litany, Edward the Si-xt, thy seruaunt our kyng
and gouernour. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. ii. 167 Her
gentle spirit Commits it selfe to yours to be directed, As
from her Lord, her Gouernour, her King. 1651 Hobbes
Lcviath. n. xviii. 94 'The greatest pressure of Soveraign
Governours, proceeded not from [etc.]. 1695 Ld. Preston
Boeth. iv. 186 When the Happiness of the Governours is in
some measure diffused. 1775 Johnson Tax. 110 Tyr. 17
Without the consent of their countrymen or governours.
_i8oz Wordsw. Sonn., * I grieved for Buonaparte', Tis not
in battles that from youth we train The Governor who must
be wise and good. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon.
Wks. (Bohn) I. 370 History is full, down to this day, of the
imbeciljty of kings and governors. 1867 Gd. Words 1 Feb.
132/2 The parent is made known to the child, not merely as
a benefactor, but as a moral governor.

b. Said of the Deity, or of the persons in the
Trinity ; also of a heathen divinity.
« 1300 Cursor M. 18366 Lauerd and godd he sal l»e ur,

And euer mar vr gouernur. 13. . E. E. Aliit. /'. C \-y>

Hal/ b°M
>
gome, no gouernour ne god on to calle. t 1440

York Mysi. \lvii. 33 Jesu Criste, our gouernoure. 1552 A.BP.

Hamilton Catech. (1884) 3 The haiy spreit quhilk i> ane daily
techeour and governour of the hail universal kirk. 1678
C'udwokth Intell.Syst. I. iii. no The Deity, or that perfect

Mind, which h the supreme Governuur of all things. 1710
Prideaux Ong. 'tithes i. 18 Being given to them by God
not as General Governor of the World, .but [etc]- 1817 A.
Bonar Semi. II. .\. 318 The infinitely wise moral Governor
of the world.

C. Said of things more or less personified.
r I3^S Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 170 Welcome Sommer,

oure governour and lorcle. 1398 Trevisa Bartli. De /'. A'.

v. ii 1495) 102 The ht-ede is gouernoure and ruler of all

the body. 1513 Bradshaw .5".'. IVerburge 1. 30S4 The day
was gouernour over the nyght. 1526 P'lgr. /'erf (W. de
W. 1531) iS b, Whiche grace, vnder god, is the chefe gouer-
nour of mai)iie> sonle. 1726 Butler .Serm. Rolls ii. 4:"

This Faculty was placed within to be our proper Governour.

3. An official appointed to govern a province,

country, town, etc. Now used as the official title

of the representative of the ('town in a British

colony or dependency : also of the executive head

of each of the United Stale-.

1390 < Iower Conf. III. 178 When ho made a guvernoiiv.

.

Of province or of region. 1535 Covekdau-; 2 Kings xxv. .:\

The kynge of Babilon had made Godolias guuernoure.

1579 Lvi.y Euphues (Arb.) 51 ! )"ti Ferardo one of thechiefe
gouernours of the eitie. 1673 Kay

!

] ,}" r"- LoiuC. o Brus-
sels .. where the Spanish Governour of the-; Provinces .

.

usually resides. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv, I. 57 Win. Penn,
proprietery am! Governer of Pensilvania. 1742 Hi me Ess .

Taxes (1777' I. 36S The emperor, .must allow* all the ba-
sil. i\\- a\n\ governors to oppress and abu-e the subjects.
a 1832 Mackintosh Review Milton's Neplu-xcs Wks. 1S46
II. 505 While the grandson of Milton resided :it Madras..
it is somewhat remarkable that the eider brother ofAddison
should have been the Governor of that settlement. 1840
ThirlwALL Greece VII. 5 Here [at Alexandria) he found
reason to remove the governor whom he had left there.

b. The officer in command of a fortress or gar-

rison.

1647 Ci vhenoon Hist. Reb. iv. vj :-.^- Sending an order lo

the governor of Portsmouth that nobody should be admitted
into that town and fort. 1663 Elagellum, or O. Cromwell
(1672) 85 Stafford the Gouernour of the Castle basely be-
trayed it to Cromwell. 1837 King's Reg///. <y Ord. Army
23 To Governors, who have not Commissions as General
Officers, all Guards within their Garrisons are to turn out
with presented Arms, and beat one Ruffle. 1898 Forsyth
in Expositor Oct. 268 The governor of a besieged town.

4. One who bears rule in an establishment, insti-

tution, society, etc. Now chiefly as an official

title, sometimes applied only to the head of an
institution e.g. in the Bank of England, where the
' (iovemor ' is chosen from a body of ' Directors '',

sometimes to each member of a governing body,
as often in the case of charitable institutions.

<- 1386 Chai cer Monk's Prol. 52 Thou art. .a gouernour,
wyly and wys. 1427 in Heath G/veers Co///p. 11820) 4 John
de Wellys, Alderman and gouernour. 1535 CoVERDAt.K
tea, xxii. 15 Go in to the treasury vnto Sobna the gouern-
oure, and saye [etc.]. t 1566 J. Ai.nw tr. Boaystuau'*
Theat. // 'or/a H viij b, The rector or governor of one onlye
Churche or congregation. 1577 Han.mfk Atic. I'.ecl. Hist.
(1619) 493 Governer of the Monastery in Constantinople.
1607 in Hist. Wakefield Gram.Sch. 1892) 68 The usher
being convented by the Governours and admonished. 1697
DAMl'lER Voy. U702) I. 525 Withal I think it worth the care
of the Owners or Governours of the Factory . . to lay Pipes
to convey the Fountain Water to the Shore. 1721 Str\tk
Eeel. Mem. II. n.xiv. 362 The Governour of the Hospital of
Christ 's-L'hurch in London. 1884 J. Payn Some Lit. Recoil.

42 It came under the notice of the Governor of Woolwich
Academy.

f 5. The commander of a company, esp. an
armed force, naval or military. Obs.
13.. Gaw.JyGr. Knt. 225 'Wher is,' he sayd, "' pc gouernour

of bis gyngV C1385 Chacckk L. G. IV. 1060 Dido, His
MeinieThat hadde fouudc here lord here gouernour. < 1400
f^estr. y'r<y'4Si9Agamynoii, the gouernour. c 1450 Holland
ftowlat xxvi, Goiss Halkis war govcrnouris of the grct oist,

IS53 Eden Treat. Newe lud. (ArbJ 34 They elected a new
gouernoure of tbeyr nauie. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 55 My
hopes do shape him for the Gouemor. 1*1625 Fletcher
Love's Pilgr. iv. i. (1647) 18/2 Rod. within. Ho, Governor
[ed. 2 gunner] make a shot into the Town, a shot.

y 6. One who has charge of a young man's
education and occupations ; a tutor, esp. of a prince

or young noble. Obs.

1577 Rnoni:s Bk. Nurture in Tabecs Bk. 63 And thus by
the Chyldc yee shall p<yceiue the disposytion of the ( ioueni-

our. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 1. i. 171 To Kltam will I,

where the young King is, iieing ordayn'd his special!

< iouernor. 1638 SIR H. Wotton in Tour C. Eng. Lett. 53
Attending the young Lord S. as his governor. 1654 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) II. 146, I will .. recommend unto his

Majesty care the placing some such ,Governor over the
Duke of Gloucester as may understand the moralls of a
Prince; and I pray beleeve it is 3 weekes very strict ob-

servance that makes me see the difference betwixt a schoole-
master and a Governor. 1692 Locke Educ. $ 94 The
great Work of a Governour is to fashion the Carriage
and form the Mind. 1752 Chesterf. Lett. (1792) III.

eclxxix. 279 Others . . are sent abroad in servitude to some
aukward pedantic Scotch governor. 1788 Ne:o Land. Mag.
153 Mr. Hobbs . . travelled with him as his governor into

1*'ranee.

7. eolioq. ox slang, a. An employer 'cf. sense 4V
b. Applied by young men to their fathers, e.

Used as a vulgar form of address to a man.
a. i8oz K. WnuK Rem. I. 8:. T have made such a pro-

ficiency in the law, as has ensured me the regard uf my



GOVERNOR-GENERAL
governors. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxx\,1z\\ your governor
that Blathers.. is here.

b. \%zj Sporting Mag. XX. 70, I was accompanied on
this occasion by my Governor. 1847 Hark Vict, Faith 107,

I allude to the habit which sons havt in speaking of their

father,, .to call him governor, as the vulgar phrase is. 1853
* C. Bedk ' Verdant Green 1. x, I suppose the bills will come
in some day or other, but the governor will see to them.

1888 E. J. Goodman Too Curious vi, I will not fail to let you
know. .how the governor is going on.

C. 1866 Night in IVorkh. 37 ' Is this anything like wot
you've lost, guv'ner?'

8. Machinery. A self-acting contrivance for

regulating the passage of gas, steam, water, etc.,

esp. the supply of any one of these to a machine,

in order to ensure an even and regular motion.

1819 Rees Cycl. XXIII. s. v. Mill-work, These regulators

[in a mill] are usually termed governors. 1825 J. NICHOL-
SON Operat. Mechanic 38 Governors or flying-balls are very

frequently used in the wind-mills employed for grinding

flour. 183a Babbagk Econ. Mann/, lii. (ed. 3) 27 That
beautiful contrivance, the governor of the steam-engine.

1849-50 Wbale Diet. Arch., etc. s.v., The governor is a

machine for regulating and equalizing the flow of gas from

the gasometers to the street-main^.. 1864 G. Buchanan >\

Co.'s Descr. List Machinery i. 53 The addition of a governor

or regulator for adjusting the supply of water to the wheel.

1879 Dickens' Diet. London, s.v. Gas, The pressure of gas

to a house is. .regulated by a wet governor.

9. A particular fly used in angling.

1867 F. Francis Angling vi. 11880'' 243 The Governor.. is

a very useful fly on many waters. 1884 St. James's Gaz.
21 Tune 6/2 The artificial fly known as the 'govcrnour',

which is intended for an imitation of the ground bee.

10. aitrib. nnd Comb, 'chiefly sense 8), as gover-

nor-apparatus, -burner, -house, -reed, -valve ; also

governor-block, one of a pair of cast-iron blocks

pivoted to the axle-clamp in the railway automatic

compression-brake {Cent. Diet?),

1865 Morning Star 3 Nov., The servants . . were employed
putting up ' ^governor 1 apparatus on the pipes attached to

the gasometer. 1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 346 A
Peebles' ^governor burner, .forms an excellent arrangement.

1895 Daily News 14 Oct. 7/7 The saving effected by needle

governor burners, .will soon pay for their cost. 1895 Daily
News 17 Dec. 3/5 A fire . . occurred in the 'governor house
of Worthing Gasworks. 1892 Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 7/2
Regulated by a simple screw contrivance to vibrate at the

exact rate of the distant transmitter or ^governor reed.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., *Govcrnor-valve, a valve in

a steam-pipe operated by the governor to vary the area of

steam.

Go'vernor-ge'neral. A governor who has

under him deputy- or lieutenant-governors.

[1556 J. H eywood .S/"^'* <y /*". xcv. 98 You [spiders] uvelnie)

brought flies : to graunt to agree, You : as head gouemou[r Js

general] bee.] 1586 Ld. Burghlev in Leycesicr Corr. (Cam-
den 1844) 267 My lord of Leicester hath accepted the title

of governor-generall of those provinces. 1684 Loud. Gaz.

No. 1979/3 The humble Address of Your Majesty's Lieu-

tenant and Governor-General of Your Colony and Dominion
of Virginia. 1796 Morse Amer. Gcog. II. 455 Corfu .. the

residence of the governor-general over all the other islands.

i.8a8 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3' II. 303 New .South

Wales and Van Dieman's I,and are under the jurisdiction

of a governor-general .. with a lieutenant-governor under

him for each colony. 1854 Sir G. C. Lewis Lett. (1870^281

It is, certainly, a very singular accident, that a small society

such as that of Merlon should have sent out two successive

Governors-General of Canada. 1858 .(. B. Norton Topics-]**

As to how far the Governor-General [of India] has deserved

well of his country, .it is difficult forme to form an opinion.

Hence G-overnor-ge neralship, the office of

governor-general ; also his term of office.

1833 T. Hook Widow $ Marquess i, A blue riband, and
the governor-generalship of India, were the marks at which
he aimed. 1881 At/tetueum 12 Feb. 255/1 The two years of

his Governor-Generalship.

Governorship (gwamaipp . [f. Govbbhor
+ -SHIP.]

1. The office of a governor.
1658 Bkamhali. Schisnie garded xii. § 1. 216 His ,'the

Pope's] First Movership and his First Governourship,

are but generall unsiguificant Termes. 1663 Pi;i'vs Diary
29 Apr., He ought to have expected and had the gover-

norship upon the death or removal of the former governor.

1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 236 His merits

could not have raised him to a governorship quite so

quickly, unless he had founded a governorship himself.

1859 Lang Wand. India 364, I want the governorship . . at

the Cape. 1884 Law Times 20 Sept. LXXVII. 346/2 Mr.

Lloyd, the late warder in charge, having been promoted to

the governorship of Huntingdon prison.

2. The exercise or tenure of the office of governor.

1644 Prynnk & Walker Fienncss Trial 31 His Govern-
ourship of Bristoll, was the foundation of the impeachment.
1812 L. Hunt in Examiner 21 Sept. 602/1 This Foundation
has. .attracted some, .attention, with respect toils governor-

ship and economy. 1888 B. W. Richardson Son 0/ Star
III. ix. 139 He hates governorship, and yet he continues to

govern. 1891 S. C. Scrivknkr Our Fields $ Cities 75 How
do they reconcile governorship of ten cities with Christian

virtues if the governor Herod was properly called a fox ?

Governyl, variant of Governail Obs.

Gow, ? error for goll, variant of Gale sbA
1598 Florio, Acaro, wilde Mirtle or gow.

Gow, var. Gaw v. Obs., Sc. variant of Gull.

Gowail gau'an"), Sc. and north, dial. Also 7

gouan. [app. a dial, variant of Gollan(I).]

1. A general name for various yellow or white

field flowers. When used without defining word,

now always denoting the Common Daisy (Bettis

pcrennis).

322

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xv. 3 }e greinis, grow gray ;

jje gowanis, dune, a 1605 Montgomerie Mite, Poans xii.

10 The feildis ouerflouis With gonans that grouis. 1701

J. Brand Orkney (1703) 31 We saw the pleasantest mixture
of Gowans. .or Daisies white and yellow. . that ever we had
occasion to see. 1785 Burns Death <y Dr. Hornbook xxiii,

His hraw calf-ward whare gowans grew, Sae white and
honie. 180a Wordsw. Farewell ?i Thou, like the morning
in thy saffron coat, Bright gowan. and marsh-marigold,
farewell. 1812 J. Wilson Agric. Renfrcwsh. 136 (Jam.)
Some of the prevailing weeds of the meadows and grass

lands are.. ox-eye, or large white gowan, Chrysanthemum
leucanthenmm[etc.]. 1856 Mrs. C\kl\lil Lett. 11.284'rhe
hearts of these two old u omen are as fresh as gowans. 1895
Crockett Men ofMoss Hags i. 1 The dales and holms we're

pranked out with white hawthorn and hroad gowans.

2. With qualifications, as Ewe Gowan, May
Gowan, the Common Daisy ; Gule Gowan, the

Corn Marigold ; Horse Gowan see Horse 27 c
;

Lucken Gowan, the Marsh Marigold ; Open
Gowan, the Globe-flower : "Witch Gowan, the

Globe flower, also the Dandelion; Yellow Gowan.
any species of Ranunculus, also applied generically

to all the yellow flowers mentioned above. (See

Britten and' Holland Planl-n. 1878-86.)
1721 Ramsay Richy tt Sandy 35 While on burn banks the

Yellow Gowan grows. 1724 — Yng. Laird fy Katy, We'll

pou the daisies on the green The lucken gowans frae the

bog. 1810 Ckomek Rem. Nithsdale Song no note. Witch-
gowan flowers, are large yellow gowans, with a stalk filled

with pernicious sap. 1842 Hardy in Proc. Benu. Nat.
Club II. No. x. 14 In Lanarkshire, .the phrase, yellow

gowans, yet flourishes as the common name of the creeping

meadow crowfoot (Ranunculus repetts). Ibid. 19 note, Ye'll

get round again, if ye had your fit (foot) on the May gowan.

Hence Gowaned ///. a., full of gowans ; covered

with gowans ; Oowany a. = Gowaned.
1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 11. ii, O Peggy '.. .Sweeter

than gowany glens or new mawn hay. a 1774 Fergusson
Ring's Birthday Poems 11845) 4 Doggies play and lambies

sport, On gowany braes. 1804 Tarras Poems 80 On
yon gowan'd lawn she was seen. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xlv, The green was even, gowany, and fair. 1841 Fraser's

Mag. XXIV. 351 They sat on the gowany bank. 1847

J. Halliday Rustle Pard 265 Clear is Allan's siller stream,

An' sweet her gowan'd lea.

Gowbin, variant of Gobbox sb. Obs., gobbet.

Gowcht, variant of Gofe Sc. Obs.

Gowdge, obs. form of Gouge sb. 1

Gow'die. Sc, dial. [Local pronunciation of

GoLDT.l The fish Callienymus Lyra.
1810 NEILL List Pishes 4 (Jam.* Callionymus Lyra,

Dragonet; Chanticleer, or Gowdie. 1836 Yarrell Brit.

Fishes I- 261 The Gemmeous Dragonet. Yellow Skulpin.

Cornwall. Gowdie. Scotlaml.

Gow'dy. Sc. [? = Golt>i (locks'.] Used only

in phr. Heels cnoer gouuly : see Heel sbA 15 b.

Gowe, var. Gaw v. Obs. ; obs. f. Gove v. Sc.

Gower, Gowern.e, obs. ff. Giaour, Govern.

Gowff (gout), v. Sc. [Connected with gowff
Golf sb.] trans. To strike.

a 1796 Burns Song, When Guilfordgood ix, But word an'

blow, North, Fox, and Co. Gowffed Willie like a ba', man.

Gowff, variant of Gofe, Golf.

Gowge, variant of Gouue.
Gowife, variant of Gofe Sc. Obs.

Gowk (guuk,, sb. Orig. Sc. and north, dial.

46 gok(e, 5-6 gowke, golk, (6 St. goilk), 6-8

gouke, 6-9 gouk, 7- gowk. [a. ON. gaukr -
OK. gt'ac (see Yeke). 0HG. gouh (MHG. gouch,

(i. gauci) s—OTeut *gauko-z.}

1. The cuckoo.
1 1325 Song 5 in Ret. .tut. I. 291, I ga gowlende a-bowte,

al so so dos a goke [rime-word bok]. ? a 1400 Morte A rth.

927 Thare galede be gowke one greuez fulle lowde.. c 1450

Holland Jiowlat lxiv, The Tuchet and the gukkit Golk.

1483 Cath. Augl. 161/2 A Goke (.1. A Goke, A Gotoo),

eiunlus. 1500 zo Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 77 The golk, the

nnmr, and the gled, Beft him with buffettis quhill he

bled. 1544 Turner Avium Prxcip. Hist. D 3 b, De cvcvlo

..Anglicc'acukkouu, Ktagouke. 1688 R.HoUMj<imiiJ
11.274/2 The Cuckow is in some parts of F'.ngland called

a Gouke. 1786 Burns Let. to R. Mnir 20 Mar., I hope,

some time before we hear the gowk, to have the pleasure of

seeing you at Kilmarnock. 1841 Selby in Proc. Bcrxv.

Xat. Club I. No. 9. 253 The numbers of the cuckoo or

gowk iCnculiis eanorus) which visit us; 1882 Lane. Gloss.,

Gow'k, the cuckoo.

2. A fool: a half-witted person. [SoG. ganc/i.}

a 1605 Poi.wart Plyting to. Montgomerie 23 Gowke, wyt

mee not to gar thee greit ; Thy trailing, truiker, I sail tame.

.1 1605 Montgomerie Son*, lxx. 9 Art thou a god? No—
hot a gok disguysit. I7a5 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. v. i, What
ails thee, gowk ! to mak sae loud ado? 1777 Brand Pop.

Antio. (1849) '• '39 APril Gouks. 179S Burns Heron

Ballads iv, A lord may be a gouk, Wi' ribbon, star, and a'

that. a 1810 Tannahill Poems (18461 21 The gowks
possest I ween. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xhv.

196 A gowk of an Englishman, who gained an audience

under a mistaken notion. 1893 ' Q.' [Couch] Delect. Duchy
154 You gowk !

3. l'hrases. To give the gowk to : to befool. To

hunt the gowk : to go on a fool's errand.

I7a8 Ramsay Mercury in Quest of Peace 8r Has love

then sent me amang thir fowk, Cry'd Hermes, here to hunt

the gowk? ? a 1800 Sweet WUlitXll.. in Finlay St. Ball.

(1808) II. 66 Ye hae gien me the gowk, Annet, But I'll gie

3*011 the scorn.

4. aitrib. and Comb. esp. with gen. gowks, as

gowk's-errand - fool's -errand (see Errand 2 c)

;

GOWL.
gowk 's^ -meat, gowk-oats (see quote,, j gowk's
-spittle = Cuckoo-spit 2

; gowk's-storm, f (a) a

storm of short duration
; (/') a spring gale which

occurs at the time of the cuckoo's arrival. Also
gowk-like a. , foolish.

1823 Corbett Petticoat Tales I. 227 'Somebody', con-

tinued Robin, 'sent them on a "gowk's errand, to look

for smuggled whiskey in my house '. 1823 I.ockhart Reg.
Dalton 1. 234 Though Archy Keith might have done a very
gowk-like thing w-hen he joined their cloth {etc.]. 1778
1.1GHTFOOT P~lora Scot. (1792) 238 Wood Sorrel, Anglis.
*Gouke-meat, Scotis. 1879 Britten & Holland PlanUn.
217 Gowk (or Gowks) Meat. 1. Orchis tnascula and O.
Morio. 2. Oxalis Acetosella. 1893 A'orthumbld. Gloss.,

*Go~.uk-oals, late sown oats. The season for sowing oats

is usually during the month of March. When by chance
the sowing is delayed till April they are gowk-oats. 1824
Mactaggart Gullovid. Encycl, *G<nvk.spittles, a white
frothy matter common on the leaves of plants, about
the latter end of the summer and beginning of autumn.

1847 J. Wilson Chr. North '1S57) I. 138 The slaver of

gowk s-spittle. 1594 Ht ntly Let. to Earl Angus in Tytler

Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 225 [Huntly spoke of .the king's

rumoured campaign as likely to turn out a] ' *gowk s storm '.

a 1691 Sir S. Mackenzie Mem. (1721) 70 That being done
he hop'd that this was but a gowk storm. 1849 W. Thomt-
son Nat. Hist. Birds Irel. I. 357 The peasantry look

forward with the greatest interest every spring for what
they call the ' Gowk (cuckoo) Storm ', that takes place

about the end of April or the beginning of May, when the

note of this bird is heard. 1809 H. C. Hart in Trans.

Phil. Soe. 11 The portion shed from the plant and driven

ashore by May storms, usually by that storm known as the
' cuckoo storm ' or ' gowk storm '.

Gowk ' gauk N
, v . rare. Also 6 gouk. [? f. prec.

;

but goitkis in the first quot. may be a spelling

of guckis : see Guck v.] intr. To stare foolishly.

1513 Douglas Aeneis vm. Prol. 94 Sum goukis quhill the

glas pyg grow full of gold -)it. 1873 Miss Broughton
Nancy II. 154 Bobby, Tou-Tou and I, having no one to..

gowk amorously up at us, are sitting in a row in our pew.

Gowked;gauked),///.c.5c. Forms: 6gouket,

7 gowkit, S gouked. goukit, 9 gowket, 7-

gowked. [app. an alteration of Gucked, assimi-

lated to Ghwk.J Foolish.

a 1605 Montgomerie Flytinz 10. Pohvart 88 }our gryscs

grun3ie is graceless and gowked. 1622 [Scot] Course Con-

formitie ii. 27 Their apparell, their trayns, fleshly pleasure,

and gowkit gloriositie. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I.

351 Yet there is no gowked (if I may so speak) nor fond

loue in Christ. 1790 Morison Poems 187 Fool goukit chield,

sic stuff as that to true.

Hence Go-wkedly adv., Go wkedness.
c 1570 Arbuthnot in Pinkerton Maitland Poems (1786)

141 Alace, men hes the wyit ! That geves sa gouketlic Sic

rewleris onperfyte. 1883 G. Macdonaid D. Grant I. xxiv.

257 Mrs. Brookes paused, lost in contemplation of the

gowkedness of Eppy.

tGowl, sbA Obs. Also 6 goule, goawle. See

also Gole, Gool. [a. OF. goule, gole (mod. guettle)

:—h.gula throat.]

1. 1 he throat. Also, the front of the neck.

1513 Douglas JEneis ix. ix. 86 Or as a ravanus bludy

wolf throu slycht H yntis in his gowl. Ibid. x. xii. 94 Joiful

he bradis tharon dispiluusly, Wyth gapand goule. 1565

Golding Ovid's Met. vi. 139 Their voices still are hoarse

and harsh, their throats have puffed goawles.

2. (See quot. 1893 ; cf. I,, fauces.)

1638 H. Adamson Muses Threntnlie vi. 177 From thence

we, passing by the Windie gowle, Did make the hollow

rocks with echoes yowle. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gawl,

Gool, a hollow passage or pass between hills.

Gowl (goul), "''• 2 Sc. and north, dial. [f. Gowl
sv.l] A howl, a yell, a loud cry.

1805 Water Kelpie'in Whitelaw Bk.Sc. Ballads (1875) 504

The troublit pool conveyit the gowl Down to yon echoin'

rock. 1862 J. Brown in lllustr. Melbourne Poet 26 July,

Anybody, e\en a beggar, by a gowl, and a threat of eye,

could send him off howling. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Gmvl,

the howl of a dog. 1894 Crockett Raiders 377, I . . burst

out in a kind o' gowl o anger.

Gowl (gaw), sb.* Obs. exc. dial. Also 7, 9
goul. [l'ossibly connected with ON. gul-r yellow.]

A gummy secretion in the eye. (Cf. Gound.)
1665 Cotton Searrou. IV. (1741) 125 The Page was got as

far as Atlas Back on his way, ere he could free 'urn From
(Jowl and Matter, fit to see him. 1882 Lane. Gloss., Goul,

a yellow secretion in the eyes of children.

Hence t Gowly a., full of ' gowl '. Obs.

1601 W'lim ic Mirr. Mart. B iij, With that I stretch! iny

lims along the bed, Hauing no power to ope mygowlie eyes.

Gowl (gciul), v. x Chiefly Sc and north, dial.

Forms: 4 goule(n, 5 gole, 9 dial, goal, goul, 7

gule, 5- gowl. [a. ON. gaula. perh. an extended

form, with -/- suffix, of the root *gau-, ON. geyja

i:-*gaujan) to bark. But cf. Yowl.] intr. To
howl, yell, cry bitterly or threateningly; also, to

whine. Said of men and animals.

c 1300 Havehk 164 He greten, and gouleden. 1340 Ham-

roLi; Pr.Consc. 477 Unnethes es a child born fully Pat it ne

bygynnes to goule and cry. c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints,Clemeut

93 Schogoulyt, & grat. & rawe hir hare. 14.. Tundales

Fis. (1893) 1179 He gret, he gowled, he was fulle wo.

1-1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv. xxiv. 2096 Hundys .
.

gowland in

gret multytude. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5487 Wylde

beistis .. Gowland with mony gryslye grone. 1802 R.

Anderson Cumberld. Ball. 53 Our Jenny she gowled, ay,

like ought. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake, Rllmeny (1814)

183 The lion .gowled at the carle, and chased him away,

1895 Lakeland ff Iceland Gloss., Goivl, to cry with a whine,

as a dog does.



GOWL.
b. transf. of the wind.

1714 Kamsay Tea~t. Misc., '• O Steer fu-r up ', Let's have
pleasure while we're able. .And let wind and weather gowl.
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Gout or Goal, to blow in

strong draughts, as wind through a narrow passage. 1886
STgVBW90W JCumafftd xxvi. 271 When the wind gowls in
the chimney and the rain tirls on the roof.

Mencc Gowling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1340 Hampole /';*. Consc. 6109 )>e day of gretyng and
goulyng. 13.. Minor Poems fr. I'emon MS. xxxui, 248
(Joulyng and grisbatyiig of tethe. U. . Tnndale^s 1 Vy.

(1893) 398 Cryyng and golyng and dolfulle dynne. r 1450
Holland Howlat iv, At the quhilk he [an Howlat] couth
frowe, And made gowlyne. 1513 Douglas sEncis vi, ix. 50
Iurnyng,gianyng, gowlyng, and duleful heir. 1552 Lvnde-

say Monarcke 6008 Thare salbe gowlyng and gretyng. 1650
Minnies Aberdour Strss. in Ross Abo-dour 11885;! 326 He
heard one great guleing voice and dhine in the hollow. 1786
Burns Ded. to G. Hamilton 96 May ne'er misfortune's
gowling bark Howl thro' the dwelling o' the Clerk !

Gowl (gaul), v* Obs. exc. dial. [f. Gowl sb.'->]

trans. To stop up with 'gowl*.
1637 Bp. Hall Rem. Pro/ha nencss 32 There is a kind of

earthliness in the best eye, whereby it is gouled up. 1886
S. IK. Line. Gloss, s.v., Her eyes have been clean gowled up.

Gowl, obs. form of GAVEL sb. 1

C1380 R. Bruune's Handl. Synne 2394 (Dulwich MS.) It

is hope gowl & befte.

Gowl, variant of Ghoul ; obs. form of Gull.
Gowlan, variant of Golland.
Gowlare, gowler, variants of Gaveller.
t-1380 A'. Brunncs Handl. Synne 2419 (Dulwich M.S.)

}if hou of ony gowlere with wrong a-wey his good here.

Gowle, variant of Gavel sb.'1

Gowlfe, obs. form of Gulf.
Gowl 1 es, -is, -ys, obs. forms of Gules.
Gowlon, variant of Golland.
Gowme, obs. form of Gum.
Gown (gaun), sb. Forms: 4-6 goun'e, 4-7
gowne, (6 Sc. gouun, 8-y vulgar gownd), 4-
gowu. [a. OF. goune, gone, gonne fern,, a Com.
Rom. word ~ Pr. gona, OSp. gona, It. gonna :—med.
L. gunna, used in the 8th c. by St. Boniface for a
garment of fnr permitted to elderly or infirm monks.
A late L. gunna ' skin, fur ', is quoted from a
scholiast on Verg. Georg. in. 383, and in ISyzantine

Gr. yovva is common as the name of a coarse gar-
ment, sometimes described as made of skins.
The origin of the Rom. word is obscure. Some scholars

regard it as of Celtic origin, comparing the Welsh gwu,
Irishy*«a« 'lacerna', which are referred by Stokes (Kick's
Idg. 1Kb.* II. 281) to an OCeltic *vo-ouno-

t
f. vo- (= Gr. vwo

under) + root on- to clothe (cf. it, ex-u-ere, ind-u-ere,
snb-u-cula). But Loth-<J?m Cell. XX, 353) raises phono-
logical objections, and believes the Welsh word to be adopted
from Eng. (as are the Irish giinn, Gael, gun, Manx^ww).
In any case the Celtic origin of the Rom. word does not
seem to accord with the geographical probabilities. Albanian
hzs gutte cloak, but it is uncertain whether this is native or
adopted from Gr.]

1. A loose flowing upper garment worn as an
article of ordinary attire.

a. By men. (See also senses 3 and 4.)
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 145 J>ow art a gome vngoderly in

pat goun febele. 1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 352 A gown on
his armyng he had. c 1460 J. Russell BA: Nurture 904 Syr,
what Robe or govn pleseth it yow to were to day ? 1483
Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 12 § i No Merchant Stranger .. shall
bring into this Realm .. Clasps for Gowns. 1532-3 Act 24
Hen. VIII, c. 13 No man vnder the degree of a barons sonne
. .shall weare any maner of veluet in their gownes. a 1586
C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxi.viii. v, You, that proud of native
gown Stand fresh and tall to see. 1607 Shaks. Timon in.
vi. 120, I haue lost my Gowne. 1815 Elphinstone Ace.
Caubut (1842) II. 190 He wears an Uzbek shirt and a gown,
over which is a girdle.

b. By women. In mod. use, a garment fitting

close to the upper part of the body with flowing
skirts; = Frock 4.
In the 18th c. it was the ordinary word ; subsequently it

was to a great extent superseded in colloquial use by dress,
but has latterly been somewhat more common, esp. in
fashionable use, as applied to a dress with some pretension
to elegance, and in Comb, as dinner., tea-govjn. In the U.S.
tt has always been the current word.
1397 in Dugdale Monasticon Angl. (1846) IV. 194 Qnod

non utantur .. jupis Anglice gounes. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 65 This woman had tenne dtuerse gownes and
as mani cotes. 15 . Adam Bel % Clym 0/ Clough 73 in
Ritson Anc. P. P. 8 They gave to her a ryght good goiine.
1557 Tottels Misc. (Arb.) 198 Girt in my giltlesse gowne,
as I sit here and sow. 1598 Shaks. Merry IK. iv. ii. 81
Ouicke, quicke, wee'le come dresse you straight : put on
the gowne the while. 1663 Pfpys Diary 10 Nov., The
Queene .. hath bespoke herself a new gowne. 1716 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar 8 Sept., I have not yet
been at Court, being forced to stay for my gown. 1750 H.
Walpole Lett. II. Mann (1834) II. ccxiii. 330 Several
women have made Earthquake gowns—that is warm gowns
to sit out of doors all tonight. 1801 Mar. Edgeworth
Angelina iii. (1832) 48 Betty Williams* heavy foot was set
upon the train of Clara's gown. 1856 Mrs. Browning^//*-.
Leigh 1. 5 Women .. With rosy children hanging on their
gowns. i8Sa Miss Braddon Mt. Royal III. viii. 162 There
is no end to the variety of her gown<.
ajfe.

.1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxiv. .wi, The winters frosty

fowne, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Jr"<w//.rWks. (1711) i$fi
n gloomy gowns the stars this loss deplore.

f2. " Dressing c;own, Nightgown. Obs.
IS97 Shaks. 2 Hen. II', in. ii. 197 Come, thou shalt go to

the Warres in a Gowne : we will haue away thy cold. 1722
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De For Col. Jack (1S40) 216, I came down .. in my sown
and slippers. 1762 Goi.dsm. Cit. W. lxxvii. r 4 The nobility
receiving company in their morning gowns. 1778 James
Diss. Fevers (ed. 8) 40 On Saturday morning, about three
o'clock, it was observed his breast had sweated through his
shirt and gown.

3. Used as the name of the flowing outer garment
worn by the ancients, esp. the Roman toga. Hence
alter Roman usage :

' The dress of peace' (J.).
1387 Trf.yisa lligdcn (Rolls) I. 243 Virgil depeb the Ru-
mayns togati ; bat bceb men i-clobed in gownes. [bid. V. 293
He was i-clobed in a consuls gowne [L.trat'ea]. i6iz Dayies
Why Ireland, etc. (1747) 129 After that the Roman attire
grew to be in account, and the gowne to be in use among
them. 1627 May l.ucan n. 409 His best attire rough
gowne':, such as of old Was Roman weare. 1658 Dm den
Cronew. xx, He Mars deposed, and arms to gowns made
yield. 170111-. l.e Cterc's Prim. Fathers (1702) 2B7 The
Rhetorical Exercises which Young Men applied themselves
to, when they had put on the thorough White Gown—that
is, at Seventeen or Eighteen Years of Age. 1887 BoWEN
i'irg. /Eneid 1. 282 Lords of the world, thy Romans, the
race cf the glorious gown.
4. A more or lc^.s flowing outer robe indicating

the wearer's office, profession, or status :

a. as worn by the holder of a civil or legal or
parliamentary office, e. g. an alderman, a judge,
magistrate; also collect, the magistracy. Furred
gown : that worn by an alderman.
1377 Lanci.. /'. /'/. B. xin. 227 And fewe robes I fonge or

furred gounes. i486 Snrtea Mite. 11S88) 53 The Maire
and Aldermen, cled in long gownys of skarlet. 1596 Spen-
ser Slate Irel. 49 The person that is gowned, is by his
gown put in minde of gravitie. 1622 Fletcher Beggars
Bush 11. i, To the field we are not prest ; Nor are called

h

into the I'owne, to be troubled with the Gowne 1 1681
: Dryden AI<s. f, Achit. 103 Oh, had he been content to
I serve the Crown, With Virtues only proper to the Gown.

1785 Wolcot <P. Pindari \Vks, 1S16 I. So Skinner in his
aldermanic gown. 1820 Byron Mar. Faliero v. iii. Robed
in their gowns of state. 184a Browning Pied Piper iii,

And as_ for our Corporation—shocking To think we buy
gowns lined with ermine For dolts that can't or won't deter-
mine[etc.]. 1886 Mamh. Exam. 14 Jan. 5/6 Mr. Peel, .wore
a wig, but had not yet donned the flowing gown which is the
distinguishing mark of his office [the Speakership). 1888
Brvce Amer. Com/mo. 11889) I- xxn. 227 The justices [of
the Supreme Court] wear black gowns.

b. as distinctive of the legal or clerical profes-
sion. Hence, The profession itself, and collect.

the members of it. f Lawyer of both gowns : one
versed in both common and ecclesiastical law.
1564 Brief Exam.

t
***** iij b, The Gowne that you.,

would so gladly minister in, seemeth to come eyther from
Turkes or Papistes. 1601 Shaks. Twel. A' iv. ii. 1, I
prethee put on this gown, and this beard, make him beleeue
thou art Sir Topas the Curate. 1641 l!p. Lincoln Sfi. 24
May in Cobbett Pari. Hist. (1807 II. 798 Calvin and Beza,
whilst they lived, carried all the counsel of the state of
Geneva under their own gowns. 1641 Sir E. Df.ring Sp.
on Relig. 20 Nov, xiv, (16421 63 Lawyers of both Gownes.
1649 Milton Eikon. xvi, How constantly the Preist puts on
his Gown and Surplice, so constantly doth his praier put
on a servile yoak of Liturgie. 1682 Dryden Medal 306
The Cut-throat Sword and clamorous Gown shall' jar. 1697
tr. C'tess D'Aunoyts Trav. (17061 101 It is a surprizing
thing, the number of Employs for men of the Sword and
the Gown, which his Majesty every day bestows. 1708
Brit. Apollo No. 84. 1 '2 The Gown was the Intention of
your Studies. 1770 GolDSM. Des. I'M. 184 Children ..

pluck'd his gown, to share the good man's smile. 1784 J.
Potter I'irt. Villagers II. 135, I have now taken the gown
[i.e. holy orders], agreeable to my good father's wishes.
1855 MaCAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 250 His gown was torn

j

to shreds over his bead : if he had a prayer book in his
pocket it was burned. Mod. (N. Line.) He goes as gain'and
popery as he can wi'out hevin' his gown pulled off.

jig. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 99 It [honestie] will
weare the Surplis of humilitie ouer the blacke-Gowne of a
bigge heart.

c. as the distinctive costume of a member of a
University, varying in form, colour, etc., with the
academical standing or degree of the wearer (as
in phr. f man of his gown). Cap and gown (see
Cap 4 b).

1665 Nf.f.dham Medela Medio. 253 It is not a Gown, or
Degrees taken in Universities, which constitute the Phy-
sician, 1668 Mavnwaring Compl. Physitian 169 By their
pragmatick Insolencies and upbraiding men of the Gown.
1707 Guinnf.t in Hearne Collect. 2^ Dec. iO. H. S.) II. 84

I The Exercises, that are appointed Gentlemen of his Gown.
1748 Johnson Vanity Hum. Wishes 138 The strong cou-

i
tagion of the gown. 1764 Oxford Sausage 30 My Wife's
Ambition and my own Was that this Child should wear a
Gown. <ri839 Praed Poems 11864) II. 131 A scholar, in
my cap and gown. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv.

72 The scholar's gown, now a robe of honour, was a badge
of social inferiority.

5. collect, sing. The resident members of a Uni-
versity. Now only without article and in opposi-
tion to town.
1659 Wood Life (O. H. S.) I. 292 Challenging also the

gowne it self to oppose what they did and said. 1764
Oxford Sausage 17 Ben Tyrrell, Cook of high Renown, To
please the Palates of the Gown, At Three-pence each, makes
Mutton-Pies. 1828 Stortinf Mag. XXL 428 Parties of
hve or six, both ' gown ' and ' town ', were parading abreast.
1854 'C. Bede' Verdant Green 11. iii, When Gown was
absent, 'I own was miserable. 1891 Pall Mall G. 30 .May
4/3 ' Town ' and ' Gown ' joined in harmony.
6. attrib. and Comb., asgown-piece, -skirt, -sleeve,

•tail ; gown-boy, a boy belonging to a scholastic
foundation, esp. to that of the Charterhouse;
t gown-cloth, a piece of material to make a

GOWNSMAN.
gown

; f gown-crook, a hook on which gowns
are hung

; gown-fashion adv., after the fashion
of a gown

; f gown-rule, civilian government ;in

Rome)
; f gown-sept, the clan or nation of the

gow n or toga ( = L. gens togatd).

1558 Thackeray Newcomes I. ii. 18, I have seen his name
carved upon the "flown Boys' arch. 1886 Sir F. H. Dovle
liemiil. 29 A gown-boy "at liie Charterhouse. c 1386
Chaucer Sompn. T. 544 Thou shalt haue anon A *goune
-looth._ 1452 in Willis *; Clark Cambridge ( 18S6 I. 337
lie said prouost shal yif to the said Robert.. yerly dliryng
is lyf a gownecloth in sute with his geiuilnien. 1549 in

'I'll

I

II. Hall Eliz. Age 11SS6! 191 A gowne clothe for George
Hairell..xl'. 1573 Richmontl. Wills Surtees 1853)235 To
ye wyfe of Wiliam my son. .a pare of gowne krokes.

"

1891
Miss Dowie Girl in A'arp. 1 ; Their cars,- white linen
dresses, made gown-fashion in one piece. 1821 Blaekzo.
Mae: VIII. 616 The spangled *gown-piece, rancy-figured
o'er. 1851 Mayhew Lend. Labour I. 374 The gown-piects
were rolled loosely together. 1627 May Lucan vn. yr
[Cicero] In whose 'gown-rule fierce Catiline did feare The
peacefull axes. 1583 Stanvhurst ACneis 1. (Arb.' 27 Iuno
.. with mee newlye shal enter In leage with Romans, and
gou'nesept charelye tender. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.
11. III. 85 Holding her 'gownskirt in her hand. 1894
Wood beyond II 'arid x. 59 She . . hastily covered up her leg-.

with her gown-skirt. 1489 Caxton Blawlmrdyn xix. 61
Vnto hym she gaffe one of her gowne sleues. 1889 T.
Hardy Mayor Casterbridge iv, A woman with her gown-
sleeves rolled up. 1772 A„„. Peg. 2: ; Her legs and iianjs
tied, and her *gown tail muffled over her head. 1818 Scott
Iht. Midi, xvii, I .. canna climb up to that high window
to see sae inuckle as her gown-tail.

Hence f Gownist, one \\\v\ is entitled to wear
a gown ; G-o'wnlet nonce-wd., a small gown.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. \. xxvii. (1589) 120 Those inricht

our Gownests. 1890SARAH Dcxcan Social Departure 10;
Cuddling her small person up. in her swathing gownlet.

Gown (gaun), v. [f. Gown sb.]

1 trans. To dress in a gown.
_ ^1485 Digby Myst. ,iS£2' v. 726 Here entrithe vj. lorours
in a sute gownyde with hoodes a-boute her neckes. 1592
Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1612) 186 Empson ami
Dudley, fur'd Esquiers, more harmefull being gown'd. 1609
Rowlands Whole Crezv Gossips 22 Nay lie be sworne it

makes my purse-strings cracke.To ruffle her in her pride, and
gowne her backe. 1700 Drydf.n Fables, Flowery Leaf161
In velvet white as snow the troop was gown'd. 1842 Tennv-
son Gardener's Dan. 125 Gown'd in pure white.. she stood.
1890 Mrs. Hungerford Born Coquette I. viii. 73 Should
she elect to gown herself in the latest Paris fashions.

_
trans/. andySV. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. 11. xii. 67 Th' yuorie

in golden mantle gownd. 1633 P. Fletcher /'/sc. Ecl.\. ii,

The warmer sunne his bride hath newly gown'd. a 1850
Rossetti Dante \ Circ. I. (1S74, 206 The man who in Love'r,
robe is gowned May say that Fortune smiles upon his lot.

2. intr. for reft. To put on a gown.
1896 Durham Univ. Jml. XII. 8*1 One or two men in

different parts of the Hall who had not gowned were politely
requested to do so.

Gownd, vulgar form of Gown.
Gownde, variant of Goran Obs.

Gowned (gcrond), ///. «. [f. Gown v. + -ki>i.J

1. I )ressed in a gown, in various senses of the word.
1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. xii. 5 A noble crew about them

waited round Of sage and sober peres, all gravely gownd.
1617M0KVSON /tin. in. 171 The Venetians are gowned, ye't
by night going to visit their Mistresses, weare short Spanish
cloakes. 1651 Jer. Tavlor Serm./or I 'ear I. xvii. 215 Well
might all the gowned Romans fear when Pompey fled, a 1764
R. Lloyd Poetry Pro/essoi-s 113 These sons of gowned ease
Proud of the plumage of Degrees. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude
in. (1850I 75 Happy is the gowned youth, Who only misses
what 1 missed. 1888 Amy Lew Reuben Sachs xi. 162 Their
gorgeously gowned and bejewelled women.
absol. 1885 Century Mag. XXIX. 50S Shall we begrudge

the wigged and gowned their rations of wit ?

1 2. a. Used as the equivalent of L. togclta

{fabula\ the epithet of the class of plays that
dealt with Roman characters and incidents, b.
Gowned war, warfare :

' warfare ' waged in the
law-courts. (Cf. Gown sb. 3, 4 b.) Obs.

_
1640 Somner Antic/. Canterb. 207 One equally experienced

in both warfares, the armed and gowned, a 1661 Holvday
Juvenal 1 Shall one sweat. Whiles his gown'd comique
scene he does repeat ? 1665 Cowley Agtic. Wks. (1684} 105
The Camps of Gowned War.

Gownsman (gatrnzman). Also 6-8 gown-
man, [f. Gown sb. + Man; cf. craft(s)man.
draught's^man, sword(s)mau, etc.]

1 1. (Used to translate L. togiitus.) An adult
Roman ; a Roman as distinguished from one of
another nation. Obs.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 443 He called Lucullus,

Xerxes the Gownman, as if he would have said, Xerxes the
Roman. Ibid. 959 Four years after that, he became a
Gownman, though he were but young.

2. One wearing the gown, or 'dress of peace'
(cf. Gowx s/>. 3 and I., logatus ; a civilian, in contra-
distinction to a soldier.

1607-12 Bacon Eel., Seditions i\ Troubles (Arb.) 414 But
lett such one, be an assured one . . holding good Corres-
pondence with the gowne Men. 1643 Wither CampoMusce
15 The Gownman, must a Swordman, learne to be. 1699
T. CfocKMAN] Tt/lly's Offices (1706)77 The Publick receives
as much Benefit from Gownsmen, .as it doth from Soldiers.
1719 IVUrfey Pills II. 253 Let the politick Gown-man
'1 read the Mazes of the State. 1757 Birke Abridgm. Eng.
Hist. Wks. X. 455 It was rather a military spirit, than that
of the gownman. 1759 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ix. 516
The soldiery, .were more desirous of serving under a young
prince of spirit and vivacity than under a committee of



QOWPEN.
talking gown-men. 1849 Mac.ulay J/isi. Lug. ix. II. 405
Military men are seldom disposed to take counsel with
gownsmen on military matters.

3. One who wears a gown as an indication of his

office, profession, or standing, a. A member of
the legal profession ; a lawyer, barrister, or judge.
1627 Hay Lncnn in. 155 To play the Gowneman now He

had forgot. 1673 Kirkman Unlucky Cit. 174 Instead of
Gown-men pleading at the Bar, they found Sword-men
fighting at the harriers, a 1735 Ld. Lansdowne Poems,
Beauty <y Law 35 Was't a vain promise and a gownman's
lie? 1858 Polson Law <5> L. 60 He was a legal monk, a
cloistered gownsman.

b. A member of the clerical profession ; a clergy-

man. Now rare,

1641 Shirley Cardinal 11. iii. 1652) 20 But let the purple
Gownman place his engins I' th' dark that wounds me.
1671 M. Bruce Good News in Evil T. 11708) 24 You will

not haunt the companie of Betrayers of Jlim, call thtmi
Gown-men, or call them Kirk-men as they will. 1697 Van-
brigh Relapse v. iii, Lory, take care of this reverend gown-
man in the next room a little. 1704 Mathias Purs. Lit.

(1798) 53 Levite gownsmen hugg d their ignorance. 1821
Joanna Bailuf Metr. Leg., Columbus xl, A mission 'd

gownsman o'er the sea Was sent. 1855 Macaixav ///*/.

Ftig. xvi. III. 627 A gownsman who pushed himself into a
battle..strongly excited William's, spleen.

e. A member of a university; often in contrast

with townsman. Gownsman of the foundation =
Foundationer.
1665 Needham Medela Medic. 249 The idle sort of

Gownmen, lazing in their Studies over the Pagan Books of
Institutions, c 1670 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws (1840) 144
Books which are commonly read by gownmen, 1688 Smith
in Atagd, Coll. A> Jos. II (O. H. S.1'243 Gownsmen of the
Foundation. 1721 Amherst Terrse Fit. ii. fed. 3I to The
traiterous gown-men proceeded gradually from one corrup-
tion to another. 1750 W. Dodd Poems 11767' 38 The bevy
bright of gownsmen blythe. 1791 ' O. Gambado' Ann.
Horsenr.xn. (1S0CO96 My dear Miss S will perhaps ride
away with some other Gownsman. 1823 Lamb I'.lia Ser, 11,

Poor Relations, The distance between the gownsmen and
the townsmen .. is carried to an excess, 1889 Jessopp
Coming of Friars vi. 277 The townsmen soon discovered
that the gownsmen were gainers by the new plan.

f d. A member of a municipal corporation. Obs.
1675 Otway Alcibiades \. i. 11687) 6 Heavy Gown-men

clad in formal Furrs. 1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1656/2 The
.Mayor and Aldermen. .together with the Common Councel,
and all the Gown-men of that Corp (ration, to the number
of about fourscore.

4. Sc. - Headsman 2 b. rare" 1

.

1886 Steven'son Kidnapped'xv. 138 Our lowland beggars
—even the gownsmen themselves, who beg by patent—had
a touting, flattering way with them.

Gowp, Sc. form of GrLP sh. and r.

Gowpen (gmrpen . Sc, and dial. Forms: 3
goupynes (//.), 6-7 gopin g. 6-9 gowpin g.

(Sgapen. gouppen. ygowpau. 7, o,goppen^, 8-9
goupen, -in, gowpen. [a. OS.gaitpu (Norw. dial.

gaupn, Sw. gopeJt, Da. gievn, gi^vn, in the Did. of

i8o2)=OHG. coufana MllG.gvnfen). Cf. Yrp-
SEX.
The original sense of the Tent, word was prob. the single

hand hollowed, the sense of 'double handful 'being expressed
by the plural. The ON. word seems to occur only as pi. ;

in mod. Scand. dialects the sing, is used, with varying sense.]

1. The two hands placed together so as to form
a bowl (+ formerly//, in the same sense . Hence,
usually, as much as can be contained in tlie hands
so placed ; a ' double handful \
ci&S Gloss. II'. de Bibiesw. in Wright I'oc. 147 note,

(Sloane MS.) Amedous les mayns, voides ou pleyns, En
1-Vaunz apellom les galeyns [glossed by goupynesj. 1536
Brllenden Boece's Hist. Scot. (1831) I. p. lvrii, Bot gevis
ane gowpin, orellis sum thingis mair abone the just mature
that they sell. 1724 Ramsay Tea-T. Misc., South Sea Sang,
When we came to London Town We dream'd of gowd in

gowpings here. 1805 Macneill Poet. li'ks. (1812) II. 105
Our laird has fine houses and guineas in gowpins. 1827
Scott Antio. Advt., A handful of meal (called a gowpen)
was scarce denied by the poorest cottager. 1871 Gibbon
Lad' ofGold vi, He took out a gowpen of the grain. 1872

J. G. Murphy Conim. Lc7\ xvi. 12 Handsful, the full of
the gowpens in Old Engli>h phrase. 1893 Xorthumbld.
Gloss., Gowpen, the hollow of both hands placed together.

Jig. 1819 \V. Tennant Papistry Storm d (1827) 118 Hang
frae her lap rejoicingly Goupins o' glory down.

b. Sc. Law. A perquisite allowed to a miller's

servant.

a 1765 Erskine lust. Law Scot. 11. ix. § 19. 314 The
sequels are the small parcels of com or meal given as a fee

to the servants,, .they pass by the name of . . bannock, and
loci; or gowpen. 1818 Scott lirt. Midi. xiii. note. The
expression lock, for a small quantity of .. com, meal, flax,

or the like, is still preserved, not only popularly, but in a
legal description, as the lock and gowpen, or small quantity

and handful, payable in thirlage cases, as iiutown multure.

2. The grasp of a hand, the fist.

1788 Picken Poems in An honest chiel . . Juste ram'd it

[a letter] in my gowpen. 18.. Tom Linn xxiii. in Maid-
ment Nem Bk. Old Ball. {1844) 54 Hold me fast, let me not

go, Or from your goupen break.

CrOWpenful (gtnrpenful . .SV. and dial. [f. Gow-
PKV -fl'L.] A 'double handful' 'see Gowpen i).

1674-91 Ray N. C. Words 32 Gopingfull, as much as you
canhold in your Fist. 1789 Davidson Seasons 13 Who for a
knife Or penny whissle. will part wi' their gold In gopinfu's.

185a Carlyle Let. in Froude Life in Loud. (1884) II. xx.

107 An old Russian countess yesternight sat playing Gow-
panfuls of gold pieces every stake. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xxxiv. (1873"! 193, I wudna gi'en a goupenfu'
o' ^heelocks for yer chance. 1887 J. Service Life Duguid
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i*» 53j I myself have gathered a gowpenful of flinty arrow-
heids on the sands of Ardeer.

Gowrde,obs.f.Gorni)j£.i; var. Gourd a*.- Obs.
Gowrie, obs. variant of Cowrie.
1723 Pres.^ State Russia I. 336 White Shells, commonly

called Gowries or Pdackamores Teeth. 1777 Pennant Zoei.
IV. 99 Cyprxa, Gowrie.. This genus is called Cypraea and
\ eneria, from its being peculiarly dedicated to Venus.
Gowsbery, obs. form of Goosebkrky.
Gowshe, obs. form of Gush.
Gowt, variant of Galt Obs. exc. dial.
1641 Rest Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 141 Halfpence a peece for

the gowtes or bore pigges.

Gowt e, obs. f. Gout sp.I; var. Gout sb.- and
7>. Obs,

Gowylsought, var. GulesoCGHT Obs., jaundice.
Goyal, variant of Goyle.
Goyazite 'goi'azait). Min. [Named by Damour
1864 after Goyaz, a town in Brazil : see -ITS.] Phos-
phate of aluminium and calcium found in small
yellow grains in the diamond sands.
1884 , ,'///, •;-. Jrnl. Sol. Ser. ill. XXVIII. 237 Damour has

given the name goyazite to a phosphate ofalumina and lime.

Goye, obs. form of Joy.
Goyf f, vaiiant of GoFE Sc. Obs.. pillory.

Goyle goil). dial. Also 7 goile. y goyal.
A deep trench, a ravine.

1617 l.AKRCont, Sgr.'s T. 414 Canac, his daughter, .whome
theare hee made riglit perfect in the skillesof ridinge goiles,
plaines, ruffetes, dales, and hills. 1869 Blackmore Lorua
/'. iii, We were come to a long deep 'goyal ', as they call

it on Exmoor. 1873 Q, ^^.CXXXV.146 Dartmoor abounds
in .. traces nf ;i very numerous population, which .. found
its chief occupation in streaming for tin— the *goyles" or
deep trendies of their old works being everywhere visible,

1886 in Elworthy II'. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., A scramble
down into the goyal ; a clatter up tlie other side. 1894
Beatrice Whitby Mary Femvick's Dau. III. 123 There are
landmarks down, and ' goyles ' blocked up.

Goym, Sc. variant of GoME 1
. Obs.

t Goynire. Obsr l [ad. OF. guinier (F.
gitigmer)) f.guine {¥. guignt*. see Gean a small
kind of cherry.] A kind of cherry-tree.

1572 Mascall Art of Planting <y Grafftng 16 The healme
Cherrie, which is graft on the wilde goynire (which is an
other kinde of grate Cherrie'.

Goys, obs. form of Goose.

I
Goyster. Obsr* Corrupt form of Agistor.

1523 Fitzhfrb. Sur:-. ?8 1). And than may the kepars,
regarders, goysters, and other oflycere of sucne forest and
chases, haue parfyte knowledge what townshyppe the caiell
is of.

Goyster, Goyt, variants of Gacstbr, Gote.
Gozan, variant of Gossan.
Gozell, variant of Guzzle Obs, ox dial., ditch.

Gozeling, gozelyng, obs. forms of Gosling.

Gozell g^n'zel). dial. Also 9 gozill. [ad. F,

groseille gooseberry or currant.] (See quots.)

1657 \V. Coles Adam in /'den clxxvi. 274 The black sort

is generally called .. in English Black Cunans, as other are
Red and White ; but the White are called Gozell in some
parts of Kent. 1866 Treat, Bot. 546/1 Gozell, the gooseberry
Hides uva-cris/a. 1879 BkiTTBH & HOLLAND Plant-n.,
Gozill. 1. Ribes rubrum. 2. Ribes Grossutaria.

tGo'Zle,?'. Obs. rare— v
. Cf. Gizzi.e v. [ad.

OF'. gosillier Y. gasi/lcr) to jiass as if through the

throat, f. OK. fpsilNer throat Y. Rosier.'] intr.

? To trickle.

1650 BULWBI Anthropomet. 114 He that drinketh, lifu-ih

up the vessel, and not touching it with his lips, receives the
water by those little holes, the which doth goaU and make
a pleasing nois.-.

Gozzan, variant of Gossan.

Gozzard 'g^zaid). [rcpr. OE. *go$hitrdc, with
normal shortening of the vowel of the initial sylla-

ble; the literary firmgeoseherd h due to recompo-
Mtion.] = Gooseherd.
14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wi'ilckcr 566/34 Aucarius, a gosherde.

€ 1440 Promp. Parv. 004/1 Gosherde, aucarius, aucaria.
ijjx Pennant Tour Scotl. in 1769 (1790) 10 A person called
a Gozzard attends the flock and twice a day drives the whole
flock to water. 1773 Bakrington in /////. Trtmt, LXI1I.
2S7 The shepherd. Knows each of them, and can swear to
them, if they are lost ; as can the Lincolnshire gosherd to
each goose. 1804 Bewick Bri.', Birds 11847) II. 240 This
business requires the attendance of the Gozzard (Goose-
herd) a month at least. 1893 Baking-Gould Cheap-Jack
Z. II. 48 Why should gaulters and bankers only have double
pay? Wfay not molers and gozzards also?

Gozzen, variant of GoMAJF.
+ Gra. int. Obs. rare. [app. repr. Irish a

ghrdidh * my dear', in English books commonly
rendered agra'h or ArkaH.] An exclamation

ascribed to Irishmen.
1707 Farquhar Beaux Stratagem iv. 1, I am your Priest,

Gra ; and your Conscience is under my Hands. 1771 Smol-
lett H. Clinker 24 Apr., to Sir W. Phillips, Now I believe

you are my friend, sure enough., gra.

Graafian (gra-fian , a. Anal. [f. the name of

R. de Graaf, a Dutch anatomist (1641-^3) + -ian\]

In Graafian follicle, vesicle, one of the small sacs

in the ovary of mammals in which the ova are

matured.
1841 tr. Cruveilhier"s Descr. Auat. I. 616 In the midst of

this tissue . . the Graafian vesicles are deposited. 1849-53
Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 838/j. 1873 T. H. GfiKBN Introd.

Pathol. ied, 2) 183 Dilatation of the Graafian follicles,

GRAB.

Grab ''gr^K, j/'J Anglo-Indian. Also 7 grob,
S grabb, gurab, 9 ghurab. [a. Arab. ^Lc yura/>,

lit. ' raven ', applied to a kind of galley.] A large
coasting-vessel, drawing very little water, built
with a prow and usually two-masted, used in the
East see quots. 1763, 1839^.
1680 Moruen Gear. Rat. (16851 405 The desperate attacks

mailc.by 1500 of his men in three Ships and four Grabs.
1698 Fryer Acc. K. India <y P. 174 Admiral of his Fleet of
til obs and Boats. 1763 R. Ormi. Hist. A/iiit. Tram. /mi.
I. 4'M The grabs have rarelyinore than two masts, although
some have three ;. .they are built to draw very little water,
being very broad in proportion to their length, narrowing
however from the middle to the end, where instead of bows
they have a prow. 1773 E. Ives I'oy. 43 One Grab of 18
guns, and several other vessels. 1824 Hlbkr Jrni. (1828)
I. i. 11 Their grabs, which still have an elongated bow ..
are often very line vessels. 1839 H. Mai.com Trap. S. /:.

Asia II. ^7 Gi'ss.y Grab, a square-rigged Arab toasting
vessel, having a very projecting stem, and no bowsprit. It
has two masts. 1878 Trei.au ny ShelltT, etc. 1 18871 84 A
I'ersian dhow, an Arab grab, or a ChtlteM junk.

b. Comb., as grab-brig, -ketch, •sneie, -vessel;

grab-service see quot. 1867-.
1831 Tri 1 \\v\y Adv. YetmgerSm 1. 177 De Ruyter now

took me on board of an Arab grab brig. 1790 IJeatson
.\ HT-. -v Mil, Ment. II. 40 His fleet .. consisted of eight
grab-ketches [etc. |. 1867 Smyth .Sailor's II 'ord-ik., ' Oral
... country vessels first employed by the Hombay

government against the pirates ; afterwards erected into the
Bombay Marine. 1806 Xaval C/t/vu. XV. 470 The Grab
Snow GeneroH, Friends,, .burthen about two hundred tons.

Chrott, 2? 2 They perceived a

[f. Grab p.]
clinch, grasp, seizure.

1800 Asiatic Ann. R-x..
•grab vessel at anchor.

Grab grab), sb:-

1. A quick sudden
attempt to seize.

1824 De QunccEY incognito Wks. XI. 3 The chairman,
unable to control his impatience, made a grab at it. 1835
Haliblrton Clockm. Ser. 1. viii, He makes a grab at me,
and I shuts the door right to on his wrist. 1839 Marryat
Diary Amer. Ser. 1. II. m, I rose gently with both hands
ready for a grab.

b. The action or practice of grabbing. Game
ofgrab (? cf. sense 5 and grab-game in 0), policy of
grab : in recent journalistic use often applied op-
probrionsly to rapacious proceedings in political

or commercial affairs.

1883 Ld. Wkmyss b St. James's Gaz. 16 July, They, .are
playing a game of ' grab ' for the farmer's vote. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 13 Sept. 3/1 '^ ne fatal inauguration of the policy of
grab by Lord Beaconsfield in 1S78. 1888 Daily News 12
Dec. 48 Part of a policy called by line people annexation
and by common people grab. 1893 RjULUR ivory Gate 236
The selfishness of mankind as illustrated by the universal
game of Grab. 1897 li'estnt. Gaz. 24 Nov. 1 '; The newly
invented game of ' grab ' in Africa.

2. The thing grabbed. Sc.

1777 Sir M. Hinter Jrnl. (1894^ 27 Grab was a favourite
expression among the Light Infantry, and Meant any plunder
taken by force. 18*4 Mv tack. \m Callox'id. Enc\\l.,Grabs,
Knit prizes. 182580 JamibSOH, Grab, .. the number of
objects thus mrfttf.

3. One who grabs : a. A body-snatcher, resurrec-

tionist ; b. A catchpoll, bumbailiiT, policeman.
'iObs.

1833 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1S24) 1 78 When bailiffs and grabs
hunt us up in the Kast. 1830 S. Warhcn Diary Physic. I.

xvi. 370 Sir 's dressers and myself, with an ex[>erienced

'grab', that is to say.a professional resurrectionist—were to
set off from the Borough. 1849 Ai.n. Smith Pottleton Leg.
xv. 123 Do you want to . . have the grabs point at us as
swindlers?

4. A mechanical device or implement for clutch-

ing or gripping objects (see quots.\
1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Grab, .. the term is especially

applied todevicenfor withdrawing pipes, drills, reamers, etc.,

from artesian, oil, and other wells. 1881 Proe, Instil. Civil
f.ngin. LXV. 312 A modification of the bucket [dredger] ..

with strong curved steel arms .. to which the makers have
given the name of ' grab '. 1881 Standard 16 Nov. 2 '5 The
accident was caused by the plate having slipped from the
'grab ' by which it was being lifted. 1893 Times 10 July 13/C
Grain cargoes, .discharged, .by the use of hydraulic cranes
and tubs or Piiestman's grabs. 1897 Daily Neivs 10 Sept. 8/5
Hydraulic cranes drop down their 'grabs

1

into the loose

grain in the hold of the vessel like a huge pair of jaws.
They come up the next instant with a mouthful of about
three-quarters of a tun, and spit it out into a hopper.

5. A children's game at cards, in which when two
or more cards of equal value are on the table

together the player who is quickest to recognize

and 'grab * them adds them to his own hand.

6. altrib. and Comb., chiefly in the names of

various appliances for seizing or clutching, as

grab-crane., -iron, -line, -machine ; also grab-bag
{U.S. at fancy fairs), a bag containing various arti-

cles, into which one may dip on payment of a certain

sum; aXsofig. ;
grab-coup ^-grab-game (a) ; grab-

game, (a) {see quot. 1859; ;
(b) the policy of

1 grabbing ' territories, etc. ;
grab-hook, any hook

for grabbing, spec, (see quot. 1SS7) . grab-racket

U.S., a disorderly scramble, in which each person
( grabs ' what he can.

1879 N. Y. Tribune 23 Sept. (Cent.), It is a 'grab-bag
from which every disappointed politician hopes to draw a
prize. 1886 Harper's Mae;. Jan. 237 The woodman's axe
now resounded with the busy notes of preparation for a dive

into nature's great grab-bag. 1823
l

Jon- Bee ' Diet. Turf,



GRAB.
'Grab-coup, modern practice of gambling, adopted by the
losers, thus the person cheated or done, takes his oppor-
tunity, makes a dash at the depository of money, or such as
may be down for the play and grabs as much as possible,
pockets the proceeds, and fights his way out of the house.
1895 Daily News 15 Apr. 8/2, [For sale by auction,] 30 steam,
hand, and *grab cranes. 1859 Baktlf.tt Diet. A mcr., 'Grab
Game, a mode of swindling or rather stealing, practised by
sharpers.. Bets are made., when a dispute is purposely
planned, in the midst of which one of the confederates seizes
or ' grabs 'the money at stake and runs off. The term is

also used in a more general sense to signify stealing and
making off with the booty. 1864 R. B. Kimball Was lie

successful ix. 116 A bold, daring, unscrupulous man, who,
in the language of his acquaintances, practised the grab-
game. 1895 Forum (N. Y.) May 263 This eventuated in
preventing the grab-game of France. 1608 Topsell Ser-
pents (1658) 713 Taking up their Nets, at one place they
did hang so fast, as without breaking they could not pull
them out of the water, wherefore they set their "Grab-hooks
unto them to loose them. 1887 Jrfferies Field H- Hedge-
ro~.v (1889) 179 The grapnel kept at every village draw-well
is called the grab-hook. 1887 Pall Mall G. 22 Sept. 1 1/1
Pnestman's 'grab machine is now set to work to excavate
the earth from the centre of the caisson. 1892 Stevenson
& Osbournr Wrecker led. 2) 219 Now boss ! . . is this to
be run shipshape » or is it a Dutch 'grab-racket ?

Grab (grab), v. [Corresponds to MDti.. MI.G.
grabben, mod.Sw. grabba

; perh. on onomatopoeic
modification of the root of Ump.]
1. trans. To grasp or seize suddenly and eagerlv

;

hence, to appropriate to oneself in a rapacious or
unscrupulous manner.
1589 Rider EngsLat. Diet., To C.rabbe, or grabble, vide

to graple. 1801 A. Wilson Poena f, Lit. Prase 1 1876) 1. 86
Old . . witches. . butter from churns are eternally grabbing.
1820 J. W. Croker in Smiles J. Murray 1891) II. xxiii.
86, I will go to the Museum and grab them, as my betters
have done before me. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. % Mere
xviii. 164 He grabbed it hard and fast. 1878 Browning Poets
troisic cvii, How did it happen that gross Humbug grabbed
Thy weapons? 1881 Macm. Mag. XLV. 39 Little dark-
brown sreatures . . armed each with four needle-like talons,
ready to grab cruelly the hand put within reach. 1888 Times
1
weekly ed.l 21 Dec. 16 '3 You had done what is called
^grab' that land. 1894 Forum (N. Y.t Dec. 401 John Bull
is not habitually slow to run up his flag on any available
spot he may safely grab.
absol. 1841 Emerson Led., Man the Reformer Wks.
Bohn) II. 243 To have somewhat left to give, instead of
being always prompt to grab.

2. To ' collar', capture, or arrest (a person).
1800 Sporting Mag.XVI. 26 Agreed togrababout a dozen

old acquaintances. 181 1 Lex. Ba/atronicum s.v, The pigs
grabbed the kiddey for a crack. 18x9 Ann. Reg. 117 He is
sure Benning did not grab, or endeavour to collar Wicklifle.
1845 Barham Iugol. Leg., Bros. Birchineton, My bailiT
grabb'd Dick when he should have nabb'il Bob. 1894 II.
Nisbet Bush Girts Rom. 115 A very dangerous young
criminal . . whom I reckon we won't be able to grab in a
hurry.

3. intr. To make a grab or snatch at (U.S. for).
185a Mrs. Stowf. Uncle Tom's C. xii. 107 A stick of candy,

which he eagerly grabbed at. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset
I. xxxvii. 325 She stretched out her hand to grab at the
ledger. t88s.Y. Y. WeeklySuh 13 May 5 1 He madea jump
for the knife and Short grabs for it at the same time.

4. slang. To grab on : to get along, live.
1861 Mayhew Loud. Labour III. 139 Between the two

I do manage to grab on somehow.

5. Comb. : grab-all, (a) one who grabs everything,
a rapacious person

;
((V, a bag to carry odds and

ends (Farmer Slang 1893).
1872 Sunday Times 18 Aug. 2/3 The mean and con-

temptible grab-alls of that government which professes to
study the people's interest. 1895 Crockett Men of Moss
Hags xxiii. 163 Robert Grier of Lag, who was a very grab-
all among them.

Hence Grabbed///, a.. Grabbing vbl. sb.

1788 \V. Eden in G. Rose's Diaries (i86o> I. 74 There re-
inained merely the finding and grabbing some respectable
office for life. 1891 Star 5 Nov. 4/1 The grabbed rights of
way mentioned recently. 1895 Daily Mews 25 Oct. 63 The
Chitral principality is now within the English sphere, to
borrow a term which international diplomacy owes to the
grabbing-up of Africa.

Grabbable (gr.-ebab'l), a. nonee-iiul. [f. Grab
7'. + -ABLE.] That may be grabbed.
1813 Spirit Publ. Jmls. I 1824) no The ' Old Minstrel Act

would . . make them grabbable as rogues and vagabonds.

ft?
S»f.KeV. 12 Nov. 571/1 The southern half of Northern

Africa is in a condition much more ' grabbable ', and atten-
tion to it is specially desirable that it he not grabbed by
other nations than England.

Grabbe, obs. variant of Crab st.i

1578 Lvtf. Dodoens vi. XXX. 696 Roundish leaues, somwhat
like the leaues of a gribble, grabbe tree, or wilding,

t Gra bbedness. Obs. rare- 1
. (A variant of,

or an error for Crabbedness.] Unevenness.
1563 Golding Ciesar (1565) 234 b, The grabbednes of the

top of a place to a falling grounde bath in it great aduan-
tage.

Grabber (grse-bsj). [f. Grab v. + •nl,1 One
who or that which grabs ; esp. in (or short for N the
combination land-grabber, used chiefly in Ireland
as a term of reproach for one who takes a holding
from which another has been evicted.
1859 Slang Diet., Grabbers, the hands. 1880 Daily Tel.

27 Oct. 5/8 A tenant farmer, whom Mr. Healy denounced
as a land grabber. 1889 Daily Nenu 24 May 5/8 He was
questioned about boycotting and intimidation. .He had .

.

said he would not hurt a hair of the grabber's head.
Vol. IV.
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Grabble (grae-b'l), sb. [f. G rabble v.]

1 1. A grapple or struggle. To come to a grabble

:

to come to handgrips. Obs.
1650 Cromwell Let. 30 July (Carlylel, Our bodies of

horse, .came to a grabble with them.
2. Angling. Tofish (f lie) on or upon the grabble

(see qnots. 1726, j 787).
1726 Gentt. Angler 149 To lie upon the Grabble, is when

a running Bullet or flat Piece of Lead keeps the Line firm
on the Bottom of the River; so that the Link, to which the
Hook is fastened, may play about with the Current of the
Water. 1787 Best Angling ied. 21 168 Fishing on the
grabble is when the line is sunk with a running plummet
fast to the bottom, so that the hook-link plays in the water.
1861 lllustr. Lend, Ne~.es 4 May 425/1 The best way is to
angle upon the grabble for them [eels] with a lobworm.

Grabble (gne-b'l),». Also 6- S grable. [Corre-
sponds to 1 >u. grabbelen (which has been used in

all the senses below exc. 5), a frequentative of
grabben Grab z\]

1. intr. To feel or search with the hands, to grope
about. Sometimes to grope and grabble cf. Du.
grapen en grabbelen .

1579 8° North Plutarch (16761 294 Grabling all night in
the dark, .through wild Olive Trees, and high Rocks. 1581
B. R. Herodotus 103 b, Where after they have placet] hym,
they leave hym grabling in that place, and departe their
way. 1630 Gad's Poiecr >, Prim, in Churchill's Collect. I 'oy.

(1704) IV. Six We were fain to grabble in the dark (as it

were) like a blind Man for his way. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Wks. in. 13 He grable for Gudgeons or fish for
Flounders. 1640 Shirley Arcadia in. ii, Thou must stoop
..And grabble for't [goldl in ground. 1658 A. Fox
// urtz Surg. 1. vi. 22 To what end is it, to groap and to
grable so much in Wounds? 1712 Arbutiinot John Hull
11. xiii, My Blood chills about my Heart, at the thought of
these Rogues, with their bloody Hands grabbling in my
Guts, and pulling out my very Entrails. 1727 Philip Quart!
178 Grabling round a nautious Weed for fulsome Worms.
1823 Attn. Keg., Chron. 141 They continued grabbling for
about five minutes, as if looking for something they had
lost. 1824 Hist. Murder Weare 127 He was grabbling
about in the water with a sponge. 1841 Btacfao. Mag. L.
1 55 To wade through Hegel . . is merely to grope and grabble
and to gnaw at the root of one's own growth, i860 Lonsdale
Gloss. s.v., 'To grabble for trout ;' i.e. to grope in holes for
them.

b. trans, with cognate obj. To feel (one's way).
627 W. D. tr. A. d'Audigier's Tragi-com. Hist. 37 Hee,

being in the darke, grabling his way, with one hand upon
the raile of the staires [etc.]. 1842 Buckie in Tail's Mag.
IX. 752 Sending the unaided pupil to grope and grabble his
way by the help of them [grammars, etc] only.

2. intr. To sprawl or tumble about on all-fours
;

to scramble (for money, etc.).

1736 AlNSWORTH Lat. Diet. 1, To lie grabbling on the
ground, Itumi prostratusjacc re. 1741 Richardson Pamela
I. 202 A few Scratches on his Face, which . . I suppose he
got by grabbling among the Grave], at the Bottom of the
Dam. 1851 S. J ion Margaret 1. xvii, Some of the boys were
. .sent grabbling on their faces down the hill. 1888 Berksh.
Gloss. s.v., 1 drowed the apples among the bwoys an' let

j

11111' grabble vor um.
3. = Grapple v. 8. rare.
1835 Anster tr. l-anslns II. I. .1887) 47 With dragons let

the old drake grabble. 1895 A'. Anglian Gloss., Grabble, to
resist, to contend, to grapple with.

f4. trans. To handle rudely or roughly. Obs.
1684 Drvden Disappointm. Prol.'fo The doughty bullies I

..Invade and grabble one another's punk. 1687 Miege
Gt. Jr. Diet. 11, To Grabble or handle untowardly, . . as, to
grabble (or grope) a Wench. 1746 Exmoor Courtship
(E. D. S.) 376 Es wont ha' ma Tetties a grabbled zo. 1790
J. B. Morlton W. hid. 1st. 146 [They] grabble, grasp and !

jostle each other to get the best.

5. To seize, to appropriate to oneself.
1796 Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3) s.v., To grabble the

bit ; to seize any one's money. 1857 Sir F. Palgravf.
Norm. 4 Eng. II.581 The rich armour . and all the precious
articles which decked Otho's pavilion they grabbled antl got.

D. intr. To grab or snap at (something).
1837 /few Monthly Mag. L. 108 Every hungry dog . . began

to grabble at the tempting morsel

.

Hence Grabbling vbl. sb.

,71654 Sei.den Tahle-T. (Arb.) 99 He puts his hands in :

his Pockets, and keeps a grabling and a fumbling. 1687
M>F.GEGt.Tr.Dict.u,GrabbYmg,ractioudemanicroue,/ue
< hose de mauvaisc grace. 1691 Tryon Wisd. Dictates
Pref. 2 The Grabling of the poor dark Spirit of Man after
I ruth. 1736 Ainswortii Lat. Diet. 1, A grabbling, eon-
treclalio.

Grabby (groe-bi). slang. A cavalry-man's term
for a foot-soldier.

1868 Whyte Melville While Rose 1. x. 121. I shouldn't
like to be a Crabby '..I'd rather be a private in the cavalry
than an officer in the regiment offeet f

Grace (gr<vls), sb. Also 4-^ gras'e. 4 grass,
greace). [a. F. grda-Pt., Sp. gratia, Pg. graca,
It. grazia, semi-popular a. L. gratia (1) pleasing
quality, attractiveness, (2) favour, goodwill, (3)
gratitude, thanks; {.grains pleasing' Cratf.eil!]

I. Pleasing quality, gracefulness.
1. The quality of producing favourable impres-

sions
; attractiveness, charm. Now usually with

more restricted application : The attractiveness or
charm belonging to elegance of proportions, or
(especially) ease and refinement of movement, ac-
tion, or expression, fin i6-ifth c.oceas. Pleasant-
ness of flavour.

1382 Wyclif Proi: i. 9 That ther be added grace to thin

GRACE.

j

hed. Ibid. xxii. n Who looueth clennesse of herte, for the

]

grace of his lippis shal han the king frend. 1390 Gowfr
;

Con/. III. 27 Her eyen..her nase .. her redde lippes eke,.
I All that he seeth is full of grace. 1530 Palsgr. 35 As it

I was first written in the Romant tonge, it hath a uiarveylous
grace. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. (1568; D iv b, They haue in

!

sauces a proper plesantnes by them selues or a peculiar
I grace as some speake nowe adayes. 1587 Holding De
\

A/ornay xi. 155 Without the blacke, the white could haue
no grace. .11625 Hi aim. & Fl. Custom Country u. i, My
Nephew.. Had been a happy man had he ne'er knowne
What's there in grace and fashion. 1661 Lovei.l Hist.
Anim.fy Min. -2-27 They are 1 est. .eaten hot, for if cold they

,
loose much of their grace. 1674 Playford Skill A/us. 1. it.

1

47 We use to say of a man that he sings with much Graced
or little Grace. 1693 DryDEN P.p. toCongtrre 19 All below
is strength, and all above is grace. 1698 — Motium. Maiden
Lady 8 Her limbs were formed with such harmonious
grace. 1709 Steele Tatler Xo. 04 r 1 It gives new Grace
to the most eminent Accomplishments. 1753 Hogarth
Anal. Beauty x. 52 There is only one precise serpentine
line that I call the line of grace. 1785 Reid 1'ntfll.Pmocr.i
vi». iv. (1803) 561 The last and noblest part of beauty is

grace. 1844 Disraeli Conmgshy vi. ii, Grace, indeed, is

beauty in action. 1870 H. Macmjllan Bible War//, ix. 186
\t is not possessed of showy-coloured flowers; but is dis-
tinguished for the grace of its foliage. 1871 R. Ellis
tr. Catullus iii. 1 Weep all men that have any grace about ye.
1875 Jowf.tt Plato (ed. 2) V. 15 The long speeches . . ha've
never the grace and harmony which are exhibited in the
earlier dialogues. 1888 Bryce A mer.Comnrn'. Ill.cvi.539
The Americans have gained more than they have lost by

I equality. I do not think the upper class lose?; in grace. 1890
j

rioi.DKFwoorj Col. Reformer (1891) 150 Miss Frankston rode
i

.. extremely well, and with an unconscious grace.

b. In a weaker sense: Secmline?s, beconiin^ness,
favourable or creditable aspect. Chiefly in a good
gf-ate

; hence a bad, an ill grace, an unbecoming
appearance. Now somewhat rare (cf. c).
a 1586S1UNEY Ai-cadia 11. (1590.) 175 The same word-; in

my Ladie 1'hilocleas mouth, as from one woman to another
,

(so as there were no other bodie by 1 might haue had a better
grace ; and perchance haue found a gentler receipt. 1667

1 Temple Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1731 II. 35 The first

Pace of the War being made in Flanders, loses all the good
Grace which the French endeavour'd to give their Invasion.

;

X71X Stf.fli-: Sped. Xo. 6*4 All which 'is supported by no
1

other Pretension, than that it is done with what we call a
good Grace, a 1715 P.ibnf.t Oivn Time (1823) I. 334 That
it would have a good grace in them to seem zealous for it.

rti75i Boun'grrokf (J.), They would have ill yrace in
denying it. 1833 Ht. Martinfau Vanderpnt ,y .V. v. S3
As soon as she could with any grace leave the company.
1856 Froi-of ///$/. Eng. (i858)'l. i. 35 Henry, .retired with
a good grace from an impossible position. 1856 Lever
Martins ofCro 1 M. 598 Incidents, .which came off with an
ill-grace on the table of a Court of Justice.

C. Hence
; with mixture of branch II), with agood

grace, with a show of willingness, as though pleased
to do so ; with a bad'or ill grace, with ill-concealed
reluctance, ungraciously.

1754 Hume Hist. Eng. {1761} I. viii. 170 P>ecket, though
with the worst grace imaginable, was induced to comply
with the royal mandate. 1778 Miss \j\sweiE\ Evelina (17941
II. 138 May I. .hope that you will pardon the ill-grace with
which I have submitted to my disappointment ? 1836
Backwoods Canada 17 When the tide fails cast anchor, and
wait with the best grace we can. Ibid. 74 With a marvel-
lous ill grace the men took up their oars when their load
was completed. 1858 Dickfns Lett. {1880) II. 81, I submit
with the worst grace possible.

f d. To do (a person, a tiling^ grace : to become,
reflect credit on, set in a good light, embellish; also,

to do honour to. So In grace of: in honour of. Obs.
1590 Shaks. Mids. X. iv. i. 139 They .. Came heere in

grace of our solemnity. 1596 — 1 Hen. IF, 11. i. 79 Troiens
that . .are content to doe the Profession some grace, c 1600— Sonn. xx viii, I tell the Day. . thou do'st him [the day] grace
when clouds doe blot the heauen. Ibid, exxxii, O, let it then
as well beseeme thy heart To mourne for me since mourning
doth thee grace. 1602 — Ham. 11. ii. 53 Thy selfe do grace
to them, and bring them in. 1806 Ci'MUeri.and Mem. 11807'
I. 155 Further to do me grace, he was pleased to put into
my hands a very, .elaborate report of his own drawing up.

2. An attractive or pleasing quality or feature,

f Formerly often in phrase goods and graces.
1340 Aycnb. 79 Zuyche guodes and zuiche graces wypoutp

doj> ofte kuead. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 91 No
woman shulde be proude of the goodesand graces that Gotl
hathe sent her. 1692 Drydf.x E.leonora Ded.,The nice touches,
which give the best resemblance, and make the graces of
the picture. 1741 Richardson Pamela (ed. 3) II. 257,
I never before saw so young a Lady shine forth with such
Graces of Mind and Person. 1749 Smou.ftt Regicide 1.

vi, Possess'd of ev'ry manly grace. 1798 Ff.rrtar Eng.
Historians 236 The affectation of unattainable graces only
adds distortion to clownishness. '836 Sir H. Taylor
Statesman xxxi. 237 It is a grace in flattery so to let fall

your compliments as that [etc. J. 1888 Bryce A mcr. Commii*.
I. vii. 97 Washington . . cultivates the graces and pleasures of
life with eminent success.

fb. quasi-roj/fV. Something that imparts beauty

;

an ornament; the part in which the beauty of a thing

consists. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. I', 11. Pro!. 28 By their hands, this

grace of Kings must dye. 1645 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 176
A noble piece of architecture, .which is the grace of the
whole Corso. 1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magick ix. vii. 238
Curl'd Hair seems to be no small Grace and Ornament to
the Head. 1700 Dryden Flower <5- Leaf-$i-$ A spreading
laurel stood. '1 he grace and ornament of all the wood,

e. A procedure, attitude, etc. adopted with a view
to grace. Obs. exc. in airs and ^rrtrwffciiffectations

of elegance of manners.
1607 Hifron IVks. I. 76 It is a common grace of some, to
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vse some words or sentences of scripture insteed of iests ana

prouerbs in their common talke. 1608 Rowlands Humors
Looking-Gl. 2i Then forth they goe after the drunken pace,

Which God he knowes was with a reeling grace. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xxxix, Old Sir Pitt, .chuckledat her

airs and graces, and would laugh by the hour together at

her assumptions of dignity and imitations of genteel life.

—8. Mus. An embellishment consisting of ad-

ditional notes introduced into vocal or instru-

mental music, not essential to the harmony or

melody. !Cf. grace-vote in sense 21 b.)

1657 R. LtGON Barbadocs (16731 12 No Graces, Double

Relishes, Trillos, Gropos, or Piano forte's, but plain as a

packstaff. 1659 C Simpson Division Viol. 9 Graces done

with the Fingers, are of two sorts: viz. smooth and

shaked. Ibid., In ascending, it makes that Grace which

we call a Plain-beat. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. I. 38
;

Those excellent Graces and Ornaments to the good manner

of singing, which we call Trills, Grupps [etc.]. 1806 Call-

cott Mus. Gram, vi.61 The principal Graces of Melody are

the Appoggiatura, the Shake, the Turn and the Heat. 1866

Engei. Nat. Mus. iii. no The bagpipe tunes of the Scotch

are full of graces. 1878 F. Taylor in Grove Diet. Mus. I.

43 The agremens or graces peculiar to Old English music.

4. Mythology. One of the sister-goddesses ( = L.

Grdtite, Gr. Xa/MTes) regarded as the bestowers of

beauty and charm, and portrayed as women of

exquisite beauty. Usually spoken of after Hesiod)

as three in number, Aglaia, Thalia, and Euphrosyne.

1579 SrENSER Sheph. Cat. Apr. 115 She shalbe a grace To
fyll the fourth place. 1590 — /'. (?. I. i. 48 And eke the

Graces seemed all to sing, Hymen To Hymen ! daunctng

all around. 1606 Shaks. Tr. * IV. I. ii. 257 Had I a sister

were a Grace, or a daughter a Goddesse, hee should take

his choice. 1624 Massinger Pari. Love 11. iii, To swear

that Venus leads The Loves and Graces from the Idalian

green. 1632 Milton VAllegro 15 Euphrosyne .. Whom
lovely Venus, at a birth, With two sister Graces more, To
ivy-crowned Bacchus bore. 1675 Cotton Burlesque upon

Burl. 108 Thy Mistress Venus, and the Graces. ,21721 Prior

Celia to Damon 46 On this forehead . .The Loves delighted,

and the Graces play'd. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 337 The
Graces too . . Felt each a mortal stab in her own breast. 1847

Tennyson Princ. 11. 13 The Muses and the Graces, group d

in threes, Enring'd a billowing fountain in the midst.

trims/. 1801 Mrs. Jane West Infidel Father I. 88 Lady
Languish, the beauty of the year . . softness, susceptibility,

and an affectation of weakness almost to fragility, were the

distinguishing traits of this reigning grace. 1830 J. G.

Strutt Sylva Brit. 53 These three graces of the forest form

a group within sight of the house. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eug.

Char. .1852) 40 The three black graces—law, physic, and

divinity., claim her successively as their own. x886Ruskin

Prtfterita I. 322 [Taglioni] the Grace of her century.

5. The graces ( = F. le jen ties graces) : a game

played with hoops and pairs of slender rods, so

called (according to Littre because it develops

graceful movement of the arms.
" One of the players takes a hoop upon two rods, held one

in each hand ; he then draws the rods rapidly across each

other, with the effect of sending the hoop into the air to be

caught by another player on his pair of rods.

1842 A. Combe Princ. Physiol, (ed. 11) 185 The play

called the graces is also well adapted for expanding the

chest, and giving strength to the muscles of the back. 1855

in Ogilvie, Suppl. [1871 M. Collins Mrq. tj Merclt. 111.

vii. 189 The younger members, .were laughing over a game
of les Graces.]

IX Favour.

6. Favour, favourable or benignant regard or its

manifestation (now only on the part of a superior) ;

favour or goodwill, in contradistinction to right or

obligation, as the ground of a concession. Some-

what arch, f Ofgrace : as a matter of favour and

not of right, t In grace of: in favour of, for the

benefit of. (Cf. sense 14.)
c 1275 Lay. 6616 Ware he mihte of his men eni grace finde.

a 1300 Cursor M. 542s If i [Jacob, addressing Joseph] euer

fand grace wit be. c: 1330 R. Hrunne Chron. (1810) 62

Harold . . had be kyngeT grace. 1362 I.asgl. /'. PI. B.

xii. 114 If men it wol aske . . and bidden it of grace.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 34 He moste get grace of him and

leve to go. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxliii. 293 The kyng
for hir manfulnesse and of his grace toke hir quarel in to his

honde. a 1533 Ld. Bf.rsf.rsGWA *fe M. A urel. ( 1 546) B b,

They haue rather merited pardon by theyr ignoraunces,

then praysyng or grace by theyr wysedome. 1577 FEHTOH
Gold. F.pist. 195 Alexander Seuerus published a lawe in

grace of the Christians. 1590 Sfenser F.Q. 1. ix. 39 Is not

great grace to helpe him over past, Or free his feet that in

the myre sticke fast? 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. ix. § 3

Through meere voluntarie grace or beneuolence. 1623

Massinger DA: Milan iv. ii. All the grace I hitherto have

done you was bestowed With a shut hand. 1652 H. Cogan

tr. Sender/s Ibrahim ill. v. 108 Having received it of grace

from the hand of your enemy. 1677 Dryden Prol. Cure 28

Perhaps, if now your grace you will not grudge He may grow-

up to write, and you to judge. 1700 — Flcnver fy Leaf 59S

Of her grace she gave her maid to know The secret meaning

of this moral show. 1709 Prior Imit. Anacreon, The Herd

of Criticks I defie. . Regardless oftheir Grace.or Spight. 1821

Scott Kenilw. xvii, The marks ofgrace which Elizabeth from

time to timeshewed to young Raleigh. 1878 M. A. Brown
Xadesehda 56 Prince Wladmir looked with grace Upon_lhc

old and tried retainer. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 409 '2 The
Treasury, though professing to make some acknowledg-

ment by way of grace for inventions adopted by the Crown,

has [etc.]. 1891 Law Rep.. Weekly Notes 78/1 The appli-

cants came to the Court for an act of grace, and they

must take it on proper terms.

b. Said with reference to God. (See also 11 a.)

c 1175 Lam* /Lorn. 49 Godalmihtin haueS isceaweS us

wel muchele grace, a 1300 Cursor M. 17095 God. .send us

space al of his grace, ur wranges here to right. (1330
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King of Tars 910 . orth wente Sir Cleophas, To the court

thorw godes gras. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <r Lim. Mon.

xii. (1885)139 God..gyffhym grase to augmente is reaume.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. II. (1882) i How farre purpose

you to trauell this way by the grace of God ? 1585 T.

Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. xvn. vii. 40 b, Untoo the

seconde time, in which lyf God give me grace 1
shalbe

described [etc.]. 1655-61 Walton A ngler iv. (ed. 3) 76 A
grace of God He give you a Sillibub of new Verjuice. 1864

Tennyson En.Ard. 190 Annie, this voyage by the grace of

God Will bring fair weather yet to all of us. 1872 A. Lang
Ball. 4- Lyr. Old France 11 Mock not at us that so feeble

be, But pray God pardon us out of His grace.

C. Hence in phrase by the grace of God (tr. L. Dei

gratia), appended to the formal statement of the

titles of sovereigns, and formerly also of ecclesias-

tical dignitaries ;
perh. with mixture of sense 1 1 a.

1495 in Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 55 James, be the

grace of God kinge of Scottis. c 1532 Dv Wes lntrod. Fr.

in Palsgr. 1019 Henry by the grace of God lyveng kyng

victorious [etc.]. 1611 Bible Ded., lames by the grace of

God King of Great Britaine. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 1.

ii, Louis, King by the Grace of God.

f d. Save your grace : an apologetic phrase =
' may it not displease you ',

' by your leave '. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Mclil: f 104 Whereas ye seyn that alle

wommen lieen wikke, Saue youre grace certes ye despisen

alle wommen in this wyse. c 1400 Mavndev. IKoxb.) XX. 92

After my feble witte me thinke, saue bnire grace, bat it es

mvkill mare.
t

e. By grace of: by virtue of. 'thanks to .

1852 Brimley Ess., Esmond 259 The Chevalier St. George

. .misses being James the Third . . by grace of his own ex-

ceeding baseness.

ff. Hard grace: displeasure, ill-will, severity.

;See also sense 10.) Obs.
'
c 1384 Chaucer II. Fame 111. 496 This Eolus, with harde

grace, Held the wvndes in distresse. c 1386 Sompn. T.

520 Lo sires quod the lord with harde grace Who herd euere

ofswichathynger now'/ — Can. Yam. Prel. tr T. 636 This

chanoun took his cole with harde grace.

7. The condition or fact of being favoured, f In

%race, in favour 'obs.). t (-4 person's] grace, good

"grace (obs.), now only, after Fr. idiom, (a person's)

good graces: (his) favour and good opinion.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 24 That he stonde welle and

cler in the kynggez grace, c 1477 Caxton Jason 64 b,

Ye shewe well howe that aboue all other ye haue me
in your grace. c 1489 — Blanchardyn xii. 153 And how-

he was in her goode grace, and she lyke wyse in his. 1586

Puttenham Eug. Poesie 1. vi. (Arb.) 27 This [the custom

of Princes] brought the ryming Poesie in grace. 1596

Drayton Leg. Pref., In Pierce of Gaveston there is given to

the Minions, and Creatures of Princes, a very faire warning,

to use their Grace with their Royall Patrons, modestly. 1599

Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 32 Till all graces be in one woman,

one woman shall not come in my grace. c 1620 1 1.etcher

False One 11. i, The red Pharsalian feilds.. Where killing

was in grace, and wounds were glorious. 1670 Cotton

Espernon III. x. 498 He would not however in return offer

him his good Graces. [Sideitote] Not otherwise to be rendred

without spoiling the sense. 1672 Dryden Man: a la Mode

II. i, A gentleman . . who understands the grand monde so

well . . may pretend to the good graces of a lady. 1675

Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. no A sprightly young lady, much in

the good graces of the family. I7II STEELE Sftct. No. 767-4

The Men themselves shall think thus meanly or greatly of
; themselves, as they are out or in the good ( Iraces of a Court.

1727 C01.DHN /list. fnd. Nations 112 Adario . .
resolved .

.
to

• recover the good Graces of the French. 1757 Footed ullwr

I. Wks. 1799 I. 133 The booksellers have .. refused to employ

me; you, Sir, I hear, are in their graces. 1855 Macaulay
;

Hist. Eng. xii. III. 221 The one who had the largest share of

James's good graces seems to have been Cartwright. 1858

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 11. xiii. (1865) I. 124 Their progress.. in

the grace of Karl, was something extraordinary. 1875 Jow ETT

Plato (ed 2) III. 304 These gentlemen . do not seem to lie in

your good graces." 1882 Ma,;,.: Mag. XI.VI. 65. 2 The band

..and the guard of honour ..ran each other hard for the first

place in the islanders' good graces.

8. An instance or manifestation of favour ;
a

favour conferred on or offered to another.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6505 He ICanute] . . bo3te on be vaire

grace f>at vr louerd him sende. 13. . Guy Warn: (A. 1 1058

He . . bonked god of bat gras. 1390 Goweh ( on/. 1 I L 37

Sithe it so is, that I.azar may nought do me this. .1 wolde

pray an other grace. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. II, 1 noli

hast a fayre grace of me this daye, that I shold rescowe the.

1603 Knoli.es Hist. r*nb(l6at)4S Andromcus.. proudly

rejected the graces offred. 1659 B. Harris Pimvaft Iron

Age 101 This Peace was received by all the Subjects of the

King, as a special! grace sent them from God. 1859

Tennyson Elaine 381 Do me this grace, my child, to have

my shield In keeping till I come. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus

Ixvi. 71 A grace I here implore thee, if any Word should

offend

.

b. An exceptional favour granted by some one in

authority, a privilege, a dispensation. Obs. cxc.

Hist. Expeclative grace (see Expf.ct ative a. 1 a I.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5128 If thou scape yit, atte laste, Fro

Love .. Certeyn, I holde it but a grace. 1554 Act t .y 2

Phil ,?• M. c. 8 § 33 Dispensations and Graces given by such

Order as the publick Laws of the Realm then approved.

1587 Fifming Contn. Holinshrd III. 3622 1 he highest

pontile or bishop granted these foresaid graces to father

Robert Persons & Edmund Campion. 1651 Homes
Leviath. (1810) 30 The benefit which a sovereign bestoweth

on a subject, for fear of some power and ability he hath to

do hurt to the commonwealth, are not properly rewards
;
for

they are not salaries . . nor are they graces. 1697 Dryden

ASneidvi. 196 But, to return and view the chearful hkies,

..To few great Jupiter imparts this Grace. 1777 Burke

Let. Affairs Amer. Wks. III. 165 To protect the kings

loyal subjects, and to grant to them, .the common rights of

men, by the name of graces? 1824 Svn. Smith H ks.

GRACE.

(1859) II. 55/2 Charles I. took a bribe of 120,000/. from his

Irish subjects, to grant them what in those days were called

Graces, but in these days would be denominated the

Elements of Justice. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I.

vi. 339 It was resolved to announce certain intended graces

in the speech from the throne. 1848 Wharton Law Lex.,

Grace, a faculty, license or dispensation. 1878 Lecky Eng.

in iZth C. II. vi.'iis These Graces, the Irish analogue of

the Petition of Rights.

fc. Permission to do something ;
leave. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26285 pan mai his biscop do him grace,

wijf to tak wijt hir to Hue. c 1400 Rom. Rose ^cBor\o man
mo into this place Of me to entre shal have grace, c 1400

Destr. Troy 826 Wold ye graunt me your grase goodly to

wende, I wold boune me to batell. 14. . Sir Bates (Pynsoni

i379+9There shal no man haue grace. .Agaynst my wyl to

lye me by Nor do me shame nor velany !

f d. A mark of divine favour, a mercy. Obs.- 1

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxii. 31 It was a fayre grace

that the Kynge had nat ben taken.

f e. A gratuity or ' douceur '. Obs.

1769 S. Peterson Another Trav. II. 144 An English

coachman, postboy, or waterman, generally expects some

grace from the passengers, over and above his fare.

9. In University language, a. t Originally, a

dispensation, granted by the Congregation of a Uni-

versity or by some Faculty in it, from some of the

statutable conditions required for a degree. As in

the English universities the full performance of

such conditions ceased to be enforced, the ' grace

'

came to be an essential preliminary to any degree.

Hence the word has now the sense : b. The leave

of Congregation to take a degree, e. Other

decrees of the Governing Body, being very often

dispensations from the permanent statutes, were

sometimes styled graces, and at Cambridge every

such decree is called a Grace of the Senate, d. In

mod. use, the term is also applied to the permission

which a candidate for a degree is required to obtain

from his College or Hall.

14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 7 19, '41 Nomina domorum et

rerum ecclesiasticarum, Hec gracia, a grace. 1529 Act

21 Hen. VIII, c. 13 § 12 Doctours, and Bachelers of

Dyvynyte [etc.] which shalbe admytted to any of the said

Degrees by any of the Unyversitees of this Realme and

nat" by Grace onely. 1573 Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 2

Mr. Nuce was requestid to put up our graces the next

morning. 1623 in Crt. tf Times Jas. I (1849) II. 4^8

They say, it was a stolen congregation, and yet he got

his grace but by three votes. 1665 J. Buck in G. Peacock

Stat. Cambridge (18411 A pp. B. 66 Then a Bedel carnetli

all the Graces that passed unto the Proctors. 1709 Hearne
Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 294 His grace was denied. 1741

in Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 280 Every L nder-

graduate of the Foundation before his Grace is proposed,

shall be examined publicly. 1841 G. Peacock Stat. Cam-

bridge 21 When graces were submitted by the chancellor

to the approbation of the senate, the proctors collected

the votes and announced the decision. 1882 L. Campbell

Life Maxwell xii. 348 The Chair of Experimental Physics

in the University of Cambridge was founded by a Grace of

the Senate on 9th. Feb. 1871. 1887 Cambridge Univ.

Calendars Except supplicats for degrees.no Grace can be

offered to the Senate without three days previous notice.

1898 Oxford Univ. Calendar 73 [Conditions required for

degrees] The Grace or consent of the Candidate's College

or Hall., and of Congregation, which depend upon his con-

duct and character. .

trausf. 1600 Holland Livy XXII. x. (1609)437 In this

forme of wordes was the bill propounded unto the people.

Pleaseth it you, that this g/ace may passe and the thing

done with your assent in this wise ?

flO. The share of favour allotted to one by

Providence or fortune; one's appointed fate,

destiny, or lot; hap, luck, or fortune (good or

bad) . Hardgrace, evilgrace, a sorry grace : (a stroke

of) ill luck (cf. sense 6f). Obs.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 7492 Jut waswillames grace bulke

day so god pat he nadde no wounde. 13.. Coerde L. 2

Lord Jesus . . Suche grace and vyclorye Thou sente to

Kyng Rychard. c 1320 Senyu Sages (W.) 658 lor that

schild, that naked was, Mani bade th'empence evel gras !

CJ330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810I 181 Richard oste forth

ran & grace bifor him ford, Auht jornes he wan with 111

be Sarazins lond. Philip hat ber lay to spede had he

no grace. 13 .. Gaw. e, Gr. Knt. 2480 Wylde wayez

be worlde Wowen now ridez, On Gryngolet, bat t>e

ace hade geten of his lyue. C1374 Chaucer 7 roylus 1.

blow this folk a sory grace, c 1386— Can. ] com. I rot. J12

Peter ! quod he, god yeve it harde grace. C1400 Ywatne

* Gaw. 687 A faire grace yit fel him swa, Al if it smate his

hors in twa, And his spors of aither hele, 1 hat himself passed

so wele. C1450 Lonelich Grail lv. 486 Pellean thai

thorwgh bothe hypes I-Maymed was atte bataylle Of Rome,

swich was his gras. 'ic 1475 Sqr. lo-.ve Degre 176 "i e musl

. .ryde through'many a peiyllous place, As a yenterous man

to seke your grace. 1513 More Rich. Ill « ks 35/1 fcliza-

belh, whose fortune and grace was after to bee Queue

I53S Stewart Cron. Scot. (185SI I. 9 In than passage [they]

inony pen-ell fand. .Sic wes thair grace 3.t
half tha chapit

all i«6l Child-Marriages 80 Further beynge demaundid

why she did . . play the hoore : she answens • her grace was

no better '. .»! Shaks. Two Gent. in. I. 146, I -
Doe curse

the grace, that with such grace hath blest them.

11. In scriptural and theological language.

a. (t\\so the grace of God orfreegrace). Thefree

and unmerited favour of God as manifested in the

salvation of sinners and the bestowing of blessings.
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Doctrines of grace : by Calvinists applied esp. to

the doctrines ot election, predestination, etc. For
Covenant, Dispensation, Throne of grace, see the

respective words.
<t izzs Leg-- Hath. 298 He .. of his grace makeS hum bset

ha beon echo, a 1300 Cursor M. BIOS? pe grace o godd es

gret and gode. c 1300 Harrow, licit 241 Loverd, for thi

muchele grace, Graunte us in heovene one place ! 1382
Wyclif Titus ii. 11 The grace of God . . hath append to

alle men, teehinge [etc.]. c 1450 .SV. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1009
pe grace ofgod him calde barto. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 306 Holding that they are saved by Merit, without
Law or Grace. 1675 Baxter Cath. Thcol. n. 1. 263 Is there

anything that more, .destroyeth the honour of free grace.

1781 COWTU Expostul. 213 But grace abused brings forth

the foulest deeds. 1863 A. Ralkich QuietRestingPi. viii.

11865) 145 Grace .. the free and unmerited favor of God.
1875 Manning Mission 11. Ghost ii. 35 The word grace
signifies the free and gratuitous operation of God.

Tl Used for: The source of <;raee, God.
1601 Shaks. A Its Well 1. iii. 226, I will tell truth by grace

it self I sweare. Ibid. 11. i. 163. 1605 — Macb. v. viii. 72
This, .by the Grace of Grace, We will performe.

b. The divine influence which operates in men
to regenerate and sanctify, to inspire virtuous im-
pulses, and to impart strength to endure trial and
resist temptation. Often spoken of as the grace

of God\ of our Lord, of the Holy Spirit, or as im-

parted through the sacraments; also, in Roman
Catholic use, as proceeding from the Virgin Man.
Used with many defining words, usually translations from

scholastic Latin. Prevenient grace : the grace which pro-

duces the repentance and faith without which the grace
ofjustification cannot be received. Sufficient grace', ihe

grace which (merely) renders the soul capable ofperforming
a supernatural act, in contradistinction to efficacious grace,
the grace which really effects the end for which it is given.

For means of grace, saving grace, see Means, Saving
{•pi. a. The grace ofOrders <see quot. 18691.

c izoo Vices # Virtues 23 Durh godes grace pu lies hafst

forsaken. < 1220 Bestiary 119 Durg grace off lire drigtin.

a 1225 St. Marker. 2 pe grace of hen holi gost. a 1240
Lofsoug in Colt. Horn. 207 Ich lialsi pe pet 3u bi-seche him
. . burh be grace of fnlnht. a 1300 Leg, Rood (1871) 32 To
Salomon heo com. . J>oru grace bat our lord hire }ef. a 1340
Hamfole Psalter xix. 6 llkan..pat is enoynt with be grace
of be halygaat. 1382 Wyclif 3 Cor. xiii. 14 The grace of
oure Lord Ihesu Crist.. be with 30U alle. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xlvii. 85 Is non but grace of God I wiss, That can in

aewth considdir thiss. 1535 Covbrdale Acts xviii. 27 lie

helped them moch which beleued thorow grace. 1538 Bale
Thre Laivcs 824 Whan we went to Heryc And to our lady of
grace. 1591 Shaks. i lien. VI, v. iv. 40 Chosen from aboue
By inspiration of Celestial! Grace. 1678 Barclay Apol.
Quakers (18411 284 The way whereby Christ helpeth,

assisteth, and worketh with us is by his grace. 1*1700
Dkyden Creator Spirit 13 Plenteous of grace, descend from
high. 1738 WESLEY Psalms v. ii, On Thee, O God of Purity,

I wait for hallowing Grace. 1841 BNES8 Bunsen in Hare
Life II. i. 18 That you may have grace to make the use in-

tended of the present bitter dispensation. 1869 Haddan
Apost. Succ. i. (1879* J 3 A belief in the grace of Orders

;

i. e. in the necessity, and in the spiritual effectiveness, of a
proper formal ordination. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt\'
Cap 226 They wanted faith. .The many get their grace and
go their way Rejoicing.

e. The same regarded as a permanent force,

having its seat in the soul.

e 1325 Song Passion 52 in 0, E. Misc. (1872) 19S Marie ful

of grace. 1340 Ham polk Pr. Consc. ion For ilk man sal

hate par a place To wone ay in ioy, bat here has grace.

1382 Wyclif Luke i. 28 The aungel gon yn to hir seide,

Heil, ful of grace. 1634 Cannk Xecess. Se/ar. (1849) I 35
In cases of this nature, grace is best tried. 1684 BuNYAN
Pilgr. II. 123 There is no Grace, where there is no fear of

God. 1707 Nokkis Treat. Humility iii. 158 By grace . . I

understand .. the inward operation of God's spirit super-

naturally assisting our natural faculties. 1821 WoBDSW.
Souu., ling. Reformers in Exile, Blest Is he who can, by
help of grace, enthrone The peace of God within his single

breast ! 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 2 They realised life

as a long wrestling with unseen and invincible forces of

grace, election and fore-destiny.

Personified. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxii. 113 With greit-

ing glaid be than come Grace, With wourdis sweit saying
to me. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 30 Umpire in the strife That
Grace and Nature have to wage through life.

d. The condition of one who is under such divine

influence. More fully a state of grace. Also in

tofallfrom grace (see Fall v. i c).

1382 Wyclif Cat. v. 4 3e that ben Justified in the lawe han
fallen awey fro grace. 150020 Dunbar Poems lxxiii. 13
Bend up thy saill, and win thy port of grace. 1502 Ord.
Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 1. vi. 51 These holy persons
the whiche . . were deed in the estate of good grace. 1632
LmiGow Trav. 1. 7 The flying from evil, is a flying to grace.

1643 [Angiek] Lane. Vail. Achor 12 Many of them have
proved practicall Arminians, practising falling from Grace.

1754 Sherlock Disc. viii. I. 247 For all the Children of

God are in a state ofGrace. 1852 Robertson Led. Ef>. Cor.
xlvi. (1S63) 34s A state of grace is the state in which all

men are, who have received the message of salvation which
declares God's goodwill towards them.

e. An individual virtue or excellence, divine in

its origin. Also in phr. to have the grace (to do
something) : cf. sense 13 b.

1303 R. Brunne llandl. Synnc 26 Sypyn of be twelue
poyntes of shryfte And of be twelue gracys of here ^yfte.

c 1340 Cursor M. 10062 perfore is she called in places Modir
of pite and of graces. 1537 Inst. Clir. Man in Formul.
Faith (1856) 49 Gifts and graces I knowledge and profess

that they proceed from this Holy Spirit, a x6a8 Pkestox
Effectual Faith (1631) 112 There ts no grace that God
gives but he hath tryals for it afterward. 1641 Hindi.
j. Bruen xxx\v. 108 They that have the grace to live unto

the Lord, shall never [etc.]. 1642 Rogers Naatitan Ep.
Ded. 1 The Graces of Selfe-deuiall and Faith are like those

two pillars of lachin and Boa/. 1844 1axu.\rd A ngto-Sa.i

.

Ch. (1858I II. 1. 14 The dignity and graces of the priesthood
were conferred by prayer. 1852 Robertson Led. Ep. Cor.

.\xv. (1863) 1S3 A grace is that which has in it some moral
quality. 1875 E. White Life in Christ in. x.\. (1876) 294
It leads to a general acknowledgement of worldly virtues as
Christian graces.

12. Year of grace : a year as reckoned from the

birth of Christ, arch.
[After med. L. anno gratis, used by chroniclers (e. g. Ger-

vase of Canterbury a 1200) ; cf. annosahttis, Anno Domini.]

1297 R. GlouC Rolls' 7838 Po deide he in pe Mr of grace
a pousend..& four score &. seuene. 1303 R. Brunne
Jfandl, Synne 3 pe yeres of grace fyl pan to be A bousynd
and pre nundrede and pre. 1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls)

V. 363 The }ere of grace seven hondred 5cre and fiftene,

1477 Earl Rivers iCaxton) Dictes 1 The yere of grace a
thousand, CCCC. Ixxiij. 1603 Knoli.es ///a"/, Turks 36 He
departed the thirteenth of February in the yeare of Grace
1163. 1897 Literature 11 Dec. 233/2 At the present year of
grace we have had published but ten of these parts.

13. In senses transf. or weakened from 1 1

.

fa. In things: Beneficent virtue or efficacy.

Grains ofgrace : seeds endowed with some whole-

some quality. Obs.

a 1300 A". Horn 571 pe stones beob of suche grace, .bat bu
ne schaltin none place Of none duntes beon ofdrad. ? it 1366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 1099 ^'h l 'ie stoon hadde suche a grace,

That he was siker in every place, c 1450 Holland ttoxvlat

iii, Granes of grace, Mendis and medicyne for uiciniis all

neidis. 1592 Shaks. Rom. .y Jul. n. iii. 15 O mickle i-> the

powerful 1 grace that lies In Plants. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. iii. 13 The workes of God
haue i.I know nut what) secret and hidden grace and vertve.

b. In persons: Virtue; an individual virtue;

sense of duty or propriety; esp. in phrase A? have

the grace (to do something) : cf. sense 1 1 e.

1530 Compeud. Treat. (1863) 56 They have no grace
one to beware of another. 1591 Shaks. Two Cent. v. iv.

165, I think the Hoy hath grace in him, he blushes.

1600 — A. V. L. 111. iv. 2 Haue the grace to consider, that

teares do not become a man. 1605 — Mac/', iv. iii. 91 The
King-becoming Graces, As Instice, Verity (etc.). 1652-62

HeyUN Cosmogr. hi. 1x673) 60/2 For matters of Religion
the People of this Land were priviledged above all others,

had they had the grace to make good use of it. 1667 Pepys
Diary 30 Dec, Captain Cocke . . would have borrowed
money of me ; but I had the grace to deny him. 1706

Stanhope Paraphr. III. 444 Only One poor Samaritane of

the whole Number had the Grace to come back, c 1780 Parh
in K. H. Barker Parriana I1829) II. 101 Markham shewed
some grace in his neutrality. 1781 Cowilk Expostul. 79 They
had the grace in scenes of peace to show The virtue they had
learned in scenes of woe. 1816 ScOTT Antiq. vi, He blushes
again, which is a sign of grace. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg.
in. Square in front Cathedral 78 In the church . . will be
represented a Miracle-Play ; and I hope you will all have
the grace to attend. 1892 Stevenson Across the Plains 14,

I put my patronage away for another occasion, and had the

grace to be pleased with that result.

14. Favour shown by granting a delay in the

performance of an action, or the discharge of an
obligation, or immunity from penalty during a

specified period ; as in a day's, fortnight's, mo-
ment's, etc. grace. Year of Grace (at the Uni-

versities: see quot. 1726). 7 1me ofgrace, a close

time (for beasts of the chase ). Day ofgrace Thcol.),

the. period allowed for repentance.
1711 Hearne Collect. tO. H. S.) III. 126 Mr. Greenwood

had a year's Grace. 1726 Amhekst Terras Fit. xl. 212 When
a college-living falls, the person chosen to succeed . . is

allow'd a year of grace (as it is call'di, at the end of which
he must resign either his living or his fellowship, as he
thinks best. 1801 Steutt Sports ff Past. 1. i. 17 The time
ofgrace begins at M idsummer, and lasteth to Holyrood-day.
1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xxu. IV. 775 A fortnight's

grace was allowed. 1859 Tennvson Elaine 68i Rut he
pursued her, calling, ' Stay a little ! One golden moment's
grace !' 1878 J. P. Hopps Jesus x. 38 Your long day of
grace is gone. 1895 Marie Corelli Sorrows Satan v.

(1897) 53, I give you a day's grace to decide.

"b. Coram. Days of'grace , the period (in England

3 days) allowed by law for the payment of a bill

of exchange, after the expiration of the term for

which it is drawn. Similarly, the period allowed
for the payment of a premium of insurance or the
like, after the date at which it is said to be due.
In present practice, the dale at which a bill is said to be

due is the last of the ' days of grace '. Thus a bill payable
* 60 days after sight ' is due un England) oh the 63rd day
after acceptance, and if it is discounted the discount is cal-

culated to that day.
a 1731 Die Foe Eng. Tradesman (17.52) 1. xxv. 360. 1767

Hi.ACKSTONE Comm. II. 469. 1780 T. JeI'Iekson Corr.
Wks. 1859 I. 261, I suppose, that your drafts in favor of
tlic quarter-master, if attended with sixty days' grace, may
be complied with to a certain amount. 1809 R. Langi okd
Introd. Trade is They have the. .allowance of three days
grace for payment. 1848 Whakion Law Lex., Grace, days
of. . . It was originally a gratuitous favour, .but custom has
rendered it a legal right. 1849 Freese Comm. Class-ck. 27
1 Days of grace :'. .in Brazil when the word preciso is not
added . . 15 days are allowed on inland bills, and 6 days on
foreign bills. 1866 Crump Banking v. 103 The * grace'
allowed upon bills varies considerably in different countries.

15. Mercy, clemency; hence, pardon or forgive-

ness. Now rare or arch.
1297 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 11818 Wiboute eni grace he sus-

pendede echone [of the bishops], c 1375 Lay Folks Mass
Bk. (MS. B) 81 Gyue me grace & forguenes of my mys-dede.
( 1386 CuAL'iEK Doctor's T. 236 Goode fader shal I dye? Is

ther no grace? is ther no remedye '/ 1411 Rolls of Partt.

III. 650/2 Wherof I beseke vow of grace and mercy. 1462

J. Russe in Paston Lett. No. 460 II. 113 The Lord Sum-
myrset had wrelyn to hym to come to grace. 1559 Mirr.
Mag., Dk. Suffolk xxv, There was no grace, but I must
loose my head. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 216 Syne
hangit hie but grace vpon the Gallous. 1613 H kyuood Silrer
Age 1. i. Wks. 1874 III. 86 [Thou] Stand st at our grace, a
captiue. 1652 H. Cogan tr. Scuderys Ibrahim til. i. 34
Soliman. .swore he would punish him.. though my Master
employed all his power to obtain his grace. . Seresbeg's Wife
and Children . . humbly besought him to grant them the

grace of her Husband and their Father. 1667 Milton P. L.
I. 111 To bow and sue for grace With suppliant knee. 1718
Hickes & Nelson J. Kettlewctl n. xxxviii. 145 That they
might not Reject the King's Grace, .freely offered. 1842
Macaulay Lays Ane. Rome, Horatius lvii, ' Now yield

thee ', cried Lars Porsena, ' Now yield thee tu our grace '.

1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1S76) I. App. 749 UK, finding

himself forsaken of all men, asks for grace.

Proverb, 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867)8 In space comth
grace, a 1553 Uuall Roystcr D. 111. iii. (Arb.) 47.

b. Act of grace : a formal pardon, spec, a five

and general pardon, granted by Act of Parliament.
(The phrase also occurs under sense 6.)

1648 Eikou Bas. ix. 53 Is this the reward and thanks 1 am to

receive for those manie Acts of Grace I have lately passed '.'

1655 Fru.hK Ch. Hist. ix. vi. § 12 Seventy priests .. were,
by one act of Grace, pardoned, and sent o\er beyond sea.

1729 < ;. Jacob Lazu Did. s.v., Acts of Grace. 1827 Hallam
Const. Hist. 11876.1 III. xy. 114 In the next [parliament 1

William took the matter into his own hands by bending
down an act of grace. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VI. .\H,\.

105 He also celebrated his victory by an act of grace.

16. a. In his, her, your, my lord's, the king's,

etc. (good) grace, serving as a complimentary peri-

phrasis lor he, she, you, etc. Obs. exc. arch,
c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 1870 To his lord he went a past,

And broght him tithinges from hir goode grace. 1481
Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 117 And yf your good grace will

ony thyng late me bane knowleche of it. 1529 Alward
Let. to Cromwell in Cavendish Life IVolsey (1827) 4S7 My
lords grace went again into the kyngs highnes beyng then
in his pryvie chamber. 1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 316, 1 No
man maibee admitted into his seruice e.\cepte that hee first

sweare to bee an enemy vino the kyngs grace of Kugland.
1559 Am'. Hetme in Strypc Ann. Ref. I. App. vi. (1824

405 The lord Cardinal! Poles good grace 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, v. iii. 33 A goodly prize, fit fur the diuels grace.

1605 in (rt. cS- Times Jas. I (1S48J I. 39 The rebels came
but two hours too late to have seized upon the person of my
Lady Elizabeth's grace. 1830 Gen. I'. Thompson Exerc.
' 1842,1 I. 317 If the Kim; wants a yacht, or Her Majesty's
Grace would like a few acres of real lace.

b. A courtesy-title now only given to a duke,

a clucliuss, or an archbishop. Formerly used in ad-

dressing a kiny or queen. Cf. G. Jitter Gnaden.']
Now usually written with capital.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems li.\. 14 v'ur Grace beseik I of
remeid. 1549 Latimkk 6th Serin, bef. F.div. VI (Arb.) 15S

{headings Sermon . . whych lie preached before the kynge--

Maiasty wyth in hys Graces Palaice at Westminster. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 19 God saue thy Grace, Maiesty
I should say. 1602 — Ham. in. iv. 3 Tell him. your Graee
hath scree'nd, and stoode betueeiie Much heate, and him.
1605 CAMDEN Rem. Surnames 138 As for Grace, it beganne
about the time of Henry the fourth. Excellent Grace vnder
Henry the sixt. 1630 Wadsworth PUgr. vii. 75 Intelli-

gence was giuen to the Archbishops Giace of Canterbury.
1639 Eakl TBAQUAIR in Hamilton Papers (Camden) 97 To
the Marquis of Hamilton. Pleas your Grace. 1687 DrYDI.n
Ep. to Sir G. Etherege 75 His Grace of lhicks has made
a farce. 1711 Swift frnl. Stella z8 Dec., We have given
his grace some hopes to be one of our Socieiy. 1780 Cowi'ER
Prog>: Err. 105 Will Avarice, .give phiee. Charmed by the

sounds—'Your reverence' or 'Your grace'? 1824 Bvron
Juan xvi. xxxiv, Her Grace replied, his Grace was rather
pain'd [etc.]. 1844 Diska 1x1 Coningsby 1. i, Let me present tu

your Grace—Mr. Coningsby. 1872 Earl Pkmbkokl: it G. H.
Kingslev -V. Sea Bubbles viii. aai The daintiest Aldcrney
in her grace's fancy dairy.

17. Hc-nce + a. The high position or dignity ul

an arehbishojs etc. [ph.). b. in the nonce-verb.

To ' Your grace ^ a person).
1631 Wkkver Ane. Funeral Mon. 224 A Doctor of the

Canon Law, who by degrees came to this Metropolitan
Grace of Canterbury. Ibid. 309 To forsake his pontilicall

Grace and Dignitie. 1862 Tennyson Let. to Dk. ofArgyll
Feb., If you call me Mr Tennyson any longer, I think that

I must Your-grace you till the end of the chapter.

f 18. a. In the names of some plants : [a) Grace

of God --Y. Gratia Dei], species of Hypericum,
esp. H- perforatum

; (£) Geranium pratense; (c)

Oral tola officinalis ;
(d) see quot. 1607) ; {e) Herb

(of) Grace (see llEKb-GBACE';. Obs.

1597 Gerarde Herbal II. clxvih. 467 Hedge Hyssope i-

called in Latin.. Gratia Dei, or the Grace of God. Ibid.

Table Eng. Names. Grace of God, or S.Johns Grasse. 1607

ToPSELL Fonrf. Beasts 126 Elapho[bo]sci(iu : (that is, as

some call it Harts eye, others Hart-thorne, or grace of

God, others wtlde Ditany).

fb. Grace of God (tr, mcd.l.. gratia Dei, : a

composition used as a plaster. Obs.

c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich' 189-190.

III. +10.//, Thanks, thanksgiving. Also to

do, give, make, render, yield graces. Cf. F, rendre

graces, L. gralias agere. Obs.

138a Wyclif i Cor. x. 30 Therfore if 1 take part with
grace, what am I blasfemyd, for that I do graces or

thankyngis? , 1386 Chaucer Melt'b. f 838 Yeldynge graces

and thankynges to hir lord Melibee. a 1400-50 Alexander
5394 Makis he gracis to his goddis. 1480 Canton Ovid's
Met. x. vi, Venus, ry£nt puissante lady, I adoure, thanke.

and rendre graces. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 438 b 2 He toke breed

121 - -2



GRACE. 3:JK GRACEFULLY.
«S; \ ddyng graces to god the fader brosyd and gaue it to Mb
dyscyples. a 1533 I.i> Mi.RNEKsGV/rf'. lik. M. Aurel. U546)
stg, I, I . .gyue great graces to my goddesofmy good happe.

20. 'Till the 161I1 c. almost exclusively //.

in sing, sense; now only sing.) A short prayer
cither asking a blessing before, or rendering thanks

after, a meal. Frequent in phrase to say graee[s.
'i 1225 After. R. 44 Owcr graces .. biuore mete 8; efter

. . & mid le miserere goS biuoren ower weouede & ende3
3er be graces. t 1330 R. Krunne Chron. Watt (Rolls)

16086 pe borde was leyd, \>e clob[es] spred, be graces
scyd. f<: 1340 Cursor M. 13496 (TrinJ Ibesus blessed

bis breed wvp grace.] 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. XIV. 62 As
holywrit witnesseth whan men segge her graces, Aperis tit

ntatutm tuam [etc.]. c 1440 Ipomydon 313 Whan they had
ete and grace sayd. 11500 Melt/sine xxxvi. 341 After they
had dyned, graces were said. 1526 Tindale Mat', xxvi.
;o When they had sayd grace they went out. 1588 |.

Udai.i. Diotrcfhcs (Arb.) 6 He would needs saye gnice
1 forsooth") before and after .supper, a 1639 Suckling Poems
< 1646' iq Long graces do Hut keep good stomachs oft" that

would fall too. 1680 Drvden Prol. to Cesar Borgia 43
But mark their feasts .. The Pope says grace, but 'tis the
1 'evil gives thanks. 1705 Hickerinuill Friest-cr. 11. vi. 62
Until Mr. Say-('.race has blest the Cup, and said a short
(irace. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Quality <i8o8,i I. 68
The latter grace was said, and the cloth taken away.
1791 Heroic P.p. to Priestley in Poet. Reg. (1808) 395
With simile and face, Each longer than a Presbyterian
grace. 1856 Emerson Eng. Frails, Univ. Wks. (Hohn) II.

89 A youth came forward . .and pronounced the ancient
form of grace before meals. 1881 BKSANT &: RickC/;«//. 0/
Fleet 1. viii, The dinner was at times scanty,., a grace
before the meat, and a grace after.

IV. 21. attrib. and Com/'., as grace-covenant

,

-giver, + -market, -token
;

grace-doing vbl. sb.

;

•j- grace-empaled., -followed, 'giving, -like, 'Origina-

ting, -restoring, -thirsty, -working adjs.

1892 Westcott Gospel of Life 260 The ^grace-covenant
with Abraham. 1382 Wvclif Isa. li. 3 Io}e and gladnesse
shal be founde in it, *gracedoing and vois of preising. 1615
T. Adams Bl. Devil 75 To restraint his savage fury from
forragjng his '(i race-empaled Church. 1598 Sylvester
Dm Farias II. ii. 11. Babylon 589 Amos' son . . 'Grace-
followed, grave, holy, and eloquent. 1588 A. KlNG tr.

Cauisius 1

Catech. 153 Christ is our propiciatour and ^grace-
geuar. 1887 H. O. VYakeman C/t. -y Puritans 121 All the
'grace-giving powers of the Church. 1636 1!. Jonson
uiscou., Consitetudo, etc. Wks. '1641.1 119/1 They have the
Authority of yeares, and out of their intermission doe win
to themselves a kind of grace-like newnesse. 1820 W.
Tooke tr. Litcian I. 71 Homer bestows on your locks the
epithet of grace-like. 164$ Rutherford Fryat <y Fri.
Faith (1845) 93 No pur.se is Christ's *grace-market. 1851
\V. Anderson Exposure Popery (1878) 126 The words Ego
te absolvo penetrate to the Soul with * grace-restoring
power, just as the water of baptism 'reached' it with
*graceoriginating power, a 1633 '• Pierson Expos. 84
Ps. 11647)49 'Grace-thir.ity soules. 1842 Manning Waiting
Peris. Ch. Serin. 1S48 I. 340 The "grace-tokens of the Cross.

1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. 283 The brighlsomeness of
the Gospel was dimmed in becoming shorn of many of its

grace-working ordinances,

b. Special comb., as grace-drink Se., ' the

drink taken by a company after the giving of thanks
;it the end of a meal* (Jam.); grace-hoop, 'a

hoop used in playing the game called graces
'

v Worcester 1 860 ; grace-note -senses; t grace-
stroke [after F. coup de grace. : see COUP sa.^ 5 b),

in quots. used for (a) a finishing touch, {b an

elegant touch or feature; t grace-term .Oxford
University), a term of the period required for a
degree, in which residence was customarily dis-

pensed with ; + grace-wife, a midwife.
1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. I, i, When we liae tane the

"grace-drink at the well. 1788 BURMB Let. to Clarinda
iS Feb., I am just going to propose your health by way of
grace-drink. 18*3 Ckabb TechnoL Diet., *Grace Note
(Musi), any note added to a composition as a decoration or
improvement. 1864 Engel Mhs. Anc. Nat. 361 These
passages .. are considered only as grace-notes introduced
according to the fancy of the singer. 1896 Stivknson Kid*
napped xxv, Variations which, as he went on, tie decorated
with a perfect flight of grace-notes, such as pipers love,

and call the 'warblers'. 1701 Scot. Characterized'in Jfart.
Misc. (1811) VII. 377 Your intentions led you to our neigh-
bouring kingdom of Scotland, to perfect and give the
*grace-stroke to that very liberal education you have so
signally improved in England. 1686 F. Spence tr. Varitlas'

HO. Media's 262 A piece wherein the character and giace-
stroaks the Greek poetry possess'd. .were restored in the
highest point of their perfection. 1853 ' C. BSOS* / 'erdant
Green n. x, He and Mr. Bouncer had together gone up to
Oxford, leaving Charles Larkyns behind to keep a *grace-
term. 1645 Reg. St. Nicholas' Ch. in I Jrand /Fist. Newcastle
(1789) II. 362 note, [A midwife is styled] ' *grace-wyfe.' 167a
in 12/A Pep. I/ist. MSS. Comm. App. vn. (1890) 382 (liven

to the grace-wife and nurse 15$. 1839 BSOCKBTT N. C. Words
(ed. a\ Grace-ivife, an old provincial name for a midwife;
still retained by the vulgar.

Grace fern's), v. [In sense I, a. 01\ grader
to thank, also, as in mod.F., to pardon (a criminal),

f. grace Grace sb. ; in the other senses f. prcc]

f 1. tram. To thank. Only in pass. subj.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 366 Igraced beo his milce '. 13.. Coer
de L. 3772 Graced be Jesu Cryst our Lord. 1377 Langu
P. Pi. B. vi. 126 Lord, y-graced be je !

f 2. To show favour or be gracious to ; also, to

countenance. Obs.
c 1440 Sir Gowther 65 She praid to Crist and Marie mylde,

Shulde hire grace to have a Childe. 1590 Si-enser *. (?•

1. x. 64 Then shall I soonc.so God me grace, Abett that
virgins cause disconsolate. 1596 Ibid. VI, ,\ii. 16 To tell

her how the heavens had her graste To save her chylde.

1604 y\.\rsi os Matcontent 11. v. D 3 And thtrevpon you
graced him ?. .Tooke him to fauour? 1626 L. Owen SJtC.
yes/til. (1629) 33 The Pope would not grace the Iesuke-
Author, or founder, vntill they had first greased him in

the fist.

t b. To favour with permission to do something.
1639 Filler Holy War in. i. (1647) 109 He was graced

to wear his shoes of the Imperiall fashion.

1 3. To endow with (heavenly) grace. Obs.
1634 Bp. Hall Wks. II. 50 Hee that can (when hee will)

convince the obstinate, will not Grace the disobedient. 1637
Ruth eri-'ord -£*//. (1862) I. 289 The honourable cause which
ye are graced to profess is Christ's own truth. 1701 Beverley
Glory ofGrace 4 He hath Graced, or invested with Grace.

4. To lend or add grace to, to adorn, embellish,

set off; to adorn with some becoming quality.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia I. (1633. 39 He left nothing

unassayed, which might disgrace himselfe, to grace his

friend. 1588 SlIAKS. L. /.. L. V. ii. 74. 1606 J. CARPENTER
Solomon's Solace i. 3 They were graced with an excellent
memory. 1609 Douland Oniith. Micro/. 184 Most com-
monly it [the high Tenor] graceth the Base, making a
double Concord with it. 1658 Cokaine Fraj>polin 11. ii.

Drain. Wks. (18741 141 One grae'd with all the virtues.

1693 Dryoen Ovid's Met. I. 759 Thou shall returning
Caesar's triumph grace. 1712 Ahbuthnot John Bull til iii,

He. .mounted upon the bottom of a Tub, the inside of which
he had often graced in his prosperous days. 1767 Sir \V.

Jones Seven Fountains Poems (1777) 46 A table with a
thousand vases grae'd. 1828 DTsraeli Chat. I, I. vi. 204
This chivalric Earl.. was just the hero to grace a desperate
cause. 1857 Livingstone Trav. ii. 43 The eland .. would
grace the parks of our nobility more than deer. 1877
Dowden Shahs. Prim. vi. 73 A Midsummer Night's Dream
was written to grace the wedding of some noble person,

b. Mus. To add grace-notes, cadenzas, etc., to.

1659. 1780, 1836 [cf. Gracing vbl. sb.] 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet let. x, Then taking the old tune of Galashiels for

his theme, he graced it with a number of wild, complicated,
and beautiful variations. 1876 Stainer &, Barrett Diet.
Mas. Terms s.v.. Music for viols was also graced in various
ways. 1882 in Ocilvie; and in later Diets.

t c. To grace out : to make to appear favour-

ably. Obs.
1606 Day /le of Guts Prol. A 2 Hath he not a prepard com-

pany of gallants, to aplaud his iests, and grace out his

play? iosa Rowlands GoodNewes <y Bad 33 A Sutor, that

a wealthy widow pH'd, To grace out his bad fortunes did
proiiide Vpon his credit, for an outward show, That gallantly

he might a wooing goe.

5. To confer honour or dignity upon; to honour
with a title or dignity. Also, to do honour or

credit to.

1585!'. Rogers 39 Art. Pref. (1607) 22 The doctrine in

this land allowed, and publicly graced and embraced of all

sorts. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. 1. 3 Let Fame . . then grace
vs in the disgrace of death. 1591 — Fwo Gent. 1. iii. 58
How happily he Hues, how well-belou'd. And daily grae'd
by the Emperor. 1592 Marlowe yew of Malta Prol.,

Grace him as he deserves. And let him not be entertain'd
the worse Because he favours me. 1594 Plai Jeweli-ho.
111. 17 Such as shall commend and grace the wormwood
beyond the hoppe. 1601 R. Johnson A'iugd. <v Commw.
(1603) 171 Leaving bis son .. whome the king graced with
his fathers regency. 1605 Shaks. Maeb. 111. iv. 45 Plea>*t

your Highnesse To grace vs with jour Royall Company!
a 1626 Bacon Max, <y i/scs Com. Law Pref. 1.1636) 1 Thereby
not only gracing it in reputation and dignity, but also [etc.}

1631 Massinglk Believe as you List v. ii, Hee was My
creature ! and in my prosperitie, prowde To holde depend-
ance of niee, though I grae'd hym With the tith- of a freinde.

1701 W. Wotton Hut. Rome 341 He was immediately
graced with the Title of Princeps. 18x0 Scott Lady of /,.

1. xxiii, He bade that all should ready 1«, To grace a guest
of fair degree. 1859 Tinnvson Plaiue 223 So ye will grace
me.. with your fellowship O'er these waste downs.

t b. With complement : To name or designate

honourably. Obs.
1667 Milton /'. /,. xi. 169, 1 [Eve] who first brought death

on all, am graced The source of life.

+ 6. To give pleasure to. to gratify, delight. Obs.
.1586 Sidney Arcadia 1.(1633)1 This place, whtjre ue

last.. did grace our eyes upon her ever-flourishing beauty.

1594 Shaks. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 74 "What comfortable houre
canst thou name, That euer grae'd me with thy company.
1670 Dkvuen Cong. Granada 1. i. 11701) 385 When fierce

Bulls run loose upon the place And our bold Moors their

Loves with danger grace. 1703 Rowe Fair /\nit. 1. i.

304 At sight of this black Scrowl, (he gentle Altamonl..
Shall droop. .And never grace the Publick with his Virtues.

+ 7. To say * grace ' over (a meal). Obs.

1644 Bi i.wek Chirot. 140 The same gesture we use in

gracing our meals.

t 8. To confer a degree upon (a person) by a

'grace'. Obs.

1573 G. Har\i,\ Lettcrd'k. (Camden) 9 Almost al the toun
ar gracid yea and admittid too alreddi.

9. To address by the title * your grace \
c 1610 Sir J. Melyil Mew. (1683) 124 Cringe low, Grace

him at every word.

Hence Gra'cing///. a.

i6ox Chester Love's Marl. (1878) 142 In that great gracing
word shalt thou be counted Ironing to him, that is thy
sworne loner, a 1684 Leighton E.xp. Lect. AVw/.Wks. 11868)

332 The apostle recommends that gracing grace of humility.

Grace, obs. form of Grass.
Grace-cup.
The cup of liquor passed round after grace is said

;

the last cup of liquor drunk before retiring, a part-

ing draught. (Cf. grace-drink, Gkack sb. 21 b.'

'593 Biles of Durham (Surtees* 68 A great ma^er, called

the Grace-cup. 1647 Trapp Comm. Mark x'w. 25 That grace-
cup \as they call ill after which they might not eat any thing

more till the day following. 1687 Dkvuen Hind A- /'. 11.

680 A grace-cup to their common Patron's health, t 1718
I'kjor L.adte 115 The grace-cup serv'd, the cloth away.
1816 SCOTT Old Mort. iii, Such as. .were, .obliged to par-
take of a grace-cup with their captain before their departure.
1828 — /'. M. PgrtA xxviii, A bowl, called the grace-
cup, made of oak, hooped with silver. 1886 Willis &
Clakk Cambridge 111. 381 As .soon as Grace had been said,

and the grace-cup had been pa>sed round, the seniors were
to retire to their studies.

fig. 1679 DiivoEN Froilusfif Cr. Pref., Thus in Mustapha,
die Play should naturally have ended with the Death of
Zanger, and not have given us the grace Cup after Dinner.
of SoIymanVs Divorce from Roxolana. 1786 Francis the
Philanthropist III. 173 The epilogue, or grace-cup. to wash
down the meal.. had not yet exceeded the vos valete .y

plaudite.

Graced gr^sl
, ///. a. [f. Grace sb. or v. +

-Ki>.] Endowed with ^iace ; favoured ; having a

j;race or graces; embellished, etc. Also wellgraced.
1593 Shaks. Ric/u // v. ii. 1:4 After a well grae'd Actor

lcaues the Stage. 1605 — Macbeth 111. iv. 41 Here had we
now our Countries Honor roof'd, Were the grae'd person
of our IJanquo present. — Lear 1. iv. 267 More like a
Tauerne. or a Brothell,Then a grae'd Pallace. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 11. xviii. § 5. 68 Their well graced fourmes of
speech, c 1630 Nainton Fragm. Beg. (Arb.) 52 A maxime
01 more discretion for the conduct and management of their

Dow graced Lord and Master. 1645 Rutherford Fryal
fy Fri. Faith (1845) 40 All graced persons are privileged
persons. 1701 ClBBEK Loi'c Makes Man iv. ii, I'm little

practis'd in the Rules of grae'd Behaviour. 1797 Maky
Roisinson Walsingham III. 260 The graced affections

growing from the pure and feeling heart. Ibid. IV. 38 That
graced complacency which seems to experience pleasure in

harmonizing the feelings of others. 183a Standish Afaidcf
facn 44 All wears devotion's solemn face austere, From the
grae'd altar to the black'ned bier. 1880 Academy 23 Oct.

300 The best graced of our English actresses.

Graceful (grv'-sffil). a. [f. GBAd sb. + -fll.]

+ 1. Full of divine grace ; spiritually profitable ;

^of persons) holy. Obs.
c 1420 Anturs ofArlh. ,\x, pes arne ^e graceful giftes of

be holy goste. < 1430 Lvdc. Ball. Commend. Our Lady 52
Som drope of graceful dewe to us propyne. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. 1. xiii. 66 The seid reeding was to hem so graceful, and
so delectable. 1611 Shaks. Wint. F. v. i. 171 V'ou haue a

holy Father, A gracefull Gentleman.

f2. Oipersons: Possessed of graces of character,

virtuous. Obs.

1605 CamDEM Rem. (1637) 171 Their gracefull issue Prince
Charles, the Lady Elizabeth, a 1715 lit hnet Oivn Fime
(1724J I. 171 A Koyal family of three Princes and two
Princesses, all young and graceful persons.

T 3. Favourable, friendly. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 11. ii. 60, 1 Your Partner in the

cause 'gainst which he fought, Could not with gracefull

eyes attend those Warres Which fronted mine owne peace.

t 4. Conferring grace or honour. Obs.

1595 Sunsi.k P.pithal. 3 Others to adorne, Whom ye
thought worthy of your gracefull ryme>.

5. Possessed of pleasing or attractive qualities.

Now in more restricted sense (cf. Gkace sb. i):

Elegant in form, proportions, movement, expres-

sion, or action. Of actions : esp. acts of courtesy,

concessions, and the like : Felicitously well-timed

or becoming.
a 1586 SlDHBV Arcadia in. (1590) 248b, Their counten-

aunces fidl of a graiefull grauhie. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
111. iv. 42 But for a fine queint graceful! and excellent fashion,

yours [i.e. your guwuj is worth ten on't. 1624 Wotton
Arch. 11. 108 Of this Plastique Art, the chiefe vse with
vs is in the gracefull fretting of roofts. 1647 Clarendon
I/ist. Reb. 1. § 120 He was . - a graceful speaker upon my
subject. 166a J. DaVIES tr. Maudelslos Frav. 4 The
King ..was a very handsome graceful person. 1698 I'rvi.k

Ace. ]•'.. India <V /\ 285 To these he has given .. graceful

Houses. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvm. 182 He shook the grace-

ful honours of his head. 174a Richardson /'amela IV.

121 She was one of the gracefullest Figures in the Place
1766 FosnorcB Serm. )

r
ug. Wow. (1767) II. xiii. 224 In your

sex manly exercises are never graceful. 1809 Roland
Fettling 7 This pu>ition is not so graceful as the old one.

1826 1->iskai:li I iv. Grey vi. i, A magnificently cut chan-
delier, which threw a graceful light upon a sumptuous
banquet table. 1849 Macallav Hist. L'ng. v. I. 665 She left

a paper written, indeed, in no graceful style, yet such as was
fete.]. 2856 Stanley Sinai <y /'at. iii. (1858) 168 A dome
graceful as that of St. Peter's. »86o Tyndall 6/rtc. 1. iii. 27
It [a chamois] was a most graceful animal.
quasi-<n/r'. 1712-14 Poi-e Rape Loch v. 7 Clarissa graceful

waved her fan.

Gracefully (gr/t'g&H), adv. [f. Ghackfit, a.

+-&?*.] In a graceful manner, with i^racc, be-

comingly, elegantly.
,11586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 122 Not Musidorus.no

nor any man Huing . . could . . deliuer that strength more
nimbly, or become the deliuery more gracefully. 1605 in

Crt. <y Fimcs fas. / 11848) I. 42 The bridegroom carried

himself as gravely and gracefully as if he were of his father's

age. 1607-8 Ibid. 73 Being very gracefully attired. 1647

Clarendon /list. Reb. 1. § 65 He . . had the habit of speaking

very gracefully and pertinently. 1698 Fhvik Ace. P.. India
•$ I'. 66 Panes of Oister-shells for their Windows (which as

they are cut in Squares, and polished, look gracefully

enough). 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 102 F 7 This teaches a

Lady to quit her Fan gracefully when she throws it aside.

1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 160 See how gracefully it

erects its majestic head ! 1838 Dickens Nieh. Nick, xxx,

Sticking his other arm gracefully a-kimbo. 1858 Frolde
Hist. F.ng. III. xiii. 129 He was taking precautions .. to

enable him to yield gracefully to necessity should necessity

arise, i860 Tyndall Glae.i. ix. 63 The.. moraine.. forming

at first a gracefully winding curve. 1876 Ouida Winter
City xi. 334 The most gracefully-worded appeal possible.



GRACEFULNESS.

Gracefulness (gr^vfiUnfe). [f. as prec. +
-XES3.1 The quality or slate of being graceful.

f 1. Possession of graces ; excellence of cha-
racter. Obs.
1611 IJeaum. & Ft. King ty No A", n. i. If you Can find no

disposition in yourself To sorrow, yet, by gracefulness in

her, Find out the way, and by your reason weep.

t 2. Graciousness, kindness, disposition to favour.
1640 W. Mountague & Dicby in Rushw. Hist. Celt. in.

! 1692) 1. 161 We shall certainly preserve his Gracefulness to ib.

3. The quality of being graceful or elegant in

lorm, proportions, movement, action, or expression.

Originally in wider sense : Beauty, charm.
1535 Sidney Arcadia 11.(1633) i°6*All her parts were

decked with some particular ornament .. her eyes with
majestie, her countenance with gracefulnesse. her lips with
lovelinesse. 1627 Hakkwill Apol. in. viii. (1635) 293
Petiarehs Thuscan gracefulnesse. 1647 Clarendon Hist,
Rcb. 1. § 14 The beauty and gracefulness ..of his person.
1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 13 With far greater
Majesty, and gracefulness, than I have seen Queen Anne,
descend from the Chair of .State, to dance. 17*4 Swn- 1 Use
Irish Man uf. Wks. 1755 V. n. 7 He. .could, .talk more than
six, without either gracefulness, propriety or meaning. 1756
Burke Subt. A> B. in. xxxii, Gracefulness is an idea not very
different from beauty. 1815 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851)
II. 29 An unsofled gracefulness and brilliancy of character.
1821 Lamb Elia Ser. t. Grace be/, meat, These exercises ..

have little in them of grace or gracefulness. 1832 Tennyson
Eleanor* 50 The luxuriant symmetry Of thy Moating grace-
fulness.

Graceless (grates), a. [f. Grace sb. +
-LESS.]

1. a. Not in a state of grace, unregenerate

;

hence depraved, wicked, ungodly, impious.
1399 Langi.. Rich. Redeles 1. 25 Graceles gostis gylours of

hem-self, That . . sawe no manere siath saff solas and ese
[etc.]. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.

I
161 f>e peple schal

be graceles, vnmy3ty in batayle, & vnstedfast in be feyth of
holy chercn. 1534 Sir T. More Dialogue ofComfort 11. v.

Wks, 11557) "74/- Lettenomannesinnein hope ofgrace, .he
shall either gracelesse goe linger on carelesse, or with a care
fruitlesse, fall into despayre. 1603 Knolles Hist Turks
(1621) 256 He was glad .. to receive at his hypocritical) hands
a graceless blessing for his better speed, a 1625 Heaum. & Fl.
Knt. Malta 1. i, White innocent sign, thou dost abhor to .

.

grace these graceless projects of my heart ! 1659 D. Pell
Im/>r. Sea 96 Hereby you do a great deal more bolster
graceless fellows in their wickedness, than you are aware of.

1715Db Fob /few. Instruct. 1. iv. (1841) 85 Even our father
and mother themselves have been negligent, godless and
graceless. 1733 Pope Ess. Man in. 307 For modes of Faith
let graceless zealots light. 1738 WabbURTON Serin. 2 Pet.
i. 5-7 11745* TI 'i'ne graceless Furniture of the old Man with
his Affections and Lusts. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvi, There's
a minister in the Tolbooth—wha will ca'it a graceless place
now? 1853 Marsden EarlyPurit. 305 They [pilgrim fathers]
saw the graceless intruders wasting their substance in riot.

b. Wanting sense of decency or propriety.
1508 Dunbar Flytingiv. Kenncdic 127'l'hegallowisgaipis

eftir thy graceles gruntill. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia II. (1633)
108 In sooth (answered Dametas with agracelesse scorn) the
Lad may prove well enough, if [etc.). 1642 Filler Holyfy
Pro/. St. V. xiv. 412 To mouth an oath with a gracelesse grace.

1714 Addison Sped. No. 559 r 3 The graceless Youth, in less
j

than a quarter of an Hour, pulled the old Gentleman by the
Beard. 1753 Euz. Carter Lett, 11808) 325, I am afraid
you have thought me rather graceless about the visit to
North End. 1795 Macneill Will$ Jean 111. vi, Villain !

wha wi
1

graceless folly Ruin'd her he ought to save. 1822
W. Irving Braceb. flail xv. 126 Their feathered school has
turned out the most untractable and graceless scholars.

1830 DTsraeli Chat, /, III. Pref. 6 It would be graceless
in me, not to add. that I was honoured by a promise of aid.
1849 Cobden Spceclu-s 80, I have heard that some graceless
wight once said that [etc.]. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Apr.
5/2 If graceless insults are levelled at them they are not
worthy a reply.

c. absol. Of a person or persons. Also in sing.
,

only as sb., a graceless person.
1 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 525 O graceles, ful

blynd is thy conceite. 1508 Dunbar Flyting w. Kcuncdie
222 Our gallowisgaipis; lo ! quhair anegreceles gais. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. K/, v. iv. 14 Gracelesse, wilt thou deny thy
Parentage. 1675 Baxter Cath. i'heol. 11. vi. 124 Do the
Armenians hold that the Wills of the graceless and un-
sanctifiedare freed from sinful habits? 1858 Carlyi.e Lredk.
Gt. vi. vi. 11872) II. 206 Rejoicing to find something of a
soldier in the young graceless, after all. 1874, Spurgeon
Treat. Dav. Ps. xcii. 12 Contrasts the condition of the
righteous with that of the graceless.

+ 2. Lacking favour. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 781 How wost bow so bat bow ,

art graceles? c 1475 Rau/'Coit$earj86 It warane graceles
j

gude that I war cummin to. 1579 Spenser Shcph. Cat. Aug.
j

113 If for gracelesse griefe I die.

f 3. Merciless, unfeeling, cruel, pitiless. Obs.
1588 Marfrel. E/ist. (Arb.) 29 His honor could not obtaine

j

this small suit at your graceles hand:;. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
'

v. xii. 18 He shund his strokes, where ever they did fall,

And way did give unto their gracelesse speed, a 1658
yohnie Armstrong in Wit Restord 32 Asking grace of a i

graceles face.

4. Wanting grace, charm, or elegance, unlovely,
j

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 37'l'he most ill-favoured and
|

gracelesse Pictures most commonly wrought by them that
\

[etc.]. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 490 Crowns,
;

coronets, mitres, and similar graceless objects. a 1850
|

Rossetti Dante % Circ. 1.(1874) '34 Lady she seems of ^uch
high benison As makes all others graceless in men's sight.
1884 St. James's Ga^. 26 Jan. 6/1 The composition is grace-
less, the colour sombre, and the handling broad.

t5. (See quoO Obs.-o
1727 Buyer Fr. Diet. 11, Graceless (that has not said

Grace) qui ria point rtndu graces.

329

1 lence Gra'celessly adv.
t 1440 Jacob's Well{\L K. 'I'. S.> 1-0 panne bei deyin grace-

lesly. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 71 The French..
hath not one word, that bath his accent in the. .Antepenult
tuna, and little mure hath the Spanish : and therefore, very
gracelesly may they vse Dae tiles. 1608 T. .Morton Preatub.
Encounter 115 Which must haue beene cither giddily rash,
or gracelesly false. 1659 1 *• Peli. /w/r. Sea 227 note, Thy
life lyes at the stake to answer his whom thou gracelesly
goes about to take away. 1846 II. Torrens Remarks Mil.
Lit. <y Hist. I. 96 The horses, bridleless, moving gracelesly
with the neck stiff and the head stretched out. 1894 II.

Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 238 He had taken favours all his
life, gracelessly and as his due.

Gracelessness j»i#*slesnes). [See -neks.]
The quality or condition of being graceless.
1588 Mar/rel. Efrist. (Arb.) 5 What bath beene written

against the gracelesnes of your Archbishoprick. 1598
Florio, Sgratia, a disgrace, a gracelesnes or vnhandsomnes.
1614 T. Adams Devits Banq. 22 Wee fmde Grace compared
to Fire, and gracelessnesse to water. 1653 Baxter Mcth.
Peace Consc. ^66" To be Tempted is no sign of Gracc!cssnc-s.
1816 Editt, Rev. XXVI. 3 ij The gay swordsmen, .carry ofT
their gracelessness as a matter of course. 1881 Swinburne
Mary St/tart 11. jii, To crave grace of her for his ^racc-
lesMicss.

tGra'cely, a. Obs. rare '. [f. GRACE sb. +
-I.V '.] bGr vckfui.
1648 Markha.ni Cheap Husb. ed. 7) 21 That maketh him

[the horse] . . to .straiten his rings with gracely [1623 ed. 3)
a gracefidlj comelinesse.

Gracer (gr^'saj). [f. Grace v. + -eh '.] ( >ne

who graces or gives grace to.

1592 ( rRE£ME Groat's w. Wit (16171 F 2 Thou famous gracer
of Tragedians. <;i6ii Chapman Iliad Ep. Ded., Through
all the pomp of kingdoms still he shines, And gracetli all

his gracers. 1635 D. Dickson Pract. Writ. 11845) I- 165
The Saviour of the world, .the gracer of the unworthy.
Graceship. Inonce-wa. [f. Guack sb. sense

16 b) + -SHIP.] Used as a title for a duke.
1822 Blacletv. Mag. XII. 696 His graceship of Brandon

has but little to stand on.

tGraxify, v. Obs. rare. [f. Gback 7'. +

-(i)FV.J trans. To impart grace to, to beautify.

157S Laneham Let. (1871) S Grapes in Cluster.-, whyte
and red, gratified with their Vine leauez. Ibid. 50 Much
gracified by du proporcion of four eeuen quartern.

Gracile (grae'sil), a. Also 7 gracill. [ad. L.

gracil-is slender.] Slender, thin, lean.

1623C0CKKRAM 11, \,ennz,gracill. 1657 TomlinsonAYwkV
DUp. 465 It's tail like that of other Serpents, grows more
gracile by degrees. 1721-92 in Bailey. 1818 J. Brown
Psyche 30 Words daily grow more short and gracile. 1824
Landor Wks. (1846) I. 246/1 Unswathe his Egyptian
mummy ; and. .you disclose the grave features and gracile
bones of a . . cat. 1839-4 I)e Quincev Ciesars Wks. 1862
IX. 47 In person he was tall, fair, gracile.
m

'. By some recent writers misused (through
association \\\\\\ ^race) for : Gracefully slender.
1871 Rossetti Poems, Love's Nocturn xi, Where in

groves the gracile Spring Trembles. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 733/2 Girls .. beautiful with the beauty of ruddy
bronze,—gracile as the pahuettoes that sway above them.

I lence Graxileness. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

f Graxilent, * Ol>s~" [ad. L. gra<:ih>nt-us,

irregularly f. gracilis Gbacjle.] Slender, thin.

1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Gracilescent (grsesttesent), </. [ad. \,.gra-
rilescent-em

1
pr. pple. of graeilesccre to become

slender, f. gracilis GBACItE.] Becoming slender,

narrowing.
1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeveus Zool. II. 301 Tail

short, broad at the base, suddenly gracilescent.

Gracilious. a. Obs. rare. [f. 1.. gracil-is

Gbacjle + -ious.] - Gracile a.

1688 K. Holme Armoury n. 374/1 (Iracilious Fish . . are
..slender, small, thin, soft and weak.

Gracility (grasiditi). [ad. L. gracilital-cm, f.

gracilis slender: see Gkacile and -it v.] The
state or character of being gracile ; slenderness,
leanness.

1623 Cockera.m, Gracilitic, leannesse. 1661 Lo\lll Hist.
Aftbn. ,V Min. 431 Gracility of the part. 1707 Flover
Physic. Pulse-Watch 53 By the dryness we describe the
gracility or hardness ; and by the humidity the plumpness
or obesity of the habit of the Body. 1833 Sir W. Hamilton
Discuss. I1853) I26 It (a book] was accordingly subjected
to a process ofextenuation, out of which it emerged, reduced
to a little more than a third of its original gracility. 1855
Milman Lai. C/tr. xiv. ix. (1864) IX. 313 As the niches be-
came, .narrower the saints, .shrunk to meagre gracility.

Gracing ^givs-sin), vbl. sb. [f. Grace v. +
-ma 1

.] The action of the verb Grace in the
various senses ; an instance of this ; also quasi-
coucr.

1591 Lyly Endym. 11. ii. 24 Let us stand aside, and let
him use his garbe, for all consisteth in his gracing. 1607
Hieron Wks. I. 177 Hainan ..was., forced by the kings
commandemenUo-beethe chiefe in the gracing and honour-
ing of Mordecai. 1611 Cotgr., Decoration, a decoration .

.

trimming, gracing. 1615 Jackson Creed iv. 11. vii. I 3 Un-
less his faith have quelled all trust all pride or glory in these
gracings. 1659 C. Simpson Division Viol. 9 Graceiug of
Notes is performed two Wayes ; viz. by the Bow, and by the
Fingers. 1780 T. Twining Recr. ^ Studies (1882) 76 In
gracing, he [a singer} does the most beautiful, .things I ever
heard. 1808 B.B. Barrett Miss-led General 152 Laces,
tags, points, edgings, facings, gracings, and such stuff. 1836
New Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 304 Her father reduced the art
of gracing more nearly to a science than any other musician
of his time.

GRACIOUS.

Graciosity (grciJVsiti). Also 5 graciousetc.

7 gratiositie. [Late NE. gracioitsele, ad. Y.gra-
cictisete, f. gracieux GRACIOUS; afterwards refasli.

after L. gratiesitds : see Gracious and -ity.] The
quality or state of being gracious, graciousness.
C1477 Canton Jason 32 Alle they had wondrc and mer-

uaylle of the beaute graciousete wytte and perfection of
lason. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 15 Like as of Valiant
ne derived Valour. .so also of Gracious, he comes in with
Gratiositie. 1837 Carlyli; Fr. Rev. I. III. vi, With a deli-
cate graciosity of manner covering unutterable thing-.
1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cent. I. iii. 57 With diplomat ii

biandness and graciosity.

Gracioso (gre'jid^AO ; in Sp.gr&pid'so). Also
7 gratioso. [Sp. ; etymologically = Gracious a.
In sense 1, perh. from the It. graswso.]
fl. a. V An attractive person, b. A court fa-

vourite. Obs.
1650 Bvlwer A ut/iro/omet. (1653) 133 We in this I>iaiid

. .doe no way like of a shooing-horn-Iike Nose ; neither di>

wee esteem such to be gratloses, a 1670 Hackki Alp.
Williams 1. 1692)1 14 The Lord Marquess of Buckingham.
then a great Gratioso, was put on by the Prince to ask tin
King's liking to this Amourous Adventure. Ibid. 11. 195 H<
knew not whether it were a Syr.Astria, a Star which reigned
at both their Births, that made him a Gratioso to so brave
a Lady. 1670 Templk L. t. Wks. 1720 II. 224 Passing hi-
Time with his Virginals, his Dwarfs, and his Graciosoes.

2. The buffoon of Spanish coined)-.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias vn. vi. 11782)111.38 At length the
Gracioso presented himself to open the scene. 1808 Scoi 1

Drydetis Wks. I. 77 The character of the gracioso, or
clown.

^ 1837 Q. Ret: LIX. 78 The principal character in
these lighter afterpieces is the 'Gracioso', who lias super
seded the ' Introitu ', the clown or rustic, who in the older,
less artificial Spanish plays spoke to the audience and ex-
plained what was going on. 1881 Mas MIxler Set. Ess. I.

v. 422 A Brahman, who acts the part of gracioso ill tile

Indian drama.

Hence G-raciosoly adv. jionce-wd. [-LY -1, in

the manner of a ' gracioso'.

1879 E. Fitzgerald Lett. I. 443 The Italian Carnival
ended with somewhat of the same Burlesque Ceremonial,
but was thought to mimic too Graciosoly that of the Church.

Gracious (gr("'-j3s\^. Tonus: 4- ; gracios(e,

4 6 graciouse, (4 -iouce , -ius .s. -yous(e, 1 =

•yows), 5-6 graci eux, 6-7 gratious, [6 -ius
,

4 gracious. Also GratioSE. [a. OF. gracious
(niod.F. gracieux) = Pr. gracios. Sp. gracioso (also

as sb. : see Gracioso), Pg. gracioso^ It. grazioso,
ail. L. grdliostts, f. gratia: set; Gkace and -ous.
The L. word usu. means 'enjoying favour ',' attracting

favour, pleasing 1

. In mod. Fr. the prevailing meaning i>
' graceful '

; but all the senses below have existed in Fr. use. I

1 1. Enjoying grace or favour ; in good odenr.
acceptable, popular. Also of actions : Winning
favour or goodwill. Const, to, with. Obs.
13. .

Coer dc L. 6456 It was to Richard a gracious dede.
1573 <; - Harvey Letter-Bfc. (Camden) 20, I am sorie I am so
litle gratius in Pembrook that I cannot yit.. obtain mi
grace. 1602 Warner Albion's Fug. xi. \\\. 26S Alreadie
was he gratious both with her and all the Court. 1613
in Crt. ey Timet Jas. I (1848J I. ^7g, I marvel he would
offer himself, knowing how little gracious he is. 1613
Heaum. & Fl. Captain \. iv, 1 am a handsome gratiou-
fellow amongst women. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. iv.

§ 339 Spies were set upon. .all. .discourses, which fell from
those, who were not gracious to them. 1658 Cleveland
Rustick Rampant Wks. (1687) 400 Ever babling tho.-e
things which he fancied would be ( irackms to the Multitude.
1691 RayCreatwn (1714) 379Which renders persons gracious
and acceptable in the eyes of others. 1727 Swift Let. to
Writer 0/ Occas. Paper Wks. 1778 XI. 129 You are not
supposed to be very gracious among those who are most
able to hurt you. 1760-72 H. BsoOKE Fool oj Quality (1809)
IV. 92 This man wanted to be gracious with myprettyyoung
wife. 1821 Hacgart Life 55, I . .got very gracious with the
dub coves, on account of my being a quiet orderly prisoner.

2. Of a character likely to find favour; having
pleasing qualities. Now somewhat arch, or poet.
1303 R. Brunne Haudl. Syune 5S05 He ys a man ful

gracyous Gode to wynne on to bine hous. 1340-70 Alex. -V

Dinli. 954 Al bat growus in be ground of graciouce [nngus
C 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 91 Grace is a manere in man bi

which he is graciouse to God. 1398TREVISA BarthDe P. R.
xyii. xxiii. (Tollem. MS.), Cipresse .. hap bitter leues, and
violent smel, and graciouse schadowe. 1490 Caxton
Eueydos xv. 54 The byrdes renewen theyre swete songe
gracyouse.

t
c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 10 Among al

bestes there is a gracious best whiche men call apes. 1509
Fisher Funeral Serm. Hen. I'll, Wks. (1876) 269 His
speche gracyous in dyuerse languages. 1530 Palsgr. 314/1
< Jracyouse in apvkyng,Jaconf./acuude. 1585 T.Washington'
tr. NUholays Voy. \. xix. 23 b, They woulde endevour. . too
make the Bascha condescend to a better and more gracious
composition. 1601 Weever M/'rr. Mart. A viij b. loyned
to a Citie, to the sight most gratious. 1768 H. Wai.I'oi.i:

Hist. Doubts 108 The body . . was found almost entire, and
emitted a gracious perfume. 184a S. Lover Handy Andy
Pref. 5 If to paint one's country in its gracious aspect has
been a weakness. 185a M. Arnold Empedocles on Etna 1.

i. 6 How gracious is the mountain at this hour! 1863
Hawthorne Our Old Home 107 A thousand shrubs and
gracious herbs. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 240 A gracious
gift to give a lady, this !

fb. Endowed with grace or charm of appear-

ance, attractive ; also in more limited sense,

graceful, elegant. Obs.

1340-70 Alisauuder 182 Grete yicn & graie, gracious
lippes. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 933 To loke on J?e glorv of
bys gracious gote. f 1386 Chaucer Clerk's 'P. 556 A man
child she bar by this Walter ftull gracious and fair for to



GRACIOUS. 330 GRADATE.
biholde. l 1400 M.undev. (1839) \i. 69 Toward the Est
ende of the Cytee, is a fulle fair Clihche and a graeyouse.
1400-50 Alexander 4009 Ane of be graciou^est gomes

pat euhe god fourmed. C 1500 Melusiite Ixi. 366, I desyre
none oilier thing erthly nor none other I shal not aske nor
take of yon, but only your gracyous body, c 1590 Greene
Fr, Bacon i\. 174 Gracious as the morning star of heaven.
1604 MANTON Malcontent II. iv. D %. Hee is the most
exquisite in forging of veines.. dying of haire [etc] that euer
made an old Lady gratious by torchlight. 1607-12 Bacon
Ess., Beauty (Aro.) 210 In beautie that of favour is more
then that of collotir, and that of decent and gracious mocion,
more then that of favour. 16x3-39 1. Jones in Leoni Pal-
ladia"s Archil. 1 1742) I. 38 The Wave, .instead of the Ovolo,
in my Judgment is very gracious. 1649 Evelyn Mem. (1S57J

III. 45 His person is not very gracious, the small-pox having
put out one of his eyes : but he is of good shape.

3. Characterized by or exhibiting kindness or

courtesy; kindly, benevolent, courteous. Now ran?

(chiefly poet.) exc, with some notion of sense 4.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 52 Heo is dereworthe in

day, Graciouse, stout, ant gay. c 1400 Dcstr. TTOy 13553
Iff ye baue ferlut any fode to bis frith now, Bes gracius, for

goddes loue, ges me som part ! 1450-70 Golagros <y Gaw.
389 Schir Gawyne the gay, gude and gracilis, c 1477
Can ion Jason 29 They had neuer seen none so courtays ne
>o gracious. 1598 Makston Pygmat. xv. 127 He gracious
vnto him that formed thee. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 326
Sir Lancelot . . Was gracious to all ladies. 1871 BLACK1E
Four Phases i. 41 An essentiallyselfish motive can often be
traced beneath the gracious surface.

4. Condescendingly kind, indulgent and bene-

ficent to inferiors. Now only of very exalted per-

sonages (cf. b), or in playful or sarcastic applica-

tions.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 141 Be gracious and do largesse.

Ibid. III. 190 It sit a king to be pitous Toward his people
and gracious. 1543 ExtractsAberk, Reg. 1 1844) I. looQuher-
for we beleif yourlordschip wilbe so graciuss to pardon wsto
remane at hame at this tym. 17x3 SwiF 1 Let. to Miss Van-
homrigh Lett. 1766 II. 285 When I am fixed anywhere,
perhaps, I may be so gracious to let you know, but I will

not promise. 1787 .Mao. D'ArblaY Diary Oct., She (the

Queen] almost regularly came to my room, and spent
the time in gracious converse. 1791 BuRKE Af>/>. Whigs
Wks. VI. 102 The gracious intentions of his sovereign.

1838 Dickens Xich. Xlck. iii, I am .sure I am very much
obliged to you at least, sir. said Miss LaCreevy in a gracious
manner. 1849 Macaulav Hist, Etig. vi. II. 125 He now
proclaimed that he had been only too gracious when he had
condescended to ask the assent of the Scottish Estates to

his wishes. 1855 Ibid. xiii. III. 320 He was a gracious
master, a trusty ally, a terrible enemy. 1876 Trollopk
Autobiogr. vii. (1883) I. 168 [He] turned out to be a duke,

—

and a duke, too, who could speak English ! How gracious
he was to us, and yet how thoroughly he covered us with
ridicule.

b. Used as a courteous epithet in referring to

kings, queens, or dukes, their actions, etc.

.1330 R. Brunne Chron. i'iSio) 133 J?an was Inglond in

pes & charite, 8: alle in Henry gracious kyng & fre. a 1413
Pr. oj. Wales Let. to Hen. IV in Facsim. Nat. MSS. I. 36,
I recomande me to yowr good & gracieux lordship. 1530
Privy Purse Exp. Hen. VIII (1827) 22 Paied to ij Nonnes
of Caunterbury by way of the kinges gracieux rewarde xU.
1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 52 Owr noble andgratious
prince kynge Phylyppe. 1559 Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany,
Our most gracious Queue, and gouernour. 1571 Act 13
Eliz. c. 29 § 2 In the third yeare of her Highnes most
gratious Raigne. 1638 M'quis Hamilton Let.toChas. /in
//. Papers iCamdenl 21 Your Ma"' most gratious letter of
the 29. X77X Junius Lett. xlix. 253 The gracious prince
who governs this country. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist.

Rcf. II. 112 The voice of the majority decides that my
gracious master shall not be written to.

fc. Gracious Lord [ = F. t gracieux seigneur],

a name given to some fish. Obs.

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. Ix. 236 Kock fish, Gracious
Lords, Sword fish [etc.].

5. Of the Deity, Christ, the Virgin Mary : Dis-

posed to show or dispense grace, merciful, com-
passionate, benignant.

1340 Hampole/V. Consc. 133 How mercyful andgracyouse
God es. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C. xv. 134 And cod is ay
gracious .. to alle bat gredeb to hym. c 1410 Hocclew,
Mother ofGod 81 Thy gracious bountee spredith al aboute.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. 99 Graciose crist ! my soule bou haue.

1535 Coyerdale 2 Rings xiii. 23 The Lorde was graciou>
vnto them, and had mercy vpon them. 1576 rUSauHG
Panofil. Epist. 444 The moste mightie and gratious God
..prolong your life in health and prosperitie. 1635 A.
Stafford Fern. Glory (1869) 148 Under the shadow of Thy
gratious Wing. 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality 122 So
great, so good, and so gratious a God. 1687 Dkyden Hind
<V P. 1. 64 But, gratious God, how well dost thou provide

For erring judgments an unerring Guide? 1738 Weslev
Psalms 11. viii, I heard my Gracious Father say [etc. }. Ibid.

v. i, O Lord, incline thy gracious Ear. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. 11. 174 A pack of wolves ! the Lord be gracious to

me ! 1871 Moki.ey Voltaire 11886)2 A gracious, benevolent

and all-powerful being. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. xi. (1877)

218 God is so gracious that He gives man faith and a
religious spirit upon his asking for it. 1877 Maclear Mark
i. 36 His gracious presence was not to be confined to Caper-

naum.
quzs\-adv. a 1617 P. Bayne Led. 269 Therefore the Lord

bath dealt marvellously gracious with us.

b. cllipt. as a substitute for the name of God.
In various exclamations, as Gracious I Ah {Oh)
gracious! Good gracious ! + Goodly and gracious !

my gracious ! Gracious me ! Gracious sake .',

etc. See also Goodness 5.

1713, 1744 [see Goodly a.). 1768 Goldsm. Good-u. Man
1. Wks. (Globe) 616/1 Good gracious! can I believe my
eyes or my ears ! 179 . Pegge Derbkisms 1. iE. D. 5») s.v.,

All gracious! an exclamation for ah gracious God ! or. ah '

be gracious unto me .' 1794 .Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen
I. 18 'Gracious!' she exclaimed. a 1839 Pun Poems
(1804) II. 65 Shot in a duel too! good gracious! 1850
Mi:s. CarLVLS Lett. II. 137 My rtwrlWd look and exclama-
tion, 'Oh, giaciou.> !' 1856 Whytb Melville Kate Cot:
i, Hut we women—gracious ! if we only take the trouble,
we can turn the whole male sex round our little fingers.

1856 Mks. Stow b Drtdl. xi. 144 ' Married ! O. my gracious !

1884 Pae Eustace 14 Gracious me, how does she come to be
the sister of that huge salnion-fi>her ? 1885 Hov.ki.i s Silas
Lapham (lSyil L77 ' By gracious !. .there ain't anything like

that in this world for business.' 1893 'Q.'
| Couch] Delect.

Duchy 155, ' I hope to gracious you m gotn' to keep it up.'

t6. Characterized by or endowed with divine

grace, godly, righteous, pious, regenerate. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2081 Noe, bat gracius and god. c 1380

Wyclii Set. Wks. III. 457 pat all men .. schul .. calle hem
moste holy faderis, and most blessid and moste mercyful and
gracius. 1533 Moke Anno. Poyso/ud Bk. Wks. 1137/1 All
the olde holy expositours of the :>cripture, whiche were good
menne and gracious, a 163^5 Sibbes Confer. Christ tif Mary
1.1656) 100 A gracious Christian never wanteth argument
of assurance of salvation. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. 'P.

II. 102 Grace of Regeneration, -introduceth gracious habits
of sweetuesse, peace and love. 1669 Kenyan Holy Citie 130
All the holy and truly gracious Souls that are with him on
the Mount Zion. 1738 Wesley Psalms lxxx. xv, Error in

ten thousand shapes Would every gracious .Soul beguile.

J 757 — Wks. (1872) XIII. 202, I could not deny his being
a gracious person.

] 7. Happy, fortunate, prosperous. Obs.

1340-70 Alex. <V Diud. 193 Alixandre. .patgretegod anion
in graciouce tiiuus Bi-gat on olimpias be onurable queue.
1387 Tke\ isa Hidden 1R0IU) I. 321 Insule Fortunate bat

bceb be gracious ilondes. c 1460 Towneley MySt. xiii. 1:44

l'>ot were I not more gracyus and rychere befar, I were eten
outt of bowse and of harbar. 1603 SHAKS. Meat,for M. v.

i. 76, 1 . .desir'd her, To try her gracious fortune with Lord
Angelo, For her poore Brothers pardon. x6n — Wiut. /'.

Hi. 1. 32 Goe: fresh Horses, And gracious be the issue.

f 8. Given by way of indulgence or mercy : a.

Gracious day (see quot); b. said of a mortal

thrust given to one in great pain (cf. Coup de

grace). Obs.

1703 Maundkei.l Jouru. Jerus. (1732) 141 Some one of
the Stauders by is permitted to give him a gracious stab to
the Heart. 1726 Amherst Terns Fil. xln. 233 Some of

these days are called gracious days, because upon them the
respondent is not obliged to stay in the schools above half

the time, which respondents upon other days are.

9. Comb.
1868 Ld. Houghton Select.fr. Wks, 39 A strife ofgracious-

worded difference.

Graciousize, • Obs. rare. [f. Gkaciulm
t -ize.] trans. To rentier 'gracious', to endow
with heavenly grace.
1701 Beverley Glory of Grace 9 Our Investiture with

Grace, or our being Gratiousciz'd 111 all these great Points
of Salvation. Ibid. 21 We are thus Invested with Grace,
or Graciousciz'd from Eternity to Eternity.

Hence Gra'ciousized ppl. a. \\xi quot absol.)

1701 Bkverlev Glory ofGrace 39 So that Grace Appears
in such an Excellency and Glory of the Graciouscizd.

Graciously [gr^'Jwli), adv. [f. Gracious +
-LY-.] In a gracious manner.
1. 'In a pleasing manner' (J.); with grace, at-

tractively, gracefully. Now rare.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 488 Gracyously vmbe-grouen al

with grene leuez. 1641 Hindi; J. Brucn xxxi. 99 He..
shewed his religion very graciously in his government. 1890
Spectator 25 Oct. 496/1 One of the most gracious of poetic

solecisms when graciously employed.

2. With kindness, friendliness, or gracious con-

descension.

C 1380 Wyclif Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. 91 Feib is a ^ifte of God,
and so God may not ?yve it to man but jif he ^yve it

graciousely. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1898 Thoo ansuered
she ful gracioushe with myld chere. a 1440 Sir Eglam. 679
So gracyously he come hur tylle. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer. Litany, Graciously loke vpon our afflyctions. 1567
Gude <y Godlic Ball. (S.T.S.) 116 Thow oppinnis furth thy
hand full graciuslie. 1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II.

70 If his majestie will be graciously pleased to come amongst
us. X697 Dryuen Virg. Past. I. 62 He. .graciously decreed

My Grounds to be restor'd. 17*5 Berkeley Proposal, etc.

Wks. III. 218 If his Majesty would graciously please to

grant a Charter for a College. 1744 H. Walpole Lett.

II. Mann (1834I I. xcviii. 334 He went yesterday and wh
most graciously received. 1847 JaMH J. Marston Hall
vii, My New Lord received me very graciously. 1878
f, P. Hom Jesus v. 20 He spoke to her so graciously and
forgivingly, that [etc.]. 1880 Mitt, Forrester Roy <$ V.

\. 23 She smiled very kindly and graciously at him in

return.

f3. Through, or by means of, divine grace.

1303 R. LIrl-nne Handl. Synne 12073 How bou..ouer-
comest hym gracyously. c 1449 Pecock Rep*: \\\. v. 30^ Not
alle men ben in lijk maner. .disposid naturali and gracioseli.

i$*6 Piigr. PerflW.deW. 1531)81 b, What so euer he aske
of god he shall optayne it gracyously. 1534 Moke On the

Passion Wks. i324'2 If you receive and eate vertuouslye

the tone into your body, you receiue the tother graciouslye

into youre soules. 1596 Dalry.mple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

iv. 254 In Hevjnu his reward gratiouslie has he obteynet.

1603 Suaks. Meas. for M. 11. iv. 77 Let lme] be ignorant,

and in nothing good, But graciously to know I am no better.

f4. With good luck or fortune, fortunately.

1330 R. Brunne Chron. f 1810) 72 Jte reame of Inglond.so
graciou.-dy he gatte. 138a Wyclie Gen. xxx. 11 The which
aftirconseyuynge bryngynge forth achild.seide, Gracyously.

1387 Trevisa Hig-den (Rolls) V. 301 He.. ruled be I.ongo-

bardes swibe graciousliche long tyme. ibid. VII. 35 So al

bat bere were, (werej dede oper i-hurt ful sore, outtake

Dunston alone |\U scapede graciousliche and wyseliche.

(' 1400 Malnue\. (.Roxb.) xv. 70 He goucrued it wj»ely and
graciousely.

GraciousneSS grt
Ti 'J3snes). [f. Guaciol-s a.

+ ->Kss.] The quality or state of being gracious.

1. Pleasing or attractive quality or condition.

charm, winning grace, esp. of manner.
< 1385 Chalcer L. G. IV. 1675 Medea, Of thyn tunge the

infynyt graciousnesse. 1530 Palsgr. 227 i Graciousnesae,
gracuvseie. 1751 Johnson Rambler Ho. 147 p$ He po.---

>essed some Science of Graciousness and Attraction which
Books had not taught. 1850 Lynch Theo. Trin. vii. 134
Beautiful things . . have a graciousness that wins us. 1885
Manch. Exam. 4 Feb. 3/3 He discourses, with a pensive
graciousness which is irresistibly charming, of three departed
friends.

fb. ^Gkackfulness.
1652-62 Heylin Cosmogr. 1.^1682)261 Thcgratiousness

of the Bell tower.

2. Courtesy, politeness; now esp. condescending

courtesy.
1638 Baker tr. Balzac s Lett. (1654) (vol. III.) 13 Such \>

your graciousnesse, that it is impossible to fall foule with
you. Ibid. (1638) 216, I did not looke to finde so great a
graciousnesse. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. g 85 The
graciousness and temper of this answer, made no impression
in them. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 126 His Gracious-
ness to this fine Gentleman and myself. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 165 ."12 The Barber, .seized me by the Hand
with honest Joy in his Countenance, which I repressed with

a frigid Graciousness. 1824 Miss Mutord Village Ser. 1.

(18631 171 The letter was. .received with the most cordial

graciousness. 1855 Macaulay hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 230 The
oidy words in Ins Declaration which had any show of gra-

ciousness. 1872 J. L. Saniord Eng. Kings, Chas. I, 342
He .. effaced the memory of his previous insinuating gra-

ciousness.

3. Mercifulness or compassionatcness ^of the

Deity . Also occas. kindness {of fortune).

1585 Am. Sandys Serm. xv. 264 No tongue can expres>c,

neither any minde conceiue this gratiousnes^e. 1599 S.KNDYb
Europz Spec. Q 4 b, Vnless the gratiousness of God stirre

vppe some worthy Princes of renowne, and reputation, with

both sides to enterpose their wisedome. a 1665 J. Goodwin
Filled 11: the Spirit (1867) 305 The exceeding graciousne^^.

and condescension of his nature. 1811 Henry fy Isabella

II. 2 In the midst of her calamities, she thought it a gra-

ciousness still left in her fate, to have escaped the connection.

1872 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxii. 4 His justice is..

seasoned with graciousness.

f4. Possession of grace, moral excellence. Obs.
SE1691 Br. T. Barlow Rem. 11693) 437 The Acts derive

their Graciousness from the Habit:-, and not e contra.

a 1711 KKSScrm. Wks. t.18381 116 Graciousness is honoured
as a participation of the Divine nature, appropriated to no
other than saints.

Grackle ^grick'l). Also 8 gracule, 9 grakle.

[Anglicized form of the generic name Gracttla. a

mod.L. fern, corresponding to L.gracu/us jackdaw.]

1. A name applied to various birds originally

included in the genus Gmcuia (see quot. 1893%
1772 Porster in Phil. Trans. LXII. 400 The Gracttla

Qmsciila
t Linn, or shining Gracule. 17R2 Latham Gen.

Synopsis Birds I. n. 455 Croatia religiosa, Minor Grakle.

Ibid. 457 Gracula calva, Bald Grakle. 1816 Kikily & Sr.

Entomol. (1S43) I. 244 The purple grackle. 1842 Brande Diet.

Sci., etc. s.v. Gracula, The bird commonly called the mino
grackle (Gracttla religiosa of Linnaeus). 1850 Lyeli. zud
Visit U. S. II. 150 'lhe boat-tailed grackle iQuisoualus).

1865 Tristram Land Israel ix. 209 My first specimen of the

beautiful grakle (Amydrus ttistrami). 1893 Newton Diet.

Birds, Grackle. .a word, .restricted to members of the Fami-

lies Sturnidae (starling) belonging to the Old World, and
Icteridar belonging to the New. Of the former those to

which it has been most commonly applied are the species

variously known as Mynas, Maiuas and Minors of India .

.

and especially the Gracula religiosa of Linnarus. .. In the

New World the name Grackle has been applied to several

species of the genera Scolecophagtts and Quiscalus. . . The
best known are the Rusty Grackle, S. ferrugineus..^nd

Q. purpureus, the Purple Grackle or Crou -Blackbird. 1896

Westm. Gaa. 28 Oct. 6 3 The black-throated crackle-cock.

2. Angling. The name of an artificial fly.

1894 Outing-{\J. S.) XXIV. 227/1 Bass flies of proved merit

include grackle, all the palmers, [etc.].

tOrraxy, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gkace sb. + -v 1

.]

Full of teaching about grace, evangelical.

1661 Pepys Diary 14 Apr., Heard Mr. Jacomb.at Ludgate,

upon these words, 'Christ loved you and therefore let us

love one another,' and made a gracy sermon, like a Presby-

terian.

Gradal ^gr^'dal), a. rare, [irregularly f. JL

grad-us degree + -al ; used instead of the regularly

formed adj. gradual, to avoid ambiguity.] Of or

pertaining to degree.

1872 E. Tuckerman Genera Lichenum p. vi, He conceives

then that while less weight, .should be given to spore-

differences of a mere gradal character, .more [etc].

ii
Gradale. Obs.~ [ [med.L. graddle sb., neut. of

late L.graddlii adj. , {.grad-us step.] - Gradual.^
a 1746 Lewis in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 168 A Gradale or

Grail, so called from the Gradales contained in it.. Ihe

Gradates, or what is gradually sung after the Epistle.

Gradan, variant of Gkaddan Sc.

Gradate ^grad^-tj, v. [Back formation irom

Gradation.]
1. With reference to colour: a. intr. To pass

by imperceptible grades from one tone or shade to

another ; to shade off. Const, into.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xii. 96 Retiring shades,

which gradate or go off by degrees. 1775 C. Davy Bonrrit's

Glac. Savoy (1776) 113 The deeper colour of a single

neighbouring mountain, which gradated irom top to bottom.



GRADATELY.
x8»3 Examiner 186/1 The light, .admirably gradates into

and contrasts the solemn dark on the shore.

b. trans. To cause so to pass by imperceptible

grades.
1853 Ruskin Stones Vett, III. ii. § 21. 47 Let the reader

take the two extreme tints and carefully gradate the one
into the other. 1857 — Elan. Drawing iii. 219 It is not

enough . . that colour should be gradated by being made
merely paler or darker at one place than another.
absot. 1857 Ruskin Eton. Drawing i. 20 If you cannot

gradate well with pure black lines, you will never gradate
well with pale ones. 1874 R. Tyrwhitt Sketch. Club 70
Now gradate over the gray to nothing with a little ver-

million and yellow ochre.

2. traits. To arrange in steps or grades (material

or immaterial). ?Only in passive. Const, into.

Also with off.

1869 A. W. Ward tr. Cm-tins' Hist. Greece II. iti. i. 254
The surrounding heights are gradated off in artitici.il

terraces up to their summit. 1885 Black ll'/i. Heather in

Longm. Mag. VI. 126 In the old country, where society is

gradated into ranks.

3. Chem. (? U. S. only.) ; To bring to a certain

strength or grade of concentration ; as, to gradate

a saline solution ' (Webster 1897' ;
' to concentrate

as by evaporation' ( Funk's Stand. Diet.'". Cf.

Graduate, Graduation, Graduator.
Hence Gradated ///. a,

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. (1851 II. in. 1. v. § 16 Compare
the gradated colours of the rainbow with the stripes of
a target. 1863 E. V. Nealf. Anal. Th. A- Nat. 179 These
currents would produce, in all substances possessing a
" gradated ' structure, secondary currents circulating round
them. 1886 Spectator 18 Dec. 1711 Glowing with rich and
carefully gradated colour.

t Gradately, adv. Obs. Also 5 graditly, 6

gradatlye. [f. gradate adj. (ad. 1.. graddtus
furnished with steps

1

+ -ly2.] By degrees; spec.

in Her. (cf Exgradkd, Exgrailkd).
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. D ij b, They ar calde armys

engradit for they ar made of ij colouris the wich graditly ar
broght to gedir oon coloure in to an other coloure. 1572
Bossf.wkli.A rmorie 11. 27 Two colors, or any mettal or colour,

be gradately inferred one into the other, that no partition,

but onely the Purflue maie be seene betwene them. 1599
A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 113/1 The same being
liquefactede,then take Minn lb. j, veryefmelyepulverisatede,
and gradatlye mixe the same therwith.

II Gradatim (grad^-tim), adv. [L. gradatim
by degrees, i.gradus step.] Step by step, gradually.
1583 Sttbbks Anat. Abuses F iiij b, Three or foure degrees

of minor ruffes, placed gradatim, step by step one beneath
another. 1669 Wori.idgf, Syst. Agric. (1681) 301 The vast
quantities of water that flow over our heads in stormy or
rainy weather, which . . do gradatim diffuse themselves
upon the Earth, 1694 Salmon Bate's Dis/ens. 1. (1713)
132/1 Make a gentle Fire first, which increase gradatim to

the fourth Degree. 1785 D. Low Chiropodoiogia xii. 104
Let them be bathed in water, tepid at first, and rendered
afterwards, gradatim, more warm.

Gradation grad^jan . Also 6-7 gradacion.
[ad. L. gradation-em, n. of action f. grad-us step :

see Grade sb. and -ation. Cf. F. gradation '1520

in sense 8 a, which is the earliest recorded sense also

in Knglish.]

1 1. The process of advancing step by step ; a

course of gradual progress. Obs.
1589 Greene Mena-Phon (Arb. > 39 Loue. .should enter

into the rfye, and by long gradations passe into the heart.

< 1630 RiSDOM Sttrv, Devon 11810'' 14. I purpose my
beginning in the east part.. my gradation into the south
with the sun. 1727 De Fof. Syst. Magic 1. ii. (1840) 43
Knowledge had its gradations too, and though it must be
confessed it was a very slow rate, yet some advances they
did make. 1750 Chbstrrf. Lett. (1792) II. ccxvtii. 340, I

am very well satisfied with the progress you have made in

that language . . according to that gradation you will [etc.].

fb. Period of advance : length of career. Obs.~~
l

1613-16 \V. BitOWNfl Brit. J^ast. 1. iv, They civilly had
spent their lives gradation As meeke and milde as in their

first creation.

2. A series of successive conditions, qualities,

events, etc., forming stages in a process or course.

(In early instances prob. suggested by 8 a.) ? Obs.

1549 Latimf.r ith Serm. be/. Edic. i'l iArbJ 139 What
was the waye they walked? . . They stouped after gayne .

.

What folowed? . . They toke . . brybes . . What then : .

.

They turned Iustice vpsedowne [see 1 Sam. viii. 3] , . Here
is the Deuyles genealogye. A gradation of the Piuylcs
making. 1614 H. Jonson Barth. Fair\\\

> The care I had
of that civil young man. .drew me to that exhortation, which
drew the company, .which drew the cut-purse; which drew
the money ; which drew my brother Cokes his loss ; which
drew on Waspe's anger ; which drew on my beating : a pretty
gradation ! 1675 South Serm. Ingratitude U715I 429 So
certain it is, by a direct Gradation of Consequences from
this principle of merit, that [etc.]. 1717 I.. HOWBL Desi»
deri/is 12 Love of God is to be attain'd by a gradation of
religious Virtues. 1739 Cibbf.r Apot. (17561 I. 49 That such
a pile of English fame and glory, .should, .so. . moulderaway
"in one continual gradation of political errors.

^
1781 Gihbon

Decl. ff F. xxvii. III. 29 The son . . attained, in the regular

gradation of civil honours, the station of consular of I.iguria.

3. //. Steps, progressive movements. Now only

in immaterial sense, stages of transition or advance.
1599 Warn. Faire Worn. 11. 3 You have . . by gradations

seen how we have grown Into the main stream of our
tragedy. 1662 J. Bargravk Pope Alex, Fit, etc. (1867)

1*9 The Cameleon.. winding its tail about the stick-; of the
rage, to help and secure its gradations. 1671 Tiu.otson
Serm. n. 103 The several gradations by which men at last

come to this horrid degree of unptety* 171* SfERUE Sped,

331

No. 430 p 2, I hope you will, .give us the History of Plenty
and Want, and the natural Gradations towards them. 1861
M. Paitjson Ess. (1889) I. 48 The Steelyard passed with
the rest of the parish by the same easy gradations from the
old to the new faith.

T b. sing, A means of gradual transition. Obs.
1710 CROMWELL Let. to Pope 3 Aug.. ' lis an interpolation

indeed, and serves for a gradation to the Crelestial Orb.

1 4. //. Configurations or arrangements resembling
a flight of Steps. Obs. rare.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 260 The Foundations Black
Marble with gradations to the bottom. 1727 Swift Gulliver

j

111. i. 181, I could see the sides of it encompassed with several

j

gradations of galleries. 1802 tr. A . La Fontaine's Reprobate
, II. 279 They then descended the gradations of the rock
;

together.

5. A scale or series of degrees in rank, merit,
1 intensity, or difference from some particular type

:

i

the fact or condition of including or being arranged

i

in a series of degrees.

1677 Half Prim. Orig. Man. 158 Although perchance
, existing Individuals may not be actually Infinite, yet
. certain it is that the potential gradation of things may be
I potentially Infinite. 1783 Phil. Trans. LXXHI. 206, I
1

plainly observed a gradation in the damage done to the
i buildings . . ill proportion as the countries were more or 1< ss

distant from this supposed center of the evil. 1808 [.

Webster Nat, t'/iii. 170 This changes by gradation into
1

an orange, thence into a yellow, and as the rays rise higher,
into a green, blue, indigo, and violet. 1831 Brewster
Xat. Magic \ i. (1833) 153 Hence there will necessarily arise

a gradation of density. 1832 Hr. Martineau Life in
Wilds vii. 96 No man can be more sensible than I am of
the advantages of a gradation of ranks in society. 1856
Emerson Hng. Traits, Reiig. Wks. (Bonn) II. 96 The
gradation of the clergy., makes them the link which unites
the sequestered peasantry with the intellectual advance-
ment of the age. 1863 H. Cox Instil, in. vi. 670 The

1 present system of a gradation of officers, each imposing
a check upon the other. 1864 H. Spencer Biol. I. 6 The
several compounds of oxygen with nitrogen, present us
with an instructive gradation. 1879 Maclear Mart: ix. 105
There is order and gradation in the hierarchy of blessed
spirits.

fb. Position in a scale, relative rank. Obs.
1604 SflAKS. Oth. 1. i. 37 Preferment goes by Letter, and

affection, And not by old gradation, where each second
Stood Heire to th' first. 1802 tr. A. La Fontaine's Repro-
bate I. 39 She had received a better education than was
generally bestowed on others of the same gradation in life.

Q. pi. Degrees of rank, merit, intensity, etc.;

successively differing varieties of form or proper-
ties, constituting a series intermediate in character

between two conditions or types.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. vi. § 2. 23 The sober and
grounded inquiry las to angels, etc.j which may arise, .out
of the Gradacions of Nature is not restrained. 1660 Trial
Regie. 41 The Indictment contains many Circumstances,
and Gradations, in the Treason. 1758 Johnson" Idler No. 7
f 9, I cannot pretend to inform our generals through what
gradations of danger they shall train their men to fortitude.

1783 BVRKE Rep. Affairs Ind. Wks. 1S42 II. 9 They
thought it not unnecessary here to state the gradations
in the service. 1793 Hoi.croft I. abater's Physiog. ii. 20
Who shall enumerate the gradations between insect and
man? 1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol, (1S15) 447 Granite,
porphyry, sienite, green-stone and basalt pass by. .insensible

gradations into each other. 1836 Macgillivkay tr. Hum-
boldfs Trow. xxiv. 370 In this district are displayed in a
remarkable manner the gradations of vegetation. 1856
Masson Ess. x. 473 Thus., prose passes into verse by
visible gradations. 1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI. iii. 58 There
were gradations in the completeness of the process.

7. The action of arranging in a scries of grades.

1858 Whewbll Novum Org. Renovatutn 220 The method
of gradation consists in taking a number of stages of a
property in question, intermediate between two extreme
cases which appear to be different.

8. a. Rhet. = Climax i. ? Obs.

1S38 Ki.vot Diet., Climax, a ladder, and the fygure
callydde gradation. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 109 Gradacion
is wheii'we reherse the worde that goeth nexte before, and
hryng another woorde thereupon that encreaseth the matter,
as though one should go vp a paire of staters, and not leauc
til he come at the toppe. 1573 G. Harvey Letier-bk, (Cam-
den) 51 In time, hi his troth, for ani thing he knew, .this verrt
gradation he usid himself with me at that time. 1627 H.
Burton Baiting Pope s Bull 29 Concluding this clause with
a rhetoricall gradation, that neither the prison, the racke,
nor death it selfe should daunt them. 1681 Flavel Moth.
(>race xiv. 277 We may observe a notable climax or grada-
tion in those Scriptures that speak of His glory. 1727-41
Chambers Cycl., Gradation, in rhetoric, is when a series of
considerations or proofs is brought, rising by degrees, and
improving each on the other.

fb. Logic. — Sowtks. Obs, rare.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Gradation, in logic, is an argu-
mentation, consisting of four or more propositi 15ns, so dis-

posed, as that the attribute of the first is the subject of
the second : and the attribute of the second, the subject
of the third ; and so on, till the last attribute come to be
predicated of the subject of the first proposition.

f*& Alch. ' Exaltation ' or raising to a higher
degree (see quot. 161 2 . Obs.
1612 WooDAi.i. Surg. Mate Wks. (1653* 271 Gradation is

an exaltation of Metals in the degree of affections, where
by waight, colour, and constancy they are brought to an
excellent measure, Inn the substance unaltered : so Gold is

rubified, fixed, and purified. 1641 French Pistilt. vi.

(1651) 188 Pour upon it.. .Ii/ua regxa, and the water of
gradation. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl.

10. Fine Arts. a. Painting. An insensible passing
from one colour or shade to another.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The painters also use the word

gradation for an insensible change nf colour, by the iliminu-

gradtjan.

!
tion of the teiots and shades. 1762-71 H. Walfole

! Vertue's A need. Paint. -1786) I. 84 Blues, reds, greens
!

and yellows not being blended in the gradations. 1821
Craig Led. Drawing iv. 228 To gratify the sight, by
delicate contrasts, and impossible gradations. 1846 Rlskin

j

Mod. Paint. (1851) II. III. I. v. § 16 What curvature is to
i lines, gradation is to shades and colours. .. Absolutely

without gradation no natural surface can possibly be. 1873
Hamerton Intell. Life 11. i. (1875) 50 The nrrattur . . finds

I that the gradation of his sky will not come right. 1887
Q, Rev. CLXIV. 109 In the production of gradations of

I

effect in gold the Japanese stand alone.

b. Archil. :Sce quot.)
1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Gradation, in architecture,

signifies an artful disposition of parts, rising, as it were, by
steps, or degrees, after the manner of an amphitheatre ; so
that those placed before do no disservice, .to those behind.

C. J\hts. * A diatonic ascending or descending
succession of chords ' (Brande Diet. Sci. etc. 1S42).
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. 'Terms, Gradatim

(.¥.). Gradation,' (I.), gradation ; by degrees of the scale.

11. Philol. Abl.ut, Also, a modification (of

a vowel; resulting from ablaut.
1870 Sweet in Trans:. Philol. Soc. 1. 3 An being the

second 'gradation ' of n. .. The first gradation of u is e!>.

1887 Skeat Pi inc. Fng. Etytnol. x. § 134. 156 Some of
the older vowel-sounds . . are to a certain extent connected
by what is known as 'gradation,' or in German, ablaut.
• 12. = Graduation, rare"1 (possibly misprinO.
1759 Goldsm. Enquiry into Ptes. State etc. (1774) 4-- 1

have sometimes attended their disputes at gradation.

Hence Grada'tioned///. a., formed by or with
gradations.

1805 W, Tavi.or in Ann. Rev. III. 2S8 Under a grada-
lioi ed representation, the electoral body .. become the real

constituents. 1808 — Ibid. VI. 269 To depute by universal
suffrage, but gradationed delegation, the wisest depositaries
iff their wishes respecting [etc.].

Gradational (grad^Janal), a. [f. Gradation
h -al.] Pertaining to , or characterized bv, gradation.
1842 I >E Qi-IM 1 v Wks. (1863I XIII. 527 A slow and grada-

tional transition of the population into its present physical
condition. 1866 Ont.iNn Anim, Chem. 47. I .. pointed out
that even the most remote members were distinguished from
one another by gradational differences only. 1868 Lyell's
Priuc. Geol. (ed. it) II, HI. xliii. 482 We are only beginning.
by aid of paleontology, to trace back the passage through
a series of gradational forms. 1880 G. Meredith Tragic
Com. xviii. (1892) 252 It was easier to remain incredulous
notwithstanding the gradational distinctness of the whispers.

Hence Qradationally adv.
1864 Owen Power of God 6 The delicately and grada-

tionally adjusted densities of the humours for correcting
spherical and chromatic aberration. 1884 tqtk Cent. Feb.
336 To regard them fa class of diseases], not as uniformly
marked out. one from another, by well-defined boundaries,
but as shading off gradational ly one into another.

Grada'tionary, a. rare- 1

, [f. Gbadation
+ -ABT.] Marked by gradations.
1824 Examiner 504/2 The foundations of her present

prosperity, if less splendid, are more gradationary and
permanent.

Gradative (griW^'tiv), a. ran— 1

, [f. (on the
analogy of Gradation) 1.. grad-us step: sec

-ativk.] Advancing by grades or steps. Hence
Orada'tively adv., step by step.

1818 I. Brown Psych =8 A system-builder you commence,
lint drawn giadatively from thence'Would quit your doc-
nine. 1840 J. U. Green Vital Dynamics 39 The law. .that
the progressive phases of the embryo correspond to the
abiding forms, which are preserved in the total organism of
animated nature, as typical of its gradative evolution

Gradatlye, variant of GRADATELY adv. Obs.

Gradatory gr^'datari ,sb. [as if ad. I-. *gra-
datorium, f. gradtts step.] A Might of steps, esp.

those leading from the cloisters to the choir of
a church.
1670 in Blount Glossogr. (ed. 3). 1703 T. "S.CifyQ C.

Purchaser 159. 1721x800 in Ba Iley, 1859 Holland
Gold F, xiii. 142 That which is above us, in allotment, gift,

and acquisition, forms so many steps of the gradatory that
leads from the cells where we do penance, to the temple.

Gradatory (grM&tari), a. [as if ad. L. *gra-
1 ddlorius, f. grad-us step.]

1. Proceeding by steps or grades, rare.

1793 Anna Reward Lett. (1811) III. 202 The chain of
! subordination, which binds the various orders of national

society in one common form of polity; that gradatory
junction, which can alone give vigour and effect to the laws.
Ibid. 243 Could this gradatory apostasy [of Macbeth] have
been shown us. Ibid. 253. 1843 Fraser's Mag. XXVIII.
566 We find assembled, in its continuous extent of gradatnrv
links, the whole chain of serving maidenhood.

2. Adapted for stepping (see quot.}.

1842 I'.rande Diet. Sci. etc.. Gradatory, a term applied in

Mammalogy to the extremities of a quadruped which are
equal or nearly so, and adapted for ordinary progression on
dry land.

Graddan gnedftn , sb. Se. Also 7 grad3an.
Sgraddon.graydon, ogradan. graddeu. [Gaelic

and Irish gradan, f. gread-aim I scorch.] Parched
grain see quot. 1854. and quots. s.v. Graddan v .

Also attrib., as graddan- bread, -cake, -meal.
,i 1605 MoNTGOIfBXHI Misc. Poems liv. 5 Insteid of grene

Eynger 3c eit gray graddan. 1703 M. Martin Dcscrif.
ii'esi. 1st. 204 The ancient way of dressing Corn, which is

yet us'd in several Isles, is call'd Ciiaddan. ("1730 Bern
Lett. X. Scott. (1818^ II. 170 This Oatmeal is called gray-
don meal. c 1750 M.wwki.i, Let. in Smiles Engineers
(1861) II. 97 The tenants in general lived..on .. groats,

milk, graddon ground in querns turned by the hand [etc.].



GRADDAN.
1790 Pennant Tour Scot! led. 3) 323 The lasses are

]

merry at their work of grinding the Graddan. 1806 R.Jamie-

son Quern Lilt in Sir G. Douglas Scott. Minor Poets

(1891) 117 Grind the gradden—grind it. 1808 J. Walker
Econom. Hist. Hebrides II. 368 To make gradan bread.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxv, The graddan cake will keep

her white teeth in order. 1854 H. Miller Sell. <y Schm.

v. (18571 104 Gradden-meal, i. e. grain dried in a pot over

the fire, and then coarsely ground in a hand-mill.

Graddan (grardan), v. Sc. [f. Graddan sb.]

traits. To parch (grain) in the husk ;see quots.).

Hence Graddaned ppl. a., Graddaning vbl.-sb.

1773 Bosweli. Jrnl. Tour Hebrides 9 Sept., There were

oat-cakes, made of what is called graddaned meal, that is,

meal made of grain separated from the husks, and toasted

by lire. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot/, in 1772, 280 The corn

is graddan'd, or burnt out of the ear, instead of being

thrashed. Ibid. 281 Graddened corn was the parched corn

of Holy Writ. 1864 Grffnshields Ann. I.esmahagcnv 34

The process of graddening was conducted thus.

Gradde, pa. t. Grede v. Obs.

Grade (a 1
"'71 ' 1 ), sl'- [

a - '• Sya(lc <
ad -

^-grad-us

step ; cf. Sp. and It. grado. (The regular repre-

sentative of L. gradus in OF. was grc: see GREE.)]

Not in Johnson 1755; noted by Todd 1819 as not yet in

established use.

1. Math, f a. A degree of angular measurement,

or of latitude or longitude ; the 90th part of a right .

angle or quadrant ; = Degree 9, 9 b. Obs.

(.•1511 1st Eng. Bk. Awer. (Arb.) Introd.29/2 They of

Lussbone in vnder yat forsayde linie .xxxix. grade and

one halfe. 1571 Diggf-s Pantom. 1. Elem. c, A Quadrant
is. .ditlided in 00 portions, which partes are named grades

or degrees. 1593 Eale Dialling 60 The Grades or Degrees

are found in the upper head of this Table, and the Minutes
pertaining to the degres on y- left side.

b. In the centesimal mode of dividing angular

quantity: The hundredth part of a right angle.

1801 Dupke Neolog. Fr. Diet. 12- Grade . . the grade, or

decimal degree of the meridian. 1833 Snowball Plane
Trigonom. 11837) 5 To find the relation between E and F,

the' number of degrees and grades contained in the same
angle BAC.

t 2. One of a flight of steps ; = Degree i . Obs.-'1

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India ff P. 286 Causeways, .at every

Tank ascended or descended by Marble Grades, while the

Horse-way was sloped.

3. A step or stage in a process ; rarely spec, a step

in preferment. (Cf. Degree 2.)

1796 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XIX. 517 If a quantity

of paper-money pass through all the successive grades of

depreciation. 1798 — in Monthly Mag. VI. 553 He was

a skilful pupil, and had attained the highest grade of ini-

tiation. 1851 Carpenter Man. Rhys, (ed. 2) 238 That
highest grade of development which it [the brain] possesses

in Man. 187s Jowf.tt Plato led. 2) IV. 403 The steps or

grades by which he rises from sense and the shadows of

Tense to the idea of beauty and good. 1879 G. Meredith
Egoist xxxix. 11889I 385 As a barrister, diplomatist, or

a general, he would have won his grades. 1884 tr. Lolze's

Metaph. 434 Countless different grades which it [the soul)

traverses by degrees when first it is being formed.

4. A degree or position in the scale of rank,

dignity, social station, eminence, proficiency, etc.

Cf. Degree 4.)
1808 E. S. Barrett Miss-led General 32 At seventeen,

having hopped, skipped, and jumped through all the inferior

grades.. he became colonel. 1830 Herschei. Stud. Nat.

Phil. 67 If on comparing the very lowest states in civilized

and savage life, we admit a difficulty in deciding to which

the preference is due, at least in every superior grade we
cannot hesitate a moment, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. (1869)

III. v. 288 Teachers of every grade, from village school-

masters to tutors in private families. 1866 Crump Banking
ii. 47 Unfortunate officers of all grades. 1868 J. H. Blunt
Kef. Ch. Eng. I. 396 The minor orders were holy orders

as well as the three higher grades of the ministry. 1873

Burton Hist. Scot. VI. lxxiii. 321 He was a man of an

inferior grade and nature. 1890 Bol.nRF.wooD Col. Reformer
(18911 215 The companionship of some one nearly approach-

ing his own grade.

b. A number of persons holding the same rela-

tive social rank or official dignity ; a class.

1827 Line, .v Lincolnsh. Cabinet 7 Any artist skilled in

delineating the lower grades of human life. 1837 Dickens

Pickw. ii. The solicitors' wives and the wine merchant's

wife headed another grade. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 112

Regulating the numbers and grades to be withdrawn for

staff employ. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixvii. 101 Promo-

lion in ihe higher grades of the Church. 1888 Brvci: Amer.

Commw. II. xlix. 233 The public Schools ..are everywhere

and in all grades gratuitous. 1897 Daily Nevis 24 Feb. 7/5

All grades of railway employe's were now organized.

5. a. In things : A degree of comparative quality

or value, b. A class of things, constituted by

having the same quality or value.

1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley the Banker I. v. 99 On
either side of Miss Egg, various grades of tippets and

bonnets. 1853 Kingslf.y Hypatia v. 60 The furniture of

the chamber was but a grade above that of the artisan's.

1880 Manch. Guard. 27 Nov., Low grades [of cotton] are

again decidedly dearer. 1884 York Herald 26 Aug. 7/2

Tea : The tone of the market is firm, and most grades are

rather dearer. 1893 Sf.i.ous Trav. S. E. Africa 354 The

ore was of such low grade that it would not pay to work it.

6. Path. Of a disease : Degree or condition of

intensity.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 369 The subordinate forms and

grades of fever, not arrested within forty-eight or seventy-

two hours, invariably passed on to the malignant grade cf

disease. 1822 34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 645 The
captain. .died wiih every symptom ..f the highest grade of
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yellow remittent fever. 1858 Copland Diet. Pract. Med.
II. 444 '2 Partial Insanity- the simpler forms and slighter

grades of mental disorder. 1897 A/lbu/t's Syst. Med. II.

404 Those cases in which the fever attains a high grade.

7. With reference to animals: A result of cross-

breeding, a hybrid. Now techn. in cattle-breeders'

language, a variety of animal produced by crossing

a native stock with a superior breed ; also attrib.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 196 The other sort is.. the

Ranging Bear, and seems to be a grade between the pre-

ceding and the wolf. 1883 C. Wilson in Harper's Mag.

Jan 272/2 Grade animals in a well-managed dairy can be

made. .quite as productive as thorough-breds. 1883 Pall

MallG. 21 Sept. 12/1 Hereford grade steer calves. 1891

Daily News 24 Nov. 5/4 There is room for a. .
trade in

fat grade lambs between Canada and Britain.

8. 7.ool. In the genetic classification of animals,

a group constituted by the fact that its members

are presumed to have branched from the common
stem at about the same point of its development.

1877 E. R. Lankester Notes on Embryology, etc. in Qly.

Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. New Ser. XVII. 440 [The writer refers

to grade as a new term introduced by himself.] Whilst all

other terms indicate branches of the pedigree diverging

from a very nearly common point . . the various ' grades '.

are introduced to separate the starting-points of the

branches; a certain advance in differentiation of structure

separates the branches of a higher grade from those of a

lower.

9. Philol. a. The position occupied in an ablaut-

series by a particular vowel or form of a root. b.

Applied (after Grimm's use of G. grad) to denote

the class of a consonant as ' tenuis ' or ' media

'

(see quot. 1872). rare-'.

187a Beames Camp. Gram. A ryan Lang. India I. in. 190

Initial consonants retain the grade of each organ in the

purest and truest way.. By the expression ' grade ' must be

understood the two classes of tenuesand media:. 1891 May-
hew O. E. Phonologyp. xvi, The double colon (::) occurring

between forms of^words, is used to indicate 'ablaut' or

change of grade in a vowel series.

10. D'.S. In a road, railway, etc: Amount of

inclination to the horizontal; rate of ascent or

descent ; = Gradient sb.

1835 7ml. Franklin Inst. XV. 230 From whence it [the

route of a proposed railroad] continues in nearly a direct

course, rising at a grade of about twenty feet to the mile.

1840 Tanner Canals f Rail Roads U.S. 78 The grades vary

from a level to an inclination of 1 in 330. 1888 Bryce Amer.

Commw. III. VI. cxiv. 641 A railroad line of gentle grade.

1898 in li'estm. Gaz. 19 Jan. 2/1 The relations that should

exist between the grade of a sewer, its size, and the volume

of flush water required to produce a given effect. 1898 in

Daily Navs 18 May 10/3 'The river you enter after leaving

Lake Lebarge..has a big grade.

b. An inclined portion of a railway or road

;

a slope, an ascent or descent. Also Down grade,

Up grade.
1883 Times 27 Mar. 3/6 Owing to the incomplete condi-

tion of the grades previously made.. rapid progress could

not be made. 1888 Scribuer's Mag. Aug. 191 Jack never

tires of telling what his engine did when ' she was going

up Rattlesnake Grade '. 1890 BoLORKWOOD CoL Reformer

(1891) 150 The., rush of the express train .. adown the flying

grades. 189s Daily Neva 10 Sept. 3/5 A passenger train

went off the rails at the bottom of a downward grade.

1896 R. Kipling Seven Seas 57 His whistle waked the

snow-hound grade.

Jig. i*»3 Daily News 26 June 2/3 Trade is on the

upward grade.

C. U.S. local. In mining districts: A portion

of road.

t877 Raymond Statist. Mines ff Mining 278 The surface

works of the mine are situated about 300 feet above the

' grade ', or stage-road. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Si/. 70

Entered the Toll road, or, to be more local, entered on

'
1 he grade '.

11. Of a surface: Degree of altitude ;
level, rare.

At grade (U.S.) : on the same level.

1851 C. L. Smith tr. Tasso I. Ixxv, Swollen beyond his

wonted grade, That river. . O'ertops his banks. 1880 Fnz-

gibbon Trip to Manitoba xiv. 164 Ihe immense cost of

tilling up and levelling to bring the line to the proper grade.

1890 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 26 Aug. 4 '= Petition, .for leave

10 cross the Grand Trunk tracks at North Stratford at

grade.

12. Comb., grade-crossing U.S.), a place where

a road and a railway, or two railways cross each

other at the same level, a level crossing; grade

line 'see quot., ;
grade school - graded school

(see Graded///, a. 1
).

1894 Stead If Christ came to Chicago 2 The spot of green

light which arrests traffic across the "grade crossing of the

railway. 1840 Tanner ( 'auals * Rail Roads U.S. 249 Grade

line, or profile, is a prescribed line which governs the con-

struction of a rail-road. 1869 Daily Navs 20 Dec, At a

meeting of the Social Science Association, .a paper will be

read by Mr. tJdwin Pears, 'On "Grade Schools, and on Scho-

larships between Primary and Grade Schools, and to the

Universities'.

I Grade, vA Obs. rare.- 1
, [aphetic form of

Degrade.] trans To degrade.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2430 (Dublin MS.)Thar as he giltyd

me ayayns, I hym gradit haue.

Grade (grt71d), v.- [f. Grade sb.]

fl. trans. To admit to a (specified) degree at a

University. Obs.—'

1563 Foxf. A. a> M. 403/1 Returning the same vere. he

I was graded doctor, at the expences of elector hredenck,

according to the solempne manner o( scholes.

GRADED.

+ 2. To lay out (the plan of a country) by degrees

of latitude and longitude. Obs. rare -1 .

1600 Haies in Hakluyt Voy. III. 152 Also some obserued
the eleuation of the pole, and drewe plats of the countrey
exactly graded.

3. To arrange or place in grades or classes ; to

class (persons, schools, etc.) according to dignity,

merit, or advancement ; to sort (produce) according

to quality ; to determine the grades or degrees of.

1659 Eedes Wisdom's Justif 34 They that turn many to

righteousness shall be graded in glory accordingly. 1880
Fitch Led. 'Teaching (1881) 48 When Schools are rightly

graded each will have its own complete and characteristic

course. 1882 Harper's Mag. Dec. 123/2 Seats were graded
according to rank in the churches. 1884-5 Riverside Nat.
Hist. (1888) IV. 179 trading our groups on a somewhat
different principle . . we include the two species of boat-bill

. .in the sub-family Cochleariinae. 188s Pall MallG. 13 June
6/1 It is a comparatively simple matter to grade American
wheat. 1889 Marg. Lef. Eaithf. <y Unf. xi. 125 He despises

Maud, and grades me w ith her. 1890 li'estm. Rem. Apr. 351
Society grades the wrong of killing, and gives names to the

degrees.

b. To blend with other things, so as to affect

the grade or quality of.

1889 Times 23 Oct. 5 4 Cider . . is again graded with other

apple juices, so as to produce either sweet or dry cider.

c. To colour with shades or tints which pass

insensibly one into another.

1871 [see Grading vbl. sb.]. 1882 Atheuxum 7 Jan. 23/1

The sky is tenderly graded from the vapours of the horizon

to the clear blue of the zenith. 1893 Baildon Rescue, etc.

81 Pencilled, painted, grained and graded.

d. t'ntr. Of produce : To take a specified grade.

1891 N. V. Tribune 30 Oct. 7/3 (Funk) They have had
no frost and the wheat is grading nearly all No. 1 hard.

4. trans. To reduce (the line of a road, railway,

or canal) to levels or practicable gradients.

1835 [cf. Grading . c]. 1840 Tanner Canals <y Rail Roads
U.S. 155 The line is graded for two tracks, only one of which
. .has been laid down. 1870 Emerson See. f Solit., Civiliz.

Wks. (Bonn) III. 8 When the Indian trail gets widened,

graded, and bridged to a good road, there is a benefactor.

1881 Hughes Rugby, Tennessee 49 His duties .. in grading

and superintending the walks, interfered with the garden.

1888 Brycf. Amer. Commw. II. n. Ii. 287 Cities were v com-

pelled to grade, pave, and sewer streets without inhabitants.

absol. 1858 Times 25 Aug. 6/3 We are sending out men
. .to survey, to level, to grade.

fig. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. I. (1873^ 263

Hugh Peter grades the sharp descent from the apostolic to

the practical with an et cetera.

5. Stock-breeding. To crosswith some better breed.

To grade up: to improve the breed of (stock) by

grading.
1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle «f Mocassin IX. 161 It en-

courages you to go to the expense of turning in good bulls

and grading up your stock.

6. Philol. In passive : To be altered by gradation

or ablaut.

1887 Skeat Prime. Eng. Etymol. x. § 155. 170 The Teut.

E maybe 'graded' to Aon the one hand, and O on the other.

7. In occasional uses : a. To wear away the

surface of so as to produce a regular slope, b.

To cut (steps) at regular intervals.

1841 Catkin -V. Amer. Ind. (1844I I. x. 69 By the action

of water, the country seems to have been graded away.

1896 How ells Impressions A> Exp. 230, I . . mount some

steps graded in the rock at one place.

Graded (graded), ///. a. [f. Grade sb. and

V? + -ED.]

1. Formed like a flight of steps.

1850 Ecctesioleeist XI. 113 Three graded sedilia .. with

trefoiled heads.
'

1865 Athenxum No. 1984. 612/3 A graded,

low, broad wall. 1874 J. 'Thomson City Dreadful Nt. xxi.

(1880) 52 The bronze colossus of a winged Woman LTpon

a graded granite base foursquare.

b. Her. Of a cross : = Degraded ///. a.2

1874 I'apworth's Coals ofA mis 607/1 Arg., a cross graded

of three sa.-—Wyntworth. 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her. 161

s.v. Cross.

2. Divided or arranged according to grades of

rank, quality, etc. Graded school (chiefly U.S.)

:

'a school divided into departments taught by dif-

ferent teachers, in which the children pass from

the lower departments to the higher as they ad-

vance in education' {Cent. Did.).

1859 Amer. Cycl. V. 553 '2 A system of graded schools for

each town. 1867 Nation 'ici. V.) 12 Sept. 207 He especially

recommends that our system of graded schools be imitated

in the large towns of England. 1873-6 Jenkin E/ectr. #
Magnet, (ed. 31 107 Sir William Thomson has given the name

of graded galvanometer to an instrument constructed as

above, and [etc.]. 1877 Bi.ackie Wise Men 32 Thus earth

and fire, the heavy and the light, Are bound together by

the graded kinds of air and water.

3. Of a road, etc. : Reduced to levels or prac-

ticable gradients.

1840 Tanner Canals and Kail Roads U.S. 151 The

graded surface of the road. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men,

Napoleon Wks. iBohn) I. 371 ' There shall be no Alps
,
he

said; and he built his perfect roads, climbing by graded

galleries their steepest precipices. 1857 R. Tomes Amer.

in 7apan iii. 82 Here are to be found wide and well-

graded streets. i88» W. H. Bishop in Harper's Mag. Dec.

60/2 A half mile of graded road-bed alone remains.

4. Of cattle : Improved by crossing with a superior

breed.
. .

1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle t, Mocassin IX. 161 Graded

cattle are more valuable, ain't they?



GRADELY.

Gradely (gr^'-dli), a. Now only dial. Also
t graithly. Forms : a. 3 grsei[J)]licli, grefClic,

4 grathly, graythely, greijjli, 9 dial, grathely.
£. dial. S greidly, 8-9 greadl(e;y, 9 graadly,
graid e'l(e.y, gradsly. [ME. greidlic, a. ON.
greidlig-r

f
f. greid-r Gkaith a. + -lig-r -LY 1.]

1. Of persons, their actions and attributes,

fa. in early use, with somewhat uncertain
meaning: ? Ready, prompt. Obs.
c 1205 Lav. 445 pene king he grette mid greirSlicre speche.

Ibid. 10039 BftlttCT heo gretten mid gra:i[b]lichen worden.
a T375 Joseph Arim. 88 Heo grauntede feline to ben at his
grace ; And sone aftur pat gretnede bat greibli mayde.

b. in mod. dialectal use, a general term of
commendation ; chiefly with reference to character

:

Decent, respectable, worthy; occas. of a girl,

comely, good-looking. Also, ' regular \ thorough.
^1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks.

(1862) 67 Ved's os greadly o Lad as needs t' knep oth' Hem
of a keke. 1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss., Greidly,
well-meaning, or any thing good in its kind. 1790
Mrs. Wheeler IVestmld. Dial. (1821) 48 Hees rackend
a varra graadly man. 1840 S. Bamforo Life of Radical
xiii. 84 Yore a graidley felley for owt 'at I kno' to th'
contrary. 1866 Waugh Home Life Factory Folk xi. 105
Thoose hens..rooten abeawt th' heawse just th' same as
greadley Christians. 1877 Mrs. F. H. Blrnktt That
Lass o' Lowrie^s (1S87) 31 He's a graideiy foo', he is.

C. predicatively (cf. the adv.). Well in health.
1851 C. Bronte Let. in C. B. .5- her Circle (1896J 312

Her beloved papa and mama. .are living and 'gradely'.
1865 Laycock Mi Gronfeythcr in Harland Lane. Lyrics
192 He never wur gradely no moor. 1877 Mrs. K. H.
Blrnett That Lass o' Loivrie's (1887) 170 I'm feelin' a
trifle graidelier than I ha' done . . Things is lookin up.

2. Of things : a. Excellent, suitable, handsome.
«i3oo Cursor M. 18409 Hu come be sa grathli gode bat

bou on schuldre bers a rode? 7^1400 Morte Arth. 187
Gumbaldes graythely, fulle gracious to taste. 1863 Kingsi.ky
Water-Bab. 12 This is a hard road for a gradely foot like
that. 1865 Hard Times in Harland Lane. Lyrics 305 Th'art
nooan so feaw, yet, wench, if thae'd gradely clooas to wear.
1877 Mrs. F. H. Burnett That Lasso' Lozvrie's(i$3j) 189
It's the graideliest book tha ivver seed.

b. in mod. dial, use: Real, proper.
18. . Three Dial, by Toddle 19 My gradely name is Harry

Shareall. 1865 Waugh Lane. Sottas 9 But aw've no gradely
comfort, my lass, Except wi' yon childer and thee. 1865 Rams-
bottom Gooitt' to Schod1

in Harland Lane. Lyrics 302 A
gradely plague it's bin to me— It's been a gradely blessin' too.

Hence + Gra'deliness.
^1425 St. Elizabeth of Spalbeck in Auglia VIII. 115/30

WiJ> fulle deuoute sighynges and goostly greydlynes. .abid-
ynge inekeiy be comynge of hir sauyoure.

Gradely (grfi'dli), adv. Now only dial. Also

f graithly. Forms: a. 4 graitli, grayj?(e)ly,

4-5grayth.(e)ly
;
4-6grath(e)ly, "j dial, greathly,

(4 gra(i)peli, graith(e)li, grathli, graypliche,
graytli, -ly, gre^i) pli, greythly, 6 Sc. graithlie).

P. 4 graideli, 5 graidly, greidly, 8-9 greadly,

9 gradeley, graidoly, 6- gradely. [M E. grayply,
graydely, a. ON. grcidliga, f. greid-r Graith a.]

f 1. Promptly, readily. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor I\f. 741 Graitli taght he him be gin How

he suld at be wif be-gin. 13.. E. E. Atlit. P. B. 341 Ful
graybely gotz bis god man & dos godez hestes. c 1350 Wilt.
Palerue 94S But }e graunt him 3our grace, him greibli to
help. .his liif nel nou$t for langour, last til to-morwe. ,1400
Vzoaine <$ 67«w. 3208 Graithly hit he tham ogayn. 1450-70
Golagros Sr Gaw. 54 Grant me, lord, on yone gait graithly
to gay.

2. Carefully, exactly; properly; quite, really; well.
1340 Hampole Fr. Consc. 645 Behalde .. graythely and

loke. 1393 Langl. F. Ft. C. xxi. 324 Hit is oat greythly
getyn, ther gyle is be rote. ^1400 Maundkv. (Roxb.) xv.
70 pe whilk. .descryued me be maners of ober cuntrees..
fraythely and. .verraiiy. c 1460 Towucley Myst. xv. 152
ent thou to that page grathly. 1515 Barclay Egloges iv.

(1570) c iv/3 If thou haue all these thou mayst grathly
carpe. 1385 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 14 Let Readers
think they fele the burning heat, And graithly see the
earth [etc. J. 1597 Montgomery; Cherrie $ Slae 327 Quhais
schaddow is in the river schew, Als graithlie glancing, as
they grew. 1674 Ray N. C. Words, Greathly, handsomely,
towardly. ^1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane.
Dial. Wksyli862) 51, I cMMaw tell thee greadly. 1850
N. <y Q. Ser^f. II. 334/2 Most frequently it is precisely equi-
valent to * very', as in the expression a gradely fine day.
1865 R. R. Bealey My Johnny in Harland Lane. Lyrics
89 Aw dunnot like to think o' that, An' yet it's gradely
true. 1865 Waugh Lane. Songs 70 For when hoo's gradely
donned, hoo'Il look As grand as th' queen o' Shayba.

Grader (griHai). [f. Grade v? + -er IJ
1. A person employed : a. in grading produce (see
Graded.2

); b. in grading roads (seeGRADEz/.2 4).
a. 1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 22 Nov., Graders whose

business is to classify cotton for English markets. 1891
IVestm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 9/3 The wool was duly delivered, and
a large number ofgraders put to work preparing it forcleaning.
b. 1870 Times 5 Sept. 5 Track-laying will be commenced

next week, and will be pushed forward after the graders
as fast as the iron is received. 1883 W. H. Bishop in
Harper's Mag. 825 '2 The grader of streets will probably
follow the . . mining capitalist.

2. A machine for ' grading ' (in various senses).
1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 361 The side

tracks [should bel kept in order by the use of the grader.
[Fta.'e

t Improved Rut Scraper and Grading Machine.]
1884 Knight Diet. Mcch. Suppl., Gratier (Railway'. A
temporary track is laid, and from a platform and caboose
car on this track a double plow is rigged out to throw up
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a track. Ibid., Grader, an earth scraper. 1888 Wi'ic,
Spirit fy Beer 8 Mar. 142/2 1'he machine consists of two
separate frames, one containing the half-corn separator,
feed-hopper and elevator, and the other the grader.
Graai, Gradiate, obs. if. Greedy, Graduate.
Gradient (gr£'*dienO, a. and sb. [ad. L. gra-

dient-cm pr. pple. ofgradi to walk, i.grad-us step
]

A. adj.

1. Of animals: Characterized by taking steps with
the feet, as their distinctive mode of progression

;

walking, ambulant.
1641 Wii.kins Math. Magick 11. iv. (1648) 174 Amongst

these gradient Automata, that iron spider mentioned in
Walchius is more especially remarkable. 1663 R. Boyle
Usef. Exp. Nat. Fhi'los. 1. ii. 40 But it is not so conspicuous
in gradient animals lif I may so speak) as in swimming ones.
1668 Wii.kins RealChar. 161 Oviparous Beasts. .Gradient

;

haying four feet. 1822 T. Taylor Apuleius 300 There are
animals adapted to the several parts, the volant living in the
air, and the gradient on the earth.

b. Jler. Said of a tortoise depicted as walking.
1780 Ed.mondson Her. II. Gloss. 1828-40 Blkry EncycL

Her. I.

2. Of a railway line : Rising or descending by
regular degrees of inclination. rare—°. (?A figment.)
1855 in Ogilvil-, Suppl. Hence in mod. Diets.

B. Sb.

1. Of a road or railway : Amount of inclination to

the horizontal ; degree of slope ; =Grade sb. 10.

This sense can hardly have been evolved from that of the
Lat. pple. or the Eng. adj.; possibly it was a new formation
on grade, after the supposed analogy of quotient.
1835 Railway Mag. Dec. 264 The line of Railroad here

proposed.. passing over the most easy and beautiful tract of
country, .with the most favourable gradients. 1836 Dub/.
Rev. May 225 In describing the gradients of a railway, it is

usual to slate the rise per mile in feet. 1836 Meek. Mag.
6 Aug. XXV. 317 In a contemporary journal there appears
a violent tirade against the word gradient as at present used
by civil engineers. 1861 Smii.es Engineers II. 429 One in
thirty being about the severest gradient at any part of the
road. 1868 Pkakd IVater-Farm. xi. 111 Wherever they
have been constructed on a gradient of 1 in 9. .they have
answered admirably. 1880 Halghton Pays. Gerg. v. 241
The uniformly increasing gradient with which the pampas
everywhere rise. 1884 American VIII. 86 The road was built
with needlessly steep gradients.

fig. 1868 \V. H. Dixon Spirit Wives I. xv. 159 That duality
111 the soul of nature, .led by an easy gradient into a state of
manners, as between brother and sister, which [etc.].

b. A part of a road which slopes upward cr
downward

; a portion of a way not level.

1864 in Webstek ; and in later Diets.

2. trans/. The proportional amount of rise cr
fall of the barometer or thermometer in passing
from one region to another.
The * barometric gradient ' is expressed in hundredths of

an inch to a degree of a great circle; thus 'a gradient of 4
means that over a distance of 60 nautical miles, the baro-
meter rises ^or ^ of an inch ' (Huxley Physiogr. 05).
1870 Evi- KtiT Deschanets Nat. Philos. xiii. 168 Generally

speaking, the wind blows from regions of high to regions of
low barometer, and with greater force as the barometric
gradient is steeper. 1876 J ait Rec. Adv. Phys. Sci. xi. 263
The temperature will fall off by a uniform gradient. 1878
Hcxlev Physiogr. 05 If the isubars run close together it

shows that the gradient is high, and therefore the winds will
be strong. x88o 'Times ti Aug. 116 Gradients for westerly
winds lay over Scotland, and for easterly winds over the
Bay of Biscay. 1882 Nature XXVI. n The primary
cause of cyclones, according to Ferrel, is a horizontal
temperature gradient.

3. Math. A rational integral function of a number
of quantics of assigned weights, which is of one de-
gree and one weight throughout (Prof. Elliott).
1887 Sylvf.ster in Amer. Jml. Math. IX. 2 A rational

integral homogeneous and isobaric function (or, to avoid a
tedious periphrasis, say a gradient). 1895 Elliott Algebra
Qualities 145, 146, 233.

Gradienter igr^'-dientsj). U.S. Also -or.
[f. prec. + -EH 1

.] A small instrument used by sur-
veyors for determining gradients, etc.
1884 in Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Gradien.'or. 1889 in

Century Diet.

Gradin, gradilie ] (gr^Wlin, gradf-n). [a. or
ad. K. gradin, ad. It. gradino, f. grado Grade sb ]
1. One of a series of low steps or seats raised one

above the other.

1834 Biickford Italy I. 140 A semi-circular niche, with
seats like the gradines of a diminutive amphitheatre. 1851
Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <y Eng. I. 709 The Pontiff For-
mosus received him on the gradins of St. Peter's Basilica.
186a Rawlinson Anc. Mm, I. v. 334 This monument.,
tapering gently towards the summit, which is crowned with
three low steps, or gradines.

b. Mining. (See quot.)
183Q Ure Did. Arts, etc. 839 The working is disposed in

the form of steps (gradins\ placed like those of a stair.

2. A shelf or ledge at the back of an altar.
1877 LkkGIoss. Liturg. $ Eccl. Terms, Gra<tin 1. A French

term for a step behind and above the level of the altar-slab
for placing the cross and candlesticks upon . . 2. The term
'gradine' has been recently introduced into the Church
of England. It corresponds with that already defined.
1887 Ch. Times 23 Sept. 746/3 The altar is well raised,
and a gradine above it bears the legal ornaments. 1890
Gasquet & Bishop Ediv. VI 4- Bk. Com. Prayer 59 no'e,
The modem introduction of gradins is a witness to the
scruple felt at placing anything on the altar beyond what
was necessary for the sacrifice. i8gi Ch. Times 4 Dec.
1180/4 Flowers may stand on the gradines on every Sunday
in the year.

GRADUAL.

Gradine 2 (grad/-n). [a. F. gradine.] A toothed
chisel used by sculptors.
i860 in Worcester. 1883 Helen Zimmern in Mag. of

Art Oct. 517/2 All the instruments in the sculptor's profession
are indicated—the modelling tool.. the point, the gradine,
even down to the very screw-jack.

Grading (gr^'-dirj \ vOl. sb. [f. Grade v.- +
-ING 1

.] 'lne action of the vb. Grade-.
1. gen, (See the senses of the vb.)
1871 Athenxum 29 Apr. 531/1 The art of the painter has

supplied that subtle grading of light and tone which all

enjoy. 188a C. L. Brace Gesta Chr. 400 The grading and
separation of prisoners. 1886 Athemenm n Dec. 789/2
[The picture] gives with delightful truth.. and aeiial grading
a view near the mouth of the Thames.
2. spec. a. The action or process of sorting (pro-

duce
; into grades according to quality. Also attrib.

1883 E. Ingeksoll in Harper's Mag. June 75/2 It descends
another story upon patented grading screens, which sort out
the larger-sized grains from the smaller. Ibid. 76 2 The first

operation .
.
is the grading of the middlings. 1887 Contemp.

Rev. May 699 The odious elevator, against which they pre-
ferred the charges of false grading.

b. The action or process of reducing 'a rond,etc.

)

to practicable gradients; cotter, a graded poition
of a road. Also attrib.

1835 Jml Franklin Instil. XV. 233 The amount of
labour in grading, fixing rails, and forming all other parts of
the road. 1840 R. H. Dana B,f. Mast xix. 55 The grading
of the road .. they could easily understand. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., Grading-scraper, a large two-handled shovel
drawn by a pair of horses. . It is used in road-making [etc.].

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines -y Mining 1 ;o Fifteen miles.

.

were cleared of brush and some grading was done last year.
1881 ' .Mark Twain ' Tramp Abr. xvii. 134 The heavy work
in. .the new railway gradings is done mainly by Italians.

] Gradino (gracirno). [It.: see Gradin.] a.
= Gradin 2. b. A work of painting or sculpture
intended to ornament the 'gradin' of an altar.

1883 C. C. Perkins //. Sculpt. 18 An altar whose 'gradino'
is covered with extremely flat reliefs sculptured by Alphonso
Lombardi. 1886 Athenmum 4 Sept. 312/2 His 'Civitali's]

niche is secured in the Temple of Fame, not in the central
line ..but in some modest gradino, like those on his own
altarpieces and monuments.

f G-raciionately, adv. Obs.- 1 [A humorously
bombastic formation : peril. Nash meant to wiite
grada/ionatcly.'] In regular gradation or sequence.

1599 Nashf, Lenten Stuffe 41 To recount . . how he came
to be king of fishes, anil graclionately how from white 10 red
he changed, would require as massive a toombe [i.e. toniel as
Hollinshead.

Graditly, variant of Gkadately adv. Obs.

T Graduable, a. Obs. rare* 1
. [f. med.L.

graduate [see Graduate v.) + -able.] Entitled
to an academic degree.
1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 284 Clerkes that

ben gradewable. .may syt at the squyers table.

Gradual [grse'diwal), sb. [ad. med.L. graduate
sb., orig. neut. of graditdtis adj. : see next.]

1. An antiphon sung between the Epistle and the
Gospel at the Eucharist, so called because it was
sung at the steps of the altar or while the deacon
was ascendingthe steps of the ambo. ^Cf.GKAlL 1 1.)

1563-83 Foxk A. % M. 1402 1 The Responsorie, which
is called the Graduall ibeyi.g wont to be song at the
steps going vp). 1656 BLOUNT Clcssogr., Gradual, that
part of the Mass which is said or sung between the Epistle
and the Gospel, as a grade or step from the first to the
later. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers I. in. 217 A part of a
psalm was chanted between the Epistle and the Gospel,
which .. came to be called the gradual. 1896 Ch. Times
14 Aug., A special Collect, Epistle, and Gospel l:a\e been
licensed for this festival by the l.ishcp of the diocese, and
the proper Introit and Gradual were also used.

2. A book of such antiphons. — Gkail 1 2.

1619 IIkent tr. Sarpi's Counc. Trent (1629) 752 Au-
thority may bee giuen to rcforme Missals, Breuiaries,
Agends, and Graduals. 1674 in Blount G/ossogr. (ed. 4I.

178Z Burni'Y Hist. A/us. (1789) II. ii. 137 The following
is another alleluia from an ancient Gradual. 1846 Maskei.L
Moil. Rit. I. p. xxxiii, It certainly is not easy, if it be possible,
to lay down express signs by which the Antiphoner and the
Gradual are always to be distinguished. 1866 J. H. Blcst
Annot.Bk.Com. Prayer d% A third [volume] for t lie Anthems,
called the Antiphonarius or Gradual.

t3. The steps of an altar. Obs. (?'nonet•-use.)
1693 Drydf.n 0?u'ds Mel. 1. 506 Before the gradual,

prostrate they ador'd : The pavement kiss'd ; and thus the
saint implor'd.

GraaualCgrK-di?/al),fl!. Also6 -ale, 7 -all. [ad.

med.L. gradttdl-is, f. gradtt-s step. Cf. F. gi aduel.~\

1 1. Of or pertaining to degree ; only in gradual
difference = difference in degree. Obs,
a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. vt. ii. (1821) 190 Besides this

gradual difference between Moses and the prophets, there
is [etc.]. 1651 Baxter Saints' Rest 111. xi. § 12 A Moral
specifical difference is usually founded in a Natural Gradual
difference. 1658 — Saving Faith § 2. 15 The difference is

only gradual, and not specifical.

t b. Mus. Gradual tone = Degree ii a. Obs.
1665 C. Simi-son Frinc. Tract. Musick 3 All Musick ., is

formed of Seven Gradual Tones, or Degrees of Sound.

f 2. Mus. In etymological sense : Oforpeitain-
ing to steps. Gradual key = pedal key. Obs.

1694 W. Holder Harmony 117^1) ti8 The Breves repre-

senting ihe Tones of the broad Gradual Keys of an Organ ;

the Semibreves representing the narrow Upper Keys.

f 3. Arranged in, or admitting of, degrees or

gradation. Obs.
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GRADUALISM.
1541 ft. Copland Guydoris Quest. Chirurg. G ij b, And

in both the endes of y- same ben pyttes receyuynge the
roundnesses, Towarde the elbowe ben receyued yJ round-
nesses graduales of the adtutory [L. volunditates gra-
datas adiutorii]. 1641 J. Jackson True Evaug. T. in. 168
A gradu.dl expression, growing up to the height of its

emphasis by foure steps. 1667 Milton P. L.\: 483 Flowers
and their milt, Man's nourishment, by gradual scale sub-
limed, To vital spirits aspire. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig, Man.
129 Moral Evidence is gradual, according to the variety of
circumstances. 171a Stf.rle Sped. No. 270 p 1 So great an
Assembly of Ladies placed in gradual Rows.
4. Of a process : Taking place by degrees ; ad-

vancing step by step ; slowly progressive. Of a
slope : Gentle, not steep or abrupt.
1692 Locke Educ. § 184 By a gradual Progress from the

plainest and easiest Historians, he may at last come to read
the most difficult and sublime of the Latin Authours. 1701
Grew Cosm. Sacra 11. viii. 80 The Transition from Humane
into Perfect Mind, is made by a Gradual Ascent. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 65 The complete success of virtue,
as of reason, cannot . . be otherwise than gradual. 1781
Gibison Dec/. A> /'". xxjx. III. 105 The gradual discovery of t lie

weakness of Arcadius and Honorius. i8zx Keats Isabel/a
xxxii, Isabel By gradual decay from beauty fell. 1840
Tanner Catta/s <y Rail Roads U. S. 73 The ascents and
descents of the summits are very gradual, not exceeding 30
feet per mile. 1844 Emerson Lee/., New Eng. Re/. Wks.
(Bonn) L 260 A gradual withdrawal of tender consciences
from the social organizations. 1854 H. Miller Sc/i. fy Schtu.
xxiv. (i860) 269/1 The increasing roll of the sea, showed the
gradual .shallowing of the water. 1875 Jqwett P/a.'o (ed. 2)

V. 66 We should consider how gradual the process is by
wh ich . . a legal system . . becomes perfected.

b. poet, in notice uses. Of objects with regard to

form, movement, etc. : Tapering ; sloping gradu-
ally ; moving or changing gradually.

1739 G. Ogle GualUterus A> Griselda 5 The rounded
Turret, and the gradual Spire. 1742 Collins Odes ix. 40
Thy dewy fingers draw The gradual dusky veil. 176a
Falconer Skipwr. 1. 744 Along the arch the gradual index
slides. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems L 75 Back to the
gradual banks and vernal bowers. 1890 W. Watson Words-
ivorth's Grave, etc. 71 How welcome—after drum and trum-
pet's din—The continuity, the long slow slope And vast
curves of the gradual violin !

c. quasi-^/z/. {poet.)

1736 Thomson Liberty iv. 227 Arts gradual gather Streams.
1793 Gii.it. White Invit. Selborne 80 There spreads the
distant view, That gradual fades till sunk in misty blue.
1801 Southey 'Phalaba v. xlii, Gradual as by prayer The
sin was purged away. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. ill, 2 Now
twenty years these children of the skies Beheld their
gradual growing empire rise. 1813 Scott Rokeby 11. ii.

What prospects, from his watch-tower high, Gleam gradual
on the warder's eye ! 1850 Lynch Pheo. Trin. v. 82 Now,
gradual, earth withdraws from view.

5. Gradual psalms-, fifteen psalms (exx-exxxiv)

each of which is entitled ia the A.V. 'Song of

Degrees', in K.V. ' Song ofAscents'; in the Vulgate
Canticum gradtium, in the LXX oJSj) dfa^aOfiwv *
Heb. ^won Vttf shir /lammacaloth, the sense of
which is disputed. (Cf. F. psaumes graduels.)
1636-81 in Blount G/ossogr. 18S4 Pusky Led. Danielv.

319 Some of the gradual psalms suit well to the habitual
low estate of the returned exiles. 1893 G. L, Marson
Psalms at Work f 1S94) 178/1 The gradual psalms. .were
for the ascent to the Temple.
Hence Gradualness.
1842 Pusf.Y Crisis Rug. Ch. 16 We .. have been exempt

from the degree of trial to which a younger generation is

exposed, through the very gradualness with which our
conceptions of the Unity of the Church came upon us. 1883
H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W. ii. (1884) 92 The
gradualness of growth is a characteristic which strikes the
simplest observer.

Gradualism (grjxvdu/aliz'm). [f. Gradual a.

+ -ism.] The principle or method of gradual as

opposed to immediate change. Chiefly used with
reference to the abolition of slavery. (Cf. Im-
MKDIATISM.)
1835 H.G. Oris in LiberatorV. 144 Immediatism . .\s the

opposite of gradualism, another new coinage. 1846 Ht.
Martineau Hist. Peace III. iv. viii. 13 The unsound method
of 'gradualism' in the abolition of slavery. 1855 — Auto-
btog. (1877) III. 233 He got his gradualism assented to in

Parliament. 1865 Lowell Reconstruction Prose Wks. 18^0
V. 237 We have purposely avoided any discussion on gradual-
ism as an element 111 emancipation.

So Gra dualist, an advocate of gradual action.

1835 H. G. Otis in Liberator V. 744 The Colonization
Society.. are gradualists. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knozvt. (N.Y.)
IX. 235 Mr. Lundy, like most of the anti-slavery men of
that day was a gradualist, fearing . . that a sudden emanci-
pation would be dangerous to the public welfare.

Graduality (graadiwjarliti). [f. Gradual a.

+ -ITY.] The quality or condition of being gradual,

in various senses of the adj.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x. 322 Which .

.

others [ascribe] to the graduality of opacity and light.

1662 J. Chandler Van He/mont's Oriat. 134 An accident
being on both sides graduated, cannot lay aside its gra-

duality. 1806 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXI. 417 The
accessory ideas of graduality and of change from internal
causes are associated with the term. 1869 Eortn. Rev.
1 Oct. 423 note, A striking instance of the graduality of
the evolution of fetichism will be found in ' Fiji and the

Fijians'. 1871 K. H. Hutton Ess. (1877) 1. 42 The graduality
of the stages by which life ascends.

Gradually (grre'diwali, grard^'wali), adv. [f.

(iRAPUAL a. + -LY 2
.]

+ 1. In respect of degree. (Cf. Gradual a. i.)

1649 Bounds Pub/. Obed. (1650) 61 They., differ but

334

gradually, just as the morning and the noon light do 1660
F. Brooke tr. Le B/a/ic's Trav. aiv, Saving Faith. .is not
only Gradually, but Specifically distinct from all common
Faith. 1665 Boyle Occas. Re//. (18481 73 This use of
Occasional Meditations, though it do but gradually differ
from some of those that have been already mentioned. 1701
Grew Cosmo/. Sacra 11. viii. 83 Wherein Human Reason
doth not only Gradually, but Specifically differ, from the
Pbantastick Reason of Brutes.

f 2. In a graduated scale ; by gradations; by
degrees of relationship or rank. Obs. (Cf. Gra-
dual a. 3.)

1673 Rep. Committee, Ho. 0/ Lords in Peerage (1710) I.

263 'J he Petitioner, being the Heir gradually and lineally
descended from the said Lord Clifton. 1678 Cudworth
Intelt. Sysf. 1. iv. 206 Several Distinct Substances, gradu-
ally subordinate to one another. 1704 Phil. Trans. XXV.
1626 Some of 'em gradually bigger than others. 1715 Land.
Gaz. No. 5371/3 If a Lieutenant inform against a Captain
. . he shall have his Company, so proceeding gradually to a
Colonel. 1755 Yoi'NG Ceutauru.Wks. 1757 IV. 156 There are
three kinds of happiness on earth, gradually less, and less.

3. liy a gradual process ; little by little ; by
degrees.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vr. x. 323 The effects of
whose activity are not precipitously abrupted, but gradually
proceed to their cessations. 1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct.
I. i. (1841.1 21 You must understand it gradually, my dear, a
little at a time. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. 1. xi. (1869) I. 220
These metals are not likely to become gradually cheaper.
1807 T. Thomson Chem. fed. 3) II. 262 Acetous acid
gradually becomes acetic ac'd when distilled repeatedly off
dry muriate of lime. x86o Tyndall Glac. 1. vii. 47 The ice
.. being gradually melted. 1880 L. Stephen Pope vi. 157
We are softened into pity as the strong mind is seen
gradually sinking into decay.

Graduand (gra.':di»x*nd). Sc, [ad. med.L.
graduand-us, gerundive oigradu-are to Graduate.]
One about to be graduated or to receive a university

degree.
:88a in Ogilvif. 1890 Star 14 June 1/6 As they were

introduced each made a spasmodic effort to get into con-
versation with the graduand.

Graduate (grse*diw,A), a. and sb. Also 5-7
graduat, 6 graduatt, 7 gradiate. [ad. med.L.
gradudt-us, pa. pple. of gradudre to Graduate, f.

gradu-s step, degree.]

A. pa. pple. and///, a. Equivalent to the later

Graduated.
1. Admitted to or holding a university degree.

Obs. exc. as an attrib. use of the sb., e.g. 'the
graduate members of the university*.

1494 Fabvan Chron, vii. 455 The Frenshe kyng this yere
put to deth one maister Henry de Malestrete, a graduat
man. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. AudrosWks. (1892) 13
The examinatouris salbe graduat, ane in theologie, ane that
has red in philosophic 1591 R. Tuknbull Expos. fas. 95
For the word is the word, whether a Doctor of diuinitie

preach it, or a man learned, yet not graduat. 1637 Gillespie
Eng. Pop. Cerent, in, iv. 73 Graduate men should under-
stand better what they speake off. 1637-50 Row Hist.
R'irk {Wodrow Soc) 447 Sliortlie thereafter, he wes graduat
in Padua, Doctor utriusqne Juris. 1687 W. Sherwin in
Magdalen Coll. (O. H. S.t 216 There was a Cloth laid in

the Hall for the Undergraduate Fellow above the Graduate
Demies. 1753 Hanwav Trav. (1762) I. iv. liv. 248 note,
Dr. Cooke, now a graduate physician in Scotland.

2. Arranged by steps or degrees. Now rare.
1628 Fei.tham Resolves 11. xcii. 268 From whom all

things, by a graduate Derivation, haue their light, life, and
being. 1658 Fkanck Northern Memoirs (1694) 170 Nor
got our Ship the Mediums of Motion, but by Argument of
Force. .which forced her by graduate Means, till arriving in
this Ness. 1789 E, Tath*xk/,7j<i/7 <y Scale 'Truth (1790' I.

42 Beginning with the
J
Genus, passing through all the

graduate and subordinate stages. 1855 Lynch Rivn/et
xxx. i, The starry ranks. . In graduate scale of might, They
all are sons of light.

B. sb.

1. One who lias obtained a degree from a univer-

sity, college or other authority conferring degrees.
In the U. S. sometimes used for : A pupil who has com-

pleted a school course and passed the final examination.
1479 Paston Lett. No. 830 III. 246 Master Edmund, that

was my rewler at Oxforth. .kan tell yow, or ellys any oder
gradwat. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c 14 Nomanneundrethe
degree of a Gentilman excepte Graduates of the Universities.

1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros W'ks. (1892'! 15 Chosin
be the hayl graduattis of the vniuersite. 1586 {title) A
Discourse of English Poetrie. . By William Webbe Graduate.
a 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) 123 His Ambition is, that
he either is or shall be a Graduate, a 1657 Lovelace
Poems (1864' 251 Fair Cam saw thee matriculate At once a
tyro and a graduate. 1733 Bramston Man of Paste 17 Of
Graduates 1 dislike the learned rout, And chuse a female
Doctor for the gout. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. i. (1869)
II. 347 The privileges of graduates in arts, in law, in physic,
and divinity. 1858 Doran Crl. Eools 124 He held the
University graduates in very absolute contempt. 1861
Amer. Cycl. XII. 396 The whole number of pupils who
have been connected with the school is 3,408, of graduates
1,158. 1888 Anna K. Green Behind'Closed Doors iii, He
is a graduate of the Medical School.

2. trans/. One who is advanced in any art, career,

occupation, or profession ; a proficient. Now rare.
158a N. Lichefielo tr. Castanheda's E. Ind. xiv. 36 b, The

Maisters which teach them be graduats in the weapons which
they teach, c 1600 Songs Costume {Percy Soc.^ 120 None but
graduates can proceede In sinne so far till this they neede.
1625 Fletcher Pair Maid of Inn iv. ii, I would be a grad-
uate, sir, no freshman. 164a Sir E. Dering Sp. on Re/ig.
xvi. 86 Your gradiate in the schoole ofwarre will tell you, that

[etc.]. 1658 T. Wall CItarac. Enemies Ch. (1659) 34 ** he

GRADUATE.
a graduate in ungraciousness. 1883 E. Ingersoll In
Ha/per's Mag. Jan. 206/2 The Americans employed are
very often graduates of the Maine woods.

3. A graduated cup, tube, or flask ; a measuring
glass used by apothecaries and chemists; the
quantity contained in such a glass.
1883 Haldane Workshop Rec. Ser. it. 114 A graduate that

has contained tincture of iron. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 6 July j/3
Though his black eyes were starting out with pain he said
nothing till a graduate of oil had been poured on.

4. altrib.j as graiiuate school.

1895-6 Cat. University Nebraska 37 The Graduate School
provides for advanced University work on the basis of com-
pleted undergraduate studies.

Graduate (grardi*|A)» v. [f. med.L. gradual-,
ppl. stent ofgradudre (in sense 1), f jtMl I step.

Cf. F. graduer.]

I. In University phraseology.

1. trans. To admit to a university degree. Also
with complement, indicating the degree obtained.
(Cf, sense 3.) Now rare exc. U.S.
1588 Parke tr. I\Ieudoza's Hist. ChinaxW. 95 To commence

or graduate such students as haue finished their course.
1602 Carew Surv. Cornwall 1. (17231 61 John Tregonwel,
graduated a Doctor and dubbed a Knight, did his Prince good
seruice. C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 3 Transplanting me
thence to Oxford, to be graduated. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot.
106 An insinuation that he was not graduated Doctor in the
University. 1723 in H. Peirce Hist. Harvard Univ. (1833)
128 The Theses of the Batchelours to be graduated at
Commencement. 1766 T. Clap Hist. Va/e Co//. 23 [He]
upon his Return was graduated at this College 1724. 1844
Emerson Led., New Et/g. Ref. Wks. (Bohnj I. 262 Some
thousands of young p*en are graduated at our colleges in
this country every year. 1884 Harper's Mag. Nov. 8x3/1
The class of '76 was graduated with six men.
fig. 162a Mabbk tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf I. 75 With
him I ranne over the whole course of my misfortunes, since
the first time that I was graduated and tooke degree in

them, a 1661 Flller Worthies, Durham (1662 I. 316'1'his

Fresh-man Colledge lived not to be matriculated, much less

<not lasting seven years) graduated, God in his wisdom see-

ing the contrary fitter.

f 2. Of an acquirement, etc. : To qualify (a per-

son) for a degree or as a proficient in an art, etc.

1624 Wotton Archil. 43 As if the very tearms of Archi-
traues, and Frizes, and Cornices.. were enough to graduate
a Master of this Art. 1654 VI iutlock Zontowia 434 Among
haire-braind Judgments, a hairelesse Chin graduateth him
a hopeful!, and gifted young man in their esteem. 1664
Power Exp. Philos. in. 184 It has been held accomplish-
ment enough to graduate a Student, if he could but stiffly

wrangle out a vexatious dispute of some odd Peripatetick
qualities. 1829 Southey Sir T. More II. 53 The course of
life there was better adapted to graduate young men in the
brutalizing habits of the society wherewith they were soon to
mingle.

3. intr. To take a university degree.
1807 Southey Esp-rielld's Lett. II. 76 Four years are then

to be passed at college before the student can graduate.
1808 Monthly Mag. Oct. 224/1 He [Mandeville] graduated
at Leyden in 1691. 1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. III.

304, I married her a month after she had graduated. 1866
Odling Anim. Chem. Pief. 6 Among students, especially

those about to graduate. 1892 Times 8 Mar. 10/1 In 1837
he graduated from Yale College.

b. trans/. To qualify [as) ; also, to pan through

a course of education or training in order to qualify.

1829 Southey Sir 'P. More II. 11 One who was preparing
to graduate as a Saint. 1850 Sir A. De Veke Pid. Sketches
I. 201 It is only when it has graduated as a nation, that

a race completes its being. 1867 J. Hatton Tallants of' Ii.

viii, Richard Tallant was graduating very successfully in the
P.lackguard school. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. <y Merch. I. x. 308
Their sisters .. have graduated in the saloons of western
London.

II. gen.

4. trans. To divide into degrees ; to mark out

into portions according to a certain scale.

1594 Blundevil Excrc. vn. Jul (1636) 667 To graduate
the first side of your staffe . . you must lay the Ruler to the
Centre A. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 51 An Instrument for

Graduating Thermometers to make them Standards of Heat
and Culd. a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air \16g2) 79, I have not
seen any cylinder that hath been well graduated, 12 or 16

degrees being the most that are set upon the common
weather-glass. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. v. 182 The ther-

mometer, .graduated according to the method of Farenheit,

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y Art II. 266 Sometimes the

wire oq is graduated. 1834-47 J. S. Macaulay Pield Eortif
(1851) 301 Graduate that tangent, and place the crest of the

traverse on a parallel plane ten feet above it. 1881 Andek-
son in Nature No. 626. 618 One of the frames is graduated.

b. To arrange in gradations; to adapt to (some-

thing) by graduating ; to apportion the incidence

of (a tax) according to a certain scale.

1610 Healey.S7. Aug. Citie of God 460 They. .begin to

graduate the ajzes past. 1644 Digby Man's Soul x\. 436 The
pure soule would apply it selfe therevnto, according to the

proportion of her iudgements, and as they are graduated and
qualifyed. 1761 Descr. S. Carolina 28 Those superior and
general Laws of Nature whereby Heat and Cold in every

Climate are commonly understood to be chiefly governed and
graduated. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 123 There are

editions ofthe works of all the established authors, graduated

for every description of taste. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra
(1875) 121 The Alhambra possesses retreats graduated to

the heat of the weather. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. IV. §50. 434
A scale of ranks in society graduated according to the

natural ascent of gifts and powers and moral attainments.

i860 Reade Cloister $ H. II. 334, I called little Kate's

hand a Kardiometer, or heart-measurer, becauseit graduated

emotion, and pinched by scale. 1863 Fawcett Pol, Econ.

iv. ii. (1876) 543 The proposal to graduate the Income-tax
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sesms to sanction the principle that it is desirable to impose

a penalty upon the accumulation of wealth.

c. intr. for reft. To adapt oneself to a certain

scale ; to fall into grades or degrees.

1796 [see Graduating below]. 183a Ht. Mabtineau Each
\ Alt iv. 61 Our affections graduate according to a truer

scale then that of hereditary rank. 1898 [see Graduating
below).

f d. trans. To carry up through a series of

ascending degrees. Obs.

1694 ' S. S.' Loyal <y Impart. Satirist Ded. 2 We shall be
graduated up, through all the decent forms of Ingenious
Cruelty, .to a more Solemn and Ceremonious Death.

f 5. To improve the grade or quality of; spec, in

Akh. to transmute (a metal, an essence) into one

of a higher grade. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Bkowne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii 338 Dyars.. ad-
vance and graduate their colours with Salts. 1655 G. S. Let.

in Hartlib Re/ Comnnv. Bees 25 The tincture of the Con-
crete whence it was produced, which then being graduated
beyond its own nature, leaveth its dye in grain. 1662 J.
Spakrow tr. Behme's Rem. Whs., Cotisid. upon Stiefel 7

Which, .reneweth the Essences, viz. the Forms of the Dark-
world to the Fire-Life, and highly graduates or Exalts them
and transmutes them into another thing. 1669 BovLB Cert.

Physiol. Ess. etc. led. 2) 76 The Tincture was capable to

transmute or graduate as much Silver as equall'd in weight
that Gold from whence the Tincture was drawn.

b. To concentrate (a solution) by evaporation.

So F. graduer (Littrf). (Cf. Gradate v. 3, Gra-
duator c.)

1828-32 Webster, Graduate,. .8 In chimistry, to bring
fluids to a certain degree of consistency.

6. intr. To pass by degrees or gradations ; to

change gradually; spec, in Geol., Bot., and Zoo/.,

said of a species or variety, or a kind of tissue

passing gradually into another. Const, into, also

with away.
1786 GlLPlN Observ. Pict. Beauty I. p. xxxi, To make lights

graduate as they ought. 1792 Minstrel 1793) II. 232 This
tender sympathy of sorrow, imperceptibly to themselves,

graduated to a still more tender sympathy of affection.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. i. 209 The sandstone in the vicinity

of Prague graduates into hornstone, and even into granite.

1832 Dfl i.a Beche Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 407 This sandstone
graduates into the inferior conglomerates. 1833 Lyell
Princ. Geol, III. 362 In Shetland a granite composed of
hornblende, mica, felspar, and quartz, graduates in an
equally perfect manner into basalt. 1859 Darwin Orig.
Spec. vi. 11873) 135 Climate andheight or depth graduate
away insensibly. 1868 — Anim.fy Plants I. v. 139 Carriers

. . graduate through foreign breeds into the rock-pigeon. 1884
tr. De Bary's Phaner. § Perns 127 The elements bordering
on the thin-walled tissue may graduate into the latter.

Hence Gra'duating vbl. sb. (also attrib.) and
ppl.a.
1786 Gilpin Observ. Ptcl. Beauty II. Expl. p. ix, A graduat-

ing light, a graduating shade, or a graduating distance, are all

beautiful. 1796 Kirwan Elem.Min. (ed. 2) I. 455 The whole
graduating series must be of the same origin. 1840 R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast xxviii. 96 The full account of the exercises

at the graduating of my own class. 1887 Spectator 15 Oct.

1339 The highest distinction, that could be conferred on
a graduating student. 1893 Gunter Miss Dividends 19
She is in the habit of going to West Point, to graduating
exercises. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 20 Jan. 5/1 Lines of ribbon
velvet in graduating widths trimmed it up to the waist.

Graduated grardi«,<2'ted), ///. a. [f. Gradu-
ate v. + -ed.] In senses of the vb.

+ 1. ? Formed by or consisting of steps. Obs.

1655 H. L'Estrange Chas. If 137 The Communion Table
lie injoyned to be placed at the East end, upon a graduated
advance of ground.

2. That has received or holds a university degree
;

in later use chiefly, that has a medical degree,

fully qualified. Now rare,

1665 Needham Medela Meditinze 212 Call men what you
will, because they are neither graduated nor incorporated.

1678 Quacks Academy 5 Graduated Doctors, and Hook-
learned Physicians. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1775)
II. 131 The king's Laureate was nothing more than 'a
graduated rhetorician'. 1784 Cowper Task u. 739 Ignor-
ance..With parrot tongue performed the scholar's part,

Proceeding soon a graduated dunce. 1818 Art Preserv.

Feet Pref. 6'Such complaints appear more worthy the notice

of the graduated and licensed operator. 18x4 Scott St.

Ronau's xiii, '"By my faith, Captain MacTurk ' said the Doc-
tor ' you speak as if you were graduated !

' 1833 Syd. Smith
in Mem. (1855) II. 346 Scarlet-fever awes me and is above my
aim. I leave it to the professional and graduated homicides.

b. transf. That has passed through a course of

training; qualified.

1838 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales fed. 3) II. 252 The
whole aim of regularly graduated thieves is, to be able to
lead a riotous life of eating, drinking, and profligate sociality

with each other.

3. Marked with lines to indicate degrees, grades,

or quantities.

1762 Falconer Shipiur. 11. 434 In vain he spreads the
graduated chart. 1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Sun', v.

fir Make the Needle level with the graduated Circle in the

Box. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 12 The equal length of the
screws . . being ascertained by means of a graduated
measure. 1858 Greener Gunnery 41 When the powder
explodes the spring is forced forward, and moves an index
round a graduated circle. 1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat.
94 The graduated roller may be fixed anywhere on an arm
attached rigidly to AB.
4. Arranged in grades or gradations ; arranged

according to the degree of difficulty or import-

ance ; advancing or proceeding by degrees.

1678 Newton Let. R.Boyle in Boyle's Wks. (\-]72) I. p. exit,

Now the space between the limits EFGH and IKLM,
I shall call the space of the aether's graduated rarity.

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 343 Put equal parts of these
two salts into two retorts, and expose them to a strong,

equal, graduated fire. 1837 H. H. Wilson Sdnkhya Kdrikd
107 The formation of ideas is, in all cases, a graduated
process. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. 11858) I. v. 426 The military

organization of society required a graduated uniform. 1861

Mill Utilit. v, 87 Graduated taxation, taking a higher per-

centage from those who have more to spare. 1808 Peard
Water-Farm. vi. 71 A natural fall of the ground would
enable the manager to arrange them in a graduated senes.

1896 How & Leigh Hist. Rome 30; The old policy of gradu-
ated privilege and regular promotion fell into oblivion.

Mod. Graduated readings in Chinese.

b. Ornith. (See cjuot.)

1842 Brands Diet. Sci., etc., Graduated, in Ornitho-
logy, when the quill-feathers of the tail increase in length
by regular gradations. Hence i860 in Worcester ; and in

later Diets.

t Gra'duately, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Graduate
a. 4 -i.Y-.] By grades or degrees

;
gradually.

1628 FeltIIAM Resolves n. lxv. 187 The stones are gradu-
ately concimented, and there is none that subsisteth alone.

Ibid, it. xc. 260 So Warre is begotten out of Peace, gradu-
ately, and ends in Peace immediately.

Graduateship (gixedu^-tijip). [f. Graduate
sb. + -ship.J a. The peiiod during which one is a

graduate, b. The condition of being a graduate.

1644 Milton Areop. iArb.1 64 It is no new thing.. for

a parochiall Minister.. to finish his circuit in an English
concordance and a topic folio, the gatherings and savings
of a sober graduat>hip. 1854 Lowell Cambridge 1 U . S.)

Thirty Yrs. Ago Prose Wks. 1890 I. 82 So, by degree-,
there springs up a competition in longevity, the prize

contended for being the oldest surviving graduateship.

Graduatical, rare. [f. Graduate sb. +
-IC + -AL.] Of -or pertaining to graduates. Gra -

dnatically adv., nonce-zvd., as a graduate should.
1612 Wkustek White Devil in. i, I most graduatically

thanke your Lordship. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 661 On
this and other matters graduatical if that be the proper
adjective) we shall discuss, .hereafter.

Graduation (giredwic^Jon). [f. Graduate^.:
see -ATION.J The action ot graduating.

1. a. The action or process ofdividing into degrees

or other proportionate divisions on a graduated

scale, b. pi. Lines employed to indicate degrees

of latitude and longitude, quantity, etc. ; sing. + a

single line on which these are marked ; also collec-

tively, the aggregate of lines employed, c. The
manner in which something is graduated, id.
Position on a map as indicated by degrees. Obs.

a. 1833 Herschel As.'ron. ii. 105 The result will be
liable to two sources of error—that of graduation and that
of observation. 1837 WHEwell Hist. Induct. Sci. II. 269
The slightest casualty happening to such an instrument, or
any doubt whether the method of graduation has been
rightly applied, make it unfit for the jealous scrupulosity of
modern astronomy. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. (18711 27
The graduation and use of thermometers. 1880 Blyth in

Encycl. Brit. XL 27/2.

b. 1594 Blundevil Exert, vn. xxxi. (1636 702 The line

of degrees of Latitude, otherwise called the Graduation of
the Card. 1611 Steed Hist. Gt. Brit. v. v. 2 The length
thereof, measured by the graduations to both extremes.

1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 115 The experiments which he
has made .. have enabled him to form a graduation for the
thermometer of quick-silver that really expresses equal
differences of heat. 1812 Woophouse Astron. xl. 300 By
reading off its graduations. 1849 Herschel in Man. Sci.

Enq. 287 The graduation is in the stem of the screw, which
is prolonged to receive and defend it. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech. 1001/1 Sometimes the stopper is hollow, forms a cup,
and has graduations for doses of certain amounts.
trans/. 1874 Edin. Rev, No. 285. 92 Moving . . among

the stars, and. .marking its course over those illuminated
graduations of the nocturnal sky.

C. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. x. 32 As may easily

be seen by the cards and globes of the world, if so be their

graduation be true, i860 Tyndai.l Gtac. 1. xxiv. 169 A
thermometer, the graduation of which.. he feared was not
low enough,
d. 1611 Speed Thcat. Gt. Brit. v. {1614) 9 '2 [Chichester]
whose graduation for Latitude is remooved from the Equator
unto the degree fiftie, fiftie five minutes.

2. Arrangement in degrees or gradations; 'regular
progression by succession of degrees

7

(J.).
1658 Rowland Mou/efs TheaU Ins. 1051 Whence they

[Scorpions] are so forcible with poyson, and have a kinde
of graduation (that I may use Paracelsus) in the use of it.

1692 Trvon Good Ilouse-w. ii. (ed. 2) 27 Diseases that have
..crept on by degrees, .will require the like Graduation in
the Cure. 1701 Grew Cosmol. Sacra 11. vii. 72 The gradu-
ation of the Parts of the Universe, is likewise necessary to
the Perfection of the whole. 1865 Gkote Plato I. xviii. 524
Graduation, or ordination ofobjects as former and latter, first,

second, third, etc. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 73,
I do not regret the abolition of the graduation of rank.

b. An elevation by degrees into a higher con-
dition ; also quasi-concr. a step in the process,

a degree.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 38 We enjoy a being
and life in three worlds, wherein we receive most manifest
graduations. 1657 G. Starkey Helmont's I'ind. Ep. to
Rdr., A strong Diaphoretick, curing the Cough and all

Feavers and Agues, except of the highest graduation. 1818
Byron Ch. Har. iv. clvii, Until thy mind, .unroll In mighty
graduations part by part,The glory which at once upon thee
did not dart. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xvii. 445
[Justice] Silence [in 2 Hen. IV\ is an embryo of a man,

—

a molecule,—a graduation from nonentity towards intellec-

tual being.

f3. Akh. j Chem., etc. The process of tempering

the composition of a substance to a required degree

;

the process of refining nn element, a metal. Obs.
1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 57 So manie

graduations your wisdome must attaine. 1570 Dee Math.
Pre/. 7 In their [Phisicians] Art of Graduation, and com-
pounde medicines. 1646 Sir T. Bkowne Pseud. Ep. 11. iii.

68 Of greater repugnancy unto reason is that which he
delivers concerning its graduation, that heated in fire ik

often extinguished in oyle of Mars or Iron, it acquires an
ability to extract or draw forth a naile fastened in a wall.

1669 VV. SlMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 57 Degrees of the gradua-
tion of the sulphurs. 1683 Pettis Fteta Min. 1. (1686) 21

1

If you will do something more for the Graduation sake it

may be done.

b. The process of concentrating ^brine, etc.) by
evaporation. Also attrib.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 10S7 Sea-water . .may be concentrated
. .by graduation. At Salza, near Schonebeck, the gradua-
tion-house is 5817 feet long.

4. Gunnery. (See quot.)
1828 J. M. Siearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 380 The hori*

zontal column at the bottom of the table . .is the graduation,
or cumnion difference, of the several piles.

f5. I'.S.A'aifcaays. Formerly used for Grading,
Gradient.
1840TANNKK Canals <§• Rail Roads U. S. 163 The maximum

graduation .. being about thirty feet per mile. Ibid. 249
Graduation, the act of modifying or adjusting a roadway into
a particular line. In rail-road making, it signifies the process
by which a required grade is obtained.

6. The action of receiving or conferring a uni-

versity degree, or a certificate of qualification from
some recognized authority. Also, the ceremony of

conferring degrees. Chiefly Sc. and U.S.
a 1639 SroiTiswoon Hist. Ch. Scot. in. '1655'' 163 Every

Earl's son at his entry should give 40s. with so much at his

graduation. 1723 Wodroxu Corr. (1843) III. 29 In a very
little time after nis graduation, he was advanced to be
a Regent or Professor of Philosophy in that University.

1776 Adam Smith W.N. v. i. in. ii. II. 361 There was
nothing equivalent to the privileges of graduation, and to
have attended any of those schools was not necessary, in

order to be permitted to practise any particular trade or
profession. 1858 Masson Milton {1859' I. 183 The most
important formality connected with the graduation, 1876
Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. II. v. 172 The rector [of the grammar
School of Aberdeen] indulged the boys with, .plays, .some-
times at the graduation.

Graduator (grcc-diw^'tDi). [f. Graduated, -t-

•OR.] One who or that which graduates, a. One
who graduates (sec Graduate z/. 4) glasses, instru-

ments, etc. b. An instrument for dividing any line,

whether straight or curved, into small regular por-

tions; a dividing engine, c. A contrivance for con-

centrating a solution by means of rapid evaporation.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Graduator, an instrument for dividing

any line, right or curve, into equal parts. 1839 Ure Diet.
A rts 61S These tubes serve to allow the air. . to circulate freely

through the graduator [in vinegar making], 1898 Daily
News 24 Sept. jo/6 Glass Graduator (Medical) wanted.

tGraduatory, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. type

*graduatorins, f. med.L. graduare to Graduate:
see -guy.] Having the property of graduating

metals (see Graduate v. 5).
1691 Boyle E.xper. <y Observ. Phys. iv. 104 Sulphur of Mars,

which., the others., speak of as a graduatory Substance (as

to some Metals).

[Graduction : see List of Spurious Words.']

II GraduS (gn^'drs). Short for Gradus ad Par*
nassum ' a step to Parnassus ', the Latin title of a
dictionary of prosody until recently used in English

public schools, intended as an aid in Latin versifica-

tion, both by giving the 'quantities' of words and by
snggestingpoetical epithets and phraseology. Hence
applied to later works of similar plan and object

;

also extended as in Greek Gradus, and transf.

The earliest edition of the 'Gradus 1

in the British Museum
is that of Cologne 16S7 ; there was a London edition in 1691.
a 1764 R. Lloyd Poetry Professors 6 What reams of paper

will be spoil'd ! What graduses be daily soil'd By inky
fingers, greasy thumbs, Hunting the word that never comes!
1810 Bkntham Packing {1821) 69 The arguments you
have to encounter— together with whatsoever other appro-

priate epithets and phrases., are furnished by the Courtier's

and Lawyer's Gradus. 1827 J. B. Mozlf.y Lett. (1885) 8,

I should like to have a Greek Gradus, if there is such a
book [Written act. 14]. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iii,

The three fell to work with Gradus and dictionary upon the

morning's vulgus.

attrib. 1887 Athenxum 25 June 831 h A fair descriptive

passage is spoilt by a commonplace or gradus epithet.

Grady (gr^'-di), a. Her. [app. f. Grade after

heraldic adjs. in -y
t
ad. F. -£, -e

t
e.] Of a line or

ordinary: Cut into steps. Ufa cross: Springing

from steps; degraded.
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Grady, represents steps or

degrees, and one battlement upon another, sometimes

termed battled, embattled, and grady embattled. Ibid. s.v.

Cross, Cross grady, fixed to, or on steps or degrees. 1S94

Parker's Gtoss. Her. 223 Battle embattled, or battled

grotty, is a name given to a figure having, as it were, an
extra battlement, but, as usual for these fanciful names, no
examples are given.

Grady, obs. form of Greedy.

t Grsecaster. 'Obs. rare- 1
. In 8 Gre-. [f. L.

Gnvc-us + -aster.] ? = Greekmng.
1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. Orig. Physidk 46 Some

Grecaster about Constantin's Time translated most of tie'

Latin old Country-Tracts into Greek.
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GRjECISM. 336 GRAFF.

Gi^SBcian, obs. form of Grecian.
Graecism, Grecism (grf-siz'm). Also 5 Gry-

scysme, 6-7 Greecisme, 7 Grecisme. [ad. K.

grdcisme, ad. med.L. Grxcismus, f. Grtecus Greek.]
+ 1. The Grsecismus, a grammatical treatise in

Latin verse of the 12th century. Obs. rare~ l
.

c 1450 Cot. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 189 In alle this sevens is

non us lyke In Caton, Gryscysme, nor Doctrinal.

2. An idiom, or a grammatical or orthographical

feature, belonging to the Greek language ; esp. as

used by a speaker or writer in another language.
1570 Levins Manip. 146 Greecisme, Grxcismus. a 1610

Healey Theophrastus To Rdr. (16361, The French is elegant
enough, .and has many Graecismes. J693 Dryden Juvenal
Ded. 1697) 13 No Man has so happily copy'd the Manner
of Homer; or so copiously translated his Grecisms, 171a
AnmsoN Sped. No. 285 ? 9 Milton.. has infused a great

many Latinisms as well as Graecisms. .into the Language
of his Poem, a 1800 Cowper Comm. Milton's P. L. 1. 335
A Graecism, and taken from the ovK ain0i}<re. .of Homer.
1880 EarLB Philol. Eng. Tongue § 150 In one instance it is

written sch where nothing but the simple sc is heard, as

school. This is probably a Grecism. 1881 G. W. Moon
Revisers' Eng. vii. (1882) 20 The maintenance of pure
idiomatic English, in opposition to the Grecisms into which
the Revisers have occasionally been betrayed.

3. The spirit or style characteristic of the Greeks
in art, mode of thought or expression, and the like

;

adoptio 1 or imitation of these ; an instance of this.

1609 BiBLS (l)ouay) II. Index, Seetes of Panimes, Bar-
barisme, Scythisme, and Grecisme. 1642 Fuller Holy fy

Pro/. St. III. xxiv. 221 The influence of the Grecian Empire
0:1 the Persians had then spiced them with a smack of
Grecisme. 1659 Gale Crt. Gentiles I, 1. xii. 76 Words,
which savor not more of Grecisme, than of the 1 1lyric 180S
Edin. Rev. VII. 489 The which apotheosis of Alexander
was one grand Grecism. a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851)
I. 31 The ridiculous affectation of Grecism that was preva-
lent in the decline of Rome. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I.

App. xvii. 392 Every stunted Grecism and stucco Romanism,
into which they are now forced to shape their palsied
thoughts. 1851 Carlyle Sterling \. iv. (1872) 29 There is

..especially in his early writings, a certain tinge of Grecism.
1871 Ruskin Fors Clan. 11896) I. xxiii. 463 The singular
Grecism in Shakespeare's mind.

Graecize,Grecize (grF*aiz)
f v. [ad.L. Grmd-

zare, f. Grsec-us Greek: see -ize.]

1. trans. To assimilate to what is Greek ; to give

a Greek cast, ch iracter, or form to.

1692 R. L'Estrange Josephns, Antiq. i. (1733) 3 Josephus
endeavours to Grecize, and shape the history of the Jews
as like as he could to tliose of the Greeks and Romans.
1327 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 200 note, This word, as
usual, they Graecised. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. III. iv.

§ 35. 194 Whatever is. .in any way Grecized or Romanized.
i36i J. G. Sheppard Fall Rome vii. 390 Hilderic. .succeeded
to the throne without dispute, though entirely Grecized by
education and long residence in Constantinople. i38o T.
Hodgkin* Italy <y Inv. 11. ii. II. 81 note, His habit of
Grecising the names of undoubted Huns.
2. intr. a. To favour the cause of the Greeks.
rare~ l

. b. To become Greek-like ; to adopt Greek
expressions, idioms, modes of life, etc.

1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVII. 646 To Graecize or not to
Graecize had be :ome a te-t of patriotic feeling. 1879
Farrar St. Paul I. 126 One who 'Graecises' in language or
mode of life. 1892 Guardian iS May 743/3 The MS. quite
certainly does not Latinise hut Graecises.

Hence Grae'cized///. a., Grae'cizing z^/. sb. and
///. a.

18.. Kitto His.'. Bihle Introd. (1873) 34 (Funk) This is

wliat_ enraged them so much against the Hellenistic, or
Grecizing jews, who read the Septua^int Greek version in

th.ir synagogues, i860 Ellicott Life Our Lord vii. 316
note, It is. .probable that they were complete strangers,
but attracted to Philip by his Grecized name. »86i Trench
Comm. Ep. to 7 Ch. Asia 82 NucdAao? is no more than
a grecizing of tins name [Balaam]. i85i STANLEY East. Ch.
i. (1869) 14 The early Roman Church was but a colony of
Greek Christians or Grecised Jews. 1834 Karle Ags. Lit.
2 He lamented even in his time the Grecising of his
mother-tongue.

GraeCO-, GreCO- (gdko), mod. combining form
of L. Greats Gheek. LTke other comb, forms of
ethnic adjs. (as Anglo-, Celto-, Franco-, Gallo-,
Titrco-), it is modelled on the form occurring in

Greek compounds like '%vp<xpoivt£, and in late I,.

imitations of these, like Gallogrt?ats. Apart from
the words Gnvcomania Grx:ophil, which are formed
strictly on Gr. analogies, it occurs only in compound
adjs. (now always written with hyphen), the sense

of which is either 'relating to the Greek settle-

ments or states established in certain regions

abroad ', as in Gnvco-Asiatic; -Hadrian, -Phrygian,
or ' partly Greek and partly something else', as in

Grseco- Latin, -Mohammedan, -Oriental, -Roman,
• Trojan, - Turkish.
1667 Wateuhouse Fire Loud. 82 The Grarcatrojan [sic]

Horse out of which marched many of the Hectors of Eng-
lands courage. 1680 H. Dodwell Two Lett. (1691) 227 You
shall find them together collected in three Greco-Latine
f )lio's,by Valesius. i849GROTE6>*Ya'ii. lxxiii. (1862 1 VI. ^33
He sought also to compose the dissensions and misrule which
had arisen.. in the Greco-Asiatic cities. 1855 Milman Lai.
Chr. xtv. \\. (1864) IX. 108 This Mohammedan, or Graeco-
Mohammedan philosophy was as far removed from the old,

stern, inflexible Unitarianism of the Koran, as [etc.]. 1861

J. G. Sheppard Fall Rome xii. 659 The new Greco-oriental
philosophy of Alexandria. 1888 Academy 21 Jan. 38/2
After the destruction of the Grajco-Bactrian power in those

I
regions. 1888 Antigua Mater Pref. 9 The Graeco-Roman

I literature of the second century. 1898 Expositor Dec. 438

I

Many little touches throughout ..place the reader in the
Graeco-Phrygian cities of Asia Minor.

Grsecomania (grf.-k^m^'-nia). [f. Gr.<eco- +
Gr. fiavia madness (see Mania).] A mania for

things Greek. Hence Graecomaniac, one pos-

sessed by Gnecomania.
1800 Ii. Crowther [title) The Rabies Piratica, its history,

symptoms, and cure; also the Furor Hippocraticus or
Gra;comania, with its treatment, 1854 Keightley Myth.
Auc. Greece <5r it. (ed. 3) 447 Each succeeding age saw the
Graecomania increase. 1897 Nation (N. Y.) 28 Jan. 75/1
Aesthetic emotion was never anything more than a pose with
the Grecomaniacs of the Empire.

Grsecophil (grf k^fil). Also 9 Grecophil. [f.

Gr.eco- + Gr. (pi\os friend. A newspaper word.]
A lover of Greece or of what is Greek.
1889 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 7/2 Greece has always been

grateful to the German Grecophils for sacrificing their
money and their lives in the fight for Greek independence.

Graedde, pa. t. of Ghede v. Obs.

Graet(e, obs. form of Grate, Great.
Grffltian, obs. form of Grecian.

I; Graf (graf ). Also 7 graft [G. graf\ see also

Grave sb.^\ The German equivalent of Count
and Earl.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. in. 86 This towne .. is

wholely and solely belonging to the Graff or Graue of Shom-
burgh. a 1690 ETHERF.DGitAVt'w.rWks.f 1888)378 These form'd
the jewel erst did grace The cap of the first Graf o' th' race.
a 1849 Mangan Poems (1859* 1 13 The Graf came never—the
Graf was dead. 1852 Sir J. Stephen Led. Hist. Fr. (ed. 2)

I. 63 Each Herizog and Graf was regarded as supreme.
Grafe, obs. form of Grave t>. 1

Graff (graf), sb. 1 areh.; superseded in ordinary-

use by Graft. Forms : a. 4-6 graf e, 4-7 graffe,

4-graff. 0. 6 graffe, grefe. 7. 5-6 gryf fe, 6-7
griff(e. [a. OY.gra/e, greffe ,mod.F. greffe), semi-
popular ad. late L. graphium, ad. Gr. ypatyiov,

ypa<f>uov stylus, f. ypacpav to write. The sense
c stylus, pencil ' is common in OFr. ; the transferred

sense of ' scion, graft ' was suggested by the simi-

larity of shape.
The OFr. word was adopted in Du. both in the original

and the transferred sense : MDu. greffie,griffie, mod.Du.
g'iffie,grif whence perh. the y forms above. Du. has also
a form grift, with which cf. Eng. grift, Graft so.]

1. A shoot or scion inserted in another stock

:

-"Graft sb. 1 i.

1398 Trbvisa Earth. De P. R.. xvii. ii. (1495) 595 The
beste is whan the graffe and the stocke ben lyke. c 1440
Capcrave Life St. Kath. 11. 1247 Liche a gryf am I

I-planted be God vp-on a old stok. 15E3 Fitzherb. Hush.
% 138 Thou must get thy graffes of the fayrest lanses that
thou canste fynde on the tree. 1530 Palsgr. 227/2 Grefe,
ente. 1664 Evelyn Kal, Hort. (1729) 190 Gather Cyons
for Graffs before the Buds sprout. 1703 Pope Verlumnus
13 Now the cleft rind inserted graffs receives. 1823 Cobbett
Weekly Reg. 29 Mar. 827 Trees with very fine bloom coming
from graffs imported the year before last. 1859 Tennyson
Vivien 477 A Gardener putting in a graflT.

fig. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. 2 What commodity, .is to be
looked for, as well of griff as stocke. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.
1062 This bastard graff shall never come to growth, a 1603
T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. 71 (161&) 85 Out of the
griffe of transfiguration, it were strange to gather the fruite

of Transubstantiation. 1661 Boyle Style Holy Script. 141
The Word, which Saint James pronounces able to save our
Souls, he describes as a Graff. i8a5 E.Irving Babylon II.

329 With occasional allusions to the Gentile graft, which
was grafied into that ancient and everlasting stock.

2. A twig, shoot, scion
; gen. a branch, plant

:

— Graft sb. 1 2.

'555 Eden Decades 162 They wyll suffer owre corne,
graffes and frutes to bee consumed of woormes. 15. . Rotu'n
Hood (Ritson) 128, I have a staff of another oke graff.

1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 5 b, How coulde so barraine soyle
bring forth so good a Graffe? 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus.
II. (1882) 82 If he can get a grade of this tree loden with
. .apples. 1613-16 W. Browne Jirit. Past. u. iv, On a Cy-
presse Graffe.. they hung this Epitaph. 1831 T. L. Peacock
Crotchet Cas. xii. (1887) 135 We can no more [etc.], than we
can flourish the oaken graff of the Pindar of Wakefield.

fig- a s393 Lancl. P. PI. C. ii. 201 Loue is. .(«* graffe of
grace andgraybest wey to heuene. 1509 Barclay Shyp of
Polys (15701 44 b, Roote out the graffes of your oide offence.
152a More De quat. Noviss. Wks. 85/1 Litle meruail it is

tbough enuy be an vngracious grafe. For it cometh of an
vngracious stocke.

f 3. An act of grafting. In quot. trans/. Obs.
1610 Douland Far. Lr/te-lessot>s B2b, But if the letter

that we doubt of
;

be placed not alone, but with one or more
other letters, which coniunction we for this time will call a
griffe, then the ilifficultie is greater.

4. altrib. and Comb., graffshoot = sense 1
;

graff-stock, a stock on which to graft.

150a Arnolde Chron. (1811) 169 To haue frute without
cores, loke thou haue a sufficient graffstok and doo therwith
as I said before, i860 T. Martin Horace 226 The russet
fig adorns the tree, that graffshoot never knew.

Graff (graf), sb.* Obs. exc. Hist. Also 7-9
graffe, 8 grauff. [prob. ad. MDu. grave wk. mrtsc.

= Graved. ] A trench serving as a fortification; a

dry or wet ditch ; a fbss or moat ; rarely, a canal

(in Holland). Cf. Graft sb*
1637 R. Monro ExPed. 1. 69 The enemy forsaking our

workes unconquered, the graffe filled with their dead bodies.
1641 Evelyn Diary 19 Aug., It is by extraordinary industry
that as well this Citty, as generaly the townes of Holland,

are so acommodated wth graffs, cutts, sluces, moles, and
rivers, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. viii. § 6 The walls
[of Arundel Castle] were very strong, and the graff broad
and deep. 1706 Maule Hist. Pids in Misc. Scot. I. 61 It

had a deep grauff and a drawbridge. 1759 B* Martin Nat.
Hist. Eng. II. Cambridge 95 Two Graffs between the three
Ramparts. 1791 Luckombe Beauties Eng. I. 286 Another
very large camp and prodigious works, the graff being
inwards and outwards. 1850 Warburton Reginald Hast-
ings I. 13 The Saxon palace had been .. surrounded by a
graff, or moat, in the reign of Rufus. 1898 Blackw. Mag*
Oct. 518/2 A bristling monstrosity of sconces, graffes, fussies,

stackets and crenelles.

transf. 1637 R. Monro Exped. 1. 29 Retiring to cne corner
of his Kingdom, to prevent the losse of the whole, being
naturally fortified with a broad graffe, as the isle of Britaine.

Graff(graf), j3.3 Also 6 graffe, 7 grafe, griffe.

[perh. a variant of Graft sb.3]

1. = Graft ^3 1 : usually spade's) graff. ?Obs.

15*3 Fitzherb. Hush. § 124 Dygge vp the muldesa spade*
graffe depe. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 466 There was found
in Dalmatia a vaine of gold ore within one spades griffe in

the first turfe of the ground. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improzu
impr. iv. (1653) 23 Thou must go half one Spades grafe
deep at lest.

2. dial. = Graft sb. ?> 2.

1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., Graf or Gracing Tool, a
curved spade, generally made of wood shod with iron, used
by drainers.

Graff ,£i"«f), v. ] arch.-, in ordinary use super-

seded by Graft v. Forms : a. 4-7 graffe, 5
grarTyn. £. 6 greffe. 7. 5 gryffe(n, -yn, 7
griffe. [f. Graff sb. 1 ; recorded earlier than the

equivalent OF. grajier, mod.F.^r^r.]
1. trans. To insert (a scion of one tree) into a

different stock : = Graft pji,
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 137, I was sum tyme . . the

couentes gardyner . . for to graffe ympes. 1388 Wvclif
Rom. xi. 19 The braunchis ben brokun, that Y be grafBd
in. 14.. Songs ff Carols (Warton Club) 35 The fayrest
mayde of this toun preyid me For to gryffyn here a gryf of
myn pery tie. 1513 Fitzhf.rb. Hnsb. § 137 A peare or
a warden wolde be graffed in a pyrre-stocke. 1574 Hyll
Planting 86 Ve may graffe your graffes full as long as two
or three trunchions. 1621 Ainsworth Annot. Rental. Lev.
xix. 19 (1639) J1 5 He..graffeth one tree in another. 1706

J. Gardiner Rapin's Card. (1728) 167 To graff a fruitful

Branch on barren Trees.

fig. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. cvi. (1869) 56 She hath
be graffed bi subtile art and ioyned to this burdoun. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer (Collect 7th Sund. Trinity), Graffe
inourhartes the louepf thy name, a 1553 Udall Roystcr D.
I. i. (Arb.) 12 In these twentie townes . . Is not the like stocke,
whereon to graffe aloute. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637)41 We
graffe upon French words those buds, to which that soile

affoordeth no growth, a 1645 D. Featley in Fuller's Abel
Rediv. (1651) £42 Of all the fruitfull trees in our Paradise
lie chese to griffe his meditations upon the Apocalipse upon
Abbot his stocke. 1693 Locke Educ. § 200 The proper Stock
whereon afterwards to graff the true Principles of Morality
and Religion. 1695 E. Welchman Huslandm. Man. (1707)

43 A Man is by the Baptism of Repentance graffed into the
body of Christs Church. 18x8 E. Irving Baptism 11. Wks.
1864 II. 286 When God is visiting a people in his wrath, .no
new branches are graffed into Christ. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 139 Never hope to graff A second sprig of
triumph there ! 1882 Frkkman Reign Hill. Rufus II. vii.

455 The old stock was neither cut down nor withered away ;

but a new stock was graffed upon it.

+ b. trans/. To set or fix firmly. Obs.
1536 Lady Brian in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. it. 1 1. 82, 1 trust

to God & her teeth were well graft. 1579 Spenser Sheph.
Cat. Feb. 242 So longe haue I listened to thy speche, That
graffed to the ground is my breche. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas I. iv. 220 Twelve [Houses] in that rich Girdle greft

Which God gave Nature for her New-Vears-gift. 1608
A. Wili.et Hexapla in Exod. 685 They [the horns of the
altar] were made out of the same matter and wood, not
griffed in. 1624 Gee Foot out ofSnare v. 38 [His] legs cut
off at the knees .. were, without the help of any Artist,

graffed on again. 1648 Gage West hid. xii, 54 In the
walls whereof was graffed betwixt stone and stone a skull

with the teeth outwards.

2. absol. and intr. To insert a graft or grafts.

1483 Caxion Gold. Leg. 251 b/2 Ypolyte took his legge-

.

and tooke and set it in his place like as on graffyth in a tree.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 136 It is conuenyent to lerne howe
thou shall graffe. 1572 Mascall Plant. <*( Graff. Exhorta-
tion, Before ye doe intend to plant or Graffe, it sha.ll be
meete to haue good experience in thinges meete for this

Arte. 1658 tr. Porto's Nat. Magic in. v. 63 Nature, saith

he [Pliny], hath taught how to graffe with a seed. 1693
Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. II. ro6 We might Graff
in the Cleft, during the Months of November [etc.],

fig. 1676 Dryden Epil. Man ofMode, So brisk, so gay, so
travailed, so refined, Ashe took pains to graff upon his kind.

3. trans. To insert a graft in (a stock). Also
vaguely ( Graft v. 1

3).

1564 Golding fustine xliii. (1570I 175 They lerned to

plant and graffe their olyues. 1575 Gascoigne Posies
190 To griffe a pippine stocke, when sappe begins to

swell. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 111. vii. 227 Date trees,

amongst which there are two growing out of one stock

exceeding high, which their Prophet forsooth graffed with
his owne hande. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard.
II. 107 April is likewise Convenient to Graff Vines. 1820

Scott Abbot xxxviii, I scarce remember the pear-mains which
I graffed here with my own hands some fifty years since.

t4. To implant, lit. and jig. ^Ghaftz'.I^
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 115 Seedis newe eschewe To

sowe or graffe. c 1450 Lonelich Cm/'/xlii. 108 Oucr the Se
Cowndyed scholen }e be Into the lond that is to 50W behote,
there-Inne toGryffen Many A Rote. 1553 T. Wn son Rhet.
18 God hath graffed & geuen man power therunto, wherof
these arederiued. 1573 Baret Ah 1

. G 419 There is a sober
thriftinesse graffed in thy race and kimed naturally.
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5- Comb., f graff-horn (see quot.).

1611 Cotgr., Cuco cocuant, a cuckold-maker, a Graffe-

horne.

Graff, v.- Obs. exc. dial, [variant of Grave v.]

intr. To dig.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Lore Prol. 5 Dul wit and a thought-
ful soule so sore have myned and grafted in my spirites.

1875 Grafting (see Graff sb.% 2].

Graff, var. Grave sb. 1
; obs. f. Graf, count.

Graffage (grcrfed^). dial. [?f. Graff sb. 2 +
Hedge.] (See quots.)

x798 J- Jefferson Let. to J. Boucher 19 Mar. (MS.),
[Hampshire words] Graffage .. a wooden frame somewhat
like a Stile, placed in a hank, where there is a water-course.

1835 Miss Mitfoku Country Stories (1850) 29 They clean
the graffages, clear out the moat-like ditches. 1883 Hamp-
shire Gloss., Graffage, a railed fence at the junction of two
ditches, or where a ditch abuts on a road at right angles.

Graffane, obs. form of Gkiffaux.

t Graffed, ///- a . Obs. [f. Graff z>.i + -eij1.]

= Grafted/>//. a. 1.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 590/3 Insitus, planted or
grafted. 1:1449 Pecock Kepr. 1. xiii. 69 Receue 3e it as
a graffid word. 1557 Totters Misc. (Arh.) 190 Ah thinke
her graff"ed loue can not so sone decay. 1598 Grenewey
Tacitus' Ann. (1604) 182 A true and woorthy plant to receiue

his fathers Empire, which a graffed son by adoption now
possessed.

tGraffer 1
. Obs. Also 5 graffare, -ere, gryf-

fare. [f. Graff v. 1 + -er 1
.] = Grafter i.

c 1440 Promp. Part/, 212/ 1 Gryflare, or grafTare, interior.

1565 JEWEL Ref>l. Harding 544 Husbandmenne, and
Ditchers, and Heardmenne, and Grafters. 1572 MaScALL
Tlant. <$• Graff. Exhortation, Thus much liaue I thought
meete to declare vnto the Planters and Grafters. 1693
Evelyn De la Quint. Cantpl. Gard., Reft, Agric. 47 We
shou'd not be much better Grafters than we now are without
that Knowledge.

t Graffer -. Obs. Also 7 graphiere. [ad. F.

greffier: see Greffier.] A notary.

1513-4 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. 1 Preamb., Officers.. called

Notaries otherwise called Grafters to accepte take and
recorde the knowlege of all comrades. 1607 Cowell
Inierfir., Graffert signifiethas much as a notary or scrivener.

1615 Hoby Curry-combe v. 238 Wee wilt say the Gra-
phiere was a knaue.

Grafting (gra-6g), vbl. sb. [f. Graff v. x +
-ING 1

.]
**= Grafting vbl. sb. 1 in various senses.

1398 Trevisa Harth. De P. R. ix. xxx. (1495) 366 Lente
is tyme of graffynge for in Lente gruftes ben grafted on
the trees. C1420 I'allad, on Husb, iv. 36 Another seith

ther graftyng uigh the grounde Is best, ther esiii they com-
prehende And preue. 1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel.(\6$-$) 187
Manuall labour, as.. planting and grefting for daily wages.

iS7S-4 yt 0/Planting 19 There be many wayes of giaffinges.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xlvii. § 11. 165 This
Emperor was.. from the grafting of his neck, to the groin

very long, hut from thence somewhat short and bow-legged
withal. 1667 Dryden Wild Gallant II, i. Wks. 1882 II. 53
Bat I fear we shall not have the grafting cf the horns. 1672—
Conq. Granada, Defence Epil. 169 By this grafting, as I

may call it, on old words, has our Tongue been Beauti-

fied by the three fore-mention'd Poets. 1840 R. H. Dana
Be/. Mast xxxv. 134 The neat work upon the rigging,

—

the knots . . pointings, and graftings. 1876 Swinburne
Erechtk. 199 For the first fair graft of his grafting. 1884
Black Jud. Shaks. ii, Left to his weeding and grafting.

atlrib. 15*3 Fitzhf.rb. Husb. § 136 Thou must haue a
graffynge-sawe. Ibid., Thou must haue also a graffynge
knyfe. 1591 Percivall Sf>. Diet., Encensar iierra fara
plantar, to set grafting stockes. 1661 Ogii.by King's
Coronation 30 All Sorts of Grafting, and Gardening Tools.

II Graffito (graf|f/"t(7). Antiq.zn&Art. Pi. graf-

fiti (graf|f/-tf). [It. graffito, f. graffio a scratch.]

A drawing or writing scratched on a wall or other

surface ; a scribbling on an ancient wall, as those at

Pompeii and Rome. Also, a method of decoration

in which designs are produced by scratches through

a superficial layer of plaster, glazing, etc., revealing

a ground of different colour; chiefly atlrib. , as

in graffito-decoration, -potlery, -ware.
1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iv. 286 The

slight scratching of many of the Maesbowe Runes, and the

consequent irregularity and want of precision in the forms
..of what, it must be remembered, are mere graffiti. 1873
Symonds Grk. Poets xi. 242 Even the Graffiti of Pompeii
have scarcely more power to reconstruct the past and
summon as in dreams the voices and the forms of long since

buried men. 1873 Mrs. Palliser tr. Jacguemart's Hist.

Ceramic Art 619 Index, Graffito decoration.
trans/. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xx\. 653 Visited by

crowds of early travellers, who have as usual left their

neatly-scribbled graffiti on the walls. 1886 {Jovive.x Shelley
I. v. 179 She sang pleasantly; and could scribble such
graffiti as may be found in school-girls' copy-books.

Graft (graft), sbA Forms: a. 5 grafts, 6-

graft. #. 6 gryft, 6-7 grifo(e. [A modification

of the earlier Graff sb. 1

The precise formation is uncertain. Possibly due to the

use ofgra/t as pa. t. and pa. pple. of Graff v. 1 But there

has be-^ti much phonetic confusion between (0 and (ft) at

the end of words ; cf. draft as a variant of draff. The
forms grifunder Graff sb. 1 and grifie above may perh. be
influenced by the Du. grif, grift (recorded from 16th c.)

;

in Du. it is uncertain whether the -/ is a suffix or phonetic-

ally excrescent.]

1. A shoot or scion inserted in a groove or slit

made in another stock, so as to allow the sap of

the latter to circulate through the former.

1483 Cath. Angt. 162/1 A Grafte, sitrculus. 1554 Ace.
Edw. VI in Trevelyan Papers (Camden) II. 15 Sir John
Wulfe .. maker and deviser of the Kinges herbors and

plantes of grafts. 1560 Becon Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 435 b,

Is there any man. .will cal a young gryft of the first yeres
gryftingfruteles and barren. 1649 J. Elustonb tr. Behmens
Epist. v. § 4Q A plant or grift that is set, doth worke so long
till it putteth forth its branches. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) III. 96 This tumour every day buds forward from
the point like the graft of a tree. 1813 Sir H. Davy
Agric. C/tew. 118141 253 The graft is only nourished by
the sap of the tree to which it is transferred. 1878 J.
Buller 40 Y. in N. Zealand I. viii. 63 Fruitful orchards
are the outcome of grafts I introduced.

fig. 1547 Becon Agst. Adultery Wks. 1560 II. 161 b, IfGod
spared not the naturall braunches, neyther wyll he spare vs
that be but graftes, ifwe commit lyke offences. iGsoDavf.nant
Goudiberl 1'ref. (1673) 3 New grafts of old wither'd words.
1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 1. viii. 579 The legisla-

tive encouragement yielded to missionary labours was
also a graft upon the original design. 1871 Bkowning Pr.
Hohcnst. 1524 A devil's-graft on God's foundation-stone.

1885 Act 48 <y 49 Vict. c. 73 § 8 The interest vested in

him by such order shall, .be deemed lo be a graft upon the
previous interest of the tenant in the holding.

f2. A twig or off-shoot fit for use in grafting;

a scion, sucker; hence gen. a branch, plant. Obs.

1587 Fenner Song 0/ Songs iv. 13 Thy gryfts they are, as
of A pomgranat orchard. 1606 Bkyskktt Civ. Life 2 To
transport from . . forraine countries . . strange grafts, plants
and flowers. 1624 Quarles Sion's Sonets xii. 13 My love is

like a Paradise, beset With rarest grifts, whose fruits . . The
world nere tasted.

fig- '576 F ' EM 1NG Panopl. Epist. Epit. A h, This
younge impe and flexible grifte . . bent not bis listening eare
unto othe/s lore. 1587 Turuerv. Trag. T. etc. 11837)345
No tree can take so deep a roote as grifts of faithful love.

1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. x. 81 Edward the top-Branch
of that golden Tree..! his Graft, of eu'ry Weed oV-growne.
1600 Fairfax Tasso XVII. Ixxix. 311 And in liauaria's field

transplanted new This Romane grift florisht, encreast and
grew. 1614 Ralegh Hist. World 1. 1. ii. § 6. 32 God gaue
vnto man all kinde of seedes and grafts of life.

3. Surg. 4 A portion of living tissue transplanted

from one place to another on the same or another
organism, with a view to its adhesion and growth'
(Billings Med. Did. 1890); also, the operation or

its result, the adhesion and growth of such new
tissue.

i885 Diet. Tract. Surg. (ed. Heath) I. 616 These grafts
may be placed at any part of a healing granulation-suiface,
and may grow there, forming inlets of skin. Ibid. 618 The
preservation of the periosteum is not essential to the success
of the graft.. When an osseous graft is about to be effected,

the part into which the graft is to be placed ought to be
first prepared.

4. [From the vb.] a. The process or product of

grafting (see combinations in 5) ; also, a variety

produced by grafting, a kind (of fruit).

1847 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. III. Jan'is's IV/'g, On
the precise graft of the espalier of Eden, Sanchoniathon
Manetho, and Berosus are undecided.

b. The place where the scion is inserted in the

stock.

180a Forsyth Fruit-trees i.8 Taking off the worst branches
first, ..always cutting as near to the graft as possible. 1898
L. H. Baii.ey Pruniug-bh. 263 The grafting of the main
trunk has some disadvantages, because a bad fork is apt to
occur at the graft.

5. atlrib. and Comb, (in sense 3), as graft'-growlh,
surface, theory; graft-hybrid (see quot.); graft-

hybridism, -hybridization, the process of hybri-

dizing by means of a graft.

i858 Darwin Var. Anim, fy Plants I. xi. 390 If., we
must admit the extraordinary fact that two distinct species

can unite by their cellular tissue, and subsequently pro-
duce a plant bearing leaves and sterile flowers intermediate
in character between the scion and stock . . Such plants, if

really thus formed, might be called graft-hybrids. Ibid.

II. xxvii. 365 The case would become one of graft-hybrid-
ism. 1875 Ibid. (ed. 2) I. xi. 423 The number of new forms
produced by graft -hybridisation. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Graft theory, a theory which attributes the causation of
disease to organic particles detached from the body of
a diseased person, which becoming engrafted into a healthy
person set up a diseased process in his body similar to that
which existed in the body of the person from which they
were detached. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 726 The
interesting process of implantation or graft growths from
a growth in one part of the intestines to another has been
already referred to. 1897 W. Anderson Surg. Treat.
Lupus 14 The graft surface has a better appearance than
that of an ordinary cicatrix.

t Graft, #M Obs. [a. MDu. ^// fern, and
neut. (MDu. and Du, gracht fern.), f. graven to

dig. Cf. next and Ghaff sb.-] A ditch ; a moat

;

Also (in Holland) a street on either side of a canal.
1641 Evelyn Diary (1889) I. 26 The Reiser's or Emperor's

Graft, which is an ample and long street. 1644 Prynne
& Walker Ei'enues's Trial App. 11 The Castle was a very
large strong Hold, fortified with a very broad deepe ditch, or
graft. 1653-4 Whitelocke Jrnl. Sivcd. Emb. (1772) II.

292 The grafts of the workes are large and deep, full of
water on all sides. 1683 Apol. Prot. France iv. 46 They
caught a Soldier measuring the Graft and the Wall in
order to scale the place. 1737 G. Smith Curious Kelat.
I. iii. 387 All the rest which the Canals, Grafts, and Rivers
are fill'd with, being salt, or at least brackish.

Graft (graft), sb.3 [a. (?or cognate with) ON.
groft-r action of digging :—OTeut. *graftu-z masc,
f. *grab- Grave v. to dig.]

1. The depth of earth that may be thrown up at

once with a spade ; a ' spit \ Often spaders) graft.
1620 Markham Farc-.v. Husb. (1625 41 Within a spades

graft of the vpper swarth of the earth. 1681 Chetham
Angler's Vade-m. iv. § 9 (1689' 38 You yourself may dig

one spade Graft, deep in Sandy heathy ground. 179a
Trans. Soc. Arts X. 139 We dug. .one spade's graft about
nine inches deep, and seven inches wide) into the quick
sand. 1802 Ibid. XX. 191 '1 he drains were generally made
two grafts deep. 1848 Jrnl, R. Agric. Soc. IX. I. 5 = , I

then dug a trench, .throwing the first graft of good soil on
one side.

2. A kind of spade, used in digging drains.

1894 S. E. Wore. Gloss., Gra/t or Gr,t/tiug-'.ool, a narrow
crescent-shaped spade used by drainers.

Graft (graft), sb.* slang. [Perh. a transferred

use of prec. in the original sense 'digging'.] a.

Work, esp. hard work. b. A trade, craft.

1890 Glouc. Gloss., Gra/t, work. 1890 Melbourne Argus 16
Aug. 13/1 It is when hard ^raft has to be done, .that they're
troubled a bit. 1891 Sheffield Gloss., Suppl., Graft, work.
1 Well, I've got some graft to donow '. 1896 Pofi. Sci. Jrnl. IV.

255 The roadster proper is distinguished from the tramp by
having a 'graft' or in other terms a visible means of support.

Graft (graft), v.* Forms: a. 5 grafte. 6- graft.

fi. 6-7 griftje, 9 dial, grift. 7. 9 dial, greft.

[variant of Ghaff v. See Graft sb.^]

1. traits. To insert (a shoot from one tree) as a
graft (see Graft slO) into another tree. Const.

tn, into, on, upon. Also with advs. in. together.

1483 ( ath. Angt. 162/1 To Grafte, insercre, surculare.

1535 Coverdale Isa. xvit. 10 Thou hast also set a fayre
plante, & grafted a straunge braunch. 1616 Surfl, &
Markh. Country Parme 36 He shall get Grifts to graft.

1741 Coiupl. Fain-Piece 11. iii. 362 Upon the white Eng-
lish sort of Jessamine, now graft the Spanish. 1859 Darwin
Orig. Spec. ix. (18731 245 No one lias been able to graft
together trees belonging to quite distinct families.

b. trausf andfg. To insert or fix in or npon
something, with the result of producing a vital or

indissoluble union. (Cf. sense 6.)

1531 Tis-dale Exp. 1 John ii. 1530' 23 All they that
arc grafted into Chiiste to followe hys doctrine. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion (Collect ad fin.),

Graunt . . that the woides .. may through thy grace, bee so
grafted inwardly in our heartes. 1605 Bacon Adv. Liar?!.
11. xxv. g 5. 110 God .. doth grift Ids revelations and holy
doctrine upon the notions ofour reason. 1650 Fcller Pisga/i

389 Each of them [pillars] having half a cubit of their shaft
lost in their height, as running in, and hid in his Chapiter
grafted upon it- 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 99
The horns may in every respect, be resembled to a vegetable
substance, grafted upon the head of an animal. 1786
Sir J. Rkvnolds Disc. xiii. (1876) 73 No Art can be grafted
with success on another art. 1822-34 Goo<i's Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 149, I have observed that dyspepsy is often grafted
upon an hysterical or hypochondriacal diathesis. 1856
Frol'de Hist. Eng. (1858) I. 1. 2 The Northern nations
grafted the religion and the laws of the Western empire on
their own hardy natures. 1876 E. Mellok Friesth. 208 The
Lord's Supper, while a new institution, was in its forms
grafted upon the Paschal meal.

c. intr. for reji. rarei^U. S.).

1884 Hokner Florence I. i. 24 The Florentine artist.,

only adopted those principles which grafted most readily
on his preconceived ideas. 1894 Forum (U. S.) July 564
If possible, the theme should graft on to a vigorous and
well grown stock of native interest.

2. absol. and intr. To insert a graft or grafts.

Const, as in sense 1.

1626 Bacon- Sylva § 415 If you graft vpon the Dough of
a Tree, and cut off some of the old Boughs, the new Cions
will perish. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. \ Art II. 640
The method of propagating the ckler-fruil trees i;i Hereford-
shire, is by grafting, i860 Emehson Coud. Life, Pciver
Wks. (liohn) II. 332 Here is question, every spring, whether
to graft with wax, or whether with clay.

trans/, and fig. 1685 Loyal Poems 132 But of all Pates.

Cit has the softest one; 'The better', cries the Wife, 'to

graft upon'. 1713 W'ardf.r True Amazons 154 If any of

more Intellect .. will graft upon this stock.

3. trans. To fix a graft or grafts upon a stocly

.

Also vaguely, to perform the operation of grafting

on (a tree), to produce (fruits) by grafting.

1624 Quari.es SioiCs Sonets xx. 8 To see my Stockes, so
latelie grifted, sprout. 1707 Curios, in Husb. is- Gard. 256 You
graft it with Grafts of an Apple-tree. 1795 Knight in Phil.

Trans. LXXXV. 292, I have since grafted some very old

trees with cuttings from seedling apple-trees of five years
old. 1823 Cobbett Weekly Reg. 12 July 98 Stocks have .

.

been grafted with English cuttings. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 77
On grafting the Chinese Azalea. i887I!owen Virg.Eclog. ix.

51 Graft thy pears, O Daphnis, the fruit thy sons shall enjoy.

4. In loose or transf. uses: To plant, implant.

156a Turner Baths Pref., Their nature which* Almighty
God grafted in them [the birds]. 1580 Lvlv Euphues (Arb.)

473 They that feare theyr vines will make too sharpe wine,

must, .graft next to them Mandrage. 1771 Muse in Mitt.

no From page to page thro' Nature's folio flies, Where
hoary wisdom grafts her aching eyes.

5. Naut. To cover (a ring-bolt, block-strop,

etc.) with a weaving of small cord or rope-yains.

c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 31 How do you point

and graft a rope ? Ibid. 81 Two hammock lashings . . pointed

and grafted at the ends.

6. Surg. To transplant (a piece of skin, tissue,

etc.) into a different part of the body, or from one

animal to another.
1868 Darwin Var. Anim. <$• Plants II. xxvii. 369 The tail

of a pig has been grafted into the middle of its back. 1897

Allbutfs Syst. Med. Ill- 203 The experiment of grafting a

portion of the extirpated pancreas outside the abdominal

cavity in the muscles of the external walls.

7. U.S. To repair tboots) by adding new soles

and ' foxing' the uppers.

1859 in P.artlett Diet. Amer.

Graft, v.- dial. [Variant of Graff v.2] intr.



GRAFT.

To dig. Hence Gra'fting vbl. si, in grafting-
apade, -tool (see quots.).
1823(101111 Ttchnol. Diet ., Grafting Tool, a kind of curved

imde made very strong for the purpose of digging canals.
1833 Gkesley Gloss. Coal Mining, Grafting spade, a long
narrow-plated spade for digging clay. Mod. dial. {Kent},
A grafting-tool would suit best for digging that elite.

Graft, v. :i slang. [? transferred use of prec. ; cf.

Graft sb.*} intr. To work. Hence Gra-fting
vbl. sb.

1878 Graphic 6 July a/a Perhaps in a generation or two
Paddy will fail us. He will have become too refined for
hard ' grafting'. 1890 Melbourne Argus 9 Aug. 4/2 ' You
graftin' with him?' ' No, I'm with Johnson',

Graftage (grcrftedg). [f. Graft v.i + -age.]

The action of grafting or fact of l>eing grafted.

1895 IIailey Horticulturists Rulc-bk. (ed. 3) 283.

Grafted (grrrfted), ppl. a. [f. Graft v.\ +
-ed*.] In senses of the vb. lit. and fig.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 2 That mighty .. Mathematicatl

Tree, with his Chief armes and second (grifted) branches.
i5o6 G. \V[ooococke] tr. Justin's Hist., etc. K.k.5b, Being
hated of al men for his grafted cruelty. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. iv. 214 He knew. .For Fruit the grafted Pear-tree to
dispose, a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Grafted, made a
Cuckold of. 1707 Curios, in liusb. <$- Gard. 73 The Pores
of the grafted Branch. 1719 London & Wise Compl.
Gard. xxxvi. 155 For an old grafted Peach-Tree, the grand
Remedy of short'ning may not avail. 1828 P. Cunningham
A". S. Wales 161 A few dozen grafted trees .. will in a few
years insure you a very fair crop of fruit. 1892 Daily
News 11 July 4/3 'Companions' anxious for situations for

which no special skill or training is required, only patience
and a sort of grafted cheerfulness.

b. Her. t^See quots.)

1755-77 Pohny Heraldry Gloss., Grafted. This is said of
that part of the Escutcheon which is jointed or inserted into
the other. .The fourth Quarter is Mars, Brunswick, and Lu-
nenburgh impaled, with ancient Saxony grafted in point.
i368 Cussans Her. ii. 46 To these mav also be added what
i.-. sometimes called Grafted, but would be better expressed
by Party per /'ale ami Chevron,

Grafter l (gitrftai). [f. Graft vJ + -er\]
1. One who grafts trees.

1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Far/rie 347 The furniture
and tooles wherewith a grafter should be furnished .are
[etc.]. 1668 Boyle Cert. Physiol. Ess. (1669)91, I am in-

form'd by the trials of more than one of the most skilful

and experiene'd Grafters of these parts, that [etc ].

t 2. The original tree from which a scion has
been taken for grafting upon another tree. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in. v. 9 Shall .. Our Syens, put in
wilde and sauage stock, Spirt vp so suddenly into the
Clouds, And ouer looke their Grafters? a 1770CHATTEKTON
Cousuliad 4S Monarchs ! Of mole-hills, oyster-beds, a rock;
These are the grafters of your royal stock.

3. A tool used in grafting (see quot).
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Grafter, a fine-toothed,

pointed, narrow-bladed, hand-saw, used in sawing off limbs
and stocks for the insertion of grafts.

Grafter- (grcrftai). [f. Graft v.'1 + -eu '.]

= Graft sb.% 2.

1877 .V. W. Line. Gloss., Grafter, a long iron spade used
for digging hard ground, especially by workmen engaged in
making drains and banks.

Grafting1

(gru-ftirj), vbl. sbl [1*. Graft v\ +
-ino*.] The action of Graft vA
1. The action of inserting a graft (see Grafts. 1 i).

For cleft-, crown-, saddle-, tongue-, whip-, etc.

grafting, see the sb. which forms the first member.
1483 Cath. Angl. 162/1 A Graftynge, iusicium. 1560 [see

Graft sb. 1 1]. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes <y Qual. 129 'Pis
worth observing, .what happens both in ordinary graftings,
and especially in that kind of Insition . . which iscoinmonly
call'd Inoculation. 1807 Med. Jml. XVII. 196 New and

.
superior species of apples may be produced from seed : and
. .impregnating the pollen was found to be an advantageous
substitute for grafting, i860 Delamer Kitch. Gard. (1861)

143 The reader is strongly advised to take lessons in graft-
ing and budding.

fig. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Wedding, The hurry a
beloved child is sometimes in to tear herself from the
paternal stock, and commit herself to strange graftings.

1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ii, 22 The grafting of the
Knglish, French or German grammar and dictionary on the
gesture-language.

1 2. The place where a graft is inserted ; its

junction with the stem. Also transf Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 271 It riseth vp with a four

cornered stem, .hauing many concauities or holes like arm-
pits in the grafting of the branches to the said stem.

3. In various technical senses: a. Naut. 'An
ornamental weaving of fine yarns, etc., over the

strop of a block ; or applied to the tapered ends

of the ropes, and termed pointing '(Smyth Sailors
Word-bk. 1867; see also quot. 1815). b. Swg.
The transference of a portion of skin, etc. to

another part of the body, or to another body.

c. Carpentry. ( A scarfing or endwise attachment
of one timber to another, as in attaching an extra

length or false pile to one already driven' (Knight
Did. Mech. 1875). d. Knitting. (See quot. 1880.)
1815 Falconer's Did. Marine (ed. Bumey), Grafting a

rofie, the act of unlaying the two ends of it, placing the
strands one within the other, as for splicing, and stopping
them at the joining. The yarns are then opened out, split,

and made into knittles for pointing. 1858 Simmonus Diet.
Trade, Grafting, . . knitting new feet to stockings. 1880
Plain Knitting 33 This . . grafting . . is joining two pieces
together, and is useful in joining a new foot to an old leg.

1896 AltbntVs Syst. Med. I. 207 No authentic instance, .is at

338

present forthcoming of the grafting ofhuman carcinoma upon
any of the lower animals. 1897 \V. Anderson Surg. Treat.
Lupus 14 The advantagesofepidermic grafting, .are obvious.

4. attrib. and Comb., as grafting chisel, knife,
saw, time

;
grafting clay, wax, a mixture of clay

or wax and other ingredients, forming a composition
with which to cover the united parts of a scion
and stock in grafting.

1483 Cath. Angl. 162/1 A Graftyngtyme, insicio. 1727
Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Grafting, Then must the Gardener
. .cut it with his Grafting Knife in the Shape of a Wedge.
17*7-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Engrafnng, Clay, mixed with
horse-dung, [etc.].

. ; also.. grafting wax. Ibid , In this cleft,

the grafting chissel, or wedge, is put to keep it open. 180*
Foksyth Fruit-trees vj. 79 The Composition .. should be
rather softer than grafting-clay generally is. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. i<_oi 2 Grafttiig-savu, a tenon saw for cutting
off stocks for grafting.

Grafting, vbl. sh? See Graft v.-

Graftling gruftlirj). [f. Graft sb. + -ling.]

A small tree on whicli a graft has been set.

a 1618 Sylvester St. Leivis 88 The Gardner's Care over
some Graftlings choice.

Grahamism (gr^-amiz'm). U.S. [f. Graham
+ -ISM.] The vegetarian principles advocated by
Sylvester Graham > 1794-1851). So Gra hamite,
a follower of Graham.
1845 Lowell Lett. (i894 ! I. 87, I am becoming more and

more inclined to Grahamism every day. 18.. Al, Y, Med.
frnl. XI. 567 (.Cent.) Grahamism was advocated and prac-
tised by many. 1879 Webster, SuppL, Grahamite.

Grahamite gr/'-imait). Min. [Named by
Waitz in 1865, after the Messrs. Graham, in whose
mine it was found : see -1TB.] A bituminous com-
pound of several hydrocarbons, similar toasphaltum.
i865 Amer. *)rnl. Set. XCII. 420 Wurtz has proposed the

name Grahamite. . for the pitch-black Albertite-like mineral
of* Virginia. 1880 Lt'br. Univ. Knowl. VIII. 139 Grahamite
is black, and has a variable luster.

Grahamize (gr^'amaiz), v. [f. Graham +
-IZE. (Sir James Graham, as Home Secretary, had
Mazzini's letteis so opened in 1844.)] trans. To
cause (letters) to be opened when passing through
the post. Hence Gra ham i zing vbl. sb. So jarely)
Gra naming vbl. sb.

1883 Manch. Guard. 8 Feb. 4 Postmasters in country
towns.. are much under temptation to follow their masters
in the General Post-Office in ' Grahamising ' letters and
telegrams. i883 Times iS Dec. 8 4 Mr. Sexton asked to
what extent the practice of ' Grahamizing ' letters was now
carried. 189s W. Ii. Scott Antobiog. Notes I. 121 He was
the friend of Mazzini in the discovery of the Grahaming of
letters by the Post Office.

Graial, obs. form of Grail 1
.

Graid, obs. pa. pple. of Gkuth v.

Graid(e)ly, -ley, dial, variant of Gbadely.
Grail 1 (gr/ : l). Forms: 4 graiel, graell, 4-5

grayel, 4-9 gravis, 5-6 grale, grayll(e, 5-9
graile, 6 graial, greyle, 6- grail. [ad. OF.
grael\~ Keel. L. gradate

t
var. graduate. Gradual.]

1. = Gradual sb. i.

13.. Metr. Horn. (Harl. MS.) 514 in Minor Poems fr.
Vernon MS. 188 By ierom and ambrose ordaind es To sing

be graell \z>. r. grayel] at be mes. c 1380 Wvclif Set. II hs.

III. 202 pei neden to have, .exponitouris on ) e gospellis and
pistelis, more pan Graielis and obere bokis of song. 1398
Trkvisa Harth. De P. A', ix. xxviii. (1495) 364 In Ester
weke the Grayle is songe wyth Alleluya. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. xvi. 205 Lefe pystyls and grales ; Mes, matyns,
noght avalys, All these I defende. 1493 Eestivail (W.
de W. 1515) 33 The greyle is not sayd for those y l ben
newe crystened. 1x529 Skklton P. Sparoiv 441 The
pecocke so prowd, Bycause his voyce is lowde . . He shall

syng the grayle. 1553 Becon Reliques ofRome (1563) 124

Pope Gelasius the fyrst brought in y Gray II, commaunding
that the people shoulde sing it. 1893 J. Christie Ace.
Parish Clerks 15 Ability to read the Lpistles and Lessons,

to sing Responsals, Grails, and other pails of the Service.

2. = Gradual sb. 2.

c 1440 Promp. Parp. 207/1 Grayle, boke. gradate. 1459
Test. Ebor. 11. (Surtees) 227 The best Mes boke .. the lesse

Antiphoner of iiij, a Graile, a Manuell. 1504 Churehw.
Ace. St. Mary Hill, London (1797) 105 A manuell, a legend,
2 solomes and grayles. 1549 50 Act 3 <y 4 Edtv. VI, c. 10

('553) '3 b, AH bookes called Antiphoners, Missales, Grades,
Processionalles [etc.]. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

1146/1 One of the gard lift vp to him into the pulpit a
masse booke and a grade. 1774 Warton Hist, Eng. Poetry
(1840) I. Diss. ii. 88 Among the books they found there,

were one hundred psalters, as many grayles, and forty I

missals. 1818 Scott Rob Roy ix. 1849 R°ck Ck, ofFathers
II. vi. 202 Upon the outstretched wings of the large brazen
eagle lay open the Grail.

Grail 2 (gr^I). Also 4, 9 greal, R. 7, 9 graal,

6 graile. [ad. OF. graal, grael, greet, greil = Pr.
j

grasal, grazal (whence OCat. gresal-s) :—med.L.
|

gradalis a cup or platter, of uncertain origin

;

commonly referred to a popular L. type *crdtdlis, !

f. *crdlus altered form of L. crater cup.] The
{Holy) Grail, the Saint Grail or Sangreal: in

1

mediaeval legend, the platter used- by our Saviour
|

at the Last Supper, in which Joseph of Arimathea

recdved the Saviour's blood at the cross.

The fortunes of 'the Holy Grail' (OF. le saint graal, \

whence Malory has the corrupt form sancgreal: see San- !

greal), and the adventures undergone in the search for it I

by various knights of Arthur's Round Table, form an
important part of the matter of mediaeval romance. Accord- ,

ing to one story, it was brought by Joseph of Arimathea to |

ghain\
Glastonbury (see the 14th cent. Joseph A rim,, where it «
called 'bedische wib beblode'). Sometimes the Grail or
Sangreal has been erroneously supposed to be the cup or
chalice used at the Last Supper.
c 1330 Arth. <y Merl. (Kolbing) 2222 T'd he wer born bat

schuld do al Fulfille be meruails of be greal. c 1450
Merlin 59 The peple that were ther-at cleped this vessell
that thei hadden in sogrete grace, the Graal. 1590 Spenser
E. Q. 11. a. 34 Ioseph of Arimathy . . brought with him the
holy graile (they say). 1685 Stiluncfl. Orig. Brit. i. 13
And for all that I can see, the holy Graal deserves as much
credit as the Book taken out of Pilat's Palace. 1833
Loncf. Drift-Wooii Piose Wks. (1886) 1. 3C1 The former,
indeed, founded upon the marvels of the Saint Graal, contain
nothing but strange and miraculous adventures. 184a
Tennyson Sir Galuhad^ Three angels bear the holy Grail.

fig. 1876 Lanier Psalms of West 505 Godly Hearts that.
Grails of gold, Still the blood of Faith do hold. 1894 Stead
If Christ came to Chicago no The quest of the almighty
dollar is their Holy Grail.

Ii ? Misused (for rime) in the sense of 'cup*.
In recent Diets, this passage is given as authenticating a

sense 'foam ' for Grail-*.

1653 Exaletation of Ale vii. in F. BeaumonPs Poems
M 3 b, To see how it flowers and mantles in grayle.

Grail ;i (g'^ ; l)- Poet. Also 6 graile, grayle.
[Of unknown origin, perh, a contraction of
Gravel.] Gravel.
1590 Spenser E. Q. I. vii. 6 This gentle knight .. lying

dowue upon the i-andie graile, Dronke of the streame. 1591
-- Vis. Bellay 157 The golden grayle that bright Pactolus
washeth. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul\u. 1. xxii, Like torch
that droppeth down ..Lies now in darknesseon the grail, or
stone. 1840 Browning Sordello vi. 447 The silver globules
and gold-sparkling grail At bottom.

Grail 4 (gr^l). Also 9 graille. [a. F. grele of

the some meaning, f. gi-fter to make slender, spec.

taper and smooth (the teeth of a comb';, f. grele

slender.] A comb-maker's file. Hence Grailing
vbl. sb., the process of finishing the teeth of a comb
with the grail.

1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 383/2 A Comb-makers Grail
..is a long, flat, and broad Tool on the Back, and the other
side wrought into Teeth like a Saw. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., Graille, a single-cut file, or float, having one curved
face and a straight one, used by comb-makers. 1878 Encycl.
Brit. VI. 178/2 They (combs] then pass to the 'grailing'
department, where, by means of special forms of files or
rasps, known as grails and topers, the individifiU teeth are
rounded or bevelled, tapered, and smoothed.

t Grail . Cbsr x [Cf. OF. gravele a fish, also

Grayling and Graveling.] Some kind offish.

1587 Harrison England in. in. in Holinshed Chron. I.

224 Besides the salmons. .we haue the trout, barbell, graile,

powt, cheuin, pike [etc.].

[Grail, for Brail j/;. 1
, set List Spurious H'ds.]

'Grailing, vbl. sb. Obs. [aphetic form of

Engraili>g.J = Engrailing vbl. sb.

150a Ptipjf Purse Exp. Eliz.ofYoile (1830") 14 Making of
six tapettes for the sompter horses, with the lynyng,
grayling, jagging . . viijf. 1511 St. Papers Hen. Vi II, II.

11. 1497, 2 doz. green foil for 'graylling ' the battlements, Zd.

Grailing, obs. form oi Grayling.
Graille, variant cf Grail sb*
Graim, obs. form of Grame sb.

Grain (git7i n), sb.1 Forms: 3-6 greyn(e, 4
grein(e, 4-7 grayn(e, 5, 7 grane, (6 grene, 5//.
fcrennys), 6-7 graine, 5- grain. [Two form-

ations: (1) a. OF. grain, grein (mod.F. grain)
= l'r. gran, gra, Sp.grano, \

}g.grao,]\.grana:—L.

grdnuni a grain, seed; (2) a. 0¥.grain{n)e (mod.F.

^m/tttf) seedscollectivcly,seed = l
Jr.,Sp.,It.£r<z«<z:—

pop. L. gr&na fern., orig. pi. of grdnum.]

I. Seed ; seed of cereal plants, coin.

+ 1. A single seed of a plant, esp. one which is

smnll, hard, and roundish in form. (After 15th c.

almost exclusively : The stone or pip of a fruit.)

13. . E. E. Allii. P. A 31 Vch gresse mot grow of graynez
dede. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvh. Ixxxi. (1495)

652 A greyne is the leest party both of the sede and of the

tree, in etiery greyne is Loth pyth and rynde. a 1400-50
Alexander 1984 Loo, here a gloue full of graynes I graythe
be to take, c 14x0 Pallad. on Husb. in. 805 Ek peris men
deuyde, And pike awey the greyne of euery side, i486 Bk,
St. Albans C vij b, Take ye grtynes of shafTelegre. 150*

Arnolde Chron. 167 Wan y* mone is in tauro it is

good tyme to plante trees of graynes and pepins. 1528

Paynfll Saleme's Regim. G iv b, The lyuer is fatted with

ihem [grapes], if they beclensed from y graynes or kyrnels.

1637 TOMRLL Four-fi Heasts 1 1658) 335 The stones or grains

of Vitis Alia, otherwise called liiionie. 1684 Contempt.

State Man 1. iv. (1699) 45 Life . . is so frail and slipper}',

that, .even the Grain of a Grape hath been able to . .
over-

throw it. 1796 H. Hunter St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)

II. Explau. Plates 11 Aquatic grains have characters en-

tirely opposite to those which are produced on the mountains.

18*3 J. Hadcock Dom. Amusem. 187 A grain of a raisin.

fig. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 269 Grace gauegrevnes, the

cardynales vertues, And sewe hem in mannes soule. 1390

Gower Conf. I. 14 They no greine of pite sowe. a J400-

50 Alexander 5622 Sum grayne of godhede . . was growen
aow within. 14. . Purif Marie in Tnudale's Vis. (1843) 1 35
That he . . lyke a dowve bysyly aspye Wher he of vertu

gedur may the greyne. c 1440 Psaimi Penitent. (1894) 16

Yn my flesch ther nys non helthe, Therfor, of grace sende

me greynus.

f b. In the grain : in the stage of forming or

producing seed. Obs.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vtn. ii. (1614) 734 Where
Wheate and Mays will not grow, but sovnequally, that at

one instant, some is in the grasse, other in the graine.
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2. spec. A seed or com of a cereal plant.

In botanical language a grain of a cereal plant is not a
'seed ' but a 'fruit ' of the kind called Caryopsjs.
c 1380 WycLiF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 35 f>e secounde fruvt,

of the sixtibe greyn. 1436 Lydg. DeGuil. Pilgr. (E.E.T. S.>

3315 She hadde .Off a tytel barly greyn Makyd an Er large

St pleyn. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 201 Blyssed be thow
. .that haste sowen a grayne of the beste whete in the best

lande. 1613 Purchas JH^rtimage (1614)764 At the end of
every song, .. laying downe two or three Graines of
Wheat e. 1806 Hutton Course Math, I. 25 The criginal
of all weights used in England, was a grain or corn of
wheat, gathered out of the middle of the ear. 1843 Gray
Struct. Bot. vii. § 2 fi88o) 295 A Caryopsis or Grain. 1885
Goodale Phystol. Bot. (1892) iSt The so-called ' grains ' of
the cereals are fruits instead of seeds.

3. collect, sing. The fruit or seed of wheat and
the allied food-plants or grasses (f rarely of Leans,

etc.) ; the plants themselves whether reaped or

standing; =Cor\ sl>.l 3, 4. f Alsograin of wheat.
In England the colloquial word for this sense is corn,

which in the U. S. has a different application.
C1315 Shoreham 30 Jesus seyth the vvgne be hys, And

eke the greyn ofwete. 1363 Langl. P. PL A. vii. 112 Scl:al

no greyn that heer groweth gladen ow at neode. c 1386
Chaucer Prol, 595 Wei wiste he, by the droghte, and by the
reyn, The yielding of his seed and of Ins greyn. (.1420
Pallad. on Husb. 1. 217 Eek hillis yeld is Wei gretter grayn
and fewer, then in feeld is. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 382
Barly n~ malte ne none other greyne. c 1550 Decay Pug.
by Stupe iE.E.T.S.) 98 Euery ploughe to sell .xxx. quarters
of grayne by the yeare. 1598 W. Phillip LiuschotenxxxvW.
71 They have a cuslome. .to cast corn and other grainevpon
the ground to feed birds and beastes withal. 1633 Lith-
gow Trav. II. 66 A Girnell for grayne. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. in. 797 The lab'ring Swain Scratch a with a Rake, a
Furrow for his Grain. 1737 46 Thomson Seasons, Summer
361 Wide flies the tedded grain. 1740 Somekville Hobbiuol
11. 133 The ripen'd Grain, whose bending Ears Invite the
Reaper's Hand. 1753 J. Bartlet Geutl. Parricry i. 2

Beans afford the strongest nourishment of all grain. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. U776) V. 344 All this tribe . . feeding
upon grain. 1817-8 Cobbett Resid. U. S. (1822) 4 The
general harvest for grain (what we call corn' is a full month
earlier than in the South of England ! 1847 Tennyson Priuc.
Concl. 89 A lord of fat prize-oxen and of sheep .. A pamph-
leteer on guano and on grain. 1879 JL D. Burns Mem. <$•

Rem. 422 The husbandman employs different processes in
preparing his grain for use.

b. A particular species of corn, j Also //.

Crops of grain.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxxi. 310 Corn of dyverse greynes
and of Ryzs. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. & Lint. A/on. (1714) 95
This Realme gave to their Kyng .. the ix 11 ' Scheff of their

Graynys. 1494 Fabyan v. exxxvi. 122 Whete & other graynes
were at an excedyng pryce. 1544 tr. EittletotCs Tenures 15 b,

If the lesse sowe the lande & the lessour . . before that his

graynes be rype putteth him out, yet [etc.]. 1704 Old Tour
inScotl.'m Blackw. Mag. Feb. (1818)520/2 Barley is a sumer
grain, and beer a winter grain. 1732 Akbuthnot Rules of
Diet 1. 250 Mays not so easily brought to Fermentation as
other Grains. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People 310
The grain, or grass, which seems best to suit it [the soil].

1825 Philcs. Jrnl. 25 Apr., The grains which extend farthest

to the north in Europe are barley and oats. 1870 J. YEATS
Nat. Hist. Cotnm. 128 Wheat is the chief grain of temperate
and sub-temperate climates.

c. fig. (Cf. a like use oil*farina.)
1622 Mabbk tr. Alentan's Guzman ifAt/. 11. in. 27 [Those

men] are both of one graine, sowne and reaped vnder one
and the same Moone, bread of the same meale.

4. Specialized applications of the plural, a. (in

full grains of Paradise: in early use also sing.) :

The capsules of Amomum Meleguetta of Western
Africa (cf. CARDAMOM b), used as a spice and in

medicine ; called also Guinea grams (see Guinea 1

).

?(ti366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1369 Clowe-gelofre, and
licoryce, Gingere, and greyn de Parys [orig. Graine de
paradis\. c 1386 — Miller s T. 504 But first he cheweth
greyn and lycorys, To smellen swete. c 1420 Liber Cocorum
1 1862) 38 Take . . Of maces, cloves and graynys also, c 1460

J. R.USSELL Bk. Nurture 126 Graynes of paradise, hoote &
moyst bey be. 1542 Borde Dyetary (1870) 2S6 Graynes be
good for the stomakeand the head. 1614 B. Jonson Barth.
Pair iv. iv, Fid cure him now,, with, .garlike, long pepper,
and graines. 1659 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (16811 225 Steep
the Regulus of Antimony in Ale, with a little of the Spice
called Grains. 1705 Bosman Guinea 305 Malagueta, other-
wise called Paradise-Grains, or Guinea Pepper. 1743 Lond.

ty Country Brew. iv. 288 When I found it [Two-Penny
Drink] left a hot Tang behind it. it gave me just Reason
to believe they had used GrainsofParadi.se, or long Pepper,
both which will save Malt. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. of Cus-
toms .'1821) 96 Guinea Grains and Grains of Paradise are
considered by the Trade, as one and the same article. 1850
Kingsley Alt- Locke viii, ' Beer poisoned wi' grains o'

Paradise and cocculus iudicus.'

b. Refuse malt left after brewing or distilling.

In the first quot. the sense seems to be * malt '.

1583 T. Stocker tr. Trag. Hist. Civ. Wars Lo7V C. I. ill.

118 b, And the fift day, they made ordenaunces concerning
their flesh victual, and Graynes, which they began to bake
[orig. gastea7is de brassiu qii'on cotntnencoit a cuyre]. Ibid.,

The greater sort of the common people dronk water,
by reason that the grains was baked into bread. 159S
Manch. Ct. Lcet Rec. (1885) II. 94 No persone .. shall

sell any Draffe graynes or branne by any other measure
then onlye by the measure that they by . . theire corne bye.
1616 Surfl. & Markii. Country Parme 105 There is also
two other Foods . . excellent for Hogges ; the first whereof
is Ale or Beere Graines. a 1659 CLEVELAND Coachman 16

There's Difference in the Reins Of Horses fed with Oats,
and fed with Grains. 1718 Bates In Phil. Trans. XXX.
S80 The feeding Cows with Distillers Grains was a new
Custom. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 138 P 13, I met Miss
Busy carrying grains to a sick cow. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.

Pract. Agric. II. 34 Brewers' grains. In Norfolk, grains
have been employed as a manure. 1880 Daily Tel. 9 Jan.,
Advt., Owing to the deficient root crop . . stockowners should
use ale or stout grains.

+ c. = Duckweed. (Ahogreens: see Green .r£.)

1578 Lyte Dodoeus 1. lxxi. 107 In English water Lentils,
Duckes meate, and Graynes. 1597 Gekakde Herbal 11.

eclxxxvii. 690 Ducks meate : some tertne it after the Greek
water Lentils, and of others it is named Graines.

5. fa. A berry, grape. (,So b\ grain.) Ohs.

"b. One of the parts of a collective fruit, c. (Sec
quot. 1839.)
a. c 1315 Shoreham 23 Ase the wyne to gadere flouthe Of

manye greyne ytake. 1388 Wyclif Lev. xix. 10 Nethirin thi

vyner thou schalt gadere reysyns and greynes falling down
[Vulg. raeemos et gratia cadeutia]. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cinirg. 273 £>e cure herof is with elect uari maad of greynes
of lauri. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. cxlvii. (1869) 134,
I serue of vinegre and of vergeous, and of greynes bat ben
some and greene. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.
155 Excellent Grapes . . which they .. load and unload .

.

without hurting the least grain. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint.
Comfl, Card. I. 157 The Chassela's. .is a very sweet Grape
. .its grain or Berry is large and crackling.

b. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Hist, Lapland'141 Each Berry being
divided as it were into graines of a pale yellow color. 1859
W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1862) ic-6 The grains of which
it [the dewberry] is composed are. .covered with fine bloom.
C. 1829 Lou don Encycl. Plants 1 100 The segments of the

flowers of Rumex have tubercles which are called grains.

II. Senses originally transferred from 1 and 2.

+ 6. A bead, esp. one of the beads of a rosary

(so F. grain) ; also, a pearl. Obs.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xi. 38 A grein in gold that

godly shon. 1579 FulkE Heslcius' Pari. 456 Their graines
of the Trinitie, and such other gaudes. 1630 Wadsworth
Pilgr. iii. 18 They haue . . Meddals and hallowed graines
from his holinesse. 1662 J, Davies tr. Mandelslo"s Trav.
254 They sold us a fat Sheep, .for 7. or 8. grains of Coral or
Agat, and a Capon for 3. or 4. grains of counterfeit Coral.

7. A small, hard, usually roundish particle (e.g.

of sand, gold, salt, pepper). With a grain of salt

(fig.) : see Salt.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 417/486 pare nas inne [the grave of

S. John] noujht bote smale greynes .. i-cleoped Manna in
holi write. 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 183 And moo berdys
in two oures .. then greynes be of sondes, c 1440 Jacob's
Welt {R.R.T.S.) 30$ Grauel & sande ban stonysand greynys
wyth-oute noumbre. c 1500 Melusiuc xxi. 128 One grayne
of peper alone smertith more on mans tonge than doth a
sacke full of whete. 1601 R. Johnson Kitigd. <y Commiv.
(1603) 167 In manie rivers are found graines of gold. Ibid,,

Hee maketh graines of salt and pepper to passe for current
coine. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xlii. 270 The Multipli-
cation of a grain of Mustard-seed. 1667 Milton /'. L.
vin. 17 This Earth, a spot, a grain, An atom, with the
Firmament compar'd. 1687 A. Lovell Thevenot's Trav.
I. 124 The surface of them [obelisks.in Egypt] seems to be
covered with little grains. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I.

iii 44 Gold-dust, Guinea grains. 1799 Sect. Described (ed.

2) 16 Gold has been gathered in Grains among the sands of
the Elvan. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 289 The smooth
surface, .is. .raised into a number of small eminences, like

grains or papillse. These little eminences -are termed granu-
lations. 1838 E. Brown Serm. iii. 45 What so insignificant
in the inanimate creation as a grain of dust? 1871 R. Ellis
tr. Catullus Ixxxvi. 4 In all that bodily largeness, Lives not
a grain of salt, breathes not a charm anywhere. 1888 Y.

Hume Mad. Midas 1. ii, A paper full of grains of gold.

b. spec. Of gunpowder: A particle of definite

size, varying according to requirements. (Also
poet, in collective sense.) Also dttrih. in large,

small, etc. grain powder.
1667 Milton P. L. iv. 817 The Smuttie graine, With

sudden blaze diffus'd, inflames the Aire. Ibid. vi. 515.

1714 Gay Trivia 111. 384 The smutty Train With running
blaze awakes the barrell'd Grain. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Alarine (1780) 14 b, The powder . . expands so as to occupy
a much greater space than when in grains. 1846 Greener
Set. Gunnery 248 All barrels have a size of grain that will
suit them best. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862)
92 Large grain, or common powder.

e. Of incense (see quot.\
1853 Rock Ch. of Lathers III. IL 98 A deacon sang, .the

blessing of this candle, as well as of the incense, large knobs
of which, or as they are now called ; grains ', were stuck up
on it at one part of this ceremony.

td. A lump or nugget (of gold). Obs. rare.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614I 913 That admirablegraine

ofgold., weighed in the first finding, .many thousand crowns.

8. The smallest English and U.S. unit of weight
(for the origin see quot. 1542) ; now = TJ5ff of a lb.

Troy, ^Vc °f a iD * avoirdupois. Diamond gram
(see quot. 1883). Fine grain (see Fine#. 2 b).

1542 RfcohdeO. Aries (1575) 202 After the statutes of
Englande, the least portion of waight is commonly a Grayne,
meaning a grayne of corne or wheate, di ie, and gathered out
of the middle of the eare. 1660 BovLEAV^y Exfi.Phys. Mech.
vi. 59 We found the weight increas'd onely by one Grain. 1670
Dkvden 2nd Pt. Conq. Granada Epil., None of 'em, no not
Johnson in his Height, Could pass, without allowing Grains
for Weight. 1684 R. Waller Nat. Exfer. 77 A pair of
Scales that turned with the ^ part of a Grane. 1747
Wesley Prim. Physick 1 1762) 84 Take from eight to twelve
Grains of Calomel. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
763 The assayers' grains are called fine grains. 1870 Jevons
Elem. Logic xxvi. 222 When a chemist analyses a few
grains of water. 1883 A. H. Church Precious Stones vii.

50 It [the carat] is, however, spoken of as being equal to 4
grains, the grains meant being ' diamond ' grains, and not
ordinary troy or avoirdupois grains. Thus a diamond grain
is but -7925 of a true grain.

9. In figurative applications of senses 7 and 8 :

The smallest possible quantity ; esp. in negative

contexts. For the phr. grains of allowance cf. quct.

1670 in sense 8.

1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. x. 139, I my5te gete no greyr.e
of his grete wittis. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Clifford ii. 3 My
faultes be out so playne .. That though I would I can not
hide a grayne. 1593 Drayton Eclog. 5 If there so much be
left but as a Graine, Of the great stock of antike Poesie.

1629 Chapman Juvenal 16 His forme and prime. .May well
allow him some few Graines of pride. 1643 Milton Divorce
I. iv. (1851) 31 The lonelinesse which leads him still power-
fully to seeke a fit helpe, hath not the least grain of a sin in

ii. 1647 Trapp Comm. 1 Pet. i. 6 When our hearts grow a
grain too light, Gud seeth it but needfull to make us heavy
through manifold temptations. 1648 Rouse Bahu Love 10
Thou must give every Saint these graines of allowance
which the Apostle gives him. 1654 Warrln Unbelievers

98 The Minor are the words of Christ ..and need not a
graine ofallowance. i676|see Allowanceqj. 1706 Hearne
Collect. 9 Apr. (O. H. S.) I. 221 A. .stupid Blockhead, with-

out one Grain of Learning. 1713 Steele Englishman No.
I. 5 Your Man . . might have given some Grains of Allow-
ance to a good Droit for being a bad Politician. 1735-8
Boi.iNCBRoKE On Parties 69 He bad not a Grain of Pride,
or Vanity, in his whole Composition. 1775 Sheridan
Rivals n. i, A little less simplicity with a grain or two
more sincerity. 1868 J. IL Blunt Ref. Ch. Pug. I. 360
Nor is it probable that it ever had a grain of truth in it.

1879 Tourgee Pool's Err. xxx iii, 217 An inferior race,
whose evidence, at best, would have to be taken with many
grains of allowance. 1894 Drummond Ascent Man 391
Wedded life without a grain of love.

III. With reference todyeing. [OF.graine ; the

kcrmes was believed to consist of seeds or berries.]

10. a. Hist. The Kermes or Scarlet Grain (see

Alkekmes i) ; in later use also applied to Cochi-
ne.nl. Also, the dye made from either of these.

I335
-^ Durham Acct. Rolls 527 Ij li. de grayn. 1340

Ayenb. 107 Zuo moche ydept yne grayne. 1465 Mann. A-

liouseh, Exp. iRoxb.) 164 My Mastyre delyverd .. cf
crymeson owt of greyn, ij. yerdes. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. I'll.

c. 8 And a brode yerde of Wollen cloth of ony other Colour
out of grayne. 1502 Aknoldk Chrou. (1811) 87 To sarse
syfte and trye out the beste greyne and ther wyth dye and
greyne their owne clothes. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 461
The Scarlet grain .. which commeth of the Ilex. 1617
Mokvson Itin. 111. 1. iv. 96 The Spaniards and Portugal*
brought graine for Scarlet Dye. 1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosca
vi. 68 The grace of God unto the purposes of men is like

graine to colours died. 1861 Hul.me tr. Moqttht-Taudon
Med. Zool. 11. 111. i. 71 The Common Cochineal .. was
supposed to be a small berry or grain, known as 'Shining
Grain'. 1883 Coutcmp. Rev. Sept. 427 The chief reds were
scarlet..and grain, imported from Portugal.

Jig. 1578 \V. Clowks in Lyte Dodoeus Commend., Lyte,
whose toyle hath not bene light, to dye it in this grayne.
1626 T. An.ESHfRY Passion Serm. 23 Tyranny cloatheth
him with one purple, died in the purest graine ot his bloud.

b. To dye (
'1rarely, to put) in grain : orig. to dye

in scarlet grain or kermes; afterwards, to dye in

any fast colour, to dye in the fibre, or thoroughly
(see note on Engrains.).
^1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 503 So depe in greyn he dyed

his colours. 1580 North Plutarch {1676) 7 This sail, .was
not white, but red, died in grain, and of the colour of
Scarlet. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vi. 99 These colours not
being dyed in grain, lose much'of their lustre, and gloss in
washing. ^1715 Lotui. Gas. No. 5387/4 His new invented
Art of Printing, Dying or Staining of Calicoes in Grain.
1742 Shenstone Schoolmistress vi. 48 Her apron, dy'd in
grain, as blue, I trowe, As is the hare-bell.

fg._ 1367 R. Edwards Damon <$• Pithias (1571) Bija,
A Villaine for his life, a Varlet died in Graine. 1598
Drayton Heroic. Ep. ix. 124 Greene, Scroope, and Bushy
dye his fault in graine. 1651-3 Jer. Taylor Serm. for
Year 92 Our Reason is first stained . . with the Dye of our
Kindred, and Countre y, and our Education puts it in grain.
1670 Lassels l-'oy. Italy I. 221 Its a Gentry dyed in grain,
that is, its both witty and rich. 1731 Swift Strcphon
<S" Chloe 85 She, a goddess dy'd in grain, Was unsuscep-
tible of stain. 1775 Burke Corr. (1844) II. 4 My American
measures . . have a certain unity of colour which has stood
wearingforupwardsofnineyears. . .It isindeeddyed ingrain.

C. In grain [short for dyed in grain, or a render-

ing of F. en graine], adjectival phrase = dyed scarlet

or crimson, fast dyed; hence in figurative use, esp.

with contemptuous epithets, as ass, fool, knave,
rogue, etc.: Downright, by nature, puie and simple,

genuine, thorough. Also as predicate, indelible,

ineradicable, INGRAINED. See also Ingrain a.

C 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 16 His rode is lyk scarlet in

grayn. 1441 Pol. Poems (Rolls] II. 208 Farewelle, velvet,

and clothes in grayn. 1531 in Weaver Wells Wilts (1890I 22
Maud K. my gowne off vyolett yn grayne. a 1577 Miso-
gcuus 1. iv. 17 (Brandl Quelien 434), Now by me, trwlye,
thou art a knaue, an grane. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii.

108 Auti. That's a fault that water will mend. Dro. No
sir, 'tis in graine, Noahs flood could not do it. 1599 Min-
siiEU Dial. Sp. $ Eng. (1623) 34 Goto, make an end babler
in graine. 1601 Smaks. 'Pivcl. N. I. v. 255 Via. Excellently
done, if God did all. Ol. Tis in graine sir, 'twill endure
winde and weather. 1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (1881) 3
Here are conceits of diuerse colours, some in graine and
none but will bide the weather. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Game,
Pol d la Iiaullegame,an arrant foole, . ; an Asse in graine.

1613 Wither Motto, Arec Habeo (1633) 518 To maintain
a habit for my Minde Of Truth in graine. c 1650 Roxb.
Ballads (1886) I. 317 Then Drawer, go fill a Quart, and
let it be Claret ingrain, a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840)
II. 551 Some who properly may he termed knaves in grain.

1698 Crowne Caligutau. Dram. Wks. (1874) IV. 377 Princes
are slaves in purple, slaves in grain. 1719 D'Urehy Pills

{1872) IV. 60 No Woman should deceive my Thought,With
Colours not in Grain. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. xxi, My
father, as I told you, was a philosopher in grain. 1793 T

.

Jeffehson Writings (1859) IV. 5 Dumourier was known to



GRAIN.
be a scoundrel in grain. 1840 Caklyle Misc. II. 84 Being
palpably a Turk in grain, his intents are wicked. 186a
Sat. Rev. XIV. 370/2 To paint himself as a saint in grain,
but a sinner by accident. 1863 Keble Life Bp. Wilson
xvii. 540 He was an antiquarian in grain, and delighted in
exact observation. 1886 R. Boyle in Trans. Neiu Shaks.
60c. 585 Massinger's corrupt female natures are in grain.

11. Dye in general, esp. a fast dye; colour, hue.
Now only poet.

1377 Lasgl. P. PL B. xvi. 59 Of o gretnesse, and grene of
greyne thei [this thre piles] semen, c 1394 P. PI. Crede 230
His kyrtel of clene whijt .. Hyt was good y-now of ground,
greyn for to beren. 1587 M. Grove Pelops $ Hipp. (1878)
xoo Ne to change that colour sad, for any other graine.
1593 Drayton Eclog. in. 132 Beta shall have the firstling
of the Fold, Yea, though the Homes were of the purest
gold, And the fine Fleece, the richest purple Graine. 1631
Milton Penserosayt All in a robe of darkest grain. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, 96 To make his Course-spun
beare a Graine Fitt for a finer Thred. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 412 p 4 In Birds . . we often see the Mate determined
in his Courtship by the single Grain or Tincture of a
Feather. 1801 SouthEY Thalaha I. 22 The ebony .. With
darkness feeds its boughs of raven grain. 1849 Lytton A*.
Arthur 11. Ixxxv, Cloth of comely grain.

fig. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. (18511 132 By this is seene.

.

whose vertue is of an unchangeable graine, and whose of
a slight wash. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xxxix.
(1739) 5.9 Then might that Penance be reduced to a Ran-om
(according -to the grain of the offence). 1660 H. Thurman
in Wood Life 21 Oct. (O. H. S.) I. 370 Sins of so deep
a graine as of killing a king. 1782 J. Trumbull M'Fiugal
" C I 795 ) 37 T" evade these crimes of blackest grain, You
prate of Liberty in vain.

IV. Granular texture.

12. A roughne.-s of surface, giving the appearance
of ( grains' (sense 7) or small roundish bodies side
by side. Hence in an engraving or drawing, a
granular appearance produced by dots or lines.

1390 Cower Conf. III. 27 He seeth her front is large and
pleme Withoute frounce of any greine. 1607 Topsell Ser-
pents (1658) 791 The little Lizard, or Stellion starred in body
grain [L. atris s'etlatus colore gut/is]. i%x$ Bacon Transl.
cert. Ps. 8 The Compasse heauen, smooth without gra'ne or
fold, All set with Spangs of glitt'ring Stars vntold. 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. xxiii. 168 The tooth of a Morse or
Sea-horse in the midst of the solider part containing a curdled
graine.

^
1715 Gay Trivia 1. 46 And Show'rs soon drench the

Camlet's cockled Grain. 18x2 R. H. in Examiner 25 May
329/1 We regret that the.. Artist does not clearout his copper
a little better, so as to obviate a want of clearness of grain.
1821 Craig Led. Drawing- vn.401 'these cracks, .when bit
in, form what is called the grain of the work.

b. Photogr. An appearance of mottling or granu-
lation in a negative.

1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 173 The former, owing
to a certain amount -of grain, are not adapted to make good
sharp lantern plates.

13. spec. Of leather : a. The rough or wrinkled
surface resulting from the growth of papillae.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 527 They leave it [pig-

skin] to the sadlers and to them that cover books -for which
cause it is much better then either sheep or goats skins, for
it hath a deeper grain. 161a Drayton Poly-otb. xiv. 233
The staple deepe and thick/, through, to the very graine.
1876 Scmultz Leather Manuf. 19 The grain must be fully
preserved.

b. =grain-side (see 19 below).
1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour I. 443 The skin is ' split '.

.

That known as the 'grain ' 'the part to which the fleece of
the animal is attached; is very thin. 1885 Harper s Mag.
276/2 Grains and splits together are again 'pin-wheeled'.

C. A similar surface produced artificially.

1530 [see Grain p.i 6]. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Theveuofs
Trav. 11. 34 These [little dents].. make that grane which
we see in Chagrin. 1839 Urr Did. Arts 769 A grain is
formed upon the flesh side with the roughened lead plate
or grainer of the curriers. 1879 Cassette Tcchn. Educ. IV.
83 The grain is made by passing a ball of boxwood, with
grooves in it, over the skin many times, Ibid., Skins.,
marked with a handsome full grain of considerable size.

14. The texture of any substance; the arrange-
ment and size of its constituent particles, appearing
in an exposed surface or in a cross-cut or fracture

:

a. in flesh or skin.
c 1600 Grobiana's Nuptialls Prol. (Bodl. MS. 30, fol. 13 a),

Such as ne're swathed their feete in socks, for feare of the
graine of their owne bodies. 1634 Milton Comus 750 Coarse
complexions, And cheeks of sorry grain. 1697DAMPIEK Voy.
(1698) I. iv. 91 The lean Flesh is black, and of a course grain.
1747 Mrs. GLASSEOj&?ryxxi. 162 The hen [ofthe pheasant],
if young, has smooth Legs, and her Flesh of a curious Grain.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 51
The head ofan old woman . . in whichthe grain ofthe skin, the
hairs [etc.] were represented with the most exact minuteness.
1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 68 Dark persons observed
to have skin of a finer grain than fair persons. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop Hi, His hands, which were of a rough coarse
grain, were very dirty.

b. in wood (cf. sense 15).
£•1640 J. Smyth Lifts Berkeley* (1883) I. 161 My selfe

havinete-.told theire [Oakes'J ages..bythe graine. .made in
a circle in every kind of tree by the yearly assent and con-
solidation of the sapp. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 17 The
Timber is far better, and of a finer grain, which grows upon
the Mountains. 1672-3 Grew Anat. Plants iv. iv. § 3
(1682) 153 Giving the Leaf, as it were, a different Grain.
1723 Poi*e Odyss. v. 302 The clouded olive's easy grain.
1815 J. Smith Panoratua Sci. fy Art I. 91 Mahogany.,
grown on rocks is the . . closest in the grain.

C. in stone, metal, etc.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 57 The English-steel . . breaks
Fiery, with somewhat a course Grain. 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stone L. § 218 note, A large flat stone, of a close grain. 1832

340

G. R. Porter Porcelain <$ Gl. i. 11 The grain in both the
Chinese and Saxon pieces appeared compact, smooth, and
shining ; while that of the French ware was less close . . and
its grain resembled sugar. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 22 Close
in grain as the rock may appear to the eye.

d. Soap-making. ^See quot. 1 885.)
1884 A. Watt Soap-making vi. 59 When a sample of the

paste, after being allowed to cool, is firm and solid, and ex-
hibits a good grain or 'feather ' when cut, the soap is finished.
1885 W. L. Carpenter Manuf. Soap <y Candles i. 12 The
appearances known as 'giain'or 'strike 1

in a hard soap,
and 'fig ' in a soft soap, are due to the crystalline character
of soap.

e. concr. Internal substance.
1579 Spenser Shep/i. Cat. Feb. 203 The Axes edge did oft

turne againe, As halfe vnwilling to cut the graine. 1600
Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 237 The graine of the bone is

somewhat more yellow than the Ivorie. 1622 Drayton
Poly-olb. xxvi. 255 The lustie Salmon . . Whose graine doth
rise in flakes, with fatnesse interlarded. 1873 Spon Work-
shop Receipts Ser. 1. 362/1 The middle of the blade [of
whalebone] is of a looser texture than the rest, and is called
the grain, being composed of coarse, bristly hairs.

fig. a 1627 Hayward AWa/. J-7 (1630) 82 They Uued..as
brothers glued together but not vnited in graine.

15. The longitudinal arrangement of fibres or
particles, in lines or veins more or less parallel

along which the material is more easily cloven or
cut than in any other direction : a. in wood, pro-
ducing often the effect of a pattern. Grain upset:
Nant. (see quot. 1867).
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Vmiatim crispz mens.T. Plin.

Tables hauynge grayne lyke waues of water. x6o5 Shaks.
Tr. <y Cr. 1. iii. 8. 1674 tr. Schejper's Lapland 47 When
the grain of the wood, running from the bottom to the top
of the tree, winds it self from the right hand to the left.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 63 The Grain of the Wood lying
along the length of the Bench. 1801 Knight in Phil. 'Trans.
XCI. 344 There is . .in every kind of wood, what workmen
call its grain, consisting of two kinds, the false or bastard,
and the true or silver train. 1825 J. Nicholson O/erat.
Mechanic 599 Having the grain of the wood to run in the
same direction with the rail. 1834 Mrs. Somervu.i.e Connect.
Phys. Sci. xvi. (1849) 15° The facility with which the vibra-
tions of sound are transmitted along the grain of a lo? of
wood is well known. 1865 Dickens Mut. Er, 1. vi, The
light shone full upon the grain of certain panels. 1867
Smyth Sailors' ll'ord-bk.. Grain upset, when a mast suffers
by buccles, it is said to have the grain upset,

b. in flesh.

1591 A. W. Bk. Cookrye 20 b, Take Venison and cut it

as the graine goeth.

c. in coal, stone, etc.: Lamination; stratifica-

tion
;
plane of cleavage.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. in. 169 Those Magnetical Atoms
that strike., through the Llody of every petty Loadstone,
accordingly as they are best received by the Grain or IJait

of the said Stone. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 254 Com-
mon Stones have a cleaving Grain, (as they He in the Quarry,)
and a breaking one; the first . .runs parallel with the Horizon;
the other is perpendicular to it. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L,
194 The grain of the laminated moorstone. .being nearly
parallel thereto. 1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil. 31 Rock-
crystal and Iceland spar. .have a grain which glass has not.
1842-76 Guilt A rchit. Gloss., Grain, in wood or stone, is

the line of direction in which either may be split trans-
versely. i860 J. Prestwich in Phil. Trans. CL. 295 As the
gun-flint makers observe, ' flint has no grain '. It has not in
fact the slightest cleavage. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coalq- Coal-
mining 145 Hanks are. .worked across the grain of the coal.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Grain, of coal the lines of
structure or parting parallel with the main gangways.

16. fig. (from senses 14 and 15). Quality, nature,

temper ; inclination, tendency.
(In first quot. other senses are possible: cf. 3c and n fg.)
1641 Milton Prel. Episc. (1851) 80 All men would have

readily seen what grain the testimony had bin of. 1664
Dryden Rival Ladies Ded., To work and bend their stub-
bom Minds, which go not all after the ^ame Grain, a 1677
Barrow Semi. Wks. 1716III. 159 Crossing the Grain of our
Nature and Desires. ^11715 Burnet Own Time (1766) I.

148 The king ought to govern them according to the grain
of their own inclinations. 1786 Har'st Rig 61 The master
hardly can restrain Their thrawart humour and cross grain.
1866 Alger Sotit. Nat. ty Man iv. 329 He was separated
from ordinary persons in grain and habits. 1876 Geo, Eliot
Dan. Per. 11. xvi. 129 Hatred of innocent human obstacles
was a form of moral stupidity not in Deronda's grain. 1884
PallMail G. 11 Sept. 3/1 Mr. Broadhurst is a representative
English workman of the best grain.

b. Phr. Against (also, contrary to) the grain :

contrary to one's disposition or inclination ; esp.
in to go against the grain.
1650 Hlbbert Pill Formality 65 O this goes against the

grain, this cannot be indured. a 1659 Osborn Characters,
etc. (1673) 630 To whom in all things you are bound to
obey, though contrary to the grain of Prudence it self. 1691-
1701 Norris Ideal World 11. xii. (1704) 514 That which
seems . . more against the grain of common prejudice.
1694 Dryden Love Triumph, v. Wks. (1884) VIII.
462 It goes against the grain to give it them. 1778
H. Laurens in Sparks Corr. Amir. Rev. (1853) II. 119 Such
provision will be against the grain of the people. 1826
Scott Jml. 12 July, I have dawdled and written letters
sorely against the grain all day. 1831 Tennyson K Love
thou thy land" 22 Cut Prejudice against the grain. 1861
Hughes Tom Brown at OxA xliv. (1889) 421, I followed
your advice at last, though it went against the grain
uncommonly. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. gi The mind
.. unlike the body, must not be made to work against the
grain. 1886 Stubbs Led. Study Hist. Pref. 5 The lectures
were written under the pressure of statutory compulsion,
and against the grain.

17. pi. A preparation used in 'graining' leather:
^Graineu^ 1 a. (In recent Diets.)

GRAIN.

V. attrib. and Comb.
18. General relations: a. simple attrib. ,as(sense3)

grain-bin, -cart, -country, -crop, -department, -farm,
-field, -food, -merchant, -mill, -port, -sack; (sense
$b) grain-tub {in <\\\ot.fig.) ; (sense 8' grain-weight;
(sense 10 c^ grain-dyer, dyeing; (sense 1 5) grain-
ways adv. b. objective, as (sense 3) grain divider,
-dryer, -eating, -rubber, -separator

; grain-carrying
vbl. sb. ; grain-growing, -raising ppl. adjs. c.
instrumental, as (sense 3) grain-fed, -laden adjs.
189a Pall MallG. 9 May 7/1 The Russian *grain-carrying

trade. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 70. 3/1 A plain Cart, By
Wights ycleped call'd a *Grain-Cart. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 347 Oats and barley were consequently poured
down from the Highlands of Perthshire in great quantities
towards those provinces of the county that are called
grain-countries. 1822 J. Laing Voy. Spitzbergen 34 The
*grain crop consists of a small kind of black or grey oats,
and a species of barley. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg. IV. 56/2
The *grain department was placed under his charge. 1893
Jml. R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 716 The *grain dividers are
secured to the steel framing in a very substantial manner.
1884 Casseli's Earn. Mag. Feb. 189/1 Large *grain-dryers.

.

weighing from three to four tons each. 1791 Hamilton
Berthollet's Dyeing i.n.iv. 1. i92,Iwish .. that the distinc-
tion between *grain and other dyers was abolished. 1714
Mandeville Fab. Bees (i733> II. 153 In some of these
arts, especially *grain or scarlet-dying, there are processes
really astonishing. 184a A. Combe Physiol. Digestion
(ed. 4) 68 The granivorous or "grain-eating birds. 1799
J. Robertson Agric. Perth 400 In "grain-farms, .the body
of the soil must be meliorated before it can be rendered
productive, c 1804 Mrs. Sherwood Life xvii. (1847) 2£g
A *grain-fed sheep bad been killed in the morning. 1817-
18 Cobbett Resid. Amer. (1822) 96 My hay-fields and
*grain-fields. 187a W. R. Greg Enigmas ii. 83 The average
yield of the splendid *grain-grcwing provinces in America.
185a C. W. H[oskins] Talpa 112 A 'grain-laden Dutchman
clearing out of harbour. 1838 Leti.fr. Madras (1843) 225
The *grain-merchants want to hoard it. 1891 Times 26 Oct.
4/4 From . . the Pacific *grain ports . . chartering has been
almost at a standstill. 1893 Gunter Miss Dividends 187
Great *grain-raising plains. 1889 Jml. Derbysh. Anharol.
Soc. XL 40 Found associated with . . *grain-rubbers. 1883
E. Ingersoll in Harper's Mag. June 75^ It is fed down
into the "grain separators . . which sift out the chaff. 1661
K. W. Conf. Charac. (i£6o) 63 They are resolved to. -chock
and stifle it in the *graintub of resistance. 1811 Self In-
structor 519 Holding it *grainways to the light. 1706
Phillips led. Kersey; s.v., A *Grain-weight of Gold-Bullion
is worth two Pence. 1863 H. Spencer First Princ. 11. vi.

§ 61 (1875) 192 The portion of metal called a grain-weight.

19. Special comb.: grain-bag, lit., a bog for

holding corn; humorously, a corn dealer; grain-
block, an over-accumulation of grain from the
lack of transport

; grain-colour, {a) scarkt dye;
{b) a fast colour; also a cluth ched with this;

grain-cradle = CitADLE sb. 7 (Knight Vict. Mech.
l8 75) 5 grain-cut a. {Shipbuilding), of timber,
cut athwart the grain (see quot.) ; grain-founder
^g/ain-sich

; grain-gold, f (a) gold dust
;
{b; gold

formed into grains by htat after ' parting ' ; grain-
intoxication, that arising from the use of musty
grain; grain-leather, leather dieted vith the
' grain-side ' outward* ;

grain-moth, a moth (esp.

Tinea granella) whose larva: devour giain in store-

houses
; grain-poisoning, see grain-intoxication

;

grain-process, a process in photographic engrav-
ing in which a granulnr texture is given to the
plate; grain-sick, a disease in cattle, consisting

of an excessive distension of the rumen with food
;

grain-side, the side of a skin on which the hair

grew, opposed to flesh-side; grain-soap, -stone
(see quots.)

;
grain tin (see Tin)

; grain-tree
J/er., an imaginary plant bearing kernies grains

(see quot.) ; grain-weevil, a small weevil which
injures stored rain ; grain-whisky (see quot.).
1890 R. Kipling in Fortn. Rev. XLVII. 171 A son ofsome

*giain-bag sat with me at meat. 1899 Academy 11 Feb.
184/1 Illankets, grain-bags, and all-wool coats were woven
everywhere. 1891 Pall Mall G. 11 Nov. 6/3 It will be
impossible to avoid a "grain block this year. 163a Sherwood
s.v., "Graine-colour, or in graine, teind en grain. 1647 S.
Clarke Looking Glasse (1657) 25 True grace is not like a
slight staine, but a durable die, and grain-colour which can
never be washed out. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4540/6 The best
broad Italian colour'd Mantua's at 6s. qd, per Yard, and
grain Colours in proportion. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2)

s.v. Stroud, Famous for dying scarlet broad cloth, and for

all other grain colours. 1830 Heui>erwick Nav. Arch. 113
*Grain<ut, is when a timber is formed from a stra'ght piece
of wood, so that the direction of the fibre does not follow
the curve of the timber. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Did.,
*Grain-funder or Grain-sick. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist.
Earth iv. 222 'Tis by this means (Rain] chiefly that the
*Grain-GoId, upon all the Golden Coast . . in Guinea, is dis-

played. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 766 It [the

parted gold after being made red-hot] is then called Grain
Gold. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 792 Rare .. are the

*grain intoxications in our own country. 1858 Simmonds
Did. Trade, *Grain-teather, a name for dressed horse-

hides. 1885 Watt leather Manuf xxvii. 341 Leather
which has to be blackened on the flesh side is differently

treated to grain leather. 1855 Cycl. Agric. (ed. Morton)
II. 989 Tinea granella (the little "Gram or Corn Moth).

1897 Alllmtt'sSyst. Med. II. 792 There are three well-known
modes of *grain poisoning. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry
xi. 216 There are other *grain processes besides this one.

1834 W. Youatt Cattle 436 The disease is recognised in

town-dairies by the name of *grain-sick ; in some parts of

the country it is termed maw-bound. 1848 Rural Cycl. II.



GRAIN.

486 In mild cases of grainsick. 1858 Simmonds /?«/. Trade
s.v. Grain-leather, Goat, seal, and other skins, blacked on
the *grain side for women's shoes, &c. 1884 Watt Soap-
making 11 If the plastic soap be now removed and cooled
while the solution is pressed out, it will have become so solid

as scarcely to receive an impression from the finger. In this

condition it is called *grain soap. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
50 *Grain-stone, the stones of this kind are easily known by
their hardnessand granulated appearance. 1780 Edmondson
Heraldry II. Gloss., *Grain-tree. .Three sprigs of this tree

vert, frucled gu. is the crest of the Dyers' Company. 1848
Rural Cycl. II. 487 *Graiu-%veevil. See Calandra. 1887
Daily Neivs 27 Sept. 5/3 *'Grain whisky, i.e. made of barley
in the grain stage, and not of malt.

Grain (gnfn), sb:1 Forms: 4-5 greyn(e, 4-6
grans, 4-7 graynfe, 6-7 graine, 7 grein, 7-
grain. Also 9 (//., sense 5 b) grainse. [ad.

ON. grein division, distinction, branch (Da. green,

Sw. gren branch).]

f 1. //. The fork of the body, the lower limbs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7449 O bodi gret, o granis lang. 1506

Kal. Sheph. 100 Libra fgouernethj the nauyll, the graynes,
the pavtyes vnder the haunches. 1612 Drayton l'oly-olb.

i. 12 Then Corin up doth take The Giant twixt the grayns.

2. A bough or branch. Also, the fork between
two boughs. Obs. exc. dial.

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. 26 Not throw the soyl hot
muskane treis sproutit .. Moch, all waist, widderit, with
granis moutit. 1513 — /Eneis IV. viii. 73 The souchand bir

quisland amang the granis. 1597-8 13p. Hall Sat., Defiance
to Envie 5 Ye prouder pines Whose swelling graines are
[etc.]. 1633 ~ Hard Texts 113 His head was caught fast

within the graines of a spreading oke. 1652 Gailk Magas-
troiu. 315 The Faulconerclimiii^up to fetch down his Hawke,
a grayne of a branch got hold of his neck, and there he hung.
a 1700 Ballad in W. McDowall Hist. Dumfries v. (1873)63
Five [men] he hang'd upon a grain. 1821 Clark I 'ill.

Minstr. I. 75 While, underneath their mingling grains, The
river silver'd down the plains. 1863 Atkinson Danby, Grain,
. .the branch of a tree.

fig. 1513 Douglas /Eneis x. Prol. 65 Thocht thtr personls
[of the Trinity] be seuerall in thre granis. 1596 Dalkymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. 418 Afor he cnttit of had and
snedit al the branches and graines of his superstitione.

3. f a. An arm (of the sea) ; a branch or ' fork*

(of a stream"). Obs. b. A valley branching out of

another, dial. (Cf. Hope sb.'2)

a. ((1400-50 Alexander 2451 A grayne of be grete see

baim aboute glidis. 1533 Hellenden Livy ^822) v. 420
Divide it first with small grants and burnis.

b. 1542 Newminster Cartul. (Surtees) Introd. 18 Such as
inhabyte in one of those hoopes, valyes, or graynes. 1813
Hogg Queen's Wake (1871) 56 Astonished mid his open grain
[the hind] sees round him pour the sudden rain. 1897 Mary
Bryce Mem. J. Veitch\\.$i Resisting the appeal of 'grain'
and ' hope ' to sit in the narrow room.

f 4. ? The blade of a weapon. Obs.
13.. K. Alis. 6537 Theo horn [of a rhinoceros] is scharp

as a sweord, Bothe by the greyn and at ord. 13 . . Gaw. fy

Gr. Knt. 2ti A spetos sparbe . . pe hede of an eln^erde be
large lenkbe hade, pe grayn al of grene stele & of golde
hewen, be bit burnyst bry3t.

5. One of the prongs of a fork. Obs. exc. dial.

i486 Nottingham Rec. III. 242 A hoke with iij. greynes
to drawe vp stones out of the water. i6o5 Holland
Sueton. 147 With three graines like an ele speare. 1641
Hinde y. Brueu xlvi. 147 The two greins of the pikell ran
on both sides of his leg, and hurt him not. 1681 Chf.tham
Angler's l'ade-m. i. § 3 (168)) 3 A Stick of Hasle, which
hath two grains, or is forked. 1861 yrnl. R. Agrtc. Soc.
XXII. ii. 305 A fork with three grains or prongs. 1864
Atkinson Stanton Grange 220, I cut a stick wiv tweea
grains. Two grains? What are they? What you quality
wad call a fork.

Comb. 1674 91 Ray S. $ E. C. Words, Grain staff, a
quarter-staff with a pair of short tines at the end, which they
call grains.

b. //. (commonly construed as sing. \ formerly

also spelt grainse) : A fish-spear or harpoon with

two or more ' grains' or prongs.
1815 M. G. Lewis yrnl. W. Ind. (1831) 43 The five-pronged

graiuse, which arms his hands, Your scales is doomed to

gore. 1851 Chambers' Papers for People No. 52. 7 The
sailmaker. .personated Neptune, .and.. flourished a three-

pronged grainse. 1865 Wilcocks Sea-Fisherman 137 The
instrument known as the grains consists of five harpjons in

one. .attached to a stiff light ashen staff with a ball of lead
at the top. 1882 Worcester Exhib. Catal. iii. 55 Harpoons
and shifting grains for whale fishing. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 195 Eel spears, porpoise and dolphin grains.

Grain (g'tT n i

t
vA Also 4, 6 greine, greyne,

6 graine, gnyue. [f. Grain* sbX]

1 1. intr. To produce grain
; to yield fruit. Of

corn : To form its grains. Obs.

1390 Gowks Con/. II. 155 The lond began to greine,
Which whilom hadde be bareine. 1598 Florio, tngranel-
lare. to growe to comes or little graines, to graine. 1604
E G[kimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vn. ix. 519 Much
Mays {which is their corne) already grained, and in the eare.

fig. 1390 Gowek Con/. II. 380 It floureth but it shall not
greine Unto the fruit of rightwisnesse.

t b. passive. To spring Ifrom a seed\ Obs.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. iii. 124 Al mortal folk of one

serle arn greyned.

2. a. trans. To cause (sea-water' to deposit

grains (of salt), b. To form (sugar, tin, etc.) into

grains, e. intr. for rejl. Of salt, etc. : To form
into grains.

1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2265 The Sea-Water being in

hot Countries grained in Pans called Salt-Marshes. 1748
Ibid. XLV. 363 To make the Salt grain better, or more
quickly form into Chrystals. 1791 Ann. Reg. 94 The sugar
of this tree was capable of being grained. 1791 Hamilton
„ Vol. IV.

341

Berthollet's Dyeing 1. in. i. I. 236 The tin should be grained
by melting it, and pouring it into agitated water.

3. Brewing, trans. To free from grain ; separate
the grain from. 1882 [see Graining 7'£/. **.').

4. To dye in grain (see Grain sbX 10 c).

1530 Palscr. 574A A man may grayne a clothe what
colour so ever it be dyed in. 1538 Elyot Diet., Coccum,
grayne wherwith cloth and silke is grayned. 1862 O'Neill
Diet. Calico Printing fy Dyeing s.v. Kennes, Colours dyed
with them [Kermes] were said to be grained, or engrained.

fig. 1682 Sir T. Browne Ckr.- Afor. 9 Persons lightly
dipt, not grain'd in generous honesty, are but pale in good-
ness, and faint hued in integrity. 1897 Sunday Sch. World
June 199/1 These vices were not merely grained into the
life of the common people.

5. To give a granular surface to. (Cf. Grain sb. 1

12, nnd Grainer* $.)
1888 Daily News 1 June 6/5 For drawing in what is

termed the chalk manner the stone is first 'grained' by
being rubbed against a similar stone, with a little fine white
sand between the two. 1891 [see Gkainer ' 3].

6. Leather-dressing, a. To remove the hair from
(skins), b. To solten or raise the grain of (leather,

etc.). (Cf. Gkaix sbX 13.)

1530 Palscjr. 574/1, I grayne ledder, I make it by tannyng
crafte to have a grayne, je besanne. 1841 Catlin N.Amer.
Ind. (1844) II. xlii. 64 The women are dr\ ing meat, and
'graining ' buffalo robes. 1849 Ruxton Life Far West 15
Than whom no more., expert trapper ever ..grained a beaver-
skin. 1896 Daily News 6 Nov. 2, 3 A Leather Finisher grain-
ing and setting a skin.

7. To paint in imitation of the ' grain ' of valu-

able woods or of marble. Also absol.

1798 [see Grained///, a. 1]. 1827 Whittock Paint. <y Glaz.
Guide ii. 25 Spread the megilp over one panel at a time, and
grain that completely before proceeding to another. 1876
T. Hardy Ethetberta (1890) 100, I can. .grain in every kind
of wood. 1877 Paperhanger, Painter, Grainer,etc. 112 Care
should be taken in graining maple, not to put too much
colour on.

t Grain, vP- Obs. rare~\ [f. Grain sb. 2] rejl.

To branch ; to divide.

1664 Power Exp. Phitos. 1. 56 The hairs do grain and
fork themselves (when grown too long).

Grain, variant of Grane v. dial., to throttle.

Grainage (gr^'nedg). U- <j*ain sbA + -age.]

+ 1. Crop of grain. Obs.— 1

1610 W. Foi.kingiiam Art 0/ Survey 1. x. 26 We could
plausibly approoue the light and easie Tillage and rich
Graynage, by Winterton in Noifolke.

2. Farriery. Mangy tumors which sometimes
form on the legs of horses. 1847 in Craig.

Grainage, mod. spelling of Granage Hist,
Grainary, obs. form of Granary.
Grained (gi/tod), ///. a. 1 [f. Grain v} +

-ed 1
.] In senses of the vb.

1. Dyed in grain.

c 1400 Beryn 3065 Beryn & these romeyns were com in
good array as my;t be made of woll & of colour greynyd.
1455 Sc. Acts yas. II (1814) II. 43/2 All Erlis sail vse
mantilles of brown granyt opyn befor. i^SS-g Act 4 Hen.
VII,c 8 Wollen Cloth of the fynest making scarlet grayned.
1534 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890I 203 To my brother
Wm. Trotte my grayned gowne. 1577-87 Holinshed.SVo/. '

Chron. 11806 1 I. 2 The most costlie skarlets, pliant gloves
and manie other grained and delicate clothes.

fig. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. iv. 90 Thou turn'st mine eyes
into my very soule, And there I see such blacke and grained
spots, As will not Itraue their Tinct.

2. Formed into grains.

1800 tr. Lagrange's (hem. II. 43 For tins purpose, put
\

grained zinc into a matrass. 1856 Olmsted Slave States
,

673 Sugar in a pure crystallized or grained state. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Grained-pcnvder, that corned or

\

reduced into grains from the cakes, and distinguished from
mealed powder, as employed in certain preparations.

3. Of leather (see Grain vX 6).

1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 81 Skins. .Grain'd per Piece 00 08.
[

1807 P. Gass yrnl. 32 Captain Lewis gave them a grained '

deer skin to stretch over a half keg for a drum. 1880 Print.
Trades yrnl. xxxi. 11 Imitation Russia grained leather.

4. Painted to imitate the ' grain ' of wood or
the markings of marble.
1798 Taylor Builder's Price Bk. in Archil. Publ. Soc.

Diet., Mahogany grained. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing (ed.

Ringwah^Grained, colored in imitation of the grain of woods,
marbles, etc., as in the ornamentation of marbled papers.

Grained (gr^nd), ///. a* [f. Grain sb.i +
-Ei>-.] Having a grain or grains.

1. Having grains, seeds, or particles. Obs. exc. in

parasynthctic derivatives, as large-, small-grained.
1611 Cotgr., Grenu, grained, full of graine, of seed, of

gtaines. 1731-1800 in Baii.ey. 1733 J. Tull Horse-hoing
Husbandry 164 Small-grain'd Wheat.
2. Of wood, stone, leather, flesh, etc. : Having a

grain, or granular stnictnre or surface (see Grain
sbA, senses 12-15). Often in parasynthetic deri-

vatives, as coarse-, Jine-> smooth-grained. (Cf. also

Cross-grained.)
a 1519 Skelton E. Ruvnnytig 32 Her skynne lose and

slacke, Grained [7/. r. Greuyned] tyke a sacke. 1538 Lelasu
Itin. VII. 87 In it be a great Nombar of very fayre and fine
greynyd Okes apt to sele Howses. 1597 A. M. Guillemean's
Fr. Chirurg. 54/1 The fleshe verye rubicund and grayned
as we woulde desire. 163a Sherwood, Grained wood, incuire,
madrier. 1634 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 1. iv. 15 They are
more blew and finer grained then the other coales. 1799 Ki k-

Wan Gcol. Ess. 148 All the houses of Malta are built of a fine
grained limestone. iZzz-y^Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 464
The corium. .presented the same grained appearance that is

GRAINING.
I observable in a section of the bides of the larger quadrupeds.

1847 Smeaton Builder's Man. 137 Passages are usually
painted, if some handsome grained wood be not introduced.
1885 W. L. Carpenter Soap $ Caudles vi. 161 To produce

I

a grained soft-soap ..it is essential to use pure potash lye.
1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry xi. 216 There is one [grain
process] in which a grained glass is used.

3. /Sot. Having tubercles, v.s the segments of the
flowers of the Rumex.

; 1818 Withering Brit. Plan's (ed. 6) IV. 7 Lichen grant-
! formis. Tubercles black . . granulated .. Grained Lichen.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants^93 Rumex Patientia

.

.Valves
cordate entire : one grained.

Grained 'gi^nd),///. a.-'* Now dial. [f. Grain
sb.- + Ki)-.] Having tines or prongs; forked.
Also two-, three grained.
1$*-^ Douglas /Eneis mi. iv. 42 With treis clols bilappit

rou.d about, And thik harsk granit pikis standand out.
1523 FfTZHERB. Hush. § 41 An hole bored in the borde
with an augur, and therin a grayned staffe of two fote
longe. 1597 Shaks. Lover s Compl. x, So slides he downe
vppon his greyned bat. 1613-14 A'. Riding Rec. II. 37 A
man presented for an assault with a two graned staff. 1844
J. TomLIN Mission, yruls. 240 A hoe, a three grained fork
intended as a sort of hand barrow. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss.,
G raiu't, forked; divided.

t Graiuel. Sc. Obs. rare~ x

. [variant of Gar-
NEL, GiRNix.] A granary.
1584 Hudson Du Bartas Judith 1. (1611) 13 Their sick

and old at home do keep the skore And ouer grainels
great they take the charge.

Graiuer 1 gi^'naa). [f. Grain v.T- + -er".]

One who or that which grains.

1. J eather-drcssing. a. See quots. and cf. Bate
sb.'-'\ b. A tool either for taking off the hair of
skins, or for producing the appearance of 'grain

1

.

a. i8i3Siu H. Davy Agric. Chcm. (18441237 The con-
tents of the grainer, as the pit is called in which soft

skins are prepared by dung, must form a very useful
manure. 1852 Morkit Tanning <y Currying 3=0 This
alkaline lye consists of water impregnated with pigeon's or
hen's dung, and is technically termed a grainer, or bate.

1895 A'. Anglian Gloss., Grainer, a vat used in tanning

—

in the second operation.

b. 1839 [see Grain sb. 1 13 c]. 1852 Morfit Tanning $
Currying 384 When nearly dry, the lustre is given with a
finelygrooved pummel, or grainer, passed over in both
directions.

2. Salt-making. (See quot. ; cf. Grain* vl 2 c.)

1880 I.ibr Univ. Knowl. XIII. 77 The liquid is drawn
into other vats called ; grainers '

. . [in which] the salt forms
very rapidly. 1884 Knight Diet. tWeeh, Suppl. 778/2.

3. (See quot. and cf. Grain vX 5.)
1891 Labour Commission Gloss., drainers, men in the

printing industry who grain stone with sand for artists doin^
what i> called 'chalk work'.

4. A house-pa:ntcr's graining-tool.
1858 in Simmonds Diet. 'Trade', and in later Diets.

5. One who paints in imitation of the grain of

wood or the markings of marble.
1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 356 The Grainer, who

admirably imitates the grains of woods, marbles, etc. 1887
Paperhanger, Painter, Grainer, etc. 105 Graining is the imi-
tation, strictly speaking, of woods, although the term 'gndner'
is often used .. to signify a painter of marbles as well as
of woods. 1891 Daily News 21 Jan. 3/8 A sign writer and
grainer.

Grainer- (gr/'-naiV [f. *grain\b. (f. Grain
sb.- : cf. Graining vbl. sb:1 2) + -er '.] One who
uses a pronged fish-^pear.

1894 Outing vU.S.) XXIV. 56/1 Many gralners wore long
rubber waders.

Grainer, varinnt of Graner Obs.

Grainery, variant of Granary.
Grainger, obs. form of Granger.
Graining (g-<-

Ti 'nin;, vbl. sbj [f. Grain vA +
-ING'.]

1. The action of Grain vX in various senses.
1823P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 417 Graining is the imi-

tating, by means of painting, various kinds of rare woods
. . and likewise various species of marble. 1837 Whit-
tock Bk. Trades (1842) 409 [Soap-boiling] This agitation
indeed, is found so mainly conducive to the required grain-
ing, as the workmen call the required coagulation. 1882 tr.

Thausing's Beer iv. 198 The graining of wort from wheat
is difficult on account of the tenacious layer of grains. 1894
Harris Techn. Fire Insur. Comm., Graining,, a tanning
process, in which the skins are placed in an aikaline solution.

b. quasi-eoncr. The result of this action, esp. in

house-painting. In quot. 1856 = Grain sbX 14 b.

1834 ll'est Ind. Sk. Bk. II. 3 No graining, and painting,

and lettering, to engage the attention of the passer by. 1856
R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) 1. vi. viii. 269, I remember the
very graining of the wood of his lance. 1892 Pall Mall G.

5 Oct. 2/2 To whom the lie of the strata in a quarry-cliff

says no more than the combed graining on a deal door.

1896 R. Kici.ing Ser'cn Seas 73 lione-bleached my decks,

wind-scoured to the graining.

2. Coinage, fa. A ring of grain-like protuber-

ances on the face of a coin close to its edge ( = F.

grhiefis). Obs. b. A ring of fine concave grooves

round the edge of a coin ; Milling.
1664 1-Ai.i.YN tr. Freart's Archil. Ep. Ded. 15 Its just

and equal roundness, the Grenetis or graining which is *

about it [etc.]. 1691 Locke ifay Wht 1727 II. 96 The
Engines which. .mark the Edges. .with a Graining, are

wrought secretly. 1726 Lkakk Hist. Ace. Fug. Money
109 Those [coins] with the Graining or Letters upon the

Edge. 175a Louthian Form of Process led. 2) 171 Mark-
ing of Money round the Edges, with Letters cr Grainings.

1837 Roy. Proctam. in Standard 18 May 3/2 Every Six-
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pence should have the same, .impression, .with a graining
upon the edge.

f 3. A piece of land for raising grain. Obs.— 1

1606 Holland Sue/on. 103 It [this house] received ..

grainings with cornefields, vineyards, pastures and woodes.

4. Qom/'., as graining board, mathim, roller,

tool; graining comb, a tool resembling a comb,
used by house-pa inters for graining.
1688 R. Holme Armoury ui. 352/1 A graining Board .. is

a Hoard with Nicks in after the manner of a Saw [etc.].

1706 Phillips {ed. Kersey, Graining-board, a Board made
with Nicks, or Teeth like a Saw, and us'd by Curriers in

graining their Leather. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Graining
machine (Leather manufacture), a machine having rollers

with raised, parallel, straight, or diagonal threads, which in-

dent the goat or sheep skins and confer the wrinkled appear-
ance to morocco leather. Ibid., Graining-tool[ = graining

comb]. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 1603
The leather and metal graining combs with which graining
in imitation of any kind of wood is done. Graining rollers

are made for imitating various kinds of wood.

Graining (g'^'nirj), vbl. sb 2 [f. Grain v. 2

or sb 2 + -1NG'.]

1. a. The point of forking or bifurcation, b.

One of the prongs or tines of a fork.

1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Surtees) 51 Betwixt the two
graininges of the rake shafte they tye a stringe. 1877
N. IV. Line. Gloss, s. v., If you cut the cherry-tree top off

above the grainings, it will be sure to grow. 1886 S, W.
Line Gloss., Grainings, the forks, or joinings of the large
boughs of a tree.

2. The method or practice of taking fish with
a pronged spear (see Grain sb. 2 5 b).

1889 in Century Diet.

Graining gr^nin^), sb. [Of unknown origin.]

A small fresh-water fish, Lettciscits Lancastrensis.
1772 Pennant Tour Scot/. (1774) 11 In this river [Mersey]

..is found a fish called the Graining in some respects
resembling the dace, yet is a distinct and perhaps new
species. 1863 H. C. Pennell Angler Nat. 158 The Grain-
ing is a very rare and local fish, in habits and food some-
what resembling the trout. 1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit.

Sports 1. v. i. 306 The Graining is scarcely found anywhere
but in the Mersey and its tributaries.

t Graiuish, a. Obs. [f. Guain sbJ + -ish.]

Having somewhat of a grain. (See Grain sb.* 13.)

1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 183 The skin grainish, like an
Ox or Goat.

Grainless (grt7i- nles), a. [f. Grain sb\ 4-

-less.] Devoid of grain or grains, in the various

senses of the sb.

1882 CornhUl Mag. Feb. 204 The barley had to be cut down
green and grainless. 1890 Ahnky Treat. Photogr. (ed. 6)

13S The paper employed should be as tough and grainless
as possible. 1894 OutingX.\lV. 124/2 We could hear them
[mice] working to and fro through the grainless fodder.

Grainy (gr£ *ni), a. [f. Grain sb. 1 + -y 1
.]

1. Consisting of grain-like particles
;

granular.

Also of a particle : Grain-like.
161 1 Cotgr., Granulenx, Grainie, seedie. 1709 Phil.

Trans. XXVI. 497 You will always be able to discover the

grainy Particles thereof. 1780 J. T. Dillon Trav. S/>ain

(17811 218 Soft grainy pyrites. 1891 Times 17 Oct. 4/5, 750
bags grainy Peruvian at 151. 6d.

2. Full of grain or corn.

1755 in Johnson 179a Rogers Pleasures Mem. 1. (1810)

12 We watched the emmet to her grainy nest. 1819 Wiffen
Aonian Hours (1820.' 47 They [the ants] throne prosperity

in grainy hives.

3. Resembling the surface grain of wood.
1858 Edin. Rev. July 9 It presented on its surface the

grainy ripple of primeval seas.

Graip (gr^'p)- Sc. and north, dial. Also 4-9
grape, 6 graype, [a. ON. greip fem. (recorded

only in the sense ' space between thumb and fingers,

grip, grasp * ; but cf. OSw. greep, mod.Sw. grep,

Da. greb fork) corresponding to OE. grdp fern.,

grasp, f. OTeut. root *gnp : see Grip, Grope.]
1. A three- or four-pronged fork used as a dung-

fork or for digging.

1459 Durham Acct. Rolls Surteesl 89, j scala, j Grape,

j Shepecroke. 1483 Cath. Angl. 163/1 A Grape; vbi forke,

tridens (A.). 1559 Wilts <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1853) 171
A kowter, .a soke, a muk ("owe, a graype. 2 yerne forks,

[etc.]. 1785 Burns Halloween xviii, The graip he for a
harrow taks. 1799 Robertson Agrie. Perth 176 Potatoes

..are raised in October, .with the three pronged forks used
for dung (provincially grapes). X817 Blaclnv. Mag. I.

161/1 A graip, a sort of large three-pronged fork used
about farm offices. 182a Scott Pirate xvii, He shook his

graip aloft. 1894 Superfluous Woman (ed. 4) I. 74, I must
just give her the graip. .and bid her lift a potato.

t 2. ? A handful, piece. Obs.- 1

e 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 471 Greit Graipis of Gold his Greis

[i.e. greaves]. .And bis Cussanis cumhe schynand.

Graip, variant of Grape sb.3

Graip, Sc. and north, dial, variant of GRorE v.

Graise, obs. form of Graze v.*

Graisle, variant of Grassil v. Sc. Obs.

Q$0.t, obs. form of Graith v., Gkeat a.

Graith. (gr/'p), sb. In laler use only Sc* Forms

:

•4 graip, 4-6 grayth(e, 5 greipe,-ype, 5-6 grath,

(7 greath). 4- graith. [a. ON.greiSe wk. masc. :—

OTeut. type *garaidon- or *garaid/on-, cognate

with OE. gerwde str. neut., trappings, equipage:—
OTeut. type *garaid/om , f. OTeut. *ga- prefix (see

Y-) + *raid- : see Ready a. For the development
of sense cf. Gear.]

+ 1. A state of preparation; readiness; good
order. To do in graith : to put in readiness. In
graith'. in proper order ; also, without delay. Out
ofgraith : out of order. Obs.
c 1330 K. Brunne Chrou. (1810) 193 pei stand alle to

gode graith, whan bou ert bam among. Ibid. 307 Whan it

were don in grayth be weddyng of Margarete. a 1375
Joseph A rim. 66 In gret Anguisse 3c ben bat nis not God
greipe. ? 14 . . Mandevillc a> the Souden 64 in Hazlitt E P. P.
1. 157 Now. .lowsit is Sathanesse, That sett this ward thus
owt ofgraythe. t 1450 Myrc 5S7 Lete name hyt [a child] tare,

3ef hyt schule in greybe fare, t 1460 Towneley Myst. iii.

482 He may happyn to day come agane or none With grath.

2. Equipment in general ; apparel, attire, dress,

articles of dress.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4796 Giue rr.e mi graith and lat me ga.

15.. Chalmerlan Ayr c. 22 (in Sc. Acts I.), pai [sowtaris]

mak schone bntis and vther graitht of the lethir or jt be
barkit. 1637-50 J. Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 462
What meanes..this short skarlet cloake, and all thi* gay
graith of yours? a 1774 Fekcusson Braid Ctaith Poems
(184s

1

9 He. .Bids bauld to bear the gree awa With a' this

graith. 1785 Uukns Holy Fair vii. Here, farmers gash, in

ridin graith Gaed hoddin by their cotters.

b. Armour.
< 1420 Anturs of Arth. 436 We arene one owre gamene,

we ne hafe no gude graythe. 1550 L.YNDESAY<Sff. Meldrum
414 Go dres yow in your graith. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
v, I will sleep like a sentinel, with my graith about me.
a 1851 Moir Ruins Seton Chapel iii. Poet. Wks. 1852 I. 189
Clad in their robes of state or graith of war.

C. Harness.
1663 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) I. 12

The earle .. directed .. his led horse with his graith to

the Bog. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 96 The driver.

.

can . . save the harness (graith) letter than in any other

position. 1850 W. Innes m Hamilton Chr. Sabbath (1852)

225 note, Removing the harness from off one of his team,
or as a Scotchman would say, taking off the graith.

3. Apparatus, implements, gear, tackle ; a

structure, contrivance. See also p/ongh -graith,

spinning graith. (Cf. Gear sb. 5.) Obs. txc.

dial.

c 1375 Sc. Try-bh. u. 2360 Bot now we dress our graith

^arfore. a 1400-50 Alexander 5518 Fotire Griffons full grym
>

he in bat graythe festes. 1497 in I.d. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1877)

I. 349 Item, giffin for xiij stane of irne to mak grath to Mons
new cradill. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi. v. 120 For myself tuik

I nane sa gret feir, As of thi schip. . Spul^eit of hir graith.

1786 Burns Scotch Drink x, When Vulcan gies his bellows
breath, An' ploughmen gather wi 1

their graith. 179a A.
Wilson 2 Men sawing Timber, Ve're tempin Providence, I

swear, To raise your graith sae madly here, a 1810 Tanna-
hii.l Poems '1846) 53 Wha may cast by their brewin graith

Baith pat and pail.

f4. Possessions in general ; wealth, money. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxvt 85 Greit abbais grayth I nill

to gather. 155a Lyndesay Monarche 4753 Thay haif spred

thare Net . . on gold, and vther graith. 1603 Philotus xiv,

Tak another be the neck, Quhen }e the graith haue gottin.

1786 Burns inventory 3. I send you here a faithfu' list O'
gudes and gear, and a' my graiih.

5. Material, stuff Jor a particular purpose) ; now
esp. in Sc. soapy water, soap-suds. (Cf. GearjA. 10.)

1513 Douglas sEneis iv. xi. 105 Bid hir .. the bestis, and
the blude, And clengeing graith, *cho knawis, with hir bring.

15.. Chalmerlan Ayr c. 24 (in Sc. Acts I), pai [tail^eoufis]

sow with fals graith. 157a Sc. Acts Jns. VI (1814) III. 77/1

Certane particular persounis hes applyit the stanes, tymber
and uther graith pertening thairto, to thair awin particular

use. 1583 Satir. Poems Reform, xlv. 339 Suppoise the

devill maid that graith, The seiknes sna ouersett my fayth,

At that tyme, to asswage my sair, I wald have tane it.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. \. ii, We're not yet begun To
freath the sraith.

b. 'Things'. (Cf. Gear sb. 9 c.) Obs.

1790 A. Wilson Poems 209 Tho' Beagles Homings an' sic

graith Glowre roun' they ne'er sal dread me.

t Graith., a. and adv. Obs. Forms: 3 greifl,

4 grath(e, ffrayp, 4-5 graip, graith(e, grayth(e,

(4 greythe, 5 greithe, grayd). [a. ON. greid-r

= OE.gera'de ready :—OTeut. *garaidjo-, f. *ga-

prefix (see Y-) + raid- : see Ready. Cf. G. bereil.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons : Prepared, ready. Of things :

Ready, prompt, handy.
a 1225 Aucr. R. 16 [>is word siggeS euer vort $e bcon al

greide. a 1300 Cursor M. 5105 (Gott.) Als suith as we mai
be graith, we sal do as 3e haue said. 13. . Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt,

597 Bi bat watz Gryngolet grayth, & guide with a sadel.

1375 Barbouk Bruce iv. 759 The euill spirit, That gaf rycht

graith ansueir hir to. c 1400 Cato's Morals 191 in Cursor
M. App. iv. 1671 Wib lernyng & teyching growes graib

kunnyng. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5719 The secund sort [of

ships] .. Were graither of gouernaunce. e 1420 Anturs of
Arth, vi, Syr Gauan, graythest of alle Was hift with Dame
Gaynour. c 1460 J. Ri'sspLi. Bk. Nurture 880 Agayne he
riseth vp, make redy youre fote shete in bis maner made
greithe. c 1475 Rauf Coit^ear 389 Graith thocht of the
grant had the gude King.

b. With of-. Furnished or provided with; pos-

sessed of. acquainted with.
i 1400 Destr. Ti-oy 2536 pat any gome shuld be graithe of

our goddes wille. a 1400-50 Alexander 1865 And he bat

graithist is of gudisgird all to poudire. c 1450 .S7. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6660 And of cristes leuing make bairn graythe.

2. Of a road: Direct. Of a measure: Exact.
( 1340 Cursor M. 24143 1 Fairf.) Na graiber gate of gammen

is here. 1352 Minot Poems vi. 28 The bare rade, withouten
rese, Unto Cane the graythest gate. 1377 Lancl. /'. PI.

B. 1. 203 Loue is ., the graith gate that goih into heuene.

1393 Ibid. C. vii. 230 A galon for a grote and 3ut no grayb
mesure.

b. Of a sign, truth, etc.: Clear, plain. Alio
absol. as sb., the graith, the truth.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 99 The erthe bar als fill graith witnes
Igain the Jowes wrangwisnes, For it schewed with graithe
takening, That Crist was Godd of all thing, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saitfs, Placidas 891 He .. be bar taknis grath wit had bat
bai war his twa sonnis dere. 1393 I.angl. /'. /Y. C. xi. 242
Ac be godspel ys a glose bere hudynge be greythe treuthe.
c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 34 Sire, .be graib pou me telle.

C. Of a stroke: Clean, unimpeded.
c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 76 Wallace mycht nocht a graith

straik on him gett.

B. adv. Readily ; clearly, plainly.

c 1340 Cursor M. 26592 (Fairf. I pe quilk graib be *alle be
kenae & bou wille here bis boke til ende, c 1394 /*. PI.
Crede 232 Canstou me graib tellen To any worbtly \\ij5t

bat wissen me coube Whou y scluilde conne my Crede 1

c 1450 Myhc 346 Teche hem also welle and greythe.

Graith (.g^'p), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3
Orm. gre^pen, 3-4 greip, greyp'e, (3 grseitSen,

greipi, 3-6 greith(e. 4 graip e, grayp, 4-5
graithe, grap, greyth(e, 4-6 grayth^e, 4-7
grath, '4 grait, grep, grei5, 5 greth, 6 greath,

9 grathe\ 4- graith; also 4-5 pa.pp/e. 4 greyt,
graid. [a. ON. greifta, f. grcid r ready : ;ee

Graith a.]

1. trans. To mnke rendy, prepare, put in order,

repair; also, to piocure.
c 1200 Or.min 11087 He wollde shsewenn Whatt gate he

wollde gre^penn usr. To winnenn eche blisse. c 1205 Lav.
8058 pe king lette. .graeiSen heore iweden. 1297 R. Glolc.
(Rolls) 4020+ 75 (Harl. MS.' pus wax stryf bytuene hem, hii

greybed ner host vaste. a 1300 Cursor Al. 3532 His broker
he fand giueand his tent To grayth a riche pulment. 13.

.

E. E. A Bit. P. C. 53 What graybed me be grychchyng hot
giame more seche ? 13.. Guy Warn: (A.i 2501 pi palays
bou schalt graybi. ^1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iv. 19 pat
.1. had[de] gra> bed deejj to alle goode men. c 1400 Prynur
in Maskell Mou. Rit. II. 62 Greithe a sikir weie : so that

we seynge god be glad euermore. 1 1460 Toitneley Myst.
xxvii. 286 Lo, here a borde and clothe laide, And breed
iheron, all redy graide. < 1475 RaufCoil-car 143 Of sic

taillis they began, Quhill the supper was graid. 1513
Douglas sEneis iv. v. 92 Pas, son, in haist, graith thi wingis
in effect. 1601 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 135 For mending the
wheeler, and graithing the bells against the donation day.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 156 Of coukes graithand or makand
reddie flesh or fishe. 1851 VtRF.ESWEi.L Coal-trade 'Terms
Northumb. ty Durh. 29 Grathe, to put in order, to dress ;

to replace a worn bucket-leather.

t 2. refl. To prepare oneself, get ready. Often
with inf. Rarely intr. for reft. Obs.

c 1230 Halt Meld. 17 Leccherie ananriht grei5e5 hire wi3
bat to weorren oti meidenhad. a 1300 Cursor M. 20180
Has he sete me ani dai pat i wit in me g;ait mai? c 1400
Destr. Troy 5970 Pai graithet to fle. a 1400-50 Alexander
2873 pat he suld graythe him to ga as him his god chargis.

c 1460 Toivuelcy Myst. x. 76 Grayth the, gabriell, and weynd.
X535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 642 That euerilk Scot. .Within
ane da sould graith tharue for to gone, a 1650 Scotish

ffeilde 55 in Furniv. Percy Folio MS. I. 215 Thus he
greathes him godly, .with a grat ho>t.

fb. with tOytoward, or an adv. implying motion :

To prepare to go, shape one's course, betake

oneself. Obs.
ci*$oGcn fy Ex. 1738 He .. greiSet him oeoenward wki

sped, a 1300 Cursor M. 17810 Ful smertli bai bam bider
graid. ^1330 R. Rrlnnf: Chrou. (1810) 3C0 pei .. smertly
did bam grayth Tow ard Dun Brelayn. ? a 1400 Morte A rth.

1266 Graythe jowe to 3one grene wode. c 1400 Mela} ne
1595 Oure Oste .. graythes bam to Melayne walle. 1 1450
St* Cuthbert (Surteev) 1600 'I'o maumetry bai bairn graythe.

3. To equip, furnish ; to array (in clothes. armour)

;

to dress (a person) ; to fit out (a vessel ; to bedeck,

ornament. Also with up.

129? R. Glouc (Rolls) 895^ Poueremen wel ofte in to hire

chambie heo drou . . & greibede hum vaire inou. a 1300
Cursor M. 5190 'Gif me mi clathes ', ban raid he, 'And
bdutity hat we graithed be '. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 67oGraibed
y wil he be, And sebben schewe nim as kni5t. c 1350 Will.
Paterue 2731 On {schip] bat was gayly gieyt to go to be

seile. c 1394 P* *l* Crede 195 pat cloister . wib latioures of
latun louelyche y-greithed. ?a 1400 Morte Arth. 5S9 lche
prynce with his powere appertlyche graythede. £1420
Anturs of Arth. xl, Syr Gauan the gode was graythet in

grene. 1500-20 Duntiak Poems xliii. 28 Send in }our steid

}our ladeis grat hit vp gay. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858)

I. 223 The Romanis war sa weill graithit into geir. 1560
Holland Crt. Venus 11. 1033 Thair proud palphrais was
grathit Incontinent, In glansand geir and best abillement.

a 1775 Hobie Noble v. in Child Ballads vn. clxxxix. 2/1

Then Hohie has grait lid his body weel. 1803 R. Anderson
Cumbertd. Ball. 72 Oft graith'd in aw their kurk-gawn gear.

1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v., ' Bonnily graithed,' hand-
somely dressed. 'Badly graithed', ill -dressed. 'Get the

table graithed ', set out.

refl. iao7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7642 Pat folc of denemarch..
Greibede horn mid gret poer. 13 -- Guy Warw. (A.) 1917
Gii him graibed. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 389 Thi>e
cleikes. greythen hem, :and tooke hir hors anon. ^1470
Hknrv Wallace 1. 277 His modyr graithit lur in pilgrame

weid. 1513 Douglas Aineis vm. vii. 69 Thou the grathis

for to fecht. 1593 R. Barnes Parthenophil, Sonn. xlix. in

Arb. Garner V, A Fiend which doth in Graces' garments
grath her.

fb. To graith in the grave', to give burial to.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 112 He .. Richt gleriouslie

gart graith him in his graif. Ibid. 295. a 1600 Battle of
Harlaiv in Evergreen (1761) I. 80 He vowed. .All the hale

Lands of Ross to haif, Or ells be graithed in his Graif.

+ C. fig. To treat, ' serve * in some (unwelcome)

manner. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. tmj Mo bat hider wil ride, pus graybed

schul 3e be. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Eugenia 374 Se hou-
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gat ^one monk has grabit me. 1569 N. Hubert Confess, in

H. Campbell Lore-lett. MaryQ. Scots 207 He should graith

me in such a sort as I never was in my life.

+ 4. a. = Make in various senses: To make up,

compose ; to build, set up ; to constitute ; to

represent. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor if. 550 Of bir things i haf her said was adam

cors to-gedir graid. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1664 In the cheffe of

^e choise halle, chosen for J>e kyng, Was a grounde vp graid

with gresis of Marbill. a 1400-50 Alexander 1874 Syn
gostid godesses & gods ere graythid neuir to dye. Ibid.

4499 For marcure was mansla^t, a mammlere of wordis, $e

graith him to he gouenoure & god of be tonge.

fb. To put on. Obs.
^•1350 WilL Palerne 2933 Gode crounes of gold on here

hedes graibed. a 1400-50 Alexander 790* [Alexander]

Grathez on bis gay gere & ben a gilt sadyll.

f Grai'thful, a. Obs. rare, [f. Graith sb. +
-ful.} Prompt, speedy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13184 pe mining lastes yeitt bi yeir, Wit

a greithful soth vengeance.

Graithing' (gr^"l>iij), vbl. sb. Obs. exc. dial.

[f. Graith v. + -jng 1
.] The action of the vb.

Graith; preparation; furnishing; also concr. fur-

niture, attire.

#1340 Hampoi.e Psalter Ixiw [Ixv.] 10 pou grayth be mete
of bairn, f° r swa > s be graythynge of it. a 1350 Kindk.
jfesu 1250 Cloth.. of swibe guod greibmgue. 1495 in Ld.
Treas. Ace. Scot. (1877) I. 267 To Dauid Caldwell, to the

grathing of his chalmeris..xviij.r. 1786 Burns On .\'aething
v, Some quarrel the Presbyter gown, Some quarrel Epis-

copal graithing. 1881 Mrs. Annie Ellis Sylvestra I. 92
The lass was. .willing, but sadly in want of 'graithing '.

1B84 (id. Words 202 It's a bit of bonnie graithin.

Graithly, older form of Gradely a. and ativ.

f Grai'thness. Obs. rare. [f. Graith a. +•

-ness.] Readiness, promptitude.
ci.400 Destr. Troy 4509 And your graithnes may gretly

the grekes auaile.

Graive, Graivie, obs. ff. Grave, Gravy.
Grakle, variant of Grackle.
Grale, obs. form of Grail'.

Grallatorial Cgra?lat6<>rial\ a. Omith. [f.

mod.L. grallatori-us, (f. L. gralldtor one who
walks on stilts, f. grallie stilts) + -al.] Pertaining

to the order Grallatores, which consists of long-

legged wading birds, such ns the crane, heron, etc.

1835 Swainsos Nat. Hist. Quadrupeds § 310 Comparing
them., with other grallatorial types. i85o Gosse Rom.
Nat. Hist. 198 Spoonbills, ibises and other .. grallatorial

birds.

So Gra'llatory = prec.

1855 in H. Clarke ; and in later Diets.

Grallic (grarlik), a. Ornith. rare. [f.L.grall-x

stilts + -ic] Of or pertaining to the Grailie or

wading birds.

1828-32 in Webster; and in later Diets.

Gralline (grarlain', a. Omith. [f. L. grail-

x

stilts + -ine] = Grallic.
1888 Nature 20 Dec. 180/1 The large order of the Charadri-

oniithes has split into aquatic and gralline types.

Gralloch (gra'Vx)* sb. Also -ock. [a. Gael.

grealach intestines.] The viscera of a dead deer.

1882 Ocilv'if, Grallock. 1886 Walsingham & Payne-
Gallwey Shooting (Badm. Lil>r.) II. iii. 93 The gralloch

showed nothing but clover and grass.

Gralloch (graHfx)* v. Also 9 garlock, gral-

iock, grullooh. [f. prec] trans. To disembowel

(properly, a deer).

1848 'Eraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 313 Having flayed and
garlocked the elk, he cut off one of its haunches. 1863

Olida Held in Bondage (1870) 55 We think no toil or

trouble too great to hear the ping of the bullet, and see the

deer grallocked at last. 1894 Sir J. D. Astley 50 Y. my
Life I. 297 We had to gralloch our pig ourselves, for the

natives would not touch them.

Hence Gralloched/^/. a.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 440/1 We bote our gralloched

game, .on double shoulder poles.

Gram 1 (grsem). Also 8 gramm. [ad. Pg.

grao (formerly sometimes- written grants :—L. gra-

nitm Grain.] The chick-pea,- a kind of vetch,

Cicer arietinum. Sometimes called Bengalgram.
The name is extended to any kind of pulse used

as food for horses.

1702 in J. T. Wheeler Madras-Old. Time (1861* II. 10 Their
allowance three times a week is but a quart of rice and
gram together for five men a day. 173a Pike in Phil.

Trans. XXXVII. 231 lioil a Peck of Gramm . . to a Jelly.

1879 Mrs. A. E. James hid. Househ. Managem. 71 Your
stock of gram should be kept in a large tin-lined chest

or box.

b. attrib., asgram-bread, -contract, -field'; gram-

fed ppK a.

1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desft. (1844) I. 47 You men-
tioned some time ago that Purneah would bid for the gram
contract when it was offered. 1849 Sir C. Napier in Life

(1857) IV. 201 A man. .with a self-sufficient idea, that no one
'can know India' except through long experience of brandy,

champagne, gram-fed [printed grain-fed] mutton, cheroots

and hookahs. 1869 E. A. Parkks Tract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

22S Gram bread or cakes have been occasionally used in

India for Europeans. 1880 G. Aberigh-Mackay Tour Sir
Alt Baba 127 All the gram-fed secretaries and most of the

alcoholic chiefs were there.

Gram see Gramme.
Gram, obs. form of Grame sb. ; var. Grame a.
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-gram (gi^em), repr. (chiefly) Gr. ypapfxa. some-
thing written, letter (of the alphabet). The older

Eng. sbs. with this ending fall into three classes :

(1) adaptations of actual or assumable Gr. sbs.

in -ypafifia, derived from vbs. f. prep. + ypcupav

to write, and expressing the result of the action of

the verb, as anagram, diagram, epigram, para-
gram, program (usu. in Fr. spelling programme')

;

(2) compounds of a Gr. sb. with ypapim, f. legiti-

mately assumable Gr. types, as chronogram, and
(later) ideogram, logogram

; (3) compounds of a

numeral with ypajxfAa, or more frequently with

ypafxfir} line, of which the Gr. type, where one
exists, is a neut. adj. in -ypapifiov, as monogram,
hexagram, pentagram. (Vet a fourth kind of for-

mation has one example in Lipogkam.) In the

year 1S57 the need for a shorter term for 'tele-

graphic message ' was supplied by the introduction

of telegram (previously proposed in 1852), which
violates Gr. analogy, as an adv. like rrjk* could not

correctly form a compound with a vb. or sb., but

which was found so convenient that it quickly be-

came established, and has been adopted into several

foreign langs. Later formations suggested by this

word are the hybrids cablegram for ' cable tele-

gram', pistolgram for an instantaneous photograph.

Another recent formation, also suggested by tele-

gram, but not open to the same objection, is pho-

nogram for the record of sound made by the

phonograph. In the denominations of weight in

the metric system, decagram {me, kilogram me, etc.,

gram(me is the word Guam, Gramme.
Grama, gramma (gra*ma, gra?ma". See

Gama grass, [a. Sp. grama a sort of grass.]

A name for several low pasture grasses abundant
in the western and south-western United States,

esp. Bouteloua oligostachya.

1851 Mayne Keid Scalp Hunt, xix, Our horses refreshed

themselves on the 'grama ' that grew luxuriantly around.
attrib. and Comb. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. xxvi.

194 There the grama grass is longer and more luxuriant.

1887 F. Fkancis Jr. Saddle fy Mocassin xii. 230 The dry
crowsfoot gramma grass that clothed the country. Ibid.

xiii. 249 The gramma-carpeted foot-hills and plateaux of the

Sierra Madre.
Gramaire, obs. form of Grammar.
Gramarey, obs. form of Gramercy.
Gramari- : see Gramm-.
Gramarye (grarmari). Obs. exc. arch. Also

4 grammarie, 5 gramery, -ory, 9 gramarie.
-ary, grammary(e, gramowrie. [a. OF. *gra-

marye: see Grammar.]
+ 1. Grammar ; learning in general. Obs.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 183 Therm ne was paint .. eke alle

the seven ars The first so was grammarie. c 1460 Toivuclcy
Myst. xh. 242 Yee speke all by clergc.Cowth ye by youre
gramery reche vs a drynk, I stiuld be more mery. Ibid.

xxx. 253, I se thou can of gramory and som what of arte.

1483 Cath. Angl. 162/2 Gramery, gramatice.

2. Occult learning, magic, necromancy. Revived
in literary use by Scott.

For the connexion between senses 1 and 2 see quot. 1870
(cf. Glamour, and F. grimoire).

c 1470 A". Kstmere 144 in Percy Reliq., My mother was a
westerne woman, And learned in gramarye. 1805 Scott
Last Minstr. 111. xt, Whate'er he did of gramarye Was !

always done maliciously. 1832 J. P. Kennedy Swallow B.
|

xxx. {i860) 298 It was like casting a spell of 'gramarie' over !

his opponents. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) I

96 All learning fell under suspicion, till at length the very
|

grammar itself . . gave to English the word gramary. 1883
Century Mag. XXVII. 203 All white from head to foot, as
if bleached by some strange gramarye.

Gramaryen, -one, -OUn.obs. ff. Grammarian.
Gramash (gramarJY Also S gramashen, 9 j

gramoche. [So. var. Gamash.] =Gamash.
1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. 1 1751} 24 He had on each leg

a gramash. 1813 E. Picken Poems I. 124 I've guid
gramashens worn mysel'. 1816 Scott Old Mart. \, Gramoches
or leggins, made of thick black cloth, completed his equip-
ment. 1862 Hislop Pror. Scot. 163 Put your shanks in

your thanks and mak gude gramashes o* them.

t Gramauncre're. Obs.- 1 [a. OF. grant man-
gier great meal.] A great meal.
Not from the orig. Fr.

t
which has 'do you think you can !

eat up all the pagans by yourselves?'
c 1400 Rowland$ O. 1052 Charles with his stronge powere

Schall thynk this a grete gramaungere.

Grame (gi£7i m), so. Obs. exc. arch. Forms :

a. 1-2 grama, 4-6 gram, (4 graim, 6 gramm),
3- grame. £*. 2-4 grome. [OE. grama, re-

lated to gram Grame a. Cf. Greme sb.]

+ 1. Anger, wrath, ire. Obs.
a. c 1000 ^Elfbic Gen. xix. 25 God towearp ba swa mid

graman pa buria. — Horn. II. 120 Wei hi s'md Dere
gehatene for<5an oe hi sind fram graman ^enerode. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 223 pa nam he mulcene gramen and andan
to San mannum. a 1300 Cursor M. 2423 |?e king was radd
for godds gram, c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 596 Olyuere stert vp
hoi & sound ; & speicep til him wyb grame. c 1430 Syr
Tiyam. 1223 Hyt ys grete schame On a hors to wreke thy
grame ! 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11. 220 Out on sic gram
I will haue na repreif. 1621 Ainsworth Annot. Pst ii. 5
Grame, grimnesse or fiercenesse of countenance.

GRAMERCY.
ff. a 1225 Juliana 26 f>e reue rudnede ant o grome £redc.

(' 1300 Passion our Lord 72 in O. E. Misc. 39 pe Gywes . . £>er-

of hi hedde grome. c 1325 Body fy Soul 70 Mid Godes grom.
2. Grief, sorrow ; harm. In pi. Troubles.
a. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 212 /Eppla gaderian graman

xe[tacnad]. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn 67 Mid te bitere grame
bat alle synfulle men schule bolen on domes dai. a 1300
Cursor M. 8405 He is wis and o redi tung pat neuer serued
grefe ne grame. a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xiv. 4 pat . . he
dide to his neghburgh iuel ne gram. 1480 Robt. Devyll 44
That valyaunt knyght am I That saved youe thre tymes fro

grame. 1513 Douglas sEueis iv. Pro!. 161 All jour solace
sail returne in gram. ? a 1548 Smyth <y Dame 218 in Hazl.
E. P. P. III. 209 Age doth me mvche grame. 1597 N.
Mother's Blessing E6, Gif thou haue an euill name It will

tume the to grame. 1865 Swinburne Masque Q. Betsabe
114 liy Termagaunt that makeih grame. 1872 Rossetti
Staff ite Scrip Poems {ed. 6) 49 God's strength shall be my
trust, Fall it to good or grame "I is in his name.

ff. c 1205 Lav. 1435 }e dod ban kinge muchel scome : per
fore 3e sculen han gi ome. c 1275 Sinners Beware 335 in ( '. E.
Misc. 83 pu vs hauest iwroht pes schome And alle bene eche
grome. c 1306 Pol. Songs (Csitadcn)ztg Oure wajour turneth
us to grome.

1 Grame, a. Obs. Forms; a. 1 gram, 3 Orm.
gramm, 3-5 gram, 4- grame. 0. 1, 3 grom.
[OK. gram, grp/n « OHG., OS. gram, OK.gj am-r,
1. Tent, root *gram-, grem- : see Grim.] a.

Angry; vexed; furious, trans/, of heat : Fierce.

b. Grieved, sorrowful.
a. Beoii-utfiZ.) 778 pair ba graman wunnon. triooo Ags.

(,osf. Matt. xxvi. 10 Hwi synt }e grame [Vulg. molesti]

bysum wife? c 1200 Ormin 7145 Mabbe\v..se^b. .|att tatt

unnfaele Herode king Wass gramm & grill, c 1250 Gen, -y

Ex. 1228 Bi 5e desert a-wei che nam, In ard wcie and hete
gram. 11275 Lay. 24774 pe he greteb mid his grame wordes.
c 1300 Havelok 2469 God was him gram, c 1330 K. BrU'NNK
Chron. (1810) 106 Hir dede dos him fulle gram. , 1440
Caw. <y Got. 471 To greif thair gomys gramest that wer. 1560
Proude U'yues Pater nosier 190 in Hazl E. P. P. IV. 160

Forbere your husbonde whan he is grame.

ff. ^893 K. .Ki.FivFn Oros. 11. iv. § 6 He swa grom wear<5 on
his mode, a 1250 Owl ty Night. 992 Hweber is betere of
twere twom, That mon beo blibe ober grom.

2. absol. as sb. pi. Devils. [So OS. gramon,
ON. gramer.]
c 117s Iamb. Horn. 103 He .. maceS of cristes leoman

heoranna [read horena] leoman and of godes husa gromena
wuniunge,

t Grame, v. Obs. Forms : a. 3 gramie(n, 3-
grame. /3.3gromien. [f.GHAMKa. Cf.GKEMEE'.]
1. impers. ns in (//) grames me: I am grieved,

vexed, displeased, in distress.

a. 1 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 panne ne barf us no3er
gramien, ne shamien. c 1275 Lav. 25216 Fol sore ous may
sarnie and wel sore gramie. c 1380 Sir Ferumb 691 Ober
weys bee schal grame. 14. . Pilgrim's Sea Voy. (E. E. T. S.)

i. 3 Many a man hit gramys, When they begyn to sayle.

ff. C1205 Lav. 25216 Ful swide us ma;i scomien : and ful

swi?e us nisei gromien, a 1225 Leg. K'ath. 2075 pe king
walde weden, swa him gromede wi3 ham.
2. intr. To be vexed or displeased ; to fret.

o. a 1300 Cursor M. 17836 (Giitt.) \Yid pair hertisgun bai

grame. 1399 Langl. Rich. Rede/cs Pro!. 41, I wolde be
gladde bat his gost my^te.. grame if it greued him. a 1420
Hoccleve Min. Poems (1892) 43 Stifstande in bat & yee
shuln greeue & grame. 1526 Skelton Maguyf, 1864 The
crane and the curlewe thereat gan to grame.

ff. a 1225 Juliana 66 pe reue gromede bat he grispatede
sjein bet wod he walde iwur5en.

3. trans. To anger, grieve, vex.

£1320 R. IJkunnf. Medit. 548 And for a lytyl wurde bou
wylt men grame. c 1350 Barlam <$- Jos. (Bodl. MS.) 908
pa;t bu me hast gram yd bin hert au^t be sor. c 1450 Cor.
Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 27 Gret schame it is us nakyd to se, Our
lord God thus to grame. c 1460 J. Russell ttk. Nurture
348 pan may be sewere his lord serue & neythur of yow be
gramed.

Hence f Gra'mirjg vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 A ber [in helle] is waning and gram-
ins and toben grisbating. c 1205 Lav. 6127 pa seide Gud-
lakes sune mid gromiende speche, 3if [etc.].

Grameer, obs. form of Grammar.
fGra*mely, a. Obs. Forms: 1 gram ^u) lie,

3 gromelich. [OK. gram{ulic, f. gram, grama
(see Grame a. and sb;) + -lie -ly '.] Wrathful.
c 1000 /Ki.fric Judges iv. 2 He hi^ ba hetaehte sumum

gramutican cininge. a 1225 St. Marker. 9 Vnscheliche godd
..liwaswreftSe is swa gromelich ba;t helle ware ant heouents
ant alle cwike binges cwakieS ber a^eines.

tGra'mely, adv. Obs; Also 1 gramlice, 5
gramly. [OK. gramlice, f. gram Grame a. +
-lice -ly -.] Angrily, furiously, grievously.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. Ixxvii. 20 Hi. gramlice be Gode spraecan.

c 1450 .SV. Cuthbert tSurteesf 1037 pe childe was geeued and
gramly grett. :

Gramenite Cgrfrmlnait). Min. [ad. G. gra-

menit (f. L. gramen grass). Named by Krantz

in 1857.] A grass-green variety of chloropal.

1858 Atner. Jml. Set. Ser. 11. XXVI. 351 Gramenite
comes, .from Menzenberg in the Siebengebirge. 1868 Dana
Min. 461 Gramenite has a grass-green color.

Gramenivorous: see Gramin-.
Gramer, obs. form of Grammar.
Gramercy (gram§jsi), int. phr. Obs. exc. arch.

Forms : 4, 6 grand, graunt(e mercy, (4 grant
marci, -y, gromercy, 4-5 gramarey), -erci, 5
gray mercy, gremercy, gromersy, (-essye,

-esty), 5-6 gramercye, (6 garmercye, gram-
mercie), 6-7 gramercie, (7 g'rammercy, 7-8

123-2



GRAMERCY.

gra'mercy, gran meroe), 4- gramercy. PI- °

gram m)ercies, -sies, 7 gramercyes, 8 gray

mercies, [a. OF. grant merci
;
grant great ^ste

Grand a.) + merci : see Mercy.
The primary sense of merci was ' reward, favour gained by

merit' ; hence grant merci originally meant 'may God re-

ward you greatly ' : cf. God-a-mercy. Both grant merci and

merci without the adj. came to be used mterjectionally -
' thanks ', in which use the shorter form survives in mod. t r.J

1. = Thanks; thank you. Formerly also in//.

Const, for, \of.
13.. Coer de L. 1371 Quod the kyng: ' Frendes, gro.

mercy !
'

c 1330 R. Kuunne Chron. (1810I 145 Philip. .Said

often grant mercy. 1390 Goweh Conf. III. 317 She saith :

Graunt mercy, leve sir. a 1400 Octouian 1391 Graunt marcy,

my lord the kyng. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camd.) hi, the

king .. bede, 'Gromersy, gentulle kny3te!' a 1440 Sir

Dcgrev. 785 "Maydame", sche seid, ' gramercy Of thi gret

cortesy'. ? 1507 Communyc. (W. de W.) C nj, Graunte

mercy Iesu croppe and rote Of al frensshypp. 1563 Foxe

A. fy M. 734 1 Winchester, Winchester, grand mercy for

your wine, c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon iii. 88 Gramercies

Peggy look for me ere long. 1594 True Trag. Rich. It/,

67 Richmond, gramercies for thy kinde good newes. 159^9
Forde Parisians 1. 1.1661) 187 Gramercies, quoth he, for thy

good will. 1607 Shaks. Timonw. ii. 69 Gramercies good

Foole : How does your Mistris" 1691 Ray Creation 11.

(1704) 438 Grammercy, Socrates, that is good Counsel in-

deed. 1820 Scott tvanhoe vi, Gramercy for thy caution.

1842 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. Nell Cook, Gramercy for

thy benison !

'+ b. Indirectly, with dat. of agent or instrument

(later with to, : = Thanks to ; by the instrumentality

of. So, proverbially, Gramercy horse ! (app. an

allusion to the story quoted s.v. God-a-mercy). Obs.

1426 Paston Lett. No. 7 I. 26 Evere gremercy Go.i, and

ye. <-i450 LoNELlCH Grail lii. 757 Gromesty God and

that good Man. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. iv. vil. 248

To the whiche thing god gramercy the kynge of fraunce

..hathe wel aduysed. 1S91 Harington Orl. Fur. xxxvi.

liv, 'though the shield brake not, gramercy charme. c 1640

Wilson Inconstant I.adie II. iv. 1 1814) 45 Hee's gon. Gra-

mercy, horse! 1713 Rowe Lady Jane Grey III. 1. (1720)

43 They hive coufin'd me long, Gra'mercy to their Good-

ness, Pris'ner here, a 1734 North Exam. 1. ii. § 140 Gran

Merce' to his Authors the Libellers of that Time.

2. V Used as an exclamation of surprise or sudden

feeling ;
= ' mercy on us !

'

Johnson, 1755, who' regards the word as shortened from

grant me mercy, gives this as the only application of the

word ; but both his examples belong to sense 1. The
quots. from Heywo id and Ross seem to show that the

word was sometimes actually used as Johnson says_; but

the instances in 19th c. may be merely based on his ex-

planation.

1607 Heywood Worn, killed 70. Kindnesse (1617) A 3b,

Gramercies brother, wrought her too't already. 1624 —
Captives IV. i. in liullen O. t'l. IV, Gramercyes, I in truth

much suffered for thee, Knowing how rashly thou exposd

thyself To such a turbulent sea. 1768 Ross llelenore 24

Gray-mercies she replies, but I maun gang. 1798 Cole-

ridge A nc. Mariner III, Gramercy ! they for joy did grin.

1843 Lytton Last Barons 1. v, Gramercy, it seems that there

is nothing which better stirs a man's appetite than a sick

bed.

f3. quasi-rf. The salutation 'thanks or 'thank

you'. Hence in phrases, as Worth gramercy,

worth giving thanks for, of some value or impor-

tance. No gramercy, no occasion for deserving

thanks ; no special merit ; similarly, What gra-

mercy ? For gramercy : for a ' thrmk-you '
; for

nothing or next to nothing
;
gratis. (Cf. God-a-

mercy 2.) Obs.

^1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 410 Is this theire gramercy?

is this theire reward 1 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV (18091 530

The Kyng. .sendeth to you great gramercies. 1548 Udall,

etc Krasm. Par.. Mark viii. 57 Suche a one as loketh for

summe thankes or gramercies. 1549 Covekdale Erasm. Par.

Peter 7 But what garmercye were it, yf you suffre whan
you are buffetted for naughtye doinges ? 1551 Rohinson tr.

Mores I'top. (Arb.) 121 Payinge very lytic for them, yea

mooste commonlye gettynge them for gramercye. 1572

Gascoigne too Flowers 274 The Ladies all saluted him &
hegaue them the gramercy. 1576 Holinshf.d CArm. III. 56

Rendering to him and his armie a thousand gramersies. 1578

Timme Catiline on Gen. 279 It was no gramercie to him, that

his wife's honesty was not put in hazard. 1579-80 North
Plntarck (1676) 966 He made Corn to be distributed to the

People at a very mean price to some, and for gramercy to the

poor. 1581 Mulcastek Positions xxxix. (1887) 219 Where
desire to do good, and good for gramercie be the true ends of

most honour, a 1610 Heai.ey Epictetus' Man. xvii. (1636) 21

Nothing is gotten for gramercy. 1624 Br. R. Mountagu
Gagg 153 Workes of compulsion are not worth Gramercy.

1641 Mh.tom Animad-.i. ii. Wks. 1738 I. 84 So have we our

several Psalms for several occasions, without gramercy to

your Liturgy. 1641 Bkome Joviall Crew iv. ii, No Ladies

live such lives. Mer. Some few, upon necessity, perhaps,

But that's not worth g'rainmercy. 1643 Sir T. Browne
Kelig. Med. 37, I cannot relate the history of my life, .with

a. .bare gramercy to my starres. 1644 Milton Areop. iArb.)

51 What grammercy to be sober, just, or continent 1 a 1670

Hacket Al'p. Williams 1. (1692) 174 The Duke returned

him no Gra-mercy, being resolute to out-face F.nvy.

Gramere, -ery, obs. ff. Grammar, Gramarye.

Graminaceous (grxmin.J'-J'as), a. [f. L. gra-

min-, gramen grass + -aceous.] = Gramineous.
1847 in Craig. 1871-2 Casselfs Techn. Educ. II. 231/1

Nitrogenous manures are more peculiarly adapted for gra-

minaceous plants, such as the meadow-grasses and the

cereals. 1898 ' Role Bolorewood ' Romance Canvas Town
viii. 104 So they [sheep] roamed unatlended_ . . enjoying

abundant food and water with perfect immunity from the

graminaceous scourge [a spiked grassj.
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t Gramine. Her. Obs. [ad. L. griimineus :
\

see Gramineous.] Of grass. Only in garland

gramine (tr. L> corona grnmined).
1572 BossEWEti. Armorie 11. 96b, The field is of the

Diamond, an Helmet Pearle, ensigned with a Garlande

gramine. 1610 Guillim Heraldry IV. xvi. (1660) 347 Yet

is the same Garland Gramine. .most honourable and noble.

Gramine al (grami'nfal), a. [f. as next +

-al.] = next.

1658 Phillips, Gramineous, or Gramineal, grassie or made
of grasse. Whence in later Diets.

Gramineous (gre'mi-nfts), a. [ad. L. gra-

mine-us ,f. grdmin-, gramen grass) + -ous.] Ot

or pertaining to grass ; lesembling grass; grassy
;

spec, belonging to the N.O. Graminese.

1658 (see Gramineal]. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 73
Gramineous Plants not used by men for Food, may be distri-

buted into such as are more properly called Grasses [etc.].

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 169 From the top rises a lung

gramineous spike. 1881 Elwes tr. A. de S. Pinto's How I

crossed Afr. I. v. 101 It flows through vast plains, slightly

undulaled and clothed with gramineous plants.

Hence Grami'neousness. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Graminiferous (gisemini ieras),a. [t. mod.

assumed L. *grdmini)er (f. L. grdmin-, gramen

grass + fer bearing) + -ous.] Bearing or pro-

ducing grass.

1834 Mrs. Somerville Connect. Pkyt.Sa.xm. (1849' 294

The graminiferous plains of South America.

GraminifoliOUS (grreminifclios), a. [f.

L. gramin{i)- (see prec) + foli-UM a kaf + -OL'S.]

Having leaves resembling those of grass.

1731 in Bailey vol. II ; and in mod. Diets.

Graminiform (giamhrif/um), a. [f. as prec.

+ -(i)fokm.] Having the form of grass; resem-

bling grass. I" mod- Dicts -

Graminivorous (grxminrvfiras), a. Also 8

gramen-. [f. mod.L. graUtinivor-us (f. L. gramm-,

gramen grass + -J)vorus devouring) + -ols.] Eat-

ing or feeding on grass.

'739 S- Sharp Surgery xxix. 168 The gramenivorous kind

[of Brutes]. 1746 R. James Inlrod. Monffel's Health's lm-

prov. 43 Graminivorous Animals. 1785 J. Douglas A ntiq.

Earth 7 An animal that is both grameniverous and carni-

verous. 1840 Arnold in Stanley Life 1:8441 II. App. C
42-' The graminivorous [animals] become so numerous as to

eat up all the young trees. 1873 E. Smith Foods 102 Rook-

pie . . has a fulness and lusciousness of flavour which excels

any dish of graminivorous birds.

Graminology (grajmin^lod^i). [f. L. grd-

min- (see prec.) + -(o;logy.] The science of

grasses ; a treatise on grasses. In some mod. Dicts.
&
Graminose, a. Obs. -° [ad. L grdminos us

grassy, f. gramin- gramen gross : see -ose.] "
GraMINOI'R. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

+ GraminoSOUS, a. Obs.- 1 [f. L. grdminos-

us f. gramin-, gramen grass + -oi'S.] =next.

1623 ill COCKERAM.

Graminous (grwminas), a. ? Obs. [ad. L.

grdminosus : see prec. and -ous.] a. Covered

with grass ; grassv. b. = Gramineous.
1659D. Pell Imp'r. Sea 422 All manner of vermine lye

very much couchant in every field, and graminous place.

1769 E. Bancroft Sat. Hist. Guiana 54 Ginger.. From us

stalk [rise] several long narrow graminous leaves. 1798

in Spirit Publ. Jmls.(i-j^\\. 152 The cow had discharged

her graminous digestion in a very ludicrous abundance.

1811 J.Pinkerton/V<<-<i/. II. Introd. 12 Silex. .found in the

straw of graminous plants.

Gramly, variant of Gramely adv. Obs.

t Gramm. Obs. rare~\ [ad. Gr. -ypdfifia in

same sense.] What is written ; a phrase.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler (titlep.) This is 110 time to

feare Apelles gramm : Ne sittor quidem ultra erepidaiu.

Gramm, Gramma, rare. Grame, Grama.

Grammalogue (grarmalpg). Shorthand, [f.

Gr. ypau/ia + Mywwordi cf. analogue, catalogue.]

A woid represented by a single sign ; also, a letter

or character representing a word (more correctly

called 1.0(iO(;UAM\

1845 I. Pitman Manual Phonogr. § 30 (ed. f\ 19 Gram-

malogue, a letter-word; a word represented by a logogram.

1857 Ib'd. § 137 (ed. ro) 50 The positions of ihe gramma-

logues, above, on, and through the line, are determined by

their vowels. 1864 Social Sci. Rev. Mar. 224 Grammalogues
(

and phraseology are rather freely employed. 1892 Pall

MallG. 3 Oct. 7/2 Contractions and 'grammalogues' had to

be devised by each man for himself.

Grammar (grarmar), sb. Forms: 4-5 gram-

(m)ere, 4-6 gramer, 4-7 grammer, '(4 gra-

maire, 5 gramayre, -eer), 6- grammar, [ad.

OF", gramaire (F. grammaire), an irregular semi-

popular adoption (for the form of which cf. OF.

mire repr. L. medicum, artimaire repr. L. artem

magicam or mathematicam) ofL. grammaiica, ad.

Gr. ypapimTiKri (scil. TtxVJ\ art)> ,etn - °^ 7PaA,^a "

n/fos adj., of or pertaining to letters or literature,

f. ypafipaTa letters, literature, pi. of 7pa^/ta letter,

written mark, f. root of ypatpuv to write. Cf. Tr.

gramaira (prob. from Fr.). Old Fr. had also a

learned adoption of the L. word, gramatique,

parallel with Sp. gramdtica, Pg., It. grammaiica,

G. grammatik, Welsh gramadeg.

GRAMMAR.
In classical Gr. and L. the word denoted the methodical

study of literature (=' philology '. in the widest modern
sense 1

, including textual and aesthetic criticism, investiga-

tion of literary history and antiquities, explanation of

allusions, etc, besides the study of the Greek and I-atin

languages. Post-classically, gramtuatica came to be re-

stricted to the linguistic portion of this discipline, and
eventually to 'grammar ' in the mod. sense.

_
In the Middle

Ages, grammaiica and its Rom. forms chiefly meant the

knowledge or study of Latin, and were hence often used as

synonymous with learning in general, the knowledge pecu-

liar to the learned class. As this was popularly supposed

to include magic and astrology, the OF. gramaire was
sometimes used as a name for these occult sciences. In

these applications it still survives in certain corrupt forms,

F. gn'moire, Eng. Glamour, Gramarye.]

1. That depaitment of the study of a language

which deals with its inflexional forms or other

means of indicating the relations of words in the

sentence, and with the rules for employing these

in accordance with established usage ; usually

including al-o the department which deals with

the phonetic system ol the language and the prin-

ciples of its represent ntion in writing. Often pre-

ceded by an adj. designating the language referred

to, as in Latin, English, J-iench grammar.
In early Eng. u>e grammar meant only Latin grammar^

as Latin was the only language lhat was taught gramma-
tically. In the 16th c. there are some traces of a perception

that the word might have an extended application to

other languages (cf. quot. 1530 under Grammatical 1) ; but

it was not before the 17th c. that it became so completely a

generic term that there was any need to speak explicitly of
' Latin grammar'. Ben Jonson's hook, written c i6co, was

app. the first to treat of ' English grammar ' under that name.

As above defined, grammar is a body of statements of

fact— a 'science' ; but a large portion of it may be viewed

as consisting of rules for practice, and so as forming an

'art'. The old-fashioned definition of grammar as' the

art of speaking and writing a language correctly' is fiom

the modern point of view in one respect too narrow, because

it applies only to a portion of this branch of study; in

another respect it is too wide, and was so even from the

older point of view, because many questions of ' correctness
'

in language were recognized as outside ihe 1 rovince of

grammar : e. g. the use of a word in a wrong sense, or a bad

pronunciation or spelling, would not have been called a.

grammatical mistake. At the same time, it was and is

customary, en grounds of convenience, for books profes-

sedly treating of grammar to include more or less informa-

tion on points not strictly belonging to the subject.

Until a not very distant dale, Grammar was divided by

Eng. writers (following the precedent of Latin grammarians)

into Orthography, Etymology, Syntax, and Prosody, to

which Orthoepy was added by some authors. All these

terms (except Syntax) were used more or less inaccurately

(see the several words). The division now usual is that into

Phonology, treating of the sounds used in the language,

Accidence, of the inflexional forms or equivalent combina-

tions, and Syntax, of the structure of sentences ; the

branch of grammar dealing with the functions of the alpha-

betic letters is usually Heated along with the phonology.

1362 Langl. />. /'/. A. XI. 131 Giamer for gurles, I gon

furste to write. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. iil.

(1495) 604 Holy wrytte wol not al way be subget to the

rules of gramer. c 1400 I.an/rauc's Lirurg. 8 He muste

studie. .in gramer, bat he speke congruliche. 1485 Caxton
Chas. Gt. 29 After that Charles was lnstructe in gramayre

& other scyences. 1577 Ir. Bullinger's Decades 11592) 161

Dionysius . . f-et vp a schoole and taught children their

Grammer. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xvi. f 4 (1873) 168

Concerning speech and words, the consideration of them

hath produced the science of Grfmmar. 1619 Fotherbv

Alheom. 11. xiii. § I 11622)346 ITie natural), and.. homo-

geneall parts of Grammer, Be" two,' Orthology, and Orlho-

I graphy. 1620 Granger Div. Logile 8 That part of every

proposition that goeth afore in reason, .is the Theme. .In

grammar it is called ihe nominative case, a 1637 B. Jonson

E'ng. Gram. 1. i. (1640) 35 Grammar is the art of true and
: weil speaking a Language : and writing is but an Accident.

1659 Milton Aceed. Gram. (1847)457 l*tin Grammar is the

Art of right understanding, speaking or writing Latin. 1741

1
Watts Imprm'.Mindxs. Wks. (1813)164 Grammar isnothing

else but rules and observations drawn from the common
speech of mankind in their several languages. 1752 Hume
Ess. * Treat. (1777) I. 95 Men . . had no relish for the

seemingly minute observations of grammar and criticism.

a 1774 Pearce Serm. I. xii. 250 If a man, who professes

himself a master of grammar, is always found to be speak-

ing improperly. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) 25

English grammar is ihe art of speaking and writing the

English language with propriety. 1869 Farrar ham. Speech

iv. 120 Grammar consists in accidence, syntax and analysis.

trans/. 1644 lit lw er Chiron. 99 Amongst which Grammars

by gestures, the postures of the Fingers, .have been contrived

into an Alphabet. 1678 Cudworth Intel!. Syst. 5 They
who are skilled in the Grammar of the Heavens may be

I able from the several Configurations of the Stars, as it

;
were Letters to spell out future Events.

b. General, Philosophical or Universal Gram-

mar: the stiencewhich analyses those distinctions in

thought which it is the purpose of grammatical

i

forms more or less completely to render in expres-

1 sion, and which aims to furnish a scheme of classi-

;

fication capable of including all the grammatical

categories recognized in actual languages. Historical

Grammar : the study of the historical development

! of the inflexional forms and syntactical usages of

a language. Comparative Grammar : the com-

parative treatment of the phenomena of two or

more related languages, with the object of deter-

mining the nature anil degree of their relationship.

1751 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 117 These different

analysings or resolutions constitute what we call philoso-



GRAMMAR.
phical or universal grammar \ 187a Morris Hist. Outlines
Eng. Accid. i. § 4 b, Comparative Grammar informs us that
the radical part of the verb is lov tor in/}. 189a Sweet Eng.
Gram. \. § 6 General grammar (philosophical grammar) .

.

is. .concerned with the general principles which underlie the
grammatical phenomena of all languages.

2. A treatise or book on grammar.
1530 Pai.scr. Ep. Ded. v, Folowyng the order of Theo-

dorus Gaza, in his grammer of the Greke tonge. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 23, I read it in the Grammer long
agoe. t 1620 Hume Brit, Tongue (1865) 2 You wald cause
the universities mak an Inglish grammar to repres the in-

solencies of sik green heades. c 1645 Howell Lett. v. 31
You desired me lately to procure you D r

. Davies Welsh
Grammer. 1693 Dryden Juvenal]!, lxxxvj, We have yet
no English Prosodia, not so much as a tolerable Dictionary,
or a Grammar. 1751 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 169 We
are taught in common grammars that verbs active require
an accusative. 1894 V. Henry {title) A short comparative
Grammar of English and German.
trans/. &x\&Jig. a 1617 P. Baynb Contm. Coloss. i. 16 (1634)

82 The booke of the Creatures : though it be not so good as
the Grammar of the Scripture which doth describe Him
plainely, yet it is a good primmer for us to spell in. 1836
Emerson Nature, Language Wks. (Bohn) II. 152 Did
it need.. this host of orbs in heaven, to furnish man with
the dictionary and grammar of his municipal speech ? 1865
Tylor Early Hist. Man. n. 16 Ideas which do not come
within the scope of the very limited natural grammar and
dictionary of the deaf and dumb.
S. An individual's manner of using grammatical

forms ; speech or writing judged as good or bad
j

according as it conforms to or violates gram-
matical rules ; also speech or writing that is

correct according to those rules.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ill. (1598) 366 An answer farre out >

of all Grammer. 1657 Trapp Comm. Ps. xvi. 4 It was the
Serpents grammar that first taught men to decline God in

the plurall number. 1672 Dryden Almanzor u. Def. Epi- \

logue Wks. 1883 IV. 231 The sense is here extremely per- :

plexed ; and I doubt the word they is false grammar.
a 1700 — (J.), Varium ei mutabile semper fiemiua, is the
sharpest satire that ever was made on woman ; for the ad-

j

jectives are neuter, and animal must be understood to make
them grammar. 1842 Macaulay Fredk. Gt. Ess. (1865) III.

209 He had German enough to scold his servants .. but his

grammar and pronunciation were extremely bad. 1855 —
Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 245 The letter may still be read with '

all the original bad grammar and bad spelling.

4. The phenomena which form the subject-matter
!

of grammar ; the system of inflexions and syntac-
|

tical usages characteristic of a language.
Languages not possessing an elaborate system of inflexions !

and concords are often said to have 'little '

o*' ' nogrammar.'
j

This seems to have been partly the meaning of the reproach
against the English language quoted by Sidney Apol. Toetrie
(Arb.) 70, ' that it wanteth Grammer' ; though it may also

have meant that English had not been refined and improved.
as the classic tongues were supposed to have been, by the

labours of grammarians.
1846 Wright Ess. Mid. Ages I. t. 8 To know the gram-

mar of a language it is necessary to know the reasons of the
grammar. 1860 Marsh Led. Eng. Lang. i. 13 In English,
having no grammar, we have till lately possessed no gram-
mars, and we still want a dictionary. 1886 Douse lutrod.
Gothic Prelim, ch. § 6 The distinctive features of Teutonic
Grammar.
+ 5. Used for Latin, or the Latin language.

By grammar: in Latin. (Cf. Grammar-school.)
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 106 He made the boke of Catoun

clere, That esbiginyng of gramere. c 1460 Totvneley Myst.
xit. 387 Virgill in his poetre sayde in his verse, Even thus
by gramere as I shall reherse [a Lat. quot. follows]. 1532
More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 723/1 In our owiie time, of al

that taught grammer in England, not one vnderstode y*
latine tongue. 1546 Eng. Gilds (1870) 198 A scolemaster of
Gramer. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb 1 77 That grammar
grudge not at our english tong Bycause it stands by Mono-
syllaba And cannot be declind as others are.

fb. Scholarship generally, literature.

c i$oq Melttsine Ixii. 370 For as I fele & vnderstand by the

Auctours of gramaire & phylosophye they repute . . this pre- '

sent hystorye for a true Cronykle ft thinges of the fayry.

8. transf. a. The fundamental principles 6r
j

rules of an art or science, b. A book presenting I

these in methodical form. (Now rare; formerly
;

common in the titles of books.)
1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. 111. xiii. 185 Manly sports |

are the Grammerof Military performance. 1792 A. Duncan
j

Mariner's Chron. (1804' II. 33 A small geographical gram- 1

mar. 1796 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XIX. 551 It forms I

a most valuable grammar of antient geography. 1809

J. Goldsmith [title) A brief Grammar of the Laws and
Constitution of England. 1835 E. Newman {title) The
Grammar of Entomology. 1856 0- Jones (title) Grammar

|

of Ornament. 1870 J. H. Newman {title) An Essay in aid of

a Grammar of Assent. 1882 W. Sharp Rossetti v. 315 Ihe !

young poet may be said to have reached the platform of
j

literary maturity while he was yet learning the grammar of
painting. 1894 Daily News 23 Nov. 7/1 He might . . have
studied the pure grammar of his art for a longer time.

7. altrib. and Comb., as grammar -book^ -eon*

stntction, -/earning, -monger, -pamphlet, -pe-

dant, -rule, -shop (humorous), -tree, -word.

Also + grammar-boy, a pupil at a grammar-
school, a boy still learning his (Latin) grammar ;

\ grammar-castle, ? humorously for a grammar-
school

;
grammar - child, ? = grammar- boy ;

f grammar-college, a school for teaching Latin I

attached to a college (cf. Glomekel, Glomery) ; |

grammar-figure (see Figure sb. 22) ;
grammar-

grinding, instruction in grammar, pedantic in-

struction generally (cf. gerund-grinding) ; gram-
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mar-lad a* grammar-boy
; grammar- learning,

+ {a) the subjects taught in a grammar-school,
Latin and Greek; {b) the learning of grammar;
grammar-scholar =grammar-boy.
1503 Bury Wills (Camden) 229 Myn portoose and all my

•gramer bokys. 1578 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 27 Let the
Master, .teach his Scholer, to ioyne the Rewles of his Gram-
mer booke, with the examples of his present lesson. 1820 W.
Cobbett Grammar (1847) § 233 The loose and imperfect
definitions of my grammar-book yielded me no clue to a
disentanglement. 1590 Nashe Pasquits Apol. 1. C iij, A
rodde for the *Grammer boy. he dooth nothing but wrangle
about^ words. .21641 Bp. R. Montagu ActsSt Men. (1642)188
For Grammar boyes know, that she [Cassandra] in love to
virginitie, deceived Apollo her Suiter. 1895 Rashdall Univ.
Europe I. v. § 5. 482 It was only when the students were mere
Grammar-boys that they were governed like schoolboys. 1670
EachA itD Cant, Clergy 14 Whose parts and improvements
duely considered will scarce render them fit governours of
a small "grammar-castle. 1557 Order Hosfiitalts G viij,

Such a one of the *Grammer children as can redilest write.
1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I. lutrod. 58 Bingham
was establishing his modest *grammar-college in connection
with Clare Hall. 1605 Ias. I Sp. in last Session B iv,

I did. .interpret .. some darke phrases therein, contrary to
the ordinary 'Grammar construction of them. 1657 J- Smith
Myst. Khet. 176 Transposition is a "Grammar figure
whereby one letter is put for another. 1898 Daily News
3 Feb. 6/2 The preliminary "grammar-grinding of the old
method is enough to destroy love for the classics. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 56 As if they were no more then the
theam of a "Grammar lad under his Pedagogue. 1628 T.
SpBNCES Logick 59 Aptues vnto laughing, and "Grammar-
learning, is predicated of man. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4533 3
Persons of eminent Ability in teaching Grammar Learning.
1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. iv. (ed. 2) 69 Our ambi-
tion is to base all upon Grammar learning. 1833 J. C. Hare
in Philol. Mas. II. 215 A 'grammar monger's language
would be like a sluggish monotonous canal. 1864 W, Cory
Left. <y Jmls. 1 1897 114 After all I was to be nothing but
a third-rate grammar-monger. 1716 M. DaviesA then, Brit.
I. 23 The forementioned John Stanbridge wrote also several

"Grammar-Pamphlets, 1726 Amherst Terras Fit. xxxi. 165
The tyranny of a school is nothing to the tyranny of a col-

lege, nor the "grammar-pedant to the academical one. 156s
Jewel Def. Apol. (i6ti) 625 Some Popes be so voide of
Learning, that they vnderstand not the "Grammar Rules.
1693 C. Dryden in D.'s Juvenal (1697) 183 Be sure he knows
exactly Grammar-Rules. 1580 Sir R. Manwood in Boys
Sandwich (1792) 224 note, There be not so many "grammer-
schollers as do furnish the school-house. 1654 Simeon Ashe
Funeral Serm. 6 June (1656) 53 While he was a Grammar-
Scholar, this calling he chose. 1774-81 Warton Hist. Eng.
Poetry (1840' II. xxxv. 552 Grammar scholars, c 1836 Syd.
Smith in Cornh. Mag. Feb. (1865I 224 You may call it an
university, it will only be a "grammar-shop. 1693 Dryden
Juvenal (1697) 146 Who climbs the "Grammar-Tree, dis-

tinctly knows Where Noun, and Verb, and Participle grows.
1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne I. 597 Metaphors and allegories
and other "grammer words.

Grammar(gra'm^),y. rd;v. [f.thesb.] fa.
intr. To discuss grammar* Qbs."'1

f b. trans.

To ground in something as in the rudiments of
grammar. Obs. "c. To classify, as the parts of
speech in grammar.
1593 G. Harvey Pierces Supererog. Wks. (Grosart) II. 246

When I am better grammered in the Accidents of his proper
Idiotisme. a 1616 Beacm. & Ft.. Laws o/Caudyu. i, Erot.
I can, I doe, I will. Gouz. She is in her Moods and her
Tences : lie Gramer with ydu. And make a triall how I

can decline you. 1682 Bl'nyan Holy War 32 These two .

.

did much more Grammer and settle the common people in

hurtful ways. 1883 R. H. Bisk in N. % Q. Ser. vi. VIII. 51
Groups of phenomena which have been gathered, and
grammared, and ranged into sciences.

Grammarian (gT&me**rian). Forms: 4-5
gramarien, 4-7 -ian, 5-6 -yen, (5 gramariou,
-yone, -youn, grammaryon, 6 -yan, -yen, -ien),

6- grammarian, [a. OF. gramarien (K. gram-
mairien), {.gramaire Grammar : see -IAN.]

1. One versed in the knowledge of grammar, or

of language generally ; a philologist; often signi-

fying also a writer upon, or teacher of grammar.
i 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 376 Gramariens and

devynes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 161 Donatus \>e

gramarian. 1412-20 LvDG. Chron. Troy 11. x, To sewe his
style in my translation Worde by worde like the construc-
tion After the maner of gramariens. 1509 Barclay Shyp
0/ Fotys (1570I 105 The great Gramarians and pleasaunt
Oratours. 1583 T. Watson Poems IxviH. (Arb.) 104 Suidas
mentioned an other Telephus, an excellent Grammarian of
Pergamus. 1600 O. E. Rep. Libel 1. i. 9 Not vnlike hungrie i

Grammarians, that are descanting still of the calamities of :

Troie, and yet see not their owne domesticall miseries.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 11. § 8, 1 have seene a Gram-
marian toure, and plume himselfe over* a single line in
Horace. 1681 Nevile Plato Rediv. 123, I know some
Criticks, who are rather Grammarians than Lawyers, have i

made a distinction between elegerim and elegero. a 1704
T. Brown Sat. Antients (1730) I. 22 They have commented
upon him like grammarians not philosophers. 1727-41

j

Chambers Cycl. s.v., The denomination grammarian is, like '

that'of critic, now frequently used as a term of reproach ; a
mere grammarian ; a dry, plodding grammarian, etc. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. 19 May, They serve only as excep-
tions ; which, in the grammarian's phrase, confirm and
prove a general canon. 1798 H. K. White On being con-
fined at school in, All that arithmeticians know, Or stiff

frammarians quaintly teach. 1861 Hook Lives Ahps. (1869) j

. vii. 436 The homilies of Elfric the Grammarian. 1876
Jas. Grant Burgh Sch. Scotl. 11. xiii. 359 note, He educated
a grammarian not infe"rior to himself.

t 2. A pupil engaged in the study of grammar

;

a grammar-school boy. Obs.
1571 Vestry Minutes St. Olave's, Sottihwark in Lett. Lit.

GRAMMATIC.
Men (Camden 1 65 He should have twentye marks by the
yere. .to teache so many gramaryens as we think shall be
found meet for the same. 1607 in Hist. Wakefield Gram.
Sch. (1892)71 Because this schole is not ordained for petties
but for grammarians.

3. altrib. and Comb.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. v. xxvii. (1589) 119 Grammarian-

like, in order words significant to sptake. 1853 Whewell
in Todhunter Acct. W.'s Writ. {1876) II. 376 The absurd
injustice of our grammarian critics.

Hence Gramma-rianism [see -ism], the prin-

ciples or practice of a grammarian.

t

1846 in Worcester, qiiotmgCh[risliati] Ob[server\ Hence
in later Diets.

Grammarie, obs. form of Gramaeye.
t Grammaricur. Obs. [f. as prec. + -our,

-ok.] —Grammarian i.

1536 Bellenden Crvn. Scot. (1821) I. 231 About this time
war raony clerkis profound in every science ; as. .Donatus,
gramariour; .. with mony otheris. 1597 Lowe Chirnrg.
(1634) 34 Speaking of Antioch mediciner, and Telephus
grammariour. 1617 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1816) IV. 576/1 With
be mansis, 5airdis, and croftis of the Canonist, ciuiiist,

mediciner, and grammarior.

t Gra*mmarize, v. Obs. rare- 1

, \{. Gram-
mar $6. + -IZB.] trans. To give a certain gram-
matical structure to.

1746 W. Hohsi.ky /-iv/ ("1748' I. 174 You find some modern
Performances so exquisitely grammarised and pointed, and
the Meaning so blinded and obscured, that one is al a Loss
to determine whether it is Wrote in our own Language, or
in Cypher.

Grammarless (grce-maales), a. [f. Grammar
sb. + -i.ksn.J Having no grammar.
1. a. Of a language: Destitute of a system of

grammatical forms, or of features susceptible of

grammatical treatment, b. Of persons, speech,

compositions : Showing ignorance of grammar.
1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 294 Miserable, bald, and even

grammarless English is employed. 1868 Farkar in Jrnl.
J'hilology'So. 2. 20 Chinese has been for thousands of years
monosyllabic and grammarless. 1891 Harper's Mag. July
220/1 Ours is really a grammarless language. 1891 Daily
News 14 Feb. 5/1 Futile romances, tasteless, senseless,
grammarless.

2. Having no book of grammar, nonce-use.
1854 Eraser's Mag. L. 317 Battling, grammarless and

dictionaryless, with a work in a strange idiom.

Gra'mmar-sch.ool. A school lor teaching
grammar.
1. The name given in England to a class of

schools, of which many of the English towns have
cue, founded in the 16th c. or earlier far the
teaching of Latin. They have now become
secondary schools of various degrees of import-
ance, a few of ihem ranking little below the level

of the ' public schools \
1387TKKVISA Higden [Rolls) V. 51 At Alexandria he heeld

a gramer scole, 1454 E. E. Wills (1882) 133 For to fynde
t > gramer scole my cosyn, his sone William. 1523 Fitzhesb.
/lush, g 147, I lerned two verses at grammer-schole. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI. iv. vii. 37 Thou bast most traiterously
corrupted the youth of the Realme, in erecting a Grammar
Schoole. 1616 R. C Times' Whistle ii. £45 The focie
Was never farther than the grammer schoole. 1647 Laws
Massachusetts (1672) 136 Where any Town shall increase
to the number of one hundred Families .. they shall set

tip a Grammar School. 1711 Steele S/eet. No. 157 r 1

'I he many Heart-aches and Terrors, to which our Child-
hood is exposed in going through a Grammar-School.
1809 Kendall Trav, III. Ixxvii. 197 It differs therefore
in nothing from the other grammar schools, called aca-
demies. 1858 Di. QutNCEY Autobiog. S/c. Wks. II. ;c8
At the little town of Hawkshead ..a grammar-school
(which, in English usage, means a school for classical litera-

ture) was founded. 1874 GrBEN Short Hist. vi. § 4. 305 The
grammar schools of Edward the Sixth and of Elizabeth .

.

lad changed the very face of England. 1876 Bancroft
/list. U. S. V. xxii. 577 They provided for a school in eacrt

town, a grammar-schcol in each county, and a university in

the state.

altrib. 1826 SVD. Smith Wks. (1869' 529 An Hamiltonian
makes, in six or seven lessons, three or four hundred times
as many exchanges of English for French or Latin, as a
grammar schoolboy can do. 1898 J. K. Jerome Second
Thoughts 0/ Idle Fellow 266, 1 like to think of him [Shake-
speare] as poacher, as village ne'er-do-well, denounced by
the local grammar-school master.

2. U.S. ' In the system of graded common schools

in the United States, the grade or department in

which English grammar is one of the subjects

taught' {Cent. Diet.).

i860 Worcester, Grammar-School. . 2. A school next in

rank above a primary school and below a high school. (U.S.)

18 . . Ainer. Cycl. VI. 424 (Cent.) After passing through the

primary grade .. the pupil enters the grammar school.

Grammarye, variant of Gramakye.
t Grammates, sb.pl. Obs.— { [?ad. Or. ypdfx-

ftara, pi. of ypdfipta letter.] Rudiments ; first

principles.

1633 Ford Broken Hrt. 1. iii, C 2 b, These Apish boyes,
when they but tast the Grammates, And principals of
Theory, imagine They can oppose their teachers.

Granimatic (gramce'tik), a. [ad. L. gram-
matic-us, ad. Gr. ypafxixartK-us, f. ypdfjfiar-, ypnfjfia

letter. See -ic] m Grammatical a. 1 and 2.

1599 H. Bora Dyets drie Dinner E viij, Other expound
it mystically, and not according to the grammaticke sense.

1644M1LTON Educ. Wks. (1738) 1. 136 They [Novices] having
but newly left those Granimatic Flats and Shallows. .do for
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the most part grow into hatred and contempt of learning.

(-1645 Howell Lett. I. 11. § 5 xxvii. 11650) 164 To frame
Grammatic toilestocurb her. 176a Warblbtos Doctr. Grace
i.viii.Wks. 1788 IV. 575 What was thus inspired was the terms

together with that grammatic congruity in the use of them,

v hich is dependent thereon 18x4 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. LXXIII. 455 Grammatic studies were understood at

Alexandria to comprehend all that we call philology. 1829

Jilackiu. Mag. XXVI. 504 True wisdom all grammatic stuff

disowns. 1884 Science III. 794/2 To judge from their

lexical and grammatic character, the dialects have evolved

in the following historic order from the parent language.

Grammatical (granwtikal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -At. Cf. F. grammatical ( 1 536 in Halz.-Darm.).]

1. Of or pertaining to grammar.
Grammatical gender: the kind of gender (found in the

great majority of Indo-European and Semitic langs ) which

is not determined by the real or attributed sex ; opposed to

natu ra I gentler.

1530 Palsgr., Ep. Ded. v. The accidentes. and other pre-

ceptes gramm:\ticall. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 122

The bctutie of vertue . . taught them with far more dili-

gent care, than grammatical rules. 1591 Pkrcivall Sp.

Diet. Gram. 1), f haue taken in hand to deale with this

Grammatical! treatise 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. 305

Most of the occasions of this worlds troubles are Gram-
matical. Our sutes and processes proceed but from the

canvasing and debating the interpretation of the I.awes.

1620 Granger Div. Logike 127 Grammatical! comparison :

which hath two degrees, comparative, and superlative. 1644

Bulwfh Chiron. 98 Glancing at the same Grammatical! ex-

pressions 1781 Warton Hist.Eug. Poetry Diss. iii. (1840)

I. p. cciv, Berchorius probably compiled this work for the

use of his grammatical pupils. 1804 1!p. Horslky Serm. on

Christ's Descent 13 It is of great importance to remark,

though it may seem a grammatical nicety, that the preposi-

tions, .have been supplied by the translators. 1841 IJorrow

ZincaliW. 11. iii. 140 The pure Gypsy language, with all

its grammatical peculiarities. 1875 Whitney Life Lang.
iii. 39 The Anglo-Saxon had grammatical gender.

2. Grammatical sense \ that sense of a text winch

is obtained by the simple application of the rule*

of grammar to the words, without reference to any

extraneous considerations ; the literal sense. So
grammatical meanings interpretation, j transla-

tion.

1526 pilgr. Per/. (\V. de \V. 1531) 211b, As the lettre of

these wordes fas to the grammatical! sense) pretendeth or

>heweth. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xiii. (1611) 205 In as

much as by plaine grammatical! construction Church doth
slgnifie no other thing than the Lords house. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. iv. liv. 350 They had not transgressed the Gram-
matical! sense thereof. 1654 R. WhitLOCK Zootomia Pref.

a vj, As for my declining in many places Grammatical! Trans-

lations, it is to bring the Sense merer my Purpose. 1769

Junius Lett. xix. 88, I trouble not myself with the gram-
matical meaning of the word expulsion ; I regard only its

legal meaning.

3. Of speech, composition, etc. : Conforming to

the rules of grammar.
1752 Johnson Rambler 'So. 2 -6 P 11, 1 have laboured to

refine our language to grammatical purity. 1861 CraiiC

Eng. Lit. $ Lang. II. 538 [Carlyle's style is] with all its

startling qualities, one of the most exactly grammatical in

our literature. Mod. The sentence is grammatical, but not

quite idiomatic.

4. trans/. Of or pertaining to, also strictly con-

forming to the * grammar' or formal principles of

an art.

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. 11. 11. i. § 20 The. .grammatical

accuracy of the tones of Turner. 1890 A nthony's Photogr.

Bull. III. 426 To secure 'grammatical' or perspective truth

the horizon line of such background must be brought

opposite the lens.

b. Music Grammatical accent : the accent regu-

larly occurring at the beats of a bar ; opposed to

oratorical accent.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 72/2. 1389 H. C. Banister Music
(ed. 14) § 362.

t 5. absol. as sb. pi. The subjects taught in a

grammar-school. Obs.

1691 Wood A then. Oxon. I. 12 John Constable . . Educated
in Grammatical under William hilye, in Academicals in an
anttent Hostle sometimes called Uyliem .. Hall. 1716 M.
Davies A then. Brit. II. 328 Robert Talbot f. lie wa|edu»
cated in Grammatical in Wikeham-School.
Hence Gramma*ticalness, the cpiality of being

grammatical.
1630 Vindic. Hammond's Addr. 43 § 88 To justifie the

Grammaticalnesse of these words. 1897 F. Hall in Nation
(N.Y.) LXIV. 357/2 Not without entertaining a very original

notion of grammaticalness can Mr. Philpson say what he

says about expect.

Grammatically (gramae-tikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2.] In a grammatical manner.

1. In accordance with the rules of grammar.
1589 Fleming {title) The Georgiks of Publius Virgilius

Maro . . Grammaticaliie translated into English meter by
A. F. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. iv. xliv. 341 Which words, if

tiken grammatically [etc.]. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Yorksh.

U662) in. 189 This is called the Petrifying well (how gram-
matically I will not engage). imo Waterland Semi.
Christ's Divinity vi. Wks. 1823 II. 128 The words will

grammatically bear this construction. 1776 Trial oj Nundo-
comar 52/2 He .. speaks it [Moors] more grammatically
than common Bengalers do. 180a Syd. Smith Witt, (1867)

1. 13 Those who write grammatically, and those who do not.

1865 E. C. Clayton Cruel Fortune II. 220 To ascertain

whether it was grammatically correct and properly spelt.

2. In accordance with the ' grammar or rules of

an art. (For quot. 1477 cf. Gkamary t»)

Wj Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 59 Conjoyne
your Elements Grammatically. 1883 Harpers Mag. Sept.

346

571/2 These works of Mr. Haight's are grammatically ' cor-

rect ' Gothic.

Grammaticaster (grcemartiksestei). Also

7 grammatleastre. [ad. med.L. grammatleaster

'scriba, notarius^ f. grammatic-us ; see Gram-
matic and -ASTElt.] A petty or inferior grammarian.

(Used in contempt.)
1601 R. Jonson Poetaster:, He tells thee true, my noble

neophyte ; my little grammaticaster, he does. 1659 Plckk
ParnassiPuerperium 21 Upon Hallusthe Grammaticastre.

1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. I. 23 He was censured as a vain

and noisy Grammaticaster. .by the most intelligent part of

his Profession. 1880 M. Collins Th. in Garden I. 20 The
construction . . would have been clear enough to the keenest

grammaticaster,

t Grammatication. Obs. [f. Grammatic +

i
-ATION.] A grammatical discussion ; a discussion

I of points in grammar.
1582 G. Martin Discov. Corrupt. Script, vit. | 43. 131

i Gentle Reader, beare with these tedious grammatications,
i fitter to be handled in Latin, but necessarie in this case also.

1680 Dalcarno Didascalophos vi. 52 Being free from all

i anomoly, zeqnivocalness, redundancy, and unnecessary
Grammatications.

Grammaticism. Now rare. [f. Grammatic
+ -ism.] A point or principle of grammar; a
grammatical definition.

1610 Hlaley St. Aug. Citie of God 421 Wee may not

drawe fnay wresfi the gospell to those grammaticismes.

,
a 1634 I.EicHTON Couim. i Pet. ii. 25 If we would contest

Grammaticisms, the word here is passive. 1678 Owen
Mind of God viii. 227 Other Glossaries from who>e Gram-
maticismes and Vocabularys some do countenance them-
selves in curious and bold conjectures. 1836 G. S. Faber
Ansiv. Husenbeth 19 note, A brother Romanist .. could

readily point out an undoubted inaccurate translation of an
exactly parallel grammaticism as made by aprotestant divine.

Grammaticize (grarmsrtisaiz), v. [f. Gram-
matic + -IZE.]

1. trans. To render grammatical; to reduce to

grammatical rules.

1780 Johnson in Bostvell Ixx. (1848) 660/1, I always said,

Shakspeare had Latin enough to grammaticize his English.

181 1 Nichols Puller's Worthies, Wales II. 561 note, This

was the very first attempt to embody, to arrange, or to

grammaticize this language. 1837 J. E. Murray Summer
in Pyrenees I. 42 Prior to the period when Democritus
grammaticised the Latin language.

2. intr. To discuss grammatical points.

1673 P.p. Ward A/>ol. Myst. Gosp. 44 Gramaticizing pe-

dantically, and criticising spuriously, upon a few Greek
Particles.

Grammatist (grarmatist). [ad. F. gram-
matiste, ad. med.L. grammatista, ad. Gr. ypap.-

/xaT((TTr/s, i. ypofifMT-, ypdfifja letter. Cf. V.gram-
matiste '1575 in Ilntz.-Parm.).] a*A grammarian,

a student of grammar ; chiefly used disparagingly.

b. After Greek usage : A teacher of letters.

1589 Fleming J'irg. Georg. To Rdr.. A direct order of
construction for the releefe of we;ike Grammatists. 1609
Holland Amm. Marcell. xiv. v. Annot. a ij, Eculei . . Not
instruments of burning plates, like unto an horse . . like as

some Grammatists have imagined. 1635 Urathw ait A read.

Pr. 170 Rhemnius Palaemon, that arrogant Grammarian,
or rather Grammatist. 1798-1805 Tooke Div. Parley (i860)

101 note, The constant excuse of them all, whether Gram-
m.iti-ts, Grammarians, or Philosophers. 1849 Grote Greece

it. Ixv. VIII. 351 A general suppression of the higher class

of teachers or professors, above the rank of the elementary
(teacher of letters or) grammatist.

Mence Grammatistical a., befitting a gram-

matist.

1837 Landor Pentameron Wks. 1S46 II. 323/1 The affec-

tation of Ovid was light and playful ; Virgil's was wilful,

perverse, and grammatistical.

Grammatite (grarmatoit). Min. [Named in

1801 by HflUy, f. Gr. ypappar-, ypap.pa, letter,

line, in allusion to a line seen on some of the

crystals: see -ite.] A synonym of trcmolite.

1802 Paris as it was II. lxix. 3S7 Tremolite or grammatite
of Haiiy, in the same place. 18x3 Amer. Min. Jml. IV.

229 Grammatite or Tremolite is found among the limestone.

1868 Dana Min. 233.

1" Gra'mmatol. Obs. rare~y
. In 6 gramatol.

[Arbitrary formation, app. suggested by L. gram-
maticits and -o!us dim. ending.] A smatterer.

a 1 529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 319 Nodypollys and gramatolys
of smafle intellygens.

Grammatolatry (gnemat^latri). [f. Gr.

ypap.pia.To-, combining form of ypaptpa. letter +
\arpua worship : see -LATKT.] The worship of

letters; adherence to the letter (of Scripture). So
Orammato lator [cf. idolater], a stickler for the

forms of words.
1847 Buch tr. Hagenbach's Hist. Doctr. 1 1. 230 This rigid

adherence to the very letter of Scripture (Grammatolatry).

1869 Souttiern Rev. July 42 Webster and Trench are both
guilty of grammatolatry, in regarding certain changes in

words as 'details of spelling'. Ibid., As a grammatolator
he follows certain dictionaries, .in suppressing auseful word
Eronounced pleat, by making it sound like plate, because
ook-makers present it under the form of plait '. 1871 R. D.
Owkn Debatable Land 99 The worship of words is more per-

nicious than the worship 6f images; grammatolatry is the

worst species of idolatry.

Gram.matoph.ore (gne mat<5ib»i). [f- Gr.

ypapparo- (see prec.) + -<popos bearing.] A book-

name for the Australian genus Grammatophora of

lizards, csp. G. muricata*

GRAMPUS.
1845 J. E. Gray Catat. Lizards B. M. 251 The Gram-

matuphore . Graitimatophora jnuricata.

Gramme, gram - (gram). [>• F - gramme,
ad. late L. gramma, Gr. ypa^iiia, a small weight.]

In the Metric .System, the unit of weight ; the

weight of n cubic centimetre of distilled water at

the maximum density, weighed in vacuo. It

equals i?-4.V Troy grains.

1797 Niihotstm's yrnl. Aug. 197 From tlie gramme are
deduced by multiplication or division ail the weights su-

perior and inferior. 1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 300 The
monetary unit is a piece of silver weighing five grams. 1846

G. E. Day tr. Simon's Attiiu. Chew. II. 160 The mean
amount of free lactic acid excreted daily . . was 2-167

grammes. 1889 A ntlwnys I'liotogr. Bull. II. 360 A solution

of 50 grams of ferrocyanide of potassium in 100 water. 1898

Rev. Brit. Phann. 54 A true cubic centimetre is the volume
of 1 gramme of water at 4 C.

b. attrib. gramme-centimetre, a unit equiva-

lent to the ' work * done in raising a mass of

one gramme vertically one centimetre ;
gramme-

degree, -equivalent (see quot<.\
1875EYERETT 1

'Uustr.CentimetreGratnme-p.x,\ *gramme-
centtmetre = o 18 x io' ! ergs nearly. 1870— tr. Dcscltaiiel's

Nat. t'hifos. xxxi. 427 The *gramme-degree , Centigrade) is

the quantity of heat required to raise a gramme of water 1°

(Centigrade). 1897 Webster, *Grmm equivalent {Electro-

lysis^, that quantity of the rnetai which will replace one

gram of hydrogen.

Grammer, obs. form of Grammar.
Grammercies, -mersies, pi. n\ Gramerct.

Grammetre (gra: mimrtsi). ff. Gram 2
,

Grammk + Metre.] A unit of ' work ', being that

done in raising a mass of one gramme vertically to

the height of one metre.

1873 in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 225 The unit of work being but

little more than the hundred thousandth part of a gram-
metre.

T Gra'mmic, a. Obs.~ ° [ad. Gr. ypamwe-os

linear, f. 700^17 line.] (See quot.)

1727 I.AlLKY vol. II, GrammiiA; made by Lines ; demon-
strated by Lines. Also 1730-6 (folio).

Grammite (grarmsit). Mm. [Named in 1802

by Karsten (Grummit), f. Gr. ypafi/iT] line, from

its fibrous appearance : see -ite.] Obsolete

synonym of wollastonite.

1826 Emmons Min. 216. 1854 Dana Aliu. 156.

Grammopetalous (fjr««Mpeiila»), a. Bot.

[i.grammo- ,\neg. comb, form of Gr. ypafifirj line +
v(ra\ov leai + -ous.] Having linear petals.

1847 in Craig ; and in later Diets.

Gramoche, variant of Gramash.
Gramophone (grxm<yfi?»n). Also grammo-
phone. [app. formed by inversion of 1'hoxogram.

The spelling grammo- (not the inventor's) is an at-

tempt to make the word look more like a correct

formation.] The name given to ore of the instru-

ments devised for permanently recording and re-

producing sounds.
1888 Times 13 Jan. 12/3 His [Edison's] original phonograph

has received important modifications .. in .. Mr. l'erliner's

grammophone. 1896 Critic 21 Nov. 322/2 A man who uses

a gramophone . . talks into his machine, and hands the records

over to his typewriter, who reads them off on her gramo-
phone, and writes them out on the typewriter.

Gramory, gramowrie, vars. Gramarte.
Grampas(8e, obs. form of Grampus.

t Gra 4mpell. Obs. Also 7 crampell, gram-
pie. [Cf. obs. F. grampelle (Cotgr.).] A kind

of crab.

1598 Klomo, I'ag-nro, a kind of creuis or crafish called a

grit, a grampell, or a punger. i6c8 Topsbu. Serpents 312

The Sea-fish called Gryff or Grample. j6ii Florio, Main,
a kind of Crab called a Crampell.

Grampisce, -pois, -pos, obs. ff. Grampus.

Grampus (grarmptis). Forms: 6 graunde-
pose, grampoys, 7 grampas(se, -pisee, -po(i)s,

grandpisce, (//. granspicea), 8 grampuss, 7-

grampus. [Early 16th c. graundepose, app. an

etymologizing alteration (after Grand a.) of the

earlier Ghapavs of the same meaning. Most of

the forms of the last syll. are paralleled in the

case of Porpoise ; but some show assimilation to

L. piscis fish.]

1. The popular name of various delphinoid ceta-

ceans, having a high falcate dorsal fin and a blunt

rounded head, and remarkable for the spouting and

blowing which accompanies their movements.
In popular u-:e, the name seems to be most frequently ap-

plied to the formidable ' killer ' (Orca gladiator). But it is

also applied to an inoffensive cetacean resembling this in

size and general appearance, but differing in the smaller size

and number of the teeth. For the latter, which Cuvier had

placed in the genus Delfhinus, the Eng. word Grampus
was adopted by J. E. Gray, 1846, as a mod.L. generic name ;

the only species certainly determined is G. griseus, some-

times called ccno-_fish. According to some authorities, the

name is also applied to the pilot- or ca'ing whale (Gloiice-

phalus).
a 1519 Skelton Sp. rarrot 309 With porpose and graunde-

pose he may fede hym fatte. 1593 Nasiif. Christ's T. 15, Sea-

monsters, such as the Whale, the Grampoys, the Wasser-man.

1614 Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 231 We espied eight or ten

Saluages about a dead Grampus. 1634 Wood New Eng.

Prospect (1805) 36 The snuffing Grampus. 165s E. Terry Voy.



GRAN.
E. India 7 God hath made to take his pastime in the Sea

;

Oranspices or lesser whales, Sharkes [etc.]. 1674 Josselyn
Voy. New Ettg. 10 Here likewise we saw many Grandpisces
or Herring-hogs, hunting the scholes of Herrings. 1675
Crowse Country Wit 11. Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 39 My master
is a leviathan in love, and I am a verygrampois. i68SGoai>
Celest. Bodies 11. viii. 264, I do not add the Legend of Two
Grampisces stranded, or taken at Greenwich. 1755 T, H.
Croker Orl. Fur. vi.xxxvi, The grampus and the monsters
of the sea Move on disturbed from theiraccustom'd sloth. 1776
Goldsmith Anim. .\'at. VI. 188 The whale or the grampus
ar<: terrible at any time ; but are fierce and desperate in the
defence of their young. 1812 S. Rogers Written in High-
lands 35 The grampus, half-descried, Black and huge above
the tide. 1848 Dickens Dombey v, Coughing like a grampus.
i838 Strange MS. in Copper Cylinder 12 All around us .

.

grampuses were gambolling.

b. Naut. par. To blow th$ grampus (see quots.).
1829 Marry at/'". Mildmay iv, The buckets of water which

were., poured over me by the midshipmen, under the
facetious appellation of* blowing the grampus ',

. .could [not]
rouse my dormant energies. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
346 Blowing the grampus, sluicing a person with water,
especially practised on him who skulks or sleeps on his watch.

C. transf. A person given to puffing and blowing.
1836 Dickens Pickwick xxv, 'The boy breathes so very

hard while he's eating, that we found it impossible to sit at
table with him\ 'Voting grampus!' said Mr. Weller.
1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. vi. 47 The blustering old
grampus of a governor is to honour the ball with his presence.

2. Metallurgy. (See quot.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Grampus fU. S.\ the tongs

with which bloomary ioups and billets are handled.

3. attrib. and Comb.
7
tis gramfus-oil; also gram-

pus-whale = sense 1.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Ca.'al. 202 *Grampus oil, used for
lubricating fine machinery. 1744 tr. Boerhaave's Itutit, Med.
191 The *Grampus Whale. 1879 Daily News 23 Aug. 6/2
A large cetacean called a grampus whale.

tGran, Obs. rare- 1
. [? Short for Grand-

father ; cf. gaffer.] A jocular term for a rustic.
159a Greene Conny Catching it. 4 Meanely attired like

some phii.it,: gran of the Countrey.
Gran, obs. form of Gboan v.

t Granada. Ccokery. Obs.= Grenade 2
.

1806 A. Hunter Culina ^ed. 3) 24 A Granada. Take the
caul laid over a leg of veal . , put upon it a layer of the flitch

part of bacon; then a layer of high-seasoned forcemeat;
then [eft.].

Granada, -ade, obs. ff. G rexado, -ade.
Granadeer, granadier, obs. ff. Grenadier.
Granadilla, grenadilla (grsena-, grena-

di*la). Also 7 granadilla, 7-8 -dil, 9 granadillo,
grenadillo. [a. Sp. granadilla, dim. of granada
pomegranate.] A name applied to various tropical

species of the Passion-flower; esp. to Passiflora
quadrangularis or its fruit, which is much esteemed
as a dessert fruit.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 734 The flower of the
Granadille they say. .hath the markes of the Passion. 1707
Curios, in Husb. A> Gard. 205 Granadils, or Passion- Flowers.
1741 Comfit. Fam.-l'iece II, iii. 408 We have also . . Grana-
dilla, Guernsey Lilly [etc.]. 1760-71 tr. Juan <$ Ulloa's
Voy. (ed. 3! I. 287 The granadilla resembles a hen's egg in
shape, but larger. The outside of the shell is smooth and
glossy, and of a faint carnation colour, and the inside white
and soft. 1785 P. Fueneau Santa Cruz 159 in Poems 139
Plump grenadilloes and guavas grey. 1833 T. Winterbot-
tom Sierra Leone I. iii. 57 The [Sierra Leone] company have
also introduced.. the granadillo. 1825 Caldcleugh Trav.
S. Amer. L iL 26 The fruit of the passion flower, or grena-
dilla of the Spaniards. 1859& Thompson Gardeners Assist.

33 Musas.Granadillas, Guavas, or other tropical plants bear-
ing fruit. 1875 Miss Bird Hawaii 134 Orange blossoms,
and the great granadilla or passion flower. 1894 Times 31
Jan. 13/5 The tropical verandah, with the grenadillas trained
along the latticework.

b. attrib., as granadilla vine; also granadilla
tree, the Brya Ebouts of Jamaica.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 327 The Granadilla Vine. This

plant, .produces an agreeable cooling fruit. 1864 Gkisebach
Flora W. Ind. 784 Granadilla tree: Brya Ebenus.

t Grana'do. [app. a corrupt form of the name
of the Spanish city Granada : cf. -ado.] Only in

Granado silk, silk of Granado.
1582 Rates Custom ho. E iiij a, Silk of Granado black the

pound xxs. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier Wks. (Grosart)
XL 221 The Netherstocke was of the purest Granado silke.
a 1618 Kates Merchandize K 3 b, Granado silke black.
Granado, obs. form of Grenado.
f Gra -nage. Obs. In mo K Diets. gTainage.

[AF., f. grain : see Grain sb. 1 and -age. Du
Cange has med.L. grannagium, pcrh. a duty on
corn.] (See quot. 1685.)
a 1582 Dyer Cases (1592) 352 b, Vn custome en la Citie de

Londres appeale granage. 1685 Termes de la Ley 427
Granage, is a Duty in London, viz. the twentieth part of
Salt Imported by an Alien, and due to the Mayor. 1820
Tomlins Law Did. (ed. 3), Grainage.

Granand, obs. pr. pple. of Groan v.

Granar d, var. ff. Graxer Obs., granary.
Granary (grae'nari). Forms : 6-8 grainary,

(7 -ie), 8-9 grainery, 6-7 granarie, 6- granary,
fad. L. gnfnarium, i. gran-um corn, Grain sb.'1

Some of the obs. forms were influenced by Grain
sb.] A storehouse for grain after it is threshed.
1570 Levins Mattip. 104/24 A Granarie, grauarinm. 1623

Middleton 'Pri. Integrity Wks. (Bullen) VII. 389 Sir
Simon Eyre.. built Leadenhall, a granary for the poor. 1669
WHIUlIM Syst. Agric. (1681) 56 The principal use of a
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Granary is against a very dear year. 1714 Fr. Bk. 0/Rates
195 There should be an immediate Search made into all

Grainaries, Farm-Houses, &c. 1788 Gibbon Decl. $ F.
(1869) III. la. 247 The public granaries and arsenals were
abundantly replenished. 1800 L. W. Wyatt Archit. De-
signs 19 Waggon and Implement Houses, with Grainaries
over them. 1824 Miss MlTFORO in L'Estrange Life (1870)
II. ix. 184 An old granary to which we mount by outside
wooden steps. 1879 J. Wrightson in Cassell's Techn.
Educ. IV. 415/2 The granaries should extend as two wings
eastward and westward from it [the corn-barn].

b. transf. andflg. Said chiefly of a country or

region which produces an abundance of grain and
from which supplies of corn are obtained.
1570 T. Norton tr. NowiPs Catech. 11853) 220 Fruits of

godliness to be bestowed ami laid up in the barn and granary
of the kingdom of heaven. 1605 Camden Rem. 3 The Store-
house and Granary of the whole westerne world. 1632
Massinger Maid 0/ Hon. 1. i, Sicily., when 'twas styled
the Granary of Great Rome. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rcjl. (1848)
17 An Ant. onely carries away that [corn] which she finds
ready form'd into its little Granary or Repository. i63o
Mukden Geog. Rect. (16851 *%9 Alenteio passes for the
Granary of Portugal, by reason of the Corn which it pro-
duces. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 76 May your rich soil .

.

be th' exhaustless granary of a world ! 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. 1. 162 This Island . . was called the granary of Canada,
which it furnished with great plenty of corn. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. ied. 4) III. 97 The man voluntarily
starves himself in the granary of plenty. 1878 Kosw. Smith
Carthage 6 Palestine W is the granary of Tyre, supplying it

with corn and oil.

C. attrib. , as granary crevice, floor, -keeper,

-man, -register, -rent,

1839 Cari.YLB Chartism iii. 120 Stop up the "granary-
crevice. 1833 Tennyson May Queen, A*. J*. Eve 45 She'll
find my garden-tools upon the 'granary floor. 1886 Harris
Techn. tHct. Fire Insur. 131 *Granary-keepers' utensils
cannot be insured in the same item as grain. 1677 Var-
ranton Eug. Impror. 116 In these publfck Granaries, the
Corn is kept, .a whole year, for a Half-peny a Bushel ; and
the "Granary-Man gets by it. Ibid. 132 Receiving a Ticket
from the v Gianary-Register, of a certain quantity of Corn
there lodged. Ibid. 137 Fourteen thousand Quarters will
come to 350/. for *Granary-Rent yearly.

Hence Granary v. trans. , to store in a granary.
18S2 Ruskin Unto Phis Last iv. 154 A remarkably light

crop, half thorns and half aspen leaves, sown, reaped, and
granaried by the 'science 'of the modern political economist.

+ Gra*nat. Obs.- 1
[a. \)u. granaat, ad. It.

granato: see Grenade.] ^Grenade.
a\6yj P>. Jonson Underwoods, Execr. I'nlcan 206 Vse

your Petai res, and Granats, all your fine Engines of Murt her.

t Graduate, sb} Obs. Also 7 granat, grenat.
[ad. med.L. granat um (OF. grenat) : see Gar-
net !.] — Garnet I,

a 1400-50 Alexander 3344 pe ferd degre a Granate, a
gracious gemme. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 234 A granate
which we commonly caule a garnet. 1600 Haklcyt Voy.
(18101 III. 451 Certaine small stones broken which are in
Colour somewhat like Granates. x6oi Holland Pliny
XXXVII. vii. IL 618 The common Grenat also of Carchedon
or Carthage, is said to doe as much. . . These Grenats are
found upon the hills among the Nasamons. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. 111. iv. § 4 The red Granat [signified] Charity.
1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 104 Granate,. .a Stone of
the Carbuncle Kind. 1796 Mouse Amer. Geog. II. 16 Nor-
way produces crystals, granates, amethysts [etc.].

t Gra'nate, s&.* Obs. Also 7 gran(n>t. See
Garnet a

. [a. L. (pomum) granatum, OF. {pome)
grenate \ see Pomegranate. Cf. Grenade L]
1. The ]iomegranate.
1568 Skevne The Pest (i860) 34 Vyne of granatis. 1605

Timmf. Quersit. m. 149 Thou maiest extract out of thebcrke
of. .granates,a substance comming most neere to the vertue
of vitriol. 1641 G. Sandys Paraphr. Song Sol. vi. v, To
see. Granets blooming on their Stems. 1694 Salmon Bate's
Disp. 11. (1713) 634/2 Syrup of Clove-gilly-flowers, Limons,
or Granates. 1698 Fryer Acr. E. India $ P. 247 Figs,
Prunes, Grannet, Chestnut .. and all those we call Wall-
FruiL

b. attrib., as granate apple.
a 1622 Ainsworth Annot. Song Sol. iv. 13 Granate-

apples, so named because they are full of granes or kernels.
2. Short for 'granate-colour '. (In quot. 1805

used to render F. grenat : see Grenat.)
1750 tr. Leouardus' Mirr. Stones 1 1 1 Some of them are of

a Citron Colour, others of a Granate . . the Granate of the
Colour of the Flower of a Pomegranate Apple. 1805 tr.

A. La l-ontaiue's Hermann and Emilia I. 245 The old lady
wore a mantle of black velvet, ornamented with granate.

t Gra'nate, a. rare-° [ad. L. granat-us, f.

gran-um Grain sb.l\ Having many grains. (Cf.
Ghanated.)
1706 Phillu's (ed. Kersey), Granate, that has many Grains,

os granate Marble.

t Gra'nate, v. Obs. rare **, [f. L. granat-us
formed into grains.] trans. To form into grains

;

to granulate. Hence Granated ///. a.
1688 Bcrnet Lett. State Italy (1708) 242 Pillars .. of

granated Marble. 1750G. Hughes Barbadoes 143 A subtile
resinous juice perspires through the leaves, . . which by the
beat of the sun is granated and entirely incrusts thern.

Granate, obs. variant of Granite.
t Granatine. Alin. Obs. [ad. F. granatin

(Daubenton, with somewhat different application)

;

formed arbitrarily on L. gran-um, with reference
to its derivative Granite.] Kirwan's name for
the class of granitoid rocks consisting of three
ingredients. (Cf. Granitin.)
1796 Kirwam Etem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 342.

GRAND.
Granatite, Min., variant of Grenatite.
t Granator. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also 5 grari-

tar, 6 graniter. See also Garneter
t
Ghinter.

[ad. F. grenetier, f. (by substitution of suffix)

grem'er Garner.] One who lias charge of a granary
or grnnge.
? 14. . CharterA berbroth. fo. 126 in Macfarlane 435 (Jam.)
Memorandum, that the Granitar sete na teynds to na
baronis, nether landit men, without sikkii soverte of husband-
men, except them that has the commone sele, and our seil,

the gryntar beyng for the tytne. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre
2495 Thir is my Graniter [ed. E. E. T. S. Grainter], and my
Chalmerlaine, And lies my gould and geir vnder tbair cuiris.

1647 Haward Crown Revenue^ Three Yeomen granators ;

Fee a peice per diem 9//.

t Gra*nch, v. Obs. rare. [Onomatojxtic ; cf.

grind, crauch.] a. intr. Of the teeth: To gnash.
b. trans, (see quot. 1886).
1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet., Mandiicns, .. a bugbear, or

hobgoblin, .with wide jaws and great teeth granching, shown
at plays. 1886 Cunliffe Rochdalewith-Ressendale Gloss..
GrancA, to crunch between the teeth with noise.

Grand graend , a. and sb. Also 4-6 graunti.'e,

5-6 gra-nnte, 6-7 graur.d, 7 gran Howell},
[a. OF. grand, grant (AF. also ground, graunt,
mod.F. grand . the Cum. Rom. word for 'great*
«Pr. gran{f)-z

y
Sp., Pg., It. grande (shortened

gran 1 efore a sb/ :—L. grand-em, in class. L. full-

grown, big ; in late popular L. superseding tnagnns
in all its uses. Some scholars regard the word as

cogn. w. Gr. 0pcv6i€oOai to swagger.
The nature of the contexts in which the Fr. word was

introduced into English accounts for the development which
its meaning has undergone. In some of the mod. uses, the
nearot Fr. equivalent in grandiose.]

A. eutf.

t 1. 7 lie Grand :
=' the Great 1

[F. Ie grand, /a

grande] as an epithet of a famous person, city, or
country. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5668 F!axe, Bayon, & F.urdeux, 8:

Bretayn be graunt. c 1440 Pone Flor. 26 Syr Otes the
grawnt hyght that gome. 1484 Caxion Fables of/Esop 2
He was., borne in grece not ferre fro Troye the graunt.
1529 Haste 1 1. Pastytt/e (iSii) 26 Theodose the Graunte.
2. Used in official titles (chiefly after Fr. or other
Romanic originals \ with the sense : Chief over
others, highest in rank or office. Now chiefly Hist.
or with reference to foreign countries ; in England
there are still officials called Grand Almoner,
Grand J-'alconer (see the sbs.) ; and the adj. forms
part of titles of office amongst Freemasons, Odd
Fellows, Good Templars, etc.

Grand Pensionary, Pensioner, the title of the prime
minister or president of the Council of Holland, when a re-

Eublic. Grand Vicar, in France, the lepresentative of a
ishop in the administration of ecclesiastical affairs. Grand

J'izier, the thief minister of the Turkish empire. Abo
Grand-captain, Grand-duke, Grand-mastrr.
1609 Bible (Douay^ 1 Mace. xii. 20 To Onias the grand-

priest [V'ulg. scuerdoti magna], 1613 Pchchas Pilgrimage
{1614) 738 Cabot . . was constituted Grand Pilot of England
by King Edward the sixt. 1688 Ausw. Talon's Plea 5
The Chapters, .name for Grand Vicar those whom the King
intends to bestow the IJishopricks upon. 1708 Loud. Gaz.
No. 4429/6 Letters from Warsaw . . say, That at the desire
of the Grand General, and other Confederate Senators [etc.].

1709 Steele 'Patter No. 13 r 2 We bear from the Hague.

.

That Monsieur de Torcy hath had frequent Conferences
with the Grand Pensioner. 1714 Mandkvk.le Fab. Bees
(1733) I. 245 A grand pensionary of Holland. 1727-41
Chambers Cycl. s.v., In the French polity and customs,
there art divers officers thus denominated, which we fre-
quently retain in English ; as^YiWalmoner.^-rtWecuyer,
grand chambelian, grand voyer, ike, 1767 Plackstonk
Comm. II. 54 In the king's presenceand underthe direction
of his grand justiciary. 1781 Cowper Truth 104 No grand
inquisitor could worse invent. 1795 Andkrson Narr. Brit.
Embass. China vii. 87 The grand mandarin of the place
sent to inform the Ambassador that [etc.]. 1847 Mrs. A.
Ki;rr Hist.Sert'la 268 The Deputies were referred to the new
Grand Vizier. 1855 Emerson Misc. 136 A grand marshal.

b. Similarly in the titles of sovereigns; as
Grand SlONIOB, Grand Turk, the Sultan of Turkey
(arch.), f Grand Tartar, the Great Mogul.
1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 407 The prouince

of Cambaya, subiect vnto the grand Tartar, or Mogor. i860
Whytf. Melville Holmby House I. 87 Who. .had smoked
his chibouque with the Grand Turk at Stamboul. i860
Sala Baddington Peerage xliii, Whether.. he felt as happy
as the Grand Turk.
3. [Orig. a transferred use of 2 ; cf. Arch- prefix

2.] Qualifying a personal designation, with the
sense: Pre-eminent, chief; supremely deserving
of the appellation. ? Obs.
1584 R. Scot Discoz>. Witchcr. xvi. ii. 471 The grandfoole

their ghostlie father. 1593 Siiaks. Rich. II, v. vi. 19 The
grand Conspirator, Abbot of Westminster. 1594 — Rich.
Ill, iv. iv. 52 That excellent grand Tyrant of the earth.

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. 11. i, Thou Grand
Scourge, or Second Untruss of the time. 1609 Hieeon Chr.
Jrnl. Wks. 1614 I. 21 Sathan is our grand-enemy. 1662
Stillingfi.. Orig. Sacr. 1. iii. § 2 Near that very place where
the grand Ancestors of the world had their chief abode and
residence. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 159 To conquer Sin and
Death, the two grand foes. 1686 Wood Life 10 Aug., On the
same morning on which he died . . his only sister . . was married
..shewing herself thereby either a grand fool or a grand
beast. 1778 R. James Dissert. Fevers (ed. 8] 32 Doth it

not expel the Grand Enemy from every stronghold with
irresistible force f
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+ b. Eminent; great in reputation, position,

scale of operations, etc. Obs.

c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg, Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 67 The gar-

rison of the olde grande warriers [L. ueteranorum presi-

dium]. 1667 Milton P.L. ii. 507 And forth In order came
the grand Infernal Peers. 174a Lond. <y Country Brew. I.

(ed. 4) 10, I have heard a great Maltster that lived towards
Ware say, he knew a grand Brewer, that melted near 200

Quarters a week.
absol. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 427 There kept thir watch

the legions, while the Grand In council sat.

4. Law. Used with the sense of ' great ' or that

of 'principal, chief in various designations

(chiefly Anglo-Fr. in origin) of actions or agents,

tribunals, etc. ; opposed to petty or common. For
grand assize, cape, compounder, distress, inquest,

jury, larceny, serjeanty, etc. see the sbs.

1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 1 § 5 Such as be of the Grand Company
of every Inn of Chancery. 1600 Holland Livy 1. 31 In

the gra"nd-leetes and solemne elections of Magistrates eve rie

man had not prerogative alike. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
in. 310/1 Grand Rogues have sometimes their Ears Nailed

to the Pillory.

b. Grand day. (See quots.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Gawdy or Grand days. In the

Inns of Court there are four of these in theyeer, that is, one
in every Term. 1708 Vermes de la Ley 372 Grand Days arc

those which are solemnly kept in every Term in the Inns of

Court and Chancery, viz. In Easter Term, Ascent ion

Day ; in Trin. Term, St. John Baptist ; in Michaelmas
Term, All Saints ; in Hillary Term, the Feast of the Purifi-

cation of the B. Virgin. And these are no days in Court.

5. Of things, events, etc. : Great or important

above all others of the kind ; chief, main.

1597 Ingmethorp Serm. 1 John Ep. Ded.. You have
enameld as it were, that graundbenefite with infinite other

kindnesses, c 1645 llowm.L Lett. 1. xxix. (1650) 48 That Gran
Universall-fire which shall happen at the day of judgment.
Ibid. vi. 201 Solomon, .wrote divers hooks which were lost

in the gran Captivity. 1662 Stillingfl. Grig. Sacr. 11. vii.

§ 11 The time was not yet come wherein the grand mystery
of mans salvation by the death of the Son of God was to

he revealed, c 1680 Bevekidge Serm. (1729) I. 374 This
first and grand promise was absolutely made toall mankind.

1713 Gay Guardian No. 11 P 3 The Use of the Grand
Elixir to support the Spirits of Human Nature. 17*0 Swift
Mod. Educ. Wks. 1755 II. 11. 32 The noblest Llood <.f

England having been shed in the grand rebellion. 1727-41

Chambers Cyel , Elixir,. .Sometimes [used! for an universal

medicine . . called, by way of excellence, the grand elixir.

1739 Wesley Wks. (1872) I. 179 The grand article of my
expense is food. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 184 Evincing, as

she [Nature} m:ikes The grand transition, that there lives

and works A soul in all things, and that soul is God. 1849

E. B. EastwICK Dry Leaves 10 The grand want i* that of

dams across the principal streams. 1889 J. Bknnictt Bil-

liards v. (ed. 5) 41 But if so played, and this is the grand
point, position is lost.

b. Preceded by a, or with sb. in plural : Of first-

rate magnitude, value, or importance.

1611 HiBRON Spirit. Sons/tip 12 These and the like be the

grand imployments of the times. 1654 Whitlock Zodtomia.

70 No grand Alteration here below, but .. she [the moon]
must be made Author of it. c 1687 Dkydes Ep. to Sir G.

Etherege 38 In grand affairs thy days are spent, In waging
weighty compliment With such as monarchs represent.

1705 Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 460 The not

distinguishing 'twixt Will and ideas is a grand mistake with

Hobbs. 1759 Junius Lett. xi. 46 You have united this

country against you on one t;rand constitutional point. 1842

Miall in Nonconf. II. 2 We declared the establishment to

be a grand imposture. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. ii.

(1872) 25 So then, .vice is nothing more than a grand impru-

dence. 1870 BALDW, Brown Eccl. Truth 264 It would be

a grand mistake to say that Christianity created feudalism.

1878 Hl- xley Physi'ogr. 179 A grand movement of water from

the polar towards the equatorial regions. 1891 Law limes

XC. 419/2 The old reticence of the Bench was a grand
safeguard of its dignity.

6. Used to designate a comprehensive unity in

relation to its constituent portions. Now only in

grand total (formerly fgrand sum), the sum of the

sums of several groups of numbers.
1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 232,

I will express and declare in due order, the grand and
general kind of English Dogs, the difference of them [etc.].

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. iii. § 3 The Christian world it

selfe being deuided into two graund parts. 1610 Hf.aley.SY.

Aug. Cilie ofGad 549 The summe of 10 is added to the grand-

summe. 1611 Hieron Spirit. Sonship 11 As I haue giuen

you a bill, as it were of particulars, so I will now in a word
tender vnto you the graund sum of all. 1613 Shaks. Hen.
VI£1, in. ii. 208 Produce the grand summe of his shines, the

Articles Collected from his life. 1816A. C. Hutchison /V<«:/.

Obs Surg. (1826) 311 The subjoined document, shewing the

total number of seamen and marines received into the three

hospitals, .making the grand total of 96,000.

7. With reference to physical magnitude : Main,

principal. Obs. exc. as in b.

x6oi Holland Pliny II. 471 The grand cirque or shew-

place at Rome. 1606 Shaks. Ant. -y CI. lit xii. 10, I was of

late as petty to his ends As is the Morne-dew on the Mertle

leafe To his grand Sea. 1708 Lend. Gaz. No. 4478/2 In order

to drain the Ditch before the Grand Breach . .
Getting all

things in a Readiness for the Passage of the Grand Ditch.

1753 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 314 May not the small

electrized clouds rise up to the main body, and by that

means occasion so large a vacancy, as that the grand cloud

cannot strike in that place?

b. Of a specified part of a building (as a gate-

way, an entrance-hall, a saloon, etc.) : Main, prin-

cipal. Applied only to objects that are magnificent

in size and adornment, and therefore app.ehended

as implying these qualities.

1806 R. Cumberland Mem. ii. 154 The bas-relieves at the
back of the grand altar. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xxii.

IV. 789 The Swedish Minister alighted at the grand entrance.
i860 Sala Baddington Peerage xlv, On the grand staircase

there were rows of exotic plants in boxes.

8. Usod (instead of ' great ' in various senses) in

anglicized Fr. phrases, where the sb. is rendered

by its etymological equivalent.
Somewhat similar are the quasi-proper names The Grand

Canal (Venice, tr. It. IlGtan Canale), The Grand Canal
of Ireland 11765), The Grand Junction, Grand Surrey,
Grand Union Canal; The Grand Hotel; and similar
designations, where the choice of grand instead of great
was suggested by the associations of senses 9 and 10.

1660 Y. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's 'Irav. 166 When the King
goes . . to the grand chase, he takes along abundance of
Pioneers, to slop up the Avenues, a 1704 T. Bkown Praise
Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 101 It [Homer's poem] was . . to stir

his countrymen up against the exorbitant power of the

Asiatick Grand Monarch. 1860 Sala Baddington Peerage
xlix, Henceforth he carries his arm in a sling, and wears an
extra ribbon, even as a veteran of Napoleon's grand army.

b. Mus. {See quot. 1879.)
17*4 Explic. For. Words Musick, Grande, is Great, or

Grand, and is used to distinguish the Great or Grand
Chorus from the rest of the Musick. 1825 Dannei.ey
Encycl. Atits., Grand, this word is sometimes appended to

others ; as, a grand sonata, a grand overture, a grand
chorus, and is synonymous with the term full, as full

chorus, full organ, eic. 1879 Grove's Diet. Music, Grand,
a word much in use in England till within a few years to

denote a classical composition of full dimensions or for full

orchestra. . . A grand sonata or a grand concerto meant one
in complete classical form. Jbid., Grand Opera . .The term
—fast becoming obsolete— is French.. and denotes a lyric

drama in which spoken dialogue is excluded, and the busi-

ness is carried on in melody or recitative throughout.

9. Of a ceremony, public peiformnnce, or the

like : Characterized by great solemnity, splendour,

or display ; conducted with great iorm and on
a great scale.

1735 Lond. Daily Post 21 Apr. No. 145 '3 On Thursday
last, .was held the Annual Grand Feast of Free and Accepted
Masons. 1802 Mar. Kdceworth Moral T. (1816) I. xviii. 147

His apparel was. .finished, and ready forthe grand day. 1837
Dickens Pickw. vii, ' The grand Match is played to-day,

I believe', said Pickwick, i860 Sala Baddington Peerage
xlvii, The last grand entertainment of the fashionable season

being over. 1871 Miss Vongk Cameos II. xxxiv. 353 The
last Parliament had been a very grand one. 1893 Flrnivall
in Three Kings' Sous Forewords 6 There are grand wedding
festivities.

b. Of persons, their belongings or surroundings:

Fine, splendid, gorgeously arrayed. Also more
widely: Giving evidence of wealth or high sociil

position ; recognized as bedonging to, or charac-

teristic of, the ' great world.'

1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxiii, They usually rode out

together in the grandest equipage that bad been seen in the

country for many years. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair li,

The mothers grand, sumptuous, solemn, and in diamonds.
Ibid.. She was placed at the grand exclusive table with his

Royal Highness, i860 Sala Baddington Peerage xlii, A
forced adieu to fine houses, grand company, and the

Grimaldi Club? i85i Thackeray Pour Georges (i860) 92
She [Q. Charlotte] was . . a very grand lady on state occasions,

simple enough in ordinary life.

sarcastically. 1884 W. C Smith Kildros'an 47, I found
her not At all. She is too grand to see me now.

e. Used as adv. colloq.

1775 Johnson Let, Mrs. Thrale 22 May, Beattie has

called once to see me. He lives grand at the Archbishop's.

10. With reference to emotional effect, a. Ol

natural objects, architecture, etc. : Impressing the

mind with a sense of vastness and magnificence

;

imposing by reason of beauty coupled with

magnitude.
171a Addison Sped. No. 414 F 4 There is generally in

Nature something more Grand and August, than what we
meet with in the Curiosities of Art. 1756 Burke Subl. $ 3.

11. x, I have ever observed, that colonnades and avenues of

trees of a moderate length, were without comparison far

grander, than when they were suffered to run to immense
distances. 1784 Cowi-eh Task vi. 249 What lie views of

beautiful or grand In nature, from the broad majestic oak
To the green blade. 1859 Hamilton Mem. J. It ilson ii. 31

The interior of the Church is very grand, i860 Tyndall
Glae. 1. ii. 12 The scene from the summit, .was exceedingly

grand. Ibid. xi. 82 The clouds were very grand—grander
indeed than anything I had ever before seen. \t&$ Athenaeum
23 May 669/3 Grand surges move in ranks . . till they beat

furiously on the shore.

b. Hence of ideas, style, composition, design,

etc. : Lofty and dignified in conception, treatment,

or expression; conceived or planned in a large

and majestic manner. Grand style : a style fitted

to the expression of lofty ideas and great subjects

in literature and art.

a 1755 Young fj.\ A voice has flown To re-enflame a
grand design. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. xvi. 469 A variety

of the most grand similitudes. 1771 Ann. Reg. 161 It gave
what is called the grand stile to invention, to composition,

to expression. 1784 Cowpkk Task v. 678 Be most sublimely

good, verbosely grand, And with poeiic trappings grace thy

prose. 1790 Bukke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 156 It is not clear,

whether in England we learned those grand and decorous

principles, and manners .. from you, or whether you took

them from us. 1859 Gwilt Archit. (ed. 4) Gloss., Grand,

a term used in the fine arts, generally to express that

quality by which the highest degree of majesty and dignity

is imparted to a work of art. 1868 Lowell Drydcn Prose

Wks. 1890 III. 173 This is certainly . . in what used to be

called the grand style, at once noble and natural. 1875

Brvce Holy Rom. Emp. vi. {ed. 5) 79 The grand vision of
a universal Christian empire was utterly lost in the isolation.

c. Of persons: Imposing by nobility of moral
or intellectual character. Also with reference to

appearance or manner : Stately, noble, dignified.

1832 Tennyson Sisters vi, He look'd so grand when he
was dead. 1847 — Priuc. 1. 185 She look'd as grand as

doomsday and as grave. 1848 Lowell Laviartine iii, Now
thou 'rt thy plain, grand self again. 1877 E. R. Conder
Bas. Faith i. 7 Religion has proved herself equally able to

dominate the grandest intellects, and to elevate the

humblest. 1878 R. H, Hutton Scott iii. 30 With that

grand unconcern characteristic of elderly persons in high
position. 1883 Mrs. Rollins New Eng. Bygones 56 They
were all three grand men, sensible, honest, and carrying

weight in town affairs. 1897 P. Warung Tales Old Regime
25 Bowing the while in the grand manner.

d. In recent use, the adj. in sense 10 has acquired

an idiomatic frequency of application to sbs. quali-

fied by old.

'The Grand Old Man ' (jocularly ' G.O.M.') was from 1882

a current journalistic appellation for W. E. Gladstone. It

appears (in quotation marks) in Punch 17 June 280/1.

[1802 Coleridge Dejection 2 The grand old ballad of Sir

Patrick Spence.) 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de V.

51 The grand old gardener [late edd. The gardener Adam]
and his wife smile at the claims of long descent. 1850 — In
Mem. cxi, He bore without abuse The grand old name of

gentleman. 1850 C Bronte Let. 12 June in Mrs. Gaskell

Life (1857} II. 162 A sight of the Duke of Wellington at the

Chapel Royal (he is a real grand old man>. i85o Hook
Lives Abps. 1. 150 The grand old man [Theodore of Tarsus].

1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 349 So the grand old

abbot, .was taken to Wells. 1877 Jennings I-'ield»Paths %
Green Lanes 37 A delightful old church, .rendered a true

pilgrim's shrine, .by its grand old tower. 1887 M. Arnold
Kaiser deatl vii, Since, 'gainst the classes, He heard, of late,

the Grand Old Man Incite the masses.

11. Used as a general term to express strong

admiration: * Magnificent ',
( splendid '. colloq.

1816 Pickering Voc. U. S., Grand. Much used in con-

versation fur very good, excellent, fine, &c. Ejc. This is

grand news
; he is a grand fellow ; this is a grand day.

New England. 1866 Derbysh. Gloss, in Reliquary Jan 160

Grand, good, superior.
l Hay ! it wor grand, lads, that a'e

wor.' 1876 H hitby Gloss, s.v., ' Here's a grand day ', very

fine weather. 1894 Crockett Raiders 156 They'll bide. .at

the Herd's Hoose, or Cassencary belike, that's a graund
hauf o' smugglers and gypsies. 1898 Ranjitsinhji With
Stoddart's 'Team iii, The Melbourne ground was. .in grand
condition as regards the turf.

ironically. 1889 J. K.Jerome 3 Men in a Boat 257 Up he

would march to the head of the punt, plant his pole, and
then run along right to the other end, just l.ke an old

punter. Oh ! how grand !

12. Combinations and special collocations, as

grand-looking, -made adjs.
;
grand action, the

action of a <;rand pianoforte; grand-bob, ? *- grand-

sire bob (i-ee Grandstke 6) ; grand committee
{Parliament), (a) Hist., each of the four com-

mittees (for religion, for grievances, for courts of

justice, and for trade) annually appointed by the

House of Commons until 1832 (though they had

long before that date ceased actually to sit); t*ltO,

in I7thc, often used for 'committee of the whole

house
' ; (/') now, the oidinary unofficial designation

of the two 'standing committees' (each of 60 to 80

members) since 1882 appointed every session for

the consideration of bills relating severally to

matters of Law and Trade ; i grand hound, ? a

mastiff; grand-junctioner (U.S.), ?a director of

the 'Grand Junction' railway; grand lodge (see

Lodge)
; f grand-maund. a gabion

;
grand-

paunch,', a) a glutton
; {6) a 'corporation*, large

abdomen ;
grand pianoforte, piano, a laige

pianofoite, usually harp-shaped and horizontal,

whose size admits of the most effective arrange-

ment of the mechanism (for grand-upright, up-

right-grand, see Ul'jtiGHT a.) ; grand quartering

Her, (see quot.); t grand relief, ? = Alto-re-

lievo ; grand stand, the principal stand fcr

spectators at a race-course, etc. with the highest

price of admission.
1810 in Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 391 The ringers to ring

one peal of *grand hobs. 1626 Jrnl. Commons 4 Apl. I.

843 The *grand committee to sit at two of the clock. 1640

[see Committee}. 1644 Vicars God in Mount (1644} 69

A grand-Committe of both Houses. 1891 Guardian 4 Mar.

341/2 The Tithe Bill . . is to be further put into shape by a

grand committee. 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill, 35 Sem-

blable my cousyne therle of Rychemonde .. wyll surelye

atternpte lyke a fierce *grandhounde, other to byte or to

perce me on the other syde. i860 Emerson Coud. Life iii.

Ii86i> 58 Railroad presidents, copper* miners, *grand-junc-

tionerstetc.J. 1878 Geo. Eliot in J.W. Cross /.j/Sr 11885) HI.

327 The Crown-Prince is really a *grand-looking man. 1850

Mrs. Browninc; Poem* I. 213 His lips and jaw, *Grand-made

and strong, as Sinai's Law. 1579 Dicges Stratiot. 113

*Graund Maunds,or Gabbions. 1601 HOLLANDPWty II. n
Our *grand-panches . . haue deuised for themselues a delicat

kind of meat out of corn and grain. 1606— Sneton. 270 He
became disfigured and blemished, .with a fat grand-panch.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 145 Their newly invented "grand

and square Piano Fortes. 1834 Mepwin Angler in Wales I.

273 It was a grand piano of Broadwood's. 1876 Stainer &
Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 353/2 Pianofortes have been

named from . . the size, as piccolo, semi-grand, and full

grand. 1879 Stainer Music ofBible 25 A grand pianoforte,

which contains more strings than any other instrument in

use. 1889 Elvis Diet. Heraldry, s.v. Marshalling, a 'Grand



GRAND.
Quartering . .usually accompanies the assumption ofa second
name, and unites the two associated coats so inseparably,

that if they come to be Marshalled with other quartering*

they are no longer (as in other cases) spread out among
them, but they still remain together as a Grand Quartering.

1768 E. Holdsworth Dissert. Virgil 95 The famous base

at Pozzuoli. .on which are fourteen figures in 'grand relief.

1841 Tattersall Sport. Arch. 91 The first brick of the

*Grand Stand at Ascot was laid on the 5th of December,
1838. 187a Earl Pembroke & G. H. Kingsley South Sea
Bubbles 1. 20 On arriving at the course we were placed in

the grand stand.

b. used (after Fr. example) to denote the

second degree removed in ascent or descent of re-

lationship, as Grandfather, Gkandson, etc. So

f grand-forefather j also transf. in nonce-uses, as

grand-patron, -pupil. + Also (? nonce-use) repeated

grand-grand-father = great-grandfather.
Of combinations of this hind, the oldest are GRANDAMEand

Grandsire, which appear in the 13th c. ; Grandfather and
Grandmother are not found until late in the 15th c. In

Fr. grand is restricted to a degree of ascent, the correspond-
ing degree downwards being expressed by petit (little).

1578 Tymme tr. Calvin on Genesis 235 His great graunde
graunde father. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets Drie Dinner D vj,

When our grand-forefathers had a long time lived with

Acorns. 18*5 Bentham Indications 14 Say patron and
grandpatron, as you say son and grandson. Grand patron-

age is not so valuable as patronage. Ibid. 16 Wherever
you can see a grand patron other than the king, seeing the

king, you see a great grand patron. 1883 P. Schaff ApoS'
folic Chr. 678 Irenaeus. .a spiritual grand-pupil of John.

B. quasi-j^. and sb.

1. quasi-^. a. The grand': that which is grand
;

the lofty, magnificent, sublime.
174a Young A?. Th. ix. 843 The grand of nature is th'

Almighty's oath, In Reason's court, to silence Unbelief.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Vdolpho i, The taste they
create for the beautiful and the grand. 1821 Craig Led.
Drawing iv. 228 The grand calls for the accompanying aid

of wild forests.

b. To do the grand: to make a great display;

to put on airs, slang, (See Do v. 1 1 j.)

1893 in Farmer Slang.

f 2. sb. [a. Sp., It. grande.] = Grandee. Obs.

1606 Earl Northampton True Perfect Ret. Oo 3 a, Then
fell the Grands of Italy to renounce all duetie. 1614 Selden
Titles Hon. 206 The Grands (all Dukes among them are

Grands, and some Marquesses and Counts), .shall beehonord
with Vuestra Sennoria i. your Lordship. 1669 Loud. Gaz.
No. 352/3 To whom His Majesty has been pleased in favour

to the Count, as a Grand of Portugal, to give her the Privi-

ledge of a Stool before the Queen.

f 3. ellipt. (See quot.) Obs. rare* 1
.

1670 Cotton Espemon 1. iv. 151 Betwixt these Forts, .he
caus'd a Grand to be erected, that is to say, a greater Fort.

4. a. Among Freemasons, any of the officers

whose.titles contain the adj. b. In some convivial

clnbs, the title of the chairman. PiS^o Noble Grand,
Vice Grand, the chairman and vice-chairman of

a lodge of Odd Fellows.

1747 W. Horsley Fool (1748) II. 165 The Fools being
assembled, the Grand, .attended by the Vice, and the other

Officers of Folly, assum'd the Chair. 1765-6 Goldsm. Ess.,

Clubs (Globe) 284/2 The Grand, with a mallet in his hand,
presided at the head of the table. .. My speculations were
soon interrupted by the Grand, who had knocked down Mr.
Spriggins for a song. 1821 Lamr Et/'a Ser. I. All Pools'

Day, Gebir, my old free-mason, and prince of plasterers at

Babel, bring in your trowel, most Ancient Grand ! 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop xiii, The Glorious Appollers, of which
I have the honour to be Perpetual Grand.

5. A grand pianoforte.

1&40 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 142 In flat instruments, especially

grands, there is a difficulty in giving strength to the bracing.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 352/2 By means
of this invention [the upright action] a pianoforte can be

made which will occupy a space about a fourth of the depth
of the ' grand '. 1891 St. Jameses Gaz. 26 Mar. 5/2 She .

.

begins the preliminary scramble on the hired grand.

6. Sugar manuf. (West Indian). The largest

evaporating pan of a battery, [ad. F. grande.]

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1202 The skimmings of thegrand are

thrown into a separate pan. [1875 Knight Diet, Mech.
has the Fr. form grande.}

+ Grand, v. Obs. rare. In 7 graund. [f.

Gkand a.] trans. To make greater, ' magnify '.

160a J. Davies Mirum in Modum G 3 b, Which Grands
his Goodnesse, and augments his fame. 1607 — Summa.
Totalis xv\. B, His Iustice to extenuate To graund his Grace
is sacrilegious.

Grandaavity, -ous, var. fif. Grandevitt, -ous.

Grand air. [properly Fr., but pronounced like

the Kng. words of identical form and etymology.]

An air of distinction; a noble appearance ; also [in

bad sense) an affected dignity or loftiness of manner.

1775 H. Walpole Lett (1857) VI. 212, I like the hotel

d'Harcourt; it has grand air an& a kind of Louis XIV old

fashionhood. 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage 3 He had more
of the 'grand air' about him than anyone else I had ever

seen. 1881 H. James Portr. Lady xxxv, The proportions

of the windows, and even the details of the cornice, had
quite the grand air.

Hence Grand-aired a., having a grand air.

1881 Academy 5 Mar. 167 Worried by a severe aunt and
a grand-aired cousin.

Grandam, grandame (grarndam, -d^'m).

arch. Forms: 4-5 graun-, grawndam, 5-6
grauntdam (e, 6 graundame ,

grandhame,
grandamme, 6-9 grand-dame, 3, 6- grandame,
6-grandam. See also Grandam. [a. AY. graund
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dame: see Grande. 12 b and Dame, Dam 2
; the use

of dame, 'lady
1

in the sense of 'mother' seems

"to be AF. only. This word is in Eng. the oldest

of the terms of relationship formed with grand.]
1. = Grandmother i.

a 1225 St* Marker. 22 In hire grandame hus bat wes
icleopet Clete. 1390 Gower Con/. I. go A lady. .So olde she

might unnethes go, And was grauntdame to the dede.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13593 His graundam full graidly grippit

hym onone. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serm. Hen. VII
(Colophon), My lady ye Kynges graundame. 1556 Ckron.
Gr. Friars (Camden) 96 The xxvij. of June [1555] was kept

the obijt of the kynges grandhame. 1595 Shaks. John 1. i.

168, I am thy grandame Richard. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
ix, These blunders occasioned grief to his grand-dame.
1841-4 Emerson Ess., Self-Reliance Wks. (Bohn) I. 28 We
are like children who repeat by rote the sentences of gran-

dames and tutors. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixxxiv. 6 So
grandsire, grandam alike did agree.

Proverb. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Apprendre, (An idle, vaine, or
needlesse labour) we say, to teach fnsgrandame togrope ducks.

b, (In form grandam only.) Of animals: The
dam's dam. (See Dam sb.-)

1839 URE Diet. Arts 1308 By coupling the female [ewe]
thus generated, with such a male, another improvement of
one-half will be obtained, affording a staple three-fourths

finer than that of the grandam.
2. An ancestress (said of Eve); = Grandmother 2.

1620 T. Peyton Glasse of Time 1. 30 Our grandame Eue.
1628 Gaulb Tract. Theories (1629) 9 One should ryse from
her Loynes, to recouer his Grand-dames fall ; and pxsh that

wily Serpents head. 1724 Weekly Jrnl. 25 Jan. 2769/1
When Grandame Eve first invented the Needle to sew
Fig Leaves together. 1820 Scott Abbot iv. Who, wise and
guod as she was, was yet a daughter of grandame Eve.

3. An old woman; a 'gossip'.

C1550 Hale Apol. 54 Some superstycyouse grandame, or

some olde dottynge Sir Dauy. 1553 1'. Wilson Rhet. 77 b,

This olde grandamme was devoutelye kneling upon her
knees. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-Told T. (1851) I. xi.\. 285
The skinny ugliness of a shrivelled grandam.

4. fig. (Chiefly appositive.)

1602 Narcissus (1893) 734 And so I died and sunke into

my grandam. .earth. 1606 Dekker Sev. Siuues vii. (Arb.)

43 This ancient and reuerend Grandam of Citties. 1630 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Wks. I. 98 That Ale is Grandam Natures
brewing, a 1649 Drumm. oh Hawth, Poems Wks. (1711) 34
From out their grand-dame earth they fain would fly. 181a
Combe Picturesque xix. (Chandos) 72 In Grandame Nature's
vast collection.

5. attrib. (quasi-aa^'.) as in f grandam gold,

hoarded wealth
; f grandame words, old or obso-

lete words.
1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878) 63 Some blame deep Spencer

for his grandam words. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant iv. i,

Frances has one hundred and twenty pieces of old grandam-
and-aunt gold left her. 1700 — Fables Pref. 1. Globe.) 504
They, .would, .hoard him up, as misers do their grandam
gold, only to look on it themselves.

Hence f Grandameship humorous.
1649 Davenawt Love $ Honour 11. 8 He teach Her Gran-

dameship to mump, and marry too.

Gra'iid-aunt. [See Grand a. 12b.] One's

father's or mother's aunt ; a great-aunt.

18.. liurd Isbel <y Sir Patrick xxxii. in Child Ballads
(1892) IV. 421/2 He calld upon his gude grand-aunt. 1826

Miss Mitford Village Ser. II. (1S63) 346 Tom.. had had
the good luck . . to take the fancy of a rich relation, a grand-
aunt. i860 Sala Batidington Peerage xxxvii, Various
comments, .were made on his beautiful grand-aunt.

t Grand captain. Obs. [See Gkand a. 2 ;

cf. F. grand capitaine, Sp. gran caption.] A chief

captain or commander.
1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices i. (1540) 17 Pomphilius

graunde capitayne, gouerned a certayne prouynce. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk xxi. Their graund Captaine Blew-
berd. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 162 b, On
the other side fighteth the Dragon, as Graundcaptayne of
this warre. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. in. i. 9 Thy grand
Captaine Anthony Shall set thee on triumphant Chariots.

Grandchild (grgcnditjaild, graeTiitfsild). [See

Grand a. 12 b.] The child of one's son or daughter.

1587 Golding De Mornay xvii. 271 Zoroastres (as is written

of him) was Noes graundchilde. 1607 Shaks. Cor, v. iii.

24 And in her hand The Grandchilde to her blood. 1640
Yorke Union Hon. 80 Edward. Lord Russell, grand-
childe to Francis, Earle of lied ford. 1753 Scots Mag. Mar.
158/1 He has left 113 children, grandchildren, and great-
grand-children. 1838 Lytton Alice 19 She was sure she
should like the grandchild of her dear Mrs. Leslie.

/ig. 1661 Cowley Disc. Govt. O. Cromwell Wks. 1710 1 1.

667 'Twas a Beginning . . Fit for a Grand-Child of the
Deity. 1810 Scott Fam. Lett. 10 Dec. (1894! I. 197 Though
I have these theatrical grandchildren, as I may call them,
I have seen none of them.

Grand-dad, grandad (gne*nd,daed, grarn-

dsed). [See Gkand a. 12 b.] A childish or affec-

tionate word for Grandfather.
1819 Byron yuan 11. exxxvii, His hardships were com-

parative To those related in my grand-dad's ' Narrative '.

1865 Look beforeyou leap I. 18 A ward of my granddad's.
1889 P. H. Emerson Eng. Idyls 17 Grandad, what did
granny say?

So Graa(d-)dada = prec. ; Gxan(d-'daddy, {a)

= prec. (b) — Daddy-long-legs b.

1698 Fakquhar Love $ Bottle 1. (1699) 6 And so you left

them to Grand Dada ! 1769 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary
(1889) I. 41 My Grand-Daddy is here to-night, to the very-

great satisfaction of us all. 1808 A. Wilson Let. in Poems fy

Lit. Prose (1876) I. Pref. 6 A species of Acaris, vulgarly
called Longlegs, Grandady, [etc.]. 1871 G. Meredith H.
Richmond HI. xii. 205 Her mind was simply obedient to
her grandada's wish.

GRANDEE.

Gra'nd-daxLghter. [See Grand a. 12b]
The daughter of one's son or daughter.
161 1 Bible 2 Rings viit 26 Athaliah the daughter of Omri

[marg. or granddaughter). 1625-8 tr. Camden's Eliz.

Introd. 11630) 7 Lady lane Grey, grand-daughter to the

second sister of King Henry the eighth. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones xviii. xiii, The tattling of his little grand-
daughter, who [etc.]. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. iSThe
grand-daughter mairied without consent.

b. transf. Of a mare.
1891 Daily Neivs 26 Oct. 3/5 Kairouan, a grand-daughter

of Hermit, .won in a canter.

C. Path, in attrib. use (see quots.).

1885 W. Roberts Urin. $ Renal Dis. in. xiii. fed. 4) 635
In rare cases the secondary cysts contain a tertiary series

(grand-daughter cysts). 1897 Allbutt's Syst, Med. II. 1118

Such cysts.. may give rise to a numerous progeny of

daughter or even granddaughter bladders.

Grand duchess.
a. The wife or widow of a Grand Duke. b. A

lady holding in her own right the sovereignty of

a duchy, c. In Russia : A daughter of the Czar.
a 1757 P. H. Bruce Mem. (1782) 125 The Imperial princess,

consort to the czarowitz, was brought to bed of a daughter
. . who . . had the title of grand duchess given her. 1863

Illustr. Lomi. News 5 July 19/2 Her Royal Highness the

Grand Duchess of Mecklenburg Strelit?. 1874 Graphic

3 Jan. 18/2 I he Grand Duchess Marie of Russia.

Grand duchy. The territory ruled by a Grand
Duke or Duchess.
1835 Penny Cyct. III. 260/2 The grand-duchy of Baden.

1839 Ibid. XIII. 62/1 The Grand Duchy of Tuscany.

Grand duke* [a. F. grand due, a literal ren-

dering of It. granduca, G. groszherzog, Russian

vclikit
' kniaz. Sec Duke.]

1. a. The title of the sovereigns of certain

European countries (called Grand Duchies) ; the

rank so designated is understood to be one degree

below that of king. b. In Russia, the title of any
of the sons of an emperor. (Cf. Duke 2, 2 c.)

The title seems to have been first assumed by the ruler of
Tuscany in the 16th c. Before Ptter the Great, the sovereign

of Russia was styled ' Grand Duke of Muscovy ' in Euro-
pean diplomacy.
a 1693 Ludlow Mem. (1698) II. 507 A Fleet, .was sent.

.

to require satisfaction from the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 309/2 On his death, his next brother,

the Grand Duke Constantine, was proclaimed king at War-
saw. 1835 Ibid. III. 260/1 The executive and judicial

powers in Baden are vested in the grand duke. 1875 T.

Martin Prince Consort I. 214 The Emperor [of Russia] had
been in England before.. when Grand-Duke.

2. A name of the Great Eagle Owl [Bubo
iguavus). [F. grand due: cf. Duke 5.]

1855 OciLVIE, Suppl., Grand-duke, the great horned owl
[Bubo maximus-, a species but rarely met with in the
British Islands. 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 125 A great

grand-duke owl., flew heavily by her. 1895 Daily Neivi

3 July 5/4 All sorts of owls save the one known in France
as the Grand Duke.
Hence Grand-ducal a. t

of or belonging to a

Grand Duke ; Grand-drrcalist a., that supports

grand-ducal power or rule ; Grand-dukedom, the

possessions or title of a Grand Duke.
1833 Alison Hist. Europe (1850) II. Ixxv. § 57. 371 Tear-

ing from his brow the grand-ducal crown of Poland, i860
Sala Baddington Peerage xliv, Before the magnificence
of his titles and possessions German grand-dukedoms..
] aled their ineffectual tires. tS6^Daily Tel. 3 Oct., Where
the population is republican in the lower classes, and
Granducalist in the higher. 1885 Agnes M. Clerke Pop.
Hist. Astron. ii. 35 Grand-ducal patronage.

Grandee (greendr)* Forms: 6-7 grande, 7

grandie, -dy, 7- grandee, [a. Jrp., Pg. grande

great (person) : see Grand a.] A Spanish or

Portuguese nobleman of the highest rank.

1598 Pausons Ward-Word to Hasting's Watch-Word
viii. 116 One of his Grandes in Spayne. 1610 B. Jonson
Alch. ill. iii, Dot. What is he, Generall ? Fac. An Ada-
lanlado, A Grande, girle. 1631 DeKKER Match me in

Loud. 1. Wks. 1873 IV. 143 The Dons and Grandi'es. 1638
Ford Lady's Trial 1. ii. (1639) G 2 b, Under a pretence

of being Grandee of Spain, and cousin to twelve Princes.

1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 4161/3 To exasperate the Spanish
Grandees. 1814 Wellington in Gnrw. Desp. '1838) XII. 34
They raised me to the dignity of a Grandee of Spain of the

first class. 1833 LONCP. Outre-Mer Prose Wks. 1886 I.

141 A muleteer bestrides his beast of burden with the air of

a grandee.

b. transf and gen. A person of high rank or

position, or of eminence in any line.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. xvi. § 3. 59 The cutting off

and keeping low of the Nobilitie and Grandes. 1621

Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 11651) 35 In a great

person ..a right honorable Grandy, tis not a venial sin.

1648-9 C Walker Relat. <y Observ. 1 The said Leading

men or Grandees (for that is now Parliament language)

First divided themselves into two factions, a 1661 Holydav
Persius (1673) 339 Tertullian. .a Grande in learning. 1664

H. More Myst. Iniq. 435 The Pope and Cardinals and
other Grandees of that Church. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II. 502 He was offer'd by one of the Grandees of the"H.

of Commons to keep all that he had. 17*6 Amherst Terrx
Fit. xiii. 62 Their footmen, who are the next grandees of

the university. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. xi. (1869) I. 216

The retinue of a grandee in China or Hindostan. 1847

Emerson Repr. Men, Goethe Wks. (Bohn) I. 393 These
grandees of European scientific history. 1853 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 134 This commercial grandee, who in

wealth, and in the influence which attends wealth vied

with the greatest nobles of his time. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 11. vi. Quite a typical Florentine grandee.
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GRANDEESHIP.
appositive. i6$a Benlowes Tlicoph. x. iii. 179 No grandee

patron court I.

t C. fig. applied to things.

1621 Laud Serm. 24 Mar. (1622) 37 Three Grandies are
met together ; Blessing, Ioy, and Hope. 1686 Goad Celest.

Bodies 11. iv. 194 The Planet Mars. .hath been reckoned
one of the Grandees in Aetherial Regions. 1827 H. Heugh
Jrnl. in Macgill Life 118521 x. 292 Ben Nevis, .the monarch
among the mountain grandees of Scotland.

Hence Orandeaism nonce-wd.
1850 S. G. Osborne Gleanings 238 Landed grandeeism is

all very well in its way. 1885 Spectator 13 June 775 Mr.
Bartley's justification of himself is from end to end an attack

on 'grandeeism '.

Grandeeship (gnendrfip). [f. Grandee +
-ship.] The position or dignity of a grandee.

1776 H. Swinburne Trav. Spain xHi. (1779' 3S6 The
Conde de Altamira has no less than nineteen grandeeships
centered in his person. 1879 Lowell Lett. 118941 II. 268
The duke represents ten grandeeships of the first class.

Jig. 1890 Black™. Mag. CXLVII. 177/1 He inherited ..

his father's grandeeship of manner.

G-randetza, variant of Grandezza Obs.

Grandeur (graendifii). Also 7 granduer, 7-8
grandure, grandour, 8-9 grander. [a. F.

grandeur, f. grand great : see GRAND a.

Being a word of late adoption, it retains the Fr. form -eur
of ihe suffix ; attempts to anglicize the form were made in

the i7~i8th c, and again by Landor.]

tl. a. Loftiness, height; tall stature, b. Great-

ness (in amount or degree). Obs. rare.

c 1500 Melusine xxi. 120 Whan he considered the grandeur
& the facion of Vryan. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 191 Their
circle spred tops, do kisse . . the lower cloudes ; making
their grandure over-looke the highest bodies of all other
aspirin.; trees. 1658 Jas. Webb tr. Catprenede's Cleop. vm.
i. 4 Consolations, which .. sweetened the Grandure of their

displeasure.

2. Grea'ness of power or rank, eminence, puis-

sance. Now somewhat rare.

1616 Bullokar, Grandeur, great nesse. 1631 Lithgow
Trav. x. 4Q7 Gentry.. All which in each decree, as they
illuminat the soyle with grandure, so [etc.J. 1654 tr.

Scudery's Curia Pol. D 2 a, Freely to renounce Glory and
Granduer, to pass from a Throne to an Hermitage. 1657
North's Plutarch (1676) Add. Lives 40 [CharlemainJ
attained to that grandure that no French King could ever
before compass. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. (i7i4 ! I. 437
The great number of Coyns and Inscriptions continually
dug up in tiiis Place, are so many Instances of its Lustre
and Grandeur. 1741 Middlkton Cicero II. xti. 563 This
was the old constitution of Rome, by which it had raised
itself to all its grandor. [So spelt elsewhere in this book.

j]

1815 Elphinstone Acc. Cauhul (j.842) II. 147 They still

fondly recal the ancient grandeur of their tribe. 1871
Blackie Four Phase* i. 26 Estimating our national grandeur
by the visible pomp of gigantic machinery.

b. pi. Titles or positions implying 'grandeur';

also qunsi-concr.

1708 DePlor. St. New Eng. 21 in SewalTs Diary (1879)

II. 118* To Strut among his Neighbours, with the Illus-

trious Titles of, Our Major, and, The Captain, or, His
Worship. Such magninuant Grandeurs, make many to

Stagger Egregiously ! 1897 W. C. Hazlitt Ourselves 78
Freemasonry enables them to associate on equal terms
with Brother Magnificences and Grandeurs.

3. Transcendent greatness or nobility of intrinsic

character.

1669 Gale Cri. Gentiles 1. t. i. 2 This Grandeur, and sove-

reign Perfection of God. 169a Dryden tr. St. Euremont's
Ess. 204 The Grandeur of the Soul cannot consist with
the filthiness of Avarice. 1692 tr. Sallust 4 Deeds require

Words to equal their Grandeur. 171s Addison Sped. No.
487 P 8 There seems something in this Consideration that

intimates to us a natural Grandour and Perfection in the

Soul. 174a Young Nt. Th. iv. 486 To none man seems
ignoble, but to man ; Angels that grandeur, men o'erlook,

admire. 1797 Mrs. RadcuffE Italian ii. 1(1826) 16, I am
ready to sacrifice inferior duties to the grandeur of a prin-

ciple which ought to expand all hearts and impel all actions.

183a tr. Sismondi's Hal. Rep. xii. 263 Men of the fifteenth

century perceived honour in a murder .. and historic

grandeur in conspiracy. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Circles

Wks. (Bonn) I. 131 The great man will not be prudent in

the popular sense ; all his prudence will be so much deduc-
tion from his grandeur. x856 Alger Solit. Nat. fy Man in.

92 The solitary often occupy themselves with trivialities

instead of grandeurs.

4. The quality of being * grand ' (see Grand <e, 4)
or imposing as an object of contemplation ; sub-

limity, majesty. Also, an instance of this.

1748 Hartley Obscrit. Man 1. iv. 4*9 The Grandeur of

some Scenes and the Novelty of others. 1784 Cowter
Tiroc. 10 That form [sc. man's], the labour of Almighty skill

..bespeaks control, But borrows all its grandeur from the

soul. 1817 Moore Labia A7 . (1824) 151 Lebanon, Whose head
in wintry grandeur towers. 1846 Wright Ess. Mid. Ages I.

ii. 49 The solemn and majestic grandeur of their Gothic
churches. 1868 Longf. iu Lift (1891) III. 121 Switzerland

..outbids the imagination by its grandeurs and perpetual

surprises. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 7. 413 The genius

of Shakspere rising year by year into supremer grandeur.

b. of style, composition, etc.

x66a Stillingfl. Qrig. Sacr. tic. i. § 15 The grandeur..
of the whole books of the ^Eneids. 1699 Bentley That.

297 Euripides was accused by Aristophanes, .for debasing
the Majesty and Grandure of Tragedy. 1870 J. H. Newman
Grant. Assent 11. x. 441 Who can deny the superhuman
f;randeur and impressiveness of that sacred book, the Apoca-
ypse ? 1897 Westm. Gaz. 3 Nov. 4/3 The grandeur which

is the chief characteristic of the Latin hexameter.

5. Conscious greatness, lofty dignity, f Also,

in bad sense, haughtiness, arrogance. Obs.

1644 [H. Parker] Jus Pop. 20 That arrogant tumor or

350

grandour of mind which is incompatible with brotherly
demeanour. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Bed. n. $ 48 The earl
of Essex, still preserving his grandeur and punctuality,
positively refused to meddle in the treaty. 1797 Godwin
Enquirer 1. vi. 41 The tranquil grandeur of an elevated
mind. 1851 Landor Popery Brit, tf For. 60 Disdain for
popularity, unobtrusive wisdom, sedate grandor. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 23 As you go
North . . as you enter Scotland, the World's Englishman is

no longer found . . there is a rapid loss of all grandeur of
mien and manners.

6. Magnificence or splendour of appearance, style

of living, trappings, etc., such as attends wealth or
high station. Also//.
165a H. Cogan tr. Scudery's Ibrahim 1. v. in, I have

a desire.. to acquaint her with all the magnificences, and
all the grandeurs which you have quitted for her sake.
167a Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 26 He undertook to abate
of our Episcopall Grandeur, and condescended indeed to
reduce the Ceremonious Discipline in these Nations to the
Primitive Simplicity. 1711 Shaktesb. Charac. (1737) III.

173 The love of grandure and magnificence, wrong tum'd,
may have possess'd his imagination over-strongly with
such things as frontispieces, parterres, equipages [etc.].

1784 Cow per Task v. 158 Nor wanted aught within, That
royal residence might well befit, For grandeur or for use.
1847-8 H. Miller First Imfr. xviii. (1857) 314, I was
placed rather high for witnessing with the right feeling the
gauds and the grandeurs [of the Lorcf Mayor's procession].
1856 Emkrson Eng. Traits, Aristocracy Wks. (Bohn) II.

80 The English goto their estates forgrandeur. The French
live at court, and exile themselves to their estates for
economy. 1868 Earl Wilton Sports of Eng. 91 Louis
then returned to his palace, .ready to proceed with the
other methodical .. grandeurs of the day. 1878 Mrs.
Stowe Poganuc P. xi. 93 Leghorn bonnets were a newly-
imported test of station, grandeur and gentility in Poganuc.
Hence f GxandeurBliip = Grandeeship.
169a tr. C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (ed. 2) ii2The Heiress of

the House and Grandeurship of Castle Rodrigue.

Graildeval (grsendTvalJ, a. rare. [f. L.

grand;vv-us + -AL.l Of a great age, old, ancient.
1650 H. More Obs. in Enthus. 'Triumph, (1656) 103 Reve-

rend Master Ari-totle, that grandeval Patriarch in points of
Philosophy. 1846 Mozley Ess ,Carlyles Cromivell (1878 I.

231 There. .the one grandeval element of Power exists alone.

t Grande*vity. Obs. Also 7 grandeevity.
[ad. L. grandvevitas, f. grandxvus : see next and
•ITT.] Great or old age.
i6a3 Cockeram, Grandt-uiiie, old or great age. 1661

Glanvill Van. Dogm. xv. 141 Upon a true recount the
present age is the worlds Granda^vity. 1664 H. More Myst.
Iniq. 347 A confirmation of the grandevity of the Apostle
at that time. 168a — Annot. GlanvilCs LuxO. 185 Whom
Dr. More for his Function and Grandevity sake handles so
respectfully. 1688 R. Holme Armoury u. 403 2Grandaevity.

T Grande'VOUS, a. Obs. rare~\ In 7 grand-
aevous. [f. L. grandxvus aged, f. grand-is great,

Grand + sevum age : see -oi's.] Aged, old.

168a H. Moke Annot. Glanvilts Lux O. 211 So grave
and granda;vous a person as he. 1781-1800 in Bailey.

Hence f Grandevousness.
1737 Bailey (vol. II), Grandevousness, greatness of Age.

II Grandezza, grandeza. Obs. Also 7
grandetsa. [lt.graudezza,Sp.grandeza:—popular
L„ type *grandttia, i. grand-is : see Grand a]
Grandeur, greatness, magnificence; also, an in-

stance of this, a distinguished honour or privilege.

164a Howell For. Trav. (Arb.)4oIfhe be there at the

arrival] of the Plate-Fleet, .he shall see such a Graude/a,
that the Roman Monarchy in her highest florish never had
the like, i 1645 — Lett. I. 11. in. xvii. {1650) 62 Amongst
other Grandezas which the King of Spain conferr'd upon
our Prince, one was the releasment of Prisoners. 165a

J. Hall Height Eloquence p. xxxiv, They are overshadowed
with Grandezza's and beauties. 1663 F'lagellnm, or O.
Cromwell (1672) 37 The credit of this Achievement was in-

dustriously cryed up at Westminster, and all the Grandezza's
of Scriptural Ovation fitted and accommodated thereto.

i67j> H. Teongk Diary (1825) 87 This island [Cyprus], had
in it 30 cittys, of which there still remaine many worthy
memorables of their pristin grandetsa's.

Grandfather (grcc-ndfafoj, gne-nfaSoi).

Forms : 5 grawntefader, grauntfadyr, -ir,

graunfadre, 6- grandfather, [f. Grand a. 12 b
+ Father ; after F. grandure.]
1. The father of one's father or mother.

1434 [Implied in GrandfatherlessJ. 1438-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) II. 259 Sarug, grawntefader to Thare the fader of
Abraham, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. iii. 1^0 Lo here lieth

my fadir and there lieth my graunt fadir. 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Arb.) 74 His fadre and his graunfadre. 1546
Eng.Gilds[iS-jo)igj Kinge Edward graundfather to Richard
the second. 1591 Shaks. 'Two Gent. 111. i. 295 La. Who
begot thee 1 Sp. Marry, the son of my Grand-father. 1615

Crooke Body of Man 305 The markes which were in the

body of the Grandfather do often appeare in the Grand-
childe. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Swift (1752) 204 Your
grandfather sustained the character, which he had so early

acquired, to the last moment of his life. i8a7 J. F. Cooper
Prairie I. iii. 42, I wish it was hot noon now, grand'ther.

appositive. 1871 Fraser Life Berkeley i. 6 1 he supposed
grandfather-collector was a natural son of the first Lord
Berkeley of Stratton.

b. fig. and humorous, (occas. quasi-adf.)

1634 Donne Serm. exxx. Wks. 1839 » 33$ Here are risen

grandfather and great-grandfather sins quickly, a froward
generation. 1655 Baxter Quaker Cat&ch. 10, I have no
such Infallibility, nor your Grandfather the Pope neither.

1709 Sacheverki.l Serm. 5 Nov. 22 The Grand-Father of
talshood, the Devil.

t 2. St. Used for great grandfather ' - Grand-
sire 2. Obs.

GRAND GUARD.
a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 174 His grand-

father, goodsir, and father, had served his predecessors, and
some of them lost their lives under their service.

3. A male ancestor ; a forefather.
1613 Hieron Christian's Jrnl. Wks. I. 2 Our grand-

father Adam. 2638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 329 lhe
habit they weare, differs not from their grandfather Adams.
1650 Trai-p Comm. Gen. v. 32 Shem. . was in dignity pre-
ferred, before his brother, to be grandfather to the Messiah.
4. A kind of dance. (,Cf. Grandpapa b and
GltANDPfeRE.)

1897 Eall Mall Mag. Aug. 445 One of the last dances
was an old-fashioned country dance, called 'the grand-
father', when each couple in turn passed along holding a
handkerchief, over which all the others had to jump.
5. Comb., as grandfather-long-legs = Daddy-

long-legs (cf. Grandaddy)
;

grandfather's
beard, chair (see quots.)

;
grandfathers clock

[suggested by a song which was popular about
1880], a furniture-dealer's name for the kind of
weight-and-pendulum eight-day clock in a tall

case, formerly in common use.

1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Grandfathers beard, a species of
Equisetum (mare's tail). 289a Pall Mall G. 2 June 1/3
The new easy-chair .. is called the grandfather's chair. It
is roomy and soft, and on each side at the top has two pro-
jections, something like the peaks of a Gladstone collar.

Hence Grandfatherhood, the condition of being
a grandfather; Gra'ndfatherland {nonce-ivd.), the
* fatherland' of one's parents; Gra'ndfatherless
a., without a grandfather ; hence gra'ndfaferhss-
ness; Grandfathorly a.

7
of, befitting, or resem-

bling a grandfather ; also trans/. ; Grandfather-
ship, the fact of being a grandfather.
1856 J. Grote in Cambridge Ess. 85 The similarity (arising

from its relation of parentage, or more properly of *grand-
fatherhoodi between our language and the Latin in many
words. 1892 Blackrv. Mag. CL1. 224/1 Some., vague idea of
relationship and gcand fatherhood. 1864 E. Uurritt Walk
Land, to John O'Groafs 317 The *grandfatherland of fifty

millions who now speak its language beyond the sea. 1424
E. E. Wills {1882) 57 pan shall he be left . ,*grauntfaderles.
1885 D. C. Murjiay Rainbow Gold III. v. ii. 25 Grand-
fatherless persons whose manners smacked of mine and
foundry. 1896 Jilackw. Mag. Apr. 505 That salve for

"grandfatherlessness, indifference to rank and the opinions
of others. 1824 Coleridge Lett., Convers., etc. (1836) II. 167
My *Giandfatherly love ,and kisses to the Fairy Prattler.

1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. viiL (1883) 138 He was a grand-
fatherly sort of person. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race
Wks. (Buhni II. 29 What substantial, respectable, grand-
fatherly figures. 1880 AVw Virginians I. 9,5 A grand-
fatherly rat. 1883 B"ham Weekly Post 1 Sept. 4/5 The
'grandfathership of the Norwich I.incolne is impossible.

Grandfather, v. rare. [t. Grandfather.^.]
trans, a. To grandfather tip: ?to flatter with
excess of deference, b. To grandfather (a thing)

on : fig. [after Father v.~\ to impute to (a person)

as its mediate originator.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I- 331 Nor would I

advise that you should go to grandfather up your cousin
Morden. 1893 A. Birkell Res Judicata 99 Alexander
Knox . . on whom the Tractarian movement has been
plausibly grandfathered.

t Grandgore. Obs. Chiefly St* Forms : a.

5-6 grantgor, grand gor^e ; 0. 6 glengoir, 7
glangore, 7-8 glengore. [a. OF. grand gorre :

grand great + gorre syphilis.] Syphilis.

0. 1407 Miu. Town Couuc. Edin. in Phil. Trans. XLII.
421 1'hts contagious sickness callit the Grandgor. 1497 in

Ld. Treas. Acc. Scott. I. 356 Item, to ane woman with the
grantgore. .iiji. vj<r\ 1509 Register J'rivy Seal Scot, in

Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 110* To hele be said vmq' 8 Schir
I.ancelote of be infirmite of be grantgor. 15*9 Lyndesay
Compl. Ring 286 Ihone Makerery, the kyngis fule,..For

his rewarde. gat the grand gore. 1^35 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II. 313 No canker, fester, gut, or 311 grandgor.

p. 15. . Roivllis Cursing 63 in Laing Anc. Pop. Poetry
213 The strangelour and grit glengoir. a 1605 Montgomerm;
Flyting iv. Polivart 297 The glengore, gravel], and the gut.

x6ai J. Taylor (Water P.) '1 aytors Goose Wks. (1630) 1. 105/2
Luxurious, letcherous Goates, that hunt in Flockes, To
catch the Glangore, Grinkums, or the Pockes. 1716 He
ivinna be guidit by me in Jacob. Songs (1887) 115 God send
him a heavy glengore, too, For that is the death he will die.

at/rib. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems xiv. 19 So mony glengoir

niarkis Within this land was nevir hard nor .••ene. 1508 —
Flyting it'. Kcnnedie 83 Ky ! glengoir loun, fy ! fy !

Grandgosier, obs. form of Grangol'sier.

Grand guard. Also 6 graungarde, 7 gran-

gard. [f. Ghanixz. + Guards.; in sense 1 app.

x OF. *granl garde.]

1. * A piece of plate armour used in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries in lhe tournament. It

covered the breast and left shoulder, forming an

additional protection for that side of the body;

and it was affixed to the breastplate by screws, and

hooked on the helmet ' (FairJwlCs Costume, 1885).

1546 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII an. 5 (1550) 29 The one bare

y3 helme, the seoonde his graungarde. 1601 Warner Alb.

Eng. xn. Ixix. (1612) 291 The Poldrons, Grangard, Vam-
braces, Gauntlets for either hand. 1611 Two Noble K. 111.

vi, You care not for a grand-guard ? 1*98 Visc't Dillon in

Archzot, Jrnl. Ser. 11. V. 313 The grandguaid and pas-

guard are ornamented with the same designs.

2. i^See quot. 1802.)

• 703 Loud. Gas. No. 3923/2 A Party of 1200 of the Enemy's

Horse and Dragoons, .attempted to surprise our Grand

Guard. 1763 Munro in J. Grant Hist. India (1876) I. xix.

104/2, I.. ordered in our advance posts and grand-guards.



GRANDIFIC. 351 GRANDMOTHER.
i8oj C. James Milit. Diet., Grand Guard, a guard com- !

posed of three or four squadrons of horse, commanded byl^
a field officer, posted about a mile and a half from the camp,

j

on the right and left wings, towards the enemy, for the
|

better security of the camp. 1844 Regul. % Ord. Army 267
The Grand Guards of Cavalry are to be formed, and the

Horses picketed.

tGrandific, a. Obs. rare. [ad. I,, grandi-

fic-us, f. grandi'S great + -Jicus making : see -PIC.]

1727 Bailey vol. II, Grandifick, doing great Things.
1781 W. Stevenson Hymn Deiiy 23 In those grandific

works. .Where perfect fitness, beauty, use, unite.

t Graiulify, v. Obs. [f. L. grandi-s (see

Grand a.) + -FY.] trans. To make great.

1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Ep. Pordage's Mystic Div. 92
Whom that. .God mai salnifi, fortifi and grandifi.

Grandiloquacity. noncezvd. [See next and
Loquacity. J A piece of grandiloquence.
i8i4(A Rev. XII. 48 His visit to France is only a pleonasm

or grandiloquacity for a trip from Dover to Calais.

Grandiloquence (gra?ndi
-

l<>kwens). [f. next

:

see -E^TCE.J The quality of being grandiloquent

;

a lofty or imposing style of speech or writing.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. v. (Arb.) 162 And there-

fore of learned dutie asketh martiall grandiloquence, if

[etc,]. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1158 Her grandilo-

quence and stout resolutions in her speech. 1669 Gale
Crt. Gentiles 1. Ill, x. 96 The Grandiloquence of Plato.

1791 Boswell Johnson 3 Apr. an. 1773, One cannot help

smiling sometimes at his affected grandiloquence. 1840
Carlyle Heroes (1858) 321, I find in- Johnson's Books..

|

a measured grandiloquence, stepping or rather stalking
j

along in a very solemn way. 1856 Masson Ess. iv. 137 In !

lyrical grandiloquence, Dryden was in his natural element.

1880 McCarthy Own Times III. xlvi. 411 Both the vague-
ness and the grandiloquence were doubtless deliberate.

Grandiloquent .gnendrbJkwent;, a. [f. L.

grandiloqu-us, of the same meaning, f. grandi s

big, great (see Gkand a.) + -/oquus speaking, f.

root of loqtil to speak. For the ending (after

eloquent') cf. magniloquent and Sp. grandiIocttente,
\

It. grandiloquente.] Of a person, his language, .

style of writing, etc. : Characterized by swelling

or pompous expression.

1593 Nashe Strange Newes Wks. (Grosart) II. 253, I.. 1

admire your aged Muse, that may well be grand-mother to
|

our grandeloquentest Poets at this present. 1656 Blount
Gtossogr., Grandiloquent, that useth great words, that hath '

a high stile. 1827-48 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. (1873) 361 Men
|

are ambitious of saying grand things, that is, of being '

grandiloquent. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. iv. v. § 17

230 To imitate the grandiloquent strains of Pindar. 1840
Poe Gold Bug Wks. 1864 I. 60 ' I sent for you ', said he, in

"

a grandiloquent tone. x868 Heli'S Reahnah viii. (1876) 178

You should have heard him. dilate upon it in his grandilo-

quent way. 1888 Blrgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. i. 35 An i

enthusiastic (and of course a grandiloquent) admirer of the
,

future President.
absol, 1829 Lytton Disowned 18 A prodigious love of the

grandiloquent.

Hence Grandi'loriueutly adv., in grandiloquent
j

language.
1865 E. C. Clayton Cruel Fort. II. 119 You talk very

grandiloquently about taking an interest in me. 1870 Spec- .

tator 27 Aug. 1039/2 That insignificant chain of hills which
j

geographers grandiloquently term the Ural Mountains.

Grandi'loquism. nonce-wd. [f. L. grandi-

loqu-us (see prec.) + -ism.] The practice of using

grandiloquent language.
1836 Monthly Rev. Aug. 526 But everything that is Russian

j

appears, according to the author's colouring, so superior to ^
what exists anywhere else, that we must take his testimony

with some caution . His grandiloquism proves too much.

Grandiloquous (graaidrMkwas), a. Also 7 !

grandiloquious. [f. L. grandiloqu-us (see prec.)
:

+ -ous.] Grandiloquent.
1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 177 What grandiloquous '

epithets .. have they bestowed. 1689 G. Harvey Curing
Vis. by Expect, xxi. 175 The blazoning of their vertues are

so grandiloquious. 1806 South ey in Ann. Rev. IV. 60 His
grandiloquous style often obscures .. his meaning. 1832

Austin Jurispr. (1879) II. xxx. 560 Grandiloquous talk.

1863 If, <y Q. Ser. in. III. 334 Notwithstanding the grandi-

loquous flourish about the * French, Spanish,-and Portuguese
Authorities of the order',

t Grandi'loquy. Ob's.' [ad.L. *grandi/o-

qui-um: cf. soliloquium soliloquy.], Lofty speech.
;

1663 I'ullokas, Grandiloquy, high, lofty, big-speaking.
|

1676 in Coles.

t Grandinous, a Obsr~° [ad. L.grandindsus,

f. grandin-, grando hail.] (See qpot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Grandinous, full of hail, subject

to hail. 1755 in Johnson.

t Grandio. Obs. [Cf. Ghakdo 1
.] A grandee.

1

1650 Trapp Comm. Gen. x. 8 A Magnifico, a Grandio, such

B one as sought to make himself great even to a proverb.

Grandiose (grscnduJas), a. [a. F. grandiose,

ad. It. grandioso (whence alsoSp., Pg. grand'ioso),
f. L. grandi-s- (It., Sp., Pg. grande) great (see

Grand a.) ; for the suffix see -ose, -ous.]

1. Producing an effect or impression of grandeur

or greatness ; characterized by largeness of plan

or nobility of design.

1843 JRilMMOmMiSC. Papers, Carlyle Wks. (Bohn) III.

317 I'his grandiose character pervades his wit and his

imagination. 1850 LsfTCN tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art
§ 290 ed. 2) 322 Amphitheatres, .in the simple and grandiose

taste of the Hellenic architects. 1855 Browning In a
Balcony 132 Things painted by a Rubens.. All better, all

more grandiose than the life. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John

Bapt. viii. 506 Those who saw the grandiose form of the

Baptist. 1897 Dowden Fr. Lit. iv. iii. 303 In Les Rnines
. . he recalls the past like ' an Arab Ossian ', monotonous and
grandiose.

2. Of speech, style, deportment, etc. Charac-

terized by formal stateliness ; often in disparaging

sense : Aiming at an effect of grandeur, pompous.
1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk., Napoleon (1869) 118 Our

author speaks of the Emperor's advent in the following

grandiose way. 1847 De QuinceV Sp. Mil. Nun x\\.

Wks. 1862 III. 34 Mr. Urquiza entered first, with a strut

more than usually grandiose. 1850 W. Irving Goldsmith
xii. 150 He carried into the bookselling craft somewhat of

the grandiose manner of the stage. 1865 Dickens Mut.Fr.
1. xvi, What is it that we call it in our grandiose speeches?
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. v. xxxix. 363 His grandiose air

was making Mabfeel herself a ridiculous toy to match the

cottage piano. 189a A. Birreli. Res Judicatse ii. 58
Gibbon. .Milton, .as the one is our grandest author, so the

other is our most grandiose.

Grandiosely (gne'ndi(?»>sli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly^.] In a grandiose manner.
1858 Doran Crt. Fools 331 A Pole grandiosely named

Corneille de Lithuanie. 1879 McCarthy Own limes I.

425 Lord George Bentinck talked grandiosely. 1888 Harper's
Mag. July 220 All tins is now repeated for us more im-
posingly, more grandiosely.

Grandiosity (grandip-siti). [f. Grandiose
+ -1TY.] The quality of being grandiose.

1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. III. in. vi, § 47. 573 There is.

.

something of a. grandiosity in the sentiments and language,
which shows us that Shakspeare had not read that history

without entering into its spirit. 1862 Sat. Rev. XIV. 573/2
Mr. Balme's book.. is disfigured, in regard to style, by. .a

pervading grandiosity of manner. 1881 M. Arnold Byron
in Macm. Mag. XLI1I. 372/2 That 'daring, dash, and
grandiosity', of Byron, which are indeed so splendid. 1887
Lowell Old Fug. Dramatists 11892) 36 Marlowe .. con-
stantly pushes grandiosity to the verge of bombast.

Grandisonant (gnendrs^hant), a, rare. [f. L.

grandi s great + sonant-em, pr. pple. of sona-re

to sound. Cf. Grandisonous.] Stately-sounding.
1684 H. Moke Answer 276 The expressions ate so high,

sublime, and grandisonant. 1685 — Paralip. Prophet 381
That grandisonant Speech was uttered by Nestorius. 1827
Wilson in Blacktv. Mag. XXI. 503 The grandisonant name
of The Glory of Mount Pleasant.

Grandisonian (gnendis,:ju'nian),<7. [f. Grandi-

son (see below ;

-f- -Ian.] Of deportment, manner,
etc. : Of or resembling that of Sir Charles Grandi-
son, the hero of S. Richardson's novel of that name.
The character was intended by the author to represent his

ideal of a perfect gentleman. The stately and formal
courtesy, and the chivalric magnanimity, ascribed by
Richardson to his hero, are the features of the character
most prominent in allusive references.

1829 ll'estm. Rev. X. 179 To say the truth, our exquisite

sports nothing at all Grandisonian either in morals or man-
ners. 1859 Carlyle Let. 13 Apr. in Sir C. G. Duffy Convcrs.
w. Carlyle (1892) 203 A man of scrupulous veracity, correct-

ness and integrity, a kind of Grandisonian style of magna-
nimity, both in substance and manner, visible in all his

conduct. 1881 Stevenson Virg. Puerisque 58 They treat

them to- Grandisonian airs. 1882 Tuckerman Hist. Eng.
Fiction {1884) 197 The Grandisonian manners are not to be
taken as a picture of contemporary fashion.

So also the nonce-wds. G-randiso nianism, Gran-
disonian manner or style ; G-randisonize v. trans.,

to escort ia a Grandisonian fashion.

1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 224 Will your ladyship permit
me to have the honour of Grandisonizing you into the next
apartment? 1882 A. W. Ward Dickens 116 He becomes
a really fine picture, unmarred by any Grandisonianisms in

either thought or phrase, of a true gentleman.

Grandisonous (grgendi-stos), a. [f. late L.

grandison us (f. grandi-s Grand a. + son-, root

ofsonus sound): see -ous.] = Gkandisonant.
1674 Petty Disc. Dupi. Proportion A v, Grandisonous or

Euphonical Nonsence. 1727-1800 Bailey. Grandisonous,
that maketh a great Sound. 1870 Musgrave Ramble
Brittany 1. 107 The opera-house rejoicing in the grandison-
ous designation cf L'Acade'mie Impe'riale de la Musique.

"tGra'ndity. Obs. [ad.L.grandildsJ.grandis:
see Gkand and -ity. OF. had granditt1

.] Grandeur,

stateliness. Also, an attribute or mark of greatness.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie lit. xxiv. (Arb.) 302 And in

a Prince it is decent to goe slowly, and to march with ley-

sure, and with a certaine granditie rather than grauitie.

1605 Camdf.n Rem., Poems 1 Our Poets.. excell in granditie
and grauity. 1689 T. Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 34
Inheritor, .of his ample territories and other giandities. 1839

J. Rogers Antipopop*r. x. ii. 252 Beings so unequal in

dignity and grandity.

t Gra'ndize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Grand a. +

-IZE.] trans, To make grand or great.

1660 Fuller Mi.vt Contempt. Ser. 1. xlvi. 310 The many
mountains of our age grandised by the unlawful ruin of
others.

Grand-juror, jury, etc. : see Juror, etc.

tGrandliug. Obs.
t
rare~l

. [f. Grand a. +
-ling.] A grand ' person, an aristocrat.
a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods, Sp. according to Horace

Wks. 1 1640) 215 But he that should perswade to have this

done For education of our Lordings; Soone Should he [not]

heare of billow, wind, and stornie From the Tempestuous
Grandlings.

Grandly (grarndli), adv. [f. Grand a. + -ly2 .]

In a grand manner ; magnificently, splendidly,

grandiosely, etc.

1654 Z. Coke Art Logick Ep. Ded. (1657) Aiijb. To Tran-
quility of Government, Corruption of Manners, and Mazing
Errors are grandly opposite. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828;

IV. 243 The Chair . . takes a little too much on him, but
grandly. 1785 Boswell Tour Hebrides 34.8 'there was
something grandly horrible in the sight. 1841-4 Emerson
Ess., Over-Soul Wks. (Bohn) I. 122 A mind that is grandly
simple. 1863-5 J. Thomson Sund. at Hampstcad iv. iv,

Mary and Dick so grandly Parade suburban streets. 1882
Mrs. Oliphant Lit. Hist. Eng. I. 3 Means which are dimly
or grandly traceable across the ages. 1888 Steel & Lyttle-
ton Cricket (Badm. Libr.) xi. 347 Lyttleton . . was grandly
caught by Webbe close to the ropes. 1890 B. Wynne Our
Hardy Fruits 20 It [a pear] does grandly against a house
wall.

Grandmamma (grarndmama, grarnmama).
[See Grand a. 12b.] A colloquial synonym of

Grandmother. Also Grandma, Gra ndmammy,
(For the status of these forms see Mamma, Ma,
Mammy.)
1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 405 O discretion ! thou'rt a jewel,

Or our grand-mammas mistake. 1781 Cowpkr Retirement
515 Your prudent grandmammas, ye modern belles, Content
with Bristol, Bath, and Tunbridge Wells. 1813 Examiner
29 Mar. 204 1 To frighten children and grandmammas. 1825
C. M. Westmacott Fug. S/y I. 158 At our old grand-
mamma's in St. Clement's. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt i. 34
You shall have nothing to do now but to be grandmamma on
satin' cushions. 1894 Ckockett Lilac Sunbonnet 38 But,
grandmammy dear, I thought that [etc.].

Grand master.
1 1. The chief officer of a royal household. Obs.

1549 Latimfr ist Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 32 God is

great grand mayster of the Kynges house, and wil take ac-

coumpt of euery one that bearetn rule therin, for the exe-
cuting, of their offices. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden)
55 The lord-Richard Ryche was made chaunseler of Ynglond,
and the lord Sent Jone that was lorde grandmaster gave it

up. 1748 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to IV. Montagu 25
Dec, She came attended with the greatest part of her court ;

her grand-master. ., the first lady of h<.r bedchamber [etc.].

2. The head of one of the military orders of

knighthood, e.g. the Hospitallers, Templars, etc.

1553 Becon Rcliques ofRome (1563) 59 Of the Templares
orders. For when their g[r]aundmaster, lames Burgonion
was burnt at Paris [etc.]. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1638) 59 Otto, grand masterof theTemplars. 1777 Watson
Philip II (1839) 67 The sieur de la Valette, grand-master of
the knights of Malta. 180a (J. Rose Diaries (i860) I. 515
The present inclination . . was to leave the nomination of a
Grand Master to the Knights. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxxviii,

On an elevated seat, .sat the Grand Master of the Temple.

b. The head of the order of Freemasons (or of

a 'province' of this), or of later societies which
imitate its constitution, as the Odd Fellows, etc.

1724 Weekly Jrnl. 25 Jan. 2j6g'i Sampson .. was ac-

counted Grand Master of that Fraternity [Free Masons].

1753 Scots Mag. Sept. 426/2 George Drummond, of the

society of Free Masons in Scotland Grand Master. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xiii, The Perpetual Grand Master of
the Glorious Appollers.

t 3. A leading member of a trade guild. Obs.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 293 [He] is never free of the
Company, . . till he hath drunk out his Apprentise-hood
among the graund Masters.

Hence G-randma'stership, the office or position

of grandmaster.
1769 RoBKRTsoN-C//rt£. J\ I. Wks. 1S26 III. 241 She be-

queathed to Ferdinand . .the grand-masttrships of the three
military orders. 18.. Lowell Leg. Brittany Poet. Wks. 1890
1.95'He had spared no thought's or deed's expense, That
by and by might help his wish to clip Its darling bride,

—

the high grandmastership. 1882-3 Schaff Fncycl. Relig.
Kfioivl. I. 49 King Ferdinand now united the grand-master-
ships of St. James, Calatrava, and Alcantara to the crown.

Graildmaternal (^ra.';ndmat3'Jnal),a. Some-
what jocular, [f. Gkanixz. +- Maternal a.] Of,

pertaining to, or befitting a grandmother; grand-

motherly.
1790-1811 Combe Devil upon Two Sticks {1817) I. 260

Maternal or giand-maternal pleasures will not, I fear, com-
pose any part of the happiness of her life. 1862 Sat.
Rtv. 8 Feb. 155 In spite of paternal protests and grand-
maternal tears, the fatal miscalculation was expiated on the

block. 1880 G. Meredith 'Tragic Com. vii. (1892) 91 He
named a grandmaternal date for the year of the baroness's
birth.

Grandmother (grse-ndrnzjoa-r, grce-nm^ai).

Also 5 graunt(e)moder, 6 graundemoder,
-mother, 7 gran-mother. [See Grand a. 12 b.]

1. The mother of one's father or mother.

1424 [Implied in Grandmotherless]. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 429/1 The graunte moder of Saynt aldebauhe. 1496
Plumpton Ccrr. (Camden) p. c, Sir Robert Babthorp, let.

or Dame Elizabeth his wife, grauntfeder & grauntmoder
to the said Elizabeth. 2535 Coverdale 2 Tim. 1. 5 The
vnfayned faith .. which dwelt first in thy graundemother
Lois, and in thy mother Eunica. c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. 11. vi.

ii. 182, I made another Latin Speech lo the Duke, touching

his Gran-Mothers death. 1671- Lady Mary Bertie in 12th

Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comtn. App. v. 23 Her grandmother sent

a chaire for her. 1788 H. Walpole Retniu. ii. 18 It was
the portrait of her grandmother. 1860-1 Flo. Nicihtingalf

Nursing 26 A great-grandmother, who was a tower of

physical strength, descending into a grandmother, perhaps

a little less strong.

b. Phrases. This^ beats tny grandmother: said

of something that excites astonishment. Teach

your grandmother to suck eggs (see Egg sb. 4 b).

1883 Harpers Mag. 889/2 Well, this does- beat my grand-
mother, I must say !

e- fig- •
1626 H'illofCareiu (Somerset Ho.}. My body to my grand-

mother the Earth. 1650 B. Distolliminium 15 Ignorance
is the Grand-mother of mistaken Necessity. 1774 J, Adams
in Font. Lett. (1876) 46, I strolled away to mother church,

124 -a
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or rather to grandmother church. I mean the Romish
chapel. 1870 E. A. Freeman in W. R. W. Stephens Life
<7 Lett. (1895) II. 9 Atholl .. built himself the grandmother
of pews. 1879 B. Taylor Stud. Germ. Lit. 5 If the Gothic
language be the legitimate mother of the Old German, it

must also be, through the Saxon, the grandmother of English.

2. A female ancestor.
i$a6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 76 The fourth thynge

that is dispraysed in our graundmother Eue, was that she
was curyous. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. i. 266 With a childe
of our Grandmother Eue, a female. 1606 Hieron Truth's
Purchase Wks. (1613) I. 61 Ourgrand-mother Heuah. 1642
Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. v. lii. 366 Satan tempted our
grandmother Eve.

3. at

t

rib. (quasi-#<#.)

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711)

119 What excellency is there in it, for which he should ..

repine to be at rest, and return to his old grandmother
dust? 1649 E. Sparke in J. Shute Sarah fy Hagar Pref.

A 3 a, Our grave Author . . was . . master of those three Grand-
mother-I.aiiguages inscribed on the Cross of Christ, besides
some others of their progeny. 1814 Prophetess m. iii,

I held him here with these grandmother hands.

Hence G-ra ndmotherhood, the condition or fact

of being a grandmother; Grandmotherism, the

relation of being a grandmother ; G-ra'ndmotlier-
less a., without a grandmother.
1424 E. E. Wills (1882) 57 pan shall he be left .. graunt-

moderles. i8o5 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) VI. 324 The
apparent grandmotherism seems now reversed between us.

1846 De Quincev Sophocles' Antigone Wks. i860 XIV. 201
Surely .. she will command that reverence from you, by
means of her grandmotherhood, which by means of her
ethics she might not.

Grandmotherly gne'nd-, grse'ttMrffoili), a.

[f. Grandmother + -ly*.] Pertaining to or befit-

ting a grandmother. Now often fig. of govern-
ment, legislation, etc. : Characterized by a trivial

minuteness of detail in its regulations, as if the

governed were children incapable of protecting their

own interests.

1842 C. Whitehead Richard Savage (1845) III. vii. 390
But this device is grandmotherly. 1871 Daily News 7 Apr.,
They have abjured all attempt to rule Paris except by a
grandmotherly kind of coaxing. 1874 Mrs. J. W. Horne
Sex <$ Educ. 17 A good old grandmotherly doctrine, handed
down from parent to child. 1880 Harper s Mag. LX. 914
'Now Jerome', said Irene, in the advising grandmotherly
manner she often assumed. 1883 Athenaeum 8 Sept. 309/3
The enterprising traveller had set their rather grandmotherly
regulations at defiance. 1888 Lowell Prose Wks. (1890) VI.
218 Those theories of grandmotherly government which led
to our revolt from the mother country. 1889 Jessopp Coming
of Friars vi. 277 There was no grandmotherly legislation

in those days.

Grand-nephew. [See Grand a. 1 2 b.] The
son of a nephew or niece.

a 1639 Wotton Will in Walton Life (1651) c My two
Grand-nephews Albert Morton., and Thomas Margrave.
1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 346. i860 Sala
Badding/on Peerage xxix, I'll have you out, were you
twenty times my grand-nephew.

Grandness (grarndnes). [f. Grand a. +
-ness.] The state or quality of being grand

;

magnificence, splendour, grandeur. Also, a grand
action.

172a Wollaston Relig. Nat. v. (1724) 80 The grandness
of this fabric of the world. 1871 Browning Balaust. 1252
He did too many grandnesses, to note Much in the meaner
things about his path. 1873 Mrs, Whitney Other Girls x.

(1876) 160 It's good to have grandness somewhere, or else

nobody would have any place to stretch in. 1803 W. A. P.

Martin in Barrows Pari. Relig. II. 1142 Had Columbus
realized the grandness of his discovery.

Grand-niece. [See Grand a. 12 b.] The
daughter of a nephew or niece.

1830 in Booth Analyt. Diet. 183a Marryat N. Forster
xxxix, The colonel . . requested his grand-niece to accept of
his hospitality, i860 Sala Haddington Peerage xliv, Lord
Baddington the fourth had not deemed his grand-nieces
worthy of a thought . . The grand-niece-in-law had hitherto
pertinaciously refused to hold any intercourse with Lord
Baddington's widow.

t Gra'Xido 1
. Obs. [pseudo-Sp., from the notion

that Sp. masc. sbs. end in -o. Cf. Grandio.] =
Grandee.
1623-4 Middleton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy n. i. 28 In th'

opinion of the best, grandoes, dukes, marquesses, condes,
and other titulados. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier 11. i. in Bullen
0. PL I. 283 Grandoes and Lords of Spaine be witnesse all

What here I cancell.

II Grando % Obs. [L. grando hail ; in early

modern physiology used for a minute granular

body.] (See quot.)

1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F,p. in. xxvii. (ed. 2) 151
Whether it [the chicken] be not made out of the grando,
gallature, germe or tredde of the egge. .doth seem of lesser

doubt.

Grandpapa (grandpapa, grse*npapa\ [See

Grand a. 12 b and Papa.] A colloquial substitute

for Grandfather. Also Grandpa.
'753 Scots Mag. Apr. 188/1 There is my grandpappa.

1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Knights iv. i, Don't you
see 'tis empty, Dear grand-papa? 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

1. 194 They, .call him grandpapa's master.

b. Gramtpapa dance. (Cf. Grandfather 4.)
1898 c). Browning /Vter (7*. vi. 52 The ' Grandpapa ' dance

of which Peter was particularly fond.

Grandparent (grandparent). [See Grand
a. 12 b.] A parent of a parent.
1830 in Booth Analyt. Diet. 1868 Walt Whitman Poems

137 The white-haired Irish grand-parents. 1875 T. W. Hig-
ginson U. S. Hist. v. 31 Their grandparents had told them
of a country far to the west.

So Grandparentag-e, the state or condition of
being a grandparent or of having grandparents.
1889 Nature 24 Jan. 299/2 Families differently grouped

according to their parentage and grandparentage. 1896
Daily News 10 Jan. 3/6 Such a life as might be expected
from his grand-parentage.

II Grand pas. Obs. Also anglicized 7 grand
paw. [Kr. ; lit.

( great step '.] In quots. used
for : A stylish manner of walking.
1667 Lacy Sauny the Scot II. Dram. Wks. (1875I 336

Where didst thou learn the grand pas, Peg? It becomes
thee rarely. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y P. 139 They are
taught little more than the Grand Paw, and to make a Salam.
1822 Scott Pirate xiv, The story, like a horse on the grand
pas, seemed to be advancing with rapidity, while, in reality,

it scarce was progressive at the rate of a yard in a quarter
of an hour.

Grandpatemal (gra^ndpataMnal), a. Some-
what jocular, [f. Grand a. + Paternal a.] Of
or befitting a grandfather

;
grandfatherly.

1844 Mrs. Browning Let. 20 Feb. in Lett, to R. H. Horne
(1877) I. xxxviii. 245 You give me grand-paternal advice
sometime-;. 1884 E. Yates Recoil. I. ii. 40 The finances of
the grand-paternal establishment.

II Grandpere (granpgr). [Fr. ; lit. grand-
father'.] A variety of the cotillon {Cent. Diet).
1835 Woman I. 171 Are not the forms of dance more

recently introduced, the Galoppe, Mazurka, Cotillon,
Grandpere, 'romping'?

Grandpisce, obs. form of Grampus.
Grandrills. [Cf. Drill sbfi] (See quot.")

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Grandrills,
a dark grey material, made of cotton.. and employed for

J

the making of stays; a description of coarse Jean.

Gra'ndship. nonce-ivd. The personality of a
* Grand ' (see Grand B. 4).

1747 W. Horsley Fool (1748) II. 165 The Grand, he pray*d
for Silence to the Herd; at length. .Clamour ceas'd, and
thus his Grandship open'd.

Grand signior. Forms : see Signior. [ad.

It. gran signore * great lord '
: see Grand and

Signior. Some of the forms are assimilated to

the Fr. equivalent grand seigneur.} ,

1. The Grand Signior ; the Sultan of Turkey.
159a Wotton Let. to Ld. Zouch 6 Aug. in Relig. (1685)

683 The Gran Seignior yet liveth in Croatia. 1598 B. Jonson
Ev. Matt in Hum. 1. i.Wks. {1616) 9 Our Turlde companie
neuer sent the like to the Grand- Signior. 1610 Giullim
Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 177 Embassador for many years to
theGrandSigneur from the King, .of England. 17x3 Warder
True Amazons (ed. 2) 59 The Grand Seignior with all his

Janizaries about him. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II.

399 [The Zebra] It is frequent with the African ambassadors
to the court ofConstantinople, to bring some of these animals
with them, as presents for the Grand Seignior. 1847 Mrs.
A. Kerr Hist. Senna 445 Intending .. to lay some com-
plaints before the ErTendi of the Grand Signior.

+ 2. A great noble. Obs.
The F. grand seigneur is occasionally used in recent

English books in this sense.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 81 The Grand-siegniors and
great men of the citie. Ibid. 526 M. Valerius Maximus..
beeing one of the grand-seignieurs of Rome, [i860 Whyte
Melville Holmby Ho. I. 142 A Paladin in the field,

a grand seigneur in the drawing-room.]

Grandsire (grseTidwte, grse'nsaUr). Forms:
see Grand a. and SlBE ; also 4 graunsire, -ser,

5 granser, grawn e)sire, -syre, 6 graynser

;

Sc. 6 grant-, grandschir, 7 grandsher, -ir, 9
gran(d)sher, dial, gransir. fa. AF. grannt sire:

see Grand a. 12 b and Sire.]

1. = Grandfather i. arch, and dial.

c 1290 Bckei 473 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 120 Iii be kingus daye
henries bat ovre graunt-sire was. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls)

6353 Vor ne wilnede vorto ligge is grantsire ney. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 259 Sarug was Abraham bis

fader graunsire. 1 1400 Destr. Troy 2169 Synkes not in

your sowle be sorow of your graunser. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 53 Counceyllour of his fader his grauntsire and of
his grauntsirs fader. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dietes
124 Hys grauntsirs [misprinted gramitsirs] fader was an
harper and meter of landes. 1501 Plumpton Corr. iCamden)
151 All the estayts made by your graynser and father. 1587
Mirr. Mag., Q. Cordila vi. 1 My grandsire Bladud hight.
1605 Camden Rem. 212 My father was King of England ..

and his father my grandsire was also King of England.
1697 Pottkr Antiq. Greece (1715) I. I. xxvi. 169 If an
Heiress is contracted lawfully in full Marriage by a Father
or Grand-sire. 17*5 Pope Odyss. xix. 566 His grandsire
sent him to the sylvan chace. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles it.

xxvii, By Woden wild, (my grandsire 's oath 1
. 1863 Longf.

Wayside Inn Prel. 1 12 The sword his grandsire bore. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Gransir, grandfather.

b. The sire of a sire (of an animal, esp. a horse).
i88i_ Encycl. Brit. XII. 184 Another chestnut [horse],

but with the characteristic black spots of his grandsire.

C. + First grandsire, great grandsire = great-

grandfather. (See also Great a. 21 b.)

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13602 Aschatus . .bat is my fader so fre,

and pi first graunser.

2. Sc, Agreat-grandfather. (Cf. Grandfather 2.)

1543 -^£- -Acts Mary (1814) II. 432/1 Or souerane ledyis

feder. .hir guidschir, & grantschir. 1591 .SV. Acts jfas. VI
(1814) III. 619/1 His maiesties vmquhile darrest grandschir.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 91 The father, gudsher, and grand-
sher. 1641 Sc. Acts Ckas. I (1870) V. 696/2 The estate..

Hes beine possest be me my father gudshir and grandshir
thir thriescoir and ten yeires bygane. 1806 R. famieson's
Pop. Ball. I, 292 His gransher, his gutsher, his daddie.

3. A forefather, progenitor, arch.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 52/182 pe kyng Alfred, is graunt-

sire, pat hous a-rerd hadde. 1573 Twvne AZneid x.

(1584) Q v. Thy soule vnto thy grandsiers gosts..I send.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner A a iij, Our Grand-sire
Adam. 1693 C. Dryden in J, D.'s Juvenal vii. (1697) 182
In Peace, ye Shades of our Great Grandsires rest. 1847
Tennyson Princ. 1. 6 Some sorcerer, whom a far-ofT grand-
sire burnt Because he cast no shadow. 1896 F. Hall in
Nation {UN.) LXII. 157/2 Our colonial grandsires ofcourse
stressed the first syllable in hired man.
apppsitive. 1649 Milton Eikon. xx. Wks. (1847) 321/1

So did. .our grandsire papists in this realm.

4. A man of an age befitting a grandfather; an
old man. arch,

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. v. 50 Do good old grandsire,

& withall make known Which way thou trauellest. 1819
W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 10 Auld grandshers
at their doors sat beikin'.

5. attrib. [qaasi-adj.)

159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. Iv. 37 For I am prouerb'd
with a Grandsier Phrase. 1637 N. Whiting Albino fy

Bellama (1638) 85 Yet had their pleasure not a grand-sire
life. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics vni. iv. (i860) II. 56
Yon grey promontory, about whose grandsire knees the
waves are gambolling.

6. Bell-ringing. A particular method of ringing

the changes on a ring of bells ; its varieties are

designated grandsire cinque, grandsire bob, grand-
sire triples, etc.

1671 Tintinnalogia 95 Grandsire is the best and most
ingenious Peal that ever was composed, to be rang on five

bells. Ibid. 102 This Peal of Grandsire. .is the absolute
foundation from whence the excellent Peal of Grandsire
bob (on six bells) had its beginning and method. 1671,

1677 [see Bob sb.-]. 1798 in Gentl. Mag. (1825) XCV.
1. 298 A full and compleat peal of grandsire tripples, con-
sisting of 5040 changes. 1809 in Southey Comvi.~pl. Bk.
IV. 390 A peal of grandsire-bob-cators containing 126
changes. 1872 Ellacombe Ch. Bells Devon iii. 40 The
College Youths rang at.. S. Bride's, London, the first peal of

5000 grandsire cinques on twelve bells. 1883 B'ham Daily
Post 19 Oct. 7 A peal of 10,176 changes of grandsire majors
. .This is the longest peal ever rung. .upon hand-bells.

Grandson (grae-nd^n, grsensim). [See Gband
a. 12 b.] A son's or daughter's son.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11. xi. (1589) 48 Alcaeus grand-
sonne searching long the Thefts he could not finde. 1655
Sir K. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) II. 280 Which only
hath bin obstructed by my grandsonnes treachery. 1734-5
Lord C. in Sifift's Lett. 11766) II. 211 These works shall

be the first foundation of the libraries of my three grand-
sons. 1765-9 Blackstone Comm. (1793) 248 Stephen. .was
indeed the grandson of the conqueror, by Adelicia his

daughter. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt i. 24 She expected a
little grandson also.

b. trans/, of a horse.

1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 184/1 The Darley Arabian's line

is represented, .through his son Flying Childers, his grand-
sons Blaze and Snip, and his great-grandson Snap. Ibid.

185/2 The Baron.. and his grandson Blair Athol.

C. Comb. Grandson-in-law.
1898 Daily News 19 Dec. 5/1 If a grandson-in-law is

a grandson.

Hence Ora'ndsonship.
1856 Donaldson in Cambridge Ess. 30 Among the Romans,

a man, of whom grand-sonship could not be predicated, was
dubbed a tervx ftlius.

Grand tour. [Originally Fr. = great cir-

cuit' ; but now apprehended as an English phrase.]

A tour of the principal cities and places of interest

in Europe, formerly supposed to be an essential

part of the education of young men of good birth

or fortune. Chiefly in phr. to make the grand tour,

[1670 Lassels Voy. Italy Pref. avj, And no man under-
stands Livy and Caesar.. like him who hath made exactly
the Grand Tour of France and the Giro of Italy.] 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 261 Should we not make
the Grand Tour upon this occasion? 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand. i. (1760) I. 3 You have made the grand tour. 1837
Penny Cyct. VII. 56/2 In 1714 he (Chesterfield] left the

University to make the usual grand tour of Europe. 1869
Rogers Pref. to Adam Smith's W. N. I. 12 Young men
of fortune and fashion made what was called the 'grand
tour ' under the guidance of a tutor.

b. trans/. To take the grand tour of; to make
the circuit of, go round.
1843 Haliburton Attachi I. xv. 270 The decanters now

take the 'grand tour ' of the table.

Hence Grand-tour v., nonce-wd., to * make the

grand tour*.

1886 Ruskin Prseterita I. 392 [They] were grand-touring

in Italy and Sicily.

Gra*nd-uncle. [See Grand a. 12 b.] One's

father's or mother's uncle ; a great-uncle.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 19 He also., was crouned king of

Fraunce.-be the gret mightc.of his graunt oncle Henry
cardinalle of Englande. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. I. 1.

52 He promoted it with alt the ardour of his grand-uncle.

1834 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I. 12 My present maid has
a grand-uncle in town. i88x J. Grant Cameronians I. ii.

24, I won't consult grand-uncle on thai matter, Cousin Hew.

T Grane, sb. Obs. Also 3-4 grone. [Not in

OE., but app. in ablaut relation to the synonymous
GRINJ& 1

] A snare, trap; a noose. (Cf. Gikn j£.l)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 134 Leste heo beo ikeiht buruh summe of
be deofles gronen. Ibid. 278 So lutel bing is edmodnesse &
so smel bet no grone ne mei hire etholden. 13.. Metr.
Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. d. neu. Spr. LVII.
247/1 He sauh al be eorbe was sprad wip panters and wib
grones blake. e 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880! 437 pes two lawis

ben granes [misprinted graues] to be fend to gnare men in

his net. — Set. Wks, III. 198 pe day of dome schal come



GRANE. 353 GRANITE.

as a snare, or grane. J38* — Amos iii. 5 A brid shal falle

jn to grane of erthe. — Judith ix. 13 Be he taken with the

grane of his e3en in me. — Matt, xxvii. 5 He hangide
hym with a grane. c 1430 Lydg. Min. PiM/M (Percy Soc.)

203 1'hat fro hir gravys ['! read granys] and hir snare Goth
not awey that comyth between.

Grane taM)t v- &&*• exc - ^ia^- Also 7» 9
grain, 9 dial, green, [f. prec. ; the form green

may belong to Grin v."\ trans. To choke, strangle.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 112 One executioner on
one side, and another on the other, graned him [the con-

demned person] with a linnen cloth about his neck, pulling

the same till they forced him to gape. 1674-91 Ray S. ty

E. C. Words 101 To Grain or Grane; to choak or throttle.

1806 Bloomfielo Wild Flowers 43 Till I was nearly gran'd
outright He hugg'd so woundly hard. 1833 Moor Suffolk
Words, Green, throttle—choak. A tight collar is said to

green a horse. 1895 E, A nglian Gloss,, Grain, to gripe the

throat; to strangle.

Grane, obs. f. GRA1K ; northern f. Groan.
tGranell, ?'. Obs. rare- 1

-. [Variant ofGirnel
v.] trans. To store up in a granary.
1621 Bolton S/at. Irel. 43 (Act 8 Edw. IV) Diverse

persons . . have used to buy . . great store of corns to granell

up the same to sell upon a dearth.

t Graner. Obs. Forms : 5-7 graner, 6 grayn-,
grainard, granier, grayner, 6-7 granar, (gra-

nard). [ad. F. grenier; the forms have been
variously influenced by Grain and GRANARY.
Cf. Garner.]
1. Some utensil belonging to a brewery; perh.

a vessel for holding grain.

1413 E. E. Wills (18S2) 22 Y be-quethe to. . Ion, 1 graners,
an a flot, an a planer.

2. A granary, garner.

1531 Elyot Gov. ii. ix. (1537) 128b, They lacked corne in

their graynardes. 1538 Bale Enterlude John Bapt. in

llarl. Misc. (1808) I. no He wyll brynge the wheate into
hys barne or grayner. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Far.
Matt. iii. 12 He shal vtterly cleanse his floore, & ley vp the
wheat in liis granard. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Comes
horreorum, the ouerseer of the graner and bakehouse . . in

a princes house. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 639/1
They haue .. their graniers and their caues full. 1583
Stanyhurst /Eneis iv. (Arb.) 109 Much lyk when pismers
theire corner in granar ar hurding, Careful of a winter
nipping, in barns they be piling. 1610 Healey tr. Vives
on St. Aug. Citie of God. xv. xxvi. 567 The graner or
place where meate was kept for all the creatures [in the

Ark]. 1613 R. C. Table Alf>h. (ed. 3), Gamar, Granar,
corne chamber. 1628 Wither Brit. Remenzb. iv. 1362 Our
Granards filled, and our Gates made strong.

Grange fgr^ndg), sb. Forms : 4-7 graunge,

(4-5 gronge, 5 grawnge, 6 grandge, graynge,
granege), 4- grange. [a. AF. graunge (F.

grange) : — med.L. grdnea, grdnica f. gran-urn
Grain sbA]

1. A repository for grain ; a granary, barn. arch,
a 1300 Cursor M. 4689 Garners and Granges fild [he] wit

sede. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame n. 190 And eke of loves

mo eschaunges Than ever cornes were in graunges. 1489
Caxton Faytes ofA. iv. ix. 253 A man . . brought to losse

and dornage by fortune of fyre in his hous or in nis grange.
I5»3 Ld. Bermers Froiss. I. xviii. 25 All these cariagis

were sette in voyde granges and barnes. 1634 Milton
Comus 175 When, for their teeming flocks and granges full,

I n wanton dance they [unlettered hinds] praise the bounteous
Pan. 1853 Turner Dom. Archit. II. 119 The grange was
equivalent to our modern barn, where the corn is placed
before it is thrashed. 1853 M. Arnold Scliolar-Gipsy xiii,

And thou hast climb'd the hill..Then sought thy straw in

some sequester'd grange. 1873 Hale In His Name i. 3
Beyond, she could see large farms with their granges.

2. An establishment where farming is carried

on ; f also, rarely, a group of such places, a

village (obs.). Now applied to : A country house

with farm buildings attached, usually the residence

of a gentleman-farmer.
c 1300 Havelok 764 Forbar he neythefr] tun, ne gronge,

]?at "he ne to-yede with his ware. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.
xvii. 71 The Samaritan .. ladde hym so forth on lyard
to lex-christi, a graunge. (11529 Skelton Col. Cloute
421 Of an abbaye ye make a graunge. 1530 Palsgr. 227/1
Graunge or a lytell thorpe, hameau. Graunge, petit
uillage. c 1550 Bale A". Johan (Camd. Soc.) 23 Our
changes are soch that an Abbeye turneth to a graunge.
1563-87 Foxe A. <$- M. (1596) 38/1 Polycarpus. .hid hitnselfe

in a grange or village not farr off from the citie. 1606
Holland Sueton. 193 It received moreover graunges [L.

rttra] with cornefiefds, vine yards, pastures and woodes.
1622 Fletcher Prophetess v. iii, Make this little grange
seem a large empire. 1623 Cockeram, Graunge, a lone

house in the Countrey, a Village. 1703 T. N. City $ C.
Purchaser 159 Grange, .. a Building whtoh hath Barns,
Stables, Stalls, and other necessary Places for Husbandry.
1721 Strype Eccl. Mem. II. xxx. 503 A Messe and a Grange
called Badley Grange, of the Value of 42 Shillings in

Cheshire. 1849 W. Irving Crayon Misc. 300 One of these

renovated establishments, that had but lately been a mere
ruin, and was now a substantial grange. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. xci, The thousand waves of wheat, That ripple

round the lonely grange. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. I.

xvii. 508 They were scattered in lonely granges.

b. esp. Hist. An outlying farm-house with

bams, etc. belonging to a religions establishment

or a feudal lord, where crops and tithes in kind

were stored.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 482 He is wont for tymber for

to go, And dwellen at the grange a day or two. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xlviii. 368 (Add. MS.) All here studie is granges,
shepe, nete, and rentes. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 97 Great
lordes have cottages or graunges towards the South, from

whence their tenants bring them millet. X726 Ayljffe
Parergon 88 Of this sort were their Granges and Priories.

1816 Scott Antio. iii, A grange, or solitary farm-house,
inhabited by the bailiff, or steward, of the monastery. 1868

Yonge Cameos 1 1877) I. viii. 52 He. .harassed a few brethren
of the Abbey of Croyland, who inhabited a grange not far

from Spalding. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. i! 6. i45_[They]
turned aside to a grange of the monks of Abingdon.

T 3. A country house. Obs.

1552 Huloet, Graunge, or manour place without the walls

of a citie, suburbanum. 1587 Tirberv. Trag. T. (1837) 98
His wife abode A three myles off the towne, where he had
buylte a graunge. 159a Daniel Compl. Rosamond Poems
(1717) 47 Soon was I train'dfrom Court, T'a solitary Grange.
161 1 Cotgk., Beauregard, a Summer house, or Graunge

;

a house for pleasure, and recreation. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World II. v. iii. § 16. 454 Eight yeeres .. had hee been
absent out of the Citie, and liued in his Countrie Grange.
1630 Donne Serm. xxxix. 391 The Grange or country house
of the same Landlord. 1633 Heywood Eng. Trav. in.

Wks. 1874 IV. 43 Who can blame him to absent himselfe
from home, And make his Fathers house but as a grange,
For a Beautie so Attractiue.

1 4. fig. in various senses. Obs.

1557 Totters Misc. (Arb.) 179 [Thou] The heape of mishap
of all my griefe the graunge. 1580 Lyly Fuphues (Arb.) 265
Though England be no graunge, but yeeldeth euery thing.

1581 T. Howell Deuises (18791 201 Where al delights con-
demde are shut, in sharp repentance grange. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. vn. vii. 21 Ne have the watry foules a certaine grange
Wherein to rest. 1632 Lithgow Trav. ix. 385 It [Sicily]

was also aunciently called the Grange of the Romanes.

5. U. S. A lodge or local branch of the order of

'Patrons of Husbandry', an association for the

promotion of the interests of agriculture.

1875 C. F. Adams in N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 405 The great
convention of the Granges held at Springfield, 111. 1880
Libr. Univ. Knoivl. (U. S.) VII. 9 Grange, .. used in the

TJ. S. since 1867, as the familiar name of the state and sub-
ordinate organizations of the 'patrons of husbandry', a
national association of agriculturists.

6. attrib. and Comb., as grange account, farm,
T horse,

*f-
house, keeper, -\ place

;
grange apple, a

particular variety of apple; f grange-gotten a.,

? born in a grange, descended from farmers.

1892 Kirk Abingdon Ace. p. xxxi, This account is followed
by a *grange account of Mercham. 1823 J. Badcock Dom.
Amusem. 48 A new variety has been produced between this

and the ^Grange apple. 1878 Maclear Celts\\i. (1879! 118

All flocked forth from their little *grange farms near the
monastery. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. v. xxv. (1589) 112
* Grange-gotten Pierce of Gauelstone, and Spensers two like

sort, Meane Gentlemen. 1667 Duchess of Newcastle
Life DuheofN.{i8S6) 152 ^Grange horses, hackney horses,

manage-horses. .and others. 1589 Greene Mcnaphon (Arb.)

85 It is long since wee met, and our house is a *Grange house
with you. 1590 Tarltou's News Purgat. 48, I would haue
thee staye at our little graunge house in the Countrey.
1701 *Grange-keeper [see Granger iJ. c 1340 Cursor M.
5044 (Fairf.) pai .. be stiwarde fande atte a ^grange place
[Cott. garner] soiournande. 1590GREENE Roy. F.xch, Wks.
(Grosart) VII. 242 Sequestrating himself in a graunge place.

t Grange, v. Obs. rare~l
. [? f. prec] trans.

Perh. a fig. use of a vb. meaning ' to engross (corn) '.

t:i595 in Birch Mem. Q. Eliz. (1754) I- 355 This ruffianry

of causes I am daily more and more acquainted with, and
see the manner of dealing, which groweth by the queen's
straitness to give these women, whereby they presume thus
to grange and huck causes.

Granger (gr^-ndg^iX Also 7 grangier,
grainger. [a. AF. graunger (F. grangier), f.

grange Grange sb.]

1. One who is in charge of a grange ; a farm-

bailiff; also, ? a tenant-farmer.
c 1 1 12 in Mem. St. Giles's, Durh. (Surtees) 196 note, Un-

decimus erit Graunger et Custos Carucarum. 1583 Stany-
hurst sEneis iv. (Arb.) 109 Soom grangers with goade iads
restye be pricking. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 225 As if he
had slain his Grangier, or Bailif of his husbandry. 1641
Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 97 His tenants the graingers are
tyed to come themselves, and winde the woll. 1689 Def.
Liberty agst. Tyrants 4 To the end that God might be
acknowledged Lord, and they his grangers and vine dressers.

1701 Coivelfs Law Diet., Grangerus, the Granger, or
Grange-keeper, an Officer belonging to Religious Houses,
who was to look after their Grange. 1877 F. G. Lee Gloss.

Eccl. Terms 140 The granger who takes charge of the
garners and barns of a religious house.

2. U.S. a. A member of a ' grange* (seeGrange 5).

1875 C. F. Adams in N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 395 The time
has now come when the Granger can be looked upon as a
phenomenon of the past. 1896 Daily Ne7us 3 Nov. 2/4 The
leading Grangers were afraid to go into politics.

b. A farmer (see quot. 1 88 7 ^

.

1887 I. R. Lady's Ranche Life Montana 121 They call

the farmers here 'grangers', as distinct from ranch-men
or stock-men. .. The granger is held in low estimation by
the stock-man. 1889 Century Did., Granger, a farmer, a
countryman (Humorous, if. S.).

C. //. Short for granger shares.
1885 Atlantic Monthly Apr. 449/1 One has but to mention

the word ' railway ',and there arises to the mind a congeries
of difficult questions dealing with Western ' grangers '. 1897
Daily News 17 June 3/1 Other stocks reacted, Grangers
leading the railways.

3. attrib. (sense 2), as granger law, movement,
party, granger road (U.S.), one of the railways

which convey grain from the Western States

;

granger shares ( U.S.), shares in thegranger roads.
1887 Cmitemp. Rev. May 700 The rash ' "granger ' laws of

more than a decade ago firmly established the principle.

1875 C. F. Adams in jV. Amer. Rex: CXX. 395 That
"Granger movement, which.. has played a most prominent
part in the politics of certain of the North-western States.

1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. II. 11. xlvi. 202 The farmers
associated themselves in societies called * Granges '. .for the
promotion of agriculture, and created a "Granger party,
which secured drastic legislation against the railroad com-
panies. 1892 Pall Mall G. 31 Aug. 7/1 The "granger roads
gained 16 per cent, in net. i88x Chicago Times 12 Mar.,
High-priced "granger shares.

Grangerize (gr^nd^aroiz), v. [f. Granger
(see below) + -IZE.

In 1769 James Granger published a ' Biographical History
of England ', with blank leaves for the reception of engraved
portraits or other pictorial illustrations of the text. The
filling up of a 'danger 1 became a favourite hobby, and
afterwards other books were treated in the same manner.]

trans. To illustrate (a book) by the addition of

prints, engravings, etc., especially such as have
been cut out of other books.
1882 Sala in lllustr. Lond. News 4 Nov. 463/3 Mr.

Ashton's ' Social Life in the Reign of Queen Anne '. .would
be a capital book to grangerise. 1885 Pall Mall G. 12 Feb.
4/2 He. .proceeded to ' Grangerize ' or illustrate it, by the
insertion of his mass of materials.

Hence Grangerized ppl. a., Grangerizing1

vbl. sb. Also Gra ngerization, the action of

grangerizing ; Grangerizer = Grangerite
;

Grangerism, the practice of grangerizing

;

G-ra'ngerite, one who grangerizes.
1886 Athen&mn 9 Oct. 468.3 A very handsome ' "granger-

ized 'copy of Byron's* English Bards and Scotch Reviewers'.
1886 PallMall G. 23 July 5/2 A great piece of ^Grangerizing
is now on view..— a copy of James Granger's ' Biographical
History of Fngland '. 1835 Standard ?$ Jan. 5/3 By in-

laying each page with the accumulated material for its

"Grangerisation, he turns a quarto into a folio. 1889 N. Y.
Tribune 13 Jan. (Cent.*, The portraits of actors will be
paged separately, with blank backs, for the benefit of
"Grangerizers. 1896 Bookseller's Catal., The value to a
Grangerizer of this huge collection of portraits cannot be
over-estimated. 1882 Sala in lllustr. Lond. Ne^vs 4 No\".

463/3 The only drawback to "Grangerism is that [etc.]. 18S1
A. Lang Library 20 *Grangerite. 1885 Pall Mall G. n
June 6/1 A fine specimen of the Grangerite art. 1889 Beck-
worm 362 Granger's History was the first book extended
by the introduction of extra prints illustrative of its text,

and Mr. Granger was the original Extra-illustrator, the
father of the noble band of Grangerites.

i! Grangonsier. Also 6 grandgosier. [Use
of Grangousier ( = F. grand gosier ' grent throat

'),

proper name of a character in Rabelais.] One
who will ' swallow ' anything. Also attrib.

c 1580 Jhffkrie Bugbears in. i. in Archiv Stud. d. neit.

Spr. (1897) 25 He gave me thys swele ware to be grime our
grandgosier withall. 1871 G. Mehedith Richmond liii, Our
grangousier public.

t Gra'ngy, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Grange sb. +

-Y.] Rustic.

c 1541 Answ. Papysiic. Exhort. 6 Ther meters all mangye
Rashe, rural!, and grangye.

Graniferous (graniferos). a. ff. L. grdnifcr

({. grdni-
,
granum Grain + -fer bearing) + -ous.]

Producing or bearing grain or seed like grain.

1656 Bi.ount Glossogr., Graniferous, that beareth grains,
or kernels. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. 112 Graniferous
Evergreen Shrubs. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 115/2
Graniferous seed pods bearing small seed like grains. 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xviii. 252 Fiddle-dock has the
valves notched about the edges, one of them usually grani-

ferous. 1843 Humble Diet. Geol. $ Min., Graniferous,
pods which bear seeds like grains.

Graniform tgrarniff'.rm), a. [f. L. gran-um
Grain + -(i)form.] Formed like a grain or as

if composed of grnins ; spec, in Anat. and Bot.

1778 Camper in Phil. Trans. LX1X. 157 Little graniform
bones. 1797 Ibid. LXXXVII. 207 The inner surface of the
horns was graniform. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 441
M^esembryau/liemu/H Parvifolium .. Leaves graniform ex-
panded bluntly. 1830 R. Knox Be'clards Anat. 354 A. .very
painful graniform or pisiform subcutaneous tumour. 1840
Paxton Bot. Diet., Graniform, formed like grains of corn.

Granilite (grse'nibit). Min. Now rare. [In-

troduced by Kirwan ; f. L. grant; comb, form
ofgran-um Grain + -lite.] A granular aggregate

of more than three ingredients (see quot. 1796).
1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 346 Granilite. Under

this denomination, we may comprehend all granites that

contain more than three constituent parts. 1799 — Geol.

Ess. 166 By granitic compounds, I mean granitines, grani-

tells, and granilites. 1865 in Page Handbk. Geol. Terms
(ed. 2) s.v. Granitelle.

Hence Granili tic a.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 123 This granilitlc rock.

II Granilla (grani-la). [Sp., dim. of grana : see

Grain sbX\ An inferior quality of cochineal, con-

sisting of the dried bodies of small or half-grown

cochineal-insects.
1813 J. Smyth Pract. of Customs (1821) 96 Granilla is the

refuse of Cochineal, in small grains, a 1873 Calvert Dye-
ing $ Calico-printing (1876) 208 There is often a second
production of cochineal before the wet season sets in ; if so,

it is scraped off with a knife and dried, but it is of inferior

quality, and is sold under the name of granilla.

Granite (grse-nit). Also 8 granate, granet.

[ad. It. granito (orig. a ppl. adj. = 'grained'), f.

grano Grain sb. The It. word has been adopted

in most of the European langs. : F. granit (cited

in Hatz.-Darm. from 1690), Sp., Vg.granito, Ger.,

Sw., Da. granit, Du. graniet.
The 18th c. farm granate is due to etymologizing identi-

fication of the word with Granate a. Cf. granated marble,
s.v. Granate v.\



GRANITELL.
1. A granular crystalline rock consisting essen-

tially of quartz, orthoclase-feldspar, and mica,
much used in building.
It varies in colour, light grey being the predominating

tint. Other varieties are white and light red or pink.

[1613-39 I- Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archil. (1742) II.

49 A. Pannels of Porphyry. B. Ditto of Granito.] 1646
Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 232 Columns of great height, of
Egyptian granite. 1670 Lassels I'oy. Italy II. 236 Pillars

. .all of a granite, or speckled marble. 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Abbe Conti 31 July, Vast pieces of
granite., are daily lessened by the prodigious balls that
the Turks make from them for their Cannon. 1759 Johnson
Rasselas xxxvii, Palaces and temples will be demolished
to make stables of granate. 176a Phil. Trans. LI I. 510
The school-house all of square granet. 18x4 Scott Ld, of
Isles 111. xv, Huge terraces of granite black. i8£i Layakd
Pop. Ace. Discov. Nineveh xiii. 341 A country, .rich in stone
and costly granites, i860 Tynuall Glac. 1. vii. 50 The
Aiguille, .piercing with its spikes of granite the clear air.

1868 I.ossing Hudson 364 The mansion is built of blue
granite. 1887 Ruskin Pneterita II. 233 The tremendous
granites of the Grimsel.

2. U.S. ' A kind of rough-grained water-ice or
sherbet. Also called rock-punch and rock ice-crea?n

y

{Cent. Diet.).

1887 .V. Y. Tribune 7 Apr. (Cent.), Granites, .must be
frozen without beating, or even much stirring, as the design
is to have a rough, icy substance. 189a Star 14 May 4/3
Delicious ' granites ' in custard glasses.

3. attrib. and Comb.
a. simple attrib. or (\uasi-adj. Consisting of or

made of granite. The granite capital ax city, Aber-
deen. The granite State, New Hampshire, U.S.
1703 Maundkell Journ. ^Vr^s. 1 17321 126 Granite Pillars.

1813 Scott Trierm. 111. x, A pile of granite fragments.
1842 J. F. Cooper Jack o' Lantern I. iv. 112, I come from
New Hampshire, or what we call the Granite state. 1846

J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 343 Granite
mountains are known at a distance by their rounded tops.

1862 Burton Bk. Hunter 18631 307 Aberdeen, the granite
capital of the far north. 1892 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 6/1 A
well-known surgeon, .in the granite city. 1898 Daily JVeivs

10 May 8/2 A. .thoroughfare, .paved with granite setts.

b. objective and instrumental, as granite-disper-

sion
\
granite-dispersing, -like, -sprinkled adjs.

1879 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXXV. 431 The #granite dis-

persing capacity of Kirkcudbrightshire must have, been
very great. Ibid., The great Kirkcudbrightshire "Granite-
dispersion. 1839 Bailey Pestus viii. (ed. 1848) 90 The first

and *granite-like effect Of things. 1849 Coboen Speeches
20 The granite-like hardihood and consistency of the man.
1867 R. S. Hawker Prose Wks. (1893) 147 A boundless
reach of *granite-sprinkled moor.

C. Special comb. : granite-porphyry = Gra-
nophyre ; granite - quartzy a., intermediate be-

tween granite and quartz
;

granite ware, (a)

pottery with a speckled colouring imitating that

of granite
;

(b) the name given to a kind of ena-

melled ironware.
1885GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. 11. n. vii.ed. 2' \$oGranophyre

(*Granite-porphyry)—a rock composed of a compact, but
thoroughly crystalline (microgranitic) base, through which
are porphyritically dispersed crystals of felspar, mica, and
quartz (often doubly terminated). 1882 Capello & Ivens
Benguella to Yacca II. 232 We find .. the ground to he
composed of *granite-quartzy rock. 1895 Tradesman s List,

Pie Dishes— Best White 'Granite Ware.

Granitell (grarnitel). Geol. Also granitel,

-elle, -ello. [Y. granitetle, a. It. granitello, dim.

ofgranito Granite.] A binary granite, or granular

aggregate of two ingredients ^see quot. 1796).
1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 343 Mr. D'Aubenton

calls the aggregate of quartz and shorl, or of quartz and
hornblende, Granitell. .To avoid all ambiguity, I would
propose to denote all these duplicates in general, by the
name granitell. 1802 Playfair lllustr. Hutton. Theory
312 It is no matter whether the rock be a syenite, a gram-
telle, or a real granite. 1802-3 tr - Tcitlas's Trav. (1812) I.

523 This monument appears to be formed of hard granitel,

a fossil composed of quartz sand and granite interspersed
with particles of black mica. 1848 Sir J. G. Wilkinson
Dahnatia fy Montenegro I. 221 A small-grained granite or
granitello. 1879 Rutley Study Rocks xii. 211 Semi-
granite or granitell is a rock, .consisting of a crystalline-

granular admixture of felspar and quartz.

Granitic (gnenrtik), a. [f. Granite + -ic.

Cf. F. granitique^\

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of granite?

composed of, or containing, granite. Of water :

Obtained from granite soils.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 357 Granitic Por-
phyry. 1798/^//. Trans. LXXXVIII. 127 The quartz and
mica .. indicate a granitic origin. 1807 Headrick View
Min. Arran 57 A granitic vein intersects the strata. 1833
Lyell Princ.Geol. III. ,364 Conditions necessary to pro-

duce the granitic texture. 1861 Tyndall Mountaineer. 56

A large prism of granite, or granitic gneiss. 1864 Neale
Seaton. Poems 130 How those granitic temples rise. 1868

Lockyer Elem. Astron. cxc. 80 The older rocks of the

granitic series. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. a)

21 Generally the granitic water is very pure. 1879 D. M.
Wallace Australas. xi. 223 One-sixth of the area of the

colony is granitic.

2. fig. Hard, rigid, unimpressionable.
186a Wraxall Hugo's Mtsirables III. xii. 64 The granitic

solidity of certain celebrated prose. 1876 Douse Grimm''s
L. xxxvi. 76 Much less shall we dream of the Holethnic
speech as of one rigid and granitic whole. 1884 C. I..

Pirkis Judith IVynne II. iii. 33 His face, .was granitic in

its effacement of all human feeling. 1886 Edin. Rev. Jan.
137 The granitic, patriarchal figure of Job .. is strikingly

conceived.
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Granitical (gnenrtikal), a. rare. [f. prec.

+ -al.] = prec.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 179 note, Granitical [rocks],

1797 Polwhele Hist. Devonsh. I. 146 If. .we bow down
to this granitical god. 180a Edin. Rev. I. 57 Everywhere
schistpjyi or granitical, it [the island] exhibits no trace of
volcarn^ 1802 Paris as it was II. lxix. 385 Granitical
rocks, fossil shells. 1843 in Humble Diet. Geol. ty Mm.
Graniticoline (graeniti'kflin, -ain), a. [f.

Granite + L. colere to inhabit + -ine.] Of a
lichen : Growing upon or attached to granite.
1889 in Century Diet.

Granitiferous (grceniti feW), a. [f. Granite
+ -(i)ferous.] Granite-bearing.
185a Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 383 Layers

of chloritic, granitiferous slate.

Grauitification (grsenitifik^jan). [f. Gra-
nite + -(i)fication.] The action of forming, or
the process of being formed, into granite.

1843 in Humble Diet. Geol. <V Min.

Granitiform (grsennih/im), a. [f. Granite
+ -(i)form.] Resembling granite (see quot. 1876).
1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 353 We find also, .granitiform

porphyries intruding themselves into granite. — Elem.
Geol. (1865) 705 The talcose gneiss assumes a granitiform
structure. 1876 Page Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. vii. 125 The
epithets granitoid and granitiform .. are applied to rocks
having some resemblance to granite, though not decidedly
ofgranitic nature.

Granitin (giarnitin). Min. Now rare. Also
granitine. [f. Granite + -in (used arbitrarily);

app. altered from Granatine.] A granular

aggregate of three mineral ingredients, one or

more differing from those which compose granite.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 325 Hornblende, a stone which
enters into the composition of. .many granitines, and of most
traps. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 196 Grey granite, with
nodules of granitin. 1865 in Page Haneibk. Geol. Terms
(ed. 2) s.v, Granitetle, Granitine.

Granitite grarnitoit). Min. Also -yte. [f.

Granite + -ite.] A variety of granite (see quot.

1879).
1875 lire's Diet. Arts 'ed. 7) II. 734. 1879 Ritlf.v Stud.

Rocks xii. 210 Granitite is a term given to those varieties

of granite which contain a certain amount of plagioclase

(ohgoclase). 1887 Dana Man. Min.
<fr

Pctrogr. ved. 41 470
liiotite granite \granityle).

I) Granito. In 7 erron. garnito. [It. granito

'a kind of speckled stone' (Florio, 161 1).]

? Granite. In quot. attrib.

1644 Evelyn Diary 4 Nov., At the entrance of this

stately Palace stand 2 rare and vast fountaines of garnito
stone. [1656 Blount (rlossogr., Granito (Ital.), a kind of
speckled stone or marble very common at Milan, and other
parts of Italy.]

Granitoid (granitoid), a. and sb. ff. Granite
+ -01D.] A. adj. Resembling granite ; having the

granular-crystalline structure of granite.

1839 Murchison Situr. Syst. 1. xxxi. 418 Small yellowish
green veins ramifying through the granitoid and syenitic

rocks. 1843 Portlock Geol. 508 Granitoid mica schists.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. App. ii. 308 Numerous grani-
toid islands. 1881 Geikie in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 426 A
huge erratic of the usual granitoid gneiss. 1885 H. O.
Forbes Sat, Wand. E. Archip. 333 No rock of a sedi-

mentary or granitoid character could I detect.

B. sb. A granitoid rock.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 36,} Still many aggre-
gates are daily met, which cannot be arranged under any
general denomination now in u>e. Hence I would propose
to call them, if any of their constituent parts can be con-
sidered as a basis or cement, Porphyroids ; if none can be
considered as a basis, Granitoids. 1811 Pinkerton Petral.
I. 209 Such [rocks], .as perfectly resemble granite, but are
of a very different modification, are here styled granitoids.

Hence Oranitoidal a. = Granitoid a.

18.. Newboi.d in Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. hid. (1854)

305 Granitoidal gneiss.

Granitone (grarnitJ''n). Min. ? Obs. Also
granitou. [ad. It. granitone, augmentative of

granito Granite.] (See quot. 1796.)
[1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. fed. 2) I. 345 The aggregate of

felspar and mica is called Rapakivi . . ; when the felspar

exceeds, it forms a durable stone, called in Italy Granitone.]
1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 203 Graniton may also be
denominated, from the mica assuming the size of plates of
talc. 1816 Edin. Rev. XXVI. 163 Granitone is found in

almost every situation where serpentine exists.

Granitor, variant of Ghanator.

t Granitose, a. Obs. [f. Granite a. + -ose.]

Having some of the characteristics of granite.

1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 128 Weight, sometimes grani-
tose, sometimes carhonose. Ibid. II. 181 A rock whose
base is a mixture of felspar and black hornblende, both in

small grains, .in this kind of granitose paste are contained
tolerably regular crystals of. .felspar.

Granitous (grarnitss), a. rare* 1
, [f. Granite

+ -ous.] Of the nature of granite.
1868 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. 345 Granitous graystone.

Granivorous (grani'vor^s), a. [f. mod.L.
granivor-us

(J.
L, grdni-, grdnum grain + vor-are

to devour).] That feeds on grain.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vir. xiv. 368 Some kinde
of granivorous bird. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. vi. iii. 362
Granivorous Quadrupeds. 1774 Hunter in Phil. Trans.
LXIV. 311 In granivorous birds, .one single organ answers
both to the teeth and stomach of granivorous quadrupeds.
1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 163 This crop is of enormous
size in some of the granivorous birds.

GRANNY.

t Grank, v. Obs. [App. a frequentative forma-
tion on northern grane Groan v., with suffix ~k,

as in tal-k, wal-k!\ intr. To groan.
f 1460 Toiunetey Myst. xvii. 45 Bot settys me downe,

and grankys, and gronys, And lygys and restys my wery
bonys, And all nyght after grankys and goonys, On slepe
tyll I be broght.

Hence f Grank sb. , a groan
; f Granting" vbl. sb.

1513 Douglas ^Eneis vu. ix. 56 The deyr, so deidly
woundit . . enteris in his stall, .wyth mony grank and grone.
1807 Stagg Poems 48 Hout man 1 what signifies repeynin?
Owr grankin, snifteran, twistin, tweynin.

Grannam tgrx'nam). Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
6- granam, 8 granum, 7- grannam, -um, (9
grannan 1

). [colloq. pronunc. of Grandam.] A
grandmother; an old woman.
1397 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. jv. 30 (Qo.) Granam this would

haue beene a biting iest. ^1625 Beacm. & Fl. Lovers
Progr. iv. i, Ghosts never walk till after midnight, if I may
believe my grannam. 1679 Confinement 30 Old Granams
shake their empty heads, and cry, I long before read this
his destiny. 1714 Gay What d'ye call it 11. i. 19 Oft my
kind Grannam told me—Tim, take warning, a 1763 Shi s-

stone Odes (1765) 205 Such breeding as one's granam
preaches. 1817 Coleridge Zapolya iv. ii, Find grannam
out a sunny seat. 1818 Blackiv. Mag. III. 406 The first

was Moll, the namesake of her grannum. 1815 Sporting
Mag. XVI. 404 My grannan, God rest her old soul ! 1876
Whitby Gloss., Grannam, . .grandmother.

b. Phrases.
1631 Massincer Emperor East IV. ii, By my granam 's

ghost, 'Tis a wholesome Zaying ! 163a Brome Court Beggar
11. Wks. 1873 I. 212 As I hope for my Grannums blessing.
1651 H. More ind Lash in Enthus. 'Triumph. (1656) 243
In the rest of your answer you do but teach your Grannam
to crack nuts, a 1700 B. E. Vict. Cant. Crew s.v. Bit, He
has bit his Grannam ; he is very Drunk. 1797 Wolcot (P.

Pindar) Livery Lond. 11. Wks. 1812 III. 449 They teach
forsooth their grannum to suck eggs !

c. attrib. and Comb., as f grannam- like adv.
;

fgrannam-gold (see Grandam 5).
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Grannam-gohl\ old

Hoarded Coin. 1711 E. Ward Quix. I. 27 Poor Dobbin
..Grannum like,.had mu<.h ado To mumble what he could
not chew.

Hence + Granuamish a., old-womanish.
167a 3 Marvell Reh. Transp. Wks. (Grosart) III. 516
A grannami-h and doating superstition.

Grannom, granam 'grarnam, -&m). A
kind of fly (see quots.) ; also an imitation of it

used in fly-fishing.

1787 Best Angling (ed. 2I 112 The Granam-fly is a four-
winged fly; as it swims down the water its wings lie flat on
its back, it has a small bunch of eggs of a green colour
which gives it the nameof the Green-tail-fly. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales I. 29 The first dropper was a granam, or

freen-tail. 1889 Cholmondeley-Pennell Pishing (Badm.
.ibr.) 283 The grannom. .is a reddish brown insect, not un-
common in the bushy reaches of many southern streams.

Granny, grannie (grarni). Also 7 grannee,
8 grany, Sc. graunie. [See -IE, -y 4

; the dim. is

prob. formed on grannam, Grandam, rather than

on Grandmother.] A familiar, endearing, or

contemptuous synonym of Grandmother. Also
used loosely for ' an old woman ', ' a gossip '.

1663 Dryden Wild Gallant II. i, I never knew your Grand-
mother was a Scotch woman. . : pray whistle for her, and
lets see her dance : come— whist Grannee ! 1785 Burns
Addr. Veil \, My reverend Graunie. 1810 Cromck's Rem,
Niihsdale Song 51 The gladness which dwalls in their

auld grannie's ee. 1816 Gentl. Mag. I,XXXVI. 1. 522
This old grannie, .sends a message to the Earl. i8ai Clare
Vill. Minstr. I. 22 What things were seen in granny's
younger days. 1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax xxxix. (ed.

22) 414 'Me want to see Grannie and Uncle Guy.' 1861 Max
Mullkr Chips (1880) II. xxiv. 247 Stories . . for which we
are indebted to the old grannies in every village. 1889
Harper's Mag. Feb. 376/1 'Fairly good holy images thou
hast here, granny '. . said I to the old woman.
Jig. 17*6 Amherst Terrae Pit. viii. 36 From the earliest

accounts that we have of these two contending grannies
[Oxfurd and Cambridge] they were untoward cross grain'd
baggages from children.

b. Phrase. (Cf. Grandam i b.)

1793 Fitzgerald in European Mag. xxvi. 387 Go teach
your granny. 1845 Lond. Jrnl. I. 191 Now they are taught
to teach their grannies how to suck eggs.

2. U.S. local. A nurse or midwife. (ClGkanny v.)

1794 Washington Let. Writings 1892 XIII. 18 An appli-

cation was made to me by Kate at Muddy hole . . to serve
the negro women (as a Grany) on my estate.

3. dial. A stupid person, * old woman \
1887 -V. Chesh. Gloss., Granny, a simpleton : used of both

sexes. 1897 Daily Neivs 20 L>ec. 8/5 Characterising the.,

officials as a set of what they called in Scotland grannies,

a parcel uf old women [etc.].

4. Short for ' granny's knot
1

.

1865 in Slang Diet, a 1894 Stevenson St. Ives exxxiv.

(1898) 283 He tied his knots into 'grannies 1
.

5. U.S. *A duck, the south-southerly or old-

wife. More fully, oldgranny' {Cent. Diet.).

6. Comb., granny bonnet, muff, a bonnet or

muff of a shape resembling those of our grand-

mothers; granny's bend, knot (see quots.).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *G ranny's bend, the slip-

pery hitch made by a lubber. 1894 Daily A'eius 30 Oct. 6 6

*Granny bonnets are revived, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's
Catech. 1 This knot .. will not jam as a '*grannyV knot
would do. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Granny's knot,

a term of derision wln-n a reef-knot is crossed the wrong
way, so as to be insecure. It is the natural knot tied by
women or landsmen, and derided by seamen because it can-
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not be untied when it is jammed. 1897 Daily AVtcj 23 Jan.

6/3 The * Granny-muffs have been found to be really less

warm.
Hence Gra'nny v., 17. S. local, trans., to act as a

* granny ' (sense 2) to.

1897 Ruth M. Stuart In Simpkinsville 85 She grannied

yore mother when you was born.

Grano Qrritw). PL grani (gra-n/). [It.;

= Grain sb. x
\ A money of account in Southern

Italy and the Mediterranean, = about fod. sterling.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade, i860 Merc. Marine Mag.
VII. 57 A Neapolitan.. Decree imposes a Light Due of four

grani per ton.

Granolithic (gneiwlrfik), a. [f. grano-

(taken as combining form of L. granum Grain
sbX) + Gr. A/0o? stone + -10.] The designation of

a particular kind of concrete. Hence, of buildings,

etc. : Made of 'granolithic' concrete.

1883 Fisheries Exhih. Catal. 35 Patent Granolithic Steps

for Harbours. 1893 Daily News 3 Oct. 2/6 The corridors

are floored with the well-known granolithic concrete.

f Granons, //. Obs. rare— 1

, [a. OF. grenon
{guernon, gernon, etc.), of Teut, origin

;
cf. ON.

grpn moustache] The whiskers (of a cat).

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 104 If the long haires grow-
ing about her [the cat'sl mouth (which some call Granons)
be cut away, she looseth hir corage.

Granophyre (grarnofoiaj). Geol. [First in-

troduced in tier, form granophyr by Vogelsang

1S72 ; f. G.grati(it) granite + {pov)pliyr porphyry.]

(See quot. 1882.)
1882 Geikie Tejct-bk. Geol. it. II. iii. 90 Vogelsang has pro-

posed to classify this type [Porphyritic] in three divisions :

1st, Granophyre, where the ground-mass is a microscopic
crystalline mixture of thecomponent minerals, with a sparing
development of an imperfectly individualized magma; 2nd,
Felsophyre, .. ; 3rd, Vitrophyre. 1885 [see Granite-por-
phyry]. 1894 Naturalist Mag. 298/16 Buttermere grano-
phyres, Yewdale breccias [etc.]. 1897 Geikie Anc. Volcanoes
Gt. Brit. I. 17 The protrusion of the gabbros and grano-
phyres which mark later stages of the same continuous vol-

canic history.

Hence Granophy ric a. , composed ofgranophyre.

1897 Geikie Anc. Volcanoes Gt. Brit. I. 20 The felsitic

and granophyric dykes of Skye.

GranOSe (gr^n^u-s), a. rare— . [ad.L.grdnos-

us, f. grdnnm Grain sb.1 : see -ose.] Full of, or

resembling, grains.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Grauose, fall of Grains. 1889 Century
Diet., G?-anose, in entom., having the form of a string of
grains or beads; moniliform, as theantennse ofmany insects.

Grant (grant), sb.l Forms : see the vb. [f. the

vb.J The action of granting ; the thing granted.

+ 1. a. Consent, permission, b. Promise. C. Ad-
mission, acknowledgement. Also, what is agreed

to, promised, admitted, etc. Obs.

a. a 122$ Ancr. R. 238 peo uihteS treouliche bet..hwuch
so euer be lust beo .. wiosigge5 be graunt berof. a 1300
Cursor M. 8380 Giue it to quam-sum bou will, For mi grant
sal bou haf ber-iill. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 317 }et °f
graunt bou m>3tez fayle. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II.

119 By graunt of Kingislus, kyng of West Saxon, be firste

Birinus ordeyned a cee at Dorchestre. 1389 Eng. Gilds

(1870) 39 He hath oblisshed him-self, hi his avow and bis

owen graunt, to [etc.], c 1450 Myrc 399 But heo haue
grawnte of hyre husbonde. £1572 Gascoigne Fruites 0/
IVarre (1831) 214 The noble Prince gaue graunt to my re-

quest. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. i. Wks. 1856 I. 75
Could I avoyde to give a seeming graunt Unto fruition of

Antonios love. 1613HEVWOOD SilverAge 1. Wks. 1874 III.

S3 Gaine by thy grant, life ; thy deniall, death. 1648 Boyle
Seraph. Loi'e (1660) 46 [You] might have found yourself as
sensibly disappointed by her Grant, as you were by her

Change.
b. c 1300 Cursor M. 17956 (Arundel MS.) Whenne fyue

bousonde 5eer are past . . penne shal god his grante fulfille.

c 1380 Wyclif Stmt. Sel. Wks. II. 86 pei hadden graunt of
Crist bat he Wolde algatis have mercy. 1412-20 Lydg.
Chron. Troy t. vi, To perfourme your hestes & your graunt.

c 1475 Rau/Coil^ar 76 The King was blyth. .Of the grant
that he had maid. 1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 98 A
wyfe, a queane, did make the French a graunt Upon this

rocke in sight of Leeth to stand.

C. IS°3 m Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 431 It was suf-

ficiently pruit befor the said assis, and als be his avne
gravnt,that the said William [etc.]. 155* T. Wilson Logike
57 This is the vse of Reduction by a contradictorie, violently

to force the graunt of our saiyng. 1565 J ewel Repl. Hard-
ing (1611) 116 By M. Hardings owne grant, we may iustly

claime prescription. a 1612 Donne BiawMW (1644) 121

To grant that we may wish death to be in heaven . . is .

.

somewhat more dangerous, .a graunt. 1631 Chapman Caesar

fy Pompey Plays 1873 III. 177 Your happy exposition of
that place .. Euicts glad grant from me you hold a truth.

1659 Hammond On Ps. Pref. 17 The very objection is a grant

that the Psalms contein devotions [etc.], a 1700 Dryden
(J.\ This grant destroys all you have urg'd before.

2. The action of according (a request, a favour

asked for).

la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 851 She of hir love graunt
him made. 1530 Palsgr. 363 There is no graunt made
lyberally, if it be demaunded neglygently. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado 1. i. 319 '1'he fairest graunt is thenecessitie. 1624
De Laune tr. Du Moulins Logick 86 If a Prince hath
granted something to one Citizen, another Citizen may pre-

tend, that the like grant ought to be made unto him also.

1686 J. Scott Chr. Life(i 7 4 7 ) III. 474 The Grant of Re-
mission was wholly in his Will and Pleasure, a 1847 Mrs.
Sherwood La<ly ofManor [i860) V. xxix. 71 Punished with
the grant of my wishes. 1892 Ld. Esher in Law Times
Rep. LXVII. 211/2 The grant or refusal of an injunction
upon a matter cf law is appealable.

3. An authoritative bestowal or conferment of a

privilege, right, or possession ; a gift or assignment
of money, etc. by the act of an administrative body
or of a person in control of a fund or the like.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 348 But }if bei han obir title

(>an ben bullis of be pope, or graunt of him, bei [etc.]. 1550
Crowley Epigr. 763 Heare is to se Your seale at a graunte
of a plural i tie. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I, 67, I know
not whether M r Brunker may have deceiv'd you in his as-

surances concerning y° Grant of y* Phuenix Parke. 1719
W. WOOD Surv. Trade 174 To oblige the Persons, who ..

are in Possession . . by virtue of old Grants, either to settle,

or sell them [lands]. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. (1813)

I. in. 231 The grant of the earldom of Murray to the
prior of St. Andrews was confirmed. 1771 Junius Lett.
lxvii. 332 You hastened the grant with an expedition un-
known to the treasury. 1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam
Engine 34 Fifty years after the grant of the patent. 1841
W. Spalding Italy fy It. 1st. II. 69 His [Pepin's] invasion had
been preceded by his famous Grant to the Popes. 1855
Macau lay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 539 He obtained a grant of
all the lands.. belonging to Jesuits in five or six counties.

1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 234 The primary busi-

ness of both houses was the grant of money. 1874 Grken
Short Hist. viii. § 3. 481 The Commons restricted their grant
of certain Customs duties. . to a single year.

b. The thing granted ; a tract of land, a sum of

money, etc. which is the subject of a formal grant.

Also capitation-grant (see Capitation 3) ;
grant

in aid (of).
1815 Elphinstone Ace. Caubul (1842) II. 197 The revenues

. .are consumed in grants to learned and religious men. 1851
Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace v. iv. (1877,1 III. 246 In 1834
the government obtained from Parliament the first grant in

aid of education, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiv, 169 A small

grant of money to purchase thermometers, &c 1869 Cla-
ridge Cold Water-cure 136 Jenner . . was voted two grants
in parliament. 1881 Gladstone Sp. at Leeds 7 Oct., I am
an enemy of the present system of what are called grants in

aid. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 355 The Chambers
voted a grant towards the expenses. 1897 Mag. Art Sept.

254 The trustees of polytechnics are apt to judge of the

success of the classes by the amount of grant earned. 1899
Yolngsom Punjab Mission xxiii. 196 From fees and Govern-
ment grants, according to the grant-in-aid system, the

schools are in some cases self-supporting.

4. Law. a. A conveyance by deed or other written

instrument. + b. Formerly in more restricted appli-

cation : A conveyance of such property (viz. in-

corporeal hereditaments) as can pass only by deed.

To be or lie in grant : (of property) to be of a

nature transferable only by deed.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 611/2 The act of
the parent, in any lawfull graunt or conveyaunce. 1607

Cowell luterpr. s.v., A thing is said to He in graunte which
cannot be assigned with out deed, a 1626 Bacon Max. -y

Uses Com. Law xiv. (1636) 56 Grants are never counter-

lnandable. .in respect of the nature of the conveyance. 1628

Coke On Littleton § 259. 172 Grant. Concessio is in the

Common law a conueyance of a tiling that lies in grant,

and not in Liuerie, which cannot passe without Deed. 1642
Rogers Naaman 362 Heaven is theirs in the grant and re-

version. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 317 Grants, conces~

siones ; the regular method by the common law of transfer-

ring the property of incorporeal hereditaments, or, such
things whereof no livery can be had. 1817 W. Selwyn
Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1053 Where the plaintiff com-
plains of an injury to an easement, it will be incumbent on
him (unless he can shew an express grant) to carry his

evidence .. as far back as possible. 1844 Williams Real
Prop. i. (1877) 19 A grant to A. B. simply now confers but
an estate for his life. 1848 Wharton Law Diet, s.v., A
grant of personalty is more properly termed an assignment
or a bill of sale.

5. Chiefly U.S. The name given to a portion of

land in the occupation of specified persons. New
Hampshire Grants : now the State of Vermont.
1719 W. Wood Sun: Trade 321 Silver Mines lately dis-

covered to be within the Grant of Monsieur Croizat. 1777
A. Hamilton Wks. (1S86) VII. 514 They may be obliged to

increase their attention to this matter by keeping a body of

men somewhere about the Grants. 2842 L. Munsell in

M. Cutter's Li/e, etc. (1888) I. 133 There [were] only a few
hunters just below the falls, or what is called Clark's grant.

1863 Amer. Cycl. XVI. 73/2 The country west of the Con-
necticut was only known at that time [1760] by the name of
'New Hampshire grants'. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. IV.
xxv. 502 Men poured in from towns in the Grants.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 3 b) grant-money ;

grant-earning adj.
; f grant-parole, ? respite.

1892 Daily News 19 Oct. 5 '4 The attendance of consider-
able numbers of *grant-earning children. 1893 Wcstm. Gaz.
27 May 5/1 A numlier of men have been 'hustled* out of
the place in order to get their *grant money. 1616 B. Jonson
Devil an Ass v. vi, H'hath sent thee *grant-parol I by me to

stay longer A moneth here on earth.

Grant (grant), sb* U.S. [?var. Grand sb. 6.]
1 In brewing, a copper or iron vessel into which the

wort flows from the clarifying battery, and from
which it is lifted into the wort-pan* {Cent. Diet.).

Grant (grunt) , v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. granted.
Forms: 3 granti, 3-7 graunt(e, 4 grant(t)e,

granty, 5-6 grawnt(e, 1,5 grawunt, grownte),
3- grant. Also Pa. t. 4 gra(u)nt ; Pa. pple. 4-6
gra(u)nt. fa. AF. graunter, grander, OF. graan-
ter, greanter, altered form of craanter, creanter;—

pop. L. type %credentdre, f. credent-em pr. pple. of

credere to entrust, believe.]

+ 1. intr. To agree, consent; to assent to the

request of (a person : const, dat.) ; to agree or

consent to or to do (rarely at do) something. Obs.

aiy>o Cursor M. 16851 Ioseph .. Ne granted neuer wit
wil ne were, to ba ' r gret felunni. 1340 Ayenb. 225 pe ilke

bernb bet to zenne graunteb. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 352
I grant thar-till ; To ly heir mair war lit ill skill, c 1385
Chaucer L.G. W. 2665 Itypermitest?-a,[Kgiste commanded
his daughter, with threats, to kill her husband

; ] And, for to
passyn harmles of that place, She grauntyth hym. 1390
Gowkr Co>if. III. 338 He. .graunteth with hem fur to wende.
c 1400 Maundev, (Koxb.) xxx, 138 J>ai graunted at do all

bat he wald bidd bam do. < 1400 Smvdone Bab. 250, I

graunte to be his derlynge. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.)

198 pe freendys prayed be preest to ley be dede body on his

asse. perto giauntyd he hem. 1485 Caxton Paris $ V. 15
At these words graunted Parys to goo to the sayd Ioustes.

1523 Ld, Bkrnkrs Froiss. I. ccxliii. 363 He graunted to the
warr with an yuell wyll. «iS47 Surrey sEneid 11. 164
Assigning me To the altar; whereto they graunted all.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 245 The Souldiers should haue
toss'd me on their Pikes, Before I would haue granted to
that Act.

2. trans. To agree to, promise, undertake.

fa. Const, dat. of person, and ace. of thing. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1423 Do gan Sat moder and laban

Rebecca freinen Sor for-oan, And }he it grantede mildelike. ,

c 1305 St. Cristopher 77 in E. E. P. (18621 61 He grantede
J>is anon. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 243 She graunteth and
behight him this. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 978 And he hir

graunted bat gate with a good wille. a 1400 50 Alexander
516 'pat graunt I gudly,' quod be gome. 1559 Mirr. Mag..
Hen. VI, xxvii, Aduise wel ere they graunt, but what they
graunt, perfourme.

b. with inf. (preceded by to) or clause as obj.

Obs. exc. in legal documents.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 141 pe Kyng of Denmark 30M hym

anon b° And granted crystenmon ever to be. c 1450 Merlin
23 Tbey that shut! come to sethe me, have graunted their

lorde that they shull me sle. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAEsop
11. xi, To promytte & graunte to gyue to the that wbiche
thou neuer leuest to me. 1512 J. Wastell in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1S86) I. 609 The said John \\'a>tell graunteth
to gyff . . .xx. niarkes. 1558 in / 'icarys Anal. {1888) App. v.

186 The said T. I). .. couenaunteth and graunteth, to and
with the said 'I. V. .. that if he [etc.]. 1647 N. Bacon Disc.

Cord. Eng. I. (1739) 200 Do you grant to hold and keep the

Laws and rightful Customs, which the Commonalty of your
Realm shall have chosen? 1818 Ckcise Digest (ed. 2) IV.

68 A. covenanted, granted, and agreed that B. should have
the land.

3. To accede to, consent to fulfil (a request.

prayer, wish, etc.).

(( 1225 Ancr. R. 34 HokleS hine ueste, uort he habbe
(granted ou al bet 5e euer wulleft. c 1275 Lav. 14152 pe bet

we wollej? cweme be 3ef bou [is wolt granti me [1205 >if

bu bis ^ettest me]. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 20/33 And
grauntede al bis bone, a 1300 Cursor M. 13988 lesus grant

him his praier. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 182 The souldan
graunteth her axinge. 1 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 3878 So
crist. .what eure sbo wille aske grauntis he hire fauourably.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) G b, Yf I sholde graunt
you at all tymes your affeccyons and desyres. 1600 J.
Lane Tom Teldroth no graunt my suit. 1697 Drvden
Virg. Georg. 1. 63 Use thyself betimes to hear and grant

our Pray'rs. 1797 Mrs. Radci.i>;fe Italian iii. (1826) 20

Grant me then the only request I have to make. 1867 Smiles
Huguenots Eng. vii. 11880! 126 The authorities at once cheer-

fully granted all that they asked.

4. To allow or concede as an indulgence ; to

permit or suffer (a person) to have (something)
;

to bestow or confer as a favour, or in answer to

a request. Const, dat. of person, and ace. of thing.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1 1552 Leuehim was igrauntedgod

wot to wuch ende. a 1300 1 ursorM. 2506 (Cott.J Was nan bai

raght baigrantidgrith. 7^iVi'.2534oGrant vs bi maght til ober

sua forgiue bairsin.bat [etc.]. c j&q Ibid. 2001 1 + 894 (B. M.
Add. MS.) pe archibisshop . . hab graunted xl dales to pardoun
to alle bat bis vie wol here, c 1374 Chaucer A net. $ Arc.
1S8 Sheo ne graunted him in hir lyvynge No grace, c 1380

Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 132 First Crist apperide to yes

holy wommen, fer to graunt a privylegie to womman's kynde.

1390 Gower Con/ III. 2igGod to hem that ben well thewed
Hath yove and graunted the victoire. c 1400 Rom. Rose
2986 He me graunted ful gladly The passage of the outer

hay. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour Hivb, He graunted his

[Absalon's] grace and pardon. 1484 Surtees Misc. (18S8) 41

God graunte &gyffthaym joy and comfort h. c 1500 Lancelot

436 Grant ws dais three, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ill. (1590)

274 To onely thee thou seest we graunt this speciall grace

Vs to attend. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xviii. 93 When he

has granted all he can, if we grant back the Soveraignty,

all is restored, c 1709 Prior Callimachus' Hymn to Jupiter

116 Great father! grant us virtue, grant us wealth. 1711

Fingall MSS. in jothRep. Hist. MSS.Comm. App. v. 172

By his granting better conditions to ihe garrison. 1841

Lane Arab. Nts. I. 102 Granting him a delay of three days.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 208 It was an Act pur-

porting to grant entire liberty of conscience to all Christian

sects, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. viii. 60 He had .. the good

sense, .to grant me the liberty I requested. 1871 R. Ellis

Catullus xvii. 7 This rare favour, a laugh for all time, Co-

lonia, grant me. 1885 Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman
x, Why might he not grant himself one more sight of her at

the door of the Church.

f b. With a thing as subj. or as indirect obj.

:

To allow to have. Obs.

ci4ao Pallad. on Husb. 1. 105 Thikke and drie, espie &
graunte hit rest. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat.

11. vi.98 A smal valve, .grants entrance to the blood into the

right Ventricle.

•f c. To sanction, permit (an action). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Melibeus 22 Attempree weping is no-

thing defended to him that sorweful is .. but it is rather

graunted him to wepe . . But thogh attempree weping bee

y.graunted, outrageous weping certes is defended.

d. with inf. or clause as obj. ; rarely with obj.

and compl.
c 1250 Old Kent. Serm. in 0. E. Misc. 36 pider lord



GRANT.
grant! us to cumene. c 1380 Wyclif Last Age Ckircke
p. xxxvi, f>e whiche semlant he graunte us to see. a 1400-50
Alexander 1826 Bot wald *e grant vs to gaa & gefe vs
^our lefe. 1513 Douglas ALneis 1. viii 51 O hie princes,

quham to Jupiter hes grant To beild ane new cietie. 1535
Coverdale Isii. xxvi. 13 Graunte, that we may only hope
in the. 1570-6 Lambarde Feramb. Kent [1826' 207 They
fraunt him to take it with him. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 156
he Gods graunt them true. 17*0 Strype State?* Surv. I.

1. viii. 35/2 Our Lord Richard the King . . hath granted . . That
all the Kidels that are in the Thames be taken away. 1834
Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 384 God grant that I may find

you well enough . .for a morning walk.

5. To bestow or confer (a possession, right, etc.)

by a formal act. Said of a sovereign or supreme
authority, a court of justice, a representative as-

sembly, etc. Also, in Law, to transfer (property)

from oneself to another person, especially by deed.

C130S Pilate fa in E. E. P. (1862) 113 J)emperour. .grantede
pilatus al bat lond to holde bi maistrie. 1390 Gower
Con/. III. 103 Asia. .Was graunted by commune assent To
Sem, 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 17, I graunte hem fulle

pover. 1485 Wriothesley Ckron. (1875) I. 1 A great taske
and disme grawnted to the Kinge. 1605 Camden Rem.
138 Graunted by Patents. 1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship
(Arb.) 181 Where Friendship is, all Offices of Life, are as it

were granted to Him, and his Deputy. 163* Sanderson
Semi. 436 God the Father hath graunted vs. .a new Patent.
1651 Hobbes Lexnath. 111. xlii. 302 The Power here granted
belongs to all Supreme Pastors. 1766 Blackstone Comm.
App. II. § 2 They the said Abraham Barker and Cecilia his

Wife, .do, and each ofthem doth, grant, bargain, sell, release,

and confirm unto the said [D. E. and F. G. ;1, their heirs and
assigns, All that the capital messuage called Dale Hall.

1817 W. Selwyn Laxv Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 725 Granting
letters of administration, belongs to the prerogative court of
the archbishop of that province. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
ii. 1. 193 The Commons alone could legally grant him money.
1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) !'• viii. 575 They granted
charters to the towns and privileges to the inhabitants. 1883
Law Reports 11 Q. Bench Div. 545 (headnote) An attachment
granted to enforce compliance with the order of court.

b. with advs., in technical phrases : To grant
(land, a title) away, out. f To grant forth (a

warrant} : to issue.

1583 Stub res Altai. A bus. II. (1882'1 16 The other officers

who grant foorth the warrants, the Subpoenas. 1661 A,
Brome Royalist's Ansit). ii. Songs 75 All titles of honours.

.

being granted away With the grantees stay. 1844 Williams
Real Prop. \. (1877) 2 The lands thus confiscated were
granted out by the Conqueror to his followers. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 657 The estates of accused
persons had been granted away before conviction. 1876
Digby Real Prop, 1. i. § 2. 14 The grantee of the land is to

be entitled to grant the land away to whomsoever he pleases

in his lifetime.

+ 6. To yield, give up. Also with over. Obs.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 122 For Libra graunteth him [i.e.

Scorpion] his ende Of eighle sterres. a 1400-50 Alexander
3103 pi meche we beseke . . to grant vs oure modire. .out of
bande. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1590) 42 b, Palladius not
accustomed to grant ouer the possession of him self vpon so
vniust titles, with sword drawnegauethem sorudean answer,
that [etc.]. 1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 331 Certain
Thracian women .. granted their hake to this purpose.

7. To admit, confess, acknowledge. Now only

in a more restricted use : To concede to an actual

or hypothetical opponent (a proposition) to be used

as a basis of argument.

a. with obj. either ace. with inf. or a clause intro-

duced by that (often suppressed), rarely how. In

this sense the imperative mood, the pres. pple.

(used absol.) and the pa. pple. often introduce an
adverbial (concessive) clause.

1340 Cursor M. 27428 (Fairf.) A man .. graunt is \Cott.

yetes] . . bat he is falling in misliking. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Laurcutius 366 pat ypolyt .. before al nadgranttyt
bare, bat he had bene a cristine mane. 14x1 Rolls 0/
Parlt. III. 650' 1 The sayd Robert wold nouht graunte
that he had submytted hym in that mater, a 1450 I.e

Morte Arth. 1652 There he grauntyd a monge hem alle

.. How in an appelle he dede the galle. 1558 Bp. Watson
Seven Sacram. xxi. 123 A synner maye graunt and confesse,

that he hatbe not considered thys great kyndenes of God.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xli. (1887) 237 But graunting
thinges there to be well done already. 1604 K. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. v. 16 They graunt there is a
Heaven on this other part of the world. 1659 D. Pell
Impr. Sea 73 Grant they never used drinking and bezling

before they came to Sea . . they will soon finde out the art.

1659-60 Pei-ys Diary 11 Jan., I went to see Mrs. Jem, who
was in bed, and now granted to have the small-pox. 1674
tr. Scheffer's Lapland 4 Granting there were antiently such
names ..it remaines doubtfull [etc.]. 1711 Steele Spec/.

No. 4 f 5, 1 grant her Dress is very becoming, but [etc.]. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I, 156 Grant that such a man had,

by his recent services, fairly earned his pardon. Yet [etc.].

1849 R-USKiN Sev, Lamps iv. § 1. 94 Only asserting that to

be beautiful which I believe will be granted me to be so

without dispute. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1876) 161

Granting that that downfall is to come, it is reasonable [etc.].

a 1861 T. Woolner My Beautiful Lady (1863) 128, I grant

a few, the greatest, live content. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metafih.

101 Granted that two Beings, A and B, are so independent
of each other, .then [etc.].

b. with sb. or pron. as obj. Also absol.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 15 In dust of ded thou has
me broght. This says he, noght grauntand it, for his body rot

noght. 1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 48 The lord sowlis hass

grantit thar The deid in-to plane parliament. 1428 Surtees
Misc. (1888) 3 He gart yarof, als he graunted, ix" peces &
xij. 1536 Tindale Acts xxiii. 8 The phariseies graunt
buthe. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 390, I grant ye,

vpon instinct. 1611 Bible Transt. Pre/ 1 This will easily

be granted, by as many as know story. 1611 in Extracts

356

Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 312 Patrick Gordoune. .being accusit
for trubling of this burght . . in drawing of ane sword, and
persewing thairwith Gilbert Leslie . . graunted the drawing
of his sword to the said Gilbert, and persewing him thair-
with. 1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. Ep. Ded., Like the first

Principles of Mathematical Science, they are.. granted by
all. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 15 Though we should
grant the real existence of those optic angles. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (17761 I. 107 This granted, we shall take some-
thing more. 1848 Keble Serm. Pref. 41 If thus much be

franted, .. how is not our principle conceded? 1879 Geo.
^liot Coll. Break/ P. 287 We settle first the measure of

man's need Before we grant capacity to fill.

C. with obj. and complement : To admit or con-
cede (a person or thing] to be so and so. rare.

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 367 Vienna was bo i-

graunted the place of corsynge. a 1400-50 Alexander 312$
And if [he] grant him no3t de-grayd. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
11. ii. 100 Mad let vs grant him then. 1653 Walton Angler
139 [1] haue not tryed it; yet I grant it probable. 1730
Swift Traulus 1. 83 Grant him but a drone at best. 1810
Scott Lady 0/ L. ii. xiv, I grant him brave, But wild.

d. To admit the existence of. Obs. rare~ l
.

a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 1. vi. § 3 (1622) 46 For, of neces-
sitie hee granteth him [God], though of impotencie hee
blaspheme him.

Grantable (gro/ntab'l), a. [f. Grant v. +
-able.] Capable of being granted.

1548 Gest /V. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life App. i. ( 1840)
81 Thee sayd bread and wine reteygne styl theyr own
natures, whyche is grantable. 1565 Act 8 Kits. c. 4 § 3 The
former Offence wherein Clergy is not Grantable being not
then known. 1648 D. Jenkins Wks. 15 No priviledge of
Parliament is grantable for treason. 1690 Leybourn Curs.
Math. 225 The Principles of Geometry, consisting of Defi-
nitions, Postulates, 1 or grantable Truths) [etc.]. 176s Black-
stone Comm. I. 258 These letters are grantable by the law
of nations. 1798 Mali nvsPopul. 11. xi. (i8o6> II. 52 Lands
which were not cultivated by the proprietor within a limited

time were declared grantable to any other person. 1869
Act 32 # 33 Vict. c. 115 § 11 Any Licence grantable by a
Secretary of State, .may.. be granted by the Commissioner.
1879 Edin. Rev. CL. 551 In America new trials became
grantable, but in England not.

Granted (gro*nted), ///. a. [f. Grant v. +
-ed 1 .] In senses of the vb.

1. liestowed, allotted.

1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. vm. Baucis $ Philem. 196
Tablets hung for gifts of granted vows, a 1770 Jobtin
Serm. (177 1 ) IV. i. 2 He daily returned thanks for the
granted favor. 1839 H. Murray A". Amer. II. in, v. 490 In
the granted and located districts called the Concessions, two
sevenths are retained, i860 EllicoTT Life Our Lord ii. 67
The granted issue of all his longings and all his prayers.

1876 Ruskin F~ors Clav. VI. Ixi. 22 It shall be in a con-
stantly progressive relation to the granted years of my life.

2. Admitted, acknowledged.
1640 Bp. Hall Chr. Moder. (Ward) 36/2 We have reason

to take it for a granted truth. 1677 Dryden State Inuoc.
Apol Wks. 1883 V. 124 If they will take it as a granted
principle, it will be easy to put an end to this dispute. 1897
W. C. Hazlitt Ourselves 50 A gratuitous superstructure on
granted or presumed premises.

b. To takefor granted: to regard as not requir-

ing proof, or as likely to be admitted by every

one. f To givefor granted': see Give v. 31 b.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 265 He takes it for granted,
that hee can grace or disgrace any man at his pleasure. 1718
Freethinker No. 57 T 2, I have hitherto taken my Beauty for

Granted. 1771 Junius Lett. liv. 287, I take the facts he
refers to for granted. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 1. vi, I want
you to take no theological dogmas for granted. 1883 F. M.
Peard Contrad. xx, She had taken Dorothy's happiness too

much for granted. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girt* Rom. 182

He was perfectly frank with Worrogonga who, he took for

granted, knew about his assumed character.

T Confused use.

1678 Cuiiworth Infell. Syst. 1. v. 774 He . . takes it as a
thing for granted, that this [the soul] is . . in every part of
the body.

Hence Gra'ntedly adv., admittedly.
a 1638 Medb Chr. Sacrif. Wks. (1672) 355 And tins so

generally and grantedly as could never have been . . unless

[etc. J.

Grantee (grant/). Law. Also 5-6 graunte,

6-7 grauntee. [f. Grant v. + -ee.] The person

to whom a grant or conveyance is made.
1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 5 § 1 The grauntes. .aske deduc-

cions and allowaunces at every quinzime. 1533 Fitzherb.
Surv. 21 b, The grauntee maye distreyne for the same rent

bycause of the clause of dystresse. 1647 N. Bacon Disc.

Govt. Eng. 1. xxxi. I1739I 47 The Estate that was granted,
depended partly on the condition of the Grantee. 1745
Season. Adv. Protest. 7 Many of Cromwell's Grantees, ..

joyfully put themselves under the Protection of great Men.
1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. 11865) VII.- Ivi. 63 The grantees
. .had squandered their grants as fast as they had obtained
them. 1875 Poste Gaius in. § 32 The praetor's grant -pf

possession only makes the grantee a quasi successor.

Granter (gra'ntaj). Also 4 grant-, grauntar,
5-6 grawnt-, graunter. See also Grantor, [f.

Grant v. + -ek 1
.] One who grants.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 8 In bis caas are comynli grauntars of

pardoun. 1483 Cath. Angl. 164/1 A Grawnter, largitor ve\

-trix. la 1500 Chester PI. (E. E .T. S.) vii. 591 Hayle,
graunter of happe ! 15*3 Fitzherb. Surv. 22 He wyll dis-

treyne for the rent or serve a writ of annuyte agaynst the
graunter. a 1586 Sidnev Arcadia in. (1590) 263 So that

both sides being desirous, and neither granters, they brake
of conference. 1616 B. Parsons Magistr. Charter 4 To
begin first with the granter, with whom every well-drawne
charter first beginneth. 1774 T. West Antiq. Eumcss
(1805) 188 When that life is determined by the dissolution

of the body politic, the granter takes it hack by reversion.

i8»7 Hone Everyday Bk. II. 121 The granters of the

GRANULAHY.
venison. 1883 Ld. Craighill in Law Rep. 9 App. Cases
312/2 The power of the granter to deal with her estate under
the radical right is plain.

Granting (gnrntirj), vbl sb. [f. Grant v. +
-ing 1

.] The action of the vb. Grant.
134° Ayeub. 47 Zuyche grantinges byeb alneway deadlich

zenne. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1581 Swich strif ther is bi-
gonne For thilke grauntyng. .That [etc.]. 1587 R. Hoven-
den in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 206, I was deceaved in the
graunting. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixxxvii, How do I hold
thee but by thy granting? 1673 True Worship God 19 To
return something to the gods for the granting of their de-
sires. 1798 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 223 The
granting of bounties to seamen. 1824 Ibid. 341 Relative to
the granting of leases. 1895 L. J. Trotter Life Dalhousie
vi. 114 The mere granting of land to a Railway Company.

Granting (gm-ntirj), ///. a. [f. Grant v. +
-Dro'.j That grants, in senses of the vb.
IS93 Q- Eltz. tr. Boeth. 1. n Thassurance of a graunting

conscience diminishith it self in a sorte, as oft as hosting
receauith rewarde of fame. 1890 Daily Neivs 14 Mar. 7/1
* The case ' cannot be sent to the High Court because it is

not signed by the granting magistrate.

tGrantise. Obs. [a. OY.grantise, f. granter
to Grant.] The action of the vb. Grant ; con-
cession ; permission.
a 1300 Siriz in Anecd. Lit. (1844) 12 I-wis nou mai^t thou

ben above, For thou havest grauntise of hire love, c 1330
R. Brunne Ckrvm. (1810) 134 Com beScottis Kyng, & asked
Henry a bone Of grantise of grace, to haf his Seignorie.
Ibid. 208 Of som he had grantise his wille forto da
Grantor (grunt/u). Law. [a. A V. grantor,

agent-n. ofgranter to Grant: see -or. Cf. Granter.]
One who makes a grant or conveyance in legal

form.
a 1626 Bacon Max. $ Uses Com. Law xiv. (1636) 56 A

foundation of an interest in the grantor. 1642 tr. Perkins'
Prof. Bk. i. § 1. 1 Unto a Grant, a Grantor, Grantee, and a
thing granted are requisite. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I.

47S Their privilege even of purchasing from any living
grantor is greatly abridged. 1792 J. Belknap Hist. New
Hampsh. III. 276 A conveyance is not valid against any
other person but the grantor, unless it be thus acknowledged
and recorded. 1818 Hai.lam Mid. Ages {1872) I. 196 Saying
masses for the benefit of the grantor's family. 1883 American
VI. 270 In England, if the grantor cannot sign, he may make
his mark.

b. In quasi-legal language.
a 1740 Waterland Regeneration Wks. (1823^ VI. 348 Re-

generation on the part of the Grantor, God Almighty, means
admission or adoption into sonship. . : and on the part of the
grantee, viz. man, it means his birth, or entrance into that
state of sonship. 178. Knox Liberal Educ. xUiii. Wks.
1824 IV. 186 For the sake of the grantors, the practice [of

•granting testimonia of morals and proficiency 'J ought to be
put an end to, unless [etc.].

llGrannla (grae-ni;71a). PI. granulae; also

7 granulaes. [mod.L. grdnufa, irreg. dim. of

granum grain late L. grdnulumj] = Granule.
1658 R. Fkanck North. Mem. (1821) 130 Shining stones

that look not unlike to golden granulaes. 1781 Thomi'SON
in Phil. Trans. LXX1. 252 From 50 to 70 granular or
particles of un fired powder were driven through ihe screen.

1832 LlMDLEY httrod. Bot. 1. in. 207 Granula; large sporules,

contained in the centre of many Alga; ; as in Gloionema of
Greville. 1866 Treas. Bot. 548 ,'i Granula. .Among fungals
it sometimes expresses a spore-case.

Granular (grae*ni/7lai), a. [f. late L. granul-

um, dim. ofgranum Grain sb.^ + -AR.]

1. Consisting of grains or granules; existing in the

condition ofgrains or granules.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 493 Mountains, which consist

of lime stone or marble of a granular or scaly texture. 1826

Henry Elem. Chem. 1. 480 Steel is granular. 1831 Bkewster
Nat. Magic xiii. (1833) 339 The fluid .. leaves behind it a
sort of granular residue. 1841 Brande Chem. 682 Massive
and granular gypsum is found in this country in the red

marl or new red sandstone accompanying the salt-deposits

in Cheshire. 1868 Daily Tel. 15 July, Dynamite. .isa solid

granular explosive. 1897 Allbult's Syst. Med. II. 935 To
these granular zinc or finely divided copper is added.

2. Having a granulated surface or structure.

Path, Of diseased structures, diseases : = Granu-
lated 3.

1833 Sir C. Bell Hand (1834I 210 On the [foot] pads or

cushions of the cat, the cuticle is rough and granular. 1874
G. Lawson Dis. Eye 13 There is. .one form of granular lids

produced by vesicular granulations. 1875 H. C. Wood
Therap. (1879) 374 A widespread granular or fatty degener-

ation of the tissues. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 293
Granular ophthalmia. 1879 Harlan Eyesight v. 54 It

[catarrhal ophthalmia], .may ..end in the condition known
as granular lids. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 373 Mo-t

i
frequently the granular kidney comes on insidiously with
no early symptoms.
3. Of the nature of a granule or granules.

1834 M'Murtrie Cmners Anim. Kingd. 177 Their [gec-

kos'] skin is studded above with very small granular scales.

1867 J. Hogg Microsc. \. ii. 67 The granular particles seen

among the pollen grains of plants. 1870 Rolleston Antm.
Life 128 A series of raised granular but minute tubercles.

Hence Granula rlty, granular condition or

qualitv. Ora*nularly adv.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 520 The apical cells of these in-

ternal rows are distinguished by their size and by the granu-

larity of their protoplasm. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI.
24 Its surface being free from granularity or roughness.

Granulary (gnrniriflari), a. [f. late L.granut-

um (see prec.) + -ary -.] Granular.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 87 Salt-peter, Smal-

coale, and Brimstone, .proportionably mixed, tempered, and

formed into granulary bodies. 1850 Arvine Cycl. Rclig.



GRANULATE. 357 GRANULOMA.
A need. 832 Bone-grinders .. by steam-engines and powerful
machinery, reduced them to a granulary state. 185a Th.
Ross Humboldt's Trav. II. xxiv. 512 Vallies, which contain
magnetic sands (granulary oxidulated iron).

Granulate (grarni«b? l t), a, [f. as prec +
-ate* 2.j = Granulated///, a. 2.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., G?'an?tlata radix, a granulate
root. i8>5 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. IV. 273 Granulate (Grauu-
tata^, beset with many granules like shagreen. 1852 Dana
Crust, 1. 464 Hands elongate .. granulate above and some-
what pilose. 1870 Hooker Stud, Flora 231 Arbutus, .berry
globose, granulate.

% In pseudo-L. combining form granulate*-, as

gramdato- capitate, -costate, -serrulate , -striate adjs.

185a Dana Crust. 1. 169, 217, 418. 1887 Phillips Brit.
Discomyc. 246.

Granulate (gr£e
,

m/flt'
i

t), v. [f. as prec. +
-ATE*.]
1. trans. To form into grannies or grains.
1666 Boyle Grig. Formes <y Qua/, 370 We take then the

finest Gold we can procure, and having either Granulated it

or Laminated it [etc.]. 1670 \V. Clarke Nat. Hist. Nitre
30 Gun-powder, which is of greater power granulated.

1787 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (.1888) II. 398 The sap is .

.

granulated, by the simple operation of boiling. 1794 G.
Smith Laboratory I. 102 Take one part of yellow arsenic,

and one part of copper, and melt and granulate. 1825 J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 719 The gold to be mixed
should be previously granulated. 1861 W. H. Russell in

Times 12 July, The juice of the cane is expressed, boiled,

granulated, and prepared for the refiner. 1879 Casselfs
Techn. Educ IV. 191^2 The metal is first granulated, by
throwing it while melted into cold water.

b. intr, for rejl. To take the form of granules

or grains ; to become granular.

1667 Sprat Hist. Roy. Soc. 193 The Juyce of Wine, when
it is dry'd, does alwayes granulate into Sugar. 1681 Grew
Mus. Reg. Soc. 224 the principal knack .. is in making
the Juyce, when sufficiently boil'd to kerne or granulate.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 287 Its stalk is employed to

bring sugar to a good grain when it .. cannot be made
to granulate properly by the application of lime alone.

1839 Clarke Trav. Russ. 53 They place it in a caldron
over a charcoal fire, until the powder begins to granulate.

2. trans. To raise in granules or small asperi-

ties ; to roughen the surface of.

1691 Ray Creation I. (16321 120 The gullet . . thick set, or
as it were granulated, with a multitude of Glandules. 1767
Goocn Treat. IVounds I. 319 When the Dura Mater is

granulated with flesh, the sindon or lint, moistened with..
Tiuct, Myrrhze and Aq, Calcis, is a good application.

b. To unite (two surfaces) as if by granulation.
1846 Landor Minor Prose Pieces Wks. II. 458/2 They are

all grafts, imperfectly granulated on an uncongenial stock.

3. intr. in Path. Of a wound, ulcer, etc. : To de-

velop a number of small prominences, producing a
roughened appearance, as ifsprinkled with granules.

1737 Bracken Farriery fm/r. 11757) II. 180 The Flesh
must granulate, otherwise such Wounds could never heal.

1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 87 Mr. Hunter tried various
stimulating means to induce the cyst to granulate. 1835-6
Todd Cycl. Anat, I. 604/2 Few or no abscesses granulate
till they are exposed. 1879 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. II. 5
The wound that is left being allowed to granulate.

Granulated (grarnun^ted).///. a. [f. Gran-
ulate v. + -ti> '.] In senses of the vb.

1. a. Of metals, sugar, gunpowder, etc. : Formed
into granules, b. Consisting of granules, or grain-

like bodies.

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1715) 427/1 Refined granu-
lated Silver. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Corn setting
Engine, A rich compost . . such as dry or granulated pigeon's
dung. i8o6Galpine Brit. Bot. 55 Fruit granulated. 1814
Sporting Alag.'KLlV. 151 A quantity of granulated pow-
der. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. P/iys. Sci. xxxvii.

(1849) 434 Many [nebula;] have a granulated appearance.
1830-7 MacGillivkay Witltering's Brit. Plants (ed. 4) 7
A Granulated Root consists of numerous small bulbs or scales

strung together. 1842 Parnell Chem. Anal. (1845) 3 Pre-
pared by boiling granulated tin . . with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid. 1853 Soyeh Pantropk. 217 There are two sorts

of caviar: granulated caviar, and sack caviar. 1859 R. F.
Bl-rton Centr. A/r. in Jrnl. Geogr. Soc. XXIX. 189 The
latter [sugar] is generally made of granulated honey. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Granulated-steel. Melted pig-iron is

scattered by a wheel into a cistern of water, and thus re-

duced to fragments. These are imbedded in powdered he-
matite or sparry iron ore, and subjected to furnace heat. 1896
Allbutt'sSyst. Med. I. 391 Granulated malt extract dissolved
in milk constitutes a grateful variety ofreadily digestible food.

2. Having the surface raised in granules or small
prominences. Granulated glass; a kind of rough-
ened glass used in stained windows.
1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 140 The one plain and smooth, the

other granulated on the out-side. 1758 Descript. Thames
216 The Turbot has a rough granulated Skin full of exceed-
ing small Prickles. 1802 Paley Nat. Tkeol. v. (ed. 2) 72 It

would be too much to assert that the skin of the dog fish

was made rough and granulated on purpose for the polishing
of wood. 1821 Craig Led. Draining iv. 200 Chisseled . . to
represent, .the granulated surface of the human skin. 1863
Berkeley Brit. Mosses iii. 15 In some genera the walls of
the cells, .are strongly granulated. 1877 W. Thomson Voy,
Challenger I. iv. 256 The surface of the carapace is granu-
lated, not spiny. 1877 "• J ONES Finger-ring 61 The whole
is overlaid with fumform wire ornaments and granulated
work. 1894 Brit. Jml. Photogr. XLI. 28 A granular-sur-
faced or granulated paper.

b. Having the appearance of being raised in

granules ; mottled.
1885 Agnes Clerke Pop. Hist. Astron. 210 The term

' granulated ', suggested by Dawes in 1864, best describes
the mottled aspect of the solar disc.

Vol. IV.

3. Path. Characterized by the presence of granu-
lations or small grain-like bodies. = Granular a,
1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 426 2 A man who was found

on post-mortem examination to have granulated kidneys.
1896 Daily Neivs 3 Apr. 5/6 The astounding statement that
'granulated ophthalmia is chiefly a pauper disease '.

Granulating (grse'iii/zl^lin), vbl. sb. [-1NG 1.]

The action of the vb. Granulate; granulation.
x 793 J- Hunter Treat. Blood, etc. II. vii. Wks. 1857 III.

488 This process is called granulating, or incarnation.
1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Granulat-
ing, an operation in the manufacture of gunpowder which
follows the process of 'pressing' the cake, whereby it be-
comes reduced to grains of different sizes.

attrib, 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 143
When a wound begins to heal by the granulating process.
1856 Kane A ret. Exfl. I. xxv. 336 Hard to realize that they
could be formed by the ordinary granulating processes of
the winter snows. 1873 SroN Iv'orkshop Rec. Ser. 1. 145/2
It is then fed into the granulating machine.

r
Granulating (.grse'nitfl^tirj),^/. a. [-ing l>

.]

That granulates, in senses of the vb.

1710 T, Fuller Pharm. Extcmp. 102 It [i.e. the draught]
..potently expels, .granulating Tartar. 1873'!'. H.Green*
Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 244 It may be continuou>Jy discharged
from the surface, as in a granulating wound. 1896 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. I. 407 The high arterial pressure so commonly
associated with granulating kidneys.

Granulation (gneniwl,? 1

Jsn). [n. of action

f. Granulate v. : see -aiion. Cf. V. granulation.]
1. gen. The action or process of forming into

granules or grains ; the process or condition cf
being so formed.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653I 271 Granulation

proper to Metals, by infusion on fire,, .is their comminution
into granula, or very small drops like Grana Paradisi.
1670 W. Clarke Nat. Hist. Nitre 8S The Reason of the
Granulation of this Powder [gunpowder,1

. 1799 G. Smith
Laboj-atory I. 78 Granulation is easily performed, by pour-
ing, leisurely, the melted metal between the twigs of a i:ew
birch broom . . in a pail of water. 1822 Imjson Sci. $ Art
II. 117 It is mixed with lead to assist its granulation 111

making small shot. 1839 L'ke Diet. Arts 1142 The neutro-
saline matter present in the spent lye is essential to the
proper granulation and separation of the saponaceous com-
pound. 186a Neiu Syd. Soc, Ycar-bk. 168 On the Granula-
tion of Medicines.

Jig. i885 Pail Mall G. 2 Aug. 1/2 Italy and Germany
have been redeemed from the granulation which for so many
ages has made them mere ropes of sand.

b. concr. A granular formation.

_ 1759 Mountaine in Phil. Trans. LI. 288 On the pro-
jections of the wainscot, I found several granulations, and
longer pieces of the wire. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1S79)
184 In frogs poisoned with prussic acid a rounded form of
the corpuscles was commonly exhibited, and sometimes
granulations were present. 1879 tr. De Quatre/ages' Hum.
Species 72 The anthers scarcely ever enclose veritable pollen,
but merely irregular granulations.

2. Path, The formation of grain-like promi-
nences on sores when healing ; the development of
granules in diseased structures.

1786-7 J. Hunter Lcct. Princ. Surg. xii. Wks. 1835 I.

368 But on all internal canals suppuration does not neces-
sarily lead to granulation. 1813 J. Thomson Led. tnfiam.
215 That which Mr. Hunter calls union by granulation
would, in the language of Galen, have been union by the
third intention. 1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 302 But if

inflammation be permitted to arise, the repair takes place
by a process termed granulation. 1886 Syd. Soc, Lex. s.v.,

Healing by granulation.

Jig. 1895 J. J. Raven Hist. Suffolk 57 Then set in slowly
and irregularly a kind of granulation, if we may use a com-
parison from the healing of a wound.

b. concr. in pi. The grain-like bodies so formed.
1739 S. Sharp Surg. Introd. 24 Tents in Wounds, by

resisting the growth of the little Granulations of the Flesh,
in process of time harden them. 1789 T. Whately in Med.
Commun. II. 387, I.. felt a loose piece of bone lying in a
bed of granulations within the cavity of the tibia. 1804
Abernethy Surg. Obs. 54 Granulations formed, and a cica-
trix took place. 1807-26 S. Cooper First L-ines Surg. (ed. 5)

141 Granulations are formed by an exudation of coagulating
lymph from the vessels of the wounded or exposed surface.

1813 J. Thomson Led. Injla/n. 149 Granulations some-
times form on the surfaces of inflamed serous membranes.
185s Holden Hum. Osteol. (1878) 13 Every surgeon must
have witnessed how sensitive are granulations from bone.
1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 5 'l'he grey granulations or
tubercles are apparently derived from some pre-existing
inflammation.

3. Bot. and Zool. a. The formation of granular
bodies on the surface of a plant, a crustacean, etc.

b. concr. The granular structure, or in //. the
granules, so formed.

_ 1796 Withering Brit. Plants IV. 45 Branches generally
incrusted with small granulations. 1843 Forbes in Proc.
Benv. Nat. Club II. No. 11. 79 Among the granulations
numerous large stomata. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 447 A smooth
even, surface, excepting a neat miliary granulation. 1850
R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jrnl. Geogr. Soc. XXIX. 142
The folds and wrinkles which form by granulation upon the
oblongs where the bark has been removed for its fibre. 1872
N icholson Palxont. 75 A short robust stem, which is marked
with flutings and superficial granulations. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Bary's Phaner. 104 In the pointed warts there is

often stratification and granulation.

4. attrib.^ chiefly Path, (see sense 2), asgranul-
ation-grotvth, -mass, -sarcoma, -tissue, -tumour,
1899 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. X. 157 Over these

[pustules] the nail softened and a little "granulation growth
protruded, z&g&fbid. IX. 347 Being attended by the produc-
tion of a *granulation-mass. i886.S>rf. Soc. Lex., *Gran-
ulatton sarcoma, the ordinary form of simple or round-

celled Sarcoma. 1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2)

270 The serous membrane becomes infiltrated with young
cells, which form a *granulation-tissue beneath the layer of
proliferating endothelium. x888 C. H. Fagge Princ. <$-

Pract. Med. (ed. 2) I. 114 Under the term ''granulation-
tumours' he [Virchow] describes the various lesions which
are produced by syphilis, leprosy and glanders.

Granulative (gne-ni/?l/tiv),<z. Path. [f. Gran-
ulate v. + -ivk.] Characterized by granulation.
1883 MacAlister tr. Zieglcrs Pathol, Anat. 1. § 117. 16;

It was Virchow who invented the term 'granulative growth*
or 'granuloma' for these formations.

Granulato- : see under Granulate a.

Granulator (^rarni7/ltf'ui). [f. Granulate
v. + -or.] One who or that which granulates

;

spec, a granulating-machine.
1839 Ube Did, Arts 1202 The syrup is transferred into

wooden chests or boxes .. called coolers, but which are
more properly crystallizeis or granulators. 1873 Spon
Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 145 2 A small stream of water enters
the granulator; the movement of the machine rolling the
damp grains constantly among the dry meal powder, causes
the latter to [etc.]. 1888 Engineer LXVI. 273/1 This gen-
tleman saw white sugar come out of spouts, and heard a
granulator revolving at the rate of 300 rotations per minute.

Granule grce'niwl). [ad.hteL.grdnul-uw^'im.
of grdnuni Grain s/>A , either directly, or through
F. granule.] A small grain ; a small compact
particle; a pellet. Employed spec, in Zool. and
Bot., also in Astron. and Pharm. see quots.\
1652 CharletoN Darkn. Atheism 45 Those Crannies of

sand, which suffice to make up the vast bulk of the World.
1664 Boyle F.xpcr, <$ Cottsid. Colours iii. 41 With an excel-
lent Microscope, .the assisted Eye could discern particular
Cranules, some. . Blew, and some.. Yellow. 1796 Withering
Brit. Piatt: s IV. 112 fructifications terminating, swelling
with seed-bearing granules. 1797 M. Baii.lie Morb. Anat.
(1S07) 2S1 Small granules of stone are sorretimes found in

the tubular portion of the kidneys. 1804 Abersethv Surg.
Obs. 93 They resemble pearl barley, but the granules are
generally smaller. 1826 KniRY & Sl>. Entomol. IV. 27-j

Granule, a very minute elevation. 1834 M rMuETRi;':
Ctaier's Aittm. Kingd. 491 The animal bark which en-
velopes it is mixed with calcareous granules. 1835 Lindley
Introd. Bot. {18481 I. 350 The pollen grains are often
called granules. 1840-51 E. Wilson Anat. I'ade M. 572
'l'he smallest lobule is apparently composed of granules,
which are minute caecal pouches. 1849 Mukchison Silnria
x. 241 l'he granules of the skin. 1867-77 G. F. Chambers
Astron. 1. 1. 36 Granule is the best word to describe the
luminous particles on the Sun's surface. 1871 Nai'heys
Prcv. $ Cure Dis. in. iv. 691 Very small pills are called
granules. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 88 Colorless
protoplasm, which. .contains shining fat-like granules. 1E79
Kltley Study Rocks x. 107 Granules of augite are common.

b. attrib,

1855 tr. Wedts Pathol. Histol. n, v. 287 The fine-mole-
cubrcell becomes a granule cell. Ibid. 291 Colossal granule-
masses. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cell, granule, a. term applied
by His to a cell, like an ordinary white blood cell, found in
the stroma of the ovary. Also, generally applied to cells in
main part consisting of granules. 1882 Thomson-

, etc.

Quoins Etem. Anat. (ed. 9) II. 312 The inner or granule
layer. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Granule-layer of cerebellum,
the inner nuclear layer of the grey matter of the cortex of
the cerebellum. Ibid., Granule masses, the same us giant
Cells.

Granuliferous (gnenitflrferas), a. [ns if f.

L. grdnuli/er (f. grdnul-um granule + -{i)fer

bearing) + -ous.j Hearing or producing granules
or granulations.
1840 in Paxton Bot. Did. 1847 Craig, Granuliferous,

full of granulations, as in the shell Mitra granulifera. 1886
111 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Granuliform (grftni£'li$im), a. [f. L. grd-
nul-um granule + -(l)FQBM.] Ha\-ing a granular
structure.

1847 in Craig. 185a Dana Crust. 1.236 Teeth, .granuliform.
1887 Phillips Brit. Discomyc. -2^1 Margin entire, denticu-
lated ; when dry closed, granuliform.

Granulite (gree*ni*Jflait). Geol [f. Granule
+ -ITE.] A rock consisting of feldspar and quartz
intimately mixed. Hence Granuli tic a., com-
posed of or containing granulite.

1849 Dana Geol. xiii. (1850) 564 A variety of granulite.

1879 Rut ley Study Rocks x. 142 They are especially
common in granulites. 1888 Engineer LXV. 379/2 The
light-banded granulitic gneisses or Wiltshire type. 1894
Baring-Gould Deserts S. France I. 11 There are the
eruptive rocks, granite and granulite.

Granule)- (grxniulo), used as a combining
form of L. grdnulum Gkanule, to describe a sub-

stance which is ' granular and ', as in granulo-

adipose, -crystalline, -fatty, -pulpy adjs.

1845 Darwin i'oy. Nat. v. (18731 IO° This granulo-pulpy
matter was in process of being converted into ova. 1886

Syd. Soc Lex., Grant*to-adipose, containing, or consisting

of, granules and fatty matter. Ibid., Granulo-Jatty, relating

to granules and to fat.

Granuloma (groeni?7I^-ma). Path. [f. L.

grdnul-um Granule, after the analogy of Glau-
coma and other words of Gr. origin.] l A term
invented by Virchow to include certain neoplasms
which generally do not advance in structure beyond
the stage of granulation tissue, and which usually

proceed to ulceration' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1861 Bumstead I'en. Dis. (1879) 442 These cells belong to

the group called by Virchow granuloma. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. II. 804 In nodular leprosy, however, the granu-
loma of the skin., [is] characteristic.
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GRANULOSE.
Hence Granulomatous a., of or pertaining to

granuloma.
1883 MacAlister tr. Zieglers Pathol, A fiat. 1. § 117. 162 In

most of the granulomatous disorders we may have not
merely a diffusion of the disease throughout the individual
organism, but [etc]. 1898 R Manson Trop, Diseases xxvii.

423 A. .granulomatous, encrusted eruption.

Crranulose (gneni/iltfu's), sb. and a. [f. as

prec. + -08E ] A. sb. One of the essential constitu-

ents (the other being cellulose) of the starch

granule, which gives a blue colour with iodine,

and is converted into sugar by the saliva.

1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Hot. 589 A grain of starch
leaves behind a skeleton containing very little solid material
when the granulose has been extracted. 1878 Kingzett
Anim. Chew. 48 Starch consists of an outer coating of
cellulose enclosing alternating layers of granulose.

B. adj. = Granular.
185a Dana Crust. \. 245 Areolets plane, granulose.

Granulous grarnu/bs), a. Also 6 granu-
luss. [f. Granule + -ou8.] — Grasular, in

various senses.

1547 BoORDE Brev. Health ii. 2 A fatte matter in the
browes the whiche be granuluse aggregacions. 1699
Hucaneers Amer.. Exploits Sir H. Morgan 30 A sort of
granulous flower or meal. 1741 Monro Anal. Bones ted. 3)
19 The. .Marrow, .is granuluus, or composed of very small
Grains. 1791 Hamilton Berthotlet's Dyeing I. 1. 111. ii.

249 There is obtained a granulous precipitate. 1841 John-
ston in Proc. Beriv. Nat. Club I. No. 9. 275 The back
convex, roughish or granulous. 187a Nicholson Paloeont.

193 The surface of the cell may be either smooth and entire,
spinous or granulous. 1887 Pall Mall G. 22 July 4/2 That
terrible eye disease known as granulous ophthalmia.

Graocracy (gn^-kra^i). nonce-wd. [f. Gr.
ypao-, ypavs an old woman + -Kparia government.]
Government by an old woman or old women.
1830 Blackiv. Mag. XXVII. 484 Madame de Genlis's

admired and lamented graocracy.

Grap, obs. f. Grape sb} ; var. Grape sb.%,

(Irappe sb.

Grapas, -pays, variant forms of Grapeys Obs.

Grape (gr/p), sb. 1 Also 3-7 grap, 4 graap.
[a. OK. grape, grappe fern., bunch of grapes (also

crape; mod.K. grappe, north-eastern dialects

crappe)
t
prob. a vbl. sb. from grader to gather

grapes with a vine-hook, f. grape hook, ultimately

f. Teut. *k. appon- (OHG. kraffo) hook. Cf. It.

grappare tu seize, grappa hook, grappo act of
seizing, grappo, grappolo, bunjh of grapes, Sp.
grapa hook, Pr. grapa hook, claw, grap-s hollow
of the hand.
The change of meaning which the word underwent in

passing from Fr. to Eng. seems to be due to the fact that it

was first adopted in plural and collective uses, from which
a new sense of the sing, was afterwards evolved. The
comb, win-grape appears for 'cluster of grapes' in Gen. .y

Ex. 3710.]

1. One of the berries, growing in clusters on a
vine, and from the juice of which wine is made.
Also grape of wine. Chiefly//.; in poetry often

siftp. , as quasi-col/eet.

The grapes are sour: said proverbially with allusion to
^Esop's fable of 'The Pox and the Grapes', when a person
is heard to disparage something which it is suspected he
would be glad to possess if he could.
c»9° S. Eng. Leg. I. 231/424 A luytel foul .. brotrjte a

gret bou} Fol of graptis swy|>e rede, a 1300 Cursor M. 4468
iGott.) Vpon bis tre, on ilk a bohw Methoght bar hing grapis
[Colt, winberis] enohw. ^1315 Shoreham 30 That schel be
to thys sacrement Ry3t of the grape of wyne. 138a Wvclif
Deut. xxxii. 32 The graap of hem graap of gal, and the
cluster nioost bittre. — Matt. vi. 16 Whether men gaderen
grapis of ihornys, or fijgis of breris ? a 1400 Pistill ofSusan
84 On grapes be goldtinche pei gladen and glees, c 1420
Liber Cotorum (1862) 22 Take persole . . grene Grapus, and
slope thy chekyns with wynne. 1471 Ripley Co/up. Alch. v.

xiii. in Ashm. (1652) 151 Thou shalt have Graps ryght as the
Ruby red. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Pinnar'x. 7 On vine growes
the grape, and not the biter hop. 1667 Milton P. L. iv.

259 The mantling Vine Layes forth her purple Grape. 1697
Dryden I'irg. Gcorg. iv. 805 Like a large Cluster of black
Grapes they show. 173a Ahbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 1. 247
Grapes, taken in Moderate Quantities, help the Appetite.
1855 Longf. Hiaiv. 11. 235 Grapes in purple clusters.

Jig. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. i,W. de W. 1531) 290 A taste of the
fvrst rype grapes of the gyfte of heuenly wysdome. 1857
Trolloi'E Barchester T. xlvi, Mr. S. .. said, as plainly as
a look could speak, that the grapes were sour.

b. With some word pretixed that indicates the

species or variety, as Black llambitrgh, Fox,
Frontignac, Muscaiiine, Muscat, Muscatel, Sweet-
water, etc. grape.
1736 Ainsworth Eng.-Lat. Diet, s.v., Muscadine grapes.

1741 Coiupl. Eam.-Piece n. iii. 389 These Grapes: White
Muscadine,, .black Cluster, . .white sweet Water. Ibid. 394
White Morillon, red Morillon, Currant Grape. 180a Brookes'
Gazetteer (ed. 12), Lipari. .abounds with the currant grape.

C. Put fur the juice of the grape, or wine.
1636 [see Frontignac]. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 397 Nor

can the Poet Bacchus' Praise indite, Debarr'd his Grape.
1859 FitzGerald tr. Omar xlii, He bid me taste of it ; and
'twas—the Grape ! 1808 T. Hardy iVessex Poems 56 We
rolled rich puncheons of Spanish grape.

1 2. trans/. The berry or fruit of other plants.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 137, 1 seie bat oile of rosis . . bat

schal be niaad of grapis of olyue trees bat ben not ripe is

not oyntuose. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. C iv b, Anagyris .

.

hath afruyte in long horned coddes. .whiche when the grape
is ripe wexeth harde. 1578 Lvte Dodoens in. vii. 323 Whan
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[the spadix and spathe of the arum are] gone, the bunche.

.

of benes also or grapes, doth at length appeere. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 161 Of the grapes which this Palma Christi or
Ricinus carieth, there be made excellent weiks or matches
for lamps and candles.

3. The plant that produces grapes ; the vine
;

chiefly with some word prefixed, as in 1 b.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 578/7 Depastino, to do away
grapys. 1657 Aisten Emit Trees 1. 59 The Fox Grape is a
faire large Fruit, and a very great bearer. 1870 Yeats Nat.
Hist. Comm. 174 The grape varies in the colour, form, size,

and flavour of its fruit.

b. transf. Seaside grape = grape-tree (q. v. in 9).
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 209 The Mangrove or Sea-side

Grape. .The berries are generally about the size of common
grapes. 179* M. Riddell Voy. Madeira 87 The coccoloba
K27/£>a,orsea-side grape. (In some mod. Diets. s.v. Seaside.)

4. Mil. ^Graf^-shot. Now only collect, sing.

and apprehended as a shortened form; lormeriy
also pi.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 282 The six Scopa
Coperta Pieces were charged with bunches of Grapes. [1747
Cf. Grai-e shot.] 17^8 Ld. Morfeth in Anti-Jacobin 14
May (1852) 129 Sacrilegious grape and ball Deform the
works of Sione and Steel. 1804 Nelson in Nicolas Disp.
(18451 V. 399 Have your guns loaded with grape. 18*3
Bvron Juan vii. xxix, A fire of musketry and grape. 1828

J. H. Moore Preset, Navig. ted. 20) p. iv, The Number
of Shot contained in Grapes of different sizes. 1833 Alison
Hist. Europe (1849-50) II. vi. § 55. 49 They turned a gun,
loaded with grape, on the entering column. 1868 King-
lake Crimea (1877) III. i. 57 Some Luildings. .afforded
good cover against grape.

5. Farriery, pi. a. A diseased growth resembling
a bunch of grapes on the pastern of a horse, mule,
etc. (Cf. b'. grappes.) b. A similar growth on
the pleura.

1600 Suri'let Country Earme 1. xxvii. 189 Graps.. are
moulesandscabbesontheheeles. Ibid. 193 The grapes. 1753
J. Baktlet Gentl. Earriery xliv. 323 Excrescences, such as
. .grapes, &c. are best removed by the knife. 1810 Sporting
Mag. XXXVI. 271 Grapes upon the htels, of long standing
and dry, are incurable. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. II, 21
Tuberculosis of the pleura [in cattle] in the form of 'grapes'
may occur without the lungs being affected.

(J. In various applications : f a. (See quot. 1644.)
Obs. b. The knob or pommel at the rear end of
a cannon ; formerly called the Cascabil. + c. A
particular size of paper; also grape-paper. Obs.
1611 Cotgr., Papier raisin, Grape paper. 1644 Bilwer

Chiron. 75 The top or grape of the left Index. 1864
Webster, Grape 0/ a cannon, the cascahel or knob at the
butt. 1891 A. Morris Watermarks in Paper Record
8 Sept. 65/1 The names of the principal sizes ofpapier verge"
have been handed down to us, and . .have suggested water-
marks. Rising from the smallest sheet to the largest, they
are as follows :—Bell, pot. ecu, crown, shell, grape, large
grape, jesus, great eagle, and great world.

7. Short tor grape- hop (see 9).
1861 Illustr. I imes 5 Oct. 222 The ordinary 'grape ', and

the rank ' colegates ' of Sussex and the Wealds of Kent.

8. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as
grape-bunch, -cluster, -harvest, industry, \ -kernel,

-mildew, -pip, -seed, -skin, -stalk, -time ; b. ob-
jective, as grape-culture, -cutter, -gatherer, -gather-

ing, -gleaning, -grooving, -picking; grape-bearing
adj. ; C instrumental, as grape-crowned, -loaded,

-thickened adjs. ; d. parasynthetic, as grape-hued,
-seeded, -shaped, -sized adjs. ; e. similative, as
grape-green, -like adjs.

; grape-ways, -7cise advs.
1898 Archaeol. Ailiana XIX. in. 193 Prof. Stephens calls

it a *grape-bearing vine, a 1661 Holvday Juvenal 238
Bees, like a long *grape-bunch settle on Some temple's top.
155a Huloet, *Grape cluster or cluster of grapes, .racemus.
1627 Drayton Elegies, < >n Lady Aston's Depart. 52 "Grape-
crowned Bacchus. 1859 H. de Caradeuc {title) Treatise on
•Grape-Culture. 138a Wyclif Jer. vi. 9 Conuerte thin bond,
as a *grape kuttere to a basket. 1535 Coverdale Jer. vi.

q *Grape gatherer. 1599 H. Buttks Dyets drie Dinner B iij,

That Grapes are verie nourishing, is well seene by the
Grape-gatherers in the time of Vintage. 1580 Hollyband
Treas.Er. 'Long, Grappage, *grape-gathering. 1791 Visible
World 57 When the lime of grape-gatherings is come.
1611 Bible Micah vii. 1, I am .. as the *grape gleanings
of the vintage. 1893 R. Noel Swimmer 47 *Grape-green
all the waves are. 1896 Daily News 7 Nov. 6/2 Another
good combination would be navy blue and grape green.

*573 Baket Alv. G 440 'Grape haruest .. Vindemia. 1898
Zangwii.l Dreamers Ghetto xv. 462 He thought of last

year's grape-harvest ruined by a thunderstorm. 1883 E.
Ingersoll in Harpers Mag. Feb. 433/2 He let it slip from
his *grape-hued lips. 1887 Moloney Forestry IV, A/r, xi.

157 West Africa is not without its promise of a development
of the *grape industry. 1483 Cath. Angl. 163/1 A "Grape
kyrnelle, acinus. 1619 T. Milles tr. Mexias Treas. Auc.
fy Mod. Times II. 380/1 A very delicate and *Grape-like
gumme. 183a Tennyson Dream Fair IVom.zig The valleys
of *grape-loaded vines that glow Beneath the battled tower.
1871 H. Macmii.lan True Vine v. (1872) 229 Every one
has heard of the terrible *grape-mildew. 1897 M iss

Harraden Hilda Strafford 199 It was the *grape-picking
season. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 8S5 *Grape-seeds
or grains of wheat. 1887 Moloney Forestry IV. A/r. 423
Large or *Grape-seeded Amomum. 1849 Mt rchison
Silurialv. 74 *Grape-shaped heads. 1822-34 GooiPs Study
Med. (ed. 4) IV. 228 Cells oval, currant-sized or "grape-
sized. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 885 A portion of a
"grape-skin is very remarkably imitated by [etc.L 1820
Keats Hyperion 1. 33 Empty shells were scatter'd on the
grass, And "grapestatks but half bare. 183a Tennyson
Eteanore ^6 Youngest Autumn, in a bower "Grape-thicken'd
from the light. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark xii.

2 And when "grape time was cum, he sent his seruaunt to
the same husbandmen, 1727 Bradley Lam. Diet. s.v. Cur-

GHAPE.
rants, Branches .. to which a round Point hangs *Grape-
ways. Ibid. s.v. Hop, The Flowers.. rang'd "Grapewise.
9. Special combs. : grape-belt, a belt oi country

in which grapes grow
; grape-berry-moth {U.S.)

= grape -moth {Cent. Diet.); grape - brandy,
brandy distilled from grapes or wine without
admixture of any other ingredient

; grape-cake,
the mass of grape-skins, etc. which remains
after the juice has been pressed out of the grapes;
grape-cure, the treatment of disease by a diet con-
sisting mainly of grapes

;
grape-eater', the Austra-

lian bird Zostefbps chloronotus; grape-essence, an
artificial flavouring liquid composed of chloroform,
various ethers, tartaric acid, and other ingredients
{Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886) ; grape-fern, a plant of the
genus Botrychium, so called from the appear-
ance of the fructification

; f grape-flower =grap
i
e-

hyacinl/i; grape-fruit (U.S.), the pomelo, 'a
smaller variety of the shaddock, Citrus decumana

;

grape-fungus, a mould (Cidium 7'uckeri) which
attacks the vine,- vine-mildew (Cassell, 1882) ;

f grape-gall (see quot.)
;
grape hop, a variety of

hop (see quot.)
; grape-hopper {U. S.), an insect

destructive to vine-leaves (Funk's Stand. Diet.);
grape-house, a glass-house in which grapes are
grown, a vinery; grape-hyacinth (see Hyacinth
2 b) ; grape-louse (£". S.), 'the vinc-pest or phyl-
loxera' {Cent. Diet.); t grape-monger, a wire-
bibbtr

; grape-moth ( U.S.), a small moth, Eude-
vtis bolrana, the larva of which devours grapes
(Webster, 1S97); grape-paper ^see 6 c) ;

grape-
pear, Amelanchier Botryapium

; f grape-press.
a wine-press

; grape-scissors, scissors used either

for thinning the bunches on the vine, or for dividing
them at tabic; grape-sugar = Dextrose or Gli -

come; grape-tree, (a) in \V. Indies, a tree of the
genus Coccoloba ; {b) a grape-vine

;
grape-weevil

{0
r
.S.), a weevil (C&liodes or Craponius insequalis),

which destroys green grapes; grape-wine, a 'home-
made' wine, made of grapes

; grape-worm {U. S.) t

the larva of a grape-moth ^Webster, 1897); grape-
wort, the baneberry, Aetna spicata; also, Bryonia
dioica (Britten & Holland, Flant-n. 1879).
1897 Bailey Princ. Fruit-growing 41 The famous Chau-

tauqua *grape-belt is confined to a strip about two to three
miles wide lying upon Lake Erie. 1892 Pall Mall G. 7
Nov. 7/2 They testify to its purity as a genuine *grape
brandy. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 228 The best alco-
holic stimulants for the acute stage [of smallpox] are good
grape brandy (etc.]. 1830 M. Donovan Dotn. Econ. I. 249
The "grape-cake which remains alter the wine has been
pressed out is called by the French tes marcs de raisin.
186a J. A. Svmonds Biog. (1895) I. 202 'the "grape cure
cured her. 1848 J. Gould Birds 0/Austral. IV. 82 *Grape-
and Fig-eater. 1597 Gfbardf Herbal 1. Ixxi. 105 The *Grape
flower is called Hyacinthus Hotryoides. Ibid, lxxii. 105 Of
Muscari or Musked grape flower. 1859 Bautlett Did.
Atner,, *Grape Fruit, a variety oi Citrus raconosus. Bat-
Ladoes. 1885 Lady Hrassky The Trades 305 * Grape-fruit

'

. . It looks and tastes much like a shaddock . . it does not bear
the slightest resemblance to a grape. 1753 Chambers Cyct.
Supp., *Grape galls,., a name given by authors to a species
of protuberances resembling clusters of grapes . . which are
found hanging from the oak at some seasons of the year.
1838 Penny Cycl. X 1 1. 288/2 The varieties most esteemed are
the*Grape Hop [etc.]. 1881 Whitehead Hops ii. 11 Grape
Hops so called because the cones hang in clusters like

bunches of grapes. 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11.(1791) 28
note, Vines in #grape-houscs. 1825 Cohbett Rur. Rides 457,
I noticed . . a very curiously constructed grape house ; that
is to say a hot-house for the raising of grapes. 1733 Miller
Gardeners Diet., Muscari, Musk or *Grapc Hyacinth.
i6c6 Dekker Sev. Sinnes iii. (Arb.) 27 When the "Grape-
mongers and hee are parted. 1840 Paxton Bot. Did.,
*Grape-pear. 1881 Garden 15 Apr. 263/3 The Grape Pear.

.

differs.. from other trees in flower at this season by its pecu-
liarly graceful twiggy growth. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Man
446 From whence, as wine from a *grape-presse, the bloud
poured out of the veines and arteries is squtesed into the
whole braine. 1881 Black more Christmvell iii, ' Father

',

cried Rose ..running up to him, with her long *grape-scissors
in her hand. 1887 Lady 20 Jan. 38/3 Baskets of fruit

ornamented either end of the table, and the grape-scissors
were in the form of a solemn-looking stork. 1831 J. Daviks
Manual Mat. Med. 411 *Grape sugar. 1879 Foster Phys.
App. 673 Grape-sugar, or dextrose (glucose). 1697 Damher
Voy. I. 392 The *Grape-tree grows with a strait Body
. .and hath but few Limbs or Boughs. The Fruit grows in

Clusters, all about the Body of the Tree. .They are much like

such Grapes as grow on our Vines, both in shape and colour,

and they are of a very pleasant Winy taste. 1725 Sloank
Jamaica II. 129 Mangrove Grape-tree. 1753 Chambers
Cj cl. Supp. s. v. Grapes, A muscadine grape-tree was raised

from a cutting of a parent vine. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
210 The Mountain Grape-Tree . . is looked upon as a fine

timber-wood, t 1830 Houtston 'Tracts III. No. 90. 2 The
house .. with a grape-tree running up the wall. 1884-5
Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888I II. Index, "Weevil, grape 341
1718 A. Hill {title\ Essays ..; on English *Grape-\Vines.

1839 Uke Diet. Arts 1304 Drained grape wine. 1858
Homans Cycl. Comm. 1974/1 Grape wine. 1548 Turner
Names ofHerbes 84 It [Christopheriana] may be called in

englische *Grapwurt, because it hath many blacke beries in

the toppes lyke grapes.

Hence t Gra'peful a., abounding in grapes or

vines ; Ora-peless a., having no grapes ; wanting
the flavour of grapes ; Ora'pelet, a small grape

;

also transf. ; t Ora'peling - Gbapelkt.



GRAPE.

1616 Chapman Homers Hymn to Apollo 42 And made
tlie sea-trod ship arive them nere The grapefull Crissa.

c i6jo T. Robinson- M. Magd. 17/219 To picke y* ruddy
grapelets, was their aime. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xvt,

(1737) 68 Those little Grapelings. 1755 E. Moore in World
No. 153 1 1772) III. 290 Kusty hams.. stale game, green fruit,

and grapeless wines. 1844 Mrs. Browning Rhapsody Lifts
Vrogr. iv, Thy small head, .with its grapelets of gold.

Grape, **.' [a. OF. grape, &rappe ( = F. grap-

pin)\ see Grape sd. 1
] fa. ?A hook. Obs. b.

(in Cornwall) = Ghapnel 2.

1493 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 315/1 A bankure, four

cusehingis, twa grapis of siluer, a spone owrgilt. 1823
T. Bond E. <y IV. Looe 76 note, A grape or grapnell is a
small anchor, generally used for mooring boats.

t Grape, M.» Sc.Obs. Also 5 graip, 7 grap(pe.

[? altered form of Gripe sb.3, influenced by grape,

graip Grope v.] A vulture.

.1480 Henrvson Mor. Fab. vi. v, The fo.ve was clerk..

The gled, the grape \v.rr. graip, grip] at the bar couth stand,

As aduocatis. 1533 Bei.lenden Livy 1. (1822) 12 Apperit

to Remus sex grapis, afore ony foul aperit to Romulus. 161

1

Cotgr., L'aultonr, a Vulture, Geire, Gripe, or Grap. 1615
T. Thomas Lat. Diet., Vultur, a ravenous birde called a
vulter, a geyre or grappe.

t Grape, v. Obs. [f. OF. grape Grape sb.-]

trans. = Grappled, i.

1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. 11812) I. cexcii. 435 They hadde
graped their shyppes toguyder with hokes of yron.

Grape, obs. f. Graip sb. ; So. and north f. Grope.

Graped (gr^pt), ///. a. [f. Grape sb. 1 + -ed 1*.]

Having the grapes (see Grape sb. 1 5 a and b).

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 271 The farrier, .succeeded
in cutting away the fungous and graped flesh. 1886 Chesh.
Gloss, s. v., Cattle are said to be graped when the lungs
become tuberculated, and adhere to the side.

tGrapelage. Obs.- 1 [ad. b\grappitlage
}
in

same sense.] Grape-Cleaning.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confitt. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 507

The grapelage of the vine, or the gleaning of the harvest,

are not to be counted good corne and grapes, because they
are rare and scattered heere and there.

Grapell, obs, form of Grapple sb.

Grapenel Je, obs. forms of Grapnel.
t Gra'per. Obs. [?f. grape Grope s>. + -ER 1

.]

The part of a lance by which it was grasped.
14.. tn Arch&ol, XVII. 291 Officers of armys shewyng

their mesure of theire speris garneste, that is cornall, vain-

plate & grapers all of acise that they shall just with.

Graper, variant of Grapper Obs.

Grapery : gr^'peri). [f. Grape sb} + -ery ] A
building, made mainly of glass, in which grapes are

grown ; a plantation of \ines ; a vinery.

i8i2MissEdgkwor ih Absentee vi,She\ed the waytoalittle
conservatory, and a little pinery, and a little grapery.

1815 Hist. Decnstro 1. 175 Mr. Decastro. .planted graperies.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlii, A fine villa . . where there

were beautiful graperies and peach-trees. 1885 Ch. Times
z Apr. 269/2 Pineries, graperies, hot-houses, and the like.

Gra*pe-shot. [f. Grape sb. 1
] Small cast iron

balls, strongly connected together, so as to form

a charge for cannon (see quots. 1769 and 1867).

1747 Gentl. Mag, 308 The violence of the grape and round
shot. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) M mb, Grape-
shot is a combination of balls put into a thick canvas-bag,

and corded strongly together, so as to form a sort ofcylinder,

whose diameter, .is adapted to the cannon. 1794 Southey
Botany Bay Eelog. iii, The chain and the grape-shot roll

splintering around. 1809 Med. Jml. XXI. 446 A middle
aged man, of the name of Robinson, .was wounded by a
grape shot. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 346 A round of
grapeshot consists of three tiers of cast-iron balls arranged,
generally three in a tier, between four parallel iron discs

connected together by a central wrought-iron pin. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U.S. VI. xxxix. 211 The two columns,
heedless of musketry and grapeshot, gained the center of
the works nearly at the same moment.
Hence Grapeshot v. trans., to fire upon with

grape-shot.
1876 Ruskin Fors Clav.Yl. lxv. 145 Not until England

has had to stone, .some of the children she has got : or at
least to grapeshot them.

Gra*pe-stone. [f. Grape sb. x + Stone.]

1. The seed of a grape.

1589 Rider Eng.-Lat. Diet. 678/16 A Grape stone, or
kernell in grapes, vlnacea. a 1627 Middleton & Rowley
Changeling in. iii. 45 There's a spider in the cup ! no, 'tis

but a grape-stone. 1656 Cowley Misc., Elegy Anacreon
{1665I 41 In Deaths Hand the Grape-stone proves As strong
as Thunder is in Joves. 1703 Prior Ode to Col. Villiers 54
A Fly, a Grape-stone, or a Hair can kill.

2. A/in. Occas. used for Botryolite.
i86o Nicholsons Jml. XXVI, 273 On the Botryolite, or

Grapestone.

Gra*pe-vine. Now chiefly U.S. and Austral.

1. The vine which bears grapes; any species of

the genus Vilis, esp. V. vim/era.
1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E. D. S.), Grape-vine, a vine.

1844 Marg. Fuller Worn, igth C. (18621 59 An isle ..

perfumed by the blossoming grape-vine which draped its

bowers. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. h. v. Foot of Alps,
Blossoms of grape-vines scent the sunny air. 1884 Roe
Nat. Ser. Story x. in Harper's Mag. Sept. 537/1 The
grape-vine, .can endure an unusual degree of drought.

2. In various applied senses: a. A canard:
current during the American civil war. and short-

ened from ' a despatch by grape-vine telegraph

'

(Funk's Stand. Diet.), b. A hold in wrestling

farmer). C. A figure in skating.
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a 1867 B. F. Willson Old Sergeant vii. (Funk) Just
another foolish grape-vine. 1868 G. Anderson Skating iii.

(ed. 2) 36 The Canadian Grape-Vine. . I saw it beautifully

performed last winter, and it looks like a curious interlacing

and juggling of the feet.

t Grapeys. Obs. Also 4 graspeys, crospays,

Kra(y)pays, g grappays. [a. OF. grapois, graspeis

(also craspois) :—med.L. crassum piscem (crassus

fat, piscis fish). In the 16th c. the word became
by etymologizing alteration Grampus.] The flesh

of the grampus (prob. not distinguished from that

of other cetaceans).
[run ' Fail's of jEthehed' in Thorpe Laws I. 300

Homines de Rotomago qui veniebant cum vino vel craspice
dabant rectitudinem sex sol. de magna navi, et viceshnum
frustum de ipso craspice. ] I3*4~5 Durham Ace. Rolls
fSurtees) I. 15 In 2 petr. de Graypays rem. post comp. Ibid.

I. 42 In grapays enip. lod. 1390 Earl Derby's Exped.
(Camden) 19 Pro j barella parua de crospays ibidem empta.
Ibid. 221 In vno cado de giaspeys. c 14*0 Liber Cocoriim
(1862) 45 To serve on fysshe day with grappays. < 1430
Two Cookery-bks 1. 59 Crabbe au Creueys, Graspeys [etc. J.

1489 Fusion Lett. No. 906 III. 347 Bales, sturgion, porpeys,
or grapeys.

Graph. (graf), sb. 1 [Orig. an abbreviation of

graphicformula : see Graphic]
1. A kind of symbolic diagram

'

v
used in Chemistry,

Mathematics, etc. in which a system of connexions

is expressed by spots or circles, some pairs of which
are colligated by one or more lines. Also, occas.

the system expressed by one of the?e diagrams.
' Graphs ' were first employed (under the name of 'graphic

formula;': see Graphic a. 51 in Chemistry for expressing
the relations of the elements forming a compound. The
application to Mathematics (app. also the shortened name)
is due to Sylvester.

1878 Sylvester in Amer. Jrnl. Math. I. 65 The graph
to nitric anhydride. Ibid. 79 Chemical graphs . . are to be
regarded as mere translations into geometrical forms of
trains of priorities and sequences having their proper
habitat in the sphere of order. Ibid. 126 note, Whilst I was
only able, in certain cases, to represent in terms of the roots

of the parent quantic, the quantitative constitution of a
form pictured by a graph .. he [Clifford] .. has found the
universal pass key to the quantification of graphs. 1879
Froc. Lond. Math. Soc. XI. 2 On Clifford's Graphs . . Dr.
Spottiswoode. 1884 Amer. Jrnl. Math. VI. 382 '1'he Method
of Graphs applied to Compound Partitions.

2. Alg. A graphical representation of the locus

of a function ; the traced curve of an equation.
i885 Chrystal Algebra 1. 307 The representative point

will therefore trace out a continuous curve . . This curve we
may call the graph of the function. Ibid. 380 Draw the
graphs of the two functions 3-r — 5 and 5.V + 7.

Graph, (graf^, sb.- colloq. [Abstracted from
Chromoghaph, Hectograph, etc.] An apparatus
of the nature of the chromograph, hectograph, etc.,

for taking copies of writing by pressing it on a
gelatinous surface.

1884 A dvt. ,The Cyclostyle. No press, no washing, no graph.

Graph, (graf), v. Y Math. [ad. Gr. ypa<p-uv to

write.] trans. To trace (a curve) from its equa-
tion ; to trace the curve corresponding to

v
a given

equation). Hence Gra'phing vbl. sb.

1898 Pf.hry Apt-lied Mechanics 21 Students will do well
to graph on squared paper some curves like the following.

Ibid. 2. Graph y = a + b.r. Ibid. 1 The graphing of func-
tions on squared paper.

Graph, (gruf), v.- colloq. [f. Graph sb.2]
trans. To reproduce in a number of copies by
means of a ' graph '. Also ahsol.

1880 Stationer XXXV. 3 We graphed by the dozen. 1894
Westm. Gaz. 4 July 8/1 The Matabeleland News .. is

'graphed ' in manuscript.

-graph (grof ), repr. F. -graphe, L. -graphus,

Gr. -ypa<pos. The Greek termination was used to

form adjectives, sometimes in the passive sense of
1 written ', e. g. avruypacpos written with one's own
hand, x^P^lpnty * written with the hand; some-
times in the active sense, ' that writes, delineates,

or describes ', chiefly used absol. as sbs., ' one who
writes, delineates, or describes* : e.g. faypa<pos a

painter from life, &i(3\toypenpos a writer of books,
yfevypcupos a delineator of the earth, a geographer.

Many of the passive formations in -ypa<pos have
been anglicized, being for the most part used both
as adjs. and sbs., as in autograph, chirograph, holo-

graph. These words have been imitated in a few
modern sbs. formed on Gr. types, as lithograph,

photograph ; and these in turn have been imitated
in hybrid formations, such as pictegraph

; jocular

nonce-words, XxVthurrygraph for'a hurried sketch',

are occasionally met with. The Gr. active forma-
tions in -ypa<pos, where they have been anglicized,

take in mod.Eng. the ending -grapher, which is

used also for new formations denoting persons

(exceptions, such as calligraph, are rare). The
great bulk of the words in -graph is composed of
technical terms of very recent invention, mostly
formed on Gr. elements, and expressing the general
sense of ' that which writes, portrays, or records ',

as actinograph, heliograph, hygrograph, ideograph,

phonograph, seismograph, telegraph, etc.

GRAPHIC.

-grapher (grafsj), an ending of many Eng.
words of Greek derivation, pirst found in the

earlier half of the 16th c. The analogy of astro-

nom-er (really f. astronomy, but having the appear-

ance of being f. L. astronom-us + -KB1 ) naturally

suggested the use of the suffix -er as a means of

anglicizing L. words in -o'graphi/s without altering

their rhythm, as in cosmographer (recorded 1527).
In the J 6th c. there also occur a few derivatives in

-er from nouns in -graphy, as geographier (1542),
chronographier (1548), but these were soon super-

seded by the forms in -grapher. (In Chikographer,
q.v., the ending has a different source.) Krom the

latter part of the 1 6th c. the formation with -grapher

has been the normal mode both of anglicizing a real

or assumed Gr. word in -ypdtpos (see -graph) de-

noting a personal agent, and of providing a personal

designation correlative to sb. in -GBAPHT denoting

an art or science. It would often be impossible to

determine in which of these two ways an individual

word actually originated; but the question is un-

important, because Gr. words in -yp^tpos were them-

selves influenced in sense by their derivatives in

-ypatftta, so that, e. g. ytwypcupos meant not so much
'one who describes the earth' as 'one versed in

ytwypatpta '.

The suffix -ist has sometimes been used instead of -er in

anglicizing Gr. words in -\pa<fio? or forming derivatives

from sbs. in -graphy, cf biographist for the more usual
biographer ; telegraphist is more common than telegrapher.

Graphic (gr^'fik;* a - tat^ L. graphic-us, Gr.

7/)c</)(/f-us, f. ypa*pi] drawing or writing. Cf. F.

graphique.'\

f 1. Drawn with a pencil or pen. Obs.
a 1637 1>. Jonson Underwoods, Eupheme i.\, [God] can

Find . . our closest creeks and corners, and can trace Each
line, as it were graphic^ in the face.

2. Of or pertaining to drawing <:r painting.

Graphic arts', the fine arts of drawing, painting,

engraving, etching, etc.

1756 Epitaph in //. Walpolc's Vert'ue'sZA need. Faint.
(1786) V. 269 With, .all the genius of the Graphic Art. His
fame shall each succeeding artist own. 1811 Lamb Guy
Faux Misc. Wks. (1871) 374, I only notice the print as being
one of the earliest graphic representations which woke my
childhood into wonder. 1872 KUSKIN Eagle's N. § 123 This
faculty cf sight . is the only proper faculty which the graphic
artist is to use in his inquiries into nature. 1882 P. G. Ha.mkh-
ton 1. title) The Graphic Arts : a Treatise on the Varieties of
Drawing, Painting and Engraving.

3. Producing by words the effect of a picture;

vividly descriptive, life-like.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. in. i. 15 He shews, .that Poesie
was. .a graphic Art, or Art of Imitation, a 1745 Swiht On
D. Jackson's Ficture 1 Whilst you three merry poets traffic

To give us a description graphic Of Dan's larue nose in

modern Sapphic. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Faint. II. 228
They are all . graphic copies of common life. 1852 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle '1'etn's C. i, Expressions, which not even the
desire to be graphic in our account shall induce us to tran-

scribe. 1856 FkoUDE Hist. Frig, i 1858} E iii. 265 A Venetian
..wrote, .to Henry, informing him in a very graphic manner
of the treatment to which . . he had been exposed. 1872
Dahwin Emotions xi. 260 A graphic description of the face
of a young Hindoo at the sight of castor-oil.

4. Of or pertaining to writing ; fit to be written on.

1774 YVaim on Hist. Eng. Poetry 11778) IE 157 [Chatterton]
became a skilful practitioner in various kinds of handwriting.
Availing himself therefore of. . his facility in the graphick
art. .he [etc.l. 1851 D. Wilson Freh. Ann. (1863) IE iv. it.

289 The scribe executing his graphic art. 1854 Svn. Dobell
Balder xxiii. 87, I would, .make eloquent The graphic bark
of beech ! 1877 E. R. Condkr Fas. Faith v. 197 Eetters,

hieroglyphics, or any kind of graphic symbol. 1882 Skeat
in Trans. Fhilol, Soc. 1880-1 in. ^176 If we now collate

the two copies, we find, .certain variations which are merely
graphic, and of no linguistic significance.

b. Of a mineral : Trescnting on the surface, or

in the fracture, an appearance of written or printed

characters. Graphic gold, ore or tellurium :

—
Sylvanite. Graphic granite (see quot. 1859).
1814 Aikin Man. Miu. 70 Graphic tellurium. Graphic

Gold. 1823 Uue Diet. Cliem., Graphic-ore, an ore of tel-

lurium, occurring in veins in porphyry in Transylvania. 1828
Amer. Jrnl. Sci. $ Arts XIV. 362 Granite, is.. graphic,

when [etc]. 1838 Fenny Cycl. XI. 355/2 The felspar in

graphic granite is almost one huge crystallized mass. 1859
Page Hand-bk. Geol. Terms, Graphic Granite.. a binary
compound of felspar and quartz—the quartz being disposed
through the felspar matrix like lines of Arabic writing. 1868
Dana Min. (ed. 5) 81 Graphic Tellurium. 1879 Rutley
Study Rocks xii. 211 The so-called graphic-granite .. in

which the quartz, .roughly resembles Hebrew characters.

5. Pertaining to the use of diagrams, linear

figures, or symbolic curves.

Graphic formula : in chemistry, a formula (see Formula
3b> in which lines are employed to indicate the connexions
of the elements represented by the symbols. (Cf. Graph sh.i.)

Graphic method, solution : a method of solving problems
(e.g. in Statics', occas. in Algebra) by the construction of
a diagram from which the result is obtained by direct

measurement instead of calculation. Graphic method: the
method of recording movements of a part of the body by
some automatic instrument, e.g. the movement of the pulse

by the sphygmograph.
1866 Kranki.and Lgct. Notes Chem. Students iii. 24

Graphic notation, .is founded almost entirely upon the doc-
trine of atomicity, and consists in representing graphically
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GRAPHIC.
the mode in which every bond in a chemical compound is

disposed of. Ibid., The following comparative examples of
symbolic and graphic formulae. 1870 Atkinson Ganot's
Physics § 216 M. Duhamel's graphic method .. consists in

fixing a fine point to the body emitting the sound, a:id caus-

ing it to trace the vibrations on a properly prepared surface.

i88$A/uer, Jrnt.Math.W. 174 A Graphic Method of Solving
Spherical Triangles. 1884 Science III. 164/1 Graphic repre-

sentations are always specially valuable to the reader. 1897
Allbutt'sSyst. Med. III. 326 A continuous graphic record of
the blood pressure was obtained by means of a manometer.

b. Of a geometrical proposition, or a branch of

geometry : Concerned with position and form,

not with measurement. Opposed to metric.

1865 Clifford Math. Papers (1882) 80 It may be possible

to state the same theorem in two ways, so as to make it

either metric or graphic.

6. quasi-5^. in//. Graphics : the use of diagrams

as a means of calculation. (Cf. graphical statics :

s:e Graphical 5.)

1885 R. H. Smith {title), Graphics: or the Art of Calcula-

tion by Drawing Lines. 1898 Perry Applied Mechanics 1

One teacher seems to think that applied mechanics is simply
the study of kinematics and mechanisms, .another, that it is

mere graphics.

Hence G-raphicly adp. rare~°. (In mod. Diets.)

Gra-phicness. vividness of description.

i85i Geikie & Wilson Mem. E. Forbes xi. 330 This is

brought out with a melancholy graphicne*s in his letters to

Mr. Thompson. 1890 lllustr. Sporting <$• Dram. Neivs

13 Sept. 23/3. I went on to describe with equal graphicness
encounters with beasts.

-graphic (yrarfilO, the ending of the adjs. cor-

relative in sense with the sbs. in -graph, -GBAPHER,
-graphy, represents Gr. -ypcupticos, which occurs in a

few words derived from adjs. or sbs. in -ypa<pos (see

-graph), some of which have been anglicized, a?

t<7Topioypal>tKi>s historiographic. Any of the Eng.
adjs. in -graphic might conceivably have been formed

on an assumed Gr. type, but it is probable that they

have been mostly formed with suffix -ic directly 0:1

Eng. sbs. in -graphy (or less frequently -graph).

The prevailing sense is ' of or pertaining lo

graphy'.

Graphical (graefikal), a. [f. Graphic a. + -at..]

+ 1. Clearly traced. (Cf. Graphic a. I.) Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 503 For as they grow, so the Letters

[scratched on trees or fruit] will grow more large, and
Graphical!.

2. -Graphic 2. f Also, skilled in drawing.
1610 W. Folkihgham Art of Survey 1 The Survey of

Possessions is the Arte by which their Graphicall Descrip-

tion is particularized. 1669 Flamstbbo in Rigaud Corr.

Sci. Men (1841) II. 84 Some person indued with a celestial

wit and a graphical hand not unemulous of it. 1788 V.

Knox Winter Even. II. v. ii. 195 All graphical representa-

tions of God the Father are to he disapproved. 1810 Syd.
Smith Female Educ. Wks. (1850) 177 The highest exertions

of musical or graphical skill. 1828 \V. Irving in Life* Lett.

(1864) II. 347 He., is eager for all kinds of graphical illustra-

tions, facsimiles, &c.

3. —Graphic 3. Now rare.

1644 Bolwer Chiron. Prselud., The whole Nation of the

Greckes were Comoedians ; for . . in graphicall assimilating

and imitating the affections, there were few of any Nation
could match them. 1650 Trapp Comtti. Exod. x. 14 See a

graphical description of a like plague threatened. Joel ii.

4-1 1. 1658 J. Robinson Eudoxa 84 Every Line being

a Graphical Fourtraict of Christ. 1777 G. Forster Voy.

round World II. 9 Every part answered the graphical

description which the Spaniards have given. 18*5 Carlylk
Schiller hi. {ed. 2) 162 ' Wallenstein's Camp '. . paints with

much humour and graphical felicity the manners of that rude
tumultuous host. 1830 Miss Mitkord Village Ser. iv. (1863)

193 One of the finest sketches whicli Mr. Crabbe's graphical

pen ever produced.
absol. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVIII. 387 Such a sentiment

.. asks not the happinesses of humour, wit, fancy, of the

graphical and the characteristic.

4. Of or pertaining to writing ; consisting of

letters. (Cf. Graphic 4.) f Graphical stone,

graphic granite (see Graphic 4 b).

1643 Sir T. Browne Relt'g. Med. it. § 2 The Finger of

God nath left an Inscription upon all his works, not graphi*
cal,orcomposedof Letters, but [etc.]. 1802 Playkair lllustr.

Hutton. Theory 322 The graphical stone of Portsoy must.

.

be admitted to differ materially from that of Daouria. 1881

W. R. Smith O. T. in Jew. Ch. vi. 168 The Septuagint trans-

lation was made from a copy, which shared many graphical

errors of our present Hebrew.
5. = Graphic

ft.
Graphical method = l graphic

method'. Graphical sialics : statics as studied by

the ' graphic method '.

1784 in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 144 If there is a possibility

of drawing a graphical figure that represents nearly the

orbit under consideration. 1801 J. Jones tr. Bygge's Trav.

Fr. Refi. xiv. 306 Lieutenant Maindon's graphical method
of ascertaining the distance between the sun and moon.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) 1. 153 The graphical

methods of geometry. 1863 Atkinson Ganot's Physics 187

Graphical methods of studying vibratory movements. 1878

Sylvester iu Amer Jrnl. Math. I. 73 Such a proposition

ought to admit of graphical proof. 1886 Chrystal Algebra
1. 306 To obtain a graphical representation of the variation of

the function f{x). 1890 Beare tr. Cremona's Graphical
Statics (title

1

, Two Treatises on the Graphical Calculus

and Reciprocal Figures in Graphical Statics. 1898 Perry
Applied Mechanics 1 Teachers who spend most of the time
on graphical statics, or the graphing of functions on squared
paper.

Hence G-raphicalness.
188a in Ogilvie ; and in recent Diets.

360

Graphically (grae
-

fikali)

,

adv. [f.G raphical a.

+ -LY^.] In a graphic or graphical manner.
fl. By means of drawing or painting. Obs.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. ii. 11 Urnes .. handsomely

described, and graphically represented by the Learned
Physician Worniius.

2. As in a picture ; clearly, picturesquely, vividly.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. Ep. Rdr., Which..
abuse inanye learned Clerkes bewaylinge haue. .by wryting
and otherwise graphicallye depainted. [1623 Cockera.m,
Graffically, cunningly done.] 1655 Bp. J. Richardson
Observ. O. T. 419 Very Rhetorical delineations do follow
of their miseries by this invasion of Nebuchadnezzar, graphi-
caly as in a Map described. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India ty P.
290 None more Graphically expresses them than these
Facetious Verses. *7" J- Dennis Publick Spirit 11 To
paint the Manners of our own 'Limes graphically. 1833 J.
RenMIB Alph. Angling Pref. 13, I sallied out one day to the
river Ayr, with a bent pin for a hook, as Christopher North
has described so graphically and well. 1883 Eng. lllustr.

Mag. Nov. 68/2 The sea-banks and droves of the north.,
tell us mure graphically than any records, how the ' Marsh-
land ' was won from the raging sea.

3. f *• *n the manner of writing {obs.) ; b. by
means of or in respect of written signs.

1609 B. Ionson Masque Queens Wks. (1616) 964 After it,

succeeded their third dance ; then which, a more numerous
composition could not be seene, Graphically disposed into
Letters and honoring the name of.. Prince Charles. 1861
F. Hall in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 197 note. The original
[Sanskrit] does not graphically characterize v from b. Mod.
The verbs rede and read differ only graphically ; in etym-
ology and pronunciation they are the same word.

4. By the use of graphic methods; by the con-
struction of diagrams or graphs.
1771 Pembertonui Phtl. Trans. LXI. 450 All the particu-

lars usually inquired into in solar eclipses may. .be assigned
graphically with scale and compass, 1834 Mrs. Somer-
ville Connect. Phys. Sci. xxxvii. (1849) 417 A curve is thus
constructed graphically by means of the angles of position

and the corresponding times of observation. 1866 Odling
Anvn. Chem. 27 We should. . represent populin graphically
.. by the residues of three circles conjoined with one
another. 1879 SpottiSWOODE in Proc. l.ond. Math. Soc. X.
209 Graphically, the form itself will be represented by
—o— ; —o— ) or 1882 MINCHin Unipl. Kiuemat.
215 The velocity at P may be graphically represented . . as
the resultant of two forces from P towards A and B. 1886
Chrystal Algebra I. 333 Solve graphically the equation
.r3— i6.r2 + 7i.r— 129 = o. 1895-6 Cat. Univ. Nebraska 253
The measurements are plotted graphically upon a chart.

Graphiologist Cgrgeh^-lSdgist). [f. next +
-1ST.] = Graphologist.
1851 \V. J. Coi'I.eston Mem. Bp. Cohesion 3 We prognos-

ticate, without the aid of the graphiologist, clear thought
and methodical accuracy.

Graphiology (grrenyiod^i). [irreg. f. Gr.

ypa<p-tiv to write + -(0 'logy. The word seems to

have been invented (in sense 1) by some of the

advertising practitioners of the art about 1850.]
1. -Graphology 2.

1854 Lady Lvtton Behind Scenes I. 1. ii. 67 If there is

anything in graphiology.

2. a. The science or (

art of writing or delineation,

or a treatise on that art' (Ogilvie, Suppl., 1855).
rare~°. b. Methods of graphic representation.
1880 Daily Tel. 20 Oct., Everything connected with the

graphiology of heraldry is of the weakest.. character.

-graphist : see note tinder -grapher.

Graphite (grarfait). [First in Ger. formgraphit
(Werner, 1789); f. Gr. ypa<p-uv to write (because

used for pencils) -f -ite. Cf. F. graphite i^Hauy,

1 801, in Hatz.-Darm.).] One of the crystalline

allotropic forms of carbon (see Carbon i)
f
called

also Black Leah and Plumbago.
1796 K IBwan Elem. Miu.(ed. 2) II. 58 Plumbago, Graphite

of Werner. 2849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 13 Carbon
occurs .. in six-sided plates in graphite. 1871 B, Stewart
Heat (ed. 2) § 27 The bore contains a small index made of
iron or graphite.

Graphitic (grafrtik), a, [f. Graphite + -ic]

Of or pertaining to graphite ; having the nature of

graphite. Graphitic acid (see cjuot. 1864).
1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II, Graphitic acid. .an acid dis-

covered by Iirodie ..and produced from graphite by the

repeated action of chlorate of potassium and nitric acid.

1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. 11. 11879* 34^ The graphitic

and anthracitic varieties of coal. 1878 Lawkence tr.

Cotta's Rocks Class. 199 Graphitic Granite, with graphite

in the place of mica. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss. , Gra-
phitic carbon, that portion of the carbon in iron or steel

which is present as graphite.

Graphitoid (giarfitoid), a. [f. Graphite +
-OID.] Having the appearance of grapbite. Also

OrapMtoi'dal a.

1858 T. Graham Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) II. 668 GraphitoTdal
Boron. Ibid. 672 Silicon, like boron, may he obtained in

three states analogous to the amorphous, graphitoidal, and
diamond forms of carbon. 1875 lire's Did. Arts (ed. 7) II.

735 Graphitoid carbon destined to form the pencils used for

the electric light. 1880 Nature XXI. 409 A substance .,

from which it [carbon] crystallises out partly in graphi-

toidal, partly in adamantine forms.

Graphiure (grartiyii-u). Also erron. gra-

phyure. [ad. mod. L. graph iftrus, {.Gi.ypa^uov

a pencil + ovpi tail.] A South African rodent,

with a tail ending in a pencil of hairs.

1849 S>;. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 31 Cape Graphiure.

1849 tr. Cuvier's Anim. Kiugd. m The Graphyures..
scarcely differ from the Dormice externally, but have
weaker jaws and a longer . . intestinal canal.

GRAPHOSPASM.

Grapholite (grarfifisit). [f. Gr. ypcupo-, com-
bining form of ypcupi} writing + -lite.] Any species

of slate suitable for writing on.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2
1

) I. 238 Grapholite
(Argillaceous genus), gives a white streak, and is generally
used to write upon.

Graphologist (grafpdod^ist). [f. next + -1ST.]

A person versed in graphology.
1885 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 3/2 Engaging a graphologist

to judge the candidates by their handwriting. 1890 Ibid.
8 Sept. 7/1 The confessions of a lady graphologist.

Graphology (graf^-lodgi). [f. Gr. ypa<po-
t

combining form of ypa<prj writing + -\oyia dis-

course: see -logy. (Substituted, as more correct,

for the earlier Graphiology. Cf. F', grapkologie.)\

1. The study of handwiiting.
1882 Athenaeum 23 Sept. 402/3, 1 work with a method and

principles of criticism different from his in comparative
graphology and palaeography. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Graphology, a study or description of handwriting in rela-

tion to the changes from the ordinary which occur in some
diseases, sucli as general paralysis.

2. esp. The art or science of inferring a person's

character, disposition, and aptitudes from the

peculiarities of his handwriting.
1886 Pall Mall G. 15 Feb. 10/2 He sought in graphology

indications of capacity and disposition. 1887 Blackw Mag.
May 642/1 Phrenology and graphology are admitted to
take rank as acknowledged sciences. 1891 J. F. Nisbet
Insanity Genius 149 Graphology contains no doubt a sub-
stratum of truth.

3. The system of graphic formulae; the notation

used for graphs.
1878 Sylvester in Amer, Jrnl, Math. I. 79 Any tendency

to disturb or complicate the existing graphology.

Hence Grapholo gic, G-rapholo gical adjs., of

or pertaining to graphology.
1891 N. Y. Trilrune 23 Dec. 3/5 (Funkl The afternoon

session of the trial was taken up with the testimony of the
graj hological experts. 1895 Daily Ncivs 4 Dec. 6/6 Im-
portant graphologic researches.

GraphOHiania (groefonv'-nia). [f. Gr.yptxpo-

(see Graphology) + Mania.] A mania for writing.

So Grapliomaniac. one who has graphomania.
1827 {litle\ The Cheilead . . being Violent Ebullitions of

Graphomaniacs. 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXII. 765 An un-
necessary act of impolitic graphomania. 1895 19M Cent.

Apr. 611 The restless repetition of one and the same strain

of thought is characteristic ofgraphomania. 1895 A thenxum
15 June 765/1 The graphomaniac is defined [by Max Nor-
dau] as a being ' with an insatiable desire to write, though
he has nothing to write about except his own mental and
moral ailments'.

Graphometer (giaffm/'Ui). Also 8 -metre,

[ad. K graphomiire (1597 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. as

prec. + (itTpov measure.] A mathematical instru-

ment, used for measuring angles in surveying

;

otherwise called a semi-circle, f Also, a gonio-

meter used in crystallography.

1696 Phillips, Graphometer. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's

Gardening 81 Instruments made use of for tracing upon
the Ground . . are the Graphometre, or Semicircle, and the

Square. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 457 Making use of

the graphometer to take the angles of depression. 1802

Nicholson's Jml. Nat. Phil. I. 132 Description of the gra-

phometer, or instrument of Cit. Carangeau for measuring the

angles of Crystals. 1843 in Brande Diet. Sci., etc. Hence
in some mod. Diets.

Graphome'tric, a- 1 [C prec. + -ic] Per-

taining to or ascertained by a graphometer.
In mod. Diets.

So Graphome trical a. = prec.

1828 3a in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Graphome'tric, a-2 (s/>.) Math. [f. grapho-

(taken as comb, form of Graphic, in sense 5 b) +
Metric] Applied by Clifford to a class of func-

tions which pertain equally to graphic and metric

geometry. Hence as sb., a graphometric function.

1865 Clifford Math. Papers (1882) 85 Now this function

belongs to Metric Geometry . . But it also belongs to Graphic
Geometry because it is unaltered by projection or linear

transformation. On these accounts I propose to call it a
Graphometric function. . . I shall, in what follows, pay par-

licular attention to Graphometrics.

Graphophone (grx-idio^n). [f. Gr. yparp-av

to write + c/xucij voice, sound.] The name of one

of the instruments for recording and reproducing

sound. (Cf. Phonograph.')
1886 Boston Herald (Mass.) 16 July, The ' graphophone ',

or improved phonograph. 189a Mod. Mechanism (ed. Ben-

jamin) 606 The Bell-Tainter graphophone.

Hence Oraphophonic a., of or pertaining to a

graphophone. (In some recent Diets.)

GraphOBCOpe (grx-0sko«p). [f. Gr. ypaipo-,

yfxuprj writing, drawing + -okuttos observing : see

-scope.] An apparatus containing a magnifying lens

arranged for viewing engravings, photographs, etc.

Aerial grafhoscofe: a contrivance for presenting the

image of an object, projected upon the atmosphere as upon

a screen.

1879 H. Gribb in Trans. A'. Dublin Soc. 186 Viewed

with both eyes through a single magnifying lens, such as

is supplied with the graphoscope. 1897 Dublin Kev. Apr.

403 'the photographing of the vision shown by an aerial

graphoscope.

Graphospasm (grx-fJsrrez m). [f. as prec. +

Spasm.J Writer's cramp. In some recent Diets.



GRAPHOTYPE.

Graphotype (gne*0t3ip), sb. [f. as prec. +
Type.J a. A process for producing a design in

relief for surface-printing ; also, the block or plate

so produced, b. (See quot. 1877.)
1866 Chamh. Jrnl. xxvm. 271 Mr. Hitchcock, an American,

has invented a process for preparing wood-blocks for the
printing of pictures, diagrams, and so forth, to which he gives
the name of graphotype. 1866 Brandt's Diet. Sei. etc. II. 61
.Some graphotypes are said to rival in beauty and delicacy
the best engravings. 1877 Echo 22 Oct. 4/1 Under the term
graphotype may be included the several systems of reproduc-
ing copies of letters which are rapidly finding their way into
commercial circles.

Hence Graphotype v. trans., to print by means
of the graphotype ; Graphotyping- vbl. sb. (in

quot. attrib.) ; Graphotypic a.
t
of or pertaining

to the use of the graphotype.
1866 Sat. Rev. 31 Mar. 384 Unlearned readers .. will not

easily make out why the graphotypic and the typographic
arts should be so closely allied in nomenclature and so dif-

ferent in fact. 1866 Spectator 29 Dec. 1460 Twenty-one
illustrations, .graphotyped by the Graphotyping Company.

-graphy (grafi), = F., G. -graphic, Sp. -grajia,

It. -grajia, L. -graphia, repr. Gr. -ypa<pia in sbs.

adapted from Gr. or formed on Gr. types. The
Gr. sbs. in -ypacpia are abstract nouns of action or
function derived from the sbs. (or adjs.) in -ypa<pos

(see -graph, -grapher). Many of these have been
adapted in Eng. (usually through the medium of

other langs.), ancj many other compounds of Gr.
elements on the analogy of them have been formed
in Eng., or adapted from Er. or mod.Lat. Some
of the words with this ending denote processes or

styles of writing, drawing, or graphic representa-

tion, as brachygraphy , calligraphy, stenography,

cryp.'ography, lithography, photography. More
commonly they are names of descriptive sciences,

as geography, bibliography (cf. the Gr. @t(3Kioypa-

tpta, which means the writing ofbooks), astrography,
cometography, petrography, selenography, etc. Hy-
brid formations with this ending are rare, strati-

graphy being almost the only example that has
obtained general currency. All sbs. in -graphy have
actual or potential correlative agent-nouns in

-grapher and adjs. in -graphic, -graphical.

Graphyure, erroneous variant of Gkaphiure.
Graping, vbl. sb. [Cf. Blackberrying.] The

gathering ot grapes.

1854 Thoreau Walden, House-lVarining (1884) 256 In
October I went a-graping to the river meadows.

T Gra'ping", ///. a. nonce-wd. Bearing grapes.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict, n. xlv, Over the hedge

depends the graping Elme.
Graple, obs. form of Grapple sb. and v.

Graplin, grap-line, corrupt ff. Grappling 3.

Grapnel (grarpnel), sb. Forms: 4-7 grape-
nel

v
le, 6-9 grapnell, 7 grabnel(l, (grapnail),

9 grapnail, 6- grapnel, [a. AF. *grapenel, dim.

of grapon, of the same meaning ; cf. mod. F. grap i7i,

grappin grapnel.]

1. An instrument with iron claws intended to be
thrown by a rope for the purpose of seizing and
holding an object, esp. an enemy's ship.
Quots. 1373, 1485-6, may belong to 2.

1373 in H. T. Riley Lotui. Mem. (1868) 369, 1 grapenel,
1 cheyne. c 1385 Chaucek L. G. IV. 640 Cleopatra, In goth
the grapenel so ful of crokes Among the ropes, and the
shering-hokes. 1485-6 Navat Ace, Hen. I'll (1896) 45
Grapenelles of Iren with chenes. 1679 Lonti. Gaz. No. 1 393/1
His men ..cry'd out, Cut away; which they did. .leaving
on Board us their Grapnails. 1878 A. S. Mackenzie Paul
yo/ies I. iii. 59 (Funki The grapnels were triced up to the
yard-arms, ready for falling on the enemy's decks. 1884 Mil.
Engineering I. 11. 100 Grapnels may be used for escalading.

\ b. A harpoon. Obs.
1663 Pepys Diary 6 May, They have catched often, in

Greenland, whales with the iron grapnells that had formerly
been struck into their bodies covered over with fat.

2. A small anchor with three or more flukes, used
esp. for boats, and for securing a balloon on its

descent, f To come tograpnel : to come to anchor.

t x373. 1485-6: see 1.] 1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy.
(1589) 101 We wayed our Grapnel and went away. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia n. 24 Having lost our Grapnell among
the rocks. 1631 Pellham Mime. Preserv. Englishm. Green-
land 16 Casting our Grabnell or Anchor over-board. 1748
Anson's Voy. iuv vii. 360 Eighteen half gallies .. came to

grapnel a-head «f the Centurion. 1836 Marryat Midsh.
Easy xxiii. 87 The boats were to . . drop their grapnels till

daylight. 1864 Daily />/. lojune, The grapnel was lowered;
it took the ground at once; and the balloon slowly descended.
trans/, and Jig. 1851 H. Melville Whale \\. 8 With

anxious grapnels I had sounded my pocket. 1857 Hughes
Torn Brown n. ii, To lay hold of the working boys and
young men ofEngland by any educational grapnel whatever.

1877 Thomson Voy. Cltallenger I. iii. 176 The form of the
spicules which make up the structure of the substance of the

sponge, and the form of the double grapnel of the sarcode.

3. A name for various implements for grasping or

clutching (see quots.).

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Grapnails, a heavy tongs used
for dragging logs, chunks, stones, etc. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Grapnel, an implement for removing the
core left by an annular drill in a bore-hole, or for recovering
tools, fragments, etc., fallen into the hole.

361

4. attrib. and Comb., ns grapnel-anchor, -rope;

grapnel-plant ^grapple-plant (see Grapple sb. 6).
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Grapnel-Anchors, a sort

of Anchors, .without Stocks, and having four Flooks. 1631
Pellham Mirac. Preserv. Englishm. Greenland 21 Taking
up an old Harping Iron .. & fastning a *GrapneIl Roape
unto it, out lanch't wee our Boate. 1711 W. Sutherland
Shipbidld. Assist. 133 Grapnel-rope Cabl'd. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's IVord-bk., Grapnel-rope, that which is bent to the
grapnel by which a boat rides, now substituted by chain.

Hence Grapnel v. trans., to catch or seize with
a grapnel.
1890 Pall Mall G. 2 June 5/1 His balloon, in descending,

grapnelled a tree, and he was dashed to the ground.

t Grapoud. Obs.- 1
[a. OF. grapaud, van of

crapaua\\ = Crapaud 2.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 768/36 Hec /ama, a
grapoud [printed grapond].

tGrappe, sb. Obs. Also grap. [a. F. grappe
bunch (of grapes).] A cob (of maize).
1693 Sir R. Bulkley in Phil. Trans. XVII. 938 Now out

of each Grain came up 3, 4, 5, or 6 Stems . . every of which
Stems had four, three, or two of these Grappes. c 1700 Bp.
Kennett MS. Lansd. 1033 (Halliwell), Grap, an ear of
Virginia corn.

t Grappe, v. Obs. [Cf. ONorthumb. pa. t.

gegrseppae (app. related to grapiga Guope v.) 'ap-
prehendit'; also Geips., Grasp z/. In the earliest

instances it maybe miswritten for grap(e, northern
form of Grope v.] a. intr. To feel with one's

hands, to grope, b. trans. To grip, grasp.
a 1300 Cursor M, 17141 Put in and grappe, mi suet freind,

1'ak ute mi hert bituix bine hend. 138a Wyclif Dent.
xxvin. 29 Thow shalt graasp [v.r. grappe, 1388 grope] in
mydday, as is woned a blynd man to graasp in derknissis.
1483 Caxton Knt. de la Tour civ. 139 They founde a foule
orible tode within her body, that grapped her herte with
her pawes . . [The toad said] Whan thou herdest her confes-
sion, y was vpon her herte, and grapped it so sore with my
iiij pawes . . that [etc.].

Grappe, variant of Grape sb$

t Gra'pper. Obs. Also 5-6 graper. [? f. OF.
grape, grappe, hook, clamp.] A giappling-hook.
1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 50 Grapers of Iren.

*495 Ibid. 193 Grappers of yron with cheynes to the same.
1523 Ld. Bernkrs Froiss. I. 1. 72 They had great hokes,
and grapers of yron. to cast out of one shyppe into another.
I548~5° THOMAS Ital. Diet., Rampicone, a graper or claspe
of yron. 1625 J. Glanvill Voy. to-Cadiz 61 We fastned
grappers in her, and soe towed her a head. 1676 H. Morl:
Remarks 145 Without the help of vehicles, hooks, or grappers.

Grapple (grx*p'l),i-A . Forms: 6-7 grap(p)ell,
graple, (6 grapull), 6- grapple. [In branch I,

prob. a. OF. *grape//e, dim. of grape hook ; cf.

'grappil, the graple of a ship ' (Cotgr. ; not else-

where found). In branch II, f. the vb ]
I. An implement for grappling or laying hold.

1. = Grapnel i.

1530 Palsgr. 574/1, 1 fasten two shyppes of warre togyther
whh a grappell, jagrappe. 1546 Langley Abridgm. Pol.
Virg. hi. xi. 80 b, Anacharsis .. inuented the Grapull or
Tacle_ of a ship. 1602 J. Clapham Hist. Gt. Brit. 1.

in. xix. (i6o6i 151 They gave an assault to the wall ..

and with grapples, and such like engines, pulled downe
. . a great part thereof. 1650 R. Stapylton Shadows
Low C.iVarres vm. 8Theenemie chasing him with Grapples
in their hands, that is, long poles headed with iron hooks,
or hooks at the end of long ropes. 1700 Drvden Fables,
Cymou <fr Iph.oZi But Cymon soon his crooked grapples
cast, Which with tenacious hold his foes embraced. 1774
Goldsm. Grecian Hist. II. 202 They likewise cast iron
grapples, to throw on the enemy's works, and tear them
away. 184a.Arnold Hist. Rome III. xlv. 287 The end of
the lever, with an iron grapple affixed to it, was lowered
upon the Roman ships. 2869 Echo 3 Feb., He procured
grapples, and brought it [a dead body] to the bank.
trans/. andjzg. 1387 Mirr. Mag., Rudacke vii, Ambition

out sercheth to glory the greece, The staire to estate, the
grapleof grace. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's Theat. Ins. Ep.
Ded., The petulant Crab-lice, with their grapples, where-
with they perpetually lance mans skin between the hair with
their mouth, and stick on faster than Cockles do to the rocks.
1667 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. /r. Popery 11. 1. vii. 207 The fear
of the two deaths, which are the two arms and grapples of
iron by which the Church of Rome takes and keeps her
timorous, or consciencious, Proselytes. 171a Blackmore
Creation (1786) 68 The creeping ivy, to prevent its fall,

Clings with its fib'rous grapples to the wall. 1877 Five Yrsl
Penal Servit. iii. 246 Anything she once put her grapples
on she slipped inside.

t2. = Grapnel 2. To be at a grapple: to be
at anchor. Obs.
1623 Whitbourne Newfoundland 59 Two small Boates,

Anchors and a small Grapple, .were found in the Sea. 1657
R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 81 A Grapple that holds the
long-Boat of a Ship. 1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 147 Off
Sea Horse Point, where the Boat found a pretty Stream
being at a Grapple. 1804 Naval Chron. XI. 360 Cables,
or chains, to which it is fixed by means of grapples, to pre-
vent its drifting outwards. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I.

1. ii. 100 An iron grapple, or anchor, was discovered with
one of these canoes.

1 3. = Clamp sb\ 1. Obs.
1767 Montagu in Phil. Trans. LVII. 441, I endeavoured

with a . . hanger to cut off a small piece of the grapple [used
' to fasten or tie the shaft ' of a pillar ' to the base '].

4. A name given to various contrivances and
implements for clutching and grasping.
'593 Hollyband Diet., Agraphe, a buckle of a girdle, a

claspe, or brace, a graple. 1875 Knicht Diet. Mech.,
Grapple, a grasping tongs, used in various shapes and for
many purposes. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., Grapple, a pair of claws

GRAPPLE.
grasping a Learn or rafter as a means of suspension of
a tackle for hoisting hay in a barn, or merchandise in a
warehouse.

II. [f. the vb.] 5. The action of grappling, or
grappling with ; the state of being grappled

; the
grip or close hold of a wrestler ; a contest in which
the combatants grip one another. Said also of im-
material contests.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. v. i. 59 A bawbling Vessell was he
Captaineof. .With which such scathfull grapple did he make,
With the most noble bottomeof our Fteete, That [etc.]. 1602— Ham. iv. vi. 18 In the Grapple, I boorded them. 1654
Whitlock Zooto/uia 306 The variety of Graples a Christian
hath for time. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 567 Antaeus, oft foiled,
still rose.. Fresh from his fall, and fiercer grapple joined.
1701 C. Wolley Jrnl. N. V. (i860) 55, I . . ordered him to
fetch a kit full of water and discharge it at them, which
immediately cool'd their courage, and loosed their grapple.
1710 Steele Taller No. 173 p 1 The Knowledge of the
Cornish Hug, as well as the Grapple. 1741-3 Wesley
Extract 0/ Jrnl. (1749) 14 An hour after I had one more
grapple with the enemy, who then seem'd to collect all hi--.

strength, 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles in. xxix, One beneath
his grasp lies prone, In mortal grapple overthrown. 1836
J. Gilbert Chr.Atonem. ii. (1852) 38 The grapple ofa tiger,

or the more sparing resolution of the elephant. 1841 jMiall
in Noucon/ 1. 2 A final grapple with ecclesiastical tyranny.
1873 Holland A. Bonnie, xviii. 2^8 Henry., in a fierce
grapple with bis antagonist, threw him. 1891 G. Meredith
Oneo/ourConq. III.x. 203 Presently he was at quiet grapple
with her mind. 1894 Crockett Raiders 1-2.2, 1 . . longed to
.. come to grapples with a dozen Faas.

b. Applied to a friendly meeting, ?a hand-shake.
? nonce-use.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii. vii, The burning desire of hav-
ing a grapple with Phenicia.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb., as grapple closing:

grapple-iron = grappling-iron {lit. and Jig.) ;

grapple-plant, a South African herb, Vncaria (or

Harpagophytum) preenmbens, the fruit of which
has many projecting claw-like hooks

; grapple-
shot, a projectile attached to a cable, with hinged
flukes which catch in the rigging of a ship in

distress; grapple-wood, some West Indian tree.

1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi IV. 115 Those whom
she-wolves suckle Will bite as wolves do, in the *grapple-
closing Of adverse interests. 1661 Boyle Spring Air 11. ii.

(1682) 31 For I further demand how the Funiculus comes by
such hooks or *graple-irons to take fast hold. 1786 Burns
Dream xiii. Then heave aboard your grapple aim. 1822-4
Burchell Trav. I. 536 The beautiful C'ncaria procumbens,
or *Grapple-plant was not less abundant. 1893 J. T. Bent
Ruined Cities Mashonalaiui 17 Lurking in the grass is the
Grapple plant, the IIarpagophytnfii procumbens. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., '^Grapple shot. 1750 G. Hughes
Barbadoes 217 *Grapple-wood. This shrubby tree hath a
reddish-grey bark.

Grapple (grarp'l),^. Also 6 grap('p)el(l, 6 9
graple. [f. the sb. ; in some uses app. influenced

by association with Grope, Grip, Gkasp.]
I. trans. To seize or hold (a ship, etc.) with a

grapnel; to fasten to something with grappling-irons.
IS3° Palsgr. 574/1 Their shyppes were grappelled so faste

togyther that one chaunce of fyre burned them bothe. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 168 The gallies were giapled to the
Centurion in this maner. 1600 Holland Livyxxw. xxxix.
(1609) 614 They closed and grappled their ships together.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. ted. 2) 11 To grapple her, our
fleet divided all night, but saw her not. 1647 W. Browne
Xx.Gomberznlle's Polexauder 1. i. 24 Iphidamantus ship, .was
grapled with a Turke. 1754 T. Gardnek Hist. Dunwich 225
A fourth Fire Ship grappled him. 1774 Hutchins in Phil.
Trans. LXV. 132 A large piece of ice, to which the three
ships were grappled. 1838 W. Ware Lett. Jr. Palmyra
II. xiv. 152 The bridge was in the very act of being thrown
and grappled to the ramparts. 1847 Grote Greece 11. xlvii.

(1862) IV. 198 The ships on both sides .. were grappled
together. 1871 Miss Yonge Caineos II. iv. 54 The King
wished to grapple this vessel and take it.

re/l. 1647 W. Browne tr. Gombeitnlle s Polexander 1. 31
He gave then his Gunners charge to shoot into the sailes,

and to his Mariners to grapple themselves with the body of
the ship.

i*b. To take hold of (the bottom) with a grapple
or anchor. Also, to grapple hold.

1583 Stanvhurst jEneis 1. (ArrO 23 Wheere sea tost nauye
remayning Needs not too grapple thee sands with flooke of
an anchor. 1825 T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 82

To throw an anchor ahead, and grapple further hold for

future advances of power.

C. Jig. or with reference to what is immaterial

:

To fasten as with a grapple ; to attach closely and
firmly.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, Pro]. 18 Follow, follow : Grapple
your minds to sternage of this Nauie. 1602 — Ham. 1. iii.

62 The friends thou hast, and their adoption tride, Grapple
them to thy Soule, with hoopes of Steele. 1785 Burke Sp.
Nabob Arcot Wks. IV. 228 Never to be torn from thence,

but with those holds that grapple it to life. 1853 Maurice
Proph. fy Kings iv. 70 Let us grapple this faith to our inmost
souls. 1887 J. Hutchison Lect. Philippians Pref. 7 Some
abrupt but significant phrase at once grapples his argument
upon the personal feelings of those to whom he writes.

d. To take up with a grapnel, rare.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. ii, They've grappled up the

body.

2. intr. for refl. To fasten oneself firmly {to an
object) by means ofa grapple. Also Jig. (Cf. 8.)

1563 B. Googe Eglogs viti. (Arb.)67 Death. .Corns saylyng
fast, in Galley blacke, and whan he spyes hym neare, Doth
boorde hym strayght, and grapels fast And than begyns the
fyght. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 42 The Piece of Ice we



GRAPPLE.
grappled to had a Pond upon it. 1861 P. Leys Mem. Jt
Mactaren viii.51 Those elementary principles, .had grappled
to the heart of him, and conquered it.

3. intr. To ' fish
l

for with a grapnel.

1799 A. Bl'Rn Mem. (18161 iv. 189 When we had light and
time to grapple for the cable.

4. trans. To take hold of (a person or thing)

with the hands ; to seize ; to grip firmly ; hence,

to come to close quarters with.

1583 Stanyhurst rEneis in. (Arb.^ 90 Of my feloes I saw
that a couple he grapled. a 1704 T. Brown- Sat. Antients
Wks. 1730 I. 23 As Horace is a true Proteus . . they have.

.

grappled him as well as they could. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe
if. xii. (1840) 247 He grappled the pagan, and dragged him
by main force out of their own boat into ours. 176a Fal-
coner Shipwr. 11. 166 In vain to grapple pendent ropes
they try. 1791 Cowpfr Iliad iv. 560 Man grapples man.
1830 Capt. H- Crow Mem. 233 Uttering a loud yell of
triumph, [they] grappled the poor fellow as their prisoner
of war. 1834 Phingle Afr. Sk. viii. 275 Grappling its

antagonist by the throat with its fore-paws. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. v. 114 Whoever she grappled she would never let go.

1898 A, H. S. Landor Forbidden Land II. lxxxii. 131 The
.soldiers, .grappling me, and lifting me bodily off my feet.

fi$. 1834 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (18551 H- xxxiii. 613
The profundity of his doctrine, which grapples the mightiest
difficulties. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet 71 With the
same purpose did the Dutchmen (1594-7" 1 grapple the icy
perils of the North-Last Passage,

b. To snatch ///. rare.

177S Adair Amer. Ind. m They fly about to grapple up
a kind of chalky clay, to paint themselves white.

C. poet. To fasten 10 the grip of irons, rare.

1833 Mrs. Browning Promeih. Bound Poems I. 142
Here's an arm at least Grappled past freeing.

5. intr. To take a firm hold, as with a grapple,

esp. in wrestling ; to get a tight grip of another

;

to contend with another in close fight. Also with

together. (Cf. 8 b.)

1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis 11. (Arb.) 58 With righthands
grapling thee tops of turret ar holden. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
iv. iv. 25 As two wild boares together grapling go. a 1611
Beaum. & Fl. Maufs 'frag. v. ii. Your Grace and I Must
grapple vpon euen tearmes no more. 1644 Milton Educ.
Wks. 1738 I. 139 To tug or grapple, and to close. 1700
Dhyden Pal. ty Arc. in. 57 Greyhounds, .. A match for

pards in flight, in grappling for the bear. 1709 Steele &
Swift Tatter No. 70 P 10 A large French Mongrel .. when
he grapples, bites even to the Marrow. 1815 J. Neal Bra.
Jonathan I. 271 They drew up—made play, .grappled anew.
1858 Doran Crt. Fools 338 They grappled and commenced
wrestling.

fig. 1644 Mil.ton Areop. (Arb.) 74 Let her [Truth] and
Falshood grapple.

6. To make movements with the hands, as if to

grasp some object : to grope. Const, after, at,for,
to. Also with about adv. rare. (? Obs.)

1596 Lodge Marg. Amer. 137 He grapled about the floore

among the dead bodies. 174a Young Nt. Th. iv. 349 Is

praise the perquisite of ev'ry paw, Tho* black as hell, that
grapples well for cold? 1766 H. Brooke Fool of Quality
(i3o^) III. 126, I kept aloof, however, for fear he should
grapple at me, and sink us both together. t8to Scott Lady
of L. vi. iv, Fierce was their speech, and, 'mid their words,
Their hands oft grappled to their swords. 1815 Lie must be
married 11. ii, Modesty ! is it that you would be grapling
after ?

fb. To mount up by clutching or grasping.
1598 Grenkwey Tacitus' Ann. 1. xiv. (1622) 27 They ..

grappled vp to the toppe of the trench [L. sumtna valli
prensant].

7. Manage see quotA
17*7 Baii.ky vol. II, To Grapple [with Horsemen] is when

a Horse lifts up one or both his Legs at once, and rai-es

them with Precipitation, as if he were a curveting. 1727 41
in Chambers Cycl.

8. Grapple with —

.

a. Naut. To make one's ship fast to (an enemy)
with grappling-irons ; to come to close quarters with.
1631 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 61 Metaneone ..

hastened to grapple with the Galley. 1687 A. Lovkll Theve-
riot's Trav. I. 283 Laid us on board, and grappled with us
on the Starboard side. 1759 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV.
lxv. 808 He sunk three fire-ships, which endeavoured to
grapple with him. 1783 Watson Philip ILL 11839) 71 As
the Dutch . . could navigate their ships with greater dexterity,
they were enabled to avoid grappling with the Spaniards.
1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. vii. 1 1 1 To advise the . . Ad-
miral . . to grapple with the enemy's ships and board them.

b. To grip as in wrestling ; to seize with hands
and arms ; to close with bodily.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 111. x. 84 The President pre-

vented his shoot by grapling with him. ijrn Addison
Sped. No. 13 r 3 He would fall at the first Touch of Hy-
daspes, without grappling with him. 1801 Southey Thalaba
v. id. The undefended youth Sprung forward. .And grappled
with him breast to breast. 1870 E. Peacock Rolf Skirl.

III. 253 Some one was grappling with Milo [a bloodhound].
1880 Harting Extinct Brit.Anim. 1. 19 As the animal rose

to grapple with the dogs. 1863 Froude Short Stud. IV. 1.

x. 124 He grappled with Tracy and flung him to the ground.

C. To encounter hand to hand ; to battle or

struggle with.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i. 257 Then will I ..in my
Standard beare the Armes of Yorke, To grapple with the
house of Lancaster. 1648 Gage West Ind. xviii. 129 Some
of them fear not to encounter . . and to graple in the rivers

. .with Crocodiles. 1850 Scokesby Cheever
,

s Whatem. Adv.
xi. '1859) M7> I ..saw with horror one of our men. .grappling
with the waves. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. v.

28-J The valiant burghers had already learned to grapple
with the Dane 011 his own element.

d. fig. or with reference to immaterial things.

1631 R. K. ArraigMttt. Whole Creature xiii. % \. i63 We
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will come (as in a Land, or Sea-fight) to grapple and gripe,
with Vanities, a 1688 Bunyan Dying Sayings (1767} I. 48
Who can grapple with the wrath of God? 1748 Anson's
Voy. in. viii. 374 This is usually a power too mighty for
reason to grapple with. 1807 Wordsw. Wh. Doe Kylstone
II. 150, I. .Presumed to grapple with their scorn.

e. esp. To try to overcome (a difficulty, etc.) ; to

try to accomplish, take in hand (a task, etc.
J ; to try

to deal with (a question, etc.) ; to try to solve

(a problem, etc.).

1830 J. W. Croker in C. Papers 10 May, He did not at
all grapple with the real question. 1851 D. Wilson Freh.
Ann. (1863) I. ii. 51 Science grapples with such startling
phenomena. 1865 W. Pengelly in H. Pengelly Life xi.

(1897) 170, I am glad to find you are grappling with the
question. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commit/. II. xxxvi. 3 The
new historical school, .will doubtless grapple with this task.

Hence Gra'ppling///. a.

1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. lxxxiv. Two grappling Etna's
on the ocean meet And English fires with Belgian flames
contend. 1705 Addison Italy 307 Anteeus here and stern
Alcides strive, And both the grappling Statues seem to live.

1814 Gary Dante, Par. xxvi. 54 All grappling bonds, that
knit the heart to God, Confederate to make fast our charity.

t Gra'pplement. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Grapple v.

+ -ment. j A grappling, a close grasp in fighting.

1590 Spenser F\ Q. 11. xi. 29 Downe him stayd With their

rude handes and gryesly graplement.

Grappler (grEepbj). [f. Grapple z>. + -er*.]

One wno or that which grapples : a. a grappling-
iron, a grapnel ; b. one who grapples or grapples
with (an object) ; C. (see quot.) ; d. slang, a hand.
a. i6a8 Le Grys tr. Barclay's A rgenis 251 By casting .

.

[aj grappler upon the wall, which presently laid hold on the
stones. 1830 S. Warren Diary Physic. (1832) I. xvi. 380 The
grapplers, with ropes attached to them, were then fixed in
the sides. 1897 Daily Neivs 17 May 6/7 He gently lowered
the grappler and swung it to and fro to try and catch the
clothing of the body.
b. 183a L. Hunt Translations Poems 249 Atlas, grappler

of the stars. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Cayworthys xxvii. (1879;
276 Grappler as he was with realities.

c. 1838 /V««y Cycl. XI. 87/1 A [gas] retort, .was emptied
by a sort of grated iron or basket, called a grappler.
d. 185a HAZEL Yankee Jack ii. 9 * Give us your grapi ler

on that, old fellow!
1

said Paul., .seizing the merchant's hand.

Grappling (grarplin), vbl. sb. In sense 3 cor-

ruptly graplin, grap-line. [f. Grapple v. + -ing 1.]

1. The action of the vb. Grapple.
1601 Cornwallyes Ess. x, To lay hold at the grappeling

of ship-, until the losse of both hands, and then to hold by the
teeth. 1607 Hiekon Wks. I. 225 To beare the shock and
brunt of the first grapling. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. I. 42
1 1 becoming, soon after the S hip's grappling, a close Body of
Ice. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girls Rom. 238 The different

stages [in an illness] of mad fury, savage grappling, abject
terror [etc.].

t 2. A place where one may grapple a vessel.

Also to come, bring to a grappling: to come to

anchor (cf. Grapnel al. Obs.
1712W. Rogers Voy. 166 We rowed till 12 at Night, judg'd

it High Water, and came to a Graplin. 1740 Whitefield in

Life fy Lett. (1756) 330 The wind being nigh and contrary
we were obliged to come to a Grapling, near an open Reach.
1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 21 The long-boat having filled

with water, they had brought her to a grapling, and quitted
her. Ibid. V. 1680 Two others were ordered out, to fish at a
grappling near the shore.

3. concr. a. A grappling-iron ; —Grapple sb. 1.

In first quot. collect. = implements for grappling.
1598 Barret Theor. Warrcs 134 The iron workes, cables

anchors and grappling. i6s6 Capt. Smith Accid. Vng.
Sea-men 19 Boord him on his weather quarter, lash fast your
graplins. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucnn 82 The crooked Grapphng's
steely Hold they cast. 1719 Dfe Foe Crusoe 1. x. 163, I had
made me a kind of an Anchor; with a piece of a broken
graplin. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. ved. 2) 228
A grappling, .should be kept handy in the bows of the boat.

fig. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxvii. 170 'We're rael

sorry, and we know your heart was gript to him with
grapplins ',

b. = Grapnel 2, Grapple 2.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Sea-men 16 The streame
Anchor, graplings or kedgers. 1676 T. Glover in Phil.
'Trans. XI. 625 The sloop-man dropped his grap-line. 17*5
De Koe Voy. Round World 1840) 116 They hove over their

grappling in five fathom water. 1793 S.meaton Edystoue L.
§ 149 The yawl's grappling got so fast among the rocks,
that it could not be weighed. 1808 A. Parsons Trav. viii.

168 Boats, .with two anchors or graplins to each boat. 1833
M. Scott Tom Cringle xv. (1859) 381 Stand by with the
grappling*.

4. altrib. and Comb., as grappling-engine, 'instru-

ment, etc.; grappling-hook, -iron — Grapnel.
1618 Bolton Florus {1636) 77 The hands of yron, and other

the "grappling engine of the Romans, the enemy made much
sport at. 1622 Drayton Poty-olb. xix. (1748) 334 In hulks
with *grapling hooks to hunt the dreadful whale. 16*5
Heyi.in Cosmogr. America (ed. 2) 783 We are indebted.,
for grapling-hookes to Anacharsis. 1660 Boyle New Flxp.
Fhys. Aleck, xxxiii. 245 Hooks, or other *grappling Instru-
ments. 1538 Elyot Diet., Hat-pa, a vgrapelyng yron, for to
close shyppes togyther. 1766 H. Brooke Fool of Quality
(1809) IV. 139 The grappling-iron of a corsair. i8*8 Scott
F. M. Perth vii, The Red Rover, casting out grappling
irons . .jumped on the deck. 1845 James A. Neil II. i.

Hand me that grappling iron, my man.
Grapse, obs. iorm of Grasp v.

Grapsoid (grarpsoid), a. [f. mod.L. graps-us

+ -oiD.J Of or pertaining to the genus of crabs

denominated Grapsus, or the family Grapsidse.
185* Dana Crust. 1. 48 There are Cancroidea that approach

the Grapsoid species in the distant eyes.

GRASP.

So Grapsoi dian a. and sb.

1838 Penny Cycl. XL 359/2 Grapsoidtans, a natural group
of brachyurous crustaceans.

Graptolite tgrse-pt^bit). ralxont. [f. Gr.
ypaiTTu-s painted or marked with letters + -lite

;

in sense 1 ad. mod.L. graptolithus (Linnaeus).]

+ 1. Any stone exhibiting a resemblance to a
drawing. Obs.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 363/1 The Florentine, or ruin

marble, the dendritical ramifications on many limestones,
and the moss-like forms in agates, &c, were ranked [by
Linmeus] as Craptolites. J847 in Craig.
2. A fossil zoophyte of the genus Graptoliles (or
Graptolithus) cr of the family of which this genus
is the type.
(The graptolites are known from their impressions on the

surface of hard shales, resembling markings with a slate
pencil. Some suggest the form of a quill pen.)
184X Trans. Geol. Soc. Ser. II. (1842) VI. 558 Graptolites

were found at Robleston . . in calcareous shales. 187a
Nicholson Palceoni. 11 If the Graptolites belung to certain
genera, we may be sure that we are dealing with lower
Silurian Rocks.
Comb. 1863 A. C Ramsay Phys. Geog. vi. (1878) 83 The

graptolite-bearing mud.
Hence Graptoli tic a., of or pertaining to grapto-

lites; containing giaptolites.

1843 Portlock Geol. 231 Another graptolitic bed in
Fermanagh. 1849 Murchison Siluria v. 96 The supposed
fucoids ._ belong to graptolitic or other zoophytes. 1880
Ramsay in Times 26 Aug. 5/^ The Lower Silurian grapto-
litic rocks at Corswall Point in Wigtonghire.

Graptoloid (grce-pt^loid)
7
a. [f. Graptol-ite

+ -OID.] Resembling a graptolite; belonging to
the division Graptoloidea of hydroids.
1871 W. S. Symonos Rec. Rocks v. 143 He thought these

branched, plant-like bodies would prove eventually to be
graptoloid animals.

Graptomancy (grarpt^mxnsi). rare~l
. [f.

Gr. 7/khtto-j written + irnvrtia divination. Cf.

BlBLIOlfANCT.] Divination by handwriting.
1818-60 Whately Comn pi. Bk. (1864) 187 To convince

those who deride graptomancy.. that there must be some-
thing in it.

Grapull, obs. form of Grapple sb.

Grapy (y^'pi), a. [f. Grape sbJ + -yl.]

1. Ot or pertaining to grapes or to the vine;
composed or savouring of grapes.

1594 Plat Jeivell-ho. 11. 15 That little acquaintance which
I haue had with the grapie God. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
1st. vn. Ixxiii, His soul quite soused lay in grapy blood.
1717 Addison Ovid, Melam. in. 800 The grapy clusters
spread On his fair brows. 1717^ Gay Ovid

y
Me/am. ix. 198

And on the marble altar's polish d frame Pours forth the
grapy stream. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 162 'Surely ', said
the corks, ' we have been acquainted before ? * ' Unquestion-
ably', answered the wine, with a grapy kiss, 'we have'.
1863 B. Taylor //. Thurston I. 70 Neither of these gentle-
men possessed a particle of the grapy bloom in either cell

of the double heart.

t 2. As the epithet of the Choroid coat of the

eye. (Cf. Uvea.) Obs.

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. v. v. (ToIIem. MS.), Aftyr
bis toloweb be curtel bat is called * uvea ', grapi, and ha> pat
name for he is liche in coloure to a blak grape. 1615 H.
Crooke Body of Man 671 The grapy membrane which is

diuersty coloured would be seene. 1696 J. Edwards
Dewonstr. Exist. God n. 30 The anterior part only is that
which should be call'd grapy. It is generally black in man,
and therefore hath the name because it resembles the skin
of a black grape when 'tis press'd.

3. Aflected with 'grapes* (see Grape sb. 5).
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 313/1 The grapy heels are a dis-

grace to the stable in which they are found.

4. Comb., as grapy blue adj.

18*5 J. Nkal Bro. Jonathan III. 313 The stupid little

half open eyes were of that strange, dull, grapy blue colour,
common to beast or baby.

Gras(e, obs. form of Grace, Grass, Graze.
Grasett, variant of Grazet(t.

+ Grash, sb. Obs. rare-', [f. the vb. Cf.

Crash sb.'i] A bout or attack.
a 1610 Babincton Comfi Notes Num. xxxi. Wks. (1615)

11. 181 Miserable man whom a little Flea can vex, whom
one grash of an Ague can pluck downe.

t Grash, v. Obs. [Onomatopoeic. Cf. Gnash v.,

Crash v. 3.] trans, and intr. "Gnash v.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Collingbourne xviii, Here Tyraunt
Rychard played the eager Hog, His grashyng tuskes my
tender grystels shore: His bloudhound Lovell playd the
ravenyngDog. 1570 T. Preston Lament, fr. Rome etc. in

Collier Old Ball. (Percy Soc.) 71 Poll nose, rube eye Grash
the teth, drawe mouth awrye. 1577 Kendall Trijtes 7 No
chillyng cold, no scaldyng heate, No grashyng chaps of
monsters greate. 1607 Topsei.l F'our-f. Beasts 126 The
Serpent seeing her aduersary lifteth her necke aboue the
ground, and grasheth at the Hart with her teeth.

Grashop, variant of Grasshop, Obs,

Grasier, -or, obs. forms of Grazier.
Grasle, variant of Grassil, St, Obs.

Grasoune, variant of Gersum, Obs.

1640 Bk. War Committee Coz'euanters 16 My Lady Ken-
mure's dewties, grasounes and uthers.

Grasp (grasp), sb. Also 6-7 graspe. [f. thevb.]

1. That which is fitted to grasp or clutch, or to

be grasped or clutched ; the fluke of an anchor,

a handle. Now only Naut. the handle of an oar.

1561 Eden Arte ATauig. A lij b, The Thirreni founde the
vse of the anker of one graspe or flooke, 1600 Surfli-t



GRASP. 363 GRASPLESS.

Conntrie Farme It, Ixxi. 421 Two boords..in the midst.,
made fast to a little sticke or woodden pin in manner of

a graspe, by which one may handle them. 1883 in Clark:
Russell Sailors' Lang.
2. The action ot grasping ; a gripping or fast

hold ; the grip of the hand
; f an embrace.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv. a. 13 Beshrew the witch ! with

venomous wights she stayes . . but flies the graspes of loue.

1690 Dryden Don Sebastian m. (1692) 46 This hand and
this [sword] have been acquainted well ; It shou'd have
come before into my grasp, To kill the Ravisher. 175a
Young Brothers iv. i. Wks. 1757 II. 272 Stubborn is the

graspof dying men. 1800S0UTHEY Tlialaba 111. xxxii, From
his [a bird's] relaxing grasp a Locust fell. 1855 Tennyson
Maud i. xiii. ii, I longM . . To give him the grasp of fellow-

ship. 1855 Bain Senses $ Int. 11. i. § 7 (1864) 85 The grasp of
the hand is the result of an extensive muscular endowment.
1834 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat $ Nose II. 206 His power
of grasp with the left hand was.. less than normal
trans/. 1869 Boutell Arms $ Arm. i. 5 The shaft with

the arrow-head within its grasp was bound round with
bands.

t b. fig. with allusion to wrestling. To come
to {the) grasp : to come to close quarters. Obs.

c 1583 Burleigh Adv. to Eliz. in Harl. Misc. (1811) VII.
62 As King of Spain, without the I^ow Countries he may
trouble our skirts of Ireland, but never come to grasp with

you. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet (18441 17, I would it were
come to the grasp, we would show them an Irish tricke.

1500 Nashe Pasquils Apol. 1. K iv b, I looke for scho-
lasticall graspes, and aunswers to so graue and weighue
arguments.

c. Within {one's) grasp : close enough to admit
of being grasped. Similarly Ready to one's grasp.

Beyond one's grasp : out of one's reach. Chietlyfig.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vin. § 84 They looked upon

it [York] as their own, and had it even within their grasp.

1803 J. Bristeu Tour Highlands I. 296 No inducement
could prevail upon me to trust myself within the grasp
of this amorous Bacchante. 1831 De Quincey Airr Wks,
(1800) V. 15 Had volume the second of that same folio with
which he [Dr. Johnson] floored Osborne happened to lie

ready to the prostrate man's grasp, nobody can suppose [etc.].

1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 27 He was re-

storing lands most of which were quite beyond his grasp.

3. fig. a. Firm hold or control ; possession,

mastery.
1635 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 36, I would not be the Vilaine

that thou thinks't, For the whole Space that's in the Tyrants
Graspe. 1634 Milton Comus 3^7 Within the direful grasp
Of savage hunger, or of savage beat. 1699 Pomfkkt Love
Triumph. wer Reason 55 I'll not see my charge . .Into the

grasp of any ruin run. 1811 W. R. Spencer Poems 33
In the grasp of death. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 619
He was in the grasp of one who never forgave. ^1852
Webster Wks. (1877) IV. 133 To rescue liberty from the

grasp of executive power. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp.
xiv. (ed. 5) 225 Albert I tried in vain to wrest the tolls of

the Rhine from the grasp of the Rhenish electors.

b. Intellectual hold ; esp. comprehensive mastery

of the whole of a subject ; hence, mental compre-
hensiveness.
1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 474 The Prince and

Pensioner, who alone had so full a Grasp of the Business

in Holland, as to [etc.]. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 70

F 7 It is too big for the grasp of a human intellect. 1817
Chalmers Astron. Disc. i. (1852) 30. Though His mind
takes into its comprehensive grasp, immensity and all its

wonders. 1830 Coleridge Table-t. n May, Those enor-

mously prolix harangues are a proof of weakness in the

higher intellectual grasp. 1867 A. Barry Sir C. Barry
i. 13 Gaining a thorough grasp of his art. 1875 E. White
Life tn Christ 1. L (1878) 7 In health the. mind is strong, in

sickness it loses its energy and grasp. 1878 R. W. Dale Led.
Preach, i. (ed. 2) 15 We think we have a grasp of new
truth. 1884 M. Creighton in Contemp. Rev. XLVI. 144
No historian has ever had so large a grasp as Ranke of the

fundamental principles of history. 1889 Raskin Prxterita

III. 19 A succession of men of immense mental grasp.

1 4. Twilight. [? Another word ; cf. Grisping,

Gropsing.]
1650 Ussher Annals Age vi. (1658) 296 And then, re-

moving his Camp without any noise, in the grasp of the

evening, encamped upon the bank of the River Nile.

5. Comb. : grasp-hold, hold for the grasp.

1851 Sir F. Pai.grave Norm. <<j- Eng. I. 619 Some branch
which might furnish grasphold for his hands.

Grasp (grasp), v. Forms : 4 graasp, (5 craspe,

grapse), 4-7 graspe, 4- grasp. [ME. graspen,

metathesis of grapsen, perh. repr. OE. *gni>psan :—

OTeut. type *graipisdn, f. *graip- Grope v. Cf.

LG., EFris. grapsen to grasp, snatch, graps a grasp.

With the rare form craspe (sense 1), perhaps a distinct word,

cf. ON. krafsa, 'to paw or scratch with the feet' (Vigf.).]

*j- 1. intr. To make clutches with the hand. Often

used as synonymous with Ghope. Often with

after, to, towards, upon, -with. Obs. exc. as in b.

138* Wvclif Deut. xxviii. 29 Thou shalt graasp [1388

grope] in mydday, as is woned a blynd man to graasp in

derknissis. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. xx. 11495)

237 The blynde puttyth forth the honde all abowte gropyng
and graspynge. 1415 Hoccleve To Sir J. Oldcastle 347
O ! wher-to graspen yee so fer, and grope After swich

thyng. a 14*0 — De Reg. Princ. 212 j?ou graspist [7'. r.

grapsest] heer & pere, as dop be blynde. c 1440 Bone Flor.

678 Owt of ther sadyls they felle besyde, And graspyd
to odur gere. c 1450 Merlin 649 Than he began to craspe

after his arrae, for to take from hym his swerde out of his

honde. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 172 His hands
abroad display 'd as one that graspt And tugg'd for Life,

and was by strength subdude. 1814 Sorceress l. iii, Why
do you shake and grasp upon me so? 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth ii, His irritated opponent . . grasped towards his own
side, as if seeking a sword or dagger.

Jig. 174a Young A7. Th. vn. 2042 This, this is thinking free,

a thought that grasps Beyond a grain, and looks beyond an
hour.

b. To grasp at: to make a clutch at, to try to

seize. Chiefly with immaterial obj. or fig. Also,

To accept with avidity (an offer, etc.).

1677 [see Grasping vbl. sb.]. a 1698 Temple Ess. Coustit.

$ Int. Empire Wks. 1731 I. 87 No Monarchy having ever
grasped at so great an Empire there. 1718 Prior Solomon
1 741 Alas ! we grasp at Clouds, and beat the Air, Vexing
that spirit we intend to clear. 1755 J. McLaurin Serm. a>

Ess. 25 Covetousness often loses what it has by grasping at

more. 1781 Cowper Progr. Error 22 Like quicksilver, the
rhetoric they display, Shines as it runs, but, grasped at,

slips away. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. Iviii. 267 Teutames
grasped at their offers. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng, vii. II.

252 There was little doubt that, .by grasping at too much,
the government would lose all. 1850 W. Irving Goldstn. iii.

54, I readily grasped at his proposal. 1859 Tennyson Enid
1573 Geraint . .grasping at his sword. 1868 Helps Reatmah
xvi. (i860) 441 Recovering himself he grasped at the balcony.

1898 J. Caikd Univ. Addr. 7 Grasping at a premature and
false simplicity.

trans/. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. ii, Old Yew, which
graspest at the stones That name the under-lying dead.

•fc To make the motion of embracing or en-

circling something with the arms ; to grapple with.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia lit. (1590) 269 Nisus grasping with

Amphialus, was with a short dagger slaine. Ibid, 293 b,

Argalus .. ramie in to graspe with him, and so [they] closed
together. 16:3-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i, Some vil-

lained outrage. .Might graspe with her. 1647 W. Browne
tr. Gombt'rvi lie's I'olexander in. 136, I cannot conceive
through what urgency so many unfortunate people should
be compell'd hither to graspe with death. 1766 H. Bkookk
Fool of Quality (1809) IV. 157 She now grasped about his

neck, half-smothering him with the repetition of her kisses

and caresses.

2. trans. To clutch at ; to seize greedily.

164s Denham Cooper's If. 18 Kings, by grasping more
than they can hold. First made their Subjects, by oppression,
bold. 1656 9 H. Harris ParivaPs Iron Age (ed. 2) 92 He
who grasps much, holds little.

Proverb. 1855 H. G. Bohn Coll. Eng. Prov. 99 Grasp no
more than thy hand will hold. Ibid. 365 Grasp all, lose all.

absol. a 1700 Dryden (J.), Like a miser 'midst his store,

Who grasps and grasps 'till he can hold no more. 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. Ixii. 147 He was. .willing to let his

friends grasp and enjoy as they were able.

3. To seize and hold firmly with the hand. To
grasp the nettle : fig. to attack a difficulty boldly.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1590) 199 b, O foole that I am,
that thought Icouldegraspe water and binde the winde. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 97 Thy Hand is made to graspe
a Palmers staffe. 1602 Marstqn Antonio *s Rev. IV. iii.

Wks. 1856 I. 126 She graspt my hand, And kissing it, spake
thus. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. ted. 2) 83 Curroon
(longing to graspe the Diadem) commands [him] to begin the

fight. 1687 A. Lovell Thcvenot's Trav. 1. 124 A fruit like

Oranges, but so big, that one cannot grasp them with both
hands. 1708 E. Smith Phsdra $ Hipp. 11. (1709) 20 Now
he devours her with his eager Lyes, Now grasps her Hands.
1782 CowrER Gilpin 91 He grasp'd the mane with both
his hands, And eke with all his might. 1816 J. Smith Pano-
rama Set. $ Art II. 286 If two. .silver spoons, be grasped
one in each hand [etc.]. i860 Tynuali. Glae. 1. iii. 29 He
stretched forth his right hand, which I grasped firmly in

mine. 1884 Sir S. St. John Hayti Introd. 10 It was hoped
. .that, grasping the nettle with resolution, he might suffer

no evil results.

b. fig. or in immaterial sense. (See also 6.)

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. HI. i- Wks. 1856 I. 106

Graspe the sterne bended front Of frowning vengeance with

unpaized clutch. 1612-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. it. i, She
[Hagar] chose 1'apart) to graspe one death, alone, Rather
than by her babe a million. 1782 Cowper Retirement 756
We .. grasp 'seeming happiness, and find it pain. 1833 I.

Taylor Fanat. vi. 204 The anguish that grasps the heart of
his judge ! 1875 JowETT/Ya/tMed. 2) IV. 86 Like wrestlers,

let us approach and grasp this new argument. 1878 R. W.
Dale Led. Preach, vi. <ed. 2> 167 Grasp your thoughts
firmly and let your sentences take their chance.

+ 4. To clasp in the arms, embrace; also with

in. To grasp up (transf.) : to hem in. Obs.
i6o5 Shaks. Tr. <$- Cr. til. iii. 168 A fashionable Hoste,

That slightly shakes his parting Guest by th' hand ; And
with his armes out-stretcht, as he would flye, Graspes in the

cominer. 1657 W. Dillingham Comm. Sir /•'. Vere Ep,
Rdr., With three times that number he had grasped up the

Prince and his men against the sea-shore. 1684 ? Dryden
in Miscelt. 1. 204 The City Dame .. to her Country-house
retires, Where she may bribe, then grasp some brawny
clown, Or her appointed Gallant come To feed her loose

desires. 1766 H. Brooke Fool of Quality (1809) IV. 142

Seating her fondlyon his knee, and grasping her to his bosom.

6. To hold firmly as with the fingers; to grip.

1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 261 It sometimes hap-
pens that the object is tco large for the [elephant's] trunk to

grasp. 1799 Med. ')rnl. II. 246 The fimbriae, .are gradually
expanding themselves, so as to grasp and completely enclose

the ovaria. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 513 The
operation of grasping and swallowing the food.. is accom-
plished through the agency of the Nervous system. 1871
B. Stewart Heat § 83 The tire is put on hot. .on its con-

traction in cooling, it grasps the wheel with great force.

6. To lay hold of with the mind ; to become
completely cognizant of or acquainted with; to

comprehend.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 3 The Eternal Iehovah,

who graspeth all past, present, and to come in the eternity

of His Wisdom and Power. 1720 Waterland Eight Serm.
85 In one comprehensive View grasping the whole System.
1781 V. Knox Liberal Educ. xi. 108 The memory will

grasp and retain all that is sufficient for the purposes of

valuable improvement. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iii.

94 The one party did not grasp the immortal destinies of

the other. 1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic vii. (i860) I. 120

Conception . .expresses the act ofcomprehending or grasping
up into unity the various qualities by which an object is

characterised. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 367 Philo-
sophers only are able to grasp the eternal and unchangeable.
1881 Besant & Rice ChapI. 0/ Fleet 1. viii. (1S83) 62 Kitty-

only imperfectly grasped the rudiments of the science.

Hence Grasped ///. a. Also grasped-at.

1814 Apostate lit, iii, With grasped dagger and blanch'd
quiv'ring lip. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 829 A much-desired
and eagerly prasped-at excuse.

Graspable (giu-spab'l), a. [f. Grasp v. +
-able.] That may be grasped.
1818 Keats Endym. 11. 673 His every sense had grown

Ethereal for pleasure ; 'hove his head Flew a delight, half
graspable. 1868 BROWNING Ring $ Bk. 1. 1275 While life

was graspable and gainahle. 1887 E. Gurnev Tertium
Quid II. 60 Short and graspable pieces of musical com-
bination.

Grasp-all. nonce wd. [obj. comb. f. Grasp ».]

One who clutches at everything, a greedy person.
1802 Mrs. Jane West Infidel Father I. 256 The latter

have long possessed a prescriptive right to the titles of epi-

cures and graspalls.

Grasper (grcrspw). [f. Grasp v. + -erJ.]

f 1. A grappling-iron. Obs. (Cf Grasple.)
1553 Brendb Q Curtius iv. 40 The bandes and graspers

wherwith y" galaies were fastened together.

2. One who grasps [at) ; a grasping person.
1601 Q. Et.tz. Sp. to last Port. 2, I neuer was any

greedy scraping grasper. 1632 Sherwood, A grasper,
grippeur. 1736 AINSWORTH Eng.-Lat. Diet, s.v., A grasper
at, qui aliquid capiat, 1755 Johnson, Grasper, one that
grasps, seizes, or catches at. 1851 Mavhew Loud. Labour
(1861) II. 233 When it is not followed by a like diminution
in the selling price of the article, and the wages of which the

men are mulct go to increase the profits of the capitalist,

the employer alone is benefited, and is then known as a
* grasper '. 1895 R. I>i.atchford Merrie Eng. xv. 116 The
great bulk of our graspers and grubbers value money for

what it will bring.

Graspeys, variant of Ghapeys, Obs.

Grasping (gnrspirj ', vbl. sb. [i. Grasp v. +
-I.NG 1

.] The action ot llie vb. Grasp.
'54^ J- Heywood Prov. (1867) 80 Gredy gra^pyng gat it.

1647 Sanderson Serm. II. 215 Ambitious spirits, who, for

the grasping of a vast and unjust power, .have [etc.]. 1647
Ci.arenijon Hist. Reb. iv. § 239 The grasping of the militia

of the kingdom into their own hands .. was .. desired the

.Summer before. 1677 Gil. pin Demonol. (1S67) 408 They
lick themselves whole by an overforward grasping at such
passages of Scripture. 1841 Kmkrson Led., Man Reformer
Wks. (Bohn) II. 247 Let the amelioration in our laws of
property proceed from the concession of the rich, not from
the grasping of the poor. 1864 BcRTON Sect. Abr. I. ii. 59
The history of almost every man's rise in the world consists

of a succession i..f graspings and holdings.

attrib. 1876 Clinical Soc. IX. 146 The hand had regained
ordinary grasping power.

Grasping (gra'spirj), ///. a. [-ING 2
.]

1. That grasps, in senses of the vb. : tenacious.

1577 Kendall Flcnvers Epigr. 93 b, And lastly deme thy
fethered bedde, alwaies thy graspyng graue. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. i. 20 It for>t him slacke His grasping hold. 1816
Shelley Alastor 531 Nought but knarled roots of ancient
pines Branchless and blasted, clenched with grasping roots

The unwilling soil. 1883 G. Allen in Knoivledge 20 July
34 The big grasping claws.. in a crab.

2. fig. Eager for gain, greedy, avaricious.

1748 Richardson Clarissa I. 126 The less, surely, ought
I to give into these grasping views of my Lrothei-. 1771
Burke Sp. Middlesex Election Wks. X. 65 This is..

a

difficult thing to the corrupt, grasping and ambitious part
of human nature. 1813 Scott Roheby iv. xxviii, My
wealth, on which a kinsman nigh Already casts a grasping
eye. 1855 .Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 555 He was
generally thought interested and grasping.

Hence Graspingfly adv., Gra'sping-ness.
1748 Richardson Clarissa I. 124 To take all that good-

nature, or indulgence. .confers shews.. a graspingness that
is unworthy of that indulgence. 1832 Lvtton Eng. Aram
1. vii, To he more graspingly selfish. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. fy

Dogma (1876) 201 Faults of self-assertion, graspingness, and
violence. 1883 C. Lowe Bismarck II. 357 The Pope had
proved himself to be graspingly unwise. 1890 Eng. Illusir.

Mag. Dec. 209 Hard were their backs as anvils of steel, and
graspingly arched nipper-armed claws before them.

t Grasple, sb. [vaiiant of Grapple sb. : cf.

next] = Grapple sb. 1.

1553 Brende Q. Curtius iv. 40 b, They deuised longe
rafters to the which they fastened gra>-plesof Iron and great

hokes. Ibid. 41 The grasples [ed. 1570, fol. to b, grasplersj

letten downe ^which be called corui) toke violently away
manv of the souldiers that were within the shyppes.

t Gra'sple, v. Obs. [variant of Grapple v.,

influenced by association with Grasp v.] trans.

nnd intr. - Grapple v. 4 and 8 a.

1553 Brende (?. CmW/k.mv. 4ib,The cynquereme graspeled

with her. 1555 Eden Decades 188 Suche as can not grasple

or take holde of any thynge.

Hence f Graspler = Grappler a.

1553 [see Grasple sb.].

Graspless (grasples),^. [f.GRASpj/?. + -less.]

a. Without grasp or grip ; loose, relaxed, b. Not
admitting of a grasp, i. e. of being grasped.

1794 Coleridge On Friend Who Died 0/Pezzer 43 From
my graspless hand Drop Friendship's precious pearls, like

hour-glass sand. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 348/2 Where
Past and Future wholly are submerged In one vast, grasp-

less, Present infinite. 1886 Btackiv. Mag. CXL. 250 In its

graspless hold her hand Felt that the sceptre shivered.

1894 Hai-L Caine Manxman VI. x. 390 It fell from his

graspless fingers to the floor.



GRASS.

Grass (gras), sbA Forms : a. i grees, (//.

grasu), 3-5 gres, 3-6 gras, (3 grace, graes, 4
grece, grees), 4 gris(e, 4, 6 griss(e, 4-6 gress(e,

4-7 grasse, (5 graas, gra.se, graz), 6- grass.

j3. 1 gsers, gers, subsequently Sc. and north, dial.

4, 6-9 gers(e, 4-6 gyrs(s, 5-6 gyrse, 5, 9 girss,

6, 9 geras, 6-9 girs^e. [Com. Teut. : OE. graes,

gxrs str. neut. •> OFris. gres, gers, OS. ^ra-y (M Ou.
gras, gars, gers, mod.Du. gras), OHG. (MHG.,
mod.Ger.),ON. (Svr.grds, Da. gnes), Goth. gras :—

OTeut. *graso ,n
, f. OTeut. root *gra- : £r<?- (whence

MHG. gruose young plants; also Green a.,

Grow z».):-OAryan *ghrn- to grow, whence L.

grdmen grass.]

1. Herbage in general, the blades or leaves and
stalks of which are eaten by horses, cattle, sheep,

etc. Also, in a narrower sense, restricted to the

smaller non-cereal Gra/ninex (see 3), and plants

resembling these in general appearance. In early

use often//., but now only collect, sing.

c 725 Corpus Gloss, 864 Fenu/ti, graes. ^897 K. Alfred
Gregory^ Past, xxiii. 173 Sua sua mane^ra cynna vvyrta &
grasu beoo ^erad. c 1000 Andreas 38 (Gr.) Hiehi^ & giers

for meteleaste ine<5e sedrehte. c 1200 Okmin 15467 Swa
fete kinne wasstmess Off gresess, & off tres. c 1205 Lay.

3505 pat heo frete bet corn & bat graes. c 1*50 Gen. <y Ex.
3049 IVees it for-hrac, and gres, and corn, a 1300 Cursor
M. 11109 (Gott.) He . . liued wid rotis and wid grise [Cott.

gress]. c 1340 Ibid, 4563 (Trin.) Floures & greses [other
texts gressie] berynne I fond, c 1380 Wvclif Wks. 11880)

338 Lilyes & grasse bat growen in be felde. 1393 Langl.
i\ PI. C. XVI. 244 Bestes by gras & by greyn and by grene
rotes. 1 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 1. xiii. 11 Sum steddys growys
sa habowndanly Of Gyrs, bat [etc.]. 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb.) 296 Whan a flode rysyth up heye (ires goth
undyr. 1484 Caxtoh Fables ofAlso/ v. i, Of a mule whiche
ete grasse in a medowe nyghe to a grete forest. 1504.

Plumpton Corr. t. Camden) 187 She hath no gresse to hir

cattell. 1513 Douglas /Ends in. iv. 25 Trippis eik of gait,

but ony keipar, In the rank gersis pasturing on raw. 1549
Cotupl. Scot. vi. 37, I past to the greene hoilsum feildis. .to

resaue the sueit fragrant smel of tendir gyrssis. 1597
Middleton Wisdom Solomon xvi. 25 Is grass man's meat ?

no, it is cattle's food. 1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 1. i,

Her treading would not bend a blade of grasse ! 1755

J. McLaukin Serin. <$ Ess. no The least pile of grass

is an effect of infinite power. 1774 Goldsm. Nat, Hist,

(1776) II. 315 Quadrupedes, that feed upon grass. 1817
Coleridge Sibyll, Leaves (1862) 117 The grass was fine,

the sun was bright. 1837 Emerson Addr., Amer. Schol.
Wks. (Bohn) II. 179 The human body can be nourished
on any food, though it were boiled grass and the broth
of shoes. 1883 Gd. Words 3 His foot caught in a tuft of
grass. 1894 Crockett Raiders xviii. 165 There's a handfu'
o' girse to brew mair milk.

j*fr XS3S Coverdale Is. xl. 6 All flesh is grasse [so later

versions ; IVyctif hx\\. 1858 Hawthorne Ft. fy It. Jrnls.
II. 12 Without running into the high grass of latent mean-
ings and obscure allusions.

b. Proverbs.
c 1440 CapGRAVE Life St. Kath. II. 253 The gray hors,

why! his gras growyth. May sterue for hunger, bus seyth }>e

prouerbe. ^1530 R. Hii.les Common-PL Bk. (i8s8) 140
Whyle the grasse growyth the hors stervyth. 1869 Hazmtt
Eng. Prov. $ Phrases 467 Where the Turk's horse once
treads, the grass never grows.

C. In figurative phrases. To cut ones own grass'.

to earn one's own living {slang). To cut the grass

from under a person s feet \ to foil, thwart, trip him
up. f To give grass (a rendering of L. dareherbam)

:

to yield, to surrender. To let nograss grow (or the

grass does not grow) under one'sfeet (or f on one's

heel, beneath one^s heels') : giving the idea of moving
or acting briskly, making the most of one's time,

•f*
To pluck the grass to know where the wind sits

:

to interpret the signs of the times.
a iss^Vdall Koyster D. m. iii. <Arb. 148 There hath grown

no grasse on my heele siuce I went hence. 1588 Greene
Pandosto (1843) 13 Willing that the grasse should not be
cut from under his feete. 1597-8 Hall Sat., Defiance to

Enuie 105 Needs me give grasse unto the conquerers. 1607
Topsell Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 210 The hare . . leaps away
again, and letteth no grass grow under his feet, a 1670
Hacket Abp. Williams 11.(1692) 16 No Man could pluck
the Grass better, to know where the Wind sat ; no Man
could spie sooner from whence a Mischief did Hue. 167a

Marvell Kelt. Transp. 1. 278 Vou are all this while cutting

the grass under his feet. 1828 Scott Jrnl. 29 Mar., I have
let no grass grow beneath my heels this bout. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 619 The King answered
that he had not come to Ireland to let the grass grow under
his feet. i858 Morning Star 8 June, It is the habit of

costermongers and that class of people to make their chil-

dren useful—to make them 'cut their own grass'. 1877

5 Yrs.' Penal Serv. iii. 242 ' Cut her own grass ! . . what is

that?' ..' Why, purvide her own chump—earn her own
living.' 1884 Edna Lvall We Two v, [HeJ was not a man
who ever let the grass grow under his feet.

d. slang. Green vegetables.

1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 347.

2. A kind of grass ; one of the various species of

plants spoken of collectively as grass.

fa. A small herbaceous plant, a (medicinal)

herb. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) ion *Vor men bat beb enuenimed,
boru graces of be londe Idronke hii bep iclansed sone boru
godes sonde. 1320-30 Horn Ch. in Ritson Afetr. Pom. III.

316 Go .. And geder parvink and ive, Gresses that ben of
main, c 1340 Cursor M. 8453 (Fairf.) pe kinde of bingis

lered he ba£ of tree and grissis fele [Cott. be kind o thinges

364

lerd he, Bath o tres, and gress fele]. 13. . Minor Poemsfr.
Vcrtion MS. (E. E. T. S.) 575/275 Macer be strengbe of
grases telles, Bobe of crop and Rote, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Symon <$- Judas 24 And of be cure, thru ^e wrocht is

But ony medycyne ore gris [L. medicament is aut herbis].

c 1386 Chaucer Sor.'s T. 145 Euery gras that groweth vp
on roote she shal eek knowe. c 1400 Keivland fy Otuel
993 To hym commes bat ladyclere & greses broghte bat
fre, pat godd sett in his awenn herbere. c 1440 Boctus {Laud
MS. 559 If. 4 b\ Many a grasse and many a tree. 1587
Mascall Gtw. Cattle, Horses (1627) Index, The fiue grasses
that draw a wound. Oculus Christ], Madder, Buglosse [etc.].

fig. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. XV. 23 Grace is a gras ther-fore
to don hem eft growe.

b. One of the non-cereal Graminese, or any
species of other orders resembling these in general

appearance. Often preceded by a defining word,
with which it forms the designation of some par-

ticular species; as blue-, bunch-, dog-, St. Johns,
saw-, silk-, spear- (etc.) grass, for which see those

words. Grass ofthe Andes', an oat-grass, Arrhena-
therum avenaceum. Grass of Parnassus (also

Parnassus grass) : a name for Parnassia palustris.

_
Turner speaks of the * ri^ht ' or ' true' grass, intending to

indicate one particular species of plant as properly entitled
to the name ; but his notions seem to have been vague.
He regarded the ' true 'grass as identical with ' great grass'.

1548 Turner Names 0/ Herbes 41 Grameu is called . . in

enghsh great grass. 156a — Herbal, n. 13 The roote of the
right Grasse brused and layde to byndeth woundes together
an closeth them vppe. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. li. 509 Of
the grasse of Parnasus .. This herbe groweth in moyst
places. 1597 Gerarde Herbal IL cexciv. 692 Parnassus
Grasse, or white Liuerwoort. 1854 S. Thomson Wild Fl.
in. (ed. 4) 230 One of the handsomest of our moss plants,

the Parnassia palustris, or grass of Parnassus.

c. In agricultural use : Any of the species of

plants grown for pasture, or for conversion into hay.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 153 Grasses, the usual name for any
Herbage sown for Cattle, especially if perennial. 1886 C.
Scott Sheep-Farming 25 This should be more particularly
attended to on rotation grasses, where rye-grass forms very
often a large proportion of the herbage.

d. Pot. Any plant belonging to the order Cra-
minem {Graminaceiv), which includes most of the

plants called ' grass ' in the narrower popular sense

(see 1) together with the cereals (barley, oats, rye,

wheat, etc.), the reeds', bamboos, etc.

1611 Cotgr. s. v. Aiguillette, Aiguillettes d'armes, the
hearbe, or grasse, called Ladies laces, white Cameleon
grasse, painted, or furrowed grasse. 167a Grew Anat.
Plants, Idea Patios, Hist. § ir Amongst the several Sorts
of Grass, there are some which match all those of Corn;
which is but a greater kind of Grass. 1759 B. Stillingfl.
Obserz: Grasses Misc. Tracts 11762) 365 By glasses are
meant all those plants, which have a round, jointed and
hollow stem 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) I. 130
The great solicitude of nature for the preservation of grasses
is evident from this ; that the more the leaves are consumed,
the more the roots increase. 1828 Stark Elem. A'at. Hist.
II. 379 Tabanits pratensts . . Inhabits Europe, in meadows,
the larvae destroying the roots of grasses. 1869 Ruskin
Q. 0/ Air § 79 The grasses are essentially a clothing for

healthy and pure ground. 1887 Chamh. Jrnl. IV. 583 Oil
or otto of geranium, .is produced in India, .by distillation

of andropogon grasses with water.

3. An individual plant of grass f or corn ; a blade
or spire of grass. Now only in//., and somewhat
rare,

13.. E. E Allit. P. A. 31 Vch gresse mot grow of graynez
dede. c 1350 Will. Palerne 27 pat litel child listely lorked
out of his caue . . to gadere of be grases bat grene were &
fayre. 1 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 263 iPepys MS.) They
wer sett as thikk asowches Full of the fynest stones faire ..

As gresses growen in a mede. c 1440 Jacobs /£'*•// (E.E.T.S.)
214 Alle levisof treen, euery gresse on erthe, euery droppe of
watyr in be se it land, c 1460 Tozvneley Myst. i. 238 Gresys
and othere small floures. 1513 Fitzhekh. //*«/'. §2oDernolde
groweth vp streyght lyke an hye grasse. 11533 Fkith
Wks. (1573) 75 If euery grasse of the ground were a man as
holy as euer was Paule or Peter. 1577 Kendall Flowers
of Epigr. 12 b, In midst of all, thy sconse is balde : there
allies are to see : Wherein not half a grasse doth growe so

bald, and bare they be. 166a J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's
Trav. 11 In the Country all about this City, there is not so
much as a grasse to be seen. 1848 Dickens Dombey i,

Strange grasses were sometimes perceived in her hair. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. xxi, I take the grasses of the grave, And
make them pipes whereon to blow.

f 4. The blade stage of growth, in phr. in the

grass (lit. and fig.) ; corn in the blade. Obs.
£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark iv. 28 Forfton eor&j wxstmiaS

JErist gers [c 1000 Ags. Gosp. gsers], zefterSon oone 3orn, so56a
full hwEete in eher. 1340 Ayenb, 28 Pet corn, .is uerst ass ine
gerse, efterward ine yere. 1579 1'omson Cah>in

l

s Serm.
Tim. 432/1 Our faith is yet in the grasse. 1589 Greene
Orpharion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 34 Fancy longhelde in the
grasse, seldom prooues a timely Haruest. 1613 [see Grain
sb} 1 b]. 1733 J. Tull Horse-Hoing Husbandry 71 note 2
Wheat falls sometimes whilst 'tis in Grass, and before it

comes into Ear.

b. Gardening. Applied to the young shoots of

the onion.
1885 Sutton Cult. Veget. <fr FL 81 The Onion makes a

weak grass that cannot well push through earth that is

caked over it.

5. Pasture; the condition of an animal at pasture.

In phrases {to be, run) at grass, to go, put, send,

turn {out) to grass.

1471 Sir J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 670 III. 7 That
Phelypp Loveday put the othyr horse to gresse ther. 1523
Fitzherb. //usb. § 85 It wyl leaste appere, whan he [the

horse] is at grasse. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 75 In

GRASS.

Cheapside shall my Palfrey go to grasse. 1607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 313 Let him rest, or run at grasse for
a week or more. 1611 Bealm. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle iv.

v, The sturdy steed now goes to grass, and up they hang
his saddle. 1650 R. Gell Serm. 8 Aug. 21 Nebuchadnezzar
was put to grasse. 1661 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy.
Ambass. 2^j His Elephant, .being then at Grasse, it was so
long ere they could bring him. 1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy.
N. Countries 77 Our Guids unharnessed our Elks and
turn'd them to Grass. 1675 Land. Gaz. No. 988/4 Lost at
Grass April 9.. a bay Gelding. 1708 I. C. Cotupl. Collier

( 184s) 34 Turn them out in Summer time to Grass. 1753
j. Bartlet Geutl. Farriery i. 4 Horses, whose feet ha\e
been impair'd by quitters .. or any other accidents, are also
best repaired at grass. 1855 Tennyson Brook 139 The Squire
had seen the colt at grass.

b. fig. The phrases under 5 are applied to per-

sons, with the notion of being dismissed from one's

position or * rusticated', or of going away for a
holiday, being free from fixed engagements, etc.

1589 /lay any Work 6 If his worship and the rest of the
noble clergie Lords weare turned out to grasses. 1630 J.
Taylor Wks. (Water P.) 11. 110/1 Wiues might vnable
husbands turne to grasse. 1646 Unhappy Game Sc. <y Eng.
12 When the king hath got all, hell turne your brethren to
grasse. 1673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode in. i, When I have
been at grass in the summer, and am new come up [to town]
again. 1700 Concreve Way 0/ World 111. xviii, I'll turn
my wife to grass. 1786 Mackenzie Lounger No. 78 f 6
[Our three boys] were sent to an academy in Yorkshire, to
grass, as my husband phrased it. 1794 Genii. Mag. Dec.
1085 Soho, Jack ! .. very nigh being sent to grass, hey?
1801 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (18021 V. 361 Then no longer
let mortals repine, If to grass sent frum Oxon or Granta.
1838 D. Jerrold Men qfCharac. II. xvii. 264, 1 think I can
send you to grass somewhere in Essex. 1887 A. Birrell
Obiter Dicta Ser. it. 64 He had long been an author at
grass, and had no mind. .again to wear the collar.

% Misused for Gi ease sb. 1 b.

c 1650 Carle off Carlilt in Percy Folio III. 64 The gray
hounds, .drew downe the deere of grasse.

6. Pasture sufficient for the animal or number of
rnimals specified

;
grazing.

858 Charter of JE-thelberht in O. E. Texts 438, mi oxnum
gers. 1493 J/t'w. Ripon (Surtees) III. 164 Pro j hors gresse
in parva prata apud Topclyf, is. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler
Westmld. Dial. 11821) 14 Vee mtm kna we tewk sum gerse
for her. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 59 They have
not only a house, but generally a cow's grass to afford milk
to their families. 1880 in Daily AVwi 13 Dec. 3/1 There is

not as much as the grass of a goat.

7. Land on which grass is the permanent crop;
pasture-land. Also, the condition of such land.

Also f to lay to grass.

1609 Skene Peg. Maj. 86 Moueable escheit is, as be pastur-
ing of cattell or beastes in the lands, or girse of Lords sun-
drie tymes. 1767 A. Young Farmers Lett, to People^
Half the lands of a farm, but more particularly of a small or
middling one, ought to be grass. 1793 Washington Lett.
Writ. 1891 XII. 400 Preparing the second lot of the mi!e
swamp for the purpose of laying it to grass. 1893 Westm.
Gaz. 13 Nov. 6/2 At that time the whole of the land was
under cultivation. Now the land bad all gone down to what
people called grass, but he called it weeds.

b. with reterence to the hunting-field.

1861 Whyte Melville Mkt. //arb. 28 'I'm going down to

the grass.' 'Grass!' grunted the listener. * Where be that?'
' Well, I'm going to see what sport they have in the Shires.'

1867 Trollope Ckron. Barset I. xxiv. 204 A man very well

known both in the City and over the grass in Northampton-
shire.

8. The yearly growth of grass; hence, the season

when the grass grows, spring and early summer.
Eating itsfifth grass : in its fifth year.

1485 Sc. Acts Jos. /// (1814) II. 170/2 It is thocht ex-
pedient. .that our souueran lord causs his Justice airis to be
naldin vniuersaly in al partis of his Realme, twys in be 3ere

anys on the girss, and anys on the Curne. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handie-crafts 415 Whom seven-years-

old at the next grass he ghest. 1649 Davenant Loi'e t,

1/onour v. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 184 She writes a hundred
and ten, sir, next grass. 1685 /.and. Gaz. No. 2061. 2/2 A
Black brown Gelding.. six years old last Grass. 1705 Ibid.

No. 4120/3 Every Owner.. must send a Certificate from the
Breeder that his Horse is really no more ihen 6 the Grass
before he Runs. 1799 J.

Robertson Agric. Perth 312
Good wedders, eating their fifth gvass, sold in the year 1793
at eighteen shillings. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11.

49 She is five years old this grass. 1859 G. Meredith R.
Feverel xxiv. (1885) 181 When did ye meet?— last grass,

wasn't it ?

9. The grassy earth, grass-covered ground, fin
early use into, under gt ass = into or in the grave.
a X300 Cursor M. 581 1 * Lauerd ', he said, ' I ber a wand'.

' pou kest it on be gress, i bidd ' ;
' Gladli, lauerd ', and sua

he didd. 13. . E, E. Allit. P. A. 245 In to gresse bou me
agly^te. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 361 The gress woux off

theblud all rede. 1390G0WER ConJ. II. 45 Forth she wente
prively. .All softe walkend on the gras. c 1400 Gamelyn 69
A-none as he was dede & under gras graue. 1773-83 Hoole
Orl. Fur.xwu. 39 On the verdant grass, Beneath the cover-

ing trees, her limbs she throws. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
xvi, They were two men who were seated in easy attitudes

upon the grass. 1877 ' Rita' I'hnenne I. i, The grasses are

crimsoned with tulips ; every nook is sweet with odours of
sheltered violets.

b. The earth's surface above a mine. Also to

be at grass, to bring, come to grass.

1776 Pryce Min. Comub. 322 Grass or at Grass, signifies

on the surface of the earth. 'Is Tom Treviscas under-

ground?' 'No; he's at Grass.' 1801 Hitchins in Phil.

Trans. XCI. 160 One hundred and fifty-five fathoms below
the surface, or, as the miners call it, from grass. 1843 Pwy
CycL XXV. 32 The quantity [of mineral] brought to the sur-

face, or, as it is technically called, to grass. 1855 Cornwall
288 Let us now watch the men ascending from the mine
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after work. This is what they call ' coming to grass \ 1890
Goldfields Victoria 14 About 70 tons [of quartz] are now at
grass awaiting crushing.

C. slang. The ground. To go to grass : to come
to the ground, be knocked down ; also (U.S.) to

die ; to be ruined ; in the imperative - ' go and be
hanged'. To send to grass: to fell to the ground,

to knock down ; lit. and jig. To hunt grass : be

knocked down.
rtuSzsBEAUM. & Fl. Little Fr. Latuyerw. v. (1647)69 Away,
good Sampson ; You go to grass else instantly. 1816 Sport-
ing Mag. XLVTII. 181 Lancaster. . was. . much exhausted,
and soon found his way on the grass. 1848 DuRIVACB Stray
Subjects 95 A gentleman . . declared that he might go to

grass with his old canoe, for he didn't think it would be
much of a shower, anyhow. 1872 Mark Twain Innoc. at
Home ii. (18S2) 271 When you get in with your left I hunt
grass every time. 1876 Hindley Cheap Jack 237 Klias was
sent to grass to rise no more off it. 1894 Nation (N.Y.)
iS Jan. 39/3 Several of the McKinleyites were sent to grass

In the course of the debate. 1894 AsTLEY 50 Years Life I.

82, I naturally went to grass through having too much
steam on to be able to pull up in time.

10. Short for sparrow-grass, corrupt form of

ASPABAOUS. Now vulgar.

1747 Mrs GlaSSE Cookery xiv. 234 Boil some Grass tender,
cut it small and lay it over the Eggs. 1764 Footk Mayor
o/G. II. Wks. 1799 I. 181 A hundred of grass from the Cor-
poration of Garrat. a 1845 Hood Public Dinner 61 You
then make a cut on Some Lamb big as mutton ; And ask
for some grass too. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xx, Will you
take any other vegetables? Grass? Peas? Summer Cabbage?
1898 Garden 1 May 318/1 In warm localities established beds
will be affording a welcome supply of serviceable ' grass '.

11. Printing. Casual employment; jobbing work.
1888 Daily News 16 July 7/1 Good jobbing hands wanted

on grass. 1893 Ibid. 5 June 8/5 Reader (practical) . . wants
Two or Three Days' or Nights' Grass, or steady situation.

12. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

grass-blade, -bud, -country, -fen, -field, -ground,
-haulm, -holding, -holm, -land, -park, -patch,

-path, -prairie, -road, -root, -seed, -shears, -slope,

•spire, -stalk, -stem, -track, -walk
;
grass-like adj.

b. objective or objective genitive, wsgrass-champer,
-cater, -farmer; grass-mowing (in quot. attrib."),

-picking wh\. sbs. c. instrumental, as grass-bowered,

-carpeted, -clad, -covered, -cushioned, -embroidered,

-fed, -grown, -muffled, -roofed, -woven adjs. d,
parasynthetiCj as grass-leaved adj.

1831 Carlyle Sort. Res. ill. viii, Through every *grass-
blade. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath (1808) 45 Larks, descend-
ing to th^ir *grass-bowered homes. 1847 Emerson Poems
(1857) 126 Pondering shadows, colors, clouds, *Grass-buds
and caterpillar-shrouds. 1889 Westgarth Austral. Progr.

253 Pretty vistas of *grass-carpeted open forests. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffe 25 All the foure footed rablement of
herbagers and *grasse champers. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. I. 11. 456 Midst sunny *grass-clad meads. 1875 W,
S. Hayward Lo">e Agst. World 10 A beautiful *grass-

country. 1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 154 A "grass*
covered .. region. 1861 W. F. Collier Hist. Eng. Lit.

400 The *grass-cushioned crags of Sandy- Knowe. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, lv, Hee [Soliman] only
swept the Grasse, They the *Grasse-Eaters. 1894 T. Til-
ton Chameleon's Dish 5 Odin's coast With all its twenty-
thousand bays And *grass-embroidered water-ways. 1894
Times 10 Dec. 10/4 The grass land being occupied by
"grass farmers. 1638 PENKETHMAN-^r/ac/*. I iij b, A**grasse
fed Ox 16s. 1865 Kingsley Hereiu. 1. Prel. 16 The rich

*grass-fen. 1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot. 9 Joined by her
mate [she] to the *grass -field flies. 1765 A. Dickson Treat.

Agric. ix. (ed. 2) 225 This plough is used for breaking up
"grass-ground. 1788 Cowher Lett. 21 Feb., Abounding
with beautiful grass-grounds, which encompass our village.

1735 Thomson Liberty iv. 718 Desolating Famine, who
delights In *grass-grown Cities, and in desart Fields. i85s
Kingsley Hereiu. 1. i. 27 The great labyrinth of grass-grown
banks. 1882 Vines Sachs* Bot. 845 The nodes of "grass-

haulms. 1894 Times 10 Jan. 6/4 A *grass-holding which he
could use for the benefit of himself and his family. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi. 1, It wad be better laid out on yon bonny
*grass-holms, than lying useless here in this auld pigg.
ij6$Mus. Rust. III. 325 Twenty Acres of*Grass- Land. 1846

J. IJaxtkr Libr. Tract. Agric. led 4) I. 5 Grass-land, when of
good quality, is of the greatest value. 1830-7 M'Gillivray
Withering*s Brit. Plants (ed. 4) xxiii. 377 A triplex littor-

alis. *Grass-leaved Sea Orache. 1883 F. M. Bailey Syuop.
Oueensld. Flora 693 Grass-leaved fern. 1776 Withering
Brit. Plants 11796) II. 7 Leaves thread-shaped, "grass-like.

1825 Cobbett Pur. Rides (1885) II. 14 In harvest and
*grass-mowing time. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 2

Our steeds, with slow *grass-muffled hoofs Tread deep the
shadows through. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 557 The
surface is agreeably diversified with hill and dale, heath,
moss, meadow, corn, and "grass parks. 1841 Catlin N.
Amer. hid. (1844) II. xxxiii. 19 In a "grass-patch. 1828
Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. 156 Mrs. Lucas .. was

j

walking pensively up and down the "grass-path of the pretty '

flower-court. 1802 Edin. Rev. I. 221 *Grass-picking is

only known in the windward islands. 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunt. i. n This is the ' *grass-prairie ', the bound-
less pasture of the bison. 1846 W. E. Forster 28 Sept.

in Reid Life (18881 I. vi. 183 The "grass roads here [in

Ireland] are far better than our Yorkshire roads. 1828

P. Cunningham .V. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 104 The wretched
stone and turf-walled and *grass-roofed hovels they inhabit

1766 T. Amory J. Buncle (1825) III. 108 Petrified twigs of
trees, shrubs, and "grass-roots. 1765 Mus. Rust. IV. 383
*Grass-seeds gathered clean from the fields. 1770 Waring
in Phil. Trans. LXI. 372 On the "grass-slopes here. 13..

Adultery 113 in Archiv Stud, d. neu. Spr. LXXIX. 420
pow euery *gress-spyre were a preste pat growyth upon
goddys grounde Owte of besepeyns bei cowd not me rele>e.

1861 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. 49 Ere he reached the

Vol. IV.
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*grass-track he meant to follow, the fog was denser than
ever. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 44 We usually
make a *Grass-walk in the Middle. 1885 Century Mag.
XXIX. 657/2 His [the Bedouin's] drinking-vessels are
gourds and 'grass-woven bowls.

13. Special comb., as f grass-acre = Grass-
Eakth

;
grass-bar, a bar in a river, inlet, or har-

bour overgrown with grass {Cent. Did.)
;
grass-

bass, a freshwater edible fish (Pomoxys sparoides)

of the U.S. ; f grass-bed, poet, one's grave, also,

the ' field ' on which a warrior dies ; grass-beef,
the flesh of grass-fed oxen ; grass-bird, (a) a
name for various American sandpipers, esp. Tringa
maculata

; {&} in Australasia, one or more species

of Sphena'acus; grass-bleached/<2. ///(,'. , bleached
by exposure on grass ; so grass-bleaching vbl. sb.

;

grass-butter, butter made from the milk of cows
at grass

;
grass-captain Corn-wall (see quot. and

Captain sb. 8) ;
grass-cat (see quot.) ; grass-chat

— Whinchat; grass-cock, one of the small cocks
into which grass is formed from the windrow

;

grass-cold, a slight cold or catarrh affecting horses;

grass-comber, a sailor's term for one who has
been a farm-labourer; 7 grass-corn, Phalaris ca-

nadensis
;
grass-cut, -cutter [corruption cf a syn-

onymous Hindustani ghdskat,ghaskata\ in India, a
native employed to cut and bring in grass for horses;

grass-drake «= Corn-crake ; grass-feeding a.,

graminivorous
;
grass-finch, (a) a common Ameri-

can sparrow (Po&cetesgramincus]
;

(b. any Austral-

ian finch of the genus Pojphila; grass-fish (see

quot.)
;
grass-flesh, the flesh gained by an animal

4

at grass ' (in quot. ySg*.)
; \ grass-girl, ? a woman

of loose character ;
grass-guard, a man or body of

men in charge of animals grazing; grass-hand,
(a) a compositor temporarily engaged; (b) an irre-

gular cursive hand used by the Chinese and Japan-
ese in business and private writing ; grass hawser
jVaut. (see grass rope below); grass-hole U.S. (see

quot.)
;
fgrass-honey, ? honey collected from the

flowers of grass
;
grass-horse, ? a horse ' at grass ',

or one living exclusively on grass ; grasiynouse,

+*(«) the cottage of a Gbassman; (/;) = next; grass-

hut, in India and Polynesia, a hut with walls and
roof of grass-stalks; grass-ill, a diseaseoflambs(see

quot.)
;
grass-lamb, (a) a lamb suckled by a dam

which is running on pasture land and giving rich

milk; (b) the flesh of the same
;
grass-lawn, a fine

gauze-like material, the colour of unbleached linen,

suitable for summer dresses
;
grass-linen, a kind of

fine grass-cloth
; f grass-mail, rent for grass or the

privilege of grazing
;
grass-mare, a mare ' at grass

'

(cf. grass-horse)
;
grass-meal Sc, so much grass as

willkeepan animal for the season; f grass-money,
? money received for the grazing of animals on the

common land of a parish
;
grass-moth, one of

many small moths of the genus Crambus or family

Crambidx, found in dry meadows ;
grass-nail [see

quot, 1851); f grass-nurse, a wet-nurse; grass-oil,

one of several fragrant essential oils, obtained in

India by distillation from grasses {Andropogon and
other genera), and u?ed in perfumery

;
grass-

orphan nonce-wd. [after Grass-widow], a child

whose parents have gone away for a time ; f grass-

ox, a grass-fed ox, an ox ' at grass'
;
grass-para-

keet, an Australian parakeet of the genus Eut>hema
or Mehpsittacus

; f grass-pen. an enclosed piece of

land planted with grass; grass-pile Sc, a blade of

grass ;
grass-pink 6"..V. (see quot.); + grass-poly,

a book-name for Lythrum Ilyssopifolia ;
grass-

potato (see quot.)
;

grass-quit, one of several

finches of tropical America, esp. species of Phoni-
para

;
grass-right Austral., a right of pasturage ;

grass rope A'aut., a rope made of coir
; t grass-

sea, the Sargasso sea
; f grass-sick a. (see quot.

and cf. grass-ill) ; grass-siding, a border of grass

at the side of a road
; f grass-silver, money paid

for grass or grazing
;
grass-snake, (a) the common

ringed snake (Tropidonotus natrix)
; {&) the com-

mon green snake of the United States
;
grass-snipe

U. S. m grass-bird (a) ; grass-sparrow = grass-

finch (a); grass-spirit, spiritdistilled from grasses;

grass-sponge, an inferior kind of sponge from
Florida and the Bahamas; grass-spring/^^/., the

springing up of grass, renewal of vegetation; grass-
table Arch. = Earth-table; f grass-taffety (cf.

Grass-cloth)
; grass-warbler Austral., a bird

of the genus Cisticola
; grass-weed -grass-wrack

;

t grass-week (see quot.); grass-work, f («) a
piece of lawn for ornamental purposes ; ib) the
work of a mine that is carried on above ground
(cf. 9 b) ; hence g-ass-worker

; f grass-worm, an
earth-worm

; grass-wrack, a seaweed (Zostera

marina), with grass-like leaves; grass-yard -

GRASS.

Green-yard 3. Also Grass-cloth, Grass-
earth, Grass-plat, -plot, Grass-widow, etc.

c 1300 Battle Abbey Custumals (1887) 60 Et vocatur ista
arrura *grasacra. Ibid. 66 Praeter Garsacram operandam.
1897 Outing U. S.) XXX. 437/2 The calico, or *grass bass,
a showy, mottled fellow, sometimes a foot long, c 1000 Ags.
Ps. cii[ij. 15 ponne he gast of^ifeS, sy^bau hine *gaers«
bedd sceal wunian. 1205 Lay. 23985 Uppen ban eras-
bedde his gost he bi-la;fde. 1521 Ld. DACRES in Archxol.
XVII. 203 Ther is, wiiiche slial alwey be redie, unto *grisse

Beif com, vj fed oxen. 1573 Tusser Husb. xii. (1 878.1 28
When Mackrell ceaseth from the seas, John Baptist brings
grassebeefe and pease. 1799 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Perth
37r These are disposed of to English and south country
drovers, for grass-beef. 1784-5 *Grass-bird [see grass-Jinck
belowj. 1847 in Gosse Birds Jamaica 252 The Grass-birds
remind me much of the European Sparrow. 1865 Gould
Handbk. Birds Austral. I. 399 Spheuaacus galactoses,

Tawny Grass-bird. Ibid. 400 Sphena'acus gramineus. Little

Grass-bird. 1893 N ewton Diet. Birds, Grassd/ird, a general
name in America, .for (he smaller Sandpipers.. but applied
by Gould., to two species of Australian birds which lie

referred to the genus Sphenceacns of Strickland, a 1845
Hood Sonn., On Mrs. Nicely, Spotless in linen, *grass-
bleached in her fame. 1842 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11.

Aunt Fanny, "Grass-bleaching ' will bring it To rights

'in a jiffy*. 1660 Hexham Dutch Diet., Begrasde boter,

J

*grasse butter. 1776 I'kvck Min. Cornub. 174 The *Grass-
I Captain, who directs the separation of the Ore again above

ground. 1855 Cornwall 137 'Grass captains '.. being en-

I

gaged chiefly on the surface works, or 'at grass', i£g2
\Y. H. Hudson Sat. La Plata 14 The *grass-cat not unlike

;
Felis catus .. but a larger, more powerful animal. 1845
Zoologist III. 1058 Whinchat or #Grasschat, Saxicola ru-
betra. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 33 They .. putte

I two or three 'grasse-cockes inone. 1846 j. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 385 These lesser staddlcs, though
last spread, are tir>t turned, then those which were in grass-
cocks. 1812 Singer Agric. Surv. Dumfries 380 There is a

1
*grass-cold, as the farmers call it, that seldom does much
harm, or lasts long. 1832 Sir J. Campbell Mem. I. ,\i.

293 Passengers of the class which is known by the name of
*grass-coinbers. 1887 Besant The World Went II. xxix.

309 Luke was a grass comber and a land swab. 1548
Turner Names of Ilerbcs 62 Phalaris. .because it is partly
lyke gras-,e and partly lyke come, it may be called *grasse
corne. 1659 Torriano, Faliiride [sic], the weed Grasse-corn.

1879 Mrs. A. E, James hid. HouseA. Managem. 46 If you
keep horses, you will require a syce for each horse, and a
*grasscut. 1789 I. Munro Narr. Milit. Opcr. Coromandel
Coast iii. 28 An Horsekeeper and "Grasscutter at two
pagodas. 1824 Hi'. HEBER Jrul. (1828) II. 45, I should ..

give a gratuity of two rupees among the wood and grass-
cutters. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 177 *Grass
drake. 1859 Darwin Ort'g. Spec. iii. (1872) 58 ^Grass-feed-
ing quadrupeds. 1784-5 Pennant Arct. Zool. (1792' II.

65 *Grass Finch. . Inhabits New York.. Called the Grey
Grass-bird. 1865 Gould Handbk. Birds Austral. I. 421
Poephila mirabilis, Beautiful Grass-Finch. Ibid. 4-22

Poiphila acttticauda, Long- tailed Grass- Finch. 1869 J.IjUK-
rol'ghs in Galaxy Mag. Aug. 172 The field or vesper-

sparrow, called also grass-finch. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels
Anim. Life 139 In Eastern seas we find the 'grass-fish

(Nemichthys) which is invariably seen upright among the
grass it resembles. 1803 Windham 9 Dec. in AmyouS^. Pari.
(1812) II. 131 They were men . . who. .had not yet got their

*grass-flesh off. 1691 J. Wilson Belphegor Prol., Dram.
W'ks. (1874) 291 What makes you leave a fair wife at home
For a *grass-girl, or some odd homely Joan? 1751 Lady
Luxborough Let. to Shcustone 27 May, My eyes have..
forty-three troop-horses to observe scampering .. which,
with the tent of the *gniss-guards, really makes the scenery
pretty. 1758 Washington Let. Writ. 1S89 II. 57 We have
been obliged, for the sake of our Cattle, to move the grass
guard to Cresaps, 15 miles hence. 1875 Southward Diet.
Typogr. 44 It is a frequent occurrence for a casual •grass-
hand to take more wages than a regular book-hand. 1881

M rCLATCHiE in Fncycl. Brit. XIII. 5S6/1 This style consists

of the ordinary cursive hand, .and also of what is termed the
'grass' hand, which is very much abbreviated and exceed-
ingly difficult to acquire. 1897 *Grass hawser [see grass rope
below]. 1809 Kendall Trav. II. xxxvtii, 39 [Ponds] that
being filled only in the wet seasons,and affording grass in the
dry, are denominated 'grass-holes. 1658 ROWLAND Moufet's
Theat. Ins. 908 From thence it takes the name of*grasse-
lioney .. respect being had to those things from which it is

collected or gathered. 1 1647 hoxLK*Mc/u. in Wks. 1744 I.

Life 12 As when in summer we take up our "grass-horses
into the stable, and give them store of oats, it is a sign, that
we mean to travel them. 1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2716/4 Stolen
. .a Grass Horse. 1557 Richmond. Wills (Surtees 1853) 102

To every *grisse house within the parishe which hath no
corne growing, one busshell ofrye. 1892 J as. Kennedy Mem.
M. S. Kennedy v. 57 There was a grass-house belonging to a
banya half a mile in another direction. 1884 Leisure Hour
Feb. 84/1 The central building [of a house in Fiji] . .formed
the family sitting-room. .Mr. L.'sroom lay beyond—a *grass

hut all by itself. 1807 Duncan in Prize Ess. High I. Soc.

Scot. III. 351 When about three weeks old, and beginning to

make grass a part of their food.. a straggling lamb or two
will sometimes die of what is called the *Grass ill. 1747
Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 160 "Grass Lamb comes in in April

or May. 1793 Misc. Ess. in Ann. Peg. 370/1 The vicinity to

Smiihfield market makes early grass- Lambs an object of con-

siderable importance. 189s Daily AVm 2 Aug. 6/6 "Grass-

lawn . . formed the material of many of the prettiest dresses. ~

1866 Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthwaite viii. (1867; 175 A strip

of sheer, delicate *grass-linen, which needle and thread

..were turning into a cobweb border. 1479 Acta Dom.
Cone. (1639) 41/1 He Kesavit be said scheipe in gresing

fra be said lady & Hike & is pait of his *gerss male barfor.

1752 J. Stewart in Scots Mag. June (1753) 286/1, iol. Scots

was in payment of the grass-mail ofcattle, a 1640MASSINGER
Very Woman in. v, How she holds her nose up, like a
jennet In the wind of a *grass-mare ! 1709 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 322 The *grass-meal of a sheep. . is valued at

two or three shillings. 1597 MS, Grossmen's Bk. St. Giles's,

Durham, Delyvered of the *grasse money. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 136/1 Crambus, a genus of moths . . called in

England the Veneers, and sometimes *grass-moths. 1824

126
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Mactaggart Gallovid. EncycL, *Grass-nail. 1851 H. Ste-
fhems Bk, of Farm <ed. 2) II. 339/1 The blade [of

the scythe] is further supported by the addition of the
light stay C, termed the grass-nail. 1797 Monthly Mag.
III. 34 Girls of this description, are.. eagerly sought for,

under the appellation of "grass nurses. 1844 Hoblyn Diet.
Med,, *Grass-oil ofNamur, a volatile oil procured, according
to Royle, from the Andropogon Calamus aromaticus. 1887
Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 454 The oil produced in the
Namar district of the Nerbudda Valley is sometimes called
grass-oil of Namar. 1893 Sarah Grand Heavenly Twins
(1894) in. ii. 252 Poor *grass-orphan=. a 1483 Liber
Niger in Househ. Ord. 17 [Solomon had] dayly x stalled

oxen very great and xx great *grasse oxen. 1848 Gould
Birds Austral. V. pi. 37 Euphema chrysostoma

t Blue-
banded *Grass-Parrakeet. [Six other species named.]
1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 355 The zebra grass-

parakeet, Mtlopsittacus undulatus. 1790 J. B. Moreton
Mann. IV. Ind. 57 One hundred oxen, .will require a good
convenient *grass-penn to feed them. ' 15x3 Douglas Ahntis
xii. Prol. 92 The *gers pilis. 1746 E. Erskine Semi.
Wks, 1871 III. 320 The rocks and trees and grass piles.

1894 Harper's Mag. Mar. 566 The sweet pogonia or *grass-

pink of our sedgy swamps {Pogonia ophioglossoides'. 1633
Johnson Gerarde's Herbal n. clxxviii. 581 Cordus first

mentioned it, and that by the Dutch name of "Grasse Poley,
which name we may also very fitly retaine in English.

1764 M/ts. Rust. I. 356 There are several ways of breed-
ing potatoes in Ireland .. First, On rich clay land with-
out any manure, vulgarly called *grass potatoes. 1847
Gosse Birds Jamaica 249 Yellow Face *Grass-Qmt,
Sf<erwof>hila olivacea. [And other species.] 1893 Newton
Diet. Birds, Grass-quit, applied in Jamaica to some species
of the genus Phouipara, or . . Euethia. 1890 ' Rolf Bol-
drewood' Col. Reformer (18911 318 Their *grass-rights,
their, .herds and their flocks. 1882 Narf.s Seamanship (ed.

6) 147 Veer a buoy or small boat astern by the *grass rope
[1897 (ed. 7) 141 by a grass hawser]. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's
l/'oy. E, Ind. 219 From thence we pass'd to the Gras-
Zee, or *Grass-Sea, so called from the Grass which grows
there, so that the Sea appears just like a Meadow. 1607
Topsell Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 62 When Oxen come first

of all after Winter to grasse, they fall *grasse-sick. 185a
R. S. SuRTEES Sponges Sp, Tour (1893) 224 The 'grass-
siding of Orlantire Park wall favouring their design, they
increased the trot to a canter. 1346-7 Durham Acct.
Rolls (Surtees) 743 *GressiIuer .. Et in herbag. empt. pro
Joh'e de Haliden Hospit. superuenient. et equis Hostillarii

xi s. 1803 Atkinson Stanton Grange 219, I seed a *grass-

snake come out of the corn near me. 1884-5 Riverside Nat.
Hist. (1888) III. 370 With the common people it [Tropidouo-
tus natri.x] is known as the ringed or grass-snake, and is

often tamed. 1883 EncycL Amer. I. 530/1 The *grass
sparrows {I'ocecetes gramituus). 1830 M. Donovan Dom.
Eton. I. 251 "Grass Spirit .. procurable in great quantities
from the various kinds ofgrass. 1883 W.S. Kent in Fisheries
Bahamas 47 Another variety of the coarse-fibred series is

the *Grass-s[jonge {Spongia equina, var. cerebri/ormis).

1840 Browning Sordelto in. 327 Leaf-fall and *grass-spring
for the year:—for us! a 1490 Botoner Itin. in R. Willis
A rchit. Nomencl. Mid. Ages (1844) 26 Altitudo turns Sancti
Stephani Bristol! continet in altitudine from the *grasse
[glossed erth] table to the gargyle est 21 brachia, id est 42
virgas. c 1693 in Diet. A rch. (Arch. Publ. Soc.) s.v., A Biil

of work done Tor y° Lord Scudatnore . . at the two ends of
the house, below y- grass table. 1867 Gwii.t Archit. Gloss.
Add., Earth Table, or Ground Table, and Grass Table. 1696

J. F. Merchant's Ware-lw, 27 This sort is made of the same
stuff your *Grass Taffeties are. 1865 Gould Handbk.
Birds Austral. I. 349 Great *Grass-warbler. Exile Grass-
Warbler. Lineated Grass-Warbler. 1836 W. A- Bkomfield
Flora Vectensis 537 Zostera marina . . *Grassweed. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Grass-weck, rogation-week, socall'd
in the Inns of Court and Chancery, because the commons
of that week consist chiefly of sallets, with hard eggs, green
.sauce, etc. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 23
A *Grass-work, encompassed with Cases and Yews, with
Water-works in the Middle. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v..

Small pieces of grass-work, as knots, shell-work, .cut-work
.. etc. must always be laid with turf. 1855 Cornwall 164
Here is the 'grass-work ' of a great Copper Mine. Ibid, 289
The *grass-workers . . have stopped work. 1658 Rowland
Moufet's Theat. Ins. 929, I have seen him [the hornet] to
eat of *grasse worms. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants 554
*Grasswrack, Zostera. 1841 Tattersall Sport. Archit.

75 A *grass-yard adjoining the kennel.

t Grass, *M Obs. rare— 1
, [a. F. gras (des

cadavres, .] = Apipocehe.
1793 Beudoes Sea Scurvy 06 The soap or grass is said.

.

not to constitute above ^ or ^ of the body.

Grass (grus),z>. [f. Gkass sb.1 Cf. Graze v.1]

T 1. trans. To plunge or sink in grass. Obs.
c 1460 Towuelcy Atyst. xii. 189 Primus Pastor. How

pastures oure fee? Garcia. Thay ar gryssed to the kne.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1692) 20 One Arrow must
be shot after another, though both be grast, and never
found again.

2. trans. + a. To feed (cattle) on grass, to Graze.
Also, of land : To yield grass enough for. Obs.

b. To supply (cattle) with grass.

c 1500 Three Kings Sons (E. E. T. S.) 112 They wolle

likken me to a Bocherthatgressith beestes. 1523 Fitzherb.
Surv. xix. (1539) 39 Howe many cattel it wyll grasse. 1584

*Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 15 Y| is .. agreed .. that everie iiij

pounderent within tbisparrishe. .thai gras winter and somer
one shepe. 1594 Privy Council 10 Mar. in Arb. GarnerT. 301

For the.. grassing of beefs and muttons. 16x7 Sir R. Boyle
in Lismore Papers (1886) I. 162 He to grass 14 hed of

catties till Michas. c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 130
Breeding and grasseing Cattle. X766 W. Gordon Gen.
Counting-ho. 467 Grassing the highland cows. 1871 Blackie
Four Phases \. 43 You expect, .your cow when well grassed,

to give good milk.

3. a. intr. To produce grass, become covered

with grass.

1573 Tusser Husb. xxxv. (1878) 84 With otes ye may
sowe it, the sooner to grasse, more soone to be pasture to

bring it to passe. x86x Sir T. F. Buxton in Peaks, Passes,
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<$• Glaciers Ser. 11. I. 284 Three mighty ramparts.. of which
..the youngest has hardly commenced grasping on its outer
side.

b. trans. To cover with grass or turf. Chiefly
with advs. To lay down turf upon ; to enclose in
a grass-covered grave ; to cover ever with a growth
of grass, or with turf.

1832 L. Hunt Translations 242 I'd just as lief be buried,
tomb'd and grass'd in. 1849 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. X. 1. 18 If
they plough it up and take a crop of oats, .they leave it to
time and nature to grass it over again. 1888 T. Hardy
ll'essex Tales I. 203 The new house had so far progressed
that the gardeners were beginning to grass down the front.

'895 J- Bkown Pilgrim Fathtrs viii. 211 The graves being
levelled and grassed over. Mod. I intend to have that
piece of ground grassed.

4. To lay or stretch on the grass or on the sur-

face of the ground : a. To lay out (flax, etc.) on
grass for the purpose of bleaching.
1765 Mas. Rust. IV. 460 Short heath is the best field for

grassing flax. Ibid. 461 Experience only can fully teach
a person the signs of flax being sufficiently grasped. 1847
Jrnl. R .Agric. Soc. VII 1. 11. 455 It is not intended to grass
the flax immediately that it is taken out of steep.

b. slang, passing into general use : To knock or

throw (an adversary) down; to fell.

1814 Sforting Mag, XLIV. 70 A terrific blow on the
mouth, which floored or grassed him. 1848 Dickens Dom-
bey xliv, He was severely fibbed by the Larkey one, and
heavily grassed. 1864 C. Clarke Box for Season II. 76
He.. fell head foremost into the pit of Professor Sharp's
stomach, .grassing him at once. 1883 Besant All in Gar-
den Pair I, Introd. 12 His foot caught in a tuft of grass,

and he was grassed.

fig. x8a6 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 162 At
the first facer Hume or Voltaire is grassed and gives in.

C. To bring (a fish) to bank.
1856 Kingsley in Life (1877) I. 490 We'll.. Whoop like

boys at pounders Fairly played and grassed. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Oxf III. Hi. 52 The intense delight of
grassing your first big fish after a nine months' fast. 1894
Field 9 June 832/1 One of the anglers, .grassed six brace.

d. To bring down (birds, gnme) by a shot.

1871 Daily News 8 Apr. 5 The excitement of grassing blue
rocks. 1889 H. O'Reilly 50 Years on Trail 21, I lost no
time in grassing another [antelope].

5. intr. Of animals : To crop the grass ; to graze.

1859 Cornwallis New World I. 198 The horses had been
left grassing at a short remove.

6. Trade slang, a. trans. To discharge from

work for a time (usually for misbehaviour).
1881 Lane. Gloss, s.v., What 's up wi' yor Jim ? Why, he

wur drinkin' ; and th' mestur grassed him for a fortnit.

b. intr. Printing. To do casual or jobbing work.

(Cf. Grass sb. II.)

1894 Westm, Gaz, 19 Feb. 7/3 The society is dead against

pluralists, and does not allow men with a full 'claim
1—i^.

54 hours' work a week— to ' grass ' anywhere else.

V. Mining. To bring to the surface.

1890 Goldfields Victoria 28 This company have about 30
tons of good stone grassed from their ;o foot shaft.

t Grassant, a. Obs. [ad. L. grassant-em,

pres. pple. of grassdrt to roam about, lie in wait.]

Roaming about, or lying in wait, with evil intent.

Of diseases, eto. : Raging.

1659 Gauden Tears Church n. xi. 183 Those innovations

and mischiefs which are now grassant in England. 1674

R. Godkrev Inj. <y Ab, Physic 169 Those violent and stub-

born Diseases which are grassant and assail us in our dayes.

a 1734 North Exam. 11. v. § 42 (1740) 339 Thieves, Male-
factors and Cheats, every where grassant.

Grassapine, conupt var. Gossamfine, Obs.

t Grassate, ' Obs.— 1
[f. ppl. stemofL.^rtf.r-

sari (see prec.).J intr. Of a disease: To rage.

1652 Galle fttagastrom. 259 The Delphian oracle being

consulted about a great plague grassating among the

Ionians, it was answered [etcj.

t Grassation. Obs. [ad. L. grassdtion-em

rioting, n. of action f. grassdrt (see prec.).] The
action of making violent attacks; also, lying in

wait to attack; assailing, assault.

1610 Donne Pseudo-Martyr 52 This claime to that King-
dome was . . reuiued againe by Tyrannicall force, by violent

j

grassation, and by the robbery of Princes. 1627-77 Felt-
ham Resolves n. viii. 176 If in Vice there be a perpetual 1

Grassation, there must be in virtue a perpetual Vigilence.

165a Marburv Comm. Habbak. 1. 1 Do not the Jesuits .. j

incense the King thereof to grassation and destruction of

all that have not the mark of the beast ? 1656-81 Ulount
j

Glossogr., Grassation, a robbing, killing, assailing. 1680

H. More Apocal. Apoc.So Notwithstanding the grassations

of these Impostors, the truly Apostolick Church would be

kept safe.

t Grassator. Obs. |a- JL glossator in same
sense, agent-n. t grassdrt : see prec] A footpad,

waylayer, violent assailant.

1602 F. Hering Auatomyes A iij b, You haue cut off great

numbers of Grassators and Robbers. x685 Keswick Serm.
xxi. (1776) 273 They shall involve themselves in compliance
with wicked tyrants and grassators.

Grass-cloth, a. A fine light cloth, resem-

bling linen, woven from the fibres of the inner bark

of the grass-cloth plant {Boehmeria nived). b.

A thick fabric made in the Canary islands from

some vegetable fibre.

1857 R. ToMKS.'1/wfn in Japan iv. 02 Long flowing robes

of yellow and blue grass-cloth, a 1858 N.Wilson in Homans
Cycl. Comm. 845 My entire success in the cultivation of the

China grass-cloth plant (Bcehmeria nived) introduced [into

Jamaica] in 1854. i858 Rep, U.S. Commissioner Agric.

GRASSHOPPER.
(1869) 306 A water net .. is made of grass-cloth or some
coarse material. 1883 Burton & Cameron To Gold Coast
I. v. 125 The articles of dress [in the Canaries] were grass-
cloth, thick as matting [etc.]. 1884 Weekly Scotsman <j Feb.
1/7 The grass cloth of the Chinese, .is said to rival the best
French cambric in softness and fineness of texture.

+ Grass-earth. Obs. Also 3 -hurde, 4
-herth(e, 8 -hearth, -hurt. [OE. gxrs-ierj>, f.

gers Grass sb.* + ierp ploughing, Earth sb.'-]

The November ploughing of grass-land.
c 1050 Rect, Sing. Pers. in Thorpe Ags. Laws I. 4-34 To-

eacan Sam iii Kceras to bene & ii to gairs-yrSe. 1*35-52
Rentalia Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 109 Quos aquietabit
per garshurde. c 1300 Battle-Abbey Custumals (1S87) 89
Et post festum Sancti Martini, arrabunt domino j acram,
que vocatur Grasherbe {printed Grasherxe] qui habent
carrucas. 1363 in Kennett Par. Antiq. (1818) II. 137 Ad
arandam terrain domini . . quod vocatur Gras-herth. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Grass-hearth, or grass-hurt, was
anciently a custom in some places, for the tenants to bring
their ploughs, and do one day's work for their lord.

Grassed (grast), ppl. a. [f. Grass sbA and v.

+ -ED.]

1. Grown or covered with grass.

1731 Medley Kolbens Cape G. Hope I. 79 The Chamtouers
..are possess'd of a fine flat country, well grass'd and
watered. 1835 J. Uatman in Cornwallis New World (1859)
I. App. 404 We passed through an open forest, .with excel-
lently grassed surface. 1875 RATH. S. Macquoid My Story
II. xix. 2C8 When I reached the grassed slope, I found the
frozen grass very slippery. 1884 J. G. Bourkf. Snake Dance
Moguls xxxi. 343 A country well grassed with ' grama '.

2. Golf. Of a golf-club (see quot. 1890).
1878 ' Capt. Crawley ' Football etc. 83 (Golf) Grassed, a

term used instead of spooned, to signify the backward slope
of a club-face, 1883 Casset!s Bk. S/orts fy Past. 51 The
golfer's tools, .consisting of the play-club, the grassed-driver
[etc. J. x8po Hltchinson Golfhadm. Libr.>59 The 'grassed
club' which was in reality nothing but a driver with a
slightly filed-back face.

Grasser (gra-sai). U. S. [f. Grass *t.l +
-er. 1J A calf brought up on grass as distinguished

from one fed on prepared food.
1881 Chicago Times 1 June, Several droves of Texas

1 grassers ' were among the fresh arrivals.

Grass-green, a. (Stress variable.) [Cf. MDu.
grasgroene J)u. grasgroeii), MUG. grasgritene (G.
grasgrun\ ON. grasgr/nn (Da. grxsgr/fn, S\v.

grdsgron).]

1. Green as grass ; having the colour of grass.
^700 Epiual Gloss. 298 Carpassiui, gresgro[e]ni. 13..

K. Alls, 299 Mercury he made gras-grene. a 1593 Mar-
lowe Jeiv ofMalta 1. (1633) U 2, lacints, hard Topas, grasse-
greene Emeraulds. 1641 French Distill, vi. 11651) 103 There
will remaine .. a grasse-green Liquor. 1812 Sir H. Davy
Chcm, Philos. 424 Oxide of nickel isemployed to give colours
to enamels and porcelain ; in different mixtures it produces
brown red, and grass green tints. 184a Tennyson Lancelot
ff Guinevere 24 A gown of grass-green silk she wore. 1884-5
Riverside Nat. Hist. 11888) III. 369 Tragops prasinus

.

.is

a beautiful grass-green animal, living in the jungles of India.

b. cjuasi-j^. and sb. (the adj. used absol.).

1657 K. Licon Barbadoes (1673) 83 All sorts of yellows,
with their shadows intermix! with grass greens. 1696 I!i\

Patrick Comm. Exod. xxviii. (1697) 542 The colour of it is

a Grass-green ; wonderfully refreshing. 1793 Charlotte
Smith Desmond III. J20 Lined with sky blue, or gru.ss

green. 1843 I'ortlock Geol. 513 A.. light oil-green colour,
occasionally grass-green, and passing into bottle-green.

2. Green with grass.

i6oj Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 31 At his head a grassegreene
Turfe. m* Shexstone Schoolmistress 273 When my bones
in grass-green sods are laid. 1767 F.'Fawkes Idyll. Theo-
critus xih. 32 And grass-green meads pronoune'd the sum-
mer near. 1830 Tennyson Circumstance 6 Two graves
grass-green beside a gray church-tower.

i
Grasshop. Obs. Forms: I gershoppe,

gaers-, grseshoppa, 3 gresseoppe, 3-4 gress-

hop(p)e, 5 gyrssoppe, 4-6 gres-, grishop, gry-
sope, 4, 6 gressop, 6 grass-, gressoppe, 6-7
grashop. [OE. gvtrs-hoppe, -hofpa. f. gtvrs Grass
sbl + kofpa. related to hoppian Hof v\ Cf. Sw.
grdslioppa, T)3..grtrsbo^pe.] A grasshopper, locust.

(.825 I'esp. Psalter cviii. 23 Ascecen earn swe swe gers-

hoppe [c 1000 Ags, Ps. gffirshoppa], 1:975 R'<shw. Gosp.

Matt. iii. 4 His mete panne wacs grasshoppa. c 1*50 Gen. <y

Ex. 3065 Moyses si5en and aaron aeiden . .To-moi3en sulen

gresseoppes cumen. a 1387 Siuon, Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.)

16 Cicaaa y
gressehope. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 707/7

IIec cicada, a grysope. 1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing i j b,

A grete greshop. a 1529 Skelton P. Sparowe 134 Lorde,

how he wolde hop After the gressop ! X565 Cooi'er

Thesaurus, Achetae, . . greshops that chirpe lowde and
pleasantly. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 32 Thydias
merited great praise for his Scarabee, his Grashop, his Bee.

Grasshopper (gra-sh^pai). [f. Ghass sb. 1 +
HOFFBB 1. Cf. LG. and Flemish (Kilian) gras-

hopper, MSw. grdshoppare, G. grdshupfer.']

1. A name for orlhopterous insects of the families

Acridiidx and Loatstidx, remarkable for their

powers of leaping, and the chirping sound pro-

duced by the males (see quot. 18S0). Occas. with

allusion to Eccl. xii. 5.
(Coverdale sometimes uses the word where both the later

versions and Wyclif have locust,)

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 572/32 Cicada, a grasboppere.

14. . MS. Sloane 4 If. 8o in A'. <$ Q. Ser. til. (1864) VI. 4/x

Also a greshopper ys good, for dyuers fysshes must haue

diuers baytys. i$*6 Pitgr. Perf. (W.deW. 1531) 165 They
be blessed & happy that wyll apply & dispose themselfe
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with the greshopper to lepe vp as hye as they may. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cal. Oct. 11 Such pleasaunce makes the

Grashopper so poore. 1611 Bible Eccl. xu. 5 The gras-

hopper shall be a burden. cx6iz Chapman Iliad 111. 161

As in well-growne woods, on trees, cold spinie grashoppers

Sit chirping. 169a L'Estrange Fables ccxvii. 189 An
Ant and a Grasshopper. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 446
Scarce a chirping grasshopper is heard Thro' the dumb
mead. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 24 May. My uncle.,

bo'ted through the window as nimble as a grasshopper.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 60/1 In Britain the term is chiefly

applicable to the large green grasshopper (Locusta virt-

dissima). .and to smaller and more obscure species of the

genera Stenobothrus, Gomphocerus, and Tettix. 1882 Con-
temp. Rev. Aug. 230 The principal breeding grounds of that

formidable pest, the locust or grass-hopper, known to ento-

mologists as Caloptenus s/>retus. 1886 Besant Childr.

Gibeon 11. vi. II. 54 These old people hear the voice of the

grasshopper continually,. They hate the voice of the grass-

hopper,

b. Jig. As a term of derision or reproach.

1561 Daus Builinger on Apoc. (1573) 114 The Pope .. de-

fending them [errors] by his vngratious Grashoppers that

eate vp all thynges. 1581 J. BELL Haddons Ausiv. Osor.

28 b, For I accompt it sufficient to pinche that seely abject

grasbopper Dalmad a now Si. then in the chase. 1788 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary 15 Feb., In two minutes more be will be

somewhere else, skipping backwards and forwards; what
a grasshopper it is !

+ 2. An alleged nam: for the hare. Obs.
a 1325 Names Hare in Rel. Ant. I. 133 The grashoppere.

3. In a pianoforte : = Hopper 1 9.

1807 Specif. IV. SouthwelVs Patent No. 3029. 2 The end
of the grasshopper hath pressed up the connecting rod /, h,

which by its pressure on the tail of the hammer, hath caused
it to give the stroke.

4. An artificial bait for fish.

1867 F. Francis Angling v'm. (1880) 298 The grasshopper,
so-called, . .though actually an artificial bait, in nowise re-

sembles a grasshopper. 1889 ' John Bickerdyke ' Bk. All-

round Angler m. 99 The 'grasshopper' is cast in likely

spots and worked with a sink-and-draw motion near the

bottom.

5. altrib. and Comb., as gj-asshopper- like adj.

;

grasshopper-bsam, a form of working-beam in

steam-engines, pivoted at one end instead of in

the centre (hence grasshopper-engine, -principle)
;

grasshopper-lark m grasshopper-warbler
\
grass-

hopper-march (see quot.) ; grasshopper-spar-
row, a small sparrow of the U.S. of the genus
Colurniculus, so called from its note

; f grass-

hopper-spring (see quot. 1794); grasshopper-
warbler, a small warbler, Locustella nxvia

3
so-

called from its note.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Grasshopper-beam. 1888 Lock-
wood's Diet. Mech. Engirt., *Grasshopper engine. 1768 G.
White Selborne xvi. 11789* 45 The *grasshopper-Iark began
his sibilous note in my fields last Saturday. 1827 Hone
Exiery-day Bk. II. 514 The. .little grasshopper lark . . runs
whispering within the hedgerows. 1768 G. White Selborne
xxx. ( 1 789) 55 This last [sort of willow-wren] . . makes a sibilous

*grasshopper-hken>ise. 1884 Brit. Stand. Handbks. Sports

<y Past. II. iv. 23 The *Grasshopper March. Jump along
the bars backwards and forwards with both arms. The arms
of course must be bent a little to give the necessary spring.

1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 100 By the side of the winding
engine is the long row of blowing engines, on *grass-

hopper and other principles. 1883 Encycl. Amer. I. 530/1
The *grasshopper sparrows (Cotumiculus passerinus, C.

hensloTvi, C. leeontii). 1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801)

XI. 188 The "grass hopper spring is a peculiarly formed
spring which fixes under the shaft of a one-horse chaise to

the axletree. 182a Monthly Mag. Oct., Modern coaches,

constructed of one piece, and resting on what are called

grasshopper springs. 1839-43 Yarrell Hist. Birds I. 263
The *Gi*asshopip^r Warbler is found within a few miles north

of London, and also in Surrey.

Hence Grasshopperinff vbl. sb., (a) living im-

providently like a grasshopper (in quot. attrib.)
;

[&) fishing with a 'grasshopper' bait. G-rass-

hopperishtf., somewhat resembling a grasshopper.

1803 M. G. Lewis Let. 9 Nov. in Mem. T. Moore (1856)

VIII. 46, I thought it high time that your grashoppering
system should be at an end, and that you should begin

to collect a provision of corn against the winter. 1872 W. S.

Symonds Rec. Rocks vi. 199 In former days, when 'grass-

hoppering ' was allowed there, I have taken many a basket-

ful [of grayling] from the gravelly Teme. 1883 'Era'
Tribes on myFrontier %q Long-legged, green, grasshopperish

animals.

tGrassil, v. Se. Obs. Also 6 graisl3, grasle.

[Peril, echoic] intr. To make a harsh noise;

to creak, rattle ; also qnasi-/nz«j., to make a harsh

noise with (the teeth or tusks), to gnash.

1513 Douglas AZneis i. ii. 60 Sone eftir this, of men the
clamour rais, The takles graislis, cabillis can freit and frais.

Ibid, in, x. 17 Grassilland his teth, and rummesand full hie.

Ibid. vtn. iv. 103 Grasling his teith, and byrnand full of ire.

Gra'ssiness. rare.- [f. Grassy + -kess.]

The quality or state of being grassy.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Grassiness, the having or fulness of
grass. 1755 in Johnson.

Grassing (gru-sin), vbl. sb. [f. Grass sb.1 or

V. + -ING. 1

]

1. The action of the vb. in various senses, a.

Spreading out (flax, etc.) on the grass for bleach-

ing (see GRASS f. 4a). b. Printing. The taking

of casual work (see Grass v. 6 b.).

1780 A. Young Tour Irel. I. 224 Taking out and grassing
[Flax], .0. 5.0. 1797 — Agric. Suffolk 121 The grassing [of

hemp] requires about five weeks. 1844SPROULE Flax (1S46)

23 Too Utile watering is given in this country, trusting to the

grassing afterwards to make up the deficiency. 1875 South-
ward Dict.Typpgr. 44 Many compositors earn a good income
by grassing. 1888 Jacobi Printers'1 Voc, Grassing, a com-
positor taking occasional jobs, or assisting on a newspaper.

2. Se. a. The place for cutt.ng turfs and for

grazing cattle. b. The privilege of grazing in

a specified place.

1557 'n IO 'n R*P- Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 383 The
pasture and grassing of Capney-vaugh. 1630-56 Sir K.
Gordon Earld. Sutherland (1813) 344 The ffealing and
girsing of Aldinalbanagh. Ibid. 351 Sir Robert gave vnto
John Kobsone some lands about Dounrobin, with the girsin

of Badinlogh. 1632 Rec. fm>erncss Presbyt. (Scot. Hist.

Soc, 1896) 25 They went and measured and marched the
Gleib and grassing thereof as followeth. 1825 Bkockett
IV. C. Words s.v. Whittle, An harden sark, a guse grassing,

and a whittle gait, were all the salary of a clergyman, not
many years ago, in Cumberland.

t 3. The laying on of a first or ground colour;

the colour itself. Obs.

1538 Elyot Diet., Subliti'o, the grounde colour, wheron
the colour is layde, in cloth dyed it is callyd grasynge per-

fyte. 1570 Levins Mauip. 136/17 Y u Grasing of cloths,

sublitio.

Grassless (grcrsles), a. [f. Grass sb,* +
-less.] Without grass; devoid of grass.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 574 Then, Fields seem
grassless, Forests leaf-less all. 1610 Mirr. Mag. IV. Induct.

44 Nought else vpon the grasselesse ground, but winter's
waste was seene. 1809-10 Coj.ekidce Friend (1863) II. 41

Upon the yet grassless grave she threw herself down. 1865
Merivale Rom. Einp. VIII. l.wi. 218 Bare limestone rock,

treeless, grassless, and waterless.

tGra'SSman. Se. and north, dial. Obs. Forms:
see Grass sb.l

1. = Cottier i. [So MSw. grassate.']

[c 1150111 Chalmers Caledonia (18071 L 7-° De Hurdmannls,
et Bondis, et Gresmannis.] 1461 Will in RiponCh. Acts 100
Item lego cuilibet husbandman deNid,xijd. ItemcuiHbet
gresman de eadem, vjd. 1521 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 134
Item I will that every house of gresse men w'in the towne
of Besynby have ij(/. a pece. 1607 A". Riding Rec. (1883)
I. 94 Rich. Taylor, grasseman presented for using the trade
of a badger. 1663 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1792) II. 187
There was not a lock, key, band, nor window left unbroken
down daily to the tenants, cottars and grassmen. 1825-80

J AM ikswn, Grass-man . .This word has now fallen into disuse,

but is still perfectly intelligible to elderly people, Aberd.

,

who recollect the lime when Girseman and Cottar were
used as quite synonfymous].

2. A man who took charge of the common londs

of a parish.

1597 Mem. St. Giles's, Durham (Surtees) Expenses for

this present yere 1579 beeing gyrsmen John Taylor & Robert
Hudspethe. 1646 I'estry Bks. ^Surtees) 192-3 Itt is ordered
by the 24''° thatt the Grasemen for the yeares 1644 and 1645
shall make accompt of all receipts and disbursements to the
new elected Grasemen. 1737 Durham MS. Bk., Grassmen
for y" Year. 1846 Bkockett A". C. Words (ed. 3

1
, Grassmen,

officers of great antiquity in the borough of Gateshead,
whose duty was to look after the herbage or grass. 1893
in Northumbld. Gloss.

Grass-plat, -plot. [f. Grass s&J + Plat,
Plot. In the compound word plot app. is the

older form, though the simple plat is found in

1611.] A piece of ground covered with turf, some-
times having ornamental flower-beds upon it.

a. 1697 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 333 Upon a
Grass-Plat before his Window . . I saw some Women, very
busie with their Bibles. 1727 Hall in Phil. Trans. XXXV.
309 The Snake being ty'd and pinu'd down to a Grass-plat.

1766 Goldsm. Vic W. viii, Mr. Thomhill .. intended that
night giving the young ladies a ball by moonlight, on the
grass plat before our door. 1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets iv.

(1870) 95 Artificial grass-plats [and] gravel-walks. 1897 Pall
Mali Mag. Dec. 553 A statue in the centre of the grassplat.

t
0. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. 1. 73 Here on this grasse-plot,

in this very place To come, and sport. 1685 Temple Wks.
(J720) I. 183 Grass-Plots bordered with Flowers. 1770
Waring in Phil. Trans'. LXI. 370 We have it plentifully.

.

on the grass-plots about this house. 1876 Miss Bhaddon
y. Haggard's Dan. II. 17 The picture of grassplot and
Ilower-bed.

Grass time. [Cf. Grass sb. 1 8.] The time
of year when animals are at grass.

C1386 Chaucer Reeve's Prol. 14 Gras tyme is doDn, my
fodder is now forage. 1637 Karl Strafforde Lett. II. 60
A Place which . . affords Sport to pass over a Grass-time.
1838 Jas. Grant Sk. Loud. 302 ' Here's a capital good 'un,

Sir; three years old next grass-time. Sir', was the recom-
mendation of his donkey, which was given by a fourth.

«I Misused for grease-time. (Cf. Grass sbA 5 ^.)
1590 Cokaine Treat. Hunting C iv, You must beware that

you offer not to hunt the Bucke before the first day of
Grasse time.

Grass-tree. A name given to several Aus-
tralasian trees. The liliaceous genus Xanthorr/ta-a;

Richea draeophylla and R. pandanijolia of Tas-
mania ; the Pseitdopanax crassifoliimi of N.Zealand

;

the cabbage-tree of New Zealand, Cordyline aus-
tralis; the juncaceous plant Kingia australis.
1802 D. Collins Ace. N. S. Wales II. 153 A grass tree

grows here, similar .. to that about Port Jackson. 1852
Zoologist X. 3383 The curious Xanthorrho:a haslilis, or
grass-tree, with tall spear-like flower-stalks, eight feet high.
1866 Treas.Bot. 550/2 Grass-tree, Xanthorrha^a; also Richea
dracophylla, and Kingia australis. 1867 Hochstetter
Neiv Zealand 132 Here and there, in moist places, arises
isolated the ' grass-tree ' or ' cabbage-tree ' (Ti of the natives

;

Cordyline australis). 1878 W. W. Spicer Handbk. Plants
Tasmania 125 (Morris) Richea paudantfolia, H., Giant
Grass Tree. 1889 T. Kirk Flora New Zealand 59 It [Pseu-
do/anax crassifolium\ is commonly called lancewood by

the settlers In the North Island, and grass-tree by those in

the South. 1893 Mrs. C. Pkaf.d Outlaw -y Lawmaker II.

5 A stony ridge, with weird-looking grass trees, lifting their
blackened spears.

Grassum(me, obs. form of Geiisum,

Grass widow. [Certainly f. Grass sb.* +
Widow ; cf. the equivalent MLG. graswedeue ( =
sense 1), Du. graswedztwe, Sw. grdsenka. Da.
gnvsenke; also G. strohwiitive (lit. ' straw-wide w').

The modern continental Tttit. words seem to have
chiefly sense 2 below, but dialect glossaries often

give sense 1 as locally current. The etymological
notion is obscure, but the parallel forms disprove

the notion that the word is a 'corruption' of

grace-ividoi.v.

It has been suggested that in sense 1 grass (and G. stroh)

may have been used with opposition to bed; cf. the etymo-
logy of Hastaki>. Sense 2 may have arisen as an etymolo-
gizing interpretation of the compound (cf. Grass sb. 5 b' after

it had ceased to be generally understood; in Eng. it seems
to have appeared first as Anglo-Indian.]

1. An unmariiul woman who has cohabited with
one or more men ; a discarded mistress. ? Obs.
1528 Moke Dyaloge III. X Hi. 86b, Tyndall wolde by tbys

w;iye make saynt Poule to say thus. Take & chese in but
such a wyilow as hath had but one husbande ;it orys ..

I thynke saynt l'owle ment not so. F'or then bad wyuys
ben in his time lytel better than grasse wydowes be now.
For they be yet as seuerall as a harbours chayre & neuer
t.ike but one at onys. 1582 Reg. Bk. Stoke-by-Xayiand,
Suffolk Jan., The 31 day was buri'd Marie the daugbt r of
Elizabeth London giaswidow. .71700 15. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew s.v., Widows Weeds. A Grass-Widow, one that pre-

tends to have been Married, but never was, yet has Children.

1760 Goi.dsm. Goddess of Silence Misc. Wks. 1837 I. xxvi.

329. I have made more matches in my time than a grass
willow. 1785 Grose Diet. I'ulg. Tongue S.V., Widow's
U 'eeds, A grass widow, a discarded mistress.

2. A married woman whose husband is absent

from her.

1859 Ean'g Wand. India 4 Grass widows in the hills are
always writing to their husbands, when you drop in upon
them. 1865 Englishm. Mag. Aug. 138 The pretly grass-
widow, .is going because everyone else is gone. 1884 I.ai-v

DUFFERin I iceregal Life India (1^89) I. i. 4 Expectant
husbands come out to meet the * grass widows ' who have
travelled with us.

Hence Grass-wrdow v. intr.. to live as a grass-

widow. Grass-wido-whood, the condition of a

grass-widow; also iransj. So also Grass-widower,
fcf. G. strohwittwer, lit. ' stiaw-widower '], a mm
living apart from his wife.

1878 Life in the Mofussil II. ico The Clergyman, .was a
grass widower, bis wife being at home. 1881 W. E. Xorris
Matrimony 1 1 1. 92 Asking Nina how long her period of
giass-widowhoud was going to last. 1886 A". Y. Evening
Post 22 May (Farmer), All the grass-widowers and un-
married men. 1887 Sat. Rei: 30 Apr. 624 'I he female plant
. .was brought to Europe before the male, and so. htrryless,

may be said to have suffered a grass-widowhood of some
eighty years. 1892 Critic (U. S.J 12 Mar. 154/1 She and
her husband lived charmingly— apart, 'grass-widowing ' here
and there. 1894 J. Knight Garrick xvi. 301 Johnson .. in-

sisted upon a grass widowhood before they procetdtd to an-

other election.

Grassy i
'gra'si), a. [f. Gbass sbA + -y j

. Cf.

MDn. grasieh, Du. grazig, O. grasig.~\

1. Covered with grass, abounding in grass.

1513 Douglas /Eneis xi. xi. 76 The speir onon. . Furth of
the gresy sward he lies vptane. 1579 SpENSEK Sheph. Cal.

June 6 The grassye ground with daintye Daysies dight.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 111. iii. 50 Goe signifie as much, while
here we march Vpon the Grassie Carpet of this Plaine. 1667
Mii.ton /'. /.. v. 391 Rais'd of grassie terf Thir Table was.
1725 Poi'F. Odyss. in. 535 To lead A well-fed bullock from
the grassy mead. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe i, The sun was set-

ting upon one of the rich grassy glades of the forest. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. II. m. 11 A narrow vale, that lay,

Grassy and soft betwixt the pine-woods bound.

2. Of or pertaining to grass; consisting of or

containing grass.

1697 Drvdkn Vlrg. Past. v. 39 The thirsty Cattel, of
themselves, abstain'd From Water, and their grassy Fare
disdain'd. 1727-41 Chamukrs Cycl. s.v. Graminea, The
grassy crown, corona graminea, was but rarely conferred;

and for some signal exploit. 1752 F. Fawkes Descrip. May
96 As- fast as cattle the long summer's day Had cropt the

grassy sustenance away. 1818 Keats Endym. ill. 1027 How
happy once again in grassy nest ! 1821 Clare I 'ill. Minstr.
II. 84 Big drops bow the grassy stems. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 185 This is a good course if

the wheat stubble can be depended on to produce grass

enough to furnish a sufficient dressing of ashes, .but if there

is reason to expect the wheat stubble will not be sufficiently

grassy [etc.].

3. Resembling grass in colour, form, or habit.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 22 b, The Topaze, as Plinie sayth,

is a Gem of grassie colour. 1596 Gosson Quippes Upst.

Gentleivomen 99 in- Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 254 The swarthie-

blacke, the grassie-greene. 166S Wii.kins Real Char. 98
Hatchet vetch.. being long and slender, of grassy leaves,

1725 Pope Odyss. xv. 510 Aboard they heave us, mount
their decks and sweep With level oar along the grassy deep.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 474 The great genus of Carex
..and some other grassy plants, are found here. 1812 Byron
Ch. Har. 11. liv, The weaned eye Reposes gladly on as

smooth a vale As ever Spring yclad in grassy dye. 1849
Ruskin Sev. Lamps iii. § 17. 83 The sharp, grassy, intricate

leafage [of the black spruce fir].

4. Comb.
1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 360 The cooling brook, the grassy-

vested green. 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) II. 240 On
whose grassy-margined pools they feed.
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GRATE.

Grasyar, -er, obs. forms of Grazier.

Grat, obs. form of Great a. ; obs. pa. t. of

Greet v.'1

Grate (gr/ :t\ sbA Also 6 gratte. [app. a.

med.L. grata (?us::d in monastic Latin for a lattice),

ad. It. grata grate, gridiron, hurdle, alteration of

grate: L. cralem, cratis hurdle. (Godef. has one

example of OF. grate with the sense ' hurdle ',

which may b; from monastic Latin.)]

1. A framework of bars or laths, parallel to or

crossing each other, fixed in a door, window, or

other opening, to permit communication while pre-

venting ingress. Now somewhat rare ; cf. Grating

vbl. !&:-

C1440 Prom/>. Parv. 207/2 Grate, or trelys wyn'dowe ..

canctllia. 1523 [see sense 9]. 1530 Palsgr. 227/1 Grate of a

windowe, tretis defer. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings i. 20chosias

fell thorowy grate in his chamber at Samaria. 1590 Spenser

F. Q. 1. viii. 36 but in the same [doore] a little grate was pight,

Through which he sent his voyce. 1602 Mahstox Antcmio's

Rev. tr. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 99 Antonio kisseth Mellida's hand :

then Mellida goes from the grate. 16*7 A. Loveli. tr. Tkevc-

nol's Trav. 1. 190 At present there is no more but a Window
with a Grate. 1697 Congreve Mourning Bride 1. i, While

his jailor slept, I through the grate Have softly whispered

and inquired his health. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

Lady X., 1 Oct., The young Count of Salmes came to the

grate . . and the Abbess gave him her hand to kiss. 1778

Foote Trip Calais II. Wks. 1799 II. 354 The father and

mother of that amiable child are now at the grate. 1805

Scott Last Miustr. 1. Introd. ii, The embattled portal-arch

he pass'd, Who.e ponderous grate and massy bar Had oft

roll'd back the tide of war. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III.

I. v, The grate which led to our quarter opened anew.

2. A similar framework (or, sometimes, a per-

forated plate) for other purposes, esp. for closing

an orifice without intercepting the passage of fluids;

rarely, \ a gridiro 1.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy II. xi, Voydyne fylthes lowe

into the grounde Thorough grates made of yron perced

round. 1718 Steele Fish Tool i63 Great advantage is

effected by large grates at the head and stern . .of the vessel.

1750 |see grate-iron in 10 below]. 1755 Johnson, Grill, to

broil on a grate or gridiron. 1825 T. Cosnett Footman's

Directory 62 If the spout of the tea-pot gets furred up, have

a small piece of wire or wood to push up and down it, but

be careful not to break the grate of it in so doing.

T" 3. The railing round a monument, building, etc.

a 1400 Stacyons of Home 603 in Tot. Ret. <y L, Poems 136

A-bowte that stoone a grate there is of Irne. 1519 in Glass-

cock Rec. St. Michaels '1882) 36 Item pd to Rase Thomas

for dygyng of the holis for the grate iiijrf. Ibid., Item to

Jardefeld for tymber for the chirche grate. .
Item to Hothe

the Carponter for makyng of the tymber werke at the souih

gate and grate of the chirche yerd. a 1645 Habington

in Proc. IVorc. Hist. Soc. 11. 223 The grate of iron inclosinge

the totnbe. 1872 O. Shu-ley Gloss. Feci. Terms, Grate,

an ornamental iron screen around a monument.

4. A frame of metal bars for holding the fuel in

a fireplace or furnace. Hence, the fireplace itself.

1605 Timme Quersit. III. 191 A grate shall be layed,

wherein the coales of lire must lie. 1608 A. WlLLET llexapla

in Fxod. 614 The wood was laid in order vpon that crate,

and so burned, which grate was all of brasse. 16x1 Bible

Exoi. xxvii. 4. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 308 T 2 An old-

fashioned Grate consumes Coals, but gives no Heat. 1779

Boswell in Life Johnson 10 Oct., Why, Sir, do people play

this trick which I observe now, when 1 look at your grate,

Rutting the shovel against it to make the fire burn? 1800

tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 97 You must make it pass through

the grate of the furnace. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi, Throw
those shoes under the grate. 1875 J. Smith Temperame
Reform, iii. 96 'The cold and cheerless grate.

f 5. transf. a. (See quot.) Cf. Grating vbl. sb. 3.

b. Applied to the chequers on the door-post of

a tavern. Obs.

1598 Havdockf. tr. Lomazzo's Trade Artes, etc. II. V.

xxiv. 217 The third part is wrought with a Grate [marg.

Which is an instrument made with crossing of lines}, or

insteede thereof with a gla*se set betweene the eie of the

Painter, and the thing seene. 1622 Massinger & Dekker
Virgin Martyr 111. iii, I see then a tavern and a bawdy-

house have faces much alike ; the one hath red grates next

the door, the other hath peeping-holes within doors.

6. Mining. A screen used when stamping ores.

1776 W. Pkyce Min. Cornub. F.xpl. Terms, Grate, an iron

plate punched full of small holes ; which belongs to the

stamping mill, and sizes the stampt Ore. 1839 Ore Diet.

A rts 749 The grate . . is a grid composed of square bars of

iron . . placed horizontally, and parallelly to each other, an

inch apart. 1875 lire's Did. Arts (ed. 7) II. 736 6V*(V,..a

metal plate pierced with small holes ; it is fixed in front of

the stamps in which ore is pounded, and through the holes

the finely divided matter makes its escape. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Grate.. See Screen (as applied to stamps).

+ 7. A barred place of confinement for animals,

also, a prison or cage for human beings. Obs.

1552 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's (1882) 93 Of the

Mayor and burges for the gaol called the grate p' a™ x\'yl.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. n. ii. 8 Else you had look'd through

the grate, like a Geminy of Baboones. 1603 Knolles Hist.

Turks 1638) 220 Shut vp in an yron cage niade like a grate,

in such sort as that he might on euery side be seen. 1610

Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xn. xxvi. (1620) 443 These

gods, .are but the forgers of our prisons, .our iaylors, locking

vs in those dolorous grates and wretched fetters. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage iv. v. 365 I.ions and Leopards in

grates were carried before him. 1652 Beni.owes Theoph.

xiii. Ixxxiii. 247 The folded flocks are pent In hurdled

Grates. 1759 Johnson Rasselas v, He was now impatient

as an eagle in a grate. 1777 Howard Prisons Eng. (1780)

387 Every debtor that lies in the common grate.

368

t 8. One of the spaces between the bars of a

grating. Obs. rare.

1523 Lot Berners Froiss. I. xxxix. 53 He Caused to be

made without the towne, a barrers ouerthwart the strete lyke

a grate, nat past half a fote wyde euery grate. 1649 G.

Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, ecl, As were his Cage too

straite ; hike wilder Birds, soe pent, prolls, till he find

A hole, by Chance, or any wider Grate.

9. attrib. and Comb., as grate-bar, -work
;
grate-

fas/iion, -wise advs. ;
grate-area = grate-surface

;

-f grate-iron, (a) ^Gridiron ; (b) see quot. 1750 ;

grate-room, in some furnaces, a chamber with a

grate beneath it; grate-shavings, shavings of

wood or curled strips of paper for filling fireplaces

in summer; grate-surface, the area in square feet

covered by the fire-bars of a furnace or boiler.

1888 Lock\uood's Did. Mech. Engirt., s. v. *Grate Area.

1896 Daily .Yews 20 Apr. 5 2 In a Yarrow boiler.. the total

grate area is forty and a quarter square feet. 1832 Fdin.

Rev. LVI. 124 The *grale-bars which support the fuel.

1659T0RRIAN0, Bastoncello. .acertain paste bak't in moulds,

and *grate-fashion contrived. 1574 Hellowes Guevara's
lam. Ep. (1577) 178 The *grateyron of S. Laurence. 1577

tr. Bullinger's Decades 11592) 315 In his time was Saint

Laurence.. broiled vpon a grate yron. 17S0 Blanckley
A'av. Expos., Grate-irons are to loosen the Mud and Sullage

of the Docks, which lodge in the Grates of the Drains. 1883

Chance in Powell Princ. Glass-making 111 These "grate-

rooms are sunk several feet below the level of the bed of the

furnace. 1899 Longman's Mag. Aug. 331 Statia gazed at

the fireplace, decorated with what are known as *grate-

shavings and silver paper. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson
Chem. Techno/, (ed. 2) I. 255 The usual dimensions . . are

1 square foot of *grate surface for a consumption of 20 lbs.

of coal per hour. 1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage ix. v. 844 A
grediron . . with billets laid thereon, and other stickes on

them *grate-wise. 1736A1NSWORTH Lot. Diet., Transeuna,

. .any *grate-work, a lattice before a window.

+ Grate, sb-- Obs. [f. Grate z).l] = Grater'.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 596,8 Micatorium, a grate.

Ibid. 609/44 Scalprum, a grate, or a shaue. 1472 Durham
Acd. Rolls (Surtees) I. 246 Item j grate pro zinzebr'. 1530

Pai.sgr. 227/1 Grate for hredde.gragevrapayn. 1609 W. M.
Man in Moone (Percy Soc.) 18 When you lie like a nut-

megge in a grate. 1674 Ray Colled. Words, Prepar. Tin

121 An iron-plate perforated with small holes like a grate.

t Grate, sb.'i Obs. rare. [a. Flem. grael = Vu.

graat, G. grat.] The backbone of a fish.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 7 Ye ete the good plays

allone and gaf hym noinore than the grate or bones.

t Grate, sbA Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Grate vA] Col-

lision (of weapons). Cf. Grate vA 6.

1460 Lybeaus Disc. (Kaluza) 1675 He smitte his schaft in

grate. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxiv. xx, Ye shall not

nede to feare The stroke of swerde or yet the grate of spere.

t Grate, a. Obs. Also 6 gret. [ad.L. grat-us

\\ ith the same meanings ; according to Brugniann =

Skr. gurtd welcome :-OAryan gfto-, from the same

root as Gr. yipas reward. Cf. F. grate (Cotgr.).]

1. Pleasing, agreeable, acceptable.

1523 Q. Margaret in St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 56 For

it void be ryght gret to me, gyf 1 myght do it. 1543 Becon

Nosegay Cjb, Nothynge can be gyuen to vs more grate,

acceptable & pleasaunt than this your gyfte nowe promised.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 130 Quhen the

name of king was maist grate and thankful to thame al.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 11677) 311 Coho or Coffee.,

however ingrate or insapory it seems at first, it becomes

grate and delicious enough by custom.

2. 'Thankful, grateful.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Grains . . That remembreth or

recompenseth a good turne : grate : thankeful. 1567 R.

Mulcaster Fortescue's De Laud. Leg. U572) 107 1), He
that is once made free, be he grate or ingrate, is ad-

judged to enjoy his Freedome still. 1573 Davidson in

Satir. Poems Reform, xl. Ded. I. 277 As .. I wald let my
gude will and grate mynd..appeir towardis 30W. 1596

Dai.rymi'LE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. III. 190 He labouris how
to find the way to mak sum significatione of his grate mynd,

for the benefites. quilkes afortymes frome the King of

Scottis he had receuit.

Hence t Grately adv.

1533 Boner in St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 410 His

Majestie toke all the same very grately and acceptable.

Grate fgr^t), vA [a. OF. grate-r (mod.F.

gratter) =I'r., Sp. gratar, It. graftare ; Com. Horn,

ad. Teut. *krattojan (OHG. chrazzon, mod.Ger.

kratzen to scratch, Sw. kralla, Da. kratte to rake','.]

+ 1. trans. To scrape, file, abrade ; to rub harshly,

scarify, excoriate. Obs.

14 . . Voc. in Wr. -Wulcker 610/2 Scarifacio, to grate. 1514

Barclay Cyt. <y UplondyslmnVercy Soc.) p. Ii, Alle the night

longe shall he his sides grate. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 76 a,

Some of them haue grated and sawed Iheyr smooth tender

skinnes, with hayre shirts. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's

Er. Chirurg. 33V2 We muste then grate the bone with

a peculiare Raspatorye. 1598 Florio, Gratuggiare, to

shaue as curriers leather, to grate. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases

Consc. (1650) 105 Why may he not unrivet, or grate an iron

wherewith he is fettered 1 1650 Fuller Pisgah III. xii. 343

The edges of the Cross grating his late whip-furrowed back.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 333 'Tis sharp and

grates the throat of those that are not used to it.

b. with complement: To wear away, tiown, to

nothing, etc. by abrasion. Chiefly fig. arch.

1555 w - Watrkman Fard/e'Facions 1. vi. Gjb, They
gather a kynde of great shelle fysshe, whose shelles they

grate open with stones. 1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. ill.

Wks. 1856 I. 36 Thou wouldst even grate away thy soule to

dust. 1606 Shaks. Tr. A> Cr. in. ii. 19s When . .
mightie

States characterlesse are grated To dustie nothing. 1859

GRATE.
Tennyson Vivien 621 Who . . Read but one book, and ever
reading grew So grated down and filed away with thought.

2. In culinary and pharmaceutical use : To reduce

to small particles by rasping or rubbing against a

rough or indented surface ; to pulverize by means
of a grater. Often with prep. : To grate and allow

the powder to fall in, into, over something. To
grate off: to grind down.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 40 Take rawe chese anone
And grate hit in disshes mony on. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks.

1. 6 panne grate fayre brede and cast )>er-to. c 1440 Fromp.
Parv. 207/2 Grate gynger . fridico. 1530 Pai.sgr. 574/1,
I grate breed or spyce. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. xlvii. 384
Like vertue hath the roote if it be scrapte or grated very
small. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 355 Take
Bayberries .. dry them . . then powder them, or for a need
grate them. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 458 Artichoakes will bee

lesse prickly, and more tender, if the Seeds haue their Tops
dulled or grated off vpon a Stone. 1732 Phil. Trans.

XXXVII. 432 His Tongue [was] dry enough to grate a

Nutmeg. 1769 Mrs. Rafeald Eng. Housekpr. (17781 173

Take the inside of a penny loaf, grate it fine. 1853^ Soyek
Tantroph. 92 The Indians grate this root [ginger] in their

broth or ragout. 1871 Napheys Prev. fy Cure Dis. n. i.

405 A little nutmeg grated over the surface.

+ b. fig. To examine rigorously. Obs.

?I538 Latimer Let. to Cromwell \n Remains ("1845) 405
After such sort, much grating of him, and yet finding no
other thing in him, we [etc.].

3. fig. To affect painfully, as if by abrasion ; to

fret, harass, initate. Now rare.

1555 Eden Decades 96 It grated the bowels of suche as

harde hym. 1591 Spenser M. ttubberd 1334 Grinding his

teeth, and grating his great heart. i6o2_ Shaks. Ham. lit.

i. 3 Grating so harshly all his dayes of quiet With turbulent

and dangerous Lunacy. 1613 F. Robarts Revenue Gospel

136 What they doe now is to grate and oppresse the poore

minister. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. III. ii. § 3 Others .. could

not endure to be so .. frequently grated with the shame of

the sin they had committed. 1665 J. Webb Sloue-Jleug

(1725) no Untruths.. wherewith at present he grateth your

Ears. 174X Blackstone Lawyer's Farew. to Muse 52 With
sounds uncouth, and accents dry, That grate the soul of

harmony. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VII. 380 'The

matter begins to grate me most confoundedly. 1826 J.

Wilson Nod. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 63 This outrageous

merriment grates my spirits. 1892 H. H. Furness Shales.

'Tempest 2t Such a mere bare iteration grates me as some-

what un-Shakespearian.

t b. intr. tor refi. To be affected unpleasantly,

fret. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 7 He shall feele his bowelles grate

with a certen horroure. 1590 Spenser F.Q. I. i. 19 'that

when he heard, in great perplexitie His gall did grate for

griefe and high disdaine.

4. intr. To grate on or upon : + a. To oppress

or harass with exactions or importunities ; to make
burdensome demands upon. Obs.

1532 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 159 His Graces Counsaile

here, .verelie hath so sore gralid uppon my litle substaunce

that I had, that [etc.]. 1544 Privy Counc. ibid. IX. 578

His Highnes thought Him a Prince of so grete and

noble a courage, that He wold not grate any further upon

Him, until [etc.]. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. ii. 6, I haue

grated vpon my good friends for three Repreeues for you.

1611 Speed Hist. Ct. Brit. IX. viii. (1632) 580 His Prelates

freedily grating on him to empouerish his meanes. 1619

'letcher .'/. Thomas I. ii, 1 know your Nature's sweet

enough, and tender, Not grated on, nor curb'd. 1623 Bp.

Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 75 Do not grate on the subject in

exacting more tribute . . than the law hath appointed for you.

a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1673) 205 God . . permitted not the

iews to grate too much upon the bordei ing Nations. 1705

Iickeringill Priest-cr. 11. iii. 33 The Law .. prohibiting

Marriages . . Contributes accidently . . to fill the Register s

Purses,., and grates hard upon the People, especially the

Poor.

b. To have an irritating effect on or upon.

1635 R. Bolton Comf. Affl. Consc. iv. 21 Of all other

passions of the Soule, sadnesse and griefe grates most upon

the vital spirits. 1677 Gov. Venice 48 These sort of reflec-

tions, .grate upon their Equality. 1744 Swift Serin. Mut.

Subj. 10 Although this Doctrine of subjecting ourselves to

one another may seem to grate upon the Pride and Vanity

of Mankind,, .yet [etc.). 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876)

11. viii. 87 All mention, therefore, of calling parliament

grated on his ear. 1847 Disraeli Tancred 11. xvi, She never

grated for an instant on his high ideal. 1878 Geo. Eliot

Coll. Break/. P. 339 Your itch to choose What grates upon

the sense.

t c. To offend against, be derogatory to. Obs.

1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos. f, Relig. Ep. Ded. a, Being

cautious to abstain from all expressions, that grate on the

Honour of God, as you are free from any that can give just

offence unto man.

f 5. trans. (Cf. 4 a.) To obtain by oppression or

importunity. Obs.

1540 Hen. VIII in St. Papers Hen. VIII, VIII. 410 \e

shal not . . entre any further with him in the twoo poynles,

wherby he grate more of youe, wherby to chalenge the same.

IS41 Hen. VIII ibid. 644 'They seame .. to grate a further

pryvileage by a graunte of our progenitour King Edwarde

the Thirde, thenne before was alledged. I54» P*GET,'™;
IX. 51 For great store of money they have not, ..and [he]

hath alredy grated as much as He can get.

+ 6. a. trans. To make (a weapon) strike or

' bite *. b. intr. Of a weapon : To strike or bite.

Const, on. Obs.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy ill. xxii, On Meneste he gan

his spere grate. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II c xv.u. 190 b,

Their speres grated nat, if they had, by moost lykelhod they

had taken hurte. 153" Palsgr. 574/i, I grate as a weapen

dothe upon harnesse or any sharpe thynge and harde upon a

nother.^V «"'"«• <• l633 Austin Medit. (1635) 255 Whence
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comes it, that Bullets or Arrowes often grate on us. and yet

hurt us not? ^1700 Ballad Geo. Barnwell 152 Ere I

would want, were I a man . . On father, friends and all my
kin I would my talons grate.

7. trans, a. To rub harshly together, 'grind'

(the teeth), b. Of a thing: To rub against (another

thing) harshly, producing a jarring sound.

1555 Eden Decades 20 Fretinge and gratinge his teethe as

it iiad bin a lyon of Libia. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 34
Thereat the feend his gnashing teeth did grate. 1593 Shaks.
Liter. 306 The threshold grates the doore tohaue him heard.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middleton's Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 8

They grate with their hard naily soles The stones in Fleet-

street. 1607 Toi'ski.l Fottr-f. Beasts (r6s8) 540 Then cham-
peth he with his mouth, grateth and gnasheth his teeth one
against another. 1633T. James Voy. isThe. .corners of the

Ice did grate vs with that violence, as I . . thought it would
haue grated the plankes from the Ships sides. 1821 Keats
Lamia 1. 224 His galley now Grated the quay-stones. 1834
Meow in Angler in. Wales I. 57 When it [the dingy] gratis

the sand.

8. intr. To rub against with a harsh, grinding

noise ; to move creakingly ; to sound harshly.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. Il\ 111. 1. 132, I had rather heare a .

.

dry Wheele grate on the Axle-tree. 1597 Hooker EccL
Pol. v. xxxvi. § 4 We are not so nice as to cast away a sharp
knife because the edge of it may sometimes grate. 1637
Milton Lycidas 124 Their lean and flashy songs Grate
on their scrannel pipes of wretched straw. 1759 Adam
Smith Mar. Sent. VI. in. i. 493 The vile rust, which makes
them (wheels] jarr and grate upon one another. 1794
Mrs. Radclieek Mysi. Udolpho xxvi, The great doors of
the hall

f
which grate so heavily. X797 — Italian xii, A key

grated in the lock, 1814 Uyron Corsair 1. iv, Till grates
her keel upon the shallow sand. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xxii. 275 At last his cell -door grated on its hinges. 1864
Tennyson En. Ard. 773 Turning softly like a thief, Lest
the harsh shingle should grate underfoot.

b. trans. \\\ poetical nonce-uses: To produce
(discordant sound) by jarring movement; to pro-

claim by a grating cry.

1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 881 Th' infernal dores . . on thir

hinges grate Harsh Thunder. 1847 Tennyson Print', iv.

107 Marsh-divers . . Shall croak thee sister, or the meadow-
crake Grate her harsh kindred in the grass.

T 9. intr. To 'harp ' or dwell querulously ufion

a subject. Obs.

154a Paget in St. Papers Hen. VIII, VIII. 686 It pleased
Him to devise with me of themariage now in treaty for Your
Majesties doughter, albeit He did grate surnwhat at the
furst upon this terme, bastarde. 156a J. Heywood Prov. fy

Epigr. (1867) 109 Cha so grated on the new, cha forgut

tholde. 1567 Ttiall Treas. (1850) 18 Gredy-gutte maketh
them continually to grate On the mock of this world, which
he thinketh permanent. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Cam-
den) 48 Here wuld be matter gud plenti, both for them to

grate uppon and to brute abroad in the town. 1625 W.
Pemble Justif Faith (1629) 197 Who are very ready, when
it fits their humour, to grate sore vpon the bare words and
letter of a text. 1698 F. B. Modest Censure 17 Mr. Boyle
..grates on the Doctor's breeding.

Grate (gr/'t), z>.- [f. Grate sb.^]

*t* 1. trans. To confine within ' grates ' or bars.

1528 More Dyaloge 1. xiv. i8b/2 Aftere she was gratid
within hen grates ahoue in the rood loft where it was by-
leued that she liued without any mete or drynke only by
angels fode.

2. To fit or furnish with a grate or grating.

1547 Boorde Introd. Knoivl. xxxix. (1870} 220 The
sepulcre is grated ronnde aboute wyth yrone. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 172 b, Be sure that you have
them well grated, that the Fish can by no meanes passe
through. 1629 Massingkr Picture iv. h, The windows
grated with iron ! 1644 Evelyn Diary 12 Nov., A well .

.

grated over with iron. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxv, One
large apartment, strongly grated. 1776 G. Sempi.e Building
in Water 106 You are to grate the Bottom with two Courses
of six Inch Plank, crossing one another. 1821 Byron
Sardan. n. L 419 The gates That grate the palace, which is

now our prison.

t 3. To put on a grate or grid. Obs. rare~ l
.

1598 Florio, Gratcllare, to grate, to broyle vpon a grid-
iron.

Grate, variant of Givote v. Obs., to weep.

Grated (grated),///. a. 1 [f. Grate v. 1 + -ed 1
.]

In senses of the vb. a. Pulverized with a grater.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 14 Caste ber-to gratyd brede.

1598 Epulario Dij, Straw them ouer with grated Cheese.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix. 99 Add some grated bread.
1872 C. W. Heaton Expcr. Chem. iv. iii. 312 The liquid
pressed out from the grated potatoes.

b. Of the teeth : Rubbed harshly together.
i$9oSi'enser F.Q. 11. v. i4[He]..gan to grind His grated

teeth for great disdeigne.

t C. Scarified. Obs.
a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xxm. cxli, And yet thy grated

Throat is not so dry, As are thy now exhausted Eyes.

Grated :gr/*ted), ppl. a* [f. Grate sbJ and
t>.3 + -K> 8.] Having a grate or grating, latticed.

1786 S. Henley tr. BeckforcCs Vathek (1868) 113 A vast
cataract, visible in part through the grated portals. 179a
Buuke Negro Code Wks. IX. 285 Grated port-holes between
the decks. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rndge Ixxiii, The grated
window. 1876 Fakkar Marlb. Serm. vi. 57 Through the
grated lattice he saw the wild-eyed charioteers.

Grateful (gr^-tful), a. Also 6 greate full,

6-8 gratefully 7 Se. grytfull. [f. Grate a. + -ful
(q.v. with regard to the unusual formation).]

1. Pleasing to the mind or the senses, agreeable,

acceptable, welcome. Now only of things.

'553 Brende(?. Curtiusv. 72 Hyscommlng was very greate
full vnto the kynge. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy ix. ii, Chast,
^nothing better ; wanton,—nothing worse, The gratefulst

Blessing, or the greatest Curse. 1656-9 B. Harris Parha.Cs
Iron Age (ed. 2) 99 Nor ever had the Catholicks a more
gratefull Victorie. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals II. II. 146
He is so far from being hateful, be is exceedingly grateful to

the people of Rome. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. 1. (1713)

468/1 It is given.. dissolved in some grateful Vehicle. 1725
Pope Odyss. iv. 542 In grateful sleep. 1761 Churchill Night
Poems I. 81 Then in Oblivion's grateful cup I drown The
galling sneer. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 367
Fishermen are careful to provide themselves with these in-

sects, as the most grateful bait. 1814 Scott Wav, viii, En-
joying the grateful and cooling shade. 1866 Dk. Argyll
Reign Laiv ii. (ed. 4} 55 This is a doctrine, .grateful to scien-

tific men who are afraid of being thought hostile to Religion.

2. Of persons, their actions and attributes: Feel-

ing gratitude; actuated by or manifesting gratitude;

thankful.
155a 1>k. Northumbi.d. Let. 7 Dec. in Tytler luhv. VI, II.

148, I love not to have to do with men which be neither grate-
ful nor pleasable. 155a Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, The
humble and gratefull acknowledgeynge of the benefites of
Christe. 1601 Shaks. Alts Welt 11. i. 132, I cannot giue thee
lesse to be cal'd gratefull. 1601 Extracts Abe?'d. Peg. (1848)
II. 219 Ane grytfull rememberance. 1667 MlLTON/\ L. XI. 864
With uplifted hands, and eyes devout, Grateful to Heav'n.
1696 Tate 8; IJkaoy J's. c. 3 Your grateful Hearts and Voices
raise. 1738 Wesley ' Hoiv happy they, O King of Kings'
v, Our Hearts we'll on his Altars lay, A grateful Sacrifice.

1754 Richardson Grandison IV. xxii. 166 You oppress me,
Sir, by your goodness ! I cannot speak my grateful sensibili-

ties. 1836 Disraeli Viv. Grey VI. '*, Hailed by the grateful
plaudits of all present. 1831 Lytton Godolphin 7 Heaven
knows what either you or 1 have to be grateful for. 1841
\V, Spalding Italy -y It. Isi. II. 326 Gazing up at the
Saviour in the first return of consciousness, amazed, grateful,

and adoring. 1873 Miss Krolgiiton Nancy I. 277 We
always have a longer, gratefuller grace than usual, on
Sundays.
absot. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. ix. 192 Everything

from the grateful soothes—their looks, their words.

b. Of land : Responsive to the labour bestowed
on it, fertile.

1832 LandBK Adv. Niger III. xvii. 47 Afterwards, .the
soil was more rich and grateful, and the country more varied.

Gratefully (gr^'tiuU), adv. [f. Grateful a.

+ -LY-.] In a grateful manner; so as to give
pleasure; with gratitude ; thankfully.

1548 Elyot Diet., Grate, kyndely, thankefully, gratefully.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. 1. vi. 5 The king
lent him one of his gallies & did further gratefully furnish
him of talioweand other thinges. 1597 A.M. tr.Guillemeau's
Fr. Chirurg. *v, I intreate all men to receave gratefully
this my laboure. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis 1. 782 'Twas
God himself that here tun'd every Toung ; And gratefully
of him alone they sung, a 1688 Cudwohth Immut. Mor,
(1731] 183 Finding something akin to its self in those Har-
monious Airs, some Foot-steps and Resemblances of it self

gratefully closing with them. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind
1. xv. 11868) 135 This sort of study detains the mind by the
perpetual occurrence and expectation of something new, and
that which may gratefully strike the imagination. 1782 V.
Knox Ess. xxxviii. I. 174 Science gratefully attributes to
the same source a library and observatory. 1833 Sir R.
Grant in Bickersteth Chr. Psalmody 16 O gratefully sing
His pow'r and his love, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav.
xvj, I am gratefully particular in this reference to him.

Gratefulness (gr^'tfulnes). [f. as prec. +
-xess.J The quality of being grateful (see the adj.).

1581 Sidney Afiol. Poetrie (Arb.) 47 The humane con-
sideration of vertuous gratefulness. 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp.
Jonah 427 Where he powreth foorth most benefits, he ex-

f>ecteth most gratefulnesse. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves 11.

xix. 305 The gratefulness of his wit and parts. 1688 Nokris
Theory Love 11. ii. 86 The particular gratefulness of one or
two particular strings. 1764 Harmer Observ. xxvm. iv.

196 Sweet wine, such as was used in royal palaces for its

gratefulness. 1823 Lamb Etta Ser. 11. Amicus Rediv.,
Dolefully trailing a length of reluctant gratefulness. 1858
I. Martinkau Stud. Chr. 18 The gratefulness with which
lie accepted from the government the promise of a grant.
1884 Manch. Exam. 13 Nov. 8/5 The gratefulness of this
provision [of ice cream] may be estimated when it is remem-
bered that . . the thermometer ranged from 95 to ioo° in the
shade.

t Gra'teleSS, a\ Obs. rare. [f. Grate a. +
-less (on the analogy of grateful).'] Ungrateful,
thankless.

1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 24 Lest she thee call

churfe gratelesse and vnkinde. 1594 Carew Tasso (1881)
19 Nor Eurard, nor Gernier, must slip my mind, To passe
in gratelesse silence more then loth.

Grateless (gr<?*-tles), aj* [f. Grate sd.i +
-less.] Without a grate, having no grate.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. vi. 34 What grateless dungeons

groan beneath the ground ! 1876 M. M. Grant Sun-Maid
iv, The chimney was open and grateless.

t Grateolent, a. Obs. rare—*. [ f. L. grate, adv.
of gf atus pleasant + olent-em, pres. pple. of olere lo

smell (after graveohnt\] i Well savouring, smell-
ing pleasantly' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Grater 1 (gr^'toj). Also 4 -our, 5 -ere. [a.

OF. grateor, gratour (13th c. in Godef., of a
person), f. grater to Grate vA
In sense i possibly (in spite of the form) a. OF. *gratoir

(mod.F. graitoir, first in Cotgr. 1611) or *gratoire (found
only in 16th c.).]

1. An instrument with a rough indented surface
used for grating or rasping ; esp. a kitchen utensil,

having a rasping surface formed by punching holes
which raise protuberances, and used for grating
ginger, nutmegs, etc.

1390-1 Earl Derby's Expcd. (Camden) 24 Pro j gratour.
1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions 11. viii. 185 People

..muche like vnto dogges, with mouthes roughe like a
grater. 1577 Frampton Joyful News 111. (1596.) 103 They
..grate it in certeyne Graters, which are made of Needles.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 5 The Common Fly : her eyes
are most neatly dimpled with innumerable little cavities

i like a small grater or thimble. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1.

ii. 154 Take raw Carrots and scrape them clean, grate

j

them with a Grater. 1824 Solthey Bk. of Ch. (1841) 185
They bound chains round the body, which eat into the

I flesh ; or fastened graters upon the breast and back. 1872

C. W. Heaton Exper. Chem. iv. iii. 311 Rasp some pota-
toes on a grater. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Grater (Book-
binding), an iron instrument used by the forwarder in

rubbing the backs of sewed books after pasting.

f 2. A scraper. Obs.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Pong., Vn rac/fftr, a grater,

a scraper. 1688 R. Hoi.me Armoury in. 315/2 A Dough
scrape, or a Grater .. with this they scrape and cleanse the

.•ides and bottom of the Kneading Trough from the Dough
that sticks to it.

b. Her. A glazier's tool figured in the arms of

the Glaziers' Company.
1780 Edmondson Her. II, Gloss. 1847 Gloss. Herald.,

Grater or Glaziers' Nippers, called also Grazier, or Grosing-
iron.

t 3. One who or that which grates; chieflyJig.

said of a person (or thing) that performs some
harassing, exhausting, or 'wearing' process. Obs.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 610/3 Scarifactor et Scarifac-
trix, a gratere. 1549 CHALONER Erasm. Folly Tija, 1

requyre you not to be overscrupulous graters of the bare
woords. 1566 in Harington Nugx Ant. 145 Those that Le
the great graters for gayne and protitt. 1581 Mklcastih
Positions xxxvii. 11887) 145 Repulse in great hope is a peril-

lous grater. 1611 Cotgr., Racleur, a scraper, a rasper, a
grater. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Graue Dintne (Arb.) 24
He is no base Grater of. his Tythes, and will not wrangle
for the odde Kgge.

f Grater-. Obs. [Perh. an extension of Grate
s&.l, or possibly merely an error.] App. a kind of

wooden grating or hurdle.

1598 Fi.orio, Aggrattieare, .. to make grater-wise, to

make like a hurdle, to hurdle. ? 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Wks. (1630) in. 103/2 Washing boules, and beetles went to

wracke, old graters and stooles were turn'd lo ashes, mouse-
traps and tinder boxes came to light.

f Grates, sb.pl. Obs. [a. L. grates.] Thanks.
c 1485 Digly Myst. (1882) v. 190 What grates I ough to

god a-geyn.

Grath, obs. f. Gbaith; var. Growth- Obs.

Grathely, var. Gkadely a. and adv.

II Gratia Dei (gr^'J'a drsi), [L. = ; grace of

God*. Cf. Grace sb. ib.]

1. A name for the Hedge Hyssop {Gratiola offici-

nalis) ; formerly also applied to the Lesser Centaury

{Erytkrsea Ccntaureum) and Geranium pratense.

13.. Old Med. MS. in Archxol. (1844) XXX. 382 Gracia
Dei y* growyth in mede. c 1400 in Med. Wks. 14/// C.
(Henslow, 1899} 53 An herbe pat [is] y-clipyd gratia dei.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxiii. 48 The seuenth [Geranium] is

called Gratia Dei: in English also Gratia Dei. Ibid. vi.

xii. 673 Hedge Hysope .. Some do call it in Latine, Gratia
Dei, Howbeit it is nothing lyke Gratia Dei, or Gratiola,
which is a kinde of the les>e Centaury. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Gratia Dei,.. a. kind of lesser Centaury. 1866
Treas. Bot. 550/2 Gratia Dei, Gratiola officinalis.

f 2. A kind of plaster. Obs.

C1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinridi) 187 Thys gratia dei vsede
be lady bechampe. 1669 Phillips, Gratia Dei, a 1'laister,

made of Wax, Rosen, Suet, Turpentine, Mastick. and Oli-

banum.

Graticnlatioil (gratiki/?]^ Jan), [ad. F.gra-
tiatlation, f. graticuler, i. gratiettle (see next;.]

The division of a design or plan into squares with

the object of reproducing accurately in the process

of enlargement or reduction the proportions in

detail of the original ; eoncr. a surface so divided.

1727-41 in Chambers Cycl. 1735 in Dvche & Pardon Did.
1859 in GwiLT Encycl. Archil, (ed. 4) Gloss. 1887 Gen.
Walker in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 714/1 Graticulation. The
sheets of paper on which the details of the survey of any
large area of country are to be laid down must be furnished

with a system of conventional lines, drawn with a view to

assimilate the margins of contiguous sheets, and to form
a graticulation within which the details may be accurately
inserted.

Graticule (

,

gr£e*tiki«l). [a. F. graticule, ad.

med.L. graticula, for eraticula gridiron, dim. of

cratis hurdle.] A design or plan divided into

squares to facilitate its proportionate enlargement

or reduction ; the style or pattern ofsuch a division.

1887 Gen. Walker in Encycl Brit. XXII. 714/1 The
graticule is sometimes rectangular, sometimes spherical,

sometimes a combination of both . . Spherical graticules are

constructed in various ways.

f Gra'tifactory, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Gratify,

after satisfactory.] Gratifying.

a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 270 All such
things which are gratifactory and pleasing unto the flesh.

t Gratrfic, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. gratific-us,

f. gratus pleasing, thankful : see -fic]

1727 Baii.kv vol. II, Gratifick, grateful, thankful.

Gratification igrrctifikv' jan). [ad. (directly

or through F. gratification) L. gj-dtifcation-efn, n.

of action {.gratificari to Gratify.]
1. The action of gratifying, or the fact of being

gratified: a. Requital, satisfaction; the giving of

pleasure, the doing of a favour.

1598 Florio, Gratification, a gratification. 160^ Hol-
land Plutarch's Mor. 434 They, .called for him agauie, not
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so much by way of gratification and to do him a pleasure,
but [etc.]. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, ix. xvi. % 37 (1614)
601 To make himselfe one of the greatest of England, by
this gratification of the French, with his Masters charge
and dishonour. 1633 f . Morton Disck. In/put. 233 They,
who masque the visages of Sins with the vizard of Virtues ;

calling Drunkennesse Good-fellowship . . Bribery gratifica-
tion, a i85z Buckle Civiliz. (1873) HI. v. 308 Men, in
the pursuit of wealth, consider their own gratification oftener
than the gratification of others.

f b. Expression of pleasure or satisfaction ; con-
gratulation, c. Thanksgiving. Obs.
1599 HAKLDYT Voy. II. 306 Whereupon she sent an upper

gown of cloth of gold very rich . . with a letter of gratifica-
tion. 1620 Shelton Quix. iv. x, Many other Words of
Compliment and Gratification pass'd between Don Quixote
and Don Ferdinando. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Traz: 363 The . . whole multitude . . with hymns and grati-
fications [Fr. actions tie grAces}.

d. The satisfaction or indulgence of, or com-
pliance with (a feeling, desire, etc.).

1669 Stillingfl. Serm. v. (1673* 85 The pleasure of
humane life lies in the gratifications of the senses. 1736
Butler Anal. 1. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 54 The gratification itself

of every natural passion must be attended with delight.
1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 11. vi. 292 Little advantage
seems to have been obtained, beyond the gratification of
hatred. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. iv. v. (1849) 221 Nothing
so soon awakens the malevolent passions as the facility of
gratification, i860 Mill Refir. Govt. (1865) 50/1 The grati-
fication of his love of domineering.

2, The state of being gratified or pleased ; enjoy-
ment, satisfaction, pleasurable feeling.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 451 p 7 If they could learn with
me to keep their minds open to Gratification, and ready to
receive it from any thing it meets with. 1713 Berkeley
Guardian No. 55 r 10 A natural gratification attends good
actions. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 152 Gratification is

of ths mind when receiving wisdom and knowledge, but
pleasure is of the body. 1876 MozLBY Univ. Serm. vii.

(1877) 14S A compassionate person derives a true gratifica-
tion from the exercise of his affection.

b. with a and //. An instance of this ; a thing
that gratifies or pleases; a source of pleasure or
satisfaction.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 151 p 4 He little knows the perfect
Joy he loses, for the disappointing Gratifications which he
pursues. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 80 p 3 That insatiable
demand of new gratifications, which seems, .to characterize
the nature of man. 1798 W. Blair Soldier's Friend 92
The use of butcher's meat . . or fermented liquors, and all

those gratifications that are so agreeable to idle people.

18S9 W. Anderson Discourses (1860) 97 By the ' things on !

earth ' are denoted the gratifications of sense.

3. Something given to gain favour, or as a recom- 1

pense for anything done or to be done ; a reward,
I

recompense, gratuity; in bad sense, a bribe.

1576 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (184S) II. 27 The said Mr. ;

Alex', procuris for thame in all thair actionis and caussis
..without gratilicatioun and recompensatioun, frelie on his
awin expenssi-;. 1607 Topsbll Four-/. Beasts (1658) 367 The
Lioness requited the same with such gratification as lay in her

i

power, for she brought him very many sheep-skins to clothe '

and cover him. 1624 Impcachm. Dk. Buckkm. (Camden) 87
Giveing the gratification of twoe thowsand poundes. 164a
Rogers Noaman 382 All who went unto them for advice,

!

offered them a gratification. 1731 Smollett Per. Pic.
(1779) I. xxvii. 244 She would not bestow upon him any
pecuniary gratification. 1828 I. K. Best Italy 372 A pre-
sentation to the Pope costs about forty shillings in gratifi-
cations to the servants of the household. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 65 Six thousand guineas was the smallest
gratification that could be offered to so important a minister.

b. Mil. (See quot.) Cf. GRATUITY 3.
180a C. James Milit. Diet. s. v., In the Royal Artillery,

gratifications, or voluntary subscriptions for the relief and
support of the wives of deceased officers, are conducted on
the most liberal plan . . Gratification likewise means a cer-

j

tain allowance in money which is made to prisoners of !

war.

t 4. A concession. Obs. rare.
1677 Hale Prim. Or/'g. Man. 11. vii. 187, I am no way

;

satisfied with this Gratification of that Author to the /Var-
1

A damitae.

t5. A term of uncertain meaning, formerly in use
j

in the colony of Massachusetts ; also attrib., grati-

fication lot. Obs.

1637 Rcc. Dedham, Mass. (1892) III. 33 That Lott wch I

John Dwite hath layd out for a freind in grateficacion.
1638 Ibid. 45 Assigned vnto J no. Dwite.. 6 acres at the

j

lower end of the greite medowe next ye River in pte of .

his grateficacion Lott. 1640 Ibid. 74 Graunted to JoHn
Dwite Twelue acres of planting grovvnd to make up his
grateficacion Lott.

t Gra'tificator. Obs. rare~°. [agent-n. in L.
;

form, f. gratificarl to Gratify.] One who gratifies.

175s Bailey (ed. Scott), Gratificator, one that performs
the act of gratifying.

Gratified (grse'tifeid), ///. a. [f. Gratify v.
\

+ -ED 1
.] Pleased, satisfied, etc. Hence Orati-

fiedly adv., with pleasure or satisfaction.
1818 T. Moore Mem. (1853) II. 213 With many gratified

acknowledgments of their high opinion. 1854 Marion
Harland Alone xxi, Mrs. Grant . . raised her spectacles to
look at her, and smiled gratifiedly. 1861 Whyte Melville
Mkt. Harb. 76 'Never was better, sir*, answers gratified

John, with a touch of his hat. 1897 Mary Kingsley W.
Africa 243 'All Fan now', says Singlet in anything but a
gratified tone of voice.

Gratifier (grartifaiaj). [f. Gratify v. + -IB1
.]

One who gratifies, rewards, or requites.

1549 Latimer 3rd Serm. be/. Ediv. f'/(Arb.) 97 A bryber,
a gyft taker, a gratifier of rytche men. i6tfo H. More
Myst. Godl. v. xiv. io9.0ther Eminent persons.. who were
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great gratifiers of the natural life of man. 18*5 New
Monthly Mag. XV. 2 Secret gratifiers of their passions.

Gratify (grartifai), v. [ad. 1*". gratifier (16th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), or L. grdtificari, f. grains pleas-
ing, thankful : see -FY.]

fl. trans. To show gratitude to (a person") in

return for benefits received, esp. in a practical
manner ; to reward, requite. Obs.
C1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. vm. (Camden) I. 291

Edwarde was verie desierus to seeme to gratifie the duke
for his owlde hospitalitie and interteinement. 1570 Sa/ir.
Poems Reform, x. 410 To quhome .. he schew his greit
clemence, Thocht thou with tressoun hes him gratifeit.

>578.T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 30 Al we of this navie wil
gratifie your gendenesse and good service that ye shal do
unto us. 1607 Siiaks. Cor. 11. it. 44 It remaines.. To gratifie
his Noble seruice. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. in. (1701)
123/1 To Dionysius he imparted some Dialogues and was
gratified by him, with whom he lived until] he was deposed,

t b. To give thanks to, be grateful to. Obs.
x599 R- Jonson Cynthia's Rev. iv. iii, In behalf of the

males, I gratifie you. a 1646 J. Gregory Assyrian Mon.
in Posth. (1650) 193 So far Diodorus : whom after ages may
for ever gratifie for this pretious monument of Antiquitie.

2. To make a present (usually of money or give
a gratuity to, esp. as a reward or recompense, or as

a bribe ; to remunerate ; to fee. + Also, to reward
(an action, services, etc.). Now arch, nnd with a
mixture of sense 4.

1590 Greene Neuer too late (1600) 22 Francesco . . gatie
her all the money in his purse, so that she returned so
highly gratified [etc. J. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 406
Anthonio, gratifie this gentleman. 1613 Wither Abuses
Stript I. vi. in Juvenilia (1633) 47 The Messenger he richly
gratifies. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. xxvii. (1647) 276 They
mast pay the Guardian both fur their victuals and for their
welcome, and gratifie his good words and looks. 1672 Merch.
Adv. Nevuc. (Surtees) 216 To gratifie his servant with 40s. for
secureing the same. 1679 Boston Rec. (1881) VII. 127 Voted
that the Select men gratifie the scauengers for cleereinge
the street es. 1763 Smollett Hist. F.ng. (1800) I J I. 278
The services done by the colonies in North America during
the war were gratified with the sum of ,£122,246. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 552 The only answer which
they had been able to extract from Cook was that there
were some great persons, whom it was necessary to gratify.
1856 Olmsted Slave States 252 Those engaged in almost
all employments superior to that of field-hands in the
Southern States, are, nearly always, 'gratified' with some
sort of wages. 1883 C. J. Wills Mod. Persia 76 We left

the tomb, after having gratified the two Jews.

f 3. To express pleasure at (an event); to give
a welcome to (a person). Obs.
1548 Hall Chron., Henry I'll an. 15 (1550) 51 b, While

the kyng laye thus at Caleys the archeduke Philip sent
to him diuerse notable personages, .to gratefyeand welcome
hym into those partes. 1553 Brende Q. Curtius iv. 32
Caryeng unto him a crowne of golde, in gratifieng y* victory
he had won. 1588 GrbeHB Pandosto (1607) 51 The Courtiers
and Knights appointed Iustes and Turneyes, to signifie
their willing mindes in gratifying the Kings hap. 161a
Skelton Quix. in. x. I. 208, I do with all my Heart
gratifie the Signs of Affection and Courtesy which you have
used towards me.
4. To give pleasure or satisfaction to; to please,

satisfy, oblige ; to do a favour to.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 47 The Bishops and Priestes..
were contented yet to ayde him with money. For the
which thing, he being desyrous to gratefie them againe,
caused it to be ordeyned and enacted [that], 1574 J. Stud-
ley tr. Bale's Pageant Popes 09 b, The Soldan. .deuised
howe to gratifye the Pope and to slay his ennemye. 1595
Locrine 11. iii. 151 If you mean to gratify such poor men as
we be, you must build our houses by the tavern. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. m. xli. 264 Pilate himself (to gratifie the
Jews) delivered him to be crucified. x66a Bk. Com. Prayer
Pref., Not to gratifie this or that party. 1775 Burke Corr.
(1844) II. 32 Since you are gratified by hearing of us. 1830
D'Israeli Chas.I, III. vi. 85 The King was always highly
gratified by a present of a painting from his ambassadors.
1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II. xv. 73 Varignon was
much gratified at having brought about this reconciliation.

+ b. inlr. for rcjl. To rejoice. Obs.
1811 Ora fr Juliet II. 157 It is to he hoped, .you will not

retreat again from the world, to gratify on the mischief you
have increased in my poor heart.

5. To please by compliance
;
give free course to

;

to humour, indulge, satisfy (a desire, feeling, etc.)

;

t to comply with (a request, a command), to con-
cede (an objection).
1662 Stillingfl. Grig. Sacr. it. i. § 6 Suppose we at

present, to gratifie so far the objection, that these Laws were
Drought, .under Moses his name. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft.
iv. xix. (1848) 281 'Tis not the Body, but the unruly Fancy,
that is Gratify'd, 1703 Rowe Fair Peuil. in. i. 769 Has
not your Daughter giv'n her self to Altamont To gratifie
a Father's stern Command? 1711 Steele Spect. No. 260
F 1 My Appetites are increased upon me with the Loss of
Power to gratify them. 1719 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II.

13 Mankind have ungoverned passions which they will
gratify at any rate. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne ii. 47
The book is not sufficiently entertaining to gratify much
expectation. 1855 Prescott Philip II, I. II. viii. 238 His
vanity was gratified by the homage. . paid him,

f 6. To render pleasing or acceptable ; to grace.
1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 65 b, With sweet per-

fumes and flowers, my graue doe you not gratifie. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 161 If. .it shall please you to gratifie

the table with a Grace, a 1671 Wren in Gutch Coll. Cur.
(1781) I. 243 The King (though highly gratified both with
courage and understanding). i6§8 Fryer Acc. E. India <$

F. 19 All things, .strive to gratify the Life of Man.
Hence Gratifying- vbl. sb.

1555 Eden Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 49 The gratifyinge of

GRATING.
vm'uersal mankind. 1591 Percivall Sp. Did , Gratificacion,
gratifying. i6n Cotgk., Gratification, a gratification or
gratifying.

Gra'tifying, ppl. a. [-ing"2 ,] That gratifies
;

affording pleasure, pleasing, satisfying.
1611 Florio, Gratifico, gratifying. a 1617 Bavne On

F.ph. (1658) 68 Wee come from that gratifying Mother,
child-bearing grace, to that grace which is freely given to us.

1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. ^798) 393 Dr. W's criticisms..
are often very just, curious, and gratifying. 1847 James
Convict i, I have something to propose which I think will
be gratifying to you. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 269
Beyond his reign there was the gratifying prospect of a
long series of Protestant sovereigns.

Hence Gra tifyingly adv.
18*2 Examiner 428 'i Sportsmen .. will .. be most grati-

fyingly attracted by this beauty. 1831 Carlvlk Sari. Res.
11. x, Fruits of my unseen sowing gratifyingly meet me
here and there.

Gratility 'gratiliti). In the Shakspere passage
the clown's humorous perversion fox gratuity, so
jocularly used by Scott.
:6oi Shaks. Twcl. N. 11. iii. 27 ..T sent thee sixe pence

for thy Lemon, hadst it? Clo. I did impeticos thy gratillity.

1829 Scott Jrnl. 5 June, Cadell lent me £,\o— funny
enough, after all our grand expectations, for Croesus to
want such a gratility.

II Gratin (gratin). Cookery. [Fr., f. gratter,

earlier grater Grated. 1
] A manner of preparing

viands by treating them with raspings of bread and
cooking them between two fires so as to produce a
light crust; hence, the dish so cooked. See also

quots. 1846 and 1S77, where the meaning given
may be the result of some error.

1846 Francatelli Mod. Cook p. xii, Gratr'ns, a lerm
applied to consolidated soups and sauces; also to certain
dishes of high character, consisting of game, poultry, fish,

vegetables, or maccaroni, &c, improved by great care and
finish, through the use of concentrated sauces or gravies.
Ibid. 56 Farce of fat livers for gratins. 1877 Casselfs Diet.
Cookery, Gratin is a French forcemeat. It may be made
either of the lean part of veal or the breast and wings of
a fowl. 1897 Nansen in Daily News 9 Feb. 8/4 A fish

gratin made of powdered fish and Indian meal and train oil.

Grating igr^'tirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Grate z».i +
-ing '.] The action of the verb Grate.
1. The action of breaking into small particles by

rasping or rubbing ; also, the product of this.

c 1440 Promp. Parz<. 20J/2 Gratynge of brede, micacio.
Ibid., Gratynge of gyngure, and ober lj ke, frictura. 1725
Bradlf.y Fa/tt. Diet. s. v. Lemon tree, Mix some Gratings
of Lemon therewith. 1856 Kane Ard. Expl. I. xxxi. 434,
I have to give him a grating of potatoes.

2. The action of rubbing harshly against some-
thing ; hence, the discordant sound made by this.

1611 Florio, Grattalice, a grating, a scraping. 16x6
Pacon Sylva § 275 The grateing of a Saw when it is

shnrpned. .setteth ihe Teeth 0:1 edjp. 1657 W- Morick
C'oena quasi Konij Pref. 22 If my stile seeme to be keene
and peircing. .they have sharpned it by hard grating. 1760
Young in Phil. 'Brans. LI. 847 The grating, that is always
to be felt, when the two broken ends of a bone are moved
against one another. 1812 Hvkon Ch. Har. 11. xiii, The

f
rating of his chain. 1843 Mrs. F. Tholloi-e Visit Italy
I. xiii. 231 The ear almost fancies it can catch the grating

of a Koman chariot wheel. 1894 Crockett Raiders 122
The grating of the oars of the boat against the sides of
the cave.

3. fig. Irritation, fretting, harassing. (See Grate
vl 3 nnd 4.)
a 1716 South Serm. XI. i. 26 The difficulties, the hard

grating, and afflicting contrariety that bears to the flesh.

Grating (g'tTi "tirj), vbl. *M [f. Gkaxi sb.*

and v.2 + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of Guate v.% rare.

1611 Cotgr., Grillement .. also a grating, or shutting vp
with grates.

2. A framework of wooden or metal bars; apiece
of cross-barred work; = Grate j/>.1 i, 2.

1739 Lahelye Short Ace. Piers ll'estm. Bridge 14 The
Foundation of every Pier should be laid on a strong Grating
of Timber. 1769-80 Falconer Did. Marine, Grating,
a drain whereon to lay new tarred cordage, 1810 Hull
Imprtw. Ad 34 Drains gutters sinks or watercourses, grates
or gratings. 1873 Act 36 <y 37 Viet. c. 71 £ 39 Gratings
shall be placed, .across the head and lail Tace of mills. 1874
Helps Soc. Press, iii. (1875) 39 A stench, .came up through
all the neighbouring gratings.

b. esp. Naut. 'ihe open wood-work cover for

the hatchway.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Sea-men 14 A grating,

netting or false decke for your close fights, 1711 W.
Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 43 As many Gratings as
can possibly .. be placed for causing Lights on the Plan
below, as also to give vent to the Smoke of Powder in Time
of Service. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II.

204 Looking down through the main-hatchway gratings.

1873 Act 36 fy 37 Vict. c. 88. Sched. i, Hatches with open
gratings, instead of the close hatches which are usual m
merchant vessels.

c. The perforated plate used for separating large

from small ore; also, the process of soiling ore

with grates.

1869 R. P>. Smyth Goldf. Victoria 612 Grating, a piece of
thin sheet-iron, in wluuh about 100 holes, .to the square
inch are punched. It is fixed in front of the stamper-box.

j3. A scoring or ruling of a surface. Obs.

1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. I. 71 You will quickly wear
the courser grating of the Grind stone off the edge on that

side.

4. Optics. An arrangement of parallel wires in



GRATING.

a plane, or a surface of glass or polished metal

ruled with a series of very close fine parallel lines,

designed to produce spectra by diffraction.

1877 G. F. Chambers Astron. x. iii. (ed. 31 847 A diffrac-

tion grating, that is, a piece of glass ruled with very fine

close lines. 1883 Tait m Encycl. Brit. XIV. 607/2 Let us
next consider the effect of a grating, a series of parallel

wires placed at small equal intervals, or a piece of glass or
of speculum metal on which a series of equidistant parallel

lines have been ruled by a diamond point. 1893 Sir K. Pall
Story 0/ Sun 109 He was able to rule a grating., with as
many as 43,000 lines to the inch.

5. attrib. and Comb., as grating-bar', -iron;

grating-deck (see quot. 1867); grating spec-
trum, a diffraction spectrum produced by a grating.

1597 tL M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 33/2 Without
greate paynes we can not fasten t heron with the grating
iron. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Grating-deck, a light

movable deck, similar to the hatch-deck, but with open
gratings. 1897 P. Warung Tales Old Regime 07 The
man who filed away the grating-bars would be first out
of the shaft.

Grating (gr/'*tin') l ///. a. ff. Grate ». 1 +
-IXG-.] That grates, in senses of the vb.

1. Abrading, rasping ; affecting painfully, as if by
abrasion ; irritating, fretting, ( wearing \
1563 P. Googe Eglogs, etc. (Arb.) 85 1 n Coun treye growes, no

gratynge grudge. 1611 Florio, Grattugiua, a grating trull.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 44 The grating torture
of a disease. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosea v. (1652) 251, I

have a grating conscience within me. 1710 Steele Tatter
No. 225 f 2 A Man is allowed to say the most grating
Thing

f

imaginable to another. 1720 Waterland Find.
Christ's Divinity xv. 222 Those Positions .. were too
grating upon, and loo shocking to every pious Christian at
that Time. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) VIII. xix.
vii. 186 The yoke of obedience and submission always
grating to kings. 1766 Gent. Mag. Feb. 72/2 Its skin was
rough, scaly, and grating, like that of a sea-dog or seal.

1798 MALTHUs Po'pul. (1S06) I. 1. ii. 17 Reduced to the
grating necessity of forfeiting his independence. 1858
Lytton What will he do 1. iv, Pride is a garment all stiff

brocade outside, all grating sackcloth on the side next to
the skin. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vi. xlv, This speech
was grating to Deronda.

f2. Of persons, their qualities, etc.: Grinding,
oppressive. Obs.

1653 Holcroft Procopius Pref. A ij b, He severely indites
. .Tnbonianus the Questor of grating avarice. 1673 Essex
Papers (Camden) 83 In all his Majesties 3 Kingdomes, there
lives not a more grating man than S r Will"" Petty.

3. That makes a grinding or creaking sound, as
of two rough bodies grating together ; hence,
sounding harsh or discordant.

r
1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 10 Oct.,

Their music at the opera.. was abominably grating. 1756
Burke Subl. $ B. 1. ii, Suppose. .a man.. to have his ears
wounded with some harsh and grating sound. 1803
J. Levden Scenes of Infancy 1. 67 The Scythed Car ou
grating axle rings. 1886 Hall Caine Son 0/ //agar 1.

Prol., The ghastly face answered ill to the grating laugh
that followed.

Hence Gra tingfly adv.
1683 Kensett tr. Erasm. on Folly 56 The mind is freed

from those cares, which would otherwise gratingly afflict it.

1857 Chamb. /ml. VII. 199 Fiendish laughter, gratingly,
piercingly loud. 1873 Masson Drumm. of Haivth. vi. 107
It does come a little gratingly in the context of the inter-
changed letters.

t Gratified, ppl. a. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. OF.
gratigner, gratiner, recorded only in the sense to
scratch; but cf. F. egratigner to pink.] Pinked.
1578 Inv.R. Wardr. (1815) 230 Ane uther [cloak] of quheit

satine granteinyeit. 1657 Sp. Fife Laird in Watson Col-
lect. (1706! I. 29 Ev'n his whole shirt his skin doth hide.
Gowpherd, Gratin^ied {printed Gratnizied].

II Gratiola (gnetaiJla). Bot. [mod.!*, i. gratia
grace: so called from the supposed medicinal virtues

of the plants. Cf. Y.gratiolc] Agenusof scrophu-
lariaceons plants, the best known species of which
is G. officinalis, the Hedge Hyssop.
1579 UUKNUM Card. Health (1633) 295 Gratiola, or gratia

Dei, boyle it and drinke it, or eate it in any kinde of meat
to open the belly freely. 171Z tr. Pomct's Hist. Drugs I.

S6 A Plant found in France, which the Botanists call
Gratiola. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818) 187 The
sensible qualities of gratiola are strongest when it is in
flower. 1847 E. J. Seymour Severe Dis. I. 92 A vinous
infusion of gratiola.

Gratiolin (gifttaMJn). Chem. [f. prcc. + -in.

Cf. F. gratioline (Littre).] A bitter resinous prin-
ciple obtained from Gratiola officinalis,
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Gratiose, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. gratios-us,
f. gratia grace.] Of or pertaining to (Divine)
grace (cf. Gracious).
1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. in. L 15 The Soul . . is remotely,

passively and naturally capacitated for the reception of
gratiose infusions.

Gratiositie, obs. form of Graciosity.
Gratis (gratis), adv. and a. [L. gratis, contr.

from gratiis lit. out of favour or kindness, abl. pi.

ofgratia grace, favour.]

A. adv.

1. For nothing; freely, without any return made
or expected; without charge, cost, or pay; gra-
tuitously. Free gratis (see Free C b).
1477 Norton Ord. Alch. Introd. in Ashm. (1652)3 Heaven

doth all things gratis give, a 1541 Wvatt Ccrtayne Ps.
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Ii. The Author 16 The justyce. .That gratis hys grace to
men doth departe. 1583 Stubbes Anat. A bus. II. (1882) 84
Hee may sometimes.. preach the word of God abroad in
other places, but then he ought to doe it gratis, a 1592
H. Smith God's A rrcnv agst. Atheists v. (1593) Q, If they be
Iustified gratis^ freely (as hee aulrmetlr, then are they Iusti-
fied withoot any desert of theirs. 165. Milton Consid.
touching Hirelings (1851) 343 Unless every Minister were,
as St. Paul, contented to teach gratis. 1678 Dry u en
Limberham 1, i. (1680) 6, I do all gratis, and am most
commonly a loser. ijz6 Swift Gulliver iv. xi. They were
sure the Captain would carry me gratis to Lisbon. 1840
Alison Hist. Europe 1. § 34 (1849-50) VIII. 153 In the
evening the theatres were all opened gratis. 1848 Mill
Pol. Econ. 1. 1. § 4 (1876] 18 No one will give anything for
that which can be obtained gratis.

1* b. Scot-free, without penalty. Obs. rare.
1601 W. Parry Trav. Sir A. Sherley 30 So the wench

went away gratis with the money.

f 2. Without a reason or due cause ; unjustifiably,

gratuitously. Obs.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) John xv. 25 They hated me gratis.

i6zi lip. R. Mountacu Diairibm 11. 332 But grant we that
which youassume^-<x//i-.. yet [etc.]. 1661 Boyle Style of
Script. (1675) 103 That this may not appear to be ^saA gratis
let us consider, that [etc.]. 1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 466
Exposing my body gratis to unnecessary dangers. 1686 \V.

HARRIS tr. Lattery's Course Client. 1. xviii. (ed. 3) 422 Per-
haps it will be said, I do here suppose gratis that the Oil
of Vitriol does contain fiery panicles, 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) V. 397 The vouchee came in gratis before the writ
of summons.

JB. adj.

1. Given or done for nothing; free, gratuitous.
1659 T. Peckk Paniassi Pueip. 64 No Chinke no Drink;

Nothing is Gratis now. 1663 Gekbier Counsel 13 v b, One
of the publick lectures (which as all the other were gratis).
1717 Ramsay Elegy Lucky Wood 38 She had the gate sae
well to please. With gratis beef, dry fish, or cheese. 1763
Foote Commissary n. i. (1773) 39 You will permit me to
expunge the obligation by an instantaneous and gratis
lecture on that species of eloquence peculiar to ladies. 1767
S. Paterson Another Traveller I. 143 The third [table
being] for gratis-passengers and servants, /bid. I. 262 The
British-museum is the only gratis-shew in England. 1833
L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 204 He. .treated the people to
gratis representations of mysteries. 1869 Carlyle in Mrs.
Cartyle's Lett. III. 250 His gratis practice of medicine.
1879 H.Spencer Data of Ethics 255 Sympathetic gratifica-
tion which costs the receiver nothing, but is a gratis addition
to his egoistic gratifications.

2. Exempting from payment, rare.
1752 J. Loin Mian Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 45 As also gratis

Warrands are granted to Prisoners, That Clerks, Macers
and others, may serve without Pee or Reward.

Gratitude (grse*titi«d). Also 6-7 Sc. gratitud,
(6 gratituid). [a. F. gratitude (15th c. in Godef.
Compl.), or ad. late JL, grdlilftdo, -inem

}
i. grains

pleasing, thankful.]

1. The quality or condition of being grateful ; a
warm sense of appreciation of kindness received,
involving a feeling of goodwill towards the bene-
factor and a desire to do something in return

;

gratefulness.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Gratitude, Kindnes : gratitude :

thankefulnes. 1601 Shaks. Alts Welliv. iv. 6 Which grati-
tude Through flint ie Tartars bosome would peepe forth,
And answer thankes. 1605 — Lear 11. ii. 182 Thou better
know'st The Offices of Nature, bond of Childhood, Effects
of Curtesie, dues of Gratitude. 1710 Lady M. \V. Montagu
Let. to Bp. Burnet 20 July, I am sensible of the gratitude
I owe to so much goodness. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xii. III. 206 He .. expressed his gratitude to the natives of
Ireland for having adhered to his cause. 1878 J. P. Hopps
Prime* Relt'g. vi. 22 Gratitude urges us to repay kindness.

b. (with a and pi.) An instance of this; an ex-
pression of thankfulness. Now rare.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 255 The people.,

presented us with birds of divers kinds, for which we shewed
a gratitude, but accepted nothing. 1682 Sir T. Browne
Chr. A/or. 105 Common gratitude must be kept alive by the
additionary fewel of new courtesies: but generous gratitudes
. .have thankful minds for ever. 1894 Black more Perlycross
II A thrush., broke forth into a gratitude of song.

f2. Grace, favour; a favour. Chiefly ^V. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems \x. 97 Nocht thanking The of

gratitud nor grace That thow me wrocht. 1524 Wolsey
in St. Papers Hen. V///

t IV. 204 Without considring the
manyfolde gratitudes that the Kinge hathe and intendeth
to shewe unto theym. 1527 Angus ibid. 484 The greit
kyndnes and humanite, speciall favouris, and diverse grati-
tudes done to me be the Kingis Hienes. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 112 Beseikand him of his greit gratitude.
He wald prouyde for thame ane king or prince, /bid. III.
364 The gratituidis war done to me befoir. £-1557 in G.
Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 202 In consideracion of all those
gratituds receyved at my lords hands.

1 3. A free gift ; a gratuity, reward ; esp. Sc. a
grant or contribution of money made to the
sovereign. Obs. (Cf. benevolence.')
I53S Sc. Acts Jas. V (1814) II. 344/2 Ane gratitude Is

grantit to be kingis grace be pe thre Estatis of his realme,
for Supportatioune of sik necessar Erandis as his grace hes
ado. 1555 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) L 293 To grant to
gif ane compositioune, propyne, and gratitud to our said
souerane lady. 1597 /bid. (1848) II. 158 To pay Robert
Lyndsey, pylot, the sowme of fourtie merkis, for ane grati-
tude for the sey kart presentit this day be him to the prouest.
1610 J. Forbes Certaine Rec. (184611!. in. 422 His Majestie
had caused mak proclamation offering great gratituds and
immunities to any who sould apprehend him. 1699 Advt.
in Doran Saints £ Sinners (1868) II. 155 He shall have the
moveables restored, giving a reasonable gratitude.

GrajtitudinaTian, a. nonce-wd. [f. late L,

GRATUITOUS.

gratiliido, -inem (see prec), after latitudinarian.']

Making a show of gratitude.

1794 Coleridge Let. 6 July, Lett. {1895) I. 73 You are
averse to gratitudinarian flourishes.

Gratte, obs. form of Grate sb.l

Gratten (grartan), south, dial. Also 6-8 grot-
ten, Sgrotton, 9 grattan, 7- gratton. [? Repr.
OK. *gned-tun, f. gni'd 'ulva', coarse grass (cf.

Greeds) + ttin enclosure (see Town).] A stubble-
field, stubble. Also, the after-grass growing in the
stubble.

1572 Googe //ercsbach's Husb. 111. (1577) 149 b [Young
pigs] may well feed vpon strawe, and grottens. 1625 Mark-
ham Inrichment Weald of Kent 10 Vpon that fallow or
Gratten, (as we call it,) you shall doe well to sow it with
Pease. 1674 Ray S. $ E. C. Words 67 A Gratton..
Stubble. Kent. 1675 in Phil. Trans. X. 295 The grass will

be sO
t

good immediately after Tillage, that we commonly
mow it the first year: This is calTd mowing of gratten.
1736 Pecce Kenticisms (E.D.S.\ Grotten. 1750 Ellis Med.
Husbandnt, V. 1. xxii. ior Now turn your Cows and Hogs
into your enclosed Stubble-fields as the first Cattle proper
for this Purpose, or, as some call them, into Grattons and
Eddishes. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 121 Two acres Wheat
Gratten. x86o Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXL 11. 3S5 A barley-
stubble, or gratten, of the required dimensions. 1884 R.
BRIDGES Return oj Ulysses 11. 451 Yet mayst thou see on me
The sign of what I have been, and I think Still from the
gratten one may guess the grain.

f Gra-ttishing. Obs.— l The dung (ofa deer).
1611 Cotgk., Fnmecs en plateaux, flat grattishing, few-

mishing (or dung) of a Deere.

\ Gra'tuit, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 gratuite.
[ad. V. gratuite (16th c.) or L. griitiut-us GliA-

TL'iTous.J Free, gratuitous.
J55o VfiRON Godly Sayings {1S46) 17 The beavnlye &

gratuite benefytes of God. .1561 — Free-iuill ?g a, The
trust, that they oughte to hatte . . in his gratuite and free
grace. 1644 Abp. Maxwell Sacrosancta Regitm Majestas
71 The gratuit concession of princes.

Hence Gra'tuitly adv., freely, gratuitously.
rt 1586 Salir. /'oems Reform, xxxvi. 137 Had ^e him gevin

but pryce, gratuitlie, Pe benefeit jow thinkand bahto bound.

t GratU'ital, a. Obs. [f. L.gratuit-us (see next)

+ -AL.] Free, gratuitous.

1594 Pi'. J. King Jonas xxviii. (1599) 382 To iustifie you
\\ ith the power of bis free gratuitall grace. 1615 T. Adams
White Devill 13 What ! . . thy Master, Judas, thy Friend
. .and canst not endure anothers gratuitall kindnesse towards
him? 1637 R. Hcmi'iikey tr. St. Ambrose Pref., A gratuitall
and free gift in Iesus Christ our Lord, a 1641 Pp. MON-
TAGU Acts iV Mon. (1642) 189 So to dispense of his graces
partially, stands not with the justice of God, howsoever
convenient enough for gratuitall dispensation.

Gratuitous (gtatuntas), a. [f. L.grdluTt-us
free, spontaneous, voluntary ^co^n. w. grStia favour,
grains pleasing) + -ous. Cf. obs. F. graluitcux.]
1. Freely bestowed or obtained

;
granted without

claim or merit ; provided without payment or return;

costing nothing to the recipient; free.

1656 J lanes Fuln. Christ 38 How that the Father hath
given unto the Sonne, .to have life in himselfe. . ; not by any
gratuitous gift, but by natural generation, a 1690 K. Hop-
kins Expos. Lord's /'rayer (1692) 97 Our Pardon is free

and gratuitous; for whatsoever God doth he doth it freely
. . without respect to any former deserts, or expectations of
sny future recompence. 169a L'Estrangi; Fables cccvSi.

270 We arc.. given to Mistake the Gratuitous Plessings of
Heaven, for the Fruits of our Own Industry. 1841 W.
Spalding /taly $ /t. /si. III. 371 Pesides this number, the
gratuitous schools received 5584 children. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Wordd'k.. Gratuitous money, a. term officially used
for bounty granted to volunteers in Lord Exmouth's expe-
dition against Algiers. 1868 M. Pattison Acadevi. Org.
v. 200 A student, .attends with more assiduity a course for
which he has paid money, than one which is gratuitous.
1870 Emerson Soc. fy Solit., Farming Wks. tPohn) III. 59
The earth is a machine which yields almost gratuitous service
to every application of the intellect.

b. spec. Sc. Lazv. Of a charter or deed : Made
or granted without any value given in return.

1773 Ekskine /nst. Sc. Law 11. iii. § 22. 189 A charter
which proceeds merely from the love and favour which the
granter hath for the grantee, is said to be granted for a
lucrative or gratuitous cause, /bid. ill. viii. § 45. 566 The
institute can defeat the substitution, even by a gratuitous
deed. 1872 Bells Princ. Law Scott. § 64 (ed. 6) 33 Obliga-
tions which are, as free gifts, voluntarily undertaken, or at
least without an adequate consideration, are called gratuitous.

2. Done, made, adopted, or assumed without any
good ground or reason ; not required or warranted

by the circumstances of the case; uncalled-for;

unjustifiable.

1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 17 The second Motive they
had to introduce this gratuitous Declination of Atoms, the
same Poet gives us. 1790 Purke Fr. Rtv. 95 Put as these
occasions may never arrive, the mind receives a gratuitous
taint. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit, /ndia III. 507 A gratuitous
interference with private rights. 1844 LlNGARD^w^-^'a-r.
Ch. (1858) I. App. A. 318 A gratuitous and unfounded
supposition. 1860 J. Pavn Bateman Househ. xxi. 260 The
innuendo conveyed in the notice is not only malicious and
cruel, but a gratuitous lie. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der.
lviii. IV. 179 There never was more gratuitous sinning.

b. Of the agent : Performing the action implied
without reason or justification.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 29 Sept., I should be held up to
execration as a malignant slanderer and a gratuitous liar.

f 3. Requiring no proof ; axiomatic. Obs. rare.

1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 1 Of these gratuitous and
acknowledged truths it is often the fate to become less evi-
dent by endeavours to explain them.
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Gratuitously (gratiw'itasli), adv. [f. prec. 4-

-ly^.] In a gratuitous manner.
1. Without cost to the recipient ; without any

claim or merit on his part ; free of charge.
1716-17 Bentley Serm. xi. 374 Gratuitously given us by

the good-will of our Maker. 1773 Erskine Inst. Sc. Law
II. iii. § 25. 190 He who makes over a subject gratuitously

is understood to transfer it barely as it was vested in himself
when he made the grant. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. 1. xi. 1.

(1869) I. 159 The distributions of corn frequently made to

the people, either gratuitously, or at a very low price. 1804
\V. Tennant Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 70 The children of

such as have died., are admitted gratuitously into this

school. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. \. (1880) 18 The
bishop also distributed the four Gospels gratuitously among
the poor.

2. Without sufficient cause, reason, or ground;
unjustifiably, unwarrantably, unnecessarily.

1697 Bentley Diss. Ep. Phalaris 43 But there is a learned
Greek Professor . . who, after he has asserted the credit of
Euripides's Letters, gratuitously undertakes to apologize
for These too, about this matter of the Dialect. 1774 I!f.

S. Hallifax Roman Civil Laiv Pref. xvi, Those, who
apply to the study of the Common Law, often boast,

and sometimes gratuitously enough, of this distinction.

1799 Kirwan Geol, Ess. 385 The vast size of the most
ancient species of fish he ascribes to the great heat which he
gratuitously supposes the sea to have originally possessed.

1845 Ld. Houghton in T. W. Reid Life (1891) I. viii. 359
It is assumed (I think gratuitously) that Peel is going to
repeal the Corn Laws. 1875 E. White Life in Christ 1.

ii. (1878) 14 The most gratuitously perverse misinterpre-
tations. 1880 M'Cakthy Own Tunes IV. xl viii. 22 Gratui-
tously offensive.

Gratuitousuess (grati?7'it3snes). [f. as prec.

+ -N'Ess.] The quality or state of being gratuitous.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Grainito7tsness, free Bestowment,
without Expectation of Reward or Recompence. 1845 H.
Rogers Ess. I. iii. 139 The perfect gratuitousness of salva-

tion. 1852 Ibid. I. vii. 363 We can hardly excuse the perfect

gratuitousness of his hypotheses. 1879 M. Pattison Milton
xiii. 190 Here it is not. .so much the unnatural character of
the incident itself, as its gratuitousness which offends.

II Gratui'tum. Obs. Also (?^r<?«.) gratuito.
[L. grdtuitum, neut. of grdluTlus adj. : see Gra-
tuitous. The use of the L. adv. gratuito as

sb. may be a blunder imputed to the ignorant

speaker.] A free gift.

1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnassus n. iv, 673 Fy father,

thou must not call it selling, thou must say is this the
gentleman that must haue the gratuito? Ibid. 692 When
thou haue gotten me the gratuito of the liuing. a 1670 Br.

Hacket Christian Consolations iv. in Pp. "}er. Taylors
Wks. '1828) I. 131 And the gratuitum which God gives, is a
thousand-fold greater than the present which we bring.

Gratuity (giati/7-iti). Also 6 gratuite, gra-
tuyte. 7 gratuetie, -ty, ^greatuetie). [ad. V. gra-

tuity (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or med.L. gra-
tui'.as 'beneficium', gift, also used as a title of
honour, i. gratia, grdtus (cf. Gratuitous.]
+ 1. Giaciousness, favour, freq. used of Divine

grace or favour ; a favour, a kindness. Obs.
1523 Hen. VIII in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721J I. iii. 43

Some manifest Demonstration of Gratuity and Kindness.
1532 Henset in Froude Hist. Eng. (i83i) I. 403, I have not
at any time found his Holiness more tractable or propen^e to
show gratuity unto your Highness than now of late. 1543-4
Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 12 His maiestie .. shewed vnto him
dyuers and sundrye inestimable gratuities and amities.

1546 Gardinee Decl. Joye xlviij b, Whereby we shuld know-
lege his gratuite ft goodnes to be so moch the more
towardes vs. 1568 Grafton Chron. IT. 501 All these kind-
nesses suffised not, nor all these gratuities auayled not to
make this king James friendly to the realme of Englande.
1646 Evance Noble Ord. 14 It is not Gods contract with
his people, to honour them, that honour him, but Gods
gratuitye. [1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. iv. 440 By
concluding a peace, before the reduction of the fortj any
allowance to the army was a matter of gratuity, not of right.]

fb. A gratuitous concession. Obs.
1 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 155 Let us

now by way of gratuity grant .. that she was a virgin.

1641 Milton Ch. Gozd. v. 15 In the former place he tels

us he forbeares to take any argument of Prelaty from Aaron
. . In the latter he can forbeare no longer, but repents him
of his rash gratuity, .and stiffly argues that [etc J.

2. A gilt or present (usually of money), often in

return for favours or services, the amount depending
on the inclination of the giver; in bad sense, a bribe.

Now applied exclusively to such a gift made to a
servant or inferior official ; a * tip*.

1540 Hen. VIII in St. Papers lien. VI11, VIII. 410 We
entende not to charge Ourself with geving any thing,

eyther for a recompense or a gratuite. 1594 R- Ashley
tr. Loys le Roys Variety of Things 44 b, The Countries
. . gave certaine gratuites and giftes to the king. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Afar. 43 I"hat faire mare Aetha, which
he gave him as a gift and gratuitie. 1626 Sir R. Boyle
in Lismore Papers (1886) II. 190 [He] sent the town of
yoghall .. a hundreth pownds ster: for a further gratuety:
to the poor of that corporacon. 1637 Earl Cork Diary
ibid. Ser. 1. V. 19, iiij 1' ster: in money ..as a greatuetie

from me. 166a /. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII 11867) 137
The Cravat &c. .were sent me by one Mr. Tymothy Couley
. .by way of gratuity, he being one of the 162 slaves that

I redeemed from Argeers. 171a Addison Sped. No. 471 F 7
When he [Caesar] had given away all his Estate in Gratuities

among his Friends. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 29 r 4, I. .had
a small gratuity above my wages. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 387 Any gratuity given to Pharaoh or other
princes, to resign up their right of dominion over their slaves.

1803 Jane Porter Tkaddeus viii. (1831) 70 The treasury
was soon filled with gratuities from the nobles. 1818 Cruise

Digest fed. 2) IV. 501 No gift or gratuity to an attorney,
beyond his fair professional demands, .shall be permitted to
stand, c 1830 in N. Wood 'Treat. Rail Roads (1838) 740
No gratuity to be allowed to be taken by any guard, porter,
or other servant of the company. 1855 Thackeray New-
comes I. 231 The post-boys quite stared at the gratuity he
gave them. Mod. The attendants at this restaurant are
forbidden to receive gratuities,

fb. Payment; wages. Obs.
a 1637 B. Jonson Undenvoods, Petition Poor Ben to

Chas. I, A large hundred marks annuitie, To be given me
in gratuitie For done service and to come. 1647 in Rushw.
Hist. Coll, iv. II. 825 The treasurers of the Army do forth-
with advance a months Gratuity for the Army. 1673 in

Scotsman 21 Aug. (1885) 7/4 To Mr. Geo. Sinclare . . by
gratuitie for his attendance and advyce. .£(& 13s. $d. 183a
tr. Sismondi's Hal. Rep. xvi. 347 They were to pay a gratuity
of 80,000 crowns to the army which besieged them.

3. spec. a. A bounty given to soldiers on re-enlist-

ment, retirement, or discharge, b. (Seeijuot. 1S15.)
[1698 Ludlow Mem. (1698-9) II. 819 Promising them their

whole Arrears, constant Pay, and a present Gratuity.] 1804
Wellington in Gurw. De$p. (1837IV.442 SirJohn Kenaway
received Lieut. Colonel's gratuity upon the same occasion.
X815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Gratuity, in
the royal navy, is a recompense or royal bounty made by
his Majesty to the widows, orphans, and mothers of sea and
marine officers slain in fight with the enemy. Ibid., Gratui-
ties to Officers wounded in Fight with the Enemy, and to
Seamen hurt in the service. 1898 Daily News 11 July 7/1
When the Commander-in-Chief calls upon 'an officer who
has not been guilty of misconduct ' to retire, the Secretary
for War decides his rate of gratuity.

f4. "*Gbatetdde I; also, reciprocity, recom-
pense. Obs.
1614 Lodge Seneca 96 The fault is not through our default,

but for that disability preventeth our gratuity. 1640 Yobke
Union Hon. Battles 24 The King to testine his gratuity
Knighted Walworth. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav.
346 The Captaine, in gratuity (orig. par reciproquc], gave
to the cheife of them a handsome sword.

5. = Gratuitousness, rare.
1858 Hawthorne Er. fy It. Jruts. I. 267, I like this over-

flow and gratuity of device with which Gothic sculpture
works out its designs. 1861 Times 22 Aug., It is merely
gratuitous to talk of a paradox. And the gratuity is all the
more marked when [etc.]. 1882 Stevenson Earn. Stud. 365
Such disinterestedness and beautiful gratuity of affection as
there is between friends of the same sex.

t Gratulance. Obs. rare~K [f. L. grdtulari
(see Gratulate, + -ance.] A fee, gratuity.
1608 Machin Dumbe Knt. v, Come, there is Some odde

disburse, some bribe, some gratulance, Which makes you
locke up leasure.

Gratulant (gnrtuflSnt), a. [ad. L. grSiu-
lant-em, pr. pple. of grdtulari (see Gratulate'.]
Expressing pleasure, joy, or satisfaction ; con-
gratulatory.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. Pref. in Ashm. (1652) 121 Of
Hierarchycall Jubylestes the gratulant gloryfycation. 1790
H. Bovd Shefh. Lebanon in Poet. Reg. 11808) 135 The mind
expands. Its opening (acuities in general blow All gratulant,
receive the genial ray. 1794 Coleridge Destiny Nations,
The whrte-robed multitude of slaughtered saints At Heaven's
wide-opened portal gratulant Receive some martyr 'd patriot.

1868 Milman St. PauPsx. 240 St. Paul's rang with a gratu-
lant thanksgiving. 1897 D. P. Todd In Nation (N. V.)
LXV. 392/3 Hundreds of people, .all gratulant to the man
whose well-directed munificence had provided [etc.).

tGra'tulate, «• Obs. rare. [ad. L. grdtuldt-us,

pple. ofgrdtulari (see next).] To be rejoiced at

;

pleasing, gratifying.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. v. i. 535 Thanks good friend,

Escalus, for thy much goodnesse, There's more behinde that
is more gratulate.

Gratulate (gr«'tijfl*»t), v. Now arch, and
poet. Also 7 gratulat. [f. L. gratulat-, ppl. stem
of grdtulari lo manifest one's joy, congratulate,

rejoice, give thanks, f. grdtus pleasing, thankful.]

1. trans. To express joy at the coming or appear-
ance of; to welcome, hail; to greet, salute.

1556 Abp. Parker Ps. xcvii. Argt., This Psalme in sprite :

doth gratulate Cbristes kingdome cleare: immaculate. 1596
Ediv. Ill, 1. ii. 9 Dear aunt, descend and gratulate his

highness. 1616 Chapman Homer's Hymn to Flymen Plays
1873 III. 122 Euery flowre and weed Looks vp to gratulate
thy long'd for fruites. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 434 The birds
..Cleared up their choicest notes.. To gratulate the sweet
return of morn. i68x T. Jordan London's Joy 7 The Seven
Champions.. are .come To gratulate my Lord, and guard you
from Mutinous Mischiefs. 1746 Akenside Hymn to Naiads
101 Thames .. with words Auspicious gratulates the bark,

1784 Cowper Task v. 820 When every star, in haste To
gratulate the new-created earth, Sent forth a voice. 1799-
1805 VVordsw. Prelude xi. 469 Some other spring, which by
the name Thou gratulatest. x8aa — Sonn. IValdenses, As
the lark Springs from the ground the morn to gratulate.

2. To express or manifest joy at or on account
of (an event, a happy condition, etc.) ;

* Con-
gratulate 2.

1584 Peele Arraignm. Paris l iii, The muses give you
melody to gratulate this chance. 1596 Harington Afetam.
Aj'ax 93, I hope all the Innes of court will gratulate the
present flourishing estate of our Lincolnes Inne. 1603 B.
Jonson Sejanus iv. ix, I gratulate the newes. 1637 Hi-.v-

wood Royall King \. i. Wks. 1874 VI. 7 The Embassadors
that come. .Togratulate our famous victories. 1699 Cibber
Xerxes 1, And come with pious Joy, to gratul.ite your
Triumphs. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxviii, The minstrels
sent forth their gayest notes to gratulate Eachin's succession.

+ b. const, to, unto (the person), or with simple
indirect obj. Obs.

1591 Lambakde Archeion Ep., To gratulate unto You, that

Honourable place wherunto you are right worthily advanced.
i6»4 Bacon Let. 9 Oct., Wks. 1874 XIV. 521, I cannot but
. . gratulate his Majesty the extreme prosperous success of
his business. 1658 W. Burton Itin. Anton. 159 My Author
gratulates to his own good luck this discovery. 1693 Dkylen
Ovid's Met. xn. 27 Calchas .. with a smiling glance Thus
gratulates to Greece her happy chance.

3. To express joy or satisfaction to (a person)
on a happy event ; to compliment, felicitate ; =
Congratulate 4. Const, on, upon, fin.
1598 Florio, Gratutare, to gratulate, toreioice with. 1621

Cade Serm. Ep. Ded., Well, then, may I gratulate our Com-
monwealth, that is so much blessed with wise and worthy
men. 1644 Milton Jdgm. Bncer (1851) 299 So as I may
justly gratulat mine own mind with due acknowledgment of
assistance from above. 17*6 De Foe Hist. Devil 11. iv.

(1840) 218 Where do his devotees gratulate one another and
congratulate him more than at church ? 174a Mem. Lady
Harriot Butler II. 50, I gratulate you upon it with all

my heart. 1831 Scott Ct. Robert xxxii, Some, gratulated
him upon his most unexpected return to the service of his

country. 1871 ii. Taylor Faust (1875) I. iv. 83, I gratulate
thee on thy new career !

refl. 1671 Sir T. Browne Let. to Friend § 22 The heirs
and concerned relations gratulating themselves in the sober
departure of their friends. 1678 Marvell Def. John Ho7ve
Wks. 1875 IV. 232 Hereupon The Discourse, .highly gratu-
lates It self in three instances. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
Introd., Your authors.., if they have children, [may] gratu-
late themselves that the peck-loaf may be had for sixpence,

f b. absol. or intr. To offer congratulations.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster 11. ii, We all come to gratulate,

for the good report of you.

f 4. To be grateful or show gratitude for; also,

to express gratitude to (a benefactor; for ; to

thank. Obs.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) 31 But friendly gratulate
these fauours found. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1662) 279 To
acknowledge and gratulate that harmony, which God hath
been pleased, .to blesse. 1652 F. Kirkman Clerio fy Lozia
120 After he had submissively gratulated him for the honour.
1667 Waterhouse Eire Lond. 149 To Gratulate the Kind-
ness . . I have had from any person or thing with frequency
of acknowledgment. 1673 Marvell Reh. Transp. II. 399,
I cannot but gratulate my good fortune rather than my
wisdom, that I have travelled such an Author through with
no more extravagancy.

j 5. To reward or recompense (a service, etc.).

a 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Afaid's Trag. 1. ii, To gratulate So
great a seruice done at my desire. 1613 Hlvwood Apol.
Actors G 4, I could not choose but gratulate your honest
indeauours with this short remembrance. 1633 Marmion
Antiquary v. Dram. Wks. (1875) 290 I'll find some office To
gratulate thy pains.

f 6. To gratify, please. Obs.
a 159a Greene Jos. IP' Prelude, To gratulate thee I

brought these antics to show thee some sport in dancing.
1627-77 Fkltham Resolves 1. xix. 33 Nay many times to

gratulate the company, we are fain to force our selves to un-
worthiness. 1809 Campbell Gertr. IVyofti. 1. xxvi, I will

teach thee. .To pay with Huron blood thy father's scars,

And gratulate his soul rejoicing in the stars.

Hence Gratulating vhl. sb. and ///. a.

1639 Sanderson Serm., Ad Aulam ix. (j689> 490, I note
it, not without much rejoycing and gratulating to us of
this Church. a\ji\ Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I.

468 Seeing God pieas'd, the heavenly Quire In gratulating
Hymns conspire. 1803 Wordsw. Blind Highland Boy xliv,

A gratulating voice. With which the very hills rejoice. 1850
De Quincey in H. A. Page Life (1877) II. xvii. 67 To pass
through innumerable stations of gratulating comrades.

Gratulation ^groetiwl^'jan). Now somewhat
rare. Also 5 gratulacyon, 6 -acion, Sc, -atioun.

[ad. L. grdluldtion-em, n. of action f. grdtulari to

Gkatulate.]
1. A feeling of gratification, joy, or exultation;

rejoicing in heart. (Now only with mixture of

sense 3, implying self-congratulation upon some
good fortune.)

1482 Monk ofEvesham fArb.) 106 Y wote not whedir sorow
or deuocyon or compassion or gratulacyon drawyn nowe
myne onbappy soule dyuers weyes. 1577 tr. Bnltingers
Decades (1592) 557 With great ioie of hart and godlie gratu-

lation. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 31 The joy and gratn-

lation which it brings to all who wish and promote their

Countries liberty. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. m. § 3 That
gratulation and delight in beholding the virtuous deeds of

other men. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 141 P 9 You would
look with some gratulation on our success. 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb. BEL ii. (1820) 169 Listening with silent gratulation

to the clucking of his hens. 184a Miall in Nonconf. II. 1

Our great and growing success cannot but be to ourselves a
matter of gratulation. 1885 C. Mercier in MiudX. 16 Gratu-
lation is the feeling ofwhich congratulation is the expression.

2. Manifestation or expression of joy ; esp. with

a and //., an instance of this ; a rejoicing.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Thess. 6 It is more
worthy gratulacionsand reioycinges. 1649 Roberts Clavis

Bibl. 387 The mutual gratulationsand contentment of Christ

and the Church in one another. 1741 Middleton Cicero I.

iv. 262 The people came out to receive him with all imagin-

able gratulations and expressions of joy for his happy return.

1863 Mary Howitt E. Bremer's Greece I. viii. 259 After an
hour's entertainment and gratulation, every one went home.

1874 Motley Barnevehi 11879) II. xiii. 82 The coronation.

.

had gone on with pomp and popular gratulations. 1895
A ttttnticMonthly LXXVI. 91 The. .gratulations with which
the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America
was lately heralded.

3. The expression of pleasure or gratification at

a person's success, good fortune, or the like ; com-
pliment, felicitation, congratulation.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. n. 316 To whom where many
of y ; nobles resorted in the waye of gratulacion, & of kepyng
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hym coumpaignie. i6aa Bacon Hen. I'll 42 After this

Complement, and some gratulation for the Kings victorie,

they fell to their errand. 1646 Sir T. Bkowne Pseud. Ep.

iv. ix. 200 As a gratulation for the one, and a deprecation

from the other. 1807 Crabbe Parish Reg. XL Wks. 1834 II.

134 The crowd Stood humbly round, and gratulation bow'd.

1827 Scott in Croker Papers 25 Apr. (1884), I cannot but

add my sincere gratulation upon your keeping a good house

over your head. 1828— P. M. Perth xxxiv, 'I he victors

had the general meed of gratulation.

b. An instance of this; a complimentary or

congratulatory speech.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World n. '1634) 492 When Diagoras
had seen his 3 Sons crowned for their severall victories in

those games, one came running with this gratulation. .' Die
Diagoras for thou shalt not clime up to heaven '. 1631

Massinger Believe as You Lis4 11. i, Their gratula-

tions for his safetie. 1731 Johnson Rambler No. 97 P 21

Gratulations pour ii> from every quarter. 1848 Clough
Bothie ix. 143 Be it recounted in song .. Who gave what
at the wedding, the gifts and fair gratulations. 1891 J.
Winsor Columbus viii. 177 True science places no gratula-

tions higher than those of its own conscience;

f 4. A joyful greeting ; a welcome. Ohs.

1589 {title) A Skekomcall SaJutation, Or Condigne gratu-

lation. 1630 Tinker of 'Purvey, Gent. T. 58 Hearing such
a scholler-hke gratulation, seeing by this salute, that [etc.].

21638 Mede Disc. Luke Wks. (1672) 1. xxiv. 91 Secondly,

a Gratulation rendring the reason thereof, Because of Peace
on Earth. [1815 Lamb Lett. (1888) I. 299 He was one of

those who would have hailed your return .. with the com-
placent gratulations of a philosopher anxious to promote
knowledge as leading to happiness.]

f 5. Expression of thanks, thanksgiving; also,

an instance of this. Obs.

1579 Kenton Guicciard. 352 The King vsing towards them
at their departure a very small gratulation [It. ficcoli segni

tit gralitudine] of their seruices past. 1592 Greene GroaCs-
w. Wit (1617) 26 Roberto . . returned him thankefuil gra-

tulations. 21677 Manton Serin, Ps. cxix. 65 Wks. 1872
VII. 200 Warm in petitions, but cold, raw, and infrequent

in gratulations.

f 6. Reward, recompense; = Gratification 3.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt'. Brit. vm. vii. § 50. 408 The Duke
..forthwith granted their desires: whereupon they drew
out store of gold to present him in way of gratulation. 1628

Wither Brit. Retncmb. vi. 505 He askt, and had a willing

gratulation, From one both rich and of another Nation.

Gra'tnlatorily, adv. [f. next + -LY 2
.] Byway

of congratulation, thanks, or greeting.

1620 Donne Serin, xlii. 416 To Exclaime gratulatorily in

his behalfe Quanta Jidei vis. a 1638 Mede Disc. Luke Wks.
(1672! 1. xxiv. 91 Or both causally and gratulatorily thus,

Glory be to God in the highest [etc.]. 1880 Miss H. A. Duff
Honor MacMichael I. ii. 46 His brother heard . . of his en-

gagement, and wrote gratulatorily.

Gratulatory (grarthn/tari), a. (sb.) Also 6-7

gratulatorie. [ad. med.L. *grdtuldtori-us^ f.

grdtuldri to Gbatulate; see -OKY and cf. obs. F.

gratulatoire.\

1. Expressing joy or gratification for the good
fortune, etc. of another ; conveying gratulation

;

congratulatory, complimentary.

1577 Hammer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 183 That Sermon
gratulatorie of the repairing of the Churches. 1622 Peacham
Compl. Gent. x. (1634) 92 His gratulatory verse to King
Henry upon his Coronation day. a 1656 Ussher Ann.
(1658) 795 He was entertained with gratulatory acclama-
tions. 1763 Chesterf. Let. to Faulkner 4 Jan., Lett. 1892
III. 1287, I take it for granted, that some of your many tribu-

tary wits have already presented you with gratulatory

poems. 1867 Parkman Jesuits N. Amer. vi. {1875) 68 He
gave an outcry of delight, echoed by gratulatory cries from
all present. 1871 Daily Tel. 14 Sept., Lord Derby could

hardly use other than gratulatory language to an audience

of great manufacturers. He therefore felicitated them on
the material prosperity of the present year.

+ b. Bearing or charged with congratulations.

Obs. rare.

1655 Nicholas Papers- (Camden) 195 Thc-Gratulatory Am-
bassador to the new Pope.

f 2. Expressing gratitude or thanks ; made as

a thankoffering. In theological language, spec,

applied to sacrifices ' of thanksgiving* as opposed

to propitiatory sacrifices. Obs.
a 1555 Bradford in Foxe A. $ M. (1563) 1204 '1 The sacri-

fice of the churche is no propiciatorie sacrifice but a gratu-

latorie sacrifice. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 100 A gratu-

latorie letter, that is, an Episrle of thankes. (11631 Donne
Ser/n. Iv. (1640) 549 The Psalme hath. .a Gratulatory part,

a sacrifice of thankesgiving. 167a Devout Commun. (1688)

163 Let me do something gratulatory . . Let me give myself

a thank-offering to him. 1675 L. Addison State Jews (1676)

i2i They make a gratulatory Oration unto God, for that he
has been pleased to assist and accept their Services. '739
Waterland Eucharist Wks. 1823 VIII. 263 Whereas for-

merly he had disowned any propitiatory sacrifice, content

with gratulatory, after the Protestant way.

1 3. sb. An expression of gratulation, .a con-

gratulatory speech. Obs. rare.

<zi734 North Lives (1826} III. 385 The chief falling that

appeared in him was an over repetition of gratulatories and
compliments.

t Gra-tuling, tPl- a - obs-
«**""*• [f. OF.

gratuler (ad. L. grdtuldri: see Gratulate) +
-ING 2

.] Congratulating, gratulant.

1622 Fletcher Beggars Bush n.i.Where's Oratour Higgen
with his gratuling Speech now, In all our names?

tGra'tyf
0. Obs. rare~°. [f. Grate sb.l + -yV]

Consisting or full of grates; like a grate.

1611 Cotgr., Grilleux, gratie ; full of grates; made like a.

grate.
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Grauff, obs. form of Graff sb.2

Graulse, (graul), Anglo-Irish f. Grilse.

G-ratrly, a. rare -1 . [Meant for an equivalent

of G. grdutich.~\ Grisly, causing a shudder.
1848 Lvtton A*. Arthur x. v, In many a grauly flock .

.

the she-bears sprawling play'd. Ibid.,J'oot-note. Grauly and
grausanie are both adjectives which belong to the Saxon
element of the language and are fairly reclaimed from the

German. The Scotch indeed have preserved the first.

Graund, obs. form of Grand.

f Graundcie. App. var. of craunee, Chants.
1592 Greene Upst. Courtier H, Such brooches, such

bracelets, such graundcies, such periwigs.

Graundepose, obs. form of Grampus.
Graunser, obs. form of Grandsire.
Graunt, -ar, -er, -e(e, obs. ff. Grant, -er, -ee.

Graunt(e mercy, variant of Gramercv.

II Graupel (grairp'l). Meteorology. [G. grau-
pel(-wetler).'] Soft hail.

1889 Weather Rep. 4 Mar., Occasional showers of graupel,

sleet, and snow have been recorded. 1894 Blackmore
Perlycross 238 The snow, or soft hail [now known as
graupel).

Ii Grauwacke (grau'vaka). Geo!. Also 8

grau-wacken, 9 grawacktS, grauwaek. [Ger.

f. gran Grey + wacke Wacke.] = Gkeywacke.
1794 Kirwan Elew. Min, fed. 2) I. 235 Its [Argillite's]

transitions are into, .grau-wacken [etc. J. 1806 Davy in Phil.

Trans. XCVII. lo Grauwacke from North Wales. 1828 G.
Young Geol. Suiik Yorksh. Coast 55 The hard porphyritic-

looking rocks . . usually designated by the harsh-sounding
name gra wacke. 1840 Trans. Geol. Soc. Ser. 11. (1842) VI.

558 The fossiliferous grauwacke which constitutes the chief

mountain masses of the right bank of the Rhine. 1876

Smiles Sc. Natur. viii. (ed. 4) 131 The hills, which descend
to the coast, are composed of hard grauwacke.
attrlb. 1832 De la Heche Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 41 Detritus

from the grauwacke slates. 1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandst.
ii. (ed. 2) 56 The harder grauwacke schists. 1851 Richardson
Geol. viii. (1855) 246 The ancient grauwacke limestones.

Gravaile, obs. form of Gravel.
Gravamen (gravamen). II. gravamina
(gravamina), [a. late L. gravamen a physical

inconvenience, in med.L. a grievance, f. gravare
to load, {.gravis heavy, Grave a.~\

1. A grievance.

1647 Ward Simp. Coble?- 58 Is your Advisera such a
Suavamen to you, that hath been such a Gravamen to

Religion and Peace. 1708 S. Sewall Diary 9 Feb. (1879)
II. 216 [We] found this to our Comfort, .which was a grava-

men for many years. 1857 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <y Eug.
II. 24 Charles gave Hagano the higher room .. The real

gravamen, however, appears to have been Hagano's affec-

tionate though rough fidelity.

2. fa. A formal complaint
(
or accusation. Obs.

1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. Ep. Ded. 38 It is not safe

.. to extend the gravamen and punishment beyond the in-

stances the Apostles make. 1774 Bp. S. Hali.ifax Roman
Civ. Laiv(j-/js) I26 In an Appeal, whether from a Gravamen
or the Sentence, an Inhibition is issued from the Superior
Court to the Inferior, to stop Proceedings. 1880 Lit. World
30 July 65/2 A gravamen brought forward by the Diet in

opposition to the royal demands.

b. Keel. A memorial presented by the Lower
House of Convocation to the Upper representing the

existence of disorders or grievances in the church.
160a Archpriest Controv. (Camden) II. 13 They willed vs

to bring our probations for the Grauamtna we had put up
against the Archpriest. 1869 Daily News 18 June, Arch-
deacon Hale presented a gravamen characterising the mea-
sure now before Parliament in very strong terms. 1889

John Bull 2 Mar. 145/3 Archdeacon Denison's gravamen
just presented to Convocation is a most doleful document.
1899 Westni. Gaz. 9 Feb. 9/1 The Prolocutor thought the

Archdeacon was travelling beyond the words of the grava-
men .

3. The particular part of an accusation that bears

most heavily on the person accused.

1832 M'Chevne in Mem. i. (1844) 12 It constitutes the very
gravamen of the charge against the unrenewed man that he
ha^ affection for his earthly parent, .but none for God ! 1839
Brougham Sk. Statesmen, Ld. Mansfield Ser. !. 115 The
great gravamen, too, of these charges against him is his

leaning towards the Americans. 1840 Mill Diss, fy Disc.

(1859) I. 151 The gravamen of the charge against the prin-

ciple of utility seems tolie-iiva word. 1887 Lowell Pemocr.
19 The real gravamen of the charge lies in the habit it has
of making itself generally disagreeable.

t Gravament. Qbs. [ad. L. gravdmentum
f. gravare : see prec] A grievance.

1537 Latimer To Cromwell Rem. (1845) 378 Mr, Nevell
shall deliver to you a bilLiof the gravaments of two or three
of the fellows, most given to good letters.

t Gravaminous, ^. Obs. Also 8 erron. gravi-
minous. [f. L. gravdmin-, gravamen + -0U8.]

Grievous, annoying, distressing.

1659 D. Pell hnpr. Sea 19 A dishonour unto God, and a
gravaminous burthen to the ships and men they go amongst.
.1713 S. Sewall Diary 19 Nov. (1879) II. 412 Gen'. Nicbol-
.son mention 'd. it as grayiminous, that the Shops were shut
up. 1721 Wodrow //w/, Suffer. Ch. Scot. (1829) II. 146
The parliament made new and gravaminous laws.

Gravat, variant of Cravat.

t Gravative, a- Obs. [ad. L. type *gravd-

tiv-jts f. gravare; see Gravamen.] 'Applied to

the feeling of pain accompanied by a sense of

weight' (Syd. $oc. Lex. 1886).
1572 J, Jones Bathes 0/ Bath 1. 7 b, Heauy or grauatiue

paine is caused- in an Aposteme in a membre not sensible.

1668 Culi'epper & Cole Barthpl, Anat. 1. xvit. 47 Persons

GRAVE.
having the Stone in their Kidneys have, .gravative. .pains.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 151 Such [illnesses] as
gravative Head Ach.

Grave (g r^v), sd.l Forms : 1 gr«ef, 4-6 graf(e,

5, 8-9 Sc. graff, (4 greve, 5 grawe, 6 Sc. graif,

graiwe), 3- grave. [OE. grx-f %tr. neut. ^=OFris.

gref, OS. graf, OHG. grap :—OTeut. type *gratom
;

a parallel type is *g?'a$d fern., represented by ON.
grgf (Da. grav, Sw. graf), Goth, graba ; f. root of

OE. grafan to dig, Grave v. 1

The normal mod. representative of OE. grsef would be

graff; the ME. disyllabic grave, from which the standard
mod. form descends, was prob. due to the especially frequent

occurrence of the word in the dat. (locative) case.]

1. A place of burial ; an excavation in the earth

for the reception of a corpse
; + formerly often

applied loosely to a receptacle for the dead not

formed by digging, as a mausoleum.
a 1000 Seafarer 97 (Gr.) J>eah be gra;f wille gokle stre^an

brobpr his ^eborenum. c 1250 Gen. ft Ex. 3184 Oc 3e ail

haueo so wide spiled, 5at his [Joseph's] graue is 3or vnder
hiled. a 1300 Cursor M. 21063 First he did his graf to

deluen. c 1330 R. Ukunne Chrou. (1810) 290 To b^u stede

he ferd, her he was laid in graue. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W.
903 Thisbe, We preyen yow .. That in o graue y-fere we
motep lye. a 1400-50 Alexander 4451 Graffis garnyscht of

gold & gilten tombis. C1440 Promp. I'arv. 207/2 Grave,
solempnely made, or gravyn . .mausoleum, c 1460 Towneley
Myst. xxvi. 54 Dcde men also rose vp sone, Outt of thare

grafe. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 594 He.. With all

honour wnto -hi,s graif is gone. 1548 9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Burial Dead, When they come at the graue. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 387 The graues, all gaping wide, F.uery

one lets forth his spright. 1607 Dekker R oaring Gitie Wks.
1873 III. 107, I must not to my graue, As a drunkard to his

bed. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenoi's Trav. 1. 58 When the

Grave is filled up, they erect a stone. 1756-7 tr. Keys-
ler's 'Trav. (1760) III. 97 Here in one grave are deposited

the remains of Constantia .. and ..her daughter. 1794
B-urns ' Death, hadst then but spard his life \ E'en as

he is, cauld in his graff. 1821 Byron Cain ill. i, Compose
thy limbs into their grave. 1861 Wright Ess, Archazol. I.

vii. 142 The Anglo-Saxons ,. dug a rather deep rectangular
grave, .often of considerable dimensions, a 1876 G. Dawson
Led. Shaks. etc. (1888) 62 When your grave comes to be
dug, will the diggers weep?
transf. 1590 Stesser F. Q. hi. x. 42 We will blyndfolded

!y, Ne privy bee unto your treasures grave.

fb. Holy grave ^ Holy Sepuxchke.
a 1455 Holland Houlate xxxv, The haily graif. Ibid.

xxxvii, The haly graf. 1481 C-vxton Reynard (Arb.) 108,

I wyl goo for you to the holy graue. C1511 isz! Eng. Bk.
Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 31/2 They seke the holy grane to

Iherusalem.

C. A grave-mound. Also transf., Dead mens
graves (see quot.).

1868 Dickens Uncojnm. Trav. xxi, Gravely making hay
among the graves. 1869 R. IS. Smyth Goldf. Victoria 609
Dead-men's Graves, applied to country generally basaltic,

where, owing to the unequal decomposition of the under-

lying rock, humps like graves occur.

d. In various fig. and proverbial expressions.

•\ Into the grave of hell/, into the lowest depth.

Secret as the grave; kept as a close secret. To
piake .a person turn in his grave : said fancifully

or hyperbolically of the effect of something which

was abhorrent to the person in his lifetime. Some
one is walking over my grave seequot. 1868). One
foot in the grave (see Foot sb. 26 a.)

c 1585 Cartwright in R. Browne Ausw. Cartwrigkt 88

It shoulde follows that that assembly . .shoulde from the

hyest heauen fall into the graue of hell. 1738 Swift Pol.

Conversat. i. 84 Miss [shuddering]. Lord ! there's some-
body walking over my Grave. 1832 L. Hunt Sir R. Esher
(1850) 89 The correspondence I kept as secret as the grave.

1859 H. 'KiNGSLEY G. Hamlyjt xxxi. (i860) 268 Sometimes
somebody would, walk. over my grave, and give me a creep-

ing in the back. 1868 Holme Lee B. Gcdfiey xiv. 77 Joan
shuddered—that . . convulsive shudder which old wives say
is caused by a footstep walking over the place of our grave
that shall be. 1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 768/1 Somebody's
walking over. your grave, they say, when you feel so. 1888*

Bryce Amer. Commiv. I. xii. 159 Jefferson might turn in

his grave if he knew of such an attempt to introduce
European distinctions.of rank into his democracy.

e. with omission of the article (after a prep.).

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke kx. 38 Now wer
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, at that tyme alreadie buiried

in graue. 1662 Hickeringill Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 286 Few
or none went down toGrave in peace.

2. Regarded as the natural destination or final

resting-place of every one. Hence sometimes put

for: The condition -or state of being dead, death.

t To the grave : till death. (7b bear a mark) to

one's grave : all one's life. To find one's grave

;

to meet one's death.

C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 17 Crist sparid not to visyte

pore men., in £e colde greue. .14. . Songs fy Carols 15M C.

i Percy Soc.) 66 Thet wyl gyffe a man a mark that he xal ber

it to hys grafe. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xlii. 38 Yf eny mys-

fortune shulde happen vnto him . . ye shulde bringe my
graye hayre with sorowe downe vnto the graue. 1624

Quarles job vi. 39 Both Rich and Poore are equal'd in

the Grave. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 168 My course

came next, though not to die, yet to goe neere the Grave.

1656-9 B. Harris ParivaVs Iron Age ied. 2) 244 France,

where he soon found his grave. 1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy.

N. Countries 113 And thinking by bleeding and purgation

to recover their Patients, sent many of them to the Grave.

1707 Watts Hymn, ' Life is the time to serve the Lord',

There are no Acts of Pardon pass'd In the cold Grave to

which we haste. 1713 Pres. State Russia II. 129, I am, to

127
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the Grave, full of good Wishes towards you. 17*6 Swift
Gulliver iv. xi, The Savages, -discharged an Arrow, which
wounded me deeply on the inside of my left Knee il shall

carry the Mark to my Grave). 17*6 Dyer Grongar Hill 92
Between the cradle and the grave. 1738 Wesley Psalms
vi. iii, I cannot thank Thee in the Grave. 1750 Gray Elegy
ix, The path of glory leads but to the grave. 1815 Shelley
Alastor 720 Birth and the grave, that are not as they were.

b. w.th personification : » Death or Hades.
1611 Bible Hosea xiii. 14 O death, I will be thy plagues
O graue [Wyclif, Coverdale hell e], I will be thy destruc-

tion. Ibid. 1 Cor. xv. 55. 1615 Cleaver Proverbs 175 No
might . . can rescue him out of the hand of the graue.

3. In enlarged rhetorical use : Anything that is,

or may become, the receptacle of what is dead.

So liquid, watery grave.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Jack Catie xxi, Than were on poales

my parboylde quarters pight, And set aloft for vermine to

deuower, Meete graue for rebels that resist the power.

163a Lithgow J'rav. vir. 326 Their dead Corpes were cast

over Board, in a boundlesse grave to feed the fishes. 1655

Fuller CJLHitt. in. iii § 15 Ptolemais (the Grave General

of the Christian Army). i8at Bvron Heaven fy E. I. iii,

Not even a rock from out the liquid grave. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. vi, 127 They had only just escaped a watery

grave. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gwynne I. vi. 170 He had
carried her .. out of a grave of fire. 1895 Maguire in

United Service Mag. July 373 The country between the

Balkans and Constantinople would have been the grave of

the entire Russian Army. 1898 J. R. IlunGWORTH Divine
Immanence vi. 137 The body ceases to be the spirit's organ,

and becomes first its prison, and then its grave.

4. An excavation of any kind ; a pit or trench.

Obs. exc. in sense of a trench for earthing up
potatoes and other roots.

1525 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 276 b, It is wryten in

the lawe of Moyses That no man sholde dyg ony pyt, or

open ony graue or cesterne, but he sholde couer it agayne
.. lest [etc.]. 1847 Hali.iwell. Grattey .. a potato-hole.

Line. 1837 Jml. R.Agric. Soc. XVIII. 1. 108 Potatoes

are brought out of the ' hogs \ or ' graves ', or ' pits '. 1890

Morning Post 26 Dec. 6/2 The mangold and potato graves

have also suffered considerably.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

grave-brass, -clod, -garth, -ground, -hill, -lid, -linen,

-mound, f -neighbour, -place, -rail, -side, (also

attrib.) -slab, -stead, -worm; grave-like adj. b.

objective, as grave maker, -raker, -robber; grave-

digging (cf. Gkave-diggkr), -making, -robbing vbl.

sbs. C. adverbial (of destination' and instrumental,

as grave-bound, -riven adjs. d. locative or origina-

tive, as grave-interment \
grave-bom adj.

1596 Drayton Mortimeriados 34 Lyke *graue-borne gosts,

amaz'd and mad with feare. 1825 D. L. Richardson
Sonnets \o The *grave-bound Pilgrim never can return.

1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers I. 11. 187 Our old English

*grave-brasses. 1847 Craig, *Graveclod, a lump of earth

belonging to a grave. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvi.

v, The *grave-digging scene next engaged the attention

of Partridge. 1880 RosSETTl Haltads <$- Sonn. 273 As in

a 'gravegarth, count to see The monuments of memory.

1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 2. 9 The *grave-ground of

Aldington, a 183s Mrs. Hemans Song of Tomb Poems
(1875 340 He must ride o'er the *grave-hills .. with stormy

speed. 18J4 Atkinson Old Whitby 62, I have taken 3
axe-hammers from grave-hills on the Danby and Skelton

moors. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. Introd. i. 3 Pop-

pa;a, the wife of Nero, found a peculiar *grave enterment.

c 1340 Cursor M. 14332 (Trin.) [>e *graue lid awey bei kist.

1764 Oxford Sausage 63 haste thee from thy *grave-like

Grot ! 1847 De Quincev Secret Societies Wks. 1863 VI. 260

You may sit 111 that deep grave-like recess. 1836 Lane Mod.
Egypt II. xv. 285 It is common, also, for a Mooslim, on a
military expedition., to carry his "grave-linen with him. 14.

.

Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 722 '30 Hie bostarius, a *grafmakere.

1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 34 Gardiners, Ditchers, and Grauc-

makers. 1654 Whitlocx Zootomia 63 Hee being to work
too fast for the Grave-m^ker. 1602 Shaks. Ham. y. i. 74
Has this follow no feeling of his businesse, that he sings at

*Graue-making ? 1894 E. H. Barker Two Summers
Guyenne 239 There is. .very little grave-making, except by
mounds and wooden crosses. 1603 Dekker Wonderfull
Yeare D iv, The colde companie ofliis *graue neighbours.

1665 Walton Life Hooker in Hookers Wks. (1888) I. 78

The poor clerk had many rewards for shewing Mr. Hooker's
*grave-place. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. iv. 64 The re-

searches into the grave-places of the nations. 173a E.
Forrest Hogarth's Tour 4 Hogarth .. untrussed upon a
*grave-rail. 1631 Whevek Anc. Funeral A/on. 51 The
*graue-rakers, these gold-finders are called theeues. 1850

Mrs. Browning Poems I. 318 The poet sings upon^ the

earth *grave-riven. 1845 Ecclesiologist IV. 291 The sin of

*grave-robbing. 1838 J. L. Stephens Trav. Greece, etc.

27/1 The Greeks returned, and, taking up the body, carried

it to the *grave-side. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayivorthys xix.

(1879) 172 How many a heart has felt that graveside solem-

nity. 1894 H. Speight Nidderdale 190 Two well preserved

*grave-slabs. 1884 A. Lang Custom <$ Myth 286 The ghosts

that haunt ancient *grave-steads. 1815 Milman Fazio

(1821) 53, I had rather *grave-worms were on thy lips than

that bad woman's kisses.

6. Special comb. : grave-board, a board, in-

scribed with symbolic figures, set upright over the

graves of N. American Indians; grave-clad a.

nonce-wd., clad in grave-clothes; f grave-cloth,

?a pall; grave-cover, a stone slab covering a

grave
;

grave-deep a. nonce-wd., deep as the

grave; grave-digging ///. a., epithet of certain

insects (see Grave-digger 2) ; f grave-fellow,

a companion in the grave
;
grave-find, an object

or a number of objects found in a grave
;
grave-

goods//., valuables deposited with a corpse in the

grave
;
grave-hoard, a quantity of objects buried

with a corpse; f grave-jelly, corruption, rotten-

ness
;
grave-man, -master, a sexton

;
grave-

mound, a hillock, or a barrow or tumulus, indi-

cating the site of an interment, a burial-mound

;

grave-plant, Datura sanguinea {Sjyd. Soc. Lex.

1886); f grave-porer, one who is poring over

or looking towards his grave; an aged man; grave-
post = grave-board; grave-trap 7 'hcatr. (see quot.);

t grave-wax Adipocebe. Also Grave-clothes,
Grave-digger, Gravestone, Graveyard.
1851 Schoolcraft Indian Tribes I. 356 At the head of the

grave a tabular piece of cedar, or other wood, called the

adjedatig, is set. This * grave-board contains the symbolic
or representative figures which record, if it be a warrior, his

totem. 1862 Max Muller Chips (1S80) I. xiv. 318 The in-

scriptions which are found on the Indiangraveboards. (11802

Home Alonso iv, Why should I fear to see a *grave-clad

ghost? 1764 Rec, Amherst I1884) 28/1 Voted To provide, .a

•grave Cloth for the use of the District. 1875 J. T. Fowler
in Archxologia XLV. 385 The *grave-co\ ers indicated in

Browne-Willi*1
! plan. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 227

Give him room ! Room for the dead in Paris I welcome
solemn And *grave-deep. 1847 Craig s. v. Grave, •Grave-
digging or burying beetle. 1851 Gosse Naturalist's Soj.

Jamaica 147 The labour of the bee is play compared with
the efforts of the grave-digging Sphex. 1642 Fuller Holy
iy Prof. St. in. v. 164 For he that was buried with the bones
of Elisha. .recovered his life by lodgingwith such a •grave-

fellow. 1681 Flavel Meth. Grace xviii. 327 When guilt

shall neither be our bed fellow, nor grave-fellow. 1868 G.

Stephens Runic Mon. I. p. x. At what era they came, is

not known. *Grave-finds show that it was as early as some
time., before Christ. 1883 Daily News 7 Nov. 5/3 Burying
their dead with weapons and *grave-goods. 1894 — 11

Jan. 5 2 For want of *grave hoards, very little will be
known about us in some three thousand years or less. 1657
Reeve God's Plea 32 [He] will ere long be taken off from
his leggs, lye upon a death-couch, be carried out by Bearers,

and consume to *grave-gelly. 1821 Combe Wife 11.(1860)

273 The bold *grave-man at the meeting Gave the rude
clown so sound a beating, That [etc.]. x6aa Mabbe tr.

A lemon's Guzman d'Alf. it, 220 Committed over to the

Curate, Sexton, or *Graue-master. 1859 Reeve Brittany

137 Running to and fro over the 'grave-mounds. 1583

StANYhurst AEneis iv. (Arb.) 117 To clap on shoulders bis

bedred *grave-porer old sire ! 1851 Schoolcraft Indian
Tribes 1. 356 After which the bones are buried, and the

•grave-posts fixed. 1855 LonGf. Hiaw. xiv. 18 On the grave-

posts of our fathers Are no signs, no figures painted. 1886

Stage Gossip 69 The *grave-trap is the one in centre of the

stage, or nearly so, and is so called on account of its use in

the grave scene in 'Hamlet'. 1854 Maynh Expos. Lex.,

*Grave-wax. 1865 Page Handbk. Geo/. Terms (ed. a),

Grave-waxi a familiar term for adipocere, because occa-

sionally found in grave-yards.

t Grave, sb* Obs. [OE. grwft f. root ofgra/an

Grave v. 1
] A graven image.

11. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 541/15 Sculptura, grsef. a 1300

A'. E. Psalter xcvi. 7 Alle schente be bat bidden graues als.

Ibid. cv. 19 And a kalfe in Oreb niaked bai, And baden je

graue.

Grave (gr^'v), sb$ local. Forms : 3 gre^fe,

greyve, 5 grafe, $-6 grayve, 6 greyff, 5- grave,

[a. OX. greif'e, of obscure origin ;
prob. a. OS.

*gretn'o (MLG. greve) - G. grafGVAVM sb.* (In

South Yorkshire documents of the 16th c. Grieve
sb. and grave are used indifferently.)]

f a. A steward, a person placed in charge of

property (obs.). h. In certain parts of Yorkshire

and Lincolnshire, each of a number of administra-

tive officials formerly elected by the inhabitants of

a township.
< 1200 Ormin 18365 Ice amm sennd biforenn himm Hiss

bidell & hiss gre^fe. a 1300 Ilavelok 266 Schireues he

sette, bedels, and greyues. 114. . Benedictine Rule 374 in

Engl. Studien II. 65 A priores may knaw wele ban, Sche

beres be charch of a hirdman ; And als a graue bihoues hir

be, }>at cure hase tayn to kepe hir fe. 14.. Norn, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 683/33 Hie villicus. Hie prepositns, a grafe.

C1450 Bk. Curtasye 576 in Babees Bk., Of be resayuer he

[tresurere] shalle reeayue Alle bat is gedurt of bayle and

grayue. Ibid. 589 Grayuis, and baylys, and parker. c 1478
Plumptou Corr. (Camden) 39 To the welfare of our sove-

raigne lord the King and you, nothing they will pay, with-

out your said tenants will fray with them, whearfore they

are in regage to divers of your graves. 15*4 Par. Accts.

Ecclesfield, Yorks., Our lady greyffs hauh maid their

acownc. 15*7 ibid., Owr lady grayves. .haith maid theyr

Kecknyng and they ayr in debet iij
1
'. xj«. ij'

1
. c 1599 Acct.

Bk. IK Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 278 The vsuall order

of election of all & singuler Reves & graves, belonging to

the prebendes w,hin the colligiat churche or minster .. in

Ripon. 1605 Saltern Ant. Laws Gt. Brit. E 2b, The
Saxons . . called their Nobles by a name of the same significa-

tion, viz. Earlcs or eldermen, a name of nobilitie vnknowne
in their owne Countrie ; where (as I take it) they are called

Graues or Greues, signifying a gouemor, which name also

they brought hither, and it remaineth in some vse to this

day. 1610 Louth Accts. (1891) 95 Item payde for a Supper
for the graves & theire wyues. .liij U. iiij s. 1710 in More-

house Kirkburton fyGraveship ofHolme (1861) 140 We, y8

Jury sworn for the lord of the Manor of Wakefield above-

said, upon our Inquiry into the old Rentalls and Evidences

concerning our said Graveship of Holme, find and present

y* there are 61 Graves within our said Graveship.

attrib. 1861 Morehouse Kirkburton «V Graveship of
Holme 140 After revising the grave roll, they subscribed

the following declaration,

t Grave, sbA Obs. fad. M Du. grave (On. graaf)
= Graf. Now only as the second member of

compound titles, as landgrave, margrave, pals-

grave] A foreign title = Count i ; chiefly used

of the counts of Nassau.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. iv. Captaines 63 When,
with the rest of all his Hoast, the Grave Marcheth amain to

give the Town a brave .. [sidenoie, Signifieth but an Earl,
but here it is usurped for the chiefe Captaine Josuah]. 1609
Dekker Guts Horue-bk. v. 23 Then you may discourse how
honorably your Graue vsed you ; obserue that you call

Graue Maurice your Graue. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial iv.

ii, Her father was grave Hans van Heme, a 1718 Pens
Treat. Oaths Wks. 1782 II. 485 Here follow two letters, of
the Graue of Nassau, and Prince of Orange.

Grave (gr^ :v), «. 1 (sd.) [a. F. grave, ad. L.

grave-m, gravis heavy, important. Cf. Sp., Pg.,

It. grave.
The popular Fr. representative of L. grav-em is grief'; see

Grief a.]

A. adj.

+ 1. Of persons : Having weight or importance;

influential, respected. (Sometimes used as an epithet

of respectful address.) Of authors, books, maxims,
advice: Weighty, authoritative. Obs.

1541 Paget in St. Papers Hen. VIII, VIII. 644 Remit-
ting the consyderation of the same to >our most excellent

wisedom and grave judgement. 1557 North tr. Gueuara's
Diall Pr. 1272/6 Nowe I knowe, that thou art no lesse

graue in making [»writing, composing], then gracious in

teaching. 1583 Fulke Defence Answ. to Pref. 16 Let him
preferre those Scriptures which the greater number and
grauer churches do receiue. 11592 Greene Atphotisus
iv. Wks. iktldg.) 240/2 Welcome, grave sir, to me. 1599
Th\sse Aniu/adv. (1875) 22 Chaucer was a grave manne,
holden in greate credyt. 1602 Rowlands Tis Merrie when
Gossips meete 23 There's an old graue Prouerbe tell's vs

that Such as die Maydes, doe all lead Apes in hell. 1604

E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. i. 2 Theodoret a
very grave Authour, follows Crysostomein this opinion. 1607

Shaks. Cor. 11. ii. 46 Most reuerend and graue Elders, ifza

Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer^(1661) 15 Our Churches direction

in this particular, is grave and conform to ancient rules.

1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 203 Your determination is .. re-

pugnant to the grave advice of your knowing friends. 1701

Grew Cosm. Sacra 111. iii. 108 Once, the Roman State [was]

of all others the most celebrated for their Virtue; as the

Gravest of their own Writers, and of Strangers . . do bear

them witness. 1741 Middle-ion Cicero I. v. 347 By im-

posing so shameful a task upon the gravest man in Rome
[CatoJ. 1749 H. WALrOLE Lett. (1848) II. 260 He is a
grave man, and a good speaker.

2. Of works, employment^ objects of considera-

tion : Weighty, important ; in later use chiefly,

requiring serious thought, serious.

1591 Shaks. I'en.fy Ad. Ded. 4, 1 ..vowe totakeaduantage
of all idle houres, till I haue honoured you with some grauer

labour. 1602 ind Pt. Return fr. Parnass. 1. ii. 307 Could
but a grauer subiect him [sc. Shakspere] content, Without
loues foolish lazy languishinent. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
x, When our council is assembled, we will treat of graver

matters. 1868 Helps Realmah xv. (18761 415, 1 shall

merely reply by asking you in turn some grave questions.

b. Now esp. in unfavourable sense, of faults,

evils, difficulties, responsibilities, etc. : Highly

serious, formidable. Of diseases or symptoms:
Serious, threatening a fatal result.

1824 I.andor Imag. Conv. Ser. 1. II. no The fault is

graver than the reproof. 1858 \>v.u,\\t Sp. India 24 June,

Grave errors had been committed in that country. 1866 G.

Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. i. (1878 > 4 Grave doubts as to

whether I was in my place. 1885 Manch. Eyen.^ News
16 July 2/3 If to-night's news be true, the position is very

grave indeed. 1885 Law Reports 29 Chanc. Div. 797 There
has been a grave breach of duty resulting in heavy los;-..

1888 Fagge Prime 4- Tract. Med. (ed. a) I. 174 This

[meteorism] is a grave symptom. 1896 A tlbutt's^ Syst. Med.
I. 190 In poisoning from phosphorus, &c, and in the grave

anaemias. Mod. Grave news from the front.

3. Of persons, their character, aspect, speech, or

behaviour : Marked by weighty dignity ; of reve-

rend seriousness. In later use with wider sense,

of temperament, feeling, or their manifestations:

Serious, not mirthful or jocular ; opposed to^a>'.

1549 Latimer 5/A Serm, bef. Ediv. I'I (Arb.) 143 1'he

Judge at tlie enpanelynge of the queste hadde hys g^raue-

fookes. 1598 Marston Pygmal. v. 161 That which I

deemed Bacchus surquedry, Is graue, and stated, civill,

Sobrietie. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 300 With grave Aspect he

rose, and in his rising seem'd A Pillar of State. 1709 LaDV
M. W. Montagu Let. to Miss Anne Worthy 21 Aug., This

letter is a good deal grave, and, like other grave thingsdull.

a 1721 Pkior Cantata 10 Youth on silent wings is flown :

Graver years come rolling on. 1721 Berkeley Prev. Ruin
Gt. Brit. Wks. III. 204 At a time when the nation ought

to be too grave for such trifles. 180a Wolcot ^P. Pindar)

Pitt <y his Statue Wks. 1812 IV. 510 His grave I.oidship

and grave wig Both with the first importance big. 1828

Scott F. M. Perth xxi, He should be subjected to the

charge of some grave counsellor. 1848 Dickens^ Dombey
iv, Solomon looked a little graver as he finished his dinner.

1868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eug. I. 329 The Prior of Durham
writes a grave letter to him. 1889 ' Rolf Boldrewood
Robbery under Arms xxviii, There was old George sitting

on the bench as grave as a judge. 1897 Literature 190/z

The grave-and-gay verse so characteristic of this poet.

absot. 1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos. <y Relig. vi. 17 The

Grave and the Sober, whose Judgements we have no reason

to suspect to be tainted by their Imaginations.
_
1725 Poik

Odyss. xiv. 522 The grave in merry measures frisk about.

b. Of movements, also of music, tones of voice,

etc. : Expressive of or befitting serious feelings,

serious, solemn.
1585 T. Washington tr. NichoIay

s

s Voy. 111. xiv. 98 They
go with a grave, fayre, and soft pace. 1597 M or lev Introd.

Mus. 177 You must . . if you have a graue matter, apphe a

graue kinde of mustck to it. Ibid. 181 A kinde of staide

musicke ordained for graue dauncing. 1611 Shaks. Wint.

T. 1. ii. 173 We two will walke (my Lord) And leaue you to



GRAVE.
your grauer steps. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.

313 When he saw the Monks with grave steps draw nearer

the bed [etc.]. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav, 1. 30

That way of saluting is very grave. 1859 Dickens T. Two
Cities 1, v, The children had ancient faces and grave voices.

1897 W. Watson Hope World, etc. (1898) 24 The Song of

Mingling flows Grave, ceremonial, pure.

4. Of colour, dress, etc. : Dull, plain, sombre,

not gay or showy.
1611 Cotgr., s.v. Fol, Graue clothes make dunces often

seeme great Clarkes. 1725 Df. Foe Voy. round World (1840)

267 A mantle . . dyed in two or three grave brown colours.

1755 Nugent Gr. Tour, Italy III. 86 Their dress is grave and
becoming. 1811 Self Instructor 520 Every part has equally

received the pumice . . exhibiting a dead grave appearance.

1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps vt. § 12. 174 Vigorous oppositions

of light and shadow, and grave, deep, or boldly contrasted

colour. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola (1880} I. Inirod. 3 The
fofcU of his well-lined black silk garment, .hang in grave un-

broken lines from neck to ankle.

\\\\3&\-adv. 1805 Emily Clark Banks of Douro_ I. 18

Though so young, she dressed plain and grave, to give her

an older appearance.

5. [After L.grams.] Physically ponderous, heavy.

Obs. or arch.

1570 Levins Manip. 42/44 Graue, grants, grandis. c 1611

Chapman Iliad v. 752 In her violent hand she takes his

graue, huge, solid lance. 1683 Weekly Mem. Ingen. 356
Some few others are equally grave with the water within

which they are. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner 1. 13 The moun-
tains against heaven's grave weight Rise up.

6. Of sounds: Low in pitch, deep in tone;

opposed to acitte. Grave accent (see Accent i, 2).

Grave harmonic (see Harmonic B. 2).

1809 Douland Ornith. Microl. 71 A graue accent is made
in the end of a complete sentence. 1669 Holder Elem.
Speech 99 The Acute accent raising the Voice in some certain

Syllables, to a higher, i.e. more acute Pitch or Tone, and
the Grave depressing it lower. 1706 A. Bedford Temple
PTus. ii. 19 The Verse was also mixt with acute and grave

Sounds. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The thicker the

chord, or string, the more grave the tone, or note. 1779
[see Acute a. 5). 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic ix. (1833) 229

Dr. Wollaston has also shown that this is true also of very

grave sounds. 1876 Staener & Barrett Diet, Mus. Terms,
Grave (1) Deep in pitch; as grave hexachord, the lowest

hexachord in the Guidonian system. 1881 Nature No. 616.

358 A low booming tone to which musicians give the name
of the grave harmonic.

7. attrib. and Comb. Chiefly parasynthetic, as

grave-brozved, -coloured, -eyed, -faced, -hearted,

-looking, -toned, -visaged adjs.

1861 W. F. Collier Hist. Eng. Lit. 41 *Grave-browed
men. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 25 A morning
gown of a *grave coloured flowered damask. 1861 W. F.

Collier Hist. Eng. Lit. 155 *Grave-eyed philosophers.

a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xiii. 21 Those *grave-fac'd

Bloodhownds .. those Elders. 1863 Atkinson Stanton
Grange 96 The grave-faced assurance the young man gave
him. 1642 Vicars God in Mount (1644) 75 The grey-

headed but not *grave-hearted Citizens of London. 1825

J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 237 A thoughtful, *grave-

looking personage. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. I1L

273 It was a grave-looking mansion. 1751 Wesley Whs.
(1872) XIV. 80 A word that has no accent on the last

syllable is termed a *grave-toned. 1843 Lytton Last Bar.
1. i, Here is my *grave-visaged headman.

B. sb. A grave accent ; fa grave note.

1609 [see Acute a. BJ. 1727 Boyer Diet. Fr.-Eng. s.v.

Grave, Accent grave .. the Accent Grave, the Grave. 1728

R. North Mem. Mustek (1846) 28 A right downe singing,

with acutes and graves. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. iii.

36 Vowels marked with a grave .
.

; e has a grave when it

stands for a word by itself.

II Grave (grav, gra'Vtf), a.- Mus. [F. grave or

It. grave -Gkave a. 1
] A term indicating a slow

and solemn movement.
1683 Purcell *>/*/. SonuatasTo Rdr., The English Prac-

titioner .. will find a few terms of Art perhaps unusual to

him, the chief of which are these following: Adagio and
Grave, which import nothing but a very slow movement:
[then Largo, etc.]. 1724 Explic. Eor. Words Mus. 36 Grave,

signifies a very Grave and Slow Movement, somewhat faster

than Adagio, and slower than Largo. 1762 Sterne Tr.
Shandy\l.x'\, What Yorick could mean by the words tenia-

viente,— temite [sic J, — grave,— and sometimes adagio, —
as applied to theological compositions . . I dare not venture to

guess. 1848 Rimbault First Bk. Piano 65 Grave, a very
slow and solemn degree of movement.

Grave (gr^v) v. 1 Forms: Inf. 1 grafan, 3

graven, fjs gravyn), 4-7 grave, (5 grafe, grawe,
6 greve, Sc. graife, 7 greave), 4- grave. Pa. t.

1 grof, 4 grof(e, (grufe), 4-5 grove, (5 grave)

;

weak forms : 4-6 gravede, 4- graved. Pa.

pple. 1 (a-, be-)grafen, 4-6 grave, (j Sc. gra-

win, 6 graffln), 3- graven; also 3, 5 igrave(n,

4-5 ygrave ; weakforms : 4- graved, (5 -id, Sc,

-it, 6 -yd) ; also 4 igraved. [A Com. Teut. str.

vb. ; OE. grafaH (pa. t. grcf, grSfon, pa. pple.

-grofen) to dig, to engrave (cf. begrafan to bury :

sceiiEGi\AVE),OS. bigradan to bury,O.LowFrankish
gravan to dig, (Ml_)u., Du. graven to dig), OHG.
graban to dig, carve, (MHG., G. giaben to dig;

Oegraben to bury, eingraben to engrave), ON.
grafa to dig, to bury (S\v. grafva, grafva, Da.
grave), Goth, graban to dig. f. OTeut. root *grab-,

grob-J whence Grave sb.i, Groove sb.) :—pre-Teut.

*ghrabh-. Cognates are found in 0$>\. greba I dig

(also, I row), grobu ditch, Lettish grebju I scrape.

Connexion with Gr. ypdtfxtv, to write, is no longer

375

accepted by philologists. The str. pa. t. died out

in the 15th c. ; in the pa. pple. the str. form is still

the prevailing one.
1'he F. graver, to engrave, is an adoption of the Teut.

vb. ; its compound engraver became Eng. as Engrave v.,

which has nearly superseded the native word in this sense.]

I. 1. intr. To dig. Obs. exc. dial. tAlsoy?£\
a 1000 Kiddles xxii. 2 (Gr.) Ic . . be grunde graife. a 1000

Boeth. Metr.vm. 57 Se forma feohjitsere. .grof a?fter golde.

< 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxix. 132 At be last bai schall

dryfe him to be hole whare he come oute. And pan schall

bai grafe after him. 14x2 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 83 He
[sc. boght] grauep deppest of seekenesses alle. c 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 2377 And he stode grauand with a spade.

1674-91 in Ray N. C. Words. 1867 J. P. Morris Siege o'

Brou'ton 5 (Lane. Gloss.) Jinny Dodgon ran into t' garden,

whar her aid man was greavin'.

2. trans. To dig, form by digging; to dig out,

excavate. Also with out, up. f To grave away : to

get rid of by digging. Now rare exc. dial, in to

grave peatis, turf
a 1000 Riming Poem 71 (Gr.) past ic grofe gra^f. a 1300

Cursor M. 17288 + 134 It was in maner of a hows bat crist

laide in was, Grauen depe in a roche. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
vii. 16 pe slough he opened and it groue he. 1340-70 Alex.

$ Dind. 7 t>ei . . hadde graue on be ground many grete

cauys. ; 1385 Chaucer L, G. W. 678 Cleopatra, And next
the shryne a pit thann doth she grave, c 1400 Mal'ndev.
(Roxb.) ix. 35 J>e pitte [er bai graue it vpp. C1425 St.

Eliz. of Spalbeck \\\ Anglia VIII. 109/15 Sche . . strekith

oute hir fynger & puttith to hir eyen . . as sche wolde graue
hem oute or bore hem in. 1483 Caih. Angl. 163/2 To Grave,
ccspitare, fodere. 1535 Coverdale /er. xviii. 14 Maye the

springes off waters be grauen awaye. — Ezek. iv. 2 Stronge
diches are grauen on euery syde off it. 1557 Rec. Scatter

Manor in N. W. L,inc. Gloss, s.v., No man shall graue any
turves in thest car nor in Rany[bow] vpon payne for euery
dayes work, iij* in;*1

. 155a Ly.ndesay Monarxhe Prol. 278
That sors .. Off Hylicone . . That Longeous . . did graue in

tyll his syde. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Isa. xxii. 16 He that

. . graueth an bahitacion for him self in a roeke. 1641

Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 70 We grave up a rownde sodde
with a spade. 1747 Stovin in Phil. Trans. XI.IV. 571 The
Pit he was graveing Peat in. 1794 'trans. Soc. Arts XII.
126 And the earth [was] graved up, where each plant was to

stand, one spit deep. 1884 Gd. Words 76 Out on the top
was an old man graving turf. 1896 M. Beaumont Joan
Seaton 61 'So he graved that [a dike] to carry my water
off from t' beck.'

II. To bury. [Not recorded in OE., which
has begrafan in this sense ; cf. ON. grafa.]

3. To deposit (a corpse) in the ground, in a

tomb ; to bury, inter. Obs. or arch.
In the later examples prob. apprehended as a derivative of

Grave sb. 1

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3778 DarS noman swinken hem [sc.

Korah, Dathan, and Abiram] to grauen. a 1300 Cursor M.
3213 In ebron groue hir abraham. Ibid. 17660 All we cund
be mikel graim For iesu bou grufe \Gott. grof] his licam.

c 1300 Havelok 2528 In the tun ther Grim was grauen.
C1340 Cursor M. 6962 (Trin.) Joseph bones bei wib hem
lede And bere graued [Cott., Gott. grof] hem in bat stede.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 309 At lerusalem thus trowit he
Gravyn in the burch to be. 1430 40 Lydg. Bochas 1. iv.

(1544) 8 a, After tyme her father was ygraue. c 1440 York
Myst. xxiv. 140 What tyme bat he was graued in graue.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. i^Shaks. Soc.) 227 That be must now in

cley be grave. 1513 Douglas *-Eueis Epitaph, Now stant

I grave in Naplys the cite. 1535 Stewart Croti. Scot. II.

298 Ewgenius. .grauit wes..in Ecolumkill. 1602 2nd Ft.

Returnfr. Pamass. in. v. 1442 Dead things are graued.

1632 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry in, Would I had
seen thee graved with thy great sire. 1876 Jas. Grant
One 0/ the ' 600 ' ix. 80 They told you that 1 was dead too
and graved in yonder kirk.

Jig. 1597-8 lir. Hall Sat. m. ii. 23 Thine ill deserts can-
not be graued with thee.

t b. To deposit or hide under ground. Obs.
a t^ooCursor M. 16923 Nu h be croice grauen vnder greit

and lesus vnder stan. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 209 For
al the metal tie for oore That vnder ertbe is graue. c 1430
Pallad. on Hnsb. vi. 45 Sarment, or stre, or loppe in hit bs
graued.

t C. To swallow up in or as in a grave. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter vi. 5 Hell graues synful men.

1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 166 Ditches graue you all.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xv. 317 The throtes of dogs shall

graue His manlesse lims.

III. To engrave.

4. To form by carving, to carve, sculpture, lit.

andy?^-. ; also absol. Obs. exc. poet.

fiooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxvii[i]. 58 Hi . . him woh-godu
worhtan and grofun. 1382 Wyclif Hab. ii. 18 What pro-
ritith the sculptile for his maker grauede it. 1398 Tkevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvi. lxviii. (1495) 575 Men that grave loue
it [Marbyl callyd Caristium] wel. t 1400 Destr. Troy 8744
Like ymages were all, abill of shap, & craftely grauen.
C 1430 Hymns I'irg. 104 Make not bi god bat man hab graue.
1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras xiii. 6 Beholde, he graued himself
a greate mountayne. 1671 Milton P. R. l. 253 Affirming
it thy Star new graven in Heaven. 1706 Stanhope Paraphr.
III. 373 Images that our distempered Fancies first form and
grave to themselves, and then fall down and worship them.
1878 H. Phillips Poems fr. Span. $ Ger. 14, I graved for

thee a silver god.

fb. in i_>a. pple. =Chiselled 2. Obs. rare'"1
.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 88 Eares graven, somewhat
short, soft, and delicate,

t5. a. To cut into (a hard material); in quots.

fig. b. To mark by incisions ; to ornament with
incised marks. = Engrave v. 2. Obs.
13 . . Test. Chrisii (Vernon MS.) in A ?'chiv Stud, neu Spr.

LXXIX. 428 pe seles ^>at hit was seled wib pei were grauen
vp-on a stip. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1192 (12411 Hard
was it youre herte for to graue. Ibid. ill. 1413 (1462) What

GRAVE-CLOTHES.
proferestow thi light here for to selle Go selle it hem bat
smale selys grauen. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 1. 40 It

[the croune] was ffull goodeliche y-graue with gold al aboute.
?<ii4oo Morte Arth. 3463 His gloves gayliche gilte, and
gravene by ) e hemmys, With graynesof rubyesfulle gracious
to schewe. a 1400-50 A lexander 3343 pe tbrid of a Topas
a-tyred & trelest & grauen. c 1470 Henry Wallace vm.
107 Hysglytterand glowis grawin on athir sid. 1592 Shaks.
Ven. <y Adon. 376 Being steeld, soft sighes can neuer graue
it [thy heart]. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 324 A
.. Watch, curiously wrought, graved, and enameled.

C. nonce-use. To mark as with engraved lines.

1865 Geikie Seen. <y Geol. Scot. i. 1 Man.. graves the

country with lines of roadway.

6. To engrave (an inscription, figures, etc.) upon
a surface. Also, to engrave (a surface) with Jetters,

etc.). Hence, to record by engraved or incised

letters, arch.
ri20S Lay. 7636 per on weoren igrauen Feole cunne hoc-

stauen. c 1305 Edmund Con/. 91 in E. E. P. (1862) 73 Aue
maria gracia plena: buse four wordes were ido & igraued
in his ring of golde. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. xv. 507 That
rode thei honoure, That in grotes is ygraue, and in golde
nobles. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 73 A ring, wherin a stone
Was set and grave therupon A Sonne, a 1400-50 Alexander
201 All be sawis of baire Syre . . pare gan bai graithly }-am
graue in golden lettirs. 1463 Bury Wills ^Camden) 15 My
smale tablys of ivory gravyn with ymages. 1551 Robinson
tr. Mores Utop. 11. (Arb.) 148 A piller of stone with the

dead mans titles therin graved, c 1600 Nordhn Spec. Brit.,

Cornw. (1728) 64 A fayre earthen pott gylded and grauen
with letters. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia in. vi. 62 There
setting vp crosses, and graving our names in the trees. 1727
De Foe Syst. Magic i. vi. 11840) 140 Ham . . caused the

rules and precepts to be graved in metal. 1750 Gray Elegy
xxix, Approach and read . . the lay Graved on the stone

beneath yun aged thorn. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xvi,

Wreaths less liable to wither, .than some which were graven
deep in stone and marble. 1869 Blackmore Lonia D. \,

Go and see my name John Ridd graven on that very form.

1887 Bowen Virg. y-Eneid vi. 20 Graved on the doors is the

death of Androgeos.
absol. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 11. xv. (1554^ 54 Sethes chil-

dren.. Made two piilers where men myght graue. c 1614
Sir W. Muke Dido <y /Eneas I. 492 Some grave in brasse

;

some kytb their craft in stone. 1877 C. Gkikie Christ xiii.

11879) 127 Seeking wisdom when you are old is like writing

on water; seeking it when you are young is like graving
on stone.

b. fig. To impress deeply, to fix indelibly

;

= Engrave v. 3 c.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 60 Mm hert is growen into stone, So
that my lady there upon Hath suche a printe of loue grave,

That [etc.] c 1460 Ros La Belle Dame 2S1 in Pol. Pel. fy

L. Poems (1866) 61 Yf suche bileve be in your mynde
y-grave. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 239 And he
wolde that we sholde greue them in y" tables cf our hertes.

1559 Primer in Friv. Prayers (1S51) 38 O Christ. . Faith
iu our hearts set and grave. 1580 Sidney Ps. xxv. iv, Let
those tilings thy remembrance grave, Since they eternall

essence have. 1690 Locke Hum. Uud. 1. iv. § 20. 34 To
what purpose should Characters be graven on the Mind,
by the finger of God. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvm. 156 Hear my
words and grave them in thy mind ! a 1839 Pkaed Poems
(1864) II. 107 Until my heart shall cease to beat, ..That
kind blue eye and golden hair, Eternally are graven there.

1851 Hawthorne Snow Image, Gi. Stone lace (1879) 52
His wrinkles and furrows were inscriptions that Time had
graved. 1890 Spectator 8 Nov. 639/2 With this conviction

well graved into his mind. 1898 J. Caird Univ. Serm. ji

Features on which time had graven its seemingly indelible

impress.

f 7. To portray or copy in an engraving ; =
Engrave v. 4. Obs.

a 1631 Donne Serm. i. (1634^ 2 That earth, which if we
will cast it all but into a map, costs many moneths labour
to grave it. 1690 Evelyn in Pepys' Dia?y\\. 171, I am
deceived if be has not graved most of the Chancellors.

1707 Sloane JamaicaX. p. xlix, The figures of some of these

instruments are hereafter graved. 1818 W. Allston in

W. Irz'ing's Li/e $ Lett. (1864) I. 398 The time the
engraver demands for graving my drawing.

Grave (c^'v)^-^ Also 7 greave. [Of obscure

origin
;
possibly f. F. grave = gri've shore.

The guess that the word is a derivative oigraves, Greaves,
rests on the baseless and unlikely assertion that that sub-

stance was formerly used in the operation. The vb. occurs
much earlier than the sb.]

trans. To clean (a ship's bottom) by burning off

the accretions, and paying it over with tar or some
composition, while aground on a beach, or placed

in a specially-constructed dock. (Cf. BfiEAM v. ]

)

1461 in joth'Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 301 No
maner shipp of aliennts. .to be sette agrounde to be graved

in no manere place within the francheise of the saide citie.

1600 W. Magoths in Hakluyt Voy. III. 839 Wee stayed in

this harborouqh 17 dayes, to graue our ship & refresh our

wearied people. 1668 Lond.Gaz. No. 279/4 Yesterday were

launched, the Monmouth and Mary, which are new Graved

and re-fitted. 1692 in J. Smith's Seaman's Gram. xvi. 78

To greave a Ship, is to bring her to lye dry a ground, to

burn ofT her old filth. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. xhi. (1840)

248 Our carpenter being prepared to grave the outside of

the ship. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Fourchesde

carene, breaming-hooks. .used to hold the flaming furze.,

to a ship's bottom when graving. 1891 C. Creighton Hist.

Epidemics 585 They graved the ship there and remained

twenty-six days.

Grave ^gr^'v), v.Z rare- . Mus. [f. Grave a?\

trans. To render (a note or tone) grave.

1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Grave, obs. Sc. form of G hove.

Grave-clothes, sb. pi. [f. Grave sM +
Clothes.] The clothes or wrappings in which

a corpse is laid out for burial.
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GRAVED. 376 GRAVEL.

1535 Covekdale John xi. 44 And ye deed came forth

bounde hande and fote with graue clothes. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 11. xi. 20 Like a ghost he seem'd whose grave-clothes

were unbound. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Dawning' 15

Christ left his grave-clothes. 1679 J. Goodman Penit. Par-
dotied in. ii. (1713)287 Without so much as his grave-clothes

about him. 1820 Shelley Vision Sea 57 The sharks and
the dog-fish their grave clothes unbound. 1857 Kebi.e

Eucharist. Adorat. 17 Angels .. employed chiefly, as far

as we are told, in guarding His tomb and grave-clothes.

Graved (gr^vd), ///. a. [f. Grave vl + -ED*.]

In senses of the vb. fa. Buried {obs.). b.

Graven, rare.

a 1547 Surrey ALneid iv. 42 Cinders, thinkest thou, mind
this? or graved ghosts? 155a Abp. Hamilton Catech.

(1884) 37 Thou sal nocht mak to the-.ony gravit ymage.

1566 Q. Enz. in Strype Ann. Refdyoo) I. xhx. 532 With-

out she saw some glimpse of their following surety after

her graved bones. 1873 Mrs. Palliser tr. Jaquemart's

Ceram. Art 288 The first [of the writers cited] only mentions

the paintings on engobe, while the second attaches himself

to the graved decoration.

Grave-digger (gr£'v,digai). [f. Grave sb.^]

1. a. One whose employment it is to dig graves.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. to Rdr., Wks. (Grosart) IV. 4 He
hath proued him selfe to be the only Gabriel Graue-djgger

vnder heauen. 170a Steele Funeral 1. i. 5 The Grave
digger of St. Timothie's in the Fields. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones xvi. v, I never saw in my life a worse grave-digger.

1838 Dickens O. Twist v, The grave-digger shovelled in

the earth.

t b. One who digs up or violates graves. Obs.

1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Man. 51 These Tombe-
breakers, these graue-diggers.

2. A name given to various insects that bury

the bodies of small animals and insects, for the

use of their larvae on quitting the egg ; esf. a beetle

of the genus Necrophorns, called also burying-

beetle and sexton ; also, a digger wasp, e. g. one of

the genus Sphex.
[See quot. 1847, grave-digging; s. v. Grave sb. 1 6.] 1851

GosSEAfal. in Jamaica 146 We perceive the Sphex at work
. .we discover by narrow watching that she is digging the

hole ; and hence the negro children have given her the

appropriate title of grave-digger. 1884-5 Riverside Nat.
Hist. (1888) II. 385 On account of their habit of burying

small dead vertebrate animals, in which they lay their eggs,

these beetles [of the genus Necrophorus] are often called

sextons or grave-diggers.

Hence Gravediffgrership, a gravedigger's office.

1894 Crockett Lilac Sunbonnet 139 Anxious for his

grave-diggership.

+ GravedinOUS,^. Obs. rare— . [ad.L.^razv-

dinosus, f. gravedo: see next and -ous.] Drowsy,

heavy-headed. 1711 in Bailey.

t G-ravediny. Obs. rare—*, [f. L. graved'in-
,

gravedo.] = Gravedo.
1620 Vcnneh Via Recta (1650) 241 Dolorous Gouts, grave*

dinie of the head . . are not apt to be bred by parsimony.

Graveditie, obs. form of Gravidity.

f Gravedity. Obs. rare" 1
, [irreg. f. Gravedo.]

= Gravedo.
1547 Boorde Brev. Health lxiv. 18 b, The cause of so

muche slepynge doth come, .of great graveditie in the head
thorowe reume.

i; Gravedo (grav/*d<?). [L. gravedo heaviness

(in the limbs or head), f. gravis heavy.] A cold

in the head ; coryza.

1706 Phillips led. Kersey), Gravedo, Heaviness: Also

the Pose or stuffing of the Head, a Disease. 1744 Arm-
strong Preserv. Health 1. 319 Fierce coughs will teize you
. .Or moist Gravedo load your aching brows. 1781 Johnson
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 23 Oct., The Gravedo is not removed.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 140 The ..affections of the chest and
head, the cough, gravedo, sneezing, vertigo, and catarrh.

1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Gra'veful, a. Obs. rare~K [irreg. f. Grave
a.l r -pul.] Full of gravity.

1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 442 Then appeared an
ancient grauefull old man speaking these words.

Gravel (grarvel), sb. Forms 4-7 gravell, (4

gravaile , -ayl, -eil, 5 gravylle, 6 gravele,

grawell), 5 gravelle, 3- gravel, [a. or ad. OF.
gravele, gravelle in senses 1 , 2 , 2 b, mod .F.

gravelle in sense 4, dim. of OF. grave gravel,

coarse sand, also sea-shore (mod.F. greve) = Vx.,

Cat. grava ; of Celtic origin, cf. Welsh gro, Cornish

grou, Bret, grouan gravel; possibly cogn. w. OF.
greot Grit so.i]

+ 1. Sand. Quick gravel: quicksand. Gravel

ofgold, golden gravel: see Golden 3. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2347 Naman suld cun sume ne neuen .

.

Namar pen grauel in be see. a 1325 Prose Psalter lxxvti[i].

31 He rained . . volatils febered as grauel of be se. a 2340
Ham pole Psalter i. 1 The rightwisman passis that way
swiftly, as he that gas on qwik grauek- that gers him synk
that standis thar on. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 111. metr. x. 74
(Camb, MS.) Alle the thinges that the Ryver tagus geueth

yow with hys goldene grauayles. c 1400 Maunoev. (Koxb.)

xxxiii. 150 In bat riuer er many precious stanes. .and mykill

grauell of gold, f 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1624 My synne
passes in noumbre thegravell. .in the see. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 9 All is lost that is geuen vnto them right as

the reyne falleth vpon the grauel. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iv.

18 All the gravell mixt with golden owre. 171a Swift Midas
Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 4 People travel From far to gather golden

gravel.

2. A material consisting of coarse sand and

water-worn stones of various sizes, often with

a slight intermixture of clay, much used for lay-

ing roads and paths. (In early use not clearly

distinguished from sense 1.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 9938 Four strandes rinnes suete Thoru
pat grauel and bat grett. \a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 127
Tho saugh I wel The botme paved everydel With gravel,

ful of stones shene. 1398 Tkevisa Barth De P. R. xvi. i,

(.1495) 552 Grauell and sonde is more harde in substaunce
than comyn erthe. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. x. 9 The hall

paued was.. With none other grauell but precyous stones.

1543-3 Act 34 <*r 35 Hen. VI IT, c. 9 § 6 Anie maner of balast

rubbish grauell or any other wracke, or filth. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xvi. 17 With great
valleyes full of gravel and large stones very painful too goe
upon. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, I. i. 155 Proofes as cleere

as Founts in July, when Wee see each graine of grauell.

1653 Walton Angler i. 22 The Cuttle-fish, being then hid

in the gravel, lets the smaller fish nibble and bite the end of
it. 1679-88 Seer. Serv, Money Chas. <y Jas. (Camden) 105

[Amount paid] for the carting of gravel .. and laying
the gravell upon the walks in St. James's Park. 1710
Steele Taller No. 179 f 8 A spacious Walk of the finest

Gravel. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 431 There is

one great defect in the Italian gardens, viz. the want of
gravel for the walks. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 258 The soil

consists chiefly of rich clay, loam, and sharp gravel. 1813
Bakewell Introd. Geo!. (1815) 253 Gravel is evidently an
alluvial production. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 146
During the gradual rise of a large area, .several kinds of
superficial gravel must be formed. 187a R. B. Smyth
Mining Statist. 34 Strata of gravel and coarse sands. 1886

VV. Hooper Sk. Acad. Life (Durham) 38 The fragment
may be utterly pounded down, till it becomes gravel or

even sand.

b. fig. and in allusions to Prov. xx. 17.

c 1440 Jacob's Well iE. E. T. S.) 282 Takyth a spade, &
deluyth out bis grauel of obstinacye fro be herte, Xunge,
& dede. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xx. 17 Euary man liketh

the bred that is gotten with disceate, but at the last is

mouth shalbe fylled with grauell. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol.

v. Ixii. § 16 Shall this be thought to turne caJesttall bread
into grauell? 1605 Bp. Hall Jl/edil. <$ Vowes 11. § 77,

I will not envie the gravell in the unjust mans throte.

a 1639 W. Whatelev Prototypes ill. xxxix. (1640) 19 Wealth
gotten by grinding the poo;e, shall never prove good
meale. God will mtxe it with gravell to them that eate it.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cousc. (1650) 19 What you thus get is

but stolne goods..and will prove at the last no other than
gravell in your throat.

c. Geol. and Mining. A stratum of this material,

esp. one that contains gold. Pay gravel: gravel

containing gold enough to yield a profit.

1849 Murchison Siluria xix. 473 The various ages of
golden gravels or Drifts. 187a Raymond Statist. Mines A>

Mining 81 Several companies . . are taking out pay gravel.

Webster & Co. . . have struck gravel from 2 feet to 6 feet in

thickness which prospects very rich. 1876 Whitney in

Encycl. Brit. IV. 701/2 It was not long before it was dis-

covered that the so-called ' high gravels'—that is, the detntal

deposits of Tertiary age—contained gold. 1882 Rep. to Ho.
Rtpr. Free. Met. U.S. 622 Gravel.— The term refers to the
water-worn pebbles or bowlders which occur generallyas
a more or less compact conglomerate, immediately overlying

the bed-rock. Ibid. 623 The term red gravel is given to the

brownish or reddish colored conglomerate which forms the

top and overlies the blue gravel.

3. U.S. = Ballast 5. (See quot.)

1868 LossiMO Hudson 280 Many vessels are employed in

carrying away lime, limestone, and 'gravel' (pulverized

limestone, not fit for the kiln). [Cf. gravel-car, -train in 8 1

4. Path. A term applied to aggregations of urinary

crystals which can be recognized as masses by the

naked eye (as distinguished from sand) ; also, the

disease of which these are characteristic. ' Also

popularly used to indicate pain or difficulty in

passing urine with or without any deposit * {Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1886).
£1400 Lan/rauc's Cirurg. 274 If be grauel of his vrine be

whit: ban pe stoon is in be bladdre. 15.. Almanak for
1386, 24 Rede gravel bytokens ache, and pe stoon in pe

raynes. 15.. in More's IVks. 1434, I had a while talked

with him. .of his diseases bothe in his brest of olde, & his

reynes nowe, by reason of grauel and stone, la 1550 Frei/is

Berwik 40 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 286 For he wes awld,

and micht nocht wele travell, And als he had ane Httill

spyce of gravell. 1655 Culpepper Riverius xiv. ii. 379 The
Spaniards void much Gravel, and yet are not subject to the

stone. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 89 P 8, I am very much
afflicted with the Gravel. 1796 Morse Atner. Geog. II. 351

Those [waters] of St. Amand cure the gravel and obstruc-

tions. 1846 I. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agrit: (ed. 4) I. 74
Afflicted with symptoms of gravel, and other calculous

affections. 1874 Von Bi:ren Dis. Gcnit. Org. 357 Gravel is

more frequently seen in summer than at other seasons, on
account of the greater activity of the skin.

+ 5. Farriery. —Gravelling vbl. sb. 2. Obs.

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 988 4 Stolen . . A Coal black Nag .

.

the further Foot before his Hoof is cut for a Gravel.

6. Brewing. Applied to yeast-cells swimming in

beer with the appearance of fine gravel.

1882 tr. Thausing's Beer 11. § 2. ii. 596 It is a bad sign if

the beer . . is not transparent, when it has an appearance as

if a veil was drawn over it, when no ' gravel ' can be

perceived.

7. Financial slang. (See quot.)

1884 Pall Matt G. 1 Feb. 5/1 A result of the appearance of

gravel, as the phrase is when the supply of money in the

market is growing bare.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

(senses 2, 2 c) gravel-bank, -bed, -claim, -deposit,

'diggings, -drive, -ground (also attrib.), -heap,

f -heart (fig.), -mill, -mine, -mining, -path, -place,

-soil, -spit
}

-siueep, -terrace^ -working
;

(sense 3)

gravel-car, -train ; b. parasynthetic, as gravel-

pathed adj. ; C. instrumental, as gravel-spread adj.

1877 Ravmond Statist. Mines fy Mining 122 There being
..no cemented strata to obstruct the washing down of the

*gravel-banks. 185a C. W. Hoskins Talpa 202 It broke
away into a perfect *gravel-bed. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Gravel-car, a railway ballast-wagon. 1882 Re/, to Ho.
Re/r. Prec. Met. U.S. 12 Permitting the development
of the *gravel claims. 1873 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (1894)

559 In the deep and broad valleys so formed we encounter
a second series of *gravel deposits. 1877 Raymond Statist.

Mines fy Mining 35 There are about forty acres on this

claim, all rich *gravel-diggin£s. a 1450 I-ysshyugetv. Angle
(1883) 22 He [the trout] wyl not be but yn cleyn *grauel

grounde waturand yn astreme. 163a Sherwood, A*grauell-

heape, gravoir. 1603 Shaks. Mens.for Af. iv. iii. 68 Unfit

to hue, or die: oh *grauell heart. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Re/r.
Prec. Met. U.S. 624 The gravel must then be crushed in a
*gravel mill. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.

t
*Gravel-mine,

U.S. An accumulation of auriferous gravel. 1882 Rep. to

Ho. Rtpr. Prec. Met. U.S. 13 Two of the principal gravel

mines in the State. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines A> Mining
93 The extensive *gravel-mining operations of Nevada
County. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xvi, The old man and
the child quitted the *gravel path. 1898 Month Nov. 482
A trim *gravel-pathed garden. 1580 Hollyband Treas.Fr.
Tong, Vne sablonnie're, a *grauell place. 1897 Omond
Fletcher of Saltoun vi. 86 The *gravel soil, and the salu-

brious climate [of London). 1874 Gkeen Short Hist. i. § 2. 8

The little *gravel-spit of Ebbsfleet. 1855 Tennyson Daisy
34 Where oleanders flush'd the bed Of silent torrents,

*gravel -spread. 1810 SpUndid Follies 11. 104 The Ellercott

family drove round the *gravel sweep of Mistley Manor.
1888 J. Payn Myst. Mlrbridge III. xl. 120 The noi^e of

wheels and hoofs upon the gravel-sweep. 1873 J. Geikie
Gt. Ice Age (1894) 514 The low-level *gravel-terraces

and moraines of the inner zone. 1881 Chicago Times
18 June, The *gravel train was backing up the track.

x88i ' Mark Twain' Tramp Abr. xxxvi. 375, I have not

jumped to this conclusion ; I have travelled to it per gravel

train, so to speak. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Rep>: Prec. Met. U.S.

641 The cars and track used in the *gravel workings.

9. Special comb. : gravel-brook, a brook that

flows over a gravel-bed
;
gravel-grass, Galium

verum (Syd. Soc. Lex. 18S6I ;
gravel -plant,

Fpigxa repens {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886) ; gravel-

powder, ' coarse gunpowder, otherwise known as

pebble-powder ' (Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884) ;

gravel-rash colloq., abrasions caused by a fall on

a gravelly or rugged surface
;
gravel-root, Eupa-

torium purpureirm (7'reas. Bot. 1866).

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John 11. (161 1) 85 Here are my
proofes, as cleere as *grauel brooke. i860 Slang Diet.,

*Gravel-rash, a scratched face,— telling its tale of a drunken
fall. 1891 Standard 21 Oct. 3/1, I admitted him and then

saw he had the gravel-rash.

Gravel (grse-v^l), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To cover, lay, or strew ;a street, etc.)

with gravel or sand, t Also, to sprinkle (a newly-

written document) with sand {obs.).

1543 Churchw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 67 For Amercia-

ments for Cristyne Mores hous because it was not gravelled

i\\.yi. «549 Wriothesley Chron. (1877) II. 29 All the

streates of the City of London beinge gravelled. 1607 Toub-
neur Rev. 'frag. 1. iii. Wks. 1878 II. 27 And in a world of

Acres Not so much dust due to the heire t'was left to, As
would well grauell a petition. 1661 PSFYS Diary 22 Apr.,

The streets all gravelled, and the houses hung with carpets

before them, made brave show. 17^12 J. James tr. Le
Blond's Gardening 45 This Way of G:aveling and Beating

Walks. 1753 in Picton L'poot Mimic. Rec. (1886) II. 137

That the Public Walk . . be repaired and gravell'd. 1833

Ht. Martineau Briery Creek ii. 44 Half of it [the bridge] is

prettily gravelled. 1841 Marbyat Poacher xxvii, The road

was newly-gravel led.

f b. To smother or choke with gravel or sand
;

also with up : lit. ft&djfe Obs.

1602 Fulbkcke 2nd I't. Parall. 74, I see your inuention

and memorie are not grauelled nor dryed vp, parched as it

were with summers drought. 1635 Qlarles Fmbl. 1. vii 5

O thou the fountain of whose better part Is earth'd, and

gravell'd up with vain desire. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric.

(1681) 274 Now leave off watring your Meadows, lest you
gravel or rot your Grass. 1686 R. P. in Phil. Trans. XX.
383 The Towns have either of them a great Heck (as we
call it) or Current of Water running through them, which

by the first Flood were gravel'd up.

f C. To injure with grit or sand. Obs.

1608 Armin Nest Ninu. (1880) 45, I fearefull presume not

to look into the milstone, least I grauell my eye sight.

f 2. To bury in gravel or sand ; to overwhelm

with gravel ; bncejfy to suppress, stifle. Obs.

1577 87 Holinshed C/tron. II. 29/2 The dead bodies need

not in that Hand to be gravelled. 1583 Stahvhvrst sKneis

iv. (Arb.) 106 Graueling in his hert [L. sub corde premebat]

his sorroful anguish. 1686 R. P. in Phil. Trans. XX. 382

Several Houses were quite demolished, and not a Stone

left ; others gravel'd to the Chamber-Windows.

f3. To run (a ship) aground on the gravel or

beach, mud, etc. Also, in passive, of a person : To
be set fast in sand or mud. Obs.

158a N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xxvii. 41 When we were fallen

into a place betwene two seas, they graveled the ship.

1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. in. vi. 14 Till the blacke Carauell

Stands still fast grauel'd on the mud of hell. 1605 Camden

Rem. IVise Sp. 189 William Conquerour when he invaded

this Hand, chanced at his arrivall to be graveled, and one of

his feet stacke so fast in the sand, that he fell to the ground.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 271 Our Almadie was

so fast gravell'd, we were forced to unload.

fig- *594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 21 So grounded and

grauelled were they in this opinion. 1596 — Saffron IVal-

den 96 At a Commensment dinner .. he graueld and set a

ground both him and his brother. 1606 Ford Honor fn.



GRAVEL-BLIND.
(1843) 25 Ere I wade further, and be grauel'd in the owze,
and quicksand of my own intention, a 1610 Healey Cebes
(1636) 167 They are so graueled in the quick-sands of
erroneous ignorance. 1613 Wither Abuses Stript $ Whipt
Occas. this Wk. 90, I was gravell'd, like a ship that's

grounded. 1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra (1879)

78 A great Professor, Master of Israel, once was gravelled
Upon that Shelf. 1682 NoRKistr. Hierodes Pref. a 3 Who-
soever denies the possibility .. must necessarily gravel him-
self upon one of these Absurdities.

4. Jig. but without explicit reference to 3. a.

To set fast, confound, embarrass, non-plus, perplex,

puzzle.

1548 Detect. Uuskit. Physic. Pref. 2 in Recorde Urin.
Physick (1651), He is much troubled. -for his being graveld
at what is wrote against Aristotle. 1566 Dkant tlorace^s
Sat. 1. x. Ev, As yf some passyng man shoulde. .sweate
agayne to grauayle thee. ( 1590 Marlowe Faust. i. in,
I .. have with concise syllogisms Gravell'd the pastors of
the German church. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. i. 74 Nay,
you were better speake first, and when you were grauel'd
for lacke of matter, you might take occasion to kisse. a 1617
Hieron Penancefor Sinne Wks. 1619 II. 168 Nicodemus,
a Pharise by profession and breed, is grauelled in the Doc-
trine of Regeneration. 1638 Laud Wks. (1853) V. 213 Not
propounding studied subulties to gravel and discourage
young students. 166a J. Davies tr. Olearius' i 'oy. An/bass.
106 He.. would not speak the Muscovian, but the Polish
language, purposely to gravel the other. 167a Marvell
Rek. Transp. L 30 The Surveyor was gravell'd, being asked
whence that City should be supplied with water. 1706
Stanhope Paraphr. III. 162 Such is that Passage by which
our Saviour gravell'd the Scribes and Pharisees. 1741 Watts
Improv. Mind 1. xiii. § 18 To manage his argument so
well as to puzzle and gravel the respondent. 1768 74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1S52) II. 118 The free-thinker . . is not so
prone to anger as the bigot, except now and then when
gravelled in argument. 1796 Coleridge Poems, Fire,
Famine <y Slaughter Pref., The subtle and witty atheist
that so grievously perplexed and gravelled him [Bishop
Hall], 2841-4 Emerson Ess*, Intellect Wks. (Bohn.) I. 135
The wisest doctor is gravelled by the inquisitiveness of a
child. 1850 Whipple Ess. ty Rev. (ed. 3) I. 105 We might
hear. .Socrates gravel a sophist with his interrogative logic.

l86z Sat. Rev. 5 July 23 It imparts a certain air of con-
nexion and design, where the writer is gravelled for want of
either.

b. Of a question, difficulty, practice, subject of

discussion, etc : To prove embarrassing to ; to con-

found, perplex, puzzle. Also U.S. To irritate, to
1 go against the grain with'.
1601 Dent Pathw. Heazieu 254 This question would graucll

a great number. 1633 Hart Diet of Diseased 1. ix. 33
Foure, or five daies abstinence, either from meate or drlnke,
will gravell most men and women. 1681 R. Wittie Surv,
Heavens 18 A ready Answer, .to the difficulties that gravel
others about this stupendous Motion of the Sun. 1710
Berkeley Princ. Hum. Kumvt. 1. § 97 It will perhaps
gravel even a philosopher to comprehend it. 1794 Bukns
Let. to G. Thomson 19 Oct., These English songs gravel me
to death. 1871 Hay Banty Tim 15 It gravels me like the
devil to train Along o' sich fools as you. 1883 'Mark
Twain' Life Mississippi xiv. 138 It * gravels' me, to this

day, to put my will in the weak form of a request, instead
of launching it in the crisp language of an order. 1886
Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 321, I wasn't thinking so much
of the studies as of the method of teaching ,. when I wrote
what gravels you.

5. Farriery, in passive and intr. Of a horse,

or its feet : To be injured by particles of gravel or

sand being forced between the shoe and the hoof.

1593 Steward's Ace. Shuttleworths Sept. (Chetham Soc.)

I. 100 Dressing of a mare foot, gravelled at Lostoke, \\yd.

1593 G. Giffard Dial. Witclies (1843) "8, I would carie

him to the smith to search if he were not pricked or graveld.

1657 H. Crowch Welsh. Trav. 15 His blistered feet were
gravelled. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2411/4 One black Mare,,,
above 14 hands, and has been gravel'd of her neare Foot.

1710 Ibid. No. 4674/8 The near Foot before pared very near
towards the Heel, having been gravelled. 1737 Bracken
Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 352 By such injudicious Practice
the Horse often gravels.

Gravel-blind, a. Orig. high -gravel -blind,

in Shaks. a jocular intensive synonym for Sand-
blind. Hence used by later writers for 'nearly

stone-blind '. AlsoJig.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 38 This is my true begotten

Father, who being more than saud-blinde, high grauel-
blinde, knows me not. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxi, One
old woman, who, being nearly ' high-gravel blind ', was only
conscious that something very fine and glittering was pass-
ing by. 1841 Prescott in Ticknor Life (1864) 95 note

y
Pity

that his love for the ancients made him high gravel-blind to
the merits of the moderns. 1845 Hood 'Jim Turpitt 1 Tim
Turpin he was gravel blind. 1887 E. Gilliat Forest Out-
lazos 240 There be a power of signs to tell us what's coming,
if we were not gravel-blind.

Graveless (gravies), a. [lGrave^. 1 +-less.]
Having no grave ; devoid of graves.
1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. in. xiii. 166 Till. .my braue

Egyptians all. .Lye grauelesse. 1855 T. Guthrie Ezekiel
(1856) 335 There is a griefless, graveless land. 1864 Neai.e
Seaton. Poems 18 Their graveless bones are left to bleach.

t Gravelin. Obs. rare- 1
. ?Some kind of

waterfowl ; ? — Gravell.
1621 Naworth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 169, 5 mallerds and

gravelins, xxd .

Graveling (gne-velirj). Also 9 gravelin,
gravelling. [Of obscure origin ; OF. had gravele

as the name of some fish, perh. the minnow.] The
parr or young salmon.
1587 Harrison Descr. Eng. in. iii. in Holmshed Chron.

224 A salmon is the first yeare a grauellin. 1744 Attc. fy

Pres. State County Doxvn 235 A delicate small Fish, .called

377

. . in some Parts a Graveling. 1776 Twiss Tour Irel. 97
Roach, lamprey, and Jenkins or graveling, which is a species
of small trout. 1836 Yarkell Brit. Fishes II. 50 The Parr,
or Samlet. The terms Brandling, Fingerling, Skirling,
Gravelling .. &c. ., referring either to some quality or habit
observed in other species. 1861 Act 24 A> 25 Vict. c. 109 § 4
All migratory fish of the genus salmon, whether known by
the names . . gravelling, shed, scad . . or by any other local
name.

Gravelish (grarvelij), a, [f. Gravel sb. +
-I8H.1

1. Of the nature of gravel ; containing an ad-
mixture of gravel.

1530 Palsgr. 314/2 Gravelysshe belongyng to the nature
of gravell, arcneux. 1649 Blithe Eng. Impr<rv. Impr.
xxxv. 1.1653) 228 Very warm earth, either a little gravellish
or sandish. 1806 Gazetteer Scott, (ed. 2) 328 The soil is

light, shallow, and gravellish, but tolerably fertile.

2. Resembling, or indicative of, the disease called

gravel.

1757 Whvtt in Phil. Trans. I. 214 In February 1737 he
began to take soap.; .and after 1743 never had any gravelish
symptoms. 1789 Saunders Ibid. LXXIX. 105 Gravelish
complaints, .are. .unknown here. 1806 FoHSYTH Beauties
Scott. IV. 412 The waters, .are of great service in gravelish,
scorbutic, and scrophulous affections. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair
Corr. II.437, Fam sorry to find, .that you continue troubled
with gravelish complaints.

t Gravell. Obs. rare~K Also grevell. ? Some
kind of waterfowl ; ? = Gravelin.
1618 Naivortk Househ. Bks. 1 Surtees) 79, 2 gray hens, a

grevell and a teele, xiiijd . 1622 Ibid. 192 A gravell and a
woodcock, vijd.

Gravelled (groe-veld), ///. a. [f. Gravel v.

(? and sb.) + -ed.J

1. Covered -or laid with gravel; f consisting of

gravel.

1400-1507 Churchiv. Ace, St. Mary Hid, Lond. (Nichols

1797) go'i he Procession church yard with its gravelled causey.
1563 Hvi.l Art Garden. 11. Ivi. (160S) 141 The Radish in

no wise agreeth to be sowen either in a sandy or grauelled
ground. 1597 Toftb J^aura in Alba uS8o) lntrod. 41 And
venter for to sayle in th' Ocean strong, Though now on
graueld shore it fearfull staies. 171a Order 1 July in Lond.
Gaz. No. 5028/1 The South side of the Gravelled Coach
Road. 1813 Scott Trierm. 11. Interlude ii, And grant the
lounger seldom strays Beyond the smooth and gravell'd

ma7e. 1840 Dickens Barn, Rudge Iviii, He was taken
handcuffed across the gravelled arex 1888 K. J. Goodman
Too Curious iv, A gravelled path led from the outer gate.

2. In various transf. and fig. senses, a. Perplexed,

puzzled, fb. Of a ship: Beached, stranded, f c.

Of a horse: (see Gravel v. 5). fd- Gravelled
ashes (see quot. 1706 : =F. cendre g> avele'e).

1579 J- Field Calvin's Serm, Ded., Receiuing nothing
but that which standeth to the lyking of their humors &
graueled consciences. 16 ti Cotgr., Aggrave,. .also, grauel-
led, or, as a ship, fast on the ground. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Wks, 1. 90/1 The Pricke in the sole, the Loose
in Hoofe, the Graueld, the Foundring, and the Shedding of
the haire. 1660 Hexham Netherdntch Diet., A Gravelled
horse, een verstijft paerde. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Gravelled Ashes, (among Chymists) the Lees of Wine dry'd
and burnt to Ashes. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 44 Fill a
kettle or stew-pan half full of water, into which put .. a
penny-worth or two of Gravelled-Ashes.

Gra'veller. rare — 1

, ff. Gravels. + -erI.]

A proposition that 'gravels' one, a ( poser \
1674 Fairfax Bulk .$• Selv. 106 For so he takes off the

graveller, Indivisibile juncium indivisibili nan facit
vitijus.

Gravelling (grarvelirj),^/. sb. [f. Gravels.
+ -ing1.]

1. The action of laying down gravel. Also, a

gravelled surface.

1577 Nottingham Rec. IV. 169 We present ye caussey .

.

to be in dekye for lack of gravelyng. 1659 Torkiano,
Arenaminto, any gravelling or sanding. 1726 W. King in

Nat, Hist. Irel. in Gravelling is a great improvement in

this country. 1751 Lauelye Westm. Br. 26 This Bridge
lits Paving and Gravelling excepted) will want no consider-
able Repairs. 1883 W. H. Bishop in Harper's Mag. 825/2
What cutting and idling 1 what gravelling and paving !

f 2. Farriery. A disease in a horse's foot (see

Gravel v. 5). Obs.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 114 Grauelynge is a hurte, that
wyll make a horse to halte, and commethe of grauell and
lyttell stones, that goth in belwene the shough and the herte
of the fote. 1580 Blundevtl Order Curing Horses Dis.
cxliv. 62 b, The Graueling^ . . is a fretting vnder the foote
most commonlie in the insjde, and sometime in the outside.

1639 'I', de Gray Compl. Horsem. 107 Prick, stab, graveling,
quitterbone, or other hurt within the foote. 1706 in Phil-
lips (ed. Kersey). 1727-41 in Ghambers CycL

Gravelling (grce-velirj),///. a. [f. Gravel v.

•f-iNG^.] Puzzling; perplexing.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. vii. 248 Men shall never give

an account of these Great Questions if they deny our In-
fluences, . . the Question is so gravelling. 1691 Norris Tract.
Disc. 206 The most gravelling Problem of all the Heathen
Philosophy. 1720 Wodrow Life Bruce (1843) 64 This was
one of the most gravelling things Mr. Bruce had met with.

Gravelly .graeveli), a. [Gravel sb. + -y*.]

1. +a. Abounding in sand ; sandy (obs.). b. Full
of or abounding in gravel ; consisting of or con-
taining gravel ; strewn with gravel. Also, resem-
bling gravel.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxv. 27 As a graueli steeging vp
[Vulg. sicut ascensus arenosus]. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R, xvil. clxxx. (1495) 721 In grauely londes and to lene
the vyne ouerdryeth and faylleth. c 1400 Maundev. (1839)

GRAVELY.
xiii. 150 The See that men clepen the gravely See. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 1. iii. 8 The wilde groweth..in barren soyle
and grauelly grounde. 1590 Barrough Mclh. Physick 239
He must vse fishes of grauelly waters. 1606 BlRNIE Kirk-
BurialI (1833} 3 Sown in corruption, dishonour, and weak-
nes, in the grauely fielde of the graue. 1609 Bible (Douay)
Ecclus. xxv. 27 As the goeing up a gravelie [1611 sandy]
way. 1677 Plot Oxfonlsh. 94 Filled with a kind of
gravelly earth. 1713 Derham I'hys. Theol. 111. ii. Note vi,

The Sand was at last so gravelly, that it hindei'd our
boring any deeper. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vi. 31
Gravelly marble. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. iii. 105
A Roman cinereal urn of a gravelly brown earth, 1830-3
Lyell Princ. Geol. (1875} II. in. xl. 375 Certain species
prefer a sandy, others a gravelly, and some a muddy sea-

bottom. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) II. 21 The large

trouts came to the gravelly shallows. J873 J. Geikie Gt.

Ice Age x\. 146 Yellowish gravelly sand.

2. Path. Of the nature of gravel (see Gravel
sb.Af ; characterized by, or arising from, the presence

of gravel. (Cf. Gbavklish.)
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beas.'s (iC'58) 536 They make an

emplaister of Bacon to scatter gravelly matter in the bladder.

1743 I'k. Banyer in Phil, 'trans. XLII. 633 The Treat-
ment of a gravelly Case. 1793 Beddoes Calculus 20 He
had been perfectly free from any gravelly symptoms till

within a few weeks. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813)

420 Consumptive and gravelly cases were more frequently
heard of in different parts of this district. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. J 1 1. 162 Seldom or almost never do gravelly
paroxysms coincide with the arthritic paroxysms.

f 3. Containing gritty pattieles Obs.
a 1640 Day Pari. Bees 11. (iSSi.i 20 An almes that by a

Niggards hand is serv'd Is mold and gravelly bread. 1727
Bradley Fain. Diet., Gravelly, a Term used concerning
certain Pears, which, .have n kind of small Stones or Gravel
in them, especially towards the Coie; thus they say the
great Musk is too gravelly.

4. Financial slang. (Cf. Gravel sb. 7.)

1887 Atkins House Scraps 15 Stock Exchange Idioms :

—

Getting gravelly here.

Hence Gravelliness, gravelly quality.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 9 Another cause
[of the earth's barrenness] is Kockine^s, Stoniness, and
Gravelliness.

t Gra'velotlS, a. Obs. [a. y.graveleux (14th c.

in llatz. -Darin.), f. gravele Gbawll sb. : see -ous.]

a. Abounding in gravel
;
gravelly, b. Resembling

giains of gravel or sand
;
granular.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 612 Welwrought faat lond
they loue, And sondy, cleyi, grauelous they lothe. 1541 K.
Cori.AND Guydou's Quest. Chirurg. Rj, Loke on the flesshe

that abydeth in the cloute and yf it be graueylous and
troublous it is a great token. 1758 J. S. Le Draft's Obsei-c.

Surg. (1 77 1) 259 This gravellous Abscess.

Gra*vel-pit. An excavation from which gravel

(or fsaad) is or has been obtained.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. zo-jf-z Gravel pytte, araiarium. 1611

Toukneur Ath. Trag. 11. iv. Wks. 187S I. 54 Hee's fall'n

into the grauell-pit. 1683 Loud. Gaz. No. 1786/4 Stolen or
Strayed out of the Grounds near Kensington Gravel-pits, a
fine shaped brown Mare. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. Pref. 7
The gravel pit whence the roads are mended.

Gra'vel-stone. [f. Gravel sb. + Stone sb.']

1. One of the stones of which gravel is mainly
composed ; a pebble. AlsoJig,
c 1440 Jacob's Well tE. E. T. S.) 304 pise grauelstonys,

bat is, coueytous thoutys. .am so scharpe & Levy as grauel.

1535 Coveruale Isa. xlviit, 19 Thy sede shal be like as the
sonde in the see, & the frute of thy body like the grauel
stones thereof. 1650 Jer. Taylor Funeral Serm. C'Uss
Carbery 4 The unevennessof a gravel-stone. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. IV. 286 Bees bear Gravel Stones, whose poising
Weight Steers thro' the whistling Wind their steddy Flight.

1795 Anderson Narr. Brit. Emb. China viii. 99 The lateral

parts are laid with gravel stones. 1849 James Woodman
vii, Mingled with small gravel stones and thick loam.

+ 2. A kind of stone, having the appearance of

consolidated gravel ; ? conglomerate. Obs.

1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742.1 1. 91 Stone, or Gravel-
stone, or any soft Stone.

+ 3. = Calculus i. Obs.
1606 Holland Sutton. 74 Voiding at length little gravell-

stones by urine, he was eased of that paine.

Gravel-walk. An alley or path in a garden

or pleasure-ground, laid with gravel,

1663 Gerbier Counsel g j a, Gravt-11 walkes. 1782 V. Knox
Ess.lxxv. I. 323 My garden was laid out in gravel walks,

intersecting each other at right angles. 1849 Lytton Cax-
totis 39 Divided by three winding gravel walks. 1859
Jephson Brittany iii. 28 The quadrangle is laid out in

grass-plats and gravel-walks.

Gravely (gr^'vli), adv. [f. Grave a.* + -ly 2
.]

In a grave manner.

1. Seriously, soberly, solemnly.

1553 Bp. Gardiner's True Obed. Translator to Rdr. A vi,

How these incarnate deuils could so aduisedlye, so grauel ie,

and so confidently say yea than, & so impudently . . saie

nay now. 1591 Lambarde Archeion (1635) 125 The Kings

alwayes most gravely and considerately lepelled that sort

ofattempt. 1680 Otway Orphan m. iv. 948 My Lord's not

haughty nor imperious Nor I gravely whimsical, a 1688

Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Chances iv. ii. U714) »55 l>°n

Frederick has sent away this Wench, for all he carries it

so gravely. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xx, When asked his

opinion he would gravely take me aside and ask mine. 1785

Reid Intell. Powers 36 Would any man think it worth

while to reason gravely with such a person? 1828 Scott

F. M. Perth xxxiii, He raised his eyes, and said very gravely,

'My lord in these most melancholy documents' [etc.]. 1856

Kane Arct. Expl. II. ix. 97 It makes me write gravely,

for I am far from well. 188a F. W. H. Myers Renewal of
Youth 54 With souls rejoicing gravely to rejoice.



GRAVEN.

f 2. With dignity. Obs.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 478 If thou do'st it halfe so
grauely, so maiestically, both in word and matter, hang me
vp by the heeles. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 151 A mocker
and insolent, going proudly and gravely. 1697-9 Dampier
Voy. (1702) I. 397 Having paced it gravely about the Streets

till 2 or 3 a clock in the Morning, their Idols were carry'd
with much Ceremony into the Temple.

3. In an important degree ; seriously.

1885 F. Temple Relat. Relig. fy Sci. vi. 171 The considera-

tion of this incompleteness gravely modifies the conclusion.

1895 F. Hall I'ivo Trifles Introd. p. vi, That journal ..

would be gravely compromised in character.

Graven gr^'Vn).///.«. [pa.pple.ofGRAVEz'. 1
]

1. Sculptured, hewn.
1382 Wyclif Exod. xx. 4 Thow shalt not mak to thee grauen

thing [1388 a grauen ymage]. 155a A bp. Hamilton Catech.
(1884) 31 Thai quhilkis makis a graven ymage. 1585 T,
Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. 11. iii. 33 The foundations
. . are made of graven stone without morter or playster.

1897 W. Watson Hope World, etc. (1898) 18 A God for ever
jealous grown Of carven wood and graven stone.

b. quasi-^. A graven image.
1609 Bible (Douay) Pt. lxxvii. 58 In their gravens [Vulg.

in sculptilibus suis) they provoked him to emulation.

2. Carved on a surface, engraved.
1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Columbus Iviii, Some

ardent youth . . will . . Read fondly o'er and o'er his graven
name. 1863 P. S. Worsley Poems <y Transl. 8 Huge
valves, embossed with graven gold. 1871 R. Ellis tr.

Catullus xxv. 7 The rings from Thynia quaintly graven.

Graveness (gr^'-vnes). [f. Grave a. 1 + -ness.]

The quality or state of being grave; seriousness,

solemnity and sobriety of behaviour; gravity.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 18A Grauenesse in counten-
ance, and shew of apparell. i6o6Marston Fawne ill. Wks.
3856 II. 62 Your once steady gravenes. 1655 Culpepper
Riverius 1. vli, 29 Graveness of actions. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills II. 318 A graveness palls the Cupid. 1865 Wright
Hist. Caricature viii. 138 The graveness and air of im-
portance with which he regards it, would lead us to suppose
that the barrel contains wine. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary v.

ii, Had put off levity and put graveness on.

t Graveolence, -ency. Obs. rare*" , [ad. L.

graveolentia, f. graveolent-em Graveolent.] A
rank, offensive smell.
1623 Cockeram, Graueolentie, a stincking sauour. 1658-

78 Phillips, Graveolence. 1676 Coles, Graveolence. 1696
Phillips, Graveolencie. 17*7 Bailey vol. II, G?-aveolency.

Graveolent (grav/Vlent), a. [ad. L. graveo-
lenl-em, graveolens, i. grave, advb. neut. of gravis
heavy + olcnt-em, olens, pres. pple. ofo/ere to smell.]

Having a strong or offensive smell ; rank, fetid.

1657 Tomlinson Re/wit's DisJ>. 212 Odoraments objected
to the nose in great quantity are graveolent. 1669 Boyle
Contn. New Exp. II. (1682) 186 The Butter .. was yellow
and something graveolent, yet it was edible. 1731 in Bailey.
x 755 hi Johnson. 1833 Lytton Eng. % English II. 236 He
.strives to buoy himself from 'the graveolent abyss ' of his

infamy. 1862 G. A. Lawrence Barren Honour I. 5 Such
playful missiles as graveolent eggs. 1875 Andenda II. vii.

137 The soul..smelled the graveolent vapours of Avernus.

Graver (gr^ ;, voi). Also 5 gravowre. [f.

Grave v. 1 + -er 1
. Cf. F. graveur (14th c in

Ilatz.-Darm.).]

*t*l. One who digs or digs up (tnrf\ Obs.
1483 Cath. Angl. id$f-2 A Graver, ces/ilator, cultor,fossor.

1610 Assessment Wages Nor/, in Eng. Hist. Rev. (,i8;8)

XIII. 524 A graver of Flaggs & Turfes vd.

2. One who carves or engraves, f a. A sculptor.
c 1430 Freemasonry 504 Gravers and ymage-makers.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 11. xv. (1494) hjb, Callicrates a
grauer moost notable Of white yuor .. His hande his iye
so iuste were and so stable Of an ample to graue out the
lykenesse. c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 208/2 Gravowre, sculptor,
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. iv. (1536) 7 b,

Romulus .. honoured greatly grauers in stone. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. viii. 42 Sonnes of An-
therme the most renowned carver and graver of Images.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 564 A cutter and grauer in marble.
x6*8 Cowley Piramus <$• Th. xxiv. Just like a Marble
Statue did he stand Cut by some skilful Graver's artful hand.

b. = Engraver 1. Now rare*

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. ix. (Tollem. MS.\
Grauers use be peces berof to signe and to jiurle preciouse
stones. 1483 Cath. Angl. 163/2 A Gravere (A. Gravv of
wode or metelle), celator, sculptor. 1564 78 Bulleyn Dial,
agst. Pest. (1886) 25 A liuely grauer of Seales. 16J3 B.
Jonson in Shaks. Wks. To Rdr., Wherein the Grauer had
a strife with Nature, to out-doo the life, a 1674 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. xiv. § 70 He had lately imploy'd a Graver to
prepare a Great Seal. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue y

s Anecd.
Paint. 11786) I. 164 Cellini being rather a sculptor than
a graver. 1859 C. Barker Assoc. Princ. ii. 49 The piety
. .of our early gravers, enchasers, and designers.

3. A tool. a. A cutting or shaving tool of any
kind, f b. A sculptor's chisel, c. An engraver's
tool ; a burin. (Now the principal use.) d. ' An
instrument used for turning iron after it has been
roughed out by the heel-tool ' (Ogilvie). f e. * A
Uarber Chirurgeons Instrument for the taking Scales
off from the Teeth' (Phillips 1678).
a. 1548 Elyot Diet., Scobina, an instrument that bowiers

vse to sfiaue their bowes with called a grauer. 1703 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 217 The Tool, which is commonly a Graver.
1714 Gay Fan 1. 134 Some work the File, and Some the
Graver guide. 1836 Sir G. Head Home Tour 182 As the
cylinder revolved, the graver, or cutting tool was fixed.
b. 1636 B. Jonson Discov., Virorum schota respub.

(1640) 128 What figure of a Body was Lysippus ever able
to forme with his Graver. . ?

c. 1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. \. 9 The Burin (for so tbey [the
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French] tearm the Instrument which we [call] the Graver).
1763 H. Walpole Catal. Engrav. (1765) 83 George White
afterwards made use of the graver for forming the black
spot in eyes, and sharpening the light. 1812-16 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. * Art I. 38 With a graver, or some finery
pointed steel instrument, draw a line upon the plate. 1889
J. Hirst in Archaeol. Inst. Jrnl. No. 181. zglhick feathers
delicately finished with a graver.

t Graveress. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. F. grave-

resse, f. graver to engrave.] A female engraver.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManJwde in. xvii. 1,1869) J 44 A graueresse

of false seles.

t Gra'very. Obs. [f. Grave vA + -ery i b.]

The employment of an engraver; engraving.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 537 Neither shall you euer heare

uf any piece either of picture or grauerie and embossing,
that came out of a seiuile hand. 1695 Pepys Let. in Academy
9 Aug. (1890) m/i, I will with all y° speed I can, enable
my selfe to say something to you abl our Gravery.
Graves, obs. form of Greaves.
Graveship (^r^-vfip). [f. Grave sb$ + -ship.]

a. The office of a grave ; =Grieveship. b. In

the West Riding of Yorkshire, a district, in some
instances a sutxiivision of a large parish, in others
comprising a number of parishes; so called as

having formerly been administered by a grave or

a body of graves.

1460 in Ripon Ch. Acts Surtees) 365 Thomas Walworth
pro le graveship, 12s. %d. 1653 m Morehouse Kirkburton
a> Graveship of Holme (1861.1 145 King James being here-
tofore seized in fee of two water come mills in Holmefirth,
being a graveship within the Manor of Wakefield, in the
countie of York. 1793 Local Act 33 Geo. Ill, An Act for

Dividing and Inclosing the Open Common Fields . . and Waste
Grounds, within the Townships or Graveships of Wakefield,
Stanley, Wrenthorpe [etc.].. in the Parish of Wakefield.
1861 Morehouse Kirkburton fy Graveship of Holme 141
In 1828 an act was obtained for enclosing all the common
and wastelands within the graveship of Holme.

Graves's disease. Med. [f. the name of
Dr. R.J. Graves of Dublin, who in 1835 recognized
the individuality of the disease.] * The diseased

condition also called Basedow's disease and ex-

ophthalmic goitre. It is characterised by enlarge-

ment of the thyroid, protrusion of the eyeballs, and
persistent palpitation ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1868 tr. A. Trousseau's Clin. Med. xix. 548 Graves's

disease is not necessarily attended with disease of the heart.

1874 Lawson Dis. Eye 348 Exophthalmic Goitre.—Graves's
Disease. 1887 Lancet 11 June 1196/2 An apparently well-
authenticated case of Graves' disease.

Gravestone, grave-stone (gi^-vjst^n). [f.

Grave sb. 1 + Stone sb.~j

+ 1. A stone coffin. Obs. rare~*.
a 1225 St. Marker. 22 Ich. .dude hit \ graue stan in hire

grandame hus.

2. A stone placed over a grave, or at the entrance
of a tomb ; in later use also applied to an upright
stone at the head or foot of a grave, bearing an
inscriplion.

1340 Cursor M. 17370 (Trin.) Of aungels one Had lifte

awey be graue stone. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VII.
79 Of ^e swetynge of he gravestone bere is taken a forwet-
ynge or tokenynge of be pope sone for to deie. c 1450 St.
Cuthbert tSurtees)6373 He kyst be graue stane. 1502 Bury
Wills (Camden) 93, I will ouer my grave he leid a graveston
of mat-bull. is66in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture U866) 112
The alter stones one is broken and pauith the church, thother
is laid for a graue stonne. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 380.
172a De Foe Plague (1840) 26 He saw a ghost walking
upon such a gravestone there. 1821 Ci.are Vilt. Minsir.
I. 21 1 Where the grave-stone meets the eye. 1845 P.
Jerrold St. Giles xxi. (1851) 213 [He) rose from the grave-
stone, whereupon . . he was wont to sit. 1884 Pae Eustace
79 Cast the shadows of the gravestones on the silent graves.

tGra*vet. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Grave a.l + -ET.J

A grave person.
1583 Stanyhurst AZnets r. (Arb.> 22 In this blooddye riot

they soom grauet [L. pietate gravem] haplye beholding Of
geason pietee, doo throng and greedelye listen.

Gravet, obs. form of Gravy.
Graveward (gr^'*V|WJ5id), adv. and a. [f.

Grave sb. 1 + -ward.]
A. adv. Towards the grave ; in quot.y?^-.

1871 G. Macdonald Wks. Fancy fy Imag., Gospel Women
vi. 1, She. .Her eyes hath graveward sent.

B. adj. Tending towards the grave or death.
1855 M. Bridges/^/. Mod. Hist. 436 All trod the same

graveward path. 1863 VV. Lancaster Praeten'ta 54 Until
the tale of years disorb my band, And set a graveward dark-
ness on my brain.

Gravewards (gre x • V) w$k1 z) , adv. [f. GRAVE sb. 1

+ -wards.] = Graveward adv.
1880 J. Pavn Confid. Agent III. 255 Whenever I thought

of Sabey and the little one I sank gravewards.

Gravewis, obs. form of Grievous.
Graveyard (gr^-viyaid). [f. Grave jM +
Yard.] A burial-ground.
1825 J. NEALBro. Jonathan I. 20 Moving slowly, .on their

way to the grave-yard. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvi.

III. 621 The. .desolate graveyard of Donore. 1882 ' Mark
Twain' Innoc. at Home iii. 278 A desperado, .who 'kept
his private graveyard ', as the phrase went.
trans/. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlii. (1856) 389, I re-

member, .coming to a little graveyard of ice-tablets.

tGra*viate. Obs, [f. Grave sb.* + -ate ; cf.

Zandgraviale.] The territory ruled by a ' grave \

1728 Bailey, s.v. Graves-End [explains this name to mean]
the end of the graviate or County.

GRAVIMETER.

Gravic ^grK^vik), a. [irreg. f. h.gravis Grave a.l

+ -IC.1 Pertaining to or causing gravitation.
1864 in Webster. Hence in recent Diets.

Gravid Cgrce-vid) , a. Also 6 gravide. [f. L.
gravid-us, i. gravis burdened, heavy (see Grave a.1 ;.

Cf. F. gravide.] Pregnant, heavy with young.
1597 A. M. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 2 b/2 Woemen

when they are gravide with Childe. 1638 Sir. T. Herbert
Trav. (ed. 2) 24 A carefull husband [sc. a dolphin] over his
gravid associate. 1799 W. G. Browne Tra7>. A/rica, etc.
xxi. 344 If the mother. . become gravid. 1799 J. Burns {title'1

,

The Anatomy of the Gravid Uterus. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 344 They are gravid four months
and a half. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Oi'id's Fasti 11. 658 Gravid
she grew with twins. 1867 F. Fkancis Angling i. (1880) 51
Numbers of barbel . . in a gravid state.

flg. 1648-1702 Jos. Beaumont Psyche vn. ci, Let The
gravid Universe deliver'd be From pangs. Ibid. xvii. cxv,
Resolving, .to ease the fount Of her impatient gravid Eyes.
1873 •^ P<wfs Mag. 11. 225 That grave and gravid journal
the Lectern. 1882 St. James's Gaz. 28 Mar., They are not
merely gravid with ideas but have a plan to produce.

Hence Gra'vidness, gravidity.

1727 in Bailey vol. IX.

|| Gravidad. Obs. rare""1
. In <\\\o\..erron. gravi-

dud. [Sp. gravedad Gravity.] Gravity.
1641 Witt's Recreations No. 579. N 5, He has Of Gravi-

dud a dose full in his face.

1 Gravidate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L: graviddl-,

ppl. stem of gravidare to burden, f. gravidas
Gravid: see -ate^.] a. intr. To be gravid or

pregnant, b. trans. To make heavy, make gravid.

Hence Gra'vidated///. a., pregnant.
1623 Cockeram ii, To be with Childe, Granidate. 1657

Tomlinson Renou's Di$p. 220 Of which wines we should
drink moderately .. for they gravidate the head. 01677
Barrow Serm. Matt. i. 20 Wks. 1686 II. 349 Whence her
womb is said, .to have been gravidated or great with child.

t Gravida'tion. Obs. Also 8 erron. gravita-
tion, [ad. L. *gravidation-em, f. gravidare (see

prec.).] The condition or fact of being pregnant.
1450 Mirour Saluacioun 924 Whare of shuld sho con-

ceyue this grauidacioune. 1623 Cockeram 11, A being great
with Childe, Pregnation, Grauidation. 1654 Vilvain
'Theorem. 'Theol. i. 8, The usual time or term of womens
gravidation. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 388 Pregnant Bitches
. .at certain limes of their gravidation. 1720 Welton Suffer.
Son 0/God I. ii. 20 Her Gravitation .. was free from many
of the Infirmities common to others of her Sex. Ibid. iii. 59
Who can conceive, .the Graces Thou hast received during
the Nine months of thy Gravitation !

Gravidity (gravi'diti). Also 6 graveditie.

[f. L. graviditas, -tdtew, {.gravidas Gravid. Cf.

Y.graviditt'.] The state of being gravid; pregnancy.
1651 Witt ie Primrose's Pop. Err. 11. 76 The urine is not

changed by the graviditie it selfe, but onely by the suppres-

sion of the flowers. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 402
The Signs of Gravidity and Obstructions are hard to be
distinguish 'd in the beginning. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed.4) IV. 118 During the period of a determined gravidity.

1880 tr. H. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. IX. 244 Gravidity
manifestly induces, .a predisposition to the disease.

fGravierS, sb.pl. Obs. [Oiigin and form
doubtful ; L'ekker Belman Lond. (1608) E 3 prints

graniers.] False dice of some kind.

c 1550 Dice-play A j b, The names of Dyce..A bale of
light grauiers. ibid. Civ, Light grauiers there be.. forged

cleane against the appaiaunt vantage. 1608 Dekker Bel'

man Lond. (ed. 2) E 3 A Bale of light Graniers.

Gravific (gravifik),«. [f. L. gravis heavy +
-Fie.] That makes heavy or produces weight.

1807 Edin Rev. X. 147 The particles by which this effect

is brought about, are called by Le Sage the gravific. 1862

Sir H. Holland Ess. i. 15 Hypotheses, .such as that of

gravific atoms permeating all space. 1881 Nature XXIII.
462 Regarding the gravific aether as simply a stationary gas.

Gravigrade (grarvigr/'d), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

mod.L. GravigJ'ada (see below) }
f. gravis heavy +•

grad-i to step, walk.]

A. adj. ' Walking heavily '
; of or belonging to

the extinct edentate group Craz'igrada, which,

includes the Megatherium and the Mylodon.
1884 in Cassell.

B. sb. A name formerly given to heavy-paced

animalsj such as the elephant ; now, an animal of

the group Gravigrada (see A).

1847 Craig, Gravigrades, a name given by Elainville to

Mammalia, comprising such heavy-paced animals as the

elephant. 1849 Xt. Nat. Hist., Mammalia III. 109 MM.
ttlainville and Dumeril consider the dinotherium to have

been allied to the lamantins, or ' aquatic gravigrades \ 1899

Westtn. Gaz. 31 July 3/2 He regards it as a living repre-

sentative of the Gravigrades of Argentina, and has given it

the name of Neo-Mylodon Listai.

t Gravi'loquence. Obs.-° [f. h.gravis Grave

a. + loqui, loquent- to speak.] (See quot.)

1636 IIlount Glossogr., Graviloguenee, a grave speech, or

a speaking gravely.

Gravimeter (gravi-mAaj). Physics, [ad. F.

gravimkre (Guyton deMorveati, \i<)l)f. h.gravis

heavy : see -meter.] A kind of hydrometer (.resem-

bling Nicholson's), for determining the specific

gTavity of bodies, whether liquid or solid.

1797 Nicholson's Jrnl. June 110 Description of a Gravi-

meter, or Instrument for measuring the Specific Gravity of

Solids and fluids. By Citizen Guyton. 1801 J. Jones tr.

Bygge's Trav. Fr. Repub. v. 120 Determining the Specific

gravity of a calcedon by means of Guiton's gravimeter.

1868 Nat. Encycl. 1.991 For fluid* ofgreater specific gravity



GRAVING.
lhan water., an instrument, .which was invented by Cuyton
de Morveau, and is designated * Gravimeter ', may be used.

Also Gravime trie, Gravimetrical adjs., per-
taining to the gravimeter or to gravimctry ; G-ravi-
metrically adv.> by means of the gravimeter; in

respect of measurement by weight ; Gravi'metry,
measurement of weight.
1858 TiiunicnuM Urine 39 In the generality of diseases

the gravimetry of urine gives very meagre results as yet. 1866
Odlixg Anint. Chem. 100 By comparing the items gravi-
metrically instead of voIuinetrica.lv. 1873 Ralfe Phys.
Chum. 216 Gravimetric [method], in which the substance
after isolation from the mixture is weighed in the balance.
1883 Atkinson Qtmo/'j Physics (ed. 11) § 185 Thisapparatus
[volumometer or sterometer], is of great value in determin-
ing the gravimetrical density of gunpowder. 1884 Phar-
vroueut. Soc. Pros/. 13 Volumetric and Gravimetric Quan-
titative Analyses.

Graving (gr/^vig), vbl. sbA [f. Grave v.* +
-IHO 1.] '1 he action of Guave z/.l

fl. Digging. Obs.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter xxi. 17 Foderunt /nanus mens fy

Pedes meos . . He says thai grof, forto shew the mykilnes of
his pyne. vgly gratiynge in hend and fete. Ibid. Ixxix. 17
Jncensa igni 9f snffossa. . Hot swilke kyndilynge and .swilke
grafeynge sail perishe and be dampnyd. 1411 Rolls Parlt.
III. 650/1 Certein Commune of Pasture, and Turfgravyng.
C1440 I'romp. Pan'. 20S/1 Gravynge, or delvynge, fossio.
i486 Nottingham Rec. III. 242, iij. warlcmen . . grauyng of
soddes to fill among [>e wattilles. [1620 Naworth ilouseh.
Bks. (Surtees) 134 To John iMarsam for graving x dayes
woork of peates.]

f2. ( With possessive pron.) Burial. Obs.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 7 Till his grauynge it

semyde als J>e ayere gafe serucse. c 1440 York Myst. xvii.
286 This mirre will I giffe to v \ grauyng. (71460 Towneley
Myst. xiv. 557 To thy grauyng this myr of me Resaue the
tyll.

t 3. a. Carving, sculpturing, b. Incision of lines,

etc. in stone, metal, and the like. Obs.
1363 Langl. P. PI. A. in. 55 Bote god to alle good folk

such grauynge defendet [B-text adds To writen in wyn-
dowes of here wel dedes]. 138a Wyclif Isa. xiv. 20 The
Jentiles . . that rereden vp a tocne of ther grauyng. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxvii. (1495) 562 All kyndes
of the stone Calcedonius wythstondeth grauynge. 1603
Knoi.les Hist. Paths (1621) 1326 Foure other vessels made
of fishes bones whereas the art seemed miraculous in the
graving, a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 11. xiv. § 6 (1622) 361
The Arte of Graving, in all kinde of mettals. 1717 De Foe
Syst. Magic 1. vi. (1840) 141 The writing and graving upon
hard stones.

c. concr. Something cut or carved ; a carving,

sculpture ; an inscription. Obs. or arch.
1382 Wvci.if Ezek. xl. 22 The wyndowis therof, and

porche, and grauyngis. c 1440 Lydg. Balatie in Harvard
Studies U897J V. 193 Neuer in gtavyng nor in portrature
Sawe I depict so fayre a creature, c 1510 Barclay Mirr.
Gd. Manners (15701 G iv, The housholder .. Ought not to
be noted for sumptuous building, Nor by outwarde grau-
ing, or workes curious. 1609 Bible iDouay) Ezek. xl. 37
The graving of palme-trees in the front therof. 1647 W.
Browne tr. Gomberi'Me's Pole.rander iv. iii. 258 The walls
were adorned with the same met all and gravings. 1703 T.
N. City ,y C. Purchaser 268 Triglyph .. signifies a hollow
Graving like 3 Furrows. 1801 Southey Thalaba iv. xv.
Belike you can interpret then the graving Around this Ring !

Jig. 1648 Eikon lias. 63 Gravings and characters which
by just and lawful oaths were made upon their souls.

d. A grooving.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <\ Mining 419 If Mr. Krom's
graving and facing of his rolls obviate the difficulties here-
tofore experienced with that form of crusher.

4. The engraving (of a design, picture, etc.) on
a metal plate or wood block. Obs. or arch.
1646 Crashaw's Steps to Temple Pref. 21 His skill in

Poetry. Musicke, Drawing, Limming, graving. 1661 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) I. 365 Prince Rupert showed me. .the new way
of graving called mezzo-tinto. 171* J. James tr. Le Blond's
Gardening Ded., The graving of the Plates. 1753 T. Gray
Let. Wks. 1884 II. 234, I am surprised at the print, which
far surpasses my idea of London graving. 176a H. Walpole
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. I. iv. (1765) 66 He [Holbein] learned
besides, graving, casting, modelling, and architecture,

b. An engraved plate or an impression from it.

Obs. or arch.

1760 Rape r in Phil. Trans. LI. 806 note 2 His plans seem
to be inverted, as gravings commonly are. 1823 J.

Badcock
Dotn. Amusem. 138 This steel graving should have a hole
drilled in one of its corners.

5. attrib., as graving iron, knife, skill, steel, stick ;

graving tool, (a) the tool used by an engraver,
a graver; (b) dial, (see quot. 1877).'
14.. Nam. in Wr.-Wflicker 727/15 Hec retnetica. a

*grawyngern. 1580 Baret Alv. G 481 A grauing iron,
a shauing knife, scalprum. 1577 Kendall Fltnvers Epigr.
64 b, When as he graues in wood, a *grauyng knife. 1784
Cowper Tiroc. 300 The wall on which we tried our *graving
skill. 1676 Coles, Graver, a "graving-steel. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn Bnriu, a "grauing sticke. 1591
Percivall Sp. Did., Buril, a *grauing toole. 1877 N.
IV. Line. Gloss., Graving-toot, a spade used in making
drains.

Graving (gr^-vin^, vbl. sb2 [f. Grave 9J +
•IK1.] The action of Grave v.2 ; the cleaning
of a ship's bottom by scraping or burning, and
coating with tar ; concr. —graving-stuff.
i6»7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 Grauing is onely

vnder water. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6192 More cheap
and durable than any Sheathing or Graving hitherto used.
1780 in Falconer Diet. Marine. X867 in Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk.

b. Comb., as graving beach (seequot.); graving
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bowl dial, (see qnot.)
;
graving dock, a dock into

which vessels are floated to be graved ; = Dry
dock (see also Dock sb.3 4) ; graving piece, a
small piece of wood inserted to repair a defect in
a plank; f graving place =graving dock

;
graving

slip =graving beach
;
graving stuff, the materials

used in graving.
1867 Smyth Sailor'1 Word-bk., *Graving Beach or Slip,

a portion of (he dockyard where ships were landed for
a tide. 1880 Antrim 4 Down Gloss., 'Graving boivl,
a gratuity paid to ship carpenters when they have com-
pleted the repair ofavessel.on bringing her out of the graving
dock. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 53 "Graving docks.
1894 Times 1 Oct. 6/3 Her Majesty's ship Ringarooma was
yesterday placed in the graving dock at Cockatoo Island
for repairs. 1803 in Naval Cliron. XV. 219 The ship,
wrights attending the caulkers to let in 'graving pieces.
1628 Lk Guys tr. Barclay's Argenis 353 Part of his Fleet
being shaken with the storme was brought vpon *greuing
places. 1693 Lomi. Gas. No. 2849/2 'the Mermaid Fire-
ship, as she lay at the Graving Place in Cattwater, was .

.

unhappily set on Fire. 1701 Ibid. No. 3849/4 "Graving-
stuff.

Gravish. (gr^'vij) a. [f. Grave a\ + -ish.]
Somewhat grave.
1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkins I. v. 32 A gravish Sailor

came and sat down by me. 1866 Carlyi.e Irving, Kemin.
US81) I. 151 Hat of gravish breadth of brim.

+ GravisonOUS, a. Obs. rate-". [f. I..

gravison-us ({.gravis heavy + Sottas sound) + -ous.]
Having a deep or heavy sound.
1727-90 in Bailey.

Qra -vitate, a. nonce-tod. [f. L. gravit-as +
-ATE.] Endowed with gravity.
1817 Coleridge Notes $ Led. on Shakespeare (1849) II.

157 I'he particles themselves must have an interior and
gravitate being.

Gravitate (grsrvite't), v. [f. moAX,.gravilat-,
ppl. stem of gravitate, f. gravis heavy, gravilas
weight, Gravity. Cf. 17th c. F.grav/ter.]
1 1. intr. To exert weight or pressure

; to press
upon (on) ; also of heavy bodies, to move or tend
to move downward by their own weight. Obs,
In early natural philosophy, bodies classed as heavy were

said to gravitate, and bodies classed as light to levitate, in
consequence of their tendency to ' seek their own place '.

1644 Dicoy Nat. Bodies (1645) 112 The weights.. do not
gravitate or weigh so much .. when the aire is thick and
foggy. 1660 IioYl.lt New Exp. IViys. Mecli. xvii. no The
one gravitating, the other pressing with equal force upon the
subjacent Mercury. 1661

—

Spring 0/ Air 1. iv. 11682)9
When the lower finger is removed then the Cylinder of
Mercury, which before gravitated upon the Finger comes
to gravitate upon the restagnant Mercury. 1664 Power
Exp. Ptiilos. 11. 107 liy which [experiment] it. .appears, that
water does gravitate in its own Sphere as they phrase it).

1678 Hobbes Decant. Wks. 1845 VII. 140 Water does not
gravitate on any part of itself beneath it. 1782 A. Monro
Cotnpar. Anat. ^ed. 3) 29 The lymph .. gravitating upon
the inferior part of the ventricles may. .elongate and pro-
duce them. 1788 Reid Aristotle's Log. vi. ii. I44 In the
ancient philosophy. .Many things were assumed under that
character without a just title [e.g.] . . that bodies do not
gravitate in their proper place. 1808 Bentham Sc. Reform
38 The .. burthen of patronage, which, by Right Honour-
able persons in your Lordship's.. station, has always been
felt to gravitate with so severe a pressure. [182a Imison
Set, A> Art I. 135 As all parts of the atmosphere gravitate,
or press upon each other.]

t b. trans. To weigh down, oppress. Obs.
1754 H. P. Hiberttiad i. 6 People, .condemned to Tracts

of Land, and gravitated by an Atmosphere baneful to them.
2. intr. To be affected by gravitation ; to move or

tend to move by the force of gravity towards a
body, as the planets of the solar system towards
the sun, and bodies near and on the earth towards
its centre, etc.

1692 Bemtley Boyle Led. 225 The sun, moon, and all the
planets do reciprocally gravitate one toward another. 1712
Blackmore Creation 11. (1736) 57 That matter is with active
force endu'd, That all its parts magnetic pow'r exert, And
to each other gravitate. 1726 tr. Gregory's Asiron. 1. 99The Secondary Planets of Jupiter gravitate towards Jupiter
..and both the Primary and Secondary Planets gravitate
towards the Sun. 1739 tr. AlgarottCs Newton's rhi/os.
(1742) II. 41 All Bodies here below gravitate, and if left to
themselves descend. 1822 Imison Sci. $ Art I. 16 As all
bodies gravitate towards the earth, so does the earth
gravitate towards all bodies. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Con-
nect. Phys. Sci. i. (1849) 7 The satellites also gTavitate to
their primaries. 1868 I.ockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3)
436 Systems of bodies which gravitate round a central body.

D. To sink or fall by, or as by, gravitation
; to

tend to reach a low level ; to settle down (into a
place), lit. anA fig.
1823 Chalmers Posth. Wks. (1849) VI. 410 The soul sinks

and gravitates again to the dust of its own kindred earthli-
ness. 1847-9 Hr.i.rs Friends inC. (1851) I. 31 They gravitate
into their old way very soon. 1851 Robertson Serm. Ser.
II. xt. (1864) 143 The soul gravitates downward beneath its
burden. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 142 Thus were the
various parties in the vast struggle which was about to
commence gravitating into their places. 1879 Rep. St.
George's Hosp. IX. 400 The intestinal contents.. had gravi-
tated behind the ascending colon to the region of the
caecum.

c. trans. To cause to descend or sink by gravi-
tation

; spec, in Diamond-digging, to manipulate
(the gravel) after washing, so that the heavy stones
sink to the bottom (in quot. 1894 absoll).
1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly XLV. 473 These are sufficiently

GRAVITATION.
near the shore to be used to dit; materials from to be
gravitated down to the dam. 1894 Graphic 4 Aug. 129/2
[In diamond-digging] there is the gravitating machine, which
has the same effect on the gravel as gravitating by hand.
3. trans/, and fig. (intr.) To move or tend to
move towards a certain point or object as a natural
goal or destination

; to be strongly attracted (to
some centre of influence^.

1673 Marvell Reh. Transp. 11. 187 A Lecture .. upoi!
the Centers of Knowledge and Ignorance, and how and
when theyGravitate and Levitate. 1776 Adam Smith If. .Y.
I. vii. 18691 '• °2 'The market price, is continually gravi-
tating towards the natural price. 1777 Burke Ed. to lor
Wks. IX. 154 We must gravitate towards them, if we would
keep in the same system, or expect that they should ap-
proach towards us. 1837 Sin R. Peel in Croker P„pers
(1884) 5 July, A King., is the centre towards which all
business gravitates. 1865 Merivale Rom. limp. VIII.
Ixvi. 245 Rome . . was the place to which the imperial
pilgrimages gravitated. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixv.
26 The Irish no longer, as of old. gravitated to Scotland.
1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome Ixxiv. (1877) 616 The
common feeling of mankind was slowly gravitating towards
the new religion.

Hence Gra'vitated ppl, a. Also Gra-vitater,
a workman who ' gravitates '.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Gravitated, weighed, poised. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 46o The lungs were of a pale
grey, without any marks of gravitated blood. 1894 Graphic
4 Aug. 129 '2 [Diamond-digging] Then the washing begins.
A bucketful of gravel is put into a fine-mesh sieve... and
a 'nigger' takes it, . .shaking it so as to wash the gravel.
He then passes it to the ' gravitater ' . .the gravitater, by
dexterous manipulation, causing all the heavy stones to sink
to the bottom and come together in the centre.

Gravitating (grae-viu'tin), vbl. sb. [f. Gravi-
tate v. + -i.\c >.] The action <;f the vb. Gravi-
tate; gravitation. In qtiots. attrib. passing into
adj. = gravitative. Also Comb., as gravitating-
machine (see Gravitate v. 2 c .

1665, /'/://. Trans. I. 31 About the variations in the Moon,
and its gravitating principle. 1692 Bentley Boyle Let.
vii. 244 The Gravitating Power of each of them is exactly
1 roportional to their Matter, a 1711 Ken Hymnarium
Poet. Wks. 1-21 II. 145 To see all Nature's Course, Har-
monious kept by gravitating Force. 1817 J. Scott Paris
Revisit, (ed. 4) 387 A general gravitating tendency towards
the centre of the slate, i860 Tyndali. OYiic ii. xix. 329 We
have a certain amount of gravitating force stored up.

Gravitating (gra."viu? i tini, ///. a. [f. Gravi-
tate v. + ING -.] That gravitates

; f exerting
weight or pressure (obs.) ; moving or tending to
move by gravitation.
I718 J. ClIAMIiERl.AYN'E Rcllg. PlliloS. (1710) II. X\ii. § 40

Set a Cup full of Water under tie Receiver of an Air-
pump, then draw off the gravitating Air. 1794 J. Hltton
Philos. Light, etc. 244 The gravitating matter which is

proper to this globe. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlv. (1856)
4 1 1 The opposing face of the berg varies with every change
of its gravitating centre. 1881 Greener Gnn 83 Manton's
lalest improvement in Hint-locks was the gravitating stop.
1893 Tyxdall in Daily News 5 Jan. (1894) 5 4 Lifted on
the wings of hope and then let fall like a simple gravitating
mass without a pinion.

Gravitation (grsevite'-Jan). [ad. mod.L. gra-
vitatidn-ctti, n.of action f. gravilare to GRAVITATE.
Cf. F. gravitation^
1. Physics. The action or process of gravitating

;

in early use, the falling of bodies to the earth or
their sinking to their lowest level ; in later use
applied in wider sense to the process of which this

is an instance, the moving or tending to a centre of
attraction.

ri64S Enquiry in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) V. 501 If the
opinion be true, that gravitation is from the magnetism
of the earth, then, the more remote from the earth, the less
is the_ gravity. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. II. 104 This
Experiment seems onely to evince the gravitation of Ayr
condensed. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 126 P 6 The
mutual gravitation of bodies. 1797 M. Baii.lie Morb. Anat.
(1807) 65 Wrhere blood too is accumulated in any part of a
lung after death, from gravitation, it is always of a dark
colour. 1812-16 Plavi air Nat. Phil. II. 308 How the gra-
vitation toward distant bodies, such as the Sun and Moon,
may afiTect the Earth's rotation on its axis. 1831 Brewster
Newton (1855' I. ii. 26 If the moon was thus kept in her
orbit by gravitation to the earth, or, in other words, its

attraction. 1888 Pall MallG. 23 Mar. 5 i The substitution
of irrigation by gravitation instead of by pumps.

b. The amount or degree of such attraction.
1812-16 Playfair Nat. L'hil. II. 266 The gravitation of

one planet to another, is expressed by the quantity of matter
in each, divided by the square of the distance.

2. The attraction of one body for another, or

the effective force of one body moving towards

another ; the tendency of every particle of matter

towards every other particle, of which the fall of

bodies to the earth is an instance.

The law 0/gravitation, according to which the attractive

force of bodies varies directly as their masses and inversely

as the square of the distance between them, was discovered
by Sir Isaac Newton.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. vii. 196 In carcasses

warme . . there doe exhale and breathe out vaporous and
fluid parts, which carry away some power of gravitation.

1692 Bentley Boyle Led. 225 The gravitating power ofeach
of them [planets].. arises from the several gravitations or
attractions of all the individual particles that compose the
whole mass. 1728 Pemberton Vim Neioton's Philos. 17
This power of gravitation extends up to the moon, and
causes that planet to gravitate . . towards the earth. 1728
Pope Dune. 11. 318 Whirlpools and storms his circling arm
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invest, With all the might of gravitation blast. 1813 Sir H.
Davy Agn'c. Chent. ii. (1814) 31 One of the most important
properties belonging to matter is Gravitation. 18x9 Scott
Anne of G. ii, The power of gravitation determined a direct

and forward descent. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci.

(1857) II. 181 They, .obeyed the law of universal gravitation.

i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) ii. § 05 But for the

forces of gravitation the waters of the Mississipi would
remain at its fountain. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. xxi. (1878)

371 The force by which the iron rushes to the earth is

called gravitation.

3. trans/, and fig. The fact or condition of

being attracted towards an object or point of

influence ; natural tendency [to or towards) ; in

bad sense, tendency to sink to a low level.

1644 Digby MatCs Soul Concl. 454 The vehemence and
intensenesse of any pleasure, is proportionable . . to the

grauitation, bent, and greatnesse that such a subiect hath

to the obiect that delighteth it. 1688 Norris Theory Love
1. iii. 26 That moral Gravity and Gravitation of the Soul
impress'd on her by the universal Good acting attractively

upon her. 1784 Cowper Task v. 588 That low And sordid
gravitation of his pow'rs To a vile clod. 1805 WosDSW.
Prelude 11. 243 The gravitation and the filial bond Of
Nature that connect him-with the world. 186a Merivale
Rom. Emp. (1865) IV. xxxii. 2 We shall .. observe the
general gravitation of the whole machine towards a more
absolute despotism. 1876 K. Mellor Priesth. viii. 372 That
strong gravitation towards evil, 188*3 Gilmocr Mongols
xxxii. 373 Russia has toleration for all religions, but the
gravitation is towards.. the Greek Church.

4. altrib. and Comb., as gravitation law-, supply

(cf. sense 1, quot. 1888); gravitation battery «
gravity battery (see Gravity 8 b)

;
gravitation

measure (see quot. 1875I.
1850 H. Miller Footpr. Credt. xiii. (187V 242 Such ..

would be the direct effects of this gravitation law. 187s
Kverett Illustr. C. G. S. Syst. Units 13 Force is said to

be expressed in gravitation-measure when it is expressed
as equal to the weight ofa given mass. 1883JENKIN Electr.

<y Magnet, (ed. 71 227 Gravitation batteries are like the
Menotti's with the sawdust removed. 1896 H'estm. Gaz.
30 July 7/2 It [the water] will be served by a gravitation

supply under a net head of about 65ft.

Gravitation, erron. form of Gratidation.
Gravitational (grsevit^-Janll), a. [f. Gravi-

tation + -al ] Of, pertaining to, or caused by
gravitation ; employing the principle or law of

gravitation (sense 2).

Gravitational astronomy : a system of astronomy based,
as by Sir Isaac Newton, on the theory of gravitation ; also

called theoretical astronomy \ so g. astronomer.

1855 B. Powell Ess. 78 All kinds of physical agents.,
thermotic, electric, chemical, molecular, gravitational, lumi-
niferous. i860 DuNKlN Midn. Sky 148. 27 Several double
stars suspected to belong to a common gravitational system.

1876 Newcomb in .V. Amer. Rev. CXX.III. 101 Theoretical

astronomy is a term somewhat too vague and inclusive;

and 'gravitational astronomy' somewhat too narrow. 1881

SirR. Ball in Eng. Mech. 17 June 349/1 Modern gravitational

astronomers. 1889 Chamb. Jml. 16 Mar. 163/1 Venus has
nearly the same gravitational power as the earth. 1893
Sir R. Ball Story ofSun 75 The gravitational method of
finding the Sun's distance.

Hence G-ravita'tionally adv., by gravitation.

1887 Sir W. Thomson Sun's Heat in Gd. Words 150
Pieces of matter gravitationally attracted together.

Gravitative (grae*vit* fiiv), a. [f. Gravitate v.

+ -ive.] Of, pertaining to, or produced by gravi-

tation.

1799 Sib H. Davy in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. <$• Med.
Knowl. 40 When the repulsive motion eminently predomi-
nates over the cohesive and gravitative attraction. 1818
Coleridge in Rem. (1836) I. 216 The particles themselves
[of the human body] must have an interior and gravitative
being. 1855 H. Spencer Prime. Psychol. (1872) II. vi. xii.

156 The attributes of Heavy and Light; which indicate
amounts of gravitative force in relation to bull:. 1891
Nature 26 July 291 That the heat developed by the falling

together of the earth's materials arose simply from their
gravitative potential energy.

t Gra'vitoned, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. gravis

deep, heavy + tonus, Gr. tovos Tone + -ed-.]
Deep-toned.
1657 Reeve God's Plea Ep. Ded. Relig. Cit. 9 They are

not yet come to her [Nineveh's] .. paroxisms of conflicts,

gravitoned accents of prayer.

Gravity (grse'viti). Also 6 gravite(e, -yte,

-etie, -ytye. [ad. F. gravity (i2-i3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) or L. gravitdt-em, gravitds, n. of quality

f. gravis heavy, weighty : see Grave a.l The
word was first introduced in figurative senses, cor-

responding generally to the Eng. senses of the adj.

The primary physical sense of the Lat. word came
into Eng. first in the 17th c.]

I. The quality of being Grave.
f 1. Weight, influence,.iiuthority. Obs.

1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices t. (1540) 2 Plato if he
wolde have practysed this maner of persuadynge, he might
have persuaded with singular gravyiie. 1535 St. Papers
Hen. y/ll (1849) VII. 614 So in all their procedinges.

.

they shew themselfles to be men of gravyte and wisedom.
i6ao Brent tr. SarpPs Counc. Trent 1. (1676)95 To send
Ambassadoiirs, men of gravity and authority. 17*8 Morgan
Algiers 1 1, iv. 200 Why should these Circumstances be men-
tioned by a Historiographer of such gravity. 17*1 Middle-
ton Cicero II. x. 406, I would not have you think, that any
Letters were ever read in the Senate of greater weight than
yours, both for the eminent merit of your services, and the
gravity of your words and sentiments.

t b. As a title of honour or respect. Obs.

1618 Barnevelfs APol. I>ed. A ij, I offer it to you with all

singular affection, and bending submission to your grauitie.

16*9 Prynnk New Antith. Pref. 2 It cannot be unknown
to your gravities, that [etc.]. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xvii.

II. 24 Your Gravity, your Excellency, your Eminence [etc.).

C. Of a ceremony, proceedings, etc. : Solemnity.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 111. § 10 The earl was, with

more clamour than was suitable to the gravity of that
supreme court, called upon to withdraw. 1689 Evelyn
Corr. 12 Aug. 11879) III. 445 There was at least something
of more grauity and forme kept up. 1716 Lady M. \V.

Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar 14 Sept., The whole [drawing-
room] passes with a gravity and air of ceremony that has
something very formal in it. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
vi. II. 40 The gravity and pomp of the whole proceeding
made a deep impression even on the Nuncio. 1855 Pres-
cott Philip II, v. 83 The process went on with- suitable
gravity.

d. Something grave ; a grave or serious subject,

speech, or remark. Obs, or arch.

1609 Shakspere"s Tr. <$- Cr. (Qo. i)Epist. p ij, You should
see air those grand censors, that now stile them [Playes] such
vanities, flock to them for the maine grace of their grauities.

1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II. x. 18 He seldom ventured on
a gravity, but in echo ofanother's remark. 1871 Geo. Eliot
in J. W. Cross Life (1885) III. 131, I read aloud. .books of
German- science, and other gravities. Ibid. III. 325 We
are deep among the gravities.

2. Grave, weighty, or serious character or nature
;

importance, seriousness: f &• of literary produc-

tions, style, etc. {obs.) ; b. of events, facts, con-

ditions.

1519 Iniert. Four F.ltm. (Percy Soc.) 3 They rayght, yf
they wolde, in our Englyshe tonge Wryte workys of gravyte.

'533 Sir T. More Debell. Salem Wks. 964/2 The iudges
parte is to see that the punishemente passe not the grauitie

of the offence. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. x. § 9 To punish
the injury committed according to the gravity of the fact.

1649 Milton Eikon. viii. Wks. (1847) 295/2 Empty sentences
that have the sound of gravity, but the significance of
nothing pertinent. 1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 203 The
gravity of every offence must needs increase proportionably
to the dignity of the party offended. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.
Wks. V. 74 The wise will determine from the gravity of the

case. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 213 He was himself alive

to the gravity of the occasion. 1883 J. Parker TyneCh. 274
Great questions should be considered in a spirit worthy of
their gravity.

3. Weighty dignity ; reverend seriousness

;

serious or solemn conduct or demeanour befitting

a ceremony, an office, etc. ; staidness. In later

use with wider application : Seriousness or sobriety

(of conduct, bearing, speech, temperament, etc.)

;

opp. to levity and gaiety.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570'! 233 Let these fooles

auoyde this mad misuse, And folowe the right way of ver-

tuous grauitie. 1549 Compt. Scot. vii. 70 Sittand in ane
chair .. kepand grite grauite, heffand ane beuk in his hand.

1585 T. Washington tr. N/cholay's I'oy. 11. xxv. 66 March-
ing with great gravitie. 1597 Morley Inirod. Mus. 166
Those songs which are made for the high key be made for

more life, the other in the low key with more grauetie and
staidnesse. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. m. i. 57, I neuer heard
a man of his place, grauity, and learning, so wide of his

owne respect. 164a Fuller Holy <$ Prof St. in. xxi. 209
Gravity in the ballast of the soul. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. 1. § 185 He was a man of very morose manners and a
very sour aspect, which in that time was called gravity.

1689-90 Tkmile Ess. Pop. Discontent Wks. 1731 I. 259
Gravity often passes for Wisdom, Wit for Ability. 1698
Fkyeb Ace. E. India # P. 70 Our Entertainment was truly

Noble, and becoming the- Gravity of the Society [Jesuits].

1703 Maundrell Joum. Jerus. (1732) 145 Let. 2 Their
Religion is fram'd to keep up great outward Gravity. 1771
Mackenzie Man Feel. xl. ^1803) 77 The natural gravity

of her temper, .was such as not easily to be discomposed.
1823 Lamb Elia Ser. n. Poor Relations, His deportment
was of the essence of gravity. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bon-
neville III. 39 Captain Bonneville sat . . listening to them
with Indian silence and gravity. 1868 Stanley H'estm.
Abb. i. (ed. 2) 13 His manners presented a singular mixture
of gravity and levity. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman in.

vii. 142 She grew uneasy at the settled gravity of his face.

II. In physical senses.

4. f a. The quality of having weight, ponder-

ability ; the tendency to downward motion, re-

garded in ancient physics as a property inherent

in certain bodies (opposed to levity, or the upward
tendency ascribed, e.g., to the element of fire). Obs.

1622 Malynes Ane. Lanv-Merch. 62 But Aristotle his

reasons are generally approued, to proue the earths stabilitie

in the middle or lower part of the world, because of grauitie

and leuitie. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. iv. (1635)85
Grauity or heauinesse is nothing els but an inclination of
the parts of the Earth, returning to their naturall place.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 704 Similitude of Substance will cause
Attraction, where the Body is whollyfreed from the Motion
of Grauity. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. \\. iii. 72 To
overcome the resistance of its gravity and to lift it up from
the earth. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 250/2
Heaven hath neither gravity nor levity : this is manifest
from its motion which is circular, not from the center which
is proper to light things, nor to the center, as is proper to
heavie, but about the center. 1665 Glanvili. Scepsis Sci.

xi. 63 Gravity, which makes great bodies hard of Remove.
1678 Hobbes Decani, viii, 84 Gravity is an Intrinsecal

Quality by which a Body so qualified descendeth perpen-
dicularly towards the Superficies of the Earth.

b. Weight, heaviness ; chiefly = specific gravity

(see c), but occasionally the weight of an individual

portion of matter, a definite amount of weight.

Not now in scientific use, exc. ia centre of gravity

(see Centre sb, 16).

1641 Wilkins Math. Magick 1. iii. {1648) 15 With this
kinde of Ballance, it is usuall by the help onely of one
weight, to measure sundry different gravities. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 122 Their gravity and weight may also
offend the upper Lip. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 11. 105
The reason why the Quicksilver descends at all in the first

Experiment, is from its exceeding gravity. 1722 Wollaston
Relig. Nat. ix. 213 Inanimate bodies, which have different
gravities; 1750 Johnson Rambler No, 69 r 8 Liquors of
different gravity and texture which never can unite. 1805-
17 R.Jameson Char. MinAed. 3) 265 The degrees of gravity
of minerals. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 149 The
weights, or gravities, of bodiesnear the surface of the earth,
are proportional to the quantities of matter contained in

them. £1860 Faraday Forces Hat. i. 21 Let us examine
it with regard to the amount of its heaviness, or its gravity.

C. Specific gravity. The degree of relative

heaviness characteristic of any kind or portion of
matter; commonly expressed by the ratio of the

weight of a given volume to that of an equal

volume of some substance taken as a standard (viz.

usually water for liquids and solids, and air for

gases). Abbreviated sf>. gr.
Since the weights of bodies are proportional to their

masses, their specific gravities are in the same ratio as their

densities ; and in some scientific books the term density
has displaced specific gravity.
1666 Bovi.F. in Phil. Trans. I. No. 14. 234 In case its

(specifick) gravity were considerably alter'd. 1685 Phil.

Trans. XV. 1004 As if they were different fluids, of dif-

ferent specifick gravities (as the word is now a-days) or (as

it was wont to be called, and I think, better) Intensive
gravity, one from the other. 1696 Whiston Theory Earth
1. (1722) 61 Fluids are. .as capable of all degrees of Density
and specifick Gravity, as Solids. 1758 Reid tr. Macquer's
Chym. I. 234 As the fire carries off the most aqueous part,

the other which remains in the retort increases in specific

gravity. 1822 Imison Sci. ^ Art I. 120 The Hydrometeris
the most eligible instrument for finding the specific gravity

of fluids. 1831 Lardner Hydrost. viii. 135 By the weights
of equal bulks bodies may be separated and arranged in

species. Hence the term specific •weight ox specific gravity.
1868 Lockyer Elevi. Astron. ix. § 50 11879) 3 11 ^ ne mean
density, or specific gravity, of its materials. 1870 Atkinson
Ganoids Physics (ed. 4) § 24 The relative density of a sub-

stance is generally called its specific gravity,

fg. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Spir. Laws Wks. (Bohn) I. 66
The permanence of all books is fixed by. .their own specific

gravity, or the intrinsic importance of their contents.

d. Specific gravity beads or bulbs : small hollow
glass spheres used in determining the specific

gravity of a liquid (see quot. 1S84). Specific

gravity bottle 01-flask : an instrument lor determin-

ing the specific gravity of a liquid by a compari-

son of the weight of a given volume of it with

that of an equal volume of a standard liquid under

the same conditions of temperature and pressure ;

a pyenometer.
1863 Atkinson Ganot's Physiss § 99 Specific gravity flask.

1881 Ibid. (ed. 10) § 122 The pyknometer or specific gravity

bottle. 1884 A. Daniell I 'rinc. Physics 198 Specific-gravity

bulbs. Iiulbs are sold which are known to float without

rising or sinking in liquids of thesp. gr. marked in numbers
upon them. A number of them are thrown into the liquid ;

those which bear too high a number sink, those which are

too light rise; the one exactly corresponding, if there be

one, is at rest anywhere in the fluid.

5. The attractive force by which all bodies tend

to move towards the centre of the earth ; the

degree of intensity with which a body in any

given position is affected by this force, measured

by the amount of acceleration produced. Also

often in wider sense, the degree of intensity with

which one body is affected by the attraction of

gravitation exercised by another body.
Some writerswho restrictthe word to terrestrial attraction

apply it to the resultant of the earth's attraction of gravita-

tion and the centrifugal force due to the earth's rotation,

while others apply it to the gravitational component only.

1692 Bentley Boyle Led. iv. (1724) 126 Without Gravity,

the whole Universe .. would have been a confused Chaos.

a 172 1 Keill Maupertuis Diss. 11734) 53 The Gravity in

A towards y being = v. 1756 Burke Subl. <$- B. iv. i, If I

were to explain the motion of a body falling to the ground,

I would say it was caused by gravity. 1812 Woodhouse
Astron. xxxiv. 329 A mean force tending to diminish the

Moon's gravity to the Earth. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.

(1843) II. 219 These ubiquitaries—some flying about—others

pacing against gravity up the walls or upon the ceiling.

1837 Brewster Magnet. 246 A pendulum, oscillating by the

action of gravity. 1854 — More Worlds'w. 70 An accurate

calculation of the force of gravity upon Jupiter. 1867

Herschel Fam. L.ect. Sci. 90 note, A force directed to the

sun differing by a mere infinitesimal from its direct gravity.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. \. 230 Thus, approxi-

mately, the poundal is equal to the gravity of about half an

ounce.

+ 6. Heaviness, sluggishness (of bodily condi-

tion). Obs.— l (a Latinism).
1610 Hkalsy St Aug. Citie of God xxi». xv, {1620) 838

About thirty yeares man is in his full state and from that

time he declineth to an age of more grauity and decay.

7. Of sounds : Lowness of pitch.

1669 Holder Elem. Sp. 18 There may be other ways of

discriminating the voice, e.g. by Acuteness and Gravity.

1721 A. Malcolm Treat. Mus. 539 All this seems plainly

to put the Difference of the Tones only in the Acuteness or

Gravity of the Whole. 1828 Busby Mus. Man., Gravity,

a word used in contradistinction to acute : depth of sound.

1889 H. C. Banister Music (ed. 14) § 2 The pitch—acute-

ness or gravity— of a musical sound depends upon the

rapidity of ,the vibrations which produce it.



GRAVOUS.

III. 8. attrib. and Comb.
a. simple attrib.

1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U.S. 650 The mill itself

is put up on the terrace or ' gravity ' plan, the movement
of ore in process of treatment being always down. 1894
Outing W. S.) XXIV. 173/2 The house was. .held together

nominally by a little mud and mortar, in reality by virtue

of being laid in the gravity line,

b. Special comb. : gravity battery, cell, a

galvanic battery or cell in which the liquids are

kept apart by the force of gravity alone
;
gravity

escapement (see quot. 1884); gravity-railroad,
* a railroad in which the cars move down an inclined

plane, or a series of inclined planes, under the action

of gravity alone' {Cent. Diet*); gravity-wedge, a

wedge that falls into position, when released, by
the force of gravity alone.
1870 Atkinson Ganot's Physics fed. 4) § 704 A kind of

battery has been devised in which the porous vessel is entirely
dispensed with, and the separation of the liquids is effected
by the difference of density. Such batteries are called
*gravity batteries. 1876 Pkeece & Sivewright Telegraphy
31 The so called ' Gravity ' batteries. 1850 Denison Clock
<y iVatch Making 71 The most simple, .form of the "gravity
escapement is this. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <y Clockm.
115 Gravity Escapement, an escapement in which impulse
is given to the pendulum by a weight falling through a
constant distance. 1888 Pall Mall G. 23 Oct. 2/2 A very
simple but effective *gravity-wedge safety apparatus.

Hence Gravity-ship, used as a mock title.

177a Nugent tr. Hist. Friar Gerund I. 370 God forgive
his Gravityship the very Reverend Father Provincial.

Gravo-, bad combining form of Grave a.

1807 J. Thelwall in Monthly Mag. XXIII. 30 Their
distinctions of gravo-acute and acuto-grave or circumflexes.

t Gra'VOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. grav-is or Eng.
Grave (u + -ous, possibly influenced by grievous.]
(irave. So f Gravously adv., gravely.

1535 S*- Papers Hen. VIM (1849) VII. 614 Pausing in
every degree, and- proceding in a gravous sorte, with mature
advise and deliberation. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV
(an. 22) (15501 56 Grauous matters, concernyng the welthes
of bothe the Realmes. ibid. (an. 23) 59 b, If wee. .would.

.

in our myndes grauously ponder the fraile . . imbecilitie of
our humayn nature. Ibid., Hen. VII (an. 1) 3 He would
that there should be elected the most prudent & grauous
persons of euery countie.

Gravure 1' (gr^Wiu<u). rare— 1
, [f. Grave vA

+ -ure. Cf. V. gi-avure engraving.] The fact

of being graven or engraved.
1876 LaNIER Poems,- Dedication, Symbol of gravure on

his heart to be.

Gravure 2 (gravtir, gr3e*viu<u\ [Shortened
from Photogravure,] The process of engraving
by means of photography; a print produced by
this process. Also attrib.

1893 Daily Neivs 29 June 5/4 Accompanied by numerous
Woodbury gravure illustrations. 189S Ibid, n June 3/1 A
number of Herkomer gravures, including portraits .. and.
copies of well-known- pictures.

Gravy (gr^'vi). Forms : 4-5 grav6, 5 gravey,
greve, grovy, (7 gravet), greavie, -y, 8graivie,
7-8 gravie, 5- gravy. [Of obscure origin.
The receipt*quoted under sense 1 below are substantially

identical with receipts in OF. cookery books, in which the
word is grane'. For the OF. word the reading grant seems
certain (though in printed texts grazi usually appears) ; it

is prob. cogn. with OF. grain 'anything used in cooking'
(Godef.), and with Grenade*, Grenadinf. ; cf. a\?o Ja/ts
grefum — l gravy bastard'. But in the Eng. MSS. the
word has nearly always either a 7/ or a letter which looks
more like u than « (the only exception being in the ' table

'

to Liber Cocorum, which has thrice grane, while the text
has granJU As the ME. word was therefore identical in

form with the mod. word, it seems difficult, in spite of the
difference in sense, to regard them as unconnected. In the
present state of the evidence, the most probable conclusion
is that the OF. grant was early misread as grave", and in
that form became current as a term of English cookery.]

1 1. Some kind of dressing used for white meats,
fish, and vegetables, which seems to have consisted
of broth, milk of almonds, spices, and (usually)

wine or ale. Gravy bastard', app. an inferior

imitation of this. Obs.
?£i390 Form of Cury (1780) 22 Connynges in Grauey.

Take Connynges .. and drawe hem with a gode broth with
almandes blanched and brayed, do berinnesugerand powdor
gynger. Ibid. 59 Oysters in Gravey. Schyl Oysters and
seeb hem in wyne and in hare own broth, cole the broth
thrugh a cloth, take almandes blaunched, grynde hem and
drawe hem up with the self broth & alye it wih floer of Rys
and do the oysters berinne, cast in powder of gynger, suger,
macys. c 14x0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 25 For tenchis in
grave. Sethe by tenchis. .Grynd peper and safron with ale
.. With tenchis brothe, bou temper hit. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 586/4 Gams, greue. [Of. Ibid. 740/38 Hie garus,
a fyscbrowe:! ±4.. MS. Arundel \n Housek. Ord. (1790)
446 Eles in Grave. Take almondes and grinde hem [etc.].

r 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 13 Oystres en grauey. Ibid.,
Oystrys in grauy bastard. .. take be water of be Oystrys,
& ale, an bredey-straynid. .an put it on apotte, an Gyngre,
Sugre, Saffron, powder pepir, and Salt. Ibid. 33 Whyte
I'esyn in grauey. c n&ylbid. 101 A litul gravey of be pike.
c 1470 Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 117 To mak tenche
in grave, tak..your tenche and sethe hym and alay it with
myed bred pepper and saffron and temper it with the
tenches brothe, then lay the tenche in a platter and poure
on the grave, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 789/35 Hec
promulada [?= *promuisida, protnulsis] grovy. 1508-13
Bk. Keruynge (W. de W.) B4 Sprottes is good in sewe..
oystres in ceuy, oysters in grauy, menewes in porpas.
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2. The fat and juices which exude from flesh

during and after the process of cooking ; a dressing

for meat or vegetables made from these with the

addition of condiments.
1591 A. W. Bk. Cookrye 4 Boile it [a Swan] vntill it be

somwhat thick, and put in two spoon full of the grauye of
the Swan. 1600 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 184 lust. There
is not a white haire in your face but should haue his effect

ofgrauity. Falsi. His effect ofgrauy, grauie, grauie. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 312 The grauie or dripping ..of the
Hya^nes liner, newly taken out of the body. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. x viu. 62 There are now at fireTwo brestsof Goat: both
which, let Law set downe Before the man . . With all their
fat arid grtauie. 1638 Kawley it. Bacon s Life fy Death (1650)
47Gravies of Meat. .Are good for old Persons. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Anim. ty Miu. Introd., The gravet of rosted meat.
1709 Addison Taller No. 148 P 1 A whole roasted Ox,
(which was certainly the best Way to preserve the Gravy).
1769 Mks. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 69 When you
dish it [a tongue] up, pour a little brown gravy. 1846 Mrs.
Gore Eng, Charac. (1852) 109 The pure and transparent
gravies of France. 1868 Jewry Model Cookery 270 Serve it

up hot with a rich gravy poured round it.

b. transf Also in phr. goose without gravy
(see G0O8E sb. l d) ; to steiv in one's own gravy,
to be bathed in sweat.
1699 E. Ward London Spy ix. 14 He reliev'd us out of

our Purgatory [a bath], and carried us to our Dressing
Room, which gave us such Refreshment after we had been
thus long stewing in our own Gravy, that [etc.]. a 1845
Hood Widow iii, As if . . to soothe his grave with sorrow's
gravy [i.e. tears].

3. attrib. and Comb., as gravy-boat', sauce, soup,
spoon; instrumental, as gravy-dripping^].; gravy
beef, a part of the leg of beef which is cooked for

the sake of its gravy ; gravy-eyed a. '

v
see quot.).

1747 Mrs. Glas.se Cookery ii. 39 Lay a Pound of *Gravy
Beef.. over your Chickens. 1886 W. J. Ticker E. Europe
J 75 digging his dirty, *gravy-dripping knife into the salt-

cellar. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, *Gravey eyed,
blear eyed, one whose eyes have a running humour. 1769
Mks. Raffald Engl. Housekpr. (1778) 24 To make the
"gravy sauce, put a little brown gravy into r sauce-pan.
with one anchovy. 1694 Mottf.cx Rabelais v. xvii. (1737)
74 *Gravy Soupe. 1765 Goldsm. Ess. xxv. 227 He drank
gravy-soup when he could get it. 1813 Sporting Mag.
XL1I. 135 A basin of gravy-soup . . was placed before him.
1844 Dickens Mart. Ckuz. i, A *gravy spoon.

Gravylle, Gravyn, obs. ff. Gravel, Grave v. 1

Grawacke, variant of Grauwacke.
Grawe, obs. form of Grave, Grow.
Grawell, obs. form of Gravel.
Grawin, obs. pa. pple. of Grave v. 1

Grawls, Anglo-Irish form of Grilse.
Grawous, obs. form of Grievous.
Gray, etc. : see Grey.
Grayboyle, obs. form of Garboil.
1620 Concession to J. Merrick in Rymer Feedera (1710)

XVII. 256 The late Troubles and Grayboyles happened in
that State.

Graydon, Grayel, obs. ff. Graddan, Grail 1.

Graylag: see Greylag.
Grayle, var. Grail ' ; obs. f. Grail 3, gravel.

Grayling (gr^-lin). Also 5 gra-j gray-, gre-
lyng(e, grayllyng(h e, 6-7 grailing, 7-8 grey-
ling, 8 gragling. [(.gray, Grey a. : see -ling. J
1. A freshwater fish of the genus Thymallus

(family Sa/monid;e\, of a silvery -grey colour and
characterized by a long and high dorsal fin.

The common European grayling is 'Thymallus vulgaris;
other species are T. signifer, the American or Alaskan
grayling, and T. ontariensis, the Michigan grayling.
a 1430 Fysshynge w. angle iiSSi) 15 Ye schall angle. . For

be truwyt the grelyng and be barbel.. with a lyne of ix
herys. Ibid. 17 A dubbed hooke for the troute & gral-
yng. a 1490 Botoxer Itin. (1778) 358 Vn Wye water sunt
pisces, trouthes, cullys, loches, anguillae, grayllynghes. 1496
Bk. St. Albans, Fishing h 6 b, The grayllynge by a nother
namecallydvmbreisa delycyous fysshe to mannys mouthe.
1577-87 Harrison England 1, x'w. in Holinshcd (1807) I.

123 In this riuer [Wie] bevmbers, otherwise called graihngs.
a 1672 Willughby Icthyogr. (16S6) Tab. N 8, A Greyling or
Omer. 1787 Best Angling 39 The Gragling, Grayling or
Umber. This fish has three different names given it, ac-
cording to the different parts of England where it is found.
185s Tennyson Brook 58 And here and there a lusty trout,
And here and there a grayling. 1867 F. Francis Angling
viii. U880) 294 If the trout be the gentleman of the streams,
the grayling is certainly the lady. 1873 G. C. Davies
Mount. $ Mere x\. 89 The tender-mouthed grayling. 1882
Michigan fy its Resources 29 Brook trout and grayling are
plenty in some of the small rivers of the northern counties.

b. An Australian fish, Prototroctes marxna,
closely resembling the English grayling.
1880 W. Senior Travel <r Trout 94 The cucumber

mullet .. I have long expected to be a grayling. 188a
Tenison-Woods Fish of N. S. Wales 109 (Morris) The
Australian grayling, which in character, .ts almost identical
with the English fish of that name. 1889 Casselfs Pic-
turesque Austral. (1890) IV. 206 The river abounds in the
delicious grayling or cucumber fish.

c. (See quot.)
1889 'John Bickerdvke' Bk. All-round Angler ill. 95

note, In parts of Ireland grilse are termed grayling, and in
the markets of the Midlands pollan. .is sold as Irish grayling.

2. A common butterfly {Hipparchia Semele), so
called from the grey under-side of the wings.
1819 G. Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 241 Hipparchia

Semele (grayling, or rock under*ing). 1841 Westwood
Brit. Butterflies 68. 1893 Morris Brit. Butterflies 51.

GRAZE.
1893 Daily News 1 Feb. 8/2 The grayling. This quiet
coloured butterfly is a native of stony hill sides.

3. attrib. and Comb., as grayling-angler, -Jishing,

-fly; grayling sky, a sky ot a silvery-grey colour.
1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girts Rom. 6 The motionless figure

as it lies under that grayling sky. 1889 ' John Bickerdyke '

Bk. All-round Angler in. 97 The best Test grayling-flies.

1898 Speaker 29 Oct. 515/2 Vour grayling angler casts it

[his fly] in very different fashion.

Graymalkin, variant of Grimalkin.
Gray mercy, obs. variant of Gkamehct.
Graymill (gr^'iml). Also 6 gray mil e,myle,

7 greiraile. [Etymological perversion (after gray,
Gbky #.) of F. grifnil Gromwei.l. (A further
corruption is grey millet', see Grey a. 10.)] *=

Gromwell.
1548 Turner Names of Ilcrhes 49 i.iihospertnon is called

of the Herbaries Milium solis, in englishe Grtimmel, but it

shoulde be called Gray myle. 1551 — Herbal 11. 40 Litho-
spetmon ., is called gray mil of the blewish gray color that

I it hath. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Litliospermum .. Some
J

take it to be grummell, or gray mile. 1601 Holland Pliny
(1634) II. 284 Of all herbes that be, there is none more
wunderful then Greinnle. 16:1 Coicii., Gremil, the hearb
Gromill, Grummell, or Graymill. 1756 Watson I.eictsfersh.
Plants in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 814 Gromwell, Gromil, or
Graymill.

Grayn e, Graythfe, obs. ff. Grain, Graith.
Grayvez, Graz, obs. if. Greaves, Grass.
Graze (gr^z), sb. [f. Graze v.-]

1. An act or instance of grazing, touching lightly,

or rubbing against, a suilace in passing: said esp.

of shot ; also, 'the point at which a shot stiikes

and rebounds from taith or water' (Smyth Sailors
Word-bk. 1S67).
1691 in Capt. Smiths Seaman's Gram. it. xxvi. 136 The

Graze of the liullet at the first Shot. 1864 Daily Tel.

7 June, Dividing the sum of all the distances, taken from
the muzzle to the first graze. 1876 Daily News 30 Sept. 2 2
Common shell, .which gave a range of about 3,oco yards at
the first graze. 1879 Pkoctor Pleas. WaysSci. v. 112 All
successive grazes [of a ray of light] would be indicated to us
by accessions of lustre. 1899 Speaker 11 Nov. 133 '1 The diffi-

culty is. .to hecure a fuze sufficiently delicate to act or. graze.

2. A superficial wound or abrasion, caused by

J

an object rubbing against the skin of the body.
1847 Illustr. Lond. News 10 July 30/1 A few grazes and

bruises were all the evils. 1891 E. Peacock N. Breudon I.

151 Quite a slight wound, just a graze of the arm.

Graze (gi'^z), vJ r'orms: 4-8 grase, (5
gresyn, 6 grease). 6- graze. [OE. grasiau, f.

gras-,g/Hs Grass sb. 1
; cf. MDu., ~S\HG. grasen

(Du. grazen, G. grasen), S\v. grasa, Da. gr&sse,
trans, and intr.]

1. intr. Chiefly of cattle : To feed on growing
grass and other herbage.
c 1000 -V<?.r. Leechd. III. 200 [Se be] oxan grasiende seslhb

|

sije ceapas [read ceapes] jetacnaS. 1390 Gowlr Conf. I.

I

142 Lich an oxe under the fote He graseth. < 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (1S40) 121 Nature bathe . . Ordeyned. .Sheepe
in theyr pasture to grase day and nyght. 1585!'. Washing-
ton tr. Nicholays Voy. 11. viii. 40 b, Driving them [partridges]

I

in the daye time too goe grase in the mountaynes. 1624
!

Capt. Smith Virginia iv. in Our Hogs and Catteil haue
I

twtntie miles circuit to graze in securely. 1784 Cowpek
!

Task vi. 774 The lien, and the libbard, and the bear Graze
^

with the fearless flocks. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonnez'ille
1. 102 The po,or jaded horses were turned out to graze. 1879
Stainer Music of Bible 2 The god., found a mountain
tortoise grazing near his grotto. 1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnatt
Introd. 51 The cows that grazed in the monastic pastures.

b. /'j'overb.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 189 Suche as they most
gladly dead would haue Eateth of that goose that graseth
on their graue. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abhigt. (1841)
25 *The goose that graseth on the greene', quoth he, 'May
I eat on when you shall buryed be !

' 1632 in Crt. % Times
Chas. /(1848) II. 177 He looks fresh, and enjoys his health
. .so that if any other prelate do ga[ e after his benefice, his
grace, perhaps, according to that old and homely proverb,
[may] eat of the goose which shall graze upon his grave.

2. transf. and fig. a. ' To move on devouring'

(J.). ? Obs. b. humorously of persons : To feed.

Also 7o send to graze \ to send packing, turn out.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Sept. 113 Sike mischiefe graseth
hem emong. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. m. v. 190 Graze
where you will, you shall not house with me. a 1626 Bacon
IVarw. Spain (1629) 10 As euery State lay next to the other
that was oppressed, so the fire perpetually grazed. 167S
T. Turnor Case Bankers A> Creditors (ed. 3) 35 This Wild-
fire., had now grazed almost throughout the whole Realm.
1733 Swift Legion Club 215 Will you, in your faction's

phrase, Send the clergy all to graze? 1824 Lady Granville
Lett. (1894) I. 304 Mr. Druinmond. does no harm grazing at
the bottom of a long table. 187a Eakl Pembroke & G. H.
Kingsley S. Sea Bubbles ix. 230 Mosquitoes that are grazing
coolly on one's hands.

3. trans. To feed on, eat (growing grass or
other herbage). Chiefly poet.

1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 253 Flocks Grasing the tender herb.
J697 Pryden sEneid vi. 8^9 Their Steeds around, Free
from their Harness, graze the fiowYy Ground. 171a Pope
Messiah 77 The lambs with wolves shall graze the verdant
mead. 1784 Cowper Task v. 785 Brutes graze the mountain-
top with faces prone.

fig. 1791 Boswell Johnson 1 July, an. 1763 note, He is

the richest authour that ever grazed the common of literature.

fb. transf. Said offish. Obs. rate.

1697 Drymen Virg. Georg. iv. 568 This Neptune gave
him, when he gave to keep His scaly FloCka, that graze the
wat'ry deep.
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GRAZE.

4. causal. To put (cattle) to feed on pasture

;

also, to tend while so feeding.

1564 Golding Justin's Hist. it. (1570) 10b, They feede &
graze theyr cattell wandering through the desertes. i59*5

Shaks. Merch.V. 1. iii. 92When Iacobgraz'dhisVncleLabans

sheepe. 1613 Wither Epithal. in Juvenilia (1633) 372 We
drive our flocks a field to graze them. 1707 J. Akchdale
Descr. Carolina 31 A Cow is grased near as cheap as a

Sheep here in England. 1846 McCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire

(1854) I. 181 Great numbers of cattle, and of long-wooled

sheep, are grazed in the fens. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. 11.

viii. (1876) 239 Labourers who have been accustomed to

graze a cow. .upon a common.

5. intr. (or absol.) To pasture cattle.

c 1645 T. Tuli.v Siege of Carlisle (1840) 34 Capt Philipson

jun. grased in the same place. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 21

A delicate grasse. .upon which.. you may graze with cattle

or horse 1668 Ormonde MSS. in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App v. 79 Your petitioners, and those that grase

with them, have..noe way to bring their cattell to the

markett. 189a Within Hour Lond. xiii. 266 My own
friends, who grazed on the marshes.

6. trans. To put cattle to feed on (grass, land,

etc.) ; ^ to graze up, to exhaust by grazing.

1631 R. Johnson Kingd. fy Commiv. (1603) 161 Driving

on til they have grazed al up. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 16

Some graze their I^and till Christmas, and some longer.

1783 Johnson* in Boswell 18 Apr., You may graze the ground
when the trees are grown up. 1861 Jml. R. Agric. Soc.

XXII. 11, 420 The young grass should not be grazed. 1880

Jefferies Gt. Estate viii. 150 A pasture field, .which it was
believed had been grazed for fully two hundred years.

7. intr. Of land : To produce grass ; to serve

for grazing. Obs. exc. dial.

1625 Bacon Ess., Building (ArtO 551 The Quarters to

Graze, being kept Shorne, but not too neare Shorne.
1626 — Sylva § 600 The Ground will be like a Wood,
which keepeth out the Sunne ; And so continueth the Wet

;

Whereby it will neuer graze (to purpose! that yeare. 1649
Blithe Eng. Improv. Imfr. (1653) 10 The unsuitable un-
naturall laying down of Land to Graze. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. 28 Those Lands that Graze speedily, a 1815 Forby
Voc. E. Auglia, Craze, to become covered with the growth
of grass.

Hence Grazed (gr^'zd), ///. a. Also Graxer, an
animal that grazes.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Imfir. (1652) 113 Grazed Lands.
1667 Milton /*. Z. I. 486 Lik'ning his Maker to the Graze'd

Ox. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 104 After them the Cackling
Goose, Close-grazer, finds wherewith to ease her Want.
1856 Whittier Panorama 254 Like the crowned grazer on
Euphrates* shore.

Graze (gr^z), ?\ 2 Also 7 graise, 8 grase.

[Of obscure etymology. The sense closely ap-

proaches that of glaze, Glace v. (see esp. 2 b
below), of which this may possibly be an altered

form due to the influence of Grated. Prof. Skeat

suggests that the word may be a transferred use of

prec, the sense ' to take off the grass close down to

the ground ' having passed into the sense ' to touch

lightly in passing
1

; cf. 'a close shave'; also G.

grasen 'to roll and bound, said of cannon-balls'

(Flugel), and quots. 1632 and 1642 under sense 2.]

1. trans. To touch ;a surface) lightly in passing;

esp. to roughen or abrade (the skin or a part of the

body) in rubbing or brushing past. Also, to suffer

slight abrasion of (a part of one's body).
1604 SHAKE. Otk. iv. i. 270 Whose solid vertue The shot

of Accident, nor dart of Chance Could neither graze, nor
pierce? itox Coivcll's Interpr. s.v. Grass-Hearth, As we
still say, the Skin is gras'd, or slightly hurt. 1814 Scott
IVav. li, The hullet grazed the young lady's temple. 1863

Fa. A. Kemble Kesid. in Georgia 51 At six o'clock our
little canoe grazed the steps. 1868 Lockver Elem. Astron.
iii. § 23 (1879) 125 Some comets . . approach so close to the
Sun as almost to graze its surface. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Old-
toivn Polks xiv. (1870) 13.2 She fell and grazed her arm
sadly.

fig. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. vii. F 1 His self-love was
grazed now and then. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 644
The civil war had barely grazed the frontier of Devonshire.

1887 J. C. Morison Service ofMan '.1889) xv, How nearly
we grazed a fratricidal war with our American kinsfolk ..

dwells in all memories.

b. Said of a ray of light ; spec. To meet (a

curve) tangentially.

1839 G. Bird Nat. Philos. 308 The luminous ray could
only graze the surface of the medium abd. i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xxv. 178 Tlie sun's .. rays . . grazing the summit of
the mountain. 1863 Challis in Notices R. Astron. Soc.

XXIII. 235 Hitherto it has been supposed that a ray from
a star, .may pass through the atmosphere in a course which
grazes, or is a tangent to, the interior glob*.

c. To rub (oneself) against a surface in passing.
1870 Dickens E. Drood iii, You. .keep close to the house

yourself and squeeze and graze yourself against it.

2. intr. To move so as to touch something
lightly in passing, or so as to produce slight

abrasion. + In early use, of a bullet : To ricochet.

1632 Shaks.'s Hen. V, iv. iii. 105 (2nd Folio) Marke then
abounding valour in our English : That being dead, like to
the bullets grasing {Quartos t( ist Polio erasing], Breakeout
into a second course of mischiefe. 1644 Fuller Holy «V

Prof. St, v. i. 358 Those bullets which graze on the ground
do most mischief to an army. 1662 J. Davirs tr. Oteart'us'

Voy. Ambass. 267 An Arrow came grazing through my hair,

173a Lediard Sethos II. x. 420 The edge of the buckler ..

graz'd pretty hard along his arm. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.
Pierre s Stud. Nat. (17991 I. 212 So that the fresh breezes
..may graze along the shores of Chili and Peru. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xlv. (1856) 410 Sometimes running into
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a berg, or grazing against its edge. 1859 Tennyson Vivien
171 Kaintly-venomed points Of slander, glancing here and
grazing there.

b. said of a ray of light.

a 164 1 Bp. R. Mountagu Acts <y Mon. (1642) 78 Then be
the tups of the mountaines graised on by the beanies appear-
ing.

Hence Grazed (gr^'zd), ppL a.

1890 Daily News 13 Oct. 7/1 A slight grazed wound over
the right eye.

Graze (gr£'z),f. 3 dial. [? Back-formation from
Gkaziek ; connexion with F. engraisser of like

meaning seems improbable.] trans, and intr. To
fatten. Also, to weigh (a specified weight) after

fattening.

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 380 To Graze, to fat.

1854 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 11. 419 A 20 weeks' old pig

will graze 7 score, and on the average they reach 20 score

1 at 12 months' age : they have been grazed to 29 score

within the 12 months. 1886 Klworthy W. Somerset Word-
bk., Graze, 1. To fatten; to become fat—applied to cattle,

i but quite as much to stall-fed as to grass-fed. 2. To weigh
after fattening—applied to a pig .. 'I have a great sow I

\ reckon will graze up pretty nigh thirty score.'

Grazeable (grf -zabT) , a. Also grazable.

!

[f. Graze v.1 + -able.] That may be grazed.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. fm/r. (1653) 50 Many times in

February . . they are grazeable with great cattell. 1787 W.
j

Marshall Norfolk II. 277 The water is thrown from the

I

grazable parts into these reed-ronds.

Grazery : see Gkazieky.

+ Grazet t. Obs. AIso7gras-,gresett, SgTaz-
zet. [? corruption of F. grisette, a cheap woollen

stuff of grey colour.] A kind of woollen stuff.

1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 318 1/4 An Orange and Black Gresett

Gown lined wiih Black. Ibid. No. 3109/4 A Grasett

Mantua Gown black and white, lined with black Silk. 1701

Ibid. No. 3701/4 Mercery Goods, viz. .. Estemines, Russels,

. .Elatches, Grazets. 1719 D'Urfey PMH1S73) 1.222'lho'

Grazzet she wears. 1719 J.
Roberts Spinster 346 Some

of them [sc. stuffs] are quite lost, and thrown out of sale,

j such as ..flowered grazetts.

Grazier (gr^'s'ai). Forms : 6-8 grasier, (6

I

-ior, -yar, grazyer, 6-7 grasyer), 7- grazier.

j

[f.gras Grass sb.\ see -ier. Quots. 1580 and 1611

! seem to indicate that the word became more or less

identified with the 16 -17th c. F. graissier (f gt aisse

fat, Grease sb.). Cf. Graze v.3]

tL Used to render med.L. viridarius'VlR&KBKB.
150a Charter of Porests in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 210 To

theis twoo swanmotis shall com togedur our foresturs

grasyers & woodwalkers.

2. One who grazes or feeds cattle for the market.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 40 Thou grasier, that hast many
shepe in thy pastures. 156a Turner Herbal u. 52 They
that are grasiers, vse the hole herbe in the stede of grasse

; and hay. 1580 Hollyband Treas.P'r. 'Pong, Vn Graissier,

;
a grasier. 1606 Dekkf.r Sev. Si'unes II. (Arb.) 20 Marching

I

not like a plodding Grasyer with his Droues before him,

I

but like a Citty-Captayne. x6n Cotgr., Graissier, .. a

j
Grasier, or fattener of cattell. a 1639 W. Whateley Proto-

types 11. xxvi. '1640)71 He brought them up., to be Grasiers,

! as we call them, to breed Cattell, Sheep, Oxen, Camels,

I
Goats, and the like. 1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor,

! (1702) 47 A Grasier fats his Cattel to bring them to a better

Market. 1710 Swift Baucis <$- Phil. 118 Presently he feels

1 His Grazier s Coat fall down his Heels. 1787 W. Marshall
Norfolk (1795) II. 380 Graziers, fatters of cattle ; whether
their food be grass, turneps, or oilcake. 1838 Dickens Nick.

> Nick, xxxv, Broad-brimmed white hat, such as a wealthy
grazier might wear. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873)

,
II. 1. i. 3 The savage, .chooses to be a grazier rather than to

till the ground.

b. Proverbial and allusive uses.

a 1520 Vox Popull 65 in Skeltons Wks. (1843) II. 401

Grasyers and regraters. Withe to many shepemasters, That
of erable grounde make pasture, Are thei that be these

wasters. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. E ij, Insatiable cor-

morants, greedie grasiers . . who hauing raked togither in-

finite pasture, feed all themselves, and will not sell for anie

reasonable gaine. 187a E. \V. Robertson Hist. Ess. 134
' To live like a grazier' or to turn arable land into pasture

continued to be a reproach cast upon some of the great Eng-
lish land owners at so late a period as the 16th century.

Hence {notue-wds) Gxa'iierly ff., pertaining to

or like that of a grazier ; Grazierdom, the realm

or world of graziers.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Ep. Bed. A iij, Thou, .spendest

more, .then in a whole yeare thou gettest by some grasierly

gentilitie thou followest. x8aa Bp. Hkber in Jer. Taylors
Wks. (1839) I. p. cxi, In a respectable grazierly style, on
horseback, and in a white coat. 1S28 Cari.vle Misc. (1857)

I. 230 Do battle against the intrusions of Grocerdom and
Grazierdom.

Graziery (gr^'s'ari). Also 8 grasery, grazery.

[f. Gbaziek: see -ery.] a. The business of a

grazier; the grazing of cattle, b. Grazing-ground,

pasture, wit,
1731 Medley Kolben's Cape G. Hope It 288 Where the

Governour Adrian van der Stel had for some time.a gtasiery.

1760-78 tr. Juan <$• Utloa's Voy. (ed. 31 1. 341 la the territory

of Pasto, grasiery is a very profitable article. 176a tr.

Busckings Syst.Geog. III. 777 Grasery is the principal occu-

pation, ivid. 580 The inhabitants derive their principal sub-

sistence from grazery. 1709 W. Tooke View Russian Emp.
II. 98 Sedulously attending to agriculture, graziery, and
even to mining, c 1842 Carlvle Hist.Sk. Jas. / «t Ckas. I

(1898) 58 Fishing, fowling, graziery and peaceable cutting

of peat.

Grazing (gr^zirj\ vbl. sb.1 [f. Graze v.1 +
-1NG 1.]

GKEABLE.

1. The action of Graze v

A

; pasturing.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 210/2 Gresynge, of beestys fedyngt,

pastura. a 15*0 Vox Populi 41 in Skeltons Wks. (1843) II.

401/1 Suche and suche, That of late are made riche, Have
to, to, to myche By grasyng and regratinge. 1594 R. Ash-
ley tr. Le Roy's Interch. Course of 'Things 28 a, There is

no doubt but that pasturage, grasing, and shepheardrie, were
before husbandrie and tillage. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland
19 The Laplanders live by hunting and grasing. 1846 J.

Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. p. xix, The mode
of grazing in Romney Marsh and East Kent. 1867 D. G.
Mitchkll Rural Stud. 275 Where he may watch his Alder-

neys at their quiet grazing.

t b. Jig. in phr. to send a grazing, etc. = to send

to grass, etc. (see Grass sb.
1

, 5 b). Obs.

1533 More Apol. xxxvi. Wks. 901/2 Hys remembraunce
was good inoughe, saue that it went about in grasing tilit

was beaten home, a 163a T. Taylor God's Judgem. 11. iv.

(1642) 53 Being tyred with his new Peere, he turned her off

to grazing. 1688 Kennet in Magd. Coll. (O. H. S.) 258 The
several counties whither we were sent a gracing. 1693 Hu-
mours of Town 23 The young Cully sends him out a-gtazing

like Nebuchadnezzar, with scarce a Shirt to his back.

2. Grazing ground, pasture-land, pasture.

1517 Domesday Inclos. (1897) I. 220 Wher ther was ij

plowys wele ocupyd. now yt ys retorned to pasteure and
grasyng. 1588 R. Parke tr. Mendozas Hist. China 181

They doo feede them commonly in the rieldes of rice, for

that they haue no other grasinges. 175a J. Stewart in

Scots Mag. (1753) 295/1 Having . . taken grasings south for

the cattle. 1816 Scott Old Mart, i. The grazings on which
their grandsires fed their flocks and herds. 1893 Lydekker
Horns^Hoofsitf In open plains,where there isgood grazing.

3. attrib. and Comb., as grating country, ground,

land, rights
;
grazing-lihe adj.; grazing guard, a

guard placed over the cattle of an army whilst

grazing.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 595 If the Ground be Grazing Ground.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 13 A second sort of grazing Ground.

1835 J. Batman in Comwallis New World 11859) I- 4°4 The
same open, grazing-like land is every where seen. 1867

Smiles Huguenots Eng. Pref. {1880) 6 Down to a compara-

tively recent period, it [England] was a great grazing country.

1890 ' Rolf Boldrkwood' Col. Reformer 11891) 254 Their

owners commenced to grumble if the Rainbow cattle fed over

their grazing rights. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 19 Dec. 4/2 Captain

Borrow and Sir John Wifioughby. .galloped out of laager.

.

and headed them off back to the grazing guard.

Grazing, vbl. sb. 2 [f. Graze v* + -ing 1
.]

The action of Graze v.- ; the touching or rubbing

of a surface in passing so as to turn it up or

roughen it ; abrasion.

a 1693 Ludlow Mem. (1698) I. 59 With the grazing of a
Bullet upon the Face of one of the Servants. 1709 Steele
Taller No. 77 r 1 By the lucky grazing of a bulltt on the

Roll of his Stocking.

Grazing (gr^'"zirj). ppl. aA [f. Graze v. 1 +
-ing^.] That grazes, a. Of an animal: That

feeds on growing grass.

1590 Spenser P. Q. 1. vii. 19 Whiles he had keeping of his

grasing steed. 1785 Pope Odyss. xvn. 620 The grazing ox

and browzing goat. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxii. 49

A flower privily growing, Hid from grazing kine. 1880

Muirhead Gains Digest 032 He who. .killed another man's

slave or grazing quadruped.

b. That keeps cattle at grass.

1769 De Poe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 5 Great part of the lands

. . are held by the Fanners, Cowkeepers, and Grasing-

Butchers,

Grazing, ///. a. 2 (f. Ghaze v.2 + -ing*.]

That grazes ; that touches or rubs lightly in pass-

ing or moving ; abrading.

C1693 Ad Populum Phalerse 1.65 More dangerous than

grazing Ball that flew. 1*34-47 \. S. Macaulay Pield

Portif (1851) 148 An oblique direction should be given to

the loop-holes .. to obtain a grazing fire. 184a Tennyson
St. Sim. Styt. 115 A grazing iron collar grinds my neck.

1878-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Did. (ed. 3) s.v., When
the trajectory is low and nearly parallel to the ground, and

when the projectile strikes the object . . at a less angle than

io°, this is termed grazing fire. 1881 Ld. Rayleich in

Nature XXV. 64 By giving the light a more nearly grazing

emergence.

Hence Gra zingly adv., so as to graze.

1881 Comh. Mag. Dec. 710 The course of any comet may
well chance to be so directed as to carry it straight towards

the very centre of the sun, instead of passing grazingly by
his orb as did the comet of 1843.

Gre, variant of Gkee.

+ Gre'able, a. Obs. [a. OF. greable (1 207 in

Godef.), f. greer to approve of, grant, consent to,

please: see Guee v. and -able.] = Agreeable,

in various senses; fitting, accordant, compliant,

pleasing, etc
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 112 The greable gardoun for

al opin sclaundris. 1418-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, A
certayne hour. .To our intent that shalbe most greable, 1463

Ashby Prisoner's R&fl. J04 Poems (E.E.T.S.) 4 To chaung

my lyf to god greable. c 1500 Melusine xxxix. 305 1 hey

were greable that he shuld be professed monke. 1503 Hawls
Examp. Virt.VM. 15, I therto had not ben greable. 1526

Skelton MagJtyf 201 To se howe greable we are of one

mynde. 1528 Lynijksay Dreme Epistle 28 Tyll sic ane

Prince to he so greabyll ! i543UDALL,etc. tr. Erasm. Par.

Matt. xii. 26 And howe is it likely and greable all diuelles

beyng ennemyes of men. 1647W . Browne tr. Gomberville s

Polexander \. i. 14, I know not what greable and pleasant

fantasie.

Hence f Oreably adv., agreeably.

rtX4SS Holland Hoivlat Ixvi, The Pape begynnis the

grace, as greably ganit. c 150© Partenay 1543 Honestly

was don The mariage And weddyng greabilly.

Gread, obs. form of Gbeed,



GREADE.

t Greade. Obs. Also 4 grede. [OE. greada,

wk. masc] Bosom, lap.

C897 K. ^llfrep Gregory's Past. xiii. 77 Da 3e beraS on
hira greadum 3a a libbendan fatu. c 1000 W^j. GmqA Luke
xvi. 23 He..geseah feorran abraham & lazarum on bis

greadaii. 13.. A'. Alis. 4187 He dronk of that wyn rede,
The coppe he putte undur his grede. Ibid. 4196. 13.

.

Seuyn Sag. (W.J 1802 And whan .. the bichche litli in thi

grede. 1340 Ayenb. 196 Ac be wyse zayp bet me do be
elmesse in-to be greade of be poure.

Greade, variant of Ghedk sb. and v. Obs.

Greadly, variant of Gkadely a. and adv.

Greadye, Greaf, obs. forms of Gkeedy, Grief.
Greakishe, obs. form of Greekish.
Greal, variant of Grail sb:1

Greane, obs. form of Green.
Grease (gr/s), sb. Forms: 3-5 grece, 4

grees(s)e, 4-5 grese, grees, greece, (4 greis,

-ys» 5 Kris, grease, gres, 6 gress, 7 greese\
6-7 greace, 6- grease. See also Creesh. [a. OK.
graisse, greisse, gi-esse, craisse, ereisse, cresse (mod.
i'\ graisse) — Pg. graixa, It. grascia :—popular L.
*crassia, f. crassus (F. gras) adj., fat; cf. the

synonymous Sp. grasa
}
It. grassa, which represent

the fern, of the adj.]

+ 1. The fat part of the body of an animal; also,

corpulence, fatness. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi. 11 Bestis bat waxis iolife

when pal ere ful of grese. 1358 Trkvlsa Barih, De P. R.
v. lvii. (1495) 173 The marowe of the bones is lyke to fat-

nesse or to greys, c 1400 Destr. Troy 3838 Polidarius wai
. . Full grete in the grippe, all of grese hoge. c 1430 Pilgr.

LyfMauhode 1. cxiii. (1869) 59 Thou art to fat and" haste to
nucha grees vnder the wynge. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest. Chirurg. C iij, Howe many maners of greas be there?
Answere. Two. The one is withoutforth nere to the skynne,
& that proprely is called adeps or fatnes. And y } other is

inwarde & nyghe to the bely, & proprely is called auxunge
or fat grease. 1638 F. Junius Paint. oj Ancients 246 Every
Artificer must know., that he likewise must lose some
grease and part with his grosse humors if ever he meaneth
to be.. strong. 167a Marvell Rch. Transp. 1. 123 So he
might take down our Grease and Luxury, and keep the
English courage in breath and exercise.

b. Chiefly in Hunting. The fat of a boar,
hare, hart, etc. In the time or season of grease :

when the game is fat and fit to kill. In grease,

in prime or pride of grease : fat and fit for killing
;

also transf ofa hawk or horse. Deer, goose, hart (see

Hart i b), hen, etc. ofgrease: a fat deer, goose, etc.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 64 Whan Harald or be
kyng wild com bider eftsons In be tyme of g[r]ese, to tak
bain venysons. ?^z 1400 Morte Arth. 658 That nane werreye
my wylde, botte Waynour hir seluene, And bat in be sesone
whene grees es assignyde, c 1440 Ipomydon (ed. Kolbing)
3571 A noble dere ofFgresse. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture
409 Capon & hen of hawt grees )>us wold bey be dight. 1513
Bk. Keruynge in Ba-bees Bk. 272 Capon or henne of grece.
1576TURBERV. Venerie -2x7, I have termed their fatte greace
and so is it to be called of all beastes which praye. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 311 Foundering cometh when
a Horse is heated, being in his grease and very fat. 1610
Guillim Heraldry nr. xiv. (1660) 166 The fat of a Boare
and Hare is termed Greace. 1615 Latham Falconry {1633)
42 When she [your Hawke] is in the prime of her grease,
the least heat she can take is all too much. 1667 Drydkn
& Newcastle Sir M. Mar-all iv. i. LVs Wks. 1883 III. 56
Crammed capons, pea-hens, chickens in the grease. 1678
Ray Witlughby's Orniih, App. 409 There is a scurvy quality
in some Hawks proceeding from pride of grease, or being
high kept. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Hounds, For
entring the Hound at a Hart or Buck, let him [sc. the Hart
or Buck] be in prime of Grease. 1814 Scott Wav. xii, The
roe.. never being in what is called pride ofgrease,he is also
never out of season. 1881 Greener Gun 509 The harts are
' in grease ' from August to the middle of October.

*t"C. Short for hart or deer ofgrease (see 1 b). Obs.
c 1440 Ipomydon (Kolbing) 370 Tomorrow. .Loke ye be all

redy dight.. In the forest to take my grese.

d. Phrases (chiefly fg.), as to chafe, fret, fry,
me/t, slew, sweat in one's own grease (cf. Fry v.1

3). To melt one's grease : to exhaust one's strength

by violent efforts.

13. .-1684 [see Fry v. 1
3]. a 1569 Kingesmvll Man's Est.

viii.{i58o) 41 Must we needes be still sweating in the greace
of our own fleshly wickednesse? 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. u.
i. 69 Till the wicked fire of lust haue melted him in his owne
greace. 1608 Armin Nest Ninn. (1880) 59 There nee sat
fretting in his owne grease, c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. iv. xv.
(1655) I. 181 The adventurous Earl Henry of Oxford . . was
set upon a desperat Work, wher he melted his grease, and
so . . died. 1663 Tuke Adv. Five Hours 1. in Anc. Brit.
Drama III. 415/1 There they stew In their own grease till

morning. Iiy.. R. Hood fy Gold. Arroiv'xw Child Ballads
(1888)111.224/2 So we'll leave him chafing in his grease. 1838
Southey Doctor cxliv. V. 96 The day was exceedingly hot,
and. .Rubios's horse was overheated, and, as the phrase was,
melted his grease,

2. The melted or rendered fat of animals, esp.

when it is in a soft state : often with a qualifying

sb., specifying the kind of fat, as bears grease,
Goose-grease, swine's grease, etc.

; f whitegrease,
lard. Hence, by extension, oily or fatty matter
in general, esp. such as is used as a lubricant.
c 1290 S. Etig. Leg.li 12/375 pat fuyr was i-maurj of col

and grece. 1197 R. Glouc. t,Rolrs) 8485 Hii . . wilde fur wib
ptch ftc grece wib ginnes In caste. 13-. Coer de L. 1552
Talwgh and grese inenge alsoo. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm.
63 Kgges yfryed with grece. c 1410 Liber Cocorum (1862)
14 Gode brothe with wyte grece thou no3t forsake. 1 1430
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Two Cookery-bks. 8 Take oynonys, and schrede hem .. an
frye in a panne of fayre grece. 1513 Fitzherb. Husb.
§ 43 Let thy teire he medled with oyle, gose grease, or
capons grease. 1545 Raynoi.d Byrth Mankynde a 564) 62 b,

Annoynt .
. with . . some of the greases spoken of before.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 16 They delight to. .make their
skin glister with grease and char-cole beat together. 1678
Massacre Irel. 6 One fat man they murthered and made
Candles of his grease. 1783 Johnson in Bosivell 18 Apr.,
They .. extract a grease from them [bonesj for greasing
wheels. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Set. <y Art II. 821
heading, Taking grease out of paper. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 172 Causing the piston-rod to work
through a close collar stuffed with hemp and grease. 1889
Scrilmer's Mag. Aug. 215/2 The expenditure for lubricating
oils, waste, and greases alone amounts to more than $150,000
per annum.

b. in various expressions, with reference to the
qualities of grease, as oiliness, combustibility, etc.

1650 Sc. Metr. Ps. cxix. 70 As fat as grease they be. 1843
Haliburton Attache II. xii. 211 As slick as grease, i860
Sala Looking at Life 147 His goods absuming away from
him like grease in fire.

fc. A salve (for the scab in sheep). Obs.
i523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 44 Those that be wasshen, wyll

not take scabbe after (if they haue sufficient meate) for that
is the beste grease that is to a shepe, to grease hym in the
mouthe with good meate.

d. dial. Rancid or inferior butter.
1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. II. 196 The firsts and seconds

[of butter] go to the London market, the 'grease' to the
woollen-manufactory in the west of Yorkshire. Ibid. 333
Grease, rancid butter, of the lowest degree.

3. A disease which attacks the heels of a horse
(see quot. 1865).
1674 Lond. Gas. No. 898/4 A Chesnut coloured Horse, .

.

his grease fain into his Legs. Ibid. 962/4 One black Gelding,
. . the Greece in his Heels behind of both Feet. 1737
Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 172 There are some
gummy-leg'd Horse very apt to the Grease and Scratches.
1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 2 What farriers term the grease in the
heels of horses. 1865 Yocatt Horse xv. 11872) 354 Grease
is a specific inflammation of the sebaceous follicles of the
skin of the heels . . followed by an increased morbid secretion.

4. The oily matter in wool ; also, wool before it

is cleansed of this, hi the grease : that has not
bten cleansed after shearing.
1835 Ure Philos. Mann/. 98 Shreds of flannel which having

been freed from grease by washing, are readily moistened.
1886 Harris Tcchn. Fire hisur , Wool 'in the grease', that
is, in the fleece, as it is taken from the sheep. 1895 Daily
Neivs 3 Oct. 7/4 Merino wools in the grease. 1898
Johannesburg Star 19 Mar. 1/2 The Colonial wool auction
was opened on Tuesday,. Grease showed a farthing advance
on last sales rates.

5. slang and dial. (See Grease v. 4.) a. Money
given as a bribe, b. Flattery, wheedling, 'soft

sawder '.

18*3 ' Jon Bee ' Did. of Turf, Grease, a bonus given to pro-
mote the cause of anyone. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Grease,
flattery. 'I should like him avast sight better if he bed
n't so much of his grease '.

6. attrib. and Comb., as grease'-maker, -mark;
grease-sodden, -spotted adjs.

;
grease bird, a name for

the Canada Jay {Perisoreus canadensis)
;
grease-

box =grease-pol ; also grease axle box (see quot.)
;

grease-bush = grease-wood
\
grease-cock, cup,

a cock or cup by means of which machinery is

supplied with grease; \ grease-fallen a., affected

with* grease' (sense 3) j grease-fish = candle -fish
(see Candle sb. 7); f grease grown a., grown
greasy or fat; f grease-heels --= sense 3; grease-
horn, a horn in which grease, is carried for lubri-

cating purposes; hence fig. {dial.), a flatterer;

grease-jack, ( an apparatus for improving the finish

ofleather'(c">w/.Z>zV/.}; grease-man, one employed
to grease machinery; + grease-molten a, (see

quot.) ;- grease mould (see quot.)
; grease-paint,

a composition used by actors in painting their

faces ; grease-patch, a piece of greased cloth
in which the bullets of some kinds of rifles were
wrapped (scsPatch sb.) ; grease-pot, a vessel con-
taining ^grease for lubricating, etc.; spec, in Archery
and in Tin-plating {see quots.).j grease-por, the
disease produced by inoculation from the 'grease'
(see 3) of a horse's heels; grease-season," -time,
the period when the deer are' in grease'; grease-
spot, a spot of grease (on clothes, etc.) ; slang (see
quot. 1 860) ; grease-trap, an appliance for catching
grease in a drain {cf.fat-trap, Fat tW 6 c) ; grease-
wood, a name for various stunted and prickly
chenopodiaceous shrubs, of the genera Sarcobatus,
Atriplex, etc., which contain oil and are found in
dry alkaline valleys of the western U.S.
:89a W. Pike North. Canada 123 The Whisky Jack. .In

the mountains of British Columbia he is the Hudson's
Bay bird or *grease bird. 1856 Kord Archery vii. 46 The
*grease box is generally made of wood, horn, or ivory.
1888 Lockwovd's Diet. Meek. Engin. s. v, Axle-Box, Axle
boxes are called oil axle boxes, or grease axle boxes, as they
are constructed for using one or the other lubricant. 1875 N.
Amer. Rev. CXX, 5 The valleys [are covered] with grease-
bush and sage. 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam FSne:
155 The instrument is then fixed in the *grease cock of the
cylinder. Ibid. 37 Its upper surface forms a 'grease cup,
where melted tallow, or oil, is kept constantly lubricating
the piston. 1688 Lomi. Gaz. No. 2386/4 A dark brown

GREASE.
Gelding, a little 'grease-fallen. 1711 Ibid. No. 4847/4 The
further Foot behind Grease fallen. ? a 1400 Morte Arth.
1 101 *Greesse growene as a galte. 1753 Barti.et Gentl.
Farriery xxi. 190 An alterative for surfeits, molten grease,
hide-bound, *grease-heels, ike. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Sur-
tees.» 32 The tooles that mowers are to have with them, are
sythe, shafte, .. and *grease-horne. 1837 I-ockhart Scott
vii, A grease-horn for his scythe. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss., A Greasehorji, a flatterer. 1857 C. Bronte Professor
I. v. 76 Smoothfaced snivelling grease horn ! 186a Mavhew
Lond. Labour IV. 13 Soap Boilers and "Grease Makers.
1898 Century Mag. Jan. 403/2 Lever men, engineers and
' *greasemen ' had rushed up from the engine-rcom. 1885
Mabel Collins Prettiest woman vii, These walls, .bore the
*grease-marks of ages. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Grease-
molten, a Distemper in a Horse, when his Fat is melted by
over-hard Riding, or Labour. 1882 J. Smith Diet. Pop.
Names Plants 185 Tallow stores are often infested with a
microscopic fungus, known as * Grease Mould \Mucoriuiphy-
comyce). 1888 Pall Mall G. 1 Sept. 3/1 He only used such
materials as [are] in every actor's make-up box— *grease-
paint, rouge, lining-pencil, and powder. 1887 /' hitaker's Al-
manack 54? 1 The 'grease patch was discontinued with the
adoption of the Minic rifle. 1801 T. Roberts Eng. Bowman
289 KGrease-pot, a small box . . containing the composition
used in lubricating the fingers of the shooting-glove. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 1253 {Tin-plate) A range of rectangular cast-

iron pots is set over a fire-flue. .The first.. is the tin-pot;
.. the third is the grease-pot. 1834 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) II. 356 *Grease-pox seems to have succeeded as well
as small-pox. a 1562 G. Cavendish WoUey (1893) 137 His
hyghnes rode in his progresse, with Mistresse Anne Boleyn
in his company, all the *grece season. 1883 Annie Thomas
Mod. Housewife 126 A mere grease-sodden mass. 1839
Mag. Dom. Leon. IV. 214 * Grease-spots may be removed
from woollen cloths by [etc.]. 1843 Haliblrton Attache
II. viii. 143 If yuu was to look at me with a ship's glass you
wouldn't see a grease spot of it in me. i860 Slang Diet.,
Grease-spot, a minute remnant, the only distinguishable
remains of an antagonist after a terrific contest. 1824 in
Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1825) 346 His inexpressibles .. were
napless, #grease-spotted, and ventilated at the knees, a 1562
G. Cavendish H'olsey (18931 211 My lord contynued at
Southwell untill the latter end of *grease tyme. 1884 G. E.
Waring in Ctntury Mag. Dec. 264/2 There have been in-

vented various forms of fc

grease-trap. 1851 Mayne Reio
Scalp Hunt. xi. 81 A plain covered with artemisia and
clumps of hideous *greasewood. 1883 \V. H. Bishop in
Harper's Mag. Mar. 502/2 The 'grease-wood' is a large
bush which is said to burn just as well green as dry.

Grease (^u, gris.S V. Forms: 4 greese, 5
grece, gresse, 6 grese, greace. 7 greaze, 6-
grease. [f. prec. Cf. F. graisser (1539 *n Hatt-
Darra.).]

1. trans. To smear or anoint with grease.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E.E.T.S.) 237 pe feendys grecyd here

lyppes wyth here oynementys . . & fjanne be folk iangelyd.
1481 CaxtoN Reynard {Aib. 46 Reynard thenne dyde grece
his shoes, .and dyd hem on. c 1500 Melusine xxi. 142 Flaxe
grecyd with oyle and mixtyouned with brymstone. 1618
Barnevelt's Af-ol. D 3 b, By Clods grace, [note] Which lies

in your bootes, after the kitchin-wench hath greased them.
i66aj. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 255 Their hair, .grows
not much, though they grease it perpetually. 1675 Wycher-
ley Country Wife ill, i, A confessor ! just such a confessor
as he that, by forbidding a silly hostler to grease the horse's
teeth, taught him to do't. 1853 Soyek Pantroph. 178
Grease well the inside of a dish.

b. To make greasy, to soil with grease or fat.

a 161,3 Overbuhv Charac. Puny-Clarke Wks. (1856) 113
He.. greases his breeches extremely with feeding without
a napkin. 1648 Gage West Ind. iv. 14 In daily greazing
his white habit with handling his fat Gammons of Bacon.
1704 Swift T. Tub § 7. 144 A Treatise, .never to be thumb'd.
or greas "d by Students. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working
Factories 68 If the bearings have to be oiled in the usual
manner, the belt is sure to become greased by the waste oil.

flS- *893. '
Q.' [Couch] Delect. Duchy 66 A still black pool,

greased with eddies.

2. To apply a salve of tallow and tar to (sheep).

Also absol.

c 1380 W'yci.if Wks. (1880) 435 pe bridde offiss bat fallib to
persouns is to greese ber scabbid sheep. 1401 Friar Daw's
Reply in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 63 Go, grees a shoep undir
the taile. 1523 Fitzhekb. Husb. § 40 And than let the
shepeherde go belte, grese, and handel all those that he hath
drawen. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees< 29 Before which
time, wee cannot conveniently grease our lambes. Ibid.,
Vow are to see the weather sette att a certane before yow
beginne to grease.

3. To lubricate with grease.

1461 in Brit. Mag. (1834) VI. 263 Hys Fellowe schall
greese ye bellys and Fynde gresse therto. 1530 Palsgr. 574/2
He greaseth his carte to make it go the better. 1598 Barret
Theor. Warres v. Vii. 134 To annoynt and grease the axle-
trees of the carriages. 1780 Cower Progr. Err. 439 The
carriage bowls along and all are pleased, If Tom be sober,

and the wheels well greased. 1851 D. Jicrrolo St. Giles
xxii. 219 Silently went the window up . . as though greased
by some witch. 1885 Sir A. L. Smith in Law Times
LXXIX. 331/2 To keep the machinery greased.

b. transf. To make to run easily.

. 1883 R. Hai.dane Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 165 Confectionary
. .Spinning.. Boil clarified syrup to 'caramel '. .The moment
it is at crack,, add a little acid to ' grease '

it.

4. Jig. a. With direct reference to the literal

senses. Phr. 7o grease the wheels
vhgO : to make

things run smoothly; to provide. the entertain-

ment, pay the. expenses.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E.E.T.S.) 260 As a carte-qweel, drye
& vngrecyd, cryeth lowdest of obere qwelys; So, bou drye
& no3t grecyd wyth grac« grucchyst lowdest. 1575 Gas-
coigne David's Salut. to Betzafe 33 Posies 289 She greaade
this guest with sa,use of Sorcerie. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv.

iii. 195 Ingratefull man with Lkourish draughts And Morsels
Vnctious, greases his pure minde, That from it all Considera-
tion slippes. 1809 Mai.kin Gil Bias 11. ix. p 4 To-day, the
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wheels are greased by your humble servant. 1857 Sir A.

H. Elton Beloiv the .Surface (i860) 327 The party I mean
is a glutton for money, but I will do my best with him.

1 think a hundred pounds, .would grease his wheels.

b. To ply with money, to bribe ; also, + to

enrich ; orig. in phrases to grease (a person's) hand
or palm, f to grease (a person) in the hands, palm,

fist. (Cf. F. graisser la patte a quelquun.)
1516 Skelton Magnyf. 438 Wyth golde and grotes they

grease my hande. 15*8 Roy & Barlowk Rede me (Arb.)

54 With rewardes they must hym greace. 1573 Tusskr
Husb. txviiu 1878) 159 How husbandrie easeth, to huswiferie

pleaseth, And manie purse greaseth with siluer and gold.

1581 J. Bell IIaddons Answ. Osor. 400b, Y'; shavelynges

. .dare not abide to be greaced in the handes. 1591 Troub.
RaJgne K. John (1611) 20 The Pope and Popelings shall

not grease themselues With gold and groates. 1648 Mil-
ton Tenure Kings 6 While pluralities greas'd them thick

and deepe. 1651 Wood Life Aug. (O. H.S.) I. 178 His
engineer was greased in the fist. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Que-
vedo's Corn. Wks. (1709I 249, I greas'd the Goaler..with
three Pieces of Eight. 1807 'Cervantes H<»cg ' Rising
Sun III. 42 You would imply that, if we were greased in

the palm, we should, like them, be ready to turn a courtier.

1883 C. J. Wills Mod. Persia 294 In Persia, justice, though
at times very blind, is never slow unless her palm is greased.

c. f To gull, cheat {pbs.). Also dial., to flatter,

wheedle.
1621 Fletcher Wildgoose Chase iv. ii, Am I greas'd once

again? a 1625 — J\fad Lover v. iv, So; you are greas'd,

I hope. {Aside.) 1634 Massinger Very Woman iv. iii,

She's finely greased ! 1877 llolderness Gloss., Grease, to

flatter ; to fawn upon.

5. To cause (a horse) to become affected with
4 grease \ Also intr. of a horse : To become so

affected.

1737 Bracken Farriery Inipr. (1756) I. 341 More Horses
are greased by bad looking to, than by hard Riding. Ibid.,

I have had but one [boy] that could truly be said to be so

careful, that you could not grease one [horse] whilst under
his Care. Ibid. 345 They would grease and scratch sooner
before than behind. <? 1845 Hood T. of Trumpet lv, The
wishes that Witches utter Can. .Grease horses* heels.

Grease, obs. form of Graze vX
Greased (gr/"zd, grist), ppl. a. [f. Grease v.

+ -ED*.]

1. Smeared, anointed, or lubricated with grease.
Greased pole — greasy pole (see Greasy a. 9). Phr. As

quick as, or like, greased lightning (colloq.) : used to denote
extreme quickness of movement.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garnesclie ii. 5 (Your) lothesum Iere

to loke on, lyke a gresyd bote dothe schyne. 1552 Huloet,
Greased or dressed wyth grease or fat, xdipatns. Greased
or anoynted wyth grease, vuctus. 1697 Damher Voy. 11702)

I. 537 They rub Soot over the greased parts. 1789 Nicholson
in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 273 Grease the cylinder by turning
it against a greased leather. 1833 Hoston, Lincoln, etc. Herald
15 Jan. 3/6 He spoke as quick as 'greased lightning'. 1849 I).

Campbell fnorg. Ckem. 73 The mouth of the bottle is secured
by a greased stopper. 1871 L. Stephen f'laygr. Europe xiii.

(1894! 306 Others .. put it [mountaineering] on a level with
the passion for climbing greased poles. 1880 Mai.i.eson
Ind. Mutiny III. 470 Sir John Lawrence arrived at the
conclusion that the mutiny was due to the greased car-

tridges, and to the greased cartridges only.

b. fig. Bribed.

1693 Drvhen Tersius iii. (1697) 444 Envy not the Store
Of the grea/d Advocate, that grinds the Poor.

C. (See quot. Cf. Grease sh. 4.)
1848 Arnoulu Mar. fnsur. 111. vii. 1 1. 1025 The hides were

found to be in a state of incipient putrefaction. .; they were
all, as it is termed 'greased', the hair coming off in the
fingers of those who handled them.

2. Of a horse : Affected with 'grease*.
1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4695/4 A .. Gelding .. lately greas'd

in the.. Feet. 1720 Ibid. No. 5831/4 The. .Preparation of
Antimony, .cures Greased Heels. 1739 Sterne Tr. Skamty
I. x. (1760) 43 His horse was either clapp'd, or spavin'd or
greaz'd. £"1785 Bewick Waitingfor Death in A. Dobson
Bexvick iy Pupils ix. 155 Becoming greased, spavined, [etc.],

he was judged to be only fit for the dogs.

Greaser (gn-zaj, gri"s9j). [f. Gkease v. +
-EK *.]

1. f a. One who greases (sheep), b. One who
cleans and lubricates machinery, etc. with grease.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 30 Wee provide usually
sixe or seaven greasers ; and they will grease . . sixe lambes
a day. 1832 Examiner 168/2 The sinecure place of greaser
to the King's state-carriage wheels. 1889 G. Findlay Eng.
Railway 169 The train is accompanied by a stafT of .

.

greasers who keep a vigilant watch en each side of it. 1800
Columbus (Ohio! Disp. 17 July, The head firemen [in

steamers] are called 'greasers', and they oil and clean the
machinery. 1899 Daily Neivs 3 Oct. 3/4 The nine men ..

are all said to be firemen or greasers.

2. U.S. slang. 'A native Mexican or native

Spanish American : originally applied contemp-
tuously by Americans in the south-western United
States to the Mexicans' {Cent. Diet.).

1849 Ruxton Life Far West 4 The Greasers payed for

Bent s scalp, they tell me. Note, The Mexicans are called
1 Spaniards ' or * Greasers ' (from their greasy appearance)
by the Western people. 1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra
Nev. vi. 113, I thought them not worse than the average
Californian greaser. 1883 B. Harte Carquinez Woods vii.

154 note. Greasers—Californian slang for a mixed race of
Mexicans and Indians.
attrib. 1855 Frank Marrvat Mount. <y Mole Hills xiv.

263 The term 'greaser camp' as applied to a Mexican
encampment is truthfully suggestive of the filth and squalor
the passing traveller will observe there. 1888 Century Mag.
Oct. 836 The cowboys . . fairly stormed the ' Greaser '—that
is, Mexican—village.

Greasily(grrzili
3
gr?'sili)

:
a<A>. Also6greasely.

[f. Greasy + -LY 1*.] In a greasy manner ; with or

as with grease ; so as to grease
\ Jig. unctuously;

f indecently (quot. 1588 ; cf. F. parler gras).
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 139 You talke greasely, your

lips grow foule. 1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman-hater |> i, He
hath followed your court, .from place to place, .as faithfully

as your spits and your dripping-pans have done, and almost
as greasily. 1642 More Song of Soul 1. 11. lxxvii. His
sweaty neck did shine right greasily. 1868 Less. Mid. Age
74 A hoary reprobate . . having professed some penitence in

the last hours of life, .was greasily held forth from a certain

pulpit as a noble Christian character. ,

Greasiness (grrzi-, gn'sines). [f. Greasy +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being greasy

;

fattiness; oiliness; unctuousness. With//. A greasy

or fatty article.

155a Hui.oet, Greasines, or spottes of grease, or filthynes,

squaltor. 1658 A. Fox Wuriz' Surg. 11. xx. 131 These
[knees] ought not at all to be annotated, much less must any
greasiness or moisture come to it. 1669 Boyle Absol. Rest
in Bodies 20 Upon the most of these stones after they are
cut, there appears always as it were a kind of greasiness or
unctuosity. 1801 Asna Skward Lett, lxxiii. (1811) V. 408
The slippery greasiness of a damp day keeps me within
doors. 183a G. R. Pdrter Porcelain <y Gt. 297 This sub-
stance .. will, through its greasiness, indispose the glass

from taking the colour properly. 1845 Budd Dis. Liver
230 Greasiness of the skin. 1890 S. J.

Duncan Social
Departure 184 Split fish and unimaginable greasinesses

to eat.

Greasing (gri"'zirj,gr/'sirj\z'£/..r£. [f. Grease v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. Grease.

1. a. Smearing, anointing, lubricating, etc. with
grease. In Protestant literature of the 16th c. often

used contemptuously for 'anointing', as practised

by Roman Catholics.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 210/2 Gresynge, or a-noyntynge (/*.

with grece), saginacio. 1560 1st Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot. xvi.

(1836) 82 The clipping of their crownes, the greasing of their

lingers [etc.]. 1574 J. Studlev tr. Bale's Pageant Popes
Ep. Rdr. * b iv, How can that foundation stand which is

made of eartli and claye, . .Popes miters,, .annoyntings and
greazings, blessings [etc.]. 1591 Pehcivali. Sp. Diet.,
Lfntura, greasing, anointing, vnctio. 1641 Best Farm,
liks. (Surtees) 29 For Greasinge of Lambes. Soe soone as
harvest is done and past, wee be^inne to looke after greasinge
of our hogges. 1748 F. Smith I'oy. Disc. 1. 183 The
Greasing themselves .. with .. Hears Grease. 1886 W. J.
Tucker Life E. Europe 175 The gieasing and twiddling
and twirling of their moustaches. ^"

b. fig. The action of bribing, in phr. a greasing

ofpalms. Also an ins'.ance of this, a bribe.

C1661 Maro. Argyle Will in Hart. Misc. (1746) VIII.
so 1, I take all their Lands, Estates, and whatever Scotland
is worth, not to be worth a Suit, much less the Overplus of
a Greasing. 1887 T. A. Troi.lope What I remember III.

ii. 32 Certain columns . . might, by good management, and
certain greasing of certain palms, be acquired at no very
great cost.

c. [See quot. and cf. Greased///, a. 1 c.)

1848 Arnould Mar. fnsur. ill. vii. II. 1025 This greasing
[of hides] is a partial fermentation.

2. concr. Grease (for lubrication).

1598 Barret Theor. Warres V. iii. 135 Barrels lo cary .

.

greasing for the axeltrees.

3. » Grease sb. 3. ? Obs.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 205 Those dropsical
tumors of horses legs, which our ferriers call greasing.

1 Grea'sling". Obs. rare— 1

, [f. Grease v. •+•

-ling. Cf. shaveling.] A contemptuous term for

a Roman Catholic priest. (See prec. I a.)

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. Ix x. 426YB Pope . . attributing
it to his owne clergie, as he termeth them, y l is to wit to y J

stinking rabble of his powlshorn greaslings.

Greasy (gr/~zi, girsi), a. Forms : 6 gresy,
6-8 greasie, 7 greazie, -y, (greezy), (9 greecy),
7- greasy, [f. Gheask sb. + -y 1

.]

1. Smeared, covered, or soiled with grease; foul

with grease. Often said of persons or their clothes.

1514 Barclay Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xxxviii,

Gresy lippes & slimy bearde. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 2

His hosen gresy upon his thyes. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
111. v. 92 Ram'd me in with foule Stockings, greasie Nap-
kins fete.]. 1660 Blount Boscobel 1. (1680) 61 An old gray,
greazy hat. 1700 T. Brown tr. EWsny's Amusem. Ser. <y

Com. 21 A Fat Greasie Porter. 17*6 Lkoni A IbertCs Archil.
II. 108/2 If the glass be perfectly clean and not greasie.

1867 Miss Braddon Run to Earth I. i. 2 The paper on the
walls was dark and greasy with age. 1890 Harris Techn.
Diet. Insur. Chem., Greasy waste, Greasy matter (such as
cotton and other oily material, and oily rags). 1892 Speaker
30 July 141/2 Little children who make themselves greasy
with roast turkey at Christmas.

b. as a contemptuous or abusive epithet.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gamesche iii. 35 Wherto xulde I

wryght Of soche a gresy knyght? 1600 Shaks. A. V. L.
M. i. 55, I quoth Iaques, Sweepe on you fat and greazie
Citizens. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. \\. Concl. (1851) 179 Not
Epicurus, nor Aristippus . . but would shut his school dores
against such greasy sophisters. 1792 A. Wilson in Poems
<$ Lit. Prose (1876) II. 38 Ye ugly, greasy, girnin' tyke.

1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 91, 'I do wonder what
sich great, nasty, good-for-nothin'—greecy—snappish — '.

Come, come, our major—none o' that.

f2. Anointed or 'smeared' with 'grease* or
chrism. (A contemptuous term applied to R. C.
priests in reference to unction.) Obs.
1545 Brinklow Compt. xxiv. Hivb, Thus for lukers sake

the gresy canonistes nosell the peple in Idolatry. 1579
Fulke Heskins' Part. 118 That greasie order of shauelings.

1583 Stvbbes Anat. Abus. 11.U882J 70 He [the Pope], being

a greasie priest, and smered prelate, hath no more authority
than other oiled shauelings haue.

3. Composed of or containing grease; of the
nature of grease. Of food : Containing a dispro-

portionate quantity of grease, f Greasy stomach

\J nonce-use) : an appetite for oily food.

1592 tr. Junius on Rev. xiii. (1599) 16 Her greasie Chrisme
which hee doubteth not to preferre before Baptisme. 1622
Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 40 Oyle and all greasie things
are light, and therefore swimme aboue, and burne. 1634
Sir T. Herbkrt Ttav. 211 [Dodos] are reputed of more for

wonder then food, greasie stomackes may reeke after them.
1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 77 The Papacy may content
themselves with their Chrysme, or greasie Unction. 1794
Si -LLivan View Nat. IL44 The greasy bituminous particles

raised from the sea. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxii, Thy
greasy ointment will hiss as it drops upon the wound. 1838
T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 9-22 The fixed oil. .gave a
greasy stain to paper. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 216 When
a German dish is not sour it is sure to be greasy. 1883 €•

J. Wills Mod. Persia 296 The native mode of cookery is

extravagant, and possibly a little greasy.

fig. 1606 Shaks. Tr. § Cr. v. ii. 159 The. .greazie reliques
Of her ore-eaten faith.

4. Of wool : Containing a natural grease (sec

Gkease sb. 4) ; used spec, of wool before it has
been cleansed of this. Also of flannel.

1600 Shaks. A. V, L. in. ii. 55 We are still handling our
Ewes, and their Felsyou know are greasie. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. 177 See that they [sheep].. have a soft, greasie, well
curled close Wooll. 171a Arbl'thnot John Bull 111. i, She
would not keep herself in a constant sweat with greasy
flannel. 1883 Leisure Hour 242/1 The specifications of the
state of the wool, ;". e . whether ' greasy ' or ' scoured '.

b. absol. as sb. ' Greasy ' wool.
1883 Times 25 May n Western Cape lambs' wool and

some descriptions of Natal greasies. 1800 Daily Ncivs
24 Feb. 7/3 Good deep combing greasys .. nave shown less

decline.

5. Of a horse: Affected with the ' grease*.

170X Land. Gaz. No. 3741/4 A Sorrel Mare .. subject to

greasy Heels. 1813 Sporting Mag. XI.1I. 55 Stiff and
greasy horses. 1844 Stephkns Bk. Farm II. 226 It is a
disgrace for any steward.. to allow his horses to become
greasy.

6. Having the appearance or ' feel ' of containing

or being covered with grease.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 241 Greasy clammy Stone.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. I. 41 As to the Feel, we may dis-

tinguish those that are rough, smooth, or greasy. 1843
1'oktlock Geol. 92 The chaik is. .very splintery and greasy.

1856 Henslow Bot. Diet., Greasy, where the surface feels

as though it were rubbed with grease. 18.. Gilder*s
Manual 88 (Cent.) Should the presence of mercury or a bad
deposit prevent the (burnishing] tool from producing a bright

surface [in electroplating], the object is said to be greasy.

b. Of a road, etc. : Slippery ox slimy with

mud or moisture.
i8ox [implied in Greasiness]. 1806-7 J- BeFBftroW)

Miseries Hum. Life (1826) 11. viii, When the ground is

what the vulgar call greasy. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Streets

ii, Just enough damp gently stealing down to make the

pavement greasy. 1869 G. MoRGANsin Eng. Mech. 10 Dec.

293/1 The rails about stations generally being what is

termed 'greasy'. 1894 Astlev 50 i'ears Life II. 83 The
ground was very greasy and slippery.

C. dial. (See quot. 1787.)
1735 Somerville Chase 1. 161 Whose nice Scent O'er

greasy Fallows, and frequented Road, Can pick the dubious
Way. 1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 380 Greasy,
foul, grassy : spoken of fallows or other plowed grounds.

a. Of the weather or the sky :
' Thick ', * dirty '.

a 18*5 Forbv I'oc. E. Aftglia s.v., The sky is greasy. 1875
P.edford Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv. (ed.2) 86 The harder, more
'«reasy',rolled, tufted, or ragged {clouds look 1—the stronger

the coining wind will prove.

7. Filthy, obscene, low ; esp. of language.

1588 [implied in Greasily]. 1598MARSTON Sco. Villainie

i. iii. 79 Chaste cells, when greasie Aretine For his rank

Fico, is surnam'd diuine. 1614 li. Jonson Bart. Fair it.

J, Let's away, her language grows greasier than her pigs.

1687 Settle Re/I. Dryden 5 His greasy Jest. 1814 Way
to win Her in. i, Kettle of fish ! O fie ; how could you
possibly pick up so coarse and greasy ,an idea?

8. Of manners, expression of countenance, voice,

etc.: Disagreeably 'unctuous*, 'oily*.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs x\\\, With a .. greasy simper

—he fawns on everybody. 1871 Legrand Cambr. Fresh-
vmn 367 A greasy voice struck his ear.

9. Combinations and special collocations, as

greasy-headed, -heeled, -smelling adjs.
; f greasy

chin slang (see quot.)
;
greasy fritillary, a species

of butterfly (see o^uot. \; greasy pole, a pole rubbed

with grease to make it harder to climb or walk upon
(commonly used as an object of diversion at fairs

or village sports) ;
greasy steam (see quot.).

1785 Grose Diet, y'utg. Tongue, *Greasy chin, a treat

given to parish officers in part of commutation for a bastard
;

called also eating .a child. 1844 Westwood Brit. Butter-

flies 37 Melitaea Artemis, the *greasy fritillary. 1798

Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos. I. 103 Cropped •greasy-

headed joskins's. 17*1 Loud. Gaz. No. 4902^4 Given to be

*greasie-heal'd. 1813 Sporting Mag. XL1L 54 Greasy-

heeled, and broken-winded horses. 1851 61 Mavhew Lond.
Labour III. 199 We had a day's sport, consisting of "greasy-

pole climbing, jumping In sacks [etc.]. 1886 T. Hardy
Mayor Casterbr. xvi, They erected greasy-poles for climb-

ing. 1899 Strand Mag. May XVII. 529 The walking live

greasy pole for a pig is a very old form of pastime. It is

nearly always the last item in a regatta programme. 1607

Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 185 A filthy and *greasie-

smelling old man. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Meek. Engin,,

*Greasy Steam, steam which becomes its own lubricant by

a mechanical admixture of grease therewith.
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Great (gr^'t), a., adv., and sb. Forms : i great,

(greaet, gr^ot), 2 grat-e, 3 greet, Kent, griat,

3-6 gret(e, 4 Kent, grat, 4-6 grett^e, greet(e,

grait, 5-6 graate, greatt(e, (5 greth, 6 graete,

7 grat), 6 Sc. greit, gryt(t, 6 9 St. grit,

9 Sc. grite, gryte, 3- great. £. 4 gert(t, 6

gertte, 9 dial, girt, gurt. (See al^o Gkeatek,
Greatest.) [Com. WGer. : OE. gre'at = OFris.

grdt, OS. grdt (MDu., Du. groot), OHG., MHG.
grdz, (G. grosz) :— OTeut. *grauto- :— pre - Teut.

*ghroudo-. (Wauling in Gothic and Scandinavian.)
On the assumption that the primary sense is 'coarse'

(sense 1 below), some scholars regard the word as cognate
with ON. grant- r porridge, OE. griit fine meal, grot par-

ticle, grytta coarse meal, great sand, gravel, ON. gridt
stones. But the connexion is not (rco from difficulty, as
the cognates of these words outside Teut. point to a root
meaning *to pound', a sense from which that of the adj.

is not easily derived. It has been suggested (Stokes in

Kick Idg. Wb. K
ii. 119) that a cognate of the Teut. adj.

may exist in the O Irish gruaii (? : — pre-Celtic *ghroudes-)
cheek (? lit. 'thick or fleshy part' of the face; cf. sense
2 below, and the contrasted notion in OE. Punivang lit.

'thin cheek ', the temples). The prevailing senses in OE.
are 'coarse, thick, stout, big'; but the word also appears
as an intensive synonym of micel MlCKLE, which in the
later language it superseded. In OHG.grd% had the senses
of ' big, awkwardly large ', and of ' pregnant ', but was also
used as a synonym of mihhil (though not with reference to
length) ; in QS.grbt is recorded only in the sense of 'great',

in which it is less frequent (and possibly more emphatic)
than utikil. The development by which great lias super-
seded mickle {not only in Eng. but also in Du., Ger., and
Kris.) may be illustrated by reference to the mod. colloquial
substitution of big for great, and to the supersession of L.
magnus in Rom. by grand'is b :

g, full-grown (see Grand a.\
In this word, as in breaks the influence of the preceding

r has caused ME. $ to be represented by (<?') instead of the
usual (/); cf. brand with q instead of 5". The pronunciation
(gr/'t) was however, very common, and approved by the
majority of orthoepists, throughout the iSth c. ; it seems to
have been merely an artificial fashion. Many modern
dialects have (gret), and others have me tathe tic forms such
as (gort) ; a common Sc. form, esp. in senses j and 2, is

gryte (gre/t).]

' A. adj. •*

I. Thick, coarse, massive, big.

1. Composed of large particles ; coarse of grain

or texture. Of diet : Coarse, not delicate. In
Old Cookery, applied sometimes to boiled meat
in contradistinction to roast. Obs. exc. Sc. (in form
grit or gryte).

909 Grant in Birch Cartul. Sax. (1887)11. 290 Tu hum!
greates hlafes & bndde smales. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 138
Cnuca mid greatum sealte [L. cumulate tnarino]. 1 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 His alter clo5 is great and sole, ac
hire chemise smal and hwit. ai2z$ Ancr. R. 10 Mid hore
greate maten & hore herde heren. Ibid. 418 Nexst fleshe
schal mon werien no linene clorS bute }if hit beo of herde
and of greate heorden. 1398 Trevjsa Barth. De P. R. xw
xi. (1495) 195 A seruaunt woman, .is fedde with grete mete
and symple [L. grossioribus cibis reficitur\. Ibid. vil. lv.

268 Stone and grauell. .comyth namely of drynke of slymy
water and of grete dyete. ^14*5 \'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 661
Caro salsa, salt flesche. Ibid. 662 Carogrossa, grete fltSche.

Caro assaia [printed assoia], rost flesche. 1:1440 Anc.
Cookery \\\ Househ. Ord. (1790) 435 Take onyons and mynce
horn grete. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. $ Lim. Mon. ii. (1885)
114 A pouere ote.,made of grete caunuas, and callid a
frokke. 1x483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 24,
vi messes of greete mete and rost. 1614 Compt bk. D.
Wedderburne \S. H. S.) 250 Audit hundreth bolls great
salt. Mod. Sc. That meal {or salt) is ower gryte; I like

it sma'.

t b. Said of the air : Thick, dense. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. xlvi. (1495) F j/2 Ther-

fore valeyes ben demyd by assaye hote & trowbly with grete
ayre & thycke & many vapours.

2. Thick ; stout, massive, bulky, big. (Opposed
to small in its original sense of 'slender*.) Obs.

exc. Sc. (in form grit or gryte).

a. of things.

c883 K. Mi.¥rko Boeth. xxxviii. § 2 Great beam on wuda.
c 1000 iEU'-Ric Horn. I. 52 Grealum ha;s;olstanum. < 1050
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 415/7 Grossas et graciles, great and
sm«el. 11.. O. E. Citron. (18921 5 (Laud MS.)Da senamon
pa Walas & adrifon sumre eaford ealne mid scearpum pilum
greatum innan ham wetere. £-1320 Sir Bcues (A.) 1884 pe
staf, bat he to fi^te her, Was twenti fote in lenghe be tale,
par to gret & nobmg smale. c 1386 Chaucer Doctors T.

37 And Phebus dyed hath hir tresses grete Lyk to the
stremes of his burned hete. C1450 Bk. Curtasye 359 in Babecs
Bk., A stafe, A fyngurgret two wharters long. [1547 Boorde
Introd. Knoivl. xxxvi. U870) 212 They haue gret lyppes, and
nottyd heare.] '.'.71800 Earl ofAboyne in Child Ballads
(1892) IV. 312 Wi her fingers sae white, and the gold rings
sae grite. Mod. Sc. He had a stick as gryte as your airm.

f b. Of persons and animals : Stout, corpulent.
c io$oSuppi. Ml/ric's I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 172/14 Cotpu-

lentus, Oiccul. Grossns, great. 10. . O. E. Chron. an. 1017
(MS. D) -(Ebelward /E^elmeres sunu [baes] greatan. ciago
Gen. <V Ex. 2098 Deden ut-comen vii. neet, Euerilc wel swiSe
fet and gret. c 1300 Leg. St. Gregory 1024 Fisches pre pat
were bo>e gret and long, c 1369 Chaltckb Dethe Blaunche
954 Euery lyth Kattysh, flesshy, not grete therwith.
3. Pregnant ; far advanced in pregnancy : app.

orig. referred to the stoutness of the body. Chiefly
with with {child, etc.): foccas. with of. fAlso
said of the body. (Cf. Big a. 4.) arch, and dial.
cisoo Ormin 2479 3no wass waxenn summ del graet &..

wass wibj> childe. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.
(E.E.T.S.) 639/52 Virgyn Marie . . gret with childe. c 1460

Towneley Myst. x. 158 Hyr body is grete, and she with
childe ! 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 217/2 To whom her hus-

bond answerd. .dame.. thou art grete and the perylles of

the see ben wylhout nombre thou myghtest lyghtely
perysshe. 1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 60 Ane nobil princesse callit

martia grit vitht child. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2)

24 Dolphins.. go great 10 months. 1647 A. Ross Myst.
Poet. viii. (1675) 157 Ueing great of Paris, she dreamed
that she had a burning fire-brand in her belly. 1657 K.
Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 55 She chane'd to be with Child,.

•

and being very great, and that her time was come to be
delivered. 17.. in Herd's Colt. Sc. Songs (1776) II. 58
O silly lassie, what wilt thou do? If thou grow great,

they'll heez thee high. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Savage
Wks. II. 245 The child, with which sl.e was then great.

1842 Tennyson Walking to Mail 80 She [a sow] . . Lay great
with pig, wallowing in sun and mud.

fb. Jig. Obs.
160a Marston Antonio ,

s Rev. 11. Hi, My heart is great of
thoughts. Ibid. iv. iii, Art not great of thanks To g;atious
heauen? 1606 Chapman Genii. Usher Plays 1873 1. 308 The
Asse is great with child of some ill newes. 1608 Shaks.
Per. v. i. 107, 1 a:n great with woe, and shall deliver weeping.
1654 Z. Coke L^ogick (1657) ^-p. Ded. A iij b, The smattering
Soul of Lapsed man. .often taking shewes andshaddows for

substances, gets the minde great of Distemperature.

f 4. Full or ' big 1 with courage, emotion, anger,

sorrow, or pride ; angry, grieved
;
proud, arrogant.

Often qualifying heart (cf. Gheat-hearted). Obs.
( 1205 LAY. 569 Heo comen to gadere mid greatere heorte.

Ibid. 25292 We habbeoft writer) ibroht )>e word swiSe grate
[c 1275 grete]. a 1225 Ancr. R. 342 Of alle kudde & ku'5e
sunnen, ase of prude, of great heorte, o5er of heih heorte.

1297 R.Glouc. (Rolls) 2S55 Is hcrte was so gret uor is fader
d^be pere. Ibid. 6314 Edniond . . is grete herte wib drou &
ensentede to is rede, a 1300 Cursor M. 5949 His hert wex
gret and gan to greue. 1 1400 Destr. 'Proy 12234 Than
Telamon . . spake Grete wordes . . all in grym yre. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 126 The wise Sana, that made no
gret ansueies vnto her chambrere. c 1460 Toiunetey Myst.
xxvii. 55 He IJesus] spake neuer, by nyght ne day, No
wordes greatte. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur xvi. ix, They
wente betynge hym. .but he said neuer a word as he whiche
was grete of herte. 1484 Caxton Fables of sKsop 11. v,
Men ought not to double al folk which ben of grete words
and menaces. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. L 228 My harte is

great : but it must break with silence. 1597 — 2 lien. IV,
iv. iii. 121 The Heart ; who gieat, and pufft up with
his Retinue, doth any Deed of Courage. 1608 Dod &
Cleaver Expos. Pro:', xi. <y xii. 6 So standeth the case
with all proud persons, theire great heart doth threaten some
greate mischiefe to bee nigh vnto them, a 1784 in Scott
Miustr. Scot. Bord. (1802) I. 143 Dickie's heart it grew sae
grit, That the ne'er a bit o't he dought to eat. 1832
Motherwell jeanie Morison 79 Oh ! say gin e'er your
heart grows grit Wi' dreamings o' langsyne ?

5. Of the sea, a river: Having the water swollen
or high; in high flood, dial.

a 1670 Spalding Troub. (Bannatyne Club) I. 174 Seeing
they wanted the boats, and that they could not ryde the
waiter, it being great. 1687 A. Lovell 'I hevenofs Trai>. n.

3 We had a very great Sea from the West. 1692 Symson
I

Descr. Galloway (1823) 30 A rivulet called Pinkill Bourn,
which is sometimes so great, that [etc.]. 1760-72 tr. Juan fy
L/tloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 252 There is no possibility of land-
ing on account cf the great sea.

II. Having a high position in a scale of
measurement or quantitative estimation. (Opposed
to small, little.)

With words like as, so, hoiu, the adj., like some other adjs.
and advs. of cognate meaning (cf. Far adv. 6), admits of
being used in a weakened sense, expressing size or quantity
in the abstract. Thus 'as great as' may mean merely
'equal in size or amount to", without any implication that
the things compared are 'great'. See also Greater.
6. Of material objects, with reference to size.

In unemotional use the word in this application is now
superseded by large or (colloquially) big. To use great with
reference to size now implies either some kind of feeling on
the speaker's part, or a mixture of seme other sense of the
adj. Thus 'I found a large table in my room' would simply
state a fact, but ifgreat were used the sentence would indi-
cate annoyance, amusement, or surprise. Often preceding
a partly synonymous adj., as in great big, great thick, etc.
The adj. has never had, like the F. grand and the G. grosz,
the sense of 'tall'; if used with reference to stature it ex-
presses some feeling such as surprise, con tempt, or admiration,
as in ' that great boy ',

' a great tall man '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 393 J>e sterns, gret and smale. 13. . K.
Alls. 5245 He maden fyres vertuous Fyve hundreth, vche
gret als an hous. 1340 Ayenb. 238 pe vissere hep more
blisse uor to mine be gratne viss bane ane Httlene. £-1380
W'yclif Set. Wks. III. 415 pis burgeys of bo cyte schewed
horn a grett hous slrewid. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.)
80 Grete fyssches are takyn in be nett, & slavn; smale
fyssches scapyn throu} be nett. 1542 Inv. R. 'Wardrobe
(1815) 71 Item, twa gryt barrallis ourgilt. 1542 Udall
Erasm. Apoph. 130 When he sawe greate wyde gates.,
where as the toune was but a litle preaty pyle. 156a
Turner Herbal 11. 120 It [raspberry] hath.. no great howky
prickes at all. 1585 T. Washington tr. A'ichotay's Voy. 11.

iii. 33 Within a great rock eighteen or twentie baths small
and great. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vi. 309
Frome a grett heid he is namet Canmoir. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. iv. i. i 53 The Clowd-capt Towres, the Gorgeous
Pallaces, The solemne Temples, the great Globe itselfe..
sail dissolue. 1715 M. Davies Athett. Brit. I. 249, I saw
once in a Barn a Weasel and a great hugy Rat engage.
1748 Richardson CtaHssa (1811) II. i. 8 A great over
grown, lank-haired, chubby boy. 1766 Eliz. Griffith
Lett. Henrys Prances IV. 272 Little Master Jacky Thomp-
son is returned from the West-Indies, a great big Man.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. v. p 9 A great bloated horse-god-
mother. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam x. xxiiL 2 The great foun-
tain in the public square. 1819 — Cyclops 222 A great faggot
of wood. Ibid. 620 A great oak stump. 1849 Macaulay
Htst. Eng. vi. II. 98 The charge of his great diocese was
committed to his judges, Sprat and Crewe. 1884 Jefferies

I Red Deer-$l Heath-poults, the female of black-game, fly like
a great partridge.

b. Of letters = Capital. Also in the nnmes of
some large sizes of type-bodies, as Great Canon,
Great Primer. Great A : capital A.
1565 Cooper Tlusaurus, Grandis litera, a great capitall

letter. 1594 Selimus H 1 b, I began to sweare all the crisse
crosse row ouer, beginning at great A, litle a, til I cam to
w

. x. Y' *594 Blundevil Exerc. in. 1. xx. (16361 324 Six
Columnes, every front or head whereof is noted with three
great letters, L>. M. S., signifying degrees, minutes, and
seconds. 1601 Shaks. Pwel. N. 11. v. 97 Thus makes she
her great P's. 1602 J. Cooke Gd. Wifefr. Bad in. i. (1614)
E ij b, I was fiue yeare learning cris-crosse from Great A, and
fiue yeere longer comming to F. 1634 Peacham Gctitl.
Exerc. 16 Pensills of IJrooine, with which they shadow great
letters with common Inke in Coppy bookes. 1683 Moxon
Meek. Exerc. II. 13 Great Primmer ..Great Cannon. Ibid.
20, English and upwards are accounted great P.odies. 18.

.

in Halliwell Nursery Rhymes (1842) 131 Great A. little a,

Pouncing P, The cat's in the cupboard, And she can't see.

i860 Reade Cloister $ II. Ixi, Few minds are big enough
to be just to great A without being unjust to capital p.

c. In the names of certain animal and vegetable
species or varieties, distinguished by their larger

size from others belonging to the same genus or

popularly called by the same name. (Cf. Greater.
)

a 1387 Si/ion. Barihol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 12 Bardana, an
clote, gert burr. Ibid. 16 Consclida media, grete dayeseghe.
a 1450 Pysshynge w. angle 15 The Dare & be greyt Roche .

.

pe greyt cheven . be gret Trowt. 1530 Pai.sgij. 227/2 Great
hasyll nutte, aueleine. Great hotinde, alant. 1548 TV hnek
NamesofHerbes 42 Hieraciuin is of two kyndes. The one
is called in latin Hieracium magnum. It may be called in
englishe greate Haukweede. Ibid. 70 Particalis salix is

the greate Wylowe tree. 1678 Ray Willughbys Otnith.
99 The great Horn-Owl or Eagle-Owl. 1756 SIR J. Hiu.
Brit. Herbal 11. 420 Great Hercules Allheal. 1802 Pingiev
Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 273 The black or c,reat ostrich. 1832
1 eg. Subst. Pood 1S8 The Great Cat's-Tail is a perennial
reed.. a native of Pritain. 1861 Miss Pkatt Flcnver. PL
VI. 396 Great Horse-tail, Great Water Horsetail, or Great
Mud Horsetail. 188a Garden 4 Feb. 71/1 The Great !-"t.

John's Wort. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds 967 The Great
Titmouse, Paras major.

d. Forming part of the specific designations of

other objects, e. g. in the names of constellations,

as Great (formerly f Greater) Bear, Great Dog; of
anatomical structures, as great artery, f great bone
(the sacrum), great feh'is, etc. (Sec the sbs.)

t Great arm, great hand: used by the early anatomists
for the arm a;id hand together. Similarly great foot : see
Foot sb. 1 c.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. vi. vi. (1636) 616 The Meridian
Altitude of the great dog called Cam's maior. 1615 Crooke
Body of Man 215 The marrow of the great or holy bone.
1676 Moxon Tutor Astron. (ed. 3) 220 Cam's Major, the
Great Dog, it consisteth of 18 Stars, a 1715 Burket Chw*
'lime (1724) I. in. 394 He received a deep wound by a knife
struck into his thigh, that pierced the great artery. 1718 J.
Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730) I. viii. § 1 The Vessel
which is called the Aorta, Arteria mac^na, or Great Artery.
1842 E. Wilson Anat. I'ade M. (ed. 2) 352 The Great
Cardiac Vein commences at the apex of the heart. 1857
Pullock Cazeaux"1 Midwif. 27 The great pelvis has a very
irregular figure, and forms a species of pavilion to the en-
trance of the pelvis. 1868 [see Pkar ^.'3]. 1886 Syd. Soc.
Lex. s.v., Great dorsal muscle, the Latissimus dorsl. .Great
serrate muscle, the Serratus Juagnus.

e. Prefixed to the names of many English villages

or towns, to distinguish them from places having
identical names with the prefix Little, as in Great
Malvern, Great Snoring (Norfolk) ; similarly to

names of rivers, as the Great Ouse; to names of
streets, as Great Portland Street.

£ In quasi-superlative sense, of a specified part
of a building ; of a particular building, monument,
square, etc in a town : Main, principal. (Cf.

Grand 7 b.)

1598 Stow Sun'. Lond. 385 William Rufus builded the
great Hall there [Westminster] about the yeare of Christ,

1097. 1624 Wotton Archit. 11. 103 If the great Doore be
Arched with some braue Head, cut in fine Stone or Marble
for the Key of the Arch. i8za Sheli.ev Chas. I, 114 You
torch-bearers advance to the great gate. 1900 Ch. Times
2 Feb. 119/3 Canon Gore will lecture on the Apostles'
Creed, .in the Great Hall of the Church House.

t7. Grownup; full-grown. Chiefly in Hunting
language, of animals above a particular age (see

quots.). Obs.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 37 A quarter of moton, or ij

hennes, or a grete ghoos. i486 Bk. St. Albans E ij, A grete
hynde a grete bucke and a fayre doo My sonnys where ye
walke call ye hem so. a 1533 Ld. Pernkrs Huon v. 9 We
be grete ynow to be made knyghtes. a 1547 in Genii. Mag.
(1813) May 427 Grene Gesse from Ester till mydsomer y8

pecc, vjj<r'. Gesse grett from mydsomer tell shroftyde ye

pece, viij(/. a 1700 P. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Great Buck,
the Sixth Year. Great Hare, the Third Year and after-

wards. 1774 [see Puck sb. 1 1 b].

8. Of collective unities, numbers, quantities, di-

mensions, etc. For great deal, many, see those

words.
c 950 Epist. Alex, in Anglia IV. 143 Da [the columns)

waeron unmetHce greate he[ah]nisse upp. [Put the orig.

has ingenti grossitudine atgue altitudine) cf. sense 2.]

c 1*05 Lay, 306 Ane heorde of heorten swi3e greate. 1297
R. Gl.ouc (Rolls) 616 pe quene . . gret ost made & strong.
( 1400 Destr. Troy 11 78 Comyn to be kyng in companies
grete, Mony stithe man. 1411 Rolls of ParIt. III. 650/1
Greet noumbre of men armed, c 1420 Sir Amadas (Weber)
12 j A marchande [was he] .. and had greyt rentes be
yere. 11460 Fcstescce Abs. # Lim. Mon. ix. (1885)
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130 How necessaric it is bat the kynge haue grete pos-

sesions. 1658 Jer. Taylor Let. in 12M AV/. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 5 Her duty to you .. does .. make
a very great part of her religion to God. 166a John
Smith Englamt's Improv. Reviv'd 11670'! 269 Great part of

their Fish is sold in other Countiies for ready Money. 1725

De Foe New Voy. (1840) 349 These lower lands lay great

part of the year under water. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist.

(1842) I. 429 Military tenures., bound great part of the king-

dom to a stipulated service: 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i.

I. 106 To raise a great army had always been the King's

first object.

t b. A great number or quantity of; many,

much. Also ab'sol. Obs.

1430-40 Lydg. Bockas vm. i. (1554'' *77 *>, F«U £reat bloud

shad in that mortall fyght. 1447 Bokenham.SVj'wO'.s Introd.

(Roxb.) 4, I was taryed wyth greth reyn. c 1470 Harding
Chron. xxx. iii, Greate people dyed. 1561 Hollybush
Horn. Apoth. 5 a, Let him take thereof in hys mouth so

great as a small beane. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 11. 134 Great

Dust they raised.

C. Thegreat body, majority, par/, etc. : the larger

portion or section (of).

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. it. I. 159 To no such plan

could the great body of Cavaliers listen with patience. 1895
F. Hall Two Trifles 2 Nor is this the sole uncouth trait

that sullies the written style of the great body of our fellow-

countrymen.

d. Great gross, twelve gross, 1728. Great hun-
dred, a 'long hundred', 120. f Great million, a
billion. (See the sbs.)

1533-4 lS€e Hundred 3]. 1623 Gill Sacr. Philos. 1. iot,

1,124,002,500,827,719,680,000, that is, one thousand one hun-
dred twentie foure millions of great millions, two thousand
live hundred and ninetie great millions, eight hundred
twenty seven thousand seven hundred and nineteene millions,

sixe hundred and fourescore thousand. 1640 in Entick
London (1776) II. 166 Catling, the great gross, qt. 12 small

gross of knots. 1812 J. Smyth Tract, ofCustoms (1821) 125,

120 Ells, or one great hundred. 1866 Rogers Agric. #t

Prices I. x. 171 The hundred yards of canvas are the great

hundred of 120.

t e. A shilling great : a money of account equal

to twelve Flemish groats. Apoundgreat (
=-

' pound
of groats ') : 20 * shillings great '. Obs.

c 1483 Caxton Dial. Fr. <y Eng. (1900) 51/25 A pounde
grete, Moneye of fiaundres. 1518 Extracts Aberd. Reg.

(1844) I. 94 Tua 5. grett Flandris money. 1527 Ibid. 119

Gilbert Menzeis, provest, tua lib. grit. 1546 Ibid, 234 Ane
T'lemis ell of welwet cost xi s. grit.

&. A great while, 7 season, "\ time: a long while.

Great age, 7 years', advanced age.
c 1330 K. BrUNHE Chron. (1725) 22 So fer bare a woulfe be

hede, & kept it a grete while. <_ 1400 Yiuaine fy Gaiu. 1667

Thare he lifecl a grete sesowne With rotes and raw venysowne.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 489 That he should in so

great yeares be set upon by two of his own sonnes. 1610

Shaks. Temp. m. iii. 105 Like poyson g'men to worke a great

time after. 1634 Sir T. Herbkrt Trav. 108 His great yeares

were more propense to ease then tumult. 166a Stillingfl.

Orig. Sacr. 1. v. § 2 The great age of some men in ancient

times, who are supposed to have lived 1000 years. X674 tr.

Scheffers Lapland?, Saxo making mention of such a Country
a great while before. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 128 P 7, I .

.

have for a great while entertained the Addresses of a Man
who I thought lov'd me more than Life.

10. Of qualities, emotions, conditions, actions, or

occurrences ; with reference to degree or extent.

a 1x75 Colt. Horn. 231 pat [he] heom wolde searceon anse

grate laoienge and bider geclepienallhisunderpeod. C1205
Lay. 2284 Moni greatne dunt .. bolede ich on folde. Ibid.

26396 pze andswarede be kaisere mid grasttere wrseooe.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7730 He was.. of grete strengbe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14219 His kin . . for bair frend gret murn-
ing made. 1340 Ayenb. 222 He mai habbe grat merite ase

to be zaule. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 251 Som greet

mischaunce, or greet disese. C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III.

301 Gret ypocrisie. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 135 Grete worde of
hym aroos. ^1450 Le Morte Arth. 1102 She deide for

gre[t] louyng. 1450 W. LoMNicRin Paston Lett. No. 93 1. 126

Wretyn in gret hast at London. 1506 7 Old City Ace. Bk.
in Archxol. Jrnl. XLIII, To the gertte coost & damage of

all the suters befor named & to ther grett hyndranse.

1521 Fisher Serm. agst. Luther Wks. (1876) 313 To the

graete trouble and vexacyon of bis chyrch. X548 Udall,
etc. Erasm. Par. yohn xviii. 40 The lewes,.with a great

lowde voyce cryed [etc.]. 1561 WinJet Cert. Tractates i.

Wks. 1888 I. 6 Sa gret vpioir, tumult, and terrible clamour.

1573-80 BaretAIv. H 333 Thegreat heates are abated. 1624

N. De Laune tr. Du Moulins Logick 176 A man of great

capacitie. 1670 Wood Life 12 Nov., He had, in his great

reading, collected some old words for his use. 1714 Hearne
in Lett. /,#.-/!/£« (Camden)35=;, I will take great care of them.

1736 Fielding Pasouin v. Wks. 1784 III. 301 Places, re-

quiring learning, and great parts. 1845 M, Pattison Ess.

(1889) I. 22 The Bishop, .whose great popularity at Tours.

.

made him a person of much consideration. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 101 The agitation was great in the capital.

1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. ii. 42 Great ignorance is the fruit of

great poverty.

fb. Of the pulse: High. Obs.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 27 The Pulse is called

great, high, or a full Pulse.

III. In figurative extensions of branch II ; im-

portant, elevated, distinguished.

11. Of things, actions, events : Of more than

ordinary importance, weight, or distinction ; im-

portant, weighty; distinguished, prominent; famous,

renowned.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9287 f>e gret ob feset he suor. 1448

Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 16 The quilk to do lelely

andtreuly the forsaid personishes sworn the gret ath. 1565

Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Magnus, Magnum, facere, to doe
some great mattier. 1655 Digges Compl. Ambass. 90
Great matters, .could not but be full of great difficulties.
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1675 tr. Machiavelli's Prince xvii. (Rtldg. 1883) 107 In-

stances of Hannibal's great conduct. 1760 C. Johnston
Chrysal II. 1. ft, 10, I dream'd . .that I saw you at court, on
some great occasion. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. $i These little

things are great to little man. 1821 Byron Stanzas (first

line), O talk not to me of a name great in story. 1825
Lamb Vision ofHorns in Eliana (1871) 31 This shows that

use is a great thing. 1840 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891)

II. 315, I do not think anything great of the Continental

churches, as you seem to think, or of the Roman Catho-
lics at home. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 469
The executive government could undertake nothing great

without the support of the Commons. Ibid. vi. II. 100
The great foundations of Eton, Westminster, and Win-
chester. Ibid. vii. II. 227 He had studied no great model
of composition, with the exception, .ofour noble translation

of the Bible. 1865 Tennyson Captain 19 He .. Hoped to

make the name Of his vessel great in story. 1872 Punch
21 Sept. 118/2 If you can't command an entire language, it's

a great thing to have a small effective force at your dis-

posal for manoeuvres. 1887 Lowell Old Eng. Dram.
(1892) 76 There is the same confusion at times of what is

big with what is great.

b. Oftimes*days,etc.: Having important results;

critical; (See also great day in 20.)

a 1400 Prymer 69 K greet dai, & a fut bitter. 1703 Rowe
Pair Penit. 1. i. 148 That minute sure was lucky. Oh
'twas great. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 35 The
great day of the Exclusion Bill. 1879 Fakrar St. Paul
(1883) 202 It is one of the great moments in the ascensive

work begun by Stephen.

c. (Wilhthe.) Important among all others of the

kind; pre-eminent in importance; chief, main.
c 1374 Chaucer Tr-ylus in. 456 (505) pere was some

Epistel hem by-twene, That wolde . . wel contene Neigh
half bis bok. .How sholde I panne a lyne of it endyte? But
to be grete effect. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. n. v. § 7
This, .was the great rule the Jews went by. 1676 tr. GuiU
latiere's Voy. Aihens 175 Their Doctrine. .is at this day
the great Theme of our Schools. 1834 Medwin Angler in

Wales II. 3 We have been able to scan a few of the secon-

dary causes .. of nature, and think we are thus prepared to

form some feeble notion of the First Great Cause. 1840
Dickens Barn. Rudge xxxix, The great attraction was a
pamphlet called The Thunderer.

d. As applied to nations, cities, etc., this sense

blends with the literal senses relating to spatial or

numerical magnitude (see 6, 8), In poetical use

the adj. sometimes precedes the name of a city, etc.

13. . K. Alt's. 1476 His lettres come In to the cite of grtt

Rome. [Cf. 1483 Caxton Dial. 22/22 The pope of roine,

which duelleth at auynyon, that by right shold be at gret

rome (Fr. c 1340 a grand romme).] 1398 [see City 2J. 1606

Shaks. Tr. ty Cr. v. ix. 10 Great Troy is ours- 1612 Bacon
Ess., Greatn. of Kingdoms (Arb.) 468 He could not fiddle ;

but he could make a small Towne to become a great Citie.

1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. 7 The Quakers. .are

become a great people. 1735-8 Bolingbroke On Parties
11 They, who are eager .. to sacrifice her Commerce, by
intangling Her .. with the other great Powers of Europe.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, La Motte avoided the

great towns.

12. Of persons : Eminent by reason of birth, rank,

wealth, power, or position ; of high social or official

position ; of eminent rank or place. (In poetry

often prefixed to a proper name.) The great world

[ m F. le grand monde\ : aristocratic society.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) ioiii An grete erles dorter, a 1300
Cursor M. 12063 Pe £ret lauerdinges. 1340 Ayenb. 256
Senekes zayb bet her ne lackeb to greate lhordcs bote zob

ziggeres. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. $ Lim. A/on. vi. (1885)

122 The payment off the wages and flees off the kynges
grete officers. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. n.

xxii. 59 b, Which is not to be reputed as spoken of the

women of hare estate or condition, but likewise of the great

and notable dames. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 266 Let
him Hue about greatpersons and his best discourses will be
lye-blowne with tales of honour. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le
Blanc's Trav. 81 Dishes .. much esteemed, and sought for

by the Great Ones. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 2 p 3, I

avoid speaking of Things which may offend Great Persons.

1778 Miss Bukney Evelina xxiv. (1784) 201 During her
residence in the great world. 18x6 Scott Antiq, xxix, The
secrets of grit folk . . are just like the wild beasts that are

shut up in cages. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 562
The great man, at whose frown, a few days before, the

whole kingdom had trembled. 1851 E. FitzGerald Lett.

(1894) I. 272 Thackeray says he is getting tired of being
witty, and of the great world. 1891 E. Peacock N. Bren-
don 1. 181 Mr. Dickson was a great man in Sparston.

h. Applied (more or less conventionally) to

the Deity, or deities ; also, to saints.

Great Mother, tr. L. mater magna, i.e. Cybele.
1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 193 pat grete god amon. 7a 1400

Ipomadon (Kolbing) 395 Grette god kepe the in hele. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 154 To keepe our great Saint
Georges Feast withall. 1594 — Rich. Ill, v. v. 8 Great
God of Heauen, say Amen to all. 1606 — Tr. <$• Cr. iv. v.

198 By great Mars, the Captaine of vs all. 1629 Milton
Hymn Nati?'. 120 While the Creator great His constella-

tions set. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 269 The Great Mother.
[Note] Magna mater, here applied to Dulness. iQom Hymn,
Great God, what do I see and hear? 1871 R. Ellis tr.

Catullus xxxiv. 1 Great Diana protecteth us. Ibid. xxxv.
18 The Great Mother he surely sings divinely. 1898 Doyle
Trag. A'oroskovi. 156 That we should go cheerfully whither
the Great Hand guides us.

C. In exclamations, as Great Caesar, Scott, Sun !,

meaningless euphemisms for Great God

!

1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly I. viii. 164 Great
sun ! I think I see it now. Ibid. II. xiii. 195 Great Jeho-
shaphat !.. can't you see when a gentleman is on the stump?
188s

' F- Anstey ' Tinted Venus 60 Great Scott ! I must
be bad ! 1893 Tit Bits 19 Mar. 41V1 (Farmer) Great
Caesar ! There you go again !

GREAT.

d. The Great (following a proper name) : (a)

merely as an honorific epithet {obs. or arch.); {b)

appended as a title to the names of certain historical

persons, chiefly monarchs, implying both that the

person so designated is the most famous person of

the name, and that he ranks among the great men
of history. ;Cf. Granda. 1

)

The latter use, which is paralleled in all the modern
European langs., is inherited from the similar application

of L. magnus, Gr. o p.tyi<i. But in modern times the adj. in

this formula has come to be apprehended in sense 15.

13.. K. Alis. 4147 Kyng Alisaunder the gret. 1382
Wyclif Rev. xvii. 5 Babilon the greet. C1400 Destr. Troy
10474 Agamynon the gret. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 24 This
noble Charlemayn, otherwyse called Charles the grete.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 5 That myghtie kyng
. . Alexander the great. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 136 It

pleased them to thinke me worthie of Pompey the great.

1658 Browne Card. Cyrus ii. 41 Charles the great. 1833
Penny Cycl. I. 294 '2 Alexander III., commonly called the
Great, son of Philip II. king of Macedon. 1862 Burton Bk.
Hunter 11885) J 59 Napoleon was little, so was Frederic the

Great [etc.].

e. In the titles of certain sovereigns. The Great

King: in Greek History, the King of Persia. For
the Great Cham, Mogul, Turk, see Cham, etc.

1849 Grote Greece 11. lxii. (1862) V. 397 The Great King.

f. Used in official titles with the sense: Chief

over others; = Gkand a. a; e. g. great duke,

master (hence great mastership'), preeeftor, prior

(hence •f great priors herb, tobacco), etc. (Cf.

High.) Obs. exc. in Lord Great Chamberlain.
1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 916 The great cham-

berlayn, le chnmbrier. X547 Extracts Aberd. Reg. ( 1844)

I. 248 Grit admirale of Scotland. 1547 Gardiner Let. to

Dk. Somerset in Foxe A. $ M. (1563) 741 When I was in

commission with my Lord great master and the Erie of

Sowthampton. 1577 Frampton Joyful Ne^vs 11. 42 b, Others
haue named it [tobacco] the greate Priours hearbe, for that

hee caused it to multiplie in Fraunce, more then any other.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 70 Great Marshall to Henry
the sixt. %6vi Massinger Maid ofHon. u. v, When this, the

glorious badge Of our Redeemer, was conferred upon thee

By the Great Master [of the Order of St. Jotin of Malta).

1667 Observ. Burning Loud, in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793)

448 That the great duke, .had so depopulated the country.

1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4322/2 His Grace made a Visit to the

Great Pensionary. 1721 Ibid. No. 5918/1 The Pope's Bulls

for the Great Mastership of St. Lazatus. 17*7-41 Chambers
Cycl. s.v., We say, the lord great chamberlain, the great

marshal of Poland, &c. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. {1760)

I. 274 The count of Provana, great hospitaler. 1848 Secret

Societies, Templars 244 The Great-priors, Great-preceptors,

or Provincial Masters, .of the three Provinces of Jerusalem,
Tripoli, and Antioch. x88t J. Russell Haigs v. 101

Alexander Home of that Ilk. .who then [1490] held the

high office of Great Chamberlain of Scotland.

g. In the derisive titles the Great Unpaid, Un-
washed', see the ppl. adjs.

13. Of things : Pertaining to or occupied by
persons of high place or rank.

c 1340 Cursor M. 596 (Trin.) J>ou maist aske wibouten
blame, Whi god him aaf so greet a name. 1612 Bacon Ess.

(tt'.'le\ Of Great Place. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 427
When any of great place dveth. a 1678 Ctess Warwick
Antobiog. (Percy Soc.) 13 He was descended from a very

great and honourable family. 1709 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.)

II. 197 He being not of great Birth, as appears from his arms.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xt. III. 24 The great office of

Groom of the Stole. i863Kincsi.f.y U 'ater-Bab. 7 They were
going to a very great house. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed.2) 1. 298

He was of a great family, and a man of influence at Athens.

j 14. Distinguished in appearance ; of lofty or

imposing aspect ; 'of elevated mien' (J.). Obs.

X585 T. Washington tr. A'ichoiay's Voy. 11. xi. 46 Cer*

tayne monumentes of olde walles beyng of great apparence.

1687 A. Lovell Thevenot's Trav. 1. 56 They wear this Cap
. . with a Handkerchief of fine stuff, wrought with flowers

of Gold and Silk, which makes them look Great. 1697
Dryden sEneid 1. 708 Such Dido was ; with such becoming
State, Amidst the Crowd, she walks serenely great.

15. Of persons : Extraordinary in ability, genius,

or achievement.

a. With explicit reference to some special depart-

ment or kind of activity. (Qualifying an agent-noun

or some equivalent personal designation ; also pre-

dicatively with in or as.)

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 665 pe grete clerk Innocent.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. iv. ii. 11 A great scholler. 1605 —
Oth. 1. i. 19 A great Arithmatician. 1718 Freethinker No. 63

P5 The Great Poet, and the Great Painter, think alike. 1852

Tennyson Death Wellington 30 Great in council and great in

war. X893 Bookman June 82/2 The great magician. 1894

Lazv 'Times XCVTI. 387/2 If he was great as an advocate,

he was still greater as a judge.

b. In wider sense (usually qualifying man) :

Eminent in point of mental or moral attainments

or magnitude of achievement ; of transcendent

qualities in thought or action ; .exhibiting signal

excellence in some important work. In recent

use, the designation is often felt to imply in addi-

tion more or less attribution of loftiness and in-

tegrity of character.

1709 Hearne Collect. (0. H. S.) II. 247 That Great and

Good Man, Dr. Henry Aldrich. 179a Burke Corr. (1844)

III. 419 He is a great man, eloquent in conception and in

language. 1861 j. Pycroft Ways % Words 19 We may
call all men Great who have succeeded in stamping their

character on the generations among which they lived. 1870

Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 320 A great man art thou

grown ; Thou know'st not fear or lies. 1875 Jowett Plato



GREAT.
fed. 2) I. 281 Themistocles, Pericles, and other great men.
Ibid. V. 75 The truly great man is not a lover of himself
but of justice. 1898 J. Caird Univ. Ser?n. 261 The great
man is he who approaches more nearly than others to the
ideal of man's nature.

c. Of the soul, ideas, etc. : Lofty, magnanimous,
noble.

1726 Gay Fables 1. xvii. ig Great souls with generous pity
melt. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 185 f 12 Nothing can
be great which is not right. 1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 119 !

Great is song Used to great ends. 1884 {title) Great
,

Thoughts from Master Minds. 1897 H. Drummond Ideal
Life 107 Great living is being appreciated for its own sake.

16. In certain colloquial or trivial uses developed
from the preceding senses.

a. predicativtly. Having considerable know-
ledge (of a subject) or extraordinary skill (in doing
something); const, at, f in. Great on: of consider-

able knowledge or experience in, conversant with

;

hence, much interested in or occupied with.
1784 R. Hack Barltam Doivns I. 344 The very air of the

south of France is almost a specific for it [consumption!, to
say nothing of the faculty there, who are peculiarly great
in this malady. 1844 Dickens Christm. Carol iii, At the
game of How, When and Where, she was very great. 1859
Thackeray Virgin, xvi, He was great at cooking many of
his Virginian dishes. 1862 Tyndall Mountaineer, x. 82, I

am not great at finding tracks. x877SpURGEON.S>rw. XXII I,

95 A great hand with his cricket-bat. 1878 Jefferies Game-
keeper at H. i. 12 He is very 'great' on dogs. 1884 GlL-
mour Mongols xxvii. 323 They are also great on fur caps,
and one may sometimes meet a man wearing a cap worth as
much as all the rest of his clothes put together.

b. Of surpassing excellence ; hence, used as a
(more or less) rapturous term of admiration

:

'Magnificent', 'splendid', 'grand', 'immense'.
U.S. and colloq. In Racing and Coursing, in phr.

to run a great filly, dog, etc. : said of a horse or
dog that mns a fine race.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. I1849) 88 She.. could get along
very nearly as fast with the wind ahead, as when it was
a-poop, and was particularly great in a calm. 1839 Makryat
Diary Amer. Sen 1. II. 225 The word great is oddly used
for fine, splendid. 'She's the greatest gal in the whole
Union 1

. 1868 G. Wilkes Introd.toH. Woodruff's Trotting
Horse Amer., At the end of a few years [he] gave agreat
animal to the country in place of what had been only a good
animal before. 1895 Daily AVtej 18 Oct. 3/2 Amphora and
. .Attainment, the two top weights in the Orleans Nursery,
ran a great race. 1897 R. Kipling Caf>t. Courageous i. 5
Say, wouldn't it be great if we ran one [a boat] down?
1897 Daily Xeivs 20 Feb. 9/2 [In hare-coursing] Gallant ran
a great dog. 1898 Ibid. 20 June 7/2 Winsome Charteris
ran a great filly.

17. Qualifying a descriptive sb.

a. Qualifying the designation of a) a person or
(b) a thing, with the sense: Eminently entitled to

the designation, especially remarkable for the
quality indicated.
{a) C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 81 Men ben grete foolis bat

bien bes bulles of pardon so dere. 1460 Paston Lett. No. 349
I. 512 Radclyf and ze bene grete frendes. 1525 Ld. Bernkrs
Froiss. II. cxl. [exxxvi.] 391 A Scotte (who be great theves)
had stollen hym awaye. 1622 inCrt. <$• Times Jas. /(1848)
II. 306 Sir Anthony Magnie, a great papist. 1726 Smkl-
vocke Voy. round World (1757) 83 When we came into the
channel, our pilot seemed to be as great a stranger to it as
myself. .11715 Buknet Own Time (1724) I. 202 One Mrs.
Steward, reckoned a very great Beauty. 1802 H. Martin
Helen of Glenross I. 106 He and his great friend here had
a row about her. 1828 P. Cunningham H» S. Wales II.

249 A great scoundrel. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gtbb
ix, The dominie's nae gryte deykin at the common coontin'
'imsel'. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 177 Plumer and
Thornton were great friends.

{b) a 1599 Spenser State Iret. Wks. (Globe) 672/2 A Burse-
holder over them should not onlye be a greate indignitye, but
also a daunger. 1674 tr. Scheffers Lapland 93 They are per-
suaded 'tisagreat preservative of health. 1676 tr.Gu:'Hat it re's

Voy. Athens 15 We observed the Standard of Savoy, as great
a rarity as the other. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 340
Unless there happen to be Trees, which is a great chance
in such Sandy, Wild, and Desert Places. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. xx. (1840) 361 It was a great chance we were not
all devoured.

_ 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 15/2 In this state it

is a great dainty for those who disregard a pungent and
fetid smell. Mod. The exhibition was a great fiasco.

b. With an agent-noun or its equivalent : That
is much in the habit of performing the action.

Also, with sb. indicating employment, function,

ownership, etc. : That is such on a large scale.
1 1290 S. F.ng. Leg. {1887) I. 319 He schal beo .. Of

nesche her and no-bing crips, gret slepare and slov^ bar-
to. a 1300 Cursor M. 2205 Reuer and man-queller gret.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 339 An householdere, and that a
greet was he. 1573 Lou. Lloyd Pilgr. Princes (1586) 140
A fishe called Varus.. is a great murtherer and a spoyler
of Frogges. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner K viij,

The Jewes are great Goose-eaters. 1601 Shaks. Twel. JV.

1. iii. 90, I am a great eater of beefe. 1631 Wkever Anc.
Funeral Man, 323 To marry so great an inheritrix. 1670
Lady Mary Bertie in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.

|

v. 21 So grat a hors woman. 1706 Pope Let. to Wycherley
10 Apr., The great Dealers in Wit. 1870 W. Aknot in A.
Fleming Life x. (1877) 442 They are great introducers, hand
shakers, questioners. 1894 Season X. No. 9. 36/2 For great
dancers plain satin shoes are the most economical.

18. Much in use or request ; high in favour with
;

favourite. In some cases hardly distinguishable

from sense 19.
c 1430 Life St. Kath. (18S4} 92 He was so gret wyth be

Emperour. 1481 Caxton Reynard 1 Arb.) 73 She was grete
wyth the quene and wel belouyd. 1539 Palsgr. 426, I am
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in favour, or I am great, or in conceyte with a person.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 64 It is his desire also that they
should become great or in fauour with God in heauen. 1685
Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. iv. 190 This St. German was so
great with Hilary, Bishop of Aries, that [etc.]. 1704 Key
to Dk. Buckhvi.'s Rehearsal in. i. (Arb.) 70 [Ay, 'tis pretty
well; but he does not Top his Part.] A great Word with
Mr. Edward Howard.
19. Intimate, familiar, friendly; * thick ' with.
Now only dial. [App. not directly connected with
greatfriends (sense 17 a).]

*4&3 Vulgaria abs Terentio 3 b, They are grete or homely
to gydre. 1516 in E. Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist. I. ix. (1791)
19 My Lord Cardynall & Sr Will"1 Compton be marvelous
gret. 1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867) 111 The
General of the Jesuits order and he, you may be sure,
were great. 1668-9 Pefys Diary 16 Jan., The Duchess of
York and the Duke of York are mighty great with her.
1690-1 Lady Rcssell Let. 5 Feb., The dean and he are
not great; that is, I mean the dean is not his creature.
1707 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 61 Mr. Laughton ..

was very great with most of the Non-Jurors. 17x4 Swift
Imit. Horace II. vi. 85 My lord and he are grown so
great, Always together, lite a fete. 1725 Ramsay Gentle
She/A. in. ii, Awa, awa ! the deil's owre grit wi' you. 1726
De Foe Hist. Devil 11. vii. (1840J 261 As great as the
devil and Dr. Faustus. 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Htisb.
in. Wks. (1730) 249, I love her dearly already, we are grow-
ing very greattogether. 1788 Cowper Let. 6 May, Wks.
1836 VI. 153 When people are intimate, we say they are as
great as two inkle-weavers. 1799 T. Moore Let. 14 Nov.
in Mem. (1853) *• 96 Johnson and I got very great : he is to
introduce me to Colman, the manager and author. 1877
N. W. Line. Gloss. s.v., Sam's very great wi' Mr.. .If he'd
nobbut keep fra drink he mud stop there for ivver. 1877
Holdcmess Gloss. s.v., Oor lad an your's is varry greeat
just noo.

IV. Combinations.
20. In syntactical combination with sbs., forming

designations for the most part normally preceded
by the definite article.

Great Bible, the name commonly given to the
English version of the Bible by Coverdale in 1539;
sometimes applied also to the revised editions
of this, esp. to Cranmer's Bible of 1540. Great
book [F. grand livre * ledger'], the general
list of the creditors of the (French) state. Great
Canon, (a) Greek Ch. the longest canon of odes
(see Cakon sb.l 7 b) ; (6) Printing (see 6 b and
Canon sb\ 11). Great day, (a) the Day of Judge-
ment (see Day sb. 8 b)

; (b) Easter Day
;
(c) a feast-

or fast-day of high importance. Great fast, the
season of Lent. Great forty days, the forty days
which intervened between Christ's resurrection and
ascension ; the corresponding season in the eccle-
siastical year from Easter to Ascension Day. Great
house, (a) a designation often given to the principal
house of a district, usually that of a large proprietor

;

{b) slangor dial., the workhouse : usually called big
house. Great lake, a humorous term for the
Atlantic Ocean. + Great mean (string) Jlfus.

(see quot.). t Great relief, ? « Alto-relievo.
f Great road [F. grande route'], the high road.
Great week = Holy week. See also Great
Assize, Britain, Charter (sb* 1 a), Circle (sb.

2 a, b), Climacteric, Commoner (3), Death (7 b),

Entrance (2), Generals (B. 2 e), Habit (sb. 2

b), Horse (sb. 21), Inquest (sb.^, Oath, Organ",
Plague, Pox, Scale, Schism, Sea, Seal, Spirit,
Tithe, Toe, Year, etc. ; also main words
below.

'553 (title) The Bible in Engllshe according to the trans-
lation of the *great Byble. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 374/2
The Great Bible, or Cranmer's. 188a H. Mokley Eng. Lit.
254 In April of the same year, 1539, appeared Coverdale's
revision of Tyndal's work and his own, in the folio known
as Cromwell's (or the Great) Bible. 1809 R. Langford
Introd. Trade 54 Inscriptions on the *Great Book of the
French National Debt cannot be attached. 1850 Neale
Holy Eastern Ch. 876 The *Great Canon, sung on Thursday
of Passion Week [read the 4th Week of Lent] . . at Lauds,
after the fifty-first Psalm. 1541-5 Bkinklow Lament. 2 b,
What shalbe layed agaynst you at the *greate daye of the
Lorde. 1583, 1690 [see Day sb. 8 b]. 1710 Whitwoptii Acc.
Russia (1758) 39 On great days a little fish, or milk, if it is
not a fast. 1751 Jortin Sertn. (1771) V. iii. 54 Such sinners
are reserved for the judgement of the great day. 1812
Brady Clean* Caleud. 1. 285 Easter Sunday was. .aniiently
called the Great Day, and the Feast of Feasts. 1868
Romanoff Sk. Greco-Russ. Ch. 120 The *Great Fast ap-
proaches, preceded by three preparatory weeks. 1844 G.
Moberly {title) The Sayings of the *Great Forty Days,
between the Resurrection and Ascension. 1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend (1818) I. 251 The mansion of a neighbouring
Baronet, awfully known to me by the name of the *Great
House. 1834 West Ind. Sketch Bk. I. 161 To leeward of
'the great house', note The 'great house' is a term com-
monly applied by the Negroes to the proprietor's dwelling,
in contradistinction to their own. 1851 Borrow Lavengro
III. xix. 232 'What do you mean by the great house?'
' The workhouse '. 1877 L. Jennings Field Paths <$• Green
Lanes xiii. 178 'Why, Sir', said he,' we beagoin' to kill him
[a sheep] directly after dinner for the great house'. 177a
in Sparks Life <y Writ. Gouv. Morris (1832) I. 19, I know
others that never saw the east side of the *great lake. 1674
Plaxford S&ill Mus. 11. 92 The Bass-Viol. .is usually strung
with six strings., which., are known by six several Names;
the first, .is called the Treble ; the second the small Mean

;

the third, the "Great Mean. Ibid. 112 For the Tuning of
your Violin . . the Bass cr fourth string is called G sol re ut
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the third or great Mean. D la sol re. 1654-66 Ld. Orrery

Parthenissa (1676) 518 The Plinth of each of them was
beautified with Sculptures of *gieat Relieve. 177a Simes
Mil. Guide (1781) 12 The heavy artillery in general keeps
the *great road. 1659 H. L'Kstkange Alliance ofDivine
Offices v. 151 It [Holy Week] became to be stiled also The
great Week. 1812 Brady Ctavis Caleud. I. 266 The week
was called the '*Great Week ', in token of the inestimable
blessings bestowed upon mankind, through the merits and
sufferings of our Saviour.

21. Prefixed to certain terms denoting kinship
(viz. uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, and the compounds
of grand-), to form designations for persons one
degree further removed in ascending or descending
relationship. The prefix may be repeated any
required number of times to express progressively
more and more remote degrees of relationship.

Nonce-uses of the prefix are great-cousin, -father,

-sire (see below), and perh. great kinsman (Shaks.
Rom. & Jul. iv. iii. 53, where however the adj. may
have sense 1 2). [After F. grand (see Grand A. 1 2

b), which follows the example of Latin avunculus
magnus great-uncle, amita magna great-aunt.]

a. Great-uncle, -aunt, a lather's or mother's
uncle, aunt; great-nephew, -niece, a son's or

daughter's nephew, niece; f great-cousin (nomc-
wd.), a first cousin once removed ; -f great father,
sire inonce-wds.), a grandfather.
1656 W. D. tr. Contenius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 752. 235 Abo\e

these are, great-unkle and *great-aunt by the father's side,
unkle and aunt by the father's side in the third degree.
1870 Lubbock Orig. Civiliz. iv. {1S75) 188 When great
uncles and aunts are termed grandfathers and grandmother';.
174a Collectanea (O.HS.) II. 3S7 He. .had a *great-cousin
master of an estate. Ibid. 38S. 1484 Caxton sEsop v. i.

(i88y) 128 And the mule ansuerd, my *grete fader was a
hors. 1581 Makbeck Bk. 0/ .Votes i;6 Chore (which was
the *great Nephew of the Patriarke Leui). 1689 Wood
Life 20 Dec., The said Mathew Slade also was great
nephew, as 'tis said, of Mathew Slade who wrote again.-t
Vorstius. 1884 Harper's Mat;. Feb. 481/2 The *great-niece

j

of Mrs. Barbauld. 1704 N. N. tr. Bocca/iui's Pot. Touch-
\ stone 95 in Adv. fr. Parnassus 111, He j rov'd himself
a Grand Child worthy his *great Syre by his Mother's

1

side. 1438 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 438 His Uncle Humfrey
!
Due of Gloucestre, his *grete Uncle H. Cardinal of

; England, a 1547 Will Hen. VIII in Pote Hist. Windsor
Cas. {1749) 51 _The tombes and aultars of King Henry VI.
and also of King Edward IV. our great Uncle and graunt-

i father. ^1850 Rossetti Dante $ Circ. 1. (1874) 241 Geri,
son of Bello Alighieri, and Dante's great-uncle. 1896 Dally
Arews 23 Apr. 5/4 The Prince tie Joinville, at once great-
uncle and grandfather of the hride.

b. With compounds of grand: Great-grand-
father, -grandmother, a grandfather's or grand-

I mother's father, mother (also trans/, a remote male

I

or female ancestor) ; so great-grandmamma ,-grand-
parent, -granduncle ; great-grandchild, a grand-

,
child's child; great-grandson, -granddaughter,

j

a grandson's or granddaughter's son, daughter ; so

j

great-grandniece. Also fgreat-grandame. a great
: grandmother, f great-grandaire, a great-grand-
1

father.

1538 Elvot Diet., Proauia, my *great grandame. 1665
;

Needham Medeta Medic. 33 Diseases of the Female Sex
grown more severe than they were in the days of their
great Grandames. 1753 Scots Mag. Mar. 158/1 He has
left 113 children, grandchildren, and *great-grandchildren.
1827 Jarman Powell's Devises (ed. 3) II. 301 In Hussey v.
Berkeley, Lord Northington expressed an opinion that

j

the word grandchildren would, without further expla-
1 nation, comprehend great grandchildren. 1753 Scots Mag.

Oct. 525/2 Miss Cromwel, "great-granddaughter of Oliver
Cromwel. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 29 A
great-granddaughter of Henry VII, Lady Jane Grey. 1513
Bkadshaw.?/. Werburghex. 367 Ermenrycus, kyngeofKent
. . Vnto whom Engystus was *great-graundfather. 1555
Harpsmeld in Bonner's Homilies 7 Oure great graundt-
father Adam. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 146 You shall reade
that my great Grandfather Neuer went with his forces into
France. 1624 Donne Sert/t. exxx. Wks. 1839 V. 336 Here
are risen grandfather and great-grandfather sins quickly,
a froward generation. 1834 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. {1842)
III. 40 The Flemings are the great-grandfathers of us
English. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks xix. (1870) 198
Supposing I were a minister, as my father, and grand
father and great-grandfather were before me. 1826 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 11. 133 A doting, scolding *great-
grandmama. 1530 Palsgr. 227/2 * Great graunde mother,
aielle. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 41 Our great grand
mother Eve. 1712 Addison Sped. 295 f 2 The Doctrine
of Pin-money is of a very late Date, unknown to our
Great Grandmothers. 1804 Eugenia de Acton Tale 'with-

out a Title I. 45 Trustee to her *great-grand-niece. 1883
Cornh. Mag. June 718 Our *great grandparents appear
to have been excessively enamoured ot masquerades. 1577
tr. Bullinger's Decades\\$q2) 145 Y e *great grandsire. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 103 Goe .. to your great Grandsires
Tombe, From whom you clayme. 1636 G. Sandys Paraphr.
Pi. xliv. 1 Wee have heard our Fathers tell The Wonders..
To them by their great Grandsires told. 1814 Cary Dante,
Par. xv. 90 My Son And thy great-grandsire. 1716 Addison
Freeholder No. 9 (1751) 49 No Body ever doubted that King
George is "Great Grandson to King James the first. 1808
Scott Mem. Early Life in Lockhart Life (1839) *• 5 William
Scott of Raehurn, my *great-grand-uncle.

c. With repetition of great.

1651 tr. WotiotCs Panegyr. K. Chas. in Retiq. 138 Your
Great Great-Grand-father Henry the Seventh. 1747 Gentl.
Mag. 199 At his death he was grandfather to 56, great
grandfather to 19, great great grandfather to 11, and great
great great grandfather to 4. 1819 Byron Juan 1. Ivi, Her.
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threat great grandmamma. 18*3 Lockhart Hfg, Dalton
11. ii. (1842) 105 That old body that says she is Shakespeare's
great -great -great -great -great -great-grand- niece -in-law.

1825-7 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 899 The infant's godfathers
. . were . . his great-great-great -great uncle ; and . . his great-

great-great uncles. His godmothers, .were, .his great-great-

great-great aunt ; . . his great -great-grandmother ; and . . his

great -grandmother. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I.

App. 723 Can we conceive a man marrying the great-great

niece of his own brother-in-law? 1870 Ramsay Remin.
i. (ed, 18)4 My distinguished great-great-great-uncle, Bishop
Burnett. 18S4 Illustr. Land. News 20 Dec. 602/1 The
great-great-great-granduncle of the present Lord Walsing-
him. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 3 Oct. 7/2 A great-great-grand-

daughter of the author of the 'School for Scandal'.

22. a. In parasynthetic adjectives, as great-armed,

-boned, -eared, -grained, -headed, -leaved, -lipped,

-minded (so great-mindedness), -named, -nosed,

t reasoned, -sized, -sonled. -spirited, -wilted, etc.
;

great-bellied, having a big belly
;
pregnant

; Jig.
1 big* with events, etc. ; great-eyed, tit. having

large or prominent eyes, as some animals
; Jig. far-

seeing, taking a large view ; f great-kind, of great

or noble birth
;
great-mouthed, fig. loud-voiced

;

boastful, bragging
; + great - stomached, high-

spirited (see Stomach); f great-wombed, having
a large abdomen. + b. as complement to a pass,

pple., as great-grown, -made.
1798 Southey CfVss Roads viii, I wish It were a *great-

arm'd chair ! 157a B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. ill. (1577)
1 14 b. The Mares . . to haue large bodyes . .*greate bellyed,
with large and square brest and buttockes. 1586 T. B. La
Pn'maud. Fr. Acad. \. 520 Plato . . requireth that great
bellied women should give themselves to walking. 1647

J. Trapp Comm. Matt. vi. 34 Thou knowest not what this

great-bellied day may bring forth. 1665 Needham Medela
Medic. 343 Great-bellied Women. 1591 Pkrcivall-S/./J/V/.,
OssudOy *great boned. 1634 Bkereton Trav. (1844) 51 A man
. .not great-boned nor large-sized. 1797-1804 Bewick Birds
I.64 The eagle-owl or*Great eared owl. 1617 Minsheu Vac.
Hisp. La/., Oj'udo, Magnoculus, *great-eyed. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Ptato Wks. (Bohn) I. 306 The great-eyed Plato
proportioned the lights and shades after the genius of

our life. 1621 Burton Anat. Met. 1, ii. 11. i. (1651) 66
Hart, and Red Deer.. a strong and *great grained meat.
t 1450 Met tin. 117 He helde a shorle *grete growen spere,

sharp grounden. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, w. viii. 63 Away.

.

And take the great-^rowne Traytor vnawares. c 1394 /'. Pl%
C'-edc 84 Grey *gre:e-hedede queues. 1885 Swmnson Prm>.
Names Birds 160 Pochard .. Also called .. t.reat-headed
wigeon. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7502 A *grete kynd
[ f ,. natu nobilis] man and a wyse. i858 Rep. U.S. Commis-
sioner Agric. (1869) 200 The *great-leaved magnolia {Mag'
twtia macrophylla) is a superb tree of tropical appearance.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Beptdo, *great-Hpped. 1645
Quarles Sol. Recant, v. 13"" Oft have I seen encreasing
riches grow To be their "great-made Owners overthrow.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. lxii. IV. 233 Always poor, .but
. .*great-minded. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia t. (1590) 70 b,

For in her eueiy thing was goodly and stately ; yet so, that

it might seeme that *great-mindednes was but the auncient-

bearer to humblenes. a 183* Bentham Deontol. (183$) II. 62

Magnanimity is a word which, for popular use, might be
conveniently translated into great-mindedness. 1600 Abp.
Abbot Exp. Jonah 215 *Great-mouthed Gloriosoes. 1607
Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 126 This village dog ought to

be. .great mouthed, or barking bigly. 1387-8T. Usk Test.

Love 1. viii. iSkeat) I. 112 How many *greate named, and
manygreate in worthinesse losed. 1653 ^- Sanders Physiogu.

158 He is *great-nosed. 1529 Moke Dyal. x^hli *Grete
reasoned men and phylosophers haue dowted therof. 1606

Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. in, iii. 147 A *great siz'd moaster of in-

gratitudes. Ibid. v. x. 26 Thou great siz'd coward. 1848
Blxkley IVad 248 The #great-sou!ed son of Oileus. 1628

FoRd Lover's Met. \. \, My *great-spirited Sister. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 240 More liberty : where-
withal a generous and *great stomached Beast is much
delighted. 1519 tntert. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 5 A #great

wytted man may sone be enrychyd, That laboryth and
studyeth for ryches only. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 7731 Sui^e
bikke inon he was & of grete strengj>e *Gret wombede &
ballede. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 567/18 Bafer, gret-

wombed.
B. adv.

1. In a great degree ; to a great extent
;
greatly,

exceedingly, highly ; much; very. Obs. exc. dial.

In \great cheap (Cheap sb. 8, 9) the word is not an
adv.

' a 1300 Cursor M. T2ZZ y*2** es nan sa £ ret ma ' gre '*" Als
traitur dern and priue theif. < 1394 F. Ft. Crede 501 In

beldinge of tombes bei trauailejj grete Tochargen her chirche-

flore. 1535 Coverdale Susanna 4 Now Ioachim . . was a
greate rich man. 1556 Chron. Cr. Friars (Camdenl 6

Thys yere was a grete dere yere. 1593 Shaks. a lien. VI,

iv. 1. 379 Say that he thriue, as 'tis great like he will [etc.].

1609 Rowlands Dr. Mcrrie-man 6 Horses that labour great,

Are cast in ditches for the Dogges to eate. 1736 Pecge
Kenticisms (E. D. S.*, Great, very ; as ' great much ', very

much. 1835 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Great likly, very

likely. 'Ay, ay, great likly, great likly*.

f2. Grossly, coarsely. (Cf. A. 1.) Obs.

c 1440 ipomydon 1789 Fole, he sayd, bou bourdist grete.

+ 3. In a great, eminent, or distinguished fashion
;

imposingly. Obs.

1698 Fkyer Acc. E. India $ P. 279 To pay their Respects
to their Governor in Chief, who receives them very great.

1698 M. Lister Journ. Paris (1699) 105 He lives great, and
has a House which joins upon the King's Library.

f4. Arrogantly, presumptuously, proudly. Obs.

1699 T. QockmanI Bully's Offices (1706) 130 'Tis a very
unbecoming thing for a Man to talk great of himself in

Discourse.

t5. With force; loudly. Obs.

*533 Ei.yot Cast. Helthe (1541) sr. a, Nothinge doth profite

unto helthe of the body, but to inforce him selfe to synge

great, for therby moch aire drawen in by fetching of breth,

thrusteth forth the breast and stomake.

6. Comb. a. In syntactic combination with a pres.

or pa. pple. of a verb which may be qualified by
great ox greatly, as + great-begotten, f -born, -coun-

selling, -doing (implied in adv. fgretdoendely),
•triumphing, b. With an adj. (hyphened), as

great-important, i.e. highly important.
138a WVCLIF /sa. xii. s Syngeth to the Lord, for gret

doendely he dide. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1155 He was
grete borne. 16x5 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 66 There is

nothing more allied to faction then for a great-begotten to
prevaile in governement before his time. 16*7 Drayton
Agincourt,t\.Q. 39 Some great-borne Frenchman. 1711 Fin-
gall MSS. in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 137 His
great-triumphing army. Ibid. 138 Athlone. .being the great-

important pass into the province of Connaught. 1848 Buck-
ley Iliad 28 Great-counselling Jove.

C. as quasi-y^. and sb.

I. The adj. used absol.

1, a. As plural; Great persons; freq. in the

collocation great and small. Now usually the

great : those who are great, eminent, or dis-

tinguished by rank, wealth, position, or the like.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redtles in. 250 By gouernaunce of grete

and of good age. a 14x0 Hoccleve be Reg. Princ. 2830 By
be grete, poer folk ben greuyd. Ibid. 5049 Men say two grete

may nat in osak. < 1440 ipomydon 96 All spake of hym.bothe
grete & smalle. 1651 Hobbes Leviath, 11. xxx, 180 So as the

great,may have no greater hope of impunity. 1654 Whiti.ock
Zootomiaq-j Quacking Mountebanks are admitted in the Bed-
chambers of great and small. 1757 Gray Progr. Poesy (end).

Beneath the Good how far— but far above the Great. 1781
Gibbon Decl. <r F. xxxi. III. 208 The houses and society uf

the great. 1785 Burns Holy Willie's Prayer xii, [He] has
sae monie takin arts, Wi' grit an' sraa'. 1834 J. H. New-
man Par. Serm. {1837,1 I- " "9 Supported by the great and
the many. 1849 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 161 The
masques which were exhibited at the mansions of the
great.

b. (With the.) That which is great; great things,

aspects, qualities, etc. collectively; jalso, great

quantity, large amount (obs.).

1557 North tr. Gueuara's Dialt Pr. 107^/2 Haue no
respecte to y> litel which we do offer; but to y great,

which (if we were able) we would giue. 1787 Canning in

Microcosm No. 30 F 7 Uniting the great and sublime of

epic grandeur with the little and the low of common life.

1791 Cowi'EK Yardley Oak 87 Comparing still The great

and little of thy lot. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend vi. 1.1887)

25 To exclude the great is to magnify the little. 1847
Kmerson Repr. Men, Uses Gt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I. 274
The search after the great is the dream of youth. 1864

Lucy Aikin Mem. 157 The same misapprehension every-

where of the grand for the great.

fe. A great : something great. Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2366 Many smale makeb
a grete. 1592 Wyrley Armorie, Ld.ChandosZi No earthly

great, but wasted is with time.

t 2. A graat (see Agreat adv.), at the great.

By the piece ; wholesale. Obs.

15*3 Fitzherb. Hush. § 134 To sell the toppes as they lye

a greatte. 1646 J. Gregory Notes <$ Obs. Pref. (1650) 16

The way to doe this . . will not be to doe the work a great,

and undertake the whole or any considerable part of the

Booke by one man. 17*7 Boyer Fr. Diet. II. s.v., To take

Work at the great, or a-great, Entrvprendre un Ouvrage.

3. By the great, f by great.

a. Of work done : At a fixed price for the whole
amount ; by task ; by the piece. Now dial.

1513 MS* Acc. St. Johns Hosp., Canterb., Paied to a
carpenter by grete for mendyng of Myster CoIIettis house.

1573 Ti.'sskr Ilusb. Ivii. (1878) 129 To let out thy haruest,

by great or by day, let this by experience leade thee a way.
By great will deceiue thee, with lingring it out, by day will

dispatch, and put all out of dout. 1581 Lambarde Eiren.

iv. iv. 11588) 471 If any Artificer or Labourer . . taking any
worke by the great. 1635 Sir E. Verney in Lady Verney
Mem. V. Fain. (1892) I. 128 If you fiend him fidle about his

woarke, agree with him by the great. 1667 Primatt City
<$- C. Builder 55 Many workmen had rather agree by the

Great, and find all materials, than for worknum-ship only.

171a Addison Sped, No. 505 P7, 1 . .interpret by the great for

any Gentlewoman who is turned of Sixty, after the rate of

half a Crown ^rweek. a 1734 N<»rth Lives (1826) III.

294 To. .keep hirelings in garrets, at hard meat, to write and
correct by the great. 1764 Foote Mayor of G. I. Wks.
1799 I. 162, I have contracted to physic the parish-poor by
the great. 1851 Jnil. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 404 [In Lin-

colnshire] In harvest . .the cutting is done ' by the grate ' .

.

Hay-mowing, corn-cutting, &c, are commonly executed by
the 'grate '. x86a Mrs. Grote Collect. Papers 158 [Buck-
inghamshire] Piece-work or 'by the grate'.

t b. Of buying and selling : In large quantities,

in gross, wholesale. Obs.
159a Nashe P. Penilesse (Shaks. Soc ) 48 A merchant, .that

sells commodities of good cheere by the great. 16*3 Cock-
eram, Staple, any Towne .. appointed for Merchants .. to

carrie their . . commodities vnto, for the better sale of them
to other Merchants by the great. 1634 Peacham Gent.
Exerc. 1. x. 38 A friend of mine was notably cozened in a
bargaine of timber hee bought by the great, in a mistie

morning, a 1640 Day Part. Bees (1881.J 73 You.. Bought
wax and honey up by th' great.

t e. transj. and Jig. In large quantities or num-
bers ; in the mass ;

' by wholesale'. Obs.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676' 925 Not .. to carry away
their dead bodies by great altogether, but every city one
after another. 1607 Middleton Michaelm. Term iv. ii,

Do they not thrive when they utter most, and make it away
by the great, a i6as Fletcher Nice Valour 1. i, Bastina-

does by the great. 1670 Dryden 1.^ Fart Conq. Granada
II. i. Wks. 1883 IV. 50 Death did at length so many slain

forget, And lost the tale, and took them by the great. 1755
Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 337 They are apt to swallow every-
thing by the great which they see in print.

t 4. In great. [Cf. Y. en grand, en gros, G. im
groszen, I)u. in V groot.] Obs.

a. In the mass, in the bulk ; in or for the whole
amount, piece, etc. ; in the gross, wholesale ; by
the piece ; = by the great (see 3). (Also occas. in

the great, in greats.)

c J430 Filgr. Lyf Manhode 1. Iiv. (1869^ 32 Thinketh not
..bat it sufficeth to biholde and thinke pe sinnes in gret.

147a Osbekn in Paston Lett. No. 710 III. 71 Selle non in

gret, but make fagottes and astell. 1480 IVardr. Acc.
Ediv. IV {\%yS) 126 For binding and dressing of thre smalle
bookes. .price in grete vjs, \\\\d. i486 Naval Acc. Hen. VII
(1896) 17 By couenaunte with him made in great, i486
Nottingham Rec. III. 246 For dykyng .. to a man hired in

grete xxd. c 1530 Tixdai-K. Malt, v-vii. 52 b, The publycans
bought in greate y° emperours tribute. 1577-87 Hounshed
Chron. III. 833/2 The labourers would in no wise labour
by the daie, but all by taske & in great. 1598 Extracts
Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 168 That na inhabitant .. gadder
the same [victual!] in gryt, and keip the same to ane darth.

1631 in Burgh Laws Dundee (1872) 5 July, For selling of
salt in greats. 1659 Wili.sford Scales Comm., Archit. 3
When bricks are deare, and time is cheap, the workman by
the Great will use more morter. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy

I. 103 Before I come to the particulars of what I saw in

Florence, I will consider it in great, and then come to the

retail of it. 1790 Bentham Wks. (1838-43) X.233 Accus-
tomed to view things in the great, this virtue, if it be one,

costs me no less, perhaps, than most people. 179a Burke
Corr. (1844) IV. 16 For want of ever dealing in the great,

they do not know, that, though multitudes may be deluded,

they never can be bribed.

b. All in great :
f
all told ', in all.

1533 More Ansiv. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1038/2 In that part

ako the man bringeth in two places all in great, whych he
hathe pyked out. .among al my bookes.

C. In large letters.

a 1641 Suckling Sessions ofPoets xxviii. in Fragm. Aurea
(1646) 11 Not a man in the place But had discontent writ in

great [ed. 1648 at large] in his face.

d. On a large scale : usually said by comparison

with something smaller but of the same proportions.

(Also occas. in the great.)

165a H. Cogan tr. Scudery's Ibrahim n. iii. 49 Having
demanded of this pretended Painter, whether he could work
in great, as well as in little. 167a Dryden A/arr. a la Mode
Ded. 1 Being that in little, which your lordship is in great.

c 1705 Soul of World in Somers 'tracts II. 234 The World
itself is, after a Sort, an Animal in great. 1769 J. Watt in

Q. Rev. (1858) CIV. 433 The necessary experience in great

was wanting. 1795 Bentham Wks. (1838-43) X. 307 The
Duke, .gave him orders for making some [baggage-wagons]
in the great [from a small model].

f5. Of great. In the bulk ; in its entirely. Obs.

1501 [>ee Agreat adv.\.

tJ. atlrib. : great work dial., w^ork done by the

piece, ' piece-work \ (See 3 a, 4 a.)

1855 Cycl. Agric. (ed. Morton) II. 723 Gret (Beds., Wore),
gret-work, or great-woik, is piece-work. 1889 A. T. Pask
Eyes Thames 148 They can earn iZs. a week, doing piece-

work, or, in market-garden parlance, 'great-work'.

II. As sb.

f7. Agreat, eminent, or distinguished person. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7018 Serdill . . Slogh a grete of be

grekes. Ibid. 1*735 While this gode was in gederyng the

grettes among. 1635 Hakewill Apol. 538 So have wee had
three Greats, not in name only but in deed, such as were
Constantine the great . . and Charles the great, a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (171 1) 40/2 Till thou the

greatest be among the greats.

t 8. The chief part ; the main point ; the sum
and substance ; the general drift or gist (of a

story). Obs.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 1242 (Fairf. MS.\ I kan
not now wel counterfete Hyr wordys, but this was the grete

Of hir answere. c 1374 — Troylus v. 1036 He refte here of

J>e grete of al here peyne. c 1381 — Fart. Foules 35 Of his

centence I wole 30W seyn the greete. c 1385 — L. G. W.
Prol. 574 That thou reherce of al hir lyfe the grete. 1430-40
Lvdg. Bochas ix. xxxiv. (1554) 214 Of your complaynt say

to me the grete. c 1450 Merlin 315 The grete of this mater
longeth vn-to hym.

f 9. a. Thickness, b. Greatness, magnitude.

Obs. rare.

[(-950 Epist. Alex, in Anglia IV. 147 Un^emetlicre gryto

and micelnysse, L. vincens grossitudine.] a 1300 Cursor M.
8244 (Gott.) f>at was be stauin for to strenthe, And knaw
be wax of gret and lenthe. 16*9 Chapman Juvenal v. 213

Before him see a huge Goose-liuer set ; A Capon cramb'd,

euen with that Goose for great [L. anseribus par altilis],

10. Greats {Oxjord Univ. colloq.). The final

examination for the degree of B.A. ; now applied

esp. to the examination for Honours in Liters Hu-
maniores. The earlier name was Great go. (Cf.

smalls.)

1853 'C. Beoe' Verdant Green 11. xi, The little gentle-

man was going in for his Degree, alias Great-go, alias

Greats. 1861 Hughes Tom Broxvn at Oxf. I. x. 163 If)

our second term we. .begin to feel ourselves at home, while

both 'smalls' and 'greats' are sufficiently distant to be alto-

gether ignored if we are that way inclined. 1884 G. Allen
Strange Stories 175 Since I have begun reading philosophy

for my Greats. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 12 June 1/3 There are

..more entries for Modem History than for Classical

Greats.

t Great, v. Obs. Forms: 1 grSatian, 3 greaten,

{pa. pple. igret), 3-5 grete, 6 great. [OY.. greatian

( = OHG. grSzen, mod.Ger. dial. gros%en)
i

i. grt'at

Gbeat a.]



GREAT-COAT. 389 GREATEST.

1. intr. To become great, thick, or large ; to

increase ; occas. with reference to pregnancy.
C897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. xi. 68 Hwaet on 5aes

siweni^5ean ea^um beo5 3a eeplas hale, ac 3a braswas
greatiad [Hatton MS. greatigao ; L. grossescunt]. a i»5
After. R. 128 Swin ipund ine sti uorte uetten, & forte greaten
a$ein j>e cul of ber eax. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1556 His
[Nero's] wombe bigan to gretl. a 1300 CursorM. 4700 Sua
bigan be derth to grete. 13.. K.Alis. 452 The lady greted
with yonge bon. a\2,y> Syr Dcgarre 155 Here wombe greted
more and more, c 1420 Paltad, on flush, vn. 20 That the

corn may grete [L. g?-andescere].. They say 11, is good to lete

(httt ly vnbounde. Ibid. 25 Yf hit [wheatj be ripe, is forto

se If al the lond attonys rody grete [L. si wquaiiter spicarutn
populus maturato ruborefiavescat\.

Z. trans. To make great ; to increase ; to magnify,
aggrandize.
a 1225 Juliana n An godd bat is igret wiS euches cunnes

gode. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. 11. 241 The plauntis bigge a
depper delf desireth And larger space, as wynd may hem to

shake: That gretith hem [L. ut..a ventis frequentibus
agitata graudescat\. 1605 Sylvester Du Barias n. Hi.

in. Lazu 649 This false Politick, Plotting to Great himself,

our deaths doth seek.

Great-aunt : see Great a. 21a.

Great-coat, greatcoat (gr^tk^-t).
The Diets mark the stress as grea'tcoat or grea'tcoa'i',

in England the stress seems to be usually on the last

syllable, less frequently equal.

A large heavy overcoat ; a top-coat.
1661-85 Househ. Ord. 362 None shall presume to come

into Our Privy Chamber . . in cloakes, or great coates, or in

bootes. 1714 Post Boy No. 2970 Horsemens Great-Coats
made of a good West-Country Drab Cloth. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) 441 The hood of a great-coat. 1826 Scott
yrnl. 16 Dec, Came home through a cold easterly rain
without a greatcoat. 1881 Bbsant & Rice Chapl. of Bleet
I. 203 Heavy greatcoats with triple capes.

Hence Greatcoat v. trans. , to dress in a great-

coat ; Greatcoatless a., without a great-coat.
1882 Daily Ne?v$ 10 Apr. 5/2 The prudent man still great-

coats himself. 1887 Ibid. 27 Dec. 5/1 He fled, great-coatless,

into the snow. 1891 Pall Mall G. 1 Apr. 6/1 ' We are sitting

out of doors, greatcoatless and hatless ', writes a corre-

spondent from Lago Maggiore on Easter Sunday.

Great-coated, a. [f. prec. sb. + -ed 2.] Dressed
in or wearing a great-coat.

1750 Jenyns Mod. fine Lady 74 Great-coated tenants her
arrival greet. 1798 Jane Austen Northang. Abb. (18331 U*
xi. 175 Henry came, booted and great-coated, into the room.
1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 277 How often have I

seen him on a cold winter morning, with a face all frost and
business, great-coated up to the eyes. 1884 Punch 22 Nov.
249/2 Listening to a great-coated military band in late
October at 9 p.m.

Great-cousin: see Gheat a. 21a.
Greate full, obs. form of Grateful.
Greaten (gr^'i'n),^. Nowa/r^. [f. Greats. :

see -en 5.]

•\-l.iuln To become pregnant ;= Great z>.i. Obs,
a 137S Joseph Arim. 88 Sone aftur bat gretnede bat greibli

Mayde.
2. trans. To render great or greater in size or

amount ; to increase, augment, enlarge, magnify.
1626 R. Harris HezekiaJi's Recov. 5 This must greaten

our thankes. 1633 Up. Hall Occas. A/edit. (1851) 64 It is

the nature of that element, to greaten appearing quantities.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. 'P. in. 201 It will easily so
appeare, without any flow of words to greaten it. a 1658
Cromwell in 2nd Narr. late Pari, in Hart. Misc. (1745)
III. 467 That some should so enrich and greaten them-
selves in the Ruin of others. 1667 Pepvs Diary 14 June,
Every thing concurred to greaten the fire. 1682 Bunyan
Holy War 18 To promote thee to honour, and to greaten
thy liberty. 1724 R. Welton Subst. Chr. Faith 89 As
men proceed in wickedness, as they greaten and aggra-
vate their sins. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems I. 237 The
whole strain being multiplied And greatened. 1877 Fui<-

nivall Introd. to Leopold Shaks. 83 This fault he shared,
but he wilfully greatend it. 1889 Lowell in Atlantic
Monthly LXIV. 148 Greatened by the watery lens.

3. To render eminent, prominent, distinguished,

or important ; to increase the rank or power of; to

exalt, aggrandize. Also rejl. and absol.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World v. i. § 4. 552 The Athenians,
who hoped to have greatned themselves in Sicily, by the
division and civil war, were disappointed of their expecta-
tions. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. vi. 151 Cana.. greatened with
Christs first miracle. 1662 Petty Taxes 28 So much doth the
means of facilitating carriage greaten a city. 1707 Norris
Treat. Humility iv. 146 Weary in seeking ways to greaten
and advance themselves.

b. To exalt mentally or spiritually ; chiefly in

good sense, to elevate or ennoble (the mind).
1647 Sprigge Anglia Rediv. Address (1854^ 9 Whose minds

are so greatened as that you will look upon no small things.
I(&59 J- Arrowsmith Chain Princ. 275 An humble spirit

greatned by continual converse with the great God. 1698
M. Henry Life Philip H. ix. (1699) 131 The Grace of
Christ in the Spirit, .greatens and guides the Spirit 1742
Young Nt. Th. 1. 84 Virtue, or purpos'd virtue, still be Thine
. .This greatens, fills, immortalizes All. 1747 Hervey Medit.
II. 21 An uniform Air of ineffable majesty greatens, exalts,

ennobles the whole.
absol. a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems (1859) 388 For valour,

truih, and comely bloom, For all that greatens and adorns.

4. intr. Of material and immaterial things : To
become great or greater ; to increa;>e in size, dimen-
sion, or extent ; to assume large proportions.
a 1716 South Serm. (1744) X. 336 Being committed against

an infinite majesty, it [sin] greatens, and rises to the height
of an infinite demerit. 1746 Hervey Medtt. (1818) 78
Influenced by these considerations, thy views will greaten.

Vol. IV.

1839 Bailey Festus iii. (1848) 25 That curse is ever greaten*
ing. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 1. 1065 My blue eyes
greatening in the looking-glass. 1861 A. K.H. Boyd Recreat.
Country Parson Ser. 1. (1862) 70 The subject greatens on
me, but the paper dwindles. 1874 G. Dawson Our Shaks.
Club 115 As we grow he [Shakespeare] grows, and as we
greaten he greatens.

Hence Greatened ppl. a., Grea'tening vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World iv, ii. § 9. 473 Rather to the
greatning of others than himself. 1646-7 J. Hall Poems 91
And there my greatned selfe disperse As wide as thought.
1677 GaleO/. Gentiles 111. 24 The greatening and advancing
of themselves. 1678 N. Tate Brutus of Alba, My greaten-
ing soul aspires to range like thee, In unknown worlds. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh v. 420, I called the artist but
a greatened man. 1861 All Year Round V. 14 To glut
the greatening bonfire. 1884 J. Pulseord in Chr. World
11 Sept. 688/2 As you go on your ever greatening way.

Greater (grJ'-toj), a., adv., and sb. Forms:
1 gryttra, 3-4 grettur, -yr, 4-5 gratter, -ur,

gretter,-or, 5-6 greter, 4-66'c. gretar, (5 greiter,

6 grytur, griter, greitar, greittar, 6-9 gritter\
6- greater. [OK. g/ytlra (*grietra, Anglian *gre"-

tra) :—OTeut. *grautizon-, comparative oi*gi auto-

Great a. ; but it is doubtful whether any of the

later forms descend directly from this, most if not

all being, like the now current form, refashioned

on the positive. See -er3.]

A. adj.

1. The comparative of Great in various senses.
C950 Epist. Alex, in Anglia IV. 151 Wa^ron hie [serpents]

swa greate swa columnan ^e eac sume. .gryttran. aizz$
Ancr. R. 420 Euer me is leouere so }e don gretture werkes.
Nemakie none purses. .neblodbendesofseolke,auhschepieS
. -chirche clo3es, and poure monnecIoSes. aiyxt Cursor M.
1 1078 O wijf. .was neuer born nan A gretter barn ban sant
iohan. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 197 He hadde of gold ywroght
a curious pyn : A loue knotte in the gretter ende tlier was.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3874 Was neuerkyng. .his kliightes more
louet, Ne gretter of giftes to his goode men. c 1460 Fok-
tescue Abs. $ Litu. Mon. vi. (1885) 122 We beyre moch
gretter charges yerely than done the Scottis. 1549 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Athan. Creed, And in this trinitie none is afore nor
after other : none is greater nor lesse then other. 1588
A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 75 We culd neuer wishe ane
gryter benefit nor yat Christ lesusour lord, suld sa giv him
self haill for vs. a 1605 Montgomery: Sonn. xii,Can candle
lou give fyr a griter beet? 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. in. 65
Lesser then Macbeth, and greater. 1611 Jonson Catiline
11. (Chorus*, Great father Mars, and greater love. 1654 Jee.
Taylor Real Pres. 193 The greater your reason is against
it, the greater excellency in your obedience. 1664 Pepys
Diary 15 July, He says that he is as great with the Chan-
cellor^ or greater, than ever in his life. 1748 Earthquake
Pern i. 39 A French Toise, or Fathom, is about five Inches
greater than the English, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 16 'the
sound.. appears to come from greater and greater distances.

b. The greater part, j sort, etc. : the larger of
two parts into which any whole or quantity is

divided ; the more considerable number or quantity

(of) ; the majority.

1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 42 The greater sort do agree
that this word [image] j s distinguished from Likeness. 1585
T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. iv. 3 b, The greater
part of us went a shoare to see the Ilande. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. iv. ii. 29 The greater part, the Horse in generall
Are come with Cassius. 1603 — Meas. for M. in. ii. 145
The greater file of the subiect held the Duke to be wise.

1781 C. Johnston John Juniper II. 249 The characters in
tragedy are, for much the greater part, out of common life.

1829 Landor Whs. (1846) II. 210/1 The greater number of
men. .are disposed, on most occasions, rather to virtue than
to vice. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. 11889) I. 45 The greater
part of the area was covered with the lofty warehouses.

f2. Older, elder. [A Latinism.] Obs.
C1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 383_He bat is gratter of ;ow,

loke bat he be made as |00ffar in sympilnes. 1535 Cover-
dale 1 Sam. xvii. 28 And Eliab his greater brother herde
him talke with the men.

1 3. Pregnant. Obs. rare.

.
CI375 Se. Leg. Saints, Theodera 550 Syne eftyre of tyme

in processe Hapny t f>at scho gretare wes, & hyr fi endis spent
JITM Quha with hyr gat bat barne.

4. In special or technical use, opposed to lesser.

a. Astron. in names of certain constellations, as

the Greater Dog, f the Greater (now Great) Bear.
Also fgreater circle = * great circle ' : see Circle.
b. Mus. Applied to intervals now usually called

Major, e. in names of plants, d. in names of

animals, esp. birds, e. Anat. f. (seequot.).
a. 1551 Records Cast. Knmvl. (1556) 263 The lesser

Beare .. the greater Beare. 1638 J. Chilmead tr. Hues'
Tractatus de Globis in. ii. (1889) 80 Of the Circumference
of the Earth, or of a Greater Circle. 1674 Moxon Tutor
Astron. (ed. 3) 209 Ursa Major, the Greater Bear. 1727-51
Chambers Cycl. s. v., The Equator, meridian, ecliptic, ver-
ticals, &c. are great or greater circles of the sphere : and
the parallels, tropics, &c. lesser circles.

b. 1597 Morlev Introd. Mus. Annot., The greater halfe
note is that distance which is betwixt fa and mi. 1674
Playford Skill Mus. in. 11 A sixth beneath the Bass is a
third above, and if it be the lesser sixth, then is the third
above the greater third. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v.

Diesis, Enharmonical Diesis is the difference between a
greater and lesser semi-tone. 1818 Busby Gram. Music
317 Greater Sixth. 1887 Browning Parleyings, Chas.
Avisoniv, The key Was. .C with the Greater Third.
C. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 745

Greater Knapweed. 1861 Miss Pratt Flmver PL IV. 75
Greater Broom-rape. Ibid. 215 Greater Bladderwort. Ibid.

755 Greater Plantain. Ibid. V. 305 Greater Water Plantain.
d. 1876 Smiles St. Natur. xi. (ed. 4) 213 A Greater

Shrike or Butcher Bird. 1885 Swainson Proz: A'ames Birds
208 Greater Black-backed Gull {Lams marinus). Ibid. 215
Greater loon.

e- 187a Mivart Elem. Anat. 180 The deep concavity ..

called the greater ischiatic notch.

f. 1614 Selden Titles Hon. 344 Barons with the rest
vpward wee call the Greater NobiHtie, the others beneath
them the Lesse Nobilitie.

15. Greater Britain', see Britain.

f 6. Comb., forming comparatives to the com-
binations of Great a. Obs.
1562 Turner Herbal n. 101 Wilde lekes .. greater heded

then they were that I saw about Bon. 1597 Bacon Cottiers
Good Sf Enitl v. (Arb.) 144 Men whose living lieth together
in one Shire, are commonly counted greater landed then
those whose livings are dispersed.

t B. adv. In a greater degree. Cbs.
1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xliL 82/1 Greter sodayne

detli wyste I neuer than that men had than.

C. quasi-j/'. and sb. The adj. used absol. and
ellipt. The greater : that or those of greater size,

importance, eminence, etc. A greater: a person or

thing which is greater (than another).
1388 Wycmf Isa. xxxii. 5 He that is vnwijs schal no more

be clepid prince, and a gileful man schal not be clepid the
grettere [Vulg. major]. 1607 Shaks. Tin/on iv. iii. 6 The
greater scornes the lesser. 1620 T. Granger Div. Logike
121 Negations of unequals are of the greater, or lesse, or of
both together. 1845 M'Cui.i.ocii 'Taxation 1. 1. i. (1852) 51
Unless a method should be found of taking a greater from a
less. 1898 Morley in Westm. Gaz. 27 June 10/1 We mourn
for one of the greater among the servants of mankind.

*t"b. One s) superior. Obs.
1480 Caxton Chrou. Fug. cexxxii. 251 Kyng Edward his

gretter and his fadrc. 1627 J. Carter Plaint Expos. 85
They come fane short, not onely of some of their compeeres
and greaters especially, but of many very base creatures.
1667 Milton /'. L. v. 172 Thou Sun, of this great World
both Eye and Soule, Acknowledge him thy Greater. 1671— /\ R. 1. 279 He .. first Refused on me his baptism to
confer, As much his greater, and was hardly wen.
Hence f Greateruess, the condition or quality

of being greater.

1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. 1. xi. (1635) 59 The working of
God is infinite, .for otherwise there should bee a greateines^e
in being, and a Itssenesse in working, c 1705 Berkeley
Commvnpi. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 485 Why should we judge
her [i.e. the horizontal moon] to be greater 1 Whatconnexion
betwixt the same angle, further distant, and greateruess?

Greatest (gr^ i *ttst), a. (sb.) and adv. Forms :

3-5 grettest, (5 -yst, -ist, -ust), 4 gratest, 4-5
grattest, -ist, gretest, Sc. -ast, (5 grattes, -us),

6- greatest. 0. 3-5 greste. [f. Great a. -t-

-EST ; app. not recorded in OK.]
A. adj. 1. The superlative of Great in various

senses.

£1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 220/17 Nou is be se [of] Occean
grettest and mest also. 1340 Ayeub. 44 Huanne me . . beggeb
be be gratteste wyjtes, o|?er be be gratteste mesuies, and
zellebby he leste. c 1380 W'scxav Sel. Wks. III. 398 One of bo
grattest synnes of alle. C1386 Chaucer Reeve s T. T34 The
gretteste clerkes ben noght the wysest men. 1398 Trevisa
Barth.De P. R. xvil.li. (1495' 598 The grettest tree synkyth
not in water though it be heuy. c 1420 .S'/V Amadas (Weber)
306 The grattes maysters yede hym beforne. c 1460 For-
TESCUE Abs. -y Lim. Mon. xii. (1885) 138 Whan any rysinge
hath be made.. the pouerest men beroff haue be he grettest
causers and doers therin. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies i. xx. 67 Birds faile in their flight, yea, those of
the greatest wing, vpon the passage of so great a Gulph.
1683 A. D. Art Converse 40 The greatest swearers are com-
monly the greatest liars. 1834 Sir H. Taylor Artez-elde 1.

1. v, The world knows nothing of its greatest men. 1871 R.
Ellis tr. Catullus xlix. 1 Greatest speaker of any born a
Roman, Marcus Tullius. 1895 Li>. Eshek in Law Times
Rep. LXXIII. 701/2, 1 have the greatest respect and admira-
tion for American decisions.

p. <7I225 Ancr. R. 66 Ower greste, & ower lodlukeste
sunnen. c 1315 ShorEHAM 8 Of alle other sacramens Thes
sevene betb the greste. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 490 In my
greste nede.

"b. Greatest part', the largest amount or propor-
tion (of) ; the majority (cf. Greater A. 1 b).
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist, Indies iv. xxxiii.

300 In many partes of the Indies, and 1 thinke in the
greatest part, small cattell do not increase and profile well.

1644 Bj>. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 133 The greatest part of
the Romish Doctors. 1648 Ld. Byron in Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 166 The greatest part of Lancashire, Cheshire, and
North Wales. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 3 The
greatest part of our company were reprobate persons. 1741
Johnson Debates in Parlt. (1787) I. 358 Both inn-holders
and soldiers are, for the greatest part, of this rank and
temper. 1771 T. Hull Sir W. Harrington (1797) I. 180
It attracted his eyes greatest part of the evening. 1x1774
Goldsm. Grecian Hist. I. 194 He died., aged threescore and
five years, the greatest part of which he had spent in the
intrigues and bustles of active employment.

C. Greatest happiness of the greatest number (see

Happiness 2 b). d. Greatest common measure (see

Measure).

t 2. Eldest. (Cf. Greater A. 2.) Obs.

1535 Coverdale i Sam. xviii. 17 Saul sayde vnto Dauid

:

Beholde my greatest {Wyclif, more, A. V. elder] doughter
Merob wyl I geue the to wyfe.

3. absol. and ellipt. (quasi-j£.)

C1350 Will. Palerne 1 196 He slou six of be grettes. c 1400
Destr. Troy 1006 The grettyst of Grise gremyt berat. c 1420
Anturs of Arth. xxxiii, My nome is Syr Galrun . . The
grattus [Douce MS. grettest, Thomt. MS. gretteste] of
Galway, of greuys and of gillus. 1450-70 Golagros $ Gaw.
1168 Al the gretest Of gomys that grip has. £1470 Henry
Wallace 1. 133, Vij score thai led off the gretast that thai
fand Off ayris with thaim. 1602 Dekker Satiro mastix

129
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A 4 b, Ad Lectorem. . Tt shall notbeamisse. -first to beholde
this short Comedy of Errors and where the greatest enter

to giue them in stead of a hisse, a gentle correction. 1634
Sir T. Herbekt Trav. 163 Media (neere which, .is buried

their greatest Mahomet). 1784 Cowper Task 11. 168 Since

from the least The greatest oft originate. 185a Tennyson
Death Wellington 29 Our greatest yet with least pretence.

fB. adv. Most greatly or highly ; most. Obs.

1553 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 369 Articles, .gathered.,

by the greatest learned men of the bishops.

Great go. [See Gkeat a. and Go sb.] Univ.

slang. The final examination for the decree of B.A.

(At Oxford now called greats.') (Cf. little go.)

i8ao Gent I. Mag. XC. 1. 32 At present the examination [at

the University ofOxford] is divided into a Little-go and a

Great-go. 18*5 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 137 An
examination that would far exceed the perils of the great

go. Ibid. 141 When he enters upon life, action, or profes-

sion, both the little go, and the great go, he will find to be

a bygo ; for he will find that he has gone by the best part

of useful and substantial learning; or that it has gone by
him. 1841 Thackeray A'. 0/ Brentford vii, His little go
and great go He creditably pass'd. 1876'?. Pyper' Mr.
Gray ty Aeighb. I. 74 Young Mr. Applebee had managed
to pass his 'great go' at Oxford, just about the time the

living fell vacant.

Great-grandfather, etc. : see Gkeat a. 21b.

Great-great- : see Gkeat a. 21c.

Greath, obs. form of Gbaith.

Great-head (gr^'-thed). U.S. [f. Greats.
+ Head sb. : see quot. 1S44.] An American name
for the golden-eye, Clangitla glancion.

1844 J. P. GlXAUD Birds Long Island 334 Fullguta clan-

gula—lAnn. Golden-eye. .. By some it is called 'Great
Head', from its beautiful, rich, and thickly-crested head.

1888 G. Trumbull Game Birds xxiii. 79 Glaucionetta

clangula americana. American Golden-eye . . At Seaford
(Hempstead), L. I., Great-head.

Great-hearted, a. (Stress variable.) [f.

Gueat a. : see Hearted.]

fa. High-spirited; proud. Obs. b. Having a

noble or generous heart or spirit; magnanimous;
great-souled.

1388 [see Great-willy], 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xii. xxi. (1495) 427 The faucon is soo grete hartyd that yf he

fayllyth of his pray in the fyrste flyghte and rees, in the

seconde he takyth wreche on hymself. c 1440 Promp. Pan.'.

2\q(i Grete hertyd, and bolde, magnanimus. Grete hertyd,

not redy to buxumnesse, pertinax, infiexibilis. a 1450

Knt. de la 'Pour (i863> 26 Alle women that ben gret berted

and misansueringe her husbondes, 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. 1. § 66 The earl . . was as great-hearted as he, and
thought the very suspecting him to be an injury unpardon-

able. 1842 Browning Cavalier Tunes, Marching Along,
Great-hearted gentlemen, singing this song. 1848 Bicki.ey

Iliad 102 Great-hearted, brazen-voiced Stentor. 1880 G.

Meredith TragicCom. (1881) 172 Alvan was great-hearted:

he could love in his giant's fashion.

Hence Greatheartedness, + a. High-spirited-

ness (obs.). b. Nobility or generosity of heart,

magnanimity.
1813 Examiner 31 May 3492 The courage and great-

heartedness of the people of England. 1844 Lowell Lett.

(1894) I. 79 If they give us nothing else, they give us at

least a feeling of great-hcartedness and exaltation. 1880

G. Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 283 Wives he should

have by fifties and hundreds if he wanted them, she thought

in her great-hearted ne.-.s. 1895 J. Smith Message 0/ tlu

Exodus xviii. 264 In His great-heartedness our Father is

tolerant of mere human frailty.

r Greathede. Obs. [f. Great a. + -hede, -head.

Cf. MHG. grdzheit, G. grSszheit, MLG. grMeil,

Du. grootheid.] Greatness.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixx. 9 Synge .i. all day pi grete-

hede. Ibid, cxliv. 3 Of his gretehede is nane ende. c 1380
Wyclif6V/. Wks. III. 22 Falle on hem dreede andqwaking
in be greetheed of bin arm.

Greatish (gr^tij), a. [f. Great a. + -isa.]

Somewhat great.

1866 Carlylf. Rembt. (1881) II. 185, I now. .see it had
been, as she called it, ' a great success ', and greatish of its

kind. 1870 [Lady Verney] Lettice Lisle 41 'You do a
greatish deal, Gabriel, up and down ' said the child.

Great-line, grea'tline. Also grettlin, grit-

line. A long line used in deep-sea fishing for cod,

ling, etc. Also attrib., as great-linefish,fishing.

a 1600 Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Gryt lyne fische, sic as leing,

turbat, keling, & skaitt. 1866 Banflsh. Gloss., Grettlin, a

great-line; the line used for catching the larger kinds of

fish; as cod, ling, etc. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,

Great-linefishing, that carried on over the deeper banks of

tlie ocean .. It is more applicable to hand-fishing, as on the

banks of Newfoundland, in depths over 60 fathoms. 1879

Holdsworth in Encycl. Brit. IX. 262/1 The cod or great

lines ' are of the same description as those used for haddock

fishing, but have longer snoods and the hooks farther apart.

It is unnecessary to speak of the manner in which these

long-lines are worked. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 13

One Greatline placed in a basket.

t Greatly, a. Obs. [f. Great 0. + -LV 1
. Cf.

WIWG. grozltch, MDu. grotelijc.'] Great
c 1450 Merlin 65 Gretly was the kynge at that feeste, and

ioyfull and mery. 1450-70 Golagros <fr
Gaiv. 377 Thai war

courtes and couth thair knyghthed to kyth, Athir vthir

wele gret in gretly degre.

Greatly (gr^'tli), adv. Forms: see Great a.

[f. Great a. + *T«. Cf. UYiG.grdz(e)liche, MDu.
grotelike, Du. grootelijks.]

1. To a great extent, in a great degree ; exten-

sively, exceedingly ; highly ; much, very.

a. qualifying verbs and pples.

r 1200 Trtn. Coll. Horn. 13 He sinegeS gretliche, for be
holie boc hit forbet. a 1225 Ancr. R, 426 And be ancre
legge on eiSer sum penitence more upon be ilke pet gret-

luker haue5 agult. c 1330 A rth. <$ Merl. 1137 So gretliche

sche awondred was, pat hir chaunged blod & fas. 1340
Ayenb. 47 Ne weneb na^t gratliche zene^y. c 1386 Chaucer
Melib. p 2736, 1 can nat seen that it inighte greetly harnie

me, though I toke vengeaunce. a 1400-50 Alexander 472
J>ou has giltid, but no3t gretly. 1484 Caxton jEsop 111. ii, I

thanke the gretely. 1525 Ld. Berners Eroiss. II. ccxvii.

[ccxiii.] 671 That he had many of his men slayne.and that

the batayle had cost hym greatly. 1590 Spenser E. Q. 1.

iv. 20 He. .greatly shunned manly exercise. 1596 Drayton
Leg. iv. 660 He that first stirr'd in the Churches cause,

Against Him greatliest that oppugned it. 1604 Mi a ks. Oth.
111. i. 18 To heare Mu^icke, the Generall do's not greatly

care. 1665 Evelyn Mem. (1S27) IV. 146 Such as have lived

long in Universities do greately affect words and Expres-
sions no where in use beside. 1742* Young At. 'Ph. viii.

785 They, first, Themselves offend, who greatly please.

1756 I*. Browne Jamaica 221 The bark is gready esteemed
among the tanners. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa
1 1. 287 Gigantic shrubs, greatly resembling our English yew.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 55, I should greatly prefer

a real friend to all the gold of Darius. 1880 Geikie Phys.
Geog. ii. § 10. 66 Evaporation is greatly helped by wind.

b. qualifying adjs. and advs. Somewhat arch. cxc.

with comparatives or words implying comparison.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11634 Sco was gretli in dute. 11350

Will. Palerne 1292 pan was bemperour greteli glad. 1579
Tomson Calvin s Serm. Tim. 548/1 To the ende that euery
man may .. be greatlyer afraide. 1636 Charuin Coron.
Solyman (1686) 16 His long Experience in Affairs rendered
him greatly considerable. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Arw Invent.

12 Lead-sheathing greatly cheaper than that ofWood. 1749
Lady Luxborough Let. to Shenstone 28 Dec, I .. think it

an ornament greatly in taste. 1768 H. Waliole Hist.

Doubts 70, I shall show that it is greatly probable. 1817
A. Bonar Serm. II. xv. 318 All the names of excellence .

.

are greatly too mean to declare the Saviour's worth. 1824
Landor Wis. (1846) 1. 183/2 Here the bow is greatly a letter

weapon than the musket. U1856 H. Miller 'Pest. Rocks
i. (1857) 66 The skate and dog fish are greatly less rare. 1873
Rvskih EorsClav. xxx.(i8o6jlI. 131 Hermotherand brother

were greatly proud of her. 1886 R. Kipling Dtpartm.
Ditties 12 Careless and lazy is he, Greatly inferior to Me.

2. On a large scale; in large numbers; largely.

7 Obs.

1670 R. Coke Disc. Trade 51 Anybusiness which is more
freely managed may be greatlier managed than if it were
more restrained. 1792 Burke Corr. (1844^ III. 420 The
funeral of dear Sir Joshua. It will be greatly attended.

b. For a great or the most part; mainly, chiefly.

rare.

1742 YofNG At. Th. 1. 112 They greatly live a life on
earth Unkindled, unconceiv'd. 1865 Gkote Plato I. v. 178
We now enter upon the second or dialectic period ;

passed

by Plato greatly at Megara.

f 3. With a 'great* voice ; loudly. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 156 He [be asse] beginp zinge grat-liche.

4. In a great manner, a. Magnanimously, nobly
;

grandly, f b. Eminently, illustriously. C. With
brilliant success. Obs.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 44 Oure lord gretly dyde with us.

We been maad ioyful. ?I4.. Death <y Life 3 in Furniv.

Percy Eolio III. 56 Give vs grace on the ground the greatlye

to serve, For that royall red blood that rann from thy side.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love 1. xiv. 30 Hermetis lyffe berfore

is grett, if it gretely be done. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, Epil.

5 Small time : but in that small, most greatly Hued 1 his

Starre of England. 1670 Dkvden 1st Pt. Cong. Granada
v. ii. It is for you, brave man . . Greatly to speak, and yet

more greatly do. 1678 — Limbcrham v. i, My Comfort
is, I fell greatly. 17x3 Addison Cato IV. iv, The brave

youth . . Who greatly in his country's cause expired. 1713
Pope Prol. Addison s Cato 22 A brave man struggling in

the storms of fate, And greatly falling with a falling state.

1725 — Odyss. 11. 312 What he greatly thought, he nobly
dar'd. 1764 F00TE Patron in. Wks. 1799 I. 357 If your
piece haa been greatly receiv'd, I would have declared Sir

Thomas Lofty the author ; if coldly, I would have owned it

myself. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 820 All were once Perfect,

and all must be at length restored. So God has greatly

purpos'd. 1876 Ouida Winter City viii. 238 It was a great

theme greatly treated.

5. In or to a high rank or position, rare.

a 1800 T. Bellamy Beggar Boy (1801) II. 142, I am not

greatly born, like you. 1815 Jane Austen Emma t. viii. 53
You encourage her to expect to marry greatly. 1830 Gen. P.

Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 293 It matters not .. now many
ensigns shall have greatly risen through all the gradations

of command.
Great-nephew : see Gkeat a. 2 1 a.

Greatness (gr^-tnes). [f. Great a. + -ness :

in OE. (*greatnes) grStnys.]

+ 1. Thickness, coarseness ; stoutness. Obs.

c 1020 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) lv. 92 para binga'eallra

be bleo ne o33e gretnysse [L, grossitndiue] na cidan. c 1400
Lanfranc's Ctrurg. 200 If it so be bat t>is greetnes [ = swel-

Hng] come of malancolious blood or of greet fleume. 14.

.

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 587/22 Grossiias, gretenesse. c 1440
Eng. Cong. Irel. 89 Forto aquenche that gretnes he put
hym-Selfe to ful mych trauayl that vnneth he lette his body
haue enny reste. a 1450 Fysshynge iv. angle (1883) 16 And
your floyt for on heyr be no bygger a pese for ij herys as a
beyn for xij heres as a walnot and so forthe euery lyne aftur

hys gretnes. 1536 in Gentt. Mag. (1813) May 427 Euery
Essex byllet conteyn in lenght iij footte, w* the carfe ; in

gretnes m mydes xv ynches.

f b. Pregnancy. Obs.

c 1450 Merlin 86 Thus was the kynge wedded to Ygerne,
and kepe her till her gretnesse apered. 1565 Cooper The-

saurus, Grauiditas, greatnesse with childe, or with yonge.

1634 T. Johnson Parry's Chirurg. (1649) 594 Certain infal-

lible signs of greatness with child. Joid., In this great-

ness of childe-bearing.

2. The attribute of being great in size, extent or

degree; f loudness (of voice); t force (of the pulse).
a 1300 Cursor M. 27033 Wan-hope es .. quen man for

grettnes of his gilt has tint be hope o merci. c 1380 Wyclif
iVrw.Sel. Wks. I. ii7Thepuplewoundridherof for gretnesse
of be myracle. c 1400 MAUNDEv.(Roxb.) xii. 50 1 tes also called
a see, for be greteness beroff. c 1500 Melusine xxxviii. 304
They were al abasshed of hys gretnes, For he was xv foot

of lengthe. 1585 T. Washington tr. Aicholay's Voy. n.
xxi. 59 b, The greatnes & magnificence of the costly &
sumptuous Thermes. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 902
For greatnesse of number, hugenesse of quantity, strange-
nesse of shapes. 1682 Bunyan Holy W. 143 They shouted
with that greatness of voice. 1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-
Watch il 168 We must endeavour to preserve the natural
Strength, Greatness, Celerity and Crebrity [of the pulse].

1767 A. Young Farmers Lett. People 79 The greatness of
rent which a little farm bears. 1774 Goldsm. Aat. Hist.
(1776I I. 215 The Zara, and the Coanza, from the greatness
of whose openings into the sea., we form an estimate of the
great distance from whence they come. 1898 T. Adamson
Stud. Mind in Christ x. 248 He saw the difficulty and
greatne>s of his task.

f b. serai-concr. Great hulk. Obs. rare.

T 595 Daniel Civ. Wars 11. vii, Goodly riuers (that haue
made their graues, And buried both their names and all

their good Within his greatnes, to augment his waues).

f 3. Magnitude or size in the abstract. Obs.

\yjj Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 59 On o more thei growed,
And of o gretnesse and grene of greyne thei semen, c 1440
Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. U79o1 47 2 Make rounde
pelettes of the gretnesse of an ey. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII,
c. 22 The said gold .. not wrought in gretnesse of threde
and in colour according to the outeward shewe. 151* Act
4 Hen. VIII, c. 19 § 14 Nott regardyng the quantitie great-

nesse or smalnes of the samepenyes. 1531 Kecorde Cast.

Anojvl. (1556) 271 These starres . .are di>tincte into diuers
measures of lyght, and namely 8, which are called the first

greatnes, the second [etc.]. 1553 Eden Treat. A-ettte Ind.
(Arb.) 15 An Elephant excedeth in greatnes thre wiide oxen.

16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 506 The flowres in forme
and greatnesse are like to those of the Orange-tree. 1654
Z. Coke Art Logicke (1657) 29 Greatnesse is extension, cr
stretching out .. Of greatnesse, the subject is said to be
equal or unequal. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2)

339 That the weight of the roller bear a proportion to the
greatness of the diameter.

4. Eminence. of rank or station; great or exalted

rank, place, or power; eminence, distinction, Im-

portance. Occas. in pi.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3312 Ye . . soueramof all, Shalbe wor-
shipped . . And honouret . . To be gouernet in your grettenes,

most godely of other. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 94 It is

apparant foule-play, and 'tis shame That Greatnesse should

so grossely offer it. 1601 — Tivel. A. 11. v. 158 Some are

become great, some atcheeues greatnesse, and some haue
greatnesse thrust vppon em. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Tray.

3 These lies were unknowne in Romes greatnesse. xt^Ibid.
(ed. 2) 103 He had small joy of his greatnes. 1650 EarlMon-
mouth Senault's Man become Guilty 101 Those who think to

better their condition by revolting are ah undone by their

rebellion, and fal from their legitimate greatnesses for having
sought after unjust ones. 165a H. Cogan tr. Scndery's Ibra-

him 11. iv. 64, I was., to abandon her to grief and despair, and
so return again to enjoy all those greatnesses. 17*9 Butler
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 85 The grave, the end of all temporal
greatness. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 153 f 21 Wealth .

.

commands the ear of greatness. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb.

vii. i. (1849) 385 It is the mystery which envelopes great men,
that gives them half their greatness. 1849 Macaul.av//w/.
Eng.'x. I.4 Nothing in the early existence of Britain indicated

thegreatness which she wasdestined toattain. 1877 Mrs. Oli-

thant i 'tig. Musgrave I. 4 The old greatness of the house.

b. of God.
a 13*5 Prose Psalter cl. 2 Herieb hym «fter be mithelnes

of his gretnes. 1388 Wvclif Deut. v. 24 Lo ! oure Lord
God schewide to vs his maieste and greetnesse ( 138a mychyl-
nesse]. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. vi. § 2 Betokening the

freatnesse of God. 16x1 Bible i Chron. xxix. 11 Thine, O
Axd, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory. 1895
W. Watson Hymn to Sea 8 Man and his greatness survive,

lost in the greatness of God.

fc. Used as a title. (Cf. Highness 2 b.) Obs.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 113 Some certain* speciall

honours it pleaseth his greatnes.se to impart to Armado a

Souldier. Ibid. v. ii. 894 Most esteemed greatnesse. wil

you heare the Dialogue that the two Learned men haue
compiled? 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2)137 After

six dayes attendance his Greatnesse was pleased to visit

Sheraz. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 62 Int'rest thy

Greatness in our mean Affairs. 1766 H. Brooke Fool of
Quality (1808) I. Ded. ix, Your greatness was pleased to de-

mand, whether this romance was wholly on my own invention.

5. Inherent nobility or dignity (of mind, charac-

ter, action, or expression) ;
grandeur.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. vi. § 1 The greatnessand

dignity of all manner actions is measured by the worthiness

of the subject from which they proceed, c 1665 Mas.
Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (18461 27 He had .. a

sweet greatness that commanded love. 1697 Dryden Ess.

Virg. Georg. (1721) I. 199 This Language .. has a Natural

Greatnessin it. 171$ Freethinker No.6r 5 True Greatness of

Mind consists in manfully supporting Misfortunes. 1793 V.

Knox Pers. Aobility xlii. Wks. 1824 V. 93 Greatness of soul

is more necessary to make a great man, than the favour of

a monarch and the blazonry of the herald. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 530 She received the intimation of her

danger with true greatness of souL. 1856 Kuskin Mod.
Paint. III. iv. iii. § 5 Greatness of style consists, then:

first, in the habitual choice of subjectsof thought which

involve wide interests and profound passions, as opposed to

those which involve narrow interests and slight passions.

189a Jas. Brown Serm. 183 It is the surest test of greatness

that a man can act alone.

6. Intimacy or familiarity with. Obs. or arch.

i6as Fletcher Aoble Gent. m. iii. Your greatnesse with

the people. 1668 Etheredce She Wou\i ifshe cou'd iv. ii.

Wks. (1723) 151 The access which his greatness with Sir
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Oliver has giv'n him daily to me. 1731 E. Calamy Life

(1330) I. i. 60 His greatness with him did not in the sequel

turn to his honour or advantage. 1897 D. H. Fleming Mary
Q. Scots 460 note, Bothwell's greatness with the Queen.

Great-niece: see (J beat a. 21 a.

Greats: sec Great C. 10.

Greats, obs. and dial. pi. of Grit sb.2

Greatt^e, Greatter, obs. ff. Great, Greater.

t Grea'tumly, adv. Sc. Obs. Forms : 4-6
gretumly, 4 grettum-, 6 greattum-, greitum-,

gritum-, grittum-, grytum-, 7 greatumlie, -ly.

[app. f. ME. *grctum (advb. formation on Great,
after OE. miction greatly, orig. dat pi. of mice/

Mickle) + -LY2 . Cf. Sc. hailumlie wholly.]
= Greatly i a. Chiefly used with vbs. express-

ing emotion.
1375 Barbour Bruce m. 668 Full gretumly thankyt him

the king. Ibid. 1x^619 Thai that saw thame so stoutly Cum
on thame, dred thame gretumly. Ibid, xii. 364 Quha sa
varrayis vrangwisly, Thai faynd god all too gretumly. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Thomas 196 pat blith ves grettumly of liis

cumynge. 1513 Douglas Anna's ixv i. 56 Full gretumly the

goddis. . Besekand. lUl attend tohys prayer. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 498 How King Constantyne was grhtumelie
coinmouit of the Tyn-sall of his Lordts. 1567 Gude <$• Godlte
Ball. (S. T. S.) 143 My spreit rejoysis gretumlie. 1568
Skeyne The Pest (i860) 31 The oile of Scorpionis .. sup-
portis greitumlie. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius Catech. 109
S. Cyprian in this respect commends grytumlie S. Corne-
lius Pap and Martyr. 1637-50 Row Hist, Kirk (Wodrow
Soc.) 9 Whilk speeches made the people glade, and confirmed
the Master of the schoole. .and all these that had any know-
ledge of the trueth greatumlie.

Great-unele : see Great a. 21 a.

t Great-willy, a. Obs.— 1
[f. great will (see

Great a. 4) + - vl
.J

High-spirited, strong-willed,

proud.
138a Wyclip Judg. v. 15 Ruben a^ens hym diuydide, of

greet willi [1388 greet hertydj men is foundun stryuynge.

t Greatwort. Obs. [OE. gre'ale wyrt ' thick

plant ' : see Great a. 2 and Wort.]
a. In OE., some bulbous plant = L. hieribiillms.

b. In ME., Elecampane, Inula Heleniiwi.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 118 Deos wyrt be man hieribulbum

and oSrum- naman greate wyrt nemneb. c 1*65 Voc. Plants
in Wr.-Wiilcker 554 '12 Etna enula,ia\~ie, gretwurt.

tGreave 1
. Obs. Forms:4-7greve,6-7greave,

(4 Sc. grewe, 6 //. grevous, Sc. greis, graiwis,

7 greeve, grieve). [OE. gnvfa wk. masc. or

grift fem. :— prehistoric *graitijon-
i

f. *graffto*

G rove.]

1. a. ^OE. only.) Brushwood, b. //.Branches,

twigs. (Used once by Drayton as sing.)

a 1000 O. E. Citron, an. 852 (Laud MS.) He scolde $ife ilea

^ear in to be minstre sixti^a fo'Sra wuda and twadf fo5ur
graefanand sexfo^urjearda. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol.

159 Of silk I-broudede ful of grene grevys. < 1386 — Kni't
'P. 649 To maken hym a gerland of the greues, Were it of
vodebynde or hawethorn leues. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon,
Prol. 22 The biidis sat on twystis and on greis. 1563
WinJet Wks. (1890) II. 59 God forbid, I say, that in this

spiritual paradise, of the graiwis [orig. L. surcuiis] of cannal
and balme, fra hand spring wp guild and humlokis. 1567
Turberv. OviiCs Ep. 27 How oft have we of grasse and
greaves preparde a homely bedde? 1593 Drayton Moses n.

248 A swarming cast of Bees . . Pressing each plant, and
loading eu'ry greaue. 1612 — Poly-olb. xiii. 215 Hid among
the leaves, Some in the taller trees, some in the lower
greaves.

2. A thicket.

c 1050 Voc. in' Wr.-Wulcker 406/33 Fromlosis dumis, bsem
jehilmdum grasfum. < 1100 Ibid. 517/36 Per dumos, burn
gra^fan. 1 1200 Ormin 9209 Whasrse iss all unnsmebe get

Jiurrh bannkess & burrh gra^fess. 13.. Sir J'ris.'r. 14 (>is

greues wexen al gray, bat in her time were grene. £1374
Chaucer Troylns v. 1144 By hedge, by tre, by greue. 1375
Barbour Bruce v. 13 All grewis begouth to spryng. c 1420
Pallad. on ilttsb. 11. 149 Ther as wrecched greues [L. misera
rirpTtlta]. Sour lond, to weet, or salt is, tieuar delue. 1460
Lybeaus Disc. 551 A logge they dyghte of leves, In the grene
greves*. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur vi. xvi, There with al

came oute syre phelot oute of the greuys sodenly. ?ti475
Hunt. Hare 107 Yonder syttes [the hare] in a greyve.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. x. 42 It is best . . that ye doe leave

Your treasure . . Either fast closed in some hollow greave,

Or buried in the ground from jeopardy. 1600 Fairfax
Tasso 111. vi. 40 The winde in houltes and shadie greaues
A murmur makes, among the boughes and leaues. 1609
Holland Amm. Marcell. xix. viii. 134 We made speed
through greves and groves [L. />er dumeta et silvas\ toward
the high mountains.

Greave '- (gwV. Chiefly pi. Forms : //. 4
grayvez, grevez, 5 greves, grevys, Sc. greis,

6-7 graves, 7 greeves, greves, 6- greaves, sing.

6- greave, {6 greve, 7 grieve), [a. OF. greve
shin, armour for the legs (12th c. in Littre), of

unknown origin ; cf. Sp. grebas, grevas (Minsheu).]

1. Armour for the leg below the knee.
13.. Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 575 His legez lapped in stel with

luflych greuez. C1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. viii. 847 Cusseis
or greis or braseris. 1463 Mann, .y Househ. Exp. (Roxb.)
215 To Cakebrede ffor a harneyse complet, ssave salatt and
grevys, v. marc. 1557 Grimald in TotteHs Misc. (Arb.) 122

Zoroas..The carelesse king there smote, aboue the greaue,
At thopening of his quishes. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 11.

xi, Marching in Greaves, a Helmet on her Head. 162a F.
Markham Bk. Warre v. ii. 166 From the close Caske downe
to the Greaue. 1671 Milton Samson 1119 Put on . . thy
broad habergeon, Vaunt-brass and greves, and gauntlet, and
thy spear. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xvm. 707 The greaves of
ductile Tin. 1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. ix, The greaves

below his knee that wound With silvery scales were sheathed
and bound. 183a Tennyson Lady ofShalott 111. 4 The sun
came dazzling thro' the leaves, And flamed upon the brazen
greaves Of bold Sir Lancelot. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets v.

133 The burnished brazen greaves that hang upon the wall.

t 2. The part of the leg on which the greave is

worn ; the shin, leg. Obs.
1600 New Vr.'s Gift in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) III.

474 A slender greve swifter than roe.

3. Comb., as greave-stttd. *

1601 Holland Pliny xxu. xx'ii, A grieve-stud or leg
harneis-naile.

t Greave :{
. Obs~ l [ad.F. greve; see Gravel.]

The sandy shore of a river.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. 11. (1599) 80 The french men for-

bare not to march, partly upon the breach or greaue of the
riuer, partly by the skirts or stretching out of the bancke.

Greave, obs. form of Grave, Gkief, Grieve v.

Greaved (grivd), a. [f. Gheave sb.2 + -ed 2
.]

Furnished with greaves.
[1848 Buckley ///W 75 Exhorting the well-greaved Greeks

to fight.] 1894 Q. Rev. CLXXVIU. 341 Those who have
come forward thus light-heartedly bucklered and greaved.
trans/. 1865 E. Bukritt Walk to Lands End 342 Bold

headlands that stood greaved with granite.

Greaves, graves (grIVz, gr^vz\ sb. pi. Also

7 graives, gatal. groves, [app. originallya term of
the whale fisheries; ad. \Xa.greven pi. (whence Sw.
dial, grevar, Y)&.grever), corresp. to OHG.^r/W'tf,
griobo (MUG., G. griebe), which agrees in form
with OE. grJona ( = *grt(cfa) * olla '.] The fibrous

matter or skin found in animal fat, which forms a
sediment on melting and is pressed into cakts to

serve as meat for dogs or hogs, fish-bait, etc. ; the
refuse of tallow ; cracklings.
1614 G. Markham Cheape $ Good Hush. 97 Chandlers

Graiues [printed Graines], which is the dregges and offall

of rendied Tallow, as hard skinnes, kels, and fleshly lumpes.
1631 Pellham Mirac. Preserz: Englishm. Greenland 14
Lading this other Shallop . . with the Graves of the Whales
that had beene there boy led this present yeare. 1673 Mar-
vell Reh. Transp. 11. Wks. II. 283 It was observed that lie

was wont still to put more graves than all the rest in his

porridge. 1735 Lediard Naval Hist. 521 They [had] to
feed on mouldy Frittars and Greaves of Whales. 1740 K.
Brookes Art ofAngling 1. xxii. 59 Graves, to be had at the
Tallow-Chandlers for a Ground-Bait, 1770-4 A. Hunter
Georg. Ess. (1804) VI. 229 A farmer in Surrey used graves
from the Tallow-Chandlers, with very great success on sandy
soil. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons if IV. xxi, A cake of
greaves. 1867 F. Francis Angling xiv. (1880) 500 Greaves
or Scratchings is the refuse skin, etc., from the tallow-melters.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Greaves, Groves, tallow-chandler's
refuse. 1894 'Times 30 July 6/2 Roach are taking gentles,
barbel lobworms, greaves, and gentles.

Greavie, greavy, obs, forms of Gravy.
Greaze, obs. form of Grease v.

Grebe (g"b). Also 8 griebe, greb. [a.F. grebe,

of unknown origin.]

1. The name for the diving birds of the genus
Podiceps or family Podicipedidx, characterized by
a short body, flattened and lobed feet set far

behind, and the almost entire absence of tail.

(Great) Crested Grebe, the largest European species,
Podiceps cristatns. Eared G., /'. nigricollis. Slavonian
or Horned G., /'. auritus (or comutus). Little G., the
Dabchick or Didapper, /'. pluviatilis (or minor). Spear-
billed or Western G., the SEchmophorus occidentalis of
North America.
1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 393 note, The Grebes and

Divers are placed in the same genus. 1773 Gentl. Mag.
XLIII. 219 The crested Griebe. 1814C0L. Hawker Diary
(1893) I. 92, I got.. 18 ox-birds and 1 dusky grebe. 1863
Spring Lapland 36, I fancy they confounded it [the smew]
with the red-necked grebe. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland
327 Neither M. Preyer nor Mr. Fowler found the little grebe
in the island. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. $ Mere iii. 18 That
upright, stick-like object moving along the surface is the
neck and head of a great crested grebe, swimming low in the
water to escape observation.

2. The plumage of the grebe.
1859 W. H. Gregorv Egypt I. 260, I secured the pad of

the breast, which was as soft as grebe. 1899 IVestvt. Gaz.
26 Oct. 3 '2, I want everybody who owns a brown cloth
costume to trim it with grebe.

3. attrib., as grebe-feathers, -hat, -mztff, plumage,
-skin ; grebe-cloth, a cotton cloth with a downy
surface on one side.

188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, *Grcbe
Cloth, a cotton cloth, made very much in the style of Swan-
skin. 1781 S. E. Burnf.y in Maii. D'Arblay's Early Diary
(1889) II. 267 Part of the trimming is composed of *greb
feathers. 1885 Daily Tel. 22 Dec. 6/2 Protective Acts have
almost banished from the markets the sea-gull and *grebe
hats which were once so common. 1887 Pall Mall G.
9 Aug. 5/1 Some years ago, when *grebe muffs were 'the
rage', that rage nearly extinguished a beautiful race of
birds. 1781 Mad. D'Akblay Let. to Mrs. Thrale 11 Jan.,
The [dress] ..is to be trimmed with *grebeskins and gold.
1882 O'Donovan Mem Oasis 1. 312 Here, at all times of
the day, hemp, silk, cotton, tobacco, and gTebe skins are to
be seen.

Greble, obs. form of Gribble, crab tree.

Grebyche, -bytch, vars. Greybitch Obs.
Greeale, variant of Gregale.
t Grecan, a. and sb. Obs. Also grekin. [7 ad.

med.L. *Grsrcdn-us, f. Gr&cus Greek.]
A. adj. Grecian, Greek. B. sb. A Greek.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5504 A grete glauir & a glaam of
grekin tongis. 1432 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv.

(E. E. T, S.) 122 Olde bokis of the grecanys. Ibid. 129 The
grecanys (or grekis, whych you semyth beste En^lyshe).

t Grecanic, a. Obs. [ad. L. Gra'cdnic-us, f.

Gr&c-ns Greek.] Of or pertaining to Greece, the
Greeks, or their language. So f Grecanical a.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 596, 1 must not forget one kind of

pauing more, which is called Grecanicke. 1669 Gale Crt.
Gentiles t. 11, ii. 15 O in women is the Grecanic termination ;

as Dido. 1678 ibid. iv. 111. i. 21 The Grecanic terme whereby
the etficdcitie.of Divine concurse is expressed in the Scrip-
tures is ivfpyna, 1678 Cldworth Intcll. Syst. I iv. Con-
tents § 17 Orpheus, commonly called by the Greeks, The
Theologer, and the Father of the Grecanick Polytheism.
Ibid. 326 Casaubon.. affirms all the Philosophy ..to be merely
Platonical and Grecanical but not at all Egyptian.

1 Grecauize, v. Obs. [f. as Greca\ + -ize.

Cf. Germanize.] = Grecianize.
1611 Cotgr., Grecanizant, Grecanizing, or Grecianizing

it; speaking Greeke ; imiiating a Grecian. 1740WAHBLKTON
Div. Legal, iv. § 5 II. 222 This quaint Improvement on an
Egyptian Blunder, by some driveling grecanized [ed. 1788
Greek] Mythologist.

Grecaster : see Gr.ecaster.

Grece (g r*"s). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. 4-6
grese, 4-8 greece, 4-9 greese, (6 greesse,
greysse, greis s, 6-8 gresse, 7 grees, greice), 4-9
grece. &. 5-6gryse, 6~7gTice, grise, 6~9griece,

(7 griese, grize). [a. OF.grez, greyz, greis, pi. of

gre Gtiee sb.*, taken as a collective sing, in sense

of ' flight of steps, staircase'; contemporaneously
a double plural greces . grcescs was formed and used
with the meaning 'flight oi steps' and 'steps in a

flight ' ; whence in the* 15th c. a sing, form grece was
deduced (sense 2 c).]

1. A flight of stairs or steps ; a stairway.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 10584 (G6tt.) A grece ber was of

steppis iTjftene. 13. . E. E. Alltt. P. B. 1590 Glydcs doun
by be grece JS: gos to be kyng. 138a Wvclip Ezek. xl. 6 He
stiede vp by the greese therof. 1449 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) II. 10 Thei shull make the Kofes .. with
all the Midilwalles and greses to the seid houses pertcyning.

1509 Hauls Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 16 A grece there was,
y-chesyled all of stone Out of the rocke. a 1533 Ln. Berners
Huon xxxviii. 119 He mountyd upe the grese of the palayes.
1632 Bacon Hen. VII, Mor. 8; Hist. Wks. (Bohn) 431 The
lord archbishop, upon the greece of the quire, made a long
oration. 1777 Hoole Comenius' Vis. World (ed. 12) S6
They go up into the upper stories by greeses, and winding-
stairs. 1869 J. P. Morkis Gloss. Euruess, Grece, the inclined
way to a barn or granary, when built over a shippon or
stable. 1882 / a>ic. Gloss., Greese, stairs, steps.

^. c 1475 Partcnay 1427 On grice went vp. the kyng on
bed thayfounde. 1481-90 Ho^vatd Househ. Bks. (Ruxb.) 122
He j-chal . . make the gryse as my Lord wyll desyre yt.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 22 Grees or Griece, Stairs.

fig. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Heb. 11 That lawc
..was geuen for a season, to thentente it shoulde be a cer-

taine griece or stayre to bring vs at the length to a better
hope. 1587 Mirr. Mag., K. Rudacke vii, Ambition out
sercheth to glory the greece.

2. a. //. Steps or stairs (collectively) ; a set or

flight of stairs; = sense 1.

(" 1340 Cursor M. 10588 (Laud) This may but of iij" yere
old Went on the grecys [other MSS. grece, grees] I ere of
told, a 1400-50 Alexander 332 Gase him doune be be grecis
a-gayn fia be sale, c 1440 Geuerydes 1531 Downne of the
greses he felte the hede before. And brake his nek. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 20 The litil botrie vndir the gresys.

1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters B ij, And the
panne slial be set upon a hye steyre or gryses. 1557 N. 'I'.

(Genev.) Acts xxi. 35 When he came vnto the greces, he
was borne of the souldiers, for the violence of the people.

b. />/. Steps or stairs (in a flight) ; spec, in Her.
with the spelling grieces (whence Griecedo.).
a. C1400 Mal'Ndfa-

. (1839 vi. 70 At the right syde, as men
comen dounward 16 Greces. ("1450 Mirour Saluaciouu
1 161 Salomones Throne was with sex greces exaltate. 1533
Wriotheslly Citron. (1S75) I. 21 A table sett at the upper
ende of tbe hall, going upp twelve greeses. 1681 Keepe
Monum. Westm. (1682) 31 Ascending from this Picture by
two or three Greeses or steps, until you come to the Rails
that compass in the High Altar.

0. 1549 Thomas Hist. Italie 30 Certayn skaffoldes of
borde, with grices or steppes one aboue an other. 1566 in

Peacock Eug. Ch. Furniture (1866' 81 The steers or gryses
coming vpp to the altare. 1603 B. Jonson K. Jas.'' Enter-
tainm. Fenchurch 108 The daughters of the Genius.. in

a spreading ascent, upon severall grices, help to beautifie

both the sides. 1610 Guillim Heraldry iv. ix. (1611)212

A crosse crossed, mounted upon three grieces. 1681 Cotton
Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 79 Fair round Stairs, some fifteen grieses

high Land you upon a Terrass. 1688 K. Holme Armoury
111. 459/2 A pillar mounted on Grices or Stepps. 1869 Cussaks
Her. (1893) 116 Grieces, steps or Degrees.

trausf. a.n<\fig. 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1S80) 420 pey gon not

to heuene bi greesis bat god hab ordeyned to lede bidur.

1540 Morysine Vives' Introd. Wysd. Pref. A v b, The
steppes and grices, wherby . . my lord your father, .hathe

clymed to nobilitie. 1606 J. Ravnolos Dolamey's Prim.
(1880)64 Phcebus.. Climbing the lofty gresses ofjhe skies.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 46 Neither is the Popes
reuenge thus appeased, some higher greeces yet remaine,

on which his Greatnesse . . must display it selfe. 1625
W. Morrell New Eug. in Ferdinando Gorges (Prince Soc.,

Boston) 129 Whose hayre is cut with greeces, yet a locke

Is left [cf. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Comam in gradus
frangere, to turne or set the heare in facion of greeses].

C. sing. A single step or stair in a flight.

a. 1448 Will oj'Hen. VI in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

I. 355, vj. grecis to be before the high auter, with the grece
called gradus chori. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
1495) 1. xlvii. 87 b/2 The deuyll threwe her downe from the

hyghest grece to the loweste. 1549 Latimer indSerm. bef.

Edw. VI (Arb.) 67 The top of the ladder
t
or first greese.
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GRECIAN. S92 GREDE.
1607 Cowell Inierfir. s.v. Constable, Staffel in their lan-

guage signifieth a grees or steppe of a paire of staires. 1641

Prvnne Antip. 1. i. 26 Upon the third or fourth Greice of
those steps he was slaine.

0- 1559 WW ofSir R. Tyson (Somerset Ho.), The lowest

Grice of the Alter. 1604 Shaks. Otk. I. iii. 200 Let me.,
lay a Sentence, Which as a grise, or step may helpe these

Louers. 1640 Somner Antiq. Canterb. 166 The third or

fourth griece or step of the Pulpitum.

fig. i6ox Shaks. Twel. N. III. i. 135 Vio. I pittie you. 01.

That's a degree to loue. Vio. No not a grize: for tis a
vulgar proofe That verie oft we pitty enemies. 1607 —
Timon iv. iii. 16 Euerie grize of Fortune Is smooth'd by
that below. 1636 Featly Claris Myst. H. 720 How low
must the descent be where humility is the uppermost greece.

3. attrib. Grece-head, the top of a flight ot stairs.

1556 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 91 The lytyll chamber at

the greisshedde. 1559 Ibid. 123 One standing bed stede being

in the grecehed chamer. 1583 in Rifon Ch. Acts 380 In
the chamber over grese head. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Grees-

heeatt, the stair-head.

Grece, obs. f. Grass, Grease, Greek; pi. of

Gree sbA and 3 ; variant of Gris sb. and a. Obs.

Grecelled, obs. form of Grizzled a.

Grecian (g'*"J'an), a. and sb. Also 6 Grecien,
Grecyon, Graetian, Gretian, 6-8 Grsecian.
[f. L. Grxci-a Greece + -an. Cf. OF. grecien.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Greece or its

inhabitants ; characteristic of the Greeks ; resem-

bling what is Greek ; Greek, Now rare exc. with

reference to style of architecture and facial outline.

1577 Kendall Flowers of F.pigr. 98 Doest muse with
skill of Grecian tongue, how Ladie lane was fraight.

As sone as euer she was borne she was a Grecian straite.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. xxiv. 65b, If

. .a Graecian woman [do marry] with a Perot Franco. 1596
Shaks. Aferch. V. v. i. 5 In such a night Troilus..sigh'd his

soule toward the Grecian tents Where Cressed lay that night.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 212 Great Seleucia, built by Grecian
kings. 1674 Josselvn Voy. New Eng. 181 No trading for a
stranger with them, but with a Grecian faith, which is not
to part with your ware without ready money. 171a Addison
Spect. No. 287 P 10 So different are the Genius's which are
formed under Turkish Slavery and Grecian Liberty. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760)11. 452 It consists of three arches,

and is of Grecian marble. 1797 Mrs. Radclifke Italian
i. (1826) 5 Her features were of the Grecian outline. 1838
Thiklwall Greece II. 157 The period when Grecian history

begins to be genuine and connected. 1847 Tennyson Princ.
Frol. 225 A Gothic ruin and a Grecian house. 1866 E.
Masson tr. Winer's Gram. N. T. Diction p. vi, Hellenic.
is the Attic Dialect, as modified in Athens itself, from the
reign of Alexander the Great,—the period of its becoming the

language of the educated throughout the Grecian world.

b. In specialized collocations : Grecian bend,
an affected carriage of the body, in which it is

bent forward from the hips
; + Grecian calends

(see Calends 3 b); + Grecian dog [misinterpre-

tation of Gkewhound], a greyhound; Grecian
fire, (a) = Greek fire (see FlBB sb. 8 b) ; (b) a kind

of firework ; Grecian horse, the wooden horse

by means of which Troy was captured ; Grecian
knot, a method of dressing women's hair in imita-

tion of the ancient Greek fashion ; Grecian
leather, netting (seequots.).
1821 Etonian No. 8 (18221 II. 219 In person he was of the

common size, with something of the *Grecian bend, con-
tracted doubtless from sedentary habits. 1869 Daily Pel.

1 Sept. 3/3 Some [girls] affect what is called the 'Grecian
bend'. 1886 Cornhitl Mag. Dec. 618 He likes a smart
young woman with a Grecian bend. 1806 Moore Deril
among Schol. 66 He. .never paid a bill or balance Except
upon the *Grecian Kalends. 1607 Topskll Four-/. Beasts
(1658) 114 Among the divers kinds of hunting Dogs, the
Gray-hound or ^Grecian Dog . . deserveth the first place.

1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I. 161 This fyr
Grtgeys, or *Grecian fire, seems to be a composition belong-
ing to the Arabian chemistry. 1833 Makrvat P. Simple
(1863 51 Blue lights and Catherine-wheels, mines and
bombs, Grecian-fires and Roman-candles. 1847 Craig,
Grecian-fire. 180a A. Hamilton Whs. (1886) VII. 244 To
admit foreigners indiscriminately to the rights of citizens.

.

would be nothing less than to admit the "Grecian horse into

the citadel of our liberty and sovereignty. 185s Morfit
'Panning fy Currying (1853) 369 Buffalo, or ' *Grecian
leather '. This leather is made of buffalo-skins, and differs

from other kinds in l>eing tanned with myrtle-leaves instead

of oak-bark. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework
360 "Grecian Netting, used for purses when worked with

fine silks, and for curtains and toilet cloths when worked
with knitting cotton.

f 2. Belonging to the Greek Church. Obs. rare,

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. § 10 Grecian catholic

bishops.

B. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Greece ; a Greek.

Obs. or arch.

1547 Bokde Introd. Knowt. xxi. 176 Except he be a lord or

a Gjjitvon. 1571 Digges Fanfom. iv. Pref. Tj.The Romanes
ana otner Latin writers, .haue not shamed to borrow of the

Gretians these and many other termes of arte. 1601 Shaks.
AUs Well 1. iii. 75 Was this faire face the cause, quoth
she, Why the Grecians sacked Troy ? 1697 Potter Antiq.

Greece in. i. (1715) 1 The Wars of the ancient Grecians.

1717 De Foe Syst. Magic I. ii. 11840) 41 The great Egyptian
Thebes, a city much more ancient than the nation of the

Grecians. 1817 Byron Beppo xi, Black eyes, arch'd brows,

and sweet expressions still ; Such as of old were copied
from the Grecians.
allusively. 1773 Graves Spirit. Quixote x\. xiv.(i783) III.

230 A well-booted Grecian [cf. ivKirqptSts 'A\ouoi Horn. //.

J. 17] in a fustian frock and jockey cap.

b. [tr. Gr. 'EWrjviaT-qs.] A Jew of the Dis-

persion who spoke Greek; a Grecian Jew; =
Hellenist i.

1611 Bible Acts vi. 1 There arose a murmuring of the
Grecians [R. V. Grecian Jews] against the Hebrewes. 1831
E. Burton Eccl. Hist. ii. (1845)48 The Grecians were those
foreign Jews, who since the captivity had lived in great
numbers in different countries, and generally spoke Greek
as the prevailing language, i860 Trench Serm. Westm.
A bb. viii. 82 A ' Greek ' is a Gentile .

.
; but a ' Grecian ' is a

Jew, quite as much a Jew, as truly as the stock of Abraham,
as the Hebrew; andwith only the difference that. .he, or
his fathers before him, had unlearned the Hebrew tongue
and spake the Greek language.

2. One learned in the Greek language; a Greek
scholar.
I557 North tr. GueuarcCs Diall Pr. iooa/2 He became a

great Gretian and latinest. 1577 HELL0WEs6-"«£«ar#'$ Chron.
75 Adrian being so great a Grecian, .compounded certaine
workes in Heroicall Metre. 1577 [See A. ij. 16x1 Brinsley
Lud. Lit. 239 All painfull students would be found to profit

exceedingly, and to become rare Grecians in a little time.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Matt. To Rdr. 4, I was a better
Grecian in the i6lh than in the 66th year of my life. 1705
Heakne Collect. 10 July (O.H.S.) I. 3 One of the Graecians
of Glocester Hall. 1790 Cowper Lett. 30 Apr., I know him
[Dr. Madan] to be a rare old Grecian. 1817 W. Irving
in Life fy Lett. (1864) I. 360 He is a great favorite of Doctor
Parr, and is very anxious to make me acquainted with that
formidable old Grecian. 1890 Margoliouth Ecclus. in
Semitic Lit. 14 The great Grecian, whose recent death
closes the most brilliant period of Greek scholarship in this

century, Prof. Cobet, of Leyden.

b. A boy in the highest class at Christ's Hospital
(the Blue-coat School).
1820 Lamb Ess. Ser. 1. Christ's Hosp., The young men.,

who, under the denomination of Grecians, were waiting the
expiration of the period when they should be sent, at the
charges of the Hospital, to one or other of our Universities.

1851 Mayhew Land. Labour 11861) I. 217 The two brothers
..were both scholars of Christ's Hospital. They were
second Grecians, and might have gone to college.

f 3. A member of the Greek Church. Obs.

1547 Borde Introd. A'nowl. xx. 173 The Greciens do
erre & swere in mani articles concerning our fayth.

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. § 9 The Grecians* canon
for some one presbyter in every church to undertake the
charge of penitency. .continued in force for the space of
about two hundred years. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. i.

(1636) 30 The Papists, under the Pope of Rome, The
Grecians, under the Patriarch of Constantinople. 1766
Entick London IV. 404 A chapel.. where the Grecians
perform divine service.

4. slang. An Irishman : = Greek sb. 6.

'853 J. Garwood Million-peopled City 303 The descend-
ants [of the Irish immigrants] are called * Irish Cockneys',
and the new-comers are called ' Grecians ', 1879 J. Britten
in N. fy Q. 5th Ser. XII. 147 In many places—e. g. London,
Liverpool, and Manchester- young Irishmen, on their first

arrival in England, are known as Grecians.

Grecianize (grrfanoiz), v. [f. prec. + -lZE.]

fa. intr. To Grecianize it \ (see quot. 161 1). Obs.

b. trans. To render Grecian. Hence Grecian-
ized, Gre'cianizing///. adjs.

1611 Cotgr., Grecizer, to Grecianize it; to play the
Grecian ; or to speak Greek. 1884 Edin. Per. Apr. 459 All

the attempts of the dominant party to Grecianise the people
failed. 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 67 When, -the Grecian-
ised Macedonian barbarians fell upon the East. 1897 Daily
Nevus 1 Sept. 6/2 Apollo is a Grecianized form of the Sanscrit

Apa-var-yan. 1898 E. S. Wallace Jems, the Holyxv. 297
The Grecianizing influences that were alienating the people
from their pure Jehovah worship.

Grecing (grrsirj). Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-6
gresyng, grees-, gres's-, griessing, 7 gresin,

grison, 7, 9 dial, grissens. [f. Grece j£. + -ING 1
.]

Chiefly //. Steps in a flight ; flights of steps

;

stairs. Rarely sing. A step; also, ? a flight of steps

(quot. c 1500).
A flight of stone steps at Lincoln is called ' The Grecian

stairs'; the appellation (which is mentioned in 1724 by
Stukeley Itin. Curios. 1. 84) is prob. a corruption ofgrecing.
At York also a flight of steps called ' The Grecian steps ' is

said formerly to have existed.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xx. 220 Thei maken ther of
Grecynges & Pileres. 1448-9 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(18861 II. 10 Tymber for gresynges and Midelwalles to the
seides howses perteynyng. c 1500 in G. Peacock Stat.
Cambridge (1841) App. A. 24 The Father of Dyvinite shall

sytt in the myddys of the Gresynge before the Hyghe
Auter. 1549 Latimer 6th Serm. bef. Edw. F/(Arb.) 170
Ther is an other way to go doune, by gressinges. 1563 83
Foxe A. fy M. II. 1960/1 Makyng their prayers at the
gresings they so proceeded into the stalles. 1673 Yorks.
Dial. 42 (E.D.S. No. 76) 112 Hee stack his Schackfork up
i' th' Esins, An' tuke his Jerkin of o' th' Gresins. 1674-91
Ray N. C. Words s.v. Grees, In Norfolk they call them
Grissens. 1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 380 Gris-

sons. 1847-89 Halliwell, Greesings .. Still in use, pro-

nounced grissens.

fig 1654 H. L'EstrangeC/«w. / Pref. (1655) A ij, Some.,
who. .should not have been permitted, so much as to step

over the threshold of Gods house, were notwithstanding
advanced to the highest grison of Church Dignities? Ibid.

118 An abomination whose every grison and step should we
climbe, we shall not be able in the hole Repertory of Fame
to funic its parallel.

Grecism, Grecize, Greco- : see Gr.ec-.

Greckes, obs. pi. form of Greek.
Ii Greco. Obs. [It. = Greek.]
1. The north-east wind. (Cf. Gregale.)
1555 Eden Decades 185 Passynge by the lyne of the

Diameter where the compasse makethe difference of say-

lynge by the wynde cauled Greco, (that is North East) and
Magistral, (that is south west).

2. A kind of wine.
1644 Evelyn Diary 29 Nov., From hence, we went to

taste some rare Greco. 1645 Ibid. 7 Feb-, Vineyards, where
formerly grew the most incomparable Greco.

Grecque (grek, as br. grek). [In sense 1

F. grecque, fem. ofgrec Greek.]
1. Arch. A Greek fret.

1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. x\x. 280 The
edge is encircled by meanders, labyrinths, and grecques,
with narrow lines variously combined. 1855 Kingsley
Westw. Ho! xxv, A handsome earthen tube, .painted with
quaint grecques and figures of animals. 1887 Athenaeum
23 Apr. 548/3 The basket-work of the Chilkaht Indians is

superb.. presenting all sorts of lovely designs in bands,
crosses, .and grecques.

2. A kind of coffee-strainer or 'percolator'; a
coffee-pot fitted with such a strainer. ? U.S.
1864 in Webster.
Gredaline, variant of Grjdelin.
Gredde, pa. t. Grede v. Obs.

t Grede, sb. Obs. Forms : 3 grade, gred.
[f. Grede v. Cf. I-grede.] Aery; outcry; noise.
c 1150 Gen. fy Ex. 3230 On moysen he setten a gred. ' Be<5

nu stille", qua5 moyses. Ibid. 3717 Dis folc 60 sette up
grot and gred. 13.. K. Alis. 5204 Michel was the pleynt
and the grade That the folk hadden y-made. Ibid. 5470
Hy [olyfauntz] ne haue so mychel drade, Of nothing as of
hogges grade.

i Grede, v. Obs. Forms: 1 grsedan, {ydpers.

pres. ind. gra?t , 2-3greden, 3-4 (3rd pers. pres.

ind. gret) gred, 3-5 grede, (3 greade, 4 graden,
gredyn, graide, 5 greede). Pa. t. 3-4 gradde,
gredde, (3 graedde, 5 grad). Pa.ppie. 3-4 igrad,

4 ygrad, ygred. [OE. grsedan, ofunknown origin;

the resemblance in sound and sense with gretian

Greet v. 2 is remarkable; in the 3rd pers. sing,

pres. grkt the two vbs. coincide.]

1. intr. To cry, cry out, shout ; to wail.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 182 Hine mon sceal swi5e hlude
hatan graedan oo&e singan. c 1*05 Lay 8634 Al baet folc

Jre he la:dde, lude hit graedde [c 1*7$ gradde]. a 1240
Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 199 Biuoren fine uote ich wulie
Hggen and greden. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9781 Loude
gradde be luber krji^t smiteballe to grounde. 13. . A'. Alis.

2751 They of Thel>es can graden, And for him gret deol

maden. c 1330 P'lorice <$ Bl. (1857) 449 The maid al for

drede Bigan to schricken an to grede. 1340 Ayenb. 56 pe
ma^e gret and zayb [etc.]. c 1425 Eng. Cotiq. Irel. i. 4 Sno
grad and cried as thogh he nam hir agaynes hir will.

< 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 361, I must nedys sore wepe
and grede.

b. Said of birds ; of the cock: To crow; etc.

r897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past, lxiii. 459 Donne gran se

lareow swa swa kok on niht. a 1000 Piddles xxv, 3 (Gr.)

lc. grade swa gos. 01250 Owl $ Night. 1149 Hwane
pu havest a niht igrad, Men beob of be wel sore ofdrad.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2604 pow schalt him haue to-morwe or
ni5t, bat be cok hym graide. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xn. Introd. (Tollem. MS.), Yfa crane leseb his felaw-

schipe he fleb vp ful hy5e and gredeb and cryebv

C. with cognate obj. Toutter(acry),sing(asong).
13.. K. Alis. i-rjx Mony foul crye was y-grad. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 237 At ny3t for drede Truly no
Song dob he grede.

d. with quoted words, in direct or indirect speech.
c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 3585 Do gredde he lude, ' goS me to,

Alle oe god luuen so', c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E.
Atisc. 33 Grede we to him Merci and sigge we him lord

sauue us. 1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2665 He higan to grede
anon Nimeb 3oure sexes. 13.. Life Jesu (Horstm.) 628
Men gradden aboute hat be spouse cam anon. c 1330
King of 'Pars 610 On Tirmagaunt he gon to grede..' Fy on
ow everichon I ' 1400-10 Clanvowe Cuckotv <$ Night.
xxvii, For that skil 'ocy ! ocy !

' I grede.
^ 1480 Caxton

Chron. Eng. exevii, The vileyns. .grad on high, yelde yow,
traytours, yelde yow.

2. With prepositions : To cry or call after, on,

upon, to, till (a person), after, upon (a thing).

./ 1225 Ancr. R. 244 J>e o&er deouel .. gredde lude to

Seinte Bartholomeu. Ibid. 284 $if eni is bet naue5 nout be
heorte bus afeited .. grede on ure Louerd. Ibid. 330 Mid
bus onwille halsunge, [she] weopecS & gret efier sunie helpe.

1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1885 Deserites bigonne alle on him
grede. c 1300 Havelok 2703 He cam driuende up-on a stede,

And bigan til him to grede. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 3337
After Gij loude he gradde bo. 1340 Ayenb. 212 peruore
ssolle we ofte grede to god bet he ous lokt uram bo bieues.

1390 Gower Coufi I. 336 She with him no reste hadde For
ever upon her love he gradde. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 76
Gurles, that greden after fode. 14. . Ps. Ii. in Pol. Ret. fy

L. Poems 251 Aftur gostliche grace I grede. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. exevii. 175 Sir Andrew ageyne grad vpon Syr
thomas companye yolling as a wode wolf.

3. To announce with a loud voice ; to proclaim,

publish ; to proclaim (a person^ to be (something).

C1305 St. Dunstan 101 in E. E. P. (1862) 37 He drof him
out of Engelond : and let him grede fleme. 13.. Guy
Warzv. (A.) 805 A turnament he hah don grede. c 1315
Shoreiiam 71 Forerthe the banes y-gred He that the treuthe

maketh. Ibid. 122 Wanne. pays [hys] i-grad for hyre love

Of angeles in-place. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. (Kaluza) 771 For
love of his Iemman..He ha)? do crie and grede; Who so

bryngeb a fairir oon, A gerfaucoun . .He schall have to mede.

4. trans. To beg loudly for ; to implore.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dittd. 606 pei scholde hasteli 300 here ..

Whan ?e greden sour grace to graunte ^our wille. 1390

Gowhr Confi III. 16 Grace he gradde and grace he had.

5. To accuse of {a. crime).

ai4So Le Morte Artk. 1572 Thou, that hyr of treson

gredys.

Grede, obs. form of Greed; var. Greade Obs.

Gredeline, variant of Gridelin.



GREDING.

Gredel(le, obs. form of Girdle, Griddle.
Gredely, obs. form of Greedily.
Grederne, obs. form of Gridiron.
Gredi(e, Gredil(e, obs. ff. Greedy, Griddle.
Grediliehe, -li(e, -like, -ly, obs. ff. Greedily.
Gredia, obs. form of Greedy.

t Greeting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Grede v. + -ing*.]

Crying ; outcry ; wailing ; supplication.

C1275 Lav. 23564 par was wepingstrong |>ar was gredinge
a-mong. 1340 Ayenb. 212 Zuych gredingecachebbe pyeues
bet byeb be dyeulen bet ous wayteb ous to robbi. 1398
Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xn. x. (1495) 420 Crowes token
reyne with gredynge and cryenge. a 1400 Jeremie's Tokens
(E, E.T.S.) 156 So longe bat bat..he{r] gredyng forberen.

Grediren, -irne, -iron, obs. ft'. Gridiron.
Gredyl(e, -yly, obs. ff. Griddle, Greedily.
Gredyre, -yrne, -yron, obs. ff. Gridiron.
Gree (g" )» sb. 1 Obs. exc, Sc. Forms : sing- 4-6

gre, 4-9 gree, (6 graie), 6-7, 9 grie. //. 4-6
greis, 5 grece, 4-7 grees, (5 greez, 6 gries)

;

cf. Grece. [a. OF. gri (pi. greis, greyz : see
Grece) - It., Sp.grado, Pg. grao :—L. gradum step.

Cf. Degree, Grade.]
+ 1. A step in an ascent or descent ; one of a flight

of steps; c= Degree i. In qnots. 1303 and 1382,
a flight of steps. Obs.

23°3 K. Brunne HandL Synne 1562 She was beryyde, as
fyl to be, Be syde an auter before be gre. 138a Wyclif
Neh. viii. 4 Esdras scribe stod vpon a treene gree [1388 the
grees of tree], the whiche he hadde maad to speken in [1388
theron]. < 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 31 By syde be hie
awter er Hii. greez to gang vp at to be toumbe of alabastre.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb, 1. 463 Thre grees or iiij is up thereto
to go. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 59 She stey up
from gre to gree. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 73/2 A trone of
yuorye.. whiche had vi grees or stappes. 1555-8 Phaer
sEneid \. B ij b, The brasen grees afore the doresdyd mount.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. II, 25 One onely ascent by
which hardly one by one can passe up, and that with a
labour by grees or steps. 1693 J- Wallace Orkney 44
Bishop Stewart enlarged it [the Cathedral Church] to the
East, all above the Grees.

fb. Canticle or song of'grees ;
l Song ofDegrees',

'Gradual Psalm' (see Gradual a. 5). Obs.
138a Wyclif Ps. cxix. [cxx.] /tending, The song of grees

[1388 greces], a 1420 Wyctifs Bible, Ps. 2nd Prol., The
canticlis of grees ben in noumbre of fiftene. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 273 b/2 Thou gauest to me syngyng the cantycle
of grees sharpe arowes and cooles wastyng.

t 2. fig. A step or stage in a process, etc., esp.

one in an ascending or descending scale; = De-
gree 2. Obs.

^
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxix. 1 He herd me, settand me

in greis of steghynge. c 1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II.

269 pe grees of cunnynge and joie here must nedis passe.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 471 Ther humour is ek erthand
ayer wel warme, That fruyt to fruy t fro gre to gre succedith.
c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. v. (Pari. Beasts) ii, It followis
weill be ressoun natural!, And gre be gre, of richt com-
parisoun : Of euill cumis war, of war cumis werst of all.

1513 Douglas /Entis vi. Prol. 97 As he tuichis greis seirin
pane, In blis, elykwys sindry stagis puttis he. 1589 R.
Bruce Serm. (1843) 32 The first gree of preparation stands
in contrition.

f 3. A * step ' in direct line of descent ; a degree
of relationship ; = Degree 3. Greis defendant (Sc. )

:

forbidden degrees. Obs.
c 1315 Shoreham 69 The sibbe mowe to-gadere nau^t The

foerthe grees wythinne. c 1340 CursorM. i464(Fairf.) Iareth
bat was be .v. gree [Cott. kne] fra Seth. 11^7 Trevisa LIigden
(Rolls) I. 409 Nigh kyn bey wil bee J>ey he passe an hondred
gree. c 14*5 Wyntoun Crou. ix. xxvn. 56 He and he Wes
evynlike in tobir Gre. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 112
He him self wes narrest to thair croun, Fra Dioneth the
fourt grie cuming doun. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii.

100 Kin of Kingis discendit grie be gre. 1617 in Pitcairn
Crim. Trials Scot. III. 424 He was within greis-defendant
with the Hous of Bass.

f4. A stage or position in the scale of dignity or

rank; relative social or official rank, grade, order,

estate, or station ; = Degree 4. In quot. 1450, a
rank or class of persons. Obs.
13. . S. E. Legendary {MS. Bodl. 779) in Archiv Stud. ueu.

Sfir. LXXXII. 402/46 He ordeyned bat ech man bat prest
wolde be scholde vndirfong be ordres fro gre to gre

—

wit-oute lope & defaute fat bey I-taken were. 1382
Wyclif Gen. xl. 13 Pharao. .schal restore thee to the bifore
had gree. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1313 Dido, She.,
profreth him to be His thral, his servant in the leste gree.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 208/2 Gre, or worthynesse, gradus.
c 1450 St. Cnthbert (SurteCs) 4901 pal spared na elde na
gre. c 1450 Holland Howlat 407 All gretest of gre. 1493
Festival! (\V. de W. 1515) 7 To understande all the grees
Of y° worlde. 1520 Caxton"s Chron. Eng. iv. 38/2 He
ordeyned that he that was worthy sholde ascende gree by
gree to his ordre, fyrst benet, than colet, subdecon, deacon,
and than preest. a 1555 Lyndesay Tragedie 47 Gre by gre,
vpwarte I did ascende ; Swa that in to this realme did neuer
ryng So gret one man as I, vnder ane kyng. 1579 Spenser
Sheph. Cat. July 215 He is a shepheard great in gree. 1590
Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) 50 Proude that thou art, I recke
not of thy gree.

5. Pre-eminence ; superiority ; mastery ; victory

in battle ; hence, the prize for a victory. To bear,

get, have, take, win the gree. Now Sc,

1320-30 Horn Ch. 319 That day Horn the turnament wan
. . He toke the gre, that was a swan. 13. . Sir Beues (E.)

3769+4 A turnement sche hab don crye . . for to see, What
kny^t ys to han be gree. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1875
Duk Theseus leet crye, To stynten alle rancour and enuye,
The gree as wel of o syde as of oother. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

393

C. xxi. 103 The gree }ut hath he geten for alle hus grete
wondes. <~ 1450 Holland //^Jic/a/ 448 To James lord Dow-
glas thow the gre gaif, To ga with the kingis hart. 1470-80
Malory Arthur vi. vii, The gree was gyuen to kynge Bag-
demagus. 1480CAXTON Chron. Eng. eviii. 90 In this bataylle
..the gree of the felde [was] left with the danoys. 1513
Douglas /Eneis v. ii. 52 Quha best on fute can ryn lat se,

To preif his pith, towersill,and beir the gre. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. xix. ix. (1899) 1. 198 Prayand to god
that he micht haue that graie and victorie of him quha was
his enemye. a 1605 in Montgomerie's Poems (1887) 274 The
Muses wald have gevin the grie To her, as to the Aperse.
1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser. Disc. 22 Of aw the pipers I did
see, This piper Tony wan the 'gree. 1795 Burns Fora' that
and a' that v.Tbat sense and worth, o'er a' the earth, May
bear the gree, and a' that. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxix,
The Cu'ross hammermen have the gree for that. 1837 R,
Nicoll Poems (18431 91 Whether be it wark or play, The
gree was wi' our auld gudeman. 1858 M. Porteous Souter
Johnny 29 Ower them a' for classic style It bears the gree.

f 6. A degree, step, or grade in intensity or
amount; = Degree 6. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 131 Ther nys no thyng in gree

superlatyf, As seith Senek, aboue an humble wyf. c 1400
Rom. Rose 5743 They nil, in no maner gree, Do right
nought for charitee. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 11. (1866) 22
perfore be feuere agu is be posityue degree, and in be
superlatyue degree, comparatif gree and superlatif gree.

1552 Lyndesay Monarche 6053 'l'iat Lantern of the Heuin
Sail gyf more lycht, be greis sewin, Nor it gaue sen the
warld began. 1563 W1N3ET Four Score Thre Quest. Wks.
1888 I. 68 We ar in mony greis of luue naturalie coniunit.— Wks. (1890) II. 57 In al greis of aigis and tymes.

f7. In medieval physics : =- Degree 6 c. Obs.
1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. xvi. vii. (14951 555 Quyckc

syluer as Plato sayth is hote and moyst in the fourth degre
though some men deame that it is cold in the same gree.
£1400 Lanfrancs Cirttrg. 86 In considerynge be com-
plexioun of al be body . . & be gre of be medicyn. 1547
Boorde Brev. Health civ. 56 This fleume which is swete,
gree for gree is hote and moyst lyke the ayer.

f 8. An academical degree ; = Degree 7 a. Obs.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvi. 90 Y wolde grees of scolis to

be take. 1494 Kabyan Chron. 3 By hym that neuer yet any
ordre toke, Or gre of Scole, or sought for great cunnynge.
This werk is gaderyd. 1508 Dunbar Flyting iv. Pohvart
397, I sail degraid the, graceles, of thy greis.

t 9. Geom. (Astron., Geog., etc.) The unit of the

sexagesimal measurement of angles or circular arcs
;

= Deghee 9.
141Z-20 Lyug. Chron. Troy Prol. (1513) A 1 b, The tyme

of yere, shortly to conclude When ,xx. grees was phebus
altitude.

m
1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. xxi, Passit bot myd-day

foure greis evin. 1426 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 140 The bulle
.. twenty grees Entred was the hed of the dragoun. 1536
Bellenuen Cron. Scot., Descr. Alb. xiii, The last and out-
maist He is namit Hirtha ; quhare the eleuatioun of the
pole is> Ixiii greis.

Gree (gr«)» ^-2 Now arch. Also 4-6 gre.
[a. OF. gre

1

,
gred, gret (nth c. in Littre), mod.F.

gre* pleasure, goodwill, will (cf. M augre = vial gre")

= Pr. gral-z, It., Sp., Pg. gradot—L. griitum, neut.

subst. of grains pleasing, grateful. The word was
taken over into English chiefly in phrases (see the

various senses).]

jl. Favour, goodwill. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M.^ 1656 (Gutt.) 5e eyth [ = elght], for 30U

treu leute, Alone 1 haue granted mi gre[7W«. graunted
gre, Cott. mi sagh(t)]. c 1400 Sowdoue Bab. 2850 And
[read God] graunte him gree and grith. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
11. iii. 5 But for in court gay portaunce he perceiv'd And
gallant shew to be in greatest gree.

b. In gree (also at, to gree : cf. Agree adv.,

Engree) : with goodwill or favour, with kindly
feeling or pleasure, kindly, in good part. Chiefly

in phr. to take
y
accept, receive in gree. [F'.prendre,

recevoir, avoir en gre', servir a gre'.']

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 42 God graunte in gree that
she it take For whom that it begonnen is ! c 1374— Troylus
11. 480 (529) My lowe confessioun Accepte in gre. c 1386—
Clerk's T. 1095 Vs oghte Receyuen al in gree that god vs
sent. i4 r 5 Lvdg. Temp. Glas 1085 Bobe yt and I mekeli
most abide To take agre [v.rr. at gre, in gre], c 1430 —
JSIin. Poems (Percy Soc.) 22 My simple makyng for to take
at gree. 1481 Caxton Myrr. I. xiv. 47 That after his deth
.. god receyueth hym in gree. a 1577 Gascoigne De Pro-
fundi's Wks. (1831) 203 And thou (good God) vouchsafe in
gree to take This woefull plaint. 150,7-8 Bp. Hall Sat. iv.

ii. 85 Soone as he can kisse his hand in gree, And with good
grace bow it below the knee. 1600 Faikfax Tasso x. x. 181
Accept in gree .. the words I spoke. 1894 F. S. Ellis
Reynard Fox 230 A man should hold his friends in gre,
And his foes hate but tardily.

C. With or in good {goodly) gree : with goodwill
[F. de bon gre'].

1542 Udall Erasm. Apopth. 259 So y« graciousnesse of
this prince tooke in good gree the eiuill wille of bothe the
saied parties against hym. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. 16
Which she accepts with thankes and goodly gree. 1609
Holland Ammianns xxvn. 313 Having .. wrought the
souldiors to accept thereof in good gree and willingly. 1885
Burton Arab.Nts. (1887) III. 349 Replied the smith, 'With
gladness and goodly gree '.

2. To do or make gree : to give satisfaction (for

an injury). Also, to make ones gree to or with
(a person) : to do what will satisfy him ; to give
satisfaction to, come to terms or make one's peace
with. Also, to make (a person's) gree.
cizgo Childh. Jesus (Horstm.) 455 To his freont make

b| gre Obur bou worst i Hem of pis contre. Ibid. 1430
To josepe he maude is gre With guode wille. [1377 Act
1 Rich. II c. 6 § 1 Qe . . le clerc . . eit la prisone tange il

avera fait gree a la partie.J 141a HoccleveZV Reg. Prim.

GHEE.
621 pat I, with lownesse & humylitee, To my curat go
scholde, & make his gree. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton;
I. xxxviii. (1859) 42 Thus shalt thou make thy gree with
lustyce, that Mercy and she be finally acorded. c 1440
Parlonope 2149 He thenketh fast how that he To his Lord
myght make his gre. C1492 Gest of Robyn Hade cviii. in

Child Ballasts a888) III. 61/2 Hoide my londes in thy
honde Tyll I haue made the gree ! 1613 Sir H. Finch
Law (1636) 297 No Wardein of the Fleet shall suffer any
prisoner in execution to goe out of prison, .without making
gree to the partie. 1697 Vieiv Penal Laws 121 Then the
Sheriff

-

have the Hawk, making gree to him that did take
him. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 11 He shall.be imprisoned till

he justify himself, and make gree to the party.

fb. Unto gree : with a view to satisfaction, as

an indemnity. Obs. rare.

£1400 Destr. 'Troy 11595 The grekes for hor greme vntc
gre aslcen Gret sommes, forsothe, to hor sad harmes.

+ 3. t^ne's) good pleasure ; will, desire; consent.

By his gree (quot. 1483): of its own accord. Of the

gre: of (one's) own accord, voluntarily. Outofgree:
contrary to one's pleasure or desire ; hence amiss.

[F. a son gri. de (son) gre", contre son gr/A Obs.
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 348 I.ene me by gmce For to go

at pi gre. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 272 pc erle. .did
no maner wik, Le Kyng gaf him his gre. laid, 308 He
wild not do ber gre, bat terme bat he sette. ? a 1400 Morte
Arth. 2645 It es the gifte of Gode, the gree es hys awene.
Ibid. 2748 Here are galyarde gomes that of the gre semis.
1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 27, I will bat myn executours do
her gre. 1481 Caxton Godfrey cxc'xW. 283 It was not knowen
..whether it was taken from hym by constraynt or yf he
delyuerd it with his gree and wyll. 1483 — Gold. Leg.
196 b/l The dore that was soo locked opened by his grte by
hym self. 1513 Douglas Aineis ix. Prol. 80 Quhar ocht is

bad, gals mys, or owt of gre. 1632 Won/ens Rig/its iS
Whosoever . . shall in his life time without gree of his lord,

marry. [1666 Pepys Diary 25 Nov., Against the gre .. of
my Lord Treasurer. 1692 O. Walker History lltustr. 1.

vii. 119 Against the gre' of the Senate.] (11734 WORTH Lives
(1742) 9 History, .(after the partial Gree of the late Authors'
has been, to al! good Purposes, silent of him.

fGree, sb$ Obs. rare. ? Weeping, mourning.
155S Am-. Pakkkr Ps. xxx. 70 Thou tournst from mee my

wo and gree, to myrth in cherefull voyce. 1590 Gkehni;
Mourn. Garni. (1616) 53 With hearts griefe and eyes gie^c
[sic]. Eyes and heart both full of woes.

Gree, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-6 gre, 6 Sc.

grie. [aphetized from Agkee v., or f. Ghee sb.~

Cf., however, OF. grier, which may be the direct

source.] = Aokke v., in various senses.

fl. trans. Of a person: To please, to satisfy.

= Agree i b. Obs.
1468 Pbtmfton Corr. (Camden) 19, I stand in doubt

whether Mr. Midleton & Mr. Ros greed y^u & Sir John
Malivera thereof or no.

+ 2. To make (persons) pleased ; to reconcile,

conciliate (several persons, or one with another)

;

also, to arrange or settle (a matter). Obs.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxi. 75 Now thay tak on hand

to gre 50W With all the tother syde. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. VI. 342 Edward king of Jngland .. was
chosen arbiter to grie this mater. Ibid. ix. 154 In hauie
and sair seikneshe takis Jornay, of that mynd to grie thame.
17.. Jacobite Relics (ed. Hogg 1819) I. 146 They're fallen

out among themselves, Shame fa' the first that grees thtm !

T 3. 7-efi. and intr. (for refi.) To become well-

disposed or favourable ; to consent, accede. Obs.
c 1440 Generydes 1141, I gre me wele In your presence to

travell day by day. 1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 29 They .

.

accorded and greed to do all hir wyll. 1523 Ld. Bernfrs
Froiss. I. civ. 125 They within desyred respyte to gyue an
answere, the which was agreed ; and whan they had coun-
sayled the parties greed. 1578 Hunnis Hyvef I/unnye
Gen. xxxvi. 28 If. 86 Shall not all their substance greatte
And cattell that they have Be ours if we gree thereunto?
1591 Harington Orl. Pur. v. xxxu, To trie the matter thus
they greed both.

4, To come into accord or harmony ; to come to

terms with (a person), on, upon (a matter) ; to

make an agreement.
c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 144 3if bis be herd of

Pilat we shulen gree wib him, and make 30U sikir. < 1566
Alerie Tales in Slcelton's Wks. (1843) I. Introd. 69 The
miller, .greed with the sexten of the churche to haue the key
of the churche dore. 1574 Mirr. Mag., Nennius x, Till

with their creditours they gree. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11.

iv. 183 All the means Plotted, and 'greed on for my happi-
nesse. 1597 BRETON Scholler § Sculdiour (1599) 30, I will

either have it give it or gree upon it. 1606 Shaks. Ant. (V

CI. 11. vi. 37 Then, to send Measures of Wheate to Rome ;

this greed vpon, To part with vnhackt edges. 1786 Burns
To G. Hamilton iii, My word of honour I hae gi'en, .. To
try to get the twa to gree. 1822 Scott Nigel xxxi, All..

consentiuut in eundem—gree on the same point. 1824 M iss

Ferrier Iuher. xvii, It's you that has made us cast out, and
it's you that maun make us 'gree. 1878 Cumbld. Glass.,

''Gree, agree. They're about 'greean for a horse.

5. To be in harmony in opinion, way of life, etc.
;

to be of the same mind ; to be friends ; also of

things, to be in accord or harmonions.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems liii. 5 The ane futt ;eid ay onrycht.
And to the tother wald not gree. 1523 Skelton Garl.
Laurel2j$ Whos heuenly armony was so passynge sure, So
truely proporsionyd, and so well did gree. 1532 Hervet
Neuophons Househ. (17681 23 Vtterynge our myndesone to
an other, if we myght gree in one tale, c 1540 J. Redford
Mor. Play Wit <y Sci. iShaks. Soc.l 39 We wyll gre better,

or ye pas hence. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido in. i,

Weapons gree not witt my tender years. .1600 Shaks.
Sonn. cxiv, Mine eie well knowes what with his gust is gree-
ing. 1620 T. Peyton Glass Time 49 Neptune himselfe with
foure great riuers greeing, To deck the bosome which gaue



GREED.
Adam being. 1768 Ross Helenore 108 Like twa sisters, ye

will live an' gree. a 1774 Fergusson Poems (184s) 5 As
lang's there's pith into the barrel, We'll drink and gree.

1S14 Scott Wav. xxxvi, They're just neighbour-like . . and

nae wonder they gree sae week
Hence Greeing///. a., concordant.

a 1547 Surrey sEueid (Roxb. Clubi 125 The people cried

with sundry greeing shouts To bring the horse to Pallas

temple blive.

Greece, -ey, obs. forms of Grease, Greasy.

Greed (grid), sb. Orig. Sc. Also 7 gread,

griede. [Back formation from Greedy. (OE. had

dat. -pX.grkdum used advb. ='with greediness'.)]

Inordinate or insatiate longing, esp. for wealth;

avaricious or covetous desire. Const, of
1609 S. Grahame Anat. Humours 38 h, Whose avarice and

gread of geare is such, that they care not whom with they

joyne, so being they be ritch. 1618 Lithgow Pilgr. F'arciv.

(sig.) E, Is hee poore, then faine hee would bee ricli ; And
rich, what tormentes his great griede doth feele. 1786

Burss Ttva Dogs 144 Some rascal's pridefu' greed to quench.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xvii. The Duke of Albany is gene-

rally hated for his greed and covetousness. 1863 Fawcett
Pol. Econ.u.ii. 130 Many, .attach to competition the stigma

of selfish greed. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 11.515 If

greed of power and gold have led thee on. 1874 Green
Short Hist. i. § 2. 10 The greed of plunder drew fresh war-

bands from the German coast.

Greed (gr«l), v. rare. [f. Greed sb.]

a. intr. To indulge one's greed ; to be avaricious

;

to have an eager longing for. b. trans. To long for.

c 1685-8 Huiilingd. Ploughman's Compl. in Roxb. Ballatis

(1890) VII. 32 On wealth her mother's mind was bent, she

greeded out of measure. 1843 Blackw. Mag. LUI. 176

You might the horrent jaws survey, Griesly, and greeding

for their prey. 1848 Lytton Harold XI. xi, The ravens sit

greeding, And watching, and heeding . .And ravens sit greed-

ing Their share of the bones.

Greede, variant of Guede v: Obs.

t Gree'dilaik. Obs. In 3 gredijle^c. [f.

Greedy a. + ON. -leik-r, -LAIJt.] Greediness.

c 1200 Ormin 3994 AU modi^lei^c, & gredi^le^c, & irre, &
gluterrnesse. Ibid. 4560 Wsepeun god & Strang.. 3am ajtt-

sunng & gredislerjc.

Greedily (grfdili), adv. Forms: a. I gride-

lice, 2 gredliche, 4-6 gredely, (6 greedely(e);

#. I greedilice, 2-3grediliehe, -like, 4-6gredyly,

(4 gredili, -ly, 6 gredilie), 6- greedily. [Two
synonymous words seem to have coalesced : (i) OE.
grktUUce ( = ON. grdSuliga), i.*grxd («'stem,=

ON. grdS-r, Goth, girdus : see Greed sb.) + -lice

-i.v 2
; (2) OE. gnkdi(g)lice, f, grsedig Greedy +

•lice -LY-2
. The former, if it had survived into

mod.Eng., would have become *greedly; it is un-

certain how far the o forms represent this type, as

in the 16th c. they might be misspellings for

greedily (cf., however, Greedly a.).

A similar coalescence occurs in the case of OE. he/eltce,

hcfiglfce Heavily. * Perh. in both cases the derivative of the

adj. should be regarded as a refashioned form, arising when
the primitive sb. had ceased to be in common use. For the

c- representing the thematic vowel of a long w-stem in com-
position, cf. '/elde/are (wriuen/elde-.oare) : see Fieldfare.)

1. As one that is hungry or thirsty ; with keen

appetite ; hungrily, ravenously, voraciously.

C tooo HcxamerO'i of St. Basil (Norman) xx. 28 Donne
him hingrab he yt graidilice. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 123 And
ha ifelde be deofel bene hoc be he er gredliche forswealh.

c 1230 Bestiary 321 He drinkeS water gredilike. a 1300

Cursor M. 27905 To ette ouer gredyly. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter Cant. 497 Bird of swalugh bat gredily askis mete.

c 1440 Jacob's Well v. 35 pe smyth bad an-ober man castyn

of his breed to be hog, & be swyn eet it gredyly. 1574
Hyll Conject. Weather vii, If the Oxen feede greedelyer.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 562 Greedily they pluck'd The Fruit-

age fair to sight. 1735 De Foe Voy.romui World (1840)

1S9 Flour and oil which the men had fallen greedily upon.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxiv. 318 Some .. were greedily

waiting for the shell-fish and sea-urchins which the old bird

busied herself in procuring for them.
infig. context. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xv. 16 When I had

founde thy wordes, 1 at them vp gredely. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 92 If they heare him not. .greedily

and thirstily thereby to profit. 1590 Spenser /''. Q. 1. v. 9
Cruell Steele so greedily doth bight. Ibid. I. vi. 38 To see

their blades so greedily imbrew, That dronke with blood yet

thirsted after life. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. v. iii. (1848) 306

Death, .devour'd them as greedily, as they did those Birds.

b. Applied to the behaviour of material sub-

stances, to indicate rapidity of absorption or com-

bination. (Cf. Greedy i b.)

1584 Cooan Haven Health cexvii. 218 Sweete wines through

their sweetenesse are greedily drawen of the members. 1671

J. Webster Metallogr. xiit. 203 Wherein Minerals that

strike upon the Lunar passages are greedily refreshed. 1799
Med. Jrnl. I. 408 Nitrous gas. .tends, .to lessen the respir-

ahle portion, from its strong attraction for oxygen, which it

greedily combines with to the point of saturation. 1878

Huxley Physiogr. 42 The drier and hotter the air happens

to be, the more greedily does it drink up this moisture.

2. As one that is greedy of gain ; avariciously,

covetously, rapaciously.

1 1000 /Elfric Horn. I. 66 He ;r,ymS grsedelice his teolunge.

c 1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 166 Siche bat gaderen

gredili Cristis patrimony©, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 113 pei .

.

gredyly gon abowt to geyt al bat bey may. 1635 R. Bolton
Com/. Ajtfl. Come, vi. (ed. 21 38 And there gather Grace

greedily as the most griping Usurer graspeth gold. 1874

Green Short Hist. v. § 2. 227 The eyes of the feudal baron-

age turned greedily on the riches of the Church.

3. With manifestation of strong desire; with

394

avidity or eagerness; eagerly; f jealously, zealously,

fervently (obs.).

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 Hie ise3 bineoen hem deflen

be hem gredeliche kepeS. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. K.
xvill. xci. (1495) 839 The frogge . . cryeth gredyly and makyth
moche noyse. a 1400-50 Alexander 1435 His men & all be

messedones maynly ascendis And baiof Grece gredely girdis

vp eftire. 1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Malt. xi. 7-15

'1'here is now no more to doe, but feruently and gredely

to take that which .. is now presently offered. _ 1575-85

Abp. Sandys Serm. xviii. 211 Greedilie expecting their

looked for time. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Aunt. Osor.

291 Some places that are ouer greedely geuen to sectes and
deuisions. 1631 Weever.4"*-. funeral Mon. 40 Greedily

affected to view the sacred Sepulchres, a 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) I. 25 Those who greedily pursue Things wonder-

ful, instead of true. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. A'nozvl.

I 141 This notion has been greedily embraced and cherished

by the worst part of mankind. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain

113 The candles lighted in these processions.. are greedily

purchased by women at treble thetr original cost. 185* H.
Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 279 Miraculous legends have been

most greedily taken up by the vast majority of mankind.

Greediness (gri'dines). Forms: see Greedy.

[f. Greedy + -ness.] The attribute of being greedy.

Const, as in the adj.

1. Excessive longing for food or drink, or avidity

in the consumption of it
;

gluttony, voracity,

ravenousness.
1426 Lydg. De Cuil. Pilgr. 13044 Gredynesse Off sundry

metys and deyntes. c 1440 Jacob's Well 144 For mete

is good to man . . so mesure be kepte, & be sause berto

be dreed of god, bat gredynes be left. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531,1 99b, Voracite or gredynesse in eatyng.

1575 Brieff Disc. Troubles Franci/ord (1846) 11 As the

harte chased pantethe for gredines off waters. 1641 J.

Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 73 There is too much of the

greedines.se of the Wolfe still remaining. 1744 Birch Li/e

Boyle B.'s Wks. I. 10 Philaretus was little given to greedi-

ness, either in fruits or sweetmeats. 1840 Dickens Old C.

Shop v, He chewed tobacco and water-cresses at the same

time and with extraordinary greediness. 1856 Macaulay
Biog., Johnson (1867) 88 He contracted a habit of eating

with ravenous greediness.

2. Excessive eagerness or longing for wealth or

gain ; covetousness, avarice, rapacity, greed.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1086 He waes on

S'ltsunge be feallan & gradinKsse he lufode mid ealle. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 103 Heo [auaritia] is helle iliche, forSon bet

hi ha habbeS unafillendliche gredinesse. a 1M5 A ncr. R.

416 Ne beo non be grediure uorto habben
^
more, peo

gredinesse [is] rote of hire bitternesse. c 1380 Wyclif Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 178 Gredynesse and avarice letten bes two

partis. 14*6 Lydg. De Cuil. Pilgr. 9034 The costys & the

gret expense That thow dost hym for to plese, And hys

gredynesse tapese. 1535 Coverdale Eph. iv. 19 To worke

all maner of vnclennes euen with gredynesse [so 1611 and

1881 ; Wyclif in coueityse ; Gr. iv TrAeoi-efio]. 1661 Bram-

iiall Just Vind. vi. 134 'the greediness and extortion of

the Court of Rome. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. 1 1 1 . 296

In excuse for his greediness, it ought to be said that he was

the poorest noble of a poor nobility. 1884A. R.Pennington
Wicli/ vi. 193 Greediness for wealth. 1885 L'pool Daily

Post ti Apr. 5/1 Toexplain off-hand the greediness of Russia

in the Afghanistan direction.

3. Excessive longing or desire in general ; eager

longing ; eagerness, keenness.

1553 Brende Q. Curtius tx. 183 The gredines of glory &
the vnsaciable desire of fame, made no place to seme to far.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii. 6 Eger greedinesse through every

member thrild. 1594 Siiaks. Rich. Ill, III. vii. 7 Th'

vnsatiate greedinesse of his desire. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi.

v. x. (1848) 336 A Greediness of Knowledge, that is impatient

of being confin'd. 1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 232/3 The people

are with greediness expecting the issue of the ensuing Diet.

1751 Hume Est. $ Treat. (1777) II. 175 w 'th what greedi-

ness are the miraculous accounts of travellers received.

1794 Paley Evid. 11. ii. (1817) 58 A topic which is always

listened to with greediness. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Fug.

ii. I. 179 Men flew to frivolous amusements, .with the greedi-

ness which long and enforced abstinence naturally produces.

Greediron, obs. form of Gridiron.

t Greedly, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 6 greadlye.

[f. greedly adv. ; see Greedily.] Greedy.

a 1546 Becon Gov. Vertne Wks. 1564 I. 260 b, Adam and

Eue by satisfying theyr greadlye appetite in eatynge the

forbidden fruit.

Greeds (grfdz), //. dial. [Repr. OE. grxd
'ulva' i^coarse grass, water-weeds), pi. grivdas

'gramina'. Cf. Gratton, Growth 2.j

1. Straw manure.
1736 J. Lewis Hist. Isle Tenet (ed. 2) 37 Greeds, the

Straw, in a Place or Barton to make Dung of. 1855 Cycl.

Agric. (ed. Morton) II. 723/2 Greeds, (Kent) long manure

in the straw-yard.

2. Applied to Duckweed and Pondweed.
1863 Prior Plant-n. 99 Greeds, now applied to the Pond,

weed tribe. Potamogeton. 1879 Britten & Holland
Plant-n. 233 Greeds, Lemna minor, L.

Greedy (grf'di), <7. Forms : I gradis, 2-3

gradi, -y, 2-6 gredi, 3 gredi}, 3-4 gredie, 47
gredy, 6 greadye, 6 Sc. grydy, 6-7 greedie, 6-

greedy. [OE. griedig - OS. grddag, OHG. gr&tag,

ON. grdt5ug-r (OSw. gradig, Da. graadig), Goth.

gridags :-OTeut. *gr&itago-, -ugo-, f. *gr«Su-z

(Goth, gredu-s hunger, ON. grdS-r hunger, greed,

OE. grsed in dat. pi. grkdum eagerly), cognate

with Skr. gj-dh to be greedy.]

1. Having an intense desire or inordinate appetite

for food or drink ; ravenous, voracious, gluttonous,

fin some of the earlier quots. the meaning is

GREEDY.

simply: Hungry. Const, of (fi^.. genitive) ; + also

after, on, upon, ( for) to have something (obs.).

Beowul/'Z) 121 Wiht unhaelogrim and graedi*. ^earo sona

wxs, reoc and rebe. 971 Blickl. Horn. 211 pa fynd. .heora

gripende warron swa swa graedi*, wulf. a xoooytLFRlc Horn.

1. 216 pam graedi^an fisce, be jesiho ba:t aes, and ne gesihS

oone angel oe on oam aese sticad. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 123

penne bio he gredi bes eses and fors\\ole3e5 bene hoc for5

mid ban ese. c t*oo Fices <V Virtues (1888) 139 Sobrietas.

.

make3 banne mann maofull oe was to grady. a M25 A ncr. R.
324 Hwou gredie hundes stondeo biuoren be borde. c 1250

Gen. <y Ex. 1494 Iacob wur5 war he was gredi. c 1325 Body
<y Soul 43 in Map's Poems (Camden) 340 Thyne mete..

That thou were gredi for to frete. 1393 Lang!.. P. PI.

C. vii. 398 Two gredy sowes. 1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serm.
iii. 53 The foxe is rauenous, greedie on his pray. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 756 The falling Mast, For greedy-

Swine provides a full repast. 1715 Pope Odyss. IX. 427 He
said, and greedy grasped the heady bowl. 1733-39 J- TtllL

IIorse-Hoing Husbandry %b Most sorts of Cattle are greedy

of it. 1767 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. 1 1, i. ioo_As greedy-

after their prey as a wolf. 177* Ann. Reg. 96/2 This snake

is very greedy of milk, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 180

Greedy hawk must gorge his prey.

fig. aiaoo Plunnix 507 iGr.) L175. .graedis sweljeS londes

fnetwe. 157a Gascoigne Dan Barthol. 0/ Bathe Hund.
Flowers 429, I seeke a greedy graue, To make an ende of

all these stormes and strife. 1610 G. Tiexckv.r Christ's

Vict. 1. xxix, Cooz'ning the greedie sea, pris'ning their

nimble prey. 1654-66 Ld. Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 651,

I . . knew the Vessel was founder'd, had struck, or sprung

some greedy Leak. 1715-ao Pope Iliatirs.. 288 The first fat

offerings, to the immortals due, Amidst the greedy flames

Patroclus threw. 1843 Carlyle Past S, Pr.11. xv. 11845) 158

'l'he . . noise of greedy Acheron. x86o B. Taylor Pine Forest

0/Monterey Poems (1866) 321 Look from the greedy wave.

b. said of the stomach, etc.; also of the appetite.

See also Gheedy-gut(s.
J514 Barclay Cyt. «r Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xli,

Their greedy gorges are rapt with the smell. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 99 b, To stuffe & fyll the gredy gutte

of thy bely with delycate meetes. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets
drie Dinner A a iv b, Yet soft and fayre : oregreedy jawes

Eate not their meale with decent pause. 1634 Sir T.

Herbert Trav. 211 Her appetite strong and greedy. 1644

Digby Nat. Bodies (1645) 353 The stomack, when it is

greedy of meate, draweth it selfe up towards the throate.

0. said of chemical substances which absorb

with avidity. ? Obs.

1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 27S The Acid of the

Phosphorus., is very greedy of moisture. 1791 W. Nichol-

son tr. Chaptats Sum. Chan. (1800) III. 63 The oil is

more drying or greedy of oxigene. 1800 tr. Lagrange's

Chcm. I. 194 When the air is very greedy of moisture.

d. Gffeedy glede dial., a kite ; also the name of

a children's game (Jam.). + Greedy worm : see

quot. 1585 ; = httngry worm (see Hungry a. 4).

1508 Dunbar Fly'.ing 146 As gredy gleddis, ;e gang With
?olkis to mylne, and beggis baith ineill and schilling. 1530

'alsgr. 227/1 Gredy worme that is in a dogges tong. a 1568

Wy/ 0/ A uchtermuchty 51 By thair cumis the gredy gled,

And likkit vp five [gaislingis]. 1S85 Lupton Thous. Notable

7>i.(i675) 33 If the little nerve under aWhelp's tongue (com-

monly called the greedy worm) be taken away, it keeps the

same safe after from being mad. 1627 Bp. Hall Phans. fy

Chr. Wks. 417 O thou worldling, which hast the Greedy-

worme vnder thy tongue, with Esaies dogges, and neuer hast

enough. 1768 Ross Helenore 10 At greedy-glad, or warpling

o' the green. She 'clipst them a'. 1802 G. Montagu Ornith.

Diet. 282 Greedy glead. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names
Birds 137 Greedy gled.

2. Eagerfor gain,wealth, and the like; avaricious,

covetous, rapacious. Const, as in sense 1.

aiooo Sal. t, Sat. 344 (Gr.) Sum to lyt hafa3 godes

grjedix. CX175 Lamb. Horn. 105 God nele bet we beon

gredie 3itseras. a laoo Moral Ode 264 And weren to gredi

of solure and of golde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 195 pe

deuel is gredi uppen woreld richeise and gredi him to

winende. a 1x15 Aucr. R. 416 Ne heo non be grediure

uorto habben more, c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wis. III. 347 Men
seien bat preestis ben moost gredy purchasours in erbe.

C1400 Rom. Rose 5696 An usurer. .Shal never for richesse

riche bee But.. Scarce, and gredy in his entent. c 1500

Plnmpton Corr. (Camden) 148 Praying that ye wille con-

tent unto this bringer, my Cousin Robart Hastings, iiij

mark & xxd. now dew unto him at this Martymasse last,

which is right gredy therupon. 1648 Gage West Ind. xxi.

202 A wolvish, greedy, and covetous heart. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. I. 72 That Crop rewards the greedy Peasant's

pains. 1751 Hume Pol. Disc. ii. 33 Nor is a porter less

greedy of money, which he spends on bacon and brandy,

than a courtier, who purchases champagne and ortolans.

1841 W. Spalding Italy I, It. 1st. III. 209 Unscrupulous

and greedypower. i844Thirlwall6V«-«y VIII. 461 The.,

exactions of corrupt magistrates, and their greedy officers.

absol. c 1400 Rom. Rose 579' lf tnese gredY •• Loveden,

and were loved ageyn. .Such wikkidnesse ne shulde falle.

3. In wider sense : Eager, keen ; t eagerly

active, zealous (obs.) ; eagerly or keenly desirous

of or fto do (something).

a 1300 Cursor M. 27597 O pride becums als wainglory,

pat es to be o roos gredi. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1370 The

Grekes were full gredy. grippit horn belytie, Prayen and

pyken mony priuey chambur. 1540 Coverdale Fruit/.

Less. To Rdr. A 4 b, O, how euill dolh it become a beleeuer

to be irefull and greedie of vengeance. 1553 Latimer Serm.

Lincolnsh. vii (1562)118 b, So all onre prelates byshops and

curates . . should be so paynful, so gredy in castyng their

netts, that is to say, in preachyng Gods worde. 1600 *or-

man Antobiog. (1849) 11 He was soe gredy on his bocke.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vin. 34 A great enquirer

of truth, but too greedy a receiver of it. 1734 tr. Ro/lm s

Am. Hist. xix. v. (1827) VIII. 160 The populace, who are

ever greedy of novelty. 1784 Cowper Task m. 671 1 he

rank society of Weeds, Noisome, and ever greedy to exhaust

The impoverished earth. 1884 Sat. Rev. 12 J uly 38/1 1 he

people of the United States are seldom greedy of legislation.
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fig. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 1709 {17581 The see, that I

gredy is to flowen. 1899 Findlay in Expositor Feb. 94 !

Dogmatic theology, greedy of proof-texts.

4. Of actions, qualities, emotions, and the like :

Characterized by or manifesting intense or eager

desire; keen, eager.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 105 My besy goost .. To
setie this flour so yonge. .Constrayned me with so gredy
desyre. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 37 Most
greedy gripes with plunging paines, do pierce my ruthfull

hait. 1590 Spenser/*'. Q. I- viii. 29 He himselfe with greedie
great desyre Into the castle entred forcibly. Ibid. 48 With
griping talaunts armd to greedy fight. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. v. § 394 [Which] begot a greedy hope, and ex-

pectation in him that this petition would have been..an
introduction to peace. 1667 Mii.ton P. L. ix. 257 With
greedy hope to find His wish and best advantage. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 18 Had not my greedy Eye
espied a House more eminently seated. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones vm. xW, He and Partridge sat with greedy and
impatient ears. 1838 Dickens .Vich. Nick, xxii, Smike
listened with greedy interest.

f5. trans/. Of spoil, prey : Greedily pursued. Obs.

S586 Marlowe 1st Pt. 'Pamburl. 11. ii. Being void of
martial discipline, All running headlong after greedy spoils.

1648 Gage West Ind. xxi. 187 The monster, .thinking to
have made some of us his greedy prey.

8. adv. or quasi-<wfo.

1599 Minsheu Sp. Gram, 83 To a greedi eating horse,
a snort halter. 1612 Rowlands More A'uaues Yet 16
A desp'rate fellow fell to eate salt Beefe : Feeding so
greedy that the rest admir'd.

7. Comb.) as greedy-minded adj.

1577 Northbrooke Dicing 11843) 48 A greedy minded
man. .may be, and is a couetous man. 1613 Hikron Wks.
I. 259 Greedy minded men, which seeke by all meanes to
secret and keep close the treasure they haue found.

Gree'dy-gnt(S. Now dial, and vulgar. [See
Greedy and Gut.] A voracious eater; a glutton,

gormandizer.
1550 Lever Serm. (Arb.) 63 Disceitful Merchauntes,

couetous greedygultes, andambiciousprollers, whiche canne
neuer haue ynough. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim.
638/1 Euerie one of vs woulde swimme in pleasures of this
worlde, and play the greedie guts without all measure.
1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1674)68 A glutton or greedy
gut which cannot abstain from his food till grace be said.

1736 Ainsworth Lat.-Eng. Dict.
%
Lutxo, a glutton, a belly-

god, a gieedygut, a great eater.

at t rib. 1647 Trapp Narrow Gd. Antft. in Comue. Ep. 606
Such are our greedy-gut Cormorants.

G-reef(e, obs. form of Grief.

Greegree (grfgrt). Also 8 griggory, 8-9
grigri, 9 gregre(e. [Presumed to be of African
origin; in Y.grisgris (Littre^).]

1. An African charm, amulet, or fetish.

1698 Froger Voy. 14 They wear about their Neck, Arms,
and Legs and even bind about their Horses, little leathern
Bags, which they call Grisgris, in which, are enclosed
certain Passages of the Alcoran., to secure them from
venemous Beasts, etc. 1788 J. Matthews Voy. Sierra
Leone vi. 133 Every griggory is assigned its particular
office: one is to preserve him from shot, one from poison
[etc.]. .and when a man happens to be killed, .they only say
his griggory was not so good as the person's who occasioned
his death. 1803 T. Winterbottom Sierra Leone I. xv. 258
In all the Bullom and Timmanee towns greegrees are placed
to prevent the incursion of evil spirits or witches. 1861 Du
Chaillu Equat. Afr. xix. 337 Next in order, after the
idols, come tin charms or greegrees, called by them tuouda.
Greegree . . is a term of European origin. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi xxv. 523 The images, horns or other articles called
greegree^.

U 2. Misused for greegree man (see 4).
1848 Whittier Slaves of Martinique 8 As the gregree

holds hts Fetich from the white man's gaze apart.

3. The ordeal tree of Guinea, Erythrophlenm
guineense.
1847 in Craig. 1866 Treas. Bot. 551/1 Gregre tree, Ery-

throphleum guinense.
4. allrib. and Comb., as gree-gree bag, maker)

gree-gree man, a fetisheer, * medicine-man '.

_ 1788 J. Matthews Voy. Sierra Leone 107 The only trades
in use amongst them are those of the carpenter, blacksmith,
and griggory maker. Ibid. 133 They tell many wonderful
stories of their griggory men. 1861 Du Chaillu Equat. Afr.
viii. (ed. 2) 96 Even the little children are covered with these
talismans, duly consecrated by the doctor or greegree man
of the tribe. 1897 Mary Kingslev W. Africa i. 19 The
leather-work that meets with the severest criticism from
the Christian party is the talisman or gri-gri bags.

Greek (gr/k), sb. Forms: pi. 1 Cre"(a)cas,

Gr6(a)cas, 3 Greekes, Orm. Grickess, 4 Greks,
Grekia, 4-5 -ya, 4-6 -ea, 5 Grecys. sing.

5 ? Grace, 6 Greke, 6-7 Greeke, 7- Greek. See
also Grew. [In branch I : The OE. Okas pi.,

corresponds to OHG. Chrech, Chriech (MHG.
Krieck)^ Goth. Kreks :—*A~reko-z

t
an early Teut.

adoption of L. Grsecus, pi. Grsect (see below), the
name applied by the Romans to the people called by
themselves"EAA?7i'€s. The substitution of / forg is

commonly accounted for by the supposition that the
Teut. initial g, when the word was adopted, still

retained its original pronunciation (7), so that k
would be the Teut sound nearest to the Latin g.
In all the Teut. langs. the word was ultimately
refashioned after Latin, with change of k into g\
hence OE. Gricas pi. beside Crc'cas, MDu. Grieke
(Du. Griek), mod Ger. Grieche, ON. Grikkir pi.

In branch II the sb. is an absolute use of Greek a.

The L. GfWCM is ad. Gr. TpatKoC, said by Aristotle (Meteor.

I. xiv) to have been the prehistoric name of the Hellenes in

their original seats in Epirus. The word is app. an adjectival

derivative of Grains, which is used in Latin as a poetical

synonym of Grarcus. Recent scholars think the name may
have been brought to Italy by colonists from Euboea, where
there is some evidence of its having existed : see Busolt Gr.
Gesch. I.* 198.]

I. 1. A native of Greece ; a member of the

Greek race.

C893 K. /Elered Oros. v. xii. § 4 pa foran hi on Crecas.
c 000 tr. Ssedtt's Hist. iv. xxxii. [xxxi.] (1890) 378 Mid ba
aole ^eslx&ene. .be Grecas nemnao' paralysis, c izoo Ormin
17560 Forr werelld iss nemmnedd Cossmos, Swa summ be
Grickess kibenn. c 1275 Lay. 801 Leteb be Greekes [ft*r/W
text ba Giickisca] glide to grunde. 1398 Trevisa Sarin.
DeP.R. xix.cxxviii. (1495)935 All rounde thynges ben callyd

Mala amonge the Grekys. c 1400 Destr. Troy 40 Homer.,
pat with the Grekys was gret. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 66 pe bigynynge of Philosophye
hadden Indes, Grecys, Percys and Latyns. 1535C0VERDALE
John xii. 20 There were certayne Grekes (among them that

were come vp to Ierusalem to worshipe at the feast). 1605
Daniel Ulisses fy Siren 1 Come worthy Greeke, Ulisses,

come. 166* Stillingfl. Orig. Saer. Hi. ii. § 2 Those who
were renowned among the Greeks for wisdoine and learning.

1839 Thirlwall Greece II. xiv. 216 The artful Greek.,
persuaded Darius of his innocence. 1842 Prichard Nat.
Hist. Man 200 The Greeks are generally tall, and finely

formed. 1871 T. Caird Univ. Serm. (1898) i. 19 The Greek
with his hereditary love of freedom and art. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 31 A Greek in the age of Plato.

b. Proverb. When Greek meets Greek , then comes

the tug of war', the now usual perversion of

Nathaniel Lee's line (see quot. 1677).
1677 Lee Rival Queens iv. ii. 48 When Greeks joyn'd

Greeks, then was the tug ofWar. 1839 Lever //. Lorrequer
(1857) 104 When short whist for five-penny points sets in

—

then Greek meets Greek and we'll have it. 1863 Reade
Hard Cask xxxv, Meantime unknown to these bewildered
ones, Greek was meeting Greek only a few yards off.

2. A member or adherent of the Greek Church.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880; 332 pe bridde maner & leste

yuel. bat men seyn bat greks nan. is pat be prest pieyeb pat
god assoyle hym. 1547 Gardiner Let. 21 May in Foxe A.
<y M. (isfc'3) 1343/2 There is nothyng more commended vnto
vs christen men in both the Churches of the Greekes and
Latins then lent is. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 190
Doth the Greeks and Romanists were extremely griev'd
for the Loss of their Saint. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

Of the seven Latin sacraments.. the Greeks only admit of
five. 1885 Catholic Diet. 389/2 The Greeks generally were
averse to the addition of the ' Filioque ', and to the use of
unleavened bread in the Eucharist. Ibid. 392/1 In addition
to Lent, the Greeks keep the fast of 'the Mother of God '.

f 3. A Hellenized Jew ; = Grecian 13. i b. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Acts vi. 1 In tho dayes . . grucchinge of

Greekis is maad a^ens Ebrews. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N~.
'P., Acts vi. 1 Those Jews that understood the Greek Tongue,
and used the Greek Translation of the Scripture, were called
Greeks.

4. A cunning or wily person ; a cheat, sharper,

esp. one who cheats at cards. yCi. F. grec.)
1528 Rov & Barlow Rede me, etc. 11. (Arb.) 117 In carde

playinge he is a goode greke. i$6& Sat. Poems Reform, ix.

217 A cowle,a cowje for such aGreek Were fitter for to wear.
1664 Floddan F. vfi, 69 Giles Musgrave wasaGuilefnl Greek.
x794 Sporting Mag. ill. 227 The waiter pillages the greek,
Ihe greek the spendthrift fleeces, iSit Combe Picturesque
xix. (Chandos) 75 If 1 may with freedom speak, I take you
for a very Greek. 1823M0NCRIEFF Tomfy ferry \\. v, Come
lads, bustle about ; play will begin—some of the Pigeons are
here already, the Greeks will not be long following. 1854
Thackeray Nczucomes 1. xxxvi. 361 He was an adventurer,
a pauper, a blackleg, a regular Greek. 1884 Sat. Rev. t6
Feb. 202/1 Without a confederate the . . game of baccarat
does not seem to offer many chances for the Greek.

5. Qualified by merry, mad
ygay : A merry fellow;

a roysterer ; a boon companion ; a person of loose

habits.
See Grig sb.* 5; the relation between the two words is

uncertain.

1536 Rem. Sedition 7 b, Whom can they refuse, when
smythes, coblers, tylers, carters, and such other gay grekes,
seme worthy to be theyr gouernours ? a 1553 Uuall Roystcr
D. I. i. (Arb.) 11 Mathewe Merygreeke. He entreth sing-
ing. 1583 Pauington Commandm. viii. (1637) 75 O he
is a merry greeke, a pleasant companion, and in faith a
good fellow. 1597 Returnfr. Parnass. l. i. 265 Thou seems
a mad Greeke, and I have lovd such ladds of mettall as
thou seems to be from mine infancie. [1606 Shaks. Tr. fy

Cr. iv. iv. 58 A wofull Cressid 'mong'st the merry Greekes.]
x6iz Coryat's Crudities, Panegyr. Verses, Ulysses was a
merry Greek they say So Tom is, and the Greeker of
the tway. 1635 Heywood Philocothonista 44 To title a
drunk.-.rd by, wee.. strive to character him in a more mincing
and modest phrase; as thus:—Hee is a good fellow, or A
boone Companion, A mad Greeke, A true Trojan. 1650
Howell Ep. Ded. to Cotgr., They tearm in French, a boon
companion or merry greek, Roger bon temps. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais v. (1737) 216 Merry-Greeks with crimson Snouts.

6. slang. An Irishman. (Cf. Gkecian.)
1823 'Ion Bee' Diet. Turf, Greek—Irishmen call them-

selves Greeks—none else follow the same track to the east

;

throughout this land, many unruly districts are termed
Grecian. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 226 We had the
Greeks (the lately arrived Irish) down upon us more than
once. 1872 Standard 3 Sept. 5/2 ' Greek ', as some of your
readers are aware, is colonial slang for ' Irish '.

II. [absol. use of the adj. : see etymology.]
7. The language of a native of Greece or one of
Greek race ; the Greek language. Also, a particular
form or period of the language, as late Greek, Ionic
Greek, modern Greek.
[C975 Rushzv. Gosp. Matt^xxvii. 46 Ha^Iend miclac stefnae

cwaejjende in grec {MS. gc] god min god min for-wbon

forletes bu mec] c 1391 Chaucer Astral. Prol., Suffise to
the thUe trewe conclusiouns in englissh, as wel as suffisith
to thise noble clerkes grekes thise same conclusiouns in grek.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) ii. 10 The Table aboven his Heved
. .on the whiche the Title was writen, in Ebreu, Grece and
Latyn. a 1400-50 Alexander 5009 Sothly . . be son-tree .

.

Entris in with yndoyes & endis in greke. 1534 Starkey
Let. to Cromwell in England (1S78) p. x, The knolege of
both tongysbothc latyn and greke. 1573 Loo. Lloyd Mar-
row Hist. (1653) 127 Cato being aged in his last years went
to school to Ennius, to learn the Greek. 1623 B. Jonson in

Shaks. Wks. (ist Fo.) Pref. verses, And though thou hadst
small Latine. and lesse Greeke. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.
I. i. § 3. 3 The Greek was anciently of very great extent,
not onely in Europe, but in Asia too, and Afric. 1700
Maidwell in Collect. ((). H.S.) I. 310 Masters for Graec
and Latin. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich
16 Mar., In Pera they speak Turkish, Greek, Hebrew [etc.].

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Modern or vulgar Greek, is

the language now spoken in Greece. Ibid , The modern
Greek has divers new words not in the antient. 1866 E.
Masson Winer s Gram. N. T. Diction Ir.trod. (ed. 6) 15 The
Grammar of loiter Greek . . has not .. been completely and
systematically investigated. 1899 Oxford Univ. Cat. 15
The Renins Professor of Greek.

8. Unintelligible speech or language, gibberish.

Also heathen Greek (rarely Hebrew-Greek). (Cf.

Ilebrcxv.) St. Giles's Greek : slang.
1600 Oekkek Grissilu. i. iShaks. Soc.) 17 Far. Asking for

some Greek poet, to him he falls., but Til be sworn he knows
not so muchas one character of the tongue. Rice. \Vhy,thtn
it'sGreek to him. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 282-7 tie spoke
greeke ..those that vnderstood him, smil'd at one another,
and shooke their heads : but., it was Greeke to me. 1610
B. Jonson A left. 11. v, Svb. Is Ars sacra . . A heathen lan-

guage? Ana. Heathen Greeke, 1 take it. S?-b. HowV
heathen Greeke? Ana. All's heathen, but the Hebrew.
1647 Cowley Mistress, Discretion ii, Joynture, Portion,
Gold, Estate.. Are Greek no Lovers understand. 1769
Wesley Jrnl. 1 July (1827) III. 360, I knew this was
heathen Greek to them. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. To^uc,
Greek. St. Giles's Greek, the slang lingo, cant, or gibberish.
1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales fed. 3* II. 52 A number
of the slang phrases current in St. Giles's Greek. 1840
Dickens Parn. Rudge i, I am a stranger, and this is Greek
to me. 1886 Sir F. H. Doyle Renttn. 239 As unintelligible

to the person addressed as if it had been Hebrew-Greek.
1892 Nation (N. Y.) 7 July 13/1 Schubert clothed his melo-
dies in wondrous harmonies, which were 'Greek' to his

contemporaries.

9. pi. lypogr. Greek characters or types.

1894 W. G. Rutherford in Class. Rev. 82 Believing that

the new Greeks are likely to be . . widely adopted.

III. 10. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) Greek-

peopled, speaking adjs., (sense 7) Greek factory.

(See also GREEK a. 2.)

1856 Emebson F.ng. Traits, Unrversities Wks. (Bonn; II,

91 Oxford. is a 'Greek factory, as Wilton mills weave carpet.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 11 Nov. 2/2 The *G reek-peopled islands.

1898 Daily Aews 6 Oct. 3/1 There are "*Greek-speaking
villages in Syria.

Hence Gree'kess, a female Greek, a Greek
woman; Gree-kless <?., having no Greek; with-

out knowledge of Greek.
1846 Worcester (citing Taylor), Greek-ess. 1891 Q. Rev.

Jan. 217 An appreciable number of Greekless boys wish to

go to the Universities. 1891 Pall Mall G. 1 Dec. 3/2 It is

intended apparently to institute a Cambridge B.Sc. degree
for which there shall be a Greekless Little-Go.

Greek (grilO, <* Also 5-6 Greke, 6 Sc. Greik,
6-7 Greeke, (8 Graec). [f. Greek sb.. under the

influence of L. Grxcus and Y.grec adjs., of u hich it

might indeed be regarded as a direct adoption. It

is not recorded before the 14th c, and did not sup-

plant Gkeekish in general use until the 17th c]
1. Of or pertaining to Greece or its people;

Hellenic.
£•1391 Chauckr Astrol. Prol., Thise noble clerkes grekes.

1552 Lyndesay Monarche 1993 The auld Greik Historitiane

Diodorus. 1674 Prideaux Lett. (Camden) 23, 1 will determin
all cronolog'icall controversy's which have been ever moved
in the Greeke history. 1833 Tennyson Ginone 257, I will

not die alone, .leaving my ancient love With the Greek
woman. 1872 Ruskin Eagle's N. § 168 Every Greek hero
called himself chiefly by his paternal name.

b. Of buildings, works of art, physiognomy, etc.

:

Resembling what prevailed in Greece, Grecian.

1847 Tennyson Princ. Prol. 11 And me that morning
Walter show'd the house, Greek, set with busts. 1888 F.

Hume Mad. Midas \. iii, The straight Greek nose.

2. As the designation of a language (see Greek
sb. 7). Hence, of words, idioms, grammar, etc.:

Belonging to or characteristic of the Greek lan-

guage. Of literary compositions : Written in the

Greek language. Greekfathers : those early Chris-

tian fathers (see Father sb. 3 b) who wrote in

Greek. (In uses like Greekprofessor , Greek scholar,

the word is perh. in most cases to be regarded as

the sb. used attrib.)

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. 1. Pref. 14 b, The Greke
diuines. 1573 Lod. Lloyd Marrow Hist. (1653) I27 Teren-
tius Varro was almost forty years old, before he took a
Greek book in hand, and yet proved excellent in the Greek
tongue. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shrew n. i. 101 This small

packet of Greeke and Latine bookes. 1644 Milton Educ.
Wks. (1847) 99/1 The ill habit.. of wretched barbarizing

against the Latin and Greek idiom, with their untutored
Anglicisms. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 162 About Defenders
of the Faith, .that, .are ready to make their own Testament,
if they see a Greek one. 1711 Shaftesb. Cltarac. (1737)

III. 241 A foreign protestant divine, and most learned de-

fender of religion, making the best excuse he can for the

Greek-fathers. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v., In the living
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tongues, are still preserved a vast number of Greek terms of
art. Ibid. s.v. Accent, Wetstein, Greek professor at Basil.

1838 Penny Cycl. XL 435/1 Such doctrines as . . were con-
firmed by the Greek fathers of the church. 1845 Stoddart
Gram, in Encycl. Metrofi. I. 164/1 The Greek or Latin con-

struction. 1866 E. Masson Winer's Gram. N. T. Diction
Introd. ted. 6) 15 The Greek diction of the sacred writers.

Ibid. 21 It was in classical Greek philology that this per-

nicious empiricism was first exploded. 1895 W. A. Copinger
in Trans. Bibliogr. Soc. II. 11. in Lascaris's Greek Gram-
mar was probably the first book printed in Greek characters.

b. Greek letterfraternity, order, society (U.S.)

:

a club of students, denoted by two or three Greek
letters; as the Phi Beta Kappa (</>£«) society.

1888 Bryce Amer. Commiv. III. vi. cii. 454 The absence
of colleges constituting social centres within a university

has helped to develop.. the Greek letter societies. 1894 H.
Gardener Unoff. Patriot x. 146 He encouraged them to

join the . . Greek letter orders which admitted discussion of
such topics. 1898 BViam Weekly Post 22 Jan. 3/4 This
[Kansas] farmer was a Greek-letter fraternity man.

3, The distinctive epithet of that section of the

Christian Church (commonly known also as the

Eastern or {Holy) Orthodox Church, and now
representing the Christianity of Greece, Russia,

and the Turkish Empire), which acknowledges the

primacy of the Patriarch of Constantinople and
which formally renounced communion with the

Roman see in the 9th century a.d. Also applied

to its clergy, rites, buildings, etc.

1560 Becon New Catech. v. Wks. 1564 I. 433, I passe
ouer the other auncient fathers and doctours bothe of the
Greke and Latin churches, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pot. vi. iv.

§ 8 The Greek church first, and in process of time the Latin
altered this order [of public penitence]. 1727-41 Chamders
Cycl. s.v., The Romanists call the Greek cnurch, the Greek
schism. 1838 fenny Cycl. XI. 435/2 The Greek convents
follow the strict rule of St. Basilius. Ibid. 436/1 The Greek
church under the Turkish dominion has preserved almost
entirely its antient organization. 1877 A. W. Thorolu in

Gd. Words 17 The iconostas, or screen, which in Greek
churches separates the body of the church from the sanc-
tuary.

4. In specific names of things of actual or attri-

buted Greek origin or referred to Greek style or

usage

:

Greek braid {ornament), braid arranged in the

pattern of a fret (see Fbbt sbJ 3 b) ; Greek bread,
a kind of cake or biscuit ; Greek Calends (see

Calends 3 b) ; Greek cross (see Cross sb. 18)

;

Greek embroidery (see quot.) ; Greek flre (see

Fire sb. 8 b) ; Greek fret = Fret sb. 1 3b; Greek
gift, a gift covering some act of treachery, with

allusion to Virgil sEn. 11.49, timeo Danaos et dona
ferentes ; Greek key (also Greek design,pattern) =
Greekfret ; Greek masonry (see quots.); + Greek
pitch {L.pix Grteca) = Colophony; Greek point,

a kind of needle-made lace.

1894 H. Nishet Bush Girl's Rom. 251 She. .began touch-
ing the *Greek-braid ornament on the edge of her skirt with
trembling lingers. 1893 D. Radford Autohiog. 24 *Greek
bread forced into fingers through a mould by pressure.

1725 Henley tr. Montfaitcoris Antiq. Italy (ed. 2) 20 The
Chinch is built in the shape of a *Greek Cross. 1839
Yeowell Anc. Brit. Ch. xii. (1847) 135 Greek crosses;

that is, having four short equal limbs. 1882 Caulfeild &
Saward Diet. Needlework, *Greek Embroidery, this is a
modern work . . and consists in arranging upon a flat foun-

dation pieces of coloured cloth or silk, in arabesque designs,

and attaching these to the material with Chain, Herring-
bone, and other Embroidery stitches. 1828 Tytler Hist.
Scot. {1864) I. 80 [Edward I] gave orders for the employ-
ment of a new and dreadful instrument of destruction, the
"Greek fire, with which he had probably become acquainted
in the East. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. in. i. (1872) 9 It

is like the Greek fire used in ancient warfare, which burnt
unquenched beneath the water. 187a Ruskin Fors Clav.
II. xxiii. 8 The pattern known as the * "Greek fret'. 1885
'Dimes (weekly ed.) 27 Nov. 11 .'3 fit] would be worse than
a "Greek gift. 1897 Daily News 16 Jan. 6/5 Tailor-made
gowns are finished on the skirt with three or five rows of
braiding, usually in trefoil or *Greek key pattern. 1899
Ibid. 19 Apr. 2/1 A Greek key design in sugarwork. 1727-

41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Masonry, *Greek Masonry. 1847
!*>meaton Builder's Man. 107 Greek masonry is that, .where
every alternate stone . . is made of the whole thickness of the
wall. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden eclix. [414] The Po-
manders, Chaines and Bracelets that are made of. .•Greek-
pitch are effectuall to warm the brain. 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl s.v. Pitch, Greek Pitch, or Spanish Pitch, is that boiled

in water till it have lost its natural smell. 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Diet. Needlework, *Greek Point. Also known
as Roman Lace ..This needle made lace is one of the

earliest made, being worked in the Ionian Isles, .during the
fifteenth century.

b. In specific names of plants and animals, as

Greek nettle, Greek tortoise, Greek Valerian : see

the sbs. Greek rose [transl. of L. rosa graeca],

a book-name for the Campion.
1601 P. Holland Pliny 1 1. 83 The Rose Campion, which our

men call the Greeke Rose, and the Greekes name Lychnis.

Hence Greekesque a. [cf. It. grechescd\, resem-

bling what is Greek ; Gree 'killed ppl. a. [see -fv],

rendered Greek in style or character, fashioned on
a Greek model; fGreekly adv. Obs., in a Greek
fashion ; in the Greek language ; Greekness,
Greek character or quality.

j6jo Granger Div. Logike 292, I say of the same kinde
Greekely termed homogeneous. 1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess.
1. lxxxiv, X" hav the books of the old Testament Greedy

transfer'd. a 1861 Mrs. Browning Lett. R. H. Home
(1877) II. liv. 96 The necessary name 'Psyche 1 drew me
towards the propriety of holding a certain Greekness in the
other names. 1874 Ruskin Fors Clav. (1896) II. xliii. 388
The Greeks sometimes got their own way, as a mob ; but
nobody, meaning to talk of liberty, calls it ' Greekness '.

1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil 1. 100 In the nave of Notre
Dame every vestige of this Greekesque foliage is got rid of.

t Greek, v. Obs. [f. Greek sb. CL L. Grxcdri.]

1. lb Greek it: to follow the practice of the

Greeks ; to play the Greek scholar.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 79 [Drinking], .sometimes as many
together as there were letters contained in the names of
their mistresses.. Insomuch that those were prouerbially
said to greeke it that quaft in that fashion. 1660 Durham
Life R. Harris 14 The Bishop, .tries his Examinate a little

in Divinity, but most in other Learning and Greek, where
the Bishops strength lay, but so long they both Greeked it,

till at last they were both scoted, and to seek for words.

1799 E. Du Bois Piece Earn. Biog. II. 20 As to the t'other

dead fellow, I never could greek it at all, that's flat.

2. Only in gerund and vbl. sb. : To cheat at

cards. (Cf. Greek sb. 4.) Slang.
1817 Sporting Mag. L. 284 A discovery of Greeking at

Brighton, has made considerable noise this month in the

sporting world. 1819 Hermit in Loud. III. 263 Then
greeking transactions came on the tapis. 1825 C. M. West-
macott Eng. Spy II. 247 note, Elements of Greeking.

Greekdom (grrkdam). [f. Greek sb. + -dom.]

1. The realm of Greeks, the Greek world ; also,

a Greek state or community.
1843 Carlvle Past <r Pres. nt. v. 216 The old Romans

also could not sfieak, for many centuries :—not till the world
was theirs ; and so many speaking Greekdoms, their logic-

arrows all spent, had been absorbed and abolished. 1868
B. CracroftAYt. II. 72 The original of the 'Arabian Nights'
is probably separated by quite as wide an interval Iroin

modern Asiatic life as ' Homer ' from modern Greekdom.

2. The fraternity of ( Greeks ' or sharpers (see

Greek sb. 4).
1861 All year Round 334 The ranks of modern Greek-

dom, are. .recruited by individuals who have been brought
to ruin by wastefulness and debauchery.

Greekery (grfkeri). rare. [f. Greek + -ery.]

The practices of Greeks.

\\. contemptuous. Customs or practices(in general)

of the Greek Church. Obs.
1680 Dial. betw. Pope % Phanatick 11 They [the Greek

Church] are no more true Protestants than the Church of
England ; for they have Bishops and Liturgies, Rites and
Ceremonies, and such kind of Greekery.

2. Cheating, card-sharping. (See Greek sb. 4.)
1823 Spirit Publ *)rnls. (1824) 414 No art .. requires so

much practice as Greekery. 1861 All Year Round'29 June
334 Nothing is less likely to reform a man, and bring him
back to an orderly and economical life, than the practice of
Greekery.

Greekesque, Greekified : see under Greek a.

GreekishCgrrkipja. and rf. Forms: 1 grecisc,

2-3 grekisc, (2 gerkisc), 3 grikisc, grickischs,

3-4 grickisshe, (4 north, greekes, grekkis , 4-5
crekische, crekkyshe, grekkisch, grekyssch,
-eshe, 5-6grekish(e, -ysh, -ysshe, (6 greakishe),
6- Greekish. [ In branch I , rt pr. O E. cre'eisc, gre'eisc

( = OHG. crihhisc, crechisc), f. Cre'c-as, Grdc-as (see

Greek sb.) + -isc, -ish. In branch II, a new
formation on Greek sb. or a. + ISH.]

A. adj.

I. 1. Of or pertaining to Greece or the Greeks

;

Greek, Grecian, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2121 (Gott.) All on bis side pe grekkisch

[Triu. grickisshe, Cott. greekes, Fair/, grekkis] see. a 1400
Octouian 1837, I suede hem to the Grekyssch see. 1412-20
Lvdg. Chron. Troy it. xiii, They met a grekishe shy p.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 1. clix. 1680/2
He beynge there amonge the grekysshe Phylosophers.

1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 547 The . . famous light of all

the Greekish hosts. 1599 Haki.uyt Voy. II. i87AGreekish
Carmosell which came into Africa to steal Negroes. 1600

Surflet Couutrie Farme vi. xvi. 760 To make wine like

vnto greekish wine. 1606 Shaks. Pr. fy Cr. 1. iii. 221 All

the Greekish heads, which with one voyce Call Agamemnon
Head and Generall. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637)

207 Diodonis Siculus. .went on with the Greekish historic

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 18. 309 The very
Names of many of the Greekish Gods were originally
Egyptian. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 45 An ancient
sort of Greekish Bricks. 1812 \V. Tennant Anster F. 1. 3
Muse, that from top of thine old Greekish hill, Didst the
harp-fing'ring younker view. 1370 Morris Earthly Par.
II. 111. 163 A certain island-man of old .. Voyaged awhile
in Greekish seas.

f 2. With reference to the language, its words,

phrases, etc. ; = Greek a. 2. Also occas. of a

person : Speaking Greek. Obs.
C900 tr. Barda's Hist. iv. ii. (1890) 258 Heora discipulas

wairon wel xela^rde ge in Grecisc jereorde ge in Laedenisc.

cw]% Lamb. Horn. 117 Episcopus is gerkisc noma, c 1200

Ormin 4304 Writenn o Grickisshe boc. Ibid. 4307 AfTterr

Grickisshe spasche. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. 1. 21 (Sk.)

In the nethereste hem or Iwrdure of thise clothes men redden
. .a Grekissh P, that signifyeth the lyf Actif. 1481 Caxton
Gode/roy 215 The latyns vnderstode no grekysshe language.
1578 Hamster Hist. Man \. 10 The outward part, .spread-

yng like vnto the winges of Battes, called therfore by the
Grekish name, nrfpvyoeiSetv. 1594 Carew Tasso <iS8i) 17
Two hundred followed of the Greekish tong. 1647 R.
Stapylton Juvenal 87 They speake all Greeke.. Wilt thou,
fourescore and six, be Greekish now?
1 3. Of or pertaining to the Eastern Church :

= Greek a. 3. Obs.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Justin's Hist. LI 2 a, Andronicus
Paleologus the elder, .returned againe to the Greekish Rites.

1614 Bp. Hall Recoil Treat. 459 The Greekish Church iso

the Russes tearm themselves). 1639 Gentilis Servitas
Inquis. (1676) 865 The power of punishing Offences in the
Greekish Church, hath always been in the Prince.

4. In special collocations : f Greekish fire =
Greek fire (see Fire sb. 8 b) ; f Greekish hay,
a leguminous plant, Fenugreek ; f Greekish
nettle, Greek Nettle, Urtica pilulifera.
c 1205 Lay. 628 Stal fiht heo makeden, mid Grickisce fure.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 402 Grickischs fur is imaked of reades

monnes blode. c 1420 Patlad. on Husb. 1. 702 For wont of
gresse, on trefoil lette hem byte On gooldis wilde, on letuce,

greekish hey. c \qKflAiphita{hx&t&. Oxon.) 193 Crekische
nettle [MS. netche]. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 11. xxxix.
162 Grekys fyre may be so called wel by cause that it was
first founde by the grekys beyng at the sege byfore troye.

U. 5. Somewhat Greek in style or character;

resembling Greek persons or things; characteristic

of a Greek or Greeks.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 157 Idquodvulgb amat

fieri, for solet fieri, is but a strange and grekysh kind of

writing. 1581 Mulcastf.r Positions xxvii. (1887) 104 Such
fieople, as though barbarous in nature, yet by traine and
earning, were become greekish. 1583 Fulke Defence xxi.

507 So many Greekish and Latine-Iike terms. 1610 Healey
Vives on St. Aug. Citie ofGod 1. iv. 9 The truely Greekish
leuity. 1786 Burns Ordination xi, There, Learning, with

his Greekish face, Grunts out some Latin ditty. 186a Meri-
vale Rom. Emp. (1871) V. xli. 83 They condemned as un-

dignified and Greekish any superfluous abundance of words.

1872 F. Hall Recent Exempt. False Philol 61 note. We
have but few Greekish words in -ist so purely formed as

agonist, antagonist [etc].

b. Used for: Pagan, heathen.
1851 Carlyle Sterling 1. vii. 67, I find at this time his re-

ligion is as good as altogether Ethnic, Greekish, what
Goethe calls the Heathen form of religion,

f B. absol. and sb. Obs.

a. The Greek language, b. //. Greeks.
c 1050 ByrhtfertlCs Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 302

Concurrentes on grecisc synt jecwedene epacte. C1175
Lamb. Horn. 63 Bred on grikisce is Larspel to us. Ibid. 93
Weren heo grekisce o3er romenisce o3er egiptisse o5er of
hwulche londe swa heo weren bet be lare iherden. c 1205 Lay.

798 Lete3 ba Grickisca [c 1275 Greekes] gliden to grunde.

Hence Greekishly adv., after the Greek iashion,

in accordance with Greek idiom.
1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 118 Cowper calls him, more

simply and Greekishly, ' compasser of earth '.

Greekize (gr/"ksiz\ v. rare. [f. Greek + -ize.]

trans. = GR.EC1ZE I . So Gree -kism = Gr^CISM 2
;

Oree'kist, a student of Greek.
1796 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 182 But I forgot that you are

not a Greekist. 1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. IX. 564
Miss was a pedant in as short a time as ever pedant yet took
to become Greekised. 1803 Southey in Robl.erds Mem. W.
Taylor I. 452-3 You have ruined your style by Germanisms,
Latinisms and Greekisms. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit.

(1867) 130 Du Bartas, and others, imbued with Attic liter-

ature, Greekised the French idiom.

; Gree kland. Obs. [f. Greek sb. + Land.]
The land of the Greeks; Greece.
c 1000 j'Elfkic Horn. I. 558 Dionisius ^eu-ende on 5am

tiiuan from Greclande. c X200 Ormin 16423 An staff bait

iss jehatenn MY Affterr Gricclandess spa;cbe. c 1205 Lay.

327 He iwende sorhful ouer sea streames into Griclonde
[c 1275 Greclonde]. 1535 Coverdale Acts xx. 2 He came
in to Grekelonde & there abode thre monethes. a 1568 —
Bk. Death in. x. (1579) 292 The kynge of Barbaric whom
he [Themistocles] before bad driuen out of Greekeland.

Greek-like (g"'kbik),£Z. [f. Greek a. + -UKE.]
Resembling what is Greek in style or character.

1847 L°' Lindsay Chr. Art I. 65 Grouping most pictur-

esquely with the varied architectural lines of the Greek-like

city [Ancona] it looks down upon.

Greekliug (grrklirj\ [f. Greek sb.1 + -ling,

after L. Gracuhts dim. of Gr.vczts.] A little or

insignificant Greek ; a degenerate, contemptible

Greek ; in quot. 1880, one who contemptibly affects

Grcecisms.
1636 B. Jonson Discov. (1640) X23 Which of the Greeke-

lings durst ever give precepts to Demosthenes? 1667 Dry-
den Fss. Drain. Poesie Dram. Wks. 1725 I. 30 The talkative

Greeklings (as Ben Johnson calls them). 1850 Blackie
ACschylus I. 331 'Tis one of the many tricks of that wisdom
of words which the curious Greeklings sought, .in the rough
Gospel of St. Paul. 1861 Q. Rev. CX. 472 The hack jeer of

the upstarts of the time at all Greeks as ' Greeklings', and
all philosophers as babblers. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. n. 46

Ye abject Greeklings, Greeks no longer. 1880 F. A. March
Spelling Reform 25 Ake also is restored and ache turned

over to the Greeklings. x88x Times 6 Apr. 12/1 The com-
mercially-minded little Greekling.

Greekly, Greekness : see under Greek a.

+ Gree*ment. Obs. Forms: 5-6 grement, 6

griment, 9 greement. [perh. aphetic form of

Agreement. Cf., however, OF. greement, which

may be the direct source, and Gree v.] Agree-

ment, consent, accord.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9384 Agamynon. .by grement of all.

.

Meuyt vnto Missam. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 409 b '2 Alle

byleueden by theyr gremente or for fere or for doute of

Swerde. i«3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cliv. 183 The kyng
. . dyd set them in acorde and grement. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,

Jack Cade i, Or was it courage that made mee so ioly,

Which of the starres and bodyes grement grow? 1596

Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 455 Tha gyue ouer

thair disputeng, but ony concord or kynd of griment. 1813

W. Beattie Tales 19 Ye'll make amends when ye come
back. Gueed greement's lest.
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Green (gn~n)» a. and sb. Forms : i grceni,

gr6ne, 2-7 grene, 4-6 grenne, greyn(e, 4-7
greene, gren,6 greane. grein(e, gryne, 7 grien,

5- green. [OE. gre'ne = OKris. grene, OS. groni
(MDu. grone, Da. groen), OHG. gruoni, kruoni
(MHG. griiene, G. griin), ON. grann (Da. grfn,
Sw. grim) :— OTeut. *gronjo-, f. OTeut. root *gro-,

whence Grow v. Cf. Grass.]

A. adj.

I. With reference to colour.

1. The adjective denoting the colour which in

the spectrum is intermediate between blue and
yellow ; in nature chiefly conspicuous as the colour

of growing herbage and leaves.

a. Said of foliage, grass, and the like.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 298 Carpassini, gresgro[e]ni. r iooo

Sax. Leechd. I. 72 Wio earena sar jemm btere ylcan wyrte
leaf bonne heo grenost beo. C1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2775 Do
sa^ moyses, at munt synay . . fier brennen on Se grene leaf.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1256 |>at gressc.euer has siben ben gren.

1390 Gowf.k Con/. II. 188 Like to the tree with leves grene,

Upon the which no fruit is sene. 1590 Spenser F, Q. hi.

v. 40 A dainty place . . Planted with mirtle trees and laurells

greene. 1610 Shaks. Temp. tr. i. 52 How lush and lusty the

grasse lookes? Howgreene? 1727 Philip Qitarll (1816) 11

Grass, which, though as dry as .. hay, was as green as a
leek. 1838T. Thomson Cheat. Org. Bodies 919 Many kilns

have two floors, on the uppermost of which the greener

hops are laid. Ibid. 976 The green colouring matter of

plants. 1843Jambs Forest Days \\, It will make your wheat
look ten times greener. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Pur. II. III.

2 Green grows the grass upon the dewy slope.

b. Said of the sea (properly, of the sea near the

shore), and hence of Neptune.
./ 1500 Chancers Dreme 1267 Sailing. .Over the waves

high and greene. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. iv. xiv. 58, I,

that with my Sword, Quarter'd the World, and o're greene
Neptunes backe With Ships, made Cities. 1611 — IVint.

T. iv. iv. 28 The greene Neptune. 1667 Milton P. L.
vil. 402 Fish that. .Glide under the green Wave. 1850 Jas.
Wilson Let. in Mem. vii. (1859) 258 The deep green sea
is at your feet. 1*67 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Green Sea,
a large body of water shipped on a vessel's deck ; it derives

its name from the green colour of a sheet of water between
tlie eye and the light when its mass is too large to be broken
up into spray.

c. Of other things.

C725 Cor/us Gloss. (Hessels) A 957 Anrocalcum, groeni

aar. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 Hire winpel is wit .

.

and hire mentel grene o5er burnet. a 1300 Cursor M.
9983 pe roche .. pat painted es wit grene heu. c 1330 R,
Brunne Citron. u8io) 174 pe sailes . . som were blak &
bio, Som were rede & grene. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De
P. R. xix. xix. {1495) 875 Hunters clothe themself in

grene for the beest louyth kyndely grene colours, c 1420
Liber Cocorum (1862) 37 Bothe grene and rede thow may
hit make, With iuse of herbz. 1463 Bury Wills i.Camden)

16 A bagge of grene silk. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxxvii.

37 The emerant greyne. 1677 Hokneck 67. Law Consid,

vii. U704) 340 He that looks on a green glass, fancies all

things he looks upon to be green. 1687 A. Lovell Theve-
not's Trav. 1. 6 The whiteness of the Earth .. makes many
Commanders and Knights to wear green Spectacles. 1727
Philip Quarll (1816) 26 Trees where the greener sort of
monkies harbour. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (18521 II.

451 The gifted priestess among the Quakers is known by
her green apron. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 237 Pain in his

head, attended with vomiting, and purging, of a green and
bilious matter. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 250 Wing-
coverts green, with red margins. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts,

Green Dye is produced by the mixture of a blue and yellow

dye, the blue being first applied. 1879 Harlan Eyesight
v. 63 A green light at night marks the ' starboard ' or right-

hand side of a vessel.

d. The particular shade is expressed by words

prefixed, as light, dark green ;
almond-, apple-,

bottle-, bronze-, emerald-, lettuce-, olive-green, etc.

;

also Grahs-ureen, Sea-green. See also B.

1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet., Appel-groen, Apple-greene.

1727-46 Thomson Summer 11 The dark-green grass. 1868

Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 79 A most beauti-

ful metallic golden-green colour. 1887 Lady 20 Jan. 38/3
Pink satin bags, tied with bow and ends of bronze-green

satin ribbon. 1899 Daily News 2 Sept. 7/2 A lining of

lettuce-green batiste. Ibid. 16 Sept. 7/2 A beautiful dress

is in almond-green cloth.

e. Forming compound adjs. with the names of

other colours, as green-and-gold.
1831 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I. 242 A beetle I picked

up at Torquay was as green and gold as the stone it lay

upon. 1882 De Windt Equator 100 The Brookeana, a
beautifully-marked green-and-black butterfly.

f. Applied to meat that is putrid from long

keeping, with reference to the green surface tint

which it acquires.

1863 Morning Star4*Jan. 5, I know men. -who would not

touch a hare unless it was regularly 'green ' before cooking,

t g. Green gown. In phr. To give a woman a
green gown : to roll her, in sport, on the grass so

that her dress is stained with green ; hence euphe-

mistically (cf. quot. 1825-80). Obs.

(i 1586 Sidnev Arcadia \. (1598) 84 Then some greene
gownes are by the lasses worne In chastest plaies, till home
they walke arowe. i599GREENEt7tf0. a Greene Wks. (Grosart)

XIV. 140 Madge pointed to meete me in your wheate-close

. . And first I saluted her with a greene gowne, and after

fell as hard a-wooing as if the Priest had bin at our backs,

to haue married vs. 1602 Munday Pal. Ettg. 11. v. (1639) D,
At length he was so bold as to giue her a greene gowne when
I feare me she lost the flower of her chastity. 1648 IIer-

rick Hesper.,' Corinna's goinga Maying' (1869) I. 71 Many
Vol. IV.

a green-gown has been given, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Green gown, a throwing of young Lasses on the
Grass and Kissing them. 1714 A. Smith Lives Highwaym.
I. 281 Our Gallant being dispos'd to give his Lady a Green
Gown, she deny'd his Civility. 1764 Lcnv Life (ed. 3) 73
Servants, .meeting their acquaintance according to Appoint-
ment in the Fields, and giving and taking Green Gowns
from each other. 1825-80 Jamieson, Green Goivn, the sup-
posed badge of the loss of virginity, Roxb.

h. Thr. To see anythinggreen in {one's) eye : to

detect any signs of gullibility. Cf. sense 8 d.

(Now more usually as in B. 2 c.) vulgar.
1851 Mayhew Loud, Labour II. 41 I'm not a tailor, but I

understands about clothes, and I believe that no person
ever saw anything green in my eye. 1863 Reade Hard
Cash xxiv, Do—you—see—anything—green—in this here
eye ?

2. Covered with a growth of herbage or foliage;

verdant
;
(of trees) in leaf. Green acres (see quot.

1 831). The Green Island, Gi'een Erin : Ireland.

847 Charter in O. E. Texts 434 On grenan pytt. 1045
1

Charter 0/ Eadweard in Kernble Cod. Dipt. IV. 98 And-
,

lang foes wuduweges on Sone grene pa5. c 1325 Gloss. W.
de liibbesw. in Wright l-'oc. 159 Vert choral, a grene balke.

c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 86 Wher rydestow under this

I

grene shawe ? c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 28 pat gardyne
es all way grene. c 1450 St. Cuthbert i.Surtees) 6624 He
kepid besiys on pasture grene. a 1533 Ld. Berners Iluoit

xlvii. 157 The erthe was so fayre and grene. 1613 Purciias
I Pilgrimage (1614) 648 These Trees are alway greene: some
j

have leaves twice a yeare. 1648 Gage West Ind. xiv. 90
Harboured in a green plot of ground resembling a meadow.
1665 G. Havers P. delta Vatle's Trav. E. Ind. 89 The
very walls of the Gardens are all green with moss. 1667

I

Milton /'. L. iv. 626 Yon flourie Arbor?, yonder Allies

green. 1700 Dryoen Floiver <y L. 132 On the green bank
I sat, and listened long. 1725 Pote Odyss. xx. 356 Who..
urged for title to a consort queen, Unnumbered acres, arable

and green. 1784 CowpeR Task 1. 222 Perch'd upon the
green-hill top. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (ed. 2) 1206
The Marquis of Hertford .. has 64,000 green acres ; that is,

land capable of tillage, and independently of bog and
mountain. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 102 Having in his

hand a branch of a green tree, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xvi.

118 We were soon upon the green alp.

trans/, c 1645 Howell Lett. 11650,1 II. The Vote, Sound
sleeps, green dreams. 1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 60 Thou.

.

The green silence dost displace With thy mellow, breezy bass.

b. Green way, \gate : a way well covered with

verdure; hence fig. the pleasant path, the 'broad

way '. (Cf. primrose path.) Obs. exc. dial.

In the earlier versions of the Moral Ode there appears to

have been confusion between the riming words.
a 1200 Moral Ode 339 in Lamb. Horn. 179 Late we be

brode stret and pe wei bene . . Go we bene narewe wei and
bene wei grene. c 1275 Ibid. 335 in O. E. Misc. 70 Lete we
peo brode stret and pene wey grene . . Go we bene narewe
wey bene wey so schene. c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 6/179 5wane
bou comest to be heued of bis valeie a grene wei pov schalt

wiende, pat gez euene ri^t puyr est and to parays gez bat

on ende. c 13*5 in Kennett Par. Antiq. (1818) I. 578 Seynt
Kdburges grene wey. < 1540 Pilgr. T. 13 in TAynne's
Animadv. (1865) App. i. 77 The gren gat I had more delit

to folow then of deuotion to seke the halowe. a 1674 Mil-
ton Soun. ix. 2 Lady, that in the prime of earlie>t youth
Wisely hast shunned the broad way and the green. 1895
E. Angl. Gloss., Green W'ay

y
a road over turf between hedges,

usually without gates.

c. Of a season of the year: Characterized by
abundance of verdure ; hence, of a winter or

Christmas: Mild, temperate.
1412-20 Lydc. Chron. Troy 1. v. (1513) Bv, Whan that

grene vere Ypassed were aye fro yere to yere And May was
come the monthe of gladnesse. ? 1:1430 Purif. Marie in

Tnndale's Vis. (1843) '35 1 ne comyng of greene veer,

with fresch buddes new. 1642 Fuller Holy <$ Prof. St.

III. xix. 202 A green Christmas is neither handsome nor
healthfull. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 30 A green yule makes a
fat Church-yard. 1831 Tennyson Early Soun. ix. The pits

Which some green Christmas crams with weary bones. 1898
Daily News 5 Mar. 5/2 Good English poultry, .with prices

for the most part high. Owing to the green winter, how-
ever, they are not nearly so high as usual.

3. Of the complexion (often green and wan,
green and pale) ; Having a pale, sickly, or bilious

hue, indicative of fear, jealousy, ill-humour, or

sickness. (Cf. Gr. x^P® 9 green, pale.) So the

green eye, the eye of jealousy (cf. Green-eyed a.).

See also Green sickness.
a 1300 Sigui bef Judgem. 63 in E. E. P. (1862) 9 Wei

grene and wan sal be is [the sun's] li;t and pat for died so
hit sal be. c 1300 Havelok 470 Al-so he wolde with hem
leyke, |>at weren for hunger grene and bleike. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. 92 So muchel y thenke upon the that al y
waxe grene. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. lxxxiii. [lxxx.]

251 The duke, .waxed pale and grene as a lefe. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. vii. 37 Was the hope drunke, Wherein you drest
your selfe? Hath it slept since? And wakes it now tolooke
so greene, and pale, At what it did so freely? a 1650
Eger § Grime in Furniv. Percy F'olio I. 356 Now thou art
both pale and greene. 1701 Cibber Love Makes Man it. ii,

The wholsomest Food for green consumptive Minds.
J 783"94 Blake Songs Innoc, Nurse's Song 4 My face
turns green and pale, a 1845 Hood Lamia v. 278 Sir

Lycius now Must have the green eye set in his head. 1863
Reade Hard Cash xliii, The doctor was turning almost

S-een with jealousy. 1887 Rider Haggard fess xxxi, The
oers halted and consulted, except Jacobus, who went on,

still looking very green.

b. Green jaundice, a species of Jaundice which
imparts a green hue to the complexion.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. {ed. 4) I. 340 In green jaundice

the patient rarely recovers, a 1823 M. Baii.lie Wks. (1825)
I. 89 The green jaundice occurs more frequently at the
middle and more advanced periods of life.

4. Consisting of green herbs, plants, or vegetables.
(-1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 97 Beware of saladis, grene

metis, and of frutes rawe. 1607 Topseli. Fourf. Beasts

1.1658) 59 From April unto June give them Grasse, and such
green meat as may be found abroad. 1804 W. Tennant
Ind. Recrcat. (ed. 2) II. 12 The grand de:-ideratum of Indian
husbandry, the want of green food for cattle. 1879 F.

PoLLOK Sport Brit. Bur/uah I. 234 To keep an elephant in

health, his green food should be constantly changed.

5. When applied to fruits or plants, the designa-

tion of colour often implies some additional sense:

(a) Unripe, immature ; (b) young and tender; (c)

full of vigorous life, flourishing
;
(d) retaining the

natural moisture, not dried.

C 1000 Sa.v. Leechd. II. 216 Pintreowes ba grenan twigu.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6044 pat beist ban gneu vp al bidene pat

be thoner left, bath ripe and grene. 1377 Langi.. P. PI. B.
vi. 300 Thanne pore folke for fere fedde Hunger jerne With
grene poret and pesen. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 134
Pipes made of grene come, c 1450 St. CwM/v; -

/ iSurtees 1 463
Grene resches a few he schare. £1450 M. E. Med. Bk.
(Heinrich) 141 Take grene walnotes wypalle be hulkes. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. tW. de W. 1531) 108 b, Hurte the grene blade,

& you shall haue no whete there. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 1.

xviii. 28 Chamrepitys greene pound, and layde upon great

woundes. .cureth the same. 1620 Venker Via Recta vii,

116 The greene and 1 ipe Figs are hot and moyst in the first

degree. 1657 R. LlCON Barbadoes 1673) 80 There isalwaies
some green, some ripe, some rotten grapes in the bunch. 1665

Bovle Occas. Re/1. (1848) 6S Green Fruit, though of a good
Kind, will not easily lie shaken down. [1667 Milton P. L.
xi. 435 The green Eare, and the yellow Sheaf.] 1700 S. L. tr.

Fryke's I 'oy. E. hid. 174 They Boil [it] with a deal of green
Pepper. 1853 SoVER Pantroph. 119 Green walnuts were
much esteemed ; they were served at dessert. 1872 Black
Adv. Phaeton xx. 284 My dear, this is worse than eating
green apples, 1884 Public Opinion 3 Oct. 436/1 Beware of
green fruit.

b. Green com (U,S/ » 'he unripe and tender cars

of maize, commonly cooked as a table vegetable.

1716 B. Church Hist, Philip's War (1865) I. 170 This
season'd his Cow-beaf so that with it and the dry'd green-
corn . . he made a very hearty Supper. 1817 J. Bradbury
Trav. Amcr. 114 Sweet corn, is corn gathered before it is

ripe, and dried in the sun: it is called by the Americans
green corn, or corn in the milk. 1882 Garden 25 Mar. 191/3
To go to America for a good, .head of green Corn.

II. trans/, and fig. Connoting qualities which in

plants or fruits are indicated by green colour.

6. Full of vitality ; not withered or worn out.

a. rarely of material things. ^ Of the bones

(Sc.) : Full of marrow ; csp. in phr. To keep the

bones green : to maintain good health. /;/ the green

tree Rafter Luke xxiii. 31, Gr. tv tw vypw £v\cu,

Vtdg. in viridi ligno) : under conditions not in-

volving pressure or hardship.

c 950 Liudisf. Gosp. Luke xxiii. 31 ForSon ^if in groenetree
[Ags. Gosp. on gienum treowe ; similarly in all later versions)

Sasdoao1

in dry^i hua;d bid? a 1300 Cursor M. 16663 Quen
suilk in grene ire es wroght, in dri sal mikel mare, 1513
Douglas .'Eneis 1. x. 6 Within hir banis grene The hote

fyir of luif to kendle. 1577 Hanmer.-I«<\ Eccl. Hist. (1610)

148 Their fresh and greene bodies. 1788 E. Picken Poems
{1813) II. 41 Tak a skair O' what may keep the banes just

green. 1824 Scott 5V. Ronan's x, Ye might, .have gotten.

.

a Commissar>^hip . . to keep the banes green. 1890 \V. K.
Norris Adrian Vidal xiv, If this was done in the green
tree, what would be done in the dry?

b. of immaterial things, esp. the memory of a

person or event ; also in green old age.

C1380WYCLIF Wks. (1S80) 408 A curat shulde preche to

fre puple treubis of goddis lawe bat euere hen grene. 1390
Gower Conf I. 85 For ever it is a liche grene The great
love which I have. 1513 Douglas /Etieis 1. ix, 54 Tin
honour and thi fame sail euir be grene. 1535 Stewart Crou.
Scot. I. 549 The rancour wes so ruttit in thair hairt, And in

thair mynd so recent and so grene, That [etc.]. 1579 Ft;s-

ton Guicciard. 1. (1599) 6 The example is fresh and gteene,

that [etc.]. 1583 Sturdes Auat. Abus. \. (1879) 100 The
remembrance wherof is yet green in their heds. 1634 T.
Johnson tr. Parry's Chirm g. \. v. (1678) 5 Those we say, are

beginning to grow Old, or in their green Old-age. 1666
Lunyan Grace abounding § 233 (1692) 108 Those Graces of

God that now were green on me. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xiv,

His green old age seemed to be the result of health and
benevolence. 1821 Lamb Etia Ser. 1. Old Benchers, He
is yet in green and vigorous senility. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge lxtii, My heart is green enough to scorn and despise

every man among you. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiv.

III. 413 In youth his habits had been temperate; and his

temperance had its proper reward, a singularly green and
vigorous old age. 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men II. vii.

121 Memorials, which will keep his memory fresh and green

for many a long year. 1896 A. Dodson iBth Cent. Vign.Ser.

in. i. 8 His still green recollections of that memorable night.

f 7. Of tender age, youthful. Obs.

1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Trov 1. v. (1555) C vi b, This is

affyrmed of them that were ful sage And specially whyle

they be grene [ed. 1513 reads tendre] of age. ci45°
Merlin 287 The childeren were tendre and grene. 1475

Bk. Noblesse 44 Johan due of Bedforde . . in his grene

age was lieutenaunt of the marchis. 1508 Dunbar Gold.

Targe 155 Syne tender Youth come wyth hir virgyns ying,

Grene Innocence, and schamefull Abaising. 1563 B. Googe
Eglogs vi. (Arb.) 53 Eche thyng is easely made to obaye,

whyle it is yong and grene. 1601 Cornwallyes Ess. ii. xlviii.

(1631) 304 The world in his greenest time lay in the arms of

ignorance. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref 4 In that new world

and greene age of the Church. 1664 Marvell Corr. Wks.
1872-5 II. 181, 1 never yet saw a Prince, .whose young mind
did in his greenest years promise and threaten so much and
so handsomely. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 263 While
yet his Youth is flexibte and green. 1742 Young Nt. Th. v.

633 Tho 1 grey our Heads, our Thoughts and Aims are green.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII. 128 A little time
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hence, the now-green head will be grey. 1808 J. Barlow
Columb. vil. 577 Green in years But ripe in glory. 1814 In-

trigues ofa Day in. iii, As the proverb says, a grey head is

often placed on green shoulders. 1818 Scott Rob Roy i,

Your greener age and robust constitution promise longer life.

8. Unripe, immature, undeveloped. Often with

mixture of sense 9 ; also with conscious allusion to

the literal use in sense 5.

a. Of things, chiefly immaterial : Not fully

developed, matured, or elaborated.

C1300 Prov. Heiutyng in Rel. Ant. I. m He wol speke

wordes grene, Er ben hue buen rype. 14*6 LvdG. De Guil.

Pilgr. 2707 Correcte a cause grene & newe. 1594 Plat

Jcwell-lto. 11. 35 Vnlill som better clarke confirme this
I

greene conceipt. 1687 Dkvden Hind «r P- '" 855 To ripen

green revenge your hopes attend. 1727 De FoESyst. Magic
I. i. (1840) 2 At that time the knowledge of Nature was very

green and young in the world. 1792 Burke Coir. (18441 HI.

ra-tTlie Regency,., when Price's sermon appeared, was still

green and raw. i860 Reads Cloister % II. xxxviii. (1896)

no Thy beard is ripe, thy fellow's is green ; he .shall be the

younger. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Dcr. IV. Uix. 346 But

these are green resolves.

b. Applied to young birds.

1660 Fisher Rustick's AiarmWks. (1679) 226 They run

like a company of Green-guls with Shells on their Heads.

1884 St. James's Gaz. 22 Aug. 42 Good sportsmen look

upon the blackcock as not being sufficiently ripe for the gun
at the date, .the bird being green and tender.

c. Of persons, their powers or capacities : Im-

mature, raw, untrained, inexperienced. So Green

hand (cf. Hand 8 . Also in sporting use, of

animals : Untrained.

1548 UdalL, etc. Erasm. Par. Lnlce vi. 75 Unlearned and
rawe or grene in cunning, c 1573 Cartwrigiit Reply to

WhiigifCs Ansiv. 27 Hauing a contrary precept giuen, that

no newe plant, or greene christian, should be taken to the

ministerie. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. in.

xiv. 97 b, As they were young of yeeres and age, they should

also bee greene of sense and judgment. 1588SHAKS. I,. L.I.
1. ii. 94. 1603 Knolles Ilist. Turks 116211 744 He being

an old commander, and halfe blind, saw more in the matter

than all those greene captaines with their sharpe sight. 1639

Fuller Holy War I. xii. (1640) 18 Green striplings unripe

for warre. 1735 DvcHE & Pardon Diet, s.v., A young or in-

experienced Person in Arts, Sciences, &c. is sometimes said

to be green. i8zz Lamb Elia Ser. I. Some old Actors,

Green probationers in mischief. 1845 Stocquelbr Handbk.
Brit. Imiia 118541 102 Boys aud girls, green in mind though

blooming in person. 1864 C. F. Hale Life with Esqui-

maux I. 91 Being a stranger ill the place and a green hand,

I found it very difficult to get a berth. 1871 S. Smiles Jr.

Boy's l^oy. Round World xiil. (1875' 136, I had gone out

parrot-potling, with another young fellow almost as green

as myself. 1880 A. H. Hum Buckle 1. iv. 246 [He] chooses

his course while his mind is yet green and unformed. 1889

C. Booth Labour $ Life People I. 232 At first the new
master will live on ' green ' labour. 1894 Astley 50 Years

Life II. 75 Actea ran very green, and had a small boy on

her back. 1894 Times 10 Jan. 1 1/5 Very early in her voyage
she encountered a very severe storm, and that with a green

crew. 1897 Outing (U. S.) May no, 2 Trained coach-horses

. .as well as green stock.

d. Hence, of persons, their ideas or actions

:

Simple, gullible ; characterized by, or displaying,

simplicity.

1605 Chapman All Fooles iv. i. You're green, your credu-

lous ; easy to be blinded. 169s Congreve Love for L.

IV. xiii, He hadn't a Word to say, and so I left '11, and the

green Girl together. 1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 490/2 Green. .1

continued even in externals near two years. 1825 C. M.
Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 236 note, ' Chaunting ' a horse to

a green one. 1838 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 219 Ladies who
are very blue are apt to be rather green. 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuz. xxvii, I've been and got married. That's

rather green, you'll say. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf
iv. (1889) 36 Most readers, .will think our hero very green for

being puzzled at so simple a matter. 1884 Pae Eustace 35
The chap is precious green for one of his inches.

9. That has not been prepared by drying ; hence,

in wider sense, not ready for use or consumption.

a. Of wood, vegetable products, or things made
of these : Not thoroughly dried, unseasoned.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 65 Grene wode is hotter

than the other whan it is wel kyndeled. 1523 Fitzherb.

Bk. Husb. § 24 If the rake be made of grene woode, the

heed wyll not abyde vppon the stele. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L.
III. iii. 90 One of you wil proue a shrunke pannell, and like

greene timber, warpe, warpe. 1604 E. Gkimstone Hist.

Siege Ostend 29 Certaine Gabions . . being too greene or wet.

1611 Bible jfndg, xvi. 7 If they binde mee with seuen greene

withs [marg. Or, newe coards, Heb. moist], that were neuer

dried. 1749ERSKINE .SV>-«. Wks. 1871 III. 367 A green yoke

is galling and uneasy to the cattle. 1777 G. Forster i-'oy.

round World I. 498 It had unfortunately been packed into

new, or what are called green casks. 1881 Chicago Times 1

June, Lumber Rep., Quotations for cargoes of green lumber.

b. Of flesh, fish : Freshly killed or taken ; un-

salted; uncured ; undried. Of meat : Uncooked,

underdone, raw. Of ham, bacon : Undried, an-

smoked.
t 1460 [see Green-fish i]. IJ77 Harrison England 111. i.

in Holinshed I. 221/2 Of these [swine] some we eat greene

for porke, and other dried vp into bakon. 1607 Topsell

Eour-f Beasts (1658I 463 Their Oxen, Camels, and Sheep,

eat fishes after they be dryed, for they care not for them
when they be green. 1651 Manch. Crt. Leet Rec. (1887)

I V. 68 For selhnge a stirke beefe w< h wee were informed

had the turne and for sellinge a quarter of greene beefe the

same day. 1697 Uami'Ier Voy. 11729) I. 538 Their Legs are

wrapt round with Sheeps-guts. .These are put on when they

are green. 1714 Er. Bk. of Rates 42 Fish-Cod dry .
.
Ditto

Green. 1725 Watts Logic 1. iv. § 8 We say, the Meat is

green when it is half-roasted. 1796 Mrs. Gi.asse Cookery

iii. 26 A green ham wants no soaking. 1814 Pegge Suppl.
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to Grose, Green, raw, not done enough. 1845 Disraeli Sybil
J

vi. vii, ' "Tis the tenpence a pound flitch*, said the I

comely dame. .' I have paid as much for very green stuff', I

said Mrs. Mullins. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 352/2
The .sides are re-stacked and salted.. They are now 'green

I

bacon ', and only require drying and smoking.

c. Of a skin or hide : Raw, untanned, unseasoned.

{Green hide is freq. written with a hyphen or as a

single word, esp. when used attrib.)

1577 Hanmlr Anc. Eccl. Hist. vni. xxiii. (1585I 163 A
yong man. .was wrapped together with a dogge and a ser-

pent in a greene oxe hyde, and caste into the deapth of the

sea. 1717-41 Chambers Cycl., Green hide, is that not yet

tanned, or dressed, but such as taken off from the carcase.

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxx. in Wheel-ropes made of

green hide, laid up in the form of ropes. 185a Morkit
fanning <y Currying (1853) 148 It would be greatly to the

interest of the tanner, .if all hides were imported in a green

state, that is, merely salted. 1881 A. C. Grant Bush Life
Queensland iii. (1882' 21 A long-handled whip with thong of
raw salted hide, called in the colony ' greenhide '. Ibid. viii.

72 A strongly plaited greenhide-halter was now slipped over

the head. 1889 ' Rolf Boldrkwood ' Robbery under A-rt/ts

xxiv'f Most of 'em were . . winding up greenhide buckets

filled with gravel from shafts. 1893 Selous Trap. S.E.

Africa 92 This skin. .was the green hide of an eland bull.

d. Of clay, bricks, pottery, etc. : Undried, un-

burn^ onfired. Green sand :
* sand used for moulds

without previous drying or mixture' (Raymond
Mining" Gloss. 1881) ; see also quot. 1839.
1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 463 When the clay

is in one peculiar state, called the green state. 1831 J.
Holland Manuf. Metal I. 71 Green sand, as that used in

moist casting, in contradistinction to dry, is termed by the

workmen. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 516 Moulding in green
sand.—The name green is given to a mixture of the sand as

it comes from its native bed, with about one twelfth its bulk

of coal reduced to powder, and damped in such a manner as

to form a porous compound. 1875 [see Green-hoi sk 2]. 1882

Chantb. Jml. 80 {Pottery) The salt-glaze process must
essentially modify the ornamentation of the ware, since it

receives it in the stage of raw or green clay. 1884 Knight
Dtct. Mech. Suppl., Green Ware (Ceramics), articles just

molded or otherwise shaped, before drying and baking.

10. Unaltered by time or natural piocesses ; fresh,

new.

a. Of a wound : Recent, fresh, unhealed, raw.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8670 To winchestre he was ilad al

mid is grene wounde. c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 316

Wib his blood & peynes grene. 1541 R. Copland Go/yen's

Terafi. 2 D j, Is nat that to cure an vlcere as a grene

wounde? tfamWooDall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653)73 Resina.

.

is excellent for the cure of green and fresh wounds. 1625

Bacon Ess., Revenge (Arb.) 503 A Man that studieth Re-

venge, keepes his owne Wounds greene, which otherwise

would heale. a 168a Sir T. Browne Tracts 15 Pouring oil

into a green wound. 1760 Home Siege Aquileia in, Like

a green wound, At first I felt it not. 1780 Burke Sp. Bristol

previous to Elect. Wks. III. 366 Whilst the wounds of those

I loved were yet green. 1866 Conington AEneid vi. (1867)

193 Her death-wound bleeding yet and green.

fig. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof St. v. x. 393 Making the

green wound of an errour fester into the old soare of an

Heresie.

b. Retaining the traces of newness
;
perceptibly

fresh or recent. Obs. exc. in technical uses.

15.. Aberd. Reg. (Jam. 1

, New and grein graves. 1611

Cotgr., Peindre a fraiz, to paint with water-colours on

a greene, or new-mortercd, wall. 1679 Trials of Wakeman
&c. 30 He believes that the hand that writ the Letter, .and

the Bill that he saw green.. were the same. 1721 PVrry
Daggenh. Breach 87 The Mischief that must ensue if the

Tide went over such a green Bank or Wall of Earth. 1739
' R. Bull ' tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 1 74 Bid 'em be jogging,

while their Boots are green. 1776 G. Semite Building in

Water 49 To preserve the green Mortar . . from being washed
away before it would get proper Time to cement. 1878

F. S. Williams Midi. Railiv. 653 If the fire is 'green'

(that is, if coals have only lately been put on).

C. *f Of oil, wine, etc. : Unmatured, not mellowed

by keeping ; also, in favourable sense, fresh, not rank

or stale {obs.). Also {Sc.)olmilk: That has recently

begun to flow (after childbearing, calving, etc.).

1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 15 b, This wyne is ouyr

grene, that is ryper. 1519 Horman l
T
ulg. 41 A cuppe ofgrene

[L. austerum, wyne. 1606 Holland Sueton. 22 His Host
set before him..olde ranke oile in steed of greene, sweet,

& fresh. 1607 Topsell Eour-f. Beasts (1658) 197'rwoounces

of this Goats-grease, and a pinte ofgreen Oyl mixed together.

1616 Sukfl. is: Markh. Country Farme 632 Such greene

wines.. are. .more hurtfull than any other. 171a Steele
Sped. No. 264 ip 5 It [Port] strengthens Digestion.. which
green Wines of any kind can't do. X768 Ross Helenore 6

Reed that her milk gat wrang fan it was green. 1825-80

Jamieson, Green-milk, milk of a cow just calved, Banffs.

t d. Of persons : Recently recovered from an

illness (const, of). Of a mother: Recently de-

livered. Also, green in earth : just buried. Obs.

159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. iv. iii. 42 Where bloody Tybalt,

yet but greene in earth, Lies festnng in his shrow'd. 1598

R. Bernard tr. Terence, Adelphi v. vii, Its the better a
great deale then the greene woman be brought hither thro

the streets. 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt. (1841)250 England
is this green woman, lately brought to bed of a long-expected

child, Liberty. 1706 Land. Gaz. No. 4254/4 William Coster

..green of the Small-pox. 1825-80 Jamieson, Green coiv,

a cow recently calved; denominated from the freshness of

her milk.

HI. Combinations.

U. General combinations : a. parasynthetic and

instrumental, as green-bached, -bodied, -bordered,

-boughed, -breasted, -curtained, -decked, -edged,

-embroidered, -feathered, -fringed, -garbed, -glazed,

-grown, -haired, -headed, -hearted, -heived, -leaved,
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•legged,-mantled,-recessed,-ribbed.- seeded, -sheathed,

•striped, -suited, -throated, -twined, -veined, -waved,
-winged adjs. ; n lso green -flesh , f green-leave

(= having green leaves), green-leafy adjs.

1792 Mar. Riddell I'oy. Madeira 77 The *green-backed
cavally igasterosteus Carolinus Lin.). 1839 H. Reeve Mem.
(1898) I. 104 A neat *green-bodied glass chariot. 1891 C.
James Rom. Rigmarole 22 The *green-bordered road was
white with dust. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens* Lusiad 257
'i he "green-boughed furests by the lawns of Thames. 1645
Quarles Sol. Recant, ii. 46 Teach her tu slide, .through the

fluid veynes Of the "green breasted stream-embioydred
Plaines. 1859 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 5 The elegant *green-

curtained bed. 1583 Stanyhurst AEtuis m. (Arb.) 74 From
thence wee trauayled to the *greenedeckt gaylye Donysa.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 698 For oft ihe>e valleys shift

Their *green-embroidered robe to fiery brown. 1655 Moufet
& Bennet Health's I/uprov. 1746)169 Yet [geese] being

taken whilst they are young, *green feather'd, and well fatted.

1855 Browning De Gustibns, Men A> Women 149 A girl

bare footed brings and tumbles Down on the pavement,
*green-flesh melons. 1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2126/4 A. .Saddle
*green-fring'd round the Seat. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. En-

trod., The *green-garb'd ranger. 1891 Hodgkin Ex. Early
Eng. Pottery Intrcd. 9 'Ihe*Green-glazed Ware, with a burT

body . . is called Tudor ware. 1807 Dor. Wordsworth in

Mem. ofCoteortcn(iSSy) I. 220 The floor of the alley.. is

simply meant to be *green-grown, which it will in a short

time be with short moss. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad
475 The "green-hair'd Nereids tend the bowery dells. 1847

Emerson Poems ^ 1857) 24 The green-haired forest. 1807-8

W. Irving Saltnag. (1824) 335 The *green-headed_ monkey
of Timandi. 185a Dickens Bleak-Ho. xxxvii, He is such a

cheery fellow .. Fresh and *green-hearted ! 1508 Dunbar
Tua Mariit Weme/t 11 Ane holyn hewinlie *giein hewit.

rti849j. C Mangan Poems (1859) 357 Each *green-leafy

bosk and hollow. 1607 Rowlands Eamous Hist. 39 Where
shady trees Embrac'd each other in their *green-leave arms.

( 1620 Z. Boyd /.ions Flowers \1855) 39 It will be still

Greene leaved. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 61 Green-
leaved Hound's-tongue. 1678 Ray II 'illughby's Ornith. 299
The "green-leg'd Horseman. 1831 Caklyle Sart. Res. in.

\iii, A huge Troglodyte Chasm, with frightful #green-

mantled pools. 1820 Keats Lamia 1. 144 Into the *green-

recessed woods they flew. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants

(ed.31 III.308 Green-ribbed Spleenwort.»x88o Plain Hints
.Ycedlework 73 The other varieties are Nankin cotton,

*green-seeded,etc. 1833 Tennyson Poems, LadyofShalott
8 The "greensheathed daffodilly. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. I. 1. 191 *Greenstriped onions. 1859 Tennyson
Guinevere 22 All the court *Green-suited, but with plumes

that mock'd the may, Had been, their wont, a-maying.

1861 J. Gould Trochilidx II, Delattria viridipallens,

*Green-throated Cazique. 1848 Eliza Cook Xmas Song
ofPoor Man i 6 A merry Christmas to ye all, Who sit

beneath the 'green-twined roof. 1895 Oracle Encycl. I.

565/2 The *green-veined white butterfly. 17.. Sir Patrick

Spent xv. in Child Ballads (1885) II. 22/2, 1 see the *green-

waved sea. 1861 Miss Pratt Flcnver. PI. V. 204 *Green-

winged Meadow Orchis. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 211/2

A pair of green-winged teal.

D. complemental, as green-dropping, -glimmer-

ing, -grooving, -shining adjs.
;
green-stain vb.

159a Shaks. Ven. <$• Ad. 1176 She crop's the stalke, and in

the breach appeares, "Green-dropping sap, which she com-
pares to teares. 1859 Tennyson Lancelot A> Elaine 482

A wild wave. .*Green-glimmering toward thesummit. 1841

Longf. Chiidr. Lords Supper 81 E'en as the *green growing

bud is unfolded when spring-tide approaches. 1858 Lenny-

son in Mem. (1897) I. 428 One great wave, *green-shining,

past, .high up beside the vessel. 1856 Aird Poet. Wks. 22

Clover leaves "green-stain his corduroys.

c. qualifying the names of other colours («=

greenish, greeny), *$> green-black, -blue, -goId,-golden,

-grey, -yellffiv adjs. (occas. sbs.).

1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 281 Leaving this oxide

in ^green-black, anhydrous, lustrous crystals. 1844 Louisa

S. Costello Bt'arn <V Pyrenees II. 41 A broad space of clear

*green-blue sky was seen, a 1843 Southey Comm.-pl. Bk.

Ser. 11. (1849) 602 That "green-gold beetle, the most splendid

of British insects. 1868 W. Cory Lett. <y Jmls. (1897) 240

Light on steep "green-grey slopes. 1876 ' Sarah Tytler
'

What She came through xli, The green-grey or 'water of

the Nile', dear to the hearts of artists. 1849 D. Campbell
Inorg. Chem. 297 From black, becoming blue-green, *green-

yellow, deep-red.

12. Special collocations: green-book, a book

with a green cover, spec, an official publication

of the Indian Government (cf. Blue-book) ; f green

box, an upper box at a theatre; green-charge,

gunpowder of which the ingredients have been

mixed but have not yet undergone the incorporating •*

process; f green coffer, ?a strong box covered /
with green cloth (cf. Gkeen cloth) ;

green crop, a v

crop used for food while in a green or unripe state,

as opposed to a grain crop, hay crop, etc. ;
green

ebony, the wood of the West Indian tree Jacaranda

ovalifolia ; also of Excararia glandulosa ;
green

fat, the green gelatinous portion of the turtle,

highly esteemed by epicures ; t green-finned a.,

of oysters {see green oyster below) ;
green fire, a

pyrotechnical composition, consisting of sulphur,

potassium chlorate, and a salt of barium, which

burns with a green flame ; green gill ( U.S.), the

condition of oysters when tinged green by feeding

on confervce (.cf. Green z/. 1 2 b) ; so green gill,

-gilled adjs., affected with 'green gill '
;
green

gland, ' one of a pair of large glands in Crustacea,

supposed to serve as kidneys' (Webster 1890);

green glass, a coarse kind of glass of a green

colour, bottle-glass ;
green goods //., counterfeit
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greenbacks (see Greenback sl>. i) ; also attrib. ;

green-jerkin, one who wears a green jerkin, a

forester; green manure, a mass of growing plants

ploughed while green into the soil, for the purpose

of enriching it; hence green-manuring vbl. sb.
;

green oak, the wood of oak branches stained green

by a parasitic fungus (used in the manufacture of
1 Tunbriclge ware ') ; green oyster, an oyster

coloured green (see Green v. 1 2 b), formerly re-

garded as a delicacy
;
green-plot = GRASS-PLOT ;

green ribbon, a ribbon of green colour worn (a)

as the badge of the King's Head Club, consisting

of supporters of the Duke of Monmouth (1679-
1685) ; used attrib. in +green ribbon club, man ; {/>)

as part of the insignia of the Order of the Thistle
;

green rod, the rod borne as the symbol of office

by the Gentleman-ushers of the Order of the

Thistle; fgreen rushes, fresh rushes spread on

the floor of a house in honour of a guest who
is a great stranger ; hence used as an exclamation

of surprise or welcome on seeing a person who
has been absent a long while; green-salted a.,

salted down without tanning ; green-seal, attrib.

of certain brands of wine, distinguished by a

green seal on the cork
;
green-shaving Leather-

dressing (see quot.) ; green-side dial., grassy

land, pasture land, grass, turf; green-soil, soil in

which 'green crops' are raised; hence green-soil

v., to provide with such a soil; f green-staff,

one who carries a green staff
;
green-stick Path., a

term applied to a kind of fracture (see quot. 1885)

;

green-stuff, vegetation, herbage
;
pi. a commercial

term for green vegetables ; green syrup Sugar-
manuf., the syrup which flows off from the' loaves';

green table, a table covered with green cloth
;

hence (a) Hist, the board of Covenanting notables

which ruled Scotland in 1638-1641 ; (/>) a gaming
table; green tail, a kind of diarrhoea incident to

deer; green tar ;see quot. 1864); green-ware

T (
a) — greenstuff's ; {b) see 9 d ; green water,

f {a) some remedy for venereal disease
; (/>) Med, t

a name for the lochia in the later stage; (c) the

condition of the river Nile when the water is low
and consequently unwholesome. F or green apron,

ginger, /tasting, pea, pip, tea, etc., see the sbs.

1892 'Times 14 Apr. 7/3 The results of these studies stand
embodied in a ' *Green-book ' of extraordinary interest.

1751 Guide to Stage 10 Unless they [ladies] take a fancy to

pass away the time en deshabille in a *green-box. 1808
Earl Carlisle Thoughts on Stage 10 [Formerly] women
of the town quietly took their stations in the upper boxes,
called the green boxes. 1876 Vovle Alilit. Diet., *Green
Cluirge. 1896 Globe 10 Nov. 3/3 A ' greencharge explosion

'

took place at Messrs. — Gunpowder Mills. ./ 1483 Liber
Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 65 Thys Countytig-house
bathe assigned hym one charyotte complete & a sompter
horse for the *grene coffyrs. 1842 Johnson Farmer's
Encycl., *Green crops, crops which are consumed on the
farm in their unripe state. 1849 WeaWs Diet. Terms,
*Green ebony ivood. .is used for round rulers, turnery, mar-
quetry-work, &c. ; it is also much used for dyeing. 1858
SlMMOKDS Diet. Trade, Green-ebony, a wood obtained from
the Jacaraiuta ovalifotia, a native of the West Indies.

1830 BOOTH Aualyt. Diet. I. 101 The more highly prized

*Green Fat. .is found .. round the abdomen. 1846 SoVER
Gastrou. Regenerator 85 Make choice of a good turtle

. . take out the interior, which throw away, first collecting

the green fat which is upon it. 1870 Diuois Cosmopolitan
Cookery 56 To prepare the turtle-soup .. add to it some
pieces of the green fat. .1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 11. 12,

I have sent you .. two barrells of Colchester oysters.. I

presume they are good, and all *green finnd. 1881 Inger-
soll Oyster Industry 1 10th Census U.S.) 185 In 1880 what
the oystermen call the 'green-gill' began to affect the
planted oysters in Back river. Ibid. 245 In Virginia, are to
be found in the markets what are called 'green-gill' oysters.

Some say they are diseased.. .The negroes claim that they
are the best in Richmond. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Thys.
Meek, xxxvi. 277 The courser sort of Glass (which the
Trades-men are wont to call *Green-glass). 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xxvii, A pint green-glass bottle. 1891 Gunter
Miss Nobody in. xix. 223 The janitor . . states that in his

opinion, Stiliman, Myth and Co. were in the ' *green-goods

'

business. 1888 Troy Daily Times 3 Feb. (l-armer), The
green goodsman escaped, for the only proofagainst him was
[etc.]. 1826 Scott Woodst. xvii, By the force of Ins buffcoats
and his *gieenjerkins. 1842 J. F. W. Johnston Agric.
Ghent. 141 Among *green manures the use of fresh sea-ware
deserves especial mention. Ibid. 139 The practice of*green
manuring has been in use from very early periods. 1887
Phillii's Brit. Diseomyc. 147 '-Green oak. 16.. in Sprat
Hist. Roy. Soc. (1667) 308 "Green Oysters, Commonly called
Colchester-Oysters. 1858 Eyton Oyster 27 The * green
Oyster ' formerly in such high repute, is now gone out
of fashion. 1712 J.James tr. I.e Blond's Gardening 2% A
large double Walk, and a "Green-l'lot in the Middle.
1828 J. K. Best Italy 410 It is approached by a neg-
lected, unplanted, unfenced green-plot. 1680 A. Ai.lam
Let. IVood 12 Nov. (Bodl. MS. Wood F. 39 fol. 35) Prat's
Konn.. hath listed himself in to the*Green Ribbon Club. 1681
Wood Life 12 Jan. (O. H. S.l II. 512 Sr. Southby was put
aside, for being a green ribband man and saying that ' the old
king' [Charles I] 'died justly', and speaking against the
bishops and other things. 1725 Lond. Gam. No. 6344/: The
Earls . . had the Honour to be invested with the Green
EUMmt. 1810 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II, 482 His Royal
Highness mentioned the vacancies of a Blue, a Green, and
a Red Riband. 1815 Snorting Mag. XLV. 295 May I con-

gratulate you, my Lord, on having the Green ribband?
1868 Cissans tltindbk. Her. xviii. 11893) 246 The Officers

attached to this Noble Order [of tlie'l'ln>tle]are : the Dean;
Lord Lyon, Kitig-of-Arms ; and the Usher of the *Grecn
Rod. 14.. London Lyckpeny xi. in Skeat Spec. Eng. Lit.

26 ' * Ryshes grene', an other gan grtte. 1589 Greene
Alenaphon { Arb.) 85 Indeede Doron. .it is long since wee met
. .when you come you shall haue greene rushes, you are such
a straunger. 1602 Breton Wonders worth hearing (Gro-

sart) 5 Greene rushes, M. Francisco it is a wonder to see

you heere in this Country. 1885 C. T. Davis Leather i.

55 *Green salted [hides] are those that have been salted

and are thoroughly cured. 1871 LegraND Cambr. Freshm.
8 After having discussed a bottle of his particular *green-

seal claret. 1885 Harpers Mag. Jan. 275.1 The hides

are next trimmed with a knife .. and "green-shaving ' in

turn removes the roughness from the flesh side of the skin.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii, Achristall rill Which
from the *grecnside of the Howry bancke Eat doune a chart-

nell. 1796 W. Marshall IV. Lag. I. 326 Greensieie, grass,

turf, greensward. 1880 W. Cor/no. Gloss., Green side, land
kept in pasture. ' The green side is the most profitable after

all'. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scott. II. 66 The soils, .are..

arranged into two kinds; namely, light and clayey. The
former is called turnip or *green soil. 1899 Rider Haggard
in Lougm. Mag. May 45 Our original idea was to *greensoil
the whole of this little field, a 1618 Sylvester Hymn 0/
Alms 240 But reverend *Green-Staves, what's all this to your
1885 Sir W. Roberts Treat. Grin, f Ren. Vis. i. (ed. 4) 8
When sharply bent they [flax-fibres] break with a ' *green-
stick' fracture. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Greenstick fracture,
a form of fracture of a long bone in which whilst one side of
the bone is broken the other is only bent. It occurs chiefly

in the soft bones of children. 1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour
II. 97/1 Street sellers of ' *green stuff', including water-

cresses, chickweed and gru'n'sel, turf, ts;c. 1891 Daily A civs

30 Dec. a/7 The potato trade is very Hat. Greenstuffs in more
than adequate supply for the slack demand. 1895 Atlantic
Monthly Mar. 340 Fields of greenstuff and forage. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 1209 The syrup which flows off spon-
taneously is called *green syrup, a 1670 Spalding Trottb.

Chas. 1 , 18281 I. 119 He tooic also with him to the *Grein
Table, the marquess' boy . . with ane other called Gordon
. .for alleadged saying they would shoot Felt Lesslie. 1825
Brockett N. C. Words., Green-table, the large table in

the Guildhall, of Newcastle. 1861 Thackeray />'. Lyndon
ix, His [the merchant's] bales of dirty indigo are his dice
. .and the sea is his green table. 1892 Daily News 24 Mar.
5/7 ' Do that ', say the Ryhope miners, 'and then we will

meet you round a green table and discuss this question
of markets and prices'. 1847 Halliweli. *Grecn-tail, a
diarrhoea in deer, to which they are often subject. North.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 50 vGreen Tar. <zi864 GesneH
Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 43 There is a petroleum spring

111 St. Andrew's parish, Barbadoes. The product of this

spring has been sold under the name of 'green tar', and
'Barbadoes tar'. 1744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Husband///.
IV. in. 104 Turneps, Clover and other 'Green-ware. 1629
Massinger Picture w. ii, He's acquainted With the *'green

water, and the spitting-pill's Familiar to him. 1841 F. H.
Ramsbotham Obstet. Med. A> Surg. 192 Before its final

departure it becomes of a serous character possessing a
greenish tint ; it is then known, in the language of the

lying-in room, by the name of the green waters. 1896
Daily News 22 July 5/3 We are now in the middle of the

unhealthiest period of the year in this country—the season
of ' the green water '.

b. In names of animals : green bass, the black

bass ^see Bass sbAi b); green bird = Greenfinch
1 ;

green blights, plant-lice, aphides; green bone,
(a) the garfish

;
(b) the viviparous blenny ; green-

bottle, a fly (Jl/usca Ctvsar) having a green body

;

green bug, ?a kind of plant-louse [cf. Y.punaise
des hois']; green-cod, f {a) a Gkeen-fishi ; (&) the

Coal-fish, Gadus virens
; f) the CultusCod, Ophi-

odon elongalus
;
green cormorant, a name in Ire-

land for the shag, Phalacrocorax graculus ; green
crab, the common shore crab, Carcinus pantos

;

green drake, an angler's name for the common
May-fly, Ephemera vulgata; greeneel(Australiau),

Mttnvna afra ; green grosbeak — Greenfinch
1 ; green heron, an American heron (Ardea vires-

cens) with dark green back and wings
;
green-leek,

an Australian parrakeet ,see quot.); green linnet
= Greenfinch i

;
green-louse, a plant-louse or

aphis
;
green plover , the lapwing ;

green-pollack,

the coal-fish ; green swallow, the short-bill, Phi-

baluraflavirostris, of Krazil (Craig 1S47); green-
tail {fly), a name for the grannom fly; green-
tree ant, the common Queensland ant

;
green-

wing, the green-winged teal, Qucrqitedula erecca

of Europe, Q. caroliuensis of America. Forgreen
grasshopper, leech, lizard, monkey, turtle, wood-

pecker,^., see the sbs. Also Greenback, Green-
finch, etc.

1883 Fislicries Exhib. Catal.(td. 4) 160 Black, White, and
v Green Hass. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 438/1 The boys
called the rock bass the 'black bass', while large and small-

mouth black bass were known as 'green ' ba^s. 1678 Lond.
Gas. No. 1321/4 A green Parroket . . about the bigness of a
*Green Kird. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 437/1 The mules bred
between a hen-canary and a greenbird. 1851 M avhew Lond.
Labour II. 60/1 Greenfinches (called green birds, or some-
times green linnets, in the streets!. 1879 Rossiter Diet. Set.

Terms, *Green blights= Aphidse : insects belonging to Ho-
moptera. 17:0 Sibbald ./•*)£ 53 Acus altera major Bellonii

\

our Fishers call it the Gar fish .. Some call it the *Green-
bone. 1805 G. Barry Orkney 1st. 291 The Viviparous lilenny

(blennius viviparus^, from the colour of the back-bone, has
here got the name of greenbone. 1883 E. P. Ramsay Food-
Fishes N. S. Wales 29 Beloneferox, the ' Long loin ' of the

fishermen, ' green-bone \ and ' gar-fish ' of Europeans. 186a
All Year Round 13 Sept. 7 The *green-bottle, Musea

Caesar, thrives best on carrion and corpses. 1712 J. James
tr. Le Blondes Gardeni/tg 173 Insects that attack Fruit-
Trees. .as 'Green-Bugs [orig. V. punais], Ear-Wigs. 1750
[see Green-kly 2]. 1838 Lett. jr. Madras [1843) 205 There
is nothing I dislike so much in India as those gretn bugs.
1667 Loud. Gaz. No. 195/1 A French Vessel of 70 Tuns laden
with *Green Cod. 1880-4 F. 1Jav Fishes Gt.Brit. % /ret. 1. 295
Gadus ?'irens.. Coal-fish, .also locally as. . green-cod, green-
pollack, gray-lord. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888; III.

253 The cod-fish {Ophtodou eloi/gat/ts) . . is also called bastard
cod, cultus cod, green cod, buffalo cod, etc. 1883 Fisheries
Fxhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 115 "Green Cormorant. 1863 J. G.
Wood Nat. Hist. III. 580 Any living thing that can be
caught becomes prey to the *Green-Crab. 1676 Cotton
Walton s Angler n. 323 The Green-drake and Stone-fly.

1787 [see Grey A. 8, grey-dra/ce]. 1884 [see Drake sbJ 4].

1883 E. P. Ramsay Food-Fishes N. S. Wales 30 Conger
lab/aia and Alunena afra, the ' rock ' and ' "green ' eels.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 483/1 The *Green Grosbeak or Green-
finch. 1883 Century A/ag. 653 Among the most common
birds are the "green heron. 1848 J. Gould Birds Austral.
V. pi. i^PolytelisBarrabandi,. . "Green-leek of the Colonists
of New South Wales. 1678 *Green Linnet [see Green-
finch 1]. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 383 Greenfinch or

Green Linnet, as it is very often called. 1822-34 GooeCs
Study Aled. (ed. 4) I. 264, 1 have seen.. a hop-ground com-
pletely overrun and desolated by the aphis hamuli or hop
*green-louse. 1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey iv. iii.

83 Gray, *Greene and Bastard Plover. 1883 V. Stuart
Egypt 383 Underneath the left-hand tower of the pavilion

may be observed a bird squatting on a bowl, .it represents
a green plover. 1880-4 BGreen pollack [ses green con above].

1787, 1834 "Green-tail [sec Gkannom |. 1847 Leiciiiiardt
jri/l. ix. 294 It was at the lower part of the Lynd that we
first Raw the *green-tree ant. 1895 (he tit/g {U.S.) Dec. 212/1
They were soon joined by more *green-wings.

C. In names of plants and fruits : green arrow,
dial, corruption ot Green Yarrow, Achillea Mille-

folium ;
green ash, a variety of the ash tree (sec

quot. 18S2); green-bind, a variety of hop; green
brier, an American name for Smilax ( Vrcas. Hot.

1866); green broom, the common broom, Saro-

thamnus or Cytisus scoparius
;
green dragon, a)

theplant Draettnculus vulgaris [formerly/?rum i '.

)

7-- 1 Iuagon 1 14; [b) the U.S. plant Arismna Dra-
coulium, dragon-root (Webster 1864); fgreen
endive, J.actaca virosa or /.. Scariola

; f green
fillet, a kind of apple (see quot.)

;
green laver,

an edible seaweed, Ulva I.actuca and (f. latissima,

also called locally green oyster (Morris Austral
£ttg.) and green sloke (Jam.) ; f green mustard,
a name for pepperwort, Lepidium latij'olittnt

;

green withe, a climbing orchid of Jamaica,
/ 'anilla claviculata

;
green-wort, sneeze-wort,

1 Achillea Ptarmica. For green hellebore, osier, rose,

spleenzvort, thistle, etc., see the sbs. Also Gkeen-
gage, Greenheart, Green sauce, Greenweed.
1886 Suffolk Rime in Britten & Holland Plant-n. s. v.

Arrow, *Green 'Arrow, Green 'Arrow, you bears a white
blow. 1898 Rider Haggard in Long///. Alag. Oct. 500,

I found the wildllower called Green-arrow in bloom. 1843
Marrvat A/. Violet xliv. 367 A luxuriant growth of noble
timber, such as. .blue and "green ash. 1882 Garden 23 Sept.

273/1 The green Ash., so called from the colour of the young
shoots. 1805 R. W. Dickson Tract. Agru. (1807) II. 233
This plant [the hop], has several varieties, as the red-

bind, die *green-bind, the white-bind. 1733 Miller
Caret. Diet. (ed. 2), Cytiso-genista, Common (or *Green)
Broom, 1840 Paxton Tot. Diet., ''Green Dragon. 1548
Turner Names of Herbes 45 I.actuca . .The thyrde sorte is

called in latin Lactuca syluestris, in cnglishe *greene
Endyue, the Poticaries haue longe abused thys herbe for

right Endyue. 1676 Beal in Phil, Trans. XI. 587 Green
Cider, .made of a "green fillet, as they called it, where they
had other kinds of lillets. This which I commend . . was a
small, round, and green Apple full of black spots. 1829
Loudon Eucycl. Plants 941 The *green laver which, stewed
with lemon juice, is so much esteemed in England, is the

Ulva lactuca. 1597 Gerarde Herbal Suppl., 'Greene Mus-
tard is Dittander. 1735 Sloane Jamaica II. 160 'Green-
with. This plant hangs down from the branches of trees.

1854 S. Thomson Wild Ft. ill. (ed. 4) 241 The 'greenwort,

or A chittea ptarmica.

d. In names of mineral and chemical substances :

t green brass = Verdigris ;
green diallage, (a)

Diallage, a variety ofpyroxene; (h) ** Smabagdits,
a variety of amphibole

;
green drops, ' a coloured

solution of corrosive sublimate' {Syd. Soc. Lex.

1886); green earth

»

Glauconite
;
green gold

?0/>s., an alloy of gold and silver; green iron ore

= Dufrenite ;
green lead ore - PYBOMOBPHITH;

green marble r= Serpentine ;
green mineral

Malachite. For green Idee, copperas, iodide oj

mercury, salt ofMagnus, vitriol, etc., see the sbs.

Also Ghkenstone.
1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxx.wiii. (1495) 729

Vyneygre fretyth metalles and gendreth therof dyuer.s

colours : as Scrusa of leed, *grene brasse of copur and

Laxortam ofsyluer. 1837 Dana Syst. Min. 305 "Green Dial-

lage, Kokkolit, Baikalit. 1794 Kirwan Etem. A/in. (ed. 2) I.

196 *Green Earth. 1843 PoBTLOCK Geol. 212 Green Earth is

common, lining the cavities in amygdaloid throughout the

basaltic range. 1799 G. Smith Laiwratory I. 72 An alloy

of silver with gold produces *green gold. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Operat, Mccheiuic 724 To heighten the colour of Green
Gold. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 944 *Green Iron Ore,

native ferric phosphate. Ibid., *Grecn lead ore, arsenio-

phosphateofle.id with chloride of lead. 1879 Ross.tkr Diet.

Sci. Terms, *(hcen marble — Serpentine. 1844 Hoblyn
Diet. Aled., *Green mineral, a carbonate of copper, used

as a pigment.
130-2
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B. sb.

1. The adj, used ahsol. That which is green ; the

green part of anything.
c 1000 Sax. Leech i. I. 398 Bere sibban 3a turf to circean .

.

& wende man past grene tu 3an weofode. 1764 Foote Patron
1. Wks. 1799 I. 331 Sever the green [i.e. the 'green fat' of
turtle] from the shell with the skill of the ablest anatomist.

2. Green colour. In pi. = different tints of green,

f In green: on a (heraldic) field of green. Obs.
c iaos Lay. 24652 pat heo wolden of ane heowen heore

cla<5es habben. Sum liafde whit sum hafden ra;d, sum hafde
god grene aec. a 1225 Ancr. R. 150 Grene ouer alle beowes
IroureS mest eien. c 1386 Chaucer Sec, Nun's Prol. 90 Or,
for she whitnesse hadde of honestee, And grene of con-
science, and of good fame The sote savour, ' lilie' was hir

name. (-1475 Ran/ Coii^ear 455 He bair grauit in Gold
and Gowlis in grene. .Ane Tyger. 1644 Digbv Mans Soul
U645) 39 By severall compoundings of these extreames,
reds, blewes, yellowes, greenes, and all other intermediate
colours may be generated. 16S7 Milton P. L. VII. 479 In all

the liveries deck'd of Summer's pride. With spots ofgold and
purple, azure and green. 1687 13. Randolph /'res. St.
Archipelago 107 The sea had a continual passage over us,

so as our Deck was covered with a green. 1704 Pops
Windsor For. 216 In the clear azure gleam the flocks are
seen, And floating forests paint the waves with green. 1821
Craig Lect. Drawing iii. 176 Light-yellow has much clear-
ness and beauty on purple and green. 1873 Syuonds Grk.
Poets xii.404 Its [the olive's] pearly greys and softened greens.

b. with defining word prefixed, indicating a
particular kind or shade of green, as cedar, celan-

dine, emerald, grape, leek, parrot, pea, Russian,
sea, Spanish, vine -leaf green , etc.

a 1500 Flower <y Leaf 35 Leves new .. Some very rede,
and some a glad light grene. 15.. [see goose-turd': Goose
sb. 7]. 1611 Cotcir., Perd gay, a Popiniay greene. . Perdet,
Spanish greene. 1658 W. Sanderson Graphite 84 The
best is Cedar-green. 1737-41 Chambers Cycl s.v., The dyers
make divers shades, or casts of green, as light green, yellow
green, grass green, laurel green, sea green, dark green,
parrot green, and celadon green, c 1750 Shensione Elegies
lv. 2 Near some lone fane or yew's funereal green. 1805-17
R. Jameson Char. Min. led. 31 67 Perdigris-greeu is

emerald-green mixed with much Berlin-blue, and a little

white. . . Mountat'ngreen is emerald-green, mixed with much
blue, and a little yellowish-grey.. .Leek-green is emerald-
green, with bluish-grey and a little brown. It is the Sap-
green of painters. 1818 La Belle Assemblee XVII. No.
106. 38/6 The most fashionable colours in this material
are, vine-leaf green [etc], 1881 J. Grant Camerouians I.

i. 7 One [of his eyes] was a species of bilious green. 1899
Daily News 16 Sept. 7/4 Lovely shades of green, such as
grape, pistachio, and reed-green.

c. To see any) green in ones eye : signs of in-

experience or gullibility. (^Cf. A. 1 h.)
1859 Slang Diet, s.v., ' Do you see any green in my eye?'

ironical question in a dispute. 1883 Atkin House Scraps
(r887) 161 Major P 's unco' sly, There is no green about
his eye. 1894 Bi.ackmoke I'erlycross 189 Sergeant, do you
see any green in my eye?

3. A green dye or pigment ; usually with some
defining word prefixed, as bladder, Brunswick,
chrome, emerald, Hungary, mineral, mountain,
Paris, Prussian, Saxon, Scheele's, Veronese, etc.
1611 Cotgr. s.v. Che-ore, Verd de chevre, a kind of sand

whereof Painters make their greenes. 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl. s.v., Mountain Green or Hungary Green, is a sort of
greenish powder found . .among the mountains of Kernausent
in Hungary. The painters make use of this Colour for a grass
green. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. -y Art II. 556 Sulphate
of indigo is used for Saxon greens. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts 793
Malachite, or mountain green. Ibid. 1094 Scheele's Green,
is a pulverulent arsenite of copper. 1849 D. Campbell
Inorg. Chem. 218 When to a solution of sulphate of copper
a solution of carbonate of potash is added, it gives a blue
precipitate, which on boiling assumes a green tint; it . . is

known in commerce as mineral green. 1887 Amer.
Naturalist XXL 481 The insecticide employed was Paris
green. 1892 Pall Mail G. 4 Apr. 3/1 Paris green, an insoluble
arsenite of copper.

4. Green clothing or dress, lit. nruXfig.
; f green

cloth, f Also//, green dresses.
1 1310 Sir 'Pristr. 1380 A schip wib grene and gray, Wib

vair and eke wib gnis. C1350 Pari. Phree Ages 122 He
was gerede all in grene. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IP'. Prol.
117 Now hadde the tempre sonne. .clothede hvm [the earth]
in grene al newe a-geyn. 14.. Ipomadon 657 (Kolbing)
A hunter all in grene. 1412 Holxleve De Peg. Princ. 696
And where ben my gounes ofscarlet, . . blewes sadde & lighte,
Grenes also. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transf>. Kelt. 112 Would not
exchange his royal purple for a forresters green. 1810 [see
Gkeenman 1 J.

5. Antiq. As the distinctive colour of one of the
factions in tiie circus. Also //. the adherents of
this faction. (Cf. Faction sb. 2 b.)

1693 Congkeve in Dryden's Juvenal Sat. xi. 35 The Green
have won the Honour of the Day. 1884 19th Cent. Dec.
999 What light is thrown on the history of Byzantium by
talking of the ' Blues' and the 'Greens'?

6. The emblematic colour of Ireland (suggested
by ' Green Erin ' s see A 2) ; hence adopted as the
distinctive colour of the nationalist' party.

1797 Song
t

' Phe Shan van vocht', What colour should
be seen Where our fathers' homes have been, But our own
immortal Green? c xj&Song, ' Phe ITearing offhe Green ',

They are hanging men and women for the wearing of the
green. C1798 Hope in Madden Lit. Rem. United Irishut.
U887) 99 We fell to work, hammer and tongs, The Orange
and Green both together.

7. Elliptically for a green species or variety of an
animal or a substance, the nature of which is ex-
plained by the context, e.g. a green bird, etc.

1895 Outing (V. S.) XXVI. 69/2, I made out the blue I
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yellow-back, .. the blackpoll and the black-throated green.
1897 Ibid. XXX. 380/2 It seems that they were out of
tobacco, and had been able to get only the ' long green ' that
the mountaineers used.

8. Greenness, as indicative of vigorous growth or
youth ; vigour, youthfulness, virility

;
phr. in the

green, in the period of youthful growth or vigour.
/1586 C'tess Pembroke J's. xcii. iv, Like cedar high, And
like date-bearing tree, Kor greene and growth the just shall
he.

#
I597 Middleton Wisdom Solomon xi. 21 Man had ..

perish'd in the spring-time of his green. i8soThnnyson In
Mem. Ixxv, Thy leal has perish'd in the green. 1866 Neale
Sequences <y Hymns 26 How this saplessness shall flush to
green. 1886 C. H. Parkhubst Serm. 15 May, in Crafts
Sabb. for Man 267 All disobedience is anarchy, young
anarchy, anarchy in the green.

9. Verdure, vegetation, greenery.
£-1386 Chaucer Frank/, P. 523 The bittre frostes with the

sleet and reyn Destroyed hath the grene in euery yerd.
1426 Lvdg. De Gut'l. Pilgr. 3814 With newe grene agayn
Clothen the busshes in ther maner. 1363 B. Googe Eglogs
i. (Arb.) 31 The Ram. .forceth ground lyat spoyld of grene
Did lye), newe grene to yelde. 1657 R. Ligon Barba-
does 1673) 50 Poor Sambo . . and as good a natur'd poor
soul, as ever wore black, or eat green. 1710 Addison
Patter No. 218 f 1 This Summer, .while the Green was new.
1725 Pope Odyss. v. 90 Vines.. With purple clusters blushing
through the green. 1882 F. W. H. Myers Renewal of
Youth 183 All the scarlet flowers and tossing green.

•f 10. A tree, herb, or plant. Also spec, an ever-

green. (Mostly in plural.) Obs.
a 1300 E. P. Psalter xxxvi. 2 Als wortes of grenes [Vulg.

olera herbarum) tite fal sal bai. 1593 T. Watson Pears
Fancie xlvii. Poems <Arb.) 202 How each pleasant greene.
Will now renew his soinmersliuerie. 1664 Evelyn Kit I. Hort.
(1729) 196 Myrtles, Laurels, and other curious Greens. 1679-
88 Seer. Sen'. Money Chat. $ Jas. (Camden) 121 Several
orange trees and other greens. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

86/2 Greens are such Trees or Herbs as are green all the year.
1698 M. Lister Journ. Paris (1699) 204 Their Oleanders,
I^aurels, Lentiscus'sand most other Greens had suffered miser-
ably. C1710C. Fiknnes Diary ii888) 142 A large fountaine.

.

with flower potts and Greens set round ye Brimm. 1711 Pope
Pemp. Fame 2 In that soft season when descending show'rs
Call forth the greens, and wake the rising flow'rs. 1719
Yocng Rez-enge v. ii, How every green is as the ivy pale !

11. plural, f a. The green parts of a plant or

flower. Obs.
c 1600 Ace. Bk. IP. H'ray in Antiquary XXXII. So Take

the leaues of Blew violetes seperated from theire stalkes
and grenes. 1620 Markham Fare%v. Husb. 11. xvii. I1668)
84 That the wind and Sun may get into it, and dry the
greens more sufficiently.

b. Freshly-cut branches or leaves, or other
greenery used for decoration. Now U.S.
1697 Drydbn I'irg. Georg. 1. 192 The peaceful Ground,

Which only Turfs and Greens for Altars found. 170a Land.
Gas. No, 3842/2 A Triumphal Arch, .adorned with Greens
and Flowers. 1767 Dodd J't'ous Memory 44 Poems 194
Strew thy greens and flowers so sweet. 1878 Mrs. Stowe
Poganuc P. iv. (ed. 3) 30 The Christmas greens in the
church. 1897 Globe 18 Feb. 64 The staircase was ' trimmed
with greens ', to use the expression current in the States.

c. Green vegetables such as are boiled for the
table, colloq.

In London applied spec, to certain smaller varieties of
the cabbage kind, and to the young sprouts of cabbage. In
dialectal use the specific application varies. The American
Diets, refer to spinach and the leaves of dandelion and beet
as the examples of what would be called ' greens \
1725 I)i; Foh Poy. round World {1840) 91 Fresh provisions

. -such as roots, greens, hogs, and fowls. 1748 Anson's Poy.
11. iii. 141 Greens, as wild celery, nettle-tops, etc. 1749
Weslky Aec. Sch. Kingsiuood 5 Bacon and Greens. 1783
Mad. D'Akblay Diary 15 July, At Mr. Garrick's table [he]
called out to a very timid young woman to help him to
some greens. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxv, A few half-cold
greens and potatoes. 1825 Jamieson, Green Kail, 1. That
plain species of green eolewort which does not assume a
round form like savoys, or become curled ; called German
Greens. 1843 Pkkeira Food «$• Diet 382 The Cabbage Tribe
includes the Cabbage (both white and red), theSavoy, Greens,
the Cauliflower, and Broccoli. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pratt.
Agric. (ed. 4) I. 149 The Dwarf winter greens not being re-

quired to attain much size before the winter, i860 Delamer
Kitch. Gard. (1861) 169 Clear away the. rotting leaves from
the lower part of the stems of broccoli, savoys, and other
winter greens. 1861 DtJ CHAn.Lt) Pquat. A/r. viii. (ed. 2)93
The leaves [of the manioc].. make excellent 'greens'. 1883
Encycl. Amer. I. 199 '2 Vegetables, which he [the Western
man} prefers to call greens, he does not know, unless it be in
the shape of roasting ears.
sing. 1779 Forrest / 'oy. N. Guinea 86 We found near the

Moodo's house, the green, called by the Malays Assimum.

T d. Green food. Obs.
17*7 Philip Quarll (1816) 54 Finding by the greens in its

mouth it was not a beast of prey.

+ e. The plant Duckweed. (Cf, grains, Giiain
sb. 4 c.) Obs.
I5i6(77. Herbal cc\\x. (1529) Pj, De lenticulaairue. Grenes

or duckes meate.

12. Grassy ground ; a grassy spot. Now rare.
c 1300 Havelok 2840 Sket was be swike on be asse leyd,

And led vntil pat ilke grene. c 1330 K. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 2 Ine .. wente to be bataile in a futle faire grene.
(1400 Destr. Troy 7732 The grete horses on the grene
girdon abacke. c 1460 Ttmmeley Myst. iii. 534 Behald on this

greynnowdercart neplogh is left. i6o3KNOLLEs//*'s/.7>frA\y
(1621) 966 All enriched with goodly gardens and pleasant
greenes. x6»5 Bacon Ess., Gardens (Arb.) 558 The Greene
hath two pleasures; The one, because nothing is more
Pleasant to the Eye, then Greene Grasse kept finely shorne

;

The other, because it will give you a faire Alley in the midst
[etc.]. 1667 Milton/*. L. iv. 325 Under a tuft of shade that
on a green Stood whispering soft. 1715 Pope Iliad m. 223
Though some of larger stature tread the green. 183a Tenny-
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sos Pal. Art xxvii, In some fair space of sloping greens.
1877 Black Green Past, xix, You.. nearly put your foot in
it by chaffing old Chorley about selling the piece of green.

b. A piece oi public or common grassy land
situated in or near a town or village, from which
it often takes its name ; a ' village green '.

1477 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (18441 I. 35 Adam Strath
till haue the Schripraw, with the Grene. 1509 Mem. Ri/>on
(Surtees) III. 172, j grangia juxta Bondegate Greyn in
tenura relictte Joh. Tomlynson. c 1533 Sir T. More Confut.
Barnes Wks. 792/2 If Barns had not tolde vs so, we woulde
haue went that Christe had bode hym..tarye till he coulde
geate all the knowen catholike ciiurch together vpon a
Greene. 1606 Nottingham Rec. IV. 280 Common balkes
and greens within and about the feilds of thistowne. 1718
Freethinker No. 80. 173 Every Holiday, she danced upon
the Green. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Pill. 7 Sweet Auburn ! love-
liest village of the plain, How often have I loiter'd o'er
thy green. 1805 Foksyth Beauties Scott. II. 131 The
principal market for sheep and lambs .. is held on a large
green. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. x. 389 Sports, not essen-
tially different from those of our village greens. 1870 E.
Peacock Rat/ Skirl. III. 234 On the southern side of
Wivilby was a little green. 1888 P. Daryl Ireland's Disease
8 Dublin is provided with fine public gardens and splendid
parks, which are here called greens.

C. A piece oi grassy land used for some particular

purpose, as bleaching-green, Kowijng-gkeen. In

Golf, the putting-ground (more fully, putting-
green) ; sometimes = the whole links or field.

1646-1825 [see Bowling-green]. 1847-8 H. Miller First
Impr. xv. (18571 249 A long green ribbon of flat meadow,
laid down in the middle of the landscape like a web on a
bleaching green. 1849 Chambers' Inform. II. 654/1 The
holes are situated at the different ends and sides of the green,
at irregular distances. 1878 'Capt. Crawley' Football,Golf,
etc. 83 Green, a name for the Putting-ground, or for the
Links or field. 1886 Act 49 $ 50 / ict. c. 50 § 14 Any lands
being an orchard, bleach-green, walled garden, haggard, or
yard. 1890 John Bull 5 Apr. 225/3 There will soon be
more greens in England than in Scotland.

+ 13. //. = Green sickness. Obs. slang.

1719 D'Urfey Pills I. 313 The Maiden, .that's vex'd with
her Greens.

14. Short for Gkeen man orJack-in-the-Green.
1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scenes xx. (1892) 159 For some few-

years the dancing on May-day began to decline ; small
sweeps were observed to congregate in twos or threes, un-
supported by a 'green'.

15. pi. =green syrup (see A. 12).

1889 Century Diet. s.v., The last greens, after three suc-
cessive crystallizations of sugar, are purified and form the
golden syrup of commerce.

+ 16. A scton. (CI. A. 10 a.)

1781 P. Beckfokd Hunting (1802} 124 A green, or seton,
in the neck, is of great relief in most disorders of the eyes.

17. attrib. + Of or pertaining to
( greens ' or

vegetables, as green market, shop, stall, woman
[el. G. griinmarkt, Du. groenmarkt, groenuyf].
Also, Oi or pertaining to a bowling-green or golt-

links, as green keeper.

1705-30 S. Gai.k in Nichols Bibl. To/og. Brit. III. 47 Neat
apartments . . lor servants and the "green-keeper. 1890
Hutchinson oV^fBadni. Libr.) xii. 293 The green-keeper,
engaged by the club at a certain annual salary to look after

the ground. 1604 E. Grimstone Hist. Siege Osteiid 115
They slue 2 Souldiers in the ^greene market. 1753 Pkingle
in Phil. I fans. XLVT1I. 47 At a *green-shop in the little

Old Bailey. 1848 Thackeray Van. Pair xxxvii, Who had
subsisted . . by the exercise of a mangle, and the keeping of
a small green shop. 1755 Fielding I'oy. Lisbon Pref.,

Every sort of trash that can be picked up at the * green-stall,

or the wheel-barrow. 1799 Pounders J-r. Repub. I. 440 An
aunt, who kept a green-stall [etc.]. 1760C ]o\isa ton Chrj-sal

(1822) I. 9 Peg Sprout, the "green-woman's daughter.

Green ^nn),!'.' Forms: see the adj. [OE.
grinian (= OHG. gruonen), i.g/t'ne (see prec.).]

1. intr. To become green, as growing herbage

;

occas. to appear or look green ; to become covered

with verdure, to be ' clothed ' with green. (Also
with over.)

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xi. 57 (Sedgefield) HajfS se admihtixa
. .Sa:t ?;ewrixle JC,eset . . wyrta growan, leaf grenian. a 1125
Ancr. R. 150 Hwonne be rinde is aweie, ne nouoer hit lie

bererJ frut, ne hit ne greneo beicfter ine lufsume leaues.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 35 pi rucli neb schal leanen & as gres

grenen. 1340 Ayenb. 95 pyse bri binges, .deb al greny and
flouri and bere frut. < 1440 Promp. Par?'. 210/1 Grenyn
or growe grene, vireo. c 1500 Death $ Life 73 in Furniv.

Percy Folio III. 59 The grasse that was gray greened beliue.

161a Sturtevant Metallica (1854) 98
*"reestone greeneth

fresently with the first wet and raine. 1800 Monthly Mag.
X. 464 On the fields where green'd the wheat. 1833 L. A.

Stanley in Mem. Quiet Li/e 11874) I. xii. 482 Larches all

freening and every hedge ready to burst into full leaf. 1858

IaVHBW Upp. Rhine iv. § 2 11860) 204 The Rhine.. has been
gradually greening in tint as we ascended the upper portion

of the stream. 1883 Si k\ knson Silverado Sq. (1886) 17 The
new lands, already weary of producing gold, begin to green
with vineyards. 1899 Daily Navs 15 Apr. 8/1 The wild-rose

briars will be shooting strongly, the elder greening over.

2. trans. To colour or dye green ; to soil or

stain with green ; to impart a green colour to ; to

cover with verdure or vegetation (also with over) ;

to ' clothe * with green.

1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. 10 The Rest with silver

garnisht is, and plaited fine and neat Least it shoulde greene

his holy hands. 1606 Sylvkster Du Bartas 11. iv. u. 1175

God Almighty.. Plaid the Painter, when he did so gild The
turning globes, blew'd seas & green'd the field. i7»7"4i

Chambers Cycl. s.v., All the greens are first dyed in blue,

then taken down with woad, verdegris. etc. and then greened

with the weed. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 1258 Whatever
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greens the Spring, When Heaven descends in showers.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eug. Ilousekftr. 11778) 342 Nothing is

more common than to green pickles in a brass pan. 1818

Keats Endym. 1. 217 Have not rains Green'd over April's

lap? a 1851 Mom Poems, Glen Roslin x, Moss now greens
the chapel walls. 1854 R. S. Surtkes Hamiley Cross 1,1898'

II. 280 He has begun greening his breeches' knees among the
hazel bushes. 1882 Burton & Cameron To Gold Coastfor
(7.(1883) *• ll1 - 75 * ne heap of ruins has long been greened
over. 1891 T. Hardy 'Less I. iii, The..white frock ..which
she had so carelessly greened . . on the damping grass.

b. Oyster-cullure. To turn ; oysters) green in

the gills by putting them in pits. Also absol.

16.. Green Oysters in Sprat Hist. Roy. Soc. (1667) 308-9
To prove that the Sun operates in the greening, Tolesbury
Pits will green only in Summer; but that the Earth hath
the greater power, Brickel-Sea Pits green both Winter and
Summer: and for a further proof, a Pit within a foot of a
greening Pit will not green. 1748 Morant Colchester 1.

(17681 92 All oysters are naturally white in the body, and
brown in the fins. In order to green them, they are put into
Pits [etc.]. 1825 Cromwell Hist. Colchester II. 295 But
this distinction of Colchester from other oysters is rapidly
wearing away : indeed, it may be said, That few or none of
them are now ever greened.

f C. Plumbing. To rub new sheet-lead
1

; with
some green vegetable (see quot. and Greening
vbl. sb.l 2). Obs.
1703 T. N

;
City <$ C. Purchaser 195 He scraped the Metal

bright, having first, .green'd it ias they phrase it), all round
about, to prevent the Sodder's taking any where but where
they scrape it.

3. slang. To make to appear 'green', simple, or
gullible ; to hoax, take in, humbug.
1884 Pall Mall G. 17 Sept. 7/1 Some of the little victims

of over-pressure had, at any rate, enough spirit in them to
'green' their visitor pretty freely. 1888 T. C. Bucki.and
Eton in 1836-41 in Lougm. Mag. XII. 153 Some mild
attempts^ were made to 'green me', as boys call it. 1898
Daily News 15 July 2/2, I have greened all the Spaniards.

Green (grin), v.'1 Sc. Forms: 6 gren(e, 6-8
greiu(e, 8 greene, grien, 6, 8- green, [perh. a
metathetic form of ON. girna (^OE. giernan,
Northumb. giorna : see Yearn t>.).] intr. To
desire earnestly, to yearn, to long after, for.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15511 (Gott.) Lang es sipen gane bat

grened [Cott., Fair/, ^erned] i bane bis ilk mete, mast at ete
of ane. Ibid. 16167 (Gott.) Herodes grenid him to se
and of his come was faine. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vin.
Prol. 45 Sum grenis quhill the gers grow for his gray
meyr. Ibid. 51 Sum grenis eftir agus, To fars his wame
full. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 114 Sum feiris yair
flesche, sum grenis to gadder crounis. 1583 Jas. I Ess.
Poesbt (Arb.) 67 He . . greind Zit fast for day, and thocbt
the nicht to lang. a 1605 Montgomery Misc. Poems
xxxii. 5 Not that I grene ^our honour to degraid. 1795
Burns Election 76 Walie, That griens for the fishes an'
loaves. 1831 Blaekiv. Mag. XXIX. 6 The feck o' them
gae'n sickly, and greenin' for hame. 1838 A. Rodger Poems
108 Nae woman o' judgment need green To be rubbit, like
me, for a kiss. 1862 Hislop Prov. Scot. 40 Breeding wives
are aye greening.

Hence Gree'ning vbl. sb. and ///. a.

*&S Jas. I Ess. Pocsie (Arb.) 23 When greening great for
fame aboue my pears Did make me lose my wonted chere
and rest. 1597 Montgomery; Chcrrie $ Sine 508 Frae anes
that thou thygrening get, Thy paine and trauel is forget.

1637 Rutherford Lett, lxxxv. (1862) I. 217 Longing and
dwining and greening of sick desires. Ibid. clx. (1894)
296 Oh, if He would.. let my greening soul see it! 1710
Ruddiman Gloss, to Douglas' sEneis s.v. Grene, A greening
wife i. e. a woman with child that hath an extreme longing
for some kind of meat, which, if it be denied her, will (as
they say) do harm to her or the child. 1737 Ramsay Sc.
Prov. (1797) 33 Greening wives are ay greedy. 1755 Forbes
AjausSf, Shop Bill 39 Perhaps I may their greening
stench 'ere I hae done.

Green, dial. var. Grane v., Grin v. 1

Green, obs. form of Grin sb. 1

Greenable (grrnab'l), a. [lGreen vA + -able.]
Capable of being made green,
188* Athenxum 25 Nov. 704/1 Aniline blacks formed in

the cold are greenable, but if developed at a temperature
higher than 70 Centigrade they are ungreenable.

Greenage (grf-ned^). rare—^. [f. Green a. +
-age.] Assemblage of green hues.
1874 Wood Out of Doors 82 The dried stalks of last year's

vegetation, which, .are wonderfully effective in toning down
the dappled greenage of the living leaves.

Greenback (grrnbrek), sb. [f. Green a. +
Back sb.*] A thing that has a green back.
1. The popular name for one of the legal-tender

notes of the U.S., first issued in 1862 and so called
from the devices printed in green ink on the back.
Also, by extension, any note issued by a national
bank in the U.S.' (Funk's Stand. Diet.),
1862 Times 23 Dec. (Amer. Corn), Bonds, greenbacks,

and postage currency paper . . are . . to do all the duty of
money in this unhappy land. 1870 Longf. in Life (1891)
III. 143 Never having known the difference between a bank-
note and a greenback.

b. attrib. Greenback party, a party in U.S.
politics, which advocated that 'greenbacks 'should
be made the sole currency of the country.
1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 103 The greenback issue

has rapidly gained strength. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.
26 July, Hon. Charies Jenkins, twice candidate of the
Greenback party in Ohio for Governor. 1888 Bryck Amer.
Comnnv. II. in. lvi. 369 The Greenback party .. held a
national Nominating Convention in 1876. 1893 Nation
(N.Y.) 27 Apr. 306/1 The greenback controversies that
supervened after the close of the war.
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2. As the name of animals. (Cf. blue-back, red-

hack.) a. The garfish. Belone vulgaris, b. The
American golden plover, Charadrius dominion,
also called golden-back. C. V. S. A humming-bird
of the genus J'anoplitcs. d. slang. A frog.

1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Warrington, In the river
are caught sturgeons, greenbacks [etc.]. 1869 J. Bukroughs
in Galaxy Mag. Aug., VIII. 170 The hnest songster among
the Sylvia.. is the blackthroated greenback. 1880-4 Day
Fisltes Gt. Brit, «y /ret. II. 148 Betone vulgaris ..green-
bone or green-back. 1893 Fakmkr Slang, Greenback {com-
mon), a frog.

3. A book with a green back. (Ci. yellow-back.)
1893 Farmer Slang, Greenback .. (University), one of

Todliunter's series of mathematical text-books. (Because
bound in green cloth.)

Hence {U.S.) Gree nbacker, a member of the
greenback party. Gree'nbackism, the principles

of the greenback parly, advocacy of those principles.
1878 .V. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 103 The millions who call

themselves Greenbackers. 1882 PlaVFAIB in Macm, Mag.
XLV. 336 The greenbackers advocate an internal, incon-
vertible, non-exportable currency. 3883 American VI. 5
Without criticising his Greenbackism at all. 1888 Bkyck
Amer. Com/mi: II. in. lvi. 368 The Greenbackers, who
arose soon after the end of the war .. demand a large issue
of greenbacks. 189a iV. Amer. Rev. CLIV. 745 Green-
backism was strongly tinctured with the sentiment of
Nationalism.

Greenback (grfnbaekl, v. rare. [f. Grekn a.

+ Back sb.'1 '] trans. To bind in a green cover.
1828 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 99 Bailey's next job will be

to green-back the ' Parnaso Italiano ', fifty-six vols.

Green bag, green-bag. A bag made of
green material such as was used formerly (the

colour being now blue) by barristers and lawyers
for documents and papers. Also attrib. fb. Hence
slang hyphened and stressed green-bag), a lawyer.
1677 Wvchkri.icv Plain Dealer 111. i, You Green Bag Car-

rier, you Murderer of unfortunate Causes, the Clerks Ink is

scarce off of your lingers, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creir,
Green-bag, a Lawyer. 1712 Arbuthkot Johit Bnlt u. iii, T
am told, Cousin Diego, you are one of those that have under-
taken to manage me, and that you have said you will cany
a Green Bag your self, rather than we shall make an end
of our Law-Suit. 1817 Cohbktt/V. Keg. 8 Feb. 181 There
is a green bag full of papers.. laid before Parliament. 1817
Pari. Deb. 1866 When green bags were introduced by the
noble lord opposite, they were .. referred to committees.
1885 Brewer Reader's Uandbk., Green-Bag Inquiry. A
green bag full of documents, said to be seditious, was laid
before parliament by lord Sidmouth, in 1817. An 'inquiry'
was made into these documents, and it was deemed advis-
able to suspend the Habeas Corpus Act. 1897 Barreke cc
I.eland Diet. Slangs.v.. 'What's in the green bag?' i.e.,

what is the charge to be preferred against me?
Green baize. [.See Baize sb.] Baize of a

green colour, such as is used to cover office tables
or gaming tables ; hence used trans/, for such a
table. Also attrib.

1843 Ecclesiologist II. 31 The carving however being con-
cealed by a green-baize lining. 1832 [see Baize sb. 3].
c 1870 B. Harte Brawn of Calaveras, He pushed open a
green-baize door. 1880 [see Baize sb. 2].

Hence Green-baized a., covered with green baize.
1836-9 Dickens Si. Boz (1850) 52/1 A small, green-baized,

brass-headed-nailed door.

Green-blind, a. Suffering from the variety
of colour-blindness in which the retina is insensi-

tive to green light-rays. Hence Green-blindness,
the condition of being green-blind.
1881 Ld. Rayleigh in Nature XXV. 66 The test of green-

blindness would be the possibility of matches between
colours which to normal eyes appear green and purple,
or green and grey. 1888 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. Feb. 311
The fact lately placed beyond all doubt by Konig and
Dieterici, that those that are born color-blind fall naturally
into two great groups, the red and green blind. 1890 H.
Eu.18 Criminal iii. 117 He met with one case (green-blind-
ness) among 460 criminals tested with Holmgren's wools.
1892 Pall .Mall G. 28 June 3/3 A colour-blind person will
match drabs, pinks, and yellows with grass-green, blues and
violets with light purple or rose, and dark green or light
green with light red, according as he is 'red-blind' or
'green-blind 1

.

Green cheese.
a. New or fresh cheese (sec Green a. and

Cheese jtM 2 a), b. An inferior kind of cheese
prepared from skim milk or whey. c. Cheese
coloured green ^usually only in parts, with a
pattern) with sage

; also called sage cheese.
The saying to believe tltat the moon is made of green

cheese (for which see Cheese sb.' 2a) might belong to any
of these senses; perh. sense c is the most likely, the refer-
ence being to the variegated surface of the moon.
_
1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vii. 268, ' I haue no peny

', quod Pers,
poletes to bugge, Nouther gees ne grys, bote twey grene

cheeses
. 1:1430 AwG^O'-W.lgTilejolkysofEyroun

.

& grene chese puttether-to. 1542 Koordk Dyctary xui. (1870)
266 1 here is .iiii. sortes of chese, whiche is to say, grene chese,
softe chese, harde chese, and spermyse. Grene chese is not
called grene by the reason of colour, but for the newnes of it.

1546 Gardiner Dccl. Art. jloye (Quarto ed.' 73 All is noth
worth a greane chease. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie DinnerN vij, Greene or new cheese, newly made, nourisheth . . more
then salt and olde. 1605 TryallChev. m. i. in BullenO. /'/.
III. 305 How did he looke? Faith, scurvily, my lord, like
a greene cheese, a 1658 Cleveland May Day v, Fields
with Curds and Cream like green-cheese lie. 1727 Boyer
Diet. Royal II, Green Cheese (with Herbs in it; fromnr-c
perstlle. 1839 Mag. Don,. Kcon. IV. 241 In Gloucestershire
there is another species of cheese, generally known by the

GREENERY.
name of ' green cheese ', or ' sage cheese '. t 1C65 Lire. S, /'.

I- 355/2 In its abundance of fat, cream-cheese is the richest

:

while green cheese, prepared from whey .. is the poorest
of all.

Green cloth, greencloth.
1. In full, J)'oaracf Green Cloth : A department

of the Royal Household, consisting of the Lord
Steward and his subordinates, which has control

of various matters of expenditure, and legal and
judicial authority within the sovereign's court-royal,
1 with power to correct all offendeis, and to maintain
the peace of the verge or jurisdiction of the court-

royal, which extends every way two hundred yards
from the gate of the palace ' (\Yharton Law J ex.'

.

(So called from the green-covered table at which
its business was originally tinnsaekd.)
1536 in Genii Mag. (1813) May 427 Thomas Hatterlyfand

Edwarde Weldon, clerks of the greenclothe. 1539 Housth.
Ord. (1790) 228 Calling unto them the Cofferer, Clerke of
the Greencloth, and one of the Clerkes-Comptrollers. 1604
liAcoN S/>. cone. Purveyors in Resuscit. (1657) 7 As to the
Court, of the Green-Cloih, ordained, for the Provision, of
your Majesties must Honourable Houshold, we hold it

Ancient, we hold it Reverent. 1658 Osi'.orn O. Eliz.

(1673^ 428 The Green cloth (a Cuiirt only intending Provision
and Carriage- 1

. 1692 Ll'ttrell Brief Ret. (1857] II. 571
Mr. I sack, secretary of the preen cloth, is dead. Hud. III.
4So^Mr. comptroller has complained to the green cloth
against Mr. Story for keeping mnsick and revelling in his
hou.^e on the fast day. 1711 Swift jrnl. to Stella 11 Aug.,
Wks. 1824 II. -^29, I dined to-day at the green cloth. 1719
D'Ubfev Pills II. 1 03 The Queen., with good store of Dishes
for the Greencloth docs provide, To treat all Strangers
heartily. 1806 Cumberland Mem. (1807) I. 209, I put his

[Lord Halifax's] Green Cloth upon a liberal, hut regulated
establishment. 1895 Wkitaker^s Aim. 92 Lord Steward's
Department. Board of Green Cloth, iWickinsham Palace.
1897 Daily News 2 Feb. 7/4 The Board of Green Cloth.

,

pointed out that complimentary orders did not entitle the
trade to the use of the Royal arms.

b. attrib.

?i6i6 Bacon Advice to Sir G. I'illiersWk-. 1826 VI. 44 :-

For the green-cloth law, take it in the largest seme, I have
no opinion of it, farther than it is regulated by the just rules
uf the common laws of England.

t 2. A kind of linen. Obs.
1769 De foe's Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 181 Here is a Manufac-

ture of Linen, as there is upon all the Coast of Fife, and
especially for Green-cloth, as it is called.

3. eolloq. The green baize covering of a billiard

or gaming table ; Ik nee, the table itself.

1871 I.kgkand Camb. Frcshm. 127 [They] strolled into
( -reen's to pass a social hour over the hoard of green cloth
at the game of pool. 1881 J. GRANT Cameroniaus I. ii 28
Trying .. his fortune at 'the board of green cloth'. 1891
Review ofRev. July 24 Gambling on the green cloth.

Green coat, green-coat. a. gen. One
who wears a green coat. b. spec. One of the
scholars in ceitain charity schools (cf. Ku;e coat

3) ; attrib. in Green-coat Hospital, institution.

1647 Stapylton Juvtual xi. 244 By that lowd shout
the green-coats [i.e. the ' green ' faction in the circus] have
the best.^ 1766 Entick Loudon IV. 411 In Tothill-side there
is. .the Green Coat-hospital, tor the poor fatherless children
of this parish. 1859 Sa 1.a Tic. round Clod.: (1861) St Afoot-
man, .a dull knave, who no more resembles the resplendent
flunkey of Eaton Square . . than does the cotton-stockinged
'green-coat' of the minor theatres. 1899 Daily News 15
Sept. 5/1 In addition to the Blue Coat School, there were
also Black Coat and Green Coat institutions in Westminster.
So Green-coated #., having or wearing a green

coat or covering.

1784 Cowt'KR Task 111, 446 The prickly and green-coated
gourd. 1898 Daily News 25 Mar. 3/2 The leading companies
of green-coated cadets.

Greened (grind), a. [f. Gheen a. or vA + -ed l.]

Rendered green ; covered with verdure.
1852 G. W. Curtis Wanderer in Syria 319 It sweeps

for ever around an old greened wall below. 1892 Pall
MallG. 10 Feb. 3/1 Whenever we got to the top of a ridge
we beheld another ridge beyond it, with the thin greened
hay-track going up it straight as a dart.

Greener (grf'nat). slang, [f. Gkeex a. + -ek 1
;

but cf. G. ein g/iener, a ' green ' one.] A green
'

or inexperienced workman ; a raw hand : esp. a
foreigner who "has recently arrived in the country
in search of work.
1888 Times 20 Sept. 7 '4 The master sweater gets hold of

a new hand, a greener, as he is termed, and pays him
a shilling a day. 1890 Pall Mall G. 3 July 2/1 So long as
the influx of 'greeners' gives the sweaters an inexhaustible
supply of labour. 1892 Zangwili. Childr. Ghetto I. 48 He
was a 'greener' of the greenest order, having landed at the
docks only a few hours ago. 1893 Farmkr Slang, Greener^
..specifically employed of inexperienced workmen intro-

duced to fill the place of strikers.

Greenerytgr/'nari). [f. Green a. or j^. + -eky.]

1. Green foliage or vegetation ; verdure.

1797 Cor.ERincK Kubla Khan 11 Here were forests ancient
as the hills, Enfolding sunny spots of greenery. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh 1. 574 The out-door world with all

its greenery. 1876 Grekn Stray Stud. 388 Steeps clothed
from top to bottom in the thick greenery of the lemon or
orange. 1893 R. Kipling Many Invent. 203 After an hour's
riding through the greenery, he heard a rustle.

2. Green branches or leaves used for decoration.
^Rarely//.)
1867 Troixope Chron. Barset \. xvi. 132 The greeneries of

the winter had not been stuck up in the old-fashioned, idle
way. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 495 The pictures .

.

wreathed with myrtles, and other greenery. 1887 Bowen



GREEN-EYED.
V'irg. sEneid iv. 459 In snow-white fillets and festal greenery
crowned.

3. A place where plants are reared, kept, or

exhibited.

1847 Craig, Greenery, a place for green plants. 1893
Westm. Gaz. 10 Apr. 5/3 The greeneries of the Thiergarten.

Greenes, -esse, obs. tonus of Greenness.
Green-eyed (grinpid), a. (Stress variable."

[f. Grekx a. + Eye sb. + -ed 2
; cf. Eyed 1 b.]

Having green eyes. The green-eyed monster (in

and after Shakspere) : jealousy. ^Cf. Gkeen a. 3.)

Hence fig. Viewing everything with jealousy.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. ii. no Shuddring feare, and
greene-eyed ielousie. 1604 — Oth. in, iii. 166 Oh, beware
my Lord, of ielousie, It is the greene-ey'd Monster. 1627
Milton Vacation Excr. 43 How green-eyed Neptune
raves. 1653 R- Sanders Physiogn. 152 Well-featured,
round-faced, flaxen-haired, green-eyed, c 1800 H. K. White
Genius 1. i. Green-eyed Grief, and dull Despair. 1804
Sporting Mag. XXIII. 284 What he had uttered was
under the influence of the 'green-eyed monster'. 1854 S.

Dobell Balder xi. Poet. Wks. 1875 II. 57 Hellebore, like

a girl-murderess, Green-eyed and sick with jealousy. 1883
Miss Hhadoon Phantom Fort, xxxviii, 1 1884) 335 Devoured
by the gnawing of the green-eyed monster.

Greenfinch, (grf nfinp. [See Green a.i and
Finch. Cf. G. griinjink, Du. groenvink.]

1. A common European bird of the family Frin-
gil/idx, Coccothraustes or Ligurinus chloris, so
called from its green-and-gold plumage. Called
also green linnet. Chinese Greenfinch, Ligu-
rinus sinieus.

c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 912 The grene
fynche, la verdiere. 1544 Turner Avium Ptcecip. Hist.
F 3 I)e Ligvrino sive Spino.. Anglice a grene finche. 1678
Ray IVillughby's Ornith. 246 The Green-finch: Chloris..
It is bigger than a House-Sparrow .. It is called by some
the Green Linnet. 1766 Pknnant Brit. /.not. (1768) II.

330 The greenfinch does not begin his [flight] till the frost

sets in. 1894 R. 1!. Sharps Handbk. Pints Gt. Brit. I. 32
In summer the Greenfinch is somewhat shy, but in winter
it is found in flocks in the fields and farmyards along with
Sparrows and Chaffinches.

2. The Texas sparrow {Embernagra rujivirgala^.
1883 Encycl. Amcr. I. 530/1 Thegreen finch {'iCmberuagra

rufivirgata) of Texas.

3. slang. One of the Pope's Irish guard.
1865 Daily Tel. 1 Nov. 5/3 Point dargent, point de

Suisse—a saying applicable alike to every contingent, from
the Franco- Belgian down to the 'greenfinches' of Old
Ireland.

Green-fish "grnifij\ [See Gkeen a. 9 b.]

+ 1. Fresh, unsalted fish; spec, applied to cod
before it has been salted or cured. (Cf. Haber-
di.ve.) Obs.

( 1460 J. KcssELL Bk. Nurture 851 Grene sawce is good
with grene fisch. 1540 Old City Aa\ Bk. \wArchneol. Jml.
XLI1 1, It. for a grene flysshe a goyle of sawmond and for a
haberdyne. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. long., Morue, or
Moulu'e,poisson, a fishe called Codde, or greene fishe. a 1625
Beaum. K: Fl. Bonduca iv. i, [It] shews thee like a long
Lent, thy brave br>dy turn'd to a tail of green-fish without
butter. 1623 WiiiTHou^NE Newfoundland 79 Two hundred
thousand dry fish, ten thousand of large greene fish. 1630

J. Taylor \ Water P.) Wks. 1. 119/2 If . . euery house in this
Kingdome did spend but the quantity of two Haberdine or
Greenfish in a week. 1655 Moufet 8: Bennet Health's
Improv. 155 Whilst it [Codling] is new, it is called green-
fish ; when it is salted it is called Ling. i68a J, Collins
Salt $ Fishery 90 Green-Fish (alius Staple Fish as they
call it 1 cured with a good Salt, proves excellent. 1694
Mottkux Rabelais iv. lx. (1737) 247 Green-fish, Sea-Batts,
Cod-Sounds. 1736 Ainswokth Eug.-Lat. Diet.. A green
fish, asellus. 1867 Smyth Sailor's ll'ord-bk., Green-fish.
cod, hake, haddock, herrings, &c. unsalted.

2. a. local. The coal-fish. b. U. S. (See qnot
1884-5).
1880-4 F. Day lushes Gt. Brit. * Irel. I. 297 Geulus

follachius .. Names.— Pollack : whiting-pollack .. Some-
times termed greenling or green-fish. 1884-5 Riverside
Nat. ffist.UBW III. 183 The blue-fish (Pomatomus salta-
trix)..'\x\ parts of Virginia and North Carolina it is known
as green-fish.

Green-fly.
1. Angling. A particular kind of artificial fly.

1686 Hlo.mi; Gentl. Recreat. 11. 182/1 The Shell-tlye,

Termed also the Green-fly, hath his body made of Greenish-
wool]. 183a Mar, Kdgewoktii Absentee viii,The green-fly,

and the moorish-fly.

2. An aphis or plant-louse, so called from its

colour. Usually collect, sing.

1744-50 Ellis Mod. Husbandm. III. 1. xv. 184 An Insect
seldom, or never, misses attacking our green Cherries with
so much Diligence and Fury, as to spoil great Numbers of
them, by eating into their very Stone ; and because of this
hollow Operation, we call them Ladlemen, or the Green Fly,
or Hug. 1849 Florist 35 Flowers in windows, .are peculiarly
liable, .to be infested with green-fly \Aphis). 1882 Garden
18 Mar. 174/1 If green-fly makes its appearance, fumigation
with Tobacco smoke is the only remedy.

Greengage i'gr'Tig^'ds). Also9green-gedge.
[f. Grkkn a. and the surname Gage (see quot.

1759-65).] A variety of plum of roundish shape,
green colour, and fine flavour. Also attrib. in

greengage plum, tart.

1759HS5 Coli.inson in Horltts Colliusouianus 60, I was
on a visit to Sir William Gage . . he told me that . . in com-
pUme it to him the Plum was called the Green Gage ; this
was about the year 1725. 1769 Mrs. Kafealu Eng.
Housekpr. (17781 220 Vo preserve Green Gage Plumbs.
180s Forsyth Fruit-trees ii. 13 The, Green Gage Plum is of
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an exquisite taste, and eats like a sweatmeat. 1813 W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXV. 232 The Cadiz plum,
or green-gedge. 1891 C.James Rom. Rigmarole 105 The
question of a greengage-tart for dinner.

Green goose. [See Gkeen a. ; the use of

the word in opposition to stubble-goose suggests

Gkeen sb.]

1. A young goose, a gosling. ? Now dial.

The precise application of the term with respect to age
and condition varies with the locality (see quots.).

1564 in Gross Gild Merch. (1890) II. 279 The furste course :

frometye, rost byffe, grene gese. weale. 1588 Shaks. L.
L. L. 1. i. 97 The Spring is neare when greene geesse are a
breeding. 1589 Cogan Haven Health (16361 156 The greene
goose is better than the stubble goose. i6ao Venner Via
Recta iii. 66 Young Geese, which are commonly called

greene-Geese. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece in. 509 Stubble
Geese or Green Geese should be kept in the Dark, and
fatted with ground Malt mixed with Milk. 1821 J. Hodg-
son in J. Kaine Mem. 11857) 1< 34 2 We dined with my
aunt, and had a green goose, four months old, to dinner.

1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss., Green goose, a goose killed at

midsummer time. A goose under four months old. 1881
Oxfordsh. Gloss. Suppl., Greengeese, unfatted geese. They
should be eaten on Old Michaelmas Day.
2. A simpleton; = Goose sb. 1 f. rare.

1768 Gray Let. 25 Feb., Wks. 1836 IV. 113 The true title

of this part of his work [Hoswell's Corsica] is, a Dialogue
between a Green-goose and a Hero. 1877 Dowden Shaks.
Prim. vi. 130 Here Troilus, the noble green-goose, goes
through his youthful agony of ascertaining the unworthiness
of her to whom he had given his faith and hope.

Green gown: see Gkeen A. 1 g.

Greengrocer (grrngnJmsai). [Sec Green and
Guocek.J A retail dealer in vegetables and fruit.

1723 Land. Gaz. No. 6188/9 Samuel Stubley . . Green-
Grocer. 1791 Boswell yohuson an. 1753 (1847) 81/1 Covent-
garden, where the green-grocers and fruiterers were be-

ginning to arrange their hampers. 1793 Wolcot (P. Pindar
Ep. to Pope Wks. 1812 III. 198 As from their shops Green-
grocers for the palate Deal Garden-stuff of all complexion.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 255 A green grocer of Brighton
was convicted . . for . . exposing in his shop . . twenty par-

tridges and two hares, i860 W. G. Clark in I'ac. 'lour

17 A species of tax . . is levied [in Naples] upon cabmen,
small greengrocer^, fishmongers, and other tradesmen.

Hence G-reengroceress [see -ess] rare, a

female greengrocer. Greengrocery [sec -erv],

the business of a greengrocer; the articles retailed

by a greengrocer. Also attrib.

1806 H. Siddons Maid, Wife ft Widow II. 28 Retailers of
chandlery and green-grocery. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxxvii, Air. Raggles himself had to supply the green-
groceries. 1868 Mrs. H. Wood in Argosy June 46 A
miserable greengrocery shed. 1884 Academy 16 Feb. 107/3
The motherly Genoese greengroceress ..is a charming
sketch. 1885 Law limes 16 May 47/1 In the present case
the business of greengrocery was not ancillary to that of
grocery. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 25 Jan. 9/1 Kxposing green-
grocery for sale on the carriage way.

t Greenhead '. Obs. [f. Gkeen a. + -head.]
Greenness. Also Jig. (see Gkeen A. 8).
c 1325 Gloss. II'. de Bibbesw. in Wright J'oc. 171 I'erdoure,

grenhed. 1340 Ayenb. 94 pe holy writ comparisone^ be zaule
and of be guotle manne an of be guode wyfmanne to ane
uayre gardyne uol of grenhede. <" 1386 Chaucer Man of
Paw's P. 65 In hire is heigh beautee, with onte pride,
Vowthe, with oute grenehedeor folye. c 1440 Promp. Pari'.
210/1 Grenehed, or grenenesse, viridltas, viror.

Green head, gree*nhead 2
. [f. Gkeen a.

+ Head sb.]

1 1. (See Head sb. 2 a.) A young, immature, or

untrained intellect. Obs.
1588 L Udall Diotrephes (Arb.) 11 Euerye yoong boy

will take vpon him to teache the ancient, and to reproue
them, for that their greene heades thinke not to bee true.

1591 R. Tuhnhi 1.1. Expos, fas. 175 To whom .. in the con-
ceits of their grene heads, they wil not obey. 1694 F.

BraGCB Disc, /'arables xi. (1706) I. 373 The Difference
between living under the mild and prudent Government of
his Father, and being left to the Conduct of his own ill

instructed and green Head.
2. See Head sb. 7.) A raw, inexperienced person :

a simpleton ; an ignoramus. V Obs.

1589 Marprel. Epit. IJ ij, The author of the Learned Dis-
course, and 500 green heads more that are on their side.

1600 Holi.ani> Livy xxxviu. Hi. (1609) 1017 With the
checks and taunts of certaine greene heads and busie
youths. 165a lip. PATRICK Funeral Serm. in J. Smith's
Set. Disc. 526 Holy and pious counsels for the teaching of
rawer and greener heads, a 1700 IJ. K. Put. Caut. Cre-.v,

Green-head, a very raw Novice or inexperiene'd Fellow.
1742 Kichakdson Pamela III. 311 Hadst thou been a born
tool, or a raw Greenhead, or a doting Greyhead. 1781
Cowi'KR Conversat. 626 Some green heads, as void of wit M
thought. 1820 Scott Monast. xvii, Methinks there is use
for the grey hairs on the old scalp, were it but to instruct
the green head by precept and by example.

t& One entitled to wear the yreen turban, a

descendant of Mahomet. Obs.
1609 I>iumjLrn in T. Lavender Trav. (1612) 71 There

was a SherifTe or a Green-head in Aleppo, whom they
account Mahomets kindred. 16*5 Pi kchas Pilgrims 11. 1623
The cadie of Tripoly being a Green-head that is one of the
Parentage of Mahomet.
Hence f Green-headed a., raw, inexperienced.
1569 Nkwton Cicero's OldAge 43 a. Such youthly prankes

and exercises, as lustye and greene-headed galantes do
enure themselues withal. 1593 Fell-Broth's N. V. Gift 31
Those are greene headed that long for reformations. 1649
Robkrts Clavis Bibl. 214 Rehoboam's tyrannical Answer
. .according to the advice of his green-headed Counsellours.
1684 Hunvan Pilgr. u. 179 That with green-headed Ignor-
ance I would presume to go on to the Gate.

GREEN-HOUSE.

Greenheart (grrnhait). [See Green a. and
Heakt sb. iS, 30.]

1. The name of several West Indian trees remark-
able for the quality of their wood. a. A large
lauraceous tree of Guiana, Nectandra Kodi&i,
which furnishes very hard timber, b. The cog-
wood tree, Ceanothus Chloroxylon. c. A small
rhamnaceous tree, the Colubrina Jerrugincsa of
Jamaica, d. Bastard or False Greenheart, a
small myrtaceous tree, Calyptranthes Chytraculia.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 187 The Greenheart or Cog-

wood tree.. It is generally esteemed one of the best timber-
woods in the island. Ibid. 239 P.astard Green-heart, .is

generally reckoned an excellent timber-wood. 1769 E.
Bancroft Nat. Hist. Guiana 333 They contentedly recur
to the use of Sipera, or Green-H art-tree Apples. 1839 M. J.
Higgins Est. (1875) xvii, Moras, greenhearts, and silk-
cotton trees, rearing their heads far alx>ve the other giants
of the forest. 1858 Penny Cycl. Supp. II. 682/2 The Bibira,
or Greenheart Tree. 1875 BeoPOKO Sailor's Pocket Bk. ix.

(ed. 2) 336 The Morra and Greenheart of British Guiana.
2. The timber of Nectandra Rodied^ used in

shipbuilding, for fishing-rods, etc. Also attrib.

1794 R igging fy Seamanship I. 151 Green-heart, a wood im-
ported from the West Indies, used for the pins of blocks- 1863
Times ioMar. 14/2 In the main and lower decks, teak, mahog-
any, and greenheart are used almost exclusively. 1875 J. D.
Hkath Croquet Player 26 Handles are generally made of
ash, but greenheart and Canadian rock elm are more springy
and elastic. 1884 J'V'w/e.r 26 Mar. 10 New greenheart planks
have been put in where the worst chafing had occurred.
1887 J. Cummins Catal., Hints to Anglers, The best Rods
are composed of Hickory butts, Greenheart centres, with
Greenheart or Washaba tops.

b. A fishing-rod made of this wood.
1884 Blackiv. Mag Mar. 344/1 It was an Irish greenheart.

1894 Ibid, July 67 The rod .. was a 13-foot single-handed
greenheart with one splice.

Gree'llhew. Obs.exc. Hist. Also 7 green huge,
-hue. [? f. Green a. + Hew v. ; cf. Da. hug sb.]

1. The green parts of trees in a wood or forest

;

Vert. Also attrib.

1598 Manwood La7ves Forrest viii. § 4. 46 If the people
of a whole towneship doe make wast in the greene hew
of the Forrest. 1621 Naivorth Househ. Bks. (Surtees)

150 Received of Chr. Harding .. for green-huge, ij*. viij 1*.

1648 Cokk 4//t Inst. Ixxiii. 299 The Kings Officers within
his Forest have charge of Venison, and of Vert or Green
hue for the maintenance or preservation of the Kings game.
1774 T. West Antiq. Furness 11805) 85 They may take
unto themselves green hew, or wood, out of my woods.
Ibid. 97 Customary rents, encroachment rents, hen rents,

greenhew rents.

2. The right to cut greenery for fodder
;
payment

for such a right.

1869 L.onsdale Gloss., Grecn-hcto, the right of cutting
hollies and evergreens in winter for sheep, etc. 1895 Lake-
land Gloss., Greenhew, a word found in old manorial
writings, used for the payment of cutting trees upon an
estate uy the tenant.

Greenhorn (grfoh^m). [See Grken a.]

fl. An appellation given to an animal, ?orig. to

an ox with ' green ' or young horns. Obs.
c 1460 Tiwueley Myst. ii. 25 Io furth, greyn-horne ! and war

outegryme ! Drawes on. .What ! will ye no forther, mare V

f 2. A recently-enlisted soldier ; a raw recruit.

1650 Relat. Fight near Leilh (1806) 214 The Scotch king
being upon the castle-hill to see his men, which he called
his Green Homes, beaten. 168a C. Ikvink Hist. Scot.

Nomtncl. 241 Pyroues, fresh-water Souldiers, or new levyed
;

Greenhorns : also it signifieth novices in any profession.

3. A raw, inexperienced person, esp. a novice in

a trade (cf. Greener' ; an ignoramus; hence, one
easily imposed upon, a simpleton.
1682 hee scn^e ?]. 1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 400 The scale. .

consists of eight degrees; Greenhorn, Jemmy, Jes>amy,
Smart, Honest Fellow, Joyous Spirit, ]Juck,and Hlood. Ibid.

Peculiarities which ..would have denominated me a Green-
Iwnt. 1790 J. B. Morkton Mann. W. Iud. 92 Overseers
are glad to get green-horns, because they can impose hard-

ships on them. 1806 Sihk Winter in Pond. (ed. 3) I. 176 If

Wd stand that . . we should be greenhorns. 1835 W. Ikving
Tour Prairies xx. 175 He . . looked down upon them with
contempt as greenhorns, little versed in the noble science of
woodcraft. 1859 Gin.iuiv Overland Journ. 359 The chances
for ' big strikes ' in the mines are few, and greenhorns cannot
share them. 1885 Ridkr Haggard A*. Solotuoifs Mines ii.

18861 29, I suppose you are not hoaxing us? It is, I know,
sometimes thought allowable to take a greenhorn in.

attrib. 1845 Col. Hawkkk Diary (1893) II. 255 Some
greenhorn dandies.

Hence Greenhornism, the character or condition

of a greenhorn, inexperience.

1831 I)isK.\i-xi Vug. Duke iv. vi, As for Lady Afy, he

execrated the greenhornism which made him feign a passion

and then get caught where he meant to capture. 1844 Col.

Hawker Instruct. Yng. Sportsm. 491 Nothing, therefore,

betrays greenhornism more than expecting to make a shot

under the latter circumstance.

Green-honse, greenhouse gr/nlmus).

1. [f. Gkeen sb. 10.] A glass-house in which

delicate and tender plants are reared and preserved.

1664 Evei.vn Nat, Hort. 11729) 198 Set your.. Windows
and Doors of the Green-houses and Conservatories open.

J683 — Diary 30 Oct., Greene houses for oranges and
mirtles. 171a J.~James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 75 Green-

houses are large Piles of Building like Galleries .. for pre-

serving Orange-Trees, and other Plants, .during the Winter.

174a Phil. 7 ians. X LI I. 56 Thermometers, Hygrometers

and Barometers, .adapted to the Use of Green-houses. 1858

Olenny Gard. Every-day Bk. 94/1 The house ought now
to be enriched by plants from the greenhouse and hothouse.
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b. attrib., as greenhouse cactus, plant, shrub

;

greenhouse bug (see quot.).

1797 Holckoft tr. Stolbirg's Trav. (ed. 2) III. lxxx. 232

The cistus with us is a green-house plant. 1845 Fforisi's

Jrnl. 15 A hardy and very pretty greenhouse shrub. 1848
Rural Cycl. II. 525 Greenhousedmg, scientifically Coccus
Hesperidum, a heteropterous insect of the gallinsecta or

coceidai family. 1858 Glenny Card. Every-day Bk. 140/1
Greenhouse Cacti and Epiphyllums.

2. Pottery. A house in which 'green ware' (see

Gheen a. 9 d) is left to dry, before being placed

in the kiln.

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts <ed. 7) III. 614 The [bisque] ware
being finished from the hands of the potter is brought by
bun upon boards to the ' green-house ', so called from its

being the receptacle for ware in the ' green ' or unfired state.

Greenian (grrnian),<z.(y'.) [f. the name of the

English mathematician George Green (1793-1841

l

4- -ian.] Greenianfunctions : a class of functions

introduced by George Green, serving to represent

the distribution of electricity on an ellipsoid.

1875 C.WLiiY Math. Papers 11896) IX. 393 In the present
Annex, I ihpart reproduce Green's process for the integration

of this equation by means of a series of functions, which are
analogous to Laplace's Functions, and may be termed
'Greenians'. Ibid. 394 These functions 4> of the variables

"t ft.-i y are in fact the Greenian Functions in question.

Greening (grf nig), sb. [f. Gheen a. 4- -ing^.

In sense 1 cf. hasting. Cf. MDu. groenine, Du.
groening kind of apple.]

1. The name of a fruit, f a. A variety of pear.

Also greening-pear. Obs.
i6co Surflet Country Forme in. xlix. 537 Garden, tender

or delicate peares such as are the. .hasting, mollart, green-
ing, butter peare [etc.]. i6n Cotgr., Poire de verdelet,
the Greening ; a tender and delicate Peare. 1632 Smkr-
wood, s.v., A greening peare, verdelet.

b. An apple, which is green when ripe.

1664 Evelyn Pomona iv. 13 Russetings and Greenings.
1676 Worudge Cyder (1691) 210 The Greening is also
another old English fruit of a green colour. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4} I. 59 Winter Sauce Apples..
Yorkshire greening. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric.
(1869) 474 Winthrop Greening. .Rhode Island Greening.
2. = Greenery 2.

1895 Daily News 24 June 7/1 Horses' heads are crowned
with greening.

Greening (grrnirj), vbl. sb. [f. Green v. 1

+ -ING 1.] The action of Green v.1 in various

senses.

1. The action or process of becoming green or
covered with verdure.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16867 On be niorn o bat grening, pe tre

als ar was dri. 1817 Keats Sleep fy Poetry 171 The tender
greening Of April meadows. 1883 Stallybrass tr. Grimm's
Pent. Myth. III. 959 note, The withering or greening of
a tree is bound up with the fate of a country.

2. The process of rendering green or imparting
a green colour, as in Plumbing(see Green v}- 2c),
Pickling, Oyster-culture, etc.

16. . [see Green v. 1 2 b]. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser
195 This Greening is only rubbing it with some green
Vegetable ; it matters not what . . and . . the Sodder . . by
reason of the Greening easily peel'd off. 1806 A. HUNTEB
Culina (ed. 3) 83 Whenever the juice of spinage is used for
greening. 1879 CasselVs Techn. Educ. IV. 184/2 The fat-

tening and greening of the oysters.

b. concr.

1892 Encycl. Cookery fed. Garrett) I. 719 Greening, a
vegetable colouring matter made by expressing the juice of
spinach. Occasionally used in confectionery and for other
culinary purposes.

3. attrib. f greening pit, a pit in which oysters

are ' greened * (see Green v. l 2 b); + greening
weed, a plant used for dyeing green ; = Green-
weed.
16. . *Greening pit [see Green vA 2 bj. 1588 L. M. tr. Bk.

Dyeing 18 Put therein two pound of *grening weede. 1751
Chambers Cycl. s.v.. If urine, citron-juice, or spirit of
vitriol, be cast on a green ribband, it becomes blue; by
reason the yellow of the greening-weed is thereby exhaled
and consumed ; so that nothing but blue remains behind.
1761 J. White Art's Treasury 6.

Gree*ning, ppl a± [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. Growing or becoming green.
1800 Monthly Mag. IX. 465 The war-steed's hoof-mark

hide with greening ears, Twine round the elm once more
the trampled vine I 1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. 24 The green-
ing plain. 1835 Tennyson Early Spring ii, From skies of
glass A Jacob s ladder falls On greening grass. 1830 — In
Mem. cxli, Where now the seamew pipes, or dives In yonder
greening gleam. 1858 Bailey Age 52 Slowly greening
woods Make dim the distant view.

2. That causes to become green.
1846 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VII. n. 494 The sun's scorching

and greening influence.

Greening, vbl. sb.* anfj ^t. a.2 : see Green v±
Greenish (gr/'riij'), a. [f. Green a. 4- -ish.]

Somewhat green.

c 1384 Chaucer M. Fame in. 557 Suche a smoke gan out
wende . . Blak bloo grenyssh, swart rede. 1398 Trkvisa
Harih. De P. R. xix. xix. {1495) 875 Melancoly : that is

blacke by meane of vnkynde Colera : that is rusty and
grenysshe : and is founde grene. 1530 Palsgh. 314/2
Grenysshe, verdastre. c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears iv. iii. in
Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. (1897I, The flame that it gave
was greenish, pale, and dimme. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 512
There is a Greenish Prime-Rose, but it is Pale, and scarce a
Greene. 1707 Curios, in Hush, fy Card. 91 A wild Oat,
while 'tis yet greenish. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 6 May,

Her eyes are not grey, but greenish, like those of a cat. 1872
Huxley Physiol, ix. 221 When the eye is turned aside to the
white paper a greenish spot will appear.

b. Comb., qualifying adjs. or sbs. of colour.
1644 Evelyn Diary 21 Nov., It was tiansparent, of a

greenish yellow. .11691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692)223 The
filings exposed to the air, changed colour, and became a
greenish blew. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 385
Bloss[oms] greenish white. 1803 Chenevix in Phil. Trans.
XCIII. 296 The supernatant liquor of the precipitate., is

sometimes of a fine greenish-blue. 1879 Rood Chromatics
x. 141 The greenish-grey tints of the mosses.

Hence Greenishness, greenish quality.

1727 in Bailey vol. II. 1865 Tntell. Obserz: No. 40. 277
A certain greenishness.

tGree'nkin. Obs.—1
[f. Green a. + -kin.]

A person clad in green or wearing green colours.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 471 marg., Some were called

Prossini that ran for the prise, /. Greenkins.

Greenland (gr/~nland; . [f. Green a. + Land
sb., ultimately after the equivalent ON. Gr&nland,
whence Sw., Da. Grouland, adopted in Du. Groen-
land. G. Greenland.
According to IslendiugabSk vi, the land was so named

by its discoverer in 986 ' because it would induce settlers

to go there, if the land had a good name'.]

1. A large island or small continent to the north-
east of North America. Used attrib. in Green-
land Dove (see Dove i c) ; Greenland Falcon
or Gerfalcon, the whitest of the gerfalcons (Palco
candicans); Greenland Poppy ? = Iceland Poppy,
Greenland Turtle = Greenland Dove ; Green-
land Whale, the Arctic Right Whale {Balvena
mysticetus) ; Greenland yard, a yard where
whales are cut up and the blubber boiled, etc.

1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 326 That bird which in

Holland they call the Greenland-Dove. 1797-1804 Bewick
Birds (1847) I. 8 The Greenland Falcon, Ealco Grxn-
landicus. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 14 Greenland-
yards on both sides. 1842 Brandf Diet. Set. etc., Bahena,
the Greenland whale. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.

%

Greenland Dove, the puffinet, called scraber in the Hebrides.
1882 Garden 10 June 400/2 The Greenland Poppy .. has a
delicate odour. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 201
In form the Greenland whale is the most ungraceful of
mammals. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 218 Sea
turtle, or Greenland turtle. 1896 R. B. Sharpe Haudbk.
Birds Gt. Brit. II. 191 The Greenland Gyr-falcon, Hiero-
falco candicans.

2. slang. The country of greenhorns.
1838 Dickens O. Twist viii, 'A new pal', replied Jack

Dawkins, pulling Oliver forward. Where did he come
from ?

' ' Greenland \

Greenlander (grrnlaiufoi). [f. prec. + -erI.]

1. A native or inhabitant of Greenland.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 217 It is common with

them [Greenlanders], when they see a quiet, .stranger, to
say that he is almost as well bred as a Greenlander. 1842
Pricuard Nat. Hist. Man 504 The Greenlanders believed
in the existence of spirits, good and evil.

f 2. A vessel of some kind (? resembling a Green-
land whaler in build). Obs.
1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2815/4 In her way home [she] took a

French Greenlander, of 22 Guns, and 42 Men.
Greenlandic (gr/h!arndik), a. and sb. rare,

[f. Greenland + -10.] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to Greenland, its language and its inhabitants.

B. sb. The language of Greenland.
1813 E. Henderson in Life iii. (1859) 116 Another mer-

chant has promised to get the Greenlandic Testaments for-

warded. 1883 A. C. Thompson Morav. Missions vi. 250 The
translation of the Scriptures into Greenlandic. 1887 Science
X. 287 Written in the modern Greenlandic alphabet.

Greenlandish CgrrnlandiJ), a. [f. as prec. +
-ish.] Characteristic of Greenland. In mod. Diets.

Greenlandite (grrnlandoit). A/in. [f. Green-
land + -ite.] A variety of garnet.
1837 Dana Syst. Min. 351.

Greenlandman (grrnlandmam). [f. Green-
land + Man sb. Cf. Indiaman.] A vessel engaged
in the Greenland whale-fishery.

1794 Naval Chron. XXIV. 102 One man was killed be-
longing to the Greenlandman. 1827 J. Wilson Nodes
Ambr. Wks. 1855 II. 4, I sud hae nae great objections to
be a whale in the Polar Seas. Gran' fun . . wi' ae thud o'

your tail, to drive in the stern-posts o' a Greenlandman.

Greenless (gr/~nles , a. [f. Green sb. + -less.]

Without greenness or verdure,
a 1618 Sylvester Mem. Mortal, xxv. Wks. (Grosart) II.

217 But, Beauty, Grace-Iesse, is a Saile-Iesse Bark, A green-
lesse Spring. 1854 'Bait's Mag. XXI. 218 Birds .. held
their chattering synods., among the greenless boughs. 1896
Henslow Wild Blowers 169 This is a greenless fleshy root-

parasite.

Greenlet (grfnlet). [f. Green a. 4- -let; app.
formed to render the etymological sense of L.
vireo.] A name for the numerous species of small
greenish American singing-birds of the genus Vireo
or family Vireonidse.
1831 Swainson Fauna Bor. Ainer. II. 233, 1. Vireo oli-

vaceus (.Bonaparte), Red-eyed Greenlet. Ibid. 235. 2. Vireo
Bartramii (Swainson), Bartram's Greenlet. Ibid. 237
lireo longirostris (Swainson), Long-billed Greenlet. 1869
J. Burroughs in Galaxy Mag. Aug., The Vireos, or Green-
lets, are a sort of connecting-link between the Warblers and
the true Fly-catchers. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888)
IV. 513 The greenlets reach their highest development in
the genus Cyclorhis. 1895 C. Dixon in Fortn. Rev. Apr.
645 The Vireonidse or greenlets.

Greenling (grrnliij). rare. [f. Green a. +
-ling.] -Green-fish i and 2 a.

In quot. 1440 grene tynge may be two words, green ling,

but the fact that leeuge is the spelling of ling sb. in the
Promp. Parv. militates against this supposition.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 2ro,i Grene lynge, fyshe (S. gren-
lynge, /'. grenelynge). 1847 Hai.liwmll, Greenling, same
as Greenfish. 1880—4 U^e Green-fish 2].

Greenly (grrnli), adv. [f. Green a. + -ly 2
.]

1. With a green colour ; with green vegetation

;

!
so as to look green.

1583 Staxyhurst sEncis iv. iArb.) 113 With twisted gar-

!
land and lean's, spred greenlye, she garnisht Thee place of

1 her burial. 1816 Byron Ch. liar. m. xlvi, Grey but leafy
walls, where Ruin greenly dwells. 1856 Mrs. Browning
Aur. Leigh 1. 572 The straight small bed was curtained

I

greenly. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 198 The valley

widens greenly toward other mountains. 1881 Miss Vonge
Lads <$ Lasses Lau^ley iv. 149 Rows of hops, with the sun
glancing greenly through on the waving clusters.

2. fig. Chiefly with reference to growing vegeta-

: tion : Freshly, vigorously, youthfully.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. iii. Two gentle swains
Whose sprouting youth did now but greenly bud. 1815
Byron Parisina xx, The rest shall bloom and live All
greenly fresh. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxiv. 232 Look that
warily then deep-laid in steady remembrance These our
words grow greenly. 1879 Mrs. Holston Wild West 249,
I could not flatter myself that in the hearts of even one of

I

those whom I had striven to aid my memory would greenly
. live. 1886 W. Alexander St. A Hgustine's Holiday 142 If

he have wrinkles they are greenly hid.

3. In an inexperienced or unskilful manner; nn-

j

skilfully; with simplicity, arch.

1599 B. Joxsox Cyn th ia*s Rez }
. v. ii, He, greenly credulous,

shall withdraw thus. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 149, I can-
not look greenely: nor gaspe out my eloquence. 1602 —
Ham. iv. v. S3 We haue done but greenly In hugger-mug-
ger to interre him. 1820 Scott Monast. xxx, I must assist

you, I reckon, for you are setting very greenly about this

gear.

Green man, greenman.
f 1. A man dressed up with greenery to represent

a wild man of the woods, who took part in outdoor
shows, masques, triumphs, and the like ; a Jack-in-
the-green. Obs.

The common tavern sign of 'The Green Man and Still'

seems to have been suggested by the arms of the Distillers'

Company, the supporters of which are two Indians. The
sign-painters represented the Indian by a ' Green man ' (in

the above sense>, and this figure was afterwards replaced
by that of a man clothed in green, a forester, often Robin
Hood. (See ' Larwood ' & Hotten Signboards 148.)

1638 Kirke 7 Champions in. H 2, Have you any squibs in
your Country? any Green-men in your shows? 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes 1. vi. 19 The strange Feasts of the Greenmen,
Whiflers, Marshals, and his Ministers. 1687 Tacbman
Loudon's Tri. 7 Besides Green-men, Swabs, Satyrs, and
Attendants innumerable, a 1716 Bagford in ' Larwood' &
Hotten Signboards (1866) 367 They are called woudmen or
wildmen, thou

1

at thes day we in ye signe call them Green
Men, coueied with grene boues. 1801 Strltt Sports S>- Past.
iv. iii. 282 The actors formerly concerned in the pyrotechnical
shows, .were called monstrous wilde men ; others were fre-

quently distinguished by the appellation of green men ; and
both of them were men whimsically attired and disguised
with droll masks [etc.]. 1810 Craisbe Borough x\. 229
But the Green-Man shall I pass by unsung, Which mine
own James upon his sign-post hung? His sign, his image,
—for he once was seen A squire's attendant, clad in keeper's
green.

2. A fresh, raw, or inexperienced man ; a ' green
hand

'
; spec, in whale-fishing, one who had not

been to sea before. Obs. exc Hist.
1682 J. Collins Salt $ Fishery 99 The third of the Men

that go a Fishing being Green-Men, that never were at Sea
before. 1690 Child Disc. Trade (1694) 228 Boat-keepers
enter very few new or green men. 1699 Act 10 Will. Ill,
c. 25 § 10 Every Master of any Fishing Ship going to New-
foundland .. shall have in his Ship's Company every fifth

Man a Green-man (that is to say) not a Seaman, or having
been ever at Sea before. 1786 Act 26 Geo. Ill, c. 26 It
shall and may be lawful for the Hirer or Employer of any
such Green Men engaged in the said Fishery, to advance
to any such Green Man, during the Time he shall be in his
Service, a Sum not exceeding Five Pounds. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., Green-men, the five supernumerary sea-
men who had not been before in the Arctic Seas, whom
vessels in the whale-fishery were obliged to bear, to get the
tonnage bounty. [1886 H.Clarke in Science VIII. 604, 1 am
afraid we would have killed a green man, travelling and
working as we did.]

3. A name for Aceras anthropophora ; in full

green man orchis.

1829 Loudon Encycl. PI. 752.

t Greenmans. Old Cant. [f. Green a. : the

second element occurs also in dark/nans, light-

mans, etc.] The field, the country.
1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all E iv, Greenemans, the

fields.

Greenness (grrn,nes). Forms: see Green
a. \ also 1 greries, 4-6 grenes, greness(e,
grennes, (4 grenis, 6 greenes, grienesse), 7
greeness^e. [OE. grinnes, f. grine Grefn: see
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being green.

1. The green colour of growing vegetation.

Hence concr. or semi-concr. Verdure.
1:900 tr. Ba?da's Hist. in. viii. [x.] (1890) 180 [>aere stowe

grennis [v. I. grenes] & faegernis. a 1300 Cursor M. 8034
Passed war a thusand yere, Sin bai war planted in bat place,
In grenes ai wit godds grace. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. ix. xxxii. (1495) 369 Pentecoste is tyme of myrth and
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of grenesse for nainly thenne herbes l)en grene. r 1450
Miroitr Saluact'oun 1071 In aarons ^erde we fynde of
braunches the grennesse. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1.

xvi. 1 1634) 82 Out of seeds warmed in the bosome of the
grounde, he draweth a budding greennesse. 1634 Sir T.
Herhekt Trav. 209 Here is store of box trees, whose
growth and greennesse, affoord profit and delight. 1712 j.
James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 143 The little Greenness
it affords .. makes it seldom used in Gardens. 1821 Lam 11

Elia Ser. 1. New Year's Eve (i860) 46 Sun and sky . . and
the greenness of fields. 1825 Cobbktt Rur. Rides 469 There
never yet was a summer . . when the downs did not retain
their greenness to a certain degree.

b. Green colour of the sea and other things.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9987 pe grennes lastand euer in ay

Bitakens end o bat maiden. 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P.R.
xvi. lxviii. H495) 574 Marbyll hyghte Marmor & hath y*

name of Grekys : for grenesse [L. a viriditate vocatur] as
Ysidofr] sayth. 1561 Daus Bullinger on Afoe. (1573) 65
Grennes signified) the everlastyngnebse of God, and that he
quickeneth and kepeth all thynges alyue. 1597 A. M. Guil-
temcaus Fr. Chiring. 29 2 Ther remayneth somtimes a viri-

ditye or greenes about the apertione. 1661 Lovell Hist.
Anim. <$ Min. 259 When they bite, there followeth great.

.

greennesse or blackness* of the wound. 1756-7 tr. Keys-
Jer's Trav. (1760) I. 231 The contrast of the white foam,
with the natural greenness of the water, has a charming
effect. 1824 Miss Miteori) Village Ser. 1. 226 She used to
accuse my French greys of blueness. ,^nc\ my greens of their
greenness. 1871 Tvndall Eragm. Sci. (1879) I. vi. 226 The
greenness of the sea is physically connected with the matter
which it holds in suspension.

2. Unripeness [in fruits, etc. as indicated by
green colour.

< 1450 Lydg, K: Burgh Secrees 1942 Looke they be rype
and of good swetnesse, Strong in substance, no grenness let

be sene. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 183 bananas or Plan-
tanes. .They will ripen though you first plucke them in their
greenesse. 1719 London & Wish Compl. Card. 161 Care
must be had not to uncover them till they have attain'd
their proper size, and begin to lose the great Greenness
they had.

b. Immaturity or tenderness of age).
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Trine. 964 In grenesse Of

youthe. 1557 TotteTs Misc. (Arb.j 167 The grenes of my
youth cannot therof expresse The proces. 1579 Fenton
Guicciard. 1 18 What with the greennes of his yeares aspir-
ing nowe to xxij. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 225
Considering the greennesse of his age. 1753 Smollett Ct.
Fathom (1784) 17/2 The greenness of his years secured him
from any suspicion of fallacious aim. 1762 A. Murphy
Life Fielding 14 (F.'s Wks. 1771 I.), Considering the green-
ness of his years, the sensibility of his temper, and the
warmth of bis imagination.

C. gen. Immaturity, crudity.

*S74 J Studley tr. Bale's Pageant Po/>es 37 Antichrist as
it were appearing aboue the grounde : who grewe still for-

warder from grenenesse to ripenesse. 1617 Hales Serm. in
Cold. Rem. 1 1673) 10 If. .St. Haul required diligent reading,
and expressly forbad greenness of Scholarship. 1641 Mil-
ton Reform. 1. (1851) 12 The greennesse of the limes, the
weake Estate which Qu. Mary left the Realme in. 1856 81
Mrs. H. O. Conant Eng. Bible xxvi. 216 The prelates were
seeking to conceal the greenness of their new church from
the popular eye under this garb of antiquity. 1875 Jowett
Plato ied. 2) V. 148 The greenness of our argument will

ludicrously contrast with the ripeness of our ages.

d. Rawness, inexperience, e. Simplicity, gulli-

bility.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark'w. 26-9 The grenenes
of innocencie. 1740 Dyche & Pardon* Diet., Greenness ..

also the rawness, unskilfulness, or imperfection of any person
in a trade, art, science, &c. 1838 Jas. Grant Sk. Lond.
vi. 205 Instances of perfect simplicity or 'greenness'. 1848
Thokkau Maine IV. 1 894 < 17 A Province man was betray-
ing his greenness to the Yankees by his questions. 1853
De Qui no: y Aittobiog. Sk. Wks. 1. 61, I had an opportunity
of displaying my exemplary greenness. 1875 tr. Comte de
Paris' Hist. Civ. IVarAwer. I. 228 When McDowell alleged
the greenness of his troops, as they say m English.

3. The vigour or freshness of growth ; vitality.

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawtii Poems Wks. {1711I 53/1 With
fragrant greenness ofThy grace Our blasted souls of wounds
release. 1675 Thaherne Chr. Ethics App. 561 Enmities
and disgraces . . fall like storms and showers upon budding
vertues in their spring and greeness. ,? 1716 South Serm.
(1744) X. ii. 44 The hypocrite's hope ..for a while gives
growth and greenness to his comforts. 1843 P. Parleys
Ann. IV. 249 The affection of a child gives a greenness to
old age.

4. Freshness, newness. ? Oh.
1553 Brende tr. Q. Curtius K iv, Through y grene-

nesse of their woundes they felt litle paine. 1616 Surfl.
& Markh. Country Farme 635 There is great difference
betwixt that tartnesse or sowrenesse, which is an accidentall

vice or fault in wines, and that greenenesse or sharpenesse,
which is anaturall tast and relish in them. 1651 tr. Bacon"

s

Life <y Death 5 This . . preserves them [Grains] also in that
Greennesse, that they are fit and serviceable to make Bread.

•f b. The condition of being fresli from child-

bearing. Oh.
1624 Hevwooo Gitnatk. iv. 169 Canace by reason of her

greenenes and weake estate, not able to make her escape.

Greenockite (gi/'nakait). Min. [Named by
Jameson in 1840 after Lord Greenock: see -it k.]

Native sulphide of cadmium, found usually in

yellow coalings, rarely in crystals.

1844 Alger Min. 573 Sulphuret of Cadmium. Greenockite
of Prof. Jameson. 1855 Brf.wstf.r Newton I. x. 213 The
refractive index, .of greenockite. 1892 Dana Min. 69.

Greenovite (grrnavait). Min. [Named by
Dufrenoy in 1840 after G. B. Greenough : see -ite.]

A variety of titanite having a reddish colour due
to manganese.
1844 Alger Min. 613. 189a Dana Min. 714.
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Green-peak (frTajp/kl Also -peek. [A
rendering of It, piechio verde or Y. *pic-vert (now
pivert).] The Green Woodpecker, Gecinus viridis.

1598 Florio, Piechio verde* a birde called a greene peake.
161 1 Cotgr., Pic verd, the Greene-peake, or ordinarie
Woodpecker. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) ill. 937 The green-
peak is all over green, except two red spots, one on its

breast, and another on its head, and is a very beautiful bird.

1847-78 Halliwell, Green-peak* a woodpecker. Line.

Green-room.
1. A room in a theatre provided for the accommo-

dation of actors and actresses when not required

on the stage, probably so called because it was
originally painted green, trans/. The players who
frequent the green-room. Phr. to talk green-room :

to talk theatrical gossip.
1701 Cibbeb Love Makes Man iv. iv, I do know London

pretty well, and the Side-box, Sir, and behind the Scenes
;

ay, and the Green-Room, and all the Girls and Women-
Actresses there. 1736 FrELDING Pasquin 1. Wks. 1882 X.
140 Sir, the Prompter and most of the players are drinking
tea in the Green-room. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. viii. f 3
Characters .. as eccentric as any bona roba of the green-
room. 1820 Byron Blues 11. 78 Sir, the green-room's in

rapture. 1839 LEVER //. Lorrenuerx\\, We talked 'green-
room '. 1885 J. K- Jerome On the Stage 71 Where a green
ro»m was originally provided, it has been taken by the star

or the manager, as his or her private room.
attrib. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 111. x. f 4 Our green-room

goddess. i8iz Examiner 21 Sept. 602/2 Few Authors ..

would enter a green-room cabal. 1823 W. Irving in Life A>

Lett. (1864) II. 141 The colonel ..is a green-room veteran,
and lias written for the London theatre. 1887 Besant Kath.
Regina xv, Actors' gossip and green-room whispers.

2. A room in a warehouse or factory for the

reception of goods in a 'green' state, such as cloth

fresh from the weaving factor}-, undried pottery, etc.

(Cf. GUEEN-HOL'SK 2.) In recent Diets.

Green-sand, gree'nsand.
1. Min. and Geo/, a. — Glaucumte, green earth.

b. A variety of sandstone, usually imperfectly con-
solidated, consisting largely of glauconite. C. A
formation consisting largely of this sandstone;
denominated Upper or Lo'ver Greensand from the

position of the stratum relatively to the gault.

1796 Kirwan Elent. Miny (ed. 2) II. 149 Green sand of
Peru. Its colour is grass green ; of the consistence of sand.
1830 Lvi i.l Princ. Geol. I. 477 Marine strata about the age
of our chalk and green-sand. 1847 Anstkd Anc. World x.

228 The Upper Greensand is generally barren of fossils.

1873 Dawson Earth fy Man ix. 229 The mineral Glauconite
or "green-sand \ 1875 — Dawn of Life v. 99 Glauconite .

.

gives by the abundance of its little bottle-green concretions
the name of green-sand to formations of this age. 1876
Pack Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. xviii. 339.
attrib. 1865 Reader No. 118. 377/2 Greensand fossils. 1868

Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. 1869) 69 Greensand marls.

2. (See Greek a. 9 d.)

Green sauce, gree'nsauce. Oh. exc. dial,

1. A sauce of a green colour made from herbs

and eaten with meat. (Cf. 2, quot. 1S83.)
c 1460 [see Green-fish i]. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Mor-

teruela, greene sauce, Moretum. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie
Dinner P ij b, Greene Sauce. Made of sweete hearbes,as.

.

a clowe or two, and a little Garlicke. a 1612 Harington
Salerues Regim. (1634) 68 Sauce for Mutton, Veale, and
Kid, is greene sauce, made in Summer with Vinegar orVer-
juyce, with a few spices, and without Garlicke. 1661 Lovkll
Hist. Anim. A Min. 117 Pork..; when powdered it's best to
be eaten with green sauce. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery
ii. 42 You must either put good Gravy, or Green-sauce in

the Dish. 1847-89 Halliwkll, Green-sauce, sour dock or
sorrel mixed with vinegar and sugar. North.

2. A name for field sorrel, Rumex aeetosa and
wood sorrel, Oxalis acetosella.

i6ao Vknner Via Recta vii. 149 This proueth that Greene-
sauce is .. wholsome against contagion. 1645 N. Drake
Siege Pontefract Cos. iSurtees Soc. 1861) 37 We had allso

a boy about 9 yeares of age (as he was getting of greene
sawse..) was dangerously shott in the belly. 1790 in W.
Marshall Midi. Co. II. 438. 1862 t . P.Johnson Useful
PI. Gt. Brit. 64 The Wood-Sorrel [Oxalis acetosella], . . or
Green-sauce. 1883 Almondb. % Huddersf. Gloss., Green
sauce, Rumex acetosa, . . much used formerly as a sauce
with meal, especially veal.

Greenshank (grrnjeenk). A large sandpiper,

Totanus glottis ; probably so called from its olive-

coloured legs. Cf. Redshank (7'. calidris).

1766 Pennant Zool. (1776) II. 375 Limosa, ct glottis ..

Green Shank. 1863 Spring L apt. 351 Perhaps one of the
commonest of our waders here was the greenshank. 1890
Lumholtz Cannibals 56 At Thompson I found an old ac-
quaintance from Europe, the greenshank.

i Gree'nship. Oh. ran— l
. In 4 greneschipc.

[f. Green a. + -ship.] Greenness.
13.. Cast. Love 709 So is pe foundement al grene, [>at to

pe roche faste lip. . For be greneschipe lastep euere, And his

heuh ne leoseb neuere.

Greensick grrnsik), a. ? Oh. [Back-forma-
tion from Gheen sickness.] Affected with green
sickness; alsoyf^-. * morbid ', 'sickly'.
1681 Broadside, Canto on Miracle wrought by the D. of

M\onmouth\, But O the Greensick Girls may boast This
Duke hath cur'd Them to His Cost. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.
Compit. 111. 93 Green-sick persons are unfit for exercise. 1807
Dime in Lect. Paint. (1848) 316 Those greensick lovers of
chalk, brickdust, charcoal, and old tapestry. i8» 34 Goods
Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 83 There is even ground for carry-
ing the term, with other authors, still further, and applying
it to green-sick boys, as well as green-sick girls.

GREEN-STONE.

Green sickness, green-sickness (gr/~n-

si'knes). [See Green a. 3.] An aiuemic disease

which mostly affects young women about the age
of puberty and gives a pale or greenish tinge to

the complexion ; chlorosis.

1583 Grkene Mamillia Wks. (Grosarf II. 36 His daugh-
ter beeing at the age of twentie yeeres, would . . fall into
the green sickues for want of a husband. 1584 J. Rav-
nolds Proph. Haggai iv. (1649' 53 Like them that are trou-

bled with the greene sicknesse. 1678 Drvden Limberham
iv. i. Wks. 1883 VI. 82 Languishing maids in the green-
sickness. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 225 The Pulse
in the Green-Sickness beats 90. 1746 R. James Introd.
Moufet's Health's Improv. 21 The Mischief that young
Girls do themselves, who are inclined to . . the green Sick-
ness, by taking great Quantities of Chalk, Lime, and other
Absorbents. 1846 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I. 385 She .. had
quite lately had the green sickness.

b. trans/, and jig. (often with reference to the

morbid appetite which characterizes chlorosis).

150 Nashe Saffron-U'alden Wks. (Grosarti III. 166 It

will then appeare .. whose wit hath the greene sicknes.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 100 A kinde of Male Green-
Sicknesse. a 1658 Cleveland Antiplatonic iv, Virtue's no
more in Womankind But the Green sickness of the Mind.
1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 142 Curiosity is that
green-sickness of the soul, whereby it longs for novelties,

and loathes sound and wholesome truths. 1682 Loyal
Satirist in Somers Tracts (1812) VII. 68 What a desperate
green-sickness is the land fallen into, thus to doat on coals

and dirt, and such rubbish divinity ! 1881 Stevenson Virg.

Puerisque 104 There is some meaning in the old theory of
wild oats ; and a man who has not bad his greensickness
and got done with it for good, is as little to be depended
upon as an unvaccinated infant.

c. attrib. and Comb. ( = Greensick a.), esp. in

green-sickness girl\ viaid
y
etc.

1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. HI. v. 157 Out you greene sick-

nesse carrion, out you baggage, You tallow face. 1598 K.
Gilpin Skial. 11878) 46 Bad greene-sicknes wines. 1628
Ford Lover's Met. in. ii, What a green-sickness-liver 'd boy
is this ! 1651 Cleveland Poena 42 W'hy, my Muse, like

a Green-sicknesse-Girle, Feed'st thou on coals and dirt?

'733 Chkynk Eug. Malady^Introd. (173412 Sunk even below
theWeakness of a Green-sickness Maid. 1767 A. Campbell
Lcxiph. (1774) 169 Just as a green-sickness girl, when gorged
with chalk and trash, nauseates the nicest dainties.

Hence Green-sicknessed a., green-sick.

1673 F. Kirkman Unlucky Cit. 176 Never did Green-
sickness'd Girl long with half so much earnestness for Chalk
or Oatmeal. 1 1720 Br. RuHDLK in Butler Life Hildesley

(17991 185 Thy [sc. Sir R. Steele] works will, .cure all the
green-skknessed appetites that will seize on the gay and
young, without so friendly a cordial.

Green - Sleeves. A woman wearing green

sleeves ; the name given to an inconstant lady-love,

who is the subject of a ballad published in 1580
(see quot.), which, together with the tunc to which
it was sung, became very popular ; hence, a name
for the ballad and the tune themselves.
1580 in Arber Stationer's Reg. (1875) II. 376 A newe

northe[r]n Dittye of ye Ladye Greene Sieves. 1584 C.
Robinson New Sottet of Ladie Green Sleeues in Roxb. Ball.

(1887) vi. 398 Green-sleeues was all my ioy, Green-sleeues

was my delight : Green-sleeues was my heart of gold, and
who but my Ladie Green-sleeues? 1598 Shaks. Merry IV.

11. i. 64. Ibid. v. v. 22 Let it thunder to the tune of Greene-
sleeues. 1717 Prior Alma 11. 320 Old Madge, bewitch'd

at Sixty one, Calls for Green Sleeves, and Jumping Joan.

Green snake. U.S.

1. One of two green harmless snakes of the U.S.
1791 W. Bartkam Carolina 275 The green snake is a

beautiful innocent creature. 1880 Lil>r. L niv. Knmvl. VII.

84 Green Snake, .common through most of the U.S. .. ;

long, slender, and entirely harmless.

2. An air-plant resembling the snake.

1883 A. J. Adderlev Fisheries Bahamas 17 One of the

most remarkable of them [air-plants] is the green-snake,

which looks exactly like a long serpent made of coloured

india-rubber.

Green-stone, greenstone, [f. Gueen a.

+ Stone sb. ; in sense 1 ad. G. griinstein.]

1. Geol. A term of wide and varying application,

but usually comprising the greenish-coloured erup-

tive rocks containing feldspar and hornblende (or

augite), such as diorite, melaphyre, etc.

1805 Edin. Rev. VI. 235 The name griinstein or green-

stone has been given by Werner to a rock composed of

horneblende and feldspar. 1813 Bakewfll Introd. Geol.

(1815) 117 Transitions from granite to sienite and green-

stone may sometimes be observed in the same block. i8a6

W. Phillips Outl. Min. <y Geol. led. 4) 151 The Diabase,

Diorite and Amphibolite of French authors, and the Grun-

stein of the German School, seems to include both Green-

stone and Hornblende rock. 1896 Pack Adv. Text-Bk.

Geol. § 119 The greenstones (whinstones of Scotland) are

less compact," more granular [etc.l 1857 R. Tomes Avter.

in Japan xii. 283 Several quarries of trachyte, or green-

stone, are worked in the neighbourhood. 1861 Smilks Ln-
gineers 1 1 1. 297 A remarkable bed of whinsione or greenstone.

attrib. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 175 A large block of

greenstone-porphyry. 184a Miller O. R. Sandst. viii.

(ed. 2) 183 The greenstone bed of Salisbury Crags. 1875

Croll Climate -y T. xxvii. 442 A Greenstone boulder.

2. Min. = Nephrite, a variety of jade.

1771-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 125 Many of these Indians

wore pieces of green-stone round their necks which were

transparent, and resembled an emerald. These being ex-

amined, appeared to be a species of the nephritic stone.

1849 Dana Geol. xvii. (1850) 636 The greenstone, usually

called jade, used for ornaments, and also in making hatchets.

1859 A. S. Thomson Story N. Zealand I. 1. vn. 140 The
greenstone composing these implements of war is called
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nephrite by mineralogists. .The most valuable kind is as

clear as glass with a slight green tinge. 1892 F. R. Chap-
man {title) The Working of Greenstone by the Maoris.

attrib. 1859 A. S. Thomson Story N. Zealand I. I. vii.

140 Of these [weapons] the greenstone meri was the most
esteemed. 1883 Times (weekly ed.) 30 Jan. 13/2 Their [the

natives of New Guinea] principal instrument is a green-

stone adze.

3.
( A very hard and close-textured stone used for

putting- the last edge on lancets and other delicate

surgical instruments.* (Cent. Vict.)

4. .^See quot.)

1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye 16 Sulphate of Copper, or

a combination of this salt with alum, ' lapis divinus'j or

'green stone'.

Greensward (gr/~ns\v§id). For forms see

Swakd. Turf on which grass is growing.
1600 Holland Livy xxih. xix. (1605) 487 When the

enemies had turned up with a plough all the green sord.

1616 Subfl. & Markham Country b'arme 662 Except you
leaue such large space of greeneswarth betwixt it and the
corne-lands, that [etc.]. 1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 1. ii,

I am To cut the Table out o the greene sword. Ibid, 1. v,

On every greene sworth, and in every path. 1661 Walton
Anglerxvi. (ed. 3) 221 When you see men ploughing up.,
greenswards, then follow the plough. 1709 Pope Jan. fMay 621 The Knights so nimbly o'er the greensward bound,
1792 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1. 147 Oft as he turned the
greensward with his spade. 1842 Barham Ingol. Leg., Net-
try Abbey, There they lie on the greensward strown. 1854
Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) I. 325 The garden is..

set out with greensward and gravel-walks.

b. attrib., as greenswardground \ greensward
w&y—green way, lit. and fig. (see Green a. 2 b).

1691 Dhyden A". Arthur n. ii, Trembling bogs, that bear
a greensward show. 1697 — /Eneid in. 291 We spread the
Tables, on the greenswoid Ground. 1703 Savage Lett.
Antients viii. 46 He . . had an easy greensword Way to

whatever else he had a mind to persue. 1808 Scott Marm.
iv. iv, The green-sward way was smooth and good.

Hence Grecnswarded a., covered with green-

sward.
a 1847 Eliza Cook Old Mill-Stream i. 2 The green-

swarded paradise watered by thee. 1870 Huxley Lay
Stmt. iii. (1874) 48 Greenswarded courts.

Greenth. ;'gr/n]>). [f. Green a. + -th ; one of

Walpole's coinages: cf. g!oomth.~\ Verdure.

1753 H. Walpole Lett, to Montagu lvi, I found my
garden brown and bare, but these rains have recovered the
greenth. 1856 Masson jEss. wL 37a In the poetry of Keats.,
there is an excess of greenth and vegetable imagery, c i860
G. H. Lewes in Mathilde Blind Geo. Etiotxn, 164 TJndera
broad sweep of sky and the greenth of the uplands round
her. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Dcr. iv. xxx. 251 Amidst the
gleams and greenth of summer.

Green wax, gree*nwax. Obs. exc. Hist,
Sealing-wax of a green colour ; hence b. A seal

of green wax, such as was affixed to documents
delivered by the Exchequer to sheriffs. C. An
estreat or other document bearing this seal ; also

process ofgreen wax. d. The fines or amercements
exacted in accordance with such a document.
[izygAct 27 Edw. I, Stat, de Einibus c. 9 Nomina omnium

qui . . dehita per viridem ceram ab eis exacta solverunt.]
1377-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 586 In soluc. facta
vicecomiti Northtimbr, pro le Grenewax, 13.?. $d. 1:1460
Townelcy Myst. xxx.284 Rasersofthe fals tax, And gederars
of greyn wax. 1461 PlumpUni Corr. (Camden) 2, I trust to
God for to gett you downe your greene wax if that I may,
thof it cost you mony. C1500 God Speed the Plough 69 in
/*. PI. Crede (1867) 71 Then commeth the grenewex which
greveth vs sore, With ronnyng in reragis it doth vs sorowe
Inough. 1523 Fitzherb. Snrv. 28 The whiche afterwarde is

estreyted agayne and sende downe to the shiryffes of euery
countie . . and it is called grene waxe. 1577-87 Holinsheu
Chron. III. 1241/1 HughPateshull,treasurorof theexcheker,
which was treasuror of the greenewax, or of the seale.

1613 Sir H. Finch Laiu (1636) 487 Of Sherifes and greene
waxe. 1618 in Crt. $ Times Jos. I (1849) II. 61 Sir Thomas
Edmondes is in concert with the duke, to farm the green
wax, as they call it, or the seal of the exchequer. 1668 in

lotA Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 76 A processe of
green wax issued to the Sheriff of Sligo for f. 300 arreares of
rent to his Majestic 1747 Lond. Gas. No. 8626. 1/1 All
Manner of Fines, Forfeitures and Sums of Money, com-
monly called Green Wax Monies.

Greenweed (grfnwfd). [f. Green a. + Weed.]
1. The plant Genista tinctoria, so named from its

dyeing properties ; also extended to other species.

1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 163 Yellowes and greenes are
colours of small prices in this realme. by reason that Aide
and Greenweed wherewith they be died be naturall here.
1807 Crabbe Parish Reg. m. 169 When strayed her lambs
where gorse and greenweed grow. 1830-7 Macgillivray
Withering's Brit. Plants xvii. 282 Genista pilosa. Hairy
Green-weed. .(7. anglica. Needle Green-weed. Petty Whin.
1894 Wright & Dewar Johnson s Gardener's Diet., Green-
weed. Genista pilosa and tinctoria.

2. A green sea-weed.
1856 Woodward Moltusca m. 444 For marine aquaria,

the green-weeds (Ulva, Enteromorpha, and Bryopsis) are
better oxygen-producers than the red sea-weeds.

Greenwich. (grraidg). A town on the south
bank of the Thames adjoining London on the east,

famous for its astronomical observatory and its

hospital formerly occupied by naval pensioners

;

used attrib. in f Greenwich barber slang, a
retailer of sand from the Greenwich pits (Grose
Diet. Vulg. Tongue 17S5); + Greenwich-gocse
slang, a pensioner of Greenwich Hospital {ibid.)

;
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Greenwich stars, ' those used for lunar computa-
tions in the nautical ephemeris ' (Smyth Sailor

s

Word-bk. 1867); Greenwich time, mean time

for the meridian of Greenwich, adopted as the

standard time by English astronomers.
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxv, At nine o'clock every

night, Greenwich time,. . the gun fires. 1893 G. K. Matheson
About Holland 31 The Dutch railway companies have,
however, recently adopted Greenwich time.

Greenwood (grrnwad). [See Green a. 2.]

1. A wood or forest when in leaf. It is taken as

the typical scene of outlaw life, hence To go to the

greenwood*, to become an outlaw.
13. . A". Alts. 677 Now con Alisandre . . In grene wode of

huntyng. a 1400 Clanvowe Cuckoo <$ Night. 100, I herde .

.

A Nightingale so lustily singe That with her cleie vois she
made ringe Through-out al the grene wode wyde. £"1300

Notbrowue Maid 89 in Hazl. E. P. P. II, 276, I muste too
The grene wode goo Alone a bannysshed man. a 1641 Bp.

R. Montagu Acts fy Mon. Ch. (1642) 385 Some who lived

in the greene Woods, and haunted the wilde Forests. 1735
Johnson, Greenwood, a wood considered as it appears in

the Spring or Summer. It is sometimes used as one word.
1810 Scott Lady ofL. iv. xii, Merry it is in the good green-
wood. 1828 — F.M.Perth xxviii, Rock and greenwood
rang to harp and pipes. 1833 Kingsley Heroes, Theseus 11.

213 They hammered together till the greenwoods rang. 1884
Ruskin Led. at Oxf. in Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. ir/2 A bit

of Alpine snow, of Greek sea, or of English greenwood.

t>. attrib., as greenwoodadventurer, bower, glen.

life, *b linde, path, shade, side, tree.

1$.. Adam Bel 404 in Ritson Anc. Pop. Poetry 20
Cloudesle walked a lytle besyde, And loked vnder the
grenewood linde. c 1510 Lytell Geste R. //ode in. (1847) I.

173 They..dyde them strayt to Robyn Hode Under the
grene wode tre. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. v. 1. 1729 T.
Cooke Tales 128 Him to the greenwood Shade they gently
bore. 1808 Scott Marm. 11. Introd., Foresters in green-
wood trim. 1810 — Lady of L. iv. xxiv, His coat was all

of the greenwood hue. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1862) I.

69 The Robin Hood ballads . . breathe the warm genial
spirit of the old greenwood adventurers.

t"2. <= Greenweed i. Obs. (Perh. a misprint.)

1776 Withering Brit. Plants 441 Greenwood, Genista.

Greeny (grrni), sb. [f. Green a. + -v.]

1. Theatr. slang. The curtain of a theatre.

i3zi Egan Tom <y Jerry xiii. (1870) 357 It is far more
difficult to please the company behind Greeny ; I beg
pardon, sir, I should have said than the audience before the
curtain.

2. A greenish-coloured bird. a. dial. The green-

finch or green grosbeak, b. Austral. A school-

boy's name for the white-plumed honey-eater,

Ptilotis penicillata.
1825 Brockett N. C. Words, Greeucy, the green gros-

beak. 1896 Australasian 11 Jan. 73 1 (Morris) The mem-
bers of the feathered tribe known to young city ' knights of
the catapult ' as greenies.

8. A greenhorn ; a freshman at a university.

1834 Southey Doctor 1. II. 157 He was entered among
the Greenies of this famous University [Leyden]. 1832
Judson Myst. N. V. in. ix. 5S Anybody could know that
these was took by a greeny. 1887 Congregationalist 7 Apr.
(Farmer), Jim said I was a greeny.

Greeny (grrni), a. Also6griny. [f. Green a.

+ -yV|

f 1. Green, verdant. Also^. Vigorous. Obs.

*593 Q- Eliz. Boethius, De Consol. 1. metr. i. 7 Happy
griny Vouthe. Ibid. HI. metr. viii. 3 Seake not the Golde
in griny tre. 1602 Davison Rhapsody B 11 The scorching
heate of Summer Sun . . Thy [sc. Earth] . . pride of all thy
greeny haire defaceth. 1620 Shelton Quix. III. xiii. 81
A Nymph of the greeny Grove. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Sculler Wks. 111. 27/2, I that on greenie grasse could lay me
downe. 1669 Flavel Husb. Spirit. (1770) 203 In a greeny
seat Of shady oak. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. 1. 64 When
merry Lads are playing Each with his bonny Lass Upon the
greeny grass.

2. Somewhat green, greenish.
1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. 192 A sky-blue sash

. . not the poor, thin greeny colour which usually passes
under that dishonoured name. 1897 Vizetelly Zola's Rome
444 The second floor dining-room was so gloomy, saddened
by the greeny half-light of the courtyard.

b. (\\\2.s\-adv. qualifying adjs. of colour.
1884 Fenn Sweet Mace III. ii. 18 A greeny olive snake

raised its head. 1891 H. Herman His Angel 209 His
countenance was of a greeny ashen. 1898 Blackw. Mag.
Sept. 375/2 The greeny white of breaking water.

Green-yard, greenyard (gn nyjud). An
enclosure covered with grass or turf (not paved).
In various specific applications.

fl. At Norwich (see quot. 1870). Obs.
1578 7°yf- Receiving Q. Eliz. Nonvich C iij b, M. Church-

yard brought Mercurie . . into the greene yard vnder the .

.

bedchamber window, out ofthe which, the Queenes Maiestie
looked. 1644 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 101 Preacht..in
the Green-Yard of Norwich, a 1656 /bid. 63 The Leaden
Crosse, which had been newly sawne downe from over the
Green-Yard Pulpit. 1870 Murray's Handbk. Essex, etc.
206 The Green Yard of the monastery [Norwich], in which
was a cross, where sermons were occasionally preached.

2. An enclosure for the reception of stray animals
and vehicles ; a pound.
1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5866/2 Two Stables in the Green-

Yard without Aldermanbury-Postern. 1824 BelTs Life in
Spirit Pnbl. Jmls. (1825) 135 If you don't take charge of
the coach, I'll take it to the green-yard, and yourself to the
watch-house. 1852 Househ. Words 23 Oct. 136 Phaetons that
should properly have been sequestrated in the Greenyard of
oblivion.. long since. 1862 Times 16 Aug. 11/3 The green-
yard belonged to the defendant's ancestors and was not a

parochial greenyard or pound. 1889 Vincent Police Code
(ed. 6) 90 In nearly every parish there is a greenyard or
pound, where animals found straying or in the possession of
prisoners, may be kept at certain charges, 1893 Daily News
12 Dec. 5/3 ' Green yard '

. . is the metropolitan equivalent
for the village ' pound '.

3. A grass yard for hounds to take exercise in.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 23 Great care should be
taken in keeping the green-yard in order. 1841 Tattersall
Sport. Archit. 84 The large green yard. .should adjoin the
apartments for the young hounds.

t Grees, sb. pi. Obs. Also gres, grece. [App.
ad. L. Gnvci pi.] Greeks.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7060 In his time was troi nomyn, And

thoru be grece [Gbtt. grekis, Eairf. greges, Trht. grekes]
ouercomyn. 1387 Tkeytsa I/igden (Rolls) I. 175 Whan be
grete Constantyn made Constantinopolim be cheefseteof
be emperour of Rome, ban were he Grees [L. gens Grcecorum\
i-c!eped Romanij. .And anon to bis day \>e Grees [L. Grseci\
clepeb nou3t hem self Grees, but Romayses. Ibid. IV. 271
f>e Grees [v. r. Gres].

Grees, obs. form of Grass.
Grees, grees(s)e, obs. forms of Grease.
Grees (e, greesse: see Grece.
Greesing, obs. form of Grecing.
Greesly, Greest, obs. forms of Grisly, Grtst.

t Greet, sl^ Obs. [f. Gkeet p.l] The action

of Greet z\l ; a greeting.
c 1590 Greene Er. Bacon ix. 205 Let me that joy in the^e

consorting greets. .Yield thanks for all these favours to my
son. a 1616 Beaumont Sonnet Poems (1640) 4 The broken
marrow bone is sweet, The token doth adorn the greet.

a 1634 Randolph De Magnete 64 Poems (1638) 31 She
dares goe forth alone .. and with a winning greet The
tumour of his high swolne breast asswage.

Greet (g"t), sb. 2 Obs. exc. Sc. Also 3-4 gret,

3-6 grete, 5 greitj 6 greeto. [f. Gkeet z/.-]

1. Weeping, lamentation ; also, a cry of sorrow.
c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3888, xxx. dai^ts Sat folc in wep WiS

bedes, and gret, and teres wep. a 1300 Cursor M^. 14008
par-wit sco fell on suilk a grete. 13.. Sir Bates (A.) 3129
Iosian .. spak to hire wib loude gret. (1420 Anturs of
Arth. 324 (Douce MS.) With a grisly grete pe goste a-wey
glides. C1480 Henryson Orplieus 139 in Baunaiyne MS.
(Hunter. Club) 927 Now weip with me.. And all thy game
thow change in gole and greit. 1513 Douglas AEneis
xii. ii. 49 Persew me nocht thus with jour grete and teris.

I579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Aug. 66 Per. Well decked in a
frocke of gray, li'il. Hey, ho, gray is greete [Gloss, weep-
ing and complaint], 1591 Greene Maiden's Dream iv,

A golden hind .. Whose valed eares bewraid her inward
greet, a 1650 Sir Laiubewcll 61 in Furniv. Percy Eolio
I. 146 Sobbing Sc greet, a 1801 R. Gall Poems (1819) 76
The widow's greet, the baby's cry He winna lout to hear.

1898 Bullock Mem. Congrcg. Ch. Aberdeen viii. 101 His
admonitions were not the less powerful though given with
' the greet in his throat '.

f2. A prayer or entreaty. Obs. rare~\
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2757 pai grauntid the grete with-a glad

chere.

Greet (gnt\ z>.
1 Forms : 1 grcetan, gre"tan,

(3 grseten, 3 Orm. gretenu, 4greten ], 3-5 grete,

(5 greth, gretyn,), 6-7 greete, 6- greet. Imper.

4 gret. Pa. t. (2 greite), 3-5, 7 gret, 3~6grett(e,

5 grete, (6 gryte), 6- greeted. Pa, fple. 3 gret,

(igrette), 4 grett, (5 greet', 8- greeted. [Com.
WGer. : OE.grvtan wk. vb., corresponds to OFris.

greta, OS. grdtian (Du. groeten), OHG. gnto^an
(MHG. grite*en, mod.G. gri/szen) :— YVGer. *grdt-

jan, related to *groto-z, *gr6td sb. (MHG. gruo^,

mod.G. grusz masc. ; MDu. groet masc. and fern.,

Du. groet masc).
The primary sense is uncertain ; the senses of early occur-

rence in continental Teut. are ' to approach ', ' to call upon ',

'to provoke or compel to action', 'to attack', 'to irritate,

annoy', 'to address, salute'. In mod.Ger. and Du. as in
Eng. the sense 'salute' has become the prominent one,

such other senses as survive being now apprehended as
transferred from this. (The sb., which may be only a back-
formation, expresses the action of the vb. in all senses.)

The ultimate etymology is equally uncertain with the
radical meaning; many scholars refer the word to OAryan
*g/irod- : ghred- to resound (see Greet v."), on which sup-

position the primary sense should be ' to call on'; another
view is that the Teut. root *grbt- is an extension of the root

which appears in Gr. as Apa with the sense 'to approach
closely, touch', etc.]

f 1. trans. In various senses which did not sur-

vive beyond OE. ; To approach, come up to; to

begin upon, begin to treat or handle, take in

hand. Obs.

ajoo Epinal Gloss. 210 Convenw, groetu vet adjure
[C950 Liudisf. Gosp. Luke viii. 28 pastte Su mec ne ^egroeta

(ne me torqueas).\ c 1000 Endowments ofMen 49 in Exeter
Bk., Sum mid hondum m^ hearpan gretan. c 1000 Soul §
Body 139 Deah 3e wyrmas gyt jifre gretab. c 1000 yELFRic
Gram. ix. tZ.) 49 On scortne as ^eendiaS grecisce naman,
ac we ne gretacS nu 5a.

f2. To assail, attack. Obs. (After 15th c. prob.

only as a transferred or ironical use of sense 3.)

Beowulf (Z.) 3080 past he ne grette gold-weard bone.

r 893 K. Alfred Oros. v. ii. § 2 Sibban waes eallum bsem
obrum swa micel e^e from him baet hi hiene leng gretan ne
dorstan. a 1000 Czedmoris Gen. 1755 (Gr.) Gif 5e MjttX
eor5buendra mid wean grete5. 1 1300 //avelok 1811 Wit
be barre so he him grette.^ 13.. K. Alls. 3789 A duyk of

Perce sone he mette With his launce he him grette. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 18 Harald of Donesmore vppon
Done him mette Vibrand. . with suerd so him grette, pat
borghout his armes Wibrand alle to hewe. c 1440 Ipomydon
1140 Ipomydon so Campanus grette, That knyght and
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ttede . . Felle on hepe, in mydde the place. [1594 Marlowe
Edw. II, 1. iv. 266 How easily might some base slave be

subom'd To greet his lordship with a poniard. 1880 J.

O'Hagan Song ofRoland ccxxviii, I will him body to body
greet, Give him the lie with my brand of steel.]

3. To accost or address with the expressions of

goodwill or courtesy usual on meeting ; to offer

in speech or writing to (a person) the expression of

one s own or another's friendly or polite regard.

Now only literary. t Formerly often to greet (a

person) fair, friendly, well.
Z>V«M<y6i4Cwen..grette..guman on healle. c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. Mark xv. 18 Ongunnon hine pus gretan hal wes pu
iudea cyning. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 121 pet folc. .hine grelte

and cleopede king on bismer. c 1205 [see Fair adv. 2].

a 1300 Cursor M. 4339 Quen he had hir hend-li gret. c ra£
Lay le Freine 257 The abbesse and the nonnes alle, fair

him gret in the gest-halle. c 1380 Sir F'erumb. 2170 Go
forth . .& gret wel my do^tre dere. c 1410 Love Bonavent.
Mirr. iv. (Gibbs MS.), What tyme bat oure blessed lady

grette Elizabeth. ^1470 Henry Wallacev.974 Rychtgudlye
he with humylness him gret. 1553 Q. Mary in Strype Eccl.

Mem. III. App. i. 3 We grete you well. 1603 Shaks. Meas.

for M. IV. v. 13 There's other of our friends Will greet vs

heereanon. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), ToGreet (old Word',

to salute. 174a Blair To IV. Law 115 If., thou greets

Heaven's King, and shoutest through the .. streets. 1794
Sir W. Jones Instit. Hindu Law ii. § 132 The wife of his

brother . . must be saluted every day ; but his paternal and
maternal kinswomen need only be greeted on_ his return

from a journey. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. xxii, Greet the

Father well from me. 1866 G. Macdonald A nn. Q. Nciglib.

xxix. (1878) 501, I had passed Jane Rodgers..and having

just greeted her, had gone on.

ffg- I5?° Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 19 He, tumbling doune
alive With bloudy mouth his mother earth did kis, Greeting
his grave. x6ox Weever Mirr. Mart. E v, With neare

embracemeuts Weeuer, Mersey met. And both together th'

Irish Seas they gret. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. iv. 62 Not
a friend greet My poore corpes.

b. absol.

c 1250 Gen. fy E.x. 2864 God. .of israel 5e bode sente, and
greteo wel, Sat, hi oi leue, hise folc vt-fare. 1588 Shaks.
Tit, A. 1. i. 90 There greete in silence as the dead are wont.

1591 — 1 Iten. VI, iv. iii. 42 Away, vexation almost stoppes

my breath, That sundred friends greete in the hour of death.

1700 Dryuen Pal. fy Arc. 11. 191 None greets, for none the

greeting will return.

c. To salute with words or gestures; transf.

to receive at meeting or arrival -with some speech

or action (whether friendly or otherwise) in lieu of

salutation.

a 1000 yuiiana 164 in Exeter Bk., Hy ba se ajSeling grette

. .blibuin wordum. ai*z$Ancr. R. 430 GreteS be lefdi mid
one Aue Marie, a 1300 CursorM. 15014 Aid and yong, bath

less and mare, Wit a word alle him grett. c 1440 Capgrave
Life St. Kath. 111. 1444 My sone gretheth yow now wyth
his good blyssyng. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 78 When
he gryte her with thys Aue. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie

I. xxvi. (Arb.) 67 The same Musicians . . greeted them with

a Psalme of new applausions. 1703 Rowe Fair Penit. I. i.

252 The Gifts With which I greet the Man whom my Soul

hates. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 58 Our arrival at

the camp was greeted with acclamation. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xvi, The merry man was the first to greet the

strangers with a nod. 1851 Tennyson Death Wellington 21

No more in soldier fashion will he greet With lifted hand
the gazer in the street. 1868 — Lucretius 7 The woman
. .ran To greet him with a kiss.

f d. To honour (a person) with a gift. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 798 To beon mid gold & gersum igrette.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 187 He that repenteth rathest

schulde arysen aftur And greten sir Gloten with a galunof ale.

f e. In Spenser : to offer congratulations on

(an achievement, etc.) ; const, unto or dative.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iii. 14 Thether alsocame . . Flori-

melf..To greet his guerdon unto every knight. _ Ibid. 15

Florimell.. goodly gan to greet his brave emprise. Ibid.

xi. 15 She towards him in hast her selfe did draw To greet

him the good fortune of his hand.

f. Of cries, demonstrations : To be addressed

to or evoked by (a person or incident), to ' hail '.

1874 Grebn Short Hist. viii. § 3. 487 Shouts of assent

greeted the resolution.

t g. To gratify, please. Obs.

a 1592 Greene fas. IV, 1. i, You greet me well if so you
will her good. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. iii. 38, 1 finde It greets

mee as an enterprize of kindnesse performd to your sole

daughter.

4. To receive or meet with demonstrations of

welcome.
1605 Shaks. Lear v. i. 54 We will greet the time, c 1611

Chapman Iliad xxiv. 152 Let him greet alone The Grecian

nauie. 1682 Tate Abs. A> Achit. 11. 628 Who .. greet thy

landing with a trembling joy. 1786 Burns To Mountain
Daisy 11 The bonnie Lark .. Wi' spreckl'd breast, When
upward-springing, blythe, to greet The purpling east. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng.iii. II. 295 The cavalcade . .
wasgrgeted

two miles from the city by the bishop and clergy. 1855

Ibid. xii. III. 242 The whole population, .came to the shore

to greet them.

t b. intr. To meet with. Obs.

1599 Massinger, etc. OldLaw I. i, You have a Lodge, sir,

So far remote from way of passengers That seldome any
mortal! eye does greet with it.

5. Of a thing : To present itself to. Now only

of sights or sounds : To meet (,the eye, ear).

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 43 The Sea on one side

f
reels its Marble Walls. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)

V. xviii. 160 The pageant which had greeted his eyes as

he entered Le Mans. 1872 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes
(1879) 307 A wide extent of sea greets the eye.

Greet (gnt), *•* Now only St. and north,

dial. Forms : 1 gretan, gr6otan, 3-5 grete,

4-5 gret, 4-6 greete, 6 grate, griet, 6-7 greit,

7- greet. Pa. t. 3-5 gret(t, 4 grete, 5 grette

;

3. S"9 8rat - &• 5 gretid. Pa. pple. 3 graten,

i-groten, 4 greten, 5 gret, 9 grutten. [Two
distinct but synonymous words have here coalesced :

(1) OE.grsetan (only in Anglian form gritati), pre-

sumably a redupl. str. vb. with pa. t. *grit, pa. pple.

*grselen (a wk. pa. pple. occurs once in the pi. be-

gritte), corresp. to OS. gratan (only once in pa. t.

griat, v.r.griot) to weep, MHG. graven (wk.) to

cry out, rage, storm, ON. grata, pa. t. grit (Sw.

grata,X5a.. grxde), Goth. gretan, y>a. t. gaigrdt:—

OTeut. *gr&tan, f. OAryan root *ghred- : ghrod-

found also in Skr. hrad to resound (cf. Greet v.1 )

;

(2) OE. grt'olan (pa. t. *griat, *gruton, pa. pple.

*groten) = OS. griotan, greotan
;
possibly evolved

from a pa. t. of the redupl. vb. grsetan
;
possibly

a compound with prefix *ga- of the synonymous

str. vb. found in OE. as riotan. Prof. Sievers

suggests that both vbs. may descend from a com-
mon pre-Teut. root *ghreud-, the long diphthong

being differentiated into Teut. £ and eu.

The gloss ' mereo [ =mxreo], groeto ' in the Corpus Glos-

sary is difficult to explain ; most prob. groeto is simply mis-

written for grtto (or gre'oto) owing to confusion with Greet
v.']

1. intr. To weep, cry, lament, grieve; -^rarely

said of the eyes.

Beowulf 1342 pe^ne mone^um se be a:fler sinc-gyfan on
sefan greoteb. c725 Corpus Gloss. 1305 Mereo, groeto.

a 900 CyNEWULF Crut 991 Beornas gretao". a xooo Sal. ff

Sat. 376 (Gr.) Heo . . sceall oft . . greotan. c 1250 Gen.

#r Ex. 2341 So e gret, oat alle hise wlite wurfi teres wet.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15006 Almast for ioi bai grette. a 1340

Hampole Psalter lv. 13 The eghen may grete. 1375 Bar-
bour Bruce in. 347 At leve-takyng the ladyis gret, And mak
thar face with teris wet. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 46

Petre grette full tenderly, when he had forsaken Criste.

C1450 St. Cuthbert iSurtees) 570 pe childe was sary and
berfure grett. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The turtil began for

to greit, quhen the cuschet joulit. 1557 Tottell's Misc.

(ArT>.) 252 Graunt grace to him that grates therfore with sea

of saltish brine. 1579 Spenser Shepk. Cat. Apr. 1 Tell me,

good Hobbinoll, what garres thee greete? 1632 Brome
North. Lasse v. vi. Wks. 1873 III. 93 I'le near greet for

that sir, while I have your love. 1714 Ramsay Elegy J.
Cowper 1, I wairn ye a' to greet and drone. 1791 Burns
' There'll Never be Peace"1

iii, My seven braw sons for

Iamie drew sword, And now I greet round their green beds

in the yerd. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xi, Dougal .

.

neither grat not graned. 1889 Barrie Windcnv in Thrums
174 'Leely', said Jamie, ' dinna greet, an' I'll never do't

again '. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 109, I sat down and
grat like a bairn.

b. with cognate obj. To shed (tears).

c 1300 Itavelok 285 For hire was mani a ter i-groten. 1450-

70 Golagros <y Gaw. 1141 The king . . Grat mony salt tere.

c 1460 Tcnuneley Myst. xxviii. 331 The teres thou grett when
thou rasid lazare. 1719 Ramsay Richy q Samiy 43 Hing
down ye'r heads, ye hills, greet out ye'r springs.

f 2. trans. To weep for, lament, bewail. Obs.

a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1571 Hu ba wom-sceaban hyra eald-

Xestreon .. sare greten. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. H'ace

(Rolls) 15613 For &>yng bat bou hast greten sore, a 1340

Hampole Psalter lx. 2 Whils i grete my syn.

f 3. intr. To cry or call out in supplication or

in anger. Const, after, on, upon, till, to. Obs.

e 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3659 He greten up-on moysen, And he

to god made his bi-men. a 1300 Cursor M. 15624 To-quils

he lai in orisun, he wit [Fairf. til, Triu. onl his fader grett.

c 1330 R. Ukunne Chron. (1810) 148, 1 am Thomas ;our hope,

to whom ?e crie & grete. c 1410 Lydg. Life Our Lady xvi.

I? 1484) c iv, Where as she sat in hir oratorye With herte

ententyf . . Grete to god and all hir ful mynde. 1513

Douglas /Eneis vm. l'rol. 34 The gud wyffe gruling befor

God gretis eftir grace.

f4. To beseech (a person) with tears. Obs. rare.

1562 A. Scott Poems (S. I, S.) i. 224 Greting grit God to

grant thy Grace gude Jeir.

Greet, obs. and dial, form of Grit.

Greet(e, obs. form of Great a.

Greeter l (grrtai). [f. Greet ».l+ -er 1
.] One

who greets, or salutes.

1552 Huloet, Greter or brynger of a gretynge, salutiger.

1611 Cotgr., SaluSnr, a saluter, a greeter. 1780 Mad.
I
D'Ardlay Diary May, She used to be my constant elbow

companion, and most smiling greeter. 1853 Miss Sheppard
Ch. Auchester II. 116 Only half the students had returned,

and they .. were standing in self-interested fraternities,

broken by groups and greeters. 1868 Daily News 6 July,

The outbursts of cheering that would have greeted htm if

the greeters had not been [etc.].

Greeter 2 (grftai). Sc. [f. Greet k>4 -er '

.]

One who ' greets ' or cries.

17. . Yng. Ronald xvii. in Child Ballads (1898) V. 183

I've heard greeters at your school-house .. But for to hear

an auld man greet, It passes bairns' play.

Greeting (grftirj), vbl. sb. [f. Greet tv.i +
-ing 1.] The action ofGreet z/.l, in various senses ;

an instance of this, esp. a salutation. Sendeth

greeting: a translation (now arch.) of the Lat. and

Gr. epistolary formula- of salutation, salutem

(dicit), xaip«f ; also with ellipsis of the vb.

<T9<» tr. Bxda's Hist. 11. x. 11891) 124 Bonefatius papa
sende Eadwine gretinge. C950 Liudisf. Gosp. Luke l. 29

And jeoohte hull*, waes 3ios groeteng. a 1225 Le?. Kath.

207 Gretunge, keiser,walde wel bicumen be. .aef [etc. J. cws
in O. E. Misc. 100 From heoucne in-to eorbe god gretynge he

sende. a 1300 Cursor M. 17647 Ioseph sli greting bam gaf,
' Godds peis mot yee alle haf '. c 1350 Wm. Palerne 4883
A gay greting was ber gret wan bei togedir met. c 1380
Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 9 Whanne Elizabeth herde be
greting of Marie. 1444 Extracts Aberdeen Reg. (1844)
I. 399 James, be the grace of God kyng of Scottis, to the
alderman and ballets ofour burgh of Aberden gretyng. c 1450
Merlin 47 My lady sente me to yow, and sendeth yow
gretinge, and sente yow this letter. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace.
xi. 27 Kynge Antiochus sendeth gretinge vnlo the councell

and the other people of the Iewes. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,

I. iii. 254 Oh to what purpose dost thou hord thy words,

That thou returnst no greeting to thy friends ? 1597 —
2 Hen. IV, IV. i. 27 Health, and faire greeting from our
General]. 1611 Bible fas. i. 1 lames .. to the twelue
tribes which are scattered abroad, greeting. 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. N. T., 3 John i. 13-14 Kind Remembrances
and Greetings are suitable to Christian Fellowship. 1805
Wordsw. Waggoner 1. 54 Where once the Dove and Olive-

Bough Offered a greeting of good ale To all who entered

Grasmere Vale. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola Ixiv, Tito did

not kneel, but simply made a greeting of profound deference.

1876 Green Stray Stud. 51 Everybody meets everybody
with greetings on the warmth and the sunshine.

b. Comb., as greeting-place, -word.
c 1200 Ormin 2799 Rihht affterr batt tin greting word

Wass cumenn i min 2ere. 1867 R. S. Hawker Prose Wks.
(1893) 114 The tree which marked the greeting-place of

master Bunsby.

Greeting (grftirj), vbl. sb? Now only Sc. and
north, dial. [f. Greet v.2 + -ing 1.] The action

of Greet z/.2 ; lamentation, weeping.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24624 For mi greting ful sare bai grett.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1451 Now es laghter and now es

gretyng. 1375 Barbour Bruce hi. 514 Thocht I say that thai

gret, sothly it wes na greting propyrly. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) ix. 34 pe vale of Mamhre, bat es at say be Yale of

Gretyng. c 1400 Des.'r. Troy 3491 What gretyng & gremb
growes vnto ^e? 1533 BELLENDEN^/zy v. (1822) 428 Ane
huge clamoure, minglt sum parte with skirl! and greting of

wiffis and barnis. 1588 A. king tr. Canisius' Catech. 210

Griting and gnashing of teeth.

attrib. a 1300 Cursor At. 17947 (Gott.) pat bu be suink

naght . . wid greting praier for to gett be oyle bat god in

bight has sett.

Greeting (grz-tiij)
,
ppl. a. 1 [f. Greet t/.l +

-ing -.] That greets, salutes, etc.

1890 Daily News 3 Oct. 3/4 1'he greeting cheers from all

parts of the hall.

Hence Oreetingly adv.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 339 It hails the lov'd child greetingly.

Greeting (grrtirj),///. a.2 Se. [f. Greet v. 2

+ -ING 2
.] That ' greets ' or weeps.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 39 With greitting eyes

vaiting for ws in the coaste of the heavenlie countrie. 1676

W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. x. (1848) 210 Away with

him, he is a greeting devil.

t Gree'tingrol, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Greet-

ing vbl. sb.* + -ful.] Sorrowful, tearful.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 10 A gretyngful prayer of

men
I
at does penaunce.

GreetingleSS (grrtirjlis), a. [f. Greeting vbl.

sb\ + -LESS.f Without greeting or welcome.
1890 Jean Middlemass Two False Moves I. v. 64 A greet-

ingless coming home.

tGree'ty.a. Obs. rare-'. In 4 grety. [f.

Greet p.* + -y 1 .] Inclined to shed tears.

C13S0 Med. MS. in Arclujeologia XXX. 351 Take rwe
heysele & mengys w' hony For wattryd eyne & to grety.

Greevance, obs. form of Grievance.

Greeve, var. Greave sb. 1 Obs. ; obs. f. Grieve.

Greeves, obs. pi. of Greave sb?, Grief.

Greezy, obs. form of Greasy.
Gref(e, obs. form of Graff *M, Grief, Grieve.

Grefeous, obs. form of Grievous.

tGreff(e. Obs. [a. F.greffex-L. graphturn:

see Graff s/O] A graving instrument, a style.

[c 725 Corpus Gloss. 997 Graffium, gref.) a 1300 Cursor

M. 21315 pe first his greff of irin was. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 1 13 b/2 A greffe is proprely callid a poyntel to wry te in

tabiis of waxe.

Greffie, obs. form of Graff, Grief, Grieve.

Greffier (gre'fisj, Fr. gr£fy«). Also 7 gre-

phier, 8 griffler. [a. F. greffier, f. greffe : see

Graff sb. 1]

1. A registrar, clerk, or notary. Chiefly with

reference to foreign countries or to the Channel

Islands.

1590 in A. Collins Lett, f/ Mem. State 11746 I. 304 Arisen*,

the Greflier to the States. 1608 Bp. Hall Epist. 1. v. 56

The Grephier of that Towne. 1676 Temple Let. to Sir J.

Williamson Wks. 1731 II. 414, I wil1 endeavour to engage

them either to write themselves to their Resident at Vienna,

or, at least, to order the Greffier to do it. 1728 Chesterr.

Let. to Ld. Tcnvnshcnd 14 Dec, Some things might be

communicated to the Pensionary in confidence, which he

would not tell the Greffier. 17S9 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Fug.

I. Guernsey 128 There is an Officer called a Griffier, who ..

lenders the Oaths. 1841 C Mackay Mem. Pop. Delusions

III. 205 A rich greffier paid him a large sum of money that

he might be instructed in the art. 1882 Stevenson Fam.
Stud. 250 The very greffier, entering it in his register.

2. A while hunting dog. Obs.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 4 Of the nature and complexions

of whyte dogges called Baux, and surnamed Greffiers.

Greffon, obs. form of Griffin.

Gref(f)ul, greful(l, obs. forms of Griefful.

Greg(e, obs. form of Grig sb?

Gregal (gr'gal), a. Also 6 gregall. [ad. L.

giegal-is, f. greg-, grex flock, crowd, multitude.]



GREGALE.

1. Pertaining to a flock, or to the multitude, rare.

c 1540 tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 68 Caractacus

. . was brought to Rome emonge other gregall captives.

1656 I'LOUSTGlossogr., Gregal, of the same flock or company,
common. 1873 W. S. Mayo Never again vii, For this gregal

conformity there is a cause and an excuse.

f 2. = Grkoakious. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 557 When once his

flesh i* tickled with lust, he groweth tame, gregal and loving.

1658 Rowland Mou/efs Tluat. Ins. 921 A winged Insect,

gregal or hearding. Ibid., He is a . . flocking or gregal

creature.

II Gregale fgn?ga*fe). Also grigale, greeale.

[It. ; app. repr. a late L« *gr&calc-m, f. L. Grsecus

Greek <z.] The north-east wind in the Medi-

terranean. Cf. Greco 1
.

1804 C. B. Brown tr. Volney^s View Soil U. S. 135-6 In
Egypt, where it is named grigale, I found it gloomy, chilly,

and oppressive. 1867 Smyth Sailors Wordbh., Greeale. n
north-eastern breeze off the coast of Sicily, Greece lying N.E.
1883 Encycl- Brit.X.V. 340 The ' gregale'. .is a strong north-

east wind which occasionally blows in the winter months
with great fury and force for two or three days together.

Gregarian (grege>riair, a. rare. [f. L. gre-

gari-us (see Gregarious) + -an.] Belonging to

the herd or common sort. Of a soldier : Common,
private ( = L. gregdrius miles').

163a Sir T. Hawkins tr. Mathietts Vnhappy Prosfieritie

I. 112 Even as the meanest gregarian souldier. 1640 Br.

H. King Serm. 16 Those Gregarian sparks, those Plebeian
lesser Starres, which people the skie. c 1645 Howell Lett.

(1650) III. 2 The Gregarian Soldiers and gross of the Army
is well-affected to him.

Hence Grega'rianism, the practice of collecting

in flocks or companies.
1881 Truth 13 Oct. 460/1 The tendency to gregarianism

is nowhere more manifest than along the Riviera.

Gregarine (gicgfirin), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Gregarina (f. L. gregari-us : see Gre-
garious), the typical genus of the Gregarinidw.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the genus Gregarina

or class Grcgarinida of protozoans, parasitic chiefly

in insects, molluscs, and Crustacea.

In recent Diets.

B. sb. One of the Gregarinida.
1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. ii. 368 The Gregarines observed

in the flesh of oxen. 1884 A. Sedgwick tr. Clans'1

Zool. 1.

208 The Gregarines are found mainly in Invertebrata.

So Grejfari'niform a., shaped like a gregarine;

Grregarinous a., afflicted with or possessing gre-

garines [Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

1897 Attbutt's Syst. Med. II. 728 note, The malarial
organism being a gregariniform parasite capable of living in

the body of man or in the body of mosquito.

Gregarious (gregeVrias), a. [f. L. gregari-us

(f. greg-,grex flock, herd) + -ous.]

1. Nat. Hist. Of classes or species of animals :

Living in flocks or communities, given to associa-

tion with others of the same species.

1668 Wilkiss Real Char. 135 Being gregarious, swimming
together in great multitudes. 1678 Ray Willughhy's Ornith.
II. 196 Stares are gregarious birds, living and flying together
in great flocks. 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra in. ii. § 38. 99
Those which are the most useful, fly not singly, as other
Birds, but are commonly Gregarious; as the Partridge, Lark,
Teal. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. II. 41 This is practised

among all gregarious animals. 1851-6 Woodward Motlusca
68 Philonexis.—Gregarious m the open sea. 1875 Lyell
Princ. Geol. II. 340 A gregarious species of butterfly.

b. trans/. Of persons : Inclined to associate with

others, fond of company.
1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 369 Society! gre-

garious dame ! 1822 Syd. Smith IVks. (1859HL 2/1 A very

gregarious profession, that habitually combines and butts

against an opponent with a very extended front. 1853 C. L.

Brace Home Life Germ. 188 We like being together well

enough, but our gregarious tendencies are nearly always for

some earnest object. 1896 Mrs. Cafkyn Quaker Grand-
mother 70 She's not a gregarious person. Society and she
have choked each other off some time ago.

2. Bot. Growing in open clusters.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 995 Agaricus fusipes .

.

gregarious. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 131 Saxl/raga
granulata. .Gregarious, glandular-hairy.

3. Path. Closely collected, clustered.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 256 Occasionally,
however, this species [intestinal calculus] is fourtd gregarious,
instead of solitary. Ibid. IV. 440 They [pimples] are some-
times solitary, but more frequently gregarious.

4. Of or pertaining to a flock of community

;

characteristic of or affecting persons gathered

together in crowds.
1833 I, Taylor Fanat. Hi. 60 The enthusiasm of gregarious

rage .. puts contempt upon death. 1855 Dickkns Lett.

(1880) I. 401 An instance of the gregarious effect of an
excitement. 1876 Lowell Among my Boohs 11. 210 His
faith in the gregarious advancement of men was afterwards
shaken. 1876 HoxLSY Univ. Serm. xiii. 236 Mere religious

zeal is a gregarious thing . . like other gregarious affections,

which are caught by men in company.

Henoe Gregariously adv., Gregariousness.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 374 h Gregariously, such as

swim by Flocks, Troops, or Companies together. 18x8 Todd,
Gregariously, Gregariousness. 1834 Medwin Angler in

Wales 1. 177 It is evident that they prey gregariously. 1840

De Quincey Style Wks. 1859 XI. 233 That marked gregarious-

ness in human genius had taken place amongst the poets and
orators of Rome, which [etc.]. 1870 Lowell Study Wind.
151 Men acting gregariously. 1874 Helps Soc. Press, xii.

154 A vile gregariousness of thought and feeling.

407

T Gre'gary, a. Obs. rare^ 1
. In 7 gregarie.

[ad. L. gregari-us : see Gregarious.] Pertaining

to the common herd, ordinary, undistinguished.

1640 Br. Hall Episc. in. ix. 53 Men that gave their blood
for the Gospell and imbraced their fagots, flaming, which
many gregarie professours held enough to carry cold.

f Grega'tion. nonce-wd. [f.L.greg-,grex flock

+ -ation.] A crowd, multitude (see quot.).

1621 Bp. Andrewes Serm. (1641) n. 156 It is the vertue

(this of Concord) that is most proper . . to a Congregation
;

without it a gregation it may be, but no Congregation.

Grege, obs. form of Grig sb.1

Gregeis, variant of Gregois Obs.

T Gregge, v. Obs. Also grege. [Aphet. form
of agregge, AgGREGE q. v.]

1. trans. To aggravate, make more grave.

1340 Hamtolk/V. Come. 2991 Some sal haf. .be dropsy to

grege bair angwyse. f 1380 yIyclxySerm. Sel. Wks. I. 134
We greggen oure synne. 138a — Ecclus. viii. 18 Lest
parauenture he gregge his eueles in thee.

2. To make heavy; also, to make dull (the ear'

.

138a WYCLIP i Sam. v. 6 Forsothe the hoond of the Lord
is greggid vpon the Azothis. — Isa. lix. 1 I.o ! ther is not

abreggid the hond of the Lord, that sauen he mai not, ne
agreggid [v.r. greggid] is his ere, that he ful out here not.

Greggle, var. Grkygle dial., wild hyacinth.

Gre'gicide, a. nonce-ivd. [f. h.greg{i)-,grex,

flock, crowd + -cide 1 ; after regicide.] Involving

the slaughter of the common people.

1796 [title) Thoughts on the prospect of a Gregicide War,
in a Letter to the right hon. Edmund Burke.

+ Gregion, -OUil, a. and sb. Sc. Obs. [Altera-

tion ofgrcgyus Gregois, suggested by Graiugenum
Ma. in. 550.] A. adj. Grecian. B. sb.pl. Greeks.
1513 Douglas sEneis 11. vii. 56 Ane Gregioun swerd.

Ibid. xii. 51 Nor go to serve na matroun Gregioun. Ibid.

111. viii. 85 The Gregionis herbry, and fronteris suspek We
left behind.

II Grego (gr(7'g^)* Also 8 grieko. [a. some
Rom. form of L. Gr&cus Greek a. ; cf. Sp. griego,

Pg. grego, It. greco.] A coarse jacket with a hood,

worn in the Levant. Also slavg, a rough great-

coat.

1747 Adv. Kidnapped Orphan 54 Manly., lent him a
warm Grego, or long jacket lined with fur. 1768 J. Byron
Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 151 All my cloaths consisted of an
old short grieko, which is something like a bearskin. 1809
Naval Chron. XXL 215 They wear .. a grego, or thick

shaggy great coat, with a hood. 1825 C. M. Westmacott
Eng. Spy II. 175 A good grego in a winter's watch. 1836
Makryat Midsh. Easy xix, Their gregos, or night great-

coats with hoods. 1840 — Poor Jack xxxviii, The . . men
..had lain down in their gregos and pilot-jackets.

attrib. 1851 H. Melville Whale iii. 25 He takes about
a double handful of shavings out of his grego pocket.

t Gregois, a* and sb. Obs. Forms : 4-5 gre-

gois, -eys, -ies, gregois, -oyse, (4 gergeis), 5
gregyows, 6 Sc, gregyus. [a. OF. gregois, dial.

var. of greseis :—late L. gra-ciscus, f. Grxcu-s
Greek a.] A. adj. only in fyr gregeys — Greek
fire. B. sb. A Greek.
13. . A'. Alls. 2433 Eche of his men a Gregeis. 13. . Coer

de L. 2575 Many barel ful off fyr Gregeys. C1350 Will.

Palerne 2200 Alle gergeis for grame gonne take here leue.

Ibid. 5104 But go we now from be gregoyse & ginne of
anoper. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Martha 46 t>e quhilk,

quhatthinge It ourtuke As fyr gregois brynt at a hike. 1390
Gower Con/. II. 230 The Gregois hadden mochel peine.

c 1400 tr. Secreta. Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S. ) 77 And
oon old Gregeys of hem shewyd and sayde. < 1450 Guy
Warjv. 7927 iC.) There were Gregyows many a wonne, Or
he hyt gate, that were slone. 1513 Douglas /Eneis n. vii.

22 Hot first enconteris ws Androgeus, With a greit cumpany
of the Gregyus. >

Gregorian (gr/go^rian), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
grpgonanus (whence F. grdgorien), f. late L.

Gregorius (a. Gr. Tprjyvptos), a man's name (com-
monly rendered in Eng. by the adapted form
Gregory) ; in senses A 3, 4, B 1 used with reference

to the Kng. surname Gregory : see -an, -ian.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Pope Gregory I (who
reigned 590-600) ; chiefly applied to the ancient

system of ritual music, otherwise known as plain-

chant ox plain-song (characterized by free rhythm,
a limited scale, etc.), which is founded on the Anti-
phonarium of which Gregory is presumed to have

been the compiler. So Gregorian chant, music,
tones, etc.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xliii, Throughly besprinkled
with noly water, .that by the virtue as well of that Gregorian
water as of the starres. .they might [etc.]. 1751 Chambers
Cycl. s. v. Chant, The plain, or Gregorian chant, is where the
choir and people sing in unison, or all together in the same
manner. 1776 Hawkins Hist. Mus. I. 346 He [Gregory]
formed that ecclesiastical music so grave and edifying, which
at present is called the Gregorian music. 178a Bcrney Hist.
Mus. II. 12 The ancient Gregorian chants that are come down
to us. Ibid. 14, 1 shall, .give a short example of each mode in

Gregorian notes. 1855 Stanley Mem. Canterb. \. (1857) 10
Everyone who has ever heard of Gregory, has heard of his

Gregorian chants. 1867 Macfarren Harmony i. 18 The so-

called Gregorian scales. 187a O. Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms,
Gregorian Tones, a collection of chants compiled bj' S.

Gregory the Great, consisting of eight tones, four of which,
called authentic, he is said to have found, to which he added
another four, plagal. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus.
Terms 362/2 The usual notes of the Gregorian Plain Song.

GREGORY-POWDER.
2. Of, pertaining to, or established by Pope

Gregory XIII. Gregorian calendar : see Calen-
dar 1 ; so Gregorian style = ' new style \ Gregorian

epoch, the time from which the Gregorian calendar

dates (1582).
1642 Fuller Holy fy Pro/. St. iv. xix. 336 The Gregorian

account goes ten dayes before the computation of the
English calendar. 1649 Milton Eikon. Pref. Wks. (1851)

333, 1 shall suspect their Calendar more then the Gregorian.

1700 Moxon Math. Diet., Gregorian Year, the New
Account, or New Style, instituted upon the Reformation of

the Calendar, by Pope Gregory the 13th .. Anno Domini,
1582. 1709 Steele Taller No. 39 r 2 The Gregorian Compu-
tation was the most regular. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The
year 1726 is the 144th year of the Gregorian epocha. Ibid.,

The old, or Julian, and new, or Gregorian style. 1872 O.
Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms, Gi'egorian Style, the new style

invented by Gregory XIII. to correct the Julian.

.3. The distinctive epithet of the kind of reflect-

ing telescope invented by J. Gregory (died 1675].
1761 Dlnn in Phil. Trans. LI I. 191 My Newtonian

reflector shewed objects clearer than the generality of
Gregorian reflectors. 1831 Brewster Optics xlii. 350 The
Gregorian telescope is shown in fig. 167. 1878 Newcomb
/'c/. Astron. 11. i. 124 This form has an advantage over the

Gregorian in that the telescope may be made shorter.

+ 4. Gregorian tree, the gallows. (Cf. Gkegory 2,)

1641 Mereur. Pragmat. (Farmer), He Doth fear his fate

from the Gregorian tree. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
Gregorian tree, so named from Gregory Brandon, a famous
finisher of the law.

B. sb.

1. A variety of wig worn in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, said by Blount J 670 to be
named after the inventor, Gregory, a Strand barber.

1598 Fi.okio, Pcrucca, a periwig or gregorian of counter*

fait haire. a 1612 Hakington Epigr. 111. (1633) 32 A quaint
Gregorian to thy head to binde. 1639 DRUMM. of Hawth.
Cousid. to Parlt. Wks. (171 1) 186 That no man wear a
Gregorian or periwig, unless he have a testimonial from
a town-clerk, that he is either bald, sickly, or asham'd of

white hairs. 1658 Ukaithwait Honest Ghost 46 Pulling
a little downe his gregorian, which was displac't a little by
hastie taking off bis Bever.
Comb. 1598 FLOR 10, Perucchiera, a periwig or gregorian

maker.

2. A member of a society (often classed with

the Freemasons), which existed in England in the

eighteenth century.
C1742 in Hone Evcry-day Ph. II. 525 All other institutions,

whether. .Gregorians. .or Free-Masons. 1742 Pope Dime.
iv. 576 One Rose a Gregorian, one a Gormogon. 1765
Smollett Trav. xxvii. (1766* II. 54 These associations ..

may be compared to the Free Masons, Gregoreans, and
Antigallicans of England. 1810 Craiihk Borough x. 349
Griggs and Gregorians here their meetings hold.

3. + a. One who is versed in Gregorian music
{obs.). b. A Gregorian chant.

1609 Dolland Ornith. Microl. 9 The Gregorians (whom
the Church of Rome doth imitate) marking all the lines with
one colour. Ibid. 27 The authorities of the Gregorians admit
no such Song, a 1873 S. Wn herkorcf. in Hurgon Lives 12

Gd. Men (1888) II. 59, I assure you I never hear a Gregorian
without feeling a wish to lie down on my stomach and howl.

Hence Grego rianist, one who advocates the

use of Gregorian chants ; Grego rianize v. trans.,

to render Gregorian in style ; intr. to use or

advocate ihe use of Gregorian music ; whence
Grego rianizing- vbl. sb., Grcgorianizer.
1866 Pall Mall G. 3 Apr. 9/1 Imagine the Gregorianizing

of the musical taste of a generation which [etc.]. 1884 Ch.
Times 28 Nov. 905/4 Very largely the fault of the Gregorian-
izers. Ibid. 906/1 A reductio ad absurdum of extreme
Gregorianizing. Ibid. 906/4 Our rough and ready Gre-
gorianists.

Gregory (gre'gori). [Uses of the proper name.]

+ 1. App. a 'gallant '. Obs.

1599 Massinger, etc. Old Lawxw. ii, Faith, and I've other
weapons for the rest too, I have prepard for em, if ere I

take My Gregories heere agen.

f2. A hangman. Obs. (Cf. Gregorian A. 4.)
Gregory Brandon, common hangman of London in the

reign ofJames I, was succeeded in office by his son Richard
(d. 1649) who was commonly called 'Young Gregory'.
[164a Merc. Aulicus 553 This mighty gentlemans stollen

Venison will not be sweet, when Gregory shall demand his

fees.] a 1658 Cleveland To T. C. 10 Wks. (1687) 262 Are
Rocks and Halters grown so dear That there's no perishing

but here ? Do no Committee yet survive Those cheaper
Gregories of Men alive?

f 3. The name of an old game. Obs.

1801 Strutt Sports <y Past, iv.iv. (1876) 5*3 Pick-point.,

and Gregory, occur in a description of the children's games
in the sixteenth century.

4. Anglo-Irish. A feast held on St. Gregory's

day (12 Mar.). In qtiot. 1804 used for: An evening

party.

1804 Lady Hunter in Sir M. Hunters Jrnt. (1894) 216,

I have been at one or two gregorys—stupid card-parties,

where you are crammed with tea, coffee and cakes, and then
in an hour or two cold turkey, ham, and profusion of tarts,

etc. 1830 W. Carleton Traits <y Stor. Irish Peasantry
(1843) I. 321 To-morrow we will have our Gregory; a fine

faste, plinty of poteen, and a fiddle. 1892 L. L. K. in N. $ Q.
20 Aug. 145/2 ' Gregories ' were at one time common all over
Europe.

Gregory-powder. Also shortened gregory-
[f. the name of James Gregory, a Scottish physician

(1758-1822).] The 'compound powder of rhu-

barb ' (Pulvis rhei composita) of the British

Pharmacopoeia. Usually called Gregory
1

s powder.
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GREGS.

[1850 Beasley Druggists Rec. Bk. 163 Gregory's Powder.)
1886 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 4/2 However beautifully the
Gregory powder of morality is apparelled in the currant
jelly of story and incident. 1897 Ramsay Every Day Life
Turkey viii. 265 He made a face like a child at a dose of
'Gregory 1

. 1898 Blackiu. Mag. Nov. 606 She once forced
me to swallow a gregory-powder.

Gregoyse, variant of Gkegois Ol/s.

Gregre(e, variant of Geeegree.

tGregS, sb. pi. Obs. Also 7 gregg(e>. [ad.

F. grilles, app. a. Pr. gregas, fern. pi. of grec

adj.] Galligaskins or breeches.
x6u Cotgr., Gregues, wide Slops, Gregs, Gallogascoines.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais n. vi, His breeches .. were not
deep and large enough, but round streat caniond gregs.

Gregyows, variant of Gregois Obs.

Greho;u nde, obs. form of Greyhound.
Greice, obs. form of Grece.
Greidly, obs. form of Gradely dial.

Greif.e, obs. form of Grief, Grieve.
Grein e, obs. form of Grain, Green.
Greis, obs. form of Grease, Grece.
Greis, obs. 8c. pi. of Gheave rf.l, sb.3

Greisbok, variant of Grysbok.
Greisen (grai-z'n . Min. [Ger. ; a dial. var.

of greisz, i. greiszen to split.] A granitic rock
with crystalline-granular texture, consisting chiefly

of quartz and mica.
1878 Lawrence tr. Colta's Rocks Class. 312 Greisen,

acompound of quartz and mica. 1879 RisruiyStudy Rocks
xii. 211 Greisen is a granular-crystalline rock, consisting of
quartz and mica, the latter usually lithia-mica.

t Grei'siler. Obs. rare— 1

, [ad. OF. groisillier

(F. groseillier) .] A gooseberry bush.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode II. cxlvii.

(
|86o) 133 More sharp

than orambere, or thorn, or greisiler.

Greisly, obs. form of Grisly, Grizzly.
Greiss, Greist, obs. forms of Grece, Grist.
Greistled, obs. form of Grizzled a.

Greit, obs. Sc. form of Great a.

Greit, obs. form of Greet s/>. 2 , v.'1 , Grit sb. 1

Greith(e, obs. form of Graith.
Greive, Greivo(u)s, obs. ff. Grieve, Grievous.
Greizlie, obs. form of Grisly.
Greke, Grekin, obs. ff. Greek, Grecian.
Greking. Obs. exc. Se. Forms : a. 3 gri-

king e, 4 Vgraykyng, 5 gryking, 6 greiking,
greking, 9 greyking. /3. 3 griging, 4 grygynge.
[Corresponds to MDu. grakingc, griekingc of the

same meaning; app. a derivative, with -^-suffix,

from the root of ON. gryja to dawn (viewed by
Noreen as cogn. w. grd-r Grey a., though be-

longing to a different ablaut series). Cf, how-
ever, the synonymous Du. kricken (older kriecke)

and Eng. Creek sb.-, Screak, Screigh.] Break
(of day), dawn.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cvii. 2 In be grikinge rise sal I. 13.

.

K. Alls. 5413 Thise duden the oost mychel noye, In the
gravkyng [so clearly in AfS.] of the daye. la 1400 Morte
Arlh. 2510 The grygynge of the daye. 1 1425 Thomas of
Erceld. I. 2 In be grykyng of be day. Me a lone as 1 went.
1513 Douglas /Eneis IV. xi. 4 Quhen the queue The first

greking of the day has sene. Ibid. VII. Prol. 115 Approching
neir the greiking of the day. 1802 J. Sibbald Citron. Sc.

Poet. IV. Gloss., Greke, greking, peep, peeping, break of day.

1875 J. Vlitch 'Tweed 139 Ere greyking of the misty morn.

Grekish(e, Grekkisch, obs. ff. Greekish.

II Grelot (gr^tf). [Fr.] A small globular metal

bell, worn on harness, etc.

1854 Badham Halicut. ii. 31 The boatmen .. keep tense

upon strong stretchers hung with grelots, a floating net, and
so ring in a great number of fish to the tinkling of these
bells. 1888 Pall Mall G. 29 Feb. 10/1 This . . bridal robe
was covered with flounces, edged with pretty silver grelots.

t Greme, sb. Obs. Also 4 grem. [ad. ON.
gremi :—OTeut. type *gramja-,{.*gramo-GiiAJ>lEa.]

1. Anger ; wrath.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 16 t>ay . . hym to greme cachen.

13. . Propr. Sauet. (Vernon MS. I in Archiv^Stud. neu. Sp'r.

LXXXI. 94^30 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, bou slest and stonest

prophetes wiji grem. c 1460 'Towneley Myst. vi. 73 He slo

not, for old greme, these moders with thare barne teme.

2. Grief, harm.
13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2251, I schal gruch pe no grwe, for

grem bat fallez. c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 603 With no gaudys me
begyle, ne to grem brynge. .1435 Torr. Portugal 1929
Hym to kepe frome greme.

Hence t Gre'mefal a., sad; sorrowful.
a 1300 Signs bef. Judgein. 156 in E. E. P. (1862) n So

sore i-worb adrad iwis ofihsu crist-is gremful wreche.

t Greme, v. Obs. Forms: 1-2 gremian, 3 gre-

men, -ien, (4 grem), 4- greme. Also pa. pple.

3 i-gremet. [OE. gremian = OHG. gremjan,
gremen, ON. gremja, Goth, gramjan, i. OTeut.
*gramo- Grame a. Cf. Grasie v.~\

1. trans. To anger, grieve ; to vex.
C893 K. /Alfred Oros. iv. i, He . . ba oSre elpendas..

gremede. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xv. 29 pa 5e foro-stopon

nine gremedon & hyra heafod cwehton. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 25 He gremeo ure drihten. a ia»5 St. Marher. 12
Stute nu uuele gast to gremien me mare, a 1250 Owl fy

Night. 931 The ni^tingale was i-gremet. c 1300 Havelok
441 pat he shulde[n] him nouth greme. c 1400 Destr. 'Troy

J3153 Scho. .myche gremyt be grekes in hir grete angur.

408

b. impers. (It) gremes me, etc.: I, etc.am grieved.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x. 36 Heo me bed go my gates,

lest hire gremede. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 42 Bot lenge
where-so-euer hir lyst, lyke ober greme.
2. intr. To become angry, be vexed.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1006 The grettyst of Grise gremyt berat.
C1460 Anturs of Arth. 524 (Douce MS.) And Gawayne
greches berwith, and gremed ful sare.

Hence Gre Tiling vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

c 1205 Lay. 234S9 Grasmende segges gras-ba:d isohten.
?<?i5oo Chester PL (Shaks. Soc.) II. 197 Ther is reminge,
greminge, veramente.

Grement : see Greement.
Gremercy, obs. form of Gramercy.
Gremial (grTndSl), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

gremialis, f. gremi-um the lap, bosom.J
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the bosom or lap. Of
a friend: Intimate (cf. bosom-friend). Obs. exc.

in g?-ewial veil (Eccl.) = B. 2.

^1631 Donne Serm. xvii. 167 Centricall Gold, viscerall
Gold, gremiall Gold, Gold in the Matrice and womb of
God. 1659 T" PfcCKK-^*'"7'^*' Puerp. 153 Caesar entreated,
by a gremial Friend ; To certiiie him, when Stern Mars did
end. 1669 A ddress \ ~ng. Gentry Eng. 72 A repentance that
will snatch you out of their [prostitutes'] gremial graves.
1721-1800 in Bailey. 1853 Dale tr. BatdeschPs Ceremonial
81 The gremial veil, which serves as an apron for the bishop.

2. Dwelling within the 'bosom' of a univer-

sity or society, resident. Also as the epithet of the
ordinary or full members of a society as distin-

guished from honorary members. Obs. exc. Hist.

}T2P )• Taylor Music Sp. Camb. 10 By the Model of this
single Day, The gremial Doctor shapes his awkward Way.
*739 J- Hildrop Ess. Freethinking 14^ All such as should
at any time offer themselves as Candidates to be Gremial
or Honourary Members of our Society. 1841 G. Peacock
Stat. Cambridge App. A. 17 note, Gremial masters of arts
were allowed to wear silk in their gowns and hoods.

3. Of or pertaining to the internal affairs of

a corporation or society, confined to its members.
1880 W. Smith & Cheetham Diet. Chr. Antiq. II. 1713

It was the rule for the prior to be elected from among the
inmates of the monastery ; in other words, the election was
to be 'gremial '.

B. sb.

1. A resident member (of a university or other
society). Obs. exc. Hist.
1563 Foxe A. % M. 937/1 That done they came all into

the Quere, and there helde the conuocation of the Uni-
uersitie, being gremials. 1574 M. Stokys in G. Peacock Stat.
Cambridge (1841) App. A. 17 At Generall Processyons all

Inceptours that war no Gremyallys shall goo before the
Regentys. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vm. iii. § 45 They were
made as capable of Degrees, as if admitted Gremials in the
University. — Waltham Abb. 20 And now was not
Waltham highly honoured.. when amongst those fourteen
[Commissioners], two were her Gremials, the forenamed
Nicholas living in Waltham, and this John, having his
name thence, because birth therein. 1665 J. Buck in

G. Peacock Stat. Cambridge (1841) App. B. 84 The Bedels
deliver verses and Groats to all D'*. present, as well
Strangersas Gremials. 1604 Strype Cranmer il vi. 162
These things made him afways cast a favourable aspect
upon the Universities, and especially that of Cambridg .

.

which the Governors and the rest of the Gremials very well
knew. 1702-8 Chamberlayne St. Ct. Brit. \. in. xi. (1707)
470 In several Colleges the Gremials are dispene'd with from
taking their Batchelor of Divinity's Degree. 1841 G. Pea-
cock Stat. Cambridge App. A. 17 note, Gremials, who were
regents or non regents, were punished by suspension, ab
omni datione [etc.]. .whilst non gremials . .were suspended
ab omni gradu [etc.]. 1855 Heywood tr. Early Camb. Stat.

17 No gremial in the congregations of masters shall utter
any words publicly except in Latin.

2. Eccl. A silken apron placed on the bishop's

lap when celebrating Mass or conferring orders.
181 1 Chron. in Ann. Peg. 65 The scarf, the cross, the

gremial, and the mitre of the bishop. 1853 Dale tr.

Baldest /it's Ceremonial 114 The Bishop having been di-

vested of the mitre and gremial, rises.

1 Gremicms, a. Obs. rare" , [f. L. gre-

mium lap, bosom + -ous.] = Gremial a.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Gremioits, pertaining to the lap
or bosom.

t Gremth. Obs. [app. repr. OE. *gr$w$(u =
Middle Ger. gremdc :—WGer. *grami/>a

7
f. *gram~

Grame «.] Anger; rage.
1340-70 Alisaunder 279 pe grembe of bo grim folke glod to

his hert. 1:1350 Will. Palerne 2080 pe grewes for grembe
ginneb on me werre. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1720 pe harmys bat
we haue, & be hoge lose ; That the Grekes in hor gremb vs to
grefe broght. Ibid. 2545 Let other men Aunter, abill

berfore, ffor to shunt vs of shame, shend of our foos, And
venge vs of velany & of vile gremb [printed gremy : see
Errata],

Gren, obs. form of Green.
Gren, var. or obs. f. Grin tk\ v.^ and v.~

Grenade (gren^'d), sb.1 Forms: a. 6-7 gra-
nade ; 3. 7- grenade, [a. F. grenade fem., a. Sp.

granada (also Pg.) pomegranate (see Garnet);
hence transf. = sense 2 below. See also Grenado.]
+ 1. A pomegranate. Obs. (Cf. Granate sb.-)

a. c 153a Du Wes Introd. Er. in Palsgr. 912 Granades,
grenades. 1664 Evelyn Kat. Hort. (1729) 211 Water young
planted Shrubs, .as Orange-Trees, Myrtles, Granades.

fi. 1654 Whitelocke Jrnl. Sived. Emb. (1772) I. 375 He
. .sent, .a present of citrones, grenades, and curious Spanish
comfitures.

2. A small explosive shell, usually of metal,

GRENADIER.
thrown into the trenches or among clusters of
the enemy. It is now thrown only by hand : see

Hand-grenade. Rampart grenade, one to be
rolled down the rampart to harass the besieging
enemy.
a. 1591 Garrard's Art Warre^x, For preparations against

the assault you must not be destitute of all sorts of arte-
ficial fire, as Trompes, Granades, Bullets, c 1645 T. Tully
Siege Carlisle (1840) 38 Diverse were pitifully burned by
the granade. 1658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1694) 16 Sin,
like a Gianade, tears up all before it. +
P. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 80 p 9 The Charge began with

the Ftre of Bombs and Grenades. 1767 Simes Mil. Medley
(1768), Grenade is an iron orbicular case., filled with powder,
to be thrown by the grenadiers amongst the enemy in an
attack. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 81 A brave
French refugee with a grenade in his hand was the first to
climb the breach. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 242
That, .grenades should be secretly placed in the houses of
the men.

fig. rti6s7 Lovelace Poems (1S64) 193 An icy breast in it

betray'd Breaks a destructive wild granade. 1886 Pall
Malt G. 30 Sept. 1/1 The bludgeon of downright calumny,
and the mud grenade of libellous abuse are more in vogue
nowadays than the rapier of wit or the barbed dart of
polished sarcasm.

b. A glass receptacle to be thrown in order to

burst and disperse its contents ; e. g. drain greuat/e,
one filled with a strong-smelling fluid, to be used
in detecting a leakage in a drain

; fire-grenade,

a fire-extinguisher = Hand-grenade 2.

1891 E. A. Parkes' Pract. Hygiene no Glass grenades
charged with pungent chemicals. 1893 Taylor Sanit.
Inspector's Hajidbk. 103 A similar test is the ' Banner drain
grenade', an appliance made of thin glass charged with
pungent and volatile chemicals. 1895 Army $ Navy
Coop. Soc. Price List Sept. 286 New Hand Fire Grenade.

3. attrib., as grenade pouch.
1836 Hist. Rec. Life Guards 47 A grenade pouch.

Grenade (gren^-d), sb.'2- Cookery. [Alleged to

be Fr.
;
perh. f. grain Grain sb. ]

, with the etymo-
logical sense of ' something spiced* (cf. Oh.grane'
mentioned s.v. Gravy)

;
peril, a transferred use

of grenade pomegranate. (Cf. Grenadine 1 and
Granada.)] (See quot. 1706.)
1706 pHiLi.ips(ed. Kersey), Grenade,., in Cookery, a Di^h,

of larded Veal-collops bak'd in a Stew-pan between two
Fires, with six Pigeons and a Ragoo in the middle, and
cover'd on the top and underneath with thin slices of Bacon.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 189a Encycl. Cookery (ed. Garrett)
I. 719 Grenades with Cherry Sauce.

Grena'de, v. nonee-wd. [f. Grenade sb. 1]
trans. To attack with grenades.
1849 A. H. Clough Lett. A;- Rein. (1865) 144 The simple

truth would appear to be, that we have been grenaded, not
bombarded.

t Grenadier 1
. Obs. [a.F'.grenadier, {.grenade

Grenade sb. 1 1.] A pomegranate tree.

1632 Lithgow Tra-v. v. 207 The best Carobiers, Adams
Apples, and Grenadiers that grow on the earth is here
[Damascus].

Grenadier 2 (grenadi°*i). Forms: 7 grena-
deer,(granatier), 7-8 granadeer, -dier, Sgrani-
der, 7 grenadier, [a. F. grenadier} f. grenade
Grenade sb. 1 sense i.j

1. Originally, a soldier who threw grenades. At
first four or five were attached to each company, but,

later, each battalion or regiment had a company of
them. Though grenades went out of general use

in the eighteenth century, the name of 'grenadiers'

was retained for a company of the tallest and
finest men in the regiment. Now, however, in the

British army, the word is retained only in the name
of the Grenadier Guards {eolloq. Grenadiers), the

first regiment of household infantry.

1676 tr. Giiiltaticre's Voy. Athens 405 If I went on with
these Grenadeers, I would if possible, escape. 1678 Evelyn
Diary 29 June, Now weie brought into service a new sort
of sofdiers call'd Granatiiers, who were dextrous in flinging

hand granados. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2106/4 Capt. Corn-
wall's Company of Grenadiers in the Holland Regiment.
1714 Gay Sheph. Week Prol. 48 For Peace allays the
Shepherd's Fear Of wearing Cap of Granadier. 1776 C. Lee
in Sparks Corr. Amer. Ret'. (1853) 1. 202, I have formed
two companies of grenadiers to each regiment. 1800
Wellington inGurw. Desp. (1837)1. 164, 1 was in hopes that

the grenadiers and the cavalry would have joined Lieut.

Colonel Maclean, a 1839 Pkaed Poems (1864) I. 91 Guarded
by griefs and grenadiers. 1853 Sir H. Douglas Mitit.
Bridges (ed. 3) 137 These were speedily followed by six

companies of grenadiers in boats.

b. atttib. as grenadier-bonnet, -cap, -company,

-guard; grenadier-like adj.

1837 Carlyle Er. Rev. II. vi. vi. 396 Demoiselle The-
roigne has on her *grenadier-bonnet. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones vii. xiv, When the centinel first saw our hero ap-
proach, his hair began gently to lift up his * grenadier-cap.

1772 Ann. Reg. 73/2 Serjeant of the ^grenadier company of
the Royal Scots. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit, fmiial.363
The grenadier company of the 3rd volunteer native bat-

talion. 1752 Fielding Amelia 1. iv, Her father-in-law. .was
in the *grenadier guards.

_ 1878 Browning Poets Croisic

132 *Grenadier-like, marching to assault.

2. a. A South African weaver-bird, Pyromclana
(or Ploceus) oryx, with vivid red and black plumage.

Also grenadiergrosbeak, grenadier waxbill.

1751 G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds IV. 178 The Grenadier
.. This Bird was brought from Angola.. ; his Note is not

very agreeable, it resembling the Winding-up of a Clock.
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iSoz II IWIlHl Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 161 The Grenadier
Grosbeak is ofabout the size of a sparrow. The body is. .of a
beautiful red colour. 1875-84 R. R Sharpe Layard's Birds
S. A/r. 474 Ur&ginthus granatinus, Grenadier Waxbill.

b. The fish Macrurus fabricii or M. rupestris

(Cent. Did. 1889).

Hence Grenadicrly adv., after the- manner of a

grenadier
; f Grenadiership, the position or func-

tion of grenadier.

1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 405 In order to my
Grenadiership, they had.. put a linnen bagg full of Gren-
adoes about my shoulders. 1829 LamdoK Wks. (1846) 557/zIn
the midst of her finery, she tosses down her gin grenadierly,

Grenadilla : see Granadilla.
Grenadine 1 (gre -nadm). Cookery. [a. 1'".

grenadin : cf. Grenade sb.-] (See quots.)

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Grenadin, a sort of farce, or
stuff'd Meat laid upon thin slices of Bacon in a Haking-pan,
with a hollow place to receive a Fowl cut into Halves and
dress'd in a Ragoo. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 247 Ducks
in Grenadines.. Glaze them.. pour a cullis of ham into the
dish, put in the grenadine, and serve them up hot. 1846
Francatelli Mod. Cook p. xii, Fricatideau and Greuadins
consist of the primest parts of veal, or fillets of poultry, &c.
smoothly trimmed, larded, and brightly glazed with a concen-
tration of their own liquor.

Grenadine 2 (gre'nadin). Also 8 grenadin.
[a. F. grenadine ; ? f. the name of the Spanish city

Granada.] An open silk or silk and wool textile

used for dresses.

1865 Pall Malt G. 13 May 4 Their handsome moire or
grenadine. 1869 Mks. Palliser Lace xv. (ed.2) 183 From
its being a grenadine, not a shining silk, a common error

prevails that it is of thread. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Sue/i
(ed. 2) 17S Ophelia in fleshings and a voluminous brevity of
grenadine. 1890 Daily Neivs 24 Mar. 6/1 Very light and
transparent woollen materials of the kind that used to be
called barege, mousseline-de-laine, and grenadine.
attrib. 1864 Daily Tel. 8 June, A charge of ,£59 for one

grenadine dress and trimmings.

Grenado (gren^d^). arch. Forms: a. 7-8 gra-
nado^, 7-9granada,(7granida). 0. 7- grenado.
[ad. Sp. granada : see Grenade sb.^ and -ado.]

1. = Grenade l 2.

a. 161 1 N. T. in Coryat Crambe b j a, Of some Oxe-hide
in Styx long drenched, Or that had some Granada quenched.
[Marg. A warlike engine otherwise called a Mortar, vsually

quenched with wet Hides.] 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug.
Sea-men 32 I ron bals, granadoes, trunkes of wilde fire. 1652-6Z
Heylyn Cosmogr. 11. (1682) 126 M01 tar-pieces and Granado's
in proportion to them, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1.

(1693) 75 One . . trouled out a Motion crammed like a
Granada with obsolete Words. 1675 Lond. Gas. No. 1052/2
The Besiegers began to shoot from six Mortar-pieces into

the Town, Granadoes of 2 and 300 pound each. 1686 Goad
Celest. Bodies u. iv. 200 So have I seen a Granado in the Air,

fuming as it went along in a sullen silence. 1690 Norius
Beatitudes (1692) 67 More like Granidas shot into a Town,
than Inhabitants of it. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc.E. Ind.
II. xli. 105 We saluted them with a Shower of twenty or

thirty Granadoes. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. xvi, It

would have broke the cerebellum (unless indeed the skull

had been as hard as a granado).
)3. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 404 Those who were

to throw the Grenadoes. 1729 Shelvocke Artillery iv. 173
Very old Grenado's .. shaped perfectly like a Cube or

Parallelopiped. 1807-8 W. Irving Sal/nag. (1824) 364 More
fell to our port is the cargo she bears Than grenadoes, tor-

pedoes, or warlike affairs. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xviil.

xiii. (1872) VIII. 41 Stoffeln.. began firing shells and in-

cendiary grenadoes at a great rate.

fig. c 1645 Howell Lett. I. vi. xlii, Fires, .kindled at first

by a Granado hurl'd from his brain. 1651 Biggs New Disp.

r 170. 131 Those mortar-pieces and granadoes of Physick.
x^7

7

'Varranton Eng.Dnfirov. 14,1 will now shoot a Granado
into London. .1 hope 'twill make them look about them.

2. m Grenade 1 i.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Granado, a Pomegranat, an apple
filled with delicious grains.

3. attrib. and Comb., as grenado gun, -maker,

-man
y

mortar, shell, shot
; f grenado-nether-

Ktock, some fashion of hose.

1690 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) II* 42 There have been
lately ship't away . . several *granado guns. 1670 Clarendon
Ess. Tracts (1727) 183 Gun-smiths, or *granado-makers.
1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 404 Above thirty were cut

off by those *Grenado men. 1631 Prempart Siege Busse 25
Twoo *Granado Morters. 1599 Mahston Sco. Viltauie 167

Ribanded eares, *Granado-netherstocks, Fidlers, scriueners

[etc.]. 1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna 80 Certain *Granado
Shells he had Invented, not of Glass or any Metal, but of
Potters Clay wrought .. to the hardness of Iron. 1790
Beatson Nav.

(J-
Mil. Mem. I. 100 A party . . was ordered to

march next to them, with the grenado shells in bags. 1705
Sir E. Walker Hist. Disc. 1. 38 Firing the Magazine
within with a *Granado shot.

II Grenat (gr^na). [Fr. : see Garnet 1
.] Used

attrib. : Of a deep red colour, like that of garnet.

1851 Harpers Mag. II. 432/2 While others [head-dresses]
of a grenat color, are sable and gold. 1852 Ld. Malmesbury
Mem. Ex-minister (1&Z4) I. 365 Lady — , in a grenat velvet

and blue bonnet.

Grenat : see Granate.
Grena'tiform, a. rare~°. [f. Grenat-ite +

-i)form.] Having the form of grenatite.

1828-32 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Grenatite (grenatait). A/in. Also granat-

ite. [f. F. grenat garnet + -ite.] == Staurolite.
1804 R. Jameson Syst. Mitt. I. 76 Grenatite. .is dark red-

dish brown. 1805-17 — Char. Min. 178 There are two
planes of junction which unite, crossing each other, as in

the mineral named grenatite. 1837 Dana Min. 355 Prisma-
toidal Garnet M. Grenatite, Staurotide H. [1868 p. 388

Granatite. 189a p. 558 Grenatite, Granatite]. 1859 Page
Handbk. Geol. Terms, Grenatite, prismatoidal garnet

;

known also as Staurotide, Staurolite. or Cross-stone.

Grench, variant of Grinch Obs.

Grene, obs. f. Grain, Green ; var. Grin sbX 7;. 1

Grenes, -ess(e, -is, obs. forms of Greenness.
Grenetine (gre'net/n). [f. Grenet, the name

of its French inventor -f -ine.] A pure trans-

parent gelatin, obtained from the skin and cartil-

age of young animals [Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

1843 Pkreira Food ty Diet 221 Grenetine is extracted from
bones.

Grengasite (gre-qgasoit). Min. [Named by
Ilisinger 1831 after Grdngesbergxw Sweden, where
it is found : see -ite.] A variety of chlorite occur-

ring in radiated groups of hexagonal crystals.

1844 Dana Min. 525 Grengasite. .has a specific gravity of3-1.

Grenier, variant of Grankr Ohs., a granary.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosia's Hist. Indies v. xxviii.413

They take a certaine portion of the most fruitefull of the
Mays that growes..the which they put in a certaine grenier
which they doe call J'irua,

Grenn(e, Grennes, obs. ff. Green, Greenness.
Grenne, obs. form of Grin sb. 1 and v."

t Grent, v. Obs. [? onomatopoeic ; cf. Grin,
Grint, Grunt vbs.] inir. a. To gnash the teeth.

b. ? To grunt or groan. Hence Gre-nting vbl. sb.

13.. A". Alts. 5846 He grented als a bore. 1387 Trevisa
I
Higden (Rolls) IV. 11 J>an at soper .. Alisaundre was i-poy-

j

soned, and grent [L. ingemuit] as he were i-stiked wibaknyf
! boru} be body. 1388 Wyclm- Matt. xxii. 13 There schal be

;
wepyng and grentyng of teeth. 14. . Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 613/44 Stridn, to grenne or grenle with the theth.

Greot(e, obs. form of Grit sb. 1

Grep(e, obs. f. Grip; obs. pa. t. of Gripe v.1

Gres, obs. f. Grass, Grease ; var. Gris a.

t Gre'SCO. Obs. An old game at cards.

1605 Chapman, etc. Eastiuard-Ho iv. i, My Premise ..

would play his hundred pound at Gresco, or Primero, as
familiarly, .as any bright peece ofCrimson on 'hem all. 1611
Flokio, Nassdre, to play or cast at the by, at hazard or gresco.

Grese, obs. form of Grease, Grece, Grice.

T Gresell, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. OF'. gresilier,

greziller * to wrigle . . ; to curie, twirle, frizle haire
'

(.Cotgr.)] intr. Of hair : To stand on end.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 64 His heeres byganne to gresell

[Fr. orig. heric*r\, & dresse vpward.

Gresell, obs. form of Grizzle v.

Gresett, variant of Grasett Obs.

t Gre'shamist. Obs. [f. the proper name
Gresham + -1ST.] A fellow of the Royal Society,

which in its early days met at Gresham College.

So Gre shamite.
1665 Oldenburg Let. to Boyle 29 Aug. in B.*s Wks. (1744)

V. 334 There were some of our Greshamists that thought
one or other of the two former comets might be seen again,
after some time, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Greshamite.

Gresing, variant of Grecing Obs., steps.

Gresle, gresli, obs. ff. Grizzle a. t
Grizzly.

Gresone : see Grison a. Obs.

Gress(e, obs. form of Grece, Grass sb.l

Gressam, variant of Gersum.
Gressell, obs. form of Garsil, Gristle.

t Gre'SSible, a. Obs. [f. L. gress-, ppl. stem
of gradi to walk : see -rle.] Able to walk.
c 1600 Timon v. iv. (Shaks. Soc.) 86 A two legd liuing

creature, gressible, vnfeathered. 1610 Guilum Heraldry
in. xiii. (1611) 124 Some are gressible, hauing feete, and
some creeping or gliding as serpents.

t Gre*ssile, a. Obs. rare~~ l
. [f. as prec. : sec

-ILE.] =prec.
1659 D. Pei.l Impr. Sea 193 Terrestrial. And under this

term I would comprehend, 1. Gressile, 2. Volatile, 3, Reptile.
Ibid. 244 Those creatures that are Gressile. 1730-6 Bailky
(folio), Gressile, of or pertaining to steps.

tGre'SSive, a, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec:

see -ive.] Taking steps, walking.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 239 Gressive.

Gressome, variant of Gersum sb. and v.

1558 Lame. Wills (Chetham Soc.t III. 79 Richard Hall
for the gressome of his horse iiij 1 '. 1564-78 Bullkvm Dial,
agst. Pest. (1886) 10 Muche reisyng of rentes and gres-
somyng of men, causyng greate dearth, muche pouertie.

Gressorial (greso*Tial), a. Zool. [f. mod.L.
gressori-us (f. gressor, agent-n. f. L. gradi to walk)
+ -ial.] Adapted for stepping or walking, formed
for or having the habit of walking, ambulatory.
184a IJrande Diet. Sci., etc., Gressorial, in Ornithology,

is applied to the feet of birds which have three toes forward,
two of which are connected, and one behind. 1852 Dana
Crust. 11. 825 The family of gressorial Gammarids. 1856-8
W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 649 Feet of trunk all

gressorial. 1877 Coues & Allen A^. Amer. Rod. 532 The
forelimbs small and neat, indicating predominance of pre-
hensile over merely gressorial faculties.

So Gressorious a. In recent Diets.

t Grest. Obs. rare. Also gresses. [app. ad. L.
gressus step.] A footboard.
1563 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 115 Formakyngeof

a grest for my lorde to knele upon. 1569 Ibid. 137 Payd
ffor ij°. sawed hordes to make a gresses to sett under the
singing mens ffeete.

Grest, Gresy, obs. ff. Grist, Greasy.
Gresyn, obs. form of Graze v.1

Gret, obs. f. Great, Greet sb.2 , Grit sb.1

Gret : see Gkede v. Obs., Greet vA and -.

Gretch, obs. furm of Grutch v.

Grete, obs. form of Great, Greet, Grit^.I
tGre'tfal, a. Obs. [? altered form of Bret-

FL'LL; but cf. Great B. 6.] Quite filled, full.

(Ti4oo Destr. Troy 331 Grete greues full grene, gretfull

[/r;«/e(/grecfull] of dere. Ibid. 13826 A Grydell full gay,
gret-full uf fiche.

Greth, obs. f. Great a., Graith v. ; var. Grith.
Gretian, obs. form of Grecian.
Grett(e, obs. form of Great a., Grit.
Gretumly, variant of Greatumly Sc. Obs.

Greu, variant of Grew sb. 1 Obs.

t Greund. Obs. Also 6 grewand, -end,

6-9 grewnd, 9 grime, [app. a contracted form
of ME. grehnnd GREYHOUND.]
c 1420 Anturs of Artk. 126 (Douce MS.) The grete

greundes were agast of be gryme here. 1513 in Glover
Hist. Derby 11829} I. App. 61 A Greundes hed sylver and
sahull quartered. 1519 Ptcsentm. Juries in Surtees Misc.
(18881 32 That no man kepe no hown,grewand, nor spanzell.

15.. Sir P. Dkaycott in Lodge Hlusir. (1791) 1.6 They
[staggy.s] was not only cowrssyd w* sum grewnds, but also

w* horsmen. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. vn. 11593) 176 She
gave me eke a goodly grewnd. 1591 Hakington Ore. Eur.
xlvi. exxi, Still the Grewnd prevailes, 1816 Sporting Mag.
XLVIII. 204/1 Those spaded hitches appeared to have been
grimes or greyhounds, 1865 Derbysk. Gloss, in Reliquary
V. 159/2 Grewnd, a greyhound.

Greut, variant of GROOT sb.1

Grevance, obs. form of Grievance.
Greve, obs. f. Gravea., Greave. Grief, Grieve.
Greveous, obs. form of Grievous.
Grevillea (grevi'Ha), Bot. [mod.L., named by

R. Brown in 1S09 after Charles Francis Greville,

Vice-President of the Royal Society (Morris).] A
larj^e genus of trees (N.O. Proteacew) of Australia

and Tasmania ; a, tree or shrub of this genus.
1853 Hooker'''s Jml. Bot. V. 313 Two Grevilleas with

scarlet flowers. i88z Garden 25 Nov. 462/2 The Grevilleas
are among the easiest of plants to grow. 1888 CasselTs
Picturesque Australasia[iBcjo) III. 13SGracen.1l grevilleas,

which in the spring are gorgeous with orange-coloured
blossoms.

Grevious, grevos(e, etc., obs. ff. Grievous.

tGrew, sb. 1 and a. Obs. (After i^thc. chiefly

Sc.) Forms: 3-4 greu, gru, (3 gryu, 4 griu),

4, 5 grw, 4-6 grew(e, 5, 6 grue, ^5 griewe).
[a. OF. griu :— L. Gmcian Greek.]
A. sb.

1. The Greek language, Greek.
c 1275 Passion our Lord 470 in O. E. Misc. 50 Hit wes

iwryten on ebreu, on gryv, and latyn. a 1300 Cursor M.
16689 Ofhebru, gru, and latine. 1-3^7 Ikkvisa Higden 1 Rolls)
II. 245 pey torned Holy Writte out of Ebrew in to Grewe.
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 90 Thys worde Hympne is a
worde of grew. <: 1480 Hknhvson Orpheus vi, The first in

grew was callit Euterpe. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 181
Thus was he clad, and with letteris of grew In fine Scrip-
tour, I saw it writtiu new.

2. A Greek.
a 1300 Cursor j7/. 19740 Paulus . . fast disputed wit be

gruus. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2000 And be graves for grembe
ginnej? on me werre. 61400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 1S0 If a
man desirib for to haue blac heens as doib greuis & spay-
nardis, banne make bis tincture.

3. The land of the Greeks, Greece.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 193 For Minerua in be

speche of Grewe hatte Athena. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)

I. 37 In the reigne of men of Grewe. c 1480 Henrvson
Orpheus iv, The grete lordis of grewe.

B. adj. Greek.
t 1400 Mauhdev. (Roxb.) x. 39 Writen in Grew lettres.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 91 Heresie, that is Grw, is

divisioun on I,atyn. 1513 Docglas sEneis 1. Prol. 114 Lyk
as in Latyne bene Grew termes sum. Ibid. 111. iv. 1 Stro-
phades in Grew leid ar nemmit so, In the grete see standand
ilis two.

Grew (gr'«), sb.' Sc. and north, dial. [Short-

ened form of Grew-hound.] A greyhound.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxii, Five grews, and a wheen other

dogs. 1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 124, I ..

worry him as ifcl were a grew, and him a bit leveret. 1868
G. Macdonald A'. Ealeotur I. 37 'What wad the grew be
efter, but maukin?' returned Miss Letty. 1893 North-
umbld. Gloss., Grew, a greyhound.

b. Comb.) &*>grew-bitch, -whelp.

1536 Bellendkn Cron. Scot. I1821) I. 38 Grew-quhelpis.
1814 Pegge Suppl. to Grose, Greuhbitch, a greyhound bitch.

York.

Grew (gr'")» v. Sc. [f. Gbew sb.-] intr. To
go coursing with greyhounds.
1825 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 62 Thine too

skatin.and curlin, and grewin.

Grew, pa.t. of Grow v. ; var. Grue sb. and v.

Grewe, obs. f. Grieve ; Sc. vai . Greave sb.i Obs.

Grewel, grewell(e, obs. forms of Gruel.
Grew-hound (gr'/^haund . Obs. exc. Sc.

Forms : 4 grewhounde, 5 grewhonde, grohund,
grou, grw hund, 5-6 grew hund, grew-
hund, grewe hound, 7-9 grewhound, 9 grue
hound. [app. an etymologizing alteration (as

if meaning ' Greek hound ' : see Grew a.) of

Greund.] A greyhound.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 1075 He grevede as a grewhounde.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxxviii. 398 (Add. MS.) The grewhonde
ofaubry had kepte iiij. dayes the dede body of his mayster
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from briddes and bcstes. 1473 iti Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl.

(1877) 1. 44 To fech a grew hund to the king. 1580 Wilts <y Inv.

N. C. (Surtees i860) 20 One brace of blacke grewe houndes.
1668 .V. Riding Rec. VI. 124 Two Croft yeomen presented
for keeping grewhounds. -11802/.,/. Thomas ty Fair Annie
xxiv. in Child Ballads (1885) II. 70/2 Gin. . I were a grew
hound.. Soon worried they a' should be. 1887 Scotsman
4 Mar. 2/2Grue hound (steel greyi found ; if not claimed in

three days will be sold.

Grewnd, variant of Greund Obs.

Grewsome, obs. form of Gruesome.
Grewt, variant of Groot sb. 1

Grey, gray (gre1
), & and si. Forms: a. 1 grass,

3-4 grai, 4-6 graye, 6 graie, So gra), 4- gray.

0. 1 gres, gr<§is, grin, 3 grei, 3 4 greye, 4
grey5e, 4- grey. [OE. gra>g = OYrk. grf, MUu.
grau, gra (Du. grauw), OHG. grdo, pi. grawe
(MHG. grdo, mod.G. grau), ON. grci-r (Sw.

grd, Da. graa), repr. two OTent. types "grSgo- and
grkwo- :—pre-Tent. *ghregKho- (or *ghregh-wo-,

the suffix -wo- being frequent in colour-adjs.), with

variable accent. Outside Teut. no affinities have
been found ; the word has no connexion with

OHG. grts (Ger. greis), whence F. gris.

Each of the current spellings has some analogical support.

The only mod.Eng. words repr. OE. words ending yn-£g
are key iwhich is irrelevant on account of its pronunciation),
whey, and clay. If we further take into consideration

the words repr. OE. words in -xge, viz. blay or bley,

fey, wey, we have three (or four) instances of ey and
only two (or one) of ay. On the other hand, this advan-
tage in favour of grey is counterbalanced by the facts that

clay is the only word of the five which is in very general use,

and that grey is phonetically ambiguous, while gray is

not. With regard to the question of usage, an inquiry by
Dr. Murray in Nov. 1893 elicited a large number of repl'es,

from which it appeared that in Great Britain the form grey
is the more frequent in use, notwithstanding the authority of

Johnson and later Eng. lexicographers, who have all given

the preference to gray. In answer to questions as to their

practice, the printers of The Times stated that they always
used the form gray; Messrs. Spottiswoode and Messrs.
Clowes always used grey; other eminent printing firms had
no fixed rule. Many correspondents said that they used the

two forms with a difference of meaning or application : the

distinction most generally recognized being that grey de-

notes a more delicate or a lighter tint than gray. Others
considered the difference to be that gray is a 'warmer'
colour, or that it has a mixture of red or brown (cf. also the

quot. under 1 c below). There seems to be nearly absolute

unanimity as to the spelling of ' The Scots Greys ', ' a pair

ofgreys '. As the word is both etymologically and phonetic-

ally one, it is undesirable to treat its graphic forms as differ-

ing in signification.]

A. adj.

1. The adjective denoting the colour intermediate

between black and white, or composed of a mixture

of black and white with little or no positive hue
;

ash-coloured, lead-coloured.
Said of sea, sky, and cloud when not illuminated by the sun.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2865 (Gr.) Ac hine se haUa wer gyrde
gra^an sweorde. a 1000 Booth. Metr. v. 8 Oft smylte sx
suoerne wind, gra^e glashlutre, grimme sedrefeS. c 1000

ALli-hic Saints' Lives II. 324 pa lais se grarz.a wulf be bewiste
ba;t heafod. a 1300 Cursor M. 9886 pis castel ..It es hei

sett a-pon be crag, Grai [Gott. Gray] and hard, a 1400-50

Alexander 1330 He mas to graue sum in grete & sum in

gray marble. 1527 Andrew Brituswyke's Distyll. Waters
F ij b, It is rede that the graye water snakes engendreth them
with the eale. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. ii. 28 Two goodly trees

..did spred Their armes abroad, with gray mosse overcast.

1597 Shaks. 2 Ifen. IV, 11. iii. 19 It stucke vpon him, as the

Sunne In the gray vault of Heauen. 1817 Coleridge Sihyll.

Leaves (1862) 274 The night is chill, the cloud is gray. 1857
Wili.mott Pleas. Lit. xt. 49 A coarse coat of gray cloth.

1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 14 Ask yourself. . not what you saw
printed on a gray page, but what you see pictured in the

glowing gallery of your imagination.

p. a 700 Epinal Gloss. 473 Glauaim, heuui vel grei.

c 725 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 21 Feruginius, grei^. a 1225
Ancr. R. 12 Her inne is religiun & nout ibe wide hod . . ne
i5e gre^ekuuele. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1722 Sep or got, baswed,

arled, or grei, lien don fro iacob fer a-wet. c 1315 Shorkham
145 Sonne and mone and sterren grey}e. X466 Pastou Lett.

No. 549 II. 270 For grey lynen cloth and sylk frenge for

the hers. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 184 As touching their

heare they have a grey coate . . waxyng greyer and greyer

the elder that they bee. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy.

A tnbass. 207 Clad in a grey Garment. 1724 De Foe Mem.
OkWiW" (1840) 237, 1 had pistols under my grey frock. 1820

Byron Mar. Fal. IV. ii, The air puts on A morning freshness

..The sea looks greyer. 1821 Craig Lect. Drawing iii. 184

Vour next proceeding will be to insert the grey tints. 1841

Browning Pippa Introd. 209 Down the grass path grey

with dew. 1882 Ouida Marcmma I. 178 The plain grew
yellower and the sky greyer. 1884 West. Daily Press 17

Dec. 3/5 Capes of curled Crimean lamb—so often called grey

astrakan.
Proverb. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. v. (1874) 22 When all

candles bee out all cats be gray. [1605 Shaks. Lear ill. vi.

47 (Qos. 1-2) Pur the cat is gray.] a 1700 in B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, s. v. Joan. 1809 E. S. Barrett Setting Sim
1. 80 All Cats are grey in the dusk.

b. with prefixed word indicating some particular

shade of grey, as dark, light, sad, silver, slatcy,

whitish, etc. ; cf. B. 4b; also Dapple-grey, Iron-

grey.
« jooo .Cleric Foe. in Wr.-Wfilcker 163/25 Films, deorce-

grsej. 1799 G. SmtH Laboratory 11. 311 Dubbing ofthedown
of a sad grey cat. 1843 Macaulay Lays Arte. Rome, Battle

Regillusxt, High on a gallant charger Of dark-grey hue he

rode. 1859 Semper Diphtheria 272 Thin elastic layers, of

a whitish-grey colour. 1883 Truth 31 May 747/1 A very

becoming gown of silver-grey surah.

T C. (See quot.)

1885 Fields Chromatography iii. 38 note, The distinction

between grey and gray should be carefully observed. Grey
is composed only of black and white ; the term gray is ap-

filied to any broken colour of a cool hue, and therefore be-

ongs to the class of chromatic colours.

2. Epithet (a) of the Cistercian monks, '/>) of the

Franciscan friars, (c) of the sisters of the third

order of St. Francis, on account of the colour of

their habits. See also Gkey friar.
c 1290 .S". Fug. L.eg. 1. 149. 1497 Greye Monekes of Cisteos.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rollsi 9072 Vor be ordre of greye monekes
boru him me bro}te Verst here in to engelond.^ e jyxtBcket
1228 Tuelf myle he 3eode grete ynou} to a grei abbeye, That
me clipeb Clermareys, of greye monekes. 1567 Glide /y

Godlie Ballatis (S.T. S.) 205 The Sisteris gray, befoir this

day, Did crime within thair cloister, a 1596 m Shaks. Tarn.

Shr. IV. i. 148 It was the Friar of Orders gray. 1796 Mary
Robinson Angelina III. 24 The grey sisters were endowed
with five hundred marks a year, to say masses for the souls

of the unhappy lovers, a 1832 Scott Grey Brother xxvi,

He . . there was aware of a Grey Friar ..'Now, Christ thee

save !
' said the Grey Brother.

3. Of the eyes : Having a grey iris.

a. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 39 Gret hire wel, that swete

thyng, with eaenen gray, c 1420 Auturs of Arih. 599
(Ireland MS.) Dame Gaynour, with hur gray een. 1548

Hall Cluon., 3 Rich. Ill (1809) 416 His eyes gray shynynge
and quicke. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Verd, Oeil verd, a gray eye.

8. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 54 This wenche thikke and
wel ygrowen was, With kamuse nose and eyen greye as glas.

a 1440 Sir Eglam. 861 Hys eyen grey as crystalle stone.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. IV. iv. 197 Her eyes are grey as

glasse. [Mai.one in Shaks. Wks. 1821 IV. 118 By & grey
eye was meant what we now call a blue eye.] 1891 E. Pea-

cock N. Brendon II. 42 Keen, searching, grey eyes.

4. Of a horse : Having a grey coat.

a. 1380 in Test. Karl. (18931 143, J equum graye. 1398

Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. XVIII. xxxix. (1495' 800 The colour

in horses is now redde now blacke now whyte now graye

now dyuers. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 18 But under him a

gray s'teede he did wield. 1601 Shaks. 'J wel. N. in. iv. 315

lie giue him my horse, gray Capilet. 1897 Times ly Feb.

8/2 The intended reorganization . . will not prevent the Scots

Greys retaining their gray horses.

(3. 1390-1 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 5 Edmundo
Bugge pro j equo grey. 1595 Nottingham Rec. IV. 62

Unus equus juvencus, coloris grey et baye. 1843 Macaclay
Lays Anc. Rome, Battle Regillus xxviii, Horses black and
grey. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. vii. 73 An old grey horse.

b. Proverb. The grey mare is the better horse

:

the wife rules the husband. Hence, in allusion to

this proverb, simply The grey mare : the wife who
rules her husband.
1546 I. Heywood Prov. (1867) 52 The grey mare is the

better hors. e 1645 Howell Lett. I. iv. ix, To suffer the

Gray-mare sometimes to be the better Horse. 1700 R.

Cromwell Let. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (18981 XIII. 117 Shee
tells him (as being the gray mare) he could not goe. 1726

Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 2 She began to tyrannize over my
Master, . .and soon prov'd, as the Saying is, The grey Mare
to be the better Horse. 1847 Tennyson Prate v. 441 The
gray mare Is ill to live with, when her whinny shrills From
tile to scullery. 1876 Miss Yonge Womankind xxii. 183

The grey-mare may keep down the husband who chose her,

. .but she cannot restrain her growing-up sons.

5. Used to describe the dull or cold light of

twilight, or of a day when the sky is overclouded.

a. a 1400-50 Alexander 2044 Begynnys sone in be gray

day as any gleme springis. c 1401 Lydg. Flour Curtesye 9

The same tyme, I herde a larke singe Ful lustely, agayn

the morowe gray. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)85

I.yke as the gray mornynge breketh & spryngeth before y»

presence of the Sonne, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. ii. 19 In the

gray light of Ihe evening.
8. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 145 Eerli and in be

grey dayCamen wymmen to se be sepulcre. 1730 T. Boston
Mem. 286 It was a grey day with some pleasant blinks.

1780 Cowper Prtgr, Err. 82 Grey dawn appears. 1816

Byron Prisoner Chilton ix, For all was blank, and bleak,

and grey, It was not night—it was not day. 1870 E. Pea-

cock Ra/fSkirl. III. 86 In the grey twilight. 1898[Mag.
Art Feb. 212 Those [painters] . . for whom Nature is only

at her best on a nice grey day.

b. fig. Not bright or hopeful ; dismal, gloomy ;

sad, depressing ; esp. in phr. logo a grey gate (dial.).

1721 Kelly Scot. Prov. 380 You'll gang a gray Gate

yet .. you will come to an ill End. 1783-94 Blake Songs

Innoc., Earth's Answer 6 Her locks cover'd with grey

despair. 1820 Blackiv. Mag. June 2S1 Its a sad and sair

pity to behold youthfu' blood gaun a gate sae gray. 1846

Buockett N. C. Words (ed. 3), He has gane a grey gate.

1871 J. Cairo Univ. Serm. (1898) i. 12 The solace of a life

perhaps hard and grim and grey. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult.

44 The student who stays at home, and learns in a gray

way only from books. 1884 E. Lyall We Two xxxii, Those

were grey years, Erica.

6. Of the hair or beard : That is turning white

(as with age or grief).

This use is of somewhat late appearance in Eng., but now
one of the most prominent applications of the word.

o. 13. .-1440 [see Grey-haired a.]. 1535 Coverdai.e

Prov. xx. 29 A gray heade, is an honoure vnto the aged.

1581 Marreck Bk. ofNotes 60 Like an olde man in a grale

beard, a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 8 When with my browne,

my gray haires equall be. 1769 Junius Lett, xxiii. 112 Can
gray hairs make folly venerable?
B. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Ircl. iv. 39 in Holinshed, In

which well such as loath greie heares are accustomed to

diue. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 65, I . . with grey haires

and bruise of many daies, Do challenge thee. 1653 R.

Sanders Physiogn. 169 Hairs, black, red, flaxen, and white

or grey. 1725 Watts Logic 11. iii. § 2 Remember that a grey

Beard does not make a Philosopher. 1797 Southey A'.

Charlemain xviii, [He] kiss'd his long grey grizzle beard.

1816 Bvron Prisoner ofChilton 1 My hair is grey, but not
with years. 1883 Gd. Words 640 His grizzled hair was greyer.

b. Of a person: Having grey hair
;
grey-haired.

a. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues (E. E. T. S.) 44/24 He may
no more for age ; he is alle graye. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 739
Divers with us that are grown Gray. 1784 Cowper Task
II. 633 We grow early gray, but never wise.

8. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 499 That grey Iniquitie,

that Father Ruffian. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 11. 386 Who
knows not this, tho' Grey, is still a Child. 1855 Prescott
Philip II, I. I. v. 64 He had grown grey in the service of

the court. 1865 Kingsley Hcrew. xv. 196 He had got
somewhat greyer in the last ten years. 1898 J. Hutchinson
Archives Surg. IX. No. 36. 343 He was a thin grey man.

C. fig. Also, ancient, old.

1662 Glanvill Lux Orient, i. (1682) 2 If . . this Grey
Dogma clear all doubts. 1742 Shknstone Schoolmistress

95 Herbs for use, and physic, not a few Of grey renown.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles iv. vii, Mac-Kinnon's chief, in

warfare grey. 1826 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Pop. Fallacies, Our
spirits showed grey before our hairs. 1842'MlALL in

Nonconf. II. 249 [The state-church's] errors and superstitions

are venerably grey.

d. Belonging to old age ; hence (of advice,

experience, etc.), mature.
a. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. IV. v, I tell thee, youth,

age knows, yong loues seeme grac't, Which with gray cares,

1 ude iarres, are oft defac't. 1627-47 Feltham Resolves I. 200

The Macedonian proved himself a better Physician for

calumny by his bounties ; than his Philosophers by their

gray advisements. 1693 T. Creech in Drydcn's Juvenal xiij.

(1697) 322 When sixty Years have spread Their gray Experi-

ence o'er thy hoary Head ! 1874 L. Morris Song Two W.
Ser. II. ii, Gray wisdom comes with time and age.

0. '775 Sheridan Rivals 2nd Prol., Is grey experience

suited to her youth ? 1866 Ruskin Crown Wild Olive Pref.

33 This . . you may win, while yet you live ; type of grey

honour, and sweet rest.

7. General combinations: a. qualifying the names

! of other colours, as grey-black, -brindled, -brown,

-green, -white, etc. Also Grey-bluf.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 63 Foliage grey

brown. Ibid. 269 Gills watery white changing to grey

green. 1804 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 482 Nothing green

meets your eye—one dreary grey-white. 1839 Bailey
Festus v'u. (1848) 74 Gray-green oaks. 1849 D. Campbell
luerg. Chem. 329 Glucina, or its compounds, .become grey-

black. 1891 Daily Neivs 3 Dec. 5/1 Our wild cat.. was
a fine, powerful animal, grey brindled.

b. parasynthetic and instrumental, as grey-

houghed, -breasted, -clad, -coloured, -faced, -girdled,

-gmuned, -hooded, -moustached, -nebbed, -seeded,

slated, -sloped, -speckled, -streaken, -tinted, -winged.

1844 W. Barnes Poems Dorset Dial. 122 The *grey-

boughed withy's a-leanen lowly. 1752 Sir J. H11.1. Hist.

Auim. 480 The 'grey-breasted and reddish-breasted Chara-

drius. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 499/1 "Gray-clad, white-

bonneted sisters of chanty. 1530 Pai-scr. 314/1 "Gray

coloured as ones eyes be, vair. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st.

III. xiii, Grey-coloured woods. 1830 Mary Howitt in W.
Hmoitfs Seasons (1837I 137 The *grey-faced mountain-

sheep. 1821 Clare lilt. Minstr. I. 9 "Grey-girdled eve,

and morn of rosy hue. 1591 Tronb. Raigne A'. John (1611)

50 *Gray-gown'd good face, coniure ye, Nere trust me for a

groat. 1634 Milton Coiuus 188 The 'gray-hooded Ev'n

Like a sad Votarist in Palmers weeds Rose from the hind-

most wheels of Phoebus waine. 1866 HowELl.s I'enct. Life

xviii. 273 The *gray-moustached papa. 1870 Morris Earthly

Par. III. IV. 85 And o'er the wrack of Senlac field Full fed

the y grey-nebbed raven wheeled. Ibid. II. ill. 46 The long

•grey-seeded grass. 1897 J. C. Hodgson Hist. Northumbld.

IV. 55 The old *grey-slaled house. 1870 Morris Earthly

Par. II. III. 506 That sad fight within the "grey-sloped vale.

1895 A. Nutt in Meyer Voy. Bran I. 155 Steeds with

*grey-speckled manes. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cross

(1898) I. 148 'Grey-streaken locks. 1870 Miss Bridgman

Ro. Lyune I. vii. 106 That's what makes life appear so dull

and *gray-tinted to me. 1899 ***" Rev - Jan 43 Her twin

footprints are *grey-winged pigeons.

C. complemental, as grey-grown, -lit, -moulder-

ing adjs.

1727 46 Thomson Summer 225 The daw, The rook, and

magpie, to the *grey-grown oaks . . direct their lazy flight.

a 1881 Rossetti House of Life viii, Thine eyes 'grey-lit in

shadowing hair above. 1740 Dyer Ruins Rome 33 Globose

and huge, *Grey-mouldring Temples swell.

8. Special collocations, as grey band (see

qBOt) ;
grey bark, a variety of Peruvian bark

(see Bark sbA 7) ; also attrib.; grey bread Sc,
' bread made of rye ;

perhaps also of oats ' (Jam.)

;

grey-frieze, frieze of a grey colour; hence grey-

friezed adj., made of grey frieze ;
grey groat, an

emphatic equivalent of groat ; also used as the tyjie

of something of little value (cf. brassfar!king, Brass

sb. 7) ;
grey matter, the grey-coloured matter of

which the active part of the brain is composed ; also

fig. ; grey meal, the refuse and sweepings of a meal-

mill ; dirty meal (Jam.) ;
grey milled Gray-

mill, Gromwell (in Cassell 1882); grey paper,

? an unbleached paper, used chiefly for wrapping

(in some dialects now = brcnuu paper) ;
also, a

grey-tinted drawing paper ;
grey parson (see

quot. : cf. grey-coat^cd parson) ;
grey pea (see

Tea); tgrey plack Sc., a plack containing an

alloy of silver ;
grey powder (see quot. 1 866)

;

also attrib.; grey russet (see quot. a 1825) ;
grey

school (see quot.) ;
grey slag (see quot.) ; grey

sour, souring, in Bleaching, the process of im-

mersing cloth in dilute acid ;
grey steep, a steep

or bath used in the process of grey souring; grey
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stock (see quot. 1852, and cf. Grizzle $b.$) ; grey-

wethers (see quots.).

1828 Amer. Jml, Sci. <$- Arts XIV. 366 Saliferous Rock
. . Subdivisions.— . . *Grey-band, the uppermost layers of
bluish grey sandrock. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 232 Flagstone,
—agray, laminated quartzose sandstone, called 'gray band'.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 172/1 Of the pale [Cinchona] barks,

three varieties are known in English commerce.. 2 "Gray,
silver, or Huanuco bark. 1880 C. K. Markham Peruv. Bark
228 At Huanuco, a town on the verge of the grey bark region.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 476 Wes nane that tyme that

durst so hardy be.. to makhim remeid, Or him support with
ane byte of *gra breid. 1606 Rollock 2 Thess. xvi. 201

He is the honesier man that will, .sit down with gray bread
conquest by his labour, nor he who eates all diheates with
idlenesse. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. xi. 37 In wearing
shirts of hair, "Cray-freeze, or other like course raiments.
1650-66 Wharton Wks. (1683) 350 The glittering Tissue,
and the *gray-friz'd Gown. 1587 Harrison England 11. ii.

(1877) 1. 63 Of thise portion poore saint Peter did neuer
MM, of so much as one *graie grote. c 1592 Marlowe
Jew of Malta iv. iv, I'll not leave him worth a grey
groat. 1820 Scott Abbot iv, I would have been his caution
for a grey groat against salt water or fresh. 1840 G. Ellis
Auat. 45 The *grey matter of the third ventricle entirely
conceals the crus of the fornix. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets,
etc. 33 These . . thoughts rushed over the grey matter of
Bill's brain, as the wind rushes through the tree-tops. 1897
Mary Kingsley W. Africa 673 Whether he does this by
adding convolutions or piling up his gray matter we will

leave for the present. 1647 in Laird of Logan (1878) 578
[A man was called before the Presbytery for calling his
minister's doctrines] Dust and *Gray Meal. 1549 Bale
Journ. # Serche of Leylande Pref. B i b, Thys stuffe [the
contentes of two noble lybraryes] hath he occupyed in the
stede of *graye paper. 1600 Nashe Summer's Last Will
B 4 An other that ranne in det. .aboue foureteene thousand
pound in lute strings and gray paper. 1878 Ruskin Notes
50 The material used by Turner in his drawings on grey
paper. 1784 Sir J. Cullcm Hist. Haivsted iii. 171 A
"Grey parson, a layman, who hires the tithes of the parson.
1591 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (18141 III. 526/2 For all vther
allayed money, quhilk is subiect to refyning, as babeis,
thre penny grottis, twelf penny grottis, and *gray plakkis.
1866 Squire Comp. Med. Chest 18 *Grey Powder. Hy-
drargyrum cum Crela. .. A mild mercurial. 1883 D. J.
Leech in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 34/2 Grey powder.. consists.,

of mercury and chalk. 1897 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg.
VIII. No. 31. 220 The grey-powder pill . . he regards as a
tonic. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. XV, 162 A goune of a >:graye
russet, a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 54 In her furred
flocket, And gray russet rocket. .11825 Forby Voc. E.
Anglia, Grey-russet, coarse cloth of a dull grey colour,

commonly preceded by the epithet dandy. 1804 R. Gra-
ham Eish erm. L et. to Profrict. Fisheries Solway 8

(Jam.) Those too, it is probable, spawn sooner than the
last and largest species, called the *Grey Scool, which
appear in the Solway and rivers about the middle of July.
1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 653 Those [lumps of partly-

fused ore] which are so far agglutinated by the heat, as to
be quite hard, and further known by their brightness, being
picked out. .They are called '*grey slags'. 1875 J. Paton in
Encycl. Brit. III. 816/2 *Gray Sour. 1844 G. Dodd Textile
Manuf. ii. 51 The process of * "grey souring', in which the
cloth passes through a machine . . containing very dilute
sulphuric acid. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y Art
II. 546 Bainbie, or*Gray Steep. 1793 Misc. in Ann. Reg.
378 The bricks called *greystocks, for the outside of houses.
1852-61 Archit. Pubt. Soc. Vict., Grey stock, a brick made
of common earth and thoroughly burnt in a close clamp ; it

is so called to distinguish it from the place brick on the one
hand, and the red stock or kiln burnt brick on the other.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 163/2 Detached oolitic sandstones of
various sizes, known by the name of the *Grey Wethers.
1863 Lyell Autiq. Man 137 Great blocks of hard sand-
stone of the kind called in the south of England 'grey-

weathers'. 1895 Murray's Devon 138/1 The Grey Wethers
— 2 circles [of stones] which nearly touch each other, like

the Cornish ' Hurlers '.. .These blocks are very like sheep,
when seen from a little distance.

b. In the names of animals, as grey bass, a sea-

fish said to belong to the perch family, but to

resemble the mullet in taste; grey-bird, a dial,

name for (a) the thrush {7urdus musicus), (J>) the

linnet {Linola cannabina) ; grey crow, the Hooded
Crow, Corvus comix (cf. Grey-back 4) ;

grey
dog, the Scottish hunting dog (Jam. ) ;

grey-drake,
a species of Ephemera (cf. green-drake)

;
grey

duck, the gadwall ; grey eagle U. S., ' a young
golden eagle ' (Funk's Stand. Diet.)

;
grey falcon,

(a) the hen-harrier {Circus cyaneus
;

{b) (see quot.

1847) ;
grey-fish, a local Sc. name for the Coal-

fish at a certain stage of its growth
;
grey fly,

perhaps a dor-beetle ;
grey fowl, grouse when in

its winter plumage; grey-fox (see quot. 1884-5);
grey-jumper Austral, (see quot.) ; grey linnet,

lizard (see Linnet, Lizard); grey \oTc\=grey-

fish\ grey-midge Angling, the name of an artificial

fly; grey mullet (see Mullet'i ; grey-necked a.,

epithet of a group of crows, esp. the Hooded Crow,
Corvus comix

;
grey nurse Austral, (see quot.)

;

grey owl, parrot (see the sbs.)
; grey pate (see

quot.); grey perch U.S., the fresh-water drum
(see Drum sbl 1 1) ; + grey pie (see quot.;

; grey
pike = Hokn-fish 2 ; grey plover, sandpiper,
seal, shark, shrike, skate, snail, snapper
(see the sbs.) ;

grey snake (see quots.) ; grey
snipe, 'the dowitcher in winter plumage' (Web-
ster 1897); grey squirrel (see Squirrel); grey
trout (see Trout)

; grey whale, Rhachianectes
plancus.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 163 *Gray Bass comes
with the Mullet. 1787 Grose Proz\ Gloss., *Grey-bird, a
thrush. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 64 Linnet
(Linola cannabina). . .Grey : or Grey bird (Westmoreland

;

North of Ireland). From its dull colouring in winter. 1837
Macgillivkay Hist. Brit. Birds I. 529 *Grey Crow. 1808

J. Walker Ess. Nat. Hist. xiii. 475 Canis Scoticus venaticus.
Gesn.—Scot. The *Grey Dog. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 26
*Grey-drake, Found in general where the Green-drake is, and
in shape and dimensions perfectly the same, but almost quite
another colour, being of a paler and more livid yellow. 1884
[see Dkakk 1

4]. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 157
Gadwall. .*Grey duck. 1688 *Grey Eagle (see Lagi.k i bj.

1688 R. Hoi.me A rmoury 11. xi. 233/1 The *Grey Falcon .

.

The whole Body. .is. .Cinereous, tending to blew. 1802 ( t.

Montagu Ornith. Diet. 230 Grey Falcon. A name for the
Hen Harrier. 1847 Craig, Greyfalcon, the common or Pere-
grine Falcon. 1703 Statist. Ace. Scot., Argylesh. VIII. 92 A
species of fish taken on this coast, which goes by the gener. 1

name of *Grey fish. 1848 Life Normandy (1863) 1. 283 It was
some time before I knew that stainloch, grey-fish, seath,

cudding, and poddly, were all one fish at different ages. 1637
Milton LyeIdas 27 What time the *gray fly winds her sultry

horn. 1752 Hill Hist. Anim. 31 The grey Fly or trumpet
Fly, 1864 Thoreau Cape Cod vii. (1894) 167 Probably lie

would not hear much of the 'gray-fly 'on his way to Virginia.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxil, And for the moor-fowl, or the
"grey-fowl, they lie as thick as doos in a dooket. 1887 Pall
Malt (r. 26 Nov. 5/1 In the full pride of the steely winter
plumage the November grouse or grey-fowl seems to revel in

conscious ability to outwit all enemies. 1781 Pennant Hist.
Quadrnp. I. 241 'Grey fox. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist.
(1888.) V. 411 The well-known species, the Gray Vos V[ntpes\
cincreo-argeniatus, shares the characters of the coast fox, but

I is larger. 1898 MORRIS Austral English, *Grey-jumper,

J

name given to an Australian genus of sparrow-like birds,

of which the only species is Struthidea cinerea, Gould.
1698 .Martin Voy. St. Kilda 30 The coast of St. Kilda, and
the lesser Isles, are plentifully furnished with variety of.

.

I

Cod, Ling .. Turbat, Graylords, Sythes. 1836 Varrell
Brit. Pishes II. 170 Among the Scotch islands the Coal-

I

fish is called. .Grey-Lord. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II.

I 311 *Grey-midge or gnat. 1866 K. C. Beavan in hitell.
I Obserz'. No. 50. 104 Corvus splendens iViellot', the ''"Grey-

necked Crow ' of some. 1894 R. B. Sharpk Handbk. Birds
Gt. Brit. I. 12 Of the grey-necked section our Hooded
Crow is the most familiar species. 1898 Morris A ustral
English, *Grey Nurse, a New South Wales name for

a species of Shark, Odontaspis americanus, Mitchell,
famiiy Lamnidie, which is not confined to Australasia.

i
1766 Pennant /f<W. (1768) II. 304 The young bird [goldfinch]
before it moults, is grey on the head; and hence it is termed
by the bird-catchers a *grey pate. 1688 K. Holme. A rmoury
II. xi. 235/1 The Bucher Bird, or Shrike .. This Bird is of

* some called, .a *Grey Pie. 1863 J. G. Wood Hat. Hist.
III. 134 The *Grey Snake of Jamaica [Dromicus ater).

1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 379 The genus
Dietaenia includes several Australian forms .. The gray-
snake D. reticulata.. Is uniformly gray above and greenish
below, i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 213 The California
'Grey Whale. 1883 G. B. Gooue Rev. Eish. Indust. U.S. 62
The Pacific gray-whale, or devil-fish, Rhachianectcsglaucus.

C. In the names of minerals, as grey antimony
(see Antimony 2) ;

grey cobalt (see Cobalt i b)

;

grey copper (ore), tctrahedrite ; grey ore, chal-

colite; grey oxide, * black-turpeth
5

{Cent. Did.).

1839 Urk Diet. Arts 301 "Gray cobalt, .is a compound of
cobalt with iron, arsenic, sulphur, and nickel. 1836 Mac-
gillivbav tr. liumboldCs Trav. xxvi. 396 Most of it is

obtained from sulphuretted silver, arsenical *gray*copper
[etc. ]. 1770 Cronstcdt's Mm. 192 Mineralized . . with sulphur
alone .. 'Grey copper-ore. 1729 Woodward Nat. Hist.
Fossils 181 A grey Marcasite .. Another, very like the fore-

going. It consists mainly of Sulphur and Arsenide, and
seems to hold a little Bismuth. The Miners call this *Grey-
Ore. From the Duke of Somerset's Works . . Cumberland.
1809 A. HetfRY Tratr. 212, I found several veins of copper-
ore, of that kind which the miners call gray ore. 1881
Raymond Alining Gloss., Gray ore (Corn.), copper-glance.

B. sb. 1. Grey material or clothing.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 43 Ah under hwit oSer blac & ase wel
vnder grei as under grene & gra ha [Pride j luke5ibe heorte.
c 1530 Crt. of Love 1096 O why be som so sorry and so
sad, Complaining thus in blak and whyte and gray?
Freres they ben, and monkes, in good fay. < 1590 Gkeene
Er. Bacon iii. 69 Proportiond as was Paris, when, in grey.
He courted (IKnon in the vale by Troy. 1618 Natvorth
Househ. Bks. iSurtees) 100, v. yards of gray for Creak, at
i6J a yard. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rout. Rom. in. 54 He
espied a young Hermit in a long Gown of gray. 1832 G.
Downhs Lett. Cont. Countries I. 293 A blind old man,
dressed in gray.

b. tcchn. Unbleached material ; spec, see quot.

1884. (Cf. Grey-back 6.)

1884 W. A. Harris Dict.fnsur.Chem. (1890^49 The greys'
used under the pieces which were being printed were used
until they had become .. loaded with colour. 1891 L^abour
Commission Gloss., The grey is a term used in the cotton
and worsted trade to describe pieces of yarn or 'slubbing

'

as they come from the looms before going through any
process of dyeing or finishing.

attrib. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. ii. 48 The cotton-
cloth—is brought to the bleach-works, in the ' grey ' state.

f2. spec. Grey fur ; usually understood to be of
badger skin. i^Cf. sense 6, also^ra Gko, and ON.
grdskinn, grdvara. Obs.
a \zoo-c 1314 [see Faw a. 2], a 1400 Sir Perc. 2272 And

made the lady in to ga. In graye and in grene. 1436 Pot.
Poems iRolls) II. 171 Peltre-ware, and grey, pych, terre
[etc.J. ,/ 1450 A'nt. de la Tour (1868) 9 A mantell furred
with graie. 1460 Lybcaus Disc. 839 A veluwet mantyll gay,
Pelured wyth grys and gray. (1483 Caxton Dialogues
(E. E. T. S.) 46/21 A pylche of graye [F. z'ne felicc de
Z'ai're]. 1525 Ld. Beknkks Eroiss. II. ccii. [exeviii.] 622
Gownes of sylke furred with Myneuere and gray. 1702 J.
Chamberlayne St Gt. Brit. 1. in. ii. (1707) 256 Of Purrs,
Filches, Grays, Jennets.. 40 Skins in a Timber.

3. A grey or subdued light ; the cold, sunless

light of the morning or evening twilight ; esp. in

phr. tlie grey of the morning.
1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. in. v. 19 Yon gray is not the

mornings eye. 1599 — Much Ado v. iii, 27 The gentle day
..Dapples the drowsie East with spots of grey. 1674-91
Kay S. A> E. C. Words 101 The Gray of the Morning;
Break of day, and from thence till it be clear light. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. ii. (1840) 20 Our ship . . was surprised in

1 the grey of the morning. 1844 Ld. Holghton Palm [.eaves

138, 1 saw a Shape dark-lined against the gray. 1845L0NGF.
To Driving Cloud 30 In the gray of the day-break. 1884
W. C Smith Kildrostan 79 The sober grey of our dim
Highland glens. 1892 W. Pike North. Canada 78 The first

grey of dawn being the favourite time of attack.

4. Grt-y colour. In //. = shades of grey colour.

1825 J. Nicholson O/erat. Mechanic 753 Various shades
of grey may be obtained. 1873 Sy.monds Grk. Poets xii.

404 The colour of the olive tree is delicate. Its pearly
greys and softened greens in no wise interfere with the

lustre.

Jig. 1892 Zangwill Chlldr. Ghetto I. 16 To blur the vivid

tints of the East into the uniform gray of English middle-
class life.

b. with word prefixed, indicating some particular

shade of grey, as dark, duffel, goose, lead grey.
a 1693 Aubrey Lives, Sir Ii'. Petty \iSg&) II. 145 His eies

are a kind of goose-grey. 1796 StedMan Surinam xvii. 31

Those [parrots] ..are rather of a lead-grey. 1817 T. L.
Peacock Melincourt xxviit, Waistcoats of a duffel gray.

c. (iunmaking. A grey spot indicating a flaw.

1881 Gkkknkk (w/« 223 Before the introduction of the new
' mode of making gun-iron, it was a most difficult matter id

I obtain English barrels free from greys.

d. In the grey : uulmrnished.
i860 Sn< E. Beckett Clocks -V Watches <ed. 4) 309 Earn-

shaw was the first watchmaker who had sense enough to

set at defiance the vulgar and ignorant prejudice for 'high
i finish ' uf the non-acting surfaces, and to leave them ' in the

j

grey', as it is called.

e. A grey-coloured pigment; usually with defining

l

word prefixed, as aniline, Payne s grey, etc.

1888 Daily News 9 Aug. 5.2 Naples yellow, Payne's grey,
gamboge.

t 5. A grey-haired person, an old man, Obs.

1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 99 (127} Tellyng his tale alwey,
bis olde Greye, Humble in speche. a 1420 Hocci.eve De
Reg. Princ. 134 ' I \ quod this olde grey, 'Am here', 1513
Douglas /fineis 11. ix. 6 The aid gray, all for nocht, to him
lays His hawbrek.

f6. A badger. Obs. (Cf. sense 2.)

a. 1432-50 tr. Higdeu (Rolls) VI. 205 Beverlay. .the place
or lake of bevers or of grayes. 1577 B. Googk Heresbach's
Hush. (15861 154 Sheepe and Goates . . woulde soone be
destroied by Woolfes, Foxes, Grayes, and other vermine.
1607 Toi'SELL Fourf. Beasts 1:1658)26 Of the Badger, Other-

:

wise called a Brocke, a Gray, or a Bauson. 1637 B. Jonson
I

Sad Sheph. |l, ii, This fine Smooth Bawsons Cub, the

young«Grice of a Gray. 1665 in Sussex Archxol. Collect.

XIV. 247 To Catlin's maide for a Gray's hed .£0 is. o<l.

1686 Blome Geutl. Recrent. it. 90 A Badger is known by
several other Names, as a Gray, a Brock, [etc.].

fi. 1413-22 Hunting Rhymes in Ret. Ant, I, 149 And .iij.

other bestis-.That l>en neyther of venery ne chacc.The
grey is one theruf with hyse slepy pace. 1423 J as. I Kingis
ihdtir clvi. '1'here sawe I ..the holsum grey for bonis, 1538
.ELAND J tin. I. 113 There is a mighty stronge and usid

;

Borow for Greys or Foxes. 1576 Turbebv. Veneris iii. 7
And kill at force, hart, hind, bucke, doe. foxe, grey and

i euery chace. 1616 SuRFL, & Makkh. Country Farms 701
1 The Brocke or Badger, or as some call him the Grey, by

reason of bis colour.

7. A grey horse. Chiefly//, and in phr. a pair

ofgreys.
[1639 : cf. Daitle-grey b.] 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of

Quality (1809) IV. 159 A sumptuous coach proudly drawn
by six German greys. 1789 Gidbon Autobiogr. (1896) 162
An handsome set of bays or greys. 1810 Sporting Mag.
XXXV. 188 Several of the Four-in-hand Club, .still adhere
to their greys. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 149 When good
Earl Walter rode the ring Upon his mettled gray. 1842
Macaulay Flss., Fredk. Gt., His English grey carried him
many miles from the field. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxxvii, Mrs. Mantrap, .drives her greys in the Park. 1861
Whyte Melville Afkt. Harb. 67 Leisure to.. watch the
roan putting on flesh, and the departure of the grey's cough,

8. />/. (in full Scots Greys). A regiment of dra-

goons raised in 1681 and called the Royal Regiment
of Dragoons, now the 2nd Dragoons, rare in sing.

The regiment formerly wore a uniform of grey cloth.

They are now mounted chiefly on grey chargers.

1751 Phil. Trans. XLVII. xxviii. 194 The Greys were
cantoon'd in the village ofVucht. 1753 Scots Mag. June

1

306^1 A troop of Scots Greys arrived. 1875 Kinglake
j

Crimea V. i. (1877) 122 The Inniskillinger and the Grey.
1881 Tennyson Charge Heavy Brig, iii, Brave Inniskillens

and Greys Whirling their sabres in circles of light ! 1895
Sir E. Wood Cavalry Waterloo Camp. y. 138 As the Scots
Greys passed through the 92nd Regiment, each corps
mutually cheered the other.

9. As a name for various animals.

f a. The Gadwall, Anas strepera. Obs.

'The synonym "Gray", given by Willughby and Ray,
is doubtless derived from the general colour of the species

*

(Newton).
1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 374 The Gadwall or Gray.

b. A kind offish; ? a Grilse.
1686 Ray Willughby's Ichthyogr. \. xii. 23 Sahno gr'iseus.

The Gray. 1740 R. Brookes Art ofAngling 1. v. 25 The
Grey I take to be the same kind of Fish which in Scotland
they call the Grey-Lord. In Magnitude it differs but little

from the Salmon, but the Shape is very unlike . . The body
is everywhere stain'd with Grey or Ash-colour'd Spots.

1769 Pennant Zool. III. 248 The Grey. .We are uncertain
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whether this is not a meer variety of the salmon ; hut on
the authority of Mr. Ray we describe them separate. 1818
Todd, Gray, a kind of salmon, having a gray back and
sides; probably the same as the gilse.

C. A species of moth (see quot.).
1866 E. Newman Brit. Butter/. % Moths 391 The Gray.

(Dianthascia cassia.)

d. California grey, the grey whale (see A. S b\
1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 197 The California

10. slang. (See quot.) [Perh. alluding to 'a pair

of greys* (sense 7).]
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Dkt., Gray, a half-penny, or

other coin, having two heads or two tails, and fabricated

for the use of gamblers. 1828 G. Smebton Doings in

Lond. 40 Ureslaw could never have done more upon cards

than he could do with a pair of ' grays '. 1851 in Mayhew
Lond. Labour II. 120. 1868 Temple Bar XXI V. 539 The
way they do it is to have a penny with two heads or two
tails on it, which they call a ' grey '.

f 11. atlrib. and Comb, (sense 2 only) as grey

merchant', grey cloak, an alderman who has

'passed the Chair'; greywork, furriery; grey-
worker, a furrier, Obs.

c 1483 Caxton Dialogues (E. E. T. S.) 9/36 Of makers of
greywerke. Ibid. 46/19 Vedast the graywerker Solde whiler

to my lady A pylche of graye. 154a Act 33 Hen. VIII
c. 2. in Holton Stat. Irel. (1621) 185 An Act for gray
Merchants. 1557 Order ofHospitails I> ij b, xiiij of them
to be Aldermen, .vj Graye clokes and viij callabre. ibid.

B iij, iij Alderman, whereof one shal be a graycloke.

Grey Cg 1 *
7
';, v. Also gray. [f. Grey a.]

1. intr. To become or grow grey.

13.. Ga7v. fy Gr. Knt. 527 Al grayes be gres, bat grene
watz ere. 1878 Scribturs Mag. XVI. 332/2 The autumn
seared and browned and grayed at last into winter. 1893
Strand Mag. VI. 283/2 1'he night began to grey. 1896
Crockett Grey Man v. 32 It was already greying for the
dawn.
2. trans. To make grey.

1879 Tinsleys Mag. XXIV. 32^, As some cloud-shadow
swept across the valley, and grayed the greens. 1887
Harper's Mag. Aug. 454 The crumbling fence is grayed By
the slow-creeping lichen.

3. fa. intr. Of a person: To become grey. b.

trans. To cause (a person's hair) to become grey.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortal. 11. xxix, In learning

Socrates lives, grayes, and dyes. 1633 Shirley Bird in

Cage v. 1. I 4 b, Canst thou ..change but the com-
plexion of one Hayre? Vet thou hast gray'd a thousand.
1810 Assoc. Minstrels 146 Ah tell me not thy locks are

greyed. 1886 E. C. G. Murray Vng. Widows 29 Time may
have grayed their hair. 1899 Fiona Macleod Dominion
Dreams 175 He is a man whose hair has been greyed by
years and sorrow.

4. Photography, a. trans. To give a dull surface

to (glass) : see quot. 186S. b. To give a mezzotint

effect to (a photograph) by covering the negative,

during printing, with such glass. C. intr. for rejl.

To assume a grey tint.

1868 M. C. Lea Photogr. iv. 45 The glass should, in

fact, not be ground at all, but only 'grayed', that is, have

its surface removed by rubbing with fine emery powder.

1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 251 The highest lights

must not he allowed to ' gray' over.

Hence Greyed (gr^d) ///. a., Greying vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1819 G Sa.mouelle Entontol. Compend. 327 The light.,

may be lessened by placing.. a piece of fine grayed glass

between the object and the reflecting mirror. 1863 W.
Lancaster Praeterita 36 Singing under greying blue.

1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. Ill, 429 No print with

grayed background, .should be accepted. 1891 G. Mere-
dith One of our Cong. I. xiv. 280 Barmby. .quitted the

forepart of the vessel at the first greying. 1895 Hardy
in Harpers Mag. Apr. 730 His graying hair was curly.

1898 Zasgwill Dreamers Ghetto xiii. 429 Girls footing it

gleefully in the greying light.

Grey-back, greyback gr^boek).

1. U.S. colloq. A Confederate soldier in the

American civil war.
1864 Daily Tel. 7 July 3/4 The last thing he is likely to

attempt is to send a solitary grayback or an army of gray-

backs beyond the mountains. 1870 T. W. Higginson A rmy
Life vi. 152 Yonder loitering gray-hack leading his horse

to water. 1883 Daily Tel. 9 Feb. 5/4 The Confederate

armies, during the great Civil War in America, .were known
.. as 'greybacks'.

2. U.S. (See quot.) Cf. Gkhenhack.
1897 Gen - H - Portrr in Century Mag. Aug. 593 The

depreciation in the purchasing power of graybacks, as we
call the rebel treasury notes, is so rapid.

3. dial, and U.S. colloq. A louse.

1864 Daily Tel. 17 Mar. 5/2 The darkies sat grinning and

hunting in their rags for greybacks. X864SALA ibid. 22 Apr.

5/2 The attire of the Secesh partisans is.. infested.. by an

insect sportively termed a 'greyback'. 1877 //olderness

Gloss.

4. Anameof various birds, a. The Hooded Crow,
Corvus comix. Also greyback crow. b. U.S. The
North American Knot, Trigla camitits. c. dial.

and U.S. The scaup duck, Fuligttla mania.
1888 G. Trumbull Bird-names 55 Another title at

Chicago is gray-back, and certain gunners about Detroit

prefer black-neck io .
.' blue-bill \ 1891 Atkinson Moorland

Par. 325 Once a grayback crow came. 1893 Newton Diet.

Birds, Greyback, in England a common name of the Grey
form of Crow, Corvus comix; but in North America
applied by gunners to the Knot. 1895 East Angl. Gloss..

Grey-backs, scaup ducks.

6. U. S. The grey whale (see Grey a. 8 b).

1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 186 The gray whale

has received many curious titles, such as 'hard-head',
' mussel-digger ',

' devil-fish ', and ' gray-back '.

6. techn. (See quot. Cf. Grey sb. 1 b.)

1876 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. IV. 685/2 Between the
central bowl [of a cylinder calico-printing machine] and the
cloth to be printed there passes an endless band of cloth or
blanket.. and a 'greyback' or web of unbleached calico,

used to keep the blanket clean.

Grey-backed (gr^-ba-kt), a. [f. Grey a. +
BACK sb. + -ED-.] Having a grey back. Grey-

backed crozv — Grey-back 4 a.

1837 Macgillivray Hist. Brit. Birds I. 529 Grey-backed
Crow. 1899 Blackm. Mag. Feb. 417/1 These grey-backed
depredators [hoodies].

Greybeard (gr^'bl-ud). Also graybeard.
1. A man with a grey beard ; hence ^often con-

temptuously) an old man.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 524 An old gray-beard.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. II. i. 340 Gre. Yongling thou canst
not loue so deare as I. Tra. Gray-beard thy loue doth
freeze. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 262 There
are few gray-beards seen there, and few Christians reach
50. 1768 Foote Devil on 2 Sticks (1778) 23 It is I that
couple, .girls and greybeards together. 1826 Polwhele
Trad. <y Recoil. I. ii. 43 [She] was receiving homage at Bath
from greybeards and from buys. 1886 Besant Childr.
Gibeon 11. vi, Questions which have baffled all the grey-
beards.

2. A large earthenware or stoneware jug or jar,

used for holding spirits.

1788 G. Wilson Collect. Songs. 67 (Jam.) Whate'er he
laid his fangs on, Be't hogshead, anker, grey-beard, pack.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. Ii, So long as her best greybeard of
brandy was upon duty. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 355
Neither a mere jar, nor simply a basket, but one of those
compounds of both, well known under the name of 'grey-
beard', which are devoted to the conveyance of usque-
baugh. 1885 J. H. Middleton in Encycl. Brit* XIX.
631/1 Stoneware jug or 'greybeard'; Flemish ware, early

17th century. 1894 Crockett Haiders 150 There was not

a farmer's grey-beard between the Lothians and the Solway
filled with spirit that had done obeisance to King George.

3. ?=£ry;/£rA(seeGREYfl.8b). Cf.GiiEYHEA.D2.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 10 Pike, Scate,

Greybeard, Mackerel. .Soles, Flukes.. are also caught.

4. A hydroid polyp which infests oyster-beds,

Serin /aria argentea. In recent Diets.

5. atlrib. Greybeard lichen (see quot. 1885).

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 3 Those gray beard huddle-

duddles .. were strooke with.. remorse, a 1634 Randolph
Muse's Lookiug'Glass 11. iv, No, no, Asotus, trust grey-

beard experience. 1770 Goldsm. Dcs. Vill. 222 That house
. . Where grey-beard mirth and smiling toil retired. 1780
Cowper Progr. Err. 342 Petronius !. .Thou. .Grey-beard
corrupter of our listening youth. 1798 Coleridge Anc.
Mar. 1. iii, Unhand me, grey-beard loon ! 1807-8 W, Irving
Salmag. xx. (i860) 450 This honest gray-beard custom.,
handed down to us from our worthy ] Hitch ancestors. 1885
Goodale Physiol. Bot. 191 The common graybeard lichen,

Usnea barbata.

Grey-bearded, a. (Stress variable.) [f. Grey
a. + Heard +-ei>~.] Having a grey beard; per-

taining to or characteristic of a greybeard.

1597 Pilgr. Parnasi. 1. 10 Now, Philomusus, doe you re

beardless years.. Urge mee to .. give gray-bearded counsell

to youre age. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 25 We. .speak

no more wonders, than the grey bearded men, that have
gone before us. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 26 P 7 To teach
young men, who are too tame under representation, how
grey-bearded insolence ought to be treated. 1818 R. Peters
in J. JaysCorr. $ Public Papers (1893) IV. 421 A pleasing

delusion, which greybearded scrutiny . . should never ex-

tinguish. 1899 Expositor Feb. 131 We fancied them stately

and grey-bearded.

t Greybitch. Obs. Also 4 graye bicche,gre-
bytch, 5 grebyche, 6 grayebytche. [f. grey (in

Greyhound) + BlTOfi.] The female of the grey-

hound.
13.. A". Alls. 5394 Ac anon after that wonder, Comen

tigres many hundre, Graye bicchen als it waren. 1398
Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxvi. {14951 786 In bytches
milkeis founde many dayes tofore the whelpynge and soner

in greybitches than in other, c 1420 Chron. I'ilod. st. 222

Hym thou^t bl bis grebyche layhym beside. 1530 Palsgr.

155 Leuriire, a grayebytche.

Grey-blue, a. and sb. A. adj. Of a blue

colour tinged with grey. B. sb. A grey-blue

colour.
1888 Quiver Sept. 827/1 Her keen grey-blue eyes. 1893

Gunter Mist Dividends 263 He knows what those gray-

blue lips mean. 1897 Mary Kingslky W. Africa 186 The
more distant peaks were soft gray-blues and purple.

Hence Grey-blue v., to make greyish-blue in hue.

1834 Blackiv. Mag. XXXV. 821 A hissing of red-hot

iron, that loses none of its heat, though it grey-blues its

colour.

Greyce, variant of Gris a. Obs., grey.

Grey-Coat. One who wears grey clothing;

spec, a Cumberland yeoman (see quots. 1837-66).
1644 Vicars God in Mount 200 A part of Colonell Ballards

Grey-coats, .did most singular good service all this fight.

1675 Hodge's Vis. for Monument 1 1703) 128 in MarvelVs
II ks. (Grosart) I. 439 We'll part .. The spruce brib'd mon-
sieurs from the true grey coats. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII.

223/2 They . . wore kelt cloth, which was of a grey^ colour.

.

and hence the name of grey-coats which the Cumbrians
received. 1866 Reader 20 Oct. 874 Many uf the Cumberland
yeomen still wear a plain home-spun grey cloth, hence their

name of grey cootes.

b. atlrib. : Grey-coat Hospital, a charity

school, where the scholars were clothed in grey;

grey-coat parson (see quot. a 1 8 2 5, and next word).

1719 D'Urfey Pills III. 46 To Free-school. .My gray-coat
Gransir put him. 1766 Entick London IV. 411 In Tothill-

side is the Grey coat-hospital. a 1825 Forbv I'oc. E.
Auglia, Grey coat parson, an impropriator ; or, the tenant
who hires the tithes.

Grey-COated, a. Having a grey coat
;
grey-

coatedparson (see quot. a 1825 in Grey-coat b).

1592 Shaks. Rom. <"(- Jul. 1. iv. 64 Her Waggoner, a small
gray-coated Gnat. 1853 in Cobbett's Rur. Rides 647 note,

A large holder of lay tithes: one of those to whom the
author applied the name of 'grey-coated parson'. 1895
Daily Neivs 9 Dec. 5/6 Detachments . . grey-coated and
warmly clad.

Grey-eyed, a. Having grey eyes.

1596 Si'ENser F. Q. iv. xi. 48 The gray-eyde Doris. 1605
Camden Rem., Names 88 Our womens names are more
gratious than their Rutilia, that is, Red-head : Caesilla, that

is, Grey-eyed. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2272/4 A middle sized

man . . Grey eyed, and speaks broad . 1716 Royal Proclam.
5 May ibid. No. 5431/1 Beetle- Browed, Grey-Eyed. 1813
Prichard Phys. Hist. Man. (1836) I. 227 Among the
Romans a gray-eyed child was considered as something
disgusting. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 16 A gray-eyed girl.

b. Applied poetically to the early morning.
1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 11. iii. 1 The gray ey'd morne

smiles on the frowning night. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy

32 The grey-ey'd morn. 1720 Gay Poems (1745) 1. 144 Soon
as the grey-ey'd morning streaks the skies. 1830 Tknnvson
Mariana, Till cold winds woke the gray-eyed morn About
the lonely moated grange.

Grey!', obs. form of Grief.

Grey friar. [See Grey a. 2.]

1. A member of the order of Franciscan or Minor
friars, founded by St. Francis of Assist in 1210 {see

quot. 1838). Grey Friars, a convent of this order.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 110 He leneb on is forke ase a
grey frere. c 1400 Gamelyn 529 Than seyde a gray frere,

' Alias ! sire abbot ' [etc.]. 1506 Guylforde Pilgr. (Camden)
6 Saterdaye was the feeste of seynt Antony, whiche was
a Grey Frere, and lyeth ryght fayre at the Grey Freres

there. 1545 Brinklow Compl. (title), Roderyck Mors, som-
tyme a gray fryre. a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 380 Scho wessit the blak freiris, the gray,

freiris, the auld colledge and the new colledge. 1626 L.

Owen Spec. Jesuit. I 16291 17, I saw this Mason in his Gray-
Friers- Frocke. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 446/1 The followers of

St. Francis were called Franciscans, Grey, or Minor Friars

;

the first name they had from their founder ; the second from
their grey clothing.

2. pi. transf. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Grey-friars, a name given

to the oxen of Tuscany, with which the Mediterranean fleet

was supplied.

Greygle, greygoCy)le. dial Also grsegle,

greggle. The bluebell or wild hyacinth {Scilla

nutans) . Also gramfer greygles.

1844 IJarnes Poems Dorset Dial., Gloss., Greygoyle. 1848
— (ed. 2>,The wood-screen'd grsgle's hell. 1851 Dorset Gloss.,

Greygole, the bluebell. 1869 A\ <y Q. Ser. iv. IV. 345 When
we came to some blue-bell squills {Scilla ?iutans)..l asked

him [a Dorset boy] what their name was. Wtthowj any
hesitation he answered ..' Gramfer greygles'. 1886 T.

Hardy Mayor of Casterbr. xx, She grew to talk of

'greggles' as 'wild hyacinths*.

Grey goose. The greylag goose.
riooo Ags. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 259^ Cauta (?read

gauta), grais gos. < 1050 Ags. I'oc. ibid. 415/31 Gaus,
grc^e gos. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 147 Grey-
lag goose iAnsercinereus). .Also called Grey goose. 1891

I)oyi-k White CompanyT.vi. 113 So we'll drink all together

To. .the land where the grey goose flew.

b. Iransf. (See quot.)

1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf'iv, In the name of wonder, what
can he be doing there? * Biggin a dry-stane dyke, I think,

\vi' the grey geese, as they ca' thae great loose stones'.

C. atlrib. as grey-goose quill, weapon (a pen)
;

grey-goose shaft, wing (an arrow).
1566 J. Partridge Plasidas 996 Some from towre with

l>ow in hande the gray-goose wing do sende. 1644 Howell
Engl. Teares 11645) x 73 My next neighbour France (through

whose bowels my gray-goose wing flew so oft). 1728 Pot'E

Dune. 1. 198 Could Troy be sav'd by any single hand, This
grey-goose weapon must have made her stand. 1781 C.

Johnston John Juniper II. 1 One of the keenest wits

who ever wielded grey-goose quill. 1814 Scott Ld. of
Jsles vi. xxii, Forth whistling came the grey-goose wing.

Grey-haired, a. (Stress variable.) Having
grey hair ; hence, old.

13.. Evaug. Nicod. 1551 in Archw Stud. neu. Spr.

I.III. 420 Two grayhared men .. with ham mett. a 1400

J'istill Susan 339 pin hed is grei hored. 14.. Sir

Beues 3322 iMS. M.) That ye thare not drede than Of
Sabere, that grey-herud man. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 209 2

Grey heryd, canus. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems
Wks. (1711) 37 If gray-hair'd Proteus songs the truth not

miss. «i7o6 Earl Dorsf.t /•>. Song paraphr. 1 In gray-

hair'd Ceha's wither'd arms. 1801 Southey Thalaba vni.

xxxii, The grey-hair'd Sorceress stampt the ground. 1847

G. R. Gleig Waterloo xxix. (ed. 2) 233 Many . . were grey-

haired men and covered with the scars of old wounds.

b. Jig. of things.

1611 Harksted Hiren xx. Avj, Alas faire Christian Saint

. . So yong, and full of gray hair'd purity. 1622 H. Syden-

ham Serm. Sol. Oec. (1637) 8 A gray-hair'd custom of most

times and places.

Greyhead (gr^-hed).

1. A grey-headed person.

1702 Steele Funeral v. i. 79 Else Hoys will in your

Presence lose their Fear, And laugh at the Grey-head they

should revere. [But should not the reading hegj-ey heady)

2. Sc. A kind of fish, prob. the grey-fish.

ai6g» A. Symson Descr. Galloway {1823) 25 Upon the

coast of this parish are many sorts of white fish taken ; one

kind whereof is called by the inhabitants Greyheads.
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3. ^ Grkybkaud 2.

189s Robson in Statuiard 23 Nov. 3/3 ' A grey head '

.

.

was not a bottle, but a stone jar of whisky.

Grey-headed, a. (Stress variable.)

1. Having a grey head of hair. To be or grow
grey-headed in, to grow old in, to have served in

for a long period ; hence, to he well versed or

experienced in.

1535 Coveriiale Ps. l.v.v. 18 In myne oltle age, when I am
gray headed. 1644 Vicaks God in Mount 75 The grey-

headed . . Citizens of London. 1712 Addison Sped. No.
517 p 2 Most of us are grown grey-headed in our dear
master's service. 1813 Ld. Ellenhorough Pari. Deb.
22 Mar. iti Examiner 29 Mar. 199/1 A man grey-headed in

the law. 1843 Macaulay Lays A tic. Rome, Battle Rcgi/lus
ix, With boys, and with grey-headed men, I'o keep the walls

of Rome.
trans/. 1662 Stii.lint.fi.. Orig. Sacr. 1. vi. § 5 Those

snowy and gray headed Alps.

2. Jig. Of things : a. Ancient, old ; time-worn.

b. Pertaining to old age, or to aged men.
1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio Aij, To begin 'after the

common stampe of dedication) with a grai-headed Apo-
phthegme. 1614 Bp. W.w.i. Rccoll.Treat. 59 Heresie or abuse,
if it be gray-headed, deserves sharper opposition. 1646 Sir
T. BftQWMK Pseud. Ep. in. i. 104 Which conceit is not the
daughter of latter times, but an old and gray-headed errour,

even in the dayes of Aristotle. 1652 B>. Patrick Funeral
Serin, in % Smith's Sel. Disc. 526 By reason of his wisdom,
experience, and gray-headed understanding. 1692 Norris
Curs. Re/7. 21 That grey-headed venerable Doctrine. 1753
Adventurer No. 25 F 3 Love is beneath the dignity of grey-
headed wisdom.

3. As an epithet of certain birds ; esp. grey-

headed duck, the female of the Golden-eye {Clan-

gula glaucion).

1747 G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds 1. 11. 127 Picas, viridls,

capite cinereo. Grey-headed Green Wood-pecker. 1750
ibid. II. in. 154 The Grey-Headed Duck. 1847 Craig,
Greyheaded-wagtail, the bird Budytes negtecta, and Mota-
cilia fiava of Linnaeus. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names
Birds 160 Golden-eye {Clausula glaucion) . . Grey-headed
duck. Only applied to the female bird.

Grey-hen (gr^'"hen). The female of the

Black Grouse {Teiraotelrix), the heath-hen. (The
male is called the Blackcock.)
?I4^7 in Balfour's Practices {1754) 542 Wyld foulis, sic

as pertrikis, pluveris, black cockis, gray hennis. 16x8
Naxvorth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 79, 2 gray hens. 1787 G.
\VHlTE Selborue vi. (1789) 16 Within these last ten years one
solitary grey hen was sprung by some beagles in beating for

a hare. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 393 Tetrao tetrix—the

Blackcock and Greyhen, as the sexes are with us respectively

called.

Greyhound (gr^1

'

"hound). Forms: 1 gri's-

hund, 3 greahuud, 4-6 grehound e, 5 gre-

hunde, grayhownd. -hund, grahounde, graw-
hond, 5 -6 grehownde, greihound, 6-7

gray(e}-, greahound'e, 5-6 greyhounde, 6-

greyhound. Cf. Giuxnd, Grewhound, Gkif-
hound. [OK. grighund, *grieghund ( m ON. grey-

hund-r', f. *gJrw£( « ON. grjfy neut., bitch :—OTeut.
type *graujom) + hund dog, Hotxd.
The etymology of the first element is unknown ; it has no

connexion with Grey a. or with Grew a., Greek, nor with
grey — badger (Grey sb.\]

1. A variety of dog used in the chase, charac-

terized by its long slender body, and long legs, by
the keenness of its sight, and by its great speed in

running.
It is not certain that the earlier examples always relate to

the kind of dog now known by the name.
c 1000 Ags. v^oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 276/3 Unfer [?read
Umber], grijhund. a 1225 Ancr. R. 332 Tristre is ber me
sit mid be greahundes forte kepen be hearde. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11415 Somme gaf he hauberks,
& somme grehoundes. c 1380 Wyci.if Serm. Sel. Wks. II.

359 And bus bes prelatis suen apostlis as gre-houndis suen
an hare. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. clxxxvh 162 The forsayd

dragon shold be ladde by an ylle grehounde. 1548 Hall
Chron., Rich. Ill, 54 b, The fearefull hare never fledde faster

before the gredy greyhound. 1555 Eden Decades 134 They
affyrme them to bee swifter then grehowndes. 1587 Harrison
England m. iv. in Holinshed I. 226 King Henry the fift .

.

thought it a meere scofferie to pursue anie fallow deere with
. . greihounds. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658 1 114 The
Gray-hound or Grecian Dog. i6i6Surfl. & Markh. Coun-
try Farme 673 Grey-hounds. . areonely for the coursing of all

sorts of wilde beastes by maine swiftnesse of foot. 1697
Dryden Virg.Georg. in. 804 The fearful Doe And flying Stag,

amidst the Greyhounds go. 1781 W. Blane Ess. Hunting
Pref. (1788) 18 Arrian.. proves that, in the time of Xenophon,
Greyhounds were not known in Greece. 1814 Scott Wav.
lxiil, Two grim and half-starved deer greyhounds. 1862 Hux-
ley Lect. Wrkg. Men no It is a physiological peculiarity

that leads the Greyhound to chase its prey by Sight.

Jig. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 27
The Nimrod fierce is death, His speedy gray-hounds are

Lust, sickness, envy, care.

b. Applied with distinguishing prefix to different

varieties, as Arabian, Highland, Irish, Italian,

Persian, Russian, Scotch, Turkish p-eyhound.

1743 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) I. 300, I really forget any-
thing of an Italian greyhound for the Tesi. 1824 Bewick
Hist. Quadrup. (ed. 8) 340 The Irish Greyhound (Cam's
Grains Hibernicus, Ray. .) Is the largest of the Dog Kind.
1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 57/2 The expression of the countenance
[is] that of a coarse ill-natured Persian Greyhound. 1838
W. Scrope Deerstalking xii. 260 The deerhound is known
under the names of Irish wolfhound, Irish greyhound, High-
land deerhound, and Scotch greyhound. 1848 Maunder
Treas. Nat. Hist. 282/1 The Italian Greyhound is a smalt

Vol. IV.

and very beautiful variety of the species. 1891 Oitda in

N. Amer. Rev. Sept. 316 The Siberian and the Persian
greyhounds are one and the same breed.

c. Harlequin greyhound = Harlequin 2.

1750 Coventry Foui/ey Litt. 1. v. (1785) 17/2 A harlequin
greyhound, a spotted Dane.
2. The figure of a greyhound, used as a badge.
1763 CHURCHILL Duellist 11. 262 Each, on his breast Mark'd

with a Grey-hound, stood confest. [Poet. Wks. 1844 II. 33
note, Carrington and his band of King's messengers ; a silver

greyhound, the emblem of dispatch, was then worn by these
men as a distinctive badge of office when engaged in the
execution of their duty.]

3. trans/, a. An ocean steamship specially built

for great speed. More fully ocean greyhound.
1887 Set. American 1 Jan. 2/2 They [ships] .. are so swift

of foot, as to have already become formidable rivals to the
English 'greyhounds'. 1891 Engiticcr 9 Oct. 301 The
greyhounds of the Atlantic.

b. jYaut. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , Greyhound, a hammock

with so little bedding as to be unfit for stowing in the
nettings.

4. attrib. and Comb., as greyhound-bitch, make',

greyhound-like adj.
;
greyhound fox (see quot.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 217 His hound or
greyhound-bitch who eats her puppys. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. III. 332 There are only three varieties of this animal
in Great Britain. ..The *grey-hound fox is the largest,

tallest, and boldest. . . The mastiff fox is less. . . The cur
fox is the least and most common. 1814 Sporting Mag.
XLIV. 87 The hounds .. unkennelled a remarkably large
greyhound fox. 1821 Southey in Life (1S49} I. 35, I ,.

afterwards became the lean, lank, *greyhound-like creature
that I have ever since continued, i860 All Year Round
No. 63. 298 The wolf . . with a light greyhound-like form,
which pursues deer. 1771 P. Parsons Newmarket II. 87
What a thin slim figure it [a jockey] is !—very much of the
^grey-hound make.

Greyish, (gr/'-iJ), a. Forms: 6-9 grayish,

(6 greiesh, graish), 7- greyish, [f. Grey a. +
-ish.] Somewhat grey.

^
1562 A. Brooke Romeus $ Juliet (New Shaks. Soc.) 22

This barefoote fryer gyrt with cord his grayish weede. 1586
Warner Alb. Eng. iv. xx. (1589) 86 An euen Nose, on either
side Stood out a graish Eie. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. iv.

72 The prophet [Proteus].. With great inforcement roll'd his

fiaminge eyes with greiesh sight [L. lumiue glauco]. 1657
R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 9 Those of the second altitude
. .had a grayish colour, as if covered with light and sandy
earth. 1713 Warder True Amazons (ed. 2) 36 Their Wings
. .grow ragged, and somewhat greyish. 1814 Scott Ld. of
isles in. xxvii, Now over Coolin's eastern head The greyish
light begins to spread. 1880 Huxley Crayfish i. 31 The
young animal is of a greyish colour.

b. Of hair.

1611 Cotgr., Grisastre, grayish, hoarie. 1663 Cowley
Cutter Coleman St. v. ii, A Beard a little greyish. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. vii. 194 The hair .. also on the
upper Up and chin, where it was greyish.

C. Comb., qualifying the names of other colours,

as greyish-black, blue, brown, green, white, yellow,

etc. ; also greyish-looking adj.

175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim. 259 The colour is a dusky
greyish-brown. 1796 Morse Amer. Gcog. I. 357 Greyish
blue marble. 1831 Brewster Optics vii. 70 The effect of
all the colours when combined will be a greyish-white. 1843
Portlock Geol. 211 Hypersthene .. passes into a greyish-
green diallage. 1873 Ralee Phys. Chem. 200 This . . forms
a greyish black precipitate. 1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye 37
A small . . greyish-looking ulcer. 1888 Athen&um 10 Nov.
632/1 A little boy in a greyish-olive smock frock.

Grey lag goose, greylag (goose). [Orig.

three words (still often so written) ; the use of
Lag a. is supposed to refer to the bird's habit of
remaining longer in England than the other migra-
tory species of the genus.] The common wild
goose of Europe, Anser cinereus orferus.
1713 Ray Syn. Avium 138 Anser palustris nosier, Grey

Lagg dictus. 1802 G. Montagu Omith. Diet. (1833) 231
Grey Lag Goose—A name for the common Goose. 1891
Daily News 2 Feb. 5/3 In the north of Scotland, however,
some grey-lags still breed.

Greyle, obs. form of Grail 1
.

Greyling, obs. form of Grayling.
Greyly, grayly (gr^-li), adv. [f. Grey a.

+ -LY ^.] With a grey hue or tinge. Alsoyf^-.
1818 Keats Endym. 1. 231 A hazy light Spread greyly

eastward. 1831 Lyttox Godofyh. 31 Ruins, that rose greyly.,
from the green woods around it. 1870 Miss Broughton Red
as Rose II. xi. 246 Life, .must be lived somewhere; it can be
lived pleasurably nowhere. Then, why not unpleasurably,
greyly, negatively, at Plas Berwyn? 1889 Mrs. Alexander
Crooked Path III. i. 32 The lawyer, .grew greyly pale.

Greymin, variant of Griming dial.

Greyn, obs. form of Grain. Green.
Greyuess, grayness grtTi -nes). Also 5

graynes, 6 graines. [f. Grey a. + -ness.] The state

or quality of being grey
;
grey colour. Also fig.

1483 Cath. Angl. 162/2 A Graynesof hare, canities. 1597
Broighton Epist. to Nobility Wks. III. 569 Judah feared
to bring his fathers graines to Scheol with sorrow. 1611
Cotgr., Gris, . .graynesse, or the colour gray. 1746 Harvey
Flmuer Garden (1818) 80 The grayness of the dawn decays
gradually. 1855 Browning Men <y Women, Andrea del
Sarto 3 A common greyness silvers everything—All in a twi-
light. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 211/2 Here was no shade,
no weird grayness. 1898 Fotheringham Stud. Brcnvning
416 He feels, .the greyness of everything in his life and work.

Greys, obs. form of Grease.

Greystone, graystone {gr^'st^m). Mm.
[f. Grey a. + Stone sb."\ A grey volcanic rock,

composed of feldspar (sometimes replaced by
leucite or melilite', augite, or hornblende, and iron.

1815 W. Phillips Outt. Min. # Geol. (1818) 151 Greystone
according to Werner, is a mixture of white felspar and
blackish hornblende. 1830 Lyell Priuc. Geol. I. 396 But
lavas of composition precisely intermediate occur, and from
their colour have been called graystones.

Greyth, Greythly, obs. ff. Gkaith, Gradely.
Greyts, obs. pi. of Grit sb.-

Greyve, obs. form of Grieve v.

Greywacke (gr^-wseka). Geol. Also gray-
wacke, greywack. [Anglicised form of Gral-
Wacke.] A conglomerate or grit rock consisting

ot rounded pebbles and sand firmly united to-

gether; originally applied to various strata of the

Silurian series; now almost obs. Raiely//.
1811 Pixekrton Petral. I. 293 Almost the whole of the

mines in the Hartz are situated in greywack. 1813 Bake-
well Introd. Geol. 1 18151 106 Gray-wacke is nearly allied to

clay-slate, :m<} ihe liner kinds of gray-wacke-slate pass into

clay-slate, and are not to be distinguished. 1833 Lyell
Princ. Geol. III. 194 The fundamental rock of the Eifel is

an ancient secondary sandstone and shale, to which the ob-
scure and vague appellation of ' graywacke ' has been given.

1849 MuRchison Sitnria viii. 172 Prom its southern margin
• -greywackes. .rise from under the coal-fields.

attrib. 1813 [see abovel. 1834 H. S. Boase Prim. Geol.

215 The greywacke .. and cretaceous groups. 1853 **•

Johnston Na!. Hist. E. Bord. I. 5 ihe greywacke and
syeiutic lulls.

Griat, obs. Kentish form of Great a.

Gri'bble 1
. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 greble,

7 grible. [? related to grab, current form in s. w.
I dial, of Crab sb.2 ;cf. grab-tree in quot. 1578).]

a. A crab-tree or black-thorn ; a stick made
[
from either of these ; also attrib. b. The stock

J

of a crab for other tree?) for grafting upon.
1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xxx. 696 Roundish leaues, som-

I

what like the leaues of a gribble, grabbe tree, or wilding.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Gauclio, a sheeps crooke, knops
i in a greble staffe, braunches in a stags home, c 1640 J.

!
Smyth Hundred of Berkeley (1885} III. 25 A grible, i.e. A
crabstocke to graft vpon. 1825 Jennings Observ. Dial. IV.

Fng. 41 Gribble, a young apple-tree raised from seed.

1847-78 Halliwell, Gribble, a shoot from a tree ; a short
cutting from one. West. 1863 W. Barnes Dorset Gloss,
Gribble (diminutive of grab), a young crab-tree or black-
thorn ; or a knotty walking stick made of it. 1880 E. Corn-
wall Gloss., Gribble, the young stock of a tree on which a
graft is to be inserted.

Gribble- '^gri'b
1

!). [Of obscure origin : ? cog-
' natewithGRUB v.~\ A small marine boring crustacean,

;
Limnoria terebrans, resembling a wood-louse.
1838 E. Moore in Mag. Nat. Hist. II. 207 Our harbour

[Plymouth] is exposed to the attacks of a much more formid-
1

able enemy, the Limnoria terebrans, or gribble. 1884 Stand.
\

Nat. Hist. II. 71 Many plans have been proposed for pre-
1 venting the ravages of the gribble. 1895 Daily Neivs 14 June

5/3 To protect the gutta percha insulation from the attack

j

of a minute marine organism known as the 'gribble'.

Gricche, obs. form of Grutch.
Grice l (grais). Obs. exc. Sc. and arch. Forms :

3-6 grise, 4 grys, 4-7 gryse, 5-9 gryce, (7
greece), 7- grice. [a. ON. griss (Sw., Da. gris)

young pig, pig.]

1. A pig, esp. a young pig, a sucking pig
;

f occas. and spec, in Her., a wild boar.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 J>e Suwe of 3iuernesse, bet is, Glu-

tunie, haueS pigges [A/SS. T.,C. grises] bus inemned. <- 1325
Gloss. W. de Bibbysw. in Wright Voc. 174 Porceus, gryses.

c *375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Blasius 119, I pray pe bat sume
helpe bu wil gyf me, bat, bot a gryse, had gud nane. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) ix. 36 pe Sarzenes also bringes furth na
grysez, ne bai ete na swyne flessch. c 1420 Avow. Arth. ii,

Sir, ther walkes in my way A welle grim gryse. He is a
balefulle bare. 1513 Douglas AZneis in. vi. 72 A grete sow
fereit of grysis thretty heid. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot.
(18211 II. 164 Ane swine that etis hir grisis, sal be stanit to
deid. 1609 Skene AV^". Maj. 124 Na Castellane may enter
within ane Burges house to slay his swyne, gryses, geise, or
hennes. 1812 YV. 'Pennant Anster F, iv. viii, As a swineherd
puts in poke a grice. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Grices,
young wild boars, but boars are sometimes called grices, and
so blazoned in allusion to the bearer's name. 1899 J- Col-
ville Scott. I 'eruacutar 15 Beginning life as a grice, the pig
when speaned became a shot.

Proverb, jjzi Kelly Scot. Prov. 6? Bring the Head of the

Sow to the Tail of the Grice. That is, balance your Loss
with your Gain. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxiv, An' I am to

lose by ye, I'se ne'er deny I hae won by ye mony a fair

pund sterling. Sae, an' it come to the warst, I'se e'en lay

the head o' the sow to the tail o' the grice.

b. The sing, form used as //. or collect.

? On analogy of the plurals mice, lice.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 105 Hote pies, hote ! Goode
gees and grys ! Ibid. iv. 38 Bothe my gees and my grys
his gadelynges fetten. ^1476 Plumpton Corr. 39 As for

geese, grise, hennys, & copons, your said tenants may none
keepe, but they are . . stolen away by night. 1679 Blount
Ane. Tenures 101 He is come thither to hunt, and catch his

Lords Greese [margin ' Wild swyne 'j.

f e. trans/. The young of a badger (see Pig).

Obs. rare~ l
.

1637 B. Jossox Sad Shefih. u. ii, This fine Smooth Bawsons
Cub, the young grice of a Gray [etc.]. [1863 Sala Copt.
Dartgerons II. vii. 225 They burrowed like so many Grice.

j

f2. The flesh of a 'grice', pork. Obs. rare~ l
.

sle andc 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 54 Bothe grys and
rostyd motone.
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GRICE.

t Grice 2
. Obs.~° [App. Cotgrave's assimila-

tion of grouse to the F. grieche (:— L. type *Grm-
cisca. fern, of *Grteciscus : see Greekish), as in

poule, perdrix grieche ; erron. taken by some ety-

mologists to be the original of Grouse sb.~\

1611 Cotgr., Poule griesche, a Moorehenne ; the henne of

the Grice, or Mooregame.
Grice, obs. form of Grece, steps.

Grice, variant of Gris a. 06s., grey.

Griceling (grarslirj). rare. [i. Guice 1 +

-ling.] A little pig.

1782 Elphinston Marital I. xiv. 11 Soon as the mother
fell, the gricelings flew.

Grickischs, -isshe, obs. forms of Gheektsh.

Grid (grid), [back-formation from Gridiron.]

1. An arrangement of parallel bars with openings

between them ; a grating.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 585 (Art. Glass-making) A is the

pot, resting upon the arched grid ba, built of fire-bricks,

whose apertures are wide enough to let the flames rise freely,

and strike the bottom and sides of the vessel, t-1865

J. Wylde in Circ. Sci. I. 34/1 Air is admitted through
openings or grids in the floor. 1879 Cassell's Teehu. Educ.
IV. 209/2 A circular enclosure formed by a grid of angular

iron bars. 1884 Health Exhib.Catal. 27/1 An open earthen-

ware channel, which conveys the drainage into a suitable

grid placed outside the building.

b. Electr. (See quot. 1893.)
1889 in Century Diet. 1893 Si.oane Stand. Electrical

Diet., Grid, a lead plate perforated or ridged for use_ in

a storage battery as the supporter of the active materials

and in part as contributing thereto from its own substance.

c. Mining. — Griddle 3. (Funk's Statui. Did.)
2. = Gridiron i.

1875 in Knight Diet. Mech. [' The Silver Grid ' appears as

the name of several restaurants in London.]

3. Naut. = Gridiron 3 b.

1867 in Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. 1879 Engineering
7 Mar. 203/1 At high water the vessel is brought over the

grid, and as soon as she is shored up the lifting commences.

4. Theatr. — Gridiron 3 c. (Funk's Stand.

Vict.)

Hence Grid v. trans., to cook on a gridiron.

1884 J. BulVs Neighbour xii. 90 Where is the French-
woman . . who can cook a chop, grid a steak, [etc.] ?

Gridaline, obs. form of Gridelin.

Griddle (gri'd'l), sb. Forms: 3 gredil(e, 4
gridele, -il, grydel, 5 gredel'le, -yl(e, grydele,
-ell, -yl, gridel, griddyll, 8- griddle, [app.

a. early OF. *gredil = greil, grail (mod.F. grit)
'* masc, or *gredille = gradilie. greille (mod.F.

grille) fern.: see Grill s&A
A Norman gre'dt'l, app. meaning 'gridiron', is quoted by

Moisy from documents of the 16th c. ; and an OF. grediller
to scorch, crisp at a fire, survived until the 16th c. (when it

was replaced by the altered form gristlier) \ but the relation

of these to OF. greil is obscure.]

+ 1.=* Gridiron i. Obs.

1388 Wyclif Exod. xxvii. 4 And thou schalt make a brasun
gridele [1382 gredyrne, Vulg. crat ieulam] in the maner of a
net. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13826 A Grydell full gay, gret-full

of fiche. c 1420 Liber Coeorum (1862) 25 Take lamprayes
and . . rost horn on gredyl. < 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 114
Haddoke . . yrosted on a gridel. 1746 Exmoor Scolding
Gloss. (E.D.S.) 66 Griddle, a grid-iron.

+ b. = Gridiron i b. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr, R. 122 Seint Loreus also iSolede £et te gredil

hef him upwardes mid berninde gleden. c 1290 .V. Eug. Leg.
I. 208/269 Some op-on grediles of Ire i-rostede weren also.

Ibid. 277/198 J>e king net a-non bat Men him scholden op-on
a strong gredile [z'.r. gridire] do. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
iRoxb.) 107 Summe wyth forkys of yryn ful strong On the

grydyl hir turnyd up and down. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
249 b/i He was. .tormented uppon a gredyl of yron.

2. A circular iron plate upon which cakes are

baked ; = Gihdle sb*
1352 Durham Acct. Rolls, Grydel pro pane. 1812 W.

Tennant Anster E. vi. liv, As would a hen leap on a fire-

hot griddle. 1859 Jki'hson Brittany ii. 19 She poured upon
a griddle .. some batter. 1875 Lk Fanu Will. Die \. 12
Sometimes we . . made a hot cake, and baked it on the
griddle. 1897 Mrs. W. M. Ramsav Every Day Life Turkey
ii. 48 Large round scones, .cooked, .on an iron griddle.

t>. Gofer- or waffle-irons, rare.

1853 Kank Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 306 Like a hatter-

cake between the two disks of a hot griddle.

3. Mining. A wire-bottomed sieve or screen.

1776 Pkyce Mitt. Cornub. 233 A person near the Shaft .

.

sifts it [Ore] in a Griddle, or iron wire sieve. 1858 Si.mmonds
Diet. Trade, Griddle, Riddle, a miner's wire-bottomed sieve

for separating the ore from the halvans.

4. attrib. and Comb., as \griddle -sacrifice, griddle-

ful; griddle-bread, -cake, bread or cake baked
on a griddle

; f griddle-iron = sense 2.

1841 S. C. Hall Ireland II. 25 A few slices of "griddle
bread. 1881 Daily Neivs 26 Aug. 5/7 Cold mutton fat and
griddle bread. 1783 Vallancky Collect. III. xii. 460 The
good women are employed in making the "griddle cake.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xiii. 118 Mary stood at
the stove, baking griddle-cakes. Ibid. iv. 19 De first *griddle-

full of cakes. 1769 De Eoe s

s Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 204 The
*Gridle-Iron here is a thin Iron Plate . . about two Feet in

Diameter. 1382 Wyclif Lev. ii. 7 If thin offryng shal be
..for the *gredil sacrifice [Vulg. sift autem de craHeula
fuerit saertficium], euen maner the tried flour shal be
spreynt with oile.

Griddle tgri-d'l), v. 1 [f. Griddle sb.]

1. trans. To cook on a griddle.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 40 lake Venyson or Bef, & leche

414

& gredyl it vp broun. 1887 Besant The World went i. 6

He every day fried or griddied a great piece of beef-steak.

2. Mining. To griddle out : to screen ore with

a griddle.

1776 Pryce Mitt. Cornub. 1. ni. 62 Black Copper Ore . . is

generally griddied out and put to the pile for sale, as it rises

from the Mine.

Ilence Gri'ddling vbl. sb.

1876T. Hardy Ethelberla(ityo) 358 I'llfinish thegriddling.

Griddle (grrcVl), v.- slang, intr. To sing in

the streets as a beggar.
1851 Mayhew Loful. Labour(iZ6i) I. 248 Another woman

. . whose husband had got a month for ' griddling in the main
drag ' (singing in the high street). 1877 Besant & Rice Son
of Vide. 1. xii. 267 Cardiff Jack's never got so low as to be
gridling on the main drag. 1892 Daily News 8 Feb. 7/2

They were singing a hymn, or what was better known in

the begging fraternity as ' gridling '.

Hence G-ri'ddler, a street singer.

1859 in Slang Diet. 1888 Besant Fifty V. Ago iv. 53
There are hymns in every collection which suit the Gridler.

t Griddied, a. Obs. rare~ v
. In 3-4 grideld,

griddeled. Only in griddiedfrost, hoar frost.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6520 Manna, -fel fra lift sa gret plente,

Als a grideld [Fair/, griddeled, Gott. rime] frost to se.

Griddied (gri'd'ld), ppl. a. [fi Griddle v.

+ -En '.] Fried or baked on a griddle.

1883 O'Donoyan Story Merv xx. (1884) 225 The usual
meal of griddied bread and weak tea.

Griddly fgri'dli), a. dial. Also S gridly.

[Cf. Griddled a. 1
] Sandy, gr'.tty.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. R 1 Sandy or gridly Gear.
1886 Cheshire Gloss., Griddly, gritty.

t Gride, sb. 1 Obs. [?A metathetic form of

GlRD sb.2 (sense 3).] A spasm of pain, a pang.
a 1400-50 Alexander 544 pe aire nowe & pe dementis ere

evyn in bis tyme So trauailed out of temperoure & troubild

<>f bat sone, J>at makis pi grippis and pi gridis a grete dele

be kenere.

Gride (graid), sb 2 [f. Gride v.] A strident

or grating sound.
1830-4 Whittier Mogg Megone in. 1065 The gride of

hatchets fiercely thrown On wigwam-log and tree and stone.

1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur iv. vii, The trumpet, and the

gride of the wheels, and the prospect of diversion excite me.

Gride (gr^id), ^. Chiefly poet. Also 5-6 gryde.

Pa. pple. 5-7 grids, gryde. [metathetic form
of Giud v.2 , adopted by Spenser from Lydgate,

and from Spenser by later writers. The mod.
application of the word to sonnd is perh. due to

a feeling of its echoic expressiveness, suggested by
words like grate, strident, etc.]

1. trans. To pierce with a weapon ; to wound
;

f also, to inflict (a wound) by piercing (obs.). Also
with azvay. Obs. or arch.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2278 (Dublin MS.) He hym grydes
[Ashm. MS. girdes] to be grund,& begre w-ynnez. 1412-20
Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xiv, To se her husband with large

woundes depe Gryde through the body. 1579 Spenser
Sheph. Cat. Feb, 4 The kene cold blowes through my
beaten hyde, All as I were through the body gryde \Gtoss,

Gride, perced : an olde word much vsed of Lidgate].

1590 — /'". Q. in. i. 62 In minde to gride The loathed
leachour. 1596 Ibid. iv. vi. 1 Such was the wound that

Scudamour did gride. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxii. 1491
With many a cruel wound [he] was through the body gride.

1647 II. More Song ofSoul in. App. lix, A stake should gride
His stubborn heart. 1808 J. Harlow Columb. in. 600 All

gride the dying; all deface the dead. 1832 Motherwell
Quglous Onslaught Poems 83 The steel grides their flank.

1842 Lytton Zanoui vii. xiii, The sharpness of grief cuts

and grides away many of those bonds of infirmity.

absol. 1848 Lytton //arotdvn. v, Famine marches each
hour to gride and to slay.

Jig. igooSi'ENSER^.^. m.ix.29Thewickedenginethrough
false influence Past through his eies, and secretly did glyde
Into his heart, which it did sorely gryde. 1647 H. More
Song of Soul 11. i. 11. xxviii, Our own spirits gride With
piercing wind in storming Winter tide, Contract them-
selves. 1830 \V. PuiLLirs Alt. Sinai 11. 62 Its murky wave
Continuous closeth on the frequent gleam Of lurid hue that
grides it.

2. inir. To pierce through. Now usually, To
cut, scrape, or graze along, through, up, etc., with

a strident, grating, or whizzing sound, or so as to

cause intense rasping pain. Also, to gride its way.
1590 Spenser F.Q. ii. viii. 36 Through his thigh the mortall

Steele did gryde. a 1782 J. Scott Aimrbxan Eclog. II. 63
His keen sickle grides along the lands. 1818 M 11,man
Samor 6 The keen scythes Glide through their iron harvest.

1843 Black-to. Mag. LIV. 16 A sword was now griding its

way through my frame. 1858 Farhar Erie 11. xii. {1897J 363
The horrible rope fell on him, griding across his back. 1878
Stevenson Inland Voy. 102 Now, the river would approach
the side, and run griding along the chalky base of the hill.

1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 158 Against the sides the hostile

vessels yet crushed and grided.

3. trans. To clash or graze against with a stri-

dent sound ; to cause to grate.
1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. in. i, Hear ye the thunder

of the fiery wheels Griding the winds? 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. cvii, The wood which grides and clangs Its

leafless ribs and iron horns Together.

Grideld: see GmiJDLKPa.
Grideliu (gri-delin), sb. and a. Also 7 gris-

delin(e, greda-, gre(e)de-
(
grayde , gridaline,

gridilyon, grizelin. [ad. F. gridelin, gris-de-lin
* grey of flax ', flax-grey ; Littre explains it as ( a
colour partaking of white and red '.]

GRIDIRON.

A. sb. The name of a colour, a pale purple or

grey violet ; sometimes, a pale red. B. adj.

Having this colour.
c 1640 [Shirlev] Capt. Underwit n. il. in Bullen O. PI.

II. 345 Shall I decipher my Colours to you now? Folimort
is withered, Grisdelin [ed. 1649 (' Country Capt.', under the
name of Dk. Newcastle) 11. i. 28 reads greedeline] is absent,

and Isabella is beauty. 1652 H. Cogan tr. Scudery's Ibrahim
11. i. 10 The third . . was in a wastcoat of gridilyon sattin. 1657
R. Ligon Barbadoes (167 3)83 Sky colour, and Orange tawny,
Gridaline, and Gingeline, white and Philyamort. 1663 Killi-
grew Parson's Wed. u. iii, His Love, .fades like my Greda-
line Petticote. 1665-76 Kea Flora 47 They are either red .

.

or else sadder or paler violet, graydeline, or inurey purple.

1685 Temple Gardening Wks. 1710 I. 184 The Burgundy
[Grape] which is a Grizelin or Pale Red. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 1. 13/2 Colours derived from Purple.. Gredeline,
pale Peach. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 465 The same vinous
or Grisdeline Colour. 1712 tr. Poiuct's Hist. Drugs I. 41
Large Gridelin Flowers mix'd with Purple. 1791 Hamilton
Berthollet's Dyeing I. 1. 11. iv. 199 Violets and gridelins of

all shades, i860 R. Macfarlane Dyeing <j Caltco-Pr. iii.

47 A fine gridelin, bordering upon archil, is thereby ob-

tained; but this color has no permanence.

Griding (grsrdir)', ppl. a. [f. Gride v. +
-ing -.] That glides.

1. Piercing, wounding ; cutting keenly and pain-

fully through. //'/. and fg.
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 329 So sore The griding sword with

discontinuous wound Pass'd through him. 1782 Ei.phinston
tr. Martial 1. xxii. 35 For brawny necks the griding claw-

remains, a 1794 Sir W. Jones Pindar's 1st Nemean Ode
81 Griding anguish piere'd his fluttering breast. 1812 W.
Tennant Anster F. vi. xxix, Set their griding forks and
knives to work. 1813 T. Bisbv Lucretius iii. 713 So swift

the motion of the griding steel, a 1863 Thackeray Character
Sk. (1872) 341 The griding excitement which thrills through
every fibre of the soul. 1876 Farrar Marlb. Serm. xxvii.

270 He perished, as he deserved, by the pitiless, griding, con*

temptuous swords of those whom he had striven to seduce.

2. Grating, clashing; strident.

1740 Dyer Ruins Rome 462 The car. .Which. .dreadful

roll'd its griding wheels Over the bloody war. 1830 Tenny-
son Poems 113 The heavy thunder's griding might. 1845
Blachtv. Mag. LVIII. 679 A griding clash of steel and
a shrill cry of agony. 1851 J. B. Hume Poems early Years,
Oct. Gales 14 Oh, boist'rous sea ! Oh griding gale !

Gridiron (grrdsi^jn), sb. Forms : a. 3-4
gred-, 4 gridire, 5 gredyre, gerdyre. p. 4
gredyrne, gridime, 5 grederne, -irne, -eyren,
gredren, -yn, grydirne, -eyron, -eyorn, 5-6
gredyron, 6 -yern, -iren, gryderne, grede
yron, 6-7 greediron(e, grediron, 7 gridyron,
6- gridiron. 7. 6 north, girdiron, -yrne, gerd-
yron, girde-, gyrde-iron. [Of obscure forma-

tion. The earliest form gi'edire appears in the same
text (S. Eng. Leg.) with gredile Griddle, but it

is not clear whether the change from -He to -ire is

phonetic, or due to popular etymology. The
later forms, however, show that the 'ire was at an
early date identified with southern ME. ire — iren

Iron (cf. fur-ire Fire-iron), the further develop-

ment being parallel to that of Andiron, q. v.]

1. A cooking utensil formed of parallel bars of

iron or other metal in a frame, usually supported

on short legs, and used for broiling flesh or fish

over a fire. + Also formerly, a girdle or griddle.

a. 14. . Metr. Vqc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 626/7 Gredyre, tra/iV«/(i.

6. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. Ii. 1277 pe gredirne & |?e goblotes

garnyst of syluer. 1383 Wyclif Exod. xxvii. 4 Thow
shalt make.. a brasun gredyrne [1388 gridele, Coverdai.k
gredyron, 1551 gredyern, 1611 grate or networke] in the

manere of a nett. ^1450 Two Cookery-bks. 102 Kutte the

chyne in ij. or in iij. peces, and roste him on a faire

gredryn. 148a Paston Lett. No. 867 III. 298 A gredeyren
of sylver of Parysse towche, not gylt. 1485 Naval Ace.
Hen. VII U896] 51 Ketle hokes ij., Grydirnesj., fflesh

hokesj. 1544 Phaer Regim. Life (1553) D iv b, Fyshe
rosted vpon the gridiron. 1561 Hollybush Itotn. Apoth.
6 Take the braynes of a hogge, rost the same vpon a grede

yron. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 211 Broil'd rashers, that

on wide gridirons lay. 1749 Fiplding Tom Jones x. iv,

The said Chicken was then at Roost.., and required the

several Ceremonies of catching, killing, and picking, before

it was brought to the Grid-iron, c i8$o Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.)

621 Our gridiron is only fit to broil small fish.

7. 1495 Na7>. Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 260 Brasyn pottes

brokyn. -Gyrdeyrons Brokyn. 1518 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)

V. 255 A girdyrne, xij d. 1557 Richmond. Witts (Surtees)

100 One old brandrethe, one gerdyron, one pare of tongs.

1599 Ace. Bk. in Antiquary XXXII. 243 A girde Iron.

b. A similar structure employed as an instru-

ment of torture by fire.

As in the case of Griddle, this is the connexion in which
the word first appears in English.

a. C1290 .V. Eug. Leg. I. 344/154 Strong fuyr he lieth

maken and gret, and a gredire par-on sette. c 1305 St*

Cristopker 202 in E. E. P. 11862) 65 pe king het pat me
scholde anon vpe a gridire him do And roste him wib fur

8c pich. 1393 Lancl. /'. PI. C. 111. 130 Laurens pe leuite

lyggynge on pe gredire, Loked vp to oure lorde. 14 . . S. Eng.

Leg. (MS. Bod). 779) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXII.
325/108 Vppon a gerdyre he let here to rosty.

p. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 248/1 The mynystres. .leyd

hym stratched oute uppon a gredyron of yron. 1555 Kden
Decades 39 A certeyne frame of woodde much lyke vnto

a hurdle or grediren. 1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage ix. xv.

(1614) 913 The Nobles and commanders, they broiled on

gridirons. 1631 R. Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 51 The wheele,

greediron, racke and faggot. 1649 Jek. Taylor Gt. Exemp.
111. xv. 92 S. Laurence accounted the coals of his Gridiron

but as a Julip. 1839 40 W. Ikving Wolferfs R. (1855) 1



GRIDIRON.
The gridiron of the blessed St. Lawrence. 1869 Lecky
Ettrop. Mor. II. xi. 235 The devil was represented bound
by red-hot chains on a burning gridiron.

2. fig. and in phrases, f The gridiron grumbles
at the frying-pan : cf. ' the pot calls the kettle

black.' On the gridiron : in a state of torment,

persecution, or great uneasiness (cf. F. etre sur le

grit) ; so to lay (a person) on the gridiron.

1590 Greene Neuer too late (1600) 114, I was so scorched
on the grediron of affection, that I had no rest. 1660 Br.

Taylor Duct. Duhit. 1. i. 1676) 15 He runs to weakness
for excuse, and to sin for a comfort, .and changes from side
to side upon his grid-iron till the flesh drop from the bones
on every side. 1672 R. Wild Poet. Licen. -27 The Calf at

Bethel fears the Calf at Dan ; The Gridiron grumbles at the
Frying-pan. a 1734 North Exam. in. vii. § 30 (1740) 525
It was past Three before the Chief Justice heard that his

Name was upon the Gridiron at Westminster. 1834
Macaulay in Trevelyan Lift <y Lett. (1878) I. 377 While
London is a perfect gridiron, here am I, at 13 North from
the equator, by a blazing wood rire, with my windows
closed. 1859 W. Collins Q. ofHearts (1875) n When destiny
has. .heated his gridiron for him, he has nothing left to do
..but to get up and sit on it. 1871 Member for Farts
1 1, g He proceeded to do what is called in journalistic phrase
Maying a man on the gridiron', which means that he.,
served him up every day to the readers of the Pavois,
skewered through and through with an epigram.

3. Applied to objects resembling or likened to

a gridiron
; + a grated weir or dam (obs.) ; a grat-

ing or grille ; a network of pipes, lines, etc. ; the

United States flag, the stars and stripes.

1406-7 Winchester College Ace. Roll, In stip. j carpen-
tani facientis j gredyre ad introitum aquas de Lurtebome.
1842-3 Grove Corr. P/tys. Forces 58 Between this glass and
the plate is a gridiron of silver wire. 1854 Ronalds &
Richardson Chettt. Technol. (ed. 2> I. 378 To this pipe are
attached a number of arms formed of inch pipe, the whole
forming a sort of gridiron. 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's
Vict. (1878} I. i. 8 My father wore a silver gridiron in his

button hole. 1869 BLACK.MOREZ<?r«rt /?. ii, He answered, in

a whisper, through the gridiron of the gate. 1892 Harper's
Mag. Feb. 435/1 Chicago is criss-crossed by a gridiron of rail-

way tracks. 1893 J. A. Barry S. Brcnvn's Bunyip etc. 29 Run
the gridiron half-mast, Mr. Stokes. 1893 Farmer Stang,
Gridiron,., the bars on a cell window. 1896 Daily Neivs
10 Dec. 3/4 The ground here is marked out by white lines

..thus giving it the appearance of a gigantic gridiron—
which, indeed, is the technical name applied to an American
football field.

b. Naiit. A heavy framework of beams in

parallel open order (suggesting a gridiron) used to

support a ship in dock. (So K. gril.)

1846 A. Young Naut. Diet., Gridiron, a frame formed of
cross beams of wood, for laying a vessel upon in order to

inspect or repair her at low water. 1863 Q. Rev. CXIV.
309 They raise a gridiron which is suspended between them
at such a depth in the water as may be requisite to receive
the vessel. 1896 Daily News -z\ Dec. 2/1 A first-class

gridiron, capable of taking vessels up to 300 feet long.

e. Theatr. A strncture of planks erected above
the stage and supporting the mechanism for the

manipulation of drop-scenes, etc. (So Y.gril.)
1886 H. S. Jennings Stage Gossip 69 The 'gridiron' is

the name for a number of planks running at a great height
above the stage from R. to L. 1887 Standard 13 Sept. 6/4
Did the magistrates inspect what is known as the ' grid-

iron'—the place immediately over the stage?

4. Short for gridiron pendulum.
1793 Sir G. Shuckburgh in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 88

The pendulum. .is a compound gridiron composed of five

rods.

5. Short for gridiron manoeuvre, etc. : A naval
manoeuvre in which the paths taken by the vessels

suggest the form of a gridiron.

1893 Daily Neivs 26 June 6/1 In executing the 'gridiron
'

movement the vessels would at times be very close to each
other. 1894 Times 30 July 8/1 The Admiral felt justified in

twice putting it [the fleet] through the much-discussed
evolution known as the 'gridiron*.

6. attrib. and Comb.: gridiron-floor = sense 3c;
gridiron pendulum, a compensation pendulum
composed of parallel rods of different metals

;

gridiron valve, a sliding valve in which the

cover and seat are both composed of parallel bars

with spaces between them.
1881 L. Wagner Pantomimes 57 From the flies a ladder

communicates with the *gridiron-noor, at the very roof of
the stage, frequently at a height of sixty or seventy feet

above the footlights. 175a Ellicott in Phil. Trans. XLVII.
492-3 Your pendulum takes off the effect of heat and cold
as well as either the *gridiron pendulum (as it is commonly
called) or the quicksilver pendulum. 1854 J. Scoffern in

Orr's Circ. Sci., Chem. 115 Another means of avoiding this

source of error is the gridiron pendulum. .—an invention of
Harrison. 1867-77 G. ^'- Chambers Astron. vm. 771 Grid-
iron compensation pendulum. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Gridiron valve.

Gridiron, v. [f. Gkidiron sb.] trans. To
mark with parallel lines or a pattern suggesting

the form of a gridiron ; said esp. of railways with
reference to their appearance on a map.
1857 E. M. Whitty Friends Bohemia II. 34 Newland has

been a blessing to the country, .and gridironed the country
with railways. 1867 Miss Braddon Birds of Prey v. ii.

(1868) 246 A breakneck gallop across dreary fields gridironed
with dykes and stone walls. 1887 Hissev Holiday on Road
i. 17 Railways have gridironed the land all over.

Grie, variant of Gbee sb.1

Griebe, obs. form of Grebe.
Griece, variant of Gbece, steps.

415

Grieced (gnst), a. Her. [f. griece, variant of
Gbece + -e» ^.] = Degraded///, a. 2

Griede, obs. form of Greed sb.

Grief (g«i), sb. PI. griefs. Forms: 3-5 gref,

4-6 greffe, grefe, greve, 4-^ greef e, (5 greyf,
griff'e, 5-6 gryei\f, 6 greiff, 6-7 greife), (8
greaf), 5-7 griefe, 5- grief. Also//. 4~6greves,
(5 -ys), 5-7 greeves, 6-7 greives, grieves, [a.

OF. grief, gref masc.,\b\. sb. f. gre7>er to Grieve.
The form with v in the sing, may be from OF.
grieve, greve fern., of the same etymology.]

fl. Hardship, suffering; a kind, or cause, of

hardship or suffering. Obs.
a 1225 After. R. 392 Ne muhte he mid lesse gref habben

aredus? a 1300 Cursor M. 17228 Iesu. . wit mi flexsli lust

to fill forget i oft bine greues grill. 1382 Wyci.if i Esdr.
ii. 29 To kingis greeues ben born in. c 1386 Chauckr
Shipmau's T. 127 'lei me ofyoure grief Parauenture I yow
may in youre meschief Conseille or helpe. 1435 Misyn
Fire of Love 1. ix. 17 pe pore in body with hongyr, fcirst,

cald &. nakydnes &. ober greuys of bis warld is noyed.
11440 Bone Flor. 1245 Syr, ye muste wende home wyth
mc.Hyt schall turne yow to no grefe. a 1450 FyssKynge
?c. Angle (1883) 2 Suche grevys & meny ober the hunter
hapeth. c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (18931 2 That
gentlemen feele moste greef by this derthe. 1575 Gamm.
Gurton v. i, If it be counted his fault, besides all his
greeues When a poore man is spoyled, and beaten among
theeues Then I confess my fault herein. 1616 W. Hah;
Let. in

J.
Russell J/a/gs vii. (1881) 156 Pardon a poor man

much distracted with the grief of this place [the tolboothj.

1722 Dg Foe Plague (1756) 182 Want of Breath, Fear,
Anger, Vexation, and all the other Griefs attending such
an injurious Treatment.

f 2. Hurt, harm, mischief or injury done or
caused by another ; damage inflicted or suffered

;

molestation, trouble, offence. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. (1810) 91 Neuer bifor in Wales

was don so gretegreue. 1340-70 Alex. <y Ditto*. 50 Whan
bei sien the seg wib so manye ryde, pei were agrisen of bis
grym, and wende gref tholie. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 324
His moder wiste well she might Do Tereus no more greve
Than slee his child. < 1460 Towneley fifyst. x\\. 53 Cryst
saue vs ffrom alle myschefys. .ffrom those mens grefys That
oft ar agans vs. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 7 To be venged for
dammage or griefe done by another. 1513 Douglas sEncis
xiii. i. 25 To implor forgifnes of all greiff. 1584 Powel
Lloyd's Cambria 354 These be the greefes done by the
Englishmen.

t b. A wrong or injury which is the subject of
formal complaint or demand for redress; = Griev-
ance 1 b. Also, a document containing a formal
statement of the grievance. Obs.
In quot. 1839 prob. a mere Gallicism.
C 1420 I.vdg. Assembly Gods 47 That Diana and Neptunus

myght haue audience To declare her greefe of the gret
offence To theym done by Kolas, whereon they compleynyd.
147a Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. <i8S81 22 Thes are
b° grefis bl xij men fendes defectyffe. 1502 Arnolde Chron.
(1811) p. xvii, The answere by my Lorde of Wynchestere
vnto y" greffe of my Lorde off Glocetyre. 1538 in Vica?y's
Attat. 11888) App. in. iii. 159 It ys agreed that the War-
deyns. .shalbe here vpon tuysday next commyng, & there
shewe theyre gryeff. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. iii. 42 The
King hath sent to know The nature of your Griefes. 1605
Nottingham Rec. IV. 274 A meetinge shalbe had here that
the Burgesses may then prefer theyr greifes. a 1651 Cal-
derwood Hist. Kirk (Wodrow SocJ III. 725 The greeves
which SecretaryWalsingham presented to the King. [1839
Times 30 Mar. in Spirit Metrop. Conserv. Press (1840) 1.

126 For the settlement of more solid and lasting griefs be-
tween the nations, measures of corresponding magnitude
and decision must be reasonably executed.]

f3. Gravity, grievousness (of an offence). Obs.
1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxx. 262 Some of the foresayde

prysoners he put to deth, and some he disbereted, after ya

grefe of theyr offense.

t4. Feeling of offence ; displeasure, anger. Obs,
a 1300 ( 'ursor M. 8405 (Cott.) pof salamon mi sun be yong
He es wis and o redi tung, bat neuer serued grefe ne grame.
c 1340 Ibid. 7663 (Trin.) And efte be fend fill of greef
Trauailed be kyng to mischeef. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6440 For
all the grefe of bo grekes, & be grete bronge, Was no led
might hym let, bof bom lothe were. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
1. i. 18 Is thair sic grief in hevinHe myndis hie? 1535 lip.

Shaxton Let. to Cromwell in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixi.

149 Yet perceive I right manifestly your grief towards me.
('1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 245 He spoke not thois
wordes in any greiff, but rather in boorde. c 1573 Ibid. 261
Hard the said Rauffe caule the said Rosse slave in greiff.

f b. Phrases. To take in \on, to) grief: to take
offence at : see also Agrief. To take grief with
(a person) : to be displeased with. Without grief:
without being offended or annoyed ; without grudg-
ing. Obs.
c 1300, etc. [see Agrief]. c 1325 Deo Gratias 35 in E. E.

P. (1862) 125, I prey be take hit nouht in greue. .1340
Cursor M. 10967 (Laud) Zakarie seid witli-outyn greve
Thise tydyngges may I not leve. c 1400 Gamelyu 313 And
seideae be welcome with-out any greue. c 1420 SirA madace
xxx, Code Sirs, take no^te on greue, For 3e most noue take
30ur leue. .1430 Syr Tryam. 119 That ys me wondur lefe,

Wherefore taketh hyt to no grefe. 1548 Udall, etc Erasm.
Par. Matt. xiii. 36-43 Jesus without any griefe (L. nihil
gravatus] declared it playnely. a 1553 — Royster D. v. iv.

(Arb.) 82, I beseech you, take with me no greefe: I did a
true man's part, not wishyng your repreefe.

1 5. A bodily injury or ailment ; a morbid
affection of any part of the body ; a sore, wound

;

a blemish of the skin ; a disease, sickness. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R.\:\x\v. (1495) 182 Somtyme

the greyffes of the skynne come of a cause that is wythin.

GRIEF.

1481 Caxton Myrr. in. x. 153 Nature may not suffre .. the
sodeyn agrauacions ne griefs, of whiche by theyr folyes they
trauaylle nature. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxxii. (1870) 295
For suche thynges causyth the grefe [epilepsy] to come the
ofter. C1550 Li.ovd Treas. Health (1585) Fviij, To put
away the wrinkles out of the face and all other greefe. 1562
Turner Baths Pref., In the tyme of bathinge in certayne
men certayn grefes and diseases aryse. 1567 Harman
Caveat (1879) 55 Fayre skynned withoute anye" spot or
greffe. 1579 Lvte Dodocns 1. Ixx. 104 The seede .. is good
to be straked or applied unto hoate griefes of the joynts,
1606 BryskETT Civ. Life 5 Rather to preuent sicknesse,
then for any present griefe, 1 had . . begunne a course to
take some physicke. 1691 Wood A th, O-xon. I. 392 Cancerous
Vlcers also seise on this part (the Lipp) &c. This grief
hastned the end of . . Mr. Harriot. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No.
4200/4 Off Leg Joint above the Fetter-lock large, hard
swell'd, old Grief. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Foul, A
Swelling and Grief like unto this, breeding between the
Clees of the Cattle,

transf. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. 23 Theophrastus affirmed,
that, by Musike, griefes and diseases of the Minde . . might
be cured.

i*b. The scat of disease ; the diseased part ; the

sore place. Obs.

1577 Frampton Joyful News 11. (1596) 36 The Deaues of
this Tabaco being laid hotte vpon the griefe . . taketh away
the paines therof. 1610 MARKHAM Maste>p. u. exxxi. 434
Mixe these with vinegar, and apply it to the griefe. 1624
Cait. Smith I 'irginia 11. 34 For swellings, .they vse small
peeces of touchwood .. which pricking on the griefe they
burne close to the flesh.

+ 6. Physical pain or discom fort. Obs.
1509 Barclay Skyp ofFolys (1570) 81 Clawe he his backe

that feeleth itche or greue. 1544 Phaer Regim. Life (1553*
Fvijb, The griefe, which the pacient feletli in his backe.

1596 Dai.rymw.i-: tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. in. 1S4 Mair throuch
sturt and dolour of mynd, than throuch greife of his woundes.
1608-33 Bp. Hall Medit. (1851) 99 The tenderness of the
part adds much to the grief. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1.

]

iii. II. ii, Hardnes and grief in the left Hypocondry.

7. Mental pain, distress, or sorrow. In mod.
use in a more limited sense : Deep or violent

sorrow, caused by loss or trouble ; a keen or bitter

feeling of regret for something lost, remorse for

something done, or sorrow for mishap to oneself

or others.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 86 The adubbemente of bo downez
dere Garten my goste al greffe for-^ete. C1350 Will.
Palcme 2473 So glad was he banne, bat na gref vnder i^od

gayned to his ioye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13957 Ylixes. .With
gronyng and greue gett hym to Stynt. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle
(Caxton 1483I IV. xx. 66 How may myn eyen . . Restreyne
them for to shewen by wepyng Myn hertes greef. 1554

1 Coverdale Hope Fa/t/if xxxi. 11574) 22 * Tediousnesse and
grefe runneth customably with saturation or fulnesse. 1568

'. H. B. tr. /'. Martyrs Cotnm. Rom. ix. 237 b, Griefe (as

! sayth Cicero . .) is a dissease which vexeth the mind, and it

is taken by reason of the euill which semeth to be already
i at hand, and to be present. 1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. v. iii.

211 Griefe of my Sonnes exile hath stopt her breath. 1612
Chapman Widdowes T. Plays 1873 I' 1 - 54 Then Grieues

I

that sound so lowd, proue alwaies light. 1632 Dithgow
1 Trav. v. 198 Before my arrival! in Aleppo, the Caravan, .was
i

from thence departed, which bred no small griefe in my
1 breast. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 5 He confesseth it with
much greife. 1716 Addison Drummer ii. i, Tiiere is a real

j

grief and there is a methodical grief. 1756 licRKE Subl. #
j

B. I. v, If the object of pleasure be. .totally lost ..a passion

j

arises in the mind, which is called grief. 1760-72 H. Brooke
F'ool of Quality (1809I II. 112 Mrs. Tirrel . . was plentifully

pouring forth her tears.. for grief of having found him in

that condition. 1817 Byron Manfred 1. i. 9 Grief should
be the instructor of the wise. 1821 Joanna Baii.lie Basil
v. iii, Woman's grief is like a summer storm, Short as it

violent is. 1883 Ouida Wanda I. 36 Their father died of
grief for his eldest son. 1888 V. Humf. Mad. Midas 1. i, He
did not show much outward grief.

person/fed. 1822 B. Cornwall Flood of Thessaty 11. 281

Joy is slow believed, where grief bath lived Long a familiar.

b. A cause or subject of grief.

1535 Coverdale Prov. xvii. 25 An vndiscrete sonne is

a grefe [so 1611] vnto his father. 1770 GoLDSH. Des. Vill.

57 A time there was, ere England s griefs began. 1886
Ruskin Prxlcrita I. v. 167 As fate would have it, they had
the one grief of having no children.

8. a. Phr. To come to grief: to meet with
disaster; {Sporting) to have a fall ; to fail, prove
abortive. So to bring to grief Chiefly colloq.

;

somewhat rare in dignified use.

1854 Thackeray Newcontes I. x. 107 We drove on to the
Downs, and we were nearly coming to grief. 1857 KiNCSLEV
Two Y. Ago xxi, As for coming to grief, . . we're on a good
errand .. and the devil himself can't harm us. 1862 T.
Shorter in IVeldon's Reg. Aug. 4 A People's College, .was
founded at Nottingham, but speedily came to grief. 1873
Punch 25 Jan. 41/1 The third Empire . . brought France to

grief. 1883 Black Shandon Bells xxvii, He pointed out
where the coal-smack had come to grief. 1885 J. Martineau
Types Eth. Theory I. 139 His logic came to grief.

b. Sporting. Accidents in steeplechasing or in

the hunting-field. Also in Golf"(see quot. 1897).
i8gi Sportsman 28 Feb. (Farmer), The flag had scarcely

fallen than the grief commenced. 1897 Fncycl. Sport I. 472
Grief, when a player has played his ball into a hazard of any
description he is said to be in grief. 1898 St. James's Gaz.
15 Nov. 6/1 [A pace sufficient] to test the condition of horses
and their riders and to bring about a considerable amount
of grief.

9. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as grief
-drop. b. objective, as grief-drinking adj. C.

instrumental, as gi'ief-bowed, -distraught, -dulled,

-exhausted, -harmonized, -inspired, -oppressed, -rent,

-shot, -worn adjs. Also grief-muscles, a name
132 - 2



GRIEF.

given by Darwin to certain muscle-; concerned in

the facial expression of grief.

1839 Mary Howht Marier's Pilgr. m. iii. 2 *Grief-bowcd
and labour-spent. 1844 Mrs Browning Duchess May \xi\;

He in sooth is *grief-di-traught. ?rx6oo Distracted Emp.
11. i. in Kullen O. PL III. 20- Charactred on everye syde
Of the ^griefe drinkinge paper. 1838 Eliza Cook World
vii. 1 Thjpugh the eye may be dimmed with its *grief-drop
awhile. (71603 **• Davison in Farr S. P. Eliz. 11845) I'-

319 My *grief-dull'd heart. 1768 C. Shaw Address Night-
ingale vi. 87 Till welcome death .. Shall kindly stop my
v
grief-exhausted breath. 1827 Hood /Zero $ Leander btfae,

Though heretofore I have but set my voice To some long
sighs, *grief-harmonized. 1764 Oxford Sausage 77 The
*grief-inspired Muse. 1872 Darwin Emotions vii, 185 Cases
of Hypochondria, in which the "grief-muscles were persist-

ently contracted. 1824 T. Fenby Pour Temperaments iv. i,

*Grief-oppressed, unhappy man. 1647 Herhick I/es/erides
(1869I 419 To show a heart ^grief-rent. 1607 Shaks. Car. v.

i. 45 As a discontented Friend, *greefe-shot With his vnkind-
nesse. 1859 K. Cornwallis New World I. 202 He looked
*grief-worn.

t Grief, a. and adv. Obs. Forms: 3 greif.

4 grefe, greue, greeffe. [a. OF. grefx—l,. gravis
(also grief :— L. *grcvis, later form of gravis,
influenced by levis light) heavy. Grave.]
A. adj. Grievous, grave; troublesome, oppres-

sive
;

(of armour) ? formidable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27986 pU sin . . it es sua greif and god

wit gan pat. .it files bar it es don or said. 1303 K. Brunne
//audi. Syuue 10262 Here synne ys grefe bat bryn^eb a
trew man on a befe. < 1330 - Chron. (i8io> 138 If it so be,
of Scotlond skape a thefe, & till Inglond fle, als a felon grefe.
1390 Gower Con/. I. 166 For it is an unwise vengeaunce,
Which to none other man is lefe. And is unto him serve grefe.
c 1440 Ga7t>. % Col. 1262 Lordis laught thair lands.. And
graithil thame to the gait, in thair greif geir. 1520 Caxton's
Chron. Eug. in. 21 b/i Whiche worke he ended in 2 yere
and 4 monethes and that withgreve impedymentes.
B. adv. Grievously, excessively,

c 1400 Destr, Troy 3044 Hir nose . . was nobly shapyn. .

.

Noght growen to grete ne to grefe smalle. ,1400 MauNDEV.
(Roxb.i xxiv. 112 He fell greeffe seke [F. it chenst en mala-
die] and feled wele bat he myght 11051 couerof bat sekeness.

Griefful (grrfjful), a. Forms : 4 greful, 5 7
greefull, 6-8 grieffull, (6 grefull, grefful,
grieftill, gre(efe-ful, griefeful(l, grievefull

,

6, 9 griefful. [f. Grief sb. + -ful.] Painful,
sorrowful

; f grievous.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13184 [G5tt.l Bot bis dede was seld fill

dere, be mening 3eit lastis bi 3ere, wid a greful [Cott.
greithful] uengance. < 1489 Caxton Sonues of Aywon ix.

251 The wounde of Rycharde was soo greefull to see that it

was pyte to beholde. c 1530 Ln. Bkrners Arlh. Lyt. Btyt.
(1814* 20 It is grefull to me to leue your companye. 1561
Norton & Sackv. Gorhodttc 1. \. (Shaks. Soc! 97 And nowe
the daie renewes iny griefull plainte. 1602 Marston An-
touio"s Rev. 11. iii, The most greefull, despairing, wretched
[etc.]. #1649 pRUMH. OF Hawth. Hist. fas. ///, Wks.
(1711)42 To deliver this grief- full body tu the rest of a desired
grave. 1742 Collins Ode to Pear 27 The grief-full Muse
address'd her infant tongue. 1868 Browning Riugty Bk. vi.

704 The same great, grave, griefful air. 1882 Daily News
21 Apr. 5 7 The stern reality of a griefful parting.

Hence Grie ffttlly adv.
•11400-50 Alexander 973 (Dublin MS.) And grettes for

hym als grefully [Ashm. MS. greuously] as he hym gettyn
hed. 1560 DaUS tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 153 He is in dede very
sory, but yet taketh the matter Jesse greifefully, forasmuche
as the thinge hath fortuned throughe another mans faulte,
and not his.

[Griefhead : see List of Spurious IVords.]

Griefless (grrfles), a. [f. Grief sb. + -less.]

Free from grief.

1552 Huloet, Griefeles or sorowles, 1566 Gascoicnk
/ocasta 11. i, I graunte I can not grieflesse, well beholde My
fathers pallace. 1843 '/'ait's Mag X. 311 Unmurmuring,
griefless, watching. 1847 S. Dobki.l Musing on a Victory,
Grand And griefless as a rich man's funeral. 1882 Swinburne
Tristram of Lyom'sse 6 The griefless ghost of grief.

Hence Grie flessness, griefless condition.
1571 Goi.niNG Calvin on Ps. xxxii. 3 Hee betokeneth not

green"esnesse or blockUhnesse. 1574 tr. Marlorafs A/oca-
lips 34 Greeflesncsse is thoughte too bee a signe of DesjKjr-
atenesse. 1886 SincwicK Outl. Hist. Ethics ii. § 16. 81
The grieflessness which the sage was conceived to maintain
amid the worst tortures.

t Grie'fly, adv. 0!>s. [f. Grief a. + -ly -.]

Grievously, 'sadly'.

1340-70 AUsauudcr 490 Yee beene greefly bigo, but grace
you falle. /bid. 994 Whan I was greefly bigo with a grim
people. 1577 T. Kendall Eloivers of Epigr. 20 By this

my troublous toyle and grefe, and griefly pinchyng paine.

[Griefly, a. : see List of Spurious Words,,]

t Grie*fsome, «- Obs. rare~K [f. Gkief sb.

+ -80ME. Cf. Grievesome.] Causing grief, dis-

tressing.

'635 Havward tr. /Hondfs Banisltd Virgin 209 He re-

solved . . to get her thence to some other place lesse griefe-

some and lesse odious.

Grieko, variant of Gre(;o.

Grien, Grienesse, obs. ff. Green, GUMIMfc

Gries, obs. pi. of Gree sb.i

Griese, -ly, obs. forms of Grece, Grisly.
Grieshoch. fgrrj^x;- &• Also greeshoch,

grie3choch. [a. Gael, griosach embers, f. gr)os,

gr)s heat.] ' Hot embers
;

properly those of
peats or moss-fuel ' (Jam.).
1802 Scott Minstr. Scott, /lord. I. Introd. 83 Gang a' to

your beds, Sirs, and dinna put out the wee grieschoch
lembersi. 18x8 — Hrt. Midi. H, I saw the leaves the

416

limmers had lain on, and the ashes of them ; by the same
token, there was a pit greeshoch purmng yet. 1881 Miss
Laffan in Macm. Mag. XITV. 386 From the grieshoch,
which was as she had left it that morning, she perceived the
faintest possible glow.

Griesly, obs. form of Grisly, Grizzly.
Griessing, obs. form of Ghecing.
Griest, obs. form of Grist sb.'1

Griesy, variant of Gki.sy Obs., grisly.

Griet, obs. form of Greet v.-
t Grit s/>A

t Gricvable, a. Obs. [a. OF. grevable, f.

grcver to Gkieve.] Causing grief or pain; dis-

tressing, hurtful, injurious.

1390 Gower Coitf. II, n There is a vice full grevable To
him, which is therof coulpable. c 1440 Ashby Diet. Phil.
(E. E. T. S.) 92/1089 It is of goode and noble discrecion..
That can suffer aduer[si]tise greueable. 1483 Caxton Cold.
Leg. 426 b/2 The waye is to the right greuable by cause that
thou knowest not the contreye. c 1500 Mthmw xxiv. 192
Thinke you not that the thinge which is acustomed of
long tyme be lesse greuable than that thing which is newly
lerned ?

Grievance (gr/~*vans). Forms: 4-6grevaunee.
5 -awnce, -oris , 4-7 grevance, (j -ans e, 7
greevance), 6- grievance, [a. OF. grevance,
grievance, f. grever to harm, Grieve : see -ance.]

f 1. The infliction of wrong or hardship on a
person

;
injury, oppression ; a cause or source of

injury. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27823 (Cott. Galba) Couatyse es ane

euil syn pat mikel greuance gers bygin. c 1386 CHAUCICB
Melio. P 520 If. .a man of gretter myght and strengthe than
thou art do thee grevaunce, studie and bisye thee rather to

j

stille the same grevaunce, than for to venge thee. 1390
Gower Conf III. 34 The bodely delices alle.-Unto the
soule done grevaunce. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5034 And all

j

giltes (ben] for-gyffen & greuans of old. c 1440 Prowp,
/'an'. 211/1 Grevawn[c]e, or offence, or trespace, offensa,

\

aggra\va\men. 15*3 Ll>. Herners Iroiss. I. eclxxxvi. 427 I

The frenchmen kepte good company with their prisoners, I

and raunsomed them courtesly, without any greuaunce to
them. 1609 Bible (Douay) Song 3 Childr. 27 The fire
touched them not at al, nor payned them, nor did them ame
^rev;nice. 1641 Protests Lords I. 4 To the great and uni-
versal grievance of your people. 1684 H. More Ansiv. 190
To the much grievance and oppression of the people. 1710
Pope Iliadxx\i, 159 The Wife withheld, the Treasure ill-de-

tain'd (Cause of the War, and Grievance of the Land), With
honourable Justice to restore. 1765 Blackstonk Comm.
1. vii. 244 If the consequence of that exertion be manifestly
to the grievance or dishonour of the kingdom. 1768 Sterne

i

Sent. Journ. {1778) II. 127 (Le Dimanche) Happy people !
,

that, .sport away the weights of grievance which bow down
the spirit of other nations.

f 2. The state or fact of being oppressed, injured,

or distressed; trouble, distress; suffering, pain. Obs. ;

a 1300 Cursor M. 23083 In mi greuance yee did me
gode. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2027 He ..tolde hem alle :

his greuance. 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Cause. 2753 J>ai sal
j

haf a day bare Als mykel bitter payn or mare, Als a '

man mught thole here of penaunce A yhere and fele I

als mykel grevaunce. >. 1386 Chaucer h'rankl. T. 213
Aurelius Hadde loued hire best ofany creature.. But neuere

|

dorste he tellen hire his greuance. ^1420 Hocci.eve Dc \

Reg. Princ. 1065 Pover*. hathe in hym self ynow grevaunce, !

Withouten that that man hym more purchace. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret. , Priv. Priv. iE. E. T. S.) io6Clothis,wodde,
and colle. .by the wych he myght escape wythout empeyre- 1

ment the grevaunce of the wyntyr. c 1460 Tmvncley Myst.
\

iii. 58 Sex hundreth yens and od haue I . . liffyd with grete
|

grevance. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxxi. iv, The
moony vapours Shall not cast any mist to breed thy grev-
aunce. 1591 Shaks. Pom. <y Jul. \. i. 163 See where he
comes. .lie know his greeuance, or be much denide.

3. A circumstance or state of things which is felt

to be oppressive. In mod. use, a wrong or hard-

ship (real or supposed) which is considered a
legitimate ground of complaint ; something to

complain of.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 111. viii. 147 The fruytes .. ben other-
j

while sonner rype in one yere than in an other, and more I

assured of tempestes and other greuances. 1591 Shaks.
i

Pivo Cent. iv. iii. 37 Madam, I pitty much your grieuancus.

1609 Daniki. Civ. Wars iv. lxxv, Future ill On present
sufiiiiigs bruted to aryse, That farther grieuance> ingender
wit!. 1649 Mn.ton Eikon. v. Wks. (1847.) 288/1 They undid

;

nothing 111 the state but irregular and grinding courts, the
maine grievances to be removed. 1661 Bramhai.i. Just \

Vint/, vii. 173 The hundred Grievances of the German
Nation proposed to the Popes Legate. 1688 Col. K<r.
/'eunsylv. I. 226 As to y

e Request of y i ' Assembly for Relief
j

of Grievances. 1717 I.adv M W. MovtagU Let. to Abbe \

Conti 17 May, The war is a general grievance uj>on the
people. 1717 A. Hamilton jftm Ace. E. /nd. II. xxxiii. 16 I

One Day meeting me on the Green near the Port, he stout
]

me to relate bis Grievances. 1795 BURKR Con: 11844) IV.
j

310 It is a foolish language, adopted from the united Irish-
j

men, that their grievances originate from England. 1839
Keighti.ky Hist. Eug. II. 42 They sent to the King a
statement of their grievance-. 1868 FKESMAN Norm. Com/. <

(1876' II. vii. 124 In an early state of society any kind of
taxation is apt to be looked on as a grievance. 188a A. W.
Ward Dickens v. 112 The length of Chancery suits was
a real public grievance. 1883 CJ. Wills Mod. Persia 367
On being troubled by a pertinacious clergyman with many
grievances.

+ 4. A disease, ailment, hurt. Obs.

1377 1-angl. /'. /'/. B. xii. 61 Sapience. .swelleth amannes
soule, Ac grace is a grasse therof The greuaunces to abate.
( 1400 Mal'ndev. (Roxb.) viii. 32 pai schuld neuer hnfe
swilke greuaunce ne disese of bam mare, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode 11. xxiv. (1869) 84 Al be it she hath no greuaunce,
yet hath she displesnunce. 1578 I.vte Dodoens 1. v. 11

Ulcers and grievances of the mouth. 1634 W. Wooo New

GRIEVE.
Eng. Prosp. 1. iii, Many that haue come infirme out of Eng-
land,retainetheirold grievances still. 1761MRS. K.Sheridan
Sidney Bidulph II. 279 The Bath surgeon . . declared it as
his opinion, that the complaint might be removed without
amputation, adding, that it was owing to wrong manage-
ment that the grievance had gone so far.

f5. Displeasure, indignation, offence. To take
in or to grievance, to take grievance ivith : to take
offence at. Obs. (CI Grief sb. 4 ki)

c 1380 Sir /'crumb. 258 Charlys was in his greuance,
stondyng among his feren. < 1400 \'ivaine <v Caw. 126, I

prai the tak to no grevance This kene karping of syr Kay.
1426 I .TOG. Dc Cut I. Pilgr. 10757 Grace dieu .. Wych ys,

sothly, evele apayd, And taketh gretly in greuaunce The
maner off thy governaunce. IS23 Skelton Carl. Laurel
1257 Vet sum there be therewith take grevaunce, And
grudge thereat with frownyng countenaunce.

6. attrib. and Comb.
i860 Sat. Rev. IX. 304/2 They are the men who. .hold

grievance-meetings about the parson's surplice. 1890 Spec-
tator -j Aug., The grievance-mongers will gather together.
1896 Tablet 9 May 751 Those spoilt children of the State
.. are very busy just now in grievance-making.

Hence f Grlevancer, one who occasions a
grievance ; one who gives ground for complaint.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. xi. xvii. § 4 p 12 Now no day

passed, wherein some petition was not presented .. against
the Bishops as grand grievancers.

Grieve (gr/V), sb. Forms: (sense l) 1 grcefa,

4 Sc. greff, 6, 8 greve, 7 greeve, 7-9 greave

;

Sc. (sense 2) 6 greif, greive, 8- grieve, (9greeveV
[The Sc. and northern grieve greve) is the normal
repr. of ONorthumb. grdfa = \VS. gertfa (see

ReXVS). The later forms under 1 a are literary

adaptations of the OE. term, prob. under the
influence of the northern word. Cf. Grave sb,'*]

1. a. A governor of a province, town, etc. Now
only Hist. = Sheriff, t b. Grave *M Obs.
a. tyy* Lindisf. Cosp. Matt, xxviii. 14 Gif 3is gehered

bid from Sen groefa [Rushw. Reroefe] we ^e-trewa3 him.— Mark xv. 5 Se ha;lend . . noht ^eondsuarede warn baette ba;t

he woere awundrad se groefa [Rushiv. groefa]. [c 1180 Leg.
Kdw. Conf. in Thorpe Laws I. 456 Greve autem nomen est

potestatis ; apud nos autem nichil melius videtur esse
quam prefectura. Est enim multiplex nomen

;
greve enim

dicitur de scira, de wapentagiis, de hundredo, de burgis,
de vilHs.] a 1400 Burgh Laws xix. <Sc. Stat. I), pc lx>row
greff [orig. propositus]. 1629 Dekker Lond. /'enipe (Percy
Soc.) 42 In the time of Edward Confessor, the chiefe ruler

of the citty was called Reeve, Greeve, or Portreeve. 1708
Tcrmes de la Ley 374 Greve, Propositus, is a word of
Authority and signifies as much as Comes or Vicecomes.
1844 Eingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1845) II. xiv. 346 The
instrument states., that the bishop, with the aid of the
greave or sheriff, should extirpate all heatheni>h super-
stitions.

b- 1537 Par. Ace. Ecclesfield, Boroyd off our lady grevys
to y bell castyng, xx\ Off y8 same grevys to y Organs,
&C vj\ viij 1

'. 1607 in Morehouse Kirkburton <V Cvaveship
of Holme 137 Against which day the Greave did command
all the inhabitants of Austonley to appear the tyme above
said.

2. Sc. and north. The overseer, manager, or head-
workman on a farm ; a farm-bailiff. 'See also

quot. 1S93.)
. i48oHENRVsoNin Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 151 This

awstrene greif answerit angirly. For thy cramping tbow
salt baith cruke and cowre. 1513 Douglas sEneis xm.
Prol. 161 Tyte on his hynis gaif the greif a cry, Awaik on
fut, go till our husbandry. 159^5 Dlncan App. Etyiuot.
iE. D. S.), Magister, villx velpagi, a greiue. 17*1 Kelly
Scot. Prov. 5 A good Grieve is letter than an ill Worker.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 361 There is a number of

§neves, inspectors and overseers appointed in ever)- little

istrict. 1814 Scott Diary 6 Aug. in Lochhart, He has
got a ploughman from Scotland who acts as grieve. 1842
H. Stephens Bk. harm (1851) II. 611/2 The grieve's time
may be fully occupied elsewhere. 1868 /\-r.'hsh. Jrnl. 18

June, The Grieve on West hall will show the Farm. 1893
Northumbld. Closs., Creeve, Crieve, an overseer, an under-
steward. It is generally applied to a resident agent who
has charge of property in his locality.

Grieve (gnv\ v. Forms : 3-6 greve, (4
ereven, grevye, grevi, greife;, 4 -:; gref, 4-6
grewe, 5 grevyn, grefe, 5-6 Sc. greif(f, 4-7
greeve, 7 grive), 6- grieve, fa. h. grcver:—
]>oj)tilar L. *grevdre (see Guikf a.) — class.I/.

graviire, f. gravis heavy, Gkavk «.]

1 1. trans. To press heavily upon, as a weight
;

to burden. Only in pass. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 260 Nime|> ye hede pet yotire herten IK by
ygreued ne y-charged of glotounie ne oi dronkehede. 138a
\Vv< me Matt. \\\'\. 43 And efisone he came, and foonde
hem slepynge ; forsothe her e;en weren greued. — 1 Tim.
v. 16 If ony feithftil man liath widewis, vndir mynistre he to

lu-m. that the chirche be not greuyd.

+ b. To make heavy. Obs. rare~ l

.

138a Wvclif 1 Mace. viii. 31 Whi hast thou greeuyd
[L.gra7>asti] thy ^ock vpon oure freendis?

t 2. Of persons : To harass, trouble, vex, gall by
hostile action ; to oppress; to do wrong, hurt, or

harm to. Obs.

1197 R. Gi.olc. (Rolls) 11815 Clerkes..bat hulde uib sir

simon, he greuede manion. a 1300 Cursor M. 4076 (Gott.)

Enuye bai had til him sua Strang, pai soght him ay to greue

with wrang. 1340 Ayenb. 39 pe ualse playneres bet makeb be

ualse bezechinges and zechep be ualse . . wytnesses . . nor to

greui obren. 1377 I.angi.. P. PI. B. x. 204 Alle that lakketh

vs or lyeth vs oure lorde techeth vs to louye And nou^t to

greuen hem that greueth vs. c 1400 Malsdev. (1839) xxi.

229 Als long as }ee ben bounden to gedere-.in Loue, in



GRIEVE.
Trouthe, & in gode Accord no man schall ben of powere to
greue 3011. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868.1 101 To vse and
kepc honeste lyf, and to loue and kepc in ryght his peple,
and not greue them as Roboam dyd. 1450 Merlin 186
Moche thei greved the hethen peple with alle theire power.
1512 Act 4 Hen. \

f
III, c. 1 § 1 Nother pile blokhouse ne

Bulwork is made to greve orannoye theym at their landyng.
15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. L xlvii. 68 The whiche garyson
hadde greuyd sore the towne of Cambray, 1559 Mirr.
Mag., OwcnGlendour xiv, To greve our foe he quyckely to
me sent Twelve thousand Frenchmen. 1616 R. C. Times'
Whistle iv. 1506 What will lie doe to thee, which seekst to
grieve With an oppressours hand the innocent ! 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 1. iv. 13 Seeing nature hath armed living creatures,
some with teeth, some with horns, and some with hands, to
grieve an enemy, it is but an abuse of Speech, to grieve him
with the tongue.
absol. a 1300 Cursor M. 7233 J>are es nan sagret mai greif

AIs traitur dern and priue tlieif. 1393 I.wgl /'. /*/. C.
Xii. 134 Loue is a lykynge thyng, and loth for to greue.

t"b. Of non-personal agents : To bring trouble

or harm to a person); to cause damage to (a
thing). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7072 f>at werre bat greued a! bath ner and

ferr. c 1330 R. Brunne C'/*w». (1810) 71 ( hirfredom that day
for euer toke be leue, For Harald it went away, his falshed
did vs greue. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 215 He shall wel finde
his covetjse Shall sore greve him ate laste. 1440 York
Myst. xxu. 54 per was neuere dede bat euere he dide bat
greued hym warre. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. xxxi. 127 Adam
was deceyued by thapple that he ete, whiche greued alle
htimayne lignage. 154a Lain. A"- Piteous Treat, in I/art.
Misc. (Malhamj I. 235 That no tempeste of the see maye
once vexe, greue, or trouble enye ship. 1574 tr. Littleton's
Tenures 94 a, A disseisin and discent y 1 is matter in dede
shal not so grieve him y* was disseised when he was out of
the realme.

f3. To do bodily hurt or harm to (a person) ; to
injure (a thing) materially. Obs.
1297 R. Gi-ouc. (Rolls) App. X. 6 Her lib kenelm of his

heuede bireued pat bom his soster & be stiward so was
igreued. c 1340 Cursor M. 20960 (Fairf.) \>e nedder of venum
bat was strange no^t him greued wibhir stance. imo(!owek
Conf. III. 115 There (i.e. Egypt] no stormy weder falleth,

Which mighte greve man or beste. e 1420 Pallad. on 11 us/'.

iv. 24 Whan tyme is hoot, putte on hem [vines] softe at eue
Good water oft, that they may ete and drinke, And bolde
hem vppon hoot, that myght hem greue. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Leg. 213/1 She. .lete make a strong poyson and gaf it to hir

brother Hut god kepte hym y* it neuer greuyd hym. a 1550
Christis Kirke Gr. xv, They girnit and lait gird with grainis,

Ilk gossip uder grievit. 1610 Guilt.im Heraldry 1. viii. 34
Alwaies (saith Sir John Froysard) by right of Armes a man
ought to grieue his Enemy. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. ix.

The graceful foliage storms may reave. The noble stem they
cannot grieve.

yb. absot. To be materially hurtful or harmful.
1398 Trevlsa Barth. De P. R. vu. xvin. (1495) 235 Colde

thynges greue, and heete helpe yf the teeres comen of out-
warde cause. 1513 Fitzherb. Hush. % 20 There be diners
maner of wedes, as thistyls, kedlokes, dockes . . these be
they that greue mooste. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843)

39 As manye things are necessarie and needefull in man's
lyfe, so taking in excesse and out of season annoy and grieue
much.

f4. To cause bodily discomfort or pain to (a

person) ; to affect with pain or disease. Obs.
.r 1225 Ancr. R. 422 Hwon }e beoS i-leten blod, ?e ne

schulen don no bing, beo breo dawes, bet otl greue. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 105, 147 Euere sat bis Maide stille ; it [the
torture] ne greuede hire no-bing. a 1300 Cursor M. 11 734
Lauerd, bis es a mikel hete, It greues vs, it es sua grete.
Hid. 15657 pair eien war greued sua wit grete. c 1375 Sc.
L*eg. Saints, Paulits 759 Hisbrethhym grewit mar & mare.
c 1400 Maunukv. (1839) ii. 11 That the Smelle scholde not
greve men that wenten forby. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)
4120 |>e same bolnyng ban him greued. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Leg. 70 b/t He had so moche heere on his heed that it

greuyd hym to bere. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541I 1

Helth..is the state of the body, wherein we be neyther
greved with peyne, nor lette from dohige our necessary
businesse. 1544 Ph aer Regim. Life 1 1 545) F vjj, Somtymes it

[the liver] is greued by bloud intofmr^in to] moche abound*
ance, or by eholerik humours. 1571 Bosskwell Armorie in.

17 Tins manner of Shooe. .greueth not, or vexeth the wearer
thereof on his feete. 1589 Cooan Haven Health exciv. (1636)

177 Cholerick fumes, which both inflame the body and grieve
the head. 1592 Wtsr 1st Pt. Symbol. § 102 A, Al maner of
diseases, griefes and sorances wherewith the said H, is now
infected, grieued or trobled in y' raines, bladder [etc.].

[1781 CowrKR Conversat. 600 A Christian's wit is inoffensive

light, A beam that aids but never grieves the sight.]

absol. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (18681 13 It is a blessed
thinge to faste. for the more harme it clothe the faster, the
more is the merit. .for, and the fast greued not, hit were not
merit.

6. To affect with griefor deep sorrow. + formerly,
in wider sense : To vex, trouble, or oppress men-
tally ; to cause pain, anxiety, or vexation to ; to

annoy.
a 1225 Ancr. R.236 3if be ueonde mid fondunge greueS be

sore, bu greuest hiin hwon bu etstondest a busendsioe more.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 2920 (Cott. | Abraham went him on be
morn To bat sted .. And sagh bat t-=what] can him sare
greue. 1362 Langl. P. Pt. A. v. 79 His grase and his

good hap greueb me ful sore. ?«I400 Morte Arth. 2538
' Sir ', sais syr Gawayne, ' so me Gode helpe ! Siche glaue-
raude gomes greues me bot lyttille !

' c 1430 Hymns I 'irg.

72 >ougbe staale from me ; bat soore me greuis ; Age steeleb
on me l>obe day and ny5te. 1525 Ld. Berners Proiss. II.

clx. [clvi. ] 439 This synne greued greatly the conscience of the
duke of Irelande. a 1533 — Hnou xcv. 309 Y* losse of
his good horse greuyth hym more than the losse of all

his men. 1573 G. Harvev Letter-bk. (Camden) 3, I had
cause to be greeved at it. 1611 Bible John xxi. 17 Peter
was grieued [fir. eAvir^Si?], because he said vnto him
the third time, Louest thou me'.' — P.ph. iv. 30 Grieue
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not [Gr. /1J7 Avireirt] the holy Spirit of God. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 887 Griev'd at his heart, when looking down he saw
The whole Earth fill'd with violence. 171a Lady M. W.
Montagu Lett. (1861) I, 200 People are seldom very much
grieved, .at misfortunes they expect. 1747 Doddridge Life
Col. Gardiner 41 He was grieved to see human nature
prostituted to such low and contemptible pursuits. 1833 Hi.
Martinkau Charmed Sea i. 6 The spirit of Taddeus was
grieved as much by his sister's injustice as by his own
remorse. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 74 He was grieved by
the corrupt speech of his son.
With adv. i860 Pusky Mitt. Proph. 24 The Holy Spirit

they have grieved away.
rep. C1380 Wycue Wks. (1880) 372, I pray ;ou here bat

5e greue 5011 not all-bou^ 1 forijete not li^tly pe materially
swerde [etc.]. C 1500 Debate Carpenter's Tools 277 in Hazl.
E. P. P. I. 89 And greue 3011 nothinge at this songe, Pot
euer make mery ^our selue amonge. 1530 Pai.sgr. 575/1,
I greve my selfe more with the felowe than he is worthe.

b. impers. or c]\ia.si-it?!pers. with subject it or
a substantive clause.
C 1230 Halt Meid. 33 y f bu him niuche luuest & he let lutel

to behitgreuecl be. a 1300 Cursor M. 10443 i.Gott.) It greuys
me wouderly sare, I se be leudy 111a suilk care. ? 1370 Root.
Cicyle 61 .Me grevyth no^t. c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 262 Wel sore
him greuede bat be kyng was angred for ys sake, c 1430
Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 4130 To part from hir it wold him gref.

*S3P Pai.sgr. 575/1 It greveth me to se hym in this case.

1590 Spenser /•'. Q. u. x. 29 That nought him griev'd to
heene from rule deposed downe, 1600 Shaks. A. I". L. v.

ii. 22 Oh my deere Orlando, how it greeues me to see thee
weare thy heart in a scarfe. 1611 Bible Ruth i. 13 It

grieueth me much for your sakes, that the hand of the Lord
is gone out against me. 1657 R. Lk;on Barbadoes (1673)84
Pare off the rinde, which is so beautiful, as it grieves us to
rob the fruit of such an ornament. 1836 W. Irving Astoria
II. 163 Much did it grieve the friends of that gentleman to
see him [etc J. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxv. 239
It really grieves me to have you be so naughty.

f 6- To make an^ry ; to provoke to an^er or re-

sentment ; to incense, offend. Also pass., To bu

angry with. Cos.
11300 Cursor M. 1227 (Giltt.t For bai him greued [Cott,

warryed, Fairf. wrabet] wid bairdedis He bairn forsoke in

all hair nedis. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. P. 302 Now god in nwy
to Noe con speke, Wylde wrakful worde5 in his wylle
greiied. c 1340 Cursor AL 18317 iTrin.) Him to greue [Gott.
greme] hit is ful grille. 136* Langl. /'. PI. A. vu. 216, ' I

wolde not greue god ', quod Pers, ' for al the gold on
ground'. 14*6 AuDELAY/WwJ 8 God and mon thou schalt
never greve. c 1460 Toivneley Myst. xxx. 128, I had leuer
go to rome yei thryse on my fete Then forto grefe yonde
grome, .. he lokys full grisly. 1535 Bp. Shaxton Let. to
Cromwell in Strype Eccl. Slem. \. App. lxi. 151 Pe not
grieved with them that for christen love admonish you, and
even pray for you. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lxxvh[i]. 40 O how
oft haue they greued him in the wildernesse? How many
a tyme haue they prouoked in the deserte? [1611 How oft

did they prouoke him in the wildernesse: and grieue him
in the desert. (The second vb, in the Heb. usually means
' to distress, afflict '.)]

impersonal. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 246 It had hem
greved Ayein a folk, which thanne hiyht The Gabiens.

+ b. reji. To grow angry. Obs.

1377 Langl. /'. PI. P. Prol. 139 Thanne greued hym a
gohardeys a glotoun of wordes. Ibid. vu. 318 He greueth
hym a^eines god, and gruccheth a^eines resoun.

*t* 7. intr. To feel annoyance or anger. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5949 Quen pharaon sagh rest and stund,

His hert wex gret and gan to greue. (1350 Pari. Three
Ages 182 This gome alle in graye greued with this wordes,
And sayde, ' felowe. .bou fonnes full 3erne.* Ibid. 194.

8. To feel grief; to be mentally pained or dis-

tressed ; to sorrow deeply. Const, at, for, over,

or to with inf., occas. with cognate obj.

13.. [see Grieving vbl. sb. 2], 1598 Toete in Shaks. C.
Praise 25 They seemde to grieve, but yet they felt no care.

1599 Marston St». Viltanie ill. viii. 214, I doe sadly grieue,
and inly vexe, To viewe the base dishonour of our sexe.
1647-8 Cottereli. Davila's Hist. Fr. 11678* 10 They exceed-
ingly grieved to see him so much fallen. 1667 Milton /*. L.
xi. 754. lG&^CoHteiupl. State Man 11. iv. (1699) 163 Let those
grieve and he melancholy who have no hope of Heaven. 1816
Byron Childe Harold in. 27 Grieving, ifaught inanimate e'er
grieves, Over the unreturning brave. 1819 Shelley Cenci
iv. iv. 11, I grieve thus to distress you, but the Count Must
answer charges of the gravest import. 1830 Tennyson
Song, 'A spirit haunts ii, My whole soul grieves At the
moist rich smell ofthe rotting leaves. 1882 H. S. Holland
Logic ty Life (1885) 119 We cannot grieve the holy grief
that comes only to the pure in heart. 1884 Pae Eustace
22 He.. grieved for the gentle young wife who had been
taken from him.
traiisf. 1794 Mrs. Radclieie Myst. Udolpho i, The long-

haunted bower, where the nightingale grieves, a 1861 T.

Woolner My Beautiful Lady (1863) 58 To you the wind
but sobs and grieve* Wailing with the streaming leaves.

b. trans. To feel or show grief at or for; to

regret deeply, poet.

1598 Drayton Heroic. Ej>. xv\. 152 Sorrow doth utter
what it_ still doth grieve. 1622 Fletcher Sea Voy. 1. i,

Most miserable men, I greive their fortunes. 1676 Dryden
Aurengz. IV. i. 1577 'Tis little to confess your Fate I grieve.
1718 Prior Solomon 11. 46 Till from the Parian isle, and
Libya's coast, The mountains grieve their hopes of marble
lost. 1725 Popv.Odyss. vu. 297 Howe'er the noble, suff'ring
mind, may grieve Its load of anguish, and disdain to live.

1871 Browning Balaustion 530 Nor any dipt locks strew
the vestibule, Though surely these drop when we grieve the
dead.

Grieve, vnr. GreaveI Obs.; ohs. f. Greavk2,
Grieved (grivd),ppt. a. [f. Grieve v. + -Eh 1

.]

fl. Harassed, troubled, oppressed. Obs.
1627 Drayton Agincourt, etc. 68 The greeued people thus

their iudgements spend, Of these strange Actions what
should be the end. 1682 (title) The Sad and Lamentable
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cry of Oppression and Cruelty in the City of Bristol. Re-
lating to the persecution of certain dissenting protestants in
some passages most notorious to the grieved inhabitants of
the said City.

b. (Usu. following the sb.") = Aggrieved 2. ? Obs.
1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords App. (1870) 136 To resti-

tucionofcertainepersonsgreved. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.
Eng. r. xxiv. (1739) 41 In case of injustice or error, the party
grieved had liberty of appeal. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

160 The usual application of this forfeiture is either to the
party grieved, or else to any of the king's subjects in general.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 60 The person grieved may
relieve himself.

t 2. Afflicted with pain or disease. Obs.

1577 VicarysAnat. Ep. Deri. 11888) 8 Those poore and
greened creatures . . do knowe the profile of this Art [Ana-
tomy] to be manyfolde. 1590 BarROUGH Meth. Phisick 211
You must sprinckle the grieued place with old vin**yer and
oile of roses mixed. 1612 WaonAi.h Surg. Mate Wks. (1653I

3 Use wine and hony to foment the grieved part. 1689
Moyle Sea Chyrurg. 11. xviii. 72 Foment the grieved part
with hot Spiritus viui Communis.

+ 3. Irritated, incensed, made angry. Obs.
< 1340 Cursor M. 6537 (Trin.) So greued [other texts

menged] he wex in his mode He niy^t saye euel ne .node.

< 1400 Sere Jerusalem {K. K. T. S.) 31/553 As greued gnf-
founs bei girden in samen Spokly her speres. .1440
Promp. Parv. 211/2 Grevyd. or a-gieuyd yn wrethe, ag-
gravatus.

4. Affected with grief; vexed, afflicted, troubled

or distressed in mind.
1586 Q. Kliz. in LeycesterCorr. (Camden) 209 Your grievid

and woundid inynd hath more nede of comfort then reproof.

1604 MiDDLKTON Witch iv. i. 11778) 76 The grievedst lady that
was ere be-sett With stormes of sorrowes, or wild rage of
people. 1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. 130 Sleep grieved
heart and now a little rest thee. 1667 Milton /'. L. tv. 28
Sometimes towards Eden . . his grievd look lie fixes sad.

1738 Lit. 1.0 Manna 11. i. 25 Her griev'd Sire Shall curse the
cruel fates. 1835 Lytton Ricuzi 1. i, I do not wonder you
are too grieved to listen to reason now. 1896 Daily Xeios
21 Apr. 6/6 The grieved mother suffered several strokes of
apoplexy.

Hence Grievedly adv., + Orievedness.
1571 GoLDING Calvin on Ps. Ii, 19 The spirit of greeved-

nesse and the broken or sory hart. 1892 Century Ma?. June
267 'Ain't that child to sleep yet?' she asked grievedly.

t Grie*vement. Obs. noncc--vd. In 7 griev-
ment. [f. Giueve v. + -MENT.] A hurt, injury.

1708 T. Ward Eng. Ref. 1. 92 His Battels won and great
Atchievments, Wounds, Bruses, Pangs, and other Griev-
ments.

Griever 'grrvai). [f. Grieve v. -h-ek 1
.]

t 1. One who molests or troubles another ; the

j causer of a grievance. Obs.
1598 FloRIO, Grauatore. .a grieuer. 1625 Ti'RNKR Lei. to

I

Vie Speaker in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) ' 2I 9< ' chose out
1
some few, not because they were greater, or more knowti
Grievances, but because they did seem to direct us to find
out the Griever, or the first Cause. 1660 R. Coke Power iV

Subj. 207 If any feel himself grieved, molested or inquieted
. .the same molesters, grievers or inquesters [sic), have and
incur the pains and punishments contained in the statute.

2. A person or thing that grieves or distresses.

1641 Hammond Chr. Oblig. Peace vii. (1649) 173 There is

not a sinne . . a greater waster of conscience, griever and
quencher ofthe spirit.

3. One who teels or shows grief.

1819 Ckabbe T. of Hall xx. 287 Nor should romantic
grievers thus complain. 1852 Tun'KR Proverb. Phitos. 363
Griever at neglect, hear me to my comfort.

4. One who has a grievance, nonce-use.
1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. 11842) I. 253 But the

grievers who are aggrieved by the grievances shall not ad-
journ or alter time or place of meeting.

Grieveship (grrvjip). [f. Gkieve sb. 4 -ship.]

A district under the charge of a grieve.

1711 Hearne Collect. (O. H.S.) III. 138 Clifton, a free
Grieveship, within the Maner of Coningsbrough. 1883
Longltt. Mag. Apr. 646 The sheriff, or highest county ofheiah
is really the shire grieve; and the county is a Rneveship.
1897 J. C. Hoik;son Hist. Northumbld. IV. 76 The grieve-
ships, which are now seven in number, are in almost all

respects similar to the townships of other parishes.

t Grievesome, a. Obs. [f. Grieve v. + -some.

Of. Gkiefsome.] Distressing, painful. Hence
Grie vesomeness.
1568 H. BuLUMCBR tr. P. Martyr's Comm. Rom. i.v. 237 b.

Anye misfortune, that is not customable grieuesome [printed
grieuosome] vnto vs. 1583 T. Watson Centuric of Loue
Jxiv. (Arb.) 100 Layinge open the long continued grteue-

somnesof his misery of Loue. Ibid, lx.xxv. 121 With grieu-

some wars, with toyles, with storms betost.

Grieving grrvirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Grieve v. +
-IM*.] The action of the vb. Grieve.
1. From trans, senses of the vb. : The act of

causing grief, f oppressing, troubling, paining, etc.

+ Also, a painful affection of the body {obs.).

1375 Parrocr Bruce viii. 510 All the lafe .. He tuk, and
gaf ihame dispending, And send thame hame, but mar
greving. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. ix. (1495}

759 The serpent Ophites hath as many manere of brennynges
and greuynges as he hath speckles and colours. Ibid. xix.

xliv. 886 It bredith many greuynges in the hody. c 1400
Destr. 7Vvy8535 Comaundand bat comly, as his kynd fader,

By al! hor goddes so gret, & greuyng of hym, |-at he fare

shuld ne ferre, ne the feld entre. 1523 Ld. Pi;knkks Froiss.

I. ccccxxviii. 752 The noblemen and men of warre.. to be
payed their wages, without greuynge of any parte of the
kynges treasar. 1617 Hieron Wks. II. 230 *Io the grieuing
of the godly. 1867 Freeman Norm. Couq. (ed. 3) I. v. 297
There was nothing . . but grieving of the folk and spending
of money and emboldening of their foes.
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2. From intr. senses : The act of feeling or

showing grief, etc. + To take in grieving, to be

displeased or an^ry (obs.).

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. K. 159 Depe in my doungoun per doel

euer dwellez, Greuing, & gretyng, & gryspyng harde. < 1340
Cursor M. 8800 (Trin) If we durst say }ou sir kyng pat ;e

toke not in greuyng. 1633 P. Fletcher Elisa n. x, A
helplesse griefs sole joy is joylesse grieving. 1677 Gilpin
Demonol. (1867) 450 To be under continual grieving* be-

cause of miscarriages, so that other things of outward en-

joyment cease to be pleasing. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 95
f 3 Tears shed without much Grieving. 1834R.M.M Chkyne
in Mem. 11872) I. 34 What a blessed thing it is to see the

first gtievings of the awakened spirit. 186a G. Meredith
Mod. Love, etc., Juggling Jerry iii, Easy to think that

grieving 's folly, When the band 's firm as driven stakes !

Grieving (g"*virj), ppl. a. |f. Grieve v. +

-1x0-.] a. That causes grief, pain, or annoyance.

b. That feels or expresses grief.

c 1450 tr. De Imitation* 1. xxii. 28 All pese temporall godes

bip . . more grevinge pan esynge, for pei are neuerehad
wtboute besynes and drede. 1611 Bible Ezek. xxviii. 24

There shall be no more a pricking briar vnto the house of

Israel, nor any grieuing thorne. 1721 H 'odrow Corr. (1843}

II. 593 The ship went off sooner than I expected, which was
not a little grieving to me. 1791 Anna Seward Lett. (1811)

III. 54 If not so grieving, it is more mortifying. 1807

Crabbk Parish Reg. Ill, 786 His grieving kin for Rodger's

smiles applied. 1873 L, FERGUSON Discourses 10 Your
spiritual condition is such as to be grieving to the Spirit.

Hence Grievingly adv., in a grieving manner.

1613 Shaks. *//>«. /'///, 1. i. 87 Greeuingly I thinke, the

Peace betweene the French and vs, not valewes The Cost

that did conclude it. 1891 F. M. Wilson Printer on Brown*
tug 125 She is leaving James Lee grievingly.

Grievous (grrvas), a. frorras : 4-6 grevous,

(4 -os, -es, 5 -ows, -03e, ?-ours, ?-est, 6 -us\ 4
grefeous, 5 greivos, grewo u)s, 6 greveous, 6-7

greevous, 7 (9 dial, gr ievious, 6- grievous.

Also 5 grawous, gravewis. [a. OY.grevos, -{o us,

-eus, f. grever to Grieve. With the forms grawous,

gravewis, cf. OF. graveus (rare), med.L. gravosus,

It. and Sp. gravoso.']

f 1. Pressing heavily upon a person (or persons\

burdensome, oppressive. In later use only of

public burdens or grievances. Obs.

Such collocations as grievous burden survive in occasional

use, but the adj. is apprehended in sense 5.

13. . Barlam ty Jos. 167 ^\( per any ping be pat greuous

is to pe, & we togedir ben, be ly}ter it schal be. 1382

Wvclif i Kings xii. 4 The moost greuous 30k that he hath
J

putte on to vs. — Matt, x.viii. 23 Tho thingis that ben
greuouser . of the lawe. 1426 in Surtees Misc. ( 1888.) 10 f>e

charge is to me full hevy and grevous. 1531 Tindale Exp.
John. (1537) 74 Hys commaundementes are not greueous,

1

1550 Latimer Scrnt.at Stamford \. 90 Christ came to bring
;

us out of . . a greater burthen and a more greeuouser

burthen, the burthen of sinne. 1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's
t

Ch. 322 Your discipline is farre greeuouser to the faithful..

161 x Bible i Kings xii.4Thy father made our yoke grieuous:

now therefore, make thou the grieuous seruice of thy father .

.. lighter. 1663 Marvell Corr. xlii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 91 ,

A Committee is also inspecting all illegall patents, and
\

grievous to the subject. 1666 Ibid. Hi. II. 188 The committee

have voted the Canary Company grievous, illegal, and a

monopoly. 1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. I. iii. 35
Mr, Dudley's short administration was not very grievous.

[1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 90 The High Commission

was generally regarded as the most grievous of the many
grievances under which the nation laboured.]

fb. Of a task: Heavy, arduous, difficult. Obs.

1375 Barbouk Bruce x. 636 Fra-thine vp wes grevousar

To clym vp. C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 529 And in as

muche as thilke love is the moore greuous to perfourne, in

so muche is the more gretter the merite. a 1450 Pas/on

Lett. No. 75 1. 97 It will be right gravewis to him to heile of

his hurt, he is so sore streken. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxtoni

Dictcs 108 It isagreuos thing to conquere them [Royaumes],

yet is it a more greuours & more chargeable to kepe them

wel.

+ C. Of penalties, punishment, indignation

:

Falling heavily upon one ; heavy, severe. Obs.

1393 Langu P. PI. C. xvii. 77 So for hus glotonye and

grete synne he hab a greuous penaunce. 142s tr. Secreta

Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. SO 160 God ther-of toke

greivos vengeaunce. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.

xviii. 92 Let this be the greuousest punishment emong you.

1564 Haward Eluiropius vii. 72 He woulde not lightlye

punyshe anye . . with anye grevouser penaltye then by

banishment only. 1648 Gage West Ind. iv. 12 Signifying.

.

his own grievous indignation against me. 1659 D. Pei.l

Inipr. Sea 146 War is a thing that punishes men, with the

greatest, and grievousest punishments that can bee.

f d. Of persons : Causing trouble or annoyance

to others ; oppressive. Of an assailant : Pressing

hard on. Obs.

1381 WvCLiF2CVr. xii. 14, 1 schal not be greuous [ L. gravis]

to 50U. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xiv, The Duke Eustace

. .and Kynge Claryaunce. .were alweye greuous on Vlfyus.

1483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 124/2 And as she that was besyand
greuous to hym he said to her goo unto the holy man that

is named EfTraym. 1535 Coverdale Isa. vii. 13 Is it not

ynough for you, that ye be greuous vnto men, but ye must

greue my Go^ also? 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.

x. 62 Ve shall be grieuouse to no man with beggyng.

1586 J. Hooker Giratd. Irel. in Holinshed II. 8/1 To his

owne people he was rough and greevous, and hateful! unto

strangers. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 847, I do intreat you

all to forgiue me in whatsoeuer I haue bin grieuous vnto you.

e. Of a complaint : Pressing heavily on the

person complained of. (In later use merely inten-

sive or associated with sense 5 or 6.)

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 36 Mouinge greuous
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complayntes agaynst them before the King of Spaine. 1596

Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, II. iv. 487 The complaints I heare of thee,

are grieuous. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) 1. 370 They
raised a grievous outcry for the want of a National Synod
to regulate our worship and government. 1871 Morley
Carlyle (1878) 175 There is the same grievous complaint

against the time and its men and its spirit.

2. Of things, events, accidents, etc.: Bringing

serious trouble or discomfort; having injurious

effects ; f causing hurt or pain. (Now only with

mixture of sense 5
—'grievous to think of—quali-

fying intensively a sb. denoting something painful

or injurious.)

1340 KuitOLKPr.Consc. 1565 And ba, bat with swylk gyses

God greves, Sail fall in many grevos myscheves. c 1374CHAU.
cer Boeth. I. pr. iv. 8 tCamb. MS.> By-twixen wikked folkes

and me han ben greuos descordes. 1535 Coveroale Het>.

xii. 11 No maner cluistisynge for the present tyme semeth

to be ioyous, but greuous [also 1611 and 1881]. 1549 Cheke
Hurt Sedit. (1641) 43 Can we not look for a grievouser

and perillouser danger then the plague is? 1604 T. Wright
Passions v. iv. 253 The greater perill, or grievouser eyill

incurred by the gift, encrease the goodnesse and valuation

of the gift. 161a W00DALL Surg. Male Wks..11653)3 We
see daily many grievous Fractures healed without it [the

Trapan]. 1751 Jortin .Seym. (1771) I. iii. 43 We are

there told that grievous inconveniences would follow such

rigorous methods. 1864 1). G. Mitchell Sev. Star. 281

Kmile was laboring under a grievous delusion. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. I. 22 Wide- ruling Agamemnon may perceive How
grievous was his folly.

t b. Hurtful or injurious to something. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VI. v. < 1495) 193 Chyldren

desire thynges that is to Iheym contrary and greuous.

c 1400 I.anfranc's Cirurg. 123 For colde ys most greuest

to bonys & to pannycles bat beb woundyde.

f C. Offensive to the senses ; having a bad taste,

smell, etc. Obs.

1578 LvTE Dodoens 1. x.vx. 43 It is also of a very grievous

savour. 175a J. Loithian Form 0/ Process App. 277 The
Sheriff is required to visit and inspect such Room, and to

disallow or prohibit the Use of the same, in case it shall

appear to be grievous or unhealthy.

t d. loosely. Excessively great or strong. Obs.

1632 LlTHCOW Treco. IV. 153 And the forequarters and head

they throw into a grievous fire. Ibid. v. 193 A great Torrent

. .that maketh a greivous noyse night and day.

3. Of a disease, wound, or pain : Causing great

suffering or danger ; acute, severe. Now rare.

eizqoS. Eng. Leg. I. 100/5 On Dame Eutice cam a sik-

nesse : swibe greuous and long. Four ,er he hadde gret

pine. 1340 Hahpolr Pr. Cousc. 2910 And bat syght es a

payn fill grevous ; For be devels er swa foul and ydous.

e 1380 Sir l-'erumb. 499 He hadde a greuous wounde.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. vi. xv. in Ashm. (1652) 164

Wyth grevose tbrowys. <"i48s Digoy Myst. (1882) ill.

293 Thes grawous peynes make me ner mad ! 155a /M'.

Com. Prayer, Prayer Plague, Thys plague and greuouse

sickenesse. 1667 Milton /'. /.. x. 501 A world who would

not purchase with a bruise, Or much more grievous pain t

1683 Salmon Doron Med. I. 2984 The Leprosy is a more
grievious Disease. 1865 R. W. Dale ?«<'. Tem/>.\. (1877)

58 The sufferings of Christ were grievous. 1879 J . M. Dunca n

Led. Dis, Women xxxiii. (1889) 273 The disease .. is not

considered grievous enough to secure a bed in the hospital.

4. Of a fault, crime, sin, etc. : Involving a grave

degree of guilt, deserving heavy penalties. In later

use chiefly with stronger sense : Atrocious, flagrant,

heinous. Now only arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26451 A sin of vnkindnes . . bat als greues

es [Fair/, bat iiij sa mikil greuouse b] Ala all his ober sinnes

ware, r 1380 Wvclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 240 Of al synnes

bat now ben bis i* moost perelouse and grevous. 1395

Kemonslr. agst. Rom. Corrupt. (1851) 14 Auarice and

symonie ben greuosere synnis in him thanne is bodili forni-

cacioun. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 57

Have we not commytted many more greuouser offences than

these be? 1583 Stubbes Anat. Alms. II. (1882) 41 We see

greeuous crimes, and flagicious facts . . daily committed.

1601 [see Grievously i b]. a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1688)

96 Those are the more heavier and grievouser sins of our

Lives. 1683 Col. Rec. Penusylv. I. 87 A Heynous and

Grevious Crime, i860 Sala Lady Chester/. Pref. 4 This

little book, .has from first to last one grievous artistic fault.

6. Causing mental pain or distress. Now with

narrowed sense : Exciting grief or intense sorrow.

U97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4140 At tyme of mUnljt of be ni?t,

him mette a greuous cas. Him bo^te he sey a grislich bere

[etc.]. CI400 Maundev. (1839) xxxix. 314, I ..was assoyled

of alle that lay in my Conscience, of many a dyverse grevous

poynt. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdr. v. 21 After seuen dayes it

happened, that y thoughtes of my hert were very greuous

vnto me agayne. 1547^8 Ordre 0/ Commvnion (1548) 15 j b,

The remembraunceof them is greuous vnto vs. 1594 Shaks.

Rich. Ill, 1. i. 141 That Newes is bad indeed . .
Tis very

freeuous to be thought vpon. 1691 Pepys Let. 9 Jan.,

liary (1879) VI. 172, I would have come at you the other

night at St. Martin's on that grievous occasion, but could

not. 171a Steele Sfect. No. 472 f 8 The Pleasures and

Advantages of Sight being so great, the Loss must be very

grievous. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxx, It

was so very grievous to her to think that [etc.]. 1833

Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm vii. 87 It was grievous to

see in a short time how poorly they lived.

6. Full of grief ; very sad or sorrowful, rare.

r 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. i. 3 (Camb. MS.> And she,

byholdynge my cheere, bat was . . heuy and greuos of

wepynge, compley[n]de. .bat I shal seyen the perturbacyon

of my thowht. 1390 Marlowe 2nd PI. Tamburl. III. 1,

The heir of mighty Bajazeth . . Revives the spirits of all true

Turkish hearts, In grievous memory of his father's shame.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 36 And when he sees you

come with a knife .. to kill him, he vapours out the grievousest

sighs, that ever you heard any creature make. i8a8 Haw-
thorne Faushawe ix. (1879) 144 Women . . wearing a deep

GRIEVOTJSNESS.

grievous expression of countenance. 1893 Daily AViCf

9 Jan. 5/6 All the while the grievous mother stands- by. .and
varies the dreary tale of pecuniary difficulty by telling [etc.].

7. ([Hasi-ffrri'.

1596 Shaks. i lien. II', iv. i. 17 He cannot come, my Lord
He is greeuous sick.

Hence Grie'voush.ea.d [-head]-Gkikvoi;sness.
13.. Minor Poems/r. Vernon MS. x. 47 Meur wib-outen

greuoushed And Murie wib-outen wyldehed. 1496 Oivesfr

Paup. iW. de W.i vi. xxiii. 271/2 Only god knoweth the

greuoushede of dedely synne.

Grievously vgr;vas '')> cû v- V- Gbikvous a.

+ -LY-.]

1. In such a way as to be oppressive, painful, or

hurtful to the affairs, person, or feelings of any one ;

to an oppressive or injurious extent. (Chiefly used

with words implying hurt, harm, wrong, etc., and

hence tending to become merely intensive; cf. 2.)

1303 R. BrUMMI Handl. Synne 6736 Ne Lazare asked nat

greuuslyke, But a fewe crummes for to pyke. 1340 Ham-
roi.E Pr. Cousc. 4537 pan sal he shew grete parsecucion And
grevusly bam tourment. C1380 Wyclif Sel. IVhs. III. 431

Al 5if he semeb grevousliche unkynde for be tyme. c 1386

Chaucer Pars. T. r 773 This cursed synne anoyeth

greuousliche hem that it haunten. 147a Presentm. Juries

in Surtees Misc. ; 1888) 22 Grefesly hurt hem of parell of his

dethe. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 6 § 1 Much people coming
to the said F'airs be grievously vexed and troubled by
feigned Actions. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 36 Preamble,

Stanhop . . lay in wayte uppon the seid sir William and

hym grevously wouneded and maymed. 1509 F'isher Funeral
Serm. C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 300 The moost paynful

crampes soo greuously vexynge her. 1611 Bible Matt, vii'i.

6 My seruant lieth at home sicke of the palsie, grieuously

tormented. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 11673) 21 The In-

habitants, .were so grievously visited with the plague. 1751

Jortin Serm. (1771) V. ii. 30 To punish the offender and to

afflict him more grievously. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xv. 75

He had seen the Greeks Pressed grievously beside their fleet,

f b. Heavily ; with a heavy penalty, at a heavy

or liigh rate ; for a large sum. Obs.

01340 Hamtole Psalter i. 6 fai sail greuoslyere be

dampned ban hethen men. a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (1811)

211 Vf any man wer taken and conuicte of takyng of veneri

he shalbe greuously redemed if he haue wherof he may be

redeemed. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. Ix. 361 Now
then we shall not faile to be y" grieuouslyer condemned if

we forget our God. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. III. ii. 85 The Noble

Brutus Hath told you Caesar was Ambitious: If it were

so it was a greeuous F'ault, And greeuously hath Casar
answer'd it. 1670 Blount Law Diet. s.v. Attaint, He shall

be imprisoned and grievously ransomed at the Kings Will.

2. In a great or serious degree ; heavily, deeply,

strongly, exceedingly, etc. (In early, and occas. in

mod. use, with more or less suggestion of the

etymological sense.)

1340 Ayenb. 47 Hy zene3eb wel greuousliche. c 1385

Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 349 He ne hath nat doon so

grevously a-mis. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vi. 21 He had.,

sworne so greuously bat he schuld bring it to swilke a state

bat wymmen schuld mow wade ouer and no}t wete baire

kneesse. c 1430 I.i/e St. Kath. (1884) 25 And hym offendyth

no tbyng more greuously than whan man..}eueb worshep

ofgodhed to creatures vnresonable. iS3iTindai.e/ij-/>. John

0537) 8 1 The Jewes .. synned greueouslyer agaynst God.

1590 Spenser F. Q. iii. x. 2 He behind them stayd, Maulgre

his host, who grudged grievously To house a guest that

would be needes obayd. 1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 134,

I do suspect thee very greeuously. 1704 Swift 'P. 'lub

Ded., Wks. 1760 I. 3, I grievously suspected a cheat. 1794

Sir W. Jones Instil. Hindu Lam ii. § 226 A spiritual and

a natural father . . are not to be treated with disrespect .

.

though the student be grievously provoked. 1873 Ruskin

Arro7vs Chace (1880) II. 100, [I] shall lie grievously busy

tomorrow. 1894 H. Drummond Ascent Man 56 The socio-

logist has grievously complained of late that he could get

but little help from science.

3. In a deplorable manner, ' sadly , ' wofully .

174a Warburton Wis. (1811) XI. 197 But our Advocate,

now grievously bemired, yet flounders on. l8a7 Pollok
Course 'P. Iv, The winds of heaven Display his nakedness

to passers by, And grievously burlesque the human form.

1847-8 H. Miller First Impr. xviii. (1857) 321 Melancholy

banks of mud, here and there overtopped by thickets of

grievously befouled sedges. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 477

How grievously was I disappointed ! 1883 Sir T. Martin
Ld. Lyndhurst v. 126 The Government erred grievously

in doing little or nothing to redress these abuses.

f4. With expression of grief ; bitterly, piteously,

sorrowfully. Obs.

(1400 I.an/rancs Cirurg. 120 pei syke greuousleche, & a

scharpe feuere fallib. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. i. 53 What are you

heere, that cry so greeuously?

1 5. To take grievously : (a) to be incensed or

angered at; {b) to be distressed or grieved at.

(Cf. take in grief, in grievance.) Obs.

a 1533 Frith Bk. agst. Rastell (1829) 211 More and

Rochester . . took the matter so grievously, that they could

never be at quiet in their stomachs, until they had drunken

his blood. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark v. 35-43

The common sorte are wounte to take the death of young

folkes much greuouslyer then of olde. 158a Earl Shrewsj

bury in F.llis Orig. Lett: Ser. II. III. 61 My wyffe takelh

my dotlghter Lennoux deathe so grevouslie that she neither

dothe nor can thincke of any thinge but of lamentinge.

Grievousness (gi;" vasnes). [f. Grievous a.

+ -ness.] The quality or condition of being

grievous, in various senses of the adj.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 719 fyn "W5 done hvm
more greuesnesse fan alle be Iewys wykkednesse. c 1340

Hamtole Pros^Tr. (1866) 3 This name Ihesu..dose away

greuesnes of fleschely desyris. c 1400 I.au/ranc 's Cirurg.

322 Of be greuousnes of be rigboon whanne he 15 out ot

toyncte. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 211/1 Grevawnce.orgrevows-
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nesse, gravamen. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xi. xxxvii,

A gentyll burden wythout grevousnes. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(\V. de W. 1531) 254 b, Also the greuousnesse of this payne
saynt Augustyn toncheth. 1562 Turner Herbal if. 45 b, The
apples of thys [MandrageJ .. smell plesamly ioyned wth a
certayn greuousnes. a 1600 Hooker Peel. Pol. vm. ix. § 3
For the grievousness of sin is aggravated by the greatness
of him that comniitteth it. 1611 Bible Isa. xxi. 15 The
grieuousnesse of warre. 1682 Norris Hierocles 48 We first

alleviate the grievousness of Events by right reasoning.
a 1864 J. D. Hurns Serm. in Mem. <y Rem. (1869} 387 Afflic-

tion . .would lose all the grievousness and smart which make
affliction.

t GrievOUSty. 06s. In 5 grevouste, -osetee.
[f. Grievous + -tv.] Grievousness, heinousness.
c 1410 Lovi; Bonaveut. Mirr. xxxiv. 68 (Gibbs MS.) Also

to schewe be greuouste of synn in custome. c 142s Orolog.
Sapient, ii. in Anglia X. 342/38 pou schalt gretelye weye pe
grevosetee of bine sinnes.

Grife, variant of Gkyph Obs., griffin.

Griff (grif), j£.l north, dial. Alsogrif. [Origin
obscure.] Adeepnarrowvallcyorchasm. ?Ci.Ghift.
1788 W. Marshall Yorksh, II. 333 Griff, a deep valley,

with a rocky fissure-like chasm at the bottom. 1882 Good
Cheery The broken receding angles at the foot of theGrif.
1891 Atkinson Moorland Far. 344 One of the small tributary
becks .

.
comes into the open air again in a wild little griff.

Griff (grif ),.f/'.2 Anglo-Indian, [app. a shortening
of the earlier Griffin*

, q-v.] = Griffin^.
1829 Bengalee 260 Whilst a call Of ' Griff ! ho Griff! ' re-

echoed like the yell Of foul tormentors, in some modern
hell, i860 All Year Round No. 55. 117 What an unso-
phisticated griff you must be ! 1878 Besant & Rice
Celia's Arb. xxx. (1887) 225 There had been joking with a
lot of ' griffs ', young recruits just out from Kngland.
Comb. 1853 W. D. Arnold Oakfield I. iii. 38 Cadets ..

going up to that great griff depot, Oudapoor.
Griff (grif), sb.% rare. Also in Kr. form griffe.

[a. F. griffe.'] A claw.
1820 Siillley Sensitive PL ill. 113 A Northern whirlwind,

wandering about Like a wolf .. Shook the boughs thus
laden, and heavy, and stiff, And snapped them off with his

rigid griff. 1848 Lytton Harold VII. iv, My disgrace at
being so clawed and mauled by its griffs. 1865 OuiDA
Sirathmore I. xii. 195 The pretty panther, how handsome
she looks ! She has merciless griffes, though.

Griff (grif)) s&* Louisiana. Also griffe,

griffo (n, griffin. [Of obscure origin : Bnffon
(quoted by Littre) gives the word as griffe.] A
type of mulatto (see quots.).

1850 Lyell Qnd Visit U. S. II. 67 The auctioneer began
to describe him as a fine griff (which means three parts
black), twenty-four years old. and having many superior
qualities. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Griffin, griffe, this

word, like the French griffone, is constantly used in Louis-
iana, both in conversation and in print, for a mulatto, par-
ticularly the woman. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Griffs same as
Griffo. Griffb, the produce of a negro and a mulatto, con-
taining one fourth white blood, and three fourths black.

Griffon, same as Griffo.

Griff (grif), j& 5 Weaving. [Origin unknown.]
A frame composed of horizontal bars employed in

pattern-weaving. Also griff-frame.
i860 Urt*M Diet. Arts (ed. 5) III. 1005 A mechanical

arrangement connected with the treddle, which raises or
depresses the griff frame. 1875 Knight Diet. Meclt., Griff.

Griff (grif), v. Anglo-Indian, [f. Ghiff sb.'1]
1829 Bengalee 263 He deem'd no sin To griff a heedless

friend,—plain English,—take him in.

Griff, obs. form of Graff sb\ Grief.

Griffade (griteWl). Falconry, [a. F. griffade,

f. griffe claw.] A sudden seizure with the claws.
1852 R. F. Burton Paleonry Valley Indus v. 62 The

' malle-hawk ' dug her talons with a griffade into his head.

Griffaun (grifg'n). Anglo-Irish. Also 8 graf-

fane, 9 griffawn. [a. Irish grafan * a grubbing-ax

'

(O'Reilly), f. grafaim scrape, grub.] (See quot.

I 780.) Hence Griffaun v.

1780 A. Young Tour Irel. II. 10 They.. pare with an
instrument they call a graffane, and the husbandry they call

graffaning and burning. It is a very strong hoe with which
they cut up the turf, rolling it up with their foot as they do
it, and leaving it to dry in order to burn. 1885 Evening
News 25 Jury a/6 William struck Tom Sheehan on the head
with the griffaun. 1892 Jane Barlow Irish Idylls iii. 62
Larry was dealing a few superfluous pats with the flat of
his broad griffawn.

Griffe, obs. form of Graff s&.\ *M, v. 1
, Grief.

Griffier, obs. form of Greffiek.

Griffin 1 (gri fin), griffon, gryphon (grvfon).

Forms: a. 4-5 griffun, gryffoun'e, (5 -own),

5 griffoune, greffon, 5-7 gryffon, 5, 7-8
grifon, 6 gryfon, 6-7 grifflon, 6 griffon, 7
gryffen, 4 griffyn,

(fl
grefyne, grifyn), 7-8

gryffln, 4- griffon, 6- griffin. 0. 5, 7 griphon,
(6 girphinne, Sc. grephoun), 6-7 griphin, 6-8
gryphin, 7, 9 gryphen, 5- gryphon, [a. OF.
grifoitn, F. griffon (OF. also gripon) » It. grifone,
{. L. grypkus (Mela) =grj'ps (&&** grypkis), a. Gr.

•ypinfj (.gen. ypviros).

In sense 2, and its comb, in 4, the regular modern spelling

is griffon, in other senses usually griffin, though gryphon is

used by many writers as having more dignified associations,]

1. A fabulous animal usually represented as having
the head and wings of an eagle and the body and
hind quarters of a lion.

By the Greeks they were believed to inhabit Scythia, and
to keep jealous watch over the gold of that country.
13.. A'. Alls. 496 The griffon of him was agast. C1386

Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1275 Lik a grifphon looked he aboute
[Lansd., Corpus fy Hengw. MSS. griffon, Cambr. MS. gre-
foun], c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxix. 132 In bat land er
many griffbuns. ,bai hafe be schappe of ane egle before, and
behind be schappe of a lyoun. C1435 Torr. Portugal 19S1
Frome a greftbn he was refte. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. iv.

69 The gryffons wylde whiche haue bodyes of lyouns fleyng.

1567 MapletGV*. Forest SB The Griphin isa Fouleof pleiuifull
and thicke fether, and foure footed withall. 1601 Chester
Love's Mart., Dial, clxviii, The Griffon is a bird rich-

feathered, His head is like a Lion, and his flight Is like the
Eagles. 1620 QuARt.ES Feastfor Wormes Propos., The Horse
and Gryphin shall together sleepe. 1667 MILTON /'. L. 11.

943 As when a Gryfon through the Wilderness. .Pursues the
Arimaspian, who Dy stealth Had from his wakeful custody
purloind The guarded Gold. 1713 Steele Guardian No.
60 r 4 A learned controversy about the existence of griffins.

X716 LadyM, W. Montagu Let. to Mrs. T. Thistlethwayte
30 Aug., Among these relics they showed me a prodigious
claw, set in gold, which they called the claw of a griffin.

1829 CarlyI.E Misc. 1 1857) II. 61 A stony desert tenanted
by Gryphons and Chimeras, a 1856 H. Miller Test. Rocks
iii. (1857) 142 The great dragons and griffins and ' laithly
worms ' of mediaeval legend. 1865 ' L. Carroll ' Alice in
Wonderland ix. (18861 138 They very soon came upon a
Gryphon, lying fast asleep in the sun.

b. A representation or figure of a griffin, as in

Heraldry, Sculpture, etc.

13.. Coer de L. 2963 Off" red sendel were her baneres.
With three gryffouns depaynted wel. 'i a 1400 Jt/orte
Arth. 3870 Qwat gome was he this with the gave amies
With pis gryfToune of golde. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882)
117 A Skochen of myn Amies ..and ijGrefibns to here
hit vppe. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 81 A scheld . . Wytli a
gryrTbun of say. 1552 Inv. Bexley in Arehxot. Cant.
VIII. 108 Oil cope of red with floures and griffens of gold.
1640 YoRKE Union Hon. 119 A Griffin Sergreant Or. 1753
Hogarth Anal. Beauty vi. 33 The griffin, a modern hiero-
glyphic, signifying strength and swiftness. 1778 Pennant
lour in Wales (1883) I. 83 The Britons.. put letters on
them [coins], elephants and gryphons; things they were
before unacquainted with. 1818 Scott Hit. Midi, ix, The
paw remained suspended in the air like the claw of a
heraldic griffin. 1828-40 Berry ICncycl. Her. I, Griffin
Male, in heraldry is represented without wings, having rays
of gold issuing from various parts of the body. 1831 L.ANDOR
Ct. yw//tf«Wks. 184611,514 Gryphensand E;igles, ivory and
gold, Can add no clearness to the lamp above. 1863 Miss
Hraddon J. Marchmottt I. v. 82 Grim stone griffins sur-
mount the terrace-steps. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist.

<f- Pop.
ix. 67 A gryphon is the dexter Supporter of the Duke of
Cleveland.

2. A vulture; now = griffon-vulture (see 4V
1382 Wyclif Lev. xi. 13 An egle, and a griffyn [Vulg.

gry/>he/u], and a merlyonn. — Dent. xiv. 12 Egle, and
grinun. 1609 Bible (I)ouay) Lev. xi. 13 The Eagle, and
the griffon, and the osprey. 1873 Tkistram Moab vii. 131
The griffons circled and soared from their eyries. 1876
Oxford Bible-Helps 95 'Eagle' (Deut. xxxii. 11).. the.,
griffon, great vulture. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (iSBS>
IV. 274 The griffin or fulvous vulture, Gypsfulvus.

3. transf A grim-looking or extremely vigilant

guardian. (Cf. dragon.)
1824 R. B. pEAKE.'iwn Abroad 1. ii, It [the larder] is

always locked up by that she griffin with a bunch of keys.

4. attrib. and Comb., as griffin- beaked, -guarded,

like, -winged adjs.
;
griffin's foot, a surgical in-

strument, so called from its form
;
griffon-vulture,

a vulture of the genus Gyps, esp. G.fulvus.
1875 YV. M e lEWRAlTH6'«iV£ Wigtownshire 140 The *griffin-

beaked galleys of the ancient Scandinavians. x6u Cotgr.,
Pied de Griffon, a ^Griffons foot. 1750 Mem. R. Acad.
Surg. Paris I. 162 The instruments hitherto used to raise
the bones of the cranium depressed on the dura mater are
.. the griffin's foot. 1843 Tennyson Audley Crt. 14 The
*griffin-guarded gates. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. 11851) 14
A corporalty of *griffonlike Promooters, and Apparitors.
1831 Bennett c7<7r<f'. ^ Menag.Zool. Soc. II. 97 The*Griffon
Vulture. Vultur fulvus. 1833 Sir C. Bell Hand (1834)
78 If the griffon-vulture be frightened after his repast, he
must disgorge, before he flies. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist.
(1888) IV. 275 The griffon-vulture, Gyf>s fulvus. 1610
Healky tr. Vives on St. Aug. Cltie of God 686 Ausonius
makes her [the Sphynx]..*griffin-winged.

Griffin- Cgri'fin). Anglo-Indian. [Of uncertain
origin : usually explained as a fig. use of prec, but
there is no evidence for this.] A European newly
arrived in India, and unaccustomed to Indian ways
and peculiarities; a novice, new-comer, greenhorn.
1793 Child in Southey Life Bell (1844) I. 459 Wilks..will

;
. lend you every assistance in forwarding these matters,

in which .. you must, I presume, be a perfect griffin.

1794 H. Boyd Ind. Ohserv. No. 34 r 5, I am little better
than an unfledged Griffin, according to the fashionable
phrase here [Madras]. 1807 J. Johnson Oriental Coy. 73
Every arrival from Europe . . as soon as he touches terra-
firma is a griffin. 1816 ' Quiz ' Grand Master u. 30 note,
Young men, immediately on their arrival in India, are
termed griffins, and retain this honour until they are twelve
months in the country. 1836 Lelt.fr. Maetras (1843) 38
Mrs. Staunton laughs at me, and calls me a 'griffin' ..

(N'.B. Griffin means a freshman or freshwoman in India.)
1883 Ld. Saltoun Scraps II. iv. 159 Utter greenhorns or
griffins, as Indian phraseology has it.

Griffin * U.S. A mulatto : see Griff sb.*

Griffinage (gri-fined^). Anglo-Indian. ff.

Griffin - -t -age.J The state of being a < griffin *

;

one's first year in India.
i82g Bengalee 122 Subscription pack, Champagne tiffin

parties, and other first claims on the griffinage of a civilian.

1840 E. E. Napier Scenes <y Sports For. Lands II. vi. 197
A large detachment of recruits, who, like myself, all in their
griffinage, had but lately landed at Madras. 1878 G. P.
Sanderson Wild Beasts Ind. xxii. 214 In the days of our
griffinage.

Griffinesqtie grifinesk}. In 9 gryphonesque.
[f. Griffin 1 + -ksque.] Of the style of a griffin.

1849 Lytton Caxtons .win. iii, Blanche had just one of
those faces that . . might become gryphonesque, witch-like,

and grim.

Griffiness (grifines). [f. Griffin 1 + -ess.]

A she-griffin.

1840 Lytton Pilgrims Rhine xi. (1840) 142 Nothing
could now appea^e the Griffiness, but his positive assurance
that ..poor puss *bould be. .boiled for the Griffin's soup.

Griffinhood ^i i*finhud). Anglo-Indian, [f.

Griffin- + -hood.] -Griffinage.
1854 '/'ait's Mag. XXI. 135, I was not quite released from

the swaddling bands of my griffin-hood. 1890 'Rolf Bol*
DREWOOD ' Col. Reformer 1.1891) 146 It is the ordinary early
phase of griffinhood.

Griffinish (gri'finij),^. [f. Griffin 1 and 2 +
-I8H.] a. Characteristic of a griffin, b. Anglo-
Indian. Indicative of the 'giiffin'. Hence Grif-
fin isliness.
a 1845 Hood Ode to R. Wilson xxiii, I feel None of that

griffinish excess of zeal. 1850 Benares Mag. IV. 85 We
were afraid of eliciting some remark on our griffin ishness,

if we gave utterance to such a reflection, i860 Biog. .y Crit.

fr. Times 394 My griffinish wonder at the want of white faces.

Griffinism (gri-finiz'm). [f. Griffin ' + -ism.]

Griffinish nature or characteristics.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. IV. viii. § 20 The honest
imagination gains everything; it has griffinism, and grace,

and usefulness, all at once. <

Griffinship (gri'finjip). Anglo-Indian. [f.

Griffin- + -ship.] The position of being a griffin
;

the lime during which one is a griffin.

1816 ' Quiz ' Grand Master iv. 76 Thegriffinshjp expired,
he's sent, On duty from his regiment.

Griffish (gii'fij)i «• Anglo-Indian, [f. Griff
sb.'~ + -I8H.] Like a ' griff ', inexperienced, ' green \
1836 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 53 (^') He was living with

tad men, and saw that they thought him no better than
themselves, but only mure griffish.

Griffo: see Griff sb*

t Griffon 1
. Obs. rare. In 4 gri-, gryffo(u)n.

[a. OF. griffon, grifon, app. connected with grin
Grew.] A Greek.
13.. A". Alis. 3134 He sat, and pleyghed at the chesse,

With o Griffoun of hethenesse. 13.. Coer de L. 1761 The
French and Gryffons down rightes, Slew there our English
knights, c 1350 Will. }\il,rne 1961 pe gryffouns ban gayli
gonne stint atte cherche pe bri^t burde meliors to abide
bete. [1677 1*'. Sandforo General Hist Eng. 78 He offers

up the rich Standard of Cursar King of Ciprus which he
took among the spoils of the Griffons Camp. 1837 Sin F.
Palgrave Merch. fy Friat \. 11844) 2 4 Greeks. .who are

called Griffons wherever Romance is spoken.]

Griffon- (gri'fon). [a.¥. griffon *chien anglais ',

by Littre identified with griffon Griffin 1
.] A

species of coarse-haired dog, resembling a terrier.

1882 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 292 Austrian boarhounds and
French griffons. 1897 Times 12 Apr. 12/1 Griffons cannot
be fitted with a head-cage. 1898 Daily Algws 10 Feb. 6/6
Animals of foreign nationality such as Chows, Griffons, and
merry little Schipperkes.

Griffon : see Gkiff sb.*, Griffin '.

jGriffonage (gnfonSg). [a. F. griffonage, f.

griffonner to write badly, scrawl.] Scribble.
1832 Mrs. F. Troli.oi'k Dom. Manners Amtr. xxxiv.

(1839) 335 We hastened to pack up our ' trumpery '.. and
among the rest, my six hundred pages of griffonage. 1834
Mar. EdgeworTH Helen II. vii. 148 There was a heap of
little crumpled bills which, with Felicie's griffonage, Helen
had thrown into her table-drawer.

Griffoun(e, obs. f. Griffin l
; var. Griffon l.

t Grifhound. Obs. Also gref-. [app. a var.

of grewhound ; cf. the current pronunciation of

lieutenant lefte*nant).] A greyhound.
13.. A'. Alis. 5284 In a cheyne of golde tweie grifhoundes.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 174
Scipion hym chased as a grefhonnd dothe the Fox.

Grift, dial. [?a. Du. grift ; cf. Griff sbA] (See

quot. 1889.)
1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 313 The waters .. form

the main drains for the low lands under the names of
'doughs', 'eaus', ' fleets ', and ' grifts'. 1889 A'. W. Line.
Gloss., Grift, a channel shaped out by water for itself; a
runnel.

Grift e, obs. form of Graft sb.\ and v. 1

Grig (grig), sb. 1 Also 5 grege, 7 greg, grigg(e.

[Of obscure origin. The identity of the word in

the various senses is very doubtful, but Johnson's
conjecture that it originally meant ' anything

below the natural size ' would plausibly account

for all the uses. (Cf. Griggles.)
Cf. also Sw. dial, krik iliterary Sw. krak) little animal,

small child ; Sc. crick, crike, ? a louse (Jam.); also Crick sb.*]

+ 1. A diminutive person, a dwarf. [Perh.

transf. from sense 3 (or 4, if the latter be genuine).]

Obs. rare.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1753 Slike a dwinyng, a dwa3e, & a

dwer^e as bi-selfe, A grub, a grege out of grace [Dubl. A
grob, a grig out of grece]. 1639 Maxwell tr. Herodian
209 Having . . scoft him, for that being such a low Grigge
[Gr. nixpix wr, L. tantulae homo staturar), he would pre-

sume to personate such High and Mighty Heroes as Alex-
ander and Achilles.

2. A short-legged hen. Also grig-hen. Obs.

exc. dial.

1589 Rider Eng.-Lat. Diet, A Grigge or short e legged



GRIG.

henne, gallinella, galliuula. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 300
A dwarfish kind ofhens, (/. grig hens) that are extraordinary-
little. 17x1-1800 in IUiley. 1847-78 in Halliwell. 1866
Derbysh. Gloss, in Reliquary VI. 160 Grig, a Uantam fowl.

3. A species of eel ; a small or young eel (see

quots.). Also more fully grig-eel.
1611 Cotgr., Anguillette, a Grig, or little Eele. 1629

Gaule Holy Matin. 130 Silly Grigge ! Come out of thy
Pond and Mud. 1653 Walton Angler x. 192 The silver-
Eele, and green or greenish Eel (with which the River of
Thames abounds, and are called Gregs>. 1688 R Holme
Armoury 11. 325/1 An eel first a Fausen, then a Grigg, or
Snigg. 1716 Did. Rust. (ed. 3) s. v. Elver, A sort of Gi ig^s,
or small Lels, which . . swim on the top of the Water about
Bristol. 1758 Dcscr. Thames 193 The Greenish, or Greg-Eel.
1769 Pennant Zool. III. 114 There is another variety of this

fish [the eel] known in the Thames by the name of Grigs,
and about Oxford bythatofGrigsorGluts. 1883G.C. Davies
Norfolk Broads xxxi. 11884) 234 The grig is a yellowish eel,

with a projecting underjaw.

b. attrib. i\\ grig-weel (f also shortened grig , a
basket-work trap for catching gri^s.

1798 Tram. Soc. Arts XVI. 135 Used by the fishermen
to make grigs, or twig tunnels, to catch eels and other fish.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. fatal. 57 Grig Week Lamprey
Weel. . . Improved Eel Pot.

4. A grasshopper or cricket, dial.
The genuineness of this sense is doubtful, as the dialect

glossaries containing it usually quote as their sole example
the phrase ' merry as a grig ' (see 51.

_
1847 Halliwell, Grig . . a cricket, i'ar. dial. 1855

Tennyson Brook 54 The dry High-elbow 'd grigs that leap
in summer grass. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Grig . . a cricket.

5. A merry (or t mad) grig (rarely without adj.)

:

an extravagantly lively person, one who is full of
frolic and jest . Also in phrase as merry ( or
lively) as a grig.
[Commonly associated with sense 4 ; but it is possible that

sense 4 is itself merely an erroneous inference from the
equivalence of the above phrases with 'a incrry crick',
'merry as a cricket

' ; if so, the allusion in 'a merry grig
'

may originally have been to sense 3 or even to sense 2. The
relation of merry grig to the earlier recorded synonym
merry Greek is obscure ; no doubt one of them must have
been a perversion of the other, but the difference ofrecorded
date is too slight to afford ground for saying that merry
Greek is the original. The probability seems indeed rather
on the other side, as it is not easy to explain why Greek
should be used in this sense, for which there is no precedent
in Fr. Cf. also Gig.]
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. iii. Bvb, A merry grigge, a

iocande frende. 1589 11ayany Work 4 A company of merrie
grigs you must think them to be. 1638 BromE Antipodes 1.

v. Wks. 1373 III. 245 Whilst I And my mad Grigs, my men
can run at base, a 165a — Eng Moorm. iii. ibid. II. 50 He
to my Griggs Again; And there will find new mirth to stretch
And laugh. 17*8 Vanbk. & Cib. Provt Husb. 1. ii, A very
pretty, civil young woman truly, and the maids are the
merriest grigs. Ibid. v. i, Man. I thought you had all supt
at home last Night? Sir Fran. Why so we did—and all as
merry as Grigs. 1758-65 Goldsm. Est. vi. Wks. t,Globe) 304/1,
I grew as merry as a grig, and laughed at every word that
was spoken. 1810 Splendid Follies I. 176 She capered
mighty consequentially, and yet she has no bold appear-
ance ; but that nation [the French] are such a set of grigs,

I don't wonder at it. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop I, I shall
be as merry as a grig among these gentry. 1847 Alb. Smith
C/ir. Tadpole xviii. (1879) 161 Her aunt., has turned as
lively as a grig. 1863 Niks. C. Clarke S/iaks. Char. viii.

200 To such a man, this grig of a girl, ever on the alert for
roguery, .. is an absolute abomination. 1868 Geo. Eliot in
Cross Life (1885) III. 65 When I was a young grig—not
very full of hope about my woman's future.

tb. App. the designation of the members ofsome
convivial society. (Perh. a different word.) Obs.
1810 Crahhe Borough Let. x. 349 Griggs and Gregorians

here their meetings hold.

0. slang. A farthing; //. money, cash, 'dibs*.
1656-7 Burton s Diary (1828 I. 335 The poor man . . sent

to one Mr. Best . . to pay her 40/. to accommodate her for her
journey home ; but she having received the griggs set sail

another way. -71700 P. K. Did. Cant. Cteiv s.v.
(
Not a

Grig did he tip me, not a Farthing wou'd he give me.
1747 W. Horsley Fool (1748) II. i2Q When speaking of a
Man without any Money in his Pocket, we say that he is

not worth a Grig; that is, he has not wherewith to make
himself merry. 1785 in Grose Diet. I'ulg. Tongue. 1839
H. Ai.nsworth Jack Sheppard iii, He shall go through the
whole course, .unless he comes down to the last grig.

Gxig(^rifr), sh* dial. [a. W.grttg, Cornish grig
= 1t.

}
Gael, fraoch :—OCeltic *ioroiko-s.'] The

common heath or heather, Calluna vulgaris ; also,

cross-leaved heath, Erica Tetralix.

1674-91 Ray Collect. Words 126 Grig ; Salopiensibus
Heath. 169a Act 4 Will, fy Mary c. 23 § 9 Any Grig, Ling,
Heath [etc.]. 1791 'Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 78 With strong
heath, grig, or ling, growing thereon. 1829 Evans \- Ruffy's
Farmersjrnl. 14 Sept. 291 Digging stone, cutting grig, fern,

and rushes. 1829 Gi.ovf.r Hist. Derby I. 113 Erica vul-
garis, long grig or common heath. 1878 Pkitten & Hol-
land Ptaut-n., Grig, (») Erica Tetralix.

Griff (K'ig}> vl Now Anglo-Irish and U.S.
Also 6 grigge. trans. To irritate, annoy.
1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 98 When we jest closely, and, with

dissemblyng meanes, grigge our felowe. 1837 Haliih'rton
Clockm. Ser. 1. viii, That remark seemed to grig him a little.

1845 S. C. Hale Whiteboy xii. 108 The counsellor grigging
me. 1855 Haliburton Nat. fy Hum. Nat. I. vl 173 That
word superiors grigged me.

Grig" (grig), v.- Also 8 greg. [f. Grig sb.i 3.]

intr. To fish for grig. Hence Gri'gging vbl. sb.

1764 Lcnv Life (ed. 3> 68 Getting ready their Carting Nets
to go a Gregging. 1820 2 Pyne Winefy Walnuts {1824) II.

vi. 53 The wharf . . was much frequented . . by parties who
were fond of the eel-net, or grigging.

4.20

Griggles fgn-g'lz', sb. //. [cf.Giuc.r/0] Small
apples left on the tree by the gatherer. Hence
Griggling vbl. sb.

}
collecting ' griggles \

1826 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1270 The small apples
are called griggles. . . Climbing boys, commence griggling.
Ibid. 1271 Their griggling perambulations. 1847 Halli-
well, Griggles^ small apples. In some cyder counties, boys
who collect these after the principal ones are gathered, call

i* giggling- 1893 in // ills Gloss.

Griggory, grigri: see Gbszobk.
t Crri'ggy, </. Obs.- 1 [Origin and sense doubt-

ful ; ?f. Grig sb.- (though this is recoided much
later) + Y.] ? Heathy, wild.
1597 Pilgr. Farnass. v. 577 Put what doe youe twoo here,

in this griggie barbarous cuntrie 'i

G-right^e, obs. pa. t. of Gbutoh ; obs. f. Gbith.
Griging, griking, obs. forms of Greki.no.
Grikisc, obs. form of Greekish.

t Grill, sb. x Obs. Forms : 4-5 grilla, grylLe.
[Related to GRILL a. and ?'A Cf. MLG. grille

hatred, anger.] a. Ill-will, vexation ; harm,
mischief, b. V Fierceness, violence.
a. 13. . Cristenemon <y Jnv 297 in Horstm Altengl. Leg.

(1878; 207 Mete and drynke bei hedde at wille Wibouten
grucchyng or grille In troupe tente |>ei per tille And lafte
al pat ober. ,1400 Meiayne 224 The Sowdane grauntts
wele ber-till, pat tornede oure gudmen all to gryll. c 1450
Erie Toious 279 Lady he ys to us a foo, . . He liath done
us grete grylle. c 1485 E. E. Misc. \ Warton Club) 64 For
thi tale thou mayst here the blame away Gf every syde with
gram, and grille.

b. c 1450 Guy Wanv. (C.) 1 1488 Ther come neuer man in
pys hylic Thorow qweyntys nor porow grylle, But yf the
lorde hym hedur broght.

+ Grill, sb* Obs. rare. [After Spenser's Gryll,

which is ad. Gr. yr vK\os a pig.] A quasi-proper
name for a person of low tastes or lazy habits.

[1590 Spenser F. Q. it xii. 86 One .. That had an hog
beene late, hight Grylle by name, Repyned greatly, and
did him miscall That had from hoggish forme him brought
to naturall. Ibid. 87 Let Gryll be Gryll, and have his
hoggish minde.] 1597 Pilgr. Farnass. 1. 83 Let lazie grill

snorte till the midst of the day. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 11. ii.

I> 1 b. Let swinish Grill delight in dunghill clay. 1644
Quarles Whipper W/iipt Wks. (GrosartJ I. 177/2 Grains
are fitter for Grill, then Pearles.

Grill (gril , sb.z [f. Guill v.-]

1. Meat, fish, etc., broiled on a gridiron ; a
grilled dish. Also Jig.
1766 Anstev Bath Guide (1767^ 81 These are your true

poetic fires That drest this sav'ry grill. 1844 J.T. Hewlett
1'arsons <V W. xxiv, He . . enjoyed himself over a grill and
other relishes. 1849 -^LB - Smith Pottleton Leg. vii. 41
West, get breakfast ready : cutlets and grill ; and [etc.].

2. Short for grill-room.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 7/2 The big hall, where most
people will dine .. below this there is a grill.

3. A turn or spell of grilling. In quot.yf^.
184a Bakham 1/igol. Leg. Ser. 11. Old Woman in Grey, So

that after a grill [in Purgatory] ..She'd have rubb'd oft old
scores.

4. attrib., as g)-ill~cook, -stove
;
grill-room, a

room in a restaurant in which chops, steaks, etc.,

are grilled.

1883 'Annie Thomas' Mod. Housewife 126, I learnt to
treat kidneys. .and beefsteaks better than I have ever known
them treated out ofa public grill-room. 1884 Health Exhib.
Catat. 66?i Smokeless Grill Stove. 1892 Encycl. Cookery
(ed. Garrett) I. 721 All good grill cooks employ tongs.

Grill (gril), sb* [a. V. gril gridiron (OF.
gril(l, grail

y
greil, gridiron, grating 1

, masc. cor-

responding to grille fern. Grille, perh. :—pop.L.
*gratieulum neut.] A gridiron.

1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne 1. xxx. (1711) I. 291 They ..

cleave it [hard wood] into Swords, and make Grills of it to
broil their Meat. 1892 Fucyci. Cookery (ed. Garrett) I. 720
The grill may be.placed either over or before the fire.

Grill, sb.z ; see Grille sb.

T Grill, a. (adv.) Obs. Forms : 3-6 grill(e f 3-6
gril, 4 gryl, 4-5 grylle, 5 gryle, 6 gryll. [First

in early ME. ; cf. Du. gril {grel) fierce, angry,

rough (of persons, weather, etc.), shrill (of sound),
glaring (of colour), LG. grel, grell (in the same
senses), MHG. grel, rough, angry, G. grell (of

sounds and colours) ; also ON. grellskapr, spite. It

is not certain, however, that the Fng. word cor-

responds in ablaut-grade with these, as it might
equally well represent anOE. *grylle ; cf. Gkill v. ]

]

1. Of persons: Fierce, harsh, cruel.

/ laoo Ohmin 9881 Ha?J>enn follkess herrte Iss harrd .. Si.

grimme, & grill. Ibid. 1Q859 >ho warrb sone gramm &
grill 5a-'n Sannt Johan Baputisste. a 1300 Cursor M.
719 A-ganis godd wex he sa gril pat al his werk he
wend to spil. 1:1330 R. Hri'nne Chron. (1810) 02 Whan
William had his wille of Scotland Si of Wales, To riche
men was he grille, c 1450 Ccr: Myst. 'Shaks. Soc.) 230
The Jewys ageyn the were grym & grylle. 1460 Lybeaus
Disc. 1875 Swerdes they through out tho, Wyth hertt*

grym and grylle. a 1529 Skelton E. Rnmmyng 6 Tell you
I chylL.of a comely gyll, That dwelt on a hyil, But she is

not gryll, For she is somewhat sage And well worne in age.

2. Of things, actions, language, etc. : Cruel,

painful, bitter, severe, terrible, dreadful.
.1 1300 Cursor M. 17228 Iesu .. Forget i oft Wne greues

grill. Ibid. 22690 J>e dai fourtend sal be ful il. Til al pe
it sal be gril. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.

Shalt thou never for mi love woundes thole grylle. c 1330

werld it sal be grif. a 1310 in Wright Lyric 1'. xxxi.
Shalt thou never for mi love woundes thole gryll

Amis $ Amil. 1275 l'ho wordes . . That were so gret and

GRILL.

grille. ? a 1366 Chai cer Rom. Rose 73 Whyl they ban
surtred cold so strong In wedres grille, a 1400 in Pol. Rel.
Sf L. Poems 226 pis sper bat is so gril. .1420 Anturs of
Arth. 620 (Douce MS.) Ho gretes one Gaynour, with
gronyng grille. 1570 Levins Manip. 123/47 Chil, cold,
algidus. Gril, idem.

3. adv. Bitterly, cruelly.
c i^oo St. Alexius iLaud' 564 pai grete & groned grille.

(-1460 Towneley Myst. xv. 99 Full gryle may I grete, My
fomen and I mete.

t Grill, v. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 gri'e llan. 2-4
grulle(n, 4-5 grille, 5 gryll(e. [The ME. forms
indicate an OF. *gryllan (for which grillan,griellan
may tie incorrect spellings) perh. = MHG. griillen,

grulten to mock, scorn, and related to MHG.grolte
K G. groll, Du. gro/, LG. gritl), hatied, illwill,

G. and Du. grolten to be angry, to feel spite. Cf.
however NHG. grellen, MDu. grillen to be angry,
and, with senses 3 and 4, Du. grillen to shiver with
cold, to shudder. The relationship between the
forms and senses of these words is not clear.]

1. trans. To provoke, annoy, irritate, offend.
C897 K. iEmtED Gregory's Past. xi. 292 Dean hie nan

mon mid la&e ne grett hie willaS grillan \Hatton MS. griel-

lan] o3re men. a 1200 Body * Soul in Frngm. AKlfr.
Gram. (Phillips) 6 peo teone. .beheheom sore [printed sore]
grulde. c 1250 Hymn to God 30 in Trim. Colt. Horn. 259
Fader for 5if vs ure fruit, Si eke alle ure sunne Al swo we
do5 pe us habbed igruld. 13.. Childh. Jesu 1098 in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. 11875) 38 y\( ich were in bat wille
pat ich seide ou^t him for to grulle, He wolde cuype on me
is mijht. <-i4ao Anturs ofArth. 422 (Douce MS.) pou has
wonene hem m werre, with a wrange wille, And geuen hem
to sir Gawayne, bat my heit grylles. ? a 1500 Chester PI.
iii. 46 Thy bydding, lord, I shall fulfill, And never more the
greeve ne grill.

2. ? To cause to sound, to play, twang.
a i»5o O'vl fy Night. 142 He song so lude and so scharpe,

I\i^t so me grulde schille harpe.

3. impers. Me grulleS = I am afraid, I shudder.
a 13*5 Alter, R. 366 'Sore', cwe5 he, ure Louerd, 'me

grulleo ajean mine pine.*

4. intr. To be fearful, to tremble with fear, to

shudder.
c 14x0 Anturs ofArth. 63a (Douce MS.) The grones of sir

Gawayne dos my hert grille, c 1450 Erie Toious 165 Game
ne gle lyked hym noght, So gretly can he grylle. < 1450
Mykc 780 Lete also pe belles knylle To make her hortes
the mor grylle. '.^11500 Chester PL iv. 340 Your stroke,
father, wold I [Isaac] not seene, lest I against yt grill.

Hence f Grilling vbl. sb., shivering, shuddering.
1398 Trkvma Barth. De P. R. vn. xxxvii. (1495), The

seconde [sygne] tofore suchea[roted]feuercomythgryllynge
& colde. Ibid, xl, It [feuer Qartane] greuyth from the
fourthe daye to the fourth daye wyth gryllynge & rysynge
-. f heere into the pores fyrste.

Grill giil., C* Also 7 gril. [a. F. grille

r

t
f.

grit {grille) Gkill sbA]
1. trans. To broil on a gridiron or similar

apparatus over or before a fire.

1668 [see Grilled below]. 1671 Marvell Reh. Transp.
Wks. 1776 II. 448 The . . boyling of men in caldrons, grill-

ing them on grid irons, [etc.] were but a small part of the
felicities of Julian's Empire. 1677 Miege Diet. Angl.-Fr.,
To gril or broil on a gridiron, gritier. 1708 1 'orksh. Racers
a The pale side boil'd, the other grill'd with bread. 1826
Margravine oe Anspach Mem. II. x. 283 He had obtained
greater reputation at Court for grilling a beefsteak a l'An-

glaise than the most artful minister ever obtained by his

negotiations. 1858 Lvtton What will he do? iv. vii, The
old woman.. made his tea, grilled his chop, and .. shared
his meals. 1873 L. Smith Foods 77 Sheep's head is boiled

i

or grilled.

b. To scallop (oysters or shrimps).
1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Grillade, I'o grill oysters is to

put them into scallop-shells, season them [etc. ].. stewing
thein half an hour on the fire, and browning them with a
red-hot iron. Shrimps are grilled after the same manner.
1730-6 Bailey

i
folio), To 6W//Oisters, the same as scolloping

them. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix. 99 To Grill Shrimps.

C. trans/. To torment with heat, to * broil*.

1825 Scott Earn. Lett. 1 8 J uly, I can go round its [Dublin's]
walls and number its palaces until 1 am grilled almost
into a fever. 1844 K. FitzGerald Lett. (1899) I. 134 Oh,
Harton man ! but I am grilled here. 1849 E. IS. Kasiwick
Dry Leaves 36, I landed at Sakkar, where destiny had
resolved on grilling me till the 10th of November.
2. intr. To undergo broiling, to fiizzle. Chiefly

184s Harham Ingot. Leg. Ser. II, Smuggler's Leap, I'd

rather grill Than not come up with smuggler Hill. 1849
Curzon i'isits Monast. 2 Malta. .was cool in comparison
to the fiery furnace in which we were at present grilling.

1883 J. Hawthorne Dust 1. 277 The spleen which was doubt-
less grilling within him. 1878 Sievessos Inland I'oy. 57
The landlady, .set some beef-steak to grill. x886 — 'I reas.

1st. v. xxii. 177 Walking in the cool shadow of the woods,
..while I sat grilling.

Hence Grilled ///. a. , Gri lling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1668 Pepvs Diary 26 Sept., I had two grilled pigeons.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 750
Potatoes roasted on the embers, grilled bananas [etc.]. 1839
Thackeray Major Gahagan i. (18871 10 We landed. .on a
"rilling hot day. Ibid. ii. 25 The drumstick of a grilled

chicken. 1843 Lever f. Hinton xxvii. (1878) 196 The
grilled bone that browned upon the fire. 1849 E. B. East-
wick Dry Leaves 140 Phufaji and other grilling stations

near the desert.

+ Grill, zv* Obs. rare~\ [ad. L. g>ylldre, f.

gryllus a cricket. Cf. Gkylle.] intr. To chirp.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 191/1 The Worm, or Locust,

grilleth.



GRILL.

t Grill, vA Obs. rare~\ trans. Of a horse:

To wrinkle (the nostrils).

1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aytiwn vii. 176 Thenne he

(Bayard] grylled his nostrelles [orig. il/ronca les uarines],

and bare his hede vp.

Grill, vj> : see Gbillk.

t Grilla'de, sd.* Obs. Also 7 grilliade. [a. F.

griliade, f. griller to Ghjll v. 2]

1. Something grilled, a broiled dish.

1656-7 Davenant Rutland Ho. Dram. Wfcs. 1873 III.

226 Your pottages, carbonnades, grillades, ragouts. 1658

Phillips, Grilliade | French), a kinde of meat broyled. 1725

Bradley Fam. Diet., Griliade, a culinary Term, signifying

in general Meat broiled upon a Grid-iron.

2. (See quot.)

1717-41 Chambers Cyct., Griliade, in cookery,, .the brown-

ing of any dish, by rubbing a hot iron over it.

t Grilla'de, sb$ Obs. rare. [? erron. for Grill-

age by confusion with prec] A grille or grating.

1727 S. Switzer Pract. Gardiner X. Ixxx, 424 On the top

of the terrasses.. there may be a little grillade of iron, or

a low pallisadoe of wood, to keep them from coming up
too near the house.

t Grilla'de, V. Obs. Also griliade. [f.

Ghillade sb*] trans, To grill or broil.

1727 Bradley Fam. Did., Carbouading, or Grilladiug,

a Term in Cookery. 1733 Revolution Politicks 11. 53 Had
I but Power, I'd soon griliade their Bodies to save their

Souls. 1762 Goldsh. Cit. W. Ixxxviii, I fancy a slice uf

this, nicely grilladed. -would be very pretty eating.

Grillage (grHedg). [a. F. grillage, f. grille

Grille sfr.]

1. Engineering. A heavy framework of cross-

timbering, sometimes resting upon the heads of

piles, serving as a foundation for building on

watery or treacherous soil.

1776 G. Skmple Building in Water 14 A Grillage of

Oak, strong and well pinned. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts,

Grillage, a term applied to the sleepers or cross beams
supporting a platform, upon which some erections are

carried up, as piers in the case of marshes or watery soils,

whereby an equal bearing is given to the foundation. 1862

Daily Tel, 6 May, By driving piles, on which a double

grillage of timbers was laid, a foundation sufficiently firm

was obtained. 1868 Proc. Instil. Civ. Engin. XXVII. 276

The grillage and foundation distribute this weight.

|| 2. Lace-making. (See quot.)

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Grille',

Grillage, or Gaze au Fuseau, are terms especially applied

to ornaments that have open spaces barred or grated across

them.

Grillatalpa, erron. variant of Gryllotalpa.

Grille, grill ('gx\\),sb. [a. F. grille grating,

t gridiron, OF. greille gridiron:—pop. L. graticula

(Du Cange ; cf. It. graticola\ class. L. eraticttla,

f. cratis a hurdle, grating : cf. Geiddle. The dis-

tinction in Fr. between grille and gril (Grill

sb.%) appears to date from about the 16th c]

1. A grating; an arrangement of parallel or

cross bars, or structure of open metal-work, used

to close an opening or separate one part of a room,

etc. from another ; spec, a grating in a door through

which callers may be observed or answered with-

out opening the door ; the grating which separates

visitors from the nuns in a convent-parlour ; the

screen in front of the Ladies' Gallery in the House

of Commons ; etc.

1686 Burnet Trav. iii. (1750) 141 They [nuns] receive

much Company; but that which I saw was in a pubhek

Room, in which there were many Grills for several Parlours,

so that the Conversation is very confused ;. .there being a

different Company at every Grill. 1712 J. James tr. Le
Blonds Gardening 19 The Walls may t>e pierced with

Grills, .to continue the View. Ibid. 24 A large Cross-walk,

terminated by Grills of Iron. 1848 B. Webb Lout. Eccles. 22

Open grills were not uncommon in mediaeval times instead of

close screens. 1862 Illustr. Times 6 Dec. 521 There between

the lovers is the horrible 'grille' of the convent. 1862 Sir

G. Scott Glean. Westm. Abbey (1863) 03 The splendid

gilt-brass grille which surrounds the tomb of Henry VII.

1870 Daily Ntnvs 11 July 2 The ladies were allowed to re-

tain their places behind the grille. 1876 C. M. Davies

Unorth. Lond. 193 Behind a grille were the places for the

female congregation.

1 2. One of the bars in the visor of a helmet. Obs.

1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry m. v. 45 Among the French

they distinguish their degrees by the grills or bars on

the helmet. Ibid., The lower degree of three Grills the

lawful heirs turn to the right side, and natural sons to

the left.

3. Tennis. The square opening in the end wall

on the hazard side of the court, adjacent to the

main wall.

1717 Bover Diet. Fr.-Angl., Grille de Tripot, the Grill,

or hazard at Tennis. Faire un coup de Grille, to strike

a Ball into the Grill. 1816 Encycl. Perth. XXII. 220/2

The last thing on the right hand side is called the grill.

1878 J. Marshall Ann. Tennis 182 Whenever he can send

the ball into the grille. 1888 — in Encycl. Brit. XXIII.

179 At the further end of the court is the grille, a square

opening adjacent to the main wall.

f4. In ornamental hydraulics (see quot.). Obs.

17x2 J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 214 Grills of

Water are several Spouts in the same Line, standing in

a long Bason very near one another.

5. Pisciculture. A wooden frame fitted with

glass tubes, between which the fish-eggs lie during

incubation.

Vol. IV.
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1883 G. B. Goode Rev. Fisli. Industr. U.S. 17 The hatch-
ing-box used by Dr. Garlick, a simple rectangular trough,

was soon replaced by the glass grill, introduced from Europe.
1885 ( hamb. Jml. 558 These eggs hatched just seventy live

days after they were laid down on the grilles.

6. attrib., as sense 3) grille-penthouse, -wall,

(sense 1 ) grille-work.
1878 ). Marshall Ann. Tennis 157 Grille-Pent-housc, the

pent-house above the wall which contains the grille, /bid.,

Grille-wall, the inner end-wall which contains the grille.

1896 Daily News 31 Mar. 3/7 The two locks and the iron

grill-work which stood guard over Pit son's treasures.

Grille, grill (gril), v. [f. Grille sb., or ad.

F. griller in same sense.] trans. To fit with a

grille or grating. 7o grille off: to fence off with

a grille. Hence Grilled///, a.

1848 B. Webb Cont. Eccles. 139 The choir is grilled, and
rigidly kept private by parcloses. Ibid. 553 The chapels

are all grilled o((. 1896 Daily News 14 Nov. 2/4 Its quaint

rococo architecture, and heavy grilled mediseval windows.

!l Grille (g""y*)' Lace-making. [F. grille
1

,
f.

grille grating.] See quot.)

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Grille, a

lace term used . . to distinguish the ornamental flower or

pattern of lace from the ground surrounding it.

Griller (gri'lw). [f. Grill v.'1 +-erJ.]

1. One who grills, a grill-cook.

1869 Daily News 14 July, ' It was against first principles',

this lady told the military griller.. to stick a knife into

a steak when turning it.

2. A grilling apparatus (in a cooking stove).

1895 Daily News 25 Apr. 3/2 With a properly arranged

griller, heated by electrical means, fully 65 per cent, of the

heat energy was utilised in the meat.

Grilles, grillez, obs. forms of Grilse.

Grilliade, variant of Ghillade sb. 1 and v. Obs.

t Gri'lly, V. Obs. rare. [a. F. g?'iller ; the lly

is meant to give the sound of K. //.] = GRILL v.-

1678 Butler Hud. in. ii. 1526 Ware Grylly'd all at

Temple Bar. Ibid. 1676 And rather save a Cripled piece

Of all their crush 'd and broken Members, Than have them
Grillied on the Embers.

Grilse (grils). Forms : sing, and collective pi.

a. 5 grill(e)s, grillez (AF.), grils s, griles,

girles, girlss, 6 grylse, grylss, 5- grilse. jS. 5

girsilles, 6 grissillis. 7. 5 ? guise, 7 gils, 8-9

gilse. 5. Anglo-Irish 8-9 grawls (also sing,

graul), 9 graulse. [Of unknown origin ; the £
forms have the appearance of being nearest to the

original; cf. OK. grisle grey. The 6 forms may
perh. represent a Scandinavian synonym ; cf. Sw.

gr&lax (lit. grey salmon).] The name given to

a young salmon on its first return to the river from

the sea, and retained during the same year.

a. 1417 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) I. 55 In S grills

salsis..4.f. 1469 Sc. Acts Jas. Ill, c. 13 (1814) II. 96/2

Salmonde grilss and trowtis. 148a Rolls 0/ParIt. VI. 221

Small fyssh called Grilles, not havyng the perfite lenght of

a Samon. [1482-3 Act 22 Edw. IV, c. 2 Le graund Salmon
par soy mesme saunz mixture ovesqe icell dascuns grillez

uii Salmons rumpez lez ventrez. Et que toutz petitz pessons

appellez grillez soient pakkez par soy mesinez soulement
saunz ascun mixtur.] 1494 Acta Dom. Cone. 118391 345/1,

ix barrellis of salmond & a barelt of girlss ^erly. 1495 Act
11 Henry VII, c. 23 The greate Salmon by it self without

medeling of any Grilles .. and that all small fisshe called

Grilles should be packed by theym self only without any
medlyng. iw Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 120 Ane
barrell of grylse. \y& BanffBurgh Court Bk. 14 May in

Cramond Ann. Banff (1896) I. 23 Personis sail not tak na
kynd of fysche grylss and salmond at thair awne hand.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Stat. Robt. I 22 That na man take

fisch or take Salmond or salmon Trouts, Grilsis, in forbidden

time. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. iv, One or two salmon,

or grilses, as the smaller sort are termed. 1867 F. Francis

Angling ix. (1880) 309 The salmon's return to the river

after spawning as a grilse. x868 Peard Water-Farm, v.

55 Three or four months later, the fish re-enter their own
river as grilse, weighing from three to nine pounds each.

/3. 1469 Sc. Acts Jas. Ill (1597) c. 37 Salmond, Girsilles

and trowtes. 1597 Compt Bulk D. IVedderbume fS. H. S.)

98, I tynt xxj lib. on thame, they being all grissillis & he

selling me thame for Salmond.

y. 1493 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844)1. 49 Johannes Elak,

. . d. barrel grilse . . Johannes Thomsone, d, barrel guise. 1612

Naworth tfouseh. Bks. (Surtees) 29 A salmon gils and iiij

troutes. C1817 Hogg Tales $ Sk. I. 273 Shoal of gilses.

S. 1726 Nat. Hist. fret. 190 Those that escaped of the

former years return with the young ones, and are called full

salmons ; whereas those of the same year are small, and are

called grawls or half salmon. 1780 A. Young Tour /re I.

I. 141 The young salmon are called grawls. 1824 Mac-
taggart Gallovid. Encycl., Graulse, a young salmon. 1851

Newland Erne 33 note, Graul, called in the north a grilse

. .a salmon that has made but one sea voyage. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Grawls.

b. trans/. A child. Anglo-Irish.

1825 T. C. Croker Fairy Leg. S. /ret. (1828) II. 236 Judy
and myself and the poor little grawls will be turned out.

C. atlrib., as grilse-fly', -rod, -time.

1769 Pennant Zool. III. 242 The height of Gilse time.

1885 E. D. Gerard Waters Hercules xxiii, A grilse-fly.

1885 I!i.ack IVh. Heather m. He.. was rather proud that

so slight a grilse-rod.. should .. have overmastered so big

a beast.

Hence Grllsingf vbl. sb., the taking of grilse.

attrib. 1867 F. Francis Angling ix. (1880) 339 A light

grilsing weapon.

t Grim, sb. Obs. Also grym(e. [f. Grim a. ;

cf. Do. and MHO. grim (G. grimm) masc. ; also

GRIM.

OHG. grimmi (MHG. and M.Du. grimme) fem.]

Grimness, fury, rage.

13.. Sir Beues 1880 (MS. A), Thus beginneth grim to

growe. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 50 pei were a-grisen of his

gryme & wende gref bolie. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7770 Then
the grekes with grym there gedurt here hertes. < 1400
Ywaine ty Gaw. 1661 To him be stirt, with birful grim,

His bow and arwes reft he him. c 1470 Harding Chron.
cxxxvtn.xiii.The Sarasyosalso he slewewith muchegryme.

Grim (grim), a. and adv. Forms: I griro/m,

3 grimm, 3-7 grimme, 4-5 gryme, 4-6 grime,

grym(me, 3- grim. [OK. grimini) » OFris.

grim, OS. grim {V)\\. grim), OHG. and MHG.
grim i^G. grimm), ON. grimmr (Sw. grym harsh,

Da. grim ugly). Ormin employs a disyllabic form

grimme, corresponding to OHG. grimmi, MHG.
grimme. The OTeut. root *grem- is an ablaut-

variant of *gram- ; see GBAME «.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons or animals : Fierce, cruel, savage, or

harsh in disposition or action. Also, in weaker

sense, daring, determined, bold. Occas. const, with,

against, or with dat. (Now merged in sense 4.)

Beir.vulf i/O \i\ Wiht un-hselo grim ond gra;di^ ^earo

sona w;cs reoc ond rebe. 971 J>'li<kl. Horn. 63 Ne (?earf he

. .wenan. \>;v- freondes be bine afre uf ba;sgrimnian deofles

SeweaMuin alesan mje^e, c 1200 Ormin 8246 He Wass
ifell mann wibb alle ,. & grimme wipb be leode. a 1225

Am?: R. 280 He iseih hu ueole \<t grimme wrastlare of

belle breid up on his hupe. c 1290 S. Eiig. Leg. I. 466/164
( Jiwes weren proute and grimme. a 1300 Cursor J/. 11613

Iesus. .lighted of his moder kne, And stod a-pon baa bestes

grim. 1387 TREVISA Iligden (Rolls' I. 145 pe houndes of

pat londe beeb so greete, so grym, and stronge bat bey
browep doun boles and sleeb lyouns. c 1430 Hymns Virg.

52 Quod Dauid, ' we spoken of oon so grym Pat schulde

breke be braseu }atis '. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 230
The Jewys ageyn the were grym & grytle. 15x3 Douglas
.Eneis Hi. ix. 108 And fer out fra my cavern did espy The
gryme Ciclopes. 1624 Cam. Smith Virginia in. v. 55 The
first people we saw were two grim and stout Salvages. 1635
Sw*n Spec. M. viii. §2 116431 404 The shrill voice of this com-
manding fowl (the Cock], will keep in aw the grimme and
fierce Lion. 1637 Milton Lycidas 128 What the grim Woolf
with privy paw Daily devours apace. [1726-46 Thomson
Winter 394 Bony, and gaunt, and grim, Assembling wolves

in raging troops descend.!

absol. c 1400 Destr. 'TroyZZo Hit [Tyre] gird from the grym
with so gret bete, c 1450 Holland lloivlat 369 He bure a

lyon as lord ..Of pure gold was the ground, quhar the

grym hovit. 1535 Lyndlsay Salyre 4465 The feind ressaue

that graceles grim !

+ b. Fiercely angry. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 25 He him act his ende grim ^eweorpeb
& hine ^ela:deb on ece forwyrd. c 1205 Lay. 15566 pa wes
swiae grim Dinabu} touward Merlin. 13.. K. Alis.ysi
Now is the kyng wroth and grym, Who schal beo kyng
after him. ( 1330 K. BftUNNE Chron. (1810) 94 God is be
turned grym, Ouper in word or dede has bou greued him.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Adrian 39 par-at richt gryme wes
pelting, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5657 ]>e mare he be-

soght him..pe langer he wax mare grym. 1535 Coverdale
Zeph. ii. 11 The Lorde shall be grymme vpon them, and
destroye all the goddes in the londe.

2. Of personal actions, character, feelings, or

utterances, a. Fierce, furious, cruel (obs. or arch.).

b. In mod. use: Stern, unrelenting, merciless; re-

solute, uncompromising.
a 1000 Byrhtno'.h 61 (Gr.) Us sceal ord and ecg aer ^ese-

man, grim gu5ple^a, er we gofol syllon. c 1200 Ormin 672
Deofell iss. .Off grimme & nibfull herrte. c 1205 Lay. 2283
Moni grimne reas . . polede ich on solde bi-foren Erutone.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 100 pis is a cruel word, & a grim word mid
alle. a 1300 Cursor M. 471 Again him gaf a batell grim.

13.. Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in ArchivStud. neu.Spr.
LXXXI. 304/101 per be dronk wib wille grym Bitter atter

and eke venym. 1387 Tkf.visa Higdeu iRolls) VII. 335
Also bis Lanfrank tredede and bylad kyng William con-

querour by an holy craft, nou^t wib grym chidynge, but
somtyme 111 good merbe. c 1400 Melayne 678 There was
none ober haylsynge Bot stowte wordes and grym. c 1460
Lauu/al 461 He smot to Launfal. Well sterne strokes, and
well grym. 1535 Covkrdale Nahum i. 6 Who is able to

abyde his grymme displea-ure ? 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. ii. 4
Their deere causes Would to the bleeding and the grim
Alarme Excite the mortified man. 1667 Milton P. L. vi.

236 To . . open when, and when to close The ridges of grim
Warr. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 151 With a grim and surly

voice he [Giant Despair] bid them awake. 185a Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xv, She. .sat with grim determination, up-

right as a darning-needle stuck in a board, a 1853 Robert-
son Lect. 1. (1858) 95 An age of grim earnestness. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola lx, A man's own safety is a god that some-

times makes very grim demands. 1865 Kingsley Herew,
xix. 244 Then began a murder grim and great. 1877 Mrs.
Oliphant Makers Ftor. xv. 377 The Florentines, .prepared

to do grim battle for their liberties. 1879 G. W. Kitchin in

Encycl. Brit. IX. 549 '2 The King's bodyguard, on whom
fell ever the grimmest of the fighting, suffered terribly.

3. Of pain, wounds, diseases, painful or destruc-

tive conditions: Cruel, terribly severe. Now only

in weakened sense : cf. 2 b and 4 b.

<;qoo tr. Bseddts Hist. 1. xiv. (1890) 50 pa com .. mycel
wof & grim ofer ba jehwyrfdon modes men. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 213 Was se winter .. to ba;s grim baet mani^ man
his feorh for cyle jesealde. 11.. O. E. Chron. an. 1005

(Laud MS.) On byssum jeare wxs se mycla hungor ^eond
Angelcynn swilce nan man a;r ne fcenmrufc swa grimne.

c 1200 Ormin 1442 Crist. .Drah harrd & hefij pine inoh burrh

fife grimme wundess. £1300 Haz'elok 155 He.-preyden
Cristes hore, That he [wolde] turnen him Vt of that yuel

that was so grim ! c 1400 Destr. Troy 907 The dragon .

.

gird him agayne with a grym noyse. c 1435 Torr. Portugal
081 Mo than fyfty had he slayne With gryme wounddes

133
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GRIM.

and sare. c 1450 Myrc 1561 For yef the synne be gret or

grym. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 303 Quhilk sail

nocht schrink quhair nakit swardis ar drawin .. Or for

na grym wound other grym or grow. 1658 A. Fox tr.

Wnrt^ Surg. II. xiv. no Many times there is a grim anger

in the Hand or Finger. 1667 Milton /'. L. II. 170 What if

the breath that kindl'd those grim fires, Awak'd should

blow them into sevenfold rage ? a 1716 South Serin. 1 1744)

I X. vi. 185 And then, whether it would not be the grimmest

dispensation that ever befell him. 1814 StoiT Ld. ofIsles in.

xxiii, Wind and weather wax'd so grim. 1865 Dickens Mut.

Fr. 1. xiii, 'This is becoming grim', said Eugene in a low

voice. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus xxi. 11 Now shall beauty

to thirst be train'd or hunger's Grim necessity.

t b. Of weapons or destructive agencies : Cruel,

formidable. To wend to the grim tooth : to have

recourse to harsh measures. Obs.

,11225 Ancr. R. 218 [He] make5 him swuoe sterne, it

went to bene grimme too. 13. . E. I'.. Allit. P. B. 1553 Al

hit frayes my Ilesche be fyngres so grymme. Ibid. 1696 b ul

grymme clawres pat were ctoked and kene. 13.. Gaw. $
Or. Kilt. 2261 Gederez vp hys grymme tole, Gawayn to

smyte. 11384 Chaucer //. Fame 11. 33 With hys grym
panes strong.. Me. .be heme. 1470-85 Malory Arthur II.

xv, Thcnne kyng Pellam cau5t in his hand a grym wepen.

4. Formidable in appearance or demeanour; of

-tern, forbidding or harsh aspect, suggesting a cruel

or unbending disposition, t Also, in weaker sense,

hard-featured, ugly.

1340 Hampole Fr. Consc. 2250 pe devel bat es grisely and
grym, Til hym come, c 1394 F. Ft. Creite 222 A greet cherl

K a grym, growen as a tonne, c 1440 From/). Purv. 212/1

Grym, or sterne . . , austerus, rigidus. c 1450 Merlin 339
The ( leaunte was so grym a figure that he was dredefull for

to beholde. 1513 Douglas /Eiuis v. i. 67 A heir skyn of

Affrik aboun his weid, Full grym of luik, with dartes kene

and rude. 1535 Coverdale Dun. ii. 31 A greate ymage,
whose fygure was maruelous greate, and his vysage grymme
[Vulg. terribilis\. 1587 Turberv. Frag. F. 1 1837) 31 Whose
face was grimme, and he in blacke yclad. 1588 Shaks. L.

/.. L. 11. 1. 2--f> Then was Venus like her mother, for her

father is but grim. 1641 Denham Sophy iv. i, He . . that

dares to die, May laugh at the grim face of law. 1697

Dryden Vint. Georg. iv. 146 Like their grisly Prince appears

his gloomy Race ; Grim, ghastly, rugged. 1703 Rowe Fair
Fenit. v. i. 1720 How Pale he looks ! How Grim with

clotted Blood and those dead Eyes. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Afyst. Udolpho xxvi, It threw a stronger gleam upon the

grim and sallow countenance of Barnardine. 1808 Scott

Marin. III. xx, Norweyan warriors grim. [bid. xxi, Vigil

and fast had worn him grim. 1827 PoLLOK Course F. \ ill.

On their grim features, now, The plain unvisored index of

the soul. 1838 J. L. Stephens Frav. Greece, etc. 107/1 The
commandant, a grim, gaunt-looking figure about fifty. 186a

Burton Bit. Hunter 396 Grim and ghastly human figures.

b. of things personified, esp. of death. Phr.

to hold on, cling, etc. like grim death.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 80 Moodie and dull nielan-

cholly Kinsman to grim and comfortlesse despaire. 1596 —
Fain. Shr. Induct, i. 35 Grim death, how foule and loath-

some is thine image. 1635 Quarlfs Embl. III. xi. (1718) 170

Mine eye Shall scorn grim death, although grim death stand

by. ci68o Beveridge Serin. (1729) I. 249 Can we look

grim death in the face? 1713 Addison Cato II. iv, Doubling

the native horror of the war And making death more grim.

1816 Shelley Alastor 608 The very winds, Danger's grim

playmates, on that precipice Slept. 1847 Lady G. Bloom-
field Remin. (1883) I. x. 263 There was nothing for it hut

to hold on like grim death, and be shaken to pieces. 1865

Trolloi'K Helton Est. ix. 101 People must eat and drink

even when the grim monarch is in the house.

c. of looks or aspect.

1340 Hampole Fr. Consc. 2233 Ful hydus sightes bai [the

devils] sal shew hym pat his chere sal make grisly and grym.

.1450 Merlinu A man of a grym chere.
_ 1564 IIaward/w*-

tropius 11. 15 After they were dead keping slil theyr grim

jokes. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. hi. viii. 32 For shame, hut more
for feare of his grim sight, IJowne in her lap she hid her face.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. III. v. Wks. 1856 I. 115, I will

. . Outstare the terror of thy grimme aspect. 1697 Evelyn
Nuiuism. ix. 306 A grim and crabbed look. 1823 Galt
Entail I. iii. t8 Tremendous forms, in warlike altitudes

and with grim aspects. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xv,

With a grim and ghastly stare. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
i, This city of yours turns a grim look on me just here.

d. absol. or quasi-*/'. = Grimxf.ss.

1845 Carlvi.e Cromwell 1.1871) IV. 70 Faces settling into

permanent grim.

5. trans/. Of things, scenes, situations, etc.

:

Harsh or' repellent of aspect ; uninviting.

(13.. E. E. Allit- F. A. 1069 pe mone may ber of acroche

no myjte To spotty, ho is of body to grym.] 1820 Sour
Monast. v, The very crags and scaurs seemed higher and

grimmer. 1839 tr. Lamariines Traz>. East 78/1 On slopes,

somewhat less grim, vine-plants are seen, i860 Haw rnousi

Marb. Faun (1870) I. xxv. 252 In a grim old vaulted apart-

ment. 1871 I.. SlF.r-HEN Finygr. Europe ill. (1894) 82 The
real Oberland peaks . . stand round in a grim circle. 1877

Slack Green Past, xxxii. (1878) 260 We bade farewell to

this gay haunt of pleasure and set out for grimmer latitudes.

b. absol. or quasi-rf.

1840 Galt Demon Destiny, etc. 73, I .. often wonder'd in

the grim of night, To what dread land the dead-man did

invite.

6. Of stem or sinister import.
1873 Ouida Fas.urel I. 4 A monarch yesterday, to-day a

scape-goat, in grimmest ironic symbol of all human his-

tories. 1889 Jmopp Coming ofFriars ii. 81 A saying that

had a grim truth in it.

7. Of laughter, jests, humour : Stern, implying no

relenting or softening. In recent use often : Deal-

ing with ghastly or painful subjects.

1641 Milton Animadi: Pref., Such a grim laughter, as

may appear at the same time in an austere visage. 1823

Scott Quentin D. xxvi, One of those grim smiles, of which

b'
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it was impossible to say, whether it meant good or harm.

1833 Ht. Martineau Loom § Lugger n. v, 106 Before the

crowd had quite ended their grim pastime. 1850 Carlyle
Latter-d. Pampk. iv. 4 Our friend in grim banter would
reply: 'Reform a Popedom,—hardly '. 1868 Ml lman St.

Paurs xiv. 352 One of tho»e grim pleasantries in which
Oliver took delight. 1869 FlBKMAM Norm. Cow/. (1B76) III.

xii. 162 Mingled with all this there is a certain element of

grim merriment.

8. ( omb., as grim-cheeked, -faced, -featured,

-looked, -looking, -visaged, -whiskered adjs.
; fgTWh

sightedness. Also f grim-face - Gbiha.CS so.

1601 Marston Pasqutl A> h'ath. 11. 94 The siluer Ensigne
of the grimme-cheekt night. 1671 Crowne Juliana 1. 9
[Stage direction] Landlord squints, and makes "grim-faces.

1610 R. Niccols Ting. Eliza in Mirr. Mag. S63 Like the

'grim-fae'd God of war. 1833 Ht, Mabtineau Charmed Sea
v. 74 Groups of grim-faced miners. 1811 W. R. Sfehcer
Poems 12 j He thinks his new porter/grim-featur'd Suspicion.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 171 O "grim look't night, o night

with hue so blacke. 1844 Lever /. Burke II. 166 A *gnm-
looking, hard-featured man. 1878 J. Buller 40 Years N
Zealand 1. i. 24 This stormy and grim-looking islet. 1648

Hexham Dutch Diet. 11660), Grim-sichtigheydt, Grim-
-ightednesse, Severitie, or Austere-lookes. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. i. 9

> Grim-visag'd Wane, hath smooth'd his

wrinkled Kront. 1848 Buckley Iliad 191 A grim-visaged

Gorgon. 1780 Mickle Let. 15 Aug. in Lit. Panorama
18091 V. 1174 *Giim-whiskered soldier-, tearing children

from their muthers and killing them.

B. adv. \OM. grimme) or quasi-«<&. In a grim

manner or mood ;
fiercely, savagely, horribly. In

later use only to look grim, where grim is perh.

adjectival.

C893 K. Alfred Ores. 1. ii. S. 1 Hyhim rcfter bami grimme
forguldou Mie wigcra-ft \>e by xt him ^eleornodon. a 1000

Crdtnon's Gen. 1275 (Gr.) He . . bohte forgripan gumcynne
grimme and sare. a 1300 Cursor M. 14668 pai loked on

Rim lath and grim. ((1300 A". E. Psalter civ. iS line

thurgh-yhode his saule ful grim, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.

(1S10) 133 Whan be fader wist be sonne wild werre on him,

1 blame him not if him list turne ageyn fu lie grim, c 1400

Sotvdone l>al>. 3129 He loked on her al grymme As he wode
wroth wer. 14.. Siege Jerusalem (E. E.T. S.) 10/165 t^r

is no gome in bis [groundej bat is grym wounded, c 1450
Holland Ihnvlat 53 He grat grysly grym, and gaif a gret

V>wle. 1596 Si'LNskr /'* Q. iv. 1. 50 So stood Sir Scudamour
when this he heard, Xe word he had to speake for great

dismay, But lookt on Glauce grim. 1675 Hobbes Odyss.

(1677) 293 Round about he lookt upon us grim.

b. Comb., as grim-blue, frowning, -grinning,

-rising, -set, -white adjs.

iS^N'M^s. Ven. <y Ad. 155 Thus chides she Death, Grim-
grinmng ghust. 1786 Burns Addr. PSdin. v, Thy pond'rous

wall and massy bar, Grim-rising o'er the rugged rock.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. ix. (1838) 219 Round some
Schreckborn, as yet grim-blue, would the eddying vapour

gather.. in the clear sunbeam your Schreckhorn stood smil-

ing grim-white. 1881 H. Phillips tr. Chamisso's laust 15

Steep, grim-frowning, rugged chasms. 1885 Fitzpatrick

Life T. X. Burke I. 20 note, The grim-set, clenched aspect

of the faces.

Grim (gnm\ v. Also 6 grimme, Se. grym.

[In sense I, ad. Dn. or G. grimmen (OS. and OE.
grim/nan), f. griw(w adj. Grim. In sense 2,

f. Gbim a.)

11. intr. To be angry, look fierce. Const, al,

on, to. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4653 Xe nothire gesse we vs godis

ne grym at oure dri^tin. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.)135

Thenne grimmed he, and was angry on me. 1484— Curtail

2 b, Now she lawheth to one and she grimmeth -to other.

1530 Palsgr. 575/1, 1 grimme, I make a foule countenaunce,

jegron^ne. 153S [see Gkim a. %}. [1848 Lvtton A'. Arthur
Viii. lvi*, Black from a brazen flag, with outstretched wings

Grimmed the dread Raven of the Runic kings. Note.

(,'rim/n'd, from the \trh griinmcu.)

2. trans. To make grim or fierce; to cause to

look grim ; to give a grim look to.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 26. 3/1 There Small-Cole one

Cries.. And looks Ugly and Grimm'd like a Witch. 1808 J.

Barlow Cotumb. HI, 527 Grimm'd by the horrors ofthe
dr<;ulful night, The hosts woke fiercer for the promised

fight. 1837 Carlvle fr. Rev. II. v. viii. Baiily and his

Feuillants. .had to withdraw, .into lurid half-light, grimmed
by the shadow of that Red Flag of theirs. 1840 Galt
Demon ofDestiny U. 1.1 The sculptured effigies That grim

the silence of chivalric aisles.

Grimace (grime's), sb. Also 7 grimass(e.

[a. b\grimaee (14th c), of uncertain origin.]

1, A distortion of the countenance whether spon-

taneous or involuntary, expressive of some feeling

(e^p. annoyance, embarrassment, ill-humour or

pain) or tending to excite laughter ; a wry face.

Phr. to make a grimace or grimaces.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. vi. 27 Sudden Glory, is the passion

which maketh those Grimaces called Laughter. 1668 T. St.

Serf* Tarugo"s Wiles Epfl., Say with an indifferent

Grimasse, 'tis well enough for a Novice. 1678 BtTTLER Hud.

m.ii. 1004 With smart remarks of leering faces, And annota-

tions of grimaces! 1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 11 Nov.,

[Thel little heroine, making many involuntary grimaces, but

resisting her evident inclination to cry. 1834 W. Irving T.

Tr.iT. I.97, 1 tried to laugh, but could only make a grimace.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xi. Nor were the lawyers smiles

less terrible to her than Quilp's grimaces. 1874 L. Stephen

I/ours in Library (1892) I. vii. 258 He. .chooses to. .make

grimaces before us, like an ordinary clown.

tram/. 1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. 1st. II. 357 His

boldness of drawing sometimes produces exaggeration and

grimace.

2. An affected expression of countenance. tI' or*

nu-rly in wider sense, applied contemptuously to

GRIMALKIN.

any affected or exaggerated attitude or gesture of

politeness.

1678 Marvell Growth Popery Wks, 1875 IV. 336 To learn

how to make the Plenipotentiary grimass for his Majesty's

service. 1709 Steele latlcr Xo. 38 F S Take one of your
Men of Business, he shall keep you half an Hour with your
Hat off. .till he has drawn a Crowd that observes you in

this Grimace. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 69 p 2 As I am not

versed in the Modern Coptick, our Cor.ferenc«s go no
further than a Bow and a Grimace. 1758 Johnson Idler
No. 8 p 12 Men who can bear at once the grimaces of the

Gauls, and the howl of the Americans, i860 Geo. Elioi
Mill on Floss vi. ix, The Miss Guests were much too well-

bred to have any of the grimaces and affected tones that

belong to pretentious vulgarity.

b. The employment of affected looks + or ges-

tures. ? Now rare.

1686 Dryden lip. to It. Iligden 10 For posture, dress,

grimace, and affectation, Though foes to sense, are harmless
to the nation. 1712 Addison Spect. No. 305 p 10 This Artist

is to leach them how to nod judiciously, to shrug up their

Shoubkrs in a dubious Case, to connive with either Eye,
and in a Word, the whole Practice of Political Grimace.

1757 Smollett Reprisal \. iii, A peacock in pride, in

grimace a baboon. 1789 Belsham Est. I. xiv. 270 What
may be thought grace at Paris, at London may appear
grimace. 1816 Remarks Eng. Mann. 58 We are loo apt

to consider as French grimace every deviation from our

more reserved or churlish habits.

3. fig. Affectation, pretence, sham
; fan instance

of this. ?Now rare.

1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden' II. 184 They did veryly

beleeue it would be a warr, what grimaces soeuer they made.
167a Dryden Ma>r. a la Mode 11. i.Wks. 1883 I\\ 286, I ..

said nothing but ii cfnutres, d d'autres, and that it was all

grimace, and would not pass upon me. 1715 tr. C'tess

jyAuuoys Wks. 83 Hypocrisie and Grimace seem'd to me
the most unworthy of all Vices. 1739 Cibber Apol. (17561

I. 22 All this my parade and grimace of philosophy. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. (1817) II. in. 117 In all her violent

declarations against Darnly, there was much more of

grimace than reality. 1785 Paley Mor. Philos. (1818) I.

359 He sees through the grimace of this counterfeited con-

cern for virtue. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ii. 384 He
..treated the renewal of the title of Naib Subah..as idle

grimace. 1831 Malaulay Mirabeau Misc. Writ. 11889)280

They had found it so easy to perform the grimace of piety,

that it was natural for them to consider all piety as grimace.

1855 Motley Dutch Rep. I. 543 The Prince .. listened to

all this commendation. . . He knew it to be pure grimace.

1891 F. Hall in Nation (N. V.) LII. 297/2 Everything that

had passed before me bore, .the stamp of. .grimace, hollow-

ness, or histrionism.

Grimace (grime's), v. [f. Grimace sb., or ad.

Y . grimacer ;Cotgr. 161 1\] intr. To distort the

countenance ; to make a wry face ; t to put on an

affected air. Also, to grimace it,

176a Goldsm. Cit. W. xcvi. pi It is only clapping on a

suit of sables, grimacing it for a few days, and all, soon

forgotten, goes on as before. 1768 — Good-u. Man Epil.,

He nods, they nod ; he cringes, they grimace. 1826 Scott
Woodst. v, I can grimace like a baboon. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Re7>. I. vn. iv, When so much goes grinning and grimacing

as a lifeless Formality. . here once more, if nowhere else, is

a Sincerity and Reality. 1863 Mary Howitt/'. Bremer's
Greece I. iii. 65 On one spot grimaces the winged lion of

St. Mark's, the emblem of Venice. 189a Zangwill Childr.

Ghetto I. 188 Solomon stuck his tongue in his cheek, and
grimaced.

Hence Grimaced///, a., affected, rare.

1853 W. Anderson Expos. Popery (1878) 214 It is your
grimaced priests and demure nuns who are most dexterous

at the juggling of conscience.

Grimacer (grim^-saj). [f. Grimace v. + -er*.]

One who makes grimaces or disttnts his face.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVL 169 When the grimacers

have distorted their flexible countenances. 1833 Eraser's

Mag. VIII. 346 Such grimacers as Harley, or such actors

as Power.

Grimaxery. rare- 1
, [ad. F. grimacerie, f.

grimacer Grimace v. ; see -ERY.] The practice

of using grimaces or affected gestures.

1863 G. H. Calvert Gentleman vii. 94 Verbal courtesy,

hat-in-hand grimaeery.

Grimacier ^rinv'-sia.r. [ad. F. grimacier,

t grimacer Grimace v. J
see -ier.] ^-Grimacer.

1815 T. Moore Mem. (1856) VIII. 197 We ought to be like

the grimacier at Astley's. i8ao-a Pyne Wine t, Walnuts

(1824) Lvi. 60 He was too much of a grimacier to be tolerated

by the judges of good acting. 1864 Daily Tel. iS July, We
have lost the great grimacier [Grimaldi].

Grimacing (giimt
7i -sin), vbl. sb. [f. Grimace

Vw + -IMI 1.] The action of the verb Grimace.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 51 Genuine chorea, apart

from nure grimacing . . is very closely associated with the

rheumatic state.

Grimacing (grinu7l -sirj\ ///. a. [i. Grimace

v. + -JXQ -.] That grimaces.

1804 Something Odd I. 83 Cringing alacrity and grimacing

volubility. 1844 L. S. Costello Beam A- Pyrenees II. ix.

14S The sculpture of . . the grimacing heads amongst the

foliage. 1863 GtO. Ei.iot Romola iv, Nello. .cast a grimac-

ing look of intelligence at the Greek.

Hence Grimaciiiffly adv.

1854 Tail's Mag. XX 1. 287 The Jew. .
winked gnmacingly.

Grimalkin grimarlkin, -mg'lkin). [prob. f.

Grey a. + Malkin.] A name given to a cat;

hence, a cat, esp. an old she-cat ; contemptuously

applied to a jealous or imperious old woman.
In quot. 1605 used as the name of a fiend.

[1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. i. 9, I come, Gray-Malkm !] 1630

J. Taylor ^Water P.) Wks. 11. 114/x Like Grimalkin Or a
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kinde needfull Vermin-coursing Cat. Ibid. 226/2, I list not

write the bable praise Of Apes, or Owles, or Popinjaies Or
of the Cat Grimalkin. 1703 J. Phillips Splendid Shilling

74 Grimalkin to Domestic Vermine sworn An everlasting

Foe. 1709 Prior When Cat is Away iS Grimalkin far all

cats outshone. 1789 G. Wiiitk Setborne lxxvi, That a poor
little sucking leveret should be fostered . . by a bloody gri-

malkin. 1798 Chaki.o'iTI-; SMITH Vug. Philosopher'III. 15
The venerable old grimalkin had taken Louisa with her, and
accompanied the married folks into Suffolk. 1826 Disraeli
Viv. Grev n. xvi, Like veritable Grimalkins, they [theToadeys]
fawn upon their victims previous to the festival. 1843
Borrow Bible in Spain 53 Growling to herself, something
after the manner of an old grimalkin when disturbed.

a-'lrib. ^1745 Swift Dan Jackson's Picture ii. 6 But
still were warning his grimalkin eyes, For which gray
worsted stocking paint supplies. 1784 Gibbon Misc. Wks.
i'1814) II. 354 And now, my Lady, Let me approach your
ge:itle, not grimalkin, presence, with deep remorse.

Hence G>rimaTlEined/(Z.///6'. {itoncc-wd.}, vexed
by a ' grimalkin*.
1756 Ld. Chesterf. World No. 185 f 2, I am not hen-

pecked; I am not grimalkined ; I have no Mrs. Freeman
with her Italian airs; but I have a wife more troublesome
than all three.

t G-rimask. Obs. rare*1
. = Grimace.

1671 E. Howard Womens Conquest First Prol., What
think you then, if I speak to all the Judges in the Pit by
looks and grimasks? [Possibly only a misprint for grimasses.]

Grimass(e, obs. form of Grimace.

f Grimcu ndle3C Obs. rare—1
, [f. Grimj^. +

-cundfa in Godccnd, q.v.) + -lege -laik.] Grim-
ness, fierceness.

< 1200 OftHIH 4706 patt tu beo..pwerrt ut clene off grimm-
cunndle35c & bwerrt ut clene off brabbe.

Grime (graim), sb. [ = mod. Flemish grijni in

the same sense (Kilian hasgrijmsel) : cf. Grime zj.]

Soot, smut, coal-dust, or other black particles,

deposited upon or ingrained in some surface, esp.

the human skin.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. m. ii. 106 She sweats a man may
goe ouer-shooes in the grime of it. 16:2 W. Parkes
Curtainc-Dr. (18761 24 Now will he .. note it deepe with
a pen of hrasse, with the blackest grime and colour that can
be deuised. 1728 Woodward Cat. Fossils II. 3 Collow is

the word by which they denote black Grime of burnt Coals
or Wood. 1740 Somekvii.le Hobbbtol in. 179 Her Legs un-
clean, Booted with Grime. 1850 Carlvle Latier-d. Pamph.
iv. 4 A wretched old kettle . . consisting mainly now of foul

grime and dust. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. x. 330 Descending to

the sea They washed from knees and neck and thighs the
grime Of sweat. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Grime, the black
ashes upon wood which are in a state between soot and
charcoal. Any black smudge is called a grime mark. Lignite,

or wood coal, is sometimes called grime.

fig. X719 De Foe Crusoe it. xvi. (1840) 324 The dirt and
grime of human affairs. 1899 H. Wright Depopulation 109
He forgot all the squalor of monotony, and the grime of
grinding circumstances by which human life was surrounded.

Grime (graim), v. Also 5 St* grymme. [Cf.

mod. Flemish grijmen, Fris. griemjen, LG. grewen,
grimen to blacken, dirty; a MDu. *grimen is

assumed by Verwijs and Verdam. Cf. also begre-

men> -griemen (Kilian), to Begrime.] trans. To
cover with grime, to blacken, befoul. Also fig.

to grime theface of. (Cf. Begrime.)
1:1470 Hesryson Mor. Fab. xi. {IVolffy Sheep) xvi, Than

quhair the gait was grymmit he him brocht. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 165/2 To Grime, fuscare, fulighiarc. a 1592 H.
Smith Wks. (1866-7) I* 62 He seemeth like a collier

which is grimed with his own coals. 1601 Dent Paihiv.
Heaven 67 The Apostle laieth out the great danger of
this sinne [covetousness], and doth exceedingly grime the

face of it. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iii. 9 My face He grime
with filth. 1647 R> Stapvlton Juvenal 237 Vulcan pour'd
Nectar himself, and his own fingers scour'd, Grim'd in his

Liparene work-house. 1730 Swift Lady** Dressing-Room
46 The Towels.. With Dirt, and Sweat, and Ear-wax
grim'd. 1806-7 J* Beresfokd Miseries Hum. Life (1826)

vim. ii, Letting your book fall into the ashes, so as to .

.

rumple and grime the leaves. 1878 H. Phillips Poems fr.
Sp. fy Germ. 18 A rudely cut inscription Grimed with dust

of many a year.

fb. To smear, anoint. Obs. rare~\
C1580 Jefferie Bugbears Epil. in Archiv Stud. neu.

Spr. (1897), With amber greece he must be gryinde, and
such lyke costly geare.

Grime, obs. form of Grim.

Grimed (grsimd), ppl. a. [f. Grime v. + -ed 1
.]

Blackened with grime
;
grimy.

1483 Cath. Angl. 165/2 Grimed, fuscatus, fidiginatus.

1493 Will 0/II ilbrond (Somerset Ho.), A Hekfeyr ofgrymed
color. 1592 Nashe P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 6 b, A gray beard
cut short to the stumps, as though it were grimde. 1819
Crabbe T. of Hall vni. Wks. 1834 VI. 194 With hair

uncomb'd, grimed face, and piteous look. 1841 J. L.
Stephens Centr. Amer. (1854I 258 The smith's grimed face.

1896 A. Morrison Child Jago 1 There rose from the foul

earth and the grimed walls a close, mingled stink.

fig. J815 W. H. Ireland Scrihbteomania 25 Panegyrists,
Errant Knights ! That whitewash one as grim'd as Nero.
Griment, variant of Greement, Obs.

tGri'mfal, a. Obs. Also 3 grimfule, 4
grymfull. [f. Grim sb. or a. + -ful.] Full

of grimness ; fierce, terrible.

a 1240 Saivles Warde in Colt. Horn. 253 To i seen eauer
be unseli gastes . . biseon on hare grimfule ant grurefule
nebbes ant heren hare rarunge. 13.. Minor Poems fir.

Vernon MS. (E. E.T. S.) 443 Wythgret and grymfull wrathe
full sone Thei shull heryn a full hard dome. J715 Disc, en
Death 55 Never more shall dread Death's grimful frown.

Grimgritaber (gri'mgrrbaa). Also 8-9 grim-

|
gibber, 9 glimglibber. In quot. 1722 the name

, of an imaginary estate, extemporized in a discus-

sion between two sham counsel respecting a mar-
riage settlement. Hence used byTooke, lienthani.

and later writers for: Legal or other technical

jargon, learned gibberish. Also attrib.

Quot. 1835 is a direct allusion to Steele's use.

[1722 Steele Consc. Lovers m. i. (1723' 51 Mrs. Seal.
The single Question is, whether the In tail is such, that my
Cousin Sir GeolVry is necessary in this Affair? Brain.
Yes, as to the Lordship of Tretriplet, but not as to the
Messuage of Grimgibber.] 1786 J. H. Tooke Parley 103
The grimgiibber of Westminster-Hail is a more fertile .

.

source of imposture than the abracadabra of magicians.
(.1788 Bentham Ch. ofEng. Catech. Exam. <iS68) 66 The
. . grimgrihber of modern technical theology. 1802-12-

—

Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 344 'the grimgibber, non-
sensical reason . . of the identity of the two persons. 1824
New Monthly Mag. X. 366 Medical writers, whose grim-
grihber is seldom much . . read. 1828 Edin. Rev. XLVU L.

468 The law's grim-gribber. 1835 Lady Louisa Stuakt
Ititred. Anecdotes in Ld. WhamclitFe Lett, f,- Wks. of Lady
M. W. Montagu (1837! I. 18 Lord Dorchester .. was very
gracious to him, till the Grim-gribber part of the business

—

the portion and settlements—came under consideration.

Griminess (graimines). [f. Grimy a. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being grimy.
1650 H. More Observ. in Enthus. Triumph. (1656) 85
How the man is frighted into devotion by the smut and
griminesse of his own imagination. 1854 Hawthorne Eng.
Note-bks. (1883) II. 178 A great deal of dirt and griminess
on the stone floor of the market-house. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede 13 Mr. Rami's leathern apron and subdued grimi-

ness can leave no one in any doubt that he is the village

shoemaker.

Griming (grsi'mirj), vbl..sb. dial. A sprinkling.
rti8o2 Jamie Telfer vii. in Child Ballads (1890) IV. 6 It

was the gryming of a new-fa
1

n snaw. 1893 Northumb. Gloss.,

Grcymin. Griiuin, Giymiug, a sprinkling, a smirch.

t Grimle3C. Obs. rare— 1
. [&. ON. grimm/eih-r

:

see Grim a. and -laik.] Grimness, cruelty.

c 1200 Ormin 4719 piss mahhte tredebp unnderrfot All

grimmeleaac is: brabbe.

Grimly (gri'inli), a. Obs. or arch. Also 5
super/, grimlokkest. [OK grimlic ( = MDu.
gi'immclijc, MHG. grimmelic/i, ON. grimmligr)

;

see Grim a. and -lv '.] Grim-looking
;
grim in

appearance or nature.

Beowulf{Z.) 3041 Waes se leg-drac&, grimlic gryre, gledum
be-swaeled. C893 K. -tElfrko Ores. 1. ii. § 2 Da gewin waeron
grimlician bonne hy nu syn. c xooo /Ei.fkic Hem. I. 454
Done grimlican garsecg. t 1205 Lay. 8176 Euieiin bene
brond igrap mid grimliche lechen. C1275 Moral Ode 141 in

O. E. Misc. 63 Swipe grimlych stench ber is. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric F. in The love of him us haveth ymaked sounde,

Ant yeast the grimly gost to grounde. c 1380 Sir Fcrumb.
1876 Vs herd was long, ii al whyt bor ; a was [aj grymly
freke. a 1400 Octoman 1742 Doun he fyll deed to grounde.
Gronynge fast with grymly wounde. c 1400 Sou-done Bab.
144 Ther londed many a grymlye gome. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur VIII. i, She had many grymly throwes. 1611

Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle 11. v, In came Margaret's
grimly ghost, And stood at William's feet, a 1650 Sir
Aldingar 73 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 169, I dreamed the

grype ii: a grimlie beast had carryed my crowne away. 1766
G. Canning Anti-Lucretius 1. 68 Canst thou, undaunted,
meet the grimly king? 1783 Johnson L.et. to Mrs. Thrale
20 Aug., I told her it was Johnson's grimly ghost. 1810

Bentham Packing (1821) 108 P>ehold ! at the bed's feet

a grimly spectre. 1863 Baking-Gould Iceland xxi. 361

Hard by this a grimly abyss.

Hence G-rimliness, the state of being grimly.
14.. Chaucer's Parsons T. i» 790 (Ch. Ch. MS. J Grymly-

nesse of the deueles [see Grimness], 1580 Hollyband
Treas. Er. Tong, Affreusete, sturdinesse. grimlinesse. 1898
A'. <V Q. 9th Ser. I. 445 Poetical licence, for the sake of in-

tensifying the grimliiiess of the apparition.

Grimly (gri'mli), adv. Forms : 1 grim-.
grymlice (co/fipar. grimlicor. super/, grimlicost),

3 grimliche, Orm. grimmeli,, 4 grimli
;
4-6

grymly, 3- grimly. [OE. grimlice (=OHG.
grimliche, grimmelicho, MHG. grininicliche. MDu.
grim/ne/ike, ON. grimm/igd) : see G rim a. and -ly -.]

1. In a grim fashion ; with stern or cruel action,

intention, or feelings ; fiercely, cruelly ; also, in

mod. use, austerely, rigidly, uncompromisingly.
971 Blickl. Horn. 63 Bun mannum sceolan ba deman grim-

lice styran. ,> 1000 Martyrol. (E. E. T. S.) 134 pa hel se

cyniug bone byra ealra grimlicost acwellan. c 1205 Lav.
1904 He. .igrap bine hi bon gurdle <& him grimliche heaf.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 104 |>i spus. .speke8 swu'5 grimliche }if bu
wendest vt. a 1300 Cursor M. 15832 Nu wit hastons bai

him beft ful grintli to be grund. C1320 Sir Tristr. 2376
Vrgan to tristrem ran, And grimli here \>v\ gret. < 1400
Dcstr. Troy 10453 Pes gifd in full grymli with a grete ost.

1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 261 How grimly they fought, the
event sheweth. 1767 Jago Edge-Hill iv. 493 Now Death,
with hasty Stride, stalks o'er the Field, Grimly exulting in

the bloody Fray. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus l.xiv. 355 So .

.

shall. .Achilles, Charge Troy's children afield and fell them
grimly with iron. 1881 Fowler Bacon 198 Both of them
[Bacon and Luther] were grimly in earnest.

t 2. Dreadfully, frightfully, shockingly, terribly.

c 1200 Okmin 4494 Babe gillteiingrimmelr}. a 1240 Ureisun
in Coil. Horn. 187 Mine sunnen habbeb grimliche iwrebed
me. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 112 His grene wounde so
grimly conne blede. 13.. E.E. A Hit. P. B. 1534 perapered
a paume . . bat was grysly & gret, & grymly he wrytes.
C1420 Anturs ofArth. 163 (Thornton MS.\ Nowe I am a
grisely gaste, and grymly grane. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1632
Whan they togydere mette, Ayder yn other scheld hytte,
Strokes grymly greete. c 1470 Henry Wallace vii. 460
Sum grymly gret, <juhill thar lyffdayes war gayne.

3. With a grim look or air : a. of persons.
1340 Hampole Pr. Cense. 2226 Als wode lyons thai [the

devils] sal than fare . . And grymly gryn on hym and blere.

c 1400 Melayne 1398 He hade no worde to speke agayne,
Bot grymly stude lukande. 1450-70 Gclagrvs 3- Gaiv.
558 Gaudifeir and Galiot, in glemand steil wedis. . .grymly
thai ride, c 1489 Caxton Sennes of Aymen ii. 61 He
loked grymly and fyersly in his vysage for grete wrath.

'535 C,overDale Esthcrxv. 7 He lift vp his face, and loked
grymly vpon her. 1606 Shaks. Ant. «y CI. iv. xii. 5 The
Auguries . . looke grimly, And dare not speake their know-
ledge. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis in. 23 Th' uncircumcis'd
smil'd grimly with disdain. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxii. 39
Grimly frowning with a dreadful look. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria III. 243 The Indian warriors .. shook their heads
grimly. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre xii. 1 1873) 115 [He] sprang
to his saddle

;
grimacing grimly as he made the effort. 1856

Masson Ess, vi. 235 That hard, austere man of letters, .who
receives you so grimly, [etc.].

b. transf. of things.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 122

Death, hel more grimly stare Within my heart, then in your
threatning browes. 1611 Shaks. Wint. '/'. nr. iii. 3 The
skies looke grimly, And threaten present blusters. 1819
Byron Juan 11. xlix, The night . . grimly darkled o'er the

faces pale. 1870 Bryant Iliad vt. I. 206 The horse-hair

plume That grimly nodded from the lofty crest. 1890 Times
31 Jan, 0/2 Symbol of a grimly unsuccessful country.

c. So as to produce a grim appearance, rare.

? ,7 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 161 Hir heed y-writhen was,
y-wis, Ful grimly with a greet towayle. 1824 W. Frying
T. 'Trav. I. 45 The grimly painted portrait of her poor dear
man. 1895 Sin H. Maxwei l Duke ofBrit. \. n The faces

of most were grimly tattooed.

Grimm e (grim), [a. F. grzmme (Buffon 1764'.

ad. mod.L. {Cap/a) grimmia, the name given by
Linnaeus to a South-African antelope described by

Herm. Nic. Grimm (1641- i"n). The application

to the coquetoon is due to misunderstanding.] A
West-African antelope, the coquetoon.
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 82/1 The original grimm was brought

from the Cape of Good Hope ; . . the animal at present under
consideration .. is an inhabitant of Sierra Leone and the

coast of Guinea. 1855 Ogiiaii:, Suppl., Grimm, a species

of antelope (A. grimmia). 1897 Webster, Grimme.
[Grimmer : spurious word in Diets., arising

from mistaken form of GlMMER.]
Grimmisli (gri-mij'), a. [f. Grim a. + -ish.]

Somewhat grim.
1864 Cablyli-; Eredk. Gt. IV. 142 A grimmish feeling

against the Saxons. 1876 G. Mf.rkdith Beauch. Career II.

iii. 40 The grimmish slyness of his uncle Everard's con-

spiracy.

Grimness 'gri-mnes'. [f. Grim a. +-ness.]
The quality or condition ol being grim ; fierce-

ness ; sternness; formidable aspect.

971 Blickl. Horn. 55 He [the devil] wile hit him mid grim-
nesse & mid yfele call for^yldan. a 1000 Guthlac 550 (Gr.j

Cwaedon cearfulle Criste laSe to Guolace mid grimnysse.
c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 341/8 Airocitas, grimnes. c 1386
Chaucer Parson s T. P 790 (Ellesm. MS.) They shul ban .

.

sharpe hunger and thurst and grymnesse \v. r. grislines,

grynilynesse] of deueles. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 212/2 Grym-
nesse, or horrybylnesse. 1563 Goldinc Cxsar 1. (1565) 29 b,

They were not able to abyde the grymnesse of their coun-
tenaunces. 1619 l'r. J. King Thanksgiv. Serm. 26 The
grimness of her visage disguised, yet will it be fearefull

enough. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. Wks. (1851) 60 That
in the grimness of Death they might seem to eat their own
flesh. I787Gi.o\t:r Athenaid XXX. 2S4 Whose ravell'd brow,

and countenance of gloom, Present a lion's grimness. 1837
Carlvle Er. Rev. I. iv. iv, A sardonic grimness lies in that

irreverend Reverence of Autun.

Grimp (grimp), v. rare. [ad. F. grimper to

j

climb.] fa. trans. To cause to mount; to ele-

j

vale, haul up .obs.). b. intr. To clamber,

i

climb.
1684 Bucauiers Amer. u. (ed. 2) 13 Lolonois and his com-

panions, not being able to grimp up the Baskets of Earth,
were compelled to make use of an old stratagem. 1893 G.
ALLEN Scallywag I. 44 How the little beasts grimp .. such
plucky little creatures, and so strong for their size !

t Gri'msir'e. Obs. [f. Grim a. + Sir, Sire.]

An austere, stent, morose or overbearing person.

[1450-70 Golagros <y Gaw. 86 With that come girdand in

greif ane woundir grym sire.] < 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.

Soc.J 69 A grym-syre at domysday xal he be. 1601 Holland
Pliny 11. 297 Tiberius Caesar .. was knowne for a grim sir,

and the most unsociable .. man in the world. 1603 Florio
Montaigne ill, v. (1632) 476 The Goddesse .. with soft em-
brace, Of snow white arme,the grim-sire doth enchase. i6zi

Boston Anal. Mel. 111. iii. 1. ii, I have an old grim sire to

my husband.

Crrim the Collier. [The name of a character

in an Elizabethan play (modernized as ' Grim the

Collier of Croydon ' 1662).] A species of hawk-

weed (Hieraa'um aurantiactttti).

1629 Parkinson Paradisi Ixv. (1656) 300 The fittest Eng-
lish name we can give it, is Golden Mouse-eare .. for the

name of Grim the Collier, whereby it is called of many, is

both idle and foolish. 1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal 11.

xxxvi.305 Women, who keep it in gardens for noueltie sake,

haue named it Grim the Colliar. 1713 J. Petivek in Phil.

'Trans. XXVIII. 36 Golden Mousear, or Grim the Collier.

Grimy (gr3i-mi),«. [f. Grime sb. + -t 1
; cf.

Flem. grijmig."] Covered with grime; begrimed,

black, dirty. Also, dark-complexioned, swarthy.

App. not in literary use during the 18th c. (cf. quot. 1848}

;

Todd (1818) cites it from H. More.
1612 W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 62 Vulcan vowing

in his grymy breast. His wiues dishonour shall inrich his

chest. 1630 Tinker ef 'Purvey 12 Grimy face, all smutted
133-2
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ore, His tann'd hide^ tough as wild boare. 1641 H. More
Song ofSoul 1. in. vi, Koure grUly black-smiths.. with stern
grimy look do still avise Upon their works. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Radge xxwii, In his grimy hands lie held a knotted
stick. 1848 De Qlincey Sortilege <y Asfrol. Wks. 1890
XIII. 262 Hereturned; looking more lugubiious than ever
—more gi im—more gi imy (if grime yields any such adjec-
tive'. 1883 Longm. Mag. July 256 Most frequently the
grimiest families are not the poorest.
Comb. 1861 Smii.es Engineers (1862) III. 12 The keel is

a tubby grimy looking craft.

Grin, sbA Forms: a. 1, 3-7, 9 grin, I, 4-5,

9 gryn, 2-3 grun, 4 grine, 4-5 gryne, ^5
grynde;, 5—6 grynne, (6 grynn , 6 grinne, 7
grinn. &. 3-5 grene, 4-5 gresn. 7, 4-6
grenne, 6 gren. [OK. grin, gryn fern, and neut.

{*\sq giren in Vesp. Ts., cf. Gikn sb.* .

The evidence of metre seems to show that there were two
distinct Of'-, forms, grin neut. (pi. grinn) and grin fern. ;

but the ME. and mod.E. words descend exclusively from
the form with short vowel. The form grin

t standing alone,
might be cogn. with Grane and Yarn, but the existence of
a form with I can hardly be reconciled with this.]

1. A snare for catching birds or animals, made
of cord, hair, wire, or the like, with a running

noose. Obs. exc. dial, or arch.
In the Bible of 161 1 grin is found in certain passages (Job

xviii. 9, Ps. c.\l. 5, cxli. 91 where mod. edd. read gin. The
altered reading is found in an edition printed at Cambridge
in 1762; Cruden's Cone. 1737-69 retains the original reading.

a. £'825 / 'esp. Psalter ix. 16 In grin oissum. .^egripen 13

fot heara. < 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxv. 10 pu us on grame .

.

gryne ^elseddest. ibid, xc. 3 He me alysde of lacSum grine.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 209 Ure fo fareS on hunteO and
lei "i grune in a wilderne to hen ten be deor be wunie8 ber-

inne. a 1225 St. Marker, 3 pe fuhel be is fon i be fuhelerea
grune. 1x1250 Owl tf Sight. 1057 Thu were i-nime in one
grine. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xiv. Hi. (Tollem.
MS.), Also fouleres hiden ofte here grynnes [1535 grennes]
and here nettes. c 1440 Jacob's Wiff//(E.E.T.S.) 250 Whanne
a sparowe is takyn in a grynde. 1481 Caxtos Reynard
(Arb.) 21 The preest . . had sette a gryn . . for he wold fayn
haue take the foxe. 1579 Twyne Phi'sicke agst. Fort. 1. xc.

112b, So doth the foule Hie safe betvveene the line and the
grin. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Ilempseed Wks.
Hi. 64/2 All sorts of faire fowle . . Are with ingenuous jins,

grins, nets and snares .. oft taken vnawares. 165a Trait*
Comtu. Esther vii. 8 Made to stand upon snares or grinnes
with iron teeth. 1671 M. Bruce GoodNews in Evil Times
(1708) 39 The Grins and Snares laid for them. 1879 Miss
Jackson S/iro/sh. Word-bk., Grin, a snare, as for a hare or

rabbit. 1894 V. S. Ellis Reynard 58 The poor trapped
beast At last broke from the gryn.

/3. 1382 Wyclif Ps. exxxix. [cxl.] 5 Proude men hidden a
grene to me. And cordis thei straiten out in to a grene ; by
side the weie sclaunder thei putten to me. — Prov. vii. 23
As if a brid hee^e to the grene. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu
(Rolls) II. 385 Maydens of Athene were compelled as it

were to snarles and grenes [printed greues]. c 1420 Pallad.
on Hush. iv. 164 A green another hath for hem [moK-s]

ytilde : To take hem therwithal is not vulike. 14. . Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 591/42 Laqueus, a lace, a grene.

"Y. a 1380 I'irg. Antioch 360 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg.
(1878' 31 Out of bat hous, as brid fro gren, Heo fleih awei
and scaped ben . 1399 LaNGL, Rich. Redeles II. 188 Lymed
Ieues were leyde all aooujte . . With grennes of good heere.

1480 Caxton Ckron. Eng. cexxviii. 239 He shal be hold and
teyde with a grenne. 1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. exxiv.

331 Euen as the bird out of the foulers grenne [rimes with
then, men]. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Pong, Vn lags, a
snare, a gren, a gin, a trap.

b. Jig. or in fig. expressions.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xvii. 5 DeaSes grynu me ^efengon. :

C1200 Trin. Coll. Iloni. 209 LiSere lahtres beS his grunen.
j

1340 Ayenb. 47 Hi ne heb leme ine hire bod ye pet ne is a

fryn of be dyeule. ( 1450 tr. De fmitatione 111. vii. 73 j

Jileue hirn not. . bou3 he ofte tymes tende to be grynnes of

deceite. 1529 Mokk SuppHc. Souls I. Wks. 313/2 Ye lyke 1

good Christen people auoiding theyr false straines &. grinnes,
j

geue none eare to theyr haynous heresies. 1557 N. T. I

(Genev.) Gal. Argt., Men ought .. not to haue their con- I

sciences snared into the grennes of mans traditions. 1610

G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 11. xxix, Vnder that same baite

a fearefull grin Was readie to intangle him in sinne. 1615
W. Hull Atirr. Maiestie 140 Rid me from fatall grins Of
passions abused.

1 2. a. A noose, b. A halter. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 5 And he awearp pa scyl-

lingas tnon pact tempi & ferde & mid gryne \v.r. grine] hyne
sylfne aheng. 1591 Pkrcivall Sp. Diet., Dogal o cordel, a
cord, a rope, . . a grin to hold a horse.

Grin (grin), sK- Also 8 grinn. [f. Gkin v~\
cf. Gikx sb.-] An act of grinning.

1635-56 Cowley Daviders in. 564 He walks, and casts a
deadly Grin about, a 166 1 Holvday JuvenalVxef. 3 A per-

petual grin does rather anger than mend. 17x1 Addison
Sfieet No. 173 9$ He shew'd twenty Teeth at a Grinn.

Ibid., They found he was Master only of the merry Grinn.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Pope Wks. 1837 II. 113

'Ihe French grin is equally remote from the chearful serenity

of a smile, and the cordial mirth of an honest English horse-

laugh, a i7»9Congreve OfPleasingy* Thersites . .Attempts

a Smile, and shocks you with a Grin. 1781 Cowper //<>/<• 747
These move the censure and the illiberal grin Of fools that

hate thee and delight in sin. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankeust.

xix. (1865) 231 A ghastly grin wrinkled his lips as lie gazed

on me. 1874 C. Geikik Life in Woods xviii. 310 He ended
with a broad grin. 1884 Sala Journ. due South 1. xxvi.

(1887) 356 The gaunt hobbledehoy .. grinning a very un-

lovely grin.

transf. 1887 Lowell Old Eng. Dram. (1892)22 Like a
belated masquerader going home under the broad grin of
day.

b. On the [broad or + high) grin: grinning

(openly and unmistakeably).
1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. i. 26 What ! you would not

have one be always on the high Grin. 1809 Malkin Gil
Bias 1. viii. f 3 They were all on the broad grin except my-
self. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883^ I. 283 A ring
. .thickly gemmed around with faces, mostly on the broad
grin. 1884 Punch 25 Oct. 196/2 He is perpetually on the
grin.

Grin, f.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms: I grinian, 4
grene, 9 green . 7, 9 grin. [f. Gkin sb. 1

; inde-

pendently formed at different periods. Cf. Grane
v.] trans. To catch in a noose ; to snare, ensnare

;

to choke, strangle.
a 850 Kent. Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 59/g Inlaqueatus es,

Su eart ^egrinad. 138a Wyclif Prov. vii. 21 She grenede
hym with manye woordis. — Art. viii. 15 Manye of hem
shul . .ben to-brosid, and grened [Vulg. irretientur], and ben
taken, c 1400 Apdl. Loll. 51 It semib bat lewid men hiring

prestis. .are grenid [/r/w/^/greuid] in pe same synne. 162a
S. Ward Woe to Drunkards (1627) 18, I haue .. heard of
one that, hauing stolne a sheepe, and laying it downe vpon
a stone to rest him, was grin'd and hang'd with thestrugling
of it about his necke. 18*3 [see Grane v.]. 1824 Mac-
iaggart Gallovid, Encycl., Grinning Hares, the devilish

art of setting gins . . to hang hares. 1841 Hartshorne
Salop. Antiq. 449 Grin, v., to take hares or game by means
of a running noose set in those particular parts of a hedge
through which they are accustomed to pass. 1879 Miss
Jackson' Shropsh. Word'bk., Grinned, trapped in a 'grin '.

Grin (grin), v.- KffltTn; : a. 1 grennian, 3
grennen, 4-6 grenne, 5 grennyu , 6 gren. p.

4-5 gryn, 5-6 grynne. 7 grinne, 4- grin. [The
OE. greymian (:—OTeut. type *granfoJan) is

cognate with OHG. grennan to mutter ^MHG.
grennen to grin) :— OTeut. *granjan

;
possibly

related to *grand moustache. A root of identical

form appears in OITG. granon to grunt MHG.
granen, grannen to grunt, wail), ON. grenja to

howl, OSw. griinia to roar, to gnash or show the

teeth threateningly.
The mod.Eng. grin appears to be only a phonetic develop-

ment, orig. northern, of the older gren- (cf. glent and glint,

hen/ and hint), but it presents a remarkable contact of
sense and form with a number of Teut. words belonging to

a different ablaut-series : OHG. grtnan str. vb. to distort

the countenance, gnash the teeth, grin, weep profusely

'MHG. grtnan, mod.G. greinen wk.i, mod.Du. gHjnen
{the mod.Icel.^T/wrt to stare, Sw.gritta, l)u. grine to grin,

are perh. from LG-); further MHG. grinnen to gnash the

teeth, MDu. griuseu (mod.Du. grij'nzen), mod.G. grinsen
to grin. There has probably been some associative influ-

ence between the two Teut. forms gran, and grin-, the

latter of which appears to be an extension of the root grl-

of OE. grtma mask. The vb. Girn is a northern metathetic
form of grin.]

1. intr. Of persons or animals: To draw back
the lips and display the teeth :

a. generally, or as an indication of pain or

f anger; falso to grin with the teeth. Const. at
t

"fon, \npon. Said also of the jaws or teeth.

a. a 1000 Juliana 596 He grennade and grisbitade.

01050 Liber Scintill. Iv. (1889) 172 Nelle pu grenniendum
[L. dissoln/is] welerum hleahter forSbringan. a ia*$Ancr.
R. 212 Heo schulen ham sulf grennen &. niuelen. .ioe pine

of helle. c 1290 S. Eng. L,eg. I. 84/36 He grennede and
femde touward hire. 13. . Coer de L. 3406 Lay every bed
on a plater. .Upward hys vys, the teeth grennand. la 1366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 156 V-frounced foule was fair visage,

And grenning for dispitous rage. c 1400 Apoll. Loll. 58
pe hound of wrechfulnes grennib wib his teb. 1413 Pilgr.

Sowle (Caxton) 11. li. (1859) 53 This cruel Sathanas, that so

fowle grenneth vppon me. c X450 Merlin 667 The catte

. . grenned with his teth, and coveited the throte of the

kynge. 1530 Palscr. 574 2, I grenne, I make an yvell

countenaunce, Je grongne. 1539 Bible Ps. lix. 6 They
grenne lyke a dogg. 1546 Hai.e Eng. Votaries 11. (1550,)

83 b, Grennyng vpon her lyke termagauntes in a playe.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. xit. 27 And some of Tygres, that

did seeme to gren And snar at all that ever passed by.

p. a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1878 (pott.). He liftid vp his lathli

chin, and felunli gan on bairn grin. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Cause. 7411 Ilk ane salle other hate dedly, And ilk ane
gryn on other and cry. < 1400 Roivlaud «y O. 1322 Whi
grynnes thou nowe so one mee As thofe thou wolde mee
byte? c 1450 Mirour Satuacioun 2630 Y ( the Jewes .

.

shuld .. grynne on hym like beestes. 159* Shaks. Ven. A>

Ad. 460 As the wolfe doth grin before he barketh. 1596
Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 37 Which when as Kadigund there

comming heard, Her heart for rage did grate, her teeth did

grin. x6oa 2nd Ft. Returnfr. Paruass. v. iv. 2231 Nought
can great Furor do, but barke and howle, And snarle and
grin. 1639 Gacle Holy Madn. 210 Grinnes like a Dogge.
1697 Dryden ,-Eueid vn. 927 The Teeth and gaping Jaws
severely grin. 1713 Aduison Cato iv. i. 52, I saw the hoary
Traytor Grin in the Pangs of Death, and bite the Ground.
a 1774 Harte I'ision Death 285 A skeleton . . Whose loose

teeth in their naked sockets shook, And ^^m'd terrific.

6 1800 H. K. White Gondoline 258 The mouth it ghastly

grinn'd. 1810 Scott L^ady of L. 1. xxvii. Here grins the

wolf as when he died. 1840 Lvtton Pilgr. Rhine xi. 148

The Fox grinned with pain, and said nothing.

transf and_/7^. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Horstm.) 23
My penne also gynnyth make obstacle .. For I so ofte haue
maad to grenne Hys snowte vp-on my thombys ende. c 1460
Towneley Myst. vii. 205 Then shall hell gape and gryn.

1647 Sir J. Birkenhead Assembly-man in Hart. Misc.

(1745) V. 97/1 His Sermon and Prayer grin at each other,

the one is Presbyterian, the other Independent. 1698 Fryer
Ace. M, India A> /*. 37 From this Point.. a Dozen Guns
more that grin upon ^faderas.

b. by way of a forced or unnatural smile, or of

the broad smile indicative of unrestrained or vulgar

merriment, clownish embarrassment, stupid wonder
or exultation, or the like. Const, at. on.

c 1480 Yng. Childr. Bk. 57 in Babees Bk., Loke pou laughe

not, nor grenne. 01541 Wyatt Courtiers Life 53 Grin
when he laugheth. 1590 Spenser F, Q. 1. vi. it All .

.

gently grenning, show a semblance glad To comfort her.

1621 Wither Motto B2b, I cannot.. grin When heacause-
les laughter doth begin. 1682 Dryden Retig. Laid Pref.,

Wks. (Globe) 190 The most saint-like of the party, .grinned
at it with a pious smile. 174a Young Hi. Th. vim. 1311
Athens' fool Grinn'd from the port, on ev'ry sail his own.
1781 Cowper Conversat. 902 With rash and awkward force
the chords he shakes And grins with wonder at the jar he
makes. 1834 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 285 They often grinned
and capered with heavy hearts.

Phrase. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge xxxix, He grinned
from ear to ear at every word he said.

c. To grin for (a prize) : in tjuot. in indirect

passive. (Cf. Grinning vhl. sb. b.)

1711 Addison Spect. No. 173 p 2 A Gold Ring to be
Grinn'd for by Men.

t d. quasi^trans. To grin the teeth. Obs.
c 1430 Syr Gener. iRoxb.) 4916 He grenned his teth, and

gan to swere. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 98 b/2 They wyth-
sayde it in theyr nertes and grennyd theyr teeth ayenst
hym. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Gram. (1623) 8 Dogs, in grinning
their teeth, when they would bite, sound this letter R.
a 1700 Dryden Cymon <y Iphig. 622 They neither could
defend, nor can pursue ; But grinn'd their teeth, and cast

a helpless view.

e. with cognate object.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 846 He [Satan] ceas'd, for both
seemd highly pleasd, and Death Grinnd horrible a gastly

smile. 1884 [tee Grin sb.'2 ].

2. a. trans. To express by grinning.
1681 N. Lei: in Dryden s Wks. 1701 III. p. vii, Even the

Phanaticks .. Bow in their own despite, and grin your
Praise. 173a Ld. Lansdowne Vnnat. Flights Poetry fa He
grins defiance at the gaping crowd. 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand. (1812) I. 181 The sutgeon grinned approbation.
a 1822 Shelley Z^evil vi. 3 Grinning applause, he just

showed them his claws. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xxi. iv.

(1872) X. 13 You do not much mean this, Monsieur? You
merely grin it from the teeth outward. 1894 Outing (U. S.)

XXIV. 40/2 We grinned farewells.

b. intr. Of a feeling: To find expression by
grinning, tionce-use.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xiv. x, The counterfeit Satis-

faction which grinned in the features of the young one.

3. Phrases. To grin and abide, to grin and
bear it : to submit to one's fale with no other

sign of impatience than a grin. To grin in a glass

case (slang : see quot. 1 785 . Togrin like a Cheshire

cat (see Cat sb.^ 13 f). To grin through a horse-

collar (see Horsk-collae).
1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, s.v., To grin in a glass

case, to be anatomised for murder. 1794-6 E. Darwin
Zoon. (1802) II. 114 Thus we have a proverb where no help
could be had in pain, 'to grin and abide'. 1870 Miss
Bridg.man Ro. Lynne II. ix. 190, 1 must grin and bear it.

GrinagOg tgrina^g). Nowr/w/. Also6grin-
agod. [f. Gkin v.- ; cf. stareagog, Ittr/ygod.]

One who is always grinning.

1565 CAi.vuiu.Answ. Treat. Crosse 45 Many of the diuels

children, grinagods and such other. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg.
Tongue, Grinagog, the cat's unkle,A foolish grinning fellow,

one who grins without reason. Mod. (Birmingham) Stop
your silly laughing, you grinagog !

Grinch. Cgrinj 1, v. [echoic ; cf. F. grituer.]

intr. To make a hnrsh grating noise.

1892 K. Kii'i.iNn Bart ack-r. Ballads 126 It's woe to bend
the stubborn back Above the grinching quern.

' Grinched, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. F.

grinche-r, dial, form of grincer to gnash (the teeth)

+ -ED 1
.] Of the teeth: Tightly closed, clenched.

x^35 J- Havward tr. Biondts Bantsfid Virgin 186 A long
time lite lay motionlesse, with lither artirs, dead clouded
eyes, grinched teeth, and grappled hands.

T GrinCOme. slang. Obs. Also 7 grincam,
-om. -urn, grinkcome, grinkum. Also Cbinklm.
Chiefly //. A name for syphilis.

1608 Middleton Earn. Love 1. iii, 'A had a receipt for the

grincomes in his hand. 1632 Mar.mion Holland's Leaguer
iv. iii. Dram. Wks. (1875) 73, I have the grincums in my
back. 1635 J. Jones Adrasta 1. C 2, In a Nobleman 'tis

abusive; no, in him the Sarpigo, in a Knight the Grin-
comes, in a Gentleman the Neopolitan scabb [etc]. 1678
Butler Hud. 111. i. 702 For Jealousie is but a kind Of Clap
and Grincam of the Mind, The natural effect of Love.

Grind (^roind), sb. 1 [f. GltiND v. 1 OK. had
gegrind clashing of weapons.]

1. The action of grinding, lit. and _/?£.

c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 183 Dan be sowle fundecS to faren

ut of hire licame, hie . . bimtned . . tooen here grind, and
tunge here speche. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. % Mereh.l. vii.

218 Mud .. churned into chaotic slush by .. interminable

grind of wheels. 187a Karl Pembroke & G. H. Kingsley
S. Sea Bubbles ix. 235, I felt a sudden shock, a terrible lurch,

and long trembling grind. 1881 D. G. Rossetti Bride's

Prelude Wks. 1886 1. 57 And cries I knew of hostile lords,

And crash of spears and grind of swords. 1886 J. R. Reks
Divers. Bk.-worm ii. 61 One gels into an unnatural perspi-

ration at the eternal grind of the barrel-organ.

t b. A set task of grinding. Obs.

1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. iv. (1687) 151/2 The prison,

where the common malefactors ground, and did their grind,

and in pay of their labour, received two drachms.

2. colloq. Steady hard work ; labour of a mono-
tonous kind, esp. close and hard study; an instance

of this, a dull and laborious task.

1851 Hall College Words, Grind, an exaction ; an op-

pressive action. Students speak of a very long lesson

which they are required to learn, or of anything which is

very unpleasant or difficult to perform as a grind. 1851
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Kingsley in Life (1877) '* 349 ^ e 'ost ^'m l tne f°x l

after sunset, after the fiercest grind I have had this nine
years. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. v, 'Come along,
boys \ cries East, always ready to leave the grind, as he
called it. 1859 Sat. R*V* VII. 534 2 To a large proportion

of students, both at our public schools and at the Univer-
sities, Latin and Greek area mere grind. 1866 Mrs. Rid-

Dm. Race for Wealth II. xii. 250 Weary of the eternal
work, of the everlasting grind, of the whirl of London life.

1884 H. Scott Holland Gd. Friday Addr. 100 Poor
women, slaving, to win. .some few pennies by a long day's
grind. 1887 T. B. Rked Dog with Bad Name xix, 'Hadn't
we better tain overcoats?

1

..'Oh, no—they're a frightful

grind to carry."

b. (See quot. and cf. Grind v. 8 b.)

1857 C Bede' Verdant Green ill. xi. 93 A medical
student would have told him that a ' Grind ' meant the read-
ing up for an examination under the tuition of one who was
familiarly termed ' a Grinder '—a process which Mr. Verdant
Green's friends would phrase as 'Coaching' under 'a
Coach '.

3. Univ. slang, a. A steeplechase ; also, a walk
taken for the sake of exercise, a ' constitutional'.

1857 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green in. xi. 93 To a University
man, a Grind did not possess any reading signification, but
a riding one. In fact, it was a steeple-chase, slightly

varying in its details according to the college that patro-

nised the pastime, i860 Slang Diet. S.V., ' To take a grind
'

i.e. a walk, or constitutional, University. 1862 H. Kingslev
Ravenshoe I. xiv. 173 The Christchurch grind had been slow,
but the best that year. 187a Chamb. Jrnl. 30 Mar. 194/3
The mighty gymnasiarch, the hero of a hundred 'grinds'.

1887 in M. Shearman Athletics ty Footb. (Badm. Libr.)4i It

was the evening after the College Steeplechase (vulgarly
called the 'College Grind'.'. 1896 Graves Way abt. Ox-
fordsh. 89 Just beyond, a turning to the left constitutes a
part of the course of the famous ' Five miles grind' [A fa-

vourite walk at Oxford J.

b. V. S. A hard student.

1896 in Westm. Gaz. 11 Aug. 8/1 He is neither a ' grind
'

nor a 'sport'. 1897 Barrehe & Leland Diet. Slangy
Grind,, .a plodding student who keeps aloof from the usual
sports and pastimes.

Grind grind), sb.'- Orkney and Shetland dial.

[a. ON. (and Sw. ) grind & barred gate.] ' A gate

formed of horizontal bars, which enter at each
end into hollows in two upright stakes, or in the

adjoining walls' (Jam.).
1615 Acts of Bailiary in G. Barry Orkney Id. (1805) 459

All grinds and slops on all highways shall be closed by all

strangers that enter thereby, a 1733 Shetland Acts 6 in

Froc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. (1892) XXVI. 197 That none big

up accustomed grinds or passages through towns. 18:4
Scott Diary 17 Aug. in Loci-hart, The gates, or grinds,

as they are here called, are usually of ship planks and
timbers. 1845 New Statist. Ace. Scot., Shetland XV. 121

Every grind or gate is set open.

Grind (graind), sb.$ Naut. [Origin obscure

;

cf. Grind 0.*; also grinde, obs. var. Groin aft.*]

1 A half-kink in a hempen cable' (Adm. Smyth).
'794 R$nfag'$ Seamans/ii/ II. 288 A cable coiled against

the sun will. .have less grinds or kinks in it than a cable

coiled with the sun.

I! Grind (grind), sl>A [Faeroese; a single

bottle-nose whale is called grindahvalur, whence
Da. grindehval, Du. grindexval.
The word is commonly identified with grind gate, fence

(Grind sb?), and is said to refer to the appearance presented
by the school when swimming or resting on the surface

of the sea. Others explain it as referring to the mode of
capture, the whales being fenced or penned in by a line

of boats.]

A collective term applied in the Faroes to the

bottle-nose whale when it appears in large num-
bers. (App. used incorrectly in quot. 1883.)
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 47 A Faroese ' Eight-man

boat', fully equipped for the grind or chase of the.. Bottle-

nose Whale. 1885 Sat. Rev. 10 Oct. 475/1 The grind are

not hunted out at sea like the larger whales. 1887 Fisheries

<V Fish. Industries U. S. {ed. Goode) II. 248 The fishermen

of the Faroe Islands have been very successful in their cap-

tures, .of the 'grind-whale' or blackfish {G[tobiocephalns\

melas). 1898 Blachw. Mag. Aug. 257 When the grind are
sighted great excitement prevails throughout the islands.

Grind (graind), v.1 Pa. t. and pple. ground
(grauncl). Forms-: i grin dan. 2-3 grinden,

4 grynden, (gpagnr), 4-5 grynd, 4-6 grynde,

^6 grynede?), 5-7 grynde, 4- grind. I sing,

pres. ind. 4 grint, grynt. Pa. t. 1-4 grond,

(3 gront?), 6 groond, 7- ground
;
pi. 1 grun-

don, 3 grunden ; also weak 6-9 grinded.
Pa. pple. 4-5 i-, ygrounde(n, (4 i-gronde\
grownden, (-yn, -yne), 4-6 grounden, (-in,

-yn), gronden, (-ine, -yn), Sc. grundin, (-yn
1

),

5-6 grounde, (6 groond, 7 groune, Sc. grunde),
6- ground ; also weak 6-9 grinded, 7-8

grounded. [OE. grindan {grgnd, grundon,

*grunden) str. vb. is cogn. w. Du. grenden (rare),

grinden wk. vb. (cf. grind, grint sb., gravel,

coarse meal) ; the pre-Teut. root *ghrendh- is

perh. represented in L. frendere to gnash the

teeth, to bruise, pound. The word is wanting in

the other Teut. langs., which have instead a verb

cogn. with L. tnolere : see Meal j&J
1. trans. To reduce to small particles or powder
by crushing between two hard surfaces; esp. to

make (grain) into meal or flour in a mill. Freq.

with adverbial or other complement denoting the

result of the action, as down, small, into dust, to

pieces, etc.

c 1000 JElvrIc Gram. (Z.) 168 Molo, icgrinde. c izooOrmin
1486 pu .. gaddresst swa be clene corn .. & grindesst itt, &
cnedesst itt. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3339 To dust he it grunden
and maden bread. 13. . A". Alts. 443: (Laud MS.) Myllen
mitten by be blood Grynden come as by be flood. < 1374
Chaucer Former Age 15 No man yit in the morter spices
grond. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Agatha 94 It wes les maystry
Bard slants to grynd. .bane for to wrythagathis wil fracryst.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. 1. 405 Lyme iS: grauel commixt
ther on do glide, With marbul greet ygrounde & mixt with
lynie. C1450 M,£. Med. Bk. (Heinnch) 72 [Take] be rote
of horshelne & be rote of comfyry . .and grynde hem smale
in a morter. 1568 in W. H. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford
(1880) 326 Any corne or nieale, ground or to be grynded.
1576 Baklr Jewell ofHealth 101 Lyme not quenched or
slaked, joyned with the whites of egges, and grinded on
a marble stone. 1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 650 They
..lay it [steeped millet] on a stone, and (as Painters their

colours) grinde it with another stone, till it be dowe. i66z
H. Stvbbe Ind. Nectar ii. 9 They grinded the nuts into
a paste. 1697 DrvdEN Virg, Geo?g. 11. 757 The Olives,
ground in Mills, their Fatness boast. 1768 Boswell
Corsica i. (ed. a) 48 They even have them [chestnuts]
grinded into flour. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory 1. 96 Grind
them again, as painters do their colours. 1837 M. Donovan
Dom. Econ. II. 345 The practice of keeping coffee roasted
and ground.. seems to be injurious to its aroma. 1850
Young's Patent in Law Times Rep. X. 862/1 To each 100
gallons there is added aSlbs. of chalk, ground up with
a little water into a thin paste, i860 Tvndall Glac. II. vii.

261 The glaciers, .grind the mass beneath them to particles
of all sizes.

b. Denoting the action of teeth, or apparatus
having the same function ;

= to masticate. Ahofig.
t 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 Te3 hine grinded. Tungu

hine swolejeff. aizz$ After. R. 70 pe two cheoken beo3
be two grinstones. .LokeS. .baet ouwer cheoken ne grinden
neuer bute soule node. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De F. R.
v. xx. (1495 1 124 Quadrupfi or keruers ben sharp in the
endes and ben able to bruse and grynde harde metes. 1555
Eden Decades 354 Foure teeth wherwith he eateth and
gryndeth his meate. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. Hi. v. ifi

Then would thou hadst a paire of chaps no more, and
throw betweene them all the food thou hast, they'le grinde
the other. 1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres. 39 Christs flesh

was sensually . . to be handled by the Priests hands, to be
broken and grinded by the teeth of the faithful. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776' VI. 382 The tortoise has .. no
teeth . .only two bony ridges in the place, serrated and hard.
These serve to gather and grind its food. 1836-9 Todd
Cycl. Anat. II. 11/2 The three first stomachs being in-

tended to macerate and grind it [food] down,

C. trans/, and fig. (Cf. 2 and 3.)

153S Coverdale Micah iv. 13, I wil make thy home yron,
and thy clawes brasse, that thou mayest grynde [A A'.

break in pieces] many people. 1583 Babihgton Commandm.
ix. (1637) 93 The denyall of it..gnndeth his soule in sunder.

1587 Fleming Con'.n. Holinshed III. 1354/1 He groond
himselfe euen to his graue by mortification. 1640 FULLER
Joseph's Coat 1 Cor. xL 24 (1867) 58 All His bones were
broken, that is, contrited and grinded with grief and sorrow.
1784 Cowper Task 11. 362 He grinds divinity of other days
Down into modern use. 1838 ThirLWALL Greece IV. xxviii.

30 It was.. safer to let the Greeks grind each other down
in a protracted conflict. 184a Tennyson St. Sim. Styl. 115
A grazing iron collar grinds my neck.

d. To force out by, or as by, grinding.

1790 J. B. Moreton Mann. W. Ind. 46 Describing the
mill which grinds, or rather squeezes the juice out of the
canes. 1801 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. p. cciii,

I went on board Sir Hyde this morning.. I ground out
something, but there was not that openness which I should
have shown to my Second in Command.

e. intr. in quasi-passive sense, with adj. com-
plement or adv. : To admit of being ground (fine, '

easily, etc.).

2. fig. (cf. 1 c). To crush, to oppress ; to harass
with exactions. Also with down, to the dust.
a i6a6 Bacon Advice to Villiers Wits. 1026 VI. 442 Some ,

few merchants and tradesmen, under colour of furnishing
the colony with necessaries, may not grind them so as shall I

always keep them in poverty. 164a FULLER Holy <y Prof. \

St. v. xix. 436 Much regretting that their Priviledges, Civil
and Ecclesiastical I, were infringed, and they grinded with

;

exactions against their Laws and Liberties. 1691 Baxter '

Nat. Ch. xiii. 53 Landlords grinding their Poor Tenants.
1764 Goldsm. Trav. 386 Laws grind the poor, and rich men
rule the law. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 30 Is India free?. .Or
do we grind her still ? 1833 Hr. Martinkau Manch. Strike
iii. 33 You are not the man to grind the poor. 1838 Lytton
Leila 1. ii, Vet you suffer the Hebrews themselves . . to be
ground to the dust. 187a Yeats Grenuth Comm. 240 By re-

forming the laws, and checking monopolies, he enabled the
kingdom to pay its way without grinding the poor. 1883 S.

C. Hall Retrospect II. 326 [He] had but one . . excuse for
grinding down the wretched peasantry.

b. In same sense : To grind the faxes (occas.

face) cf. A Hebraism.
1388 Wyclif Isa. iii. 15 Whi al to-breken ;e my puple,

and grynden togidere the faces of pore men? 1608 Br.
Hall Recoil. Treat. (1614) 609 They gave plentifull almes
to the poore ; wee in stead of filling their bellies, grinde their
faces. 1659 Hammond On Ps. xcv. 5 When they oppress
and grind the facesof thepeopleand servantsof God. 1791-
l8«3 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1866) 306/1 Richelieu was grind-
ing the face of the poor by exorbitant taxation. 1889
Jessopp Coming of Friars ii. 88 The lord of the manor.

.

might grind the faces of the poor while he ground their corn.

3. fig. To afflict, to torment
;

physically and
mentally. Also absol. Now only c*/.A'.,to annoy, vex.

j

absol. c 1350 Med. MS. in Archxotogia XXX. 353 5if in
mannys body vemiys grynde Take mylfoly. 1610 Shaks.

|

Temp. iv. i. 259 Goe, charge my Goblins that they grinde 1

their ioynts With dry Convultions. 1698 Lister in Phil. I

'Trans. XX. 246 A paining Grief towards the bottom of
their Bellies, which did grind and torment them with Pain
and Trouble. 1735 Somerville Chase in. 423 All the Pangs
that grind thy Soul, In Rapture and in sweet Oblivion lost.

1879 Hovvells L. Aroostook vii, After all, it does grind me
to have lost that money !

b. U.S. {College slang') To satirize severely;

make a jest of {Lent. Did.).

e. colloq. To be a 'grind ' 'see Grind sbA 2) to,

to fag.

1887 T. B. Reed Dog with Bad Name xix, 'Will you
come?'..' I've never been up a mountain in winter before.

We shall get a splendid view. Sure it won't grind you?

'

4. To produce by giinding.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xlvit. 2 Tac a grind ston, or queernc
stoon, and grind me mele. c 1430 Liber Cocorum \ 1S62 14
Floure of ryce bou grynd also. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xlvii.

2 Thou shalt bringe forth the querne, & grynede meel.

1624 Hlywood Gnnaik. x. 255 '1'here was meale that morn-
ing to be fetcht from the mill, which was grinded by that

time. 1791 Cowpek Odyss. xx. 145 With aching heart and
trembling knees their meal Grinding continual. 1897 Mas.
Ramsay Ev. Day Life l itrkey ii. 47 Each household grind>
its own flour.

5. To wear down by friction so as to make sharp

or smooth, a. To sharpen the edge or point of

(a tool, a weapon). To have axes to grind : see

Ax sdA 5. Also with complement, and up.
13.. A*. Alls. 5872 With his swerd, sharp y-grounde, He

, yaf many a dedly wounde. 1375 Bakrour Bruce Mi. 520
Axis that weiil grundyn wer. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode

I 1. cxvii. U869) 61 pe haubergeoun, which was of so strong a

j

shap bat, for no wepene ygrounden, ber was neuere mayl
ybroken. 1523 Fitzherh, f/ttsb, § 21 'this hoke woldc be
well steeled, and grounde sharpe. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. ii.

58, I haue ground the Axe my selfe ; Do you but strike

the blowe. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xi. 193 The edges of
I these Flat Chissels are not ground tu such a Basil as the
* Joyners Chissels are. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. 111. 398
' the bristled Boar .. New grinds his arming Tusks. 1827

D. Johnson Ind. Field Sports 294 His tusks heis grinding to

I

give us some play. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudgc iv, I'll grind
up all the tools. *

ftg. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxiv. ii, For tongues
they beare, not tongues, but swordes, So piercing sharp
they have them ground, e 1600 Shaks. Sontt. ex. 10 Mine
appetite I neuer more "ill grin'de On newer proofe, to trie

an older friend.

b. To smooth the surface of 'glass, etc.) by
friction.

1641 French Distill, i. (1651) 6 The stopple of Glass
ground very smooth. 1660 Boyle New E.rp. Phys Mech.
Proem 10 To the inward tapering Orifice of this Ring ..

are exquisitely ground the sides of the Brass stopple. 1678
Butler Hud. 111. Lady's Answ. 229 How dull and rugged,
ere 'tis ground And polish'd, looks a diamond ? 1704 N ew-
ton Opticks 1. 1721)95 Good Workmen who can grind and
polish Glasses truly spherical, 183a G. R. Porter Pone-
lain <y Gl. 201 The labour bestowed in grinding and polic-
ing their surfaces. 1837 WmiTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842)

353 The Optician executes very little more of the work than
fitting in the glasses, after these are grinded. 1888 Sci,

Amer. 28 Apr. 258/2 To secure perfect smoothness in

motion, each rack and pinion is * ground in '.

fig- 1779 Johnson in Boswell 16 Apr., To be contradicted,
in order to force you to talk, is mighty unpleasing. You
shine, indeed ; but it is by being ground.

T C. Used for; To file down (teeth). Obs. rare.

i6as Bacon Ess., Usury (Arb.) 545 That the Tooth of

Usurie be grinded, that it bite not too much.

6. intr. or absol. To perform the operation of

grinding, esp. of preparing meal or flour from

grain. Said also of a mill, etc.

C950 Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 41 Tuu wif jegrundon on
coernae [Rushw. twa grindende a;t cweorne]. c iooo /Klfric
Judg. xvi. 21 pa Phiiistei . . heton hine grindan a;t hira

handewyrne. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xxiv. 41 Two wymmen
shulen be gryndynge in 00 querne. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's
Prol. 389 Who so comth first to Mille, first grynt. c 1400
Deslr. Troy 1604 Mylnes full mony, made for to grynde.
61420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 27 Take persole, peletre an
oyns, and grynde. 1625 Bacon Ess., Counsel (Arb.) 321 But
then it must be a Prudent King, such as is able to Grinde
with a Hand-Mill. a 1632 G. Heruekt Jacula Prudent.

747 Gods Mill grinds slow but sure. 1671 Milton Samson
35 To grind in Brazen Fetters under task With this Heav'n-
gifted strength. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 123
When one pair [of stones] only is wanted to grind. 1837
Carlyle Fr.Rtv. L VII. vii, Millers shall grind, or do worse,
while their millstones endure. 1846 Longk. Aphorisms fr.
F. von Logau, Though the mills of God grind slowly, yet

they grind exceeding small.

b. trans. To work (a handmill) so as to grind

meal, etc. In vulgar phrase To grind the coffee

mill: to imitate with the hand the action of

grinding, by way of contempt (cf. Grinder 8).

1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd. 58 And at supper
time each . . used to grind the quern, but an angel ground
for Colum-cille.

7. a. intr. To work as if grinding with a hand-

mill ; hence, to turn the handle of a barrel-organ.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xviii, Meanwhile the dog in

disgrace ground hard at the organ. »866 [see Barrel-
organ]. 187a Calverley Fly Leaves, On hearing an organ,
Tell me, Grinder, if thou grindest Always, always, out of
tune. 1887 Jessopp Arcady viii. 235 A half-starved organ
grinder comes and delights my heart by grinding for half

an hour.

b. quasiV/-a«j. To produce (music) on a hurdy-

gurdy or barrel-organ. Also with out.

1784 R. Bage Barham Downs II. 197 One grinds music
upon— I forget the name of the instrument ; it is common
enough in London. 1805 European Mag. XLVII. 256 Do,
my good girls, grind me a pennyworth more of your music.
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1868 Hr.i.rs Realmah xvii. (1869) 466 The polka which the
organ-man was grinding out. 1883 Eng. Illustr. Mag.
Nov. 91/1 Like a delicious tune ground too often on
a barrel-organ.

8. intr. a. To work laboriously and steadily;

to toil away at some monotonous task ; esp. to
study hard. Const, at. Also with away, on.
1855 Firow sing Grammar. Funeral 126 So, with the

throttling hands of death at strife, Ground he at grammar.
1857 Hugiiks

i
Tom Brtnvn n. iii. (1871) 260 What's the

good of grinding on at this rate"/ 1872 Chamb. Jml. 30
Mar. 195 2 Whereas our fellows grind on the river, or in
the gymnasium, at the very crisis of the mind. 1881 S. R.
Hole Nice i. 2 How often I thought of them when I was
grinding at my Latin verses.

b. To ride in a steeplechase. (Cf. Grind sb. 3.)
1857 Lawrence Guy Liringst. iii. 17 They . . would grind

over the Vale of the Evenlode . . as gaily, .as over the Hull
ingdon hurdles.

c. To work hard at a subject of study under the
direction of a tutor or ' grinder*.
1835 E. Forbes in Wilson & Geikie Mem. vi. 176, I am

obliged to ' grind '. .that is, undergo a private examination
with an authorized teacher or tutor. 1849 Behrbhd Let. in
N. ff Q. Ser. viii. VII. 183, I was the only man of the 14
who had not been grinding in London, and one poor fellow
was rejected who had been two sessions with a grinder.
1861 Alb, Smith Med. Student 51 Jones himself has never
paid, though he has been grinding some years. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (18731 308 After grinding with
private-tutor Mylius the requisite time, Lessing entered the
school of Camenz.

d. trans. To teach (a subject) in a steady labor-

ious manner ; also, to prepare (a pupil) in a subject.
1815 [see Grinding vbl. sb.] 1848 Thackeray / 'an. Fair

Ki, A pack of humbugs and quacks that weren't fit to get
their living but by grinding Latin and Greek. 1859 Wilson
& Geikie Mem. E. Forbes vi. 180 [Dr. Bennett] undertook
to grind him in anatomy and physiology.

9. intr. To scrape or rub on or against some-
thing; to make a grating noise. Also, to work
into or through by means of pressure and friction.

a 1000 Riddles (Exeter Bk.1 xxxiii, Ic seah searo hweorfan,
grindan wi5 greote, ^iellende faran. -11225 Juliana 56
(Royal MS.) Grisen him mahen bet sehen hu hit [a wheel]
grond [Bodl. MS. gront] in hwet so hit rahte. 13. - E. E.
Allit. P. A. 81 ptt grauayl bat on grounde con grynde Wern
precious perle^ of oryente. c 1350 Will. Paleme 1242 purth
scheld Si scholder be sharpe spere grint. Ibid. 3443 purth
helm & hed hastili to be brest it grint. 1781 Archkk in

Nav. Chron. XI. 291 Our poor Ship grinding, and crying
out at every stroke. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II.

26 We went aground,—grinding, grinding, till the ship
trembled in every timber. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. i. 42
The villainous centre-bits Grind on the wakeful ear in the
hush of the moonless nights. 1856 Kane Arctic Exftl. I.

vii. 68 How gallantly her broken rocks have protected us
from the rolling masses of ice that grind by her.

b. trans. To rub (one thing) gratingly against

or upon (another); to force into by grinding;

also (mas'i'trans. to make (one's way) by grinding.
1644D1G8Y Nat. Bodies (1645) 343 He used to grind his

hands against the walls.. in so much, that they would run
with blood. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner \\\. 94 Yet here are
we.. Grinding through rough and smooth our way. 1820
Keats Hyperion 11. 51 Upon the flint He ground severe
his skull. 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag xii, They ground their

way, instep deep, over the shingles. 1873 Sunday Mag. Feb.

340 He.. ground his heel into it as if it had been a viper.

10. ja. intr. To gnash with the teeth. Const, at.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman^ xxxiv. [xxxv.] 19 [16] Hi grun-
don ofer me mid toSum heard. < 1340 Cursor M. 19434
(Trin.) Wheune he had hem tolde pe sobe bei bigon to

grynde wife tobe. 1563-87 Koxe A. fy M. (1596) 44/1 The
Gentiles grinded and gnashed at the Christians with their

teeth. 1581 Confer. 1. (1584) F iv, The Deane of Paules .

.

grinded with his teeth for despite.

b. trans. To rub (the teeth together with a

grating sound. Const, at.

1 1340 [see Grinding vbl. sb.) 1573 Golding Calvin's Job
vii. 32 They that taste not of the mercie and grace that
God sheweth to men, when he afflicteth them, must nedes
grynd their teeth at him. 1697 Drvden I'irg. Georg. \\\.

766 He grinds his Teeth In his own Flesh. 1761 Smollett
Git Bias 1. x. (1782) I. 53, I. .grinded my teeth. 1820 Scott
Monast. xxi, The knight changed colour and grinded his

teeth with rage. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xix. 244 Hereward
ground his teeth.

C. To grind out': to utter (an oath or the like)

while grinding the teeth.

1889 'Rolf Boldrewood' Robbery under Arms xxix, He
ground out a red-hot curse betwixt his teeth.

11. Comb., as f grind-jest a., that grinds a jest;

grind-organ, a barrel-organ.

1598 E. Guilpin Skial. (1878) 66 As soone disioynt His
grind-iest chaps as hurt our credites. 1888 Pall Mall G.

9 Apr. 2/1 There was at Torquay the usual man with the

grind-organ.

t Grind, v. 2 Obs. In 4 {Kentish) grend(en.
[OE. gryndan = OHG. grunden, MHG., G. grun-

den :—*grttndjan, f. grund Ground sb.] intr. Of
the sun, etc. : To set, go down.
c 1050 Vox. in Wr.-Wulcker 389/37 Descendens, gryndende.

C1315SHORKHAM 137 The sonne and monneand manysterren
By caste aryseth . . By weste hy grendeth . . And cometh a3en

ther hy a-ryse.

Grind, v$ Naut. [Cf. Grind xM] (See quot.)

1794 Rigging 9f Seamanship II. 288 A cable generally

grinds or kinks from more turns being forced into it . . than
it had when first made.

Gri'ndable, a. rare. [f. Grind v.1 + -able.]

Capable of being ground.

426

1652 Munim. Burgh frr'ine (1891) II. 75 The rest of all

corns grindable. 1659 Torriano, Macinabile, grindablc.

Grinde, obs. form of Groin sb*

Grinded (grornded), />//. a. [f. Grind v. x +
-Ki)l.] — GBOUND///. a., in various senses.

1613 Haywarh Norm. Kings 1 11 Many bagges of grinded
gold were drawen out of riuers, wherein the Bishop had
caused them for a time to he buried. 1624 Qcari.es Dh\
Poems, Job vi. 37 The grinded Pris'ner heares not [there]

the noyse, Nor harder threatnings of th' Oppressors voyce.
1661 Lovell Mist. Anim. <y Min. 150 Voting Ducks fed
with grinded malt are of good nourishment. 1697 Dkvden
/ irg. Georg. 1. 360 Let him . . grinded Grain betwixt two
Marbles turn. 1831 I.ytton Godoiph. xv. 25 Instead of
providing . . for the amusement of the grinded labourer.
1841 — Nt. <y Mom. '1851) 141 He drew the words out, one
by one, through his grinded teeth. 1867 Morris Jason xvi.

9 And every man had ready to his hand Sharp spear, and
painted shield, and grinded sword.

t Grrnded, ppl. a.- Obs. [f. grind, obs. form
of Groin j*.3 + -ed -.] = Groinkd. Cf. cross-

grinded.
1715 L.EONJ Palladia: Archii. (1721) I. 42 There are six

different forms of Arches, vi/., cross'd, flat, faciated, round,
grinded [It. a lunette], and shell-like. .The two last are hut
of a modern invention.

t Gri'ndel, a. Obs. In 4 gryndel. [Of un-

known origin; cf. ON.
t;
r/7W6r* fierceness, {.grimm-r

GRIM «,] tierce; angry.
13. . E, E. AlUt. P. C. 524 He nojt so gryndel god man,

hot go forth by wayes. 13.. Gaw. A> Gr. Knt. 2338 IJolde

burne, on bis bent l>e not so gryndel.

Hence f Grindellaik [see -i.aik], fierceness,

anger ; + Ctrl' ndelly adv., in a fierce manner.
13.. Gaiv. A> Gr, A'nt. 312 Your gryndel-layk. & your

greine, Sc your grete wordes. Ibid. 2299 Ful gryndelly with
greine benne sayde.

Grinder (grai'ndaj). [f. Grind v. 1 + -er*.]

I. An instrument for grinding.

1. A molar tooth ; hence colloq. or jocularly in

//.. the teeth generally.

1398 Trevisa Harth. De P. A", v. xx. (1495) 125 Some
[teeth] hyght grynders, whyche .. grynde alwaye as myl-
stones the mete. 1528 PayNEL Saleme's Rtgim. 2 A iv,

The laste tethe : whiche be behynde them that we call the

grynders. 1604 Drayton Owl 414 Whilst this base Slave
his nastic Grinders drest. 1767 Fkanklin Lett. Wks. 1887
IV. 24, I return you many thanks for the box of elephants'

tusks and grinders. 1786 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Bozzy fy

Piozzi (ed. 5) 41 Dear Doctor Johnson lov'd a leg of |>ork,

And hearty on it, would his grinders work. 1819 Moore
Tom Crib (ed. 3* 23 With grinders dislodgd, and with
peepers both poach'd. 1834 M Mcrtrie Cuviers Anim.
h'ingd. 95 The other ordinary Edentata have no grinders.

1887 Busant The World went xxvi. 204 Sit down. . . It is a
grinder, and will take a strong pull.

fb. (See quot.) Obs.

1799 Corse in Phil. Trans. I-.XXXIX. 215 A grinder or

case of teeth, in full grown elephants, is more than sufficient

to fill one side of the mouth.

2. A machine for grinding (in various senses) ; the

upper millstone or ' runner
' ; f a muller or pestle.

1688 R. Hoi.mk Armoury 111. 382/1 The Inamel Grinder..
is. .an Agate Stone set in a lirass.. socket with a wooden
handle; it is to Grind. .Inamels in a Flint Mortar. 1708

}. Philips Cyder 11. 54 For thy mill a sturdy post Cylindric,

to support the grinder's weight. 1805 Forsyth Beauties
Scotl. II. 10 A Roman hand-mill . . was discovered in work-
ing a quarry, from the top of which the grinder had
dropped, i860 Eng. <y For. Mining Gloss., Cornivall
Terms, Grimier, machinery for crushing the ores between
iron cylinders or barrels. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines
ff Mining 386 One man. .tends the grinder.
trans/, i860 Tyndali. Glaciers 1. xv. 90 The mighty

grinder [glacier action] has rubbed off the pinnacles of the

rocks.

f 3. A muscle of the lower jaw. Obs. rarc~l
.

1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 757 The motion vpward is per-

formed hy the temporal! muscle.. ; to the right hand and
to ihe left by the fir.>t grinder called Mansorius primus.

II. A person who grinds.

4. a. One who grinds anything in a mill.

1483 Cath. Angl. 165/2 A Grinder, molitor. < 1515 Cocke
LorelPs B. (Percy Soc.) 10 Stryngers, grynders, Arowe
heders, maltemen, and corne mongers. 1611 Hible Eccl.

xii. 3 t/targ., The grinders faile, because they grind little.

1756 J. Li.ovn in \V. Thompson R. N. Advoc. (1757) 51,

I have . . desired the Grinder not to pick his Mill so often.

185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom*s C. xxxii. 294 The mills were
few in number compared with the grinders. 1892 Labour
Commission Gloss., Grinders, men in the seed crushing
industry who put the rolled seed under a pair of stones to

be ground preparatory to being made hot.

b. One who grinds cutlery, tools, glass, etc.

1600 Suri-let Country Farme I. xii. 48 The durt found in

the bottome of the troughes of cutlers or grinders. 1639
Woodali. Whs. Pref. (1653^ 16 It is a base office belonging
to meer Barbers and Grinders. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 32
With very little or no trouble in fitting the Engine, and
without much skill in the Grinder. 1811 Byron Hints /r.

Horace 485 I'll labour gratis at a grinder's^ wheel. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 591 This pyramidal muller, if small sized,

bears at each of its angles of the upper face a peg or ball,

which the grinders lay hold of in working it. 1870 Reade
Put yourself, etc. I. 177 The strike was over, the grinders

poured into the works, and the grindstones revolved. 1892

Labour Commission Gloss., Grinder, the man who grinds

the wire teeth of the card sharp.

C. A lithotritist.

1846 R. Liston Pract. Surg. xii. (ed. 4) 500 If he fell into

the hands of the professed grinder, no matter what the

peculiarities of the case, he was as certain to be subjected

to the boring or hammering processes.

GRINDING.
5. One who prepares pupils for examination

;

a crammer.
[1710 etc.: cf. gerund-grinder, Gerund b.] 1813 Mae.

Ildgeworth Patronage iii. (1838) I. 49 Put bin into the
hands of a clever grinder or crammer, and they would soon
cram the necessary portion of Latin and Greek into him.
1849 Thackeray Pendennis v. (1863' 37 She sent me down
here with a grinder : she wants me to cultivate my neglected
genius. 1857 [see Grind sb. 1 2 b].

6. a. One who works under another, rare. b.

One who makes others work under him at dimin-
ished wages ; a c sweater '.

1814 Scott Let. to J. B. S. Morritt 7 Jan. in Lockhart,
A sort of grinder of mine, who assisted me in various ways.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (i86r.> II. 2^3 Grinders, or
those who compel the woikmen ithrough their necessities) to

do the same amount ofwork for less than the ordinary wages.

7. A bird that makes a grinding noise : a. The
dishwasher or flycatcher (Sisura inquieta) of

Australia, to. The night-jar or goat-sucker {Cent.

Did., given as 'local Eng.'; Swainson has only

scissor-grinder, razor-grinder).
1848 j. Gould Birds Austral. II. pi 87 Seisura inquieta,

Restless Flycatcher, .the Grinder of the Colonists of Swan
River and New South Wales.

III. 8. slang (See quot. J 837).
1837 Dickkns Ptckm. xxxi, Mr. Jackson ..applying his

left thumb to the tip of his nose, worked a visionary coffee-

mill with his right hand : thereby performing a very graceful
piece of pantomine . . which was familiarly denominated
' taking a grinder '. 1870 Athenaeum 8 Jan. 57/2 He finds

himself confronted hy a . . lightly-clad Indian, who salutes

him with what sireet-boys term 'a grinder'.

IV. 9. Comb,, t grinder-tongue muscles,
those which work the lower jaw and tongue

;

grinder's asthma, phthisis, rot Path., * a lung

disease produced by the mechanical irritation of the

particles of steel and stone given ofT in the operation

of grinding' (Webster, Suppl. 1879).
1615 Crookk Body of Man 762 The second paire are called

Myloglossl or the grinder-tongue Muscles. They arise.,

from the sides of the lower iaw neare the roots of the grind-

ing teeth. 1898 Alllmtfs Syst. Med. V. 244 Grinders' rot.

Grindery .grsrndari). [f. Gkind vA + -eby.]

1. Materials, tools, and appliances used by shoe-

makers, and other workers in leather.

Quot. 1805 makes it probable that the term was orig.

applied only to the whetstone used by shoemakers; then
perh. to the tools sharpened on it, and finally extended to

other 'furnishings'.

1805 Sporting Mag. XXVI. 46 Whetstone pits . . From
these . . all the grindery— a term well known to the gentle

craft of England— is supplied. 1851 H. Mavhi.w Lond.
Labour I. 362 There are . . old and blind shoemakers, who
sell a few articles of grindery to their shopmates. i836

Bksant Childr. Gt'beou 11. ii, They deal in grindery.

b attrib. and Comb.
1854 Illustr. Lond. Ne?vs 5 Aug. 118 Occupations t>f the

people .. Grindery-dealer. 1858 Sim.monds Diet. Trade,
Grimtery-ivarehonse^ shop where the materials and looh

for shoemakers, .are kept for sale.

2. A place for grinding tools, weapons, etc.

1884 {Over shofi window, Sevenoahs, Keut\ Grindery for

knives. 1896 ll'estm. Gas. 30 Jan. 2/1, I proceeded to the

Grindery. . .1 saw keen edges put to a couple of swords.

Grinding (grai Dditj), vbl. sb. [(. Gbivo v. 1 +
-ingV)

1. The action of Grind f. 1
, in various senses.

1340 Ayenb. 265 per is wop and grindinge of teb. c 1440

Prontp. Farz>. 212/2 Gryndynge of a mylle, molatura, mul-

tnra. c 1487 Ace. Prioress 0/Pray in Monast. Angl. (1821)

III. 360 Item paid for helvyng of an ax and gryndyng of

knyfe iij'
1
. 1606 Shaks. TV. 4- Cr. 1. i. 15 Hee that will haue

a Cake out of the Wheate, must needes tarry the grinding.

1758 J. S. Le Drans ObsetT. Surg. (1771) 78 A Grinding of

the Teeth . . attended each Dressing. 1815 Kkblk Let
Coleridge in Memoir \\%6c[)\v. 63 Perhaps when Tom leaves

Oxford .. we may contrive some gainful grinding [i.e.

tutorial] scheme between us. i860 O. \V. Holmes Prof.

Brcakf.-t. viii. (Paterson) 163 The. .grinding of the. .graveJ

changes to a. .rumble. 1883 Stkvhnson Treas. Isi. v. xxii,

A certain tossing of foliage and grinding of boughs.

2. attrib. and Comb. a. ' Adapted for, or con-

nected with, grinding'; in names of apparatus,

machinery, etc. used in various trades, as grinding'

bed, -bench
f
-block, -clamp, -lathe, -machine, -mill,

-pan,-slab, -slip, -vat, etc. ; ahogrinding-opejalion.

-room, -season, b. 'Suitable for being ground',

as grinding-barley, etc. C. Special comb., as

t grinding - barrow, a knife-grinder's barrow
;

fgrinding-house, a mill (tr. L. pistrinum);

grinding-money, an allowance paid in certain

trades to cover the time spent in sharpening tools;

f grinding - organ, a barrel-organ; grinding-

wheel, {a) a wheel adapted for grinding or polish-

ing
;

(b) a building fitted up with water or steam

power for grinding cutlery or tools.

1881 Daily News 23 Aug. 3/6 *Grinding barley was..

dearer by is. per quarter. 1780 Johnson in Boswctl (1847)

661/2 He would bring home a *grinding barrow, which you

see in every street in London. 1853 O. Bvrnf. Artisan's

Handbk. 1 18 The machinery for driving the beam is fixed in a

frame about six feet square and eighteen inches high, placed

between the two *grinding-benches. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech.,*Grindiug-claw6. 1598 Bernard Terence in Engl.

226 The fellow is worthte to be put into the "grinding-house.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 541 Two boring and *grinding-

mills for gun-barrels. 189s Labour Commission Gloss., s. v.

Money, "Grinding-money, the money paid in the barge-build-
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ing industry for the time allowed for sharpening tools on
leaving a job. 1846 R. Liston Pract. Surg. xii. (ed. 4^ 496
[Lithotomy] was done, as he said, with less pain than that

attendant upon any of the "grinding operations. 1801 Mrs.
Crofts Salvatior I. 91 He added also a French horn,

a clarionet, a ^grinding organ, all which he kept continually

playing. 1877 Kavmonu Statist. Mines $ Alining 332
Large vgrinding-pan, with capacity of eight tons of tail-

ing! daily. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 130 We follow

our guide to the *grinding-room, where this roughness is

ground off. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 663 During the

last "grinding-seasou nearly every man, woman, and child

on his plantation, including his overseer and himself, were
at work fully-eighteen hours a day. 1890 \V. J. GORDON
J-oundry 131 Two long rows of *griiiding-slabs. 1875
Knight Diet. Meek., ''Griuding-slip, a thin slab of oil-stone

or hone to reach edges of tools which cannot be conveniently
applied to the usual stone. 1791 W. Jkssop Rep. Thames
# Isis 21 An old arch way next adjoining to the ^Grinding
Wheel. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts 381 Grinding wheels or
grinding mills are divided into a number of separate rooms.

Grinding, ///. a. [f. Grind v.* + -ing-.]

1. That grinds. Grinding toot// = Gbinder i,

a 1000 Laws /Ethclhert c. n (Schmid) Jifman wi'5 cyninges
nixgdeii-man jeli^ed, 1 scillinga gebete. 3if hio grindende
beowa sio, xxv scillinga gebete, 1653 R. Sanders Physioga.
226 To have the arms and grinding teeth ready and tit to do
some action, a 1718 Rowf. (J.I, Shrinking sinews start, And
smeary foam works o'er my grinding jaws. 1825 J. NICHOL-
SON Operat. Mechanic 143 The surface of the under grinding
mill-stone. 1869 J. E. Gray Guide to Brit. Mus. 2 Flying
Foxes have blunt grinding teeth. 1878 L. P. Meredith
Teeth 76 The tooth-brush should lie applied . . from side to

side on the grinding surfaces.

Jig. 1884 Atheuceum 16 Aug. 207/3 A yearly examination,
frequently of a mechanical and grinding character.

D. Of sounds: -Similar to that made by grinding;

grating, strident.

1794-1804 Bewick Brit. Birds I. 130 This bird .. is best
known by the lengthened, grinding, sibilous noise, which it

makes. 1833 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlii. (1856) 386 You
become conscious of a sharp, humming, grinding murmur.
2. Burdensome, crushing, exacting, oppressive,

f Of a person : Extortionate.

1599 Marston Sco. I'illmnie II. vil. 203 He that doth snort

in fat-fed luxury, And gapes for some grinding Monopoly.
1649 Mit.TON Eikon. v. 44 They undid nothing in the State

but irregular and grinding Courts, a 1703 Burkitt On
N. T., Matt. ix. 9 Matthew, a grinding publican, is the man.
18x8 Shelley Rev. Islam v. xxxii, The stress of grinding
toil. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xvii. (1862) 280
A heavy excise or a grinding income-tax. 1845 S. Austin
Rankers Hist. Re/. II. 267 The clergy were accused of.,

acts of grinding oppression.

3. Of pain, etc. : Excruciating, racking, wearing.
Also, in Midwifery, the distinctive epithet of the pains in

the first stage of labour.

1581 Fi.avei. Meth. Grace ix. 189 Are we glad when the

grinding pains of the stone, .are over? 1693 Drvden Ovid**
Met. ix. /phis <$ Ianthe 52 Now grinding pains proceed to

bearing throes. 1831 R. W. Evans Rectory Vatehead v.

(ed. 2) 79 Thou shall with grinding wounds be gor'd. 1851
Ramsbotham Obstetric Med. (ed. 3) 101 So long as the

'grinding pains' continue there is no chance of a speedy
release. 1869 Trollops He Knew xlv. (1878) 247 The grind-

ing suspicion that he was to be kept in the dark.

Hence Grindingly adv., in a grinding manner.
1828 Southey in Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 543 No other

peasantry .. is . . so grievously and grindingly oppressed by
the land-holders. 1889 A. T. Pask Eyes Thames 97 The
poor Thames has been hardly served indeed in these

grindingly practical times.

Grinding-stone. = Grindstone.
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 212/2 Gryndyngstone, or myllestone,

molaris. Ibid., Gryndyngstone or grynstone, mola. 1677
R. Cary Pal.vol. Cliron, 11. 1. ix. 119, I have whet .. my
Coulter at their Grinding-Stone. 1706 Re/lex. upon Ridicule
(1707) 298 A troublesome Creditor, that keeps your Nose to

the Grinding-stone. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art
II. 828 Take fresh curds, and bruise the lumps on a grinding-
stone. 1869 B. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene fed. 3) 98 The
makers of grinding-stones suffer in the same way.

Grindie [
. Obs. exc dial. A narrow ditch

or drain. (C£ Giundlet.)
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 31 There is vij acres loud lying

by the hih weye toward the grendyll. 1587 Goldinc. De
Moruay xiv. (1617) 230 As who would say this present life

were vnto it [the future life] but a narrow grindle. a 1825
Korby I'oe. E. Angtia, Grindle, a small and narrow drain
for water. But Drindle is a better word. 1847 HaUIWSLL,
Grindle, a. small drain. (Suffolk.)

t Grindle 2
. Obs. rare" 1

. Some bird.

1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey iv. iii. 83 Gray,
Greene and Bastard Plover . . Grindle, Skirwingle, Sea and
Land Larkes.

Grindle 8 (gri'nd'l\ U. S. [a. G. griindel, f.

gritnd Ground, bottom.] A name of the mud-
fish (see quot.).

1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. 118S8) III. 97 Amia calva,

the bow-fin, mud-fish, .. grindle, 'John A. Grindle', or
lawyer, as it is variously termed.

Grindle-coke, -colk. dial. [See next and
Colk '.] A worn-out grindstone.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 291 A razor, being con-

siderably concave on the sides, is wrought on a mere grindle

coke, as it is called. 1847 Halliwkll, Grindle-coke, a worn-
down grindstone, sometimes used as a stool in the cottages

of the poor. (North.) 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Griudtl-colke.

Grindle stone. Obs. exc. dial Also 3 grin-

delstane, 4 gvyndelston, 5 gryndylston, gryn-
dulstone, 6 gryndel 1 stone, 7 8 grindle stone,

8 grindel stone. 9 dial, grindlestun, grunnle-
ston. [prob. rejir. OE. *grindelstdn

t
f. *grindel

(instrumental \\.A grindan to GriniV; +stdn Stone.]

fl. = Grindstone 1. Obs.
111225 Ancr. R. 332 pet no mon ne scholde twinnen be

two grindstones [v.r. grindelstanes].

2. =* Grindstone 2.

13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2202 Hit clatered in be clyff . . As
one vpon a gryndelston bride grounden a sybe. ?ci400
Turuament Totenham 262 in Hazl. /;. P. P. III. 94 Ther
was gryndulstones in gravy, And mylstones in mawmany.
a 1503 Burlesques in Eel. Ant. I. 81 Myinestons in niortrews
have I sene but fewe ; Gryndylstons in grwell with tho
blwbrotlies. 1633 B. Jonso.v Love's Welcome at Welbcck,
[They] turn round like grhullestones, Which they dig out
fro' the dells. 1675 J. Smith Chr. h'elig. Ap/>. 11. it What
Grindle-stone had that Architect to Sharpen his Tools upon.
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Gruuston or Grnuuleston,
a grindstone. 1886 Chester Gloss, s. v.. Ladybird, lady-
bird, fly away home ; All thi childer are d^ad but one,
And he lies under the grindlestun.

1 3. A piece, or kind, uf slone suitable for

making grindstone?. Obs.

1523 FlTZHEKB. Sun.'. 31 Those may be taken as mynes of
tynne leed ore cole yronstonne freston mylne stones gryndell
stones lymestonne. 1662 Irish Acts 11765) II. 408 Grindle
••tones the chaulder it. 10s. cxl. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey

,

Griudle-stoue, a Kind of whitish Greet, of which there are
several sorts, some more rough, and others very smooth.

tGrindlet. Obs. [Cf. Grindle *.] See quot.)
1674-gi Ray .S\ -y- E. C. Words 101 A Grippe or Grtudlet

;

a small Drain, Ditch, or Gutter.

t Grindle-tail. Obs. rare-', [app. f. Grindle
(stone) + Tail ; cf. Irund/c-taii.'] A kind of dog.
1621 Fletcher 1st. Princess v. iii, They tosse our little

habitations like uhelps, Like grindle-lailes, with their

heeles upward.

tGrindletO'nian. Obs. Also perron.) Grun-
dletonian. [Origin not traced; there is a place

in Yorkshire called Grind/cto/i.] A member of a

sect of Familists which arose in Yorkshire in the

17th century. Also as adj.

1641 Ld. Urookk Disc. .Vat. Efisc. 11. vi. 93 The Family
of Love, the Antinomians and Grmdletonians. 1655 Baxter
Conf.Faith 3 The . . shameful lives of those Libertines that
lived in England before these late years of trouble, whereof
both London, and the Grundletonians in York-shiie .. can
give too full Testimony. Ibid., niarg. note, They were pos-
sessed with the spirit of the Grundletonians. 1661 F.. Pagitt
Heresiog. 115 The Grindletonian Familists.

Grindstone (groi-ndstJun). Forms : 3-8 grin-

stone, 4-6 gryn(e)stone, (4 grynd)stoon), 5-7
gryndston^e, (5 grynoVi)stan, 6 grindestone, S

grinestone, Sc. grunstane, 9 dial, grinstwun ,

3- grindstone, [f. Grind v. + Stone.]

fl. A millstone. Obs. (exc. in iionce-use\

a 1225 Ancr. R. 332 [see Grindle stone i]. I382\Vyclh--
Dent. xxiv. 6 Thow shatt not taak in stedde of awed the
nethermore and ouermore grynstoon. 1725 Diet. Heraldry
238 Upton tells us, this Cross is call'd Motendinaris. because
it bears the upper Grindstone. 1820 Scott Monast. xv, It

could not but strike the man ofmeal and grindstones,that [etc.].

2. A disc of stone of considerable thickness,

revolving on an axle, and used for grinding, sharpen-

ing, or polishing.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 398, j gryndstan cum j

axiltre de ferro. c 1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 768 '25

Ilec acates, a grynstone. 1573 Tusser Husb. xvii. (1878) 36
A grinstone, a whetstone, a hatchet and bil, with hamer and
english naile, sorted with ski!. 1594 Hi.undevil E,xerc. in.

1. vi. (1636) 284 Suppose that you turne with your hand from
East to West a Grind-stone, or some other turning wheele.

1624 Cai'T. Smith Virginia in. ii. 49 To send him two great
gunnes, and a gryndstone. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. iv. (1S40I

63 That most useful Thing called a Grindstone. 1759
Golixsm. Bee No. 2 p 12 Four yards of good lutestring

wearing against the ground, like . . knives on a grindstone.

1833 Markyat /'. Simple (1863) 249 Sharpening their cut-
lasses at the grindstone. 1878 Masque Poets 95 And ground
upon a huge grindstone His penknife, sharp and bright.

trans/, andjig. 1654 Hammond Fundamentals xvi. 174
Literature. .is the grindstone (o sharpen the coulters, and
to whet their natural faculties. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. 24 Apr., Our aunt Tabitha acts upon him as a perpetual
grindstone, i860 Dickens Let. 4 Oct., Now the prepara-
tions toget ahead, .will tie me to the grindstone pretty tightly,

b. Phr. To hold {keep, bring, put) ones nose to

the grindstone : to get the mastery over another
and treat him with harshness or severity, to grind

down or oppress ; also, in mod. use, to keep (one-

self or another) continually engaged in hard and
monotonous labour.

1532 Frith Mirr. to know ThyselJ
|
(1829) 273 This Text

holdeth their noses so hard to the grindstone, that it clean
disfigureth their faces. 1546 J. Hevwood Prov. (1867) 10,
I shall to reueng former hurtis, Hold their noses to grin-
stone. 1647 Ward Simp. Colder 46 Salus Popnli sufTer'd

its nose to be held to the Grindstone, till it was almost
ground to the grisles, and yet grew never the sharper. 1697
Vanbrugh Rclafsc v. iii, Let him be fetched in by the ears

:

I'll soon bring his nose to the grindstone. 1742 Richardson
Pamela III. 309 If they can make the Man stoop to the
great Point, they'll hold his Nose to the Grindstone, never
fear. 1786 Bikns Ded. toG. Hamilton 58 Be to the poor
like onie whunstane, And hand their noses to the grunstane.
1828 Lights ty Shades 1 L 13 People whose heads are a little

up in the world, have no occasion to keep their nose to the
grindstone. 1886 Miss Tvtlkk Buried Diamonds xxviii,

His nose is not to be kept at the grindstone the whole year
round.

3. Akindofstonesuitablc for making grindstones.

Also grindstone grit.

1703 Moxon Meeh. Exert. 61 Take a piece of Grin-stone
or Whet-stone and rub hard upon your Work to take the
black Scurf off it. 1858 H. G. Nicholls Forest Dean ii. 27

In a.d. 1637 a grant was made to Edward Terringham of
' all the mines of coal and quarries of grindstone within the
Forest of Dean '. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 73 Grit, Grit-Rock,
a hard, gritty rock, consisting of sand and small pebbles,
called also millstone grit, and grindstone grit, because
used sometimes for grindstones.

Grine, obs. form of Gkin sb.\ Gkoin sb.~

II Gringo gri'rjgo . [Mexican Sp.] Among
Spanish Americans, a contemptuous name for an
Englishman or an Anglo-American.
1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 748. 2 Gringo, a term of ridicule

and obloquy applied to Americans throughout all Mexico.
1892 E. Whvmfer Trav. Andes xh. 227, 1 .. left him .. un*
certain whether he had seen a vision or entertained a
gringo.

Grinkcome, grinkum, vars. Grincomi: Cbs.

Grinn(e, obs. form of Grin v.i

Grinner i gri-noj). [f. Grin v.- + -mi 1
.] One

who grins, in senses of the vb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 210/1 Grennare.or he that grynnythe.
1594 Carevv Huar/e's Exam. Wits vi. (1596) 85 This .

.

maketh men blockish, sluggards, and grynnars, because they
want imagination. 1694 Poet Buffoon d 1 One Smiler and
two hundred Grinners. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 29 r 5
We may range the several kinds of laughers under the
following heads:.. The Smilers. The Laughers. The Grin-
ners. 1779 .Mad. D'Akblay Diary 26 May. He went up to

the biggest grimier, and shaking him violently by the
shoulders, said [etc.]. 1868 Bkowning Ring fy Bk. iv. 667
Whose first bleat. .Will strike the grinners grave.

Grinning(gri'nii); ,vbl. sb. [f.GRTN'z'.* + -ING 1
.]

The action of the vb. Grin.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 212 Hwu be ateliche deouel schal ?et

agesten ham mid his grimme grennunge. c 1450 Bk. Cur-
tasye 29 in Balecs Bk., Grennynge & mowynge at bi table
eschewe. 1530 Palsgr. 227/2 Grennyng, makyng of an
yvell Countynaunce. 1579 Lvi.v F.uphnes (Arb.) 116 In the
one hir grinning will shew hir deformed. 1607 Toi-sell
Four'/. Beasts (1658) 371 Turning himself with a scornful
grinning, he hghteth with all his force against the Dogs.
1689 W'uon Life 30 Nov. tO.H.S.' III. So Grining and re*

joycing of phanatiques upon the news of the conspirators
being bayl'd. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 173 p6 A great
Master in the whole Ait of Grinning. 1861 Thackeray
4 Georges 85 The old poets have sung a hundred jolly ditties

about great cudgel-playings, famous grinning through
burse-collars, and morris-dances.
attrib. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. II. 695 The contraction

of the levatores anguli oris, which gives the grinning ex-
pression peculiar to tetanus.

b. Comb., grinning- match, a competition in

grinning or giimaeing (see also Horse-collar).
1711 Addison Spect. No. 173 r 5 An Account . . of one of

these Grinning-Matches 1801 [see Horsf.-cou.au] x8ii
Sporting Mag. XL. 18 Mr. Shanks. .contrived to assemble
his customers with a grinning-maich. 1827 Hone Every-
day Bk. II. 675 Grinning matches, through a horse-collar.

Grinning. gti"nin),///.rt. [LGr.n v* + -l\g-.]

That grins, in senses of the vb.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle iCaxton 14S3) iv. xxx. 80 Homes or
grennyng teeth to aferen fooles. 1561 Child Marriages 117
She. .callid hym ' grinninge thief. 1596 Spenskr E. Q. iv.

!
vii. 24 Seeming wondrous glad, That by hisgrenning laughter

I mote farre oh he rad. 1596 Shaks. r Hen. IV, v. iii. 62, I

like not such grinning honour as Sir Walter hath
;
give me

!
life. 1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law in. ii. And I have a

i scurvy grinning laugh a' mine own. x688 Ld. Delamer
Wks, (1694 75 To pinch ycur Servants bellies to make
entertainments, is a piece of grinning honour. 174a Gray
Distant Prosp. Eon Coll. 74 To bitter Scorn a sacrifice,

And grinning Infamy. 1820 Byron Mar. Fat. III. ii, O'er
their shrine Sate grinning Ribaldry and sneering Scorn.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlvi. 11856) 423 No earthly cover*
ing masks the grinning rocks of Priiven.

Hence Gri'iiniiigTy adv. 1755 in Johnson.
Grinstone, obs. form of Grindstone.
Grin stool ball. Obs. ?= Stool-pall.

."579 J- Jones Preserv. Bodie 4- Settle 1. xi. 23 Other exer-
cises, as riding, running easily at Bace, at grinstole ball,

!
boules, riding on horseback . . I wil omitte.

t Grillt, v. Obs. In 4 grinte, 5 grynte. Pa. t.

;
3-4 grynte. 5 grint; also 4 gryntide, 5 grynted.
[app. an onomatopoeic formation, suggested by

I

Grind, Grent, Gbunt vbs.\ a. intr To grind or

I

gnash the teeth; usually to grint ivith the teeth.

\
.Said also of the teeth, b. ? To grunt or groan.
rtiioo-S". Gregory 722 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LVII.

67 He was bore ouer his horse croupe pat he grynte as a
;

bere. 13. . S. E. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) ibid. LXXXII. 418/95
Decie bo for wrabbe gan to grinte & grede. c 1386 Chaucer
Sompn. T. 453 He grynte with his teeth, so was he wrooth.

^1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 53 pe tyraunt as a ranpynge
lyon grynted wyth hys teeth, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mauhode
11. xi. (1869) 79 And at euery woord. .j sygh his teeth grynte.

c 1475 Partenay 3267 Then sore he grint And strayined his

teerh apace. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (\V. de W. M95 1 "•

309 b/i A lyon. .began to grynte with his teeth & to crye.

Hence f Grrnting vol. sb.

c 13,86 Chaucer Pars. T. ? 134 Ful of waymentynge and
ofgryntynge [v.r. gruntynge] of teeth. 1388 Wyclii- Matt.
viii. 12 There schal be wepyngandgrynting of teeth. < 1440
Gesta Rom. ii. 6 (Harl. MS.i He lay in a certeyne tyme by
the fire in si^yngis and gryntingis. c 1450 Lonelich Grail
xii. 420 Ther was Sorwe & grynteng of teth Inowe.

tGri*nter. Sc. Obs. Also 5-6 gryntar, 6
? grainter. [ad. F. grenetier, f. grenette dim. of

grain orgraine: see Grain sbA and cf. Granator.]
One who has charge of a granary or grange. Also
grinter-man.

c 1450 Hni.i.ANi) thnvlat 179 The Goule was a gryntar,
The Suerthbak a sellerar. 1535 I.vndesay Satyre 2495 Thir
is my Grainier [v.r. GraniterJ and my Chalmerlaine, And



GRINTERN.
hes my gould and geir vnder thair cuiris. 1551— Monarche
4309 Than Gryntaris, and thare Chamberlanis, With thare
temporall Court issianis. 1624 Crt. Bk. Barony of Urie
(1893) 56 Alexander Fraser is admitit grinter man. 1683
Bk. 0/ Rec. Glamis (i&go) 7, I have given a factorie to David
Lyon the grinter at Glammiss.
Grintern (gri*ntain). dial. [?from the source

of Grinter.] * A compartment in a granary
*

(W. Barnes, Dorset Dial. 1863).
1808 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 157 Ye mid zell my favourite

heifer, ye mid let the charlock grow, Foul the grinterns,
give up thrift.

Grip (grip), s&A Forms: 1 gripe, gripa, 57
.Sir. pt grippis, 6-7 grippe, 8 gripp, 3- grip.
[Two formations : (1) OE. gripe str. mate., grasp,

clutch, corresp. to OHG. grif, in comb. JMHG.
grifi mod.G. griff) grasp, handle, claw, etc., ON.
£™p-r possession, property; (2) OE. gripa hand-
ful, sheaf; both f. root of Gripe. ON. had also
grip neut., grasp, clutch (Sw. grepp, Da. greb).
In some senses, the sb. may be a mod. new forma-
tion from the vb. The instances of the word in

the 15—
1
7th centuries are chiefly Scotch, while

examples in the 18th c. are very rare.]

1. Firm hold or grasp ; the action of gripping,
grasping, or clutching ; esp. the tight or strained
grasp of the hand upon an object (cf. Handgrip)

;

also, grasping power.
BemvulfZ.) 1148 SipSan grimne gripe GuS-laf and Os-laf

sefter sae-siSe sorj^e msendon. c 1000 /K1.1 ric Gloss, in W'r.-
YVflicker 158/16 Pugiltus, se gripe &ere hand, c 1205 Lay.
1 527; pa Hengest hine igrap mid grimmen his gripen. 1443
Jas. I KingU Q. ctxxi, ' Now bald thy grippis', quod sche,
' for thy tyme '. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II 1 . 414 Thir four
ilkane out of his grippis flang. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(WodrOW Soc.) 331 Taking a grip of the tahle to help him-
self up. a 1651 Calderwooo Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 314
Fadownside bendeth backe liis middle finger, so that for

paine he was forced^ to forgoe his grippe. 1820 ShELLEV
ris. Sea 44 Twin tigers. .have driven.. The deep grip of
their claws through the vibrating plank. [Cf. I. 143 the
gripe of the tiger.] 1828 Scott Diary 13 Jan. in Lock/tart,
Grip and accuracy of step have altogether f.iiltd me. 1840
Dickens Barn. Rudge lix, He gra>ped a little hand that
sought in vain to free itself from his grip. 1859 Lang
Wand. India 263 The hawk .. was just about to give the
minar a blow and a grip. 1871 Dixon Tower III. i. 2
His grip on sword and rein was close and tight. 1871
L. Stephen Playgr. Europe vi. (1894) 147 The insecure
grip of one toe on a slippery bit of ice. 1877 Black Green
Past. xxx. (18781 240 His hands keeping a tight grip of
about a dozen umbrellas. 1885 Athenaeum 2 3".May 661/1
The horrors of the bear's grip. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 86 In. .rheumatoid arthritis the grip of the hands should
be regularly measured. 1898 Black-.v. Mag. Sept. 380/1 That
title had the grip of an ice-floe.

b. More particularly, of one hand grasping
another ; sometimes said with reference to the
mode of grasping used as a means of mutual recog-
nition by members of a secret society, such as the
freemasons.
1785 Burns Addr. to Deil xiv, Masons' mystic word and

grip. 1820 Scott Abbot vii, Give us a grip of your hand,
man, for auld lang syne. 1857 ' C. Bede 1 Verdant Green
ill. x. 80 It all at once occurred to Hilly to give him the
masonic grip, i860 Tennvson Sea Dreams 159, I found a
hard friend in his loose accounts, A loose one in the hard
grip of his hand. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 150/2 Good
Templary is the freemasonry of temperance with ritual,

passwords grips, &c., closely modelled on those of the old
secret societies.

c. Phr. At grips ( - at hand (or handy) grips :

see Handgrip i): in close combat ; hand to hand
with. Similarly, To come to grips : to come to

close quarters, hi grips: in custody.
1640 Rutherford Lett, cexciv. (1894) 593 When ye come

to grips with death, the king of terrors. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Mutt, xvii, You and I will, .see him in grips, or we are done
wi' him. 1857 HucaiF.s Tom Brown 11. iii. (1871) 248 At

f
rips with self and the devil. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 43,
saw we were come to grips at last. 1895 Sat. Rez'. 21 Sept.

366/2 The British farmer .. is now at grips with world-wide
competition.

+ d. An opportunity for seizing. Obs.
c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 607 We may our grippis waitl.

2. fig. a. Firm or tenacious hold, grasp, or con-
trol ; power, mastery (now esp. associated with
the idea of oppression or irresistible force), f For-
merly also pi. as to fasten one's grips on, let go
one's grips, etc.

1450-7° Gotagros fy Gaw. 347 In his grippis and ye gane,
He wald ourcum yow ilkane. Ibid. 1169 Al the gretest Of
gomys that grip has . . Of baronis and burowis [etc.]. 1567
Sattr. Poems Reform, v. 40 Gif ;e lat ga that is in ?our
grippis. 1600 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials (Bannatyne Club)
II. 283, I cair nocht for all the land I hew in thiskingdome,
incase I get a grip of Dirleton. 1604 Drayton Owle 1213
Let those weake Birds . . Submit to those that are of grip
and might. 1632 Rutherford Lett. xxiv. (1894) 82 Loose
your grips of them all [fears], a 173a T. Boston Crook in
Lot (1805) 127 Fasten your grips on the other world, and let

your grip of this go. 183a ). W. Choker in C. Papers 9
Nov., Promoting a subscription to purchase Abbotsford .

.

out of the grip of creditors. 1865 Dickens Atut. Fr. 1. xv,
The clutching old man had lost his grip on life. 1883
Gilmour Mongols xviii. 213 Perhaps no other religion.,
holds its votaries clutched in such a paralysing grip. 1894
J. Knight Garrick i. 7 The grip of poverty is everywhere
apparent. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 627 In the grip
of malarial fever, on his way to the grave. 1898 J. Caird
Univ. Sert/r. 94 The iron grip of long unresisted habits.

428

b. Intellectual or mental hold
;
power to appre-

hend or master a subject.

[1635 D. Dickson Hebr. vi. ig-20 And nowe hee showeth
the stabilitie of the grippe which the Believer taketh of
these groundes, in the similitude of the grippe which a
Shippes Ancre taketh, beeing casten on good ground.] 1861
Thornbury Turner 11862) J. 309 His brain docs not retain
with the sure grip it once did. 1884 Pall Mall G. 20 Feb.
4/1 It [a play] lacks colour, stamina, in short, the indefin-
able something known as 'grip'. 1885 Manch. Exam.
28 Jan. 3/4 An essay .. singularly deficient both in intel-
lectual grip and literary charm. 1894 Doyle Sherl. Holmes
3, I have a grip of the essential facts of the case.

c. That quality in a beverage which gives it

a ' hold ' on the palate.
1892 Walsh Tea i^Philad.) 98 The commoner grades [of

Basket-fired tea] are .. lacking in 'grip' and flavor. 1894
H. Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 167 These Bush drinkers . . had
a decided leaning towards flavour and grip.

3. A seizure or twinge of pain ; a spasm.
a 1400-50 Alexander 544 For be aire nowe & be element is

ere. .So trauailid out of temperoure & troubild of bat sone,
pat makis bi grippis and pi gridis a grete dele be kenere.

1575 Gascoighe /V. Pleas. Kenilw. (1821) 34, I feel great
grips of grief, Which bruise my breast, a 1605 Mont-
gomery Mhc. Poems xlvii. 8 Sik gredie grippis I feell.

1786 Burns Se. Drink xix, Colic grips an" barkin hoast
May kill us a'. 1840 Lady C Bury Hist, of Flirt iv,

'Grips, Mr. Ellis! what sort of disorder is that?' 'A
little hacking in my throat, which causes difficulty in
breathing '.

4. As much as can be seized in the hand ; a
handful. To lie in grip-, of corn) to lie as it is

left by the reapers. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1000 Sax. I.eechd. I. 136 Genitn bysse ylcaii wyrte godne
gripan. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) cxxvi[ij. 6 Berendegripan
heora [L. portantes manipulos suos\. 1572 Bossewell
Armorie H. 19 Romulus . . vsed Fasciculos faeni, that is to
saie, a grippe or knitche of hay bound together at the ende
of alonge staffe. 1621 Bp. K. Molntagu Diatribw Introd.
106 Tithe in Sheafe, in Shocke, in Grippe, in Ridge, or at
the Lumpe. Ibid. 11. 301 While it [Corne] lay in grip, or
in shock, or in sheafe. 1722 LlSLE Husbandry 178 The
wheat after it is cut and lies in gripp, does not lie so exposed
for the sun and wind to dry the gnpps after being fogged
with wet. 1739,/. Toll Horse-Hoing Husb. (1740) 213 To
make up the Grips [of Barley or Oats] into little Heaps by
Hands. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agn'c. (1807) II. 103
They are usually reaped with the Sickle, and laid in thin
grips or reaps. 1842 Akf.rman Wilts Gloss, s.v., A grip of
wheat is the handful grasped in reaping.

5. Something which grips or clips, a. St, An
tar-ring. b. In various technical applications

;

e.g. a device on a cable car by which the car is

attached to and freed from the cable; a tooth or

hooked device on the barrel of a rifle, pistol, etc.,

to secure it to the stock while firing ; the narrow
part of the bore of a rifled cannon, immediately in

front of the shot-chamber ; in boat-construction

(see quot. 1857).
a 1800 Bonny J. Seton xiii in Child Ballads 1 1890) IV. 53

They cutted the grips out o his ears, Took out the gowd
signots. 1857 P. Colquhoun Com/. Oarsman's Guide 30
Knees are angular pieces of wood placed perpendicularly 111

various parts, .but where lateral, they are termed grips, as
' transom grips'. 1881 < iReembr Gnn 194 Lefaucheux's first

gun had but a single grip,, .leaving that part unsecured that
received the greatest force of the explosion. . . Many methods
were tried to remedy this evil, one of the best being the
double-grip action. 1886 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 6/2 Through
this slit works the plate connecting the moving body above
with what is termed the 'grip' on the cable beneath. 1887

J. Bucknai.l SMITH CaldeorRope Traction 100 Immediately
the cars are taken on to the road, the cable is pulled or
guided into the ' grips '.

6. That which is gripped or grasped, a. The
handle of a sword ; the part of the handle gripped

by the hand.
1867 Smyi n Sailor's Word-bk., Grip, the handle of a sword.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 402 His blanched and
unused hand Clutched the spoiled grip of his once trusty
blade. 1884 Burton Sivord vii. 124 The grip is the outer
case of the tang. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet 509 All
officers, .were to have black grips to their swords.

b. In a rille, pistol, etc. that part of the stock

which is held by the hand and is roughened to

make the grasp firmer. (Cf. T)u. greep.)
1881 Grf.kner Gun 248 Good gun-stocks must be. .straight

in the grain at the grip and head of the gun. 1899 Pall
Mall Mag. Jan. 136 My fingers touched the roughened
horn of the grip [of the pistol],

C. The part of the handle in any implement
covered with indiarubber, leather, etc. to make the

grasp firmer. Also, the cover itself.

1886 St. Nicholas Mag. July 658 Holding the rod by the
'grip', the part of the butt wound with silk or rattan to
assist the grasp. 1890 Hutchinson Golf (Badm. LibrJ 446
Grip, the part of the handle covered with leather by which
the club is grasped. 1891 Cyclist 25 Feb. 153 The handles
are brought well back, and fitted with elliptical horn grips.

7. U. S. A scene-shifter.

1888 Scribuer's Mag. IV. 444 '2 Meanwhile the 'grips', as
the scene-shifters are called, nave hold of the side scenes
ready to shove them on.

8. C.S. colloq. Short for grip-car (see 9) and
for Gripsack.
1883 Pall Malt G. 11 Dec. 2/2 The word 'grip-sack'..

contracted to ' grip ', has come to be applied to other
articles of luggage [than the hand-satchel]. Ibid. ' Will you
take the gripV is equivalent to 'Will you take the cable
tramway':1 ' 1894 Ow//«^-i U.S.) XXIV. 442/2, I. .had stowed
my guncase and grip where they would be least in the way.

GRIP.

9. attrib. and Comb, (in some instances perh. of
the stem of Grip vX), as grip-brake, a brake
worked by gripping with the hand

; grip-car
IK S., a tramcar worked by means of a grip (see

5 b) on an endless cable driven by a stationary
engine, a cable-car

; grip-grass dial., the plant
Cleavers, Galium sparine

;
grip-knob, a contriv-

ance for holding an article when being turned in

a lathe
; grip-lug, a lug to grip or hold fast (a

handle^
;
grip-man, the man who manipulates the

grip of a cable-car
;
grip-pedal, a pedal designed

to prevent the foot from slipping
; grip-pulley,

,a) a form of grip on a cable-car using the prin-
ciple of the pulley (Funk's Stand. Did.)

; {b) (see

quot. 1894} ;
grip-slot, a slot in the track through

and along which the shank of the gripping apparatus
of a cable-car pa>ses

;
grip treadle, an early name

for grip-pedal.
1885 Cycl. Tour. Club Gaz. IV. 136 The *grip brake in

our ' Club ' tandem. 1883 Pall Mali G. 1 1 Dec 2 '2 The
appliances for attaching and detaching the cars from the
cable being called the 'grip', and the car in which it is

operated a **grip-car'. 1889 Advance (Chicago) 7 Mar.
r88 Whistles of engines . . antf the gong of grip-cars. 1862
C. P. Johnson Utefitt Plants Gt. Brit. 136 Our English
word Cleavers, .. and the Scotch '^Grip-grass', have been
given from thesamecause. 1833 J. Holland Manuf.Metal
II. 135 The concentric circles of perforations, and the four
grooves, .admit of the insertion of *grip-knobs . . so that the
article to lie turned may be held in any situation. 1B91
Cyclist 25 Feb. 153 A *grip-lug serves to secure the handle-
bar within the steering post. 1886 Science 24 Sept. 275
The driver, or grip-man. then opened the valve admitting
air to the engine. 1891 Daily Afaw 13 June 2/3 Kach car
being manned by a ' gripman ' in front and a conductor
behind. 1885 Cycl. Tour Club Gaz. IV. 309 Would not
rat-trap or patent *grip pedals be safer than the feet-straps
now in use '! 1886 Appleton's Ann. Cycl. 122/2 Jt was not
until 1870 that the first patent for a -grip-pulley was issued
to Andrew S. Hallidie, of San Francisco. 1894 D. K. Clark
Tramivays (ed. 2) 556 The clutch communicates the motion
of the countershaft to the grip pulley, the pulley which
moves the cable. 1887 J. Bucknali. Smith Cable or Rope
Traction 100, bb represents the ' *grip slots'. 1881 Advt.,
The fastest times on record will be made with. .*grip treadles.

Grip (grip), sb.~ Now dial, and in Hunting
language. Forms: 4-6 gryppe, 5-7 grippe, 6
grypp, 7 griphe, 7 S gripp, 4- grip. (See also

Gripe sb.-) [ME. grip, OE. gryp-e (or -a) wk.
fern, (or masc), cogn. ^v. griop burrow (' cuniculus

*

Wr.-\\iilcker 216/1), and MDu. greppe. grippe,

MLG. griippe ; cf. GRiPrLE. The OE. grr'p, gre'pe

:gr&pe) burrow, trench (cogn, with Groop) may
have coalesced with this word ; cf. the pronuncia-
tion of sheep as (jip) in many dialects.]

1. A small open furrow or ditch, esp. for carry-

ing off water ; a trench, drain.

a 1000 Aldhelm Glosses, Brussels (in Engl. Stud. IX. 50^)
Grypan, cloaca;, latrina?. v 1300 Havelok 1924 Summe in

gripes hi the her Drawen ware, and laten ther. Ibid. 2102
pan birbe men casten hem in poles, Or in a grip, or in be fen.

1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxviii. (1495) 682 Vine
braunchesbent downe in to a gryPi^ [ed. 1538 grip] of erthe.

e 1400 Deslr. 'Troy 1543 The walles vp wroght, wonder to se
With grippes full grete was be ground lakon. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 212/2 Gryppe. .where watur rennythea-way inalonde
..aratinucula. 1579 Mem. St. Giles's, Durham tSurtees) 9
Paydc.for castinge of the grypp aboute the pynfoalde.
1611 ^V. Riding Rec. (1884) I. 236 Making a ditch, hole, or
griphe in the King's highway. 1615 Boyle in Lismore
Papers (1886) II. 149 The parck or meddow without the
gripp and walles of yoghall. a tj*m Lisle Husb. (1752)

207 The higher the stubble is left the gripps are thereby
borne up the higher. 1784 Sir J. Culu'M Hist. Hawsted
iii. 171 A Grip, a shallow drain to carry water ofTthe roads,

ploughed fields, itc. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons <y

W. liv, The long grass rotted on the banks and in the

grips. 1864 Tennyson North. Farmer 11. viii, An' 'e ligs

on 'is back i' the grip, wi' noan to lend 'im a shuvv. 1883
Law Times 1 Dec. 79^ The owner of the estate caused
the grass strips to be intersected by ditches called grips..
for the purpose of draining the road. 1883 E. Pf.nnell-
El.mhikst Cream Lticestersh. 346 Your horse was sure to

find his level in the first grip or ditch.

b. (See quot.)

1824 Mander Derbysh. Miners* Gloss., Grip, a small

narrow cavity in the Mine, or in a rocky or hilly place.

2. The gutter in a cowhouse. (Cf. Groop.)
[a 1000 : cf. 1.] 1835 Brockett N. C. Words, Grip, Gruap,

Groop, the space where the dung lies in a cow house, having

double rows of stalls ; that is, the opening or hollow between
them. 1848 Rural Cycl. II. 531 6V/>,..the urine gutter of

a cow-house or a cattle-shed. 1891 Atkinson Atoorland

Par. 93 It was in the grip, but it would not win into the

calves' pen.

3. Comb., ns grip-yard (see quot. 1882).

1593 Manch. Crt. Leet Rec. (1885) II. 85 Roberte Blomeley
bath incroched vppon the Queenes hye waye in the Deanes-

gate by makinge a grypyarde And A hedge. 1847 Halli-
well, Grip-yard, a seat of green turf, supported by twisted

boughs. North. 1882 Lane. Gloss ,
Grip-yard, Grip-yort,

a platting of stakes and twisted boughs filled up withearth ;

generally made to confine a water-course, and occasionally

to form artificial banks and seats in pleasure gardens.

Grip (grip), z'. ' Forms : 1 Northumb. grioppa,

sjegrippia, 5 north, grep, 4-6 grippe, gryppe, 7-9

St. gripp, 9 St. grup, 6- grip ; also pa. t. (and pa.

ppfe-) 3 gripte, 4-6 (8-9) gript ; St. 4-5 gryppet,

-it, -yt, 5-9 grippet
;
4- gripped. [ONorthumb.



GRIP.

grippa (corresp. to ~Si\{G.gripfen; cf. the synony-
mous OHG. chripphan, MHG. kripfen) :—WGer.
type *grippjan, f. *gripi-z Grip jY;. 1

]
1. ftWtt. To grasp or seize firmly or tightly with

the hand ; to seize with the mouth, claw, beak or

'other prehensile organ.
^950 Lindisf. Gasp. Lake ix. 39 Heono gast ^egrippde

hine & ferlice clioppiaS. Ibid, xxiii. 26 Mi'63y getaBadon
hine ^e-grippedon sunine simon cyrinisce..& geseton him
pat rod. — John vii. 30 Sohton fortSon hine to grioppanne
[Ruslnv. zigripanne, Ags. Gosp. nimanne]. 1297 R. Gt.ouc.
(1724) 22 Corineus. .sterede hym a non, And gripte [AfS.A.
kipte] bis geant. c 1350 Will. Palernc 744 He gript his
mantel, as a \vei5h woful he wrapped him ber-inne. 14^0
Ckev, Assigue 220 The grypte eypur a staffe in here honde.
a 1450 Piers Fulham in Hartshorne Mel?: T. 118 Whan
thow hym [an ele] grippist and wenest wele I'oo haue hym
siker right as the list. C1450 St. Cntkberi (Surtees) 6302
A serpent.. His nek full sare it grepyd. 1500-20 Dunkar
Foetus xxxi'l2q Hegrippit hir abowt the west. 15x3 Douglas
AKneis iv. v. 85 Making his prayeris and gripping the alter.

1590 Spenser E. Q. I. i. 19 He grypt her gorge with so great
paine. 163a I.ithgow Trav. x. 450 Gripping my throat to
stop my crying. 1785 Burns Halloween vi. He grippet
Nelly hard an' fast. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at O.vf. vii.

(1889) 60 His right arm behind his back, the hand gripping
his left ellraw. 1863 Ol-ida Held in Bondage 1 Our oars fea-
thered .

. ; the river foamed and flew as we gripped it. 1864
BOTTOM Scot Abr. I. i. 55 The flag gripped in his teeth.
1867 F. Francis Angling v. (1880) 174 If he has gripped
the weed in his mouth, as fish will do. 1873-4 Moggridgr
Ants *f Spiders I. 42 Still the ants gripped their prey as
firmly as ever. 1894 Crockf.tt Raiders 70 He.. held it (his
weapon] gripped between his knees as he rowed.

fb. To grip up: to pull up forcibly. Obs.
r 1400 Destr. Troy 1377 The Grekes .. Grippit vp the

grounde, girdyn doun be wallys. Ibid. 1784 Antenor. .Grip-
pit vp a gret sayle, glidis on be water.

c. transf. Said of a disease.
1818 Scott Fam. Lett. 14 Jan., Mine old enemy the

cramp grippet me by the pit of the stomach. 1852 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xvi, The gout.. grips him by both legs. 1884
Sala Jonrn. due South 1. xii. (1887) 161 Asthma came
down upon me like.. armed men.. and gripped me by the
throat.

f 2. gen. To seize, catch, lay hands upon ; to
obtain hold or possession of. Chiefly Sc. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. TroyjiiA The Troiens..Haue grippit the

goodis. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 170 No for the Pape thai
wald no kyrkis forber, Bot gryppyt al be wiolence of war.
1500 ao Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 37 The temporall stait to gryp
and gather, c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T. S.) iv. 90 The
moir digest and grave, The grydiar to grip it. 1724 Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 34 The whillywha's will grip ye'r
gear. 1825-80 Jamieson s.v., She's like the man's mare;
she was ill to grip, and she wasna muckle worth when she
was grippit. 1826 J. Wilson Xoct.Ambr. Wks, 1855 I. 172,
I gripped about a hundred and forty [hares] wi' the grews.

b. spec. To seize or encroach upon (land). Sc.
160a A/in. Duurossness Distr. Court in Mill Diary (188?)

180 Airthour in Skelberie is fand to have grippit wrang-
ouslie ane halfi* of ane rigg. 163a in Barry Orkney (1805)
App. 473 That no man gripp his neighbours lands under
the paine of 10 /. Scots, a 1800 Jamie Telfer x\\. in Child
Ballads (1898) IV. 6 My lord may grip my vassal-lands.

3. absol. and intr. To take firm hold ; to make
a grasp or seizure : to get a grip. lit. andjfg.
«375 Barbour Bruce 1. 115 Had ?e. .consideryt his vsage,

That gryppyt ay, but gayne-gevyng. 1567 Gude -y Godlie
Ball. (S.T.S.) 30 Thay gryp sa fast his geir to get. 1663
Blair Antobiog. 111.(1848) 56 The thumb in the hand is able
to grip and hold against the four fingers. 1788 Ramsay
Gen. Mistake 136 He . . Jobs . . extorses, cheats and grips,
And no ae turn of gainfu' us'ry slips. 1730 T. Boston
Mem . App. 436 !-&• a bird on the side of a wall gripping
with its claws. 1821 Scott Fam. Lett. (1894) II. xvii. in
Tell me if the boy. .can grip hard as a Scott should. 1857
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Grip,, .to hold, as 'the anchor
grips'. 1894 Times 13 July 12/1 The gain was not made
in fore-reaching, hut in gripping closer to the wind.

+ b. To grip to: to seize upon, take hold of
{lit. nndjg.) north, and Sc. Obs.
13.. Gaw. f Gr. Knt. 421 Gauan gripped to his ax &

gederes hit on hyjt. C1400 Destr. Troy 931 Iason grippede

E
raithly to a grym sworde. 1450-70 Golagros <y Gaw. 530
le grippit to ane grete speir. Ibid. 1026 Gude schir Gawane
Grippit to schir Gologras on the grund grene. a 157a Knox
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 II. 128 Some war licentious; some
had greadelie gripped to the possessionis of the Kirk.

4. trans. To join firmly to something, as with a
'grip', grappling-iron, etc.

1886 Science 24 Sept. 275 Until the car is gripped to the
moving cable, it must depend for its motive power on some
other agent. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxvii. 170 We
know your heart was gript to him with grapplins.

5. To close tightly, clench (the teeth, etc.).

Also intr. for rcfl.

x86z J. Thomson Lotties 0/Death iii, He grips his teeth,
or flings them words of scorn. 1898 G. W. Steevens in
Westm. Gaz. 23 Sept. 7/3 Macdonald's jaws gripped and
hardened as the flame spurted out again.

6. Jig. To take hold upon (the mind, the
emotions) ; to compel the attention and interest of
(a reader, etc.)

1891 H. Herman His Angel 109 An indistinct remembrance
dashed upon him and gripped his mind. 1894 H. Nisbet
Bush Girls Rom. 13 Charlotte Bronte and George Eliot-
yes, she admired them both, but somehow they didn't grip
her as Dickens did.
absoL 1894 Forum (U.S.) July 587 In other countries,

where tradition has gripped more tightly for exclusion [of
women from universities]. 1895 Lit. World Oct. 313/2 Even
if the character, .is slightly overdrawn the story grips.
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7. (See quots. and cf. Grip sb.1 4.) dial.
a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 405 To Grip or Grip up, to take

up the wheat, and put it into sheaf. 1787 Grose Prov.
Gloss., Grip, to bind sheaves, Berks. 1888 in Berks/i. Gloss.

8. Austral, slang. absoL To catch sheep (for the
shearer). Cf. Gripper 2 b.

1886 C. Scott Sheep-Farming 137 One man can 'grip' for
about ten or twelve clippers.

Grip (grip), v.- Now dial. Also Gripe v.*

[f. Grip sb,%\ trans. To make 'grips ' or trenches
in ; to ditch, trench. Also, to dig (a trench, etc.).

1597 Regit I, Manor Scaivby, Line. (MS.), That euery man
doe suffyciently gryppe & trench ouer all his lands in
Stauera bottom. 1601 in Stark Hist. Gainsborough (1817)161
That every man gripp his lands in the corne fields. 1800
'Trans. Soc. Arts XVIII. no The water furrows were
opened by the plough .. and finally gripped with the spade
wherever it was necessary to a complete drainage. 1882 J.
Evans in Archwologia XXVIII. 106 The objects .. were
found by a man while 'gripping' or cutting a deep narrow
grip across the ground.

Gripe (graip] , sbA [f. Gripe vA (The early

examples may belong to Grip sb.v ~\

1. The action of griping, clutching, grasping or
seizing tenaciously, esp, with the hands, arms,
claws, and the like. To come to gripes : to come
to close quarters with (cf. Grip sbA 1 c).

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xx. 146 Al that the fyngres and the
fust feleti and touchen, Beo he greued with here gripe the
holy gost let falle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3761 Grete armys in
the gripe, growen full rounde. 1583 Stanyhurst AStieis in.

(Arb.) 71 When I thee third tyme with grype more fiercelye
[L. maiore uisu] dyd offer. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vi. 22
He . . raught me his hand, And with a feeble gripe, sayes
[etc.]. 1613 Heywooo Silver Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 130
He chokes him with his gripes. 1644 Milton Educ. Wks.
1738 I. 139 All the Locks and Gripes of Wrestling. 1647
W. Browne tr. Gombervilles Polexander in. ii. 62 Bellero-
phon could not avoid the coming to gripes with the .Monster.
1671 Dryden Marr. a la Modem. L, Wks. 1883 IV. 306 Like
a weak dove under the falcon's gripe. 1718 Prior Power
442 The bear's rough gripe. 1762 Falconer Skifwr. 11. 355
The ropes, alas ! a solid gripe deny. 1815 Ei.phinstone Ate.
Oi/>W ( 1 842 ) I. 371 He. .seized me by the arms with a rude
gripe, and pressed me . . to his breast. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth iv, Rescue me from the gripe of this iron-fisted..
clown. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. t History Wks. (Bohn) I. 13
Antaeus was suffocated by the gripe of Hercules.
transf. 1842 Browning Pied Piper vii, I heard a sound

as of. .putting apples. .Into a cider-press's gripe.

b. Jig. Grasp, hold, control, grip. + Formerly
common in pi.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. xi. (Skeat) 1. 70 Vertue with
ful gripe encloseth al these things. 1592 Dee ComP.
Rehears. (Chetham Soc.) 35 Under the thraldome of the
usurer's gripes. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. iii. 100, I take
my cause Out of the gripes of cruell men. 1651-3 Jer.
Taylor Serm.for Year (1678) 225 To oppress his Tenants,
and all that are within his gripe. 1735 Somerville Chase
1. hi The Gripe severe Of brazen-fisted Time. 1750 John-
son Rambler No. 80 r 6 When we have . . felt the gripe of
the frost. 1780 Burke Sp. Bristol preo. Election Wks.
III. 368 As things wrung from you with your blood, by the
cruel gripe of a rigid necessity. 1838 Lytton Leila iv. iii,

Not only did more ^ than five hundred Jews perish in the
dark and secret gripe of the grand inquisitor, but [etc.].

1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 64 Russia . . has Bokhara within
her gripe.

f C. Phr. (in fig. context). To lay, Jasten a
gripe on, upon: to stretch forth a griping hand
upon. To get a gripe of: to secure a hold of. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia v. (1598) 435 The Latines. .hauing

• • long gaped to deuoure Greece . . were euen ready to lay an
vniust gripe vpon it. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius" Catech. 59
Be hop it [sc. the soul] gettis ane neirer gripe of ye guidnes of
God. 162^ Massinger Bondman 1. i. (1624) B2 Ambitious
Carthage,That to enlarge her Empire striues to fasten An
vniust gripe on vs (that Hue free Lords Of Syracusa). 1633— Guardian 11. {1655) 32 May we not have a touch at
Lawyers? Claud. By no means ; they may To soon have
a gripe at us. a 1639 Wotton in Reliq. (1651) 488 You have
left in him itlos aculeos which you doe in all that (after the
Scotish phrase) get but a gripe of you.

d. Surg. An act of compressing (e. g. an artery)
with the fingers (cf. Gripe v. 3 b, Griper i).

Cutting on the gripe : a mode of operating for the
stone in which it is seized and held by the finger.
1676 Wiseman Surg. vi. ii. 452 In stead of the Ligature

.
.
they make a gripe, which gripe is commonly made by

some Assistent who hath strength to do it. 1725 Bradley
Fam. Diet. II. H iv/2 This Way is called Apparatus minor,
. .this we in England call Cutting upon the Gripe, and is
the^Method our Suters always cut by. 1739 S. Sharp Surg.
xviii. 84 The most antient way of cutting for the Stone is
that describ'd by Celsus, and known by the name of Cutting
on the Gripe. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

e. Mil. At the gripe (see quot.)
1833 Regul. fnstr. Cavalry 1. 95 Raise the carbine with

the right hand, .and seize it with the left at the 'Gripe ' (that
is, with the full hand round the barrel and stock 1

.

t f. The kind of sensation produced by an object
when grasped. (Cf. Feel sb. 5.) Obs.
1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 495 The Calabrian silke, had never

a better luster, and softer gripe, then [etc.].

2. transf. andJig. (cf. 1 b). a. The ' clutch ' or
'pinch* of something painful. Formerly often in
pi. : Spasms of pain, pangs of grief or affliction.

Now 7-are or Obs.
(11547 Surrey Mneid 11. 288 New gripes of dred then

pearse our trembling brestes. 1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps.
xxx. 6 Gripes of griefe and pangues full sore. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 156 More violently tortured with inward

GRIPE.

convulsions, and evill gripes, then by outward disease. 1667
Milton P. L. xi. 264 Heart-strook with chilling gripe of
sorrow, a 1716 South Serm. 11717) VI. 235 The secret
Girds, and Gripes of a dissatisfied.. Conscience ! 1725 Pope
Odyss. XVIII. 150 The gripes of poverty, and stings of care.
I 7S I Johnson Rambler No. 163 P 3 The gripe of distress.

1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. Ivi. 2co The sharpest gripe of
cold and hunger.

b. An inteimittent spasmodic pain in the bowels.
Usually//., colic pains.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 331 If gripes come thick, they

prescribe the ashes of Harts horn. 161 1 Cotgr., Tnut liaison,

a gripe or a wring, as of the CholMcke, ike. 1688 Luttreli,
Dtary (1857) 1-443 The young prince hath Leen troubled
with the gripes and had some tits. 1753 J. Bartlet Gent/.
Earriery x\\\. 121 The cholic or gripes in horses. 1766
[Anstey] Bath Guide iv. 2 My Time lias been wretchedly
spent With a Gripe or a Hickup wherever I went. 1806-7
j, Bkresford Miseries Hum. Life (18261 xx. 230 Poor
Margery's tripes Are the martyrs of gripes. 1812 CoMBE
Picturesque xxvi. 386 Swift has said . . That he who daily
smokes two pipes, The tooth-ache never has—nor gripes.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract, Agric. (ed. 4' I. 444 Excess of
green food, sudden exposure tocold, are. .occasional causes
of gripes.

t 3. The hand held in the position for grasping
or clutching. Obs.

1555 Piiilpot in Coverdale Lett. Mar!. (1564) 227 They
went forth and wepte, sayth the Prophet : such shall come
agayne hauing their gripes full of gladnes. 1577-87 Holin-
SHED ChroK. III. 9391 God with a sparing hand reacheth
!»ut those things to the faithful!, which with full gripes he.

.

powreth into the laps. .of. .epicures. 1644 Bulwer Chiron.
102 The Fingers funned into a .^ripe or scratching posture.

1791 Cowper Odyss. xvii, 4 He >eized his sturdy spear
match \\ to his gripe.

4. As much as can be grasped in the hand; a
handful ; also applied to other quantities \see

quots.'. local. (Cf. (Jkip^/'. 1

4.)
1570 Levins A/a/iip. 141/40 V L' Gripe of a hand, pugn us,

nianipuhrs. 1573-80 Baret Alv. G. 559 A Gripe of corne
in reaping, or so much hay or corne, as one with a pitebforke
or hooke can take vp at a time. 1641 J. Trapi'E Theol.
Theol. Ep. Ded., He once accepted, .a gripe of goates-haire
for an Oblation. 1656 W. I), tr. Co?>ienius' Gate Lot. Unl.
i 335. 93 When it [corn] is shorn place it in gripes., and with
rakes gather the gripes into sheavs. 1681 W. Robertson
Phrased. Gen. 1693 1124 We'l grasp all shortly in one
gripe; //; unum quasi manipulum contrahemns. aijzz
Lisle Husb. (1757) 405 Gripe, Armfull. 1794 1813 Oavis
Agric. Wilts 265 Reaping, done with a short crooked houk
in handfuls, or gripes ; laid down in gripe, when laid down
in handfuls untied.

t b. A cluster (of grapes). Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1347 A growen grape of a grype

[Dublin MS. grope of a gripej a grette & a rype.

5. Something which is griped or grasped, fa. A
lute stop (obs.). b. The handle of an implement;
the hilt of a sword ; = GRIP sb.* 6.

1610 R. Douland I'ar. Lute-lessons Bib, By reason of
many Gripes or stops (as you call them 1

. 1748 F, Smith
Voy. Disc. I. 28 Their Paddle being double bladed, or two
Paddles the Gripes or Handles sewed together, and the
Blades one at each Extreme. 1775 Wraxall Tour North.
Flurope 332 Round the gripe [of a sword] is a bandage of
straps of leather crossed. 1793 W. Hodges Trav. India 3
The gripe of the sabre is too small for most European hands.
1846 H. Torrens Mil. Lit. <r Hist. I. 95 The lance was of
a different description to ours, the staff of it resembling two
elongated cones joined at their bases, at which point was the
gripe.

f 6. slang, a. (See quots. 1592, 1608). b. A
covetous person, a miser, a usurer. Also Gripes
(as quasi-proper name), v? Sometimes with allu-

sion to Gkipe sb$) Obs.
159a Greene Art Couuy Catch. 11. 7 Certaine old sokers,

which are lookers on, and listen for bets, .are called Gripes.
1608 Dekker Belman Loud. (ed. 2^ F 3 He that Betteth
is the Gripe. He that is cozened is the Vincent. 1621 Bur-
ton Anat. Mel. 111. iv. 11. i. (1651) 6qi Professed Usurers,
meer Gripes. 1694 Echaro Plautus Pref. a iij, Dos't think,
Boy, we shall be able to squeeze out a swinging sum of
Money of this old Gripes, to purchase our Freedom with?
a 1700 B. E, Diet. Cant. Crew, Gripe, ..an old Covetous
Wretch : also a Banker, Money Scrivener, or Usurer.

7. Something which gripes or clutches, a. fA
claw (obs.)

;
//. pincers (dial.). + b. A device to

secure a portcullis {obs.), e. = Brake sb.l

fl. 1578 Lvte Dodoeus in. Ixxi. 413 Fashioned likegripes,
or clawes, almost lyke the clawes of Wolfe. 1598 Florio,
Grifagno, any bird that is rauenous, or that hath clawes or
gripes. Grifo, Griffo, a griffon, a gripe, a clawe, a pounce.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Gripes, a pair of wooden pincers with
long handles for weeding corn.
b. 1587 Harrison England 11. ii. (1877) 1. 45 One Roger

builded the Castell of the Vies in the time of Henrie the
first, taken in those daies for the strongest hold in England,
as vnto whose gate there were regals and gripes for six or
seven port cullises.

C. 179a Trans. Soc. Arts X. 233 The gripe, or brake.,
and its fever. 1803 Ibid. XXI. 357 Preventing accidents to

horses and carriages in going down hills by a gripe or clasp
acting on the naves of the wheels. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 140 The brake or gripe used in common
windmills to stop their motion. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

%

Gripe,, .a brake applied to the wheel of a crane or derrick.

8. Naut. (See also Gripe sb. 5
) pi. Lashings

formed by an assemblage of ropes, etc., to secure

a boat in its place on the deck ; also, two broad
bands passed respectively round the stem and stem
of a boat hung in davits, to prevent swinging.
1762 Falconer Shipwr. 11. 102 The boats . . are . . with

fastening gripes secured. 1832 Marryat N. Fors ter xxii,

Some of the. .men jumped into the quarter-boats, and [cast]

134
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off the gripes and lashings, r i860 H. Stuart Seaman's
Catech. 7 Pass the gripes, and see the falls clear for lowering.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., Gripes for a quarter boat.

9. attrib -, as (sense 2 b) gripe mixture, water.
1891 Star 10 Dec. 2/7 A horse medicine known as gripe

mixture.

Gripe (graip), sb. 2 Dialectal variant of Grip sb~
1674 Kay N. C. Words 22 A Grip or Gripe : a little ditch

or trench. . . This word is of general use all over England.
1796 Wed Evans I. 258 The hovel in which they were born
was built in a ditch, the gripe of which formed two sides of

it. 1839 Ann. Reg. 3 He saw a man at the other side of the

hedge in the gripe. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy in, It's a
wide gripe, and the hedge is as thick as a wall.

t Gripe, sb.$ Obs. Forms: 3-4 grip, gryp,

(4 Kryypj 5 grypp, 6 grippe), 4-7 grype, 48
gripe, [ad. L. gryp-em, gryph-em, gryps Griffin,

in med.L. used also for 'vulture'. Cf. OK. grip

griffin, and ON. grip-r vSw. grip, Da. grid) vulture
;

also OHG.grif, grifo (MHG. grif grife, mod.G.
greif) :—early Ger. *gripo-z, *gnpon-. prob. from
the Lat. See also Gkyph and Gkape sb.3]

1. A griffin.

(In early instances perh. not clearly distinguished from
sense 2.)

c 1205 Lay. 28062 JJer ich isah gripes & grisliche fu^eles.
< 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 231 '432 pare cam a gryp fleoinde,
after heom in be se. .and fondede heomto sle. 13. . K. A lis.

5667 Addres with foure hedes and dragouns, Gripes, tygres,
and lyouns. i$q&TRt:Yis.\ Barth.De P.R . xvi 11. lvi.( 1495 1814
The grype is stronge enmye to horses and he takyth vp the
horse and the man armyd, and grypes kepe the mountayns
in the whiche ben gemmis and precious stones. 1483 Cax-
tom Gold. Leg. 396 b/2 A grete grype . . assayled them &
was lyke to haue destroyed them. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glass* 191 There are diverse straunge beastes bred
in Asia, as Vnicornes, . . Mercattes, Grippes. 1592 Lyly
Galathea 11. iii, Grypes make their nests of gold though
their coates are feathers.

b. A figure or representation of a griffin.

1420 E. E. Wills {1882) 46 Also 1 bord mausure . . wyth a
prent in be myddylle,and agryppamyde. a 1650 Sr. Lambe-
well 105 in Furnivall Percy Folio I. 148 Vpon the topp a
gripe stood, of shining gold.

2. A vulture.
a 1250 XI PainsofHell 148 in O. E. Misc. (1872) 151 Gripes

freteb heore Mawen. a 1300 Havelok 572 pat him ne hauede
i^rip or ern-.bat wolde him dere. 1432-50 \x.Higden (Rolls)
III. 57, vij gripes apperede rirste to Remus. c 14*0 Promp.
Par:<. 212/2 Grype, byrde,7'K/.'»r. iSzoCaxton'sChrou. Fug.
in. 20/1 His faders deed bodye. .he devyded to an hondred
grypes lest he sholde ryde from dethe to lyfe. 1561 Norton
& SACKV, Gorboduc u. i. (Shaks. Soc.) 114 The hellish Prince
adjudge my dampned Ghoste to Tantalus thirste. .or cruell

fripe to gnawe my growing harte. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 543
ike a white hind under the gripe's sharp claws. 1609 Bible

(Douay Dent. xiv. 12 The uncleane eate not : to witte, the
eagle, the grype, and the osprey. 1630 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Wks. rr. 67 '1 The Gripe no more on Titius guts sh.mld
feed. 1672 Josselyn New Eng. Rarities 10 The Gripe,
which is of two kinds, the one with a white Head, the other
with a black Head, this we take for the Vulture, a 1767
Sir Aldingar x\x. in Child Ballads (1885) II. 45 '1, I

dreamed a grype and a grimlie beast Had carryed my
crowne away.

3. Comb., as gripe-foot, the foot of a vessel

made in the form of a griffin's claw ; gripe-shell
= Gripe's egg.

1451 II 'illo/Kelyngholm (Somerset Ho.), Vnum maser wib
gripe fete. 15.. Inv. Fountains Abb. in Burton Monast.
Ebor. (1758) 144 A grype-schill, with a covering, gilt.

t Gripe, sbA Obs. Also grype. [ad. obs. F.
grip a pirate ship (Diez), It. grippo 'a little skiffe,

or cock-boate* (^Florin
1

), perh. to be referred to F.
gripper to seize (of. Cutgr. s.v. Crip).] A vessel

used in the Levant.
1506 Guylforde Pitgr. (Camden) 76, iiij of vs Englyshe

men . . hyred vs a lytell grype, whiche we thoughte shulde
have passed more redely with vs than the grete galye. 1548
Hall Citron., Hen. /'"///, 204 A vessell called a Gripe, and
in her, in. C. men. 1599 Haki.uyt Voy. II. 75 He brought
fifteene vessels called Gripes, laden with wine.

Gripe (groip), sb. 5 Naut. Also6greepe. [Orig.
greepe, ad. Du. greep, but afterwards assimilated to
Gripe sb.i] The piece of timber terminating the
keel at the forward extremity; sometimes taken
as m Forefoot 2.

1580 H. Smith in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 449 This day by
misfortune a piece of ice stroke of our greepe afore at two
aforenoone. 1691 T. H(ai.k] Acc. New Invent. 120 The
false Stemm, Gripe, Keel, Stern-post, and Dead-rising.
1706 PiU[.Lii's(ed. Kersey), Gripe,, .in Sea-Affairs, the Com-
pass or Sharpness of a Ship's Stem under Water, especially
towards the bottom of the Stem. 1711 W. Sutherland
Shipbuild. Assist. 62 A But left for the Gripe to join to.

1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1780) U2D, The gripe or
fore-foot which unites the keel with the stem. 1830 Hedder-
wick Nov. Arch. 113, Gripe, the under part of the stem and
cut-water. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 2 Gripe, a pro-
jection forward at the lowest part of the stem ; by exposing
a larger surface it prevents the foremost part of the ship,
when sailing with the wind on the side, from being driven
sideways away from the wind.

Gripe (grsip),*'. 1 Forms: 1 gripan, 3-4 gripen,
4-7 grype, (6 greep), 4- gripe, ra. t. 1 grap,
pi. gripon, 3 grap, grop, greep, pi. gripen, grip-
pen, 3~4grep(e,//. grepen, 4- griped, (6Se. -it;.

Pa. pple. 1 segripen, 2-4 gripen, 4 igripen,
grypen, 4- griped. [A Com. Teut. str. verb:
OE.gripan = OS. gripan (MLG-, MDu. gripen,
Du. grijpen), OHG. grifan (MHG. grifen, Ger.
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greifen\ ON. gripa (Sw. gripa, Da. gribe\ Goth.
greipan:-pTe-Tt\rt.*ghreib- ighroib-, found in Lith.
grebti to seize, graibyti to grope. (See Grope v.)

The wk. conjugation came in in the 14th a, and
the str. forms became obsolete before the 15th c]
f 1. intr. To make a grasp or clutch, to seek to

get a hold {lit. and _/%-.) : in OK. const, dat. (some-
times accompanied by locative advb. phr.) or geni-
tive, later with to (Sc. til), towards, for, at, upon-,
to grasp at ; to seize upon. Obs.
Beozvulf 1501 Grap ba tojeanes, giuirinc &efeng atolan

clommum. '971 Blickl. Horn. 211 pa fynd .. heora gri-
pende waeron, swa swa graedij wulf. a 1000 Csedmons
Gen. 2063 iGr.) Gripon unfa?3re under sceat werum
scearpe garas. a 1250 Prov. Alfred 192 in O. E. Misc.
(1872) 114 panne scbulle vre ifon to vre vouh gripen. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 89 He gripeb ber-for as grete as for |>e

grete treuthe. c 1430 Pitgr. LyfManhode 1. v. (18691 3 He
gripede faste to be knottes. (:159a Marlowe Massacre
Paris in. iii. 1080 Upon whose heart may all the Furies
gripe. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. 152 How
greidilie men gripis til it, quhen anes it is offirit. 1608
Shaks. Per. 1. i. 49 [They] Gripe not at earthly ioyes as
earst they did. 1615 Rowlands Metancholie /Cut. 40 All
gripe to get their owne. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerent.
I. ix. 34 That which they gripe to in this Epistle, is, that
Calvine. .saith, hoc tamen testatum esse volo. 1657 Crom-
well Sp. 20 Apr. in Carlyle, I meant to gripe at the Govern-
ment. 1727 J. WlLLlSOH Ajflided Man's Comp. ii. (1850177
Faith gripes to the great Gospel promise of Salvation. 1810
Scott Lady of L. ii. xxxiv, Their desperate hand Griped
to the dagger. 1820 — Ivanhoe v, His quivering fingers
griped towards the handle of his sword.

lb. To gripe with : to grapple with, come to

close quarters with. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 202 Who so synneth in seynt
spirit, it semeth that he greueth God, that he grypeth with
[1393 ther he gripeth], and wolde his grace quenche. 1631
K. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiii. § 1. 168 We will

come (as in a Land, or Sea-fight) to grapple and gripe, with
Vanities.

tc. Used for Gr'ipe. Obs.
a 1598 Koixock Serm. Wks. 1849 I. 460 We should gripe

down to the heart from whence the prayers of the godly do
flow.

2. trans, gen. To lay hold of, seize, catch, grasp ;

to get into one's power or possession. + In OK. and
ME. also occas. : To take, receive. Obs. exc. arch.
a 900 Kent Gloss, in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 57/9 Ne capiaris, 5et 5u

nesio gripen. a 1000 Sal. $ Sat. 151 iGr.) Hwilum flotan
gripaft. K 1225 Leg. A'ath. 1969 Grure grap euch mon
hwen he lokede beron. a 1240 Wohuuge in Colt. Horn. 273
Hare prate bat tai hefden grediliche gripen. a 1300 E. E.
/''salter \x. 16 In bis snare . .Gripen es be fote ofe ba. 1362
Langl. /*. PI. A. in. 235 Heo that gripeth heore }iftus.

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 204 Coveityse is ever wood
To grypen other folkes good, c 1421 Hoccleve Complaint
265 Othar thinge thefn] woo may I none grype. 1551
Robinson tr. More's Utop. (Arb.) 167 Woldest thou gripe
both gaine and pleasure? 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut.
iii. 15 He whiche grypethtoo much can hardly holde it.

1596 Shaks. i lien. IV, v. i. 57 To gripe the generall sway
into your hand. 1608 Yorksh. 'Frag. 1. x, Let me entreat
to speak with her, before The prison gripe me. 1670
Brooks Whs. (1867) VI. 376 They greedily griped the pos-
sessions of the church. 1814 Scott Wav, xvii, We griped
nothing but a fat baillie of Perth.
absol. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. in. 175 Thow hast hanged

on my nekke enleue tymes ; And eke i-gripen of my gold.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1156 Not Avarice . . Was half
to grype so ententyf, As Largesse is to yeve and spende.

3. To clutch, seize firmly, or grasp tightly with
hand, paw, claw, or the like ; to grip. Also said

of the hand.
ciiooOrmin 8125 Mann grap ba battcnif himm fra. C1205

Lav. 18027 Heo [the Irish] to-biliue& gripen heore cniues &
ofmid herebreches. cizj$Ibid. 21213 Cheldrichwid his ohte
men leopen heom to horse and grepen [t 1205 igripen] hire
wepne. c 1300 Havelok 1872 [He] grop an ore, and a long knif.

13. . Sir Heues (MS. A.) 2485 He be ri^t leg 3he him grep.
c 1450 Merlin g She griped hir be the shulders, and put hir
owt at the dore. 1530 Palsgr. 575/2 He that taketh to
moche in his hande at ones grypeth it yll. 1608 D. T.
Ess. Pol. <y Mor. 69 Par irop presser fanguille, on la
perd, he that grypes an Eele too hard, is in danger to
lose it. 1638 Sir T. Hkkhert Trav. (ed. 2) 20 A bird ..

so strong as in her tallons can easily gripe and trusse up an
Elephant. 1667 Milton /'. L. vi. 543 Let each ..gripe
fast his orbed Shield. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. ii. (1840)
32 One of her hands was clasped round the frame of a
chair, and she griped it so hard that we could not easily
make her let go.

_ 1781 Cowper Charity 525 Conjecture
gripes the victims in his paw. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. vn.
iii, Hilyard griped his dagger.

_
/z 1863 Thackeray Duval

vi. 11869) 78 When my mother lifted her hand, I. -griped it

so tight that I frightened her. x866 Rogers Agric. <v

Prices I. xxi. 534 So slender at the upper end that a man
may easily gripe it.

trans/. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 178 The hard
frost griped all things bitterly.

b. Surg. (Cf. Gkipe sb.* 1 d\
1830 Cooper Did. Pract. Surg. (ed. 6.1 819 With the

fingers the calculus was next griped.

t C. To enclose in a tight embrace, encircle

tightly. Obs.
c 1400 Siege Jerusalem (E.E.T.S.) 73/1249 No gretterban

agrehounde, to gtype in bemedil. c 1450 Merlin 655 He..
griped him sore in his armes. 1525 Lo. IIerners Froiss.
II. clxviii, [clxiv.] 468 They gryped fast their horses with
their Jegges. 1548-77 Vicarv Anal. vii. (1888) 49 The
Adiutor bone. .is. .crooked, because it shoulde be the more
habler to grype thinges. 1607 Hevwood Worn, kilde W.
h'ittdnesse Wks. 1874 II. 107 With my full hand He gripe
him to the heart. 1715-20 Pope /Had xvm. 644 The chil-

dren, in whose arms are borne (Too short to gripe them)
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the brown sheaves of corn. 1758 J. Kennedy Curios.
Witton-//o. 41 Hercules wrestling with Antaeus ; he only
gripes him high from the Ground.

d. absol.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 47/2 The pro-
perty of the hande is to gripe and takehoulde. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. 111. i. 40 We haue.. many among vs, can gripe as
hardasCassibulan. 1723 Flying Post 11-13 Apr. in Masonic
Mag. 11881) IX. 25 Examination of a Mason. .To Gripe, is
when you take a Brother by the right Hand and put your
middle Finger to his Wrist, and he'll do so to you. 1741
H. Brooke Comtantia in Chalmers Poets (1810) XVII.
397/2 Struggling they gripe, they pull, they bend, they
strain. 1817 Coleridge Sibyll. Leaves, Three Graves, At
first She gently press'd her hand. Then harder, till her
grasp at length Did gripe like a convulsion !

+ 4. To close vthe fingers) tightly; to clench (the
fist). Obs. rare.
a 1633 Al-stin Medit. (1635) 137 Wee are borne the Chil-

dren of wrath with our hands griped-close together. 1738
Pope Dune. 11. 210 Unlucky Welsted ! thy unfeeling master,
The more thou ticklest, gripes his fist the faster.

1 5. fig. To lay hold of ; to apprehend ; to com-
prehend. Obs. rare.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter ii. 12 Gripes disciplyne [Vulg.

appre/irndite discipli/iam], leswhen lord wreth. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk $ Se/v. 13 All the things we can gripe in
our minds, /bid. 137 It gripes within the bounds of its wide
verge the restlesness that we are .

.
justling with. 1742 Young

A7. Th. vn. 1252 Can such a soul contract itself, to gripe
A point of no dimension, of no weight ?

6. To oppress by miserly or penurious treatment

;

to c pinch ',
' squeeze '. (Said also of poverty.)

1645 QtARLES Sol. Recant, v. 8 Seest thou.. poor men
grip'd beneath th' oppressours hand? t 1680 Beveridge
Serm. (1729^ I. 198 All that oppress and gripe poor work-
men in their prices. 1729 Savage Wanderer iii. (1761) 49
For this, he grip'd the Poor, and Alms denied. 1735
Dyche & Pardon Diet., Gripe, . . also to pinch, grind, or
give a Person too little for their Wages or Goods. 18..
Dickens AV/r. Pieces (1866) 119 He feeds the poor baby
when he himself is griped with want, a 1868 Ld. Brougham
(Ogilv.), A disposition is everywhere exhibited by men in
office to gripe and squeeze all submitted to their authority.
absol. 1694 F. Bkagge Disc. Parables xiv. 459 How to

gripe, and over-reach, and oppress, was the subject of their
thoughts. 1755 Ma?i No. 11. 2 Yet for this nonsensical end
they will gripe, pinch, pilfer, cheat . . renounce the con-
veniences, and almost the necessaries, of life. 1895 Forum
(U. S.) Jan. 569 There is a little less sociability [in winter]
and poverty gripes harder.

7. To grieve, afflict, distress. Nowr<wr or Obs.
1559 Mirr. A/ag. t Mowbray's Banishvt. xxix, Griefgryped

me so, I pyned awaye and dyed. 1567 Drant Horace, Art
of Poetry B vj, Those which inwardly with griefe Are
gryped in their minde. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. V/, 1. iv. 171
How inly Sorrow gripes his Soule. 1671 Flavel Fount.
Life xxiii. 70 How sick was his conscience as soon as he
had swallowed it ! It grip'd him to the heart. 1871 B.
Tayi.ok Faust I. ix. 150 What ails thee? What is 't gripes
thee, elf? A face like thine beheld I never.

8. To affect with * gripes'; to produce griping
pains in. Now chiefly in pa. pple. : see Gbipep.
i6ji Cotgr., Trenchaisonner, to wring or gripe like the

Cholicke, &c. 1619 H. Hutton Follies Anat. (Percy Soc.)
12 The thought of To[bacco] his intrailes more doth gripe
Then physicks art. 1668 Culpepper & Coi.E Barthoi. Anat.
1. xv. 39 Such persons fasting, are often griped in theirBellies.

171a Swift Jml. to Stella 7 Jan., I . .came home, because I

was not very well, but a little griped. 1756 Brooke in Phil.
Trans. LI. 76 They were much griped, and purged more
than 20 times in 24 hours. 1865 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 3/2
Anybody calling for champagne or claret at a place of

fmblic entertainment . . is certain to be cheated, and . . very
ikely to be griped.

b. absol. To produce pain in the bowels as if by
constriction or contraction ; to cause ' gripes \
170a Sir J. Floyer in Phil. 'Trans. XXIII. 1171 Crato

describes Sena as if it had Viscidum quid, by which it

gripes. i8ix A. T. Thomson Land. Disp. (1818) 134 Scam-
mony. .is. .apt to gripe. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879)
464 Whenever senna is exhibited, an aromatic should be
united with it, to lessen its tendency to gripe.

9. Naut, a. trans. To secure (a boat) with
* gripes '. (In pa. pple. only, also griped to.)

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xx'w. 76 We got. .the launch
and pinnace hoisted, chocked and griped. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bh., Griped~to, the situation of a boat when
secured by gripes.

b, intr. Said of a ship which has a tendency to

come up into the wind in spite of the helm, as

when sailing close-hauled.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xi. 53 Not [to] gripe

..is when shee will not keepe a winde well. 1870 Eng.
Mech. 25 Feb. 580'! A cutter is sometimes apt to 'gripe

;

that is, to turn its bowsprit suddenly up in the wind. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 325 A steamer with sail

..griping so badly with any after canvass that it is often

impossible to steer.

10. Comb., as gripe-all, a grasping, avaricious

person; fgripe-money,-penny,a miser, niggard;

f gripe-stick (see quot).
1823 N§W Monthly Mag. VIII. 34 The city *gripeall

who nas amassed his million. x6n Cotgr., Gripfiargent

,

a *Gripe-money, or Catch-coyne. i860 Worcester, *Gripe-

Penny, a niggard, a miser. Mackenzie. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Tourniquet* a Turn-Still: also the
#
Gripe-stick

us'd by Surgeons, .in cutting off an Arm, &c.

Gripe (gr^ip)* V& Dialectal variant of Grip v. 2

1597 Stanford Churchiu. Acc. in Antiquary (1888) May
212 For gripinge the church acre I*. 1805 Price in Ann:
Agric. XLIII. 123 [Land] must be cleared of the surface

water by griping or under-draining. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 315 In the following autumn, imme-
diately after the drawing is completed, the plants left stand-
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ing are to be worked well and deeply with the spade : this

operation is generally termed griping. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,

Grip, Gripe, to make shallow ditches or grips.

Griped (graipt), ppl. a. [f. Gripe v. 1 + -ed 1
.]

In senses of the vb. a. Grasped or gripped tena-

ciously, b. Of the fist, the jaws : Clenched, c.

Pained in the bowels ; affected with gripes \

1583 Stubbes A fiat. Abuses 1. (1879I 184 To hit him vnder
the short ribbes with their griped fists, and with their knees
to catch him vpon the hip. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xi. 41

From his cruell claw To reave by strength the griped gage
away. 1695 Blackmork Pr. Arth. in. 47 The Earth's

griped Bowels with Convulsions rack. 1753 J. Bartlkt
Gentl. Farriery xiv. 134 If. .he appears griped and in pain,

let this glyster be given. 1855 Browning Protus 56 The
Smith's rough-hammered head. Great eye, gross jaw, and
griped lips. 1897 Allbtttt's Syst. Med. III. 750 [He] draws
up his legs uneasily as if griped.

Gripeful (grei'pful), sb. rare. [f. Gripe sb. 1

+ -FUL.] As much as can be grasped in the hand.
1727 Bradley Fant. Diet. s. v. Bait, A Gripe-full of

Cummin, and a Handful of Aniseed.

Gripeful (grai'pfiil), a. rare. [f. Gripe v* +
-ful.] Apt to ' gripe '

; gripy.

1864 in Webster. 1879 Tinslefs Mag. XXIV. 185 The
most gripeful of all gripy wines.

t Gripe-handed, a. Obs, rare. [Parasynthetic
formation on the stem of Gripe z>.

]
] Close-fisted.

1698 South Serin. III. 96 Implying, .that for a Man to be
Gripe-handed and Clear-sighted too was Impossible.

Gripell, obs. form of Gripple.

t Gripen, ppl. a. Obs. [Vulgar survival of the

str. pa. pple. of Gripe v. 1

] Of the fist : Clenched.
1706 Vanbrugh Pro7t. Wife iv. iii, I did but offer in mere

civility to help her up the steps into our apartment,—and
with her gripen fist [Sir John Brule knocks him down)—
aye, just so, sir. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial.
(1821) 14 He up wie his gripin neaf an felt me owar.

Griper (grorpw). [f. Gripe 7>.* + -er 1
.]

1 1. One who grasps. Obs.

1676 Wiseman Surg. vr. ii. 452 Suppose the uneasie pos-
ture, and the long griping tires the Griper.

2. One who oppresses people by extortionate or

niggardly methods ; an extortioner. Now rare.

1587 Harrison Fug-land n. iii. (1877) 1. 88 Our noble
universities, whose lands some greedie gripers doo gape
wide for. 1647 Tkapp Coinm. Matt. ix. 9 They were great
gripers, and exacted extremely upon the Jews, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Gripe, or Griper, an old Covetous Wretch.
Also a Banker, Money Scrivener, or Usurer. 1823 in Spirit
Publ. Jnils. (1824' 533 Southey's sackbut tunes the praise
of every Royal griper. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. xiv,

That foxey old grasper and griper.

f3. A person or thing that distresses or inflicts

pain. Obs.

1573 Tusser f/usb. xxix. (1878) 68 Winter, .a griper of all

things and specially age. x6oa Narcissus (1893) 420 Love's
a griper.

t 4. An instrument of torture. Obs.

1598 Florio, Catolio, a tormenting instrument called a
griper or pincher.

f5. A canine tooth. Obs.

1600 Sukflet Country Farme VII. xxxvii. 865 With pincers
. . break al the teeth of the neather law, wherein the great
gripers stand.

+ 6. A griping medicine. Obs.

1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide iv. 82 Tho' I've taken a Griper
I'll venture to peck at the Dory and Piper.

+ Gripe's egg. Obs. Forms: 4 gryp6sheye,

5 gripesei, -ey(e, gryppeshey
; 5 gryp ey, 5, 6

gripes egg(e. [Gripe sb.3] A large egg
(? an ostrich's) supposed to be that of a 'gripe';

a vessel shaped like this ; an oval-shaped cup.

[1390 Gower Con/. I. 127 (Fairfax MS.) The Cuppe-.was
policed ek so dene That no signe of the Skulle was sene,
But as it were a Gripes Ey.] 1391 Will of Horbury
(Somerset Ho.), Ciphum vocat[um] Grypesheye. 1419 in

Test. Ebor. I. 393 Alius ciphus vocatus a gryp ey. 1491
Will of Vaughan (Somerset Ho.), A gripes egg harnased
with siluer. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. iii, Let the water in

Glasse E. be feltred, And put into the Gripes egge.

t Griph.. Obs. In 7 gryphe ; also in L. form
griphus. [ad. L. griphus> a. Gr. ypt<f>os fishing-

basket, creel; dark saying, riddle. Cf. F. griphej]

A puzzling question ; a riddle, enigma.
a 1652 J. Smith Sel. Disc. iv. 71 That old gryphe or riddle

of the Peripatetic school, a 1670 Hacket Aop. Williams
11. (1692) 132 No Law or Practice directs the Subject to
bring such Gryphes and Oracles, but plain, litteral, gram-
matical Notions of Libels to a Justice of Peace. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 21. 388 That seemingly monstrous
Paradox or puzzling Griphus of theirs [the Pythagoreans!
that 'Numbers were the Causes and Principles of all

things'. 1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 418 A griphus or
jenigma adduced by Tollius in his edition of Ausonius.
Griph(e, variant of Gryph, vulture. Obs.

Grfphin, -on, obs. forms of Griffin 1
.

Griping [
grai-pirj), vbl. sb\ [f. Gripe v\ +

-ing '.J The action of Gripe v. 1 in various senses,
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxlix. 6 Gripinges ofe swerde in pair

hende. C1440 Promp. Pant. 213 'i Grypvnge wythe pe
hande, or ober lyke, constrictio,cofn/, ressio. 1c 1440 Staunton
St. Patrick's Purgatory {E.E.T.S.) 73 Bi be help of bat
woman and ofmyne owne grypyng, I steied vppon bat ladder.
*5*6 Tindale Matt. iv. 24 They brought unto hym all sicke
people, that were taken with divers diseases and gripinges.
[So Coverdale, Geneva; 1611 torments.] 1607 Hieron Wks.
I- 390 Rackings, enhaunsings, gripings, vsuries. 1610 R.
Doui.and Var. Lute-lessons B2b marg., For Griping of
stops in B. a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 237

Secret wringings and gripings and gnawings of conscience.

1709 Mrs. Manley Seer. Mem. (1736) III. 190 Her Favourite
Stauratius's Griping and Extortions. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine (1780), Griping . . the inclination of a ship to run
to windward of her course, particularly when she sails with
the wind on her beam or quarter. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) II. 183 Ventral gripings. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xxxv, The tendency of her legal practice had been
to fix her thoughts on small gains and gripings. 1898 P.

Manson Prop. Diseases xviii. 289 The leading symptoms
of dysentery are those of inflammation of the great intestine

—namely, griping, tenesmus, &c.

Gri'ping, vbl. sb:* The action of Gripe v.-

1805, 1846 [see Gripe t/. 2 ].

Griping (grai-pirj),ppl.a. [f. Griped.1 + -ino-.]

1. That gripes, grasps, or clutches tightly. Also

fig, ofpersons, their actions, etc.: Grasping, usurious,

avaricious, 'squeezing'.

1573 L Lloyd Pilgr. Princes (15861 47 To auoid y° griping
pawes of a hungry Sparhaucke. 1587 Holinsukd Citron. I.

71/1 Manie of them, .were constrained to yeeld themselues
into the griping hands of their enemies. 1658 Whole Duty
Man xi. $ 9. 89 Extortion, and griping usury. 1697 DrYDEN
sEneidw. 303 He seiz'd the shining bough with griping hold.

1710 Steele Taller No. 223 ? 1 This .Method of making
Settlements was first invented by a griping Lawyer. 1846 J.
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. p. xxxi, A griping
landlord. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 518 Oppressed
by cruel and griping men in power.
absol. 1785 J. Trusler Mod. Times II. 57 The griping,

the usurious, and the lawless.

2. Causing pain or distress, physical or mental

;

painful, distressing.

1568 T. Howell Ncive Sonets (1879* 117 Through greeping
griefe, and thought so sore opprest. 1577 T. Kendall
Flowers Fpigr. S yj b, Oh grisly gripyng grief. 1645
Quarles Sol. Recant, v. 68 The heart-corroding Fangs Of
griping Care. 1666 Baxter Call to Unconverted 225 O what
a griping thought it will be . . to think. .That this was your
own doing ! 1897 P. Waring Tales Old Regime 97 The
griping hunger, which might be gratified in a moment if

they would.

3. Applied more or less spec, to spasmodic con-

stricting pains in the bowels ; having the patho-

logical effect of ' gripes '; aIso,causing or producing
1 gripes '.

1578 Lyte Dodoens I. xlix. 71 The same . . swageth the

gryping paynes of the belly. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 546-47
That Windinesse is Grosse, and Swelling; Not Sharpe or

Griping. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 351 It excites

Vomiting, sharp griping Pains with wind in other Parts of
the Bowels. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.

1 ed. 4) II. 254 The
griping property of Castor oil. i88z Garden 28 Oct. 381^2
The Griping Fruited Service. 1897 A llbutt's Syst. Med, 1 1 1.

752 Each stool is preceded by griping pains in the belly.

Hence Gripingly adv.. Gripingness.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 65 Clisters also helpe, lest the Medicine

stop in the Guts, and worke gripingly. 1640 Digby in Lis-
more Papers Ser. 11. (1:888} IV. 139 Tbinges. .being wrested
out of it, maketh it not onely be gripingly held, but [etc.].

1683 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 80 Another with a Logic-
fisted gripingness catches at and grasps all he can come
within the reach of.

Griple, variant of Gripple sb.2 Obs.

Gripless i,gri-ples), a. rare. [f. Grip siO +
-less.j Having no grip or hold.
1606 Birnie Kirk-Burial (1833) 33 Builded upon the sandy

foundation of three griplesse grounds. 1889 A. Minro
Siren Casket 192 What means my Mary's gripless hand?

II Grippe (g«p), Also (anglicized) grip. [It.,

vbl. sb. Cgripper to seize.] - Influenza.
1776 J. Jekyi.i. Corr. (1894I 64 An epidemic cold seems to

have spread itself from London to Barcelona. In passing
through this kingdom [ France], it has obtained the name of
' grippe '—a term significant enough from the nature of its

attack on the throat. 1803'!". Campbell Let. 27 Mar. in Life
3- Lett. (1849) I. 425 John has been dubbed Dr. Leyden, and
the influenza has been called La grippe. 1834 J. Forbes
Laenncc's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 193 The epidemic of 1803-4
(known by the name of g>ippe\ 1890 Lowell Lett. (1894)11.

441 Four of the weans have had the grippe. 1891 Boston
Daily Globe 24 Mar. 5/1 The grip is with us again. . .This
year the grip seems to have started in Chicago.

Hence Gripped a., affected with the ' grippe '.

1892 Coniemp. Rev. Aug. 233 The one whose bed was
opposite to the gripped patient. Ibid. 235 A visitor arrived
there gripped on Dec. 12, 1889.

Grippe, obs. form of Grip.

t Grippen, v. Obs. [f. Gripex ppl. a.] trans.

To elenen (the fist").

1814 Way to win Her 1. ii, You .. grippening your fist for

all the world like Madona the great boxer. Ibid. iv. i, She
has such a trick of grippening her fist upon occasion.

Gripper gri'p^-i). [f. Grip vX + -er *.] One
who or that which grips,

fl. gen. m Griper i. Obs. rare.*-*

1570 Levins Mauip. 74/24 A Gripper, harpax.
2. spec. a. ' In Ireland, a sheriff's officer ; a bailiff

'

(Cassell 1 884). b. Austral, slang. One who catches

sheep for the shearers.
1886 C. Scott Sheep-Farming T37 The catcher or ' gripper'

supplies the shearers with a fresh sheep as soon as ne is

finished with the former.

3. An implement used for gripping or clutching
;

a clutch or claw of any kind ; any contrivance

employed to seize or embrace an object.

1857 Illustr. Lond. News XXXI. 246/1 Conveying a dis-

charge to the said cartridge, and thereby releasing a gripper,

and detaining the cable from running away. 1870 L. Simon
in Eng. Meek. 4 Mar. 609/1 Grippers or fingers take hold of
the cut end of the paper. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing
(ed. Ringwalt), Grippers, the metal claws . . which seize

hold of the sheet of paper as it lies on the feeding-board.
i88z Dredge, etc. Electric Illumin. I. 383 The actual work
of liberating the catch or the gripper, and feeding the
carbon, is eftected by gravity. 1884 in J. Bucknall Smith
Cable or Rope Traction 104 The carriages .. shall always
be attached by the gripper to the cable. 1886 Textile
Manufacturer 15 June 288/2 On each carriage 112 to 224
iron tongs or grippers are placed at regular distances.

4. attrib., as gripper machine, mechanism.
1871 Amer. F.ncycl. Printing fed. Rmgwalt), Gripper

Machines, power-presses in which grippers, as contradistin-

guished from tapes, are used. 1892 Pall Mall G. 9 Dec.
4/1 By means of a gripper mechanism the driver of the car
can reduce the speed to any rate desired.

Gripping (gri'pirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Grip vA +
-ixc 1

?) The action of Grip vA ; a taking firm

grasp or hold (///. and fig.) ; seizure.

1632 in Barry Orkney '1805) App. 473 Act 40 Anent Grip-
ping of Lands, a 1658 J. Durham F.x:pos. Rev. \. (16801 15
There is most sensible footing and, so to speak, gripping
to be gotten by looking to the Mediator. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xlii, A neglect of the higher things that belong to

salvation, and al>o a gripping unto the tilings of this world.

1898 Daily News 23 Sept. 6/5 The bruises caused .. by
gripping were recent.

b. attrib. (with reference to cable-trnctton).

1887 J. Bucknall Smith Cable or Rope Traction 86
Advocating the Chicago type of grip, .in preference to those
provided with gripping wheels or rollers. Ibid. 99 The
gripping apparatus provided upon the cars, .is a device con-

sisting of two movable jaws . . which engage or release the

cable at the will of the operator. 1899 J. PeNNELL in Fortn.
Rev. LXV*. 121 The two gripping arms of the brake were
applied by chains.

t Gripping, vbl. sb.'1 Obs. In comb, gripping-
iron, = grooping-iron, a carpenter's gouge.
/Z1500 Ortus i'oc. in Promp. Pat":'. 216 note, Runciua est

out'ddam artificium fabri Hguarii gracile et recurvitm,
quo cavantur tabule. et una alteri connectatur ; Anglice,
a gryppynge yron.

Gripping (gri'pirj\ vbl. sb.i [f. Grip v.- +
-ingI.J — Griping vbl. sb.~

1852 Wiggins Embanking 128 Gripping at i\d. or 2d.

per rod.

Gripping (gri-pin), ppl. a. [f. Grip^.1 -1- -ing 2.]

That grips, clutches, clips, or grasps tightly.

1630 Drumm. 01 Hawth. Flowers Sion, Cypress Grcrvc 75
[Riches] are like to Thornes which laid on an open band are

easilie blowne away, and wound the closing and bard-grip-
ping. 1741 Monro Anal. Nerves fed. 31 20 The gripping
Fingers stopt the Course of a Fluid. 1877 Black Green
Past, xxxviii. (1878) 305 We were shod not in gripping felt

but in goloshes of an enormous size.

pig. 1895 Daily News 20 Apr. 7/5 Death, be rejoiced to

say, had only cost them 20/. in spite of the gripping winter.

1896 AthetitVum n Apr. 487,1 There is .. much that is

genuine and gripping in the play.

Gripple (grip'l), sbX Obs. exc. dial. In 5
gryppei, grippull. [Parallel to mod.T) u. greppcl,

g/ ippel, gritppel, LG. gn'ippel:—WGer. *gvnppih-

;

see Grip sb.'*\ A small ditch or trench.

c 1440 Promp, Pan'. 212/2 Gryppe, or a gryppcl, where
watur rennythe a-way in a londe, or watur forowe [P. a
grippull], araiiuncula. a 1825 Forbv / 'oc. E. A nglia, Grup,
groop, a trench, not amounting in breadth to a ditch. If

narrower still it is a grip ; if extremely narrow, a gripple.

T Gri'pple, sb.- Obs. ra?-e. In 6 grypell,

griple. [1. root of Grip, Ghipe: cf. Grapple sb.]

1. A hook to seize things with.

1530 Palsgr. 228/1 Grypell a hoke, hauet.

2. Grasp.
1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 14 Ne ever Artegall his griple

strong For any thinge wold slacke, but still upon him hong.

Gri*pple, a. Obs. exc. dial, or arch. Also 1

gripnl, 3 gripel, 6 gripell, grippel, Sc. grip-

pill. 6-7 griple, 9 Sc. grippal. [OE. gripnl,

i.grip-, wk. root ofgnpan Gripe vAj
1. Griping, niggardly, usurious.

a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 198 '39 Capax, qui mnl-
tum capif, and^etul, gripul, numul. cixos Lay. 7336 p\i

sulf ajrt swiSe gripel, buie gumen sunden ^efere. 1565 Gold-
ing Ovid's Met. vn. (1603) 85 b, [She] upon receit thereof.

.

Was turned to a bird, which yet of gold is gripple still. 1574
Rich Mercury I, Soldier C ij b, The greatest cause that

stirreth both these sortes [of Captaines] to sendee, as may
be supposed, procedeth of one mocion, which is the gripell

desyre they haue of Princes paye. 1589 Warner Alb. Eng.
v. xxvii, Grippel in workes, testy in words. 1590 Spenser

F. Q. 1. iv. 31 He gnasht his teeth to see Those heapes of

gold with griple Couetise. a 1677 Barrow Serin. Wks. 1716

I. 316 The gripple wretch who will bestow nothing on his

poor brother. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. Introd., While gripple

owners still refuse To others what they cannot use. 1814 —
Wav. lxvii, Nae body wad be sae grippal as to tak hi=; geer

after they had gi'en him a pardon. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Gripple, avaricious. ' As gripple as sin '.

2. Gripping; tenacious.

1513 Doi-glas A^ueis xu. xii. 193 Amangthegrippill rutis

fast haldand. 1604 Drayton 07^350 The gripple Vulture

argues me too bold. 1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest

(1892) 61 Clutched with his gripple claws the Prince his prey.

3. Comb., as gripple-handed, minded adjs.

1626 Middleton Anyth. for Quiet Life^ 1. i. 76 That a

man of your estate should be so gripple-minded and repin-

ing at his wife's bounty ! a 163a T. Taylor Gods Judgem.
II. 1. xix. (1642* 64 This gripple minded Prince. 1647 C.

Harvey Sch. ofHeart (1778) no, I was close and gripple-

handed.

Hence Gri-ppleness, avarice, greed, niggardli-

ness ; also, greedy desire {to do something").

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. To Rdr. 8 Greedy gripple-

nesse of shameful gaine. 1655 Gurnall Chr.in Ann. \. x.

134-2



GRIPPLE
§ 2. 290 A grippleness to save some of the stuff. 1660
Hkxham Dutch Did., Hebbigheyt, (jreedinesse, Gripple-
nesse, or Niggardlinesse. 1881 IV. Wore. Gloss , Cripple-
ness, greed. 'E iuna so bad off as 'e makes out, 'tis nowt
but grippleness makes 'iiii live so near.'

tGri-pple, v. Obs. [An alteration of GRAPPLI
v., ? influenced by Grip v. 1

] — Gbapplb v. in

various senses. Hence Grippled ///. a., an-
chored ; Crippling vbl. sb., anchoring, mooring.
attrib. in grippling chain.
1591 H._ Smith Serin. Usury i. 3, I am glad that 1 haue

any occasion to griple with this sinne, where it hath made
so many spoyles. 1606 Heywood 1/you know no! Me 11.

Wks. 1874 I. 346 The distant comers of their gripled fleet.

1607 Topseix Four-/. Beasts (1658) 167 The root . . is more
then a plan can well griple in his hand. 1630 Wadsworth
Pilgr. iv. 34 The Vice Admiral! .. prepared himselfe for to
fight.. hanging his gripling chaine on the maine Mast.

Grippy (gri'pi), a. Sc. and north, [f. (imp v. x

+ -v 1
. Cf. MDu. gripich, MLG. gripech.]

1. Having a tendency to be avaricious or parsi-

monious.
1808 JamiesoN, Grippy, pron. gruppy, avaritious, as im-

plying the idea of a disposition to take the advantage, S.
1822 Galt Provost xliii. 315 It may be, that standing now
clear and free of the world, I had less incitement to be so
grippy. 1825 Bkockltt N. C. Words, Grippy, mean, avari-
cious, hardly honest, i860 Ramsay Rcmin. Ser. I. ed. 7*

88 A character noted for avarice or sharp looking to self
interest, was termed 'grippy '. 1876 Whitby Gloss , Grippy,
inclined to cheat. 1882 Edin. Rev. Apr. 1525 A typical
Scottish laird of the shrewdest and ' grippiest ' order.

2. Tenacious.
1870 Content/. Rev. XIV. 380 The tenacious, grippy

clinging to traditionary usages.

Hence Gri ppiness.
1882 Athenaeum 21 Jan. 88/1 A satire on the ' grippi-

ness ' that may have characterized the earlier lairds.

Gripsack (gri-p,saek). U. S. colloq. [f. Grip vA
+ Sack.] A traveller's handbag.
1883 Pall Alall G. n Dec. 2/2 The word 'grip-sack' has

long been in use in America as a slang term for hand-satchel.
1889 ' Mark Twain' Yankee at Crt. A". Arth. xxiii. 255
Take your gripsack and get along. 1891 10M Cent. Oct.
588 They pack their grip-sacks and go off to Europe.

t Gri'pulotlS, a. Obs. Afso gripo-. [app. f.

Gripple a. +-OUS, with spelling assimilated to that
of adjs. in -ubus.] Grasping, avaricious. Hence
Gripulousness. (Only in T. Adams.)
1614 T. Adams Devils Banquet 127 The labourers hyre

cries in the gripolons Landlords hand. 1633 — Exp. 2 Peter
ii. 12 Gripulous avarice. Ibid. iii. 18 Liberality is in medio
between gripulousness and profuseness.

Gripy (graipi),a. [f.GBIp»z».l + -Tl.] Tending
to cause ' gripes '. 1879 [see Gripeful a.}.

Grip-yard: see Grip sb.-

Griqualandite (gr/kwalrcndoit). Mia.
[Named by Hepburn, 1887, from its locality,

Griqualand.] A mineral consisting essentially of
silica in a fibrous form, more or less impregnated
with iron, forming the gem known as tiger eye.
1887 Chair. News LV. 240 Griqualandite, a pseudomorph

of crocidolite.

t Gris, sb. Obs. Forms : 3-6 gris(e, 4-5 greoe,
4-6 gTys e, (4 griis, 5 grijs), 5 gryce. [a. Of'gris
(14th c. in Godef.), subst. use of adj. gris (see

Gris a.). Cf. It. grigio homespun cloth, russet.]

A kind of grey fur.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25466 Riclie robe wit veir and grise.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1220 "ai raft me fowe and griis, And pus
wounded bai me. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, ya:ohus (minor) 764
Kurryt wele in wayre & grece [rime dewice], 1393 Langl. /'.

PI. C. xvii. 342 Both in grey and in grys And in gilt harneis.
c 1400 St. Alexius 398 Pelured wip Ermyne & wib grijs.

1460 Lybeaus Disc. 838 A velowet mantyll gay, Peivred
wyth grys and gray, Sche caste abowte her swyre. 1481
Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 65 He may were scarlet and gryse.
1523 Ld. Bum** Eroiss. I. ccclxxxi. 640 They ar ciothed
in veluet and chamlet furred with grise. 1575 How Mcr-
cliande dyd Wyfe betray 14 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 197
Gownys of grete pryce, Furryd with menyuere and with
gryse. [1896 J. H. Wylik Hist. Hen. IV, III. 469 A red
jacket, with cap furred with gris.]

t Gris, a. Obs. rare. In 4 gris, grys, griee,

6 gres, grace, greyce. [a. F. gris ( = Pr., Sp.,

Pg. gris, It. griso), a. OHG. gris (in mod.G. greis)

= OS. gris
(
Du.gri/s), ofunknown origin; a deriva-

tive is med.L. griseus. It. grigio.] Grey.
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Veom. Prol. 6 His hakeney, which

bat was al pomelv grys [v.r. gris, grice]. 1513 Douglas
AEneis Prol. 107 Sum grece [v.r. greyce, gres], sum gowlis,
sum purpour.

Gris, obs. form of Grass.
Grisaille \gtizf-l, or as Fr. gn'zay\ Painting.

[a. F. grisaille, i. gris grey (see prec.) .] A method
of decorative painting in grey monochrome to re-

present objects in relief (see quot. 1854) • a work,
e.g. a stained-glass window, executed according to

this method.
1848 B. Webb Sk. lent. /Cedes. 9 In the Lady-chapel are

some modern ^risailes [sic]. 1849 Ri.skin Ser'. Lamps ii.

S 14. 41 The roof of the Sistine chapel has much archi-
tectural design in grisaille mingled with the figures of its

frescoes. 1854 Fairholt Did. Art, Grisaille, . . a style of
panning employed to represent solid bodies in relief, such
as friezes, mouldings, .bas-reliefs, &c, by means of grey-

tints. The objects represented are supposed to be white

;

the shadows which they project, and the lights . . are properly
depicted by. .various grey tints. 1897 L. F. Day Windows

432

1 19 Early glass divides itself. . into two classes : work in rich
colour .

. and work in ' grisaille ', as it is called ; that is to
say, in which the glass is chiefly white or whitish, relieved
only here and there by a line or a jewel of colour.

b. atlrib. or adj. Executed in grisaille.
i860 Handbk. of Ludlow (1865) 34 The windows were

filled with grisaille glass. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Liaditf.
29 The designs of the glass are all ornamental patterns on
light grisaille grounds. 1897 L. F. Day Window's 146 The
best-known grisaille windows in England are the famous
group of long lancets, ending the north transept of York
Minster, which are known by the name of the Five Sisters.

Gris-amber : see Ambergris.
Grisard (gri-said), a. and sb. rare. [ad. F.

grisard, f. gris grey : see -ard.]

fA. adj. Greyish. Obs.
1607 Toi-SEi.L Four-/. Beasts 11658 27 Their [badgers']

skin is hard, but rough and rugged, their hair harsh and
stubborn, of an intermingled grisard colour.

B. sb. A grey-haired man.
1880 Browning Dram. Idylls Ser. 11. Pietro 25 Straight-

way would the whileom youngster grow a grisard.

Grisbate, -bet, -bite, etc., vars. Gristbite.
+ Grise, a. Obs. Also 3 greis, 5 gryse.

[V Abstracted from Grisly a.] Terrible ; fearful.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18649 Wit his cri bat es sua grise [Golf.

greis]. Ibid. 23249 Of helle. .be aghtand pine it es ful grise.
1460 Lybeaus Disc. 597 To fyght with bothe yn same Hvt
wer no chyldes game, That belli so grymme and gryse.
?<iisoo Ser J. J/andevelle 59 in Hazl. E. E. P. I. i 57
Or elles

;
. Depyst in helle in paynes grise Salbee our set.

+ Grise, '' Obs. Forms : 3-4 grise-n, 4 -yn,
4-5 gryse, grise, 5 gryes, 6 Sc. gryis. Pa. t. 4
gros, grisede. [ME. grisen str. vb. (later wk.) :—
OE. *grisan, implied in a-grisan (recorded in

pres.-stem only: see Agrise v.) — MDn., MEG.
grisen (Du. grijzen, pa. t. grees, pa. pple. gegre-
zeii) ; cf. MHG. grisenlic/t Grisly.
_
The root *grfs- is not found in Goth, or Scandinavian, nor

is Us equivalent found outside Teut. Possibly it may have
originated by onomatopoeic modification from the synony-
mous *greus; grits- (in OE. grorn sad, begroren terrified,
gryre horror) which seems to be an extension of the root
"grcu., gru- : see Grue 7'.]

1. impers. (It) grises me : I shudder with fear or
horror, I tremble, am greatly afraid.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 165 Of swilch mai grisen men.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 366 'Sore', cwe5 he, ure Louerd, 'me
grulleS [MS. T. grises] a?ean mine pine '. a 1225 Juliana
56 Grisen him mahte [v.r. mahen] pat sehe hu hit (bat axtreo]
gront in to hwet se hit of rahte. a 1300 Body A> Soul 96 in
Map's Poems, A weyle sore may me grise. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synue 7875 Hyt was no wundyr bo} hyin gros.

2. intr. To shudder or tremble with terror; to
be full of horror, greatly afraid ; =Agrisk i.

a 1225 [see ll. a 1300 Cursor M. 7983 To ger bam for him
gru and grise Vm-thoght him gern on quatkiu wise. 41330 R.
Brunne Chrou. Wace (Rolls) 8532 His herte a-geyns hym
gros & grew, r 1400 Beryn 2140 Of this petouse compleynt
a mannys hert may grise. C1450 St. Cuthbert (Surteesi 7222
pe woman sho began to gryes. c 1460 Tovmeley Myst. iv.

254 When I look to hym, I gryse. 1513 Douglas A^neis 1.

xii. 21 Albeit my spreit abhorris, and doith grise, Thairon
for to ramembir.

3. trans. To shudder at with terror or abhorrence

;

lo dread, abhor, loathe; = Agrise 2.

1382 Wyclii' Judith xvi. 12 The Persis grisiden hir stede-
fastnesse, and Media hir hardynesse. — Wisdom xii. 3
Tho olde dwelleris of thin holi loud, the which thou grisedist.

4. To terrify, affright ; = Agrise 5 a.

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. Ixxi, Terribifl thochtis oft my
hart did gryis. 1513 — AStteil VI. ii. 52 Virgyue, na kynd
of pane may rise, Vnknaw to me. of new that may me grise.

1556-8 Piiaer .Uneid iv. K ij b, He warns me through my
dreames, & me w< fearfull gost doth grise.

Grise, var. Gris Obs. ; obs. t. Grass, Grece.
Grisel, obs. form of Grizel, Grizzle a. andrf.l
Griaeli, -lieh'e, -ly, obs. forms of Grisly.
Grisell(e, obs. form of Grizzle a. and sbX

Griseo- (gri-z/b\ comb, form of ined.E. griseus
grey, used in sense ' greyish ', as griseo-fuscotts adj.

1847 Hakoy in Proc. Benv. A'al. Club II. No. 5. 247
Abdomen . . thickly clothed above and beneath with griseo-
fuscous pubescence.

Griseons przAt),* [f. med.E. grlse-us (see

Gris a.) + -ols.] Grey ; spec, in Zool. and Bot.,

bluish grey, pearl-grey. (For an aberrant use see

quot. 1826.)
1819 G. Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 22t Pentatoma.

.

Body griseous above. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 279
Griseous (Griseus), white mottled with black or brown. Ex.
Curculio nebulesns. 2828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 274
Tail-feathers wedge-shaped, griseous, spotted with black.
1847 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 240
Abdomen, .griseous pubescent. 1893 Contemp. Rev. Aug.
294 French soil and notably French skies are griseous.

Grisette (grize't). Also 8 griset, grisset,

grizette. [a. F. grisette, f. grit grey : see -ette.]

1. An inferior grey dress fabric, formerly the
common garb of working girls in France. (In

quot. attrib.)

1700 T. Brown, etc. tr. Scarrons Com. Wks. (1712) 2 His
Doublet was a Griset-Coat.

2. A F'rench girl or young woman of the working
class, esp. one employed as a shop assistant or a
seamstress.

1723 Swiet Stella al Wood.Park 59 She vows she will no
longer stay In lodgings, like a poor grizette. a 1745 —
{title) To Betty the Grisette. 1768 Sterne Sent. Jonrn.

GRISLINESS.

('775' II- "6 (Case Conscience), In a few minutes the Grisset
came in with her box of lace. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI.
128 The women of Paris of all ranks, grisettes as well as
Duchesses. 1885 Miss Braddon U'yllard's Weird\. i. 23
That pretty, neat appearance which one sees in French
girls of a class just a little above the grisette.
attrib. 1803 Mary Charlton Wife $ Misir. IV. 29 A

fellow . . was scarcely able to vie with his valet-de-chambre
in any expenditure upon his grisette adventures. 1844
Louisa S. Costello Beam I. 335 The remarkable beauty
of its young women of the grisette class.

3. A noctuid moth, Acronycta strigosa.
1869 Newman Brit. Moths 253 The Grisette.

tGri*sfal, a. Obs. [f. Grise v. + -ful.]
Horrible ; terrible. Hence f Gri-sfuUy adv.
a 1300 Signs be/. Judgem. 16 in E. K. P. (1862^ 8 Hit is

iwrtt in Iioli boke .. pat no bing no man mai loke pat is so
grisful forto drede. i38*\Vycuf Wisdom xi. 19 Vnknowen
bestes. .bringende forth smel of smoke, or puttende out
grisful [1388 hidouse] sparkes fro e^en. Ibid. xvii. 3 Thei
ben scatered, dredende grisfulli [1388 hidousli].

Grisgris : see Greegrek.
Grishop, variant of Grasshop Obs.

+ Gri-sil, a. Obs. In 5 grysyl, -il. [f. Grise v.]

Horrible; grisly.

c 1440 Provip. Pari'. 212/2 Grysyl {v.r. grysil], horridus.
Grisiliche, obs. form of Grisly.

Gri'Sing. \>seudo-a;r/i. [An occommodalion
of med.L. griscngus, used ndjectively as the name
of a fabric

; prob. f. gris grey ; cf. OF. grisan,
explained by Godef. as a stuff of Greek origin.]

The name of some fabric.
\cw\x Laws Mtlielrcd iv. ii. § 8 (Liebermann) Duos

grisengos pannos. 1148-56 Charter I 'audeyAbb., Lincohnh.
in Dugdale Monast. (1825) V. 490/1 Vestimenta autem
dabunt mihi de griseng, vel halberget, et pellibus agninis

;

uxori autem mese ad carius bluet, et pellibus similiter ag-
ninis. a 1200 MS* Ashmole 1285 fol. 231 Cjuidem griengis
hoc est panniculis aerium colorem imitantibus vestiuntur.]
1865 KiNcst.KV Hereto. II. i. 10 Clothing .. of grising or
halbergit and lambs' skins.

t Grising, vbl. sb. Obs, [f. Grise ^. + -ing1.]
Terror, honor, dread; loathing.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 190 Nere pet bing sulf grislicb hwas

scheadewe 3e ne muhte nout for grislich {MS. C* grisung]
biholden ? 1382 Wvclif i Chron. xvii. 21 By his gretnesse
& grysynges [1388 dredis] he caste out nacyouns fro his
face. 11440 Hylton Scala Per/. i\V. de W. 14941 1. xlii,

Also thou shalt fele a lothyng & a grysyng of thy self.

Griskin (gri'skin). Also 8 grisking. [? f. gris.

Grice a pig + -kin.] The lean part of the loin of a
bacon pig. f Also formerly, the corresponding part
of beef.

a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Crispins, steaks off the
Rump of Beef; also Pork-bones with some tho* not much
Flesh on them. 1727 Swift Circumcis. E. Cnrlt Wks. 1755
III. 1. 165 To convince them of his Christianity he called for

a pork grisking. 1733— Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 717, 1 have a
good deal ofcompany to sup at my house upon beefgriskins.

1747 Mrs. Glassk Cookery i. 4 The best Way to dress Pork
Griskins is to roast them. 1761 Murphy Citizen 1. ii, Then
he rocked the cradle, hush ho ! hush ho !— then he twisted
the griskin. 1820 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Christ's //osp.

t

His hot plate of roast veal, or the more tempting griskin.

1880 Jf.ffkries Gt. Estate ix. 199 He called at the butcher's
. .and., got a little bit of griskin. or a chop.
trans/. 1713 Stf.f.i.e Englishman No. 40. 262 So many

Drops of such a one's Milk, with a Griskin of St. Lawrence.

^1 In griskins : torn to rags.

1830 Carleton Traits Irish Peas. (1843) I. 247 My feet

by this time were absolutely in griskins.

1 Grisle. Obs. [f. Crises.] Horror; terror.

a 1225 St. Marker. 15 Ha moten..hare ahne de5 ant
drihtines munegin ilome, ant te grisle ant te gruxe be bi5 et

te dome, a 1240 Saivies H'arde in Cott. Horn. 251 Wei ha
i seo5 ham to grisle ant to grure.

Grisle, obs. form of Gristle, Grizzle.

Grisled (gri-z'ld), a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4
griseled, 6 griseld. [f. Grisle or Grisil a. +
-ed-.] Awe-inspiring; horrible; grisly.

c 1340 Cursor AT, 24081 (Fairf.) His face bat be-fore waas
shene hit is now griseled [other MSS. grisli] on tosene. 1565
Darius (i860) 20 So griseld vpon him I did looke, As he
had bene a very cooke. 1583 Stanyhurst SEneis 11. (Arb.)

50 Al we fle from sacrifice with sight so grisled afrighted.

1869 Lonsda/e C/oss., Grisied, grisly, frightful.

Grisled, variant of Grizzled a.

Grisley, -li(e, -lie, -lich(e, obs. ff. Grisly.

t Gri slihead. Obs. In 4 gryselichhede,
-lychhede. [f. Grisly a. + -head.] Grisliness.

a 1400 Prymer (1891I 88Ther woneth euerelastynge gryse-

lychhede. < 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xxx. (1*169) 192
My grete maace is cleped be vengeaunce of god, and pe
gryselichhede of helle.

Grislik, obs. form of Giosly.

Grisliness (gri*zlines). [f. Grisly a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being grisly ; horrible-

ness, gruesomeness.
1340 Hamiole Pr. Consc. 2310 Ne swa sleygh payntur

never nan was .. pat couthe ymagyn of bair gryslynes.

C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. T 790 (Harl. MS.) pev schuln
haue. .hunger and burst and grislines of deueles pat schul

alto-tere hem wibout respit. [Cf. Grimness.J a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 111.(1622) 251 That ill agreeing musicke, which was
beautified with the grislynesse of wounds [etc. 1. 1591 Fi.orio

2nd E'ritites 131 G. What, is she so loathsome? L. More than

grislenes or hell it selfe. 1631 R. Bolton Com/. Affl. Consc.

307 Hee .. addes more grisselinesse to his many hatefull

transgressions. 1867 Howells Ital. Joum. 209 All the

horrors for which we had come were then in perfect grisliness.
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Grialoker, -luker, obs. compar. fT. Grisly.

Grisly (gri*zU)y O. Now only arch, and literary.

Forms : 2 grislie, 2 -5 grislich, -lych, (3-4 comp.
grisloker, -luker', 3-5 ijryslich, -lych, 4 5grise-

lichi,e, gryselich(e, -lyche, -ly, (4 grissiliche,

grislik, greselich) ; 3 Orm. grissli3, 3 gresle,

4 greesly, 4-5 gresely (e, gresli, 5 gresly,

griss
v
'e)ly(e, 4-6 grysely e, 4-7 grysly, g grysle,

gryssly, 6 gryslie, greislie, greizlie, griesely,

-lie, gryesly, 5-7 greisly. 67 grislie,. grizely,

6-9 griesly,8-9 grizly, (grizzly), 4- grisly. [Late
O'E,. grislie ; ultimately f. grtS' wk. root ofGbtsev.
+ -lie, -ly 1

; but the history is unknown.
Perh. aphetized from OE. ougrislic, *ongrisenlic implied

in the adv. ongrysenltce), f. pa. pple. of
K
ongrlsan, synony-

mous with dgrlsan Agrise v. Cf. the continental Tent,
synonyms MDu. grecelijc (from the weak form of the root>,

griselijc, inod.Du. grijzelijk (from the str. form) ; the quan-
tity of the root-vowel in MHG. grisenlich is uncertain.)

1. Causing horror, terror, or extreme fear ; horrible

or terrible to behold or to hear ; causing such feel-

ings as are associated with thoughts of death and
' the other world ', spectral appearances, and the

like. In mod. use tending to a weaker sense :

Causing uncanny or unpleasant feelings; of for-

bidding appearance; grim, ghastly.

a. of visible objects, their qualities, etc.

a 1150 Passw B. Margarets in Grein Bibl. Angels. Prosa
(1889) III. 175 peer inn eode an grislie deofol. cizoo Vices

fy Virtues (i88S)ig Eifulle dieulen,de bieS swa la'Sliche and
swo grislich an to lokin. izoo URMIN 3842 pohh batt he
plnfh deofell seo. C1205 Lav. 28063 Per ich isah gripes
ik grisliche fu^eles. a 1225 Ancr, R. 118 Kledinde mon
is grislich & atelich ine monnes eihsihoe. £1350 Will.
Palerne 4935 Ac he hab sent 50U to socoure so grissiliche

an host. £1386 Chaucer Monk's P. 119 He slow the grisly
boor. — Frankl. P. 131 The grisly Rokkes blake. 1393
Langl. P. PL C. xxi. 479 May no grysliche gost glyde ber
hit shadeweb\ 1 1450 Merlin 15 Ther was none othir
women that durstc norishe it but the modre, for it was
so grysly to syght. 1513 Douglas /Etuis vi. iv. 4 Ane
hiddouis hole, deip gapand and grisly. 1551 Robinson
tr. More's Utopia 1. (Arb.) 53 A man of grislie and sterne
grauitie. 1579 Spenser Shcph. Cat. Nov. 55 Vp grieslie

ghostes. 1590 — F. Q. I, v. 20 Griesly night, with visage
deadly sad. 1607 Hikkon \Vk$. I. 220 The griesly and
ghastly countenance of approching death. 1629 Milton
Nativity 209 In vain with cymbals' ring They call the
grisly king, In dismal dance about the furnace blue. 1684
Earl Roscommon Ess. Transl. Verse 157 The Greisly
Ferry-man of Hell. 1697 Dryden / 'irg. Georg. iv. 145
Like their grisly Prince appears his gloomy Race. 1788
W. Blase Hunt. Excnrs. 15 Our grisly enemy [an ele-

phant] was overpowered by the number of bullets. 1807
Wordsw. White Doe I. 244 Look down, and see a griesly
sight ; A vault where the bodies are buried upright ! 1841
W. Spalding Italy fy It. fsi. II. 198 Minos, transformed
by the Florentine poet . . into a strange and grisly shape.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xv, There was the old grisly four-

post bedstead. 1867 Emerson May-Day etc. Wks. (Bohn)
III. 457 Hunted by Sorrow's grisly train. 1885 Stevenson
Dynamiter 132 The grisly shelter of a coffee-shop,

t b. of sounds. Obs.
c 1275 Serving Christ 28 in O. E. Misc. 91 per is gronynge

and grure and gryslich gle. a 1300 Cursor M. 18953 (Giitt.l

For bat farli sone war pai fus, And ran bairn til pe apostlis
hus, All carpand of bat grisli crack, n 1385 Chaucer L. G.
W. 1219 Dido, The thundyr rorede with a gresely steuene.
14.. 5ft" Bfues 2733+ 9 (MS. M.) He keste vp a gret yell

That was grisselye as a thonder. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche
5545 Gretand with mony gryslie grone. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. Epit. Aivb, jEtnaes . . grieslie thundering.
a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 11. (1590,1 165 b, With Dayly Diligence
and Grisly Grones, he wan her affection.

e. of actions, occurrences, conditions; also arch.

of threats, imprecations, etc.

cttoo Prin. Coll. Horn. 5 pat lofteliche word and ateliche
and grisliche.. Ite maledicti in ignem eternum. [a 1240
Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 209 Mine sunnen bat ateliche beoS
and grisliche i bine eih sih5e.] 1297 R. Glouc 1. Rolls) 11745
Grisloker weder ban it was ne mi^te anerbe be. 1340
Ayenb. 49 Vor asemoche ase be zenne is more uoul and
more grislich, be more is worb be ssnfte. c 1375 XI Pains
of Hell 33 in O. E. Misc. 211 Gret snow, gret yse, gret cold
gresle. t 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2238 Philomela, So
gresely was his dede. That whan that I his foule storye
rede, Mynne eyen we.\e foule & sore also, c 1386 — Pard.
P. 380 Many a grisly ooth thanne han thay sworn, And
Cristes blessed body thay to-rente. 14.. Pol. Ret. <$ L.
Poems 240 Godes grisliche dom. 1494 Fabyan Chron. I.

cexxxii. 11533' 1 58b, Gresely & cruel fyghte. 1583 Stanv-
hurst JEneis in. (Arb.) 71, I viewd with wundring a grisly

monsterus hazard. 1596 H. Clapham Bricfc Bible \. 58 No
maruell, if so greislie a fall, put him from that sacred figur-

ing Seate. 182$ Scott Woodst. ii, Grisly oaths suit ill

with grey beards. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. xii. (1879)
171 The like grisly sense of the humorous again stole in

among the solemn phantoms of his thought. 1892 Jessopp
Stud. Recluse i. (1893) 25 The ground, .teeming with the
tangible memories of grisly conflict. 1892 K. Gosse Seer.
Na?xisse i. n His griesly imagination and adroit hand as a
modeller.

2. Ugly. dial.

[a 1300 Cursor M. 23620 pir sal be fair and dughti bath,
pai sal be grisli and lath.) 1674-91 Ray A* C. Words 32
Grisly, ugly: from Grize, Swine. 1684 Yorkesh. Dial. 216
in Specim. Eng. Dial. 159, I wad this grisely Cat was
hang'd, for me. 1684 J. Lacy Sir H. Buffoon II, iii. Dram.
Wks. (1875) 240 Ah, thou's an ill-favoured grizely-like fellow,

that is sa. 1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. II. 333 Grizely..
ugly in the extreme.

1 3. Full of fear, inspired by fear. Also qualifying

fear, dread. Obs.

c 1320 R. Brunne Medit. iot Kche loked on ouber with
grysly ye, And seyd, ' lorde wheber hyt be y? c 1386
Chaucer Pars. P. p 103 Grisly drede that euere shal laste.

c 1400 ,57, Jeremie's 15 Pokens (E. E. T. S.) 33 Alias ! hou
schull we ban ouercome bilk griselich fere, Whan vche seint

schal aferde be oure lord crist to see bere? 1698 Fryer
Ace. E, India -y P. 23 Which made the Males leap out of
their Cabins with the same grisly Look as if going to give
up their last Accounts.

Gri'sly, adv. Oh. exc. arch. [f. as prec. +
-LX a

. Cf. MDu. griselike, MLG. grtslikm.]
Horribly, terribly

;
grimly; so as to inspire terror.

C 1200 I'riu. Coll. Ham. 61 Grisliche he us mid orde pitted.

a 1225 Juliana 69 Te balefule beast . . fen[g] on to . . grist-

beatien grisliche up o bis meoke meiden. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls! 574 His ax .. so grisliche he ssoc & vaste, pat be
king kwakede & is men. a 1300 Cursor M. 16182 ,Cott.\
I hope bat bai sal bath grisly bi-for him quake. 1387
Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 81 Satyri . . grisliche and won-
derliche i-schape. c 1394 P. P. Crede 585 Swiche a gome
godes wordes grysliche gloseb. c 1400 1 waine fy Gaw.
3843 The thoner grisely gan out-brest. c 1400 Melaync
1252 Grisely gronande. 1529 More Dyal. 1. 20 a/2 She ..

was there . . in face eyene loke & countenaunce so grysely
chaunged .. y* yt was a terryble syght to behold. 1563
Bbcon Rcliques of Rome 245 There is nothing in al this
world y* a Christen man or woman ought so griselich to
dread, as for to falle into sinne. 1638-48 (.J. Daniel Ectog.
ii. 1 The North lookes grisly blacke. 1663 Hullokar, Grisly,
abominably, gastly, fearfully. 1868 Browning Ring $ Bk.
VIII. 1714 L;esa, gashed griesly, tain euormiter.

Grisly, obs. form of Gristly, Grizzly a.

and jtA.1

t Grisness. Obs. Also 4 grise-, 5 grysnesse.
[f. GsiSE a. + -nkss.] Terror, horror, dread.
1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. vm. i. (Tollem. MS.), The

worlde is a place of trespas and of gilte . . of grisnesse [etf.

1535 ferefulnesj and of schame. Ibid. xiv. Ii, Londe of
wastynge and of grisenesse [ed. 1535 honour]. 1422 tr.

Stcrcta Secret., Prin. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 153 Nero be-helde
his chylde, and grysnesse therof hadd, and hym merwelid
of Suche an shape.

Grisolet, obs. variant of Chrysolite.
1672 Boyle Virtues of Gems I. 44 Indian-Gems, particu-

larly Grisolets. [1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 109 Gri-
soletus, is the same as the Crisolete.]

t GriS011, sb.l Obs. [a. F. grison, i.gris grey.]

1. Grison stone ( = F. pierre de grison) : a kind
of freestone.

1653 TjRQUHART Rabelais n. xxix, Riflandouille or pud-
ding-plunderer, who was armed cap-a-pc with grison stones.

2. 'A servant without livery, dressed in grey,

for secret errands' (Hatz.-Darm.).
1693 SHADWELL Volunteers II. i. 14, I think I must keep a

Secretary, I keep Grisons {printed Grifons] Fellows out of
Livery, privately for nothing, but to carry Answers.

Grison (grrzan), sb.- [a. F. grison; app. the
same word as prec. and next. (Both animals are
grey.)]

1. A carnivorous quadruped of South America,
Galictis vittata, belonging to the family Muslelidiv,

and thus allied to the glutton and marten.
1796 Stbdmah Surinam II. xvii. 41 That animal mentioned

by Mr. Allemand, in the Count de Kurfon. .which he there
calls the grison or grey-weazel. If this be the same animal
(as I doubt not, and have therefore given it the name of the
crabbo-dago or grison). 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 485/1 The
Grison, Gulo villains of Desmarest .. and Galictis vittata
of Bell. 1884 Riverside Nat. Hist. (188S) V. 397.

2. A South American monkey (see quot.).
1840 tr. Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. (1849) 61 The Caparo ..

and the Grison {Lagothrix canns Geof. ; Gastromargas
iufumatus Spix.)— Inhabitants of the interior of South
America, said to be remarkable gluttons.

t Grison, a. Obs. In 5 gresone. [a. F.
gn'son, f. gris grey.] Grey.
1438 Alexander the Great (Bannatyne) 115 With lyart

herd and hare gresone.

Grison, obs. form of Grecing, stairs.

tGrisp, v. Obs. [A mixture of Grip and
Grasp pw.] intr. To grasp, to grope.
C1420 Lvdg. Phebes in. in Chaucer's Wks. (1561) 372
Upon the corps with a mortall face He fel atones, and gan
it to embrace Sore to grispe, and agein vpsterte. 1532 Mode
Confut. Pindale Wks. 553/1 He grisped and longe felt

about here & ther in the darke.
Grispatien, obs. form of Gristbite.

+ Gri'sping, vbl. sb.l Obs. [Contracted form
of Gristbiting.] Gnashing the teeth.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 159 Depein my doungoun perdoel
euer dwellez, Greuing, & gretyng, & gryspyng fiarde of tebe.

t Gri'sping, vbl. sk* Obs. [Cf. Grasp sb, 4,
Gropsing and dial, grapslin.'] Twilight (morning
or evening).
1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 233 In the grisping of the

euening. 1581 H. Goldwell BriefDecl. Sheivs, Devices,
etc. Bv, Rising according to his maner to walke in the
mosse in the grisping of the day.
Griss e, obs. form of Grass.
Grissel(l, obs. ff. Gristle, Grizel, Grizzle.
Grissely(e, -lly, obs. forms of Grisly, Gristly.
Grissens, dial, form of Grecing, stairs.

Grissergan, variant of Grithsebgeant Obs.
Grisset, obs. form of Grisette.
Grissiliche, obs. form of Grisly.
Grissil(l, obs. form of Grizel.
Grissle, obs. form of Gristle.
Grissli;, grissly, obs. forms of Grisly.

t Grist, sb.l Obs. Forms: 1 grist- (in comb.:
see Gristbiting), gyrst, 4 gryste. [OE. grist-,

gyrst, cogn. w. OS. grist- in gristgrimtno gnashing
oi teeth; cf. OHG. grisgrintmdn, grisgramdn to

gnash the teeth (M.H(j,gri$gimMen,-gratneftfgrust-
gramen ; G. griesgramen to sulk}, MHG- grisgram
gnashing of teeth (G. griesgram peevishness, pee-
vish person, also as adj.). It U difficult, in spite of
the resemblance ofsense (cf.

t
to grind [he teeth'), to

connect the word etymologically with Grind v. ;

it may be cognate with OE. gryrran, georran,
L. hirrJre to snarl, or be purely onumato[ ceic]
Gnashing of teeth ; hence, anger.
< 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Haupi's Zcitschr. 118531 IX. 513

< ryrst, stridor. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 465 py heued hatZ
nanber greme ne gryste.

Grist grist), j^.2 Forms: 1 grist, 5-7 griste,

gryste, ?6 Se. girst, G-ygrfe est, greist. 7 griest,

5 griss, 5 - grist. [OE. grist :— OTetit. type
*grinsln- (? -to-, -H-), f. *grind- Grind v. The
vowel was shortened in ME. as in fist from OE.

f 1. The action of grinding; an act or spell of

grinding. Obs.
< 1000 &LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 141/3 Molilura,

grist. 6-1050 /"<><-. ibid. 448/16 Moiitura, grist. 1676 WoK-
LIDGE Cyder (1691) 96 Some [mills] are so large that they
grind half a hogshead at a grist.

2. Corn which is to be ground; also (with//.)

a batch of such corn.
(1430 [m-<.- b]. 1483 in Eng. Gilds (1870) ^36 That all

Dowers of the Cite . . grynd att the (Jite-is inylhs, . as Ion-
as they mey have sufficiaunt grist. 1568 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford 325 Every of the said bakers and
brewers .. shall forfaite their griste and wheate malte so
yroumie. 1589 K. Harvev PI. Pen. 11590' 3 Thy late

Customers, .haue brought greists to be ground. 1613-16
W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i, As a miller having ground his

grist. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in, in. 297 The new
1 labels, impos'd upon Grist. Wine . . Aqua-vitae, 1744-50
\V. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. VI. in. 77 A griss of wheat to
be sent to the mill. 1862 Q. Rev. Apr. 286 The grist which
has been served out too damp for the miller. 1865 Mont.
Star 13 Jan., They can purchase grists of their employer-,
at is. per bushel under the market price of best wlie.it.

1896 1.. Abbott Chr. <y Soc. Problems iii. 87 His water-
courses grind our grist for us.

b. J'roT'erbial andf/g.
c 1430 Hymns I irg. 44 Oon wolue ritlee Us at liame, Ami

gadere \>n flour out of oure gryst. Ibid. 74 pou} bou deye,
bpu schalt not be myste ; J>ou combrest bobe foo & frende,
pi mylle hab grounde bi laste griste. 1598 T. ISastakm
Chrcstoleros (18821 96 When pride like polling miller sits

vpon, The bated gryst of pcore religion. 1623 Fletcher
6 Rowley Maid in Mill v. ii, Shall the sayles of my love
stand still? Shall the grists of my hopes be unground ?

1641 SvMONDS Serin. Ho. Comm. D iv b, They have put you
to gritide their grist. 1674 Can/den's Rem., Proverbs 11870)

334 The Horse that is next the Mill carries all the Grist.

1740 K. Ravnard Health led. 6) 29 This grinds life's grist,

yet takes small tole. 1830 Scott Monast. x\\\, Ye might
have bad other grist to grind. 1840 Hood Kitmansegg,
Fancy Ball xxxhi. How little of praise or gn>t would have
come To a mil! with such a hopper ! 1880 Webb Goethe's
Faust 11. iv, Gratis he never grinds your grist.

C. Phrases. To bring grist to the (one's) mill'.

to bring business to one's hands ; to be a source
of profit or advantage. All is grist that eomes
to his mill: he turns everything to account.
1583 GoLDtNG Calvin on Dent, exxiii. 755 There is no

lykehhoode that those thinges will bring gryst to the mill.

1664 H. Mori-: Myst. Iniq. xx. 77 Such superstitious sur-
mizes as these will indeed bring grist to the mill in plenty
for them that infuse them into the heads of the people.
1726 Avi. [i-'ii'. Pargrgon 210 The Computation of Degrees
in . . Matrimonial Causes .. brings grist to the Mill by way
of Dispensations. 1770 Foote Lame Lover 1, Wks. 1799
II. 68 Well, let them go on, it brings grist to our mill. 18:8
Rvron Po Murray 25 Mar. v, Sermons to thy mill bring
grist. 1838 Dickkns Ntch. Xick. xxxiv, Meantime the fools
bring grist to my mill, so let them live out their day. 1885
Harper's Mag. Feb. 397/1 It is all grist that comes to her
mill.

d. (". .S*. A ' lot ', number, or quantity (of).

1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. in. xviii, Some smart
grists of rain has fell, 1848 J. F. Cooper Bee-hunter I. iii.

80 There's an onaccountable grist on 'em [bees]. 1852
Praits Amcr. Humour I. xxvii. 305, I.. got pretty con-
siderable soaked by a grist of rain.

3. Corn that has been ground.
c 1566 Mcrie Pales in Skeltons Wks. (1843) I. p. Ixvii,

The seruaunt, hauynge hys gryste, went home [from the
mill). 1620 Chapman Juvenal 126 Hoary cantles of un-
boulted grist, c 1640 Gatakek Man 235 (L.) The motion of
a winde-mill driven with the winde, that maketh grist no
longer than the winde bloweth upon it. 1700 Tvrrei.i.

Hist. Eng. II.808. A Farthing Loaf of the whole Grist.

1784 Cowper l^ask vi. 108 Swallowing . . The totnl grist

unsifted, husks and all. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Grist, any-
thing which has been ground—meal, flour.

4. Malt crushed or ground for brewing.
1822 I.mison Sci. Xf Art II. 155 The water rises upwards

through the malt, or as it is called, the grist. 1836 Penny
Cycl. V. 403/2 Many brewers prefer a fine gTist. Ibid., A
circular sieve, called a separator, through which the grist

passes from the millstones. 1844 T. Webster Eneycl. Dom.
Econ. 574 Grist, malt that has been ground for mashing.

5. attrih. and Comb., as grist-cart, \-corti
y

grinding, -watermill ; grist-mill, a mill for

grinding corn ; so grist-miller.

1893 Xe-.vspaper Advt., Wanted, Man to Milk., and occa-
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sionally go with *Grist Cart. 1623 Atihorp MS. p. lii. in

Simpkinson Washingtons App., Spent to the baker of

*grist corne i6g qua. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813)

149 The price of 'grist-grinding . . is about 5c/. per bushel

for wheat ;
\d. for barley ; and id. for oats. 160a Carew

Cornwall 266 Amongst other commodities affoorded by the

Sea, the Inhabitants make vse of diuers his creekes for

*griste-milles. 1717 Dudley in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 261

The Owner of it was a common Carter to a Grist-Mill.

1886 Elworthv IK Somerset IVord-bk. s.v., The small mills

for grinding people's own corn, all over the country side are

always called grist-mills. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV.

211/1 *Grist-millers, masons, maltsters. 1637 Harrison^wtz'.
Manor Sheff. in Sheffield Gloss, s. v., Item a *Greist water

mill standing on the south of Owlerton greene. I

Grist (grist"), $b.% Also 8 girst. [? Connected

with Gird vX\ The size or thickness of yarn or

rope.

1733 P. Lindsay Interest Scot. 20 A Certificate from the i

Master of the Work-house, bearing that he or she, the
j

Bearer, is a sufficient Tradesman, or good Spinner of such
j

a Staple or Girst of Cloath, or Yarn, &c. 179a Specif.

Kelly s Patent No. 1879. 5 These wheels are calculated

according to the size or grist of the yarn. 1835 Uke Philos.

Manuf. 24 The lace-maker .. verifies the grist of all the

thread he purchases. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek, s.v., Common
grist is a rope 3 inches in circumference, with twenty yarns

in each of the three strands. 188* Paton in Encycl. Brit.

XIV. 666/2 The grist or quality of all fine yarns is estimated

by the number of leas in a pound.
trans/, a 1774 Fergusson Leith Races Poems (1845) 32

Here is the true and faithfu' list O' noblemen and horses
;

Their eild, their weight, their height, their grist, That rin

for plates or purses.

Grist, v. v Obs. exc. dial, [f. Grist vX\ intr.

To gnash or grind the teeth.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 301 Good son. by tethe

be not pikynge, gris[t]ynge, ne gnastynge. 1842 AHERMAN
Wilts Gloss., Gn'st, Griz, to gnash and shew the teeth

angrily. 1893 Wiltsh. Gloss., Grist, Griz. to snarl and
show the" teeth as an angry dog or man. N.W.
Gristjt'.^ [f.Gv.J$Tsb*\ trans. To grind ^com).

Hence Ori'sting vhl. sb.
t
the action of grinding

corn, or the result of this. Also Grister, * one

who brings grain to be ground at a mill ' (Jamieson

1825-80 Jamieson, Cm/, v. a. to grind corn. 1883 Genii.

Mag. Oct. 378 Riding to Trumpington Mill with the sack of

College grain for the gristing. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Gristing,

Grysting, the flour which is got from the lease-wheat.

tCmstbite, **• Obs. In 3 gristbat. [OK.

gristbite, *gristbdt, f. Grist sb. ' + bile, bit. nouns

of action f. Ulan Bite v.] Gnashing of teeth.

c 1205 Lay. 5189 per wes muchel gristbat.

Gristbite, '' Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 grist-

bitian, -bittian, -batian, ^gristbeatien.-betien,

grisbatien. -patien,4 grisbite. -bate, ygrisbst,

grizbite. [Oli. gristbitian, -bdlian, f. gristbite,

"gristbat : see prec] intr. To gnash the teeth.

V900 tr. Bantu's Hist. iv. ix. [xi.] (1890) 184 Hc.ongon..
mid his to5um gristbitian. t 050 Limits/. Gosp. Mark IX. 18

FamieS & gristbitteS miS tofium [Rnshw. grist-bites, Ags.

Gos/>. gristbita5, Hatton grist-byteS]. «iooo Voc. in Wr.-

Wulcker 242/35 Fremit, gristbatab. C 1000 Ail.FKic Gram.
xxvi. (Z.) 157 Strideo ootle stride, ic cearci^e o55e ic grist-

bitrz,e. a 1225 After. R. 326 On hwam ure Louerd weop.

ase be Gospel telleS, and grisbatede. a 1225 Juliana 66

Swa '>e reue gromede bat he grispatede a^ein [Bodl. MS.
gristbetede]. Ibid. 69 [He] .. feng on to feamin & grist-

beatien [Royal MS. grispatien] grisliche up o bis meoke
meiden. c 1340 Cursor M. 19354 (Trin.) penne bigon bei .

.

wib her teeb to grisbate [v.rr. gnast, gnaist(e]. 1387 Trevisa

Higden (Rolls) VII. 377 He gan to ligge and to fome, to

grisbite and to grynde wib pe '«!>• 1847-78 Halliwell,

Grisbet, to make a wry face. Somerset. 1866 Thornbury
Greatheart II. v. 61 Mrs. Tolpedden achieved a dashing

cannon, and then gave a miss, at which she ' grisbetted \ as

Milly called it. 1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss., Grizbite, to gnash

the teeth.

t Gristbiting, vbl. sb. Obs. Forms : I grist-

biot(t ung, -bittung, -bitung, -b£tung, 2 gris-

bating, 3 gris(t)bat-, 4 grisbait-, -bayt-, grys-

bating(e, -yng(e, grysbitting. fOE. grist-

bitung, bailing, f. gristbitian, -batian (see prec.
N

.]

Gnashing of the teeth.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. viii. 12 In 5yostrum wytmesto

3er biS wop and grist-biottung teSa [Rush™, gristbatunj,

Ags. & Hatton Gosp. gristbitung]. 971 Blickl. Horn. 185

pxr bib a wop S: hrop & toba gristbitung. C117S Land'.

How. 33 A ber {in helle] is waning and granting and toben

grisbating. c 1205 Lay. 1886 Al was heora gristbatinge al

swa wilde bares e?e. 1370-80 XI Pains of Hell 248 in

O. E. Misc. 230 Goulyng, And grisbatyng of tebe. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 11 Wib grisbaitmge, gruntynge,

and whistelynge. a 1450 in Trevisa's Higden (Rolls) VII.

App. 501 He had ofte herde the voys and the grysbitting of

thilke soules that beth delyvered by prayers and almes

dedes of cristen men.

Gristeli, -lly, -ly, obs. ff. Gristly, Grizzly a.

Gristle (grisT), sb. Forms: 1- gristle, 4
grystil, -tyll, grusle), 4-5 gristil, 5 grystyl la,

6 gristel, -ell(e, -ill, grystell, gressell, 6 8

grissel(l, (7 crissel, eristle, grisle, 8 grissleV

0. 5 north, girstelle, Sc. 6 girssill, 8 girale. [OE.

gristle = OFris. gristel, grisll, greslel, gerstel, EFris.

grbssel, griisscl, MLG. gristel, MHG. gruschel;

cogn. with OE. grost gristle (Leiden glosses) ;

synonymous forms of similar sound are OHG.
c{h)rustula, -ila, crostila, -ela, -ilia; chrustilin,

crustili (MHG. krostel, krossel, krosel, kritstel;

434

also kruspel, krospel). The mutual relation of

these forms, and the etymology, are obscure.]

1. A tough flexible tissue, of a whitish colour, in

vertebrate animals ;
= Cartilage i.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. tfA Cartilaga,.. naesgristlae. «8oo
Erfurt Gloss. 35Q Cartilago, naesgristle. c loco .tElfric

Gloss, in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 15822 Cartilage, gristle, c 1050
Voc. ibid. 414/1 Gartilago, gristle. 1398 Trevisa Bank.
De P. R. v. lix. (1495) 175 Grystyll is tendernes of the bones
and is callyd cartilago in latyn. < 1440 Pro/up. Parti. 213/2

Grystylle of the nose, cartilago. 1483 Cath. Angl. 157/1

A Girstelle, cartilago. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. % 89 The
hawe is a sorance in a horse eye, and is lyke gristeli.

1589 Cogan Haven Health cxli. (1636) 142 The Eares are

nothing else but gristill and skinne. 16x5 Crookf. Body
ofMan 943 Very thin bones and gristle bound or vnited by
Synchondrosis, a 17H Ken Hymnotluo Poet. YVks. 1721

III. 21 The soft spinal gristle of his back, He turns and
winds. 1776-96 \v [thering Brit. Plants (ed

; 3) II. 47
Leaves egg-spear-shaped .. serratures like gristle. 1802

Paley Nat. Theol. viii. § 3 The bones which work against

each other, are tipped with gristle. 1843 Carpbhtbe Anim.
Phys. 42 Another tissue of which cells form the principal

part, is that termed cartilage or gristle.

b. fig. with reference to the gristly nature of the

bones in infancy. In the gristle : in an initiatory,

unformed, or embryonic stage of existence.

1775 Bcrke Sp. Con:. A/uer. 18 A people who are still, as

it were, in the gristle, and not yet hardened into the bone
of manhood. 1865 Morn. Star 22 May, As yet, of course,

this business is in the gristle. 1880 E. Kirke Garfitid 46
Talleyrand once said to the first Napoleon that 'the United
States was a giant without bones '. Since that time our
gristle has been rapidly hardening.

2. A structure or formation consisting of such

tissue; a gristly part; =Cartilage lb. (Now
rare mfl.)
a 1240 Satclcs IVarde in Colt. //out. 251 Tadden and

froggen be freoteS ham ut te ehnen ant te nease gristles.

13. . Coer de L. 2144 The emperour of evil trusle Carved off

bis nose by the grusle. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbysw. in

Wright Voc. 145 tj'n teudroun, a gristel. c 1400 Laufranc's
i irurg. 23 A gristil is cold & drie, & is neischere ban a boon.

a 1533 Ld. Brbners Hfion xlii. 140 Y8 grystell of his nose as

grete as the mossell of an oxe. 1574 Sc. Acts Jas. VI 11814)

III. 87 Gif thay happin tobe convicted, To be adiugeit tobe

. .burnt throw the girssill of the rycht eare w' ane het Ime.

1597 A. M. tr. Guilleiueau's Fr. Chirurg. 13V2 The syn-

nues, Tendones, and Cartilages or grissells. 1601 MUNDAV
Doivuf. Karl Huntington in. iii. Gj b, Is this a pawc.To
holde a tender hand in?. . Looke I pray, H is amies are gristles.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz Surg. 11. xxv. 152 The hones and
crissels of the Nose. 1747 Mrs. Gi.asse Cookery xii. 126

Take six Pounds of good Pork, free from Skin and Gristles,

and Fat. 1820 ShKLLKY Oidipus I. 63 To fill our colons With
rich blood, or make brawn out of our gristles. 1822 Scoi 1

Nigel xxiii, We would slit it [the nose] up to the gristle.

fb. In various trinsf. senses : (see quots). Obs.

1533 Ei.yot Cast. Helthe (1539) 31 b, The kernelles and
gristeli whiche are in the rootes, if they be welle digested

they make nourishment. 1578 Lytk Dodoens in. xxv. 308
The best Ammoniacum . . pure and without shardes, splin-

ters, or stonie gristels or gravell. Ibid. m. cxiv. 307 Gal-

banum is also a gumme or liquor . . and the best is gristel,

or betwixt hard and soft. x688 R. Holme Armoury it. 85/1

The Gristle of the Walnut is. that as lies between the two
halves of the kernel, within the shell. 1785 Bukim Ep. to

J. Lapraih 1 Apr. xxii, To conclude my lang epistle, As my
auld pen's worn to the grissle.

C. Sc. The nose.

1790 A. Wilson P.p. to E. Picken Poet. Wks. (1846) 109
Whiles a glass to heet my gab, And snuff to smart my
girsle.

t 3. fig. A tender or delicate person. Obs.

a 1553 UnAi.t. Roaster P. I. iv. (Arb.i 27 Ah sir, be good to

hir, she is but a gristle, Ah sweete lambe and coney. 1591

I.YI.Y Endym. v. ii. 73 Sam. We will helpe you to find a

young ladie. Top. I love no grissels, .. I desire old matrons.

1623 Massingkr Bondman 1. ii, I am a gristle, and these

spider fingers Will never hold a sword, a 165* Brome Mad
Couple v. ii. (1653) G 6 b, Alas y'are but a grissell, Weake
picking meat.

4. atlrib., as tgristle-ring: + gristle-bone

= sense 2.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xii. (1495) 116 Whan the

voys of thayer smyte to the grystil-boon, there it is gretly

holpe. c 1400 Lanfrauc's Cirurg. 148 In be f°re partie of

be brest here is sett be canne of pe lungis, be which is coni-

fiounned of gristil ryngis bounde togidere wib pannicleris

igamentis. ,1440 Promp. Parv. 106/1 Cruschylbone, or

grystylbone, cartilago. 1557-8 Phaek sEneid VfL Tlijb,
While the poyson . . gropes her gristlebones, and venim
droppes her sences drinkes. 1886 Pall Mall G. 22 Oct. 1 1/1

Four other eighty thousands not yet reached manhood and
womanhood, or gone beyond the gristle stage.

! Gristled (gri's'ld), a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.

Gristle sb. + -ei> 2
.] Formed into gristle.

1633 T. Adams E.rp. 2nd Peter ii. 5 Infants who cannot
speake or doe ill, whose flesh is but new quick'ned in the

wombe, or bones scarce gristled out of the wombe.

Gristly (grisli), «. Forms : a. 4, 7 grystly,

5 grustlye, gristeli, 6 -el(ly, grieselye, 7

grissly, ^gristlely), grisselly, 7-9 grisly, 6-

gristly. 0. Sc. 6 girsillie,8 girslie. [f. Gristle
sb. + -y1.]

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of gristle

;

consisting or full of gristle ; cartilaginous.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xii. (1495) 116 The sub-

staunceof the very ere is grystly. C1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg.

23 pe eende of be brote bolle is gristeli [v.r. grustlye]. 155s
W. Watreman Fardle Faeions I. vi. 102 When thei haue
gnabeled of the softest and gristely partes with their tiethe.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 30 His flesche was

GRIT.

all girssillie bot of a trim taist. 1615 H. Crooke Body of
Man 379 A hard substance sometimes gristlely . . which in

some Creatures, .is a very gristle. Ibid. 613 An vpper part

which is immoueable and bony, and a lower, which is moue-
able and gristly. 1657 Evelyn Diary 19 Sept., Certaine

grissly skinns curiously jointed, yet loose. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 195 On his shoulders arises a large fleshy

or grisly substance. 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anal. (1807)

144 The peritonaeal covering of the stomach . . has almost

a gristly nardness. 1805 J. Nicol Poems I. 155 (Jam.) His
girslie nose. 1863 Lyell Antio. Man 14 The gristly parts

have been gnawed off, as if by dogs. 1884 M. Mackenzie
Dis. Throaty Nose II. 176 A piece of gristly meat one inch

in length.

t b. Having a cartilaginous skeleton, as some
fishes. (See Cartilaginous i b.) Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 333 Such fishes as wee called Car*

tilagineous and gristly. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1658) 682

It la serpent] also beareth egges in her place of conception

. .which are there disposed in order, as in other living gristly

creatures.

2. Having a texture resembling that of gristle,

in toughness, etc.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 378 The best Galbanum. .is gristly

and cleare withall. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 115/2

Gristly seeds are thill skinny flat seeds. 1776-96 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 189 Cup 5 leaves and 5 angles, gristly.

1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 337 The gristly substance which

forms the bulbs.

Hence Oristliness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Gristole, variant of grith-stool : see Grith sb. 7.

Gristy (gristij,a. dial. [?f. Grist sb* + -y '.]

Gritty.
1676'j. Beaumont in Phil. Trans. XI. 729 A sort of ash-

colour'd gristy Clay. Ibid. 732 In the Courses, .. betwixt

the clifts I find of these Plants growing up in the gristy clay.

1881 /. of IV. Gloss., Grisly, sandy ; having hard particles.

+ Grisy, o.1 Obs. Also 6 grizy, grysie, griesy,

-ie, gryesy, 8 greeey. [f. Grise v. + -Y 1. In

quot. 1590 the reading grizy may tie a misprint.]

Horrible ;
grim ;

grisly. Hence t Gri'syness.
1382 Wvclif Gen. xv. 12 Whanne the sunne was goon

down, feer telle vpon Abram, and greet grisynes I1388

hidousenesse, Vulg. horror) and derk assaileden hym. 1590

St-enser F. Q. 11. vi. 18 The slouthfull wave of that great

griesy [ed. 1609 griesly] lake. Ibid. II. xi. 12 That fourth

band ..Was, as the rest, a grysie rablement. Hid. III. xii.

19 A most faire dame, Led of two grysie villeins, th' one

Despight, The other cleped Cruelty. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.

v. i. 140 (Fo. I 1623) This grizy [Qos. 1600 grizly] beast

(which Lyon hight by name), a 1800 Johnie Scot in Child

Ballads ( 1886) II. 390 Out they brought the Itilian, And a

greeey ghost was he.

t Grrsy, «.2 Obs. Forms : 6 griesie, gryesy,

7 grizie, grizy. [app. f. Gris a. + -Y*.] Grey,

grizzled.

1590 Spenser /-'. Q. 1. ix. 25 His griesie [ed. 1611 griesly]

lockes, long growen and unbound. Ibid. In. i. 67 Earely,

ere the grosse Earthes gryesy shade Was all disperst out of

the firmament. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 874 His beard

grizie I1638 grizy], though not for age.

Grit (grit), sb.* Forms: a. I gr6ot, 3, 5, 7,

(9 dial.) gret, 3-4 greot, 4, (9 dial.) greit, 4, 7

grett, 4-8 grete, 4-9 greet, (5-7 greete, 7

griet, 8-9 dial, grate). 0. 6 grite, gryt, 7- grit.

[OE. griol = OS. griot, OHG.^w; (MHG. griez,,

G. gricsz), ON. gridl pebbles:-! )Teul. *greutom , str.

neut. ; a pre-Teut. root *ghreud- : ghrud- appears

in I.ith. gruzti to crush, pound, Lettish grauds

grain, Oil. grnda clod. The abnormal develop-

ment of the vowel may be due to assimilation to

Grit sb:-']

1. collect, sing. Formerly : Sand, gravel, small

stones. Now: Minute particles of stone or sand,

as produced by attrition or disintegration.

o. Beowulf3168 Forleton eorla xestreon eorSan healdan,

gold on greote, \>zx hit nu Ren lifao . . unny t. a 1000 Cxd-

nion's Gen. 909 (Gr.l pu scealt greot elan b'ne Hfda7,as.

a loooAndteas 425 (Gr.)Sand is^t-blondei], grand wiS greote.

,1 1300 Cursor M. 9938 (Cott.) Four strandes rinnes suete

Thorn bat grauel and bat grett [other MSS. grete]. C 1320

Sir Pristr. 2501 He fond awele [sc. a well] ful gode Al white

it was, be grete. ?<il5O0 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 121

With grete gravill and greete I skoure an oulde pane. 1513

1 Iouglas Aineis xn. Prol. 55 The syluer scalyt fyschis on the

greit Ourthwort cleirstremis sprynkland for the heyt. 1639

G. Daniel Pectus, xxv. 55 An Asscent straw'd w" a slippery

greet, a 1650 Dth. Robin Hood 100 in Furnivall Percy Iolio

I. 56 There make me a full fayre graue of grauell & of

greete. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. v. § 30 Small Gnet and

Gravell may choak a man. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Gret, fine

gravel, sand. 1883 Mmondbury A> Huddersf. Gloss., Greet.

1887 S. Chesh. Gloss., Greit.

fi. 1589 Rider Eng.-Lat. Diet., Grite, or duste of stones

or mettal, scobs. 1618 E. Elton Compl. Sauct. Sinner

(1622) 239 Bread of deceit, .afterwards it turnes to grit and

grauell in his mouth. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 37

Though we wash it never so well, yet the grit cracks in our

teeth. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery vi. 62 Take two or three

Eels,.. and wash them from Grit. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 218

A considerable quantity of road grit. 1865 Dickens Mut.

Fr. II. xv, The City grit gets into the hair and eyes and skin.

1 Used for Grit sb?
rti22< Ancr. R. 70 Muche fol he were be muhte, to his

owene bihoue, Inverter se he wolde, grinden greot o3er hwete,

?if he grunde be greot & lefde bene hwete. ' Hwete is

holi speche', ase Seint Anselme sei3. Heo grint greot be

cheofled.

b. fig., with reference to the unpleasant or in-

jurious qualities of grit.

1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 184 It gives you a
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shock of unpleasant surprise, a kind of grit, as when one's

teeth close on a bit of gravel in a dish of strawberries and
cream. 1884 J. S. Brewer Hen. VIII, I. 105 The Venetian
ambassador, gleeful as a schoolboy when he could throw
grit into Wolsey's bread, was not sorry at the opportunity
of carrying him the tidings. 1890 Spectator 13 Dec, Every
tax is a handful of grit thrown into the machinery of in-

dustrial wealth, and impairs its productive powers.

C. A particle of sand. rare.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 314 If haply there doe arise a tem-
pest, .they [bees] catch up some little stonie greet to ballaise

and poise themselves against the wind. 1890 Abney Treat.

Photogr. i,ed. 6) 56 Application of acid may dissolve the

grits away.
2. Coarse sandstone, esp. of the kinds used for

millstones and grindstones ; gritstone.

a. c 1275 Serving Christ 67 in O. £. Misc. 92 Me graue$>

t>is gode in greote and in ston. 1391 Mem. Ripen (Surtees)

III. iog In xvj petris de grete emp. pro j herthe. < 1400
Siege Jerusalem (E. E. T. S.) 35 621 With grete stones of
gret & of gray marble. 1587 Harrison England ill. ix.

(1877) 11. 64 These [whetstones] also are divided either

into the hard griet, as the common that shoomakers use, or
the soft griet called hones. 1678 Hobbes Decam. x. 123
The Stone of which are made Milstones, which Stone is

here called Greet. 1731 Lowthorf in Phil. Trans. Abr. I.

viii. 588 The Portland stone is of a fine Chalky Greet, fit for

all curious hewn and carved Work. 1747 Hooson Miner's
Diet. M, Shale, Chirts, Greet, ik.c. do produce very good
Veins, and that last very well likewise.

0. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 3. 2/1 A Grit or course free

Stone. 1784 Belknap Tour White Mts. (1876) 20 Grind-
stones are found at Fryeburg and at Amariscogin, of a fine

grit, and hard. 1833 Lybll Princ. Geol. Ill, 222 The la-

custrine strata are composed of gravel, grit and micaceous
sandstone. 1851 Richardson Geol, (1855) 450 The upper
beds consist of quartzose grits. 1874 Dawkins Cave Hunt.
ii. 25 The massive millstone grit of Derbyshire and York-
•shire. 1882 Geikie Text Bk. Geol. 11. n. § 6. 158 By an
augmentation in the size of the grains, a sandstone may be-
come a grit, or a pebbly conglomerate sandstone,

t b. Applied by J. Hill to a ' genus ' of fossils.

1748 Sir J. Hill Hist. Fossils 569 Series III. Class IV.
Order II. Genus I. Saburrae. Gritts. Fossils found m
minute masses, forming together a kind of powder. Ibid.,

The white stony Gritts . . consisting of pure Spar.

3. Earth, soil, mould; t the ground, as under,
in, on the greet. Now Obs. exc dial.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3774 Er5e..opnede vnder ere fet ; Held
up nei5er ston ne gret. a 1300 Cursor Af. 16923 Nu is be
croice grauen vnder greit, and iesus vnder stan. c 1330 A mis
fy Amil. 1530 Graven in grete so cold. 1393 Langl. P. PI.
C. xiv. 23 As greyn that lyth in the greot and thorgh grace,
atte laste, Spryngeth vp and spredeth. c 1400 Melayne 1252
Many a Sarazene lay on his bake, .. Full Grisely gronande
one the grete. ? a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) 405 Take
we the body of this sweet, and lay it low under the greet

!

x6oi Holland Pliny I. 502 The blacke mould or grit.

a 1722 Lisle Hush. (1752) 6 The side lands in the hill

country are always the poorest, because the good grete, or
mold, is washed down by the rain. 1813 [see 6 below].
1880 E. Cornwall Gloss., Greet, earth, soil.

4. The grain or texture of a stone, in respect of

fineness, coarseness, etc.

1529 Rastell Pastyme, Hist. Brit. (1811) 105 These
stonis at Stonehenge be all of one gryt, without chaunge of
colour, or vayne. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 588 In this

kind there be of a more free and softer grit. 1662 R.
Mathkw Unl. Alch. Ixxxix. 154 Let not the sand be either

too sharp or too fine, but of a middle greet. 1694 S. Foley I

in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 171 Of a whitish Free-stone colour,
but a finer closer gret. 1776 G. Semple Building in Water \

40 The Grit or Grain of it greatly resembled that of a Mill- '

stone. 1811 G. S. Keith Agric. Surv. Aberd. 56 (Jam.)
When they mean to split it, they begin by drawing astraigbt
line along the stone in the direction of its grete. a 1835
Rick.man Archit. App. (18481 11 The ancient door is. .of. .a
dark red sandstone of a strong grit.

fig. c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 114 (1810) 118 There .

.

lived in this parish one Stone, who was of so hard a greete,

that he lived to the age of one hundred and twenty years.

5. colloa.; orig. U. S. slang. Firmness or solidity

of character; indomitable spirit or pluck; stamina.

To be clear\ hard (etc.), grit \ to have genuine
spirit or pluck. To be the grit', to be the ' right

sort ', the genuine ' article \
1825 J. Neal Pro. Jonathan III. 386 Proper fellow he

was too; 'cute enough, I tell you—sharp as a razor—clear
grit. 1843 Haliburton Attache II. i. 13 If he hadn't
a had the clear grit in him, and showed his teeth and
claws. 1861 2 Thackeray Adv. Philip xxxi, If you were a
chip of the old block you would be just what he called 'the
grit'. 1863 H wiTHQK-xF. OurOldHome {i%&3) 1. 322 Hismain
deficiency was a lack of grit. 1873-4 Dixon Two Queens
III. xm. ii. 12 John Fisher, .had not lost his northern grit and
twang. 1880 Daily 'Tel. 7 Oct., Our English lads are hard
grit. 1892 Times 23 Apr. 7/1 Every appointment of the kind
must be based wholly upon fitness and grit.

b. In Canadian politics, a Radical or Liberal.

Formerly clear grit.

1884 Fortn. Rev. May 592 There arose up [in Canada] a
political party of a Radical persuasion, who were called
Clear-Grits, and the Clear-Grits declared for the secularisa-

tion of the Clergy Reserves. 1887 Goldwin Smith in Con-
temp. Rev. July 15 The names* Tory' and 'Grit ', by which
they call each other, therefore, being free from meaning, are
really more appropriate than Conservative and Liberal, by
which they call themselves. Ibid., Their leaders are more
ready to accept baronetcies and knighthoods than the leaders
of the Grits.

6. attrib. and Comb., as grit-ashlar, -country,
-getter; grit-berry, a name for the genus Comaro-
staphylis (7'reas. Bot. 1866) ; grit-board dial,
the earth-board of a plough

;
grit-emery, coarse

emery; grit-rock = Gritstone.

1855 Cornwall (1862) 77 The 'best blue fine granite, or
*grit-ashlar, for building sea-walls'. 1813 T. Davis Agric.
Wilts 263 *Grate beard, or bread Board— The mould or
earth-board of a plough which turns the furrow ; earth being
frequently called grate. 1880 E. Cornwall Gloss., Greet-
board, the earth-board of a plough. 1878 Davis & Lees
West Yorksh. 1. i. 14 The deep valleys in the *grit
country usually have a stream at the bottom. 1884 Y. J.
Britten Watch fy Clockm. 101 *Grit or corn Emery used
for sharpening cutting burnishers. 1854 Illustr. Lond.
Sews 5 Aug. 118 Occupations of the people, .. *Grit-
getter. 1838 Penny Cycl. XL 439/2 In the Carpathian
mountains and in the Alps *grit-rocks with abundance of
fuci (gres des Carpathes) represent the greensands of France
and England. 1839 Stonehousb Axholme 189 Mr. Wesley
was buried in Epworth churchyard under a plain *grit tomb-
stone, supported by brick-work.

Grit vgrit), sb.'~ Now only//, and dial. Forms :

a. sing, ^rare) 1 grytt, 7 gritt, S grit. //. 1 grytta,
gretta, 3 genitive gruttene, 7 gritts, 7- grits.

# pt* 7 gurts, gert (see Girt-brew), 9 girts.

7. //. 6- greats. (7 greyts, 7-8 greets). [OE.
g>ytt{e str. and \vk. fern., usually in pi. grytta(n -

MLG., Du. grutte fern., OHG. gmzzi (MHG.,
G.grulze) :—UTeut. type *grutjd, grutjon-, f. Teut.
root *greut-, grant-, gritt-, whence also Gkoats
(a synonym, usually regarded as a mere variant,

of this word), and Grit s6A
This and the preceding st>. seem to have mutually in-

fluenced each other in form, whence the v forms here and
the forms of Grit sb. }

]

fl. Bran, chaff, mill-dust. Obs,

_
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 823 J'ultis, grytt. c 1000 /E1.1 hic Gloss.

in W'r .-Whicker 141/20 Aphides tiel cantabra, hwa:te gryttan.
c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II. 220 pam mannum sceal man sellan
. . niwe beren mela o55e grytta. a 1100 Ags. Vec. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 33033 Furfures, gretta. 11.. I'oc. ibid. 505/13
Polline, gryttes. a 1225 After. R. 186 pis is Godes heste,
pet him is inuchele leouere ben pet tu ete gruttene bread,
o3er werie herde here.

2. Oats that have been husked but not ground
(or only coarsely") ; coarse oatmeal.
This is the general use of the word, but its application

varies and 1ms varied in Eng. dialects; in America it is

applied to other kinds of grain. (See quots.)

1579 L.ANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 457 Otemeale Greyts.
1589 Cogan Haven Health vii. (1636) 31 Of the greats or
groats, .boiled in water with salt, they make a kind of meat.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 559 In Gaule .. they have a kind of
fourmentie corn or gurts.. named in their language Brance.
1615 Markham Eng. Houseiu. 11. viii. (1668) 17S The Greets
or full Kernels will separate from the smaller oatmeal.
a 1661 Filler Worthies, Line. n. (16621 153 Gruel., is

wholsome Spoon-meat,.. Water is the Matter, Grits the
Form thereof. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 205 They are much
smaller, without husk, and are indeed perfect gritts naturally,
requiring no Mill to make them into Oatemeal. 1725 Brad-
lev Fam. Diet. s.v. Oat meal,The bigger kind of Oat- Meal,
which is call'd Greets, or Corn Oat-Meal. 1750 W. Ellis
Country Housewife 206 Whole greets boiled in water till

they burst, and then mixt with butter. 1796 Mrs. Glasse
Cookery xxi. 335 Grits [1747 (ed - *) grotes] once cut does
better than oatmeal. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818)
68 Gruels, or decoctions of grits or of oatmeal, are excellent
demulcents. i847-78HALLiwi;LL,c7/V/.r,oatmeal. Var.dtal.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Grits {Milling), cracked
fragments of wheat smaller than groats. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.
s. v., In America, fine hominy is called grits, and wheat
prepared in the same way is likewise so designated.

3. attrib., as grit-gruel. See also Girt-brew.
1844 T. Webster Encyel. Dom. Econ. 733 In the case of

grits, this cuticle is entirely kept back, which accounts for
the smoothness, as it is termed, of grit-gruel.

Grit (grit), sb.z
v
Only indicts.: see also Gryff.)

[? Repr. OE. grytte spider, which is found once as
a gloss on gongezveafre (Vulgate araned) in Vesp.
Ps. Ixxxix. 9.] A kind of crab.

1598 Florio, Paguro, a kind of creuis or crafish called
a grit, a grampell, or a punger. 1658 Phillips, A Grit, a
kinde of fish, otherwise called a Grample fish. 1721 in
Bailey. 1847-78 FIalliwell, Grit, the sea-crab. Line.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Gritt, an east-country term
for the sea-crab.

Grit (grit), v. [f. Grit sby\
1. intr. To produce a grating sound such as is

caused by the crushing of grit ; to move with such
a grating noise.

176a Goldsm. Cit. W. xxx, The sanded floor that grits
beneath the tread. 1810 Splendid Follies I. 191 The wheel
gritted slowly along. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 343
Several gigs and carriages of various descriptions gritted
past us through the deep sand of the unpaved thoroughfares.
1847-78 Halliwell, Grit, to squeak or grunt. Somerset.
1851 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 276 A burnt stick that goes
gritting, Grit, gritting o'er the canvas. 1859 Mrs. Gaskell
Round So/a 250 He pulled a face as if he had heard a slate-
pencil gritting against a slate.

2. trans. To cover with grit or sand.
184a [see Gritted///, a.]. 1899 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 421/2

His hands and gun all sand gritted with his labour of wall
erection.

3. To cause to make a grating or ' gritty' sound.
1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi W. 131 Murmurously

the ebbing waters grit The little pebbles.

4. To grind or grate (the teeth).
1848 Lowell Fable /or Critics Poet. WT

ks. 1890 III. 30
Just conceive how much harder your teeth you'd have
fritted. 1887 F. R. Stockton Borrowed Month etc. 27,

gritted my teeth as I thought what a despicable thing it

would be.

Hence Gritted, Gri'tting ppl. adjs.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xviii. (1859) 504 Thundering
them down again against the flint-hard coral spikes, with a

loud gritting rumble. 1842 Tennyson Will Wat'etproo/'242
When .. thou shalt cease To pace the gritted floor. 1897
OutiugiU.S.) XXX. 422/1 The gritted teeth, and the tension
of the body, show what power this player has put into his
shot.

Grit, obs. form of Gkith ; Sc. f. Great.
Grite, obs. form of Grit sb.i; Sc. f. Great.
Grith (grib), sb. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms, a. 1-4

grip, 3 gryji, gryt, Orm. gripp, 4 grit, gryht,
grid, 4-5 gryth, 4-7 grithe, (5 grythe, greth,
gryethe, gryght(e), 3- grith. 0. Sc. and north.

4-6, 9 gyrth, 4-9 girth, (5 girthe, 6 gyrthe,
gyrtht). [OE. grid, a. ON. grid neut., orig.

domicile, home; in pi., truce, peace, pardon;
hence, sanctuary, asylum.]

fl. Guaranteed security
; protection, defence; safe

conduct. Obs.
c 1000 Laws o/Cuut 1. c. 2 § 1 in Schmid Geseize 250 .fEIc

cirice is mid rihte on Cristes agenum grioe. and aelc cristtm-
nian ah micele hearfe, l>aet he on bam grioe micele mseSe
wite, forbam Godes grift is ealra grida selo^t to ^eeai nianne
and geornost to healdenne, and bar nehst cyninges. a 1300
Cursor M. 492 pas ober gastes bat fell him wiht be quilk
for-sok godds grith. Ibid. 7517 Ga ban ..in godds grith,
pat he-self ai be be with, c 1330 R. Hrunne Chron. (1810)

34 Fries & barons bat Wer in be land, So wele were j>ei

chastised, alle com tille his grith. C1350 Will. Palerne
3899 Defende we vs dou^tili or we dei^en sone

; \>tr gob
non ober grib, it geinep nou;t to flene. C1425 Wvnioun
Cron. vn. Prol. 27 Than suld L.wyn, till succoure me fra
blame, The gyrth of excusatyowne. c 1440 York Myst. xvii.

150 To come and goo I graunte yow grith. 1:1450 Myrc
1693 Agayn enuye loue ys gryth. (-1450 Robin Hood <y

Monk Ixxxvi. in Child Ballads (1888) III. 101/1, ' I gaf hem
grith', seid oure kyng, 'Thorowout all mery Inglond'.
1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 59 Sen that fra God
your grace cummis all, Fra your regrait ye gif him girtii.

a 1650 Flodden Field 266 in Funiivall Percy Folio I. 330
There shold neither be grith nor grace, but on a boughe he
shold be hanged.

2. spec, in O.E. Law. Security, peace, or protec-

tion guaranteed under particular limitations of time
or place; asCnuitcH-GRiTH (OK. ciric-grid , security

within the precincts of a church; Hand-grith (OK.
hand -grid), protection under the king's hand

;

after the OE. period used without qualification =
church-grith (occas. kirkes grith), sanctuary. To
take grith : to take sanctuary; hence gen., to take
refuge or shelter.

a 1000, (' 1205 [see Church-grithJ. c iooo Lazvs 0/^Ethel-
red viii. c. 1 in Schmid Gesetze -2^-2 &if asfre ffinig man..
Godes ciricgric* swa abrece Sat he biniion ciric-wa^um man-
sla^a weorSe. a 1225 Ancr, R. 174 Under_stonde3 ..tet ;e
beo3 ivlowen to chirche gride : uor nis non of ou bet nes
sume chere Godes b^of. a 1300 Kirkes grith see Chi/kch-
grith]. 1375 Barbour Bruce n. 44 He mysdid thar gretly,
but wer, That gave na gyrth to the Awter. c 1470 Henry
Wallace vn. 1047 Thai. .To the kyrk rane, wend gyrth for
till haiff tayne. 1480 Caxton Ckrou. Eng. ccxxviii. (14S2)
23S A Breton murthred a good wedowe . . and after this lie

toke the grith [ed. 1520 gyrthe] of holy chirche. 1519 Sane-
tuar. Dunelm. (SurteesJ 86, I aske gyrth for Godsake and
Saint Cuthbert's. 1549 Compl. Scot. xiv. 118 Thai gart pau-
sanias seruitur pas to the tempil to tak gyrtht and protectione,
asdoisane tresgressour. 1603 Stow Sun: xxxiv. 310, 5 of his
fellowship, .took him [a souldier prisoner) from the Officer,
brought him into sanctuary, at the west dore of S. Martins
church, and tooke grithe of that place. 1828 Scott /'. M.
Perth x, 1'hree or four men. .came this morning before day-
light to ask the privilege of girth and sanctuary. 1872 E. YV.
Robertson Hist. Ess. 178 The Grith that ranked next after
that which was given ' from the king's own hand ' was ' the
grith which the ealderman and king's reeve give in the
Assembly of the Five-Burghs'. 1892 Edin. Rev. July 223
Charles availing himself of the law of grith or sanctuary,
went down to Holyrood.

3. concr. A place of protection ; a sanctuary,
asylum.
Some of the earlier examples may belong to sense r.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1778 pe bestes ran ban to monetains .

.

Well went bai to birr haue grith. Ibid. 882gJ>is tie bai tok
ban o cipres, and did in wirscip and in pes, in bat halt
temple grith. 1375 Bakbolr Bruce iv. 47 Ridin.. Throw
Russ, rycht to the gyrth oft" Tayne. c 1460 Toivneley Myst.
xx. 320 The house that he gose to grith, ye shall folow
and go bym with. 1513 Douglas sEneis n. xii. 4 At the
porchis or closter of Juno, Than all bot waist, thocht it

was girth [L. asylo], stude .. wardanes tway. 1536 Bel-
Lenden Cron. Scotl. (1821J II. 310 Quhiterne, quhare ane
girth is dedicat in the honour of Sanct Miriane. a 1557
Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 13 The saidis seruandis
wer tane furth of the girth of Torphichin. 1567 Gude ty

Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 108 Thy gyrth is set in sicker place,
For he sail saif the mychtfullie. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Sc0t. ix. 219 Vinice, the commoune girth of al

strangeris. 1600 Skene Reg. Maj.
t
Stat. Robt. II, 49 He

sail make secuntie to the Schiref, anent that crime, before
he pas furth of the immunitie, or girth, to the quhilk he did
flie. 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl. in 1772, 251 The precinct
of these tombs. . enjoyed the privilegesofa Girth or Sanctuary.
1828 Scott F. M. Perth iv, So they are safe in girth and
sanctuary.

f4. Peace (in the general sense). Often collocated
in OE. and early ME. with frith, in later ME. with
peace. Obs.

c 1000 Battle o/Maldon 35 (Gr.) We willaS wi5 bam golde
eriS faestnian. 11.. O. E. Chron. an. 1002 (Laucf MS.) He
pa baes cynges worde & his witena gri6 wiS hi gesaette. Ibid.
an. 1011 ponne nam mangriS.and fri8 wi3hi. Ibid. an. 1048
And ^eaf se cyng Godes grio and his fulne freondscipe on
ffi^Sre healfe. t'1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 GriS on eor5e, and
gri5 on hefene, and gri5 bitwenen uwile cristene monne.
Ibid. 79 Ierusalem bitacneS gribes sihpe. c 1200 Ormin 3519
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O batt K.e;5sere=;s time, patt held wibb mikell gribb & frij?>

Hiss kinedom onn eorf>e. c X205 Lay. 4035 pa arteste here

vnfriSe, Ouer al me brae bene griS. ^1300 Havelok 61

Michel was svich a king to preyse, That held so Englond
in grith. a 1310 Harrow. Hell 124 (Harl. MS.) Y shal

. . do be to holde gryht [othet MSS. grib]. 13. . Cocr de
L. 2234 She grette Kyng Richard in peace and gryth.

.71330 Arlh. «$• Merl. 4604 (Kolbing' He com. .to speke him
wib Mani word of loue and grib. a 1400 Octouian 1785 Yn
France plenere pes Was cryde, and gryth. c 1450 Cov. Myst,
(Shaks. Soc.) 7 This gle in grythe Is mater of myrthe. c 1460

Towneley Myst. ix. 54 Byd hym go hastely .. Amang youre

folk, .your gyrth & peasse to cry.

1 5. Quarter (in battle), as in to give grith. JYiih-

outien grith : no quarter being given ; hence, with-

out mercy, relentlessly. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5545 Al be knau barns bat bat fand wit-

outen grith ^ai suld |>am sla. Ibid. 7261 pat hus he feld,

gaf naman grith, And slogh his faas, him self bar with.

13.. Arth, <V Merl. 1974 (Kolbing) Al, bat was ber ynne on
lyue, Best and mon .. His brente doun, wib owte gryth.

c 1340 Cursor M. 12055 (Fairf.) pai liate vs alle wib-oute grib.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 1648 Bad hym ther he his fo fande, To gyfF

hym no grythe. C1410 Sir Cleges 293, J schall the bette

euery leth, Hede and body, wythou t greth. 11470 Henry
Wallace IV. 660 He gat no gyrth for all his bumyst weid.

c 1475 RaufCoilyar 836 Thair was na girth on the ground,

quhill ane gaif the gaist.

6. Sc. The cessation of the criminal courts during

Christmas time and certain other seasons, in accord-

ance with the granting of the king's peace to

criminals. (CtQN.jo'/a-fridr, Sw. /nla-friper, tie.)

c 1575m Balfour's Pract. (1754)279 Gif he haldis the court

in tune forbiddin and defendit be the law, that is to say,

fra 3tile grith be proclamit, quhill efter the halie dayis.

7. attrib. and Comb., as grith-man, a man, esp.

a criminal, who has taken sanctuary
;
grith-priest,

a priest who ministered to those who took sanc-

tuary ;
grith-rod (see quot. 1875); gnth-place,

-stool, -stone, -town, a place, stool, etc. at which

sanctuary was taken.

1342 in Rymer Fcedera (1708) V. 328 Assignavimus, Mag*
niheum Principem. .Edwardum de Balliolo, Regem Scotia

ad omnes Homines, vocatos *Grithmen, 1458 in Ripon
C/i. Acts (Surtees) 72 Confugse sive gyrthmanii, citati ad
alleganduin causas racionabiies quare non debent puniri

canonice propter eorum perjuria. 1468 Ibid. 134 N. Y.,

gyrthman, citatus est. 1779 Haii.ks Ann. Scott. II. 211

note
t
All persons who on account of felony had taken refuge

in sanctuaries, were pardoned by royal proclamation, under
condition of serving, at their own charges, in the army of

Baliol Fcedera, torn.V.p 328). They aredenominated Grith-
men, i.e. Girth-nun. 1388 Wyclif Dent, xix. 3 That he that

is exilid for mansleyng haue of ny} [one MS. adds a *grith

place] whidur he may escape. 1391 Mem. Ripon (Surtees)

III. 105 Domini Johannis vocati le "Grithpreste. 1471 in

Ripon Ch. Acts(Surtees) 151 Johannes Eksmyth, gyrthman,

fecit finem [MS. funem] ijs., applicatum fabricae ecclesiae pro

portacione le *gyrthrod. 1875 J. T. Fowler ibid. 383 It

appears that these [Gyrthrods] were staves with banners,

carried before the feretory at Rogation-tide by the Girth-

men. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Grithstole (i.e. Seat

of Peace), a Sanctuary, or place of Refuge for Malefactors.

1728-1800 Bailey, Gristole. 1228 in Mem. Ripon (Surtees)

I. 51 Infra.. locum qui vocatur *Grythstane. 1388 Wyclif
Deut.x'\x.6 Lest, .the next kynesman. .pursue, and take hym,
if the weie is lengere [some MSS. add fro the *grith toun],

and smyte the lijf of hym which is not gilti of deeth,

t Grith, v. Obs. Forms : 1 gritSian, 3 gripie(n,

pa. ppie. igrejjid, igritSed. [OE. gridian, f. grid

Grith sb.]

1. intr. To make peace.

11.. O. E. Chron. an. 1016 (Laud MS.) Lundene warn
griSede wiS hone here, c 1205 Lay. 5551 pat folc of Cascuine

pe noht nxlden griSien.

2. trans. To give peace or protection to.

c 1000 Laws of sEthelred vi. c. 42 in Schmid Gesetze 234
pset hi Godes cirican seghwar jeorne grifiian and fri5ian,

i 1205 Lay. 21908 We nefden naenne mon J>e us \vi6 heom
mihten griSien. c 1275 Ibid. 10605 Ich ou wolle gribie.

Grith, variant of Girth sb.

Grithbreach. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : see

Gkith and Hreach. [OE. gri6-bryce,-brice, i.gritf

Grith -t- bryce Breach. CE ON. gridabrek.]

1. Breach of the peace.

c 1000 Laws of' sEthelred vm. c. 4 in Schmid Gesetze 244

Bete man aefre serest bone gri5-bryce into bare circan, be

bam be seo daed si, and be ham be bare circan mae5 si.

11.. Laws of Hen. /, c. 12 § 2 ibid. 444 Haec [placitaj

emendantur C solidis : gribebreche, stretbreche, forestel,

[etc.]. a iz$oOwl Ar Night.x-jyi Hunkeschal i-tide harm and

schonde, ^ef^e doth grith-bruche on his londe. czz$oGloss.

Law 'Perms in Ret. Ant. I. 33 Gridbriche, pais enfrainte.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 95 Grythbruche, brekynge

of pees. 1607 Cowell Intcrpr., Griihbreach, is a breach of

peace.

2. The penalty for breach of the peace.

c 1030 Laws Cnnt 11. c. 15 in Schmid Gesetze 278 And on

Dena-laje he ah fyte-wita and fyrd-wita and griS-bryce

and ham-socne. 1290 Rolls of Parti. L 27/2 Cum sacha,

soca, overstronde & streme, on wode & felde, tol, them, Sc

gridbruch, hamsokne, murdrum & forestal. 1353 in Pote

Windsor Ca.s. (1749) 122 [They should be . .
discharged

from] Grithbrech, Forstall, Homesoken, Blod-wite, Ward-
mote. 1598 Stow Sun: Lond. 262 Sack and socke, Thole

and The, Infangthefe and Grithbriche. 1844 Lingard
Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. 392 The grithbrice, the

penalty for violating the peace of a church.

jGri'thful, «• Obs. [f. Grith sb. + -ful.]

Peaceful. Hence f Ori-thfulness, peacefulness.

CX205 Lay. 9171 Kinbelin wes god king & gribful [c 1275

gribfol] hurh alle bing. Ibid. 12166 pa andswerede Gracien

mid griofulle worden. a\zz% Ancr. R. 406 Luue make5

hire schir and gri5ful and cleane. Ibid. 416 Ne none wise
ne mei heo beon Marie, mid gri3fulnesse of heorte.

t Gri'thly, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Grith sb. +
-ly 1

, -LY--.] A. adj. Peaceable. B. adv. Peace-

ably.

c 1205 Lay. 121 He griSliche spac. c 1275 Ibid. 445 And
grete Pandrasum bane king mid gribliche [c 1205 greiS-

licre] speche.

t Grithsergeant. Obs. In 3 pi. grissergans,

grithsergeans, -serjauns. [f. Grith sb. + Ser-
geant.] An officer appointed to maintain the

peace.

1293 Year.bk 21 & 22 Edw. I (Rolls) 49 litis constituere

servientes qui vocantur Grissergans [Iter Roll Grithser-

jauns], c 1300 Havelok 267 Grith-sergeans, wit longe
gleyues, To yemen wilde wodes and pathes Fro wicke men.

Gritless ^jri'tles), a. rare. [f. Grit sb. 1 +

-Less.] Having no ; grit ' or solidity of character.

1892 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 17 The most impulsive, pliant,

gritless race in Europe.

Gritstone (gri'tst^n). In 6-8 usually greet-.

[f. Grit sb,1 + Stone sb.] ~ Grit sb. ! 2.

1555 Eden Decades 328 Albasans (which I thynke to be

of that kynde which we caule the greete stone 1

. 1652

French Yorksh. Spa i. 2 Hard greet-Stone (which broken

in the middle doth oftentimes very much resemble Loaf-

Sugar). 1761 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 100/2 The loose

stones near the summit [of Ingleborough] the people call

greet-stones. 1775 Sir E. Barry Observ. Wines 412 The
inhabitants on gret-stone are healthier than those on chalk.

1781 J. Hltton Tour to Caves Gloss., Greet-stones, a sort

of freestones. 1854 F. C. Bakewell Geol. 31 The lower

portion of the hill is surrounded by shale and gritstone.

1885 Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 196 Gritstone. .taken in.

.

certain quarries in Fairfield.

attrib. 1789 J. Pilkington View Derbysh. I. 314 Those
[sheep] upon gritstone being 3 pounds lighter than those

upon limestone land. 1878 Davis & Lees West Yorksh. 14

The moors generally terminate westward in an abrupt grit-

stone escarpment.

Grittiness gri'tines). [f. Gritty «."- + -ness.]

The quality, state, or condition of being gritty.

i6ix Florio, Grezzaria, grittinesse,ruggednesse. 1659
Torriano, Arenosita., sandinesse, grettinesse. 1707 Curios,

in Husb. ff Gard. 349 Wash them well to take away all the

Grittiness. 1769 J. Wallis Nat. Hist. Northumbld. I. Hi. 33
It melts in the mouth, and has no disagreeable taste ; pure,

and free from grittiness. 1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye 14

A constant feeling of grittiness of the eye. 1875 H. C.

Wood I'herap. (1B79) 459 Imparting to the teeth a sense of
grittiness, due to the presence of great numbers of minute
crystals of the oxalate of calcium. 1896 Daily News 15

Apr. 7/5 A hazel loam with some character of grittiness.

fig. 1898 F. Hahkisom in igth Cent. Sept. 376 Froude's

English ..has none of the artifices of Macaulay, nor the

grimaces of Carlyle, . . nor the grittiness of Hallam and
Grote.

Grittle (gri-t'l), v. dial. [? f. Grit sb?\ trans.

To break (corn) or grind it coarsely. Hence Gri-ttle

sb., corn so treated.

1736 Bailey < folio), Grittle, to just break corn or but a little

in the mill. 1894 Times 17 Sept. 8/4 A Hampshire farmer

uses grittled wheat. 1895 E. A ngl. Gloss., Grittle, corn just

broken or cracked. Oatmeal so done is called Grits or

Grots.

Grittum(e)lie, var. GREATUMLYafl^. Sc. Obs.

Gritty (gri ti), a. 1 Also 6-7 greetie, 7 grettie,

-y» 7» 9 t^w- greety. [f. Grit ^.1 + -y.]

1. Of the nature of or resembling grit ; containing,

consisting of, or full of grit ; sandy.

1598 Florio, Rendso, sandie, grauelly, greetie, full of

grauell. 1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurz'ey 1. iii. 7 Base
herbes, and rough sandy stone, denotate a leane greety

sandie or grauelly ground. 1694 Falle Jersey ii. 60 The
^higher Grounds are gritty, gravelly, and some stony and

rocky. 17*6 Leon i AlberWs Arc/tit. \. 35/1 Pit-sand .. is

of several kinds.., the carbuncly, and the gritty. CX790
Imison Sch. Art 11. 14 Permit it to stand about ten seconds

of time, in order to let the gritty parts settle to the bottom.

a 1806 S. Horsley Serm. II. 43 The grovelling posture and
the gritty meal [of the serpent]. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
xix, A four-horse carriage, dashing by, obscured all objects in

the gritty cloud it raised. 1876 Page Adv. Text'Bk. Geol.

xvtii. 338 In Devon and Dorset a gritty bed with numerous
fossils occurs towards the base of the chalk, i860 Tristram
Gt. Sahara xiii. 213 A strong, .wind saturated the air with

impalpable sand, till every pore of the body was gritty and
irritated.

2. Full of or containing minute hard particles

impairing the quality or condition of the substance

which harbours them, or rendering it unpleasant.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xx. (1632) 44 A fantasie con-

ceived .. by eating of some gretty peece of bread. 1671

H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 491 They sopped that gritty

bread in the wine that was made of very old Lees. 179s
Rapin's Garden 313 The worthless Thorn a valu'd Plum
will bear, And what was gritty prove a melting Pear.

1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) in. xxxiii,

Hitching your knife in the gritty flaws of a black-lead

pencil. 1829 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 II. 43 These
young bakers make their bread very gritty. 1831 J. Davies
Manual Mat. Med. 367 Of a dull and rough fracture, gritty

under the teeth.

b. fig. of literary style, with allusion to the

unpleasant quality of ' gritty* bread.
1882 J. C. Morison Macaulay 68 Alternate pages of

extract and comment—generally rather dull and gritty.

1894 A. Birrell Ess. xi. 122 The style is gritty and the

story far from exciting.

3. U.S. colloq. Having firmness of character or

courage ; full of determination or pluck.

1847 Robd Squatter Life 106 There never was a grittyer

crowd congregated on that stream. 18,. Lowell Standish
Poet. Wks. 1890 L 222 -My neighbor Buckingham Hath
somewhat in him gritty, Some Pilgrim-stuff that hates all

sham. 1891 Century Mag. Nov. 65 They were captured by
a band of gritty frontiersmen under Sheriff Boswell.

t Gritty (gri'ti), a.2 Obs. Her. In 5-6 grytty,

6 grittie. [Origin unknown ; connexion with

Grate sb. 1 is suggested by the sense.] Of a field :

Composed equally of a metal and a colour.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. B v, Thre Cootarmuris grytty
ther bene in armys. 1562 Leigh Armorie (1597 J 76 After

this furre, as many as are out of these orders aforesaid,

shall be named of the colour and mettall they are of, and
haue bin commonly called Grytty of Herehaughtes. 1586

Ferne Btaz. Gentrie 204 The first feeld that is Grittie, is,

when as the feeld is checqued of two or more cullors. 1780

Kdmondson Her. II. Gloss., Grittie, a term used by Eng-
lish writers to express the field when composed equally of

metal and colour.

Gritumlie, var. Greatumly adv. Sc. Obs.

Grive, obs. form of Grieve v.

Grivet (gri *vet). [OS unknown origin; the L.

specific name seems to be due to interpreting

grivet as if f. F. gris grey + vert green.] A small

greenish-grey monkey of north-east Africa [Cereo-

pithecus griseiviridis) ; the tota.

1859 Wood Nat. Hist. I. 45 The Grivet, or Tota, as it is

called by some writers, is of a sombre green colour. 1871-82

CasselCs Nat. Hist. I. no The Grivet Monkey.

Grizbite, variant of Gbistbite v.

Grize, rare obs. form of Grece, stairs.

Grizel (grizel). Also 6 Gressell. 6-7 Grissell,

7 Grissil (1, grizell, Grisel, 8-9 grizzle, 9 Grizzel.

Later form of the proper name Grisilde
(
- Gri-

seldis, Grtselda), borne by the heroine of Chaucer's

Clerk's 7 ale (adapted from a story of Petrarch's),

who is the proverbial type of a meek, patient wife.

[<• 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1126 Xo wedded man so hardy

be tassaille His wyves patience, in hope to fynde Grisildes,

for in certein he shal faille.] 1565-6 Stationers' Reg. (Arb.) I.

132 b, The songge of pacyente Gressell vnto hyr make. 1596

Shaks. Tarn. Shr. n. i. 297 For patience shee will proue a

second Grissell. 1624 Hevwood Captives iv. i. in Bullen

O. PI. IV, Have patience woman, 1 have ben too longe a

grizell. 1766 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (17921 III. 192 He
had married five shrews in succession, and made Grizels of

every one of them before they died. 1797 Mrs. A. M.
Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) III. 19 The pounds and pounds
she paid the doctor was enough to make a grizzle fret.

[a 1849 Mar. Edgeworth i//V/f)The Modem Griselda. 1885

Brewer Reatier's I/audbk. s.v., Octavia, the wife of Mark
Antony, and sister of Augustus, is called the 'patient Grizel

of Roman story'.]

Hence G-ri'zel v. trans., to make a Grizel of.

a 1797 Mary Wollstonecr. Posth. Wks. (1798) II. 78,

I had afterwards an opportunity of observing the treatment

she had to endure, which grizzled her into patience.

Grizeld, obs. form of ^rizzled a.

Grizelin, obs. form of Gridelin.

Grizely, obs. form of Grisly.

Grizette, obs. form of Grisette.

Grizle, obs. form of Grizzle a. and sb.1 , and v.1

Grizly, variant of Grisly, Grizzly.

Grizy, variant of Gkisy a.1 and
'2

, Obs.

Grizzel (gri-z'l), adv. [perh. bark-formation

from Grisly]. Horribly.

1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 196 Yet I note the little

chisel Of never-napping Time Defacing ghast and grizzel

The blazon of my prime.

Grizzle ^grrz'l), a. and sb. 1 Forms: 4, 7 grisel,

4
_* .e\i

f
5 -elle, gresel, grysselle, 6 gresle,

grysle, 6-7 gryselle, grissell, 7-8 grisle, gris-

sel, grizle, 7- grizzle, [a. OF. grisel, f. gris :

see Gris a.] A. adj. Of grey colour, grey, grizzled.

f Formerly also, of a horse : Roan.

c 1425 Thomas of Erceld. 382 Stedis . . baye and broun,

grysselle [v.r. gresel] and graye. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.

i'HI (1809) 578 Weryng a Cote of Orange tawny on a horse

cooler grysell, trottyng. 1570 Levins Manip. 147/37 Grysle

coloure, glauadus. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. 11807-8) IV.

694 The friers minors, .whose apparell was grisell garments

girded with cords full of knots. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas

11. ii. in. Colonies 40 The grissell Turtles. .Dis-payer'd and

parted, wander one by one. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 397 To
preserue the haire from being gray and grisle. 1634-5 Brere-

ton Trav. (Chetham) 151 A grissell gelding. 1706 Lond. Gaz.

No. 4277/4 She is about 14 Hands and a half high, with a

small grizle star in her Forehead. 1748 Whitehall Evening

Post No. 405, Grey Breeches, and a light Grizzle Wig. 1808

J. P. Malcolm Mann. % Cnst. Lond. 437 Light grizzle Ties

[i.e. wigs] three guineas. 183a J. 'I aylor Rec. my Life I

331 An actor . . had dressed hims*
"

large grizzle wig,
331 An actor . . had dressed himself like a doctor, with a

.b. Comb., as grizzle-headed, -while adjs. ;
grie-

zle-pate, a grey-headed old man.
1880 Ouida Moths 1. 18 Fraulein Schroder, .was not beau-

tiful to the eye, and was grizzle-headed. 1797 Mary
Robinson Walsingham II. 171 Sport your glass-blinkers,

old *grizzle-pate ! 169J Lond. Gaz. No. 2631/4^ Rid away. .,

a bay Mare about 14 hands,, -two *grissell white patches on

the Rump.
B. si.

+ 1. A nickname for a grey-haired old man. Obs.

1390 Gower Conf III. 356 That olde grisel is no fole.

c 1393 Chaucer Scogan 35 But wel I wit bou wilt answere

&. seye ' Lo ! olde grisel leste to ryme and pleye 1

. a 14*0

Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 401 This olde doted griselle

holte frim wise.

2. A grey animal ; esp. a grey horse.



GRIZZLE. 437 GROAN.
a i6ao J. Armstrong s Last Goodnt. xx. in Child Ballads

fi88q) III- 369 Hut little Musgrave, that was his foot-page,
With his bonny grissell got away untain. Ibid, xxiii, Thou
are welcome home, my bonny grisel ! Full oft thou hast

fed at the corn and hay. 1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 54
Blacks, black-grisles, black-splash'd, yellows, whites, duns.

3. Grey hair ; a sprinkling of grey hairs.

1601 Shaks. Twet. N. v. i. 168 O thou dissembling Cub:
what wilt thou be When time hath sow'd a grizzle on
thy ca^e? 1810 Splendid Follies I. 17 A broad frizzed

toupe'e, well powdered to conceal the grizzles that occasion-

ally peeped over her scarified cheek. 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunt, xxiii, These parts [head and neck] were covered
with a dirty grizzle of mixed hues.

b. A grey wig.

1755 Connoisseur No. 65 P 9 His very grizzle is scarce
orthodox. 1756 Ibid. No. 105 f 2 Pudding sleeves, starched
bands, and feather-top grizzles. 1766 Anstey Bath Guide
xL 127 Emerg'd from his Grizzle, th' unfortunate Sprig
Seems as if he was hunting all Night for his Wig. 1816
Scott Antiq. xvii, Sir Arthur's ramiUes being the positive,

his own bob-wig the comparative, and the overwhelming
grizzle of the worthy clergyman figuring as the superlative.

4. Grey colour ; the colour grey, f Formerly
also : Light roan.
i6tx Markham Countr. Content. 1. xix. 116491 105 Your

Henne . . must be of a right plume, as gray, grissel, speckt,

or yellowish, black or brown is not amisse. 1706 in Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Grissel, a light Roimt, or light Flesh-Colour in

Horses. 1893 Lvdekkek Horns fy Hoofs 126 The legs are
dark brown in front, and paler behind, with a whitish grizzle

pervading their whole extent.

5. A second-class stock brick. (So called from
its colour; cf. grey stock, Grey a. 8.)

1843 Alech. Mag. XXXIX. 192 The grizzles obtained a
price midway between the two last named [stocks and places].

1865 Pall Mail G. 19 Sept. n/i Here you may see a
' grizzle ' and a ' malm-brick '. 1879 Notes Build. Construct,
in. 105 Grizzle and Place bricks are underburnt. They are
very weak.

Grizzle (gri-zl), sh? [f. Grizzle v. 2
] One

who grizzles or frets.

1893 Mrs. C. Praed Outlaw fy Lawmaker III. 102 Lady
Waveryng, however, was not a woman to fret vainly over the
inevitable. Lord Waveryng was far more of a 'grizzle'.

Grizzle (grrzT), v,1 [f. Grizzle a. or back-
formation from Grizzled a.~\

1. trans. To render grey or grey-haired.

1740 Somkrvillr Hobbitiol ir. 218 He spur'd his sober
Steed, grizled with Age, And venerably dull. 1822 Bykon
Werner 111. iv. 153 The grey Begins to gri2zle the black
hair of night. 1822 Scott Nigel xxii, The colour with
which time had begun to grizzle her tresses. 1827 Clare
Sheph. Cat. 4 Night Hastens to. .grizzle o'er the chilly sky.

2. intr. To become grey or grey-haired.

1875 Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 151, I suppose you are a
gray old hoy by this time. I am just beginning to grizzle

with the first hoar-frost. 1894 Atheu&um 24 Nov. 705/t
[A Chinese sonneteer will allude] to the crow's-feet of wisdom
around the first sonneteer's own eyes and the poetical
grizzling of his own pigtail.

Grizzle (grrz'l), v. 2 local.

1. intr. To show the teeth ; to grin or laugh,

esp. mockingly.
1746 Exmoor Scolding 58 (E. D. S.) Tamzen and Thee be

olweys . . stivering or grizzling, tacking or busking. Ibid.

Gloss., To Grizzle, to grin, or smile with a sort of Sneer.

1837 Mrs. Palmer Devon. Dial. 14 The ould man grizzled :

No sure, lovy, zed he, I ne'er had the leastest inkling for
such a tiling. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss. s.v., 'What's the g'eat
bufflehead grizzling at?' 'He grizzled at me; he was as
vexed as fire '.

2. To fret, sulk; to cry in a whining or whim-
pering fashion. Hence Girzzlingz'^/. sb.andppt.a.
1842 Catnach Balladm Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr. (1899' 2 '2 Use-

less is our grumbling, our grizzling, or mumbling. 1867 E.
Yates Forlorn Hope xx\x. 392, 1 went abroad, and remained
grizzling and feeding on my own heart for months. 1872 M iss

Braddon To Bitter End I. xvi. 264 ' If the locket's lost, it's

lost ', and there's no use in grizzling about it. 1887 Kentish
Gloss, s.v., She's such a grizzling woman. 1889 ' Rolf Bol-
drewood' Robbery under Arms xxxiii, He'd sit grizzling
and smoking by himself all day long. No getting a word
out of him.

Grizzled (griVld), a. Also 5 grecelled,
griseld, 6-7 gryseld(e, (6 greistled, 7ffrisseld,

grizeld, 8 grizled , 6-9 grisled. [f. Ghizzle a.

+ -ed2. Cf. obs. F. griselli (Palsgr.), on which
the Eng. word might have been directly formed,

but evidence is wanting.]

1. Grey, grizzly ; now used almost exclusively of
hair. Also (now dial.), roan-coloured.
1458 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 216 A lytill grecelled nage.

1485 Inv. in Ripon Ck. Acts (Surtees) 372 Equus griseld.

1530 Palsgr. 3x4/1 Graye or gryselde, griselli. 159s
Nottingham Rec. IV. 64 Et quarta est coloris grey greist-

led. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 103 Cats are of diuers
colours, but for the most part gryseld, like to congealed yse.

1608 Shaks. Per. 111. Prol. 47 The grisled North Disgorges
such a tempest forth. 1611 Bible Zech. vi. 3 In the third
charet white horses and in the fourth charet grisled and bay
horses. 1660 'Trial Regie. (1679) 273 The other had a grey
grisled periwig hung down very low. 1728 Young Love
Fame v, (1757) 137 Her grizzled locks assume a smirking
grace. 1810 Scott Lady of L. in. iv, His grisled beard and
matted hair. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Hi, Such hair as
he had, was of a grizzled black. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta
(1890)312 Ethelberta. .entering the nave began to inspect
the sallow monuments which lined the grizzled pile.

b. Grizzled sandpiper, skipper : see the sbs.

2. Having grey hair.

1606 Shaks. Ant. § CI. Hi. xiii. 17 To the Boy Casar
send this grizled head. 1828 Scott F. ill. Perth xxviii,

Vol. IV.

Torquil of the Oak, a grizzled giant. 1877 Black Green
Past. xi. (1878) 86 The only occupant of the yard was a
grizzled and feeble old man. 1886 J, R. Rees Pleas. Bk.-
Worm i. 22 With his serious old grizzled face he appears
at the office.

t Gri'zzlish, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Grizzle a.

+ -I8H.] Greyish.
1680 Load. Gaz. No. 1529/4 A young Fox Hound Bitch,

White, with one Grizlisli broad spot on her left Shoulder.

Grizzly (gri'zli), a. and sbA Forms: 6?
gristelly, 7-9 grizly, 7 greisly, grisly, 8

griesly, 9 gresley, gristly, grizzlie, 8- grizzly.

[f. Grizzle a. + y.]

A. adj. Grey; greyish; grey-haired; grizzled.

1594 CAREW Tasso (18811 74 A beard bigge, bushy, knotted
gristelly. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. h. 24 His Beard was grisly?
1626 Bacon Syiva § 851 Old Squirrels, that turne Grisly.

1694 J. Wood in Collect. Voy. (1729) IV. 11. 109 We . . came
to an Anchor in eleven Fathom Water greisly Sand. 3748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII. xli. 158 Her matted
griesly hair. 1770 G. White Selborue xxviii, 79 The colour
was a grizzly black. 1774 GOLDRM. Nat. Hist. (17761 III.

, 184 The colour of the body is grizly, and beset with bristles.

I

1840 Dickens Barn. R. i, He had a grizzly jagged beard of
I some three weeks' date. i843l-.ANnoR/?//rtg'. Conv. Wks. 1846

I

II. 213 A middle-aged gentleman, tall, round-shouldered,
and. .somewhat grizzly. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 274

I Rojate, the next town,.. grim and grizzly,, .looked drearier.

1868 Miss Yonge Cameos I. i. 10 He was an old grizzly

warrior.

b. Grizzly bear : a large and ferocious bear,

Ursus horribilis, peculiar to the mountainous
districts of western North America.
1807 P. Gass Jrnl. 221 The bears from which they get

these skins are a harmless kind, and not so bold and ferocious
as the grizly and brown bear. 1859 Marcy Prairie Trav.
vii. 247 The grizzly bear is assuredly the monarch of tie
American forests.

c. Grizzly king, queen: the names of artificial

flies for angling.

1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 227/1 Bass flies of proved merit
include the bob white, grizzly queen, grizzly king.

Hence Gri'zzliness. rare— '.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes HI. xi. 152 The Don . . like an
Ape. .shews himselfe to be descended from Hercules by the
melan-pygitie (that is, the griztinesse) of his posteiiours.

B. sb. The grizzly bear.
1808 Pike Sources Afississ. (1810) in. App. 7 North Mexico

produces elk, deer, buffalo, cabrie, the gresley, black bear,
and wild horses. 1859 J. G. Wood Nat. Hist. I. 400 The
Grizzly, or ' Ephraim ' as the creature is familiarly termed
by the hunters. 1879 Miss Bird Lady's Life Rocky Alts.

18 A man. .asked me if I were the English tourist who had
' happened on ' a ' grizzlie ' yesterday.

Grizzly (gri'zli), sb.- Mining. U.S. A grat-

ing of parallel iron bars with interstices between
to allow the finer material to fall into the sluices

below while the larger stones are screened off.

1877 Raymond Statist. Alines <y Alining 56 The debris .

.

is again caught up, the bowlders precipitated over a 'grizzly'

into the canon below [etc.]. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 746/1.
1881 Raymond Alining Gloss., Grizzly, Pac(ific Coast], a
grating to catch and throw out large stones from sluices.

Grizzly, variant of Grisly a.

t Gro. Obs. Also 3-4 gra. [Properly the

neut. of an adj., ad. ON. grci-r: see Grey #.]

1. A kind of fur. [Cf. MUG. gnt]
c 1230 Hali Aleid. 43 As ewel vnder grei as under grene and

gra. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 Glad undergore in gro
ant in grys. c 1325 Aletr. Horn. 42 Es he nan of tha That er
cled in gren and gra. £1460 Launfal 237 Har manteles
wer of grene felwet. .Ipelvred with grys and gro.

2. An evil spirit. [Cf. ON. grd-r= spiteful.]

a 1225 St. Ala? her. 6 Ant tu, grisliche gra .. bi mihte
schal unmuchelin. a 1225 Juliana 53 Heo..of bat grisliche
gra weren a-grisen swioe.

Groan (grJun), sb. Forms: 4-7 grone, (4
gron, 7 groane), 7- groan. 0. Sc. 4-8 grane,

(5 grayne). [f. Groax v.] An act of groan-
ing; a low vocal murmur, emitted involuntarily

under pressure of pain or distress, or produced in

voluntary simulation as an expression of strong
disapprobation.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 3731 Wit \>\$ gaue ysaac a grane [Gott.,

Trim, grone]. c 1325 Body <y Soul in Alap's Poems (Camden)
343/1 As thing al seek hit }af a gron. 1375 Barbour Bruce
xm. 35 Men herd nocht ellis hot granys & dyntis. .1420
Antnrs ofArth. 620 (Thornton MS.) Scho grete one dame
Gaynour, with granes so grylle. c 1470 Henry Wallace vii.

459 The peple. . Rewmyd in reuth, with mony grysly grayne.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 24 Thay gyrnd with Mddouss
granis. 1581 Mulcastf.r Positions xxxv. (1887) 128 The
pitifull grones, the lamentable shrikes. 1592 Shaks. Ven.
fy Ad. 377 Loues deep grones I neuer shall regard. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 11 There was heard a great lamentation,
accompanied with grones and skreeches. 1697 Drydkn
Virg. Georg. in. 353 Often he turns his Eyes, and, with a
Groan, Surveys the pleasing Kingdoms, once his own.
1738 Wf.slky Psalms vi. iv, Weary of my unanswer'd
Groans, .. I languish for Relief. 1796 Macneili. Woes of
War 1. 74 ' Wha this rudely wakes the sleeping ? ' Cried a
voice wi1 angry grane. 1828 Scott /'". AT. Perth xx, A low
groan went through the assembly. 1846 Lundie Mission.
Life Samoa xviii. 113 Groans of woe and tears of penitence
were all around. 1872 Darwin Emotions xii. 285 The North
American Indians express astonishment by a groan. 1884
F. M. Crawtokd Rom. Singer I. 8 His singing ended In a
sort of groan.

b. attributed to inanimate objects.
1605 Shaks. Learux.W. 47 Such groanes of roaring Winde,

and Raine, I neuer Remember to haue heard. 1718 Rows
tr. Lucan 183 In hollow Groans the falling Winds complain.

1797 Mrs. Radcmfpb Italian i. (1826) 7 The pauses of
silence succeeded each groan of the mountain.

c. Comb., as groan-like adj.

1802 H. Martin Helen ofGlenross II. 146 Her groan-like
sighs, .pierced my ears.

Groan (gr#»n), v. Forms: 1 grSnian, 2-3
granien, 3 gronie, -y, 4 gronen, 4-8 grone,

(5 gronne, gronyn, 6 groane. 6- groan. 0. north.

and .Sir. 4-6, 8-9 grane, 5 grayn(e, 6, 8 grain).

[OE. grdnian :—OTeut. type *grainCyan, f. Tent.
root *grai~ grt-, whence OHG. grinan mentioned
s.v. Gbin v.'1

]

1. intr. To breathe with a deep-toned murmur
;

to utter a low deep sound expressive of grief or pain.
7.. BHcKl. Gloss, in Blickt. Horn. 258/1 Granode vel

asten, rugiebam. c icoo Ags. Ps. iTh.) cv[i]. 20 [25], Ac
hi granedan, and grame sprxcan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 43
Summe ber graninde sikeo. c 1205 Lav. 25558 Swi3e he
wes idraxched and granein [read granien, c 1275 gronie]
agon, c 1230 Hali Aleid. 47 To . . greden ai & granen i be
eche grure of belle. 1197R.Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 7813 Kingwillam
.. bigan sone to grony & to febly al so. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 798 He is ofte seke and ay granand. < 1400
Lay-Folks Alass-Bk. App. iv. 325 pe Pope ful sore gon
grone. a 1400-50 Alexander 1219 [HeJ Geismany grete syre
grane & girdis bur^e maillis. c 1470 Henry Wallace, vm.
766 Within the dykys thai gcit feill Sotheroun grayn.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxv. 19 My wame is of jour lufe

sa fow, That as ane gaist I glour and grane. a 1550
Chris/is Kirk Gr. xviii, He grainit lyk ony gaist. 1697
Drydrn Virg. Georg. 1. 70 Produce the Plough, and yoke
the sturdy Steer, And goad him till he groans beneath his

Toil. 1753 J. Bartlet Gentl. Farriery \\\\. 74 He [a horse]
coughs sharply by fits . .and frequently groans with it. 1829
Hooli Eng. Aram xix, A dozen times I groan'd—the dead
Had never groan 'd but twice. 1888 Miss Hraddon Fatal
Three 1. vi, Greswold groaned aloud.

fig. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxxhi. 1 Beshrew that heart
that makes my heart to groane. 1607 — Timon in. ti. 83
Religion groans at it. 1737 Wiiiston Josephus, Hist. in.

viii. § 4 Now may the laws of our forefathers well groan to
purpose. 1833 J. H. Nuwman Avians iv, iv. (1876' 350 The
lively statement of Jerome: 'The whole world groaned in

astonishment to find itself Arian '. 1878 Browning I.<i

Saisiaz 44 Needs there groan a world in anguish just to

teach us sympathy?

b. Phr, To groan inwardly, in oneself, in the

sfirit, \ with the heart.
a 1300 Cursor AI. 17836 Wit al bair flesche hai quok on-

nan, And wit bair hertes can pai gran. 1535 Coverdale
John xi. 33 Whan Iesus sawe her wepe . . he groned in the
sprete. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iii. n He deepely sigh'd,

and groaned inwardly. 1611 Bible John xi. 38 Iesus there-

fore againe groning in himselfe, commeth to the graue. 1747
P. Doddridge Life J. Gardiner 21 lie could not forbear
groaning inwardly.

C. qunsi-trans. To breathe (one's life, soul

away or out in groaning. Similarly, to groan one's

heart out.

1642 J. Eaton Honey-combe Free Justif. 106 Christ
groaned out his blood and life upon the Crosse. 1671
Milton /'. /-. xi. 447 He fell, and deadly pale, Groand
out his Soul with gushing blood effus'd. 1695 Black-
more Pr. Arth. 11. 817 Stretcht on the cursed Tree his

Body hangs, Groaning its Life away in dying Pangs. 1816
Scott Antiq. xii, I'se warrant 1 might grane my heart
out or ony body wad gie me either a bane or a bodle.

d. To talk in a groaning voice, grumble.
1816 Scott Old Mort. xiv, The tane was aye graning

about giving tribute to Csesar.

e. attributed to inanimate objects.

1602 Marston Ant. fy Mel. 1. Wks. 1856 I. 17 The flintie

rocks groand at his plaints. 1668 R. SteeleCAn Itusbandm.
Calling viii. (1672) 207 The field groans that bears the grain
which thou thus abusest. a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1845)
48 Would it no fret the hardest stane Beneath the Lucken-
booths to grane? 1862 B. Taylor Poet's Jrnl. 1st Eve.,
Symbol, The forests fain would groan.

1 2. spec. Of the buck : To utter its peculiar

cry at rutting-timc. (Cf. GROIN v. i b.) Obs.
i486 Bk. St. Albans Ev, An hert belowys and a bucke

gionys. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 100 A hart bellowetb, a
Bucke groneth. 1686 Blome Gentl. Recr. 11, 76 A Hart
Bellowetb, a Buck Groaneth or Twateth.

3. trans, a. To utter with groans ; with, an

exclamation or sentence as obi. Also with out.

1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. hi. i. 136 So dying loue Hues still

. .0 ho grones out for ha ha ha. a 1716 South (J.\ To sigh
his griefs and groan his pains. 1785 Burns Death <y Dr.
Hornbook xxiv, The creature grain'd an eldritch laugh.

1847 BushNELL Chr.Nuri. 11. vii. 11S61) 3^ He [Christ]

lives it [the truth], acts it forth, groans it in his Geth-
semane. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams 141 'No trifle',

groan'd the husband.

f b. To bewail, lament. Obs. rare.

a 1762 Lady M. W. Montagu Poems (1785* 2 They groan
the cruel load they're doom'd to bear. 1766 Euz. Griffith
Lett. Henry <$ Frances III. 113 The Sun hides its Face,

for Grief; and the Winds groan her departure.

4. intr. To be oppressed or overburdened to the

point of groaning. Const, beneath, under, with.
1613 Pcrchas Pilgrimage (1614* 71 Under which Turkish

servitude it groned, till our dayes. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 145 For above five hundred yeares Persia groaned
under many Lords and Tyrants. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 163 F 7 If the Afflictions we grone under be very heavy.

174a Young Nt. Th. 11. 130 As Atlas groan'd The world
beneath, we groan beneath an hour. 1748 At/son's Voy. n.

xiv. 280 They might take a severe revenge for the barbarities

they had groaned under for more than two ages. 1762
Churchill Ghost 1. 162 Modest merit. .Is left in poverty to

groan. i8i8Jas. Milu Brit. India II. v. iv. 428 The injustice

under which he appeared to himself to groan. 1833 Ht.
135



GROANER.
Martineau Maneh. Strike iv. 50 Their interests demand
the reductions under which we groan, a 1861 T. Woolner
My Beautiful /.<*/<> (1863) 146 Groaning beneath a Despot.

b. attributed to inanimate objects (sometimes

with mixture of sense 5).

1697 Dryden I'irg. Gcorg. iv. 253 With labour'd Anvils

'Etna groans below. 1732 Berkeley Alciplir, v § 20 Those

arguments, answers, defences, and replications which the

press groans under. 1764 Oxford Sausage 191 1 he

Chimnies blaze, the Tables groan. 1789 Jefferson Writ.

(18591 HI- IO 'I' ne Press groans with productions, winch,

in point of boldness, make an Englishman stare. 18x1

Shelley Hellas 937 Come, feast! the board groans with

the flesh of men. 1874 ISlackie Self-Cult. 25 though the

library-shelves groan with books.

5. trans/. To make a deep harsh sound resem-

bling a groan.

1513 Douglas Mneis VI. vi. 62 Vnder the paysand and

the hevy charge Gan grane or geig ful fast the jonit, barge.

1781 Cowper Expostulation 58 He heard the wheels .

.

Groan heavily along the distant road. 1820 Keats St.

Agnes .xli, The key turns, and the door upon its hinges

groans. 1847 TeMHYSOS Princ. II. 45' T'he great organ

almost burst his pipes, Groaning for power. 1853 Kane

Grinnell Exp. xxil. (1856) 172 The ice is so driven in around

us as to grate and groan against the sides of our little

vessel. 1875 M'Laren Serm. Ser. It. vii. 121 The swaying

branches creak and groan.

6. To express earnest longing by groans ;
to

yearn or long, as if with groans; hence fig. of

things (cf. 4 b). Const, for, to with inf.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xxxiv. 46 ,e preiche, }e

fleich, ?e frane, ?e grane ay quhill tliay grant. 1601

Shaks. Jul. C. III. i. 275 This foule deede shall smell

aboue the earth With Carrion men, groaning for burial.

1608-9 'n Crt - * Times Jas. I (1848) I. 88 It seems the

tallows groans for him. 01633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch.

uperl. 17 Nothing but holy, pure, and cleare, Or that

which groneth to be so. 1643 [Angif.r] Lane. fall. Achor

10 It is now harvest time, our Corn.. is in the field, ripe

and groaning for the sickle. 1727 Boykr Angl.-Fr. Diet.

s. v., The Gallows groans for him, le Gibet [attend etyec

impatience. 1741 YOUNG Kt. Til. I. 2^7 How groaning

hospitals eject their dead ! What numbers groan for sad

admission there

!

7. trans, a. To express disapproval of by means

of groans, b. To groan down : to silence by

means of groans.

1799 Anna Seward Lett. (1811I V. 205 They would be

hissed, groaned, and cat-called. 1861 N. Y. Tribune 19 Dec.

(Cent.), Yesterday they met, as agreed upon, and, after

groaning the Ward Commiltee, went to the mayor's office.

Groaner (grou-naj). [f. prec. + -er 1
.] One

who groans; also slang, a thiefwho attends funerals

or religious gatherings.

1795 Potter Diet. Cant., Groaner and Sigher, wretches

hired by methodists and others to attend their meetings for

the purposes of fraud. 1848 in Duncombe's Sinks of Loud.

109 Groaners, a sort of wretches who attend meetings,

sighing and looking demure; in the meantime their pals

pick the pockets of those persons who may be in the same

pew with them. 1876 Whitby Gloss., A desperate meaner,
a great complainer. 1884 A. Forbes Chinese Gordon 11. 66

The gunner non-coms, replied with groans, 'the most

vehement groaner, a corporal, Gordon dragged out of the

rank and had him shot on the spot.

Groanful (gro"-nful)I a. rare. [f. Groan so. +

-ful.] Full of groans or groaning ; lugubrious.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. xi. 42 Adowne he kest it with so

puissant wrest, That backe againe it did alofte rebownd,

And gave against his mother earth a gronefull sownd.

1855 Singleton Virgil I. 393 Gnashing with his teeth

With groanful cry. 1879 G. Macdonald P. Eaker II. 1. 9

All was to him gloomy, groanful, cold.

Groaning (grou-nirj), vbl. si. [f. Groan v.

+ -INQ 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Groan.
<riooo /Elfric Hoin. I. 68 Wununga..on 3am ne ablinb

granung. e 1205 Lay. 17797 per wes muchel waning heortne

graning. cIM Serving Christ 28 In O. B. Mite.,91 peris

gronynge and grure. 1340 Ayenb. 264 per is groniynge

wyb-oute ende. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. vn.

(1495) 417 A culuoure hath gronynge in stede of songe.

C1420 Anturs of Arth. 620 (Douce MS.) Ho gretes one

Gaynour, with gronyng grylle. 1535 Coverdale Ft.

xxxvii[i). 9Lorde, thouknowestallmydesyre,&mygronynge
is not hyd from the. 1672 Wilkins Nat. Retig. 194 Our

most secret thoughts and inward groanings are not hid

from Him. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. , Groaning, in heraldry,

a term used for the cry or noise of a buck. 1828 Scott

F. M. Perth xxxii, I heard a groaning as of one in ex-

treme pain. 1877 L.J. ] essikgs Field Paths 4 Gr. Lanes

39 The groaning and creaking of its branches . . was a dis.

tressing sound to hear.

2. A lying-in. Now only dial.

1579 [see groaning-timc in jl [1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii.

259.] 1724 S. Sev/all Diaryo Jan. (1882) III. 328 She came

from a Groaning very cheerfull. 1744 Trial Campbell Craig

v. Earl Anglesey 5 Was you ever at a Groaning before?

I never was. 1781 S. Peters Hist. Connecticut 234 At

groanings there are always a little boy and a rattle-snake s

skin, the latter of which prevents numbness and the cramp.

1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Groaning, a lying-in.

3. attrib., as groaning-time (sense 2) ; esp. of

food and drink provided for attendants and visitors

at a lying-in, as groaning-beer, -bread, -cake, -cheese,

-drink, -malt, -pie; groaning-chair (see quots.

1886 and 1893) ; so \ groaning-stool.

1677 S. Sewall Diary 16 Feb. (1878) I. 36 Brewed my
Wives'Groaning Beer. xi^Korthumbld.Gloss., "Groanin-

breed, .is the cake provided on the occasion, a 1796 Pegce
Derbicisms Ser. 11. 103 *Groaning<ake, [cake] given to the

assisting women, after the good woman is brought to bed.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 71 Caudle and

438

groaning-cake were handed round. 1664 J.
Wilson Cheats

v. i. Dram. Wks. (1874) 86 Enter Boy with a glass and a

•groaning chair. 1710 Swift Baucis iff Phil. 85 The Gtgan-

ing Chair began to crawl, Like a huge snail, along the wall.

1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Groaniug-Chair.

The large chair often found by bedsides. 1893 Sorthumbld.

Gloss., Groanin-chair, the chair on which the matron U set

after a child-birth to receive her gossips and friends. 1636 \V.

Sampson Vow-breaker iv. 1 H, Bring the *groaning cheece

and all requisites. 1822 Scott Nigel lit, To taste a glass

of aniseed, and a bit of the groaning cheese. 1743 Annes/ey

Ejectm. Trial in Howell St. Trials (1*1%) XVII. 1153 Lord

Altham said, deponent must dine with him, and come to

drink some *groaning-drink, for that his wife was in labour.

1886 hi.worthy IV. Somerset Word-bk., Groamiig-drink,

ale brewed in anticipation of childbirth, e 1780 Burns

Rantin' Dog ii. Who will buy my 'groanin' mawt? 1815

Scott Guy M. iii, Meg Merrilies descended to the kitchen

to secure her share of the groaning malt, c 1626 Dick oj

Devon, iv. i. in Bullen O. P. 11. 63 Midwives travell at

night and are weary with eating »groaning pyes, and yet

sleepe not. a 1668 DavbhAKT News fr. Plym. iv. Dram.
;

Wks. 1873 IV. 171 No matter who's the father, so I have
|

work, And eat the groaning pie. 1596 Nashe Saffron

IValden Wks. .Grosart) III. 196 Let him vnderstand, I

more scorne it, than to haue so foule a iakes for my 'groan-

ing stole as hys mouth. 1579 North Plutarch (1595) >
When her *groning time was come, .she [Ariadne] died. 111

labour. 1881 /. of IV. Gloss., Groanin time, the time of a

woman's accouchment.

Groaning (gr»"-nirj), ///. a. [f. Groan v. +

-ing
'i.\ That groans, in senses of the vb.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. xxxv. (1495) 434 The
turture comyth in spryngynge time and wamyth of nouelte

of tyme wytli gronynge voyce. 1597 R. Bruce Let. in Life

(Wodrow) 172 A taste of a groaning and broken spirit.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. II. ii. 15 What shall be done,

Sir, with the groaning luliet? Shee's very neere her

howre. 1697 Dryden l'irg. Georg. ill. 291 The Courser..

Inur'd the groaning Axle-tree to bear. 1735 Somerville

Chase II. 56 Groaning Staddles bend beneath their Load.

1814 Scott IVav. xxx, Ye cut-lugged graning carles. 1878

Stevenson Inland Voy. 170 The sweet groaning thunder of

the organ. 1898 Edin. Ret: Oct. 417 The cattle ploughed

or turned groaning waterwheels.

Proverb. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867: 49 A gronyng

horse, and a gronyng wyfe, Neuer fayle their niaister.

fb. Groaning-board (see quot. 1673-4).

1673-4 Grew Anal. Plants III. IL vii. § 7 (1682) 138 The
Planks commonly called Groaning-Boards, lately exposed,

as a kind of Prodigy . . were of Elm. The Aer-Vessels of

this Wood, being . . more ample, than in any other Timber

. . upon the application of the Red-hot-Iron . . every vessel

became, as it were a little Wind-Pipe . . a great many of

these Pipes playing together, might make a kind of big or

groaning noyse. 1710 Steele & Addison Taller No. 257

r 2 There was an Organ, a Bagpipe, a Groaning-Board.

Groaningly igr<?"'nirjli), adv. [f. Groaning

ppl. a. + -ly -.J In a groaning manner.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 587 Neither better nor

worse than prize poems generally are— that is groaningly

stupid. 1834 Lytton Pompeii HI. x, The hag groaningly

picked up the heavy purse. 1870 Thornbury Tour Eng.

II. xxxi. 293 They groaningly disclosed where they had

hidden their money. 1887 S. Cumberland Queens Highw.

fr. Ocean to O. 159 The train groaningly proceeds higher

and higher.

Groap(e, obs. form of Grope.

Groat (gro"t, grgt). Forms : 4-6 groot(e,

grote, 5-6 grott(e, 6 grot, groate, grootte, Sir.

and north, groit, groyt, 6- groat, [a. MDu.
groot, properly an elliptical use of the adj. etymo-

logically = great (in the sense 'thick ') ; cf. MUG.
sp-dzc pfenninge ' thick pennies', Groschen. The

equivalent med.L. grossus, OF. gros (see Gross

sb.) occur earlier than the Teut. forms.

The pronunciation igrQtl, for which compare ibrjjdt broad,

is recognized by many Diets., but is now old-fashioned.]

1. Hist. A denomination of coin (in med. Latin

grossus, F. gros, It. grosso, MDu. groot) which

was recognized from the 13th c. In various coun-

tries of Europe. Its standard seems to have been

in the 14th c. theoretically one-eighth of an ounce

of silver; but its actual intrinsic value varied

greatly in different countries and at different

periods. (The adoption of the Da. or Flemish

form of the word into English shows that the

' groat ' of the Low Countries had circulated here

before a coin of that denomination was issued by

the English sovereigns.) t A shilling, pound of

groats : a Flemish money of account bearing the

same proportion to the ordinary 'shilling' or

' pound ' as the groat or 'thick penny' did to the

ordinary penny.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 259 Pe groot turoney is

somwhat lasse worby pan an Englische groote. c 1483

Caxton Dialogues viii. 44 Qvyntyne the tollar Hath taken

of me A pound of grotes [Fr. vug liure de gros] More than

he ought to take Of right tolle. a 1500 Sir Beues 3472

(Pynson) Beuys gaue that man for his tydynge Of grotes

twenty shelynge. 1542 Recorde Gr. A rtes K iijb, A flemmish

grote is a litelT aboue 3 farthynges englishe.

2. The English groat coined in 135 1-2 was made

equal to four pence. This ratio between the groat

and the penny continued to be maintained; but

owing to the progressive debasement of both coins,

the 'old groats' which remained in circulation

were valued at a higher rate (see quots. I4r>5>

e 14S3, also 1552 in b). The groat ceased to be

issued for circulation in 1662, and was not after-

GROATS.

wards coined under that name. The ' fourpence'

(popularly ' fourpenny bit,' 'fourpenny piece'),

which was issued from 1836 to 1856 (and since

1888 reissued for colonial circulation) was occa-

sionally called a ' groat,' but the name was neither

officially recognized nor commonly used. The

Scottish fourpenny piece, first struck in 13,- 8, is

called a ' groat ' (AF. grote) in an English Act of

1390, and this name was used in Scotland itself in

the 15th c. Its value was already only id. English

in 1373, and 2d. in 1390 ; later it fell much lower.

In Ireland the groat was first struck in 1460. Harry

groat (see Uakry p). York groat (see quot. 1837:.

[1351 in Rynier Focdcra (17081 V. 709/1 Si avoms, par avis

de nostre Conseil. .ordene & fait faire Novele Monoie..

d'Argent cest assavoir une Monoie, que serra appellee

l'n Gros, de la value de Quaters Esterlings.) 1362

l.ANGL. P. PI. A. 111. 133 Heo jeueth the jayler gold and

srotes to-gedere. CI386 Chaucer Pard. T. 617 Ye, for a

grote, vnbokele anon thy purs. 1444 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

II. 220 A good be stille is offte weel wourth a groote.

1451. Sc. Acts fas. 11 c. 1 At bar be strikin of the vnce of

brynt siluer or buljeoun of pat fynes viij grottes. 1465

Maun, t, Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 492 My master payd hym
. .of old grotes, 1. ». 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxix. 239

In the xxvi yere of his regne the kyng lete ordeyne and

make his newe money.. the peny, the grote of value of 1111

pens, and the half grote of value of ii pens. • but " was of

lasse weight than the old sterlyng was by v shyllyng in the

pounde. c 1483 — Dialogues v. 17 The olde grotes of

euglond Which be worth v pens The newe be worth foure

fens. 1494 Fabvam Chron. vn. 461 In this yere [24 Edw.

II, 1351-2J also the kynge caused to be coyned grotes and

halfegrotes, the whiche lacked of y weyghte of his former

coyne. ii. s. vi. d. in a li. Troy. 1503 Act 19 Hen. VII

c. 5 Coin of other Lands now current in this Realm for

Gioats. or for iv. d. being Silver. 1526 Wriotheslev Chron.

(1875) I. 15 This yeare [1526] in November, the Kinge en-

haunsed his coyne. .that is to saye, the nail at o' 3*, the

angell 7" 6J . .allso he . . valued an ownce sylver fyne ster-

linge at 3' 8d ; and also made new grotes and halfe grotts

after the rate. 1543 isee Ciiekasyde). 1547 Boorde

tntrod. Knowl. iii. (1870) 133 In Irlond they haue Irysh

grotes, and harped grotes. 1578 Lyte Dodoens II. vi. 153

There commeth up white bunco, which be flat, rounde,

and very large, of the quantitie of a groote, or Testerne.

1626 Bernard Isle of Man (1627) 239 Two pence, yea a

eroate sometimes. 1700 Dryden Cock <y the Pox 181, I

dare lay a groat [rime-word lot]. 1712 Addison Sped.

No. 295 r 4 A Pin a Day, says our frugal Proverb, is a

Groat a Year. 1714 Gay Shepherd's Week, The Ditty 106

With apron blue 10 dry her tears she sought, Then saw the

cow well serv'd, and took a groat. 1786 Burns Earnest

Cry * Prayer ix, An' plunder'd o' her hindmost groat By
gallows knaves. 1837 Penny Cycl. \ II. 33° It was one of

the charges against Wolsey, that he had put the cardinal s

hat upon the king's money, as is seen upon his York groats

and half-groats. 1849 James Woodman iv, For the young

lord at their head gave me a York groat. 1885 W. Ross

Aberdour * Inchcolme v. 144 A shearer would look askance

at a groat dropped into the palm of his hand, as payment

for a day's work.

t b. Used to translate Gr. opaxim or L. denarius.

1526 Tindale Luke xv. 9, I have founde the groate which

I had loost. c 1550 Cheke Matt. xx. 2 He agreed with y
workmen fora grootadai. [1552 Elyofs Diet., Duirachmnm,

a siluer coyne, conteynyng .11. Drachmas, euerie Drachma,

beyng in value an old sterling groat, when eight went to

the ounce.] 1563-87 FoXE A. f, M. (1596) 257/i Seeke the

grote that is lost, of the unitie, I meane of faith. 1570

Levins Manip. 178/1 A grote, drachma.

+ c. Taken as the type of a very small sum. Obs.

1513 Douglas JF.neis vi. v. 71 Than, at the last, to pas

our in this boit Thay bene admit, and cosli- thaim not

a groit. a 1605 Montgomery Sonn. xxi. 2 Except jour

conns, some hes not worth a grote. a 1704 T Brown Sat.

French A7»?Wks. 1730 I. 59
'

slifc
-
nl not take thy h

.

onour

for a groat. 1749 Chesterf. Lett. (1792) II- exevm. 244,

I do not care a groat what it is, if [etc ].

T d. A cracked or slit groat : referred to as the

type of something worthless. Obs.

'1600 Dekker Gent. Craft i. (1862) 10 Peace you cracked

groats. 1677 W. Hughes Man of Sin 11. ix. 145 Their

Vulgar Catechismes leave wholly out the Second Com-

mandement . . These wicked Cheats of the lenth make

Two. But 'tis a Slit Groat. 1679 Penn Addr Prol.n.

156 The People . . take all upon trust for their Souls, that

would not trust an Arch-bishop about a Slit Groat.

f3. A point at cards, 7 from the practice of

using groats to score with. Obs.

1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester (ed. 2I 83 If either side are

at eight Groats he hath the benefit of calling Can-ye, if he

hath two Honours in his hand.

4. attrib., as groat-silver, a customary gratuity

of a groat. Tr .

1394-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) I. 214 Hominibus de

domo dei pro eorum grotsilucr, vji. viljrf. 1522-3 lout.

255, 15 fratr. et soror. de domo Dei pro eorum grotsiluer,

cuilibet eorum sd., 6s. yi.

Groath, obs. form of Growth.

Groats (grJ"ts, gr§ts), sb.pl. Forms :
(?i gro-

tan), 5 grotene, 4-6, 8 grotes, 5-6 Sc. grotis, 4,

6-8 grots, (6 groots), 6-9 grotts, (6 grottes), 7-

groats. [OE. *grotan wk. pi., cogn. w. grot net t.,

fragment, particle (see Grot '), arid with Grit sbA,

a. v. for other connexions.

The word first occurs in an interpolation written c 12C0

on the margin of an nth c. MS. ; it is there speltjr«zto,

but as the passage is a blundered and ha f-modern zed

transcript from something of earlier date, there is little

risk in correcting it togrotan, which is pre-supposed by the

northern ME. forms. The OE. form is commonly cited as
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gftUa*, but this admits of no known etymology, and is

irreconcilable with the phonetic history of the word.
With reference to the pronunciation cf. Groat.]

1. Hulled, or hulled and crushed grain of various
kinds, chiefly oats, but also wheat, barley, and
T maize. Embden groats : crushed barley or oats.
lanoo [MS. C1200] Sax. Leechd. III. 292 Nim atena

grotan [MS* gratan]. [1324-5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees)
I. 14 In Grotis emp. pro exitibus, yi,] 1:1358 Ibid. 561 In
iiij bus. de grotes emp. pro coquina, iij.s. via. c 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 47 Fyrst take porke, wele thou hit sethe
With otene grotes, that ben so smethe. Ibid. 20 Ote grotis.

Ibid. 48 Grynd horn .. With grotene. c 1470 Henryson
Mor. Fab, 11. (TowufyC. Mouse) xviii, Ane plait of grottis,

and ane dische full of meill. 1508 Kennedie Flyting iv.

Dunbar 427 Fra Etrike Forest furthward. .Thow beggit .

.

cruddis, mele, grotis, grisis, and geis 1601 Holland Pliny
I. S59 The people of Rome for three hundred years together,
used no other food than the groats made of common Wheat.
1616 Slrfl. & Markh. Country Farmc 556 As for the
Groats, which is vsually called common or course Oat-meale,
they are excellent to make porridge of all kinds. 1747
Mrs. Glasse Cookery xvi. 146 Grotes [1796 Grits] once cut
does better than Oatmeal. 1775 Romans Florida 121 To
enumerate the vast variety of ways in employing this noble
grain [maize] for food such as hommany, mush, groats, .

.

would be too tedious. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts II. 117, I

think it very possible, by some such operation as making
grotts, to clear away the husks. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.

,

Groats, always used along with the blood in the composi-
tion of black puddings ; hence the proverb current in Lons-
dale, ' Blood without groats is nowt ', meaning that family
without fortune is of no consequence.

b. l'hr. (-Sir.) To ken one's own groats in other

folks' kail: to know one's own handiwork. To
give groats for pease, to gie {one) kail d his ain
groats : to pay (a person) in his own coin.

1727 P. Walker Remark. Pass. 3 Worthies 64 The Church
excommunicated him, and he gave them Groats for Pease,
he excommunicated them. 1819 Rennie St. Patrick I. V,

76 He tell't . . how keen ye war tae gie the warlocks kail o'

their ain groats. 1861 Ramsay Remin. Ser. 11. 93 D'ye
think, Sir, I dinna ken my ain groats in ither folk's kail?

t 2. Naked oats. Obs.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 41 There is a new
sort of Oats, or Groats growing like unto whole Oatmeal,
without any Hulls; they grow near the City of Durham.
1725 in Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Oats.

3. attrib., as groat-broth, chest, gruel; + groat-
sugar, coarse sugar.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1, i. 44 Give the Child *Groat-broth
sometimes. 1531 Durham Bursar's Mem. in Charters, tic.

Priory 0/ Finchale (Surtees 1837) Gloss, s.v. Grots. [Paid
for a lock and key for] ' le *grot-chyst

', [4^.]. 1844 T.
Webster Encycl. Dom. Econ. 945 Common *groat gruel-
Wash three ounces of common groats, and [etc.]. 1743 Lond.
<y Country Breiu. iv. 1 ed. 2) 330 Boil Half a Pound of "Groat
Sugar in a Quart of Water.

t GrO*atSWOrth. Oh. [t. groat's, genitive of

Groat sb. + Worth.] As much as is bought or

sold for a groat. Also fig. a small amount.
1562 J. Heywood Pwnr. $ Kpigr. (1867)211, I would haue

a groates worth of your seede. 1592 Greene {title) Greens
Groats-worth of Wit, bought with a Million of Repentaunce.
1600 Rowlands Letting Humours Blood vn. 82 Yet for a
groates-worth makes him pay a shilling. 1678 Butler
Hud. in. ii. 694 To gain one Groats-worth of Applause.

Groave, var. Groove; obs. f. Grove.-

t Grob, v. Obs. rare~ v
. [variant of Grope v.

Cf. Grub.] trans. = Grope v. 3.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. ii. 73 The Don caught and
grob'd her smock. [Cf. Shelton Don Quix. til. ii. (1652) 30
Groped her smock.] 1876 Whitby Gloss., Grob, to probe;
to dive into the pocket for change.

Grobbe, obs. form of Grub.
Grobian (grobian). [a. G.grobian, s.d. med.L.
Grobian-us, name of an imaginary personage,

often referred to by writers of the I5~i6th c. in

Germany as the type of boorishness, f. G. grob

coarse, rude: see Ghuef.] A clownish, slovenly

person. A\so attrib. or as adj. Hence G-robianism.
1609 Dekker Gull's Horn-bk. To Rdr., This Tree of Guls

. .hath a relish of Grobianisme. 161 1 Cotgr., Grobianisme,
Grobianisme, slouenlinesse. 1621 Burton Anat. in. ii. in. i.

(1624) 420 Let them be neuer so clownish,. .Grobians and
sluts, if once they be in loue, they will be most neat and
spruce. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. ill. 43 For handsome-
nesse of feeding.. they had been very well all trained up in

Grobians school. Ibid. nt. ii. 74 He .. utter'd Grobian re-

turnes for the kinde entertainments ofhis friend Marius. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey », Grobian. .a. slovenly ill-bred Fellow.

1855 Kingsley Wesiw. Ho! ii, He who is a Grobian in his

own company will, sooner or later, become a Grobian in that

of his friends. 1881: A. L\xc Library 48 All these slatternly

practices . .seem fine manly acts to the grobianswho use them.

Grobling, obs. form of Grovelling.
Groee, Grocche, obs. forms of Gross, Grutch.

Grocer (gi<?u'S3i). Forms : 4-6 grosser, 5-7
groser, 5 grocere, 6 -ier, 5- grocer, [ad. OF.
grassier :—med.L. grossarius, f. grossus Gross.]

f 1. One who buys and sells in the gross, i. e. in

large quantities, a wholesale dealer or merchant

;

also with mention of the article dealt in, e.g. fish.

(The company of Grocers, said to have been in-

corporated in 1344, consisted of wholesale dealers

in spices and foreign produce ; hence prob. the

later sense 2.) Obs.
[13M Liber Cnst. in Munim. Gildh. (Rolls) II. 1. 304

Qe ne soient grossours de vin nc taverners. 1363 Act 37
Edw. Ill c. 5 Les Marchauntz nomez grossers engrossent

439

totes maneres des marchandises vendables.] 1427 in Heath
Grocers' Comp. (1869) 4 In here tyme .. was the furste
stoon leyd of the Groceres Place in Conyhoope-lane in

the Warde of Chepe. 14. . Customs ofMotion in Surtees
Misc. (1888) 63 It is ordanyd p* no groser of fysche awe
to cutt hys awn fysche. 1437 Bury Wills (Camden) 5
Ego Johes Notyngh 1m de ISury scT Edi grocer. 1472 J.
Paston in P. Lett. No. 701 III. 56 There is a grosser
dwellyng ryght over ayenst the well with ij boketts a lytyll

fro Seynt Elens, hathe evyr hawkys to sell. 1541 Act 33
Hen. VIII c. 25 Thomas Pointes of London Grosser, occu-
pieng the feate of marchandise in the partes beyonde the
sea. 1689 Ravenhii.i. Acc. Comp. Grocers 1 The word
Grocers was a term at first distinguishing Merchants of this

Society, in opposition to Inferiour Retailers; for that they
usually sold in gross Quantities by great Weights.

2. A trader who deals in spices, dried fruits, sugar,

and, in general, all articles of domestic consump-
tion except those that are considered the distinctive

wares of some other class of tradesmen.
In i8-i9thc. tea, coffee, and cocoa have become charac-

teristic articles of the grocer's trade. Since i860 many
grocers hold licences to sell beer, wines, and spirits, in

bottles.

1465 Mann. <v Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 299 He paid to the
grocer in Fanchestrete for spycez, x. s. vj. d. c 1510 Barclay
Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) A ij. What should an Ireninonger
meddle with Grocer's ware ? 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. lxx. 635
A man shal .

. find it to be sold in the shops of the Apothe-
caries and Grossers. 1608 Pennyless Pari, in Harl. Misc.
(Math.) II I.76 The grocers are plentifully blessed, for their

figS and raisins may allure fair lasses. 1725 Watts Logic 1.

vi. § 6 (1726) 108 A Grocer is a Man who buys and sells

Sugar and Plums and Spices for Gain. 1845 James A. Neil
ii, A grocer, or rather general dealer. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eug. xxi. IV. 626 The grocer weighed out his currants.

b. Grocers' itch, a form of eczema incident to

grocers and others who handle sugar.

1799 Underwood Dis. Children (ed. 4) I. 95 An eruption
resembling the psora of the Greeks, or what is called amongst
us the Grocer's-itch. 1822-29 Good's Study Med. V. 635
The local form is mostly produced by the use of irritant

materials, constantly applied to the parts affected, .as sugar
among the labourers in grocery warehouses, and lime among
bricklayers. Whence this variety has been vulgarly called

Grocers' Itch, or Bricklayers' Itch.

Hence '\iionce-wds.) Q-roxerdoiu, the realm or

world of grocers ; Groceress, a female grocer

;

Grocering-

, the trade or occupation of a grocer;

Gro cerly <z., of or pertaining to the grocery trade
;

G-ro'cerwise adv., after the manner of a grocer.
1828 [see Grazierdom]. 1854 Chamb. Jf-nl, I. 226 Almost

every man above the rank of a mere daily cultivator has a
wife who is groceress, linen-draperess, butcheress, or con-
fectioner. 1894 Crockett Raiders 52 It was him an' nae
ither that pat my Jerry, that was aye a guid lad, past the
grocering. a 1845 Hood T. Trumpet xxxix, For some
grocerly thieves Turn over new leaves, Without much
amending their lives or their tea. 1898 Zangwill Dreamers
Ghetto viii. 328 Biographers will weigh me grocer-wise as
Kant weighed the Deity.

Grocery (gr^-sari). Also 6-7 grossery. [f.

Gricer sb. + -y.]

1. a. collect, sing. The goods sold by a grocer.

b. pi. Various sorts of such goods.
1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 179 Wee

bene ageyne charged wyth merceyre, Haburdasshere ware,
and wyth grocerye. 1608 Middleton/vi/;/. Love 11. lit, Our
ladies in the court were but brown sugar candy, as gross as
grocery to her. 1635 Rec. Merchants A Inivick in Gross Gild
Merch. I. 130 Any sort of grosseries or maynchester [i.e.

Manchester] wares. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 47
Confections, and preserves, of all sorts, spices, and all sorts of
grocery come from China. 1740 Woodroofe in Hamuays
Trav. (1762I I. 11. xvii. 75 Mosco supplies it with groceries.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xii, A deal box before him to bring
home groceries in. 1830 Carlvle Misc. (1857) II. 126 To
get his groceries and dainties furnished gratis by his grand-
mother. 1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves xiv. 245 She had
been sent with a parcel of grocery to a cottage.

2. The trade of a grocer.

1689 Ravenhill Acc. Comp. Grocers 1 Various ways of
Dealing and Trading passed under the Denomination of
Groceries. 1885 Laiv Times 16 May 47/1 In the present
case the business of greengrocery was not auxiliary to that
of grocery.

3. slang, fa. Small change {obs.). b. pi. (see

quot. '839). The grocery, sugar.
a. 1721 Bailey, Grocery,, .small Money as Farthings and

Half-Pence. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Grocery, half-

pence, or copper coin, in a collective sense. 1823 in Grose's
Diet. Vulg. Tongue led. Egan), Grocery, halfpence. Cant.
b. 1839 Lever Harry Lorrequer vi. 44 ' Hand his lord-

ship over the groceries'. —Thus he designated a square de-
canter, containing about two quarts of whisky, and a bowl
heaped high with sugar. 1841 Lytton Nt. fy Morn. v. ii, A
pint of brandy, my dear. Hot water and lots of the grocery.

4. U.S. a. A grocer's shop. b. A dram-shop.
a. 1828-32 in Webster. 1853 Lowell Moosehead yml.

Prose Wks. 1890 I. 9 We drove up to the grocery to leave
and take a mail-bag. 1893 Gunter Miss Diz'idcnds 272
A wedding breakfast . . served in the grocery at the side of
the track.

b. 1846 \V. T. Porter Quarler Race, etc. 104 He went
into his favourite grocery or drinking-house. 1847 Ruxton
Mexico, etc. xxiii. 189 Every other house [in Santa Fe]
was a grocery, as they call a gin and whisky shop. 1856
Olmsted Slave States 73 [The word 'grocery'] in Virginia,
means the same thing as in Ireland—a dram-shop.
5. attrib. and Comb., asgrocery-goods, -man (U.S.)

•ration, -store(s), ~ware(s)
t
-warehouse

;
grocery-

captain, the captain of an East Indiaman
;
grocery-

paper, the paper used in wrapping up grocery.
x8i6 ' Quiz ' GrandMaster 1. ig This *groc'ry captain now,

GROG.
forsooth. With voice infernal hails our youth. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. i. x. (1869) I. 118 It costs no more to bring
^grocery goods to the great town than to the country village.

1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly July 376 One [was] a *groceryman.
1883 Life Mrs. Prentiss ix. 282 Written on coarse brown
*grocery paper. 1890 19M Cent. Nov. 833 Lord Wolseley
has. .on several occasions spoken in favour of a free *grocery
ration. 1811 B. Rush in % Adams'1 Wks. (1854) IX. 637
note, To lessen the number of taverns and *grocery stores.

1875 W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtcnvnshire 137 A little

cluster of houses, including a grocery-store and a black-
smith's-shop. 1554 Act 1 3- 2 Ph. $ M. c. 7 § 2 'Grocery
Wares, Mercery Wares. 1706 Phillips led. Kersey), Gro-
cery, or Grocery-Ware. 1769 Dublin Merc. 16-19 Sept. 3/1
Thomas Krayne. .has opened a *Giocery Ware-house.

Grocliauite grp-xzupit). Mm. [Named by
Websky in 1873 (G. grochaitit), from Grochau,
Silesia, its

* locality.] A chlorite-like mineral
occurring in small hexagonal crystals in serpentine.
1875 Dana Miu. App. 11. 25 Grochauite .. Occurs mixed

with a chromic spinel.

Grochche, groohe, -chge, -ehi, obs. ff.

Ghutch.
Grode, obs. pa. t. of Grow.
Grodge, obs. form of Grudge.
Grodgeons, obs. variant of Gurgeons.
Groeve, obs. form of Groove.
Grof, obs. Sc form of Gruff.
Grof(e, obs. pa. t. Grave v.

Grofi^e, Grofel, obs. forms of Grove, Grovel.
Grofen, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Grow.
Groff, Sc. form of Gruff.
Groffe, obs. form of Groof ; obs. Sc. form of

Grtjff.

Grofiins, -lyngis, var. Grovellings Obs.

Grog(gr^g), sb. Also 8 grogg. [Said to be short

for Grogham, and to have been applied first as

a personal nickname to Admiral Vernon, from the

fact of his wearing a grogram cloak, and after-

wards transferred to the mixture which he ordered
to be served out instead of neat spirit.

Vernon's order, dated Aug. 1740, is still extant. The
statement that he wore a grogram cloak, and was thence
nicknamed 'Old Grog', first appears explicitly in Grose
Diet. Vulg. Tongue 1796, but derives some support from
Trotter's allusion in quot. 1781.]

1. A drink consisting of spirits (originally rum)
and water. Half and half grog, a drink made of

equal parts of spirits and water ; smen-water grog,

a contemptuous name among sailors for very weak
grog.

1770 [see Grocgy a. 1]. 1773 Ives Voy. <$• Hist. Narr.
India 100 A common sailor . . having just been served with
a quantity of grog (arrack mixed with water.!, bad his spirits

. . much elated. 1781 Trottek Written on board the Ber-
wick in N. (S- Q. Ser. 1. I. 168 A mighty bowl on deck he
drew, And filled it to the brink; Such drank the Burford's

gallant crew, And such the gods shall drink. The sacred
robe which Vernon wore Was drenched within the same;
And hence his virtues guard our shore, And Grog derives
its name. 1794 Sovthky Botany Bay in. Poems II. 82 Thou
wilt go without grog, Sam, to-morrow at dinner. 1823
Byron Island 11. xix, But such as wafts its cloud o'er grog
or ale. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faith/, xii, Do put a little drop
of stuff in mine— it's seven water grog. 1837 W. Irving
Capt. Bonneville (1849' ^7 A free allowance of grog . . soon
put them in the most braggart spirits. 1876 Jas. Grant
One of the '600' xxvi. 207 It will still freeze half-and-half

grog as hard as rock crystal. 1883 Stevknson Treas. 1st.

11. x, Double grog was going on the least excuse.

b. A social- gathering at which grog is drunk.
1888 Sir M. Mackenzie Fredk. the Noble xii. 228 A ' Grog

'

..was held every evening in the Reading Room of the
Hotel Mediterranee.

2. A 'groggy' horse. (Cf. Groggy 2.)

1818 Sporting Mag. II. 207 Pronouncing any horse a grog,
that, although not absolutely lame, goes stiff in his joints.

3. (See quots.)-

1879 Cassells Tec/in. Educ. II. 158 With it [the clay

for fire-bricks] is ground up a certain proportion of some re-

fractory substance,such as previously burnt pottery .

.

' Grog ',

as it is termed, opens the pores of the clay. 1881 C. T. Davis
Manuf. Bricks <y Tiles etc. (1889) no The vitrifying in-

gredients usually added to the terra-cotta clays are pure
white sand, old pottery, and fire-bricks finely pulverized,

and clay previously burned, termed 'grog'.

4. attrib. and Comb., as grog-bibber, -butt; grog-

blossom, a redness or pimple on the nose caused

by excessive drinking {acne rosacea^ ; hence gt'og-

blossomed adj.; grog-fight (slang), a drinking-

party (cf. tea-fight) ;
grog-shop, a dram-shop,

public-house ; also (pugilistic slang) the mouth.

1824 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1825 207 [It] was enough to

anger the most sober *grog-bibber that ever tossed tumbler

over lip. 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue,*Grog-blossom.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. fed. 4) II. 56 The common name
for these protuberances in Ireland is Grog- Blossoms. 1883

T. Hardy Wessex Tales, Three Strangers (1889) 13 A few

grog-blossoms marked the neighbourhood of his nose. 1852

Ilouselu Words 230ct. 135 The ancient huntsman has trans-

ferred his stained scarlet frock and *grog-blossomed coun-

tenance to another master. 1863 Cornh. Mag. Feb., These
gentlemen [master's assistants of a Man-of-war] have had to

stand at the *grog-butt, and see the grog served out. 1865

Slang Diet. *Grog-fight, a drinking party.— Military. 1876

R. M. Jephson Girl he Left Behind i, He had been having

a 'grog-fight* in his room to celebrate the event. 1790

J. B. Mobeton Mann. W. Ind. 35 There are some good
taverns, .. also an incredible number of petty ones, called

135 -2
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*grog shops. 1850 Thackeray Mr. <$ Mrs. Berry i, Claret
drawn in profusion from the gown-boy's grogshop. 1883
Stevenson Treas. Isi. 1. i, 'This is a handy cove \ says
he, 'and a pleasant grog-shop'.

Grog QPflftt V. [f. the sb.]

1. inlr. To drink grog.
l833 J- Jekyll Corr. 11894} 318 Captain Ross.. has dined

and grogged with messmate William at Windsor. 1886
Tinsley's mag. July 53 [They] met, grogged, smoked and
discussed the news of the day. 1887 5. Samuels From
Forecastle to Cabin 193, I ordered all hands to grog and
turn-in.

2. trans. To extract spirit from (an empty cask)

by pouring hot water into it, and letting tf stand.
1878 Lincoln, Rutland, <y Slam/. Mercury 8 Mar. (D.),

The defendants had ' grogged ' the casks by putting in hot
water, and thereby had extracted 15 gallons of proof spirit

on which duty had not been paid. 1899 N. B. Daily Mail
20 Jan. 2 Some traders .

.

' grogged ' the empty cask and thus
obtained some additional spirit from the wood, duty free.

3. ? U.S. To make (spirits) into grog by mixing
with water {Cent. Diet.).

Grogane, grogaram, -om, obs. ff. Grogram.
Grog g;e, obs. forms of Grudge v.

Grogeraine, -am, etc., obs. ff. Grogram.
Grogged (gr^gd), ///. a. [f. Grog sb. and v.

+ -ED.
J

1. a. Of persons: Overcome with grog; drunk.
b. Of a spirit cask : Treated with hot water (see

Grog v. 2) ; said also of the liquor thus obtained.
a. 1842 Comic Almanack Oct. 41 'Fined five bob' for

being grogged.
b. 1898 X. B. Daily Mail 31 Dec. 5/2 A large number

of grogged whisky casks. 1899 Daily Nezvs 21 Sept. 8/3
A cask containing grogged liquor.

2. Of a horse: = Groggy 2.

1796 Grose's Did. I'ulg. Tongue, Grogged, a grogged
horse; a foundered horse.

Groggery (grp-gari). U. S. [f. Grog sb. +
-KEY.] A low drinking-place ; a grog-shop.
1855 Haliburton Nat. $ Hum. Nat. I. vi. 183, I know a

town that's on the chart, that has only a court-house,
a groggery, a jail, [etc.]. 1857 T. Parkkr in J. Weiss Life
I. 344 He has no society except the low Germans who
frequent the groggery downstairs.
Comb. 1892 A. E. Lek Hist. Columbus (Ohio) II. 127
A £r°ggery keeper, .was implicated.

GrO'ggified, ppl a. colioq. [f. *greggify vb.

(f. GBOGOY + -FY) r -En 1.] Affected by grog ; tipsy.

1796 in Grose's Diet. I'ulg. Tongue s. v. Grog. 1828
Spotting Mag. XXIII. 184 The Shenies on their return
home appeared as groggified from the effects of the fog.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Groggy or Groggified.

Grogginess (g*?*gines). [f. Geoggy a. +
-NEss.

J
The condition or state of being groggy.

1818 Sporting Mag. II. 171 Grogginess is a common term
for fullness and swelling in the legs. 1831 Youatt Horse
xiii. 252 The peculiar knuckling over of the fetlock-joint,
and tottering of the whole of the fore-leg, known by the
name of grogginess, and which is so often seen in old and
over-worked horses. 1849 Stephens Bk. Farm (ed. 2) I.

342/1 A single journey may produce lameness; it may give
the horse spavin, or grogginess. 1884 Sat, Rev. 5 July 27/2
It is a breach of a warranty of soundness if the warranted
horse suffers from grogginess.

Groggy (gi*rgi), a. [f. Grog sb. + -yi.]

1. Intoxicated. Also, characterized by drinking
habits, bibulous.

1770 T. Nokwokth in Getttl. Mag. 559/2 [Eighty names for

having drunk too much.] 25. Groggy; this is a West-In-
dian Phrase ; Rum and Water, without sugar, being called
Grogg. x8ot M. G. Lewis Sailors T. iii. in Tales Wonder
I. xv. 82 Groggy last night, my luck was such, that overboard
I slid. 1840 Marrvat Poor Jack vi, He wasn't the least

tfroggy. l868 Hawthorne Amer. Note-Bks. 1,1879) H» 164
In his groggy, .destitution.

2. Farriery. Of a horse : Having a disease or
weakness in the forelegs, which causes a hobbling
or tottering movement.
1828 Sporting Mag, XXII. 119 A rare shaped thorough-

bred horse very groggy. 1838 J. Stewart Stalde Econ.
(ed. 2) 384 Long journeys, at a fast pace, will make almost
any horse groggy. 1862 Tkollope Orley Farm I. xxviii.

222 [Of a horse] Rather groggy on his pins the next morn-
ing? 1879 E. K. BATES Egyptian Bonds I. vii. 142 Your
steed looks a little groggy about the legs.

3. slang. Weakened in a fight, so as to stagger;

hence, gen. shaky, tottering, unsteady.
183a Mahhyat Jac. Faithf. iv, He was what is termed

groggy, from the constant return of blows on the sides of
the head. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes I. 282 My poor old
governor is exceedingly shaky, very groggy about the head.
1883 C. Keene Let. in Life xi. (1892) 348 Rheumatism in

my heel, . .I'm groggy on my pins. x888 Sportsman 28 Nov.
( Farmer), Thompson, who had been growing groggy. . . began
to force the fighting. 1894 Pall Mall Mag. Feb. 615 It [sc.

a lay figure] was getting groggy at the joints.

Grogram (grp-gram). Forms : 67 grogeram,
•an(e, grogran(e, grograin(e, -ayn(e, grow-
graine, 7-8 grogrein(e, -eyn, (7 grogane, gro-
garam, -arom, -eraine, -erin, -eron, -oram,
-oran, grograme, -gran(t, -gren, -grum),f) - gro-
gram. [ad. F. gros grain large or coarse grain.]

1. A coarse fabric of silk, of mohair and wool, or

of these mixed with silk ; often stiffened with gum.
The F. gros grain occurs in recent Eng. use as the com-

mercial name of a strong corded silk fabric.

1561 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 200 Thre gounes
one of grograyn, gardid W< velvet, c 1570 Pride <y LowL

(1841) 19 His upper stockes ofsylken grogerane. 1593 Donne
Sat. iv. 86 Your only wearing is your Grogaram. 1598 B.

Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. i, He shall ha' the grogran's,
at the rate I told him. 1630 Brathwait Eng. Genttem.
(1641) 125 Stampe and fret like gumm'd grograne. 1674
Jeake Arith. (1696) 65, 1 Piece of Moccadoes and Lite

Grograins. 171a Addison Sptct. No. 530 P4 [She] did more
Execution upon me in Grogram, than the greatest Beauty.

.

had ever done in Brocade. 1751 Carte Hist. Eng. III. 481
Instructing the English in the art of making sayes grogreins
and other light stuffs. 1757 W. Thompson Milkmaid 34
The charmful Village-Maid, With Innocence and Grogram
blest. 1823 Scott Peveril xi, But then there is. .her Aunt,
that wears eternal black grogram for that unlucky Colonel
Christian. [1869 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. 290 Dress
silks, gros grains, poplins, foulards, and pongees.]
trans/. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vi. lxix, The Lily

high her silver Grogram reares.

<£. A garment made of grogram.
1633 Fohd Love's Sacr. 1. ii, (Jo, thou art as fretting as an

old grogrum. 1767 Char, in Ann. Reg. 53 2 The doctor ..

appeared in a greasy black grogram which he called his

scholar's coat. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 32 No
longer our fair ones their grograms display. 1867 Ouida
C. Castlemaine (1879) 9 Madam from the vicarage, in her
grogram.
3. attrib., as grogram apron, camlet, cassock-ease,

cloak, coat, doublet, gown, petticoat, silk, yarn.
1810 Splendid L;ollies II. 4 Catching his spurs in her

*grogram apron. 1582 Rates Custom-ho. Civ, *Grogram
Chainlets the peece. a 1658 Cleveland Wks. (1687) 290
A wretched Serge, or *grogane Cassock case. 1614 C.
Brooke Will in Poems (Grosart) 21 Unto my nephewe ..

I give my silk *Grograine cloake. 1861 Reade Cloister §
H. I. 284 A little grogram cloak over her shoulders. 181

1

Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 131 The Admiral [Vernon] at
that time wore a "grogram coat. 1628 Boyle in Lismorc
Papers (18861 II. 263, I gaue. . W"' New. .a*grogran dublet.

1605 Chapman, etc. Eastward Hoe 1. A 4, To line a *Gro-

tarom gowne cleane thorough with vehiet. 1859 Geo.
xiot A. Bede 238 An excellent grogram gown. 1649 Bury
Wills 1 Camden) 220 My watered grogerin gowne and
watered *grogerin petticoate. 1582 Rates Custom-ho. C iv,

*Grogra'm silk the yarde. 1638 L. Roberts Map Commerce
1. 123 *Grograme yarne. 1662 Stat. /ret. (17651 II. 418
Grograin yarn, the small pound. .2s. 6d. 1703 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3931/3 Some Raw Silk and Grogram Yarn.

Groiff, obs. Sc. form of Gruff.
Groigne, variant of Groin v. 1 Obs.

Groin, (groin), sb. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a.

4-9 groyn(e, 6-7 groine, 6, 9 groon, (4 gryn,

5 grone, growne, grune, gruyn, 9 gruin), 4-
groin. /3. 5 gron(e)y. See also Grunvie. [ad.

OF. groign (F. groin], Burgundian groigno, Pr.

groing, grong, fern, groingna, It. grugno, OVg.
gruin :—popnlar L. *grunnium, f. L. grunmre to

grunt like a swine.]

fl. A grunting, grumble. Obs.
1 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 340 Yet yf she for other

enchesoun, Be wrooth, ben shalt pow han a groyn a-noon.
< 1440 Promp. Pant. 214/1 Grony, magry. [Ibid. 319/2
Magry, vn-thanke, vituperium, reprobacio,]

2. The snout, esp. of a swine.
13. . Sir Beues 815 (MS. A) A spanne of be groin be-forn

Wip is swerd he hab of schoren. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. 'P.

F82 He. .lykneth a fair womman, that is a fool of hire body,
lyk to a ryng of gold that were in the groyn of a soughe.
c 1460 Toivnelcy Myst. xii. 229, I haue here in my mayll .

.

two swyne gronys. 1 1475 Partenay 5875 The beres gret
groin tho smote he vppon. < 1490 Promp. Parv. 214/1
(MSS. K. & H.) Grony, MS. S. groney, Rostrum porcinum.
1583G0LOING Calvin on Deut. ex. 676 The partie. .shall but
wring his mouth or rather his Groyne and steppe forth with
a shamelesse foreheade to aske who accuseth him. 1600
Thynne Emblems xxiii. 5 With wrootinge groyne, with
{sit ; read the] feirce and warlike bore Tumes vp and betters
that bad lande before. 1703THORESBY/-CA to Ray (E.D.S.>,
Groyn, the groyn of a swine, the snout. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Groou, the snout of a pig. 1882 Lane. Gloss., Groyn,
a swine's snout.

f b. contemptuously. A face. Obs.
C1460 Towneley Myst. xii. 432 Fayrfall thi growne. Ibid.

xvi. 382 Haue at the, say I ! take the ther a foyn !. .haue at
thi groyn An othere.

+ 3. Naut. The groin (of Spain) [an etymolo-
gical perversion of the Spanish name Corufia]

:

a sailor's name for Corunna, a seaport on the N.YV.
of Spain. Obs.

1367 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 112 Vocatur Le Groyne;
est in mare ut rostrum porci, ubi intraverunt terrain.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 1. 478 Here ys . . wyn of gyldyr
and of galles, bat made at be groine, wyn of wyan and
vernage, I seye also. 1489 Barbour's Bruce xx. 324
(Pinkerton 17901 III. 167 Betwix Cornwaill and Bretaynne
He sailyt ; and left the grune [ed. Jamieson grunye ; MS.
Camb. grund] off Spainye On northhalf hym. 1589 Pappe
w. Hatchet B ij b, Did your Father die at the Groyne?
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Groyne, corruptly by the
Tarrs for Coronna, a Seaport of Galicia. 17x9 De Foe
Crusoe 1. xix. (1840) 345 Pressed me earnestly not to go by
sea, but either to go by land to the Groyne [etc.].

Groin (groin\ #M Forms: 4-6 grynd(e,
(5 erron. ground, 6 grinde)

; 5-7 grine, gryne,
groine, groyn(e, (5 grune), 6- groin, [orig.

grymte, grinde of uncertain origin ; connexion
with Grain sb.2 is excluded by the early form.
The form grine appears in 1530, but did not
finally displace grind until the last quarter of the
1 6th c. , when it underwent corruption into groin,
prob. through phonetic association with prec.
Prof. Skeat suggests that the original sense may have been

a channel or depression (cf. 2), and that the word may be

identical with OE. g'ynde, recorded only in the sense of
'abyss', but etymologically capable of meaning 'depres-
sion ', ' valley ' (:—prehist. *grundjo-, f. *grundu- Gkound

;

cf. G. grund, used dial, for ' valley '
; also Grindle ',

Grindlet).

1. The fold or depression on either side of the
body between the abdomen and the upper thigh.

(In quot. 1541//. the inguinal glands.)

1 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 41 If be prickynge be in be foot,

anoynte be grynde wip hoot comoun oile. Ibid. 226 Of an
enpostym bat comeb in iguine id est be gryndis. 14. . Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 589 39 Inguen, the grynde. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 330/2 He was. .seke in his grynde of a pestilence
botche. t 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 903 The
grynes, les aiues. 1S41 Copland Guj don's Quest. Chirurg.
Kiij, What are the gryndes? . . They are the clensynge
places of the lyuer, & are of Glandynous flesshe ordeyned
to the bought of the thyghes. 1576 Baker Jtivell of
Health 64 b, The water druncke twyse a daye .. putteth
away .. harde swellings in the grynde. 1592 Shaks. Ven.
A> Ad. clxxxv, The loving swine Sheathed, unawares, the
tusk in his soft groin. 1611 Cotgr., Aiues, the grine, or
groyne of man or woman. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden
cxii. 160 The leaves . . laid warm on any botch happening in

the Groin or share, doth dissolve and heal them. 1691
Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 49 The Keeper thrust his sword into

his groyn. 1735 Somerville Chase m. 333 The .. angry
Beast . . at one sidelong Glance Rips up his Groin. 1804
Abernethy Surg. Obs. 53 A gland enlarged in the left groin.

1865 Dickens Let. 13 Nov., The man returned the compli-
ment by kicking him in the groin. 187a Baker Nile Tribut.
v. 66 Two glands are situated in the groin.

T b. fig. Regarded as the seat of lust. Obs.

1625 B. Jonson Staple qf News m. ii, W'ho can endure
to see The fury of mens gullets, and their groines? 1636 —
DiscoiK, Impostura Wks. (1640) 87 They set the signe of the

Crosse over their outer doores, and sacrifice to their gut and
their groyne in their inner Closets.

f2. A deep trench, orexcavation. Obs.

1587 Holinshed Chron. (1808) IV. 851 He [Ferdinando
Poins] vndertooke to make ceiteine groins or nocks, which
at the hauens mouth should cause such a depth, as thereby
the whole harborough should lie drie at a low water. 1587
Fleming Contn. Holinshed 111. 545/1 There was one Juline
appointed to attend vpon Poins his groins.

3. Arch. The edge formed by the intersection

of two vaults. Also, the rib or fillet of stone or

wood with which this is usually covered.

1725 Halfpenny Art Sound Build. 15 To find the Angle,
or Mitre-Arch of a regular Groin. 1790 Pennant London
87 On the north outside, beyond the windows, are many
marks of recesses, groins, arms, on the remains ofsome other
room. i8iz 16 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art I. 155 The
shafts in front running up without stop to the roof, and
from their capitals springing the groins. 1825 J. Nicholson
Opcrat. Mechanic 568 In framing centres for groins, the
boarding which forms the interior surface is supported by
transverse ribs of timber. 1849 Freeman Arcliit. 246 In the

earliest examples the groins are without ribs, i860 Kmerson
Cond. Life, Illusions Wks. iBohn) II. 441 The vaults and
groins of the sparry cathedrals. 1861 Beresf. Hoi'E Eng.
Cathedr. 19th C. vi. 226 There [York Minster] . . the whole
space of the nave and choir was spanned with groins of wood.
transf. 1855 Holden Hum. OsteotA\Z-jZ) 135 Notice how

the interior of the dome is strengthened by ' ribs ' or ' groins
*

of bone, which run in the line of the principal sinuses.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as (sense I) groin-gland';

(sense 3) groin-rib
;

groin-point, -vault (see

quots.).

1897 A llbntt's Syst. Med. II. 1074 The endemic forms of

a group of diseases— including Chyluria, varicose *groin
glands. 185. Diet. Archil., *Groin point, the name given
by bricklayers to the arris or line of intersection of cross

arches of vaulting executed in brickwork. 1833 P. Nichol-
son Pract. Builder 113 To find the diagonal or *groin-rib

of a Vault. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil. I. ii. 59 Groin-
ribs—those narrow arches erected under the lines of the

intersection of the vaults. 1825 J. Nicholson O/erat.
Mechanic 540 A *Groin vault, is a complex vault, formed
by the intersection of two solids, whose surfaces coincide
with the intrados of the arches, and are not confined to the

same heights.

t Groin, Z'. 1 Obs. Forms : 4 groigne, 4-5
gronyn, 4-6 groine, 4-7 groyne, 5-6 grone,

(6 groone), 5, 7 growne, 6, 9 groyn. [ad. OF.
grognir (also with change of conjugation grogner,

as in mod.Fr.) Pr. gronhir, gronir, It. grugnire

(also altered grugnart;:— L. grttnnlre.'\

1. inlr. Of animals : To grunt ; lo growl.
13. . Gaw. A; Gr. Knt. 1442 For he watz b[este &] bor alber

grattest, [And eue]re quen he gronyed, benne greued mony.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 126 Of thaire nature thei

growne and berke euermore, but gentille greyhoundes do
not so. 1530 Palsgr. 917 A hogge groneth, ung pourcean
grougue. a 1541 Wvatt Ho7v to vse the court in Totlefs

Misc. (Arb ) 91 For swine so groines In stye. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. vi. xii. 27 Some were of dogs, that barked day and
night,.. And some of beares, that groynd continually.

b. esp. of the buck : To utter its peculiar cry at

rutting time. (Cf. Groan v. 2.)

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Hunting d ij b, An harte belowyth

and a bucke groynyth 1 1486 gronys] I fynde. 1576
Turberv. Venerie 238 A Bucke groyneth. 1610 Gcillim
Heraldry m. xiv. (1660) 166 A Buck growneth. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury 11. 134/1 A Buck when he sendeth forth

his Cry, Groyneth or Growneth. 1711 Puckle Club (1817)

90 And [he] told us, that an hart bellows, a buck groyns.

2. transf. Of persons : To grumble, murmur.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13590 Quen bai had striued bam emel
And groigued, cuth na resun find. < 1400 Rom. Rose 7049
Whether so that he loure or groine. c 1490 Promp. Parv.
214/1 (MS. K.) Gronyn, or grochyn,.. muruntro. 1537 St.

Papers Hen. VIII, 1. 555 To see who wold groyneat their

execution. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. exxxvi. 837 It

is not ynough for a man to keepe his wyfe in his house .

.
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and in the meane time hee groyne at hir, he spurnc hit',

hee beateth hir.

Groin (groin), p.* Arch. [f. Groin sb.-~\

1. trans. To form into or furnish with groins
;

to build with groins.

1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art I. 150 The roof is

often most delicately groined. 1848 Lowell Laun/al Poet.

Wks. 1890 I. 298 All night by the white stars' frosty gleams
He groined his arches and matched his beams. i86<> Daily
News 27 Apr., The roof., is groined throughout in pitch

pine of unusually beautiful quality. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led.
Arc/tit. 1. 57 ThedifRcuIty washowtogrointheseoblongbays.

2. intr. Of an arch, etc. : To spring as a groin.

1805 W. Close Wesfs Antic/. Eumess vi. 70 The vaulted

roof that groined from those pillars. Ibid. 71 It is a single

ribbed arch that groins from the wall.

Groin : see Groyne sb. and v.

Groined (groind), ppl.a. Arch, [f. Groin sb?
and z'.- + -ED.] Built or furnished with groins.

[1715 : see Grinded ///. a\} 1789 P. Smyth tr. Aldrkk"s
Arc/iit. 59 The middle sized rooms are of equal height with
the others, with groined vaults. 1823 Rltter Fonthtlt 9 The
ceiling is vaulted, and divided into two groined compart-
ments. 1858 Hawthorne Ft. A> ft. Jmis. II. 76 Two great
pointed arches crossing one another in a groined roof.

t Groiner. Obs— 1
[f. Groin v. 1 + -er i.]

A grumbler ; a murmurer.
138a Wyclif Prov. xxvi. 20 The groynere [L. susurrone]

wiihdrawen, striues togidere resten.

Groinery (groi-nari). [f. Groin sb.- + -ery.]

Groins or groined work.
1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur -2-2^ If he looked up, it was to

see the sky palely blue through the groinery of countless
date-bearers, very patriarchs of their kind.

t Groining, vbl. sb. 1 Obs. [f. Groin vA +
-inc. 1.] The action of Groin f. 1 a. Grunting.

b. Murmuring ; muttering, discontent.

a. c 1440 Promp. Parv. -zi^f-z Groynynge of swyne,
grunnitus. a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gamesche Wks. 1843 I.

118 )Our grontynge, your groinynge lyke a swyne.
b. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1602 The groynynge, and

the pryuee empoysonyng. c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 214/2
Gronyynge, or grutchynge, murmur. 1513 Bk. Keruyuge
in Babees Bk. 156 Than must ye reyse the vpper parte of
y* towel), & lave it with-out onygronynge. 1591 R. Turn-
bull Expos. Jas. 202 When without grudging or groyning :

muttering or murmuring : wee can pray as our Saviour
teacheth.

Groining (groi'nirj), vbl. sb* [f. Groin v. 2

+ -ing I.J The action of Groin v.2 (sense 2)

;

concr. the result of this, groined work, a groin or

arrangement of groins.

a i<5S3 I- Jones in Leoni Palladia'a Archit. (1742) I. 104
These Arches . .are commonly called Groinings. 1845 Todd
& Bowman Phys. Attat. 1. 139 At this last situation two ribs,

analogous to groinings in architecture, intersect each other.

1870 V. R.Wilson Ck. LindisJ. 119 The chancel has the

original Norman groining

t Groining, ///. a. Obs. [f. Groin v.1 +
-ING l.] a. That grunts or growls, b. That
murmurs or grumbles. Hence Groi'ningly adv.

15*3 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1376 The Gruntyng and the

groynninge of the gronnyug swyne. 1557-8 Phaer sEneid
vii. S lj b, Both brystlyd groyning bores, & beares at mangers
yelling yawle. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 146 If

we be ready .. groyningly to repine at His correction, it

showes we do not acknowledge him for our Father.

Groiss, obs. form of Gross.
Groit, Sc. form of Groat.

f Groll. Obs. Also grol. [a. Du. grol * in-

conditus sermocinator, ' auctor sordidus, proleta-

rius
1

(Kilian).j A foolish or superficial person;

a gossip, a smatterer. (App. peculiar to Bastwick.)

1637 Bastwick Litany 1. 8 See the parishioners be rich

and plump as the grols said. Ibid. in. 21, I could be as

voluminous as any man, and yet never take quotations

at the second hand, as many grolls in this age doe.

Hence f Qxollexy[Du. grolleri/e], folly. + Grol-
lish «., foolish, senseless, superficial.

1637 Bastwick Litany 1. 6 One can scarce keepe from
laughter, to see the grollery of it. Ibid. 17 Such a multi-

tude of trumperyes and grollish ceremonyes are brought in

by the Prelats. Ibid. 11. 26 Who had more policy in the

paring of his nayles, then all the Grollish Polititians that

are now extant. Ibid. in. 14, I am pretily well acquaynted
with all their grolleries.

t Grollinff, vbl. sb. Obs. rare* l
. [Echoic; cf.

groule, Guru] ? Rumbling.
1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. vi. xxi, Yf be mete be to

moche it . . streccheb be stomak and bloweb it and bredet?

grollynge and gnawynge in be wombe.
Grom, -andise, obs. ff."Groom, Gormandize.
Gromaly, obs. form of Gromwell.
Gromatic (gnraiEe'tik), a. and sb. [ad. L.

gromatic-us
,
gru/n-, f. groma, gruma surveyor's

measuring-rod.]

A. adj. Pertaining to land-surveying.

1873 Wagner tr. TeuffeCs Hist. Roman Lit. II. 149 From
the gromatic work [of Frontinus] we possess only explanatory
excerpts. Ibid. 203 The gromatic writer Siculus Flaccus.

B. sb. a. //. The art of land-surveying or

castrametation. b. A writer on gromatics.
[1867 Burton Hist. Scot. I. u. 79 A certain Hyginus, who

calls himself a gromaticus or land-surveyor.] 1873 Wagner
tr. TeuffeCs Hist. Roman Lit. II. 147 We possess excerpts

from a work on gromatics. Ibid. 204 Balbus is repeatedly

quoted by the later gromatics.

t Gromatical, a. Obs. [Formed as prec.

+ -al.] = prec. adj.

1610 Holland Catttdetis Brit. I. 255 Boetius and the
Gromaticall Writers have made mention of such mounts.
1658 W. Buhton Comm. Antoninus'' Itin. 29 The Gromati-
call Authors. 1718 HearneAW/?. (1857) I. 406 The accounts
given of the ancient Grumae or Gromse in the Gromatical
writers.

Gromble, obs. form of Grumble.
Grome, obs. var. Grame sb. ; obs. f. Groom sb.*

Gromel(l, obs. form of Gromwell.
Gromercy, -ersy, -essye, -esty, rare obs.

forms of GRAMERCT.
Gromet, -it : see Grummet.
Gromil, -ill, -ille, obs. ft". Gromwell.
Gromnie, var. Grummk v. Obs.

t
to grumble.

Gromwell (grf>*mwel). Forms: 4 gromyTe,
gromylyoun, 5 gromylle, -ille, grumelle,-eyle,

5-6 gromaly, -ely, 5 9 gromel
v
l, 6 grommel

v
l,

-all, gremile, grumle, 6-7grummel(lJ
grumble,

7 gromwel, grumell, 7-9gromil 1, 7- gromwell.
[a. OF. gromil (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), gremil
(i 6th C.), mod.F. gremil, of doubtful origin. The
form gromwelJ is late and the w is app. due to

analogy with speedwell. .See also Graymill.
As to the possible origin of F. gromil, gremil, several

suggestions have been made. Its derivation from granmu
milii is impossible on account of the early form gromil,
but the 15th c. variants grinnil, grenil perhaps exhibit

some popular etymologizing approximation tograin. Hatz.

-

Darm. suggest that the second part is the word mil ' millet
1

,

while the first is of indeterminate origin.]

The common name for any of the plants of the

genus Pithospermum (N.O. Boraginacese . charac-

terized by hard stony seeds, which were formerly

much used in medicine.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 27 Ase gromyl in grene

grene is the grone, Ase quibibe and comyn cud is in crone.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 43 Gilofre, gyngure & gromylyoun.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 23 Granum soli's, i.

milium soils, i. gromil. c 1425 / 'oc in Wr.*WuIcker 645/38
Hee gensta, gromylle. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinnch)
75 Ad lapidem Take gromylle [v. r. gromel seed] & percil.

1589 CoCAN Haven Health xxv. (1636) 46 Grummell is. .not
used til meats but in medicine, especially the seeds. 1621

Bukton Anal. Mel. n. iv. 1. iii, (1651) 368 For the kidnies,

§rumell, parsly. 1741 Compl. Earn.-Piece I. iv. 243 Take
eeds of Smallage, Treacle Mustard, Gromwell and Parsley.

1851 S. Judo Margaret I. xvi. 135 Yellow bent spikes of the

gromwell. 1888 Daily News 14 June 5/1 The gromwell
adds a touch of imperial purple.

b. Preceded by a defining word forming the

designation of a particular species. Common
Gromwell, JMhospennumofficinale. Corn Grom-
well, L. arvense, Bastard Alkanet. Purple (or

Creeping) Gromwell, L. purpureo-cxruleum

.

C. Applied also to the genus Onosmodium (False
Gromwell).
1578 LvTB Dodoens 11. ciii. 289 The Gromell is of two

sortes, one of the garden, the other wilde : and the garden
Gromell also is of two sortes, great and small. 1597 Gf.rardk
Herbal 11. clxxx. § 1. 486 The great Gromell hath long
slender and hairie stalkes. 1657 W- Golks Adam in Eden
cexxv. 354 Great upright Gromel.. is that which usually
groweth in Gardens. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 124 Bastard
gromil), salern, corn gromwell, painting root, bastard Alka-
net. 1837 Macgili.iv ray Withering s Brit. Plants (ed. 4)

in L\itlwsperimini\ officinale. Common Gromwell. Gray-
mill. .L. arvense. Corn Gromwell. .L. pitrpuro-aeriiieum.

Creeping or Purple Gromwell. 1894 limes 21 May 12/1

The tall-growing corn gromwell, or bastard alkanet.

d. atlrib., as gromwell seed
; f gromwell-

gainer, a ' skinflint ', miser.

1588 J. Harvey Discoursive Probl. cone. Proph. 70 Hath
not euery vocation . . yeelded some such counterprophets
and pennyfathers, very *gromelgainers? c 1400 tr. Secreta
Secret., Gov. Lordsh. tE. E.T. S.) 77 Onober of Mede
affermyd mekyl profyt to vse greynes melyens fastyng,

bat er *GromelI sedes. C 1440 Promp. Pan; 213/2 Gromaly,
herbe (gromely sede), milium solis. 1544 Phaer Regim.
Lyfe (1553* Bjb, A bagge of gromell sedes. 1553 Res-
Pnblica 1. i. 24 But to rake grumle sede Avaryce ys a
Xone. 1573 Tussf.r Husb. xlv. (1878) 97 Gromel seed,

for the stone. 1694 E. Floyd in Phil. Trans. XVIII.
46 Of the form and bigness of Gromwel-seeds.

Grond, obs. pa. t. of Grind vA
Grond;e, Grondage, obs. ff. Ground, -age.

Gronddar, obs. form of Grounder.
Gronden, -ine, -yn, obs. pa. pples. of Grind v.

Grondeswyle, obs. form of Groundsel sbA
Grondsil, obs. form of Groundsel sb. 2

Grone, var.GRANE, Groin v. 1 Obs. jobs. f. Groan.
Grone, groney, obs. ff. Groin sb. 1 and v.1

Gronie, obs. form of Groan v.

Gronnard, Gronne, obs. ff. Gurnard, Groan.
Gronsel, obs. form of Groundsel sb.2

Gront(e: see Grind v. 1
, Grvnt.

Grony, obs. form of Ghoin $L\ Groan v.

Groo, obs. form of Grow.
Groof, grufe (gr»f\ sb. and adv. Obs. exc. Sc.

Forms : 4-5 gruf(f, 5-8 grouf(e, 8-9 groof, 5

gruffe, grouff(e, grotTe,5, 7growrTe, 6 growf(e,

6, 9 grafe ; also with prefixed prep. 5 ogrufe,

7 a-groufe, agrtiif, 8 a grouf. [a. ON. gru/a,

in phr. a grilfu (in sense 1) = Sw. dial. 8 gruve
;

the occurrence off instead of the normal v is un-

explained. Cf. Groveling.]

1. In phr. On grufe (rarely on the grufe), later

Ogrufe, a-gruif: face downwards, in a prone posi-

tion, grovelling. Sc, and north.
c J375 Sc Troyd>k. ir. 7S6 He ley before be gret altere

One gruff. ? '1x400 Aforte Arth. 3850 Than Gawayne
gyrde to be gome, and one be groffe fallis. Ibid. 3869
Qwat gome was lie.. that es one growffe fallyne? r 1470
Henry Wallace xr. 574 In angwyss greiff, on grouff so
turned he. 1483 Cath, Angl. 259/1 Ogrufe, suPinvs. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xi. 13 Ly all on grufe, befoir that hlch grand
Roy. 1513 Douglas sEneis xi. iv. 24 He ruschis. .And
fell on grouf abufdeid Pallas beyr. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

33258 Sum on groufe la granand on the grene. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 460 Then [he] lay a-groufe upon
his face, begins to poure out his heart to God. 1638 H.
Adamson Muses' Threnodie (1774) 112 And some lay swell-

ing in the slykie sand: Agruif lay some, others with eyes

to skyes. a 1651 Caldebwood Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.)

III. 574 During the time of which prayer the Erie of Morton
lay on growffe upon his face. 1719 Ramsay Earn. Ep.
Answ. ii. 20 Swith to Castalitts' fountain-brink, Dad down
a grouf, and take a drink.

2. On oni's grufe : — sense 1. Sc.

1788 E. Picken Poems 127 Doun on their groof lay five

or sax. 1826 J. WlLSOM Nact. Aiuh: Wks. 1855 I. 203
Layin mysel doun a' my length on my grufe and elbow.

1887 J, Service Life A> Recoil. Dr.Duguid 245 Streekit on
my grufe below some rowan tree.

3. as adv. (or predicative adj.'; On the face, on
the belly; prone. (Cf. Sw. dial. ligga gruve.)
C1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 8B4 (912) She on here armes

two Fil gruf, and gan to wepe piiou^ly. C1400 Rom. Rose
2561 Now dounwaid groffe, and now upright. (-1430 Lvix;.

Compl. Bl. Knt. xxiv, He thus lay in lamentacioun Gruffe
on the grounde, c 1460 Ettiare 656 She was aferde of the

See, And layde her gruf upon a tre. 1567 Tl'RBERV. Orid's

Ep. 70 b, With toren tre>se and 1> ing groufe Upon my face.

Groof, obs. form of Guoovk, Gruff.
GrOO-groO, gru-gru CgfK*gr«). Also 8 groe-

groe, 9 grou-grou. [? Native name]
1. In the West Indies and South America, a name

for two species of palm, Astrocaryum acideatuni

and Acrocomia sclerocarpa.

1796, 1852 [see sense 2]. 1885 Lady Urassky The Trades
128 The Groo-Groo palms [Acrocomia) we also saw for the
first time on this occasion. 1892 Mar. North Recoil. Happy
Life I. 92 The principal palms on the hills were.,' Mackaw-
foot ' and the ' Grou-grou '.

2. Usually groo-groo worm : The grub of the

coleopterous insect Calattdra paluiarum.
1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xvi. 22 Another negro also

brought me a regale of groe-groe,or cab! age-tree worms,
as they are called in Surinam. 1826 H. N. Coleridce
West Indies 215 note, I have some doubts also of the

admissibility of the Groo-groo worms. 1852 Zoologist X.
3662 The groogroo worm—so called because it is found in

a species of paim vulgarly called the groogroo. 1883 I.m

Thukn Among Indians Guiana 266 Gru-gru worm.

Groom (gr/7m\ sbA Forms: 3-5 grom, 3-7
grome, 5-6 grume, 5-7 groome, (5 groyme.
6 growme, grum), 6- groom. [Of difficult ety-

mology. According to the evidence of the quots.
* boy, male child' seems to be the orig. sense.

The word might conceivably represent an OE.
*grom, f. root *gro- of Gro\V£>. + Teut. stiff, -mo-.

liut there is no trace of the word in any Teut.

lang. ; MDu. and mod.Du. have grom fry of fish,

offspring, (jocularly) children ; an unattthtnticated

sense * boy, child' is given by the lexicographers

Kilian ('puer'), Mellema (* enfant, marmouset'j

and Hexham (' stripling or groome ') ; but

this does not correspond phonologically. The
relation, if any, between the Kng. or the Du. word
and OF. gromet GBUMMET, is unascertained; but

in AF. and Anglo-L. documents gromet and its

latinized form grometus appear to be used for

groom in the senses 3-5 below.
There appears to be no evidence for an OF. gramme ; the

grammes quoted by Du Cange is prob. for gramez pi. of

gromet. The alleged ON. grdmr or gromr ' man ' has no
other authority than its occurrence in the list of poetical

appellations applicable to yeomen, in the 14th c. expansion

of Snarra Edda (ed. 1848, II. 496) where it may be from

ME.]
fl. A man-child, 1 oy. Obs.

a 1225 After. R. 422 Hire meiden mei, bauh, techen sum
lutel meiden, bet were dute of forto leornen among gromes.

c 1300 Havelok 790 Ich am now no grom; Ich am wel

waxen. ^1300 Beket 148 Tho he com he fond his sone

a god goinge grom. C1300 Proverbs IIending xxxii, He
farej> so dob be luber grom bat men euer beteb on wib one

smerte }erde. a 1330 Syr Degarre 242 The hoH man .

.

fond the cradel in the stede, He tok up the clothes anon,

And biheld the lite! grom. <:i33o Arth. $ Merl. 980

(Kolbing) Sche childed a selcoube grome. 1387 Tkevisa

Hisden (Rolls) I. 359 Kymle, i-hurt and defouled by
wykkedness of lyuynge bryngeb forb . . foule gromes and

euel i-schape. 1675 Cotton Burlesque upon B. 146 To
bring him Plums and Mackaroons, Which welcome are to

such small Grooms.

2. A man. male person ; in the pastoral poetry

of i6-i7th c. freq. applied to shepherds (cf.

Herd-groom). Sometimes contemptuous = * fel-

low \ Obs. exc. arch.
c 1330 Elorice <y> Bl. 1088 (Hausknecht), I . .fond bi hire an

naked grom.. I bo$te to habbe iqueld hem bobe. 0340
Cursor M. 17609 (Laud) Loke we yern how me might do
batdowghty grome [Cott. gum, Gott., Trin. gome] Ioseph of
Aramaty to vs to come, c 1420 Chron. Viiod. (Horstm.) 3986



GROOM.
Stondyng in an heyron J>ere, an horribull foull grome. c 1460

Ttywneley Myst. xxx. 128, I had leuer go to rome; yei

thryse, on my fete Then forto grefe yonde grome. c 1470

Henry Wallace VI. 728 Mony groynie thai maid full sar

agast. C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) III. 489, 1-wys je seye

soth, 5e grom of blysse. c 1510 Lyteilgeste ofKobyn /code

(W. de W.) 1. 16 There was no ynch of his body But it was
worthe a grome. X549 Compl. Scot. vi. 67, I sail mony
landuart grumis pas to the come land to laubir there rustical

occupatione. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T.S.) v. 15 In

May gois gentill wemen gymmer, In gardynnis grene thair

grumis to glaid. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. 11. 164 The fields

are neere, and you are gallant Groomes. 1590 Greene
Neucr too late Wks. (Grosartl VIII. 204 She was weary of

the groomes (a shepherd] importunate fooleries. 1595
Spenser Col. Clout 12 A iolly groome was he, As ever piped

on an oaten reed. 1603 Drayton Odes v. 2 Let no bar-

barous Groome How brave soe'r he bee, Attempt to enter.

1610 Fletcher Faith/. Shepherdess 1. ii, The prime of our

young Grooms, even the top Of all our lusty Shepherds !

1615 Lisle Du Bartas. Noe 1 The mighty Groome that led

his flocke and heard From home to follow God, and sacrifjz'd

his sonne. 163a Heywood -znd Ft. Iron Age v. i. Wks.
1 874 1 1 1 . 42 1 Can you find teares for such an abiect Groome,

That had not for an husband one to shed? 1815 Wordsw.
White Doe Rylst. 1. 11 And, up among the moorlands, see

What sprinklings of blithe company ! Of lasses and of shep-

herd grooms.

3. A man of inferior position; a serving-man;

a man-servant ; a male attendant. Obs. exc. arch.

i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2214 Me may yse a bondemannes
sone..& some gromes squiers & subbe knfjtes some. 13.

.

K. Alls. 72S2 Ageyn heom come bothe lord and grom, For
to here what tidyng They broughte. 13.. Guy Warm.
(A.) 234 pai sett hem to mete anon, Erl, baroun, sweyn,

and grom. c 1310 in Pol. Songs ^Camd. 1839) 238

Gobelyn made is gemer Of gromene mawe. c 1340 Cursor
M. 11610 (Laud) The gromys [Cott. suanis] tho bygan to

cry. C1384 Chaucer H. Fame I. 206 That he shulde

drenche Lorde and lady, grome and wenche Of al the

Troian nacion. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 585/48 Garcia,

a grome. c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 4559 Rathe grete

man and grome. c 1450 Merlin 510 The gromes toke the

palfreys and lepte up and rode into the foreste. C1532 Du
Wes Introd. Ft; in Palsgr. 909 Gromes of the kechin, uarletz

dccnisin. 1596 Shaks. lam.Shr. iv. i. 128 Vou logger-headed

and vnpollisht groomes,What? noattendance? 1605— Macb.

n. ii. 50 Goe carry them [daggers], and smeare The sleepie

Groomes with blood, a 163a T. Taylor God's Jndgem. II.

vii. (1642) X02 Maximums, a Groome of base and sordid

condition, borne of needy Parents, a 1654 Selden Table-T.

(Arb.) 62 Then all the Company Dance, Lord and Groom,
Lady and Kitchen-Maid, no distinction. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. iv. 627 Seated on a Rock, a Shepherd's Groom
Surveys his Ev'ning Flocks returning Home. 1725 Pope
Odyss. XX. 221 Two grooms assistant bore the victims

bound. 1865 Kingsley Hereto, xviii. 228 Your nephew's

lands are parted between grooms and scullions.

fig. 1612 Donne Progr. Soul, 2nd Anuiv. 85 Thinke then,

my soule, that death is but a Groome Which brings a

Taper to the outward roome.

4. The specific designation of several officers of

the English Royal Household, chiefly members
of the Lord Chamberlain's department : with

defining prepositional phrases, as Groom of the

{Privy, Great) Chamber, G. of the Stole, G. in

-Mailing, etc. ; also f Groom of the Beds, f G. of the

Crossbows.
1464 Mann. <y Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 159 Item, the same

tyme .. my mastyre to the gromys off chambre fibre reshis,

xvj. d. 1502 Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 42

John Browne grome of the beddes. Ibid. 54 Elys Hilton

grome of the robys. 1530 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. I'llI

(1827) 70 Giles grome of the Crosbowes. 1589 Puttenham
F.ng. Poesie I. viii. (Arb.) 32 King Henry the 8. . . for a few

Psalmes of Dauid turned into English meetre by Sternhold,

made him groome of his priuy chamber. 1657 Wood Lift

Sept. (O. H. S.) I. 227 One of the gromes of the bed-

chamber to K. Charles I. 1685 Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin

(1847) 8 The late Countess of Guilford, Groome of the Stoole

of the late Queens Mother. 1731 Genii. Mag. I. 35 Edward
Williams, Esq.; made Groom of his Majesty's removing

Ward-robe. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed.2) III. 143 Lord Roch-

fort being Groom of the Stole to His Majesty. 1844 Disraeli

Coningsby iv. vi, A groom of the chambers indicates the way
to him. 1868 Pall Mall G. 23 July 5 Sir Henry was a

Gmom-in-Waiting to Her Majesty.

5. A servant who attends to horses. (Until I7thc.

only a contextual use of sense 3 ; now the current

sense.)

[1340 Ayeub. 210 [Huo] bet mest heb hors mest him fayleb

gromes and stablen. I5S3 Bale Vocacyou 26 b, An horse

grome of his came into my court one daye. 1553 Brende

Q. Curtius viii. 161 b, Thei. .receiued the horses of the

gromes of the stable. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. v. 72, I was

a poore Groome of thy Stable (King) When thou wer't King.]

1667 Milton P. L. v. 356 Thir rich Retinue long Of Horses

led, and Grooms besmeared with Gold. 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 16 Mar., My grooms are

Arabs ; my footmen french. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 95

Like a slain deer, the tumbrel brings him home, Unmissed

but by his dogs and by his groom. 1802 Wordsw. Sonn. to

Liberty, ' O Friend I know not ', Mean handywork of crafts-

man, cook, Or groom. 1827 Lytton Pelham viii, His groom

was walking about his favourite saddle-horse. 1859 Art
Taming Horses ix. 150 It is a fact . .that a man does not ride

any better for dressing like a groom.

6. Short for Bridegroom. (Rare except in con-

text with bride.')

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 180 Friends all .In Quarter, and

in termes like Bride, and Groome, Deuesting them for

Bed. 1611 — Cymb. III. vii. 70 Were you a woman, youth,

I should woo hard, but be your Groome in honesty. 1700

Dryden Cymon f, Iph, 540 By this the brides are waked,

their grooms are dressed ; AH Rhodes is summoned to the

nuptial feast. 1789 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) II. 270 The
bride and groom were so good as to call upon me. 1841

442

Browning Pippa Introd. 50 What care bride and groom
Save for their dear selves? x8$o Tennyson In Mem. Concl.

83 Drinking health to bride and groom We wish them
store of happy days.

7. attrib. and Comb., appositive, as groom- boy,

-falconer, -fcllozu, -gameter, -purveyor; f groom-
grubber {-grobber), an officer in the royal house-

hold (see quotsA
1863 Kingslky Water-B. ii. 66 Among the lot was a little

*groom-boy, a very little groom indeed. 1826 Hor. Smith
j or Hill (1838) II. 82 The young *groom-fab:oner was out
this morning with his goss-hauk. 1823 Scott Peveril vi,

There are two lackeys.. besides the other 'groom fellow.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 70 One *groome
garnetour. to receive, to kepe, and to delyver the wheete
comyng from the countries. 1526 Ibid. 234 That he doe
cause the *Groome-Grobber to looke dayly to drawing out

the lees of the Wyne spent. 1601 Ibid. 284 Groom Grubber
. .His office is to see that the vessailes which come into the

seller bee tight and full. 1641 Negotiations IVolscy v. 11

Thirteene Pages, two yeomen Purveyours, and a *groome
Purveyor.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.) Groo'mess, a female

groom (of the stole\ Groomish a., character-

istic of a groom, like that of a groom ; hence

Groomishly adv. Groomless a., having no
groom. Groo'mlet, Groomling, a diminutive

groom. Groomship, the office or condition of

a groom.
1624 T. Scott 2nd Pt. Vox PopitU n, I sold moreouer,

the place of *Groomesse of her highnesse Stoole, to six

seuerall English Ladyes. 1854 R. S. Surtees Haudley
Cross (1898) I. 140 To smoke cigars, pick up a steeple-

chaser, wear groomish clothes. 1836 New Monthly Mag.
XLVIII.458 The tiger, though more *groomishly attired,

is not less scrupulously exact. 1870 Disraeli Loihair
xxviii, St. Aldegonde . . was lounging about on a rough
Scandinavian cob. .listless and -groomless. 1824-8T. Hook
Say. <V Doings (1836) 165 (Hoppe) *Groomlet. 1834 Beck-
! ord Italy II. 13 We were obliged to be escorted by grooms
and *groomlings with candles and lanterns. 1880 Miss
Bradikjn Just as I ant II. 230 The groomling in charge
slumbered placidly in the bottom of the carriage, with the

reins in his hands. 1691 Wood Ath. O.xon. (1721) II. 1036

Silas Titus.. In the Year following [1679] did, with the

consent of his Majesty, resign his *Gromeship. 1882 W. H.
Grenfell in Standard 1 Nov. 5/5 If I had been honoured
by the offer of a non-Parliamentary Groomship.

Groom (gr/7m), sb. 2 dial. Also grom. [?A
western variant of Crome, Ckomb.] A forked

stick used by thatchers.

1790 Grose Prcv. Gloss., Grom or Groom, a forked stick

used by thatchers for carrying the parcels of straw called

helms. Wilts//. 1847-89 in Haluwell. 1874 T. Hardy
Far fr. Madding Croivd xx.wii, He had stuck his rick-

rod, groom, or poignard into the stack.

Groom \gT/im), v. [f. Ghoom sb. 1]

1. trans. To tend as a groom ; to curry, feed,

and generally attend to (a horse) ; to ' fettle '.

1809 Mai.kin Gil Bias 1. x. F 1 We were obliged to groom
them ourselves. 1847 Tennyson Prtnc. v. 446 She's yet a

colt, .strongly groom'd and straitly curb'd. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iv. 310 Ostlers quarrelled over such
questions as they groomed their masters' horses. 1878

Bosw. Smith Carthage 237 The Numidian horses. .soon

recovered their condition when they were groomed day by
day with the old wine of Italian vintages.

absol. 1900 Blacfav. Mag. Feb. 223/1 If he understands

horses and can groom tolerably, he despises gardening.

2. transf. To tend or attend to carefully ; to

give a neat, tidy, or ( smart' appearance to. Also

absol. in to groom up.

1843 Hauburton Attache I. ii. 26 Here was to clean and
groom up agin' till all was in its right shape. 1859 Sat.

Per: VII. 363/2 The very chair you sit on has to be

groomed. 1861 Our Eng. Home 86 He had to repair his own
buskins, mend the tables, and groom my lady's chamber.

1879 J. Burroughs Locusts $ IV. Honey (1884) 125 Some-
times a few underclouds will be combed and groomed by
the winds.. as if for a race.

3. pass. To be made a bridegroom, nonce-use.

1824 Byron Juan xv. xxxix, It is an everr chance That
bridegrooms, after they are fairly groom'd, May retrograde

a little in the dance Of marriage.

Hence Groomed ///. a. (chiefly qualified by

adv.), Grooming vbl. sb.

1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 54 Feeding, grooming, trim-

ming and managing of most descriptions of the horse. 1852

Dickens Bleak Ho. xxviii, The Honourable Bob Staples

daily repeats.. his favourite original remark that she is the

best-groomed woman in the whole stud. 1859 Jephson
Brittany iii. 29 The grooming was wretched, and Icould
see some of the horses eating the straw. 1896 Edith Thomp-
son in Monthly Packet Xmas No. 80 Radetzoff, with his

. .neatly trimmed moustache, smart and well-groomed.

Groom, obs. form of Grum a.

Groomer (gr/rmai). [f. Groom v. + -er '.]

An instrument for the mechanical grooming of

horses (see quot.).

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Supn!., Groomer, an application

of the flexible or jointed revolving shaft to rotate a brush

used in the grooming of horses.

Groomet: see Grummet.
Groom-porter. Obs. exc. Hist.

1. An officer of the English Royal Household,

abolished under George III ; his principal func-

tions, at least from the 16th c, were to regulate

all matters connected with gaming within the

precincts of the court, to furnish cards and dice,

etc., and to decide disputes arising at play.

GROOP.
1502 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 35 George

Hamerton grome porter. 1503-4 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott.

II. 337 Thomas Hallye, grome portair of the Quenis chamir.
1610 Ben Jonson Alchemist ill. ii, They will set him Vp-
nrost, at the Groom-Porter's, all the Christmasse ; And, for the
whole yeare through, at euery place Where there is play,

present him with the Chayre. a 1654 Selden Tablc-'l'. (Arb.)

59 Though there be false Dice brought in at the Groom-
Porters, and cheating ofTer'd, yet unless he allow the Cheat-
ing, and judge the Dice to be good, there may be hopes of
fair play. 1678 Otway Friendship in F. 1. i. Wks. 1728 I.

244, I ran to the Groom- Porter's last Night, and lost my
Money. 1705 Lond. Gas. No. 4095/3 Thomas Archer Esq. is

appointed to be Groom-Porter to Her Majesty. 1716 Lady
M. W. Montagu Basset-Table 99 At tire groom-porter's,

batter'd bullies play. 1898 Daily A'nf 7 Nov. 4/5 From
Christmas to Epiphany, the Groom Porter kept an open
gambling-house for the Court.

transf. 1768 Goldsm. Good'*. Man n. i, He had scarce

talents to be groom-porter to an orange barrow.

fig. 1659 Fuller App. Inj. hinoc. (1840) 350, I appeal to

the reader, whom I make groom porter (termed by Mr.
Camden, aleatorum arbiter), and let him judge who plays
with false, who cogs, who slurs a dye.

2. //. Loaded dice. (Cf. quot. 1654 in I.)

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, Grumporters, heavy Dice, de
gros Dez. 1847 in Halliwei.i-

Hence Groom-portership, the office of groom-
porter.

1620 in Rymer Fccdera (1707) XVII. 236 Wee . . doe give

and graunte unto. .Clement Cotterell Esquior the Roome
and Office of Groomeporter or Groome Portership within

all and everie our Howse and Howses.

Groomsman (gnrmzmsen). [f. groom's, geni-

tive of Gboosi rf. 1 + Man, as a parallel form to

Bridesmaid, q. v.] A young man acting as friend

or attendant on the bridegroom at a marriage,

either alone (as ' best man ') or as one of a com-

pany; = Brideman 2, Bhidesman.
1698 M. Henry Let. 10 Oct. in Thoresby's Corr. I. 330,

1 tell Mr. Boyse he must let me have the honour of being

his groomsman at his next journey to Leeds. x86i S.

Lysons Claudia fr Fr. 178 Then came the ceremony of

carrying the brides over the threshold by the groomsmen.
1889 John Bull? Mar. 151/2 The bridegroom was attended

by his brother . . as groomsman. 1899 Daily News 30 Nov.
5/1 The old custom of having groomsmen at a Wedding was
revived yesterday afternoon at the marriage of . . There
were five bridesmaids, .two pages, and nine groomsmen.

Groomy (gr«-mi), a. [f. Gboom sb.1 + -y1 .]

Pertaining to or characteristic of a groom; 'horsy'.

1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour i. 3 Mr. Sponge's

groomy gait and horsey propensities. 1881 Cheq. Career

247 A correct groomy costume—which means cord trousers,

stick-up round collars, and a tweed jacket.

Comb. 1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas II. no A most
disreputable groomy-looking rogue.

Groon, variant of Groin sb. 1

Groond, obs. pa. pple. of Grind v. 1

Groone, variant of Giioin v.1 Obs.

Groop (fir''p)i sb. Now dial, l'orms : 5 grope,

groupe, growpe, 5,7,9 dial, grupe, 6-7 groope,

8-9 Se. gruip, 9 grup, groop. [a. MDu. groepe

(Da. groef) = OFris., LG. grSfe; cf. also Iccl.

grip groove, Norvv. , Sw. grcp hollow, cavity, Da.

dial, grab ditch. Cf. Creep.
In some dialects the word is used interchangeably with

Grip sb. 2
]

1. The drain or gutter in a stable or cowhouse

;

= Grip sb:1 2.

r 1440 Promp. Parv. 216/2 Growpe, where beestys, as

nete, standyn . . (//. /'. groupe of a netys stall), tuusita-

torium. 1483 Cath. Angl. 167/2 A Grupe, minsorium.

1664 Goi-luman Diet., A groope in stables and houses,

minthorium. 1674-91 Ray A'. C. Words (E. D. S.), Grupe,

Groop, lat[r]ina. 17.. Mucking o' Geordics Pyre in

Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1875) 221 The Mucking o' Geordies

byre And shooling the gruip sae clean. 1825 Bkockett

A. C. Words, Grip, Gruap, Groop, the space where the

dung lies in a cow house, having double rows of stalls ;

that is, the opening or hollow lietween them. 1899 J. Col-

vtlle Scott. Yernaeular 15 The open trench or gruip made
the byre unsavoury.

b. A small trench, ditch, open drain ;
= Grip

sb.2 I. (dial.) f Also Mil. a trench (obs.).

1556 J. Heywood Spider <y /•'. lvii. 129 Behold how
euerie peece that lith there in groope Hath a spider

gonner with redy fired mach. a 1825 Forby / 'oc. E.

Anglia, Grnp, groop, a trench, not amounting in breadth

to a ditch. If narrower still it is a grip. 1829 Brockett

N. C. Words (ed. 2), Grip or Groop . . also a small ditch or

open drain in a field.

f2. A groove; a mortice. Obs. (Cf. Groop v.)

< 1440 Promp. Parv. 216/2 Growpe, yn a boorde, iucas-

tratura. j688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 108/1 To put in the

round Boards fitted together into the Groop made to receive

them.

t Groop, v. Obs. Forms: 4 groupe, 5 grope,

5-6 growpe. [Cf. Icel. gro'pa to groove (in car-

pentry), Frcrdese grdpa to dig (a hole).]

1. trans. To dig (a trench).

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8165 Sykes do ?e

graue & groupe. 14. . Medulla in Cath. Angl. 167 note,

Runeo, to wedyn or gropyn.

2. To groove, hollow out, incise. Also absol.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xi, Such as coulde graue

groupe or carue Or suche as were able for to serue With

Hine and stone for to reyse a wall, c 1440 Promp. Parv.

216/2 Growpyd, as boordys or ober byngys, mcastratus.

Growpyn wythe an yryn, as gravowrys, runeo (K. P. in-

castro). 1530 Palsgr. 576/1, I growpe (Lydgate), sculpe

or suche as coulde grave, groupe, or carve : this worde is



GROOPER. 443 GROOVING.
nat used in comen spetche. 1638 A. Read Treat. Chirurg.
vii. 52 [The] needles, .ought to have good eyes, and well

grooped, that they may receive the threads readily.

Grooper. Obs.-° In 5 gropare. [f. GBOOP
v. + -ek!.] One who digs trenches.

14. . Medulla in Cath. Angl. 167 note, Runcio, a wedare
or a gropare.

Grooper, obs. form of Ghouper.

t Gr00 ping, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Groop v. +

-ixg !.] The action of the verb Gkoop
;
grooving,

gouging. Chiefly in Comb, grooping-iron, a kind

of chisel or gouge ;
grooping tool, a cooper's

tool for making ' groops '.

c 1440 Promp. Pan). 217/1 Grow(p)ynge or gravynge
yryn, ruueiua, scrophiua. 1453 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) HI.
162 Et da od. solutis Ricardo Carvour et servienti suo pro
gropyng mensal dicti Purpityll. 1475 Put. Voc. in YVr.-

Wulcker 807/29 HeC strofiua, a gi'opyng-yryn. 1483 Cath,
Angl. 167/2 A Grupynge yren, runciua. a 1500 Debate
Carpenter's Tools 31 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 80 The groping-
iren than spake he: Compas, who hath greuyd the? 1688
R. Holme Armoury in. 108/1 Grooping is the making of the
Rigget at the two ends of the Barrel to hold the head in.

Ibid. 318/1 This may be termed the Coopers Grooping Tool.

Groos, obs. form of Gross.

Groose (gn7zj, v. Sc. and north. Also 7
growze, 9 grooze, gruze. [app. a derivative of

Grce v.] intr. To shiver, shudder.
1674-91 Ray .V. C. Words (E. D. S.), Growze, to be chill

before the beginning of an ague-lit. 1806 Scott Lett. I.

63-4 This story makes me grouze whenever I think of it.

Hence Groo sing vbl. sb., Groose sb., shivering,

a shivering fit.

1825-80 Jamieson, Gruzin, Grooziu. a shivering. 1825
Scott Fam. Lett. 25 Aug. (1894) II. 345, I own one felt a
little gruse at a pass called Shanes Inn.. where they cut an
unfortunate Inspector of the Mail-Coaches, .to pieces with
scythes. 1861 Sir R. Christison Let. in Life (18S6) II.

xvi. 420 The consequence was horrid groozing with goose-
skin, enduring for two hours. 1862 J. Brown Rab $ his

friends 27 My patient had a sudden and long shivering,

a ' groosin' ', as she called it.

Groose, obs. form of Gross.

Groot (g r"t), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-7 grut,

5 (9 dial.) grute, 7 grewt, S greut. [Related to

OE.gnfot, Grit sb\9
and Grout sb.; but the precise

nature of the relation is uncertain.] Mud, soil, earth.

13.. Coer de L. 4339 The toun dykes, .wer. .Ful off grut,

no man myghte swymme. 1440 Promfr. Parv. 2x8/1
Grute [MS. Hart. 221 gurte, other MSS. grut], fylthe,

limns. 1600 Hasp. Inc. Fooles 62 All the horse and cowes
dung . . in time of dearth that grut or rifT-raffe woulde be
good to make an Italian torto withal. 1671 Phil. Trans.
VI. 2097 The earth, or Grewt. 1681 Grew Muszum in. § 2

ii. 328 A sort of Tin Ore with its Grewt. 1776 Prvce Min.
Coruub. 322 Greut or Grit, a kind of fossil body, of sandy
rough, hard, earthy, particles. 1827 D. Johnson Indian
Field Sports 294 In Devonshire the word groot is used by
all farmers. .for dry earth. 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss., Grute,
Greet, coffee grounds, finely pulverised soil. 1891 Hartlaud
Gloss., Grute, loose earth, soil. Grute-rest, the moal-board
(mould-board) of a timbem-zole.

Hence Grooty a., muddy.
1848 S. Carter Midnt. Effusions 192 The measureless

solitudes shrubless and grooty.

Groot (gr?7t\ v. See also Grout v.2- [app. f.

Groot sb. Cf. however wroot, Root v.~\ Of a hog :

To grub up or 'muzzle' the ground. Hence
Groo ting vbl. sb.

1827 D. Johnson Indian Field Sports 247 Marks of their

feet and grooting are visible in every moist place. Note,
Grooting is. .used by hog-hunters for the places where they
have been muzzling the earth. 1834 Medwin Angler in
Wales I. 109 Heaps of earth, and holes, where the hogs had
been ' grooting'.

Groote, obs. form of Groat.
Grooth, variant of Growth 2 dial. Obs.

Grootte, obs. form of Groat,

Groove (gr?7v), sb. Also 5 grofe, groof,

7 groove, 7-9 grove, (7, 9 gruff, 9 groave,
gruve). [ad. early mod.Du. groeve ' sulcus,

fossa, scrobs', (Kilian), T)n. groef-OLG. gruova,

OHG.gruoba, MHG. gruobe, G. gmbe pit, hole,

ditch, mine, fosse (in Anat.), ON. grdf pit, Goth.

grdba, f. OTeut. root *gri>$-, grab- (see Grave sb. 1

and z'. 1 ).]

1. A mining shaft; a mine, pit. Now dial.

f Also, in 15th c, a cave (obs.).

a 1400-50A lexander 5394 Makis he gracis to his goddis &
ban )?e grofe entres. a 1483 Mendip Laws in Phelps Hist.
Somerset vn. (1839)6 Any man that doth begin to pitch orgroof
..must stand to the.. waist in the same groof. 1631 Star
Chamb. Cases Camden) gi Pulling the minors out of their

groves by head and shoulders. 1666 Lock*; in Boyle Hist.

A ir(1692) xvii. 137, 1 rode to Minedeep.with an Intention to

make use of it fa barometer] there, in one of the deepest Gruffs

(for so they call their Pits) I could find, a 1698 \V. Bix'ndell
Caval. Note Bk. i 1880) 251 The pits where lead is digged, in

Derbyshire, are called grooves. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.

Kj, Groove [isj the Mine or Work that a Man is employ 'd

in, hence it is if a Question be asked, Where is Tom to day 'I

He is gone to the Groove, he is at the Groove ; sometimes it

is used for the Shaft. 1797 W.G. Maton West. Counties II.

131 On Mendip they call their works groot>es, and the miners
groovers, which are terms that seem to be peculiar to this

part of the country. 1825 J. Jennings Qbserv. Dial. W.
Eng. 41 Gruff, a mine. Gruffer, Gruffer, a miner. 1829 J.
Hoogson in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 157 The coal is

worked by a grove of fair quality. 1873 Swaledale Gloss.,

Gruve, a lead mine. Gruver, a lead miner. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Groove or Grove. 1. Derb. A mine.

b. = Drifts. 15. dial.

1887 H. Miller Geot. Otterbum <y Elsdon 130 Mouth-
groves, short levels, generally entering upon the crop of a
coal. 1893 Northumbld, Gloss., Grove, Grove-hole, Mouth-
grove, an adit level driven in from the surface for coal or
fire-clay. Sometimes this is called a grove-hole, but the
common term is a drift.

2. A channel or hollow, cut by artificial means,
in metal, wood, etc. ; e.g. the spiral rifling of

a gun, one of the air-passages leading from the

wind-chest to the pipes of an organ, etc.

1659 Leak Waterwks. $3 The Valves are marked with M,
the Groves by E. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archil. 130
Excavated Channules, by our Workmen call'd Flutings and
Groeves. 1680 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 187 This String is laid

in the Groove made on the edge of the Wheel. 1688 K.
Holme Armoury in. 89/1 Grove of a Screw, is the hollow
..between the Thrids. 1752 W. & J. Halfpenny New
Designs iv. (1755) 4 Feather-edged Hoards, not more than
8 Inches wide, including Lap, Grove, and Tongue. 1813
Scott Triernt. \. xv, Portcullis rose with crashing groan,
Full harshly up its groove of stone. 1816 Sporting Mag.
XLVIII. 191 The slide [in a gun] still works freely, no rust
having been found on the groaves. 1839 V re Diet. Arts
882 He now forms the groove with a single stroke of a small
file, dexterously applied, first to the one side of the needle,
and then to the other. 1852 Seidel Organ 52 These parti-

tions are called grooves .. every groove holds exactly as
much wind as is necessary to sound either a large or a small
pipe. 1858 Greenes Gunnery 363 He formed a number of
circular grooves on the cylindrical part of the bullet, in

imitation of the feathers of an arrow.

b. Theatr. (See quot. 18S6.)
1881 G. Daniel Merry Fug. 352 At this moment the

scenes stuck fast in the grooves. 1886 Stage Gossip 69 The
'grooves ' are the supports for the ' wings ' and ' flats'.

3. A channel or furrow of natural formation.

a. s/>ec. in Anal, and Zool.

1787 G. White Sclbonte iii. 7 The alternate flutings or
grooves and the curved form of my specimen. 1828 Stark
Ele/u. Xat. Hist. II. 389 The fore part of the head is gener-
ally more membranaceous than the hind part, . . with a longi-

tudinal furrow on each side, or a groove to receive the
antenna.*. 1878 L, P. Meredith Teeth 157 A continuous
groove across., the teeth near the gum. 1899 J. Hutchinson
Archives Surg. X. 145 The parts [of the nails] which have
received names, are the body, the root, the free edge, the
sides, the lunula, the matrix or bed, and the groove.

b. gen.
a 1852 Maccillivray Nat. Hist. Dee Side, etc. (1855) 6

The groove or narrow valley in which the Dee flows. 1865
Geikie Seen. $ Geol. Scot. iv. 80 Its rocks covered with ruts

and grooves, tunning in long persistent lines.

4. trans/, and fig, A 'channel' or routine of
action or life. Often in depreciatory sense : A
narrow, limited, undeviating course; a 'rut'.
1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 182 Let the great world

spin for ever down the ringing grooves of change. 1868
Helps Realmnh iv. (1876) 58 His ideas were wont to travel
rather in a groove. 1869 Rogers Pref to Adam Smith's
W. N. I. 27 The whole course of legislation, .had flowed in

the same groove for centuries. 1871 L. Stephen I'lavgr.
Europe viii. I1B94) 174, I see that I am inevitably falling

into the old groove. 1874 Green Short Hist. x. § 4. 806
Labour was thus thrown out of its older grooves. 1882
Besant Revolt of Man viii. (1883) 193 The conversation
flowed in the accustomed grooves.

t 5. A gardener's transplanting tool. Obs..

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Orange Tree, He must take
away with his displanting Groove as much of the Earth as
he can. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Groove, a Gardiners Tool
for transplanting Flowers.

6. alt rib. and Comb., as groove-fiece
;
groove-

board, in an organ (see quot.; ; groove-fellow,
one of a company of men working a mine or a
section of it in partnership

;
gTOOve-goiug a.> that

travels * in a groove', that keeps to one course
;

groove-hole dial, (see quot. 1S93 in sense 1 b)

;

groove-roller ;see quot.)
1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 55 Where there is . . not

room for the entire sound board, or . . for the larger pipes,
. . they are . . supplied by means of grooves cut usually
in the upper board or in a kind of second upper board
called a *groove-board. 1829 Glover's Hist. Derby 1. 74
Each person_ or compr.ny possessing their nieer or meers
in partnership (called "'groove fellows). 1880 Kinglakk
Crimea VI. xi. 429 Under this discipline the *groove-
going men winced in agony. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 90 Iron *groove pieces or channels which are let

into the stone-work of the side walls. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., *Groove-rollers, these are fixed in a groove of the
tiller-sweep in large ships, to aid the tiller-ropes, and pre-
vent friction.

Groove (gn7v), v. Also 5 groof, 8 gruve.
[f. Groove sb. Cf. Flem. groeven ' ccelare, sculpere,

cauare* (Kilian
-

).]

L intr. To sink a mining shaft ; to mine. dial.

a 1483 [see Groove sb. 1], 1892 [see Grooving vbl. sb. 1
].

2. trans. To cut a groove or grooves in ; to

provide with grooves. (Also with out.) To
groove into : to fit into by means of a groove.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 174 If the plaister fall, .out from be-

tween the Timber . . for want of grooving it round within
side before the plaister belaid on. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
in. 322/1 In these holes are threads of Screws grooved in-

wards. 1721 Swiet G. Xim-Dan-Dean's A nsiv. to Sheridan
28 One letter still another locks, Each groov'd and dove-
tail'd like a box. 1751 W. & ]. Halfpenny New Designs
Chinese Bridges n. 8 The side Timbers and middle Pieces.

.

are gruv'd and bolted together. 1808 Shelley Zastrozzi
1. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 6 One end being grooved into the solid

wall. 1848 Bailey Festus \x. (1852I 115 You see yon
wretched starved old man ; his brow Grooved out with
wrinkles. 1870 Rlskin Led. Art ii. 44 It may be possible

to show the necessities of structure which groove the fangs
. .of the asp. 1899 Edin. Rev. Apr. 316 A metamorphic rock
. .rent by earthquakes, fissured, grooved, eroded.

3. To cut in the form of a groove or channel ;

to excavate (a channel). Also, to force itself

along a channel.
1866 R. S. Siokks Serm. in Nat. Preacher (N. Y.), When

the searching, scientific spirit awakens among men,., they
. . hunt the records that are grouved upon rocks. 1881
Shairp Asp. Poetry v. 128 High-pitched imagination and
vivid emotion tend .. to groove for themselves channels of
language which are peculiar and unique. 1883 Century
Mag. XXVll. 146 Theglacier moves silently,, .groovingthe
recoid of its being on the world itself. 1890 H. M. Stanley
Darkest Africa II. .\xviii. 259 The Rami-lulu [river] had
eventually furrowed and grooved itself deeply through.

4. pass, and intr. To lit or be fitted as into a

groove, rare.

1854 De Qi'incey J/VrrWks. IY.271 Phenomena of chance
growth, not .. so grooved into the dark necessities of our
nature, as we had all taken for granted. 1686 C. Gibbon
Clare of Claresmede I. ix. 109 Sheldon adjoined Winston,
and would groove into that estate nicely.

Grooved gr/7vd),///. a. [f. Groove sb. and
v. + -t:i'.] Provided with or having a groove or

grooves ; furrowed ; channelled ; spec, in Anat.,

Zool., fiot.. and techn.

1793 Mautyn Lang. Pot., Furrowed, fluted, or grooved
Stem, a 1798 Pennant Zool. 11812) IV. 307 The aperture
[is] grooved at the margin. 1831 IIhewster Optics xiv. 118,

I discovered in almost every specimen a grooved structure,

like the delicate texture of the skin at the top of an infant's

finger. 1836 DcbOL'BG Violin ix. (1S7S1 274 The ordinary
construction of the grooved violin. 1849 E. Ii. Eastwick
Dry Leaves 3 The deadly grooved rifle. 1876 Routledge
Discov. 33 Passing the metal between grooved rollers. 1871-
82 CassclCs Xat. Hist. IV. 252 The Giooved Tortoise,

Testudo sulcata. i88z Miss HoPLEY Snakes 225 The last

or back tooth of the maxillary bone is a grooved fang. 1888
S. HlSLOP in Life viii. (1889) 231 Low-growing plants with
grooved and jointed stems inhabited the marshes.

Grooveless (gn?-vles), a. [f. Gkoove sb. -f

-LESS.] Having no grooves.

1855 llhtstr. Lond. News 24 Nov. 615/4 Graduated groove-
less needles. 1862 T. Morrai.l Needle-making 22 A. Mor-
rall preferred staying in England, and making an assort-

ment of grooveless needles. 1886 Hotnil. Rev. (U. S.) Jan.
50 God launched our Hying planet and sent it spinning
round its grooveless orbit swifter than a cannon ball.

Grooveling, -lyn, obs. forms of Gkovklling.

Groover (gn/'vaj). AHo 7 gi over, S groaver,

9 grovier, gruver, gruffer, [f. Groove v. +
-ER 1

. Cf. V>\\. groever ' ccelator, sculptor ' (Kilian).]

One who or that whicli grooves.

1. A miner. Now dial.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 581 A fire begunne by a
candle, .through the negligence of a groueror digger. 1653
Manj.ove Lead Mines 119 To order grovers, make them
pay their part, Joyn with their fellows, or their grove desert.

1693 G. Pooley in Phil. Trans. XVII. 673 As to the finding

out the Calamine,, .the Groovers tell me there is no certain ty
at all, but that it is a meer Lottery. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer
(ed. 2) s.v. Matlock, The only inhabitants are a few groa vers,
who dig for lead-ore. 1797, 1825, 1873 [see Groove sb. 1 1],

1824 Naxder Derbysh. Miners' Gloss, s.v. Grove, In Mendip,
they call the Miner, a Giovier. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss.,

Grover, a miner who works in an adit level or a lead mine.

2. A tool for making grooves ; a gouge, rare.

1865 Eubbock Prch. Times 401 In the South the men have
bows and arrows, harpoons, . .snow-shovels, groovers [etc.].

3. Comb. : groover-head, an appliance for

making grooves, attached to a wood-planing
machine.
1884 in Knight/?/!:/. Mech. Suppl. 1892 Mod. Mechanism

(ed. Benjamin) 387 A very desirable addition to grooving-
machines is the solid expansion groover-head, which is ar-

ranged so that without removing or changing the cutters
they will extend to double their width.

Grooviness (grw'viues). colloq. [f. Groovy
a. + -NESS.] The condition of being 'groovy';
tendency to routine.

1867 Pall MatlG. 1 Apr. 2 The grooviness and insincerity

of Western diplomacy and the opposition of Russia. 1887
Monthly Packet May 497 To extend one's work and in-

terests is surely the best protection from narrowness and
grooviness. 1892 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 409 Hard work un-

relieved by competitive games is apt to produce 'grooviness '.

Grooving (gn7*virj\ vbl. sb. 1 [f. Groove v.
1 + -ing I.] The action of the vb. Groove.

1. dial. Mining.
1892 Daily Neivs 10 Mar. 5A There are men still living

who remember the old mining days, when 'grooving' for

calamine was the main occupation of the [Mendip] district.

2. a. The making or cutting of grooves in wood,

etc. b. The formation of channels or furrows in

the surface of rocks by glacial action, c. The
result of the action ; a groove or set of grooves.

Alsoy^.
1728 K. Morris Ess. Auc. Archil. 81, I must just explain

. . the foregoing Plate concerning Fluting or Grooving. 1823

P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 159 Grooving and Rebating
consist in taking or abstracting a part which is every where
of a rectangular section. 1846 E. Forbes in Mem. Geol.

Surv. I. 345 This was the epoch of glaciers and icebergs, of
boulders, and groovings, and scratches. 1850 Mrs. Brown-
ing Woman's Shortcomings i, Her soul must slip Where the

world has set the grooving, i860 Tvndall Glac. \. ii. 20

The laminated structure . . always corresponded to the
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superficial grooving. J877 W. Thomson Voy. Challenger II.

iv. 249 We can fully accept the grooving of rocks and the
accumulation of moraines as complete evidence of a former
existence of glacial conditions. 1883 L, Oliphant Hat/a
(18871 25 In the groovings of rocks upon which the sea now
breaks. 1809 Q. Rev. July 159 The softer material would
be blown through the barrel without taking the grooving—
would stripy as it is technically called.

3. altrib., as groovijig-head, -hook, -plane, -tool.

1678 Moxon Mcch. Exerc. iv. 70 There are several other
Plains in use among Joyners, . . as, . . the Grooving-plain, &c.
1681 Ibid. xi. 196 Of Grooving Hooks and Grooving Tools.
1825 J. Nicholson Opefat. Mechanic 582 Others are occa-
sionally used in forming any kind of prismatic surfaces, viz.

rebating-planes,grooving-planes, &c. 1892 Mod. Mechanism
(ed. Benjamin) 387 An expansion-gaining or grooving-
head.

t Grooving, vbL sb.- Obs. A variant (perh.

only graphic of Groetng, shivering.
1637 Brum Pisse-prophet ii. (1679) 15 This party was taken

in the manner of an Ague with a grooving in the back,
and pain in the head. Ibid. iii. 45. 1638 A. Re.\d Chirurg;
xvii. 123 If a fever in these wounds doe appeare . . with a
cold and grooving, it is dangerous.

Groovy (jpS-n), a. [f. Groove sb. + -T 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to a groove ; resembling
a groove.

t
1853 O. BVRNE Artisan's Handbk. 383 Its main purpose

is to keep the surface of the ivory slightly lubricated, so
that the rag may not hang to it and wear it into rings or
groovy marks.

2. Jig. Having a tendency to run in 'grooves*
(cf. Groove sb. 4). colloq.

1882 Railway News 12 Aug. 245/1 Railway managers are
apt. .to get a little 'groovy', 1893 Farmer Slang, Groovy,
settled in habit; limited in mind. 1896 Btackiv. Mag.
July 96 Schoolmasters as a class are extremely groovy.

Grooze, var. Groose v. Sc.
t
to shiver.

Grop, obs. pa. t. of Gripe vl
Gropable, a. rare. [f. Grope v. + -able.]

That can he felt

14. . Medulla in Promp. Par7>. 214 note, Palpalis, grope-
able. 1660 Fisher Rustick's Alarm Wks. (1679) 205 Thy
Disputation, .be it never so full of groapable darkness, even
to thy Friends and Fellows . . yet its laid up close . . within
the linnen shrowd of a dark Language.

Grope gr^'p), sb}- Also 1 grdp, 3 grap,
6 Sc. graip. [In sense 1, rcpr. OE. grdp (s.e

Gr >pe v.) ; in sense 2, f. Grope z>.]

fl. Grasp ; fig, grasp of a subject Obs.
Beotuutf 555 Me .. fseste haefde grim on grape, c 1000

Guthlac 407 \Va2r0n hy reowe to raisanne Xtfrum grapum.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 855 Esculapies creftes, & Oalienes grapes
[L. sagacissimas latcntium rerum inventiones],

2. The action or an act of groping, lit. nnd Jig.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems liv. 7 Scho is . . lyk a gnng.irall

unto graip. 1894 Kingdom (Minneapolis) 20 Apr., The
grope of a stricken soul. 1899 Speaker 2 Sept. 237/1 A step
and a grope would tell me.

t Grope, s&- 2 Obs. A kind of nail.

[141X in Rogers Agric. $ Pr. (1882) III. 546/3, 50 grope
& 1 c clout nails.] 1425 in Kennett Par. Antiq. (1818) II.

253 In clavis carectat., gropys, et aliis ferramentis . . xii sol.

iv den. 1720 Strype Stows Sttrv, Land. (1754) II. v. x.

280 The length and breadth of the Gropes belonging to the
wheels of the Carts.

Grope grJ"p\ v. Forms : 1 grapian, 3 gra-
pien, grapin, gropien, 4 gropen, {pa. ppl{.
ygrope), 4-6, 9 Sc. and north, grapa, 5 gropyn,
groop(e, 5, 7 groppe, 6 8 groap(e, Sc. graip,
3- grope. [OE.grdpian = O I IG. greip/ion

,
grei-

fon :—OTeut. *graipo/an, f. *graip4 fern. (OE. grdp
grasp, OHG. greifa fork = Graip), f. *grai/>-

t

ablaut-var. of *grtp-
i
whence Grip sbA and v. 1

]

f 1. intr. To use the hands in feeling, touching,
or grasping; to handle or feel something. Obs.
Beowulf 2085 He ma=^nes rof min costode grapode £earo-

folm. c%z$ Vesp. Ps. cxiii. 15 [cxv. 7J Honda habbaS & ne
grapiao

7

. a 1000 Riddles xlvi. 3 Ic . . on bxt banlease bryd
grapode hygewlonc hondum. £'1205 Lay. 30269 He grapede
an his nebbe he wende hat hit'bledde. c 1325 Old Age in

E. E. P. (1862) 149 Ihc ne mai no more grope vnder gore.
1382 Wvclif trim. xv. 15 The maumetis of naciouns .. to
the whiche nouther si^te of e^en is to seen . . ne fingris of
hondis to gropen. < 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. ProI. % T.

683 Look what ther is, put in thy.i hand and grope, c 1440
Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 1. Iv, Now may boil

grope [L./W/a>v] that this ymage is not nought. 1471 Ripley
Comfi. Alch. v. xliv. in Ashm. '1652) 159 Fyrst examyn,
grope and taste. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, x. (Percy Soc.)

37 They grope over where is no felynge. 1568 Gd. Counsel
19 in A'ingis Q. (S. T. S.) 52 Graip or thow slyd, and creip
furth on the way.

2. To attempt to find something by feeling about
as in the dark or as a blind person ; to feel Jor
(or after) something with the hand (or other tactile

organ, rarely with an instrument) ; to feel about in

order to find one's way.
971 Blickl. Horn. 151 Hie grapodan mid heora handum on

ba eorban, & nystan hwyder hie eodan. r 1000 iELFRic
Dent, xxviii. 29 paet Hi grapie on midne daej;. swa se blind.i
de5 on bistrum. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 302 She gropeth
alweyforther with hir hond And foond the 'bed. (1430 40
Lydg. Boihas in. vi. 16 With her handes for to fele his
hede, And to grope after both his eares twayne. c 1440 York
Myst. xlvi. 2^8 Go we groppe wher we graued hir, If we
fynde ou^te bat faire one in fere nowe. 1535 Coverdalk
Ruth iii. 8 Now whan it was midnight, the man was afrayed,
and groped aboute. 1565-73 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 211
Robson groped about his girdle for his key. 1660 F. Brooke
Xx.Le Blanc's Trav. 11 Groapingwith our hands in the sand.
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1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 11. 121 A covered way
that.. is. .so dark, that one must groap along as they go in it.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 96 [They] searched our
Boat very narrowly, and then with their Hooks groped all
round the outside. 1785 Burns Halloiueen iv, They steek
their een, an graip an" wale, For muckle anes and straight
anes. 179a J. Barlow Conspir. Kings 82 Dim, like the
day-struck owl, ye grope in light. 1838 Dickens Hick.
Nick, xv, Hats and bonnets having been groped for under
the table. 1864 Tennyson AyInters F. 821 He groped as
blind, and seem'd Always about to fall.

b. Applied to the catching of fish, esp. trout,

by feeling for them in the water. Const, for;
also in indirect pass.
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. t. ii. 91 Groping for Trowts, in

a peculiar River. 1678 Blnyan Pilgr. Apol., Fish must be
grop't for, and be tickled too. 1693 R. L Estrange Fables
exxxi. 121 A Boy was Groping for Eles, and layd his hand
upon a Snake. 1834 Landor Exam. Shahs. Wks. 1846 II.

272 Every carp from pool, every bream from brook, will be
groped for.

c. fig. To behave as if blind or in the dark ; to

search blindly, tentatively, or uncertainly (for,
after)

; f to make a blind guess at.

c 1325 Kno:u thyself'99 in E. E.P. (1862) 132 J>i Concience
schal pe saue and deme, Wheper bat pou be llle or good,
Grope aboute and take good geme. (1340 Cursor M. 13590
(Trin.) Whenne bei had stryuen as I telle bei groped &
coude no cause fynde. ri386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol.
<y 'P. 126 Ay we han good hope It for to doon, and after it

we grope.
_ 1558 Knox First Blast(Arb.) 44 Greate wonder

it is, that in so greate light of Goddes truthe, men list to
grope and wander in darknes. 1589 Paf>pe w. Hatchet
B ij b, It was well groapt at. 1594 T. B. La Prhnaud. Fr.
Acad. 11. Ep. Rdr., If they will but grope after Him, in
whom we all Hue, mooue, and haue our being. 1682 Dryden
Relig. Laid 23 As blindly groped they for a future state.

1718 Pkior Solomon 1. 723 O wretched impotence of human
mind ! We. .darkling grope, not knowing we are blind. 1779
Johnson 16 Apr. in Boswell, Mallet, I believe, never wrote
a single line of his projected life of the Duke of Marlborough.
He groped for materials, and thought of it. 1845 Maurice
Mor. * Met. Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. II. 6oo'i The
scientific principle which Parmenides had been groping after,

1850 Tennyson In Mem. Iv, I stretch lame hands of faith,

and grope. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (18761 I. Aup. 665
A minute knowledge which certainly cannot be got by the
dull process of groping in the Chronicles. 1889 Jessoit
Coming of Friars vii. 325 The prophets had been groping
after a formula which might be their strength.

d. 7^ grope one's way. to find one's way by
feeling about or groping; to feel one's way; to

proceed in a tentative manner, lit. andfig.
1580 Barbt Alv. G 567 To proue, trie, or feele the way as

he goeth : to grope the way. 1714 Gay Trivia m. 224 Hence
wert thou doom'd in endless N lght to stray Through Theban
Streets, and cheerless groap thy Way. < 1789 Gibbon Auto-
biographies (1896) 227, I groped my way to the chappel and
the communion-table by the dim light ofmy catechism. 1824
W. Irving T. Trav. I. 93, I groped my way out of the
room. 1838 Dickens O. Twist \xviii, We. .groped our way
down stairs in the pitch dark. i86z Sir B. Brodik Psychol.
Inq. II. i. 7 With our limited capacities, we are compelled.

.

to grope our way as well as we can.

1 3. trans. To touch with the hands ; to examine
by the touch ; to handle, feel ; to probe (a wound'.
Also, to take hold of, grasp, seize. Obs.

1 1000 ASlfhic Horn. II. 134 Se cuma his cneow grapode
mtd his halwendum handum. aiza$ Ancr. R. 378 Auh
is for sum bet schal reden bis inouh rea5e, bet gropiecS hire
to softe noSeleas. < 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 1544 Ysaac wende
it were esau, for he grapte him and fond him ru. a 1300
Cursor M. 18694 Thomas.. he lete To put his hand in at his

side, Al for to grape hia wond wide, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Magdateua 459 pe child cane . . grape be modyr pape, for

fud to tak. 1387 Thkvjsa Higden (Rolls) III. 449 He by-
clipped be deed body and gropeb the woundes. c 1440 J 'ork
Myst. xlii. 57 Se bat I haue rlessh and bone, Gropes me
nowe. fi45o.S7. Cuthbert (Surtees) 850 It [an animal J walde
of him be graped and fedde. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1.

Ixviii, Oft I wald my hand behald to se Gif it alterit, and
oft my visage graip. 157^ Gamm. Gurton HI. iv, Ichould
twenty pound your neele is in her throte ! Grope her, ich
say ! Me thinkes ich feele it. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. 11. iv.

10 Grope the pulse of euerie mangle wrest. 1641 J. Shute
Sarah <y Hagar (1649) 88 Those that grasp and grope all

that they can pretend any right to .. shall nude God blowe
upon it, and make it uncomfortable. 1647 j. Hall Poems
11. 98 They grope but Aire. 1730 Swift Ladies Dressing-?;

93 But Strephon, cautious, never meant The Bottom of the
Pan to grope. 1738 Johnson London 151 Slaves that ..

Can Balho's eloquence applaud, and swear He gropes his
breeches with a monarch's air.

•f*
b. in indecent sense. Obs.

13. . Sir Beues 3105 (MS. A.) pow gropedest be wif ani^t
to Towe. a 1380 St, Bernard 1 33 in Horstm. A Itetigl. Leg.
(1878)43 Heo lay stille a luytel whil, pen heo groped him
atte laste. 1664 Wood Life 26 Jan., Kissed her and groped
her and felt her brests.

c. To handle (poultry) in order to find whether
they have eggs.

1590 Nashe Almond for Parral 5 Groaping his owne
hennes, like a Cotquean. 1611 Cotgr., Apprendre aux
foissons a nager, to teach fishes to swtmme ; ian idle, vaine,
or needlesse labour) we say, to teach his grandame to grope
ducks.

"bd- To probe with an instrument. Obs. rare" 1
.

1610 Markham Masterp. 11. xcv. 383 Then grope the hoofe
with a paire of pinsons round about vntill you haue found
the place grieued.

e. To search, rummage. Obs. exc. Sc,

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 2258 Nay, I know well inough ye
are bothe well handyd To grope a gardeuyaunce, though it

be well bandyd. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 111. v, All men
in black, spite of their Tickets of Entry, are clutched by the

collar, and groped.

GROPING.

+ f, hyperbolically. Obs.
a 1240 Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 Se bicke is brinne

be bosternesse bat me hire mei grapin. a 1300 Cursor M.
23242 Of helle . . be sext paine . . es suilk mercknes men mai
it grape. 1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc. 6566 Swa mykel
myrknes, pat it may be graped, swa thik it es.

f 4. Jig. a. To apprehend as something palpable.
Often with clause as obj. Obs.
13. . A'. Alls. 6627 Monye buth theo merveilles of Ethiope,

That Alisaundre hath y-grope. 1390 Gower Couf I. 205
This king hath spoke with the pope And tolde all that he
couthe grope, What greveth in his conscience, c 1470
Harding Chron. ccxlii. App. ix, Your nauy maye receaue
vytayle in that countre, A longest the water of Foorth, as
I can

_
grope

:
1584 Fenner Def. Ministers (1587 70 Which

meaning.., if he could not grope it by the purpose wee had
in answering the first obiection : yet it was maruelous bee
espyed it not by our words, a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut.
Khem. N. T. (1618' 561 This doctrin . . is so evident that it

is marvell that any can be so sencelesse as not to grope it.

1611 Middlkton & Dekkkr Roaring Girl 11. i, Thou'rt
familiarly acquainted there, I grope that. 1617 Collins
Def. Bp. Ely it. viii. 329 So notorious is the originall cor-
ruption of mankinde, that sense gropes it, and nature
feeles it. 1642 Rogers Naaman 350 When you might
have felt and groped the Lord in his manifest providence.

fb. To take hold of (a person) mentally. Obs.
1602 Marston Ant. #> Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 60 As I am

a true knight, I feele honourable eloquence begin to grope
nice alreadie.

f C. To make examination or trial of; to examine,
sound, probe (a person, the conscience, etc/ ; to

investigate (a matter). Obs.
a 1225 [see Groping vbl. sb. (2nd quot. ]. c 1386 Chalxer

Prol. 646 Whosokoulde in oothur thyng hym grope Thanne
hadde he spent al his Philosophic — Som/n. T. 109 Thise
curatz been ful necligent and slowe To grope tendrely a
conscience, c 1440 York Myst. xxiii. 104, I rede we. .grope

I
am how yW game is begonne. (1450 Mvrc 912 When he

seyb I con no more Freyne hym \ us and grope hys sore
[/. e. %\x\\. 1513 Dot n las /E7ieis 1. Prol. 502 Gif I haue
fidl^eit, bald[l]y repruif my ryme, Bot first, I pray 50U, grape
the mater elene. 1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 617 Sume
fayne themselfe . . medelynge spyes, by craft to grope thy
mynde. 1542-5 Bkinklow Lament. 23 b, Prestes, as longe
as they shall grope our partyculare synnes. 1557 N. T.
(Genev.) Acts xxiv. Contents, Felix gropeth him, thinking
to haue a bribe. 1596 Dalrvmh.e tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
v. 296 Fenela, quhome nature had formet to deceiue, grapet
thekingismynd. a 1651 Calderwood Hist. A'irktiB+j) II.

313 Davie gropped their mindes, how they were affected to
the banished lords.

5. To grope out: to find by feeling about. Chiefly

fig. To find by tentative effort ; to search out.

1590 R. Hitchcock Quintess. Wit 17 So muche lesse we
doo gather and groape out the trueth. 1647 Trapp Cemvi.
I Cor. i. 21 Not the Jews by their deep Doctours, ncr the
Gentiles by their wits and wizards, .could grope out God.
1701 Cibber Love makes Man iv. ii, At last I have grop'd
out a Window, that will let me into the Secret. 1727 A.
Hamilton New. Ace. E. Ind. I. p. xxii. Our Duty .. is ..

set before us in the brightest Light, while theirs is to be
groped out by the dark Glimmerings of very fallible Reason.
c 1820 11ovistoris Juvenile Tracts No. 11 Hold Up your
Head 12 He will grope it out, and brood over it. 1846

J- W. Crokkr in C. Papers 4 Feb. i 1SS4 1

, You.. enable me
to grope out somewhat of the present posture of affairs.

1864 Lowki.l Fireside Trav. 150, I., began to hack frozenly
at a log which I groped out.

Grope, obs. f. Gkoop sb. ; var. Giioor v.

Groper (grju-paj). [f. Gbofi ^- + -ek*.]

1. One who grojies, in various senses of the vb.

1567 \)h\st Horace's Ep. 1. xviii. F v, A groper after nouel-
ties. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Conipl. Gard. II. 86 Those
Gropers, who, to gather one according to their Mind, will

spoil a hundred by the violent impression of their Unskillful
Thumb. 1760 72 H. Brooke Fool ofQuality (1809) III. 26
A substitute in the want of knowledge, a groper in the want
of light. 1781 H. Swinblrne Crfs. Europe Last Cent.

(1841) I. 379 A groper in politics, without sufficient steadiness
or understanding to . . carry through a great . . plan. 1899
Blacktv. Mag. Feb. 348/1 Thou groper after vainglory.

b. slang. A blind man ; the blindfolded ]>layer

in the game of blind-man's-buff.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cwtw% Gropers, blind Men. 1813

R. H. in Examiner 17 May 315/2 A man., nearly
approached by the darkened groper.

2. Naut. Channel groper, North Sea groper

:

a cruiser stationed in the Channel or the North Sea.

1830 Marrvat King's Own xiii, If he is an old channel
groper, we shall have some difficulty. 1867 in Smvth Sailor's
II 'ord-bk.

3. Old slang. A pocket.
1789 G. Parker Life's Painter 130 Gropers^ pockets.

Groper, obs. form of Grouper.

Gropery (gr<?«*p3ri\ nonce-wd. [f. Grope v.

+ -ery.] The action of groping tin the dark).

1777 T. Twining Let. Dr. Btnmey 16 June in Country
Clergym. iStk C. (1882) 51 What the deuce, then, should
make you shrink now, when almost all drudgery, and
gropery, and pokcry is over?

Groping (JF&*'pty)t vbl. sb. [f. Grope v. +
-TITO1. In OE. grdpung.'] The action of the verb

Grope in its various senses
; f in early use, touch,

the sense of touch ; in groping, to the touch (obs.).

c 1000Aimc llom.l . 234 ForflanSurh his [jr. St.Thomas'sj

grapunge we sind ^eleaffulle. ./1225 Ancr. R. 206 Mid
luue speche, cos, unhende gropunges. Ibid. 314 UnneaSe,
bauh a last, puruh ben abbodes gropunge, he hit seide.

c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 249 pese [fyve] wittis ben
clepid si^te, and heering, smelling and taist, wib groping.

1398 Trevlsa Barth. De P. R. m. xxi. (1495) 69 The wytte
of gropynge. Ibid. xvii. Iii. (Tollem. MSJ, Ebenus..is
playne and smobe in gropynge. c 1440 Jacob's Well 219 Wyht
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mowth in kyssynjj, wyth hand in gropyng. c 1560 A. Scott
Poems (S. T. S.f iv. 52 Thair followis thingis thre To gar
thame ga in guclcing, Brasing, graping, and plucking.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 549 Euery Spirit

always searcheth after God as a blind man goeth by
groaping. 1791 Burke App. Whigs 84 They lost their way
by groping about in the dark, and fumbling among rotten

farchments and musty records. 1830 D'Israei.1 Chas. I,

II. vii. 119 Feeling our way.. in these cautious gropings
after truth. 1847 Hai.liwell, Groping, (1) A mode of
ascertaining whether geese or fowls have eggs. Var. dial.

(21 A mode of catching trout by tickling them with the
hands under rocks or banks. 1855 Lynch Rivulet xl i, Is

life a groping and a guess, A vain cry in a wilderness?
1888 Athenxum 1 Dec. 730/1 The tentative mathematical
gropings of the Egyptians and Phoenicians.

Groping" (gr^'plrj), ppl. a. [f. Grope v. +
-ING^.J That gropes, in senses of the vb.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 501 He is be gropande god. 1599
Marstos Sco. Villanie 1. lit, 184 Shall Curio streake his

lims on his daie.s couch, In Sommer bower? and with bare
groping touch Incense his lust? 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues

309 The groping World had so bewildred it self in an
endless M^.ze of Errour. 1714 Gay Trivia n. 51 The
groaping Blind direct. 1861 Tulloch Eng. Purit. i. 75
Amidst its wild and groping earnestness, it sheds a vivid

light upon the inward man.
absol. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. i63 Or, that a

hundred of the groping Like himself had made one Homer.

Gropingly {grtm pigli), adv. [f. Gkoping///. a.

+ -LY*.] In a groping manner; as one feeling his

way blindly or in the dark. lit. and_/5g-.

1550-67 Thomas Ital. Gram., Diet., Teutone, gropyngly,
as he that goeth in the derk. 1620 T. Grangrr Div. Logike
41 To our sences, whereby we attaine gropingly, and
creepingly to some apprehension of the forme. 1660 tr.

At/tyraldus' Treat, com:, Relig. i. i. 4 This Divinity whom
men have sought after, as it were, gropingly in all Ages.
1848 C. Bronte y. Eyre xxxvii, He descended the one
step, and advanced slowly and gropingly toward the grass

plat. 1885 E. F. Byrne Entangled I. 1. xvi. 295 The fly.

.

felt it gropingly with its antennae.

Gropple (grfp'l),z>. dial. [var. of Grapple v.,

after Gkope.] intr. = Ghopk v. 2 b.

i860 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxx, Tom . . had gone
off to the brook to gropple 111 the bank for crawfish, ibid.

xlvii, Creeping brooks afforded good sport for small truants
groppling about with their hands.

fGro'psing. Obs. [Cf. Grasp sb. 4 and
Ghirpint,.] Twilight.
1606 in Wilts Archteoi. Mag. XXII. 227 Both came unto

the sayd Tryvatts howse in the gropsing of the yevening.

Groroilite (gwrorbit). Min. [f. Groroi(see

below) + -lite. (Named by Berthier, 1832).]

Earthy manganese, occurring in roundish masses,

of a brownish-black colour with reddish-brown

streaks ; wad.
1844 Dana Min. (ed. 2) 444 The Groroilite of Berthier

occurs in rounded pieces in sand and clay at Groroi, Cau-
tern, and Vecdessos in France.

Gros, pa. t. Grise v. Obs.

Grosbeak (grou'sbfk). Also8gross-oeak. [ad.

F. grosbee, f. gros large + bee beak.] A name given

to a number of small birds having a large stout bill,

chiefly of the families Fringillidse and Ploceidx.

The common grosbeak is the hawfinch (Coceo-

thrausles vulgaris). Other species are indicated

by a defining word prefixed, as green grosbeak —
Greenfinch i ; pine g., Pinicola enuclealor;

cardinal g. (see Cardinal sb. 7) ;
grenadier g.

(see Grenadier 2 2 a) ; sociable g., a South
African weaver-bird, Philhetwrus socius ; also (in

U. S.) blue g. (Guiraca cventled), evening g.

(Hesperophona vespertina), rose-breasted g.

{Hedymeles ludovia'anus).
1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 244 The common Gros-

beak : Coccothraustes vulgaris, 1730 Mortimer in Phil.
Trans. XXXVI. 430 Cocothraustes cazrulea, the blue
Gross-Beak. Cocothraustes purpurea, the purple Gross-
Beak. 1767 G. White Selborne (1853) 364 Mr. B. shot
a cock grosbeak which he had observed to haunt his garden.
1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 220 The red-throated Gross-
beak. 18x0 A. Wilson in Poems fy Lit. Prose (1876) I.

222 The blue grosbeak. 1850 R. G. Cvmsusg Hunter's Life
S.A/r. led. 2) I. 233 Manyof them [cameel-dorn trees] were
inhabited by whole colonies of the social grosbeak. 1859
Amer. CycL III. 283/1 The pensile grosbeak swings its

basket nest from a pendant twig over a running stream .

.

The sociable grosbeaks unite in the construction of a large

basket-like cluster of nests .. in a single structure. 1882
Century Mag. June 210 Hear the grosbeak's whistle bold.

1884 Roe in Harper's Mag. Mar. 619/1 One of our most
beautiful . . visiiants is the pine grosbeak.

II
Groschen (gr^'fen). Also 7-8 groshen, (8

grosch% PI. groschen; also 7-8 groshen(s,
8 grosches, 9 groschens. [G. groschen masc,
altered form (not dim.) of MHG. gros, grosse = F.

gros: see Gross sb.-] Before the establishment of

the present German monetary system, a small silver

coin and money of account variously — ^, -fa, or

^r of a thaler.

1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 35 Here each man paid . . seuen
maria-groshen for meat, c 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Whs.
(1630) 1. 67/1 The Grosh, Potchandle, Sttuer, Doyte, and
Sowse Compar'd with me, are all scarce^ worth a Lowse.
1753 Hanway Trav. {1762) I. vn. lxxxviii. 407 They keep
their accounts here in gilders, grosch and phennigen. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 305 Reckoning the quart of
wine only at four groshens. 1823 W. Irving Life *r I-ett.

U864) II. 149, I am let off for two dollars eight groschen

Vol. IV.

fine. 1831 Cari.vi.e Sart. Pes. (1858) 136 Their Flag . . had
you sold it at any market-cross, would not have brought
above three groschen. 189s ZanGWILL Childr. Ghetto II.

5 With our Groschen let us rebuild Jerusalem and our holy
Temple.

II Gros de Naples (gn? d? nap'l). [F. gros
Grosh a., used subst.] A heavy silk fabric, made
originally at Naples. Also attrib. So H Gros de
Tours, a similar fabric orig. made at Tours.
1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emp. III. 510 These

manufactories, .make taffety .. gros-de-tour, velvet, .. and
various kinds of half-silks. 1818 Lights fy Shades I. 239
Mrs. Gubbins had a new Gros-de-Naples silk bonnet and
feathers. 1848 Clough Bothie 11. 90 We should soon see
them abandon . .gros-de-naples for plain lindsey-woolsey.

Gros^e, variant or obs. form of Gross.

Groser (gn>"*z3.i). Obs. exc. Sc. and north.

Also 7, 9 grozer, 9 grcsier. [ad. F, groseille,

with substitution of /' for final /.] A gooseberry.

Also attrib., as groser-bush.
1548 Turner Names of Herbes 88 Vua crispa is also

called Grossularia, in english a Groser bushe, a Goose-
bery bush. 1615 Lawson Orc/i. <y Gard. in. iii. (16681 3
Bushes bearing berries, as. .Goose-berries or Grosers. 1674
Josselyn Voy. New Eng. 72 The Gooseberry-bush, the

berry of which is called Grosers or thorn Grapes. 1833
Gentl. Mag. I. 597 A garden filled with grosier bushes. 1886
Chesh. Gloss., Grosier. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v., An
ea^er person is said to ' Jump like a cock at a grozer'.

Groser: see Grocer, Grosser.

Groset (gnm'zet). Sc. Also 8-9 grozet, 9 gro-
sert, grossart. [f. Groser,by addition ofexcrescent

/, and subsequent omission of ?*.] A gooseberry.
1786 Burns To a louse 26 Ye set your nose out As plump

and gray as onie grozet. 1834 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xiii,

Saunders lap at the proposition, like a cock at a grossart.

1890 J. Service I'hir Notatidums\\\. 14 A chappino' grozets.

attrib. 1811 Galt Annals Parish xxviii. (1S95) 178 Many
. . had planted groset and berry bushes. 1823 Blachw. Mag.
XIII. 367 His grozet eyes. 1895 Cumnock News 28 Jan. 5/7

Grozet Fair day. 1896 Crockett Grey Man xiv. 101 The
garden., was full of groset bushes.

Gros grain : see note s.v. Grogram.
Grosh(en, obs. ff. Groschen.

f GrOSS, sb^ Obs. rare— 1

, [ad. L. grossus.] A
green fig ; a young fig.

C1420 Piiltad. on Itusb. iv. 633 And premature yf that
the list enlonge Their grossis, whenne as grete as benys be
So tacke hem of.

t GrOSS, sb.% Obs. Also 7 grosse, (7 pi. grooz\
[repr. F. gros, It. grosso.] A name for various

foreign coins(historicallyrepresenting the mediaeval

grossus or Groat); e.g. the German Groschen,
and the Italian grosso, worth about 3d.

1638 L. Roberts Map Comm. clxxix. 11. 104 Their Ac-
counts are heere [at Antwerpe] kept by Tivers, Sol and
Deniers, which they terme Pounds, Shillings and Pence of
grosses, 12. grosses making a Sold, and 20. Sold a Liver or
pound Flemish. Ibid, clxxx. 11. in A grosse is 6. deniers
turnois. 1655 Digges Comfit. Ambass. 96 Queen Maries.

.

Dowry [was] Three thousand pounds Flemish, after fourty
grooz to the pound. 1673 Necessity Maintain. Estab. Relig.
(ed. 5) 31 His Holiness . .lias valued the most horrid crimes at

so easie rates as a few Grosses, or a Julio. 1686 Loud. Gar:.

No. 2177/3 The Letters from Uuda. .tell us, That 1000 Hey-
dukes who have three Gross a day . . are daily at work. 1705
Hickeringill Priest-cr. ii. i. 7 For keeping a Concubine
(if a Priest) 7 Gross.. but if a Lay-man keep a Miss, the

price is—8 Gross. [Ibid. 11. viii. 73 To keep a Wench

—

will cost you Eight Groats, or Seven Grosso's, if a Lay-Man.]

Gross (graus), sh& Forms : 5 groos, •;, 7 groce,

6 gros, 6-7 grosse, 8-9 grose, 7- gross, [a. F.

grosse ( = Sp. gruesa, Pg,, It. grosso), orig. the fern.

ofgros big, Gross «.] Twelve dozen. Not found

in pi. j the sing, being used with numerals. Also
small gross, in opposition to great gross — 12 gross

(see Great a. 8 d).

1411 Close Roll, 12 Hen. IP', 26 Apr., [To export from
England to Ireland] unum groos de poyntes. 1480 Wardr. '

Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 150 A groos pointes of sylk of divers
,

colours. 1495-7 Naval Ace. Hen. F//11896) 265 Bowes

—

cc; Strynges—v groce; Arowes— cccc sheffes. 1549 Privy
Council Acts (i8qo) II. 348 Bowe stringes, xl gros. 1598
IS. Jonson Ev, Man in Hum. nr. i, Sure, he utters them
[sonnets] then, by the grosse. 1630 J. Tavi.or tWater P.)

Snfierbix Flagellum 36 Wks. 31/1 Fourteene groce of
bottom and gold lace. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4 Schedule 1

s. v. Bosses, Bosses for Bridles the small groce, cont. 12
dozen \l. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2001/4 A Groce of Gimp

J

Lace mixt with Tincy, a Groce of Silk Buttons. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe 1. ix. (1840) 153 A gross of tobacco-pipes. 1803
S. Pegge A need. Eng. Lang. 261 We call twelve dozen; i.e.

twelve multiplied by itself a gross or grose by tale. 1805
T. Harral Scenes ofLife II. 63 A manufacturer of ghosts
md monsters by the gross.

Gross gr^s), a. and sbA Forms: 5 groos, !

5-7 grooe, 5-8 gros(e, grosse, (6 groose,
grouse), 6 Sc groiss, 5- gross, [a. F. gros,

fern. grosse big, thick, coarse (nth c. in Littre) -
Pr. gros, Sp. grueso, Pg. , It. grosso :—late L. grossus

thick (freq. in the VulgateV The word has de-

veloped in Eng. several senses not found in Fr.
The origin of the late L. word is unknown ; chronology

shows that it cannot be ad. OHG. grdz Great ; there is no
probability that it is cogn. w. the synonymous crassus.]

A. adj. I. With reference to bulk.

T 1. Thick, sto'ut, massive, big. Obs.
14. . Lydg. & Burgh Secrees 2660 With nekke to smal in

proporcioun whoo be sene Is a fool. .And ovir gross A lyeer

detestable. 1516 Life Bridget in Myrr. Our I.adyep. lvii,

Whiche fro hyr byrthc had a great grosse throte mcche foule

& dyffbrmyd. 1570 Dee Math. Pref., It [Architecture] is but

for building of a house, Pallace, Church, Forte, or such like,

grosse workes. 1600 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 132 For regester-

ing the presentment intoon grosse booke, iiij d. i6osShaks.
Lear iv. vi. 14 The Crowes and Choughes, that wing the

midway ayre Shew scarce so grosse as Beetles. 1661 Boyle
Spring of Air 11682) 95 The particles of the Air (being

so gross as not easily to pervade the Pores of the Bladder'.

1667 Milton /'. L. vi. 552 With heavie pace the Foe Ap-
proaching gross and huge. 1687 Dryden Hind fy P. in.

691 Your finger is more gross than the great monarch's loins.

1776 G. Sk.mfle Building in Water 39 The Piers being ex-

tremely gross, increased the Rapidity of the Water between
them. 1794 Kirwan h'.lcur. Min. led. 2) I. 21 The grains

will appear distinct, small or gross, coarse or fine.

absol. 1624 Wotton Archit. in Relig. (1651) 229 The
length thereof shall be six Diameters, of the grossest of the

Pillar below.

b. Of a shoot or stalk : Thick, bulky. Now only

(exc. dial.) with notion of abnormal growth

:

Luxuriant, rank.

1578 Lyte Dodoens i.x.wi. 39 Orpyne hath a round grosse

brittell stem [F. a la tige ronde et espesse], 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 1. cvi. § 1. 176 A thick soft grosse stalk, a 1682 Sir
T. Browne Tracts 11684) 11 An extraordinary Cluster, made
up of many depending upon one gross stalk. 1747 Wesley
Trim. Physic (1762) 112 Burn to ashes . . the gross Stalks,

on which the red Coleworts grow, 1863 Wise New Forest
283 Gross, often used in a good sense for luxuriant, and ap-
plied to the young green crops. 1881 Masters in Encycl.
Brit. XII. 213 '2 Strong-growing pears . . are grafted on the

quince stock in order to restrict their tendency to form
'gross' shoots. i88z Garden 11 Mar. 169/1 Gross shoots

and leaders only being tied in to check an uneven distribu-

tion of the sap.

fc. Of letters printed or written : Large. Obs.
c 1470 Henry Wallace vii. no The fyrst writtyng was

gross letteris off bras. The secound gold, the thrid was
siluir scheyne. 1705 Wanley iu Hearne Collect. 4 Aug,
(O.H.S.) I. 24 V* King must have his Bible printed with a
gross Letter. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 182 The bill is

then ordered to be engrossed,or written in a strong gross hand.

t d. Gross vieat [ = F. grosse viande\ : the flesh

of large animals. (Cf. gros chare in Chare sbA 1 .)

The expression was used also in a different sense : see 12.

c 1460 J. Russell Ph. Nurture 461 The maner &. furme
of kervynge of metes hat byn K'oos, afftur my symplenes y
liaue shewed. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. vii. in Ashm. (1652)

103 Such heate, As Cookes make when they roast grosse

Meate. 1697 tr. C'tcss ITAunoy'sTrav. (17061 46 When
'tis gross Meat, they fasten it to a String, and so let it ham;
on the Fire.

t e. Of a voice: Big, loud, deep. Obs. rare- 1

.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VI. xii. (1495) 196 Males
haue a more gretter and grosser voys in all maner of kynde
of beestes.

t f. Hawking. Tofly gross, i. e. at great birds.

1659 Howell Vocab., Terms Arts etc. iv, To fly grosse,

viz. at great birds. 1677 Coles, Fly gross when hawks fly

at great Birds, as Cranes.

2. Of persons or animals: a. Big-bodied, corpu-

lent, burly. (Now only dial.) + 7 he Gross : transl.

of F. le Gros as an epithet of certain Frankish and
French sovereigns, b. \Vith mixture of othar

senses : Overfed, bloated with excess, unwhole-
somely or repulsively fat or corpulent. Hence
said also of the 'habit of body*.

1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 40 Surfetting lyke a
grosse and swollen Epicure, a 1578 Lindesay Pitscottiei

Chron. Scot. I. 46 James, .quho was callit gros because he
was corpolent and growin of body. Ibid. 47 This James
callit gros James. 1584 Cogan Haven Health cciii. 170 b,

A man who was before verie grosse and fat .. within a
yeare or two became slender. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11.

IV. 559 One of them is well knowne, my gracious Lord,
a grosse fat man. 1609 Bible (Douay) Deut. xxxii. 15
The beloved was made grosse [Vulg. incrassatus est].

1610 Bi\ Carleton Jurisd. 196 Charles the grosse then
Emperor. 1640 Yorke Union Hon. 7 Doing his homace
for the same to Lewis the Grosse, king of France. 1732
Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 396 A full gross Habit of Body.
1744 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. (1748) I. 297 She had
been observed, some months past, to be more gross than
usual, and had affected to wear a loose dress. 1833 Mar-
ryat /'. Simple (1863) 197 His gross habit of body rendered
him very unfit for the climate. 1835 Longf. Outre-mer,
Notary ofPerigneux (1851) 113 He was a gross, corpulent

fellow, raised from a full-blooded Gascon breed. 1880 //
'.

Cormvall Gloss., Gross, stout ; big. ' A gross man '.

+ C. Of a fruit: Full of pulp, large and succulent.

1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xlii. 713 The sweete & grouse Peares

[ F. tes poyres donees et grasses] are moystier and very little

astringent.

+ 3. Of conspicuous magnitude ;
palpable, strik-

ing; plain, evident, obvious, easy to apprehend or

understand. Obs.

11380 Wyclif Whs. (1880^ 408 Hoolynesse of lif techib

rude men by groos ensaumple. 1551 Robinson tr. More's

Utop. (Arb.) 128 They haue very fewlawes: and the

plainer and grosser that anye interpretation is : that they

allowe as most iuste. X586 Earl Leycester in Leyc. Corr.

(1844) 331 These things be so grosse as all men see them.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 250 These Lyes are like

the Father that begets them, grosse as a Mountaine, open,

palpable. 1601 — All's Welt L iii. 178 Now to all sence

^is grosse You loue my sonne. 1638 Ford Fancies iv. i,

Appear, Spadone ! my proofs are pregnant and gross. 1690

Dryden Don Sebastian 111. 1, I might have marked it

too: 'twas gross and palpable. a 1715 Burnet Own
Time M. (1724) I. 212 Where he retracted all he had said,

in so gross a manner, that [etc]. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic
I. 1. (1840) 8 We should presently give him up for a Magician

in the grossest acceptation of the word, and say, in short,
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that he deals with the Devil. 1793 Smeaton Rdystone L.
§ 77 Which valediction, though in the gross sense, it might
be said to contain little of Obligation.
quasi -tuh>. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for .1/. 11. iv. 82 To bee

receiued plaine, He speake more grosse : Your Brother is to
dye.

4. In concord with sbs. of evil import, and serving

as an intensive of their meaning : Glaring, flagrant,

monstrous.

a. with sbs. denoting vices, errors, faults, etc.

1581 J. Bell Haddoris Attsiu. Osor. 4 Or as though this

your tedious quarell about this word Private did ought
els, but bewray your grosse ignorance? 1^97 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. V. iii. § 3 To capitall heresies lesse inclined, yet
vnto grouse superstition, more. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin.
125 We must make the effect more generall than its cause,
which were a grosse absurdity. 1692 Beni i.zy Boyle Lect.'i. 10
The gross Folly and Stupidity of Atheists. 1709 Berkeley
Theory of Vision § 75 The gross blunders that ingenious men
have been forced into. 173* Law Serious C. ii. led. 2) 16

So gross and prophane a Sin. 1781 J. Moore View Sac. It.

(1790) I. xxxix. 431 The grossest sophistry will pass on
men's understandings. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend 11865)

134 The errors of the aristocratic party were full as gross
and far less excusable. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref.
III. 47 It is full of the grossest improbabilities. 1847GROTE
Greece 11. xxvii. (1862) III. 41 An act of the grossest perfidy.

1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark ix. 38 They [plants] ..

all died through gross carelessness in their removal to Dai-
jiling. 1884 Church Bacon i. 26 Bacon is able . . to show
gross credulity and looseness of assertion on the part of the
Roman Catholic advocate.

b. with personal designations.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 302 The idolaters beyond all

measure grosse Demonomists. 1817 G. S. Faber Eight
Dissert. (1845) II. vi. iii. 30 No plea of conditionality .,

can save them from the charge of being gross impostors.
1869 Trollope He Knetu xx. (1878) no [He] had in his
opinion made a gross fool "of himself.

II. With reference to comprehensiveness.

f5. Of a denomination of value or weight : Rela-
tively large ; containing lower denominations. Of a
mode of reckoning : Proceeding by large units. Obs.
154a Records Gr. Artes (1543) I viij b, That I call a

grosse denomination, whiche doeth contayne vnder it manye
other subtiller or smaller : as a pound in respect toshyllynges
is a grosse denomination. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc.
123 The things foretold, .are not to terminate on a year,
but rather require that grosser numbring by Semitimes.
1682 Scarlett Exchanges 115 Bills payable in currant
Moneys out of Bank, must be paid in large (Gross) Moneys,
and not in small pieces, as Stivers. 1801 A. Rankhn Hist,
France I. 1. v. 492 Corn and wine, .may be bartered by the
gross quantity.

+ b. A hundred gross = 112 lb. or 1 cwt. Fifty
gross — 56 lb. or \ cwt. Obs.

1659 Willsford Scales Comm. 2 In all Commodities
where a hundred gross is mentioned, it is ii2lb. 176a
Eliot in Phil. Trans. LI II. 58 The barrs of iron which
have hitherto been made of sand, and from fifty to fifty

gross, hope in time to have them reach to seventy pounds
weight each.

6. Entire, total, whole. Now only (opposed to
net) of an amount, value, weight, number, or the
like, before necessary deductions have been made.
Also in advb. phrase ^ gross sale : by wholesale.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 36 And therfore he that byeth

grosse sale, and retayleth, muste nedes be a wynner. —
Snrti. xvii. (1539) 36 Cast togvther in one grosse some.
1571 Digges Pantom. Pivb, The producte is the grosse
capacitie. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. i. 199 The most hollow
louer . . that may bee chosen out of the grosse band of the
vnfaithfull. 1660 Willsford Scales Comm. 23 The Tare..
subtracted from the grosse weight. 1769 Junius Lett. vii.

(1804) I. 45, I dare say you will not sell it either for a gross
sum, or for an annuity upon lives. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N,
1. xi. (1869) I. 179 A sixth part of the gross produce may
be reckoned the average rent of the tin mines of Cornwall.
1806 A. Hunter Culina 138 The gross amount is one
hundred and ninety-nine times. 1837 Whewell Hist.
Induct. Set. (1857) II. 229 Making a gross number of above
8000. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I. 388 The net
receipt was little short of fifty thousand pounds . . The gross
receipt was about seventy thousand pounds. 1868 Glad-
stone Jitz>. Mundi v. (1869) 143 The gross figures of the
chronology may be exaggerated. 1879 Lubbock Addr.
Pol. «y Educ. viii. 149 Over-insurance, insurance of gross-
freight, and the law as regards seaworthiness on time
policies. 1896 Law Times C. 508/1 The gross personal
estate is sworn at ,637,405 . . the net at ,£29,389.

fb. Main, the great majority of. Obs.
1692 Luttreli. BriefR el. (1857) II. 502 Admirall Russell

with the grosse fleet arrived at Torbay on Friday last. 1793
Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 562 The gross mass of the
laity. . were more addicted to the exercises of the body than
to those of the mind.

7. Concerned witli large masses or outlines

;

general, opposed to particular. Now chiefly with

reference to Anatomy or Pathology, opposed to

microscopic, j Gross average — general average

(see Average 4V
1433 Lydo. St. Edmund in. 927 Ingland hath suffryd this

tribut ful terryble, Fond fauour noon, groos r.or particuler.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 437 Allgrose maters that concernyd
the gouernaunce of his realme. 170a Up. Patrick Josh.
xvi. 8 This is the inheritance of the tribe of Ephraim by
their families.—A gross description of it. 1717-51 Chambers
Cycl. s. v. Average

% For gross or common average to have
place. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. ii. 141 To determine
the Seat of the Pain within gross Limits. 1755 Magens
Insurances I. 6 The Damage should not have been de-
clared a gross Average, but a particular one on the Goods
damaged. 1888 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. I. 209 Anatomical
results have a reputation for superior credibility, and it

is a generally accepted idea that within the limits of gross
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anatomy the reputation is well grounded. 1B97 Attbutt's
Syst. Med. II. 849 A supposed drunken fit which may even-
tually turn out to be a state due to gross cerebral lesion.

HI. With reference to density or consistency.

8. Dense, thick. (Often with mixture of the
sense of branch IV.)

+ a. of liquids, soils, and things generally. Obs.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 1. 5 Lift vp pe glas as it stondith,

and 3e schal se in pickenes and cleernesse a difference
bitwene pe quintam essenciam sublymed, and be grose mater
bat is in be necke. 1533 Elyot Cast. He/the 1. {1541) 2 The
urine redde & grosse. 1563 B. Googe Eglogs (Arb.) 90
And put my Plow, in grosse vntylled soyle. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens in. x. 329 It cureth the blooddy flixe. .being.

.

dronken with some astringent liquor, as. .grosse and tliicke

redde wine. 1608 ToPSELL Serpents 1658) 809 Beaten to-

gether with the grossest decoction of bitter Lupines. 1671
Salmon Syn. Med. in. xxiv. 454 Staphsacre, the seed is

Emetick, and brings forth gross Flegm with violence. 1691
Kay Creation 1. (1692) 38 The most subtile Body ..may
become as gross, and heavy, and stiff as Steel or Stone.

b. of air. vapour, darkness, arch, or poet.
rti59» H. Smith U'ks. 11867) II. 64 The darkness of

Egypt, the which, as Moses saith, was so gross that it

might be felt. 1660 Royle Neiu Exp. Phys. Meek. xvii.

124 The difference of the grosser English Air, and that of
Italy and France. 1714 Pope Rape ofLock n. 83 Or suck
the mists in grosser air below, Or dip their pinions in the
painted bow. 1784 Cowper Task in. 495 Like a gross fog
Bceotian rising fast. 1823 Shelley C/uts. /, 11. 450, I saw
a gross vapour hovering in a stinking ditch. 1839 Longf.
Celestial Pilot 2 Through the gross vapours, Mars grows
fiery red.

absol. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. x!i, As flies the lighter
thro' the gross.

c. said of things material or perceptible to the
senses, as contrasted with what is spiritual, ethereal,

or impalpable.
1509 Fisher Funeral Serm. C'tess Richmond Wks. ([8761

304 It [the body when it dieth] is so grosse that it occupyeth
a rowme. 1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. 11. vi, The soule of
man may use hys operacyon & ptoperte wythout occupy-
enge of the grosse bodye. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. in. 155
Those grosser, and far more material, Effluviums, from
Electrical and Aromatical Bodies. 1667 Milton P. L. vi.

661 Spirits of purest light, Purest at first, now gross by
sinning grown. 1700 Dryden Cymon cy Iph. 499 They gave
you love to lighten up your mind. And purge the grosser
parts. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. i. Wks. 1874 I. 28 It does
not appear, .that the relation of this gross body to the re-

flecting being, is .. necessary to thinking. 1831 Brewster
Newton (1855) I. vi. 145 He supposes a subtle and elastic
ether to pervade all gross bodies. 1841 Elphinstone Hist.
Ind. I. 221 At birth, each soul is invested with a subtile
body, which again is clad in a grosser body.

f 9. 'Solid* in the geometrical sense; having
three dimensions. Obs. rare" 1

.

1571 Digges Pantom. nt. Defin.,Q, A Sphere is a grosse
or solide body comprehended of one conuex Superficies.

f 10. Of a body of armed men : Compact, solid.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. (1618) 289 The Almaines. .casting
themselues in a grosse squadron, their wiuesin the middest,
made a valiant defence for certaine houres. a 1608 Sir F.
Vere Comm. (1657) 77 The enemy, seeing no grosse troop
to follow them, began to take heart. 1667 Milton /'. L.
11. 570 Another part in Squadrons and gross Bands On
bold adventure to discover wide That dismal World. 1670
Dryden 2nd Pt. Cong. Granatia 111. i. Wks. 1883 IV. 162,
I can, with few, their gross battalion face.

IV. With reference to texture or quality ; coarse.

f 11. Consisting of comparatively large parts or
particles. Hence, in disparaging sense : Wanting
in fineness or delicacy of texture, granulation, or
outline. Gross grinding : that which leaves the
substance in coarse particles. (Opposed to fine.
Cf. Coarse 2.) Obs.

1504 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione 1. xxv. 178 They be
porely fedde, content with vyle & grosse clothynge. 1525
Lo. Berners Froiss. II. cexv. [ccxi.J 661 Many had no
arnuire but their cootesof wadmoll, and course grose clothe.

1549 Trivy Council Acts (1890) II. 350 Fine corne powder, ij

last ; gros [ditto]. 1584 QootaHaven Health cxxvli. (1636)
126 Take a pound of good Cinamom, and beat it grosse.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. n. 131 We sounded and had 15 fadom
water and grosse red sand. 1634 Wotton Archit. in Reliq.
(1651) 291 That fine and delicate Sculptures be helped with
Neerness, and Gross with distance. 1641 French Distill.
iii. (1651) 78 With red hot gross powder of brick imbibe the
water. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 888 The parent-sun him-
self, .the roseate bloom Of beauty blasting, gives the gloomy
hue And feature gross. 174a Land, ty Country Brew. 1.

(ed. 4) 72 A gross Grinding is best. 1756 Nugent Gr.
Tour I. 40 Both men and women [Dutch] have the grossest

1

shapes. 1769 De Foe's TourGf. Brit. II. 386 As the Stone
I

is of a reddish, crumbling Kind . . Time has made it look
!

gross and rough. 1793SMEATON Edystone L. § 186, 1 after-

wards added, .tarras, or other gross matter.

t b. Of a file, whetstone, etc. : Coarse, rough.
Obs.
1606 Chapman Mous. D'Olive Plays 1873 I, 237, I am

ashamde of my selfe that euer I chusde such a Grosse-
blocke to whet my wits on. 1658 tr. Portals Nat. Magic x.
ix. 264 Shave off" the peal [of a Citron] with a gross Steal-
File. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 221 Its sharp Edge scrapes
or shaves off the little roughness the grosser Tools left upon
the Work.

fl2. Of articles of food, or commodities of any
kind : Coarse, inferior, common. Obs.

1474 Caxton Chesse 64 Many fooles daigne not to vse

frose metes of labourers, c 1530 Pol. Rel. <r L. Poems 29
eede thi howce with groce, ts. not with delycate meete.

1590 Disc. cone. Sp. Invas. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 157
Casting off the bulk of her, together with certain gross stuff
therein, as. .altogether unprofitable. 1622 Bacon Hen. Ill,

GROSS.

Mor. & Hist. Wks. {i860) 439 Ships of London merchants,
fraught with some gross and slight wares. 1614 T. Scott
Eng. Sp. Pilgr. viii. 78 This grossnra is the same with that
wee call grosse meat, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. i. (1691) 20
Onesort of Vessels, .for cheap gross Goods, another for ..

precious Commodities. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xii. (1840)
245 Dealing only in fish and oil, and such gross commodities.
1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 547 Nor matters it, the joint how
coarse, or gross, Where a good stomach is the best of sauce.

b. Of diet: f (a) In early use, plain, not deli-

cate ; [b) in recent use, uncleanly or repulsive in

quality. Grossfeeder, one who feed* grossly ; said

transf. of plants.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner E vij b, Best in cold
weather, for grosse and homely feeders. 1662 J. Davif.s
tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 85 The subjection in which they
are born, and the grosse feeding they have, .they are taught
to be content with any thing. 1836 Lane Mod. Egypt. II.

347 Their diet is extremely gross. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 57
All the cultivated alliaceous plants that I am acquainted
with are what may be termed gross feeders. i86x Whytk
Melville Mkt. Hard. 32 ' Well, sir', says I, ' the mare's a
gross feeder \

13. Lacking in delicacy of perception ; dull,

stupid. Obs. of persons, their opinions and utter-

ances ; arch, of faculties, after Matt. xiii. 15.
1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 1 b, My wytte 'is grosse,

my selfe rude, and my tonge very barbarouse. 1535 Cover-
dale Matt. x\\\. 15 For y8 hert of this people is waxed
grosse, & their eares are thick of hearinge. 1579 J. Lyly
Enphues (Arb.) 170 Such grosse questions are to be
aunswered with slender reasons, c 1580JEKFEKIE Bugbears
1. ii. in Arekm Stud. nen. Spr. (1897} XCVIII. 309 Is his
head so grosse, that you can bob him ? 160a T, Fitzher-
BE.nr Apol. 38 Our aduersaries. .shew themselues very grosse
in that they seeke to abolish altogeather the vse of Images.
c 1630 Milton Arcades 73 The heavenly tune, which none
can hear Of human mould with grosse unpurged ear. 166a
J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 80 The opinion the
Muscovites have of themselves . . is sottish, gross, and im-
pertinent. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 45 Our Eyes and
Senses, .are too gross to discern the Curiosity of the Work-
manship of Nature. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. i. (1840)
10 Attempted by the grossest and dullest fancies on earth.
1774G01.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 185 The grossest, and
yet the most useful of all the senses, is that of feeling. 1823
Byron yuan\i\. lxxvii, Suwarrow, who but saw things in the
gross, Being much too gross to see them in detail. 1844
Whittier Ezekiel 105 Men. .gross of ear, of vision dim.

fb. Of workmanship, method of proceeding,

etc. : Rough, ' rough and ready
' ; clumsy. Obs.

1513 Douglas Aitteis 1. Prol. 312 My werk is mair obscure
and gross. 1594 Plat Jeivelt-ho. 1. 43 Hops . . whose poles
stand vpright after our ordenary and grosse manner. 1600
Dekker Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 * 3° Fine ladies, my lads,

commit their feet to our apparelling, put grosse worke to
Hans. 1641 Wilkins Math. Magic 11. iv. (1648) 173 But
this would have been too grosse a way for so excellent an
artificer. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees I. 11 Without which
[Gardens] Buildings and Pallaces are but grosse handi-
works.

fc. Wanting in clearness or definiteness; rough,

approximate, general, indefinite. Of an instrument

:

Wanting in delicacy. Obs.

1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1320/1 Many a poore
simple soule with a groce playne faythe. 1678 Dryden All
for Love Pref., The crowd cannot be presumed to have more
than a gross instinct, of what pleases or displeases them. 1684
K. Waller Nat. Exper. 7 This Instrument[athermometer]
is more gross then the rest. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 111. x.

§ 22 Some gross and confus'd Conceptions Men indeed ,.

have, to which they apply the common Words of their Lan-
guage. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. v. 181 The gross estimations of
heat and cold which every one makes from his own sensa-

tion. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iii. 269 The First

ascertains the Ideas belonging to Words and Phrases in a
gross Manner. 1768 JVomau ofHonor II. 128 Mr. Salway
. . not so much as knowing where he lived, but on a gross
guess that it might be at his mother's, gave directions for

his being carried thither. 1796 Kiruan Elem. Min. (ed. 2)

I. Pref. 6 The gross indications of the unassisted senses.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 467 The expression of not
being assets is a gross expression.

14. a. Of persons: Rude, uninstructed, ignorant.

Now rare.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 19 Peter and John.. all

grosse vnlemed men, had learned nothing inmennes schole.

1563 Homilies 11. Agst. Idolatry m. 67 b, The ignoraunt
and grosse people. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 1. i. 5
Comparaisoned, as the Phisition Theorike to the grosse
practitioner. 1613 Purciias Pilgrimage (1614^ 712 The In-

habitants were so grosse before they were discovered, that

they knew not the use of fire. 1833 S. Hoole Discourses v.

67 His studies confined to one single book, the law of a gross

unlettered people. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. viii. 517 They
easily gained over the ordinary citizens who were then a
gross and uneducated body.

f b. Of a language, dialect : Rude, uncultivated.

Ofexpressions: Unlearned, uncultured, untechnical.

1513 Douglas sEueis I. Prol. 43, I wald into my rutale

wl^ar gros, Write sum savoring of thi Eneados. 1589 R.

Harvey PI. Perc. 11 Vse a grosse tearme amongst huntsmen
in chaze, you shall be leasht for your labor. 1638 F. Junius
Paint. Ancients 248 He grew., to have .. an eloquent

tongue, without any affectation or grosse countrey termes.

1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy Pref. 2 They spake but coarse

Lombard language and gross Scotch. 1781 Gibuon Decl. (y
/•'. liii. III. 3r5 The vulgar dialect of the city was gross and
barbarous.

15. Extremely coarse in behaviour or morals

;

brutally lacking in refinement or decency.

a. of persons.
c 153J Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1017 Grose folke of

rude affection, dronkerdes .. lubbers, knaves, c 1620 in

Farr S. I'. Jas. I (1848) 95 Love's a starre grosse hearts
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refining. 164a Rogers Naaman 50 Rests upon his smooth
civill hottome, that heisnogrosse person. 1667 Milton/*. .A.

1. 491 Belial . . than whom a Spirit more lewd Fell not from
Heaven, or more gross to love Vice fur it self. 1693 Dkvden
"Juvenal (1697) 161 Agamemnon's Wife Was agross Butcher,

with a bloody Knife. 177a Burke Cory, 11844) I. 402 The
Turks, .grow more gross in the very native soil of civility and
refinement. 1817 Moore Lalla R. (18241 178 Beauty, cur-

taiii'd from the sight Of the gross world. 1874 BANCROFT
Footpr. Time i. 59 A people are debased and gross in propor-

tion to their ignorance. 1881 KvASifinSp.Com. 1 Cor. In trod.

239 Society of high culture, but in morals lax, even gross.

absol. 1829 I. Taylor En'hns. ii. (18671 31 It will not lie

so with the gross and the uneducated.

b. of habits, language, pleasures, etc.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. i. 29 The grosser manner of these

worlds delights. He throwes vpon the grouse worlds baser

slaues. 1651 Hobbes Leviatk. 1. viii. 38 The acquisition

of the grosse pleasures of the Senses. 1725 De Koe I'oy.

round World (1840) 154 They have certainly gross ideas.

1777 Priestley Pkilos. Necess. 189 You will blush when
you reflect a moment upon things so very gross as these.

1791 Boswell Johnson Jan. an. 1749, Some of them
fJuvenal's Satires] .. were too gross for imitation. 1838 E.
Brown Serin, iv. 65 Some are under the dominion of the

grosser lusts, as drunkenness and sensuality, c 1850 Arab.
Nis. (Rtldg.) 400 He at length broke out in terms of the

grossest abuse, and altogether unworthy a king. 1884
' Rita ' Vivienne 1. i, Of life in its grosser, harsher phases

Albert knew scarce anything.

16. Comb.: a. parasynthetic, as gross- bodied,

-brained, -headed, -jawed, -lived, -mannered,

-minded, -natiired, -fated, -willed adjs.

1635 R. N. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 11. an. 22. 207 A man ex-

ceeding *grosse-bodyed. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 7,

I willingly leave all those Gross-bod y'd Wines to the Ger-

mans. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. /mi. I. xxviii. 346
Their Trees are not so high nor gross bodied as those which
grow on the Continent. 1877 Dowden Shaks. Prim, vi 99
We know him to be a gross- bodied, self-indulgent old sinner.

1600 Dr. Dodypollu. i. in Bullen O. PL III. 112 Asse that

I was, dull, sencelesse, *grosse braynd fool. 1561 Hoby tr.

Castiglione's Courtyer 11. Mb, They haue shewed them-
selues but *grossheaded. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks.
(1851) 256 The conceit that all who are not Prelaticall, are

grosse-headed. 181a J. Cohry in Mem. T. Moore (1856)

VIII. 131 The . . *gross-hearted herd of Dublin. 1897
Manch. Guardian 13 Oct., ""Gross-jawed and splendid

humanity. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 3/1

A thicke, and *grosse-lived man. 1853 Lynch Sclf-Im/rov,

vi. 142 The ignorant and *gross-mannered. 1768-74

Tucker Lt. Nat. {1834) II. 424 The voluptuous, the de-

bauched, the giddy, the *grossminded. 155a T. Barnabe
in Strype Seel Mem. II. App. E. 152 They of France accept

us to be *gross-natured people and covetous. 161 1 Florio,

Grosso di pasta, *grosse-pated. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xxvi. 409 They make the counsel! of the Aegyptians very

*grossewitted, in casting themselues away so rashly.

b. quasi-adverbial and complementary, as gross-

daubed, -fed, -ground, -living adjs.

1670 Dryden 2nd Pt. Conq. Granada m. i. Marriage views

the *gross-daubed landscape near. "1743 Savage Verse
on fail's Gideon 52 Like "gross-fed spirits, sick in purer

air, Their earthly souls by their dull taste disclose. 1653
Walton Angler 1. x. 151 Sweet *gross-ground barley-malt.

1898 J. Caird Univ. Addr. 203 Her well-meaning but some-
what stupid and very "gross-living husband, George II.

B. quasi-i^. (the adj. used absol.) and sb.

fl. By gross: in large quantities, wholesale. Obs.

1500 Galway Arch, in loth'Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 391 To sell the said warres. .as well by grosse as retaylle.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 319 We that sell by gross . Haue
not the grace to grace it with such show. 1660 Willsford
Scales Comm. 103 Merchandizes and all Commodities are

sold either by number, weight, or measure, and those by
gross or retail.

- 2. In gross, in the gross. [F. en gros]

a. In a general way, generally, without going

into particulars ; in the main, on the whole. Cf.

A. 7. Now rare.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vi. xi. (1554) 158 This tragedy; of

the great Pompey Declareth in grose the chief occasion.

Why he and Cesar gan fyrst to werrey. 1591 Horsey
Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) App. 296, I was. .greevosly complayned

of to hir Majesty in grose. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. hi. ii.

160 The full summe of me Is sum of nothing: which to

terme in grosse, Is an vnlessoned girle. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 127 The measure of the sea coast . . I wil expresse

generally and in grosse. i6a5 Burges Pers. Titlies 49 The
former Statutes spake of them [Personal Tithes] only in

Grosse ; This declareth of what in particular they shall

arise. 1681-6 J. Scott Ckr. Life (1747) HI- 631 It cannot

be supposed that the God of Truth would approve any
Doctrine in the gross, if any Part or Proposition of it had
been false. 168a Dryden Relig. Laid 322 The unlettered

Christian, who believes in gross Plods on to Heaven and
ne'er is at a loss. 1707 Col. Pec. Pennsylr. II. 370 He
could very easily deny these articles in Gross. 1748

Hartley Obse>i\ Man 1. iii. 351 That Uncertainty and
Confusion, to which Persons who take things merely in

the gross, are liable. 1775 Burke Sp. Cone. /Iww Wks.
III. 101 You cannot refuse in the gross, what you have

so often acknowledged in detail. iSaa Hazlitt Tabled.

Ser. n. iv. (1869) 107 We take things in the gross or in the

detail, according to the occasion. 1874 Trench Sacred

Lat. Poetry ed. 3) Pref. 10 It is the duty of each succes-

sive age of the Church, as not to accept the past in the

gross, so neither in the gross to reject it. 1899 Daily

News 29 July 6/6 To take away in detail what seems to be

given in the gross.

+ b. In a body; 'en masse'. Obs.

1450-70 Golagros <r Gaiv. 1168 Heir ye ar gaderit in

grosse, al the gretest Of gomys that grip has, vndir^ my
gouernyng. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. (1634^ 406 The
army of Juda prest Abner in grosse, and brake him. 1647

Clarendon Hist. Reb. v. § 139 At this first triumphant

muster the members of both Houses appeared in gross.

1710 Let. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 561 It was not safe

. . either to let the hill pass, or to have it rejected in gross.

t C In bulk, in large quantities, on a large scale,

wholesale : opposed to by (fin) retail. Obs.

1538 Fitziierb. Just. Peas 109 The But, Tone. . . Barel or
Roundelet to be sold in grosse. 1540-1 Elyot Image Govt.

(1556) 60 b, Of suche straungers it was lefull to the Ro-
maynes to hie in gros>e, and retayle. 1646 H. Lawrence
Comm. Angells 125 Love hath given all in grosse, and there-

fore can reteyne nothing in retayle. 1661 Cowley Disc.
Govt. Q, Cromwell in Verses <y Ess. (1687) 73 Things that

are too many to be number'd, and must only be weighed in

gross. 1667 Lend, Gaz. No. 150/4 Renish Wines in Gross
at 61. the Ame, and 12c/. the Quart by Retail. 1749 Field-
ing Tom Jones XII. i, The learned world are . . imposed
upon to buy a second time in fragments and by retail

what they have already in gross. 1799 W. Tooke View
Russian Em/. III. 142 Nowhere . . is the fishery carried on
so much in the gross 'as here. 1802-12 Bentham Rat.
yitdic. Evid. (1827) IV. 527 How inco:i>istent and absurd,
to do away the mischief in retail, and, in the very self-same

shape, leave it to remain in gro^s ! 1818 Byron Beppo viii,

To bid their cook .. ride to the Strand, and buy in gross.

.

Ketchup, Soy, [etc.]

+ d. In lull; nothing being omitted or with-

held. Obs.
1606 Chapman Mans. D'Olive 11. i. D 2, If youledehuer me

your mind in grose Why so I shall expresse it as I can. 1641

Prynne A ntip. To Rdr. 19 Behold the latter part in Epi-
tome, till thou enjoy it in grosse. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain
78 He came, .to tell me in gross what had been done. 1774

J. Bryant Mythol. II. 479 Many writers have taken the

account in gross.

e. Law. [med.L. in grosso.] Said of that which
is absolute and independent, belonging to the person,

and not to a manor ; csp. in advowson, villain in

gross. Common in gross (see Common sb. 6).

a 1626 Bacon Max. fy Uses Com. Law i. (1636) 2 If I

be seised of an advowson in grosse, and [etc.]. 1642 Perkins
' Prof. Bk. i. § 61. 28 A rent common in grosse, advowson in
1 grosse and villeine in grosse can not be granted for yeares..

without deed. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Common, Com-
mon in gross, is a liberty to have common alone, that is,

j

without any land or tenement in another man's land. 1767

I
Blackstone Comm. II. 93 Else they [villeins] were in gross,

!

or at large, that is, annexed to the person of the lord, and

;

transferable by deed from one owner to another. 1818

Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 90 Such a will as in the present

j

case, would be sufficient to pass a term in gross. 1844

I

Williams Real Prop. (1877) 340 Another important kind of

!
separate incorporeal hereditament is an advowson in gross.

1891 Sir R. V. Williams in Law Times' Rep. LXV. 608/2
Such a right of property may have a legal existence as an
easement in gross to the exclusion of the grantor.

t f. In solid form. Obs.

1748 Earthquake Peru i. 122 Among Minerals the Pyrites,

both in Gross and in Vapour.

3. The gross or coarse part of anything ; the

i

dregs, dross. Obs. exc. dial.

1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 316 And now thy Wine's trans-

picuous, purg'd from all It's earthy Gross. 1886 Elworthy
IV. Somerset Word-bk., Gross, scum ; dross of melting metals

I or other liquids.

f 4. The greater part ; the majority, the bulk. Obs.

1625 Bacon Ess., Viciss. Things iArb.) 571 Comets, .haue

I

likewise Power and Effect, ouer the Grosse and Masse of

I Things, c 1645 [see Gregarian]. 1656 Finett /'or. Ambass.
I 164 Intreating me to proceed with the grosse of his Traine.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. ill. 194 The gross of the

j

quarrel was compos'd by the Treaty at Pisa. 1677 Plot
Oxfordsh. 99 The gross of the stone is somwhat whiter.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts (1684) 132 So much still

remaineth with us that it maketh the gross of our language.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India iV /'. 177 Bamboos make the gross

of the Woods. 171a Steele Sped. No. 502 r 3 The gross of

an audience is composed of two sorts of people. 1786

Butler Strut. Rolls Chap. xiii. 261 It was doubtless in-

tended, that Life should be very much a Pursuit to the Gross
of Mankind. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. m. xxxii. 140,

I delivered the gross of my baggage to the hahdgee. c 1766
Burke Tracts Popery Laws Wks. IX. 391 This denial of

landed property to the gross of the people has this further

evil effect.

b. esp. Of an army or fleet : The main body.

Obs. exc. arch. Cf. A 6 b.

1600 Dvmmok Ireland (1843) 4° The Lord Lieutenant ..

presented a charge to the rebells grosse of horse and foote.

; 1633 T. Stafeord Pac. Hib. 1. iii. (1810) 44 The grosse of

I
the rebells had left their standing in the plaine. 1666 Pepys
Diary 27 Sept., The gross of the French fleete are gone
home again. 1691 Dryden K. Arthur \. Wks. 1884 VIII.

144 The Saxon gross begins to move. 1728 Morgan Algiers
I. iv. 158 His Horse immediately ran away full Speed and
got back to the gross of the Army. 1865 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. xviil. ii. (1872) VII. 123 Schwerin, with the gross of the
army, pushes into Mahren.

t C. The sum, sum total ; the whole. Obs.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Sept. 135 By much wrestling to

leese the grosse. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 56, I cannot
instantly raise vp the grosse Of full three thousand ducats.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. (1634) 440 The grosse and
totall is not in that place set downe. i6as Bacon Ess..

Viciss. Things (Arb.) 571 Comets, out of question, haue
likewise Power and Effect ouer the Grosse and Masse of
Things. 1728 Pemberton Newton's Pkilos. 9 One sort of
genius dwells too much upon the gross and sum of things,

t 5. Chiefly Mil. A large body ; a mass. Obs.

1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 1. i. 36 Their foot are so unwilling
to fight in battel! or grosse. 1636 Rayleigh's Ghost 5 The
use of the Sword, push of the Pike, bringing of Grosses
bodie to bodie, [etc.] 1646 Codrington Life Earl Essex
31 Which caused our foot to unite themselves into one
Grosse. 1651 Davenant Gondibert 1. v. Ii, Every where
where rallies made a gross He charged, a 1700 Dryden (J.),
After they have separated themselves in many petty divi-

sions, they rejoin one by one into a gross.

trausf. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. ccxxxiii, The fire,

! mean time, walks in a broader gross.

Gross (g r^"s),z>. Also 5 groce-n, -yn, proton,
6 gross(e, 5-6, 9 dial, grose, (6 groace. groce,
8 groze). [f. Gross a.]

fl. With iff : -— Kngross i. Obs.
1413-20 Lydg. Ckron. 'Troy iv. xxxiv. (1513) Vvb, Vnto

tyme that they were assuryd Of the ende grosyd [1555
groced] vp in dede. 1525 Ld. Bekners Froiss. II. xltti. 136

j

When these letters were wryten and grosed vp in Frensshe
and in Latyn. then they were redde before y* kyng.

f 2. With up: - Engr 188 3, 4. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parr-. 214/2 Groson. or grocyn vp, or

take mony thyngys togedur, ingrosso. 1530 Palsgr. 575/2,
I grosse, I take or heape up thynges a great, je engrosse.

This man groseih up all the market. ( 1550 Balk A".

fohan (Camden 1 3 Pore wydowys howsys ye grosse up by
long prayers.

b. absol. (See quots.) dial.

1796 W. Marshall Yorksh. ed. 2I II. 324 Groze
s
to ^ave

or lay up. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Grose, to save

;
or amass wealth.

1' 3. a. intr. To become gross or great ; to in-

crease, amount, b. trans. To render gross or

coarse. Obs.

1548 Forrest Pit-as. Poesye 96Y449 When they haue
groaced vnto a some, Of scoarys or hundredis a- they
appoynte shall. 1635 Heywoou Hierarch. iv. 211 The
subtile essence of the Angels, .was grossed in their fall Of
courser temper than th' Origenall.

4. trans. To make a gross profit of; to earn

a total of.

1884 Harpers Mag. Jan. 220 1 Captain . . Lawrence . .once

'grossed 1

£60,000. 1887 Pall Mall G. 18 Mar. 3 2 Having
grossed over ,£4,000.

Grossart, variant of Groskt.
Gross-beak, variant of Grosbeak.
Gross e, variant of Grush v.

GrOSsell (grJws'n), v. rare~ x

. [f. Gross a.

+ -EN ;"'.] trans. To render gross or coarse.

1899 Q. Rev. Apr. 424 His coarsenesses have been vulgar-

ised, his refinements grossened.

Gro*sser. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6, 9 grosrr, S

grozer. [f. Gross #. + -er >.] —Engrosser sb.i.

1545 BrinKXOW Conipl. xx. (1874) 49 All inclosars, gros>ers
vp of fermys, extorcyonars, and oppressers of the common
welth. 1796 W. Marshall VorA-sh. (ed. 2 II. 324 Grozer,

one who keeps money or other valuables long by him. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss., Groser

t
a s;iver.

Grosser, Grossery, obs. ff. Grocer, Grocery.

t GrO'SSful, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [irreg. f. Gross

a. + -ful.J Full of grossness.

1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy D'Ambois Plays 1S73 II. 109

But let me heare My grossest faults, as grosse-full as

they were.

Grosshe, obs. variant of Grush v.

tGro'SShead. Obs. Also 6-7 gros(e-. gross-

head, [f. Gross a. + Head.] A thick-headed

person, a dullard.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Hinard, a grose head.

1589 Hay any SI 'ork A iij, Non would be so groshead as to

gather that I threatned him with blowes, and to deale by
Stafford law. 1589 Wakner Alb. Eng. Vl. xxx. (1612.) 148

The Groshead now and then, as hapt, a thred-l^ire terme
lets drop. [1598 BaRckley Felic. Alan < 1631) 467 Many
simple and grosse heads [shall bee preferred] before the

suitable and tine-witted.] 1606 Crt. <y Times fas. I (184S)

I. 58 Thomas Symondes hath got an office in court, and
is become the king's grosehead.

Grossification (gr^sifik^jan). Bot. [f.

Gross a. + -;i)ficatton.] (See quot. 1835.)

1835 LlHOLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 364 The swelling of

the ovary after fertilisation is termed grossification. i860

in Wokcestkr; and in mod. Diets.

Grossify (gr^'sifai),^. [f. Gross a + -(i)f\\]

a. trans. To make gross or thick, b. intr. To
become gross or thick (Ogilvie 18S2).

t GrO'SSity. Obs. ~° [f. med.L. grossitat-em,

f. grossus Gross : see -ITT. Cf. Ghoste.] Gross-

ness. (Bailey vol. II, 1727.)

Grossly Igr^-sli), adv. [f. Gross a. + -LT -.]

In a gross manner.

fl. Densely, thickly. Obs.

1561 Hollybcsh Horn. Apoth. 37 b, The same, .is specially

good for them that are grosly stopped in the bladder. 1711

J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 297 When we are about to

pronounce '/', if the breath goes out very grosly or thick,

and as it were by a hole, the Greek & is formed . . that is

the English Th.

t 2. In a plain or obvious manner ;
palpably,

plainly, obviously ; in plain terms. Obs.

1526 Tindale Rom. vi. 19, I wyll speake grossly because

off the infirmitie off youre flesshe. 1601 Shaks. AlCs Well

I. iii. 184 Thine eies See it so grosely showne in thy beha-

uiours, That in their kinde they speake it. 163a Star Ckamb.
Cases (Camden) 169 He ..when he bad donne this denyed
it in substance as grossely as ever anie did. 1650 I'ind.

Hammond's Adiir. § 60 This is so grossely true, that 'tis

pitty any longer to insist on it. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol.

1. 11. 7 You set up Free-will and Power more grossly in

terms than I dare do. 1771 Fletcheu Checks 1. iii. Wks.

1795 II. 41 Myriads of witnesses who have heard him
preach, and thousands of printed sermons, . .will prove it

grossly.

3. With terms of depreciative or evil import:

Excessively, flagrantly, a. with adjs.

1618 E. Elton Compl. Sand. Sinner (1622) 414 Some that

are grosly ignorant. 163a Sanderson Serm. 514 His igno-

rance therein was not grosly affected and wilfuil. 171

1
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GROSSNESS.
Shaft-ess. Ckarac. (1733) I. in. 283 A People who of all

human Kind were the most grossly selfish. 1833 S. Hoole
Discourses x\\. 151 The bulk of mankind are grossly de-

ficient in duty. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 526
A grossly calumnious paper. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Dcr.
1. v, An extensive commentary on some melodic ideas not
too grossly evident.

b. with verbs.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. xii. § 1 The weightiest ex-

ception, .is against such kind of ceremonies, as have been
so grossly, .abused. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. v. § 412
The Earl of Holland, .had. .grossly deceived him in other
undertakings. 168a Sheffield i,Dk. Buckhm.) Ess. Poetry
14 In many things they grosly fail. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones iv. i, Bombast, .which Mr. Locke's blind man would
not have grossly erred in likening to the sound of a trum-
pet. 1783 Burke Rep. Affairs Ind. Wits. XI. 318 The
care of the Nabob's education was grossly neglected, i860
Motley Netkerl. n868) I. i. 10 That compact had been
grossly violated. 1870 Dickens E. Drood viii, He insulted

me most grossly. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xix. 335 Its size

is grossly exaggerated.

f4. Of grinding, pounding, etc.: Coarsely;

opposed to finely. Obs.

1576 Baker Jewell of Health 231 b, In which infuse your
proper simple. .grosely brought to pouder. 1577 Harrison
England 11. vi. (18771 ' r 57 Some grinde the Malt some-
what groaelie. 1615 Makkham Eng. Houses: 11. ii. (1668)

75 Strawberry leaves, sorrel, spinage, grossely chopt to-

gether. 1620 Venner Via Recta vi. 103 One pound of
Cinnamon grossely beaten. 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess.

103 Marcasites of vitriol .. grosly pulverised. 1742 H.
Baker Microsc. 11. ii. 71 Put common black Pepper, grossly
bruised, into any open Vessel. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract.
Build. 334 Baked earth, grossly powdered.

t 5. Materially; opposed to spiritually. Obs.

1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvitfs Acts i. 14 We do not eat
his [Christ's] flesh grosly .. but he poureth vnto vs by the
secret power of his spirit, his force and strength. 159S
Shaks. Merck. V. v. i. 65 Such harmonie is in immortal
soules, But whilst this muddy vesture of decay Doth grosly
close it in, we cannot heare it. 1601 — Twel. N. v. i. 244
A spirit I am indeed, But am in that dimension grossely
clad, Which from the wombe I did participate.

6. fa. With want ofclear perception, stupidly. Obs.
1526 Frith Disput. Purgatory 170 Paul .. took not this

word fire for material fire, as they grossly imagine. 1595
Shaks. John in. i. 163 All the Kings of Christendom Are
led so grossely by this medling Priest. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 218 Some write that Cyprus was so named .. of
Cyrus, . .but grossely : for Cyrus lived sixe hundred yeares
after Homer, by whom it was so named. 1712 Sped. No.
524 F 10 They grossly overlook that which the rules and
laws of the place prescribe to them

t b. Awkwardly, clumsily, unskilfully. Obs.
c 1550 Robin Conscience 264 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 243

Yovr clothes uery grossely abovt yov do sit. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. n. ii. 149 Let them say 'tis grossely done, so it

bee fairely done, no matter. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.
1. iv. § 12 (1873) 37 Artillery, sailing, printing, and the like,

were grossly managed at the first. 1642 Rogers Naaman
541 If thou goe to worke grossely with commands.

C. Roughly, sketchily ; in a general way, gener-

ally, inexactly, arch.

1537 tr. Latimer's Serm. to Clergy Bvij, This alonly
I can say grosselye and as in a summe. 1545 Elyot Diet.,

Adumbro . . Some do suppose that it signtfieth, to trycke
a thynge, or drawe it grossely, as paynters doo at the be-

gynnyng. 1562 (title) Wigand's De Neutralibus et Mediis
. . Grossly Englished, Jack of both sides. 16x2 Brerewood
Lang. <$ Relig. xxii. 198 Although Alvarez in his story of
./Ethiopia have related . . too grossly and boldly that [etc.].

1671 Salmon Syn. Med. Introd. 3 Physical Precepts, .only
grosly inform the Mind, how to .. Cure Diseases. 1697
T. Smith Voy. Constantinople in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 2

Three hours, which is grosly speaking the time of half

a Tide. 1704 Newton Optics 1. II. (1721) 108, I would be
understood to speak not philosophically and properly, but
grossly, and according to such conceptions as vulgar people
..would be apt to frame. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat.
v. 81 The manner how we know not; or but grosly. 1775
Johnson Western Isi. 267 The rude speech of a barbarous
people, who . . were content as they conceived grossly, to

be grossly understood. 1806 Syd. Smith Sk. Moral Philos.

(1850) 357 Speaking very generally and grossly.

7. a. Indelicately, indecently, b. Of eating or

drinking : Coarsely, without delicacy or refine-

ment ; to a rude excess.

1547 Boorde Introd. Kuoivl. xiv, (1870) 160 They do fede

grosly, and they wyll eate magots as fast as we wyll eate

comfets. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. v. i. 266 Speak not so

grossely. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sf. (1886) 17 Dinner-
parties, where the guests drank grossly.

Grossness (gr<7«rsnes). [f. Gross**. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being gross.

1 1. Bigness, bulkiness, size. Obs.

1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. cexxx. 260 This Lewis, .was sur-

named Lewys the Greate, for grossenesse of his body. 1606
Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. i. iii. 325 The purpose is perspicuous euen
as substance. Whose grossenesse little characters summe
up. 1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients 213 One found fault

with the grossenesse of the nose: another with the length

of the face. 1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 246 Game
..for the height and grosseness of his person.. was elected

King of Bucharia.

2. Exaggerated or flagrant character, enormity.
1575-85 Sandys Serm. xiii. 220 Our Sauiour. .doth. .lay

Open the grosnesse of their fault. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V.
j

ill. ii. 80 Hiding the grosenesse with faire ornament, a 1633
'

Austin Medit. (1635) 166 The grossenesse of this Lie every
J

Child may discover. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. Pref.
j

5 Boece, and Buchanan . . went beyond these useful chroni-

clers, in the grossness of their fables. 1865 Dickens Mut. 1

Fr. 111. v, The very grossness of this flattery.

3. Thickness, density, materiality, solidity. Also ;

concr. or semi-concr.

448

1527 Andrew Brnnswyke's Distyll. Waters Aj, The
waters that there ben devyded from the grossenes of the

herbes eche in his substance. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. i.

163, I will purge thy inortall grossenesse so, That thou shall

like an airie spirit go. 1627 Drayton Batt. Aginc. etc.,

Moon-Calf 168 A black cloud .. Whose foggy grosnesse

so oppos'd the light, As it would turn the noone-sted into

night. £1630 Milton On Time 20 Then all this Earthy
grusnes quit, Attir'd with Stars we shall for ever sit. 1644

Digby Nat. Bodies xxvii. 24s The element immediately

next the earth in grossenesse is water. 1709 Pope Ess.

Crtt. 469 For envy'd Wit, like Sol eclips'd makes known
Th' opposing body's grossness, not its own. 1807 Knox
& Jebb Corr. I. 358 An expert diver can see under water,

but it must be cloudily, on account of the grossness of

the medium.
fig. 1766 Johnson Let. to W. Drummotul 13 Aug., This
speculation may perhaps be thought more subtle than the

grossness of real life will easily permit. 1842 Tennyson
Locksley Hall 48 The grossness of his nature will have
weight to drag thee down.

fb. Thickness as a third dimension (obs.).

c. Magnitude, with the implication of materiality.

1570 Killingsley Euclid 1. def. xv. 3 A plaine figure, that

is a figure without grossenes or thicknes. 1579 Fllke
Heskins' Pari. 167 That body being so subtile. ., was voyde
of all grossenesse or thicknesse. 1862 F. Hall Hindu Pkilos.

Syst. 121 Grossness is essential in order to perception.

4. Coarseness, want of fineness or refinement:

a. of food, feeding, or material substances; b.

of habits, ideas, speech, etc.

a. 1681 Dryden Abs. fy Ackit. 619 His Shrieval Board
The Grossness ofa City Feast abhorr'd. 1751 Earl Orrery
Remarks Swift (1752) 175 The grossness of our food, and
..our immoderate use of spirituous liquors. 1899 John
Caird Fundamental Ideas of Christianity II. x. 51 The
vital energy of the plant transmutes into flower and fruit

the grossness and foulness of the soil from which it springs.

b. 1563 Homilies 11. Places II. Script. 1. 160 Places that

men are offended at for the homelynesse & grossenesse

of speach. 1594 Shaks. Rich, III, m. i. 46 Weigh it but

with the grossenesse of this Age. J667 (title) The most
delectable History of Reynard the Fox.. purged from all

grossness in phrase and matter. 1738 Warburton Div.
Legal. 111. vi. Wks. 1788 II. 198 To be bleached and puri-

fied from the grossness and pollution of their ideas. 1763

Johnson Let. to Miss Reynolds 27 Oct., I do not.. think

the grossness of a ship very suitable to a lady. 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 150 That chastity of honour.,
under which vice itself lost half its evil, by losing all its

grossness. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris <ed. s\ 130 Grossness

of conduct is the natural and becoming barrier that stands

between virtue and vice, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Wor-
ship\V\iS. (Bohn) II. 396 With these grossnesses, we com-
placently compare our own taste and decorum. 1885

Manch. Exam. 4 May 5/1 The . . desire to disguise the

native grossness of their motives.

5. Want of instruction and enlightenment ; dull-

ness, stupidity.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 228 b, Shall brynge with

them theyr olde grosnes, heuynes & passibilite. 1552 Lati-

mek Serm. L^incolnsh. ix. (1562) 144 What a pacient man
our sauior Christ was, which could so wel beare w* the

grosenes of Iohns disciples. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. ii.

§ 1 They. .are. .for grosnesse of wit such, as they, .scarcely

seeme to holde the place of humane being. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 137 It were extreame Grossenesse to thinke.-that

the Sound in Strings is made, .between the Hand and the

String. 1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients 350 This was his

grosnesse. As for the other more refined . . men, they knew
well enough what difference there was. 1837 Ht. Martinf.au

Sac. Amer. II. 59 Their intellectual torpor, their mental

grossness, are melancholy to witness. 1857KEBLE Euchar.
Adoration 58 To bring men to that requires .. extreme

grossness of understanding.

Grossolite, corrupt form of CHiasoLiTK.
1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 466 With turkis and grossolitis

enpauyd was the grounde.

t Gross-table, grostable, variant of grass-

tabie, see Grass sb. 13.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 87 The Base called gross-table, at

the bottome of a building. Ibid. 89 For cleansing and
setting again old work, as window stuff, grostable, water-

table, cornish, quines.

Grossula-ceous, a. Bot. rare~°. [f. mod.L.

Grossulace-gtt the gooseberry tribe + -ous.] Be-

longing to the N.O. Grossulaceee (now Grossulari-

acem).

1847 in Craig; hence in later Diets.

Grossular (gr^si/7laj).* Min. Also -are.

[ad. mod.L. grossu/ar-ia (Werner in 1811), an

application of the specific name of the gooseberry,

in allusion to the colour of the stone.] A pale-

green variety of garnet from Siberia, often called

the gooseberry garnet.

[1814 T. Allan Min. Nomen. 21 Garnet. .Olive Green.

Grossularia.] 1819 W. Phillips Min. fed. 2) 24 Grossuktr

. .occurs in the varieties of the dodecahedron, i8ai Jameson
Min. 224 Grossulare. [In Webster 1828-32, and later Diets.,

which have the word also as an adj.]

GroSStlla-riouS, a. rare- 1
. [f. mod.L. gros-

stdari-a (see prec.) + -ous.] Of the nature of, or

resembling, the gooseberry.

1845 Don Hortic. in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 120* Grossula-

rious Fruits.

Grossularite (grp-sirflaxait). Min. [f. as prec.

+ -ite.] =prec.
1847 i" Craig. 1868 Dana Min. 267 Pale green, .garnets

are not invariably grossularite.

GrO'SSy, a. [f. Gross a. + -y ».] f a. Some-
what gross (obs.). b. dial, (see quot. 1877).
1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet., Grofachtigh, Grossie, or

Thickish. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Lincoln (1662) II. 149

GROTESQUE.
Wild-foule being more dainty and digestable than Tame of
the same kind, as spending their Grossie humours with their

Activity and constant Motion in Flying. 1877 Holderness

Gloss., Grossy, . . green and vigorous (applied to vegetation)

;

..stout (applied to persons).

Grost, obs. variant of gorst, Gorse.
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 608/39 Ruscus, a grost, or furses.

Grostable : see Gross-table.

t Grost6. Obs. rare, [a. OF. grossed:—

med.L. grossitat-em -Gbossity.] Grossness; in

quots. concr. gross or thick parts.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 1. 5 pat . . be groste of be mater
of £e watir descende dounward to be necke. Ibid., pe groste

schal abide bynebe in pe botme.

tGrot 1
. Obs. Forms: 1-4 grot, 3-5 grote,

3 greot), 4 grott(e. [OK. grot str. ncut., related

by ablaut to greot Grit fbj, grytt Grit sb.'-,

grut Grout : see also Groats.] A fragment,

particle, atom. Every grot «= every whit.

(888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxv. § 1 Hu niseg [onne aeni*

man rihtwislice .. acsigan, *if he nan grot rihtwisnesse on
him nsefS. a 1225 Ancr. R. 260 Of al be brode eorSe ne

moste he habben a grot, forte deien uppon. a 1240 Sawles
Warde in Cott, Horn. 251 Iteilede draken .. to cheoweft

ham euch greot. t-1300 Havelok 472 Of bothen he karf on
two here throtes, And sithen hem al to grotes. a 1330

Roland % V. 786 Now ich wot, }our cristen lawe eueri grot.

C1386 Chaucer Friars Prol. 28, I shal hym quhen euery

grot. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. m. xli. (Tollem. MS.),

Atthomis a litill binge, as it were, of be grotis in be Sonne
beme. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 35 Not to grucchen

a grott ageine godis sonde, c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622)

608 Ac on Ionas fel vche grot. ^14*5 Seven Sag. (P.) 2071

Hys eyen, hys nose, and hys throte, Thay fyldan wit golde

every grote.

tGrot 2
. Obs. Als04grate. [a.ON.£rtf7->',cogn.

w. grata : see Groie v,~\ Weeping, lamentation.

t 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1577 Grot sal bi-cumen, And wreche of

iacob sal bi-numen. Ibid. 1978 Long grot and sor^e is him

bi-tid. Ibid. 2288, 3717. 13.. St. Alexius 570 in Horstm.

Altengl. Leg. (1881) 187 His wife kome ban wib sorowfull

late Wib goulinge & wib rewfull grate.

Grot 3 (grpt). Nowonly/tW. Forms: 6-8grott(e,

7 grote, 6- grot. [ad. Y.grotte: see Grotto.]

1. » Grotto i.

1506 Guvlforde Pilgr. (Camden) 16 There we lay in the

same grotte or caue Frydaye all day vpon the bare,

stynkynge, stable grounde. 1558 Florio, Grotta, a grot,

a cave, a den, a caverne. 1608 E. Grimstone Hist. France

(16111 1030 To shew him his buildings, his Grots or Caues,

and his Chases. 1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. Kp. Ded.

23 They who for their security runne into grots and cellars.

1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy II. 186 Entring into the Gro te

of Pausilipus we found it to be about forty foot high. 1680

Morden Geog. Red., Germany (1685) 113 In his Palace or

Castle of Heidelburg are divers things remarkable, viz. the

Grotes and Water-works. 170a W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant
xxxvi. 143 Near those Buildings of everlasting continuance

there are also some Grotts or Caves. 1753 Johnson Advert-

turer No. 1&8 P 5 A natural grot shaded with myrtles, a 1755

Shenstone in Dodsley Coll. Poems (1755) *v - 35* Here m
cool grot and mossy cell We rural fayes and faeries dwell.

1814 Scott Lord ofIsles in. xxviii, Mermaid's alabasier grot.

f b. A crypt under a church. Obs.

1658 J. Burbukv Hist. Christina A. ofSwedlandw H-er

Majesty, when she had ador'd the most holy Sacrament,

went down into the grots below the Church. 1670-98

Lassels Voy. Italy II. 28, I got leave to go down into the

Grot under this Church.

2. = Grotto 2.

1641 Evelyn Diary 19 Aug., We . . went to visit the Hoff,

or Prince's Court, with the adjoining gardens full of. .grots,

fountains, and artificial music. 1693 C. Dryden in Dryden s

Juvenal (1607) 172 Lucan ..may lie at ease In costly Grotts,

and marble Palaces. 1749 Lady Luxborouch Let. to Shen-

stone 24 June, You may be secure in your grott from all

intruders, and see your Shrubbery prosper unmolested.

1764 Oxford Sausage 60 Fresh Shade and Vale No more to

visit, or vine-mantled Grot, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864' II.

366 The Baron is blind to a beauteous day, If it beam in my
Lady's grot. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iii, He opened a

cool grot at the end of the yard.

t Grote, v. Obs. Also 4 graten. [*• ON.
grata : see Greet v.-~\ trans, and intr. To
bewail ; = Greet v.-

c'1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1984 Ic sal li?ten til helle dale, And
groten Sor min sunes bale, c 1300 Havelok 329 Of Goldeboru

sbulwenou laten, pat nouth ne blinneth forto graten. Ibid.

1390 He. . Siben yede sore grotinde awey.

Grote, obs. form of Groat, Groats.

t GrO'ten, z'- Obs.rare- 1

. [Of obscure origin
;

oi.ghtt and ME. aghtye. See also Agroten, In-

groten.] trans. To glut.

cx44o Promp. Parv. 215/1 Groton, or ingroton wythe

mete or drynke, ingurgito.

t Grotes. Obs.~ l

. [variant of Crotey sb.]

— Crottels.
C1450 ME. Med. Bk. (He'mrich) 140 Take be grotes of be

goot, and boile hem in vynegre [etc.].

Grotesque (gr<?te'sk\ sb. and a. Forms : a.

6 crotesfc)que, 7 crotesco, -ko. 0. f-8 grot-

(t'esc, -k(e, -q, groKt)esco, -ko, 7- grotesque.

[Orig. a. early mod.K. crotesque sb. fern., an

adaptation (by assimilation to OF. crote = It.

grotta) of It. grottesca * a kinde of rugged vn-

polished painters worke, anticke worke' (Florio

1598), 'anticke or landskip worke of Painters

(Florio 1611), an elliptical use (= opera or pittura

grottesca) of the fern, of grottesco adj. f. grotta :



GROTESQUE. 449 GROUND.

see Grotto and -esque. (Cf. Sp., Pg. grutesco,

an alteration of the It. word after Sp. Pg. gruta =
It. grotta. ) It is remarkable that Florto in both

his Diets. (i.syS and 1611) has crotesca as an It.

word, explained as ' antique, fretted, or earned

worke
'

; this, if genuine, would seem to be a re-

adoption from Fr. Before the end of the 16th c.

the Kr. word was occasionally spelt grotesque, after

the original It. ; this form was adopted into Eng.

about 1640, and has been the prevailing form ever

since. But early in the 17th c. writers acquainted

with It. had introduced the masc. form of the adj.,

crotesco, which occurs as late as 1646 ; the more
usual It. form grotesco appears as Eng. lirst in

the 1632 edition of Florio's transl. of Montaigne,

and did not become obsolete until the 18th c.

The etymoloRica! sense of grottesca would be ' painting

appropriate to grottos '. The special sense is commonly
explained by the statement that grotte, 'grottoes', was the

popular name in Rome for the chambers of ancient buildings

which had been revealed by excavations, and which con-

tained those mural paintings that were the typical exam-
ples of ' grotesque '. (See I'oc. delia Cricsca, s. v. Grotta,

§ iv.) Although this seems to be only a late conjecture,

without any actual evidence, it appears to be intrinsically

plausible.]

A. sb.

1. A kind of decorative painting or sculpture,

consisting of representations of portions of human
and animal forms, fantastically combined and in-

terwoven with foliage and flowers.

1561 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 130 Item, twa paintit broddis

the ane of the muses and the uther of crotescque or conceptis.

[1624 Wotton Archit. ii. 97 Whether Grotesca (as the

Italians) or Antique worke (as wee call it) should be recemed.]

1636 B. Jonson Discov., De progres. fictttrm Wks. {1640)

113 He complaines of their painting Chimaeras, by the vulgar

unaptly called Grottesque. 1645 Evelyn Mem. (18571 *• J 43
The foliage and grotesque about some of the compartments
are admirable. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 25, I would
confine Grotesco only to Borders and Freezes. 1686

Aglionby Painting /tlustr. Kxplan. Terms, Grotesk, is

properly the Painting that is found under Ground in the

Ruines of Rome. 1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit. (17421 I.

59 The Chambers .. are all . . painted in grotesque of a very

fine Invention. 1761-71 H. Walpole Vertne's Aneed. Paint,

(1786) I. 260 Don Julio Clovio, the celebrated limner, whose
neatness and taste in grotesque were exquisite. 1823 P,

Nicholson Pract. Build. Gloss. 586 Grotesque, the light,

gay, and beautiful style of ornament, practised by the antient

Romans in the decoration of their palaces, baths, villas, etc.

attrib. 1711 SHAFrESB. Charac. (1737) HI- 6 Tis the per-

fection of certain grotesque-painters, to keep as far from
nature as possible, a 1744 Poi'E //or. Sat. 11. vi. 192 Grotesco

roofs, and Stucco floors.

b. A work of art in this style. Chiefly //.,

figures or designs in grotesque ; in popular lan-

guage, figures or designs characterized by comic

distortion or exaggeration.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relt'g. Med. 1. § 15 There are no
Grotesques in nature. 1691 tr. Emillianne's Frauds
Romish Monks 333 They expose to public view in the

Streets . . many infamous naked Pictures, and Grotesques,

to cause laughter. 1746 W. Hoksley Fool (1748) I. 141

The reigning Taste of the Age for Oddities, Monsters, Gro-

tesques, Cancatura's, &c. 1756 Burke Subl. <t B. 11. v, All

the designs I have chanced to meet of the temptations of

St. Anthony were rather a sort of odd, wild grotesques, than

any thing capable of producing a serious passion. 1819

Byron Juan 1. xlvi, This [missal] all Kinds of grotesques

illumined. 1856 Rlkkin Mod. Paint. III. iv.viii. §4Afine
grotesque is the expression, in a moment, by a series of sym-
bols thrown together in bold and fearless connection, of

truths which it would have taken a long time to express in

any verbal way [etc.]. 1865 Loud. Rev. 23 Dec. 668/1 The
ornamentalists of that period . . revelled in their grotesques.

1893 Leland Mem. II. 248 Adorned with fifteenth century

grotesques.

C. Jig.

1644-7 Cleveland Char. Loud. Dittrn. 28 A strange

Grottesco this, the Church and States. 1710 Steele Tatler

No. 202 p 2 This indeed is Ambition in Grotesque. 1889

Spectator 21 Dec, To Browning, life is a medley of gro-

tesques, with a glowing horizon beyond it.

2. A clown, buffoon, or merry-andrew. [So in

mod.Fr. ,as masc. sb.).] Cf. Antic.
1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 18 Nov., The great grotesque

himself will be in the grave. 1871 Morley Voltaire iii.

(1872) 120 Some men of true genius seem only to make sure

of fame by straining themselves into grotesques.

3. Printing. A square-cut letter without ceriph,

THUS ; formerly called stone-letter.

1875 Southward Diet. TyPogr., Grotesque, the name of

a peculiar fancy jobbing type.

B. adj.

1. Arch. Having the character of the work de-

scribed in A. 1. (In some of the early instances

the word may be the sb. used attrib.)

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxvii. 89 Antike Boscage or

Crotesko [to also ed. 1613; ed. 1632 has Grotesko] works,

which are fantastical pictures, having no grace, but in the

variety and strangenes of them. 16x0 Folktngham Art of
Survey 11. vi. 58 Compartiments are Blankes or Figures

bordered with Anticke Boscage or Crotesko-woorke. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. xxiv. 170 As for Sea-horses

..they are but Crotesco deliniations. 1664 Evelyn tr.

Freart's Parall. Archit. 128 There are also Voluta's in

the Corinthian and Compounded Capitels, but they con-

sist rather of certain large Stalkes after a more Grotesco

designe. ni668 Davenant Masque Wks. (1673) 360 And
in the midst was placed a large compartiment composed

of Groteske work. 1687 Burnet Trav. 11.(1750) 100 They
have built great Vaults and Porticos along the Rock, which
are all made Grotesque. 1695 Dkyden Paral. Poet, .y /'aint.

26 Grotesque painting is the just resemblance of this. 1841-4
Emekson Ess., Manners Wks. (Bonn) I. 215 Let there be
grotesque sculpture about the gates and offices of temples.

2. In a wider sense, of designs or forms : Charac-
terized by distortion or unnatural combinations

;

fantastically extravagant ; bizarre, + quaint. Also
trans/, of immaterial things, esp. of literary style.

1653 J. Hall Paradoxes 45 They ..ought to bee accounted
one of those Grotesco Maximes . . that doe so disfigure and
misguide the life o( man. 1687 DrYDEN Hind <y /'. ill. 1044
An hideous figure of their foes they drew. Nor lines, nor
looks, nor shades, nor colours true ; And this grotesque de-
sign expos'd to public view. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 118
r 6 You have employed your self more in Grotesque Figures,
than in Beauties. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to /.tidy

Rich 10 Oct., These grotesque daubers give me a still highi-r

esteem of. .natural charms. 17*8 -Morgan Algiers I. Pref.

25 Matters of so peregrine and grotesk a Nature as this

[History]. 1762-5 H. Walpole Vertne's A need. Paint, (ed. 2)

I. 118 Those Grotesque monsters, .with which the spouts .

.

of ancient buildings are decorated. 1820 Hazlitt Led.
Dram. Lit, 36 Our literature, .is Gothic and grotesque.
absol. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. v. iRtldg.t 404 He

preferred the stately, or rather the grotesque in writing.

1851 Ruskin Stones I 'en. (1874) I. App. 367 The Northern
love of what is called the Grotesque. 1888 /'nil Malt G.

4 Apr. ll/l The grotesque is a branch of the fantastic.

f b. Of landscape : Romantic, picturesquely

irregular. Obs.

1667 Milton /'. /.. iv. 136 A steep wilderness, whose hairie

sides With thicket overgrown, grottesque and wilde, Access
deni'd. £1764 R. Dodslev Leasoroes, in Shenstone's Wks.
II. U777) 296 The more pleasing parts of this grotesque and
hilly country.

3. Ludicrous from incongruity ; fantastically ab-

surd.

1747 GentI, Mag. 374 A woman with her head peeping out
of a sack, could hardly .. make a more Grotesque figure.

1829 LvTTON Devereux 11. v. 46 O'Canoll gave a grotesque
sort of signal between a wink and a beckon. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop iii, But what added most to the grotesque
expression of his face, was a ghastly smile. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 163 These peculiarities appeared far more
frotesque in a faction which ruled a great empire. 1863

r. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia 58 You can conceive
nothing more grotesque than the Sunday trim of the poor
people. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. ix. (1878)

154 The most grotesque machine I ever saw that did some-
thing. 1870 R. W. Dale Week-day Serin, xii. 246 The gro-

tesque doctrine that it is good for trade.

4. Comb., as grotesque-mimied adj.

1822 Moore Mem. (1853] III. 347 Found there Beresford ..

a grotesque-minded person, very amusing.

Hence Grotesque v. trans., to give a grotesque

form or appearance to ; to caricature, travesty.

1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol. 432 After obscenity
grotesqued so much It slunk away, revolted at itself. 1891
Sat. Rev. 19 Dec. 707/2 This is to grotesque Dante, not to

translate him.

Grotesquely (gn?te-skli), adv. [f. Grotesque
a. + -ly -.J In a grotesque manner ; with incon-

gruous absurdity ; fantastically, whimsically.
1740 H. Walpole Ep. fr. Florence 285 in Dodsley Coll.

Poems (1755) III. 80 The wearied arms grotesquely deck
the wall. 1814 Scott Wav. lxv, His absurdities . . had ap-

feared grotesquely ludicrous during his prosperity. 1818
'oster \\\Life $ Corr. (1846) II. 26 Grotesquely-constructed

sentences. 1829 Lytton Devereux It, ii, A man of about
the middle age, very grotesquely attired.

Grotesqueness (gr^te'sknes). [f. Grotesque
+ -NESS.] The quality of being grotesque ; incon-

gruous absurdity. Ahoconcr.fi/. Grotesque objects.

1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. n. (1863) 529 His face,

with all its grotesqueness, was infinitely pleasanter to look

at than his figure, i860 Heads A;- Hats 12 The women
[temp. Edw. IV] wore absurdly high coiffures; and the men
vied with them in their height, if not in their grotesqueness.

1883 J. Hawthorne in Harper's Mag. Nov. 926 1, I saun-

tered about the studio, taking note of the various beauties,

grotesquenesses, and curiosities that it contained.

Grotesquerie (grtfte'skari). Also grotes-

query. [as if a. F. *grotesquerie, f. grotesque

Grotesque.] Grotesque objects collectively; gro-

tesque quality ; a piece of grotesqueness.
1654-66 Ld. Orrery Partheuissa (1676) 517 In a large

Compartiment composed ofGroteskery were seen Sphynxes,
Harpyes, the Claws of Lyons and Tygers, to evidence that

within inhabited Mysteries and Riddles. 1862 B. Taylor
Home fy Abr. Ser. 11. II. 339 Where so much is beautiful,

the occasional anomalies and grotesqueries of taste fail to

ofFend you. 1877 ' H. A. Page' De Quincy I. v. g2_ Casting
a ' jet ' of gentle humour over the grim grotesquerie of the
situation. 1878 Bayne Purit. Rev. iii. 59 The incidents ,.

of waking existence are therein . . tossed and heaped together
as the materials of a wild grotesquerie. 1880 Howells Un-
disc. Country xiii. 197 She showed her sense of degradation
in the brutal grolesquery. 1885 Manch. Exam. 22 July 3/2
The inventive grotesquerie of his [Gustave Dore's] later work.

Grotha, Grothe, obs. ff. Grotto, Growth 1
.

Grothite gr<?u'}^it). Min. [f. Groth the name
of a German mineralogist + -ite. Named by Dana
1867.] A variety of titanite containing vttrium.

1867 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. H. XLIV. 258 'Grothite ..

Described as a variety of Titanite by Groth.

Grotis, Grots, obs. ff. Groats.
Grotta, original form of Gbotto, q. v.

Grotte, obs. form of Groat, Grot.
Grottes, obs. form of Groats.
Grottesc;o, -k(e, -ko, obs. ff. Grotesque.

Grotto (w^;- M- grottos, grottoes.
Forms: a. 7grotta. !

,

grotha);//.grotta's,grottas,
! grotha's, (crron. grottae) ; fi. ( 7 gvoto) , 7 - gi otto

;

1
//. 7-8 grotto's. 7- grotto.s, grottoes, [ad. It.

I grotta 'for which Dante has also grotto. = OF.
crote, croute, Pr. crola, Sp. and l'g. g/zita:—pop.L.

I crupta,grupta {
- literary L. crypto.

f , ad. Gr. k^vtttt]

j

vault, f. KphTTTftv to hide. (The mod.F. grotte is

;
from It.)]

1. A cave or cavern, tsp. one which is picturesque,

or which forms an agreeable retreat.

1617 Collins De/. Bp. F.ly 11. vi. 241 To bee respected and
credited, afore your grottae, or your Cryptae. 1632 l.inicow
Trav. vi. 276 We arrived at a Cave, .. and from the mouth
of this delectable Grotto, gusheth f<_rth a most delicious

Fountaine. 1695 Woodward Sat. Hist. Earth i. I1723) 3
I To inform my self of the present Condition of the Earth ..

I

as far as either Grotto's or other Natural Caverns . . let me
into it. 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist. (1776) I. 67 Of all the

subterraneous caverns now known, the grotto of Antiparos
is the most remarkable, as well for its extent, as for the beauty
of its sparry incrustations. 1818 Klats Endym. 1. 459
Echoing grottoes, full of tumbling waves And moonlight.

1856 Stanley Sinai <y Pal. ii. (185S 1 153 Partly perhaps the

cause, partly the effect of this consecration of grottoes, began
the caves of hermits. 1887 Rt skin Prxteriia II. 89 i he

Dog's grotto with its floor a foot deep in poisoned air.

2. An excavation or structure made to imitate

I a rocky cave, often adorned with shell-woik, etc..

I and serving as a place of recreation or a caul

retreat.

1625 Bacon Ess., £uildi>g <Avb. 552 On the Vnder Story,

towards the Garden, Let it be turned to a Grotta, or place of

I Shade, or Estiuation. 1644 Evelyn Mem. 1 1857 1 1. 56 A grotto

!
or shell-house, on the summit of the hill. ^1645 Howell

; Lett. (1650) I. in. 92 The keeper of the house was very

I

officious to shew him every room, witli the garden, grotha's,

i

and aqueducts. 1680 Morden Geog. Rett., Germany (16S5)

;
119 There is nowhere to be seen fairer Rows of Orange-
Trees, Grottas better contrived and beautified. 1791 Ge/ttl.

Mag. 26/1 These seeds are soli! at many shops in London,
for ornamenting grottoes and >hell-work. 1832 G. Dounes
Lett. Coi/t. Countries I. 283 Under the palace is a veiy

curious and beautiful grotto of shell-work, with a mosaic
floor. It consists of several chambers, adorned with statues.

trans/. 1720 Strype blow's Surv. 11754) II. vi. vi. 663/1
' A small Grotto of trees most pleasant in the Summer season.

3. A structure of oyster-shells in the form of

a grotto, erected and exhibited by London stuet-

boys on the £th of August.
a 1845 [implied in grottoing below]. 1864 Chambers1

Bk.
Days II. 122. 1877 Punch 244 The Derby outing comes.

like the 'grotter', only once a year.

4. Comb., as grotto-work: »rolto-like adj.

1782 Cowper Poet, Oyster, § Sensit. Plant 49 You, in

your grotto-work enclosed, Complain of being thus exposf d.

1840 Mrs. Norton Dream 39 There in a cool and grotto-like

repose.

Hence G-ro-ttoed///. a., ensconced in a grotto ;

also, formed into grottoes; Grottoing vbi sb.,

making grottos (sense 3).

(11748 J. Wakton Fashion 21 in Dodsley Coll. Poems
(1748} III. 275 Happy the grotto'd hermit with his pube.

a 1845 Hood Lost Heir 76 And the threepence he'd got

by grottoing was spent in plums. 1892 Ln. Lytton King
Poppy Prol. 301 Grey, gaunt, and silent as its grotto'd rock.

Grouan, variant of Gkowan.
Grou(e, Groufl\e, obs. ff. Ghow, Groof.
Grouf f)lirigs, variant of Grovkli.i>gs Obs.

Grotigh, obs. form of Grow ; variant of Gruff.
Grought, obs. form uf Growth 1

.

Grouhund, obs. form of Gkew-hounp.
Groul, Groume, obs. ff. Gi.oyvl, Grume.
Groule : see Gurl v.

Grottr), obs. i. growpi, pa. pple. of Grow.
Ground (grttmid), sb. Forms : 1-5 (6- Sc.)

grund, 4-6 grond, (5 gronnde), 4-7 grounde,

5 grownd(e, (5 grount, growende, 6 growinde,
groune, 7 grown), 3- giourd. [Com. Tent.

:

OE. grund str. masc. - OFris., OS. grund
(MDu. gront, inflected grond-, Du. grond), OHG.
grunt, krunt (MHG. grunt, grund-, G. g/una),

Goth. *gt undus (cf. grundu-waddjus ground-

wall, foundation, afgrundija abyss) :-OTeut.

*grundn-z :-pre-Teut. *ghrntii-s ; no cognates

outside Teut. are known. The formal equiva-

lent is not found in ON., which has however

grund fern, (declined like the •*- stems), earth. plain,

and a cognate type (Teut. *grunf>o- :-pre-Teut.

ghrnto-) in grunn-r, grud-r ma?c, bottom,

grunnr adj., shallow, grunn neut, shoal (Da.

£r»«</bottom, shallow, Sw. grund bottom, founda-

tion, ground).]

I. The bottom ; the lowest part or downward

limit of anything.

fl. a. Of the sea, a well, ditch, etc., and of

hell; rarely of heaven. (Cf. Bottom 3.) Obs.

c 825 / 'esp. Psalter Ixiv. 8 Du jedroefes grund [ L. /undum]
sacs, a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 345 tGr.) Het hine ^a;re swear-

tan helle grundes xyman. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 He ..

alesde us of helle grunde. c 1200 Ormin 12059 Modijnesse,

patt warrp be deofelL.Inntill be grund off hellepitt. c 1275

Luue Ron 154 in O. E. Misc. 98 Hit is ymston of feor iboren,

nys non belere vnder heouene grunde. 1340 Hami-olk Pr.

Consc. 7213 In be grond of helle dongeoune pe hevedes of



GROUND.
synfulle salle be turned doune. ( 1425 Eng. Cong. Jrel. 12
He fel doun yn the ground of pe dich. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Eeg. 237 b 2 Thangel of our lord plunged them doun in the
grounde of the see. 1535 CovBBDALB Job xxxviii. 16 Camest
thou euer in to the grounde of the see? 1637 Rutherford
Lett. (1862.1 I. 218 Cast Him .. into the ground of the Sea,
He shall come up again.

f b. Of other things, esp. of a vessel or a wound
(cf. Bottom i). Also in phrase All to ground:
completely, thoroughly. Obs*
c 1205 Lav. 7779 J>er nuhten sitien in bon grunde [of the

tower] cnihtes sixti hundred. Ibid. 21508 And duden heom
alle clane into ban serpen grunde. a 1300 K. Horn 1197
Horn dronk of horn a stounde And brew hys ryng to pe
grounde [of the horn]. 13.. Minor Poemsfr. i'eruon MS.
xxxvii 814 pc leche clanseb be wounde : Clene in be ground
And leib salue a-boue. c 1305 J. Iscariot 118 in E. E. P.
(1862) no Of oure louerdes god .. he stal al to grounde.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. ix. 153 Decoct it) bras yf grauel in

the ground Noon leue, is preef that that licour is sound.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 215 5« schul be be ground of bis laddere
in helle, be-cause }e be begynners of bat wrong ! c 1500
Lancelot 2079 His dedly wound god helyth frome the
ground. 1597 Montgomerie Cherrie <y Situ 1362 Quhyle
we grip it [an ailment] to the grand. 1834 Scott 5"/. Rouau's
ix, I ken weel eneugh how a customer looks that's near the
grund of the purse.

1- c. fig. Of the heart : (cf. Bottom 5 b). Obs.
c 1200 Ormis* 13286 Crist sahh all hiss herrtess grund.

1 1290 S. E. Leg. I. 220/19 P i9, olde man rijt of is heorte
grounde Al weopinde he hem tolde )wat h^ hadde ifounde.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 8t So:ie, y fele the dede stounde,
The suert is at inyn herte grounde. (1440 Jacob's Will
170 In be bothme, in be ground, in be depthe of bin herte.

1535 Covkriiale Gen. xliu. 30 The grounde of his hert was
kyndled towarde his brother. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref.-j
Let vs ra'.her b'esse God from the ground of our heart.

1745 Wesley Wks. (1872) I. 506 We praised God from the
ground of the heart.

2. The solid bottom or earth underlying the sea

(t or other water). Now only Naut., esp. in

reference to soundings, or in phrase Jo break
ground: to heave the anchor clear of the bottom.
Beowulf(Z.) 553 Hreo waeron y5a . . Me to grunde ^eteah

fah feondscaSa. c 1000 Sal. fy Sat. 227 (Gr.i Dol bi5 se Se
gsed on deop water, se <5e. .mid fotum ne inse^ grund ^erJe-

can. c 1200 Ohmin 14861 All all swa summ be sx wass ber
Dun till \>c grund toworrpenn, Swa t>att tej3 o be dri^e
grund Wei sae^henn openn we^e. a 1300 Cursor M. 1840
pat was no creatur in Hue bat moght to grund or reche or
nue. Ibid. 23198 Stang als men sais es vmstund Sua depe
bat bar-on es na grund. 13.. Seuyn Sag. 885 (W.) To a
fische-pole he come . . He lepe in and sanke to gronde,
(.1400 Maundbv. (Roxb.i xxxiii. 148 As bai saile bai may
. . see be ground of be see. c 1440 Jacobs Well .vi. 75
Caste out of pi pytt be stynkyng wose of pride, tyl pou
fynde a syker ground fie a clene. ^1485 Digby Myst. (1882)

lit. 1395 Lett fall an ankyr to grownd ! a 1568 Satir. Poems
Reform, xlvi. 393 Gif }e can nocht get the grund, Steir be
the com pas. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. iii. 204 Dine into
the bottome of the deepe, Where Fadome-line could neuer
touch the ground. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 190 There is

good ground and ankorage here: and you shall ride i:i

three fathom water. 1611 Markham Countr. Content, i.

xiv. 93 If you Angle for him [Trout] at the ground.. the
Menow is a good bayte. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y /'. 1

The Ship then breaking Ground from Graves- End, to fall

down to the Buoy in tlie Nore. 1712 W. Rogers Voy. 50
We kept continual Soundings, and had always Ground from
one League to ten off the Shore, from 20 to 50 Fathom
Water. 175a [see Break p. 44 d). 178a Log ofAlbemarle
in Nicolas Ditp. Nelson (1846) VII. p. v, With this depth
and ground you may be sure you are without the Capes.
1807 J. Johnson Oriental Voy. 220 On the 5th the men
of war. .broke ground, and steered past. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., s. v., To strike ground, to obtain soundings.

fig. 1781 C. Johnston Hist. John Juniper I. 80 His
readers., may have flattered themselves with hope of finding

ground at last, after the pains of diving so deep for it.

b. The bottom at a point where the water

becomes too shallow for a vessel, etc. to float.

To take the ground : to run ashore, to strand. To
smell the ground (see quot. 1875).
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IVt iv. i. 17 Thus do the hopes we

haue in him, touch ground, And dash themselves to pieces.

1830 Lyell Prtnc. Geol. I. 299 These masses [icebergs] may
sometimes take the ground in great numbers. 1875 K. Fnz-
Gekald Lett. (1889) I. 374, 1.. fancy that I begin to 'smell

the Ground ', as Sailors say of the Ship that slackens speed
as the Water shallows under her. 1880 Times 4 Aug. 12/4
The Laine, Russian barque,, .took the ground on the Somer-
setshire side.

t c. On ground = AgroUKD. To set or run on
ground : fig. to puzzle, nonplus fa person). Cf. 9 b.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 40 Like a Whale on ground.
1601 Bi\ Andrewes Scrm. (1843) V. 127 The Pharisees
and Sadducees had no further end but to set Him on ground,
and so to expose him to the contempt of the people, a 164s

Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts vi,(i704) 522/1 The English
..may come on Ground. 1642 Rogers Naamatt 442 Will
God heale, that man may be set on ground and bee convinced
of hisowne impotency. 1659 J. Arrowsmith Chain Princ.

138 Whilest others run themselves on ground, and dispute
it till their understandings be nonplust. 1667 Land. Gaz.
No. 217/4 The Ship called the Van Hoorn..is on ground
without the mouth of the Texell.

3. //. The particles deposited by a liquid in the

bottom of the vessel containing it ; dregs, lees.

T Also sing, a residuum, sediment.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixiv. 9 111 men sail drynke be

§rundis of be chalice, c 1450 M.E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 93
treyne hit wel borouj a caneuas, and do awey be groundes

of be roses. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 159 The grounds or
dregs of the black oile oliue. 16*5 Hart Anat. Ur. viii. 98
Wheresoever there is a swim there is also a ground or resi-

dence. 1742 Lend.
<J-

Country Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 53 The un-
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wholesome Settlements or Grounds of the Beer. 1775
Sheridan Si. Patr. Day 11. iv, Just. Did you perceive any-
thing in my chocolate cup. . ? Ser. Nothing,, .unless it was
a little grounds. 1824 Macau lay Misc. Writ, (i860) I. 141
[Telling fortunes] neither from the lines of a hand, nor the
grounds of a teacup, i860 All Year Round No. 42. 367
Cups of smoking black coffee (half grounds as the Turks
drink it).

fig. 1629 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 44 Fulfil with joy
the remnant of the grounds and remainders of the afflictions
of Christ in your body. 164a Hales Schism 4 If so be you
be animo defrcato, if you have cleared your self from froth
and growns. 1672 Marvell AV/*. Transp. 1. 185 How much
another thing it is to hear him speak that hath cleared him-
self from froth and growns.

b. Refuse (of meal, wool, etc.). rare.
i6igCHAPM.\s Juvenal 21 The mustiest grounds Of Barley-

gricst, bak'd purposely for hounds. 1653 Walton Angler
v. 117 You must be sure you want not ..the Peacocks
feather, and grounds of such wool and crewel as will make
the Grasshopper. 1808 Jamieson, Grounds, the refuse of
flax, left in dressing it.

II. liase. foundation.

t 4. The solid base or foundation on which an
edifice or other structure is raised. In early use

//. in the same sense (cf. foundations). Obs.

/ 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke vi. 48 Gelic is [he] ctam menu
timbrende husse5e delfaeS. .& sesette 8agrundas[L. funda-
mental ofer carr vel stan. Ibid. xiv. 29. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter xvii. 8 Groundes ofe hilles todreued are. Ibid. 16
Groundes ofe ertheli werlde vn-hiled are. a 1300 Cursor M.
128 For b' Pa t na were may stand Wit-outen grundwall to
be lastand, par for bis were sal I fund Apon a selcuth sted-
fast grund. 138a Wyci.if Ezra v. 16 Tfailke Zazabazar cam,
and sette the groundis of the temple of God in Jerusalem.
1423 Jas. 1 KingisQ. exxx, On him traist and call, That
corner-stone and ground is of the wall. 1535 Coverdalk
1 Kings vu 15 Salomon . . buylded the walles . . from the
grounde of y J house vnto the rofe. 1581 Satir. Poems
Reform, xliv. 35 As sour maisters grund is laid, Lyk do the
vallis and bigging be. 1634 Sir T. Herbfcrt Trav. 57
There be but nineteene standing, .. howbejt the ruines and
ground of fivescore more, are yet visible. 17x5 Leoni Pal-
ladia's Archil. (1742) I. 88 The beams which make the
ground or bottom of the ttridge.

5. In various immaterial applications.

a. That on which a system, work, institution,

art, or condition of things, is founded ; the basis,

foundation. Now somewhat rare.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19307 pat was to straight pair trout[h]

in grund. 1340 Hampole P>\ Const. 209 Mekenes, pat es
grund of al vertus .. On whilk al vertus may be sette fast.

t-1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 703 (842) As he bat is be welle
of worbinesse Of troube ground, myrour ofgoodlyhed. (1400
Destr. Troy Pro!. 80 How be groundes first grew. . Bothe of
torfer and tene bat horn tide aftur. 1423 Jas. I KingisQ.
vi, And so the vertew of his 3011th before Was in his age
the ground of his delytis. a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ.
Ord. 1 1790) 18 He ordeyned his groundes for household so
sure that his greete hospitalitie dayly stode wurshypfully
without decay xxxiii yeres. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi.

56 Cuvatyce, Rute of all evill and grund of vyce. 1523
Fitzhbrb. Sun'. Pro!., For a grounde of this treatyse..I do
take an olde statute named Extenta manerii as a principal)
grounde therof. 1596 Si-enskr F. Q. vi. i. 1 Which of all

goodly manners is the ground, And roote of civill conversa-
tion. x6ix Bible Transl. Pref. 4 The Edition of the
Seuentie . . was vsed by the Greeke fathers for the ground
and foundation of their Commentaries. 1653 Walton A ngler
iv. no These and the May-fly are the ground of all fly-

Angling. 1674 Playi ord Skill Mustek 1. i. 1 The Gam-ut
is the Ground of all Mustek. 1867 Maurice Patriarchs ff

Lawg. x. (1877) 198 The ground of the national existence
was laid in sacrifice. 1870 Jevons Eiem. Logic xxvi. 219
Upon a similar ground rests all the vast body of certain
knowledge.

f b. A fundamental principle ; also pi. the ele-

ments or rudiments of any study or branch of
knowledge. Obs.
i53l Doctor <$• Student Introd. 2, I wyll gladly shewe the

as me thynketh what be the groundes of the lawe of Eng-
lande. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 2b, There is aground in

the law, that inheritance may . . not lyneally ascend. 1592
Davies Immort. Soul 1. x. (1714) 22 Marrying divers Prin-
ciples and Grounds, Out of their Match, a true Conclusion
brings. 1605 Bacon Adv. /,. 11. i. § 2 Let this ground there-

fore be laid that [etc.]. 1625— Ess,, Boldness {\rb.) 519 Mtn
that vndertake great Cures . . but want the Grounds of
Science. 1648 Gage West lud. xx. 160 And counselled me
to learn the . , language, (whereof I had already got some
grounds). 1708 J. Chambeklayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. ui. x.

('743' 434 They have likewise a chaplain to instruct them in

the grounds of learning. 1762 Foote Orator 1. Wks. 1799
I. 195 Though he is the Poitier who teaches you the step and
the grounds; yet I am the Gallini who gives you the air,

and the grace of the minuet.

c. A circumstance on which an opinion, infer-

ence, argument, statement, or claim is founded,
or which has given rise to an action, procedure,
or mental feeling; a reason, motive. Often with
additional implication : A valid reason, justifying

motive, or what is alleged as such. On theground
of: by reason of (some circumstance alleged in

justification of a procedure). On [public, religious,

etc.) grounds: for reasons of the nature specified.

C i*>5 Lav. 3191 Al bis ilka ich wulle don ; iseid ich habbe
bene grund. c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 160-3 The
grounde and cause of al my peyn . . I wol reherse not for to
haue redresse But to declare my grounde of heuynesse.

*3?5 Remonstr. Rom. Corrup. (1851) 20 Ambrose and
Crisostom witnessen, with greet ground of holi writ and
opin resoun, that confessioun to God sufficith to saluacioun.

1467 Mann, ty Househ. Exp. tRoxb.) 171 He ..sawe his
growende scholde be preved nowte, thanne he mad a new
mater. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xli. 21 Stonde at youre cause
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(saieth the Lord c) and bringe forth youre strongest grounde.
1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jut. v. iii. 179 The true ground of all

these piteous woes. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets dric Dinner
Eiij, Chestnut, Chastnut : say some. 1 knowe not upon
what ground. 1605 Verstegaris Dec. Intell., Commend.
Verses, To gratifie that nation is his ground To whom he
thinks his best endeuours bound. 1642 Fuller Holy $•

Prof. St. iv. xx. 343 The beginning of a rumour is some-
times all the ground thereof. 1657 r. Henry Diaries (1882)

42 Heerefus'd; his grounds I know not. 1662 Stillingfl.
Grig. Sacr. u. iii. § 6 Then all former ages have believed
without sufficient ground for faith. 1671 M. Bruce Good
N«Wt in Evil limes (1708 1 18 A great ground of Glad-
ness. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India % P. 340 On which
ground it is, that their best Cities seldom have splendid
Edifices .. from .. private Hands. 1703 Maundreli,
Journ. Jerus. (1732) 126 The ground and reason of
this tradition, I could not learn. 173a Law Serious C. x\.

(ed. 2) 167 I-^t but any complaining, dbquieted man tell

you the ground of his uneasiness. 1775 Sheridan Duenna
I. iii, That is to be the ground of my dismission. — Rivals
II. i, What grounds for apprehension? 1790 Burke Er.
Rev. 19 There is ground enough for the opinion that all

the kingdoms of Europe were, at a remote period, elective.

1796 — Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 201, I thought the
insolent, unprovoked aggression ..a good ground of war.
1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 134 His desire was
publicly urged on public grounds, and . . thus only, the pope
was at liberty to consider it. 1859 Mill Liberty ii. (1865^

21/2 He has no ground for preferring either opinion. .1868

J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 283 The modern usurer will

on such grounds leave his money to a hospital. 1875
JowEtT Plato (ed. 2) I. 233 Thus all ground of offence is

taken away. 1876 Gladstone Homeric Synchr. 57, I am
unable to perceive the grounds of the assumption. 1882 J. H.
Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 293 Ferrar was deprived, .on the
ground of his marriage. 1883 C. J. Wills Mod. Persia
109 Whether or no this legend had any ground I cannot say.

1895 F. Hall Two Trifies iii, My grounds for doing so
shall soon be stated explicitly.

6. The foundation or substratum on which other

parts are overlaid, or on which they rest for sup-

port or display. In various technical uses :

a. The chief or underlying part in a composite
textile fabric ; a piece of cloth used as a basis for

embroidery or decoration. In Lace-making : The
meshes upon which the pattern is worked.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 453 Hir couerchiefs ful fyne weren

of ground I dorste swere they weyeden ten pound. 1480
Wardr. Ace. Ediv. IV (1830) 116 Cloth of gold broched
upon satyn ground. 1494 Act ir Hen. I'll, c. 27 They
pluck off both the Nap and Cotton of the same Fustians,
and break commonly both the Ground and Threads in

sunder. 1667 DbydEN Maiden Queen Hi. i. Wks. 1882 II.

455 No mortal hand so ignorant is found, To weave coarse
work upon a precious ground. 1722 Loud. Gaz. No. 6068/8
A Suit of Double Ground, yellow and white, lined with a
yellow Mantua Silk. 1779 Sheridan Critic 1. i, Your
occasional tropes and flowers suit the general coaiseness of
your style as tambour sprigs would a ground of linsey-

woolsey. 1882 Caulfeild it Saward Diet. Needleivork
(ed. 2), Devonia Ground, a ground used in Duchesse lace,

and as a variety when making Honiton lace.

b. Any material surface, natural or prepared,

which is taken as a basis for working upon : esp.

in painting or decorative art, a main surface or

first coating of colour, serving as a support for other

colours or a background for designs ; the prevail-

ing or principal colour of any object, picture, etc.

;

that portion of a surface which is not colouied,

decorated, or operated upon. Also//.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, xix. xi. (1495) 871 The

meane coloures ben groundyd in none other colour better

than in whyte, and the more whyte the grounde is the faster

the colour cleuyth. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1074 My sable

ground of sin I will not paint. 1601 Holland Pliny II.

621 The rest had need of a ground of Latton foile to giue
them a lustre. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. vii. (1635)

j68 The Ground (in a Plaine-chait) is the space or Plat-

forme wherein the Lines are to be inscril>ed. 1687 A.
Lovell tr. Iheveuot's Trav. 1. 200 All the Wall is painted
in lovely Mosaick Work of Green, upon a Ground of fine

Gold. 1799 {* Smni Laboratory 1. 347 When you begin
to work, lay a thick ground against the ceiling or wall, with
plaster. 1820 Scott Monast. xviii, The gems, being relieved

and set off by the darker and more grave ground of the

stuff, show like stars. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 921 Laying
the grounds [of wall-paperj is done with earthy colours or

coloured lakes thickened with size, and applied with brushes.
i860 Kuskin Mod. Paint. V. vn. ii. 124 Seen in broken
flakes on a deep purple ground of heavier cloud beyond.

'875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 51 Dyers first prepare the

white ground and then lay on the dye of purple.

fig' 1^33 Marmion Tine Companion 1. vii. Dram. Wks.
(1875) 124 A man cannot discern the ground of their dis-

course for oaths. 1828 Lights <y Shades II. i57Cockneyism
is a ground of native shallowness, mounted with pertness

and conceit.

fC. Mus. The plain-song or melody on which

a descant is raised. Also = ground-bass. Obs.

1592 R. D. IIypnerotomachia 19 A cunning Musition, who
having devised his plaine grounde in right measure [etc.].

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. vii. 49 For on that ground He
make a holy Descant. 1596 Edward III, 11. 1. 122 Ah,
what a world of descant makes my soule Vpon this volun-

tarie ground of lone. 1633 B. Jonson Love's Welcome at

Welbeck, Welcome is all our Song, is all our sound, The
Treble part, the Tenor, and the Ground. 1670-98 Lassels
Voy. Italy II. 199 An untouched organ underneath the hill,

plays soft ground to the Muses instruments. 1719 Watts
Doxology, °Let God the Father live \ Sinners from his free

Love derive The Ground of all their Songs. 1811 Busby
Diet. Mus. <ed. 3), Ground, the name given to a composi-

tion in which the bass, consisting of a few bars of indepen-

dent notes, is perpetually repeated to a continually varying

melody : as in Purcel's Ground, Pepusch's Ground, etc.
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d. Etching. (See quota, 1727-41 and 1837.)

Also etching-ground. Cf. G. dtzgrund.
1727 41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Ground in Etching denotes

a gammons composition, smeared over the surface of the
metal to be etched ; to prevent the Aqua fortis from eating,

or having effect, except in places where this ground \S cut
through, or pared off, with the points of needles. 1790
[see Etching]. 1821 Craig Led. Drawing vii. 386 This
ground must be made up into small balis. 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 203/1 (art. Aouatinta) He.. formed a granulated
surface on the plate, usually called a ground. 1837 Ibid.

IX. 441 This etching-ground is a substance composed of
wax, asphaltum, gum-mastic, resin, etc. . . The laying of
lite ground, as it is called, is thus effected [etc.]. Ibid. 442
The parts which are bitten-hi enough are now to be coveted
with what is called stopping-ground, which is a mixture of
lamp-black and Venice turpentine. 1885 ChemisCs Circu-
lar, Holding the plate perfectly level, pour on the centre
as much of the Liquid Ground as will freely flow over the
entire surface.

e. Carpentry. (See quots.) Usually//.
1823 P. Nicholson Tract. Build. 225 Grounds.— Pieces

of wood concealed in a wall, to which the facings or finish-

ings are attached. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
593 Ground, or boxing-stile, grooved to receive the plaster-

ing. 1847 Smeaton Builders Man. 248 Grounds.—Those
pieces of wood imbedded in the plastering of walls, to
which skirting and other joiner's finishings are attached.
1876 Emycl. Brit. IV. 492 Where the plasterer's work joins
the grounds, they should have a small groove ploughed in

the edge to form a key for the plaster,

t f. //. (See quots.) Obs.
1664 Evelyn Sylva r. xvii. (1729) 79 Of the whitest part

of the old Wood .. is made the Grounds of our effeminate
farmed Gallants Sweet Powder, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Chalk, used in Powder by the Perfumers to mix with
their Grounds. Ibid., Grounds, unscented Hair Powder,
made of Starch or Rice.

f 7. The fundamental constituent or the essential

part of any thing. Obs.
1580 Frampton Monardes 1 Two Med.agst. I'euome 123 b,

Taking away the grounde, and evill qualitie, that the
venomes doe infuse into the bodies. 1607 Tqpsell Four-f.
Beasts (1658) 429 Our Musk is compounded of divers things,
the ground whereof is the bloud of a little Beast. 1634 Sir
T. Herbert Trav. 149 Though the meat be particoloured,
or party named. Yet the ground and meate is Pelo and
no other. 1737 Bracken Farriery Iutpr. (1757) II. 14
The Ground of the Eye (as they call it) should be large
and full . . What they mean by the Ground of the Eye is the
Pupil or Hole thro' the Iris and Uvea.

III. The surface of the earth, or a part of it.

8. The earth regarded as the surface upon which
man and his surroundings naturally rest or move

;

freq. in prepositional phrases, as along, on, to the

ground (f formerly also without the article), above
or under ground.
Beowulf\Z.) 2295 Hord-weard sohte jeorne defter grunde,

wolde guman findan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 221 Da eodan hie
eft to Sasm tune, & paet *ild sebraxan & jefyldan eal ob
grund. c 1200 Ormin 9285 Illc an treo batt..Ne berepb
nohht god wasstme Shall bi be grund beon hsewenn upp.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2640 De child it warp dun to 5e grund.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2768 Wat is binube be gronde, bat
makeb bat be fondement ne stont none stounde. 1340
Ayenb. 246 Asebet trau bet is ykarked mid frut, be more hit

bou} to be grunde. £-1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 223 He fil

al plat vp on the grounde. c 1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.i 8738
Oon gaf him on the ere Such a clap with his fist That he thoo
the ground kyst. e 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 10 In Aperill
quhen cleithit is . . The abill grounde be wyrking off natur.

1513 Douglas rEneis xn. Prol. 29 On the fertill skyrt lappis
of the ground. 1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (16331 86 If any
be much under grownd, the dampnesse of the earth takes
away their lively colour. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. June 6
The simple ayre, the gentle warbling wynde .. The grassye
ground with daintye Daysies dight. 1590 — F. Q. m. xii.

34 To ground He fell halfedead. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India
9f P. 43 Were the City again in the hands of the Moors, or
even with the Ground, it were better for us. 1772 in G.
White Selborne (1880) 126 After I left Sussex the tortoise
retired into the ground under the hepatica. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xiv, He looked on the ground while he answered her.
1888 McCarthy & Praed Ladies* Gallery II. xi. 214 He
stumbled.. and I came to the ground with him.

b. fig, in phr. f To bring to the ground :

to cast down, overthrow, overcome, subdue.
To come (or go) to the ground', to be overcome

;

to perish. Tofall to the ground: (of schemes) to

come to nothing, to be given up or abandoned ; so
to be dashed to the ground (of hopes). Doivn to

the ground-, completely, thoroughly, in every re-

spect {colloq.).

cxzoo Ormin 11773 patt illke wise batt Adam I Paradys
wass fandedd, & brohht to grund. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)
1292 pis lond was ibro3t \k>t\x treson verst to grounde.
Ibid. 7495 pus lo be engHsse folc vor no5t to grounde com.
1-1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9888 Arthur ..

preyed hym of help a stounde, Or elles he scholde go to
grounde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9342 Hit greuys me full

gretly, & to ground brynges. 1579 Fui.ke Heshins' Part.
411 It must needes fall to the ground. 1587 Golding De
Mornay xiv, Let such vanities passe and come to the
groune. 1640 C. Harvey Church-gate iii, He holds us up,
whilst in him we are found ; If once we fall from him, we
go to ground. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Auecd. Paint.
(1786) II. 106 It fell to the ground wilh the rest of the
King's plans and attempts. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S.
Africa II, These poor fellows' hopes were suddenly dashed
to the ground. 1856 Emerson En°. Traits, Ability Wks.
(Bohn) II. 34 The strong survived, the weaker went to the
ground. 1878 Miss Braddon Clot'. Foot xlv, Some sea-coast
city in South America would suit me down to the ground.
1894 Du Maurier Trilby (1895) 421 He looks as if he could
be trusted down to the ground.

c. Regarded as the place of burial. Above
ground: unburicd, alive. To bring, come to the

ground (now only dial.) : to bury, be buried.

c 1400 Siege Troy 1334 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr, LXX1I.
44 So doughty a body. .That soo lowe is leyd in be ground.
tC 1430 St. Greg. Trental in Tund-ile's I'is. (1843' 79 Sone
to the gronde the con bor bere bryng And beryd hor.

1570 Bury Wills (Camden) 157 To see me honestly brought
to the grownde. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. i. 51 While I reinaine
aboue the ground, you shall Heare from me still. 1611 Bible
Gen. iii. 19. 1694 Echard Plautus 208 I'll find out my
Master, if he be above Ground, and bring him t'ye. 1858
Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Jruls. (1872) I. 19 Rachel, who died
last week, and is still above ground. 1877 L. J. Jennings
Field Paths <y Gr. Lanes 28 Poor thing ! it was only
fourteen months afore she came to the ground.

d. The portion of the earth's surface on which
a person or thing stands or moves ; often fig. in

phr. to cut the groundfrom under one or one'sfeet.
^1530 Interl. Beauties Women A vi, Yet worship I the

ground that thou gost on. 1809 Maxkin Gil Bias iv. i. ? 2,

I took all possible pains to feel the ground under my feet,

and to study the characters of the whole household. 1855
Trollope Warden xi, The ground was cut from under her
on every side. 1869 — He Knew lxiii, Why should you
have cut the ground away from your feet in that way?

f e. The bare floor which constituted the pit of

a theatre. Obs.

1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair Induct., The understanding
Gentlemen o' the Ground.

f. Fox-hunting. {To run) to ground ; into a
burrow or hole in the ground, ' to earth '. Also
lo lie at ground.
1797 Monthly Mag. III. 246 They soon found a fox, who

. saved himself by running to ground. 1801 Daniel Rural
Sports I. 90 In deep Snow, Foxes will lie at ground. Ibid.

91 When a Fox goes to ground, after a long chase . . With
respect to the digging of Foxes which hounds run to ground.

9. fa. The earth as contrasted with heaven.

Chiefly in phr. on {the) ground. (In later use

perh. not different from sense 8.) Obs.
a 1000 Hymns ix. 39 (Gr.) And we men cweSao' on

grunde her. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. ix. 52 God saue be
from mischaunce, And 3iue be grace vppon grounde. In
good lyf to ende. a 1400-50 Alexander 1964 All be gracienx
goddez bat be ground viseten All er vndir my obedience.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 443 Ther goys none on grounde
that has sich a wyght. i6« Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 146 A
Nobler Sir, ne're liu'd 'Twixt sky and ground. 1616 B.

Jonson Devil an Ass iv. i, There's not a finer Officer goes
on ground. 1742 Shenstone Schoolmistress 72 And think,
no doubt, she been the greatest wight on ground.

f b. The earth as distinguished from the sea

;

the dry land. Phr. To lay on dry ground: to

floor, gravel (cf. 2 c). Obs.
a 1000 Andreas 747 (Gr.) pone, be grund & sund, heofon
& eorftan & hreo wae^as . . amearcode. a 1300 K. Horn
142 Of schip be gon fonde An sette fot on grunde. 1519
Interl. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 40 But sir, if that a
man sayle farre Upon the see, wyll than that starre Do
there as on the grounde? 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 32
The glad marchant that does vew from ground His ship
farre come. 1599 Nashf. Lenten Stuffe 50 Who this king
should bee, beshackled theyr wits, and layd them a dry
ground euery one. a 1649 Dkumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks.
(1711) 13 .2 Cannot believe .. That other elements are to be
found, Than is the water and this ball of ground. 1653 H.
Cogan tr. Pinions Trav. xix. 67 Then we unladed ail her
furniture . . and set her on ground for to caulk her. 1697
Dryden sEneid x. 937 Too late young Turnus the delusion
found, Far on the sea, still making from the ground.
10. With a and//, fa. A region, land, country.

Obs. 7'are.

Beowulf Z.) 2073 Heofones xim glad ofer grundas. a 1000
Widsith 136 (Gr.) Swa scripende jesceapum hweorfaft
gleo-men gumena geond grunda fela. ^1436 Libel Eng.
Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 188 In alle Cristendome Ys
no grounde ne lond to Yreland lyche, So large, so gode.
Ibid. 191 Kepewelle that grounde [Wales]. 1609 B. Jonson
Case is altered 1. i, Onion . . though I haue no learning,
yet I honour a scholer in any ground of the earth sir.

fb. A piece or parcel of land. Obs.
i548Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, xxvii. 7 And with

that moneye they bought a ground of a certayne potter
for godlye vses. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Arborum con-
templationefundutn compnrare, to bye a grounde for the
trees that is in it. 1733 Tull liorse-Hoing Husbandry 23
When Part of a Ground lias been better Till'd than the
rest [etc.].

c. //. An enclosed portion of land of consider-
able extent surrounding or attached to a dwelling-
house or other building, serving chiefly for orna-
ment or recreation. + Formerly in more general
sense = lands, fields.

£ 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 268 Markys, rentys, and
powndys, Greatt castels & growndys. 1538 Fitzherb.
Just. Peas 158 b, No person shall kepe. .in his owne proper
landes, nor in the possession, londes or groundes of any
other . . aboue the nombre of two thousande Shepe at one
tyme. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x. 36 Like a Theefe
to come to rob my grounds; Climbing my walles inspight
of ine the Owner. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. \. 184 Giant Despair
.-caught Christian and Hopeful asleep in his grounds.
1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg. 1. 141 His [labours] who ploughs
across the furrowed grounds. Ibid. 194 No .. marks nor
bounds Distinguished acres of litigious grounds. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 161 F 2 Till he has learned the
history of his grounds. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries
Hum. Life (1826) 11. xviii, After having cut down every
foot of grass upon your grounds. 1837 Dickens Pickw.
xix, The Captain's house was a villa, and his land
' grounds ', and it was all very high, and mighty, and great.
1855 Prescott Philip II, iii. {1857) 243 Extensive grounds
were also laid out around the palace, and a park was formed.

11. Area or distance on the face of the earth.

1 (Usually without article, and most commonly
I

depending on a word implying extent or partition.)
C1400 Destr. Troy 12556 Naules..hade londes full long,
& of leue brede. And the grettist of grise, of grounde &. of
pepull. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 12 An acre of grounde..
as moche grounde. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Fpist. Ded.
T iij b, Anon, haveing gone a li tie ground, mine eyes were
fead with most delectable appearaunces. 1596 Shaks,

;

Merch. V. 11. ii. hi, I will not rest till I haue run some
ground. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. xi. (1635) 185
That parcell of ground . . has become the Sait Sea. 1667
Pepys Diary 21 Apr., I have a mind to buy enough ground
to build a coach-house and stable, a 1774 Goldsm. tr.

Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) II. 58 We travelled till

night, and afterwards having gone a great deal more
ground [etc.]. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy iii. 34,

' I bungle
the loading of pistols! I that have .--tepped more ground
than any man in the country !

' i860 Tynoali. Glac. 1. xvii.

121 The glacier, .takes up ground which belonged to it in

former ages. 1900 Pilot 24 .Mar. 110/2 Much of the ground
covered in these expeditions is practically new to the modern
European.
fig. (cf. 4, 5). 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. II.

xlvii. 170 And thought that the Kings Refusal to make
good their Demands, was a sufficient Piece of Ground to

!
build their War on.

b. esp. in phr. To gain, gather, get ground:
to advance, make progress; lit. and fig. (see Gain
v. S, Gather v. 9, Get v. 5c). To give ground:
to recede, retire ,see Give v. 45). 7o lose ground:
to fall back, decline (see Lose v.).

1:1436 Libel Eug, Policy in Pol. Poems (Rol!>) II. 188

i

Wylde Yrishe so muche of grounde have gotyne There
upon us. Ibid. 189 In that land, .we lesse every yere Mere

j

grounde and more. 1529 [see Get v. 5c]. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Fpist. 254 To outrunne the ringleader, and thereby

1 to gelt ground. 1607 Dkkkkr Sir T. Wyatt Wks. 1873
III. 114 They come, no man giue ground. . Be Englishmen
and herd them to their faces, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650)
II. 3 To deal plainly with you, you have lost som ground at

j

Court by it. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 1. in
Though we beat and tack'd to and agen till the evening,
we gained no ground, a 1776 R. James Dissert. Fevers
(1778) 53 He sweated profusely and the delirium began
to give ground. 1804 W. Tennant Ind. Retreat. ied. 2!

I. 39 A more independent spirit.. is daily gaining ground
among that class of men. 1873 ^ L

' KT0N Hist. Scot. VI.
Ixxiii. 354 They were steadily losing ground in the war.

C. To take ground: lo take up, or move into,

a certain position, lit. and fig.
1700 [see 13 bj. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. v. 489

j

Uncertainty was at last removed, by bis marching towards
Arcot, and taking ground before it on the 21st of August.
1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil Man. (1862' 18 lake ground

j

to the right (or left) in fours. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov.
850/1 He took new ground, .as to. .painting.

d. fig. With allusion to a metaphorical (

tra-

velling ' or the like: Subject-matfer, things that
1 may be the object of study or discourse. Also

rarely with a : A department of study.

1796 H. Hunter St. Pierre s Stud. Nat. U799) I. 12 His
pupil had the courage to walk over the same ground after

him. 1804 W. Tennant Ind. Recreat. eel. 2) I. 117 The
learned Dr Robertson has travelled partly over the same
ground. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy xiii. 112 Mr. li...

thought he had touched on forbidden ground. 1847 I,.

i
Hunt Men, Women, 3- B. I. L 8 The more we know of any
one ground of knowledge, the further we see into the
general domains of intellect.

12. Preceded by a descriptive or limiting adj.,

or an attributive sb. : Area or space having
a specified extent or character, or adapted for a
specified purpose, lit. and fig.

a. with a and pi. (Now only with attrib. sb.

or with an adj. indicating relative position or
! change of level.)

£1391 Chaucer Astral. 11. § 29 Lat thyn Astrolabie couch
adoun evene up-on asmothe grond. 153s Covi-rdale Exod.
iii. 5 The place where vpon thou stondest, is an wholy
grounde. — Ps. cvi[i]. 35 He maketh. .waier sprynges of
a drye grounde. 1553 T. Wilson Rltet. (1580 1 225, I feare

^

none, because I stande uppon a saufe grounde. 1577 [see
Corn-ground]. 1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 79 Hee .. did
beate the enemy from a ground of advantage. i66a Gerbier
Princ. 14 On a low ground by the River side. 1707 Freind

' Peterborow's Cond. Sp. 215 The Country. .was full of little

rising Grounds and Valleys. 1777 [see Hunting-ground].
1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 565 That our author may be al le

to meet Dr. Jackson.. on equal grounds. 1855 Prescott
1 Philip II, I. 1. viii. 108 A level ground, four leagues in

! breadth, lay between the armies. 187a Yeats Gioivth
Comm. 112 The fishing grounds of Portugal and England
were used in common. 1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan
Introd. 59 The spot was on a rising ground in a bend of the
Foyle.

b. in generalized sense.

c 1436 Libel Eug. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 192
I

Lytelle wenythe the fole. .What woo it were for alle this

Englysshe grounde. 1508 Kennepie Flyting w. Dunbar
2S6 Out of Dumbar that theif he maid exyle, Unto Edward,
and Inglis grund agane. 1533 Fitzherb. Husb. § 6 In

' tough cley, and vpon hylly ground. 1580 Sidney Ps. xxvi.
vi, I. Sett on plaine ground will thee Jehovah praise. 1601

' Shaks. Jul. C. m. i. 191 My credit now stands on such
slippery ground. 1611 Bible Exod. iii. 5 [cf. 1535 Cover-
dale in a]. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. xiv. (1647) 192
Though he stood on the lower ground in point of birth. 1781
Cow''per Friendship 34 If. .on forbidden ground. .We sought
without attaining. 183a Shelley Masque Anarchy Ixv, On
some spot of English ground. 1853 Tennyson 'To E. L. 10,

L.track'd you still on classic ground. 1888 Inglis Tent
1 Life Tigerland 1 The best tiger-shooting ground in the

world.



GROUND. 452 GROUND.

13. With reference to possessor or occupier,

denoted by a genitive noun or possessive pronoun.

a. The portion of land forming the property

(t or territory; of a person {f or people), or occu-

pied by one as a tenant.

(11400-50 Alexander 188 Sour king sail, .gett agayn his

avyn gronde. Ibid. 1973 Mi}t bou be marches of Messe-

doyne niayntene bi-selfe And gouerne bot bine awen gronde.

C 1436 Libel ling. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 188 Oure
grounde there is a lytelle cornere To alle Vrelonde in trewe

comparisone. 1533 Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc.

(1888 ' 34 That every man ryng his swyne, except they kepe

theyme of theire owne growinde. 1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye

xix. 61 Hee [the farmer] cannot els lyue, so deeare is his

grownde. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. ii. 225 Like a fair

house, built on another mans ground. 1787 Cowi'ER Let.

30 Aug., Wks. (1876) 262 Mr. Throckmorton having long

since put me in possession of all his ground, has now given

me possession of his library. 1844 Tennyson Amphion 75
'Tis in my neighbour's ground. 1855 — Maud I. xxi. 1

Rivulet crossing my ground.

b. The space upon which a person, etc., takes

Ms stand ; the position maintained or defended by

one; esp. in phrases to hold, keep, maintain, stand,

shift one's ground; now usually fig. (sometimes

with suggestion of 5 a),

1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. (Chaucer Soc.) ix. 176 He
fightinge to maintaine Fregilia towne, they bearinge in to

make his grown their grown. 1657 Si-arrow 13k. Com.
Prayer (1661! 239 The Church thereby keeping as it were
her ground. 1657 R. Ligon liarbadoes 11673) 1 Afriend,as
willing to shift his ground as I, gave me an Overture which
I accepted. 1700 Dryden Floiver Iff Lea/ 2S7 Drawn in

two lines adverse they wheeled around, And in the middle
meadow took their ground. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4353/1
The Deserters, .stood their Ground, and.. fir'd on 'em. 171a
YV. Rogers Voy. 378 We can hardly keep our Ground
against the Current. 1796 Instr. <y Keg. Cavalry (181 3) 221

The commanding officer turns on his own ground. 1801

Strutt Sports fy Past. 1. i. 4 The sports of the field still

maintained their ground. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias n. vii. r-24

She met me on myown ground. 1833 Ht. Martineau Briery
Creek v. 113 Here the humblest slave might stand erect on
the ground of his humanity. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.

(1858) I. i. 34 The government was strong enough to hold its

ground. 1859 Mill Liberty iii. (1865) 43/2 It is not easy to

see how it [Individuality] can stand its ground. 1881J0WETT
Thucyd. I. 197, I, like him taking the ground of future

expediency, stoutly maintain the contrary position.

14. The particular space or area under considera-

tion, or one used for some special purpose, esp. the

scene of any contest, or meeting. Off the ground

:

out of the way. On the ground: engaged in a duel.

C 1400 Destr. Troy 1 174 A noumbur hoge Of Grekes were
gedret & pe grounde hade. Ibid. 1352 The Troiens..

ffleddon in fere . . When the Grekys hade the gre & the

grounde wonen. a 157a Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 115

Content to talk with the Governour, providit that the

Cardinal! and his company war of the ground. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. iv. ii. 49 Bid our Commanders leade their charges

off A little from this ground. 1678 Dryden & Lee (Edipus

iv. Wks. 1883 VI. 213 I'm too well acquainted with the

ground, Quite to forget it. 1816 Scott Old Mort. vi, Why
came ye na name when other folk left the grund? 1837

Dickens Pickw. iv, There were sentries posted to keep the

ground for the troops. 1837 Thackeray Ravenswiug vii,

He has been 'on the ground' I don't know how many
times. 1850 Scoresby Cheever's IVhalem. Adv. iii. (1859' 41

They had just arrived on the ground, and had not yet taken

any whales. 1897 Encyct. Sport I. 72 I Bandy) Ground, a

rectangular sheet of ice, measuring not more than 200 yds.

X too yds. and not less than 100X50.

b. Cricket, (a) The space on which the game
is played; {&) the space within which a player

may lawfully stand while taking a particular part

in the game ; the, his, etc. ground (of a batsman)
= the ground behind the popping-crease

;
{c) the

paid staff of players attached to a club (also

ground-staff).

1774 Laws 0/ Cricket 8 The strikers need not keep within

their ground till the Umpire has called Play. 1788 Ibid.,

This rule is not meant . . to prevent the bowler from filling

up holes, watering his ground, or using sawdust, &c, when
the ground is wet. 1850 ' Bat ' Cricketer's Man. 78 The .

.

players of 'the Ground' .. act in the. .capacity of. .umpire.

1857 Hughes Tom Broivn 11. viii, He is never in his ground,

except when his wicket is down. 1881 Daily Tel. 27 May,
His colleague driving the ball into his wicket whilst he was

just out of the ground. 1894 Times'n Mar. 10/2 There are

various additions to the ground staff. . . The list of ' the

ground' is now as follows.

C. To have the ground on one's side : to have

the advantage of position (in a contest.)

1650 B. Discolliminium 1 He knows well that he hath

gotten the ground and winde on his side, but I think I have
<he Sun on my back.

15. In technical uses, f a. (See quot.) Obs.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Bowling, Ground, a bag
or handkerchief laid down to mark where a bowl is to go.

b. Telegraphy. The contact of the conductor

of an electric circuit with the earth ; the escape of

current resulting from this.

1870 F. L. PorE Electr. Tel. v. (1872) 63 The effect of

a ground or escape is ..to exhaust the batteries more
rapidly. 1883 T. D. Lockwood Electr. Tel. 138 If an
accidental connection with the ground should occur, or,

as it is technically said, a ground appears on the wires.

1893 in Sloane Electrical Diet.

IV. 18. The soil of the earth. Also without

article : Soil, earth, mould ; now only in Mining
(see quot. 1881) except with descriptive adj. Phr.

To break ground (see Rukak v. 44).

a 1300 Cursor M. 6747 Theif hus brecand, or gruband
i

grund. 1533 Fitzherb. Husb. § 10 If the grounde be good,

I

putte the more beanes to the pease. 1547 Homilies I.

Misery Mankind 1. 11859) 16 We may learn to know our-
selves to be but ground, earth, and ashes. 1660 Willsford
Scales Comm. 196 This Trench iwhere the labourers first

break ground . 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 131 There
are no Woods in it by reason of the shallowness of the
Ground. 1700 Moxon Meek. Exerc. I. 17 He ought to dig
it deeper till he comes to firm ground; or if it proves to be
loose, or made Ground [etc.], 1795 Gcntl. Mug. 539 'i The
extreme wetness of the ground had delayed the operation of
the share. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Grountl, the rock
in which a vein is found ; also, any given portion of the
mineral deposit itself. 1884 Public Opinion 12 Sept. 338/1
The loose shale . . has moved forward . . and carried away
both shafts, .down to blue ground.

b. With a and //. A kind or variety of soil.

1 0bs.

1398 Tkevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvtl. lxv. (1495) 642 Corne
thryueth in one grounde and faylyth in a nother. 1533
Fitzherb. Husb. § 2 There be many maner of groundes and
soyles. Some wbyte cley, somme redde cley [etc. ]. 1543
Boorde Dyetary iv. (1870) 238 Let hym make his fundacyon
vpon a graualy grownde myxt with clay. 1583 Stubbes
Anal. Abas. II. (,1882) 44 They know exactly, .what ground
is best for euerie kinde of corne. 1636 Bacon Sylva § 409
In some Grounds which are strong, you shall haue a
Raddish, Sec. come in a Moneth. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

I. 80 This ground with Bacchus, that with Ceres, suits.

1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 9 When a farmer cannot keep
the produce of each ground separate.

V. attrib. and Comb.

17. General combinations, a. Simple attribu-

tive, locative and objective (senses I and 111) as

ground-bed, -builder, -end, -feeder, -herb, -leaf,

-level, -mark, -nest, -pipe, -soil, -sward, -tilth,

-whirl; ground-building, -deep, -feeding, -nesting,

-routing adjs.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 88 Vntil rowzed from our 'ground-
beds by the report of the Cannon. 1859 Amer. Cycl. III.

282/1 The hawks are platform-builders, "ground-builders,

occupants of hollow trees, &c. 1863 Atkinson Stanton
Grange 114, I think the mouse has the odds in an attack

on a "ground-building bee's nest. 1610 W. Folkingham
Art of Survey 1. iv. 9 The Goates of Angori are hung
with shag "ground-deepe. 1533 Fitzherb. Husb. § 15

The "grounde ende of a yonge asshe. 1887 Etuycl. Brit.

XXII. 611 Sturgeons are "ground-feeders. 1859 Dar-
win Orig. Spec. v. (1873) 108 The larger "ground-feeding

birds seldom take flight except to escape danger. 1636

Bacon Sylva § 530 To make the Herbe grow contrary to his

Nature; As to make "Ground-Herbs rise in Heigbth. 1851

Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi IV. 1. 205 To let the "ground-

leaves of the place confer A natural bowl. 1633 T. Stafford
Par. /lib. II. xiii. (1810) 368 That the Artillery might play

as well by night as day himself did take and score out his

•ground-markes. 1671 Milton /'. A'. 11. 280 And now the

Herald Lark Left his "ground-nest. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Briery Creek vi. 134 A lark sprang up from the ground-

nest where she was sitting solitary. 18&0 A. R. Wallace
1st. Life 79 The seeds becoming attached to the plumage of

"ground-nesting birds. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. in Sylva,

etc. (1729) 231 'the Air "Ground-pipe, laid, .in the middle of

the Floor. 1867 F. Francis Angling i. (1880) 55 Barbel,

which are a "ground-routing fish. 1833-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) 1 1. 645 The lowness and original swampiness of

the "ground-soil. 1839 Coleridge Garden 0/ Boccaccio 66,

I., sit on the "ground-sward. 1553 Grimalde
#
Cicero's

Offices 1 1556) 59 For of all thinges whereoute anie gayne
is sought, nothing is better than "ground tilth. a 1881

Rossetti House 0/ I.i/e iv, The "ground-whirl of the

perished leaves of Hope.

b. attributive (sense II), often y««n°-a<ljectival

=
' fundamental ', f ' deep-seated ', etc., as ground-

faith, -feature, -form, \-harm, \-hate, -idea, -prin-

ciple, -root, -thought, -tint, -tone, etc.

Many of these formations are recent imitations of German
compounds of grund, such as grundform, gntndgedanke,
grundidee, etc.

1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. (1877) I. 37 In the absence of

this "ground-faith. 1807 tr. Goede's Trav. Eng. II. 221

The "ground features of his portrait must be natural. 1879

J. A. H. Murray Addr. Philol. Soc. 611 From the "ground-

form—Ostyak ma, Satnoyed man. 1881 Amer. Jrnl. Math.
IV. 41 Tables of the .. Groundforms of the Binary Duo-
decimic. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1431 A light wrathe. .growes

into "ground harme. Ibid. 1403 Thurgh vnhappe of bat

kynde . . Myche greuance shall groo & a "ground hate. 1865

Sat. Rev. 7 Jan. 16/1 Moulding his "ground-idea into

a poetical whole. 1873 J. Morley Voltaire 299 When we
come to the ground idea of the Essay on Manners. 1873 M.
Arnold Lit. ft Dogma (1876) 89 This was the very "ground-

principle in Jesus Christ's teaching. 01569 Kingesmyll
Man's Est. xi. (1580) 65 That this love might take a more
"groundroote in our hartes. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. St Dogma
(1876) 266 Righteousness is its "ground-thought. 1875 tr.

Vogel's Chem. Light vii. 59 The painter indeed contents

himself with three "ground tints—yellow, blue, and red.

1841-4 Emerson Ess., Poet. Wks. (Bohn) I. 157 We hear,

through all the varied music, the "ground-tone of conven-

tional life. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. iii. § 3. 109

David's psalms reveal the ground-tone and key-notes of

Nathan's prophecies.

t C. With adjs. and pples. = ' to the bottom ',

hence 'completely, thoroughly, extremely', as

ground-filled, -hot, -laden, -stalwart. (Cf. G. grund-

falsch, etc.) Obs.

C1305 Lay. 1088 fa scipen weoren igrebede, mid gode

grund fulled. Ibid. 1106 Feower scipen greate be weren

grund ladene. Ibid. 5692 Ofte heo letten grund-hat laid

gliden heom an heore hafd. civxHavelok 1025 pe ston

was mikel, and ek greth, . . Grund stalwrthe man he sholde

be, pat mouthe liften it to his kne.

18. Special combs. : ground-air (see quot.)

;

ground-angling, fishing with a weighted line with-

out a float, bottom-fishing {Did. Must. 1704);
sim\\a.r\ygroundangler ;

ground-bailiff, a superin-

tendent or inspector of mines (Simmonds Diet.

Trade, 1858) ;
ground-bass Mus., a bass- passage

of four or eight bars in length, constantly repeated

with a varied melody and harmony (Stainer &
Barrett, 1876); ground-beam, ' the sill of a frame

'

{Cent. Diet.) ; ground-bridge U. S. (see quot.)

;

ground-bundle Anat., one of the bundles of nerve-

fibres lying on either side of the grey matter of

the spinal cord
;
ground-cable, that portion of a

mooring-cable which is intended to lie on the sea-

bottom
;
ground-chamber, a chamber on the

ground-floor; ground-colour, [a) a first coating

of paint (cf. 6 b) ; (6) the prevailing colour of

any object, diversified with markings of other

colours ; ground-crab, a kind of hoisting-

apparatus used in mining see quot.)
; f ground-

drawer, -drove, (see quots.)
; f ground-ebb,

low water ; also as adj., at low water
;
ground-end

Mining (see quot.)
;
ground-fast a., firmly fixed

in the ground ; + also as sb., that which holds a

thing firm ; ground-fielding, fielding or stopping

a cricket-ball near the ground
;
ground-fish, a fish

which lives at the bottom of the water ;
ground-

fishery, -fishing, fishing with the bait at or near

the bottom of the water
;
ground-flat = Ground-

floor; ground-game, game which lives on the

ground, as hares and rabbits ;
ground grue dial.m

Ground-ice
; + ground-hold, the anchors of a

vessel ; t ground-hop, a leap from the ground, in

<\\\o\..fig.; ground-itch (seequot.); ground-joint,

the joining of one stone or course in masonry with

the ground or course immediately below ; ground-
joist, a joist supporting the ground floor of a

building {Diet. Archil. 1851) ;
ground-landlord,

the owner of land which is leased for building on ;

ground-layer, f [a) one who lays a foundation
;

{b) in J'ottery, etc, the workman who lays the
' ground ' (sense 6 b) ; similarly ground-laying

vbl. sb. ;
ground-mail St., payment for burying-

ground
;
ground-mass, the compact basal part

of an igneous rock, in which the distinctive crystals

are imbedded
; f ground-measure, ? a dnnce set

to a ' ground ' or ground-bass
;
ground-moraine,

subglacial till, boulder-clay; also attrib.
;
ground-

net, a trawl or drag-net {Cent. Diet.)', ground-

niche, a niche having its base on a level with

the floor or ground (Chambers Cycl. 1 741 , s.v.

A'iche) ;
ground-note Mus. (see quot. 1877) ; also

fig. ;
ground-officer, one who has charge of the

grounds and lands of an estate ; f ground-pillar,

a supporting pillar
; f ground-pin, a main pin or

beam in any structure ; so f ground-pinning,

underpinning ;
ground plane, the horizontal plane

of projection in perspective drawing ; f ground-

planked a., ? having beds on the floor
;
ground-

plumbing (seequot.); ground-provisions, root-

crops suitable for food, as yams, potatoes, etc.

;

ground-room, a room on the ground-floor

;

ground-rope, a rope by which the lower edge

of a trawl is kept on the ground
;
ground-row,

a row of gas-jets on the floor of a theatre-

stage
; t ground-salt, a movement in the manege

(see quot.) ;
ground-seine, a form of seine or

drag-net; ground-sluice sb., Mining (see quot.

1869I; ground-sluice v., to wash down earth

bymeansofastream ofwater ;
fground smooth a ,

levelwith theground ; t ground-sope ( = Du.grond-

sop), dregs, sediment (quots. ^725 and 14.. are

obscure, perh. mistranslations ; Palsgrave's render-

ing may be an error) ; + ground-stand, a standing

place in the pit of a theatre ; f ground-statheling,

-stathelness, foundations ;
ground - story =

Ground - floor ;
ground - strake = Garboard-

strake (Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1867 ;
ground-

substanoe Phys., the homogeneous matrix in

which the structural elements of a tissue are em-

bedded ;
ground-sweat slang, the grave ;

to take

a ground-sweat, to lie in the grave; ground-sype

(see quot.)
;
ground-table Arch., the plinth or

projecting course resting on the foundation of a

wall ; an earth-table ;
ground-tier, (a) the lowest

tier of goods in a vessel's hold Young Aaut.

Diet. 1846); {b) the lowest range of boxes in a

theatre
;
ground-timbers, the main timbers laid

on the keel of a ship, floor-timbers; ground-

tissue Bot., the mass of cells separating the

vascular bundles from each other and from the

epidermis ; f ground-toiled a., field-working ;

ground-torpedo, a torpedo fixed to the ground

or bottom of the sea ;
ground-tow (see quot. 1 794
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and cf. 3 b above) ; f ground-wart, a small emi-

nence resembling a wart ;
ground-water, -ways

(see quots.) ; f ground-wind, a wind blowing at

the level of the sea ; opposed to rack-wind
;

ground-wire Telegraphy (see quot.); ground-
worm, an earth-worm. Also Ground-annual,
Ground-bait, Ground-line, Ground-man, etc.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., ^Ground air, the air contained in

the soil. This contains a large portion of carbonic acid gas
due to the disintegration of organic substances. 1848
Chambers' Inform. People I. 683/2 Remarkably fine gut
ought to be used by all *ground anglers. 1699 Wanley in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 274 Tis very like such a com-
mon *ground-Bass as this. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer.,
*Ground Bridge, the well-known corduroy road of the
South, laid on the bed of a creek or other body of water,
to render it fordable. 1893 H. Morris Treat. Anat. 781
The anterior "ground bundle appears to be continuous with
the posterior longitudinal bundle . . The lateral ground bundle
is a mixed tract. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 129 Our
*ground cables for the sloop could not yet be got ready.
1638 SirT. Herbert Trav.ied.i) 169 The "ground chambers
were large. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 223 The
first floor, as usual, overhangs the ground-chamber. 1614
T. Jackson Creed n. 286 This conceit, .serues as a *groiuul
colour for disposing mens soules to take the sable dye of
Hell. 1658-9 Burton's Diary ^828) III. 558 Do. .asZeuxis
did, who painted for eternity ; which you can never do. un-
less your ground-colours be well laid. 1849 Sk, Nat. Hist.,
Mammalia III. 147 In adult specimens the ground-colour
of the back is yellowish-white, with markings varying from
dark gray to dusky black, i860 Ruskin Mod. Faint. V,
vin. iv. 192 The ground-colours then to be laid firmly. . . On
this first colour, the second colours. 1851 Greenwell Coal-
trade Terms Northumbld. fy Durh. 17 'Ground crabs are
used in sinking, for lowering the sinking set of pumps as
the pit is deepened. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr.
Chi'rurg. 7 b/'i If the bullet sticke faste in anye bone, we
drawe him forth with that instrument which we call Extractor
or *Grownde-dra*ver. Ibid. 13^2 This Grounde-drawer is

verye acute on his end, becaus the bullet might sticke fast

therone. 1819 Rees Cycl., *Ground drove, in a Mine, is

said of such parts as have been worked, or excavated for the
ore or minerals, a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 669 God
. . whan (>at his lust was, withdrow be flood Of welbe, & at
"grounde ebbe sette he me. C1430 Lvdg. Mm. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 50 The floode was passed and sodainly of newe A lowe
ground ebbe was fast by the strond. C1450 St. Culhbert
(Surtees) 6680 It may no^t full wele be sene Bot when the se
grounde eb bene. 1819 Rees Cycl., *Grouud-end, ofa Mine,
signifies the forefield or foremost place of working, in the
whole or footground. c 1680 Hickeringill Hist. iVhiggism
Wks. (1716) I. 25 He is "ground-fast and safe, that keeps
to this certain Principle of Truth. 1720 D. Campbell in

De Foe Life Ep. Ded. (1840) 15 In Yorkshire they kneel
on a ground-fast stone, and say, All hail to the moon
[etc.]. 1658 Hoole Comenius' Vis. World (1672) 173 The
Nave is the ground-fast [L. basis] of the Wheel. 1891
Atkinson LastGiant Killers 21 5 Eart h and sodsand ground-
fast rocks. 1884 I. Bligh in Lillywhite Cricket Ann. 5
Our *ground fielding was both brilliant and effective. 1856
Woodward Mollasea in. 426 Immense quantities ofCrustacea
and shell-fish are taken with the trawl, as well as 'ground-
fish. 1883 E. P. Ramsay Food Fishes N. S. Wales 13 The
Flathead is a ground-fish, but is found on a sandy bottom
only. 1856 Woodward Mollusca in. 427 In North Britain
an extensive 'ground-fishery is conducted by means of long
lines, often a mile in length. 1833 J. Rexhie.A iph. Angling
64 It requires a finer top for fly-fishing than for trolling or
*ground-fishing. 1855 Daily Tel. 8 July, In the consult-
ing-room on the *ground-flat. 1872 Spectator 5 Oct. 1262
To give the occupant a right to kill *ground-game (i.e.,

hares and rabbits). 1895 Laxv Times 13 July 255 The
Ground Game Act, 1880. 1835 Farqlharson in Phil.
Trans. CXXV. 330 [At Alford] they call it *ground-gru

;

gru being the term by which they designate snow saturated
with, or swimming in water. 1596 Spexser F. Q. vi. iv. 1

Like as a ship with dreadfull storme long tost, Having spent
all her mastes and her *ground-hold. 1602 Carew Cornwall
37 a, Nay thei [farms] are taken mostly at a *ground-hop,
before they fall, for feare of comming too late. 1823
Thackeh Mil. Jrnl. 177 Men infected with the *ground
itch generated by laying on the ground. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone I.. § 149 The "ground joint of the work with the
rock. Ibid. § 199 The ground joint, or under-bed of each
stone. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. ii. (1840) 46 If they were
"ground-landlords, he hoped if they built tenements on the
land . . they would . . grant them a long lease. 1848 Mill
Pol. Kcon. v. iii. § 6 (1876) 502 A tax on ground-rent, one
would suppose, must fall on the ground-landlord. 1603
Jas. I Sp. Farlt. (1604) B, Hee was also the first "ground-
layer of the other Peace. 1898 Daily Ncius 8 June 25
Employed as a ground-layer at Stoke. 1884 C. T. Davis
Manuf. Bricks etc. 89 In fine enamelling, Aground-laying
is the first process. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xvi, 'Reason-
able charges?' said the sexton; 'ou, there's *grund-mail
—and bell-siller .. and the kist \ 1879 Rutlev Study
Rocks x. 168 In many cases felsite, or the *groundmass
of porphyries, consists of a microscopically fine-grained
aggregate. 1621 B. Jonson Masque Augurs A 4, Very
sufficient Beares as any . . and can dance . . and play their
owne tunes .

. the Beareward offers to play them with
any Citie-Dancers, christned, for a "ground measure 1863
A. C. Ramsay Phys. Geog. xxiv. (1878) 395 "Ground-
moraine matter, the moraine profonde of Swiss and French
authors. 1880 A. R. Wallace Isl. Life ix. 169 The ground-
moraine, consisting of mud and imbedded stones. 1877
Stainer Harmony vii. § 77 The note on which a common
chord is built, .is called by some the Fundamental Bass, by
others the Root or "Ground-note. 1878 JV. Amer. Rev.
CXXVI. 305 Seriousness is . . the ground-note of his tempera-
ment. 1815 Scott Guy M. vii, Their asses were poinded
by the "ground -officer when left in the plantations, c 1475
Pict. Voe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 779/15 Hee lasys, the *grownd-
pelyr. 1632 Vicars ZEneid 11. 44 We.. hack in twain The
joyn'd crosse beams, and rais'd the "ground-pins main, a 1633
Austin Medit. (1635) 284 The ground-Pins of this Cottage
begin to faile. 1507-8_in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I.

4i5Cronall laboranti circa facturam muri superioriscoquine.
Vol. IV.
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et "grownde-pynnyng, et circa tegulacionem coquine. 1762
Forster in Phil. Trans. LII. 476 The ground-pinning of
some houses, which had been burnt down. 1833 Hfrschf.l
Astron. viii. 271 The ecliptic is the plane to which an in-

habitant of the earth most naturally refers the rest of the
solar system, as a sort of 'ground-plane. 1871 J. R. Dicksee
Perspective 32 Ground plane , the plane on which objects to

be represented stand. 1632 Litugow Trav. vim. 360, 1 stayed
in a Spaniards house . . who kept a roguish Taverne, and a
'ground planked Hospitality. 1704 Diet. Rust., ^Ground-
plumbing, is to find out the depth of Water in fishing.

1827 O. W. Roberts Central Amer. 108 The raising of
stock, and cultivation of Aground provisions. 1662 J. Davies
tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 294 The "ground-rooms of the
House. 1798EDGEWORTH Tract. Educ. 11822) I. 342 Locked
up in aground-room. 1874 Holdsworth Deep-sea Fishing
i. 58 The curved lower margin of the mouth of the trawl is

fastened to and protected by the ' "ground rope'. This.,
answers the useful purpose of keeping the edge of the net
on the ground. 1881 Daily News 28 Dec. 2/1 The light

distributed about the stage from concealed 'battens' and
' "ground rows'. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. ii. (1668)

23 To pass them about in
xground-salts, as by taking up his

fore-Legs from the ground both together, and bringing his

hinder Feet into their place. 1874 Holdsworth Deep-sea
Fishing iv. 157 Seans may be divided into three classes,

namely, thesean proper,. . the ' tuck-sean ', and the ' ground
or foot-sean'. 1869 R. B. Smyth Gold/. Victoria 612
*Ground-sluice, a channel cut in the bottom or bed-rock,
into which the earth is conveyed by a stream of water.

1879 Atciiekley Boerland 138 Our host took us to his
workings, where he was "ground-sluicing, c 1520 Barclay
Sallust's Jitgurth 71 a, Whan Marius came to any such
towne . . he set fyre in them and brent them *grouncle
smothe, ('725 Cotpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 186 Cartilago,
*grundsopa. < 1440 Fromp. Pari'. 216/1 Growndesope of
any lycoure . ./ex, sedimen. 14 . . Nominale in Wr.-Wiilcker
717, ;6 Hoe saber, intima pars corticis, Hoc abdomen,
grundsope. 1530 Palsgr. 228/1 Grounde soppe in lycoure,
payu trempi. 1659 Lady Alimony 1. iv, All our Gallciius
and "Ground-stands are long ago furnished, a 1300 /:'. E.
Psalter exxxvi. 7 Vnto be "grond-stabelnes [v.r: groun-
stabelinge] in it. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 103 You
shall feel that heat above .. in the "ground stories below,
though your sieling be a foot thick. 1823 P. Nicholson
Praet. Build. 307 Brick walls in the basement and ground-
stories of buildings, 1882 Quain's Elem. Anat. (ed. 9) II.

58 The Aground-substance, matrix or intercellular substance
of the connective tissue, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
*Grownd-Swcat, a Grave. 1834 F. Mahony Father Front's
Rem. I1836) II. 117 We waked him in clover, And sent
him to take a ground-sweat. 1839 Stonehouse Axholme
25 The water.. is not spring water, but merely what is

termed a Aground sype, i.e. water filtering through from
the surface. 1640 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18861 I.

97 Plinth and ''Ground-table for y
d South Range. 1627

Capt. Smith SeamaiCs Gram. ii. 2 Before you vse any
plankes, they lay the Rungs, called floore timbers, or
ground timbers, thwart the keele. 1793 Smeaton Edy-

stone L. §85 The interior ground timbers. 1881 Hamersly
Naval Encycl., Ground-timber, In making up the frame
of a wooden ship, the timbers of the lower course are
called ground-timbers. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 482 A loose
spongy parenchyma .. sharply defined from the firm com-
pact *ground-tissue. 1895 J. R. Green Man. Bot. I. 329
A mass of cells which constitutes the ground or funda-
mental tissue. 1632 Lithcow Ttav. vm. 359 Arabs, who
falling downe from the Mountaines .. upon the *ground
toyled Moores [etc.]. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 389
The *ground-torpedo is hred by a wire connected with a
battery from the shore. 1669 J. Cox in St. Papers, Dom. 574
The *ground tow sold to Mr. Gould is not fetched away.
1794 Rigging iff Seamanship 54 Ground-Unv, the loose hemp
that comes from the sides of the hatchellers and spinners.
1568 C. Watson Polyb. 68 This hill is straitly incompassed
with stepe rocks, hauing a plain on y*very tippe..in y midst
there is a "ground wart, which serueth lor y watch-house.
1890 Nature 27 Nov. 94 Mr. Latham defines 'Aground
water' as all water found in the surface soil of the crust of
the earth, except such as may be in combination with the
materials forming the crust of the earth. 1711 W. Suther-
land Shipbuilder's Assist. 160*Ground-ways; large Pieces
of Timber lying a-thwart the Bottom of a Dock, or Launch,
to make the Foundation firm and substantial. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Ground ways, the large blocks and thick
planks which support the cradle on which a ship is launched.
Also, the foundation whereon a vessel is built. 1620 T.
Scott God <y King (1633) 16 It is for me to observe the

^ground-winde, not the rack-winde. 1621 S. Ward Jethro's
Just. Feaee (1627), It is the ground-wind, not the rack-
winde, that driues mils and ships. 1893 Sloane Stand.
Electrical Diet., *Ground-wire, a metaphorical term ap-
plied to the earth when used as a return circuit. 1599 A. M.
Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 158/2 For the Dropsye. Take
"groundewormes, choppe . . them sinalle [etc.]. 1830 Carlyle
8Ue. (1857J II- 147 Fools that we are! To dig and bore
like ground-worms. 1844 Emerson Lect. New Eng. Re/
Wks. (Bonn) I. 259 Ground-worms, slugs, and mosquitos.

b. In names of animals ^denoting generally, in
regard to birds, those of terrestrial habits; in

regard to other animals, those that burrow, or
lie in holes or on the ground) ; as ground-bear,
the common brown bear, Ursas are/os (Cassell,

1884) ; ground-beetle, a general name for all

beetles of the family Carabidx
; ground-cuckoo,

a member of one of the four genera of Neomor-
phinxy a subfamily of the Cueulidte ; ground-
dove, a dove or pigeon of terrestrial habits, esp.
of the genera Chamsepelia and Geopelia (cf. ground-
pigeon)

; ground-finch, (a) a bird of Swainson s

sub-family FringilUnx or true finches; (6) an
American finch of the genus Pipilo {Cent. Diet.) ;

ground-gudgeon, the loach
; ground-hornbill,

the African genus Bueorvus (or Bucorax) of horn-
bills

; ground-hornet, a hornet that has its nest
on the ground

; ground- lackey, -lark, -lizard,

GROUND.
-mite ;see quots.); ground-parrakeet, any bird
of the genera Geopsittacits and Pezoporns

;
ground-

parrot, (a) =* prcc. ; {&) theKakapo ofNew Zealand
{Stringops habropiilus)

; ground-pearl, -pig (see

quots.)
; ground-pigeon, a pigeon which passes

most of its time on the ground ; esp. one of the
family Gouridae\ also — ground-dove ; ground-
puppy- Hellbendku

;
ground-rat (see ground-

ptg); ground-robin » Cheewink (1896 Newton
Diet. Birds 982) ; ground - roller (see quot. and
Roller)

; ground-scratcher, a name for the
Rasores or gallinaceous birds; ground-seal, a
large species of seal

; ground-shark, any species

of shark that rarely comes to the surface, esp. the
spinous shark {F.chinorrhinus spinosus)

;
ground-

sloth, one of an extinct group of New World
herbivorous mammals of the group Edentata, inter-

mediate between the existing sloths and ant-eaters

;

ground-snake (see quots.)
;
ground - sparrow

C S., one of several sparrows of terrestrial habits,

e.g. the grass-finch and savannah-sparrow {Cent.
Diet.)

;
ground-spearing, a fish [Trachino-

cephalus myops) found in the tropical parts of the

"Western Atlantic (1896 Jordan & Kverman Fishes
Amer. 296); ground-spider, any kind of spider

that burrows or lives undcrstones; ground-thrush,
a) a thrush of the genus Geoeichla ; 'b) a bird oi'

the Australian genus CincIosoma\ (c) the pitta or

ant-thrush : ground-tit, a small Californian bird

{Ckantaa fasa'aia'}, allied to the wrens and tit-

mice; ground-wasp, a wasp that has its nest on
the ground

; ground-wreu, 'a) the willow wren,
Sylvia trochilus

;
(b) -ground-lit. Also GRorM)-

BlttJJ, GROL'ND-HOG, GroCND-8Q['IRKEL.

1848 Rural Cycl. II. 532^ Ground beetle, a coleopterous in-

sect, whose larva is found in corn-fields. 1883 CasselCs Nat.
Hist. IV. 134 The Malays .. capture .. ^Ground Cuckoos.
1895 Lydkkker Nat. Hist. IV. 11 The four genera of
ground-cuckoos, all of which are terrestrial birds with power-
ful feet for running. 1792 Mar, Riddell Voy. Madeira 60
Five kinds of doves are natives of Antigua, of which the
ramierand the ^ground dove nre the most beautiful. 1885
Stand. Nat, Hist. IV. 247 The ground-doves, little creatures
which pass their time on the ground almost exclusively. 1837
W. Swainson Birds II. 122 The Friugilliwe may correctly
be termed "ground finches; since, with scarcely an exception.
they are all birds which habitually walk or hop in such situa-

tions. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., 'Ground-gudgeon, a
little fish, the Cobttis barbatula. 1880-4 !'"• Day Fishes
Gt. Brit. # Irel. II. 204 The loach, .ground-bait or ground-
gudgeon, Northumberland. 1883 CasseiTs Nat. Hist. III.

355 The "Ground Hornbills 1 Bucorax). These are an African
form, of which there are two or three kinds. 1888 Inglis
'Tent Life '1 igerland 68, I have known an elephant to bolt
. . through the attacks of wasps or ground hornets. 1869
E. Newman Brit. Moths (1874) 42 The 'Ground Lackey
(Bombyx cast renst's) . .Very abundant in the Isle of Sheppey.
lfyQZoologist VI. 2290 The tree pipit is the ' Aground lark \
1849 Ibid. VII. 2354 The bunting is the 'ground lark'.

1792 Mar, Riddell Voy. Madeira 65 The Aground lizard

is commonly of the colour of the earth on which it creeps.

1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. III. 432 Ameiva dorsalis, the
ground lizard, is one cfthe most abundant lizards in Jamaica.
1847 Carpenter Zool. § S40 The Trombiida, or *Ground-
Mites, are distinguished by having the palpi converted into

raptorial organs. 1865 Gould Birds Austral. II. 87 The
*Ground-Parrakeet is diffused over the whole of the southern
portions of Australia, including Tasmania. 1885 Stand.
Nat. Hist. IV. 356 The crested ground-parakeet (Catli-

psittacus novM-hollandise). 1794 G. Shaw Zool. New Hol-
land 10 Psittacus terrestris. The ^Ground Parrot. 1827
Vigors& HoRsnELuin Trans. Linn. Soc. XV. 278 Psittacus
putchellus. .. The settlers call it Ground Parrot. 1885
Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 351 The single genus Geopsittacits
. is the ground-parrot of Southern and Western Australia.

1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 776 The Kakapo of New
Zealand .. also known as the 'owl parrot' or 'ground
parrot'. 1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. II. 218 Another [bug] is

the curious ''Ground Pearl' of the Bahama Islands. It

lives beneath the soil in crevices frequented by ants, and
acquires a shell-like calcareous scaly covering. 1883 Cas-
sell's Nat. Hist. III. 133 In Sierra Leone it [Aulacodus
Su'iuderiauus] is known as the Ground Rat, or *Ground
Pig. 1885 Challenger Rep. I. 11. 535 A little *Giound
Pigeon {Geopelia), not much bigger than a sparrow. 1885
Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 242 The Gouridx comprises the great

ground-pigeons . . They are natives of the Papuan Archi-

pelago. 1863 *Ground Puppy [see Hellbender]. 1883
Casselfs Nat. Hist. III. 364 In Madagascar .. there are

found the *Ground Rollers \Atelornis), extraordinary birds

which live entirely on the ground, and only come out at

dusk. 1840 Blyth Cuvier's Anitn. Kingd. (1840* 251

Rasores (*ground-scratchers)—the Poultry. 1868 R. Brown
in Proc. Zool. Soc. 427 The Grey Seal, . . possibly this

species may be confounded with the * *Ground-Seal '. 1880

Standard 20 May 3 The 'ground seal', the largest of all

the species. 1833 Mafbyat P. Simple (1863* 217 There are

several kinds of sharks, but the most dangerous are the

great white shark and the *ground shark. 1885 Stand.
Nat, Hist. III. 76 The sleeper shark Somniosus micro-

ciphala .. By the fishermen it is known as ground-shark
or gurry-shark. 1860 Owen {title). Memoir on the Mega-
therium, or Giant *Ground-Sloth of America. 1896 B. M,
Guide E'ossil Mammals 69 The entire skeleton of the great

extinct 'Ground Sloth". 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. III. 562
The genus Carphophis is very generally distributed ; in the

United States, the species <iwr«ff, ..as the thunder, *ground,
or worm-snake, is most familiar. Ibid. 363 The Coronella
attstralis, or the Australian ground-snake. 1880 ' Silver &
Co.' S. A/rica (ed. 3) 179 One of the great *ground spiders

in the Karroo districts . . has a body 2$ inches long. 1869

187
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Gould Birds Austral. Suppl. 63 Cinclosoma castaneo-
thorax, . . this richly coloured and very distinct species of
*Ground Thrush. 1881 Brit. Mus. Catal. Birds V. 147 The
genus Geocichla comprises a well-defined group of forty
Thrushes, which may be distinguished as Ground-Thrushes.
1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 467 The pittas, or ground-
thrushes, are a group of insectivorous birds which inhabit
the forests of the eastern tropics. Ibid. 506 The so-called
*ground-t'it, or perhaps better wren-tit {Chamcea fasciatd)
. .has very little in common with the true tits. 1880 Hew
Virginians I. 98 There is a small *ground-wasp, like the
English wasp in shape and colour ; and a very large ground-
wasp, whose sting is very vicious. 1839 Maccillivray
Brit, Birds II. 371 Willow Wren. ^Ground Wren.

C. In names of plants, generally denoting plants
dwarfish in height and sometimes those of a trail-

ing habit
;

ground-archil, Lccanora pare/la,

a species of lichen used in dyeing {Syd. Soc. Lex.
1886); ground-berry, (a) U.S. ~ Checkek-
berry {Cent. Did.) ; (b) Austral, (see quot.)

;

ground-birch, ? the dwarf birch (see Birch i b)

;

ground-box, Buxus sempervirens, the small
variety used for edgings

; ground-cedar (see

quot.)
;
ground-cherry, (a) the Dwarf Cherry,

Cerasus Chamxcerasus ; (b) an American plant
of the genus Physaiis; f ground-chestnut (see

quot.) ; ground-cistus, Rhododendron Chamm-
a'shts (Paxton Bot. Diet. 1840) ; ground-cypress,
Santotina Chamxcyparissus (ibid.)

; ground-
elder, a name for Sambucus Ebulus, Angelica
silvestris, /Egopodiu/n Podagraria (Britten & Hol-
land Plant-n. 1879), and A/ercurialis perennis
(Paxton}; ground-enell ;seequot. 1S79); ground-
fir = Gkovsd-pixe (Cent. Diet.); ground-flax, the
genus Camelina (Paxton)

; f ground - furze =
Cammock ; f ground-hole [ad. G. grund/ieit],

Veronica officinalis ; ground - hemlock, an
American variety of the common yew, Taxus bac-

cata; ground-holly = Checker-berry 'Syd. Soc.

Lex.) ; ground-jasmine, Passerina Stelleri
(
Treas.

Bot. 1866) ;
ground-laurel, the Trailing Arbutus

(Epig&a repens) of North America; f ground-
myrtle, Butcher's Broom (Ruscus aculeatus)

;

ground-needle, Erodiitm moschatum
; ground-

oak, (a' an oak-sapling
;
{b) a species ofdwarf-oak;

ground - pea = Grouxd-nut 2
; ground-plum,

-rattan (see quots.)
;
fground-saligot, Tribulus

terrestris
; ground-sorrel (see quot.); ground-

thistle, the cardoon (Cynara Cardunculus)
;

ground-willow, a dwarf willow ; alsoaVa/. — Poly-
gonum amphibium (Britten & Holland); ground-
yew ^Crowberryi. Also Ground-ash, Ground-
ivy, Ground-pixe.
1889 J. H. Maiden UsefulPl. A ustralia 8 Astroloma humi.

fusu/n . . and A. t>inifolium . . Commonly called ' *Ground-
berry '. x885 Fe'sn This Mans Wife \\\ Gd. Wonts 61 A
dozen bundles of clean-looking *ground-birch sticks. 1578
Lvte Dodoens vi. xxxii. 609 The smal Boxe is called . . in
Latine, Humi Buxus: that is to say, 'Ground Boxe, or
Dwarffe Boxe. 1836 Backw. Canada 120 A trailing plant
bearing a near resemblance to the cedar, which, .has., a claim
to the nam; of *ground or creeping cedar. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 448 Certain dwarfe Cherries .. called Chamecerasi
(i. "ground cherry-shrubs). 1859 Bartlett Vict. Amer.,
Ground cherry (Physaiis), .. sometimes called Winter
Cherry. 1693 C. Dkyden in Dryden's Juvenal \\\. 1697)
Notes 185 Treufles, in English call'd *Ground-Chest-nuts,
or Pignuts. 1597 Gerarde Herbal App., "Ground Enell is

Venus combe. 1879 Britten & Holland Pta/tt-n., Ground
Enell, Scandix Pecien. Hal. and \Vr. print the name incor-
rectly Ground-evil. 1578 Lvte Dodoens vi. x. 669 Cammocke
or "ground Furze hath many small, lythey, orweake branches.
Ibid. 1. xvii. 26 Paules Betony, Herbe Kluellyn, or Speede-
well, *Ground-hele. 1834 J. J. Audubon Ornithol. Biogr.
II. 170 The *Ground Hemlock {Taxus canadensis), or
Canadian Yew. 1848 Rural Cycl. II. 532 *Ground-
yoj/«//«r

t an ornamental, evergreen, white-flowered, Siberian
undershrub of the wild olive-tree family. It is regarded by
some botanists as a Stellera, and by others as a sparrow-
wort. 1877 Bryant 27th Mar. 27 Within the woods Tufts
of *ground laurel, . . send their sweets Up to the chilly
air. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 284 As for the herb Ida;a,
the leaues therof resemble those of "ground-Myrtle or
Butchers broom, a 1400 Med. MS. Gloss, in Archxol. XXX.
409 "Ground Xedle. Acus muscula. 1633 J ohnson Gerarde's
Herbal App., Ground needle, Geranium muscatum. a 1723
R. Hood * Little John in Child Ballads (1888) III. 135
Then Robin Hood stept to a thicket of trees, And chose him
a staff of "ground-oak. 1805 A. Wilson in Poems $ Lit.
Prose (1876) II. 144 Waving reeds and scrubby ground-oak
grew Where stores and taverns now arrest the view. 1859
Bartlett Diet. Amer., *Ground Plum {Astragalus caryo-
carpus), a plant growing on dry soil on the Mississippi
River. .The fruit, which is a pod, closely resembles a plum.
1823 Crabu Technol. Diet., * Ground- ratan, the Rhapis
flabelliformis. 1866 Treas. Bot. 970/2 Rhapisflabelliformis
is commonly called the Ground Rattan Palm, and is said
to yield the walkiug-canes known by that name in this
country. 1597 Gickarde Herbal 'I able Eng. Names,
*Grounde Sal/got, that is Landcaltrops. 1775 Clayton
in PAH. Trans. LXVI. 100 "Ground-sorrel every where
[in the Falkland Islands] abounds in the greatest plenty

;

. .the flower it produces is exactly like the wild rose which
grows in the hedges in England. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet.,
Cepa cavalle, "Ground thistle. 1875 Croll Climate <V T.
xyi. 262 In a region where. .the "ground-willow and dwarf-
birch have to struggle for existence. 1674 tr. Schemer's
Lapland 141 The thin leaved heath, that bears a Berry,
which some call "ground Ewe.
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Ground (grannd), v. Forms : 3 grundien, 4
north, grund, 4-6 grounde, grownde, 5-6
gronde,(7grownd\5-ground. [ME. f. Ground
sb. ; cf. MDu., Du. gronden

f MSw. gnmda. For
OE. gryndan see Grind «y.-]

+ 1. tram. To lay the foundations of (a house,
etc.) ; to found ; to fix or establish firmly. Obs.
Chiefly in renderings or echoes of biblical passages.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter viii. 4 pe mone and sternes. .pat bou

grounded to be swa. a 1300 Cursor M. 28853 Almus. .es to
pe sawl als a wall crunded ful fast and will noght fall.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxiii. 2 He abouen be seas grundid
it. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 86 The drye erthe hys
handes hatlie grounded, c 1460 Tovjueley Myst. viii. 90
Gret god, that all thys Warld began, and growndyd it tn
good degre. 1535 Coverdale Luke vi. 48 That house, .was
grounded vpon y rocke. 1591 Spenser i'irg. Gnat 453
Th' Okes deep grounded in the earthly molde. 1627 V.
Fletcher Locusts iv. ii, Deep grounded on that Rocke
most firmely stood.

fig- '555 Eden Decades 327 Grounded vppon the founda-
tion of truth. 1684 Contempt. State Man 1. iv. (1699) 45
How frail is all the Glory of the World, being Grounded
upon so feeble a Foundation.

2. To set on a firm basis, to establish (an insti-

tution, a principle of action, belief, science, con-
clusion or argument\ on some fact, circumstance,
or authority.

a. const, on ; also in 'now only in passive).
1 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1644 11672) Moral vertue

grounded vpon troube. C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 332 He
can not grounde bis lawe in reson. a 1415 Lvdg. Temp.
Glas 1 199 Lat no dispeire hindir be with drede, But ay pi

trust opon hir merci grovnd. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII c. 4
Actions of det.. grounded vpon contractor specialties. 1581
Nowell & Day in Confer. 1. 11584) I)b, You ground ihe
credit of S James Epistle., vpon these Councils. 1639
Woodall IVks. Pref._(i653) 5 Galen saith .. all arts are
grounded upon experience and reason. 1641 Milton Ch.
Govt. iv. Wks. (1851) in The impossibility of grounding
Evangelick government in the imitation of the Jewish Priest-

hood. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapiand 74 They must neces-
sarily have had some probabilities whereon they grounded
their opinion. 17*8 Nkwton Chronol. Amended ii. 252
Nechepsos .. invented Astrology, grounding it upon the
aspects of the Planets. 1769 Junius Lett. xix. Postscr. 85
It is.. the law of the land, grounded upon the clearest prin-
ciples of reason and common sense. 1789 Durnfordfy East's
Reports III. 467 The right of a seller to his goods, where he
cannot receive payment for them, is grounded in conscience.
1838 Thirlwall Greece II. 104 An oligarchy which grounded
its political claims solely on superior wealth. 1875 Helm
Ess., Self-Discipline 16 Self-discipline is grounded on self-

knowledge. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 516 The nature and
occurrence of these actions being . . grounded in something
external.

t b. simply.

^1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 362 pis state or power is be
vicar of be godheede as it may be growndid here. — Set.
Wks. III. 342 Firste shulde be fend grownde pat bis pope
is Petris viker. 4:1449 [see GroundableJ. 1538 Starkey
England n. iii. 198 Wythout that ther ys no gud ordynance
can be stablyschyd nor grondyd. 1580 Sidney Ps. 'xlii. v,

Still my hope is grounded, That thy anger being spent, I by
day thy love shall tast. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. jcii.

(16 $2- 32 Copernicus hath so well grounded this doctrine .

.

that [etc.]. 1614 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 28 We knew
not wherein to insist, nor where to ground a complaint.
i6ai Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 15 Yf he con-
fesse, we may ground our sentence, a 1628 F. Grevil
Ataham 11. iv. Poems (1633) 35 How should I ground a faith,

that faithlesse know Myselfe to be? 1650 T. B[ayley] Wor-
cester's Apoph. 55 That is it they desire, and thence they
would ground their quarrel, a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
1. ii. 50 But intellectual Reason hath to do with universals,
and for the most part grounds and directs its Ratiocination
by them. 1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 5 The Apostles
ground and prove Christianity from the Old Testament.

C. In pass, with advs. Of conjectures, fears, etc.

:

To have a Tgood or bad) foundation.
1748 Anson's \'oy. 11. ix. 228 We afterwards found our

suspicions.. to be well grounded. 1765 Blackstone Comm.
1. i. 127 A fear of battery, or being beaten, though never so
well grounded, is no duress. 1838 Thiklwall Greece II.

xvi. 322 Their suspicions and fears were not ill grounded.

+ 3. To establish, settle (a person in respect of
his position, beliefs, etc.). Const, in, of. Also, in

pass,, to be advanced in years). Obs.
1382 Wyclif Hob. \. 12 Thou groundidist [Vulg. fundasti]

hym strong, that thou shuldist chastise, c 1400 Destr. Troy
7579 He is gret of degre, groundit of old. 1423 Jas. I Kingis
Q. exxxviii, Gifthe hert be groundit ferm and stal le I n goddis
law. .1450 tr. De Imitatione in. viii. 75 If he be grounded
in very mekenes & fulfilled wib dyvine charite. 1535 Cover-
dale Isa. liv. 14 In rightuousnes shalt thou be grounded.
a 1540 Barnes ^£$.(1573)326/2 They themselues are grounded
onely of their owne sensuall mynde, hauyng no learnyng,
nor reason for them. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. iv. 205 Appo-
lonia a virgin, but somewhat grounded in years. 1657 R,
Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 56 Such a loss as this, is able to
undo a Planter, that is not very well grounded.

reft, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 29 It is foly ani prest to presume
him to haue euyn power wib ilk ober, be for bat he may
ground him in be feib.

1 4. a. refl. To rest or rely upon, esp. in argu-
ment. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 401 Som..fondith for to
grounde hem uppon be auctorite of Quintilianus. 1471
Ripley Comp.Alch. Admon. xii.in Ashm. (1652) 192 Uppon
my wrytynge therfore to ground the be bold. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. vi. clxxvi. 174 Antonyus, whiche groundeth hym
vpon y«said Vyncent. a 1533 Frith Disput. Purgat. (1829)
124 In solving this argument, he groundeth him on two lies

at once. 1635 Hakewill Apol. v. vi. 340 Some, .grounding
themselves upon those words, have beene so bold as to

GROUND.
affirme [etc.]. 1802-12 Bentham Rat. Judic. Evid. (1827)
111. 625 The state of things on which the above question
grounds itself is [etc.].

t b. intr. lor refl. Obs.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. 11. (Arb) 150 If herein
they grounded vpon reason they would mock them. 1594
Cakew Huarte's Exam. Wits xi. U596) 165 Graue and
learned men . . labour to deliuer their opinion, concealing the
opinions whereon they ground. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig.
Med. 11. § 10, 1 say moreover, and I ground upon experience,
that poisons contain within themselves their own antidotes.
1682 — Chr. Morals iii. 22 He. .wisely grounding upon true
Christian expectations., will wholly fix upon what is to come.
5. trans. To instruct (a person^ in the funda-

mental or elementary principles of any branch of
study. To be grounded in : to be (well or ill) ac-
quainted with (a subject or science).
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 414 He was grounded in Astronomye.

1553 T. Wilson R/iet. 3 In all poynctes throughly grounded
and acquainted with the preceptes. i6i7.MoRYsoN/a«. 11. 47
Touching his studies . . he came young and not well grounded
from Oxford University. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz Surg. n.

viii. 73 He that is well grounded in Surgery will find Re-
ceipts enough in his daily practise. 1725 Berkeley Pro-
posal Wks. III. 217 To ground these young Americans
thoroughly in religion. 1839 Ld. Brougham Statesm. Geo.
Ill, Horner (ed. 2) 319 He was well grounded in the exacter
sciences. 1861 Hughes Tom Broivn at Oxf. viii. (1889)67,
I grounded myself pretty well in Latin and Greek. 1884
L. J. Jennings in Croker Papers I. i. 27 He always sought
to ground himself thoroughly in the facts [etc.].

6. Of a non-personal subject : To lorm or supply

a basis, ground, or reason for (somethirjg\ rare.

1667 Pepys Diary 2 Sept., I did then desire to know what
was the great matter that grounded his desire of the Chan-
cellor's removal, rt 1677 Barrow Serm. (1683) II. x. 141
Every attribute, every title, every relation of God doth
ground an obligation. 1788 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 353
A single day's retard in which (the payment of interest]

would ground a prejudice of long duration. 1875 Poste
Gaius 111. Comm. ted. 2) 444 A convention is statutory which
derives validity from some statute, and grounds or destroys
a right of action.

+ V. To investigate thoroughly. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton Col. Cloute 726 Some other man That . . can
Well scrypture expounde, And hys textes grounde. 1597
A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 6 '2 M. Pare hath verye
learnedlye discussed, and, as it weare, grownded this ques-
tione, in his boockes of Chyrurgerye.

8. To furnish with a ground or basis for painting,

embroidery, etc. (see Ground sb. 6). Also To
ground in : in Calico-printing, to apply (a second

colour or a mordant) to a piece of material already

printed with the colour of the first block.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xi. (1495) 871 The
meane colouies ben groundyd in none other colour better

than in whyte. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 9 § 3 No kynde of
Clothe . . shall from henceforth bee mathered for a Blacke,
excepte the same be firste grounded with Woade onelye.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 230 (Calico-printing) Ground-in the

neutral reserve . . Ground-in the topical colours at pleasure.

Ibid. 921 Pieces [of wall-paper] intended to be satined, are

grounded with fine Paris plaster. i86oRusk- ]N.l/o(/. Paint.
V. vill* iv. 194 It is all the same to him whether he grounds
a head . . or whether he grounds the whole picture. 186s

Miss Yonge Ctess Kate 11. (1880) 31 Kate had a bunch of
flowers, in Berlin wool, which sLe was supposed to be
grounding.

0. To bring to the ground, knock down. ? Obs.

In quot. c 1205 there is app. some error in the text
c 1205 Lay. 26553 Pus we [?"Wfr/ eou] scullen grundien,

3if godd us wule fulsten ! 1430-40 Lydc. Bochas 11. 11.(1554)

121 a, Their aduersaries bete doune and grounded, c 1430
PUgr. LyfManhoiie iv. xxxi. (1869) 193 Swich a strok he
yaf me j>at . . doun he hadde gronded me ne hadde my
burdoun be. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 187 Penton
was ultimately grounded by a doubler on the left side,

f b. fig. To ' floor ', ' gravel '. Obs. rare.

1597 Tofte Laura in Alba (1880) Introd. 38 Tis a worke
to ground the wisest Hed. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

ii. 1. Ark 330 Miracles, that ground Man's wrangling Reason
and his Wits confound.

10. To place or set on the ground ; to cause to

touch the ground ; to lay down. + Also, to bring

down
v
a weapon).

? 1650 Don Bellianis 228 He .. hoisted aloft his sword ..

and grounded it with mighty force upon the Giants head.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 96 P 9 When once she had
grounded her foot, neither gods nor men could force her to

retire. 1751 Paltock Peter Wilkins II. xx. 255, I ordered

my Bearers . . to ground me just at the Foot ot the Wood.
1774 Laws Cricket in Lillywhite Cricket Scores 1. 16 Except
his bat be grounded within \t[i.e. the popping-crease]. . If..

the wicket is struck down before his foot, hand, or bat, is

grounded over the popping-crease. 1801 Strutt Sports fy

Past. 11. iii. 99 Before the striker is at home, or can ground
his bat. 1884 Mil. Engineering I. 11. 90 In grounding
ladders, the men . . lower the ladders gently on to the ground.

b. To ground arms (Mil.) : to lay one's arms

upon the ground, esp. as an act of surrender.

1711 Milit. $ Sea Diet. (ed. 4) I, s. v. Straw, A word
of Command, to dismiss the Soldiers when they have

grounded their Arms. 180a James A/Hit. Diet., Ground
arms, a word of command on which the soldiers lay down
their arms upon the ground. This word of command has

been exploded since the introduction of the new exercise.

Soldiers are now ordered to pile arms. 1855 Macaulat
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 325 Every burgher who should any-

where meet a person wearing the Macdonald tartan should

ground arms, in token of submission. 1874 Rifle Exerc,
etc. 58 Ground Arms—Turn the rifle on the heel, lock to the

rear, sink the body, bending both knees ; and place the rifle

flat on the ground. 1884 M. Thornhill Pers. Adv. Ind.

Mutiny ii. 13 Eventually the native officer ordered the guard

to ground their arms, and allowed us to enter the office.



GROUND.
trans/. 171 1 Addison Sfiect. No. 102 p 6 When the Fans

are thus discharged, the Word of Command in course is to

ground their Fans.

C. Eiectr. To connect with the earth as a con-

ductor.

1883 T. D. Lockwood Eiectr. Tel. 138 If an accidental
connection with the ground should occur., it is at once
tested for by grounding the circuit at the office. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 21 Mar. 7/3 One wire would he grounded.

d. inlr. To alight on the ground ; to come to or

strike the ground.
1751 Paltock Peter Wilkius II. xx. 261, I hovered over

the City a considerable time, to be sure of grounding right.

1801 Strutt Sports «y Past. u8io) 100 [Trap-ball] He .. is

also out if he strikes the ball into the air and it is caught
. .before it grounds.

11. inlr. Of a vessel : To run ashore or aground ;

to strand. Const, on.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia in. v. 59 Our bote . . chansing
to grownd vpon a many shoules lying in the entrances.

1748 Ansott's Voy. n. iii. 146 She . . grounded between two
small Islands. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles v. xiv, With that the
boats approach 'd the land, But Edward's grounded on trie

sand. i858 K. Edwards Raleigh I. xxv. 615 The flagship

had already grounded under circumstances of peril.

trans/. 1850 Scoresbv Cheever's Whalem. Adv. ix. (1859)
1 16 The bow of the boat grounded on the body of the whale.

b. trans. To cause to run ashore. + Alsofig.
In pass. To he stuck fast, unable to help oneself.

1658 Phillips, To Ground a ship, to bring her on the
ground to be trimmed. 1704 J. Logan Let. to W, Penn
26 Mar. in Mem. Hist. Soc. Pcnusylv. (1870J IX. 288 .My
life . . is not worth the living : I am grounded on all sides.

171a W. Rogers Voy. App. 16 If you water above in the

River, do not ground your Boat. 1806 Naval Ckron. XV,
388 Three of our ships seemed to be grounded.

12. a. trans. To lower (an anchor
1

) to the bottom.
b. intr. To sink to, or settle on, the bottom.
1632 Lithgow Trav. vn. 329 Our Anchors beinggrounded,

and our Boate ready to court the shoare, I bad farwell to

all. 1739 Labelye Short Ace. Piers Westm. Br. 30 We
sunk the Caisson . . to try how it sat and grounded. 1793
Smeaton Edystone L. § 143 We proceeded lowering till our
anchor was grounded. 1857 F. Francis Angling ii. (1880)

69 The bait grounds too soon.

Ground (ground), ppl. a. See also Grounded
ppl. a. 2 , Grounded, [pa. pple. of Grind v.

j

1. Reduced to fine particles by grinding or crushing.
1765 Univ. Sfftg. XXXVII. 320/2 Ground and powdered

refined sugar. 1818 Art Preserv. Feet 131 A cataplasm of
oatmeal and ground linseed. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 225,
8 ounces of ground indigo. 1845 McCulloch Taxation u.

v. (1852' 230 The roots of chicory, .when dried and ground,
bear a strong resemblance to ground coffee.

b. With advs., els ground-down, -up.

1897 AllbutPs Syst. Med. III. 80 Synovia, .mixed with
ground-down particles of cartilage. 1899 Outing (U. S.)

XXX. 171/1 A country of ground-up pebbles and water.

2. Having the surface abraded or fashioned by
grinding, esp. of joints, stoppers, etc. intended to

tit closely.

1807 T. Thomson Cfiem. (ed. 3) II. 41 Phials with ground
stoppers. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Ground joint. 1884
Ibid. Suppl., Grouwt-cock.

b. Ground-down (sb.) : the trade designation of

a kind of needle (see quois.\
1862 T. Morkall Needle-making 39 The Ground downs

are.. for tailors, and are shorter than the Short Sharps.
1880 Plain Hints Needlework 95 There are sharps, the
ordinary long sewing-needles; ground downs, short and
stumpy.

3. Ground glass, fa. Glass which has its sur-

face polished by grinding; plate glass [obs.). b.

Glass which has had its transparency destroyed by
grinding or other processes; also atlrib.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. Explan. Plate 6 The panes
were of ground glass, on account of strength. 1823 P.
Nicholson Pract. Build. 420. 1848 DlCKKNS Dombey
xviii, The ground-glass windows are made more dim by
shutters. 1869 Tyndall Notes Led. Light § 103 If the
screen be semi-transparent, say of ground glass or tracing-

paper. 1885 How ills Silas Laphaiu (1891) I. 7 He.,
pushed the ground-glass door shut.

t Grou/ndable, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Ground v.

+ -able.] Capable of being established or proved.
t'1449 Pecock Repr. 1, x.\. 125 Doom of resoun and lawe

ofkiudeand not Holi Scripture muste expresseli grounde
this, .if it be in eny wise groundable andletful.

Grouudage (grau-ndedg). [f. Ground sb. +
-A'iE.]

1. +a. Some kind of toll or tax. Obs. rare-1 .

c 1440 facob's Well 29 Alle po, bat don men of holy cherche
..to paye toll, pyckage, murage, or gronda^e, panage or
gwydage, for swyche godys as are 11031 led to feyres &
markettes, be-cause of marchaundise.

b. A duty levied on vessels lying upon a shore

or beach, or entering a port; spec, in the City of

London (see quot. 10*54).

1567 St* Papers, Dom. Add. Eliz. 26 Such as touch or
He upon the shore a time, pay that money (is.) to the
officers there as groundage. 1609 Patent 7 fas. I in Act 4
Geo. Iff, c. 26 Preamble, Tolls, duties, anchorages, ground-
ages, profits, commodities, advantages, .and appurtenances
whatsoever. 1728 Jeakes Charters Cinque Ports 57 note,

Terrage, or Groundage, nothing to be paid for their Ships
lying a Ground, or at Anchor in any of the King's Havens
or Harlx>urs. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., Groundage, a
custom or tribute paid for the standing of a ship in port.

1854 Eraser s Mag. XLIX. 564 The groundage of corn is

a duty of 6d. on every vessel with corn on board entering
the port.
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e. (See quot.)

1852 Wiggins Embanking 138 In the cases of mines or
I quarries, the royalty, seignorage, or groundage varies accord-

\
ing to circumstances, from one-eighth to. .onetwenty-iourth.

f2. Running aground, stranding. Obs. rare—

.

1477 W. Pekoe in Paston Lett No. 807 III. 211 Sche had
never no wrekke norgrowndage till withinne thisxx wynter.

t 3. The bottom, as suitable or otherwise for

,
anchorage. Obs. rare -1

.

1637 T. Morton New Eug. Canaan (1883) 122 The ground-
age is a sandy sleech, free from rockes to gaule Cables, but
is good for anchorage.

t 4. The right of occupying ground. Obs. rare~ x

.

1721 Loud. Gaz. No. 5933 3 They shall have their Ground-
age, .free, for such the two ensuing Fairs.

Ground-annual. Sc. Law. ' A perpetual

yeaily duty payable upon land, and made a real

burden upon it either by constitution or reserva-

tion' (Sheriff JE. J. G. Mackay).
1551 .SV. Acts Mary[(1814) II. 490/1 The ground annual!

appeiris ay to be payit quha euer big the ground and fail-

)eing thairof that the arinuellar may recognoscethe ground.

1597 Skene De Verb. Siguif. 5. v. Anuuell, [In Acts Mary
1551] mention is maid of ground annuell, few annuell, and
top annuell, qubairof I haue red nathing in onie vther
place: and am incertaine quhat they do signifie. 1874
Act 37 <y 38 Vict. c. 94 § 30 Securities by way of ground
annual, whether redeemable or irredeemable. 1890 Belts
Diet. Law Scotl. (ed. 7) s.v., In the beginning of the
seventeenth century, the Lords of Erection resigned their

superiorities to the Crown, with the exception of the feu-

duties, which the Crown bad power to redeem on payment
of a certain consideration. The consideration never having
been paid, the power of redemption was renounced, and the

feu-duty thus perpetually payable to the successor of a
Lord of Erection is called aground-annual.

Ground-ash.
1. A young ash-plant ; an ash sapling see quot.

1707). Also attrib.

1664 Evelyn Sylva vi. 23 From these low Cuttings come
our Ground-ashes, so much sought after for Arbours. Espa-
liers, and other Pole-Works. 1697 DrYDEN sEucid ix. IC03
A lance of tough ground ash the Trojan threw. 1707 Moh-
TIMEB Husb. 1. (1708) 335 Some cut the young Ashes off

about an Inch above the Ground, which causes them to
make very large straight Shoots, which they call Ground-
Ash. 1878 Jefferies Gamekeeper at II. \. 13 His ground-
ash stick under his arm.

2. dial. a. The gout-weed, /Egopodiutn Boda-
graria (Withering Brit. Plants 1796) b. Angelica
sylvestris (Johnston Bot. East. Border 1853).

Grou*nd-bait.
1. fa. A bait used in bottom-fishing {obs. rare).

b. A bait thrown to the bottom of the water in

which it is intended to fish, in order to lure the

fish thither. N\i>cyfig.

a. 1651 T. Barker Art 0/ A ngliug (1653) 1, I am indif-

ferent where the wind standeth either with ground Bait or
Meiiow, so that I can cast my Bait into the River. Ibid. 3,

I am determined to Angle with the ground Baits and set

my Tackles to my Rod.
b. 1655 Walton Angler x. (1661) 174 The Ground-Bait.

1821 Scott Kcniliv. iii, I expect not to catch the old jack
till I have disposed my groundbaits handsomely. 1895

j

Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 2 '1 Is a candidate entitled to lay .

.

ground-bait? In plainer terms, may he give subscriptions
[etc.]. 1895 'John Bickbboykb' Sea Eishing\'\. 184 Then
the ground-bait net will be found of great advantage . . Sink
this [ground-bait] in a piece of netting, by means of stones,

near the bottom, and fish close to it.

2. Northumb. The loach or groundling.
1867 in Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1880-4 in *"• DAV Brit,

Fishes II. 204.

Hence Ground-bait v. , to lay with ground-bait
(alsoyf^.) ; Ground-baiting* vbl. sb.

1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural S/>orts 1031 It is the practice
of all experienced anglers, to groundbait the spots they in-

tend to fish in. 1896 A- Morrison Child oj Jago 236 A large
swindle, requiring much ground-baiting and preliminary out-

lay. 1899 Blackw. Mag. June 977/1 He will have to 'ground-
bait ' the place heavily, if he wishes decent attendance.

Ground-bird.
f L Applied to a particular swan out of a ' game ',

or perh. more than one, possibly as being the due
of the owner of the land. Obs.
1560 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (18&6) 2S5 For

uppyng tne ground byrde in portemeade. 1562 Ibid. 304
Item, payed for agrounde byrd . .xijrt'. 1570 Ibid. 330 Payed
for two growne burds. 1887 Standard 1 Aug. 5/2 The owner
of the soil claimed one cygnet as ' the ground bird '.

2. A general name for any columbine, gallina-

ceous, grallatorial, or struthious bird.

1840 Bi.vth Cuvier's Aniin. Kingd. (1849) 251 The various
groups of Ground-birds (as the vast majority of the foregoing
extensive series may be appropriately denominated) fall into
six principal divisions.

3. U.S. The grass-finch or ground-sparrow.
1856 Bryant Poems, Rivulet iii, And the brown ground-

bird, in thy glen Still chirps as merrily as then.

Groundcel(l, obs. form of Groundsel sb.'*

Ground-down : see Ground///, a. 2 b.

Grounded (grairnded), ///. a.i [f. Ground v.

or sb. + -ED i or -.]

1. Deeply or strongly founded ; firmly fixed or
established ; resting upon a good basis. Chiefly

fig. of immaterial things.

1548 Gest Pr. Masse in Ii. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App.
i. 98 It is a grounded proufe of falshode. 1553 Brkndi;
Q. Curtius A lij, A stable and grounded wysedome. 1605
Loud. Prodigal v. i, To shake my grounded resolution.

GROUNDEN.
161a Bacon Ess., Empire (Arb.) 298 Solide and grounded
courses to keep them [dangers] aloofe. 1653 K. Sanders
Physwgn. b lij, So have I fortified this buiiding with
grounded pillars. 1783 Burke Affairs India Wks. 1842 II.

9 A grounded apprehension of the ill effect of ail strong
marks of influence and favour. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit.
I. x. 203 A grounded knowledge of the German language
and literature. 1871 Morley / oitaire 1886) 5 The tempera-
mentwhichmistakes., violent phrase forgrounded conviction,

b. with ad vs. ; esp well-, ill-grounded.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. iv. 1 Friendship. .Without regard

of good, dyes like ill grounded seeds. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 92 The King caused a large and deepe grounded
Causey be built. 1648 Gage West Did. xx. 160 A good and
well grounded knowledge of the tongues. 1662 Gerbier
Princ. 14 Leaving to their Posterity to prop and redre.-se
their ill grounded Buildings. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier
(18401 202 Had our counsels been, .ready and well grounded.
1777 Watson Philip II [1793) II. xm. 175 A well grounded

,

apprehension.
*(- 2. Of persons: Thoroughly instructed or pio-

j

ficient in some study ; also, deeply imbued with

j

certain principles. Obs.
1613 T. Jackson Creed 1. 315 Questions .. which would

1

rtquire a grounded scholers serious paines & long starch.
1619 R. Harris Drunkard's Cup 26 A very ludicious
Diuine, and grounded Text-man. 1666 E. Mot'NTACU in

1

12//1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 8 If the young Lord
was a strict and a grounded Papist there was some danger
my Lady Dorothy might bee perverted. 1807 Anna Seward
in Atheuivum 2 Mar. (1895) 282/1 Mr. Day, who was a

!
grounded Greek scholar.

3. Of lace: Having the intervals of the pattern
filled in with plain stitches. ? Obs.
1695 Loud. Gaz. No. 3101/4 A grounded Lace Nighttail.

1720 /bid. No. 5SS1/3 A tine Valencia grounded laced Suit

]

of Night Clothes. 1740 Lady Hartford Lett. I. Iii. 226
I

Four fine laced Brussels heads- two looped and two
1 grounded.

4. Having a ground of a specified colour.
1761 Public Advertiser 1 Jan., Dressed in a yellow

grounded velvet. 1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 57 You may
breed twenty light grounded ones for one deep ground.
1813 Examiner 12 Apr. 239/1 A red grounded frock. .was
. found. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys II. iii. 54 A

;
simple white grounded lawn.

5. Having the ground applied or prepared.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 021 Spreading the piece [of wall-

paper] upon the table with the grounded side uppermost.

6. a. Placed on, or brought into contact with,

the ground, b. Forced aground, stranded.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 30S To pitch the hall into the grounded
hat, Or drive it devious with a dext'rous pat. 1862 Dana
Man. Geol. v. 542 .-tones in the under surface ofa grounded
[ ice]berg. 1888 Amer, Nat. XXII. 230 As the grounded
(Icebergs are forced up the shelving sea- bottoms [etc.].

1889 Daily News 8 ~Sov. 5 3 An alternating current .. fioni

a partially gruunded wire.

t Grounded, ///. a.'- Obs. [Incorrect var. of

Grounden ///. a.\ m Gbounden, Ground.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. I. A 1 b, The maces keene, the

grounded sworde, the Tucke, the targe, the sheilde. 1698
A. Van Leeuwenhoek in Phil. Trans. XX. 171 Two of
more grounded Glasses.

Groundedly vgrau'iHlcdir,a^\ [f. Groukdi d
ppl. fl.l + -ly*.] fin a grounded or well-estab-

lished manner ; fundamentally, deeply, thoroughly
^obs.) ; with good reason. "Sow rare.

1546 Bale Eug. Votaries 1. (1550) 7 b, Thys repeted he
thryse after that. .to the intent it might be groundedlye
marked. 1596 Habincton Me/am. Ajax (18141 95, I

am .. groundedly studied in the reformation of Ajax.
1643 Plain English 8 That Accommodation can onely be
safe in this Kingdome, which shall place the power of it in

the hands of them that may be groundedly presum'd will

use it for the preservation of it selle. 1669 Gale Crt. Gen-
tiles 1. in. ii. 24 This, I conceive, may he groundedly con-
cluded. 1674 Allen Danger Enthusiasm 26 That they
might believe more groundedly and firmly. 1716 M.
Davies A then. Brit. III. Crit. Hist. 6 Both .. seem rather
to be Seekers or Scepticks, than any ways groundedly satis-

fy'd in their tortur'd Consciences, a 1805 D. Gilson Serin.
Pract. Subj. viL 1807) 142 Elijah and Llisha were .. unin-
formed al sowe maygroundedly suppose, ofthe precise manner
and mom- nt in which the former was to be taken from the
earth._ 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1879) II. 1119 Those who are
acquainted with . . the historical basis of the actual system,
will acquire that actual system more readily as well as

more groundedly. 1868 Browning Ring $ Bk. x\. 948 Oh,
how I wish some cold wise man Would . . pronounce on my
desert Groundedly.

t Groundedness. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-N£SS.] The quality or condition of being grounded

or firmly established.
1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven 234, I iudge these to be mo^t

sound and infallible euidences of a mans saluation : Assured
faith to the promises . .Groundednesse in the truth, a 1647
Boyle Autobiog. Wks. 1772 I. p. xxiii, Philaretus derived
from this anxiety the advantage of groundedness in his

religion. [1826 Bentham in Westm. Rev. VI. 454 In proof
of its welhgroundedness I call two witnesses.]

G-roundeles, obs. form of Ghoi:nuless.
Groundely, variant of Grodndly a. Obs.

tGrOU'lldeii, ///•#• Obs. Forms: sec Grind vA
[pa. pple. of Grind zO]
1. Of weapons : Sharpened by grinding.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21437 Scarp grunden knijf in hand he

bar. t 1400 Roivland <y (\ 57 A Sara^ene ..With grymly
grownden gare. c 1400 Melnyne 1554 Full grym strokes he
«.uer bam satt, With growndyn speris and grym. c 1470
Henry Wallace l\. 64 The grounden suerd throucb out his

cost it schar- 1513 Douglas .Etuis iv. iv. 41 His grundin
dartis clattering by his syde. 1557 Nokth tr. Gueuara's
Diatl Pr. 258 b/2 You feare vs not with sharpe grounden

137 -;



GROUNDER.
swoordes and daggers, a 1650 Death Robin Hood 75 in

Furnivall Percy Folio I. 55 Red Roger with a grounding
glave thrust him through the milke white side.

2. Of substances : Ground, brayed, crushed.

ix. . Mttr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.

LVII. 308 Summesmered hire Moub withoute with grounden

Mustard, c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <y T\ 222

Our Orpyment and sublymed Mercurie, Oure grounden
litarge, [etc.]. (1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 1123 Grounden
shelhs dight With flour of iym. CX430 Two Cookery-bks.

38 Take groundyn Porke, & knede it with Spicerye.

Grounden, obs. pa. pple. of Grind v.

Grounder vgrau'ndai). Also 5 grownder,
gronddar. [f. Ground v, + -er 1

. Cf. MDu.
grondcre (Du. gronder)

f
G.griinder, MSw. and Sw.

grundare.]

1. One who, or that which, founds, establishes,

causes, etc.

14.. Ave Reg- Celorum in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 146

Heyle, gudly grownder of all grace ! e 1449 Pecock Repr,

79 Holi Scripture may not be ther of the Reuler bi cause

He is not therof the Grounder, c 1485 Digby Myst. 1 18821

III. 326 5e worthy word, 3e be gronddar of gladnesse.
j

c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899* 53 Fayned fables of poetes (and
j

fleyng talcs of lyght fokes) ar, for the more parte, the

grounders of fame and rumours. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus '

HI. 305 Grounder of euill, and na vertew hir neir.

2. One who does the grounding in the manu-
facture of wall-paper, or in other arts of design.

1878 Macleod Htst. Dumbarton in. 79 The merchants
had the ordinary trade of the town supplemented, .by the

Leven printers and grounders.

3. colloq. a. A catching the ground (in angling),
j

b. A knock-down blow. c. In cricket and other :

games : A ball sent along the ground (Barrere & ;

Leland).
1847 Alber 1 Smith in lllustr. Hews 12 July 374 The fish

,

that I have caught I will not name Nor yet confess my
|

bites have all been grounders. 1889 Westgarth Austral. 1

Progress 171 Lifting him up, and giving him a heavy
grounder on his back.

Groundesueli, -swele, obs. ff. Groundsel sfrA

GrOU*nd-floor. The floor in a building which

is more or less on a level with the ground outside,

1601 Holland Pliny II. 597 In processe of time paue-

ments were driuen out of ground-floorer, and passed vp into

chambers. 1669 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II.

557 Uppon the Groundfloore there shalbe five outward
chambers. 1703 Moxos Mech. Exerc. 265 You may
imagine this Design to be the Ground Floor, having no
Cellar beneath it. 1760-72 tr. yuan <y Ullod's Voy. ied- 31

I. 336 All the houses of note have a story; but the others

only a ground floor. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. x. P 5
A window on the ground-floor. 1845 Ford Handbh. Spain
1. 25 The ground floor is a sort of common room for men
and beasts. 1884 G. Allen Philistia I. 3 A large room on
the ground floor of the tenement.
attrih. 1886 W. J. Tucker Life E. Europe 102 A stragg-

ling ground-floor edifice. ?ci89o\V. H. Casmey Ventilation

17 Kight drying machines in one ground-floor room. 1897

Daily News 10 June 7/1 The building will consist mainly

of a ground floor storey.

b. fig. Also in phr. To get (or be let) in on the

ground-floor (U.S.) : 'to be allowed to share in a

speculation on the same terms as the original

promoters
1

(^ Farmer).
i854 BOWBN Logic vji, 225 The inductive truth-seeker is

on the ground-floor of facts. 1878 N.Amer. A'«w.CXXVII.
181 The ground-floor of material industry.

Hence Groii-nd-flooredtf., consisting of a ground-

floor; one-storied.

1824 Heber Jrnl. (1828) I. 326 A tavern, a large ground-

floored house with excellent rooms.

Ground-glass : see Ground ppl. a.

Ground-hog.
1. = Aard-vark.
1840 tr. Cinder's Anim. Kingd. 125 Only one species is

known of this genus.. which the Dutch colonists style the

Ground Hog.
2. The American marmot {Arctomys).
1843 Mahryat M. Violet II. 226 We had not met with one

[buffalo], nor even with a ground-hog. 1859 Hartlktt
Diet. Amer., Woodehuck, the groundhog, a rodent mammal
of the marmot tribe. 1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 122 The
marmots proper, wood chucks, or ground-hogs are the

largest and heaviest animals of the family [Sciuridte].

Ground-ice. [Cf. Du. grondijs, G, grundcis.']

1. Ice formed at the bottom of the water ; also

called anchor-ice and ground-grue.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 40 It looketh likest

unto the Ground Ice of the Rivers in our country, or like

unto Loaf-sugar. 1839 Douglas in Proc . Beriv. Nat. Club

I. No. 7. 187 The frost, fixing on the shallow bottom, forms

aground-ice. 1856 Kane Arct. E.xp/. I. vui. 85 The ground-

ice is forced in upon our stern. 1878 Huxlkv Physiogr.

153 This ground-ice is generally found in little masses

clinging to stones and weeds.

2. (See quot.)
1838 Penny Cyel. XI. 459/1 The term ground-ice. .has

been sometimes given to the ice occasionally met with at

certain depths in the ground in northern countries.

Groundie swallow, -swally, dial, variants

of Groundsel sb. 1

Grounding 'grcm-ndirj), vbl. sb. [f. Ground v.

and sb. +-ingT]
1. The action of founding or establishing; foun-

dation, establishment ; chiefly in immaterial sense.

Also quasi-concr. that on which something is

grounded. Now rare.

456

C1380 Wvclif Set, Wks. III. 353 And but bis grounding

be in dede dremes and confermyngis ben nou^t. 1395
Remonstr. Rom. Corrnp. (1851 67 Cnstine men ben not

holden for to bileve, withouten open groundinge of holi

scripture. 1538 Hale I lire Lazves 2042 Of these, .doubtles

those lawes their groundynges take. 1597 Middleton
Wisdom 0/ Solomon iii. 16 That tree whose root is sound,

whose grounding strong. 1G44 Digby Mans Soul 1 1645) 7°
All the rest., would have no grounding nor lixednesse in the

soule. 1898 J. Bulloch Lenten. Mem. 1st Cougreg. Ch.

Aberdeen i. 2 The important proposals he advanced were

felt . . to be .. well grounded. Their grounding lay in the

religious condition of Scotland. 1899 J. Caird Iwidam.
Ideas Xtianity II. xvi. 176 [Anselm's] attempt to give

speculative grounding to the relation between the. .sufferings

of Christ and the remission of sins.

2. The act of instructing in elementary or funda-

mental principles ; instruction of this kind.

1644 Bp, Hall Rem. Wks. (1660I 104 Catechetical Ser-

mons, for the grounding of Gods People in the principles

of saving Doctrine. 1883 C. J. Wills Mod. Persia 164

Euclid, Algebra, Latin, and French, in which, unlike the

smattering of a middle-class school at home, a thorough

grounding is given.

f3. pi- Grounds, sediment. Obs.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 46 per in bou stepe white

brede fayrc.And voyde \>y groundyngus for sonde.

4. The preparation or laying of a 'ground 'in

various arts and manufactures {see quots.). Also

Lp-oundjng-in, the application of the secondary

colours in calico-printing.

1466 Paston Lett. No. 549. II. 266 For xxii yerdes and iii

quarters of brod wythts, xxxiuu. \\\d. For grownedyng,

iiU. \\\\d. For dyeng, iiiu. 1839 Ure Diet. Meek. 216

Calico-printing' The grounding in, or re-entering, of the

other colours is the next process. Ibid. 226 Topical Prussian

blue for grounding. 185a Morfit Tanning <V Currying
(1853) 436 The laborious process of grounding, or frizing.

1877 Set. Amer. XXXVII. 223 The first process undergone

[in the manufacture of wall-paper J is termed 'Grounding'

and the object is to give the paper the requisite body to

enable it to receive the colored pattern. 1885 Watt Leather

Manuf. 326 When dry they [i.e. dyed skins] are again

seasoned with water, to prepare them for grounding, which

operation is performed by scraping the flesh side with the

'moon-knife '.

b. '1 he ground of any fabric.

188a Caulfbild 8c Sawakd Diet. Needlework (ed. 2)231

The colour of a background or the ' grounding' of a piece

of embroidery should be selected with a view to showing

off the colours of the design.

5. a. The action of laying a ship aground foi

examination, repairs, etc. b. The action or an act

of running aground, stranding.

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 42 An opportunity of

Grounding or Docking. 1769 Falconkr Did. Marine,
Grounding, the act of laying a ship ashore, in order to bream
or repair her. It is also applied to running aground acciden-

tally when under sail, or driving in a tempest. 1840 Evid.

Hull Docks Comm. 70 Q. Is any inconvenience experienced

by sloops? A. Yes, by grounding. 1856 Kasf Arct. Expl.

I. vi. 61 If she will bear the frequent groundings that we
must look for. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Vict. c. 36. § 3 Any right

of navigation, anchoring, grounding, [etc.].

6. attrib., as grounding-bine \
grounding-ma-

chine, a machine for grounding in the manufacture

of wall-paper ;
grounding-tool, in mezzotint en-

graving, the tool with which the plate is roughened.

c 1790 Imison Sck. Art n. 50 For the shades use a small

grounding-tool. 1821 Craig I.ect. Drawing vii. 411 The
more the ground is scraped away, ..the coarser and more
evident is the granulation made by the grounding tool.

1839 Urk Diet. Arts 225 This plan.. is nearly superseded

by the following grounding blue. Ibid. 226 Topical ground-

ing blue for the cylinder press. 1877 Sci. Amer. XXXVII.
223 The grounding machine is represented in Fig. 1. While
passing over a roller the paper is covered with a mixture of

so called Jersey clay.

Grounding 'grairndirj^,///. a. [f. as prec. +
-1NG-.] That grounds (in senses of ihe \b.).

a 1641 Br, Mountacu Acts % Mon. (1642I 117 The literall

sense of Scriptures, is the prime, principall and grounding

sense, but not the sole or onely sense. 1875 J. VWTCH
Lucretius 56 Postulating a grounding and surrounding

visible universe. 1876 S. Lanikr Poems 11884) 130 ' I^ay

down your arms, damned Rebels !
' But never a grounding

gun is heard.

Groundis walle, obs. form of Ghoimjsel sbj

Ground-ivy.
1. a. The herb ale-hoof, Nepeta Ckchoma or Gle-

choma hederacea, a common labiate plant having

bluish-purple flowers and kidney-shaped leaves.

+ b. The periwinkle, Vinca minor (obs. rare~ x
).

These plants have no obvious resemblance to ivy, but

were classed by the older botanists as hedera on account of

their creeping stems.

[e 1350 Med. MS. 864 in Archatol. XXX. 376_Par\vynke.

.

Men calle it be jtiy of grownde. Anober erbe is callyd boo,

pl we callyn tun-boo.] c 1400 in Henslow Med. It 'ks. 14th C.

(1899) 42 Take grounde-suylie and groundyuy and weybrede
and stampe hem to-gedre. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich 1

200 5yf bou mow not haue alle bese erbes, tak ground yuy

alone. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 111. I. 389 Grounde luye hath

many square tender stalkes growing foorth from a roote

full of threddes. 1597 Gerard Herbal it. ccc. 705 Hedera
tcrrcstris ..in English ground Iuie, Alehoof fete.]. 1616

Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 207 Ground Iuie groweth

likewise in a moist and shadowed place. 1676 0UL in

Phil. Trans. XI 587 Ale-hoof, or Ground-Ivy.famous for dis-

patching the maturation of Ale and Beer. 171a tr. Powers
Hist. Drugs I. 31 It runs upon the Ground, after the manner

of Ground-Ivy. 1845 Lindlkv School Bot. (1862)96 N[e/»eta\

Glechoma (Ground Ivy). ..A popular country remedy for

colds.

GROUNDLING.
attrib. 1734 Mrs. Delany in Life tf Corr. (1861) I. 453

Your cough not gone yet?— I beg you will drink asses milk

and ground ivy tea.

t 2. 1 he barren trailing ivy {Hedera Helix).

1597 Gkrard Herbal 11. ccci. 708 Creeping or barren Iuie

is called, .in English ground Iuie.

1 3. The grotmcl-pirid (.ijuga Chamxpitys . Obs.

[A] p. ivy is here a corruption ol ive: see Hlrb Ive.]

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 284 It [Chamzpitys] is called

it. English Ground Pine, and Ground Ivie after the Latine

word ha.
Groundless (graundles). a. Forms: 1 grund-

16as, 4 groundlyas, 4-5 groundeles, 5 grownd-
les, 6- groundless, (7 -lesse). [OK. grundUas,

f. grund Ground sb. + -lias -less. Cf. MDn. ;.nd

Du. grondeloos, MUG. grtmtlSs (G. grundlos),

MSw. and Sw. grundlos.']

1 1. Bottomless, unfathomable. Ht.smAfig. Obs.

< 888 K. /Ei.fred Boeth. vii. § 4 Sio grundlease sweljend

haefS swioe mseneju westu holu on to gadrianne. c" 1315

Shorkham Poems 154 Codes domes beth A groundlyas pet.

13 . E. E. A Hit. /'. C. 310 All the gojez of by guferes, &
groundelez powlez. ('1450 tr. De ttnitatione in. xv. 83 O
hov deply I owe to subnntte myself under bi depe groundeles

iuggementes, lorde. 1605 Sylvestkr Du Bar'as II. iii. I.

Vocation 393 Shallowest Foords to ground-less gulfs doe

change.

2. Destitute of foundation, authority, or support

;

having no real cause or reason ; unfounded.

1630 T. Granger Div. I.ogike 331 Groundleese imagi-

nations, and vaine confidences. 1651 Baxter In/. Baft. 77

A groundless fiction that cannot be proved. 1719 Young
Rerenee III. i, Twas your mistake, and groundless are

your fear*. 1776 Adam Smith W. A' 1. xi. 11869) I. 199

This notion . . seems to be altogether groundless. 1838

1 hirlwali. Greece IV. xxxiii. 319 This report proved as

groundless as the message of Ariaeus. 1849 E. E. Napier
Excurs. S. Africa II. 168, I came to the conclusion that

their murmurs were not entirely groundless.

Groundlessly (grcurndlesli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -h\ 2
.] \\ iihout grounds ; without adequate

renson or cause.

1645 Pagitt lleresiogr. (1661) 177 Surely both you and
others do it very groundlessly and presumptuously. 1681

Tate Abs. f, Achit. 699 Seduc'd by these ue groundlessly

complain. 1735 E. Ci rl in 1'ope's Lett. I. Suppl. 22 You
groundlessly imagine I have attempted to betray you to

Mr. Pope. 1834 J. Krown Lett. Sanctificaiion I. 194 It is

groundlessly, therefure, that any souls stand off from Jesus

Christ. 1865 Dickens Mut. Er. 1. vi. Of her father's being

groundlessly suspected, she felt sure.

Groundlessness (graundlesnes). [f. as prec.

+ -ness.] The quality of being groundless, or

v iihout foundation; want of adequate reason.

1661 Boyle Style 0/ Script. 42 Such examining Readers,

as are rational enough to discern the groundlesnesse of one

part ofthe Doctrine. 1755 Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 123 The
groundlessness of their clamours. 1817 Eiiin. Rer. XXIX.
1 14 '1 he groundlessness of their former pleas. 1856 Fholde
Hist. Eng. (18581 I. iii. 192 No proof of the groundlessness

..f the original charge availed .. till they had paid for their

deliverance.

Ground-line. [Cf. Du. gtoiidlijn , G. and Sw.

grundlinie (in senses 2 and 3).]

1. A line used for bottom-fishing. ? Obs.

a 1450 Eysshynge w. angle (1883) 22 Ye may angle to hym
at all tymys with a grownde lyne. 1704 Did. Rust. s.v.

(,1,'itmtangling. The Morning and Evening are the chiefest

s. asons for'the ground Line for Trout.

2. Geom. t a. The base upon which a diagram

is constructed (obs.). b. (See quot. 1857).

1551 Recorde 1'athii: Kncnol. 1. Defin., When one line

lyeth flatte (whiche is named the ground line) and an other

1 otnmeth downe on it, and is called a perpendiculer. 1571

Digges Pantom. 1. iii. Cj, Measure out the like length in

the perpendiculare. .beginning from the ground line. 1659

W'n.LSFORD Scales Comm. 118 Let fall a Perpendicular..

upon the Basis or ground-line. 1857 W. Binns Treat.

Orthogr. Eroject. i. U8621 2 The vertical and horizontal

planes are generally divided by a line called the ground

line, or intersecting line of the two planes of projection.

3. //. Outlines (//'/. andyf^.).

1624 Wot ion Arctiil. 1. 65 Let no man. .setle his Fancie

vpon a draught of the Worke in paper.. much less vpon

a bare Plant thereof, as they call the Schiographia or Ground

lines. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 150 We owe to the

deeper EvragtBca] spirit . . the ground-lines of an Ethical

philosophy.

Groundling (grau-ndlin\ [f. Ground sb. +

-I.1NG. Cf. MDn. gntndelinck (Du. grondeling),

MHG. grundelinc (G. grundling) gudgeon.]

1. A name given to various small fishes which

live at the bottom of the water, esp. a gudgeon or

loach.
1601 Holland riiuy I. 265 As the Apuae which are the

groundings .. (come) of the fonie of the sea. 1611 Cotgr.,

Locke de mcr, a little fish . . ; some call it a sea Groundling.

Loc/tette, a Groundling, or small-bearded Loach. lOJS Mou-

iet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 274 Groundlings are

alsoakind of Gudgeons never lying from theGround, freckled

as it were on each Side with seven or eight Spots. 1769 Phn-

, nant Zool. 1 1 1. 237 The loche is found in several of our small

i rivers, keeping at the bottom of the gravel, and is on that

account, in some places, called the Groundling. 1801-3 tr.

/•alias's Trav. (1812) II. 461 The mountain-streams .
.
also

afford a small kind of barbel, the groundling. 1840 tr.

Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 314 Colitis tnenia, the Groundling

..is the smallest ofthe species inhabiting the smaller running

waters, and lurking under stones.

2. a. A plant that creeps on the ground or is ot

low growth.
1813 BEWICK Mem. 256 A profusion of wild-flowers., which
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peep out amongst the creeping groundlings. 18*7 in Hone
Every~day Bk. II. 893 Towering up from among the low
groundlings that, .sui round it, [grows] the stately fox-glove.

b An animal thai lives on the ground.
1874 Wood Nat. Hist. 6 It is a remarkable fact that the

Chimpanzees are groundlings, and are not accustomed to

habitual residence among the branches of trees.

C. nonce-use. Said of a peiso.i (see quot.).

1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Decay of Beggars, A man, who
used to glide his comely upper half over the pavements of
London, wheeling along . upon a machine of wood .. The
accident which brought him low took place in the riots of

1780, and he has been a groundling so long.

3. A frequenter of the 'ground' or pit of a

theatre ; hence, a spectator (reader, etc.) of average

or inferior tastes, an uncritical or unrefined person.

(Only in literary use, as a reminiscence of Shake-
speare's phrase, and sometimes app. associated with

the more general sense of ' ground V)

1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. ii 12 O it offends mee to the Soule,

to see a robustious Pery-wig-pated Fellow, teare a Passion
to tatters, to verie ragges, to split the eares of the Ground-
lings. 1609 DcKKKR Guis Home-bk. vi. 28 Your Groundling
and Gallery-Commoner buyes his sport by the penny. 1659
Lady Alimony 1. iv. The Groundlings within the yard grow
infinitely unruly. 1763 Churchill Ghost iv. Poems I. 322
The minds of Groundlings 10 entlame. 1829 Lytton Devc-
reux 11. 1, Hut how do you like sharing the mirth of the

groundlings? 1873 SvMONDS Grk. Poets vi. 183 The solilo-

quies of Hamlet, .must have been lost upon the groundlings
of Elizabeth's days. 1900 H. W. Smyth Grk. Melic Poets

p. Kii, Tne dithyramb was meretricious art and appealed
to the taste of the groundlings.

t4. One of humble rank ; one of base breeding

or sentiments. Obs. rare.

1632 Fletcher Propltetess 1. iii, We tilers may deserve to

be senators, . . For we were born three stories high ; no base
ones, None of your groundlings, master. 1630 Brathwait
Eng. Gentl. (1641) 31 Here you shall see One un measurably
haughlie, scorning to converse with these Groundlins for

so it pleases him to tearme his inferiours). Ibid. 56 These
whose erected minds are removed from the refuse and rub-

bish of earth (which our base Groundlins so much toyl for).

5. attrib. o as adj.

1835 Lamb Refiecf. in Pillory, That domicile for ground-
ling rogues and base earth kissing varlets [the stocks],

1839 Southey O. Newman 11. Poet. Wks. X. 285 Grunts And
strives with stubborn neck and groundling snout. 1885

J. S. Stallvbrass tr. He/ill's IVand. Plants ty Anhn. 94
It must have been a mere groundling sucker.

t Grou'ndly, a. Obs* Forms: 3 grunde)-
lich, -like, 5 groundli, -ly, 56 groundely.
[f. Ground sb. + -ly I. Cf. MSw. grwuieliker (Sw.
grundlig), G. grundlick.} a. Well-founded or

established, solid, firm. Of instruction: Thorough.
b. Thoroughly instructed or educated.
c 1*05 Lay. 15813 Ich habbe bigunnen a weorc mid grund-

liche stre[n]g<Se. t 1300 Havelok 2013 pe burgeys bat ber

bi stode bore Grundlike and grete obes swore,.. pat was
soth, bat bernard tolde. c 1449 Pecock Rtfr, 78 Trowing
. .that thei han noon or litle nede to groundli clerkis. Ibid.

90 Profound and groundli scoling in logik. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. vi. clxiii 156 Withoute defyaunce or groundly cause
of warre. 1534 Wolsey in St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 278
The good introductions persuasions and groundly reasons
made unto His Holynes. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Luke Pref. 8 After a more exacte and groundely sorte.

t GrOU'ndly, adv. Obs. Forms: 3 grundliche,
-like, 4-5 groundli, 5 growndly, (6 -lie), 5-6
groundely, (6 growndely), 5- groundly. [f.

Ghound sb. + •LY 8. Cf. OHG. chruntlicho,

MSw. grtindeHka (Sw. grundligt':.] In a well-

founded, firmly established, deep-seated or funda-

mental manner; in relation to the ground or root

;

thoroughly, profoundly.
c 1205 Lay. 9783 Cnihtes heom gereden, grundliche feire.

a 1235 yitliana 69 f>e reue..bigon to cwakien, se grundliche
him gromede. c 1300 Havelok 651 Hauelok anon bigan to

etc Grundlike, and was ful blibe. 1395 Retuonstr. Rom.
Corntp 140 Grosted seith groundli al this. 1435 Misvn
Fire 0/ Love 1. xxviii. 60 Vse we slike rewle hat fleschly

desire groundly ma be restrenyd. 1 1449 Pecock AV/r. 1.

xvii. 101 Noone othere argumentis han place forto groundli
and fundamental* schewe and .proue fete.]. 1515 Barclay
Egloges in. (1570) Cij/2 Men groundly learned, in Latin
commoning. 1538 Starkky England 1. ii. 29 When the

opynyon ys waueryng and not groundly set. 1581 W.
Stafford Exam. Compl. ii. (1876) 55 They bee farre wide
from the trueth, as men that doe not consider the thinge
groundly. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 366 Hence
may groundly be said deriued our best and still experienced
Method wherein we now execute Iawes.

Ground-man. Also 9 groundsman.
a. A labourer employed to dig out or work on

the ground, an excavator, b. One who is em-
ployed to keep in order a ground or grounds, esp.

a cricket ground.
a- '785 J- Phillips Treat. Inland Navig. 39 Two hundred

and fifty ground-men, and fifty carpenters. 1837 Whittock,
etc. Bk. 'Praties (18421 197 To the 'ground-men' as they
are called, the digging is let, at per cubic yard, according to

the nature of the soil to be excavated.
b. 1886 Standard 27 May 8/4 Wages of gardeners,

groundsmen, and gamekeeper. 1887 M. Shearman Athletics
«$ Eootb. iBadni. Libr.) 79 The ground-man of the L. A. C.

1895 Daily News 1 Jan. 7/3 The ground-men worked hard
on the wicket.

t Groundment. Obs. [f. Ground ». + -ment.]

Foundation, origin.
? a 141Z Lydgate Two Merchants 307 Yif of colre he [fever]

take his groundement.

Ground-nut. [Cf. T)\x.grondnoot
i
in sense 1.]

1. One of the small farinaceous euible tubers of

the wild bean {Apios tuberosa
t
a climbing plnnt of

North America ; also, the plant producing these.

1636 in M. A. Green Springfield, Mass. (1888) 12 They
shal. .have lil-erty to take Fish and Deer, groundnuts, wal-

nuts, akornes. 1765'!'. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. I. ii. 301
The Indians coold come at the ground-nuts, which setmi to

have been all their provision. 1854 Thokeau Waldcn xiii.

257, 1 discovered the groundnut {Apios tuberosa' on ils

string - the potato of the aborigines. 1865 Pakkman Cham-
pin in vii.(i875.274 Biencourt and his followers were., digging
ground-nuts.

2. 'The pea-nut or ground-pea {Arachis hypogwd),

largely cultivated in the West Indies ana West
Africa, the fruit of which is a pod ripening under
ground.
1769 Watson in Phil. Trans. LIX. 379 They, are the pro-

duce of a plant . . much cultivated in the Southern colonies,

and in our American sugar islands, where they are called
ground nuts, or ground pease. 1775 Romans Florida 131
The ground nut also introduced by the Blanks from Guinea,
is next after this for its easy cultivation. 1863 Wand. West
Afr. I. 184 The commerce of the place consists principally
of the ground nut [etc.].

attrib. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 895 Ground-nut oil. 1887
Moloney forestry W. A/r. 54 The finest ground-nut oil is

used as a substitute for and mixture with olive. Ibid. 57
The ground-nut industry.

3. The earth-nut {Bunium flexuosuni).
1653 O lpeper Eng. Physitian 64 They are called Karth-

Nuts, Earth-Chestnuts, Ground-Nuts, [etc.]. 1879 [sec

Earth-nut i].

Ground-pine.
1. The herbaceous plant Ajiiga ChamRpitys ;

said to be named from its resinous smell.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. I vj b, Grounde pyne, the leaues
dronken seuen dayes in wyne hele the Iaundes. 1578 LYTK
Dodoens 1. xviii. 28 In English also Chamaepitys, Ground
Pyne, Herbe Iue, Forget me not. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
II. clxxxv. § 1. 497 There be diuers sortes of Ground Pines
growing neere vnto the sea. 1657 W Coles Adam in Eden
ccexviii. 591 The Common Ground-pine groweth low, sel-

dome rising to be above the height of an hand-breadth.
1718 Quincv Compl. Disp. 122 Ground-Pine, flowers in July
and August. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 177 This
plant is well called Ground Pine, as its narrow leaves look
like a tuft of foliage taken from the pine-tree.

2. The club moss {Lycopodium clavatitm) or

other species of Lycopodium.
1847 EMERSON Poems, Each $ AllVfUs. (Bohn> I 400 The

ground-pine curled its pretty wreath, Running over the
club-moss^ burrs. 1880 Libr. Univ. Kncnvl. (l.S.) VII. 123
Ground-pine, the popular name of the lycopodium clavatnm,
an evergreen vine sometimes three yards long.

Ground-plan. [Cf. Du. grondplan, Sw.
gtundptan.\

1. The representation on a plane of the arrange-

ment, divisions, etc., of a building or other struc-

ture, at the ground -level.

1731 W. Halfpenny Perspective 23 To draw the Perspec-
tive Elevation of the Stage .. Draw the Ground-Plan . by
the Rule laid down in the foregoing Example. 1870 Emeh-
son Soc. «y Solit. xi. 235 It is the dulness of the multitude
that they cannot see the house, in the ground-plan. 1877
Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 383 1 here are three of
these furnaces, which are marked D in the ground-plan.

2. fig. The outline, general plan or basis upon
which any work is constructed or composed.
1831 Cahlyle Sart. Res. m. viii. Did the Maker take them

into His counsel ; that they read His groundpian of the in-

comprehensible All? 1840 Hood Up Rhine Pref. 1 The
following work was constructed, partly on the ground-plan
of Humphrey Clinker. 1873 SVMOMDS Grk. Poets viii. 254
It was the purpose of Aristophanes to keep Ins serious
ground-plan concealed.

t Ground-plat. Obs. « Gb«>uxd-plot.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/., I will give you the Groundplatt of

my whole discourse, in a Table annexed. 1571 Digges
Paniom. I. xxxii. K ij, Measure, .howe hyghe the grounde
platte of the Castell is aboue the leuell right lyne of the
fountayne. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Warres 293 He
burned the Town,.. yet he seemed to maintain the Ground'
plat thereof. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 178 There
is a great Resemblance between the Ground-plat of Lincoln,
and that of Canterbury.

Ground-plate. [Cf. Du. grondplaal, G.
grundplalte.j

1. The lowest horizontal timber in a framing
;

a ground-sill.

1663 Gekbier Counsel 67 Ground plates nine inches one
way. 1679 MoxonTJ/a/*. Exerc. I. 135 Plates, .lying on the
Foundation, are called Ground-plates. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 225 Ground-Plate or Sill.—The lowest plate of
a wooden building for supporting the principal and other
posts.

2. a. A bed-plate carrying railway sleepers or
ties (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).

b. A piece of flattened metal on which anything
is fixed, as in a spectroscope.
1871 tr. Schelleu's Spectr. Anal, xxvii. 94 Of the prisms,

. .the first only is fastened to the ground-plate PP.
C. Electr. A metal plate sunk in the ground and

connecting an electric current with the earth.
1875 in Knight Diet. Mech. 1893 in Sloane Stattd.

ELctr. Diet.

3. Anat. (See quot.)
i88j Quains Anat. (ed. 9) II. 65 According to Klein ..

each connective tissue corpuscle is composed of two distinct
substances : (a) a hyaline plate—ground-plate—which con-
tains the oval nucleus.

. ; and (b) a second substance.

Ground-plot.
1. '1 he

1
lot or portion of ground occupied or

covered hy a building, etc. ; foundation, f Obs.
1580 Sidney Ps. xi. iii, That in building they be^unn

With ground-plotts fall, shall be undunn. 1624 Wotton
Etem. Archil. 1. 26, I haue sayd nothing of..P)l.ng of the
Ground-plot ..when we build vpon a moist or marshy soile.

1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. I. 130 Suppose >our Ground-
plot be a Long-square, 50 Foot in lei gth, and 20 Foot wide

:

'1 his Ground plot wid contain iii its length two good Rooms,
and a Yard behind it 10 Foot long. 1856 Kane A ret Expl.
I. ii 28 The tide, as it rises, converts a part oi the ground-
plot into a temporary island.

fig. 1834 Lan dor. Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1846 II. 284/1
The foolishest dolts are the ground-plot of the most wit.

f2. - Gbound-plan I. Obs.

1563 Shute Arc/tit. B iij b, How to cast your ground
plutte, wherin you must deuide all your seuerall places of
offices. 1663 GfcRBlER Counsel gja, Nor are the lines for

the ground plots of Houses to serve for Castles in the Aire.
1691 Loud. Gas. No. 2651/4 A large Parchment Writing
containing two Skins, with a Ground-Plot annex'd to it.

fy « Gbound-plan 2. obs.

1581 Sidney Apot. Poetrie (Arb.1 52 They schal vse the
narration, but as an imaginative groundplot of a profitable

inuemion. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Ii i:s i. 1596) 23
All that which Galen writeth in .. his booke is the ground-
plot of this my 1 reatise. 1677 Govt. Venice 1 An Epitome
of the whole History, and. a Scheme or Ground-plot to my
Work. 1794 Mathias Pursuits Lit. (1798) 243 Method
was all

; yet would he seldom write ; He fear'd the ground-
plot wrong, or— out of sight.

Gronnd-rent. [Cf. Du. grondrente, G.
grundrente.\ The rent paid to the owner of land

which is let for building upon. Also U.S. (see

quot. 1856).
1667 Primatt City $ C. Build. 35 Fifty pounds per ann.

is but a reasonable ground-rent for a House tha will cost
five hundred pounds .. and yield one hundred pounds per
annum. 1682 N. (). Botteaus Lutriu iv. 292 Fifty Marks
a year in Ground-Re ts. 1701 l.ond. Gnz. No. 3712/4 The
Ground Kent [is] but ioj. per Annum. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. v. ii. (1869) II. 436 Ground rents are a still more
proper subject oi taxation than the rent of hoi.ses. 1834
II est hid. Sketch Bk II. 158 A great c< nvenience . to the
tenants, in all questions of ground-rent. 1856 Bouvier Law
I'ict., Ground rent, in Pennsylvania this term is used to
signify a perpetual rent issuing out of some real estate.

1863 Fawcett Pol. Leon. 11. vii. 118,6) 621 The occupier of
a house pays a ground-rent to the owner of the land.

fb. A piece of tand rented for building on. Obs.
1714 Gay Shepherd's Week, I'roeme, As a London mason,

who calculateth his work for a term of years, when he
buildeth with old materials upon a ground rent that is not
his own, which soon turneth to rubbish and ruins.

Ground-Sea. A heavy sea in which large

waves rise and dash upon the coast without
apparent cause.

<r 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts 11. (1704) 247 '2 He
met with so great a Storm and Ground Seas. 1756 Prince
in Phil. Tratis. XLIX. 64a A rumbling noise was heard,
like that which usually precedes what the sailors call a
ground sea 1853 R. S Hawker Prose Wks. 11893) 2" On,
through the ground-sea, shove ! 1865 Euglishm. Mag.
Oct. 296 A heavy ground-sea.

Groundsel (yrairnosel),^.! Forms: a. 1 gun-
dsesueis ies, gundesuil^e, grundeswe-KTse,
-swylij?, 2 -swulie, 3 -swilie, -twylie. 4 groun-
swili, 5 groundeswele, -sueli, grondeswyle,
groundis walle, 6 grundeswell. &roundswell. 1,

6-7 grownswell, grunswel(l, (9 dial, groundie-,
gruiidy-swallow, swally, grim ing-swallow,
etc.). B. 6 grounsel, 6-8 groundsell, 6- ground-
sel. 7. 6-7 grunsell, 7 9 dial.) grunsel, (9 dial.

grinsel). [OE. gundxswelg{i)se (7th c), grunde-
szvylige (10th c.) ; of difficult etymology.
Unless the word be corruptly adopted from some foreign

language, the second element must be connected with swel-
gan to swallow, absorb. The earliest recorded (ormguna'af-
stuetgiMhas the appearance of being f. £K«</pus(seeGouND):
the resulting sense ' pus-absorber' is plausible, as the chopped
leaves of the plant are stiil (in country places) used in

poultices for reducing abscesses. If this be the true etym-
ology, the form grundeswytige, whence the mod. word is

descended, must be due to popular etymology, the word
being associated with grnnd Ground sb., as if meaning
'ground-swallower ', with reference to the rapid spread of
the weed. There is, however, an unexplained difficulty in

the form of the first element (gundce- instead of the normal
gund-) ; and it cannot be positively affirmed that the form
without the r is not a mistake, as the three glossaries in

which it occurs are too closely related to be considered
independent witnesses.]

1. Any plant belonging to the genus Senecio

(N.O. Composite), esp. S. vulgaris (* common
groundsel'), a common European weed, which is

given as food to cage- birds and was formerly
largely used for medical purposes.
a. a 700 EpinalGloss. 976 Senecen, gundaesuelgiae [Erfurt

Gloss, gundaeswelge], ^7*5 Corpus Gloss. 1850 Senecen,
gundesuil^e c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 180 Deos wyrt Se man
senecio, & o5rum naman grundeswylUe nemneS. Ibid. II.

124 Genim grunde sweljean pe on eorban weaxeb. < 1250
Voc. in Wr -Wulcker 558/12 tregerontis . grundeswilie.
(11387 Sinon. Barthot (Anecd. Oxon.i 39 Senecio . ,$xo\vci~

swili. c 1400 in Henslow Med. Wks. 141/1 C. 1 1899) 9 Nyme
horshouue, groundesueli, ysope [etc. ]. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk.
(Heinrich' 135 Take grounde swele & daysyes. .be two deel
of groundeswele, be bndde part of daysyes. c 1460 Receipts
in Rel. Ant. I. 324 Take groundis walle that ys senchion.
1538 Turner Libellus, Grundeswell, Gmnswell, Senecio.

1578 Lyte Dodoens v. xvii. 570 The great Groundswel hath
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rough whitish leaves. 1600 Svrflkt Co/mtric Farwe u.xl'n.

276 Groundswell groweth in euery ground, and without any
great care. 1608 Topsell Serpents (1658J S15 Marcellus.

.

addeth further grounswell, and the tender tops of the box-
tree. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 60/1 Grunswel, or
Groundsel. 1808-25 Jamieson, Groumiie-swaltoiv, ground-
sel. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Grundy-sivalloiv.

ft. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 132 Senecio is named .. in

English groundsel. 1597 Gerarde Herbal II. xxv. § 1. 216
The stalke of Groundsell is round. 1676 T. Glover in Phil.
Trans. XL 629 There grow wild in the Woods, Plantane
of all sorts, Groundsel [etc.]. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic
(1762; 29 Takea Handful of Groundsell. 1830 Macgillivrav
IVithering's Brit. Plants (1S37) 319 S\enecio\ viscosus.

Stinking Groundsel.. ,S. lividus. Green-scaled Groundsel..

.

*S". Sylvaticus. Mountain Groundsel. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist xxxii, Fresh groundsel, too, for Miss Maylie's birds.

1871 H. Mac.millan True Vine vii. 1872) 286 In the garden,
the chickweed and the groundsel disfigure the beds of lilies

and roses.

y. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. III. 27 Some commend a handful!
of grunsell sodden in the aforesaide ale. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden cl. 228 The Latines call it Senecio., It is

called in English Groundsell or Grunsell. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury \\. 89 '2 Like Grunsel or a Succory leaf. 1886
Chester Gloss., Grinset, groundsel. 1887 Suppl. Jamieson,
Grunsel, the common pion. of groundsel.

2. Comb. : groundsel-tree, a North American
shrub, Baccharis halimifolia.

1741 Comfih Fam.-Piece it. iii. 412 You have also the
black Hellebore now in Flower, with the Spurge Laurel,
Virginian Groundsel Tree. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
xix. (i8r3) 336 Groundsel tree, or ploughman's spikenard,
must have a snug situation.

Groundsel (grcurndsel), $b£
% ground-sill

(grairndsil). Forms : 5gronsel,grondsil,groun-
selle, grownsel, -celle, 5-6 grouradsille, 5-7
grownsell, 6 grunsell, grounsyll, 6-7 ground-
syll, -cell, grounde sill, 6 -8 groundsell, 7 -eel,

grunsill (also 9) -sel, 7-8 grundsil 1, ground-
sil, (9 groungal), 6- groundsel, -sill. [First in

ME. ; app. f. Grounds. + Sill, but the earliest

examples already show the second element reduced
in form to a mere termination.]

1. A timber serving as a foundation to carry

a superstructure, esp. a wooden building; the

lowest member of a wooden framework ; a ground-
plate; hence, the foundation or lowest part of any
structure. Now rare exc. in technical use.

[1406-7 Winchester College Ace. Roll, In stipendiis ij

positorum ponencium lez gronsell domus stauri.) 1433
LydC. St. Edmund ill. 1205 Oon at the grownsel [?•. r.

growncelle] lowe gan to myne. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden)
15 No stoon to be steryd of my graue, but a pet to he rnaad
vnder the ground sille ther my lady Schardelowe was wont
to sitte. i486 Nottingham Rec. III. 253 For a grondsill of
tymber. 1532 M.ORF.Con/ut Tindate Wks. 473/2 Hesht-ueth
himself as wise, as one that le>t hys rotten house should fall,

wold pull vp y groundsel to vndershore the sides with the
same. 1556 J. HeyWOOD Spider <y /". iii. 16 No parte hath
rest From roofe to groundsill. 1589 Pi'ttenham Eng. Pocsie
in- xix.(Arb.)23o'l hey first vndermined the groundsills, they
beate downe the walles. 1611 R. Kenton Usury 11. vii. 64
If they find the foundation or groundcels vnsound, they haue
great reason to suspect the building. 1658 Glknall Chr,
in Arm. II. 37 The House must needs be in danger, when
the groundsels are loosened. 1739 Labelye Short Ace. Piers
IVestm. Bridge 17 The Ground-cills, or Bottom-pieces of
these Frames. 1793 Smkaton Julys/one L. Contents 13 The
Groundsel of the Lantern applied and fitted to the Stone
work. 1837 Carlylk Er. Rc7>. I. v. vi, Patriotism rushes in

.. from grunsel up to ridge-tile, through all rooms and
passages. 1851 Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet. s. v. Ground-plate,
After the fire of London it became usual to set the posts
that carry the bressumer of a shop front on a ground sill.

1869 R. B. Smyth Gold-/. Victoria 612 Groundsill is that
part of a drive-set of timber which is laid on the floor of a
drive.

trans/. 1837 Medwin in Eraser's Mag. XVI. 232 Tear
the firm-set groundsel of the world Up from its roots.

b. fig. The foundation on which something
(immaterial) is built up; an underlying principle.
1604 Edmonds Observ. Cxsar's Comm. 2 The basis and

groundsill of all militarie architecture. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow
Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 322 An Heresie subuerting the
maine ground-eel of our Religion. 1627 Hakewill Apot,
in. iv. § 1 The barley-come the grownsell as it were and
simplest principle of measures. 1705 Hickehingili. Priest-
er. 11. iii. 39 The two main Groundsels of Priest-Craft's
Antichristian Throne, is Avarice and Ambition.

2. The lower framing-timber of a door ; a door-
sill, threshold, f Also, a window-sill.
1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. Iv. 77 They made them to

fall downe on the grounsyll of the gate. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 319 My threshold is even worn away, with
the feete of right worshipful, .men, that, .thinke not scorne
to step over and treade upon my grounded!, a 1632 G.
Herbert Jacula Prud. 295 The groundsell speakes not
save what it heard at the hinges. 1679 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. I. 148 If the Window-Frame stands on a Timber-
house, the Head and Groundsell are sometimes Tennanted
into the Posts of the Carcass. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 33.

3/2 Here prostrating low as the Groundsil. 17*6 Leoni
Albertis Archit. I. 16/2 Doors . . shou'd be of the heighth
of the Diagonal of a Square whereof the Groundsell is one
of the Sides. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 288 The
groundsel, side-posts, and lintel of a barn-door.

3. attrib., as groundsel-bar, -edge, -plot.

1625 Lisle Du Bartas, Noe 96 Of the meanest townes to
lay the grundsill plot. 1667 ftiiLTON P. L. 1. 457 Head and
bands lopt off In his own Temple, on the grunsel edge,
Where he fell flat. [1700 Addison ^rdsEneid 77 He dash't
and broke 'em on the grundsil edge.] 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stone L. 196 The Ground-sil bars of wrought iron.
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t Grotrndsel, groundsill, v. [f. prec.
sb.] trans. To lay the foundation or threshold of.

1486 Nottingham Rec. III. 255 Forstonne and for ground-
sillyng .

.
of £e same bothes. C1535 in Yorksh. Arclmol.

Jml. (1886) IX. 322 A howse-.grouncellyd w l stone. 1635
Quarles Embl. v. xiv. 298 The milder glaunces sparkled
on the Ground, And grunsild ev'ry dooie with Diamond.
1651 Rec. Dedham, Mass. (1892) III. 188 Ye Carpenters
account that did groundcell the Meetinghouse.
fig- '657 Reeve God's Plea 99 They, groundsell their
estates with damages, roof them with detriments.

Hence Grou ndselling vbl. sb.

1579 Nottingham Rec. IV. 182 For makyng of the chymney
at the Fre Scole, and grounselyng of alle the house. 1589-
1617 Rider Diet., Substmctio, . . an vnderpinning, or
groiindsilling of an house, or making of a foundation vnder.
1623-4 Nottingham Rec. IV. 388 Workmanshippe for
planckinge, grondsellinge [etc.].

Groundsman : see Ground-man.
Ground-squirrel.
1. A terrestrial squirrel-like rodent : a. of the

•jenus Tamias; esp the chipmuck {T. striatus)
of the U. S. ; b. of the genus Spermophihts ;

=
Gopher sb.1 2.

1772 Fqkstkr in Phil. Trans. LX1I. 378 This creature
is called a ground squirrel, at Churchill fort. 1791 W.
Bartra.m Carolina 284 The ground squirrel, or little striped
squirrel of Pennsylvania. 1859 Baktlett Diet. Amer.,
Ground squirrel, a name sometimes erroneously given to
the striped and spotted prairie squirrel (Spermophi/us
tredecimlineatus). 1883 CasselCs Nat. Hist. III. 91 The
true Ground Squirrels {Tamias) are distinguished from the
rest of the Squirrels (Sriuriu.e), and approach the Marmots.
1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 125 The numerous species of
Ground-squirrels {SpermophilusK Ibid. 126 The Ground-
squirrels proper or Chipmunks (Tamias),—a small genus
comprising some of the prettiest and most familiar repre-
sentatives of the family. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases
Xvi. 269 The ground squirrel (S/ermophilus guttatus).

2. An African squirrel of the genus Xerus.
1867 Sci.atek in Proc. Zool. Soc. 817 Seven Ground-

squirrels {Xerwi getnlas) from .. Morocco.

Ground-Stone. [Cf. Du. grondsteen, G.
grundstein, Sw. grundsten.] A foundation-stone.
Chiefly Sc* and fig.
a 1000 I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 203/34 Cementa, i. petre,

grundstanas. 1567 Gude <y Godlic Batl.iS.T. S.' 201 Land
and money . . Quhilk is the ground staine of thair quier,
And nete of all thair pryde. 1591 R. Price Serm. (Wod-
row Soc.) 298 It may remain a sure foundation and Ground-
stone to us. 1637 Ruthekfokij Lett, Ixxxit. (1894) 171 Try
upon what ground-stone ye have builded. 1871 Rossetti
Ave 12 Poems 41 Thou headstone of humanity, Ground-
stone of the great Mystery.

Groundswel;!, obs. form of Groundsel sb.'1

Ground-Swell. A deep swell or heavy rolling

of the sea, the result of a distant storm or seismic
disturbance.
1818 ScoTT Hrt. Midi, iii, The agitation of the waters,

called by sailors the ground-swell. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.
Mast i. 2 The vessel . . rolled with the heavy ground swell.
1877 Black Green Past, xxviii. (1878; 221 Crashing its way
through the rolling waves of a heavy ground-swell.

b. fig. Usually with reference to mental or
political agitation.

1817 Coleridge Zapolya 1. Wks. IV. 210 It is the ground-
swell of a teeming instinct. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics
{i860) I. 91 The religious world was rocking still with the
groundswell that followed those stormy synods. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 210 The deep-raking, ground-
swell of passion, as we see it in the sarcasm of Lear.

Groundsyll, obs. form of Groundsel sb.'*

Ground-tackle. [Cf. Du. grondtakel, G.
grund-tackelage.\ A general name for all ropes,

cables, anchors, or other tackle made use of in

anchoring, mooring, or kedging a vessel.

ISS6 J- Incen r in Hakluyt Voy. (15991 1- 286 The said ship
being beaten from her ground tackles, was driuen vpon the
rockes. 1600 J. Jane Ibid. III. 848 To put into the
Streights, wee durst not for lacke of ground-tackle. a 1642
Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts III. (i704> 375/2 Never Ships
. .were better fitted with Ground Tackle. 174a Woodrooke
in Hanway Trav. (17621 I. n. xvii. 77 With such ships, by
the help of good ground tackle, they navigate the Caspian.
"859 J. S. Mansfield in Merc. Marine Mag- (i860) VII. 15
The ground tackle seems, .to have been free from objection.

So Ground-tackling" (in same sense).

1600 J. Jane in Hakluyt Voy. II 1. 843 Wee haue no sailes,

no victuals, no ground-tackling, no cordage. 1710 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4703 '4 Cordage and Ground-Tackling very good.
1798 Cait. Hekrv in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) III. 66 The
dismasted Prist, .is badly off for ground tackling.

t Ground-wall, Obs. Forms : see Ground
and Wall.
1. The lower portion of a wall or building : a

foundation. Also trans/, and fig.
1 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vi. 48 He ys jelic timbriendum

men his bus, se .. hys grundweall ofer baene stan asette.

( 1000 Atnoc Gram. (Z.) 289 Se cra;ft is ealra boclicra
crEefta ordfruma and grundweall. c iaoo Okmin 13372 Crist
iss stan to ben grunndwall Off all hiss hall^he temmple.
a 1225 Juliana 72 LokeS bat te heouenlich lauerd beo
grundwal of al bat 5e wurcheS. c 1275 Luue Ron 124 in
O. E. Misc. 97 Ne may no Mynur hire [? hit] vnderwrote
ne neuer false bene grundwal. a 1300 Cursor M. 2242 Tua
and sexti fathum brad Was be grundwal! bat bai made.
Ibid. 8424 Lere o clerge well he sal, bat es o wisdom be
grundwal!. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 210 A castelle

he bouht to reise, He cast be groundwalle bik. 1392-3 Mem.
/vj/W^Surtees) 114 In salar. iij cementariorum operant,
super j Grundewall ibidem per iiij dies, 5^. [From other
passages, this app. means : The plinth of masonry in a half
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timber building.] < 1425 Voc. m Wr.-Wiilcker 667/11 Hoc
/undutn, growndwalle.

attrib. a 1755 Edom 0' Gordon xii. in Child Ballads III.

433/2 Why pow [= pull] ye out my ground-wa-stane, Lets
in the reek to me ?

2. A retaining wall (see quotO-
171a J. James tr. I.e Blond's Gardening 206 The Wall.

.

from the Bottom of the Digging, to the Level of the Ground
above. .is called the Ground-Wall, because it is built only
to resist the Pressure of the Ground about it.

Hence f Ground-waller, one who builds a
ground wall.

1477 Order in York Myst. 11885) Introd. 21 note, Erthe
wallers, pavers, dykers, ground wallers with erthe.

GroU'ndward, adv. and a. [.See -ward.]
A. adv. Towards the ground, f In early use,

to the groundivard ;see Toward). Now rare.
1562 Leigh Armorie (1597} 24 A Target .. with three

corners, two aboue his face, and one beneath to the ground-
ward. 1583 Stanyhukst sEneis 11. (Arb.) 60 Hee fel to the
groundward. 1599, H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner F iv b,

The top now bowing to the ground-ward. 1620 Shelton
Quix. III. xxx. 211 He hung .. with his Mouth and Breast
to the Groundward. 1855 Browning Andrea del Sarto 83
Their . . works drop groundward.

B. a*ij. Turned or inclined towards the ground.
1878 Masque Poets 2S With groundward brow and quiver-

ing limb They come, the slaves that are to die.

So Orouudwards adv.
1885 Lady Burton Arab. Nts. (1887) III. 70 Ali bowed

his head groundwards awhile.

Groundwork (gruimdwaik). [Cf. MDu.
gront-werck (Du. grondwerk), G. grundwerk.']
1. The solid base on which an edifice or other

structure is built ; foundation. Now rare.
c 1550 Chi KizA/att.:xxv. 34 Sins y* ground workes ofy' world

weer laied. 1562 Pilkingion Expos. Abdyas 49 Thei could
not pearce the hard stones of the grounde worke, beinge so
many, harde, depe, and stronge. 1591 Spenser Vis. Bellay
99 A riuer swift, whose fomy billowes Did wash the ground-
work of an old great wall. 1611 Tourneur Ath. Trag. v.

i. Wks. 1878 I. 136 Like the falling noise of some great
building when the ground-worke breakes. 1662 J. Davies
tr. Mandelslds Trav. 5 The Ground-work of it [Cyrus\
Palace] is twenty two Geometrical feet in height. X776 G.
Semple Building in Water 139 The first Course of the
Ground-work. 1891 Atkinson Last of Giant Killers 96
They . . had dug out the foundations, and got the ground-
work laid.

b. fig. The basis or foundation of something
immaterial.

!557 N. T. (Geneva) Ep. *iv, The Lord lesvs, which was
the groundeworke and substance therof. 1605 Timme Qner-
sit. 11. ii. 108 The groundworke and beginnings of medicine
depend upon them. 1631 Gouge God^s Arrmvs iii. §33.
243 God's promises are the most proper ground-worke of
faith. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 62 p 8 No Thought can be
valuable, of which good Sense is not the Ground-work. 1774
Jefferson Autohog. Wks. 1859 I- APP- *39 'i'hese .. still

form the basis or groundwork of the Common law. 1818
Scott Rob Roy i, Some things .. I mu->t recall to your
memory, because.. they afford the ground-work of my des-

tiny. 1856 Stanley Sinaify Pal. xiii. (1858) 433 A ground-
work of historical and geographical fact. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 61 The grand moral qualities which formed the
groundwork of the Roman character.

f2. — Ground-plan. Obs.

1574 R. Scot Hop Gard. (1578) 48 The grounde worke
hereof is so set out here, that anye Carpenter will easily

frame the whole house by the same fygure.

3. The body or foundation on which other parts

ate overlaid, or on which they rest for display, as

in embroidery work, painting, and the like.

1655 Gurnai.l Chr. in Arm. verse 15. x. {1669^ 147/1 In
needle-work, the sad ground-work is laid before the beautiful
colours. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 276
Cushions of flower'd Satin, the ground-work thereof Gold
and Silver. 1693 Drvden Ovia's Met. 1. 220 A way there
is, in Heavn's expanded plain Which .. mortals, by the
name of milky, know. The ground-work is of stars. 1875
Knight Diet. Alcch., Ground-work, the base color on which
the painting is performed. 1892 E. Reeves Homeward
Bound 221 Where there was fine embroidery or other work
the effect was spoilt by ..common material for ground-work.

b. The principal ingredient in anything, rare.

1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Praise Chimneys^vcepers, There is

a composition, the ground-work of which I have understood
to be the sweet wood yclept sassafras.

4. fa. Working in earth {obs.\ b. (See quut.

18750
1655 Moufeet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 29.*,

I permit unto true Labourers and Workmen to feed often

..if their Work be Ground-Work or very toilsome. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Ground-ivork, the preparation of
ground for the foundation of a structure, or giving it the
required contour for any other purpose.

So f Groundwork v. trans., to lay the founda-

tions of, to found (nonce-7vd.).
£.1550 Cheke Matt. vii. 25 It fel not for it was ground-

wrought on a rock. Ibid. xiii. 35 Thinges hiden sins y J

world was groundwrought.

Groundy (^rau-ndi). a. rare. [f. Gboun'J) +
-T 1

. Cf. L>u. grondig, G . grundig] fa. ? Gritty,

san^.y (obs.). b. Containing grounds or sediment.
1602 .Yarcissus (1893) 199 Rest a little on the groundy

gravell. 1892 W. J. Clutteruuck Ceylon ($• Borneo xxvi.

213 Some of the groundiest coffee it has ever been my
fortune to encounter.

Groune, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grounsel(le, etc. obs. ff. Groundsel sbA, sb.-

Grount, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grounye, var. Gruntie Sc, Obs., snout.



GROUP.

Group (gr«p), sb. Also 8-9 groupe, (8
grouppe). [ad. F. groupe, ad. It. gruppo group

;

cf. groppo knot, groppa crupper ot a horse, Sp.
grupo, gorupo, grupa, knot, cluster, group, Pg.
garupa crupper

; prob. like F. croupe, Pr. ir^tz
crupper, adapted from Teut. *kroppo- : see Citor.

The etymological sense would appear to be ' lump '

or ( mass'. In Eng. the artistic senses came earliest,

and the wider use was at first chiefly transferred,]

1. spec. a. Fine Art. An assemblage of (two or
more) figures or objects forming in combination
either a complete design, or a distinct portion of
a design.
1686 [see Gruppo]. 1695 Dryden Du Frcsnoy's Art

Faint. 20 The Figures in the Grouppes ought not to be
like each other in their Motions, any more than in their
Parts. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 194 P 15 The beautiful
Grouppe of Figures in the Corner of the Temple. 1713— Guardian No. 21 P5 The Huddle Group of those who
stand most distant. 1756-7 tr. Keyster's Trav. (1760)
III 94 A very pretty marble groupe by Cosmo, of the
virgin Mary with the child Jesus in her arms, and John the
baptist kissing his feet. 1796 Morse Amer. Geoff. II. 557
Besides the temple are various images and groupes. .cut in
the stone. 1833 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870)
III. i. 2 They even work groups of figures in tent stitch for
screens. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. \- Leg. Art (1850) 100
The group in one corner, of a child starting from a dog, is

admired for its truth.

fg. 1816 F. H. Naylor Hist. Germany II. xxv. 524 It
has so often been my task to delineate scenes of bloodshed
and desolation, that it is hardly possible any longer to
transpose the groupe, or vary the colours.

b. A/us. (See quote.)
[1674, etc. : see Gruppo.] 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v.,

In music, a Group is one of the kinds of diminutions of
long notes, whi,h in the writing forms a sort of group, or
cluster. The group usually consists of four crotchets, quavers,
or semiquavers, tied together, at the discretion of the com-
poser. 1876 Staines & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Grouf>,
(1) a series of notes, of small time-value, grouped together

;

a division or run. (2) The method of setting out band parts
in score.

C. Arch. (See quot.)
173X Bailey vol. II, Group, in Architecture, a term used

of columns, as they say, a group of columns, when there are
three or four columns joined together on the same pedestal.

2. gen. An assemblage of persons, animals, or
material things, standing near together, so as to
form a collective unity; a knot (of people), a
cluster (of things). In early use the word often
conveys a notion of confused aggregation, which
in recent use is not implied.

a. of persons.

1748 Chesterf. £*//. (1792) II. cxlyii. 117 You will find,

in every groupe of company two principal figures, viz. the
fine Lady, and the fine Gentleman. 1769 Mrs. Brooke
Emily Montague (1784) IV. exciii. 44 Were you here.. we
should be the happiest groupe on the globe. 1803 E. Hay
Ittsurr. Wexford 134 As the different groupes thus collected
were perceived by the yeomanry, these pursued and cut them
down. 1826 J. F. Cooper Mohicans (1829) II. vi. 85 They
stood, clustered in a dark and savage groupe. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola i, The notary turned and left the group with
a look of indignant contempt. 1897 Cavalry Tactics xii. 61
To compare the merits of the two systems taught in text-
books, viz. the cordon or continuous line, and the method of
cossack posts or groups.

b. of things, esp. natural objects.

1736 Bolingbroke Fatriot. (1749) 236 Nothing was to be
seen but a confused groupe of mis-shapen, and imperfect
forms. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Cornwall 4 It

consists of a groupe of Rocks. 1807 G. Chalmers Cale-
donia I. 1. ii. 72 note, Smaller Cams, scattered, at different
distances, generally in groupes of eight, or ten together.

1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. F/iil. 240 The accidental frac-

ture of a fine groupe of crystals 1841 W. Spalding Italy

<5r //. Isl. I. 318 Elba .. belongs to the group of Corsica
and Sardinia. 1848 W. H. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. xv.

(1879) 319 Two or three large mountain groups were in
sight. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 424 The Pan*
creas.. presents itself in the condition of a group of pro-
longed follicles. 1872 Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining
131 The lodes referred to compose the westerly group.
1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Froj. Geom. 149 The same is

therefore true of the groups of points in which these pencils
are cut by the transversal.

3. A number of persons or tilings regarded as

forming a unity on account of any kind of mutual
or common relation, or classed together on account
of a certain degree of similarity.

a. of persons.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1837) III. 187 As the modes

of error are endless, the hundred forms of polytheism had
each its groupe of partizans. 1872 Bagf.hot Physics <y Pol.
(1876) 213 Man can only make progress in co-operative
groups. 1891 Speaker 11 July 36/1 Any group of 50,000
citizens will thus be able to force the Federal Chambers to
deal with any matter.

b. of things.

At Oxford University the subjects of the Final (Pass) ex-
amination for the degree of B.A. are classified into 'groups',
called respectively * Group A ', Group B ', etc. Hence ' to
read for groups ' is colloquially used for ' to study with a
view to taking a pass degree '.

1729 Savage Wanderer ii. 200 A Mirror in one Hand col-
lective shows. Varied and multiplied, that Group of Woes.
1748 Hartley Obserz'. Man 1. in. 381 The Power of recol-
lecting a large Groupe of Words. 1852 Disraeli Set. Sp.
(1882) I. 419 The question naturally divided itself into several
groups—if I may use a word now familiar to us. 1871
Ruskin Pars Clav. I. i. 3 We begin to-day another group
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of ten years, not in happy circumstances. 1892 Westcott
Gospel of Life 101 Natural groups of religions and natural
groups of languages are generally coincident. 1899 Speaker
j6 Dec. 289/2 No better text-book could be given to a young
man intent upon taking his groups in the Oxford Schools.

4. esp. in scientific classification. Chiefly used
as an indefinite term lor any classificatory division
whatever its relative rank (so, e.g., in Zoology^,
though in various branches of natural science
attempts have been made to appropriate the term
to some one particular grade of classification.
In Botany, e.g., Lindley applied the word to a grade inter-

mediate in comprehension between alliance and sub-class ;

but in a later work he discarded this use. In Geology it is

used variously by different writers : see quot. 1883.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 390, I would, .propose

the following primary and subordinate divisions of an
Order: 1. Suborder; 2. Section.. 8. Genus; 9. Subgenus.
I would further propose that each of these successive groups
should have a name always terminating alike. 1826 [set:

Axine]. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. ii. (1873) 47 The forms
of life throughout the universe become divided into groups
subordinate to groups. 1859 Amer. Cycl. III. 282/1 The
mining birds compose a very large group, belonging to
nearly every order, and having no other common peculiarity.
1883 G. K. Gilbert in Nature XXVII. 261 The term.,
group, which by the . . Bologna Congress was made more
comprehensive than system, is by Geikie used as the equi-
valent of stage. 1892 Gardiner Student's Hist. Eng. 5 A
group of races sometimes known as the Aryan group)
5. Math. A set or system of operations so con-

stituted that the product of any number of these
operations is always itself a member of the
' group '.

1854 Cavley Math. Papers (1S89) II. 124 A set of symbols
1, a, fi, . . all of them different, and such that the product of
any two of them . . or the product of any one of them into
itself, belongs to the set, is said to be a group. Note. The
idea of a group as applied to permutations or substitutions
is due to Galois. 1893 Forsyth Theory Functions 610 The
Fuchsian groups conserve a line, the axis of x, or a circle,
the fundamental circle; the Kleinian groups do not con-
serve such a line or circle, common to the group.
6. attrib. and tomb., as groupfiring, -formation,

-system, -table ; group-order Naut. (see quot.)

;

group-person, a person belonging to or drawn
from a special set of people; group-rate, a rate
of railway fare applicable to each one of a group
of stations; group-spring U.S., a car-spring,
composed of several spiral springs in a nest.

1896 Daily Neivs 6 Aug. 7/2 The garrison *group-firing
competition at a moving target proceeded in the afternoon.
1882 Nares Seamanship led. 6) 114 A fleet is said to be in
*group order when the ships composing each group are so
placed as to be able at once to assume group formation in
whatever manner the fleet may be disposed, with the ships
in line.^ 1898 Maitland Township <y Boro. 15 Oxford and
Cambridge are peopled by ' *group-persons '. 1888 Wo1
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y 52 Vict. c. 25 § 29 Provided that the distances shall not
be unreasonable, and that the *group rates charged and the
places grouped together shall not be such as to create an
undue preference. 1897 Cavalry Tactics xii. 62 The cos-
sack post, or *group system, consists in placing small
detached posts, of a double or single vedette, with reliefs,

commanded by a n.-c. officer, on all avenues of approach
from the enemy. 1866 Odling Anim. Chem. 35 As shown
in the *group-tables to which I have already adverted.

Group (grfep), v. [f. the sb. Cr. F. grouper.']

1. trans. To make a group of, to form into
a group ; to place in a group with (something).
Also to group together.

Johnson 1755 gives the sense 'to put into a croud, to
huddle together '. This meaning, if it existed, is now obs.

;

cf Group sb. 2.

1754 Foote Knights Pref., Korean I claim any other merit
than grouping ihem together, a 1785 W. Whitehead On
the Improvements at Nuueham 29 Who thinn'd, and who
group'd, and who scatter'd those trees. 1810 Scott Lady
ofL. 1. xii, Fox-glove and night-shade, side by side, Grouped
their dark hues with every stain, The weather-beaten rocks
retain. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xxii. 280 Pehho and the
Graces retired a few steps, and grouped themselves with the
Cyclops. 1855 Bain Senses <V Int. 111. ii. § 23 (1864I 500 We
thus group in the mind a number of things not lying together
in nature. 2894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd. 38 Scat-
tered huts or cells grouped around a church or oratory.

b. intr. for reft. To form a group or part of a
group : to gather in a group or groups.
1801 Southev Thalaba 111. xxi, Home-birds, grouping at

Onejza's call. 1823 H. Ravelin Lucubratiorts 349 The
blazing watch fire, throwing its red glare upon the swarthy
figures which danced or grouped in indolence around it.

1897 jgt/t Cent. Aug. 218 Lord Tennyson when among us
grouped with these.

2. trans. To dispose (colours, figures, etc.)
with due regard to their mutual relations and
subordination so as to form a harmonious whole.
Also with about, together.
17x8 Prior Solomon Pref., The difficulty lies in drawing

and disposing, or fas the painters term it) in grouping such
a^ multitude of different objects. 1753 Hogarth Anal.
Beauty 1 Almost every figure in them ihow oddly soever
they may seem to be group'd together). 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) IV. 116 Nature . . groupes her pictures. 1829
Scott Let. to Earl Elgin 20 Jan. in Lockhart, Six figures
will form too many for a sculptor to group to advantage.
x*48_DlCKENS Do"tbey xxx 'h Mrs. Miff, and Mr. Sownds
the Beadle, group the party in their proper places at the
altar rails. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 70
I he architecture of nature displays, .such exquisite powers
of grouping the various elements of beauty. 1889 Gunter
That Frenchman xvi, These hackmen. .are grouped about
in picturesque attitudes.

GROUPING.

b. intr. for refl,

1820 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XCIII. 64 Massinger
is so much more modern than the other writers noticed in
this lecture, that they do not groupe well together. 1871
Freeman Norm. Cono. (1876) IV. xvhi. 211 The proud
polygonal keep of the fortress still groups well with the
soaring towers.

3. trans. To arrange n groups with reference to

the presence of some common feature or property
;

to classify.

1862 H. Spencer First Frinc. 11. i. § 37 (1875) 131 Science
concerns itself with the co-existences and sequences among
phenomena

; grouping these at first into generalizations of
a low order [etc.], 1869 .Mrs. So.mkk-ville Molec. Sci. 1. i.

15 However numerous the crystalline forms assumed by
substances .. may be, they are ali capable of being grouped
into ge metrical systems. 1875 .Manning Mission H. Ghost
xiii. 368 Having defined its doctrines, it assembles them
and groups them together.

tGroupade. Obs. Early variant of Croupade.
(Cf. It. groppata.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Grou/<ade. 1671 Skinner Etym.

Ling. Augl. iv, Grouppade, a kind [of] Curvet in Horsman-
ship.

Groupage (gr^'ped^). [f. Group v. + -age.

Cf. Y
.
groupage"\ The arrangement of objects in

a group or gioups.
1850 B. Taylor Eldorado viii. (1862) 70 Whichever way

I looked, my eye met the same enchanting groupage of the
oaks. 1864 W. T. Fox Skin pis. 23. 1887 W. G. Palgrave
Ulysses 102 The cowed altitudes of the labourers, their
groupa_;e, in bands, each presided over by an official twice
the ordinary human size.

Grouped {gxu$\),ppl.a. [f. Group v. + -ed l.]

Arranged or situated in a group or gioups, clus-

tered ; said both of matei ial and immaterial things.

Grouped column, pillar , etc. (see quots. and Groi'p
sb. 1 c). Grouped rales - group rales (see Grcup
sb, 6).

1702 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant liv. 209 By Grouped
Pillars are to be understood those large ones composed of
several other small ones, which are united to each other, or
rather one Massy Pillar, which in appearance seems to have
the others fastned to it. 1770 Yovxv. Lame LoverYxoX., Wks.
1799 II. 53 If the group'd figures false connexions show.
1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 176 Another acci-
dent, extremely common, is the manner in which grouped
crystal-, are inserted into each other. 1851 Rlskin Stones
yen. I. i. § 28 Perhaps two or three pine trunks, used for a
single pillar, gave the first idea of the grouped shaft. 1859
Gwilt A ixhit. (ed. 4) Gloss., Grouped L olumns or J'llasteis,

a term used to denote three, four or more columns placed
upon thesame pedestal. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. ii. 24
The non-identity and incommensurability of its shaped and
grouped ideas. 18^0 Saintsbury Ess. Eng. Lit. 20 1 lie three
parts of 'The Parish Register', the twenty-four Letters of
' J he Borough', some of which have s-ngle, and others
grouped subjects. 1897 Daily News 21 May 8 '4 Through
grouped rates from Paddington and its group of stations to
Southampton Town, Southampton West, and adjacent places
on the South Western line. 1899 J. Hutchinson Archives
Surg. X. 182 They are a form of grouped papillomata.

Grouper (grz/-pai). Also 7-8 grooper, 8-9
groper, 9 gruper, garope,garrupa, garoup(h)a.
[ad. Vg. gaiiipa, ? repr. some S. American name.]
1. One of several species of the genus Epinephelus

of serranoid fishes, inhabiting West Indian waters
and the Mexican gulf and used extensively for food.

The chief species are the Red G. {£. morio) and
Black G. (E. nigritus). In California, the name
is applied also to rock-fish {Sebastichthys).

1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 91 The Rock-Fish is called
by Sea-men a Grooper. .It is rounder than the Snapper, of
a dark brown Colour. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. i. 125 We
caught .. cavallies, gropers, large breams [at Juan Fernan-
dez], 1775 Romans Florida App. 7 At this place there is

vast abundance and variety of fish, .particularly groopers.
1805 T. Lindley Voy. Brasil (1808) 216 A large fish of the
Salmon species (garope), which they sell for the Bahia
market. 1829 Makryat F. Mildniay xiii, Of these, the
best is the red grouper. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle
xv. (1859) 365 Up came a beautiful black grouper about
four pounds weight. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 314
The black and white striped gropers, supposed to be the
best fish for the table in the West Indies. 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 231/2 The grouper, or 'gruper ', or 'garoupha '.

attrib. 1883 G. B. Goode Fish. Industr, U. S. 21 On the
shcals of the Gulf of Mexico the red snapper and grouper
fisheries are yearly increasing in value.

2. Austral, a. Apercoid fishofthegenustV/<w-«.y.

1865 Mo>ning Star 26 May, A Queensland paper says
that a large fish called a grouper was caught oft the coast

there. It was 7 ft. long, 6 ft. in circumference at its thickest

part, and Us head weighed 80 lb. 1898 Morris Austral
Eng., Groper, ..in Queensland, Oligorus terrse-reginx,

Ramsay; in New Zealand, O. gigas .. a large marine
species.

b. Blue groper'. a labroid fish, Cossyphus gouldii.
1880 Inglis Austral. Cousins 300 The blue-groper still

affords pretty fair winter sport. 1883 E. P. Ramsay Food
Fishes N. S. Wales 24 \Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The blue groper
{Cossyphus gouldii), a valuable and delicious fish.. often 20
to 30 lbs. in weight.

3. local US. The triple-tail or flasher, Lobotes

surinamensis.

Grouping (gnrpin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-INO '.] The action of placing in groups, a manner
in which things are grouped.
1748 Ansoti's Voy. in. x. 412 Their painters .. rarely suc-

ceeding., in the grouping of large compositions. 1813
Examiner 26 Apr. 266/1 Faculties of combination and
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grouping, equal to those of Newton. 1822 Miss Mitford
in I/Estrange Life (1870) II. vii. 144 He [Lord Byron] has
no spirit of dialogue—no beauty in his groupings. 1851

Mavse RtiD Sca'P Hunt. xxxv. 270 Mountains, whose
tops shot heavenward in fantastic forms and groupings.

1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 149 The grouping of us objects

. .is materially changed. 1883 Law Times 10 Nov. 21/1 A
similar effect is produced by the grouping of counties for

the purposes of an assize.

G-roupist ^gr«-pist). [f. Group sb. + -ist.]

An adherent of a 'group ' or section of a political

P*rty-
. .

:89s 19M Cent. Apr. 568 The Groupist in him will give

place to the partisan.

Grouplet (gr£*pl4t). [f. Group sb. + -let.]

A liitle group.
1837 Carlyi.e Fr. Rev. I. iv. ii, Which organic groups,

again, hold smaller organic grouplets.

Grouse (graus), sb. Forms : 6-7 grows,
(?grewes). 7-9 grous, (7 groose, 8 groust (?,),

grouss, grows© ), 7- grouse. [Of unknown origin;

it is uncertain whether the 16th c. form grows is

a sing, (used collect.) or the pi, of *gtvw; in the

latter case cf. Giraldus Cambrensis (<:l2io) Topogr.

Hib, Opera v Rolls) V. 47 'gallince campestres,

quas vulgariter grutas vocant '.

The suggestion that grouse is a spurious singular evolved
to match the supposed plural grice appears to be inad-
missible. Grice'j ( = grouse) occurs only once, and is in that

instance neither plural nor collective ; moreover, it may be
merely a mistaken recollection of Cotgrave's, due to the
suggestion of F. griesche. Grouse occurs nearly a century
earlier, and first as a pi. or collective.]

1. a. In scientific use, any of the gallinaceous

birds having feathered feet (the family Tetraoiridw

of many naturalists, of which the largest genera are

Tetrao and Lagopus). b. In popular use, restricted

almost entirely to the reddish-coloured game bird

of the British Islands, Lagopus (formerly Tetrao)

scoticus, more particularly called Red Grouse, and
also commonly known as Moor Fowl orMoorGamc.
Besides the Red Grouse, the most important British varie-

ties are : Bla "k G., Tetrao tetrix, Black Game or Heath
Fowl, the male being called Blackcock and the female
Grey-hen. Wood or Great G, the capercailye, Tetrao
urogallus. White G., Lagopus mutus, the ptarmigan,
locally called also Rock Grouse Other European and
American varieties are : Canada G-, Canace or Dendra*
gapus canadensis, called also Spotted Grouse. Dusky G.,

Canace or Dendragapus obscurus. Pinnated G., Cupi-
dom'a cupido. Ruffed G , Bonasa umbettus ; another
species is the Hazel-grouse, B. silvestris. Sage G.,
Centrocercus urophasianus. Sharp-tailed G , a grouse
of the genus Pediwcetes.

'S3 1 ttouseh. Ord. in Arch&ol. III. 157 [Among fowl for

the tables are crocards, winders, runners, grows, and peions].

a 1547 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 220 Prices of all kindes of
Poultry-stuff.. Grewes 14*/. 1603 Act 1 Jas. /, c. 27 § t

Any Phesant Partridge . . Ducke Teale Wigeon Grouse
Heathcocke Moregame [etc.]. 161 x Cotgr., Fraucoule;. .as

Francotin\ or (as some imagine) our Moore-game, or
Grouse. 1674 Josselyn Voy. .Ve7v Rug. 99 They are indeed
a sort of Partridges called Grooses. 1678 Kay Willughby's
Ornith. 173 The Heathcock or Black game or Grous, called

by Turner the Morehen. 17*5 Swift Receipt to Stella
Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 43 The squires in scorn will fly the house
For better game, and look for grouse. 1766 Pennant Zoot.

(1768) I. 205 The Francotino is not the same with our grous.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 244 Partridge, Groust,
Plover.. and Snipes. 1771 J. R. Forster in Phil. Trans.
LXII. 397, 1. The great Cock of the Wood, Tetrao Uro-
gallus Linn. .. 3. The Spotted Grous, T. Canadensis, T.

Canace. 4. The Ruffed Grous, T. Umbcllus. 5. The
Shoulder-knot Grous, T. Togatus. 1773 Ibid. LXII I. 229
The common Grous.. is well known to be a bird of most
excellent flavour. 1790 Burns FJegy M. Henderson vii, Ye
grouss that crap the heather bud. 1801 SouTHEY Thalaba
xi. xxiii, From yonder pines they hear The clatter of the
Grouse's wings. 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 44
Killed nothing but five prairie hens. .this bird I took to be
the same as grouse. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 277
Tetrao lagopus, Lin. Ptarmigan or White Grous. 1893
Westm. Gaz. 1 Apr. 6/1 The prairie chickens isharp-tailea

grouse) meet every morning at grey dawn in companies of
from six to twenty. 1894 Outing tU.S.t XXIV. 385/1 The
pinnated grouse, or prairie chicken. 1000 Longman's Mag.
Mar. 447 Colonel Dasent went off to shoot grouse.

C. Applied to birds of the genera Syrrhaptes

and Pterocles, the Sand-grouse, q. v., formerly

referred to the genus Tetrao.
177a J. R. Forster in Phil. Trans. LXII. 397 The

Pyrena;an Grous, T\etrao\ Alchata, Linn.

d. The Mesh of the bird.

1786 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Bozzy a> Piozzix. Wks. 1816 I.

258 With ev'ry rarity she fill'd her house, And gave the
doctor, for his dinner, grouse. 1899 Phil. Robinson in Con-
temp. Rev. Dec. 794, 1 saw a scrap ofgrouse thrown to a pug,

f 2 Used as a term of contempt. Obs. rare~ l
.

1633 B. Jonsom Tale Tub 11. i, Look to 't, young growse.

3. attrib. and Comb. . as grouse-chick, -cock, "disease,

-drive ) -dung, -hackle, -land, -moor, protector,

-shooter^ -sledge
;
grouse-bi^eding, -shooting, -stalk-

ing vbl. sbs. ; grouse-pigeon, the sand-grouse.
1898 Daily Neius 20 Dec. 7/3 As he walked with his

guests over his sheep feeding and *grouse-breeding estate.

1888 Pall Malt G. 11 Aug. 5/2 The young *grouse-chicks.
i860 G. H. K. in Vac. 'Tour. 138 Scrambling upwards along
the bed of the burn, startling the *grousecock. 1884 W. C.
Smith Kildrostan 63 And the grouse-cock gaily crowing
Fears not either dog or

>
gun. 1884 St. yatnes's Gaz. 22

Aug. 7/1 Mr. Speedy discusses the question of *grouse-
disease at considerable length. 1881 Society 21 Oct. 19/1 The

setting out for a deer-drive or a *grouse-drive is romantic.

1867 F. Francis Angling vi. (1880) 244 The *Grouse
Hackle, a capital hot-weather fly. 1897 Daily Citron. 22

July 4 5 The *grouse lands of Ireland. 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bab. iv. 131 He smelt, .the wafts of heather honey off

the *grouse-moor far above. 1895 Mountain, Moor fy Loch
93 Little rattling squares of tin hung at intervals along the
telegraph wires, and particularly at the opening of glens.

These are known as ' *grouse protectors', and are hung ttius

in order that their noise in the wind may warn the grouse
of the existence of a danger, i860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour.
126 The blue hare, is a . . plague both to the sheep-farmer
. .and the *grouse-shooter. 1814 Scott Wav. vi, The diver-

sion of *grouse-shootingupon his moors in Perthshire. 1897
Altbutt's Syst. Med. III. 251 Some quiet grouse-shooting
or deer-stalking resort in the Highlands of Scotland. 1891
Sir R. Payne-Gallwey in Field 14 May 733/2 * Grouse
Sledge. [Contains] a receptacle for the grouse, cartridge

bags, &c. 1893 J. Watson Confess. Poacher \-2i *Grouse
stalking is fascinating sport, done from behind an old moor-
land horse.

Grouse (gratis),^.1 [f. Grouse sb.] intr. To
shoot grouse. Also trans/, (cf. snipe vlO.
1*1798 Hope in R. R. Madden Lit. Rem. United Irishmen

(1887) 100 In Wexford and Wicklow 'tis said That Orange
for Croppies went grousing. 180a [see Grousing vbl. sb.].

1824 Mirror III. 151/1 A gentleman, residing near Cader
Idris, while grousing in that neighbourhood [etc.].

GrOUSe (gr/7s), v.'1 Army slang. Also grouce.
[Origin unknown. The word has a curious resem-

blance to Norman Fr. dial, groucer — OF. groucier,

grousser : see Gri'TCH.] intr. To grumble.
189a R. Kipling Barrackr. Ballads 47 If you're cast for

fatigue by a sergeant unkind, Don't grouse like a woman,
nor crack on, nor blind. 1896 Daily Sews 2 July 9/1 The
camels groused and gurgled afar off. 1897 Chamb. yrnl.

86 It cannot be said with truth that British soldiers never
grumble or 'grouce ' as they call it.

Grouse, obs. form of Gross.

Grouseless (graufl6a ,
a. [f. Grouse sb.+

-LESS.] Having no grouse.

1869 Daily News 23 June, Upon the edge of a grouseless

moor. 1880 Punch 28 Aug. 96/1 The 'I welfth gone and
past, not a bang at the grouse ! I.. pity the sorrows of
grouseless M.P.'s.

Grouser 1 (grau'sai). [f. Grouse 7/.1 +-ER 1
.]

One who goes grousing; a grouse-shooter.

1865 E. Yates Business of Pleasure I. 186 The manu-
facturing gentry. .are tremendously keen grousers.

Grouser--- (gruir&aj). Hydraulics. [Origin un-

known.] An iron-pointed pile or timber attached

to a boat or other floating object as a means of

anchorage or of keeping the object in position.

1876 A*ep. Chief of Engineers II. n. 403 (in Knight Did.
Meek. Suppl.J. 1884 Eissi.er Mod. High Explosives in.

vii. 329 To overcome the motion of the waves, and the

current, they are provided with a submarine contrivance

(spuds, grousers), which reaches to the bottom of the river.

Grouseward, -wards (grau's-wjid, -w-jidz),

adv. [See -WABD(S.] In the direction of grouse.

1853 A. H. Clough Lett. A> Rem. (1865! 263 The Commons
are off" grousewards, and scarcely anyone remains to ask

one to dinner or anything else. 1895 Daily Tel. 13 Aug. 5/4

He was certainly not ' grouseward ' bent.

Grousing (grau'sirj), vbl. sb. [f. Grouse v.1 +
-ING 1

.] The action of Grouse v. 1
;
grouse-shooting.

1771-72 Baichelor ('1773) I. 134 Are you fond of grousing,

my lord? I'll show you fine sport this season in my neigh-
bourhood. x8oz R. L. & Mar. Edgeworth Irish Bulls xvi.

292 He had in former times gone out a grousing, near Cork,
with our hero. 1880 Mks. L. H. Wai.ford Troublesome
Dau. I. ii. 34 Nearly every August found him in Scotland,
either for the salmon-fishing or the grousing.
attrtb. i860 Ld. Pai.mehston in Daily Newt (1895) 27

Apr 6/4 The Speaker, who has not been quite well, grows
as impatient as any official who has hired a grousing moor
and cannot get to it.

Grousome, obs. form of Guuesomk.

Grousy (gran-si), a. [f. Gkouse sb. + -v*.]

Abounding in grouse.
1830 Blackiu. Mag. XXVIII. 585 The stony regions.. melt

away into miles of the grousey heather. 1879 Daily News
12 Aug. 5/1 So vast an expanse of ' grousey land, so many
heather-coloured valleys.

Grout (graut), sb.1 [OE. grut str. fem. ^declined

as consonant-stem, dative gryt), corresponding to

MDu. grute, gruit coarse meal, peeled barley or

rye, malt, flavouring for beer, yeast (mod.Du. gruit
dregs), MHG. grit^ masc and fem., grain, small

beer ; related to Grit sb. 1
, Grit sb.-, Groats.]

1. Coarse meal, peeled grain. In//. = Groats.
Now rare.

c 72$ Corpus Gloss. 1619 Poltinis, gruiit [?grtiut]. 835
Charter in O. E. Texts 448, L ambra maltes, VI ambra
gruta, & III we^a spices & ceses. ciooo.Sajr. Leechd. II.

342 Gif he [wenn] sie men on cneowe oM>e on obrum lime
wyrc clam of surre ri^enre grut o8Se da*^e. 11.. Voc. in

Wr.*Wrilcker 549/3 Furfures, gruta. 1601 Holland Pliny
II. 46 If their stalkes or stemmes bee stamped with drie
grout or Barley meale. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 29
The groutes and peeces of thecornes remaining, by fanning
..away the branne, they boyle 3 or 4 houres with water.

1723 Pres. State Russia I. 56 Each Farm being taxed a
certain Measure of Corn, Grout and Oatmeal. 1744-50 W.
Ellis Mod. Husbandm. V. 1. 129 It [wheat] . . kerned only
half way, so that it was as thin as grouts. 1896 Altbutt's

Syst. Med. I. 441 The making of gruel by mixing the fine

oatmeal or grouts into a smooth paste.

2. The infusion of malt before it is fermented,
and during the process of fermentation. Also,

small beer. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1000 Sax. Leeclui. III. 42 Gemm . . ae^es ban hwite and
ealde grut. 1589 7W. Love <y Fortune 1. (Roxb. Club) 90
The olde wife, when her ale would not come, Thrust a fire

brand in the groute. X593 ' Foulface ' Bacchus Boumie
C 2 b, Goody Goodale . . deliuertd to Bacchvs a Sack full of
groute, or a sack full of hops. 1671 Skinnlr Ltym. Ling.
Augl.

t
Grout,. .Condimentum cerevisia;. Musium cerevisia;.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 22 Grout, wort of the last running..

.

Ale before it be fully brewed or sod, new Ale. It signifies

also millet. 1:1700 Kknnett (Halliw.), In Leicestershire,

the liquor with malt infused for ale or beer, before it is fully

boiled, is called grout, and before it is tunned up in the
vessel is called wort. 17*7 Vin. Britan. 29 The worst
small Beer, if that wretched Stuff called Grout, destrve the
name. 1853 Sover Pantroph. 302 When the brewer was
satisfied that the grout was properly ripened, he poured it

forth into the copper. 1888 .Sheffield Gloss., Groivte, small
beer, made after the strong beer is brewed.

t b. App. { — MDu. grute) some plant used as a

flavouring for beer before the introduction of hops.
14.. Novi. in Wr.-Wiilcker 72526 Hoc idromellutii,

growtt. Hoc ciromellutn, wort. 14.. Voc. ibid. 562/27
Agromellum, growt. c 1440 Promp. Par:'. 217/1 Growte
for ale, granotnellum. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

772/12 Hoc ciromeiltan, growte. 1483 Cath. Atigl. 166/1

Growte, idtomellum, agiometlum, Acroinellum, grano-
tnellum. 1530 Palsgr. 228/1 Grout that serveth to brew-
yng, in Fraunce is none used. 1671 [see 2].

3. A kind of coaise porrk'ge made from whole
meal. ? Obs.
[Possibly another word, ad. Norw. graut, Da.grjd, Sw.

grot 1: — ON. graut-r .\

1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1627J 280 Some doe seethe
it with water, and make it thicke like grout. 169* W. King
Ace. Denmark 33 The Danes make their so much talkt of
grout, that resembles the English Hasty pudding. 1708
W. King Art Cookery v, As for Grout it is an old Danish
dish. 1710 E. Ward Vulgus Brit. xil. 139 These, .rave till

grown as Piping Hot, As the dull Grout o'er which they
sot. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. 1. 122 Feeding on Grout, which
is Oatmeal, boiled to a Thickness, sweetened with Molossus.

1753 Hanwav Trav. (1762 1 II. 1. x. 54 The animal food which
our common people eat, is incompaiably more strengthening
than their fish, cheese, milk and grout. 1779-81 Johnson
L. P., Dryden 1839) I. 238 Never was Dutch grout such
clogging, thick, indigestible stuff. 1793 Wolcot (P. Pindari
Ep. to Pope 4 Wks. 1816 II. 405 France. .Knocks the pcor
growling German o'er the snout. And threatens hard the

man of cheese and grout.

4. Sediment; drej^s; lees; grounds.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 239 Sweet Honey some
condense, some purge the Grout. 1739 ' R. Hull' tr. Dede-
kindus' Grobianus in. iv. 222 The Mug may have some sedi-

lnental Grout. 1855 Dickens Dvrrit v, The ceilings were
so fantastically clouded by smoke and dust, that old women
might have told fortunes in them, better than in grouts of
tea. 1870 Rossetti Dante at I erona lii, Wherefore should
we turn the grout In a drained cup? 1876 Mid-Voiksh.
Gloss., Grout, sediment of a coarse nature, such as the

particles left in a tea-cup.

5. attrib., as (sense 3) grout-pot.

a 1734 North Lives (1826* II. 342 They . . went all hands
to the grout-pot and bread-basket.

Grout (grant), sb** [Possibly a use of prec.

;

but cf. F. groutcr (16th c.\ mod.Limousin patois

greuta to grout a wall (Godef.).] Thin fluid moitar,

which is poured into the interstices of masonry
and wood-woik.
1638 Pknkethman Artach. 04b, For Growt and fuming

3d. oq. 1793 Smeaton Edys one L. % 199 Pouring in liquid

mortar, commonly called Grout, in so fluid a state, as to run
into every cavity and crevice. 1793 Sir G. Shlckburgh in

Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 87 note. The bricks of this arch
were laid dry, and then grout, consisting of gravel and hot

lime, was poured upon them. 1796 W. Marshall IV. Eng-
land II.297 Liquid Coating, of cement poured into the wall,

in a state of grout. 1825 J. Nicholson Gperat. Mechanic
^yiGrout,. .a cement containing a larger proportion of water
than the common mortar. 1839 Stonehouse Axhohne 22

The powder is. mixed with water to the consistency of that

thin mortar which is called grout. 1861 Smiles Engineers
II. 37 It was. .settled to use the finest grout for the inter*. als

between the upright or side joints of the dovetailed part of

the work. 1883 West. Daily Press 22 Oct., It is built of

material resembling concrete or grout.

b. attrib.. as grout-floor, -work.

1840 Hownr Visits Remark. Places Ser. 1. 224 The walls

are of strong grout-work, about four feet thick. 1884
Harper's Mag. LXIX. 437 A casing of stone .. covered the

rubble and grout work. 1895 I.. H. Bailey Horticulturist's

Rule-bk. (ed. 3) 92 To secure a good grout or cement floor.

[Grout, * wild aj pie ' : see List of Spurious

Words.]

Grout (grant), z'.1 [f. Grout sb.%] trans. To
fill up or finish with * grout' or liquid mortar; to

cement. Also with in.

1838 F. W. Simms Public Wks. Gt. Brit. 60 The whole of

the brickwork was well grouted every course. 1840 yrnl.

R. Agric. Soc. I. iv. 360 These carriers down the slopes are

pitched with strong limestone, and grouted with lime and
water. x88o J. Lomas A Ikali I raae 162 The sole itself must
be of 9-in. bricks, laid dry on end, and 'grouted in' with

a thin mixture of finely ground fireclay and water.

fig. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches xxiii. 508 It was grouted

and dove-tailed into the foundation of the state. 1877

Tinsley's Mag. XXI. 29 That self-reliance which makes
men, builds up colonies, and cements and ' grouts in ' the

foundations of States.

Hence Grouted ///. a.

1844 TuprER Crock of G. ii. n Four bare rubble walls

enclosing a grouted floor. 1888 C. Kerry in yrnl. Derbysh.

Arckxol. Soc. X. 21 A large block of grouted rubble.

Grout fgraut), v. 2 [Variant of Groot v.]

1. intr. Of a pig: To 'muzzle' or turn up the

ground with the snout.
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a 1723 D'Urff.y Eng. Stage Italianized iv. (1727) 10

A great Herd of Swine, grouting among the Acorns. 1834
Beckford Italy II. 365 Wandering flocks of sheep, goats

and swine, which rout, and grout, and nibble uncontrolled

and unmolested. 1877 Blackmoke Cripps xlix, A pig or

two grouting in the tufted grass.

2. trans. To turn up with the snout.

1877 Blackmore Cripps xlix, Here comes that old pig

again ! If he could only grout up that board.

Grout (grout), v.$ U.S. intr. To grumble,

sulk.

1848 Lowell Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. in Ez long 'z the

people git their rattle, Wut is there fer 'm to grout about?

t Grout-head. Obs. Also 6 growthed. [f.

GROUT sb., taken as the type of something big and

coarse; cf. pudding-head. In 2 there is confusion

with great
\

perh. the sound recalled the Du.
groot.]

1. A blockhead, thickhead, dunce.

1550 Bale Eng. Votaries it. Eiij, So daintye mouthed
were these greasye grout heades. 1573 TusSER Hush, li.

(18781 115 Though sleeping one bower refresheth his song,

yet trust not hob growthed for sleeping too long. 1597-8
W. Haughton Englishm. for money iv. i. (1616) F4, Then,
theres not onely a growte head, but an Asse also. 1599
Nasiie Lenten Stuffe 39 Those Turbanto grout-heads, that

hang ail men by the throates on Iron bookes. 1611 Cotgk.
s. v. Gros, 11 a vne grosse teste, he is a verie blockhead,
grouthead, ioulthead. 1649 Woodstock Scuffle xlviii. in

Scott IVoodst. App. i, The old parsons . . are out-driv'n

;

Their colledges dispos'd, and livings, To grout-heads.

2. A big head ; a person with a big head.

a 1627 Middlf.ton & Rowley sp. Gipsy w. i. (1653) G,
We noCamellshave to shew, nor Elephant with growte head.

1706 Philups ed. Kersey*, Grout-head, one that has a great-

head.

Hence f Grout-headry, stupidity.

1600 Hasp. Incur. Fooles Aivb, 1'his is no two-penie
matter, nor no triuiall gridiron grout-headrie.

Grout-headed, a. Obs. or dial. [f. as prec. :

see Headed.] Thick-headed, stupid.

1578 Florio 1st Fruiies 58 b, Alwayes there were, are,

and I beleeve wyl be certaine groutheaded, yl manered, and
to say better, envious. 1595 ' Foulface' Bacchus Bonntie
A 4, The groutheaded Graecians, especiallie the annointed
Achiues, I meane the Beziladistes. 1607 Walkington
Opt. Glass xii. (1664) 125 Stoically visaged, like Grout-
headed Arcesilaus. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xix. (1737)

83 We are a silly sort of Grout-headed Lobcocks. 1847-78
Halliwell, Groutheaded, stupidly noisy. Sussex. Also,
large or great-headed, stupid.

Grouth, obs. form of Growth K
Grouting (grautirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Grout v.l +

-ing 1
.] The action of Grout z'.l; filling of chinks,

etc. with 'grout'; chiefly concr. the material used
in this operation.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 199 The best method of
grouting. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art I. 188
The interstices [may be] filled and wedged up, by pouring
In lime putty, plaster of Paris, grouting, or any other con-
venient material. 1853 Phillips Rivers Vorksh. ix. 248 The
body thus placed was covered by a grouting of lime. 188a
D. K.. Clark Tramways Suppl. xix. 164 All spaces .. are
to be filled with gravel and macadam, and thoroughly
rammed before the final grouting of the paving. 1894 Eas'.
Daily Press 11 June 5/2 The holes might be filled up with
grouting or cement.

1 Groutnoll. Obs. Forms: 6 growte-, grout-
nowle, 6-7 groutnoll, (7 -nold, growtuoll,
grutnol). [f. Grout sb. 1 + Noll.] =Grout-head.
1578 Whetstone 2nd Pt. Promos fy Cass. in. ii, Growte-

nowle, come to the King. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr.
Tong, Lourdault^ a loute, a lob, a groutnoll. 1600 Surflet
Countrie Farme vi. xxii. 779 The seede of drunkards
becommeth dead and fruitlesse, and their children block-
headed groutnolles. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Bum. Pestle
11. iii, That same Dwarfe's a pretty boy, but the Squire's
a grout-nold. 1653 Urquhabt Rabelais 1. xxv, Noddie
meacocks, blockish grutnols, doddi-pol-jolt-heads. 1658
Cleveland Rustic Rampant Wks. (1687) 459 The other
Growtnolls of the Neighbourhood, .wait for them.

Grouty (grauti), a. 1 dial. [f. Grout sb. 1 + -T 1.]
a. Muddy, dirty, b. Of the sky, weather

:

Thundery.
I744

_S° W, Ellis Mod. Husbandm. III. n. 74 Many have
wondered how the Cattle could drink such grouty, black,
stinking Water. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Grouty,
soiled, dirty-looking, begrimed. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,Grouty

t

full of sediment. 1893 Wiltsh. Gloss., Grouty, of the sky,
thundering, threatening rain. It looks ' ter'ble grouty' in

summer when thunder clouds are coming up.

Grouty (gmu-ti), a* U. S. [f. Grout v.% + -y*.]

Sulky, cross, ill-tempered. Hence Grotrtiness.
1836 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. i. n Been quite 'grouty 1

all

the vacation: 'black as Erebus'. i88t Pennsylv. Sch.
Jml. XXXII. 57 As grouty and glum as if he pondered
the wrongs of his race for the last two centuries. 1895
Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 23 May 9/4 He can take a passenger's
groutiness for what it is worth.

Grouue, grouwe, obs. forms of Grow v.

Grouze (grauz), v. dial. Also growze,
? Gruse. [? Echoic] trans. To devour or munch
with a crunching sound. Also with up.
[rtiiig: seeGRUSET'.] x624SANDERsoN7W/i'?.SVr?K.(i637)

461 Like Swine under the Oakes,we grouze up the Ake-cornes,
. . and when we have done, lie wrouting, and thrusting our
noses in the earth for more. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., I

can't abide him, he grow-zes his meat like a pig. 1887 $.
Cheshire Gloss., Grouze, to munch, e.g. walnuts or anything
else of which the crunching sound can be heard during the

process. Thus we might speak ofpigs grouzing raw potatoes.

Grovayr, variant of Grover Obs.

Vol. IV.

Grove ^.gr^'v). Forms : 1-2 graf, 4 grof e, 6

Sc. grave, grawe, 6-7 groave, 2- grove. [OE.
grdf masc. and neut. :—prehistoric *graito-. Cf.

Gheave sb. 1

The word is not found in any other Teut. lang., and no
Teut. or even Indogermanic root seems to be known to

which it can plausibly be referred.]

1. A small wood ; a group of trees affording shade
1 or forming avenues or walks, occurring naturally

! or planted for a special purpose.
Groves were commonly planted by heathen peoples in

honour of deities to serve as places of worship or for the

;

reception of images. Cf. 2 a.

889 Grant in Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 199 Heo ha:bbe 5a
1

wucfu-raeddenne in 3ami wuda Se 5a ceorlas brucab & ec ic

hire lete to b;et ceorla graf. c 1205 Lav. 469 Al swa bat
wildeswin : ba:t wrote© ;eond ban grouen. [1249-52 Visit. Ch.

I belong. St. Paul's Cathcdr. (Camden 1895) 13 Tenentes de
I ecclesia de Heubrege. Johannes Gobbe j acra et reddit vj a*.

.

I
Johannes ad portam j parvam grovam et reddit iiij a* sed
grova destructa est.] a 1250 Owl fy Night. 380 He . . hupth
and stard suthe cove, And secheth pathes to the grove. 1387
Trevisa lligden (Rolls) VII. 11 Euertche grove schoon wi}>

horten treen and o))er tren ful of fruyt. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
13557 Pan se Pa > besyde . . A grete herte in a grove, c 1500

' Lancelot 2481 The birdis may them hiding in the grawis
! Wei frome the balk. 1513 Douglas /Ends iv. ii. 46 Scho
! skipping furtb. .Gan throw the forrest fast and gravis glyde.
1

Ibid. xii. Prol. 190 In gresy gravis wandrand by spring wellis.

1590 SHAKS. Mtds. X. in. i. 390, I, .. like a Forrester, the

groues may tread. 1629 Sir W. Mcir True Crucijix 1262

Such vncouth flames made men the Temple leaue Worship
' to Images in groaues to giue. 1735 Somervii.le Chase 111.

, 478 Proud Monarch of the Groves, whose clashing Beam
]

His Rivals aw'd. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 361 The breezy

covert of the warbling grove. 1838 Tiiiki.wai.l Greece IV.

xxxiv. 358 The temple stood in a grove of fruit trees. 1856
Stanley Sinai -V Pal. vii. 301 The forest, .was a vast grove
of majestic palms.

b. trans/, and Jig.
1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 982 When a field Of Ceres ripe for

harvest waving bends Her bearded Grove of ears. Ibid.

VII. 404 Through Groves Of Coral. L1671 — /'. A', iv, 244
The olive-grove of Academe, Plato's retirement.] 1715-20
Pope Iliad 11. 182 The moving host appears, With nodding
plumes and groves of waving spears. 1793 Wordsw. Old

I Cumbld. Beggar 120 They who live Sheltered, and flourish

in a little grove Of their own kindred. 1821 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb. iv. 404 Labour, and pain, and grief, in life's

green grove Sport like tame beasts. 1849 Rohkktson Scrm.
Ser. 1. viii. (1866) 142 The groves of Athenian literature.

1849 Thackeray Pendennis I. xviii. 166 Into this certainly

I

not the least snugly sheltered arbour among the groves of

I

Academe, Pen now found his way. 1889 Rcskin Prseterita

III. 49 The sunset shining down a long street through a

I

grove of bayonets.

\ 2. In Kng. versions of the Bible, e.g. Coverdale's
' and the Authorized, an erroneous rendering, follow-

1 ing the Septuagint and the Vulgate: a. of Ileb.

men Asher&h, which is now understood as the

name of a goddess or of a pillar serving as an idol.

1535 Coverdale i Kings xviii. 19 The foure hundreth and
fiftye prophetes of Baal, and the foure hundreth prophetes

!

of yJ groue, which eate at lesabels table. 1611 BlBLE
2 Kings xxi. 7 He set a grauen image of the grove [Coverd.

!

groue Idol, Vulg. idolum luci, R. V. of Asherab, tuarg. or
obelisk] that he had made, in the house. 1853 Maurice
Proph. 4- Kings vii. 108 The prophets of the grove were
building their own power upon the degradation of the
multitudes whom they drew after them.

b. of Heb. ^«M eshel (K.V. ' tamarisk tree
1

).

1535 Coverdale i Sam, xxii. 6 Whyle Saul dwelt at Gibea
vnder a groue in Rama. 1611 Bible Gen. xxi. 33 And
Abraham planted a groue [tnarg. Or, Tree, Coverd. trees,

Vulg. nentus] in Beer-sheba.

3. attrib. and Comb., as grove idol (see 2\grove-
pine, -spirit, -tree^-worship

;
grove-encircled, grove-

tike adjs.
; f grove-crop, a grove; grove-dock,

Rumcx Ncmotapathum (Paxton JBot, Diet. 1840);
grove-snail (see quot.).

1583 Stanyhurst /Euei's 1. (Arb.) 32 In towns myd center
theare sprouted a 'groauecrop, in arbours Greene weede
thick shaded. 1831 Carlyi.e Sari. Res. 1. v, A mystic
*grove-encircled shrine. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings xxi, 7
A *groue Idol also which he riad made, set be in the house.

1864 Tennyson Aylmers F. 510 That old oak ..Once
*grovelike, each huge arm a tree. 1873 Atlas 0/ Michigan
Pref. 20 Some varieties of ' *grove ' pine are found on a
lighter soil. 1861 HvLSIB tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. 111. 174 The
Wood snail, Helix Sylvatica, Drap., and the *Grove snail,

II. Nemoralis, Linn. 1827 Steuart Planters G. (1828) 353
The adjoining space . . is massed up with *Grove Trees and
Underwood. 1845 A. Duncan Discourses 387 Abraham
worshipped under an oak or in a grove .. We shall thus be
able to account for. .the origin of *grove-worshtp.

Hence G-ro'veless a., devoid of groves.

1835 Blackiv. Mag. XXXVII. 686 Even were her shore-

hills silvan no more—groveless the bases of all her remoter
mountains. 1873 M«Arthur in Harp Ren/rewsh. 391 These
groveless banks, those ruined walls.

Grove, var. Groove ; obs. pa. t. of Grave v. 1

Groved (gr^ivd), ///. a. [f. Grove + -ed 2
.]

Having groves ; planted with groves. Also of a

bird :
' Embowered ' in a grove.

1827 G. Darley Sylvia 43 Like waters trembling in their

fountain-cell at hearing the groved nightingale. 1876 .Mrs.

Whitney Sights ty Ins. xxxv. 336 A beautiful height, groved
with chestnut.

Grovel (grp'v'l), v. Also 6 gTovell. [Back-
formation from Grovelling adv., apprehended as

a pr. pple.]

1. intr. To lie prone or with the face downwards

;

to move with the body prostrate upon the ground
;

' To grovel in the dust or dirt (fig." : to humble one-

i
self, perform an act of humiliation.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. ii. 9 Gaze on, and grouell on thy
face. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 8 [Idols] They ceremoniously
kneele and bow unto, groveling then upon the Karth, they
throw dust on their faces. 1671 Milton Samson 141 Old
warriors turn'd Their plated backs under his heel, Or
groveling soil'd their crested helmets in the dust. 1700
Addison /Eneid in. Misc. Wks, 1726 I. 58 Thunder-struck
Enceladus Groveling beneath the incumbent mountain's
weight Lyes stretch'd supine. 1725 PorE Odyss. vnt. 575
Close to his breast she grovels on the ground. 1839 Tenny-

1 son in .Mem. (1897) I. 171 She was grovelling on the floor in
1 an extremity of fear. 1863 Dickens Mitt. Fr. in. xiv, Am
1 I to grovel in the dust for him to walk over? 1867'rnoLLOi'E

I
Chron. Barsct II. liii. 105 She is not such a paragon that a
man should condescend to grovel in the dirt for her. x88z

J. H. Blunt Kef. Ch. Eng. II. 211 The Parliament ..

grovelled in the dust at the Cardinal's feet.

K.Jlg.
1605 Bp. Hall Medit. $ Vows 1. § 33 Every worldling is

; an hypocrite, for while his face naturally lookes upward .

.

j
his hart grovels beneath on the earth. 1655 RIoufet &

j
Bennict Health's Improv. (1746) 378 Through surfeiting we

I

live groveling and groping after base Delights, as Hogs do
1 for Acorns. 1719 Watts IIyum, ' Come, holy Spiritt

Heavnly Dove , Look how we grovel here below. 1751

j

Johnson Rambler No. 147 P 9 A wretch doomed to grovel

j
in obscurity for want of assurance. 1828 DTsraelI Chas. I,

1. viii. ?;2 The vindictive Laud grovelled in. a meaner and
more cruel victory. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 280 The
philosophy ofBerkeley, .is still grovelling on the level ofsen^e.

C. (\ua<i-lrans. with out.

1790 fty-sfaudcrj If neglected, tkey grovel out their day,

and vanish at night like a vapour.

2. causal. To lay prone on the ground, rare- 1

.

1843 K.Jones Setts. <$ Event 25 [Hel grovelleth on the

ground His naked flesh.

Hence Grcvel sb., the action of grovelling;

Gro'velled//V. a., humiliated, debased.
a 1845 Hood Lamia i. 73 If you could see How this poor

figure once was marred and villitied, How grovelled and
debased. 1892 Black * White ig Mar. 366 'i 1'hc only

posMule attitude is a grovel.

t GrO'Veling. Obs. rarc~ x

. [f. Grovkj. v. +
-ING3 (or perh. subst. use of GROVELLINfl a.).~\

A groveller.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 6c. 2 1 Of Aspiring Creatures it

makes us Grovelings.

Groveller, groveler 'giyVbj). U- Grovel
Z/. + -ER*.] One who grovels ; chieflyJig.
1779-81 Johnson /.. /'., Milton (1790) I. 185 Among this

lagging race of frosty grovellers be might still have risen

into eminence by producing something which they should
not willingly let die. 1835 J. H. Newman Par. Sertu.

(18361 II. iv. 55 What are we but .. grovellers who are

creeping on to heaven ? 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudgc xiii,

Mere worms and grovellers as we are I

Grovelling, groveling (grpVlirj), vbl. sb.

[f. Gkovel v. + -ixo L] The action of the verb

(Jr<>vel; lit. and Jig.
1611 Florio, Trabocco, a downe-fall, a groueling on the

ground. 1634 Sir T. Hfrbert Trav. 153 Mahomet .. per*

swaded them .. that his groveling and foming (a disease

much troubling him) was caused by [etc.]. 1726 Broome
To Mr. Pope, on his Wks. 6-2 Sink, without groveling ;

without rashness, rise. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library
11S92) II. iv. 132 This lavish splendour .. implies no grovel*

ling before the ordinary British duke.

Grovelling, groveling gr^Vlhj), a.(ppl.

a.) [Orig.an attributive use of Grovelling adv.;

subsequently apprehended as pr. pple. of Grovel7'.]

1. Having the face or belly towards or on the

ground
;
prone. (Said esp. of the lower animals.)

1538 H. Medwall Interlude Xalure (1896) 41/90 All

other bestys as thyngys vnworthy To behold therth wyth
grouelyng countenaunce. 1565 Cooper 'Thesaurus s. v.

Abijeio, Nature hath made beastes bent or grouelynge with
their heades downewarde to their foode. 1634 Milton
Comas 53 Circe. . Whose charmed Cup Whoever tasted, lost

his upright shape, And downward fell into a groveling Swine.
it 1680 Butler Rem. (1759J II. 18 Nature gave Man an erect

Figure, to raise him above the groveling Condition of. .the

Beasts. 1738 Wesley Psalms cxlvii. x, While groveling

Beastsattcmpt Ins Braise In hoarser Harmony. 1803 Levden
Scenes Infancy in. 331 The grovelling monster long Blew
the shrill hiss.

b. Applied to a low-growing plant.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes Pref. 6 A pompous stile would
ill fit. .the description of a grovelling plant. Ibid. 127 It is

but a grovelling, prickly, uncouth tree.

2. trans/, and Jig. Of persons, qualities, condi-

tions, etc.: Abject, base, low, mean, sordid.

1608 Sylvester tr. Odet de la Noue's Paradox agst.

Libertie Wks. (1621) 644 Our groueling earth-desires. 1633

G. Herbert Temple, Pearl iv, Not my groveling wit,

But thy silk twist let down from heav'n to me, Did .

.

teach me, how by it To climbe to thee. 1664 Power Exp.

Philos. in. 192 You.. may be well placed in a rank specifi-

cally different from the rest of groveling Humanity. 1697

Dryhf.n Virg. Georg. m. 13 New ways I must attempt, my
groveling Name To raise aloft, and wing my Flight to Fame.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 58 r 1 One who had written a

Treatise upon the Sublime in a low groveling Stile. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xvn. iv, I cannot bear your groveling

temper ; you have none of the blood of the Westerns in

you. i8ax Byron Cain 1. i. 289 That is a grovelling wish.

1826 Scott Woodst. ii, The ploughman Desborough—as
grovelling a clown as is in England. 1827 Keble Chr.

V., Easter Eve, Lift on high Thy grovelling^ soul. 1835

Thirlwall Greece I. i. 13 The Boeotians sank into a depth

of groveling sensuality, a 186a Buckle Misc. Wks. (1872)

I. 195 Some of the most powerful minds were still corrupted

I by foolish and grovelling superstition.
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GROVELLING.
absol. 1797 Godwin' Enquirer 1. viii. 75 The groveling and

feeble-hearted are consequently discouraged.

Hence Grovellingly, f Grovellinffwise advs.,

in a grovelling manner.
1548-67 Thomas Ital. Diet, Istraboccheuola, fallyng

grouelynglie. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 51 Where
all other liuing creatures do grouellingwise behold the
ground. 1898 ll'cstm.Gaz. i4Feb. 3/1 His wife, .is grovel-
lingly apologetic.

Grovelling, groveling (grpVlin), adv. Obs.

or arch. ; but see Grovelling a. Forms: 4-6 grovel-
yng(e, 5- groveling, 6- grovelling, (5 grovel-
inge, groflyng, -eling, 6 grovellynge, gruffel-

yng, grooveling, -lyn, 7 grovelong, grobling'
;

north, and Sc. 5 grufelynge, growflyng, growel-
ynge, 6 grufling, gruling. [ME. grovelynge,
north, grufelynge, f. Groof, Grufe + -ling 2

. After
the verb Grovel had come into general use the adv.

began to be restricted to uses in which it could be
apprehended as the pres. pple. used predicatively.]

Face downward; in or to a prone or prostrate
position.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1119 pise alder men quen he
aproched, Grouelyng to his fete bay felle. 1413 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton'i 11. xliii. (1859) 49 Sathanas was fallen grouel-
inge gretyng and cryenge with a lothely voys, byholding
doune in to erthe. 1470-83 Malory Arthur iv. viii, Sir
launcelot lepte vpon hym, and pulled hym grouelyng doune.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 79/2 They were trobled and trem-
blyng fyl doun groflyng on theyr faces upon the ground.
1483 Cath. Angl. 166/2 Grufelynge [MS. A. Growflyng],
supinus. 1513 Douglas /Eneis m. ix. 37 Gruling on his
kneis, He lappit me fast by baith the theis. 154a Boorde
Dyetary Eij, To slepe grouellynge vpon the stomacke
and bely is not good. < 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)
xxxvi. 3 Soir mornyng, grufling on my face. 1598 Hak-
ll'vt Voy. I. 54 In regarde of the great winde we were
constrained to lye groueling on the earth. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 165 The dead corps of a man floteth on the
water with the face vpward, but contrariwise women swim
groveling. Ibid. II. 408 Some .. lay themselues grouelong
with their chinues touching the ground. 1631 J. Rous
Diary (Camden) 60 [She] fell grobling (her armes being
foulded) at the head of a payre of staires. 1665 Man-
ley Grotius' Low C. fVarres 886 A Bullet .. broke and
tore off his left Thigh, and threw him groveling. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey) s. v., Among Hunters a Deer is said
To feed groveling when she feeds upon her Belly, being
tir'd with the Chace. 1855 Kingsley Heroes iv. 138 The
bull fell grovelling on his knees. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) III. xi. 42 The Earl of the West Saxons bowed
himself to the ground, and lay grovelling.
trans/. 1713 Derham Pkys.-Theol. 10 ?zote

t
Flat Fishes, as

Soles, Plaise, &c. which He always grovelling at the bottom.
Jig. a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xm. § 119 The royal
and loyal party lay grovelling and prostrate after the defeat
at Worcester.

fb. Horizontally. Obs. rare~~ l
.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 74 b, The moste parte [of date
stones] haue a nauel in the myddes of theyr bellies. And
from that place commeth first furthe y l it diuideth it self
into a roote. It is best to saw it grouelyng.

GrO'vellingS, adv. Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
3-5 groveling e)s, 5 grovelonges, 5-6 grovel-
ynges, (-ys) ; north. 3 gruflinges, 5 groflyngis

;

Sc.& grulingis,6 gruf(e lingis,-lyngis, gruff; il)-

lingis, grouf
v
f lings, groflins

; 9 dial, grub-
blings. [f. as prec. + -lings.] = prec.

_
a 1300 Cursor M. 11760 Al ba'ir idels in a stund Group-

ings fel vnto begrund. ibid. 17709 pai fell. .Gruflinges dun
to erth plate, a 1400-50 Alexander 5276 J>e pilars ware of
purfire polischt & hewen, With gomes grouelings of gold.
^1420 Aulurs 0/Arth. (Camden) xlvii, Alle grouelonges in
grounde. 1450-70 Golagros <$• Gaw. 1024 Schir Gologras
graithly can ga Grulingis to erd. c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst.
iv. 203 Therfor groflyngis thou shall be layde, That when I
stryke thou shal not se. 1513 Douglas A?net's 111. ii. 52
We plat law gruffillingis on the erd. 1535 Stewart Crou.
Scot. II. 96 Richt mony als la gruflingis on the grund, In
thair bodie buir mony bludie wound. 1570 Henry's Wallace
xi. 172 Grouflings to ground, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
C/trou. Scot. 'S. T. S.) I. 258 He maid him lyttill reverence
..bot leinitt doune groufningis on the dask befoir him.
«i825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Grubblings, Phr. 'to lie

grubblings ', i.e. grovelling, with the face downwards.
trans/. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 75 If ye will sow Dates

lay them all grouelynges toward the grounde.

t Grover. Obs. Also 4 grovayr. [a. OF. gros
vair, lit. ' large vair ' (opp. to menu vair : see
Miniver and Vair).] A kind of fur.

1310-11 Durham Ace. Rolls tSurtees) 507 In 13 fururisde
Grouayr empt., 40s. 1c 1315 Earth ix. in E. E. P. (1862)
151 We. .bat werib grouer and groy, and schrud so schene.
Uyw StRVYT Dress % Habits w. i. II. 138 The furs., which
adorned the garments of the nobility, are distinguished by
several appellations ; as gros vair, minever, petinevaire,
and sometimes simply vair.]

Grover, obs. form of Groover.
Groves, dial, form of Greaves.

t Grovet. Obs. Also 6 grovette, 8 grovett.
[f. Grove +- -et.] A little grove.
In OE. charters a formgra/et(t occurs, which is commonly

read asgrd/et for *grae/et, and explained as 'trench '. If it

begrd/et f.gnfJGROVE (and so identical with the present
word) the suffix is not orig. diminutive.
1504 Will 0/ Gurdou (Somerset Ho.), Pastures woodes

groves & grovettes. 1538 Leland /tin. V. 95 In Hegge
Rowes and Grovettes is meately good Plenti of Wood.
1547 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 59 t'n grovett' bosci con-
tinente ij acras. 1607 Nordkn Surv. Dial. 240 What if a
man were desirous to make a little grouet, where now no
kind of such planus doe grow ? 161a Beaumont Masque
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Inner Temple (1613) Ii 3 b, A Hill . . with diuers boscages
and Grouets vpon the steepe or hanging grounds thereof.

1736 Lewis Isle Tenet (ed. 2) 115 A grovett of Oaks.
Grovier, dial, form of Groover, miner.

Grovy (gr0u-vi), a. Also 6-7 grovie, 9 grovey.
[f. Grove + -y.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling
a grove; abounding in groves ; situated in a grove.
1594 Willobie Avisa (1880) 24 Old Asues grandame is

restor'd ; Her grouie Caues are new refin'd. 1606 J. Rey-
nolds Dolamey's Prim. (1880) 61 Where Philomele, the
weary time beguiles, In grouie shades. 1620-55 I. Jones
Stoue-Heng (1725) 60 See where Diana's grovy Temple
stands. Ibid., Vitruvius calls her grovy [L. nemorensis\
Diana. 1699 Dam her Voy. (1729) II. I, 45 In the dry Season
these grovy dwellings are very pleasant. 1834 J. Wilson in

Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 17 One grovey wilderness of . .trees.

1890 Century Mag. Aug. 488 2 The eye ranges far up over
the green grovy floor between the mighty walls.

Grovy, obs. form of Gravy.

t Grow, sb. Obs. [f. Grow v.] The process

0$ result of growing
;
growth.

zS3^ -^t2S Hen. VIII c. 17 inBohon Slat. Irel. (1621)141
Conveying of the wootl of the grow of this land out of the
same, is one of the greatest occasions of the idlenesse of
the people. 1590 Greene Mourn. Garm. (1616) Kib,
The tallest Cedars haue the fairest growe. 1768 Ross
Hetenore, Rock <y Wee Pickle Toiv 62 I'll gar my ain
Tammie gae down to the how, An' cut me a rock of a
widdershines grow, Of good rantry-tree to carrie my tow.

Grow (gr^tt), v. Pa. t. grew (grw, gr'?7). Pa.

pple. grown (K r^"n )* Forms : 1 growan, {yd
sing. pres. grewfi), 3-7 growe, (3 greowen, 4
grewen), 4-5 grow(e)yn, Sc. and north, groy,

4, 6 grou(e, (5 grawe, grew, gr(o)uwe, grw, Sc.

and north, grofe, groyf, grufe, groo, J'grough),
5- grow. Pa. t. 1 gr^ow, 3 greowe, 3-4, 6
greu, 4 gru, 4-5 greue, 4-7 grewe, 5 grue, 4-
grew; weak forms'. 4 growide, grouuede, 4-5
groued, 5 grewed, growyd, 5-6 gro,w)de, 6
grode, 5 (8-9 dial, and vulgar) growed. Pa.pple.

4 Sc. growine, 4, 6 groun(e, 4-7 growe(n, 5
grow, groy i), 5V". and north, grofen, growane,
-yn, 6 Sc. -in, 6-7 growue, 6- grown; also 5

i-i ygrowe (n: weakform : 5, (9 dial, and vulgar
growed]. . [OE. growan, pa. t. greow, pa. pple.

graven, corresp. to OFris. growa, groia, MDu.
groeyen, groyen, usually wk., once with pa. t. grin,
,l)u. groeien wk.), OHG. gruoa?t, only in pres.

stem, (MUG. griiejen wk.), ON. gr6a
t

pa. t.

grera on analogy of roa to Row, (Sw. gro
t
Da.

groe wk.), f. O'I'eut. root gro- (see Grass).
With the 15th c. northern forms withyjef. Sc. ru/e for

roo, a. ON. nf rest.]

I. Intransitive senses. (In early use always
conjugated with be, and still so conjugated when
a state or result is implied.)

f 1. Of a plant: To manifest vigorous life; to

put forth foliage, flourish, be green. Also of land:

To be verdant, produce vegetation. Often asso-

ciated with Blow v. 2 Obs.
C725 Corpus Gloss. 2138 Viresceret, greouue. c838 K.
Alfred Boeik. xxxiii. § 5 (Sedgefield), Seo eor3e. .grew5&
blew5 & westmas bringS. a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker
243/32 Frondescere, growen. a iooo Riddles xxxv. 9 (Gr.)
La;te5hiobawlitigan [wyrte]. .hlowan &growan. c 1200 [see
Blow 7'.

2
1]. £1305 Lav. 2014 Bi-heold he bene wode hu he

bleou, Bi-heold he ba^t corn hu hit greu. c 1340 Cursor M.
384 (Fairf.) pe dry be erbe calde ^at kynge, and bad hit
grow and frute for|> bringe. a 1400 Pistill 0/ Sttsan 67
Heo greyj>ed hir til hir gardyn, bat growed so grene.

t b. fig. To flourish. Obs.
a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 88 (Gr.) Him on laste sett wuldor-

spedum weli^ wide stodan, sifum growende on godes rice.

2. In weaker sense : To have vegetative life ; to

undergo the process of development characteristic

of living plants. Hence also, to exist as a living

plant in a specified habitat, or with specified

characteristics of form, habit, etc.

a 1000 Boetli. Metr. xxix. 69 Se milda metod .. fet eall
ba^tte groweS Wa^stmas on weorolde. c 1205 Lay. 8697
Hasles ber greowen. a 1300 Cursor M. 385 Alkin things
grouand serein bam self^aire seding bere. c 1300 Childh.
Jesu 987 In one felde bare noujt negrev er bote gras wilde.
1419 in Surtees Misc. 11888) 14 The herbage that grewys
apon the mote. £1536 in Ballads Jr. MSS. (1872) I. 410
Alone on the Toppe ber growde A brere. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal n. ii. (1633) 234 The Chadlock groweth..among
corn. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 209 The Palmeto..
growes like the Date or Coco-tree save that her boughes are
more large and round. 1660 K. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. 324 This Pepper, .growes in a shell, though without
prickles. 1697 Drvoen Virg. Georg. iv. 181 Green Beds of
Parsley near the River grow. i76z Falconer Shipxvr. 1.

492 Not fairer grows the lily of the vale, Whose bosom
opens to the vernal gale. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St* Pierre's
Stud. Nat, (1779) I. 246 You may judge .. what must have
been the height of the tree as it grew, when a cutting of it

had such dimensions. 1808-80 Jamikson s. v. Catchrogue,
Generally growing in hedges, it tears the clothes of one who
attempts to break through. 1842 Tennyson Amphion 83
1'Wiey] show you slips of all that grows From England to
Van Diemen. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxii. 49 A lone
lorn vine in a bare field sorrily growing.

b. transf f {a) Of minerals (cf. 6c): To be
native in a certain situation (obs.); (b) jocularly t

of other things.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) ix. 99 Fro Jerico, a 3 Myle, is the

dede see. Aboute that see growetne moche Aloin and of

GROW.
Alkatran. c 1540 tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 24
Iron allso growethe in the costes bordering on the sea,
thowghe nothing plentuoslie. 1580 Lyi.y Euphues (Arb.)

439 They want no Tinne nor Leade, there groweth Yron,
Steele and Copper, and what not. 1613 T. Milles tr.

Me.xia's Treas. Anc. § Mod. Times 699/t There groweth
not any Mettall in Moscovia. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 274
The doores [of stone], .in that same place where they grew
they are squared. 1674 tr. Sche/fer's Lapland 143 That
mettals grow in Lapland .. is only a conjecture of the
Antients, and there is no certainty of it. 1748 H. Walpole
Lett. (ed. 1846) II. 222 The yacht is not big enough to
convey all the tables and chairs and conveniences that he
[Duke of Newcastle] trails along with him, and which
he seems to think don't grow out of England,

C, Naut. (See quot. 1 780.)
1780 Falconer Diet. Marine, Groiving, implies the direc-

tion of the cable from the ship towards the anchors ; as, the
cable grows on the starboard-bow, i. e. stretches out forwards
towards the starboard, or right side. 1794 Rigging fy Sea-
manship II. 251* The cable grows on the starboard bow.

3. With advs. or preps., forming phrases pri-

marily indicating incidental results of vegetative

development, but chiefly used transf oxfig.
a. To become by degrees ineradicably fixed into

t

vitally or indissolubly united to (f with) something,
as by the process of growth. So To grow into

one, to grow together: to coalesce, become united.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. iii. 30 For euer may my knees
grow to the earth, . . Vnlesse a Pardon, ere I rise, or speake.
1606 — Ant. § CI. 1. v. 32 Great Pompey Would stand and
make his eyes grow in my brow. 1613— Hen. VIII, 1. i. 10,

I . . Beheld them when they lighted, how they clung In their
Embracement, as they grew together. 1631 Shirley Loves
Cruelty iv. ii, Hip. The more you vex the more we grow
together In honour and chaste love. 1640— DoubtfulHeir
in. i, And I will say 'tis virtue, and that yet Your heart may
grow with mine. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat.
1. xix. 50 The Ureters are commonly two in Number, on
each side one, sometimes two, and sometimes more, yet al
growing into one before their Insertion. 1818 Byron Ch.
Har. iv. exxxviii, We become a part of what has been,
And grow unto the spot. aiZzz Shelley Invocat. Misery
45 Clasp me till our hearts be grown Like two lovers into
one. 1842 Tennyson St. Sim. StyI. 206 "lis gone ; 'tis here
again; the crown ! the crown; So now 'tis fitted on and
grows to me. 1859 — Lynettc 139 The Queen . . sought .

.

To break him from the intent to which he grew.

f b. Hence, To grow to : to be an organic or

integral part of. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, i. ii. 100 Sir, I pray you (Sir)

then set your Knighthood and your Souldier-ship aside.
Fat. I lay aside that which growes to me ? 1601 Holland
Pliny I.62 In time past it [Sicily] grewe to the Brutians
countrey [L. Bruitio agro cohaerens], but soone after by
the gushing of the sea between, it was plucked from it.

f C. To grow out : to become obliterated by
growth. Obs. rare.

1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5457/4 With an (I) and a (G,1 dipt on
his Buttock, but almost grown out.

4. With especial reference to the beginning of

vegetable life. Of seeds: To germinate. Ofplants:
To spring up, be produced.
<?9oo Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wutcker 69/7 Germiuabunl,

growa5. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark iv. 27 Swylce man wurpe
god ssd on his land . . And l>a;t sa:d growe and wexc bonne
lie nat. a 1225 Alter. R. 404 O sond ne groweS no god, and
bitocneS idel ; and idel acoaldeS & acwenchecS bis fur.

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1202 Ich wat }ef comes schule growe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1140 In-sted o bi nober sede, Ne sal be
groue bot thorne and wede. Ibid. 1262 Of our sin Moght
na gres groue siben bar-in. C1420 Lydg. Thebes 111. in

Chaucer's IVks. (1561) 377/2 For seld in felds groweth any
corne But if some wede spryng vp there emong. c 1460
Toivneley Myst. xix. 54, I thank the, lord, that thi sede
sawes Emong mankynde to groyf so sone. c 1560 A. Scott
Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 77 Als gude the tre had nevir growin
Quhairof my speir wes maid. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
TrazK 324 Sugar-canes grow without planting. 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. Al T. Mark iv. 26-7 Man soweth, but God blesseth

it; and we see it not grow, but see that it hath grown.
1842 Tennyson Amphion 80 Methods of transplanting trees

To look as if they grew there.

b. Of the grains of corn in the sheaf, etc. : To
sprout, ' chit \ Also with out.

1575 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 202 This last harvest when
the corne was grown. 1740 J. Tull IIorse-Hoing Husb.
261 Wheat . . grow'd, plow'd in, or otherwise spoiled, is in
no Danger [from Rooks]. 1783 Barker in Phil. Trans.
LXXIII. 244 From the coolness of the season, and the
unripeness of the barley, very little of it grew. Mod. The
onions in the cellar have begun to grow. The potatoes have
grown out.

c. Of fruit, wine, etc. : To be produced by vege-

tative processes.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6895 Almandes was groun bar-on.

1340-70 Alex.
(J-
Dind. 123 Grete grouuede frut on be grene

braunchus. C1350 Will. Palerue 1809 Bolaces & blake-

beries bat on breres growen. c 1410 Sir Cleges 201 What
manere of beryse may this be That grovyn this tyme 01

yere; < 1460 Fortescue Al?s. fy Lim. Mon. xi. (1885) 135
The vtb parte of thair graynes, and of all ober thynge that

growed to thaim yerely off be erthe. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 108 b, No meruayle though of that grene
blade growe no whete or good come. 1526 Tindale Matt.
xxi. 19 Never frute growe on the hence forwardes. 1547
Boorde Introd. Knowl. i. (1870) 118 They haue no wines
growing within the realme. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drt'e

Dinner D8 It growes of an Almond-tree-imp, inserted to

a Mastick stock. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 776 Here grows.,
this Fruit Divine, Fair to the Eye. 1725 Pope Odyss. vn.

157 The same mild season gives the . . fruits to grow. 1839
Ure Did. Arts s.v. R'ermes

t
Pliny says .. that there grew

upon the oak in Africa, .a small excrescence like a bird.

d. transf Of animals and their parts.



GHOW.
1435 Misyn Fire 0/ Love 11. ix. 95 Brode horns anV in

gretnes horribyll of here wroyght that grw not ther on ther

hedis tha sett. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. in. 145 Men whose heads
Grew beneath their shoulders. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vu. 326
Their [flying Fishes'] finnes . . grow from their backe, as

feathred wings doe from Fowles. 1667 Milton P. L. x.

244 Methinks I feel new strength within me rise, Wings
growing. 1677 N. Cox Geutl. Recreat. 1. (17061 78 Horns
only grow upon the Male. 1866 I). Taylor Palm # Pine
Poems 268 The child that from their meeting grew.

5. fig. Of immaterial things : To spring up, come
into existence as by natural process ; to arise, origi-

nate, be developed as from a germ ; to issue or

spring naturally as from a stock.

Bccnvulf 171S Him on ferhbe greow breosthord blodreow.

c 1320 Sir Trisir. 1273 In warld was 11011 so wiis Of craft

bat men knewe Wip outen sir tramtris bat al games of
grewe On grounde. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 21 Where lawe
lacketh errour groweth. 1400-10 Clanvowe Cuckow <$-

Night, -yi Of that longing cometh hevinesse, And therof
groweth ofte greet seknesse. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas in.

1. 54 (1494) k i, For out of wronge may growe no prowesse.
c 1460 Toivucley Myst. viii. 326 What, dwyll ! is grevance
grofen agayn? 1473 Waekw, Chrou. (Camden) 22 Lo, what
myschef groys aftir insurreccion ! 1534 Moke On the
Passion Wks. 1276,1 God suffered the contagion of the selfe

same infeccion, to stretche vnto himselfe to, and thereof to

frowe hys destruccion. 157a J. Jones Bathes of Bath
!p. Ded. 4 Against such accidents as growe by reason of

hote bathes. 1604 E. G[rimstoneJ ITAcosta's Hist. Indies
1. xx. 64 Heerevpon groweth a diflicultie, which troubleth

me much. 1667 Milton /\ L. xn. 400 The penaltie to thy
transgression due And due to theirs which out of thine will

grow. 1712 Addison Spect. No. 267 p 5 The Parts of it

[Paradise Lost]., grow out of one another in the most
natural Order. 1847 Tennyson Princ. in. 61 How grew
this feud betwixt the right and left? 1855 — Maud in. vi. 3
As months ran on and rumour of battle grew. 1875 JoWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 432 The States are as the men are ; they
grow out of human characters.

f b. To grow to : to arise or come into existence

to the benefit or injury of (a person, etc.). Also
ahsol. with omission of to. Ol>s. (Cf. Accrue;:', i, 2.)

The law o/groiviug-io [ — AF, dreit de accres] : reversion,

escheat.

[1382 Wyclif Luke xii. 18, 1 schal gedere alle thinges that
growen to me [\j.qux nata sunt miht) and alle my goodis.]

1390 Gower Conf. III. 12 For the fortune of every chaunce
After the goddes purveaunce To man it groweth from above.
c 1450 Bp. Grossetest's Househ. Stat, in Babees Bk. (1868

1

331 No worshippe therby growythe to the lorde. r 1460
Tmvneley Myst. iii. 463 Then begynnys togrufe to us mery
chere. .1460 Fortescue Abs. A;- Lim. Mon. ix. (1885) 130
Ther mought therby groue perell to his estate, a 1483
Liber Niger \x\ Househ. Ord. (1790)47 Cloathing to be taken
of the issue and profitts growing to the kinge. 1551 Robin-
son tr. More's Utop. I. (Arb.) 41 Reuenues and profytes that

were wont to grow to theyr fore-fathers. 1587 Lady
Stafford in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 210 Nor [shall] any hinder-
aunce growe to theim by this demize. 1592 West \st Pt.
Symbol. § 42 A, A Particuler estate which is onelie a
Chattell.. groweth either by the act of the parties, or by the
law. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest xvi. § 10 (16151 117
The forfeiture, that doth grow unto the king, onely for the
keeping of mastiues within a forest unexpedhated. 1605
Verktf.gan Dec. Intell. vi. (1628) 162 Canutus, vpon the
Uw of growing-too .. tooke vpon him the possession of the
whole Realme.

6. Of living bodies generally : To increase gradu-
ally in size by natural development. (In OK. said

of plants only, the usual word, both with reference

to plants and animals, being wcaxan Wax v.)

a. of plants.

r888 K. .'Elfrf.d Boeih. xxxiv. § 10 (Sedgefield), Hwy ne
meabt bu on^itan. .bast eall ^e dad se oe baes treowes on
twelf monSum ^ewexr), baet he on^inS of ba^m wyi trumum
& swa upweardes grewS oc5 Sone stemn 1 c 1400 Maundev.
(18391 x. 117 The Hed smot in to the Eerthe and wax
grene and is growed to a gret Tree. 1585 T. Washingtom
tr. Nicholas's Voy. 11. iii. 33 Great bushes, and wilde
brambles, which in process of time .. were so growen and
multiplyed. 1593 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. iv. 13 Great Weeds
do grow apace. 1624 Quarles Sion's Sonu. xiii. 1 How
can my thriving Plants refuse to grow Thus quickned with
so sweet a Sun as thou? 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. viii. (18401
140 When it [corn] was growing and grown. 1883 H. DftUM-
MONDiVa/. Laiv in Spir. IV. iv. (1884) 128 J'he living
organism grows, the dead crystal increases.

Jig. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. (1842) 13 My gylt is

growyn over my 11 heed. 1599 Daniel Ep. Octavia to M.
Anionius li, Words still with my increasing sorrows grough.

b. Of human beings, and animals generally,

their limbs, hair, nails, etc. (when said of human
beings, the word refers usually to stature).

The pa. pple. is used (now only arch, or U.S.) in the sense
of 'grown up' ; see 13 and Grown-up///.**.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10596 Godd wald sco greu and clamb

on hei. 138a Wyclif 6V«. xxi. 8 The child growide. C1400
Maundev. (1839) xxxi. 31 1 To make hem [nails] growen alle
weys to ben as longe as men may. 1412-20 Lvnc Chron.
Troy 1. v, Well growe on heyght & of good stature, c 1450
Holland Hoivlat lxviii, And I sail gar thaim [fedders]
samyn be To growe or 1 ga. ijHSBk, St. Albans c. ij, Vnto
tyme hir sercell be full groyn. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV

t

234 He was a goodly fayre and a beautefull Prince, beginn-
inge a littel to growe in flesh. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. III. iii. 73 b, They do not suffer their beards
too grow but above the lips. 1611 Bible Ruth i. 13 If I

should hatie a husband also to night, and should also beare
sonnes: Would ye tary for them till they were growen?
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 648 The King keepeth
his daughters when they are growne, for wives. 1634 Milton
Counts 378 She plumes her feathers, and lets grow her
wings. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.^ (ed. 2) 322 [Elephants]
grow till fifteen, in that time mounting to foure and twenty
foote. 1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 228 Young
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elephants .. he [the lion] often attacks before their trunk is

yet grown. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest iv, Edward,
you must not think of showing yourself, .until you are grown
out of memory. 1889 J. A. F. Maitlanh in Diet, Nat.
Biog. XVI II. 407/2 ijohn Field), The awkward English
youth, .grown out of his clothes to such an extent that [etc.].

1890 V. Koseborol'gh Reign Reason in Centitf-y Mag. July
349 And now her children were both grown, and her bad
days past.

trans/, 1847 Tennyson Princ. VI. 144 She. .arose. .Once
more thro' all her height, and o'er him grew Tall as a figure

lengthen'd on the sand When the tide ebbs in sunshine.

C. Formerly said of minerals. (C£ 2 b.)

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 215 The
Metalls .. which are lodged in the perpendicular Intervalls

of the Strata do still grow (to speak in the Mineralists
Phrase', or receive additional Increase from the Corpuscles.

1877 Huxley Aunt. Inv. Anim. Introd. 2 In the well-known
aphorism of Linnaeus [Lapides crescunt

.

.] the word 'grow',
as applied to stones, signifies a totally different process
from what is called 'growth' in plants and animals.

7. Ot things material or immaterial : To increase

gradually in magnitude, quantity, or degree.

1382 Wyclif E.xod. \. 20 The puple growide, and was
coumfortid greetli. C1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1377 That
stone, .in. [ = into] a grete mowntaigne grewe. 1482 Monk
0/Evesham (Arb.) 61 Her lyfe of thys world.. in the whyche
her synnys and mysdedys encresyn and growyn to her
perdycyon anddestruccyon. i$y$Satir. Poems Reform, xlii.

600 The Kirk. .Had growin vntill ane greiter strenth. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 10 Our present Musters grow vpon
the File To fiue and twenty thousand men of choice. 1617
Moryson Itin. 1. 126 The Potters of old dwelt there.,
whereupon a heape grew to a Hill, and a Hill to a Mount.
1697 Dhyden Virg. Georg. 111. 723 During th' Autumnal
Heats th' Infection Grew. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. 523 New
moons may grow or wane, may set or rise. 1784 Cowper
Task iv. 151 The needle plies its busy task, '1 he pattern
grows. 1849 Tennyson In Mem, Prof. 25 Let knowledge
grow from more to more. 1852 — Wellington 16 Let the
long long procession go, And let the sorrowing crowd about
it grow. 1879 Fhol'de Cxsar ix. 98 They grew at last into

a thousand sail, divided into squadrons.

T b. Of the sea : To swell. Also to grow high.
1600 E, Blount tr. Couestaggio 2g6 The seas growing high

he came with them to Lisbone. <;i6i8 Raleigh Royal
Navy (1650) 14 Maryners. .who. .are used to the tumbling
and rowling of ships from side to side, when the Sea is never
so little growne. Ibid. 35 If any stormes arise, or the Sea
grow so high as that the Kettle cannot Boyle in the Fore-
castles.

c. To grow down, (a) To extend downwards.
{b) To become less in height or in size; also to

grow downwards. +(<:) Of the sea : To subside.

1523 V IT/.UFMB. 1/ r/sl>. § 100 Morfounde. .wyll growe downe,
and waxe whyte, and cromely lyke a pomis. 1530 Palsgr.
576/1, I growe downwardes, as an aged thing dothe that
boweth, or stoupeth downwardes, je me decline. Ibid.,

I growe downewarde : I waxe lesse, or drawe towardes myn
ende,y^ decroys. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. 1. 15 The Wind
..in the Evening towards Eight was less, and the Sea grew
down. 1847-78 Hali.iwell s.v., To grow downward, i.e.

to get smaller, a common phrase in the provinces.

8. To increase in some specified quality or pro-

perty ; sometimes with more or less notion of
progress toward maturity. Const, in, '\of.

^1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 638 Ane host .. That ilk day
growis of niycht. C1470 Henry Wallace in. 45 Adam,
eldest, was growand in curage. 1526 Pilgr. Per/(\V. de W.
1531) 12b, Whom God almyghty .. protected .. vnto they
were growen in the knowlege of the fayth of God. 1526
Tindale 2 Pet. iii. 18 Growe in grace, and in the knowledge
off oure lorde and saveoure Jesus Christ. 1576 FLEMING
Pauopl. Episi. 126 As I grow in hope day by day, through
sundrie reportes. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 351 They . . In
mean estate live moderate, till grown In wealth and multi-
tude, factious they grow.

fb. To rise by degrees to (a position of emi-
nence). Obs.
1622 Bacon Hen. F//.i4oThe King, .was growne to such

an height of Reputation for cunning and Policie. 1651
Fuller Abel Rediv,

y
Fox 381 It may seeme strange..

that he grew to no place of more honour, a 1674 Clarendon
Surv. Leviath. (1676) 146 The Clergy was grown to a
wonderful power over the People.

9. To grow on or ufon (a person, etc.) : a. To
increase so as to be more troublesome to. Now
only of a business or the like, to grow upon one's

/lands, fb. To gain ground upon (an enemy or

rival), fc. To come to take liberties with (a

superior^, to presume upon, take advantage of
(kindness, etc/, d. Of an affection, feeling: To
acquire more and more influence over (a person).

Hence, in recent use, of an object of contempla-
tion : To gain more and more of (a person's)

liking or admiration.
a. 1603 Bp. Hai.l Serm. v. 9 How shamefully is this

latter vice [drunkenness], especially, grown upon us with
time ! 1636 Dknham Deslr. Troy 410 Then their numbers
swell, And grow upon us. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xviii. 397
Divisions have come to grow upon us, . . by neglect of practick
duties.^ 1711 Shaetesb. Charac. (1737) III. Misc. 11. i. 61
This, .is of a kind apt enough to grow upon our hands. 1774
Burke Sp. Amer* Tax. 12 The disgrace, and the necessity
of yielding, both of them, grow upon you every hour of your
delay, i860 Reaoe Cloister <y H. Ixv, From that hour
another phase of his misery began ; and grew upon him.
b. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 11621) 817 The Christians

still growing upon them both in number and strength. 1650
Cromwell Let. 2 Apr. in Carlyle (1850) II. 323 We hope.

.

still to grow upon the Enemy, a 1687 Petty Pol. A rith.
Pref. (1601) aij, The Hollanders are at our heels, in the
race of Naval Power; the French grow too fast upon both.
C- 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. i. 91 Is it euen so, begin you

GROW.
to grow vpon me? 1723 True Briton xxxiii. f i Having in
my last Letter taken Notice by what Steps the Quakers
have grown upon the Indulgence of the Government, 'till

they have procur'd for themselves Privileges, -beyond what
much better Subjects .. could obtain. 1741 Richakdson
Pamela I. 35, I thought her humble, and one that would
not grow upon my Favours, or the Notice 1 took of her.

d. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 447 ? 2 The Love of a retired

or busy life will grow upon a Man insensibly. 1796 Jane
Austen Pride fy I'rej. vi. (1813) 16 Miss Bennet's pleasing
manners grew on the good-will of Mrs. Hurst. 1798 Ferkiar
Illustr. Sterne i. 3 Particular attachments grow upon us.

1831 Macaulay in Trevelyan Lift (1876) I. 174, I feel the
whole character of the place growing upon me. 1883 W. H.
Rideing in Harper s Mag. July 168/2 Hampstead grows
on one, and improves with acquaintance.

10. a. To advance in age {obs. ox arch.'), f b.

To gj-ow on (of a season, time, etc.) : To advance,

make progress.

a. C1477 Caxton Jason 67 b, Whan they were growen to

age he deliuered to them his landes to gouerne. 1635 R. N.
Camden's Hist. Eliz. 1. vi. 54 A man well grown in yeeres.

1715 Pope Iliad 1., Ess. Homer 24 As he grew forward in

Years, he was train'd up to Learning.

b- 1603 Knolles Hist. 'Turks (1621) 287 For Winter was
now growne on. 1615 Bedwell Moham. Imp. 1. § 39 The
night groweth on. a 1625 BeaUH. & Fl. Rnt. Malta 11. iii,

Ye know my businesse, I must leave ye Sir, My houre
grows on a pace. 1655 Theophania vi. 182 The winter
growing on, for the present [he] desisted from any further
enterprise. 1695 Earl Essex Lett. (1770) 265, I see such
multitudes of perplexities growing on.

11. To come or pass by degrees into, to (rarely

•ffrom) some state or condition. Also const, to

with inf. Now rare.

1450-70 GoJagras <y Caw. 960 Golagras at Gawyne in sic

ane grief ^rew. As lyoune, for fait of fude, faught on the
fold. C1460 FoiiTEscfE Abs, § Lim. Mon. x. (1885) 133
Ther shulde non off hem growe to he like vnto hym. c 1560
R. Mokice in Lett. Lit. Men (Camdeni 26 Specially grown
into the Kynges favor by my Lorde C'ranmers commenda-
cion. c 1590 Marlowe Faust, xiv Belike he is grown into

some sickness by being over-solitary. 1596 Hahington
Metam. Ajax (1814) 14 We grew to be friends. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIII, in. i. 161 Consider .. How you may hurt your
selfe: I, vtterly Grow from the Kings Acquaintance, by
this Carriage. 1616 Sir F. Kingsmill in Lismorc Papers
(1887) Sen 11. II. 18 Much dowting I shall growe into

a Consumption. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 95 It is no
Paradox (Mich an Olla podrida are we grown to) to say,

we cannot see Audience for Preacher-, nor Patients for

Physitians. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchin-
son 10 Growing into a familiarity with Sir George Carew.
1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit. I. 31/1 The Cement all dis-

solves, and the Wall grows to be all of a piece. 1762-71 H.
Walpoi.e Vertue's Anted. Paint. (17&6) I. 234 His works
growing into esteem, he was much employed by the mer-
chants in painting portraits. 1825 La mis Elia Ser. II.

Superannuated Man, I grow into gentility perceptibly.

1867 Tkoli.ope Chron. Barsct II. lvi. 124 He grew to be
somewhat ashamed of himself.

b. To develop gradually. Const, to. arch.

1530 Palsgr. 576/1 This mater will grow to a seabbe, or
de cestc chose en prendra mat. 153S CovERDALE Ruth iii.

18 Abyde my doughter, tyll thou se what y J matter wil

growe to. 1548-9 .Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, O/ Ceremonies,
They [ceremonies] grewe dayly to more and more abuses.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. I. i. 79 If matters grow to your
likings. 1601 F. Godwin B/>s. of En?. (1610) 216 Before
the matter could grow to a full conclusion, it was otherwise
ended. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxi. 11 The days that

grow to something strange.

f c. To come by degrees to, upon ; to arrive

at, draw to (an agreement, conclusion, point, etc.).

Also with on. Obs.
c 1589 Theses M^artiniance 28 To growe to a point with

you. 1590 Shaks. A/ids. N. 1. ii. 10 Say what the play
treats on : then read the names of the Actors : and so grow
on to a point. 1594 Plat fc'vell-ho. 1. 55 To force the
sopeboilers to growe to composition with them. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 72 K. Richard . .thought it best

to grow to some good end with Saladin. 1616 Cai'T. Smith
Descr. Neiv Eng. 52 But Chambers and M inter grew upon
tearmes they would not. 1624 Massinger Pari. Love 11. ii,

Stay, best Madam, I am growing to a period. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 160 So soone as hee was buried, they grew
among themselves to an immediate difference.

12. To become or come to be by degrees, some-
times with inclusion of the literal sense of increase

of magnitude or quantity.

a. with adj. or {arch.) sb. as complement.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6941 par bat [sc. wandes] gru, ne less

ne marc, Bot euer als bai forwit ware. 1340-70 Alex. a>

Dind. 252 Emperour alixandre egrest of princis, pat is grim-
mest igrowe and grettest of kingus. c i^ol'romp. Pan'. 215/1
Growe ballyd, calvcsco. Growe blake, nigrcsco. 1506 Gl'Vl-

1 orde Pilgr. (.Camden) 61 The wynde grewe so contraryous

vnto vs. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 245 Hee will grow
fiends with any man, that serves his stomacke. 1657 R.
Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 61 When it grew dark, they lighted

upon . . the ship. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas. II <y

fas. II (Camden) 11 To Sir John Poulett, in part of 25 1
' for

a quarter to grow due at Lady Daynext, upon 100 11 perann.
1701 De Foe Trucd>om Eng. 17 Here they grew quickly
Lords and Gentlemen. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 263 p 1

There are so few who can grow old with a good Grace. 1748
Ansoti's Voy. 11. xii. 266 Turtle now grew scarce, and we
met with none in this harbour. 1784 Cowper 'Task 11. 713
Learning grew Beneath his care a thriving vigorous
plant. 1820 W. Irving Sketch-Bk. I. 55 Time grew worse
and worse with Rip Van Winkle as years rolled on. 1842
Tennyson Gardener s Dau. 5 We grew The fable of the city

where we dwelt. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 5. 198 The
Jews grew wealthy enough to acquire estates.

b. with advb. or adjectival phr. formed with a

preposition. Now rare.
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1555 Eden Decades 61 So variable and vnconstant is the

nature of man, that he soone groweth owte of vse, becom-
meih insolente and vnmindful of benefites. 1578 Lyte
Dodocns v. xliii. 609 Albeit it be nowe growen out of know-
ledge, yet we have thought it good to describe the same.

1597 Bacon Coulers Good fy Evill x. (Arb.) 153 The decay
of a man's estate seemes to be most touched in t!:e degree
when he first growes behinde. 1632 Lithgow Trav, vi. 250
This Temple afterward growing in decay. 1646 J. Hall
Horse Vac. 145 Wrestling seemes to grow out of use ; tut of
ancient standing. 1666 Pbpys Diary 25 June, Mrs. Pen
carried us to two gardens at Hackny (which I every day
grow more and more in love wit!) 1

. 1724 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 256 The soldiers grew .out of all discipline,

•f C. To come to pass, to happen. Obs. rare -1 .

1614 Raleigh Hist. World II. v. iii. § 21. 492 Hence it

partly grew, that the Carthaginians were so earnest in press-

ing Hannibal to fight.

13. Grow up.
a. To advance to or towards maturity. Of per-

sons, esp. in pa. pplc. ; cf. Grown up///. a.

'535 Covehdale Ruth i.isThough I shulde saye : I hope
this night to take an hus/bande & to brynge forth children,

yet coulde ye not tary till they were growne vp. — 1 Sam.
li. 26 The childe Samuel wente and grewe up, & was ac-

cepted of the Lorde Sc of men. 171a Budgell Sped. No.
313 F 16 As soon as they were grown up to be Men. 1809

Malkin Gil Bias 11. vii. T 1 When he saw me grown up to

the age of fifteen. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom § Lugger 1.

i. 6 If he did not mean the girls to grow up the greatest

gossips in the neighbourhood. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

I. iSS His children, one of whom is growing up.

b. Of plants : To emerge from the soil, spring

up ; also, to grow to full size.

1611 Bible Exod. ix. 32 The wheat and the rye were not
smitten: for they were not growen vp. 1840 Hawthorne
Biog. Sketches, Mrs. Hutchinson (1879) 173 The beams of
the roof stilt wear the rugged bark with which they grew up
in the forest.

C. Of a custom, state of things, etc. : To arise

gradually, come into existence.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 649/1 To suffer an
evill to growe up, which he might timely have kept under.

1654 ir.Scudery's Curia Pol. 15 When ..a particular accident
grows up against a Prince, or State, it may suffice that the
heads of some chief offendors be sacrificed to a reparation.

1847 Tennyson Princ. iv, 291 Thus a noble scheme Grew up
from seed we two long since had sown. 1847 Grotb Greece
II. xlvii. (1862) IV. 187 A dispute grew up respecting the city

of Epidamnus. 1885 Sir C. S.C. Bowen in Law Rep. 29 Ch.
Div. 295 A practice had grown up, which it was too late to

disturb.

f d. To become gradually closed in the process

of growth. Obs.
1653 Walton Angler vii. 153 The Frogs mouth grows up

and he continues so for at least six months without eating.

II. Transitive senses.

14. causative. To cause to grow.

a. To produce (plants, wool, etc.) by cultivation.

1774 J. Campbell Pol. Sun'. Brit. II. 652 They likewise

grow some Rice and Tobacco, which is sent through
Virginia. 1801 Gabriblli Mysterious Husband III. 8,

I grow my own corn, make my own bread, cheese, and
butter. 1828 Life Planter Jamaica (ed. 2) 55 As we
grow only a certain quantity of Indian corn, be sparing of
it. 184a BlSCHOFP Woollen Manttf. II. 149 We had the

Duke of Norfolk's wool, grown in Norfolk. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng, iii. I. 314 The whole quantity of wheat, rye,

barley, oats and beans then annually grown in the kingdom,
was somewhat less than ten millions of quarters.

b. Of land, etc. : To produce ; to bring forth.

1847 Marryat Chlldr. N. E'orest v, My garden will then

grow more potatoes. 1876 Ouida Winter City \. 3 Toy
trees, that are cropped as soon as they presume to grow a
leaf. 1885 Manch. Exam. 13 June 5/3 The depressions,

which are of course warmer, .than the plateaus, grow Indian
corn, millet, and wheat.

Jig. 1825 A. W. Fonblanque in JVestm. Rev. IV. 380 He
seems to have flattered himself [that his mind] would, with-

out sowing, grow knowledge.

c. Of persons and animals : To let grow on the

body.
1819 Souvhey/,^. (1856)111. 146 Have the geese and gan-

ders entered into a resolution to grow no more quills ? i860
Rawlinson Herodotus vm. civ. IV. 348 When a mischance
is about to befall any of their neighbours within a certain

time, the priestess of Minerva in their city grows a long
beard. 1897 Max Pe.mderton in Windsor Mag. Jan. 265/2
It was obvious that he was about to grow a beard.

d. To cause to develop into.

1811 A. Bell in Southey Life (1844) II. 300 It requires a
length of time to grow the boys, now on his foundation,

into men.

f e. To cause to increase, to enlarge. Obs." 1

1481 Caxton Godfrey clxix. 250 Whan dauid had regned
vii. yere in Ebronhe grewe [F. creut] and amended moche
this cyte [Jerusalem].

15. passive. Of land, etc. : To be covered with

a growth of something. Also with over. So f to

be grown about (i.e. surrounded by a growth), A? be

grown up (i.e. crowded with a growth).
These uses seem to have arisen partly from the indirect

passive of phrases like to grow over, and partly from the in*

transitive perfect conjugated with be.

< 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 716 That bog .. Growyn owr
with reyss. 1565 Cooper 77iesaurus, Circunlita musco
saxa,. .growen about with mosse. 1611 Bible Prov. xxiv.

31 It was all growen ouer with thornes. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 539 This Hand is throughly growne with
Woods. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton v. (1840) 90 The
country held verdant, well grown with trees. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 11. iii. 142 The country in the neighbourhood was so
grown up with wood, . . that it appeared impracticable to

penetrate it. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy xv, Its banks
sedgy and thickly grown with daggers and bulrushes, a 1885

U. S. Grant Mem. I. xx. 277 The field was grown up with

corn so tall as to cut off the view.

trans/. 1612 Brerewood Lang, fy Rel/g. v. 38 Italy in

that long time being grown well with their seed and posterity.

Grow, obs. form of Ghue p»*

Growable (gr<?u-ab'l), a. [f. Grow v. + -able.]

Capable of being grown or cultivated.

1881 American III. 100 Cotton proved growable on a large

scale in Georgia, 1882 Garden 3 June 380/3 This fine plant

seems with us only growable well in the imported state.

Growail (gn>u*an). Cornish dial. Also grouan.
[Cornish *groivau (— Bret, grouan) gravel, f.

Comishgrou : see Gravel j/'.] A soft decomposed
granite, overlying the veins of tin in Cornwall.

Jlardgrowan : granite or moorstone.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Groivan, a word used by the

miners in Cornwall to express a sort of coarse and gritty

stone, which they are usually obliged to dig through before

they come at the veins of ore. 1778 Pryce Miu. Cornub.

73 Soft Grouan . . can scarcely be called a Stone *, for it is

rather a sandy or priany Stratum of Moorstone gravel. . . It

generally lies at the extremities of the Moorstone Stratum,

or hard Grouan. 1855 Cornwall 11862) 75 A decomposition

of the rock [granite], more particularly of the felspar in it,

which gradually pulverizes it to a ' soft growan '.

attrib. 1768 Cookworthy's Patent \\\ Smiles J. Wedgwood
xv. (1894) 177 A kind of porcelain composed of moor-stone

or growan and growan clay. 1824 HlTCHlNS & Drew Corn-
wall I. xiii. § 4. 564 The black growan soil consists of a thin

stratum of light black earth . . the detritus of the granite or

growan. 1894 Smiles y. Wedgwood xv. 169 The Porcelain

or Growan Clay was suitable for many purposes for which
the Staffordshire Clays were unsuitable.

Growane, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Gr/w.
Growat, obs. Sc form of Cruet.
1542 Inv. R. Wardr. 11S15) 58 Item, twa growattis,

Growde, obs. pa. t. of Grow.
Growe, obs. form of Grow, Grue vA
Growed, obs. and dial. pa. t. and pple. of Grow.
Growel;le, obs. forms of Gruel.
Growelynge, obs. Sc. form of Grovelling.
Growen, obs. inf. and pa. pple. of Grow.
Growende, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grower (grtJu'ai). [f. Grow v. + -er!.]

1. Of a plant (usually with adj. having advb.

force) : One that grows (in the specified way).
1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867I 212 Ye . . pining

graffes, great growers as can bee. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
<V Selv. 128 The waxings and sproutings forth, which are

found in all growers. 1758 Ellis in Phil. Trans. L. 442
Many people, who have been in North America, agree, that

it is but a slow grower there. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
xix. (1813) 333 The balm of Gilead and hemlock sorts [of

pine] are the lowest growers. 1854 S. Thomson Wild El.

111. (ed. 4) 293 The sea-kale, a grower in the sand. 1878 A*.

Thompson''s Gardener's Assist. 694 Eupatorium, a useful

genus of tall . .composite plants ", remarkably free growers.

b. 'The lower part of a growing thorn used in

making hedges, a thick limb of a thorn hedge'

{E. Dial. Diet.).

1829 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 54 A strong grower catching

his knee, he is displaced from his saddle. 189a ' Rusticus
Expectans' in Eield 26 Mar. I.XXIX. 436/3 Mr. C
fell at the first fence, being swept off by a grower.

2. Of a person : One who grows
;
produce).

a 1687 Pettv Pol. Arith. x. (1691) 113 The growers of

Commodities, do commonly trust them to such Merchants
or Factors. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. iii. iv. 11869) I- 4 IG

Its rude produce being charged with less carriage, the

traders could pay the growers a better price for it. 1787
Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 380 Growers, farmers. Great
groovers, capital farmers. 1817 Pari. Debates 784 A. .petition

.. signed by . . respectable growers of wool in the county of

Essex. 1873 C. Robinson N. S. Wales 19 Other growers
state the yield to be at 60 tons [of sugar] for first crop.

Groweth, obs. form of Growth >,

Growf(f )e, obs. forms of Groof.
Growfiyng, obs. Sc. form of Grovelling adv.

Growge, obs. variant of Gkudge.
Grow-graine, obs. form of Grogram.
Growide, obs. pa. t. of Grow.
Growinde, obs. form of Ground sb.

Growing (gr<n<-irj% vbl. sb. [f. Grow v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Grow.
a. in intransitive senses. (Also with up)

C1380 Wyclif.S>/. Wks. III. 34^ J>ei [Apostles], .traveiliden

more bisili to growyng & profiting of be Chirche. 1308

Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. xxx. (1495) 140 The growyng
and fedyng of nayles is lyke to the growynge of here. 1549
Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Pet. 7 The ghospels doc-

tryne hath his principles, it hath his infancy, . . it hath also

his farther growinges. 164a Fuller Holy <y Pro/ St. iv.

x. 288 Thus a Saint of God, like an oke, may be cut down
in a moment ; but how many years was he a growing ! 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. vi. (1840) 105 The growing up of the

corn. 1818 A rt P?-eserv. Feet 182 A nail which bends down-
wards and grows in that position, produces one species of

what is commonly called ' growing into the flesh '. 1862 H.
Spencer First Princ. 11. iv. § 53 (1875) 174 A growing up to

the recognition ofcertain truths. 1869 Morris Earthly Far.

n. 210 In the orchard hangs aloft The purple fig, a-growing
soft. Mod. ' All a-blowing, all a-growing (London flower-

seller's cry),

b. in transitive senses.

1889 Daily News 21 Jan. 5/4 Trial growings of new sorts,

side by side with established varieties.

t 2. Growth ; the faculty, period, or process of

growth. Rarely//. Obs.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 35 Man of soule resonable .. Itch to

beste he hath feling And lich to ties he hath growing, c 1430

Hymns Virg. 19 Wib trees and gras bou 3af us growinge.

1523 Fitzherb. Hush. § 127 If the hedge be of x.or xii. yeres
growing syth it was first set. 1560-1 Bk. Discipline Ch.
Scot. (1621) Pref., To consider the different conditions of
the Kirk in her infancie, in her growing and in her ripe

age.

fb. eoncr. A growth, a crop. Obst

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par, 1 Cor. x\. 13-16 To
whome [womanne] of nature is gyuen a more thicke and
more large growyng of heare, than to the manne. 1722
Wodrow Ch. Hist. 111. iii. II. 76 His Master took from him
Nine Cows . . with all the Crop and Growing of that Year.

1 3. In nonce-uses : a. Interest on money ad-

vanced, b. Advance, progress. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 431 b/i To paye or yelde to them
theyr usure or growyng. 1611 Shaks. Wint, 'P. iv. L 16

Your patience this allowing, I turne my glasse, and giue
my Scene such growing As you had slept betweene.

t 4. Growing-to : see Grow v. 5 b.

5. attrib. and Comb., as gi'otving-age, period,

place , -season, -time; growing-cell, a microscope-

slide on which minute objects are kept growing in

water; growing-pains (see quot. 1886); growing-
point (see quot.) ;

growing-slide ~ growing-cell

-

y

growing weather, weather adapted to further the

growth of plants.

Growing weather might belong to Growing ///. a. (cf.

quot. 1782 there).

1881 H. James Porlr. Lady xxi, A plain muslin gown,
too short for the wearer, and denoting that she was at the

so called *'growing' age. 1867 J. Hogg Mlcrosc. 1. iii. 198

*Growing-cells. 1810 Coleridge Notes <y Led. (1874)

79 In the third [class], as indicating a greater energy ..

yet still with some of the *growing-pains, and the awk-
wardness of growth— I place—Troilus and Cressida [etc.}.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Growing pains, the neuralgic pains

in the limbs which are not uncommon in young persons
during the period of growth. 1896 AllbutPs Syst. Med.
I. 162 New formation and regeneration are continually

taking place during life, even after completion of the

*growing period. 1551 Turner Herbal I. Aivb, Pliny

writeth of the *growyng place of this herbe thus.. This
groweth in the sea. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 138 The
terminal portion of an organ with permanent apical

growth, consisting entirely of primary meristem, is termed
the -Growing Point or 'Punctum Vegetationis '.

_ 1845
Florist's Jml. 61 We advise a decided difference in the

supply at the *growing season and afterwards. 1856 W. B.

Carpenter Microscope 144 A small addition may be_ con-

veniently made to the glass stage-plate, which adapts it for

use as a *Growing-slide. 14. . Nam. in Wr.-Wulcker 736/41

Hoc ver, *groyngtyme. < 1440 Lydg. Secrees 1301 The
growyng tyme and the yong sonne ; I mene the sesoun whan
veer is be gonne. 1794 Trans. Soc. Arts XII. 137 The first

"'growing weather in March and April.

Growing (g™a 'iq),pp/- «• [f- Gbow v. + -jng-.]

That grows, in senses of the vb. (Also with up.)

Crowing pay, 7vages (see quot. 1867).
^900 Rent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 66/23 Uirens /otium,

growende leaf, a 1000 Caedmon's Gen. 890 (Gr.) Hwait
dru^e pu, dohtor . . growendra ^ifa. c 1587 Let. All Souls'

Coll. in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 211 Expences, which, .are to be

defrayed by our woodes as by a growinge treasure. 1590

SrENSER E. Q. 111. ii. 46 If thou may with reason yet represse

The growing evill, ere it strength nave gott. 1631 Weever
Anc. Funeral Mou. 18 Hewne and framed out of the rocke

or growing stone. 1703 Rowe Dlyss. v. i. 1878 Each
moment brings the growing Danger nearer. 1744-50 W.
Ellis Mod. Husbandm. VIII. I. 44 The great Stones that

we call growing Stones, composed of vast Numbers of small

Pebbles that lie in little Cells or Holes. 178a IIarker in -/'/*//.

Trans, LXXII. 282 Soon after April came in, the weather

was fine and growing, sometimes showery. 1783 Burke
Rep. Affairs Did. Wks. XI. 278 This receipt of sums of

money, under colour of gift, seemed a growing evil. 1804

Nelson in Nicholas Disp. (1846) VI. 126 You are to inquire

whether blame is to be attached to any individual for the

said toss, in order that it may be charged against his grow-

ing wages. 1859 Helis Friends in C. Ser. 11. To Kdr. 3

The growing practice of maintaining large standing armies

in times of peace. 1863 Lveli. Antiq. Man 31 It seems ..

to have been surrounded by growing trees. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., Groiving pay, that which succeeds the

dead-horse, or pay in prospect. 1868 Helps Realmah v.

(1869) 87 He has growing up boys to deal with. 1889

Burdon-Sanderson in Nature 26 Sept. 523 A growing
organism is not the same to-day as it was yesterday.

Hence Orowingly adv., increasingly ; Grow'ing-

ness rare, the characteristic quality of a growing

plant ; in quot. fig.
1758 S. Havward Scrm. Introd. 10 Heseems to have been

growingly solicitous to advance the interest of religion.

1869 I. Burns Li/e W. C. Bums iv. (1870) 85 The result

was seen in a growingly heightened tone of moral and
religious life. 187a Contemp. Rtih XIX. 2iiEvery one .

.

must have been growingly persuaded that itsinvestigations

were destined to bring out results of deep interest. 1894

Sat. Rev. 3 Mar. 231 There is a rapid fresh growingness in

it [a novel].

Growl (graul), sb. [f. Ghowl v$]

1. An act of growling ; a low angry guttural sound

uttered by an animal.

1787 Gay Fables 1. xliii. 32 Let him the lion first control,

And still the tiger's famished growl. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.

Hist. (1776) III. 225 When enraged he has a different

growl, which is short, broken, and reiterated. 1843 Macaulay
Lays Anc. Rome, Virginia 222 The growl of a fierce watch-

dog but half-aroused fromsleep. 1884 Manch. Exam. 7 Oct.

5/7 The lowing of the kine, the growls of the camels.

jfa 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. II. 609 The general

voice of the kingdom, however, effectually drowned the

growl of this hateful faction.

h. trans/. Of cannon, an earthquake, thunder,

etc. : A rumble.

1833 J. Martineau Ess., Rev. <y Addr. (1890) I. 10 All
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was quiet on the surface, not a growl was heard, not a
vibration felt. 1859 Helps Frieiuts in C. Ser. 11. II. ii. 41
The solemn growl of philosophic thunder. 1899 Q. Rev.
Apr. 429 The distant growl of cannon.

53. An expression of anger or dissatisfaction uttered

by human beings.

1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Old Benchers I. 'P., Many a
sarcastic growl did the latter cast out. 1853 KlNGSLBY
HyPatia xvi, An ominous growl rose from the mob of

monks. 1884 S. J. Reid Life Syd. Smith xiii. 342 The
muttered growl with which the eclipsed poet relieved his

overcharged feelings.

t Growl, v.1 Obs.rare~ x
. [ad. MDu. growekn,

gruwclen used impersonally in same sense.]

impers. It growls me: I have a feeling of terror

or horror.

1481 Canton Reynard 1 Arb.') 78 That ther sholde ,. suche
wrake be taken therof that hym niyght growle that ever he
sawe hym.

t Growl, v. 2 Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. F. grouiller in

the same sense.] intr. To swarm.
154a Uoall Erasm. Apoph. 158 He dyed of lyce con-

tynually growlyng out of his fleshe as Scylia and Herode
didde.

Growl (graul), v.* Also 8 groul. [Prob. an
echoic formation ; cf. Gubl v.

Exc. for the one instance under 1 a, and one instance of
the vbl. sb. Gholling, the word has not been found before
the 18th c The continuity of the word is doubtful ; it may
however have been preserved in some dialect. Walter
de Bibbysworth (13th c.) uses AF. growler as the dis-

tinctive verb for the cry of the crane \grwe\ and grouler,
grouller occurs in OF. and mod. north-east Fr. with the
sense ' to grumble, scold '. The latter appears to be adopted
fromTeut*. ; cf. MDu., Du., LG., MHG., mod.G. grollen
to growl, to sulk, nurse wrath: see Grill v. 1 But it is

doub.ful whether the Eng. word has any historical con-
nexion with the Fr. or Ger. words.]

1. intr. fa. Of the bowels: To rumble; = Gitkl
v. Obs. rare— 1

. (Cf. GROLLING vbl. sb.)

*jB .Wyclif Serm.inSel. Wks. II. 249 (MS. I) As a mete.,
not defied, .makibmannisbodi to groule [otherMSS. gurle].

b. Of an animal : To utter a low guttural sound,
expressive of rising anger.

1719 Dt: Foe Crusoe 1. ii, He started up growling at first,

but finding his Leg broke fell down again, and then got up
upon three Legs, and gave the most hideous Roar that ever
I heard. 1783 Cowfer Let. 17 June, Wks. (1876) 135 A
surly mastiff will bear perhaps to be stroked, though he
will growl even under that operation. 1836 \V. Irving
Astoria II. 106 The bear, .turned, reared, showed his teeth,
and growled. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1411 He fears To lose
his bone, and lays his foot upon it Gnawing and growling.
Jig. 1848 \V. H. Kelly tr. L. Blattc*s Hist. Ten Y. I. 72
England was growling; Canning was showing his teeth.

1899 A. Lang in Loug/n. Mag. July 281 The cat . . growled
to keep them away, just as newspapers growl at foreign
nations.

c. trans/. Of thunder, etc. : To rumble.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 1134 At first, heard solemn

o'er the verge of heaven, The tempest growls. 1805 WoitDsw.
Waggoner 1. 152 The thunder had begun to growl. 1833 M.
Scott Tom Cringle xvi. (1859) 446 A strong murmuring
noise like the rushing of many waters growled amongst the
ranks. 1864 SKSAT Uhtattds Poems 242 Low growls the
distant thunder.

2. Of persons : a. intr. To murmur angrily.
1707 Reflex, -upon Ridicule 328 He Growls, he Rages, he

Swears. 1714 Gay What dye call it Prelim. Scene, He
would rave .. about a foolish flower *d Handkerchief !— and
then he would groul so manfully. 1782 Mad. D'Arblay
Diary Dec, Though he pretended to growl, he was evi-
dently delighted. 1823 W. Irving Braced. Hall (1823) I.

103 One of those who eat and growl, and keep the waiter
on the trot. 1857 Holland Bay Path v. 69 He's no busi-
ness to growl and talk about money.

b. trans. To utter or express with a growl or in

a growling manner : with simple sb., quoted words,
or clause as obj. Also with out.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 53 p 12 She growls out her discon-
tent. 1784 Cowver Task vi. 376 Each animal, .growled de-
fiance in such angry sort, As [etc.]. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xxiii, llonthron was silent for an instant, then growled out,—
' He is too mighty for me to name \ 1847 Tennyson Prime,
v. 199 Here he reach'd White hands of farewell to my sire,
who growl'd An answer. 1876 E. Jenkins Blot on Queen's
II. 17 A few of the waiters there growled that they were
obliged to play second-fiddle. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iv. 81
Dennis .. continued to growl out criticisms against the
triumphant poet.

Hence {nonce-wds.) Growlsome a., inclined to
growl ; Orowly a., resembling a growl.
1882 L. Keith Alasnams Lady I. 149 You are not as

growlsome as some men I know. 1893 Mary E. Hullah
My Aunt Const. Jane iii. 91 A gruff growl y voice.

Growler (grarrlai). [f. Growl z>.s + -er1.]
1. One who or something which growls.
1753 World No. 7. 38 If these Growlers . . would content

themselves with giving repeated histories of their own ill-

fortunes. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge xxxiv, Haven't you
slept enough, growler? 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Grotulcrs, smart, but sometimes all-jaw seamen, who have
seen some service, but indulge in invectives against re-
strictive regulations, rendering them undesirable men. 1880
Harper's Mag. LX. 622 But the routs and the revelry
were no more agreeable to loyalist growlers like Judge
Jones than to the patriots.

2. slang or colloq. A four-wheeled cab.
1865 M. Collins Who is Heir? II. 231 His servant Norris

followed with his baggage in a 'growler'. 1888 J. Payn
Myst. Mirbridge II. xxii. in A splendid footman . . called
for a four-wheeled cab .

. ; it was the most debauched-looking
' growler ' that ever was seen.

3. The name of certain fishes, a. A species of

black-bass fsee quot.). b. The grunt or pig-fish

{Cent. Diet.).

1880 Gunther Fishes 393 One species from the fresh
waters of the United States {Grystes salmoiioides) . .is known
by the name of ' Growler '.

4. U.S. slang. A vessel in which beer is fetched.

To rush the growler (see quot. 1888).
1888 .V. I". Herald 29 July (Farmer), The employment

by hands in a number of factories of boys and girls, under
ten and thirteen years, to fetch beer for them, or in other
W'ords to rush the growler.

Growlery igrairbri), [f. Growl i».3 + -lky.]

1. Growling, rumbling, or grumbling.
1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 588 At first alow muttering

is heard—a sort of mountain growlery. 1833 Eraser's Mag.
VII. 706 The round-about, hubble-bubble, rumfustianish.

.

roly-poly growlery of style [of Carlyle].

2. (After Dickens's use in Bleak House ) A place

to 'growl' in; jocularly applied to a person's

private sitting room. (Cf. boudoir and den.)
1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. viii, 'Sit down, my dear', said

Mr. Jamdyce ;
' this, you must know, is the Growlery. When

I am out of humour I come and growl here '. 1883 ' Max
O'Rell' John Bull x. 85 Every Englishman has his boudoir
..He calls this place his growlery, a name having the same
meaning as our boudoir. 1887(1. Macdo^md Home Again
ix. 68 Lady Tremaine received him in what she called' her
growlery.

Growling (grau*lirj , vbl. sb. [f. Gbowl &.'•'• +
-IHG1 .] The action of Growl v.''>

1752 Mrs. DeXANY Let. to Mrs. Deiuesin Life # Corr. 131
Many impatiences, disappointments, grumblings and growl-
ings have they cost. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 185 The voice
is hoarse and sometimes resembles the growling of a dog.
1834 R. M. M=Cheyne in Mem, .1872) 467 The increasing
growling of the thunder. 1899 Blackw. Mag. May 796/1
The deep growling of the great bears .. could always be heard.

Growling [gratrlii]
y
ppl. a. [f. Growl z/.3 -j-

-INO-.] That growls.

1705 Vanhhlgh Confed. 11. i, A Husband is a growling
animal. 173s SoMERviiXK Chase 1. 154 Soon as the growl-
ing Pack with eager Joy Have lapp'd their smoaking
Viands. 1825 J. Nicholson 0/>eraf. Mechanic 370 Suffi-

ciently loud to produce the most horrible growling sound
which can be conceived. 1867 R. W. Dale Week-day
Strut, v. 123 Growling thunder and pelting rain.

Hence Growlingly adv., in a growling manner.
1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 176 The nurse. .will once or twice at

most growlingly remove it. 1889 Chamb. Jrnl. 14 Sept. 583/2,
' I'm worried ', returned Snelling growlingly.

T Growme. Obs. In some edd. of Bailey's Diet.

erroneously grown. [Perh. the same word as

Gkoom sb.2] (See quots.)
1601 Act 43 Eliz. c. 10 § 2 No persone or persons . . shall

have keepe or use any manner of Wrinche Ringehead
Growme Rope or other Engine to stretche oi" straine any
roughe and unwroughte Woollen Clothe [etc.]. 1607 Cowel
Infetpr., Growme, anno 43 E. ca. 10. seemeth to be an
engine to stretch wollen cloth withall after it is wouen.

Grown (gr<»in),///. a. [Pa. pple. of Gkow v.,

q. v. for forms.]

1. Advanced in growth ; increased in size, de-

gree, etc.

1340-70 Alex. # Dind. 133 Eueri grene growe tre bat on
J>e ground spronge Hadde bremliche a brid be braunchus
alofte. 1605 Shaks. Math. m. iv. 29 There the growne Ser-
pent lyes, the Worme that's fled. 1616 Rich Cabinet 124 b,

Reason teacheth the Gardner to cut his growne herbes, and
not pull them vp by the rootes. 1692 Lockk Educ. § 37 This
is now so grown a Vice, and has so great Supports, that I

know not whether it do not put in for the Name of Vertue.

2. Arrived at maturity; grown-up. See also

Full-GUown. f Grown years: mature, ripe years.

For examples of the predicative use, see Grow v. 6 b.

1645 J. Cotton Way Ca. New. Eng. 9 The Lords Supper,
whereto persons of growner yeares, and fit to examine
themselves, are invited. 1690 Locke Educ. § 12, I saw lately
a Pair of China Shoes, which I was told were for a grown
Woman.., they would scarce have been big enough for one
of our little Girls. 1734 tr. Roll'tn's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref.

39 The grown and robust men. 1787 ' G. Gambado' Acad.
Horsemen (1809) 14 Instructions to grown horsemen. 1823
Scott in N. <y Q. Ser. ix, (1898) I. 264/1 They are really
fitter for grown people than for children. 1894 Barihg-
Gould Kitty Alone II. 9:, I wish I had . . never cared for
you as a child, never watched over you as a grown girl.

3. Of the sea : Swollen, running high.
1600 Hakluvt Voy. u8io) III. 500 We found the winde

so boystrous and contrary, and the sea so growen. 1730
Caft. W. Wriglksworth MS. Log-bk.oft/ie' LyelF 4 May,
Ayery hollow grown Sea from the N.W. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Wordbk., Grotvn-sea, when the waves have full influence
of a gale.

4. Of corn : That has sprouted in the ear after

reaching maturity.
1699 Poor Mans Plea n The Corn being ill cur'd, was

wet, and grown, and soft, and what not. 1750 \V. Ellis
Country Housew. 8 What we call grown Wheat, in Hert-
fordshire, is that which is damaged in the Field by extra-
ordinary wet Weather .. then . . for want of a free Air and
Sun the Kernels grow and sprout before the Wheat is fit to
be reaped. 1886 T. Hakdy Mayor of Casterbr. v, If any-
body will tell me how to turn grown wheat into wholesome
wheat.

Hence Grownness, the state or condition of
being (over-)grown.
a 1578 Lindesay iPitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 47
He thocht ewer to haue excussit him self for his grownes
and unhabilietie. 1747 Mem. Nutrelnan Court II. 98
From his low stature, and thick growness [sic], she stiled
him, The little great captain of the rabble.

Grown, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grown, erron. form of Growme Obs.

Growncelle, obs. form of Groundsel sb,~

Grownd, obs. form of Ground.
Grownd(e, var. of (or mistake for) ground
Grkund Obs., greyhound.
1473 Sir J. Paston in Past. Lett. No. 732 III. 102 As for

the brace of growndes.

Growne, obs. variant of Gu< IN.

Grownsel 1, -swell, obs. forms of Groundsel.
Grownte, rare obs. form of Grant v.

Grown Up, ppl a. and sb. [See Grow v. 13.]

A. pfl. a. Having reached the age of maturity
;

adult.

1^33 Massinger Guardian v. iv, Denying A grown-up
maid the modest conversation Of men. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi
fount. France I. 103 She had her three grown-up sons
standing round her. 1798 Malthus I'ipul. (1817) II. 25
Labour appropriate to grown-up persons. 1849 Sir G C.
Lewis Lett. (1 870.1 209 In politics they seem to be nothing
but a set of grown-up children.

B. sb. A grown-up person; an adult.

1813 Jane Austen Lett. (1884) II. 208 They bring Isabella
and one of the grown-ups. 1865 Dickens A/wr". Fr. 11. i, No
children for me. Give me grown-ups. i8gz Fukmvall
Hoccleve^S Aim. Poems I. Forewords 48 ' May we children
have the boat all to ourselves? None of you grown-ups '.

attrib. 1799 Han. More Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 166 The
approach of her first grown up ball. 1870 .Miss Bridgman
Ro. Lynne II. xiii. 283, I may wear grown-up dresses in

future.

Hence Grown-up-ness.
i86z Mrs. Steid Last Years Ind. 7 Rejoicing in their

strength and grown-up-ness.

Grows e, obs. form of Grouse.
Growsome (gro'u'svm), a. dial. [f. Grow v.

+ -NOMK.] a. Of an animal : Apt to grow. b.

Of the weather: Favourable to growth. Hence

f Growsomeness.
1579 J. Jones Preserv. Bodiefy Soule 1. xviii. 32 A great

helpe vnto growsomnesse, largenesse, and talnesse. 1863
{Staffordsh, Cottage), Our pig is such a growsome lutle

thing; it will eat anything. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss, s. v.,

' It's growsome weather noo '.

Growsome, obs. form of Gruesome.
Growt, obs. form of Grout.

Growth. 1 (g'^ll
)>,. Aiso6grothe, groweth,6-7

grouth, (7 groath, grought . [f. Grow v. + -th.

OX. had grodr (genh. gro<)rar) m\(\gro'de wk. masc]
1. The action, process or manner of growing

;

both in material and immaterial senses; vegetative

development ; increase.

1587 Goi.ding De Mornay viii. 117 Should we rather
graunt an euerlasting iunornnce in man, than a kynd of
youthfulnesse which hath learned things according to the
growths thereof in ages? 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1062 This bas-

tard graff shall never come to growth. 1599 Hakluvt Voy.
To Rdr. ** i b, The beginnings, antiquities, and growth of
the clas>ical and warreiike shipping of this Island. 1604
Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 14 When I haue pluck 'd thy Rose, I can-
not giue it vital! growth againe, It needs must wither. 1615
Chapman Odyss. x. 101 [My men] worse did beare Their
growing labours; that they causd their grought [rime-ivd.

thought], By selfe-willd follies. 1653 Holcroft Eroccpius
1. 19 The saltness of the water hindring the grouth of any
thing but salt. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., The growtli of
Anabaptism, 1667 Pepys Diary 18 May, My wife whose
growth in musique do begin to please me mightily. 1677
Temple Ess. Goat Wks. 1720 I. 137 In preventing the

frowth of this Disease, where it is but new. a 1682 Sir T.
ErOWNE Tracts 7 Ivy being of no swift growth. 1719 Die

Foe Crusoe 11. iii, The growth of the trees and hedges. 1781
CowPER Charity 578 Exuberant is the shadow it supplies,

Its fruit on earth, its growth above the skies. 1851 Car-
penter Man. Phys. (ed. 2! 23 Plants obtain the chief mate-
rials of their growth from water and carbonic acid, i860
Tyndall Glac. 11. ix. 269 The snow which falls upon the
glacier proper can contribute nothing to its growth or per-

manence. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Lomm. 93 Barley, oats,

and rye may be measured in their daily growth. 1873
Weales Diet. Terms (ed. 4) Growth of water, in mining,
the accumulation of water in the levels of a mine. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 276 Simultaneous with their [the

faculties'] growth in man a growth of language must be
supposed. 1891 Speaker 2 May 534/1 The growtli of educa-
tion and the spread of scientific training.

b. Of (such or such) growth : having a specified

place of origin or production. Said primarily of

vegetable products, hence trans/, of immaterial

things.

1657 Burton's Diary (1S2B) I. 325 Resolved, that for every
ton of wine, not of the growth of Spain, there be paid 61.

1684 Col. Rec. Peunsylv. I. 108 To ad to y
u same bill, not

being of the natural groath of the province. 1700 Dryden
Fables Pref, *D 1 b, I had thought for the Honour of our
Nation . . that this Story was of English Growth, and Chau-
cer's own. 1781 COWPSH 'Truth 515 Is virtue then, unless of

Christian growth, Mere fallacy, or foolishness, or both ? 1822

Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Artif. Comedy, Affection's depth and
wedded faith are not of the growth of that soil. 1879 Jas.

Grant in CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 95/1 Specimens of
plants, most of which were of foreign growth.

2. Stnge in the process ofgrowing ; size or stature

attained by growing. Obs. exc. in full growth.
1557 Totters Misc. 128 A graffe of so small grothe.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IP', 1. ii. 180 A Wassell-Candle, my
Lord ; all Tallow : if I did say of wax, my growth would
approue the truth. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner
I v b, Swines Flesh. Nor olde, nor thinne ; but of a full

groweth. 1638 Sue T. Hkrbekt Trav. (ed. 2) 322 The
Elephant is for growth and understanding chiefest, of un-

\
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reasonable Animalls. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav.
147 Serpents .. of so extraordinary a growth, that there are
Serpents have swallowed children and sheep intire. 1672
Petty Pol. Anat. (1691) 54 An Ox is come to its full growth
at 6 years old. 1678 Dryden Allfor L<rve iv. i, Men are
but Children of a larger growth, a 1732 (}a\ Acisty Galatea
11. 13 Bring me a hundred Reeds of decent Growth, To make
a Pipe for my capacious Mouth. 1781 Cowper Truth 115
Pride has attained its most luxuriant growth. And poisoned
every virtue in them both. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Aturn.

Kingd. (ed. 4) 453 Between the shell and the exterior of the
body, where they remain until the embryo attains its full

growth.

3. The process of causing or assisting to grow;
production by cultivation. Chiefly qualified by
possessive pronoun.
1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 130 Chiron, the four-Iegg'd Bard,

hath both A Beard and Tayl of his own Growth. 1697 Dry-
den Virg. Georg. Ded. Kadfin.), The happy Old Coricyau .

.

whose Fruits and Salads . . were all of his own growth, and
his own Plantation. 1726 Shelvockb Voy. round IVorld

(1757) 116 Every family has all the necessaries of life of its

own growth and produce. 1890 ' Rolf Boldrewood* Col.

Reformer (1891) 214 A yeoman class, .could use these great
levels for the gro th of certain semi-tropical crops.

4. cotter. That which grows or has grown; pro-

duce, product ; said both of material and imma-
terial things.

1580 Lease in Collect. (O. H. S) I. 236 Those their woods
underwoods growths shawes. 1671 Temple Ess. Const, fy

Interests Empire VVks. 1731 I. 8j The State of Holland, in

point both of Riches and Strength, is the most prodigious
Growth that has been seen in the World. 1715 Land. Gas.
No. 5378/4, 200 Hogsheads of Claret, the best Growths in

France. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 126 Man seems the only
growth that dwindles here. 1861 M- Pattison Ess. (1889) 1.

32 If anyone part of the English system rather than another
could be claimed as a modern growth, it is her foreign

policy. 1873 W. M. Thomson Land fy Bk. xiv, 199 Some
of our missionary band . . have counted the growths (as we
Western people call the annual concentric circles) for a few
inches into the trunk of the oldest cedars. 1876 E. Mki.lor
Priesth. ii. 75 Sacerdotalism was a growth traceable to a
concurrence of influences some of which were wholly inno-

cent. 1885 U. S. Grant Mem. I. xx. 273 Marshy ground
covered with a heavy growth of timber. 1890 Daily News
14 Oct. 2/3 Hops contracted for some time previous to the
picking of the growth.

b. Path. Often spec, a morbid formation.

1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 125A The property of infiltra-

tion has been ascribed to other Growths be-ides Cancer.

1899 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. X. 182 His head was
covered with papillomatosis growths in various stages.

5. attrib. and Comb., as growth-condition

;

f growth-halfpenny (see quot.) ;
growth-line

Phys., a line indicating a sta^e of growth.
1890 Daily News 12 Sept. 5/3 Grave men of science who

are investigating., the *growth conditions offish in Scottish

waters. 1676 Cot.es, *Growth halfpaiy, paid (in some
places! for tythe of every fat beast, Ox and other unfruitfull

cattel. So Phillips (ed. Kersey) 1706, and Bailey 1736-92.

1857 Gosse Creation 218 On each of the scutal valves in this

individual I can count about 260 *growth-lines.

Hence Growthfol a., full of growth; capable of

growing ; Growthless a., having no growth, desti-

tute of growth; f Growthsome a.
t
productive,

fertile.

1610 W. Folkincham Art ofSurvey I. x. 32 The Tilthe.

.

growes so growthsome that it yeeldes an after-math. 1674
N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 186 You cannot dig many spades
in mold or growthsom earth, before you come at a dead
soyl. 1824 in Harp of Reufreivsh. (1873) Ser. n. 97 From
its growthless tree I'd dangle like the bell. 1849 J. Hamil-
ton Mem. Lady Colquhoun ii. (1850) 58 We see how much
more growthfnl is a lowly commencement, if genuine. 1879

J. Todhuntek Alcestis 108 A weak, snd, cowering, joyless,

growthless shade. 1882 Amer. Missionary Dec. 372 The
church work, .has been steady, growthful, and encouraging.

+ Growth. '. dial. Obs. Also 6 grath. 8 grooth.

[a. ? ON.*£r</3-rcorresponding toOlLgni'd ( ulva'.]

(See quot. 1 507-8.)
1507-8 in Boyle Hist. Ihdon (1895) p. c, Inter le Halff ebbe

mark in le Grath meter in Humbr'. [Ibid. Gloss, p. ccxvii,
' Grath meter(e\ growth meter. Growth is the name used in

the Humber district for the foreshore lying between the river

embankment and highwater mark, because covered by a
growth of coarse grass. A 'meter' is a mark or boundary.]

1741 MS. Court Roll, Burstudck {York), Pasture in New-
forth and in the Grooth in Preston. 1773 Pres'on fuel.

Act 22 The salt end of a certain piece of ground, .called the

hay marsh, lying between the New Hank and the River
Humber, together with the growths thereunto belonging.

Growthy (£iv7"-bn, a. heal. [f. OR' wth sb.

+ -y 1
.] a. Promoting growth. b. Of good

growth ; capable of growing to a large size.

a. 1768 Ross Helenorc (1789) 65 And now the sun to the

hill-heads gan speal, Spreading on treesand plants a growthy
heal. 1812 Souter Agric. Sun'. Banffs. App. 59 Sandy
fields., .being.. warm and gTowthy, soon entertain the com-
munications of the dung. 1888 Scot. Leader 3 May 2 [At

Edinburgh.) We have had a week of good 'growthy'
weather, which has given a new appearance to the country.

b. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Growthy, . .luxuriant

.. ; of vegetables, growing crops, etc. 1884 West. Morn.
News 9 Aug. 1/5 The Bullocks are good growthy Devons.
1886 C. Scott Sheep-Farming 166 Such [lambs] are not de-

sirable, and neither are those that do not appear to be
growthy.

Growyd, -yn : see Grow v.

G-rowze, obs. form of Groose v., to shiver.

Groy, groyf, obs. Sc. and north, f. Grow.
t Groyl, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [? ad. F. grouiller to

move, swarm.] intr. To move, make one's way.
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1583 Stanyhurst JEneis lit. (Arb.) 92 His tusk grimlye I

gnashing, in seas far waltred, he groylet h [L. graditur].

So f Groyl sb., f one who is always on the move.
1583 Stanyhurst sEneis iv. (Arb.) 100 Fame the groyl

vngentil, then whom none swifter is extant.

Groyn, obs. pa. pple. of Grow v.

Groyne (groin), sb. Also 9 groin, groyn.
[Of obscure origin : perh. identical with Groin

j

sb. 1
; cf. the use of OF. groin (lit. 'snout') in

the sense of a projection of rock, promontory.]
A framework of timber, or now sometimes a low

j

broad wall of concrete or masonry rim out into the

sea, for the purpose of arresting the washed-up
sand and shingle and thus raising a barrier against '

the encroachment of the sea.

158a Calendar State Papers (1865) 44 A groyne to be made
for the defense of the pier [at Dover]. 1593-5 Norden Spec,

j

Brit., M'sex 1. Prepar. 22 Greenwich, .rather it is Groyne-
wich, a towne neere or vpon the Groyne: for a Groyne 1

it is that is made for *a defence against the force of water.
1808 Ann, Reg. 128 Their new groynes do not project far

enough into the sea. 1872 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 11. xx. 533
Since the Point of Dungeiiess has advanced, forming a great

|

natural groin, it intercepts the shingle which formerly
travelled eastward, and was accumulated by artificial groins I

at Hythe. 1887 E. J. Goodman 'Poo Curious xvi, Where
I

the huge timber piles of a groyne intersected a portion of
the beach.

transf. 1872 Dixon Sivilzers iv. 33 A groyne of slabs and I

stones is thrown along the higher rim, but slantwise from
\

the alpine scam (as we in England groyne the sea), to turn
j

all floods of ram and rolling earth and stones aside.

Groyne (groin), v. [f. prec] trans, a. To
;

build groynes or breakwaters against the sea.
j

b. To furnish with groynes or breakwaters.
1872 [see Groyne sb. (transf.)]. iSSgSussex Daily News \

4 June 3/3 The first thing necessary is to build up a pro-
tecting wall .. and then groyne the beach.

Groyne, obs. variant of Groin.

Groyning (groi'nin), vbl. sb. [f. Groyne v.

+ -ING 1
.] The building of groynes ; an arrange-

ment or system of groynes.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Groining, a peculiar mode

of submarine embankment ; a quay run out transversely to

the shore. 1889 Sussex Daily Neivs 4 June 3/3 Wherever
groyning stopped it ceased to have any protecting influence.

Groyt, obs. form of Groat.
Groze, Grozer, var. ff. Gross v., Groser.
Grozet: see Gboset.

t Gro*zier. Obs. In 4-5 groser, 7 grosier.

[In F. gre'soir, grugeoir, f. griser (17th c. groizer),

gritger to trim glass), to break with the teeth,

a. lJu. gruizen (see next). The Kng. word may be
formed on a vb. *groze adapted from the Du.
word.] - Grozixg-iuon i.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 307 In custodia Vitriarii

. .4grosers. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11 1. ix. 385/1 A Double
Grosier, and a Sloping Knife all in one peece. i847[seencxt],

Grozing-iron (gr^uzirj di*am). Alsogrosing-.
[Formed alter Du. gruisijzer, f. gruis- stem of

gruizen to trim glass, to crush, f. gruis fragments.]

1 1. A tool in the form of nippers formerly used

by glaziers in cutting glass. Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. ix, 384 '2 An Instrument

used by the Glaciers, being a Working or Stopping Knife at

one end, and a Nipper at the other, and is termed a Knife,

and Grosing Iron conjoined in one. 18*3 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 422 Glaziers formerly cut their glass out with

an instrument called a grozing-iron. 1847 Gloss. Heraldry,
Grater, or Glaziers' nippers, called also Grazier [7 mistake
for Grozier], and Grosing-iron : a tool used by glaziers and
borne by their company. 1847 C. Winston A tic. Glass Paint'

ing I. 27 The pieces of glass were .. reduced to the exact

shape required, by chipping away their edges with an iron

hook, called in Theophilus ' grosiaruin ferrum', and at the

present day a grazing iron.

2. An iron tool terminating in a bulb, which, when
heated, is used for smoothing the solder joints of

lead pipes.

1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 629 These grozing-

irons are of several sizes, generally about twelve inches in

length. 1847 Smkaton Builders Man. 132 The solder em-
ployed by the plumber, .is run into the joint in a liquefied

state; alter which it is smoothed down by a grozing-iron

heated almost to redness.

Gru : see Gkue.
Grub (gwb), sb. Forms : 5 grobbe, grubb3,

7 grubb, 6- grub. [?f. Grur #.]

1. The larva of an insect, esp. of a beetle ; a

caterpillar, maggot ; also (now dial.), a worm.
c 1420 Pallad. on llusb. vii. 63 Benys . . vpplucked sone, !

maad clene, and sette vp wel refrigerate, ffrom grobbis saaf
|

wol kepe vp their estate. 1486 Bk. St. Albans A iv. If the

frounce be wex as greete as a note Than ther is a grubbe
ther in. ?a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) vii. 227 The
dirte is so deepe. and the grubbs thereon doe creepe. 1593
Shaks. Rom. <V Jul. v. iii. 126 What Torch is yond that

vainley lends his light To grubs, and eyelesse Sculles? 1607
— Cor. v. iv. 11-12 There is differency between a Grub &
a Butterfly; yet your Butterfly was a Grub, a 1653 G.

Daniel Idyll iii. 169 The World's an Ant-hill, and the little

Grubbs Stocke themselves warme. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. 1. 28 That Spumeous froth or dew which .. we call .

Cuckow-Spittle, . . in which you shall always find a little

Grub, or Animal. 1669 Phil Trans. IV. 914 He affirms,

that Timber-trees fell'd, when the wind is in the West, . . will
j

keep them free from grubs, (as they call it) i.e. from being

worm-eaten. 1688 K. Holme Armoury n. 204/1 TheGrub
,

is a general term for the smaller worms that breed in the 1

GRUB.
Earth. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 63 The
history of grubs changing into their corresponding winged
animals. 1784 Cowper Task v. 90 The very rooks and daws
forsake the fields, Where neither grub, nor root, nor earth-
nut, now Repays their labour more. 1796 C. Marshall
Garden, xv. (1813) 242 Those lettuces in the open ground
are often destroyed by grubs lurking about the roots.

1859 R. THOMPSON Gardener's Assist. 571 The grub of
another insect (Byturus tomentosusi is very frequently
found in the fruit. 1883 Encycl. Amer. I. 138/2 The White
Grub {Lachnostemafnsca Froh.) . . is the larva of the well-
known ' May-bug ' or ' June-bug '. 1887 .S". Cheshire Gloss.,

Grub, any kind of worm except the largest.

fig- 1837 Macaulay Ess., Bacon (1880) 356 He was now
in a chrysalis state, putting off" the worm and putting on the
dragon-fly, a kind of intermediate grub between sycophant
and oppressor. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xl, He. knelt
down a grub, and rose a butterfly. John Chester, Esquire,
was knighted and became Sir John.
2. contemptuous, fa. A short, dwarfish fellow.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1753 And slike a dwinyng, a dwa^e,
& a dwer^e as J>i-selfe, A grub [Dubl. MS. grab], a grege
out of grace. 1602 Cakew Cornwall 63 John Romaine, a
short clownish grub, would l>eare the whole caikase of an
oxe, and yet neuer tugged with him. z6n Cotgr., Rabongrj,
.. a grub, counterfeit, short or short-necked crooke-backe.
1706 Phillips ( ed. Kersey), Grub, a Dwarf, or short Fellow.

b. A person of mean abilities, a dull industrious

drudge, a literary hack ; in recent use, a person of

slovenly attire and unpleasant manners.
I(553 V rqi'hart Rabelais 1. Prol.6 So saith aTurlupin or a

new start-up grub ofmy books. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.
xxx. (1804) 198 This miserable grub [the captain's clerk]

who had been an attorney's boy. 1771 — Humph. CI.

10 June, A dull author generally distingui>hes himself by
some oddity or extravagance. For this reason, I fancy that
an assembly of Grubs must be very diverting. 1796 Mary
Robinson Angelina I. 71 Is it not a scandal to humanity
that such an illiterate grub as Sir Edward should feed on all

the luxuries of life? 1838 D« Quincey Shaks. Wks. (1863)

XV. 7 Mr. Nahum Tate:—This poor grub of literature.

1896 Du Maurier Martian (\Zq%) 390 Clubs have a way of

blackballing grubs—especially grubs that are out of the
common grubby.

t c. V A money-grubber. Obs. [C(. Du. dial.

(Gelderland) grobbe in the same sense.]

a 1681 J. Lacy Sauny tJte Scot iv. (1698 1 31 'Tis the Old
Grub, Woodall. What shall we do with him?

d. dial. A small dirty child.

•11845 Hood Clubs iii, The Cook's a hasher—nothing
more— The Children noisy grubs. 1888 Berksh. Gloss. s.v.,

A dirty little child is called 'a young grub'.

e. U.S. A hard-reading student.

1847 D. A. Wells & S. H. Davis Sk. Williams College

76 A man must not be ashamed to be called a 'grub' in

college, if he would shine in the world. 1851 li. H. Hall
College Words, Grub, a hard student. Williams College.

t 3. (See quot. 1706 and cf. maggot.) Obs.

1681 Flatman Heraclitus Rideus No. 42 (1713^ II. 22,

I thought my Song might have removed your Grubs; but I

see some Marks still of Melancholy upon you. IMftPmLUM
(ed. Kersey), Grub, . . a capricious Humour or Whimsey.

b. Phr. To ride grub, be up a grub (dial.) : to

be sulky or bad-tempered. (Cf. Grubby 4.)

1785 Grose Diet. I'ulg. Tongue s.v., To ride grub, to l>e

sullen or out of temper. 1840 SpOBDKHS Snjbpl, to Eorby

U858! 20 ' To be up a grub ',
' to ride grub ', is to l>e out of

temper, morose, [(.f. 1847-78 Halliwell s. v., The grubs
bite him hard, i. e. he is sulky. East.]

4. (See quots.)

1731 Bailey vol. II, Grubbs .. a kind of white, unctuous,

little pimples or tumours, rising on the face, chiefly on the

Aim of the nose. 1833 in Cycl. Pratt. Med. I. 27/2 They
[pimples of acne follicutaris] are commonly known by the

name of .. grubs.

5. Cricket. A ball bowled along the ground.

1894 Asti.ey 50 Years Life I. 63 We had a private who
could bowl fast left-hand grubs. 1896 Blackiv. Mag. Apr.

581 Abe Hollo well bowled really good grubs on occasion.

6. slang. Yood or provender of any kind.

1659 Anc. Poems, Ball., etc. (Percy Sod 22 Let's joyne
together ; Tie pass my word this night Shall yield us grub,

before the morning light. 1691 Pot. Ballads (i860) II. 20

This weasel, .to get him some grub,. .and a little good bub.

1781 G. Parker View Society I. xxii. 171 How did you
procure your Grub and Hub? 1813 Cou FIawkkr Diary
(1893* 1. 68 The boys, .finished the evening with some prime

grub, swizzle, and singing. 1833 Marrvat/'. .S'/;////c(i863)

147 How you'll relish your grub by and by ! 1880 K. Fn /.-

Gkkald Lett. (1889) I. 456, I and my Reader Boy were

going into the Pantry for some grub. 1889 ' Rolf Boldre-
wood' Robbery under Anns (1890) 177 We had brought

some grub with us and a bottle of grog.

b. A feed.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. vii, Twice as good a grub as

we should have got in the hall.

7. U.S. A root left in the ground after clearing.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Grubber, a machine or tool to

pull grubs ; that is, stumps and roots of bushes, saplings,

and small trees. 1888 Sci. Amer. 21 Apr. 247 The John
Cornelius Grub and Stump Puller.

8. attrib. and Comb., as (sense V grub-destroyer,

-destroying, -hunter, -hunting, -skin; grub-like

adj. ;
(sense 6) grub-box, -shop

;
grub-plank US.,

'refuse plank used in fastening together the parts of

a lumber-raft' {Cent. Diet.)', grub-stake U.S.

Miningslang, ' the outfit, provisions, etc. furnished

to a prospector on condition of participating in the

profits ofany find he may make; a lay-out' {Ibid.)
;

hence grub-stake vb. trans., to furnish with grub-

stake ;
grub-worm = sense 1. also contemptuous.

1887 Fakrell How He Died 68 There's not much in the

£rub*box, but I've never turned a man off without a feed.
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1894 R. E. Sharps Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. (1896) I. 26 Its

[the starling's] good deeds as a *grub-destroyer are apt to

be forgotten. 1863 Atkinson Sianton Grange 78 Anybody
would have mentioned the sparrow as a worker at *grub-
destroying. 1797 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ode to Sir J. Banks
Wks. 1812 III. 459 The King of Men May make the Knight
a *grub-hunter agen And bid him mind his butterflies and
hammer. 1870 Lowell Amongmy Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 320 The
regular occupation of*grub-hunting is as tame and wearisome
as another. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 54 A
*grub-like concretion of mucus. 1874 Lubbock Orig. $ Met.
Ins. i. 18 Apod grub-like larvae. 1840 Thackeray Barber
Cox in Comic Almanack 25 ' That's the *grub-shop ', said

my lord, 'where we young gentlemen wot has money buys
our wittles, and them young gentlemen wot has none, goes
tick'. 1849 Hare Serin. II. 76 You are not to. .furl up your
wings, and wrap yourself up in your cast-off *grub-skin.

1885 Butterworth Zig-zag Journ. West. States 309 What
is roughly termed a ' *grub stake '. 1895 Forum (N. Y.) June
475 The prospector with his led horse, loaded with grub-
stake, blankets, pick, and pan. 1890 Gunter Miss Nobody
ix. 100 He *grub-staked us and we used to work on the

TilUe mine together. 1752 Smart Hitliad 1. 115 Moths,
mites, and maggots, fleas (a numerous crew), And gnats
and *grub-worms crowded on his view. 1807-8 \V. Irving
Salmag. (1824) 134 Giblet was as arrant a grub-worm as ever
crawled.

Hence Grubbed a., infested with grubs ; Grub-
bing, vbl.sb., infestation by grubs.

1843 Jrul. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 1. 125 When turnips have
what is termed a ' grubbed ' appearance, it has been
attributed to the larva; of these little beetles. 1844 Stephens
Bk. ofFarm II. 591 They [the grub larva;] attack different

kinds of corn, especially oats, the effects of grubbing 111

which are well known to every farmer. Ibid. 592 Every
loose turf clod on a grubbed field of oats.

t Grub, a. Obs. rare— 1

. = Gkubby a. 3.

1717 D'Urfey Fills (1719) II. 315 The Taylor with grub
Beard and Crimson Nose.

Grub (g r»b), v. Forms : (4 groube), 4-5
grobbe, 4-6 grube, grubbe, 6~ grub. [Perh.

repr. OE. *grybban :—prehistoric *grubbjan, f.

OTeut. *grub- ablaut-variant of *grc&- to dig,

Grave z-.i ; cf. ON. gryfja wk. fern, pit, hole,

OHG. grubilon to dig, search ,mod.G. griibeln to

pursue over-subtle meditations), MDu. grobben
(once) to scrape together (money), Du. grobbelen

to root, feel about for something. For the phono-
logy cf. stub repr. OE. slybb, shrub repr. OE. scrybbJ]

1. trans. To dig superficially ; to break up the

surface of (the ground) ; to clear (ground) of roots

and stumps. Also with up. Said occas. of animals
' rooting'.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6747 Theif hus brecand, or gruband

frund. 157* Lament. L. Scott, in Sc. Poems iSthC. II. 251
e suld your ground grube with simplicitie. 1603 Florio

Montaigne in. xiii. 635 As the ground the more it is

crumbled, broken, and deepely remoued or grubbed vp, be-
commeth so much more fertile. 1653 H. Cqgan tr. Pinto's
Trav. xxxi. 122 These serve to manure grounds that are
newly grubb'd. 1698 Kroger Voy. 126 Since the Island
has been grubbed up, they have begun to grow more
healthy. 1786 Burns Bard's Epil., Whether thy soul Soars
fancy's flights beyond the pole, Or darkling grubs this

earthly hole. 1798 Malthus Po/ul. (1817) 1. 165 Vast tracts

of land lay in their original uncultivated state, having never
been grubbed up or cleared. 1827 Montgomery Pelican
1st. vi. 275 Like the swine That grubb'd the turf. 1840
Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. I. Spectre Tappington, Some
workmen employed in grubbing an old plantation. 1869
Mrs. Meredith Tasman. Mem. 10 A bit of land all grubbed
and clear'd too. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 11 Batz
whose Saxons grub Ihe ground for crystals.

T 2. To dig round the roots of (a plant). Obs.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. v. (Skeat) 1. 92 See now how,

seven yere passed and more, have I graffed and groubed
a vyne ; and with al the wayes that I coude I sought to
a fed me of the grape. 1513 Douglas /Eneis Mil, ix. 76
Saturne .. Tawcht thame to grub the wines, . . and saw the
cornys, and 30k the cart.

3. To dig up by the roots, to root up, uproot

:

esp. with upj less commonly out. Also trans/,

andfig.
IS55-8 Phaer JEntid 11. Eiv, Like as on the mountayn

top, some auncient oke to fall The plowmen with their axes
strong do striue, and twibles tall To grubbe, and round
about hath hewd. 1558 lip. Watson Sev. Sacram. xviii.

113 Wyth good hope of pardon, the roote of Desperation
beyng cleane grubbed oute. 1609 Holland .-iww. Marcell.
xxx. xl 394 Papyrius chaunced to espie a shrub hard by,
and caused it to be grubbed up. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VII'/,

v. i. 23 The fruite she goes with I pray for heartily, .but for
the Stocke . . I wish it grubb'd vp now. 1640 Shirley .9/.

Patrick iv. n, We will redeem our rashness, By grubbing
up these Christians, that begin To infect us and our kingdom.
1658-* Burton's Diary (1828 III. 321 Commonwealth was
a good title, but grubbed up by the title of Chief Magistrate.
1664 Evelyn Sylva iii. § 13 (1679) 23 The very stumps of
Oak, especially that part which is dry,.. being well grubb'd,
is many times worth the pains and charge, for sundry rare,
and hard works, a 1697 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719)
III. 328 A kind of Stony Coal, .he found bv grubbing up
the Roots of an old Oak. 1719 D'Urfey Pitlt II. 165
A Country Bumpkin that Trees did grub. 1807 E. S. Bar-
rett Rising Sun II. 86 To lay the axe to the root of
decency, and to grub up morality. 1819 Crabbe T. ofHall
iv. 81 Look at that land,—you find not there a weed, We
grub the roots, and suffer n»ne to seed. 1831 Macaui.ay
Hampden Ess. (1889) 203 The mutilated defenders of liberty
. .manfully presented the stumps of their ears to be grubbed
out by the hangman's knife. i88x Whitehead Hops 8
Modern hop-planters have remorselessly grubbed the male
plants. 1888 Inglis Tent Life Tigerland 140 Jungles, .in
which the huge grey tusker grunts suspiciously as he grubs
up his meal of roots.

t b. To pluck out (hair) by the roots. Also absol.
ci3«o R. Brunne Medit. 972 My body y 3ave to men

smytyng And also my chekes to men grubbyng. 1633 T.
Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 16 Yet I would not have men. .to
grub their beards, yea, their very chins.

4. With ttp
y
out: To extract by digging. Also

transf. and fig.
c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 29 To grobbe vp metal

lurkynge in dirkenesse. 1840 Cobbett Advt. Fr. Gram.,
1 had learnt Erench without a master. I had grubbed it

out, bit by bit. 1842 Motley Corr. (1889) I. iv. 102, I..
began grubbing up antiquities. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy
i. x6 He pulled forth his hand which had been grubbing up
his prizes from the bottom of his pocket.

f 5. ? To ' dig ' (something) into a surface. Obs.
1607 Dekker Westw. Hoe u. 1, Iustt. She leanes somewhat

too hard vppon her pen yet. Hony. Then she grubs her
pen. lusti. Its but my paines to mend the neb agen.

6. intr. To dig. in recent use, connoting the

idea of mean or grovellingly laborious occupation.
a 1350 Finding Cross 267 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

60 Fast grubed bai bore obout ; So depe bn.i grubbed & so
fast, Thre crosses fand bai at be last, c 1380 Wyclif Serm.
Sel. Wks. II. 208 Crist, gardener of bis vine?erde, grubbide
inne and dongide it. c 1400 Sege Jerusalem (E. E. T. S.)

64/1108 With mynours K: masouns; myne bey bygonne,
Grobben faste vndir be grounde. c 1440 Pronip. Parv.
217/1 Grubbyn' yn the erthe, fodico. c 1460 Fortescue Abs.
<5> Lim. Mon. iii. (1885) 114 'thai be arted bi necessite so to

wacch, labour, and grubbe in the ground for thair susten-
aunce, that their nature is much wastid. 1794 Mathias
Purs. Lit. (17981 256, I look for no pasture in the fields of
Ministers or of Booksellers : nor would I be turned out ..to

grub and delve in Mr. Pitt's Straw-yard. 1800 Addison
Amer. Law 294 M'Innes sent a man to this place who
grubbed a week. 1864 Mrs. A. Gatty Parables fr. Nat.
Ser. iv. 6 Many were the hours he had spent . . grubbing in

the old black soil. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xv. (1888)

137, 1 met plenty of people, grubbing in little miserable fluids.

b. transf. Of animals : To root, search for some-
thing in the earth, etc.

1647 Tkapp Comm. Mark ix. 46 Having worms ever
grubbing and gnawing upon the entrails. 1845 Alb. Smith
Fort. Scatterg. Fan/, xiii. (1887) 138 [He] was. .making the
animal crawl upon its knees after him, with its nose grub-
bing in the sawdust. 1862 Miss Yohge C'tess Kate ix. (1880)
96 A hole that looked as if an old hen had been grubbing
in it. 1867 F. Francis Angling iii. u88o) 79 The carp .

.

might be seen rolling and grubbing all around the hook.

7. transf. &at\fig. To search in an undignified,

abject, or grovelling manner ; to rummage.
1800 CoLQUHOUN Comm. Thames u. 67 These miserable

beings . . grub in the River at low water for old Ropes,
Metals, &c 1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 97 Coleoptera
are more scarce, as I cannot grub for them myself for fear
of centipedes. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Swedeuborg
Wks. (IJohn) I. 314 Such a boy . . goes grubbing into mines
and mountains,, .to find images fit for.. his versatile, .brain.

1855 E. Forbes Lit. Papers xi. 280 [They] were too absorbed
in the delights of their own peculiar pursuits to think of
grubbing for lucre. 1884 A. Lang in Century Mag. Jan.
325/2 Grubbing among Roman remains and relics. 1886
Mallock Old Order Changes II. 50 Meanwhile, however,
he had been grubbing about in his bag. 1895 C. R. U.
Barrett Survey \\. 53 Grubbing about in the oldest .. part
of the building, I found, .four pieces of Norman, .moulding.

8. Chiefly with on, along, away : To lead a meanly
plodding or grovelling existence ; to live labor-

iously or ploddingly, to toil, ' fag'.

1735 Dyche & Pardon Diet., Grub., to go on in a
mean, servile, covetous, nasty Way or Manner of Living.
1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide viii. 33 We may grub on with-
out it through Life, I suppose. 1809 Mrs. Miteord in
L'Estrange Friendships Miss M. (1882) I. Introd. 18, I must
grub away all the evening to get it accomplished. 1852
Dickens Bleak Ho. \, We both grub on in a muddle. 1862
G. Meredith Mod. Love, etc. Juggling Jerry x, I, lass,

have lived no gipsy, flaunting Finery, while his poor help-
mate grubs. 1868 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 401, 1 was grubbing
away at an article for the North American. 1894 'J. S-

Winter ' Red-coats 10 This sort of thing isn't living— it's

only grubbing along from day to day. 1895 E. Angl. Gloss.,

Grub, to pick up a living in mean, haphazard ways.

9. [?f. thesb.] slang, a. To take ' grub ' or food
;

to feed, .eat. Also to grub it.

1725 Ne-zv Canting Diet. , Grub,

.

. to Eat, to Dine, &c. 1839
Disraeli Corr. w. Sister (1886) 121, I found some twenty-
five gentlemen grubbing in solemn silence. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair lxiv, Come away into the supper-room, .seeing
those nobs grubbing away has made me peckish too. 1893
R. Kipling Many Invent. 32, I was grubbing on fowls and
boiled corn.

b. trans. To provide with 'grub* or food, slang.
1812 T. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v., To grub a person, is to

diet him, or find him in victuals. 1837 Dickens Pickw.
xxii, The red-nosed man warn't by no means the sort of
person you'd like to grub by contract. 1883 Daily Tel.
18 May 3/1 They are not bound to grub you.

10. Cock-fighters' slang. (See quot.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Grubbing a Cock, a cutting off

the Cock's Feathers under the Wings.

11. Comb, (the vb.-stem used attrib^, as grub-
ax (corruptly fgrubbage), -hoe, -hook, imple-
ments used in grubbing up roots, stumps, etc.

;

grub-fell v. trans., to bring down (a tree) by cut-

ting at the root ; grub-saw, a hand-saw used for

sawing marble slabs into strips.

1611 Cotgr. Aigre, a kind of *Grtib-axe, or instrument
wherewith roots, and shrubs are plucked up. 1669 Wor-
lidce Syst. Agric. 271 Gmbbage, see Mattock. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Grubbage or Grub-ax, a Tool to
grub up Roots of_ Trees. Weeds, etc. 1878 Jefferies
Gamekeeper at H. iv. 72 Strong spades and grub-axes for
rooting out a lost ferret. 1894 Times 11 Sept, 16/7 Every '

tree should be ' 'grub-felled '—that is, taken up by the roots.

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 381 *G>ubfelling
t

the common method of taking down timber trees. 1884
Knk;ht Diet. Meek. Suppl., *(,rub Hoe, -Grub Hook. 1853
O. Byrne Handbk. Artisan 92 The cutting is effected with
smaller blades, called *gruh-saws.

Hence Grubbed///, a.

1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 414 The excel-
lent double hedge-row of grubbed wood.
Grub-, (in comb. Grub-Pegasus,) used as equiva-

lent to Grdb-street (sense 2).

1715 Swift's Real Diary Ded. (D.), Nor could I mount
my Pad for a Day's journey, but strait some pauhry poet,
astride his Grub-Pegasus, wrote at me, or rode, and sent his
Hue and Cry after me.

Grubsean: see Gruhean.
Grubbage: see grub-ax s.v. Grub v. it.

Grubbed, ppl.a. : see under Grub sb. and v.

Grubber (grzrbs-r. [f. Grub v. + -kb*.]
1. One who grubs, lit. and fig. ; a digger; a

searcher among ruins and the like; a laborious
worker.
13.. St. Erkenwolde 41 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

2^7 Mony grubber 111 grete ^e grounde for to seche. c 1440
Frojup. Parv. 217/1 Grubbare in \>e trthe, or ober thynggys
{II. grovblare, P. growblar), fossor, coufossor, fossatrix.
1776 S. J. Pratt Pupil of Pleasure I. 33 Homespun soon
discovered himself to be a grubber in books. 1825 Scott
Fain. Lett. 17 Sept. (1894) II. xxiih 346 You are so capital
a grubber that I have little doubt you will light upon
it sooner or later. 1849 Miss Mlt.ock Ogilvies xxviii.

(1S75) 209 The hard-working grubbers in science. 1882 F. J.
Furnivall F. P. Wills Ded. 9, I, or some grubber of like
kind. 189a Daily Ne-rs 26 May 3/1 It is time to see the
grubbers at work. We reach ' the face '—that is to say, the
pans where the hewers and blasters of the rock are at work.

2. An implement lor grubbing, breaking up ground,
uprooting stumps or weeds, etc. local.

1598 Florio, Atpago..a rake, a harrow, a grubber. 1831
Sir J. Sinclair Con: II. 157 The scarrilier or grtiLber, for

pulverizing the soil. 1848 Chambers'' Inform. I. 487/2 The
common Scotch grubber resembles a strong harrow frame,
running upon four wheels and guided like a plough. 1861
Times 10 Oct., The bean stubble is broken up by Tennant's
grubber and the wheat lightly ploughed in. 1886 Elworthy
IV. Somerset Word-bk., Grubber, a tool for rooting—a com-
bination of axe and mattock.

3. One who gets together wealth by sordid or con-

temptible methods. Now usually money-grubber.
[Cf. Du. grobber money-grubber.]
1578 T. White Serm. at Paul's Cross 5S Such grubbers

there bee whiche grynde the faces of the poore.

4. An eater, a feeder.
1861 Hrc-HES Tom Brown at Oxf. vi. (1S89 50, I like to

*ee a fellow an honest grubber at breakfast and dinner.
1861 Dickkns Gt. Expect. III. 9 ' I'm a heavy grubber, d tar
boy', he said, as a polite kind of apology when he had
11 ade an end of his meal.

Grub"bery(gi2>-bori). [f. GnvBsb, or v. + -EKY.]

T 1. A room for hard work or study. ? Obs. rare~ x

.

1791 Mad. D'Arblay Let. Dr. Burney 8 Oct. in Diary V.
26a The great grubbery will be in nice order for you, as well
as 1 he little ; both have, .many accessions of new books.

2. slang, a. Food, 'grub'; also, a (public, meal.

b. A place where one ' giubs ' or lakes food.
1831 Trf.lawny Adv. Younger Son Ixiii, A nice little

cabin there . . with grubbery, free of rent and taxes. Ibid.

lxxhi, You seem not very well found in the grubbery line.

1837 Boston Herald 31 Jan. 4 2 The out-and-out speech of
Lord Spencer at the late grubbery. 1889 Barrier!-: & Leland
Diet. Slang, Grubbery (popular), an eating-house.

3. Something grubbed or dug out ; an excavation.
1887 TUBR& Fagan 1st 1 V. Silken Reign viii. 164 Brunei's

Thames Tunnel, .this damp and sombre grubbery.

4. Grovelling or soidid way of life. rare — 1

.

1891 Symonds in H. F. Brown Biog. (18951 II. 336 Let us
not allow ourselves to be submerged in passion or our love
to lapse in grubbery.

Grubbing (gnrbirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Grub v. +
-ing '.] The action of the verb Grub.
1. Digging ; the uprooting of stumps of trees, etc.

;

the clearing of ground of trees, weeds, and the like.

c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 217/1 Gruhynge (//. grublyng, /'.

growblinge', coufossio. c 1460 Fortfscue Abs, <y Lim. Mon.
xiii. 11885) M 1 1° grobbyng and stokkyng off treis, busses,

and groves. 1598 Florio, Esdrpatione . . an extirpation, a
rooting out, a grubbing 1639 Horn & Ron. Gate Lang.
Unl. xvii. § 205 By delving, or grubbing, the cunny, or

rabbet, maketh burrowes. 1725 Vatmiley Earn. Diet., Grub-
bing, a Term used in Agriculture, and signifies the clearing

of Ground of Stubs, &c. 1861 Musgravic By-roads 287 The
grubbing-up of twenty or thirty acres of wood.

2. fig. Close search or investigation
;
plodding

work, laborious study.

1831 Carivle in Westm. Rev. XV. 21 Antiquaries .. in

their Blackletter stubbing and grubbing. 1838 Macaulay
Ess., Temple (1880) 436 No grubbing among old state-papers

will ever bring to light any document which will shake these

facts. 1849 H - Rogers Ess. (1874) I L vi. 308 The indefatigable

grubbings and gropings of the literary antiquary.

3. slang. Eating, feeding ; concr. food, * grub \
1819 Moork Tom Crib (ed. 3

1 28 What with snoozing, high
grubbing, and guzzling like Cloe. 1819 Sporting Mag. V.
125 There's an end of all good grubbing. 1867 W. H. L.

Tester Poems 132 They're first rate grubbin for the poor.

f 4. Some trick formerly practised among college

students. Obs.

1679 2nd Reg. Bk. Magd. Coll. Camb. 370 in <,th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. 11876) 483/2 Those sottish and even
savage trickes of grubbing, salting, mustarding, and y like.

4:1720 Swift Tripos Wks. 1824 VI. 239 His bedfellow
dreams of grubbins all sight



GRUBBING.

6. attrib. and Comb., as grubbing-ax, f -fork,

-hoc, \-hook, -instrument, -mattock, f -tool (cf. the
corresp. combs, of Grub v.)

; grubbing-iron,
t ifl) a kind of chisel or gouge ; {b) dial. ' an iron
instrument for grubbing up thistles * {Sheffield Gloss.

i88S); grubbing-machine,atool used in gunnery;
also (sense 3) grubbing-hall.
1585 IiiGixs tr. Junius' Nomenclator 265 Bidens. .a delu-

ing toole with two teeth, wherewith y° earth is opened in
such places as the plough cannot pearse : some call it a
*grubbing axe. 1611 Cotgr., Houefourchu'e, a grubbing
ax; or forked pickax. 1859 R. Thompson Gardeners
Assist. 123 Mattock, or Grubbing-axe. 1611 Cotgr., Bis-
noire, a *grubbing forke, or grubbing axe. 1897 Barriere
& Lblahd Diet. Slang, *Grublnng halt lWinchester), the
hall in which college ' men ' take their meals. 1891 Auck-
land Star 1 Oct. 1,6 ^Grubbing and Dutch Hoes. 1896
P. A. Bruce Econ. Hist. Virginia I. 463 There were
several kinds of this implement [sr. :he hoe], the hilling, the
weeding, and the grubbing. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 163 When he would rid the ground of some wilde
bushes and fruitlesse plants, he laieth at them mainely with
his *grubbing hooke or mattocke. 1719 London is: Wise
Compl. Card. 319 Where the closeness of the Plants to one
another will permit us to use only *grubbing Instruments.
c 1440 Promp. Part: 217/3 "Grubbynge yryn ofgravowrys,
supra in formowre. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., *Grul>bin-mat-
tock, an instrument or tool to grub roots or trees with. 1591
Percivall Sp. Diet., Ro$ador, a "grubbing toole.

Grubbing, vbl. sb.- : see under Grub sb.

Grabbing (gnrbin), ///. a. [f. Gkxb v. +
-ING3.J That grubs, tit. and Jig.
1765 C. Smart Phaedrus It. iv. 1 Bohn) 490 That grubbing

Swine Still works the tree to overset. 1838 Dickens Sick.
Nick, xvi, Poor grubbing devils of authors. 1882 W. i:.

Weed en Soc. Law Lobar 257 The slave, the serf, the
grubbing laborer, .have been released from, .fetters.

Grabble [giwbl), v. [variant of Grabble v.,

influenced by Grub v. Du. has grobbelen synony-
mous with grabbelen.]

f 1. intr, and trans. To grope. 73? grubble up :

to scrape together. Obs.
a 1690 E. Hopkins Regeneration 1694) 2S Being now de-

prived of the Image of God, the Soul grabbles here bel >w,
1690 Dryden Don Sebast. I. i. (1692 8 Let me rowl and
grubble thee. 121700 — Ovid''s Amours 1. iv. 73 There I

will be, and there we can:iot mis-. Perhaps to grubble, or
at least to kiss. 171a Steele Sped. No. 444 f 4 He looked
at the Fish, then at the Fiddle, still grubling in his Pockets,
. -then altered his Mind as to Farthings and gave my Friend
a SiK-ei Sixpence. 1719 D'Urfey Pitts I. 353, Ml grubble
all my Jokes up to Delight ye. Ibid. II. 329 And Foreign
Sot/a grnbbles up the Pence.

2. intr. = Grub v. 6 b. rare.

1867 G. Macdonald Poems 265 The limping, cheating
plover Not upon an elm tree hover, But prefer in fields to
grubble With the partridge.

Hence Gru bble sb., rare, an act of 'grabbling'.
185a Tail's Mag. XIX. 336 The cherubs hungry come

from play, Dirt-pies and gutter grubbles.

t Grubbier. Obs. or arch. Also s, groublara,
growblar. [Altered form of Gkubbek.] =Gkub-
beb 1.

(•1440 [see Grubber i). 18*3 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev*
LXX1I. 283 That which not the parish-clerk, but the con-
versation of the neighbourhood, might have supplied, is too
commonly left to the sagacity of grubblers yet unborn.

t Grabbling, vbl. sb. Obs. In 5 growblinge,
5-6 grublyng. [Altered form of Grubbing.]
1. Digging, grabbing.
c 1440 [see Grubbing vbl. sb. i].

2. In comb, grabbling iron, a ' grubbing-iron \
1530 Palsgr. 222 1 Formour or grublyng yron.

Grubblings, dial, form of Ghovellinos adv.

Grubby (gnrbi 1, a. [f. Grub sb. + -y.]

1. a. Infested with grabs, b. Of the nature of
a grab or larva.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v Tree, Reject those trees .

.

that are knotty and appear to be grubby. 185a Househ.
Words 23 Oct. 138 Divesting themselves of the grubby or
chrysalis-like covering of great-coats and wrap-rascals.

2. Stunted, dwarfish. (Cf. Grubj£. 2a.) Now dial.

1611 Cotgr., Rabougri, growne crooked, and low ; . . mis-
growne, grubbie, dried up. Ibid., Ratatini, grubbie,
shrunke in, thick and short. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's
Gardening 1 1 Observe, if there are great Trees near, whether
they grow crooked, ill-shap'd, and grubby. 1886 Cliesh.
Gloss., Grubby, small, poor, stunted.

3. Dirty, grimy ; also slovenly and underbred.
a 1845 Hood Black Job vi, They look'd so ugly in their

sable hides : So dark, so dingy, like a grubby lot Of sooty
sweeps. iSssCha/nb Jrnl. III. 105 The lint .. is sure to
suffer; . . it is sure to become foul, and, as it is technically
termed, 'grubby*. 1859 F. E. Paget Curate of Cumber-
•worth, etc. 227 A pack of grubby children in a frowzy
school. 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. xxi- 330 That shabby,
frubby, ill-smelling old street. 1893 G. Allen Scallywag

. 153, I like Mr. Thistleton. .he's quite nice, of course, and
there's nothing grubby about him.

4. dial. (See quot. and cf. Grub sb. 3.)
1841 Hartshorne Salop. Antiq. 450 Grubby, testy, ill-

tempered, peevish.

Hence Grubbiness, grubby or grimy condition.
1866 Morn. Star 20 Aug. 4/6 Their face in a condition of

grubbiness.

—t Grubean, a. jocular. Obs. Also Grubeean,
Grubbean. [f. Grub(-street) + -ean, after

Sabean, etc.] Of or belonging to Grab-street.
1704 Swift T. Tub 1. (1709) 30 The Grubaean sages have

always chosen to convey their precepts.. shut up within the

468

Vehicles of types and fables, 1759 Dilworth Pope 39 The
overt acts of the Grul>ean sowers of poetic sedition. 1795
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 6 A Grubean elegy. 1803 Spirit Pull.
Jrnls. (1804) VII. 33 The Grubean men have exalted their
society, in point of fame, above all societies.

Grubhood (jjrtf-bhud). [f. Grub j£. + -hood.]
The condition of a grub or larva.

1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1S66) 75 [He] feeds the
last days of his grubhood upon the nutty pips. 1859 Sala
Ttu. round Clock (1861) 105 Yonder broken-winged butterfly,
relapsing, .into a state of grubhood again.

Grub-street (gnrbstrft).

1. on'g. The name of a street near Moorfields in

London (now Milton-street), 'much inhabited by
writers of small histories, dictionaries, and tem-
porary poems' (J.) ; hence used allusively for the

tribe of mean and needy authors, or literary hacks.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. 2/1 When strait I

might descry, The Quintescence of Grubstreet, well distild

Through Cripplegate in a contagious Map. 1689 Shad-
well Bury F. v. 56 The very Spirit of Grubstreet Reigns
in you. 171a Arbuthsot John Bull Pref., O Grubstreet !

thou fruitful Nursery of tow'ring Genius's! 1809 Byron
Ettg. Bards eV Sc. Reviewers 547 Long, long beneath that
hospitable roof Shall Grub-street dine, while duns are kept
aloof. 1870 Emerson Soc.

<fr
Solit, Books Wks. (Bonn)

III. 80 Now and then, by rarest luck, in some foolish Grub
Street is the gem we want.

2. attrib. or as adj. Pertaining to, emanating
from, or characteristic of Grub-street ; of the nature

of literary hack-work; rarely, like a needy scribbler.
1648 Mercurius Fidelicus (Thomasson 'Tracts B. M.)
CCCLXXXIV. No. 32. 6 The Grub-street pamphleteer.
1672 Maryell Reh. Trans/. 1. 26 Grubstreet and Polemical
Divinity, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Grub street
News, false, Forg'd. 1710 Swift Tatter No. 230 ? 2 Till of
late Years, a Grubstreet Book was always bound in Sheep-
skin. 1760 Voy. IV. O. G. Vaugkan I. 129 Grub-street
Quill-drivers. 1785 Grose Diet. I 'nig. Tongue s.v., A Grub-
street writer means a hackney author, who manufactures
books for the booksellers. 1856 Lowell Lett. (1894' I. 276
At present I am perfectly Grubstreet, but then I have the
pleasure of earning every penny I spend, a i860 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1889) II. 644 Nor was it only in Grub
Street tracts that such reflections were to be found.

Hence Grubstreetian sb.. Grubstreetonian
a. (nonce-ivds.).

r 1721 Misc. Lett. Mist's Jrnl. 1722 II. 303 Ha, ha, ha,
all the Judges sit upon the Grub-Streetians ! Ibid. 321
Any able Grubstreetian. 1805 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1806J IX.
245 A ballad in the Style Grubstreetonian.

Grucche, obs. form of Grutch.
t GrU'CChild. Obs. rare~ l

. [f.grttecheGiwTCH
v. 4- -ttd fem. suffix, as in ONorthumb._/7rrt'A/ female
relative, nc"hebyrild'female neighbour, ^WL.begenild,
beggildj cheapilii,Jbstrild, motild, totild.

t
The origin of the suffix is obscure ; the suggestion that it

is derived from -hild as a frequent terminal element in
female names can hardly be right, on account of the umlaut
in the ONorthumbrian examples. Perh. it may represent a
Teut. fem. agent-suffix -iplja.\

A (female) grumbler.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 108 Heo is a grucchild [MS. C. grucinde,

MS. T. grucchere], & ful itowen.

Gruch e, grudche, obs. forms of Grutch.
Grudge (gwd?/, sb. Forms : see the verb. [f.

Grudge v., or variant of Grutch sbA

+ 1. Murmur, murmuring, grumbling ; discontent,

dissatisfaction ; reluctance, unwillingness. Obs.

1477 Marg. Paston in P. Lett. No. 801 III. 197 For syche
grwgys and other causys, I am ryght sory that the graunte
is knowyn that I have mad, with ought it myght take effect.

1484 Rich. IH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111 I. 104 The
gret clamor grugge and complainte which our liege people
of this our Roy 10 have made of and upon the coigne of
silver made in our lande of I Hand. 1518 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 19 Ther shold ensew grogis and
murmures amongst the kyngis subgects. 1526 Tindale
Acts vi. 1 There arose a grodge amonge the grekes agaynste
the ebrues. 1533 More Antm. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1092/2
That they shulde eat his fleshe and drincke his bloud after
their owne carnal vnderstandinge, but yet in another
fourme, to put awaye all grudge of stomacke. c 1555 Harps-
field Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 193 They declare what
murmur and grudge was in England. 1611 B. Jonson Cati-
line 111. i, That still your counsell of me be approu'd ; Both
by your selues, and those to whom you haue, With grudge,
prefer'd me.

f2. * Murmuring* of the conscience ; uneasiness

or disturbance of mind ; scruple, doubt, misgiving.
Also, an instance of this. Obs.
1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 7 b, There is oon grugge or

dout that maketh meeuyll at ese (L. vnus scrupnlus restat].

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 1. xxxii. (1638) 56 Without any
scruple or grudge of Conscience. 1540 Morysine Vives 1

Introd. Wysd. C v, We must be content, that in our con-
science, we fele our selves void of secret gruge and unquiet-
nes. 1558 Bp. Wa.ison Sev. Sacram. xxi. 134 God gaue
hym grudge in his conscience agaynste hys sinne. 1598
Barret Theor. Warrcs 1. ii. xi Is it no grudge to the soul-
diers conscience to fight against them ?

3. Ill-will or resentment due to some special

cause, as a personal injury, the superiority of an
opponent or rival, or the like. Obs. (exc. as in b).

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 17 b, The lesse grugge
ye haue, the more ye fle from malice and wikkedenesse.
1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 435 He wanne of them as moche
grudge & hatred as he to fore hadde loue & good wyll.

1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 768 To the great
grudge of all men and high displeasure of God. 1533 —
Debetl. Salem Wks. 1016/1 He might dyffame all the
temporall ministers too, and bryng them in grudge & ob-

GRUDGE.
loquie of the people. 1579 Lyly Euphues

.

\t\\) 88 Although
he were moved with inward grudge yet he wisely repressed
his anger. 1590 Spenser F.Q. hi. iv. 61 Heavy looke..
that plaine In him bewraid great grudge, and maltalent.

1635 R. N. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 1. ii. 23 Queen Elizabeth
bare, .secret grudge against her. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers
(1795) I. Pref. 21 This hath raised envy, grudge, and malice
against them. 1784 Cowper Task v. 203 They plough'd,
and sow'd, And reap'd their plenty without grudge or strife.

1878 Bkowmsg La Saisiaz 57 There is no such grudge in

God as scared the ancient Greek.

b. A particular instance of this feeling : const.

against (a person) ; also freq. in phr. to have a g.
against, (f to, fat'\ to bear, owe (a person) a g., etc.

1531 ElvotGov. II. ix. (1883)11. 102 The people called Dores
. . wolde aduenge their olde grudges agayne the Atheniensis.
1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 11. v. (1591) 55 They laid grudges
aside [L.. positis odiis]. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1622)
201 Public affairs were mingled with private grudges. 1601
F.GoDv:ixBps.of£ng. 160 The Conqueror, .hauingapriuate
grudge at Stigand. 1603 R. Johnson A'ittgd. $ Commw. 75
The Countes of Maunsfielt have a grudge to the house of
Saxony. 1611 Bible Mark vi. 19 Herodias had a quarrel
[marg. inward grudge] against him. 1657 North's Plutarch,
Add. Lives (1676) 4 The Arians..bore Athanasius a grudge.
1678 Dryden Kind Keeper 11. i. Dram. Wks. 1725 IV. 312,
I have a grudge to him, for the Privilege of his Sex. 1767
T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. II. iii. 282 There was a private
grudge against him. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint. II. 244
He went on his errand with a grudge. 1849 Macaulay
IHst. Eng. vi. II. 40 He had . . an old grudge to stimulate
his zeal. 1871 Dixon Tower III. xxvii 306 He nursed
some grudge against the Duke. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm.
x. 1 1877) 204 Men of this character pursue a grudge un-
ceasingly, and never forget or forgive.

f4. = Grudging vbl. sb. 2. Obs.
1562 Turner Herbal it. 20 b, If any grudge of the same

disease chance to rise againe. 1584 CoGAM Haven Health
ccxiii. 11636} 235 [He] was never vexed with any sicknesse.

.

except the grudge ofa fever ofone day. 1678 R. L'Estrange
Seneca's Alor. 11702) 106 They are past the Hazard of a
Relapse, but they have still the Grudges of a Disease.

f 5. Injury, injurious influence or effect. Obs. rare.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 10 It was otdeyned . . that the
said Statute, .shuld be adnulled . . to the grete prejudice
grugge singler hurte and jeoperdie of all your seid true
lieges. 1641 Milton Reform. 11. (1851) 69 This our shaken
Monarchy, that now lies labouring under her throwes, and
struggling against the grudges ofmore dreadfull Calamities.

6. Comb., as grttdge-beaiing adj.

1611 Cotgr., Mating, malignant, ill-willie, grudge-bearing.

Grudge (gn^3\w. torms: 5-6 gruge, grugge,
groge, 6-7 grudg, [5 grwge, grughe, grogge,
growge, 6 grodge, groudge), 5- grudge.
[Altered form of Gbutch v. ;

possiilyinfluenced by
GR£GGE,«^r^f(ff.AGGR£GE ; cf.AGGRUDGE{aggTOgg-
ynge, aggrugged) synonymous with Aggrieve.]

T 1. intr. To murmur ; to utter complaints mur-
muringly ; to grumble, complain ; to be discon-

tented or dissatisfied. Obs.
1461 Paston Lett. No. 404 II. 30 They grudge and sey,

how that the kyng resayvith sych . . as haff be his gret
eanemyes. 1470 Fortescue Articles in Abs. «r Lt'm. Mon.
(1885) App. B. 349 Sommeman. .shalmowe obtayne gretter

rewardis than thei have disserved, and yit grugge, seying
they haue to litill. 150a Atkynson tr. De Imitatione 1. ix.

159 They haue therin peyne, and lyghtly gruges [earlier
version gretchin, v.r. gruccheth], 1535 Cover dale Ps. ii. 1

Why do the Heithen grudge? why do the people ymagyn
vayne thinges ? 1540-1 Ei.yot Image Gov. (1556) 89 b, Not
with standynge all this tourment . . he never grudged. 155a
Latimer Serm. St. John Evang. Day (1584) 284, I woulde
not haue you in any wise to grudge or murmure because ye
lack houses. x6oo Holland Livy iv. i. (1609) 139 The
Volscians and j£quians grudged and muttered for the
fortifying of Verrugo. 1611 Bible Ps. lix 15 Let them
wander vp and downe for meate, and grudge if they be not
satisfied, a 163a T. Taylor God's fudgem. i. 11. x. (1642) 207
The Cardinal!, .on his death bed, murmured and grudged.

"|" b. Const, against, earlier also with (chiefly.

n person) ; at, cf (chiefly, a thing), Obs.
c X450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 228 Thus for to grugge

ageyns Godys myght, A5ens hy? God ^e do offens. 1483
I'reseutm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1888) 29 1'he comyns
gretly grughis ther wytheb1 ther is non as ther was wont to
1 e. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxiii. 248 He toke vpon
hym .. to rule in suche wyse, as the Kynge grudged with
his doynge. a 15*9 Skf.lton Sp. Parrot 435 Grocers were
grugyd at and groyned at but late. 1535 Coverdale Mark
xiv. 5 And they grudged against her. 1538 Starkey England
1. iii. 82 The temporally grugyth agayn the spiritualty, the
commyns agayne the nobullys. 158a 8 Hist. Jas. 1 7 (1804)

98 The people of the countrey grudget heavilie at the promo-
tion of this Regent. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xvii. §2 Nor
is there cause why the guilty, .should grudge or complain of
injustice. 1612 T. Taylor Comtn. Titus ii. 9 '1 hat too
ordinarie a sinne of seruants, when as they priuatly mutter
and grudge against the commandments and corrections of

their masters and mistresses. 1679 Harby Key Script. 1. 10
Nor let any grudg at this brief Digress, a 17*0 Sheffield
(Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753 1 II. 260 What ! shall we too..

Like children, grudge at one another's play-things? 1820

Brown Hist. Brit. Ch. I. xi. 345 Stillingfleet. .grudged at

the late toleration.

+ c. with clause expressing the cause.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 47 Many perhaps do
grudge, that the Scripture doth not. .set forth that fall and
the cause .. therof. 1621 Donne Serm. xv. 148 Neither
grudge that thou goest, nor that worse stay. 164a Rogers
Naaman 304 How ready, .to grudge, .that the heat of the

day lyes upon them more then others. 1760 Beattie Virg.

Past. 11. 49 Nor grudge, Alexis, that the rural pipe So oft

hath stain'd the roses of thy lip.

+ d. To grudge a thought : to think an envious

thought. Obs.



GRUDGEABLE.
1591 Shaks. i lien. VI, in. i. 176 So perish they, That

grudge one thought against your Maiesty.

2. trans. To be unwilling to give, grant, or allow

(something) ; to begrudge. Also with infinitive

as obj.

c 1500 Three Kings' Sons no For the symplesse & pouert

of his persone, he gruggid the ksse his deliueraunce. 1549
Coverdale, etc. Erasnt. Par. Jas. 32 Shall his faythe

auaile him, that at Goddes commaundement grudgeth to

gene a cote to hys neyghbour that starueth for colde. 1596
Edward III, in. iv. F 4 b, The garrison of Genoaes. .weary
with their march, Grudging to be soddenly imployd, 1614
Hi*. Hall Recott. Treat. 415 What if God had called mee
to heaven ; would you have grudged my departure ? 1618

J. Hulloker in Farr S. P. Jas. I (1848) 291 His owne
disciples, too, that sate at bord, Do grudge such cost be-

stow'd vpon their Lord. 1687 A. Lovei.l tr. Thevenot's

Trav. 1. 268 The English are very good Sea-men. .never
grudging their labour. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 10 T 6,

1 hope these my gentle Readers, .will not grudge throwing
away a Quarter of an Hour in a Day on this Paper. 1755
Young Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 236 Shall we grudge
to pay half that pains for an eternity ? 1758 Johnson Idler
No. 80 T 4 [She] tells how she grudges every moment of
delay. 1830 D'Israfu Chas. I, III. ix. 198 Some .. were
jealous to obtain the distinction of a royal visit, though they
grudged the cost. 1845 M'Cri.Locn Taxation 11. ii. (1852)

169 The duties on spirits and tobacco.. are paid without
being grudged. 1846 Kkblf. Lyra Innoc. 11873) 158 Why
should we grudge the hour of prayer? 1848 B'nf.ss Bunskn
in Hare Life (1879) ^- "'• I2°i I grudge your being dis-

turbed in the composure you had re-conquered. 1873
Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 199 And as with body, so

proceed with soul : Nor less discerningly, .grudge To play
the doctor.

b. Const, to or (fat.

1639 Fuller Holy War v. iii. (1640) 233 The world..
never grudged them great wages who did good work.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 677 Long the Gods.. Have
grudg'd thee, Caesar, to the World below. 17x9 Young
Busiris 11. i, I'd grudge her beauties to the gods that gave
them. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 508 Even
zealous Royalists might not have grudged the old Republican
a grave in his native soil. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxiv.

170'I'hus to my utmost need chance. .Grudges an ear. 1873
Helps Anim. <y Mast. iii. (1875) 63, I don't grudge these
people their pleasures.

f 3. trans. To envy (a person). Also intr. To
be envious. Obs. rare.

1587 Gascoigne Wks., Pr. Pleas. Kenilw. A v, Whose
graces make the Gods to grudge, me thinkes it should be
shee. (i 166 1 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 376 No good
man will grudge him under this title, who shall seriously
peruse this his epitaph.

f4. trans. Totroubleorvexmentally : said either

of something which grieves the conscience or of the

conscience distressing a person. Also impers. Obs.

1483 Nottingham Rec. II. 393 On thyng in especyalle
gruggyd theyr consyens. 1488 Will 0/ Sir E. Shea
(Somerset Ho. I, My conscience gruggeth me that I wronged
hym. 1534 More Let. to Marg. Roper Wks. 1429/1, I

woulde not declare any special! part of that othe that
grudged my conscience. 1535 Goodly Primer, Chr. In-
struct. Childr., Call to your mind what offence . . chiefliest

grudgeth your conscience. 1619 Jer. Dyke Counterpoyson
(16201 22 Oh how it grudges the wretch to spare God so
much time ! Ibid. 50 It would have grudged him farre more
to haue seene them hang from yeare to yeare.
absol. or intr. c 1460 G. Ashby Poems m. 895 To do

ayeinste conscience in suche guise, Whiche shal frete and
gruge in your soule & mynde. 1558 Br. Watson Sez>.

Sacram. xxi. 134 He stopped hys eares, and woulde not
suffer hys conscience to grudge, nor sbewe hym hys offences.

*t*
5. pass, and intr. To be seized with a disease

;

to have the first touch or access of a fever. Obs.
(Cf. Grudge sb. 4, Grudging vbl.sb. 2.)

1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxv. 160 He was grudgyd with a
feuoure ; for remedye whereof, he toke a pouon of a
physycion Iewe. 1530 Palsgr. 575/2, I groudge, as one
doth that hath a groudgyng of the axes, j'e frilonne. . . Me
thynke his axes cometh upon hym, for he groudgeth all

redy. 1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Eolly Hja, Who maie
auant him selfe to do wiseli, and not to be grudged with
some spyce of madnesse [L. quique non atiquo insanix
genere teneatur], .

t b. intr. To chatter with the teeth (? as in

ague). Obs. rare — 1
.

C1440 Capghave Life St. Kath. v. 1309 There is noon
that it seeth Btit for feer he gruggeth with his teeth.

t 6. trans. To load, cram [? for gregge, aggrege\
164a Rogers Naaman 532 Hee shall choke them with

their owne morsells, and grudge them therewith till they
come out at their nostrills.

Hence Grudged///, a.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly Gija, They fele not
what a twitching turment it is to have a grudged conscience.
c 1636 Strafford Papers I. 210 Nobility is such a grudged
and envied piece of monarchy. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp.
xlvii. (1856) 442 A grudged ration ofseal's meat.

tGru'dgeable, a. Obs. rare~°. [f. Grudged.
+ -able.] That may be complained of.

1570 Levins Manip. 3/4 Grudgeable, munmtrabilis.

Grudgeful (gnrdsful), a. rare. [f. Grudge^.
+ -ful.] l''ull of resentment or rancour ; resentful.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. viii. 28 The hag did scold And

rayle at them with grudgefull discontent. 163a Vicars
z&neid 11. 49 Grudgefull Greeks. 1877 Blackie Wise Men
86 The full-eyed spouse of Zeus Grudgeful that Troy no
bloodier bane should brook. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xv.
182 These red-shank's are unco grudgeful.

Hence Gru-dg'efally adv.
1882 H. E. Merivale Faucit of B. III. 11. xv. 95 She

laughed with a real enjoyment which Guy rather grudge-
fully envied her.
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Grudgekin (grzrd^kin). nonce-tvd. [f. Grudge
sb. + -kin.] A little grudge.
1860-1 Thackerav Lovelux, Some twaddler against whom

I have a grudgekin.

Grudgement (grzrdsment). rare ~ K [f.

Grudge v. t -ment.] Envy, resentment.
1845 Browning Flight Duchess xv. 289 A little plait of

hair . . which at my breast I wear, Ever did (rather to

Jacynth's grudgment), And ever shall, till the Day of Judg-
ment.

Grudgeons, obs. form of Gurgeons.

Grudger ' (grp'dajai). [f. Grudge v. 4--ER1.]
One who grudges or murmurs ; one who cherishes

ill-will, resentment, or envy.
155J Hlloet, Grudger, maliguans, zclotes. 1606 Ford

Fame's Mem. Wks. 1869 III. 307 Of all his foes, backbiters,

grudgers fear'd. 1631 Maurk Celestina VI. 74 Murmurers,
grudgers of my good, repiners of my prosperity. 1898
Westm.Gaz. 26 Jan. 2/1 The grudgers, ever ready to interfere

with other folk's innocent pleasures.

So Gru dgery [see -BRY], grudging.
1889 Spectator 23 Nov., He expressed himself with a

vulgar grudgeiy of rank that suggested dislike to all

superiority.

t Grudger-. Obs. rare. [f. Grudge v. + -er*,

the AF. ending as in trover, user, etc.] Complaint,
dissatisfaction.

1467 Paston Lett. No. 575 II. 306,1 trost..that he nothyr
hath ne shall have cause of grudger by mydefaut, for I can
not understand ony cause of grudger.

Grudging (grzrd:7in\ vbl. s/>. [f. Grudge v.

+ -ING1.J

1. The action of the verb Grudge : fa. Murmur-
ing, grumbling, complaint, b. Reluctant or un-
willing action, c. The cherishing of ill-will, resent-

ment, or envy,
c 1420 Lvnc. Assembly Gods 217 What pyne or greef ye

for me prouyde, Without any grogyng I shall hit abyde.
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 17 b, Holde you content
with that, that ought to suffise >ou, and so ye shal not haue
no gruggyng. 1547 Homilies 1. Obedience 111. 11859) ll S
She gladly, without any excuse or grudging, for conscience
sake did take that cold.. winter journey. 1587 Golding
De Mornay xxiv. . 1617) 411 Wherefore languished hee fort ie

yeers in the wildernesse among a thousand grudgings. 1601
Bp. W. Barlow Serm. Paules Crosse 20 Grudging marres
charitie. 1655 Filler Ch. Hist. ix. viii. § 12 The Grudg-
ings which began to grow betwixt Secular Priests and
Iesuits. 1712 Stkele Sped. No. 268 P3 Who.. without
grudging allow whatever is prudent and convenient. 1783
Burke Rep. Affairs India Wks. XI. 50 The export of so
much silver was sometimes a subject of grudging and un-
easiness in Europe. 1866 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 321
No appearance of envy or grudging in anybody. 1876
B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) II. viii. 466 The gift

of God is granted without stint or grudging.

1 2. An access or slight symptom of an approach-
ing illness, or a trace remaining of a previous one;
a 'touch' (of an ailment, pain, etc.). Obs.

< 1440 Promp. Pari'. 217/2 Grudgynge of sekenesse, sub'
murmur. 1548 Recorde Urin. Physick viii. (1651I 46
There goeth with it some spices and grudgings of the Ague.
1588 Dee Diary (Camden! 28, June 19th, I had a grudging
of the ague. 1606 Holland Sucton. 251 Some light motions
and grudgings of hissicknesse. 1619 FLETCHER M, Thomas
n. i, A grudging caus'd by th' alteration Of air, may hang
upon me. 11643 W. Cartwright Ordinary iv. iv, When
did you Feel the first grudging on 't ? 'tis not broke out In
any place. 1672 Drvden 2nd Pt. Conq. Granada iv. iii,

The grudging of my ague yet remains. 1710 T. Fuller
Pharm. Extemp. 127 As soon as ever any grudging of the
Fit a coming is perceived, a 1796 Pegge Derbicisms Ser.
11. 103 (E. D. S.) Grudging, ' a grudging of pain ', a spice or
small degree of it, a tendency to it.

fig. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Honest Mail's Fortune v. iii,

Now have I A ktnde a grudging of a heating on me, I fear
my hot fit.

t3. Inwarddisquietorvexation. (Cf.GRUDGEj^.2.)
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 44 Theyre spyrytes ar dryuen

from quyetnes of deuocyon into anguysshe & paynefull
grudginges. 1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven 242 When such
little grudgings are felt in the soule.

f 4. A secret longing, wish, or inclination. Obs.
1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. t. ii, I'd faine be doing some

good . . I feele a grudging Of bounty, and I would not
long lye fallow. 1682 Dryden Medal 58 Ev'n in the most
sincere advice he gave He had a grudging still to be a
knave. 1694 Congreve Double-Dealer in. v, Nay, I don't
despair ; but still she has a grudging to you.

Grudging (gro-d.^irj), ppl. a. [-IH02.] That
grudges; f complaining, repining (obs,) ; unwilling,
reluctant ; resentful, envying.
a 1533 Frith Disput. Purgat. (1829) 119 If I . .pay albeit

mine heart be never so grudging & evil-willing yet have I

fulfilled the law. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 19 [In death]
his grudging ghost did strive With the fraile flesh. 1634
Milton Comus 725 We should serve him as a grudging
master. 1874 Green S/tort Hisf.ix. § 4. 629 His industry
earned the grudging praise of his enemies. 1889 Jessopp
Coming ofFriars i. 40 A certain grudging provincialism is

observable in the East Anglian character.

Grudgingly (grzrdsirjli), adv. [f. Grudging
///. a. + -LY-.] In a grudging manner; unwillingly,
reluctantly

; with stint or reluctance.
1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par. 1 Pet. Iv. 7-1 1 Let

him that hath substaunce-.bestowe vnto them that haue
nede, not grudgingly nether with murmuryng, but gladly
and chearefully. 1644 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (166c) 138 The
one doth it cheerfully and willingly ; the other grudgingly
and repiningly. 1781 Cowper Charity 218 Trouble is
grudgingly and hardly brooked While life's sublimest joys
are overlooked. 1828 DTsraeu Chas. I, II. xii. 314 The

GRUEFUL.
reluctant civilities so grudgingly accorded by the Monarch.
1879 Tkollope Cousin Henry xxiv. 276, I had nothing to
do but to obey his orders. But I did it most grudgingly.

Grudgingness (grzrd^innes'. [f. as piec. +
-ness.] The condition or quality of being grudg-
ing, unwilling, reluctant, or stinting.

1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 51 (1822) I. 404 A jealous
grudgingness. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Per. lxiv, Nothing
grates on me more than that posthumous grudgingness to-
wards a wile.

Grudgin(g s, -ions, var. or obs. f. Gurgeons.

f Grue, sb.'1 Obs. Also 4 grwe, 5 grew,
5, 9 Sc. gru. [Commonly taken to be a. OF. gru
meal, grain (see Gruel) ; but there is no trace in

OK. ol the sense ' particle \

The phrase ' not a grue ' has a curious resemblance to the
Gr. ov6e ypv, adopted by the Latin comedians as uc gry
quidem isee Gry) ; but it is difficult to see how this could
have come into ME. and mod. Sc. use.]

With negatives: \ot a one grue, no grue*. not
an atom, not a whit.
13.. Gaw. «$* Gr. Knt. 2251, I schal gruch ^e no grwe.

13.. St. Erkenwald 319 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. 11S87)

273, I folwe be in be fader nome & his fre childes & of be
gracious holy goste—& not one grue lenger. (11400-50
Alexander 3270 We had bene drawen. .into disspaire dene,
And of be i;odness of god no?t a grew [Dublin MS. delej
traisted. a 1420 Hocctkve De Reg. Print. 1939 Where :t>

ber is but sinal or naght a gru. 1825-80 Jamieson, Gru, a
particle, an atom. Xo a grit if meal, not a particle of
meal. .He has na a gru of sense.

Grue (giv/,- -*"/>.- rare. In 6 gru. [ad. L. gru-em,
grits crane, or a. V.gnte.] A crane.

^95 6 Utkel Pilgr. in J. Watson Collect. Poems (1706)
11. i'7 The Gru befoir me thair appeirs, Quhois legs wer
lang and syde.

t Grue, sd.% dial. Obs. [? a. OF. gru meal : see

Gruel.] A kind of meal cake made in Cheshire.
1655 Mou 11 lS; Benset Health's Imfrev. xxiv. 233 Had

Galen seen the Oaten Cakes of the North ; the Janocks of
Lancashire, and the Grues of Cheshire, lie would have
confessed that Oates and Oatmeal are. .meat . .for tall, fair

and strong men.

Grue (gr«),j£.4 Sc. Also grou. [f. Grue vA]
The action of Gruk z\* ; sniveling, shuddering;
a shiver, shudder.
1820 F.dinl: Mag. May 423 A seikenan' ^rou cam ower

my heart, I swarf 't amang his hands. 1867 N. Maci.fod
Starling xiti, The Sergeant experienced what is called in

Scotland a grue— the sort of shiver one feels in a night-
mare. 1899 Daily News 9 Nov. 8/6 Her new book, .lacks
nothing by which to give its readers a 'grue '.

Grue gr''), sb.'* north, dial. Also gru, grew,
? Ice in flakes, or detached pieces.

1835 FARQUHARSONin Phil. Trans. CXXV. 330 [swgronnd-
grue in Ground sb. 18]. Ibid. 333 At this rapid, the whole
bottom, .was covered with silvery gru. Ibid. s"H A number
of piecesof loose gru. 1839 Douglas in Proc. Berw. Nat.
Club I. No. 7. 185 An immense quantity ofgrew, incompact
ice, floated down. Ibid. 187 The frost . .catching the light

floating grew, makes a chance of obstruction. 1891 Scott.
Leader 3 Feb. 7/1 The ' grue ' floating down the Tweed,
Grue {gT?7),Z'. 1 St: and north, dial. Forms : 3-4

gru, 4-7 grow, 5. 9 grue. 6 grou, 5-6, 9 growe.
pa. t. 4 grew, greuyt, 4-5 growyt, -it. [Not
recorded in OK. or OX. ; cognate with the synony-
mous OHG. in-griu'n MUG. gnhuen, mod.G.
grauen), Du. grmcc-n

,
Da. grue.OSw. grzea. griiywa

(mod.Sw. grufia now only refl. to grieve).]

1. intr. To feel terror or horror, shudder, tremble ;

quake; to shrink from something; to be troubled
in heart.

a 1300 Cu?sor M. 7983 Dauid. .thoght on his fas philistiens,
Gladli wald he bam confund, To ger bam for him gru
[Fairf. grow] and grise. c 1330 R. Bsunne Chron. Wacc
(Rolls) S532 His herte a-geyns hym gros & grew. 1375
Barbour Bruce xvn. 686 Thair herds than begouth till

grow. Ibid. xx. 517 At tresoune growyt [so MS. E. ; MS. C.
grevit, ed, 1616 groowed] he so gretly, That na tratour
mycht be hym by. c 1450 Holland Howlat xxxv, To
James Lord Dowglas thow the gre gaif, To ga with the
kingis hart; thairwith he nocbt growit. 1513 Douglas
sEneis xu. xiii. no [Scho] Can fle, and flaf, and maid hym
for to grow. 1674 Kay N.C, Words 23, 'I grow', I am
troubled. 1819 \V. Tennant Papistry Stornid (1827) J42
Garrin' Sir Freir growe in his skin Wi'ane prophetic dreid.

1893 Stevenson Catriona 14, I begin to grue at the sound
of it.

b. Of the body : To shiver, shudder.
c 1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. VIII, {Preach. Swallow) xxvi,
My flesche growis, my bodie quaikis all. a 1605 Mont-
gomery Sonn. iv. 7 It garis my body grou, To tell it nou.
1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xi, He.. said things that
garr'd folk's flesh grue.

H c. To thrill.

a 1849 H. Coleridge Poems (1850) II. 276 His every
member grueing with delight.

1 2. impers. It grues me : I shudder, tremble,

quake ; I shrink from something. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce xv. 541 Swa with his fayis dred wes
he That lhame grevit till heir his name, c 1460 Play Sa :ram.
155 To do agen thy entent y' shuld grue me ytl.

t Grue, z\- Obs. [f. Grue sb.-] intr. Of a
crane : To utter its characteristic cry.

1688 R. Hol.me Armoury 11. 310 2 The Crane grueth.

Grue : see Grkw.
Grueful (gr;7-ful), a. rare~\ [f. Grue vA +

-FUL.] Fearful, hoiror-struck.
1880 Black White Wings xxxvii, He returned—somewhat

grueful—his hair wild,—his face wet.
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GRUEING. 470 GRUFFNESS.

Grueillg (grw'irj), vbi sb. Sc Forms : 4 grow-
yng, greuyng, 6 gruwing, 7 groouing, 8 gruing.

[f. Gkuez».1 + -ixg1.] The action of Grue pf't
shuddering; horror.

X375 Bakbocr Bruce xix. 555, I wat nocht quhat may tyd
vs heir ; Bot a richt gret growyng [*o MS. E. ; MS. C.

grevyng, ed. 1616 groouing] me tais. 1595 Duncan App.
Etymol. (E. D. S.), Horror, gruwing, or feare. .Rigor. stiff-

ness or gruwing. 1732 Akkuthnot Rules of Diet 353 A
chilliness or Gruing affects ihe Body.

Gruel (gr«*el\ sb. Forms: 4 gruwel, 4-5
growel, -ell(6, 4-6 grewel, 4-7 gruell, 5 grew-
ylle, grwel, -el l)e, gruelle, ? grave lie, 5- gruel.

[a. OF. gruel (12th c. in Li tire), mod.F. gruau
ground grain, flour, gruel, for *grueau. gruyau :—

med.L. *grutellum, dim. oigrutum of Teut. origin :

cf. OE. griit Grout.]
1. Fine flour, meal, or other farinaceous substance.

Ohs. or dial.

I1311 in Charters, etc. Priory Finchale (Surtees) p. iv, De
gruelP stifficientia usque Pascham.] ("1330 [see 5 below].

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wmcker 740/31 Hec polenta, grewylle.

1544 Phakr Regim. Life (1553) Hvb, It is good to vse
grewel, clene barley [etc.]. 1847-78 Halhwell, Gntel,
same as ilrudgings.

2. A light, liquid food (chiefly used as an article

of diet for invalids) made by boiling oatmeal (or

occas. some other farinaceous substance) in water or

milk, sometimes with the addition of other ingre-

dients, as butter, sugar, spices, onions, etc. Grant-

ham gruel (ace quot. 1818). See also Water-gri'KL.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 169 A bolleful of gruwel. C 1400

tr. Lanfrancs Cirurg. 13 He schal etc for his mete growel
maad of otemele, ev>ir of barli mele wib almaundis. c 1450
MR. Med. Rk. (Heinrich) 77 Take otenmele & cow myIke

and make grewel. 1514 Barclay Cyt. <%• Uplondyslim.
(Percy Soc.) 3 Sethynge some grewell & sterynge the pul-

ment Of peese or frument. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. L iv,

Beane of Egypt, .is good, .taken wyth beane mele after the

maner of grewelle. 1611 Cotgr., Orgee, barlie gruell. 1634

J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. Rater Kent 12 His appetite .

.

neuer .. needed the assistance of cawdle, iulep, alebery,

cullise, grewell, or stewd-broth. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
HI. 82/2 Grewel, is a kind of Broth made only of Water,
Orotes brused and Currans, some add Mace, sweet Herbs,
Butter and Eggs and Sugar: some call it Pottage Gruel.

1728 Young Love Fame v. Wks. (1757) 123 Cooling gruel,

and composing tea. 1791 W. Nicholson tr. CnaptaVs
Klem. Chem. (1800) III. 102 The Icelanders obtain a very
delicate gruel with the fecula of the lichen Icelandicus.

1815 Jane Austen Emma 1. xii, A basin of nice smooth
gruel, thin but not too thin. >8i8 Scott I/rt. Midi, xxix.

Thou wilt get naething at night save Grantham gruel, nine

grots and a gallon of water. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 28

A sinful preference of roast mutton over gruel.

transf. 1605 Shaks. Mad', iv. i. 32 Make the Grewell
thicke, and slab. 184a BarHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. St.

Medard, And he hurl'd it straight At the Saint's bald pate,

To knock out * the gruel lie call'd his brains '.

Prov. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus III. 662 (711) Sothriue I this

nyght shal I make it wel, Or casten al be Growel in be fyre.

1 3. Broth or pottage of oatmeal in which chopped
meat has been boiled. Commonly gruel forced

(aforced, enforced), gruel (of)force, oxgruel of beef
etc. Similarly gruel ofalmonds. Obs.
1c 1390 Form of Cury (1780) 12 For to make grewel forced.

Take grewel, and do to the fyre with gode tlessh, and seeb it

well. 14. . Noble Rk. Cookry (1882) 88 To mak grewelle en-

forced tak mary bones and freche brothe and mak grewelle

and draw them throughe a strener, then tak [etc.]. < 1420

Liber Cocontm (1862) 14 Gruel of Almondes. Take almondes
unblanchid and bray horn sone, Put ote mele to.. And
grynde alle sammen. Ibid. 20 Gruel of Porke. Ibid. 47
For gruel of fors. Fyrst take porke, wele pou hit sethe

With otene grotes. c 1430 Tivo Cookery-bks. 6 Gruelle
a-forsydde. c 1450 Ibid. 70 Growelle fforce. Take Growell
y-made of ffresh beef, t 1460 J. Russell Rk. Nurture 519
Growelle of force Gravelle of beeff or motoun, liaue ye no
care. 1513 Rk. Keruynge in Habees Rk. zj^ Tansey is

good, hote wortes, or gruell of befe or of motion is good.

1552 Huloet, Grewell, forced or stewed broth, offella.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Pulmentaris cibus, chopped meate
made with pottage or broth : forced gruell. 1601 Holland
PUny II. 63 If a thicke grewell or sew be made thereof,

. .it cureth the pleurisie or paines of the sides.

4. Phr. To have or get one's gruel : to receive

one's punishment, to get killed. So to take one's

gruel, to give (a person) his gruel, colloq.

1797 Mary Robinson Watsingham IV*. 26 My pupil talked
of nothing but of returning to Devizes, to 'give the ostler his

gruel ' for having taken him in. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxviii,

He gathered . .that they expressed great indignation against

some individual. ' He shall have his gruel ', said one. 1823
Byron Juan xi. xvi, I've got my gruel ! 1831 Kingslf.y
Yeast viii, They've done for me, Paul. Old Harry's got his

gruel. 1898 Doyle Trag. Korosko 192 What have we to

hope for? We may just as well take our gruel.

o attrib.) as gruel-dish, -weal, -pot, -sieve ;
gruel-

tree dial, (see quot ).

c 1330 Durham Ace. Rolls 525 In iij cribris empt. pro
granario et uno Growell seue et 1 Colour propistrina. 14.

.

in Ret. Ant. I. 82 He fell doun. .into a gruell potte. Ibid.

83 These iij kyngus ete but of wone gruell dysche. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, cccxlvi, 'Tis a strange Gutt,
that for a Gruell Meale Resigns her Birthright. 1825-80
Jamieson, Gruel-tree, the stick used for stirring the
porridge.

Gruel (gr/7-el), v. [f. Gruel sb.]

1. trans. To exhaust or disable; to 'punish'.

(Cf. Gruel sb. 4.)
1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xii, Wadham ran up by the

side of that first Trinity yesterday, and he said that they

were as well gruelled as so many posters, before they got
to the stile. 1877 Punch 24 Mar. 129 The Crews were
drinking each other's healths, in the vain attempt of each
to gruel the other before the race.

2. nonce-use. To feed "with gruel.

1804 tr. La Marteliere's Three Gil Bias I. 69 You see .

.

a man who has been confined to his bed a fortnight, con>*e-

quently well plaistered and gruelled. 189a Longm. Mag.
July3i9, I had better halt and gruel my exhausted mount.

Grueller 'gr/?ebi). [f. {jiiVKLsb.andv. + -er '.]

f 1. One who feeds on gruel ; a name given to

a particular set of Oxford students in 17th c. Obs.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 616 He. .and other students.

.

feeding on thin broth, made of Oatmeal and water only,

they were commonly called Grewellers. 1708 Hearne
Collect. 8 Oct. (O.H.S.) II. 140 Here they had Prayers,

and this deform'd old Maid [Elizabeth Hampton], .made
them water Gruell, whence they were call'd the sect of y

1

Gruellers.

2. colloq. A poser, pettier, floorer. (Cf.GRUELV.lO
1856 Kingsley Let. T. Hughes in Alt. Locke (i88i> 1.

Pre?. Mem. 65 But this ^25 ot his is a grueller.

Gruelling v
gr/7"elin),z'/V.j//. colloq. [f.GRl'KLr.

+ ixg 1
.] The action of the vb. Gruel ;

* punish-

ing', defeat, csp. in an athletic contest.

1882 Society 14 Oct. 22/2 After the consistent gruelling he
received, .it is very probable that he will run all the better

for being a bit above himself, 1892 H. Cox Coursing
(Badm. I-ibr.) 19 Misterton had a rare gruelling in his first

course, and was put out by Devastation next round.

Gruelling (gr«*elin),^/. a. colloq. [f. Gruel
v. + -ixg-.J That 'gruels'; exhausting,' punishing*.

1891 Sportsman 8 July 8/4 After a gruelling finish,

Magdalen just struggled home by two feet amidst great

excitement. 1894 A si lev Fifty Years Life II. viii. 131

What gruelling courses I have seen on Snail Down,

Gruellous (grw'elos , a. rarer-1
, [f. Gruel sb.

+ -ousj Resembling gruel
;
gruelly.

1862 ' C Beds' College Life 74 Mr. Percival Wylde was
lying back upon his pillows, apparently engaged in sipping

the gruellous compound.

Gruelly (^gr;7'cli;, «. [f. Gruel sb. + -x *.] Of
the nature of or resembling gruel.

1838 A. Ii. Granville spas Germ. 283 It assumes a
gruelly appearance. 1868 F. E. Paget Lucretia xi. 47^ It

was no longer literature, but literary pap, soft, and passing
into a gruelly consistency. 1872 Earl Pembroke & G. H.
Kingsley 5". Sea Rubbles viii. 216 She squeezed about half

a tumbler-full of the gruelly fluid into it.

Gruesome (grw's&n), a. literary and dial.

Forms : 6, 8 growsome, S grousome, groosome,

9 igrau8ome\ grewsorae, gruesome, [f. Grue
vA + -some, Cf. MDu. grou-, gi'usaem, T)u. gruw-
zaam = MHG. gn't [we)sam (G. grausani), horrible,

cruel, fierce, inhuman.
App. introduced into literary use by Scott. The spelling

gruesome did not become well established until after 1850;
greivson/e is still occasionally used. Lytton's grausome is

after G. grausam (cf. G rally).]

1. Inspiring fear, awe, or horror; such as to cause

one to shudder with fear ; fearful, horrible
;
grisly.

1570 Levins Manip. 162/10 Growsome, harridus. 1781

J. Hutton Tour to Caves 00 Growsome, ugly, disagreeable.

1785 Burns Hallmveen xxiii, He takes a swirlie, auld moss-

oak, For some black, grousome carlin. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xii, He's as grave and grewsome an auld Dutchman
as e'er I saw. 1848 LvTTON K. Arthur v. xlix, With many
a grausome shape unutterable, Eimn'd were the cavernous
sepulchral walls. 1855 Browning Lovers Quarrel v, He
has taken a bride To his gruesome side. 1857 HUGHES
Tom Brown I. i, A grewsome sound between a moan and
a roar. 1874 U. Harte Wan Lee, The dim, mysterious

half-light of the cellar falling in a gruesome way upon the

misshapen bulk of a Chinese deity. 1877 A. B. Edwards
Up Nile xxi. 649 It is like a feverish sleep, troubled by
gruesome dreams. 1891 Chamb. Jrnl. 4 Apr. 219 A few
broken, leafless, doddered stumps of trees . . help to give the

dark chill marsh a more gruesome and uncanny aspect.

Comb. 1878 Besant & Rice Celiacs Arb. xxxii. 1.1887) 235
It was a gruesome- looking shadow, with high hack and
head thrust forward.

2. Full of or inspired by fear. rare.

1869 Blackmore Lorna D. vii, These trees and pools, .are

making a gruesome coward of thee. 1880 H. James Hmv-
thorne 87 Some of his companions, .took . .rather a gruesome
view of his want of articulate enthusiasm.

Hence Grueaomely ^z/^Grne'someness.
1886 Pall Mall G. 30 Sept. 2/2 Mr. Matthews, with much

of Poe's ingenuity, has a touch, too, of Poe's gruesomeness.
i8g^ Coiumbns Dispatch (Ohio.i 26 Jan., The wind whistles

and moans among them grewsomely.

Gruf, obs. form of Groof.
Grufe, rare obs. pa. t. Grave v.1 ; var. Groof.
Grufe, obs. Sc. and north, f. Grow.
Grufelingis, -lynge: see Grovellings, -ing.

Gruff (gr2>f), a. and sb. Forms : Sc. 6 groifT,

grof, groffe, 8 groof, 9 grouff, 6- groff, 7-
gruff, (9 grough). [app. a. Du. or LG. *grof =
OHG. girob,grob, MUG. gerofl, groj>, mod.G. grob,

of uncertain origin. Some scholars have regarded

it as Lga- prefix (OE,^- : see V-) + WGer. *hrut-

\vk. grade of the root of OE. hriof rough, scabby.
Possibly the Du. or LG. word was introduced in com-

mercial use.]

A. adj.

1. Coarse, coarse-grained ; containing coarse or

rough particles. Obs. exc. Sc. and techn.

1533 *-*AU R'cnt V*9 (1888) 66 Our body is alsua oncleyne
and foul and groifT. 1563 \Vis3ET Four Scoir Thre Quest.

Wks. 1888 I. 114 Sklate,thak, and grof stanis, rottin tymmir

and siklyke. 1565 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 360
Tuentie stanis of groff pulder. 157a Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxiii. 339 Seing }e and 3our wairs gros and grof [rime of).

1596 Dalkvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 94 A groffe seek
spred undir thame. 1743 J. Williamson in Scenes $ Leg.
N. Scot. (1889) 382 And now the broken clouds fall down
In groff rain from on high. 1800 Welleslev in Owen
Desp. 712 The. .purchase of sugar and other gruff goods.
1801 Xaval Chron. VI. 427 She. .is engaged.. to proceed
to.. Bengal, for a cargo of gruff goods. 1880 Jamieson 's

Diet., Groff,. .3. Thick, large, coarse ; as, groff meal, large-

grained meal. i88z Greener Gun 308 In a large vat . . is

placed two tons of grough saltpetre. Ibid. 309 The grough
sulphur.

b. Of immaterial things : Rude, gross, unpol-

ished. Also said of a guess = rough '. Sc.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supptic. (1751) 19 To speak in terms
' more groff, It [his head] was just like a sugar-loaf. 16..

in J. Watson Collect. Poems (ijo6) 1. 67 Now have ye heard
!

the Tragedy, .though it be both Groff and Rude, And of all

1
Eloquence denude. 1825-80 Jamihsons. v. Groff, "A grouff

[

guess ', i.e., a rough or inaccurate calculation, or conjecture.
! '875 G. Macdonald Malcolm II. iii. 39 That's no rizzon 'at

I sudna hae a groff guiss at her.

f2. Of a surface : Rough, rugged. Ohs. rare~ x
.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 598 We were in danger of losing

our Cable and Anchor; the Ground, where we rode, .being

j somewhat gruff.

3. Rough, surly, or sour in aspect or manner;
I said also of appearances.

1690-1 [Implied in Gruffness]. 1706 Rejiex. upon Ridi-
cule 95 One man's air gruffer than another. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Gruff, or Grum, grim-fae'd, sower-look'd, dog-
ged, surly. 17*6 Leoni AlbertVs Archit. II. 51/1 Their
gruff beards, and stern countenances. 1728 Ramsay Last
Speech Miser xi, My looks were groff and sour. 1777
Charlotte Bcrnev Jrnl. in Mad. D'Arblay's Diary, He
turned to me with one of the gruffest of his Hon looks. 1849
Tames Woodman viii, He seemed as gruff as a large Church-
bell. 1862 Sala Accepted Addr. 93 Her papa was a gruff

religionist. 1863 Spfke Discov. Nile p. xxiv, The gruff

hippopotamus is as widespread as any. 1887 Frith Auto-
biog. I. vii. 70 Under a somewhat gruff manner there beat

a warm and tender heart.

b. Of the voice and speech, implying the utter-

ance of hoarse or guttural sounds.
a 1712 W. Ktsc, Skillet 35 After some gruff muttering with

himself. 1838 Dickens iVt'ch. Nick, ii, Sounds of gruff

voices practising vocal music. 1877 Black Green Past, xxv,
' Ay ' said the elder man, with gruff emphasis.

^ 1878 Brown-
ing Poets Croisic Ep. 18 ' Love ' comes aptly in when gruff

grows his singing. 1887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max vii. 58

He gave a gruff Kttle laugh.

C. quasi-oak'.

1841 D'Israkli Amen. Lit. (1867) 676 They spoke gruff

and short, affecting brevity of words.

4. Comb., as gruff-speaking (cf. 3 b), -voiced adjs.

1814 Love, Honor, $ Interest \. \, Old frosty-faced, gruff-

speaking Vanderclufe. 1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage

57 That gruff-voiced officer passed the order on to his men.

B. sb.

1. a. Pharmacy. (See quot.) t>. Mining. (//.)
' The worst pieces rejected in the manufacture of

black-lead pots' (U'eak's Diet. Terms 1873).
1853 Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 9), Gruff,.. In pharmacy,

the coarse residue, which will not pass through the sieve in

pulverization.

2. A quarrel, 'tiff'. 1 local U.S.
1857 Holland Bay Path v. 64 He was weak with the

softening influences of the morning and never ' felt so little

up to a gruff' as he did at the time he met Cuhel. lbui.

xii. 137 You and I never had a gruff, but I don't stand any
o' that sort o' nonsense.

Graff (g">f), v. Now dial. [f. Gruff a.]

1. t a. trans. To treat gruffly or surlily {oos.).

b. To drive away by gruff behaviour (rare— ').

1706 Ri-jlr-v. upon Ridicule 197 Those that have no com-
plaisance for you, but gruff you upon your good successes.

1847 Mrs. Gork Cast, in Air xii, On the very day we so

inexcusably gruffed you away from the Elms.

2. intr. To grant, snore, dial.

185s in Robinson Whitby Gloss. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss.,

Gruff, to snore, in a short, noisy manner ; to grunt.

Gruff, -er, dial, forms of Ghoove, -eb.

Gruff(e, obs. form of Gkoof.
Gruffelyng, obs. form of Grovelling adv.

Gruffillingis, obs. Sc. variant of Grovellincr.

Gruffiness <%*v fines), [f. Griffy a. + -ness.]

Gruffness.

1865 Miss Bkaddon Sir Jasper I. ii. 24 The stereotyped

gruffiness and brutality of the misanthrope.

Gruffisli (grzHif), (7. [f. Gruff a. + -ish.]

Somewhat gruff. Also quasi-airV.

1811 G. C01.MAN Poet. Vagaries (1818) 13 His voice had

broken to a gruffish squeak. 1836 Dickfns .V*. lloz (1837!

1 1. 3 A short elderly gentleman with a gruffish voice. 1855

Mrs. Gaskell Norl/i % S. xi, If father's at home, and

speaks a bit gruffish.

Grufflingis, obs. Sc. variant of Grovei.linos.

Gruffly (gn>'fii\ eidv. [f. Gruff a. + -lv 2
.]

In a gruff manner, with a gruff voice.

1700 Drvden Pal. t, Arcite 11. 613 Gruffly looked the god.

1775 Sheridan St. Pair. Day <U, Can ye swear well?

Gruffly, Gruffly. Handle a Frenchman? Roughly, Roughly.

1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre xiii. (1873) 121 'Who talks of

cadeaux?' said he gruffly: 'did you expect a present, Miss

Eyre? '

1849 James Woodman vi, ' Every one knows his

own business best ', said Arden gruffly.

Gruffness (grr>-fnfcs). [f. Gruff a. + -ness.]

The condition or quality of being gruff.

1600-1 in Pp. Corr, Atterbury (1783) I. 17 No gruffness,

I beseech you ; use them civily, and stick to your point.



GRUFFY.

1799 in Spirit Pubt. Jmls. (18001 III. 135, 1 pray that

your gruffness aside may be laid, While you deign to par-

take of our prog. 1856 Emerson Eng. Trails* Char, Wks.
(Bonn) II. 58 You shall find in the common people [of Eng-
land] a surly indifference, sometimes gruffness and ill temper.

1880 Vf.rn. LBS Stud. Italy iv. ii. 154 He. .began to treat

his clerk with the most insulting gruffness.

tGruffy, a. and sb. Obs. [£ Gruff a. + -Y.]

A. adj. = Gbuff a. B. sb. A nickname for a

gruff person, a ' cross patch \

1790 J. Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 8 Teach gruffy

Cerberus to dance pas russe. 1802 Mary Charlton l^'i/'c

<y Mistress I. xii. 273 He ['cross Lord John'] don't vally

what he says to young or old, man or woman—its all the

same to old gruffy !

Grufling, Gruflinges, vars.GR0VELLiNGriNG3.

Gruffc gr^ft). local. Particles of soil which are

washed up by rain among the grass.

1803 E. Harrison Rot in Sheep in Ann. Agric. XL. 520

A gruft which adheres to the grass in wet weather. Ibid.

530 By beating rains . . particles o{ the soil, or the gruft, as

it is called, will be washed among the grass.

Hence Grafted (gro-fted) ppl.a., begrimed, dirty.

1880 Tennyson Village Wife vii, An' 'is m'iase sa grufted

wi* snuff es it couldn't be scroob'd awaay. 1886 S. W. Line.

Gloss. s.v., His hands are grufted up.

Grugings, obs. form of Guhgeons.
Gru-gru: see Guoo-groo.

Gruiforni v
gr/?iff>rm), a. [f. L. grits, grui;

crane + -FORM.] Resembling the crane.

1875 Parker in Encycl. Brit. III. 699 note, The Cariama
is . . a low, gruiform, rapacious bird.

Gruling^is, obs. Sc. var. of Grovelling, -ings.

Grulle, variant of Grill vA Obs.

Grum (grym), a. Also 8 groom. [First re-

corded in the 17th c, when it appears suddenly in

very frequent use ; it was prob. a new formation

due to blended reminiscence of words like grim,

glum
, gruff, grumble. Cf. Do., grum cruel. J Of

persons, and their aspect and mode of speaking

:

Gloomy, morose, surly; =Glum a. 1.

1640 Ld. Kynalmeaky in Lisuiore Papers Ser. It. (18S8)

IV. 146 The King replyed nothing but Look'd very grum.

1670 Cotton lisfernon in. ix. 465 Retaining a kind of a grum
reservedness in the rest of his Actions. 1704 Land. Gas.

No. 4030/4 There is lately come to Colchester, .a tall .Man,

. .grum countenance. 1734 Fielding Old Man 1010/1 Oh,
dear Papa ! don't look so grum. 1764 T. BRYDGES Homer
Traveat. (1797) I. 83 He silence broke, And with so grum
an accent spoke, Those people that the circle stood in,

Fancy'd his mouth was full of pudding. 1781 Archer in

Naval Citron. XI. 284 An old grum fellow of a sailor. 1845

W. E. Frye tr. Oehlenschl. Gods 20 Then thus replied with

accent grum The god to heroes dear. 1861 L. L. Noble
Icebergs xiv. 68 Shy and grum at first, but presently talkative

enough.

f b. dial. Of the voice : Gruff, harsh, and deep

in tone. Obs.
1744 Almond in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 250 His Voice, like

a Man's, very groom.

Grumble (gr»"mb'l), sb. [f. Grumble v.]

1. An act of grumbling ; a murmur, of discontent

ordissatisfaction; a subdued utterance ofcomplaint.

Of an animal: A low growl. Of thunder: A rumble.

1613 W. Sclater Tythes 57 Least the little grumble of

Conscience be calmed with that parcell of your opinion.

1636 BraTiiwait Roman Emperors To Rdr., I. .referre me
to thine impartiality, who (if thou art a good fellow) wilt ac-

cept a bit with a friend without grumbles. x68a Flatman
Heraclitns Ridens (1713) II. 193, I heard sometimes a deep
hollow grumble, like the noise of a Stone ratling down a Well.

17*4 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 124 When this came to be

known there was a considerable grumble. 1840 Hood Up
Rhine 173 The Hound at his feet gave a grumble. 1884

Cycl. Tour. Club Gaz. Mar. 82/1 The only regret or grumble
that we heard expressed. 1893 Crockett Stickit Minister

36 Efter a show o' hands, an' a bit grummle, they juist

did that. 1899 Blackzu. Mag. Feb. 348/2 The thunder .

.

fading at last to a distant grumble.

2. The grumbles : ill-humour, vented in grum-

bling. (Usedjocularly j as if the name of a malady.)
1861 F. W. Robinson Mo Church II. 78 Pity it isn't catch-

ing, like the measles, or that opposite affair, which we all

can show—the grumbles. 1869 Spurgeon J. Ploughm. Talk

23 Keep out of the way of a man who has the complaint

called the grumbles. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa ix.

167 Before we reach Njole I recognise my crew have got

the grumbles, and at once inquire into the reason.

Grumble (gro-mb'l), v. Also 6 gromble.
[Proximate source uncertain : cf. F. grommeler to

mutter between the teeth, D11. grommelen, f. grom-
men to rumble, growl (cf. Grumme v.), G. grum-
meln to rumble.]

1. intr. a. Of persons and animals : To utter

dull inarticulate sounds ; to mutter, mumble, mur-
mur ; to growl faintly.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 170 You heedlesse iolt-heads,

and vnmanner'd slaues, What, do you grumble? He be
with you straight. 1605 — Lear US. iv. 43 Kent. Giue me
thy hand, who's there? Poole. A spirite, a spirite, he sayes

his name's poore Tom. Kent, What art thou that dost

grumble there i'th
1 straw? Come forth. i6ix Fi.okio, Grug-

ttare, to grunt or grumble as a hog. a 1700 Dryden (J.),

The Lion . . with sullen pleasure, grumbles o'er his prey.

1735 Somkrville Chase in. 599 The disappointed, hungry
Pack Retire submiss, and grumbling quit their Prey. 1870

Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 554 Goodly store Of honey
that the bees had grumbled o'er In clover fields of Kent.

b. Of thunder, a drum, etc. : To rumble, esp.

faintly or as from a distance.

471

1621 Fletcher Pilgrim in. iii, Didst thou never see a
Drum : Canst thou make this grumble ? a 1704 T. Brown
Sat. Er. King Wks. 1730 I. 60 In fine, the Government may
do its will, But I'm afraid my guts will grumble still. 1708
Rowe Royal Convert 111. Wks. (1766) 39 Like a storm That
gathers black upon the frowning sky And grumbles in the
wind. 1746-7 Hlrvey Mcdit. (i8i8j 177 Ye Thunders, that

awfully grumbling in the distant clouds, seem to meditate

indignation. 1864 Hawthorne Amcr. Note-Bks. (1879^ II.

226 The wind, .grumbles past the angle of the house. 1865

M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. (1875) 33 The echoes of the storm
which was then raised I still from time to time hear grumb-
ling round me.

2. To utter murmurs expressive of discontent

;

hence gen., to complain. Const, about, at, over,

occas. for (a desired object), with inf.. or clause.

(11586 Sidney Arcadia 111. U590) 301b, A countenance
still tormed to smiling before him . . and ^rambling behind
him, at any of his commaundements. 1603 Holland Pin-
larch's Mor. 506 Upon which un'ueasurahte and incessant

toile, many died, and all were wery, and grumbled thereat.

1633 I.ithgow Trav. VII. 316 What . . doe you grumble for

Wine, having the Water of Nylus to drinke. 1646 Art.

Maxwell Burd. Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 301 The best

..Subjects grumbled exceedingly to see their Prince so

abus'd. 1650 Bclwer Anthropomet. 10 Philoxones, that

grumbled at Nature for the shortnesse of his Neck. 1701

De Foe True-born Eng., Britannia 85 Wise Men affirm it

is the English way, Never to Grumble till they come to pay.

1717 Prior Alma in. 425 L'Avare, not using half bis store,

Still grumbles that he has no more. 1779 81 Johnson /.. /'.,

Pope Wks. IV. 56 Many more grumbled in secret. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVII. 134/2 He grumbled on about having
sacrificed himself to his principles. 1849 Thackeray Pen-
dermis (1850) II. 93 Pendennis, in reality, suffered it very

equanimously ; but in words, grumbled over it not a little

.

1865 Tkollope Helton Est. XV. 170 He was always grum-
bling about his food. 1883 H. Si'Encek in Contemp. Rev.
XLIII. 5 The English are remarked on for their tendency

to grumble in such cases.

quasi-/nz«J. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 503 He
grumbled out the rest of his life in visible discontentment.

1810 Splendid EoltUs III. 163 Immerged in such rumina-

tions, she grumbled herself to sleep.

3. trans, a. To express or utter with mumbling,

muttering, or complaining. Also with out.

1824 in Spirit Pubi. Jrnls. (1825) 2S5 He. .grumbled out

good night, and departed to his domus. 1852 Mks. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. iii, At first he only scolded and grumbled
these things. 1894 C. H. Simi-kinson Life Laud vii. 124

Lord Brooke and the Puritan leaders might grumble out the

hope that all the cathedrals, .would soon be demolished.

fb. causative. To cause to grumble or rumble.

Obs. rare.

1690 R. Cromwell in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII. 102

Taxes grumble the gizards of many.

Hence Grtrmbled />/>/. a.

1786 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Pozzy § Piozzi 1. Wks. 1S16 I.

268 That actually surpass'd in tone and grace The grumbled
ditties of his fav'rite base.

Grumble, obs. form of Gromwkll.
t Grumbledory. Obs. rare — 1

. [Alteration

of drumbledory, after Grumble vJ\

1599 [see Gigantomachize].

Grumbler ^gnnnbbi). Also 7 grumler. [f.

Grumble v. + -er 1.]

1. One who grumbles ; one who is given to utter-

ances of discontent or dissatisfaction.

1633 J. Done Hist. Septuagint 114 His people . . were not

. . Grumlers at their paynestaking or unwilling to their

Commaunders. 1724 Swii-t Drapier Demolished'Wks. 1761*

X. 355 If I made them [the Halfpence] of Silver, it would be

the same Thing to this Grumbler, a 1791 Beattie pp. to

Blacklock 9 Peace to the grumblers of an envious age. 1836

Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 187 Grumblers, .excite but

little sympathy. 1883 Durham Univ. Jml. 2 July 115 For
are we not a nation of grumblers?

2. A name for the Gurnard.
[1759 tr. Adansons I'oy. Senegal, etc. 215 These smug-

glings are .. attended with n hollow rumbling noise, which
has given it the name of grondin, or grumbler, whereby it

is known on this coast.] 1867 in Smyth Sailor's li'ord-bk.

Grumbles, pi. f. Grummel Obs., mud, dregs.

Grumbletonian (grymb*lt J«*nian). [f. Grum-
ble v., in imitation of Mttggletonian and Grindte-

toniau, names of religious sects in the 17th c]
+ 1. A contemptuous designation applied in the

latter part of the 17th c. to the members of the

so-called * Country Party' in gnglish politics, who
were accused by the ' Court party ' of being actuated

by dissatisfied personal ambition ; hence in later

times applied to supporters of the Opposition.
1690 Atutros Tracts I. 206 The great Sect of Grumble-

tonians in the Countrey whom nothing will satisfie. 1721

Ramsay Prospect Plenty v, Straight a grumbletonian ap-

pears, a 1791 Grose Olio 11796) 3 With respect to politics,

I am a staunch Opposition-man and Grumbletonian. 1838

Erasers Mag. XVIII. 379 Quite as cracked as any grum-
bletonian could possibly be. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xix. IV. 299 Those who were sometimes nicknamed the

Grumbletonians and sometimes honoured with the appella-

tion of the Country party.

attrib. 1690 Dryden Amphitryon 1, No more of your
grumbletonian morals, brother; there's preferment coming.

1705 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. I. i. 19 All the Grumbletonian
'1 hrong Did with such Violence rush along. 1731 Gentl.

Mag. I. 345 Last Saturday one of the Grumbletonian
Writers stole the Hint.

2. A grumbler.
1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. 1. ii, Father-in-law has

been calling me whelp and hound this half year. Now, if I

pleased I could be so revenged upon the old grumbletonian.
1806 R. Cumberland Mem. (1807) I. 181 The sullenness of

GRUMESCENT.
a Grumbletonian. 1864 Auld Ayr 77 Her old grumble-
tonian of a husband.
trans/. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 423/1 Playing on

that eternal grumbletonian, the unhappy violoncello.

Grumbling gro'mblirj ,vbl.sb. [f. Grlmble V.

+ -ING 1.] The action of the vb. Grumble ; a low
rumbling sound ; a murmuring, a subdued utterance

of discontent.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 240, I have done thee worthy

service . . without or Grudge or Grumblings 1645 Chas. I

Let. to his Wife 4 May in Ludloivs Mem. (1699 III. 260
Wherefore I thought fit to put my Nephew Rupert in that

Place ; which will both save me Charge, and stop other

Mens Grumblings. 1674 Plaviord Skill Mux. 1. v. 20
When you come to your highest Note you may reach it

without Squeaking, and your lowest Note without Grum-
bling. 1767 Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LV 1 1. 200 Wc heard
most dreadful inward grumblings, rattling of stones, and
hissing. 1803 Med. Jml. X. ^o\ Grumbling and contraction

of the bowels. 1809 Pinkney Trav. prance 253 And after.

.

some grumbling we procured them [horsesj, and departed.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 214 There was still

some grumbling about ecclesiastical questions. 1884 Athc-
K.rum-z Aug. 139/3 [Southern Italy] is no land of comfort

which the British paterfamilias should choose for the field

of his annual grumbling at the foreigner. 1897 Outing
(U.S.1 XXX. 116/1 The grumbling of frogs along the shore.

Grumbling (gnrmblii)),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -INO-.] That grumbles, in various senses. Of
persons: Querulous, discontented.

1596 Shaks. Tom. Shrew in. ii. 155 A grumlling f.vA.
|

groome. 1635 Quarles Embl. ml xi. 160 Thou .. That
through the deeps gav'st grumbling Isr'ell way. 1654
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 95 The Parisians are exeed-

ing grumbling and the taxes promised to be abated arc

augmented. 1658 J. Jones Ovid's IbisAS One viol set in

tune and hanged in a room with others, being touched, the

rest do sympathize with a grumbling sound. 1764 Wesley
Jrnl. 13 jan.11827' III. 153 Three or four grumbling men.

1795 Makia Kdgewokth Lett. Lit. Ladies [iygg] n r If each
bee were content in his cell, there could be 110 grumbling
hive. 1840 R. H. Dana Pef. Mast xxxiv. 131 Low grum-
bling thunder was heard.

Hence Gru'm.bling'iy adv., in a grumbling man-
ner; f mumhlingly 'obs.''.

1685 E. Browne Trav. Europe (ed. 2) 156 The Common
& Country people seemed to speak grumbliugly. 1836 K.

Howard A'. Reefer xxxiii. Who viewed the West India

station, .grumblingly. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf.
iv. (1889) 32 The men . . grumblingly confessed that he was
a fiWrate coxswain 1886 \\ J i ucker / p'i I . Eumpe
398 He. .will grumblingly throw welt-weighed coppers into

the collecting gipsy's plate.

Grumblous (gnrmblas), a. nonce-wd. [I.

Gbi'MBLK sit. + -0U8-] Full of grumbles.

1889 C. Edwardes Sardinia 377 His grumblous appeals

to all the saints.

Grumbly (gnrmbli), a, colloq. [f. Grumble
sb. + -\K\ Resembling a grumble; inclined to

grumble.
1858 Carlyle Eredk: Gt. vit. v, Pious auroral memories

from the I'ast Ages, instead of grumbly dusty provocations

from the present. Ibid. XX, v, The population there is

rather disposed to be grumbly on its once heroic Fabius.

1897 Advance (Chicago) 23 Dec. 910/2, 1 used to . . feel real

grumbly, and compare my lot with other folks's lots.

Grume (gr«m). Also 6 groume. [ad. late L.

grftmus little heap, hillock; cf. obs. F. grume * a

knot, bunch, cluster; clutter' (Cotgr.), mod.F.

grumeau clot, It. grume lump, clot.]

1 1. A lump. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 145 Emonge those groumes of rude or

natyue golde there was one founde of the weyghte of two
Castellans.

2. Med. A clot of blood ; blood in a clotted or

viscous condition. Also, any viscous fluid or mass

of fluid.

1619 Ji;r. Dyke Caveat (1620) 16 In loue to him who, in

luue to vs, shed not sweat, but sweat grumes of bloud.

a 1684 N. Hodges Ace. Plague (1721) 115 Blood, .will

after some stagnation run for the most part into Grume.
1718QuiHCVCompl. Disp.m It isaccounted very penetrating,

and therefore good in all Grumes and Coagulation. 1756

C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 143 The solid contents coalesced

in grumes or a kind of roundish granules. 178a W. Hkbek-
den Comm. xvi. (1806) 88 A litile grume of blood often

forms the nucleus of a stone. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. v.

480 His blood-stain'd limbs drip carnage as he strides, And
taint with gory grume the staggering tides. 1022-34 tiood

s

Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 649 Repeated tides of dark granulated

grume, like the grounds of chocolate, are ejected by the

mouth. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Grume, obs. form of Groom.

t Gnunefaxtion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. mod.L.

grtimefaction-em, f. grumefacere, f. L. grfim-us

Gkumk 4 facere to make.] The formation of a

grume or clot of blood.

1684 tr. Bonet's Mere. Comp'tt. xix. 745 The very giume-

faction supposes 1. Blood extravasated.

Grumell, obs. form of GBOMWELL.

t Grume'scence. Obs. rare~ 1

t [ad. mod.

L. grftmescentia, f. grumescent-em : see next.]

Tendency to form clots.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Con/pit. xix. 760 Things that take

away grumescence or clodding, and resolve coagulation.

t Grume'SCent, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. mod. I,.

grumescent-em, pres. pple. of grumescere to form

clots, to coagulate, f. grftmus Grumk.] Having a

tendency to coagulate.

1684 tr. Bonet's M^ere. Compit. vm. 274 These Acids..
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coagulate a Bloud too fluid, and attenuate it, when
grumescent.

Grumet, variant of Grummet*.
Grumle, obs. form of Cromwell. .

Grumler, obs. form of Grumbler.
Grirmly, a, dial. ? -»Gdiclt a.

1826 Sir P. speus x. in Child Ballads (1885) II. 22/2 Till

cold and watry grew the wind, And grumly grew the sea.

2892 Strang Earth Fiend 1. xii, The tearfu' sky nude's
grumly brooks O'er a' the land.

GrU'mly, adv. rare~°. [f. Grum a. + -ly-.]

Sullenly, morosely.
1727 Bailev vol. II, Grumly, grimly. 1753 in Johnson.

t Gramme, v. Also 6 gromme. [Cf. Du.
grommen of similar meaning.] intr. To grumble.
C1430 Pitgr. Lyf Manhode 11. xi. (1869) 79 Wherof the

cheri was no thing wel apayed ; For alwey he grummede,
and alwey shook his chyn. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm.
Tint. 1047/1 They gromme against it as wilde beastes.

Grirmmel. Obs. exc. dial. Also (pi.) 6
grommelles, 7 grumbles. [Cf. Sw. grummet in

same sense.] Mud, dregs, sediment, lit. and Jig.

(In the Peak of Derbyshire still used, as is the

Sw. word, for ' coffee-grounds

M

1SS8-80 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. i.vi. 105 a, That first and
cheefly it [earth for casting] be fine and small, and in no
wise rough, or full of grommelles. 1614 Bi>. Cowpek
Dikaiologic 83 Let the auncient wals of our Church-
gouernment stand, where they be decaied, let them be re-

paired, not with sand and grummell of promiscuall regiment.
1637 Sanderson Serm. II. 81 The grumbles and mud of
their impatience and discontent beginneth to appear.

Grummell, obs. form of Cromwell.
Grummet l (grwmet;. Obs. exc. Hist, and dial.

Forms : 3, 6-9 gromet, 6 groomet, 6, 8 grumet,
8 grummet, [a. OF. gromet, groumet, servant,

valet, shop-boy, wine-merchant's assistant (see

Gourmet) = Sp.grumete ship's-boy.
In Anglo-Latin documents down to the i6thc. the word

gromet i/s, a latinization of AF. gromet, is frequently used
in the sense of GROOM. Whether there is any etymological
connexion between F. gromet and Eng. groom is at present
uncertain.]

1. A ship's boy ; a cabin-boy ; the boy required

to form part of the crew of every ship formerly

provided by the Cinque Ports.

[1229 in Jeakes Charters Cinque Ports (1728) 25 note,

Servicia inde debita Domino Regi. xxi naves, & in qualibet
nave xxi homines, cum uno gartione qui dicitur gromet]
1570 6 Lambakdk Peramb. Kent (1826J no Hasting shall
finde 21. ships, in everie ship 21. men, and a garcion, or
boye, which is called a gromet. 1591 Percivall Sp.
Diet., Grumete, a grumet of a ship, a ship boy. 17x7 tr.

Premiers Voy. S. Sea 198 Sixteen Grummets. 1763 SlK
T. S. JANSSEN Smuggling Laid Open 285 The Gromets is

an Establishment which was formerly in the Navy; they
are meant to be young Fellows of about Eighteen, who
were never at Sea, to breed up as Seamen. 1894 C. N.
Robinson Brit. Plcet 207 The average ship's company [in

13th c] was twenty-four .. a 'rector' or master, 'constable'
or boatswain, twenty-one seamen, and a boy or ' gromet '.

2. dial. ' An awkward boy' (Sussex Gloss. 1S75).
1894 Jackson Southward Ho I. 251 (E. D. D.), I knowed

anuder pore chap, a grummut as had na wurk.

Grummet -, grommet (gnrnaet). Naut.
and Mil. Also 7 gromit, S-y -et. [ad. Y.gromctte
(15th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), now gourmette curb of
a bridle, f. gourmet to curb, uf unknown origin.]

1. A ring or wreath of rope, spec, one consisting

of a single strand laid three times round, a. One
of those used to secure the upper edge of a sail to

its stay. b. A ring of rope used as a substitute

for a rowlock in a boat. (Also applied to an eyelet

of metal serving the same purpose.) c. A wad for

keeping the shot steady in the bore when firing at

a depression, d. In other connexions : see quots.
a. 1626 Capt. Smith Aceid. Vug. Sea-men 12 Grummets,

and staples for all yeards. 16*7 — Seaman's Gram. v. 25
Caskets are. .small ropes, .made fast to the gromits or rings
upon the yards. 1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Dict.,Grom-
mcts are little rings which are made fast to the upper-side
of the yard, with staples, which are driven into the yard;
which have no other use but to tie and make fast the
Casketts into them. 1769 Falconhk Diet. Marine (1780I,
Bague, a small grommet, or wreath fixed in the eye-let hole
in a sail. 1877 W. Thomson Voy. Challenger I. ii. 114 Be-
cause our education has been sadly neglected in the matter
of cringles and toggles and grummets.
b. 1802 Trans. Sac. Arts XX. 289 With iron tholes and

rope grommets. 1833 Mabrvat P. Simple (1863) 249 The
oars of the boats were fitted to pull with grummets upon
iron thole-pins. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 46 Six-oared
yawl, .pulled with one thole-pin. .and a grummet.
0-

t

1828 J. M. Si'earman Brit. Gunner Notes 16 By dis-

carding the pincers, and applying grummets or wood
bottoms to the shells in lieu of them. 1861 Times 7 June
5/3 The grummets fit the bore of the gun exactly and act as
wads, allowing the base of the shell to rest in close contact
with the charge.
d. 1775 Falck Day's Diving Vessel 26 When I had taken
my proper land-marks, I secured my sweep with a grum-
met. 1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. xxi. 467 In order to
prevent leakage through the bolt-holes, hempen grummets
saturated with paint are placed between the nuts and the
plating. 1875 Bedford Sailors Pocket Bk. viii. (ed. 21 283
The ends of the whip should be made fast to the grummets
on the sides of the lifebuoy. 1888 Clark Russell Death
Skip III. 244, I discovered a rope grummet or hempen hook
fastened to the larboard horn. 1892 Edin. Rev. Apr. 479
A thick grunmiet of rope round his loins.

trans/. 1881 Clark Russell Ocean Free Lance II. iv.

193 Round the horizon was stretched what sailors would
call a ' grummet ' of sooty vapour.

2. attrib. and Comb. : grummet-hole, a hole
bound by a ring of rope ; grummet-iron, a toggle-

iron {Cent. Diet.); grummet strop, a strop made
like a grummet

; grummet-wad (see quot. : =^ I c).

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xviii. 218 To run the tent-poles
through *grummet-holes in the canvas, c i860 H. Stuart
Seaman's Lateeh. 30 How do you make a *grummet strop?
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.. *Grommet-watt, a ring made
of ih or 2 inch rope, having attached to it two cross-pieces
or diameters of the same material ; it acts by the ends of
these pieces biting on the interior of the bore of the gun.

Grumness (grammes ;. [f. Grum a. t--KB8S.]

The quality of being ' grum \
1675 Wychekley Country Wife 1. (1675) 11 Well, Jack,

by thy long absence from the Town, the grumness of thy
countenance, and the slovenlyness of thy habit; I shou'd
give thee joy, shou'd I not, of Marriage ? 1842 J. F. Cooper
Jack o' Lantern 1. 155 The English peculiarity of grumness.

GrumOSe (gr«mJu's), a. rare~°. [ad. mod.L..

*grumos-us Grumods : see -ose.] = Grumous 3.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Grumose Roots are those
which are composed of several small knobs, such as those
of the anemones, and of the little celandine. 1840 Paxton
Bot. Diet., Grumose, clubbed, knotted.

t GrumO'sity. Obs. rare" . [ad. mod.L.
*grftmositas

i
f. *gritmds-us ; see next.] (See quot.)

1658 Phillips, Grumosity, a curdling of any liquid sub-
stance into a thick masse or clod. 17*1 Bailey, Grumosity,
Fulness of Clods or Lumps.

Grumous , gi ^inasj, a. [ad. mod.L. *gr:lmos-us,

i.grumus Grume : see -ous.]

1. Containing, consisting of, or resembling grume
;

clotted; thick, viscid, a. of blood.
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 86 The Kidneys filled with a kind of

grumous blood. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady 11. i. § 5 (1734)
119 When the globular and grumous Part [of the Bluod] is

in a far greater Proportion than the Serum. 1805 Med.
Jrnl. XIV. 489 Extravasated blood, partly fluid and partly
grumous. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 655 Grumous
or granular blood, let loose from the liver, stomack, or some
other digestive organ. 1872 F. G. Thomas Dis. Women
(ed. 3) 471 He. .cut into a tumor behind the uterus and gave
exit to a large amount of black, grumous blood.

b. of other iluids.

_ 1665 NeedhAM Medela Medic. 412 The offending matter
is grown grumous, curdled or gellied. 1736 Bailey Housh.
Diet. 129 The scalding the vessel. .stirs up the grumous
resinous and oily part of the wood. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.
Waters I. 104 Soaps .. soon after separate into grumous
coagulations. 1852 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. II. xvi.

53 note, The substance which falls down in grumous and
filamentous clots is not pure caoutchouc. 1874 Cook

e

Fungi 41 The minute sooty spores are developed either on
delicate threads or in compacted cells, arising first from
a sort of semi-gelatinous, grumous stroma. 1890 Lancet
3 May 957/2 The appendix on examination, after removal,
was found to contain a dark grumous fluid.

2. trans/. Of diseases, appearances, etc. : Charac-
terized or caused by grume.
1779 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 5 Oct., That Mr.

Thrale's disorder, whether grumous or serous, must be cured
by bleeding. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 258 A grumous dark
appearance like to a slight extravasation. 1802 Paley Nat.
Tkcol xxiii. 467 A small grumous tumour. 1843 Blatkiv.
Mag. LI 1 1. 806 Flies and wasps, which no flapping will keep
off from his [the thuuny's] grumous liver. 1849 Sik\ eking
Rokitansky's Pathol. Anat. II. 85 The contents of the in-

testine are of a . . fetid, flocculent and grumous character.

3. Bot. Of roots, etc. : Consisting or formed of

clustered grains
; granulated.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 116/1 Grumous or knotty
kernelly roots, fastned to one head. 1830 LindleyAW. Syst.
Bot. 74 Seeds extremely minute (their nucleus consisting
of a mass of grumous matter). 1863 Berkeley Brit. Mosses
iii. 9 The spores of Mosses, .consist of a grumous mass.

Hence G-rumousness, grumous condition.
1676 Wiseman Surg. 1. xiv. 65 The cause of which may

be referred either to the coagulation of the Serum, or
grumousness of the Bloud.

Grump (gr»mp), sb. [''Suggested by Grunt,
with ending imitative of an inarticulate exclama-
tion of displeasure ; cf. GHUMPH z'.]

+ 1. Humps andgrumps : slights and snubs.

1727 De Foe Protest. Monast. 4 Under many Hardships
and Restrictions, many Humps and Grumps. 1760 Gkay
Lett. Wks. 1884 III. 4o»We attribute it to a miff about the
garter, and some other humps and grumps that he has
received.

2. pi. The sulks ; a fit of ill-humour.
1873 W. Cokv Lett, ff Jrnls. (1897) 360 D. got into

wretched grumps, but got out of ihem.

Grump (gr»mp), v. [Cf. prec. and Glumf v.]

intr. To sulk.

1875 Fenn Both Sides Mirror i, Instead of stopping
grumping here at home.

Grumph. {givmi), sb. Se. [f. Guumph v.] A
grunt, whether from an animal or a human being.

1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1797) 23 Better thole a grumph
than a sumph. 1814 Saxon <y Gael I. v. 42 He drew a long
sigh or rather grumph, through his nose, while he shook his
head and said, 'O Jane ! Jane ! ye was aye a dour kimmer !

'

x8ai Ulaekw. Mag. IX. 137 Loud was the grumph and
grumble from hog-stye. 1827 Scott Jrnl. 10 Apr., What
can be expected of a sow but a grumph?

Grumph (grnaf), v. Sc. [Echoic, with sugges-

tion from Gkunt. Cf. Grump.] intr. To grunt

;

said both of animals and human beings. Also
q\ia.s'i-traus.

t
to utter with a grunt, to grunt out.

1807 J. Stagc; Poems 8 The breydegroom grumph'd
agreed. 1821-30 Ld. Cockburn Mem. 326 He stopped,
and grun.phed. 1862 Hislop Prov. Scot. 36 Better speak
bauldly out than aye be gruinphin'. 1896 Ckockett Grey
Man xii. 84 The loathly sow. .lay. .grunting and grumphing
most filthily.

Grumphie (gnrmfi). Chiefly Sc. Also 9
grumphy. [f. Grumph v. + -IE.] A quasi-proper
name fur the pig.

1785 Burns itallaiveen xxi, She trotted thro' them a';

I

An' wha was it but Grumphie. 1824 Mai taggart Gallovid.
I Eucycl. 212 Wi' his mouth fu' o' suae, He to his den will

gae ; Grumphie is a prophet, watt weather we « ill hae. 1834
JVI. Scott Cruise Midge (1836) II. vi. 206 A black hand .

.

protruded every now and then, to give grumphy. .a good
crack over the skull. 1842 J. Aiton Domest. Leon. (1857)
230 If he find grumphy so lazy, that nothing but a stroke
will raise him.

Grumphy (grvmfi), a. [Cf. Grumph v.] ^
GBUMPY.
1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Charac. 95 Conviviality only renders

him grumphier and grumphier.

Grumpish. (gnnnpij), a. [f. Gkump sb. +
-ISH.J « G BUMPY.
1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) V. 242 Our

stuart is as grumpish as an old hound. 1805 in Spirit Publ.
Jrnls. (1806J IX. 314 Diddle . . was sure it was a grouse or
a woodcock, it looked so grey and so grumpish. 1840 Mrs.
V. Trolloi'e M. Armstrong I. vi. 158 If you blubber or
look grumpish, IMI have you strapped ten times over. 1897
Baking-Gould Bladysxn. 143 She is grumpish and the world
is well rid of such baggage.

Grumpy (gwmpi), a. [f. Gkump sb. + -y i.]

Surly, ill-tempered.

1778 Miss Burney Evelina (1784) II. ix. 68 You were so
grumpy you would not let me. 1824 Miss Mitiord Village
Ser. 1. (1863) 160 The grumpy gentleman in the opposite
corner. 1858 R. S. SurrEES Ask Mamma xv. 53 His
lordship was very grumpy all that evening. 1870 Ramsay
Remin. (ed. 18) p. xxxii, A . . short and grumpy manner.
1887 I'rith Autobiog. (1888) III. 66, I found the old
engraver somewhat grumpy.
absol. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 241

Never mind, old grumpy; sleep away.
Hence Grumpily adv., Grtrmpiness.
1835 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I. 28 [Tennyson's] little

humours and grumpinesses were so droll, that I was always
laughing. 1882 L. Keith Alasuam's Lady II. 274, I wish
you would speak less grumpily to Philippa. 1890 Besant
Armorel of Lyouesse I. 154 The grumpiness which he
showed on the way back.

t Gru*mulous, a. Obs. [f. L.grumul-us, dim.

Of grflM-US Grume + -ous.] =Ghumous*z. t.

1758 J. S. Le Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 269 The Cystis
. evacuated a thick grumulous Lympha.
Grun, obs. form of Gkin sbA

Griinauite (grirnau|9it). A/in. [Named by
Kieol, 1849, from its locality Griittau in Rhenish
Prussia: see -ite.] Native sulphide of nickel and
bismuth of a silver grey colour.

1849 NicoL Min. 458 Griinauite .. occurs granular and
disseminated. 1B68 Dana Min. ted. 5) 47 Griinauite..
Isometric . . Cleavage octahedral.

Grunch (gr^nj), v. Se. Obs. exc. arch. jMso
6 grunsch, 6. 9 gruntch. [Perh. a modification

of Gkutch v., influenced by Gkunt.] intr. To
grumble, express discontent. Const, at. Also
with inj. To grudge, to object.

14. . Dietary 15 in Barbour's Bruce (E. E. T. S.) 538 Mek
in troubill, glad in pouerte. .Ncuir grunching, bot mery lik

thi degre. 1513 Douglas AKueis vm. Prol. 165 As I grunchit

at this grum, and glysnyt about. Ibid. x. xi. 61 Quhilk
be thy wordis of fatale destane Now grunschis thou to give
or to conceid. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S. I xxxtv. 92
For, haif ane bismeir baggis, 5e grunche no' at hir grunge.
1616 Barbour's Biuce (ed. Hart) 24 And gif his keeper oft

grunchcs[J/tS\S". gruchys]Looke that thou takelummagrehis.

b. quasi- trans, with cognate obj. : To utter

grumblingly ; to grumble out.

1819 W. Tlnnant Papistry S/orm'd (1827^ 55 His drone
did gruntch sae dour a sound, Black Pluto heard it under-
ground.

Hence Gnvnching" vbl. sb. and Jpl. a. Also
Gru'iicher, one who 'giunches' or grumbles; in

(mot. a nickname.
1498 Barbour's Bruce xvi. q (MS. C.) And hehym levh with

a grunching [.VS. E. gruchingj. < 1470 Henkyson Mor.
Fab. 11. 'Cock $• Fox) xxii.To-gidder all but grunching furth

ye glide. 1535 Stewakt Crou. Scot. III. 171 With gruns-
chand hike quhen scho [Fortoun] lykis to greif. c 1560 A.
Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xxxiii. 14 Sturt, angir, grunching,
yre, and greif. 1892 Maem. Mag. Dec. 128 One of the

contemporaries of my own bright days was known as 'the
Cruncher '. Jbid. 129, I vow and declare that grunching
was no spontaneous growth in my nature.

Grund, obs. pa. t. Gkind v. ; obs. f. Ground.
Grundel (grz>*ndel). Also 5 grundyl. [{.grund

GBOU]n)J& + -el 1
. Cf. MDu., Du. grondel

t
G.

gntndel\ alsoGRiNDLE.] A fish; = Groundling 1.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 584/42 Fringutus, a grundyl.

1753 Chambeks Cycl. Supp., Grundel, or Grundliug, in

zoology, a name used by some for the common loach or

locho, a small freshwater fish, known among writers by the

names of cobitis and fundulus.

Grundelich, grundelike, vars. Grounply.
Grundeswell, -swulie, -swylie, obs. ff.

Groundsel sbA

Grundien, obs. form of Ground v.

Grundlich, grundlike, vars. Groundlt.
Grundsil(l, obs. form of Groundsel sb2



GRUNDY. 473 GRUNTIiE.

tGrtl'ndy 1
. Obs. rare- 1

. [? a. Uu. grundjc,

grontje, gioundling.] A designation applied to

a short person.

1570 Foxe A. <$ M. (ed. 2) II. 2307/2 Of some he [John
Vander Warfe, of Andwerpe] was called .. Shildpad. .for

that he beyng a short grundy and of lttle stature, did ryde
comuionly with a great broad hat.

Grundy - (gr2rndi). [? Echoic : see quot.

1840.] Granulated pig-iron.

1840 D. Mi'shet Papers Iron % Steel 12 Fifty year> ago
this process of granulation was carried on at the Cyfarthla
iron works to some extent. The iron so obtained was called

grundy, from the noise produced by the revolution of a
large horizontal stone, placed in the water-pit, on which the

iron fell in its descent. 1881 in Raymond Mining Gloss,

Grundy f (gnrndi '. The surnamj of an imagi-

nary personage {Airs. Grundy) who is proverbially

referred to as a personification of the tyranny of

social opinion in matters of conventional propriety.

In Morton's play Speed the Plough (1798), Dame Ashfield
is represented as constantly fearing to give occasion for the

sneers of her neighbour, Mrs. Grundy. Her frequent ques-
tion 'What will Mrs. Grundy say?' became proverbial

(prob. with especial reference to the passage quoted below)
as expressing the attitude of those who regard the disap-
proval of society as the worst of evils.

1798 T. Morton Speed tlw Plough n. iii. (1801) 29 Dame
Ashfield. If shame should come to the poor child [her
daughter]— I say, Tuinmas, what would Mrs. Grundy say
then? Farmer Ashfield. Dom Mrs. Grundy; what wou'd
my poor wold heart zay ? 1813 Examiner 15 Mar. 170/2
What will Mrs. Grundy say? a 1845 Hood Open Question
i, Now, really, this appears the common case Of putting
too much Sabbath into Sunday— But what is your opinion,
Mrs. Grundy? 1857 Locker Lofui. Lyrics (1874) 102 And
many are afraid of God—And more of Mrs. Grundy. 1896
Daily Neivs 26 Oct. 6/3 Without the smallest regard for the
Grundy tribe in office or out of it. 1899 Miss Broughton
Game fy Candle 129 You do not mean to imply .. that
Mrs. Grundy is going to interpose between you and me ?

Hence Gru ndifisd ///. a., arranged according to

the ideas of Mrs. Grundy ; G-rundyish a., prudish
;

Grn/ndyism, the principles of Mrs. Grundy, con-
ventionalism ; Oru'ndyist, Grundyite, a stickler

for propriety.
1836 Backw. Canada 270 Having shaken off the trammels

of Grundyism, we laugh at.. those who voluntarily forge
afresh and hug their chains. 1845 Tennyson in Mem. (18971
I. 227 Us poor devils, whom the Grundyites would not only
not remunerate, but kick out of society as barely respectable.
1883 'Wanderer' Notes Caucasus vi. 149 Unfit, in this
Grundyish age, for print. 1889 Jrnl. Educ. 1 June 282/1
Perhaps, after all, our rules were but a set of conventional
observations; our system but a sort of grammatical grundy-
ism. 1890 T. Hakdv in New Rev. Jan. 19, Unreal and
meretricious, but dear to the Grundyist and subscriber. 1893
Lady Burton Life R. F. Burton II. 258 The usual small
worries and Grundified conventions that form the cab-shafts
of domestic life in civilization.

Grundyn, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Grind v.

Grundy-swallow, -swally, dial, variants of
Groundsel sb}-

Grune, obs. form_of Groin.
Grunerite (grirnarsit). Min. [Named in
German (griinerit) by Kenngott, 1853, after E. L.
Griiner, who first described it : see -ite.] A variety
of hornblende, of silky lustre and brown colour,
containing much iron.

1861 Bristow Gloss. Min. 168 Grunerite, a pure iron
augite. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 234 Grunerite : Asbesti-
form or lamellar-fibrous.

Grunnleston, dial, form of Grindle stone.
t Granny, v. Obs. Variant of Groin v}
c 1340 Ayenb. 67 He beginb to grochi betuene his teb and

grunny [Fr. il comence a murmurer et gromeler\.
Grunsch, obs. form of Crunch v.

Grunsel, variant of Groundsel sb.1 and sb.*

Grunsell, -sill, obs. f. Groundsel sb.^ and $b$
Grunstane, Sc. form of Grindstone.
tGranstein. Min. Obs. Also 8 grunsten.

[a. G. grunstein = Sw. gronsten.] = Greenstone i .

?A mineral, compounded of siderite and mica.
Also atlrib.

1796 Kirwan Stem. Mm. fed. 2) I. 343 Of the binary
aggregates of the Granitic kind. M. Werner, .denotes only
the aggregate of hornblende and felspar, or mica, by the
name of Grunsten. i8ix Pinkerton Atral I. 7 Grunstein
porphyry, the green porphyry of the ancients, and grunstein
slate. Ibid. 12 The real grunstein of the Swedes is a mix-
ture of siderite and mica, sometimes with particles of quartz.
Grunswel(l, obs. form of Groundsel sb.i

Grunt (grzmt), sb. [f. Grunt v.]

1. The characteristic low gruff sound made by a
hog ; a similar sound uttered by other animals.
xfiiS Chapman Odyss. x. 324 Swines snowts, swines bodies,

tooke they, bristles, grunts. 1697 Drvden /Eneid vn. 20
The Grunts of Bristled Boars. 1820 Shelley (Edipus 1. i.

95 Let me hear Their everlasting grunts and whines no
more ! 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 11. v, With a depre-
catory grunt, the jackal again complied. 1894 A. Kobekt-
son Nuggets, etc. 68 What can ye expec' frae a pig but a
grunt.

2. A similar sound, uttered by a human being;
sometimes expressive of approbation, or the oppo-
site, f In early use, a groan.

J553 Brende Q. Curtius x. 214 b, But he had not so sone
dronke of Hercules cuppe, but that he gaue a grunte as
thoughe he had bene striken to the harte. 1567 Turbekv.
Quids Ep., Hypermnestra to Lynccus 43 When . . round

about I heard Of dying men the grunts. 1774-77 Cook
Voy. S. Pole, etc. hi. viii. II. 107 Two or three old men ..

giving a kind of grunt, significant, as I thought, of appro-
bation. 1829 Lytton Devereux 11. iv, They raised the
fallen watchman, who, after three or four grunts, began
slowly to recover himself. 1865 Carlylk Fredk. Gt. iv.

viii. (,1872) II. 16 The Britannic Majesty gave some grunt
of acquiescence. 1899 Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 453/1 He emitted
only a sulky grunt.
trans/. 1879 H. Drummond in Life (1809) 162 [The

geyser] gave a grunt and then threw up a little water.

3. A name for American fishes of the genus
Ilivmulon and alLed species (as Orlhopristis

chrysopterus'). So called from the noise they
make when ytken.
Apparently not connected with Du. grout, grunt, which

is a shortened form of grondel Gkundel, and denotes a
different fish \Cyprinus gobio).

1713 Ray Synopsis Piscium q6 The Gray Grunt. 1725
Sloane Jamaica II. 2gi Gray-Grunt. It was taken at Old
Harbour. 1734 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 316
Perca marina capite siriato. The Grunt. 1792 Mad.
Riddell Voy. Madeira 69 The cobler-tish, the kuig-flsh .

.

the grunt, and the flying gurnard. 1884-5 Riverside Nat.
Hist. {1888) III. 218 Grunt, pig-fish, and red-mouth, are
the principal common names of" the species of Hxmnlon ..

Another fish, also called grunt and pig-fish.-is the Ortho-
Pristis chrysopterus. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels A nun.
Life 176 Grunts that opened their wide mouths in audible
protest.

b. An English fish, ? the perch.
1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi W. 78 The pool in front

Wherein the hill-stream trout are cast to wait The beatific
vision, and the grunt Used at refectory, keeps its weedy
state. 1880 Antrim A> Down Gloss., Grunt, a fish, the
perch.

Grunt (gnmt), v. Forms : 1 grunneTtan,
3, 5 grunten, 4-5 grunte, 5 gronto, grunton,
6 grunte, 6- grunt. Pa. t. 3 gronte, grunte, 4
gruntle, 5- grunted. [OE. grunntflan ( = OHG.,
mod.G. grunzen), freq. of grunian \ci. MHG.
grunnen) to grunt, an echoic formation parallel

with L. gruwure.]
1. intr. Of a hog : To utter its characteristic low

gruff sound. Also of other animals and of persons
(with conscious allusion to the pig) : To utter a
sound resembling this.

6725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) G. 173 Grunnire, grun-
nettan. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4233 He vemde & grunte
& stod a^en as it were a strong bor. 1398 Tkevisa Barth.
De P. R. xviii, Ixv. U495) 820 The olde lyon resyth woodly
on men and oonly gruntyth on wymmen, and resyth selde
on chyldren but in grete hungre. ^1400 Maundev. (1839)
xxvii. 274 In that Desert ben many wylde men . . thei
gronten, as Pygges. c 1440 Capckave Life St. Katk. iv.

1481 Eke your goddis arn not soo goode as swyn—Thei can
no}t grunten whan hem eyleth ought. 1530 Palsgr. 576/2,
I grunte, as ahorse dothe whan he his spored. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T. (1613) 101 As the Hogge is still grunting, dig-
ging, and wrooting in the mucke, so [etc.]. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple Is. vn. Ixxxiii, Still did hunt .. In his deep trough
for swill.. Gryll could but grunt, a 1740 Tickell Ep. to
Gentl. Avignon, 104 Thy brinded boars may slumber un-
dismay'd, Or grunt secure beneath the chestnut shade.
1768 Beattie Minstrel 1. lvi, Sneak with the scoundrel fox,
or grunt with glutton swine. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk.
II. 365 Sleek unwieldly porkers were grunting in the repose
and abundance of their pens. 1831 [see Grunter l 1 b].

1865 Leckv Ration. I. 66 He told how an aged minister
had been interrupted, .by a devil who was grunting behind
him like a pig. 1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs II. 192 Yaks
grunted after the manner of their kind.

T b. To groan. Obs.
1340-70 Alisaunder 388 For greefe of hur grim stroke

grunt full many. 1494 Fabyan Chrou. v. cm. 78 Many
knyghts vpon bothe parties lay slayne & gruntynge vpon
the erthe. 1535 W. Marshall tr. Menandriuus D,f.
Peace, To Bk., Those persones, I waraunt, aswell pleased
shall be all. As wood Rome shall grunte, at the rubbynge
on the gall. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. i. 77 Who would these
Fardles beare To grunt and sweat vnder a weary life V

2. To utter a similar sound, expressive of dis-
content, dissent, effort, fatigue, etc.; to grumble,
murmur.
c 1325 Body <y Soul 104 in Map's Poems (Camden 1 341 The

bodi grunte and gon to seye, Gost, thou hast the wrong
l-wis. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke v. 21-6 The
Phariseis, theygrunteand murmour, and haue enuyat hym.
1577-87 Holinshed Ckron. III. X156/1 Wherat Sir Henrie
Benerield grunted, and was highlie offended. 1647 Trait
Comm. Matt. vi. 5 [Saul] grunts against himself because
he [God] handles him nat after his own mind. 1705H1CKER-
ingill Priest-cr. iv. (1721) 230 Not Priest-craft and Super-
stition, not grunting and groaning, and looking surly, and
sighing. 1804 A. Wilson in Poems fy Lit. Prose (1876) I.

114 Isaac grunting and lagging behind. 1890 Hall Cainb
Bondman II. ii, A pace or two behind came Chaise.,
grunting hoarsely in his husky throat.

b. trans. To utter or express with a grunt

;

to breathe out with a grunt.
1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage 11614) 33* A Bore., there fell

downe dead of a wound which they gave him, grunting
out his last gaspe. 1786 Bi:kns Ordination xi, Learning,
with his Greekish face, Grunts out some Latin ditty. 1787— Ded. G. Hamilton 63 Grunt up a solemn lengthen'd
groan. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xv, Grunting their
monotonous grumblings as they prowled about. 1875 Buck-
land Log.bk. 100 He only grunted his gratitude.

+ 3. a. trans. To grind (the teeth), b. intr. To
grind with the teeth. Obs. (Cf. Gkixd, Gbint.)
13.. Coer de L. 2107 He grunte his teeth. 1426 Lyivj.

De Gttil. Pilgr. 10470 Grucchynge, he grunte wyth hys teth.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 331 b/i She .. lost her speche &

foomyd atte mouth lyke a bore & grunted her teeth to gydre
merueylou>ly.

Gruntch, variant of Gkcnch v.

Grunter l (gi/rntsi). [f. Gbl-.xt v. + -eri.]

1. An animal ur person that grunts ; esp. a pig.
C1440 /'romp. Parv. 217/2 Gruntare, grnnuitor. 1591

Percivall Sp. Diet., Grunidor, a grunter. 1641 Bko.me
Joviatl Crew 11. (1652) F 3, Here's Grunter and Bleater,
with Tib of the Butt'ry. 1785 G hose Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
Grunter's gig, a snioaked hog's lace. 1798 Bloomfield
Fanners Bey, Summer 248 Whose [the Gander's] nibbling
wartare on the grunter's side, Is welcome pleasure to his
bristly hide. i8ao Scott Ivanhoe i, Collecting the refractory
grunters. 1847 Tennyson Priuc. v. 26. 1853 Hickie tr.

Aristoph. (1887. I. 33 For how much shall I buy your little

grunters of you? 1889 Fahrab Lives Fathers II. xii. 348
Jerome has no name for him but the 'grunter'.

b. See quols.)

1831 Vouatt Horse s. 196 Every horse violently exercised
on a full stomach, or when overloaded with fat, will grunt
very much like a hog. But tLere are some horses who will
at all times utter this sound, if suddenly touched uith the
whip ur >pnr. They are called grunters, and should be
avoided. 1888 W. Williams Print. Vet. Med. (ed. 5) 553
It a horse when struck at or suddenly moved, emits, during
expiration, a grunting sound, it is called a ' grunter '.

*&. Used as a name for various fishes making a
grunting noise ; cf. Gkunt sb. 3.

1726 Shelvock Voy. roimd World 5$ All their bays and
creeks are well >tock'<J with mullets, large rays, grunters,
cavallies, and drum-fish. 1859 Bartlktt Diet. Amer.,
Grunter, one of the pupular names of the fish called by
naturalists the Banded Drum.
3. s/ang. a. A shilling tfebs.) or a sixpence, b.
A policeman.
a. 1785 Grose Diet, Vulg. Tongue, Gruuter, a shilling.

1858 A. Mayhew Paved with Gold 111. iii. 267 One of the
men. .had only taken three ' twelvers ' and a ' grunter'.
b. 1823 Kgan G 1 oses Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Grunters,

traps, ollicers of justice.

Grunter- giwntai). (See quot.)
1858 Simmunus Diet. Trade, Gruuter, an iron rod bent

like a houk, u^ed by iron founders. 1875 in Knight Diet.
Meek.

Gruntil(l, obs. form of GruNTLE sb. and v.

Grunting (gnrntirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gkl-nt v. +
•IKG '.] The action oi the vb. Gkcnt ; the uttering

of a grunt
;
groaning.

13. . Childk. yesus 378 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXIV.
332 Vn-tO the owenne bane gam: (>ay gaa, And thare-Ine
herde bay gronntynge grete [of pigs]. ^1430 Hymns I i>g.

83 Mi modir for me sufTride sorewe With gi untyngis gi il &
sisinge sare. 1494 Fahyan Chron. VII. ccxxxii. 266 The
crye of the enemves .. noyse of trumpettys, and gruntynge
of horsysse. approchyd and smote together, c 1560 Veron
(title), A Fruteful treatise of predestination . against the
swynyshe gruntinge of the Epicures and Atheystes of oure
time. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. Scot. 230 Nothing was
heard but grunting and groninguf people. i6zo Miudlejon
Chaste Maid 1. ii, When she lies in, As now she's even upon
the point of grunting, A lady lies not in like her (etc.]. 1646
Sir I*. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. i. 107 Pliny and divers since
affirmc, that Elephants are terrified, and make away upon
the grunting of Swine. 1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist. (1776 IV.
289 A peculiar cry, somewhat a mixture between the grunt-
ing of a hog, and the bellowing of a calf. 1820 Shelley
Gidipus 11 ii. 40 For God's sake stop the grunting of tho.se

pigs !_ 1876 Green Stray Stud, 215 But murniurings and
gruntings broke idly against the old abbot's imperious
will. 1894 Baking-Gould Kitty Alone III. 80 With random
gruntings of the violoncello.

1b. = Grinding (of teeih). Obs.
1388 Wyclif Luke xiii. 28 There schal be wepyng and

grunlyng [138a beting to gidere] of teeth.

GrU'nting, ///. a. [-I.\<;-.] That grunts.
1633 P. Fletchick Purpl. Isl. xi. xiii, There lie the grunt-

ing Mvine. 1697 Dkyden AEncidwi- 786 Here Pluto pants
for breath from out his cell And opens wide the grunting
jaws of hell. 1704 Swift T. Tub (1709] 137 A lazy, an im-
patient and a grunting reader. 1727 Philip Quant 101 To
save his Money, and to be ridd of a grunting Companion.
1817 Byron Beppo xliv, Like our harsh northern whistling,
grunting guttural. 1828 Lights $ Shades II. 123 A grunt-
ing hog, with a rope tied to his left leg. 1863 Atkinson
Stanton Grange 20 The odd, uncouth, grunting coo of the
stock-dove was heard.

b. Special collocations : + grunting-cheat
slang, a pig; grunting-ox, the yak, Voiphagus
grunniens {Cent. Diet.) ;

grunting-peck slang,

pork.

1567 Hakhah Caveat 86 She hath a Cacling chete, a
grunting chete, ruff Pecke, cas.-an, and popplarr of yarum.
1622 Fletcher Beggar s Bush v. i, Or surprising a boor's
ken for grunting-cheats. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv,
Gruuting-Peeck, Pork. 1836 Smith Individual (Farmer),
'The Thieves' Chaunt '. But dearer to me Sue's kisses far,

Than Grunting Peck or other grub are.

Hence Grrrntingly adv., in a grunting manner.
x6xz Cotcr., Murmuranlement, murmuringly, mutter-

ingly, gruntingly. 1829 Lytton Disorvned 17 In earnest
admiration of two pigs, which marched, gruntingly, towards
him. 1837 Neiv Monthly Mag. L. 415 James, .gruntingly
breathed, and snufflingly said.

Gruntle (grwnt'l),^. Sc, Also 6-8 gruntill,

9 grunkle. [f. Gbuxtlk z>]

1. The snout of a puj. or other animal.
'535 Lyndesay i"ar>»-t' 2109 Heir is ane relict. .Thegruntilt

of Sanct Antonis sow, Quhilk buir his baly bell, a 1557
Diupi. Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 235 Xiij grysis, oft" the
quhilkis, thair wes ane a monstoure. It haid the gruntill
thairof in the heich of the heed. 1596 Dalrymfle tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 123 Slay out of hand a swyne that
eites the corne, or w* the gruntle casting vp the tilet ground.
1824 J. Teli-er in Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Ballads (1875 460/2



GRUNTLE.
The stinkan brocke Shotte up hir gruntle to see. 1844
Jack Hist. St. Monance iv. 36 [The pig] presented its

ominous grunkle full in his view.

b. trans/. The face of a man, etc. (Cf. Muzzle.)
1508 Dunbar Flytingiv. Kennedie 127 The gallowis gaipis

efter thy graceles gruntill. 1786 Buna Se. Drink jtvii,

May.. gouts torment him inch by inch, Wha twists his

gruntle wi' a glunch O' sour disdain, Out owre a glass o'

whisky punch Wi' honest men. 1819 \V. Tennant Papistry
Storm'd (1827) 50 Some Papists said it was the Deil ; Na,
11a ; it was some better chiel ; I ken his grunkle unca weil.

2. A little grunt ; a subdued grunting sound.
1697 W. Cleland Poems 92 He threw a gruntle, hands

did fold. [etc.]. a J774 Ferguson Poems 11807) 262 Can
lintie's music be compar'd Wi' gruntles frae the City Guard '!

1785 Burns Halloween xix, Presently lie hears a squeak,
And then a grane and gruntle.

Gruntle (gnrnt'l), v. Also 5 gruntil. \f.

Grunt v. with dim. or frequentative ending -LB.]

1. intr. To utter a little or low grunt. Said of
swine, occas. of other animals ; rarely of persons.

Const, against^ at. Obs. exc. dial,

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xxx. 135 pai..spekez no^t, hot
gruntils as swyne duse. 15.. Gyre-Carling 20 in Laing
Auc. Pop. Poetry 275 The Calling schup hir in ane sow,
and is hir gaitis gane Gruntlyng our the Greik sie. 1603
Dekker Batchelars Banq. Wks. (Grosarti I. 161 She..
seemes on a suddaine to awake from a sound sleepe, gruntling
and nusling under the sheets. 1605 Z. Jones tr. Layer's
Specters 11 Shee growing enraged, made so filthy a noyse
and gruntled so horribly against him. 1679 Dryden Tr. fy
Cr. iv. ii, So, so ; the boars begin to gruntle at one another :

set up your bristles now, o' both sides. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury n. 134/2 An Elke, when he sendeth forth his Cry,
gruiitleth. 1735 SomervilLS Chase iv. 338 By Circe's
Charms To Swine transfonu'd, ran gruntling thro' the
Groves. 1777 Justification 29 The tythe-pig gruntles in
the vicar's ear. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., To Gruntle.,
to grunt in a low or murmuring tone, as a sickly cow.
trans/. 1793 Berks ford in Looker-on (17941 II. No. 54.

313 Oft hearing the sow-gelder's horn . . Through the long
street gruntling far.

2. To grumble, murmur, complain.
1589 R. Bruce Serm. (1843) 166 It becomes us not to

have our hearts here gruntling upon this earth. 1601 Dent
Pathw. Heaven 213 He cannot indure that we should
gruntle against him with stubbornesullennesse. 1687 Miege
Gt. Fr. Diet. II. s.v., She does nothing but gruntle. 1876
'P. Pyper' Mr. Cray $ Xeighb. II. 138 There's some on
'em . . is gruntling over it above a bit.

Hence Gru'ntler nw" 1
, a grumbler.

1893 Standard 2 Sept. 3/2 If they were gruntlers, the
chief giuntler was the Secretary of State for War.
Gruntling (gnrntlirj), sl>. [f. Grunt v. +

-ling.
J A little grunter, a young pig.

1686 Bk. Boys fy Girls 32 (Halliw.) But come, my grunt-
ling, when thou art full fed, Forth to the butchers stall

thou must be led. 1780 GentI. Mag. Apr. 193/2 The good
fruit for me, the mean for my slave, The worst you design
my gruntlings shall have. 1823 Black™. Mag. XIII. 90
The. .gambols of a litter of sucking gruntlings. 1834 Beck-
ford Italy II. 134 Calves, turkeys, and gruntlings, which
had long been fattening, .for this solemn occasion.

Gruntling ignrntlig), vbl. sb. [f. Gruntle v.

+ -in«; !.] The action of the verb Gruntle.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 327 He vttereth a voice like

the gruntling of a Swine. 1611 Miudleton Roaring Girl
v. i. Wks. 1885 IV. 130 The gruntling of five hundred hogs
coming from Rumford market. 1819 W. TrnkaktPaftstry
Storm ^(1827) 55 Sae what wi' gruntlin', what wi' squealin',

The causey-stanes were maist set reelin'. 1824 Blackw. Mag.
XVI. 89 Don't make a hoggish gruntling as you drink.

1834 Beckkord Italy II. 173 After a deal of adulatory com-
plimentation .. for which they got nothing in return but
rebuff's and gruntling.

Gruntling (gnrntlin).///. a. [f. as prec. +
-IN'G-.] That gruntles.

15.. tr. Martial 111. lviii. 158 (MS.) The gruntling swine
follow the house-wife's feete. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts
(1658) 156 The gruntling clamour or cry of hogs. 1679 Earl
Rochester Epigr. Ld. All-pride 12 in Roxb. Ballads (1883)
IV. 567 So Swine for nasty meat to dunghills run, And
toss their gruntling Snouts up when they've done. 1896
Crockett Grey Man xii. 86 Nothing loath to get away
from gruntling horror on the hill-top.

+ GrU'nyie. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 6 grounye,
grunge, 7 grunzie, S-9 grunzie. Variant of
Groin sb. 1

, snout.

1500 Dunbar Flyting iv. Kenncdie 123 Fy skolderit skyn,
thou art bot skyre and skrumple ; For he that rostit

Lawarance had thy grunge. 155a Huloet, Grystle or
grounye of a Swyne, probossis. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S. T. S.) xxxiv. 92 5e grunche not at hir grunge, a 1605
Montgomerie Flytiug iv. Pohvart 88 3°urgryses grunzie is

gracejesse and gowked. 179a Burns Willie*s Wife iv, Willie's
wife is nae sae trig, She dights her grunzie wi' a hushion.
189a Ainsue Pilgr. Land of Bums 182 What .. Should
been a Christian face, I vow, It kyth'd the grunzie o' a Jew !

Gruper, variant of Gkoupek.
tl Gru'ppo. Obs. Also in anglicized form grup(p.

[It.: see Gkoup.] = Grout 1, 1 b.

1674 Playford Skill Mus. 1. (ed. 7) 38 Those excellent
Graces and Ornaments .. which we call Trills, Grupps.
Ibid. 47 The Trill and the Grup. Ibid., Gruppo or Double
Relish. 1686 Aglionby Painting Illustr., Expl. Terms,
Gruppo is a Knot of Figures together, either in the middle
or sides of a piece of Painting. Carache would not allow
above three Gruppos . . for any Piece. x688 R. Holme
Armoury in. 159/2 Trills and Gruppo's.

t GrU're {u). Obs. [OE. gryre ( =- OS. gruri),
f. grus-, wk. root of greosan to irighten.] bright,

terror ; something frightful, fearful agony.
Beowulf' iZ.) 1282 Was se gryre lassa. coao tr. B.rdd's

Hist. iv. xxviifi]. (1890) 364 In oaem tunum..'pa Se. .oorum
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I on gryre waeron to neosienne. a 1000 Csedmons Exod. 489
(Gr.i He maneguni ^esceod ^yllende gryre. a xzz$ Leg.
Kath. 1968 pat alle pat hit bihaldeS schulen grure habbtm.

,

c 1230 Hali Meid 47 Greden ai, & granen, ibe eche grure of
helle. a 1240 Lofsong in Colt. Horn. 205 Ich bide fce..bi

his dea3fule grure, and bi his blodie swote.

tGrUTeful, a. [f. prec. + -fit,.] Awful,
terrible. Hence f Grurefalliche adv., terribly.

aizz$Aucr. R. 306 pet grisliche word Scgrurefulouer alle,

'Ite maledicti in ignem eternum '. Ibid. 320 Hu grure-
fulliche God sulf breate<5 be biiruh Naum be prophete. a 1240
Wohwige in Coil. Horn. 271 Hwuch of ham [deueles] swa
is lest laSeliche and grureful ?

tGruse, gnrsel, ». Obs. rare-1
. In 3 gru-

selien. [Cf. Du. gruizen, gruizelen. LG. griisen

griisseln, Sc. ditd.gruse, gruzsle, Eng. dial, grouse.]

trans. To munch.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 428 Bitweonen mele ne gruselie [MS. T.

grusej 3e nout nouSer frut, ne oderhwat.

Grush,grasMe.(gr»J.gn>-Ji),<z. Sc. Healthy,

I

thriving.

1786 Burns Twa Dogs 112 The dearest comfort o' their
lives, Their grushie weans an' faithfu' wives. 1811 A. Scott
Poems 91 (Jam.) An' treads the vale o' humble life Wi' five

grush bairnies an' a wife. 1879 R. Adamson Lays Leisure
Hours 89 Grushy growing weeds.

Grush (gn>J)a v. Obs. exc. arch. Also 5
gross(h e, grussbe. 9 gruss. [variant ofCfiUSH.J
trans. To crush ; t to make a deep wound in ; to

gash. Also f intr. for rejl. To crumble ; so

Grushing />//. a.

< 1400 Dcstr. Troy 9482 He.. Gird burgh be gret vayne,
grusshe t the necke. c 1420 Pullad. on Husb. 1. 59 Al chalk
or grauel grosshyng in thyn honde. Ibid. 357 Grossing
grauel finest wol be fonde [L, qux compressa manu edit
stn'dores). 1819 W. Tlnnant Papistry Stonn'd (1827) 173
To gruss him down int ill a gruff. 1871 Waddell Scot. Ps.
lviii. 6 Grush the king teeth o

1

the lyouns, O Lord.

Grusle, obs. form of GBISTLB.

tGru'snen, v. Obs. rare~\ [f. *gru$~; see

Gbuke.J intr. To cry out with fright.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 481 Cairn unwarde it [arwe] under- feng,
Grusnede, and strekede, and starf wi3-5an.

Grusome, obs. form of Gruesome.
Gruss, variant of GauSH v.

Grustlye, obs. form of Gristly.

t Grutch, sb. Obs. [f. Grutch v.]

1. Complaint; «GrODGEj£. i.

c 1400 Bervn 2408 I wold have . . outid all yeur chaftare
without[en]gruchor groun. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. fy Lint.
Mon. x.\. (1885) 157 They that opteyne nat that they desire
shal have thanne litel coloure of grucche, considryng that
they Lak it by the discrecioun of bt kynges counseiL 1553

;

Primer, Prayer in Adversity V ij b. That I maye without

,

murmur or grutch paciently beare this thy fatherly cbastise-

!

ment. 1556 Am*. Parkek Ps. xxxix, At last I spake wyth
murmuryng grutch.

2. -Grudge sb. 2.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 62 Shine alway
threatneth vnto the doer payne And grutche of conscience.

3. = Grudge sb. 3.

1540-1 Elvot Image Got'. 47 Quenchyng the good opinion
and loue that all men had toward me, and changeyng it to
a fervent grutche and hatred. 1637 G. Daniel Genius this

Isle 542 Would you Looke Vpon that Splendour with or
frowne or grutch? 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 357 Foes.. To
whom he bore so fell a grutch He ne'er gave quarter
to any such, a 1687 Cotton* Pott. Wks. {1765) 8 So hard
it is, where an old Grutch is, To get out of a Woman's
Clutches.

4. The condition of a thing which is refused or

given grudgingly; want, lack, scarcity. rare~ x
.

1815 Hist. y. Decastro fy bro. Bat II. 197 Too much is

worse than grutch : it is the frugal use of pleasure that
gives us pleasure.

Grutch (grtftf), v. Obs. exc. dial, or arch.

Forms : a. 3 gruce, 3 4 gruchche, 3-g grucche,
3-6 gruche, 4 grochi, grouche, grochge, 4-5
groche, grocche. grochche, 4-6 grutche, 5
gruch, grosschen, 5-6 grotche, grudche, 6 Se.

gruich, 6- grutch. Pa. t. 3-6 gruched, etc.,

6- grutched ; also 4 gru^t, 5 growht. £. 4
grychche, 5 gre(t)che.grychge.gricche,gryche.
Pa. t. 4-5 gricched.etc. ; also 5 griht, gright. 7.

5 gurche. (See also Grudge v.) [a. OK. groncier,

grouc/ier, grocier, groc/wr, gritccr, gruchier, to

murmur, grumble (whence med.L. groussare), of
unknown origin.]

1. intr. To murmur, complain, repine i ^Gkudge
v. 1.

a. a 1225 Ancr. R. 186 Ne wrekie $e nout ou seluen, ne ne
grucche 3e nout. c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 34
Hedden here euerich ane peny : bo wenden hi more habbe

:

bo gruchchede hi a-menges hem. 1303 R. Brunnk Handl.
Synne 1084 ^yf..\)oa wylt nat blebly parto b*y (•> wyl, but
euer gruchande [F. groinant], 1340 Ayenb. 67 He beginb
to grochi betuene his teb and grunny. 1387 Tkevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 137 He made places of socour for pore men, forto

sese be peple bat grucched \_v. rr. grochgede, grutchyde] for

be oponynge of be sepulcre. X389 in Eng. Gilds (1870)91 If

he grucche, he shal pay ij
,f

. c 1400 Maundev. (1830) v. 57
The People grucched, for thei fownden no thing to drynke.
a i42oHoccleveZ?^AV^. Princ. ioooShuldest thow grucche
and thyne annoye bewepe ? c 1460 Emare 669 And ever she
lay and growht. c 1460 Tovvueley Myst, xix. 104 Whethere
that he will saueor spy 11, I shall not gruch in no degre. 1531
Dial. Laws Eng. 11. xlviii. {1638) 152 The appellants would
grutch and think them [the Judges] partiall. 1587 Tlrberv.
Trag. T. (1837) 94 Rough handed Surgeons make the

GRUTCHING.
patient grutch. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ii. 34 Both did at
their second sister grutch And inly grieve. 1624 Quarles
yob vin. med. xlvi, If we receive for one halfe day, as much
As they that toyle till Evening, shall we grutch? 1647
Ckashaw Music's Duel 91 They seem to grutch And
murmur in a buzzing din. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. iii.

(1692) 100 To be Stewards of our External Substance for
the Good of Mankind. .not Grutching.

j8. ta 1400 ISIorte Arth. -2^yj Syr Gawayne was grevede,
and grychgide {printed grythgide] fulle sore. < 1450 tr.

De Imitatione \. ix. 10 pel haue peyne, & sone & li^tly

gretchin [v. r. grucchethj.

b. Const, against, with ; of, al.

a. a 1240 Wohunge in Colt. Horn. 275 A3aines al pe woh
and te schame fat tu boledest. .neauer ne opnedes ti mu5 to
grucchen a^aines. 1303 R. Pkunne Handl. Synne 3493
Hyt ys grete pryde Grucchyng wy\> God. C1380 Wyclie
Serm. Sel. Wks. 1. 7 His peple shal be saved, algif preestis
grutchen bere agen. 1382 — John vi. 41 Jewis grucchiden
of him, for he hadde seyd, I am breed that cam doun fro

heuene. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 84, I grucche sore Of some
thinges that she doth. 1432 Paston Lett. No. 18 I. 33 The
whiche . . shut causen him, more and more to grucche with
chastising. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. iii, His gouernance . . is to
the people more tollerable, and they therwith the lasse

grutch. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par., Matt. xxvi. 116
|They] murmured and grutched at the costesand expenses.
1 549"6* Sternhold & H. Ps. cvi. 16 At Moses they did
grutch. 1595 Hunnis Joseph 2 In all thinges that he saide

I

or did against him sore they grutch. a 1677 Harrow Serm.
!
Wks. 1716 III. 33 Can we grutch at any kind of service.,

when the Son of God was put to the hardest tasks?
j8. s 1400 Destr. Troy 9367 Toax, the tore kyng .. Gright

with the gret it agayne stode. c 1420 Auturs of Arth. xli,

]
Gawayne greuhes [Ireland MS. grechut] berwith, and

' gremed ful sare.

c. with clause.

6*1380 WVCUF' Sel. Wks. III. 359 Grutche we not bat

J

many men benken ful hevy wib b,s sentence, a 1637 B.
Jonson Vudo-ivoods, To Chas. I fy Q. Mary Epigr. Consol.

,

\
Do not grutch That the Almighty's Will to you is such.

1 1655 Filler Ch. Hist. v. v. § 21 Grutching much, that
K. Henry the substance, and more, that Cromwell, His

j

shadow, should assume so high a Title to himself.

d. said of the conscience. (Cf. Grudge v. 5.)

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 59 The
conscyence alwaye prycketh and grutcheth ayenst synnes
euyl commytted.

2. Irans. To be reluctant to give or allow (some-
thing) ; to begrudge; = Grudged. 2. (The quots.

in brackets may be intr.)

[1340-70 Altx. fy Dind. 770 Whebur bei graunte hit or
gruche bei greuen 30U ofte. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 123
Gyff his ^hemar oucht gruchys [ed. 1616 grunches]. < 1400
Rom. Rose 6465 If that prelats grucchen it.l c 1418 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) II. 246 What unkyndly gost Shuld greve that

God grucchede nou^t ! 1513 Douglas s&ueis nr. vi. 77 The
nedis nocht to gruich [ed. 1553 grudche], in tyme to cum,
The gnawing of 3our tabillis every crum. 1613 Wither
Abuses Stript 1. v. Juvenilia 11633) 34 Foes I have some,
whose lives I do not grutch. 167a Crownl Chas. VIIt. v.

Dram. Wks. 1873 I. 201 Grutch not the love thy widow to

him bears. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. ix. 150 Who grutches
pains that have their deliverance in view?
absol. 13.. E. E.Allit. P. B. 810 pay hym graunted to

go & gru3t no lenger.

b. with infinitive objecl.

t 1375 Se. Leg. Saints, Cosmc fy Damyane 107 Gyf bai

gruchit to do sa. C1400 Destr. Troy 9315 If he gright with

the grekes to graunt horn his helpe. c 1440 York Myst.
xxxii. 243 He grucchis nojt to graunte his gilte. a 1553
Udall Royster D. iv. v. (Arb.) 67 At my first sending to

come ye neuer grutch. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 219 Who
would grutch to spend his Bloud in His Honour's Cause?
a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1687) I. xiii. 191 One would think,

that a man of sense should grutch to lend his ears.. to such
putid stuff.

C. Const, dat. or lo.

a. ,1 1300 Cursor M. 13263 pair heling groched he bam
noght. 13.. E. PI. Allit. P. B. 1347 pay gruchen him his

grace to gremen his hert. c 1400 Destr. 'I"ray 9956 Neuer
the grete for to grutche . . All his lust & his lykyng. 1546
Phaer Bk. Childr. (1553) A ij b, Why grutche they phisicke

to come forth in Engbshe. 16*6 Middleton Auyth. Quiet
Life iv. i. 130 The angry woman, methought, grutched us

our victuals. 1677 Crownk 1st Pt. Destr. Jerusalem Ded.,
I am sure they will not grutch you the few flowers that a
poor poet brings to strew in your way. 1700 Congreve
Way of World iv. ii, S'beart, an you grutch me your liquor,

make a bill.

p. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7072 Hit shalbe gricchit hym bat

grace in his grete nede. 1ai$oo Chester PI. ii. 392 Gright

they bene that grace. Ibid. 397 Against mankinde..To
whom grace cleane is gright.

absol. 'in 1500 Cluster PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 6 Lose them
[the assesj bringe them heither anon Yf anye man gryche

you as you gone. .Saye that I will ride therone.

3. inlr. (app.) To be stinted. rare~l
.

c 1530 Iutcrl. Beauties Women A iv, But for ye shall not

dispayr I assure you No labour nor dylygens in me shall

gruch.

4. To make a jarring or grating sound.

1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 70b, They, .grutched with

theyr tethe for angre. 1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (157°)

54 Still grutching like vnto the frogges sounde.

t Grutcher. Obs. [f. Grutch v. + -er 1
.]

A murmurer, grumbler, complainer.
a i2*s Ancr. R. 108 Heo is a grucchid [MS. T. grucchere],

& ful itowen. 138a Wyclif Ecclus. v. 17 To the priue

grucchere .. hate, and enemyte, and strife. — Jude 16

Thes ben grucchers pleynynge. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 217/2

Grutchare (MS. A", gruchar), murmurator, murmuratrix.
1483 Cath. Angl. 166 2 A Grucher (MS\ A. Grochere), mur-
murator, susurro.

Grutching ^rt?'ijin\ vbl. sb. Obs. exc. arch.

and dial. Forms : see Gri.tch v. [f. Grutch v.



GRUTCHING.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb Grutch; murmur-

ing, complaining ; murmur, complaint, reluctance.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 114 Grucchunge of bitter & of sur heorte

is him surre & bitture. 11250 Gen. iff Ex. 3332 Quad
moyses,. .' Ille gruching is 311 for-beatl '. 13. . E. E. Allit.

P. C. 53 What graybed me be grychchyng Dot grame more
seche '! 1340 Ayenb. 67 Of grochinge, pet is of him bet ne
dar nail ansuerie. 1375 Barbour Bruce XVI, 9 He hym
levit with a gruching. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Friz:
188 Amonestynge recewe thou gladly, and reprowynge
wythout wrath or gurchynge. ' 1450 Lonelich Merlin 476
(Kolbing) Loke thow love . . thy neyghhour with owten
grochcheng. 150Z < >rd. Cryslen Men (W. de \V. 1506) in.

iii. 144 Wyth grutchynge they gyue an halfe peny or
a peny unto Ihesu cryst. 1645 Arraignm. Persecution 4 It

divideth their Powers one against another, and in them-
selves occasioneth murmurings, grutchings, and repinings.

1683 Trvon Way to Health 432 There being no Grutching,
Envying or Contention amongst them. 1847 L. Hunt Jar
Honey ii. 17 Scylla hath words, but words well-stored with
grutching. 1892 Stevenson Vailima Lett. (1S95) 241 The
rest is grunting and grutching.

b. of the conscience. rare~^.
c 1450 tr. Dc I/nitatione 1. xx. 25 Grucching of conscience
& dispersion of herte.

f c. = Grudging vbl. sb. 2.

1621 B. Jonson Gipsies Met. (near end), Or from any
Gowtes least grutching. Blesse the Sov'raigne, and his

touching.

t Gnrtching;, ///. a. Obs. [f. Ghutch v. +
-ING-'.] Grumbling, complaining ; reluctant.
a 1225 After. P. 108 i.MS. C.) Ha is grucinde and dangerus,

and arue5 forto psJlen. ta 1400 Morte A rlh. 1076 He gapede,
he groned faste, with grucchande latez. 1490 Caxton ller.it

to die 6 Many ther be that ben Impacyent & grutchynge.
C1520 Mayd Emlyn 183 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 89 She
answered hym With wordes grotchynge. 17x2 Sped.
No. 292 r 4 A grutching uncommunicative Disposition.

Hence f Orutchiug'ly adv.
1340 Ayenb. 193 More likeb. . to god an alfpeny bet a poure

yelp gledliche . . panne a riche man yeaue an hondred marc
grochindeliche and mid zor3e of herte. 1382 Wyclif
Ecelns, xit. 19 Many thingus grucchendeli whistrende [Vulg.
/nulla susurraus]. C1400 Trojan War l[, 1641 in Horstm.
Barbour's Leg. II. 275/1 Thaiine grauntede wes Half
gruchandly.

Grutnol, variant of Gkoutnoll Obs.

Grave, -er, obs. and dial. ff. Groove, -er.

Gruwe, obs. form of Grow.
II Gruyere (grwye»*J ; Fr. gnV'yfr). [The name

of a town in Switzerland, used attrib. in 'Gruyere
cheese', also with omission of 'cheese'.] A cheese

made of cows' milk, of firm consistence, containing
numerous cavities.

1826 Scott Diary 14 June in Lockhart, Bought a little

bit of Gruyere cheese, instead of our dame's choke-dog
concern. 1845 Greslev Frank's First Trip 210 You must
manage to eat gruyere with your dessert on this side the
Channel. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. fy Mcrch. III. iv. 130
Gruyere and celery. 1897 Allbult's Syst. Med. III. 206
The brain tissue may contain cavities which have been aptly
compared with those met with in Gruyere cheese.

Gruyn, obs. form of Groin sb.', snout.

Gruze, variant of Guoose v. Sf., to shiver.

Grw, Grwge, obs. forms of Grow, Grudge.
t Gry, sb. Obs. [a. L. gry (in Plautus Most. 1.

iii. 67 where recent edd. have ypv), a. Gr. ypv oc-
curring in the phrase ovSi ypv, and explained by the
lexicographers as meaning (1) the grunt of a pig,

(2) the dirt under the nail ; hence the veriest trifle.]

The smallest unit in Locke's proposed decimal
system of linear measurement, being the tenth of a
line, the hundredth of an inch, and the thousandth
of a ('philosophical') foot.

[1623 W. Sclater Tyt/ies 148 To this you ne gry; you
loue to euade, not to answere.] 1679 Locke Let. to Boyle
B.'s Wks. 1772 VI. 541 The longest . . was three inches and
nine grys long, and one inch seven lines in girt. 1690 —
Hum. Underst. IV. x. § 10 A Globe, Cube, Cone, Prism,
Cylinder, &c, whose Diameters are but looooooth part of a
Gry. 1813 E. S. Barrett Heroine (1815) To Rdr. xiv, The
work has every fault which must convict it. .but which will
leave it not the ninety-ninth part of a gry the worse.

t Gry, v. Obs.- 1
intr. ? To rage, roar.

1594 Carew Tasso ii. (1881) 34 The hearing this doth force
the Tyrant gry, With threatfull sound.
Gry- : see Gri-.

Gryce, var. Guis, fur, Obs. ; var. Grioe L
Grychche, gryche, -ehge, obs. ff. Grutch v.

Grydeme, -eyorn, etc., obs. ff. Gridiron.
tGrye, v. Obs. rare-1

. [? related to Groe tv.l]

intr. 1 To shudder, feel horror.
13. . Gaiv. A> Gr. Knt. 2370 So agreued for greme he gryed

with-inne.

Gryesy, variant of Grisv a. Obs.
Gryethe, obs. variant of Grith Obs. exc. Hist.
Gryf, obs. form of Graff.
tGryfely, « Obs. rare. [? Shortening of

gmfeling, Groveling.] Prone, groveling.
11x450 Le Morte Arth. 2912 Ouer the sadylle downe he

wente, And gryfely gronyd vpon the ground.

[Gryff. Perh. a misprint for giytt. Grit sbfi

1608 Topsell Serpents 312 Tarentinus [saith] that the
Sea-fish called Gryff, or Grample, doth greedily devour
them [worms].]

Gryffar(e, Gryffe, obs. ff. Graffer, Graff.
Gryft, obs. form of Graft sb. 1

Gryght(e, obs. variant of Grith Obs. exc. Hist..
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Grygynge, obs. form of Greking, dawn.
Gryht, obs. form of Grith.
Gryis, Sc. var. Grise v. Obs.

Gryking, obs. form of Greking, dawn.
tGrylle. Obs, rare. [ad. L. gtyllits a cricket

or grasshopper, a. Gr. ypvK\os.~\ A cricket.

1555 Eden Decades 115 Baskets full of grcssehoppers,
grylles, crabbes or ctefysshes..all well dryed and salted.

Gryllotalpa gridrtse'lpa). Also 8 grilla-
talpa. [f. L. gryllo-, comb. f. of grylltts a cricket

+ talpa a mole.] The mole-cricket.
[1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyl, Gtyib-taUa,] 1791 Woi.cot

(P. Pindar) Lousiad in. 167 Bats shriek 'd, and giillaialpas
join'd the sound. 1815 Hist. J. Decastro <y bro. Bat II.

325 His clothes were full of beetles, bats, lizards, gryllotalpas
and scolopendras that crawled all over him.
Gryn, obs. variant of Groin sb. 1 , snout.

Grynd(e, obs. form of Grind v. x
, Groin sb.-

Gryne, obs. form of Green. Groin sb.-

Grypanian [gripf'Tiian). a. Ornith. [f. mod.L.
grypani-nm {rostrum), a. Gr. ypiTaincs bowed by
age, f. ypinrus curved.] (See quot.)
1879 R. B. Siiarpi: Brit. Mtis. fatal. Birds IV. 6 Bill

notched or grypanian (Illiger), i.e. with the oilmen nearly
straight, bent at the end in an arched curve, acuminate,
generally incised at the sides.

Grype : see Gripe.
Grypesheye, variant of Gripe's egg Obs.

tGryph(e. Obs. Also 6 griph(e. [A perver-
sion of GRIPE, after L. gryphus : see Griffin.]
1. A griffin.

1398 Tbevisa Sarin. De P. P. xvi. Hi. (1495) 571 Gryphes
kepe this stone [Iaspis] as they done Smaragdus. <. 1425
Wyntoun Croft. 1. x. 576 Gryphys [v.r. grypis] gret ner-
hande thaim ar And dragownys. 1579 Twv.ne Fhiskke
agst. Port. 11. Ep. Dcd. 154 a, What strange .. conllictes
doth, .desire of golde raise vp betweene the people Arimaspi
and the Gryphes?
2. A vulture. AUoJtg.
1563 87 Foxk .-!. «r M. .1596' 81/1 The griph with talen,

the do^ with his tooth. 1574 Hellouks Guevara's Fam.
Ep. (1577) 197 They did eate a Griphe in potage, and a
Goose in pickle. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xi. xiii.

(1886) 162 Plinie ixporteth that griphes flie alwaies to the
place of slaughter. X586 J. Hooker Girald. tret, in
Holinshed II. 43/1 Argent three griphs or geires gules
crowned gold : this griph or geire is a kind of an eagle.

Gryphen, -in: see Griffin 1
.

Gryphite (grHait). Mitt. [ad. mod.L. gryph-
iles, f. L. gryph-tts : see Griffin + -ite.] A fossil

oyster-shell of the genus Gryphna. (Cf. Crow-
stone.)

[1753 Chambers Cyci. Stlpp., Grypbites, in natural history,
the name of a very common fossile shell.] 1796 Kirwan
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 81 It [Compact Limestone] frequently
abounds with impressions or petrifactions of .. pectinites,
gryphnes, mytulites, &c. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 481
Gryphites. .enter into the composition of the singular cal-
careous chain of the Pyrenees. 187a W. S. Symomds Pec.
Rocks \x. 327 A fine section of Lower Lias, with numerous
gryphites and other characteristic fossils.

attrib. 1833 Lvell Elem. Gcol. (1865) 415 The name of
Gryphite limestone has sometimes been applied to the lias.

Gryphon, -esque: see Griffin, -esque.
Gryppeshey, variant of Gripe's egg Obs.
Grys, obs. var. Grice 1

; var. Gris sb. and a.

t Grysande, a. Si: Obs. [f. Grise grey
; cf.

OF. grisan, med.L. grisengus.] Greyish.
a 1400 Burgh Laivs xlii. (Sc. Stat. l.\ }>e clathing sail be

of a hew grysande or quhyte [L. Vestlmentum sit unius
coloris scilicet grisii vel albi].

Grysbok (grai-sbfk). Also 9 greisbok. [ad.

Du. grijsbok, f. grips Grey + boi Buck.] A small
grey South African antelope (Antilope melanotis).
1786 Sparrman Voy. Cape G. H. II. 224 The grys-bok is

of a greyish colour, with black ears, and a large black spot
round the eyes. 1859 Wood rVat. Hist. I. 643 The Grys-
bok . . is a native of Southern Africa [etc.]. 1885 W. Gres-
well in_ Macm. Mag. Feb. 280/1 The little greisbok that
has continually been nibbling his vines. 1897 Encycl. Sport
I. 39 The Bushbucks . . Grysbuck {Nauotragus melanotis)
are small antelopes, which [etc.].

Gryscysme, obs. form of G r.ecissi.

Gryse, obs. var. Grece, Grice i; var. Gris,
Grise Obs.

Gryselioh(e, -lyche, -ly(e, obs. ff. Grisly.
Gryselle, obs. form of Grizzle.
Grysie, variant of Grisy a. Obs.

t Grysomyle, grysmolle. Obs. [ad. OF.
grisomole, also crisomolc, -mile, ad. I., chryso-
ntelitm, a. Gr. \pi:aujx.r]\ov, f. xpCtnis goltl 4 firjKov

apple.] Some gold-coloured fruit ; the Greek
name seems to mean either an apricot or a quince.
c 1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 70 The same graffyng
may be understond of an grysmolle tre ; that is better than
a peche. C1550 Lloyd Trens. Health (1585) Cvij, Oyle of
grysomyle taketh alwaye all impedimentes of the tonge.
Grysope, variant of Grasshop Obs.
Gryt, Gryt-, Sc. ff. Great, Great-.
t G-Sol-re-ut. Mm. Obs. The note G, sung

to the syllable sol, re, or tit, according as it occurred
in one or other of the hexachords to which it be-
longed

; the upper G of the bass.
C1325 Song in Pel. Ant. I. 292 Qwan ilke note til other

lepes and makes hem a-sawt. That we calles a moyson in
gesolreuti en hawt. t 1400 Beryn 1837 The hoost made an

GUAIACIN.
hidouse cry, in gesolreut the h.iut. 1596 PatUur. to fifus.
A iv b, Note also that what is vnder G sol revt, the same is

vnder Gamma-vt, and what is aboue E la t»i, the same is

aboue ee la. 1609 Dot land Ornith. Microl, 32 The tuning
of the lesser Psaimes out of Csolfaut, and of the greater out
of Gsolreut, is this. 1674 Plaviord Skill Mas. 11. 112 For
the Tuning of your Violin .. the Bass or fourth string is

called G sol ru tit.

Guaba, obs. form of Guava.
Guaca (gwaka), [Quichua huaca\ according

to Tschudi Kcchua~lVb. (1853) a vague term for
any object of religious reverence.] A general term
for objects connected with the religious worship of
the Incas, as idols, temples, grave-mounds, etc.

1604 K. G[rimstonk] D'Acostas Hist. Indies v. ii. 332 In
this first kind of idolatry [worship of natural objects] they
have exceeded in Peru, and they properly cal it (iuaca.
Ibid. v. v. 340 They shewd me.. a little hill or great mount
of sand, which was the chiefe Idol! or (.uacaot the Antients.
Ibid. v. xii. 359 In every Province of Peru, there was one
principall Guaca, or house of adoration. 1613 Purchas
/'ilgriwagt' (1614) 878 This Guaca (so they called their
Idols and Temples) wasGencrall to all the Indians of Peru.
1748 Earthquake Peru Pref. 8 In their Guaca's (the Indian
Word for Sepulchre) .. they always buried great quantities
of Gold. 1777 Robertson Hist. Ame>\ II. vn. 321 The
Guacas, or mounds of earth, with which they covered the
bodies of the dead.

ii Guacharo (gwa'tjar*?). [Sp. gitdcharo, of
S. Amer. origin.] A nocturnal bird, Steatornis

airifensis, of South America and Trinidad, valued
for its oil ; the oil-bird. Also attrib.

1830 W. Coolly Marit. e\ Inland Discov. (1846' III. v.

xvii. 252 The Guacharo is of the size of our fowls, of a dark
bluish grey plumage, and resembling in its manners both
the goat -sucker and the alpine crow. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI.
462/1 The use of the Guacharo oil is very antient. Ibid. 4,6?{?.

[Among the Indians] 'to go and join the Giuicharoes'
means to rejoin their fathers— in short, to die. 1893 New-
ton Diet. Birds 395 The bard, indigestible seeds swallowed
by the Guacharo are found in quantities on the floor and the
ledges of the caverns it frequents.

Guacho, incorrect spelling of (Jaucho,

1! Guaco (gwa-ko). [Sp.-American.] The
name given in tropical America to Mikania
Guaco, Aristolochia anguicida, and other plants
used as an antidote to snake-bites. Also, the
medicinal substance obtained from the plant.

Hence Gua-conize v. trans., to treat with guaco.
182Z-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 301 note, The

guaco, a vegetable matter employed in Smith America as an
antidote for the bite of serpents, has been strongly recom-
mended as an antidote for hydrophobia. 1853 SttEMAN in
Hooker's Jrnl. Hoi. V. 76 Remarks on 'Juaco-plants, ..The
natives informed him that they had ' guaconized ' them-
selves, i.e. taken Guaco.
Guaeum, obs. form of Guaiacum.
Guadalcazarite fgwadalka-zarait). Min, [f.

Guadalcazar, a town in Mexico, -i- -ITE, ;lt was
named first Guadahazite by Adam in 1869.)]
Sulphide of mercury containing a little zinc.

1875 Dana Min. App. ii. 25 Guadalcazarite.

Guag (£vvreg^. Mining. [Cornish; = Welsh
gwag empty, cogn. w. L. vacmts.] A Cornish term
for : An old working.
1778 Pkvce Min. Cornub. 322 Tinners holeing into a place

which has been wrought before, call it 'Holeing in Guag'.
i860 Enp. <%• For. Mining: Gloss., Cornwall Terms, Guag-,
a place that has been wrought before for tin.

Guage, obs. lorm of Gage, variant of Gauge.
Guaiac gwai-ak). Also 7 guajack, guaic, 9

guiac. [ad. mod.L. Guaiac-1'M. Cf. F. gaiac,
gayac (1532 Rabelais\] ^ Guaiacum 2, 3.

1558 Wardf. tr. Ale-vis' Seer. t. (1559) 5 The barke of
Lignum Sanctum called Guaiac. 1604 E. G[rimstonf.J
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxix. 288 The wood of Guayac,
which they call Lignum sanctum, or Indian wood .. is as
heavieasyron. 1638 A. RKADChirurg. xi. 81 Thedecoction
of guajack is good, used in stead of ordinarte drink. 1661
HicKERiNGii.L7awtf/<;rt22 Medicinal Drugs, as. .Gum Guaic.
17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The wood guaiac is extremely
hard and heavy. 1811 A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp. (1818)
188 The wood of guaiacum is inodorous. .. The resin, or
guaiac, has a fragrant odour, with scarcelyany taste. 1875 H.
C. Wood Therap. (1879) 538 Guaiac, as an emmenagogue,
is much less stimulating than cantharides.

b. attrib., as guaiac- resin, -tree, -wood.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The guaiac-tree is of the

height of our walnut-tree. 1767 Monro in Phil. Trans.
LVII.504, I had some guaiac wood. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI.
463/2 Genuine guaiac-wood is destitute of smell, but if

rubbed, and stiil more if set on fire, it evolves an agreeable
aromatic odour. Ibid., Guaiac resin exudes spontaneously,
or in consequence of incisions. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med.
IV. 730 A pastil containing 2 grs. of guaiac resin, &c.

Guaiacene (gwarasfn). Chem. [f. Guaiac^um
+ -ene. Cf. F. ga'iacbie.'] A light colourless oil,

obtained by the dry distillation of guaiacum resin.
1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 945. 1886 in Syd. Sac. Lex.
Guaiacic (gwaiae-sik),tz. Chem. [f. Guaiac.um
+ -iu. Cf. F. gaidcique!\ Guaiacic acid, C 6 H a63 ,

a substance obtained by Thierry from guaiacum
resin and wood {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1844 Hoblvn Diet. Med., Guaiacic acid.

Guaiaciu (gwaiasin). Chem. Also -ine. [f.

Guaiac(um + -ix.] A non-nitrogenous vegetable
principle discovered in the wood and bark of the
Guaiacum officinale, having a sharp acrid taste.
An earlier word gymiacine occurs in Timme's Quersitanus
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i. xiii. kj b (1605!, where 'salt of gnaiacine ' renders the L.

salguaiacinus (app. = Guaiacum 2).

1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 137 All the Guaiacums ..

contain a particular matter often designated as resin . . but
which is now considered a distinct substance, called Guaia-
cine. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 423 Landerer asserts

that he has found in it a peculiar crystallizable substance
which he calls guaiacin.

Guaiacol vgwai-ak^l). Chem, [f. Guaiac(um -t-

-ol.] A phenol contained in wood tar, and also

obtained in the dry distillation of guaiacum resin.

1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 946 Guaiacol, .. Produced,
together with guaiacene and pyroguaiacin, by the dry distil-

lation of guaiac resin. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 45
Among the tar derivatives [may be specially mentioned]
creosote and guaiacol.

II Guaiacum (gwai'akym). Forms: 6 guaicum,
guiacan, 6-7 guaiacan, 7 guacum, gwacum,
gwakin, 7-8 guajacum, 6- guiacum, guaiacum.
[mod.L,, ad. Sp. guayaco, guayacan, of native

Ilaytian origin.]

1. A genus of trees and shrubs (N.O. Zygophylla-

cem\ native to the West Indies and the warmer parts

of America ; a tree of this genus, esp. Guaiacum
officinale and G. sanctum.

"

1553 Eden Treat. Neiue Ind. (Arb.) 40 The wood of Gui-
acum, otherwyse called Lignum Sanctum, wherewith
dyuerse diseases are healed by the order of the newe dyete.

1626 Bacon Syiva § 456 Some Hot Trees, as Turpentine,
Mastick-Tnee, Guaiacum, Iuniper, &c. 1712 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. 66 Guajacum . .is a Tree the Size of a com-
mon Walnut Tree. 1792 Mar. Riddei.l I'oy. Madeira 90
The guiacum, or lignum vitae, is found here. The bark
is white and gummy, the leaves winged, the blossoms of

a beautiful violet colour, and the berries are used as bitters.

2. The hard and heavy brownish-green wood of

G. officinale and G. sanctum, used in medicine
;

lignum vitse.

*533 T. Pavnfxl tr. Huttens De Morbo Gall. vi. 11 Vet
hath this woode Guaiacum alwayes bene there vsed. 1580
FraHITON tr. Monardes 10 b, The Guiacan that is called

the wood of the Indias. 1671 Salmon Syu. Med. in. xxii.

423 The Oak ; the salt expells Urine and gravel ; the wood
is of like use as Guajacum. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 47
Guaiacum, and other medicinal woods. 1876 Ellen Krewer
tr. J. Verne's Adv. 3 Eng. <y 3 Russians iii. 32 'They had
laid in a good stock of ebony and guaiacum.

3. A resin obtained from the tree; also, the drug
prepared from it. Also gum guaiacum.
1553 in Lodge lllustr. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. xxii. 165 He

told me that his Ma*'* taketh Guaiacum, & is far better

now than lie was a xii dayes sins. 1605 B. Jonson I'olpone

II. i, Ne yet, of guacum one small stick, sir, Nor Raymond
Lollies great elixir. 1636 Davenant Witts iv. i. Dram.
Wks. 1872 II. 188 His Afflicted female .. feeds him with
beds of guacum For his salad, and pulp of salsa for His
bread. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. II. App. 386
Some of our eminentist English Doctors., have not scrupled
of late years to use the strong and fetid chymical oyles of

Amber and Guajacum. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 21 86/1, 12

Thousand Quintals ofCakau of Caracas and Gwakin. 1741
Camp/. Family-Piece 1. i. 20 Take Gum-Guaiacum 1 Ounce.
1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 47 Oils of guajacum, box, &c.
..are found heavier than water. 1813 J. Thomson Led.
Injlam. 199 The guaiacum, sarsaparilla, [etc.] . . have all

been supposed to be useful in the cure of s rnphula.

4. attrib., as guaiacurn-bark, -lozenge, -potion,

resin, -test, -tree, -wood.

1596 Burrouch Met/i. Phisick (ed. 3) 375 The guaiacum
potion is wont sometimes to worke that effect. 1605T1MME
Quersit. 1. xiii. 65 The Boxe, the Oake, Guaiacan Tree, and
such like. x8ia J. Smyth Pract. Customs (1821) 40 Guiacum
Bark. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 31 The guaiacum test of
Dr. Day. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 599 Guaiacum
lozenges.

Guall, Guam, obs. forms of Gall v\, Yam.
Guan (gwan). Also 8 quan, 9 guam. [prob.

a native name.] One of a family or subfamily

(Pelopinx, Newton) of gallinaceous birds of South
America, allied to the curassows.

1743 G. Edwards Nat. Hist. I. 13 The Quan or Guan, so
called in the West Indies, .is a little bigger than a common
Hen. 1827 O. W. Roberts Centr. Amer. 228 He fired at
three guams, each as large as a turkey-cock. 185a Th. Ross
Humboldt's Trav. II, xxiv. 444 Large birds, a guan 1

' pava
demonte* for instance, or a curassao (alector), when wounded
in the thigh, die in two or three minutes. 1895 C. Dixon in

Fortn. Rev. Apr. 645 TheCracidse or curassows and guans,
with fifty-three species.

Guana (gwivna). Forms : 7 guiana, 7-9
guano, 8 gauna, gwani, 9 Austral. go,h)anna,
7- guana ; also {anglicized) 7 gwane, gwayn, 8

guane. [variant of Iguana.]
1. The Iguana, a large arboreal lizard of the

West Indies and South America.
1607 G, Percy in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) iv. 1686 We also

killed Guanas, in fashion of a Serpent, & speckled like a
Toade radar the belly. 16*4 Capt. Smith I'irginia lit. i.

42 With a lothsome beast like a Crocodil, called a Gwayn .

.

we daily feasted. 1748 Anson's I'oy. it. xi. 267 The animals
we met with on shore [at Chequetan] were principally
guanos, with which the country abounds, and which are by
some reckoned delicious food. 1763 W. Robinson in W.
Roberts Nat. Hist. Florida 100 [List of animals] The
guane. 179a Mar. Riduell Voy. Madeira 63 The guana
is of various colours ; but most commonly it is either brown,
green, or blue. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 287
Look at these two guanas chasing each other up that tree.

2. Colonial. Any large lizard, e. g. Sphenodon
punctatum {Hatteria punctata) of New Zealand.
180a G. Barrington Hist. N. S. Wales viii. 285 Among

other reptiles were found some brown guanoes. 1864 J.
Rogers New Rush 1. 6 The shy Guana climbs a tree in

fear. 1883' Eha' Tribes on myFrontier 36 The large Monitor
which Europeans in India generally call an iguana, some-
times a guano! 1891 'Rolf Boldrewood' Sydney-side
Saxon vi. 99 A goanna startled him [a horse]. 1898 AIorris
Austral Fug. s. v. Goanna, In New Zealand, the word
Guano is applied to the lizard-like reptile Sphenodon punc-
tatum. ..In Tasmania, the name is given to Tiliqua scin*

coides, White, and throughout Australia any lizard of a large

size is popularly called a Guana, or in the bu^h, more com-
monly, a Goanna.
Guana, variant of Guano.
II Guanaco (gwana'ko). Also 7 guanco, guia-

naco, guinaco, 7-9 huanaco, 8 guanico, -aca,

9 -acho. [Quichua huanaco, huanacu.] A South
American mammal, Auchenia hua?iaco, a kind of

wild llama producing a reddish brown wool.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta^s Hist. Indies I. xxi. 70

There are few of those beastes, which at Peru they call

Guancos. Ibid. in. xx. 185 There are also of those beasts

which they call Guanacos and Pacos, which are sheepe. 1670
Narborough Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711

1

98 There
are many Ostriches in the plain Lands, and Guianacoes,

which are the Beasts that bear the red Wool, whereof Hats
are made in England. 1785 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840 304 We. .saw guinacoes, or Peruvian sheep, as big as

small mules. 1773 J. Hawkesworth Voy. I. 15 Guanicoes
..resemble our deer, but are much larger, the height of

some not being less than thirteen hands. 1811 W. Walton
Peru:: Sheep 83 'The Huanaco or Guanaco of the Spaniards

..is the largest of the two species of wild Peruvian sheep.

attrib. 1811 W. Walton Peruv. Sheep 84 Horse hides

and Guanaco skins. Ibid. 167 Guanaco wool is obtained

from the wild animal of that name. 1865 Lubbock Preh.
Times vii. (1869) 234 On the east coast, the natives .. have
guanaco cloaks.

Guanamine (gwse'namahV. Chem. Also -in.

[f. Guano + Amine.] (.See quot. 1881.)

188: H. Watts in Nature XXV. 148 The Guanamines
..a series of bases discovered by Nencki in 1874 and 1876,

and formed by the action of heat on the guanidine salts of

the fatty acids. 1899 Cagnev tr. R. von Jaksch's Clin.

Diagnosis vi. fed. 4) 239 note, The characteristic pointed
rhomboids of the guanamin of isobutyric acid.

Guanidine gwx'nidin . Chem. Also -in.

[Modified fromGuANlN.] A strongly alkaline base,

CNS H«, formed by the oxidation of guanin.
1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 949 Guanidine. ..An organic

base discovered and investigated by Strecker . . It is pro-

duced . . by the action of hypochlorous acid on guanine.

1899 Cagmey tr. A\ von Jaksch's Clin. Diagnosis vi. (ed. 4)

239 note, Carbonate of guanidin.

Hence Guanidlnic a., in carbo-guanidinic acid.

1866 Odling Anim. Chem. vi. 139 Biuret .. may be re-

garded as carbo-guanidinic acid.

GuaniferOUS (gwanHer3.s), a. [f. Guan(o) +
-JijFERors.] Producing guano.

1844 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. I. 288 The guaniferous
islands.

Guanin (gwanin). Chem, Also -ine. [f.

Guant(o + -in.] A white amorphous substance

obtained abundantly from guano, forming a con-

stituent of the excrement of birds, and found in

the liver, pancreas, and other parts of animals.
1850 Fownes Chem. (ed. 3) 499 Guano also contains a

peculiar substance called guanine, which closely corresponds
with xanthic oxide. 1859 NewSyd. Soc. Year-bk. 93 Scherer
detected guanin in the pancreas of the ox. 1889 Geddes &
Thomson Evol. Sex 23 Guanin, so abundant on the skin of
fishes and some other animals.

Guanize(gwan3iz\f'. [LGuan(o + -ize.-] trans.

To treat with guano. Hence Gua'nized ppl. a,

J843 J. A. Smith Product. Farming (ed. 2 81 Comparing
it with patches not guanised, the produce of the former
may, without exaggeration.be stated to be double. Ibid. 83
The growth of the guanised rye was uniformly good.

Guano <gwa 110, gif*|8e*D0), st>. Also 8 9 guana.
[Sp. guano,S. Amer. Sp./iuano, ad. Quichua huanu
dung.]

1. A natural manure found in great abundance on
some sea-coasts,esp. on the Chincha and other islands

about Peru, consisting of the excrement of eea-fowl.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxxvii.

311 They are heapes of dung of sea-fowle . . They cal this

dung Guano. 1669 Earl Sandwich tr. Burba's Art Metals
16 It is called Guano {i.e. Dung\ not because it is the Dung
of Sea-fowls fas many would have it understood), but be-

cause of its admirable vertue in making ploughed ground
fertile. 1726 ShelvOcke Voy. round World (1757) 170
Cormorants dung, which the Spaniards call Guana. 1846 J.
Baxter l.ibr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 346 The seed was
drilled in with 2 cwt. guano, and a cart load of mould mixed
together per acre. 1876 Page Adv. Texl-Bk. Geol. xx. 430
The guano of the Pacific and other tropical islets, so valuable
as manure.
Jig. i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Uohn) II. 314
The German and Irish millions, like the Negro, have a
great deal of guano in their destiny. 1870 ' Ouida ' Held
in Bondage 16, I find soda-water and brandy the best guano
for the cultivation of my intellect.

2. trans/. Artificial manure, esp. that made from
fish, called more fully fish manure oxfish-guano.
1844 Emerson Leet, Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 301

Agricultural chemistry, .offering by means of a tea-spoonful

of artificial guano, to turn a sandbank into corn. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 202 Fertilizers in the preparation
of which fish are used, Including Menhaden guano, crude
and ground, guano made from fish skins, and from fish

heads and bones. 1888 Pall Mall G. 30 Aug. 2/2 Convert-
ing the bottle-nosed whale into patent guano.

3. A general name for sea-birds which produce

guano. ? Obs. [This is in Sp. guanaf, pi. guanoes

:

cf. quot. i860.]
1697 Dampier Voy. I. 101 [They] found multitudes of

Guanoes, and Land-turtle or Tortoise, and named them the
Gallapago's Islands. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World
(1757) 190 Isles Lobos. .. Here are also plenty of Guanoes
and carrion-crows. 1760-73 tr. Juan <y L/lloa's Voy. (ed. 3)

II. 104 Innumerable flights of birds with which all those

islands abound and commonly called Guanoes..*, many of
them are indeed alcatraces, a kind of gull, though all com-
prehended under the generical name of Guanoes, [i860
Times 17 Dec. 7 The guanaes or cormorants and other

allied tribes of birds which deposit guano must have existed

thousands of years before man.]

4. attrib., as guano-island, -manure, -water.

1844 Catholic Weekly Instructor d\ It is said, more than

300 vessels from Liverpool are engaged in the guano-manure
trade. 1851 Beck's Florist 199 Guano-water improves
wonderfully the colour of the flowers and the general health

of the plants. 1858 Cycl. Commerce (ed. Homans) S99 The
claim of the Peruvians to the exclusive possession of the

guano islands.

Hence Gua'no v. trans,, to fertilize with guano.

AlsoJig.
1847 Disraeli Tattered 11. ix, Lady Constance .. having

guanoed her mind by reading French novels, had a variety

of conclusions on all social topics. 1856 Olmsted Slave
States 43 The ground is . . again guanoed, two hundred
weight to the acre. 1865 Spectator 18 Feb. 176 He
announced that he intended to guano the public mind.

Guano, variant of Guana.
II Guara l (gwa-ra). [mod.L., a. Tupi guard.']

Guird in Tupi is simply = ' bird ', but the description in

quot. 1796 relates to the guara.

An American bird, the Scarlet Ibis, Eudocimns
ruber.
1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 296 The Brazilian Guara

of Marggrave. .is a Land and Water-fowl, of the bigness of

the Spoon-bill . . It feeds upon fish and flesh, water always
added. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 260/2 The Guara. .It is

of some Authors called an Indian Curlew. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp.y Guara, in zoology, the name of a Brasilian

bird, called by Clusius, Numenius Indicus, or the Indian
Curlew. . It is all over of a fine gay red, only that the long.

wing feathers are tipped with black at their extremities.

[1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 745 The guira famous for

often changing its colour, being first black, then ash-coloured,

next white, afterwards scarlet, and last of all crimson.]

II Guara -(gwa-ra). Alsoaguara. [Tupijagodra

'dog, ounce' (Dias) ; cf. Jaguar.] Alarge-maned

wild dog of S. America, Cam's jubatus.
1884-5 Stand. Nat. Hist. (18881 V. 416 Largest and

fiercest of the South American species is the Guara iCanis

jubatus), which has a mane, and outwardly presents some
resemblance to the hyena. .. The name of Aguaraor Guara
appears to be an imitation of its loud cry ' gou-a-a '.

II Guaracha (gwara'tja). Also erron. guaracia.

[Sp. (Velasquez Sp. Diet. 1878).] *A lively

Spanish dance in | or | time, usually accompanied
on the guitar by the dancer himself (Stainer &
Barrett 1876).
1828 Moore Say, ivhat shall we dance ? i. 8 Shall we . .To

the light Bolero's measures move ? Or choose the Guaracia's

languishing lay?

llGuarana (gwara-na). [Tupi guarand.] A
Brazilian shrub, Paullinia sorbitis; a paste pre-

pared from the seeds of this shrub, which is used

for food and medicine. Also guarana-bread, -paste.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 291 Guaranina. This
substance was discovered by Theod. Martius, in the

guarana. 1861 New Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 459 The author

uas employed guarana paste in numerous cases of hemi-

crania. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 707 Guarana.
^
The

seeds of this plant furnish the Guarana bread so highly

esteemed by the natives of Brazil.

fOtiarand. Obs. Also 7 garand,-end. [?ad.

F.garaut: see Guarantee^.] - Guarantee sb. 1.

1674 Temm.e Let. to King 30 Nov., Wks. 1720 II. 316,

I said, Your Majesty having been the Author and Guarand
of the Peace at Aix .. could with ill Grace propose any
thing to France beyond those Terms. 1687 Burnet Reply

to Varitlas 86 He cites again Florimond for his Garand.

170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3812/3 The King and the Cardinal

Ti imate shall write to the Emperor, and the other Guarands
of the Peace of Oliva.

Guaranin (gwaranin). Chem. Also 9 -ina,

-ine. [f. Guaran(a + -IN.] A crystalline prin-

ciple contained in guarana, and regarded by some

as identical with caffeine.

1838 [see Guarana]. 1841 Brande Chem. 1230/2 Guaranin

[obtained] from the fruit of the Paullinia sorbilis, by Mar-

tius. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knenvl. (U. S ) VII. 134 The essen-

tial crystallizable principle is said to be identical with

caffeine, but has received the name of guaranine.

Guarantee (gcerantr), sb. Also 7 garante, 9
guarrantee. [The early form garanti (sense 1) is

perh. a. Sp. garantc = F. garant, OF. guarant,

ivarant (whence Warrant.^/). The later develop-

ment guarantee (with which d. grandee from Sp.

grande) was subsequently misused for Guaranty,

being perh. taken as a semi-phonetic adoption of

F. garantie ; hence senses 2 and 3 below. Sense 4

should perh. be regarded as a distinct word; it

may however be viewed as a perversion of the

meaning of the word, produced by identifying the

ending with -EE suffix^ of legal terms.]

1. A person or party that makes a guaranty or

gives a security ; a guaranteeing party.

1679 Penn Addr. Prot. n. v. (1692) 139 As if he . . could
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lie their Gat-ante, in t'other World, they become very
insolicitous of any further search here. 1683 Apol. Prot.
France v. 63 That promise, of which our King was the
Oarante. 1710 Lond. Gam. No. 4713/1 The second com-
plained of the Violation of the Treaty, .of which, .the King
of Prussia was a Guarantee, a 1715 BUBMBT Own Time IV.

(1724) 663 Pursuant to an article of the treaty of Nimeguen,
of which the King of England was the guarantee. 17*4
Swift Drapicr's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 92, I wiil not ven-
ture to be your guarantee. 1753 Scots Mag. Jan. 8/2 His
allies should be guarantees. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II.

63 They are the sole trustees, guarantees, and managers of
the national bank. 1819 R. Chatman Jus. V, 123 The
emperor .. was guarantee of the treaty of marriage betwixt
her and the elector. 1855 Milman Lai. Chr. xi. v. (1864)
VI. 450 He even threatened the King of England with
interdict, if, as guarantee of the treaty, he should enforce
its forfeitures, i860 Woolsey Introd, internal. Law § 105

(1875) 129 If he guarantees a debt, and the payment is

refused, he is not bound to make it good ; for in this,

according to Vattel, lies the diflcrence between a surety
and a guarantee. 1871 Blackie Four Phases 1. 151 He
stood guarantee that 1 should remain and wait the result of
the trial.

2. The act of guaranteeing or giving a security
;

- Guaranty sb. 1.

1786 Burke Charges agst. IV. Hastings Wks. 1S13 (4 )

VI. 692 Taking occasion from a late application of Fyzoola
Khan for the Company's guarantee. 1806 Wellington in

Owen IFcllcsley's Desp. (1877) p. civ, This very act of
guarantee has always been considered important in India.

1832 Ht. Martineau Ella of Car. vii. 88 The laird was
willing to enter into the proposed guarantee. 1845 S. Austin
Rankers Hist. Re/. III. 341 At length, having received
sufficient guarantee, he assented. 1883 S rEVKNSON Silverado
Sq. 17 This I relate as I heard it, without guarantee. 1886
Law Times LXXXII.94/2 A material alleviation of the
strictness with which contracts of guarantee are enforced.

3. Something given or existing as security, e.g.

for fulfilment of an engagement or conditions;

"Guaranty sb. 3.

_ 1832 Lewis Use <y Ab. Pol. Terms xi. 95 Good education
is no guarantee. 1836 Lonciy in Life (1891.) I. 227 Your
love for literary labor is a sure guarantee of success. 1856
Kane Arct, F.xpl. II. viii. 90 This announcement was re-

ceived as a guarantee of their personal safety, i860 W.
Collins Worn. White i. ix. 46 My situation in life was
considered a guarantee. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serin, iv. 75
Our Lord anticipates the time when active zeal for Himself
will be no guarantee. 1894 H. Drummokd Ascent Man
390 Sacred and happy homes.. are the surest guarantees
for the moral progress of a nation.

4. A person to whom a guaranty is given : the

correlative of guarantor.
1853 J. [iovvir.R Law Diet. U.S. (1856) *.v., The guarantee

is entitled to receive payment, in the first place, from the
debtor, and secondly, from the guarantor. 1875 Poste
(tains in. Comni. (ed. 2' 403 Guarantors are relieved by the
guarantee being compelled, if one is ready to pay the whole,
to sell him the debt of the others.

5. attrib. : guarantee fund, a sum of money
pledged as a contingent indemnity for future loss

;

guarantee society (see quot. 1S5S).

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 508 The President of
the Hoard announced to the Court, their consent to extend
the amount of the Guarantee Fund to two millions. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Guarantee Societies, certain joint-
stock companies, which, upon payment of an agreed
premium, guarantee to the employer the honesty of a person
employed, or, at least, undertake to make good any defal-

cations in his accounts. 1879 McCarthy Own tunes II.

xxi. 107 A guarantee fund of two hundred thousand pounds
was very soon obtained. 180.1 Pall Mall G. 14 Oct. 7/1
The guarantee arrangement made with certain of the
Australasian colonies for testing the effect of a 4*. rate to
Australia. 1897 li'estm. Gov. 91 April 7/3 He has decided
to give up the country [sc. hunting it] unless a guarantee
subscription of ,£2,000 a year is forthcoming.

Hence Gaarantee'ship.
1715 M. Davirs Athcn. Brit. I. 227 Its Catholkk Union

scarce ever going any further than the Politick Point of
Tolerating one another under the Papal Guaranteeship.

Guarantee (gxrantr), v, [f. Guarantee sb.]

1. trans. To be a guarantee, warrant, or surety

for ; spec, to nndeitake with respect to (a contract,

the performance of a legal act, etc.) that it shall be
duly carried out; to make oneself responsible for

the genuineness of (an article) ; hence, to assure the
existence or persistence of; to set on a secure
basis.

1791 Burke Th. Fr. Affairs Wks. 1802 IV. 22 Publick
treaties made under the sanction, and some of them guaian-
teed by the Sovereign Powers of other nations. 18. . Ld.
Brougham (Ogilviel, By the treaty ofalliance she guaranteed
the Polish constitution in a secret article, i860 WoOL&SY
lutrod, Internat. Law § 105 (1875) 128 Thus, the treaty of
Teschen.. which was guaranteed by Russia, renewed the
treaties of Westphalia, i860 [see Guarantee sb. 1]. 1865
.Kingslry Herew. xvii, If he wouldy^mt guarantee the
Danish laws, .to all north of the Watling street. 1868 Fuel-
man Norm. Cong. (1876' II. ix. 432 It" is a more difficult

question whether Harold's succession was at all guaranteed.
1874 SaycB Compar. Philol. i. 55 Written languages
guarantee a systematic pronunciation. 1876 L. Stephen
Fug. Thought iSth C. I. 17 The intellectual activity of
the acuter intellects, however feeble may be its immediate
influence, is the great force which stimulates and guarantees
every advance of the race.

b. with inf. or obj. clause : To engage to do
something ; to warrant or ensure that something
will happen or has happened.
1820 K-fats Lamia 1. 339 Her beauty, .while it smote,

still guaranteed to save. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 153,
I will undertake to guarantee, that a mass of oppression

Vol. IV.

and injustice., has been wrought under colour of these Acts.
1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (13771 I. v. 107 Here is a case of

that precision which guarantees to us that the spot was once
well known. 1884 Pae Eustace 84 I'll guarantee that he'll

never return to Bengurry.

2. To secure the possession of (something) to a

person, etc.

1838 Prescott Ferd. fy Is. 1. ii. I. 162 Eager to anticipate
the possession of Navarre, which had been guaranteed .to

them on their father's decease. 1845 S, Austin Ranke's
Hist. Re/. III. 553 Liberty to follow the Confession of
Augsburg .. was guaranteed to the city for its six parish
churches, i860 Motley Nelherl. (1868) I. iii. 71 In that
case he promised, .to guarantee to the Prince the earldoms
of Holland and Zeeland. 1899 Findlav in Fxppsito?' Feb.

87 Christ guarantees to the faith of His brethren, .a true
quittance and defence from sin.

3. To secure (a person or thing) against or from
risk, injury, etc.) ; to secure in (the possession of

anything).
1804 Weli.esley in Owen Dcsfi. 11877) 45 1 The British

Government was pledged ..to guarantee them against all

exactions. 1820 A. Ranken Hist. France \ in. i. § 1. 25 The
protectant states were now acknowledged and guaranteed
in their full rights and privileges. 1832 Hi. Martineau
Ella of Gar. vii. 83 Angus was strongly disposed to make
the attempt, if he could lie guaranteed from loss. 1859 Mili
Liberty i. 9 On condition of being guaranteed more or les*

efficaciously against his tyranny.
absol. 1823 T. Moohe Mem. (1853) IV, 62 He could net

guarantee against the folly of people in prosecuting.

Hence Guarantee 'd, Guaranteeing//'/, adjs.

1876 Daily News 3 Nov. 7/5 The mighty shield of guaran-
teeing Europe will defend our territorial integrity and our
national rights. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI. 256, I vote the
abolition of the guarantees and of the guaranteed. 1892
Labour Commission{\\o*>.,Guara?iteed men, men employed
by a contractor, and having regular wages. 1895 A. J.
Wilson Gloss. Terms Stock E.vch., Guaranteed stocks.

Stocks the interest of which is guaranteed by a Government
or company are thus described.

Guarantor (gsetantpu). [Formed after GUAR-
j

antee, by substitution of -cm for the correlative

j

-SB 1
.] One who makes or gives a guaranty or

I

security.

1853 J- BouVIER Law Did. U, S. (1856) s.v., A guarantor
1 differs from a surety in this, that the former cannot be sued

until a failure on the part of the principal, when sued ; while
the latter may be sued at the same time with the principal.

1862 Sat, Rev. XIII. 651/1 It is said that a regular army
of 60,000 visitors a-day will relieve the guarantors; and
already on the Derby Day 50,000 were in the building.

1874 Motley Bameveld II. xvi. 206 He intended., to main-
tain the Treaty of Truce of which his Majesty had been one
of the guarantors. 1875 Poste Gains ni.Comm. ed. 2) 405
A surety or guarantor of a debt may require the creditor

to proceed against the principal first. 1893 Gladstone Sp.
Ho. Com, 13 Feb.] I want to know. .who will be the effective

\
guarantor that this remainder will not also vanish?

Hence Guaranto rship, the position or function

of a guarantor.
1885 'Times 13 June 13 Guarantorships to a large amount

' are already volunteered as a nucleus to the guarantee fund.

Guaranty gee'ranti), sb. Also 7 garranty,
-ie, guarranty. [ad. A F'. guarantie (also zvarantie.

Warranty 1

, f. guaranty warant (see Warrant).]
. 1. The action or an act of securing, warranting, or

guaranteeing; security, warranty; spec, a written

! undertaking made by a person 'called iheg/tarantor)

to be answerable for the payment of a debt or the

performance of an obligation by another person,

: who is in the first instance liable to such payment
!

or obligation.

1592 Expos. Terms Law 103 Garrantie of charters is a
1 writ, & it lyeth where any deede is made that compre-
i hendeth a clause of warrantie. .and if the tenant be im-

pleaded by a stranger, .then [etc.}. Ibid 106 Garrantie, is

j
when one is bound to an other which hath land, to warrant
y* land to him. 1665 Tf.mplf. Let. to Dk. OrtuondWks.
1731 II. 25 We have some Ground of Complaint, seeing the

Emperor's Name among all the other Princes in the
Guarranty of the Minister Peace. 1678 Maryeli. Growth
Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 266 His Majesty .. continued to

solicit other princes .. to come into the guaranty of this

treaty. 1681 Luttrell Brief Rel. 1857) I. 151 The league

of guaranty is said to advance apace. 1682 Ibid. I. 166

The ratifications of the treaty of guaranty between the King
of Sweden and the states general! are exchanged. 1725-6
Bolingbroke Study Hist. vii. 11752) 226 They consented to

give Spain an act of guaranty for securing the execution of

the treaty. 1753 Hanwav Trav. (1762) II. ix. ii. 217 This
article concludes with a reciprocal guaranty of the provinces
of Persia. 1792 A need. W. Pitt I. iv. 74 Our guaranty of

the pragmatic sanction was an effect of that enmity, a 1850
Calhol-nt Wks. I. 334 The guaranty of a republican form
of government, i860 Motlf.V Nctherl. (1868) I. vt. 302
They are to ask assistance in men and money upon a mere
taliter qualiter guaranty, i860 Woolsey lutrod. Internal.
Law § 105 (1875) 127 Treaties of guaranty . . are especially
accessory stipulations, sometimes incorporated in the main
instrument, and sometimes appended to it, in which a third

power promises to give aid to one of the treaty-making
powers, tn case certain specific rights—all or a part of those
conveyed to him in the instrument—are violated by the
other party. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iii. 91 To
givea guaranty for his good behaviour. 1874GRKEN Short
Hist. ix. § 10. 715 England alone showed herself true to

her guaranty ofthe Austrian Succession. 1875 Postf. Gains
111. Comm. led. 2)405 The most noticeable rule of English
law respecting the contract of guaranty is that it must be in*
writing.

f2. A person who gives a guaranty (sense 1) or
* undertakes to see stipulations performed' J.). Obs.
1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. vi. 152 Offering him very good

Termes, for the performance of which he would be Guar-
ranty. 169s South Serm. 11697) I. 560 God . . is the great
Guaranty for the Peace, Order, and good Behaviour of
Mankind.

3. Something which secures or guarantees the
existence or persistence of a thing ; a ground or
basis of security.

1697 Let. Necess. Land Force 2 Yet the best Guaranty of
a Peace, is a good Force to maintain it. 1754 Ricmahdson
Grandison (1781 IV. vii. 67, 1 have nodoubt of overcoming
her unhappy Mother, by making her husband's interest a
guaranty for her . . good behaviour to her child. 1855
Prescott Philip II, I. 1. viii. 116 Four or five places of
importance .. were to be held as guaranties by the French
king. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 151 Re-
quiring baptism and nominal homage as guaranties for

peace. 1871 Ibid. IV. xvii. 4 The consecration of William
by the Northumbrian Primate might lie looked on as some
sort of guaranty ..for the obedience of his province.

Guaranty (gae*rSnti ), v. Now rare, superseded
by Gpakantek 7'. Also S guarranty. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. = Guarantee v. i.

'753 Scots Mag. Jan. 8/2 Her allies should engage to

guaranty the tranquillity of the north. 1775 Johnson 'J'a.v.

no Tyr. 58 They talk of their pretended immunities guar-
ran tied by the plighted faith of Government. 1779-81 —
Eredk. Gt. Wks. IV. 545 He was ready to guaranty all the
German Dominions of the House of Anuria. 1786 IJikki:
//'. Hastings Wks. 1813 (4 ) VI. 693 His .. request of the
Company's guarantying his treaty with the Vizier. 1857
R. Iomf.s Amer, in Japan .viii. yi That friendly inter-

course with the Japanese which was guarantied by the
compact solemnly entered into between Japan and the
United States, a 1861 Mrs. Browning Bianca iii, God's
Ever guaranties this Now. 1875 PoSTE Gains in. Comm.
(ed. 21 402 The fidejussor may lie employed to guaranty
any obligation.

2. = Guarantee v. 2.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 209 The respective districts

which they had allotted for and guarantied to each other.

3. «= Guarantee v. 3. Also, to secure (a person''

in the possession of something.
1732 Gentl. Mag. II. 945 The Establishment of an

Indivisibility, and Primogeniture in Favour of the eldest

Arch-dutchess, guaranty'd contra quoscitnque. 1783 Bt'KKE
Rep. Affairs India Wks. 1813 18°) XI. . 65 The allow-

ances made by the Company to the Presidents of Bengal
were abundantly sufficient to guaranty them against any-

thing like a necessity for giving into that pernicious
practice. 1786 — IV. Hastings ibid. XII. 94 Who. did not
only guaranty him in the posM.-sMonof what he then actually

held, but engaged to restore all the other territories.

Hence Guivi antied ppi, a.

1786 IIl-kkk //'. Hastings Wks. 1S13 (4") VI. 607 To
exact a due observance of the guarantied treaty.

Guarapo (gwara*p<?). [Peruvian.J A chink

made from the fermented juice of the su^ar-cane.
1760-72 tr. Juan (V Ulloa's I 'oy. (ed. 3) I. 304 The guarapo

. . is nothing more than the juice of the cane, as it flows
from the mill, and afterward-, suffered to ferment. 1852
Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. \v. 48.;.

.
Guarauiia [gwarairna). [Guarnni; app, a com-

pound of Guaba.] A bird of the genus Animus
;

the conrlan or linipkin.

1678 Ray iriil/fgby's Ornith. 293 The Urasilian Guarauna
of Marggrave. 1688 K. Holmk Armoury w. 248,2 The
Bnsilian Guarauna. It hath a long bill a little inclining

downwards. . It is in form like the Woodcock. 1753CHambers
(yd. Supp., Guarauna, in zoology, the name of a small

Brasilian bird common in watery places, and of the size of
our snipe. 1895 C. Dixon in Form, Rev. Apr. 645 Such
peculiar forms as the hoazin. the twoguaraunas.

Guard (giudj, sk Forms : 4-7 garde, $-6 Sc.

gaird(e, 6-7 gard, guarde, 6- guard, [a. or ad.

F. garde
t
earlier also guarde (*lt, Sp. guarda' :—

Rom. *guarda, a. O'l'eut *wardd. (Cf. \\ ABD.)]

•f*
1. Keeping, guardianship, custoch , ward. 'Jo

take guard: to take care. Obs.

1426 Lvdg. De Guit. I ilgr. 8793 She is a tresourere Off
konnyng & of sciencys, And off all Experyencys That be
commyttyd to hyr c.arde. c 1440 Par.ouope 768 Of the

con tree he taketh grete garde. 1579 ToMSON Calvin's
Serm. Tim. 22/1 That we may walke as it were in the

garde of our God, fearing nothing in the middest of all

daungers. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 149 Anon I wot not,

by what strong escape He broke from those that had the

guard of him. 1606 — Ant. <y CI. v. ii. 67 For the Queene,
lie take her to my Guard. 1636 E. Dackes tr. Machiavel's
Disc. Livy I. 23 To which of these two more safely may be

intrusted the Guard of liberty. (11711 Ken Hymnarium
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 101 O may the Angel to my Guard
assign'd, Contract a sacred Friendship with my Mind.

+ b. spec, in Law. Obs.

1607 Cowel Interpr. s.v. Gard, It .. hath diuers applica-

tions .. sometime to a writte touching w'ardshippe. Which
writs are of three sorts : one called a right of guard or ward,

in French, droit de gard. 1641 Termes de la Ley 173 Gard
is when an Infant whose Ancestour held by Knights Service

is in the ward or keeping of the Lord of whom those lands

were holden. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gard or Guard .

.

In a I^aw-sense Guardianship, or Management of Children
under Age or Idiots. . . Writ ofGard or li'ard, a Writ re-

lating to Guardianship or Wardship.

2. J'rotection, defence. Obs. or arch.

1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 24 Al provinces and places

of guard were shaken. 1590 Spenser /''. Q. in. ii. 21 Such
was the glassy globe that Merlin made, And gave unto king
Ryence for his gard, That never foes his kingdome might
invade. 1614 Bv. Hall Recoil. Treat. 58 When I see so

strong a guard of providence over him. 1634 Milton Conins
42, I was dispatcht for their defence, and guard. 1680

Morden Geog. Red. (1685) 204 Turin .. a place very im-
portant for the Guard of Italy and fortified with a strong

Citad-L-ll. 1781 Gibbon Decl. $ F. xvii. II. 45 The rivals

HO
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GUARD.
who contended for the possession of the Roman world, had
withdrawn the greatest part of their forces from the guard
of the general frontier. 1814 Cary Dante, Par. vill. 88 Ask
the guard of braver arms. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
II. 357 The Rija inarched from Nagpur on the 3rd of May,
under the guard of one wing of the 22nd Bengal N. I.

3. Sword-exei-cise, Boxing, etc. A posture of de-

fence: hence, the weapons or arms in such a posture.

At open guard : in a position which leaves the

swordsman open to attack.

1596 B. Jonson Bv. Man in Hum. 1. iv, Twine your bodie

more about, that you may fall to a more sweet, comely,
gentlemanlike guard. 160a Siiaks. Ham. iv. vii. 102 (2nd

Qo. 1604) The Scrimures of their nation, He swore had
neither motion, guard, nor eye, If you oppos'd them. 1649

Fullkr Just Man's Fun c rat 7 This makes them lie at an
open guard, not fencing. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in A rm. 1. iv.

(1669) 42/2 He is a weak Fencer that lays his Soul at open
Guard to be stabbed and wounded with guilt, while he is

lifting up his hands to save a broken head. 1692 Sir W,
Hoi'E Fencing-Master (ed. 2) 4 A Guard is a posture which
a Man putteth his body into for the better defending of

himself from his Adversaries thrusts or blowes. i8oz C.

James Milit. Diet. s.v., The word guard is seldom applied

among small swordsmen to any position but those of carte

and tierce : the other motions of defence are stiled parades.

Ibtd. s v. Broadsword, The principal guards with the broad
sword are : The inside guard (similar to carte in fencing").

.

The outsideguard 1 resembling tierce). .The medium guard,
which is a position between t lie inside and outside guard ..

The hanging guard similar to prime and secondei . . The
St. George's guard, which protects the head. 1833 Regul.
Instr. Cavalry 1. 123 The Files engage on the 'Inside
Guard', change to the 'Outside Guard'. Ibid. 126 It is

good practice to put them through the ' Guards ' and
'Points'. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop lvi, Mr. Swiveller

performed .. the broad-sword exercise with all the cuts and
guards complete. 1897 Encyct. Sport I. 144 There are four

chief guards to one or other of which the swordsman should
constantly return after an interchange of blows, and these

are known as Engaging Guards.

b. Cricket. The position in which the bat is held

to defend the wicket; esp. in to give, take guard.
1868 Box Theory <$ Pract. Cricket 111 To prevent any

unfair confusion to the batsman by allowing such (deiiveryj

as would throw him off his given guard. 1877 Fug. Game
of Cricket xxvi. 451 A batsman often applies to the umpire
for guard, i.e. to know which stump or stumps his hat is

defending.

4. The condition or fact of guarding, protecting;,

or standing on the defensive; watch; esp. in to

keep guard. Hence, the special service of watching
performed by a soldier or sailor.

1596 Si'enser F'.Q. vi. x. 43 When faire Pastorell Into this

place was brought and kept with gard Of griesly theeves.

1601 Shaks. Aus Well ill. v. '76 She is arm'd for him, and
keepes her guard In honestest defence. 1601 — Ham. 1. i.

10 Bam. Haue you had quiet Guard? Fran. Not a Mouse
stirring. 1625 Bacon Ess., Cunning (Arb.) 441 Which
serueth..to keepe themselues more in Guard. 1640 tr. Ver-
dere's Rom. Rom. 1. 104 They boorded the Pagans ship all

three together, leaving their Squires in guard of their bark.

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 412 Michael and his Angels .. plac'd

in Guard thir Watches round. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey 1

,

Guard, or Gard, . . in the Art of War the Duty performed by
a Body of Men, to secure all with Watchfulness against the

Attempts or Surprizes of an Enemy. 1712 W. Rogers Voy.

249 The Inhabitants kept Guard on their Walls. 1726 Shel-
vocke Voy. round World (1757) 197 One of the quarter-deck

guns . . being mounted at our guard, was fired at sun-set.

1833 Ht. MMiTisv.AV Loom <y Luggeri.v. 79 The eldest boy-

was directed to keep guard at the entrance of the closet.

1835 Hoyle's Games ^36 (Chess) Play your men in guard of

one another, so that if any be taken, the enemymay also be
captured by that which guarded yours. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Wcrd-bk. s.v. Guard-ship, The officer of the guard is account-

able to the admiral for all transactions on the water during
his guard. 1876 T. Hardy Fthelberta 11890) 154 It was
characteristic of Etbelberta's jealous motherly guard over
her young sisters that [etc.].

tb- A post of observation. Obs.

c 1500 Melusine xxiv. 168-9 Thenne made the captayn fyre

to be putte high vpon the garde for manere of token., soone
after fyre was made fro garde to garde, that knowleche was
therof thrugh all the joyalme.

5. a. On or upon one's guard, on guard (f for-

merly also upon one's or theguards, upon a guard)

:

in a position of defence, on the defensive
; (V) with

reference to fencing and sentty duty; hence (£)

generally. To stand, be, He upon ones guard : to

be watchful, cautious, or vigilant, to take care

;

so to put, set (a person) on {/uY guard. Const.

against, for. [Cf. F. sur ses gardes and en garde.]

1577 St. Aug. Manual (Longm.) 42, I will ..stand upon
my gard, and with wakyng eyes will I sing in my hart.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 321 'Tis best we stand vpon our
guard, a 1635 Nainton F'ragm. Reg. (Arb.) 29 Sussex
was thought much the honester man, and far the better

souldier: but he laytoo open on his guard. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eug. 1. (1739) 202 Both or one of them were
ever upon the guard, to keep out that which was without.

1653 Holcroi'T Procopius i. 23 He sent direction . . if they

heard that the Enemie was entred at any other part, not

to succour, but to continue upon their guards, a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. § 80 The Soldiers which were
upon the Guards in some out-Forts. 1683 D. A. Art Con-
verse 108 In Disputes relating to Religion be upon your
Guards. 1700 Dryden Pal. <v A rcite 11. 73 For this the wise

are ever on their Guard. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 327
The Intelligence, .set him upon his Guard. (11704 R. L'Es-
trange (J.), It is wisdom to keep ourselves upon a guard.

171a Pope Sped. No. 408 P 5 In like manner should the

Reason be perpetually on its Guard against the Passions.

1809 Roland Fencing 1 On the Position of the Body for being
on Guard. 1845 M cCulloch Taxation Introd. (1852)10 We
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must be on our guard against the abuse of this doctrine.

1875 Jowett Flato (ed. 2) V. 67 No one can be on his guard
against that of which he has no experience. 1888 Bkvce
Amer. Com/mo. II. liii. 341 Every sensible man feels in

himself the struggle between these two tendencies, and is

on his guard not to yield wholly to either.

b. Off one's guard : in or into a defenceless

condition or a condition in which one is easily

surprised by an attack.
1682 Dryden & Lee Duke of Guise 1. iii, Or at the court

among my enemies, To be, as I am here, quite off my guard,

Would make me such another thing as Crillon. 1692 R.
L'Estkange Fablesccxxxv. 205 Temerity puts a Man off his

Guard. 1777 Watson Philip II 11839) 37 1 They had not been
put entirely off their guard. 1856 Reade Never too Late to

Mend ii, Isaac Levi caught both faces off their guard. 1885

Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 797 The agent throws me off myguard
. .and I therefore do not employ an independent valuer.

f c. Out of (one's) guard = off [one's) guard.

Obs. [Cf. F. hors de garde.

]

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 93 Looke you now, he's out of

his gard already vnles you laugh and minister occasion to

him, he is gag'd. 1685 Dbyden Thren. Angus. 17 The
thunder-clap, .took us unprepared and out of guard.

6. fa. Caution, precaution (obs.). b. (with//.)

A precaution now rare).

1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl. 298 There my white stole of
chastity I daft, Shooke off my sober gatdes, and ciuill

feares. 1625 Bacon Ess., Plantations (Arb. \ 534 Vse them
iustly, and gratiously, with sufficient guard neuerthelesse.

1707 Atterbury Vind. Doctr. Funeral Serm. T. Bennet 28
Where . . they have cxpress'd themselves with (at leasti as
few Guards and Restrictions as I have done. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela (1883) I. 163 For the poor gentleman has no
guard, no caution at all. 1769 Burke Late Si. Nat. Wks.
1842 I. 112 On what other idea are all our prohibitions,

regulations, guards, penalties, and forfeitures, framed ? 1790— Fr. Rev. 38 All this guard . . serves to shew the spirit of
caution which predominated in the national councils. 1875
Sears Serm. Chr. Life 7 The guards, the warnings, the
denunciations interposed throughout the old Bible.

7. One who keeps, protects, or defends ; a pro-

tector, defender; spec, one of a guard (sense 9),
a sentry, sentinel. Also with preceding sb. denoting

the object defended, as COASTGUARD, telegraph

guard, etc.

1412 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 389 like man duelland
in the burgh .. sal stand gaird, and [etc.]. 1474 Caxton
Chesse lit. vii. 55 b, The gardes and kepars of cytees ben
signefied by the .vii. pawn which stondeth in the lyfte side

to fore the knyght. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 259 b 1 Saynt lolian

euangelist . . as kepar and garde of so noble vyrgyn. 1590
Spknsf.r F\ Q. 1. iii. 43 Her faithfull gard remov'd, her hupe
dismaid, Her selfe a yielded pray to save or spill. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. ii. 127 Fight till the last gaspe : He be
your guard. 1598 Bakret Theor. Warres iv. ii. 104 He is

to . . consult . . with them touching the placing of the gards
and Sentinels. 1606 Shaks. Tr. ty Cr. iv. iv. 130 Though the
great bulke Achilles be thy guard. 41715 Burnet Own
Time iv. (1724) I. 660 Such as endeavoured to make their

escape, and were seized, (for guards and secret agents were
spread along the whole roads and frontier of France). 1780
Cow per Table T. 135 Guards, mechanically formed in ranks,
Playing, at beat of drum, their martial pranks. 1819 Shelley
Cenci v. ii. 20 Guards, there, Lead forth the prisoners. 1871
B. Taylor Faust (18751 I. xxv. 208 Thy cries will wake
the guards, and they will seize thee !

b. The man who has the general charge and
control of a sta^e coacli or a railway train.

Originally an armed man charged with the duty of protect-

ing a mail-coach against robbery ; hence the designation.
lyS&Gentt. Mag. LVIII. 1. 558 A King's officer .". stopped

the mail-coach from Dover, and demanded of the guard the
key of the trunk on which he sat. 1790 Act 30 Geo. Ill,

c 36 § 5 If any Person, .travelling as a Guard to any Stage
Coach . .shall tire off the Arms he is entrusted with . . other-

wise than for the Defence of such Coach [he shall be fined

20s. ]. 179* Thos. Pennant Let. to a metub. Parlt. 16
These guards shoot at dogs, hogs, sheep, and poultry, as
they pass the road . . to the great terror and danger of the
inhabitants. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 280/2 s.v. Coach, The
guard is the servant of the Post-office. 1864 Law Times
Rep. X. 719/2 A guard in the employ of the railway company.
1871 M. Collins Mrq. § Merch. I. iv. 141 Another guard
came up the platform. 1893 Peel Spen Valley 277 In the
winter [C1820] the guard carried a blunderbuss for protec-

tion in a box near him.

c Freemasonry. Seequots. (Cf. Guardian i d.)

a 1843 R. Carlile Man. Freemasonry 1. 1 The next in

order to the Master is the Senior Warden, then the Junior
Warden, Senior Deacon, and Junior Deacon ; lastly an
Inner Guard and Tylers, or Door Keepers, the one inside,

the other out. 1870 Text-bk. Freemasonry Introd. 7 The
Inner Guard, .and Tyler act as doorkeepers, the first-named

acts as inside, and the last outside, aimed with a drawn
sword.

d. U.S. Football. Either of the two players (called

the right and left guard respectively) that are

stationed one on each side of the ' centre-rush \

1897 Encyct. Sport I. 426 To the immediate right of the
snap-back is the 'right-guard '. . The 'left-guard', 'left-

tackle ', and ' left-end ' complete the line on the other side.

8. //. The household troops of the English army,
consisting of the Foot-guakds, the Horse-guards
(1 b), and the Life-guards. Also applied, by
extension, to the seven regiments of heavy cavalry

known as the Dragoon Guards (as distinguished

t
from the Dragoons).
[1661, 1675, etc. : see Foot-guards, Horse-ouards.] a 1674

Clarendon ///.?/. Reb. xv. §68 The King (in 1656].. resolved

to raise one regiment of guards, the command whereof he
gave to the lurd Wentworth. 1683 Dryden Prol. to ' Loyal
Brother' ij The Critic all our troops of friends discards :

GUARD.

Just so the Whigg wou'd fain pull down the Guards. 1708
Lond. Gas. No. 4421/7 He .. was seen in Fleet-street with

the Guards. 1806 J. S. Sukr Winter in London (ed. 3) I.

18 An ensign in the guards. 1831 J. Jekyll Corr. - 1894)

266 Old parson Cholmondely, then in the Guards, ran away
at the battle of Dettingen. 1863 Kinclakk Crimea II. 351

The brigade of Guards will be destroyed; ought it not to

fallback?

9. A body of persons, esp. soldiers (f also oceas.

ships) engaged to preserve a person or place from
injury or attack, to act as an escort, or keep watch
over prisoners : with reference to military sentry

duty, frcq. in phr. to mount, relieve (.f the) guard.

^See also advance guard (Advance sb. V), Body-
guard, Grandguard 2, main guard, Kearguard,
etc, and cf. Corps-de-garde, Garde-du-corps.

s

,

Guardofhonour: a body of soldiers, sailors, police-

men, etc. appointed to receive a royal or other

person of distinction and to attend at state cere-

monials. Yeomen of the Guard', see Yeoman.
1494 Fabyan Chron.w Ixxxi. 58 (He] founde to haue aboute

the Kyngs parsone an hondreth Pictes, or, after some,
Scottes, the whiche he ordeyned for a Garde for the Kynges
parsone. 1532 Fdrtcscue's Abs. A> Lim. Mon. vi. 1 1714) 43
The secund Ordynarye charge, is the payment of the Wags
and Fees of the Kyngs grete Officers, his Courts, his

Counceil, his Garde, and other Servaunts. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 118 Quhair 3oung Constans that tyme faucht
with his gaird, He brocht with him out of Armorica. 1568
Grafton Chrou. II. 389 The king reteyned unto him a gard
of Archers of Chesshire. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. vii. 36 King Chairlis VI. . . elected anfc band
of Scotis horsemen ; quhilke commounlie was calit the

Scotis gaird of armes. 1611 Bible 2 Kings xxv. ao
Nebuzaiadan captaine of the guard tooke these, and
brought them to the king of Babylon. 1650 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) 183 There was a Guard of 100 Souldiers
sett to keepe all manner of persons whatsoever from coming
to speake w th his Lo^. 1671 [see Beeh-eater 2]. 1687 A.
Lovell tr. Thci'enoVs Trav. 1. 258 These Sangrack Beys
mount the Guard by turns. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. II.

s.v., To come off from the Guard, descendre la Garde. 1691

Luttrell Brief'Ret. (1857) II. 294 Our fleet for the winter
guard is to consist of 33 men of war. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's
Voy. E. Ind. 248 Two Dutch Soldiers that had ab-ented
themselves from the Guard two days, ran the Gauntlet.

1797 Mrs. Radcijffe Italian xvii, Vivaldi perceived that

the guard was changed. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet. s. v.,

As soon as they have taken post, fronting their respective
guards, the word of command will be given—'Officers and
non-commissioned officers— to your guards—March ! Halt

!

Front!' 'Officers and non-commissioned officers, inspect

your guards !
' 1840 Dick ins Barn. Rudge 4 Some say that

Lord George Gordon had been sent under a strong guard
to the tower. 1884 Mil. Engineering ed. 3) I. 11. 15 The
guard of the trenches is divided into two bodies— 1. The
main body. 2. The reserve. 1887 Spectator 13 Aug. 1097 A
company of this regiment was guard of honour to the Empress
Eugenie.

b. transf. and fig.
1548 P. Nicols 12 Spyes (1553) D v, Some there be that

perceive the Pope and his garde have led us blindly this

many yeeres into a shamefull confusion of our faith. 1549
Chalonkr Erasm. on Folly D b, But (Lordei what..
inconueniences . . woulde not commenly happen . . were not
now with flaterie now with daliance. .(all of my garde [L.
sateltitium] I warrant you) boeth propped up and nourished.
1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1614) ^64 As if they had beehe
the infernall guard, comming with Cerberus to welcome
Proserpina to her Palace. 1834 J. Brown Lett. Sanctif. v.

289 A powerful though unseen guard of angels continually
surrounds him. 1848 Dickens Dombey vii, The perseverance
with which she walked out of Princess's Place to fetch this

baby and its nurse, and walked back with them, and walked
home with them again, and continually mounted guard over
them. 1894 A Forbes in Daily Nnvs 27 Nov. 6 5 Gradually
aie thinning the ranks of the 'Old Guard' of war coire-

spondents.

fc. Body ofguard « CoRrs de garde. Obs.

1579 DfGGM S.'ratiot. 91 These little bodies of gard or
watch.

10. Something which guards, defends, or protects

;

a protection, defence, lit. and fig.
1606 Shaks. Tr. % Cr. v. ii. 54 There is betweene my will,

and all offences A guard of patience. 1608 — Per. 11. iv. 15
Though This King was great, His greatnesse was no gard
To bane heauens shaft. 1691 Nokris Pract. Disc. 310 We
need no other Guard., against Sin. .than these Three Words
well considered, God is Present. 1696 Blackmore Pr.
Arthur VI. (1714) 197 Their Hands a woven Guard of Osier
saves, In which they fix their Hazel Weapon's End. 1713
Derham Phys.-'I heol. iv. xii. (1714* 221 Feathers are . . to

Birds . . not only a good guard against Wet and Cold . . but
also most commodious for their Flight. 173a Pope Ess. Man
11. 162 Reason is here no guide, but still a guard. 1756
Burke Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 47 The nicest and best

studied behaviour was not a sufficient guard for a man of
great capacity. 1780 Cowier Table T. 66 Keep Vice
restrained behind a double guard. 1821 Joanna Baili.ie

Metr. Leg., Wallace ixxxi. 11 The dark brown water.,
lashed the margin's flinty guard. 1822-34 Goods Study
Med. (ed. 41 I. 4S7 It is .. necessary to watch its [squill's]

effects upon the kidneys and intestinal canal and to attemper
it with opium or some other guard. 1856 Emerson Eug.
Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohnj II. 83 Every one who has

tasted the delight of friendship, will respect every social

guard which our manners can establish . . to secure from the

intrusion of., distasteful people.

11. An ornamental border or trimming on a gar-

ment. Obs. exc. Hist, or arch.

(The original notion may have been that of a binding to

keep the edge of the cloth from fraying.)

a 1529 Skhlton Mann. World 9 So many gardes worne,

Jagged and al to-torne . . Sawe I never. 1535 CoverdalE
Num. xv. 38 Speake to the children of Israel & saye
vnto them y

! they make them gardes vpon y" quarters of
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their garmentes. c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eug. (1893)

83 When oure gentlemen we:it simply and oure servinge-

men plainly, with out cut or garde, bearinge the hevie

sworde and hucler, on theire thighes, in steadc of cuttes and
gardes, and light daunsinge swordes. 1601 Holland Pliny

II. 455 A Senatour was distinguish from the Gentlemen, .by

his coat embrodered with broad gards and studs of purple.

1603 Const. 4 Canons Eccl. Ixxiv, Priests' Cloaks, without

•gards, welts, long Buttons, or cuts. 1610 Histrio-m. 111.248-

Out on these velvet gards, and black-lac'd sleeves. 1631

Jorden AW. Bathestied. (1669)4 A plain suteofour Country
Cloath, without welt or gard. 1637 Davenant Brit. Triumph.
Dram. Wks. 1872 II. 267 A young man in a rich habit down
to his knees with a large guard of purple about the skirt.

1707 Chamberlavne St. Gt. Brit- in. iii. 275 He [a Baron]

hath two Guards or Doublings on his Mantle. 1766 Porny
Heraldry Gloss. (1777), Guard, term used by some Heralds
to signify the Doubling of the Mantle of the Nobility.

b. fig. Chiefly in phrase without welt or gard.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poelrie (Arb.) 59 Who reades Plu-

tarchs eyther historic or philosophy, shall finde, hee trym-

meth. .theyr garments, With gards of Poesie. 1588 Siiaks.

L. L. L. iv. iii. 58 O Rimes are gards on wanton Cupids hose.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 4 A plaine ale-house without
welt or gard of anie iuybush. 1641 Bp. Hall Answ.
Vind. Smectymuuus 95 The words are plaine, without either

welt, or gard. 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt, xxxiii. 299,

I am a Protestant without wealt {mod. ed. wealth], or gard.

169a Steele in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xviii. 25 Jacob
was a plain man without welt or gard.

t c. transf. A stripe, band of colour. Obs.

1579 T. Stevens Let. in Haklnyt's Voy. (1589) 161 These
[Tuberones] haue waiting on them 6. or 7. smal fishes

..with gardes blew and greene round about their bodies,

like comely seruing men. 1613 Plhchas I'ilgrimagc (1614)

558 The Zebra . . resembling a Horse . . all over-laid with

partie coloured Laces, and guards, from head to Taile.

fl2. Astr.pl. The two stars of the constellation

of the Lesser Bear known astronomically as Beta

and Gamma respectively ; also guards of the pole.

Applied also to the two 'pointers' of the Great

Bear. Obs.

1574 Bourne Regiment for Sea 34 You may knowe it

by. .the Starres rounde about the Pole, as Charles Wayne
and the Guardes. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. vn. Introd.

(1636) 649 All these instruments serue to little purpose,
vnlesse you know also the North star, with his guards.

Ibid. vii. xxvi. 687 The two guardes or pointers of Charles
Waine. 1604 Shaks. Oth. it. i. 15 The winde-shak'd-Surge,
with high and monstrous Maine Seemes to ca--t water on
the burning lleare, And quench the Guards of th' euer-fixed

Pole. 1674 Moxon Tutor Astron. (ed. 3) 209 The two
stars that are in the shoulders of the Bear, are called the

Guards, . . because they are diligently to be looked unto, in

regard of the their singular use which they have in Navi-
gation. 1783 R. Turner View /fear-ens (1798) 56 The two
foremost of the square lie almost in a right line with the

Pole-star, and are called the Guards or Pointers. 1819
T. Whiting Syst. Astron. (1828* 28 Guards, a name that

has been sometimes applied to the two stars nearest the

North Pole.

f 13. The amnion or caul \ Obs.
1611 Florio, Gitardia,. .also the gard that infoulds achild

in the mothers wombe.

f 14. Hunting. (See quot.) [F. gardes] Obs.

1576, 1616 [see Gard 2
]. 1849 H. Ainsworth Lane.

Witches in. viii, [Of a boar.] The toes being round and thick

..and the guards, or dew-claws, great and open.

15. Curling. (See quot. 1878.')

1849 Chambers' Inform. II. 650/2 Each man U warned
by his respective friends to plant, if possible, an excellent
guard —dislodge this stone, and cover that [etc. J. 1878
'Capt. Crawley' Football, etc. 127 {Curling) A stone is

said to guard when it lies in a line between the player and
the tee, with another stone belonging to the same side
within it ; a guard may also lie on any other part of the ice

beyond the hog-score, on a similar principle. 1897 Eucycl.
S^ort I. 264 (Curling) Guard, (1) a stone that lies in a
direct line before another.

16. A contrivance of metal, wood, or other ma-
terial, made for the protection of an object from
injury, to prevent accidents by falling, etc.; orig.

in many cases used with a prefixed word indicating

the position or nature of the protecting contrivance.

e. g. fire-guard, trigger-guard, etc.

a- gen. (In several instances a defining word is more
usually found prefixed, as leg-guard, mud-guard, step-
guard, watch-guard, etc.) b- The part of the hilt of a
sword that protects the hand, often of curious workmanship
or elaborate design. C. (See quot.) d. A piece of metal
designed for the protection of the trigger of a gun. e. //.
The wards of a lock. f. =firc-gnard (see Fire sb. 5). g.
Archery. = BuACF.K 2

/ h. Railway. An iron placed in front
of a locomotive engine to catch and remove obstacles ; U.S.
a cow-catcher. 1. (See quot. 1842.) j. A lateral exten-
sion of the deck of a steamboat beyond the lines of the hull

SO as to overhang the water. k. (See quot.) 1. A welt
or reinforcing slip of paper inserted between the leaves of
a book, as a scrap-book, catalogue, etc., for the attachment
of additional leaves. m. (See quot.) n. Conch. In
cephalopods, a calcareous structure enveloping the apex
of the phragmacone ; the rostrum. o. (See quot.)
a. 1774 Pennant Tour Scott, in 1772, 107 The two principal

doors have their grated guards. 1827 Stkcart Planter's G.
(1828) 310 The Guards generally in use for protecting Trees,
are well known; hurdles and cordage of different kinds;
three-cornered, four-cornered, and circular palings, and the
like. 1871 Colburn Loco, h ngin. v. 133/2 The axle
boxes of the driving axle are guided vertically by suitable
guides, or axle guards. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Guard.

.

6. {Fire-arms^ . .b. A safety-lock of a fowling-piece to pre-
vent the accidental dropping of the hammer, c. A nipple-
shield to protect the little tube which receives the per-
cussion-cap. 7. A bow or wire around a lantern to protect
the glass. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., Guard, a fence, fender, screen.

ranopy, etc., as the case may be :—A dash-board, or step,

guard in cars. A grating to a window to preserve it from
blows. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 128/1 Model of Safety
Drum Guard. Ibid. 131/1 Hygrometer .. of lever action

bearing on five horsehair lines, which are exposed to atmo-
spheric influences through guards of spiral wire. 1900
Daily News 19 Feb. 6/3 The starboard propeller guard of
the Bat is smashed off.

b. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, vii, 123 A
singular sword with scheith and gairdis of gold, sett in

precious stanes. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandclslo's Trav. 16

A kind of broad sword, whereof the hilt is very large, but
without any guard. 1687 A. I.ovell tr. Tkevenot's Trav.
III. 43 The Guard is very plain ; commonly no more but
a handle of Iron, with a cross Bar of the same underneath
the Pummel . . that the Sword may not slip out of their

Hands. 1728 P. Walker PedenPref. 1827)33 What Handle-
the Swords had whether small or Three barred, or High-
land-guards. 1815 Elphinstone Ace. Caubul (1842) I. 353
The sword is of the Persian form. .The hilt resembles our
own, except that it has no guard for the fingers. 1856
Whvte Melville KateCov. (1882 23/1 The silver-mounted
guard of a rapier. 1898 Century Mag, Jan. 392/1 The
guard [of the sword] was a coiled serpent of exquisite

workmanship.
C. 1892 Sihmonos Diet. Trade Suppl., Guards, protec-

tions to a book.
d. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. II. s.v. Gard, The gard of

a Gun, sougarde de Fusil. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I.

in. xxxvi. 163 This accident was occasioned by one of my
servants . . touching the trigger, which in very few Persian
muskets has any guard. 1874 Rijlc Exerc, etc. 40 Seize
the guard with the forefinger and thumb of the right hand
..the remaining fingers under the hammer.
e. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exert* 21 Then: are several In-

ventions in Locks, I mean in the making and contriving
their Wards or Guards. 1878 Tcchuol. Diet., Fug.-Gcr.-Fr.
(ed. 3), Guards, wards of a lock.

f. 1845 De QuiNCEV Antobiog. Sk. Wks«t853 l - 1 3 As
my three sisters with myself sat by the firelight round the
guard of our nursery.

g. 1853 ' C. Bede' Verdant Green 1. xi, A fancy-wood
bow, with arrows, belt, quiver, guard, tips, tassels, and
grease-pot. i860 Hughes Tout Broivn at Ox/, xxx, * You
must string my bow ', she said, handing it to him, as she
buckled on her guard.
h. 1838 D. Stevenson Civil Eugin. N. Awcr. 260 To.,

render railway travelling more safe, an apparatus called

a 'guard' has been very generally introduced. 1866 Morn.
Star 16 Mar. 6/1 The number-taker, .saw the body of a
man impaled on the iron guards in front of the engine.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 20 May 9/3 Death \va« due to fracture
of the skull, the guard of the engine having struck the
man's head.

i. 1840 H. S. Tanner Canals % Railr. L'.S. in High
water guard 5 to 6 feet. Working guard 3 to 4 feet. 1842
Francis Diet. Arts, Guards, in engineering, upright pieces

of wood, iron, or stone, fastened to the lock gates of a canal,
the corners of a street, and similar situations, to prevent
the passage of barges in the one place, and waggons in the
other, from injuring the parts flush with, or near to the
guard.

j. 1850 LyEW 2nd Visit C.S. II. 47 The other [door] leads
out to the guard, as they call it, a long balcony or gallery,
covered with a shade or verandah, which passes round the
whole boat. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl., Guards 0/ a steam-
boat, a widening of the deck by a frame-work of strong
timbers, which curve out on each side to the paddle-wheels,
and protect them and the shaft against collisions with wharfs
and other boats. 1897 Daily News 28 Sept. 6/6 Each boat
that comes up the river is loaded to the guards with rail-

way supplies for Wardner.
k. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Guard, a support in

front of a roll-train to guide the bar into the groove, some-
times called a side-guide.

1. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 1. 4/1 Any Persons, upon direct-

ing their Letters to the Printer superscrib'd, for the British
Apollo, may have this Paper brought to their Houses..
Likewise the Books of Guards neatly bound to keep 'em in,

at two Shillings a piece. 1747 Spence Polymetes Direct.
Binder, Plate 9, 1 8, 24, & 34 ; to be done with guards. 1882
P. Fitzgerald Recreat.Lit.Man (1883) 250 When the guards
have been filled and the volume begins to bulge. Ibid. 274
Special books with guards.. for pasting into. 1896 Times
29 Feb. T0/3 It has been arranged for the book to be issued
. . with ' guards ' at the end for additional leaves.

m. i860 R. Fowler Med. Voc. Guard, a thickly folded
cloth, or other article, placed upon a bed so as to guard it

from the discharges of parturition, or of any disease.

n. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 74 The phragmocone of
the belemnite . . is usually eccentric, its apex being nearest
to the ventral side of the guard. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.
Anim. viii. 542 A straight phragmocone is enclosed within
a more or less conical calcified laminated structure, the
guard or rostrum.
o. 1875 Knight Did. Mech... Guard, a light frame in

which the nuts of bolts fit to prevent their unscrewing by
the vibration of the engine.

17. t a. Short for guard-room oxguard-house. Obs.
1613 Pi/rchas Pilgrimage (1614) 549 The Court hath

three guards, betweene each of which is a great greene.

1714 Ramsay Elegy % Confer 47 John quietly put them in

the guard To learn mair sense. 1773 Fergusson Poems
(1807) 257 Pleys that bring him to the guard, And eke the
council chaumir, WE* shame that day.

b. Short for guard-finger, -lock, -rail, etc.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., s.v.

18. attrib. and Comb., as guard-dress, -duty,

-mounting, -parade, -stoop, -soldier, -squadron ;

guard-like adj. ; guard action Horology, ? the

action connected with a guard-pin
;
guard-board,

(a) = Chain-wale, Channel sb. 2 Smyth Sailor's

Word~bk. 1867); (b) a board designed to prevent

objects from falling on to workmen engaged in

building; guard-bolt (see quot.); guard-book,
(a^ a blank book, furnished with guards (sense 1 6 1),

for the reception of pasted scraps, invoices, news-

paper cuttings, etc. ; (/>) see quot. 1S67 ; guard-
brush, on an electric railway, a metallic brush
by means of which the current is convt yed to the
motor; guard-cell Bot., one of the two cells that

embrace the stomata of plants
;
guard-chain. <?)

a chain used to secure something, csp. a part of the
dress or personal equipment, as a watch, brooch, or

bracelet ; 7>) a chain used as a protection ; nUofig ;

guard-chamber = Guard-boom
;
guard-coat, a

coat worn by a soldier of the Guards; guard-
coffer, an external framework* for the protection

of the coffer or casing surrounding a concrete

foundation
; f guard-cot Anglo-Indian, a charpoy

occupied by a soldier in the intei vals ol sentry duty
;

+ guard-dagger, ? a dagger with a guard ; in quot.

attrib. of the shape of a certain cut of ' whiskers '

(i. e. moustaches)
;

guard-detail, ' men from a

company, regiment, etc. detailed from guard duty*
Webster, 1890); f guard-dog, ?a watch-dog;

guard-finger, ' one of the teeth projecting forwaid
from the cutter-bar of a harvester, and through
which the knife plays' (1875 Knight Diet. Aleck.) ;

guard-flag, ( in a squadron, a Hag indicating the

ship whose turn it is to perform the duty of a guard-
ship' {Cent. Diet.); guard-foot, the foot of a
contrivance, which acts al>o as a guard; guard-
horn, the horn used by the guard of a coach ;

guard-iron, {a) Xaut. (see quot. 1769); (tr) ^
16 h

; guard-lace, a kind of figured lace
;
guard-

leaf, one of the leaves which separate the closely-

packed blossoms on the stem of a donble hollyhock;
guard-lock (see quotsv ;

guard-log Austral, a

piece of timber laid on a road to keep the traffic

on and off certain portions; guard-petal ^guard-
leaf; guard-pile, a pile placed as a protection in

front of a quay or other structure; a fender or

fender-pile cf. 16 i
) ; guard-pin, (a) Horology (see

quot. 1884^ ;
(b) in a rific. the pin by which the

guard (sense 16 d) is attached
;
guard-plate. (a)

in an electrometer — guard-ring; (/>) 'the plate

which closes the opening in front of a cupola
furnace, to whose iron casing it is attached by
staples ' 1875 Knight Diet. AJeeh.) ; guard-polyp
Z00L, a zooid modified to serve a defensive function,

as in the nematophore of a coelenterate, a macho-
polyp

; guard-report (see quot.); guard-ring,
(a) a finger ring worn to keep another from slipping

off;akeeper; (?/) Eleclr. (see quot. 1S93
; fguard -

star (see sense 12 above! ; guard-stone, one of a

row of stones placed to keep vehicles off the side-

walk
;
guard-stops, the two points placed one on

each side of a numeral, letter, figure, etc. ;
guard-

tent, ' one of the tents occupied by a military guard
when the command is in the field or in camp*
{Cent. Diet) ; guard-tube (see quot.). Also
Guahd-boat. Guard- HOUSE, Gt'ARD-KOOM, GfARD-
SHIP.

1884 F. J. Britten Watch 3- Clockm. 89 Double Roller
Escapement, a variety of the Lever Escapi ment, in which
a separate roller is used for the *guard action. 1898 Daily
Nevus 22 Mar. 2/5 Evidence was given that *guard bt aids
were put up immediately after the accident. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Guard Bolt, a flat-headed screw-holt,
fully counter-sunk, for fastening the guards of mowing
machines to the bars. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Guard-booh, report of guard ; a copy of which is delivered
at the admiral's office by the officer of the last guard. Al=o,
a full set of his accounts kept by a warrant-officer for the
purpose of passing them. 1881 Bookseller s Catal., Guard
Booh—Twenty-two inches square, containing 68 leaves of
stout drawing paper. 1891 Daily News 28 Oct. 2 7 In
respect of this he had searched the guard-book, and could
find no trace of the transfer of this share. 1888 Science
21 Dec. 302/1 The current is conveyed from the "guard-
brushes and the wheels to ihe motor, and through the other
rail to the ground (on an electric railway]. 1875 Bennett
& Dyer Sachs'' Bot. 88 We have a cell surrounded by
several cells formed in this manner, which afterwards form-;

the two ^guard-cells (as in Crassulaceje, Begoniacea?, C.'ru-

cifera;). 1838 Dickens O. 'Twist ix, The merry old gentle-

man
;

placing . . a watch in his waistcoat pocket, with a
*guard-chain round his neck. 1846 Mrs. Gore ling. Charac.
(18521 101 In avelvet waistcoat and a gilt guard-chain, i860

Piesse Lab. Cheiu. Wonders 7 It [Gunpowder] is the

guard-chain and strong bolt which keep the barbarian thief

from entering the precincts of the peaceful and industrious.

1894 A. Morrison Tales Mean Streets 280 Old Jack sat on
the guard-chain of a flowery grave. 1896 Daily Tel. 19
Mar. 8 3 The guard-chain of Waterloo Pier. 1611 BlBLE
1 Kings xiv. 28 The guard .. brought them backe into

the *guard-chamber. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4334/5 When
they had ascended to the Guard-Chamber, they were
receiv'd there by the Captain of the Yeomen of the
Guard. 1788 H. Wali-ole Remin. iii. 32 The yeomen in

the guard-chamber pointed their halberds at my breast.

1711 Htkki.e Sped. No, 88 ? 4 Coming down a tavern-stairs

in his master's fine *guard-coat. .he met the colonel coming
up with other company. 1776 G. Semplk Building in
Water 131 To secure the Coffer or Coffers more effectually,

you may environ and secure them with double or single
^Guard-coffers. C1813 Mks. Sherwood Stories Ch. Catech.
xi. 86 Three or four men. who sat talking together upon
a vguard-cot, just out at the door in the verandah. 1786
Poe,onologia 80 There were Spanish, Turkish, *guard-
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dagger, &c. whiskers. 1796 Windham Speeches Purl. 25
A.jr. (1812) I. 287 The dogs that worry sheep are pointers,
hounds, lurchers, *guard-dogs, &c. 183a G. Downes Lett.
Cont. Countries I. 141 An old Vienna *Guard-dress. 1862
T. W. Higginson Army Life Black Reg. (1870) 28 *Guard
d'.ity is an admirable school for this. 1894 anting (U.S..)

XXIV. 314/1 There should be no time devoted to company
drills in camp, or to teaching the rudiments of guard
duty. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 168 One or
two "guard feet, not to touch the plane except in case of
accident, ought to be added to give a broad enough base
for safety. 1829 T. Hook Bank to Barnes 42, I was pre-

vented from examining other objects by the *guard-horn.

1769 Falconkr Diet. Marine, * Guard-irons, certain curved
or arched bars of iron placed over the ornamental figures,

on a ship's head or quarter, to defend them from the
impression of some other ship when they He close to, or

rub against each other. 180a J Pekrott in Naval Chron.
VII. 349, I saw him taking hold of the guard-iron. 1877
M. Reynolds Loco.-Engine Driving 100 He aiso stepped
over to his own side of the engine foot-plate, and he had
scarcely been there fifteen seconds when something was
struck by the buffer-beam or guard-iron of the engine.

1834 Trans. Sac. Arts XXII. 234 A Loom that makes the

satin "guard lace, or any other figured lace. 1849 Beck's
Florist 276 The new and superior varieties have a semi-

spherical flower exceedingly double, with closely serried

petals, and a flat regular "guard-leaf. 1608 CHAPMAN
ByroiCs Conspir. Plays 1873 II. 201 Pitch him from him
with such *guardlike strength. 1840 H. S. Tanner Canals
(V Railr, U.S. 250 *Guard lock, in canalling, is employ-id
in maintaining the level of a canal, by preventing the
encroachment of water from rivers, lakes, &c., when elevated
beyond the prescribed level. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek.,
Guard-lock (Hydraulic Engineering), a tide-lock, forming a
communic uion between a basin and tide-water. 1890 ' Rolf
Iioi.DKi-:woou ' Col. Reformer (1891) 128 We may do it yet,

. .if we can clear those cursed guard-logs near the bottom.
1844 Regut. <$ Ord. Army 158 In *Guard .Mounting Order,
the Great Coat is to be folded and carried flat, the top being in

a line with tt:e bottom of the Coat Collar. Ibid. 261 All

Grenadier and Fusilier Regiments are, when marching in

quick time, upon occasions of Guard-mounting, Parade or
Review, to march to the Grenadier' s March. 1861 < >. F.

Berkeley Spor/sm. W. Prairies xiv. 233, I attended
guard -mounting and with Major Wassells inspected the

barrack-rooms and arms. i8a8 J. M- Spearman Brit,
Gunner i'ed. 2) 97 From the quarter *guard parade to the
line of parade of the Battalion 62 yards. 1851 Beck's
Florist Oct. 237 This is a rosy-pink flower, full, and well
formed, with just sufficient *guard-petal and no more. 1739
Labelye Short Ace. Piers Westnt. Bridge 19 The Use of
these Fenders, or 'Guard-Piles, was to secure the Works
from the approach of Barges, and other large Vessels. 1879
Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 369/1 Passing on to the driving
plane and repelling the pallet, would thereby press the
"guard-pin against the edge of the roller. 1881 Greener
Gun 262 To take to pieces a breech-loader, .first remove the

fore-end and barrels: then., turn out the side-pins, and
remove the locks and hammers together; next turn out the
guard pins, and remove the bow or guard. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch <V Ctockm. 115 Guard Pin, Safety /'in, a pin in

the lever escapement that prevents the pallets leaving the
escape wheel when the hands of the watch are turned back.

1873 .Maxwell Electr. ty Magn. § 201 The interval l>etween
the disk and the "^guard-plate maybe regarded as a circular

groove of infinite depth. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim.
Li/e (td. 2) 758 The structures known as nematophores, sar-

cothecae, *guard-pclypesor macho-polypes. 187a -6V0YLE&
Stevenson Milit. Diet., *Guard report, a report sent in by
the relieved officer to the officer commanding, detailing a
statement of duties performed by his guard while on duty.

1873 Maxwell Electr. <y Magn. § 201 A plane disk .. sur-

rounded by a large plane plate called a *Guard-ring with a
circular aperture.. concentric with the disk. 1893 Sloane
Electr. Diet., Guard Ring, an annular horizontal surface
surrounding the balanced disc in the absolute electrometer.

1708 Loud Gaz. No. 44591, 14 Sail of Brigantines and
Sloops,, .under Convoy of the Dukeof Anjou's *Guard Sloop,
of betwixt 70 and 80 Men. 1739 Encour. Sea/. People 35
Capt. Coleby .. fought the Guard-Sloop. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 166 Iunius Valens a captaine, pensioner or cen-
turion of the *gard-souldiers about Augustus Caisar. 1850
Grote Greece it. Ixiii. VIII. 143 note. Although watch had
been enjoined to them (i.e. to the Peloponnesian *guard-
squadron at Abydos). 1690 Lkybourn Curs. Math. 6)3
Then find the Point of the Compass, that the "Guard-Star
is upon, in the first.. Column of the Table. 1865 Parkman
Cham '•lain v. 257 His foot upon a *guard-stone, he thrust
his head and shoulders into the coach. 1878 Technol.
Diet., Eng.-Ger.-Fr. (ed. 31, Guard-stone (Build, Roads,
etc.). Dcr Prellstein, Borne. 18S6 Furnivall Pre/, to

Stacions of Rome (E. E. T. S 18671 6 Here., it is, and
printed with all its metrical points, and *guard-stops on
each side of figures and single letters. 1893 Sloane Electr.
Diet., 'Guard Tube, a metal tube surrounding a dry pile
used with a quadrant electrometer, or other electrometers
of that type.

Guard I
gaid), v. Also 6-S gard(e, (in sense 7,

6 pa. pple. gard, 9 gard), Sc. gaird, 7 guai'd.
[f. Guard s/k, or ad. K. gardcr, earlier guarder

( =It. gnardare, Sp. guardar) :—Rom. *guardare,

a. OTeut. *ward5n. f. Hvarda: see Ward, Guard
st>s)

1. bans. To keep iu safety from injury or attack

;

to stand guard or sentinel over ; to keep (a door,

etc.) so as to prevent entrance or exit ; to take
care of, protect, defend. (With material and im-
material objects.) f Also with in. t

1583 Stanyhurst AVneis ill. (Arb.) 81 King Helenus. with
a crowding coompanye garded. 1593 Suaks. Lucr. 626
Draw not thy sword to gard iniquitie. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV,
iv, v. 145 There is your Crowne, And he that weares the
Crowne immortally, Long guard it yours. 1598 Barret
Theor. IVarres iv. ii. 105 The companies which haue the
ward, are alwayes to sallie to gard the trenches. 1608 Day
Hum. out 0/Br. v. i. (1881) 69 Guard in my safety with a ring
of Steele, And marke how proudly hcelc demcane reueuge.

1617 Sir W. Murk Misc. Poems xxi. 55 Heavens . . did
thy royall grandeur guaird. a 1657 — Ps. exxi. 8 He
guaird thee shal about. 1667 Milton /'. L. n. ro33 Except
whom God and good Angels guard by special grace. 1687 A.
Lovkll tr. 'Phez'enot's Trav. n. 143 Two men, each holding
a Pike, as if they Guarded these Doors. 174a H. Walpole
Lett. {1846) I. 239 The King of Poland is guarding all the
avenues of Saxony. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xii. xiv,
Jones stood with his sword drawn in his hand to guard the
poor fellow. 1780 Cowpek Table T. 315 Let active laws
apply the needful curb To guard the peace that riot would
disturb. 1838 Tmiklwall Greece III. 149 He was to guard
the entrance of the Corinthian gulf. Ibid. V. 47 They were
so negligently guarded, that, .they contrived to make them-
selves masters of the fortress. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 4
Elaine . . High in her chamber up a tower to the east Guarded
the sacred shield of Lancelot. 1883 C. J. Wills Mod.
Persia 376 Peacocks are .. supposed only to be kept by
royalty; . .the privilege of keeping them is zealously guarded.
1898 J. Arch Story of Life xv. 369 You may just as well
expect the cat to guard the cream.
rejl. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv. v. 253 Henceforth guard

thee well. 1781 Cowper Anti-Tlielyph. 189 Guard thee
well, expect no feigned attack; And guard beside the sor-

ceress at thy hack !

b. said of impersonal objects.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 493, I thinke the honie garded with a
sting, a 1625 Beaum. & Fi. Bloody Bro. iv. i, Mercy be-
comes a Prince, and guards him best. 1667 Milton P. L.
xi. 122 Of a sword the flame Wide-waving . . to .. guard all

passage to the Tree of Life. 1698 Fryer Ace. E, India «y P.
40 A Coat of Armour over it like an Hedg-hogs, guards its

weighty Fruit. 1735 Berkeley Proposal etc. Wks. III.

222 Two narrow entrances, both well guarded by forts. 1794
Mrs. Radclipfe Myst. Udolpho xxv, The place is guarded
enough by the high walls of the castle and the east turret.

1830 Tennyson Recoil. Arab. Nts. 23 Where clear-stemm'd
platans guard The outlet [of a stream]. 1876 J. Parker
Paracl. 1. ii. 15 Every moment of the Jew's time, and every
act of the Jew's life, was guarded by a regulation.

c. To protect or defend from, against. Also

refl.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. IT, hi. i. 249 To guard the Chicken
from a hungry Kyte. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 8 They will

guard them-selves from Arrows, tho they come very thick.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 162 p 4 One would take more
than ordinary Care to guard ones self against this par-

ticular Imperfection [inconstancy], because it is that which
our Nature very strongly inclines us to. 1838 Lytton
Calderon v, By guarding him from all friendships save
with those whose affection to myself I can trust. 1852
Tennyson Wellington 68 Guarding realms and kings from
shame. 1855 - Maud 1. vi 60 Myself from myself I guard.

d. To attend, accompany, or escort (to a place;

as a guard, arch.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. //*, iv. ii. 122 Some guard these Traitors
to the Block of Death. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

434 A triple Sunne, attended and guarded with a double
Rainbow. 1697 S. Sewali. Diary 6 Oct. (187S) I. 461
Came between 12. and 1. to the Townh. Chamber and
Guarded the Governour and Council to the Anchor. 1702
Ibid. 11 June (1879) II. 59 Just about dark Troops Guarded
the Govr. to Roxbury. a 1732 Gay 'Town Eclog., Friday
iS in Lady M. W. Moutagit's Poet. Wks. (1768) 36 No
more .. shall .. white-glov'd beaus encroach In crowds be-

hind, to guard me to my coach. 1850 Tennyson /« Mem.
xvii. 12 My blessing, like a line of light, Is on the waters
day' and night, And like a beacon guards thee home.

2. To provide with safeguards; to secure from
misunderstanding or abuse by explanations or

stipulations ; A/ed., to render the action of (a drug)

safe by administering correctives along with it.

1726 Broome On Odyss. xxiv. V. 261 It is not easy to
'

guard the doctrine of Homer from such unhappy con-
sequences. 1891 Law 'Times XC. 462/2 The judges care-

fully guarded themselves from being supposed to lay down
any new rule, 1900 J. Hutchinson Archives Surgery XL
No. 41, I give it [sc. mercury] in small, frequently repeated
doses, well guarded with opium.

f 3. To find out or ascertain by watching. Obs.

1597 Montgomerie Cherrie fy Sloe 1351 First gaird the
grund of all his grief, Quhat sicknes 3e suspect.

4. To keep watch over, to prevent from exceed-

ing bounds ; to keep in check, control (thoughts,

utterance).

1742 Young Xt. Th. \\. 95 Guard well thy Thought; our
Thoughts are heard in Heav'n. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy
11. i, No doubt my uncle Toby had great command of him-
self, and could guard appearances, I believe, as well as

most men. 1768 H. Walpole Hist. Douh's 112 This.,
would make his testimony most suspicious, even if he had
guarded his work within the rules of probability. 1780
Cowper Table T. 83 Guard what you say: the patriotic

tribe Will sneer, and charge you with a bribe. 1885 Bible
(R. V.) Prov. xiii. 3 He that guardeth his mouth keepeth
his life.

t 5. To parry a blow' ; to ward off. Obs.

1661 Bramhali, Just I'iud. ii. 20 We did not judge him,
or punish him, . . but only defended ourselves, by guarding
his blowes, and repelling his injuries. 1695 Collier Ess.

ii. (1697) 1I2 There are few but may Shine in their own Orb
. . ; so far at least as to guard off Contempt, and secure a
moderate Repute.

6. Sporting colloq.

1893 Daily News 8 May 2/2 The list of disasters caused
by starting Siffleuse and putting T. Loates up, without
guarding the favourite. 1897 Encyel. Sport I. 209 Guard-
ing—When two or more greyhounds are entered in a stake,

the bona fide property of the same owner, the order of run-

ning is altered, so that they may meet other greyhounds,
should they come together.

7. To ornament (a garment, etc.) with 'guards';

to trim, as with braid, lace, velvet, etc. ; also

trans/., to stripe, occas. with about.
1500 in Furnivall Ballads/: MSS, I.456 Hyshoscn shalbe

freshely gard Wyth colours ii or thre. a 1529 Skelton
Boivge o/Crt. 508 His hode all pounsed and garded lyke a
cage. 1530 Palsgr. 560/2 Some men garde their cootes for

picture, but I garde my hose for profyte. 1585 T. Washing-
ton tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. iii. 37 Gownes or coates of velvet
..which they gard about with broad bands of velvet. 1606
Holland Sueton. Annot. 2 This purple Robe bordered,
called Pra^texta, was .. embrodered. .or garded about with
purple. 1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 712 Sharkes .

.

which had other six or seven smaller fishes, garded with
blew and greene, attending. 1665-76 Rea Flora (ed 2' 93
The flowers are of a pale blush colour, with small and
sharp pointed le.ives, which become striped, and garded
with a dark sad purple. 1707 Chamberlayne Si. Gt. Brit.
11. xiv. 183 These wear Scarlet Coats down to the Knee, and
Scarlet Breeches, both richly guarded with black Velvet.
1826 Scott H oodst. xxx. III. 159 A boy, in an orange-
tawney doublet, . . guarded with blue worsted lace. 1884

J. Payne Tales /r. Arabic I. 61 On the mule's back was
a litter of gold-inwoven brocade, garded about with an
embroidered band set with gold and jewels.

Jig- *595 Shaks. John iv. ii. io To guard a Title, that
was rich before ; Togilde refined Gold. 1599 — Much Ado
1. i. 288 The body of your discourse is sometime guarded
with fragments, and the guardes are but sliglitly basted on
neither. 1655 Fuller th. Hist. 11. ii. § 26 He brought in

a Religion spun with a Courser Threed, though garded with
a Finer Trimming.
Punningly. 1624 Heywood Captives in. ii. in Bullen O.

PI. IV, We will see his fooles coat guarded, ey and re-

guarded too from slipping out of our fingers.

8. intr. To be on one's guard ; to stand on
guard or as a sentinel ; to take up or maintain

a position of defence (with direct or indirect

reference to fencing).

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 185 Come stand by me, feare

nothing: guard with Halberds. 1593 — 2 Hen. Vf,v, ii.

33 Feare frames disorder, and disorder wounds Where it

should guard. 1607 — Cor. v. ii. 2, 1 Wat. Stay : whence
are you. 2 Wat. Stand, and go backe. Me. You guard
like men. 1695 Collier Ess. 11. (1697) 69 There are other
nice . . Cases, in which a Man must Guard, if he intends to

keep Fair with the World, and turn the Penny. x8oa James
Milit. Diet, s.v., Prepare to Guard, in the cavalry sword
exercise, i860 O. W. Holmks Meet. Nat. Sanitary Assoc.

51 To guard is better than to heal,—The shield is nobler
than the spear ! 1892 E. Reeves Homeward Bound 208
Apparently imitating English fencing, they occasionally
struck and guarded in the different positions.

b. To guard against : to take up a position of

defence with regard to, to take precautions against.

Also with indirect pass.

1725 Waits Logic 1. iv. § 1 (1726) 46 To guard against

such Mistakes, it is necessary to acquaint our selves a little

with Words and Terms. 1769 Junius Lett, xviii 81 Laws
. . are intended to guard against what men may do, not to

trust to what they will do. 1818 Cruise Digest 'ed. 2) I.

464 The great danger of parol declarations, against which
the statute was intended to guard. 183a Ht. Martineau
Demerara ii. 17, I do not see at present how we are to

guard against hurricanes. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 2.

120 He had guarded jealously against any revolt of th«j

baronage. 1883 A. Roberts O. T. Revision ii. 29 This is a
fallacy to be most carefully guarded against in dealing with

all Biblical questions.

9. Curling, a. trans. To ' cover ' or defend

(a stone) by planting one in a line between it and
oneself. Also ahsoi. b. intr. Said of a stone so

planted to defend a partner's stone. Applied also

to a similar stroke of play in Bowls (see Guakd-
L$G vhl. sh. 3).

1685 Lintonn Green '1817) 38 (E. D. D.) To draw, guard,
strike, or wick he tries. 1786 Burns Tom Samsen's El.

26 He Mas the king o' a' the Core, To guard, or draw,

or wick a bore. 1840 Bi.aine Rur. Sports 118 The
object of the next in order is to guard the stone of his

partner, or to strike off that of his antagonist. 1878 ' Capt.
Crawley' Football etc. 127 {Curling) A stone is said to

guard when it lies in a line between the player and the tee,

with another stone belonging to the same side within it.

1897 Encyel. Sport I. 258 (Curling) The Stone played.. must
be over the Hog, but must not touch the Stone to be
guarded.

10. Chess, {trans.) To support a piece or pawn
with another.

1761 Hoyle Ess. Chess 53 You are to observe this Rule,
not to guard your Pawn, unless [etc.]. 1835 Hoyle's Game.'-

338 Never guard an inferior piece or pawn with a belter,

if you can do it with a pawn.

11. Bookbinding, a. To supply (a guard book)

with guards, b. To attach (a leaf or plate) to

a guard. (Funk's Stand. Vict.)

Ii Guarda- fgwa-rda) , stem of 1 1. gnardarc&nd Sp.

gttardar to Guard, used in several combinations

(Obs. exc. f/tst.), as |l Guarda-cabaTlo, a guard in

charge of horses ; II
Gua:rda-da-mas, duenna of the

Queen's maids-in-waiting ; || Oua*rd(aVinfa nte,

a farthingale or hoop; || Guarda*roba = \\
T

ARU-

KortK. See also Gcarda-costa.
1808 Pike Sources Mississ. 111. 11S10) 256 We. .came. .to

a horse range of the marquis's, where he had four of his

soldiers as a "guarda caballo. i66» Evelyn Diary 2 June,

Now saw I her Portuguese ladies, and the *Guarda-damas,

or Mother of her Maids. Ibid. 30 May, A traine of Portu-

guese ladies in their monstrous fardingals or *guard-infantas.

1670 Lassels Voy. Italy \. 96, I found all the^ great Ladies

here to go like the Donnas of Spain, in Guardinfantas, that

is, in horrible overgrown Fartingals of whalebone. 1602

Archpriest. Controv. (Camden) II. 28 His *guarda robe had

none but riche ones. x6ia in Crt. $ Times Jas. I (1848) I.

183 Having withdrawn himself into his guarda roba. 18*3

Lady Morgan Sahator Rosa I. ii. 46 Vesuvius blazed over

the faded frescoes of the dilapidated guarda-roba.
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Guardable (ga'.idab*l), a. [f. Guard v. +

-ablk.] Capable of being guarded.
1608 E. Grimstone Hist. France ti6n) 659 Places ill

guarded, or not guardable. 1618 .Sir R. Williams Lo?v
Countries 58 This place was guardable without batterie.

|[ Guarda-COSta (gauda k^sta, Sp. gwa'rda-).

Also 8 guard de eosta, guarda-coasta. [Sp. ; f.

Guakda- + Sp. costa Coast.] A Spanish vessel

used for the protection of the coast ; a custom-

house cutter.

1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 218 Admiral Stewart having received
orders to cruize upon the Spaniards, as well Merchant Ships
as Guard de Costas. 1742 Fielding J. Andrews it. xvii,

I was attacked by one of those cursed guarda-costas who
took our ships before the beginning of the war. 1760-72
tr. ^MN fy Ulloa's I'oy* (ed. 3) I. 39 While the galleons,

guarda costas, or other Spanish ships are here. 1817 P.

Moore in Pari. Debates 1797 Slave-dealing, which . .might
..be stopped more easily by a few vessels in the natu e

of guarda costas. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 227 Swarm-
ing with privateers in war-time, and with guarda costas

or preventive-service cutters in peace. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. IV. xl. 153.

t Gua'rdage. Obs. rare. Also 7 gardage.
[f. Guard v* + -ACHB.] Keeping, guardianship.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. ii. 70 Whether a Maid, so tender,

Faire, and Happie, .. Would etier haue .. Run from her
Guardage to the sootie bosome, Of such a thing as thou.
a 1621 Bkaum. & Fl. Thierry <y Theod. v. i, You see this

cardicue, the last, and the only quintessence of 50 Crowns,
distill'd in the limbeck of your gardage.

t Gua'rdance. Obs. rare—*. In 7 gardanee.
[f. Guard v. + -anck]. = pree.

1591 Troub. Raigtte A". John (161 1) 46 If at last nephew
thou yeeld thy selfe Into the gardanee of thine vncle Iohn,
Thou shalt be used as becomes a Prince.

Guardant (gaudant), a, and sb. Also 6-9
gardant, (6-7 -ante', [a. F. gardant) pres, pple.

of garde r to GUARD.]
A. adj.

1. Guarding protecting, watching; on guard.

[1574 ? Implied in Gardantlv adv.] 1609 Heywood Brit.
Tiov xv. 83 For youn^ Askauius he his left hand spares, In
his right hand his guardant sword he shakes. 1816S0UTHEY
Lay Laureate, Dream 19 Guardant before his feet a Lion
lay. 1851 R. H. Stoddard Castle in Air ii. 37 My rivers

flow beyond, with guardant ranks Of silver liveried poplars
on their banks.

2. Her. Of a beast: Having the full face towards
the spectator. (Cf. Affkonte and Gaze sb. 3 b.)

KX-iofig.

1572 BosssWBLL Armorie 11. 44 b, A Lyon Passante, Gar-
dante, betwene three keies d'Or. 1610 Glillim Heraldry
111. xv. 116m 140 This Lion passant seemeth to goe with
more confidence and resolution, but the gardant with more
vigilance and circumspection. 1641 Drome Jovial Crew n.

(1652) E, Couchant and Passant, Guardant, Rampant Beg-
gars. 1790 Pennant Loud. 392 It was a vast house, and, in

the time of Stow, distinguished by the arms of England,
at that time three leopards passant, guardant, and two
angels the supporters, cut on stone. 1828-40 [see Gaze sb.

3 b]. 1864 Bouteli. Her. Hist. $ Pop. xix. § 8 (ed. 3) 331
A Lion statant guardant or.

B. sb. A keeper, guardian, protector.
1591 Smaks. 1 Hen. VI, iv. vii. g When my angry Guardant

stood alone, Tendring my ruiue, and assayl'd of none. 1592
Wyhley Armorie 153 [He] bode within the towne as gardant
of the same. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. ii. 67 You shall perceiue,
that a lacke gardant cannot office me from my son Corio-
lanus. 16 1 6 I LASKCout.Sor.'s T. xi.248 Th' marshallers,
gardantes, and tipp staves, a 1632 T. Taylor Cod's Judgem.
1. 11. xli. 1642) 372 One of his owne nephews (being his over-
seer and gardant for bringing up).

Guard-boat (gaudb^t).
a. A boat appointed to row the rounds among

the ships of war in a harbour, to observe that

their officers keep a good look-out. b. A boat
employed by harbour authorities to enforce quaran-
tine or custom-house regulations.
1696 Lond. Gas. No. 3078/2 The Guard Boat belonging to

His Majesty's Garison of Tinmouth Castle. 1758 J. Blake
Plan Afar. Syst. 4 By rowing round the ship, during the
night, in a guard-boat, as is done by the officers of the
customs with regard to homeward bound Indiamen. 177a-
84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 19 They attempted to go on shore,
but were stopped by the guard-boat. 1833 Ht. Maktinkau
Cinnamon $ Pearls i. 2 The guard-boat might as well have
been empty for any opposition that it offered to the ap-
proach of the raft. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 3S4 To
run the gauntlet of the guard-boats.

f Guard-cock. Obs. Corruption of Gardk-
caut, itself a corruption of F. garde-eorde.
1706 Phillii-s (ed. Kersey), Gardecaut, or Gard-du-cord,

. .otherwise call'd Gard-du-gut, and Guard-cock.

t Guard-corps = Garde-du-corp.s, bodyguard.
1583 T. Stocker Civ. Warres Lorue C. n. 58 a, Our people

had. .greevously wounded his guarde corpes, and put his
Souldiers to flight.

Guarded (ga'rded), ///. a. [f. Guard v. or

sb. + -ed.]

1. Defended, protected, watched ; having a
guard or sentinel. In Fencing (hence Jig., quot.
182

1 ), protected by the * guard*.
1570 Levins Manip. 49/24 Guarded, communitus. 1637

Milton Lycidas 161 Where the great Vision of the guarded
mount Looks toward Namancos and Bayona's hold. 1667— P. L. 11. 045 Who by stealth Had from his wakeful
custody purloined The guarded gold. 1781 Cowper Con.
versat. 556 Truth divine for ever stands secure, Its head as
guarded as its base is sure. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. iv, xvi,
What \ said he nought . . Of guarded pass? i8ax Shelley

Adonais xii, The breath Which gave it strength to pierce

the guarded wit. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. 167 The for-

tress was surprised on its strongest and least guarded side.

absol. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vii. xiv, By a strange
reverse of fortune, the guard became the guarded. 1887
Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 10/1 The number of the guard de-

pended on the character of the guarded.

b. Curling. ' (See Guaud v. 9.)
1685 Lintoun Green (1817) 38 (E. D. 1>.) Roaring up the

rink he fiies The guarded tee to clear.

C. Surgery. \ See quot. 1884.)
1883 Martin & Moale Vertebr. Dissect. 11. 145 Find the

duct of the pancreas, through which pass a guarded bristle

into the duodenum. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
Guarded Instrument {Surgical), said of an instrument the
point or cutting edge of which is concealed or guarded
during introduction, and uncovered when at the place where
it is to become effective.

d. Card-playing. Said of a card, esp. the next

to the highest of a suit, when it is protected (in

the same hand) by a lower card of the suit.

1863 'Cavendish ' Whist (ed. 5) 19 When a player holds
the second best card guarded, lie is said to have a minor
teuace, or an imperfect minor tenace. Ibid. 37 In trumps,

I
if king or queen is turned up, and it is only singly guarded

I
li.e. if you have only one other trump), it is generally best

i to put the turn-up on second hand. 1876 ' Capt. Crawley '

Card-players' Man. 44 With 'king singly guarded
1—that

is. with king and only one other card, play your king boldly.

e. Chess. (See Guaud v. 10.)

1835 Hoyle's Games 337 Take care that no guarded pawn
of your adversary's fork two of your pieces.

2. Surrounded by a guard of reserve or restraint

;

on one's guard ; hence, esp. of a person's behaviour,

i
speech, etc. : Careful

;
prudent ; cautiotis.

1709 Stickle Taller No. 79 r 1 Be guarded against giving

I

or receiving little Provocations. 1728 Gay Begg. Op. 11. x,

Learn to be more guarded. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 335
! The charge .. brought against you is expressed in terms
i guarded and well considered. 1802 Mail Kdgeworth Moral
I T. (1816) I. vii. 43 If you were upon your trial for life or
I deatli .. you could not look more resolutely guarded. 1816

Byron Ch. Har. in. x, Secure in guarded coldness. 1837
Hr. Martineau StK. Amer. II. 81 The government has
preserved a cool and guarded tone throughout. 1849
Macalxay His.', Eng. vii. II. 360 Their language was so

guarded that nothing was gained by the examination.
a 1859 Ibid, xxiii. u86i' V. 106 Portland made a courteous
but guarded answer. 1897 AllbutPs Syst. Med. IV. 790 In

people over forty . . limitation of the affection to one [vocal]

cord, should lead to a guarded prognosis.

3. Ornamented, as with lace, braid, embroidery,

etc. ; trimmed ; tricked out ; having ' guards ' or

trimmings (in 17th c. often allusively^. Obs. exc.

Hist, and spec, in Her. of a garment : Trimmed
or turned up with some material.
1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 14 § 1 No servyng mannc

waytyng uppon his Maister. .were eny garded Hose. 1583
Siubdes Ajiat. Abus. 11. (1882) 108 Ministers, that flaunt it

out in their saten doblets, ..garded gownes, cloakes, and
the like. 1599 Mafston Sco. Villanie it. vii. 204 Would
not some head. . Sweat e yon same Damaske-coat, yon garded
man Were some graue sober Cato Vtican? 1606 Day He of
Guts v. i. H 3 b, .Man. I am no knight, I am Manasses,
they made a plaine foole. Dam. The onely were [/. e. wear]
for the guarded [printed gaurded] foole is out of request.

1609 Ev. Woman in Hunt. 11 i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, I grieve
to see this double garded age, all side-coate, all foole. 1626
Massinger Rom. Actor 1. i, The most censorious of our
Roman gentrie, Nay, of the guarded robe, the Senators.
1628 Ford Lover's Mel. 1. ii, In stead of a fine guarded Page,
We haue got him A boy, trickt vp in neat and handsome
Fashion. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. v. 89 Besides, the
Place was proper not for the plain but guarded Gown. 1834
Planche Brit, Costume 274 Large Gallic or Venetian
hosen, slashed, quilted, stuffed, and guarded (or laced), were
worn as before. 1868 Cussans Her. (18931 I29-

t b. Of a flower : Having a border or stripe of

colour. Obs.
1688 R. Hoi.me Armoury 11. 115/1 Edged, as Flower leaves

often are . . of which there are several terms, as edged,
striped or streaked, garded, [etc.]. 1779 Sheridan Critic
11. ii, The striped carnation and the guarded rose.

4. Of a book : Having guards. (See Guard sb.

16 10
1888 Jacobi Printer's I 'oc. s. v., Books are said to be

'guarded ' when the plates are mounted or sewn on guards
instead of being stitched or pasted in the ordinary way.
1889 H. B. Wheatley How to Catal. iii. 71 The slips

are lightly pasted down into guarded volumes.

Guardedly (gaudedli), adv. [f. Guarded
ppL a. + -LY-.] In a guarded manner; in

guarded language ; cautiously.
1784 Sheridan I^ife Swift 243 It obliquely pointed out the

true object of their resentment ; but this so guardedly, that
it was impossible to make any serious charge against the
Author of his having such a design. 1856 KASEArct. Expl.
II. yi. 72, I am acting very guardedly with them, I cannot
punish till I have the evidence of an overt act. 1883 Sir
W. V. Field in Law Rep. 11 Q. Bench Div. 765 The Act.,
dealing very guardedly with the common law right . . to
prefer a bill before a grand jury. 1887 Mauch. Exam.
7 Feb. 5/3 This desire was guardedly stated and carefully
fenced about with conditions.

Guardedness (gaudednes\ [f. Guarded///.
a. + -ness.] The quality of being guarded {bx

speech, behaviour, etc.) ; cautiousness.
1807 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXIV. 331 Lessing

. . tries what his rules permit . . with a guardedness which
would not be expected from his tolerance. 1838 Dickens
Nick. Nick. Ii, How he had baffled the said Ralph by ex-
treme guardedness of manner and ingenuity of speech. 1895
F. Hall Two Trifles 8 What .. have all my painstaking
guardedness and scrupulous exactness, .stood me in stead ?

Guarder ga-jdai). [f. Guard v. + -eh L]

X. One who or that which guards, lit. and fig. ;

a keeper, watcher, protector, guardian, warder,

guard.
154a TJdaLL tr. Erasm. Apophth. II. 264 b, Vsyng theim

not as kepers but as seruauntes and garders of his bodie.

1578 Banister Hist. Man vm. 98 The Nerues .. beyng
therfore lightly iudged the diligent messengers and garders
of the lirayne. 1589 Greene Mcnaphon (Arb.) 46 Thus sate

poore .Menaphon. .keeping Ins teetli garders of hisstomacke,
and his eyes watchmen of his loues. 1603 Florio Mon-
taigne 1634) 392 They were pursued by the guarders and
Souldiers of the Port. 1625 Fletcher Aoble Gent. 1. i,

Groomes and pages, chamljer-maides and garders. 1628 in

Rushw. Hist. Cod. (1659 I. 551 The Kings heart is the best

guarder of his own promi>e. 1753 J. Scott Epidemic
Slortality n When the bold guarders of the house shall

shake, And, pain'd, their station at the door forsake. 1840
Browning Sordcllo vi. 448 With guarders row on row, Gay
swarms of varletry that come and go.

2. ?A contrivance to prevent a church bell

from swinging over.

1583 in Pictou Vpool Mimic. Rec. (1883) I. 98 Garder
& Clevicorde. 1684 / 'estry Blcs. (Surtees) J53 For a garder
for the bells, is. 6rf.

Guard-fish, variant of Garfish.

Guardful gaudful, a. Now rare or dial.

[f. CJUABD sb. + -ful.] Watchful ; careful. Hence
Gua rdfully adv. . carefully.

< 1611 Chapman Iliad 1. 441 O thou Fautour of Chrysa,
whose fair hands doth guardfully dispone C'ele>tial Cdla.

1749 A. HlLL Meropt I. ii, I, mean while, Watch, with a
guardful Eye, these Murd'rers Motions. 1830 H. AkgeLO
Remin. I. 209 An injunction to be guardful of the>e hail

been given to the people. 1876 J. Ellis Caesar in Egypt
36 Dost thou frown? Was it not well?—nay, blame me
guardfully. 1887 .S". Chesh. Gloss., Guardful, careful.

Guard-house gardhaus).

a. A building tor the accommodation of a

(military) guard, b. A building in which
prisoners are detained tinder guard.

1592 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 76 Ilk persone .

.

being warnit to the wacbe to cum theirio to the gaird hou.-.

1698 Fuver Acc. E. India <y P. 67 The English have
a pretty Custom-house and Guaid-hcuse. 1712 \V. Rogers
Voy. 43 They have also a Guard-house, where there are

about 20 Men commanded by the Governour, a Lieutenant,

and Ensign. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, iii, The Captain
proceeded to withdraw his men towards their guard-house
in the High Street 1825 Jeivekson Autobiog. Wks. 1859
I. 87 They collected the next day, burnt ten or twelve guard-
houses, killed two or three of the guards [etc.]. 1875 Jowktt
Plato fed. 2) III. 698 There were guard-houses at intervals

for the body-guard.

Guardian (gaudian). Forms : a. 5 gardyene,

5-6 gardeyn, 5-8 -ein. (6 -aine, -ayne, -en,

guarden, 7 gardeine . (3. 5-7 gardian, (6

-iane, -ien), 6- guardian. [a..Ab.gardeiu{i2'j^,

0\;.g(u)arden, earlier -em. nom. sing, and acc. pi.

guardeus, -ains (12th c), f. garde Guard sb. or

perh. a. Teut. ^warding-, f. wardd Wabd sb. + -ing

:

see -ing3. The assimilation of the ending to the

suffix -ten, which has given the mod.F. gardieu,

dates from the 14th c, while the appearance of

the corresponding -tan in the Eng. word is evi-

denced from the 15th c. Cf. Pr. gardian, Sp.

guardian, It. guardiano, and see Warden.]
1. One who guards, protects, or preserves ; a

keeper, defender; 'one to whom the care and
preservation of any thing is committed' (J.) ;

sometimes ~ guardian angel. Applied also oceas.

to impersonal objects.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 87 b, She retorned into her chamber
wher was but one auncient lady her gardyene or maystresse.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxxx. 177 Foure knyghtes, whiche
were called gardeyns of her corps, were slayne fast by her.

Ibid. vii. 365 From that yerc.were al custodyes & gar-

deyns, and no mayres : & who tho that was than constable

of the Toure of London, was also custos of the cytie.

a 1547 Surrey sEncid u. {1557) Dij, In the void porches

Phenix, Ulisses eke, Sterne guardens stood watching of the

spoile. isgS W. Phillips Linschoten's Disc. Voy. 1. iii. 4
The Guardian, that is the quarter master hath i-joo reyes

the month. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iv. 35 The Sacred Store-

house of his Predecessors, And Guardian of their Bones.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. Ded. to King § 9 (1872) 79
Readers in sciences are indeed the guardians of the stores

and provisions of sciences. 1667 Milton /'. L. in. 512 The
Stairs were such as whereon Jacob saw Angels ascending

and descending, bands Of Guardians bright. (11711 K.EN

A'. Hymn Wks. {1838) 438 O may my Guardian while I sleep,

Close to my bed his vigils keep. 1767 Junius Lett. xiv. 59

The attorney-general is ex officio the Guardian of liberty.

1856 Froudk Hist. Eng. {1858) I. iii. 189 The clergy were

the guardians of morality. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21 V. 10

Plato .. explains the manner in which guardians of the law

. . are to be appointed. 1883 C. J. Wills Mod. Persia 277

The dervish who usually acts as guardian to the tomb.

b. i* Guardian of the reace : an earlier name
for a 'Justice of the Peace'. Guardian of the

Spiritualities, G. of the Temporalities: see those

words. Guardian cf the Poor (often simply Guar-

dian) : one of a board elected to administer the

poor laws in a particular parish or district.

[1330 Act 4 Edu>. Ill, c. 5 Et eient les Justices, assignez

a la deliverance des gaoles poair a deliverer les gaoles de
ceux qi serront enditez devant les gardeins de la pees.] 1^17
Ld. Furnival in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. it. 1. 61 The Gardeins
of thespirituallitiesof Ardmaghe. 1581 LambardeAYtw. 1.

u. (1588) gThe Gardeins of the Peace fwho afterward obtained



GUARDIAN.
the name of Iustices of the Peace'1

. 1764 Burn Poor Laivs

183 Twelve persons residing in each district, of a certain

estate in land, to be guardians of the district. 178a Act 22

Geo. Ill, c. 83 § 2 The Visitor, Guardian, and Governor of

such Poor House. Ibid. § 7 It shall and may be lawful for

two Justices of the Peace. .to appoint one of the Persons so

recommended to be Guardian of the Poor for each of such

Parishes. 1783-94 Bi.ake Songs Innoc, Holy Thursday
11 Beneath them sit the aged men, wise guardians of the

poor. 1834 Act 4 <y 5 Will. /K, c. 76 § 38 A Board of

Guardians of the Poor for such Union shall be constituted

and chosen, and the Workhouse or Workhouses of such

Union shall be governed, and the Relief of the Poor in such

Union shall be administered, by such Board of Guardians.

1857 Toulmin Smith Parish 166 'Guardians' may exist

either for single parishes, or for groups of parishes joined in

' Unions'. 1876 Fawcktt Pol. Econ. iv. v. fed. 5) 598 Tlie

Manchester guardians have lately made able-bodied paupers

grind com by hand. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxv.

549 A reform of a generation back entrusted the care of the
J

poor, .to Boards of Guardians.

C. (See quot.)

1727-41 Chambers Cyd. s. v., In the order of the garter,
\

the officer who in other military orders is called grand-

master, is called the sovereign guardian of the order.

d. In an Oddfellows' lodge, Inner and Outer

Guardian. (Cf. Guard sb. 7 c.)

1879 Man. Oddfello-.vship 141 The lodge is properly

arranged, and the inner door opened wide ; the Grand
Marshal, with white baton trimmed with scarlet, approaches

the Inner Guardian from without.

2. spec, in Law. One who has or is by law

entitled to the custody of the person or property

„or both) of an infant, an idiot, or other person

legally incapable of managing bis own affairs;

a tutor. (The correlative of ward.)

1513 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 50 '2 Syth he hath nothing by

discent holden by knightes seruice, the law rnaketh his

mother his gardaine. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. (1634*

Table Contents, The old Church is compared to an heire

under age, which is governed by Gardians. 1599 Shaks.

Much Ado 11. iii. 174, I am sorry for her, as I haue iust

cause, being her Vncle, and her Guardian. 1611 Bible

Transl. Pre/. 2 A wasteful! Prince, that had neede of

a Guardian, or ouerseer. 1628 Coke On Litt. 1. 135 b,

When an Ideot doth sue or defend, he shall not appeare by

G.irdeineor Procheine Amy. ^ooPrideai x Lett. (Camden*

195 M r Walpole, who was guardian to y Lord Townshend.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 6f 10 She only ran away froin her

guardians. 1765 Bi.ackstone Cotnm. I. xvii. 379 The
guardian with us performs the office of both the tutor and
curator. 1818 Cruise Digest fed. 2) III. 420 The possession

of the mother as guardian, gave actual possession to the son.

1859 W. Collins Q, of Hearts (1875) 5, I knew perfectly

well that I should hear myself appointed guardian, and
executor with his brother, of this young lady.

b. Guardian in chivalry : the guardian of

a minor holding by knight service, (f Rarely

G. in knight service) Guardian in socage: the

guardian of a tenant in socage. Guardian by

nature : the father, with respect to his tutelage of

the heir apparent or heiress presumptive. Guar-

dianfor nurture : the father, and, after his death

the mother, until the minor has reached the age

of 14. (These four were classed together as guar-

dians by the common law.) Guardian by custom

or customary guardian : an officer, corporation,

etc. having by local custom a legal right to

exercise guardianship. Guardian by election : a

guardian chosen by an infant who would otherwise

have none. (See also quot. 1823.) Guardian ad
litem (see quot. 1838).

1565 Cooper Thesaurus. Curatores dicuntur qui pupillis

loco tntorum dantur. Gardians in socage, or they that

haue the charge and custodie of wardes or other under yeres

of discretion. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 10b, The childes

mother entrethe in the remnant, and it occupieth as garden

or warden in socage. 1628 Coke On Litt. 1. 85 There is

Gardeine in right in Chiualrie, and Gardeine in Deedein
Chiualrie. Ibid. 88 b, There are three manner of Gardein-

ships, viz. by the Common Law, by the Statute Law, and
Custome. By the Common Law there are foure manner of

Gardians, viz. Gardein in Chiualrie .. Gardein by nature .

.

Gardein in Socage . . Gardein per cause de nurture. 1642

tr. Perkins Prof. Bk. i. § 60. 28 Gardien in Knight Service

of the bodie and land may grant the wardship of the land

without deed. 1654 ShepparoTs Crt. -Keepers Guide 112

A Gardeine in Chivalry that hath a Manor of the Wards
may make Copyhold Estates. 1660 R. Coke Power <y

Subj. 83 Guardian in Chivalry may give or sell to another

the Guardianship of his Ward ; but Guardian in Socage

cannot, for his is delegata fiotestas. 1660 Act 12 Car. II,

c. 24 § 8 Every person or persons claiming the custody or

tuition of such childe or children as Guardian in soccage or

otherwise. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 449 Of the several

species of guardians, the first are guardians by nature : viz.

the father and (in some cases) the mother of the child .

.

There are also guardians for nurture which are of course

the father, or., mother, till the infant attains the age of

fourteen years. Ibid. 462 These guardians^ in socage, like

those for nurture, continue only till the minor is fourteen

years of age. i8ao Gifforu Compl. Eng. Lawyer \\\. xii.

*ed. 5) 387 Guardians are of six kinds:— I* Guardians by
nature ; 2. Guardians by nurture ; 3. Guardians in socage

;

4. Guardians by testament ; 5. Guardians by custom of

particular places; 6. Guardians by election of the infant.

1813 Crabb Technol. Diet. s. v., Guardian by statute, or

testamentary guardian, one appointed according to the

statute of 12 Car. 2, C. 24. . . Guardian by appointment, is

either of the Ix>rd Chancellor or the Ecclesiastical Court.

1838 Penny Cyel. XL 465/1 All courts. .have power to

appoint a guardian ad litem, that is, to defend a prosecution

or suit instituted by or against an infant.
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1 3. In various official titles in which the form
Warden is now prevalent. Obs.

1495 Act 11 Hen. I'll, c. 35 Preamble, His Lyeutenaunte
of Ireland and Gardeyn of the .. Marches. 1529 Rastici.i.

Pastyme (1811) 195 Ryse Meridocke rebellyd agaynst the

kynge's Gardeyn of hi.s Castels in Wales. 1371 Act 13 Eliz.

c. 10 § 2 Master or Gardian of anye Hospitall. 1581 Lam-
barde Even. in. ii. (1588) 337 The writ de homine
Replegiando to be directed to the garden of a Forest. 1632

Star Cliamb. Cases (Camden) 109 Lord Gardein of the

Cinque Portes. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Guardian
0/ the Cinque Ports, otherwise lord-warden.

4. The superior of a Franciscan convent. [L.

cuslos.]

1466 Pastmi Lett. No. 549 II. 266 Item, toxxiii. sustersof

Normandys, with the gardian, eche of them iiii<i\, and the

gardian viii*/. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., In the con-

vents of Franciscans, the officer is called guardian, who in

the rest is called superior. 1883 Catholic Diet. (1S85) 356/2

Fr. John Perez de Marchena, guardian of a convent near

Seville, .a learned cosmographer.

6. pi. - Gi'AKi) J*. 12. 'I Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 38 The guardens of the north pole

were owte of syght. 1879 Proctor Xew Star Atlas 16 The
course of the pair of stars called 'the Guardians of the

Pole ') belonging to the Little Hear is also shown by arrows.

6. attrib. and Comb., as guardian election
;

guardian-cell = guard-cell.

1880 Gray Struct. Hot. iii. § 4. 89 The stomata . .
consist

usually of a pair of cells (called 'guardian-cellsi, with an

opening between them. 1885 GoODALE Physiol. Bot. (18921

377 The cellulose film is produced almost simultaneously

throughout the whole extent of the mother-cell, which is

cut into two guardian-cells, forming a stoma. 1898 Daily

News 23 Feb. 6/5 The question of a Saturday poll at the

forthcoming "guardian elections.

b. attrib. passing into adj. with sense ' pro-

tecting, tutelary.' Guardian -angel, an angel

conceived as watching over or protecting a parti-

cular person or place ; also trans/.

1610 Heai.f.y SI. Aug. Citie 0/ Cod 125 Your great

guardian-gods bore all this unmoved. «i63l Donne
Reliquc 26 Difference of sex no more wee knew, Then our

Guardian Angells doe. 1697 Drydbn Virg. Georg. 1. 670

Mother Earth, Goddess unmov'd 1 whose Guardian Arms
extend O'er Thuscan Tiber's Course, and Roman Tow'rs

defend, a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 384

Bless'd Angels, .. Your Guardian cares bestow. 1711

Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I. 168 We have each of us a

dannon, genius, angel, or guardian-spirit. 17*5 Pope Odyss

.

in. 481 Distinguish d care of guardian Deities ! 1760 FootE
Minor 1. Wks. 1799 I. 239 Then will I step ill, like his

guardian-angel, and snatch him from perdition. 1764

Goldsm. Trav. 12 Round his dwelling guardian saints

attend. 1780 CoWPEB 2nd Poem Burn. Ld. .hans/ietd s

Lil>r., They. -blessed the guardian care that kept His

sacred head from harm. 1810 Scott Lady of L I. xvii,

The Guardian Naiad of the strand. 1834 J. H. Newman
Par. Serin. (1837) I. xx. 311 His guardian friends now
long departed. 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey xii. (1848) 161

The goddess Proserpina, when she was the guardian angel

of Sicily. 1864 PusEV Led. Daniel v. 257 Then followed

the Guardian-promise to the house of Jehu. Ibid. viii.

523 Each Christian at least is, from childhood, assigned to

the care of his own guardian angel.

I Gua'rdianage. Obs. rare. Also guarden-

age. [f. GUARDIAN + -ace.] Guardianship.

1600 Holland Lky xlii. xix. (1609) 1126 To take the

charge of publicke tuition, and as it were the guardianage

of him. 1601 — Pliny I. 184 His yonger brother .. had

recommended his daughter to his tuition and guardenage.

t Gua'rdiance. Obs. Also 6 gardience. [f.

as if GUABDUKT : see -axck.] Guardianship.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 250 Themperoure knoweth,

how we commytted the prouince taken, to gardience. 1598

I. D. tr. Loys Le Roy's Aristot. Poiit. 140 The Aduocatois,

to whome the guardiance and defence of the lawes is cheefly

committed, e 1611 Chapman Iliad xxn. 436 A soft bed, a

careful nurse's arms Took him to guardiance. 1633 lip.

Hall Mtdit. Love Christ § 8 To secure my soul ..by the

guardiance of thy blessed angels.

Gua rcliancy. rare-'. [f. Guardian + -cy.]

Guardianship.
1865 Carlyle Frcdk. Gt. XV. xi. (1872) VI. 78, I must

have Silesia again . . Or would you have us administer it

under the guardiancy of Prussia?

t Gna'rdianer. Obs. rare. Also 6 gardeiner,

-eaner. [f. Guardian + -erI.] A guardian.

1595 ViniU t, Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 253 My brother-in-

lawe, whom I maik gardeiner, to have the full governance

of hym, hislandes, &c. ..I do ordaine .. my brother-in-lawe

to begardeaner and governore of. .my children. 1626 Mn>
dleton Women Beware Worn. 1. ii, A poulterer's wife made

a great complaint Of you last night to your guardianer.

Guardianess (gavidianes). [f. Gi'akdiax

+ -ess.] A female guardian or tutor.

1614 Beaum. & Fl. Wit at Sev. Weaf. 1. i

;
I've yet a

neece to wed, over whose steps I have plac'st a trusty

watchful Gardinesse. 1622 Cai.i.is Slat. Sewers 11647) 2°'

Gardianesses in Chivalry, a 1693 Urqnhart's Rabelais 111.

xxxi. 262 The Goddess ofWisdom, Tutress, and Guardianess

of such as are .. studious. 1751 Eliza Hevwood Betsy

Thoughtless I. 33 Have you been so closely watched by

your guardian and guardianesses here? 1754 Richardson

Grandison (1810) VI. liii. 359 She is my guardianess, may
I say? Is there such a word? 1891 Miss C. Mitford in

J. Mil Lett. * Rem. 23 She had been selected by the Lord

Chancellor as guardianess to one of his wealthy female wards.

Guardianize (ga'.idian.)iz), v. rare~". [f.

Guardian + -ize.] intr. 'To act the part of

a guardian' (Ogilvie).

Guardianless (ga-idianles), a. [f. Guardian

+ -less ] Having no guardian.

GUARDLESS.
1604 Marston Malcont. in. ii, A Lady gardianlesse, Left

to the push of all allurement. 1676 W'ycherley PL Dealer
in. i, I II bring my Action of Detinue or Trover But first

I'll try to find out this Guardianless, graceless Villain. 1758
Cooper Call Aristippus ioz A like regard the British Loves
To me their future poet bore, Nor left me guardianless alone.

1838 Bui.wer Lady of Lyons v. ii, Thy youth will not be
guardianless.

Guardianly (gaudianli', a. rare. [f. Guard-
ian + -lt 1

.] Pertaining to or characteristic of

a guardian.
1872 Anteros wxii. 271 Affecting still to take a guardianly

interest in the former's welfare. 1890 Harper's Mag. Aug.
407/1 An uncle with strongly developed guardianly in-

stincts.

Guardianship (gH-jdianfip). [f. Guardiax
+ -ship.] The condition or fact of being a

guardian ; the office or position of guardian.

a. spec. ^Let^al^ tutelage.

1553 (Irimai.dk Cicero's Offices 1. (1558) 38 Like as garden-
shy j.pe [L. tutela] even so government of the common
weale ought to be used to the profit of them to whom it is

committed. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 467/1 Euerie
heire being in the gardianship of anie lord, when he is

growne to be one and twentie yeares of age, ought presentlie

to inioy the inheritance left him by his father. 1622 Callis
Stat. Sewers (1647) 49 If aGarden assign to a woman more
dower then she ought to have, and then grant his Garden-
ship over, [etc.]. 1651 G. \V. tr. Cmvefs Inst. 18 The
Guardianship of wards is double, one by vertue of the

common, the other of the Statute Law. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. 1. xvii. 452 Among the antient Greeks and
Romans women were never of age, but subject to perpetual

guardianship. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 464/2 Guardianship
in chivalry is now abolished by the statute 12 Car. II, c. 24.

1875 Poste Gains 1. Comm. (ed. 2) 121 Guardianship in

Socage occurs when lands descend upon a minor, and de-

volves by the Common law upon those of his next of blood

upon whom the inheritance cannot descend.

b. gen. Keeping, protection, guard.
1646 H. Lawrence Cotnm. Angells 21 Some consider

whether the Angell keepers doe ever leave men or no with
whose Guardianship they are betrusted. 165a Needham
tr. Selden's Mare CI. 244 The same Dominion, the same
Victorie, and the same Guardianship or Protection alwaies

both of the British Tethys, or Sea, and the Isle it self.

.11715 Burnet Own Time (1724' I. 809 In the case of

lunaticks, the right still remained in him : Only the guar-

dianship, or the exercise of it, was to be lodged with a Prince

Regent. 1814 Jane Austen Mans/. Park (1851) 50, I

cannot rail that situation nothing, .which has the guardian-

ship of religion and morals. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonne-
rille III. 261 Passing days and nights under the calm
guardianship of the laws. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. viii.

88, I left him under the guardianship of Mr. Bonsall's

weapon.

t Gua'rdiant. Obs. rare. [A mixture of

Guardian and Glardant. Cf. guardiance.'] A
guardian.
1618 Wither Motto, Nee Careo Wks. (1633) 536, I want

no Guard, or Coate of Musket proofe ; My Innocence is

guardiant strong enough. 1635 A. Stafford Fern Glory

(1869) 122 Joseph . . who as before had been a guardiant of

her.

Guarding (gSidirj), vbl. sb. [f. Guard v.

+ -INC.*.]

1. The action of the vb. Guard; protection;

guardianship.
1

1551 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xi. 1-4 Vnder the tuicion

and guarding [1548 wardyng] of their heauenly father.

1577-87 Hoi.inshed Chron. III. 887/2 A castell ancientlie

vsed by the kings of Aragon for the garding of great per-

sonages. 1817 J. Scott Paris Ret'isit. (ed. 41 329 The
guarding of the Louvre was committed by turns to the

British and Austrians, while this process lasted. 1877 Daily

NeWS 30 Nov. 5/5 Our only care was the guarding of the

valleys by which our Hank could l>e turned.

2. cotter. A trimming of braid, lace, etc. Obs.

exc. Hist.

1538 Starkev England 1. iii. 80 The new devysys of gard-

yng and faggyng of mennys apparayle. 1608 Machin Dumb
A'ut. 1. i, Crownes, garlands, gardins, and what not. 1869

Mrs. Palliser Lace xxii. 258 The London apprentices had
adopted the white stitching and garding as a decoration for

their collars.

3. Curling and Btnvh. (See Guard v. 9.)

1807 Emyit. Sport I. 128 The aim of every player is to

jjet his bowls . . nearer to the jack than his opponent, and
immense variety is afforded by 'drawing', 'guarding' a

shot or a road, ' trailing ' a jack (etc. J. Ibid. 129 Blocking

(also Guarding and Obstructing), playing a bowl so that it

shall come to rest between the next player and the jack, or

any bowl at which he may wish to aim.

Guarding gaudiij';, ///. a. [f. Guard v. +
-ING-.] That guaids or protects.

1819 Crabbe T. 0/ Hall 1, So good a cause was only to

be kept by guarding laws. 1895 Daily Neios 1 Feb. 6/7

The little book. .has a guarding flap. 1897 Mary Kings-

ley /K Africa 176 The Adoomas left and fied to the French

authority at Njole and remained under its guarding shadow

until the French came up and chastised the Fans.

Hence Guardingfly adv.
i8ax Examiner 142/1 St. Peter .. has a sword guardingly,

as he stands up against a tree ' in a disturbed sleep '.

Guardless (gaudies), a. [f. Guard sb. +

-LESS.]

1. Having no guard; undefended, unprotected;

destitute of safeguards.

c x6n Chapman Iliad v. 146 His flocks left guardless. i6«
Lady M. Wroth Urania 67 Fortune and your power, hath

left me guardlesse. 169a South Serm. (1697) I. 324 A rich

Land, guardless and undefended. 1715 M. DayHS Athen.

Brit. I. 241 Ever looking upon the *elf-guiding Spirit to
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be guardless and dangerous. 1725 Poi-ic Otiyss. xxn. 43
To your lust and spoil a guardless prey. 1819 Crabbe '/'.

of Hall viii, Watching long the now confiding maid, He
thought her guardless, and grew less afraid.

2. Off one's guard ; incautious.

1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 2 His, as groundless, so still

deserted, and least guardless, assertion. 1849 Lytton A".

Arthur \\\\. v, The lone, unconscious, guardless modesty.

3. Of a sword : Having no guard.
i88z O'Donovan Merv Oasis I. ii. 30 The Georgian

.. with .. guardless Caucasian sabre. 1887 T. Stevens
Around the World I. xvii. 404 They are armed with Cir-

cassian guardless swords and flint-lock horse-pistols.

Guardman. V Obs. «« Guardsman i, 2.

1756 W. Toi.dervv Two Orphans III. 83 This brought a
watchman ; but Copper, being more than a march for a
couple of these sort of guard-men [etc. J. 1815 Mrs. M.
Ph. kington Celebrity I 212 They kept a coach for the con-

venience of their brother's family, into which lady Beau-
champ resolved to push the young guard-man.

Guardon(e, obs. form of Guerdon.
Guard-rail gaud,r^l).

1. A hand- or other rail for the purpose of guard-

ing against accidents by falling, being caught in

machinery, etc.

Naitt, (a) A hand-rail on the paddle box bridge of a
steam-vessel. (/>) A breast rail on the break of the poop.
(c) A safety rail round a hatch-way n3;5 Knight Diet,

Mech.).
i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 218 The guard-rail .. had

been heightened. 1894 Outing (U. S.) July 250/1 Hanging
upon the upright posts were a barometer, a thermometer,
and the Professor's banjo. There was also a small mariner's
compass let into the guard-rail.

2 Railways. (See quot. 1875.)
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Guard-rail, a short rail placed

on the inside of a main rail, so as to keep a wheel on the

track by pressing against the inside of the flange of the
wheel. It is used when there is a short break in the con-

tinuity of the other rail, as in switches and crossings. A
safety, side, or wing rail. 1888 Engineer LXV. 295/1 The
trestle had. .no guard-rails.

Hence Guard-rail v., to furnish with a guard-

rail.

1891 R. Kipling City Dreadf Nt. 67 Our machinery Is

fenced and guard-railed as much as possible, and these men
don't get caught up by the belting.

Guard-room (gi\id|r«m), a. A room for the

accommodation of a (military) guard, b. A room
in which prisoners are guarded.
176a Goi.dsm. Cit. IV. cxviii, They at length arrived at

the palace-gate, and after waiting half an hour, were ad-
mitted into the guard-room. 1771-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I.

24 In the guard-room are stationed the Viceroy's body-
guard, who are relieved every morning between eight and
nine. 1826 Scott Diary 2 Nov. in Lockhart, In the guard
room were the heroes of la Vendee. 1829 W. Irving Gra-
nada (1850) 42 The guard-room was a scene rather of
massacre than combat. 1844 Regul. fy Ord. Army 264
The Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers are respon-
sible that no drinking, swearing, gaming, or other irregu-
larity, is allowed in the Guard-Room.
attrib. 1818 Lady Charleville in Lady Morgan's Auto-

biog. (1859) 244 A corrupt, disorganised, uneducated mass
of ardent-minded guard-room youths.

Guardship l (gaudjip). rare. [f. Guard sb.

+ -ship.J The condition or position of a guard
or guardian; guardianship.

^ 1624 Massinger Pari. Love 1. v, But wherefore come you
in divided troops, As if the mistresses would not accept
Their servants' guardship. a t6a6 Bacon Max. $ Uses
(1636) 60 ?narg. t The third part must descend to the heire
to answer Guardship [corresponds to Wardship ofthe text].

1730 Swift Panegyric/: an Dean Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 137 Under
whose wise and careful guardship I now despise fatigue
and hardship, r 1817 Hogg Tales $ Sk. V. 141, I have
with sore travail procured a guardship of your life.

Guard-ship, guardship - (ga idjip).

a. A vessel of war appointed to protect a har-
bour and to superintend its marine affairs, and to

receive seamen until they are able to join their

ships, b. * The ship (of the squadron) having
guard-duty for the day ' (Funk's Stand. Diet.),
1689 Wood Life 1 Oct., Colonel Thomas Wilford, late

commander of the guardship at Chatham. 1696 Bakers
Chron. 756 While our Guard-Ships were remote at Sea, they
[the Hollanders] arrived at the mouth of the River Med-
way. 1697-9 Dampier Voy. II. 164 To secure that Trade,
they had a Guardship lying there. 1753 Scots Mag. Jan.
47/2 Eighteen men of war are put into commission as guard-
ships. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 179 The Goliath was
stationed at Portsmouth as a guard-ship. 1833 Makryat
P. Simple (1863) 86, I was sent on board of the guard-ship,
where I remained about ten days, and then was sent round
to join this frigate. 1836 — Midsh. Easy xxxv, I will pro-
cure his discharge as soon as I arrive, and send him on
board the guard-ship till I obtain it. 1876 Bancroft Hist.
U.S. V. xx. 560 Prescott..had his quarters at a lonely
farm-house . . with . . no protection but a sentry and the
guard-ship in the bay.

Guardsman (gaudzrn&n). [In sense 1, f.

guard's, genitive of Guard sb. : cf. draughtsman,
headsman. In sense 2, f. Guards pi. : see Guahd
Sb. 8. Cf. GUAKDMAX.]
1. A man who acts as a guard; a member of a

guard. AlsoySg"., a guardian {rare"1
).

a 1854 H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets Ess. i. (1857) 357 So
far as literature is concerned, we are by our calling guards-
men of English rights and English merits. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. x. 306 Com'st then to find One of the guardsmen or
a comrade? 1877 Fraser Wigtown 54 (E. D. D. I It was
the duty of the guardsman to fire his gun, and thus alarm

the inhabitants. 1879 FaRRAR St. Paul II. 425 The
necessity of his being coupled to guardsman after guards-
man, day after day and night after night.

2. A soldier (usually, ;in officer) of the guards or

household troops of the English army.
1817 [see Horse-guardsman]. 1823 Byron yuan .mil

lxxxviii, There was Jack Jargon, the gigantic guardsman.
1844 Disraeli Couingsby iv. xiv, A young guardsman who
was then a guest at the Castle, and who had been in gar-
rison in Ireland. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Per. m. wii,
Tannhauser, one suspects, was a knight of ill-furnished
imagi lalion, hardly of larger discourse than a heavy Guards-
man.

I! Guariba (gwarrba. . [Native Brazilian] The
Howling Monkey. Cf. Alouatte, Araguato.)
[1693 Ray Syti. Quad. 153 Guariba Brasitiensibus Man.gr.]

1753 Chambers Cyci. Snpp.
y
Guariba, . the name of a

species of monkey found in the West-Indies. 1774G0LDSM.
Nat. Hist. 118621 I. vii. i. 508 The VVarine, or the Brazilian
Guariba. This monkey is as large as a (ox. 1876 K.. John-
ston' in Encycl. Brit. IV. 227/2 The largest [monkeys]
belong to the genus Stentor, including the guarihas or
howling monkeys.

Guarinite (gwserinait). Min. [Xamed by
Guisoardi, 1858, after G. Guarini : see -ite.]

Silieotitanate of calcium, found in small yellowish

crystals.

1859 Amer. Jrul. Set. Ser. 11. XXVIII. 142 Guarinite,
after Prof. G. Guarini. of Naples. 1869 Phillips I'esuv. x.

300 Guarinite in ejected blocks, with prisms of hornblende.

t Gua*rish, V. Obs. Also 5 garissh, -ysshe,

guarisshe, -yshe, -ysse, gwerysshe. See also

\V a R] SH. [f. 1'". g\ u ariss-
, pres. stem of

gu)arir, modF. gm'rir = OSp., OPg. guarir:—
OTeut. *watyaHtn Goth, ivarjan, OHG. giweren-,

biiverjan to protect, defend.]

1. trans. To cure, heal. (Frequent in Caxton.)
1474 Caxton Chesse m. v. (i860) H j o, Alle thysmaner of

peple. . that haue the charge for to make hoole and guarisshe
alle maner of maladyes and Infirmytees. 1483 — G. de la
Tour f vij b, That it wold plese hym to hele and gwerysshe
her. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. v. 41 Daily she dressed him,
and did the best, His grievous hurt to guarish, that she
might, 1596 Ibid, IV. iii. 29 All his wounds, and all his

bruses guarisht

2. inlr. for pass. To recover. Const, of
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. in. xxi. 219 We putte caas that

he beynge in prison shulde gwarisshe of his sicknesse.

t Gua'risher. Obs.- 1 In 5 guarysshour.
[f. GUAEISH v. + -ek !.] A healer or curer.

1474 Caxton Chesse m. v. (i860) Hjb, They . . myght
better be callyd bouchers thenne helars or guarysshours of
woundes and sores.

Guarison, rare obs. form of Garrison.
Guarland, obs. form of Garland.
Guarrent, obs. form of Garson *.

t Gua'ry. Obs. Also 5 garye. [Cornish

guare (in full gitare mirakel), cogn. with Welsh
chwartu to play.] An ancient Cornish miracle play.

c 1460 Emare 1032 Thys ys on of Brytayne layes, That
was used by olde dayes, Men callys playn the garye. 1602
Carew Cornwall I. (1723) 71 b, The Guary miracle, in Eng-
lish, a miracle-play, is a kinde of Enterlude, compiled in

Cornish out of some scripture history, with that grossenes,

which accompanied the Romanes veins Comedia. Ibid. 72
A great deale more sport and laughter, then 20 such Guaries
could haue afforded.

Guaryson, variant of Guerison Obs.

II Guasa (gwa*sa). The West-Indian jew-fish.

1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 224 The jew-fish,

guasa or Warsaw (Promicrops itaira).

Guast, obs. Sc. form of Guest.

II Guava (gwa'va). Forms : 6 ? guannaba,
6-7 guiava, 6, 8 guaiava, 7 goyave, guavar,
-ee, -er, guayava, -avo, guiave, -avo, guayva,
gwave, 8 goava, gojavu, goyava, -avier, guaba,
guavo, guayabo, guyava, gveavah, (9 gauvai,
7- guava. [Sp. guayaba, -aba, presumably a.

some S. American or W. Indian name.]
1. A tree of the myrtaceous genus Psidium of

tropical America, esp. P. Guayava (now natural-

ized in many tropical countries), which yields a
fruit of an acid flavour, used to make jelly, etc.

White Guava, Psidium pyriferum. Red Guava,
P.pomiferum. Mountain Guava, P. viontanum. Also
Black Guava, Guettarda argentea. a rubiaceous tree of
Jamaica, having a black, globose, pulpy fruit {Cent. DictX
1555 Eden Decades 81 They noorysshe a tree which they

caule Guaiaua [printed Guaiana], that beareth a frute much
resemblynge the kynde of citrons which are commonly
cauled limones, of taste sumwhat sharpe myxt with swete-
nes. 1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acostds Hist. Indies iv.

xxiv. 277 The Guayavos be other trees which commonly
carry an ill fruite. 1660 Hickeringill Jamaica (1661) 12
Nature hath stor'd it .. with Oranges, Lymes .. Guavars.
1748 Earthquake Peru iii. 209 There as those of the Caribbee
Islands, as Ananas, Guayavas. 1756 P. Brown k Jamaica
239 The Mountain Guava. This is one of the largest trees
in the woods of Jamaica. 1760-72 tr. Juan <$• Uiloa %

s Voy.
(ed. 3) I. 48 Besides these trees, here are also the tamarind,
the medlar, the sapote, the papayo, the guayabo, . . and
several others. 1859 R. Thompson Gardener s Assist. 33
Musas, Granadillas, Guavas, or other tropical plants bearing
fruit, should be watered occasionally with manure water.

2. The fruit of the guava-tree.
"555 Eden Decades 45 The fruite cauled Guannaba vn-

knowen vnto vs, and sumwhat lyke vnto a quynse. 1577
Frampton tr. Monardes 90 b, They brought from the firme
lande the seede of the fruite. .whiche they call guiauas.

1600 HAKLUYT Voy. viSio) IU. 583 Feeding on nothing but
roots, and Guiauos, a fruit like figs, 1626 P. Nichols Sir
/'. Drake Revived (1628) 50 Sundry sorts of fruits . . Mam-
meas,Guyauas[etc ]. 1657 R. Lu.os Ba> budoes 11673 7: The
Guaver grows on a Tree, bodied and leav'd like a Cherry-
tree .

.
the fruit of the bigness of a small Lemon, and near

that colour. 1698 FRoger Voy. 61 The Goyave is some-
what bigger than a Nut ; Its Pulp is red, very stony, and
of the Taste of a Peach. 1706' Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Goyavicr, ;i sort of Fruit growing in the West-Indies.
1796 Si i.d.man Surinam II. \vi 4 There are two species of
guava

; that which is the sweetest has the smallest quantity
of >eeds. 1879 Mrs. A. E. James Ind. ilouseh. Managent.

58 Guavas are only eatable when preserved or in jellies.

IS. attrib., as guava bush , -fruit, -jetty, -planta-

tion, -tree; guava-apple = 2 : guavafly-catcher,
Turdits ana/is (Cassell, J 8S4).
1866 Maky I!. Clarke Mosses fr. a Rolling Stone ico

Where the *guava-apple ripens. 1792 Mar. Kiddei.i.
Voy. Madeira 101 The psidium Potuiferum

t
or *guava

bush 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 222 The *Guava Fruit grows
on a hard scrubbed Shrub. 1848 Thackekay Van. Fair
lv. Cayenne pepper, hot piuklts, 'guava jelly, and cob -

nial produce. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 4°° A
narrow bridle-path .. led us through a 'guava plantation.
1630 Capt. Smith Trav. <y Adv. xxvi. 56 *G\vane [sic] trees
beare a fruit so bigge as a Peare, good and wholsome. 1697
Dampier Voy. (1699) II. 11. 107 The N. \V. part of it is full

nt Guaver Trees uf the largest variety, 1819 BowDICH
Mission Ashantee 1. ii. 15 Richly varied with palm, banana,
plantain, and guava trees.

[Gua.y a. : see /. is t of Spurious \Vo> ds.]

Guayaquillite ;gwaiakiiait). Min. Also
guya-. [Named by Juhnston, i8„8, from Guaya-
quil in S. America, its locality.] A fossil resin of
pale yellow colour.
1838' /*////. Mag. Ser. 111. XIII. 329 Guyaquillite. 1868

Dana Min. {ed 5) 745 Guyaquillite .. Yields easily to the
knife, and may be rubbed to powder.

Guayava, -avo, guayva, obs. ff. Guava.
Gua'zil. Obs. rare- 1

. ^ Alguazil.
1665 K. Head Eng. Rogue 1. lxviii. (187.1) 4— 'his made

him haste to the Guazil or Judge.

Guazzo. [It.] = Gouache.
1722 J. Richardson Statues Italy 15S There are in the

Apartments of this Palace some single Boys of Guido Rent
\\\Guar,zo under Glasses. 1854 Faikholt Diet. Art. Guazzo,
a hard and durable kind of distemper painting used by the
ancients, the vehicle or medium consisting of egg, gum, or
glue, which resists the action of damp of all kinds, and pre-
serves the colours very completely.

Gub l.g»b), sb. [Cl. Gab sbA, of which this

may be a corruption or local variant.
The passage quoted seems to be the sole authority for this

word, which appears in some recent Diets., but is unknown
to several mechanicians who have been consulted ]

A piojection on the back of a wheel ior engaging
the loops of an endless chain or rope.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1072 {Rope making.) A wheel with
gubs at the back of it, over which the endless rope passes
and gives motion to the machinery of the carriage .

.

The speed may be regulated. .by the diameter of the circle

formed by the gubs on the wheel.

Gubbahawn ig»-bah£n). rare- 1
. [?a. Irish

gobagdn ' dog-fish \] Some small fish.

1857 Kingsley Tivo Y. Ago xiii, When you can't catch
salmon, you catch trout, and when you can't catch trout,
you'll whip on the shallow for poor little gubbahawns.
Gubbe, obs. form of Gob sb.^

II Glibber* Obs. [Conjectured by Yule to

represent Pers. w*J .Loj dindr-i-gabr, 'money

of the infidel *
: see Guebre.] 'Some kind of gold

ducat or sequin ' (Y.).

171 1 C. Lockyer Trade India vii. 201 They have Vene-
tians, Gubbers, Muggerbees, and Pagodas. Ibid, viii 242
When a Parcel of Venetian Ducats are mixt with others,

the whole goes by the Name of Chequeens at Surat, but
when they are separated, one sort is call'd Venetians, and
all the others. Gubbers indifferently. 175a T. Brooks
Weights <$ Meas. E. Indies 1766) 5 Gold and Silver

Weights. 100 Venetian Duccats noz. odw. 5 Gr. ico

Gubbers at a Medium 1002. 17 dw. 12 Gr.

Gubber-tushifff'haittfJ'). Obs. exc. dial. [The
first element is obscure : cf. Gobbkr-tooth.] 'A
large projecting tooth ' {Sheffield Gloss. 1888 J.

Hence + Gubber-tushed a., having large pro-

jecting teeth.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii. IV. i. fed. 1651) 519 Every
Lover admires his Mistress, though she have .. a nose like

a promontory, gubber-tushed, rotten teeth [etc.]. 1688 K.

Holme Armoury 11. 427/1 Gubber Tushed is when teeth

stand out, and not in order.

Gubbill (gybin). Mining. [?A variant of

Gobbin, though prob. connected with Gubbins.]

A kind of ironstone. Also gubbin bat (Bat sb:1

12), ironistone).

171a H. Bellers in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 542 A black

fissile Substance, called the Gublin-Bat [sic]. Ibid. A hard
blackish Iron Oar, with white spots in it, called the Gublin
Iron-Stone [sic], 1847-8 H. Miller First Impr. v. (1857)

70 A specimen, .known to the miners as the 'gubbin iron '.

i860 W. White IVrekin xxvi. 271 'Newmine', 'gubbins',

'blue-flats', and 'black-jacks'. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss., Gubbin, a kind of ironstone.

Gubbins ^gy'binz), sb. pi. Also (rubbings.

Rarely sing [var. of Gobbon.]

f 1. Fragments, esp. of fish ; fish-parings, sing.

A fragment. Also fig. and attrib. Obs.

1553 Respublica \. i. 40 in Erandl Dramas (1898) 286 The
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skimmynges, the gubbins of liooties and prates. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stujfe 73 Hough you hungerstarued gubbins,

or offalles of men, how thrtue you? 1630 J. Taylok (Water
P.) Wks. 11. 165 To be a Lauudres, imports onely to wash
or dresse Lawne, which is as much impeachment as to cal..

a Fishmonger, a seller of Gubbins. Ibid, 111. 64/2 All that

they could buy, or sell, or barter, Would scarce be worth a
Gubbin once a quarter. 1677 Mieue Er. Diet., Gubbings,
the parings of haberdine, coupures ou rongnuresde poisson.

1696 Phillips, A Gubbin told word), a fragment. 1721-1800
Bailey, Gubbins, Fragments ; the Parings of Haberdine,
Codfish, &c. 1754 in Hone Every-day Bk. (1827 1 II. 827

Cold provisions, .by a cant name he usually called 'his

gubbins*.

2. A contemptuous name formerly given to the

inhabitants of a district near Brent Tor on the edge

of Dartmoor, who are said to have been absolute

savages. Obs. exc. Hist.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Devonshire t. (1662) 248 The
Gubbings (so now I dare call them secured by distance)

which one of more valour durst not do to their Face . . The
Gubbings- Land is a Scythia within England, and they

pure Heathens therein. 1836 Mrs. Bray Descr. Tamar
«$• Tavy I. Let. xiv. 253 Even at the present day, the term
Gubbins is well known in the vicinity. .They still have the

reputation of having been a wild and almost savage race.

1887 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 508 The race of ' Gubbins ', as Fuller

calls them, may die out. 1900 Scott. :V*. \ Q. Mar. 139/1
Those Welsh bandits recall the Dartmoor 'Gubbins' or

'gubbings' familiar to readers of Westward Ho.

Q-uboon, variant of GoBB »N. Obs.

f Gtibern, v. Obs. rare— K [ad. L. gubern-&re

to Govern.] trans. To govern.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxv. 11 5erne ws

>
guberne,

wirgin matern, of reuth both rute and ryne.

t Gu'bernacle. Obs. rare* 1

. In 6 S<\ -akle.

[ad. L. gubemac{u Ium (see next).] A rudder.

1513 Douglas /Eneis vi v. 112 The helmstok, or guber-
nakle of tre, Quhairwith I reulit our COurs throw the se.

II Gubernaculum (giwbajnic'kirifl^m). PL
gubernacula. [L. gubernaculum^ i. gubernare to

steer, rule, govern.] Applied to several animal

and vegetable structures which are used for steer-

ing (e. g. in flight), or for regulating the (em-

bryonic) development or course of an organ.

t a. ? The elytron of a coleopterous insect, b. Anat. In

the male human fectus, a fibrous cord connecting the testis

with tiie scrotum and drawing it down as the fceius grows.

C. Odontology. 'The solid pedicle of fibrous tissue which
connects the dental sac of the permanent te^th with the

gum in the early stage of their development' iSyd, Soc.

Lex. i836) d. Zo<d. (Seequot. 1871.) Also, ' theposterior

trailing flagellum of a biflagellate infusorian, used for steer-

ing ' (Cent. Diet.).

a. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. fy Min. Introd., Locusts

make a noise by rubbing themselves with their gubernacula.

b. 1785 Hunter Qbserv, Anim. Gicon. Wks. 1837 IV. 7 A
substance . . which at present I shall call the ligament, or

gubernaculum testis, because it connects the testis with the

scrotum, and seems to direct its course through the rings of

the abdominal muscles. 184* E. Wilson' Anat. Vmie M,
'ed. 2! 573 The Gubernaculum is a soft and conical cord.

C. 1841 tr. Cruveithiers Descr. Anat. 1 1. 241 The influence

exerted by the iter dentis and gubernaculum upon the dtrec- '

tion of the permanent teeth is by no means constant. 1876

C. S. Tomes Dental Anat. 135 The gubernacula of the

front permanent tooth sacs.

d. 1871 Ai.i.mas Gymnoi'lastie Hydroids p. xvi, Guber-

naculum. ., a common sack-like membrane which surrounds

the generative buds within the gonangium, and aids in

directing them or their contents towards the orifice of the

gonangium. 1880 8 1 Savillb Kent Man. infusoria I. 434
lln Anisonema] The posterior flagellum, or gubernaculum,
trailing in the rear.

Hence Gubernacular a., of or pertaining to

a gubernaculum.
1871 Allman Gymnoblastic Hydroids 51 Gonophores in

various stages of development, all surrounded by the guber-

nacular membrane. 1882 Quain's Elem. Anat. II. 908
There is likewise a fibrous structure attached iuferiorly to

the lower part of the scrotum, and surrounding the peritoneal

pouch above, which may be distinguished as the guberna-
cular cord 1886 Syd. Sac. Lex., Gubernacular sac.

t Crllbernance. Obs. Also 5 -aunce. [f. L.

gitbernant-em, pies, pple of gubernare to Govkrn,
after Goveknance.] Governance, government.

1455 Test. Ebor. Surtees) II. 215, I will that my moder
dame Jane of Boynton have the reule and gubernaunce of

all my landes, tenements. 1550 in Strype Ecel. Mem.
(1721) II. xxxiii. 273 The gubernance of all the king's

tenants and subjects within the said manor and hundred,

inhabitant.

+ Gubernate, v. Obs.rare~°. [ad. L.guber-

nat-, ppl. stem of gubernare to Govekn.] trans.

To govern. J623 m Cockeram.

Gubemation fgi^bom^-J.-in). Now rare.

[a. obs. F. gubemation, or ad. L. guberndtion-em

.

n. of action I. gubernare to steer, rule, Goveux.]

The act or fact of governing, guiding, or con-

trolling; guidance, government.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 33 These men be the Ixx* 1

interpretatores, whiche instructe lawe and psalmes of the

cogmcion of oon God, and gubernacion of theire realme.

1:148$ Digby Myst. (1882) m. 200 Yf we hem gett onder

ower gubernacyon. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de \V.

1506) 1. vi. 51 Appereth clerely that the creacyon and

gubernacyon of all the worlde procedeth of all the blyssed

trynyte. 1560 Idlts <V Inv. X. C. (Surtees 18351 191, I "ill

that my said brother xp'ofor flenne [have] the gubernac'on

and custodie of the said xl\ a pece, amounting to the sume
of vj'. duringe the minorities of the thre childeren. 1574

Hkllowks Gueuara's Earn. Efi. (1577) *5° If >*ou *™
gouerne this Earledome verie well, begin the gubemation

In your selfe. 1635 F. White Sabbath Ep. Ded. 12 The
adversaries of the Prelacie contend, that Episcopall guber-
nation is prohibited by Christ. 1653GATAKER Find. Annot.

Jer. 97 There was no suspition of a supernatural guber-
nation or direction. 1741 Watts hnprerv. Mind 1. xvi, § 1

There is little or nothing in the government of the kingdoms
of nature, and grace, but what is . . employed as a medium
or conscious instrument of this extensive gubemation. 1851
G. S. Fabkr Many Mansions (1862) 317 They ascend in the

scale of orderly gubemation.

b. attrib. in gubemation money (Sc).
1837 Evid. taken be/. Commissioners Univ. Seotl. II. 496

[Payments made out of Snell's charity] To ten exhibitioners

• ;t*333 6s - 8<y. The master of Balliol for gubemation
money^3i 15s. od.

Hence G-utaernational a. rare, pertaining to

government.
1863 Rlsskm. Diary Xorth <V South I. 168 Another

gubemational dignitary laconically replied to the demand
for so many thousand soldiers. * Nary one ',

Gnbernative gifrbameuv), a. Now 7-are.

[ad. L. *guberndtFv-its
}

f. gubernare, to Govern.
Cf. obs. F. gubematif.'] Of or pertaining to

government ; having the function of governing.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. vi. Skeat) 1. i2oJFeobIe

witted people, that haue none insight of gubematife pru-

dence. 1653 Gal-den Uierasp. 268 The power of proving

and ordeynmg Presbyters,, .of rebuking, .excommunicating,
silencing and restoring (all Acts gubernative . 1660 R.

Sheringham King's Suprem. Asserted viii. (1682) 94 Having
the gubernative, and executive power in their hands, a 1670
Hacket Abp. Williams 1. 11692) 39 Real and gubernative

wisdom. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 473 If it be so, that

this gubernative dispositive Mind doth thus dispose althings.

1853 G. S. FABER Revival Fr, Emperorship n The Terri-

torial Roman Empire and the Gubernative Roman Emperor-
ship were, each alike, a strict Unit. 1897 Columbus Disf.
(Ohio) 12 Get. 1/8 The action of the Spanish authorities in

Cuba was a gubernative measure.

Hence Goibernatively adv.

1853*;. S. Faber Revival Er. Emperorship 22 The Im-

perial Head, is the Head, either gubernatively. or feudally,

or reputedly, of the legally one empire.

Gubernator (gu/'bsjn^tfu). rare. [a. L.

gubern&tor, agent-n. f. gubernare, guberndt-, to

GOVERN J
A ruler, governor.

1522 J. Cleric in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 304 Who is

in Spayne, and chief gubernator there vnder the Emperor.

1623 Cockkram, Gubernatour, hee which gouerneth. 1678

Gale Crt. Gentries in. 5 The wise Creator and Gubernator

of althings. i885 W. J. Tucker Life E. Europe 281

Whenever our freedom was called into question, or our

rights trespassed upon .. by our Woiw' des or Guben ators

to whom was intrusted the administration of the princi-

pality

Gubernatorial 'gi/7:b3rnato» , rial\<7. Chiefly

U. S. [f. 1.. gubernator (see prec), perh. through

an assumed *gubemdfdri-7ts : see -ial, -al.] Of
or pertaining to a governor (esp. one holding this

as an official titled or government.

1734 A*. Jersey Archives US94) XI. 36S The Governor in

his gubernatorial Capacity. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb.

(1861) 113 Wilhelmus Kieft, who, in 1634, ascended the

gubernatorial chair (to borrow a favourite though clumsy

appellation of modern phraseologistsi. was of a lofty descent.

1845 STOCQUELER llandbk. Brit. India (1854) 43 A mass of

gubernatorial machinery for British India. 1852 Haw-
thorne Blithedale Rom. xxil 11885 21 4 1 ne °ld guber-

natorial residence. 1882 St. James's Gaz. 15 Nov. 6

Leaving important dependencies of the crown to drift along

for months together under some hastily improvised guber-

natorial direction. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. II. xlix.

250 Even in colonial days there was a tendency to substitute

popular for gubernatorial nomination.

b. Of or pertaining to 'the governor', i.e. one's

father.

1825 Disraeli in Scott's Earn. Lett. (1894 H« 423, I have

had a view of the gubernatorial article, and I must say .. it

was never equalled. [Refers to an article written by his

father] 1880 H. James t'or/r. Ladyv, His mother, on the

other hand, was paternal, and even, according to the slang

of the day, gubernatorial.

Gn-bernatoryi"- w*""1
- [ad. L.typeV^'r-

natori-us : see prec. and -oRY.] Concerned with

governing,
1866 Elgin <v Cathedral Guide iv. 222 Chastity is at best

only negative and gubematory.

II Guberna'trix. Obs. Also in anglicized form

gubernatrice. [L. fern, ofgubernator.] She that

governs or rules. Also appositively = Governing,

gubernative.
*

1556 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844) »• 3°° The quenis grace,

regint and gubernatrice of the realme. 1623 Cockkram,
Gubematrix, shee which ruleth. 1632 Lithcjow Trav. x.

471 Behold the powerful! majesty of Gods mother,, .and sole

Gubematrix of the earth. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv

388 If it be so, that the gubematrix and dispositrix Mind
do thus dispose althings.

Gublett, obs. form of Giblet.

t Guck, sb. Sc. Obs. [Of obscure origin ; cf.

Geck, Gowk.] A foolish saying.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 471 Another

wnteng sensles, ful of Gukis and Glaikis.

I Guck, v. Sc. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To
play the fool. Hence f Gucking vbl. sb.

£1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T. S.) iv. 52 Thair followis

thingis thre, To gar thame ga in gucking. 1603 Philotus

\v, 1 lauch to sie ane auld Carle gucke.

t Gucked, ///. a. Chiefly Se. Obs. Also 5

guked, gukkit, 5-6 gukit, 6 guckit, 7 gok't.

[f. Guck sb. ox v. ; cf. Gowked] Foolish ; silly.

c 1450 Holland Hozvlat lxiv, In come twa llyraiul fulia .

.

The Tuchet and the gukkit Golk. (-1470 Hesryson Mor.
Eab. v. (Pari. Beasts) xvi, The gukit gait, the selie scbeip,

the swyne. ta 1500 Peebles to Play \\\, Scho was so guckit
and so gend, That day ane byt scho eit nocht. 1500 20

DUNBAR Poems xiv. 16 So mony guckit clerkis. Ibid. lxxv.

10 He wes townysche, peirt, and gukit. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 397 Thair gukit, vnwyse, and
glaiket preichings. 1632 It. Jonson Magu. Lady in. iv,

Nay, looke how the man stands, as he were gok't

!

Hence f Gxrckedly adv.
1589 R. Bruce .SVrw. (1843) 146 There is nothing quherein

nature places her honour mair guckedly nor in privie

revengement.

tGuxkry. Se. Obs. Also 6 gukrie. [f.

Guck sb. + -BY.] Foolishness, folly.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 414 5°,ur

former deidis, full of gukrie and dafrie. 1603 Philotus cm,
I trow that all the warld euin, Sail at 30ur guckrie geck.

t Gild. Obs. Also Gudd. Delormalion of

God (see etymological note and sense 13V
1678 OTWAY Ericndshtp in F. \\. i. Wks. 1728 I. 265 Uh

gud ; murder ! I had rather you had offer 'd me a Toad.
a 1726 Vanbrich ypnrn. to Lond. w. i. (1735) 28 La. Ara.
Gud soons ! 1737 Boyek Diet. Angl.-Er., Gudds-bob (A
Comical Oath .. Centre Saint-gris.

Cuddle, z:1 Obs. exc. dial. [Echoic ; cf.

Guttle v.\

1 1. intr. To gargle. Obs.

1584 Cogan Haven Health i. (1636) 7 With the same
[cold water] . . you may gargarize or guddle in your Throate.

2. To guzzle.

1825 J. Jennings Obserz: Dial. IV. Eng. 41 Guddle, to

drink much and greedily. 1867 Jim an Nell 61 in Spec.

Eng. Dial. (E. D. S.' 34 'lis ninnyhammer's work, I zay,

To graunge an' guddle all tha day, Being gude things be

sent 'e.

Guddle (gs-d'l), v? Sc
1. trans. To catch s fish) with the hands, by

groping under the stones or banks of a stream.
'

1818 Hocr. Brcnimic of Bnhbeck II. 167, 1 guddle them
[fMi| in aneath the stanes. 1897 C. M. Caxihski.i. Deilie

jfrck a68 We waded in the burn and guddled some tine trout.

fig, 1893 Au!. Oisrrvtr 25 Nov. 33/2 He dished M.
Constans and 'guddled' the Moderates by electioneering

addresses hinting at religious toleration.

2. intr. To grope for fis.li in this manner.
1881 Blackw. Mag July 108 We would be plunging down

the water like otter-hounds, guddling for the trout under

the tree roots and beneath the stones. 1886 Stevenson

A itimif<t>ed xxi. 202 Sti ipped to the waist and groping about

or as they say guddling for these fish.

Hence Gti'i dling vbl. sb.

1818 Hogg Brownie of Bodsbech II. 170 'So this is

what you call guinping:' ' Yes, sir, this is gumphing, or

guddling, ony o' them ye like to caV. 1895 Daily Arms
18 July 52 Horrible to say, Mr. Graham gives instructions

for tickling trout, otherwise guddling, or gumping.

Gude, Sc. and north, form of Good.
See also Go» (etymological note).

Gudeing, Sc. form of Gooding.
1577-95 l),scr. Isles Scotl. in Skene Celtic Scot. (1S80I

III. App. 435 With less gudeing (/..'. manuring] or labour.

Glldermanniau (^i/7<lo.tm»rnian), a. and sb.

Jjat/t. [f. the name of Gndtrmatm, a (icrnian

mathematician who first investigated these func-

tions.] A. adj. Applied iby C'ayley) to the

function (denoted by the letters gd) defined by the

equation x = log tan
(J-

it + j gd •*)• B. sb. A
Gudermannian function.

The circular functions of the Gudermannian of any

quantity correspond to the hyperbolic functions of that

quantity (e g. tan gd -t'^sinh .v, etc.).

1876 Cavlkv BlHptk Functuxmt 5« The Gudermannian.

///(/., Instead of the general function am 7/, we have the

gudermannian gd w, giving rise to the two functions sin

gd it and cos gd ». or say sg n and eg u. 1888 Gkkeshili.

Ulmpter Integral Calculus 28 The Gudermannian function

connects the circular and hyperbolic functions.

Gtidge (g*dg)i v- N«* Sc. intr. ' To eat

ravenously or too much, to be gluttonous ' (Jam.).

"735 SnrKL Dutch Die!., I'yt gul/cit, to Gudge, guggle;

also, to Vomit.

Gudgeon (gvdgM), -t/'- 1 Forms: 5 gogen,

(eorn , -yn gojon
s
e, gojoun, -une, 6 gogeon,

-ion, gougeon gojen, 6 7 gudgin, -ior, 7 gou-

gin. V goojon, 6- gudgeon. [ME. gojon, gogeii,

a. F. goujon (14th c. in Littrc) :-L. gobion-em,

gobio. in-loim atgobius Goby. Cf. It. gobione.]

1. A 'small European fresh-water fish {Gobio

/litviatilis), much used lor bait.
"
114.5 ''"^ in Wr.-Wiilcker 642/20 Hie gobio, gojune.

< 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 60 Goions fryid. a 1450 l'yssliynge

W. angle (18831 15 Ye schall angle.. for the wexen Roche

the bleke and the gogyn & |>e Koffe with a lynne of 11

herys. c 1^1 Caxton Dialogues iv. 12 Inches, gogeorns.

1558 Act 1 Elf*, c. 17 § 4 Places where Smelts, l.oches,

Minnies, Billheads, Gudgions or Eels, have been used to

be taken. 1570 Levins Manip. 163 '34 A Gogeon, fish,

irobio. 1620 Vksnek Via Recta iv. 81 The Gudgion, and

other such little fishes are of pleasant taste. >6n Peacham

Compl. Cent, xxi. (1634) 254 The Gudgin, Roch and Dace,

which are Fish of eager bite, and soonest deceived. 1651-7

T. BaUKB Art 0/ Angling 1820) 38 The greedy Gudgeon

doth love the Gild taile. 1S53 Walton Angler xi. 203
;

lhc

Gudgion is an excellent fish to eat. 1717 Swift Art I olit.

I ,./«" Wks; 1755 III. I. 120 When there is too great a

quantity of worms, it is hard to catch gudgeons. 1736

Hailev /louse/,. Did. 5<S Gudgeons must be scaled gutted

and washed, then floured and put into the hot lard. 1780

Cowper Prvgr. Err. 483 Minnows and gudgeons gorge the
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unwholesome food. i8o» Binglev Anim. Biog. (1813) III.

82 The food of the Gudgeon consists of aquatic plants,

worms, the larvae of water insects and the spawn of fish.

1873 G. C. Davies Mount. <$• Mere xi. 91 Gudgeons had
to be caught for bait.

fb. Applied to fishes of the genus Gobius or

family Gohiidve : see Goby. Sea gudgeon, the

Black Goby or Rock-fish. Obs.

1584 Cogan Haven Health clxxvii. (1636I 163 Gogion . . is

found as well in the sea as in fresh waters. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Anim. «y Min. 205 Sea Gudgions, called Paganelli,

and by some Sea Cobs, are a most sound, light, wholesome,
and nourishing meat. 1769 Pennant Zvcd. III. 175 The
Black Goby. . .Sea Gudgeon. Rock-fish. ibid. 308 Aristotle

mentions the gudgeon in two place* ; once as a river fish,

and again as a species that was gregarious: in a third place

he describes it as a sea fish. 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VI. 307 The Gobius or Gudgeon.

2. fig. a. One that will bite at any bait or swallow
anything : a credulous, gullible person.

1584 R. Scot Disarv. Witchcr. xn. xvi. (1886) 208 They
would doo no harme, were it not to make fooles, and catch
gudgins. 1657 Hawke Killing is M. 51 They will not
swallow this Impostors principles of knavery, which none
but fools and gudgeons will. 1701 Cmjber Love Makes
Man 1 1. (1705) 8 Did ever two old Gudgeons swallow so

Greedily? 1727-8 Mrs. Pen'daryes Let. to Mrs. A. Gran-
ville in Mrs. Delany's Life ty Corr. 165 You are a mere
wag, sister, 10 think London ladies such gudgeons as to bite

at anything. 1786 Wolcot (P. Pindarl Bozzy % Piozzi 11.

11 In vain at glory gudgeon Boswell snaps. 1809 \V. Irving
Knickb. 1. iv. (1849) 53 A conjecture, .too tempting not to be
immediately snapped at by the gudgeons of learning. 1859
in Spirit Metro/. Conserv. Press (1840) I. 141 The stupid

gudgeons who swallowed the Hanover lie in 1837.

b. A bait, something swallowed greedily or

credulously: in phr. to gape for gudgeons, to

stvallow a gudgeon, to give a gudgeon.
1579 Lyly Euphnes Arb.,i 97 But what fish so euer you

be, you haue made both me and Philautus to swallow a
Gudgen. 1581 Pbttie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. I. (1586)42!),
To force us to beleeve that which is false, which is nothing
else but to give us a gudgin, and flout us. 1586 J. Hookek
Girald. Irel. in Holinsked II. 91/2 Doo you thinke that

James was so mad, as to gape for gogions, or so tin-

gratious, as to sell his truth for a piece of Ireland 'i 1598
Florio, Sciarpellone, a grosse ly, an vnluckie tale, as we
say a gudgeon or lying for the whetstone. 1606 Sir G. Goose-
cappe 1. iii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 21 Here's a most sweet Gud-
geon swallowed, is there not ? 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass
Ep. Rdr. 2, I know right well thou usest not to gape after

gougins. 1620 Shelton Quix. IV. xxix. 221 The Gullings
and Gudgeons that he had given him. 1665 J Webb Stone-
Heng (1725) 122 Readers would never be induced to swallow
such a Gudgeon, as that seven-penny Men should he fed

with Venison. 1892 Nat. t^bsen-er 23 July 235/1 It has
educated Hodge into an increased readiness to gorge any
gudgeon that may be offered him.

3. attrib. and Comb., as in gudgeon-dote, fish,

-fishing, -gift, -prince, -rake, -swim. Also gud-
geon-like adj.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 6 1 , 1 haue distributed "gudgeon
dole amongst them, as God's plenty, as any stripling of my
slender portion of witte farre or neere. 1611 Florio, Ghiozzo,
..some take it for a ^Gudgeon-fish. 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl.s.v. ^Wj/wg-, "Gudgeon- Fishing. 1889 J.Bickerdyke"
Bk. All-round Angler 1. 99 The Thames method of *Gud-
geon-fishing. 1557 Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 156 The fisher

man doth count no care, To cast hys nets to wracke or wast,
And in reward of eche mans share A *gogen gift is much
imbrast. 1792 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ep. to Sir XV. Hamilton
Wks. 1S12 III. 188 *Gudgeon-like prepared to bite, a 1704
T. Brown Praise Poi'erty Wks. (1730) I. 90 This is a bait

they often throw out to such "gudgeon-princes as will nibble

at it. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 59 When you angle for

them, be provided with a "gudgeon-rake, with which rake
the ground every ten minutes which gathers them together.

1889 'J. Bickerdyke ' Bk. All-round Angler 1. 99 By the
side of the *gudgeon-swim.

Gudgeon (g^'d^m), sb.2 Forms: 5 goggyn,
gogion, gogoyne, gudyon, gugeoune, goyvn,
5-6 gogeon, gojon(e, 6 gog(g in, gogon, -yn(e,

goudgen, gudging, gugen, -yne, gujen, 7 gud-
gin, gug(g)ion, 7-8 gudgion, 8-9 googing,
6- gudgeon, [a. OK. gojon, gogon, goujon,
gougon (12-i^th c. in Hatz.-Darm.)

;
perh. an

application of prec. sb., though connexion has been

suggested with F. gond hinge (cf. the 14th c. form
1

goignon).]

1. A pivot, usually of metal, fixed on or let into '

the end of a beam, spindle, axle, etc., and on which
a wheel turns, a bell swings, or the like ; in recent

use more widely applied to various kinds of jour- !

nals and similar parts of machinery.
1400 Churchw. Ace. Wigtofl, Line. (Nichols 1797) 195

Payd to ed. Smyth, for a gudyon and kays. 1408 Durham
Ace. Roll in Eng. Hist. Rev. XIV. 518 Soluta .. pro .. ii ,

gogoynes ferri. .emptis pro fine del axeltre rotae aquaticae.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 201/2 Goione of a poleyn {MS. Hart.
2274 goyvn off a polene) vertibulum, C. F. cardo. 1555
Richmond. Wills iSurtees) 86 Item a gogon for a possenet,

jd. 1555 Ludlow Churchiv. Ace. Camden)62 Formendynge
gugyne

;
and settynge upright the secound belle .. xijd.

1587-8 in Swayne Sarum Churchiv. Ace. (1896) 136 Mend-
,

ing of a Goudgen of the great bell. 1634 J. Bate Myst.
Nat. fy Art (1654) 52 The gudgins of this wheel must be set

to turn in strong brasse sockets. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
in. 462/1 The Guggtons, great Iron pins put in the Head ,

stock, for the Bell to turn with. 1762 Franklin Lett. Wks.
1887 III. 202 The spindle, which is of hard iron, .. is made
to turn on brass gudgeons at each end. 1787 Winter Syst.

Husb. 206 Iron plates, in which the gudgeons of the fore

wheel are placed. 1803 Brewster in Ferguson's Led. I.

Vol. IV.

82 note. The extremities of an axle or spindle . . are called
gudgeons when the wheels are large. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 47 The gudgeons of a water-wheel should
never rest on the wall of the building. It shakes it. 1839
Uhe Diet. Arts 750 The gudgeons, .move in brass bushels
fixed upon iron supports. 1884 Black more Tommy Upm.
I. 275 He would lend them a spare wheel-barrow, if they
would put new gudgeons in.

2. The ring or ' eye ' in the ' heel ' of a gate
which turns on the hook or pintle in the gate-post.
1496 Nottingham Rec. III. 291 For a gogion to be Town

Hall dore. 1737 Bkacken Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 353 In
the same Manner as we fix the Gudgeons of a Door in

Stone, by melting Lead into the Cavities. 1886 in Cheshire
Gloss.

3. Naut. a. A metal socket in which the pintle

of a rudder turns, b. One of ' the notches made
in the carrick-bits for receiving the metal bushes
wherein the spindle of a windlass works' (Smyth
Sailors IVord-bk. 1867).

x558 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (isBg^ 124 Our pinnes^e
broke one of the gudgeons of her rudder. 1626 Caft. Smith
Accid. Yng. Sea-men 3 The Carpenter . . is to haue the .

.

rudder-irons called pintels and gudgions. 1723 Loud. Gaz.
No. 6224/5 The Middle Gudgeon of her Rudder broken off.

1769 Falconei; Diet. Marine (1780', Googings, . . cjrtain
clamps of iron bolted on the stern-post of a ship, whereon
to hang the rudder, and keep it steady. 1815 Hist. J.
Decastro I. 313 Madam Stickleback, .turned round in it [her
bed] as if Madam Stickleback's body moved upon a gudgeon
and pintle exactly in the middle of her bed. 1874 Thfari.e
Naval Archit. 77 Sometime-- the braces or gudgeons for the
rudder are forged to the post.

f4. ?A wedge or block (of metal'. Obs.
14. . Siege Jerusalem 26/467 A which of white seluere

;

wal[\v]ynde ber-ynne On lour goions of gold, bat hit fram
grounde bar. 1488 Inv. in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864 II. 393
Item a grete gugeoune of gold.

5. A metallic pin used for securing together two
blocks or slabs of stone, etc.

1873 Spom Workshop Rec. Ser. r. 387/2 Marble workers
mount and fasten their works upon plaster mixed with a
third-part of dust. .. These are joined together by cramps
and gudgeons of iron and copper.

6. attrib., as gudgeon end, -pin, plate.

1839 A. Bywater Sheffield Dial. 26 Dustah kno what
sooat on a thing 't ::orth powl is, Jerra ? J. Hah sloik e
doo. Its 't gudgen end o 't world axeltree, wot sticks aht.

1879 Man. Artillery Exerc. in. § 7. 101, 6 and 7 hand the
gun roller to No. r, who places it in the lower steps of the
gudgeon plates. 1891 Times 12 Oct. 10/6 Previous to leav-

ing the persistent heating and scoring of her gudgeon-pins
had been effectually overcome by the substitution of wrought-
iron case-hardened pins for the original ones made of steel.

Gudgeon g^'dgan , v. [i. Gudge n sb>\ a.

intr. To play the gudgeon (see quot. 1785). b.
trans. To cheat, defraud of, delude into.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Gudgeon^ to swallow the
bait, or fall into a trap, from the fish of that name which is

easily taken. 1787 Generous Attachment I. 197 Mr. and
Mrs. Angle .. wdl have the satisfaction of seeing .. every
person in Bath gudgeoned into an idea of their importance.
1826 Scott Woodst. xvi, To be .. gudgeoned of the oppor-
tunities which had been given you.

f Gudget. St, Obs. Also 6 gudiate, gudgett.
[ad. F. goujal.'] A camp-follower ; hence, a per-

son of menial or low type. (See also GouJAT.)
1581 Sa/ir. Poems Reform, xliv. 159 Tbair sleikit tungis

ar sua veil creischit indeid, Better gudgettis ar not of Scot-
land borne. 1584 Let. to Nobles in J. Melvill Diary
(Wodrow Soc.) 179 Slaves and gudiates serving thairunto.

1595 Duncan App. Etymol. (E. D.S.), Calo, a gudget, or
burden-bearer. 11598 Rollock Wks. (Wodrow Soc.) II.

ill. 39 Whether thou be a captain, or a single soldier, or a
gudget, beware to be in evil company. 1603 Philotus lxxxiv,

Unwomanlie in sik ane wyse, Asgudget for to gang, a 1651
Calderwood Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) III. 87 Slue a
poor gudget. .in a trench.

Gudgin, -ing, -ion, obs. forms of Gudgeon.
Gudlene, -lyne, -lyng, obs. Sc. tT. Gulden.
Gudyon, obs. form of Gudgeon sb?

tGue 1
. Obs. [ad. Y.gueux beggar.] A rogue.

1612 J. Webster White Devil F 4 Pretious gue. Weel
neuer part. 1658 Bratiiwait Honest Ghost 232 Diligent
search was made all there about. But my ingenious gue had
got him out Before this inquisition.

^j Blind gue : app. ad. Ger. blinde kuh blind-

man's buff.

1604 Meeting ofGallants 63 b, For blinde Gue you know 1

has six-pence at the least for groping in the Darke.

Gue- (gi«). Shetland. [? repr. ON. gt'gja

(in oblique eases gigju ; the second g was pro- ,

nounced 7) = MHG. gige, mod. G. geige, fiddle]

A musical instrument (see quot. 1809) formerly
used in Shetland (Jam.).
1809 A. Edmonstone Zetland II. 60 Before violins were

introduced, the musicians performed on an instrument called
a gue, which appears to have had some similarity to a violin,

but had only two strings of horse hair, and was played upon
j

in the same manner as a violoncello. 1822 Scott Pirate xv,
|

A knocking at the door of the mansion, with the sound of '

the Gue and the Langspiel, announced, by their tinkling
chime, the arrival of fresh revellers.

Guean, variant of Gean.
Guebre (g^'baj, g^-bsj). Forms ; S geber, 9

gheber,-ir, -re,gueber, 7-guebre. [a. ¥. guebre,

ad. Vers.jsSgabr. Cf. Giaour.] An adherent of

the ancient Persian religion ; a Zoroastrian, fire-
j

worshipper. I'arsee.

[1662 J. D.wiEstr. Olearius' Voy. Atnlass. vi. 302 A certain
|

people called Kebber, that is to say, Infidels from the
Turkish word Kiaphir, which signifies a Renegat.l 1687
A. Lovell tr. ThevenoVs Trav. in. 57 There are a great
many Parses or Guebres there, but they are poor. 1753
Hanwav trav. (1762J I. iv. lvii. 263 This object of devotion
totue Gebers, lies about ten English miles north ea-.t by ea->t

from the city of Baku. 1834 Medwin Angler in Walts II.

298 And Ghebres too . . Best of idolaters, who worship fire.

1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. II. 256 In general, this name of
(ihebers is applied to the Zoroastrians or Parsis. 1884 J.
Payne TalesJr. Arabic II. 36 note, Nawons, a sort of over-
ground well or turricle of masonry, . .on which the Gueber's
body is placed for devoratiun by the birds.

attrib. 1817 Moore Lalla R.
t Fire-Worshippers 191 The

Gheber belt that round him clung.

Hence t Guebrisha., belonging to the Guebres.
1687 A. Lovell tr. Tkevenot's Trav. n. no The Guebrish

women have their Faces all naked, and never cover them.
Guegaw, guegaye, obs. forms of Gewgaw.
Guejarite tgrd^arait). Min. [f. Guejar (in

Sp. pronounced g^xa'r), a district of Andalusia

:

see -ite. Named by Cumenge, 1S79.] Sulph-
antimonide of copper, found in ortho-rhombic
crystals of a sleel-grcy colour.
1880 Min. Mag. IV. 64 Guejarite is .. i^omorphons with

Wolfsbergite.

Gueld e, obs. form of GET.n 7: 1

Guelder rose (ge'ldsijnTiiz . h'orms : 6 gel-
ders, 7 gilder, 7-8 gelder, S guilder, gueldre, 9
guelder. Also 7-8 gelderland rose. [Named
from Guelders a town in Prussia, on the borders
of Holland] or Guelde: land ;a province of Holland,
formerly a German duchy of which Guelders was
the capital' ; so Du. Geldersehe roos, G. Gelder-
ische rose, Y

. rose de Gueldre, It. rosa Ji Gueldra,
Sp. rosa de Gueid>es.~\ The plant Viburnum
Opulus, esp. the cultivated form, bearing globular
bunches of white flowers ; the snowball-lree. Also,
the flower of this plant.

1597 Gkkardf. Herbal in. Ixxii. 1237 The Rose Elder is

called in Latine Sambucus Rosea, ant! Sambncus aouatica
.. in English Gelders Rose, and Rose Elder. 1653 Plat
Gard. Eden 150 So of the true that beareth a while flower
as big as a rose, called the Gelderland-rose. 1688 R.
Holme-: Armoury 11. 103/1 Gilder rose, or Marsh Elder, ..

the flowers, .being set many together in a round tuft or ball

on the top of the young branches. 1796 C. Marshall
Garden. x\x. {1708 307 Gueldre rose, often called snow-ball
tree. 1816 Scott I'am. Ltd!. 23 Dec. (1804 ' 388 A >-t range
secluded ravine full of old thorn trees, hazels, gueld' t ro.-es,

willows, and so forth. 1804 Miss Mittord Village Ser 1.

11863 14S Guelder-roses, pionies, tulips, stocks— hai.ging
down like chandeliers among the dancers. 1855 Browning
Lovers' Quarrel xviii. Heaps of the guelder-rose. 1882
Garden 3 June 391/3 Roughs of Guelder Rose.

Gueles, obs. form of Giles.

Guelph. (gwelf). Also 6-9 Guelf. [ad. It.

Guelfo. med.L. Guelphus, ad. MHG. II elf the

name of the founder and of several successive chiefs

of the princely family (hence commonly known in

history as the Guelphs) which is represented in

modern times by the ducal house of Brunswick
and the present dynasty of Great Britain and
Ireland. The name Welf is said to have been
used as a war-cvy at the battle of AVeinsberg in

1 140 by the partisans of Henry the Lion, duke of
Havana, who belonged to this family, and fought
against the Emperor Conrad III; hence it is

believed to have been adopted in Italy as a name
for the adversaries of the Hohenstauffen emperors,
and later for the anti-imperialist party in Italian

politics. Cf. Ghibellixe.] A member of one
of the two great parties in mediaeval Italian

politics, characterized chiefly by supporting the

popes against the emperors.
v
Cf. Ghibelline.)

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Cat. June 25 All Italy
was distraict into the Factions of the Guelfes and Gibelins.

a 1649 Dklmm. of Hawtii. /Vv^/ifCj'Wks. (1711)181 Thence
arose theGuelfs and Gibellines, Imperialists against papists,

and the universal war turned in a thousand petit wars and
deadly fewds. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 125 p 7 Italy was
long torn in Pieces by the Guelfes and Gibellines. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy $ It. 1st. II. 172 A sedition of the Gliibel-

lines, which gave the ruling Guelfs a reason or pretence for

banishing the heads of the defeated faction. 1855 Motley
Corr. (18891 I. vi. 184 The Church party, the Guelphs, were

in reality a phalanx of intellectual opposition to imperial and
brutal dominion.
attrib. 1847 Ld. Lindsay Ckr. Art I. p. ccxii, Sympathy

with the Guelph or classic element.

Hence +Que*lpliian a. and sb. = Guelphic,

Guelph jGue-lphishrt;. -Glelphic; Gue-lphism,

the politics of the Guelphs; adherence to the party

of the Guelphs.
1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. n. vi. 89 Betweene 1215 and

1294 was that great Faction betweene the Guelfians and
Gibelines. 1651 Howell Surv. Venice 28 The Cittie being

heated with indignation by the persuasions of som Guel-

phian Agents. 1660 Burnky KVoS. Swpov (16611 133 There is

none of your Garagantes will terrifie a King, nor the

Guelphish faction. 1851 Gai.lenga Italy i. 4 It never ori-

ginated anything, save only disorganising Guelphism. /bid.

31 Gioberti . . whose prophecies about the plenitude of the

times, to be brought about by an Italian league, or Guelphish
bond [etc.].

Guelphic (gwe'lfik), a. Also Guelfio. [f.

Guelph + -ic]

141
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1. Of or pertaining to the Guelph faction.

1851 Gallenga Italy 293 Ancona, and Rome, have shown
not a little of the stubborn valour of the Guelphic burgesses

of old. 187a Lowell Dante Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 130 The
family of Dante had been Guelphic. 1896 Tout Ediv. /,

iv. 70 The barefaced partisanship of a series of fiercely

Guelfic popes.

2. Of or pertaining to the Guelph family
1813 Crabb Tc knot. Diet., Guelphic Order, a new

military order of Hanover, instituted in 1S15, entitled the

Royal Hanoverian Guelphic Order. 1838 Murray's Hand-
Bk. N, Germ. 345 The Schloss, or old castle, formerly a
residence of the Guelphic ancestors of the Royal Family of

England, is turned into a magazine, a 1861 T. Woolner My
Beautiful Lady'(1863) 138 Then through the Guelphic line.

Guelsought, obs var. Gclesought, jaundice.

Guelt, var. Geld, money; obs. f. Gilt sb.'-

Guelt, obs form of Gelt ppl. a.

1633 R. Sanders Physiogn. 170 Those that have no beard,

like guelt men, are of an ill nature.

Guelye, variant of Gtjly a. Obs.

II Guenon (g^non). [Fr., of unknown origin.]

' The French name for a group of monkeys belong-

ing to the antient continent and its islands, the

type of which may be considered to be the Green
Monkey, Cercocebus sabseus* Penny CycL).

1838 Penny Cyd. XI. 468/2 The true Guenons comprise*

the genera Cercopitkecns and Cercocebus of Geoffroy.

1871-82 Cassettes Nat. Hist. I. 103 The . . odd gestures of

these Monkeys have given to them the name of Guenons.
Comb. 1897 Q. Rev. Oct. 397 There are in Africa about

a dozen species of Guenon-like monkeys.

Guep, variant of Gup int. Obs.

Gtiepard (ge-paul:. Also gepard. [a. F.

gtiepard (Buffon) ; ace. to Hatz.-Darm. a corrup-

tion of Eng. leopard.] a. = Cheetah. (In mod.
Diets.) b. A kind of leopard, the Cynailurus
guttata.
i88z Athenxum 4 Mar. 286 The Marquis Antinori..says

that the natives [of Shoa] distinguish clearly between
the true leopard, the gepard [Cynailurus guttata] and
Pard/is varius.

Guerdoil (gaudwi), sb. Now poet, and rhetori-

cal. Forms : 4 gerdo(u)n, 4-6guerdone, -oun,

(4 gardwyne, gwerddoun, 5 gerdonne), 5-6

gardo(u)n, guardon(e, 5-7 gwerdon(e, (6 Sc.

gwairdourO, 4- guerdon. [a. OK. guerdon,

gueredon,guedredon,l:>r.guazardon(JoTguadardon),

guiardon, guierdon, Sp. ga/ardon, Pg. galarddo, It.

guiderdone :—med.L. widerdonum, repr. (by assimi-

lation of (/and /) OHG. widarldn = OK. wi6erle
tan

J

{.wider again + Uan payment.] A reward, requital,

or recompense.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1516 He quitte him wel his

guerdon there. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 112 For thi

grete labour thi gardoun thou shalt gete. c 1450 Mtrour
Satuacioun 4194 Who littel wanne was lesse mede taken
hym for his gerdonne. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 85 b/2,

I requyre of_the Juste and debonayr gwerdon and reward.

1508 KeNNBDIE Flyting iv. Dunbar 422 Traistand to haue
of his magnificence Guerdoun [v.r. Gwairdoun], reward, and
benefice bedene. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Glocester xxix,

Blood axeth blood as guerdon dewe. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado v. iii. 5 Death in guerdon of her wrong Giues her

fame which neuer dies. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. 11. vii,

My fish (the guerdon of my toil and pain) He causelesse

seaz'd. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxii. (1663 127

That so falling into the hands of the Ministers of his Justice,

we might receive the guerdon of our wicked works. 1684
Scanderbeg Rediv. i. 3 Sovereignty . . is there the sole

Guerdon or Reward of superlative Merit. 1751 G. West
Education I. iii. 7 The Guerdons of bold Strength and swift

Activity. 1781 Cowper Charity 293 Verse, like the laurel,

its immortal meed, Should be the guerdon of a noble deed.

1813 Scott Trierm. 11. xx, As at her word his sword he
draws, His fairest guerdon her applause. 1859 TBnmysoh
Enid 1072 Take A horse and arms for guerdon ; choose the

best. 186a Neale Hymns East. Ch. 89 If I find Him, if I

follow, What His guerdon here? ' Many a sorrow, many a
labour, Many a tear'. 1884 J. Payn Some Lit. Recoil. 240
Such guerdon as the novelist does receive is gained very
pleasantly and accompanied by many charming circum-
stances.

Guerdon 'gSMdan), v. Now poet, and rhetori-

cal, horms: 4 guerdone, -oun, 4-5 gerdon,

5 gardon, 6 gwerdon, 5- guerdon. Also

pa. pple. 4 iguerdonned, ygerdoned. [a. OF.
guer{e)doner, f. guer[e)don : see prec. sb.

1, trans. To reward, recompense.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iii. 122 (Camb. MS. 1 pat is

to seyn pat shrewes ben punyshed or ellys bat goode foolk

ben ygerdonyd. c 1386 — Pars. 'P. f 209 The glorie of
heuene with which god shal gerdone a man for hise goode
dedes. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 8:9 He hathe for

my longe servtse Guerdonede me. 1483 Caxton Cato A iv,

Thou mayst guerdon them that haue so wel done to the

yf they haue nede and necessyte. c 1530 Lr>. Berners
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814' 417 She may right wel guerdon
hym for hys seruice. e 1571 Gascoigne Fruites IVarre
(1831) 215 And bad me bide till his ahilitie Might better

gwerdon my fidelitie. 1607 Hevwood Faire Maid Wks.
1874 II. 68 Confusion guerdon his base villainie, c 1650
Don Bellianis 35, I pray the Almighty Lord that hath
delivered us from so great danger and perill to guerdon
you for it. 1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. 48 Deatli must
guerdon deeds so bold. 1847 Tensvson Princ. 1. 201 Him
we gave a costly bribe To guerdon silence. 1885 Evangel.
Mag. Dec. 435 The father can guerdon his child.

absol. 1859 Nealr Rhythm Bern, de Morlaix {1864) 28

The Lamb is ever near thee,. .The Crown is He to guerdon,
The Buckler to protect.

2. To give as a reward, rare
~ l

.

1881 H. Phillips tr. Chamisso's Faust 17, I guerdon thee
the prize which thou hast won.

Hence Guerdoned ppl. a., given as a reward

;

Guerdoning vbl. sb., the action of the vb. Guer-
don ; reward. Also Guerdonable a., that may
be guerdoned ; Gue rdoner, one who guerdons.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. tv. pr. vii. ii2iCamb. MS.) Fortune

is yeuen eyther by cause of gerdonynge or ellys of excer-
sisinge of good folk or elHs by cause to punnyssen. c 1400
Rom. Rose 2380 In love, free yeven thing Requyrith a
gret guerdoning. 1530 Lvndesay Test. PaPyngo 1006 The
guerdonyng of ^our Courticience, Is sum cause of thtr gret
Enormyteis. 1606 Ford Fame's Mem. Wks. 1689 III. 301
To get a guerdon'd favour for his hire. 1646 Buck Rich.
Ill, 75 Finding it as well guerdonable, as gratefull, to

publish their Libels. Ibid., Explic. of dark words, Guerdon-
able, worthy of reward. 1881 Rossetti House of Life,
Sonn. xxxiii, And Venus Victrix to my heart doth bring
Herself, th*: Helen of her guerdoning.

t Guerdonize, v. Obs. [f. Guerdon sb. +
-ize.] trans. To bestow a guerdon upon, to

reward.

1594 J. Dickenson Arisbas (1878' 77 On sea-wash t rockes,

reward from arte would plucke, And guerdonize desert with
direst lucke. 1606 J. Raynolds Dolamey's Prim. (1880) 57
What trophe rare, what wreath or Coronet, Can guerdonize,
your meriting desert. 16.. M. Parker Hist. Arthur C,
He [Arthur] bethought him how he might in some manner
guerdonize their incomparable worth with some honourable
Order of Knights.

Guerdonless (ga'idanles), a. [f. Guerdon
sb. + -le.ss.] Without guerdon ; not receiving,

occas. not bestowing, a guerdon.
?ci4oo Lydg. yEsop's Fab. iv. 53 Takyng theyr service

and labour to theyr vse Gwerdounles to make theym to

travaile. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. Ixxxvi, Yet had 1

neuer reward nor bounte of her the dayes of my lyf and
yet haue I ben her knight gwerdonles. 1604 Middleton
F. Hubburd's Tales Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 51 Most guerdon-
less sir, pinching patron. x88i W. Wilkins Songs ofStudy
214 Ride far by coast and city, An envoy guerdonless.

Guerdoun, obs. form of Guerdon.
Guereza fge-r/za). [? African.] An Abys-

sinian monkey {Colobtis guereza) with long hair and
a bushy tail.

1859 Wood Nat. Hist. I. 43 The beautifully adorned
Guereza. 1884-3 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 520 The
guereza is found in the mountainous parts of Abyssinia.

t Guerie, guierie. Obs. rare. [? For *gery
t

f. Gere + dim. suffix -y. Cf. Gkry a.] A sud-

den access of passion ; == Gere.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 1. Diogenes § 112 pvb,

liecause this pangue or guierie [L. hie affectus] of loue

dooeth especially . . possesse suche persones as been alto-

gether drouned in idlenesse. Ibid. U. Cicero § 6 Q iij, One
y l could none other but folowe euery soodain guerie or

pangue tbat shotte in his braine [L. affectibus seruiens].

Guerilla: see Guerrilla.
tGuerison. Obs. Also 5 guaryson, 6guery-

sone. [a. OK. guarisun (F. gu&ison), f. OF.
guarir (F. gue'rir) to cure.] Cure; healing.

1484 Caxton Fables ofAuian 13 The stroke of a tongue
is Incurable and withoute guaryson. 1*1577 Gascoigne
F'crd. Icronimi Wks. (1587) Yj, In receiving that guerison

at your hands, I have beene constreined to fall into an
cxtasie. [1777 Eahl Carlisle in J. H. Jesse G. Selwyn
% Contemp. (1844) III. 218 You will be able to converse

upon a subject which it will be necessary for your guerison
not to keep to yourself.]

Guerite (g^r/ 1) . Mil. [a. F. gue'rite: see

Garret sbA] A turret or box of wood or stone for

the accommodation of a sentry ; a sentinel's box.

1706 in Phillii'S fed. Kersey). 1717 tr. Frezitr's Voy.S.
Sea 93 There is a little Redan, or indented Work . .with

a Guerite, or Sentinel's Box. 1841 Tames Brigand vi, He
stopped at the entrance of one of those little guerites, or

watch towers.

Guerkin, obs. form of Gherkin.
1735 Ladv Brownlowe in Szvift's Lett. (1768) IV. 91 The

cucumbers are not larger than guerkins.

Guern, obs. form of Girn v.1

Guernsey (ga'Jnzi). Also 6 Garnesie, Garn-
soy, 7 Gernsey. The name of one of the Channel

Islands.

1. Used attributively in the following ; Guern-
sey coat, frock, shirt = sense 2 a; Guernsey
eyestone (see quot.) ; f Guernsey flower, lily,

a ? Japanese or S. African plant {Nerine Sarniensis)

with handsome lily-like flowers, naturalized on the

island of Guernsey ; Guernsey lizard (see quot.)

;

Guernsey partridge, the red-legged partridge,

Perdix or Caccabis rufa ; Guernsey violet, the

Matthiola ineana (Britten & Holland P/ant-n.).

1859 Emf.rson Sp. Burns Ce?it. BostonWk?,. 1884 XL 367
The poet, .of poor men, ofgray hodden, and the *guernsey
coat. 1886 Syd, Soc. Le.r.> ^Guernsey eyestone, the oper-

culum of TurboPullus. 1677 Lady Chaworth in 12th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 30 The scarlet *Gernsey flower

is in great fame but they will not prosper scarce one in

twenty of them. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef Mast xxxiii. 126

Our south-westers, thick boots, *Guernsey frocks, and other
accompaniments of bad weather. 1856 [see Frock sb. 3 cj.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 201 The Narcissus of Japan
(or *Guernsey Lilly;. 1764 Gray in Corr. tv. JV. Nicholls

(1843) 57 Guernsey Hlies bloom in every window. 179a

Mar. Riddf-LL Voy. Madeira 94 The /ilia jacoboea, or

Guernsey lily, is one of the most beautiful flowers indigenous

in this island [Antigua]. 1838 Penny Cycl. XL 47°/2 The

1 Guernsey lily, a species of the amaryllis, is a native of
Japan. 1895 Amherst Garden. 282 The Guernsey lily

[Nerine sarniensis) which was said to have grown in
Guernsey from bulbs washed ashore from a wreck of a
ship from Japan about 1659. 1769 Pennant Zool. (1776) III.
21 Related to this species [Scaly HzardJ is the *Guein-ey
lizard, which we are informed has been propagated in Eng-

,
land from some originally brought from that island. 1802
Montagu Omitk. Diet., Partridge-Guernsey. /"Guernsey

.
Partridge .. Why this should be called Guernsey Paitridge

I
we cannot imagine-.lt is also, .called ., Red-legged Par-
tridge. 1848 Dickens Dotubey ix, With "Guernsey shirts,

sou' wester hats, and canvas pantaloons. 1874 M. C.
Explorers 53 So you have come to make your fame With
pick-axe, in a Guernsey-shirt. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. iv.

I

152 The greater sorte is called in English "Garnesie Violets,
white Gillofer, and Stocke Gillofer. 1597 Gerarde Herbal

,

u.cxiv. § 4. 373 The Stocke Gilloflower is called, .in English
j

..Garnsey Violet, and Castle Gilloflower.

2. In sensts originally elliptical.

a. A thick, knitted, closely-fitting vest or shirt,

generally made of blue wool, worn by seamen.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 66 The sailors in their

striped guernseys. 1861 Muscrave By-roads 170 Villers
Bretonneaux [was] celebrated, from an early period, for its

manufacture of., socks, caps, waistcoats, and jackets or
Guernseys. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster ix. 61 There was
Dan in his guernsey on the deck of his boat.

b. One of a breed of cattle of the Channel
Islands.

1834 Youatt Cattle iii. 30 Mr. King recommends the
addition of one Guernsey to every dozen country-cows. 1890
Daily News 24 June 6/1 There are 169 Jerseys and 81
Guernseys in the show.

tGuerpe, guerpish, v. Obs. [ad. OF.
guerpir ;or the lengthened stem guerpiss-) to

throw away, f. the Teutonic stem represented in

ling, by Warp.] trans. To abandon, forsake.

1483 Caxton G.de la Tour exxix. L vii; b, They shalle not
gwerpysshe or leue eche other for none other better or
worse. 1646 J. Cookk Vind. Laiv 33 The learned Serjeants

. .shall guerpe and abandon the cause.

t Guerre! J^- Obs. Also 5 gwerre, 6 guerr.

[a. F. guerre - ONF. iverre War.] War.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 283 From that tyme

'. guerres began to cease in Wales. Ibid. 307 A kny^hte of
Lancastreshire movedegwerrcageyne Thomas of Lancastre
his lorde. 1491 Act Hen. I'll, C 23 Preamble, Richard
White, .traitrously levyed guerre ayen our seid Souvereign
Lord. 1539 St. Papers Hen. VIII, III. 141, I am en-

,
fourmed that the King of Skottes wilnat that any of his

I

men goo out of the countrey, in feare of the guerr of Ingland.

Hence Guerre v. Obs. inlr.. to wage war.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 321 Men of Ethioppe guer-

renge ageyn men of Egipte. 1616 Bullokar, Guerring,
Brawling [also in Cockeram 1623I.

Guerrilla, guerilla (geri-la, gen-la), [a.

,
Sp. guerrilla, dim. of guerr-a war. With the form

guerilla cf. F. gue'rilta.]

1. An irregular war carried on by small bodies of

men acting independently. Now somewhat rare.

1819 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 255/2 A succession of

village guerillas ;—an internecive war between the game-
keepers and marauders of game. 1837 W. Irving Capt.

j

Bonneville III. 254 To avoid being involved in these

guerillas. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. xvii. 121, I was
; offered the command of this strange guerilla. 1862 Rlssell
, in Times 18 Mar., Arkansas is now the theatre of a large
' guerilla.

2. One engaged in such warfare.

1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1835I V. 9, I have
1 recommended to the Junta to set.. the Guerrillas to work

towards Madrid. 1840 E. E. Napier Scenes <y Sp. For.

Lands I. Hi. 54 We might easily have .. been mistaken for

. a party of guerillas. 1887 Fldin. Rev. Jan. 127 A swift

and skilful guerilla. X900 Daily News 9 June 4/6 A nation

; of farmers is not the material ofwhich guerrillas have usuady
been made.

fig. 1861 J. Pvcroft Ways <$ Words 333 The mere
, skirmishers and guerillas of literature.

3. attrib. passing into adj., esp. in guerrilla war
(= sense 1).

1811 Scott Don Roderick xlix, The Guerilla band Came
like night's tempest, and avenged the land. 1814 Southev
in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor II 428 Somewhat afraid of

my old Guerrilla friends upon the road. 1843 Prescott
Mexico t. ii. (1864) 16 Making use of ambuscades, sudden

surprises, and the light skirmish of guerilla warfare, i860

W. G. Clauk in Vac. Tour. 67 Garibaldi. -is. .a master of

the * dodges '..which are required in guerilla war. 1865

Maffei Brigand Life II. 41 He was forced to become, not

a guerilla leader, but a highway captain. 1881 Huxley
Set. 4- Culture i. 3 It must be admitted to be somewhat of

a guerilla force, composed largely of irregulars.

fig. 1843 Thackerav Irish Sk.-bk. II. xvii. 318 A
doubtful, lazy, dirty family vassal— a guerilla footman.

1863 Ot'iDA Held in Bondage 135 My guerilla life suits me
better than my fashionable one. 1898 W. M. Ramsay Was
Christ born in Bethlehem? i. 8 The commentary on Luke

then degenerates into a guerilla warfare against him.

Hence Guerrillaism, the principles and practice

of guerrilla warfare; GuerriTlist = GuEBRiLLA 2;

Guerri'llaship = Guerrillaism ;
G-uerrille'sque

a., proper or habitual to a guerrilla.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 22 Apr. ^2 This is the guerillesque

formula 1865 Even. Stand. 19 May, Owing to the unsettled

state of affairs in the new empire, the prevalence of guenl-

laism, &c. these precautions, which have a military air, are

considered quite necessary. 1889 A. H. Drysdai.e Hist.

Presbyt. Eng. 11. iii. 206 This mode of controversial guerilla-

ship was not of long duration.

II Guerrillero, guerillero (genl^-ro). [a.

j
Sp. guerrillero, f. guerrilla.] -Guerrilla 2.



GUESS.

183a Sqvthex Penins. War III. 474 It is the only instance I

of any man who had acquired celebrity as a Guerrillero

becoming a traitor. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain i. 323
During the war the French were continually baffled by
these Highland GuerMicros.
attrib. 1898 Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 550/2 A parish priest was

one of the guerillero leaders.

Guess (ges),j/>. Forms: 4-7 gesse, (5 ges,

6 geasse), 6 Sc. gaiss, 6 -7 guesae, 6-S ghesse,

6- guess, [f. Guess v. \ cf. MDu. gisse (Du.

1. The action of guess.ng; an act of guessing, a

conjecture, rough estimate ; a supposition based on

uncertain grounds. By guess : at haphazard, by

rough estimation instead of calculation or measure-

ment ; by conjecture, without having proofs ; falso

at, in, up, upon guess. \ After j>y, to) my guess :

as I estimate, f Withoutguess : assuredly, f The
guess of the hand: a rough estimate of the weight

of something taken into the hand.
c 1330 R. Bkltnne Chron. (1810) 321 J>e kynge's oste at

gesse in be Est mad lardere, Of touncs & hamelesse, of
granges & garner. 1377 Langl. P. Pt. B. v. 421, I nam
noujte shryuen some tyme but if sekenesse it make, Noujt
tweies in two $ere and thanne vp gesse I schryue me. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 211 For if a king shall upon gesse With-
out* verray cause drede, He may be liche to that I rede.

1:1400 Rom. Rose 2817 Thy Ioye shal double, withoute
gesse, Whan thou thenkist on hir semlinesse. a\^oo 50
Alexander 3552 If gomes be gouerners of gods ban mai hi

gesse worth, c 1430 Lydg. Min, Poems (Percy Soc. 1 58 To
keep trewe weight, and selle peper bygessc.it accordith
nought. ( 1460 Toiuneley Myst. xii. 439 Then must we go
eest after my ges. 1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 281/1 We
maye hauealsoagreategeasse therat. a 1553 Udall Royster
D. 11. i. (Arb.) 33, I bring hir a ring, with a token in a cloute,

And by all gesse, this same is hir house out ofdoute. c 1560
A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xxxiii. 24 Thow lychtleis all trew
properteis Off luve express, And markis quhair nevir styme
thow seis, Bot hittis be gaiss. a 1586 Sidney Sonn. in

Arcadia, etc. (1629) 529 Passing all ghesse, whence into me
should fly So mazde a masse. 1587 Fleming Contn. I/olin-

shed III. 988/2 Soone after (by gesse) fiue of theclocke [etc.].

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxix, Theylooke into the beauty of thy
mind, And that in guesse they measure by thy deeds. 1601 —
Jut.C.w. \- 3, I cannot, by the progresse of the Starres,

Giue guesse how neeie to day. 1605 — Lear v. i. 52 Heere is

the guesse of their [the enemy's] true strength and Forces.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 1,16581 555 Being only weighed
by the guess of the hand, it seemeth much heavier. 1642
Fuller Holy % Pro/. St. ill. xxiii. 217 The Fame is ante-
dated., being related at guesse before 'twas acted. 1647
H. More Song 0/ Soul 1. it. xlviii, 'Tis ghesse, not full

perswasion. 1656 H. Phillips Purth. Petit, (1676) 46 By
which you may have some ghess of the other rates. 1660
Boylk New Exp. Phys. Meek. xiii. 87 A small Receiver,
capable of containing (by guess) about a pound and a half
of Water. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y P. 304 Trees, not
so long liv'd as elsewhere, if by the decayed Trunks any
guess may be made. 1708 Swift Death Partridge Wks.
1755 II. 1. 158 Mr. Bickerstaff spoke altogether by guess,
and knew no more what will happen this year, than I did
myself. 1718 Prior Knowledge 740, I confess, That human
science is uncertain guess. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. viii, By
my Guess it could not be less than Fifteen or Twenty
Leagues^ off. 1736 Butler Anal. II, vii. 331 Mere guess,
supposition and possibility, when opposed to historical

evidence, prove nothing. 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkins
(1884) I. x. ioi, I was, to my guess, five weeks in the vault
or cavern. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cony. v. Wks. (Globe)
673/1 By my guess we should come upon Crackskull
common. 1781 Cowper Let. 23 Apr., Wks. (1876' 68 It is

worth while to send you a riddle You make such a variety
of guesses. 1827 Scott Jrnl. (1890) I. 394, I have a guess
the best gamecocks would call a truce if a handful or two
of oats were scattered among them. 1842 W. Arsot Mem.
J. //alley v. 304 Every effort of indolence to do a thing by
guess, .was sure to meet with an instant reproof. 1846 Pop:
N. P. Willis Wks. 1864 III. 28 All this must be considered
as mere guess on my part. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci.

(1879) II. xiii. 294 The inductive guess precedes experi-
ment. 1879 Browning Ivan tvanovitch 99 No care to guide
old Droug, he knows his way by guess, Once start him on
the road. 1884 tr. Lotzc's Logic 344 The discovery of an
universal law is always a guess on the part of the imagina-
tion, made possible by a knowledge of facts.

2. attrib. and Comb., as guess-aim, -monger.
1863 Atkinson Stanton Grange 266 Taking the best

guess-aim I could. 189a Se^eat in A". $ Q. Ser. vm. I. 10
The day of the etymological guess-mongers will be gone
for ever.

"i 3. The expressions Anothekguess, Otheb-
gcess, etc., in which -guess is a corruption of -gates,

have given rise to phrases in which guess appears
as an atti ibutive sb. or adj., with the sense ' kind of.
1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVIII. 43/2 Oho ! is it so indeed ? .

.

why, then, that's a different guess-story altogether, ship-
mate. 1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 668 Every one. .knows what
guess-sort of wiseacre France gave birth to in the person of
that algebraical gentleman. 1843 Haliburton Attache" II.
xiii. 265 Not look at a woman? .. why, what sort of a guess
world would this be without petticoats? 1898 Blackw.
Mag. Mar. 423 He had no guess-idea of what bemused his
vision.

Guess (ges\ a. dial. Also guest, guessed.
[Cf. LG. gust of the same meanings.] Of a cow or
ewe: Barren; temporarily barren (see quots.). Also,
not yielding milk.
1736 Pegge Kenticisms 31 (E. D. S.\ Guess-cow, a barren

cow. X744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. III. 1. 103 Guess-
Cows. .are those that did not stand to their Bulling last
Year. 1750 — Country Houseiv. 29 They [Cows] are not
always in Milk, as being in Calf, or that they go, what we
in Hertfordshire call, guess, or dry. 1845 Jrnl. R. Agric.

487

Soc. VI. 11. 363, I get far fewer 'guest' or barren ewes.

1855 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 723 Guessed ewes (Lin.), not
seasonably in lamb.

Guess ,ges), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. guessed
(gest;. Forms : 4 gesce. gese, gessen. 4-7 gess(e,

5 gessyn. 5-7 g^s, (6 geasse), 6-7 guesse, 6-8
ghess(e, 6- guess. Pa. t. and pa. pple. (con-

tracted forms) 4-5 gest, 6 ghest, 6 S guest.

[ME. gessen, cognate with the synonymous MLG.,
MDu. an 1 mod.Du., Kris, gissen (MDu. also gessen,

NF ris. gezzeu,gedsen) , M$w.gissa,gitza, S\v. gissa,

MDa. gidze, gitse, getze, V)a..gisse ; mod.Icel. has a

derivative form gizka.
The relation between the various forms is obscure. Ac-

cording to Tamm Svenskt litym. Ordb. the Scandinavian
forms are adapted from LG. gtssett, a phonetic alteration of
gessen (cf. LG. hissen, var. of hesseu, a. HG. hetzeu to

hunt'. It seems, however, more probable that the Sw. and
Da. forms are native, as the Eng. word can hardly be
referred to any other tlian a Scandinavian source. The word
cannot well descend from an OE. form = LG. gissen, as the
initial would then have beenj'{ME.J). The only remaining
possibility would be that it was adopted from continental
LG., but there is nothing in the nature of the meaning to

account for its having come from that source in or before
the early 14th c. The forms may represent one, or prob.
more than one, of the OTe1.1t. types 'gitisojau, *gatiso/an,
*gessbj<in, *gissfan ; in any case the word is a derivative of
the root of Get v. ; cf. ON. geta v., to get, guess, geta
wk. fern, a guess.

In the 14th c. the word was the usual rendering of L.
&siiman\ the influence of which probably affected some of
the early senses.]

1. trans. To form an approximate judgement of

(size, amount, number, distance, etc.) without actual

measurement or calculation ; to estimate. Some-
times with clause as obj.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7672 Era be poynt of be erthe
tille Saturnus p>e heftiest planete may be gesced bus.

'{a 1366 Chaiceh Rom. Rose 1115 No man coude preyse or
gesse Of hem the valewe or richesse. 1382 Wyclif i Kings
ili. 8 A puple without eende, that may not be noumbred and
gessid, for multitude. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 207 Great
richesse Wei more than they couthen gesse. a 1400-50
Alexander 5512 pare was a mljti montayue at to be mone
seined He ge^sis it gaynir to god ban to be grounde vndire.

1413 1'ilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. v. (1859) 76 The gretenes therof
ne couthe I not gesse, nor acounte. i65o Trial Regie. 191, I

saw this person standing within a Pike or two length as I can
guesse it. 1674 Jossei.yn Voy. New Eng. 258 As near as can
beghessed. 1726G. Roberts Four Years P oy. 162 That they
who had Life . . could nothing nigh measure or guess Time
as that [glass] did. 1776 Trial 0/ Nundocomar 39 '1 How
many people do you gue-s might follow you to Hougly, ex-
pecting employment? 1804 W. Tennani Ind. Recreat. II.

38 Boiled down to a proper consistence, which they guess by
the eye, and by the touch. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind.
I. 207 A statue.. cut out of a rock, which has been guessed
at different heights, i860 Tyndall Gtac. 11. x. 277 The
eye being liable to be grossly deceived in guessing the
direction of a perpendicular.
absol. c 1330 R, Brlnne Chron. (1810) 205 The ferth day

firmest next Palmesonenday, be tyme, as I gest, R. 5ede to

play, c 1386 Chaucer Kn.'.'s T. 1735 So euene were [they]
chosen for to gesse. — Frankl. T. 684 Mo than a thousand
stories as 1 gesse Koude I now telle, c 1391 — Astrol. 11.

§ 40, L.sette the point of A in the wex on my label as,

euene as ykowde gesse ouer the Ecliptik lyne. 1605 Shaks.
Oth. 1. iii. 36 The Ottamiles . . Haue there inioynted them
with an after Fleete. 1 Sett. I, so I thought : how many, as
you guesse? 171a W. Rogeks I'oy. 103 It lay as near as
we could guess ENE. and WSW. 1757 Washington Let.
Writ. 18S9 I. 478 Our present strength, I guess, is about
seven hundred.

fb. With numbers. To guess : approximately,
* or thereabouts '. Obs.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 150 per duellid R. schip

bre daies to gesse. 1375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 270 Thai
war, to gess, fiffty thousand.

t C. To add (an ingredient) without exact measure-
ment, Obs.
C1420 Paltad. on Ifusb. xi. 385, iij piluls of cupresse, Or

leef of box an hondful, therto gesse.

1 2. intr. To take aim (const, to). Also, to
purpose, aim, direct oneself/;? do something. Obs.
13.. Coer de L. 4482 When the Crystene myght draw

hem tylle, To shete the arwebhsteres hem dresse, And the
archeres to hem gesse. ?r 1320 K. Horn (liar/. MS., ed.
Ritson* 1 187 Horn .. seide he wolde gesse [older texts
agesce, agesse] To aryve at Westnesse. 1530 Palsgr. 561/2,
1 gesse, I mente or ayme to hytte a thynge that I shote or
throwe at,je esme.

1 3. trans. To esteem, account, reckon : with
obj. and complement. Obs.
1340 Hami-ole Pr. Consc. 3934 pan es a day of pardon to

gesce Mare worthy ban alle bis worldis riches, c 1^80
Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 229 Poul. .biddib. .bi oure life

pat man have mater to gesse us as mynystris of God. 1382— Matt. xi. 16 To whom shal I gesse this generacioun
lichy? — Mark xv. 28 The prophecie is fulfild that seith,
And he is gesside. or ordeyned, with wickide men. a 1400
PrymenE. E. T. S.) 64 Gessist bou it worpi to opene pin
I3en on siche a man ? a 1400-50 A lexander 4495 $e . .gesse
wele as many gods as growis in him membris.
1 4. To think, judge, suppose ; with clause as obj.

Obs. (Cf. sense 6.)
C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 422 As we gessen bat bis man

bat holdib wel cristis lawe is a leme of hooly chirche, .. So
we gessen of an-ober man bat reuersi]? cristis lawe, bat he is a
leme of be fend. — Acts viii. 20 Thou gessidist the 5ifte of
God for to be had. .by money. 1388 — 7^. xxiii. 23 Gessist
thou [Vulg. f-utasne] whether Y am God of ni}, seith the
Lord, and not God afer ? a 1400 Prymer (E. E. T. S.^ 64
Gessist bou not [Vulg. putasne] bat a deed man schal lyue

GUESS.

agen ? c 1400 Apol. Loll. 48 Hector Thebanus .. wen he
went to vse philosophic at Athenis, he kest a wey a gret
peise of gold ; he gessid bat he mi3t not haue to gidre,

riches & vertu. a 1400-50 Alexander 2905 pe Persyns ..

gesses him to be gode for glori of his wedis.

5. To form an opinion or hypothesis respecting

;some unknown state of facts), either at random or

from indications admittedly uncertain ; to conjec-

ture. Const, by
,
from.

a. with clause or indirect question as obj. ; also

with obj. and inf., and witli advs. so, otheru-ise, in

lieu of clause.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 103 Eor I can nought my selfe gesse,

Which is the best unto my chois. 1398TREVISA Bartk. De
P. R. xv'i. lxxxvii. (1495) 584 The stone smara^dus helpyth
them that vse to dyuync and gesse what shal befall, a 1400-

50 Alexander 2071 And wele he geses be l»e graynes 3<juie

gomes ere fele. ^1425 Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 13S6, I

trow, as I gesse, At Vertu hys castell ye may soone hym
fynde. 1530 Palsgr. 561/2 Gesse uhat we were talkyn^e
of afure you came in a dores. 1555-8 Phalr ASneid \. Bj,
I gesse Some goddesse thou art, and Phebus bright thy
brother is. 01605 Montgomerie Sonn. xxiii. 2 If gentle
blude ingendrit be by baggis, Then culd I ges vho wer a
gentle Jhone. 1653 IL CoGAN tr. Pinto's Trar: x. 30 One
amongst them, whom we guessed to be the chiefest of them.
1680 Otway Orphan iv. i. (1691) 37 Acast. And went your
Maid to bed too? Mon. My Lord, I guess so. 1709
Hearse Collect. <Q. H. S ) II. 277, I guess it to have been
a Piece of the Chapell. 1723 R. Millar Hist. Pro/agat.
Chr. II. vm. 367 We may ghess what sort of Christians
these Popish Proselyte^ were. 1741 Middi.eton Cicero II.

vn. 93 At present we can onely guess rather than know what
Caesar will do. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776 1 VI. 135
What it is can employ them all the day is not easy to gue^s.

a 1806 Mr. Hor.sley.SV77/;. (1S11) 292 They were effected by
what you might the least guess to be the instruments of

Providence. 1838 Lytion Alice 5 You would scarcely have
guessed, from her appearance, that she was more than seven
or eight and twenty. 1879 B. Taylor Stint. Genu, Lit. 101

We may guess when its growth began.

b. with simple object.

': 1513 Mori-: Rich. Ill Wks (1557) 57/1 Whose iugement
seuieth me somwhat like, as though men should gesse y
bewty of one longe before departed. 1591 Spenser Ruiues
Rome v, O Rome ! thee let him see, In case thy greatnes
he can gesse in harte 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier F 2,

You may gesse the inward mind by the outward apparel.

1603 Knoi li-:s Hist. 'I'urks (1621) 707 Some ghessing one
thing and some another. 1654 Whitlock Zoolomia 67
His Water .. cleer like Well water, insomuch as I could
never have guest a burning Feaver. 1673 Drvden Ambo\ ua
iv. iii, This I guess, but saw it not because I came too late.

1694 — Loz>e 'Triumph, in. j, Beware: for by my own I

gutss your passion. 1817 Chalmehs Astron. Disc. i. (1852)

24 We may guess with plausibility what we cannot anti-

cipate with confidence. 1844 Mrs. Browning Rom. Page
xvi, I. .little guessed the end.

t C with obj. and complement. Obs.

1605 Kyd 1st Pt. Jerouimo B 3 b, Spaines choyce embas-
sador .. for soe I gesse thee. 1632 Randolph Jealous
LoTers 111. vii, Your boy? 1 should have guess'd him for

your father. 1633 Masmnger Guardian in v, Yet by your
language, I ghe^s you a Gentleman. 1667 Milton P. L. v.

290 For on soin message high they guessd him bound.

d. absol. and eliipt., chiefly in parenthetic use.

(The early examples may possibly belong to 4.)

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1136 Yhernyng of eghe, a!s I

can gese Falles to worldts rychese. r 1460 Ros La Belle

Dame 173 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems 57 In hir failed r.othyng.

as I koude gesse. ^1520 InterI. Beauties Women A ij b,

Thys lute is out of tune now as I ges. 1562 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 128 Sheryffx off cetye> ar, I ges, for eleccion and
for retomes. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 11. v. 60 Discouer
more at large what cause that was, For I am ignorant, and
cannot guesse. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner H iij,

Carol, that is, redde ruote : as some Antiquaries ges.se.

1600 Shaks. A. 1'. L. n. iv. 24 Sit. Oh Corin, that thou
knew'st how I do loue her. Cor. I partly guesse : for

I haue lou'd ere now. 1632 Massinger Empcor East 111.

iii, Theod. Whither went shee? speake. Phil. As they
ghesse, to the lawrel groue. 1737 Gray Let. Wks. 1884 II.

12 You .. will prefer a picture of still life to the realities of

a noisy one. and as I guess, will imitate what you prefer.

1818 Shelley Marenghi xii, He went Alone, as you may
guess, to banishment. 1819 — "Julian a;- Maddalo 535 He
had store Of friends and fortune once, as we could guess
From his nice habits and his gentleness.

6. 1 guess : sometimes used, with playful modera-
tion of statement, in reference to what the speaker

regards as a fact or a secure inference. Hence
colloq. in the northern U.S. (sometimes with omission

of the pronoun) = ' 1 am pretty sure '.

1692 Locke E'duc. g 28 Once in Four and Twenty Hours,
I think, is enough; and no Body, I guess, will think

it too much. Ibid. § 59 If this were constantly observ'd, I

guess there would be little need of blows or chiding, c 1698
— Coud. Utuierst. iv. xii. § 10 Beyond this I fear our talents

reach not, nor are our faculties, as I guess, able to advance.

1776 R. King in Life $ Corr. (1894 L 23, I guess the pious

LTder would as Heve tarry where he is. 1778 Franklin
Let. Wks. 1889 VI. 195, I write this letter to you, notwith-

standing ;
(which I think I can convey in a less mysterious

manner, and guess it may come to your hands). 1814 Byron
Diary 8 Apr., ' I guess now ' (as the Yankees say), that he

will yet play them a pass. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxviii,

I guess.. you winna be the waur o' a glass of the right

Rosa Solis. 1836 — Jrnl. 11890) I. 85, 1 guess (as Mathews
makes his Yankees say) that we shall not be troubled with
visitors, and I calculate that I will not go out at all. 1830
Galt Lawrie T. in. ix. (1849) "4j I guess Squire Lawne
talks too much. 1843 Haliburton Attache' I. ii. 23 What
on airth shall I do?—guess, I'll strap my rasor. 1848
Lowell Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 126 Thet kin' o talk

I guess you 11 find '11 answer to a charm. 1885 Howells
Silas Lapham II. xxii, I guess those English parties have
gone back on Rogers.
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GUESSABLE. 488 GUEST.

7. intr. To form conjectures, (f Const, of.) To
guess at : to attempt to estimate conjecturally ; to

hazard a random or insufficiently founded opinion

about ; to attempt to solve or discover by con-

jecture.

a 1400 Plowman*s T. 170 In hir sentence .. They willen

gesse in hir gay hall, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1.(1590) 14 More
then the letter I haue not to ghesse by. Ibid. in. 333 b, Philo-

clea. ghessed somewhat at Zelmanes mind. X593 Shaks.
Lucr. 1238 Their gentle sex to weepe areoften willing, Green-
ing themselues to gesse at others smarts. 1605 — Macb. IV*

iii. 203 Rossc. Let not your eares dispute my tongue for euer,

Which shall possess them with the heauiest sound That euer
yet they heard. Macd. Humh : I guesse at it. 1606 — Ant. $
CI. III. iii. 29 Guesse at her ycares. I prythee. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage ( 1614) 63 Wisards, which by conjectures and cast-

ing of lots did ghesse of things to come. 1625 — Pilgrims
11. 1480 He is on his birthday .. yearely weighed and ac-

count kept therof by his Physicians, thereby guessing at his

bodily estate. 1641 Wilkins Math. Magick 1. xvii. (16481

127 From the understanding of which, you may the better

ghesse at the nature of the rest. 1711 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to Mrs. 11ewet Lett. 1887 I.31 liy what fine gentlemen
write, you know, it is not easy to guess at what they mean.

1748 Anson s V'oy. 11. vi. 202 The total amount, .can only be
rudely guessed at. 1806-7 J- Berespord Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) in. xxxviii, Vain endeavours toguessat a riddle.

1818 Shkllky Rosalind <y Helen 1181 There was a change,

but spare to guess, Nor let that moment's hope be told. 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 23 Would I shirk assurance on each

Eoint whereat I can but guess—Does the soul survive the

ody?[etc].

8. trans. ' To conjecture rightly ' (J.) ; to hit

upon the answer to (a question), the solution of

(a riddle, +a parable) ; to discover by conjecture,

divine, j Also with out.

1548 Udai.l, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xv. 15-20 Out of
one [parable] to haue diuined and gessed (1552 geassed]

another. 1563-83 Foxe A. <y M. II. 1786/2 Wolfe .. partly

gessing whicli Ambassadour he ment. 1636 E. Dacres tr.

Machiavets Disc. Livy II. 535 Because it is hard to attaine

to that knowledge, he deserves the greater commendations,
who takes such a course, that he ghesses it out. a 1718
Pknn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. I. 205 Thomas Lurting may
guess the man. CI718 Prior Beauty, A Riddle 37 Your
riddle is not hard to read : I guess it. 1783 Gouv. Morris
in Sparks Life ty Writ. C1832) I. 250. 1 do not pretend to

guess precisely their sentiments. 1847 Bushnell Chr. Nurt.
11. vi. 11861J 347 But which is worse .

. it is not difficult, I

think, to guess. 1884 Child Ballads I. 418 '1 Choose com-
rades that <an guess riddles.

absol. 1603 Shaks. Mens, for M. iv. iv. 8 Why meet him
at the gates and re[de]Iiuer our authorities there? Esc. I

ghesse not. 1840 Dickkns Bam. Rudge vi, Sure enough it's

Barnaby—how did you guess?

Hence Guessed (-at), />/>/. a.

1832 R. H. Frolde Rem. (1838) I. 253, I have observed
one thing, and one only, in favour of my guessed-at theory.

Guess, variant of Chess sb.2

1631 Markham Countr. Content. 1. xvi. (ed. 4) 99 There is

no better way to take hiin than by setting Roddes drest with
water Lime, and set shoring on the edge of the water, one
gue-^s [ed. 1614 crosse] or row ouer another.

Guess^e, obs. pi.-form of Guest.

Guessable (ge*sab*l), a, [f. Guess v. + -able.]

That can be guessed.

1865 Cari.yi.e Fredk. Gt. vi, iv. (1872) II. 166 Without
date to it :— the guessable date is about two years hence.
1881 Spectator 19 Mar. 373 The uncertain, and at most only
guessable store of forces at work in human nature. 1890
Sat. Rev. 22 Nov. 581/2 Within, if not exactly measurable,
at least guessable, distance.

Guessen, dial, form of Gesten v. Obs.

Guesser (gCSM). Also 5 gessare, 6 gesser.

[f. Guess v. + -er 1
.] One who guesses.

C1440 Pronif>. Parz\ 190/2 Gessare (A", or a soposare\
estimator. 1580 Holi.yband Treat, Er. Tong, Vn devin,

a soothsayer, a gesser. 1651 Hobbes Levinth. 1. iii 10 The
be-it guesser, he that is most versed and studied in the

matters he guesses at. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm, Colloq, 115
You shall be., the guessers of my dream. 1754 Richardson
Graudison {1781) III. xxx. 355 You are a strange guesser.

1833 T. Hook Widow fy Marquess vii. French physicians
are, if possible, worse guessers than English ones. 1881
Nation {N. Y.) XXXI L 316 For in these a guesser would
be correct exactly half the time.

Guessing (ge'sirj), vbl. sb. [f. Guess v. 4-

-ing .] The action of the vb. Guess ; an instance

of this, a conjecture, prognostication, f Without
guessing: beyond estimation, incalculably.

1340 Ayenb. 268 More hy byeb glede wyb-oute gessynge
of godes holynesse banneof his o^ene and of alle obre myd
hym. 1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) II. 59 William, bat

hadde nou}t i-seie bat Brittisshe book, wroot so .. by his

owne gessynge. c 1440 Promp. Pant. 190/2 Gessynge (A',

or wenyn), estimacio. 1535 Covkrdau; Ewk. xiii. 22
Therfore shal ye spie out no more vanyte, nor prophecie
youre owne gessinges. a 1643 W. Cartwright Birth Dk.
York 31 The Forehead, Eye, and Lip, poor humble Parts,

Too shallow for resemblance, show the Arts Of private

guessings. 1693 Bentlev Boyle Lect. vi. 182 Beyond the

possibility of good guessing, a 1715 Bi'rnet Own Time
0724) I. 18 Some, .probable guessings which they delivered

as prophecies. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 263 A sort

of guessing or divination which rests on no knowledge of

causes. 1887 Athenseum 12 Nov. 632/3 We expect some-
thing more from an historian than happy guessing.

attrib. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 548 All writ by Pro-

phane, or Sacred Pen-men may be tearmed guessing Dis-
coveries, .in comparison of the Experiment of dying. 1711

C, M. Lett, to Curat 82 And upon this he imploys his

( iucssing Faculty. 1717 Boyer Diet. Angl.-Fr. s. v.,

Physick is but a guessing Science.

Guessing (ge-sin), f>pt.a. [f. Guess v. + -ing 2
.]

That guesses ; that does things by guess-work.

Hence Guessingly adv., in a guessing manner;
by guess-work or conjecture.

1605 Shaks. Lear 111. vii. 47, 1 haue a Letter guessingly set

downe. a 1668 Davenant Philosophers Disquis. Wks.
(1673) 326 A Guide . . Who guessingly her progress doth
begin. 1703 T. N. City .y C. Purchaser 86 According to

their way of Working by Guess, .these Guessing Workmen
too often guess wrong, and commit many Faults. 1827
G. S. Faber Orig. Expiatory Sacrifice 32 If piacular
sacrifice anterior to the promulgation of the Law can be
shown to have not originated from a guessing superstition.

1850 A. Gray L-ett. (1803) 367, I dislike to take the time to

study out laboriously and guessingly .. these things which
are mostly well known to botanists.

+ Gue'SSive, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Guess sb. +

-ITU.] Of the nature of a guess ; conjectural.

1628 Feltham Resolves [11.] 1. xcvi. 302 The guessiue in-

terpretations of dim-ey'd Man.
Guess-rope: sec Guest-rope.

GueSS-warp (ge-siwgjp). Naut. AIso5gyes-,

9 ges-j guest-warp. [The first element is of

doubtful origin: seequot. 1862 (sense 1 ) and G LEST

-

rope (Guess-rope) ; the second is Warp sb.]

1.
( A rope carried to a distant object, in order to

warp a vessel towards it, or to make fast a boat'

(Smyth Sailor\r IVord-bk.). By some writers applied

to any rope used to attach a boat astern of a vessel.

1495-7 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 272 Bote roppes for the

seid Shippes Grete bote, ij. Gyes warpes, j. Boy ropes, vii

1730 Capt. W. Wriclksworth MS. Log-bk. of the ' Lyell'

15 July, At 3 made a Guess Warp, with the Stream Cable
and a 7 Inch Hawser bent to the Stream Anchor. 1840
R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xiv. 33 The boats are .. made fast

astern, or out to the swinging-booms, by ges-warps. 1862
Narks Seamanship (ed 2) 87 In laying out a guesswarp-,

the whole hawi-er is taken in the buat, and the end is

brought back to the ship, the distance being ' guessed '.

2. = Guest-rope 2. Also attrib. in guess-warp
boom (see quot. 1867).
1833 Marrvat P. Simple viii, Oblige me by under-running

the guess-warp. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Guest-
warp boom, a swinging span (lower studding boom» rigged
from the ship's side with a warp for boats to ride by. 1875
Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 260 A ' guess warp

'

is to be stretched alongside each ship's sides for boats whilst

loading, to ride by.

Guess-work. [f. Guess sb] Procedure con-

sisting in or based on guessing, as opposed to

knowledge, reasoning, or methodical investigation.

1725 N. Robinson 'Ph. Physick 238 To believe, there is no
Certainty in the Principles of Physick, and that all Practice
is mere Guess-work and Kmpiricism. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1834) II. 322 It were mere guess-work to say what
was their belief of the gods and a future state. 1818 Byron
Ep. Murray iii, The pompous rascallion, Who don't speak
Italian Nor French, must have scribbled by guesswork.
1846 Grote Greece 1. xvi. I. 585 The one process as well as
the other was interpretative guesswork. 1879 L. CamI'bei.i.

Sophocles I. Pref. 29 A piece of more or less clumsy guess-

work on the part of the scribe. 1889 ' Rolf Boldrewood'
Robbery underArms xx.We had been riding all night from
track to track, sometimes steering by guesswork.

Guest (gest"), sb. Forms: 1 siest, sist, xyst,

saest, sest, 2 -5 gist(e, 2-6 gest(e, 3-4 gust(e, 4-7
ghest(e, 5-6 geest,(6 geast'e, gehaste . 6 gueste,

6-7 ghuest, (7 Sc. guast), 6- guest. Also //. 6

gess,6-7gesse. guess, 7 guesse. [Com.Teut. : OK.
gicst{gist, gyst),gxst. Anglian (also in ^Elfric) gpt
(? or gest), -OS. (MDu.,Du.,LG.),OIIG.(MHG.,
mod,G.)gast,ON.ge.sl-r ^S\v. gast,l)a..gjtest , Goth.

gast-s :—OTeut. *gasti-z :—W Aryan *ghosti-s, repre-

sented also by L. hostis, orig. c stranger ', in classical

use 'enemy ' (whence the compound *hosti-pof-, con-

tracted hospit~y hospes guest, host) and by OS1.

gostt guest, friend. According to Brugmann, the

synonymous Gr. f-*Vo? is from w
g/i"s-, wk. grade

of the root *g/ios- represented in the Teut. word.
According to phonetic law as at present understood, the

1 initial consonant in the OK. word must have had a palatal

?ronunciation, which would normally yield ME. 5, mod.
ing. y. No forms with : ory are, however, known to exist

;

the abnormal cultural pronunciation is usually explained as

due to the influence of ON. gest-r; but the occurrence of

hybrid forms like gist, gust iii) in the S. W. dialects of the

13th c. is hard to account for on this supposition-!

1. One who is entertained at the house or table

of another.

Beoruulf 1800 Reste hine 5a rumheort . . Racst inne swaef.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2455 pan hie beharfdon . . Loth mid

;

jiestum. c ioao Rule St. Benet Ivi. (Logeman) 94 liospites,

^ystt;-;. 1154 c). E. Chrou.an. 1137 (Laud MS.) Martin abbot
..fand te munekes & te testes al ba;t heom behoued. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 165 Nis nower non trewfle. for nis be gist

siker of be husebonde ne no5er of o5er. c M50 Gen. fy A.r.

1070 Loth hem bead his do^tres two, for to friflen hise geste

\

swo. c 1*97 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 5787 He sed a wel hey word
among is gustes [v.rr. gistes, gestes] echon. c 1340 Cursor
M. 14086 (Kairf.) Suche a geste come neuer vn-to paire hous
to rest. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xi. 179 Herodes be daffe Jaf

1 hus douhter . . be hefde Ofbe blessyde baptiste by-fore alle bus
gustes. 1431 Ping. Gilds (1870' 277 The alderman schal haue
..to his drynk & for his geestys .j. Galone of ale. 1474
Caxton Chesse 115 They coueyte not to haue the goodes

i of theyr ghestes. C1475 RaufCoil^ear 104 Scliir ^e ar wel-

come name, And 3our Gaist baith. 1566 Drant Horace's

;

Sat. iv. H, If . . thou shouldst. .sauce thy meate with foystie

I

oyles, thy gesse woulde the disdaine. 159a Shaks. Rom. <S-

yul. 1. ii. 21 This night I hold an old accustom'd Feast,

I
Whereto I haue inuited many a Guest. 1648 Gage West

Ind. xiv. 90 The Indians intreated us to bee their guesse
at dinner. 1690 N orris Beatitudes (1694) 1. 164 He does not
. . take up his Residence and be a familiar Ghest, till [etc.].

1733 Mrs. H. Pratt in Stvi/t's Lett. (1768 IV. 55, I wish
I had a house in some measure worthy to entertain a
guest that should be so welcome to me. 18x4 Scott Ld.
of Isles 1. xx, For if a hope of safety rest, 'Tis on the sacred
name of guest. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 45 A stone-
vaulted kitchen, where dinner could be dressed for an army
of guests. 1883 C. J. Wills Mod. Persia 243, I agreed ..

to be the guest of my patient.

Proverb. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 17 An vnbydden
geast knoweth not where to syt.

b. trans/, and Jig. esp. A person or thing personi-

fied that comes and is entertained, or is viewed as

coming and being entertained.

c 1000 Whale 29 (Gr.) Donne semmnga on sealtne wa^g
mid ba nobe niber ?;ewiteb garsecges sa^st. a 1300 Cursor
M. 9673 Bot godd, sin he wald sua be gest, In clene sted al

most he rest. 1340 Ayenb. 249 Huanne be gate of be moube
is open, be gest of zenne geb in li^tJHche. 1393 Langi,.
P. PL C. xvi. 199 Mynstralcie can ich nat muche bote make
men murye, As a waffrer with wafires and welcome gbdes
gistes. 14.. Ecce A ncilla Domini in Tuudales I'is. •. 1843)
141 God will be borne within thi brest Then seyde tho
meydon full myldely To me he schall be a welcom geste.'

i 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 574 With iiii or v Of thrusshis

tamed, putte hem in this mewe To do disport among this

gestis newe. 1551 P'cess Eliz. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1.

II. 163 To hire of your siknes is unpleasant to me . . I under-
stande it is your olde gest that is wont oft to viset you.

1592 Sii*ks. I'eit. <$ Ad. 449 Lest iealousie, that sower vn-
welcome guest, Should by his stealing in dUturbe the feast.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] Justine 136 b, The bodies of these
inhabitants do well away with these two vnwelcom guests,

hunger and paine. 1629 Sir W. Mure Trve Crvcifixe 680
Graves backe to light their sleeping guasts doe send. 1633
R. S. tr. Drexelius' Nicetas 109 That poore yong man
became the guest of hogges. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 69
Feavers, the guests (though unwelcome) of the Veines and
Arteries. 1691 E. Taylor Behmen's Tht'OS.Philos. Incarna-
tion 332, I have so evil a ghest in me. 1713 Derham Phys.-

Theol. 1. iii. 23 Snow ; which although an irksom Guest,
yet hath its great Uses, a 1800 Cowper Ode to Peace x

Come, peace of mind, delightful guest ! 18x4 Cary Dante,
Par. xi. 13, I thus gloriously Was raised aloft, and made
the guest of heaven.

1 2. A stranger. Obs.

(950 Lt'udisf Gosp. Matt. xxv. 36 Gest ic waes and $e
somnadon meh. a 1000 Riddles xvi. 10 Gr.) Hwonne jaest

cume to durum minum him bib dea8 witod. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 109 Mon mei wurchen elmessan on ete and on wete.

.

and bet mon gistas underuo. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

1374 Na syker wonnyng-sted here haf we, ..For as gestes

we here soiourne. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1062 (mi)
Ther is right now y-come in to towne a geste A Grick espie.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xxiii. 32 Kepe biself as a pilgrime

& a geste upon be erbe. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. ix. 327
Chiron, .being received as a ghest or straunger in Hercules
house .or lodging.

b. trans/. An object considered as an omen of

the coming of a stranger, local.

1727 Royer Angl.-Fr. Diet. s.v., There's a Guest in your
Candle, ily a des nouvelles a vdlre chandelle. 1807 Hogg
Mtn. Bard note vi. Poet. Wks. 1838 II. 331 If a feather, a
straw, or any such thing, be observed hanging at a doc's

nose or beard, they call that a guest, and are sure of the

approach of a stranger.

3. A temporary inmate of an hotel, inn, or board-

ing house.
ci»90 S. F.ng. Leg. I. 361/62 Hostiler he was bare i-mad

gistes to onder-fongue. c 1449 Pecock Repr. \\\. ii. 284 An
oosteler seith to his gist. 1533 More Debell. Salem Wks.
991/2 He fareth lo lyke a geste, y" maketh hys rekening

himselfe without hys hoste. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. ii.

26 Ho. Now, my yong guest; me thinks your' allycholly;

I pray you why is it? lu. Marry (mine Host) because

I cannot be merry. 1607 Middleton Phoenix 1. iii, Sirrah,

what guess does this inn hold now? 1631 T. Powell Tom
All Trades (1876) 141 The Ostlers of Holborne bad more
than ordinary care to lay up theyr Ghuests booths. 1774
Goldsm. Re'.al. 4 If our landlord supplies us with beef and
with fish Let each guest bring himself, and he brings the

best dish. 1845 Ford Hamrbk. .Spain 1 24 * Let no man ',

said Apuleius, 'think that he is the mere guest of his land-

lord '. i86oTyndall Glac. 1. xxiii. 165,1 was the only guest

at the hotel.

4. A man, fellow, ' customer '. Obs exc. dial.

'_I394 [*ee Gleim sb. 2]. (71400-50 Alexander 460 pou
has ragid . . with vnryd gestis. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1195

He was the sternest got ffro heven to helle! X470-85

Malory Arthur vi. vii, Yonder is a shrewde gest sayd syre

Madore de la port therfore haue here ones at hym. 1869

Lonsdale Gloss., Guest, a creature or person. 'An ill

guest ' = a bad-looking fellow.

5. A parasite animal or vegetable. Also guest'-fly.
1864 Cobbold Entozoa v. 232 In the case of the adult

worm, the happiest cures are readily affected by the expul-

sion of the ' guest ', but as regards the larva: the case is very

different. 1887 frnl Soc. Arts 29 Sept. 913/1 When the

fungus dies, the invaded and malformed part also generally

dies, and the plant is further injured by contact of the

healthy tissue with the decaying tissue and all its eventual

guests and pioducts.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as guest-

quarters, b. appositive, as guest'-cavalier, -/riend

[cf. G. gast/reund], -justice. C. objective, as

t guest-caller, -inviter. Also guest- (gall-) fly (see

Inquiline 2) ; guest-gift, a gift presented to a

guest at parting; guest-hall, a hall or room for the

reception of guests ;
guest-master, in a monastery,

a monk whose duty it is to entertain guests = Hos-

teler 1 ;
guest-moth, an inquiline moth ; guest-

night, the night on which guests are entertained at

a club, college, etc. ;
guest-present « guest-gi/t

;
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guest-psalm (see quot.)
; f guest-right, ? what is

due to a guest
;
guest-rite^s, a rite or rites to be

observed in entertaining a guest (cf. guest-right)
;

guest-room = Guest-chambeu
; f guest-stable,

a stable for the horses belonging to guests. See
also Guest-chamber, Guest-house.
155a Latimer Serm. Lincolnsh. 1.(15621 60 Than we must

know how the *gest callers behaued them selues; aiid

then howe the gestes behaued themselues towardes them
that called them. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. it. i. 221 Ha*t
thou no suit against my Knight? my *guest-Caualeire ?

1879, 1884 *Guest-fiies, guest-gall-flies [see Inquiline 2].

a 1873 Lvtton Pausauias 181 Child, I bid thee welcome
my *guest-friend, Antagoras of Chios. 1874 Mahaffv Soc.

Life Greece iii. 47 The Homeric heroes readily give away
the gifts of respected guest friends. 1884 J. Payne Tales
fr. Arabic II. 130 This is my *guest-gift to thee. -C1325
Lai ie Frcinc 257 The abbesse and the nonnes alle, Fair
him gret in the *gest-halle. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II.

in. 206 They sat within the city's great guest-hall. 1863
M. Brydik Tableaufr. Geol. 35 The feast-preparer and the

*guest-inviter. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ill. 59 Pardon,
*Guest-Iustice. i860 Luck Ladysmede (1862) II. 102 He
dismissed him courteously, with directions to his *guest-
master for his due entertainment. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 18
Mar. 10/1, I paid a visit to a monastery of the Silent Monks
of La Trappe, and I was shown over the grounds by the
Guestmaster. 1894 ibid, 29 Aug. 3/2 On *guest nights at the

Savage Club in London he is a welcome guest. 1898
Q, Pet', July 99 Imported as merchandize or 'guest-pre-

sents. 1898 J. Robertson Poetry § Relig. Psalms viiL 201

Psalms which have not inappropriately been termed ' *guest

'

psalms. The chief of these are xv., xxiv. 1-6, xxvit. 1-6

and xxiii. .. From being a worshipper, the psalmist comes
to think of himself as a guest. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Race Wks. i^Bohni II. 26 This the king calls going into

"guest-quarters. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xviu. 88 lie see
thy *guest-right paide Thou here art come In my pro-
tection, c 1611 — Iliad xvm. 365 Haste Charis, and appose
Some daintie ''guest -rites to our friend. 1648 Heurick
Hesper. (1844) II. 49 No comer to thy roof his guest-rite

wants. 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 177 How of the guest-
rites paid Unto their presence ? 1638 Whiting Hist. A Ibino

$ Bell. 131 There was but one *guest-roome, Hangd with
a pentice cloath spoke age enough. 1809 R. Cumberland
John De Lancaster I. 175 The practice of introducing
noisy children and prattling nurses into the guest-room.
1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 398 He rolled into

the guest-room a tun. 1471-2 Durham Ace. Rolls (Sur-

tees) 644 Pro punctuacione. .super le *GeststabIe.

Guest (gest),z>. Also 4 gest, 5 pa. pple. gest.

[f. Guest sb.]

1. trans. To make a guest of ; to receive as a guest

;

to entertain, lodge; to put up (a horse). Alsoy^.
CX330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 160 In tentis R. rested

alle fat ilk nyght. His men wer wele gested with brede,
wyne & light. < 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5186 Some
were febill .. And had nede to be gest. Ibid. 5392 Monkes
horse to gest he had no fors In a hyrne of his Innes. 1494
Fabyan Chron. vi. clxxxvi. 186 The . . vilayne . , whiche slewe
his lorde vnder colour of byddyng or gestynge hym in his
howse. a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhcnt. A'. T. 11618)

655 They so farre regarded the outward person . . that in

guesting certaine to their houses, they preferred the wicked
rich unto the goodly poore. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

iii. Abraham 1. Vocation 1148 O Hosts, what know you,
whether . . When you suppose to feast men at your Table,
You guest God's Angels in Men's habit hid? 1839 Bailey
Festus xix. (1848) 48/1 Every thought and atom of thy
being, Shall guest His glory. 1884 J. Parker Apost. Life
III. 236 The great, big soul that guests the angel of joy.

1893 Yorksh. Post 27 Sept. 4/2 Many delegates will find
themselves guested by hospitable, good people.

2. intr. To be, or to become, a guest; to be
entertained ; to lodge, rare.
1615 Chapman Odyss, 1. 627 Tell me, best of princes, who

he was That guested here so late? 1654 Z. Coke Logick
Ep. Ded. (1 657) A vj b, Then shal . the World venerate each
of you.. As a little Deity guesting in a body of flesh. 1804
Southey Lett. (1856) I. 270, I shall be very glad to see
Rickman,. .with whom I shall guest.

Hence f Guested ///. a., frequented by guests.

Also Gue ster, one who makes a guest of another
;

an entertainer, host [rare).

1577 Vallans Tate 2 Swannes in Lelands Itin. (1759) V.
p. xi, This was done least that undecently They should
passe by the guested towne of Ware. 1702 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3809/8 The George Inn at Leeds is to be Let, with very
good Stables, .. and very well Guested. 1890 Morris in

Eng, Illustr. Mag. July 765 My guester amongst the
foemen, my fellow-farer and shipmate.

Guest, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Guess.
; Guestan, a. Obs. rare- 1

. In 6 ghestan.
[? f. Guest sb. + -an.] ? Suitable for guests.

1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facious App. 326 To take part
of suche ghestan commodities as God hath giuen ye, for the
time of yere.

Guest-cha:mber. A room used for the
lodging or entertainment of a guest.
1526 Tindale Luke xxii. n Where is the gest chamber,

where I shall eate myne ester lambe wyth my dissciples?
a 1656 Ussher Ann. an. 4037 (1658) 835 He sends Peter and
John into the City, telling them that .. they should find
a guest-chamber ready furnished by the good man of the
house. 1732 Lediard Sethos II. vm. 213, I will conduct
you to the guest-chamber, where you may repose yourself.

1879 Farrar St. Iyaul(i$&3) 169 The guest-chambers which
were attached to Jewish synagogues.

fig. 1686 Hornkck Crucif. Jesus xxii. 635 How often .

.

hath thy great Master attempted to enter into thy heart and
to make that his guest-chamber !

Guesten (ge*st*n). arch. Also 5 geston, 6
gestyn, 9 guestem. [Of uncertain origin; it

may stand for Guesting vbl. sb. or for ME.

*gestene gen. pi. of Guest sb., or it may represent

the stem of Gestenw.] attrib. in guesten cham-
ber, guesten hall, = guest-chamber, -hall.

1488 'lillo/Kyrkeby (Somerset Ho. , The Geston Cham-
byrs. 1502 Will of Moore (ibid.), Gestyn chamber. 1838
Button Diet. A rth. etc., Guest-hall, Guestern-hall, a large
apartmentannexed to a monastery., destined for the reception
. .of pilgrims, orvisitors. 1864 King Cathedrals, Worcester
233 The Guesten Hall formed part of the deanery until 1842.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1. 307 To this town or that we
took our way, Or in some abbey's guesten-chamber lay.

Guesten, later form ot Gesten v. Obs.
1817 Scott Harold iv. xiv, Whoever shall guesten these

chambers within.

Guest house. [OE. ziest-hUs = Du. gasthuis,

G. gasthaus \ see Guest sb. and House.]
+ 1. An inn. Obs.
c 1000 Apollonius (1834) iS Gan we secean ure jesthus.

a 1100 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 337/8 Hospitium, ^.nesthus.

tizoo Ormin 7040 Gode menness herrtess .. sinndenn (>att

hal^he gessthus patt Crist iss borenn inne.

2. A house or npaitment for the reception or

entertainmenUof strangers or guests. Also attrib.

c 1000 Ags, Gosp, Mark xiv. 14 Hwar is min ^yst-hus
[Coverdalk gest house, A.V. guest chamber]? £14500'/.
Cuthbert (Surteesj 2364 pe thak of his gest house rygg.
1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11. xiii. (1810) 369 That .. had
bin in the Ghest-house amongst them. 1844 I.ingard Anglo-
Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vii. 312 One day a Scot from Connaught
..was received at the guest house. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. I. 1. 309 Yet is it still the tale I then heard told Within
the guest-house of that minster-close. 1883 C. J. Wills
Mod. Persia 357 Put up in the guest-house of the shrine.

f b. A hospital, a poorhouse. Obs,
1617 Morvson Itin. 11. 11, ii. 171 At Corke we haue pro-

uided a guesthouse for them [the sicke and hurt men], 1641
Bkomf. Joviall Crew iv. i. Wks. 1873 III. 413 He keeps a
Guest-house for ail Beggars, far and neer.

fig. 1600 Hosf>. Incur. Fooles 24 In obscuritie and holes,
in this darksome Guest-house of their madnes.

Guesting, vbl. sb. Obs. exc. arch, and dial.

[f. Guest v. + -ixgL] The action of the vb.

Guest; entertainment, lodging.
a 1300 Floriz

fy Bl. 125 For his ni^tes gestinge He 3af his
oste an hundred schillinge. a 1300 Cursor M. 11443 pai
toke bair gesting in be tun. 14. . Sir Beues 3173 iMS. M.)
All he bad to his gestynge. 1529 Moke Siippl. Soulys
Wks. 304 The gesting of the best pore man and most
gracious gest that ever was gested in this woildc [Our Lord].
16.. A". Arthur $ A". Comw. xvii. in Child Ballads (1884)
I. 284 h Pray him for. .one ghesting and two meales meate.
1846 Brockktt Gloss. N. C. Words (ed. 3), Guesting^ an
hospitable welcome—a warm reception. [Edd. 1825 and
1829 have Gnestning.] 1876 Morris Sigurd 1. 37 It were
all too ill a deed In reward for the wood-wight's guesting
to betray him in his need.

tGue'Stive, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Guest sb. +

-IVE.] Pertaining to or suitable for guests.
1615 Chapman Odyss. xvi. 88 If she shall.. take fit care,

For all such guests as there seek guestive fare.

Guestless (gentles), a. [f. Guest sb. + -LESS.]

Having no guests. Sometimes as a translation of

Gr. a£evos
y
inhospitable.

1598 J. Dickenson Greene in Cone. (1S78) 138 More deafe
. . then are the wrack-rich Libique rocks, or the guestlesse
ship-swalowing Sirtes, to the cries of dying marrmers. 1806
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 266 The Black Sea has de-
servedly been named ' the guestless ', the inhospitable. 1883

J. Payn Thicker than Water II. xix. 20 The long table
stretched before the guestless chairman like a coffin.

Guestlillg ! ge-stlirj). Also 9 gestling.
[App. connected with Guest sb. There is a place
named Guestling near Hastings.] The name of

an assembly of representatives of the corporations
of the Cinque Ports, formerly held annually.
1629 in Boys Sandwich \ 1792) 749 The ancient assemblies

of brotherhood and guestling. 1683 Addr. gl Cinque-
Ports in Lond. Gaz. No. 1857/2 The humble A#a?esff of the
Mayors, Bayliffs [etc.] of the Cinque- Ports .. Assembled at
a Brotherhood and Guestling holden at New Romeney.
1771 Genii. Mag. XLI. 332 To represent that Corporation
[Sandwich] at a general meeting of the Cinque Ports, two
antient towns, and their Members, called the Brotherhood
and Guestling. 1888 Burrows Cinque Ports 177-S The
Guestling consisted of the Mayor (formerly the Bailiff), two
jurats, and two commoners from each of the seven Corporate
Members of the Ports, to which in modern times was added
Deal. When both sets of representatives were assembled
they were called a ' Brotherhood and Guestling'. 1891 J.
Simson Historic Tlianet 30 The books recording the pro-
ceedings of the Brotherhoods and Guestlings of the Cinque
Ports are still extant.

Guestling 2 (ge-stlirj). [f. Guest sb. + -ling.]

A young guest.

1855 Bailrv Mystic 141 The fay-queen . . Came forthright
to greet her crowned spouse, and royal guestling there.
1876 Motley Corr. 18 Aug. II. 393 The dejuncr dinatoire
was worthy of the imperial guestling.

t Gue'stly, a. Obs. In 7 ghestly. [f. Guest
sb. + -ly 1

.] Suitable for guests ; hospitable.

r
1636 N. Wallington in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 31 A

Towne for Gods on Earth t' have lodged in, Hadst thou not
. .made it ghestly for so great a power.

t Guestred. Obs. In 6 gestred. [f. Guest
sb. + -eei>.] The position or standing of a guest.
IS73 Twvnne AZneid x. E e iv b, Tables which in gestred

wise He first approcht.

Guest-rope, guess-rope. Also 7 gest-,
ghest-rope. [The first element is of doubtful
form and origin ; it has been referred to Guest sb.

{
4m rope to assist guests in coming on board ' ; but

this suits sense 2 only) and to Guess sb. (cf. quot.

1862 s.v. Guess-warp).]
1. A second rope, fastened to a boat in tow, to

keep it steady.

1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Hemp-seed 10 The
boighrope, boatrope, guestrope [etc.], 1626 Capt. Smith
Accid. Yng. Sea-men 14 The boy rope, guest rope, the
cat rope [etc.]. 1627 — Seaman's Gram. vi. 28 The Chest
rope is added to the Boat rope when shee is towed at
the ships sterne, to keepe her from shearing. 1644 SlR
H. Manwayring Sea-man's Diet. s.v. Bluff, The Roape
by which it [a long boate] is towed at the .Ships sterne, is

called the Boate roape, to which, to keepe the boate from
sheering, we adde an other, which we call a Gest-roape. 1711
W. Sutherland Shipbuilder's Assist. 113 The Guess-rope,
which is also made fast to the Boat to keep her directly
in the Wake of the Ship. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780), Hale a bord, the boat-rope, or guess-rope of a boat's
moorings. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Gucs.'-rppc, the rope
by which a boat is kept steady while in tow.

2. A stout rope slung outside a \^sel fore and
aft, formerly also fastened to the end of a boom,
to give a hold for boats coming alongside.

1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 172 Guest-rope is fastened
to an eye-bolt in the ship's side, and to the outer end of a
boom projecting from ihe ship's side, by guys, to keep
the boats clear off the sides. 1848 G. Bidplecombe Art
digging 27.

Guestship rgestjip\ [f. Guest sb. + -ship.]

The condition or position ot being a guest.
1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi vi. (1869) 169 It was in even-

way fit, then, that he [Euphetes] should continue to be
united by the ties of guestship with the lord of Elis. 1886
Homtlet, Rct. (U. S.) May 440 In guestship with the poor.
1893 Harper's Mag. LXXXVII. 104/1 Glorious days of
honoured guestship.

[Guest-taker, in some Diets, erroneous form of

Gist-taker]

Gue'stwise, sb. and adv. [f. Guest sb. + -wise.]

t A. sb. In, on. a gucstwisc: as a ^uest. Obs.
1548 UdaI-L, etc. Erastn. Par. Acts vii. 1-5 Ouer broughte

he him in gestwyse and as a straunger. 1561-6 Child
Marriages 43 Was never at Hatton but for a night or two
in a year on gestwise. 1563 Goloing Crsar 11565) 241
Familiaritye that had bene privatly betwene them, by reason
of resortinge a guestwyse one to another. 1641 Brome
Joviall Crc?t> iv. i. Wks. 1873 HI- 413 As a Friend or
stranger, in Guest-wise, you are welcome to it.

33. adv. After the manner of a guest or stranger.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 171 My heart to her, but as

guest-wise soiourn'd, And now to Helen it is home return 'd,

There to remaine. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 359
Being entertained guest-wise by Sir Walter Clifford. 1642
T. Lechford Plain Dealing (18671 119 He is a Sachem.
whose wife hath her cleane spoons in a chest, for some chief
English men, when they come guest wise to the wigwam.
a 1714 M. Henry Whs. (ed. Ftillarton) II. 722 If he will

please to come guestwise. .he shall be welcome.

t Ii Guetre. Obs. [b'.guctre: see Gaiter.*7
/.

1

]

— GtVITER sbA 1.

1760-72 tr. Juan cS- Ullod's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 195 We had
provided ourselves whhguetres. and muschito cloths. 1794
T. Coxe View U. S. 121 Eight millions of pairs of boots,

shoes, half boots, guetres, slippers, clogs, and goloshes, are
annually consumed in or exported from the United States.

II Gueux (g(> >, sb.pl. Hist. Also 7-8 geuses, S

gheus. [Y .gueux, pi. ofgueux ragamuffin beggar.]

A name first given in contempt to the Protestant

nobles who opposed Margaret of Parma, Regent
of the Netherlands, and afterwards adopted by
various bodies of Dutch and Flemish partisans in

the wars with the Spaniards in the 1 6th c.

1624 Bedell Lett. x. 133 Vet these people were neither
(reuses nor Caluinists. 1665 Surv. Aff. Netherl., Those
of Flanders about Liberty of Religion, cariied on in

a most Tumultuous and Riotcus manner, by a Rabble of
Genx or Beggars, as my Lord Barlement called them. 1706
in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1735 Bailey, Gheus. 1756 Nugent
Gr. Tour I. 155 Soon after the water-gueux, or malcontents
under the earl of March, took possession of the Briel.

Guevarism (g^'variz'm). [f. Guevara r -ism.]

The fashion of literary style resulting from imita-

tion of the Spanish writer Ant. de Guevara (1490-

1544). So Gue varist. a writer whose style is

characterized by Guevarism.
According to many modern critics, Euphuism is essentially

a development of Guevarism.
1883 S. L. Lee in Atheu&uw 14 July 50/1 Most probably

this ' envoy ' in praise of Guevarism was written by Sir

Francis Bryan. Ibid. i8*'Aug. 2053 Mr. Lee. as it seems
to me, has misrepresented i>r. Landmann's views .. in his

attempt to show that he has been the first critic to appreciate

the true role of the earlier English Guevarists in the develop-

ment of the Euphuistic styled Ibid\t My business was
rather with Lyly than with the history of" Guevarism in

England. V *.

tGuff 1
. Obs. [Cf. Fr. dial, gofe, goffe, thick,

swollen, clumsy.] A chub. (See Chub i.)

1655 Moufet & Bennet HcaltlCs Improv. (1746) 274 Guffs
. .are a kind of jolt-headed Gudgeons.

Guff ^ (g»f). [Echoic. Cf. Norw. dial, gttfs

puff of wind, guffa to blow softly.]

1. A puff, whiff.

1815-80 Jamieson, Guff, a savour; generally used m rela-

tion to the sense of smelling, and to what is unpleasant.
1864 R. Paul Let, in Mem. xviii. (1872)296 A guff of High-
land air from this very enjoyable place.

2. slang. ?C/.S. Kmpty talk, nonsense, 'stuff',

'blather'.

^
1888 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 219/1, I tell you all this talk-

is guff, and it just comes down to the money. 1889 Sports
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GUFFAW.
tnan 19 Jan. (Farmer), He can have the newspapers to him-
self, and with that windbag Mitchell fill them with guff and
nonsense. 1897 Sat. Rev. 12 June 657/1 Histrionic guff
and bugaboo, instead of fine acting.

Guff, variant oi Goff ^.

Guffaw (g9$0, sb. Orig. .5V. Also 8 Sc.

gaffa/w, 9 guffaugh, 6V. guftaa, guffa'. [Echoic

;

cf. the related vb. and Gawf sb. Sc] A burst of
coarse laughter ; a loud or boisterous laugh.
1730 Ramsay Wealth 121 Syne circling wheels the flatter-

ing gaffaw, As well they may, he gars their beards wag a'.

1718 - Fables, Caterpillar % Ant 28 The airy Ant syne
turn'd awa, And left him with a proud gaffa. 1816 Scott
Antiq. xxxv, That silly fliskmahoy .. has . . done naething
but laugh and greet, the skirl at the tail o' guffa', for twa
days successfully. i8ai Blackw. Mag. VIII. 619 The fidg-

ing Prentices, their elbows claw. And speak their triumph
in a loud guffa.!. Ibid. X. 572/2 Horse laughter, and loud
gaffaws. 1840 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Spectre of Tapp.,
At the last he burst out into an absolute 'guffaw'. 1865
Livingstone Zambesi xxiv. 503 It is no senseless loud
guffaw. 1887 Browning Parleyings 1. With Bernard de
Mandeville iv. 10 This friend—(Whose groan I hear, with
uffaugh at the end Disposing of mock-melancholyi. 1891
I. W. Gosse Gossip in Library xx. 260 There was a general
guffaw of laughter.

Jig. 18 . D. Jerrold in Smiles Self-Help xi. (1859) 268,
The world will get tired .. of this eternal guffaw about all

things.

Guffaw [g»f§), v. Orig. Sc. Also St. 8-9
gaffaw, 9 gaffaa. [Echoic ; cf. the related sb.

and Gawf v. Sc] ittfr. To laugh loudly or
boisterously ; to laugh coarsely or harshly.
1721 Ramsay Petit, to Whin-BushClub 12 To bend \\\ ye

and spend wi' ye An evening, and gaffaw. 1819 W. Tbnnant
Papistry Stor/ud (1827* 19 They Gaffaw and smirkle in their
play. i8m Carlyle Early Lett. (1886) I. 362, I have been
dining and gaffaaing with one Nichol, a Mathematical
Teacher here. 1832-53 Veddek in Whistle-binkie (Scot.
Song-) Ser. in. 83 M'Rory guffaw'd like a laughing *hyenar\
i860 Sala Lady Chester/. 31 How men grin and guffaw
behind her back. 1879 Browning Xed Bratts 254 ' It comes
of heat and beer ! '—nark how he guffaws plain !

b. trans. To say with a guffaw ; to express by
means of a guffaw.
1865 J. Hatton- Bitter Sweets viii, Mat shrugged his

shoulders and guffawed his satisfaction. 1893 Gunter Miss
Dividends 1 ;o ' Reckon he's down on your card a few times
more ', he guffaws.

Hence Guffawing vbl. sb. and///, a., Guffaw

-

ingly adv.
18m Blackw. Mag. XII. 790 Sydney Smith has turned the

laugh against the Bishop most triumphantly and guffaw-
ingly. 1826 J. Wilson Koct. Aml-r. Wks. 1855 I. 47
Glorious guffawing all night and immeasurable murder all

day. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 425 You guffawing
jackanapes.

Guffer (gv'fai). A Scotch name for the Vivi-
parous Blenny {Zoarces viviparus ,. Also gaffer-eel.
1684 SlBBALD Scot, lllusir. 11. hi. 25 Muse/a Vivipara,

nosfrntibus, the Guffer, quibusdam Eelpout. 1710 — Hist.
Fife (1^03') 121 Mustela vivipara Shonfeldi ; our fishers call
it the Guffer. 1810 P. Neili. Fishes Firth of Forth, etc. 8
(Jam.l Viviparous Blenny. .. Here this species sometimes
gets the name of Kelpout and Guffer. 1836 Yarrei.l Brit.
Fishes I. 243. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. fatal. 357 Long
Line for catching. .Guffer-eel {Zoar^es viviparus).

GufEin (gzrfin). dial, and slang. A stupid,
clumsv person,
1862 Dial. Leeds Glos^., Guffin, one who, from timidity,

commits gro^s blunders, and is awkward in movement, with
a spice of duhiess to boot. 1866 Sleigh Derbysh. Gloss, in
Reliquary VI. 160 Guflin, a fool. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt.
Royal III. i. 16 The little guffin didn't notice which.

Guffy (gwh). A sailor's name for a soldier.
1882 Clark Russell My Shipm. Louise I. vii. 147 There

aint an oncleanlier man than the guffy. 1883 — Sailors'"
Lang., Guffy, a soldier.

Guga(u, gugaw(e, gugay, obs.fT. Gewgaw.
1659 Lady Alimony \\. ii. B4 What may that gaudy

giigay Lady be?
Guge, Gugement, obs. ff. Judge, Judgement.
Gugelle : see Gazelle.
Gugen, gugeoune, obs. forms of Gudgeon.
tGugg, v. Obs. rare. Also gugge. [? Ono-

matopoeic : cf. Gag v'* 2.] trans. To wound, gall.

1633 D. R[ogers] Treat. Sacram. n. 127, I cast arrowes
and darts into the flesh of the Lord Jesus, in sport ! But
now they gugg me ! 164a — Naaman 223 We doe but
gugge and tire most men with our preaching of selfe-

deniall and faith. Ibid. 257 This error of thine will gugge
the to the quicke.

Guggion, obs. form of Gudgeon sb£
Guggle (g^'g'l), sb. [f. Guggle v.1]
1. a. slang and dial. The windpipe, f *>• The

epiglottis. Obs.

1680 Tom * Will T,b in Roxb. Ballads (1881) IV. 200 Men
were to come . . Out of Utope, to cut and slice Protestant
Guggles all in a Trice. 1688 K. Holme Armoury u. 382/1
The Epiglottis, or after tongue; it is ..called the Flap or
Guggle. 1896 Wanvichsh. Gloss., Guggle, the windpipe,
trachea.

2- A guggling sonnd (see Guggle vX).
i8zi Clare Vill. Minstr II. 32 The guggles and groans

The water made passing the pebbles. 1857 Livingstone
Trav. (1861) 120 We heard human like voices .. with splash
and guggle, as if rare fun were going on. i860 Russell
Diary India I. xiii. 211 The slow guggle of the natives'
hubble-bubbles, .breaks the lazy repose.

Guggle (g»'gU), i*. 1 Also rarely goggle.
[Echoic; cf. Gurgle v.]

Wks. 1716 II. 502 The flock are not guideable by such
a Novice. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (

This Sort may be tamed, and made guidable. 1815 J ani*;

ovice. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757 > II. 13;

; Sort may be tamed, and made guidable. tflgjABI
Austen Emma ill. ix, An easy, guidable man, to be
persuaded into anything. 1836 L. Hunt in New Monthly
Mag. XLVIII. 60 Balloons shall be equally safe and guid-
able.

_
187a Bagehot Physics <y Pol. (1876* 210 The com-

fmratively gentle and guidable thing which we now call

luman nature.

Guidage (garded^). Also 5 gwydage. [a.

OK. guidage. In sense 2, f. G0XTJ8 v. + -aoe.]

+ 1. Old Law. A fee or tax paid for guidance
(see quotsA Obs.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 29 To paye toll . . panage or gwydage,
for swyche godys as are no^t led to feyres & markettes,
be-cause of marchaundise. 1607 Cowell interpr.. Guydagc
is that which is given for safe conduct through a strange
territorie. 1800 W. Chapman WitJtam A> Wetland 32 The
proprietor of the Inn ..claimed an exclusive privilege of
guidage over the Wash.
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1. intr. To make a sound like that made by liquid
pouring from a small-necked bottle. (Said chiefly

' of persons, with reference to speech or laughter.)
1611 Cotgr., Gtouglouter, to guggle, to sound like a narrow

1 mouthed pot, or strait neckt bottle, when it is emptied. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. lxvi. 305 Something rose in
my throat, .which made me for a moment, guggle, as it were,
for speech. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxviii, Dobbin ..

1

fell back in the crowd, crowing and sputtering until he
reached a safe distance, when he exploded . . with shrieks of
yelling laughter . .

' Hwhat's that gawky guggling about :
'

said Mrs. O'Dowd. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 27 Gug-
gling, chuckling, crowing, panting, .she danced on the flags
of the kitchen.

2. To flowfort/i with a guggling sound. AlsoJig.
ilS$Gentl Mag. XXV. 326 Nor much lov'd Languedoc,

that guggles forth From mouth of long-neck'd bottle. 1885
A. Mi-two Siren Casket 241 'Browst ' as keen as e'er Had
guggled from a cask. 1885 Manch. Exam. 22 July 5/2 The
moment a deputation addresses him on any topic out flies

the cork and his sympathies goggle forth. '
,

3. trans. To bring up or pour forth with a
guggling sound. //'/. zudfg.
1731 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 172 We poured

a little Milk into his Throat, which at first he could not
swallow, but guggled it up again. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV.
163 On he labours .. whooping and gasping .. guggling
forth an excellent speech all the time.

Guggle (gf'g'l), v.* Obs. vac. dial. ["^Sug-
gested by Gull and Juggle.] trans. To deceive,

cheat.

1617 S. Collins Def. Bp. Elie 1. 107 Anicetus, a pretie
name too, to guggle Barouius, yet resisted by Polycarpus.
1847 Halliwell, Guggle,. .(21 To gull, or cheat. North.
Gugglet: see Goglet 1

.

Guggling (g*>*g'lirO, vbl. sb. [f. Guggle v. 1 +
-IN0C) The action of the vb. Guggle 1

.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. ir. ix. § 4. 244. 1765 Treat.
Dom. Pigeons 133 Not unlike the guggling of a bottle of
water, when poured out. 1827 Hon. Smith Tor Hill'(1838.)
I. 6 The calm guggling and poppling of the waves as they
were parted by the piles. 1854 Thackeray Newcomcs I.

120 Guggling of wine into the decanter.

Guggling,///, a. [f. Guggle z>.l + -i>g 2
.]

That guggles, in the senses of the verb.
1764 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 99/2 The water . . making a

guggling noise. 1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 728 From his gob
the guggling claret gush'd. 1831 Lakdner Pneumat. iv.

277 The peculiar guggling noise which is produced in de-
canting wine. 1837 Garlvle Fr. Rev. II. iv. iv, Till all

France is ruffled,—roughened up (metaphorically speaking)
into one enormous . . red guggling Turkey Cock !

Gugion, obs. form ot Gudgeon sd.%

Guglet: see Goglet K
II Guglio (gii'lyo). PI. guglio(e)s. Also 7

guglia, gulio. [It. guglia, aphetic var. aguglia
needle.] An obelisk, 'needle'.

1644 EVELYN Diary 7 Nov., A vast broaken gulio, or I

obelisq. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy II. 27 In the midst of
i

this Piazza stand> the famous Guglia ; which was brought
out of /Egypt in the time of the old Romans. 172a J.
Kichakdson Statues, etc. Italy 108 Upon this Rock . . on a
Pedestal of near 17 Foot is put the Guglio, which is almost
60 Foot high, on which is- a Cross. 1740 Lady Po.mikii
Lett. I. xlviii. 205 Public ornaments—such as pillars, gug-
lios, horsemen in brass. Ibid. II. 96 Two guglioes.

HGuhr (g«r). Min. See also Gun. [Ger.
i

dial. ; lit. ' ierment ', related to giihren to ferment

:

see Yeast.] A loose earthy deposit from water
found in the cavities of rocks.
[1686, 1753: see Gur.] 1770 Engestrom tr. Cronstedt's

Mineral, xiv. 23 Gypseous Earth properly so called, Guhr.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 185 Guhr, lac-luna;, and fossil meal.
185J Th. Ross tr. Humboldt s Trav. I. ii. 78 note, The 1

siliceous gurh [sic] of the volcanoes of the Isle of France,

Guiac, -an, -ol, -um: see Guaiao, etc.

Guib (gwib). Also 8 guiba. The harnessed

antelope of West Africa, Tragelaphus siriptits.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. iii. 81 The third that may
be mentioned, he [Buffon] calls the Guiba. It resem-

J

bles the gazelles in every particular, except in the colour
j

of the belly, which . . is of a deep brown. 1834 Penny Cycl.

II. 78/2 The Guib lAntilope scripta, Pallas) has the same
general characters of the boshbok. tin recent Diets.)

Guibeline, variant of Ghibelline.
Guid, Sc. form of Good.
Guidable (gai'dabM), a. [f. Guide v . + -able.]

Capable of being guided.
1676 Svrat Serm. bef. King (1677) 11 All the true fol-

lowers of Christ should endeavour to obtain a submissive
and guidable spirit. 1689 Hickeringii.l Ceremony-Monger

GUIDE.

2. The action of guiding, guidance. rare~\
1805 Southev Madoc 11. x, Bedew Mexitli's altar with

your blood, And go beneath his guidage.
Guidame, Sc. var. Good-dame, grandmother.
1596 Dalrymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 456 The Quene

had maid residence with her Guidame Duiches of Guise.

Guidance (gsi'dans). [f. Guide v. + -ance.]
1. The action of guiding

;
guiding or directing

agency ; leadership, direction.

a. with reference to a journey or movement.
1590 Spenskr F. Q. hi. iv. 6 So forth" she rode. .Following

the guydance of her blinded guest. 1788 Gibbon Decl. % F.
1. 18461 V. 17 They steered by the guidance of the stars.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 219 Mounting the heckles, and
carrying them along the chainway by the guidance of
parallel bars, i860 Tyndall G/ar. 1. xi. 74 We trusted to
our own muscles to make good any mistake in the way of
guidance. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. vi. 199 At Lycia he arrived
Under the favoring guidance of the gods.

fig- I7a5 Ropk Odyss. vm. 423 Wisdom's sacred guidance
he pursues. 1871 Morley / 'oltaire (1886) n It was time
to trust firmly to the free understanding of men for guid-
ance in the voyage after truth.

b. wich reference to conduct or procedure.
1538 Bale Thre Lawes 50 For gydaunce of mankynde.

167a T. Duning in Essex Papers (Camden) I. 39 Yr Excel-
lenc . .whose infiuenc we must have to sho, and imploring
the guidanc and blessing of God on y

rs. 1775 Burke Corr.
(1844) II. 72 God and nature never made them to think or
to act without guidance and direction. 1804 W. Tennant
Did. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 331 Whose elevated rank .. gave
him in a great measure the guidance of fashion. 1849
Macali.ay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 3 Instructions, .for the guid-
ance of his son. 1858 Frocde Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 496 An
Knglish sovereign could know no guidance but the existing
law. 1865 Blshnell Vicar. Sacr. iv. 11866 55 Angels.,
ministering unseen, where they may, in warnings and secret
guidances. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 4. 375 The
Huguenots .. had become a formidable party under the
guidance of the Admiral Coligny.

2. quasi -concr. Something which guides or

leads.

1712 J. James tr. Lc Blonds Gardening 40 Walks, .are as.
so many Guidances and Means to conduct us throughout a
Garden. 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 304 The Writer of a
Book, .wanders like a wild Ishmaelite, in a world of which
he is as the spiritual light, either the guidance or the mis-
guidance ! 1899 Expositor Nov. 405 We have .. a great
picture of His attitude towards the other religions of the
world and therein a guidance for ourselves.

+ Gui'dant. Obs. rare. Also 5 gydant. [f.

Guide v. + -axt.]

a. One who guides, b. Guidance, guiding.

1495 Act 1 1 Hen. Ill, c. 64 Preamble, The same per^ones
. .were adherentis assistencis. .gydantis. 1691 Wood^M.
Oxon. II. 557 To persue a success in villany and rebellion

was to follow the guidant of providential dispensations.

Guide (g^id),J^. Forms: 4-6 gyde, guyde,
,;-6 gide, (5 gydde v

, 6 gyd, Sc. gyid. gwyd(e,
'gwide), 7 guid, 6- guide, [a. F. guide, orig.

fern., now masc. (exc. in the pi. guides reins), an

altered form (first recorded in 14th c.) of the earlier

OF. guie (see Guy j/;.') = I'r., It. guida. Sp., Pg.

giiia:—Com. Rom. *guida,vb\. noun f.gttidare: see

Guy v. 1 The d oi the Fr. word is due to the influ-

ence of Pr. or It. forms.]

X One who guides.

1. One who leads or shows the way, esp. to a
traveller in a strange country; spec, one who is

hired to conduct a traveller or tourist (e.g. over

a mountain, through a forest, or over a city or

building) and to point out objects of iutere-t.-

136a Langl. P. PI. A. vii. i This weore a wikked wei
bute hose h-:dde a gyde, That mihte folwen us vch a fote

forte that we come there. 1377 Ibid. V>. xv, 428 Hem ..

that the heigh weye shulde teche, And be gyde, and go
bifore as a good baneoure. c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 84
The lydder gyddes that hym shold lode, slowe hy[mj. 1463
Mann. i$- Housch. Exp. (Roxb.) 227 Item, ffor a gyde
ovyr the Wayssche the sayd day, ij.d. 1535 Coverdale
Act* i- 16 Iudas which was a gyde of them that toke Iesus.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nichotay's i'oy. iv. x. 122 He
which is the guide goeth before mounted on a cammel.
1644 Milton Edue. Wks. 1738 I. 140 To ride out in com-
panies with prudent and staid guides to all the quarters of

the Land. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. iii, As the floods were
not yet subsided, we were obliged to hire a guide, who
trotted on before. 1791 Mrs. Radcliefe Rom. Forest. i t

La Motte wished at first to take a guide. 1806 Feltha.m
Guide Watering Places 27 A Guide shall not demand more
than is. for each time of bathing. 1838 Murray's Hand-
bk. N. Germ. 192 A driver, .who will serve as a guide, and
be able to give some information about the inns and country

through which he has to pass, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. iii.

23, I sought to obtain a guide at Kaltebrunnen.

b. transf. and_/?£".

1599 Daviks Nosce tet'psum 42 Here are they [sc. eyes]

guides, which do the Body leade ; Which else would stumble

in eternall ni^ht. 1667 Miltun P. L. xil. 647 The World was
all before them .. and Providence thir guide. 1795-1814

Wordsw. Excursion v. 741 My feet and hands at length

became Guides better than mine eyes.

+ C. A director or wielder (of a weapon). Obs.

C1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 136 Thorw me mengon..
Onto the mortal strokis of the spere Of whiche disdayn &
daunger is the gyde.

fd. One who controls the movements of an

animal or a flock ; a driver, keeper. Obs. rare.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thez'euot's Trav. 111. 22 Each Elephant

had his Guide sitting upon his Neck. 1697 Dryden Vt'rg.

Georg. iv. 780 Bulls . . Which on Lycams graze without a

Guide.



GUIDE.

2. Mil. One employed or forced to accompany

an invading army, in order to show the way, give

information about the enemy's country, position, etc.

c 1540 Order in Battavll B 7 He muste haue guydes that

knowe the countrye. 180a C. James Miiit. Diet., Guides,

are generally the country people in the neighbourhood

where the army encamps: they are to give you intelligence

concerning the country [etc.].

b. pL In certain armies, men formed into com-

panies for guiding or reconnoitring service. (,See

quots.)

x8o3 James Miiit. Diet, s.v., Corps des guides, The corps

of guides. This body was originally formed in France in

the year 1756. x8ao Ranken Hist, trance VIII. vii. 408

The captain general of his majesty's guides. 1876 Voyi.f. &
Stevenson Miiit. Diet. (ed. 3) 173 In the Indian army the

name of 'Guides' is given to a regiment of cavalry and
infantry attached to the Punjab frontier force. It was

raised by the late Sir Henry Lawrence, chiefly with the

view to the men acting as scouts. 1892 R. Kipling East

<y Wt*t 9 in Barrack-r. Ballads (ed. 2} 76 Then up and
spoke the Colonel's son that led a troop of the Guides.

C. One of the two officers of a company, called

respectively the right and left guide, who super-

intend the movements of the company, and mark

the pivots, formations, etc. in military evolutions.

Also a vessel by the movements ofwhich the others

are guided in the manoeuvres of a fleet.

1870 Field Exerc. Infantry u. vi. 59 The commander of

the company will be termed 'the captain', the senior sub-

altern, ' the right guide", and the junior subaltern 'the left

guide'. Ibid. 68 On the word Advance, the guide will

select points to march on. 1899 Daily News 21 July to/3

The meaning of the term 'Guide of the Fleet' will now
be apparent. The Europa is the only vessel which has

nothing to do except go straight ahead on the course set by
the Admiral, all the others depending upon her.

3. One who directs a person in his ways or

conduct; an adviser; f a ruler, leader, governor.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 94 Be ye my gyde and
lady souereyne. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4053 Agamynon the

gret, was gide of horn all, Leder of bo lordis. e 1450 Merlin

524 Now God be his gide for his grete pite. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 Seynge the holy lyfe and examples

of vertue in theyr gydes or leaders. 1594 Hookf.r Eccl.

Pol. 1. iii. § 4 Who the guide of nature, but only the God of

nature? 1597 Ibid. v. lx.wiii. § 1 They subject to the prin-

cipal guides and leaders of their own order, and they all in

obedience under the high priest. 1696 Phillips, Guide, .

.

a director of Youth. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1733)!. iii.

169 He could be enobled to become our Adviser and Guide.

1769 Robertson C/ias. V, vi, Wks. 1813 VI. no They were

the spiritual guides of almost every person eminent for rank

or power. 1806 Feltham Guide Watering Places 24 Per-

sons of delicate constitutions are frequently recommended
by their medical guides to use the bath in the evening.

1859 Tennyson Vivien 879 The course of life that seem'd

so flowery to me With you for guide and master.

b. trans/, of things.

14.. That Pes /nay Stond in Tundale's Vis. (1843) T 55
Wolde we be trwe . . And lett no falsdom be owre gyde. 1641

Milton Animadv. iv. Wks. (1847) 65/1 Open your eyes to

the light of grace, a better guide than Nature. 1683 Pettus
Fleta Min. 1. (16S61 Ded., I . . make my publick Acknow-
ledgements that it may be a Guid to other mens Content-

ments. 1736 Butler Anal. Introd., Wks. 1874 I. 3 To us,

probability is the very guide of life. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.

Waters III. 271 Let experiments then and facts be our

guides. 1842 Tennvson Locksley Hall 95 They were
dangerous guides, the feelings. 1880 Glennv Year's Work
in Garden viii. 208 Our selection may be looked upon as a
trustworthy guide. 1884 A. R. Pennington Wicli/ix. 286

Scripture is our guide even in matters of ecclesiastical usage.

4. In the titles of books : a. A book of instruc-

tion or information for beginners or novices (in an

art, etc.).

1617 Minsheu Ductor (title-p.), The Gvide Into Tongves.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. aiv

;
Mr. Thomas

Coopers Art of Giving, or a Guide to Charity, in Octavo.

1667 R. H. {title) The Guide in Controversies. 1780 Nevv-

gate Cal. V. 146 note, One little pamphlet, called 'The
Lover's New Guide '. 1879 Mrs. A. E. Iames Ind. Honseh.

Managem. 54. I should advise a ' David's Household and
Commercial Guide

\

b. A book of information on places or objects

of interest in a locality, city, building, etc.; a guide-

book.
1759 title) The New Oxford Guide; or, Companion

through the University. 1766 [Anstey] {title) The New
Bath Guide. 1781 {title) The Cheltenham Guide: or, use-

ful companion, in a journey.. to the Cheltenham Spa. 1824

Bvron yuan xvi. 1, Once she was seen reading the ' Bath
Guide'. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 183 On entering

a great city, a stranger usually [visits] the booksellers' shops,

in search of some descriptive guide which may assist him in

exploring.

Jig. 1883 Miss Braddon Ml. Royal I. vi. 147 He was
a walking guide, a living hand-book to fashionable London.

II. Something that guides.

5. gen.
1700 S. L. tr. Fryhe's Voy. E. Ind. 19 The directions they

gave from the Shore, was a great guide to those poor people
who were still in the Sea. 1721 Perry Daggenk. Breach 51

Any sort of Timber work . . cannot bed close, and must be
a guide to Leakage. 1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. II. 322
Concealing the true Reason that they [Charts] might be no
Guides to others.

6. Mechanics. Something which serves to steady or

direct the motion of a thing, and upon, through, or

against which it moves, slides, or is conducted in the

required direction ; esp. a bar, rod, etc. which guides

or * bears ' machinery having reciprocating motion
;

often in pi. ; spec, in the Steam engine, the rods
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on which the cross-head of the piston slides ; also

called cross-head guides (see Cross-head sb. 1);

in Mining, the bars or rails which guide the cage

up and down the shaft. Also (see quot. 1844).
1763-6 W. Lewis Comm. Phil. Techn. 57 [Wire-drawing.]

Directed by means of a small conical hole in a piece of iron,

called a guide. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 427
Each spinner splices his thread, and throws it on the nearest

guide, to keep it out of the way, and to conduct it to the

winding-machine. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 500 If flax .. be
passed into the machine .. through a guide . . and be con-

ducted [etc.]. 1844 W. Barnes Poems Dorset Dial. Gloss..

Guides of a waggon, felly-pieces or arcs of circles fastened

on the fore axle as a bearing for the bed of the waggon
when it locks. 1846 Holtzapfeel Turning II. 597 'there

is a guide to prevent the lateral displacement of the edges.

1869 R. B. Smyth Gold/. Victoria 612 The distance between
each couple of guides is just sufficient to admit of a cage
working up and down between them. 1879 Thomson* ft

Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 424 The nut, if prevented by fixed

guides from rotating, will move in the direction of the

common axis. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Guides, the

holes in a cross-beam through which the stems of the stamps
in a stamp-mill rise and fall. 1894 Outing (U. S.i XXIV.
227/1 A useful rod for fly-fishing .. may be equipped with

either rinys and keepers or standing guides. 1896 R.
Kipling Seven Seas 43 The rod's return whings glimmerin'

through the guides.

b. Something which guides a tool or the work
operated upon; spec, in Oval-turning- (see quots.

1680, 1877}; in Iron-rolling (see quot. 1881); in

Surgery, a director ; in Boring (see quot. 1883).
1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xiv. 236 For then as the

Treddle-Wheel carries the Axis about, the Guide being

firmly fastned upon the Axis, comes also about ; and having
the Groove of the Guide-pulley set against the outer edge
of the Guide, as the. .small Diameter of the Guide comes
to the Guide-pulley, the small Diameter of the Work is

formed ; and as the great Diameter of the Guide conies to

the Guide-pulley, the great Diameter of the Work is

formed. i8ia-i6 J. Smith Panorama Sci. iy- Art I. 72 At
the end of the mandrel .. there is a screw .. the thread of

which is like that intended to be made. Upon this screw,

called the guide, is fitted a piece of wood. 1839 Ui<i: Diet.

Arts S60 A ledge or guide.. to conduct the metal and to

regulate the breadth of the piece to be cut off. 1874
Thearle Naval Archil. 354 A guide being placed upon
the drill. 1877 Knk;ht Diet. Mech. 1984/1 If an oval or

elliptical pattern be required, it may be obtained by means
of an eccentric guide or ring of brass fastened to the puppet
of the lathe. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., In a rolling-

mill a guide is a wedge-shaped piece held in the groove of

a roll to prevent the sticking of the bar by peeling it

out of the groove. 1883 Grf.sley Gloss. Coal-mining, a
boring-rod having an enlargement or wings fitted to it to

suit the size of the borehole for steadying the rods when
a considerable depth has been attained. 1892 Powell
Southward's Praxt. Print. 426 Setting the Guides. . Having
ascertained these places, and marked them with a pencil,

affix guides (which serve the place of the pins in the tympan
of the hand press). These are also called 'gauges' and
'lay marks'. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxiii. 372

These tubes he introduces by means of a special guide.

7. Something which marks a position or serves to

guide the eye.

1875 Southward Diet. Typogr., Guide, a piece of heavy
rule or lead, balanced by a light cord and a quotation, laid

upon the copy to assist the compositor in keeping the

connexion. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Guide, a pile driven

to mark a site.

8. Mus. =Dux 2.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Gnida, m the Italian music,

the guide, or leading voice or instrument, in fugues. 1846
Buchanan Technol. Diet., Guide in music, the leading part

in a canon or fugue.

9. Mining. A cross-course or -vein.

1874 J. H. Collins Metal Mining 27 In St. Just, the

cross veins are known as trawns, or guides.

10. dial. A sinew or tendon. (Cf. Guiper 5.)
1881 in Leicestersh. Gloss. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v.,

' The guide's off'—that is, the tendon is dislocated.

III. 11. The action of the vb. Guide, in various

senses; direction; conduct; guidance. Nownz/e.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxi. 37 Of gyd and gouirnance

we ar all solitair. 1570 Satir. Poems Re/oi-m. x. 288 My
Lords the Duke and Hereis baith Wer put in waird .

.

Quhair thay are zit . . And will be quhill sum men get ye
gyde. 1602-3 Sir E. Stanhope Will in Willis & Clark
Cambridge ki%%6) II. 672, 1 comende. .this Famous Colledge
.. to the guide and governement of the most holie and
Blessed Trinitie. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 252 Pray enter-

taine them, giue them guide to vs. 1615 Chapman Odyss.
xvu. 273 A man renown'd For guard of goals, which now
he had in guide. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Disc. vii.

§ 3 Whether we come .. by the guide of an angel or the

conduct of Moses. 1857-8 Sears A than. vii. 64 Under the

guide of these principles .. the Bible pneumatology stands
before us clear. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss., Guide^ guidance.
' That mon dunna sem to have much guide on his hoss '.

IV. attrib. and Comb.
12. Simple attrib., as \ guide-text ; chiefly in the

names of technical appliances and parts of ma-
chinery (see senses 6, 7), as guide-bar, -blade,

-chain, -curve, -eye, -iron, -ledge, -line, -piece, -pile,

-pin. -plate, -rail, -ring, -rod, -roller', -stick,

-timbers, -wire.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 846 Small upright "guide-bars or

rods for one of the corves. 1860 W. Cullen Coustr. Tur.
bine 8 By means of curved *guide blades the quantity

and direction of water are regulated and guided into the

radiating passages of the wheel. 1865 I. T. F. Turner
State Quarries 8 Chains.. which, .as they guide the course

of the loads, are termed *guide-chains. 1853 Glynn Pmver
Water 43 The pressure of the water is directed by the

vanes or *guide-curves of the upper wheel into the buckets

GUIDE.

of the lower one. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1240 The yarn
..finally proceeds obliquely downwards .. after traversing
the *guide-eye. 1888 Loci-wood's Diet. Mech. Engin.,
*Guide Iron, a piece of iron rod, .. which being put to

the contour of a curved pattern pipe, becomes a guide by
which the core maker strickles up its core without requir-

ing a core- box. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 922 The oblong
brush with *guide ledges is dipped into them [long,

narrow colour-pans] across the whole of the parallel row at
once. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 375 It

is better, .in making any saw-cut of considerable length, to

mark the ^guide-line on its surface with the line and reel.

1839 Use Diet. Arts 1293 The *guide pieces connected
with the axletrees. 1791 K. Mvlne 2nd Rep. Thames .•}•

/sis 11 At the upper End of it [the Pen], four "Guide Piles

are wanting. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 428
The *guide pins are.. driven into the beam. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 922 PaPer-haugings.—Printing. Each block
carries small pin points fixed at its corners to guide the

workman in the insertion of the figure exactly in it* place.

An expert hand places these guide pins so that their marks
are covered . . by the impression of the next block. 1888

l.ockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin., Ramps, or 'Guide Platen,

. clip the rails, and are provided with flat helical extension-.

against which the wagon wheels slide up to the rail. 1889
G. I'indlay Eng. Railway 104 Cross pieces connecting the

axle-box guide plates. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 501 The heckle
bars .. are .. supported at their ends by fixed horizontal

"guide rails, on which they slide. 1882Oc.11.viE, Guide-rail^

in railways, an additional rail placed midway between the two
ordinary rails of the track, and employed in connection with

devices on the engine or carriages to keep a train from
leaving the track in curves, crossings, or steep gradients.

1883 Century Mag. July 378/1 He rove the line through
the "guide-rings [of a fishing-rodj. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
1287 These, .should slide freely on their 'guide-rods, i860

All Year Round So. 55. 103 Baskets that would rarely be
dangeruus if they were caged and supplit-d with proper
miide-rods. 1880 Eucycl. Brit. XI. 425 The 'Hercules'
[hammer], a ponderous mass of iron attached to a vertical

guide rod. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 221 It [the endless felt j

is led over a ""guide roller. 1759 PuLLEIN in Phil, Trans,
LI. 22 To change the position of the silk thread, that it

might not always fall on the same part of the reel, the

*guidestick was introduced. 1641 J. Jackson True Evaug.
T. II, 140 According to the two former *guid-texts of

2 Tim. 3. 16, & Rom. 15. 4. 1882 Rep. to Ho'. Repr. free.

Met. U.S. 591 The frame of the cage has clii s which ex-

tend upon each side of the *guide timbers. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Operat. Mechanic 399 'Guide-wires for the threads to

pass over.

13. Special comb.: guide-block, a ' block 'or

piece of metal which slides between or upon guides

or guide-bars
;
guide-board, a board erected at a

fork in a road, for the direction of travellers
;
guide-

feather = Cock-fe.vthkk {Cent. Diet.)
;
guide-law,

-mill (see quots.); guide-pulley {a) Oval-turning,

a pulley by means ofwhich motion is communicated
to the guide (sense 6 b) ; {b a pulley over which
a band or cord is passed, where its course is altered

or where it needs support; guide rope, + [a) —

Guyj^. 1 2; {b] a small rope attached to an object to

be raised or lowered by a crane or pulley, in order

to guide it ;
guide-screw, a screw-thread in a

screw-cutting lathe which regulates the thread of

the screw being cut
;
guide seam Coal-mining (see

quot.) ; guide stone, a stone set up by the way-

side to direct travellers; guide-tackle, a rope

secured to the top of a pole, etc., to steady it

;

guideway, a groove, track, or * way' along which
a thing is moved or run in the required direction.

1871 Coldurn Locomotive Engin. v. 128/2 A pair of *guide
blocks. 1881 Greener Gun 127 The breech-piece, .is fur-

nished with a guide-block on its upper surface, which
works between the two lips of the shoe. 187* Plumer
Short Serm. 38 The guide went a little way to the one
side and there he found one of the *guide-boards, which
were in the shape of a cross. 1895 Century Mag. Aug.
561/2 He came to a fork in the road where there was no
guide-board. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. v. 11628) 137
There remaines yet a tole called *Guid-law, which is paid
for cattell at Bowdumbar, a Gate of the City so called,

and was first granted for the payment of guides. 189a

Labour Commission Gloss, s. v. Mills, *Guide mills, the

mills in which is finished small merchant iron. 1680 "Guide-

pulley [see 6 b]. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 428

One of the guide pullies for the endless rope. 13.. E. E.

A Hit. P.C. 105 Gederen to be *gyde ropes he grete clob falles.

1729 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 195 A small

Rope,call'd the Guide-Rope, is fasten'd to the Weight. 181a-

16 J. Smith Panorama Sci. % Art I. 73 A concave screw in

the end of the mandrel, to which any variety of convex or

*guide screws may then be alternately attached. 1863

Smiles Indust. Biog. 240 He made a turning-lathe with a

sliding mandrill, and guide-screws, for cutting screws,

furnished also with the means for correcting guide-screws.

1867 \V. W. Smyth Coal fy
Coal-mining 79 There are here

no less than 117 seams, .of coal. .They are now recognised

and mapped over the entire district by the aid of three or

four *guide-seams of special character and persistence. 176a

J. Hall Stevenson Crazy Tales 41 Guides as blind as a
*guide-stone. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng {1725) 214 A Pair

of Shears, .having "Guide-Tackles, Blocks and Shivers. 1890

W. J. Gordon Foundry hi Thence it passes on to a
*guideway in the floor, which runs it off on to a measur-

ing-stage. 1887 Sci. Attter. 9 July 18/2 The tool carriage.

.

is adapted to slide on guideways on the main frame [of an

automatic wood-turning lathe].

Guide (gaid), v. Forms : 4-5 gide, 4-6 gyd(e,

(6 gid
,
5-6 guyde, 4, 6- guide, [a. F.guide-r

(recorded from 14th c), an altered form (influenced

by Pr. guidar or It. guidare) of the older guier,

whence Guy v. 1 Cf. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To act as guide to ; to go with or before



GUIDE. 492 GUIDER.
for the purpose of leading the way : said of persons,

of God, Providence, and of impersonal agents,
such as stars, light, etc. Also to guide the way
(cf. lead).

c 1374 Chaucer Tropins 11. 1055 What inaner wyndes
gydeth yow now here. Ibid. v. 322 And god Mercurye of
ine now woful wrecche, The soule gide. e 1386 — Clerk's T.

776 He on his wy is goon. .In riche array this mayden for
to gyde. a 1400-50 Alexander 5387 Nowe aires furth oure
conquirour & candoile him gidis. r 1440 Generydes 116
And to this place he gidyd yow the weye. 1463 Mann. $
Househ. Exp. ;Roxb.) 227 Item, govyn to Thomas Barkere
ys brothyr, for gydyng the weye, iiij '. 150s in Ld. Treas.
Ace. Scotl. (1900! II. 151 Item, to the man that gydit the
King quhen he passit to Dunbertane, ij

s
. 1535 Coverdale

Lnke 1. 79 That he might geue light . . to gyde oure fete in

to the waye of peace. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 83 And
twenty glow-wormes shall our Lanthornes bee To guide
our Measure round about the Tree. 1610 — Temp. v. i.

105 Some heauenly power guide vs Out of this fearefull

Country. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 723 The gold
in stone will runne as small as a pin or thread, and meeting
with a hollow place, filleth it, and so guideth the Miner by
thicke and thinne. 1661 Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 20
The known rocks and shelves do as well guide the sea-men
as the pole-star. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 595 How shall I tread
..The dark descent, and who shall guide the way? 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho i, Till moon-light steals

down ..and chequers all the ground, and guides them to the
bower. 1820 Shelley Cloud 22 Over earth and ocean, with
gentle motion This pilot is guiding me. i860 Tyndali.
Glac. 1. xviii. 122 The slopes .. and precipices, which were
to guide us. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy iv. 228 The stars
will guide us back. 1870 Bryant Iliad I, 1. 5 He Had
guided Iliumward the ships of Greece. 1894 J. T, Fowlf.u
Adamnan Introd. 28 God guided him to the ship.

b. To direct the course of (a vehicle, tool,

physical action, etc.).

c 1460 Henryson Test. Cresseid 205 As king, royal! he raid
upon his chair, The quhilk Phaeton gydit sum-tyme unricbt.

156a WinJet Cert. Tractates i. Wks. 1888 I. 3 Ane schip
.. gydit .. be sleuthfull marinaris and sleipand sterismen.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. i. 75 Heauen guide thy pen to print

thy sorrowes plaine. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 35
I.amech was blinde, and by the direction of Tubalcaine
his sonne guiding his hand slew Caine. 1651 Hobbks
Leviath. 1. Hi. 8 As water upon a plain Table is drawn
which way any one part of it is guided by the finger. 178a
Cowper Expostulat. 437 Unless a zeal for virtue guide the
blow. 1805 Southky Madoc 11. xxvii, Still with steady
hand Guiding the death-blow on. 1807 Cuabbe Tar. Reg.
11. 298 How strange that men Who guide the plough, should
fail to guide the pen. 1839 Uhe Diet. Arts 1284 A small hole
. .to receive and guide one thread.

f C To keepfrom by guidance. Obs.
^1560 A Scott Poems xxxvi. 57 Lord G^d, deliuer me,

and gyd Frome schedding blude.

2. fig. and in immaterial senses : To lead or

direct in a course of action, in the formation of

opinions, etc. ; to determine the course or direc-

tion of events, etc.).

a. of persons or agents.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4425 J>us . . ere $e . . to be way of

wickidnes be warla^es gidid. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb.) 37 Whil that grace Of God the guydyth thou mayst
not mys. 1477 Karl Rivers (Caxtoni Dictes 64 If he
gouerne hym self euyll, by liklyhode right so wyl he guyde
the. 1526 Pilgr, Per/. i\V. de W. 1531) 20 Grace is the
moost sure safeconducte to gyde man through the troubles

of this worlde. 1596 Spenser State Iret. Wks. (Globe)
652/1, I will .. make myne eyes., my schoole-master, to

guide iny understanding to judge of your plott. 1597
Hooker Peel. Pol. v. x. § 1 Being taught, led, and guided
by his spirit. 1608 Shaks. Per. 111. ii. in Her relapse is

mortal. Come, come ; And ^Esculapius guide us ! 1611
Bible John xvi. 13 The Spirit of trueth .. wil guide you
into all trueth. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Prayer Ember
Week, So guide and govern the minds of thy servants.

a 1716 South Serm. (].), Whosoever has a faithful friend to

guide him in the dark passages of life. 1788 Sir W. Jones
Charge Gr. Jury 4 Dec. Wks. 1799 III. 26 So as to. .guide
your judgement in finding or rejecting the several bills.

1898 T. Adamson Stud. Mind in Christ xi. 278 The Saviour
guided events sympathetically.

b. of indications, principles, motives, etc.

a 1547 Surrey Mneid 11. (1557 ^ "j, Amid the flame and
armes ran I in preasse : As fune guided me. 160a Marston
Antonio's Rev. 11. v. Wks. 1856 I. 103 Confusion and black
murder guides The organs of my spirit, a 1695 Kettlewell
(J.), When nothing but the interest of this world guides
men. 1834 West Ind. Sketch Bk. II. 26 It is preposterous
for him to be guided too rigidly by the recommendations of
others. 1844 Disraeli Coniugsby vi. ii,The fine taste which
has guided the vast expenditure. 1848 R. I. Wilberforce
Incam. our Lord iv. (1852) 90 Our Lord's true perception
of the real evils of man's nature., guided the general course

of His sympathy. 1863 H. Cox lustit. in. v. 656 The
Secretary of State . . has been guided by the reports of the
Board.

C. refi. To conduct oneself or 'get along' (in a

specified manner) ; f to manage one's affairs (obs.).

Cf. Guy v. 1 3 b. f Similarly, to guide one's ways.
14. . Sir Beues 2974 (MS. M.) That in ffrenche couth hym

selfe guyde. 1491 Act 7 Hen. Vi7, c. 20 Preamble, The seid

Edmond is not of sufficient discrecion to gyde himself and
hislyvelode. 1500 ao Dunbar Poems xx. 8 Herewlis weill,

that weill him self can gyd. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron.
xxvii. 6 He gyded his wayes before the Lorde his God.
[1759 Goldsm. Pol. Learn, viii, For while so well able to

direct others, how incapable is he frequently found of
guiding himself I] 1877 A7

. W. Line. Gloss., Guide one'sself,

to behave well.

f 3. To leid or command (an army, etc."). Obs.
C1374 Chaucer I'roytus 1. 183 This Troilus as be was wont

to gyde His yonge knyghtes ladde hem vp and doun
C1450 Merlin 151 The thirde warde lede the kynge Boors

of Gannes, that full wele cowde hem guyde. 1514 Earclay
Cyt. 4- Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 12 Unto the thyrde he
gave such dygnyte, To guyde an army. 1548 Hall Chron.,
Ediv. IV (un. 22) (1550; 54 b, The lefte wyng was guyded
by the lorde Fitz Hewe.
+ b. To lead and tend ^a flock). Obs.

1551 Crowley Pleas. <$ Pain 317 You that woulde nedis
take in hande To guyde my flocke, as shepheardis shoulde,
Only to possesse rent and land. 16x1 Bible Ps. lxxviii. 52
[He] guided them in the wildernesse like a flocke. 1615
Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 68 The stock of sheepe . . to be fedd
and guided winter and sommer.
4. To conduct the affairs of (a household, state,

etc.).

1390 Gower Con/. III. 1 S3 The people for to guide and
lede, Which is the charge of his kinghede. 1535 Coverdale
1 Tint. v. 14, I wil therfore that the yonger wemen mary,
beare children, gyde the house. 1540-41 Elvot Image Gov.

7 Moyses. .was by almightie God chosen to guyde and rule

his people. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Pr. /or all Conditions
of Men, We pray for the good estate of the Catholick
Church ; that it may be so guided and governed by thy
good Spirit that [etc.]. 1693 Dryden t>i'/Vz".j Met. xv.Pythag.
P/iilos. 1 A king is sought to guide the growing State.

b. To manage
v
money or other property, a pro-

cess, an affair). Also absol. Now Sc.

1465 Marg. Paston in P. Lett. No. 529 II. 241 He is

ryght ille plesyd that the mater was so gydyt. i5oo-ao
Dunbar Poems xix. 28 Evill he gydes 3one man trewlie

;

Lo ! be his claithis it may be sene. 1514 Extracts Aberd.
Reg. (1844) I. 92 To be masteris of thar artalery, and to gid
and keipe thar powder and wayr quarteris. 1526 Skklton
Magnyf. 1466 For a memory, Make indentures howe ye and
I shaf gyde. 1589 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 151/2 Which
affeccion whoso happeth to haue geuen him, is very fortunate,

if he with grace & mekenes gyde it well. 1586 T. B. La
Primaud. Er. Acad. 1. 11594 46 Being delivered from the

care of house-keeping and of guiding his goods. 1637
Rutherford Lett, eclvi. (1894) 503 So that I have not the

right art of guiding Christ ; for there is art and wisdom
required in guiding of Christ's love aright when we have
gotten it. 17a! Kelly Scot. Prov. 63 Better guide well, as
work sore. And indeed good Management will very much
excuse hard Labour. 1781 Burns My Xanie, O vi, My
riches a' 's my penny fee An' I maun guide it cannie. 1816
Scott A/itiq. xxvi, Them that sells the goods guide the

purse—them that guide the purse rule the house. 1824
Miss Ferrier Inher. lix, I didn't believe she had one [a cook]
that, .knew how to guide a sheep's head and trotters.

5. trans. To treat or use \el person) in a specified

manner. Sc\ and north, dial.

1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 69 Our ain lads . . guided them
right cankerdly and snell. 1785 Forbes Dominie Deposed
in Poems Bitchan Dial. 11. 43 Had you been there to hear
and see The manner how they guided me. 182a Scott
Nigel xxxv, There are few,, .either of foois or of wise men,
ken how to guide a woman. 1893 North.umbtd. Gloss.,

Guide, to treat, to use. ' Weel guided.' ' Badly guided.'

Hence Gui'ded ppl. a.

1857 H. R. Reynolds in Life vi. (1898) 140, I was..
prepared to accept the decision . . as a rightly guided one.

188a 19M Cent. XII. 131 It is difficult, indeed, for the

guider..to avoid giving hints, .to the guided one.

Guide-book. A book for the guidance of

strangers or visitors in a district, town, building,

etc., giving a description of the roads, places, or

objects of interest to be found there.

1823 Byron Juan xi. xxiii, I .. do not choose to encroach
Upon the Guide-book's privilege. 1845 M. Pattison Ess.

(1889) I. 10 That boundless plain of Languedoc, convicted
of all guide-books of being arid, brown, and wholly un-

interesting. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter 11. 116 In any district

of country not desecrated by the tourist's guide-books.
attrib. and Comb. 1887 Hissey Holiday on Road 4 Guide-

book-lauded spots. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 849 The some-
what depressing 'guide-book' style.

Guideless (gai'dles), a. [f. Gutde j£. + -less.]

1. Without a guide to show the way. f Of a

ship : Without a steersman.

1557 North tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. ifaty-z Not seing
y* wherilpole, guidles I entred in the rashnes of my youth.

1598 J. Dickenson Greene in Cone. (1878) 151 Some
guidelesse Pinnace in a storme. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.
Brxt. ix. xxiv. § 210. 861 The greatest of their Galliasses

..lost her Rudder, so that guidelesse she droue with the

tyde vpon a shelue in the shoare ofCallis. 1665 Dryden
Ind. Emperor 11. i. Dram. Wks. 1725 I. 345 Empty Shades
. . Which guideless in those dark Dominions stray. 1703
Pope Thcbais 105 Deprived of eyes, Guideless I wander.
1855 Tail's Mag. XXII. 544 A flat, guideless waste. 1856
Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. i. § 1 A traveller, .who had to

recommence an interrupted journey in a guideless country.

2. Without a guide or director ; without a con-

troller or ruler.

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc v. ii. (1590) Gij b, Thus
leaue this guideles realme an open pray To endlesse stormes.

161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xxxvi. § 1. 136 The now guide-
lesse Army of Rome, occupied only in spoile and mutiny,
their Leaders in faction. 1616-61 Holyday Persius 304
Whether is the fittest guard . , for a young guidless ward?
1635-56 Cowley Davideis iv. 243 Where e're his Guidless
Passion leads his Will. 1662 Dryden AstrxaRedux 12'rh'

ambitious Swede. .To his now guideless kingdom peace be-

queathe. 1725 Pope Odyss. 11. 219 His guide-less youth,
if thy experiene'd age Mislead. 1728 R. Morris Ess. Ane.
Archil. 27 Their guideless, ungrounded, and thoughtless

Fancies. 1827 Hare Guesses (1859* 457 The poor guideless

Heathens. 1869 Ruskin Q. 0/ Air § 158 Helpless and
guideless, he indulges his idiosyncracies till they change
into insanities.

Hence Guidelessness, guideless condition.

1850 Kincsley Alt. Locke ii. I1879) 28 Hast thou too to

fight with poverty and guidelessness?

t Gui dement. Obs. In 6 guidment. Guid-

ance ; rule ; direction.

/T1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 172 The
Government and Guidment of his Country. 159a Wyrlev
Armorie 120 He . . Sendeth for me, as chiefetaine to attend
His wars by guidment of my prooued skill.

Gui'de-post. A post with a direction-board
affixed, set up tor the guidance of travellers, e.g. at

the fork of a road ; a finger-post. Also trans/.

and fig.
1774 Burke Amer. Tax. 46 Great men are the guide-posts

and land-marks in the state. 1812 Combe Picturesque 11,

A guide-post rose within his view. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics I. Pref. 7 To distinguish between the genuine and
the spurious in their opinion or their life, is to ei ect a guide-
post on the veiy road we have ourselves to tread. 1872
Jenkinson Guide Ettg. Lakes 11879) 121 Enter the road at

the point where a guide-post directs to Langdale. 1873
Tristram Moab vii. 125 In this treeless land a fair-sized

terebinth, .was a conspicuous guide-post.

Hence Guide-post v. nonce-wd., to furnish with

a gukle-post. In quot.fig.
1890 Blacfcw. Mag. CXLVII. 264/1 The ancient well-

trodden path of womankind, fenced and guide-posted, is .

.

the best.

Guider (gai'dsa). Forms: 5-6 gyder, (5 gyd-
oure, gidour),6 gide-r. guyder, (gidar,.SV. gyd-
ar(e, gydear. gydder, 7 guidor), 6- guider. [f.

Glide v. + -eb 1
. Cf. OF. guideur guide.]

1. One who guides, in various senses of the vb.

Formerly often used as equivalent to Guide sb.
;

now rare, to express mere agency apart from
official function.

a. One who leads, or points out the way to

(others) ; one who directs the course of (a vehicle,

ship, etc.) ; fone who wields (a weapon'.
c 1475 Partenay 4105 After in laughter saide to hys

Gidour [etc.]. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huoh clvi. 597 Then
Huon. .entered into the lytel shyppe and saluted the gyder
therof. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. 301 1 Send . . Gydaris
rycht gude, that culd thame weill convoy Fra all perrell.

c 1540 Order in BattayllC, When he wyll battayle, Iette it

be secretlye done, that the guyders knowe it not. 1548
Udall, etc. Par. Erasm. John ix. 39-41 They professe

themselues teachers of the people, yl is, gydersof the blynde.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1590) 267 b, Some launces,

according to the mettall they mett, and skill of the guider,

did staine themselues in bloud. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. vii. 7
Our Guider come, to th' Roman Campe conduct vs. 1611

Speed Hist.Gt. Brit. ix. v. (1623) 489 The Disherited were
the Guiders of an other [Squadron], a 1718 Parnell
DeboraJi 84 Nine hundred chariots roll along, Expert their

guiders, and their horses strong. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. 1.

xvii, A Damsel guider of its way, A little skiff shot from
the bay.

f b. spec. A man stationed on shore to signal to

fishermen the direction taken by a shoal of her-

rings or pilchards; a balker or conder. Obs.

1603 Act 1 y»i$. I, c. 23 Diuers persons within the said

counties [Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall] called . . Directors

or Guidors . . haue vsed to watch . . vpon the high Hilles

and Grounds neere adioyning the Sea-Coasts for the giving

Notice to the Fishermen.

C. One who directs the conduct or actions of (a

person), or the affairs of (a state, household, etc.).

t 1400 Sowdone Bab. 163 Seinte Poule be oure gydoure.

1461 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 464 The gyders and leders of the

noble Reame of Englond. 15.. Sir Tryam. 1530 in Utterson

E. Pop. Poet. (1817) I. 69 My knyght Syr Roger he dyde
slo, That my gyder sholde haue bene. 1513 Douglas AZneis
v. x. 3 Eneas.. Epitides to hym hes calht sone, Maisterand
ydarof Ascanyus }ong. 1542 Extracts Aberd. I\eg.(iB^^)

. 185 The haill consell . . ordanis Androw Luk to be gyder
of the said artillierie. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech.

Deuot Prayers 34 Vouchesaif to send, o lord, thyne halie angel

. .to be the guyder ofour lyf. < 1610 Women Saints 206 She
chose greate Macrina for the keepei and guider of her wid-

dowhood. 1619 Viscount Doncaster in Eng. ty Germ.
(Camden) 196 The Baron de Rupa is at the present achiefe

guider among them. 1650 Weldon Crt. Jas. I, 10 This
Sir George Hewme being the only man that was the Guider
of the King. 1685 South 12 Serm. (1697) I. 358[He]hadgreat
reason to acknowledge . . Providence for the Guider of his

Hand. 1808 Scorr Marm. iv. xxxii, God is the guider of

the field, He breaks the champion's spear and shield. 1832

Gen. P. Thompson in Westm. Rev. XVI. 299 They were the

only people to guide the guiders. 1883 Congregationalist

Sept. 771 The would-be guider of the world,

t A.
fig.

of things personified. Obs.

c 1530 IIickscomcr in Manly Spec. Pre-Shaks. Drama I.

403 Let Trouth. . Be your guyder. 1556 J. Heywood Spider

ff F. xxxvii. 34 Where reason and equalnesse be giders.

1639 Gi.apthohne Poems 22 (Epithalamium), With that

immaculate guider of her Youth, Rose-colour'd Modestie.

f e. In 1 6- 1
7th c. the title of the head officer of

certain charitable institutions. Obs.

1578-9 Cat. MSS. Hat/ieldHo. (1888) 11. 237 Protection for

the Poor House ofWaltham Cross, granted to George Philipp,

guider, to gather in Middx. and Essex. 1603 in F. Blome-

field Hist Norfolk (1745) II. 605-6 The office, place, and
room, of the Guide and Guidership of S. Stephen's Hospital

by Norwich, void by the death of John Bellmy, late Guider

deceased.

2. Something which guides: a. see quot. 1825

and Guide sb. 6 b; b. a front or steering-wheel of

a bicycle.

i8»5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 397 The threads are

guided by passing through wire eyes . . 1 he guiders are in

constant motion, and lay the threads regularly upon the leel.

1886 Cyclist 6 Oct. 1324/1 We expect to see the small

steering-wheel give way to the large one, and guiders of

24 in. to 30 in. lead the way.

c. dial. A snuw, tendon. (Cf. Guide sb. 10.)

1824 Craven Gloss., Guiders, tendons. 1886 S. W. Line.

Gloss, s.v., ' He has strained his guiders \

f.



GUIDERESS. GUILD.

Hence Guidership, the office of guidcr
;
guid-

ance.

1603 [see Glider i e]. 1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. 177
The old coach . . was confided once more to the guidership

of old Will Turret.

f Gui'deress. Obs. Also 6 guidres, 6-7 gflid-

ress(e. [f. G cider + -ess.] A female who guides.

a conductress ; a female ruler or director ; an

instructress.

c 1374 Chancer Boeth. iv. pt\ i. 85 tCamb. MS.)Thow art

gyderesse of verrey lyht. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 1.

xxii. (1859) 24, I, Grace .. In erthe alowe, to be theyr
guydresse That lyte the redy weyes for to lerne, In pil-

gryinage him selfT to gouerne. 1549 Chalonf.r Erasm. on
Folly Piva, Fortune hirselfe, the guidresse of all worldly
chaunces. 1634 Hi-:v\voon Gitnaik. n. 63 Euterpe is . . said

to be delighted in all sorts of pipes and wind instruments,

and to be both their inventresse and guidresse. c 1650 Don
Bellianis 201 The blind guidress of the round revolving
wheeled chance.

t Guides. Obs. Also 6 gwidege. [Corruptly

ad. med.L. guidegi, ad. Arab, —taj widaj.] The
jugular vein.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. II. iii. 149 per ben ij. greete
veynes bat ben clepid organice or ellis guydes. 1548-77
Vicary A fiat. vi. (1888) 48 The great Veines which ramefie
by the sydes of the necke to the vpper part of the head, is

of some men called Gwidege, & of others Vena organices.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaii's Ft. Chirurg. xij b/2 The
Iugulare or organicke vayne, of the Arabians called Guides.
ibid. 29 b/2 The ninth [vein] is lyinge in the necke, and is

called the Iugularis vayne, and of the Arabians, Gvides.

Guideship (gai'djip). Sc, [f. Guide sb. +
-SHIP.]

1. The office of guide or ruler.

/Z1578 Lindesay (Pit.scottie) Chron. Scat. (S. T. S.) 1.284
[They] desyrit him for to come 10 resaue the autorietie

and gydeschip of the contrie. 1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr.
iv. L 325 A spiritual Guideship, a practical Governorship .

.

have established themselves.

2. The exercise of the office of guide, fa. Guid-
ance, leading {obs.). b. Treatment, usage.
a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais Hi. xliv. 362 He did.. submit

himself to the Conduct and Guideship of the blessed Spirit.

1883 W. Alexander Life Aim Plk. 18 [E. D. D.) He cudna
expeckit better guideship though he hed been ane o' oor
nain faimily.

Guiding (goi'dig), vbl. sb. [f. Guide v. +•

-ing y
1. The action of the verb Guide in various

senses ; leading or showing the way ; administra-

tion, management, command; guidance, govern-

ance, direction.
c 1435 Lydg. Assembly of Gods 59, I . . Ouer all desertys,

forestes and chases, Haue take the guydyng. 146s Paston
Lett. No. 453 II. 104 The gidyng and governaunce of the
Barge of Vermouthe. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes
64 Take hede of the guydyng of him that thou axes con-
seyle of. c xgoo Three Kings Sons 139 As to the guydyng
of your warres, they se neither rewle nor ordenaunce.
1523 Lb. Bkrners Froiss. I. cxviii. 141 Y u seneshall . .rode
bywayes couert about y-' towne by gidyng of the spye. 1529
Extracts A berd. /?>£. (1844) L 122 For the rewill and gydin
of thair skuill. 1583 Leg. Bjk St. Androis 954 in Satir.
Poems Reform, xlv, Sa oft as I misvsit my sell, In guyding
of the giftis of grace. 159a Wyrley Armorie, Chandos 46
Charles, duke of Romandie had second guiding. 1596
Dalrymplb tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vn. 14 Throuch ..his
gydeng^, Scotland was now at a gude poynte. 1609 Vestry
Bks. (Suttees) 155 a, Paid to Thomas Carr and Richard
Bilsburie for guideing of the windowes for 5 daies..vjs.
viij d. 1637 Sanderson Ser/n. II. 87 For the better guiding
of those that are desirous of this learning. j888 C. Dent
in Chambers' Encycl. I. 192 (art. Alps) It must be borne in

mind that guiding too is an art.

+ b. (See quot. Cf. Guidage i.) Obs. rare— l
.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 693 Guidings,
i.e. money given for false guidance and conduct.

1 2. The conducting or ruling of oneself, be-

haviour, conduct ; //. doings, ' goings-on \ Chiefly

Sc. Obs.
C1460 G. Ashby Dicta Philos. 177 Poems 51 A kynge

sholde knoyve al his owne seruantes, Their rule, ther gidyng
and condicion. 1500 20 Disbar Poems xix. 41, I wald my
gyding war diwysit ; Gif I spend littill I am despysit.
1508 — Tua mariit ivemen 451 Wise women has wayis,
and wonderfull gydingis. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vii.

215 God maid hir paine aggre with hir guyding. 157a
ibid, xxxiv. 12 Thair lyfis and guydingis ar detest.

3. attrib.,is.% guiding-rod, -staff \
guiding-stick,

an artist's mahl stick.

1607 Dekker Whore Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 270 On each
leader Bestowe a guiding-staffe. 1857 W. Smith Thorndale
v. iii, Clarence . . steps out from behind his easel, and with
his guiding-stick in his hand by way of wand, unveils to me
the programme ofthe Future. 1885 E. C. Agassiz Life Lou is

Agassiz II. 614 Nemesis wields rather a guiding-rod than a
scourge.

Guiding gai'dirj), ///. a. [f. Guide v. +
-ingy That guides, in the senses of the vb.
1601 Shaks. All's Well 11. iii. ui,I giue Me andmyseruice

..Into your guiding power. 1671 Milton Samson 1 A little

onward lend thy guiding hand To these dark steps.

a 1691 Flavei. Sea-Deliverances (17541 166 The guiding
usefulness of it [the sun] to us. 176. Cowper To Miss
Macartney 95 So may your guiding angel give Whate'er
you wish or love. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vii, It being
one of Wegg's guiding rules in life. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 97 Good is to become the guiding principle of
politics, 1899 Lecky Map of Life xvii, 328 The great
guiding landmarks of a wise life. 1900 Q. Rev. Jan. 73 He
[Goethe] has been a sort of guiding star to them.

Vol. IV.

b. Coal-mining. Guiding-bed (see quot.\
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining. Guiding Bed, a thin

band or seam of coal, &c, in a nip leading to the regular
seam on either side of it.

Guidlin(g, obs. Sc. form of Gulden.
Guidon tgaidon, -d(?n). Forms: 6guydhome,
guyd(e)home, 7 guid(e)home, (6 guydion,
guidone, guydone, 7guidhim ,6-7 guydon, 6-

guidon, [a. F. guidon, ad. It. guidone, perh. con-

nected with guida Guide sb. (Cf. Getok.)
Some of the 16th c. forms are due to popular etymology,

the word being interpreted as if it were F. ''guidc-hommc
guider of men (cf. the 18th c. Y.guid'ane 'guide-ass', hand-
book for the ignorant}.]

1. A flag or pennant, broad at the end next the

staff and forked or pointed at the other. It is the

standard now used by dragoon regiments.
In U.S., a flag borne by a troop of cavalry or mounted

battery ; also used as a marking or signalling flag.

1548 H.ALL C/treti., Hen. VIII (1809) 551 Sir lhon Peche
had his guyd home taken and diuers of his nun hurt.

Ibid. 830 After them followed the Dromes & fyffes and
immediatly after them a Guydon of the Armes of the citie.

1577-87 Holisshed Chron. III. 1215/1 His lordship .. with
his owne standard, and the lord of Hunnesdons guidon,
marched forward. 1598 Barret Titter. Warres v. u. 143
In their middle troupes is the Guidon placed. 1602 Segar
IIofi. Mil. $• Civ. II. x. 69 The King or Generall shall cause
the Points of his Pennon or Guydon to be rent off. 1603
Drayton Bar. Wars 11. xxiv, The Noble Percy.. With a
bright Cressant in his Guidehome came. 1615 G. Sandys
'Trav. 84 The Greeke kings then With guidons trail'd on
earth, led forth their men In seven troupes. 1685 F. SPENCK
tr. Varillas' Ho. Media's 372 He was seen as a Knight of
Rhodes carrying the great ( Juidon of St. John of Jerusalem.

1687 A. LoVELt, tr. Tftevenofs Trav. 1. 160 Every Trooper
having a green Guidon on the top of his Pike. 172a Lond.
Gaz. No. 6084/4 The Guidon on a Lance. 1844 Regul. <V

Ord. Army 10 The Guidons of Regiments of Dragoons are
to be of Silk. 1863 Kixglake Crimea II. 250 Marshal
St. Arnaud, whose guidon was seen coming towards our
lines. 1890 Euz. 11. Custer Following the Guidon Pref.

13 The present cavalry guidon is a small United States flag

sharply swallow-tailed, and mounted on a standard with a
metal point so that it can be thrust into the ground when
in use as a marker.
attrib. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. in. xvii. (1591) 124

With his lance he [Antonius] ramie thorow a guidon bearer,

b. ' The flag of a guild or fraternity ' (Webster

1864).

2. An officer who carries such a standard.

1591 Sparry tr. Cation's Gcomancie (1599) 41 Of many it

is called the Guidon or Ensigne-bearer of the times. 1622
F. Markham Bfc. War in. i. 83 The Cornet or Guydon is

the same that the Ensigne on foot is. 1658 Phillips,
Guidon, a Cornet of Argolatiers that serve on hors-back with
Petronels. 1699 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1S57) *V, 521 The
lord Lovelace is made guidon of the horse guards. 1728
Morgan Algiers II. v. 300 The Turkish Horse pursued them
.. killing the guidon, or Standard-bearer. <779 G. Smith
Milit. Diet., Guidon, an officer in troops of horse-guards
who ranks as Major. 1880 O'Flanagan Munster Circuit 3
He had his Captain, and Guidon, and Trumpeter.

f3. A company, troop. Obs.

1560 Da us tr. Slcidane's Comm. 226 Eyght guydons of
horsemen. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 76 The Count
. . had . . two guidons of horsemen.

4. Mus. A direct.

i8ix Busby Diet. Mus.(ed. 3). i8*$Daksele\ Encyct. Mus.
Guidonian (gwidtfu-nian), a. A/us. [f. Gui-

don-, taken as the stem of Guido (see below) +
-Ian*.] Of or pertaining to the Italian musician

Guido d'Arezzo (nth c.)j the reputed inventor of

the system of hexachords. Guidonian hand (see

quot. 1811).

1721 A. Malcolm Treat. Mus. xiv. 558 Thus far go the
Improvements of Guido Aretinus, and what is called the
Guidonian System. i8ix Busby Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Guido-
nian hand, the figure of the left-hand with the syllabic signs
of the intervals of the three hexachords, instituted by Guido,
marked on the joints ofthe fingers. 1889 W. S. Rockstro in

Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 660 The Harmonic or Guidonian Hand.
Ghiierie: seeGiEKiE.
Guigaw, obs. form of Gewgaw.
ii Guige (g/5). Hist. Also 5 gyge. [ME.

gyge, a. OF. guige, which has been re-adopted by
recent antiquaries.] (See quot. 1834.)
c 1386 [perh. implied in Gigge v.). £"1450 Merlin 195 He

.. kyutte the gyge of the shelde with all the arme so that
he dide it falle m-to the felde. Ibid. 496 He smote Pindolus
on the sholdre that he kutte the gige that the shelde henge
by. 1834 pLARCStf Brit. Costume 61 These shields [temp.
William Conq.], besides the holders.. had a long strip of
leather which went round the neck and formed an addi-
tional support for it. .This extra strap was called the guige.
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xvii. 277 An imperial
eagle holds in his beak the guige of the shield. 1878 J.
Mackintosh Hist. Civiliz. Scot. I. iv. 272 It is suspended
in front of the body by a guige.

Guild, gild (gild). Forms: a. 1 syld, jild,

sesyld, 3-4 ;ild, 4-6 yelde, 5 jeld, 5-6 yeld,
6 yeald, 7 yeelde, 8 dial. yild-. &. 4-6 gyld(e,

4-7 gilde, 5 gyylde, geld-, 6 gelde, gyeld,
guilde, guylde, 5- gild, 7- guild. [Several

distinct formations from the sameTeut. root have
here coalesced. (1) The forms with initial^, _yprob.

represent mainly OE. gild, gyld, {gicld) str. neut.,

recorded only twice in this sense, but frequent

in the senses ' payment, compensation, offering,

sacrifice, worship, idol * ; corresp. to OFris. geld,

iehl money. OS. geld payment, sacrifice, reward,
OHG. gelt payment, offering, tribute, money (Da.,
G.geid, money), ON. qiald payment, Goth, gild
tribute :-OTti\t. *geldom . (2) OE. had also gegyld
str. neut., where the prefix ge- (see Y- prefix) ex-

presses the notion of combined or collective action.

This has not been found later than OE., but as the
prefix ££- regularly disappeared in substantives (cf.

reeve) its representative in the 14th c. would coin-

cide with that of the simple gyld. (3) The pro-

nunciation with (g) must be due to adoption of,

or influence from, the OX. gildi str. neut. guild,

guild-feast, banquet, also payment, value (Sw.
gitle, Da. gilde guild) :—OTeut. *gildjo

m
.

In continental Teut. the sense of ' guild ' was
expressed by a fourth formation from the same
root, repr. OTeut. type *gildj'on- wk. fern., and
occurring as MLG., MDu. gilde fern, and neut.

{T>u.gild) f whence mod.G. gilde ; in Carolingian
Latin the word appears as ge/donia. gildonia, ex-

plained by confraternitas \ the later med.Lat. form
isgilda; OK. had gilde, gheide, gheude, Jode, etc..

in the senses 'guild, band of foot-soldiers.

'

The root 'geld- in these derivatives is prob. to be taken
in the sense 'to pay, contribute', so that the sb. would
primarily mean an association of persons contributing money
for some common object. As, however, the root also means
'to sacrifice, worship', some have supposed that guilds
were so called as being combinations for religious purpose-,
heathen or Christian.
The sense ; member of a guild, guild-brother', was ex-

pressed by OY..g)'lda and ygylda, MLG. gilde wk. niasc.

;

the Teut. word appears in' med.L. as gildo latso congildo.
congilda), and in OF. gelde, geldon iwith many variants;,

one of a company
I
gelde' of foot -soldiers ]

1. A confraternity, biotherhood. or association

formed for the mutual aid and protection of its

members, or for the prosecution of some common
purpose.

a. Primarily applied to associations of medixval
origin.

The guilds mentioned in OE. pre-Conquest documents
fulfilled much the same functions as modern burial and
benefit societies, but their objects included the providing of
masses for the souls of deceased members, and the payment
of wergild in cases of justifiable homicide. They had
always originally a strong religious element in their con-
stitution. Their meetings were app. usually convivial (cf.

ON. gildi banquet, Guild-ale, and quot. a iioq below). In
later times the guilds of this 'social-religious ' type under-
went development in various directions ; some becoming
purely religious confraternities, while others acquired secular
rights and privileges, eventually developing into municipal
corporations.

The guild of merchants, merchant guild (or guild mer-
chant, late OE. te'a/maiiua gild), an incorporated society
of the merchants of a town or city, having exclusive rights

of trading within the town, is an institution which in Eng-
land has not been found before the Conquest ; on the Con-
tinent the name and thing were older. In many English
towns, and in the royal burghs of Scotland, the merchant
guild became the governing body of the town ; in Scotland
the name of 'guild ' is still preserved (cf. Dean of Guild s.v.

Dean).

_
The trade guilds, which in England come into prominence

in the 14th c, were associations of persons exercising the
same craft, formed for the purpose of protecting and pro-
moting their common interests. In some towns the repre-

sentatives of these bodies superseded the older organizations
as the municipal authority. The trade guilds are histori-

cally represented in London by the Livery Companies, but
these are not ordinarily known as guilds, and retain little of
their original functions. The trade guilds of mediaeval
Europe closely resemble the ancient Roman collegia, with
which they may perh. have been historically connected.
? a 1000 Abhottsbury Charter in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV.

279 For5an 3e we for his lufon bis ^e^yld ^egaderodon.
a 1109 in Gross Gild Merch. (1890^ II. 37 Dis beoS ba
jehworfe betwux oanhirede an Xrescircean and ban cnihtan
on Cantwareberig of ceapmanne ^ilde. Se heap on ceap-
manne jilde let [etc.]. <r 1109 Anselm Fpist. 11. vi, Be
domno Henrico, qui camerarius fuit, audio quia in multis

inordinate se agit, et maxime in bibendo ; ita ut iif Gildis

cum ebriosis bibat, et cum eis inebrietur. 11189 Charter

ofHen. II to Lincoln in Rymer Fa-dera (1816) I. 40 Sciatis

me concessisse civibus meis Lincolniae omnes libei tates, &
consuetudines, & leges suas, quas habuerunt tempore
Edwardi & Willehni, & Henrici, Regum Anglia:, & gildam
suam mercatoriam de hominibus civitatis & de aliis mer-

catoribus comitatus, sicut illam habuerunt tempore pia^dic-

torum antecessoruin nostrorum, Regum Angha: melius &
liberius. 1190 Charter of Rich. I to Winchester ibid. 50
Sciatis nos concessisse civibus nostns Wintoniae de gilda

mercatorum, quod nullus eorum placitet extra muros civi-

tatis Wintoniae de ullo placito preter placita de tenuris

exterioribus, exceptU monetariis & niinistris nostris. , 1105

Lav. 32001 jilden he gon rere. ^1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 14746 J>ey hadde wel leuere. .pat he lond were
in partts leyd pan be Anglysof be out ildes Schulde be chef

of alle ber gyldes. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 19 Alle ye
bretheren & sisteren of yis gilde shul comen togeder to ye

paroche chirche. Ibid. 37 pe ordenaunces of be gilde ol

Carpenteris. 0430 Lydg. Miu. Poems (1840) 207 Let
mellerys and bakerys gadre hem a glide. 144s Extracts
Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 397 It was statut and ordanit be the

brethir of gilde, that [etc.]. X467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 377
Also it ys ordeyned by this present yeld, that [etc.]. 1544
Supplic. Hen. VIII (1871) 42 Prestes of gyldes and of

fraternytees. 1600 Holland Livy v. Hi. (1609) 213 Thereto
we have ordeined and founded a new Guild or Fraternitie.

i7«6 Madox Firma Burgi 24 The Religious Gilds were
founded chiefly for Devotion and Almsdeeds ; the Secular
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GUILD.

chiefly for Trade and Almsdeeds. Hid, 26 Anciently,
a Gild either Religious or Secular could not legally be
set-up without the Kings Licence. 1838 Prescott Pent,
ff Is. Introd. (1846) I. 25 The several crafts, whose members
were incorporated into guilds. 1873 L. O. Pike Hist.
Crime I. 178 There were at least as early as the twelfth
century guilds of weavers in London, Oxford, York [etc.].

1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 1. 5 Industry was checked by
a system of trade guilds which confined each occupation to
an hereditary caste.

b. Used in the names of various modern asso-

ciations, with more or less notion of imitating the

mediaeval guilds in their object, spirit, or constitu-

tion.

1837 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 670 In 1817 colonel. .Mason
..established a guild or festival for rural sports. 1876 title)

Guild of the Holy Cross, Holywell. Constitution, Rules &
Office. 1877 Ruskin Fors Ciav. Xll. 231, I have written to

our solicitors that they may register us under the title of St.

George's Guild. 1890 [title) Transactions of the Guild &
School of Handicraft. 1895 Whitaker's Almanack 283/1
Church Choir Guild. Ibid. 286/1 Guild of Organists. Ibid.

289/2 Teachers' Guild of Great Britain and Ireland. 1900

Offic. Year-bk. Ch. Eng. 116 The Church and Stage Guild
. . is a Society for getting rid of the prejudices of religious

people against the stage.

C. trans/. A company or fellowship of any
kind.

1630 B. Josson Chloridia A 4 Cupid hath ta'ne offence of
late At all the Gods, that he was so deserted, Not to he call'd

into their Guild But slightly pass'd by, as a child. 1728
Pope Dune. It. 250 When the long-ear'd milky mothers .

.

For their defrauded, absent foals.. make A moan so loud,

that all the guild awake. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 68 Their
names had never been enrolled in the guilds of the learned.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875* II. n. iii. 122, I like her best of
all the guild of Sibyls.

t 2. The place of meeting of a guild. Also, the

building in which a religious guild or fraternity

lived.

'.'.tiooo Abbotsbury Charter in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV.

278 Se sylda be ooerne misgret innan gvlde . . sebete he
[etc.]. 1546 Suppl. Poor Commons (1871) 75 Building of
abayse, churches chauntries, gyldes. 1590 Spenser /'. Q.
lit vii. 43 The rowme was large and wyde, As it some gyeld
or solemne temple weare. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xu.
lxxiii. (161 2) 301 The Capitol, where wont their Guild to

bee. 1609 Skene Keg. Mag., Stat. Gild 142 Gif any of
our brether does wrang or injurie be word to ane other
brother . . in comming to the Gild. 1644 Evelyn Mem.
(1857) I. 109 Halls and guilds (as we call them) of sundry
companies.

If 3. Used to render OE. gielda guild-brother.
1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. viii. (1528) 258 For shortnes

of speech a Gild brother was also called a Gild.

4. attrih. and Comb., as guild-bell\ -court, -day,

-due, -house, -land, -man, -master, -order
t

-priest,

-rent, -silver, -steward', guild mercatory [ad.

raed.L. gilda mercatoria], guild merchant [Mer-
chant a.], 'see 1 a) ; guild-rent, rent payable to

the Crown by a guild
;
guild-wine, ?\vine drunk

at festivals of the guild
;
guild-wite, a fine levied

by a guild. Also Guild-ale, Guild-brother,
Guild-hall.
1555 Ludlow Chnrchiv. Ace. (Camden) 61 The claper of

the *yeld belle. 1870 Brentano Gilds 97 The citizens

.. mustered at the call of the Gild-bell. 1449 Extracts
Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 402 At he inquir and accuse sic

forstalling like xv daiis in the *gilde courte. 152$ Ibid.

112 The haiil toun .. on the gild curt day, all in ane
voce . . obleist thame [etc.]. 1583 in \V. Maitland Hist.
Edin. (1753) 233 The Dene of Gild may assemble his

Brether and Counsell in their Gild Courts. 18*7 in E. H.
Barker Parriana (1828) I. 245 The *Guild-day . . is a
high day at Norwich. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. 403
Regularly paying his "gild-dues for the space of seven years.

1870 Eng. Gilds Introd. 33 They met in good fellowship
at the 'Gild-house. 175a Carte Hist. Eng. III. 215 Their
*guiid-lands should be restored to them. 1896 IVestm.
Gas. 31 Oct. 1/2 The preacher . . held up Nehemiah to the
"guildmen as an admirable specimen of a Church reformer.

1782 Pennant Jonm. Chester to Lond. ir4 It [ Lichfield
|

was originally governed by a guild and *guild-master.

1656 D. King Vale Royal, Chester 11. 157 Before the said
City had any Charter they . . enjoyed a *Guild Mercatory.
1862 Dobson & Harland Hist. Preston Guild 72 The
original grant of a Guild mercatory, with Hanse, &c, seems
to have been made by Henry II. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870)

376 Ordinaunces. .made . . by hole assent of the citesens in-

habitantes in the Cyte of Worcester, at their *yeld mar-
chaunt. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1743/4 The Guild-Merchant
for the Borough of Preston. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Gild-Alercluxnt , a Privilege whereby Merchants may hold

Pleas of Land among themselves. 1844 Stephen Black-

stone III. 190 These persons were also authorized to have
a guild merchant. 1873 L. O. Pike Hist. Crime I. 64
The guild merchant .. is difficult to distinguish from the

town-corporation. 1890 Gkoss Gild Alerch. II. 201 The
companies then have their guild-orders sealed. 1849 Rock
Ch. Fathers II. 340 This done, the *gild-priest arose. 1670

Act 22 Chas. If, c. 6 § 1 Fee-Farme Rents, .. Chauntry
Rents, Renis reserved, 'Guild Rents, Pensions [etc.]. 1890

Gross Gild Alerch. I. 195 The 'customa mercatorum ',

called ' *gild-silver ', at Henley. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3175/3
The *Guild-Stewards, Burgesses, and other the Inhabitants

of the Borough of Calne. 1597 Extracts Aberd. Reg. 1 18481

II. 155 Of ilk ane, four pundis for his *gild wyne. 1870 Eng.
Gilds 185 If it is found by his bretheren that he had no
guest, but stayed at home through idleness, he shall be in

the ' 'Gildwyt ' of half a bushel of barley. 1890 Gross Gild
Alerch. I. 195 The 'gildwite', extorted by the gild of Lincoln
from merchants passing near that city.

Guild, obs. f. Gild v. 1 and -, and of Gold 2
.

Guildable : see Gildable.
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t Guild-ale. Obs. [O\i.*gield-ea!o; c(. bride-

ale, Bridal.] (See quots.)
1240 Synod 0/ Worcester xxxviii. in Du Cange s. v. Gild-

ales, Ne jntersint [clerici] ludis inhonestis, nee sustineant
ludos fieri de Rege et Regina . . nee Gildales inhonestas.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gildale, a Compotation or
Drinking-Match, when every one paid his Club or Share.

t Gui'ldate, v. Obs. rare. [f. Guild + -ate-*.]

trans. To combine or form into a guild.

1726 Madox Firma Burgi 27 Peradventure, from these
Secular Gilds . . sprang the method or practice of gildating
and embodying whole Towns. Ibid. 200 He., used a certain
Trade or Craft called Lynnenweverscraft, which was never
incorporated or gildated.

Guild-brother. A member of a guild.
1382 in Eng. Gilds (1870 57 Ye den xal- .wamen alle ye

gylde breyeren y l ben in toune. < 1470 Henrvson Mor.
Fab. 172 in Anglia IX. 348 The vther mous..Was gild-

brother and maid ane fre burges. 1583 in W. Maitland
Hist. Edin. (1753) 233 Alsweill Craftsmen as Merchands
sail be receivit and admittit Gild-brother. 1690 De/. Dr.
G. Walker 12 Collonel.. Walker, .is admitted and received
Burgess and Gild-Brother of the foresaid City of Glasgow.
1 771 Smollett Humph. CI. 8 Aug., The 'good town of
Edinburgh ', of which we are become free denizens and
guild brothers. 1828 Scott /'. AT. Perth xx, Those who
occupied the higher seats were merchants, that is, guild
brethren. 187a E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 154 The Guild-
brethren instead of the kindred, became responsible for the
wergild.

Guilde, obs. variant of Gold 2
.

Guilder (grldei). Forms : 5 guldren, 6 gil-

d(ejr (e In, gyfder ,
gelder, 6-S gilder, 7- guilder.

[An English corrupted pronunciation of Du. gulden

:

see Gulden.] a. A gold coin formerly current in

the Netherlands and parts of Germany, b. A Dutch
silver coin, worth about is. Sd. English.
6-1481 CaxtOM Dialogues v. 17 Rynnysh guldrens. 1541

Udall Erasm. Apoph. 107 b, The same for euery good
verse that he made should receiue a philippes gildren. 1547
Boorde Introd. Knotvl. x'\. 153 In gold they haue Clemeis
gylders and golden gilders, and gelders arerys. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. iv. i. 4, I am hound To Persia, and want Gilders
for my voyage. 1622 Fletcher Burning Bush 1. ii. Two
hundred chest-;, valued by you At thirty thousand Gilders.

1691 Locke Money Wks. 1727 II. 46 Guilders is the Deno-
mination that in Holland they usually compute by, and
make their Contracts in. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 20 p 7
Tradesmen, who, after their Day's Work is over, earn about
a Gilder a Night by personating Kings and Generals,

1756 7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 121 The hire and
keeping of a horse from Trieste to Fiume comes to three

Rhenish guilders. 1777 Watson Philip 11 (1839) 265 The
damage, .was estimated at six hundred thousand guilders.

1842 Browning Pied Piper ix, A thousand guilders ! The
Mayor looked blue. 1872 Yeats Grenvth Comm. 368 The
gold guilders coined in the fourteenth century in Hungary
and the Rhine regions.

Guilder rose, obs. form of Guelder rose.

Guild-hall. (Stress level or variable.) Forms:
see Guild and Hall. The hall in which a guild

met. From its use as a meeting-place for the

town and corporation often synonymous with
1 town-hall '.

la 1000 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 277 Orcy hsefS ^egyfen
bae je^yld heallcbam jyldscipe to ajenne. 138a in 10///

Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. v. 292 In the Gyldhal of the

citieof Watirforde. 1-1386 Chaucer Prol. 370 Wei semedech
ofhemafairburgeysTositteninayeldehalleonadeys. a 1400
Pistill ofSusan 293 A^ein to be $ild-halle [v.rr. geld-, gilde-,

gylde-halle] be gomes vn-greib. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 387
Also, that no maner persone pleye at the pame or at tenys,

withyn the yeld halle of the seid cite. 1530 Wkiothesley
Chron. (1875) I. 16 There dyned in the Guylde hall at the

said feast the Lorde Chauncellor. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
i,Camdent 85 Condemnyd at the yelde-halle for hye tresone.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. v. 73 The Maior towards Guild-

Hall hyes him in all poste. 1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian
(1635) 135 All the Citizens, utterly forsaking Iulian, as-

sembled in the Guild-hall [margin awiSpim J by command
of the Consuls. 17*8 Poi'K Dune. I. 270 This the Great
Mother dearer held than all ..her own Guildhall.

_ 1765
Klackstonf. Comm. I. 473 Their place of meeting is fre-

quently called the Gild-hall. 1873 L. O. Pike Hist. Crime
I. 64 The Guild-hall of the burgesses of Dover.

Guildic (gi-ldik), a. [f. Guild sb. +-ic] Of
or pertaining; to a guild.

1881 G. S. H all German Culture 39 It [the Passion Play]

is eminently national, although it is animated by the old

guildic local spirit.

f Gui'ldive. Obs. rare -1
. [Fr. ; it has been

said to be a corruption of the Eng. West-Indian

name kill-devil.'] (See quot.)

1698 Froger Voy. 58 Canes, of which the finest sugar is

made; and also a kind of very strong Brandy, which we
call Guildive.

Guildry (gi'ldri). Se, Also 6 gildrie, 9 gildry.

[f. Guild + -ry.]

1. The municipal corporation of any one of the

royal burghs of Scotland, historically representing

the ancient Guild Merchant.
1583 in W. Maitland Hist. Edin. (1753) 233 Conforme to

the ancient Laws of the Gildrie, and Priviledges theirof.

1775 L. Shaw Hist. Aloray (1827) 240 Earl Thomas . . con-

firmed King Alexander's charter of Guildry. 18x5 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 88/2 The Fraternity of Guildry of Dumfem-
line. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxi, Could I get some of the

tight lads of our guildry together. 1836 Penny Cycl. V.

221/1 The guildry which appears in Scotland to have always
designated properly an association of merchants. 1890

Gross Gild Ale?-eh. I. 202 The Gild Merchant or Gildry

of Scotch towns first comes to view in the reign of David I.

GUILE.

1897 Li>. Rosebery in Observer 10 Oct. 5/4 The Guildry of
Stirling.. might then be called an unreformed corporation.

1 2. The privilege of being a member of the guild.
1583 in W. Maitland Hist. Edin. (1753) 234 The Dewtie

payit to the Dean of Gild for his BurgesMp or Gildrie,
whj^h is Twenty Punds for his Burgeship, and Fourtic
Pund for his Gildrie.

Guildship (gi'ldjip). [OE. gieldscife : see

Guild and -ship.]

1. — Guild i.

a 1000 Canons of Edgar c. 9 Jtet nan preosta ooVum ne
aet-doxnis bara binga pe him to-;$ebiri;5e ne on his mynstre
ne on his scrift-scipe ne on his gildscipe. a xooo in Thorpe
Diplomat. (1865) 608*30 An gildscipe is jegaderod on
Wudeburj lande. 1835 Soames Anglo-Sax. Ch. 282 The
Guild-ship, as every such confederacy was vernacularly
called, proposed an interchange of masses for the benefit of
each other. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. vii. 397 This
loaf was offered by two brethren of the gildship. 1870
Eng. Gilds Introd. 17 Ordinances for the keeping up of
social duties in the Gilds, or Gild-ships as they are called,

of London.

2. The status and privileges of a guildsman.
membership of a guild.

1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1838) II. ix. 57 The more
celebrated monasteries offered Guildships of a superior
description. 1870 Eng. Gilds 1S3 Whoever will not obey
the judgement of the bretheren shall lose his gildship 1890
Gkoss Gild Merch. I. 62 The relation of the gildship to

burgess-ship.

Guildsman {gi*ldzma*n
s

\ [f. guiUVs, genitive

of Guild + Man ; cf. craftsman, tradesman] A
member of a guild. So Gui-ldswoman {none'e-ii'd.^.

1873 I,. O. Pike Hist. Crime I. 378 A guildsman of the

latter kind. 1877 Ruskin Fors Clav. VII. No. 80. 231 The
members of the Guild shall be called St. George's Guildsmen
andGuildswomen. 1891 F. A. Hibbert£"w^".C7//^i56 There
could no longer be any invidious distinction between free-

men and non-freemen, .gildsmen and tensers.

Guile (gsil), sb. Forms : 3-6 gile. 3-7 gyle.

(4 gil, Sc. ghyle, gule), 4-5 gyl, 5 gyll>,
gilee\ $-6 guyle, 4- guile, [a. OF. guile =
Pr. gitila, Pg. guilha

;
presumably of Tent, origin,

but no certain etymon is known, as the late OE.
wll, occurring only once, may itself be adopted

from Fr., and the ON. vii seems to be inadmissible

for phonetic reasons. See Wile sb.]

1. Insidious cunning, deceit, treachery.

+ Without guile', in ME. poetry a formula = ' sooth to say'.

a 1225 Attcr. R. 202 Much gile is i&e uoxe. 1297 R-
Glouc. (Rolls.) 6332 Hii fondede mid alle gile to do bis

luber dede. 13.. A". A lis. 1427 The thridde day, withoute
gyle, He aryved at Cysile. 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880 387
Nebir was eny gyle founden in his moube. 1435 Misvn
Fire of Love II. ix. 92 Gyl to fulfyll in ther frendy^s tha
schame nott. c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 630 Than rais thai

wp, for Wallace dredyt gyll. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxxn. 2

Blessed is the man, vnto whom the Lorde imputeth no synne,
in whose sprete there is no gyle. 1x547 Surrey On Wyatt-z\
With vertue fraught, reposed, voyd of gyle. 1596 Dalrvmi-le
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 104 Thay rusche fordward with al

thair force vpon the ennimie, naihir throuch fraud and gyle,

hot strenth and armes. 1671 Milton Samson 989 Jae!,

who with inhospitable guile, Smote Sisera sleeping through
the Temples nail'd. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824 I. 57
No guile appearing in them, but rather a face of grief. 1813

H. & J. Smith Horace in Lond. 30 Unpraciised in a
woman s guile, Thou think'st [etc.]. a 1834 Coleridge
Poems (1862) 16 Tender, serene and all devoid of guile,

Soft is her soul, and sleeping infant's smile. 185a J knnyson
Death Wellington 134 Pure as he from taint^ of craven

guile. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 106 Who
nevertheless shrank from the fouler wickedness of slaying

a kinsman by guile.

f 2. With a and pi. An instance of this; a deceit,

stratagem, trick, wile. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. II. 12 And don al bet o5er & leten bis nis

bute a trukunge & a fals gile. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls'

1 1 151 He let someni an hundred, & ber he hente an gile.

1340 Ayeub. 39 To bise zenne belonged al bet barat alle

ualshedes and alle gyles bet comeb in plait, a 1400 Sir
Perc. 1034 He was by-thoghte of a gyle. 1543 Grafton
Contn. Harding 453 He made towardes hym; and that it

should not bee thought to bee a made guyle, sette his hoost

in araye as though he would fight. 1545 Brinklow Compl.

17 How many gyles and suttylteys be there, to auoyde and
escape the seitiyng the kyngs wrytt. 1609 Bible (Douay)
Ps. xxx vii. 13 They, .spake vanities: and meditated guiles

al the day. 1657 Aistkn Fruit Trees 1. 139 That they may
be caught and taken as by a spirituall guile.

t

1671 Milton
/'. R. n. 391, 1 . .count thy specious gifts no gifts but guiles.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 380 While yet the dark-broun

water aids the guile, To tempt the trout. 1767 W. L. Lewis
Statins' Tkebaid ix. 212 Halys she shews to carry on the

Guile.

3. Comb.: f guile-bones, a boys* game ? similar

to Dibs
; f guile-man, one who deals in ' guiles *,

a deceiver; f guile-shares, cheating shares

;

division of spoils, or shares of wreckage {Kent.

Gloss.).

1606 A'. Riding Rec. (1883) I. 49 Walter Parkhurst pre-

sented for kepmg Guile-hones or Ten-bones and other

unlawfull games at his house. 1613 W. Browne Sheph.

Pipe 1. (1614) C6 Thus wretchedly (lo !j this guile-man

dyde. 1723 Lewis Isle Tenet 22 Nothing sure can be more

vile and base than under pretence of assisting the distressed

Masters [of stranded vessels], and saving theirs and the

Merchants goods, to convert them to their own use, by

making what they call guile shares.

Guile (gail), v. Obs. or arch. Forms : 3-4

gilen, gylen, 4-5 gile, gyle, 5 gylyn, (4 gily,

5 gyH, 6 guylen), 4- guile. [a. OF. guile-r



GUILED.

(— Pr. guilar , i. guile Guile sb. Cf. Wile v.]

trans. To beguile ; to deceive.

a i2*s Ancr. R. 74 }if eni wene3 bat he beo religius, ft ne

bridleB nout his tunge, his religiun h fals ; he gile3 bis

heorte. 1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 362 Manyon
trowyn on "here wylys. And many tymes b« pye hem gjwi
1377 Langl. P. PL B. xx. 124 With glosynges and with

gabbynges he gyled be peple. 1390 Gower Con/, III. 47
For often he that will beguile Is gniled with the same guile.

c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 089 Thorugh thy false clerkis sevene

Thou wylt by gylled, by Good in heven ! 1468 Medulla
Grant, in Cath. Angl. 1 56 note, Prestiglo, to tregetyn or

gylyrt. 1590 Spenser F. Q. in. ix. 7 Who wotes not, that

womans subtiltyes Can guylen Argus, when she list mis-

donne? i8ai Liddle/,^/«4I3(E.D.D.) At last he knew he

was guil'd long By that false tyrant's wily tongue. 1854 H.

Miller Sch. ty Schm. (1858) 387 Its tones can guile the dark

and lonesome day.

Guile, variant of Gule sb.-, Gyle.

t Gulled, ppl. ct. Obs. [f. Guile v. and sb.

4- -ed.] a. Beguiled ; deceived. In quot. absol.

b. Full of guile; treacherous.
1. 1400 Rom. Rose 6824, L.Robbe both robbed and rob-

bours, And gyle gyled and gylouvs. 1596SHAKS. Merck. V.

in. ii. 97 Thus ornament is but the guiled shore To a ino^t

dangerous sea.

Guile-fat, obs. variant of Gyle -vat.

Guileful (gai'lftil), a. Now only iterary.

[f. Guile sb. + -eul.j Full of guile; deceitful,

treacherous.

13. . A*. A lis. 444 Swithe blithe was OHmpias Of Neptan-
abus gileful has. c 1380 A ntccrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif
1 16 A nober gyelful persecucioun is don bi eritykis and false

breperen. 138a Wyci.ik Hosea vii. 16 Thei ben maad as a
eylefut bowe. < 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. iii. 151 Thei ben

double and gileful. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 50 Turgesms
deyde by gylefull wyles of women. 1508 FlSHKR 7 Penit. Ps.

cxlii. Wks. (1876) 25S His enemyes which haue layde in his

waye gylefull baytes. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 77 By
guilefull faire words, Peace may be obtayn'd. 1504 Cakew
Iliuirte's Exam. IVits xi. (1596J 166 All men will know that

he relied upon guilefull reasons. 1610G. Fletcher Christ's

Vict. 11. Ix. Thus sought the dire Enchauntresse in his minde
Her guilefull bayt to haue embosomed. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple Isi. xi. x.wii, He whets her wrath with many a guile-

full word. 1700 Drvden Fables, Pythagorean Pkilos. 141

Nor needed fish the guileful hooks to fear. 1763 Sir W.
Jones Caissa Poems (1777) 139 Each guileful snare, and
subtle art he tries. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens* Lusiad 11. 94
The God . . in the town his guileful rage employed. 1813
Hogg Queens Wake 234 Woe to the guileful friend who
lied ! 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 135 Guileful Circe of

Aia would have stayed me in her halls.

Guilefully (gaMffili), adv. [f. Guileful +
-ly -.] In a guileful manner ; artfully, deceitfully;

treacherously.

1388 Wyclif Ps. v. ii Thei diden gilefuli with her tungis.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 231 The fende, whyche bathe
gylefully made all subgecte to the lordeshyp of his cruelte.

1573 TOWN Husb. xxxv. (1878) 83 If yee deale guilefully,

parson will dreue. 1604 Parsons yd Pt. Tkree Convert.

Eng., Relat. Trial 107 He had guilfully patched togeather

two different sentences of that epistle. 1667 Milton P. L.
ix. 655 To whom the Tempter guilefully repli'd. a 17x1

Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 115 Loose probable

Opinions he selects, And his Intention guilefully directs.

1835 Coleridge Aids Rejl. Aph. xxxii. 18 He who speaks
guilefully contrary to his inward conviction and knowledge.

Guilefulness (gai lfulnes). [f. Guileful +

-NEss.] The quality of being guileful ; deceitful-

ness ; treachery.

1388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxvii. 3 A ! the worste presumpcioun,
whereof art thou maad to hile drie malice, and the gileful-

nesse thereof? 1556 Abp. Parkf.r Ps. Ivi. 160 They put
theyr hope, by guilefulnes and craft, to scape away. 1583
Golding Calvin on Dent, xxxix. 235 He wit not haue them
defiled by guilefulnes. 1609 Bible (Douayl Jer. xiv. 14

Lying vision, and deceitful divination, guilfulnes, and the

seduction of their owne hart they prophecie unto you.

Guileless (gaH,!es), a, [f. Guile sb. -f-

-less.] Devoid of guile.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 362 The plain ox, That harmless,

honest, guileless animal, a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xxvi 23,

I chas'd the guileless daughters of the plain, Nor dropt the

chace, till Jessy was my prey. 1810 Scott Lady o/L. 1.

xix. Than every freeborn glance confessed The guileless

movements of her breast. 1844 R. M. M cCheyne in Mem. i.

(1872) 18 The golden days of guileless youth. 1880 W. S.

pLL'MER'in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 1-8 True piety

is.. guileless, unspotted from the world.

Comb, a 1834 Coleridge Notes <$ Led. (18741 254 Cassio's

full guileless-hearted wishes for the safety, .of Othello.

Hence Guilelessly adv., Guilelessness.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Guilelesness .. Guilelesly. 1819

Shelley Cenci iv. iv. 183 The truth of things . . written on
a brow of guilelessness. 1844 H. Rogers Ess. (18601 III.

113 The simplicity, innocence, and guilelessness of child-

hood. 1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxxv. 7 Traps, .into

which they have fallen as guilelessly as beasts which stumble
into concealed pits.

T Gui'ler. Obs. Forms : 4 gilowre, guilour,

gylor, gyulere, 4-5 giler(e, -our(e, 4-6 gylour(e,

gutter, 5 gyler, gyllor, 6 guyler. fad. OF.
guilleor, gileor, gyllour, f. guil(l)er

t
giler: see

Guile v.] A beguiler ; a deceiver.

1303 R. Bkukne Handl. Synne 5975 Hyt semeb bou art a
gylour. And coueytous, and trechour. c 1380 Wyclif Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 129 We penken on bat bis gilour saide whan he
was on lyve. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 44 Neewe gilours wolde
waite us schame. c 1460 Townetey Myst. xiii. 713 The fals

gyler of teyn now goys he begylde. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xviii. 75 Wo to thay Gylouris of godlynes denude !

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 64 He. So goodly did beguile

the Guyler of his pray.
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Gui'lery. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4 gelori,

gilerie, gill(e)ry, gilri, -ye, gyl(e)ry'e, 4-5
gil(e)ry, gylory, 9 dial. gil(l)ery. [ad. OK
gillerie, f. gailer; see Guile v.]

1. Deception, deceit, cheating, trickery.

1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 6611 Hyt ys a tokene of

felunnye Toweyte hym wyb swychgylrye. c 1340 Ham pole

j
Prose Tr. (1866) n Here es forbodene gillery of weghte.
C 137S Sc, Leg. Saints, George 732, I persawe wele pi gilry

! euir-ilke dele, J>at bu wald lede me yddir quhare. 1426 in

j
Surtecs Misc. >i888) 10 Wyth outen any gylory, fraud e, or

deceyt. c 1440 York Myst. xxxvii. 160 He leuys with gaudis
i
and with gilery. 1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh. Dial, Take
care, there's a good deal of gillery about him.

2. With a and//. An instance of deceit, an act

of treachery, a trick.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. <i8io) 215 It was a gilery. a 1340
Ham pole Psalter ix. 25 When he suffirs him or any ober
come til honures & riches thorgh gilrys & syn. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 156/1 A Gillry (A, Gylery), prestigium.

+ Gui*lesome, a. Obs. In 4 gilesum. [f.

!
Guile sb. + -some.] Full of guile ; deceitful, false.

1382 Wyclif Isa. x. 6 To a folc gilesum I shal senden hym.
Guilfat: see Gvlefat.

t Gui'ling, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. < '.tile v. + -ing '

.]

Deceit ; canning.
13.. A". Alls. 3475 There caste Alisaunder the kyng For

j
to aspye Daries gylyng. c 1400 R. Glouc. Citron, (Rolls)

: App. XX. 59 pe king of scotlond al midgrete gilinge Seide
: he wolde come in pes K: gistny mid be kinge. c 1430 Hymns
I Virg. 105 I.eue alle fals mesuris ii: al gilinge.

tGuilingly, adv. Obs. [i.*guiling, ppl. a.

of Guile v. - -ly -.] h\ the manner ol one who
deceives; with guile ; deceitfully.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xxvii. 35 Thi brothir cum gilyngliche,

and took thi blissyng. — i'ro7\ xi. 13 Who goth gilendeli,

shewith ..priue thingus.

Guill, Sc. variant of Gule sb* Obs.

Guilleni (gi'lem). Also 7 guillam, -iam,

gwylim. [app. a. Welsh Gwilym — William.

Cf. Guillemot.] - Guillemot.
1603 Owen Pembrokesk. (1891) 131 The gwylim. 1668

Wilkins Real Char. II. viii. § 4. 155 Guillam. 1674 Ray
Collect. Words, Water Fowl 92 The Guilliam, Cuillem or

Kiddaw : Lomwia insula Fe>rx. 1867 Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk., Guillem, a sea-fowl. 1885 Swainson Prov.
Names Birds 217.

Gui'llemin. Hist* Also 3 gilmin. [a. ( >F.

Guillemin, f. Guillelme (mod. Guillaume) William
;

for the suffix see -urifil.] A hermit of the order

founded in the 12th c. by disciples of St. William.
The reference to their habit in the quot. indicates that they

wore a grey hood like the Franciscans and a black gown
like the early Dominicans.
a 1300 Sat. People Kildare vii. in JS. E. P. 11862,1 153

Hail be ">e gilminswib ?ur blakegunes ?e leuith ;e wildirnis

and fillib be tiuns Menur wib-oute and prechour wib-inne.

1844 Louisa S. Costcllo Beam I. 135 Orders of hermit

monks rose up in every quarter, bearing his name of

Guillemins.

Guillemot (gl*lihyt). [a. F. guillemot (1555
in Hatz.-Darm.), app. a derivative of the name
Guillaume- William. Cf. Guillem and WlLLOCK.]

The name of several species of sea birds of the

genus Aha or Uria \ esp. Uria or Alca troile, the

Common or Foolish Guillemot, and Uria gryllc,

the Black Guillemot.
1678 Ray Wilhtghbys Ornith. 324 The Bird called . . by

those of Northumberland and Durham a Guillemot or Sea
hen. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 517 The black Guil-

lemot . . [is] found on the Bass-isle in Scotland. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 256 The frequent chatter of the

Guillemot. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 326 The
Guillemots, like the Divers, inhabit the northern seas, are

little fitted for moving on land, and seldom venture on shore

except in breeding time. 1849 Kingslky A*. Devon in Misc.

II. 305 Some unseen guillemot would give a startled squeak.

1859 Atkinson Walks fy 'Talks (1892) 328 Guillemots, or

willocks, as they are locally [Yorkshire] called. 1883 Black
in Harper's Mag. Dec. 70/1 The soft ' Kurroo ! kurroo !

'

of the .. guillemots. 1893 Newton Did. Birds 399 The
common or Foolish . . Guillemot of both sides of the

Atlantic is replaced further northward by . .the Alca arra
or Alca bruennuki of ornithologists.

Guillevat, variant (in Diets.) of Gylefat.
Guillevine : see Keelivine.
Guilliam, obs. form of Guillem.

Guillian (grlian). [f. F. Guill-aume + -ian\]

An adherent of William III.

1690 D'Uri-ey Collins Walk in. qg Grave Bishops, Barons,

Baronets, The Guillians, and the Jacobites.

Guilloche (gUf»'J, Fr, g*y<?J), sb. Arch. [a.

or ad. F. guiltochis the ornament itself or guil-

loche the tool with which it is made.] * An
ornament in the form of two or more bands or

strings twisting over each other, so as to repeat

the same figure, in a continued series, by the spiral

returning of the bands ' (Gwilt Encycl. Archit.

1842). See also Galace, Golose.
1857 Birch Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 128 Not only are there

fine architectural ornaments,—such as the guilloche, rosettes,

leaves and flowers [etc.]. 1883 A. Dobson in Eng. Itlustr.

Mag. 83/1 The ceiling, .is painted black, partly gilded, and
divided into panels by bands, ornamented with a guilloche.

attrib. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ix. 272 The inter-

laced, or guilloche ornaments, on the early Scottish crosse>.

1884 W. Wright Empire Hittites 145 Along the base of the

stone, below the feet, runs a single band of the guilloche

GUILLOTINE.
patiern. 1893 West///. Gaz. 17 Feb. 6/i This portion .. is

marked off by a guilloche border running from end to end.

Guilloche tgil^11'/), v. [ad. F. guillocher.1

trans. To decorate with intersecting curved lines,

or with any pattern composed ot curved lines.

Hence Guillo'ched ppl. a.

1883 Mollett Diet. Art <y Archxol., Guilloched, waved
or engine-turned.

Guillochee (gity*')* v. [f. F. guillochis sb.,

with semi-anglicized spelling.] trans. To decorate

with guilloehes. Hence Guillocheeing vbl. sb.

'in quot attrib.).

1886 Pop. Set. Monthly July 349 A charming effect is pro-
duced at the Neuwelt houses by means of a guillocheeing
machine in which an engraver's tool is drawn in regularly
massed lines over the slowly revolving vase.

GuiUotinade (gi IJtin<?'d). [ad. F. guillo-

tinade (Dupre, 1S01), i. guillotine, see next and
-ADE.] An execution by means of the guillotine.

1835 Macau lay Sir J. Mackintosh Ess. (1850 312 Then
came commotion, proscription, .civil war, foreign war, revo-

lutionary tribunals, guiltotinades.

Guillotine [gil#tt*n), sb, [a. F. guillotine, f.

Guillotin, the name of a physician at whose sug-

gestion the instrument was employed in 17^9.]

1. An instrument used in France [esp. during the

Revolution) for beheading, consisting of a heavy

knife blade sliding between grooved posts. Also,

execution by this instrument.

1793 Ann. Reg. 278 At half past 12 the guillotine severed
her head from her body. 1819 Byros Juan 1. exxix, One
makes new noses, one a guillotine. 1848 W. H. Kki.i.y tr.

Le Blanc's Hist. Ten V. II. 417 Alibaud was condemned tu

the guillotine. 1877 K. B. Hamley Voltaire xxvi, 201; The
violent overturning of the old monarchy, the proscriptions,

the massacres, the guillotine—these would have received no
countenance from him.
trans/, and Jig. 1800 Hcrdis Fav. Village 137 The

monarch daffodil upiears his head, Nor dreads the guillotine

of the keen gale. i8oz Let. 14 May in Papers Twining
Fant. (1887) Ser. II. 243 A neat silver guillotine, to cut off

the heads of asparagus. 1815 J. Adams Wks. (18561 X. 12^

Down would fall the guillotine of a negative upon the neck
of poor Muhlenberg. 1884 Graphic 1 Nov. 446/2 Cayenne is

?o malarious that transportation thither u>cd to be styled
' the dry guillotine '.

2. The name of various instruments acting in

a similar manner ; a. Surg., an instrument for

excising the tonsil or uvula and for other surgical

operations, b. (Sec quots.) c. A machine for

cutting the edges of hooks, paper, straw, etc.

a. 1866 J. M. Sims Notes Uterine Surg. iii. 224 But I

think I have at last hit upon something better [than the

curved scissors] which I would term the uterine guillotine.

1880 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat <y Nose I. 321 Abscission

may be performed by means of knives, scissors, guillotines,

or e'eraseurs. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Le.x.

b. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Guillotine, a machine
for breaking iron with a falling weight. 1892 Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Guillotines, machines used in the iron and
steel industry for cutting square blocks of steel to a certain

length.

C. 1883 Scotsman 9 May 11/7 Valuable Printing Plant ..

Two Guillotines. 1896 Advt., Printers. — Wanted, young
man as Machine Man. . .One with knowledge of guillotine

preferred.

3. a. U.S. ^See quot. 1S83.) b. A method ot"

shortening the discussion on a bill in parliament,

by fixing a day when the Committee stage must
close.

1883 Encycl. Aiuer. I. 200/1 The axe. or rather the guillo-

tine, is made to represent the dismissal of Government
officials upon the coming in of a new President, or in case

of some grave complication, and the victims are said to

be beheaded. 1893 Boston iMass.) Jml. 20 Mar. 1/2 The
Post-Office Guillotine Working Rapidly. 1893 Scotsman
28 June 6 Let us suppose that the Government have resolved

to adopt the guillotine. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 50 June 2, 2 The
Coercion Bill (1887J was allowed 15 days in Committee be-

fore the application of the guillotine.

4. attrib., &s guillotine-massacre, -process; guil-

lotine-cravat, a fashion of cravat current during

the French revolution; guillotine-cutter — 2c ;

guillotine-instrument Sztrg.= 2 a,; guillotine-

window [Y.fenetre a guillotine], an ordinary sash

window, jocularly so called from the fact that the

sashes slide in grooves.

1880 Vern. Lee Stud. Italy iii. 225 Italy bad become cos-

mopolitan and eclectic, borrowing top boots, "guillotine

cravats, and Grecian sandals. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.

Supp., "Guillotine instrument. 1796 Bp. Watson Apol.

Bible i. (17991 6 - 1 cannot, with you. attribute the "guillotine-

massacres to that cause. 1893 Daily News 10 June 3/8

There might be an objection to applying the "guillotine

process to the Bill as a whole. 1898 Ibid. 28 Feb. 4/7 The
French laugh at our ,lrguillotine windows '.and greatly prefer

their own, which open inwards.

Hence Guillotinism, execution by means oi the

guillotine ; Quillotinist, one who favours execu-

tion by the guillotine.

1793 Poetry in Ann, Reg. 404 Lo ! I who erst. .Disclos'd

the secrets of the Royal House, And sang the Guillotinism

of—a louse! 1796 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 11

The humane guillotinists of Bourdeaux.

Guillotine (giltfirn), v. [ad. F. guilloline-r,

f. guillotine Guillotine sb.]

1. trans. To behead by the guillotine.

1794 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 10 May (1709) 14/z Guillotined

at Paris, madame Elizabeth, uat*r of the late king of France.
14*2-2



GUILLOTINING.
1810 O. Rev. Nov. 464 Our late philosophers (for we believe

they are most of them guillotined'. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rez'.

III. vii. ii, They have suffered much : their friends guil-

lotined; their pleasures.. ruthlessly repressed. 1880 Ouida
Moths I. 146 You could fancy her going to be guillotined in

old lace like Marie-Antoinette.
trans/, and fig. 1804 Kessenden Democr. (1806J I. 121

And guillotine the reputation Of every good man in the

nation. 183a G. Downks Lett. Cant. Countries L 39 The
view, .includes some hills, with vineyards guillotined after

the French manner. 1887 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 3/1 Mr,
Calmour has a short and easy way with dissyllables which
refuse to fit into his verse. He simply guillotines them,

thus :
' And redbreasts fearless 'proach the door \

2. In various applied senses, a. To cut (the

edges of a book) with a guillotine, b. To cut

short discussion upon (a bill, a clause).

1893 Times 1 June 9/5 To fix a date for guillotining each

clause in succession. 1896 Daily News 23 Mar. 8/6 Only
the cheaper books- are sewn by machinery .. the better

volumes being sewn with silk by hand. Then the edges are

guillotined.

Hence G-uilloti'ned ppl. a. (also absoL) ;

Qui llotineer,Gnillotiner,one who guillotines;

Goiilloti-nement [so in Fr.], execution by the

guillotine.

1796 Times 1 Aug. in J. Ashton Old Times (1885) 322 The
widows of twenty guillotined poor souls. 183* Blackw.
Mag. XXXII. 275 They . . would rather be the guillotined

than the guillotiners. 1837 Dickens Picfciv. xl, The vehicle

was not exactly a gig . . nor a guillotined cabriolet. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rez>.\\\. vu. ii, Bewildered by long terror,

perturbations and guillotinement. 1890 Longm. Mag. Aug.

359 These were would-be guillotiners, now to be guillotined

in their turn ! 1897 Expositor's Grk. Test. I. 164/1 Even
persecutors and guillotineers get weary of their savage work.

Guillotining (gilJunirj), vbl. sb. [f. Guil-

lotine v. + -ing *.] The action of the vb.

Guillotine.
1794 in Spirit Publ. Jruls. (1799} I. 331 Confusions, up-

roars, commitments, gutllotinings, &c. 1799 Coleridge
Lett. (1895) I. 329 Guillotining is too republican a death for

such reptiles. 1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861)304 We have

had . .no confiscations, no deportations, and no guillotinings.

attrio. 1837 Thackeray CarlyWs Fr. Rev., His . . guil-

lotining system had its hour. 1893 Times 1 June 9/5 Cutting

short the discussion on . . the remaining clauses of the Bill

by what is known as the 'guillotining' process.

Guilour, variant of Guiler Obs.

t GuilouS, ct. Obs. In4gilous(e, 4-5 gylous.

[f. gi/e, GUILE sb. + -ous.] Guileful.

1381 Wvci.if 2 Cor. xi. 13 Forwhi suche false apostlis ben

trecherous, or gylous work men, transfiguringe hem into

apostlis. 1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) v. v. 202/2 The
gylous tonge, that is called in latyn lingua dolosa.

Hence f Ouilously adv., guilefully.

c 1425 -S7. Mary of Oignies 1. ix. in Anglia WW. 143 '16

pat sly enmy. . warned hym also gylously of sum good dedys

pat hee shulde do. 1496 Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.) v. v.

202/2 Ioab gylously sloughe the noble prynce Aniasam.

Guilt (gilt), sb. Forms: 1 gylt, irreg. gielt,

1, 2, 4 gelt, 2-5 gult(e, 2-6 gilt, 2-7 gyuVe, 3

Onn. gillt, 3-5 gilte, 4 gelte, 4, 6 guilte,

gelthe, gylthe), 6- guilt. [OK gyU sir. masc. :-

])rehistoric type *gulti-z ; related to next vb.

No equivalent forms are known in the other Teut. langs.

The connection commonly assumed with the OTeut. root

'geld-, gald-, guld-, to pay, Yield, is inadmissible phono-

logically, and its apparent plausibility with regard to sense

disappears on examination. From the fact that OE. gylt

renders L. debitum in the Lord's Prayer and in Matt, xviii.

27, and that is gylti} renders debet in Matt, xxiii. 18, it has

been inferred that the sb. had a primary sense ' debt ', of

which there seems to be no real evidence, though OE.
scyld, G. schuld, have developed the sense of 'guilt' from

that of ' debt '.]

+ 1. A failure of duty, delinquency; offence,

crime, sin. Obs. (Of. 5 b.)

97X Blickl. Horn. 193 ponne onfob hie for^ifnesse ealra

heora gylta act urum Drihtne. <i 1000 Kentish Ps. 1. 39
t'Gr.) Geltas ^eclansa, ba 5e ic on aldre aefre ^efremede.

< 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 12 Forgyf us ure gyltas [
1160

Hatton gelta*]. .1050 Byrkt/ertlis Handboc in Anglia
VIII. 320 |?aet we ne ^efremmon gylta xnivie. «"75
Cott. Horn. 223 Se lichame is deadlic burh adames gylt.

<:i*oo Ormin 15S73 Iff b>e?3 mu^henn turrnenn hemm To
betenn be^re gilltess. 12.. Paternoster in Rcl. Ant. I.

282 Forjif us oure guiles, c 1150 Gen. ff Ex. 2409 So
linked euerile wis man..Se of adames gilte muneS. 1340

Ayenb. 15 J>e ten homes of be beste betokneb be geltes of

be ten hestes of our lhorde. a 1400-50 Alexander 3213

tDublin MS.) pat Sloghen so pair souerent bat neuer bairn

gilt made. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 39 For which gilts

and defaults it were worthy that the order, .were fordone.

f2. Responsibility for an action or event; the

' fault* .3/" (some person}. (In OE. const, genitive.)

II.. O. E. Chron. an. 1048 (Laud MS.) Eustatius hx:fde

^ecydd bam cynge bet hit sceolde beon mare gylt barrc

burhwaru bonne his. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 257 It is

for men ben nou^t worthy To haue the grace of god and

no gylte of the pope. C1380 Sir Ferumb. 317 If be sarsyn

ouercompb Uic] him bare certis 3e bereb be gilt. 1390 Gowek
Con/. II. 122 She taketh upon her self the gilt, a 1400-50

Alexander 2384 It was be gilt all of be gome & no}t of pc

gud lord. 1671 Mrs. Behn Fared Marriage 1. i, I shall

grow angry, and believe your pride Would put the guilt off

on your modesty.

f3. Desert {of si penalty) ; esp. in phrase With-

out guilt, without having done anything to deserve

one's fate, innocently. Obs.

c 1*75 Passion our Lord 342 in O. E. Misc. 47 Nenne
gult of debe ich on hym i-seo. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. v. 75
With-oute gult, god wot gat ich thys scathe, e 1400 Maundev.

496

(Roxb.) xv. 67 Godd ban had done agayne his ri$twisnesse

for to suffer swilk ane innocent die withouten gilt, c 1430

Li/e St. Kath. (1884) 51 Seynge bat be kepers scholde haue

be turmented wyth oute gylte. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

39904 He fand ane subtill wyle, But ony gilt how he suld

them begyle. a 1615 Boys IVks. (1629-30) 268 Shee .

.

abideth vnder the wrath of God, horror of conscience, guilt

of death and hell.

4. The fact of having committed, or of being guilty

of, some specified or implied offence
;
guiltiness.

t Formerly (now poet.) const, of.

c 1330 R. Brunse Chron. (1S10) 129 If a clerke men
founde in his lond bat reft, borgh slauhter or wounde, or

borgh ober theft, Men suld schewe his guilte in be courte

of lay. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 165 lustinianus

Cesar was prived of be ioye of his kyngdom for gilt of mys-

byleve. c 1450 Mvrc 1 100 Hast thow forsake pyn owne gult,

And on a-noper be blame I-pult? 1622 Bacon lien. VII
196 It was neither guilt of Crime, nor reason of State, that

could quench the Enuie that was vpon the King for this

Execution, a 1715 Burnet Own Time iv. (1724) I. 636 He
in his deposition said somewhat that brought Sir Hugh
Cambell and his son under the guilt of treason. 1833 Tenny-

son Lady Clara I 'ere de V. 43 The guilt of blood is at your

door. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit India III. 324 Positive

proofof hisguilt could not be adduced. i8$i Speaker 2 May
532/2 He has put the believers in the guilt of Richard III

in a dilemma.

5. The state (meriting condemnation and re-

proach of conscience) of having wilfully committed

crime or heinous moral offence ; criminality, great

culpability.

C1510 More Picus Wks. 32 Spare vs wretches, and washe

awaye our gilt, That we be not by thy iuste anger spilt. 1596

Si'Enser A. Q. v. v. 48 That his guilt the greater may
appeare.-I will a while with his first folly beare. 1654

Hammond Fundamentals xvi. 167 These, .are taken away,

the possibility of guilt, and the possibility of innocence.

1709 Steele Taller No. 35 f 1 Several of my intimate-

Friends are in the Guilt. 1737 Whiston Jostphus, Antic.

Dissert, ii, Most of which seem to have had no other

peculiar guilt upon them than that common to soldiers in

war. 1757 Smollett Reprisal Pro!., No guilt attends a

fact involuntary. 1785 Bukke Corr. (18441 III. 39 Guilt

resides in the intention. 1813 Byron Giaour 1243 But

Heaven in wrath would turn away, If Guilt should for the

guiltless pray. i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xiii, She never

saw the child of her love stand before her doubly dis-

honoured, by guilt and by falsehood. 1876 Mozlev Univ.

Serm. viii. 176 Guilt is the direct consequence of a crime

having been committed.

b. (With a and pi.) An instance, kind, or

degree of guilt, rare.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 135 Of every gilt, and wicket

govimance, I cry The mercy, and lasar to repent. 1605

Shaks. Lear 111. ii. 57 Close pent-vp guilts, Riue your con-

cealing Continents. 1679 Gentl. Call. Pref. § 8 'Twas
amongst the Jews a Capital Guilt to curse a Parent. 1685

South Serm. (1843) II. xvii. 281 The pardon of a guilt (too

big for the common measures of pardon !. 170a Rowe Tamerl.

v. i. 2115 Nor has my Soul One unrepented Guilt upon
remembrance. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 139 P 1 Rapine,

Murder, and all the Guilts that attend War when it is unjust.

1864 H. H. Brownell War Lyrics (1866) 21 Ah ever .. In

the crash of falling crime Some lesser guilt must share.

c. Conduct involving guilt ; heinous sin or

crime.

17*9 Bitler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 127 It [self-deceit] is

itself the greatest of all guilt in proportion to the degree it

prevails. 1780 Newgate Cat. V. 120 The life of this man
seems to have been one chain of guilt from the cradle to

the gallows. 1819 Bvron Juan II. exxvii, He was a Greek,

and on his isle had built. .A very handsome house from out

his guilt.

fl d. Misused for
( sense of guilt \

1690 1 Tillotson Serm. xxxviii. (1735) L 355 Guilt being

nothing else but trouble arising in our minds, from a con-

sciousness of having done contrary to what we are verily

perswaded was our Duty.

6. In legal use : The state of being regarded as

justly liable to penalty, rare.

1765 Bi.ackstone Comm. Introd. § 2. 46 Here it is im-

possible that the party could foresee that an action, innocent

when it was done, should be afterwards converted to guilt

by a subsequent law. 1858 J. Kent Comm. A tuer. Law (ed.9)

1. 157 If a ship has contracted guilt by a breach of blockade,

the offence is not discharged until the end of the voyage.

7. attrib. and Comb., as guilt-bom, -concealing,

-formed, -imbued, -reeking, -sick, -stained, -won

adjs. Also f guiltwite [OE. wile penalty], penalty

for commission of crime.

1813 Scott Rokeby 111. xiv, ^Guilt-born Excess the goblet

drain d. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 1174 Beneath the

cloud of *guiTt-concealing night. 1830 Scott Demonol. x.

364, I cannot forbear giving you another instance of a
*guilt-formed phantom. 1845 Hirst Poems 69 Others, sweet

and dove-like ;—others, regal :—Others, *gui It-imbrued.

1811 Shelley Tear ii. 4 Patriotism red with his *guilt-

reeking gore, a 1615 Beaum. & Kl. Custom Country iv. i.

A *guilt-sick conscience, a x8m Shelley Posth. Fragm.
Marg. Nicholson 82 At the orphan's sigh .. Totters the

fabric of thy *guilt-stained throne. 964 in Birch Cart. Sax.

(1893) III. 379 Debitum transgression is et penam delicti

qua: Anglice dicitur Ofersswnesse et *Gyllwyte. 1387

Trevisa Higden ( Rolls) 1 1. 95 Gultwite amendes for trespas.

1607 Cowell fnterpr., Gultwit. i7o6PHiLLiPs(ed. Kersey),

Gyllwite. .Gultwit (Sax. Law-Term).

t Guilt, v. Obs. Forms : 1 gyltan, 2-3

gulten(« > . Onn. gilltenn, 4 gilte ^u, 4-5 gilt.

5-6 gylte, 6 guilt. Pa. i. 2-4 gulte, 3-5 gilte,

4 gilted, -id. 5 gylted. Pa. pple. 2 igult, 4-6

gilt, 5 gult, 5 gilted, 6 guilted. [OE. gyltan

:-prchistoric type *gultjan ; related to prec sb]

GUILTLESS.

1. intr. To commit an offence or trespass, to sin.

(-825, c&97, c 1000 [see Gcilting ppl. a.], c iozo Rule St.

Benet. vi. (Logeman) 25 Ic ssede ic jehealde wejas mine
bait ic na gylte on minre tungan. CI17S Lamb. Horn. 83
pa com bes Mon, he nefre ne gulte. a 1200 Moral Ode 27
Al to lome ich habbe igult a werke and o worde often, a 1250
Owl ty Night. 1521 Ther-fore the were gulte That leof is

over wummon to pulte. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 550 Michel
gilte 3e, gome, bi gour goous falce. a 1400-50 A lexauder
472 fou has giltid, bot no3t gretly. 1530 Palsgr. 566/1, I

gylte, I faulte or commyt a trespasse (Lydgate 1

.

b. Const, against, rarely to (a person, a law).

Also with dot. of person, and ace. of thing (neuter

pron.).
( 1200 Ormin 5142 Godd itt te fonbedebp To gilltenn ohht

on^aeness himm. 1340-70 Alex. <y Ditul. 384 We ne gilte

nuht god no no gome here. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vm. 151

Alle thuse rybaudes that repenten hem sore, That euere thei

gulte ajens the. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. xxviii.

^Tollem. MSA In poo mawmetes Salomon trespasid and
giltid his owne God. a 1400 50 Alexander 2430 pare as

he gilt me agayns & I him gradid haue. 1414 Brampton
Penit. Ps. xxvi. (Percy Soc.) 10 Graunte me grace .. Thi
lawe to understande . . That I nevere gylte a;ens itt. 1423

Jas. I Kiugis Q. xxxviii, tjuhat haue I gilt to him or doon
offense, That I am thrall, and birdis gone at large ? *: 1450
Lonelich Grail \. 658 Why hast bou thus here now wrowht,
with goddis peple that Gylted the nowht ? c 1500 Lancelot

699 Qwhat haue y gilt, allace ! or qwhat deseruit?

2. [f. the sb.j trans. To render guilty. In

fjnot. reft.

1553 Ghimalde Cicero's Offices in. (1558) 121 Hath he the:;

guilted himself of murder ?

Guilt, obs. form of Gilt sb. and v.

Guilt(e, -ed, obs. ff. Gilt, Gilted///. adjs.

t Gui'lter. Obs. Also 3 gultare, 4 gilter.

[f. Guilt v. + -er '.] An offender, transgressor.

12. . Paternoster in Rel. Ant. I. 282 For3if us oure gultes,

also we for^ifet oure gultare. 138a Wvclif Isa. \. 28 He
shal to-trede the hydous gilteres and the synneres togidere.

tGui'ltfal, « Obs. [f. Guilt sb. + -ful.]

Full of guilt
;
guilty ; heinous. Hence t GuiTt-

fully adv.
c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints, Atulrea 103 Wikit women, pou

bolis^us 111, for bou. .hasconsawit giltfully. 1655 R. Capel
in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 36 Worldliness is a most
guiltful sin in respect of God. 1675 Walker etc. Paraph.
St. Paul 22 Prohibition . . making it more guilt-full. 1791

Learmont Poems 15 (E. D. D.) The lady heard the guiltfou

tale Wi' mickle dole an' dread.

Guilt-head, obs. form of Gilt-head.

Guiltily (giitili),^??. [f. Guilty a. + -ly 2
.]

In a guilty manner or condition ; like one that is

guilty.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 146 Bloody and guilty:

guiltily awake, And in a bloody Battel! end thy dayes.

166a Jesuits^ Reasotts (1675) 104 Who have guiltily pro-

voked .. the Sanguinary Laws. 1843 Carlvle Past «y Pr.

iv. iii, Our friends of China, who guiltily refused to trade.

1873 Black Pr. Thule v. 69 Consciousness that he had been
guiltily remiss.

Guiltiness (gHtines). [f. Guilty a. +
-ness.] The condition, quality, or state of being

guilty ; criminality, culpability ; an instance of

this ; also, consciousness of guilt. Const, of.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Thomas 172 Of giltines be schame
Is generit, & of It be blame. 1535 Coverdale John xix. 6

'lake ye him & crucifye him, for I fynde no giltynesse

in him. 1601 Sir W. Cornwai.lis Disc. Seneca (1831)

10 Too much doubt argueth too much guiltinesse. 1676

Allen Address NonconJ. 97 A guiltiness of a great Schism
in the Church, and consequently of the many sad effects of it.

a 1740 Waterland Wks. (1823) VI. 286 Arguments against

Christianity, be they serious or ludicrous, are indifferently

(not always in the same degree, or with the same guiltiness)

attempts to subvert Christianity, and are consequently to

be punished. 175* J. Louthian Form 0/Process ted. 2) 89

His Guiltiness of the Crime libelled against him. a 1834

Lamb Misc. Wks. (1871) 469 False surmises of her guiltiness.

1849 Stovel Introd. to Canue's Necess. 6 The loss of truth

by neglect, whatever the present inducement, must ever be-

fore God be attended with inexcusable guiltiness.

fGui'lting, ppl. a. Obs. Chiefly OE. In

1 gyltend. 4 giltend. [f. Guilt v. + -ing?.]

That offends or trespasses. In quots. absol.

(825 Vesp. Psalter xxiv. 8 Swoete & relit dryten fore

5issuin aee ^esette gyltendum in wege. C897 K. Alfred
Gregorys Past. x.\i. 166 Dara gyltendra scylda. < 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 12 Forgyf us ure gyltas, swa swa we
forgyfa5 urum gyltendum. 1382 Wyclif Job ix. 28, I

shamede alle my werkis, witende that thou shuldist not

spare to the giltende.

tGui-ltist. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Guilt sb. +

-1st.] A guilty person ; an offender.

1693 W. Freke Art War vi. 252 Only the Principal

Guiltists among Your Enemy ought to suffer Death.

Guiltless (gi'ltles), a. Forms: see Guilt sb.

[Late OE. gyltleas, i. gylt Guilt + -Uas -less.]

1. Free from guilt ; innocent. Const, of ffre-m.

c X2oo Vices $ Virtues (1888) 133 Hande on hande nis naht

5e euele man gylt-leas. c iaoo Ormin 1977 5ho, batt all

wass gilltehes. 1297 R. Glouc. 1 Rolls) 6707 pe erl godwin..

Let bis gultelese men sette al arewe. C1340 Cursor M.
I 16406 (Trin.) Alle ?e se he seide bat I am giltles of his lyue.

1382 Wyclif Matt, xxvii. 24, I am innocent or giltlesse,

I fro the blood of this iust man. c 1460 Towneley Myst. iv.

I 207 Andthusgyltles[IJshallbearayde. 1548 Hail Chron.,

I Rich. Ill, 8 b, The cau*e of the destruction of manye gyltles

persones. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. viii. 36 All the floore .

.

With blood of guiltlesse babes. . Defiled was. 1647 Cowley

I

Mistr., Concealment i, So handsomly the thing contrive,

I
That she may guiltless of it live. 17x3 Berkeley Guardian



GUILTLESSLY. 497 GUINEA.

No. 62 P 3 The cheapness of puerile delights, the guiltless

joy they leave upon the mind. 1750 Gray Elegy xv, Some
Cromwell, guiltless of his country's blood. 1853 Grotk
Greece 11. lxxxiv. XI. 189 Upon their guiltless heads fell all

the terrors of retaliation for the enormities of the despot.

quasi-advb. 1542 Udall Erasm, Apoph. II. 291 a, He was
. . through enuie & falsely surmised accusacions, guilte-

lesse condemned & putte to death.

b. absol. or qn&si-sb. Now only with the.

(-1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 105 pe unbileffulle man werpeS
his ajen gilt uppe be giltlese. a 1300 Cursor M. 11554 He
made oon ordinaunce W hi:je pat niony gultles shulde disc.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 668 Hit isadom batneuer god gaue,

f>at euer be gyltlez schulde be schente. c 1450 St. Cutkhert
(Surtees) 5152 Bathe glides and als gylty. 1484 Caxton
Fables ofA Ifonce 1 Ye shold do grete synne yf ye dyd put

this Innocentand gyltles todethe. 1769 BlackstoneCcww.
iv. xxvii. 336 In consequence of a notion that God would
always interpose miraculously to vindicate the guiltless.

i*c. transf. Of things, places, etc. : Free from

the stain of crime. Const, of Obs.

1602 Marston Ant. $ Mel. iv. Wks. 1S56 I. 46 Was ever

Prince. . Leftshipwrackt,banisht,on more guiltlesseground?
1652 Benlowes Thcoph. xu. Ixxii, We there, on grassie

tufted Tapistries In guiltlesse shades, by full hair'd trees .

.

view natures ants and bees. 1725 Pope Odyss. xi. 658
Though spears in iron tempests rainM around, Vet innocent
they play'd, and guiltless of a wound. 1784 Cowpkr Task
hi. 698 That dissipated minds .. Should seek the guiltless

joys that I describe.

f2. nonce-uses. a. Free from penalty, scot free.

b. Undeserved. Obs,

1579 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 90 God, who permitteth no
.^uile to be guiltlesse, will shortly requite this injury. 1602

Marston Antonio s Rev. iv. lit. Wks. 1856 I. 126 Have I

liv'd to see his vertues blurd With guiltlesse blots ?

3. Having no acquaintance, dealings, or fami-

liarity with, no experience or use of (something .

Const, of. (Cf. Ixnocknt 2 c and Guilty 2 b.)

1667 Milton /*. L. ix. 392 Not as shee with Row and
Quiver armd, But with such Gardning Tools as Art yet

rude, Guiltless of fire had formd. 1693 Dryden OviiVs Met.
1. 132 The teeming earth, yet guiltless of the plough, And
unprovok'd, did fruitful stores allow, a 1763 Shenstone
Elegies i. 15 Guiltless of disguise. 1862 Atlantic Monthly
Sept. 338/2 Gabriel was . . reported . . to be guiltless of the

alphabet. 1874 Lisle Carr j*d. Gwyimel. i. 1 Distinguish-

ing it from other farm-houses, which were guiltless of that

special ornamentation.

Guiltlessly (gi'ltlesli),Of/r. [f.prec. + -ly -.]

In a guiltless manner ; without guilt.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Pet. i. 1-2 Whom the

rageing crueltie of them, which hated the name of Christe,

hat he giltelesly dryuen out of the places where their fathers

dwelt before them. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 13

The trifling vse of the name of God and Christ, the which
no man shall gtiiltelessely lift vp in vaine. 1870 Ruskin
Led. Art L 27 It is not possible .. for any, guiltlessly, to

pass their days in a succession of pleasures.

Guiltlessness (gi'ltlesnes). [f. Guiltless
a. + -ness.] The condition, quality, or state of

being guiltless ; innocence.

1571 Goi.disg Calvin on Ps. iv. 2 If at any tyme our gilt-

lessenesse appeere not before the world. 1650 Hobbes De
Corp. Pol. 23 When Justice is taken for Guiltlesnesse. the

Actions are just, and yet not alwayes the Man. 1681 T.
Flatman Heraelitus Ridens (1713) II. 30 If the Declaration

of a Grand Jury .. cannot convince the World of the guilt-

lessness ofany Man, what can? 1813 Sir S. Rom illy.Speech
Pari. 5 Mar., The guiltlessness of the Princess of Wales was
established. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos III. yii. 58 These
preposterous charges almost show the real guiltlessness of
the veteran on whom national hatred had fixed.

Guilty (gWti), a. Forms: 1 gyltis, 2 geltis,

2-4 gelty, 3-4 gulti(tt), 4 gelti(f, gilt-, guiltif\e,

gylti, -if, -yf, 4-5 gulty, 4-6 gilti, gylty, 5
gillty, giltyf, 5-6 giltie, gyltie, 6 giltye, gylte\

7 guiltie, 6- guilty. [OE. gyltig : see Guilt sb.

and -Y I. Some ME. forms are due to association

of the suffix with -if, -ive.]

1. That has offended or been in fault ; delin-

quent, criminal. Now in stronger sense : That
lias incurred guilt ; deserving punishment and
moral reprobation ; culpable. Often absol.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 18 5*1 hwyle swa swerep on
baire offrunge be ofer baet weofud ys se ys gyltig [Hatton
Gosp. geltig, Viiig, debet], a 1175 Cott. Horn. 239 pan seied

ham god be gelty mannen }e sene^eden [etc.}. a 1*40 Lofsong^

in Cott. Horn. 205 Ich icnowe me gulti and creie be leafdi

merci. X3. . SeuynSag.iW.) 856'fhourgththeconseilof hiis

wif, Hesloughth hisgreihond nowt geltif. 13.. E. E. Allit.

P. A. 668 pe gyltyfmay contryssyoun hente & be burj mercy
to grace bry^t. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 9 pei ben. most
gyltifofalle. c 1400 Rom. AV^'6394 Penaunce. .formy sinne

Which that I fond me gilty inne. c 1400 Gamelyn 822 We wil

sle be giltif and late be tother goo. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial
iv. i, Tis the guilty trembles At horrors, not the innocent.

171a W. Rogers Voy. 12 We put ten ofthe Mutineers in Irons.

. . Others less guilty I puntsh'd and discharg'd. 1781 Cowper
Antt-Thelypth. 188 The guiltiest still are ever least ashamed.
1814 Calhoun Speech 25 Feb., Wks. 1864 II. 92, I know not

which to pronounce the most guilty : the nation that inflicts

a wrong, or that which quietly submits to it. x8ao Byron
Mar. Fal. 1. i, And secret as the grave to which they doom
The guilty. 1870 R. W. Dale Week-day Serin. vi. 127 To
pardon the guiltiest.

b. transf of the instrument with which, or the

scene where, a crime is committed ; or the like.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii- 184 This one Hand yet is left,

to cut your throats, Whil'st that Lauinia tweene her stumps

doth hold : The Bason that receiues your guilty blood.

I5y> — Com. Err. iv. iv. 66 Vpon me the guiltie doores were

shut. 16*9 Milton Nativity 39 Only with speeches fair

She woo's the gentle Air To hide her guilty front with

innocent Snow. 1709 Mrs. Manley Seer. Mem. (17361 III.

264 Had he. .not have gone to the guilty Rendezvous, 1780
Cowper Table '/'. 450 The storms that overset the joys of
life, Are but His rods to scourge a guilty land. i8zi Byron
Cain 111. i. 397 He hangs his guilty head, a 1854 H. Reed
Led. Brit. Poets iv. (1857) 123 Perceiving that the barge
was steering to the traitor's gate, she refused to enter that

guilty portal.

2. That has committed a particular offence or

crime, or is justly chargeable with a particular

fault. Const, of
1297 R. GloUC. (Rolls^ 689S Holdeb horn gulti of be dede
& lateb .. in strong prison be ydo. £1380 Wyclif Sel.

Wks. III. 289 Gilti of schedyng berof [be blood of Jesu.-.

Crist]. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. Ixxi. (Percy Soc.) 27
Thowj thou be gylty of synnes sevene. 1450 LOMNER in

Paston Lett. No. 93 I. 125 He was arreyned .. upon the
appechementes . . and fonde gylty. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
III. ii. 168 Least my selfe be guilty to selfc wrong, lie stop
mine eares against the Mermaids song. 1593— 2 Hen. It,

ill. ii. 17 We intend to try his Grace to day, If he be guiltie.

1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage {1614) 112 In some cases of homi-
cide the guiltie person was put in a little-ease prison. 1676
tr. Guillatiere\t v'oy. Athens 46 They are guilty of very
foul mistakes. 1681 Trial S. Cotledge 6 You must plead to

the Court, Guilty or not Guilty. 1710 Berkeley Prim.
Mum. KhOVjI. \. § 91 [We] are guilty of no innovation in that

respect. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xxvii. 338 One cannot
but be astonished at the folly and impiety of pronouncing a

man guilty, unless he was cleared by a miracle. 1792 A need.

W. Pitt III. xxxix. 39, I charge the Ministers with the

highest crimes that men in their stations can be guilty of.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 392 The heir at law .. had
been guilty of a breach of trust. 1859 Lang Wand. India
381 Well, plead Not guilty, and you will have it. 1884 Ld.
Esher in Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 616/2 note, The
deceased was also guilty of negligence or of want of reason-

able care contributing to the accident. 1884 Sir S. St. John
Hayti lit. 86 The first and last chief who was ever guilty

of so unaccountable a weakness. 1894 Solicitors* jfrnl.

XXXIX. 2/2 The. .report . . must state that fraud has been
committed, though the guilty person need not be specified,

f b. absol. as sb. The person who is guilty. Obs.

I5SO W« Lynne Cartons Cron. 231 b, Therupon was the

gyltye fast tied aboute the necke with an yron coller .. and
then a fyer made . . and so the Gylty roasted tyll he dyed.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt Brit. ix. xv. § 56. 644 Yet at length

was that Castle enforced to surrender vpon composition of

life, excepting the guilties of Burgundies death. 1700 Dkydln
Cock <y Fox 287 Oft a speedier pain the guilty feels.

C. In playful or ironical use.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. ii. 116 Brag. Is there not a ballet

Boy, of the King and the Begger? Boy. The world was
very guilty of such a Ballet some three ages since. 1648
Symmons Vittd. K.Chas. 15 These Papers might have been

Evidences of Truth and of Loyalty too had the Surprizers

of them been guilty of these vertues. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies 11840' III. 6^ He died not guilty of much wealth.

1673 Ladies Call. 11. ili. § 23 The World is apt enough to

malicious errors . . but 'tis seldom guilty of the charitative.

a 1704 T. Brown Persius" Sat. 1. Wks. 1730 I. 54 For read

his trifles, and scarce in one line You'll find him guilty of

the least design. 1717 Berkeley Jrnl. Tour Italy 27 Jan.,

Wks. 1871 IV. 551 Church of the Carmelites . . in the front

a little diamond work, which they are sometimes guilty of.

1784C0WPEK Task u. 12 He finds his fellow guilty of a skin

Not coloured like his own.

1 3. Guilty of (rarely to) : culpably responsible

for (a result) ; to blame for the loss or destruction

of (something). Obs.
a 12*5 After. R. 58 Heo is gulti of be bestes deatSe. 1395

Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 34 Ye ben giltif of alle, and cause

of here dampnacioun. Ibid. 139 He that takith governance
of a ship in great tempest to a man vnkunnynge, is gilti of

al the ship, and of alle thingis conteynid therynne. 153*

Frith Mirr. ii. Wks. 11573"! 87 Or els are they in ieoperdie

to perisbe at euery pit, and the eye giltie of their destruction

for withdrawing her office from them. 1535 Coverdale
1 Sam. xxii. 22, I am giltye of the soules of thy fathers

house. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 549 Th' vnthought-on

accident is guiltie To what we wildely do. 1628 Milton
I
r
ac. Exerc. 96 Severn swift, guilty of Maiden's death.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Love it66o! 24 It was . . a want of Dis-

cretion, that was guilty of their faults. 1700 Dryden Pal.

<y Arc. 111. 815 With mortal hatred I pursued his life, Nor he
nor you were guilty of the strife. (11715 Burnet Own Time
1. (1724) I. 40 The preachers, .cried out against all that were

for moderate proceedings, as guilty of the blood that had
been shed.

t 4. Deserving of liable to (a penalty). Also

bound to the performance of (a vow) = L. reus

voti. Obs.
C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 10 J)ei ben .. gylti of damp-

nacion. 138a — Matt. xxvi. 67 He is gilty of deth. [So 161 1

;

R. V. worthy.] c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 42 And wyth
sotel sleyghtes maken hem gylty to be peynes of helle.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 98 He schal be gylty to M doom. 1577
Vautrouillier Luther on Ep. Gal. 72 By doing good works
thou shalt be made worthie of eternall life : but by beleuing

in Christ thou shalt he made culpable and giltie of eternal

death. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 328 The sinne of nature.,
makethvs guiltie of the wrath of God. a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Life Hen. VIII (1683) 420 A Man .. guilty of the highest

punishment. 1700 Dryden Pal. <5» Arc. 1. 427 Some pray
from prison to be freed ; and come, When guilty of their

vows, to fall at home.

5. Of actions or conditions : Involving guilt,

culpable, criminal.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI. 11. iv. 94 His Trespas yet Hues
guiltie in thy blood. 1700 Dryden Fables, Cinyras fy A/yrrha

263 111 she presag'd, and yet pursu'd her lust, For guilty

pleasures give a double gust. 1784C0WPER Task in. 70 Let

her pass, and charioted along In guilty splendour, shake the

public ways. 1871 Macdufp Mem. Patmos vii. 85 These
Laodiceans were living in guilty self-deception.

6. Of the conscience, mind, etc. : Laden with
guilt, haunted by the recollection of crime.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI. v. vi. 11 Suspition alwayes haunt-;
the guilty minde. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 28
He was in great fear during the tempest, because of his
guilty conscience. 1693 T. Creech in Dryden s Juvenal
(1697.1 335 Not sharp Kevenge, not Hell it self can find

A fiercer Torment than a Guilty Mind. 1821 Shelley
Hellas 731 Revenge, and Wrong, bring forth their kind :

The foul cubs like their parents aie; Their den is in the
guilty mind. 1871 E. F. Bckr Ad Fidcm \\\. 53 Our minds
dark, because they are guilty.

b. Of feelings, etc : Prompted by sense of guilt.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1482 Let guiltlesse soules be freed from
guilty woe. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. v. Wks. 11851) 114
Their own guilty carriage protests they doe feare. 1667 —
/'. L. ix. 1058 Naked left To guilty Shame. 1813 Scott
Rokehy 11. xxiii, In Wyclifie's conscious eye appear A guilty

hope, a guilty fear.

1 7. Conscious, cognizant, privy. Also guilty

to oneself ~ L. conscius sibi. Const, of, to. Obs.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 7 Being guilty vnto himselfe of
the murther of bis kinsman Bruno .. he trauailed vnto
lertisalem. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. in, ii, He giue
out . . that I know the time, and place where he stole it,

though my soule bee guiltie of no such thing. 1605 Hi'.

Hall Medit. $ I 'oivs 11. § 4 The Klephant, that being guilty

to his deformity, he cannot abide to look on his owne face

in the water, but ^-eeks. . muddy channels. 1607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts (16581 373 The Lion went away guilty of hi>

hurt. 1613 Pl'rchas Pilgrimage (1614} 301 Not to suffer

the Alcoran .. to be read .. of every one; guilty of the
absurdities therein contained. 1633 J. Adams Exp. 2 Peter
ii. 1 Like an old courtesan, guilty of her own witheredness.
1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxxvi. (1739) 162 In
truth they were guilty oftentimes to themselves, that they
were not within the degrees. 1685 Dryden 'Theocritus

Idyll xxiii. Despairing Lover 54 Farewell.. ye stones And
threshold guilty of my midnight moans. 1690-1 Tillotson
Serm. xxxviii. 1735) I. 359 When we are not guilty to our
selves that we have deserv'd them [persecutions] from men.

8. Comb.
1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 39, I cannot thinke it That he

would steale away so guilty-like, Seeing your comming,
1642 J. Eaton Honey-combe Free Justif.1^1 Guiltie-making
r-inue. i860 Thackeray Round. Papas, On beingfound our

130 This wrath of the guilty-conscienced Sachs.

Hence t Gui'Ttyship, guiltiness.

1557 N. T. (Genev. 1 Rom. v. 18 Lykewyse then as by the

offence of one, giltiship came on all men to condemnation.

t Gui'ly, a- Obs. In 5 gyly. [f. Guile sb. +
-Y i.] Full of guile; deceitful, wily.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc. 1 36 Thou wenest wel
but she is ful gyly,—Thou art deceyved whanne thou best

gyntiest to trust. 1515 Barclay Igloges 1. (1570) A ij b/a

'then let not, Cornix, playnly to say the troth, Let scabbed
clawe, and gyly men be wroth. [1849 J- Wilson Christopher
under Canvass in Blackw. Mag. LXVL 630 Richard him-

self is not more wily—guiiy— smily—and oily.]

Guimbard (gi*mbaid). [ad. Y.guitnbarde, of

unknown origin.] A jew's-harp.

[1825 Dannei.ey Encycl. Mus., Guiutbarde, the Jews'-

harp.J 1830 Maunuer Treats. Knoivl. 1, Guimbard, a.

musical instrument; the Jews' harp. And in recent Diets.

Guimp, variant of Gimp sb.l

Guind, guine, obs. ff. of GEAN, wild cherry.

1803 J. Leyden Scenes Infancy Iv. 73 The guine.

t Gni'ndall. Obs. Also 7 gyndall. [a. OK.
guindal (mod.F guimleau), f. guituier, 1. Teut.

root wind- : see \\ ixn ^.] A windlass.

1628 R. Norton Gunner li. 11S The Guindall or Windlas,
is a conuenient inuention, to mount a peece of Ordnance.
Ibid. Iiv. 123 Gyndall.

Guinea (gi'ni). Forms: 7 (gennie), gin-

(n'^ey, ginnie, -y, guinnea, -(e)y, gynny, 7-8

guiney, -ie, guymiy, 7- guinea. [The geogra-

phical name appears first in Pg. as Guine (hence

Sp. Guine', F. Guinie) ; its origin is unknown.]

I. 1. The European name of a portion of the

'West Coast of Africa, extending from Sierra Leone
to Benin, used attrib. and Comb, in the following

:

(In several instances the name is used loosely for West
Africa or for some far-off or unknown country.)

Guinea aloe, amomiem, cloth, drill, hairworm,

pea, stuff \ Guinea bird, [a) a Guinea - hen

or Guinea-fowl (also jig.) ;
(b) jocularly, a native

African ; Guinea corn (.also with small g),

Durra or Indian millet, Sorghum vulgarc\
Guinea cubebs, Piper Afzelii (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1886); Guinea current (see quot.) ; Guinea
deer, the Chevrotain ; t Guinea duck, the

Muscovy duck ; Guinea goose, the Chinese goose

or swan-goose, Anser or Cygnopsis cygnoides
;

Guinea "grains, grains of Paradise (Simmonds

Diet. Trade 1858); Guinea grass (also with

small g), a tall-growing fodder-grass of tropical

Africa, Panicum maximum ; Guinea green,

same as acid-green, a bright greenish yellow {Cent.

Vict.) ; Guinea hog, the river-pig of Guinea,

Potamocluvrus pictus (by Marcgraf 1648 called

Porcus guineensis) ; Guinea merchant, one who
trades with Guinea ; hence, a slave-dealer

;

Guinea (oil) palm, Elais guineensis (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1886; ; Guinea peach, a strong climbing shrub

of western tropical Africa, Sarcoccphalus esculen-

tus (N.O. Rubiacesi>, yielding a fruit resembling
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a peach (London Encycl. Plants 1829) ; f Guinea
peacock, piece (see quots.) ; Guinea plum, the

plum-like fruit of a large West African tree, Pari-
narium excetsum 'Loudon 1829); Guinea pods,
the fruit of Capsicum frutescens (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1886) ; Guinea ship, a ship trading to Guinea, a

slave-ship; (b'< a sailor's name for a floating

medusa, Physalia pelagica (Cassell) ; Guinea
sorrel. Hibiscus sabdariffa (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886) ;

Guinea trader = Guinea merchant ; Guinea
weed, Petiveria alliacea

(
Treas. Bot. 1866^ ;

t Guinea wheat (also with small g), an old name
of Indian corn; f Guinea wood ^ Red-wood.

,

Also Gi;i.nka-cock, -hex, -max, etc.

1759 tr. Adansons Voy. Senegal 201 The *Guinea aloe,

of which the negroes . . make very good ropes. 1886 Syd.
Soc. Lev,, Large-seeded "Guinea amomum, the Amomum
niacrosPermum. 1637 Pockuncton Altar Ckr. 52 It is 1

a world to see, what pert *Gynny Birds their Gossips are.

179a Mar, Riddeli. Voy. Madeira. 60 The turkey, the
African Guinea bird, and the quail, are found here. 1826
It. N. Coleridge West Indies 263 'Ki*, retorted my
< ruinea bird, 1886 Yule & Burnell Hobson-Jobson,
''Guinea cloths, Guinea stuffs. Apparently these were
piece-goods bought in India to be used in the West African
trade. 1697 DAMPIKR Voy. ^1698) I. iii. 48 The Indians are
Husband-men, and plant Maiz and Guinea Corn. 1759 ir.

Adansons I "oy. Senegal 69 At that time they [sc. the fields]

were covered with a large kind of millet, called guiar-natt,
or Guinea corn. 1775 ROMANS Florida 84 They cultivate

for bread ..two varieties of that species ofPanicum vulgarly
1 ailed guinea corn. 1834 K. H. Fkoudb Rem. (1838) I. 343
The guinea-corn grows near fifteen feet high. 1875 Bed-
ford Sailor's Pocket Hi: iv. (ed. 3) 105 The "Guinea Current
is a stream current, running to the Eastward, along that
part of the African coast comprised chiefly between Cape
Koxo and the Bight of Biafra ; extending Southward to the
3rd and 2nd parallels of North latitude. 175a Sik J. Hili.

Hist. Anim. 579 The *Guinea-deer. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) III . 340 The Chevrotain, or Guinea deer. 1644,

165a 'Ginnie, Ginney Drill [see Drill sb.*]. 1602 Cakeu
Cornwall 24 b, Of tame Birds, Cornwall hath Doues, Geese,
. . "Ginney duckes. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 299/2 The
Guinny Duck, .is by some Authors called a Cairo-Duck; of
others a Muscovy-Duck. 1879 Newton in Encycl. Brit.

X. 778/2 The largest living Goose is that called the Chinese,
'Guinea, or Swan-Goose, Cyguopsls cygnoides. 1756 P.
Browne yamaica 366 "Guinea Grass . . is frequently culti-

vated, to supply stabled and working cattle with food. 1834
West tttd. Sketch Bk. II. 9 note, The accidental introduction
of the Guinea-grass into Jamaica in 1744. 1834 M. Scot x

Cruise Midge xx. (1S36) 330 The faces of them [sc. hills)

being covered with guinea-grass pieces. 1885 Lady Brass)-.

y

The Trades 262 Mixed with this vegetation in large quanti-
ties was Guinea-grass. 1857 tr. Kuchenmeister's Man.
Hum. Parasites (Syd, Soc.) I. 398 By the English [it is

known as] the 'Guinea hair worm. 1788 "Guinea hog [see ,

Hog s*, 1 3]. 1719 T. Gordon Cordial Low Spirits I. 214
Von may as well argue with a *Guiney Merchant against
the Selling of Slaves. 1567 G. Fenner in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) 148 Certain peason called "Guinie peason. 1698
Froger Voy. 33 The 'Guinee Peacock, which others call

the Imperial, or the Lady, is black, and almost of the big-

ness of a Turkey. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 480/2 *Guimi
pepper, the seeds of two species of Amomum, found on the 1

west coast of Africa, within the tropics; the one, A. grana
Paradisi, the other A. grandijlorum. 1804 Ann. Rev. II.

29/1 The Moors are paid for their gum in pieces of calico
dyed blue, called "guinea-pieces; they are seven or eight
ells long, and half an ell wide. . . The Moors instantly ascer-

tain whether a guinea-piece is fabricated in France or India,
\

by the smell. 1855 MacaULAV Hist. Eng. vii. III. 161 They
were crowded together like slaves in a "Guinea ship. 1813
W. Mm.burn Orient. Co/urn. I. 289 *Guinea stuffs, 4$ yards
each [per ton} 1200 [pieces]. 1756 "Guinea trader (see

Guinea-man 2). 1598 Im.orio, Bre/ta, a kind of *ginnie or
;

turkie wheate. 1610 GutLLIM Heraldry in. iii. (1611) 112
;

He beareth Azure, three earesof Ginny Wheate louped and
bladed or. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 56/2 Ginny Wheat
.. is also termed Indian, or Turky Wheat. 17a* A ct in
Land. Gaz. No. 6040 '7 Red Wood or *Guinea Wood the

'

Hundred Weight, ..one Pound ten Shillings.

f2. Short for Guixea-fowl, Guinea-hex, Obs.
16*0 Venner Via Recta iii. 58, Ginnies ; or Turkies. 1647

A. Ross MysL Poet. xiv. (16751 357 She was called Penelope,
fromthegenniesor turkyhens, named Meleagridesand Pene-
tope, for they fed her, being an infant. [1661 Lovell Hist.
A mm. fy Min. Introd., The Cock and hen, patavine, Turciek,
Persick, Scottish, Indian and Ginnie.)

II. The coin so called, or its value.

3. An Knglish gold coin, not coined since 1813,
first struck in 1663 with the nominal value of 20s.,

but from 1 717 until its disappearance circulating

as legal tender at the rate of 21s. Double guinea :

a coin equal in value to two guineas. Spadeguinea

:

a guinea of the pattern coined 1787-1800, so called

from the form of the escutcheon on the reverse.
In 1663 the Royal Mint was authorized to coin gold pieces

of the value of 201. ' in the name and for the use of the
Company of Royal Adventurers of England trading with
Africa'; these pieces were to bear for distinction the figure

of a little elephant, and 44$ of them were to contain 1 lb.

troy of ' our Crowne gold '. The 20s. pieces of the African
company received the popular name of guineas almost as
soon as they were issued, as being intended for use in the
Guinea trade, and made of gold from Guinea ; and the name
was extended to later coins of the same intrinsic value. As
silver was the sole standard till 1816, the value of the guinea
was from the first subject to market fluctuations, according
to the condition of the silver coin, which l>ecame so bad
that the guinea rose as high as 30J. in 1695. In Dec. 1717
it was fixed at 21s., after which it underwent no further
nUeration. The latest coinage of guineas took place in 1813;
the sovereign, of the value of 20*., was first issued in 1817.

1664 EvBf.W Diary 0. Mar., Now it was that the fine new-
milled coin, both of white money and guineas, was established.
1666 Pkkvs Diary 2g Oct., My goldsmith . . tells me that
ginnys, which I bought 2,000 of not long ago, and cost me
but \%\d. change, will now cost me 22rf". ; and but very few
to be had at any price. 1673 Marvei.l Reh. Transp. II. 19
The great little Animal was on a sudden turn'd so yellow,
and grown withall so unwieldy that he might have past
currant for the Elephant upon a Guinny, 1686-7 in Wood
Life 1 1848) 247 note, I giue to my dearest child y* Lady
Shuttleworth ..a gilt box w th 30 gynnyes in it. 1700 A.
Haig in J. Russeli. Haigs xi. (1881) 336 Zerubabell got
from me.. a guinie, which is to be at 23 shillings starling
and 6 penies. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4208/3 Lost,, .a. .Purse,
with 3 Five-Guinea Pieces, 3 double Guineas, a 1734
North Exam. 11. iv. § 55 (17401 259 The Uuke gave him
twenty Guineys to hire him to kill the King. 1777 Sheridan
Trip Scarb. 1. i. Can you give me change for a guinea?
1832 Bahbacje Econ. Manuf. xiv. (ed. 3) 124 The great step,

that of abolishing the guinea, has already been taken without
any inconvenience.

b. Proverbial phr. (Cf. guinea-gold.)
1727 Gay Beggars Opera 1. v. (1729) 7 A wife's like a

guinea in gold.

4. A sum of money equal to the value of this

coin. In present use, a name for the sum of 21s.

The guinea is the ordinary unit for a professional fee and
for a subscription to a society or institution ; the prices

obtained for works of art, racehorses, and sometimes landed
property, are also stated in guineas. Otherwise the word is

now only occasionally used.
1688 in Ellis Corr. 1 1829^ II. 1S6 The Royal African Com-

pany have lately a dividend of ten guineas per cent, 1699
( i. Hickes in Lett. Lit. Men (Camdenj 283 Its prime cost
will at least lie a guiney. 173* Fielding Miser 111. hi,

A turkey . . which . . may be bought for a guinea, or there-
abouts. 1767 A. YouNt; Farmers Lett, to People 49 To
regard a guinea raised by cultivation as materially different

in value to us from a guinea raised by any other trade. 1778
in Bos'tvelfs "Johnson 3 Apr., I have been looking at this

famous antique dog .. valued at a thousand guineas, 1818
I,Ai>vMoRGAN.4»^»/'/(^.(i85qi47A. .shawl. . for five guineas.
1883 Whitaker's Almanack 362 Winners of Races 1863-82.
Derby, Oaks, St. I>eger, 2,000 Guineas, 1,000 Guineas.
1884 H. Smart Post to Finish vii, It's a guinea to a goose-
berry OD Sam. 1885 Act 48 Vict. c. 16 § 16 Such substitutes

. . shall be paid at the rale of seven guineas per day.

5. attrio, and ( 'omb.
t
as guinea-stamp

;
guinea-

fed adj.; guinea-boat (.see quot. ; guinea-corps
(see quot. 1810 s. v. Guinea-trade'

;
guinea-

dropper, one who cheats by dropping counterfeit

guineas
;
guinea-edge (see quot.)

;
guinea-gold,

+ (a) collect, guineas ; (b) gold of which guineas

were coined, gold of 22 carats; guinea-table, ?a
gaming-table, where the stake is a guinea

;
guinea-

wedge, ?

1867 Smyth Sailors U'ord-bk.,*Guinea-boat,& fast-rowing
galley, of former times, expressly built for smuggling gold
across the Channel, in use at Deal. 1710 Palmer Proverbs
209 'Tis astonishing that a young gentleman, bred five or
six years in our own universities, shou'd, at his first coming
to London, be drawn in by *guinea-droppers. 1712 Gay
Trivia in. 249 Who now the Guinea-Dropper's Bait regards,
Trick'd by the Sharper's Dice or Juggler's Cards? 1890
Xaehnsdorf Art Bookbinding 176

* Guinea-edge, a roll with
a pattern similar to the edge of an old guinea. 18x0 Bent-
ham Art of Packing (1821) 175 note, Inconvenient to a
^guinea-fed juryman to attend oftener than the Act requires !

1671 Lond. Gaz, No. 599^4 On Wednesday the second of
August, there went away from his Masters house, .a young
man by name John Kirke . . with a considerable summ in

Guiny-Gold. 1795 Burns For a* That 7 The rank is but
the *guinea stamp; The man's the gowd for a' that. 181

1

L. M. Hawkins C'tess <V Gertr. II. 57 She will go to the
"guinea-table .. rather than not play'. 17.. Mrs. Delany
in Life ty Corr. (1861J III. 251 He has given me some very
pretty guinea wedges.

b. quasi-adj. I'nced at or amounting to a guinea.
174a ?Pitt .S"^. Ho. Comm. in Anted., etc. (1797) I. iv. 79

The most stupid serjeant at law that ever spoke for a guinea
fee. 174a H. Wali'OI.e Lett. {1846) I. 188 Twice a-week
there are to be [in Ranelagh-gardensJ ridottos, at guinea
tickets, for which you are to have a supper and music. 1801

C. Lamb in C- Kegan Paul IV. Godwin (1876) II. 87 Leave
him to take guinea-and-a-half lodgings with mama in Leg-
horn. 1807 Daily Nnos 15 June 8/5 Most of the business

has been in the guinea and two guinea seats.

t Guinea-cock. Obs.

1. An early name for the Turkey-cock.
1577 1J. Googe Heresbach's Hush. iv. (1586) 166, I would

faine learne the right ordring of their outlandish Birds,

called Ginny Cocks, and Turky Cockes. . . before the yeere
of our Lorde .153a they were not seen with us. 1599
HakLUVT Voy. II. n. 108 We found in this place .. great
plentie of partriges, Guiniecocks, and other wilde foules.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 332 We haue written alreadie of
the Ginny or Turky cocks and hens, vpon whom Nature
hath bestowed a folding crest.

2. - Guinea-fowl.
1599 H. Buttks Dyets drie Dinner K v, The Ginny-

Cocke was first brought out of Numidia, into Italy.

Guinead, obs. form of Gwyniad.
Guinea-fowl. [Imported from Guinea in 16th

c. ; cf. F, poule de la Guine'e (Belon 1555).] A
gallinaceous bird of the genus Nutnida, esp. Ar

.

A/eleagris, which is a common domestic fowl in

Europe. It has slate-coloured plumage with white

spots.

(1655 Mouiet & Bennet Health's fmprov. (1746) 166
There are some which lately brought hither certain

chequer'd Hens and Cocks out of New Guinea, spoted
white and black like a Barber's Apron, whose Flesh is like

to the Flesh of Turkies.] 1788 J. Mathews Voy. Sierra-
hone 4S It is . . surprising that the Guinea fowls, which are

real natives of the country . . should be neglected by them.
i8oj lliNGLiiv Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 249 The common
guinea-fowl. 1862 H. Kingsley Ravenslioe Hi, Some guinea-
fowl were noisily preparing for roost.

Gui'nea-lien.
+ 1. The Turkey-hen or turkey. Obs.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. Iii. 214 With white and blacke spots,

lyke to the feathers of the Turkie or Ginny hen. 1588
ft. Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 322 Ginny hennes,
otherwise called Turkey cockes, and in Spanish Pauos.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 296 The Ginnie or Turkey hens
in a part of Africke called Numidia, be in great request.
a 1637 B. Jonson Horace's Country Life 53 The Ginny-
hen Could not goe downe my belly then More sweet than
Olives. 1669 Worlidoe Syst. Agiic. (1681) 176 Turkeys,
or Ginney-hens, or Cocks, are a melancholy Fowl. 1698
Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 21 Fowls for Game they have
several, the best of which is the Guinney Hen.
2. The Guinea-fowl, or the female of the same.
1599 H. Bums Dyets dfic Dinner K iv, The Grecians call

these foules Meleagridae :. . For (they say) Meleagers Sisters
were transformed into Ginny-hens. 1703 Dami-ier Voy.
III. 23 Guinea-Hens ; which the Natives of these Islands
call Gallena Pintada, or the Painted Hen. 1781 Pennani
in Phil. Travis. LXXI. 76 The Guinea hens have long been
imported into Britain. 185^5 Tennyson Brook 126 He praised
his hens, his geese, his guinea-hens.

fh. slang. A courtezan, prostitute. Obs.
1604SHAKS. Oth. l.iii. 317 Ere I would say, I would drownc

my selfe for the loue of a Gynney Hen, I would change my
Humanity with a Baboone. 1639 Glaithorne Alb. Wallen-
stein in. iii, Yonder's the cock oth' game, About totred yon
,^inny hen, they'r billing. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 90. 2/2
You in an Honourable Amour,, .cannot bear a little Cackling
iV in a Guinea Hen !

3. Comb., as guinea-hen flower, the fritillary.

Piitillaria Meleagris\ guinea-hen weed, a
West Indian herb, the Petiveria alliacea.

1597 GERARDE//^r£a/i.lxxix. 122 The checkered DafTodillor
Ginny hen flower, hath, flowers.. checkered most strangely.
1629 Parkinson Paradisi vii. 44, I leaue to eueryone their
owne will to call it in English eyther Fritillaria, as it is called
of most, or thecheckerd Daffodil!, or the Ginnee Hen flower,

or, as I doe, the checkerd Lilly. 1829 Loldon Encycl. Plants
2Q7 Petiveria. .is thought.. to be coveted by Guinea-hens,
and hence its vulgar name of Guinea-hen weed. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 556/1 Guinea-hen flower, Fritillaria meleagris.

Guinea-man (ginimsen).

1. A vessel trading to the coast of Guinea
;

hence, a slave-ship. Obs. exc. Hist.

c l695 J- Miller Descr. AVn> York (1843) 37 On board a
small Guineaman. 1773 Gentt. Mag. XLIII. 46 A ship be-
longing to Liverpool, with 350 slaves on board, was lately

carried into Barbadoes by another Guineaman, after a smart
engagement. 1800 Cait. Cunningham in NavalChion. IV.

417 The Dick Guineaman, of Liverpool. 1834 M. Scott
CruiseMidge i. (1 836) 6 The bars of the various African rivers

where the contraband Guineainen were in the habit of lurk-

ing. 1881 Clark Russell Ocean Free Lance II. iv. 167
With the hope of netting one of the numerous contraband
Guineamen crossing the Atlantic for the Spanish Main.

1 2. A Guinea merchant. Obs. rare.

1756 Si'ence Anted. (1858)281 Mr. Pope was with Sir God-
frey Kneller one day, when his nephew, a Guinea trader,

tame in- ' Nephew, (said Sir Godfrey,) you have the honour
of seeing the two greatest men in the world '. ' I don't know
how great you maybe, (said the Guinea-man', but I don't like

your looks: I have often bought a man, much better than both
of you together, all muscles and bones, for ten guineas'.

3. A native of Guinea.
1830 Cait. H. Crow Mem. 16S Convinced me that there

Wen more untruths said of Guineamen than any other class

of people. 1846 Mrs. Gore Flng. Charac. (1852.92 Dissimilar
in aspect and aspirations as a Guineaman and a Hindoo.
x866 WHITTIBH Marg. Smith's Jrnl. Prose Wks. 18S9 I. 14

His skin was swarthy, not black like a Moor or Guinea-man,
but of a color not unlike that of tarnished copper coin.

4. ('With small g.) nonce-uses. One who earns

guinea fees (as a juryman) ; also, a subscriber of a

guinea per annum to a society.

18x0 [see Guinea trader]. 1818 Bentham Ch. Eng. 232
This impertinently intruding guinea-man at Sion-College.

Guinea pepper. a. An early name for

Cayenne pepper, b. (See quot. 1839.)

1597 GcSASM Herbal w. \x\\. 293 Guinie pepper hath the

taste of pepper, but not the power or vertue. 1620 Melton
Astrolog. 40 Hee flung Ginny-Pepper in the Hangmanseyes
as he came to put the noose ouer his necke. i6a6 Bacon
Sylva § 922 It hath beenea Practice to burne a Pepper, the^*

call Ginny-Pepper ; Which hath such a strong Spirit, that it

prouoketh a Continuall Sneezing, in those that are in the

Roome. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. i. 320 And choak with Fumes
of Guiny-Pepper. 1705 Bosman Guinea 305 Guinea Pepper
..grows on Shrubs in red Shells or Husks. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 202 Capsicum or Guinea Pepper, is also

of this lurid order. 183a / V^. Subst. Food 3:3 The Guinea
Pepper.. introduced into England, from India, so early as

1548. 1839 Penny Cycl. XI. 480/2 Guinea Pepper, the seeds

of two species ofAmomum, found on the west coast ofAfrica,

within the tropics ; the one Amomum grana Paroitisi, the

other, Amomum grandijlorum. They are powerfully aro-

matic, stimulant, and cordial.

Guinea-pig (gi*nipig)> [Perh. the animal was

thought to resemble the young of the Guinea Hog
{Potamocka:rus) ; or the name Guinea may have

been applied loosely, as in some other instances, as

a designation for an unknown distant country.

Confusion with Guiana seems unlikely.]

1. A rodent mammal {Cavia Cobaya) of the

genus Cavia, originating in S. America, but now
widely distributed in a half-domesticated state.

The term is applied dialectally to the wood-louse, and in

Cornwall to the small white cowrie.
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1664 Power Exp. Philos. t. 16 You may see than [Cheese

Mites) .. like so many Ginny-Pigs, munching and chewing
the cud. 1673 C. Brown Trav. Germany, etc. (1677) 109

Some odde dishes at their Tables ; as Gutny-pigs, divers sorts

of Snails, and Tortoises. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 106.

r 4 These were driven off at last by a Lap-dog, who was
succeeded byaGuiney pig. 1774 Golds.m. Nat. Hist. (1776)

IV. 72 The mouse being, .the most timid of all quadrupedes,

except the guinea-pig. 1806 Hatchett in Phil. Trans.

XCVI. 378 The same chemist found that the urine of the

guinea-pig deposited carbonat of lime. 1881 Besant & Rick
Cha.pl. of Fleet it. xvii, There isn't a mouse in all Epsom
can be muter, or a guinea-pig dumber.

2. Naut. a. A midshipman in the East Indian

service, b. An inefficient seaman.

1747 Adv. Kidnapped Orphan 69 He sent his nephew, at

the age of fourteen, oil a voyage as a Guinea-pig. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand, xxiv, A brave fellow as ever crackt

bisket ;—none of your guinea pigs.
_
1840 Marryat Poor

yack xxvi, The midshipmen, or guinea pigs, as they are

called. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-Bk., Guinea-pigs, the

younger midshipmen of an Indiaman.

3. In various jocular or contemptuous applica-

tions with allusions to the coin. a. One who
receives the fee of a guinea; e.g. a medical man,

a director of a public company (see quot. 1895), a

clergymandoingdutyfor another, etc. b. (Seequot.)

a. 1821 Combe Wife iv. (1869I 347 ' Oh ! oh !
' cried Pat,

' how my hand itches, Thou guinea pig [a ' vet.'], in boots

and breeches, To trounce thee well '. 1855 Smedley //.

Coverdale xxxvii, That ailment [' heart-ache '] which defies

those guinea-pigs, ' the faculty '. 1858 Chamb. Jrnl. 1 May
279/2 Whenever the court sits . . the guinea-pigs (jurymen]
sit along with it. 1871 Temple Bar XXXI. 320 'Guinea
pigs,' the pleasant name for those gentlemen of more rank
than means . . who have a guinea and a copious lunch when
they attend board meetings. 1891 S. MostvnCV.^/miS
The Vicar has managed by himself, with occasional help

from guinea-pigs. 1895 A. J. Wilson Gloss. Terms Stock
Exch. s.v., A man who lives by getting himself placed upon
the Boards of a number of companies, whose business he

can have neither the time nor the qualifications to assist in

directing, is a ' guinea pig '.

attrih. 1887 Standard \i May, We . . have here the ' guinea

pig ' Director in all his pristine simplicity.

b. i860 FAIRHOLT Costume (ed. 2) 328 Those who per-

severed in the fashion [of wearing hair-powderj paid one
guinea a year for the privilege, hence the jesters nicknamed
them guinea-pigs.

Hence Guinea-pi g"g"ing-

vbl. sb., the practice of

acting as director of a company for the sake of the

guinea fees ; also of acting as clerical substitute

(or, rarely, engaging the services of one).

1887 Ch. Times 14 Jan. 26/4 The Rector.. preferred guinea-
pigging once a Sunday to being present at his post twice a
day. 1890 J. Hatton By order Czar (1891) 125 A unanimity
of belief in joint-stock enterprises that makes guinea-pigging

a positive virtue. 1894 Wilkins& Vivian Green bay tree 1.

7 By ' guinea-pigging ', floating Companies, and other means.

Guinea trade. [Iri sense i from Guinea I,

in 2 from GriN'EA II.]

1 1. The trade with Guinea.
1673 Dryden Amboyna Prol. 9 They shall have all . . The

Straits, the Guinea trade, the herrings too, Nay to preserve

them, they shall pickle you.

2. jocularly. The taking of guinea fees.

1808 in Benthams Art Packing (1821) 190 Deeply con-

cerned and interested in the Guinea Trade 1810 Bentuam
Art Packing (1821) 33 The corps being termed the Guinea
corps; the members of it collectively Guineamen ; and it

taken separately, this or that one is familiarly spoken of as

being concerned and interested in the Guinea trade.

Guinea worm. A parasitic nematoid worm
{Filaria ?nedinensis) frequent in many parts of

Guinea, whence the name; it is long and thread-

like, of a white colour, inhabiting the human skin,

esp. of the lower extremities, where its presence

causes painful suppuration. Also, the disease

occasioned by its presence.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 89 Guinea Worms are very fre-

quent in some Places of the West Indies. 1799 W. G.
Browne Trav. Africa $ Syria xxi. 326 The disease called the
Guinea Worm is known, .by the same name [Ferttt], 1833
\i\iRnin Proc. Benv. Alat.Clubl. No.i. 24 The Guinea-worm,
which is a species of Filaria. 187a W. Aitkin Set. Med. (ed.

6) 1. 13S The Guinea worm is essentially a tropical parasite.

attrib. 1898 P. Manson Trap. Diseases xxxiii. 517 Lately
. . a French naval surgeon, has introduced a system of manag-
ing guinea-worm cases which bids fair to shorten treatment.

r Guinet. Obs. [?ad. F. guinot.] A small

bird, ? a chaffinch.

VJB$ Bradley Earn. Diets, v. /Yurrr,W hen some Guinets
get into your Nets, which are Birds a little bigger than Larks,

Gruingam, obs. form of Gingham.
II Guinguette l (gsenggt). [Fr., of unknown

origin.] A suburban cabaret ; a place of entertain-

ment of a rather low class, for drinking and dancing.

1779 Keaif. Sketchesfr. Nat. (ed. 2) 11.68 Any of the guin-
gettes about Paris. 18x8 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859)64
Oh ! England, if you would only have guinguettes where ' on
danse tons les jours ', instead of drinking porter and gin.

1839 W. Chambers Tour Belgium 77/1 The small village of

Laeken . .contains a number of guinguettes, or taverns with
public gardens. 1885 D. Hannay in Mag. of Art Sept.

448/2 Tearing up an old garden with its fountains to put a
guinguette in place thereof.

Hence G-uingettize v. z'nfr., to dance as at a

guinguette (nonce-wd.).

1840 Disraeli in Corr. w. Sister 15 Aug., There was a
temporary room for the ball, which was in itself a blunder,

as anybody can guingettise and princes give balls because
they have palaces.

II Guinguette - ,gtti»g£t; . [Fr,] A two-

wheeled vehicle without a hood ; a gig.

1852 Thackeray Esmond 11. xiii, The king drove thither

in Marshal Villar's own guinguette.

Guin(n iad, obs. form of Gwyniad.
Guipp, variant of Gup int. Obs.

II Guipure g*piir) . [Fr. , f. guiper to cover with

silk, etc., ad.Teut. wip- t
represented by G. wet/en

to turn, Goth, weipan to crown.]

1. A kind of lace (see quot. 1869}.
1843 Mrs. Romlr Rhone, etc. II. 14 These exquisite

mouldings produce the effect of costly guipure laid over
coloured satin. 1869 Mhs. Palliser Lace iii. (ed. 2) 34
The term guipure is now so extensively applied it is difficult

to give a limit to its meaning. We can only define it as lace

where the flowers are either joined by ' brides ', or large

coarse stitches, or lace that has no ground at all. 1883
Truth 31 May 769 2 The latter being covered with a piece
of old Venetian guipure.
attrib. 1844 Lady G. Fullhrton Ellen Middleton (1854)

II. xiv. 149 A berthe of the richest Guipure old lace. 1850
Harper's Mag. I. 28S An embroidery of lace imitating

guipure royal. i8gi Times 5 Oct. 4/2 Some laces in the

guipure style are also selling. 1899 Daily News 19 Aug.

7/5 Puffings of yellow chiffon, with a pair of guipure wings.

2. A kind of gimp.
1864 in Webster. 1890 Daily News 20 June 6/4 The

bodice was pink silk, with trimming of black guipure; the

deeves being also pink with guipure let in. 1893 Times
8 July 12/2 Finished with white guipure and ribands.

Guird, Guirlande, obs. ff. Gibd, Garland.
Guis, obs. Sc. form of Goose.
Guisan, obs. form of Guisian.

t Gui'sard, sbJ Obs. Also 7 guyz&rd. [a. F.

guisard, f. {due de) Guise.'] A partisan of the

Guise faction in France in the i6thc. (In the first

quot. app. used with allusion to the name of Guy
Kawkes.'i

1607 Dekker Nuts, Conjitr. (1842 54 Factious guyzards,
that lay trains of sedition to blow vp the common-wealth.
1681 Dryden Medal Ep. Whigs. The Holy League of the

French Guisards. 1683 — Vind. Dk. Guise 32 The three
Estates were at that time compos'd generally of Guisards,
factious, hot-headed rebellious, interressed men.

Guisard [gai'zaid), sb.- Chiefly Sc. Forms : 7
guyz-, gyzard, 7-9 gysart, S guisart, gysard,

y guizard, -art, S- guisard. [f. Guise v. +
-ahd.] One who goes about in a fantastic guise

or dress ; a masquerader, a mummer. See also

Guiser.
1626 Presbyt. Rec. Lanark in Annals L^esmahagow (1864)

149 \V'» Weir pyper to the gysarts of Lesmohego. 1696 in

Maidment Sc. Pasouils (1868) 307 Thou would terrify the

Souterkines, More than a gyzard in black sheep skines.

1755 R, Forbes Ajax Sp., Jrnl. fr. Lond. 28 The third

was an auld wizen'd, haave coloured carlen, a sad gysard
indeed, an' as haul' as ony ettercap. 1770 Dalrymplk in

Bannatyne Poems Notes 286 The exhibitions of gysarts are

still known in Scotland, being the same with the Christmas
mommery of the English. 1805 J. Nicol Poems I. 29

(Jam.) Whan gloamin gray comes frae the east, 'through
a' the gysarts venture ; In sarks an' paper helmets drest.

1854 Keddie Phemie Millar III. 191 It is not Christmas to

be looking out for guisards. 1869 Mrs. Gordon Life Sir
D. Breioster xii. 182 Apparitions of tall bearded guisards

into quiet families. 1893 Northnmbld. Gloss.
t
Guizard,

Guitart, Gnizcr, a masquerader, a mummer.

Hence Guisard v. intr. t
to act as a guisard, to

masquerade. (Only in vbl. sb.)

1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvi, They hae taen Yule before it

amies and gaun a-guisarding.

Guisard, obs. form of Gizzard.

Guisarme, variant of Gisaioie.

Guise (g^iz\ sb* Forms : 3-6 gise, 3-7 guyse,

4-8 gyse, 5-6 gys, 6 geyse, gyze, Sc. gyis(s,

gyss, 6-7 guize, 4- guise, [a. OF. and F. guise,

= Pr., It. gttisa, of Tent, origin ; cf. OIIG. wfsa
(G. weise), OE. wise Wise sb.]

f 1. Manner, method, way ; fashion, style.

Rarely//. Obs.

13.. A". Alt's. 6988 Tho thou myghtest, in mony gyse,
Y-seo solas and game arise. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

1572 pat may be knawen bi sere gyse. c 1380 Wyclif Wks,
(1880) 186 Many newe gises of pride and worldly vanyte.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4292 She knew ech wrenche and every
gyse Of love. C 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 68 To wede ek
cornys drie, is no good gise. 1456 How Wise Man taught
Son 143 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 175 Louys awe ys the best

gyse, My sone, to make thy wyfe aferde. 1513 Douglas
/Ends 1. Prol. 156 The thre first bukis he [Caxton] hes
ourhippit quyte, Salfand ane litle twichingPolidorus,. .And
that full sympillie on his awin gyse. 15*3 Fitzherb. Husb.
§ 35 In some countreys . . they do fan theyr corne, the
whiche is a verye good gise. 1568 Hist Jacob fy Esau
v. x. G iij, Jacob must be aduanced in any wyse: But I

shall one day handle him of the new guise. 1596 Spenser
E. Q. iv. x. 6 On stately pillours fram'd after the Doricke
guize. 1637 Rutherford Lett (1862) I. 258 Follow not the
guises of this sinful world. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 37
A military roughnes, resembling most of the Lacedaemonian
guise. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 28 Thinking, that

whatsoever is written. .must be beyond the guise of common
speech. 1714 Gay Shepk. Week Proeme, No poet, .hath hit

on the right simple Eclogue after the true ancient guise of

Theocritus. 17*8 Morgan Algiers I. Pref. 24 The Intro-

duction or Epitome of the Country I treat of is . . in no
guise what I first intended. 1765 H. Walpole Otranto v.

(17981 80 He began in artful guise to sound the Marquis.
1782 Cowper Gilpin xliii, And thus unto the Calender In
merry guise he spoke.

b. With mixture of sense 5.

1820 Ryron Mar. Fal. 1. ii. 163 Sneering nobles, in more
polish 'd guise, Whisper'd the tale. 1864 Social Sci. Rev.
266 To learn in how varied a guise, shell and shot, .do their
work.

1 2. Appointed, usual, or characteristic manner

;

custom, habit, practice; the 'wajs' (of a country).

Obs. Very common in the 16th and first half of

the 17th c.

13. . Scuyn Sag. i\V.) 246 Thai weren wedded bi commun
dome, Anon in the gise of Rome, c 1400 Sowdone Bab.
1932 ' Sir ' she saide, ' drinke to me, As the Gyse is of my
londe.' C 1440 Generydes 2974 As the Costom was-, after ther
gise, They beryed bym in honorabill wise. 1494 Househ.
Ord. (1790) 112 As for the voyde after meate the gui^e bath
been thus. 1513 Douglas /Eneis v. ii. 71 Eftir thair

payane ryte and gise. 1528 Sir F. Bryan Let to Hen I'll!

in Froude Hist. Eng. (ed. 2) I. 138 He knew the gyze of
England as well as few men did. 1536 Bellenden Cron.
Scot. (18211 I. 18 As is the gise of the gentil lioun. 1578
Timme Calvin on Gen. 26 As is the guise of rash and fickle

beaded men. a 159a H. Smith Serin. (1637I 557 This hath
been alwayes the guise of the wicked, to use the smoothest
speech when they intend most mischiefe. a 1605 Mosico-
mf.kil: Misc. Poems xxxviti, n All such rites as wes the guyse,
They made that grit god sacrifyce. 1660 H. Mori-; Myst.
Goal. v. xiv. 168 The Apostles and Martyrs highly comple-
mented according to the ancient gui/e of the Pagan Cere-

monies. 1725 Pope Odyss. xiv. 65 It never was our guise

To slight the poor, or aught humane despise.

T 3. Manner of carrying oneself ; behaviour,

carriage, conduct, course of life. Obs.

1303 R. Bbunse //audi. Synne 3329 Shal grace come
neuere yn [at lande pt-re men haue swyche gyse yn hande.
( 1315 Shorf.ham 52 Wanne he [the prest] y-ordretl hys,

Hym faith an holy gyse. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priy.

Prn: 153 Suche byth the vyse manys gyse and his maneris.
1 1450 Coz'. Myst (Shaks. Soc.) 118 Thou hast begownne
a synfulte gyse. a 1529 Skelton P. Sparowe 1251 It were
no gentle gyse This treatyse to despyse. 1540 Hyrde tr.

/ 'ives* Instr. Chr. II 'om. (1592) Q ij, Thou art a foole to look
after that I should name thee for a wife, when thou usest

not wives guise. 1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. xxxvii. S

Their wicked steps avoyd and flie, and follow not their

guise, a 1639 W. Whatelev Prototypes 11. xxxi. (1C40) no
See here the guise of a carnal) earthly-minded man. 1667
Milton /'. L. xi. 576 By thir guise Just men they seemd.
a 1670 Spalding Trottb. Ckas. I (Bannatyne Club' II. 260
This goukit gys wes begun be our baillie to schow his love

to the good cans. 1813 Hogg Qneeifs Wake 229 That
morning found rough Tushilaw In all the father's guise
appear.

4. Style or fashion of attire or personal adorn-

ment ; condition with regard to dress ; attire,

costume, garb. !^v only arch, in phrases such

as in the guise of. ... in lowly (festive, etc.), guise.

T New guise (advb. phr.) : in the new fashion.

1 1275 Lay. 19641 Six cnihtes..in pore men guyse. 1303
R. Bkunne //audi. Synne 3215 pey. .leue crystyn mennys
acyse And haunte alle be newe gyse. 13. . Coer de L. 593
All in palmeres gyse the Holy land for to devyse. c 1440
Generydes 5272 He niett in his viage A pore palmer, goth
in sympill gise. 11450 Knt. de la Tour 11868) 29 Faire

dougbtres, y praie you that ye be not the furst to take new
shappes and gises of array, c 1450 Merlin xxiii. 420 Theire
beer longe waxen, in gise of maydenes and tressed at theire

bakkes. a 15*9 Skelton E. Rummyng-]\ With clothes vpon
her bed. . Wrythen in wonder wyse, After the Sarasyns gyse.

a 1555 Lyndesav Tragedy 359 Ane Tail^eour quhilk hes
fo-terit bene in fiance, That can mak garment is on the

gayest gyse. 1583 Greene Mamillia it. (1593) H, \"p fro

the wast like a man, new guise to be casde in a dublet.

1612 T. Taylor Comm. 'Titus i. 15 When men or women
weare strange fashions and guises. 1682 BuNYAN Holy War
S To. .sit down against Mansoul, in their now ragged and
beggarly guise. 1726 Gay Butterfly <$ Snail 32 In base,

in sordid guise array'd. 1822 Byron Werner ill. i. 231

Thou know me? in this guise Thou canst not know me.
1878 M. A. Brown Nadeschda 17 The joyous prince will

fall to us, Therefore all appear in festive guise.

% h. cone?: Apparel, clothes, rare,

1796-7 Coleridge Raven 24 Soon came a woodman in

leathern guise. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. iii. 350 She
watched his men do on their riding guise.

5. External appearance, aspect, semblance.

1340 Ayenb. 158 He comb ine gyse of angle and sseweb

bet guocl uor to dra^e to kueade. 1390 Gower Conf. 1.

133 Anone his olde guise chaunge He woll. c 1450 Merlin
xxi. 377 Ye shull se me. .in so many gises that I will not be

knowe of no man. a 1533 Ld. Berners Hum xxxv. in
Thou trauesyd ye grete waues in gyse of a meruelous beest.

a 1698 Temple Health % Long Life Wks. 1720 I. 283 Both
[diseases] were thought to appear in many various Guises.

1781 Cowper Expost. 87 He. .In form a man, in dignity a

God, Came, not expected in that humble guise. 1833

N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 138 Calling forth the hidden

spirit of combustion in some new or less familiar guise.

1847 Emerson Poems (1857! 25 In the parlor sits Some
figure of noble guise. 1870 M. Conway Earthw. Pilgr.

xxiii. 271 Old carvings represent a fox in the guise of a

priest preaching to a flock of geese. 1891 SmILESY. Murray
I, iii. 69 Mr. Murray grew more particular as to the guise of

the books which he issued.

b. fig. and in immaterial sense.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 23 The Gospel cometh
under trial in a guise no-wise plausible or advantageous to

human conceit. 1708 Swift Sent, Ch. Eng.-Man Misc.

(171 1) i2i Some, who under the Guise of Religion, Sacrificed

so many Thousand Lives to their own Ambition. 1773 Mrs.
Chapone Improv. Mind (1774) I. 109 He will put on the

guise of benevolence. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankenst xvii.

U865) 211, I clothed my desires under the guise of wishing

to travel. 1849 Macallay Hist. Eng. i. I. 20 Blessings in

the guise of disasters. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876)

II. vii. gi He was able to interfere in English affairs in the

guise of a deliverer. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. ii. 28



GUISE. 500 GULCH.
A Urge armament was almost ready to sail . . under the
gui^e of a. .merely mercantile enterprise. 1894 Hall Cainf
Manxman vi. iii. 364 An evil thought in the guise of a pious
one took possession of Philip.

c. In bad sense: A^sumed appearance, pretence.
166a R. Mathew Unl Alck. xxi. 13 A bold Woman came

to me without any guise or colour, and told me plainly how
it was with him. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 373 Plausibleness and
Guises are inseparable from Court>. 18*9 I. Taylor Euthus.
iv. 1,1867)97 In the enigma, .there is given, under a guise,

some special mark which [etc. ]. 1895 Presbyterian (Sydney)
14 Sept. 5/1 {Snppl. >, A miserably weak and cowardly guise
to hide their real intentions.

f 6. Sc. A disguise, a mask. Also, a dance or

performance in disguises or masks ; a masquerade,

a show. Also in phrase To turn the guise : to

change the parts in a play. lit. zxidjig. Obs.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems xxv't. 10 He bad gallandisgagraiih
a gyiss. Ibid. 26 Heilie harlottis on hawtane wyiss Come
in with mony sindrie gyiss. 1580 J. Mrlvill Diary
iWodrow Soc. I 81 The gentilmen of the countrey about
haid a gyse and farce to play before the King, a 1605
Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomerie 50 Blaide, blecke thee,

to hrinj* in a gyse. 1639 Sir W. Mure Trot Crz'ctfixe 449
Dumbe Doctors . . did devise, Guyses to gaze on, showes
men's soules to feed. 17x1-36 Gideon Guthrie (iooo» 11

Finding the gyse turned, the Lords of the Congregation
prevailing, and the laws upon their syd. 1787 A. Shirrkfs
Poems 1700 109 It's in your power, my Bess, to turn the
^uise. 1801 Beattie Parings 1873) 27 \E. D.D.), I'll shortly

^ar you turn the guize.

7. Comb., as guise-dancer dial. = Guiser.
1846

l

J. Trenoodle' Spec. Dial. 53 (E. D. D.), And tould
us how a gizdaunce was to door. 1893 Q. [Couch] De-
lectable Duchy 339 When the mummers, guise-dancers, and
ilarkey-parties were dressing up.

Guise g3iz)» *'• Also 4-5 gyse, 6 guize,

gys. [f. Guise sb.]

1. trans. To attire, attire fantastically; dress,

equip, ' get up '. Also in immaterial sense, arch.
a 1400 Retig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 92 pan bou gysed

the gerne, and gafe be to goo Tyll Ephesyne. c 1430 Syr
'Pryam. 660 When they harde of these tyihandys, They
gysed them fulle gay. 1618 Sir W. Mure Dido <y Aeneas
u. 417 His curled head with Phrygian mytre guised. 1796
T. Townshend Poems 20 Guised just like her true love

swain. 1821 Joanna Baillte Metr. Leg., Wallace xix. 12

In that deceitful seeming guised. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers
III. ix. 220 Bands of children guised as Holy Innocents.
1882 Society 16 Dec. 5/2 The pawns .. will be guised as

choristers.

fb. To prepare, get up ,^an eatable). Obs.
1604 Parson yd Pt. Three Convers. Eng. 143 The

same Coleworts sodden againe, but guised after another
fashion.

tc. To shape, assimilate to (such or such a

guise). Obs. rare -1 .

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. 1. Vocation 102 To guise

our selves (like counterfeiting Ape) To th' guise of Men
that are but Men in shape.

2. To disguise. Obs, exc. dial.

a 1510 Douglas A". Hart 11. 70 Len me thy cloke, to gys
me for ane quhyle. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., A man of
notoriously dirty appearance asked his wife, ' Hoo mun
a gize mesel?' ' Wesh thee fyess', was the prompt reply.

3. intr. To go about in disguise, or in mas-
querade dress. Chiefly Sc. and north.

1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Guise, to masquerade. 1884
Gd. Words Nov. 747/1 The youths of Lerwick, attired in

fantastic dresses, go 'guising about the towns. 1891 N. \
Q. XI. 82 [The phrase] is not an appropriate one in the
mouth of the Duke when he is guising as a monk.
Hence Guised///. a.

1663 Greenhalgh in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 10
Hooded, guized, veiled Jews, and my own plain bare self

amongst them, a 1851 Joanna Bah.uk (Ogilvie), Then
like a guised band, that for a while Has mimick'd forth

a sad and gloomy tale.

Guisely, variant of Gcisily OBs.

Guiser (gai 'zai) . C hiefly Sc. and north

.

Forms : 5 gyaer, 5, 8 gysar, 6 gysour, 9 guisar,

-or, guizer, guyser, guiser. [f. Guise v. + -ER 1

.]

One who guises (see Guise v. 3) ; a mas-
querader, a mummer. (Cf. Guisard, Geezek.)
1488 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1877) I. 93 Item, in Lannerik,

to dansar is and gysaris, xxxvlr. 157a Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxv'iii. 14 For gysours, deuysours, the Guysianis ar gude.
a 1586 Sir R. Maitlakd in Pinkerton M. Poems (1786) 298,

I saw no gysars alt this yeir, Bot — kirkmen cled lyk men
of weir. 1864 Burton Scot. Abr. I. v. 309 Those who thus

go a-masking on New Year's eve . . are called . . guizers. 1880

T. Hardy Return Native 124 The guisers themselves ,.

could not afford to offend those by whose assistance they so

largely profited.

Guiserne, obs. form of Gizzerx.

Gttisian (grzian), a. and sb. Also 6 guisan,

guysian. [f. F. {due de) Guise + -ian.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the duke of Guise,

or his family or faction.

1579 J. Stubbes Gating Gulf Evb, This prince can not

but., be great with the Guysian duke. 1643 Prvnne Sov.

Power Pari. App. 35 The Guisian Popish faction, being the

strongest party. 1828-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 144
The skilfulness of Guisian diplomacy.

B. Sb. « GUISARD*.
x5fiiCECiL/>r. i6July inM.A.S. Hume Gt.Ld.Burghley

(18981 129 Continue your wryting to putt the Quenes
Majesty in remembrance of her peril if the Guisans prosper.

1642 AIilton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1738 I. 111 To give the
watch-word like a Guisian of Paris to a mutiny or massacre.
1897 D. H. Fleming Mary Q. Scots viii, 88 A marriage ..

which the Guisians take for concluded.

t Gui'Sily, adv. Obs. In 4 gisely. 5 gisily.

[f. Guise sb. + -(i)ly.] Handsomely ; ingeniously,

skilfully.

13. . Orfeo (Zielke) 207 Knifes and levedis com daunce-
ing In queynt atire gisely, Queynt pas and softly. £-14*0
Patlad. on Husb. m. 409 A Spaynald taught me wonder
gUily To graffe, and baad me theron not deuyne.

Guising (gai'zirj), vbl. sb. [f. Guise v. +
-ing i] The action of the vb. Guise, f &. As-

,

sumption of a certain guise or character (obs.). b.
dial. Masquerading, mummering. Also attrib.

1563 Wwjbt Wks. (1890) II. 42 The Sone of God become
nocht the persoun of a man in substance, bot, be a certane
apperand gysing and conuersation, tin;eit the samin. 1822
Bewick Mem. 26 The man who personated the devil . . was

I going 'a guising'. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. II. 1. ix, Your
I Christmas Guisings. .were a considerable something.

attrib. 185a Whistle-Binkie (Scot. Songs) u8oo) 1. 43 In a
i guizinsj excursion he sung some verses.

Guispin, variant of Gispix Obs.

Guiss, obs. Sc. form of Goose.
Guissell, misspelling {oxjuisscll, obs. f. Jcssel.
Guisserne, obs. form of Gizzekn.
t Guissette, bad form for Ciisset.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV (1550) 12 Some had . . the

guissettes. .droped & gutted with red.

Guitar (gita'l), sb. Forms: 7 ghittar, gi-

tarr e, gittarjr, gotire, guittarre, 7-S guitarre,

;
7-9 guittar. 8 guitare, 7- guitar. Also in

,
Spanish, and quasi-Spanish or Italian form, 7, 9
guitarra, 7 guittara, 9 ghitarra [a. Sp. gui-
tarra, and its mod.K. adaptation guitare ^Pr.

guitara. It. chitarra\ a. Gr. KiOapa. The word
had been adopted in classical L. ns cithara, whence
It. cetera, celra, Fr. cidra, OHG. cithara, mod.G.
zither, mod.F. cithare, Eng. cither. See also Citole,

1
Gittebx.] A musical instrument of the lute class,

i with six strings, which are twanged with the right

hand, and a handle or finger-board provided with

frets for stopping the notes with the left hand.
1621 B. Jonson Gipsies Metamorph. (1640* 51 Give me my

Guittara, and room for our Chiefe. 1648 Gage West hid.
viii. 23 Tuning his Guitarra and singing to us some verses.

1668 H. More Div. Dial. 111. i. (1713' 180 Sometimes with a
careless stroke I brush the Gittar. 1683 Lond Gaz. No.
1862 S A little Gittar, wrought with Ivory and Ebony on
the back. 1700 Astrv tr. Saavedra-Faxardo II. 99 So
delicate, like a Guitarre, that it won't bear the fingers.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. v, Mr. Thornhill. .then took up the
guitar himself. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life
11826* xvi. 00 The dead, lumpish, tubby, tones of the fourth
and fifth strings of the guittar. i8ao C. R. Maturih Mel-
moth 11892) III. xxviii. 117 Their ghitarras might be dis-

,
posed of. 184a Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. Sir Rupert the
Fearless, Full sweetly she sang to a sparkling guitar With
silver cords. 1866 Engel Nat. Mus. ix. 350 The guitarra.

.

. is still to be found , among the Arabs in Tunis. 1879 Stainer

I

Music 0/Bible 57 It is difficult to determine when the cithara

had so far departed from the form of a lyre as to become
a guitar.

fig. 1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice 11. Dram. Wks. 1874 III.

276 Oh ! no, madam, he's the general guitar o' the town, in-

j
lay"d with every thing women fancy. 17x0 Brit. Apollo II.

J

No. 101. 3/2 Where is this Hatchet-fac'd Gittar?

b. attrib. and Comb., as guitar-boxf -man,
-master, -flayer, -playing; guitar-plant, a Tas-

manian shrub, Lomaiia tinctoria (Morris Austral-

Eng.).
1705 Vanbrl*gh Con/ed. 11. 17 Her Guitar Master is with

her. Clar. Psha, she's taken up with her impertinent
Guitar Man. 1834 Landor Wks. {1846) II. 289/2 They
seem but whistlers and guitar-players compared to a full-

cheeked trumpeter. 1850 Lang li and. India 296 Here are

the coolies returning ! I can make out my guitar-box on
the head of one man. 1898 Zangwill Dreamers Ghetto iv.

166 A guitar-playing gallant of Madrid.

Guitar (gHI'i), v. [f. Ghtar sb.] a. intr. To
play the guitar. Hence Guita -rring vbl. sb. b.

trans. To serenade with a guitar.

a. c 1817 Byron To T. Moore, Guitarring and strumming,
Oh Thomas Moore ! 18*7 G. Darley Sylvia 138 Soft

flutists, and sweet serenaders Guitarring o'er the level green.

1852 Mrs. Smythies Bride Elect xiii. Go and see what all

this guitarring and serenading is about.

b. 1840 Lady C Bury Hist, ofFlirt viii, Guitaring silly

girls as Thetwal did.

Guitarist (gita-rist). Also 8 guittarist. [f.

Guitar sb. + -ist. Cf. Sp. guitarrista.] One who
plays the guitar.

1770 Ace. Bks. in Ann. Reg. 244 2 The guittarist happens
to have a good voice. 1846 Longf. in Life (1801 II. 61
Call upon Camillo Sivori, the celebrated violinist, and his

companion De' Ferranti, 'guitarist to his majesty the Roi
des Beiges \ 1882 Athenzum 10 June 738/2 The . . woman
..dancing with the wildest passion to the fiercemusic of the

Castanet players and the guitarist.

Guitermauite^gitsumansit). Min. [Named
by Hillebrand,i885, afterGutterman, its discoverer:

see -ITE,] Sulph-arsenide of lead of a bluish-

grey colour, and metallic lustre.

1885 Geol. Sun: U.S. Bulletin xx. 105 The mineral appears
to be new to science, and a name, Guitermanite, is proposed.

Guit-guit (gwtt gwit^. [Echoic.
Given by Hernandez (1615 Rer. Med. Nov. Hisp. Thes.)

as the native American name of a bird which he describes

as being no larger than a wren, green, and so courageous as

to attack the raven. His description is repeated (after

Nieremberg in r635> by Ray (Willughby's Ornith. App.

1678) whence the Eng. currency of the name. The identifi-

cation of the bird meant by Hernandez is uncertain.]

(See quot)
1893 ^

'
ewton Diet. Birds 401 Guit-guit, a name, presum-

ably in imitation ofthe cry of a bird, used almost indefinitely
for any species of the Neotropical genera Carrcba, Dactiis
and their allies,

Guive, obs. form of Gyve.
Guizard, -art, variants of Guisard.
Guize, obs. form of Guise.
Guizen, variant of Gizzex v.

1674-91 Kay N. C. Words, Guizett'd, adj. Spoken of tubs
or barrels that leak through drought.

Guked, gukit, var>. Glcked///. a. Obs.

Gukgo, guk-guk, obs. Sc. forms of Cuckoo.
Gukkit, variant of Gucked///. a. Obs.

Gukkow, obs. Sc. form of Cuckoo.

II Gul vgul)- [Pers. JJj The Persian word

I
for * rose'; made familiar by Byron's use of the

I

expression gardens of gul '.

1813 Byron Bride Abydos i. 8 Where the light wings of
Zephyr, oppressed with perfume, Wax faint o'er the gardens

j of Gul in her bloom, a 1845 Hood Kilmansegg, Birth vi,

While Margaret. .In a garden of Gul reposes—Poor Peggy
hawks nosegays from street to street, Till .. She hates the
smell of roses ! 1874 Ri/skix Fors Clav. xlvi. 11896) II. 459

1 Hear this you new-gilded Miss Kilmanseggs with your
I

gardens of Gul.

Gul, obs. form of Gull.
liGula(giwla). [L.^wAzthroat (hence, appetite;.]

1 1. a. The external throat, b. The gullet, or
1

that which answers to it in the lower animals. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 148 In be fore partie of be

necke bere is gula, be which pat strecchib from be chyn
down to pe forke of pe brest. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$-

Min. Introd. bS Neere to the mouth is a venter, like the
craw of birds, after which is the gula, to which the intestine

is joyned, which is single.

2. Ent. * The chiiinous plate which supports

the submentum in many Insecta ' I Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1826 Kirbv & Sp. Entomot. III. 367 Gula (the gula), the

lower part of the neck. 1877 Hlxlfy Anat. fnv. Anim.
vii. 403 The part called gula which in many insects is a
large plate confluent with the epicranium above and sup-
porting the submentum anteriorly.

Gula : see Gola.
Gulaund. [Icel. gulond, f. gul-r yellow + bnd

(formerly written aund) duck.] The Icelandic

name of the Goosander; cited by Pennant, Arctic

Zool. (1784) II. 572 ; and thence copied into Eng.
Diets.

Gular (gi/7*la.i\ a. (sb.) [f. Gula (in sense 2

f. h.gttla) + -AR.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or situated upon the gula.

z8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 549 A gular pouch in the
greater number. 18.. Ridgway in Coues Birds N. W.
(1874) 287 Allowing the red of the gular patch to touch, for

quite a distance, the white stripe beneath the eye. 1882

Cath. Hopley Snakes 67 The egg comes in contact with

certain 'gular teeth', which then break the shell without
any loss of the contents to the feeder. 1891 W. H. Hidson
Natur. La Plata 249 A large number of species have a
bright or nearly bright gular spot.

2. nonce-use. Concerned with the appetite
;

devoted to good eating.

1854 Eraser's Mag. XL1X. 104 The second . . was . . the

founder of a gular academy, distinguishing himself by his

treatise de opsoniis et condimentis.

3. ellipt. as sb. A gular plate beneath the throat

of a serpent or a fish.

1884-5 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 350 Posterior to the

mental, and lying between the infralabials, are the sub-

mentals and gulars.

Gulardous: see under Goliard.

t Gulch, sbA Obs. [f. Gulch vA] A glutton

or drunkard.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster 111. iv, You'll see vs then, you

will, Gulcn, you will? 1607 Brewer Lingua v. xvi, You
muddy gulche, darst looke me in the face? 161 1 Cotgr.,
Engor^eur, a rauener, glutton, gulch, ingorger.

Gulch vg^J'* SD - 0l's ' exc * did* Also gulsh.

[f. Gulch v.-] A heavy fall. Used adverbially

in to come denvn gulch.

1671 Echard Observ. Answ. Cont. Clergy 39 Then he has
me most cruelly upon the Hip, and brings me over with a
most deadly Gulsh. a 18*5 Forby Voc. E. Angtia, Gulsh,

. . a heavy fall. 1839 J. Noakes * Mary Styles 12 (E. D. S.

No. 76), I dorn't think I cud clime it now, . . I shudn't

warsley loike to troy, For gulch cum down I shud.

Gulch (g^lj), sb.^ U.S. [? Connected with

Gulch v. 1
]

1. A narrow and deep ravine, with steep sides,

marking the course of a torrent ; esp. one con-

taining a deposit of gold.

1850 B. Taylor Eldorado ix. (1862) 87 The word gulch .

.

denotes a mountain ravine, .steep, abrupt, and inaccessible.

1888 Bryce Amer. Co/unrw. III. xc. 224 A crowd of men
who.. will scatter again as soon as. .the gold in the gulch is

exhausted.

b. trans/. ' A long, narrow, deep depression of

the sea bottom ' (Cent. Did.).

2. attrib., as gulch -diggings, -gold, -mine, -min-

ing. -7vashing.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 338 During last

season a number of Mexicans extracted from the gulch*

diggings a small amount of gold. Ibid. 275 Bingham Canon



GULCH.
annually produces a little gulch-gold. 1877 Black Green
Past, xiii, The gulch and placer mines . . were giving a fair

yield. 1877 Raymond .Statist. Mines $ Mining 263 The
obstacles to gulch -mining presented by the immense
volumes of water that fill the channels in the spring. Ibid.

186 The gold comes from the gulch - washings in Indian
district, near the Eagle Mine.

Gulch, vA Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 dial, gulge,
gulsh. [Echoic; cf. Ger. dial, gulken, Norw.
gulka, Sw. dial, g'dlka. Derbyshire and Devon-
shire have a form gulk.'}

1. trans. To swallow or devour greedily. Also
with down, in, up.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 240 Heo tfrinkeo" bene drunch . . ne iuelecS

heo it neuer, auh guIcheS in siuerliche. 1611 Fi.orio, /«-
gorgare, toengurgle, 10 gargarize, to gulch. X653URQUHART
Rabelais 1. iv. 23 They should he all of them gulched up.

1890 Gloucester Gloss., Gulch, to gulp, swallow greedily.

b. Comb., f gulchcup, one who drains the

enp greedily, a tosspot.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 216 }if be gulchecuppe weallinde bres to
drincken, & $eot in his wide prote bet he aswelte wiSinnen,

f2. To gitlch out : to vomit, lit. andJig. Obs.
a 1335 Ancr. R. S3 pe uorme. .gulchetS al ut somed bet be

attri heorte sent up to be tunge. Ibid. 206 Gulche hit ut
ine schrifte, utterliche, ase heo hit dude, beo bet iveleS hire

schuldi.

Gulch [gv\
}
),7>.~ dial. [app. echoic.1 intr. To fall

or plunge heavily, b. trans. To fall heavily upon.
i8sx Clare Fill. Minstr. I. 207 Ne'er an axe was heard

to sound, Or a tree's fall gulsh'd the ground. Ibid. II. 190
The splashings . . Of fly-bit cattle gulshing in the brook.

Gulch (g»lj), z/.3 [f. Gulch j&3]
1. trans. To drag (wood) down a gulch.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines fy Mining 28 Cutting and
gulching 50 cords of wood, at $2.50 per cord.

2. intr. To dig (for gold) in a gulch.
1879 H. Drummond in Life (1899) 157 A hundred pros-

pectors gulching for gold and silver.

Gulch, variant of Culch.
1882 Standard 26 Sept. 2/2 The oyster dredgers are glad

to give sixpence or sevenpence a bushel for them as ' gulch ',

to lay down to catch the ' spat '.

fGu'lchin. Obs. rare- , [dim. of Gulch j£.']

A little glutton.

1671 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl. I, A Gulchin; q. d. a
Gulekin (i. e.) parvus Gulo. 1677 Miege Diet. Angl.-Fr.,
Gulchin, nn petit glouton. [Hence in later Diets.]

t Gurchingly, adv . Obs. [f.gulching pr.pple.

of Gulch v. 1 + -ly ^.] Greedily, voraciously.
1598 Florio, Borrenolmente, stuffingly, fully, gulchingly.

Gu'lchy, a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Gulch sb. 1 +
-Y !.] Coarsely fat ; corpulent.

1598 Florio, Croio, foule, fat, greasie, gulchie. 1808-80
Jamieson, Gulscky, cross, thick ; applied to the form of the
body. 1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Gulsky, corpulent and gross.

Quid, variant of Gold -, marigold.

II Gulden (girlden\ Forms: 6- gulden,
(6 guylden, gylden, 7 guilding) ; Sc. 6 gud-
lyne, -lyng, guidlin(g, 6-7 gudlene. [Ger.,

Du. gulden (also G. gulden), strictly an adj. = of
gold, golden, cogn. w. OE. gylden Gilden a.]

+ a. A gold coin, spec, one of various obsolete
gold coins of Germany and the Netherlands {obs.),

b. The name was subsequently transferred to a
silver coin, the value of which differed in various
countries and at various periods ; it survives, with
the value of about is, Sd., in Holland (see Guilder)
and Austria-Hungary.
In recent use the plural is commonly gulden as in Ger.
xi;.. Aberd. Reg. (Jam.), He gave hyme in kepyng tua

vnicornis & ane Phihpis gudlene. Ibid. XVII. (Jam.) The
soum of fyw gudlyngis. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 40 He
spendeth many a gulden To hange morther and bren The
masses aduersaries. 1535 Cover dale 2 Kings v. 5 He.,
toke with him ten hundreth weighte of syluer, and sixe
thousande guldens [161 1 pieces of gold]. 1533 Lyndesay
Satyre 4170 Gold Smythis fair-weill !. .To mix, set ?e nocht
by twa preinis, Fyne Ducat gold with hard Gudlingts.
a

154J0
Barnes IVks. (1573) 330/1 These two men did gather

. . within y space of ij. moneths . . .x.\\ M. guyldens. 1587
Jas. VI Let. to WinCim W.'s Wks. (1890) II. App. p. xxv,
The sowme of sevin scoir fyve guidlins. 1617 Moryson Itin.
1. 285 Most reckonings of Germany are made by common
siluer guldens, .these Guldens are .neere the value of three
shillings foure pence English.. .The Gold Rhenish Guldens
of Germany are almost of the same standard with the
Crowne Gold of England. 1645 Sc. Acts Chat, I (1814 VI.
163/2 Granted for payment of the Gudlines, Silver-work,
and others publick debts. (21653 Brome Eng. Moor iv. i.

Wks. 1873 II. 51 Here at this Inne abide, and wait my
coming. Be careful of my guildings. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) III. 311 The duke of Modena . . proposed to
some persons in Germany a loan of two hundred thousand
guldens on a mortgage of the territory of Mirandola. 1845
S. Austin Range's Hist. Re/. I. 57 The general grant of
100,000 gulden. 1865 Pall MallG. 3 July 1/1 The Reichsrath
was obliged to vote a supply of thirteen millions of guldens.
1898 Q. Rev. July 8 Reuchlin .. was nominated .. with a
hundred gold gulden as salary.

attrib. 1873 Ouida Pascarel I. 66 He was delighted to
sell it for 12 gulden notes to a German Jew dealer.

+ Guldenhead. Obs. [?a. ON. *gutlenhpfSe
}

lit.
( goldenhead \] The puffin, Fratercula arctica.

1676 Willughby Ornith. 244 Anas Artica [i.e. the
Puffin] .. Wallis .. Meridionalibus circa Tenby oppiditm
Guldenhead, Bottle-nose and Helegug.

G-uldren, obs. form of Guilder.
Guldsoeh, obs. Sc f. Gulesought, jaundice.
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tGule,^.1 Obs. Also6.SV.guiU. [ad. L. gula.]
1. The gullet.

1659GAUDEN 'Pears Ch. Eng. in. xix.323 There are. .gules
so gluttonous, .that they can swallow down goodly Cathe-
drals. 1750 \V. Dodd Poems (1767) 32 Her thirsty gule.

b. Arch. The ' neck ' of a column.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gorge, Gule, or Neck, .. the

narrowest part of the Dorick and Tuscan Capitals, lying
between the Astragal . .and the Annulets.
2. Gluttony.
X390 Gowkr Con/. III. 1 This vice, which so out of reule

Hath set us all, is cleped gule. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
(1856) II. 228 He wes the first with glutony and guilt That
euir begouth to mak sic feist in 3ule.

Gnle (gi«l), sb.- [a. OF. gule%
goule, med.L.

gula Augusti.
The ulterior etymology is unknown. The Welsh form is

gwylAwst {gttyl festival, believed to be a. I., vigilia Vigil),
but as the med.L. and OK. terms were in continental use,
this must be a mere popular etymology. The conjecture
that gula is a corruption of 'Dies Sancti Petri ad vinctda'
is very unlikely, nor is it clear how it can be identified with
the Lat. gula ' throat '. ]

The Gule of'August : Lammas Day.. Aug. 1.

[C1300 P. de Langtoft Citron. (Rolls)' I. 450 Te duk
Robert les sayse, et of sa compaynye lour de goul [v.r.
gule] de Aust a Portcsmue applye.] 1543 tr. Act 47
Ediv. Ill, c. r If any cloth be put to sale after the gule of
August. 1628 Coke On Litt. 1S0 From the feast of Easter,
vntil the guleof August, (that is, the fust of August). X783
Vallancey Collect, de Rebus Hibern. III. 468 Of the Gule
of August; or, Lammas day. 1899 Nora Hoitek in
IVestm. Gaz. 1 Aug. 10/1 Every bird on forest bough Sings
for Gule of August now.

t Gnle, V, Obs. rare, [(.gule Gules.] trans.

To stain or dye gules or red.

1609 HeywoodZ?/-//. Troy viii. viii. 171 Achilles durst not
lookeon Hector when Heguld his Siluer armes in Greekish
bloud. 163a ~ ind Pt. Iron Age 1. i. Wks. 1874 III. 357
Till Hecub s reuerent lockes Be gul'd in slaughter.

Gule, variant of Gold a
, marigold.

Gule, Sc. var. Goi.ee Obs. ; obs. Sc. f. Guile.
Gule ffatt, obs. forms of Gyle, Gyle-fat.
Gulekin: see Gulchin -

(quot. 1671).
Guleravage, variant of Gilbavaoe.
Gules (gi»Iz), sb. and a. Orig. and chiefly Her.

P'orms : 4 goulez, gowlez, gwlis, 4-5 goules,
gowles, -is, 4-6 gowlys, 5 gols, goulis, -ys, 5-6
gull(e;s, 6 gewles, gowlles, gullis, 7 geulles,
gueles, gueules, 6- gules. Also 6 geule, 7 gule.
[ad. OF. goules, gueules (F. gueulesj — med.L. guhv
pi. j ermine dved red.

The ulterior etymology is disputed : the word coincides in

form with the pi. of the Fr. and med.Lat. word for 'throat'.
If the heraldic sense be the original, the allusion may be to
the colour of the open mouth of a heraldic beast. It seems
more likely, however, that the heraldic use is transferred
from the sense ' red ermine ', in which case the word may
represent some oriental name ; but the suggestion of deriva-
tion from Pers. gut, rose ^Hatz.-Darm.), is very improbable.]

A. sb. Red, as one of the heraldic colours ; in

engraving represented by vertical lines. Hence
poet, and rhetorically, the colour red in general.
13 . . Gaiv. § Gr. Knt. 619 Then bay schewed hym be

schelde, bat was of schyr goulez. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
George 922 Berand be scheld of siluir schene of gwlis.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4819 Quare all be gronde was of gols
[L. cujus terra erat valde rubicunda]. c 1440 York Myct.
xvi. 19 pan glorius guiles bat gayer [is] ban golde. c 1475
Rau/Coilyar 669 Gowlis glitterand full gay, glemand in

grene. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 203 With goldin
gullis glitterand as the gleid. 1587 Fleming Contn.
I/olittshtd III. 1341/2 Banners of gewles beaten with the
armes of Antwerpe. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 11. xxiv. In
his white Cornet, Verdon doth display A fret of Gueles.
1651 Cleveland Poems 26 Or parboyl'd Lobsters, where
there joyntly rules The fading Sables, and the coming
Gules. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 293 The showery arch,
With listed colours gay, ore, azure, gules. x8ao Keats
Eve St. Agnes xxv, The wintry moon . . threw warm gules
on Madeline's fair breast. 1856 R. A. Vacchan Mystics
(1860.1 I. 10 Painted shapes of gules and azure.

B. quasi-oizy. and adj. Red in colour. (In most
instances properly an attributive use of the sb.

;

usually placed after the word which it qualifies.)

IVK74 'n Trevclyan Papers (Camden) 7 The armys off
Carminow, Garter seth, y* sholde be gevyne w* a labell of
iij poyntts gulls, a 1533 I.r>. Berners Huon xxxii. 99 His
shylde, wherin was purtruyed .iii. crosses gowlles. 1562
Leigh Armorie (1597) 5 b, In colour neither red nor
Sanguine, but is the verie vermilion it selfe.for that is right
Geule. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 59 Follow thy Drumme,
With mans blood paint the ground Gules, Gules. 1650
B. Discollitninium 46 My Complexion, a Sable Sanguine,
with a few Gule drops about my Nose. -.-1678 Marveli,
Ufifort. Lover 64 Wks. 1726 I. 59 In a Field Sable a Lover
Gules. 1790 Burns Ep. to R. Graham xiv, The Magna
Charta flag . . All deadly gules its bearing. 1820 Shelley
(Edipus 1. 144 Their arms are seven bulls in a field gules.
1864 Bouteli. Her. Hist. <$• Pop. xv. 186 In the Calais Roll
these mullets are blazoned gules. 1871 J. Hay Pike County
Uallads (1880) 152 With silken mantles blushing angry
gules.

Gtilesought. Obs. exc. Sc, Forms : 5 gowyl
sowght, 6 guelsought, gulesought; Sc, 6gulset,
guldsoeh, 6-7 gulsoch, 7 gulsogh, S-9 gulsach,

9 gulschoch. [f. gule, Gull a., yellow + Sought
(OE. suht, ON. *soht, sStt) sickness ; = QN.gulusdtt,

|

Sw., Da. gulsot : cf. G. gelbsttcht, Du. geelzucht. I

(The OE. name was geolu ddf.}] Jaundice.

GULP.
14. . Xojii. in Wr.-Wiilcker 709/5 Hecglaucoma, the gowyl

sowght. 15.. Rcnvllis Cursing 54 in Laing Anc. Pop.
Poetry 212 The panefull gravell and the gutt, The gulsoch
that they nevir be but. 1549 Compl. Scot.vi 67 Sourakkis,
that vas gude for the blac gulset. 1551 Turner Herbal
i.Avb.The broth, .heleth the Jawndesorgulesouyht. 1562
Ibid. it. 73 The brothe of Osyris dronken is good agaynst
yu ianndes or guel sought. 1595 Duncan App. Etymol.
(E. D. S.>, Aurigo, the guldsoeh; morbus Regius. 1673
Wedderburn I'oc. (Jam.), Icterus, the gulsogh. 1755
Forbes Ajax' Sp., etc. 34, I wis never very brouden'd upo'
swine's flesh, sin my mither gae me a forlethie o't, 'at maist
hae gi'en me the gulsach. 1825-80 Jamieson, Gulschoch,
Gulsach.

Gulet, obs. form of Gullet.
Gulf (g»If), sb. Forms : 4, 8 golf, 5-6 goulf: e,

(6 gowlfe), 5-7 gulfe, (6 gulfre), 6-7 gulphe,

7 9 gulph, 7- gulf. [ad. OF. and F. golfe (sense

1 ; in senses 2. 3, and 4 the Fr. word is gouffre
,

ad. Pr., It., Sp., Pg> golfo, ad. late Gr. KoKqjoi,

from class. Gr. ko\ttos, lit. * bosom', hence ' bay,
gulf (— L. sinus), and 'hollow of the waves.
depth of the .sea '. Cf. MDu. -olf, golve. "Pu. golf,

gulp, MHG., ('.golf]
I. 1. Ceog. A portion of the sea partially en-

closed by a more or less extensive sweep of the

coast ; often taking its name from the adjoining
land.

The distinction between gulj'and bay Is not always clearly
marked, but in general a bay is wider in proportion to its

amount of recession than a gulf ; the latter term is applied
to long land-locked portions of sea opening through a strait,

which are never called bays,
c 1400 Maundev. (1839IV. 54 The See Adryatyk, that is

clept the Goulf of Venyse. c 1477 CAXTON jason 84 b,

Argos hadde brought his ship in tins goulf or urme of the
See. 1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy, 1 1589) 254 'i'he

coast making a gulfe where is the riuer of Ganges. 1553
Eden Treat. Neive Ind. (Arb.) 33 He commaunded that
certayn shippes should searche the goulfes on euerye syde.
1604 K. G[rimstonk] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. iv. 128
The gulph of Yegues or of Mares, is variable, being beaten
witli divers windes. 1667 Mii.ton P. L. xi. 833 Down the
great River to the op'nmg Gulf. 1766 Phil. Trans. L\T.
43, I say nothing of the marine productions of this golf.

1781 Gibbon Decl. %- F. xvii. II. 7 They leave on the left a
deep gulf, at the bottom of which Nicomedia was seated,
the imperial residence of Diocletian. 1840 Thirlwau.
Greece liv. VII. 53 The gulph he had seen appeared to him
..important as a naval station. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surz:
171 The gulf which runs so deep into the western side of
the island.

II. A deep hollow, chasm, abyss.

2. A profound depth (in a river, the ocean) ; the

deep. poet.

13 . . E. E. Allit. P. A. 607 Gotez of golf bat neuer charde.
1580 Sidney Ps. xviii. v, The gulphes of waters then were
through their chanells seen. 1620 Granger Div. Logike 155
The heavenly lamps doe fall into the gulfe. 1715-20 Port;
Iliad xxi. 229 From the bottom of his gulpbs profound,
Scamander spoke. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 268 We pass a
gulph in which the willows dip their pendent boughs. 1836
Johnsoniana 1. 44 O'er the ice as o'er pleasure you lightly

should glide ; Both have gulphs which their flattering sur-

faces hide. 1846 Landor Hellenics Wks. II. 486 Some isle

Hath surely risen from the gulphs profound. 1847 Emkrson
Poems (1857) 60 Gulfs of sweetness without bound. 1870
Bryant Iliad v. 496 Slippery cliffs arise Close to deep gulfs.

b. trans/, with reference to the air.

1712 Blackmore Creation I. 92 Nothing check'd their

flight, but gulphs of air. 1727 Pitt Job xxv. 20 Down
tliro' the Gulphs of undulating Air. 1863 Longe. Wayside
Inn 1. Falcon of Ser Federigo 42 The headlong plunge
through eddying gulfs of air.

fc. To shoot the gulf \ a phrase used in various

figurative applications. (If De Foe's statement

be well founded, the phrase must originally have
belonged to sense 2.)

c 1645 Howeu. I.ett.{i6so) II. 40 Your last you sent me was
from Genoa, where you write that . .

' Husbands get their

wives with child a hundred miles off'. . . In Venice . . also

such things are done by proxy, while the husband is abroad
upon the Gallies, ther be others that shoot his gulf at home.
1725 De Foe I'oy. round World (1840) 16 Such a mighty
and valuable thing also was the passing this strait (the

Straits of Magellan) that Sir Francis Drake's going through
it gave birth to that famous old wives' saying viz., that Sir

Francis Drake shot the gulf ; . . as if there had been but one
gulf in the world. X752 Young Brothers v. L 1757 II. 281

For me, it matters not ; but oh ! the prince—When he had
shot the gulph of his despair.

3. An absorbing eddy ; a whirlpool. In later

use chiefly fig., that which devours or swallows

up anything. (Blending with 4 b.)

1538 Elyot Diet., Gurges, a swallowe or depe pyll in a
water, or agoulfe. 1567 Tcrberv. F.fit., etc. 26 b, Hast thou
not read in Bookes of fell Charybdis Goulfe? 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, n. iv, 10 England his approaches makes as fierce, As
Waters to the sucking of a Gulfe. 1612 Bp. Hall Serm. 64
The Scribes and Pharisees, .devoured but widows houses. . ;

but these gulfs of men, whole Churches. 1627-77 Feltham
Resolves 11.xlii.241 He throws his Interest into a Gulph, that

trusts it in such hands as have been formerly the Shipwrack
of others. 1633 Marmion Five Companion i\. iv. Dram. Wks.
(1875) 137 Here is the gulph that swallows all my land : And
to this desperate whirlpit am I reeling. 1659 R. Brough Pres.

Schism 529 To devour all persons and things, .in one gulph.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 167 p 6 And whirl round the

gulph before they sink. 1755 H. Walpole Corr. (1837) III.

eclxvii. 105 Don t go and imagine that ;£i, 200,000 was all

sunk in the gulph of Madame Pompadour. 1823 Bentham
Ration. Rezv. 283 Large cities . . are the gulphs . . in which
the population of the country is lost. 1834 West Ind.
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GULF. 502 GULL.
Sketch Bk. I. 248 Whose mind had been wrecked in the

gulf of dim oblivion.

b. Often applied to a voracious appetite.

1566 Adi.ington Apuleius 51 Whether thou wilt remaine
with the serpent and in the ende to be swallowed up into

the gowlfe of his bodie. 1579 Bm— JAjftt.Cst Sept. 185

A wicked Wolfe, That with many a Lambe had glutted his

gulfe. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 23 Maw and Gulfe Of the

rauin'd salt Sea sharke. 1658 Rowland Moufet's Thcat.

Ins. 1077 In a dearth, or rather want of provision, they
(Pismires] fight desperately for food, ..and the lesser of

them will rebell against the greater, (as being the greater

gulphs of the Common-wealth.) 1819 Shelley Cyclops 343
Your gaping gulf, and your gullet wide.

4. A yawning chasm or abyss ; an opening in

the earth produced by an earthquake or volcanic

action ; a vast ravine or gorge. A fiery gulf, gulf

offire : an abyss full of flame.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1559) Cc, We
go suerlie ouer the bridge, and yet we will goe an other
waie : and though the same way be sure, yet we will aduen-
ture into the gulfe. 1563 Mirr. Mag. Induct, xxxi, A
deadly gulfe where nought but rubbishe growes. 1590
Spenser F. Q. \. v. 31 They .. brought the heavy corse ..

To yawning gulfe of deepe Avernus hole. 1604 E. G[rim-
stone] D^Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. i. 3 Epicurus . . holdeth,
that on the other part of the earth, there is nothing but
a chaos and infinite gulph. 1607 Shaks. Cor. in. ii. 91

Thou hadst rather Follow thine Enemie in a fierie Gulfe.

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 53 The Gulf Of Tartarus, which .

.

opens wide His fiery Chaos. 1697 Potter Aniiq. Greece
it. xv. (17 15) 331 A Gulf being open at Rome, Curtius leap'd

into it to appease the angry Gods. 1713 Young Last Day
it. 106^ A yawning gulph, and fiends on every side, Serene
they view. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 90 [Volcanoes]

A gulph two miles over, and so deep that no bottom can be
seen. 1781 Cowper Hope 457 In the gulphs of her Cornu-
bian mines. 1814 Southev Roderick 1. 108 Gulphs of fire

opening beneath his feet. 1830 Lykll Princ. Geol. I. 334
A gulph opened between the little town of Tripergola. .and
the baths in its suburbs.

b. fig. (Often coincident with fig. use of 3.)

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvi. (18871 135 To haue so
many gaping for preferment, asnogoulfe hath stoore enough
to suffise. 1651 C. B. Statylton Herodian 140 The Globe
of Earth and Sea. .was not able to fill this Gvlph [a man's
ambition or greed]. 1656 Sanderson Serm. (1689) 65 The
gulph of despair. 1715 Dii Foe Fain. Instruct. \. i. (1841) I. 20
To recover sinful Men from the gulf of death. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 146 F 8 Pushing his predecessors into the
gulph of obscurity. 1765 H. Walpole Otranto i. 11798' 21,

I will follow thee to the gulph of perdition. 1780 Cowper
Table T. 463 They frolic it along . . Down to the gulph,
from which is no return. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire
157 Buried ages rise again from the gulf of time. 1868
Farrar Silence fy V, i. (1875) 16 The whole universe be-

comes a gulf of silence. 1894 Athenseum 14 Apr. 471/3 A
sum insufficient to fill up the gulf of his debts.

c. (After Luke xvi. 26.) A wide interval, an
impassable gap, serving as a means of eternal

separation.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xvi. 26 Betwene you and vs
there is a great gulfe [^da>ia] set. 1774 Fletcher Ess.
Truth Wks. 1795 IV. 106 An immense gulph is fixed be-
tween them, and the Christian faith. 1849 Robertson
Serm. Ser. 1. xii. (1866) 197 The Advent of Christ is the
gulf which separates ancient from modern history. 1881

Bp. A. P. Forbes Explan. -mArt. i. (ed. 4) 12 Between such
a God and an Infinite Intelligence there is a gulph fixed.

5. University slang, a. Cambridge. The position

of those candidates for mathematical honours who
fail to obtain a place in the list, but are allowed
the ordinary degree, b. Oxford. The list of those

who fail to obtain honours, yet are allowed to

take a ' pass '.

18J7 Seven Yrs. at Cambridge II. 60 The determination
I had now formed of cutting honours, by quietly sitting

down in the Gulph. 185a Bristed Five Yrs. in Eng. Univ.
fed. 2) 205 Some ten or fifteen men just on the line . are put
into the 'gi'lf, as it is popularly called (the Examiners'
phrase is ' Degrees allowed ').

f6. [f. Gulfs;.] a. An act of swallowing, lit.

and fig. b. What is gulfed or swallowed; a
draught. (Cf. Gulp j*.i)

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 323 Their mouths are
very wide, at one gulph able to swallow horse or man. 1667
Drvden Temp. in. iii, Element ! meer Element ! as I live.

It was a cold Gulph, such as this, which kill'd my famous
Predecessor. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 28 Apr., It..

requires a strong gulph of faith to make it go down.
7. Alining. A large deposit of ore in a lode.

1778 Prvce Min. Cornub. 322 Gulph ofOre. Where a Lode
throws up very great quantities of" Ore and proves lasting

and good in depth they say, ' They have a Gulph of Ore \

1849 in Weale's Diet. Terms.

III. 8. attrih. and Comb., as gulf-fishery•, -tide
;

gulfencrimsoningy -indented adjs.
;

gulfiivards

adv. ; also f gulf-breasted a., having a breast or

mind as deep as a gulf; gulf-dream, a dream of

drowning in, or falling into, a gulf
; f gulf-eating

a. y
full of eddies

;
gulf-separation, a separation

as if by a gulf; Gulf State, one of the States on
the Gulf of Mexico; t gulf-stomached a.

t
(of

a river) having deep eddies. Also Gulf-stream,
Gulf-weed.
1598 E. Guilpin Skial. (1878) 52 *Gulfe-brested is he,

silent, and profound. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob ix. 175 The
transient *gulph-dream of a startling sleep. cx6ix Chap-
man Iliad xxi. 2 The goodly swelling channel of the flood,

*Gulf-eating Xanthus [5ap0ou ttafntof} 1847 Emerson
Poems (1857) 45 The *guIf-encrimsoning shells. 1883 L.
Z. Joncas Fislu Canada 20 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) They

. . have almost a monopoly of the *gulf fishery trade.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 313 Sultry Mobile's *gulph-
indented shore. 1871 R. B. Vauchan Thomas of Aeuitt
II. 855 This "gulf separation.. and this intimate connection
in the creative act. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches xvii. 389
The "Gulf States will monopolize all the offices, c x6it
Chapman Iliad xxi. 311 Afraid lest that ^gulf-stomach'd
Flood [iroTOMo? f&aVvSivris] would satiate his desire On great
Achilles. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX. 440/1 A.. sluggish
stream, flowing up or down, according to the governing
"gulf-tide. 1855 Bailey Mystic 114 He who, where
Hidekkel *gulfwards darts, Ruled with an absolute crown.

Golf (g»lf), v. Also 6-9 gulph, (6 golph).
[f. Gulf *£.]

fl. intr. To rush along like a gulf or whirl-

pool ; to eddy, swirl. Obs.

1538 Leland Itt'u. V. 80 It standeth as it were betwixt to
pointing Hillettes betwene the wich the Severn Se gulfith.

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (15691 Dij, Doe ye not see how
many bottomlesse whirlepooles of mischiefe ye be golplit

withal ? 1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 542 Deep Charybdis
gulphing in and out. 1658 France North. Mem. (1694) 91
A rapid and peremptory River, that gulphs forth of the
Bowels of Loemon, replenished with Trout.

2. tram. To swallow like a gulf, or as in a gulf;

to engulf. Also with down, in, up. lit. &nc\fig.
1807 J. Hall Trav. Scot. I. 306 Some little birds were flying

after a cuckoo and gulphing up his faeces as it dropped
from him. 1817 Byron Manfred \. ii. 6 It hath no power
upon the past, and for The future, till the past be gulf'd in

darkness. 1818 Keats Endytn. m. 351 Some friendly
monster.. Has div'd to its foundations, gulph'd it down.
1822 Shelley To Jane, Recoil, v, Each [pool] seemed as
'twere a Utile sky Gulphed in a world below. 1877 Tenny-
son Harold 11. ii, Why, let the earth rive, gulf in These
cursed Normans. 1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevennes (1895)
221 A yawning valley, gulfed in blackness.

3. In various nonce-uses : a. To plunge (oneself)

into as into a gulf; to precipitate oneself, rush

headlong, b. To form gulfs or indentations in.

C. To separatefrom by a gulf or chasm.
1680 Hickeringill Meroz 8 Like men in a Shipwrack

..that leap into the Sea for fear of Drowning, we gulf'd
our selves into more Arbitrary Government, Tyranny and
Popery. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 551 And hoarse resound-
ing, gulphing wide the shore, Dread Laurence labors with
tremendous roar. 1891 C James Rom. Rigmarole 121 The
week gulfing me from meeting her again.

4. University slang, a. trans. To place the

name of (an undergraduate) in the gulf
1

(see

Gulf sb. 5). b. intr. To gulf it: to get or be
contented with a place in the 'gulf.
1827 Seven Yrs. at Cambridge II. 61, I therefore

'Gulphed it\ 1831 Darwin in Life % Lett. (1887) I. 184
Cameron is gulfed, together with other three Trinity
scholars. 1857 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green til. xi, I am not
going to let them gulph me a second time. 1876TREVELYAN
Macaulay ii. (1881) 6t His name did not grace the list. In
short .. Macaulay was gulfed. 1895 L. J. Trotter Life
Marq. Dalhousie i. 10 Instead of 'gulfing' him with the
herd of mere passmen, they marked their sense of his merits
by granting him an honorary fourth class.

% 5. Used for Gulp v. (Cf. Gulp sb. 6.)
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. xi. 114,1 saw a Porter.,

drink, .without ever so much as once gulphing. Ibid., He
had been among the Malabars, where if he should have
gulplied or have drunk any otherwise, he might have had
his throat cut.

Hence Gulfed {gtAii) ppl. a. (see sense 4a).
1852 Bristed Five Yrs. in Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 205 A gulfed

Scholar of Trinity did not lose his Scholarship.

Gulfing (gflfin), vbl. sb. [f. Gulf v. + -ing^.]

The action of plunging or sinking in a gulf.

1818 Keats Endym. m. 659, I beheld the wreck; The
final gulphing ; the poor struggling souls.

Gulfing (gflfirj), ///. a. [f. Gulf v. + -ing^.]

That gulfs, in senses of the vb.
1813 Scott Triertu. 11. xxiv, Like the shrill sea-bird's

wailing scream, Heard o'er the whirlpool's gulfing stream.
1821 Clare Vill. Miustr. I. 88 Boughs.. That overhang
some gulphing brook. 1842 Tupper Proverb. Phitos. Ser.

n. 182 Neither congealing of the grave, nor gulphing waters
of the firmament . . shall avail.

Gulf Stream, Gulf-stream. Geog. A
great oceanic current of warm water, that issues

from the Gulf of Mexico and runs parallel to the

American coast as far as Newfoundland, and thence
in the direction of Europe. The name is sometimes
given to a similar current in the Pacific, along the

shore of Japan.
1775 Adair Amer. hid. 371 He. .proceeded, .afterwards,

along the gulph-stream of Mexico. 1796 T. Twining Trav.
Amer. (1894) 21 These signs denoted our arrival in the
§reat current called by navigators the 'Gulf Stream '. 1812
ir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 72 The warmth of the Gulf

Stream is felt a thousand miles from its source. 1833
Tennyson Early Sonn. iii, The warm gulf-stream of
Florida Floats far away into the Northern seas The lavish
growths of southern Mexico, i860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour
124 Sutherland is. .warm enough, thanks to the gulf-stream,
to suit the roller and the Bohemian waxwing. 1875 Bedford
Sailor s Pocket Bk. iv. (ed. 2) 103 The water of the Gulf
Stream is a deep indigo blue in colour.

fig* .
x*59 Autobiog. Beggar Boy 16 Few are able, after

entering the gulf-stream of dissipation, to check their head-
long career. 1865 Lowell New Eng. 'Two Cent. Ago Prose
Wks. 1890 II. 8 Truly there is a tide in the affairs of
men, but there is no gulf-stream setting forever in one
direction.

b. attrib. Gulf-Stream weed = next.
1884 Public Opinion 3 Oct. 426/: Among them is the Gulf

Stream weed, so often talked of by travellers.

Gulf-weed. A species of sea-weed {Sargassum
baceiferum oi the sub-order fucacex) found in the

Gulf Stream, the Sargasso Sea, and elsewhere
;

characterized by having a number of berry-like

air-vessels. The name is sometimes given to an-
other species (S. vulgare).

1674 Josselyn Voy.New lng.40 We met with abundance
of Sea-weeds called Gulf-weed coming out of the Bay of
Mexico. J708 Brit. Apollo No. 86. 1/2 Weed (called by the
Mariners Gulf Weed). 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 520/1
Floating Sargasso or gulf-weed of the Equator.

Gulfy (g»*ln^ , a. poet. Forms : 6 gulffy, 6-9
gulfie, -ye, 7 gulphie, 8-9 gulphy, 9 gulfy.

[f. Gulf sb. + -y*.]

1. Full of eddies or whirlpools. Also, whirlpool-

like.

1594 Carew Tasso iv. v. 141 There thousands vncleane
Harpyes might you vew, .. And gulffy Scillaes an huge
barckmg crew. 1598 Chapman Iliad 11. 538 Well built ships
..To passe the gulffy purple Sea. 1628 Minos Vac. Exerc.
92 Rivers, arise ; whether thou be the Son, Of utmost Tweed,
or Oose, or gulphie Dun. 1715-ao Pove Iliad u. 1071 Where
gulphy Xanthus foams along the fields. 179a E. Darwin
Bot. Card. I. 49 The cliffs of Orkney's gulphy coast. 1856
Aird Poet. Wks. 69 He sate and eyed The gulfy eddyings
of the woolly smoke.

2. fa. fig. Deep as an abyss; abysmal (obs.),

b. Full of hollows or depths.
1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 154 The gulfye bottome of

despaire. 1737 Brooke Tasso 11. 641 One step alone 'twixt

triumph and defeat, The gulphy ruin and the towery
height. 1791 Cowper Iliad xxi. 447 Into his gulphy channel
rush'd The refluent flood. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. iv. 37:
The waves., scoop that gulphy bed. 1839 Stonehousk
Axholme 309 A narrow, miry, and gulphy lane. 1871 G.
Macdonald Wks. Fancy \ Imag., Parable 106 The well-

pleased stars Threw quivering smiles across the gulfy skies.

fig. 1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie I. xi. 161 The cracks,

crannies, and gulfy faults of our belief.

Gulion, variant of Golion Obs.

t Gulist. Obs. [f. L. gttla gullet, appetite,

gluttony + -ist.] One who pampers his appetite
;

a glutton.

163a J. Featly Hon. Chast. 12 The gluttonous satiety

of our swelling gulists argues their necessity of offending by
forgetfulnes.

Gulix (gitt'Iiks). Also 8 guilix. [f. Du.
Gulik, the town of Juliers.] A kind of fine linen.

Also attrib.

1696 J. F. Merck. IVareho. laid open 17 Gulix. .being the

most proper of any for fine Shifts or Sheets. Ibid. 18 A sort

of Holland we call small thred.. scarcely to be known from
Gulix. 17*7-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Holland, Guilix

Holland is very white and fine, and is chiefly used for shirts.

1880 Plain Hints 89 That for shirting, commonly called

gulix Holland, one yard wide.

Gull (g»l), sb.1 Forms: 5-6 guile, 7 gul, 5-
gull ; Sc. 5 goule, 6-7 goul, 7 gow. [Perh. a.

\,Yelsh g&ylan, Cornish guitan = Breton goelann

(whence F. goi'land), Olr. foilenn (mod.Ir. faoil-

eann) :—OCeltic *voilenno- ; cf. Breton goelaff to

weep.] Any long-winged, web-footed bird of the

family Zaridx and sub-family Larinse, which con-

tains several genera, Lams being the largest. In

popular use the name is of much wider application,

including the Terns and Skuas.
The Gulls are mostly marine birds and are distributed all

over the world ; their characteristic colour is white with a
mantle varying from ptarl-grey to dark-slate colour or

black, the bill being usually bright-coloured ; their cry is

harsh or shrill.

The Common Gull is Larus canus, called otherwise
sea-mew, sea-gull, and green-billedgull. Other species are

similarly distinguished by defining words indicating colour,

appearance, habitat, etc., as grey, hooded, hovering, long,

billed. Pacific, red-legged, white-headed, white-winged,

etc. ; also Black or Black-toed G., the Skua ; Greater
Black-backed G., Larus marinus, called locally also

carrion, goose, or Wagei. gidl, t by Willughby great
black and white gnlT, Lesser Black-backed G., L.

fuscHs; Black-headed G., L. Hdibundns, called also

brown-headed, laughing, red-legged, or Peewit gull \

Cloven-footed G., the common Mack Tern ; Glaucous
G., Larus gtanens, the Buhgomaster ; Herring G., L.
argentatus, called also silvery gull". Ivory G., a small

arctic gull of pure white colour with black legs, L.ebnrneus,
Pagophila eburnea, or Gavia alba

',
Little G., Larus

ininutus; Ring-billed G., one of the commonest gulls of

theU. S>.,L.dcTa7varensis; Rosy, Roseate or Ross's G.,

Rhodosiethia rosea, called also wedge • tailed gull.

Sabine's G., Nana sabinii, a fork-tailed gull common
chiefly in arctic America and Siberia. Also ice-gull, s.v.

Ice so. 8 and Kittiwake gull.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 62 Le.ij. cours..Pyions. Ve[n]y-

soun Rostyd. Gullys. Curlew. <: 1450 Holland Hoivlat

179 The Se Mawis war monkis, the blak and the quhyte.

The Goule was a Gryntar - 1573"-*? Babet Alv. G 627

A Gull, a common name to sundrie birds of the sea,

as a Cormorant &.c, Mergus. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 287

As touching the Guls or Sea-cobs, they build in rockes.

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 194

Gutones Albi <y Cinerei. White Gulls, Grey Gulls, and

Black Gulls (commonly termed by the Name of Plungers

and Water-crows). 1673 Wedderbubn Voc. 14 (Jam.)

Gavia, a gow. 1674 Rav Collect. Words, Water Fmvl 93
The Herring-gull or greatest ash-coloured Mew: Larus
cinereus maximus. 1678 — Willughby's Ornith. 344 The
great black and white Gull : Larus ingens marinus Clusii.

Ibid. 354 Aldrovands cloven-footed Gull, with longer Wings.

1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 424 Common GuH. This is

the most numerous of the genus. It breeds on the ledges

of the cliffs that impend over the sea. 1839 Selbv in Proc.



GULL.
Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 7. 189 Larus minutus (little gull)

near Embleton. 1859 Penny Cycl. XI 11. 335/1 Xema ridi-

bundus, . .This bird is the. . Laughing Gull, Pewit or Black-

cap, Sea Crow and Mire Crow of the Modern British. 1865
Gosse Land fy Sea (1874) 36 The kittiwake, the smallest of

the gulls that can be properly called indigenous to our
shores. 1876 Davis Polaris Exped. App. 679 Saw several

eider-ducks and ivory and burgomeister gulls. 1885 Stand.
Nat. Hist. (1888) IV 79 Ross's Gull {Rlwdostethia rosea), or
the wedge-tailed gull, as it is also called, on account of the

form of its tail. Ibid. 81 The dazzling white ivory-gull

{Gavia alba) . . the fork-tailed gulls, constituting the genus
Xema.

b. allusively.

1550 Crowley Way to Wealth A 3 b, Men that would
haue all in their owne handes . . Cormerauntes, gredye guiles

;

yea, men that would eate vp menne, women, and chyldren,
are the causes of Sedition ! 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb.
Pref. 137 As, our Gull, A bird much found among the
Worshipfull.

e. attrib. and Comb., as gull-kind, -land, rookery;

gull-like adj.; gull-billed tern, Sterna anglica;

gull-maw (tSc. goul man), the Greater Black-

backed Gull
;

gull-teaser, a bird that torments

gulls, as a tern or jaeger.

1813 G. Montagu Ornith. Diet. Suppl. y »~b
, The new

species which, from the shape of the bill, is denominated
the *Gull-biIled Tern .. as it has originated in Fmgland we
have added the more scientific name of Sterna Anglica.
1851 Zoologist IX. 3235 A fine adult male specimen of the
gull-billed tern. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. v. § 9. 155
The *Gull-kind, being much upon the wing as Swallows,
commonly of an ash colour; ..having red bill and legs, with
a forked train. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Ift'st. in. vii. VI. 77 It

is to such shores as these that the whole tribe of the
gull-kind resort. 1899 Academy 8 Apr. 408/2 Throwing
bread to the sea-gulls, she says, ' In *gull-land they don't
like bread, but it's a point of honour to catch it '. 1895
P. H. Emerson Birds, etc. Norf. Broad/and 1. 146 The
danger signal is either a peculiar *gull-like noise, ' Keo,
keo*, or a ' Gjuah, quah'. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The
suannis murnit, be cause the gray *goul mau pronosticat
ane storme. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 208 Greater
Black-backed Gull .. Also called .. Gull maw—i.e. mew
(East Lothian). 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 78 The
fascinating view of a *gull rookery with its ceaseless uproar.
1802 G. Montagu Ornith. Diet. (1833) 508 Common Tern,
Sterna hirundo. .*Gull-teazer.

Gull (g»l), *M Now dial. Also 4 goll, 6-7
guile, 7 gul. [Prob. a subst. use of Gull a. yel-

low.] An unfledged bird, esp. a gosling,

1382 Wyclif Dent, xxii. 6 A nest of briddis .. and the
moder to the bryddis [MS. Bodl. 959 gollis] or to the eyren
aboue sittynge. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. i. 60 As that
vngentle gull the Cuckowes Bird, Vseth the Sparrow. 1607
— Titnon 11. i. 31, I do feare When euery Feather stickes

in his owne wing, Lord Timon will be left a naked Gull,
Which flashes now a Phoenix. 1882 W. Worcestersh.
Gloss., Gull, a young goose. 1896 Wanuicksh, Gloss.,

Gull, an unfledged gosling.

Gull (g»I),*M Also 6-7 guile, 7 gul. [Of
doubtful and pern, mixed origin ; sense 1 would be

natural as a transferred use of Gull sb.~, but it is

also possible that the sb. may be f. Gull v.* to

delude, and that this vb. may be an application of

Gull v. 1 2 to gorge, ' cram '.]

1. A credulous person ; one easily imposed upon
;

a dupe, simpleton, fool. + To grope a gull: to

swindle an unsuspecting person : cf. to pluck a
pigeon, f a finch.
1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 257 Liues

there anie such slowe yce-braind beefe-witted gull. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, \. iii. 328 Clarence, who I indeede haue
cast in darknesse, I do beweepe to many simple Guiles,
Namely to Derby, Hastings, Buckingham. 1601 ? Marston
Pasonil $ Kath, 1. 323 He. .will not sticke to spend some
twentie pound To grope a gull. 1616 R. C Times' Whistle
v. 2217 In these dayes hee's deemd a very gull That cannot
take Tobacco, a 1632 Davies Epigr. Poems 1876 II. 9 To
define a Gull in termes precise—A Gull is he which seemes,
and is not, wise. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. (1851) 356 His
very touching ought that is lerned, soiles it, and lays him
still more and more open a conspicuous gull. 1748 Smol-
lett Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 359 If I had been such a gull. .1

would without more ado tuck myself up. 1811 Wellington
in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VII. 511 It is as well to let him
believe that we are good natured gulls who will easily

swallow. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xix, ' Done !
' cried

the noble guli. 'Within ten minutes'. 1885 Stevenson
Dynatnitcr 60 He perceived by what .. unmanly fear of

ridicule he had been brought down to be the gull of thi>

intriguer.

f 2. [From the vb.] A trick, deception, fraud

;

a false report. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Mnch Ado 11. Hi. 123, I should thinke this

a gull, but that the white-bearded fellow speakes it. 1604
(title), Pasquil's Jests, .. whereunto is added a dozen of
Guiles, Pretty and Pleasant to drive away the tediousness
of a winter's evening. 1619 Lushington Refiet. Serm. in

Phenix (1708) II. 477 They say there was no such matter
as the Resurrection, 'twas but a gull put upon the World
by his Disciples. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. iv. xvi. 324
If gulls and rumours from hisCountrey be raised on purpose
to amuse our Embassadour. a 1668 Davenant News from
Plymouth tv. Dram. Wks. 1873 IV. 169 For the gull Your
Seawit put upon me, I have taken A full revenge.

3. slang. A trickster, cheat, impostor.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gull, a cheat. 1825 C. M.

Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 161 You'll excuse me, sir, but as
you are fresh, take care to avoid the gulls. {Note), Gulls,

knowing ones who are always on the look out for freshmen.

4. attrib. and Comb., as gull-catcher, -catching,

•gallant; tRull-finch, a playful amplification of
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gull- 1 simpleton', with reference to the bird of that

name: cf. also to pluck afinch; gull-groper, one
who 'gropes a gull* (see 1) ; gull-sharper (see

quot.).

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. v. 204 Heere comes my noble
*gull catcher. 1823 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1824) 63 Taking in

the 'deep ones' quite in the "gull-catching style. 1604 T.
M. Black Bk. C 3 Delicate Knaues .. that diue into Deedes
and Writings of Landes, left to young *Gull-finches, poyson-
ing the true sence and intent of them. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Wks. II, 71/2 For 'tis concluded 'mongst the
wizards all, To make thee Master of Gul-finches hall. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage ix. ii. 826 The *gull-gallants of our
dayes, to whom I could wish . . that they would leave this
vsurped Gailantrie to those true owners, and resume spirits

truly English. 1602 Dkkker Satiromastix Wks. 1873 I.

201 He shake the *gull-groper out of his tan'd skinne. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gull-groper, a Bystander that
Lends Money to the Gamesters. 1826 J. Wilson Noct.
Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 185 The he, or the she, or the it, that. .

gangs out to glower like a gawpus at a Gallic gull grupper.
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., *G ittl-sharper, one who
preys upon Johnny Raws.

Gull (g»l), sbA Also 5 golle, 5-6 guile, 6-7
gul. [? Variant of Gool, Gole sb.~]

fl. The throat, gullet. Obs.
1412-20 Lydc;. Chron. Troy 1. vi, That as fast as he seeth

theim [the bulles] gape Into theyr guiles that he the lycour
caste. 1490 Caxton Eneydos x. 39 Neptunus . . his grete
guile or throte wyde opene redy to swolowe . . alle tlio-

oste. 1543 Trahkkon Vigo's Chirurg. 1. iv. 6 There ben
in the throte two Conduyetes. Ofwhiche by one the meate
and drincke passe, descendynge in to the stomake, and is

called Meri or Oisophagus, in Englishe the Guile. 1663
Gerbikk Counsel 32 The Freese, Gul or Throat.

f b. transf. A 'mouth', an orifice.

1545 Ravnold Byrth Mankyndc 1. xii. (1634) 43 In the
inner face of the bladder, there be set before the mouth or
gidl of the conduits certaine little skinny fiappes.

2. A breach or fissuie made by a torrent ; a gully,

chasm ; a channel made by a stream. Obs. exc. dial.

1553 Brende Q. Curtius v. 25 Their passage was suddenly
stopped by a great gull made with the violence of the
streams. 1673 Ray jouru. Low C. 275 Great channels,
like Gulls made by suddain torrents and land-floods. 1692
— Dissol. World iii. (1732) 24 The mighty Gulls and
Channels in the .Sides thereof [sc. a mountain!. 1769 De
Foe*s Tour Gt. Brit. III. 143 A Brook, .running from those
Gulls and Deeps between the Hills. 1792 S. Ireland Views
Thames II. 55 About the shallows ur gulls, the water is

beautifully transparent. 1852 Wiggins En/banking 51

Currents will be formed by the disturbed action of the tide,

'gulls' (pits) will be formed [etc.].

t Gull, sb. r> Obs. [Cf. Du. gul (16th c guile-

small codfish.] A fish not fully grown ; also, a

kind of gudgeon.
1495 Act ri Hen. VII, c. 23 If the .. fisshe shuld be well

and truly packed, that is to sey, the tale fisshe by theym
selfe and the small fissh called Guiles by them self, i6g5
Moufet & Bhnnet Health's Improv. (1746) 274 Gulls, .are

a kind of jolt-headed Gudgeons.
b. Comb., gull-fish, the coal-fish, Mcrlangus

carbonarius ; gull-head = Bull-head i.

1583 Rates Custo>n-ho. C iv, Gulfish the barrel vi. s. viii. d.

1611 Florio, Ghiozzo, a Gul-head, a Millers-thumbe, a Cm-
fish, or a Bull-head. Some take it for a Gudgeon-fish. 1663
Act 15 Chas. II, c. 7 § 14 [Duties.] For Cod-fish the Barrell

five shillings. .For Gull fish the Barrell Two shillings. 1759
tr. Adanson's Voy. Senegal 178 There you might see

pilchards, rock-fish, mullets or gull-fish of different sorts;

mole-bats, with other fishes very little known.

t Gulls a- Obs. Also 4 gowle, 5 guile, 6

goule, Sc. gule, S gool. [a. ON. gul-r (Da., S\v.

gul) yellow.] Yellow, pale.

13. . Evang. Nicod. 70 in Archiv Stud. neu. Sp>: LIII.

392 pe Iewes .. wex all full gull and grene. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xil. Introd. (Tolleim MS.), pe egle is sore

greuid and heren wynges wexen white, and heren clawes
gowle [1582 goule] and feble [L. et ebetant ungues ejus et

debilitantur]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 168/1 Guile, pallidus,

lividns fy cetera ; vbi, wanne. 1508 Dunbar Elythig w.
Kennedie 52 Evill farit and dryit. . Lyke as the gleddis had
on thy gulesnowt dynd. ?<ii6oo Hist Sir Egeir, etc.

(1711) 4 Thou was full blyth, and light of late : . . And thou
art now both gool and green.

Hence f Oullness, paleness.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxvii. 14 In golnes [v. r. gulnes] of

gold to se.

t Gull, v. 1 Obs. Also 6 gool. [? f. Gull sbA
Cf. Du. gullen 'absorbere. ingurgitare, vorare'

(Kilian) and obs!. F. engouler.']

1. trans. To swallow, guzzle ; transf. an&fig. to

devour voraciously. Also with in, up.

1530 Pai.sgr. 576/2, I guile in drinke, as great drinkers do,

je engoutle. 1553 Brende Q. Curtius vii. 133 b, Suche as

had gulled in gredely the water that thei gote. 1607 C.

Lkver Crucifix xiii, O you that gull the poyson'd cup of
pleasure. 1645 Arraigum. Persecution in Prynne Discov.
Prodig. Blazing-Stars 10 To gull up and devour more at

one meale, then would make a feast for Bel and the Dragon.

1674 Josselyn Voy. Nnv Eng. 211 They are roystering and
gulling in wine with a dear felicity.

fig. 1624 Miuuleton Game at Chess iv. ii. The swallow
of my conscience Hath but a narrow passage ; . . If I had
got seven thousand pounds by offices. And gull'd down that,

the bore would have been bigger.

b. absoL or intr.

1541 R. Copland Guydotis Quest. Chirurg. M iij, People
gullyng, fraungyng, and dronkerdes. 1567 FentoN Trag.
Disc. 4 (s)b, The heate of the wine wherein they goolled.

1583 Stl'bbes Anat. Abuses\A\%-]§) 107 Swilling, gulling, &
carowsing from one to another. 1618 Breton Crt. <y Country
(Grosart) 6/2 They.. drinke and gull, laugh and be fat.

GULLED.
2. trans. To gorge. Also refi.

1583 ^tanyhurst Mneis 111. (Arb.j 77 With ramd cramd
garbadge, theire gorges draftye be gulled. 1604 T. Wright
Passions v. § 4. 274 Let us gull ourselves with eating and
quaffing.

Gull (g»l), v.'1 Also 9 dial. goal. Now dial.

and techn. [f. Gi/ll sbA?\

1. trans. Of water: To make channels or ruts in,

to hollow out ; to sweep away, wear down.
1577 R - Googe Ileresbach's Husb. 1. 44 They gull [printed

gult] and marre the grounde with the deepe sincking of their
feete treading in the Grasse and breaking the Kootes. 1587
Harrison England 1. xix. (1877) m. 148 iThey] doo utterlie
neglect to dich and scowre their draines and watercourses,
for better avoidance of the winter waters .. whereby the
streets doo grow to be much more gulled than before. 164a
Rogers Naaman 502 As the sea tydes gull down the bankes.
1721 Perry Daggenh. Breach 105 An Accident that gull'd
away the Earth in such manner, that was very near obliging
me to cut down, .my Dam. 1776 G. Semple Building in
Water 20 The Water, .continued to sap and gull the Frames
every Flood. 1876 in A*. W. Line. Gloss. (1889! s. v. Goal,
Th" rats hes maade a hoale thrif th' bank, an' when Taacey
taks in a tide, th' waiter goals it awaay. 1895 E. Angl.
Gloss., The bank has been gulled down by the freshes.

b. gen. of other things.

1796 W. Felton Carriages nSoi) II. Suppl. 108 That part
of the bottom plate of the perch, against which it wears,
after much use, is gulled. 1805 W. Hunter in Naval
Chron. XIII. 40 One ..shell came so near us as to gull
our whale. 1857 P« Colquiioln Oarsman's Guide 30 The
upper filling, which, when worn, is said to be gulled.

c. absol. or intr.

1587 Harrison England \. x. 31 Then breaketh there out
another crceke from the maine sea, about Auant hauen,
which gulleth vp almost to Portbridge. 1676 EvELYN in

Aubrey Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719} I. Pref. 3 In the Cart-
Roats, where the Rains have gull'd. 1721 Perry Daggenh.
Breach 5 The Water then gull'd to such a depth. . that there
was no Remedy found for the mastery of it. 1739 Lauelye
Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 61 The Piers, will always
be in danger of the Water gulling underneath, and carrying
away the Ground.

2. intr. To become worn away or hollowed out.
1763-6 W. Lewis Comm. Phil. Techn. 227 The collars in

which the axes of the rolls turned at each end, wore or gulled
so fast, that the pressure continually diminished.

Gull (g»l), v* Also 7 gul. [Related to Gull
sbP>, but it is uncertain whether as derivative or as

source ; in the latter case, this verb may be a trans-

ferred use of Gull vA ; cf. similar uses of stuff,

cram ; this supposition is favoured by some early

examples, c. g. quot. c 1600 in sense 1.]

1. trans. To make a gull of; to dupe, cheat,

befool, ' take in ', deceive. Also absol.. to practise

cheating.
«i55o Hye Way to Spyttel He. 427 in HazK E. P. P. IV.

45 They .. do but gull, and folow beggery, Feynyng true
doyng by ypocrysy. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 91 Cleanly
coyned eyes, which some pleasant sportiue wittes haue
deuised, to gull them most groselie. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn.
Ixxxvi/Fhat affable familiar ghost Which nightly gulls him
with intelligence. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr. I'arnass. 1. iv. 435
With those shreds of French . . weele gull the world, that
hath in estimation forraine Phisitians. 1613 Purchas Pil-
grimage (1614) 271 In the night time by some fire-workes in

the steeple, they would have gulled the credulous people
with opinion of miracle. 1624 Quarijs Job viii. xvi. See,
how deceits Gull thee with golden fruit. 1635 Foxe &
James Voy. N. W. (Hakluyt Soc.) 443 Guld with the false

Sea Cards or fabulous reports of strangers. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. vi. ii. Civil Benefits Abbeys § 1 People in those
daies . . would never have been gulled into so long a tolera-

tion ..of them. i?oi De Foe True-born Eng., His fine
Speech 90 Not doubting I could gull the Government. 1808
Scott Earn. Lett. (1894) I. iv. 126, I care not for rewards.

.

Neither is it easy to gull me with these fair promises. 1824
W. Irving T. Trav. II. 47 Nothing is so easy as to gull
the public, if you only set up a prodigy, a 1849 Poe
Quacks 0/ Helicon Wks. 1864 IV. 412 The pertinacity of
the effort to gull. 1861 'Times 23 Aug., Gulled by this

statement into the belief that [etc.]. 1880 Howells Vndisc.
Country iii. 54 You are perfectly safe to go on and gull
imbeciles to the end of time, for all I care.

t 2. To deprive of by trickery or deception ; to

cheat out of. Obs.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. v. iv, Hast thou gull'd her of her

lewels or her Bracelets? 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 74
The Presbyterians had been gull'd of their King by the

Independents. 1722 De FoF,Plague (1840) 35 These unper-

formmg creatures had gulled them of their money. 1783
Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 188 The poor and credulous are

gulled out of what little money they can spare.

Gull, dial. var. Gold -, marigold.

Gullable (grlab'I ,a. [f. Gull v.% + -able.]

= Gullible. Hence GullabiTity, GuTlableness
= Gullibility.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxjv, I am in certain things the most

gullable and malleable of mortals. 1822 Jefferson Writ.
ii83o) IV. 360 With such persons, gullability, which they
call faith, takes the helm from the hand of reason. 1830
Eraser's Mag. I. 319 The gullableness of fools. 1840-1
Thackeray Charac. Sk. t fashionable Authoress, The
most gullable of publics.

t Gtrllage. Obs. [f. Gull v$ + -age.] De-
ception, cajolery.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone v. ix, Had you no quirk, To auoide
gullage, Sir, by such a creature? 1611 Chapman May Day
Wks. 1873 II. 347 The deere gullage of my sweete heart
mi=tress.

Gulled (gold), ppl. a* [f. Gull v? + -edI.]

Hollowed out.

1821 Clare P'ill. Miuslr. I. 57 How he . . would .. Bend
143-2
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o'er gull'd holes where stood his trees, and sigh. Ibid, m
Rut-gull'd lanes. Ibid. II. 101 It [a brook] rests collected

in some gulled hole Scoop'd by the sudden floods.

Gulled (g»M ., ppt. a.~ [f. Gnu. z>.3 + -ei>i.]

Duped, deceived, befooled.

1642 H. More Song of Soul 1. u. cxi, That melting love

which doth so please Her gulled soul. 1738 Johnson
London 121 The gull'd conqueror receives the chain. 1811

Lamb Guy Faux Misc. Wks. (1871) 371 The simplicity of

the gulled editor. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Add?-. 21 An
independent wish to open the eyes of this gulled people.

1859 Hflps Friends in C. Ser. 11. II. x. 205, 1 am a gulled

and swindled individual.

tCrU'ller 1
. Obs. In 7 gullar. [f. Gull p.l

+ -ER 1
.] A guzzler, glutton.

1604 T. Wright Passions iv. ii. § 2. 128 Great feasters and
gullars cannot but be subject to many vices.

t Guller 2
. Obs. [f. Gull v.* + -erA] One

who dupes or befools ; a cheat.

1602 How Choose Good Wife v. iii, He was a great guller,

his name I take to be Fuller. 1605 Chapman All Fools

v. i. Wks. 1873 I. 174 This Gull to him And to his fellow

Guller, shall become More bitter then their baiting of my
humour. 1611 Cotgr., Enjauleur, a beguiler. . ;

guller,

a foisting companion cousening mate.

Guller, variant of Collar v. Sc.

Gullery l (g» bri). Obs. or arch. [f. Gullw.3
+ -ERY.] Deception, trickery, imposture; an in-

stance of this, a deception, trick.

1598 E. Guilpin Skial. (1878) 4 Such as Hermaphroditize
these poore times With wicked scald iests, extreame
gullerie. 1598 Ii. Jonson Ft. Man in Hunt. in. v. For
your greene wound, your Balsamum, and your St. John's
woort are all mere gulleries. i6ji Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii.

iv. iv, Leo Decimus took an extraordinary delight in

humoring of silly fellowes, and to put gulleries upon them.

1638 Ford Fancies v. i, Spadone Confessed it was a gullery

put on Secco. a 1680 Buti.hr Rem. (1759) II. 315 Law..
puts a thousand Tricks and Gulleries upon him. 1681 H.
Mork Let. 1 in Glanvills Sadducismus, The marvellous

weakness and gullerie of Mr. Webster's Display of Witch-
craft. 1691 Haktcliffk Virtues 269 Those Mountebanks
in Religion, who by fair Stories, and specious Gulleries,

wheedle men out of their Sense and Reason. 1821 Scott
Kenihv. xx, Do you think . . that you may put any gullery

you will on me?

Gullery 2 (gobri). [f. Gull j£.i + -zby.] A
haunt or breeding-place of gulls.

1833 Sf.lby lllustr. Brit. Ornith. II. 510 These breeding

places, or gulleries [printed galleries], are sometimes at

a considerable distance from the sea. 1839 Penny Cycl.

XIII. 335/1 The Gullery (or summer resort of the species)

produced a revenue of from 50/. to 80/. to the proprietor.

1853 C/tamb. Jrnl. XX. 237 There used to be a 'gullery',

as a colony of sea-gulls is called, at Norbury. 1873 G. C.

Davies Mount. fy Mere v. 35 With one last long look, we
bade adieu to Scoulton Gullery.

Guiles, obs. form of Gules, red.

Gullet (g»*Iet), sb. Forms: 4-5 golet, 5 -ett,

goolet, 5-6 golette, 6 goulet, gulet, 7 golit,

gollet, gullit(t, 6- gullet, [a. OF. *golet, goulet

(1358 in Hatz.-Darm.), dim. ofgole, goule, mod.F.

gueule :-L. gula threat. Cf. Gull sb*]

I. The passage in the neck of an animal by which

food and drink pass from the mouth to the stomach;

the oesophagus.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 200 pis glotonye & dronkenesse

makib men to lone more here bely & here golet ban god
almy^tty. (-1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 215 Out of the harde

bones knokke they The mary, for they caste noght a wey
That may go thurgh the golet soft and swoote. c 1450 Tivo

Cookery-bks. n6 Folde the necke a-boute the spite, and putt

the hede ynne att the golet as a crane. 1491 Caxton Vitas

Patr. (W. de \V. 1495) I. Ii. 108 That she maye be deliuered

from the golette of the dragon. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. v.

(i888t 43 The Uuila is a member, .hanging downe from the

ende of the Pallet ouer the goulet of the throte. 1555 Abp.

Parker Ps. Ixxiii, Their gullets feele no tbunt. 1615

Crooke Body ofMan 629 The Tongue helpeth the Digluti-

tion by turning the meate ouer it towards the Gullet, c 1700

B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gullet, a Derisory Term for the

Throat, from Gula. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 553
His throat cut, so that both the jugulars and the gullet were

cut. 1813 Scott THerm. m. xxiii, Through gullet and
through spinal bone, The trenchant blade had sheerly gone.

1831 R. Knox Cloquefs Anat. 603 The (Esophagus or

Gullet (Gula). 1807 A tlbutt's Syst. Med. 1 1 1. 366 It [thrush]

may attack the whole length of the gullet.

trans/, and fig. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 13 Twelve
barrow-loads altogether—are thrown on the conical furnace-

lid, . . and down slips the mouthful into the gullet of fire.

1893 V. Adams Neiv Egypt 165 This morsel of your Egypt
shall disappear down that vast and unappeasable gullet of

our Empire.

b. loosely. The throat, neck.

1646 Evelyn Diary (1889) I. 240 A goodly sort of people,

having monstrous gullets, or wens of flesh growing to their

throats. 1715 Swift Upright Judge Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 63

He cut his weazon at the altar; I keep my gullet for the

halter. x8j6 Scott Woodst. v, What if I had rewarded

vour melody by a ball in the gullet?
*

+ 2. A piece of armour for the neck ; the part of

a hood which envelops the neck. Obs.

? .71400 Morte Arth. 1772 Throwghe golet and gorgere

he hurtez hym ewyne ! 14x6 LvDG. De Guit. Pilgr. 12862

By the goolet off myn hood The beste goth. e 1450 Robin

II. <\ Monk xlix. in Child Ballads (1888) III. 99/1 Be be

golett of be bode John pulled be inunke down.

b. ' The lower end of a horse-collar, around

which passes the choke-strap, and the breast-strap

which supports the pole of a carriage' (Knight

Did. Mech. 1875).

3. A water channel; a narrow, deep passage

through which a stream flows ; a strait, estuary,

river mouth, etc. Now local.

1515 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 13 The same.

.

felowes..do stopp uppe the cornyn golette next the salde

College. 1552 T. Barnabe in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. II. 202

Yt is the verye gulfe, gulet, and mouthe of the See. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 50 Many haue called those Streights of
i

Gibralter, The entrie of the Mediterranean Sea. Of both

j

sides of this gullet, neere vnto it, are two mountaines set

I

as frontiers and rampiers tokeepeall in. 1604E. Ghimstone

j

Hist. Siege Ostend 2 The Sea. .hath opened a new gollet

! or Port. 1665 Manley Grotius" Low C. Warres 703 Out of

j
the Estuary or Gollet, which we said flowed on another

f part, by digging a little on the Shore, a Channel was
made. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2061/4 The Gullet under the

I

said Draw-Bridge (commonly called the Draw- Bridge Lock)
1 will be stopped up all the month of September next. 1725

De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 261 Gold which they had
picked up in the hill or gullet where the water trickled down
from the rocks. 1865 Caklyle Fredk. Gt. XV. xiii. (1872:

i VI. 113 Yonder, sure enough ;. .deep gullet and swampy
j

brook in front of him. 1869 Blackmobe Lorna D. iii, John
lay on the ground by a barrow of heather, where a little

; gullet was. 1886 Act 49 Vict. c. 17 § 6 The Commission may
;

. .repair any bridge, arch, or gullett.

4. a. A gorge, defile, pass; a gully or ravine;

. a narrow passage. ? Obs. or dial.

1600 Holland Livyix. xiv. (1609) 322 The straight gullets
1 [L. furculas] of Caudium. 1601 — Pliny I. 67 Augusta

Praetoria, of the Salassi, neer vnto the two-fold gullets or

passages of the A Ipes, to wit, Graija and Peninse. 1644
! Digby Nat. Bodies xv. (1658) 162 A high castle, standing

in a gullet in the course of the wind. 1644 — Mans Soul
(16451 Concl. 120 The straight passage, and narrow gullet,

through which thou strivest imy soule* . . to make thy selfe

away. 1648 Nethebsole Problems 11. 7 The Romans Army
was shut up fast . . at the Caudine Gullets. 1737 Gaudent.

1

di Lucca 156 The vast Falls and Gullets, which are seen on
. the Skirts of all the Mountains of the World. 1798 Anna
1 Seward I^ett. (1811) V. 155 These houses are to form an
handsome approach to the west front of our cathedral..

extending down the gullet, which will he widened to admit
carriages to pass each other. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster

j
xxxiii. 218 Davy fled, .along the rocky causeway to a gullet

under the Giant's Grave.

b. A long narrow piece of land. dial.

ai«3LudlowMuniments in Wright Diet. Provinc. (1857)

s.v., And the residewe beinge xx. h. lyeth in sundrye gul-

lettes in severall townes and shers. 1887 S.Cheshire Gloss.,

Gullet, (1) a long, narrow piece of land.

c. Mining. 'An opening in the strata * (Raymond
Mining Gloss. 1881).
1830 Blddle in Trans. Nat. Hist. Soc. Northumb. <y Durh.

I. 186 (E. D. D.) Sandstone roofs (in a mine) are subject to

fissures of various sizes and extent, called threads and
gullets by the colliers—the larger ones being called gullets.

i860 Eng. ty For. Mining Gloss., Newcastle Terms.

t 5. The flue of a chimney. Obs.

1715 tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. I. n. vi. 80 That we call

a Chimney, which, as a Pipe or Gullet, receives the aspiring

Smoke, and conveys it safely out of the House. 1672 Lkom
Albertis Archit. I. 15/2 The Gullets as we may call them
of Chimneys.

6. (See quots.)

1864 WEBSTER, Gullet,. .A concave cut made in the teeth

of some saw-blades. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Gullet,, .a

hollow cut away in front of each saw-tooth, in continuation

of the face, on alternate sides of the blade. Such saws are

known as gullet-saws or brier-tooth saws.

7. attrib, and Comb., as gullet-bridge, ? a bridge

with a very low arch forming a narrow channel for

water
;

gullet-fancier, a gourmet ; f gullet-

lurker (see quot.) ; t gullet-nail, some kind of

large nail
;

gullet-pipe = sense 1 ;
gullet-saw

(see sense 6, quot. 1875) ;
gullet-tooth (seeauot).

1896 Edin. Rev. Apr. 372 Old fashioned *gullet-bridges,

which dam up the flood-waters. 1805 Lamb Lett. (1888) I.

211 Brawn was a noble thought. It is not every common
^gullet-fancier that can properly esteem it. .Its gusto is of

that hidden sort. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 771 The two

Long Muscles which are seated in the forepart of the Neck
vnder the Gullet, wherefore they are also called the vnder

*Gullet-lurkers. [1418 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices III. 448/1

Tingle nail ±m. (a- 1/4 *Gullet nail Jm O 1/4-I c 1520 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees 1 III. 206 Item pro gullet nayles, id. 1836-48

B. D. Walsh Aristoph , Knights 1. iii, [He] should moisten

his *gulletpipe free at her expense. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Gultet'sa7v [see 61. Ibid., *Gutlet-tooth, a form of

saw-tooth.

Gullet (gjflet), v. [f. Gullet sb. (sense 6}.]

trans. To make gullets' in fa saw).

1875 [see Gullet inc vbl. sb? ij. 1888 Lock-wood's Diet.

Mech. Kngin. s.v., Most circular and pit saws are gulleted,

and the dust runs away with greater freedom from such

saws,

Gulleter (g»'letai). [f. Gullet sb. + -er*.

^Cf. Gulleting vbl. sb.'- 2.)] A gulleting-stick.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 195 Bait-boxes, creels,

gulleters, clearing rings.. and other miscellaneous articles

used by anglers.

f Gulleting, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. Gullet sb.+

-ING 1
.] Swallowing, guzzling ; = Gulling vbl.sby

Also with down.
1633 Hart Diet ofDiseased \. x.wiii. 129 After this gulleu-

iug downe of strong drinke, there insuetn surfeiting. 1651

WITTU Primrose's Pop. Err. 11. xii. 119 Too much gulleting

. .of hot drinks.

Gulleting (girMtit)), vbl. sb:1 [f. Gullet sb.

or v. + -ING 1
!]

1. Making 'gullets * in saws; in Comb.^s gullet-

ing-file, -press.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Gnlletwgpress, a press for

punching or gulleting saw-blades. x888 LocKWood's Dut.
Meek. Engin., Gulleting, the deepening of the roots of the
teeth of circular and gullet saws.

2. U.S. In comb, gulleting-stick, 'a stick,

notched at one end, used to extract a hook from

a fish's mouth' {Cent. Diet.). Cf. Gulleteb.
3. Shipbuildirg. (See quot. i86o..>

1869 Sik E. Reed Shipbuild. iv. 56 The groove or gulleting

on the after side of the rudder post to receive the rudder
was obtained by riveting on a solid piece of iron with a
hollow in it. 1874 Thkarle Naval Archit. 66 The fore

piece D,. .is fitted to receive the gulleting E, E.

Gullibility (g2?librllti). [App. an alteration

of Gullibility, after Gull v.'&

'A low expression, sometimes used for cullibility' (Todd
1818).]

The quality of being gullible.

1793 Ld, Auckland Corr. (1861) II. 505 He [Dumouriez]
..by favour of the Duke of Brunswick's gullibility, gets
considerable credit. 1809 N. Slone in Europ. Mag. Jan.
18/2 This gentleman ..entertained the House with a long
descant upon the gullibility of the English nation.. our
future lexicographers will be much indebted to him for

sanctioning a word so well calculated to enrich our lan-

guage. 1826 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 86/2 He had
sounded the gullibility of the world ; knew the precise

current value of pretension [etc.]. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res.

(1858) 69 In Education, Polity, Religion,, .probably Im-
posture is of sanative, anodyne nature, and man's Gullibility

not his worst blessing. 1874 Burnand My Time xxxix. 442
[He] practised on the gullibility of.. undergraduates.

Gullible (g^'Hb'l), a. [f. Gull v.?> + -ible ;

historically it seems to have been a back-formation

from prec. Cf. Gullable.] Capable of being

gulled or duped; easily cheated, befooled. Also

absol.

1825 Caklyle Schiller ir. 104 The king of quacks, the

renowned Cagliostro, . .harrowing up the souls of the curious

and gullible of all ranks.. by various thaumaturgic feats.

1831 — Sart. Res. 1858) 68 Gullible, however, by fit ap-

paratus, all Publics are; and gulled, with the most sur-

prising profit, i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxli.

121 Another fallacy .. by which the gullible among the

English are to be kept in awe. 1879 Geo. Eliot Tkeo.

Such xvii. 305 The very fishes of our rivers, gullible as

they look.

Hence G-trllibly adv.

1877 Tinshys Mag. XXXI. 657 Mrs. Tittle was gullibly

open to flattery.

Gullied [gvlid), ppl. a. [f. Gully Z/. + -ED 1
.]

Hollowed out, worn away. lit. and fig.

1794 Washington Writ. (r8g2»XIII. 16 To recover iny

land from the gullied and exhausted state into which it

has.. been thrown for some years back. 17^9 Ibid. (1893I

XIV. 227 The washed and gullied parts of this field should

be levelled. 1844 Ld. Cockburn Jrnl. II. 61 A bare,

deeply gullied throat.

t Gullified, ppl. a. Obs. rare~\ [f. *gullify

(f. Gull rf.3 + -(,i)fy) + -ed!.] Made a gull or

dupe of; gulled.

1624 Gee Foot out of Snare vii. 54 To the great admira-

tion of the stupid, gulhfyed, Romanizing beholders.

t Gulling, vbl. sb. 1 06s. [f. Gull ^.l + -ING 1
.]

The action of Gull z/.
1

; swallowing, guzzling;

hence, gormandizing, gluttonous feasting.

1543 Becon Policy War Wks. 1564 I. 136 What drynkyng,
gullyng, quaffyng, & superfluous banketing do they vse \

1549 Latimer Strm. he/. Edw. VI, vi. Tiiij, They were
wonte to goo a brode in the fyeldes a shootynge, but nowe
it is turned in to glossing, gullyng, and whonnge wythin

the housse. 1604 T. Wright Passions iv. i. 186 If men
talke of meat and drinke, of gulling and feasting, .such

persons, for most part, addict themselves to gluttonte. 1615

G. Sandys Traz: 11, 124, I could not but obserue their

gulling in of wine with a deare felicitie.

Gulling igz>-lirj\ vbl. sb.- [f. Gull v.- + -ing '.]

The action of Gull v. 2 ; wearing away or hollow-

ing out effected by the action of running water or

other means.
1565 Holding Ov'ufs Met. xv. (1593) 353 Hilles by force

of gulling oft haue into sea beene worne. 1577 B. Googk
Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 45 Let them [meadows] be kept

from gulling and trampling of cattel. 1715 Kersey, GuUitii;,

when the pin of a Block or Pully eats into the Shiver, or

the Yard into the Mast. vjjq'Lsuv.lw. Short Ace. Piers

IVcstm. Bridge 61 The Gulling of a River.. is nearly in

Proportion to the Velocity of the Stream. 1744-50 W.
Ellis Mod. Husbaiidm. III. I. 166 Sudden damage [to

roads[..by the wash of rain and the gulling of wheels.

1842 Givu.t Encycl. Archit. 691 Gulling of the paper from

the point of the compasses.

Girlling, vbl. sb.'-i [I. Gull Z1.3 + -1NU 1
.] The

action of Gull r> ; cheating, deception.

1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours /Stood i. 47 Wealthy
Chuffes Worth gulling. i6«i Burton Anal. Mel. 1. 11.

iv. iv, What company soeuer they come in, 'they will be.

.

putting gulleries of some or other, till they haue made by

their humoring and gulling, ex stulto insannm. 1634

Cansk Necess. Separ. (1849) 257 A mere gulling and mock-

ing of the world.

t Gulling (golin),///- a. 1 Obs. [f. Gull.v.1 +

-ing-.] Guzzling ; voracious. Also trans/.

1579 Remedy Lawlessc Loue (Roxb.) c i, The drunkarde

loues..To powre the wine into his gulling gut. 1604 I.

Wright Passions IV. ii. s 2- 129 Such men, in the heat of

their gulling feasts ouersboot themselues extreamely.

Gulling (gplirj).///. a.- [f. Gull p.8 + -ino«.]

That gulls or deceives ; cheating, deceptive.

? 1595 Davies (title) Gullinge Sonnets, hi Poems (Grosart)

I 51. 1614 Jackson CreedU. 57 To collect a gulling sence

from such. 1M6 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (18681 54 Those absurd

medicines and gulling advertisements.
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Gullion (gwlyan). dial. [Origin unknown; cf.

cttllton.'] A mean worthless wretch.
1825-80 in Jamieson. 1820 ISkockett A". C. Words ted. 9),

Gullion, a mean wretch, ft is also a term for a drunkard.
a 1843 Hood Craniology iii, No kind there was of human
pumpkin, But at its humps it had a bumpkin ; Down to the
very lowest gullion And oiliest scull of oily scullion.

Gullia, obs. So. form of Gules, red.

Gullish. (.go-HJ) , a. [f. Gull rf.3 + -isH.] Of
the nature of a gull ; foolish, simple.
1598 I-'i.orio, Dissitio, foolish, gullish, lubbarly, shallowe

wilted. 1613 Jacks"N Creed 1. 304 As if some gullish
Gentleman. -should draw his pedigree from Adams great
grandfather. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. iv. 1. ii. (1651J 640
The gullish commonalty. 1845 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 33 The
gullish multitude studied the daily reports with grave
interest. 1885 Truth 11 June 933/1 The loudly-expressed
confidence of the gullish herd who went for Kingwood.
Gullit(t, obs. form of Gullet.
t Gullop, v. Obs. rare-', trans. To belch up.
1642 H. More Song of Soul ir. App. xcviii, The burning

bowels of this wasting ball Shall gullop up great flakes of
rolling fire.

t Gullowing, ///. a. Obs.-'- [f.*gulfow(?f.
Gull v. ' perh. after swallow) + -1NG -.] Guzzling.
1598 K. Bernard tr. Terence, Andrici 1. (1629' 12/2 O do-

acam edacem et bibacem O thou deuouring and gullowing
panch of a glutton.

Gulls, obs. form of Gules, red.

Gully (gfli), sb.l Also gulley. [Ptob. an
alteration of Gullet, or a phonetic adoption of
its original (F. goulet).']

1 1. The gullet. Obs.

153* Elvot Diet., Gurgulio, the gully or gargyllc of the
throote or throote bolle. 1552 HuLOET, Gullet, gullye or
gargle of the throte.

2. A channel or ravine worn in the earth by the
action of water, esp. in a mountain or hill side.
1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes ^673) 49 There were many

gullies in the way, which were impassable. 1670 Rec.
Providence (U.S.* (1892) I. 15 Eighty Ackors of this land
beginning betweene two Gulleys which Jshu into the afor-
said west River. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World

I 1840)
258 Gulleys made by the water. 1784 Belknap Tour
IVIiitc Mts. (18761 14 note, The N.W. wind blows it [snow]
over the tops of the mountains, and drives it into the long
deep vallies or gullies. 1794 S. Williams Vermont 124
Fossil shells.. have been found on the sides, or rather in
the gullies of the mountains. 1813 Scott Trierm. 1. x,

Torrents, down the gullies flung, Join'd the rude river that
brawl'd on. 1816 — Old Mart, xv, Bare hills ofdark heath,
intersected^ by deep gullies. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
xxiv. 494 The mountain torrents had worn gullies some
thirty or forty feet deep. 1868 STANLEY H'eslm. Abb. i. 3
The Walebrook . . rushed with such violence down its gulley.
1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. Co. 49 Ascending the steep
sides of these gullys. 1883 Stevenson Silverado So. (1886)
53 A wild, red, strong gully in the mountains.

b. trans/. A furrow, groove.
1803 Hatchett in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 143, I found., that

little furrows or gullies were soon worn in them.
3. A narrow and deep artificial watercourse ; a

deep gutter, drain, or sink.

1789 G. White Selbome xviii. (1853) 78 The gulleys that
were cut_ for watering the meadows. 1882 Wore. Exhib.
Catal. iii. 16 Large street gullies. 1883 Times 21 Aug. 6/3
The watering of the streets and flushing of the gullies.

4. altrib., as (sense 3) gully'-grate, -trap, -wind;
gully-drain (see quot. ; hence gully-drainage,
gully-drain vb.)

; gully-hole, the opening from
the street into a drain or sewer

; gully-raker
Austral., (a) a cattle-thief

;
(b) a cattle-whip

;

so gully-raking, cattle-thieving
;
gully-squall

iVaut., a violent gust of wind from the mountain
ravines of Central America.
1850 Carlyle letter*!. Pamph. iii. 17 The very "gully-

drains. 1851-61 Mayhkw Lond. Labour 11. 398 The Gully-
drain is a drain generally of earthen-ware piping, curving
from the side of the street to an opening in the top or side of
the sewer, and is the means of communication between the
.sewer and the gully-hole. Ibid. 309 The old street channels
for *gully drainage. Ibid. 401 Taking only 1200 miles of
public way as "gully-drained. 1861 «Flo. Nightingale
Nursing 20 Water-closet, sink, or "gully-grate. 1726 Kersey,
'Gully-Hole, a Place at the Grate or Entrance of the Street-
Canals fora Passage into the Common Shore. 1746 Brit. Mag.
346 The Water is let down out of the Street, by what we
call the Gully-Hole. 1762 Gentl. Mag. 154 Mrs. Myltystre
was hanged, and thrown into the gully-hole to rot. 1885-8
Fagge & Pye-Smith Priuc. Med. (ed. 2) 1. 192 The boys
from that house were in the habit of playing every day in a
yard, in which there were gully-holes leading from the
sewer. 1847 Settlers <y Convicts xii. 253 By a process
technically called ' "gully-raking ', he had quadrupled the
little herd his father gave him. Ibid. 261 This practice
derives its name from the circumstances of cattle straying.,
into the bush .. and breeding there .. the "gully-rakers :

eventually driving them out and branding [them] . . with
their own brands. 1881 A. C. Grant Bush Life Queeusld.
iv. (1882) 30 The driver appealing occasionally to some
bullock or other by name, following up his admonition by a
sweeping cut of his ' gully-raker '. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word.bk.,*Gully squall. Well known on Tropical America
in the Pacific, particularly abreast of the lakes of Leon,
Nicaragua, &c. 189a T. 6. F. Eminson Epid. Pneumonia
Scotter 36 The sewer.. had been opened to put down a
"gully-trap. 1869 E. A. Parkes Tract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 315 I

When there are marsh or "gully winds to be avoided.

Golly (gvli), sk- St: and north. Also8gooly,
|

y gulley. [Of obscure etymology ; Brockett's I

conjecture (quot. 1825) seems not impossible,
though sense I of Gully sbA is scantily authenti- '

505

cated.] A large knife. (The sense given in quot.
1 ^53, if it existed, is obsolete.)
1582 A. Melville in W. Morison Melville (1898) v. 46

[Spoke of the King's claim to spiritual authority as a
'bhidie gullie' thrust into the Commonwealth]. 1653
Urouhart Rabt'lais 1. xxvii. 129 Can you tell with what
instruments they did it? with faire gullies [/>>-/«/ai gullicsj,
which are little hulchback't demi-knives. the iron toole
whereof is two inches long, and the wooden handle one
inch thick, and three inches in length, wherewith the little

hoyes in our countrey cut ripe walnuts in two. [The de-
scription is in the orig. ; the Kr. word is gouet.\ 1674-91
Ray N, C. Words 135 A Cully, a large household Knife.
1719 Ramsay Fam. Epist. Answ. iii. 12 Had he [Julius
Caesar] 'midst his glories sheath'd his gooly, And kiss'd his
wife, 1785 Burns Death fy Dr. Hornbook ix, I red ye weel,
tak care o' skaith, See there 's a gully ! 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xvii, Folk kill wi' the tongue as weel as wi' the
hand— wi' the word as weel as wi' the gulley ! 1824 — St.
Ronaris xiv, The poor simple bairn. .had nae mair know-
ledge of the wickedness of human nature than a calf has of
a flesher's gully. 1825 Brockett N, C. IVords, Guilty,
a large knife used in farm houses, principally to cut bread,
cheese, &c for the family. Perhaps originally a butcher's,
for the gullet. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. v. xxiii, 1..
took out my gully... and cut one strand after another.

b. attrib.,^ gully-knife.
1725 Willie Winkle's Test, in Whitelaw Bk. Sc Song

(1875) 540/1 A gullie-knife and a horse-wand. 1876 Smiles
Sc. Natur. yi. (ed. 4 102 He had neithtr his gun, nor even
his gully knife with him.

Gully vgo'U), sbfi Also gulley. An iron tram-
plate or -rail.

1800 Tram. Soc. Arts XVIII. 271 These waggon-ways
are supplied with iron rails, or gullies, laid on~sleepers.
1841 Brees Gloss. Ciznl Etigin.y Gullies, a term sometimes
applied to iron tram-plates or rails.

Gully (gtf'U), v. [f. Gully sbX\ trans. To
make gullies or deep channels in ; to form (channels')

by the action of water. Also with out.

1775 H. Knox in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 87
Without sledding, the roads are so much gullied, that it

will be impossible to move a step. 1787 M. Cutler in Life,
Jrnls. ry Corr. (1888) I. 245 The road in many places was
gullied several feet deep in this stone. 1848 Buckley
Iliad 43 The wintry torrent had broken away part of the
road, and gullied the whole place. 1863 Dana Man. Geo/.
iii. 604 Turf protects earthy slopes from the action of rills

that would gully out a bare surface. 1882 Harpers Mag.
Dec. 7 Stripped of soil and gullied by the action of rapid
water. 1897 Outing V U.S.) XXX. 164/1 The current had
gullied out deep holes around the big bowlders.

t Gully-gut. Obs. Also 6-7 gulligut(te, 7
gully-guts. [f. Gull 7-.1 + Gut, prob. after

Greedy-gut(s.] A glutton, gormandizer.
1542 Udall Erasnt. Apoph. 119 The bealyes of gully-

guttes (that can naught dooe, but eate & drynke, and
slepe^. 1548 Elyot Diet., Lurco . . a deuourer of his ovvne
substaunce, a gullygutte. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe 5
[Vessels] nothing behinde in numher with the inuincible
Spanish Armada, though they were not such Gargantuan
boystrous gulliguts as they. <z 1625 Boys Wks. (1629) 368
Christ ommitted the Gluttons name. . .Wherefore seeing
Christ hath not expressed this Cully-guts name for so many
good reasons, it [etc.]. 1629 Chapman Juvenal 219 The
gully-gut (Aledius) cries O Lybia, keep with thee thy wheats
and ryes, And ease thy ouen, sending these supplies. 1694
Motteux Rabelais iv. xl, Gully Guts.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1583STANYHURST.--EW.rm. (Arb.)77TheeguIligiUharpey^.
1633 Urouhart Rabelais 1. Prol., A certaine gulligut Fryer.
Hence f GuTlig-ntted a., gluttonous.
1694 Motteix Rabelais iv. xxxii, Gulligutted Dunces of

the Cowl. /bid. lix, Lozelly Gulligutted Gastrolaters.

HGulo (gi«*to). Also 7 gulon. [L., 'glutton',
f. gula gullet, throat, gluttony.] Formerly, the
glutton, Gulo luscus; now, the name of'the genus
to which this animal belongs.
1607T0PSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658' 205 Of'the Gulon. This

j

Beast was not known by the Ancients, but hath been since
j

discovered in the Northern parts of the World. 1635 Swan
Spec. M. (1670) 435 The Gulon or Jerfis a beast in the North

!

parts of Swetia. 1674 tr. Schepfer's Lapland 134 It [the Glut- i

ton] is called by the Swedes, Jerff, by the Germans, Wild-
\

Jras : . . the Gulo doth not only infest wild Beasts, but tame
,

..and Water creatures too. 1836 J. F. Davis Chinese II. !

342 A dentition resembling that ofgulo or viustela.

Gulosity (gi«V-siti). Now rare. Also 6 Sc.
gelocitie. [ad. late L. gulositat-em, f. gulos-us

'

(see next).] Gluttony, greediness, voracity.
a 1500 Bernard, cura ret fam. (E. E. T. S.) 70 Infekyt ,

with gulosite. 1528 Paynel Salernes Regim. R, This
disease chanceth many tymes to swyne through theyr

!

gulosite. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. < 1858) I. 91 He gaif ,

him alway to gelocitie, To fleschlie lust and foull faminitie. :

1646 Sik T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. x. 202 They are very
temperate, seldome . . erring in gulosity or superfluity of :

meats. 1791 Boswell Johnson 5 Aug. an. 1763 The 206th
|

number of his Rambler is a masterly essay against gulosity.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rer>. 1. n. viii, Corruption among the
lofty and the low, gulosity, credulity, imbecility. 1865
Pall Mall G. 14 Dec. 10/1 He chuckled over his sensuality
in such an unsuspiciousness of moral candour, and with such !

an intensity of relish, that you almost envied his gulosity.

tGu'louS, a. Obs. rare~K [ad. L. gttlos-us,
j

f. gula gullet, gluttony.] Gluttonous.
1657 Tomlinson Return's Disp. 471* The Romans .. in-

vented, .a thousand gulous provocations. -

Gulp (gz>lp), sbA Also 6-7 gulpe, 7-S gulph,
8 Sc gowp. [f. Gulp v. Cf. Du. gulp stream or

;

flush of water, large draught of liquid.]

1. The action or an act of gulping or swallowing
|

in large portions.
;

"

GULP.
1568 Hist. Jacob % Esau 11. iii, I at the ladell got a

goulpe or a licke. 1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims n. 1540 They
give the accused to diinke saying that if hee bee innocent
he shall drink \t off at one gulp without any stay. 1807
Med. Jrnl. XVII. 345 He succeeded in getting down, at a
single gulp, the small quantity of liquid he had taken into
his mouth. 1837 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 64 Dissolving it in
a tumbler of water and swallowing it all at one gulp. 1870
Lowell Study Wind. 8 [The robin] eats with a relishing
gulp not inferior to Dr. Johnson's.

b. transf. nndySg*.
1610 Beaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Lady 1. i, He hath suck'd in

ten thousand pounds worth of my land more than he paid
for, at a gulp. 1669 W00DHEAD St, 'Teresa 1. xxii. 147 All

I those joys which she [the soul] took, came to her but by
sups, and gulps. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil (1840) 1. vi. 72
Hell received them all at a gulp. 1758 A. MuRPHY Up-

: holsterer H. (1763) 27 Quid. What, and will the People
believe that now? Pamph. Believe it \—believe any thing,

j

—no Swallow like a true-born Englishman's . . they give a

I

Gulp,—and down it goes. 1876 Lowell Amongmy Bks.
i

Ser. 11. 171 The sweetness of the verse enables the fancy,
by a slight gulp, to swallow without solution the problem of
being in two places at the same time

C. Capacity for gulping ; 'swallow', rare- 1
.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. i. vi, Here too is a Swallower
of Formulas ; of still wider gulp than Mirabeau.

d. An effort to swallow; the noise caused by
this ; a choke.
1873 Holland A. Bonnie, v. 83 He gave a convulsive

1 gulp as if his heart had risen to his throat and he were
,

struggling to keep it down. 1887 K. Buchanan Heir of
Linue i, The smith, with a great gulp in his throat, threw a
handful of coppers into the singer's hat.

2. As much as is swallowed at a gulp; a mouthful.
1611 Cotgr., Goulette de viu, a gulpe, mouthfull, or small

quantitie of wine. 1637 G. Daniel Genius this Isle 171
Goblets of blood he Qvaffes; and everie Gulpe Steam's in
his cankred throte. 1700 Dryden Fables, Ceyx <y Alcyone
222 As oft as he can catch a gulp of air And peep above
the seas, he names the fair. 1755 Smollett Qnix. (1803)
IV. 112 He was fain to break his fast with a little conserve,
and four gulps of cold water. 1862 TynDall Mountaineer.
vi. 55 He had . . a gulp of wine, which mightily refreshed
him. 1865 Dickens A/ut. Fr. in. vii, '1 was flown at the
water-side ', said Venus, taking another gulp of tea.

tGulp,^.- Obs. rare- 1

. [? ad. cSp.go/pe blow.]
? Impact, shock.
1598 Barret Theor. Warns v. i. 124 To resist and bearc

of the blow and gulpe of the artillery.

Gulp (g»lp)j v. Forms: 5 gulpe, golpe. 6
goulpe, 9 Sc. gowp, 6- gulp. [Echoic; cf. Du.
gulpen to swallow, guzzle, to issue in streams

;

also Globbe. Gloff, Glop v.~, Gloup; al-o
MSw. glup throat, ghtpsk voracious, Sw. dial.

glapa to gulp down.]
1. trans. To swallow in large draughts or morsels

hastily or with greediness. Chiefly with down,
T formerly also ?'«, tip.

14.. I.angland's P. PL A. v. 191 (MSS. T. and U.)
Y-gulpid, y-golped [see Gloup p.], 1542 Udall Erasnt.
Afoph. 119 Charybdis. after a litle tyme, casteth vp again
whatsoeuer it goulped in before. 1583 GoLDIKG Calvin on
Dent, clxvii. 1036 Although hee powre in neuer so much
wyne, yet is he neuer filled but doeth still gulp it vp with-
out ende of drinking. 1735 Somervili.e Chase 1. 182 With
greedy Joy Gulp down the flying Wave. 1784 Cowpkr
Task v. 269 Inflated and astrut with self conceit He gulps
the windy diet. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4 III. 282
The convulsive spasms about the throut .obliged her to gulp
what she swallowed. 184a Thackeray Fitz-Boodles Con/.,
Ottilia i. Several tumblers of punch.. I had gulped down
without saying a word. 1843 L,E * EVRF- Life Trav. Phys.
II. n. v. 220 The Russians, rise from table, .before the last
mouthful is well gulped down. 1890 Anthonys Photogr.
Bull. III. 256 The big fishes gulping the little ones.

b. absol.

1714 Gay Trivia 11. 191, I .. See them puff off the froth,
and gulp amain, While with dry tongue I lick my lips in
vain. 1740GARR1CK Lying Valet 1 Wks. 1798 I. 34 Nothing,
while honour sticks in your throat : do gulp, master, and
down with it. 1787 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Nov., I gulped
as well as I could at dinner. 1867 Troi.lope Chron. Barset
I. xxxii. 267 She could only gulp at it, and swallow it.

2 transf. andyf^. Chiefly to gulp down : a. To
swallow up, devour, take in. (Also with up?)
a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Wit without M. 1. ii, Lance. Has he

devour'd you too? F"ran. Has gulped me downe, Lance.
Lance. Left you no nieanes to study. Fran. Not a far-

thing: Dispatcht my poore annuity, I thanke him. a 1754
Fielding Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1784 X. 259 The old man.,
glibly gulped down the whole narrative. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 318 So many brooks and
springs, .collected from every quarter, to be gulped up in

one great navigable canal. i8i6Scott.-J«//^. v, The worthy
knight fairly gulped down the oaths. 1899 Westut. Gaz.
21 Aug. 6/1 Gulping down any scheme of vain promise.

b. To keep in or ' stifle ' by a process analogous
to swallowing. (Also with /'«, back.)

1644 Quarles Barnabas <y B. i. Gulp downe care in
frolique cups of liberall Wine. 1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
Sept., [As] reproaches and expostulations, can do no good,
I gulp them down. ^1793 Ln. Bulkely in G. Rose's Diaries
(i860) 1. 131, I gulped in the grievance. 1830-40 W. Irving
Wol/ert's R. (1855) 193, I felt my heart swell in my throat;
but I gulped it back to its place. i^Trollope//.? Knew
xxviii. (1878) 157 [She] had gulped down her sobs and was
resolved to be firm.

3. intr. To gasp or choke when or as when
drinking large draughts of liquid.

1S30 Palsgk. 573/2, I goulpe, as drinke dothe in ones
throte that drinketh hastely,/«r crocquc .. and j'e engoule.
1790 Cowper Let, 11 May, He is ever gulping, as if swal-
lowing somewhat that woutd hardlv p?.-^. 1840 MamrVat



GULPER.
Olla Podr. 304 She gulped when she looked at it, and.,
cried herself to sleep. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1.

Bagman's Dog, Poor Blogg went on ducking and bobbing.
Sneezing out the salt water, and gulping and sobbing. 1894
Outing (TJ. S.) XXXIV. 140 '2 Tom gasps apologies, opens
his mouth to comment, but only gulps.

Gulper (gylpai). [f. Gulp v. + -er*.] One
who gulps or swallows greedily.
1660 Hexham Dutch Diet., Gulper, a Gulper, a Drunkard,

or a Quaffer. 1836 Erasers Mag. XIII. 195 It will be .

.

swallowed by that most open-throated of flummery gulpers.

Gulph, obs. form of Gulf, Gulp.
Gulpin (gtf-lpin). [f. Gulp v.; perh. in the

comb, gulp in!\ One who will swallow anything
;

a credulous person, a simpleton ; Naut., a marine.
1802 M«Evov in Naval Chron VII. 50 There might be a

few gulpins who would fire. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Gulpin, an awkward soldier; a weak credulous fellow. 1867
.V. iff Q. Ser. in. XII. 78/1 A marine was called a gulpin
by the sailors ; that is a person who would swallow anything
told him. 1886 Besant The World went II. xxix. 308 Go,
then, for a brace of gulpins !

Gulping (g^lpirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gulp v. + -jxg *.]

The action of the verb Gulp ; swallowing in gulps
;

t guzzling, gormandizing {obs.) ; the noise made in

swallowing large quantities; choking.
<* 1394 P. PL Crede 92 Glotony is her God wib g[I]oppyng

[MS. B. golping] of drynk. 1530 Palsgk. 57 j 2 Take hede
of this glouton what a goulpynge he maketh as he drinketh.
1579 Fulke Heskins Pari, 306 Hee spake of a . . spiritual!
manner of eating his bodie, and drinking his bloud . . and
not of a swallowing or gulping in of the same at our mouth.
1586 J. Hooker Girald. tret, in Holinshed II. 113/2 He was
.

. much giuen to excessiue gulping and surfeiting. 1733
Cheyne Eng. Malady ir. ix. § 6 (1734.1 213 Symptoms exceed-
ingly^ troublesome in Vapours, . . to wit, Choaking and
Gulping. 1880 Miss Bird Japan I. 276 It is proper to show
appreciation of a repast by noisy gulpings, and much gurg-
ling and drawing-in of breath.

Gulping (gulpin), ///. a. [f. Gulp v. +
-ING

'

l
J That gulps ; characterized by gulping.

1865 Baking-Gould Werewolves vii. 88 Strange gulping
bursts of fiendlike merriment from the strange boy. 1871
Naphevs Prev. «y Cure Dis. ir. i. 375 To swallow in a
gulping manner.

Hence Gulpingly adv., with a gulp.
1705 HlCKBRIMCILL Priest-cr. ji. vii. 60 He'll swallow any

tiling, and as many Sacraments as (he swallows) Oaths
gulpingly. Ibid. viii. 75 That so much Nonsence .. should
..be so gulpingly swallowed by an unthinking World.
Gulpy (girlpi), a. [f. Gulp sb, or v. + -v.]

Marked by gulps or choking.
i860 All Year Round No. 65. 353 The .. neighbour

. .delivered his dialogue with a glazed eye and an impaired
and gulpy utterance. 189a W. S. Gilbert Foggcrtys Fairy
103 The poor little drab made many gulpy attempts to keep
the tears down.

Gulravage, obs. form of Gilravage.
Gulsach, -schoch, -set, -soch, Sc. forms of

Gulehought, jaundice.

Qulsh, variant of Gulch.
Gult, obs. form of Gilt///, a.

Gult e, Gulti'f, -y: see Guilt, Guilty.
tGu'ly, a. Obs. Her. Also 7 guelye. [f.

Gule-s + -v.] Of the colour gules or red.
159a Wvrlkv Armorie, Chandos 41 Sir Richard Stafford

in gold shield did beare A gutie Cheuron and blew Labell
faire. ,1600 TffVMNR Emblems <V Epigr. (1876)38 Ami
whye the guelye anne in midst of Sheild is placed. 1610
Guillim Heraldry |. v. (1611) 18 Guly sheild. .Wrapt with
dent-bordure siluer-shining. 1641 Milton Reform. II. (1851)

54 To reare the horrid Standard of those fatall guly Dragons
for so unworthy a purpose.

Gulyardy, obs. f. Goliardy (s.v. Goliard).
Gum (grm), sb. 1 Forms : 1 g<5ma, 3-5 gome,

5-6 gomme, gurae, 5-7 goomfe, 6 gowme,
gummb, 6-7 gumme, 7 gombe, gumb, gumm,
7- gum. [OK. goma wk. masc. corresponds to

OHG. gttomo (MHG. gnome)
y
and (apart from

difference of declension) to ON. gom-r palate.

The vowel in these forms seems to represent a

pre-Teut. long diphthong on ; cf. the synonyms
(app. related by ablaut) OHG. giumo, gouuw
(MHG. goume, mod.G. ganmen). Outside Teut.

the Lith. gomurys 'palate* has been compared;
the word may belong to the OAryan root *gheu-,

ghou- to yawn, whence Gr. x«°*> xa^vos -

The normal pronunciation g«m (cf. loom) still survives in

dialects.]

+ 1. Used in OE. and early ME. sing, or //.

indifferently for the inside of the mouth or throat.
c8z$ Vesp. Psalter lxviii[i]. 4 Ic won cleopiende hase

^ewordne werun goman mine, a 1000 Riddles xli. 58 (Gr.)

Ic eom on goman *ena swetra, bonne [etc.]. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. I. 264 WiS pses mubes & baera gomena fulnysse .

.

^enim [etc.]. c 1200 Vices ft Virtues (1888) iiq We notie5
on gomes [printed jomes] alles kennes attre of dieule. [1535
Coverdale Ps. xxl. 15 My tunge cleueth to my goomes.]

2. //. collect. The firm fleshy integument of the

jaws and bases of the teeth ; also said of the

toothless jaw and its integument. Also sing.,

the portion of the integument attached to a single

tooth.

1398 Thevisa Barth. Dc P. R. v. xvi. (1495) 12a Yf the
gomes ben corrupt thenne [etc.]. c 1440 Promfi. Parv. -202/1

Gome yn mannys mowthe (S. goomys), gingiva, c 1470
Henrvson Mor. Fab. v. (Pari Beasts) xxxni, With that
the meir gird iiim vpoun the gumis [rimes with presumis].
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I

1517 Andrew Brunsv'yke's Distyll. Waters B iij b, The
' same water, .is good for. .paynein thegommes. 1555 Eden
I

Decades 161 From the vppermoste parte of the lyppe euen
I vnto the nethermoste pane of the gumme. 1578 Banister

j

/fist Man 1. 5 The cailositie of the Gowmes serueth some
j

men instead of teeth. 1610 Beaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Lady CO.
i, Marry come vp my gentleman, are your gummes growne

!
so tender they cannot bite? a 1656 Bp. Hall Rent. Wks.
(1660) 189 The canker from a scarce sensible begining con-
sumes the gummes. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (17331 I. iii.

I

288 Operations of the active Tongue on the passive Gum or
' Palat. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 52 Keep a little

Stick Liquorice between the Cheek and the Gums. 1814
Lady Colquhoun in Mem. ii. (1849) 44 Tne gum w'as still

painful when exposed to the air. 1850 LvELL 2nd Visit U.S.
II. 118 Alligators' teeth . . set in silver for infants . . to rub
against their gums when cutting their teeth. 1876 Tomes
Dental A not. 08 The gum is continuous with the mucous
membrane of the inside of the lips. 1883 19/A Cent. May
759 A rough outline of the Man of the Future with his bald
scalp and empty gums.

tb. =gnm-tooth (see 5). Obs.
< 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 883 Er yeeris sixe out goth

the gomes stronge [L. molares superiores cadunt].

3. slang. Impertinent talk, chatter, 'jaw*.
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xvi. 1. 1 1 5 Pshaw ! brother, there's

no occasion to bowss out so much unnecessary gum. 1785
Grose Diet. lulg. Tongue s. v., Come let us have no more
of your gum. 1834 R. B. Peake Americans Abroad i. 1

Come, none of your gum—now you are but an underlin'.

4. =GuMMEiib. {Cent. Did.)
5. attrib. and Comb., as gum-bleeding, -lancet

;

gum-didder 7ionce-wd., the quivering or shivering

of the gums (cf. Diddkkz'.)
;
gum-rubber, some-

thing for a child to rub its gums on ; + gum-stake
nonce-wd., a tooth; gum-stick = gum-rubber

;

gum-tickler U. S. (see quots.)
;
gum-tooth, a

molar tooth. Also Gumboil.
1897 AtlbutCs Syst. Med. III. 461 Haemorrhages, such as

nose-bleeding, *gum-bleeding, and bloodshot eye. 1653
Urquhart Rabelais 11. vii. 40 The teeth-chatter or 'gum-
didder of lubberly lusks. 1784 M. Underwood Dis. Children
(1799) I. 188 When it is found necessary to lance the gums
. . it should always be done effectually with a proper *gum-
lancet. 1708 Prior Mice 103 Stockings, shoes, to grace the
bantling ;..add to these the fine "gum-rubber. 1671 Crownk
Juliana in. Dram. Wks. 1873 ' 7 1 Shaver o

1

shin-bones,
drawer of *gum-stakes. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790)
17 A crust of bread is the best *gum-.stick. 1814 Q. Rev. A.
521 Of dram-drinking [in the States] there are different

stages. .. The first drop .. is called a *gum-tickler. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. hi. Will you mix it [rum], Mr. WeggV

. .1 think not, sir. . I prefer to take it in the form of a Gum-
Tickler. 1535 Coverdale Judg. xv. 19 Then Clod opened a
*gome-tothe [Vulg. dentem molarem] in ye chekebone (of
the ass], c 1550 Lloyd Treat. Health (1585"! A v. Children
are payned with . . ytchinge of the gummes, & espicially in

the growyng of the gumme teethe, a 187a B. Hakte Notes
by Flood <y Field 1. Wks. 127 It was like pulling gum-ieeih
to get the money from you even then. 1878 L. P. M ekeoith
Teeth 225T0 wait until the gums have shrunk, .sufficiently to
allow gum-teeth to be inserted without being too prominent.

Gum (g»rn), sb.- Forms : 4-5 gomme, (5 gom),

4 7 gumme, (5 gume, 6 gumb(e, 7 gumm;, 6-7
goome, (6 goume ,

4- gum. [a. OF. gomme —
Pr., Sp. goma, Pg., It. gomma :—popular L. gumma
= class, h. gummi, cummi, a. Gr. Kufifu.']

1. A viscid secretion issuing from certain trees

and shrubs, which hardens in drying but is usually

soluble in cold or hot water, in this respect differing

!
from resin. Occas. in wider use, including resins

!

(cf. 2).

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 109 As for to speke of

fomme or erbe or tre. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 101
lerbes groweb beron, bat droppeb gom. c 1400 Maundev.

(1839) iv. 22 Out ofhem [Trees] comethe Gomme, as it were of
I

Plombtrees or of Cherietrees. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne
\ 44 Hit droppeb downe oute of certeyn trees in maner of
gumme. 1513 Douglas AVtieis vr. iii. 98 The gvm or glew

] ..Is wont to seme 3allow on the grane new. 1573 Tusser
Husb. xxxiii. (1878) 75 All trees that beare goom set now as

1 they coom. 1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 669 The Spartan
1

Mirtle, whence sweet gumb does flowe. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 507 Lac is a strange drug, made by cer-

1 taine winged Pismires of the gumme of trees. 1631 Jordkn
Nat. Bathes vi. (16691 4° We- use the word Gum in a more
general sense, comprehending under it all Kosins, Turpen-
tines, Pitches, &c. 1697 Dkyoen Virg. Georg. iv. 236 With
Dew, Narcissus Leaves, and clammy Gum. 180$ Med.
Jrnl. XIV. 266 There is a great resemblance between the
physical properties of animal mucus and vegetable gum.
1867 Mohoiivx Forestry W. A/r. 122 From the Gold Coast the

export of gum (fossilized resin) . . is trifling. 1878 Browning
/,« Saisiaz 7 To heal and coat with amber gum the riv*

I tree's gash. 1894 OutingiV.S.) XXIII. 391 h The seams are

usually payed with melted spruce gum, which effectually

prevents leakage.

b. with a and//, as denoting a kind of gum.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11501 (Gott.) It [rekels] es a gum bat

cummes of firr. i5<3 Act 5 Hen. V/ll, c. 4 Preamble,
Divers Strangers.. dry calander Worsteds with Gums, Oils,

and Presses. 1538 Wriothesley Chron. (1875) I. 90 Yt was
noe bloude, buthony clarified and coloured with saffron,

and lyinge lyke a goume 1631 Gouge God's Arrows 1.

xxv. 36 Stacte, a gumme that distils out of Myrrhe, or

Cinamon. 180a Med. Jrnl. 391 Opium is composed of a
gum, a resin [etc.]. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 225
Gums are soluble in water, but not in alcohol.

c. This substance dried and used in the arts,
}

e. g. to stiffen linen, as a mucilage, etc. Hence fig,,

stiffness.

1456 Tintinhull Churchio. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 187 It.

in gume pro eisdem libris. .j*1 . 1505 Carpenters' Ace. in T.
Sharp Cov. Myst. (1825) 189 Rosyn & gome to be same viijd.

GUM.
16*1 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 34 Shewes the
washing by them, who washed away the gum. 1827 Faraday
Chem. Manip. v. 158 Gum, when pulverized should be kept
perfectly dry. 1876 Gf.o. Eliot Dan. Der. vi, The neces-
sary gum and consistence of a substantial personality.

d. O'.S. Short for chewing-gum (see Chewing
vbl. sb. 3). ( Cent. Diet. )

e. British gum (see British 5).

f2. (Chiefly//.) Products of this kind employed
as drugs or perfumes, or for burning as incense. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Jfcr. v|3. 22 Whether gumme is not inGalaad,

or a leche is not there? 1393 Langl. P. PL C. in. 236
Spicers to hym speke .. For he .. knoweb meny gommes.
1412-20 Lydc. Chron. Troy u. xvii, From the heade down
unto her foote With sondry gommes. .She is ennoynte. 1551
Robinson tr. Mores Utop. 11. (Arb.) 95 They burne swete
gummes and spices or perfumes. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 191 Divers aromaticall spices, and Gummes.
i667Miltom/\ L. xi. 327 Altars I would reare. .and thereon
Offer sweet smelling Gumms. a 1711 Ken Hymns
Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 47 The Gumms which Sacred
Rites consume, We bring. 1780 Bi rke Sp. Secur. Indep.
J'arlt. Wks. III. 278 To embalm a carcass not worth an
ounce of the gums that are used to preserve it.

3. With qualification.

a. In the names of various mucilaginous or
resinous products, prefixed to a substantive or
followed by an adjective, e.g. gum acacia, ammo-
niac, copal, elemi, guaiacum, lac, ladannm, oliba-

num, sandarac, tragacanth, for which see the
second member; gum-arabic (see Arabic 2);
gum-dragon = Tkagacanth (see Dragon a

) ;

gum-juniper = Sandarac; gum-senegal or

t -senega, a variety of gum-arabic, named from
the locality where it is obtained.
c 1400 Laufranc's Cirurg. 49 Take frank encense, mastik,

mirre, dragagantum, gumme arabik. 1718 Mrs. Mary
Ealks Receipts 70 Make it up to a stiff Paste with Gum-
Dragon well steept. 1759 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LI. 208
Some of them were smeared several times over with gum
senega. 1770 Cook Jrnl. 1 May (1S93) 245 We found 2 Sorts
ofGum, one sort of which is like Gum Dragon. 1844H0BLYN
Diet. Med., Gum juniper, a concrete resin which exudes in
white tears from the Juniperus Communis. It has been
called samlarach, .. Reduced to powder it is called flounce,
which prevents ink from sinking into paper. 1858 Car-
I'ENTer Veg. Phys. § 346 Gum .Senegal is similar to gum
Arabic, being obtained from a kind of Acacia differing very
little from that which yields the latter.

b. Gum elastic [after F. gomme etastique'],

india-rubber, caoutchouc (also elastic-gum : see

Klastic^ ; rarely applied togutta percha. Hence
gum-elastical a. (nonce-zed.), resembling india-

rubber.
1800 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 90 A stretch of belief which

requires a more gum-elastical faith than Heaven has allotted

me. 1807 Pepys in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 250 A small gum
elastic bottle B. 1845 in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. IV. 221

Specimens of the manufacture of Gum-elastic goods. 1851
Forbes Veg. World n. p. vi t/2 The Isonandra gutta, the
source of the gum-elastic, known as gutta-percha.

C. Gum. ivy, + gum of ivy : the inspissated

juice of the stem of the ivy.

1 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health 11585) G ij, Fyl the hollowe
tooth with the gum of Iuy it will take away the toothe ache.

1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth 130 b, He tooke ofGalbanum
one pounde, of gumme yvie three ounces. 1653 Walton
Angler vti. 157 Dissolve Gum of Ivie in Oyle ofSpike, and
therewith annoint your dead bait for a Pike. 171a tr.

Pomet"s Hist. Drugs I. 75 This is that which some Drug-
gists.. sell for Gum Ivy. 1787 in Best A ngling (ed 2)71.

1859 Atkinson Walks <f Talks (1892 3, I was trying to get
gum-ivy, which an old fishing book I had said was a famous
thing to anoint the baits with.

4. The sticky secretion that collects in the inner

corner of the eye. (Either a sense trans/, from 1,

or connected with Gum sb.%)

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. ii. 48 The gumme downe roping
from their pale-dead eyes. 1740 E. Baynakd Heatth(cd.6)
16 When sleep does first desert you, rise; Next, wash the

gum from off your eyes. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

6. Short for Gum-tree. Also preceded by various

defining epithets, as black, blue, white, mountain,
spotted, etc. gum.

i8oat D. Collins Ate, N. S. Wales II. xix. 235 The blue
gum, she-oak, and cherry tree of Port Jackson were com-
monly here. x8ao J. Oxi.kv Jrnl. E.xped. Australia 102

A few diminutive gums being the only timber to be seen.

1833 C. Sturt South. Australia I. iii. 118 The cypresses
l>ecame mixed with casuarina, box, and mountain gum. 1847
L. Leiciihardt Jrnl. Overland Flxped. i. 11 Ironbark ridges

here and there with spotted gum. .diversified the sameness.

1864 J. S. Moore Spring Life Lyrics 114 Amid grand old

gum*, dark cedars and pines. 1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 281 Some of the plants from which bees gather

honey .. black-gum (Nyssa multiflora). 1894 H. Msbet
Bush Girl's Rom. 34 A gaseous haziness, making the leafage

of the gums look bluer than even they were.

b. U. S. A log, usually cut from a gum-tree,

hollowed out and adapted to serve as a beehive,

a water-trough, or a well-curb. Cf. bee-gum.

1817 J. Bradbury Trav. Amer. 286 note, Any portion so

cut off is called a gum, a name probably arising from the

almost exclusive application of the gum tree to these pur-

poses. 1844 Gosse in Zoologist II. 607 A ' gum * or square

box to hive the swarm for domestication, a 1864 Gesner
Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 33 When the soil is not deep, a
circular excavation is made down to the rock bed, and a
hollow log, or *gum ', as it is called, is placed in it on one
end. 1879 J. Burroughs Locusts <V W. Honey 29 No hive

seems to please them as well as a section of a hollow tree—
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'gums'— as they are called in the South and West where the

sweet gum grows.

6. U.S. colloq. Short for elastic gum, i.e. india-

rubber; occas. an india-rubber garment. Also//.

Goloshes. See gum-boots , -shoes in 9.

1859 Baktlett Diet. A mer., Gum. . . 2 I ndia-rubber. Hence
|

the plural Gums is often applied to India-rubber shoes. ;

1870 K. G. White Words $ their Uses Pref. (1881 1, ' Where
is Emily '!'..''), Emily is outside cleaning her gums on the

mat '.

7- A disease in fruit trees consisting in a morbid
secretion of gum.
1731 in Bailky. 1727-41 Chambers Cyct., Gum, among '

gardeners, is a disease incident to fruit trees, of the stone

kind. 1801 W. Forsyth Fruit Trees v. (1S24) 83 Wherever
the knife is applied, it is sure to bring on the gum. 1852
Beck's Florist 147 It [a kind of cherry] is very subject to

gum and canker.

8. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as !

(sense 1) gum-forest, -furnace, -pot, 'trade, -vessel'; \

(sense 5) gum-bough, -leaf -log, -swamp, -timber, '

-trunk; (sense 6) gum-catheter; b. objective, as

(sense 1) gum-bearing, -yielding adjs. ; C. instru-
i

mental, as I sense 4) gum-glued adj. ; (sense 5)
gum-shadowed, -shrouded adjs. ; d. similative, as

gum-like adj.

1775 Bruce in Phit. Trans. LKV. 415 There is another '

^gum-bearing tree. 1890 Meibonrne Argus 2 Aug. 4/3
Make a bit of a shelter . . with . . *gum-boughs, 1884 M.
Mackenzie Dis. Throat %• Nose II. 226 A *gum catheter
would then be passed .. into the stomach. 1804 Attn.
Rev. II. 29/2 The Moors . . encamp themselves round the
*gum-forest of Zaara. 1839 Uhe Diet. Arts 1266 Then lay
the fire in the 'gum-furnace. 1682 O. N. tr. Boiieau's
Lutrin IV* 14 His Pages starting at the sudden Noyse,
Began to bustle, rubbing their 'gum-glew'd Eyes. 1894
H. Nisrf.t Bush Girl's Rom. 204 Making a soft bed of
ygum leaves. 1841 Brande Chem. 1078 When the solutions
are evaporated, uncrystallizable *gum-Hke compounds re-

main. 1868 W. L. Carleton Austral. Nts. 1 To see
the *gum-log (laming bright Its welcome beacon. 1875
Bennett & Dyer Sachs" Bot. 77 The origin of resin and
"gum passages depends on the formation of intercellular

passages with a peculiar development of the cells which
bound them. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1266 The *gum-pot is

now to be set upon the brick-stand. 1862 H. C. Kendall
'

Poems 134 The *gum-shadowed glen. 1890 ' Rolf Boldre-
wood ' Col. Reformer 11891) 201 Camped by the edge of the
long black *gum-shrouded lagoon. 1816 Sporting Mag.
XLVIII. 244 Mrs. Ratley was riding across the ^Gum-
swamp in North Carolina. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S. -.

Wales (ed. 3) II. 107 Our *gum timber being as durable and
as well adapted to ship-building as the teak. 1839 in Spirit
Metropol. Conscrv. Press (1840] II. 328 The *gum trade, on
the western coast of Africa. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girl's
Rom. 151 *Gum-trunks instead of the homelike trees. 1804
Ann. Rev. II. 29/1 A large wooden tub, containing about
2000 lbs, weight,.. is fixed on the deck of the *gum-vessels.

|

1887 Moloney Forestry IV. Afr. 128 Other *gum-yielding 1

Acacias.

9. Special comb. : gum-animal, the Senegal
galago (see quot.); gum-boots U.S., boots made
of 'gum' or india-rubber; gum-digger, one who
digs for Kauri gum; gum-digging, the occupa-
tion of a gum-digger

;
gum-drop U.S., a prepara-

tion of sweetened gum, used as a confection and in

pharmacy
;
gum-field, an area where Kauri gum

may be found; gum-flowers Sc, artificial flowers;

also attrib. ; gum-paper, paper gummed on one
side

; gum-seal, an impression of a seal taken

on softened gum ;
gum-shoes U.S., goloshes : cf.

gum-boots; gum-sucker Austral., a native Aus-
tralian ^esp. a Victorian) or Tasmanian; f gum-
taffeta—gummed taffeta; gum-water, a solution

of gum-arabic in water
;
gum-wood, the wood of

the gum-tree; the tree itself ; also attrib.

1840 Blyth Ciwiers Anim. A'iugd. (1849) 65 The Senegal
Galago {Galago Seuegateusis, Geof.). .is known as the "Gum
animal of Senegal, from its feeding much on that production.

1875 Wood & Lapham Waiting for Mail 112 The long
indiarubber ' 'gum ' boots . . that he worked in at the claim.

1897 Daily Neivs 10 July 8/4 Without the assistance of
'gum' boots or dust-defying yaiters. 1884 C. F. Gordon
CuMMiNGin Century Mag. XXVII. 924 A large class of men,
both Maori and European, known as *gum-diggers. 1892
Star 13 July 1/8 He picked up a precarious livelihood by
*gum-digging. 1864 Sala in Z><«7y Tel. 30 Mar., The soldiers

spending their abundant greenbacks . .in fig and *gum-drops.
1886 N. Zealand Herald 28 May 5/5 Praying that the

*gumfields .. should be opened during the winter season.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jml. (1884) 316 A crown of *gum-
flowers, which was afterwards put on her. 1821 Gai.t A nn.
Parish xii, (1895) 86 There was she painted like a Jezebel,

with gum-flowers on her head. 1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857)
I. 276 Broken Italian gumflowers. 1864 Browning in Mem.
Tennyson (1897) II. i. 16 As if they want seed in a gum-
flower manufactory. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 5^3 An
extremely thin slip of *gum paper inserted along the inside

edge. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 281

The most trifling womanly occupations—making *gum-
seals, imitating cameos. 187a Morn. Post 9 Jan. ( Farmer)
Forbidding him. .to leave his *gum-shoes in her hall. 1855
W. Howitt Two Y. Victoria I. 24 Too 'cute to be bitten

twice by the over 'cute * ^gum-suckers', as the native
Victorians are called. 1887 All Year Round 30 July 67/2
A ' gum-sucker ' is a native of Tasmania, and owes his

elegant nickname to the abundance of gum-trees in the
Tasmanian forests. 1738 Swikt Pol. Convers. Wks. 1778 X.
236 Faith, you have made her fret like #gum-taffety. 1761
Sterne Jr. Shandy III. iv, You are so fortunate a fellow,

as to have had your jerkin made of a gum-taffeta, and the
body-lining to it. of a sarcenet or thinpersian. 1639 Roberts

Complcal Canouier [1672) 46 With a chalk line, dipt in ^Gum-
water. 1759 Colebrooke in Phil. Trans. LI. 43 A ground
was laid . . with levigated chalk mixed with gum water.
1869 Semple Diphtheria 155 Injections of gum-water were
passed into the trachea. 1683 Penn Whs. (1782) IV. 302
The trees of most note, are.. poplar, *gumwood, hickeiy.

1897 P. Warlng Tales Old Regime 133 Blocks of pine or
gum-wood. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 28 June 10/1, I tried.,
grafting on gumwood stocks.

b. In names of plants yielding gum : gum-
cistus, one of the shrubs of the genus Cistus which
yield ladanum

;
gum-plant, a plant of the genus

Grindelia, which is covered with a viscid secretion
;

gum-succory, (a) Chondrillajuncea; also,thegum
produced from it ; {b) Laciuca perennis

;
gum-

thistle, Onopordium acanthium. Also Gum-trek.
1688 R. Holme Armoury ii. 110/1 The *Gum Cistus hath

. . a clammy sweet moisture called Gum Laudanum. 1824
Miss Mitiord Village Ser. 1. (1863) 73 A flower almost as
transitory as the gum cis'.us. 1858 G. Macdonai.d Phan-
tasies xix. 225 The gum-cistus . . drops every night all the
blossoms that the day brings forth. 1548 Turner Names
of Herbes 26 Chondrilla. .. It maye be named in englishc
Ryshe Succory or

vgum Succory because it hath a clammy
humour in it. 1551 — Herbal 1. Kj, The leaues & the
stalke of gume succory haue the poour for to degest. 1756
Watson in Phit. Trans. XLIX. S45 The least wild Lettuce,
or Dwarf Gum-Succory. 1548 Turner Aames oj Herbes 8

Acanthium. .. I tbynke it maye be called in englishe. .*gum
thistle.. because it is yummy. 1656 RlDGLEY Pract. Physick
311 He strewed . . the powder of Gum Thistle very safely,

upon Ulcers with rottenness of the lion<j>.

Gum, s/>.-'> See Red-gum and White-gum.
t Gum, .(/'. 4 Sc. Obs. Mist, vapour.
1513 Douglas JEneis vn. Prol. 131 Wyih cloudy gum and

rak ourquhelmyt the air. Ibid. xm. Prol. 31 The gummy

s

rysis, doun fallis the donk rym.

tGum, sb.~> Obs. ran'~ l
. Also 6 gomme.

= Gumma. ? Also Comb, gum-galled adj.

1558 Wakde tr. Alexis' Seer. 13 b, A v<;rie goodly secrete
for the gommes [It. gomme] or burgeons that remaine of the
great Pockes. 1693 Se. Presbyt. Kloquetice (1738) 139 That
filthy Bitch, that gumgall'd Whore, the Whore of liabylon.

Gum (gvm], sbS> dial, and vulgar. [Deforma-
tion of God. Cf. Gom.] In phr. By (or my) gum
= by (or my) God.
1832 W. Stephenson Gates/trad Local Poems 100 Aw said

let's ken what a
1

this means, Hy gum to hear't aw's weary.
1857 ' C. Bede ' / 'crdant Green Hi. x, My gum, Giglamps !

you'll be the death of me some fine day. 1887 H. Smart
Cleverly ivon\. 10 Newmarket Heath may make you shiver,

but, by gum ! it gives you an appetite. 1894 BlackMore
Perlycross 194 Got you there, Sergeant ; by gum, I did !

Gum (gym), z-. 1 Forms: 5 gomme, 5, 7 gumme,
7- gum. [f. Gum sb:-]

f 1. trans. To treat with aromatic gums, as in

flavouring wine or embalming a corpse. Obs.

1419 Proctam, in Riley Lond. Mem. (1868) 672 William
Horold, Couper. .gummydand rasyd two buttes with diners
gummes. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur v. viii, Noble men
whome the kynge dyd do bawme and gomme with many
good gommes aromatyk.

2. To stiffen with gum ; to coat or smear with or

as with gum.
1610 II. Jonson Aleh. 1. i, lie gumme your silkes With good

strong water, an' you come. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
(ed. 2) 239 They register . . his acts . . in Ca:dar Tablets, gum'd
with Cynabre. 1683 Burnet tr. More's Utopia (1684) 75
They use also in their Windows, a thin linnen Cloth, that
is. .oiled or gummed. 1896 Indianapolis Typogr. Jml. 16
Nov. 392 A new method of gumming paper.

3. To fasten, or fix in position with gum or some
sticky substance. Also with down, together, up.
159a Kvd Sp. Trag. (1602) I 3 Thy eies are gum'd with

teares, thy cheekes are wan. 1636 B. Jonson Discov., De
mollibus et effaminatis (1641) no Bleaching their hands at
Mid-night, gumming, and bridling their beards. 1655 Gt'R-
NAlxOsr. in Arm. x. 209/2 The doubting Christians eye of
faith, is .. gumm'd up with unbelieving fears. 1656 Artif.
Handsom. 176 Scandalised at Ladies powdering, curling, and
gumming their haire. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) III. 775 When dried and gummed on paper, they
[leafits] form an acute angle with the stalk. 1874 G. Lawson
Dis. Eye 145 If the lids become gummed together. 1876 F. K.
Trollope Charming Fellow I. iv. 46 Little rings of hair
gummed down all over her forehead. 1880 Standard 15 Dec,
Shilling deposits can be made by means of penny stamps
gummed on forms.

4. iutr. Of a fruit tree : To exude gum as a
morbid secretion. Cf. Gum j&I

7.

1794 Trans. Soc. Arts XII. 207 Several of the cherries
[trees] were much gummed. 1802 Ibid. XX. 173 To prevent
the cherry tree from gumming. 1837 Penny Cyel. VII. 41/1
When planted in stiff and wet sods it [the cherry] grows
slowly, gums very much, and falls into a state of incurable
bad health.

5. ? U.S. a. To become gummous. b. 'To be-

come clogged or stiffened by some gummy sub-

stance, as inspissated oil ; as, a machine will gum
up from disuse' {Cent. Diet.).
1874 Raymond 6th Rep. Mines 509 The oil solidifies or

gums, and clogs the holes.

6. trans. To cheat, delude, humbug. U.S. slang.

[Said to originate from the opossum's eluding the

huntsman in the foliage of a gum-tree.]
1848 Lowell Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 144 You can't

gum me, I tell ye now, an' so you need n't try. 1859 Sala
Tiv. round Clock (1861J 232, I began to think .. he was
quizzing me—' gumming ' is the proper Transatlantic col-

loquialism. 1875 Chamb. Jml. 25 Sept. 611/1 Now don't
you try to gum me.

Gum (g»m), v.* U.S. [f. Gum sb.l] trans. To
deepen and enlarge the spaces between the teeth of
(a worn saw). See Gummer.
1859 Bartlett Did. Amer., To Gum a Saw, to punch

out and give the set to the teeth of a saw, by means of a
machine called a gummer. The phrase alludes to the
growth of the teeth from the gums. 1887 Set. Amer. 26 Feb.
130 The operation of gumming saws with an emery wheel.

Gum, variant of Gome 1 Obs.

Gumashins, var. gamashins : see Gamash.
1830 Gai.t Lawrie T. 1. ii, A decent .. carlin, that could

turn coats and shape gumashins.

Gumb, obs. form of Gum slO and sb.%

Gumba, gumbay, obs. forms of Gumby.
Gumble. Obs. rare~l

. A cheek-bone.
1688 R, Holme Armoury 11. 153/1 Bones in a Horse..

Inferiour Gumbles or Cheek-bones 2.

t Gumble-stool. Obs. [Origin doubtful: cf.

prec. with Gum sb. 1 3.] A cucking-stool. Also
t gum-stool (perh. from Gum s&J1 3).
1623 in Xoake Wore, in Olden Time (1849) II0 For carry-

ing of several women upon the gum stoole. 1653 Baxter
Wore. Petit. 35 That silly women shall be dipt over head
in a Gumble-stool for scolding. 1655 — Quaker Catech.
25, I desire of you that you will not put me by with Gumble-
stool Rhetorick in stead of Answers.

Gumbo {gwmho). U.S. Also gorabo. [Negro
patois ;

; from the Angolan kingomho, the hi- being

the usual Bantu prefix, and -ngombo the real

word' (J. Piatt, jun., in Athenmmi, Sep. I, 1900
;

Marcgraf 1648 writes quingombo.']
1. a. A colloquial name tor the okra plant or its

pods {Hibiscus esculentus\ Also attrib. b. A
soup thickened with the mucilaginous pods of this

plant Also gumbo soup.

1859 Bartlett Did. Amer., Gombo, or Gumbo, 1. the
Southern name for what is called at tiie North, Okra, the
pod of the Hibiscus esculentus. 2. In the southern States,

a soup in which this plant enters largely as an ingredient.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 13 Oct., The three gentlemen.,
eating gombo soup. 1880 N. H. Bishop 4 Mths. .Sneak- Bo.v
205 The mild-eyed Louisiana Indian woman with her sack
of gumbo spread out before her. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug.
463/2,1 should like mutton broth and gumbo everyday.
1884 Health F.xhib. Catal. 1582 Gombo Fruits. 1893
Leland Mem. I. 57 Terrapins and soft-shell ciabs, gumho,
. .peaches, venison.

2. a. Geol. ' The stratified portion of the lower
till of the Mississippi valley ' 'Funk's Stand. Diet.).

b. colloq. Western U.S. The mud of the prairies.

Also gumbo mud.
1881 C/ucago Times 16 Apr., Such a thing as hard-pan,

bed rock near the surface or gumbo is not found here [i. e.

in Nebraska]. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 27 The soil

here is largely mixed with a kind of blue clay, locally known
as 'gumbo'. 1894 Century Mag. Jan. 453/1 Gumbo is ..

the clay of Northern Wyoming. When wet, it is the
blackest, stickiest, .mud that exists on earth. 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 491/2 Only when in gumbo mud did we find

our wheels to be a hindrance.

3. A patois spoken by negroes in the French West
Indies, Louisiana, Bourbon, and Mauritius. Also
attrib. [? A different word.]
1883 Sala Amer. Revis. (1883; II. v. 65 The coloured
people [in New Orleans] who gabble a wondrous salmagundi
of a patois, made up of French. Spanish, and indigenous
African, which is known as 'Gumbo'. Ibid. vi. 74 Were
the verb ' boumer ' as an equivalent for to ' boom ', admitted
into the vocabulary of'Gumbo' French. 1891 K. Wakehelij
Wisdom ofGombo in 19th Cent. XXX. 575 Gombo is a mere
phonetic burlesque of French, interlarded with African words.

Gumboil .gymboil). Also gumbile. [f. Gum
sb. 1 + Boil sbA] An inflammatory swelling or
small abscess on the gum.
1753 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 63 Abscesses in

the Mouth and Gums (called Gum-boils). 1828 Lowell
Lett. (1894) I. 6, I have got the ague together with a gum-
bile. 1866 Livingstone Last Jmls. (1873) I. i. 3 'lhe
Sultan had toothache, and a gumboil.

Gumboodge, -bouge, obs. forms of Gamboge.
Gumby .gmnbi). Also 8 gumbay, 9 gumba.
[Negro patois ; cf. Kongo nkombi, a kind of drum.]
A kind of drum used by the negroes of the West
Indies, made by stretching a skin across the ends

of a box, or a portion of a hollow tree, or the like.

Also gumby-drum.
1790 j. B. Moketon W. Ind. Cust. <$ Maun. 155 An her-

ring barrel or tub, with sheep-skins substituted for the heads,
in imitation of a drum, called a gumbay. 1828 Life Planter
Jamaica 46 The negroes . . dancing . . to the sound of the

gumba. 1834 M. G. Lewis frnl. W. Ind. 322 The greatest

part remained quietly in the negro houses beating the
gumby-drum.
Gume, var. Gome 1 Obs. ; obs. f. Gum sbA and sb.%

Gumfiate (gzrmfiVt), v. nonce-wd. [ad. It.

gonfiat-o, pa. pple. of gonfiare — F. gonjler :—L.

conflare, f. con- together +flare to blow.] trans.

To puff up, cause to swell.

1820 Galt Ayrshire Legatees in Blacfcw. Mag. VIII. 18

The inflamed gout of polemical controversy, .had gumfiated
every mental joint and member of that zealous prop of the
Relief Kirk.

Gumfolly. ?Corrupt var. cumphorie, Com fkey.
1610 Markham Master/. 1. lx.wiii. 163 Seeth it in the

iuyce of Gumfolly.

Gum-gum (gwm^om). Also 8 gum-gumma,
8-9 gom-gom. [Presumably from some Malay
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dialect. Cf. Gong-gong.] A hollow iron bowl,

which is struck with an iron or wooden stick

;

a series of the same, varying in size and tone.
X700S. L. tr. Fryhe*si oy.E. hid. 244 Their warlike Musick

is an Instrument made of Mettle, called Gum-Gum, much
in the Nature of our Drums. 1774 Jokl Collier [J. Bick-
nal] Mtts. Trav. (1775) 56 Playing a warlike measure with
his gom-gom. 1800 Charlotte Smith Solit. Wanderer
11801) I. 326 The conchs and gomgoms of the Maroons
suddenly broke the silence of the night. 1836-9 Dickens
Sk. Box, Tales vii. Steam Excurs., ' What is a gum-gum?'
eagerly enquired several young ladies.

Gilruless (girmles), a. [f. Gum sb.1 + -less]
Having no gums.
1790 J. Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 33 Ah ! rattle

not your gumless fangs at me, Thou King of terrors.

t Gumly (gzrmli), a. Sc. Obs. [Ci.gum(m)le
v., * to render turbid ' (Jam., with fig. quot. from
Gait).] Muddy, turbid.

1786 Burns Brigs Ayr 126 Then down ye'll hurl.. And
cUtsh the gumlie jaups up to the pouring skies. 1804 Tarras
Foetus 71 Wae worth ye, wabster Tarn, what's this That I

see gaupin gumlie?

Gumm, obs. form of Gum sb. 1 and sb.~

II Gumma (gwma). Path. PI. gummas, gum

-

mata. [mod.L. gumma (neut.), f. L. gummi GUM
$b.%] A tumour usually of syphilitic origin, so

called from the gummy nature of its contents.
1722 Quincy Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2), Gummata. Stru-

mous tumours are sometimes thus called from the Resem-
blance of their Contents to gummous Substances. 1861
Bumsthad Ven. Dis. (1879' DI° ln tne central portion of the
gumma the vessels are very small. 1873 T. H. Green hitrod.
Pathol, ed. 2) 234 The gummata were formerly regarded as
noninflammatory neoplasms. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
IV. 808 Gummas, before breaking down, are sometimes
seen as smooth, red or yellowish defined swellings.

tGummage (gwmedg). Obs. [f. Gumj£.2 +
-age.] Production of gum.
1610 W. Folkingham A rt ofSurvey 1. vi. 13 What Trees,

Plants, Shrubs : what Fruitage, Mastage, Gummage.
Gummate (go'm^'t), a. Chem. [f. Gumm-ic
+ -ATE 4.] A salt of gummic acid.

1826 Henry Elem. Chem. II. 193 The supposition that the
gummate of lead is composed of two atoms of oxide of lead

and one of gum.

Gummatous (gwmatas), a. Path. [f. mod.L.
gummat- Gumma + -ous.] Of the nature of or re-

sembling a gumma. Gummatous tumour * Gumma.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, x. 356 If there be gumma-

tous Tumours . . Sarsa is proper. 1745 Amvand in Phil.
Trans. XLIII. 296 She had a gummatous Swelling.. on the
right Arm. 1861 BunSTEAD Ven. Dis. (1879) 594 Gum-
matous ulcers .. are always upon the upper surface of the
tongue. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 190 The develop-
ment of gummatous tissue.

Gummb, obs. form of Gum sb.^

Gumme, obs. form of Gum sbA, sb. 2 , and z'.
1

Gummed (gymd),///. a. [f. Gvusb.2 or v. x +
-ed.] f a. Spread with aromatic gums. b. Stiff-

ened with gum ; coated or smeared with gum.
Also^. C. Of a pigment : Mixed with gum.
1:1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 172 A gommed clout

[v.rr. gummit clowte, gomed cloth]. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
IV, 11. it. 2, I haue remoued Falstafs Horse, and he frets

like a gum'd Veluet. 163a Shirley Ball iv. i. Wks. 1833
III. 56 How now, gumm'd Taffeta? 1664 Evelyn Diary
22 June, Pictures of men and countries, rarely painted on
a sort of gummed calico. 1713 Gentl. Instructed (ed. 5)

420 We hate the stiff and gumm'd Deportment of the

Italian. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 79 Mix a little

gummed colour in a large shell. 1807 Med. jml. XVII. 408
A small bandage of gummed silk, applied over the closed

eye-lids. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 113 A badly-gummed
postage-stamp. 1898 Daily News 23 Sept. 5/4 Could the

stamp be applied unless over some gummed slips?

Gummed (gpmd), a.2 [f. Gum sb. 1 + -ed 2
.]

Provided with gums (of a certain kind).

a 15*9 Skelton E. Rummyug 40 A man would haue pytty
To se how she is gum bed, Fyngered and thumbed. 1806
Sporting Mag. XXVII. 140 Be sure they [cocks] are sound
that they be hard gummed.
Gammer (gtrmaj). U.S. [f. Gum v£ + -er i.]

a A workman who enlarges the spaces between
the teeth of a saw. b. A machine for this purpose.

1859 [see Gum z>.
2]. 1887 Set. Amer. 26 Feb. 130 Emery

vulcanite saw gummer.

Gummic (g^'mik), a. Chem. [f. L. gumm-i
Gum sb:- + -ic.] Gummic add: an acid obtained

from gum = Arabic acid (see Arabic a. 2).

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 157 Gummic acid

was discovered by M. Simonin about the year 1830. 1880

Encycl. Brit. XI. 275/2 Gummic acid.

GummiferouS (gwmrferas), a. [f. I,, gummi
Gum jM + -ferous.] Producing gum.
1683-4 Robinson in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 475 Balsami-

ferous, Gummiferous, and Saccharine Plants.

Gumminess (g»*mines). [f. Gummy aA and
a.- + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being

gummy, in various senses. Also qwasi-concr., some-
thing gummy, a gummy concretion.
1600 Surflet Country Farm 1. xii. 59 To take away the

filthines or gummines of the eies. 1665 R. Kephale Medela
Pestil. fii Their gumminess excludeth infectious air. 1676
Wiseman Surg. vm. iv. 33 One. .came to me. .with a gum-
miness on the tendons reaching to his fingers. 17*6 Lkoni
Alberti's Archit. I. 31/1 Ancient Aqueducts, whose Mouths,
having contracted a kind of Gumminess. have seem'd in-

crusted all over with Stone. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy HI.
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iv, Had there been the least gumminess in my lining, by
Heaven ! it had all of it, long ago, been frayed and fretted

to a thread. 1801 W. Heberden Comnt. lvi. (1806) 326
Accompanied with wateriness, or gumminess, where the
tears are not supplied faster. 1825 J. Nicholson operat.
Mechanic 394 The thread should have lost part of its heat
and gumminess before it touches the bars of the reel.

Gumming (g»-mirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gum v. 1 +
-ing l

.J The action of Gum t'.1 in various senses.

1. The action f of treating with aromatic gums
(obs.) ; the action of fastening or smearing with
gum ; spec, the action of applying gum-water to a
lithographic stone.
14x9 Proclam. in Riley Land. Mem. (1868) 672 To have

alykly manere taste and smell to the drynkyngof Romeney,
thurgh be gummyng and rasyng aboueseyd. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Gommemcnt, a gumming. 1687
A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 137 The Face.. will not
admit of Gumming so well as the other parts of the Body.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 97,1 Gumming . . is to rub the
in-side of the Bed-Tick with .. Gum .., to keep Featheis
from coming through it.

2. The process (^in fruit trees) of giving out a
morbid exudation of gum

;
(in the eyelids) of

becoming fastened together with gum
;

^in oils) of

acquiring a gum-like consistence.

1859 R. Thompson Gardener s Assist. 535 The latter

[suckers or layers] are comparatively weak, and apt to cause
gumming. 1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye 3 The tarsal edges of
the lids should be anointed at night . . to prevent their

gumming together. 1892 Garden 27 Aug. 180 Much wood
[of cherry trees] being lost through gumming and canker.

Gummite (g^'msit). Min. [Named by Dana
in 1868, f, L. gumm-i Gvm sb.2 + -ite.] A hydrate

of uranium of reddish-yellow colour, and resem-

bling gum.
1868 Dana Min. (cd. 5I 179 Gummite. .looking much like

gum. 1893 — Min. 893 Gummite is also abundant at the
Flat-Rock mine,

Gummose (gvmovs), a. 1 [ad.L. gummos-us

:

see Gi mmous and -ose.] = Gummous.
1678 R.R[ussELi.]L7^£,riv.vi.25oGrind clear and gummose

Sulphurvive to a most subtile Powder. 170a Sir J. Floyer
in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1171 The Leaves of Liquorish feel

gummose. 1743 tr. Heister's Surg. 372 When the Eyelids
are glued together by a gummose and inspissated Matter.

Gummose (g*>m<?u*s), a.'- Path. [f. Gumma +
-ose.] = Gummatous.
1869 Xt-.o Syd. Soc. Bienn. Retrosp. 346 Dr. Hippel

describes a gummose tumour involving all the coats of the

eye. .. A microscopic examination by Prof. Neumann,
determined it to be a gummose syphilitic growth.

Gummosity (gcm^sTti). [ad. L. *gummosi-
tdt-em, f. gummos-us Gummous.] The quality of

being gummous. f In Alchemy\ a quality or

condition of which metals were supposed to be
capable.
1651 Biggs New D/sp. r ojThe gummosity of herbs. 1678

R. R[ussell] Geber m. ii. m. viii. 230 Among
^
Bodies

wanting the compleatment of Perfection, Jupiter [tin] most
slowly flowreth its Gummosity. 1707 Flover Physic.

Pulse-Watch 265 The crudity and mucilaginous Gum-
mosity [depends] on a deficient Pulse.

f b. concr. A gummy substance, deposit, con-

cretion, etc. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 344 This gummosite bat is

clepid . . olibanum. 1655 Let. in Hartlib Re/. Commw.
Bees 39 Fewer [bees] can be kept, if they must seek their

Wax out of the Gummosity of some floures. 1683 Salmon
Doron Med. 11. v. 395/1 [It] mollifies and dissolves all hard
knobs, & gummossities upon the joynts of the Fingers.

Gummous g^'mss), a. 1 [ad. L. gumwosus,
f. gummi Gum sb. 2 : see -ous. Cf. F. gommatx.\
1. Of the nature of gum, gum-like.
1669 \V. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 185 Barthius. .concludes

this gummous liquor to be the reguline parts of antimony.

1676 Boyle in Phil. Trans. XI. 802 Resinous or Gummous
substance, that looked like high colour'd Amber. 1699

J. Woodward ibid. XXI. 209 Hence come our Mannas, our
Honies, and other Gummous Exsudations of Vegetables.

x8ia J. Smyth Pract. of Customs (1821) 152 Manna js a
gummous substance, obtained by the incision of various

sorts of trees. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 346 To
which we may add gummous blood, viscid mucous [etc.].

fig' 17&] Sterne Tr. Shandy IX. xiii, The thoughts rise

heavily and pass gummous through my pen.

1 2. Of a plant or tree : Abounding in or yield-

ing gum ; Gummy 2.

IM J. Clayton Acc. Virginia in Misc. Curios. (1708) III.

306 If a Gummous Plant or Tree, that grows low, . . it

abounds with acid Spirits.

Hence Gummousiiess.
1666 J. H. Treat. Gt. Antidote 4 Set it in an ash Furnace,

with a gentle heat till the ingredients be fully dissolved,

and the bitterness and gummousness be fully gone.

Gummous (gzrmas), a. 2 Path. [f. mod.L.
Gumma + -ous.] *= Gummatous.
1588 J. Read Covtpend. Method 61 b, When ther are

hard gummous tumors, as nodes or swellings, or pains or

vlcers. 1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879)646 But sometimes
gummatous infiltration supervenes, constituting a gummous
meningitis. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 279 Ulcers,

gummous tumours, and so on.

Gummy (g^rni), a. 1 Forms: 6-7 gummie,

(7 goomie, gommie), 4- gummy, [f. Gum
iM -yV|
1. Of the nature of gum

;
gum-like, sticky, viscid.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. xvn. Ixxviii. (1495* 65»
The beste kynde of gutta . . semyth yf it be broke shynynge
wythin and gummy, a 15*0 Skelton E. Rummyng 25

GUMPHEON.
1 Her lewde lyppes twayne They slauer, men sayne, Lyke a
ropye rayne, A gummy glayre. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie
275 The gummie fatte of a fygge. 1601 Hollanm Pliny I.

313 Of this gummie and glutinous substance they frame also
their dores and entries which are wide and large. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 51 Gummy resl.ous bodies,
Masticke, Camphire, and Storax. 1649 T. Stanley Euro/>a,

,

etc. 29 Myrrha. .darts The gummy Jewells of her weeping
tree. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 168 Especially if they have
a more gummy jule. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Aloes,
Aloes . . fortifies the Stomach by its Gummy Substance. 1789
'Trans. Soc. Arts ,ed. 21 II. 116 A black gummy matter it

contains. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 229 And gummy frankin-
cense was sparkling bright 'Neath smothering parsley. 1830
Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 111. i. (1851) 234 Those cases of
near approach to the solid state which obtain in viscid or
gummy liquids. 1890 Sara Duncan Social Departure 372
Their [mummies'] wide mouths stuffed with gummy drugs.

2. Abounding in gum. f Gummy thistle : the
gum-thistle (see Gum sb% 9b).
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 222 This obseruance is to be

kept, seith he, In chiritreen and alle that gummy be. 1589
Fleming Virg. Bucol. vn. 27 Heere is a herth and gummy
wood, heer's fire good store alwaies. 1598 Florio, Eu/orbio,
Kuphorbium, or gummie thistle. 1604 £. G[rimstonf.|
D'Aiosta's tlist. Indies v. viii. 350 Then set they fire vnto
it, increasing it still with goomie wood. 1667 Milton/'./,.
x. 1076 The slant Lightning, whose thwart Hame driv'n down
Kindles the gummie bark of Firr or Pine. 1732 Gentl. Mag.
1 1. 670 The gummy Pine. 1834 Aikd Nebuchadnezzar m. 32
Of gummy pine she bore a waving brand. 1869 Aldrich
Story Bad Boy 62 There are . . ancient turtles wandering
about that gummy woodland.

b. Of a process : Attended with the production
I of gum.

1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 543 Starting-

j

points of the gummy disorganisation.

3. Suffused with or exuding gum, or a gum-like

i

substance, a. Of the eyes.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Erraille, which hath
j

the ejes gummie. 1693 Drvden Persius (1697) 437 1'he
yawning Youth . . Then rubs his gummy Eyes. 1720 Swift

j

Progr. Beauty 15 Crack'd lips, foul teeth, and gummy eyes.

*759 State Paper in Ann. Reg. 252/1 His eyes . . are gummy
particularly his left eye.

b. Of the buds, etc. of plants and trees.

1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 21 Helmet of
the blossom gummy. 1833 Tennyson Poems 36. I came and

! lay Beneath those gummy chestnutbuds. 1870 Hooker
;

Stud. Flora 197 Linosjtris vulgaris . . involucre gummy.
f"C. transf. Sticky, soiled, dirty. Obs.

1641 Sir W. Mure Counterbuff 274 Our inlightened
King . . Through clear, not gommie spectacles shall see.

1720 Gay Poems (1745) II. 22 The wit. .Whose gummy hat
no scarlet plumes adorn.

4. Said esp. of the ankles and legs : As if

charged with lumps of gum
;
puffy, swollen.

1737 Bracken Farriety hnpr. (1757) II. 40 The great

1 Sinew behind should be large and a good way from the

\
Bone.. otherwise he is what we call gummy in this particular

Part. 1784 J. Barry in Ltd. Paint.xn. {1848) 148 The legs

not only want beauty, but are even gummy and ill-formed.

1797-180* G. Colman Br. Grins, Lcnv Ambition xx, Blear-

eyed, baker-kneed, and gummy. 1819 Blackiv. Mag. V.

539 No man with short, chubby, flat-soled feet, and gummy
ancles, is naturally inclined to run for a wager. 18x4 W.
Irving T. 'Trav. II. 21 He had grown thickset and rather

gummy. 1870 Miss Bridgman Ro. Lynne II. viii. 164 My
ankles ain't ' gummy '.

5. Comb., as gummy-legged, -like adjs.

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 172 There are

some gummy-leg'd Horse very apt to the Grease and
Scratches. 1849 I). Campbell Inorg. Chem. 272 The acid

thrown down by ammonia, ignited, is in gummy-like
masses.

Gummy (gp'mi), a~ Path. [f. Gumma + -y.]

« Gummatous.
1861 Bimstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 622 Gummy tumors of

the larynx are much more common than has been supposed.

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol. 234 Gummy growths
frequently originate in the fibrous septa.

Gump gymp), sb. dial, and U. S. A foolish

person, a dolt.

1825JAMIESON Suppl., Gump, a numscull; a term most
generally applied to a female, conveying the idea of great

stupidity. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. xv. 42 He's .

.

sort of a naiteral too, I guess ; rather a gump, hey ? 1848
Lowell Biglo7v P. Poems 1800 II. 47 An' it makes a handy
sum.tu, Any gump could lam by heart. 1883 F. R.Stockton
Rudder Grange vii. 07 'Get down, gump', said Pomona,
and down she scrambled. 1888 Advance .Chicago) 21 June
387 Molly, . . has that great gump been making love to

you?

Gump Cgwmp), v. Sc. and north. Also gumph.
a. intr. To grope with the hands, esp. to grope

after fish. b. trans. To catch (fish) by groping.

Also with out. Hence Ghrmping vbl. sb.

1811 A. Scott Poems 113 (Jam^ Whan I to ope the seal

had gumpit, For vera joy the board I thumpit. 1818 Hogg
Brownie Bodsbeck, etc. II. 168 Give me a specimen how
you gump the fish? . . If ye'll gang wi* me . . I'll let ye see

gumping to perfection. Ibid. 170 Gumphing [see Guddling
vbl. sb.]. 1870 W. Brockie in W. S. Crockett Minstrelsy 0/
Merse (1893) 169 Ye never gumpt in a burn for trout. 1881

J. Younger A utobiog. xiii, There I gumped out half a stone

of speckled trouts.

Gumpheon (girmften). Sc. Also9gumphion.
[Corruption of Gonfalon or Gonfanon.] A
funeral banner.
« 17*5 A. Nisbet Heraldry (1742' II. IV. xiv. 151 Next

followed the little gumpheon carried upright. Ibid., Then
the great gumpheon or mort-head charged as afore-said.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvii, Gumphions oS tarnished white

crape.



GUMPLE-FOISTED.

Gu*mple-foi:sted, a. Sc Sulky, out of temper.
(Cf. Sc. gumple-faee 'downcast countenance', gumple-

faced ' chap-fallen ' : see Eng. Dial. Diet.)

1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. v'ti, Ve are gumple-foisted \\V

me.

Gumption (g»*mWan). colloq. Also gum-
shion. [Orig. Sc. ; cf. rum- y

rumbk-gumption.']

1. Common sense, mother wit, shrewdness.

1719 Ramsay Fam. Epist. ii. 52 Tissma presumption To say
they're but unlearned clarks, And want the gumption. 1785
hiGrose Diet. Vulg. Tongue. 1786 AndrewsJo Europ. Mag.
IX. 210 Why this here fellow here, who writes that there,

Has no more gumption than my founder'd mare, ci&xz
Sir C. Napier in W. N. Bruce Life ii. (1885) 76 It is.,

rapid movement that gives cavalry value, the application

of which requires gumption in the commander. 1817 Lamb
Lett. (1888) II. 2 There'd be many a damn let Fly At my
presumption, If I should try, Being a fellow of no gumption.
1819 J. Lawrence in Monthly Mag.X.h\7

1 1. 312 A dangerous
farrago of holy gumshion. 1832 Lytton Eugene A. t. ix,

One does not have gumption till one lias been properly
cheated. 1889 'Rolf Boldrf.wood' Robbery under Arms
xvii, If they, .show pluck and gumption they, .get promoted.

2. Painting, a. (See quot. 1825.) ? Obs. b. A
vehicle for colour.

1813 Scott 'Triermain ii. 2 Interlude, This thicket, for

their gumption fit, May furnish such a happy bit. 1825
Jamieson* Snppl. s. V, Gumption, In a note on this article,

Sir W. Scott remarks, that ' painters call the art of preparing
colours their gumption '.

b. 1854 Fairholt Diet. Art, Gumption, this elegant and
expressive name is applied to a nostrum much in request

by painters in search of the supposed 'lost medium" of the

old masters. .The formula for preparing this medium gives

a mixture of drying Unseed oil and mastic varnish, which
gelatinises; or simple linseed oil and sugar of lead.

1859 CrULLiCK & Timbs Paint. 205 They [various vehicles]

are called 'Meguilps' from their inventor; one variety
receives the name of ' Gnmtion'.

Hence Girmptionless a., without gumption,
senseless.

1823 Gai.t Entail xxii. 78 Come awa, ye gumshionless cuif.

1861 R. Quin IIeattier Lintie (1866) 147 Gumptionless
whinings.

Gumptious (gtf'mPjas), a. [f. Gumption : see

-ous.] Possessed of gumption, or common sense.

(In some recent Diets.)

Gumpus (gtrmpib). Sc. « Gump sb.

1825 Lockhart in Scotts Fam. Lett. (1894) II. 297 Put
that [portmanteau] in your mouth, you gumpus. 1825-80
in Jamieson.

Guni-rasli = Red-c.um.
1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 422 Exormia

Strophulus, Gum-rash.

Gum resin, gum-resin, [f. Gum sb$ +
Resin.] A vegetable secretion consisting of resin

mixed with gum or mucilage ; e. g, ammoniac,
eupborbium, gamboge, etc.

1712 tr. Pomct's Hist. Drugs I. 64 It is a Gum-Rosin,
said, by some, to come from the same Tree with the Chio
Turpentine. 1800 Henry Epit. Cheni. (1808) 280 Gum-
resins, along with resin, have an admixture of extractive
matter. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI. V. 2 The gum resin,

or Euphorbium of the chemist, is procured from three
species of Spurge. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner.
136 The term gum-resin is used to indicate, .the mixture of
watery and resinous secretions, which is milky when fresh.

Hence Gum-rcsinous a., of the nature of a gum
resin.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 46 The species all abound
in a viscid, yellow, acrid, and purgative gum-resinous juice
resembling Gamboge.
Gum-stool: see Gumble-stool.

Girm-tree. [f. Gum sb.- + Tree.]

L Any tree that exudes gum ; spec. a. Any tree

of the genus Eucalyptus; b. Various species of

the N. American genus Nyssa ; e. Sweet gum
tree of the U. S., Liqitidambar styraciflua.
1676 T. Glover in Phil. Trans. XI. 628 There is likewise

black Walnut,. .Dogwood,. .Gum-tree,, .with several others.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 338 The Gum Tree .. yields a
great quantity of resin,..which serves for the boiling house
lamps. 1798 Malthus Popul. (1878) 14 Found in the
body of the dwarf gum-tree. 1846 J. L. Stokes Discot'.

Australia II. iii, 108 The silvery stems of the never-failing
gum-trees. 1870 Wilson Austral, Songs 140 The gum-trees
ghastly shadows downward threw.
attrib. 1852 G. C. Mundy Our Antipodes (1857) 4 The

leaden tint of the gum-tree foliage.

2. Phrases. (tf.S.) To be up a gum-tree : to be
j

on one's last legs. 'Possum up a gum-tree : the

title of a song or dance. {Austral.) He has seen \

his last gum-tree = it is all up with him.
1837 Thackeray Ravens^vingxW, 'Possum up a gum-tree,

eh ? 1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. in. xxi, Many's the time
I have danced ' Possum up a gum tree

1

at a quiltin
1

frolic

or huskin' party.

Hence Gum-treed a., grown with gum-trees.
1883 P. S. Robinson Sinners <y Saints 309 Modesta, a

queer, wide-streeted, gum-treed place.

Gun (g»n), sb. Forms : 4-6 gonne, gounne,
gunne, 5 gownne, gune, 6 gon(e, gonn,
goon(ne, Sc. gown, 5- gun. [ME. gunne, gonne
(riming with sonne = sun) ; hence already in 14-
15th c. the word was adopted as Welsh gvm

%
Irish

(also Sc. Gaelic'' gunna, Ang\o-L. gonna, guuna.
With regard to the ultimate etymology, a suggestion has

been made by Prof. Skeat that ME. gunne may represent
a hypocoristic form of a Scandinavian female name com- I

pounded with Gunn-. This conjecture receives a strong
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confirmation from the fact ^communicated to us by Mr. W. H.
Stevenson) that an account of munitions at Windsor Castle
in 1330-1 (Exchequer Accts. Q. R. bundle iS, no. 34, Pub.
Rec. Office) mentions 'una magna balista de cornu qua;
vocatur Domina Gunilda'. There are other instances of
the practice of be-towing female personal names on en-
gines of war; but there was no distinguished lady named
Gunilda (= ON. Gunnhild-r; spelt Gunuild in Havelok)
in the 14th c, and it seems highly probable that this use of
the name may have come down from Scandinavian times,
when its exceedingly appropriate etymology would be
understood (both gunn-r and hild-r mean 'war'). If
Gunuhildr, as is likely, was a name frequMitly given to
ballistx and the like, it would naturally, on the introduction
of gunpowder, be given also to cannon. Indeed, there is

some appearance of evidence that an explosive engine was
actually called by this name many years before the earliest
recorded instance of the use of gunpowder in warfare. The
'song against the retinues of the great people' in Pol. Songs
(Camden) 237, which must have been written in the reign of
Edw. II, contains the following passage:—'The gedelynges
were gedered Of gonnylde gnoste; Palefieiours ant pages,
Ant boyes with boste, Alle weren y-haht Of an horse boste'.
The correct translation of this passage, which has hitherto
been unexplained, seems to be as follows:— ' The lackeys
were gathered out of Gunnild's spark [OK. gndst: see
Gnast sb,]; the grooms and pages, the varlets with their
boasting, all were hatched of a horse's dung'. According
to analogy, the regular 'pet-name' in ON. for Gnnnhildr
would be *Gtt»na, which would give Gunne in M K. ; Riet^
Sv. dial.-lex., mentions Gunne as a female Christian name
still surviving in Swedish country districts. (In Iceland
Gnntta is now common, but it is taken to stand for Gu$rnn.\
The other suggestions that have been made as to the

origin of the word are obviously unsatisfactory. The
assumed OF. ' mangonne*o( which gonne has been supposed
to be a shortening, is wrongly inferred from maugonneau
Mangonel, and is not philologically possible, unless as a
back-formation. The F. gonne, large cask, does not occur
before the 16th c, and is regarded by Littre as adopted from
the Eng, gun. The conjecture that ME. gunne is of echoic
origin perh. involves no impossibility, but it has no positive
support, and little intrinsic probability.]

I. The weapon.
1. A weapon consisting essentially of a metal

tube (massive enough to require to be mounted on
a carriage or a fixed substructure) from which
heavy missiles are thrown by the force of gun-
powder, or (in later use) by explosive force of any
kind ; a piece of ordnance, cannon, ' great gun \
1339 in Riley Lond. Mem. u868) 205 Item, in Camera

Gildaulsc sunt sex Instrumenta de latone, vocitata Gonnes,
et quinque roleres ad eadem. Item, peletae de plumho pro
eisdem Instrumentis, qua; ponderant liii* librae et dhnidium.
Item, xxxii libra,- de pulvere pro diet is Instrumentis. 1346
in Archeeolo^ia XXXII. 381 EteidemThoma; de Roldeston.
per manus Williehui de Stanes, ad opus ipsius Regis pro
gunnis suis ix° xii. lib. sal petite [etc.]. 1365-70 Exchequer
Accts. Q. R. Bundle 395 No. 1 (P. R. 0.\ ix. gunnes de
cupro [received at the Tower] .. ij. magna gunnes de cupro
[in King's private wardrobe], .ij. gunnes magna de cupro et

ix. gunnes parva de cupro [sent to constable of the king's
castle in the Isle of Sheppey]. c 1370 J. Ardebne Practica
(MS. Sloane) in Pro/up. Parv. 219 Cest poudre vault a
gettere pelottes de fer, ou de plom, ou d'areyne, oue vn
instrument qe l'em appelle gonne. c 1384 Chaucer II. Fame
HI. 553 Went this foule trumpes soun As swifte as pelet out
of gonne Whan fire is in the poudre ronne. 1393 Langl.
/'. PL C. xxi. 293 Setteb bowes of brake and brasene
gonnes, And shete^ out shot ynowh. 1404 Durham. Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 395 Item unum gun cum pulvere pro guerra.
1450-70 Golagros 3- Gait: 464 Gapand gunnys of brase .

.

That maid ful gret dyn. c 1470 Henkv Wallace x. 816 We
may nocht fie fra 3011 barge wait I weill, Weyll stuft thai ar
with gun and gan;e [so ed. 1570 ; MS. gwn gan^e] off steill.

1473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 8 The Kynge .. losyde his

gonnys of ordynaunce uppone them. 1532 More Confut.
J'iudaieWks. 469/1 Except Tyndall tell vs thatAdam prynted
bokes, and made glasses, and shotte gunnes too. /11542 Wyatt
in TottelFs Misc. (Arb.) 54 The furious goonne. .When that
the boule is rammed in to sone : And that the flame cannot
part from the fire, Crackes in sunder, a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. Ded. (S.T. S.) I. 8 This roy of gret
renowne vas murdreist be ane misforttunit gown. 1687 A.
Lovell tr. Thez'enot's Trav. 1. 272 She carried then fourteen
Guns, and had about two hundred Men on board. 1692
Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11. xviii. 128 Gunners do
allow three Ounces of Powder for every hundred Weight of
Metal in Iron Guns: and Four Ounces .. in Brass Guns.
1712 W. Rogers Voy. 14 A Frigate built Ship of 22 Guns.
1841 Elphinstone Hist. Did. 1 1. 407 He mounted a battery of
ten guns on a high and solid mound of earth. 1852 Tenny-
son Death Wellington 97 He that gain'd a hundred fights,

Nor ever lost an English gun. 1858 Greener Gunnery 60
The guns of the British nation may be divided into four
classes—Park, or Field artillery, Siege guns, or battering
train, garrison guns, and marine artillery. 1859 F. A.

j

Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 50 A Gun (Smooth bore) is
'

divided into five parts, which are named Cascable, First
rc-inforce, Second re-inforce, Chase, Muzzle. 1884 Times

1

(weekly ed.) 7 Mar. 6/1 The guns of the Royal Artillery
were, .admirably served.

b. Guns are fired in honour of persons and
\

events, at festivities, and as signals ; in the navy, 1

morning and evening gun, 'warning-pieces' fired I

at morning and evening respectively ; hence taken
to indicate the times at which these guns are fired. ,

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 51 The xx11 day of the
una monyth after came in the lorde amrelle of France un
to Grenwych with xiiij. goodly gallys, and many other
sheppes, and there was shotte many gonnys. Ibid. 62 On 1

Bartylmew evyne was shott dyvers goonnes at the gattes in
London. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xin. 61 Giue
them three gunnes for their funerals. 1634, 1660, 1694, 1836
(see Give v. 14 c]. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav.
1. 271 We put out English Colours, which they saluted with
a Gun without shot. 1712 S. Sewall Diary 8 Mar. (1S79)

GrTJN.

II. 339 Many Healths were drunk, and Guns fired at
drinking them. 1748 Anson's Voy. ii. iii. 145 It being
represented to him that.. the evening gun might possibly
discover him .. he was prevailed upon to omit it for the
future. 1899 Sir A. Wi:si Recoil. I. vi. 206 A damaged
elbow, .did not prevent my sleeping till the morning gun.
C fg.

1535 Latimer Serin. (1584) 2 What great peeces [sc. of
ordnance] hath he [the devil] had of ISishoppes of Rome,
which bane destroyed whole titties and countries, and haue
slayne and brent many ! what great Guns were those ! 1651
Cleveland Poems 41 You're douily free From the great
Guns, and squibbing Poetry. 1820 Lady Granville Lett.
(1894) I. i38 Great oratorical guns are to be fired to-day.
1888 A. T. Pierson Evangelistic Work xi. 107 Sydney Smith
trailed the guns of his satire against the ' nest of consecrated
cobblers'. 1893 19th Cent. Feb. 193 The Government
could not of course run away from their guns.

f 2. In the ipth c. used somewhat vaguely for

a large engine of war, often translating words
meaning ' mangonel, ballista, battering-ram \ Obs.
The commonly cited example in A". .-His. 3268 is (\ue to

the scribe of the 15th c. Lincoln's Inn MS., the reading in

MS. Laud 622 bemggynnes.
(-1400 Rom. Rose 4176 They ne dredde noon assaut Of

ginne, gunne, nor sknfTaut. c 1400 Melayne 1288 With
dartis kenely owte bay caste, Bothe with myghte & mayne.
With* gownnes & with grete stones. Giaythe gounnes
stoppede those gones [?=gomes, ' men '] With peletes vs to
payne. a 1400-50 Alexander 2227 Sum with gunnes of pe
grekis girdis vp stanes. 1432-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) IV. 429
Vespasian trowblede the wall sore with gunnes and with
ojer engynes [L. ictu an'etis]. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
594Ai5 Jlangonale, a mangnel, or a gunne. c 1489 Caxton
Plauchardyn xli. 152 He made gounes & other engynes Uy
be caste ayenste the walles. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vi. cciii.

213 The walles of the castell fy It without stroke of gunne or
other engyne. 1534 Whitinton Tnllyes Offices 1. (1540) 17
The gones [L. aries] beare downe the walls yet they are to
be receyved. [a 1654 Selden Table- T. (Arb.) 65 The word
Gun was in use in England for an Engine to cast a thing from
a man, long before there was any Gun-powder found out.]

3. ^Originally Hand-gun.) Any portable fire-

arm, except the pistol ; a musket, fowling-piece,

ritle, etc. (Quot. 1495 may belong to sense 1.)

1409 Excheq. Accts. Q. R. Humlle 44 No. 17 (P. R. 0.1. iij.

canons deferroovev. chambres. un handgor.e. 1446, etc. [see
Handgun], 1495 Act 1 1 Hen. I 'II, c. 64"Preamblt-, Armours
Defensives, as .. Hauberts Curesses Gonnes Speres Mare-
spikis. ^1568 Ascham Scholcm. (Arb. 1 64 To plaie at all

weapones ; to shote faire in bow, or surelie in gon. 1674 tr.

Schejfers Lapland 9% They use Guns, which they, .with a
great deal ofsuperst it ion encliaunt that theyshould never miss.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffk Myst. Udolpho iii, His gun was slung
across his shoulders. 1876 Besant tS; Rice Gold. Putterjly
Prol. i, Roth men carried guns. 1897 BuTLEB,etc. Ilist. Birds
IV. 65 A long single-barrelled gun called the 'goose-gun*.

f4. A missile hurled from an engine of war. Obs.
C1385 Cmalckr L. G. II'. 637 Cleopatra, With grysely

soun out goth the grete gonne, And btterly they hurtelyn
al atonys, ffrom the top doun comytb the grete stonys.
^1420 Avow. Arth. Ixv, There come fliand a gunne And
lemet as the leuyn.

5. trans/, a. One who carries a gun, one oi

a shooting party.

1870 H. Meade Ride Netu Zealand 2S4 Five guns went
before breakfast, and brought back 107 [pigeons]. 1886
Shooting (Badm. Libr. 1895) 145 Where birds are plentiful
much delay may be avoided by providing at least as many
retrievers as there are 'guns '. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Nov.
402 The irritable gun. .stamps his foot impatiently.

b. An artilleryman, a gunner.
1896 R. Kipling Seven Seas 200 There was no one like

'im, 'Orse or Foot Nor any o' the Guns I knew. 1898 Pall
Mall Mae;. Sept. 97 The guns are cool, precise and nerveless.

6. Phiases.

a. As a gun, used as an intensive or superlative

expression = perfectly, absolutely, esp. in (as) sure
as a gun : beyond all question, to a dead certainty.
1622 Fletcher Prophetess 1. iii, You are right, master.

Right as a gun. 1655 J. Smith Musarum Deliciz 79 But
when he thought her as sure as a gun She set up her taile

and away she run. 1681 Dryden Sp. Friar m. ii, As sure
as a gun, now, father Dominic has been spawning this young
slender antichrist. ^11700 B. E. Dict.Cant.C?ev,As sure as
a Gun, or Cock-sure. 1733 Fielding Intrig. Chambermaid
1. i. Wks. 1882 IX. 306 'lis as pure, and as sure, and secure
as a gun, The young lover's business is happily done. 1764
Foote Mayor of G. i. Wks. 1799 I. 174 Gad's my life, sure
as a gun that's her voice. 1864 Hawthorne .9. Felton
(1883) 389 You will kill yourself, sure as a gun ! 1881 Cen-
tury Mag. XXIII. 45/2 Hello ! where is that boy? Gone,
as sure as guns.

b. 73? stand or stick to ones gun{s : to maintain

one's position, not to flinch or retire before an

attack.

1841 S. Warren Ten Thous. a Yr. vi. 198 Titmouse, though
greatly alarmed, stood to his gun pretty steadily. 1881

Mrs. Riddell Myst. Palace Gard. i. 10 He stuck to his

guns. 1899 Mrs. Alexander Brown, V.C. 259 An animated
colloquy ensued. Manvers stuck to his guns.

c. Son of a gun , a somewhat depreciatory term

for 'man, fellow'. (See quot. 1S67.)

1708 Brit, Apollo No. 43. 32 You'r a Son of a Gun. 1840
Barham Ingot. Leg., Cynotaph {note), We heard the rough
voice of a son of a gun Of a watchman, ' One o'clock !

'

bawling. 1849 Thackerav Pendennis Ix, What a happy
feller I once thought you, and what a miserable son of a gun
you really are ! 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Son of a
gun, an epithet conveying contempt in a slight degree, and
originally applied to boys born afloat, when women were
permitted to accompany their husbands to sea ; one admiral
declared he literally was thus cradled, under the breast of
a gun-carriage. 1883 Harpers Mag. Oct. 759 '2 Thou
lubberly, duck-legged son of a gun.

144
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7. Great gun. a. A fire-arm of the larger

kind which requires to be mounted for firing

;

a piece of ordnance, a cannon. (Distinguished

from small guns, under which appellation were

included muskets, rifles, etc. ; the terms are now
obsolete.)

1408 ?Trevlsa tr. Vegetius' Art of War iv. xxii. (Roy.

MS. 18 A. XII) in Promp. Parv. 219 Grete gonnes that

shete now a dates stones of so grete peyse that no walle may
with-stonde them ; as hathe be wele shewede bothe in the

Northe cuntre, and eke in the werres of Wales. 1528 T.

Magnus in St. Papers (1836) IV. 325, 5 gret gonnes of brasse

called cannons. 1556 Chron. Gr, Friars (Camden) 60 That
same tyme all the gattes of the citte of London was layed

with grett gonnes with-in the citte warte. 1659 D. Pell
Impr, Sea 256 The crack of a great Gun. 1660 Wii.lseord
Scales Comm. 196 A Mount or Platform is to be raised for

battery, on which the great guns are to be mounted. 1662

J. Davies tr. Olearius 1

Voy. Ambass. 5 They were receiv'd

with the shooting off the great Guns. 1684 S. G, Angl.
Spec. 807 Tne Manufactures are great Guns, made of the

Iron in this County, a 1715 Buknet Own Time {1734) II.

1. 59 He sent for some more Ammunition, and some great

Guns. 1849 MACAOLAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 611 There would
have been much difficulty in dragging the great guns to the

place where the battle was raging.

b. A person of distinction or importance ; one
who is great or eminent in anything. Also big gun.
1815 Lady Granville /.f/7. (1894) I. 71 None of the great

guns were at Madame de Coligny's. 18*5 Scott Fain.
Lett. (1894) II. 234 A worthy clergyman, one of the great

guns, as they call them. 1843 Haliburton Attache I. xv,

265 The great guns, and big bugs. 1858 R. S. Scrtees
Ask Mamma lvii. 258 Sir Moses being the great gun of the
evening, of course timed himself to arrive becomingly late.

1867 Dickens Let. 29 Mar. (1880) II. 26 The colle-es

mustered in full force from the biggest guns to the smallest.

1870 Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sport ied. 3
1 § 4075 Great guns

in the pugilistic ring. *88o Disraeli Endym. x\, I do not
despair of its being done. But what I want is some big

guns to do it.

c. To bloiu great guns: to blow with great

violence, to blow a violent gale.

1829 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 353 It blew great guns.

1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxxiii, It blows great guns
indeed. There'll be many a crash in the forest to-night.

1883 C. J. Wills Mod. Persia 389 At sunset, as is usual at

this place, it blew great guns.

d. Great guns I used as an exclamation.

1895 Pall Mall Mag. Aug. p. xxxvi, But great guns !

is a man obliged to blurt out everything he honestly thinks ;

II. Transferred uses.

8. Mining. (See quots.) ? Obs.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., Gun 0/ Wood, the same with
a hollow Plug. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Gun is also a
name given by the miners, to an instrument used in cleaving

rocks with gunpowder. It is an iron cylinder. .having, .a

hole drilled through it to communicate with the inside of

the hole in the rock.

9. slang and dial. A flagon (of ale). To be in

thegun see quot. 1785.) [Cf. Goan, Gawn.] ?0bs.
1645 Evelyn Diary {1889) I. 220 Captain Powell, .invited

me on board,, .where we had a dinner of English powdered
beef and other good meat, with store of wine and great
guns, as the manner is. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 23 A Gun,
a great flagon of Ale sold for 3 . or 4 '. a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, s. v. Gun, In the Gun, Drunk. 1729 Theobald
in Nichols Illustr. Lit. Hist. (1817) II. 246, I think there
is a vehicle in the University, which they call a ' Gun of
Ale'. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s. v , He's In the
Gun, he is drunk, perhaps from an allusion to a vessel called

a gun, used for ale in the universities.

10. slang or jocular. A tobacco pipe.
1708 E. Cook Sot-weed Factor (1865) 5 Out our Landlord

pulls a Pouch, ..and straight begun To load with Weed
his Indian Gun. (71848 Kerr Maggie d the Moss, etc.

(1891) 93 We each filled our 'gun 1 with the best Glasgow
spun [tobacco].

11. Glass-manuf. (See quot.)

1889 Encycl. Brit. X. 662 (Plate Glass) The breadth of
the plate

;
is determined within the limits of the table by

the two sides of the ' gun ', an apparatus consisting of two
plates of cast-metal, placed in front of the roller, and bolted
together by cross bars at a distance apart which can be
easily altered and adjusted according to the breadth of
plate the apparatus is intended to control.

f 12. slang. (See quot. and cf. Gunner 7.) Obs.
1720 Spiller in Anti-Theatre No. 13 F 8 Robinson

Crusoe .. has distinguished himself by many strange and
unaccountable stories, which your smart fellows in con-
versation are pleased to call guns.

13. slang. A thief; also ' rascal', ( beggar

\

1858 A. Mayhew Paved w. Gold 11. \. 70, I tell you you
ain't a-going to make a gun (thief) of this here young flat.

1863 in W. B. Jerrold Signals Distress 9 A year or two's
practice in the delicate profession of a' gun' (a pickpocket).
1890 ' Rolf Boldrewood' Col. Reformer {1891) 219 He.,
was always scraping the run bare as he could for fat stock,
and let these old guns have their fling till he'd got time
to . . clear em all out. 1894 A. Morrison Tales Mean
Streets 255 Circumstances had always been against Scuddy
Lond, the gun. The word gun . . is a friendly synonym
for thief.

III. Combinations.
14. General relations : a. simple attrib., as gun

-action, -bore, -breeching, -cart, -cattle, company,
-crew, draught, «V«^(Drug sb. 2), emplacement,fac-
tory, -founder, foundry, -gear, -guard, f hammer,
fhoy, -licence, -match, mounting, -mouth, -nipple,

-nostril, -park, \peck, quoin, -rack, -range, roller,

-ship, -sight, -stand, -steel, t tampion, -team, -trade,

-wad, -wadding, -wharf, "wheel, -yard.

1897 B'ham Weekly Post 8 May 4/6 Richard Hill, *gun-
action filer. 1806 Hutton* Course Math. II. 345 The whole
length of the *gunbore. 1833 J. Holland Manuf Metal
II. 105 A ""gun-breeching till of late years, was what it still

remains in muskets used in the army, simply a plug screwed
into the end of the barrel. 1898 Century Mag. Apr. 928/2
[He] most ingeniously ran his *gun-cart far into the surf in

the wake of a receding wave. 1846 H. Torrens Rem.
Mil. Lit. <$ Hist. 1. 107 note, The breed of *gun cattle has
much degenerated of late years. 1897 OutinglV. S.) XXX.
282/1 The two *gun companies were transferred to the
infantry arm of the service. 1863 T. W. Higginson Army
Life (1870) 92 Even among the *gun-crews, not a man was
hurt. 1846 H. Torrens Rem. Mil. Lit. <r Hist. I. 107 noU\
The bullock, useful as he is for heavy *gun draft in this

country. 1879 Man. Artil. Exerc. 583 The 7-inch R. M. L.
gun of 7 tons may be transported by land, .by heavy *gun
drug for 25 tons. Ibid. 84 The roads, or lines of com-
munication between the gun park and various "gun em-
placements. 1876 Voyli: & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3)

s. v , Elswick . . was formerly an adjunct of the Royal *Gun
Factory. 1549 Privy Council Acts (1800) II. 287 To Giles

Pacquet,*gonfounder, towardes the making of certeyuepeces
of biasse. 1628 R. Norton Gunner 44 That all his Gunne-
founders should thenceforth ca^t all Cannons of 18 Dyanetres
of their Bores in length. 1688 Capt. J. S. F"ortiJica(ion 132

By this a Gun- Founder may cast Guns, according to demand.
1870 Daily News 21 Oct., Bourges. .having an arsenal and
^gunfoundries. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Gun-gtar,
everything pertaining to its handling. 1883 Clark Russell
Sailors' Lang., Gun-gear, left-handed rope used for securing
cannons on board ship. 1896 A. Austin Jameson's Ride
ii, If sound be our sword, and saddle, And gun-gear. 1897
S. L. Hinde Congo Aral's 124 The officer had the rearguard
and more particularly the *gunguard under supervision.

1485 Naval Ace. lieu. VII 1896) 50 *Gonne hamers..
iij. 1726 Lond. Gaz. No. 6454/2 A *Gun Hoy of the
Burthen of 70 Tons. 1886 W.W. Fowler Year with Birds
9 The *gun-licence and its own rapid flight give it a fair

chance of escape. 1644 Nye Gunnery (1647) Title-p., The
art of Gunnery. Wherein is described the true way to
make *Gun-match, fete.]. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I.

17 With quick match, .or with gun match, they fire them.
1892 Labour Commission Gloss., *Gun mountings, the

framework upon which the guns on a vessel are mounted,
that is the carriages with their fittings and fixtures. 1659
D. Pell Impr. Sea Prooem Bvj, I may say of these mens
"*Gun-mouthes, Out of these Gun-mouthes go burning
lamps, . . and sparks of fire leap out of their *Gun-nostrils
[cf. Job xli. ig|. 1857 Livingstone 'Traz: xv. 280 The
powder in the *gun-nipples cannot be kept dry. 1769
De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. 1. 136 On the East or Lower-part
of the Town, is the Gun-yard, commonly called the Park,
or the *Gun-park, where is a prodigious Quantity of Cannon
of all Sorts for the Ships of War. 1879 [see gun emplace-
ment]. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 72 Gonne hamurs
iij, *Gonne pekkes viij. 1879 Man. A rtil. Fxerc. 98,

4 and 5 scotch the wheels with the "gun quoins. 1799
Sporting Mas;. XIV. 107 One of the hooks in the '"gun-

rack caught the trigger. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. I. xxvii,

356 If I am fortunate enough to stalk within *gun-range.

1879 Man. Art'd. Exerc. 96 The special *gun roller, when
in use, rests on two gudgeon plates fitted to the cheeks of the
overbank or top carriage. 1898 P. H. Colomb in Nat. Rev.
Aug. 842 That fighting ships—that is, *gun-ships—should
no longer be supplied, as at present universally, with
torpedoes. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Gun-sight.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. viii. 89, I jumped at once to

the *gun-stand. 1891 Pall Mall G. 30 May 7 1 *Gun-steel
in this country is subjected to the severest tests. 1485
Naval Ace. Henry VII (1896) 69 *Gonne Tampyons.
1897 Cavalry 'Tactics xvi. 112 If the attack succeeds, the
guns must be carried off or disabled ; the easiest way for

the former would be to utilise the 'gun-team horses. 1833

J. Holland Manuf Metal II. 94 The Birmingham *gun-
trade. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 457
*Gun wads are stated to have no effect on the velocity of
the ball. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Gun-wadding,
circular pieces of card-board, cloth, felt, and chemically
prepared substances, used to keep down the charge of ball

or shot, &c. in a gun. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780)
Arcenal de marine, a royal dock-yard, together with its

warren or *gun-wharf. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry no
The guns at the Portsmouth gun-wharf. 1879 Man. Artil.
Exerc. 95 Scotch the *gun wheels with handspikes. 1769
*Gun-yard [see gun-park].

b. objective, as gun-bearer, -boring, -carrying,

-fighting, -firing, -forger, -forging, -handling,

•testing, etc. C. instrumental, as gun-fight, -mur-
der ; gun-equipped, mounted adjs.

1883 G. Allen in Knowl. 18 Aug. 97/1 Their [rabbits']

hereditary foe, man, the possible hunter and probable *gun-
bearer. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. vi. 1, This Thing,
called La Revolution, which., hangs over France, noyading,
fusillading, fighting, *gun-boring. 1896 Daily AVmj 4 Nov.
7/2 The *gun-carrying power of the torpedo vessels. 1897
Ibid. 8 Mar. 5/2 Another silent host of hooded, shrouded,
and *gun-equipped warriors, 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea
Prooem B ij b, *Gun-fighting Ships. Ibid. B v b, Great
roaring *Gun-fights. 1848 Clough L*t. 22 May, Poems
& Prose Rem. (1S69) I. 125 The perpetual *gun-firing gave
me a head-ache. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 3008/4 Whoever
gives notice of him to Mr. John Parmiter, "Gun forger,.,
shall have a Guinea. 1659 I). Pell Impr. Sea Prooem
B v, These are the *Gun-handling and Canon-firing Lads of
the World. 1846 H. Torrens Rem. Mil. Lit. <V Hist. I.

107 We, too, have our war chariots, *gun-mounted. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxvi. (1856) 332 My old hostility to
*gun-murder was forgotten. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 14 Feb. 7/3
Orders have been issued for a *gun-testing party to be
despatched from the Sheerness School of Gunnery.

a. Forming, with a prefixed numeral, an
adjectival compound qualifying ship, frigate, etc.

1748 J. Lind Lett. Navy ii. (1757) 95 That every captain
of a forty gun ship . . have a power to hold a court martial.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) U 2 b, A seventy-four
gun ship. 1807-8 Syd. Smith Plymley's Lett.VIks. 1859 II.

165/1 Three forty-gun frigates landed 1100 men under
Humbert. 1832 Mabbyat N. Forster xxxiv, I.. married a
couple on board of a. .ten-gun brig.

15. Special combs. : gun apron (see quot.)
;

gun barrel see Barrel sb. 7); also comb, gun-
barrel grinder, maker, prover

;
gun-beam i^see

quot.)
;
gun-brig, a two-masted ship of war, now

obsolete ;
gun-brush,a cylindrical or conical brush

for cleaning the bore of a gun ; gun-carriage (see

Carriage 27) ; gun-case, a case for holding a
gun ; also colloq. a name for a judge's tippet

;

gun-chamber see quot. 1S67) ; gun cruiser, the

same as Cruiser ; gun-crutch (see quot.) ; + gun
dust, the metallic dust produced in the boring

of cannon ; gun-fire, the firing of a gun or

guns; Naut. and Alii, the time at which the

morning or evening gun is fired ; gun flint (see

FLINT sb. 2 b); gun-harpoon, a harpoon fired

from a gun instead of being thrown by hand
;
gun

hoop, one of the coiled or forged steel envelopes
shrunk on the central tube of a modern cannon;
gun-house, a shelter for the protection of a gun and
the gunner in action

; gun-iron, (a) the iron used

in the manufacture of guns; (b) a gun-harpoon
{Cent. Vict.); gun-lift, a hoisting arrangement

for mounting and dismounting cannon (Wilhelm
Mil. Diet. 1881); gun-money, (a) = Gcsnage;
(b) money coined (by James II in Ireland) from the

metal of old guns (see quot. 1S53 ;
gun-paper

'see quot.); gun-pendulum, (a) 'a device em-
ployed to determine the initial velocity of pro-

jectiles by means of the recoil of the gun
*

(Hamersly Naval Encycl. 18S1); {b) i a pendu-
lous box with sand-bags to receive the impact of

a ball fired from a gun or cannon, and used to deter-

mine the strength of powder' (Knight Diet. A/ech.

1875) ;
gun-pit. (a) Fortif, an excavation made

to receive guns for protection against the enemy's
fire ; (b) * a pit for receiving the mold used in

casting a gun, or for receiving the tube or jacket

in assembling a built-up gun ' (Cent. Diet.)
;
gun-

port, a port-hole for a gun
;
gun-portion, -rest

(see quots.)
;
gun-runner colloq., one engaged in

gun-running, the practice of illegally conveying

firearms and ammunition into a country; gun-
sawdust, an explosive made, in a similar way to

guncotton, by steeping sawdust in nitric and sul-

phuric acids; gun-searcher see quot.); j gun-
sleeved a. , having gun-shaped sleeves ;

gun-
slide, in naval guns, ' the chassis on which the

top-carriage carrying the gun slides in recoiling'

(Cent. Diet.) ;
gun-sling (see quot.)

;
gun-

spaniel, a spaniel that has been trained to accom-
pany gunners ; gun-stick, a ramrod, rammer

;

gun-tackle, (a) Naut. in full, gun-tackle-purchase,

*a tackle composed of a rope rove through two
single blocks' (Smyth); also attrib. gun-tackle

block
;

(b) an arrangement of blocks and ropes

for moving guns; f gun-trap, a trap which when
touched discharges a firearm ; gun-vessel, ?a
small ship of war ; gun washings, the water in

which a gun has been washed
;
gun-work, (a)

any labour performed in connexion with ordnance,

its production, inspection, or the like; (b) shooting

with a gun or rifle.

1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Aprons,
*Guu, covers for the protection of the vent and tangent
blocks of guns against rain and dirt. 1789 {title) An Essay
on Shooting, containing the various Methods of Forging,

Boring, and Dressing *Gun Barrels. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 466 Edge-tool and gun-barrel grinders. 1858
Greener Gunnery 201 It cannot be too often repeated, that

a gun barrel is a spring, to all intents and purposes. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Gun barrel maker . .Gun barrel

Prober. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 168 iPunt shooting*, *Gun-
beam, the principal beam in the fore deck, which supports

the main weight of the gun in its crutch. i8ox Nelson in

Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 314 Captain Rose, .volunteered his

services to direct the *Gun brigs. 1833 Marrvat P. Simple
(1863) 123 Our gun-brigs, a sort of vessel that will certainly

d—n the inventor to all eternity. 1799 Memoirs Med. Soc.
" a *Gu

171

Gun brushes are used for cleaning the bores of M. L. K.

Lond. V. 407 {heading) Case of a *Gun Brush penetrating

the Cranium. 1874 Kemmis 'Treat. Mil. Carriage^ iji

guns, the heads are conical in form. 1769 Falconer Diet.

Marine (1780), Cherille a mlettes d?affut, the eye-bolts

of the #gun-carriages. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. III. 309
Two gunners sit immediately behind the horses, on the front

of the gun-carriage. 1857 Thoreau Maine W. (1894) 368

Polis picked up a *gun-case of blue broadcloth. 1877 Mrs-
Forrester Mignon I. 22 The only indication that its owner
is a votary of ' le sport ', is the neat mahogany gun-case

fastened to the wall. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 6 Aug. 3/1 The
tippet or 'gun-case ' of scarlet cloth from the right shoulder

to the left side, held in by the sash or girdle. 1485 Naval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 38 #Gonne chambres iiij ix. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Gun-chambers. In early artillery

a movable chamber with a handle like a paterero, used in

loading at the breech. In more recent times the name has

been used for the small portable mortars for firing salutes

in the parks. 1884 R. D. White in Pall Malt G. 13 Nov.

5/1 Of *gun cruisers we should have at least one for

every station, and two or three in reserve. 1898 Encycl.

Sport II. 168 (Punt shooting), *Gun-crutck, the spur in

which the gun rests on the gunbeam. 1703 T. N. City

fy C. Purchaser 135 Earthen-floors are commonly made



GUN. 511 GUN-MAN.
..of Lime, and Brook-sand, and *Gundust, or Anvil-dust

from the Forge. Ibid. 207 A Gallon of Boreing (or Gun)
Dust. 1823 Chahb Teehnol. Diet. s. v., '''Gun-fire, the time
at which the morning or evening gun is fired. 1833
Markyat P. Simple (1863) no, I will give you leave to go
to-morrow morning and stay till gun-fire. 1898 i'. H.
Colomb in Nat. Kerz'. Aug. 841 Quite possibly an English

admiral would have risked the dangers of navigation rather

than the dangers of gun-fire. 1746 Cooke in Hanways
Tra7>. (1762) I. iv. Hv. 253 The Tartars offered them two
large loaves of bread, in exchange for a *gun flint. 1827

Fakaday Chem. Manip. iii. 71 A gun-flint is convenient for

scratching on the surface of glass. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., * Gun-harpoon. 1891 Daily News 26 May 2/6 The
exhibit, which consists of ahollowforging( technically known
as a *gun hoop).. is 23 feet long, and weighs 34 tons. 1893
Lloyd & Haikock Artillery v. 109 The firer. .looks along
the sights above the roof of the shield or 'gun-house. 1881

Greener Gun 257 All the iron for gun-work., is of a superior

quality to that to be generally obtained, and is known as *gun-
iron. lyizLoud. Gas. No. 5019 '4 Rewards of*Gun-money for

the said Service. 1853 Humphreys Coin-Colt. .Van. II. 511
The base silver money struck .. by James IL, in 1689..
principally from some brass cannon, from which they took
the name of gun-money ; but they were composed of a
mixture of metals, in which silver formed a small pro-

portion. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Gun and head
money, given to the captors of an enemy's ship of war
destroyed, or deserted, in fight. It was formerly assumed
to be about ,£1000 per gun. 1853 Faraday Led. Non-
metallic Elan. i. no Other forms of Eignine or woody tissue

may be made to assume the peculiar condition of gun-cotton
by similar treatment. Thus we may have gun-sawdust, and
what may be termed *gun-paper. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., *Gun-pendulum. See Ballistic Pendulum. 1883
Macktni.ay Text-bk. Gunnery 146 The gun-pendulum has
lately been occasionally used in experiments to find the
recoil of small arms. 1877 M. Prior in Daily News
1 Oct., We . . saw the Russians building *gun pits and shel-

ter trenches for our next attack. 1884 Mil. Engineering
(ed. 3) I. 11. 8 Field artillery positions protected by breast-

works and gun-pits. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780'

U 2 b, The *gun-ports of the lower deck. 1894 Daily News
22 Aug. 5/6 An officer on board the steamer Islam.,
denies that the portholes were ever meant for gun-ports,
being intended for the readier discharge of cargo into

lighters. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Afttil. Diet. (ed. 3),

*Gun Portion, in fortification, is half the merlon on each
side of the gun, that is to say, 9 feet on one side of the
embrasure and 9 feet on the other. 1884 Mil. Engineering
led. 3) I. 11. 44 The gun-portion parties, consisting of as
many parties as there are guns, are distributed on their

tasks by their respective N.C.O.'s. 1898 Eneycl. Sport II.

168 (Punt shooting), *Guu-rest, a flat wooden support for

the barrel of the gun. It has a long handle, enabling the
fowler to regulate the elevation of the gun. iSggAlbeu;eum
21 Oct. 551/1 Isaacs, the *gun-runner, has good points as
a man. 1883 Standard 21 Mar. 32 Two Europeans.,
were arrested in the act of gun-running on the Pondoland
frontier. 1853 *Gun-sawdust [see gun-paper], 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., *Gun-searcher, an iron instrument with
several sharp pointed prongs and a wooden handle : it is

used to find whether the bore is honey-combed. 1786
Coalman s Courtsh. Creel- IVi/e's Dan. (ed. 20) 6 No less

than a *gun sleev'd linen sark on him. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., *Gun-stiugs, long rope grommets used for hoisting
in and mounting them. 1754 Ess. Manning Fleet 39 Every
Greyhound, Pointer, Setter, and *Gun-Spaniel. 1589
Nottingham Rec. (1889) IV. 227 For iiij *gunstickes and
twoe drumme stickes xvjd. 1746 Miles in Phil. Trans.
XLIV. 32 1'he Sulphur, tho' of a great Thickness round
the said Gun-stick, could by no means be excited to any
tolerable Degree. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Gun stick,

a ramrod. Western. 1795 R. Dodd Rep. Hartlepool 16
Merely knowing the management of a *gun-tackle. 1858
Sim.moxds Diet. Trade, Gun-tackle, the blocks and pulleys
of a gun-carriage affixed to the side of a ship, by which it is

run 111 and out of the port-hole. 1859 F. A. Griffiths
Artil. Man, - 1862) 108 ' A gun tackle ' increases the effect

of the power threefold. t88z Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 55
Gun tackle purchase. Two double blocks, each fitted with
.1 hook. 1891 Stevenson & L. Osboukne Wrecker (1892)
217 The decks were washed down . . and a gun-tackle pur-
chase rigged, before the boat arrived. 1898 P. H. Colomo
Mem. Sir A. C. Key 350 That the strops of the gun-tackle
blocks should henceforth be of wire instead of hemp. 1749
F. Smith Voy. Dise. II. 3 These >: Gun Traps are usually
set under some Bank Side, or in a Hollow Way. 1800
Med. Jrnl. III. 238 A sailor belonging to a *gun-vessel.

1835 Westm. Rev. XXI IL Advt. to No. xlv. 8 A free govern-
ment is like a gun-vessel, with its gun amidships. 1898 1*.

Manson Trofi. Diseases vii. 134 The skin [in Yellow Fever)
is said to emit a peculiar odour like *gun washings. 1858
Greener Gunnery 183 This iron is sold to the *gun-work
forgers. 1889 Century Diet. s. v., An officer detailed upon
gun-work exclusively. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 15 Sept. 2/1 M.
Foa's record of his gun-work amongst the big game of
Central Africa.

Gun (gwi), v. Inflected gunned, gunning,
[f. Gun sb.]

fl. trans, a. To provide with guns. (See also
Gunned a.) b. To assail or fight with guns. Obs.
[1659: see Gunned.] a 1679 Eahl Orrery Guzman iii,

I cannot chuse but laugh to think how I shall gun the
Oviedo's and Pirracco's. 1698 Vanbrugh 2nd Pt. JEsop \,

They gilded her, and painted he^and rigg'd and gunn'tl
her, and so sent her a privateering.

2. intr. To shoot with a gun ; hence, to make
war. To gun for : to shoot for, to go in search of

with a gun. Chiefly to go gunning, in whicli the

participial form represents historically a-gunning
(see Gunning vbl. sb. and -ing^). Chiefly U.S.
a 1622 Sir R. Hawkins Obsen\ § 10 (1622) 19 Which is

a bad custome received and vsed of many ignorant persons
presently to gun at all whatsoever they discover, before they
speake with them. 1622 Drayton\Pofy*«&. xxiii. (1748) 355
Forc'd by some yelping cute to give the greyhounds view,
Which are at length let slip when gunning out they go. 1767

N. Eng. Hist. $ Gen. Register (i860) XIV. 47 All Persons
coming to gun on said Island after Game. 1779 D. Gookin
Ibid. (1862) XVI. 29 Our men went out this day gunning, saw
deer and wild Turkey, killed none. 1839 Marryat Diary
Amer. Ser. 1. II. 102, I was hardly twelve years old, and
had never been allowed to go out gunning. 1865 U. S.

Grant in Century Mag. (1889) Nov. 146/2 The whole cap-
tures since the army started out gunning, will amount to

not less than twelve thousand men and probably fifty pieces

of artillery, 1888 Century Mag. Mar. 780 1 The guards .

.

used .. to gun for prisoners' heads .. after the fashion of
boys after squirrels.

Gun, pa. t. of Gin v.1

II Guna (girna;, sb. Also goon. [Skr. guna.~\

In Sanskrit Grammar, the middle grade of an
ablaut-series of vowels; by the native Indian

grammarians viewed as produced from the weak
grade by the prefixing of the voweldf j the process

of raising a vowel to the middle grade. Hence
sometimes used in Indo-germanic comparative
grammar for the /-grade of the o'.e'.d series.

Also attrib. Hence G-irna v. trans., to Gunatk.
1804 Carey Skr, Gr. 12 The vowel which would otherwise

take goon. 1835 WoLLASTON Skr. Gr. 5 The change is called

Guna. 1841 H. II. Wilson Skr. Gram. (1847) 7 The purport
of the terms Guna and Vriddhi. Ibid., The Gufia and
Vriddhi representatives. 1862 T. Clark Compar. Gram.
§ 117. 80 The four classes, .are distinguished, .by the use or

omission of guna. ..The First Class both gunaes and accents

the root vowel. . . The Sixth Class does not guna the root

vowel. 1866 Max Mullkk Skr. Gram, n The corre-

sponding Guna-vowel.
Gunal, obs. form of Gunwale.
Gunarchy: see Gynakchy.
Gunate girnt-'i), v. [f. Guna + -ate ;;

.] trans.

In Sanskrit Grammar, to subject to the change
known as guna. Hence China'ted _/>//. a. ; Gnna--
tion, the process of gunating or condition of being

gunated.
1864 M. Williams Skr. Gram. 24 The vowels of roots

cannot be gunated or vriddhied. Ibid. 25 The practice of
gunating vowels is not peculiar to Sanskrit alone. 1868 tr.

Benfeys Skr. Gram. (ed. 2) 34 ?iote, A long or short radical

i, it, ri, is generally gunated, rf final. 1879 Whitney Skr.
Gram. 104 The abl. and gen. masc. and fern, have regularly
. .the ending s with gunated vowel before it. 1882 Ogilvik,
Gunate . . Gunatiou.

Gun-boat, gunboat (g^nl^t).
1. A boat or small vessel of light draft carrying

one or more guns of large calibre ; any small vessel

fitted for carrying guns.

1793 Ckaupurd in I. d. Auckland's Corr. fi86a1 IIL 117
The enemy were masters of the shore, and entirely com-
manded it by their gunboats. 1797 Nelson in Nicolas
Disp. (1845) II. 404 The Spaniards having sent out a great
number of Mortar Gun-boats and armed Launches. 1836
Markyat Midsh. Easy xiii, A small convoy . . under the
protection of two gun-boats. 1880 McCarthy Own 'Times
III. xlii. 264 Four of the gunboats were almost immediately
disabled.
attrib. 1804 Larwood No Gun Boats 25 A forest of Gun-

boat-masts. Ibid. 40 This is the reception destined for the
Gun Boat Armada. 1874 Bancroft Pootpr. 'Time xxvi. 664
A second unsuccessful gunboat attack.

2. local U.S. Coal-mining. ' A self-dumping box
on wheels, used for raising coal on slopes, and
holding three or four tons of coal *

f
Cent, Diet.).

Gun-COtton (gynk^tV. A highly explosive

compound discovered in 1S46 by Schonbein, and
prepared by steeping cotton in nitric and sulphuric

acids, formerly much used for blasting, but now
almost superseded by dynamite.
Chemically, gun-cotton is one of a series of nitrates of

cellulose differing in composition and properties according
to the strength of acid used and the period of digestion.
From other members of the series are obtained the products
celluloid and collodion. See also Pyroxylin!-:.

1846 Meek. Mag. 3 Oct. 330 The last and most curious experi-
ment was the explosion of a piece of the gun cotton when
placed upon loose gunpowder. 1846 Col. Hawker Diary
(1893) II. 269 (31 Oct.) Went to see Mr. Charles Lancaster,
after his miraculous escape in firing the new gun cotton. 1846
Ann. Reg. 203 The interest of scientific men and of the public
has been strongly excited by the discovery by Professor
Schonbein of an explosive compound . . called Gun Cotton.
1847 Faraday in B. Jones Life (1870) 237, 1 do not talk about
gun-cotton, because I think you will let me know when any-
thing philosophical or important turns up respecting it.

1875 Darwin Inseetiv. PI. vi. 125 Gun Cotton which consists
of cellulose with the hydrogen replaced by nitrogen. 1894
Times 31 Jan. 3/2 [Dr. Odling said] ' Guncotton ' was most
commonly used to express the least soluble form, and there was
a broad distinction between collodion cotton and guncotton.
attrib. 1876 Daily News 30 Nov. 3/5 The short, sudden

crack of a gun-cotton detonation.

Gundalo, obs. form of Gondola.
Gunde, variant of Gound Obs.

Gun-deck. A'attf. A deck which carries guns
;

esp. in an old-fashioned ship of the line, the lowest
of the decks on which guns are placed. Also attrib.

IM Lond. Gaz. No. 1250/2 The English soon obliged them
to quit their Upper-deck, and betake themselves to their Gun-
deck. 1687 Ibid. No. 2251/4 Could we have played our whole
Gun-Deck Fire. 1691 Ibid. No. 2690/4 The St. David is

now got up so far, that her Gun Deck is dry at Low Water.
1691 T. H[alk] Ace. New Invent. 125 Having found . . the
distance of Trunnions of the Guns from the Gun-deck . . to
determine the place of the G*un-deck. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine (1780) LI. 4 b, The gun-deck, .is flush without cabins
or bulk-heads. Ibid., Gun-room, an appartment on the after
end of the lower, or gun-deck, of a ship of war. 1897 Mary

|

Kingsley W. Africa 427 On her gun deck is the hospital,
on the main deck the officers' quarters and the exercise
ground for the sailors.

Gundelet, -olet, obs. forms of Gondolet.
Gundelo e, -ow, -ilo.w, obs. ff. Gondola.
II Gundi (gzrndi). [Tripolitan Arabic (?orig.

Berber); Lyon writes it in Arab, characters t^SJJs
;

in Tripoli the letter qaf is pronounced (g).] A
kind of rat, Ctcnodactyltts massoni.
1781 Pennant Quadrupeds II. 405 Gundi Marmot .. In-

habits Barbary, 1821 Lyon Trav. N. Africa i. 31, I [sal-

lied forth) with my gun in search of animals called Gundy
[etc.]. 1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 92 The gundi is about
the si/e of a large Arvicola. 1895 Lydekker Nat. Hist.
HI. 155
Gundola, -dolo : see Gondola.
Gundy, variant of Gotjndy a. Obs.

t Gundy-gut. Obs. A fat paunch
; //. a glut-

tonous, voracious person. (Cf. Greedigut(s.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Gundigutts, a fat pursy

Fellow. 171a Abbuthnot John Hull III. ii. They gave one
another nick-names: she called him gundy-guts. 1718
Ozell Toumefort's Voy. I. 156 Bacchus sits quite o' top of
the Bas^o Relievo with Asses ears and a huge gundy gut.
1764 T. Brydges Homer I rarest. (1797) II. 292 Slice after

.'.lice you'll see him cut. And stuff within his gundy gut.

GLinfainun, -fan o un, obs. vars. Gonfanon.
Gunfaneur, variant of Gonfaneur Obs.

II Gunge, gunj (g0nd&). Also 8 gunja. [a.

Pers.£tz/*/a magazine, granary.] A market.
1776 'Trial of Nundocomar 93/1 On a terrass, up stairs,

there is an upper room, where Gungabissen lives: on the
outside of thai, there is a gunja, where we sat. 1794 Burke
Sp. agst. It '. Hastings Wks. XV. 365 By employing military
men. .as masters of markets and of gunge-:. 1800 Asiat. Ann.
Reg., Misc. 'Trails .'Cjo/i The town ofBopaul is extensive. .

.

On theoutsideisa large gunge, with streets wide and straight.

1848 Stocqukler Orient. Interp., Gnnjes, grain-markets.

Gunhil^l, obs. iorm of Gunwale.
t Gun-hole. Obs.

1. An embrasure; a port-hole for a gun.
1532 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (18441 '* M5 Ane blokhouise

.
.
with gunhollis and duiris of aistlar. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

ThevenoCs 'Trav. I, -74 Seven or eight great Gun-holes two
foot above the Water, by which the Guns play level with
the surface of it. 1705 BoSMAN Guinea 27 We had no Doors
to most of our Gun-holes.

2. attrib. in guuhole angel, groat, coins.
Not known in the Coin Department of the British Museum.

Mr. Barclay V. Head suggests that goon/tote, gunkoilt, may
be corruptions of some foreign proper name.
a 1577 Gascoigne Flowers (1587) 32 Hick, Hob and Dick

.. Have many times more goonhole grotes in store.. than
bee. 1598 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) IL 165 'The prices
of gold and syluer proclamit at Edinburgh . . 1598 '.

. The
harie ducatt 7 lib. $s. od. The gunhoill angel I 5 lib. 2s. od.
The angell nobill 5 lib. 5s. od.

Gunj, variant of GUNGE.
Gunja, variant of Ganja ; obs. f. Gunge.
Gunless [g»*nles)

3
a. [f. Gln sb. + -less.]

Without a gun ; having no gun.
1867 H. Kingsley in Fortn, Rev. Nov. 555 It would seem

incredible that a tried officer .. should be foiled by a few
almost gunless savages. 1893 W. H. Hudson Patagonia 143
How afield naturalist spends his days gunless in the woods.

Gun-lock {gvulpk). That part of the mech-
anism of a gun by which the charge is exploded.
,Ste Lock sb.) b. attrib., as gun-lock hammer,
maker, screw, spring.

1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 265 They [i.e. Spaniards] treated her
[i.e. a ship's] men barbarously, torturing their Fingers with
Gunlock-Screws, and lighted Matches. 1771 H. Walpolk
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (17821 IV. 219 Carving and graving
for snuff-boxes, gun-locks, and in mother of pearl. 1795 R.
Dodd Rep. Hartlepool 16 The breaching gun-lock, on ship-
board, is infinitely superior to any fire-match. 1814 Sport-
ing Mag. XLIV. 150 John Bradford, a gun-lock maker.
1827 J. F. COOPER Prairie I. i. 21 The ticking of gun-locks
was heard. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Gun-lock Hammer.
the cock or striker of a fire-arm lock. 1894 Outing (TJ. S.

)

XXIV. 443/2 A gun-lock spring.

Gunmaker (g#*nm£'k3i). One who makes or

manufactures guns.
1385-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 390 Item Joh'i Gon-

maker, ex pra^cepto d'ni Prioris, iij.r. \\\yd. 1597 in Compt.
Bk. D.Ilyddcrburue{S. H. S. 1898J 82 Sauld to John Traill
and William Lowis wyffis gunmakeris twa boundis lynt.

1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 237 Our gun-makers, whose
superiority over those in every other country, .is universally

acknowledged. 1849 MacaULAY Hist. ling. viii. II. 441 All
the gunmakers of Utrecht were found too few to execute the
orders for pistols and muskets. 1858 GREENER Gunnery iit)

«c/e% Barrel welders, borers, lock-filers, &c, are not technically

gun-makers : the latter are those workmen who, having
barrels, locks, wood for stock, &c, make them into a gun.
It has been customary to say gunsmiths; but this appella-

tion can be applied to the worker in iron only.

So Ginimaking-, the manufacture of guns.
1846 Greener Set. Gunnery Pref. 7 Gun-making should

be to the sportsman a matter of peculiar interest. 1858
— Gunnery 171 The gunmaking profession.

Gun-man, gunman (gxrnmdfen).

1. One who is armed with a gun ; one who shoots

with a gun. (Formerly applied esp. to North
American Indian warriors.) Now rare.

16*4 Gataker Transubst. 62 A gun-man (it may be) today,
and a pike-man to morrow. 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne II.

530 Gun-men of great ability and no common virtue. 1761
Descr. S. Carolina 60 The Cherokees . . have about Three
Thousand Gun-Men. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 388 It is

144-2



GUN-METAL.
said they are able to muster five hundred gun-men or war-
riors. 1888 Pall Mall G. 19 May 6 H. .. is not only a
penman, but a gunman, a rodman, and a horseman.
2. One who has to do with guns or is engaged in

their manufacture.
1881 Greener Gun 270 The strikes of the gunmen in Bir-

mingham during the Crimean War.
Gun-metal. A bronze formerly much used

for cannon ; now, a common term for alloys of
copper and tin (or zinc).

1541 Act 33 Hen, VIII, c. 7 § 1 No person .. should ..

conuey anie brasse. .laten, bell metall, gun metall, ne shroffe
metal into., partes beyonde the sea. 1693 T. PoVEY in Phil.
Trans. XVII. 736 About 20/. of Lead is usually put into 100/.
of Pot-metal ; but about 61. is sufficient to put into 100/. of
Gun-metal. 1776 Adam Smith IK N. iv. viii. (1869) II. 240
The exportation of unmanufactured brass, of what is called
gun-metal, bell-metal, and shrofF-metal, still continues to be
prohibited. 1824 Tredgold Ess. Cast Iron 114 A cast bar
of the alloy of copper and tin commonly called gunmetal.
1854 J. Scokfkrn in Orr's Circ. Set,, Ghent. 492 Gun-metal
is an alloy of eleven parts tin and one hundred of copper.
1858 Greener Gunnery 61 Gun metal, technically so called,
is a compound of copper and tin, in the proportion of five,

eight, and ten pounds of the latter to 100 pounds of the
former. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss, s.v., Aich's metal
and some other gun-metals contain zinc and iron but no tin.

1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 80 Alloys consisting
of copper and tin are called bronze or gun-metal.
attrih. 1879 Man. A rtil. Exerc. 168 Attach the gun-

metal plates to it by screws supplied.

Gunnage (gy-ned^). [f. Gun sb. + -age.] a.
The money distributed among the captors of a
ship, assigned in proportion to the number of guns
on the captured ship. ? Obs. b. ' The number of
guns in a ship-of-war' (Ogitvie 1855).
1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3959^3 He will ..pay., their just

Proportion due to each of them for Gunnage and Tunnage
of the said Ship. 1705 Ibid. No. 4186/8 The Officers and
Companies of Her Majesty's Ship Orford will.. be paid their
Proportion of Gunnage and Tunnage of the Ship Hazardous,
a French Man of War.
Gunnal, obs. form of Gunwale.
Gunne, obs. pa. t. of Gin v. 1

; obs. form of Gun.
Gunned (g^nd), a. [f. Gun ^. + -ed^.] Fur-

nished with guns: chiefly qualified by advs., as
heavily; Ughfly

\

t
powerfully gunned'= having heavy,

etc. guns.

1659 D. Pell tntpr. Sea 177 note, To fight against all the
Navies, and Gunn'd Armadoes in the world. Ibid, ^^notc,
Many a ship that is well rigged, . . manned, and gunned.
1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 66/1 His ships were all of them old,
and neither man'd nor gun'd. 17*7 A. Hamilton New
Ace. E. Ind. I. ii. 19 He was attacked by three French
Ships, each gunn'd and mann'd as well as he. 1804 Nelson
in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI. 282 The Schooner is far too
heavily gunned. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 223 That company
of men . . shooting-coated, gunned, and belted. 1897 C.
Bigham With Turkish Army Thessaly iii. 22 Artillery, .was
excellently horsed and gunned, but poorly trained.

Gunnel (go'nel). [Of unknown origin; Ray
regarded it as Cornish.] A small, eel-shaped
marine fish, Centronotus or Munvnoides gunnellus,
common in British waters ; the butter-fish. Also
spottedgunnel.
1686 Willlgmby & Ray Hist. Pise. 115 Gunnellus Cornu-

biensium, nonnullis Butterfish. 1740 R. Brookes Art of
Angling 11. xviii. 123 The Butter-Fish or Gunnel . . some-
times attains the length of six Inches . . is taken frequently
on the Cornish Coast. 1828 J. Fleming Brit. Anitn. 207
Gunnellus vulgaris. Common Gunnel ..G. viviparus, Vivi-
parous Gunnel. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 239 The
Spotted Gunnel, or Butterfish . . is sufficiently distinguished
from the true Blennies by its dorsal fin . and by its elongated,
slender, and compressed body. 1863 Wood Nat. Hist. III.
291 The Butter-fish, Swordick, or Spotted Gunnel (Cenirono-
ins gunellus), belongs to this family [sc. of the Blennies].

Gunnel: see Gunwalk.
Qunnelly, obs. variant of Goonhillt.
Gunnen, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Gin v. 1

Gunner fgzniaj). Forms : 4-6 gonner, 5-6
gunnar(e, (6 goonner, gouner\ Sc. gounar.
guner, 5- gunner. [ME. gonner

,
gunner, f.gunne

Gun, after AF. analogies : see -er 2
.]

1. One whose office it is to work a cannon. In
the British army, now the designation of all privates

ofartillery except the' drivers \ In 1 5th c. Eng.-Latin
glossaries it is often rendered by L. words meaning
' one who works a mangonel ' or the like : cf. Gun sb.

\

(In 16th c. sometimes = Handgun-neb; cf. sense 4.)
1344 Househ. Ord. (1700) 4 Marynors Armorers Artellers

Gonners. 1347 [Camden Rem. Artillarie (1623) 208 cites

'gunnarij ' as receiving pay at the siege of Calais]. 1401
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 58 The devel is 30m: duke, and pride
berith the baner ; wraththe is }oure gunner, envie is }our

1

archer. 1412-20 Lvnc. Chron. Troy ir. xviii, Their gonners ,

standyng at corners with this also, and caste of wylde fyre.
j

c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 219/1 Gunnare, or he bat swagythe a
gunne, petrarius, mangonalius. 1483 Cath. Angl. 168/2 A

|

Gunner,fitndilabarins,futuiibalista. 1489 Caxton Fayies I

of A. 11. xxx. I vij, Item for the gonners shal be ap-
poynted \. Carpenters and tuenty labores. 1495 Naval Ace.

\

Hen. VII (1896) 195 Gonners hamers of Iron—xij. 1549
Contpl. Scot. vi. 41 Gunnaris, cum heir & stand by }our
artailzee, euyrie gunnar til his auen quartar. 1577-87 Hoi.in- !

sHF.nChron. III. 823/1 In the towneof Lisle was a noise that
three gunners with hand guns should have slaine the king.
a 1578 Lindesav 1 Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. 1 S. T. S.) I. 228 [ He]
caussit his gounaris to charge his arteillzerie. 1598 Barrkt
Theor. Warres v. iii. 133 With euery peece of Ordinance.. 1

there ought to go two or three Gunners. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, I
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in. Prol. 32 The nimble gunner with lynstock now the
devilish cannon touches. 1600 R. Cawuhey Treasurie 606
Gunners winke with the left eye, that they may leuell more
truely. 1626 Cai'T. Smith Accid. Yng. Sea-men 24 Gunners
spunge your Ordinances. 1766 Entick London IV. 339
Four quarter gunners, and forty warders. 1808 Scott
Marm. 1. ix, The gunner held his linstock yare. 1868
Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. i. 193 The gunner got their
range. 1893 Fokbes-Mitchell A'emin. Gt. Mutiny 72
Middleton's battery, .dashed forward with loud cheers, the
drivers waving their whips and the gunners their caps.

b. In the navy, a warrant officer who has special

1

charge of the battery, small arms, magazine, and
ordnance stores.

1495 A'aval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 220 To the maister
Ixvj" viij " the purser xl" the Uoteswayne xl» Steward xxx 1 &
the Conner xxxvij 8 yj*. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 49 The

1
Master, the Swabber, the Boate-swaine & I ; The Gunner,
and his Mate, a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts in.
(l 7°4) 342/2 A principal thing in a Gunner at Sea is to be a
good Helms-Man, and to call to him at Helm to Loof.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. x. (1840) 232 This man they called
captain was the gunner only. 1815 A. Burn Mem. (1816)
I. 16 The boatswain, gunner and carpenter, my messmate
and myself, got together, (i860 H. Stuart Seaman's
Latech. 79 The oldest and most experienced men in the
ship are usually selected for gunners.

fc. Master gunner ; the chief gunner in charge
of ordnance. Obs.
/11548 Hall Chron., Hen. 7 'III (1550) 41b, Than oute

brast the ordinaunce. .and the Mastergonner ofthe Englishe
parte slew the Master gonner of Scotlande. 1598 W. Phil-
lips Linschoten 1. iii. 5 One Master gunner, and eight vnder
him, haue each man a different pay. 1627 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. viii. 34 The Master Gunner hath the
charge of the ordnance, and shot, powder, match, ladles,
spunges, worines, cartrages, armes and fire-workes; and
the rest of the Gunners .. to receive their charge from him.
1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas. -y Jas. (Camden) 95 To
Thomas Silver, master gunner at Whitehall, for himself and
the rest of the gunners of Whitehall, bounty to them,. 20/.

A. Jig.
1657 Cokaine Obsttn. Lady I. i. Dram. Wks. (18741 29

The young gunner, Mr. Cupid, has somewhat tam'd me.
1698 Farolhar Love f Bottle 1. Wks. 1892 I. 25 That little

pimping Cupid is a blind gunner. 1706-7 — Beaux Strat.
iv. i, O, Sister, I*m but a young Gunner, I shall be afraid
to shoot, for fear the Piece should recoil.

2. In phraseological uses with the possessive

case : gunners coin, a wedge of metal used to
raise a cannon or mortar to the desired elevation

;

gunners daughter, a jocular name amongst seamen
tor the gun to which sailors were 'married', i.e.

lashed, to receive punishment; gunner s gang, the
men under the direct superintendence of the gunner
Jlamcrsly iVaval Eftcycl. 1881) ;

gunner's hand-
spike, one shorter and flatter than the ordinary
handspike, and shod with iron at the point (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1 867) ;

gunners ladle ;see

Ladle)
;
gunners mate, a petty officer of a ship

appointed to assist the gunner
;
gunner spendulum

(see quot.)
;
gunner spiece, the fragment of a burst

gun which flies upward (Hamersly); gunners
quadrant (see Quadrant)

;
gunner s ring, rule,

ruler, scale (see quots.) ; gunners tailor, ' an old
rating for the man who made the cartridge bags'
(Smyth).

1779 Forrf.st I'oy. N. Guinea 257 The island from the
S.W. appears like a wedge, or what seamen call a 'gunner's
coin. 1821 Byron in Moore Lett. (1833) III. 139 As..
Captain Whitby, .used to say to his seamen (when 'married
to the *gunner's daughter*)—'two dozen, and let you off
easy '. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet xiv, I was punished, .

.

—made to kiss, .the gunner's daughter. 1833 Marryat /'.

Simple xxxii, I'll marry some of you young gentlemen to
the gunner's daughter. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) Chargeoir,. .a 'gunner's ladle. 1708 A\ Proelam. in
Lond. Gaz. No. 4440/1 The Midshipmen, Carpenters Mates,
Boatswains Mates, *Gunners Mates. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
11. xi. (1840) 234 A gunner's mate on board an English East
India ship. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3),
*Pendulum

t
Gunner 's—consists of an upright frame of wood,

having a cross-arm attached to it, from which a pendulum
is suspended, vibrating seconds .. It is used to measure the
time of flight of a mortar shell. 1628 R. Nohton Gunner
xxxii. 95 The 'Gunners Quadrant. 1692 Capt. Smith's Sea-
ma/i's Grant. 11. iii. gj A Gunner's Quadrant to level,

elevate, or depress his Gun. 1898 N. <y Q. 15 Oct. 309/2
The 'gunner's quadrant' was a quadrant with a ruler
attached and also a plumb-line; the end of the ruler was
inserted in the muzzle of the gun, and the plumb-line cut-
ting the lines on the quadrant marked the proper degrees
of elevation. 1866 Chamb. Jml. No. 28. 229 That peculiar
wreath of smoke, apparent when a gun has been greased
at the muzzle, and known as the gunner's ring'. 1692
Capt. Smith's Seaman's Grant. 11. xxiv. 129 This *Gunner's
Rule was invented. A *Gunner\s Ruler, for the Elevating
of any Piece of Ordnance to any degree of Mounture.
1628 K. Norton Gunner xxxi. 94 My *GunnersScaleisto be
made in Brasse. .And in Wood. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in.

ix. 375/2 A Gunners Scale, one side being divided into inches,

quarters and halfquarters.withaGunnersQuadrantdescribed
upon it ; the other having the names of all sorts of Ordnance.
3. One who makes or attends to guns ; a gun-

maker, gunsmith. Obs. exc. dial.

1463 Maun. <y Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 225 My masters
gonner . . schalle haue euery weke xij.rt'., and mete, and
drynke, and beddynge. c i$x$ Cocke LorelVs B. iPercySoc.)
11 Gouners, maryners, and shypmaysters. 1555 Ace. in T.
Sharp Coz'. Myst. (1825) 193 Payd to xvij gonnarys lxiji'. iiqV.

1556 Ibid., xiiij gonnars and a lakye Wxs. 1880 Antrim fy

Doivn Gloss., Gunner, a workman who repairs fire-arms; a
gun-smith.

GUNNERY.
4. One who shoots with a sporting gun or fowling

piece ; one who goes shooting game. (Sometimes
used contemptuously in contradistinction to sports-
man.

J7S3 Scots Mag. Mar. 144/1 A gunner met them in the
vale. 1755 Gcntl. Mag. XXV. 392 Corn .. beat down by
pointers, spaniels, gunners, Sec. going over it before it be cut.
1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon. I. 292 Partridge fall at every
stroke of the gunner. 1814 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 92
These gunners .. literally make a merit of their wasteful
expenditure of ammunition. 1843 Zoologist I. 13 The
swallows are sadly persecuted by strolling gunners from
the town. 1878 Daily News 24 Oct. 6/4 These birds are
very seldom trapped in nets, caught with birdlime, or killed
by gunners. 1890 Sir S. Baker Wild Beasts I. Pref. 7A vast gulf separates the true sportsman from the merciless
gunner. .

. The gunner is the curse of the nineteenth century
;

his one idea is to use his gun, his love is slaughter, indis-
criminate and boundless.

*>• #*£ gunner, horse gunner, etc. : one who
attends to a big gun, a horse gun, etc.

t

1530 [see Handgunner]. 1896 R. Kii-ling Seven Seas 206
'Orse Gunner listen to my Song. 1897 Ld. Roberts 41 Irs.
huita ii. (189S) 7 A fixed resolve to leave no stone unturned
in the endeavour to become a horse gunner. 1898 Encycl.
Sporty II. 168 Gunner, term applied to the man who works
the big gun aboard a double punt; aboard a single, often
styled a 'big gunner'.

6. With number prefixed : A vessel carrying (so
many) guns.
1829 Marryat F. Mildmay x.\, That there is . . not less

than a forty-four gunner. 1897 H'estm. Gaz. 22 July 10/1
M he design of the ship is that of a thirty-gunner of the
sixteenth century.

t 7. slang. {Sec quot. 1709 s.v. Gunsteb.) Obs.

8. dial, in certain applications of obscure origin.

[Perh. unconnected words.] a. The Sea Bream,
Pagellus centrodontus. b. The Great Northern
Diver, Colymbus glacialis.
a. 1859 Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 149 At Antrim it [the Sea

Bream] is called Murranroe and Barwin, and on the north-
west coast Gunner. 1880-4 F. Day Brit. Fishes I. 37.
b. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 37/2 Colymbus glacialis .. is

provincially called .. Gunner and Greater Doucker. 1863
H. G. Adams Feathered Fam. 252 The Ring-necked Loon
{Colymbus glacialis), sometimes called the. .Gunner.
9. atirib., as gunner-like adv.

;
gunner-fluke

Sc. the turbot; fgunner-room « Gin-room i.

1628 R. Norton 6"7/wtt^rxxxviii. 101 How to loade a Peece
of Ordnance Gunner-like. 1676 W. Row Coutn. Blair's
Autobiog. x. (1848) 229 Mr. Hutchison persuaded him to
come up only to the gunner-room. 1710 Siubald Hist. Fife
*t Kinross (1803) 119 Rhomlms aculeatus Rondeletii: our
fishers call it, the Gunner Flook. 1884 A. Forbes Chinese
Gordon ii. 49 The gunner non-coms, replied with groans.

Hence f Gunnered ppl. a., trained in gunnery;
Gunneress, a female gunner; Gu*nnership f the
position of gunner,
1628 J. Butler in R. Norton Gunner A 4. Expert Gunnered

Engineers. 18-3/6 Boston, Lincoln, etc. Herald 23 Feb. 4/2
The gunner-ship of Dover Castle, which is now vacant, is in

the gift of the Duke of Wellington. i837Carlyle/'>. Rev.
I. vn. v, The sei?ed cannon ate yoked with seized cart-

horses : brown-locked Demoiselle The"roigne, with pike and
helmet, sits there as gunneress.

Gunnery (gwnari). Also 7 (rare) gunry. [f.

Gun + -EHY.]

1. The science and art of constructing and man-
aging guns, esp. large military and naval guns.
1605 Camden Rem. (1629) 104 Archerie. .now dispossessed

by gunnery, how hotly let other iudge. 1626 Capt. Smith
Accid. Yng. Sea-men 33 Master Burnes Arte of gunry.
1676 T. RrNNiNG (title) A Light to the Art of Gunnery. 1778
Phil. Trans. I,XVIII. 52 The knowledge of this velocity
is of the utmost consequence in gunnery. 1885 Act 48 <V 49
Viet. c. 36 {title) A School of Gunnery. 1897 1. 1>. Roberts
41 )'rs. India Ixvii. (1898) 528 A great advance was made
in gunnery.

2. The firing ofguns; the use of guns for sporling

purposes; = Gunning vbl. sb. 2.

iZiSGentl. Mag. I,XXXVI. 1. 109 This bright amusement
may challenge the preference of most kinds of gunnery.
1824 Miss Mitkord I'iltagc Ser. 1. (18631 98 They are ..

crying the ' Harvest Home' in a chorus before which .. the
song, the scolding, the gunnery fade away and become faint

echoes. 1869 lit ho 9 Oct., The never-ending gunnery of
. .idle scamps, who go out valiantly to destroy linnets.

3. concr. Guns collectively.

1497 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844) I. 61 With horsis, gun-
rye, artailzerie, and ail vther defensabile wapinnis. 1881
Miss Bkaudon Asph. III. 129 They went into the arsenal,
where a funny old man in a blue blouse showed them ancient
and modern gunnery.

f 4. A place where instruction is given in the use

of guns. Obs. rare.

1732 E. Forrest Hogarth's Tour § Paid at the gunnery
and dock, u, 6d.

5. (See quot.)
189a Labour Commissign Gloss., Gunnery, work done by

shipwrights in connection with guns and their stowage, &c.

6 . attrib. , as gunnery-course, -drill, duty ;

gunnery-lieutenant, * one who, having obtained

a warrant from a gunnery-ship, is eligible to large

ships to assist specially in supervising the gunnery

duties ' (Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1867) ; gunnery-
ship, a ship fitted for training men in the practice of

gunnery.
1870 Echo 11 Nov., The gunnery ship Cambridge. 1886

Pall Mall G. 11 Sept. 11/1 The next day or two are em-
ployed. .in carrying out the various gunnery drills and firing
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the great guns at a target. 1894 Daily News 7 Apr. 6/2 A
gunnery course will be held on H.M.S. Cambridge, for

retired officers of the Royal Navy.

Gunnies (g»*nis). Cornwall. Also (in Diets.

)

gunnis(s. A crevice in a mine or lode ;
' the vacant

space left where the lode has been removed' (Ray-

mond); hence (app.) taken as a measure of breadth

or width. (By some recent writers used as//.)

1778 Pryce Mm. Comub. 168 A Gunnies, or hollows of a

Mine filled with water, ibid. 322 Gunnies means breadth
or width A single Gunnies is three feet wide ; a Gunnies
and a half is four feet and a half; and a double Gunnies is

six feet wide. [1858S1MM0NDS Diet. Traetet Gnrmies. Hence
in some recent Diets. Gurmie.] i860 Fug. <$ For. Mining
Gloss., Cornwall, Gunnies, levels or workings. 1875 J. PL
C01.UNS Metttl Mining 44 Stuff may be brought from the

surface to fill in the vacant spaces or ' gunnies ,

Gunning (g^'nin), vhl. sb. [f. Gl'n sb. and v.

+ -I.VG I.]

1. The practice or art of firing guns ;
gunnery.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 36 The record, where the occasion
and order generall, of Gunning, is first discoursed of.

2. Shooting with a gun ; esp. the act or practice

of hunting game with guns.
1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife r. ii, There is lesse danger in

*t then gunning, Sanchio, Though we be shot sometimes
the shot 's not mortall. 1655 Sir J. Mennis & J. Smith
Musarum Delicti 83 When there were shows of gunning
and blows. 1726 T. Smith Jml. (i84Q> 45 There has been
the best gunning here this winter than has been for some
years past. 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. 11776) V. 119 In the
earlier times, the art of gunning was but little practised, ami
the hawk then was valuable. 1816 Scott Antic; xxii, He
has had gunning and pistoling enough to serve him one while,
Ishould think. 1846C0L. Hawker Diary (1893) II.265M}-
punts were all newly done up for gunning. 1851 Thoreau
Autumn (18941 63 Farming is an amusement which has lasted
him longer than gunning or fishing. t88*S\i.AA titer. Revis.
(1885) 394 The sport which Western men call ' gunning \

b. ( To go or be) a-gunning.
1689 Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 294 Edward Shaftoe .

.

goeing out into Gunnerton moores a gunning. 1734 in B.
Peirce Hist. Harvard Univ. (1833) App. 141 No Under-
graduate, .shall go a gunning, fishing, or seating over deep
waters, without leave from the President or one of the
Tutors. 1825 J. Neal Bra. Jonathan I. 104 What luck a'

gunnin' ? 1829 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 172
Who is to be foolish enough to 'go out a gunning' upon
the strength of two campaigns? 1857 Thoreau Maine li'.

(1894) 174 Such of my acquaintances as love to write verses
and go a-gunning.

f3. Provision of guns. Obs. rare.

1675 Marvell Let. to Corporat. Hull clxxii. Wks. 1776
I. 263 They differed concerning the ward ships ; some in-

sisting, that thereby was ment also rigging and gunning.

4. aitrib. and Comb., as gunning-boat, -feat, -hut,

-matter, -party, -prowess, -punt, -shout (see quot.

1847).
1562 Bulleyn Bk. Simples 72, I will .. leaue Gunning

matters to the Men of War re. 1819 Col. Hawker Diary
(1893) I. 170 The gunning huts and straw decoy birds. 1851
Zoologist IX. 3055 A gunner here [Weymouth] was telling
me of falS gunning feats. 1847 Halliwell, Gunning-boai,
a light and narrow boat in which the fenmen pursue the
flocks of wild fowl along their narrow drains. Also called
a gunning-shout, i860 C. Durfee Hist. Williams College
72 Accidentally shot dead, on a gunning party. 1863 Fk. A.
Kemble Resid. in Georgia 20 The robin redbreast .. is not
safe from the gunning prowess of the ..sportsmen. 1883
G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads x\x. 139 A gunning punt, with
a couple of single-barrelled guns lying ready loaded in it.

Gunning {gvnii}), ppl. a. rare. [f. Gun v. +
-iNtt 2

.] That shoots with a gun.
1883 F. A. Walker Pol. Earn, 449 The lower elements of

society, the gunning fishing tribe.

Gunnist (g»*nist). rare. [f. Gun sb. + -ist.]

A gunner.
1894 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 388 Mr. Oudh the gunnist was

satisfied with the moderate bags of quail that came to him
in the ordinary course.

Gunny (gtrni). Also 8 goney. [a. Hindi
and Mahratti£i?//,£w«f:—Skr.#7«rsack.] A coarse
material used chiefly for sacking and made from
the fibres of jute or (in some parts) from sunn-
hemp; a sack of this material.

(
1711 C. Lockyer Aee. Trade hut. 244 When Sugar is pack'd

in double Goneys, the outer Bag is always valued in Con-
tract at i or i.j Shahee. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. K.
Did. H. xxxiii. 17 Gunnies, which are much in use in Persia
for embaling Goods. 1869 Rogers in Adam Smith's W. N.
I. r. x. 12-2 note, Almost every person in Hindostan Spins
and Weaves Jute fibre into a coarse cloth called gunny.
1871 Napheys Prev. A> Cure Dis. in. iv. 725 Pack them in
large gunnies. 1897 Willis Flcnvcr, PL II. 109 Corchorus
olitorius [etc.] . .furnish the chief supply of the valuable fibre

jute or gunny.

b. attrib. ,&%gunny-bag, -bagging, -carpet, -cloth,

-fibre, -sack.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Chron. 2/2 Upon removing some
gunny-bags that were stowed close to the lazaretto. 1856
Olmsted Stew) States 6jo A curtain or screen, of gunny-
bagging. 1858 J. S. Homans Cyel. Commerce 919/1 In 1841-
42 there were exported from Calcutta .. 95,412 pieces of
gunny cloth. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. n. 153 In India
it [Jute] is used for making rice and sugar bags, called
Gunny-bags. 1879 H. King in Scribner's Mag. Nov. 133/1
The sunlight . . changed the gunny carpet to cloth of gold.
1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 73 A stream of
water . . keeps the pulp in continual motion and passes off
through another double set of sluices lined with coarse
gunny sacks. 1890 'Rolf Boldrewood* Col. Reformer
(1891) 349 I've ridden many a mile, .with nothing but an old
gunny-bag to sit on.

Gunny, dial, variant of Goundy a. Obs.

Gunphanun, obs. variant of Gonfanox.
Gunpowder (g»*npaudaj). Forms : 5 gone-
powder. gonnepou(l)dre, -powdre, etc., gun-,
gonpoudre, gonnpouldre, gounne pouldre,
gonnepoder, gonn(e) powther, gunepoudir,
gounpouder, etc., 6 gonepother, Sc. gun puldir,
6-7 gunnepouder, 6- gunpowder, 7- gun-
powder, [f. Gun sb. + Powder sb.]

1. An explosive mixture of saltpetre, sulphur, and
charcoal, chiefly used in discharging projectiles

from gttns and for blasting.
[a 1387 Brev. Bartholomxi (Aneed. Oxon., Mediaeval, I. r.

3), Pulvis pro instrumento illo bellico sive diabolico quod
vulgaliter dicitur gunne.] 1414 in Rymer F'aedera (1709)
IX. 160 Aliquod Gunpoudre versus Partes exteras, in Portu
praedicto. 1446 in Archxologia XXII. 63 liought ij hand-
gunnes de ere iiij.s. Item, gonepowder iiij.s. 1464 Mann.
At Househ. F.vp. iRoxbJ 160 Item, payd ffbr xij. h. gonne-
powdyr . . xij. s. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 13 For
ij barrelles Gonnepowdre. 1533 Mork Apol. xxxiv. Wks.
898/1 If hefounde a corner of his neighbours house burning,
he wold of greate loue and polycye lay on fagottes and gun-
powder to put out the fyre. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 42 The
reik, smeuk, and the stink of the gun puldir. 155s Ace. in
T. SharpCVw. Myst. (1825) 193 Payd for xij Ii of gonepother
xijf. \\d. 1599 Shaks. Hen. l\ iv. vii. 188, I doe know
Kluellen valiant, And touclit with Choler, hot as Gunpowder.
1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. n. v. 03 Gunpowder, as
it is made in this Age, is compounded of Saltpetre six parts,

and of Brimstone and Charcoal of each one part. 1797
Phil. Trans. LX XXVII. 290 The be>.t gunpowder, .is com-
posed of 70 parts. in weight of nitre, iS parts of sulphur, and
16 parts of charcoal. 1827 Cahlylk Misc. (1857) I. 22 The
three great elements of modern civilization, Gunpowder,
Printing, and the Protestant Religion. 1846 Greener Set,
Gunnery 69 Gunpowder is a lever ifexploded on a solid base,
if not, its effects become limited in proportion.

b. White gunpowder : a name given to various

explosives of recent invention; a. see quot. 1875);
b. a blasting mixture mnde of chlorate of potash,
potassium ferrocyanide, and sugar.

1875 lire's Diet. Artsll.767 Schultze's White Gunpowder
is a tri-nitro-cellulose, prepared from sawdust.

C. with reference to tattooing.

1715 Pond. Gaz. No. 5363/4 His Name on his right Hand
in Gunpowder D. W. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

Abbe Conti 31 July, The women have their arms, .and their

necks and faces, adorned with .. various sorts of figures

impressed by gunpowder.

A- A?-
1681 Flavel Meth. Grace xxviii. 474 Christian, thou

knowest thou earliest gunpowder about thee ; desire those
that carry fire to keep at a distance from thee. 1900 Speaker
24 Mar. 674/1 Such mischievous words are just the sort of
match to kindle the gunpowder of mob violence.

2. (In full, gunpowder tca.^ A fine kind of green
tea, each leaf of which is rolled up, so that it has
a granular appearance.
1771 J. R. Forstkr tr. Osbcck's Voy. I. 250 Tio-te is rolled

up like pease. .. A smaller kind is called Gunpowder tea.

1795 JE. Anderson Brit. Emboss. China 186 The shrub
which bears what is called the Imperial and gunpowder
teas. 1832 Veg. Subst. Food 379 Gunpowder tea is made
of tender green leaves. 1839 Thackeray Major Gahagan
vi, 'Is it bohay tay or souchong lay that you'd like?'..
'Any tea you like'. .. 'What do you say, then, to some
prime gunpowder?' 1886 Daily News 24 Dec. 2/6 Tea.—
Ping Suey gunpowder.

f 3. slang. Some fiery drink. Oh.
1765 \V. Toldrrw Htst, Two Orphans II. 112 Tape, glim,

rushlight, white port, rasher of bacon, gunpowder, slug,
wild-fire, knock-me-down, and strip-me naked. Ibid. II.

118 Come, here's t'ye, in a glass of gunpowder.

4. attrib. and Comb., as gunpowder-blue, flash,
grinder, -/a7v, -maker, match, mill, -pocket,

-smoke, -squib, train, works; gunpowder-blackened
adj. ; also gunpowder cake, gunpowder in a
cake or mass, i.e. before it is corned; gun-
powder-engine, a gas-engine in which the move-
ment of the piston is produced by the evolution of
gas resulting from the combustion of gunpowder
(Knight Diet. Meek. 1S75) ; gunpowder-ham-
mer, a pile-driving machine worked by the ex-
plosion of gunpowder {Ibid.); gunpowder-paper,
paper spread with an explosive compound and
rolled up into the form of a cartridge {Ibid. Suppl.
1884) ; gunpowder-press, a press for compacting
mill-cake into hard cake preparatory to granulation
^Knight, 1875); tgunpowder spot, a * beauty
spot* produced by means of gunpowder (see quot.
1718 in 1 c)

; gunpowder tea (see 2).

1894 U'cstm. Gaz. 25 June 2/2 Lefebvre wishes to wash his
*gunpowder-bIackened hands. 1890 Daily Netvs 21 Oct. 2/1
*Gunpowder-blue velvet. 1839 *-Tre &&. Aris 630 The mill
forgrinding*gunpowdercake. 1621 "Hvwron Anat. Mel. iu.\\.
vi. iii. (16511 559 Burning lust is but a flash, a *gunpowder
flash. i7I9D'Ukkky/7/& IV. 199 The next that came by, was
a *Gun-powder grinder. 1614 T. Adams DeviVs Banquet 2
Lawes. .enacted in the vault of darkenesse; like those vnder
the Parliament-house ; *Gunpowder-Iawes, fit for the Justices
of Hell. 1550 Acts Privy Council (1891) III. 50, a" to
Charles Wolman, *gonne powther maker. 1627 CAPT. Smith
Seaman's Gram. xii. 57 Giue fire by a ^Gunpowder match,
to preuent traines to the powder chest. 164a Wood Life
(O.H.S.) I. 74 The *gunpowdermyll wasat Osney where the
fulling myll stood. 1777 T. Twining to Burney 16 June in
Louisa Twining Country Clcrgym. i%th Cent. (1882) 51 With

"gunpowder pockets under his armpits ready for the par.
tridges in September. 1838 Dickens O, Twistxxx, A couple
of men catch one moment's glimpse of a boy. in the mid~t
of ""gunpowder-smoke. 1681 Otway Soldier s Fort. iv. i.Wks.
1728 I. 382 -Gun-pouder Spots and Moles. 1708 Wilson, etc.

J'etrouius Arbiter 207 Fine Gentlemen in the Boxes, with
their Patches, Gunpowder-spots, and Tooth-pickers. 1660
FlSHER Rustick's Alarm Wks. (1679) 94 [They] threw Stones
and *Gunpowder-s<iuibs that fired among us. 1611 Kicn
Honest. Age (Percy Soc.) 45 These diuelish practises, of
poysons, of pistoles, of stabbing kuiues, and of *gum;e-
pouder traynes. 1839 UrE Diet. Arts 621 The Royal
'Gunpowder Works at Waltham Abbey.

b. Gunpowder plot : the plot to blow up the

Houses of Parliament on Nov. 5, 1605, while the

King and Lords and Commons were assembled
there. {So gunpowder conspiracy, treason, traitor,

etc.) t Gunpowder treason day: Nov. 5.

1611-iz in Swayne Sar/tm Churckw. Ace. (1896) 161 Ring-
inge . . on the daie of the Gunpowder treasonn. 1613 MS
Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., For the ryngers on the
goonpouder daye. 1626 Raleigh's Ghost 38 And to this I

call vp the plot of all plots .. the Gun-pouder conspiracie.

1630 Wadsworth Pitgr. vii. 62 There is one Sir F^dward
Bainham, who was a grand i.:omplotter of the Gunpowder
treason. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 279 I^ven Gunpowder
Itlnormities and Desolation did blow up all as at one crack.
1659 (). Walkkr Oratory 6i The Earl of Northamptons
speech against the gun-powder-Traitors. 1685 Evelyn
Diary 5 Nov., It being the first Gunpowder Conspiracy
anniversary that had lien kept now these 80 yearcs. 2705
Hkaknk Collect. 6 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 66 Yesterday being
Gunpowder treason 'twas observed more than it us'd to be
at Fond, a 1715 Burnet Own Time in. (1724) I. 596 The
fifth of November, being gunpowder treason day. 1796 J.
CAUi.FIE_I.D(r>"//f)The History of the Gunpowder plot. 1855
Ri'skin in Collingwood Life I. 194 Am going to pre-s . . on
(umpowder Plot day. 1897 S. R. Garmnkr Gunpowder
I'lot i. 7 Was Salisbury such an idiot as to inform his
'domestic gentleman' that he had made up his mind to
invent Gunpowder Plot?

5. attrib. passing into adj. a. fig. Explosive as

gunpowder; easily fired or inflamed.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v. iv. 123, I am affraide of this

Gun-powder Percy though he be dead. 1604 T. M. Black
Bk. IJ4, Such Gunne-powder Oathes they were, that I

wonder how the Seeling held together. 16Z5 'He. Mountagu
App. Cesar. 11. i. 112 Men of moving violent, Quicksilver,
(umpowder spirits. 1814 ScoiT Wav. Iii, Would you have
him peace-maker general between all the gunpowder High-
landers in the army?

b. Of a bluish colour like gunpowder.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 1. 169 The lank, black, twine-like

hair,.. cut in a straight line along the black stubble of his
thin gunpowder eye brows.

Hence Gunpowderous, Gunpowdery adjs.,

pertaining to or characteristic of gunpowder; ot

the bluish colour of gunpowder;
fig. fiery, easily

fired, inflamed, or irritated.

1868 /W/ MatK;. iS Nov. 3 It[thepoetry]isgunpowdery
to an intense degree. 1870 Dickkns E. Drood vi, Hisphilan-
thropy was of that gunpowderous sort that the difference
between it and animosity was hard to determine. 1871 M.
Lkguasd Cambridge Freshm. 168 There was a very gun-
powdery atmosphere in the room when Mrs. Cribb came in.
' They're been lettin

1

oif fireworks or something. .', she said.

1872 Daily News 20 July, IJrought up amid gunpowdery
-scenes of this kind . . is it to be wondered at that the young
Maurice de MacMohon should have started in the army as
a Legitimist fire-eater of the fiercest land? 1889 Catholic
Househ. 2 Nov. 3/2 To give gunpowdery battle to the Pope
and all his satellites. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 5/1
Among these were a good many stage folk—you could tell

them by their gunpowdery chins.

+ Chi/npowderedf
a. Obs. [ + -ed2,]

1. Charged with gunpowder.
1560 Whiikhgrne Ord. SouIdiours (158S) 46 Vnto euery

one of which [fireworks], must bee put a peece of a gun-
poudred match.

• b. fig. Readily inflamed or excited.
1604 1, Wright Passions 1. i. 6 Lest, by casting forth a

sparke of fire, Ins gun-powdrcd minde of a sodayne be in-

flamed. 1622 V,i. AtiERNETHV Pltys. for Soulc (16301 293
That fervent, gunpowder-ed and sudden anger.

2. Hegrimed with gunpowder.
170J Fah^iuhar Inconstant 1. ii, We. .saw peeping over a

parcel of scarecrow, olive-coloured, gunpowdered fellows,
:ls ugly as the devil.

Gun-room ^gznirum).

1. In large ships of war, a compartment orig.

occupied by the gunner and his mates, but now
fitted up for the accommodation of the junior

officers; in smaller vessels, that used as a mess-
room by the lieutenants.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Ykg. Sea-men it About the

Gun-roome, the Tiller, the rudder, the pintels, the gudgions.
a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts 111. (17041 360/2 The
upper Gun-Room.. is used for a Store-Room, Lodgings.
1673 Drvden Amboyna 111. iii. Oh, now it begins, and
the gun-room grows hot, Ply it with culverin and with
small shot. 1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuilder's Assist. 36
Upon the lower Gun-deck in Men of War there is an
Apartment for the Gunner, called the Gun-room; it is for
fitting and securing all his small Stores. 1720 De Foe Capt.
Singleton x\. 11840) 200 The gunner of the ship, .secured
himself in the gun-room. 1833 Marrvat /'. Simple (1863)

44 The first lieutenant had asked me to dine in the gun-
room. 1884 Pae Eustace S6 You forget. .that I shall be in
the gun-room, and he in the forecastle.
Proverb. 1697 Vanbrlgh Raapse in. iii, I'm afraid we

shall find a great job on't. Pray Heaven that old rogue
Coupler han't sent us to fetch milk out of the gunroom.

b. attrib., as gun-room bulkhead, gossip, gun,
hour, officer, steward; gun-room ports, stern



GUN-SHOT.

ports cut through the gun-room in a frigate

(Ilamersly Aaval Encycl. 1881).
171* W. Rogers Voy. 27 We struck two of our Gun-room

(mns into the Hold. 1748 Anson 's Voy. 1. iii. 32 They
lowered down a bucket out of the cabbin-window, into which
the gunner, out of one of the gun-room ports, put a quantity
of pistol cartridges. 1835 H. B. Gascoigne Nax: frame 61
The Gunroom hour to dine is long since past. 1855 Sir A.
West Recall. (1899) I. vi. 212 '1'he gunroom officers had
asked us to dinner. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 6 Nov. 3/2 The
Doctor's cabin was next to the gun-room bulkhead. 1898
Daily News 9 Nov. 6/3 They . . talk the most knowing
gun-room gossip.

2. A room in which guns are kept.

1773 Got.DSM. Stoops to Com/. 11. i, Your wor>hip must not
tell the story of Ould Grouse in the gun-room. 1883 Black
Shandou Belts xxvi, It is like the place too—the gun-room
even, and the stuffed birds.

Gunry, rare obs. form of Gunnery.
Gun-Shot gynij^t). Forms : see Gun sb.

;

also 5 gonn.es shott.

1. Shot fired from a gun or cannon; yalso the
shooting of guns. Now rare.

1471 Arriv. Edit'. IV (Camden) 29 [They] were sore an-
noyed in the place where they were, as well with gonnes-
sholt as with shot of arrows. 1494 FabYAN Chron. vn. 450
[He] assaylyd this sayde shyppe on euery parte & bette
hir w* gunneshot & hir men w* hayle shot. 1497 Naval
Ace. //en. VII (1896) 104 Gonneshot of Iren . . Ston . . leed.

1530 Palscr. 889 To expresse the sounde of gonne shotte,
I fynde tip tap, sip sap. 1553 in Strype Eccl. A/em. III.
App. iii. 5 And have solemnised the said proclamation with
bonfires gunshots. 1563 T. Gale Ant/'dot. Pref., When as
I hadde finished my.. Treatise of woundes made wyth
Gonneshotte. 1607 Toi-sell Hist. Fonr-f, Beasts (1658)

383 Whensoever they are hunted with Do^s, they run
directly to the woods or to the next trees, wherein they are
killed by gun-shot. 1613 PurchaS Pilgrimage (16141 269
With shouting, singing, hallowing, gun-shot and fire-workes
all that night. 1632 Sherwood, Gun-shot, arquebusade\
canonnale. 1855 Macallay I/ht. Eng. xi. III. 39 Gun-
shots were wildly lired in all directions.

b.ysjsr.

1551 Roijinson tr. More's Utop. To P. Giles (1895) 10
Beynge . . sauffe, and, as sayth the proverbe, out of all

daunger of gonneshotte. 1575 Gas<;ok;nk Good Alorrmv 64
As with gonnes we kill the Crowe For spoyling our releefe.

The Deudl so must we ouerthrowe, With gonshote of beleefe.

*577 Vautrouiluer Luther on Ep. Gal. 19 With such gun-
shot and artillerie must the Papacie be destroyed. 1581 [.

Bell //addon's A nsw. Osor. 305 Being supported by the
Popes authorise, and armed with the gunneshotte of his ex-
communication. 1634 Wither Emblemes 112 The gunshot
of a slanderous tongue may smite.

c. Her. — Pellet, Ogress. (Cf. Gunstone 2.)

1828 in Berry Encycl. Her.
2. The range of a gun or cannon ; the distance

to which a shot can be effectively thrown from a

gun. Chiefly out of, within gunshot.
1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 366 '1 Prouiding alwai

that your selfes y
' chief captaines . . stand and loke vpon

sure and safe a syde halfe out of al gunshot. 1540 Ckan-
MtR Bible Prol., They sytte farre from the strokes of battayll,

and farre out of gonneshoute, and therfore they be but
seldome wounded. 1631 Mabuk Celestina (1894) XI. 191 Hee
is out of gun-shot, that rings the bell to the battel!. 1676 S.

SEWALL Diary r July 1 18781 I. 14 Mr. He/ekiah Willet slain

by the Naragansets, a little more than a Gun-shot off from his
house. 1696 Loud. Gaz. No. 3219/2 On the 20th appeared
..21 French Galleys.., who Anchored out of Gun Shot.
1748 Anson s Voy. 11. v. 171 [They] perceived a light, which
they chased, till they arrived within gun-shot. 1805 Sir E.
Berry in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. 117 note, The
Three-decker was within gun-shot of us at day-break. 1845
James A. Neil vi, They were half across the Meadows, about
half a gun-shot from the alders. 1879 Jeeferies Amateur
Poacherwi. 51 They [mallards] were always out of gunshot.

fb. trans/, andfg. IVitkin, out of, past\ beyond
{the) gunshot (of): within, beyond reach (of);

within, out of the sphere of influence (of).

1556 J. Hevwoou Spider $ F. lxv. 77 Marching toward
the copweb, within goon shot. 1571 Goi.ding Calvin on
Ps. xxxv. 8 They, .feare nothing, as though they were quite
out of all gonneshot. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 76 They
might haue .. lyu'd out of gunshot of misery. 1612 T.
Taylor CVww. Tit/ts'ii. i2lfhecan. .liueoutof the gunshot
of the lawe. 1642 Rogers Naamati 459 Set me beyond
gun-shot of all corruptions. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. \. (1879)
81 You are not yet out of the gun-shot of the Devil. 1687
Dryden l/ind <y P. Pref. i Those who are come over to
the Royal Party are consequently suppos'd to be out of
Gunshot.

%3. A pistol.

1663 Butler Hud. i. ii. 776 With hasty rage he snatch'd
His Gun-shot that in holsters watch'd.

4. altrib. and Comb., as gutis/iot-dislance, -frac-

ture, -woutui.

1672 Wiseman Wounds 11. 1 Great hath been the Conten-
tion amongst the Learned about fire and venom in Gun-shot-
wounds. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 227/1 Gun-shot
wounds. .are not often followed by hemorrhage. 1837 W.
Irving Capt. Bonneville (1849) 207 The rider .. discovered
an Indian fort within gunshot distance. 184a Abdy Water
Cure (1843) io9 His success in treating gun-shot wounds
with cold water was most remarkable. 1879 St, George's \

Hosp. Rep. IX. 399 Gunshot fracture of the humerus.

Gun-Shy (gtf-nfah, a. Afraid of a gun ; fright- '

cned at the report of a gun : said esp. of a sporting
j

dog.
1884 Speedy Sport iv. 50 The first birds shot at over a

gun-shy dog should certainly be killed. 1893 S. Bonsal
Morocco 210 The Shereefian soldiers are far too gunshy t

to attack an armed foe. 1893 Selous Trav. S. E. Africa
16 Another, .though an excellent horse for a journey, was I

514

so gun shy I could do nothing with him. 1894 Field
9 June 818/2 The first time I took the dog out he was in-
clined to be gun shy.

Hence Ounshyness, the condition of being
gun-shy.
1890 Q. Rev. Oct. 427 Gunshyness [in dogs] is one of the

worst difficulties with which sportsmen have to contend.

Gunsman (g^'nzma'n). rare, [Lgun's, genitive
of GUM + Man : cf. marksman.'] = Gunman i .

1766 in W. Smith Bouquet's Exped. (1868) 156 In this
list their warriors orgunsmen are 1180, and their inhabitants
about 6000. 1775 Adair Amer. /nd. 281 The outmost
boundaries of the colony, where commonly the best gunsnten
reside, a 1849 J. G Mangan Poems (1859) 35 1 Gunsman
and dragoon.

Gunsmith (gzmsmib).
1. One whose occupation it is to make and repair

small fire-arms.

1588 in Cpmpt. Bk. D. Wedderhurne (S. H. S., 1S98) 82
note, [William Low, gunsmith, son of James Low, smith,
was entered in the Burgess Roll 30th Sept. 1588]. 1647
Haward Croiun Re?: 21 Gun-smith : Fee, 6d. Per diem.
1671 Dryden Evening's Love Pref. a 4 b. The employment of
a Poet is like that of a curious Gunsmith, or Watchmaker.
1781 Phil. Trans. LXXI. 230 Wogdon, one of the most
famous gunsmiths in London. 1858 [see Gunmaker], 1861
Times 21 Aug., Gunsmiths making or repairing rifles.

2. slang. A thief.

1869 Temple Bar XXV. 213 He. .returned to his old trade
of ' gunsmith ', gunning being the slang term for thieving.

Hence Gunsmithery, the trade of a gunsmith,
the making of small arms ; also, the place where
the work of a gunsmith is carried on.
1847 in Craig. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 30 Jan. 2/1 The

Government gun-smitheries.

iGtrnster. slang J or nonce-wd.). Obs. [f.

Gin sb. + -stek.] (See quot.)

1709 Steele Tatter No. 88 r 2 The words Gunner and
Gunster are not to be .used promiscuously.. Those who re-

count strange Accidents and Circumstances which have no
Manner of foundation in Truth, when they design to do
Mischief are comprehended under the Appellation of Gun-
ners, when they endeavour only to surprise and entertain,
tliey are distinguished by the Name of Gunsters. .. The
Gunner is destructive, and hated; the Gunster innocent,
and laughed at. Ibid, r 9 Come we now to the Gunsters.
This Race of Kngineers deals altogether in Wind-Guns,
which by recoiling often, knock down those who discharge
them, without hurting any body else. 1717 Boyer Fr.
/'/<r\, Gunster (a Cracker, or bouncing Fellow), un Bavard.

Gun-stock (gwnstpk). The wooden stock or
support to which the barrel of a gun is attached

;

+ a re>t or support on which to place a cannon on
board ship.

M9577 Nmml Ace. Hen. VII (18961 246 Also payed in
lykeuiih to John Keyte for xx. Klmyn tres price the pece
xij 1

. -of hym so bought & apon makyng of Gonne stokkes
for Gonnes belongyng to the seid ship. 1591 Percivali. Sp.
Diet., Vaa/tela.. a gunne stocke. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet.
s. v. Walnut 'Tree, The Timber is .. used for Gunstocks,
Coach-wheels, and the bodies of Coaches. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 11. v. 179 The Commodore ordered, .a swivel gun-stork
to be fixed in the how both of the barge and pinnace. 1835
Greener Gun 144 Walnut has for many years been con-
sidered the most handsome and the best wood for gun-stocks.
1899 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 175/1 The least tap on a gun-stock
was carried a great distance.
Comb. 1689 Ann. Albany (1850) II. 112 Jan Nack, trader

and gunstockmaker.

Hence G11 n-stocker, one who fi(s the stocks of
guns to the barrels; Gun-stocking-, the fitting of
gun-stocks. In recent Diets.

t Gunstone. Obs. [f. Gun sb. + Stonk sb.]

1. A stone used for the shot of a cannon or gun
;

a cannon-ball; a bullet.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls> IV. 455 He was sleyne with a
gunneston [L. ictufundibali]. £-1440 Jacob's Well 267 pe

:

vyolence of agunne orofan engyne-ston is qwenchyd, whan
1

softe erthe or softe thyng is sett ber-5ens. 1530 Palsgr.
680, I neuer sawc gonne stone skyppe on that facyon. Ibid.

,

739/2, I am stryken with a gonne stone, I am but deed.
156387 Foxe A. $ M. (1596) 1948/2 Having at one siege
no Tesse then three thousand bullets and gunstones flying
upon them. 1573 Tlssf.r I/usIkx. (1878)20 Make gunstone
and arrow shew who is within. 1599 Shaks. //en. V, 1. ii. 282

1

This Mocke of his Hath turn'd his balles to Gun-stones.
1605 I'. Jonson Volpone v. v, That I could shoote mine

,

eies at him like gun-stones. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. (1693) 693 A Gun-stone or pellet. 1808 J. Barlow
Cotumb. vn. 702 Shells rain before him . . Crags, gunstones,
balls o'erturn the tented ground.
Comb. 1578 l/ouseh. Ord. (1790'! 254 Guneston maker fee

I>er diem..o. o. 8. 1647 Haward Cro-.uu Rev. 21 Gun-stone
maker: Fecpcr die///, 12. d.

2. Her. = Pellet, Ooress. (Cf. Gun-shot i c.)

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. B iv b, Oglys be calde in armys
gonestonys. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. 61/1 He beareth
Argent 3 Ogresses. These are also termed Pellets, and do
resemble bullets for Guns, and are often termed Gun-stones,
or BulleLs. 1766 Porny Heraldry (1777) Diet., Pellets, the
name given to the Black Roundlets, by English Heralds
alone, .these are also denominated in English by the apel-
lations of Ogresses and Gunstones. 1847 Gloss. Her. 244.

Gunter (gvntex). [The name of a distinguished

English mathematician, Edmund Gunter (1581-
1626). The phrase ' according to Gunter ' is cur-

rent in the U.S. in the same sense as the English
;

' according to Cocker ' (Farmer Americanisms
I 889).]
1. In the name of several mathematical instru-

ments improved or invented by Gunter. Gunter's

GUNWALE.
1 chain : the chain of 4 poles* length now in general
use for land-surveying (see Chain sb. 9'. Gunter s
line

: a logarithmic line on Gunter's scale used for
performing mechanically the operations of multi-
plication and division ; also called Gunter s pro-
portion. Gunter s quadrant \ an apparatus for
finding the hour ot the day, the azimuth, etc.

Gunter*s rule, scale = 1 b.

1679 Moxon Math. Diet. Gunter's Chain, Quadrant,
Rule, Scale, and Sector, all useful Mathematical Instru-
ments, invented or much improved by.. Mr. Edmund
Gunter.. and from him bearing their names. 1688 [.

Brown, The Description and Use of the Carpenters-Rule,
together with the Use of the Line of Numbers commonly
called Gunter's- Line, applyed to the measuring of all super-
ficies and solids. 1701 T. Tutteli. Descr. Math. Instr.,
Gunter's Quadrant , .. made in Wood or Brass, Curiously
contrived to find the Hour .. and Azimuth, and most Pro-
positions of the Globe ; also, the Height of Trees, Steeples,
&c. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gunter's Line, the common
Line of Numbers first invented by Mr. Edmund Gunter,and
so well known that it needs no Description. 1727-41
Chambers Cycl., Gunter's Tine, called also line ofHues, and
line of numbers. 1750 Eranklin Opinions <y Conject.
Wks. 1887 II. 1S6 Two pieces of thick looking-glass, as
broad as a gunter's scale, and six inches long. 1801 [see
Chain sb. 9]. 1890 Did. A'at. Biog. XXXIII. 350 Gunter's
admirable rule of proportion, now called the line ofnumbers
(* Gunter's Line ' and * Gunter's Proportion '), and other lines

laid down by it were fitted in the scale, which ever since
has been called ' Gunter's Scale'.

b. Short for Gunter"s scale. A flat rule, two feet

long, marked on one side with scales of equal
parts, of chords, sines, tangents, etc.. and on the

other side with scales of the logarithms of those

. parts ; much used for the mechanical solution of

problems in surveying and navigation.
1706 Philliis (ed. Kersey), Gunter's-Scale, commonly

call'd The Gunter by Seamen. 1727-41 Chambers CjkI..
Gunter's scale, also called by navigators absolutely the
Gunter. .The same lines are also occasionally laid down on
rulers to slide by each other; hence called sliding Gunters.
1886 Diet. Nat. Biog. VI. 225/2 Brandreth, T. S. ..had
previou>ly [to 1821] invented his logometer, or ten-foot
gunter. 1890 Ibid. XXXIII. 350 In these tables [sc. of
Artificial Sines and Tangents] Gunter applied to naviga-
tion and other branches of mathematics Ins admirable rule
' the Gunter *, on which were inscribed the logarithmic lines

for numbers, sines, and tangents of arches.

2. A'aut. Applied to a method of rigging in

which the topmast slides up and down the lower
mast on rings or hoops ; a mast so rigged or a
sail attached to such a mast (more fully sliding-

gunter). [So called from its resemblance to a
' sliding Gunter' ; see quot. 1727-41 under I b.]

1794 Rigging Sf Seamanship I. 136 Boat's Latteen Salt.
. . This sail, when the head of it (then called the fore-leechi

is laced to a mast and topmast, is called a sliding-gunter-

sail ; the topmast being made to slide down the mast by
means of hoops. Ibid. 229 Ship's Pinnaces . . sometimes .

.

rig with a sliding-gunter, like houarios. Ibid. 238 These
sails are called sliding-gunters, and used in the English
navy's pinnaces and barges. 1857 P. Colqiholn Oars-
man's Guide 23 Three sorts of sails,— the spreet, the gunter,
and the lug. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sliding
Gunters, masts fitted for getting up and down with facility

abaft the mast ; generally used for kites, as royals, skysails,

and the like. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. \ed. 2)

227 Boats rigged with two sliding gunters are the best suited

for cruising purposes. 1894 Outing iU. S.) XXIV. 35/1
The rig was a sliding gunter mainsail. Ibid. 148/2 1'he

sliding gunter rig, . . the mast is in two pieces, the topmast
sliding up and down the lower mast on two wrought-iron
rings or travelers.

Gunwale, gunnel (gzniel). Forms: a. 5
gonne walle, 7 gun.wayle, -waile, (8 gun-wall

,

8- gunwale, (9 gunwhale). 0. 7 gun(n)al, 8-

gunnel. 7. 7-8 gunhil^l. [f. Gun sb. + Wale,
the gunwale having formerly served to support the

guns (cf. quot. i6y7inj9). The usual spelling is still

gunwale, though the pronunciation (gvnw^'l) is,

at least in. Great Britain, never used by persons

acquainted with nautical or boating matters.]

The upper edge of a ship's side; in large vessels,

the uppermost planking, which covers the timber-

heads and reaches from the quarter-deck to the

forecastle on either side; in small craft, a piece

of timber extending round the top side of the hull.

a. 1466 Mann. $ l/ouseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 205 For tymbre
for colers of the niaste, and gonne walles, xx. d. 1626

Capt. SMITH Accid. Vug. Sea-men 11 The wayst-boords,

the gunwayle, stations for the nettings. 16*7 — Seanum's
Gram. ii. 6 The sides and Deckesare wrought til! you come
at theGunwaile, which is the vpmost waile. 1727 A. Hamil-
ton AVw Ace. E. Ind. II. xlv. 147 The Assailants . . when
they got as high as the Gun-wall or Gunnel, were at a Lom
how to get over the Netting. 1800 Capt. Milne in Naval
Chron. IV. 421 Brass swivels on the gunwhale. 1833

Marryat P. Simple {1863) 325 She. .proved to be a brigan-

tine laden up to her gunwale, which was not above a foot

out of the water. 1865 L4VIWO8TOHK Zambesi ant. 329 Our
canoes were not a foot above the water at the gunwales.

1868 Miss Yonce Cameos (1877) I. vi. 41 Horses were led

into the ships, the shields hung round the gunwale, and the

warriors crowded in. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi.

(ed. 2) 226 Cutters and pinnaces should have from 6 to S

inches added to their gunwale forward. 1880 Dixon
Windsor III. iii. 25 More than once her gunwale had been

under water.
attrib. 1773 Cook 1st Voy. 11. x. (1842) I. 194 The gun-

wale boards were, .frequently carved in a grotesque taste.



GUNYAH.
S. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 400 A very pretty neat

Vessel .
.
had about 40 men all armed . . and some guns, that

went with a Swivel upon their Gunnal. 1699 Ibid. III. 14
The first [ropes] going athwart from Gunnal to Gunnal.
1719 De Foe Crusoe t. xvi. (1840) 287 Friday . . set him
down softly upon the .side or gunnel of the Canoe. 1757
Robertson in Phil. Trans. L. 34 As he was stepping on
the gunnel, he fell over-board. 1833 Marryat P. Simple
(1863) 103 The wind had caught the sails; and the ship .

.

careened over to her gunnel with its force. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales II. 23, I was never tired (when I leaned
over the gunnel of the boat) in watching the fish. 1878
.V. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 384 Mitrailleuses and field-pieces
were mounted on the gunnels.

V- 1693 K. Lyde Retaking 'Friend's Adv.' 22, I kept up
the Topsail, till at last the Wind in the Showers did put the
Gunhilof the Ship in the Water. 1711111 A. Duncan Mariner's
Chrou. 11805) III. 292 Cutting away the vessel's gunhill.

b. Phrases. Gunwale to (rarely + in) : with the
gunwale on a level with the water; also trans/.
Gunwale under: with the gunwale submerged.
[1717 tr. Frtiler's Voy. S. Sea 34 With such dreadful .

.

Gusts, that they brought the Gunwale to, under two Courses
reefd.] 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. viii. 77 The ship rolling in-
cessantly gunwale to. 1751 Smollett Per. Pie. 117791 IV.
civ. 339 He rolled himself almost gunwale to, at every
motion of his horse. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 1178,.)
I) dd 4, Gunuel-in, or g/mnel-to. 1830 Marryat King's
(hun liii, She rolled gunwale under. 1833 M. Scott Tom
Cringle (1862) 260 We continued to roll gunwale under,
dipping the main yardarm into the water every now and
then. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount, t, Mere xvi. 141 She shot
across gunwale under.

e. trans/. The top plank of a hoarding.
1865 Ku.-gsi.ev Hereto. II. ix. 150 At last one scaling

ladder was planted upon the bodies of the dead, and hooked
firmly on the gunwale of the hoarding.

Gunyah (gJ>'nya). Also 9 gun(n)eah, gune-
eah, gun n)ya, guuyer, -yia, guniar. [Xative
Australian.] A native Australian hut. Cf.
Humpy and Gibber.)
[1798 D. Collins Att. Eng. Colony N. S. Wales,

Aboriginal Ve.c. Port Jackson I. 610 Co-nie, a but.] 1820
I. Oxlev Jml. Exped. Australia 117 He [the native] threw
down, .the little bark guneah which had sheltered him and
his family during the night. 1847 L. Leichhardt Jml.
Overland Exped. ix. 290 We saw a very interesting camp-
ing place of the natives, containing several two-storied
gunyas. 1870 Wilson Austral. Songs 140 From the gunyahs
'neath the headland Curled the smoke. 1890 ' Rolf Bol-
drewood ' Squatter's Dream xiv. 157 For two pins I'd put
a match in every gunyah on the place.

Guos, obs. form of Goose.
II Gup (g»p), sb. Anglo-Indian, [a. Hindustani

u^J g"p.] Gossip.

e 1806 Mrs. Sherwood in Life xxi. (1847) 357 No other
amusement than hearing ' the gup gup', or gossip of the
place where they may happen to be. 1881 Mrs. Crokek
Proper Pride I. iv. 71 This occurrence was related. .as one
of the items of local 'gup'. 1884 Manch. Exam, n Nov.
8/2 The story . . rests on pure bazaar 'gup', as they say in
India.

t Gup, int. Obs. Also 6 goppe, grippe, 7 g'up,
guipp, guep. [? Contracted from go tip; cf. Gip

[

int.] a. A cry of anger or chiding addressed to a
horse, b. Anexclamation of derision, remonstrance,

I

or surprise ; often coupled with marry.
a 1519 Skelton Dyuers Balettys ii. 17 Spur vp at the

hynder gyrth, with, Gup, morell, gup. — Poems aest.
I

Garuesrhe ii. 36 Gup, gorbellyd Godfrey, gup, Garnysche,
gaudy fole. 1538 Bali! Thre Lawes 962 Goppe with a
vengeaunce, how comest thu so aloft ? 1546 J. Hevwood
Prov. (1867) 43 Gup with a galde backe gill, come vp to
supper. 1598 E. Guilpin Skial. (1878) 44 Mary and gup I

haue I then lost my cap? 1604 Dekker Honest Wli. viii.
Wks. 1873 II. 50 Mary gup, are you growne so holy? 1622
Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Atf. 1. 101 Marry g'up
with a murraine. 1631 P. Fletcher Sicelides Poems
(Grosart) III. 80 Modestie? marry guipp: these are your
modest creatures! 1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens
(1713) II. No. 56. 99 Marry guep ! how tender-credited our !

r nend is

!

t Gur. Min. Obs. [a. medX. g»r, perh. a. G.
jguhr ferment (used by later mineralogists with I

different sense : see Guhr).] (See quots.)
1686 Plot Stajfordsh. 160, I take it to be the Gur of the

Adeptists, i.e. the matter of Metalls before it be coagulated
into a Metallic form. . . It might be the Gur of Lead. [1739
Kromell Mineralogia vi. 6 En s&dan silfwahaltig hwit
bergmiolk eller gur metallicum utflot ahr 1696.] 1753
Chambers Cyel. Supp., Gur, a word used to express a fluid
matter looking like milk, but reduced sometimes, by evapora-
tion, to the consistence of honey, and appearing in form of
a white sediment. It always contains more or less silver,
and is common in the mines of Sweden, and in some other
places.

Gur, variant of Goor, a coarse Indian sugar.
Gurab, obs. form of Grab siA
Gurchen, rare obs. form of Gherkin.
Gurd, obs. form of Gird, Gourd 1.

Gurdel, -il, obs. forms of Girdle s6A
Gurdfish, variant of Garfish.
Gurdle, dial, variant Girdle sb?
tGure, a. Obs. Also 3 girre. [f. OE. gor

:

Gore.] In phr. On (a) gnre Mode : in or with
gore. Cf. A-gore-blood and Gore-blood 2.
a 1225 Juliana 28 Euch dunt defde into hire liche bat ha

al bijet on gure blode. 21240 Wohunge'mCott. Hom.iZi
\\ hi blisfule bodi streamed on a Girre blod.

Gurfish, variant of Garfish.
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Gurge (gvxdz), sb. rare. Also gorge, [ad.

L. gurges abyss, whirlpool.] A whirlpool {lit.

andy?£". ; Her. — Gcrgeh b.

1667 .Milton /'. L. xii. 41 The Plain, wherein a black
bituminous gurge Boiles out from under ground, the mouth
of Hell. 1730-6 Bailey (folio^, Gurge, a Whirl-Pool. 1820
Kkats Hyperion 11. 28 Horribly convulsed With sanguine,
feverous, boiling gurge of pulse. 1868 Cissans Her. vii.

{1882) 116 Gorge, or Gurge, . . a whirlpool. . . This Charge
covers the entire Kield, and is blazoned Argent and Azure.
1893 M. Field Underneath Bough 9 Life's a tortured,
booming gurge.

Gurge (g#id£ , v. [f. L. gurges whirlpool.]

fl. trans. To turn into a whirlpool.
1523 Ld. Bkrnlrs Froiss. I. i. 1 All great ryuers are

gurged. .of diners surges and sprynges of water.

2. intr. To make a whirlpool, to swirl, surge.

Also GuTging///. a.

1578 Mirr. Mag., Sigeberl xiv, In gurging gulfe of these
such surging seas. 1893 Daily News 28 Jan. 3/ 1 The water
rises uponegurging mass of white foam. "1897 F. Thompson
.\cw Poems 73 At all gates the clangours gurge in, God's
paludament lightens, see !

Gurgeons (giridganz , sb. pi. Now dial.

Forms: a. 5- gurgeous, (7 gurgin, 7-8 gur-
gians, 8 -ins, 9 -ens\ p. 7 grudgeons, -ions,
-ins, grugings, 9 grudgings, 7- grodgeons.
[Cf. F. gmgeons lumps of crystalline sugar in

;
brown sugar, formerly also (in Cotgr.) ' the smallest
or most writhen fruit on a tree' ; connected with

;

grugerio crunch.] Coarse meal ; the coarse refuse

from flour
; pollards.

a. a 1483 Liber Niger in Ifouseh. Ord. (1790) 69 Not to
boult it [the flour] soe sore uppon the gurgecnes of branne.
1577 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877) '• *54 The lj,'an
(usuallie called gurgeons or pollardl. 1688 R. Hol.mk
Armoury in. 317/1 Bakers Terms in their Art. Gurgin, or
Bran. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Pityron, Bran, Gurgeons,
the refuse of Ground Wheat. 1787 Winter Syst. Hush. 229
Gurgiaus, which is nearly, if not equally as nutritive as
barley-meal, and much cheaper. 1844 W. Barnks Poems
Dorset Dial. Gloss., Gitrgcns, pollard, coarse flour. 1855
Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 724/2 Meal .. is separated into
flour .. seconds, middlings, and even thirds; then bines,
boxings, sharps, guigeons, scuftings, pollards, .and bran.
£. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 564 Courser grodgeons for

brown bread. i6ii Cotc;r., Annonc,. .meslin, or grudging
;

the come whereof browne bread is made for the meynie.
1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid ofMill i\\. iii, You that
can deal with G(r]udgins and coarse floure. 1655 Moufet
& Bennet Health's Dnprov. (1746) 379 Bread mingled of
Meal and Grudgins. 1847-78 Halliwell, Grttdgings,
pollard ; fine bran. North. 1881 Lcicestersh. Gloss. s.v.
Meal, Sharps or grudgeons.

Gurges (g&'id&iz). Also 7 gorges, 9 dial,

gurgise. [a. L. gurges whirlpool] A whirlpool,
gulf; dial, a pool, pond.
1664 Cotton Scarron. i. 19 Here a Boat kicking on the

Surges, And there one sinking in a Gurges. i668/'/iit. Trans.
III. 633 There may be a very Low Ebb, though no High-
Spring, which they terme an Out-let or Gurges of the Sea,
1875 Sussex Gloss., Gurgise, a fish-pool ; lake or pond.

b. Her. A charge consisting of a spiral of two
narrow bands, intended to represent a whirlpool,
and blazoned argent and azure.
1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry 19 A Gurges, or Whirlpoole

proper, by the name of Gorges, here the Field is not named
at all, by reason it doth fill up all the vacuity of the Field,
and is always Azure and Argent, the proper colour of water.
1823 in Crarb TechnoL Diet.

tGurgitate, v. Obs. rare- , [f. L. gttrgi-
tai-, ppl. stem of gurgitdre: see next.] Ingur-
gitate v. 1.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Gurgitate, to swallow or devoure.

Gurgitation (gwd^it/i-Jan). [ad. late L.
*gurgitdtion-em, n. of action f. gurgitdre to engulf
(gurgitdlus 'gorged', in Du Cange), f. gurgit-

y

gurges whirlpool. Cf. ingurgitation, regurgita-
,

Hon.]

tl. Swallowing; guzzling; = Ingurgitation.
1542 Eoorde Dyctary ix. (1870) 250 A surfet is taken as

well by gurgytacyons or to moche drynkynge, as it is taken
by epulacyon. 1658 Phillips, Gurgitation, an ingulphing,
or swallowing up.

2. Surging or whirling up and down; ebullient
motion.
1864 Spencer Illust. of Progress 417 The distribution

of crude nutriment is by slow gurgitations and regurgitations.
1879 H. James Confidence ix. The gurgitation of the waves
grew deeper to his ear. 1881 Geikie Geol. Si: in Macnt.
Mag. Oct. 431 The water sank in the funnel, and the same
restless gurgitation was resumed.

Gurgiting (gy'idgitin), vbl. sb. Falconry, [f.

L. gurgit-dre (taken in sense of ingurgitdre to
gorge) : see prec] (See quots.)

_
1615 Latham Falconry Terms. Gurgiting is when a Hawke

is stuft or suffocated with any thing, be it meat or other-
wise. 1686 Blome Gentl. Recreat. 11. 62 Gurgiping [tic;
hence prob. the corrupt forms Gurgipting, gurgypting, in
18th c. Dictionaries], 1891 Harting Bibl. Accipitr, 223
Gurgiting, choking with too large a mouthful.
fGurgitive, a. Obs. rare~°. [irregularly f.

L - pv&t-i gurges whirlpool.] < Belonging to a
Gulph or stream ' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Gurgle Cgo-ig'l), sb. [f. Gurgle v. Cf. the
parallel forms cited there.]

fl. =Gargle j£. 1. Obs.
1562 Bulleyn Def agst. Sickness, Coupon/ids (1579) 35 b,

GURGLING.
I A Gargarlzme or washing Gurgle, for the Mouth and
1 Throate.

2. The action or an act of gurgling ; the noise
made by liquid escaping intermittently from a
vessel, of a stream flowing over a stony bed. etc.

1757 W. Thompson Bower 26 Flow, flow, 'thou Crystal!.
Rill, With tinkling gurgles fill The Mazes of the Grove
1831 CARLVLE Sari. Fes. .1858' 9 A gurgle of innumerable
emptying bumpers, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. viii. 59 Streams
.

.
plunged into the depths of the ice, flowed under it with

hollow gurgle. 1879 R. H. Elliot Writtenon Forehead I.

119 The gurgle made by the pebbles of the shingle as they
roll ceaselessly to and fro. 1897 Blackmore in Btackzv.
Mag. Sept. 362 The light itself .seemed to come in gurgles.

b. A guttural sound such as is produced by
irregular emission of air from the throat, gargling,
or the like.

1862 Shirley Nug;e Crit. vi. 239 The rich gurgle of the
peesweet. 1865 Cablyle Fredk. Gt. vi. ii. 41872) II. 140
He .. gasped some gurgle of a sound like ' Osnabriick '.

1869 Trollope He knew xxiv. (,1878) 136 There came a faint
sound as of an hysterical sob, and then a gurgle in the
throat.

Gurgle (gi>JgM
, v. Also 6 gurgull. [Parallel

forms are Du., MLG. gorgekn, G. gurgeln (Sw.
gargla, Da. gurgle, prob. horn LG.) to gargle, and
It. gorgogliare to gargle, bubble up, boil, rattle,

Pg- gurgulhar to gush out, bubble, perh.:—!..
*gurgulidre, f. gurgulio gullet, which appears to
be the origin ot the cogn. sbs. Du. gorget, OIIG.
gurguld (MHG., G. gitrgel) and Pr. gorgolh.
Whether the Eng. word is a direct adaptation of
any of those vbs. or is a native echoic formation is

not clear. Cf. Gargle, Guggle.]
fl. intr. = Gargled. Oh*
1563 Bulleyn Def. agst. Sickness, Compounds (1579) ^sb,

marg. A gargarizme to gurgull in the mouth and throate.
1611 Florio, Gargareggiare, to gargari/e, to gurgle.

2. Ot water or other liquid : To flow in a broken
irregular current, with intermittent low noises, as
water from a bottle, or a stream among stones.
[''1635: see Glrl i>. 2. J 1713 Roue Lady Jane Grey u.i.

Wks. 11720) 33 Neverceasing Waters .. That purl and gurgle
o'er their Sands for ever. 1789 Burns To Mary in Heaven
iii, Ayr gurgling kiss'd his pebbled shore. 1821 Keats
Isabella xxvii, Where Arno's stream Gurgles through
straighten'd banks. 1840 Dicklns Barn. Fudge lix. He.

.

sent the wine gurgling down his throat. 1894 Sala London
up to Date ii. 32 Rare hocks that gurgle in the glass when
poured out.

b. transf. To make a noise as of liquid issuing
from a bottle, bubbling, or the like ; to utter inter-

mittent guttural sound's.

1770 Mason Eng. Garden in. 487 She will plain, and
gurgle, as she goes, As does the widow'd ring-dove. 1857-8
Sears Athan. n. xi. 240 Paul is so full of this thought, that,
whenever he touches upon the theme, his language gurgles
from his lips. 1880 Jekiekies Gt. Estate vii. 13 ? The
cuckoo began to lose his voice; he gurgled and gasped, and
cried *cuck—kuk—kwai— kash '. 1892 Sunday Mag. June
425/1 Baby isjying in mother's lap, crooling and gurgling.

3. trans. To utter with gurgling sounds. Also,
To gurgle down : to swallow with a gurgle.
1814 Cary Dante, Inf. vn. 128 Such dolorous strain they

gurgle in their throats. 1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy
I, 314 Gurgling down the glutinous calipa>h. 1831 Carlyle
Sart. Fes. 1. iii, He gurgled-out his pursy chuckle of a
cough-laugh. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes I. ix. 96 'A
mother's bl-1-essings go with you ', gurgled the lady. 1865
J. Thomson Sunday up Fiver xi. iii, When your voice has
gurgled the last sweet note.

Gurglet (g^-iglet). rare. [f. Gurgle sb. +
-et.] A tiny whirlpool.
1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 9 Thou mayest be carried

about like a float on a fishing-line, the whirligig of every
gurglet in the stream.

Gurglet, variant of Goglet 1.

Gurgling (g^-iglirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gurgle v.+
-ING 1.J The action of the vb. Gtrgle ; the noisy
intermittent flowing of liquid as from a narrow-
necked bottle, etc.

1814 Southey Roderick Poet. Wks. 1838 IX. 52 The con-
stant fall Of water its perpetual gurgling made. 1847 Alh.
Smith Chr. Tadpole xii. (1879) 112 In the gurgling of tall

bottles . . there is much music. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc.
IX. 192 The act of swallowing was imperfectly done, the
patient taking cautious .sips, and there being pharyngeal
gurgling. 1880 Gilbert Pirates Penzance n, He loves to
hear the little brook a-gurgling. 1883 C. J. Wills Mod.
Persia 226 Camels have a habit of gurgling.

Gurgling (g^glin), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING ,ji

.J
That gurgles ; emitting a sound as of

bubbling liquid or purling water ; characterized

by gurgling.

1596 ? Spenser Thestylis 3 Gurgling sound Of Liffies

tumbling streames. 1614 Sylvester Bcthulid's Fescue x.

15 By some River's side Or gurgling Brook. 1631 Mar-be
tr. De Rojas" Celestiua (1894) xix. 266 Harken to the
gurgling waters of this fountaine. 1725 Pope Odyss.
xii. 361 Where a fountain's gurgling waters play, They
rush to land. 1764 J. G. Cooper Tomb Shaks. 12 The
nightingale . . ceas'd to float The gurgling notes of her
melodious woe. 1844 Dufton Deafness 79 On throwing
air into the tympanum through the Lustachian tube, a dis-

tinct gurgling noise was heard. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. North
(1857) I. 152 He pours the gurgling brandy down his throat.

1855 Longf. Hiaw. viii. 94 Whirled the birch-canoe m
circles, Round and round in gurgling eddies. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. III. 838 Rumbling and gurgling sounds in the
abdomen.
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Hence Gurglingly adv.,, with a gurgle.

1895 Mar. Cokelli Sorrows Satan i.\.(ed. 6) 103 ' Murder!

'

he whispered gurglingly.

Gurgly (ff^Jfti), a. rare. [f. Gurgle sb. + -y.]

Characterized by gurgling.

1894 R. Kipling Jungle Bk. 199 A gurgly rumbly voice.

t Gurgolion. Oh. rare — 1
, [ad. L. gurgulio,

-oncm, var. oi citrculio weevil.] A weevil.
L~i4ao Pallad. on Husb. 1. 485 This maner craft wol hold

out of thi whete Gurgolions and other noyis bestis.

Gurgoyl(e, variant of GaEGOTLB.
t Gurgulation. [ad. med.L. *gurgulation-em

(whence OF. gurgulacion), f. gurguldre (of echoic

formation) to gurgle.] Rumbling in the bowels.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 268 Whanne pou touchist it

[slphac] wib bi fyngir, it wole goo;i yn ajen. & sumtyme
it wole come a^en, it it wole make noon gurgulacioun. 1542
Boordk Dyctary xii. (1870' 267 It [miik] is not good for

them the whichehauegurgulations in the bely. 1649 Rllwer
Pathomyot. 11. ii. 128 A little retraction of the Midriff with-

out the manifest act of Gurgulation.

Gurgulet, obs, form of Goolet 1,

II Gurgulio. Obs. [L., - gullet, windpipe.]

The gullet ; trans/, appetite for food.
1630 Randolph A ristippus Wks. (1875) 32 His palate is

lost, and with it his gurgulio. 1651 —, etc. Hey/or Honesty
11. iv, ibid. 414 I'll cut your throats, and slit your impudent
gurgulios.

Gurgull, obs. form of Gurgle v.

Gurhofite girrlwfait). Min. [Named Gur-
hofian by Karsten, 1807 ! tr"s was altered by Jame-
son to Gurhofite ; from Gurhof in Austria, its

locality ; see -ite.] A variety of dolomite contain-

ing more than the normal amount of calcium.
[1814 T. Allan Min. Somen. 26 Gurhofian.] 1816 R.

Jameson .W//.(ed.2tII. 112 Gurhofite. Gurhofian, Karsten.
1892 Dana Min. 273 Gurhofian, or gurhofite; snow-white
and subtranslucent.

Gurjun (gv'id^n). Also gurjon. The native

name for a large tree of the East Indies and Phi-

lippine Islands. Dipteroearpus alatus, from which
and other species of Dipteroearpus a viscid balsamic
liquid is obtained, called gurjun balsam oxgurjun
oil, used as a varnish and medicinally.
1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade, Gurjun, an oleo-resin ; a thin

balsam or wood oil. 1876 HableV Mat. Med. .ed. 6) 702
Gurjun hnlsam resembles copaiba balsam. 1889 Tablet
16 Feb. 273<'i The gurjun oil which I brought is making a
manifest difference in his [father Damien's] face and hands.
1,892 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 384 The gray-stemmed gnrjuns
gleam like spectres. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II- 76 HilHs
speaks well of the gurjon oil treatment.

Hence G-urjunic (gtudgw'nik) a., in gurjunic
aeid (see quots.\
1876 Hari-ky Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 702 The resin contains a

little crystallisable gurgunic [sic] acid CkHbhOu, which
appears to be a hydrate of abietinic acid. 1886 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Gurjunic acid, Cs; H«4 O5 + 3 H., O. A crystalline

substance contained in the transparent semi-fluid resin left

after the distillation of the volatile oil from gurjun balsam.

Gurl (g»il), sb. Now Se. [Cf. Gurl v.] A
growl ; boisterous or rough weather.

1755 J. Shebbeake Lydia 1769) I. 85 A voice that was
rather a gurl, like an old hound gnawing a bone, than
a human sound. 1790 A. Wilson in Poems -V Lit. Prose
(1876) II. 84 Poor starvin' dogs Glower fierce wP hungry
gurle. 1826 Galt Last 0/ Lairds iv. 32 He had a pleasure
. . in gripping me by the coat-neck, and shaking me wi'

a gurl. x88o in D. H. Edwards Mod. Sc. Poets I. 325 He's
houfft till the gurl gaed past.

Gurl, a. Sc Also 6 gurll, gourl. [Cf. Gurl v.
;

also Grill a.] Of weather : Boisterous, rough.
1513 Douglas /Eueis yn. Prol. 58 For gurll [v.r. gourl]

weddir growyt bestis haire. 1719 Ramsay Fam. Ep. Answ.
iii. 27 When northern blasts the ocean shurl, And gars the
heights and hows look gurl.

Gurl (g^-d), v. Now.SV. Also 4 gurle. [Echoic;

cf. Grolling, Growl.]
1. intr. To rumble, growl ; (of the wind) to

roar. howl.
c 1380 WYci.iF.SVrw. Sel. Wks. II. 249 Asa mete in a man,

pat is not defied bifore, makib mannis bodi to gurle [v.r.

groule]. 11587 MascallC7(77'/. Cattle (1627) 62 The gurling or
rumbling in the belly, and noyse in his guts. 1791 A. Wilson
Pack in Poems <y Lit. Prose (1876) II. 33 Fearfu' winds
loud gurled. 1831-53 J. Ballantine in Whistle-Binkie (Scot.

Songs) Ser. n. 90 Whaur the rain fa's in floods, an' the
wind gurls chill. 1885 Standard 2 Apr. 5/2 They [sc. otter-

dogs] 'gurl' and fight amongst themselves.

1 2. = Gurgle v. 2. Obs. rare _l
.

IJut perh. gurled is a misprint for gurgled; if so this is

the earliest instance of Gurgle r>. 2.

l635 J- Hayward tr. Biondfs Banish'd Virgin 28 The
blood that at thy appearing gurled out of this wound, both
convicts thee, and requires at my hands Iustice.

Gurle, obs. form of Girl.

II Gurlet (gz>*-ilet). [F. gurlet, grelet.] ' A
pickaxe with one sharp point and one cutting-

edge' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1S75).

Gurly (gi>"jH), a. Sc. [f. Gurl sb. or v. + -y.]

1. Boisterous, stormy, rough.
17:8 Ramsay Edinburgh's Addr. to Country 3 Bare fields

and gurly skies Make rural scenes ungrateful to the eyes,
a 1803 Sir P. Spens xiv. in Child Ballads (1885) II. 2^/2
When the lift grew dark, and the wind blew loud, And
gurly grew the sea. 1854 H. Miller Sch. fy Schm. ii. (1857)

27 When gurly breezes blow. 188a G. Macdonalu Castle

Warlock xx. (1883) 122 It's a gurly nicht ; no a pinch o'

licht, an' the win' blawin' like deevils. 1803 Crockett
Stickit Minister 125 It was gurly weather.

2 Surly, cross, ill-humoured.
1721 Ramsav Cupid thrown into the South-Sea 13 The

god look'd gurly. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 77 Gurly
James, and his baronis braw. 1896 Stevenson Weir 0/
Hermiston viii. 246 Ye'Il have to look in the gurly face o'm.

Gurmand, obs. form of Gourmani-.

f Gurmander. v. Obs. rare- °. [app. irreg. a.

F. gourmander (the inf. form) or f. Goiuma>der]
= Goukmaxi) v.

1570 Levins Manip. 83/22 To Gurmander, abligurire.

Gurmandize, etc., obs. forms of Gormandize.
[Gurmie, spurious word in Diets. : see Gun-

nies.]

Gurmond, obs. form of Gourmand.
Gurmundist : see Gourmandist.
Gurnard (gy'-uiajd

, gurnet (garnet). Forms:
a. 4- gurnard ; also 5 gurnade, 5-6 gornard(e,
6 gurnerd, -arde, 6-7 gournard(e, 8 gronnard.
0. 7 gournet, -it, 7, 9 gurnet, 8 Sc. girnot, 9
gurnett. [Prob. a. some variant of F. grognard
grumbler (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.}, f. grogncr to

grunt (see Groin vX) ; of cognate etymology are

OK. gournaux pi. (1320 Du Cange s.v. Gornus)
early mod.F. grougnaut, gronau, gournauld, gour-
ncau (Cotgr., who gives the two first as ' Langue-
doc'), and perh. F. grenaut 'some large-headed
fish ' (Littre). For the sense cf. F. grondin gur-

nard, f. grander to grunt; also G. knurrhahn,
knurrfisch gurnard, f. knurren to grumble.]

1. One of the marine fishes of the genus Trigla or

family Triglid<e, characterized bya large spiny head
with mailed cheeks and three free pectoral rays.

The chief species are distinguished respectively as grey,
red (otherwise cuckoo-), lineated, streaked, French (or ?vck-),

sapphirine, and shining (or long-finned) gurnard.
n. 1314 in Wardr. Ace. Edw. It, 81/12, 4 gurnards, \id.

14.. Ordin. <5* Peg. Roy. Househ. (1790) 449 Therwith
brem de mere, and gurnade, and crabbes, and crevyse.

1467 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 391 Davy . . seithe he
paid . . for a gurnard, iiij.<r\ a 1500 Piers ofFullham 18 in

Hazl. E. P. P. II. 3 In stede of sturgen or lamprons, he
drawyth vp a gurnerd or gogeons. c 153* Du Wes Introd.
Fr. in Palsgr. 913 Gournardes, iumbes. 1620 Vknner Via
Recta iv. 73 The Gurnard .. some are red, and some grey.
a 1672 Willughhy Icthyogr. (1686) Table S 2 Cnculus g?i-
seus, gray Gurnard. Ibid., Cuculus Salv., Red Gurnard or

Rochet. 1694 Fai.le Jersey ii. 76 Another [fish] of a perfect

blood Colour, with a Head and Throat almost as big as the
rest of the Kody ; our Fishermen call it Gronnard, from the
grunting Noise it makes 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit.
III. 341 The Gronnard is so called from its grunting Noise,
when taken. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 40 The trivial

names of cuculus and Cuckoo Gurnard are said to have
been appropriated to this species [ Trigla cuculus] on ac-

count of the similarity of the sound which issues from this

fish, when taken out of the waters, to the note of the well-

known bird. Ibid. 41 The Sapphirine Gurnard. 'Trigla

hirundo. Ibid. 46 The Streaked Gurnard, French Gurnard,
and Rock Gurnard. Trigla Uneata. 1849 Kingsi.ey N.
Devon Misc. II. 278 To dine off gurnards of my own catch-

ing—excellent fish, despised by deluded Cockneys. 1895
'J. Bickerdvke ' Sea Fishing xiii. 413 Grey Gurnard, or
Hard-heads {Trigla gurnardus\ 1898 Morris Austral
F.tig. s.v., The original word Gurnard is retained in New
Zealand, and applied to the new species Trigla kumu.
8. x6n Florio, Grincio .. a Gournet, a Rotchet, or red

fish. 1615 Markham Pug. Houseiv. (1660) 67 Thus may you
. . stew Roches, Gurnets, or almost any sea fish or fresh fish.

168a Wheler Journ. Greece iv. 292 liarbouni, which I take
to be the same with our Gournits. ijg$Statist. Ace. Scott.,

Argylesh. XIV. 175 Laith, codling, seth, girnot, rock-fish.

1838 Dr. Johnston in Proc. Berw. Sat. Club I. No. 6. 170
The Gurnett or Crooner. 1843 Q. Rei>. Sept. 477 Turbot,
cod, ling . . gurnet . . and shad, abound on the coasts of Clare,

tb. Soused gurnet : a term of opprobrium.

Gurnets head: used allusively with reference to

the disproportionate size of the fish's head. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Hen. IV, iv. ii. 12 If I be not asham'd of my
Soufdiers, I am a sowc't-Gumet. 1599 Marston Sco. Vil-

lauic 11. vi. 200 His guts are m his braines, huge Iobber.

noule, Right Gurnets-head, the rest without a soule. 1606

Wily Beguiled Prol. A 2 b, Out, you soust gurnet.

2. Applied, with qualifications, to certain allied

genera, a. Yellow gurnard^ the gemmeous dra-

gonet, Callionymits lyra. b. Bearded g. t
the red

mullet, Mullus barbatus. e. Mailed or armed g.,

a fish of the family Peristediidie. d. Flying g.>

a flying fish of the family Cephatancanthidx or

Daetylopteridn1
: see also quots. 1S82 and 1S9S.

1704 Tyson in Phil. Trans. XXIV. 1749, I shall take

Liberty to call it the Yellow Gurnard. Ibid. 1750 In the
hinder Fin of the Back of the Yellow Gurnard there were
nine Radij ; in the Red Gurnard fourteen. 1803-3 tr. Pallas'

s

Trav. (1812)11.463 The bearded gurnard. 1836 Yarrell Brit.

Fishes I. 67 Armed Gurnard, Mailed Gurnard, Malarmat,
Peristedion Malarmat. Ibid. I. 297 Yellow Gurnard. 1882

Ogilvie, s.v., The flying gurnard is the T[rigla] volitans,

which inhabits the Mediterranean, Atlantic, and Indian
seas. 1898 Morris Austral Eng. s.v., The Flying Gurnet
is Trigla polyomtnata. .family Cottidx.

Gurne, dial, form of Girn.
Gurnell, obs. form of Girnel Se,

1612 Inv. Dean Castle in A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock I

308 Twa meikill meill gurnellsof aick.

Gurnet, variant of Garnet 4
, Gurnard.

Gurnetty (gy'-mett), a. rare. [f. gurnet Gur-
j

nard + -Y 1
.] Resembling a gurnard.

1872 Earl Pembroke & G. H. Kingslf.y S. Sea Bubbles
v. 121 Amongst the flocks were divers very gurnetty speci-

mens, the motion of whose pectorals was not nearly as pro-

nounced as in the real flying-fish.

t Gu'rnipper. New England. Obs. [CXGalli-
NIPPER.J (See quots.)

1634 W. Wood Seiv Eng. Prosp. 1. xi. '1865) 51 A Gur-
nipper..is a small blacke fly no bigger than a flea. 1674
Josselyn Voy. Seio Eng. 122 There is another sort of fly-

called a Gurnipper that are like our horse-flyes, and will

bite desperately.

Gurolite, variant of Gvrolite.

Gurr (gi>r), sb. Sc. [Echoic; cf. Garre v.] A
growl, snarl. So Gurr v. intr., to growl, snarl.

1814 Edin. Correspondent 15 Dec. ijam.\ The gurr of a
dog as if turning sheep. 1834 Pringle A/r. Sk. Proem
79 The panther round the folded flocks With stifled gurr is

prowling. 1859 J. Brown Rab «V F. (18621 34 He was aye
gur gurrin'.

H Gurrall (g»'ra). Anglo-Indian. [Hindi
gdrha.~\ A kind of plain coarse India muslin.

1727 A. Hamilton Sew Ace. E. Ind. I. xxxii. 393 These
manufactories are of . . Silk, and Silk and Cotton Romals,
Gurrahs and Lungies. 1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

Gurrell, mod. dial, form of Gorrel.
Gurrie, obs. form of Ghurky.
Gurry x (g»Ti). Now dial. Also 6 gyrre, 7

gurrie. Diarrhoea.

1523 FlTZHERB. Husbr% 70 But ye can not gyue your
draught oxe to moche meate. excepte it be the aftermath .

.

for that wyll cause hym to haue the gyrre. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 399 The leafe also is as venimous as the graine, yet

otherwlules there ensueth thereof a fluxe and gurrie of the

belly, which saves .. life. Ibid. II. 41 Either the leafe or

the seed of Siler . . staies the gurrie or running out of the

belly in 4 footed beasts. 1679 Coles, A gurry, alvus concita.

1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. s.v , I had a such a gurry on me as

if I hadn't eaten nothink of a fortnit.

Gurry 2 (g^'ri'- local. A hand-barrow ; a small

car or sledge.

1777 Horx Subsecivx (E. D. D.). 1848 C. A. Johns Week
at Lizard 52 The men are employed in carrying the fish in
' gurries ' (hand-barrows) to the cellar. 1853 Morton Cycl.

Agric. II. 723/2 Gurry (Devun , a thing for carrying apples,

carried by two men. 1881 Times 19 Jan. 10/6 Large
catches of sprats landed at St. Ives, the catches ranging up
to 30 gurries per boat.

b. Comb, gurry-butt dial., a dung-sledge.

1796 W. Marshall W. England I. 121 The 'Gurry-
butt

1

, or dung sledge, of Devonshire, is a sort of sliding

cart or barrow ; usually of a size proper to be drawn by one
horse. 1834 Brit. Hnsb. I. 167 For carrying hay, straw,

faggots, &c, a kind of car. .called . . gurry-butt, in Devon-
shire. 1867 in Spec. Eng. Dial. (1891J 36 My ould asneger
'II do vor put Into a little gurry-butt.

II Gurry a Cg^"ri)« Anglo-Indian. [Hindustani

a :l5 garhi, f. garh a hill fort.] A small native

Indian fort.

[1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$ P. 129 This Gur or Hill is

reckoned four Course up. Ibid. 144 Their Fortified Gurs
or Castles. Ibid. 165 Strong Gurrs, or Fastnesses upon the

Mountains.] 1786 Burke W. Hastings Wks. 1813 (4°) VI.

429 The Zemindars in four Pergunnahs are so refractory as

to have fortified themselves in their Gurries. 1825 W. Hamil-
ton Handbk. Terms, Gurry in the East Indies, a native

fortification, generally consisting of a wall flanked with

towers. 1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

Gurry 4 (g^'ri). Chiefly U.S. Whale-fishing.

The refuse from ' cutting-in* and (

boiling out' a

whale. Also, fish-offal, b. Comb., gurry-shark
(see quot. 1885).
1850 Scoresbv Ckert'er's Whalem. Adv. xiii. (1859) 183

Gurry is the term by which they call the combined water,

oil, and dirt that * cutting-in ' a whale leaves on deck and
below. 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. III. 76 The sleeper shark
Somniosus mhrocephala .. By the fishermen it is known as

ground-shark or gurry-shark, the word ' gurry' being a local

term for fish offal.

Hence Gurry v. trans., to foul with fish-offal.

{Cent. Diet.)

Gurry, obs. form of Ghurry.
Gurse, variant of Girsb Obs., girth.

14.. Vol. in Wr.-Wulcker 572/42 Cingulum, gurse.

Gurt (gi>Jt). dial. [?a. AF. gort: see Gorce.

The word occurs in FY. dialects (Beauce) with the

sense of trench, conduit (see Godef. s.v. gort).]

A trench or gutter, esp. in Mining.
1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. m. vi. (1810) 549 By reason

of a Gurt or Cleft Rock, made by the Sea. 1671 Phil.

Trans. VI. 2098 A heat, Gurt, or Trench. 1778 Pryce Min.
Cornub. 322 Gurt, a fret or channel made by great rain or

floods in a highway ; also a channel to carry off water from

one place to another for dressing of Copper Ore, Tin or the

like. 1841-71 G. P. R. Pulman Rustic Sk. 100 The dykes
or drains in Colyford Marsh are called ' gurts '—synonymous
with ' rlunes ' in the Somersetshire Levels.

Gurt, dial, form of Great.
Gurth, obs. form of Girth.
Gurts, obs. dial. pi. of Grit sb.2

Guru, variant of Gooroo, Gourou.
1870 Fug. Mech. 18 Mar. 656/3 Other, .names of the kola-

nut are ; Guru-nut, in Soudan.

Gusche, obs. form of Gush v.

Guse, obs. and Sc. form of Goose.

Gusestards: see Gustard.

Gush (g»J), sb. [f. Gush z>.]

1. The action or an act of gushing; a copious or

sudden emission of fluid ; a rush (of water, blood,
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tears) ; cotter, a quantity of fluid so emitted ; a tor-

rent of water, a Hood of tear?, etc.

c 1682 P. WaLKBR in Napier Life Viscount Dundee (1859)
I. 1. 157 When I saw his blood run, I wished that all the
blood of the Lord's .. enemies in Scotland had been in his

veins;.. I would have rejoiced to have seen it all gone out
with a gush. 1712 Steeli: Sped. No. 468 F 8 (Jiving him
. .one Gusli of1ears, for so many Bursts of Laughter. 1753
Borlase in Phil. Trams, XLVIII. 92 It fell as several
separate balls of fire ; but upon the house as a large gusli,

or torrent. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge 1 1859) 326 The.

.

gushes from the rudder swirl, .astern mellifluously. 1835-6
Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 238/2 The blood . . never flows with a
gush or per saltum. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. (18441 II.

xxxii. 4 Pardon this gush from a stranger's eyes. 1851
Mayne "Reid Scalp Hunt. xl.313 A red gush spurted over the
garments of the Indian. 1885-6 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.
cxlv. 6-7 A song fresh, free, constant, joyous, refreshing,
abundant, like the gush of a spring.

b. The rustling sound of wind among trees.

1866G. Macdonald •!««.(?. Neigftb, xii. 11878) 243 It[the
wind] rose with a slow gush in the trees.

2. transf andfig. A sudden and violent outbreak
;

a ' burst', a. Of physical phenomena : A gust or

rush of wind (now dial.)', a burst (of light, heat,

sound) ; a burst (of bloom).
1704 Collect, i'oy. (Churchilh III. 649/2 Violent gushes of

Wind. 1821 Clare Vill. ffiustr. II. 16 Till bursting
off it [a damm'd brook] plopt, In running gushes of wild
murmuring groans, a 1825 For by Foe. E, Anglia, Gush,
a gust of wind. 1840 Dickens Barn, Rudgt Ixxii, The
host of that tavern approached in a gush of cheerful
light to help them to dismount. 1849 Mi-skin Sez>. Lamps
vi. § 1. 162 A blue gush of violets, and cowslip bells in
sunny places. 1851 J). G. Mitchell Fresh Glean. Wks.
(1864) 323 A faint gush of a distant bugle-note came up
over the evening air. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879I '•

ii. 54 A gush of invisible radiant heat. 1892 Garden 27
Aug. 196 This is about the first gush of bloom.

b. Of feeling and its expression, of action, con-
dition, etc.

1715-20 Porn Iliad xxiv, 638 Each by turns indulged
the gush of woe. 1812 Landor Count Julian Wks. 1846 II.

512 The troubled dreams and deafening gush of youth.
1856 Emerson .£//£. Traits, Char. Wks. (Uohm II. 59 The
Saxon melancholy in the vulgar rich and po<>r appears as
gushes of ill-humour. 1874 L. Stephfn Hours in Library
(1892' I. iii. 1 10 There are more frequent gushes of sustained
rhetoric. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic 105 Gush on gush
of praise.

c. colloq. A whiff, smell.

1838 Dickens Old C. Shop vii, The gush of tobacco came
from the shop. 1859 Sai.a Gas-light <S- D. iv. 43 A gush of
fish, stale and fresh, stretches across Thames Street.

d. I",S. colloq. (See quot.)

1859 Baetlmt Diet. Amer., Gush, a great abundance.
A Texan would say, ' We have got a gush of peaches in our
neck of the woods .

3. colloq. Objectionably effusive or sentimental
display of feeling, esp. in verbal expression.
1866 Sat. Riff, 4 Aug. 137/2 Some romantic nonsense,

born of gush and the circulating library. 1869 Daily News
14 Dec, The book altogether is silly, and full of gush and
twaddle. 187a O. W. Holmes Poet Break/A. v. (1885) 124
He didn't go in

;

for sentiment. . .Gush was played out '.

Gush (g#f)j v. Forms: 4-5 gosshe, gusche,
6 gus(s)he. guszhe, gousshe, gowshe, 6- gush.
[ME. gosshe, gusche \ as the word is wanting in

OE. and the other Teut. langs., there is nothing
to forbid the supposition that it originated onoma-
topceically in ME. If it be of pre-English origin,

it must app. be a derivative with suffix k or sk
from the wk. grade of one of the Teut. roots

*geut- or *geus- (see below), in which case its

echoic expressiveness would be an accidental
development.
Thecurrent butphonologlcally untenable view is that the

word is an adoption of some one of the Scandinavian orLG.
words representing the Teut. root *geus- (igaus-i gus-\
several of which closely resemble it in sound and sense;
c£, for instance, ON.gidsa str. vb., to spurt, gush, mod.Icel.
gnsa a gush, gusa wk. vb., to gush, 'SlUw. goysen (Du. dial.
guisen, guizeu, goezen>, Du. gutscn, gudsen to gush. The
root *geus- (which does not occur in OE.> is usually
regarded as derived from pre-Teut. *gheud- tTeut. *geut- t

OE. giotan to pour : see Yktf. v., also Gote, Gut) + suffix

t, according to the phonetic law by which a dental -f- 1

became in OTeut. ss, simplified after a long vowel or
diphthong to j ; the wk. form gus- with single s being
developed analogically.]

1. intr. ' To flow or rush out with violence '

(J.)

;

to issue suddenly or in copious streams, as water
or other fluid when released from confinement,
blood from a wound, etc, Freq. with d<nvn

9 in,

forth, out, up.
e
ta 1400 Morte Art/t. 1130 Bothe be guttez and the gorre

guschez owte at ones, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1607 The water
..Gosshet through Godardys & other grete vautes. 1535
Covf.bdale Ps. lxxvii[U 16 He brought waters out of the
stony rocke, so that they gusshed out like the ryuers.— Acts i. 18 [He] hanged himself, and brast a sunder
in the myddes, and all his bowels guszhed out. 1585
T. Washington tr. Xicholay's Voy. n. xii. 47 The blacke
and Euxine Sea . . gusheth out through the mouth of
her wyth great vyolence intoo the Sea Ponticque. 1590
Spenser F. Q. \. i. 24 A streame of cole-black blood forth
gushed from her corse. 1644 Evelyn Diary 7 Nov.,
In the nave of the church gushes a fountain, a 1691
Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 176 Very exuberant springs, .issuing
from the tops of most of the other mountains, gushing
out in great spouts. 1727 S. Switzer Pract. Gard. u. vii.

57 The air gushes in with too great violence. 1718 Pont
Vol. IV.

Dune. 1. 2ii Then gush'd the tears. 1820 W. Irving Sketch
Bk, I. 52 He could not speak, but the tears gushed into
his eyes. 1838 Tiiirlwall Greece II. xv. 284 A hot
sulphureous spring gushes up in a copious stream. 1853
Kane Crinneli Fxp. xxvii. (1856) 220 A cloud of vapor
gushes out at every chink, i860 Tyndai.l Glac. 1. xxiii.

161 The rain at length began to gush in torrents.

% b. Taken as an echoic word.
*53° Palscr. 573/2, I gowshe, I make a noyse, as water

dothe that cometh hastely out. . . Herke howe this water
goussheth with strykynge agaynst the stones: eseoutez
comment ccste eaue bruyt, or grondelle en lieurlant contre
ces picrres.

2. transf and Jig. To issue, emanate, or be
emitted copiously. Often directly_/%>*.

1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 82^2 To
stop vp the spring, from whense all the cnuious suspicions
gushed. 1638 F. Junius Paint, of Ancients 16 Their
Poems gushing forth as out of a plentifull water-spring.
a 1718 Rowi- Royal Convert IV, i. Wks. (17201 61 The native
Greatness ofmy Spirit fails, Thus melts, and thus runs gush-
ing thro' my Eyes. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 1. 134 For me,
Health gushes from a thousand springs. 1826 M us. Brown-
ing Ess. Mind, Wisdom's music from thy lips hath gush VI.

1852 Hawthorne Wonder-Bk. % Paradise Children (1879)
00 Sweet voices of children, . .gushing out in merry laughter.
1856 Bryant Poems, Antiq. Freedom ii, Wavy tresses gush-
ing from the cap. i860 Kincsi.ey Misc. I. 366 As for his

tenderness .. it gushes forth toward every creature, i860
Tyndall Glac. \. wiii. 125 The sunlight gushed down upon
the heights.

3. Of a person, parts of the body, etc. : To have
a copious flow of blood, tears, etc. ; also with
out, forth. Const, with, f of in, into 'tears,

blood, etc/.

1530 Palscr. 57,; 2 Sodaynly his nose gousshed out of
blood. 1535 Coyekpale Ps. cxviii, [cxix.] 136 Myne eyes
gusshe out with water. 1561 Hist. Jacob $ 12 So?ts (Collier)

24 She., smit her nose that gushed all in blood. 1612
N. Field Woman is a Weathercock 1. ii. C 4 b, Gush eyes,
thumpe hand, swell heart, Buttons tlie open. a 1617
P. BaYNE Lectures ( 1634) 249 Whose eyes would not have
gushed out? 1631 Weever Auc. Funeral Mou. 254 Gush-
ing uut with teares, he said [etc.]. 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1883) I. 335 My dear father, nut able to contain himself, .

.

gushed out into a flood of tears. i8n Ora <y Juliet iv. 63
His nose pushed out with blood. 1821 Keats Isabella xvi,

Why were they proud ? Because their marble founts Gush VI

with more pride than do a wretch's tears? a 1845 Hoon
Desert-Born xvii, My nostrils gush'd, and thrice my teeth
had bitten through my tongue. 1874 L. Stephen Hours
in Library (1892) I. vii. 238 He. .suddenly gushed forth in

streams of wondrous eloquence.

4. trans. 'To emit in a copious effusion '

[J.).
Also with out.

i553 Bradford Serin. Repent. (1574) Eivb, We baue
gushed out this geare more aboundantly in word and deede.
c 1575 Fclke Confui. Doctrine Purgatory (1577) 367 He
gusheth out nothing but bragging and faceing. 1635
Heylyn Hist. Sabbath (1636' 11. 216 It [sc. a cake] gushed
out blood. (11656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (16601 107 Davids
eyes gusht out rivers of waters. 1756 Mason Ode to Memory
16 Poems(i764) 17 Else vainly soft, .would flow The soothing
sadness of thy warbled woe:. .Vainly. .The vine gush nectar.
and the virgin bloom. 1821 Keats Isabella xv, His ears
gush'd blood. 1850 Btackw. Mag. Sept. 255/2 Marble wash-
hand basins gushing water mysteriously at the touching
of a spring. 1898 G. Mekedith Odes Fr. Hist. 76 They
were Ready to gush the flood of vain regret.

5. intr. (colloq.) To act with impulse or effusive-

ness of manner ; to give verbal expression to feel-

ings or opinions in an over- effusive, exaggerated,
or sentimental fashion. Also trans, with quoted
words as obj.

1864 Webster, Gush. .2. To act with a sudden and rapid
impulse. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy I. 91, I go to bed,
feeling rather small, as one who has gushed, and whose gush
has not feen welcome to the recipient. 1883 Miss Braddon
Gold. Calf vii, ' Yes. and you saw much of each other, and
you became heart-friends ', gushed Miss Wolf. 1887
Rcskin Pr&terita II. 119 There were few things he
[Turner] hated more than hearing people gush about par-
ticular drawings.

Gush {gvD, adv. [f. Gush v.] With a gush.
In quots. quasi-//;A as an echoic word.
1608 TOURNKUR Rev. Trag. v. i. Wks. 1878 II. 132 He

that dyes drunke falls into hell fire like a Bucket o' water,
gush, gush ! a 1845 Hood Compass x, When, gush! a flood
of brine came down The sky-light—quite a fountain.

Gusher {ffrpi). [f. Gush v. + -erI.] One
who or that which gushes.

1. One who is over-effusive or sentimental in the
expression of opinion or feeling.

1864 E. Yates Broken to Harness vi, The enthusiastic
gusher who flings his or herself upon our necks, and insists

upon sharing our sorrow. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal
\. viii. 234 ' That is too lovely ', urged the gusher. 1892
Chamb. Jml. 7 May 292/1 You are no impulsive gusher.

2. U.S. A gas-well or oil-well from which the

material flows profusely without pumping.
1886 Pall Mall G. 13 Oct. 6/1 TagiefTs ' gusher ' beats out

and out every previous record in the oil regions of the two
hemispheres. 189a Har/>e*s Mag. May 906/2 In South
Dakota .. there are already more than 50 high-pressure
wells or ' gushers ' as they call them there.

Gushet, Sc. form of Gusset.
Gushing (gz'-Jirj), rid. sl>. [f. Gush v. +

-INC. 1.]

1. Violent or copious outflow of water, tears,

blood, etc. Also with forth, out.
C1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 437 As ;if hevene of oon

cloiulc sende gushyng of watir & ouerflowede som erbe.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 170 The gus-ingout of blood of the
nose. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 62 By the gushing of the
sea between, it was plucked from it, and left a Firth.
a 1750 A. Hill Reconciliation Wks. 1753 III. 59 As I nus'd
my eyes, their balls struck fire, And watery gushings wept
the rash desire. 183a Tennyson Lotos-Paters 31 To him
the gushing of the wave Far far away did seem to mourn
and rave On alien shores, a 183s Mrs. Hemans Dreaming
Child Poems (1875) 458 First gushings of the strong, dark
rivers flow.

fig. 1800 Wordsw. Brothers 407 A gushing from his
heart, that took away The power of speech. 1840 R. M.
M'Cheynk in Mem. 11872) 363 The gushings of affection.

2. colloq. Extravagant display of feeling or sen-

timent.

1890 Atlwnxum S Mar. 302/3 The story would be nothing
without all the gushing between the brothers.

r

Gushing [gvjirj), pph a. [f. Gush v. + -ING 2
.]

That gushes.

1. Flowing or issuing with violence or in copious
streams.

1583 Stanvhurst sEneis 11. i.Vrb.) 60 And liefe with the
gushing bloodshed to the gods he released. 1590 Spenser
/•'. Q. 1. xi. 22 A gushing river of blacke gory blood. 1640
Lithgow [title) The Gushing Teares of Godly Sorrow.
1667 Milton /'. L. xi. 447 He fell, and deadly paleGroand
out bis Soul with gushing blood efTus'd. cj.709 Prior
Caliimachus y Hymn to Jupihr 36 Adown the mount the
gushing torrent ran. 1832 W. Irving Alkamhra I. 7 . Her
gushing fountains nr.d perennial stream-,. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Radge Ixxviii,

;

Yes, triumph', she cried, with her
whole heart and soul in her earnest voice and gushing
tears. 1869 Phillips I 'csuv. iii. 92 The fluid mass no longer
issued in a continual and gushing stream.

2. Emitting fluid copiously, rare.

1717 Pope Eloisa 35 My gushing eyes o'erflow. 1725--
Odyss. v. 413 From bis nostrils wide, And* gushing mouth,
effused the briny tide. 1815 Ilortcnsia v. v, Fled is her

. spirit thro' the gushing wound.

3. transf Teeming.
1819 Hvron Juan 1. 124 When the showering grapes In

Hacchanal profusion reel to earth Purple and gushing.
1823 — Island 1. ii, The gushing fruits that nature gave
untill'd.

4. fig. Effusive, overflowing, displaying or mani-
festing itself impulsively.
1807 Woiinsw. White Doe vii. in By her gushing

thoughts subdued She melted into tears. 1838 Fvtton
Alice 51 The gushing fondness, .which should have charac-
terised the love of such a mother to such a child. 1856
Mrs. C.\KVii.KLett. II. 297 Never such gushing affluence of
imagery !

b. In depreciatory sense : Given to or character-

ized by ; gush', marked by effusive display of

feeling or sentiment, colloq.

1864 Frasers Mag. Nov. 627 Donald did not belong to
what, in the slang of translated Cockneys, is called the
(Jushing School. 1865 Miss Braddon Only a Clod i. S
A gushing damsel of thirty-five. 1877 Black Green Past.
xviii, To hear the confessions of this gushing young creature.

1878 SEELEY Stein III. 37 The Emperor Alexander . . was
received with a gushing speech by the Superintendent
Gusevius.

Hence GirshingTy adv., Oushingness.
1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. Ixxi, Parent of rivers, which flow

gushingly. 1859 Sat, Re:: 19 Feb. 220/2 This is. in some
degree attributable to her gushingness. 1865 Miss Hhaddon
iS/r Jasper xiv, The gushingly spontaneous trifter she was
wont to he. 1870 K. B. Brouch Marston Lynch ii. 13 She
seizes [him] .. gushingly, by the arm. 1871 M. Collins
Mrq. fy il/erch. II. vm. 223 Young ladies had. .been apt to
show th'.;y.selves gushingly affectionate.

Gusliy (g»\fi), a. [f. Gush sb. + -x V] In-

clined to, or characterized by, 'gush'.
1889 in Century Diet. 1893 Strand Mag. VI. 627/2 Not

one of these inscriptions can be characterized as gushy or'

foolishly sentimental.

Gusing, Sc. form of goosing (s.v. Goose v.).

Gusle, obs. form of Guzzle v.

Gusling, obs. form of Gosling.
c 1475 Pict. Voc. In Wr.-Wtilcker 760/35 Hie anccrutus, a

guslyng.

Guss, obs. Sc. form of Goose.
Gussehelle, van Jussel Obs.

Gussel, obs. form of Gtzzle v.

Gusset (gz?*set). Forms : 5-7 gussett(o, 6

gossette, 8 gussit, 7 gousset (also 9 Hist, in

sense 1), 5- gusset, p. Sc. 5, 9 guschet, 7, 9
gushet, 8 gooshet. [a. OF. gouchet, gousset

(13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), app. f. gousse shell of

nuts, etc. = It. guscio.]

1. In a suit of mail, a piece of flexible material

introduced to fdl up a space at the joints between

two adjacent pieces of mail.

1412-20 I.vdg. Chron. Troy in. xxii. 1 1513) N ij b, Apayre
gussettes on a pety cote, c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 63
A rycht straik Wallace him gat that tyd : In at the guschet
brymly he him bar. 1497 WillofSympson (Somerset Ho.),

A paire of gussettes a folde & a Standard of Mayle. 1500
Nottingham Rec. III. 72, i jak, 1 peyr de gossettes. 1653
Urquhart Rabelais 1. xln. 137 The gussets of his armour
under the arm-pits. 1824 Meyrick Auc. Armour II. 104

Instead of gussets to protect the armpits, circular plates are

attached by points which are tied at their centre. 1874
JiovTF.iA. Arms fy Arm. x. 197 Goussets of mail were worn
at the joints.

2. A triangular piece of material let into a gar-

ment to strengthen or to enlarge some part, esp.

in order to afford ease in movement, t Scent of
gusset', smell of the armpits.
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.-1570 Pride <y Lowl. (1841) 35 The woman and the wench
were clad in russet .. worne so very neere, That ye might
see cleane through both sleeve and gusset The naked skinm.-.

1580 Hoi.i.YBAND Treas.Fr. Tong, Gousset . .d'vnc chemise,
.. the gusset of a shirte. 1688 K. Holme Armoury 1. 108 2
Gusset, a thing belonging to a Shirt or Shift. 1690 Evelyn
Mund. Muliebr. 9 Essence rare . . to repel, When Scent of
Gousset does rebel. 1723 I.ond. Gaz. No. 6150/3 A white
freat Coat, . . with two Gussits in the Shoulder-Seam. 1843
[ood Song Shirt iii, Seam, and gusset, and band, band,

and gusset, and seam. 1878 Lady Herbert tr. Hubner's
Ramble II. vi. 350 The gussets of his waistcoat. 1880
Plain Hints Needlework 63 The neck gusset of a gentle-
man's shirt is sometimes made the shape of an isosceles
triangle.

b. The 'clock' of a stocking. Sc,
1685 Lintoun Green (1817) 12 (E. D. D.) He'd flame-like

gushets, to his thighs Half up, on stockings blue. 1724
Ramsay Generous Gent, ii, Silken hose with gooshets fine.

C. //. The flexible sides of a pair of bellows.

d. An elastic insertion in the side of a boot.
1861 Our Eng. Home 130 The gussets [of bellows in the

16th c] fastened with trefoil bullion-headed nails, were
made of scarlet velvet. 1881 Daily News 17 Jan. 3/3 The
inquiry for gussets shows no improvement.
3. transf A triangular piece of land.
1650 Fuller Pisgah i. 34 Which gore, or gusset of ground,

was called Apherema, that is, a thing taken away, because
parted from Samaria, and pieced to Judea. [1667 in N.
Mitchell Hist. Bridgeivater (Mass.) 1840I 69 A piece of
common land between the lots in form like a gussett.]
1825 80 Jamieson, A gusduf 0' land, a narrow intervening
stripe ; a small triangular piece of land .interposed between
two other properties. [1871 Alexander Johnny Gibb xlii,

A gushetie o' finer Ian' there is not upo' the place.]

4. Her. An abatement formed by a line drawn
from the dexter or sinister chief to a central point
from which the line is continued perpendicularly
to the base of the escutcheon. (Cf. Gore sb. 1

4.)
156a Leigh Annorte (1597) 72 b, Hee beareth Argent, two

Gussets Sable . . If he be too letcherous, the Gusset on the
right side : If he commit Idolatrie to Bacchus, then the
gusset on the left side. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. \ Hi.

1660) 45. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry 11. vii. 78 The gusset
was proper for Reuben.

5. techn. A * bracket ' or angular piece of iron

fixed at the angles of a structure to give strength

or firmness.

18.. W. Fairhairn* in Vre Diet. Arts{i%$-$) I. 213 Gussets,
when used, should be placed in Hues diverging from the
centre uf the boilers, and made as long as the position of
the flues and other circumstances in the construction will

admit. 1879 W. H. White in Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV.
363/2 The principal transverse frames are made up of
* gusset' or ' bracket '-plates instead of plates lightened by
holes.

6. attrib., as gusset-armour
; gusset (bracket

-plate, stay — sense 5 ;
gusset needle Knitting,

one of the two side needles used in knitting the
foot of a stocking.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxvii. 173 *Gushet-armour for
the armpits. 1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. i. 13 All that
was done to her was to refasten the 'gusset bracket-plates
at her beam ends. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 332/1 When the
left hand side *gusset needle is reached knit the eighteen
stitches that were picked up from the side. 1883 Philol.
Soc.^ Trans. Monthly Abstr. 21 Dec. ill. iv, ^Gusset-plate,
in girder-work, from gusset in needlework. 1887 D. A. Low
Machine Draw. {1892) 12 One form of boiler stay, called
a ' *gusset stay '. . . The stay or gusset plate is i of an inch
thick.

Hence Gusseted a., having a gusset or gussets;

Gu sseting vbl. sb., insertion or making of gussets

;

also cotter. , a gusset.
1883 Daily Neius 24 Sept. 2/6 Gussettings are as much

• neglected as ever; and only a revolution in fashion in the
character of boots worn can effect any substantial revival.

1883 Washington Evening Star 31 Oct. 3/6 The gusseted
feet [of stockings] in colors. 1888 Besant Fifty Y, Ago vi. 91
Everybody knew that every girl in the place was always
making, mending, cutting-out, basting, gusseting, trimming,
turning, and contriving.

Gussie (g»*si). Sc. and north. Also 9 goossy,
guisie, gissy. geassy. [Cf. Norw. gosse pig
(Aasen).] A pig, swine, t The gussis croo, i. e.

the pig-stye, used jocularly as if the name of a con-
stellation.

15.. King Berdok 3 in Laing Anc. Pop. Poetry 269 Quhen
Phebus rang in sing of Capricorn And the mvne wes past
the gussis cro. 1818 Hogg Broivnie Bodsbeck, etc. II. 331
She didna only change me intil an ill-faurd he-sow, hut
guidit me shamefully ill a' the time I was a goossy. 1893
Northumbld. Gloss., Geassy, a pig. 1895 Crockett Men
of Moss Hags \ii A great fat gussie o' a loon they ca' Jock
Wabster.

Cussing, obs. form of Gushing.

Gust (gyst), sb.^ Also 6 guste. [app. a. ON.
gttst-r, related to giosa to gush or giota to pour
(see Yete v.). The late appearance of the word,
however, causes some difficulty. Possibly it may
have been preserved in nautical or dialectal use.]

1. A sudden violent rush or blast of wind ; + for-

merly often in less restricted sense, a wind-storm,
a whirlwind.
1588 Shaks, Tit. A. v. iii. 69 A flight of Fowle, Scattred

by windes and high tempestuous gusts, c 1600 — Sonn.
xiii, The stormy gusts of winters day. 161a Dekker//;V
be not good Wks. 1873 III. 293 A blacke Gust is comnung :

vp a-low-there hey : A young-man vp toth Top-mast-head,
and looke-out. 1643 Howell Parables reflecting on Times
15 An Haraucana, that Indian gust. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late

518

Voy. I. 157 A great gust of Wind at N.W. with Rain.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time 11. (1724) I. xio By some easterly
gusts the ship was cast away near Berwick. 1748 Anson's
i'oy. in. v. 334 A sudden gust of wind brought home our
anchor. 1756 Franklin in Phil. Trans. LV. 187 Hence
gusts after heats, and hurricanes in hot climates. 1823
Scott Pei'eril xx, The wind . . began to rise in gusts frum
the north-west. 1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav.
x. 124 The gust accompanied by thunder returned periodi-
cally. 1843 Lever J. tUnion ii, The wind swept in long
and moaning gusts along the bleak pier. 1893 Law Times
XCV. 104/2 On the day of the occurrence the wind was
somewhat strong, coming in gusts.

b. A burst or gush
v
of water or rain).

1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. x. 33 Land-flouds,
fatte Riuers and Gusts of water. 1697 Dryden Mneid v.

19 What Gusts of Weather from yon gathering Cloud. 1817
Coleridge Sibyll. Leaves (1862) 170 The gust pelting on
the out-house shed Makes the cock shrilly in the rainstorm
crow. 1841 James Brigand ii, The heavy rain dashed in
gusts against the clattering casements. 1870 Dickens E.
Drood ii, The giant elm-trees as they shed a gust of tears.

c. A burst (of fire), a puff ',of smoke) ; a burst
of sound).
1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. N. Countries 136 To see. .new

gusts of Fire and Ashes break out. 1811 Pinkerton/V/Vti/.
II. 552 Gusts of smoke .. escape. 1849 Mitchell Battle
Summer (1852) 269 His words come to distant quarters of
the hall only in feeble gusts of sound. 1894 Hall Caine
Manxman in. xi. 166 The voice of Pete came in gusts
through the floor.

2. fig- Chiefly with conscious reference to the
literal sense and retention of literal language; also
gen., a burst, outbreak, outburst.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvil. § 6. 675 The brute of

which gust blowne into stout Warwiekes eare. 1639 G.
Daniel Ecclus. xu. 16 The gust of Sin, may Stir a Surly
tiding, In Seas pacificke. 1681 Flavel Meth. Grace xxviii.
486 O remember what a meer feather thou art in the gusts
of temptation, a 1704 T. Brown Beauties Wks. 1730 I. 44
Gusts of pleasure hurry thro' my veins. 1705 Double Wel-
come xiv. 2 You fly On Gusts of Hope, and Wings of Vic-
tory. 1715-20 Pope Odyss. iv. 249 A gust of grief began to
rise. 1783 Bl-rke East Ind. Bill Wks. IV. 77 When the
first little sudden gust of passion against these gentlemen
was spent. 1789 Mad. D'Arblav Diary 3 Aug., They ..

were received with the most violent gusts of joy and huzzas.
1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. m. 913 How and from whence these
gusts of grace will blow. 1852 Robertson Serm. Ser. in.
xviii. 235 Tossed by a thousand gusts of unholy passion.

3. Comb., as gttst-moved adj.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. in The waving of her
gust-moved hair.

Gust QgtTst), sb$ Now arch. [ad. L. gust-us
taste; cf. GoOt, Gusto.] = Taste, in various
senses.

1. The sense or faculty of taste; -\ occas. an act

of tasting or of satisfying the appetite.
ciAjpPtlgr. LyfManhode in. xli. (1869) 157 What thing,

quod j, is guste? It is that, quod she, hi whiche passeth al

that j swelwe. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 297 The
fruit is somewhat unpleasant at first gust. 1638 G. Sandys
Paraph. Job (1648) 10 Oh can unseas'ned cates the gust
invite? 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. vn. xiv. 367 Aris-
totle . . accuseth Philoxenus of sensuality, for the greater
pleasure of gust desiring the neck of a Crane. 1670

J. Beale in Phil. Trans. V. 1156 We call in the Testimony
of the Gust . . to prove the asperous . . Particles in some
Liquors. 1672 Dr\des A ssignalion in. iii, I hate to snatch
a morsel of Love, and so away : I am for a Set-meal, where
I may enjoy my full Gust.
transf. 1696 SOUTHERNS Oroonoko n. iii, Such sweets,

as best can entertain The gust of all the senses. 1893 W.
Watson Excurs. in Criticism 22 If any reader is so un-
fortunate as to find that a prolonged familiarity with Shake-
speare begets at last a somewhat blunted sensibility to the
master's supreme power, a remedy is at hand by which his
palate may recover its gust.

f-2. Individual taste, liking, or inclination. Obs.

'

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxiv, Mine eie well knowes what with
his gust is greeing. a 1663 Sanderson Pref. to Ussher's
Bower Princes (1683) 7 Condited to the gust and palate of
the Publisher. 1664 H. More Myst. hiig. 223 Types or
Parables accommodate to the Conceit and Gust of the
Vulgar. 1670 Cotton Fspernon in. x. 526 This resolution
was not for the gust of the Court. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II. 581 He preached .. before the Commons, but. .little

to their gust and liking. 1707 in Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.)
|

II. 46 'Tis with great satisfaction I learn y
l y: Icon of y»

Shield was so much to y Gust of a Gentleman of your
Learning. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. viii, My very Desires
alter'd, my Affections changed their Gusts. 173a Gcntl.
Mag. II. 965 Beauty may win the Eye, and satisfy the
present Gust or Appetite. 173a Pan Ess. Man 1. 117
Destroy all Creatures for thy sport or gust, Yet cry, If

Man's unhappy, God's unjust.

f 3. Esthetic or artistic taste, sense, or percep-
tion. Obs. rare.

1706 Art of Painting (1744) 335 He had a good gust in
designing. 1715 M. Davies At/ten. Brit. I. 14 All who
have the least Tincture or Gust in Solid Erudition. 1716
Ibid. II. 161 Dedicated to him who is said to have had the
best tast and most gust in such old Church-Collects.

4. Keen relish, appreciation, or enjoyment, esp.

as displayed in speech or action.

*635 J- Havward ir.Biondi's Banish'd Virg. 160 Wherein [sc.

reading] she consumed her houres with a gust that exceeded
her ageandsex. 1660 Jer. Taylor WorthyCommun. 1. v. 102
Let no man judge, .of the prosperitie. .of his service in this

ministerie by any sensible relish, by the gust and deliciousness
which he sometimes perceives. 1667 Milton P.L.x. 567 They,
fondly thinking to allay Their appetite with gust, instead
of Fruit Chewed bitter Ashes. 1693 Drvden Juvenal vi.

(1697) iiQ Such Lust Their Kisses have, and come with
such a Gust. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 325

GUST.
In this gust of their greedy appetite, they considered not
where they were. 1734 Watts Reliq. JuvAii^ iii O the
shameful gust and relish that some people find in reproach
and slander ! 1776 Johnson in Bostuell 26 Mar., A woman
who gets the command of money for the first time upon her
marriage, has such a gust in spending it, that she throws it

away with great profusion. 1780 Cowper Table T. 240 He
drinks his simple beverage with a gust. 1817 Lamb Lett.
(1888) II. 3 Now could you expect her To take much gust
In long speeches, With her tongue as dry as dust. 1820
Scott Ivanhoc xli, The more pampered burgess and guild-
brother was eating his morsel witli gust. 1831 Lytton
Godolpk. xxxv, He tasted the sweets ofcompanionship with
more gust than he had yet done. 1869 F. W. Newman
Misc. 282 Michelet, who sees England in Carthage, reviles
her with great gust.

b. Const, of, for, occas. to, after, in, esp. in phr.
To have a gust of: to have a liking or relish for, or
keen appreciation of.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. xxxiv. 228 When . . the gust
of pleasure which help'd him to mispend his Youth, through
time and languid Age shall be blunted and dull. 1658 Jer.
Taylor in Evelyns Mem. (1857) III. 105, I perceive your
relish and gust of the things of the world goes off con-
tinually. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Pref. 17 If
you have a true gust for the Book you read. 1683 Kennett
tr. Erasm. on Folly (1709) 26 There are others that have no
gust in this sort of pleasure. 1691 E. Taylor Behmcu's
Theos. Philos. 188 It takes away the desire, gust or lust
after them. 170a Eng. Thcophrast. 312 There's a gust of
liberty in the following of a man's humours. 1708 Hearne
Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 120 A great obstructer of real
Learning, and no true friend to any that have a gust for it.

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 30, I had no gust to
antiquities. 1769 J. Wallis Nat. Hist. Northumbld. I.

Pref. 8 Such as have a gust for anything Roman. 1777
Johnson in Boswell 20 Sept., Why, Sir, I never knew any
one who had such a gust for London as you have.

t 5. Liking felt by others for oneself; favour.

Obs. rare.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. 1 11655) 6 5 Ambitious by some
meritorious service to earn a better gust, or correct the uni-
versal odium against him.

6. Savour or flavour (of food, etc.).

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (18211 I. p. xxxvii, In this

crag growis ane richt delicius herbe ; and, quhen it is trans-

ports . . it is of litill sapor or gust. 1627-77 Feltham Re-
solves ii. xv. 190 Like a draught of pleasant poyson, the
gust is gone. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. iii. § 4 (1681)
122 Fruit .. grafted on stocks of another contrary nature,
much debaseth the Gust of the Fruit. 1699 Evelyn Ace-
taria 4 Herbs .. eaten with . . Oyl, Salt, &c. to give them
a grateful Gust and Vehicle. 1743 London * Country Breiv.
11. (ed. 2) 101 That smooth Gust and pleasant Taste to the
Palate, which, after a proper Age in the Malt-liquor, every
Drinker enjoys both in Mouth and Body. 1821 Lamb Elia
Ser. 1. Grace bef Meat, The whole vegetable tribe have
lost their gust with me. Only I stick to asparagus. 1854-6
Patmore Angel in Ho. 1. 1. vi. (1879) 70 Ever her chaste and
noble air Gave to love's feast its choicest gust.

b. Pleasing taste or gratifying flavour ; relish

(as of something eaten or drunk).
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Ad sect. xii. 96 When

we long for Manna and follow Christ for loaves, not of a low
and terrestrial gust, but of that bread which came down
from heaven. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. vi. 16

[He] sware ..never to eat either fruit, salt, or any other
thing, that might bring the least gust to his palate.

a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 375 Sensual Goods
have their proper gust and relish with him. 1679 Penn
Addr. Prof. 1. 18 'Tis the Taste, the Gust, the Relish, that

makes the Victuals go down. 1681 Gui~sxiiA. Sadducismus
50 That things of gust and relish must be judg'd by the
sentient and vital faculties. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit.

11867) 7 1 ne discussion is not yet obsolete, and it may still

offer all the gust of novelty.

1 7. A taste, an experience of something ; also,

a foretaste. Obs.
1658 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 11. 439 The Spirit, who

is sent from Heaven to. . give them some sweet gust of it,

by shedding abroad the sense of it in their souls. 1672
Mede's Life in Wks. 25 A Gust of the powers of the world
to come. 1675 tr. Machiavellfs Prince vii. (18831 47 By
giving them a gust of their future felicity. 1682 Sir 1.
Browne Chr. Mor. in. § 22 In seventy or eighty years, a
man may have a deep gust of the world. 1*98 Fryer
Ace. E. India <y /*. 6q Happy., those, and only those,

brought hither in their Nonage, before they have a Gust of
our Albion.

Gust (g*lt)i v.1 Now only Sc. [f. Gist sb.~

or ad. L, gustiire, f. gust-us Gl'ST sb.-]

1. trans. To taste ; to relish. Also absol. for

intrX
c 1430 PUgr. LyfManhode in. xli. (i85g) 157 As michel or

more as be guste may gusten. a 1500 Rat is Raving 11. 40
[Wisdom is] swetar . . and of mare lust Than erdly thing

that man may gust. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821J I.

p. xli, Ane beist or fowll that hes nocht gustit of this meit.

1570 Buchanan Admonitioun Wks. (1892) 24 Having anys

gustit how gude fischeing it is in drumly Watter. 1609

Skene AV^. Maj. 150 The taisters of ail! ..are not reddie

to taist or guste the aill, sa oft as the browsters hes tunned

it. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature i. 2 The hungry
soule sweetly gusts againe the same Spirituall cates, as did

sometimes the hearers of Saint Peter. 1647 K. L'Estran(.;e

Beaton. <V Pi. Plays, The Palate of this age gusts nothing

High, a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. (1663) i8o_That so many
judicious palats should gust a piece so insipid.

2. To gust the mouth, or the gab: to give a

relish to the palate. Sc.

c 1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. 11. (Tmvn $ C. Mouse) xviii,

Ane quhite candill .. In steid of spyce to gust thair mouth
with all. rti774 Fergusson Cauler Oysters Poems (1845)

8 He's nae ill bodden, That gusts his gab wi' oyster-sauce.

rtiSoi R. Gale Elegy Pudding Lizzie Wks. 181 She had
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the knack Una weel, To gust the gab o" ony chiel. 1858 M.
Porteocs Stutter Johnny 13 He . . took care .. to .. till the

jinglin' stoups wi' mair To gust their mou\

Gust (g»st), ?'- 2 rare" 1

, [f. Gust sb?\ intr.

To gust up : to rise in gusts or bursts.

1813 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 608 The Pride, like the

bottom-swell of our lake, gusts up again.

Gust, obs. form of Guest sb.

Gustable (g»**Ulbl), a. and sb. Now rare,

[ad. late L. gustdbilis
y

i. gustdre to taste : see Gust
v.1 and -able.]

A. adj.

1. That can be tasted, tasteable ; also, having a

pleasant taste, appetizing.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. XV. in, Mylk, hony & herbes
gustable. 1601-2 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 15 If the thing

that is sold bee liquide and gustable, and the buyer doth
taste of it. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 11. 127 Of so many thou-

sand wels .. this only affoordeth gustable waters. 1713
Df.rham Phys.-Theol. v. viii. (1714k 316 A Gustable thing

seen or smelt, excites the Appetite. 1838 New Monthly
Mag. LIII. 557 Oysters have furnished food, both mental
and gustable, to the wag. 1870 A. L, Adams Nile Valley

V Malta 36 The removal of the skin adds apparently to the

gustable qualities of these birds.

2. Of qualities: Perceptible by the sense of taste.

Of perceptions : Gustatory.

1657 TomlinsON Renou's Disp. 33 Some [qualities] are

tangible .. others gustable. 1661 Glanvili, Van. Dogiu.
vii. 67 A blind man cannot conceive colours, but either as

some audible, gustable, odoriferous or tactile qualities.

r 1705 Bp. BERKELEY in Fraser Life (1871) 476 Gustable and
olefactible perceptions. 1855 H. Spencer Prine. Psychol.

mi. vi. (1870) I. 333 The higher animals perceive an increased

number of gustable differences.

B. sb. A thing that can be tasted ; an article of

food.

1642 H. MoRE.VVj»f ofSoul u.'\\. 11. iv, The touch acknow-
ledged no gustables ; The tast no fragrant smell or stinking

sent, a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. iv. iii. (1S21) 87 Should we
judge of gustables by our taste. 1838 A. B. Granville
Sfias Germany 85 What gastronome . . can hope to partake
of the tithe part of this long list of gustables? 1895 Outing
(IT. S.) Oct 28/1 A table that literally cries aloud with its

weight of gustables.

tGustard. 55?. Obs. Also j pi. gusestards.

[Etymologizing alteration of Ostau*F)E or Bustard,

by substitution of Goose for the first syllable.] A
bustard.

1536 Bellekden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xlii, Beside thir

thre uncouth kind of fowlis, is ane uthir kind of fowlis in

the Mers, mair uncouth, namit gustardis; als mekle as ane
swan. 1596 Dai.rvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 39 Ane
foul . . quhilke the Gustarde commonlie thay cat. 1655
Moufet 8: Bennet Health's fntprov. (1746) 174 Bistards or

Bustards, so called for their slow Pace and heavy flying ; or

as the Scots term them Gusestards ; that is to say, Slow
Geese.

Gustation (gmt/i'jM). [ad. L. gustation-em,

n. of action i. gustdre to taste, Gust vX] The action

or faculty of tasting ; taste.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physkke 106/1 Mixe it with
Suger, because it mighte be the more delectable of gusta-

tion. 1615 H. Crook e Body of Man 631 This heape of
Glandules .. groweth to the roote of the Tongue that it

might continually be moistned, for without moisture there

can be no Gustation. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef>. vn.

xiv. 367 The Gullet and conveying parts .. which partake
not of the nerves of gustation or appertaining unto sapor.

1737 Bracken farriery ftnfir. (1756) I. 197 Man - .ransacks

both the Indies for hot fiery Spices to satisfy his most un-
reasonable Gustation. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kiugd.
(ed. 4) 732 The whole interior of the mouth is .. from its

construction, little adapted to gustation. 1846 Sir \V.

Hamilton Dissert, in Rcid^s Wks. 828 While Gustation
expresses the act of what is able to taste, the act of that

capable of being tasted is nameless. 1873 A Flint A'erv.

Sysf. i. 16 The special senses, such as sight, audition, olfac-

tion, and gustation.

fig. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. v. 83 If any have been
so happy as truly to understand . . gustation of God.

Gustative (g^'stativ
1

}, a. [f. L. gustdre : see

prec. and -ative.] Having the function of

tasting ; also, concerned with tasting, gustatory.
1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 108 That may be said to be

hot or cold, &c. in the first degree, which is but slenderly

perceiued of the gustatiue sense. 1698 Fryer A cc. E. India
<y P. 182 A dulcid Sapor that imposes upon the Imagination
and Gustative Faculty a Fancy that it relishes of any Fruit

a man likes. 1865 Mill Exam. Hamilton 484 In the case

of the rhubarb, the object itself was of a nature to disturb

the gustative faculty. 1876 Bernstein Five Senses 300
Neither the chemical nor gustative properties of these com-
pounds are separated by sharply defined limits. x88o I.i.

Conte Sight 10 The . . gustative nerve.

Hence Grvstativeness, gustative quality, taste.

1827 Blackiv. Mag. XXI. 7S7 The organ of gustativeness

enormously developed. 1875 Masson iVordsw. etc. 176 He
goes on to describe the nectarine in language that would
reawaken gustativeness in the oldest fruiterer.

Gustatory (gp-statari), a. {sb.) [f.L.gustat-,

ppl. stem of gustdre to taste + -ory (cf. gusiatoriutn

antepast\] A. adj. Pertaining to or concerned

with tasting or the sense of taste. Gustatory nerve

(Anat.) : the lingual nerve upon which the sense

of taste depends.
1684 tr. Bonet's Afere. Comfit, ix. 324 Some thing, .grate-

full to the palate, for there the Gustatory* facultyis placed.

17X2 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 57 The Edges or Points of

the Acid penetrate the pores of the gustatory Nerve. 1741

Monro Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 54 Some have thought this

Nerve, .to be the proper gustatory Nerve. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 388 The. .gustatory papillae of the tongue.
1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. 1. 311/1 The gustatory sense is

very imperfectly enjoyed in birds. 1873 Huxley Phys. xi.

264 One branch containing sensory fibres, supplies the front

of the tongue and is often spoken of as the gustatory. 1872
Darwin Emotions xiii. 344 When we actually taste sour
fruit, an impression is sent through the gustatory nerves to

a certain part of the sensorium. 1882 Standard 23 Aug. 5 '1

Apart from its aesthetic and gustatory aspects, Cookery
deserves, .profound consideration.

+ B. sb. ' A place where men were wont to

banquet' (Blount Glossogr. 1670). Obs.

Guste, obs. form of Guest sb.

Gusted (gzrsted), a. [f. Gust sb. 2 + -ed 2
.]

Having a particular) taste ; -flavoured, -tasted.

1535 Coverdale U'isd. xvi. 20 Thou hast, .sent them bred
ready from heatien . - beynge very pleasaunt & well gusted.

a 1774 Pergusson Poems (1807) 307 You cock your nose
Against my sweetly-gusted cordial dose.

t Glister. Sc* Obs. In ; gustar. [f. Gust r'.

+ -ER 1
.] A (professional or official,' taster.

1609 Skese R eg. Maj. Table 63 Guslars or taisters of Aill.

Gustful gzrstfiil), rt.l Obs.excarc/i. [f. Gust
Sb.~ + -FIL.]

1. Full of 'gust' or flavour; pleasant to the

taste, tasty.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (16501 II. Iv. 73 A famous com-
position .. calPd Chiffi .. which they throw into water to

make it gustful. 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2146 A dull and
insipid Apple is made more gustful by being grafted on the

stock of the harshest Crab. 1709 Watts Dora? f.yr. I'ref.,

A distempered appetite will chew coals and sand and pro-

nounce it gustful. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 595 All the

eatables were highly gustful.

l>. Characterized by relish or zest.

1789 I). Davidson Seasons 141 The flocks, .roun the hay-
stack Crowding, pluck the stalks O" withered bent, wi'

gustfu' hungry bite.

2. jig. Pleasant to the mind or feelings.

c 1645 Howell Lett. '1650 II. 4 The base suds which
vice useth to leave behind it, makes vertue afterward far

more gustfull. 1661 Hartlib in f. Worthington's Diary
(Chetham Soc.) I. 304, I should send him the book itself so

exceeding gustful it is to my palate. 1699 Cibbkr Xerxes
1, Eternal Springs of Love, and gustful Joy Shall feed my
ravish 'd Sense. 1778 Arminian Mag. I. 91 Gustful and
ready fiow'd his song.

Hence Gu stfully adr., Gu'stfulness.
1659 Hammond On Ps. xix. 10 Most eagerly pursued and

gustfully injoyed by us. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl. vi. iii,

Whilst I saw such persons so gustfully swallow these extoll'd

Fishes, a 1677 Barrow Scrm. (1686' III. xix. 217 His
divertisements and recreations have a lively gustfulness.

1891 Stevenson 8: L. Oshourne Wrecker (1892) 76 Gust-

fully ordering and greedily consuming imaginary meals.

Gustful (gustful}, tf.- rare. [t. Gust sb. 1 +
-TIL.] Gusty.
1825 Blackw. Ma^. XVII. 4S8 By some chance leaf Up-

turn 'd, or gustful wind at evening's hour.

Gustily (gtf'stili), adv.1 [f. Gusty a. 1 + -ly 2
.]

In or with gusts, in sudden violent blasts.

1824 Galt Rothelan I. II. xvi. 294 The wind came gustily

from the north. 1850 Mrs. Bkowninc fsaoel's Child xv,

Gustily blows the wind. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiv. 68

Not for silky tiara nor amice gustily floating Recks she at

all any more.

Gustily gy'stili), adv.- Sc. [f. Gusty a. 2 +
-LY

^.J
In a * gusty ' manner ; with taste or gusto.

1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 67 There he
took hole like a rabbit, And denner'd gustily with th' Abbot.

1832 Eraser's Mag. VI. 151 How roundly and gustily, and
with what sportsmanlike precision, the matter is set forth !

+ Gusting, vbL sb. 1 Obs. [f. Gusts*. l + -nrct 1
.]

Tasting.
c 1532 Du Wes fntrod. Ft: in Pahgr. 1055 By smelyng,

goustyng &: tastyng.

Gusting (gzrstin), vbl. sb:1 [f. Gust sbA +
-I2fal.1 Blowing in gusts.

1893 Stevenson in To-day n Nov. 5/2 He lay there ..

exposed to the gusting of the wind.
I Gu'stless, a. Obs. [f. Gust sb. 2 + -less.]

1. Tasteless, insipid.

1597 Montgomerie Cherrie <$- Sloe 876 ^our gtistiess jests.

1671 True Nouconf. 350 They greatly aggravat these jejune

and gustless Methods, a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 13

No gustless or unsatisfying Offal. 1695 J. Sage Cypriamc
Age Wks. 1847 II. 80 Is power such a gustless thing?

2- Having n.o sense of taste or appetite.

1766 Nicoi, Poems 16 (E. D. D.) From gustless gabs that

cannot taste of love.

II Gusto (g»'sto). [It. ' taste * = Fr. Gout:-L.
gustus taste. Cf. Gust j/'.-J

= Taste, in various

senses.

1. Individual or particular liking, relish, or fond-

ness. Const, for (+ in, t of).
1647 Boyle in Birch Life Wks. 1772 I. p. xliv, Which

[tobacco] tho' at first sucked in with reluctance barely to

please the company, men afterwards find a gusto in, and
are unable to leave off. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 67
He being but a young man himself, and one that did not

abhor the ordinary gustoes of his Age. 1672 Wvcherley
Lore in IVoodi. 11, Why should you force wine upon us?
We are not all of your gusto. 1695 Drvden Du Eresnoys
Art of Painting 16 A Posture therefore must be chosen
according to their gusto. 1715 tr. C'tess D'AunoiY IVks.

519 He had a particular Gusto for those sort of Perform-
ances. 1727 Pope, etc. Art of Sinking 73 Men of a nice and
foppish gusto, whom after all it is almost impossible to

please. 1851 H, Mayo Truths Pop. Superstit. (ed. 2) 2,

I had planned going to a play to enjoy again the full gusto

of scenic illusion. 1852 Jerdan Autobiog. II. nHI. 162 He
had a grand gusto for the society he liked. 1899 Q. Rei>.
Apr. 491 Some allowance must be made for different gustos,

2. Keen relish or enjoyment displayed in speech
or action ; zest.

Becomes very common from the beginning of the 19th c.

1629 J. M. tr, Eouseca's Devout Contempt. 190 More are
the fumes & vapours that ascend vp from beneath [Hell],
than those gustos, & contents which descend from aboue
[Heauen]. 1656 Earl Monm. Advt.fr. Pamass. 198 Base
beetles which spent their lives with much gusto amidst the
filth of excrements. 1665 Pepys Diary 5 Nov., He read me,
though with too much gusto, some little poems of his own.
1687 Congreve Old Bach. 1, i, It adds gusto to an amour.
1727 A Hamilton Nczv Ace. E. hid. I. p. xiv, The Taste
of those Times relished all he presented with a very good
Gusto. 1808 ScOTT Let. to T. Scott 19 Nov., We have been
both dining and supping upon them [herrings] with great
gusto. 1866 Geo. Eliot E. ffolt II. xxxi. 258 The second
Toryj<'ke was performed with much gusto. 1874 I.. Stephen
Hours in Library (1892) I. ii. 88 [He J seems to have thrown
himself with special gusto into the characier. 1892 Sti-
venson Across the Plains 310 No secret element of gusto
warms up the sermon.

3. Art. Style in which a work of art is executed
;

artistic style ; occas. prevailing or fashionable style

in matters of taste. Often with qualification, as

great ( = It. gran gusto), high, noble.

1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. iii. Misc. Writ. (1805) 273 They
used to carve out letters and other figures . . but it was yet

so rude, and their gusto so depraved, that [etc.], 1706 Art
of Paintbtg (1744' iS In Painting, the grand Gusto, the
Sublime, and the Marvellous are one and the same thing.

1712 J. James tr. f.e Blond's Gardening 2 The Designs, .are

o( very mean Gusto. 1747 Gtntl. Mag. 374 Yours [i.e.

petticoats] are plain, which is after the grand gusto in

structures of every kind. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III.

xii, There is something of a hardness in his manner . . but
then there is such a greatness of gusto ! 1822 Lamb Elia
Ser. 1. Acting of Mutidcn, The gusto of Munden antiquaies

and ennobles what it touches. 1824 Hazlitt Sk. Picture-
Galleries Eng. 92 We should think that in the gusto of

form and a noble freedom of outline, Michael Angelo could
hardly have surpasssed this figure. 1847 Craig s. v. Grand,
Grandgusto, in Painting, a term used to express that there

is something very great and extraordinary in a picture, and
calculated both to please and surprise.

f4, /Ksthetic appreciation or perception. Obs.

rare.

1663 Gfrfikr Counsel 106 The husband (after all his

painesand Vexaiions' if he can turn all things to the best,

will have as the Italian saithi asoimd gusto. 1711 Shavtesh.
C/iarac. in. iii. (1737) II. 430 Another, wl 10 has no Gusto of

either sort, believes all those they call Virtuosi to be half-

distracted.

t5. Flavour or savour (of food, etc.). Obs. rare.

1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. in. iv. 84 All sorts of pleasant

Gusto's to gratify the Taste and Appetite of the most
luxurious. Ibid. iv. i. 8 The Pleasures of delightful Odours
and rtl.shing Gusto's.

Gusty (gtf'Sti , a.1 [f. Gust sbA + -y.]

1. Of wind : Blowing in gusts or sudden violent

blasts. Of weather, etc.: Marked by gusts or

squalls of wind; fitfully windy or stormy.
1600 Hakluvt Voy. III. 845 Wee bad great store of snowe,

with some gustie weather. 1602 Makston Ant. fy Mel. 1.

Wks. 1856 1. 16 Gustie flawes strook up the very heeles Of
our m.iine mast. 1798 Solthey Ld. William Poems VI. 35
The tempest, as its sudden swell. In gusty howlings came.

1819 Crabbe T. of flail iv. Wks. 1834 VI. 83 One gusty

day, now stormy and now still. 1833 Ht. Martin-eat
Loom #> Lugger 1. v. 91 Vou have no chai.ee out of doors

on a gusty night. 1891 E. Peacock A\ Breudon II. 2 The
gusty rain dashed fiercely at intervals on the window panes.

b. Of physical features and other objects : Blown
upon, tossed, or disturbed by gusts oi wind.

1725 Pope Odyss. xix. 217 From Mnlea's gusty cape his

navy drove To bright Lucina's fane. 1818 Keats Endym.
11. 853 The gusty deep. 1820 — Eve St. Agues xl, The
long carpets rose along the gusty floor. 1832 Tennyson
Mariana 52 In the white curtain, to and fro, She saw the

gusty shadow sway. 1852 M. Arnold Empedocles 1. ii,

The gods . . bade the winds through space impel the gusty toy.

C. Emitting air or wind in gusts.

1832 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 321 Their gusty nostrils blew
Steams of thick vapour. 1844 L. Hunt Poems 162 Ever and
anon there roll'd The gusty organ.

2. Jig. Given to or marked by sudden bursts of

feeling or fitful action; (of action, etc.) coming in

fits or bursts.

1690 Xorris Beatitudes (1694) I. 232 In a warm gusty fit

of Devotion. 1855 I.ongf. Hiaiv. ii, 221 Hearing still the

gusty laughter. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) III.

xxiii. 77 As an experienced officer he knew the gusty

passions of the veterans. 1870 Thornbirv Tour Eng. II.

xx. 61 The quarrelsome Montagues and Capulets of those

gusty days. 1870 R. W. Dale Week-day Semi. viii. 155

The gusty temperof the disputants. 1871 R. Ellis Catrtl/us

xliv. 13 Whereat a cold chill, soon a gusty cough m fits

Shook, shook me ever.

Gusty (g^sti), a? Chiefly Sc. [f. Gust sb?

+ -Y.j Tasty, savoury, appetizing.

1721 Ramsay Prospect Plenty 67 The rantin Germans,
Russians, and the Poles, Shall feast with pleasure on our

gusty sholes. 1786 Burns Sc. Drink ix. JB»t a wee drap

sp'ritual burn in, An' gusty sucker. 1802 Lamb J. Woodvil
in, These high and gusty relishes of life. 1854 Eraser's

Mag. XLIX. 105 ' Cock-a-leekie ', one of the most gusty of

Scotch dishes.

Gut (g»t\ sb. Forms : 1 pi. guttas, 3-5 gotte,

4-7 gutte, 5 gowt, gute, 5-8 gutt, 4- gut. [OE.

guttas str. masc. pi. ; the vowel seems to point to
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GUT.

a prehistoric type *guttu- (:—pre-Teitt. *ghudm't-)
t

f. the root of Goth, giutan, OIIG. gioz&an (G.
gieszen;, OE. tfotan to pour: see Yete v.\

1. collect, pi. The contents of the abdominal
cavity; the bowels, entrails. Formerly, but not
now, in dignified use with reference to man.

\ In biblical language sometimes^'-. = ' bowels ', 'inward
part.s '.

a 1000 O. E. Gloss. 198 in Moue's Quellen und Forschun-
gym (18301 333 Viscerum receptacula, guttas, innobas, and
fencgas [read and-fencgas]. 1297 R. Gl.ouc. (Rolls' 10806
On him nmot. .In aboute be fondement. .& so vp toward pe
gottes. a 1300 E. E. Psalter \. 12 Clene hert make in me,
God, and trewe, And right gaste in mi guttes newe. 13.

.

K. A lis. 4469 Of some theo gottes hongyn outc. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. vii. 398 Hus guttes gonne godely as two
gredy sowes. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Honsell. Ord. (1790)
440 Take the gottes of the goose . . and scrape horn clene.
1480 Caxtoh Citron. Eng. xcvii. 77 They caste on hym the
guttes of reyghes and of fissh. 1380 Sidney Ps. xxxi. v, My
eyes, my guts, yea my soule, grief doth wast. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. II', it. iv. 285 Falstaffe, you caried your Guts away
.. nimbly, a 1605 Montgomery Misc. Poems v. 11 My
guttis ar §rippit so with grief, It eitis me vp in yre. 1664
Chas. II in Julia Cartwright Henrietta 0/ Orleans (1S94)

1 76 Poor Oneale . . died this afternoon of an ulser in his gutts.
169a Locke Educ. 26 The Peristaltick motion of the guts.
1707 Ki.oyf.r Physic. Pulse-Watch 286 The more acrid any
Purge is, the more it irritates the Guts, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1724) I. 633 Yet he had not pierced his guts ; So
his wounds were not mortal 1764 GRAINGER Sugar-Cane
11. 75 note, They.. are.. foul feeders, many of them greedily
devouring the raw guts of fowls. 1846 Grote Greece (1869)
1

.

62 On the one side he placed the flesh and guts . . on the
other he put the bones enveloped in fat. 1853 Kane Grin-
milExp. xxvi. 11S56) 215 Half the guts, the spleen, and the
pluck of my seal.

b. Phrases, t To have one's guts about ones
ears (a hyperbolical threat), f {To grieve) to the
guts : deeply, to the very soul.

1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) III. 108 They said our guts
should be about our ears if we did not vote it. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. ii. 8 >4 It griev'd him to the guts, that they..Shou'd
offer such inhuman wrong.

C. trans/. The inside, internal fittings, contents
of anything. AlsoJig. {slang or cotlo</.) substantial

contents, ' something in ' a thing ; so f to haveguts
in one's brains.

1663 Butler Hud. Hi. 1001 Truly that is no Hard Matter
for a Man to do, That has but any Guts in 's Brains. 1694
Mottelx Rabelais v. Prol. (1737) 53 One without Guts
in his Hrains, whose Cockloft is unfiirnish'd. a 1704 T.
Brown Wks, 11730.1 I. 278 His brother boars, I presume,
will have more guts in their brains for the future than to
pick a quarrel with such as preserve their lives. 1751
R. Pai.tock /'. Willcins xii. (1883I 31/2 Well, thinks I,

what if I have lost my gourds, I have gained experience.
I will dry them next time with the guts in. 1863 P. Barry
Dockyard Econ. 130 The whole 'guts' of the ships had
besides to be torn out for the passage of the shaft. 1892
R. L. Stevenson Lett. (1899) II. 276, I . .can almost always
get a happy day out of Marion Crawford

—

re n\-st pas
toujours la guerre, but it's got life to it and guts, and it

moves 1897 Barr&re it Leland Diet. Slang, Guts .

.

(Artists), ' no guts in it'. The expression is pretty general,
but it is more specially used by artists to announce their
opinion that there is nothing in a picture.

2. A particular portion of the lower alimentary
canal between the pylorus and the anus ; — I.\-

te.stixe : often preceded by a defining adjective.

the higher portion being named little, small,

f subtle, the lower great, large. j; Tat gut (— F.

gras boyau, Cotgr.\ the rectum (also arse-gut
;

right -gut \ see the prefixed words\ + Hungry gut
see HUNGRY a. 4), the jejunum. Also BUKDGUT,

the caecum ; trans/ a cul-de-sac. a. sing.
13.. E. E. Attit. P. C280 penne he [lonaspurkkes &

laytes . . In vche a note of his nauel, but nowhere be fyndez
No rest . .

hot ramelande myre. In wych gut so euer he gotz.
1398 Tre visa Earth. De P. R. v. xlii. (14951 158 The thyrdc
lytyll gutte is callyd in latyn secundo simul ununi. 14..
Nam. in Wr.-Wiilcker 678/1 1 Hie lien, ..a longe gute.
i486 Bk. St. Albans bvijb, Putt it in a small gut of a
Capon. 1530 Palsgr. 22S/1 Gutte, a bowell, boyau. 17*2
Quincy Lex. Phy$ico>Med. ,ed. 2) 224 There is very much
tat about its [i.e. the rectum's] external side, for which
reason it is called the Fat-Gut. 1789 W. Buchan Do/n.
Med. (1790) 592 The operator .. must with his fingers
artfully conduct the gut in by the same aperture through
which it came out. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scott. IV. 415
The harbour [of Aberdeen] lies at the bottom of the emin-
ence on which it stands, and is a blind gut, into which the
tide flows, bending in a curved form. 1850 R. Knox Beclards
Anal. So He. .supposes it to be absorbed by the large gut.
1889 J. M. DUNCAN Led. Dis. Worn. xiv. (ed. 41 96 They
[feces] may lie in any part of the great gut. 1897 Hughes
Mediterr. Fever iii. 153 The involvement of the large gut.

b. //.

1398 Trkvisa Earth. De P. R. v. xlii. (1495) 158, vj

pryncypall guttes, thre of tlieym ben subtyll . . and thre
aren grete. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 9 Skoure tho
guttus with salt ichon. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 342 Next
to the bag of the Stoinacke. men and sbeepe have the smalt
guts, called Lactes. 1707 Fj.ovkk Physic. Pulse-Watch 25,
I injected into the small Guts of a Cow . . a sufficient

^ quantity of Water to fill them 17M Quincy Lex. Phvsico-
Med. led. 2) 223 The third and last of the small Guts is the
Ilium. . . The thick and great Guts are the Caecum, Colon,
and Rectum. 1813 J. Thomson Led. tn/lam. 03 A solution
of this substance injected into the great guts of a dog.

c. In generalized sense.
1803 Med. Jml. X. 34 The portion of gut was about the

Mze of a walnut. 18x3 J. Thomson Led. Injtam. Ml The
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portion uf gui which had been strangulated wa> found con-
siderably inflamed. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 2^5
A knuckle of much congested gut.

d. Extended to the whole of the alimentary
canal or its lower portion.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 607 Make clene be place
also bat ye calle his g^owt. 1553 Vdall Ge/uiuus' Aunt.
Ail/1 Theseconde portion of the gutte is called leiunum, or
the hungry gutte, because he is euermore emptye. 1713
Wakder J rue Amazons fed. 2) 5 [Speaking of bees.] In the
hinderpartsthereisaGut. 1811 A. T.Thomson Loud. Disp.
(1818) 403 Sheathing the rectum in cases of abrasion, and in-
flammation of the gut. 1842 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion
ied. 4) 132 The pylorus.. opens and allows it to pass into
thegut. 1878 Hkll tr.Gcgenbaur'st cmp. A/tat. j6Theinner
germinal layer [is] the foundation ofthe gut or enteron. 1893
Newton Did. Birds 137 The intestine, or gut proper,
begins at the pyloric end of the stomach and ends at the
cloaca.

e. attrib. f small-gut man, a fencer who can
pierce the small guts.
a 1625 Fletcher Lot-e's Pilgr. iv. ii, Is there Ever a good

heartist, or a member percer, or a Small-gut man left ?

ff. trans/. Applied to the shoots or bine of
hops. Obs. rare. (Cf. Gut v. 1 b.)

1573 Tusser Husb. xxxviii. (1878) 91 From hop long gut
away go cut. . . Sharpe knife to cut superfluous gut.

3. sing, and //. Put for the belly or stomach,
tsp. as the seat of appetite or gluttony. Now
dial, and vulgar. Gut and gd (gall) (St.) : the
whole contents of the stomach.
1362 Langl. /'. /'/. A. XI, 44 Thei..demeth god in-tu the

gorge whon heore gottus follen. 1393 Ibid. C. 11. 34 Al is

11031 good to be gost bat f»e gut Askep. 1535 Tindale
Tracy's Test. 13 Dame Avarice, with as greedy a gut . . as
the best. 1557 Grimalde in 'Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 120 Lions
. . Whose greedy gutts the gnawing hoonger pricks. 1616
R. C. Times' Whistle \\. 772 To putt Scraps twice runne
over, in thy half starvd gutt. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1.

ii. 11. ii. '16511 72 Gluttony kills more than the sword,, .this

al-devouring and murdering gut. 1644 Up. Hall Rent.
Whs. 11660' 101 That had Icarn'd to govern his Tongue, his
Gut, his concupiscence ; these three. 1693 Dryden's
Juvenal'vt. (1697)77 For his own Gut he bought the stately
Fish. 1726 Gay Fables n. iii. 96 Here ev'ry day he crant'd
his guts. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789' 56 Gut and ga' she
keest witli braking strange. 1790 A. Wiiaon in Poems 3-

Lii. Prose (1S76) II. 244 An inn's thy temple, and thy God
thy guts.

b. //. A corpulent or gluttonous person. Now
rare or dial.

[1550. etc. : cf. Gkekdv-glt(s.] 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,
it. iv. 251 Thou Clay-brayn'd Guts. a 1700 IJ. K. Did.
Cant. Crew, Gutts, a very fat, gross Person. 1869 R.
Lvtton Orral 177 March, march, old guts ! This is a lazy
lord. 1896 \Va>-iuicksh. Gloss., Guts, a glutton.

4. The intestines of animals employed for various
purposes, a. //. As food : = Offal. Phrase :

Xotfit to carry guts to a bear.
1602 Narcissus ( 1893) 284 O thou that picked wisdome out

of guttes. 1692 L'Estrange Fables- exxxv. 124 Wee, the
Kings Officers, crys the Fellow that carrys Guts to the
Hears. 1840 Marrvat Poor Jack xxviii, Well, if I'm a
bear, you ar'n't fit to carry guts to a bear.

b. As an envelope for black puddings, sausages,

etc.

1598 Epulario iij b, Take guts well washed and made clean,
and fill them with the meat. 1819 Sporting Mag. V. 32 In
Suffolk, black puddings made in guts are called links.

c. For making violin strings; hence, f//. the
strings themselves (obs.). In mod. use sing, as

the name of a material. (Cf. Catgut.)
1611 MlDDLETOM & DeKKER Roaring Girl |V. i. So Heere

take_ this viall, runne vpon the guts, And end thy quarrell
singing. 1626 BACOM Sylza § 280 A Viall should haue. .the
Strings of Guts mounted vpon a Bridge, as in Ordinary
Yialls. a 1774 Goliism. Surv. Expcr. Philos. (1776^ II.

100 On this side (of the Eolian lyre] are seven strings of very
fine gut. 1883 [^t gttt-spinni'tg in sense 8].

d. sing. The silken fibre obtained from the intes-

tines of the silkworm. (In full silkworm gut, silk-

gut.) Chiefly used in the making of fishing tackle.
The worm, when alxmt to spin, is killed and put into vine-

gar, then pulled in two, and the 'gut ' is drawn out to a thin
thread and dried.

1834 Mkdwin Angler in Ji'ales I. 16 Where I procured
some hanks of gut . . My fishing companions did not know
that each filum of gut is a drawn-out silkworm just before
it is about to weave its cocoon. 1839 Urb Did. Arts 1115
Silkworm gut, for angling. 1867 V. Fkancis Angling
xiii. (1880) 462 Tying threads of gut together for lines.

1875 ' StOHERKHOE ' Brit. Sports 1. v. 11. § 1. 309 It is

generally made of pieces of gut, knotted together, and
altogether comprising a length of from three to eight feet.

1899 Speaker 9 Sept. 960/9 At every cast the gut had fallen

upon the water like a streak of lightning,

5. A narrow passage, a. A channel or run of I

water, a branch of a stream ; a sound, strait.

1538 Leland Itin. (1711) II. 13 Kthelwolde, Abbate of
j

Abbingdon . . did clerely renovate and augmentid this Abbay,
1

digging and caussing a gut to cum out of Isis by force to
serve and purge thoffices of thabbay. 1587 I/arl. MS. 167

j

If. 104 We riding 'on ship* in a narrow gutt, the place yeald- 1

ing no better. 1628 Dtotiv I'oy. Mediterr. 1.186S) 9 The gutt
\

of sea being here but narrow. 1703 I. LoGAM in Pa. Hist.
Soc. Mem. IX. 223, I now design to keep her floating in a j

dock or gut. 1766 J. Hartkam Jml, 4 Feb. in Stork Ace.
j

E. Florida 61 Near the Store was a deep gut with a middling
j

stream of water, which headed about a quarter of a mile
\

up in the pine-lands. 1767 DAWYMHJI in Phil. Trans.
LVII. 395 These banks are . . often . . divided by a narrow
gut, without bottom. 1830 Lvell Priue. Geol. (1S75 » I. it.

|

xx. 497 Coming up with her .. in the middle of the gut,
[

GUT.
between Tarifa and Tangier. 1855 E. Taylor Home *
Air. Ser. 1. x.xil. (18S0) 271 A gut between the rocks .

.

conducts to the sea. 1887 T. N. Pace in Scriiner's Mag.
1

. 414/2 The trail . . terminated .. in a gut of the swamp.
b. As a local designation ; e. g. the Gut of

Canto, the Gut of Gibraltar. (At Oxford and
Cambridge) The Cut : a bend of the river in the
racing-course.

1716 B. Chikcii Hist. Philips War (1S67) II. 162 They
had orders to go directly for Port Royal Gut. 1746 Ace.
I-rcncli Settlem. X. Amer. 9 There are three ways of
Ketting into this great river : . .the third is thro' the Gut of
(.anseau. 1770 Washington Writ. (1889J II. $,6 The Old
Town Gut was so high as to wet us in crossing it. 1793Smeaton Edystcme L. § 102 The seamen thought it not
safe to go into the Gut that night., that the entrance or exit
from the Gut might be impracticable or dangerous. 1829
Marrvat F. Mildmay v, Wecould not. get out of the Gut
of Gibraltar. 1862 H. Kingslev Ravmshot I. xiv. 173
Pembroke had won the fours, very much in consequence of
Worcester having gone round the flag, and on being made
to row again, of fouling them in the gut. 1889 Christ's
Loll. Mag^ 77 The third night Queens' fell an easy prey in
the Gut.

e. On land : A narrow passage between two
declivities; hence, a narrow passage or lane of any
kind.

1615 G Sandys Tra-\ 188 North of it, in a gut of the hill
was the fish-poole of Siloe. 1703MACNDKEL!. 'jottrn. Jems.
(1732) 134 We enter'd into a narrow Gut, between two steep
rocky Mountains. 1762-71 H. Walpolk Verities Anted.
Faint. (1786) IV. 265 Beforeyou arrived at these, you passed
a narrow gut between two stone terrasses, that rose above
your head. 2809 PiNKNBY Trav. France 256 A stony
channel or gut which was . . cut out to ease the ascent.
1873 ^a l- R*v. 5 Apr. 447/2 The prospective widening of
the narrow gut of Whitehall. 1803 R. KlrLWC in E. Gosse
Quest, at Issue 261 A hundred fires sparkle in the gut of
the pass. 1896 Daily jVmu 20 July 7/3 The narrow valley
gut of old Knightsbridge will be widened, /out. 26 Dec.
3/2 The signal-box in this narrow gut of traffic.

6. t A gutter along the eaves of a house (0A1.)

;

dial. The eaves (of a stack).

1703 T. N. City ft C. Purchaser 211 Guts to save Water
tinder the Eves of a House. 1855 Morton Cycl. Agric. II.

723 Gut (Essex), the eaves of a stack.

t b. An outflow Obs. Cf. Gout -.

1565 Golding Ovid's Mel. XI. (1593) 262 His head to put
Full underneath thefoming spout where greatest was thegut.

7. (See quot.)

1853 A rchit. Puol. Soc. Did., Gut, a term used in parts
of Scotland for a sash bar.

8. attrib. and Comb., as gut-dresser, -fat, -link,

-rofe, -string, f-vein, -wall; gut-dressing, -spin-

ning vbl. sbs. ; gut{s)-griping vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

;

gut-belting, lathe or machine belting made of cat-

gut (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; gut-bread , sweet-
bread, pancreas; fgut-bursten, abdominal hernia

;

gut-foundered a., (a) on the point of starvation

(now dial.)
; f W affected with hernia

; f gut-
head, one who is stupid from over-feeding

;
gut-

hook, a coupling hook and eye for round gut
belts (Knight); gut-house =^ gutting-housc

\
gut-

led a., '< ruled by one's appetite
;
gut-length,

a length of silkwoim gut
; f gut-matter, some-

thing pertaining to bodily nourishment or appetite

;

+ gut-monger, one whose chief concern is his gut'
or belly; f gut-pudding, a sausage

; gut-scraper.
a humorous or derisive term for a violin-player;

gut-serapery. an establishment where guts are

scraped and cleaned; f gut-seam Sc, fat of the

intestines, lard ; gut-vexer = gut-scrafer
;

gut-
way, ?a passage over a gut or wattrcouse; gut-
weed, Sonchus atvensis (Britten & Holland Plant-
u. 1879) ; f gut-worm, an intestinal worm.
1893 Jyrit. Med. jtrut. 15 Apr. 812/2 The pancreas is

vulgarly termed the ' 'gutbread '. .and is the article which
would be supplied in the great majority of cases by butchers
inked fur sweetbread. 1607 Toi-skll Four-/, lieasts (1658)
\a-j First you shall understand, that the 'Gitt-bursten, and
I'lank-bursten, doth proceed both of one cause, that is tu

say, by means that the skin, called before Peritoneum, is

either sore strained, or else broken. 185a Morkit 'Fanning
«% Currying (1853) 536 The workshop of the *gut-dresser.

1885 A. Watt Leather Mann/. 393 The art of "gut-dress-

ing. 1895 Daily Xcius 13 Dec 8/1 Weights of fat, "gut-fat,

and trimmings. 1647 Ward Simp. Cooler 27, I can make
my selfe sicke . . with comparing the dazling splender
wherewith our Gentle-women were imbellished in some
former habits, with the *gut-foundred goosdom, wherewith
they are now surcingled and debauched, a 1658 Cleveland
Count. Com. Man (16771 too The clamorous Mutiny of a
Gut-foundred Garrison. 1691 J. Wilson Belpliegor 111. iv,

Cris. But now she 'as beaten me to mash. mitt. And
made me mere gut-founder'd. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
t'mc, Gut-foundred, exceeding Hungry. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Gut-founder d, diseased from the effects of hunger.

1606 SHAKS. 7V. 4- Cr. v. i. 21 The rotten diseases of the

South, 'guts-griping Ruptures. Catarres [etc.l. 1679

Dkvuen Ft: Sf Cr. iv. ii, The rotten diseases of the

south, gut-gripings, ruptures, catarrhs, loads of gravel

in the back . . and the like. u 1704 T. Brown in K.

L'Estrange Colloo. Frasm. 11711) 351 That he might not

lose a drop of this Gut-griping stuff. 1619 Gau.e Holy
Madn. 328 A very *Gut-head, he hath Asses' Eares direct.

1780 Young Four fret. I. 231 Four to carry from gut-
house to curing-house. 1682 N. O. Foileait s Lutrin iv.

227 Nor was it Reason that the *gut-Ied Fops Should spend
their Tongues, who could not use their Chops. 1863

Atkinson Stanton Grange 173 Re-tie every knot, the same
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way as you tie your *gut-links, 1549 Co\ eroai.i:, etc.

Erasm. Par. Cor. 32 At this souper is represented tfie

misterie of christian Concorde, no bealy, nor *gut matter.

1655 R. Younge Agst, Drunkards 4, These drunken drones,
these *gut-mongers. 1697 Verdicts lirg. <S- Homer v. 18

Homer compares Ulysses turning in his bed, . . to a "Gut-
pudding or Sawsage broyling on a Gridiron. 1722 Quincv
Lev. Physico-Mcd. (ed. 2) 12 Allentoies. .in many Unites is

in the Shape of a Gut-Pudding. 1847 Smeaton Builder's
Man. 205 Halista.', catapults;, and scorpions, in whose
frames are holes for the passage of the homotona, which
are strained by "gut-ropes attached to windlasses worked
by hand-spikes. 1719 D'Uri kv Pills II. 218 Strike up
drowsie *Gut-scrapers. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars vi. 2

Her charms had struck a sturdy Caird, As well as poor Gut-
scraper. 1854 (? R*V' XCV. 2S2 Tripen'es, bone-boiling-

houses, *gut-scraperies. 1606 BlRNIE Klrk-Buriall 1 1833) 4
The Greke and Komane did burne their dead ; the Indean
with *Got-seame did besmeare. 1883 HALOANE Workshop
Receipts Ser. 11. 319/2 "Gut-spinning is the twisting of pre-

pared gut into cord of various diameter for various purposes
— i.e. for ordinary catgut, for use in machinery, and for

fiddle-strings. 1659 Torriano, Nirvi sondri, ^gut-strings

for Instruments, a. 1691 BoYLE Ills'. Air (1692' 33 This
hygroscope .. is made by fastning to the upper end of
a piece of gut-string . . a very light index. 1892 Daily
Mews 6 Aug. 8/6 A Manufactory of Gut-Strings requires
a really experienced and pushing man. 1615 Ckookk
Body of Man 99 The second is called Inttstinalis or the
*Gut-veine. 1640 Wizard (MS. play) (N.1, Get out of my
sight, you unlucky *gut-ve.\ers. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med,
III. 606 When the intestine is healthy the bacillus coll

communis has little disposition to escape through the *gut-
wall. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 24 June 51 The standards were
25 ft. long at the ' 'gutway *. 1658 Rowland Moufefs
Theat. Ins. 1106 The Arabians call them Emicar .. the
Germans Spulworm, Bauchworm, the English *Gutworm.
Gut (grt)j v. Also 4 gotte, 5 gutton. [f.

Gut sb.}

1. trans. To take out the guts of l^fish) ; to evis-

cerate.

13 .. Metr. Mont. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu.
Spr. LVII. 315 Obur while wesch he dissches And obur
while he gotted fissches. c 1440 Pro/up. Part'. 220/1
Gutton, e.xeutero, 1596 Dalrymw.k tr. Leslie's /list. Scot.
I. 41 Quhen now thay [herrings] ar gutted, and the meltis
takne out, thay ar sa leine that thay ar nocht to be com-
pared with the rest. 1599 H. Bcttes Dyets drie Dinner
L vii b, Carpe .. Lay it scaled and gutted si.xe houres
in salt. 1677 Compieat Servant-Maid 80 Wash your
Eels and gut them. 1726 G. Roberts Four Years I'oy.

263 In the Evening they us'd to gut, split, and salt what
they caught. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Househf/r. (1799)

33 Scale, gut, and wash your herrings. 1823 Gai.t Entail
I. xxxvi. 317, I redde you to consider weel what ye're
doing, and gut nae fish tilt ye catch them. 1861 Mrs.
Beetom Househ. Manage///. (1880J 139 Take the herrings,
cut off the heads, and gut them.
absol.

_
1842 J. Wilson Voy. Scotl. II. 161 In hiring ser-

vants it is by no means unusual for the latter to stipulate for

leave to gut during a certain number of days, as a per-
quisite beyond their usual termly wages.

f b. To clear (a hop plant) of superfluous ; gut'
or shoots. Obs. rare. (Cf. Gut sb. 2 f.)

"573 Tcsser Ilusb. xlvi.(i8;8) 98 Hop rootes..welI gutted
and pared, the better they proue.

2. a. trans/. To clear out the contents or inside

of; to empty thoroughly ; csp. to remove or destroy

the internal fittings of (a building, etc.). Const, of.

1688 Luttkkll Brief Ret. (1857) I. 486 The nth, in the
evening, the mobile gott together, and went to the popish
chappel in Lincolns Inn Feilds, and perfectly gutted the
same. 1693 Dkvden Juvenal x. 246 A troop of Cut-Throat
Guards were sent, to seize The Rich Mens Goods, and gut
their Palaces. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xii. n8(Oi 216
We took an Arabian junk .. We gutted him of the pearl.

1780 Gentl. Mag. L. 313/2 The public-office in Bow-Street,
and Sir John Fielding's dwelling-house adjoining, were
gutted, as their [the rioters'] phrase was, and the whole
contents committed to the flames. 1781 S.mkathman in

Phil. Trans, LXXI. 177 While some are employed in

gutting the posts, others ascend from them, entering a rafter

or some other part of the roof. 1819 Moore TotrtCrtb (fid. 3)
1 Whether diddling your subjects or gutting their fobs. 1848
Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxvi, Stripes . . proceeded to gut my
portmanteau and to lay out the black kerseymeres . . and other
polite articles of evening costume. 1855 Browning Holy-
Cross Day x, The hand .. Which gutted my purse, would
throttle my creed. 1869 Phillips Vcsuv. vii. 174 Five times
within the last hundred years the cone of Vesuvius has been
gutted by explosive eruptions. 1873 L. Ferglson Dis-
courses Pref. 5 A thatched hut had been gutted and fitted

up with seats.

b. Jig. In various applications ; esp. to get out

the essential contents of (a book); to extract all

the important passages of (a book) in a review or

abridgement.
1714 Addison Sped. No. 567 F 4 This way of^Vriting was

first of all introduced by T-m Br-wn, of facetious Memory,
who, after having gutted a proper Name of all its inter-

mediate Vowels, used to plant it in his Works, and make as
free with it as he pleased. 1847 Disraeli 'Panered 11. vii,

As for the other guests, the peerage was gutted. 1868 Pall
Mall G. 2 Dec. 3 We have not yet calculated how many of
the victories of Mr. Disraeli's friends have been due to Mr.
Disraeli's skilful manipulation of details in redividing the
counties and in gutting them. 1888 Ibid. 6 Oct. 3/1 Now
suppose Messrs. Longman issued a sixpenny edition of the
book, properly * gutted ' (as the newspaper phrase is). 1897
W. T. STEAD in Dally Newt 13 June 6/4, I am never better
pleased than when I see my books well 'gutted '—to use
the expressive but somewhat vulgar term.

3. intr. To cram the guts; to eat greedily, to

gormandize, vulgar. (Cf. dial, guts vb.)
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2303 'Tis safest gutting at

a loafe begunne. 1633 [see Gutting vbl. sb. 3]. 1893 in

Farmer Slang.

f 4. trans. To make channels or ruts in 'ground)

;

to 'gutter'. Obs.

1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. xxvii, Or winter doe come,
while the weather is good: for gutting thy grounde, get
the home with thy wood.
Gut, obs. form oi Gout sbA -

Gutah, variant of Hutta sb. 2

Gutcher, obs. form of Goodsikk Sc.

Gute, obs. form of Gout sb. 1 , Gut sb.

tGutefestre («)« Obs. rare- 1

. [f. ME.
*gute («), OK. gyte ( = OHG. gug) a pouring, f.

\vk. root of icotan to pour (see Yjste z\) + /estre

FESTEB.] ? A running ulcer.

a 1225 Ancr. R, 32S Edir.odnesseisiliche peoskointe narloz
pet scheaweo foro bore gutefestre & bore vlowinde cweisen.

Gutherooned, variant of Gadrooked.
1817 D. Hi'GHsoN Watksthro. Lond, 66 The architect.. has

introduced Corinthian columns, fluted and gutherooned.
Guthorne, variant of Gittkiix.

tGuth-strength. Obs. rare ~K [f. OK. giid

= OX. gud-r, gunn-r war.] V Warlike strength.
c 1205 I,ay. 1595 Corineus him geiiule to mid his gu'5

st renege.

t Gutless, <* Obs. [f. Gut sb. + -i.u.ss.]

Having no guts ; disembowelled.
1605 Sylvester Pu Bartas it. iii. 111. La:v 64^ When the

Falcon, .shall, .make on the sense-less ground The gut-less

Quar, once, twice, or thrice, rebound. 1606 Birnie Kirk.

j

Buriall (1833) 4 The Gerrens, a Schithian sect, after exin-

! teration bespyced their gutlesse goodsirs. 1621 G. Sandys
I Ovid's Met. xii. 11626: 247 He bounds, and on the earth
!

his bowels'trai!es;..and with agutlessc hellie dies.

t Gu-tlet. Obs. rare- \ [f. Gut sb. + -let.] A
small gut, or something resembling it ; hence, a case

or involucre (of a vein).

1615 Ckooke Body ofMan 11. xi. (1631' 82 A Membrane
called the Gut-let.

Gutling tg*nliij\ Obs. exc. dial. [f. Gut sb. -

-ling.] A great eater ; a glutton.

1592 Greene Groats W. Wit Ep. Ded., The bestiall gut-
lings of this fulsome feeding age. 1621 Sanderson Serin. I.

195 The poets .. made themselves bitterly merry with des-

canting upon .. the fat paunches of these lasie gutlings.

1681 W. Robertson I'hraseot. Gen. 11693) S4 2 Verry belly-

gods, Gutlings. 1883 Atn/ondbury $ //udders/. Gloss.,

Gutting, a great eater ; a guttler.

Gutt, obs. form of Gout sb. 1 , Gut.

llGutta 1 (gyta). yv.guttse.go't?;. [L.gutta
a drop. Cf. Gout sb. 1

]

1. a. Pharmacy and Path. A drop. In prescrip-

tions^/, pl.gtt. (Cf. Gout sb. 1 5 b.)

1562 lit lleyn Dial. Sorcucs 15- Chir. 45 b, This will make
a singular good water, drope one gutta or drop upon the
grounde. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lev., Gutta, a drop of any liquid

matter ; a minim, or the sixtieth part of a fluid drachm.
b. In mod. Lat. names of diseases: gutta opaca,

cataract
;
gutta rosacea, rosea, rubea (see quots.

and cf. gout rose, Gout sb. 1 2) ; f gutta sciatica =
Sciatica; gutta serena = Amaurosis ; alsoyf^.

1847 Craig s. v. Gutfa, In Pathology, ""gutta opaca,
cataract, c 1400 L.anfranc's Cirurg. 190 'Gutta rosacea,
pat is a passioun bat turneb |>e skyn of a maiinys face out
of his propur colourand makib be face reed. 1753 Chamhehs
Cycl. Supp., Butiga. is an inflammation of the whole face.

otherwise called gutta rosacea. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
/'. R. VII. Ixv. 1 1495) 282 The lnfeccyon that hyghte
*Gutta rosea y* enfectytb y* face wyth smale pymples and
comyth of gleymy & blody and coleryk humours that ben bi-

tvvene the skynne & the flesshe. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydotis
Quest. Chirurg. V j, The gutta rosa. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
'Gutta rnbea. = Gutta rosacea. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
/'.R.\il. lvii. (1495) 271 In theeuyl callyd *gutta sciatica the

ache stretcheth fro the haunche in to the legges and anone
to the hele and also anone to the lytill too. 1657 *Gutta
serena [see Amaurosis]. 1665 SirT. Herbert Trav. (1677)

337 [He] hath his eyes open, but sees no otherwise than if

a gutta serena, or heated Steel, had deprived the optique.

1807 G. Gregory Diet. Arts <y Set. I. 230/3 The causes of

blindness are various ; proceeding from cataracts, gutta
Serena's, &c. 1834 Vouatt Cattle 293 Gutta serena, or
palsy of the optic nerve .. is a disease of rare occurrence
among cattle. 1876 T. Hardy Madding Croivd liii, She
was in a state of mental gutta serena.

C Arch. =Dbop 10 b.

1563 Shute Archil. Ciijb, Geue Subtenia, and Gutta,
pendante.. the sixte part of a modulus to their height and
that part deuide vnto .4. partes, Geue 3. vnto Gutta pen-
dant being .6. in number. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iu.

112/1 Gutta, are Drops, or square pieces, or things like

Bells, cut on the Frize, to set out the work. 1806 Dalla-
way Observ. Eng. Archit. 162 In the temples of ./Egina
[etc.] the gutta; retain their position. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O.
Miillcrs Anc. Art § 282 (ed. 2) 312 Gutta; in a continued
row without triglyphs were not perfectly rare in antiquity.
altrib. 1851 Penrose A then. Arch., Gloss., GutUe tablets,

the square tablets under the architrave band from which the
gutta: or drops appear as though suspended. 1853 Diet.

Arch. (Arch. Publ. Soc.),Gutt;e band, the listel from which
the gutta; seem to hang.

d. Her. =Goi;tte.
1868 Cessans Her. iv. (1893) 75 Gutta:, or Gouttes, as

their name implies, are drops, and, like the Roundles, are
distinguished by their Tinctures.

f2. A kind of gum. In iSthc. = Gamboge ; also

gutta gamandra
,
gutta gamba. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvil. Ixxviii. (1495) 651
Gutta ryght as Galbanum is the droppyng of a certen tree
ather herbe and hyght also Armoniacum. 1693 Phil. Trans.
XVII. 685 Pou/ia, distilling a Substance . like the Gutta
Gamba or Gumi/ii Gotte. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Gutta Gamandra, or Gutta Gamba, a kind of harden'd

Juice or Gum, brought from the East Indies. 1712 tr.

Pomet's /list. Drugs I. 178 Gum Gutta, or Gutta Gamba,
Gamboge, or Peruvian Gum, is a Gum that flows from the
Trunk of a creeping Plant, /bid. 179 Lastly the Pills of
gutta gamandra. .borrow their names from it.

Gutta- ,g»*ta). Also gu^tah. [ad. Malay

iJlj getah a gum, exudation, or inspissated juice,

whence mod.L. gutta, assimilated to Gutta 1.]

1. Short for Gutta-pkkcha.
1852 Crawfurd Malay Diet. 136 Pdrcha, name of the

forest tree which yields some of the guttab of commerce.
1882 1 h: W'iNivr Equator 39 A firm trading in gutta, gold-
dust, and diamonds.
attrib. 1853 Urh Diet. Arts (ed. 41 I. 983 The vat-due

virus transmitted in the gutta capsules.

2. In the Malay names of various substances re-

sembling gutta-percha, mostly containing the name
of the tree from which they are derived, a> gutta-

rambong, -siuggarip,-sundck, -taban; gutta-shea,
gutta-trap (see quots. 1S58, 1887).
1858 Cycl. Commerce (ed. Homans\ Gutta Trap, a sub-

stance allied to gutta percha and caoutchouc.lt is the
inspissated juice of an artocarpus. 1887 .Moloney Forestry
W. Afr. 379 A substance somewhat resembling gutta-percha
is found in Shea Butter, and is called Gutta-Shea. 1897
Willis Floiver. PI. II. 287 Payena Leerii . . yiek^ a ^:>y»\

gutta percha .. known as Gutta Sundek. 1897 C. P. G.
Son t Malayan Words 55 The present gutta-percha of com-
merce is said to be all or mostly obtained from other trees,

and U called by the natives accordingly gelali taban, getah
rambung, getah sundi. getah gerih, etc.

H. them. A white amorphous substance, the

principal constituent of gutta-percha.
1864 Waits Diet. Chan. II. 961 Pure gutta is a hydro-

carbon isomeric with oil of turpentine, CM H '

'.

Guttable (g»tab*l . a. rare. [f. Gut v. +
-able. (? Formed in imitation of Gustabi.e.

]

That mav be ' gutted ' or guzzled : in quot. as sb.

I73S T. S[hekidan] in Swift's Whs. 1778) XVII. 312, I

have, too much plenty of guttables ; if we had agreeable
companions as plenty as woodcocks, ducks, snipes.. this

would be a paradise.

Gutta-percha g^ta|poJtja\ Also-pertscha.

[ad. Malay — J ^.S gelah percha, f. getah ( \ vxta-

+ percha the name of the tree (sense 2), lit. 'the

gum of percha'.]

1. The inspissated juice of various trees found

chiefly in the Malayan nrehipelago (see sense 2 ,

now extensively used in the aits.

1845 Athenaeum 337 The Secretary described the sub-
stance called ' gutta percha '. 1852 Crawfuku Malay Diet.

50, Gatah-pA)\ha, the inspissated juice of the parcba tree,

Isonandra gutta of Sir William Hooker ; the guttah-percha
of commerce. 1858 Carpenter Peg. Phys. §335 A sub-
stance, closely resembling Indian-rubber, has lately excited
considerable interest, and, under the name of Ciutta Pertscha,
is now brought into the markets of Europe in conMderable
quantities. 1870 Kmerson Soc. <S- Soiit., Work <y Days
Wks. iHohn) III. 65 No sooner is the electric telegraph
devised, than gutta-percha, the very material it requires, is

found. 1890 H. Diu'.mmond in Life xv, (1S99) jSS Blue
star-fish like guttapercha.

2. (Short tor gutta-percha tree, see 3.) Ore of

the trees that yield this juice, esp. Isonandra (or

Dichopsia) Gutta (N.O. Euphorbiacew).
i860 L. OUPHANT Elgin's Mission China I. 27 Among them

[Singapore trees] are the ebony, sapan, and eagle wood,
but more valuable than all the gutta-percha. 1876 Hari.ey
Mat. Med, (ed. 6J 671 Gutta- Percha is a handsome ever-

green tree, native of Borneo, Sumatra, and others of the
East India Islands.

3. attrib. and Comb., as gutta-percha-joint, •joint-

ing, -merchant, -sheeting, -tree, -tube
;
gutta-pe> cha-

covered adj.; gutta-percha-tissue, 'gutta-percha

in a very thin leaf, used as a watei proof covering to

dressings to prevent evaporation ' {Syd. .Soc. Lex.
1886) ;

gutta-percha- wire Telcgrapfiy , wire

covered with gutta-percha.
1876 Preece & Sivew right telegraphy 236 'Gutta-percha-

covered wire. Ibid. 241 The main faults in *guua percha
joints., are [etc.]. Ibid. 236 Patience is another virtue

in 'gutta percha jointing, especially in the open air. 1851
in /llustr. Lond. Xeivs 5 Aug. « 1854) itS Occupations of
the people. .^Gutta-pereha merchant. 1876 Preece & Sive-
wright Telegraphy 239 The *gutta percha sheeting, as
supplied to jointers, should be cut into strips four inches

wide. 1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases i. 30 Take one of
the strips of 'guttapercha tissue. 1845 Stocqlei.fr
llandbk. Brit. India (1S54) 367 The 'gutta-percha tree.,

is entitled to rank as a new genus. 1873 Ralfe Phys.

Ghent. 182 The chambers communicate with each other,

and into each of which the fluid potass is passed by means
of *gutta percha tubes. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Tele-

graphy 235 Out-of-door jointing of 'gutta percha wires.

Guttate fg^'t^O, a. [ad. L.gultdt-us speckled,

spotted, f. gutta drop.] In the form of drops;

furnished with drops, spotted as if by drops.

1826 Kirbv & Sp. Ento/nol. IV. 285 Guttate,. .sprinkled

with guttac. 1876 Ruskin Deucalion I. xi. 196 The silica.,

is stuck together just as if it had fallen in drops, which is

what I mean by calling Hyalite characteristically 'guttate '.

1887 W. Phii.i.M's Brit. Discomycetes 415 Guttate, Guttu-
late, furnished with one or more spherical drops; synonym
for nucleate.

Guttated (gpt^'ted), a. [ad. L. guttdt-us (see

prec.) + -ED 1
.] Spread about as if in drops or

spots.



GUTTATIM.
1717 In Bailey vol. II. 1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)

IV. 458 In the first or Guttated Variety the patches very
seldom extend to the size of a si.\ -pence.

II Guttatim (gvte"t\m\adv. [L. = ' by drops',
f. gutta drop.] Drop by drop.
1694 Salmon- Bales Ilisfn-ns. (1713I 395/2 Give Fire gra-

dation, .sou-ill the Mercury run guttatim into the Recipient.
»7*7~4' Crakbbks '.'yd. s.v. Gut/us, To take the wine, and
sprinkle it, guttatim, drop by drop, upon the victim. 1878
T. Bryant Pract. Surg: (1879) II. 55 Tincture of galls, added
guttatim to the urine. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II G/utte (gute), a. Her. Forms : 6 guttie, ,-S
gutte, 7-9 guttee, 9 goutt<5. goutty, guttee,
gutty, 7- guttg. [AF. gutti («=F. goitttc: :—L.
gitttatus GUTTATK.] Besprinkled with drops ; fre-

quently in AF. phrases, as gutti de /amies, de sang,
etc. Gutti reversed: charged with drops having
the bulb or globe upwards.
1571 Bossrwbll Aruwrie it. 88, I mynde liere to speake

hut of the droppes vpon the said Crosse, being blazed Guttle,
1610 Gi'ii.um //era/dry in. xi. (1660) 152 This bearing is

called Gutte de Larmes .. because they represent Drops of
Teares falling. 1655 M. Cahter Hon. Kediv. (1660) 157
You are to blazon them differently according to the Colour,
as, if Sanguine, then Gutte de Sang. 1727-41 Chambers
Cyct., Gutty, or Gutte, in Heraldry, is when a thing is

represented as charged or sprinkled with drops. 1811 Naval
( /trim. XXV. 274 A ljear, passant, argent, guttee de sang.
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Gutte reversed. 1838 Penny
Cyct. XII. 143/3 When the field, charge, or supporter is

covered with goutes, or drops, it is called cutty; and if of
gold or yellow, gutty dor [etc.]. 1864 BoOTELL Her. Hist,
f, Pop. xxi. § 2 led. 3) 358 Gu., a bend or, gutte'e-de-poix,
between two mullets arg., pierced of the field.

Gutte, obs. form of Gout si. 1
.

t Gutted, a. Her. Obs. [Anglicized f. Gittk.]
= Gutte
" 1548 Halt. Chron., Edn: /f"(i5 5o) 12 Some had .. the

guissettes. .draped o: gutted with red.

Gutted [go-ted), ///. a. [f. Gut v. + -ki>'.]
'

In senses of the vb.

1842 J. Wilson I'oy. Seotl. II. 158 While one is filling a
basket with her gulted fish. 1862 H. Marryat }ear in
Sweden II. 241 We pass by gutted towers, four stories high.
1897 Daily Mews 27 Dec. 5 s. It was some time, however,
before the gutted house could l>e entered.

Guttee, variant of Gutte Her.
Gutter (go'tw), sb} Forms : 3 5 goter, 4
godere, gooter, gotur, guter, 4 5 gotere. =,

gotyr, guttyr. gutur, 5-6 guttur/5-7 guttar.
gutture, 6 gotter. gutt(e>e. St. gutar, guttour,
4- gutter. [a. OF. gutiere (12th c. in J.ittrc

,

goutiere (13th a), mod.F. goitltiere fern. (=-- l'r..

Sp. gotera, Pg. goteird), also OF. goit'.f)tier masc.
(1325 in Godef.), f. goutte drop isee Gout rf. 1

).]

1 1. A watercourse, natural or artificial ; in later

use, a small brook or channel. In 14-1 5th c. often
used to render L. stillicidium (shower), catarractes
(cataract, deluge), etc. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter l.xxiji]. 6 He sat douncoine . . Als

goters droppand be erthe ogaine. 1382 WvcLIF Gen. viii. 2
The wellys of the see and the goterys of heuene ben closid.

J

1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) I. 181 |>e ry'uer Danubius ..is I

..i-Iadde in to dyuerse places of be cite by goteres [I.. 1

eana/ibus] vnder er>e. 1398 — liarth. De P. A*, xm. xvi.
(Tolleni. MSJ, To renewe and refresche pondes fresche
water is lad and broti}te by goderes [1495 gutters] condites
and pipes, c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 206/1 Gotere vndyr be
grownde, ca/aduppa, eataraela. c 1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 799 '44 Hie garget, a gotyr. 1551 Tlrnkk
Herbal 1. B vij b, Henbayne . . groweth . . about guttures
and ditches. 1591 Sylvester Dh Partas 1. ii. 564 Some
standing Lake Which neighbour Mountains with their
gutters make. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 137 He [Tigris]
takes his way vnder the earth through certain blinde gutters.
1675 Providence (Rhode lsl.) Ree. (18931 IV. 39 On ye East
sid of a little gutter on ye south side of a swompe. 1785
Burns Holy Pair vii, Swankies young, in braw braid-claith,
Are springin owre the gutters. 1797 B. Trumbull Hist.
Connecticut I. 24 In the low lands, on the banks of the
rivers, by the brooks and gutters, there was a variety antl
plenty of grapes. 1855 Thoreai- Cape Cod iii. (1894) 40 We
crossed a brook, .called Jeremiah's Gutter.

b. A furrow or track made by running water.
1586 D. Rowland tr. //. de Mendoza's I.azarillo (1677)D 2 a, A great wide Gutter which the raine had made.

1637 Rutherford Lett, exxxviii. (1894) 267 Prisoners of
hope must run to Christ, with the gutters that tears have
made on their cheeks. 1704 Addison Italy (1705) 164 The
rude Prospects of many Rocks rising one above another, of
the deep Gutters worn in the Sides of 'em by the Torrents
of Rain [etc.]. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bedc v, There had been
some heavy storms of rain, and the water lay in deep gutters
on the sides of the gravel-walks.

o. Austral, gold-mining. The lower part of the
channel of an old river of the Tertiary period con-
taining auriferous deposits.
1864 J. Rogers A'eiu Rush 55 Duffers are so common And

golden gutters rare. 1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas I. i, The
gutter proved remunerative enough to keep the mine going,
and pay all the men.
2. A shallow trough fixed under the eaves of a

roof, or a channel running, between two sloping
roofs, to carry off the rain-water.

'354 Meiu. Ripon (Surteesl III. 92 In mercede j hominis
mundantis guteres circa ecclesiam pro ij vicibus 6d. 138a
Wyclif 2 Sam. v. 8 The goters of the hows eues. 1472
Mem. Ripon (Surtees III. 246, I2d. solut. pro reparacione
tinius gitttur plumb, camera.-. 1522 Churchiv.Acc. St. Giles,
Reading 16 Paid to the plumer for metal to Sowder the
gutters lij •

iiiji. 1657 R. Licon Rarbadoes (1673) =9 Water

522

they save likewise from their houses, by gutters at the eves,
which carry it down to cisterns. 1789 P. Smyth tr. Aldrieh's
Archit. (1818) 85 Experience has taught men to carry off
the droppings from their shelving roofs by placing gutters
in them. 1823 P. Nicholson Pratt. Build. 220 P>ridged
Gutters—Gutters made with boards, supported below with
liearers, and covered over with lead. 1861 Ultton Cook
/'. Foster's D. iii, Dax's window opened on to a gutter.

3. A hollowed channel running at the side or
(less commonly) along the middle of a street, to
carry away the surface water.
1408 Durham Ace. Roll in Ping. Hist. Rev. XIV. 517

Soluta. .laborariis. .facieiuibus unam gutteram lapideam et
iljam in ditto Watergate ponentibus. 1449-50 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 276 Pro emendacione et le pavyng j gutter
juxta capellam, iljt.m}d. 1553 m HalliwelkV/irtX-j-. (18S71 II.

141 That every tenauntdo scour and kepcleanethergutteres
or dyches in the same lane. 16x5 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess.
165 Hee cannot doe so much good as a Fellow that sweepes
gutters. 1622 Calms Stat. Savers (1647) 58 A Gutter is of
a less size, and of a narrower passage and current then a
Sewer is; and as I take it, a Gutter is the diminutive of a
Sewer. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 317 ro Went to the Club.
I.ike to have fain into a Glitter. 1834 West /mi. SketchBh:
II. -i Flagstones which slope from the houses towards the
middle of the streets to form a gutter. 1840 Barham Ingot.
Leg. Ser. 1. Cyuotaph, note, All bare and exposed to the
midnight dews Reclined in a gutter we found him. 1898
Zangwiix Dreamers Ghetto iv. 128 'I"he gutters run blood.

b. fig. Taken as the typical haunt of persons,
csp. children, of low birth or breeding.
c 1846 W. E. Forster in T. W. Reid Life ti888i 1. vL 169,

I would strive . . to get the children of the working classes
out of the gutter, by educating them. 1882 Miss Bkaddon
Mt. Royal I. in. 95 The women I have cared for in days
gone by have hardly got over their early affinity with the
gutter. 1886 Besant Childr. Gideon 1. i, To take a girl out
of the gutter and pretend that she is a lady. 1890 Hall
Cains Bondman 11. i, If he came to die in the gutter, who
should say that it had not served him right? 1896 F. Hall
in Xation (N.V.) LXII. 234/2 Slang of the slums and the
gutter.

C. A channel forming a receptacle for dirt or
filth ; a sink. lit. and fig. Now dial.

(1440 Promp. Pan'. 206 '2 Gotere, ad pmgaudum feces
eo'/uine. 11533 l*d. Bernkrs Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl. Let. ii.

(1536I 102 Thou Rome shake be the syncke and gutter of
the fylthynesof Asye. 1601 CoRNWALLis Ess. 11. xxix. (1631

'

36 A true thing out of the gutter of a false throat can hardly
escape corrupting. 1718 T. Gordon Cordial Lcnv Spirits
30 Girding it 'till you have quite .stopped up the Gutter
through which the aforesaid excrements issue, a 1825 Forby
/ 'oc. /'. Anglia, Gutter, Gutter-hole, a sink or kennel. The
general sense of gutter is a passage for water particularly,
but not exclusively, from the roofs of houses. Hut with us
the idea of filth is inseparable from it.

d. Mud, tilth. Chiefly Sc. (only///;.
1785 R. Forufs Poems Buc'han Dial. 28 Sae smear'd wi"

gutters was his buik, He stinket in his hide, a 1825 Fokbv
i'oe. A. Anglia, Gutter-slush, gutter, kennel dirt. 'She fell

down in the street, and her clothes were all over nothing
but gutter.' 1866 Mitchell Hist. Montrose xxii. 162 She
quenched his oratory with a mouthful of gutters.

4. A shallow trough or open conduit or pipe for

the outflow of fluid.

1657 R. I,icon Rarbadoes 1 1673) 90 Under the rollers, there
is a receiver . . into which the liquor falls, and .. runs under
ground in a Pipe or gutter of lead. 1757 A. Cooi-tK Dis-
tiller 1. xvi. (1760) 74 By placing in the middle of the tub a
wooden Pipe or Gutter. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 417
Sometimes the trunk of a fir-tree, hollowed out, so as to form
a kind of gutter, is placed in an inclined position. 1872
Ei.LACOMBE Bells o/Ch. in Ch. Bells Devon \. 204 The fused
metal is carried at once from the furnace to the pit by means
of a series of gutters.

f6. A groove or elongated hollow in an animal
or vegetable body. Obs. in gen. sense.

XS53 Udall Geminus A/rat. B iij b/a Thys concauite or
dyche or gutter [of the Nose). 1578 Lytb Dodocns w. xl.

709 A rough harde stone, full of creastes and gutters, within
whiche is a kernell lyke an Almonde. 1607 TotXKLL Four-f.
Beasts (1658) 331 All which veins are easie enough to know,
because that every one lyeth in a little gutter. 1607 Makk-
HAM Cavat. II. (1617) 8 His buttocke round, plumpe, and
full, without either gutter or deuision of ioynts. 1616 KKAD
Dcscr. Body Man 20 The sinus of the gutture of the arme
receiuitig the cubit. 1712 tr. Pomei's Hist. Drugs I. 42
These Seeds are separated from one another by leaves
folded into a Gutter.

tb. spec. J'ettciy. One of the grooves in the
' beam ' of a hart's ' head '. Obs.
1576 Tt:RbKRv. Vcnerie 53 The thing that bcareth the

Antliers, Royals, and toppes, ought to be called the beame,
and the little clyffes or streakes therein are called gutters.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gutters* the little Streak in

a Deer's Beam.
c. Ent. Applied to certain folds on the hinder

wings of lepidoptera.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 360 Internal margin of

the lower wings arched and projecting over the abdomen to
form a gutter.

6. A groove or channel of artificial formation.
Now only teehn.

1555 F.okx Decades 159 They are curiously buylded with
many pleasaunt diuises as turrettes, portals, gutters. 1594
Plat Jnvell-ho. m. 23 A pistol! .. hauing eight gutters
somewhat deepe in the inside of the barrell. x6n Cotgr.,
Coulisse ifun arbaleste, the hollow furrow wherein the
arrow lyes; we call it, the gutter, orchace. 1659 Willsford
Scales Comm., Archit. 31 The Dorick order,, .this Column
. .more adorned then the last, to which some adde Flutings,
or gutters. 1682 Bond. Gas. No. 1684/4 A black brown
Gelding, three Gutters cut in his Hoof. 1833 J. Holland
Manuf. J/f/<x/II.io6The workman, ploughs out the gutter
for the lodgment of the barrel [of a gun]. 1861 Wynter.SV>c.
Bees 187 The stamping shop, where girls, with inconceivable

GUTTER.
rapidity, place each wire beneath a die, and stamp exactly
in the middle thereof two eyes, and two channels, or gutters
as they are termed. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Gutter, a hollow
or groove running down the centre of a knife spring.

7. \xi Printing = gutter-slick (see 8). Also in

Bookbinding, ' the white space between the pages
of a book ' (Barrere and Leland Slang, 1889).
1841 Savack Did. Printing s.v., We now mean by the

term Gutter, the piece of furniture that separates two ad-
joining pages in a cbfise, as in an octavo that between pages
1 and 16, in a duodecimo that between pages 1 and 24 and
so on. 1888 Jacobi Printers' I'oc , Gutter, the ' back

'

margin or furniture of a sheet. This is the part of a sheet
which when folded falls in the back of the book.

8. attrib. and Comb., as gutter channel, -hole^

-level, spout, stone, water, watenvay, work
;

gutter-bred, -draggled, -gorging, -grubbing, -like

adjs.
;
gutter-wise adv.

; gutter-bearer, ' the s.ort

of joist upon which the boarding for a gutter is

laid ' {Diet. Archit. 1852) ; gutter-bird, the spar-

row, hence fig., a disreputable person
;

gutter-
board, a board forming the foundation on which
is laid the lining-material forming the gutter

itself; gutter-child, a child such as haunts the
street gutters, one of low birth or breeding

;

gutter-drift = sense 1 c ; gutter-flag Austral.
'see quot.); gutter-flanged a., having a Hange
shaped like a gutter; f gutter lane slang, the
throat, gullet; gutter-ledge Naut. (see quot.

;

gutter-man, a street vendor of cheap jewellery,

fancy articles, toys, etc.; + gutter-master, (pre-

sumably) one who cleans out gutters ; hence gittter-

mastership
;
gutter-member Arch., a member

made by decorating the outside face of a gutter with
regularly spaced ornaments

; gutter-merchant =
gutter-man

; gutter plane, a moulding-plane with
a semi-cylindrical sole used in planing out gutters

Knight Diet. Alech. Suppl. 1884); gutter-plate
.Ship-building (see quots.) : gutter-snippet, app.

meant as a dim. of GUTTBE-SWIPE; gutter-spar-
row = gutter-bird

; gutter-stall, the stall of a
gutter-man

;
gutter-stick Printing, one of the

pieces of furniture which separate pages in a form ;

gutter-tree, the Wild Cornel or Dogwood, Cornus
sauguiuea {Syd. Soc. Lex.)\ f gutter window,
?a window opening on to a gutter. Also Gc'TTEk-
}iLOOD, -SNIPE, -TILE, etc.

1896 // 'cstm. Gaz. 1 8 Feb. 5/2 They seem to bear the same
relation to ordinary dogs as the lowest *gutter-bird does
to a respectable man. 1899 Ibid. 14 Mar. 2/3 The
sparrow has a strong idea in his impudent little head that
everything belongs to him.. .This .. will not do for such a
refined city as Boston, and so the fiat has gone forth against
the little gutter bird. 1703 T, N. CityfyC. Purchaser 162 In
these Plain-tile-gutters, there is a *Gutter-board laid which
raises them. 1852 Dkt. A rchit. , Gutter-beard. 1877 Rcskin
J-ors Clav. VII. Ixxvi. 108 Any young *gutter-bred black-
guard. 1564-78 Bullets Dial. agst. Pest. (1886) 45 *Gutter
chanilles uncleane kept. 1870 Public Opinion 16 July 57 It

is not these "gutter children alone for whom compulsion is

wanted. 1890 'Rolf Boli>rewood' Miner's Right (1899)
102/2 There were no poor in rags, no houseless women, no
aged paupers, no gutter children, no street boys, no out-
casts. 1894 Du Mal'Mfr 'trilby I. 95 Her sordid, mer-
cenary, little *gutter-draggled soul. 1887 H. H. Howohth
Mammoth <y Blood 372 Numerous remains of vegetation,
we are told, occur in the *gutter-drift in Victoria. 1869
R. B. Smyth Gold/. Victoria 612 *Gutter-flags— Flags fixed

on the surface to denote where the course of a gutter or lead

underground lias been discovered. 1869 Sir E. Rked Ship-
build, ii. 20 To roll the *gutter-flanged plate to the required
form. 1598 Sylvester/?// Bartas 11. i. 1. Eden 116 *Gutter-
gorging durty muds. 1795 CoLSUDGI Lett. (1895) 148 O
God! that such a mind should fall in love with that low,

dirty, *gutter-prubbmg trull, Worldly Prudence ! 1819
Blactnu. Mag. V. 636 Who having dined abroad, returning
late, Besplash your stockings in the *gutter-hole. a 1825
Forhy I'oc. E. Anglia, Gutter, Gutter-hole,^. sink or kennel.

1684 S. G. Angl. Speculum 483 All goeth down *Gutter-lane
(a small lane in the City*. Appliable to great Gluttons
and Drunkards, rt 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv, Suit and
Cloak, good store of. .Liquor, let down Gutter-lane. 1769-
80 Falconer Diet. Marine, *Gutter-ledge, a cross bar laid

along the middle of a large hatchway in some vessels, to

support the covers, and enable them the better to sustain

any weighty body. 1880 Victorian Rev. 2 Feb. 656 'the

gutters had virtually sucked them dry, and had left no gold
worth having above the *gutter-Ievel. 1776 E. Mknijes da
Costa Conchol. v. 117 The scoop (sinus) is the hollowed, or

*gutter-likejRrocess placed side-ways of the beak, and lower

down on the very lip. 1892 Pall Mall G. 8 Apr. 6/1 For
the past week the *gutter-men have been driving a brisk

trade in Boat Race favours. 1607 Marston Whatyon will

in. i, Francisco Soranzo and perfumer and muscat, and
•gutter maister. Ibid., If I make you not loose your office

of *gutter Maister-ship, and you bee Skauenger next yeare

well. 1896 Daily Neivs 4 Aug. 3/4 Fine weather brings

people out. and enables the ' *gutter merchant' to display

his stock-in-trade. 1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. i. 10 The
*gutter-plates on the top of the floors, forming the flat central

keelson. 1874 Thearle Naval Archit. 72^1 has been a
common practice to place no longitudinal tie between the

outer keel and the longitudinal combination of plates and
angle irons on the top of the floors, known as the gutter

plate and keelson. 1891 R. Kipling Light thatfailed viii,

She's a dissolute little scarecrow,—a *gutter-snippet and

nothing more. 1890 Tablet 20 Dec. 961 He denounced his

late comrades as *gutter-sparrows. 1647 Sanderson Sernt.

(16S1) II. 201 Would any wise man.. trust to a *gutter-spout

to quench his thirst, when he might go to a spring ? 1839
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Longf. Hyperion iv. iii. Then the whole scene changed,

and he thought himself a monk's-head on a gutter-spout.

1889 A. T. Pask Eyes Thames 166 Let us look again at the

butcher's shop, and then at the ^gutter stalls. 1683 MoxOM
Printing § 8. 29 *Gutter-sticks . . are used to set between

Pages on either side the Crosses. . . They have a Groove, or

Gutter laid on the upper side of them, as well that the

Water may drain away when the Form is Washed or Rinced,

as that they should not Print, when through the tenderness

of the Tinpan, the Plattin presses it and the Paper lower

than ordinary. 1530 Palsgr. 228/1 'Gutter stone. 1730 A.

Gordon Majfei's Amphith. 361 A lesser Conduit .. carried

the *Gutter-Water of several Streets. 1874 Thbarle Naval
Arckit. 123 In some cases, a *gutter waterway is fitted on

the inside of the stanchions, the wood waterway being be-

tween the side plating and gutter waterway. 1620 J.

Doughty in Lismore Papers (1887) Sen 11. II. 263 When he

was in his howse [he] gote out att a *gutter window and
soe escaped. 1679 BbdloK Popish Plot 2+ They ran together

out at the Gutter-window. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden
xvii. 35 A. peece of soft wax, made a little hollow, "gutter-

wise. x6xx Cotgr., Caneleure, ..*gutter-worke (in stone, or

timber).

b. attrib. passing into adj. Brought up in or

appropriate to the gutter; of a low or disreputable

character. (Freq. in gutter Press, gutter journal-

ism, etc.)

1851 P. Jerrold St. Giles vii. 64 Could any of his gutter

companions boast such greatness? 1884 Vice-Adm. Maxse
in Pall MallG. 4 War. 2/1 All the gutter epithets which have
been coined to express baffled malice and impotence. 1888

Sat. Rev. 20 Oct. 450/2 Evident . . to any person who . . has

had some experience of the ways of gutter journalism.

Ibid.., The gutter journalist. 1889 Ibid. 16 Nov. 549/1 Mr,
Conybeare had, according to a gutter journal, charged Sir

Edward with saying. .that [etc.J. 1889 Swinburne Study
B. Jonson 70 The accents of some gutter gaolbird. 1890
Times 12 Mar. 5/1 The gutter language used by the Portu-

guese Republican Press. 1892 Swinburne Stud. Prose <y

Poet. (1894)235 The gutter slang of those reactionary dis-

unionists, 1899 Times (weekly ed.) 520/2 The gutter Press

of Paris.

Gutter (gff'tdi), sb$ [f. Gut v. + -er i.] One
who guts.

1. One employed in disembowelling fish.

1780 Young Tour fret. I. 148, Fishermen 90, Gutters 40.

1854 Miller Sch. $ Scam. (1858) 43 Bevies of young women
employed as gutters. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 310 The wives and
daughters [of the fishermen] are gutters or packers or salters.

2. One who guts buildings.

a 1734 North Exam. 11. iv. § 93 (1740'! 277 He was a great

Inquisitor of Priests and Jesuits, and Gutter (as the Term
was for Stripping) of Popish Chapels.

Gutter g»"t3i), v. [f. Gutter sb. 1
]

1. trans. To make gutters in ; to furnish with

gutters ; to channel or furrow with streams, tears,

or the like.

1387 Charters St. Giles {1859) p. x, Alswa betwene the

chapellis, guteryt with hewyn stane to cast the watir owte,

and to save the were fro the watir. 1634-5 Hrereton Trav.
(Chetham Soc.) 149 There is meadow land and bog, which
being guttered ditched and drained .. will be good and rich

meadow. 1638 Sandys Job xvi. 33 My cheeks are gutterd

with my fretting teares. 1640 Bf. H. King Sernt. 51 Her
wrinckled face, guttered with the Teares of her decay. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 418 A narrow Flooring, gutter'd,

wall'd, and til'd. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening
41 To discharge the Wet that might otherwise gutter the

Walks. X796 Trans. Soc. Arts XIV. 122 The field.. has
been remarkably well drained and guttered. 183a J. Hodg-
son i;i J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 269 Steps .. once neatly
fluted but now guttered by the weather. 1893 Wiltsh.

Gloss., Gutter, to drain land with open drains.

+ D. To carry off (water) by means of gutters.

c 1420 Pallad. on Ilusb. xn. 289 Transplauntynge hem is

best at yeeris too, So gutteryng [so MS. BodI.] the water
from hem shelue ; Yf water stonde on hem, they beth fordo.

2. intr. Of water : To form gutters or gullies.

1632 I.ithgow Trav. vi. 282 The Brooke Cedron (which
guttereth through the valley). 1670 Narborough in Ace.
Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 69, I looked very carefully in Gul-
lies, and places where Water had guttered.

3. To flow in streams, to stream down.
1583 Stanyhurst /Enet's iv. (Arb.) in His mynd vnuari-

ant doth stand, tears vaynelye doe gutter. 1622 Marbe
tr. Aleman's Guzman a"A if. 1. 72 That abundance of teares
which fell guttering downe his cheekes. 1697 Dryden
Virg. /En. v. 261 Their lab'ring sides Are swell'd, and
Sweat runs gutt'ring down in Tides. 1699 Garth Dispens.
v. Wks. (1771) 75 Tears of amber guttered down his cheeks.
1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883) I. 331 You may see
the young housewife, before the shower is ended, letting the
raindrops gutter down her visage. 1863 Whytk Melville
Gladiators III. 287 They must be fond of gold who can
catch it by handfuls, guttering down like this in streams
of fire. 1891 E. Philli-otts Folly fy Fresh Air \Y\. 117
A little stream that guttered down the hill-side.

t4. trans. To discharge in streams. Obs. rare.

a 1618 Sylvester Job hi. 346 My waies were bath'd in

butter And Rocks about mee Rolls of Oyle did gutter.

1622 Mabbe tr. Aieman's Guzman a"A If. it. 191 Darke
and thicke clouds, .guttered downe vpon vs huge and great
drops of raine.

5. intr. Of a candle : To melt away rapidly by
its becoming channelled on one side and the tallow

or wax pouring down ; to sweal. Also with down,
out. (The chief current sense.)

1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyl, To Gutter, to sweal, or run,

as a candle sometimes does. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII.
256 The external coat, thus made, prevents them from gut-
tering. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudgelv, The candles flickered

and guttered down. 1875 Howells Foregone Couct. ix. 149
A crown of . . red formed upon the . . wick, which toppled
over in the socket and guttered out with a sharp hiss.

quasi- ^Y7«,r. 1891 Baring-Gol'ld Troubadour Land vi.

523

63 My candle . . guttered itself in no time into the tray of

the candlestick.

trans/. 1872 T, Hardy Under Greenwood Tree 1. vii,

With .. a nose guttering like a candle.

6. To gutter along', to drag existence along 'in

the gutter '. nonce-use.
1883 I*. S. Robinson Sinners fy Saints 44 They might have

guttered along in helpless poverty, .till old age found them
in a workhouse.

Gutteral, obs. form of Guttural.

Gutter-blood (gytsjblwd). Sc, A base-born

or low-bred person ; one of the rabble.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xviii, The gutter-bloods ! and deil

a gentleman amang them. 1825-80 in Jameson. 1868 E.

Yates Rock Ahead 111. vii, A dozen young gutter-bloods,

street-boys, would have been round him in a moment.
Hence Gutter-blooded a., base-born.

1829 Scott Anne ofG. xiii, The gift lie hath for chastising

the gutter-blooded citizens of a free town.

Guttered (g^rtaid), ppl. a. [f. Gutter sb. 1 and
V. r -EI).]

1. Furrowed; grooved; fluted; gullied.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 83 Euery lefe [of the Pine tree] is

..furrowed or guttered as sum kynde of yong grasse is.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 69 The gutter'd Rockes, and Con-
gregated Sands. i66z Gerbier Princ. (1665) 5 The Gut-
tered Colombs. 1678 Yol'ng Strut, at Whitehall 29 Dec.

24 We will not advert the Gutter'd Cheeks, and Passionate

Mournings .. of the Primitive Penitents. 1696 Dekiiam
Artificial Clock-m. 3 The guttered Wheel, with Iron spikes

at the bottom, in which the line of ordinary House-Clocks
doth run, is called the Pully. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn
816 The gutter'd rocks and mazy-running clefts. 1884 Ha>-
pers Mag. Nov. 850/2 Jehan and Pierre have greased gut-

tered boards, which they slip under the keel. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVII. 202 '1 Skate blades deeply grooved, or 'gut-

tered', as it is termed.

2. Of a candle '

v
see Gutter v. 5).

i860 Geo. Elliot Mill on Ft. 1. viii, Looking as irrelevant

to the daylight as a last night's guttered candle. 1863 W.
Lancaster Praeterita 38 We have not much more light to

spend, Two guttered ends of tallow.

3. Furnished with or having gutters.

1797 Holcroft tr. Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) III. Ixxi. 76
The glittered pent-houses.. are large.

Guttering fgftsrin), vbl. s/>. [f. Gutter sbj

and v. + -ing '.]

1. Trenching, draining. Also attrib. Now dial.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 60 Now as the treen beth

cladde in her estate iTor gutteryng to hewe is and to hem.
1789 Trans. Soc. ArtsWll. 63, I procured a draining or

guttering plough. X883 in West Somerset Gioss,

2. The construction of gutters.

1703 T. N, City % C. Purchaser 163 Guttering, In Car-

pentry, is commonly done by the Lineal Foot. 1825 J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 635 Sheet-lead used in roof-

ing and guttering is commonly between 7 and 12 lbs. to the

square foot.

b. concr. The material used for gutters
;
gutters

collectively. Also U.S. Mining (see quot. 1SS3).

1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 98 Lintelling, Guttering,

Cornish . . &c. at so much per Foot. 1883 Greslev Gloss.

Coal Mining, Guttering (Pa.), a channel or pipe cut along

the side of a pit shaft to conduct the water not tubbed back
into a lodge or sump. 1886 Daily News 28 Dec. 6/1
Numerous houses were stripped of their guttering.

3. The making of grooves or furrows : a. as a

process in manufacture ; b. as an accidental re-

sult.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 359 During the fore-

going operations the needles have severally become more or

less crooked, especially in the guttering by hand. 1877
Const, A> Manuf. Ordnance xii. 299 Scoring or guttering
was caused by the rush of gas round the projectile.

4. Of a candle (see Gutter v. 5) ; also concr. the

melted tallow or wax which runs clown.

1784-9 M. Madah Persius (1795) 159 note, They stuck up
candles or lamps, in their windows .. and by their flaring

and guttering they made the frames of the windows on
which they stood all over grease. 1888 Uurgon Lives
12 Gd. Men 11. xi. 316 The guttering from the wax candle
. . invaded his plate.

Guttering (gy-tarin), ///. a. [f. Gutter v.

+ -iNO 2
.] That gutters.

1697 Dryden t'irg. sEn. lit. 871 From his bor'd Eye the
gutt'ring Blood he laves. 1862 G. P. Scroi'E Volcanos 68
A run of wax or tallow in a 'guttering ' candle. 1896 A.
Morrison Child of the Jago 10 A little heap of guttering
grease, not long ago a candle.

Gutterling (go-taalin). [f. Gutter sb* +
-lino.] One bred in a gutter ; one of the ( lower
orders '. Also attrib. = Gutter sb.l 8 b.

1846 Mrs. Gore Si: Fug. Charac. {1852) 1 15 After a week's
experience as a gutterling of the fashionable world. 1896
B'ham Weekly Post 21 Mar. 4/8, I hate this gutterling
assault on.. a true poet, who has given us of his best.

Gutter-Snipe (g^tsjsnoip). Cf. gutter-bird.

1. a. dial. The common snipe, Gallinago cvelestis

(
K
Northumbld. Gloss. 1893). b. The common
American or Wilson's snipe, Gallinago ivilsoni or

delicata.

(Mr. W. H. Patterson writes from Belfast that he has
known the word 'Guttery-snipe ' in Ireland since 1850, but
it is not in common use ; a synonym is mire snipe.)

1874 R. Ridgway Birds III. in Annals Lyceum N. Y. X.
383 G[alliuago]galliuaria. .var. Wilsonii. .Common Snipe;
Gutter Snipe; English Snipe.

2. a. A gatherer of refuse, such as rags and paper,

from street gutters.

1869 Echo n Feb., One of the female gutter-snipes who
gain a precarious living by hunting for ' unconsidered trifles

'

GUTTING.
in the streets of Paris. 1898 N. B. Daily Mail 24 Sept. 2

It is about twelve years since I first scraped an acquaint-

ance with the Glasgow guttersnipe.

b. A child brought up ' in the gutter'; one of the

lowest class ; a street arab.
1882 L. WlNGFlBLD Gehenna II. iii. 71 This fellow, born

and bred a guttersnipe, was exceedingly romantic 1884
Century Mag. XXVTII. 557 The gutter-snipes and Arabs
of the streets of Gravesend.

3. Printing. {U.S.) (See quot.)

1871 Auitr. Encycl. Printing (ed. Ringwalt), Gutter'
snipe, a small and narrow printed bill or poster, which is

usually pasted on curbstones.

Gu'tter-tile. A tile used in the construction

of gutters, or to line the ' valleys' of a roof.

1477 ^ ct x 7 F-<lw- ft* c - 4 Pleintile .. thaktile, roftile, ou
crestile, cornertile Sc guttertile. a 1680 Butler Rem.

I 1759)

I. 92 Puss, wrapt warm in his own native Furs, Dreamt
softly of as soft and warm Amours, Of making Galantry in

Gutter-tiles. 1703 Moxon Mcch. Exerc. 240 These Gutter
Tiles are in length ten Inches and an half. 1842-59 Gwii.t

Archit. 11. ii. x. (ed. 4! 505 Gutter tiles .. are now rarely

used, their place having been long since supplied by lead.

1852 Diet. A rchit.y Gutter tile, besides being applied to the

valley tile which has a conical form, this name has been given

to Eaves tiles with one end turned up so as to form a trough.

Guttery gv tori), sb. [f. Gutz\ + -ERY.] The
place for gutting ^fish).

1842 J. Wilson / 'oy. Scott. II. 153 Herring guttery.

Guttery gy-tori), a. [f. Gutter sb. [ + -v '.]

1. Of corn : Grooved, channelled.

1744 50 \Y. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. IV. iv. 128 If [wheat!

is cut too soon .. the Kernel will be somewhat shriveled and
guttery. 1813 Batchelor Agric. 371 E. I>. D.) The corns

of cancer wheat arc commonly thin and guttery.

2. Miry, muddy. (Cf. Gutter sb.1 2 dj f dial.

1808 80 Jamikson s.v., A guttery road. 1874 E. A. Free-
man in \Y. R. \V. Stephens Li/e * Lett. (1895) II. 85
Streets guttery, stony, filthy. 1895 H. Callan Clyde to

Jordan ix. 97 The streets are narrow, stony, broken and
guttery.

Gu't-tide. Obs. or dial. Also S gutties. [An
alteration of good tide (see Good A. S c) ; perh. a

mere phonetic development, though association

with GUT sb. would inevitably suggest itself.]

Shrove Tuesday; n\$o gen., a time of feasting.

[1547 : see Good A. 8c] 1608 M mm.eton Fam. Loi'e iv.

i. 47 At what time wert thou bound, Club! at Guttide,

Hollantide, or Candletide? 1631 J. Bum;! sAusw. Rejained

323 [He] is content to impute to Hester, Mordecai, and all

the lewes, the decreeing of a Gut-tide, rather then of an
holy Festival!. 1797 F. I.kighton Let. to J. Boucher
25 Apr. (MS. 1

, You will be pleased to add to your Shrop-
shire words.. Gutties Day— Shrove Tuesday— evidently

from the Guts. 1820 [see Goon A. 8 c], 1847 HaI.liwell,
Guttide. 1887 S.Cheshire Gloss., Guttit. Shrovetide; lit.

Good tide. Guttit Tuesday-is the name for Shrove Tuesday.

Gut-tie (gytitai). local. AlsoSguttie. [f. Git
sb. 4-Trt: sb.] An abdominal di?ease in cattle.

1794 J. Clark Agric. Surv. Ileref. 76 The distemper is

here called the Guttie. When it had once seized on an ox,

it was considered as incurable. 1794 J. Harris ibid, jj
This stricture, or guttie, as it is called. 1834 Youatt Cattle

490 Various abdominal diseases ensue, and, among the rest,

the cords or gut-tie.

Guttie, obs. f. Guttk; var. GUTTY sb.

Guttifer (gwtifsj). Bot, [ad. mod.L. gutti-

fera (sc. planta), i. gutta drop (see Gutta and
-fekous). Cf. V.gutlifere.] A plant that exudes

gum or resin ; a plant of the order Guttiferx.

1846 Lindley Vig. Kingd. 400 Order CXLIV. Clusiacex

—Guttifers.

Guttiferous (gftifejos), a. [f. as prec. : see

-ferous.] Yielding gum or resinous substances

;

pertaining to N.O. Guttiferm, of trees and shrubs

remarkable for their abounding in a resinous sap.

1847 in Craig.

So Gutti-feral a., used by Lindley as the dis-

tinctive epithet of an ' alliance ' including the order

Guttiferm\ sb. A plant belonging to this 'alliance'.

1846 Lindley / 'eg. Kingd. 392 Guttiferales—the Guttiferal

Alliance. Ibid., It is in this respect indeed that Guttiferals

principally differ from Sapindals. Ibid. 400 Guttiferal

Exogens.

Guttiform (gvtifpsm)
t

a. [f. L. gutta drop

^Gutta sb. 1
, Gout sbA) + -(i)foiim.] Having the

form of a drop ; drop-shaped.

1874 CofES Birds N. IK 126 The markings below have a

short, broad, guttiform character. 1883 Nature xxvn. 231

Their guttiform surface can be explained by the drops

of the milky juice.

+ Gutting, sb. Obs. [? f. Gottingen
i
name of

a town in Hanover.] Some kind of canvas.

1640 in Entick London II. 167 Gutting and spruce canvas

drillinges pack. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. of Customs (1821)

135 Packing Canvass, Cuttings, Spruce, Elbing, or Queen-
borough Canvass.

Gutting (£» tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Gut v. + -ing 1.]

The action of the vb. Gut.
1. The eviscerating of fish. Also attrib., as gut-

ting-board, -house, -knife.

1615 E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Garner III. 642 Six Gutting

knives, at fourpence. .020. 1736 J. Lewis Isle Tenet 34
The Gutting-Knife. 1780 Young Tour fret. I. 231 Over
the gutting-house is a hoop store. 183a Ht. Maktineau
Weal <V Woe i. 2 Girls were employed in gutting. 1842 J.
Wilson Voy. Scott. II. 161 They^ [women! never appear

except around the gutting board in otherwise than rather

trim array.
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b. toner. What is removed from a fish in the
process of evisceration.

1899 Blackw. Mag:. Feb. 336/1 'Ihe peelings and guttings.
the very offal and scour of the broth are flung further.

2. The clearing out of the contents of a building.
1690 Dryden Don Sebastian tv. iii, Your breaking open

and gutting of houses. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desfi.
(1837* IV.471, I shall be very much obliged to you if you will
let me know any cause that may have come to your know-
ledge for the desertion by its inhabitants, and plunder
even to gutting, of Cardigos.

fig. 1891 Times 13 Oct. 8/2 The gutting of the treasury
of its net profits in order to pay and to parade an enormous
dividend;

1 3. Guzzling
; gormandizing. Obs.

1633 Ames Agst. Cerent, it. 516 Heer the Rejoynder. .ac-
cuseth him of making it a Guttide

; As if no Civill day of
rejoycing could be without Gutting.

t Guttish, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. Gut sb. + -ish.J

Gluttonous.
1567 Trial! Treas. (1850) r6 What guttish gredinesse the

horeson can teache !

t Guttle, sb. Obs. rare-', [f. Guttled] What
one consumes gluttonously.
1784-9 M. Madan Persius (1795) 141 Nor swallow with

your guttle mercurial spittle.

Guttle g»t'l), v. [? f. Gut sb., after guzzle.]
1. intr. To eat voraciously ; to gormandize.
1654 Gavton Picas. Notes Don Quix. it. iii. 42 Sancho

durst not gormandize, and guttle and guzzle too. .under his
.Master's nose. 1675 Cotton Scoffer Scoft 24 Or swill and
guttle every day With Nectar and Ambrosia. 1739 ' R.
Bull' tr. Dedeiindns' Grobianus 178 Such Praise inspires
with a diviner Lust Your Friends, who guttle with a greater
Gust. 1764 Churchill Times Poems 1769 II. 258 Luxury
sat guttling at the helm From meal to meal. 1815 W. H.
Ireland Scribbleomania 190 [A] stone trough, whence the
swine us'd to guttle. 1893 Vizetelly Glances Hack I. xv.
300 A position which he utilised to guttle and guzzle in
good company.

2. trans. To devour or swallow greedily. Also
with up, down.
1685 (H. More] Refirct. on Baxter 9 He., was not edified

by the reading, or rather gulling up so many Books as he
lias hastily read. 1692 R. I.'Estrange Fables ccccxxxviii.
415 He Guttled 'em up, and Scalt his Chops. 1739 ' R.
Bull' tr. Dedeiindns' Grobianus 138, I constantly regarding
her Advice, Have safely guttled whatsoe'er is nice. 1764
T. Brydces Homer Travest. (1797) II. 118 To. .guttle down
six pound of turtle. 1827 Mirror 1 1. 87/1 The gross appetite
of the Iroquois and Tonopinambos, who guttle down their
enemies out of absolute spite. 1844 Thackeray Crit. Rev.
Wks. 1886 XXIII. 207 Cleopatra's page guttling the figs in
the basket which had brought the asp. 1853 F. HAtxin Led-
lie's Misc.ll. 168 Guttling their beef and guzzling their beer.

Guttler (go-tbr). [f. Gi'tti.ez/. + -er1.] One
who guttles ; a glutton ; a gormandizer.
[171700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. Rum-hopper, tip us..

a

Boozing-cheatof Rum-gutlers. .Drawer, till us.. a liotile of
the best Canary.) 1732 {title) Truth in Rhyme, to suit the
time, or the Parish Guttlers, a Merry Poem. 1788 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) JSro. I'eter to Bro. Tom, etc. 41 Plymouth
town.. Where wandering gutters, wandering gutlers meet.
1834 // fstm. Rev. XXI. 399 The thing is done every day,
and is good parish guttler's law. 1887 Browning Parley.
W.Cert. People (1889) 247 In debauchery's guild Admitted
prime guttler and guzzler.

Guttlesome ' gzn'lstfm), a. rare. [f. Guttle
v. +-S' me.] Gluttonous.
1861 Sat. Rev. 2 Feb. 115/2 The dying words of that gut-

tlesome parson were, 'Oh, those horrid dinners, but for
them I should have been saved ',

Guttling ;g»tlin', vbl. sb. [f. Guttle v. +
-ISO 1

.] The action of the vb. Guttle; gorman-
dizing.

i73» Genii. Mag. I. 103 Depredations by guttling and
tippling, junketting, gossiping, gaming, &c. are to be all
item'd to the government. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs
xxvi, Who. .dine for the mere purpose of guttling, a 1894
Stevenson St. Ives (1898) 236 Here you will find no gut-
tling nor gormandising.

Guttling g»'tlirj), ///. a. [f. Guttle v. +
-ISO a

.] That guttles
; gormandizing, guzzling.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vn. Ixxx, With Metlios,
Gluttonie, his gutling brother, Twinne parallels, drawn
from the self same line, a 1700 U. E. Diet. Cant. Crew
s.v., A Gutling Fellow, a great Eater. 1799 Monthly Mag.
July 446/2 The greasy bearded, gutling blades of Mother
Madcap. 1845 Thackeray Xmas Bks. (1872) 35 What a
contempt they must have for the guttling crowd to whom
they minister.

t Gu-ttorous, a. Obs. rare ~ °. [For *gutturous,
ad. L. gutlurosus goitred, f. Guttur.] ' Having
a wide throat ' (Cockerain, 1623).
tGu'ttose.r?. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. type *gntlos-

us, f. gutta drop : see -ose.] ' Full of Drops

'

(Bailey vol. II, 1727).

II Guttula fgrtWB). Nat. Hist. [L. guttata
a little drop, dim. of gutta a drop.] A small drop-
shaped spot.

1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycctes 14 Sporidia furnished
with two large guttulEe.

Guttular tg»-ti/71ai), a. [f. prec. + -ar.]
Spotted.
1811 Pinkerton Petral.ll. 135 Red guttular marble of

Campan.

Guttulate -gvliuU't), a. Arat. Hist. [f. L.
guttul-a a little drop + -ate 3.] Having drops or
spots ; also with prefixed numeral indicating the
number of spots.
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1887 (see Gcttati .]. 1887 W. Pmi.i.irs Brit. Discomy-
cctes 23 Sporidia 8, fusiform, curved, 3-guttulate.

Guttule (g»-ti/Zl). [Anglicized form of Gut-
tula.] A small drop.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Gu-ttulous, a. Obs. [f. Guttula + -ous.]
Taking the form of or occurring in small drops.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. viii. 198 From a

partiall or guttulous irrigation, to conclude a totall descen-
won. 1651 Biggs New Disp. r 241 A kind of guttulous
distillation.

r
II Guttur (gf'tfti). Also 6 gutter. [L. ^ throat.]

The throat
; used rarely in technical applications.

Also altrib., in f guttur-tieck.
1562 Turner Herbal 11. 3 The rootes of the femall feme

taken wyth honye. .dryue brode wormes oute of the gutter.
1649 Lovelace Poems 53 [To an Ostrich.] Snakes through
thy guttur-neck hisse all the day, Then on thy Iron Messe
at supper feed'st. 1864 Max Muller Sci. Lang. Ser. 11. 151
The letters which we commonly call gutturals, k, g, have
nothing to do with the guttur, but with the root of the
tongue and the soft palate. 1872 Coles Key N. Amer.
Birds (1884) 96 The front of the neck has been needlessly
subdivided, . . Guttur is a term sometimes used to include
gula and jugulum together; it is simply equivalent to
' throat', as just defined.

Guttur, obs. form of Gutter.
Guttural (gmr>ral), a. and sb. Also 6-7 gut-

turall, 7 gutteral. [ad. mod.L. guttural-is, f.

guttur (see prec.) : see -AL. Cf. F. guttural.)
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the throat.

Guttural artery, the same as thyroid artery. G. canal,
duct, the Eustachian tube. (,". cartilage, the arytenoid
cartilage. G. fossa, ' the central portion of the middle
division in the external base of the skull ' (Cassell). G.
glands, the same as pharyngeal glands. G. bernia= Goitre.
ii. pouch, one of ' two large air-sacs lying side by side in the
median plane of the pharynx of the horse and allied animals

'

\Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

1625 Ussher Answ. Jesuit 68 The gutturall eating and
dunking of the body and bloud of Christ. 1694 Mot-
teux Rabelais IV. xxxiv. (17371 142 It no more open'd its
guttural Trap-door. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. It. 354
Cephalick and Guttural Distempers. 1747 tr. Aslruc's
Fevers 315 A dry and obstinate cough, which we may call
guttural, because the patient feels more pain in the throat
during his cough, than in any other part 1831 R. Knox
Cloouefs A not. 67 The first, or Sphenoidal Edge . . is divided
into two laminae, *alz vomeris), which enter into the grooves
on the guttural aspect of the sphenoid bone. 1836-9 Todd
Cycl. Anal. 1 1. 550/1 The guttural orifice of the Eustachian
tube. 1872 Mn art Elem. Anal. iii. 131 Sometimes, as in
the Crocodile and Great Ant Eater, this guttural part of the
basis cranii is nearly concealed by the immense extension
of the palate.

b. Of sounds or utterance : Produced in the
throat.

By non-phoneticians any mode of pronunciation which is
harsh or grating in effect is often supposed to be 'guttural

'

;

With this notion the designation is popularly applied by
Englishmen to the German ch, but not to k or g though
technically it belongs equally to them. As a technical term
of phonetics, the word was first used to denote the Hebrew
spirant consonants N, n, It, r ; it is now commonly applied
(inaccurately, if its etymological sense be regarded' to tne
sounds formed by the back of the tongue and the palate, as
(*. e, X. y. D •

1594 T. B. La Primaud. />. Acad. 11. 87 The Hebrewes
name their letters, some gutturall, because they are pro-
nounced more in the throat : others, dentall, because a man
cannot wel pronounce them without the teeth, c 1620 A.
Hume Brit. Tongue 1. vii, A labial letter can not symboliz
a guttural syllab. 164a Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 52 A
gutturall pronunciation is an infallible badge of an ancient
language. 1668 WlLKINS Real Char. in. xi. 364 The Vowel
(y) is wholly Guttural, being an emission of the breath from
the throat, without any particular motion of the tongue or
lips. 1756 Nugent Gr Tour III. 348 That guttural pro-
nunciation, so disagreeable in the Florentines. 1840 R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast xiii. 31 Their language is extremely gut-
tural. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola i, The deep guttural sounds
of the speaker were scarcely intelligible to the newly-waked
..listener. 1867 A. J. Ellis &. E. Pronunc. I. iii. 191 The
guttural nasal seems to have been the regular pronunciation
of ng in English. 1898 J. Caird Univ. Addresses 349 An
articulation thick and guttural.

Hence On tturalness, gutturalitv (Bailey vol. II,

I727)-

B. sb. A guttural sound ; occas., guttural utter-

ance.

1696 Whiston Theory Earth 11. (1722) 166 The first letter
being such a guttural as could not well be pronounced by
the Greeks. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. viii, His speech wu
. .all gutturals. 1816 Scott Anliq. iii, Giving each guttural
the true Anglo-Saxon enunciation. 1834 Medwin Angler
in Wales I. 133 Our [Welsh] language being full of harsh
consonants and gutturals. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos II.
xiv. 132 The Portuguese . . despise the Spanish gutturals as
Moorish abominations. 1888 Poll Mall G. 19 May 2/1
Occasionally the choir would cease their singing, and in
deep guttural a black-bearded priest would chant some
verses. 1889 jEssorp Coming 0/Friars i. 29 The rabble of
Cologne, .grumbling out their grating gutturals.

Gutturalism (g»t#raliz'm\ [f. prec. + -ism.]

Guttural quality or characteristics.

1871-3 Eakle Philol. Eng. Tongue 5 166 The desire to
reassert the languishing gutturalism of H and of R. 1876
Douse Grimm's L. § 33. 70 The purer forms of Low German
have preserved the gutturalism, dentalism and labialism of
the several Spirants down to the present moment.

Gutturality (gznj/rre'llti). [f. as prec. + -ITT.]

Guttural nature, character, or condition.
1770 Baretti Jo-urn. Loud, to Genoa III. lvii. 11 The

Spanish language., has some soft gutturality. 1796 Seward

GUY.
Anted. IV. 495 His voice discovered something of that
gutturality for which Mr. Garrick's was distinguished.
1824 Hcstmhev. II. ,62 The ch, by which x was rendered

f,1"JV ,.
mark a gutturality and aspiration. iS^r-j Earlf

Ihilol. Eng. Tongue % 181 Gh was a reinforcement of the"
old gutturality of //.

Gutturalize (gftflrglak). v _
re as prec

-1ZE.J

1. trans. To pronounce or utter gutturally.
1... Genii. Mag. [cited in Worcester), To gutturalize stran"e

tongues 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 427 Some grazier
gutturalizes something pastoral out of George Thomson's
Collection of Scottish Songs. r832 Wilson ibid. XXXI.
266 the green goose gutturalizes ' Reform 1 Reform '.

'

A To render (a sound) guttural in character.
1863 Lepsius Standard Alphabet (ed. 2) 58 The thick

emphatic sound, which they transmit to the following vowels
in gutturahsmg them. 1874 Sweet Hist. Eng. Sounds 74
I hese words are children and milk, in both of which the r
has been gutturalized and labialized into u by the /.

1
1
ence Gutturalized ///. a. ; Outturalization.

1863 Lepsius Standard Alphabet (ed. 2) 56 Another
formation of vowels, which we might call Gutturalisation.
Ibid. 57 In ihe Arabic this gutturalisation of the vowels is
distinctly heard. 1877 Sweet Haud-bk. Phonetics 15A muffled gutturalised front vowel.

Gutturally (go-tfcali), adv. [f. Guttural +
-IT*.] In a guttural manner; with a guttural
sound or utterance, fin quot. 1659 = (app.) In-
distinctly.

1659 C. N'oble Mod. Atom, to Immod. Queries 7 He
speaks more plainly there, what he says here but gutterally,
and leaves to conjecture his meaning. 1774 D. Jones Jml.
(18651 61 The (ch) is pronounced gutturally as Welsh or old
Scotch. 1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 416 Ardchin-chrocan,
the somewhat gutturallysounding proper name of the abode.
1859 Jephson Brittany viii. 125 The ch in all these words
is pronounced as in German, or even more gutturally.

t Gutturine, a. Obs. rare- '. [f. Guttur +
-ine] Pertaining to the throat.
1692 Ray Dissol. World 89 The Bronchocele or gutturine

tumour [marg. Swoln Throats],

Gutturize (gtrtSniz), v. noncc-wd. [(. Gut-
tur -ize.] trans. To enunciate gutturally.
1832 Coleridge Tabled. 7 July, That grand word—Death

—for which the Germans gutturize a sound that puts you in
mind of nothing but a loathsome toad.

Gutturniform (gotii'jnih/im), a. [f. L.gut-
turnium narrow-necked pitcher + -form.] (See
quot.)
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Gutturniform, of or belonging to, or

resembling, a water pitcher. Formerly applied to the
arytenoid cartilage.

Gutturo- %v\.md), taken as comb, form of L.
guttur throat ; in terms of Anat. and Physiol. =
pertaining to the throat (and some other part), as
gutturo-maxillary ( = relating to the throat and the

Jaw) .•
gittturo-palatine, guttttro-telanic (hence gut-

turo-tetany); in Phonetics ^'guttural and . .', as in
git/luro-labial ( = guttural and labial), -nasal,

t -palatial ( = -palatal), -sibilant.

1786 Smhman Coy. Cape G. //. II. 278 The gutluro-
palatial sounds of the Hottentot language. 1871 Public
Sch. Lat. Gram. 7 N is gutturo-nasal when it precedes g,
c, ory. 1876 Douse Grimm's L. Iv. 135 The representative
of this gutturo-sibilant is invariably a pure k. 1881 Academy
19 Feb. 139 Latin kw >qv\ a guttural followed by a gutturo-
labial._ 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Gutturo-palatiue nerve, the
posterior palatine nerve. Ibid., Gutturo-tetanic stammer-
ing, Colombat's term for the form of stammering which is

produced by spasmodic contraction of the throat. Same as
Gntturo-teiany.

Gutty (gy ti), sb. Golfers' slang, [f. Gutta 2

+ -v.] A gutta-percha ball:

1890 Hutchinson Golf'(Badm. Libr.) iii. 70 We may make
a brief comparison of these three balls, taking the ordinary
'gutty ', which is the mean, as the standard. 1893 Fak.mek
Slang, Guttie.

Gutty (gfti), a. Chiefly Si. [f. Gut rf.i +
-Y >.] Corpulent, pot-bellied.

1785 Burns yd Ep. to Lapraik 45 Till ye forget ye 're
auld an' gutty {usuallyprinted gatty]. 1818 Scott Rob Roy
xxii, la filthy gutty hallions, tat they are. 1887 J.

Service
Life Dr. Duguid 227 A gutty wee chiel that gacd aboot the
toon wi' knee-breeks on.

Gutty, variant of Gutte Her.
Gutwort (gftwwO. ? Obs. [f. Gut sb> +
Wort.] The plant Globttlaria .Uvpnw, a violent
purgative, found in Southern Europe and Africa.

.
i597GERARnE/Yt*rrWii. exxxii. § 2. 408 Tartonraire, called

in English Gutwoort, which groweth by the sea. ion
Cotgr., Tartou-raire, gutwort ; a beautifull, and extreamly
purging French shrub. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 93/2
The herb Gutwort, or trouble Belly, grows in branches with
white hoary leaves.

Guv'ner, -or, vulgar pronunc. of Govkhxor.
Guy (gai), sbA Forms : 4-5 gye, 5, 9 St. gy,

6 Sc. guye, 7 guie, 7- guy. [a. OF. gui-s (obj.

case guion), also guie = Pr., Sp., Pg. gitia. It. gttida

(see Guide sb.) ; the two Kom. types *guido\,n and
*guida (etymologically fern., but masc. as a de-

signation of men) are verbal sbs. f. guidare : see

Guide v.]

jl. A guide; a conductor or leader. Obs. rare.

C 1350 Will. Palcrne 2727 pan Hi3ed bei hem to he hauen
. .as be werwolf hem wissed hat wasal here gye. Ibid. 2849
he herte & be hinde here banne hem hed sone, as he werwolf
nem wissed bat ay was here gye. c 1470 Henry Wallaceix.
684 Bath Forth and Tay thai left and passyt by On the



GUY.

north cost, [gud] Guthrie was thar gf, 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems lxxxviit. 53 London .. Thy famous Maire .. is

exampler, loode-ster, and guye.

2. Chiefly A'aut. A rope used to guide and steady

a thing which is being hoisted or lowered ; also,

a rope, chain, rod, etc. to secure or steady anything

liable to shift its position or to he carried away,

as the mast, funnel, etc. of a vessel, a derrick, a

suspension-bridge, etc.

Lazy guy, 'a small tackle or rope to prevent the spanker-
boom from swaying about En fine weather' (Smyth Salter's
Word-bk. 1367'. Travelling guy (see quot. 1846}.

1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Hemp-seed 10 Shrowds,
ratlings, lanyards, tackles, lifts, and guies. 1626 Capt.
Smith Acrid. Yng. Sea-men 16 Sheeps feet is . . a guie
in staying the tackles when they are charged with goods.
1627 - Seaman's Cram. v. 20 A Guy . . is a rope brought
to it from the foremast, to keepe the weight vpon it

steady. 1711 \V. Sutherland Shipbuilder s Assist. 113
The Guy of the winding Tackle. 1755 Phil. Trans. XMX.
352 His Majesty's ship the Gosport was. .well-stay'd byguys
and hawsers. 1816 ScoTT An/iff. viii, The experienced sea-

man had let down with the chair another line, which, being
attached to it, and held by the persons beneath, might serve
by way of gy. 1846 Young Naut, Diet, s.v., There are
sometimes also guys attached to the jib-traveller, which get
the name of travelling guys. 1863 Making-Gould Iceland
T05 Drive the [tent-] pegs home and stretch the guys. 1875
1'kdford Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 173 A broken oar is

driven into the sand, and supported by guys of spun yarn.
1882 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 207 If the wind is light, get
a lazy guy on the spanker boom. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 24 Nov.
9/1 About six o'clock the funnel guy was carried away.

b. jVaul. slang. Phrase To clap a guy on ; to

put a stop to ; to * stow'.
1814 Sailors' Return 11. vi, I . . request you will join US at

dinner, if you'll only clap a guy on your low lingo.

3. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 2), as guy-chain,

-crane, -peg, -rope, -tackle; also guy rein, a guiding
or leading rein.

1793 Smkaton F.dysione L. § 254 note, The shears were kept
upright, and were managed, by two strong guy (or guide)
ropes. 18&1 Man. Artil. Exerc. 175 As soon as the centre of
each tent is marked by a peg, 4 guy pegs are driven to the
front, rear, right and left. 1866 Sir T. SeatON Cadet to

Colonel I. 19 From a strong ring in the deuk, near the head of
the boat, ran a guy rope. 1869 Daily .Yezus 12 June, A gentle-

man leading a beautiful child by a guy rein. He is mounted
on a superb bay, his little companion on a cream-coloured
pony. 1879 Man. Artil. Exere. 640 For guy tackles likely

to be wetted with salt water tarred cordage should be used.

1879 R. S. Pall in Cassell's Techn. Educ. I. 208 In a crane
which is often used for quarrying and other rough purposes,
and which is sometimes called a guy crane, there are two stays.

Guy (gai), *M PI. guys.
1. An effigy of Guy Fawkes carried about in the

streets on the anniversary of 'Gunpowder Plot
1

(Nov. 5), and burnt in the evening, usually with a

display of fireworks. This custom is now falling

into disuse.

The figure is habited in grotesquely ragged and ill-

assorted garments (whence sense 2), and is usually accom-
panied by other similar effigies (representing unpopular
persons), to which the name of 'guys' is often given by
extension.
1806 W, Burheli. in Lett. C. A'. Sharpc (18SS) I. 277

A month ago there was neither shape nor make in me. .

.

No guy ever matched me. 1825 Honp: Evcry-day Bk. I.

1430 Formerly an old cocked hat was the reigning fashion

for a 'Guy'. 1867 Tuollofe Citron. Barset 11. Ix. 175
What are you doing there, dressed up in that way like a
guy? 1868 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxi, Once on a fifth

of November I found a 'Guy' trusted to take care of him-
self there, while his proprietors had gone to dinner.

2. A person of grotesque appearance, esp. with

reference to dress ; a ' fright '.

1836 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 9 The gentlemen are all

'rigged Tropical', .. grisly Guys some of them turn out

!

1861 Hughes Tom Brcnun at Ox/, xxvi. aSSgi 246 He was
such an old guy in his dress. 1880 Daily Tel. 15 Oct., We
have far too many sculptured 'Guys' in the metropolis.

1893 Vizktelly Glances back I. ii. 33 Little boys .. were
dressed up to look the greatest of guys.
attrib. 1875 R. F. Burton Gorilla L. II. 145 He

appeared habited in the usual guy style : a gaudy fancy
helmet [etc.).

3. slang, a. A dark lantern. ? Obs.
i8ix Lex. Balatronicum s.v., Stow the guy: conceal the

lanthorn.

b. An act of decamping or running off £ on the

sly'. To give the guy to: to run away from,

'give the slip to*.

1889 Sporting Times 3 Aug. 5/5 (Farmer) A cheerful guy
to Waterloo was the game. 1898 Daily .Yews 8 Sept. 2/3
' He's done a guy '...The Coroner—Done a what ? Witness
—Done a guy ;

' bunked '. 1899 Blackiv. Mag. Sept. 378/1
Don't think to give us the guy.

C. (See quot.)

1835 Tail's Mag. II. 451 These crimps are Jews; there
are a few Christians who profess the same commercial .faith,

and they are called guys. These crimps and guys prey like

sharks on the unfortunate sailors.

d. A man, a fellow.

1898 Milwaukee Sentinel 22 Jan. 4/7, I s'pose you got a
Bible you'll let a guy look into.

Hence Guydom, the state of being a gny.
188a Beresf. Hope Brandreths I. i. 3 He could not deny

a woman's right to refuse to make a guy of herself, as she
understood guydom.

fGuy,^. 1 Obs. Forms: 4-5 gye, guye, 4 gie,

4-5 guie, 46 gy, (5 Sc. ghy\ 4-7 guy. [a. OF.
guie-r (^superseded in later Fr. by gut'der : see

Vol. IV.
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Guide) = Pr., Rp., It. guiar, It. guidare; prob. of

Teut. origin, from some form of the root of Goth,
and OE. witan to know (see Wit v.) ; cf. Goth.
fainveitjan to spy.]

1. trans. To conduct or lead on the way

;

-Guide v. i ; to direct the course of a vehicle,

an instrument, etc.).

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. 11. 162 Gyle was for-goere and gyede
hem alle. c 1374 Chaucer Anet. % Arc. 6 (Harl.j Vow hers
god of armes. . Be present and my song contynne and guy.
(-1384— H. Fame 11.435 (Fairf.) Whan. .Pheton woldelede
Algate hys Fader carte, and gye. 14.. Hocci.eve Ad
Beatam Clrg. 49 Vn-to my soules helthe thow me gye !

1447 BOKENHAM Seynlys .Roxb.l 37 He gan hym forth bye
i
Up on his jurne fully trostyng That the grace of god shuld

j

hym riht gye. ("1470 Harding Chron. exxxvm. ix, Two
I hundred he kept, that ship to guie To Acres. , 1470 Henry

Wallace ix. 1S81 Gydis thai chessyt, fra strenthis thaim to
I ghy. 1513 Douglas .Ends 11. Prol. t3 Thyne is the cure
my wofull pen to gy. 1600 Fairfax Tassn \. ix, A writhen
staffe his steps vnstable guies.

absol. C1440 Generydcs ^049 The formest warde All redy
for to gye The kyng of Turkey bad in gouernancc.

2. To command (an army, etc.) ; to govern, rule
I ^a country) ; to administer, manage ^affairs, an
' office). Cf. Guide v. 3. 4.

ri33o R. BRUNNE Chron. [1810)92 Eustace of Ferers bat
I oste suld guye. (-1400 Renvland <V O. 254 Wc will ourc
]

hatells guy, And rape vs for to ryde Agayne b" Emperour.

I

a 1420 Hoccleve Dc Peg. Princ. 484a A kyng . . moot don
his diligence His peple for to gye by prudence. '"1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 5 Deocclivius, Al the londe haddc to gye.

;

1500-20 Dunbar Poems viii. fi Thy men of weir to governc
1 and to gy. 1600 Fairfax 'Lasso 1. Ixiii, This band late

heards and flocks that guied.

3. To control or direct (a person or his actions)
;

I = Guide v. 2. (Said of persons; also ol immate-
rial things.)

13. . Sir Beues 364 (MS. A), I schel be sende. .a riche erl,

bat schel be gie And teche be of corteisie In be ^oupi.-.

c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 192S And Iuppiter so wys my
J

soule gye To speken of a seruant proprely. a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1335 Mesure is good ; let hir \m

I

gye and lede. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 138
! Guyal thy thoghtis al tyme to do well, a 1510 Douglas

A*. Hart 1. 20 Nature had lymniit folk, for thatr rewarde,
This gudlie king to governc and to gy.

b. rejl. To conduct or rule (oneself). Cf.

Guide v. 2 c.

c 1325 Song of Yesterday 35 in E. I'.. P. (1862) 134 A syker
ground who wol him gy I rede he benke on ;usterday,
< 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1610 How schulle we now ous selue gye
now ous lackebour hed? 1410 Hoccleve Ball, to H. Somer
34 Paie your lagh as dooth an othir wight, pat by mesure
rulith him, and gyeth. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas 1. xii. (1544V
24 He yaue them lawes wherby they should them gye.

Guy (g»i), v,2 [f. Guv sb. 1 (sense 2).] trans.

To fasten or secure with a guy or with guys. Also
with down, out, up, etc. Chiefly Aaitt. Also
trans/.

1712 W. Rogers I'oy. App. 18 You must anchor near the
Shore, and an Hawser on Shore to guy your Ship. 1840
R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxiii. 70 The swinging booms were
then guyed out. 1861 Mom. Chron. 20 Aug. (Crystal
Palace Co. Advt.), It is essential the rope [of M. Blondin]
should be well strained and guyed. 1882 Nares Seaman-
ship (ed. 6) 71 It is . . necessary to guy it down by a rope.
1886 T. Hardy .Mayor of Casterbr. II. xvi. 224 Settles .

.

guyed to the ceiling, .by cords, .for stability. ifl88/iarpePs
Mag. Apr. 711 As the Japanese have no bridge on the nose
worth speaking of, the ponderous optical helps must be
guyed in by cables of twine slung round the ears.

Guy (gsi), v$ ff. Guy sb.%]

1. intr. To carry an effigy of Guy Fawkes about
the streets on Guy Fawkes' day. b. trans. To
exhibit (a person) in effigy.

1851-61 Mayhew Loud. Labour III. 72, I always used to
spend the money I got guying on myself. 1894 Daily Tel.

6 Nov. 5/3 The cavalcade gave the organisers the oppor-
tunity of 'guying ' various faddists.

2. trans. (Originally Theatrical slang.) To make
an object of ridicule or derisive wit, to ridicule by
innuendo. Also to guy at.

1872 ' Mark Twain ' Dtnoc. Abr. xxvi. 203 The Roman
street-boy who .. guyed the gladiators from the dizzy
gallery. 1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage. 151, 1 particularly
remember . . being 'guyed ' on one occasion. . . The stage
manager insisted on my wearing a most outrageous costume.
I knew it would be laughed at. 1890 Lit. World n July
20 Mr. Burnand does not set himself to guy the book. 1890
Doyle Sign of Four vii. (ed. 3) 116 I'm guyed at by the
children. 1893 ScribnePs Mag. Sept. 384/2 She and Edith
Merry had been studying Anglo-Saxon together, and he
had guyed them both about it, calling them blue-stockings.

Hence Guying vbl. sb.

1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage 152 'Guying' is .. in-

dulged in only by the silliest portion of the audience.

Guy (gsi), vA slang, [f. Guy aM (sense 3 V.]
intr. To go off, run away. Also with off.

1879 J. W. Horsley in Macm. Mag. XL. 500/2, 1 planned
with another boy to guy (run away). 1897 Daily Neivs

7 June 3 5 Prisoner . .
' done a guy '. . . He did what ? Wit-

ness—He ' guyed ' off.

t Guyage. Obs. rare. In 5 gwyage. [a. OF.
guyage, f. guie Guy sb. 1

: see -age.] *= Guidagk i.

c 1425 MS. Cott. Claud. A . 2 If. 124 b, Alle bat vnrythe-
fully settyth tallages vppon men of holy chirche, as podage,
gwyage, or any obur vnskylful thraldam.

Guyan, obs. form of GXAJT, wild cherry.

1578 Lvti; Dodoens vt. 1. 723 The Guyan or sweete
Cherries.

GUZZLE.

Guyd^e home, obs. form of Gumoy.
Guydi, obs. form of Giddy a.

Guydion, -done, obs. forms of Guidon.
Guylden, obs. form of Gulden.
Guyrmy, obs. form of Guinea.
tGuyour. Obs. Also 4 gyour, 4-5 giour(e.

[a. OF. guyour. guieor, agent-n. f. guier Guv z*. 1
]

= Guidek.
13.. A". Alis. 7244 For his gwiuris [printed gwinris

;

MS. Bodl. gyomes] me han bytraied. c 1330 R. Brusne
Chron. (1810) 6 Adelard of Westsex was kyng of l>e Empire,
Of Xoreis & Surreis, guyour of ilk schire. — Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 3379 J>ey chose gyours be contre knew. 1340-70
Alex. 4- Diud. 703 ^e holde bin [appolin] giour ful good
& god of he h.indus. 1377 J.angi.. /'. /'/. \\. x\\ 71 Con-
science that kepcre was and i;yoiire Oner kyiule Crystene
and cardynale vertucs. 1401 Pol. Poems i Rolls) II. 109 Ne
were God the giour, and kept the stern, . . al schulde wende
to wrak.

Guysard, obs. form ol Gizzard.
Guysarme, variant of Gisaume.

t Guysyer, obs. variant of Gizzard, in quots.

Oliver'; sec GlZZABD 3.

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (\V. de W. 1495) 11. 312 a/!,

I was strongly persecuted of the guyser in soo moi.be that I

coude not praye to god. /bid.. He put his honde in me &.

drewe out my guysyer & toke awaye my maladye.
Guyton, guytorne, variants of Gkton. Obs.
1460 Will Otdhall iSomersL-t Ho.), Pynnons baners &

Guytons.

Guytrash,Guyzard,vars.GYTRASH,Gui.SAUD.
II Guz [gvz . Indian. Also 7 guzz, y gudge.

[Hinduslani and Pcrs, p Saz*\ -^ measure of

length ^see quot. 1S7O.
1698 Fryer .Ur. A'. India <v /'. 206 Corne and Measure

in Ratag. The Gu/z is 28 Inches |. 5 (in// is 4 Yards.
Ibid, 211 Persia. 37$ Inches, 1 (in/ for Cloath, &c.
27 Inches 1 Guz for Carpets, Silk, Fine Stuff, &c. 1800
Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts 237/1 The image is in an
erect posture, and his feet measure ten i;uz in length. 1875
Bedford Sailer's Pocket P>k. ix. <cd. 2) 323 Gnz (average)
=36 English Inches, at Madras = 33, Bombay ~ 27.

Guze [gull . JJcr. [Of obscuie oiigin; Cotgr.

16] 1 has guses as a Fr. word, with the same gluss

as in quot. 1562.] A roundle of a sanguine tint.

1562 Leigh Armon'e (1-971 SS The field Or, ix Gu/es, iij,

iij, and iij. The meaning wherof is the ball of ihe eye, and
is so blazed, although it be sanguin of colour. 1610 GuiLU.M
Heraldry iv. .\ix. 1 1611) 226 If they [Roumiles] be . . San-
guine . . They are reckoned . . ( Ui/es. 1882 Cussans Her.
iv. (ed. 3' 74.

Guzzle (gwz'l), sb. Also 7 gozel 1. [?f. the vb.]

1. A gutter, drain. Alsoy^-. Obs. exc. dial.

1598 Flobio, Solc/ii, furrowe*. ..Also gullets or gozels of
water. Ibid., Traghetto, a ferrie, a passage, a foarde, a
gozell oner, or from shore to shore. 1599 Mansion* Seo.
Villanie 11. vii. 203 Mean'st thou . . That sinke of filth, that
guzzle most impure? What he? 1619 R. Harms Drunkard's
Cup 12 Such as .. He tumbling in their owne vomite, and
sleeping in a guzle. 1619 W. Whateley God's Itnsb. 1.

(1622) 50 The filthy stinking guzzle of Original sinne. 1654
Trait Comm. Ps. Ii. 2 Though a Swine be washed never so
clean.. she will be ready to wallow in the next guzzle. 1659
Tokriano, Rigagno, any little . . gutter or gozel of water
drawn by art into some field or garden. 1695 Kfnnett Par.
Antiq. Gloss. s»v. Carecta, Carr a gutter is in Lincolnshire
a Gool, in Kent a Guzzle, in Wiltshire a Gushill, and Goos-
hill. 1825 BbittON Beauties Wills III. 374 Guzzle, a
filthy drain, or the filth of a drain. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.,

Guzzle, the hole for slops outside cottages.
attrib. 1599 Marston' Seo. V'illanie 1. Proem 171 Quake

guzzell dogs, that line on putied slime.

2. Drink, liquor.

a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1730) II. 180 Where [have you]
squander'd away the tiresom minutes of your evening leisure,

over seal'd Winchesters of three-penny guzzle ? 1709 Kambl.
L'uddlc-Cups 16 Drink Porters Guzzle much oftner than
Claret. 1788 Wolcot (P. Pindar) P.'s Pension Wks. 1816
I. 414 Lo, for a little meat and guzzle, This sneaking cur,

too, takes the muzzle. 1893 K.knnard Diogenes' Sandals
xt.ted.2) 178 Then they'd sell ye 'guzzle' for next to nothin'.

3. A bout of excessive eating and drinking; a

debauch.
1836 M. Scott Cruise Midge xviii. 2S5 About the time

supper was announced .. and just before the guzzle began.
1898 -V. />'. Daily Ma it 28 Oct. 3 He opposed the freedom
of the city to Mr. C on account of the inevitable 'guzzle

'

thereafter.

4. dial. The throat.

1659 Loud. Chanticleers xi. 25 A single one [sc. a cord] I

believe wou'd spoile your drinking, 'twou'd ty up your guzle.

1885 Mucklkbackit Rhymes 39 (E. D. D.) This kingly
clog His lugs down pendin' to his guzzle. 18.. Oldham
Recruit (E. D. D.), I put my foot in his ribs, and my fingers

in the guzzel of his neck.

Guzzle ^vl\), v. Forms : 6 gussel, 6-8
guzle, 7 gusle, gousle, guzzel, 7- guzzle. [?a.

OK. gosiller (recorded in the sense ' to vomit', also
4 to chatter '), connected with gosier ' throat '.]

1. trans. To swallow (liquor, rarely food) greedily

or to excess. Also with down, up.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. Ii, Wyne which they gussel

and quafle vp without measure or reason. 1609 W. M. Man
in Moone 11857) 90 He hath., gulled downe his throate more
then Cleopatra quaffed in a bravado to Mark Anthonie.
1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar W'ks. 1730 I. 80 How
many gallons have you guzzled for your morning's draught?
169a Tbyon Good House-™, xix. 175 Men and Women addict
themselves, .to guzzle down the Richest Wines daily. 1711
Ramsay Elegy on M. Johnston 22 We guzl'd Scuds Till
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tat cou'd scarce . . Cast off our duds. 180S C. K. SUM
Corr. (18881 I. 336 How it annoyed me to behold Belvidera

[Mrs. Siddons] guzzle boiled beefand mustard, swill streams

of porter |etc.]. 18*6 Disraeli Vie. Grcyu.xWx, Guzzling

his venison pasties. 1841 Thackeray Mem. Gormand. Wks.
1886 XXIII. 350 It is absurd to be guzzling wine at fifteen

francs a bottle.

trims/. 1638 Rawtey tr. Bacon's Life fr Death (1650) 28

The Spirits are to be put into such a temperament, and
degree of activity ; That they should not tas He saith)

Drink or Guzzle the juyces of the Body, but Sip them onely.

2. To consume or dissipate ;time, money, etc.) in

guzzling. With away, down.
1653 Manton E.xp. James v. 5 It is prodigious in poor men

to guzzle and drink away their days. 1658 Curnall Chr.

in Arm. verse 14 x. § 2 (1669) 42 '2 He that should save his

money from guzling it down his throat. 17*6 Amherst
Terra Fit. i. 4 To see the virtuous munificence of founders

..guzzled down in hogsheads of wine, e 1797 Chronicle in

Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1799) I. 356, I do not mean you should

guzzle away all that large stock of money. 1895 ' Rosemary '

Under the Chiltertts 188 An' 'ere's me an' the childern in

rags, .an' you guzzlin' away down at the public wot should

go to put does on their backs.

3. intr. To drink largely or greedily, to 'swill'.

1579-80 North Plutarch '1595) 880 They . .
passed away

the night in guzling and drinking drunk. 1618 E. Ki.ton

Comfit. Sauct. Sinner 1,1622) 240 Many sit guzzeling in the

ale-house. 1647 Trapt Comm. Efih. v. 4 Some men as ducks

have their noses alwaies guzling in the gutter of obscene

talk. 1784 Cowper Task IV. 473 There sit,, .guzzling deep,

the boor, The lackey, and the groom. 1793 WoLCOT (P.

l'indari Ef. to the Pope Wks. 1812 III. 208 In vice's drunken

Cup for ever guzzling. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III.

519 If he chose to shoot and guzzle athis country s<mi

when important business was under consideration at West-

minster.

Hence Guzzledom nonce-nod.

1895 A. Ni it in K. Meyer I'oy. Bran I. 207 A marvel-

lous land of Cockayne, of gorging guzzledom, of bursting

fatness.

Guzzler gv-Aai). [f. Guzzle ». + -br ».] One
who guzzles, in the senses of the verb.

a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1708) III. 144 Being an eternal

Guzzler of Wine. 1731 Mrs. Pendarves Let. to Mrs. A.
Granville in Mrs. Delany's Life A> Corr. I. 309 There was

a supper ordered . . and vast profusion of meat and drink,

which you may be sure has gained the hearts of all guzzlers.

185J Hawthorne Tauglewood P., Cine's Palace (1879)

13J These two-and-twenty guzzlers, .ate and drank.

Guzzling 'gp-zlirj), vbl. sb. [f. Guzzle v. +
-rao '.] The action of the vb. Guzzle.
164a Rogers Naaman 392 [They] spend their time in

guzling and drinking. 1711 E. Ward Vulgtlt Brit. IX. 99
By their Guzling and Neglect of Work . . They lose their

Business. 1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. in. x. Swine at least

fatten on their guzzling. 1883 G. W. Curtis in Harpers
Mag. Dec. 4

f2 Christmas., was all guzzling and gobbling.

Guzzling (gtfzliq), ///. a. Also 7 gousling.

[ + -ing '*.] That guzzles, in the senses of the

verb ; hence, drunken, gluttonous, greedy.

1637 R. Humphrey tr. St. Ambrose 1. 137 The vndrainable

draught of the gousling drunkards. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week
v. 64 To fat the guzzling Hogs with Floods of Whey. 18*7

Syd. Smith Wks. (1867) II. 133 There is something shocking

in the greedy, growling, guzzling monopoly of such a bless-

ing. 1847 Bahham Ingol. J. eg. Ser. III. J. Jarvis's Wig,
The beer, you guzzling wretch 1—what beer? 185a Jerdan
Autobiog. II. xii. 142 A quiet, large, guzzling native of the

Emerald Isle. 1863 Wiiyte Mei.vii.le Gladiators I. 94 He
was busy, .with the eager, guzzling avidity of a pig.

Gwaeum, obs. form of Guaiacum.
Gwairdoun, obs. Sc. form of Guerdon.
Gwakin, obs. form of Guaiacum.
Gwane, gwayn, obs. ff. Guana, the Iguana.

Gwash. Anglicized form of Gouache, q. v.

1830 H. Asgei.o Retnin. I. 202 What on the Continent is

denominated givash, or painting in body water-colours.

Ibid. 203 In oil, in crayon, and in gwash.

Gwerddoun, gwerdon(e, obs. ff. Guerdon-
.

Gwerpysshe: see Guerpe, Guerpish.

Gwerre, variant of Guerre Obs., war.

Gwidege, var. Guides Obs., the jugular vein.

Gwinead, -iad, obs. forms of fJwvniah.

Gwis, obs. Sc. form of Goose.

Gwyage, variant of Guyage Obs., guidage.

Gwylim, variant of Guillem.

Gwyniad (gwi'ni&d). Forms: 7 guinead,

7-9 guiniad. (8 guinniad, 9 gwynniad\ 8-9

gwiniad, 9 gwinead, 8- gwyniad. [a. Welsh

gwyniad, f. gwyn white.] A fish of the salmon

or trout kind [Coregonus Pennantii) with white

flesh, found in lakes, esp. in Bala lake on the Dee.

1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614) 117/2 The fish called

guinead bred in that meare [Bala lake] never is seene in the

river Dee. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 381 A
Fish .. called Gwiniad or fresh-water Whiting. 1807 Sir

R. C. Hoare Tour Irel. 224 The pollen . . is the same as .

.

the gwyniad of Bala lake in north Wales. 1861 Act 24 A>

25 Vict. c. 109 § 4 All migratory fish of the genus salmon,

whether known by the names, .white trout, sewin, buntling,

guiniad, ..or by any other local name. 1884 G. F. Braith-

waite Salmouidx U 'estmorld. ii. 5 The gwyniad or fresh

water herring. .

altrib. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 365 Gwyniad Seine

..Gwyniad Net.

Gy, Sc. var. Guv sb.i ; var. Guy v.1 Obs.

Gy-, in words of Greek etymology, is in this

Dictionary marked to be pronounced with (dg),

in accordance with the general principle that in

words of Gr. derivation but latinized spelling)

52(5

Eng. pronunciation follows the rule of the Romanic
langs. for the ' softening ' of c and g. The pronun-

ciation (dx) is now practically universal in the case

of those few words beginning with gy- that have

much colloquial currency {gymnasium, gymnast,

gymnastic) ; but with regard to the many less

common words, chiefly scientific terms of recent

origin, beginning with gymn-,gyn-,gyro-, there are

many,especiallyamongprofessional Greek scholars,

who prefer the ' hard g' The (g) is very commonly
heard in misogynist, somewhat frequently in

gypsum, esp. from mineralogists educated in

Germany ; and occasionally in gyrate, gyration.

The orthoepists of the i8thc. (Sheridan, Nares, Walker)
advocate the 'soft ' pronunciation in gymnastic, but admit
that prevailing usage may be against them. All the pro-

nouncing Diets, of the 19th c. have (d$) throughout, exc.

Enfield, Jameson, and Cassell's Encyclopaedic Diet.; the

last-named restricts the ' hard g' to those terms of science

and of classical antiquities ' which have not passed, and
probably will not pass, into general use*.

Gyal, variant of Gayal.
Gyand, -ane, -a(u)nt^e, etc., obs. ff. Giaxt.

Gyb;b)ate, obs. form of Gibhet rf. 1

Gybbe, variant of Gib sb.'- Obs. ; obs. f. Jib.

Gybe, sb.* Thieves' slang, 'i Obs. [Of unknown
origin.] (See quot. 1673.)
1561 AwOELAV Frat. I'acab. 5 He useth to make counter-

faite licences which they call Gybes. 1673 R. Hf.w Canting
Acad. 78 They have alwaies a Counterfeit Pass or License

which they call a Gybe. 1818 Scott lift. Midi, xxv, He
knows my gybe as well as the jark of e'er a queer cumn in

England—and there's rogue's Latin for you.

Gybe (djpib)i sb? Naut. [f. next vb. ; cf. Du.

gijp (in 17th c. gijb , of the same meaning ; also

' a boom '.] An act of gybing.
1880 Boy's Chun Bk. 314 Jibe, the act of bringing over the

sail from one side of the vessel to the other. 1884 Sat. Rev.
ji May7i4 '2 She beguiled the tedium of the run by gybing
all standing . . her main-boom went outside the strop on the

second or third gybe.

Gybe cbjaib), ». Naut. Forms: 7 gibe, 8-9

jibe, 7- gybe. See also Jib v. [app. a. Du. gijben

(now gjjpen) ; but the initial (dj) is unexplained.

Cf. G. gieben, giepen (from Du. or LG.), Da. gibbc,

Sw. gippa, gipa.]

1. intr. Of a fore-and-aft sail or its boom : To
swing from one side of the vessel to the other.

1693 Minutes Proz'. Counc. Pennsylv. 1. (1852) 377 Ned
BurcTi .. brought the saill to gybe. 1699 Dickenson Jrnl.

Trav. 2 Our Master being on the Quarter-Deck, our Boom-
gibing knocked hiin down. [1719: Defoe uses^; seeJiB7-.]

1873 G. C. Davies Mount. a> Mere xvi. 133 When the sails

gybed one could hear the deep, thunderlike flaps of the brown
canvas. 1885 'Naseby' Oaks A> Birches I. 188 The mainsail

had no boom, therefore it was more likely to jibe.

b. trans. To cause (a fore-and-aft sail) to swing

from one side of the vessel to the other.

[1776, 1834, etc. : see Jib r'.] 1899 Daily Ne-.vs 4 Oct. 3/2

Columbia . . gybed her mainsail to port.

2. intr. To ' put about ' or alter the course of a

boat so that her boom-sails gybe. Said also of the

boat itself; also to gybe over. Also trans, with

the boat as object; also, to sail round (any object)

by gybing.

1693 Minutes Prov. Counc. Pennsylv. I. (1852) 376 They
gybed, and the boom knock't the sd. Mr., overboard. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Changer les voiles, to shift the

sails; to brace about ; to jibe. i&*fiO\.s\sxf.u Slave States \\i
Belayingjib-sheet, he came aft, and put helm up to wear round.

Just as he jibed, came another flaw from the southeast. 1868

Daily Newt 27 Aug., The Oimara was striving well to over-

take the leaders, preparatory to gybing round the Noman's
Fort. 1881 Times 3 Jan. 10/2 Mr. P. was looking out for a

bird he had wounded, when the boat was gybed. Messrs. H.
and P. lost their balance, and the boat capsized. 1889 H. M.
Doughty Friesland Meres 273 Having to gybe, the shock

of the sail coming over . . would have been considered

dangerous. 1896 Dundee Advertiser 11 July 8 'ITie Vigi-

lant held out to gybe the mark. 1897 Mary Kincsi.f.y W.
Africa 383 Eveke . . lets her gybe, and I get knocked into

the bottom c'the boat by the boom. 1899 N. B. Daily Mail
9 Oct 4 Shamrock took in her spinnaker and gybed over.

Hence Gybing vbl. sb., the action of the verb.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marias (1776), Gybing, the act of

shifting any boom-sail from one side of the mast to the

other. 187a Daily Xe-.vs 12 Aug., A seaman, told to 'stand

by' the preventive back stay in readiness for gybing, had
let it go.

Gyb(e)let v
t, gyblot, obs. forms of Giblet.

Gybot, erron. form of Gigot 1.

1597 Bk. Cookerie E ij b, How to rost a Gybot of mutton.

Gybrish, obs. form of Gibberish.

Gybyt(te, obs. form of Gibbet sb.

Gyddy, gydi(e, obs. forms of Giddy.

Gydya, variant of Giddea.
Gye, obs. f. Guy sb. 1 ; var. Guy vl Obs.

Gyeld, Gyer, obs. ff. Guild sb., Jeer.

t Gyesite. Obs. rare- 1
. [a.d. med.h. giezfta

(St. Bernard), f. Giezi, the L. (Vulg.) form of Heb.

'irro Gehazi. Cf. the deriv. Giesetrye.] One who
commits the sin of Gehazi (2 Kings v), i.e. who
asks or accepts money in return for spiritual things.

I4a6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. (E. E. T. S.) 18024 The byg-

gyng Is called symony . . They that it sell for gret or ly

t

Bene y-called Gyesite.

GYLE-KER.

Gyes warp, obs. form of Guess-WARr.

Gyf ,fe,Gyffe-gaffe,obs.ff.GiF<-i)»/'.,GiFF-GAFF.

Gyge, var. Gig sb.3, ?a squeaking noise.

Gygelot, Gygge, obs. ff. Giglet, Gig sbj

Gygget, gygot, obs. forms of Gigot '.

Gyglot, Gygyll, obs. ff. Giglet, Giggle z/.i

Gyl, obs. form of Guile.

Gylat, variant of Gillot Obs.

Gyld, obs. form of Gild, Guild.
Gylden,Gylder:seeGiLDEN,GuLDEN,GuiLDER.
Gyldyn, obs. f. Gild z\l; var. Gilden a. Obs.

Gyle (gaily. Brewing. Forms: 5gyyl, gyylde,

5-6 gyl, 5-8 gile, 6 guyle, Sc. geill, 7 gaile, gial-,

gale, 7-9 gail, guile, 8 gil, 8-9 gaal, 9 garl,

geyle, guil-(vat\ 4- gyle. [a. Du. gijl, earlier

ghijl' chylus, cremor cereuisise' (Kilian), connected

with gijlen to ferment. Of obscure origin ; Franck

suggests that it may be related to geil luxuriant in

growth ; see Gole a. Cf. F. gitillcr (of beer) to

ferment, work off the yeast.]

1. A brewing ; the quantity of beer or ale brewed

at one time.

1594 Plat Jeii'dl-ho. Ml. 17 A double or treble quantitie

of hoppes to an ordinary guile of Strong Beere. 1704 /. ond.

Gaz. No. 4028/4 Several Guiles of Drink brewed by one
Brisca Coburn, Brewer. 1730 Swift Panegyric!.- on Dean
330 Teach Dennis how to stir the guile. 1839 Ure Diet.

Arts 101 Two coolers are indispensable when we make two
kinds of beer from the same brewing, and even in single

brewings, called gyles, if small beer is to be made. 1844

T. Webster lincycl. Dom. Econ. 574 Entire gyle, when
there is only one kind of beer from the same malt. Party
%yks, a name used by the excise for making two kinds

of leer from one malt. 187a Trans. R. I. B. A. 107 Strik-

ing one of the old lucifer matches over a tun, is sufficient to

give the whole gyle a flavour of sulphur.

2. Wort in process of fermentation.

. 1440 Promfi. Par:: 193/2 Gyylde, or newe ale (3fSS. A".

gile, //. gyyl, .V. gyle of nw ale, Pynson gyle), eelium, vet

celia. 1756 C. Lucas F.ss. Waters II. 21 Quantities of

must or gile or wort are fermenting, i860 Cornh. Mag. II.

97, I have nothing better to ofler you, than the skimmings

of skimmed milk, and the gyle of thrice-brewed malt. 1871

O. Rev. CXXXI. 401 As soon as the wort is sufficiently

cool, it is run off into a vessel, called a fermenting tun or

square; a quantity of yeast is then mixed with it, it begins

to ferment, and is called a gyle.

3. A ' gyle-tun '.

1836 Fenny Cycl. V. 404/1 The next operation, that of

fermentation, is carried on in a vessel called a gyle, or

fermenting tun, which is either of a square or round shape.

1875 in Knight Did. Mech.

4. attrib. and Comb. : gyle-dish, a funnel for

pouring liquor into casks ; f gyle-house, the place

where the gyle was set to cool ; f gyle-tub, gyle-

tun = Gyle-fat ; f gyle-wort (see quot.\ ? =
Grout sb. 1 2 h.

1674 Ray A'. C. Words 20 The *Gail or Guile-dish ; the

Tun dish. 1334-5 Durh. Ace. Rolls 525 Carpentar, pro

opere de *Gylhous bracine, 13 //'. 12*. ic*/. 1498 Nottingham
Rec III. 297 Ve bakhows; ye gylhows. 1567 Wills a> Ihv.

N. C. (Surtees 1835) 270 It'm In The Gile Howse one gile

fatt, ij tubbes. 166a Lamont Diary iMaitld. Club) 151

Johne Rattray, being in the garden yearde, sneding tries

on the north dyke, oner against the coall-stabell, for the

gyle-house. 1568 *Gile tub (see Gyle-fat]. 1596 in

Union Inv. (1841I 3 In the Brewehowse.—Item .. one gyle

tubbe. 1743 Lond. * Country Brim. II. (ed. 2) 119 Set it in

the »Guile-Tun, till it gathers a Head, which must be

skimmed off. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 102 These fermenting

tuns are commonly called gyle-tuns, or working tuns, and

are either square or circular. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,

Chelid[on\ium minus, the herbe called *gylewoorte.

Gyle, obs. form of Guile.

Gyle-fat. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : see Gyle
and Fat sb. 1 The vat in which the wort is left to

ferment.

1341 lest. F.bur. (Surtees! I. 2 Duas parvas cunas [tie : read

cuuas] qua: vocantur gylefatts. 1483 CViM. Angl. 155/2

A Gilefatte, acromcllarium. 1496 Nottingham Rec. III.

44 Unum gylefatte cum coopertorio et unum pully. 1533
Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 451 Ane brew fatt, ane geill

fat, ane flesch fatt [etc.]. IJ68 Wills ^ Inv. N. C. (Surtees

1S35I 282 In ye Brewhouse. One gile tub, one maskin

tub, and one gilefatt. 1674-90 Ray N. C. Words 39
The Gaile or Guile-Fat, the Vat in which the Beer is

wrought up. 1787 Bradley Pam. Diet. s. v. Bmoliousc,

The Mash- Fat should be ever near to the Head, the Cooler

near to the Mash-Fat, and the Guile-Fat under the Cooler.

1764 T. Bryijges Homer Travest. (1797) II. 105 Though
her guts and mazzard Work'd like a guile-fat. 1788 W.
Marshall Yorksh. II. 330 Gaalfat, Gnilefat, the vat 111

which new ale is set to ferment : also the liquor ferment-

ing. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Gailfat.

Gyle-ker. Obs. exc. dial. In 6 gelker, 7 gail-

clear, 8 galkeer, S 9 galker. gailker. [f. Gyle

+ Kier (a. ON. ker tub).] A tub or other vessel

for holding wort; also, the liquor contained therein.

1573 Lane, t, Chesh. Wills (Chetham Soc.) III. 60 One

mashtowinbe [sic] two gelkers and two lyttel turnells. 1674

Ray A'. C. Words 20 Gail-dear, a Tub for wort, c 1746 J

.

Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. u862l 53[He]

wawtit him o'er into th' Galkeer. 1775 J. Watson Halifax

538 Gailker, a Vessel to work new drink in ; or the drink

itself. 1857J.SCHOLES Jaunt to see Queen & 1 Lane. Gloss.)

Some o' thir own brewin wur browt eawt, ut aw believe coom

fro under th' galker, fur it wur onkomon fresh a berm.

Gylen, Gyler, -ery(e : see Guile v., Guileb,

-ERY.
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+ Gyling", vbi. sb. 06*. Also 5 yilyng, G

yailing. [f. Gyle + -lira '.] Only attrib., in

gyling-house, -her, -tub, -fat, = gyle-house, etc.

1411 in Charters, etc. Priory Fine/tale (Surtees) p. clvii,

Inprimis, iij lebetes magna: et iiij parvac in legylnghous [57V].

1430 /nv. in Lincoln Ch. Ace. Bk. A. 2. 30. If. 69, 2 gilyng
tubbes. c 1440 Inv. in Camden Misc. (1895) IX. p. xviii,

Unum meschfatte, unum yilyngfatte. 1573 /nv. in Lane.

•V Chesh. Wills (Chatham Soc. 1884)64 A yailing keare xij*.

1583 Wilts ty Inv. A" C. (Surtees i860) 77, j guylinge fatte.

Gyll(e, obs. form of Gill, Guile.
Gyllofer, -fre, -fyr, obs. ff. Gillyflower.
Gyllor, Gyllot, vars. Goiler, Gillot Obs.

Gylmyr, obs. form of Gimmer 2
.

Gylofre, obs. form of Gillyflower.
Gylc\u)r, -ory, -ous, var. Guiler, -ery,-ols.
Gylt, obs. pa. pple. Gild v.1 ; obs. f. Gtilt.
Gylt6, -i e, -if, -y'f, obs. forms of Guilty.
Gym, obs. form of Gim a., smart, spruce.

Gymbal, Gymblett, var. Gimbal, Gimlet sb.'2

Gymbure, -byre, obs. forms of Gimmer -.

Gymell, Gymelot, obs. ff. Gimmal, Gimlet sb. 1

Gymew(e, -ey, vars. Gkmew, gkmow Obs.

1413 SI. Mary Ottery Ace. Roll in G. Oliver Monast.
Fxon. (1846' 280 Pro duobus gymeys emptis pro ostio cam-
panilis 6*.

Gymitrie, obs. form of Geometry.
Gymkhana (d^imka'na). Orig. Anglo- Indian

:

[Saul to be a refashioning, by assimilation of the

first syllable to that of gymnastics, of Hindustani
gend-khana * ball-house ', the name given to a

'racquet-court.] ' A place of public resort at

a station, where the needful facilities for athletics

and games of sorts are provided' (Y.). Hence
(esp. in European use\ an athletic sports display.

Also attrib., as gymkhana club, meeting.
1861 [' The first use of it that we can trace is (on the

authority of Major John Trotter) at Rurki in 1861. when a
gymkhana was instituted there'.—V.] 1877 Pioneer Mail
3 Nov. (\\), Their proposals are that the Cricket CI 11 1) should
include in their programme the games, etc-, proposed by the
promoters of a gymkhana Club. 1890 Btackiv. Mag. Dec.

755/2 We intended to have a gymkhana meeting in the after-

noon. 1896 Daily Tel. 21 Aug. 5 The Duke and Duchess
. . were present . . at a bicycle gymkhana in the grounds.
1900 N. Newnham-Davis Transvaal under Q. 30 The
race-meeting only differed from the gymkhanas in the fact

that wi' had stewards for the former.

Gymlet(t, -ley, -locke, -lot te: see Gimlet.
Gymmalvl, variant of Gimmal.
Gymmar, -er, obs. forms of Gimmer-.
Gymmew, variant of Gemkw Obs.

fGymnade. Obs. rare — 1
, [ad. Gr. yvfivaS-,

yvuvas trained, exercised, as sb. gymnasium.] =
Gymnasium.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. 77 Vvnva£tu> properly signifies

to exercise in the Gymnade.
Gymnanthous : see Gymvo-.

t Gymnase. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. Gymnas-

ium.] ^Gymnasium.
1598 Grenewey Tacitus'1 Ann. w. v. {1622) 228 The

Gymnase burnt [below Gymnasium].

Gymnasial (d^imnJ'-zial), a. [f. Gymxasi-um
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the Continental gym-
nasia or similar educational establishments.
1852 Ui.ackif. Stud. Lang. 19, I would have this science

.. taught .. during the last three years of the Gymnasial
course. 1868 Fortn. Rev. Dec. 626 In Germany, the study
[of philosophy] of late, practically, has vanished from the
general or gymnasial course. 1883 Edin. Rei>. Jan. 7 The
defects of the gymnasial training, .in Germany.

Gymnasiarch (dsinw'-ziaik). [ad. h.gy/n-
nasiarc/i-us and gymnasiarch -a, a. Gr. yv\iva<jiapx-

os and yvy.va<xidpx-^, f. yvfxi'doiov Gymnasium +
-apxos y -apxw ruling.]

1. Gr. Antiq. An Athenian official whose duly
was. to superintend athletic schools and games.
[1579-80 North Plutarch U676) 410 When they had him

amongst them, they chose him Gymnasiarchus, to say, a
master of exercises of youth.] 1658 Pmi.urs, Gymnasiarch
(Greek), the chief governonr of a Gymnase which is a place
for all manner of exercise, both of minde and body. 1673
Lady's Call. 1. i. § 8 [It] was thought so indecent in Carne-
ades .. that the Gymnasiarch reproved him for it. 1727
Laruskr Whs. (1S38) I. 196 The Jews refusing to use oil

prepared by other people, the gymnasiarchs gave them a
certain prescribed piece of money instead of the oil. 1862
Mhriyale Rom. Emf>. (1865) III. xxviii. 296 To take his

seat as gymnasiarch, or director of the public amusements.

b. trans/. A leader among athletes.

1825 Clias Gymnastics 1 Before he gives his book to the
press, this gymnasiarch has manifested a desire to conciliate

the suffrages of several learned men. 1826 Btacfcv. Mag.
XX. 130/2 Of all modern gymnasiarchs. Captain Clias is

facile princess. 1872 Chamb. Jrnl. 30 Mar. 194/2 Joe
Rullock, the mighty gymnasiarch.

2. A governor of a school, college, or academy

;

a head instructor.

1682 Wheler yourn. Greece 1. 56 Seleucus .. was Gym-
nasiarch, or chief Governour of the Schools. 177a Nugent
tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 92 Having been the first member of
the celebrated college of St. TYoylan . . he came in time to be
the gymnasiarc or chief tutor. 1836 Sir W. Hamilton
Discuss., Study Math. (1852) 283 Wolf . . as gymnasiarch
and professor. 1884 Sir A. Grant University Edin. I. ii.

85 The Gymnasiarch is to be learned in Theology.

So Gymnasiarchy [ad. Gr. yvprantnpxi-n'], the

office or function of gymnasiarch.
1836 Iatton Athens (1837) II. 461 The Gymnasiarchy or

charge of providing for the expence of the torch race. 1847
Grote Greece 11. xi. III. 163 Unpaid functions such as the
trierarchy, choregy, gymnasiarchy .. were distributed in

some way or other between the three classes.

Gymnasiast (dsmw'-ziaest). [As if ad. Gr.

*yvfivaaiaoT-T)s, f. yvfxvdaiov Gymnasium : in sense

1, after G. gymnasiast.']

X. A student in a (Continental) gymnasium.
1828 Sir W. Natier Pcnins. JVarnu iii. I. 316 Secret

societies .. under the name of Tugenbunde, Gymnasiasts,
and other denominations. 1882 Pop. Set. Monthly XXI.
443 We have been told that the gymnasiast soon does as
well as the real-scholar in the laboratory. 1886 Athenxum
27 Mar. 433/3 The ' gymnasiasts ' in Amsterdam, .performed
the * Antigone ' of Sophocles in the original.

2. A gymnast.
1857 ' C. Bede' Verdant Green in. xii, The vaulting-

horse on whose wooden back the gymnasiast sprang at a
bound. 1858MAVHEW Upper Rhine v. § 2 (i86o> 265 A few
years ago a professional gymnasiast sprang from bank to
bank.

Gymnasic ^/l^inin^'-zik), a. rare. [f. Gym-
NAS-IUM + -it'.] Pertaining to the gymnasium
(sense 2).

1831 Caiu.yi.i-: Sari, Res. u.iii. (1S71) 71 Over his Gymnasic
and Academic years the Professor by no means liners so
lyrical and joyful as over his childhoud.

Gymnasium (d&imne l'zwm). PI. gymnasia,
gymnasiums. [L., a. Gr. yvfivd(Tiov, f. yvpvd-

(uv to train, exercise, lit. to train naked, f. yvpvvs

(yvfivds) naked.]

1. A place or building for practice of or instruc-

tion in athletic exercises ; a gymnastic school.
1598GRENEWEV 'Tacitus'

1 Ann. xiv. xii. (1622) 214 A place
of all kintle of exercise called Gymnasium was dedicated by
Nero. 1601 Holland Pliny 11. 490 Their yong men. .did
exercise naked in their publick wrestling places, thereupon
called Gym[n]asia. 1629 Maxwell tr. Hcrodian 1. 42 He
[Cleanderl also erected a stately Gymnasium [mare:, not,-

Aw Actiuity Court], and a publike Bathe. 1704 F. Fuller
Med. Gymn. (1711) 225 Galen .. inveighs against the
Athletick and other violent Practices of the Gymnasium.
1806 Hughson Loudon III. 321 It [Moorfields] was like-

wise the great 'Gymnasium of our capital, the resort of
boxers, runners, and foot-ball players, and every manly
recreation. 1861 Times 23 July, Gymnasia are to be ..

established at Chatham, Portsmouth . . and . . other important
military stations. 1875 A- R- Hone My School-boy Tr. 230
We climbed down the ladder of the gymnasium.
trans/, a 1832 [see Gymnastic P>. 2 bj. 1861 C. Reade

Cloister $ //earth xciii, I fear they would have conducted
him to that unpopular gymnasium, the gallows. 1887 Tie/tes

(weekly ed.) 19 Aug. 4 1 The masts .. should be removed
;

they are only an expensive and very troublesome gymnasium.
attrib, 1895-6 Cat. University Xebraska 133 The object

of the gymnasium work is to provide muscular exercise and
recreation for brain workers. 1899 Daily News 23 Dec. 6/2
The foremost experts upon . . gymnasium construction.

2. f a. gen. A high school, college, or academy
(obs.) ; b. spec, in Germany and other Continental
countries, a school of the highest grade designed

to prepare students for the universities. Now often

pronounced as a Ger. word (gimnavium).
1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 337 He went to Amsterdam .

.

where .. he' became Rector of the learned Academy or
Gymnasium. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 33 ? 27 Cambridge
and Oxford .. surpass TTTrie gymnasia of foreign countries.

1831 Carlvle Sari. Res. (185S) 62 My Schoolmaster . . pro-
nounceH . . that I must be sent to the Gymnasium, and one
day to the University. 1838 Prescott Ferd. % Is. (1846) I.

viil. 366 Colleges, academies, and gymnasiums springing up
spontaneously .. in the most obscure villages. 1886 W. |.

Tucker Life E. Europe 64 The Gymnasium prepares the

scholar during eight years of hard study for the university.

Gymnast l^d^i'mnavst . [ad. Gr. yvfj.va<JT-rjs

trainer of professional athletes, f. yvpvdfav (see

prec). Cf. F. gymnaste (Rabelais).] One skilled

in gymnastic exercises ; a gymnastic expert.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Loys Ic Roy's fnierch. Var. Things
29 b, Gymnasts, pedotribes, athletes, .for the exercise of the
bodie. 16^3 URguiiART Rabelais 1. xxiii, A young Gentleman
of Touraine, named the Esquire Gymnast, who taught him
the Art of riding. 1871 Naphevs Prev. % Cure Dis. 1. vi.

16S Brilliant gymnasts are notoriously short-lived. 1883
Stevenson Trcas. 1st. 111. xiv, Leaping back a yard ..

with the speed and security of a trained gymnast.

Gymnastic (d,^imna2-stik\ a. and sb. [ad. I,.

gymnastic-its, a. Gr. yvpLvaoTtK-ds pertaining to

or skilled in bodily exercises (subst. % yvfivaariK-rf

gymnastics), f. yvpvd^av (see Gymnasium). Cf.

W gymnastique (14th c. in Oresme).]
A. adj. 1. Pertaining to or connected with

athletic exercises of the body ; concerned with
gymnastics (see B. 2).

1574 .^ kw'ton
t Health Mag. Pref. 2 Gymnasticke Arte

which is the trade of exercising men in feates of Actjvitie.

1704 F. Fi'ller Med. Gymn. (1711)99 A mosteasie Natural
Gymnastick Course.

^ 1776 Gibbon^c/. <* F. (1869) I.

xviii. 4S3 He excelled in the gymnastic arts of leaping and
running. 1839 Thirlwall Greece 11. 50 The state seems to
have interfered, to compel his attendance at the gymnastic
schools. 1855 H. Spencer Prime. Psychol. (1872) I. 11. iii.

204 The gymnastic feat of raising the body up a ladder
hand over hand.

b. Characterized by or exhibiting positions of
the body assumed in gymnastics, rare.
1850 Lxnrcn tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art § 120 cd. 2> 91

The art of modelling bra/en statues of athletes, .was raised
..to the most perfect representation of beautiful gymnastic
figures.

c. Physically active, athletic, rare.

1784 Cowper Task 11. 591 A form not now gymnastic as of
yore.

2. Jig. 'Pertaining to disciplinary exercises for

the intellect' (Webster, 1864).
17:0 Shaftesb. Adv. Author 1. ii. 36 And here it is

that our Sovereign Remedy and Gymnastick Method of
Soliloquy takes its Rise. 1779G1BRON Misc. IV/cs. (1814) IV.
612 He may learn from Jerom the difference of the gym-
nastic and dogmatic styles. -*

; 3. = Gymnasial.
1802 Acerbi Trav. I. 139 The Swedish gentlemen are

seldom contented with what may be called a scholastic, or
a gymnastic education.

B. sb. \. sing.[ = f'jV.r){Ttxvr})*tvl
JiVa(TrLK'h'\

~
2 -

[1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxv. (1887) 129 This term
Gymnastice, which emplyeth in name, and professeth in

deede the arte of exercise.] 1598 J. IJ. tr. I^oys Le Roy's
A rist. Pot. 204 They haue . . more esteemed gymnasticke,
which is the vse of bodily exercises, then musick. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 71 The art by which they
formed themselves for these encounters was called Gym-
nastic. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 40 Good gymnastic
which will give health to the body. 1881 Mahaffy Old
Gr/c. Educ. iv. 3S The master of gymnastic.

b. fig.
1797 Holcrokt tr. Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) III. Ixxvii. 173

This music included both poetry and dancing. It was the
gymnastic of the soul. 1838 Sir W. Hamilton in Reid's
IVA-s. (1842) II. 701/2 note, Mathematical study is the very-

worst gymnastic of the intellect. 1882 J. C. Morison
Macaulay i. 9 A course of what at Oxford is technically
called 'science', would have been an invaluable gymnastic
for Macaulay.
2. pi. Gymnastics fsec -ics, -ic 2]. a. The prac-

tice of athletic exercises for the development of the

body, now esp. of such exercises as are performed
in a building set apart for them with special appa-
ratus.

1652 Evelyn State France Misc. Wr
rit. (1S05) 84

Academies dedicated chiefly to this discipline, and other
martial gymnastiques. 1825 Hose Everyday Bk. I. 1316
Gymnastics .. have not until lately been practised. 1865
E. W. Jackson {title) Gymnastics for the Fingers and
Wrist. 1867 J. Howard [title) Gymnasts and Gymnastics.
1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scott. 11. v. 180 Gymnastics have
become one of the institutions of the countrv.

b. fig.
a 1832 Bentham Deontol. (iS34> II. 266 Efficient benevo-

lence in action may be considered the gymnastics of the
mind, or the field in which it is displayed, the mental gym-
nasium. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Art Wks. iBohn) I. 148
Painting and sculpture are the gymnastics of the eye. 1854— Lett.A,- Soc. Aims, Poet. % Imag. ibid. III. 144, I think
Hindoo books the best gymnastics for the mind. 1883
Proctor in Knewl. July 59/2 All who prefer singing to
musical gymnastics.

fc. A treatise on athletic exercises. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Bkowne Pseud. Ep. m. i. 105 Mercurialis in

his Gymnasticks justly makes standing one kinde of exer-
cise.

fS. An authority on gymnastics. Obs. rare.
J572 J* Jones Bathes Buckstone 13 b, Diuers gymnas-

tickes inuentinge other innumerable differences of frications,

wan great prayse. 1623 Cockeram Gymnasticke, a teacher
of the Wrastling Science.

4. A gymnastic feat. rare.
i860 Rf.adf: Cloister <r H. x. (1896) ^ Giles' claws seized

the side of the bed, and he returned to his place by one
undivided gymnastic.

Hence t Gymna"sticer, one who trains others

in gymnastic exercises ; Gymnasticate, Gym-
na'sticize nonce-vbs. inlr., to practise gymnastic
exercises.

1574 Newton Health Mag. Pref. 2 Sithens Conservation
and Preservation belonge either to the Gymnasticer or els

to the Phisition. 1827 Mirror II. 274/2 Attendance at
courts, gymnasticating, dumb-belling, and dancing-master-
ing, will not put quicksilver into a man's neck. 1828 A.
Hare in Macm, Mag. XI. IV. 358 Make Arthur ride hard
and shoot often, and, in short, gymnasticise in every possible
manner.

Gymnastical (dgimnae'stikal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -AL.1 =prec. A.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxv. 11887) 129 What so euer

concerneth the whole Gymnasticall and exercising argument.
'598 J. D. tr. Loys Le Roy's A rist. Pol. 349 There is

appointed a magistrate., for gimnasticall and musicall

games. 1817 Byron Beppo iii. Harlequins and clowns, with
feats gymnastical.

Gymnastically (d^imnnrstikali), adv. rare.

[f. as prec. + -lit -.J In a gymnastic manner ; in

respect of gymnastics.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 191 Such as .. are

not gymnastically composed; nor actively use those parts.

1890 Jml. Educ. 1 Feb. 98/2 Of greater value gymnastically.

Gymnaxony, Gymnetrous : see Gymno-.
Gymnic (dgi'moik), a. and sb. Now rare. [ad.

L. gymnic-usy a. Gr. yv^iviK-os pertaining to

bodily exercises, f. yvpvos naked : see -IC. Freq.

in the 17th c, when gymnastic had not yet a
recognized standing. Cf. F. gymnique (1542 in

riatz.-DarmO.]
A. adj. =Gymn\vstic a. 1.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 537 One who had obtained the

victorie at the pubhque Gymnick exercises of actiuitie.

a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 225 Alexander, .exhibited gym-
nick pastimes and exercises. 1671 Milton Samson 1324
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GYMNICAL.
Have they not Sword-players, and ev'ry sort of Gymnic
Artists, Wrestlers, Riders, Runners, J tillers and Dancers?
1778 Apthokpe Prevat. Chr. 362 The seventh day, the
gymnic games were celebrated by naked combatants." 1846
Xjhotv. Greece I. iv. (1862) I. 76 The remaining daughters.,
were given in marriage to the victors in a gymnic contest.
1862 Merivai.e Rom. I'.mp. (1865' III. xxvtlL 32y Octavius
instituted a gymnic and musical festival, with the desig-
nation of the Actian games.

B. sb.pl. Gymnics: = gymnastics (see Gym-
nastic si. a).

16*1 Burton- Anal. Afel. 11. it. II. i. (1676) 152/2 Others.,
of a cold and dry constitution cannot sustaine those gym-
nicks without great hurt done to their own bodies. 1765
Sterkb Tr. Shandy VIII. xxxiii, Provided it would not
impair thy strength, . . which these gymnics inordinately
taken are apt to do. 1835 Fraser's Mag;. XI. 536 Not only
in the execution of particular gymnics, but in his histrionic
performance generally.

t Gymnical, a. 0/>s. [£ as prec. + -al.]

Gymnic, Gymnastic adjs.

1576 FrjBMING Peuiopl. Epist. 1S7 Such as be winners in

Gymnicall games. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 1. xxvi, (17151
152 They shall be instructed in the Gymnical exercises.

1737 Whiston Josephus. Antiq. xlv. viii. § 5 This present of
a crown shall be proclaimed, .in the .. Gymnical shews.

Gymnite ^i'mnait). Mitt. [Named by Thom-
son, 1X43, from yvfiv-us naked, bare, in allusion to

the name of ils locality, Bare Hills, Maryland : see

-ITE.] A synonym of Dkweylite.
1843 Pnit. Mag. Ser. in. XXII. 191 ' Gymnite '. 1868 in

Dana Mitt. (ed. 51 469.

Gymno- 'tl/,imn<v
, before a vowel gyinri-,

comb, form of Gr. yvpivu-s naked, bare, chiefly in

technical terms of Botany, Biology, and Zoology
(the more important are given as main-words;

:

Gymnanthous ^d,;;iinnoenb;>s; a. Rot. [Gr. av6->s

flower + -ous], having naked flowers, wanting both
calyx and corolla. Gyrunaxony (djimnasks^ni)
Rot. [Gr. a(mv axis + -v], a rare condition in

flowers, in which the placenta protrudes through
the ovary (R. Brown Man. Rot. 1S74, Gloss.).

Gyranetrous (dgimiM'tiss) a. Ichlhyol. [Gr. rjrp-ov

abdomen + -ocsj. ' having a naked or smooth
belly; applied to those fishes which have no
anal tins' {Syd. Soc. /.ex. 1886). Gymnoblastic
(-blcrstik x a. Zoo!. [Gr. likaoros (see -BLA8T)],
having the nutritive or generative buds unpro-
tected by an external receptacle (hydrotheca
or gonangium); so Gymnobla stous a. {Syd.

Soc. Lex.)- Gymnobranchiate (-brae
-

jgki|<?t) Zool.

[Gr. Upayxia pl,
t
gills] adj., belonging to the Gym-

nobranchiata, a group of gastropods having naked
gills: si. an animal of this group (Cent. Diet. iSSyV
Gynmoceratous ,-se'rat3S a. Ent. [Gr. Kfpar-,

Kfpas horn], belonging to the Gymnocerala, a group
of heteropterotts insects having exposed antenna;

(ibid.). || Gymnocyta (-ssi'ta), -cyte ,-ssit) Biol.

[Gr. kvtos cell], ' Hackel's term for a naked or

wall-less cytode having a nucleus ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Gymnocytode -ssi'ttwd) Biol. [Cttode], 'Hack-
el's term for a cytode without a proper cell wall

and nucleus' [ibid.). Gymnodont {d^vmnUdpnt)
Ichthyol. [Gr. vhovr-, bhom tooth] adj., belonging
to the Gymnodontes, a group of plectognath fishes

having the jaw prolonged into a beak covered with
a dental plate ; sb. a fish belonging to this group.

Gymnogen (d^imnAljen) Rot. [see -gkn] = Gym-
NOSPEKM. Gymnog'enousfd.z.imnfvd^enas' a. Rot.

[see -gexous] = Gymnospekmous (Cassell 1SS4 .

Gymnogram (iljrmiK'gneiri) Rot. [Gr. ypaptfii)

line, mark], a fern of the genus Gymnogramme
or -gramma, having the lines of spore-cases on
the lower side of the frond uncovered. Gymno-
gynous (dijimne-d^inas) a. Rot. [see -oynois],
having a naked ovary (Treas. Rot. 1866;. Gym-
iiolreMiiatous (•lTmatSs) a. Zool. [Gr. Xai/tos

throat, gullet], belonging to the Gymnolxmata,
a division of Polyzoa having no epistome or

valve to close down upon the mouth. Gynino-
merous (-rrnVres) er. Zoo/. [Gr. firjp-ds thigh],

pertaining to the Gymnomera, a division of

cladocerous crustaceans {Cent. Diet.). IGym-
nomonospe'rmoas a. Rot. [Gr. fiui'o-s alone,

one-, oiripii-a seed], having the seeds single and
naked. Gymnomyxine (-miksain) a. Zool. [Gr.
piv(-a slime], pertaining to the Gymnomyxa, a low
grade of Polyzoa which are naked or not corticate

{Cent. Diet.). Gymnophthalmate (-jnffee'haA),

-ophthalmatous, -ophthalmic, -ophthalmons
adjs. Zool. [Gr. 6<p8a\p:is eye], belonging to the

Gymnophthalmata or naked-eyed medusa?. tGym-
uopolyspermons a. Rot. [Gr. iroXv-s much, many,
o-nipn-a seed] : see quot. and cf. g)'mnotetraspcr-

mous (below). Gymnopterous (-ripteros
N
a. Ent,

[Gr. wTfp-ov wing], having naked wings, without
hairs or scales; having sheathless wings (Cent.

Diet.). Gymnorhinal (-rainal) a. Ornith. [Gr.

f>Zv-, fa nostril], having naked or unfeathered

528

nostrils [ibid.). Gymnosomate '-.^"u-nVt^-ao'ma-

tous. -so'mous adjs, '/.ool. [Gr. o&fx-a, acu/iaT-

body], pertaining to the Gymnosomata, an order

of pteropotls liaving a naked body. Oymno-
spore (d^rmiuVspfvu) Bot. [Spork], a naked
spore ; so Gyhino'sporons, having uncovered

spore* (Cassell, 1884 . Gymnotetraspermous
(-tetraspaumos) a. Bot. [Gr. rtipa- four, (Tireppi-a

seed] : see quots. Gymnotocons -ftdkos) a.

Zool. [Gr. Tofc-os bringing-forth, offspring}, having
the genital products uncovered, as certain hydroids

{Cent. Did.}. Gymnozoidal (-z<>u"idal) a. Zool.

[Gr. £(t>-ov animal: see -ID 3], pertaining to the

Gymnozoida. a section of Infusoria in Saville Kent's

classification.

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 413A2 *Gymnanthous. Naked
flowered. 187X Allman (title) A Monograph of the *Gymno-
blastic or Tuhularian Hydroids. 1876 Macalister Anim.
Morphology [. 5 A naked cytode is called a "gymnocytode.

.

a naked cell is a *gymnocyte. 1842 Brande Diet. Sci.

etc., 'Gymnodonts, Gymnodontes, the name of the family of
IMectognathic fishes 1846 LlNDLKY Veg. Kingd. 4 Exogens

I have been broken up into 1. Kxogens proper, or those having

J

an ovary, style, and stigma; and 2. "Gymnogens, which
j

have neither. 1861 Sir W. J. Hooker Brit. Ferns PI. 1

1 Gymnogramme leptophylla .. -Small Annual *Gymnogram.
1864 T. Moore Brit. Fems$s The Gymnogram. This plant

i
belongs to a family of which nearly all the species are

tropical. 1875 Blake Zool. 329 It is called phyLactobema-
! tous, as opposed to marine *gymnolaematous. 1760 Jas.
I I.ef. Introd. Hot. w. vi. (17651 85 Such as have an im-

bricated amentum and are ""gymnomonospermous. 1870

j

Nicholson Man. Zool. I. 84 note, The old sub-class of the
Acalepha? contained the Gymnophthalmate Medusa: (—the

j
Discophora) and the Steganophthalmate Medusa;. (1870

I
Nicholson Man. Zool. Glo-s., Gymnophthalmata, applied

1 by Edward Forbes to those Medusa: in which the eye-specks
at the margin of the disc are unprotected. The division

is now abandoned.] 1871 Ai.lman Gymnoblastic Hydroids
2 The so-called naked-eyed or "gymhophtlialmic Medusa-.
Ibid. So M cCrady divides the *gymnophthalmatous or
hydroid medusa: into the * endostomata' and the 'e.xosto-

uiata '. 1879 Rossitkk Diet. Sci. Terms, *Gymnophthal-
' mous, naked-eyed. 1730-6 BAILEY •fo\io\*Gymnopolyspef'
mous Plants, such as bear two naked Seeds inclosed in a

[

Calyx, without any Sced-Ves-.el. 1885 Ray Lankester in

Jincyct. Brit. XlA. 837 The naked protoplasmic particles

;

that issue from such coated spores, or are formed directly

!

by the rapid fission of the parent I'rotozoon . . are termed
' "gymnospores '. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), *Gyttmotetrasper-

1 mous Blunts, such as have four naked Seeds inclosed in a

j

Calyx, without any Seed-Yessel. 1866 Treas. Bot. 560 2
Gymnotelraspcrmous, having such a four-lobed ovary as is

found in labiates, which was formerly thought to consist of
four naked seeds. 1880-1 Saville Kent Man. Infusoria
I. 329 The independent or ^Gymnozoidal section of the
collared t'lagellata or Discostomata.

Gymnobi'blism. rare. [f. Gr. yvpvo-s naked
+ Bible + -ism.] The opinion that the bare text

of the Bible, 'without note or comment', may be
safely put before the unlearned as a sufficient guide

to religious truth. So Gymnobiblical a., per-

taining to, or holding, this opinion; Gymnobr-
blist. a believer in ' gymnobiblism '.

1826 Kr. jEiitiin C. Forster Corr. (iS34> II. 539 As to distri-

buting the Bible, gymno-biblism is less in fashion than it

was. 1834 C. Forstkr Life Bfi. Jebb ii. (1836' 88 Assailed
. . on the one hand, by the gymnobiblical protestant, and, on
the other hand, by the priest-governed Romanist. 1844
W. H. Mill Serin. Tempt. Christ Notes 155 Those whom
the late Bishop Jebb and Mr. Knov term Gymnobiblists.

Gymnocarpous ,d^imnJkaup3s\ a. Bot. [f.

Gr. yvfxvoKapir-os (f. yvjivo-s naked, bare + tcapirvs

fruit) + -0U8.] Having a naked fruit; applied to

those lichens in which the apothecia are open or

expanded, or to a fructification of this character.
1856 \V, I,. Lindsay Brit. Lichens 70 They then find their

way to the surface of the thalamium in gymnocarjmus
species. 1867 J. How. Microsc. 11. i. 305 The Gymnocarpous
Lichens. 1883 Vines Sachs' Bot. 306 The fertile hypha:
may. .grow towards the exterior and form the spores at the
surface, when the fructification is said to be gymnocarpous.

Gymiiogene (dgi*flon&lgJa), [ad. mod.L.
(lymnogenys, lit. naked-chinned, f. (Jr. yvpivu-s

naked + yiws chin ; Temminck's specific name for

the bird {Fatcog), afterwards used as a generic

name by Lesson.] A book-name for an African

hawk, Potyboroides typicus or P. iopensis.
I 875-84 R. B. Shari-e Layai\Vs Birds S. Africa 9 Poly*

boroides tjpicus. Banded Gynmogene.

t Gymno'logize, v. Ol>s.~° [ad. med.L. gym-
nologizdre {{.yvftvo-s naked + \6yvs speech , ex-

plained ' nude loquV by J. de Janua.] intr. 'To
dispute naked, like an Indian philosopher' Bailey
vol. II. 1727).

Gymnopsedic d^imnAprdik'., a. G>. An&q.
[ad. Gr. yvfivonatStKus;, f. yvfii'6-s narked + wai5-, nais

boy.] The distinctive epithet of the^4ances or

other exercises performed by naked boys at public

festivals.

1850 Lkitch tr. C. O. Mfiller s A nc. A ri (ed. 2) § 77 note 2

Thegymnopaedic, hyporchematic, and other kinds oforches-
tics were already cultivated in a highly artistic manner.

Gymnosopli (dgi'&m&pf); rare. [As if ad.

Gr. *yvfiv6<xo<pos, after tf>tkvao(pos (see Philoho-
THKit, ; cf. next.] = next.

a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. 118391 IV. 282 To have the

GYMNOTUS.
I battle fairly fought out, Spinoza, or a Bhuddist, or a Bur-
j

mese Gymnosoph, should be challenged.

Gynniosophist (dgiimys^&tt). Also 5 pi.
genosophis, 6-7 gimnosophist. [ad. h. (pi.)

j

gyvinosophist-;Vy ad. Gr. yvfivoao^iara'i. f. yvpwo-s
naked + ffoftirTJp Sophist. Cf. K. gymnosophisle
(15-iOth c. in Godefroy Co/tipl.).] One of a sect
of ancient Hindu philosophers of ascetic habits
(known to the Greeks through the reports of the
companions of Alexander , who wore little or no
clothing, denied themselves flesh meat, and gave
themselves up to mystical contemplation. Also
oecas. allusively, an ascetic or mystic.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4022 Erinets . . A progeme of pcre

men bat neuir pride hauntis. And 3k be gentill genosophis
bam in be gest callis. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 349 The
custome of the Gymnosophistes of India. 1590 Greene
Neuer too late (1600) 6, I am not a Gimnosophist to iangle
at euery sophisticall obiection. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Wit -V Mirth Wks. 11. 193/1 Shamrooke, a famous Seithian
Gimnosophist. a 1640 Massinger Very Woman 111. v, The
Curate .. that great Philosopher, He that found out a Pud-
ding had two ends ; That learned Clerk, that notable Gym-
nosophist. 1786 Pogoiiologia 13 The Gymnosopbists were
particularly attentive to their beards. 1873 Symonds Gk.
Poets ii. S3 There is no need to suppose that Empedocles
visited the Kast and learned the secrets of Gymnosophiits.
1882 Steye-;nson Fain, Stud. 171 Part gymnosophist part
backwoodsman.
So Gymnosophy (dgimn/r&ffi), the doctrine or

system of gymnosophists.
1826 Good Bk. Nat. ^1834) I. 6 The Greeks, themselves.

.

seem . . to have become acquainted with it as a branch of
gymnosophy.

t Gymnosophi stal. Ops. rare" 1
, [f. Gym-

XOSOPHIST + -AL.] = GyMNOSOPHLST.
x579 J- Jonf;s Preserv, Bodicfy Sou/e t. xliv. 115 Not re-

garding the words of . . the Chaldean Prophetes, or rather
Mathematists and Gymnosophistals.

t Gymnosophistian. Oh, rare~\ In 4
genosophistien. [f. as prec. 4- -IAS.] ^Gymxo-
SOPHIST.
1340-70 Alex. .$• Dind. 11 pe proude genosophistiens were

be gomus called ; Now is bia name to mene pe nakid wise.

Ibid. 23 pe gentil genosophistiens bat goode were of witte.

Gyninosperni (dgi'mnApSjm). Bot. [ad.

mod.L. gymnosperm-us, ad. Gr. yvfiv6ontpp-os, f.

yvpvo-s naked + airtpfi-a seed, Sperm. Cf. F.
gymnosp€rme.\ A plant which has naked seeds,

as the pine, hemlock fir, etc. ; one of the Gymno-
spertnse. a class of exogenous plants so character-

ized, embracing the orders Cyeadacea?) Conifer-*,

and Gnetace<v.

[1682 Ray Method. Plant. (1733) 193 Gymnosperma
planta. Qua: semen nudum fert. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst.
Bot. 245 Gymnosperma: are known from all other Vascu-
lares by the vessels of their wood having large apparent
perforations ] 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 510/1 Gymnosperms,
one of the five divisions under which the vegetable kingdom
is now classified. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man xx. 398 The
gymnosperms or coniferous and cycadeous plants abound in
all strata. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot. (1892) 288 Certain
Gymnosperms. .develop a bright green color in the deepest
darkness.

Gymnospermous (d^imn^spoumas . a. Bot.

[f. mod. L. gymnosperm-us (see prec.) + -ous.]

Naked-seeded; applied to those plants, e.g. coni-

fers, in which the seeds are not provided with a
seed-vessel ; belonging to the class Gymnospcrmp?.
17*7 in Bailey vol. II. 1760 J. Lu Introd. Bot. 11. v.

(1765) 84 Such as have irregular Corolla:, and the Fruit
gymnospermous. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. vi. § 7. 268 Gym-
nospermous . . plants are so named because the ovules, .are

fertilized by direct application of the pollen.

So Oyiimospe rmal {Cent. Dtct.), Gymnospe r-

mic [Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886^ adjs., in the same sense.

GymnospeTiny, the attribute of being gymno-
spermous.
1800 Garnsly Socks' Hist. Bot. 1. iii. 142 Thus one of the

most remarkable facts in vegetation, the gynmosperiny of
the Conifers and Cycads, was for the first time established
[by Robert Brown, 1825J.

Gymuostomous (dgtanpftfolt), a. Bot.

[f. Gr. yvfivo-s naked + aru^-a mouth.] Naked-
mouthed ; applied to those mosses in which the

mouth of the sporangium has no peristome.
1861 I!imi.i:v Man. Hot. 377 When the mouth is naked,

the Mosses in which such a -sporangium is found are called
gyiniiostuinuus or naked-mouthed. 1875 Bennett & Dyi-.k

Sachs* Bot. 331 If the peristome is wanting, the theca is

said to be gymuostomous. 1881 Sirlce in JrnL Bot. X.
No. 217. 13 The capsule was gymuostomous.

So Gyznnostomatous (*stfm&t9«) a., in the same
sense {Syd, Soc. Lex. 1886).

Gyinuote (dxHnn^t). -[Anglicized form of

next.] A fish of the genus Gymnotus.
1819 Pantologia V, s. v. Gymnotus. .1. G. electricus.

Electric eel or gymnote.. .2. G.albifrons. White-shouldered
gymnote.. .3. G. earapo. American gymnote.

Gymnotus (diinra^'tfe). PL gymnoti
d^imntT.rtai). [mod.L. (Linnxus 1 748), for *gym-

nonolus. f. Gr. yvfivo-s naked + vSrrov back, with

allusion to the absence of dorsal fins.] A fresh-

water eel-like fish of South America, E ledrophorus

(formerly Gymnotus) electricus, capable of giving

an electric shock ; an electric eel.



GYNJECEUM.
1775 Wiu>umson in Phil. Trans, LXV. 95, I am induced

to believe, that the gymnotus h;is powers greatly superior to

..those of the torpedo. 1834 Xat. Philos. III. i'ltys.Gcog.

50/2 (.U.K.Si The- temperature of the waters in which the

gymnoti habitually live, is from 78 to 80 degrees. 1854
Hadham llalient. 407 The gymnotus belongs to a small

electric coterie composed of five individuals.

Gymow e, variant of Gemkw Obs.

Gympe, variant of Jimp, jest.

Gyn, variant of Gin sb.1

Gynsecandrical: see Gyn\eco-.

II Gynaeceum (dgsi-, dginft*'#m). Also 7 gyne-
gium, 9 -9 -eceum, -ecsBum, 9 -ecium, -secium.

[L. gynn'ceuM) -Turn., a. Gr. ywameiov, f. ywattt-,

yvujj woman.]
1. Gr. andRom. Antiq. The women's apartments

in a household ; any building set apart for women.
1723 K. Millar Propagat. Chr. II. ix. 553 Their Gyne-

cauuii for young Gentlewomen taught at the expense of

their parents. 1832 Gell Pompeiana I. viit. 151 A gyne-

caeum or apartment for the women and children. 1847
Tennyson Prtnc. ml 261 Women, up till this Cramp'd under
worse than South-Sea-tsle taboo, Dwarfs of the gynaeceum.
1848 LYTTON Harold \. i. The lararium was deserted; the

gyoaecium was still, as in the Roman time, the favoured
apartment of the female portion of the household. 1879
Fakkak St. Paul (18S3) 131 The degradation of the harem
and the narrowness of the gynseceum.

fb. Under the Roman Empire : A textile manu-
factory. Oh.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 77 The Procurator of

the Gynegium or Draperie in Britaine, in which the clothes

of the Prince and souldiers were woven. 1781 GlBBON Decl,

#t F. xvii. II. 56 We had a treasury-chest in London, and a
gyneceum or manufacture at Winchester.

2. Bot. The female organs of a flower, collec-

tively. Now usually spelt gyncecium, having

been supposed to be from Gr. ottdov house ; under

the influence of this notion AKDBCECIOM has been

formed as its correlative.

1832 Lindlf.y Introd. Hot. 1. ii. § 10. 138 The last organ
to enumerate in the flower is . . \\u±female system or gynse-

ceum of Roper., usually called the pistilltim, 1858 A.

Gray Lett. (1893' 449 When you speak of ovary in Cle-

matis leave us to gather, from the context, whether you
mean, (1) the whole gynaecium ; (2) a separate pistil; or,

(31 the ovuliferous portion of a pistil. 1875 Bennett Sc

Dykr Sachs' Pot. 477 In Althaea rosea . . the filaments form
a membranous closed tube which completely envelopes the

gyneceum. 1880 Gray Struct. Pot. vi. § 1. 165 The aggre-
gate stamens of a flower have been called the Andrcecium ;

the pistils, the Gynceciuni. 1897 Willis PL Plants r*j- Ferns
I. 59 The rest of the flower is hypogynous (below the gynce-
ceum or carpellary portion).

Gynaecian, a. rare — 1
. Also gynecian (in mod.

Diets.), [f. Gr. ywaiK-, ywrj woman + -tan.] Per-

taining or relating to women.
1640 tr. Fcrratui's Love Mclanch. 331 Moderne Physitians

prescribe Fasting and Abstinence to Melancholy Lovers : as

likewise doe all Gynaecian writers, to Women that are [etc.).

Gynsecic (dajainf'sik), a. Aled. Also gynecic.

[ad. Gr. ywaiicifc-os , f. ywaitc-, ywrj woman.]
Relating to diseases peculiar to women.
1878 J. H. Aylling {title) The Influence of Posture on

Women in Gynecic and Obstetric Practice.

Gynseco- (d^i-, d^inrkf)"), also tesp. U.S.)
gyneco-, repr. (jr. ywat/co-, comb, form of ywrj

woman, female, as in : t Gynseca'ndrical a. [Or.

dvSp; dvrjp man], common to men and women.
Gynsecoccenic (-sTnik) a. [Gr. koiv-6s common],
having women in common. Gynaecolatry (-^latri)

[Gr. XaTpfia ; see -lathy], woman-worship. Gy-
necomasty (-marsti) Physiol. [Gr. [xaar-oi

breast : of. Gr. ywaiKouaaBos (Galen) and mod.L.
gynxcomastum\ the condition of a man's breasts

in which they are as large as a woman's and func-

tionally active. Gynsecomorphous (-m^ifas) a.

[Gr. fxop(p-rj shape], having the form or characters

of a female. + Gynseconome [Gr. ywaiKovuuos

:

see -nomous], one of a board of magistrates at

Athens which was formed to maintain manners
among women ; so Gynseco'nomist, in the same
sense. Gynaexophore (fd-j) Zool. [Gr. -tpopos

bearing], in certain invertebrate animals, as some
trematodes. a receptacle in the male in which the

female is borne, a gymecophoric canal ; hence
GyiiK coplioric (-fjrrik) a. Gynae cophysiology
(-rizifrlod^i), the Physiology of the female genera-

tive organs.
1684 I. Mather in Academy 3 Feb. (1900) 102/1 *Gynecan-

drical Dancing, or that which is commonly called Mixt or
Promiscuous Dancing of Men and Women together. 1822
Shlllky Chas. /, 11. 366 A commonwealth like Gonzaio's in

the play, *Gyna;coccenic and pantisocratic. 1888 Universal
Rev. Sept. 23 That fatal *gyna;colatry which rules all social

and domestic life across the Channel. 1873 H. Spencer
Stud. Social. Notes (1874) 421 The mamma? of men will,

under special excitation, yield milk : there are various cases

of *gyna:comasty on record, and in famines infants whose
mothers have died have been thus saved. 1865 Reader No.
142. 326/2 A *gyna:comorphous male of Fidonia Atomaria.

1594. Uirr, Policy (1599) 207 At Rome their Censors had such
like aucthoritie and charge, as the "Gyneconomes at Athens.

^Sa ' M- tr. Du Boscq's Accomplish'd Woman II. 121

Hesychius saith there were judges appointed particularly

for this purpose, who were called "Gynaeconomists. 1877
Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iv. 202 The formidable Bil-
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harzia, the male of which Is the larger and retains the

female in a *gyna:cophore. 1881 Packard Zool. 152 A canal

or passage in the male formed by the infolding of the edges
of the concave side of the body called a gyna:cophore. 1885
W. Koherts U'riu. -v Re/tat Dis. ill. xiii. led. 4) 648 The
male [of Bilharzia ll.rmalobia] is. .provided with a 'gyna;-

cophoric canal. 1828 M. Ryan Man. Midwifery 19 'Gyna>
cophysiology, or uses of the female organs of generation.

Gynaecocracy (dgai-, dginilcfrkrasi). Also 7

ginseeocratie,S ygynecocracy. [ad. Gr. ywatKo-
Kpar'ta (Aristotle, Plutarch\ f. ywatK{o]-

y
yvvi)

woman + -tcpaTta -cracy. Cf.F .gynecocralie (i6thc.
in Hatz.-Darm.).] Government by a woman or

women ; female rule or mastery ; depreciatingly
,

petticoat government.
1612 Selden Drayton's Poly-otb. xvii. Notes 276 Gyna:-

cocracie. 1614 — Titles Hon. 11. i. 176 Goropius vndertakes
a coniecture of the first cause which excluded Gin;eeocratie

j
lor female succession and gouernment) among them, 1660 K.

1

Coke/V7('('.»-a> Subj. 100 That God has owned Gyna:cocraty

j

. .isevident in Deborah. 1692 Washington tr. Milton'
1

s ih'f.

Pofi. vii. 169 What if it would overthrow a Gynaecocracy too '!

1788 H. CLAKKE School Candidates (1877)9 'that there should
be permitted such an abuse of power in the work!, as either

a public or domestic Gynecocracy ! 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvi.

note, In the fishing villages on the Firths of Forth and Tay. .

the government is gynecocracy. 1886 7W«//t'/farLXXVHI.
509 1'hat social gynaecocracy for which France is famous.

Hence Gynaecocra'tic, -cra'tical adjs.
t
pertain-

ing to gynaecocracy or female government ; Gyne*-
cocrat, an upholder of or adherent to gynecocratic

government.
'

1856 F. E. Paget Owlet Owlst. 201 Can you tell me the

meaning of Gynecocratical ? 1877 R. Martineau tr. Cold-
zi/ur's Hebrew Mytkol. iv. 76 A theory of the history of
ci\ilisation usually called the Gynaxocratic. 1878 Prater's

Mag. XVII. 649 The rare respect for the proprietary riijlii^

' of women in which Strabo saw a token ofgynajcocratic bar-

barism. 1893 V. Halt, in Xation (N.Y.I I. VI. 68/3 The un-

alloyed natives of Kocch Beharare so far gone as gynecocrats
that ail their property is vested in the women.

Gynaecological ^d^i^d^in/k^lpd^ikal),^. [f.

as next + -IC + -AL.] Pertaining or relating to

gynaecology.
1876 {title) Transactions of the [American] Gynecological

I Society. 1879 Comh. Mag. June 699 The gynaecological

|
professor should be a man pledged to all the dogmas of the

Women's Knfranchisement creed. 1879 J. M. Duncan Lcct.
Dis. Horn. ii. 1.1S89) 4 Gynaecological investigations are ,,

chiefly carried out in the hypogastric region. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 104/1 Patent Surgical Couch for gynaecolo-
gical and obstetric examinations and general operations.

Hence Gynsecolo'gically adv., in accordance
with the science of gynaecology.
1885 G. H. Taylor Pelv. $ Hern. Thcrap. 116 Hyper-

aemia, which .. is gynaecologically known by a multitude
of other names.

Gynaecologist '.'d.^K d^in/k^'lod^ist). [f

next + -isr.] An expert in gynaecology.
1872 F. G. Thomas Dis. Women 41 Gyn;eco Iovists ranged

themselves into two parties. 1879 ). M. Duncan Lcct. Dis.
Worn, xxviii. (1889) 230 Many of the greatest gynaecologists
say that these abscesses never should be opened.

Gynaecology .d.^si-, d$mfcp-\o<\$i). Also
gynecology, [f. Gyx.eco- + -LOGY.] That de-

partment of medical science which treats of the

functions and diseases peculiar to women. Also
loosely , the science of womankind.
1847 in Craig. 1867 .Vew Syd. Soc. Retrosp. 36S Gynae-

cology, embracing the Physiology and Pathology of the

non-pregnant state. 1883 Hakt & Barbour {titles Manual of

Gynecology. 1885 Jml. Educ. 1 Junej^S He., was theoreti-

cally an adept in gynaecology—the science of womankind.

II Gynseconitis (d.^ai-, d^im'konai-tis). [L., a.

Gr. ywatKcoviTts, f. ywattc-, yviij woman.]
1. The women's apartments in a household

;

^Gyn^ececm 1.

1855 R. F. Uurton El-Mcdinah II. xv. 47, I often saw
parties of women mount the stairs to the Gynseconitis.

2. The women's gallery in a church.
1850 NBALE East. Ch. I. I. 206 The women's gallery, or

gyna^conitis, formed an important part of the earlier Byzan-
tine churches. 1865 Sat. Rev. 11 P"eb. 182 The trifonum i>

used throughout as a gyna;konitis, or women's gallery,

running round three sides of the church.

Gynander (d^oinarndsi). [ad. Gr. yvvai-Spos

(see Gynandkous).]
1. A woman with male characteristics. rare~\
1888 Scribuer's Mag. May 631/2 An emasculated type,

product of short-haired women and long-haired men, gy-
nanders and androgynes.

2. A plant of the class Gynandria.
1828-32 Webster, Gynander, in botany, a plant whose

stamens are inserted in the pistil.

Gynandrian ^391-. d:;inarndrian;, a. [f.

mod.L. Gynandria (Linnaeus), f. Gr. yw-r/ + dvZp-,

dvqp (see Gynandrous) + -tax.] Pertaining to

the Linnasan class Gynandria . which consists of

plants characterized by gynandrous Mowers.
1828-32 Webster Gynaruirian

y
having stamens inserted

in the pistil.

Gynandro- (d^ai-, d^inye-ndr*?), comb, form of

Gr. yvvavbpos (see Gynandrous) in some modern
scientific terms. Gynandromorphism^mp'rnz'm)
Etif., the condition of being gynandromorphous.
Gynandromorphous(-m^*jfos <7. [Gr. /iopepr; shape,

form], having both male and female characters;

applied to some few insects which appear to have

GYNO-.

both male and female markings on the body. Gy-
nandrophore (-fo»i) />V»/., a gonophore which
bears both the stamens and the pistil.

1843 Humphreys Brit. Moths I. S That so many instances
of *Gynaudroniorphism have been observed in individuals

of this species. 1867 Athenaeum No. 2089. 6163 Two
"gynandromorphous insects. 1878 Masters Henfrey's Pot.

271 The *gynandrophore bearing the stamens and ovary.

Gynandrous '^l,5")i-, (lyinarndros),^. Bot. [f.

Gr. yvvav^p-m ;recorded in the sense ' of doubtful

sex ') + -oua : cf. Gyno- and -ahdbous.] Applied
to those flowers and plants in which the stamens
and pistil are united in one column, as in orchids;

said also of the stamens.
1807 ]. E. Smith Puys. Bot. 462 The rest of the Order are

in no sense gynandrous. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 189
[Stylidieae.] Nearly allied both toCampanulacea:andGooden-
oviae, from both of which they are distinguished by their

gynandrous stamens. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora p. xvii,

Aristolochiea; ..Stamens 6-12, epigynous or gynandrous.

1897 Willis Flower. PI. I. 77 The stamens may be epi-

petalous or gynandrous.

Gynantherous: see Gyno-.

Gynarchy (d.^i-naiki). Also 6-8 gunarchy.
[f. t rr. yw-i] woman + -ap\ta, apxn rule.] Govern-
ment by a woman or women.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 13/2 The gunarchie of

queene Cordeilla. 1660 R. Cokk Power .y Subj. 101 That
in Gynarchy the wife is not subject, but superior to her
husband. 1758 Chesterf. Lett. (17921 IV. cccl. 159, I have
always some hopes of a change under a Gunarchy; where
whim and humour commonly prevail. 1890 Blacfnv. Mag.
CXI.Yil. 264/2 So will you best help to maintain .. the

true gynarchy.

Gynbred, obs. form of Gingerbread.
Gyndal, var. Gtinjjall Obs., windlass.

Gynec- : see Gyn.eo.
Gynegium, obs. form of Gyn.eceum.

Gyneocracy (ds9 *
-

* d/)
in/'ifkrasi;. rare. Also

7 gynceocratie, (gyneiocracie .. [f. Gr. ywi]

woman + - o cuacy.] Inct rrect form for Gyx.kco-
CRACY.
1611 Si 1.1. 11 Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii § 47 The .. law. .which

they call the Salick, by the which the Fre .ch exclude
Gyneiocracie [in list 0/ ' Faults escaped ' altered to Gynceo-
cratie], or Womens Gouernement in chiefe. 1869 Mrs. Lynn
Linton Ourselves 176 In the gyneocracy of the future,

—

that new moral world which is to be under woman's un-

divided sway. 1881 L. H. Morgan Contrib. Amer. Ethnol.
66 The mother-right and gyneocracy among the Iroquois.

Gyng, variant of GlNG Ohs.

Gyngangre, obs. form of Gin<;er.

t Gyngawdry, -awtre. Cookery. Obs. Also

-audre, -autrey. A dish prepared with the livers

of certain fishes.

'tc 1390 Form flfCttry No. 04 (17801 47 Gyngawdry. Take
the Powche and the Lyuour of haddok codlyng and hake.

i 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 15 Gyngaudre.—Take be Lynery^
of Codlyngys, Haddok, Elys, or be Hake lied, or Freysshe
Mylwell hedys, be Pouches, cc be Lyuerys, an setbe hem
in fayre W'atei [etc.]. c 1450 Ibid. 94 Gyngautrey. 14. in

Warner Antiq. Culin. {ijgi >7oGyngawtre. Take the pake of

the lyver of hake or of codlynge, or of hadok, and parboyle
hit well. »

Gynge, variant of Gixg Obs.

Gyngebrede, obs. form of Gingkhbread.
Gynger, -evere, -ure, -yvre, obs. ff. Ginger.
Gyngle, obs. form of Jingle.

Gynglimos, obs. form of Ginglymls.
Gyngour, obs. form of Ginger.

Gyniolatry (.fl.^ai-, d,^ini|(7iatri). [Badly f. Gr.

ywfj woman i -(o)latry.] Adoration of or ex-

cessive devotion to women. So Gyneo"later, an

adorer of women.
1876 Lowell Among my Blcs. Ser. ir. 36 The sentimental

gyniolatry of chivalry, which was at best but skin-deep, is

lifted in Beatrice to an ideal and universal plane. 1890
Harper's Mag. Oct. 757/2 He was become a gyneolater.

Gynny, obs. form of Gtinea.
Gyno- (dg9in#, d^inJ), before a vowel gyn-

(d^ain, d^in), reduced form of Gyn.eco-, used

chiefly in botanical terms with the meaning 'pistil*,

'ovary' (the more important are given as main-

words, : Gynantherous (-re'nberos) a. Bot. [An-

ther] : see qtiot. Gynocardic (-kaudik) a. Chem.
[f. mod.L. Gynocardia i^Gr. naphia heart

1

, a genus of

the N.O. Bixace»\ ,
in gynocardic add, the supposed

active principle of Chaulmugra oil, which is pro-

duced by the plant Gynocardia odorata. Gyno-
dicecious (-dai,*"J'3s) a. Bot. [Dia-ciocs], having

perfect and female flowers on different plants ; so

Gynodicecism (-daiirsiz'm), the condition of being

gynodioecious. Gynomoncecious (m^nrj'ss) a.

Bot. [Monceciocs], having both perfect and female

flowersonthesameplant. Gynophagite(-^-fad^oit)

[Gr. -tpay-os eating + -ite] humorous nonce-ivd.,

a woman-eater, f Gynopbilian, GynopMlous
adjs. [Gr. -<pt\os loving], woman-loving. Gyno-
plasty (-plae'stik) a. Phys. [Plastic], ' relating

to the closing of unnatural openings in the

female organs of generation, or to the opening of

closed or dilatation of contracted natural open-

ings of the same organs* (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S86V



GYNOBASE.
Oynostegium (-st/MguW Bot. [dr. arif-n

roof], the sheath of a gynaeceum. || Gynostemuim
1,-strmiiiim) Bot. [Gr. arriftwv thread, stamen], the
column consisting of the united stamens and pistil,

as in the orchis.

1874 R. ISrowx Man. /lot. Gloss., 'Gjpuutluma, an
abnormal condition of the flower in which the stamens are
converted into pistils. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 76
i'he active principle of the oil [sc. chaulmoogra oil], *gyno-
cardic acid, has also been prescribed internally by Bes'nier
and others. 1877 Darwin Forms of Ft. 298 The species
now to be considered consist of hermaphrodites and females
without males . . which I have called ' gynodicecious 1880
Gray Struct. Bot. vi. § 3. 191 GynOKiitecious, where the
flowers on separate individuals are some hermaphrodite and
some female, but none male only. 1881 H. Mi.xl.KR in
Nature XXIII. 337 Stellaria Rlauca . . is gynodicccious.
1897 .Willis Flotver.^ VI. I. 89 This is termed *gynodioecism
and is common also in Caryophyllaceae . . and other plants.
1881 H. MI'llkr in Nature XXIII. 337 Syringa Persica ..

is *gynomoncecious. 1897 Willis Elmer. Pi. II. 97 The
most common case is *gynomonoecism, the ray-florets being
9 , the disc 5 • 1853 Lvtton My Novel in. xxii, He preys
upon the weaker sex, and is a *Gynophagite. 1647 K.
Bacon Cyprian Acad. Aij b, My 'Gynophilian or amorous
infant. 1623 CocKERAM, *Gynophilous, a loner of women.
1880 Gray Struct. Hoi. 414/1 *Gynostegium, a sheath or
covering of the gynoecium, of whatever nature. i86t Bent*
LEY Man. Bot. 256 The coluiiin is . . termed the *gynoste-
mium, and the flowers are said to be gynandrous. 1880
C. & F. Darwin Movent. Pi. 226 The circumnutation of
the gynostemiuni of Stylidium . . is highly remarkable, and
apparently aids in the fertilisation of the flowers.

Gynobase (djarn-, clgi-rxUv's . Jiot. Also in
mod.L. form gynobasis. [t Gtwo- + Babe.] The
flat or conical enlargement of the receptacle of
a flower supporting the gynaeceurn.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 136 Carpella equal in number

to the petals, lying upon an enlarged, tumid, fleshy disk
(the gynobase'. 1831 — littroit. Bot. 1. ii. §9. 137 Gyno-
basis. 1849 Carpenter Veg. Pkys. 414 The seed-vessel,
when ripe, splits into four valves, leaving the thick hard
gynobase in the centre.

Hence Gynobasic [djai-, d^imJlv'-sik) ,1., per-
taining to or having a gynobase ; gynobasic style,

one rising from the base of the ovary. Also Oyno-
baseous (-W'lias) a. ran'.

1836 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. (ed. 2) 128 No Gynobaseous
order has more than 5 carpels, except accidentally. Euphor-
biaceae, which are much more like gynobasic plants |etc.j.
1861 BkNTLEY Matt. Bot. 289 The ovary is said to be gyno- ,

basic. 187a Olulr Eletu. Bot. n. 212 The style springing
from the centre and base of the lobes of the ovary, termed :

gynobasic. 1897 Willis Flower. PI. I. 77 The style usually I

crowns the ovary but is sometimes lateral, basal or gynobasic.

Gynocracy (d^ai-, dginp-krasi). [f. Gyno- +
\

-CRacv.] = GyXjECOcracv ; also quasi -cotter..

women as the ruling class.

1718 Pope Let. to Swift S.'s Wks. 1761 VIII. 75, I am
told the Gynocracy are of opinion, that they want no better

\

writers than Cibber and the British journalist. ]8ax Scott
Nigel xvii, Oligarchy, limited monarchy, and even gyno- j

cracy. 1824 Bvhon Juan XVI. Hi, But wear the newest
mantle of hypocrisy, On pain of much displeasing the gyno- |

cracy. 1864 Mactn. Mag. July 219 From a gynocracy .

.

heaven save us and all Christian communities !

So Gynocratic a. = GYN.ECOCRATIC.
1847 Frasers Mag. XXXVI. 15 Hers was not a popular

form of gynocratic government. 1861 Hclme tr. Moquin-
Tandon il in. 198 Linnaeus terms the government [of bees]
a gynocratic republic.

II Gynoecium, the usual but incorrect form of
Gyn.ececm 2, Bot.

Gynophore (dgain-, dzi-iuHo*i). [f. Gyno- +
(Jr. -ipop-os bearing. Cf. K. gynophore]
1. Bot. The pedicel or stalk which in some flowers

supports the ovary.
l8ai S. F. Gray Nat. Arrangcm. PL I. 159 It is some-

times difficult to distinguish between the gynophore and
the nectary. 1831 Ljndlky Introd. Bot. II. ii. § 10. 139 Some-
times the ovarium, .is seated upon a long stalk. ..This stalk
is often called the thecaphore or gynophore. 1871 H. Mc-
Millan True Vine ii. (1872) 64 The central gynophore [of
the Passion flower], bearing the stamens and pistil, was the
pillar of the cross. 1880 C. 8: F. Darwin Movent. PI. 225
The gynophore of Arachis hypogxa.
2. /.ool. One of the branches bearing the female

gonophores in certain llydrozoa.
1861 J. R. Gklknf. Coeteut. 45 When male and female

gonophores differ externally in form, the special terms
* androphore ' and ' gynophore ' are employed to distinguish
them. 1877 Huxlkv Anat. Inv. Anittt. 143 The groups of
male and female gonophores are borne upon separate branches
of the gonoblastidium (androphores and gynophores).

t Gynour. Sc. Obs. [Apheiic form of engynoitr
(see Engineer sb. and cf. Gin sbA).] One who
manages engines of war.
1375 Barboi:r Bruce xvn. 600 The gynour than gert bend

in ny the gyne. [Cf. 1. 682 engynour, v.r. gynour.]

-gynous (d^inas), Bot. suffix forming adjs., f.

mod.L. -gyn-ns (a. Gr. -71/TOs adj. termination, f.

7W-17 woman, female) + -ous ; used as = ' having
. . . female organs or pistils', as in monogynous
having one pistil, lelragyitous having four pistils,

etc., androgynous having stamens and pistils on
the same flower or same plant. (Cf. -andbous.)
Gynypre, obs. form of Juniper.
Gyo, variant of Geo, dial., a gully, creek.
1878 R. Dick Baker of Thurso viii. 81 And roll along the

gyocs far inland.

530

Gyour, variant of Guvouit Oh.
Gyp 1

(i.vp). Also 8 jip, 9 gip. [perh. short
1 for Gipsy or for Gippo 2.]

1. At Cambridge and Durham, a college servant.

I

csp. onewhoattendson one or more undergraduates.
In the first quot. the meaning appears to be some-
what different.

1750 Dodd Poems (1767) 31 No more the jolly Jips. .carol

j

out their songs. Note. Are an idle useful set of hangers on
the college, who procure ale, pence, &c, by running errands,
and doing little services for their masters. 1799 Spirit Pnbt,
yrttis. (1800) III. 216 The College (lyps, of high iliustriou>
worth, With all the dishes in long order go. \Bo^(irai/us ad
Cantab. (1824) 128 To avoid .. gate-bills he will be out at
night as late as he pleases . . climb over the College walls,
and fee his Gyp well. 1805 H. K. Wmitk in Rem. (1819) I.

209 My l>ed-maker, whom we call a gyp, from a Greek word
1

signifying a vulture, runs away with everything he can lay
hi* hands on. i8m Scott Nigel \\% No scout in Oxford,
no gip in Cambridge ever matched him in speed and intelli-

gence. 1839-40 TiiACKtRAY Catherine viii, I was a gyp at
Cambridge. 1894 Wii.kins & Vivian Green Bay Tree I.

234 The spiritual destitution of bedmakers and gyps.

b. attrib. gyp-room, a room where the gyps
keep table furniture, etc.

1871 M. Lrcrahd Camb. Freshta. 210 He fetched the .

.

reviving beverage from the gyp-room. 1886 WlLUS& Clakk
Cambridge I. 624 The cloister .. was cut off to supply a
gyp-room.
'2. US. slang. A thief.

1889 in Century Diet.

Gyp- <*3»p &S. [? Short for Gypsy, Gipsy
used as a proper name for a bitch.] A bitch.

1890 J. Cookr in G. O. Shields Big Came N. Amcr. 148
< Md Tige had tilled up on the first Beer's inwards. He
looked like a gyp, and near her time. 1895 A. Hintkr in
Outing (V. S.) XXVII. 752 One of the pack—a long-
limbed gyp named (Jueen . . covered with black pitch-like
mud.

Gyp, variant of GlP 7'.
; Gip *'///. Obs.

Gypcer, Gypcyere, obs. variants of GlPSKR.
Gype, -ell, variant of GlPE, Gipkl Obs., a tunic.

Gypo u)n, obs. variant of Gipon.
Gyppe, variant of Gip int. Obs.

Gyps (d^ips). Also 4 'i pi. gipsis, 5 gipse, 8
gypse. [Anglicized form of Gypsim. Cf. F.
gypse, i>.gips.] —Gypsum.

1398 Tki-;\ isa Barth. De I\ K. XV. Ivii. (14951 509 In the
grounde abmvte Parys is a manere stone that byght Gipsi>.
< 1420 Ballad, on Hush. xi. 383 Or gipse, or askes twoy
cotuls no wronge Thy wynes doth. 1756 P. Bkowmk
Jamaica 46 The gypse. -is commonly found of some regular
form approaching upon the rhomboide. 1774 Projeets in

Ann. Reg. 108/1 To coalesce and set as readily as our
gypses and plasters. 1834. Brit. Husb. I. 439 Gyps is cal-

careous earth saturated with vitriolic acid. x86a H. Mar-
rvat Year in Sweden II. 144 Coffered ceilings of gyps are
triumphs of the plasterer's art.

attrib. 1862 H. Marrvat Year in Sweden II. 141 The
Wrangel Grafchor is a fine specimen of northern gyps-work.

Gypsa, obs. plural of Gyphum.

t Gyj)sa'tion. Ofrs. rare—; [as if ad. L.
^gypsdtion-cm, n. of action f. gypsare Gypsk k]
The action or process of plastering with gypsum

;

pargetting.

1656 81 in Blount G/ossogr. 1676 in Colks.

Gypse 'L^ips), V, Also 5 gipse. [In sense a.

ad. L. gypsa-re, f. gypsum (see Gyphum sb.); jn

sense b. f. Gyps.] fa. trans. To clo?e or plaster

down with gypsum (o&s.). b. To dress (a field)

with gypsum ; only in Gypsed (d^ipst),///. a.

e 1420 PmiUuL on Husb. xi. 477 So gipse hit vp, and kepe
hit for thyn age. Ibid. 524 Now gipse hit fast. 1850 yrnl.
R. Agru\ Soc. XI. n. 434 The gypsed clover becomes a
good crop, while the ungypsed clover is burnt up by the
drought. .

Gypsees, obs. pi of Gipsy.

GypseOUS d^i-ps/as). a. [f. late h. gypsr-us

S- g)Ps'{m) * -(,us - Cf. Gypsous.]
1. Resembling or having the qualities of gypsum.
1661 Lovkll Hist. Anim. fy Min. 437 Of phlegme. .. If

gypseous, by nodous swellings. 1710 T, Fuller P/tarm.
Ji-xtemp. 278 And these [Expectorators]..cast purulent and
gypseous Matter out of the Bronchia. 1781 Phil. Trans.
I,XXII. 323 This clay, .contains no gypseous matter. 1796
YV. Marshall W. England I. 16, I was led to the idea,

that they [crystals of quart/] were of a gypseous nature.

2. Containing or consisting mainly of gypsum.
1771 Br. Watson Chem. Ess. U787) V. 127 Gypseous

alabasters, plaster stone [etc.]. 1778 Woui.ik in Phil.
Trans. LXIX. 14 Heavy spars, commonly called selenitical

or gypseous spars. 1830 Lvf.ll Pritic. Geol. (1875) I. I. vi.

111 The gypseous red marl of Aix, in Provence. 1849
Murciuson Situria xiii. 311 It is flanked by the Ural
Mountains, gypseous limestones form the base. 1862 Dana
Man. Geol. 247 Variegated gypseous marls. 1880 Libr.
Univ. K'n&ivL (U. S.) XII. 478 The peculiar color [of the
Red River] is attributed to the red clay of the gypseous
formation, .of its bed.

Gypsiferous (d^ipsi-feros), a. [f. Gyps-um-j-
-(rFEROU.s. Cf. V.gypsi/he.] Yielding or con-
taining gypsum.
1847 in Chaic. 1849 Murchison SHuria xviii. 444 The

gypsiferous and salt-bearing formation of the Upper Silurian.

186a Rawlinson Ane. Afon. I. i. 236 The soil too is often

gypsiferous.

tGypsine, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Gy'PS-um +
-iNE.j ^ Gypseous.
1695 Phil. Trans. XIX. 151 It makes a glittering shew,

GYRATE.
being built of Gypslne Stone, or Rock-lsing.glans, rwain.
Ming-alabaster. 1753 in Chamukks Cycl. Sitpp.

Gypsion, Gypsire : see Gipsy, Gipser.
Gypsography (d^ips^-grafi). rare. [f. Gr.

•yttyo-sgypsum + -ypotfx'a-GRAPHY.] Theartorprac-
tice of engraving on gypsum or on plaster of Paris.
1840 Mech. Mag. XXXII. 256 Gypsography—This is the

new title bestowed on the process, .heretofore styled metallic
relief engraving. 1845 Athenxnm 11 Jan. 41 We were
made acquainted with Gypsography and Glyphography.
Gypsous ul.^i-psas

, a. [f. Gyps-um + -ous.
Cf. P. gyfseux.\ = Gypseous i and 2.

1655 Fuller /fist. Camb. 129 An exhalation in moist
weather out of Gipsous or plaisterly ground. x8n Pinker-
ton PetraL I. 501 The statues of the superb mausoleum
.

.
are of gypsous alabaster. 185a Th. Ross Humboldt's

1 rav. III. xxxii. 394 Nothimr.. proves the independence
of those arenaceous and gypsous soils.

Gypsum (d^i-ps^m), sb. Min. PL S gypsa.
8-9 gypsums. [a. J,, gypsum, ad. Gr. 71/^0?
chalk, gypsum.] Hydrous calcium sulphate, the
mineral from which plaster of Paris is made.

[ 1387 Thk\ isa Itigden (Rolls) I. 271 Bysides Parys is greet
plente of a manere stoon bat hatte gypsus.] 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Pp. 11. v. 92 Gypsum layed up in the earth
the space of 80 yeeres. 1662 G.VELY* Chalcogr. (1769) 33
Figures in. .gypsum. 1759 W. Cullen Let. in Life (1832)
I. 127 Are the talcs and gypsums different in their Compo-
sition. 1776 Woli.ee in Phil Trans. LXVI. 610 The
Bolognian stone and other such spars, as well as the gypsa,
are decomposed by fixed alkalies, a 1817T. Dwk,fit Trav.
New Eng. etc. (1821* II. 343 I,ands, dressed with gypsum,
have been equally favourable to wheat, i860 Tyndall
Glae. 11. xxxi. 409 The prism presented the appearance of a
crystal of gypsum. 1871 Roscoe Elan. Chem. 218 Gypsum
«hen moderately heated loses its water, and is then called

I

plaster of Paris.
tittrib. 18*3 Blckland Relit/. Diluv. 169 Ancient and

modern bones occur mixed together only in the gypsum
cavities. 1849 Si: Nat. Hist., Mammalia III. 95 The
gypsum-quarries near Paris. 1862 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc

;

IX. 33 These gypsum deposits have no geological connec-
tion with the coal.

Gypsum (dgi-psiun), v. [f. Gyp.sum j/>.] trans.

To dress 'land or a crop
1

; with gypsum.
1819 Contmun. Hoard Agrie. 521 The whole field .. was

again gypsumed at the rate of four bushels per acre. 1834
Brit. Husb. I. 323 Cattle show, .a remarkable predilection
for clover which has been gypsumed.

I knee Gypsumed///, a.

1841 ymt. R. Agrie. Soc. II. 1. 111 The comparative pro-
duce of the gypsumed over not gypsumed land is very great.
1849 J. F. Johnston Exfcr. Agrie. 120 On wheat, after
gypsumed clover.

Gypsy, alternative form of Gipsy.
Gyptian, Gyraff(a, obs. ff. Gipsy, Giraffe.
Gyral (d^ai>ral), a. [f. Gyre or Gyr-us sb.

+ -al.] a. Moving in a circle or spiral; whirl-

ing, gyratory, b. Pertaining to a gyrus or gyri

(see Gyrus). Hence Gy rally adv., in a gyral

manner ; in a circular form or arrangement.
1750 G. Wvohzs .Barbadoes 204 The flower consists of five

pale-white leaves gyrally incircling one another. 1827
Blaekio. Mag. XXI. 791 We were not seen stoitering gyrally
away up-hill. 1828 32 Webster, Gyral, whirling, moving
in a circular form.

Gyrant (d^ai^rant), a. rare- 1

. In 9 girant.

[ad. L. gyrant-em, pres. pple. of gyrare to move
in a circle.] Having a circular or spiral course.

1844 Mrs. Browning Drama Exile Poems 1850 I. 35,
I wound in girant orbits.

Gyrate (dgai»*rA), a. [ad. }..gynll-us rounded,

pa. pple. of gyrare : see Gyre 7'.] Arranged in

rings or convolutions. Tn Botany - Circixate
;

also, see quot. 1836.
1830 LlNDi-EV Nat. Syst. Bot. 245 The peculiar gyrate

vernation of the leaves of Cycadea;. 1836 Penny Cyel. V.

253/1 Gyrate, set: dreinate. Also, surrounded by an elastic

ring, as ihe theca of ferns. 1845 Lindley Seh, Bot. iv.

1 1858) 25 Flowers regular, with straight anther-valves,, .and
gyrate foliation. 1861 Bknilev Man. Bot. 211 A circinate
it gyrate cyme. 1876 J. S. Uristowe Theory ff Pract.
Med. (ed. 2) 324 Sinuous or gyrate bullous bands. 1878
Nicholson in Encycl. Brit. VI. 373/2 By this 'serial'

growth the corallum becomes 'gyrate' or 'meandrine'.
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 27S The gyrate or ringed
form of the patches.

Gyrate ^d^ia-r^t), 7\ [f. L. gyriit-, ppl. stem

ofgyrdre : see Gyre v.] ittir. To move in a circle

or spiral; to revolve, usually round a fixed point

or on an axis ; to rotate, whirl.

1830 Erasers Mag. I. 32 Undefined comets that gyrate
equally through suns, earths, and satellites. 1847 Emkrhom
Refir. Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 318 The globuleof
blood gyrates around its own axis in the human veins, as the

planet in the sky. 1858 G. MACDONAi.n/Vm«/rt.f/M xvii. 211

With a somerset and a run, [he] threw himself gyrating into

the air. 189a Stevenson Aeross ihe Plains 191 Came the

dusty night-fliers, to gyrate for one brilliant instant round
the flame.

Jig. 1881; Miss Braiidon Wyllard's Weird II. 124 The
rest of Pans was gyrating in the whirlpool of fashionable

pleasure.

Hence Gyrated ///. a. = Gyrated. ; Gyrating
vbl. sb. send ppl. a.

1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 458 Gyrated dry
scall. Ibid. 459 The Gyrated Variety [of psoriasis]_runs in

a migratory course. 1837 Caklyle Fr. Rev. I. in. i, His..

gyratings are at an end. i860 Maury Fhys. Geog. Sea 1
;

Ljw)
xix. § 79s The gyrating column is never hundreds of miles in

diameter. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Set. (1879) I. vii. 242



GYRATION.
A kind of mystery attaches Itself to gyrating water. 1884
Daily News 24 Apr. 6 Other articles in the house appearing
to perform a gyrating movement.

Gyration (ci^i-'iv'jan). Also 8 giration.

[n. of action f. L. gyrare : see Gyre v. Cf. F.

giration.']

1. The action or process of gyrating ; motion in

a circle or spiral ; revolution round a fixed centre

or axis, turning round, wheeling or whirling ; an
instance of any of these.

1615 Cbooke Body of Man 457 If there had not beene
these gyrations in the substance of the braine. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep, 11. iy. 80 The ayre impelled returnes
unto its place in a gyration or whirling. 1661 Glanvili.
Van. Dognt. ix. 81 A French Top, throwne from a cord
which was wound about it, will stand as it were fixt . . and
yet continue in its repeated Gyrations. 1704 Newton
Opticks^ 1. (1721) 123 If a burning Coal be nimbly moved
round in a Circle with Gyrations continually repeated.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 527 They might then
make one giration in a long ellipsis. 1794 Atwood in Phil.
Trans. LXXXIV. 127 note, To place the centre of gyration
nearly at the same distance from the axis. 1816 Kirby &
Sf. Entomol. (1843) II. 240 It performs its gyratkms alter-

nately from left to right and from right to left. 1834 Mrs.
Somerviixe Connex. P/iys. Sc/, xv. (1849) 140 In the
northern hemisphere the gyration [of the wind] is contrary
to the movement of the hands of a watch. Ibid. 141 Beyond
the actual circle of gyration or limits of the storm, i860
Maury Pkys. Geog. Sea (Low) xix. § 796 In the gyrations
of the storm. 1872 Daily News 25 Mar., Snowflakes that
danced in eccentric fantastic gyrations. 1882 Minchin
Unipl. Kinauat. no J/^mass of the whole body and k its

radius of gyration about GH. 1897 OuiDA Jllassarenes xi,

Women were nevertheless enchanted to be embraced by
him in its [the waltz's] giddy gyrations.

b. with reference to immaterial things orfig.
1808 J. BARLOW Columb. ix. 440 The vast gyration of a

thousand years. 1847 Disraeli Tancred n. xiv, His life

was a gyration of energetic curiosity. 1852 H. Rogers Eel.
Faith (1853) 35 Such is the appearance of Geo. Fellowes in
that rapid gyration to which he has been subjected. 1868
E. Edwards Ralegh I. ix. 146 His present effort was still

more impeded by endless gyrations of irresolution. 1883
S. Waddington A. II. Clough 83 The vortex of religious ex-
citement . .kept him idly moving in its ceaseless gyrations.

2. concr. in Conch. One of the whorls of a spiral

univalve shell.

Hence Gyra'tional^., characterized by gyration.
1889 in Century Diet, iciting R. A. Proctor).

Gyrator {<\$a\*reHto). [as if L. *gyrator
f

agent-n. f. gyrare to Gyrate.] He who or that
which gyrates or whirls.

1836 E. Howard A*. Reefer xx. I shall call them the pul-
sating and the gyrating leg.. .Whilst you were admiring the
undulating grace of the pulsator. .. you would find the
gyrator had stolen a march upon you. 1895 H. Stoi-es in
Athenxum 7 Sept. 325/3 Beautifully made tstone] axes,
knives, gyrators.

Gyratory (d^aio-ratari), a. [as if ad. L. *gy-
ratdrius, f. gyrare to Gyrate. Cf. F. giratoire.]
Moving in a circle or spiral ; revolving, whirling.
1816 J. Smith Panorama Set. Sf Art II. 52 The mischief

produced by the gyratory motion ofthe air. iSmHerschei.
Astron. iv. 172 The nutation of the earth's axis is a small
and slow gyratory movement. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag.
V. 197 Several others were more or less implicated in the
gyratory mass. 1874 Hartwig Aerial W. viii. 124 Large
gyratory columns of water or sand. 1898 Btackiv. Mag.
Oct. 539/2 Solomon studied awhile the gyratory movements
of three hawks.

Gyre (dgaiaj), sb. poet, and literary. Also 7
gire. [ad. L. gyr-its, ad. Gr. yvpos ring, circle.

Cf. Giro.]

1. A turning round, revolution, whirl; a circular
or spiral turn.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. u. B ij, Fashions. .Which, .do
cum, and goe in circled gyre. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. v. 8
To ward, Or strike, or hurtle rownd in warlike gyre. 1603
B. Jonson Satyr, Pardon, lady, this wild strain, .. Elves,
apply your gyre again. 1614 Lii>. Hall Recoil. Treat. 494
Other Artizans doe but practise, we still learne ; others run
still in the same gyre, to wearinesse..our choice is infinite.
c 1620 T. Robinson M. Magd. 786 Like to y° top, y» in his
gyre doth spin. 1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. 11. i. 71 In all
these we may easily maintaine the gyre or circumaction of
the Head. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chy/n. 78 Whirling
them in oblique gyres. 1814 Cary Dante, Inf. xvn. 93 Be
thy wheeling gyres Of ample circuit, easy thy descent.
1829 Southev Inscrip. Caled. Canal 2 The glede Wheeling
between the mountains in mid air, Eastward or westward
as his gyre inclines. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leitfi iv.
1 167 Graduating up in a spiral line Of still expanding and
ascending gyres.

2. concr. A ring, circle, spiral ; also, a vortex.
1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. 1. 23 She rushing through the

thickest preasse Perforce disparted their compacted gyre.
1629 Massinger Picture 11. n, He .. dispersed the armed
gire With which I was environed. 1686 Goad Celest.
Bodies 11. vii. 244 To hurry a great Ship downright in a
Dismal Gyre.downinto the deep. 1718 Blair inPhil. Trans.
XXX. 893 The Cochlea is a long Cavity consisting of three
Gyres or Meanders. 1848 Lvtton Harold v. i, The smoke
rises in dark gyres to the air. 1881 Rossetti House ofLife,
Sotm. xliv. Ah ! in your eyes so reached what dumb adieu.
What unsunned gyres of waste eternity? 1892 W. E.
Henley Song ofSword, Lond. Voluntaries iv. 10 In genial
wave on wave and gyre on gyre.

5[ 3. 'A trance' iCockeram 1623). Obs.-**
Prob. a mistake. Cf. the following : 16x2 Drayton Poly-

olb. v, Streames in whose entrancing gyres Wise nature oft
herselfe her workmanship admires.

4. Comb., as gyre-circling adj.
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1881 Rossf.tti Rose Mary, Beryl-song, Gyre-circling
spirits of lire.

Gyre (djaiitf), v. poet. Also 5, 7 gire. [ad.
L. gyrare, f. gyrus (see prec.).]

1. trans. To turn or whirl round, rare.
c 1420 Pallad. on llusb. I. 327 The side in longe vppon the

south, let sprede..gire hit from the colde west, if thow
conne. 1628 lip. Hall Rem. Jt'A\s\ (1660) 25 With the spight-
ful Philishm, he [the Devil] puts out both the eyes of our
apprehension and judgement, that he may gyre us about in
the .Mill of unprofitable wickednesse. 1885 G. Meredith
Diana Crossways xxii, She was out at a distance on the
ebb-sands hurtled, gyred, beaten to all shapes.

f2. To revolve round, compass. Obs.
c 1420 Palla.1. on Husb. x. 203 September is with Aprill

houris euen, ffor Phebus lijk in either gireth heuen.
3. intr. To turn round, revolve, whirl, gyrate.
1593 Drayton Eclog. n. 71 Which from their proper Orbes

not goe, Whether they gyre swift or slow. 1598 Vong
Diana 10 When to the west the sunne begins to gyre. 1633
P. RETCHED Purple /si. u, xxxvii, A. groom. .Which soon
the full-grown kitchin cleanly drains By divers pipes, with
hundred turnings giring. Ibid. IV, viii, Round about two
circling altars gire In blushing red. 1808 J. Barlow
Columb. in. 785 iMutual strokes with equal force descend.

.

now gyring prest High at the head, now plunging for the
breast. 1814 Southey Roderick xn, The eagle's cry, Who
. .at her highest (light A speck scarce visible, gyred round
and round.

Hence Gyring vbl. sb., revolution, gyration.
Gyring ///. a., revolving, whirling, gyrating;
also, encircling, encompassing ; whence Gyringly
adv., with revolving motion.

. I57S Laneiiam Let. (1871) 18 With sundry windings, gyr-
ings, and circumflexions. 1590 Peels Polyhymnia 36 At
the shock The hollow gyring vault of heaven resounds.
"594 J- Dickenson Arisbas (1878) 72 One colour teinteth
all, Turrets, doores, and gyring wall. 1598 — Greene in
Cone. (1878) 150 Wind-tossed waues which with a gyring
course Circle theCenters-ouerpeering maine. 1635 Qcari.es
Emit. iv. ii. (1718) 193 This gyring lab'rinth. 1635 Hey-
wood Hitrarck. n. 63 They [the Heavens] alter in their
gyring more or less, a 1640 Day Pari. Bees (1881 1 76 The
massie world. .That on Gyreing [so .M.S.] spheares is hurld.
1659 Torriano, A-glrouda, giringly, about and about.

Gyre-carline (g3i»\ikauHn). Sc. Also C>

gyr(e)-,gyir-carling, (9 giean carlin). [f. ON.
gyg>-=~Sor\y. dial, gjure ogress, witch + Cakline1.
Cf. ON. gygjar-karl the husband of an ogress.]
The mother-witch ; a witch, hag.
1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4592 [Folly speaks] My gudame,

the Gyre Curling, Leirnde me the Prophesie of Marling.
a 1605 Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomerie 661 Leaue boggles,
brownies, gyr-carlings and gaists. 1815 Scott Gliy ill. iii,

The elves and the gyre-carlings. 1822 — Pirate vi, What
kind of a country of guisards and gyre-carlines is this !

tGyreful, a. Obs. [f. Gyre sb. + -ful.]
Full of gyres or turns ; circling, whirling.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. i. A vij, Whose carts when

they were roulde With gyrefull sway, by coursers swyfte.
1583 StanyhurstAm (Arb.) 138 Theyre labor hoat they
folow : toe the flame fits gyreful awarding.

Gyrencephalate (dgai«>r&se'falA), a. Zoo/.

[f. mod.L. Gyrencepha/a see below), f. Gyb-us +

iynitpaXos brain (see Encephala).] Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Gyrencephala, one
of the four main divisions of mammalia in Owen's
system, consisting of those in which the cerebrum
is convoluted. So Gyrencephalous a.

1859 Owen Classif. Mammalia 35 These limb-characters
can only be rightly applied to the gyrencephalous subclass.
1866 — Anat. Ytrteor. II. 272 The Gyrencephalous quad*
rupeds, as a general rule, have a scrotum. 1875 Blake
Zool. 43 The gyrencephalate sub-class.

Gyrer, Gyrfalcon, obs. ff. Jkerer, Gerfalcon.
Gyrfaunt, variant of Gerfaunt Obs., giraffe.

Gyrle, gyrll, obs. forms of Girl.
Gyrnall, Gyrne, obs. ff. Girnel Sc, Girn.
Gyro- (dgat^riF), comb, form repr. Gr. yvpos in

sense of ' ring, circle, spiral ', as in : Gyroceran
(-p'seran) a. Conch. [Gr. tttptn-, icipas horn], per-
taining to the genus Gyroceras, typical of the
family Gyroceratidx of fossil nautiloid cephalopods
having the whorls not contiguous. Gyrooeratite
(-seratait) Conch., a fossil cephalopod of the
family Gyroceratidx ; hence Gyroceratitic (-sera-

ti'tik a. Gyrodaotyle (-darktil) Zool. [Gr. ooktu-
aos finger], a trematode worm of the genus Gyro-
dacty/ns. Gyrograph (-graf) [Gr. -ypcupos writ-
ing, recording], an instrument for recording re-

volutions.
|| Gyropsori-asis Med., Psoriasis

occurring in circular patches (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
Gyrotrope (-trtmp) Electr. [Gr. -Tpotros turning]
= Commutator (ibid.).

1884 Science III. Feb. 123/2 The loosely coiled [shell] but
with whorls not in contact, 'gyroceratitic. 1864 Cobbold
F.ntozoa 44 Those singular ectoparasitic creatures known
as the "Gyrodactyles. 1817 Blackiv Mag. I. 525 A Celestial
*Gyrograph . . which gives the true bearings, rising, set-
ting, and culminating, of forty of the principal fixed stars,
for any hour and minute of the twenty-four hours.

Gyrogonite (dgai^jg&ait). Geo/, [f. Gyro-
+ Gr. 70V-0S seed + -he.] A petrified seed-vessel
of plants of the genus Chara, spiral in form, and
formerly supposed to be a shell.
183a De la Beche Geo!. Matt. (ed. 2) 147 Seeds of Chara:,

or Gyrogonites, are converted into carbonate of lime, in
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which the nut is sometimes found within. 1833 I.yei.i.
Princ. Geol. III. 236 In the limestone I found gyrogonites.
1833 G. A. Mantell IVonders Geol. (1838) II. 600 The gy-
rogonites of the tertiary strata of the Paris basin.

Gyroidal (djawoi'dal), a. [f. Gyre or Gyrus
+ -OID + -AL.]

1. Cryst. Having a spiral arrangement, as certain
planes, etc. in some crystalline forms.
1864 in Webster. 1895 Story-Maskelyne Crys/allogr.

§ 177 The axes of symmetry., preserve the characteristics of
the system, but in the absence of planes of symmetry they do
?°°"'y UY a gyroidal {or alternate) distribution of the poles,
lhe edges consequently are gyroidally grouped in triads G
round the trigonal axes 0; and in tetrads Vround the axes h.
Ibid. § 253 The gyroidal position of its faces in respect to the
vertical axis.

2. Optics. Having the property of turning the
plane of polarization to the right or left ; rotatory
in respect to polarized light. 1864 in Webster.
Hence Gyroidally adv.
1895 'see sense 1 above].

Gyrolite (d^aier^bit). Min. Also guro-.
[Named by Anderson 1851 ; f. Gr. yvpos round +
XiBos stone (see -lite).] Hydrous silicate of cal-

cium found in radiated concretions.
1851 Phil. Mag. Ser. IV. I. 101 Gurolite. 1851 Atttet:

Jml. Sei. Ser. 11. XII. 205 The name gurolite (more cor-
rectly gyrolite) alludes to the spherical form of its concre-
tions.

Gyrojuancy (d^ai'j-rwmxnsi; . [a. medX. *gyro-
mantia, f. Gr. yvpo-s circle, circuit + pavrtia divina-
tion. Cf. F. gyromancie (Rabelais giromantie).]
A mode of divination said to have been practised
by walking in a circle till the person fell down
from dizziness, the inferences being drawn from
the place in the circle at which he fell.

1557 North Guevara's Dialt Pr. 5 b, All the kyndes of
gyromancye, and chiromancye. a 1693 Vrquhart's Rabelais
in. xxv, Have you a mind .. to have the truth of the
matter yet more fully and amply disclosed unto you .

.

by giromancy, if thou shouldst turn round circles, thou
mightest assure thyself from me, that they would fall always
on the wrong side. 1855 Smedi.ey Occult Sei. 334 Gyro-
mancy was performed by going round continually in a circle,
the circumference of which was marked by letters.

Gyron (dgsioT^h). Her. Also 6-7 gyronne,
7 geron. [a. F. girmi, earlier geron ( = It. girone
gyron, gherone gore, gusset, Sp, giron, jiron gus-
set), ad. OHG. giro triangular piece, gusset : see
tiORE sb. 1 ] An ordinary of triangular form made
by two lines drawn from the edge of the escutcheon
to meet in the fesse-point and occupying half of the
quarter. Also atlrib.

Where there is one gyron only, it usually issues from the
dexter chief and occupies the second half of the first quarter.
(See Gyronny.)
1572 Bossewell Arnwrie 11. 77 S. beareth Ermyne, two

Gyrons Sable, charged with Cilidon floures proper, a Batune
Gules. Ibid. 113 b, These particions [sc. partition per
saltire and per gyron] being the one so lyke the other, for
that there is also partie per Gyron, it cannot bee but that
there is founde an indifferencie of the use in blazon of the
one as of the other. 1610 Gvollim Heraldry 11. vi. (1660)
71. 1611 Florio, Gironi, gerons in armory. 1661 Morgan
Sph. Gentry 11. vii. 71 The gyron . . is a right angled Triangle.
1848 R. Stuart Glasgow 99 The gyron quarterings of the
family of Argyll. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. * Pop. vii. 31
'The Gyron. .is half of the first quarter of the shield.

Gyrondola, obs. variant of Girandola.
[Gyronnetty, a. A spurious word in some

recent Diets. ; an alteration (after Gyron) of
gironnetti, given as a French word in heraldic

diets, with the explanation ' Finished at the top
with points ; said of a castle or tower used as a
bearing'. This is a blunder for F. giroitettd
' furnished with a weathercock (girouetle) of a
specified tincture'.]

Gyroniiy (djai^'ni 1

, a. Her. Forms: 5 jer-

ownde, 5-6 gerundi(e, 6 geronnie, -ondy, 8 gir-

onne, 7- gyronny. [a. F. gironni (1 2th c. geronlj,

f. giron Gyron : see -Y.] Of an escutcheon

:

Divided into or having gyrons
;
gyronny of eight.

having eight gyrons, i. e. each quarter divided

diagonally by lines meeting in the fesse-point.

?a 1400 Morte Arih. 2891 Thorowe a jerownde schelde he
joggeshim thorowe. 1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. biij, Gerundi
is called in armys whan the cootarmure is of ix. dyuerse
colowris; & a_ fusitarget with in the cootarmure of whatt
colowre that hit be of. c 1500 Sc. Poetit Heraldry 169 in Q.
Eliz. Acad. 100 Thire be also raschit, as lege or heid, wiche
gerondy verry and belly told. 1572 Bosseweli. Armorie v..

38 b, Geronnie of vj pieces Or and Sable. 1610 Gltllim
Heraldry v. ii. (1611) 240 Hee beareth Gyronny ofsixepeeces
Sable and Or three Nigroes heads couped Proper. 1713
Lend. Gaz. No. 5106/3 A Coat of Arms, being Gironne of
Eight Pieces Ermine and Gules. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist.
^ Pop. xiv. § 1. t4t Gyronny or and sable.

T App. used erron. for Gyron.
1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3171/4 The Arms are, a Ship, a

Chequer, two Geronies.

+ Gyronomo'nic, «• Obs. rare- 1
. [Error for

*gyrognomonic, ad. F. gyrognomoniqite, f. Gr.
yvpos circuit + yvupivv Gnomon.] (The passage
is merely jargon ; the Fr. word, if not a grotesque
coinage of Rabelais, may have had some such

sense as ' Pertaining to revolution round the dial '.)
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a 1693 VrquharCs Rabelais in. xxii. The ^Icndicant Fryer*

and Jacobins ; who are the two Hemispheres ofthe Christian

World, by whose Gyronomonick Circumbdvaginations..all
the Autonomatick Metagrobolism of the Romish church.. is

homocentrically poised.

Gyrophoric (djafar^rik),*. Chem. [f. mod.

L. Gyrophora, a genus of lichens (f. Gr. yvpos circle

+ -(pvpos bearing) + -ic] Only in gyrophoric acid

'see quot).
1886 Syd. Soc. Le.x., Gyrophoric acid, an acid obtained'

from Gyropkora or Umbi'licaria pitstulata. .

Gyroscope (dgai'T^sk^p). Dynamics, [ad.

F. gyroscope (Foucault, 1852): see Gyko- and
-scope.] An instrument designed to illustrate

the dynamics of rotating bodies, and consisting

essentially of a solid rotating wheel mounted in

a ring, and having its axis free to turn in any

direction.

The form of this apparatus invented by Foucault is con-

trived so as to render evident the rotation of the earth,

through the tendency of the wheel (being free from the

influence of disturbing forces) to maintain its rotation in a
fixed plane independently of the earth's motion.

1856 Amer. Jml. Sci. <$ Arts Ser. 11. XXI. 119 Foucault
placed between the poles of a strong electro-magnet the

solid of revolution belonging to the gyroscope. i86z H.
Spencer First Priue. II. xxu. § 170 (1875) 486 That oppo-

sition which the axial momentum of a rotating body makes
to any change in the plane of rotation (so beautifully

exhibited in the gyroscope). 186* Sir H. Holland Ess, i.

27 The Gyroscope of Foucault. .shews to the eye in a few
minutes, by the angular deviation from its plane of rotation,

the movement the earth has made in this short space of

time. 1879 G. Prf.scott Sp. Telephone 261 [Prof. Dolbear]
invented and constructed a gyroscope to run by electro-

magnetism.

Gyroscopic 'dgaten&kp'pik), a. [f. as prec.

:

see -scoPic.J Pertaining to or of the nature of

the gyroscope ; rotatory.

1888 Engineer LXVI. 364/2 The bearings are of great

length and large diameter to stand the gyroscopic action

which occurs in a heavy sea on board ship. 1894 Westm.
Gaz. 30 Oct. 5/1 The second patent is described as 'A new
system of Projectiles—styled gyroscopic Projectiles'.

transf. {jocular). 1880 P. S. Robinson Noah's Ark vi.

(1882' 156 The giraffe . . would be gratified by a gyroscopic

view of the surrounding country.

Gyrose fdgai^rous), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. *gy-

ros-us
t

f. Gyrus.] Folded and waved, marked
with wavy lines.

1836 Loudon Encycl. Plants Gloss., Gyros?, turned round
like a crook. 1874 R. Browm Man. Bot. Gloss., Gyrose,

marked with wavy lines, 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 414/1
Gyrose, curved backward and forward in turns. 1887 W.
Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 8 The ribs of the hymenium
raised, gyrose, persistent.

GyroSO- (dgaiajva'so), comb, form of Gvuose,
used with the meaning 'gyrose and . .

.'

1887 W. PiiiLi.irs Brit. Discomycetes 8 Pileus inflated,

irregularly indulated, gyroso-rugose, brown.

Gyrostat (dgafr'rifcUet). Dynamics, [f. Gtro-
+ Gr. arar-o% standing, f. ora-, laravat to stand.]

An instrument used to illustrate the dynamics of

rotating bodies (see quotA
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 345 The ordinary

gyrostat (a rapidly rotating fly-wheel pivoted as finely as

possible within a rigid case, having a convex curvilinear

polygonal border, in the plane perpendicular to the axis

through the centre of gravity of the whole).

Gyrostatic (d^aiortfsUetikj, a. [f. as prec. +
-ic.J Pertaining to the gyrostat or gyrostatics

;

connected with the dynamical theory that a rotat-

ing body tends to maintain its plane of rotation.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 345 Let the fly

wheels be set each into sufficiently rapid rotation to fulfil

the conditions of gyrostatic domination. 1893 Sloank
Electr. Diet., Gyrostatic action of armatures. Owing to

gyrostatic action a rotating armature resists any change of

direction of its axis.

Hence Gyrostatically adv.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 345 When all the

quantities . . are of the same sign it is easy to find the con-

ditions that must be fulfilled in order that the system may
be gyrostatically dominated. 1891 Athcnxum 19 Dec. 837/2

The Equations of Propagation of Disturbances in Gyro-
statically-loaded Media.

Gyrostatics (d^iarystcc'tiks), sb. pi. [See

prec. and -XC8.1 That part of physical science

which deals with the rotation of solid bodies.

In recent Diets.

Gyrous (clspi^rss'
,
, a. rare. [ad. mod.L. *gyro-

sus Gyuose: see -ot'S.] Circular, spiral.

1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 789 As they pass

along with their gyrous or circular Motion, they carry aloft

the drie Leaves into the Air. 1800 Hurdis Eav. Village

186 The tyrant soaring in the clouds above With gyrous

scrutiny the furze-clad hill Closely surveying.

GyrOVagUG (d^eia-nKv'g). Hist. rare. [a. V.

gyrovague, ad. med.L. gyrovagus, f. L. gyrus cir-

cuit (see Gyiie sb.) + -vagus wandering.] One of

those monks who were in the habit of wandering
from monastery to monastery.
1801 A. Ranken Hist. Francel. i. ii. 224 The Gyrovagues,

or Vagabonds, who strolled about from one monastery to

another, gratifying too freely their inclinations and appetites.

Gyrs(e, gyrss, obs. Sc. rT. Grass.
Gyrse, Gyrsome, vars. Girse Obs., Gerslm.
Gyrssoppe, variant of Grasshop Obs.

Gyrthe, gyrtht, vars. Grith Obs. exc. Hist.

':, Gyrus {d^oi^ivs). Anal. PI. gyri (d^an-r^i).

[L. - circle, circuit, career, a. Gr. yvpos ring, circle.]

A convoluted ridge between grooves or sulci ; esp.

a convolution of the brain. (See also quot. 1846.)
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 171 Gyri 4 to 5 lines broad. Ibid.

Gloss., Gyrus, a trench together with the sides enclosing it

;

or, in massive species, the space between the middle of two
ridges. 1859 Owen Classif. Mammalia 25' The superficies

[of the cerebrum] is folded into more or less numerous gyri

or convolutions. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 66 The third

occipital gyrus. 1887 Lancet 17 Sept. 586 2 The region of
the angular gyrus . . contains a centre for the raising of the
upper eyelid of the opposite eye.

Q-ys, variant of Gis Obs.; obs. form of Grisi;.

Gysar, obs. form of Gizzard, Guiskr.
Gysard e, obs. form of Gizzard, Goibard sd.%

Gysarm(e, obs. var. Gisarme Obs. exc. Hist.

Gysart, variant of G0I8ARD sb. 2

Gyse, Gysen, obs. forms of Guise sb.'1 , Gizzen.

Gyser, obs. f. Gisarme, Gizzaiui, Gltser.

Gyserne, obs. variant of Gisarme, Gizzerx.
Gysour, obs. form of Gizzard, Gtjisbb.

Gyspen, variant of Gispin Obs.

Gyss, obs. form of Guise.

Gyssarn, -erne, obs. variants of Gisarmk.

Gyst e, obs. form of Joist.

Gysyryne, obs. variant of Gisarmk.

Gyte (gMt), sb. Sc. [? A spelling of gait, Sc.

form of Get sb. in sense 2 b.] A contemptuous
word for a child ; a brat ; rt first-year pupil in the

Kdinburgh High School.
1825-80 Jamieson, Gyte, Gytel'tng, applied contemptuously,

or in ill humour, to a young child. 1894 Daily News 28 May
8 '5 None of the ' gytes ' of his period has told us nearly so

much about Mr. Stevenson as Mr. Stevenson has told us.

Gyte (gait), a. Sc. [Ofunknown origin.] Mad,
out of one's senses.

1725 Ramsav Gentle Sheph. 11. i, The man's gane gyte !

1818 Scott //;/. Midi, xxiv, The gudeman's gane clean

gyte, I think. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped x\x. 182 Arc ycu
gone gyte ?

Gyte, obs. f. Get v.; var. Gite 1 Obs.

Gyte, gyten, -in, obs. pa. pples. of Get v.

Gytern(e, obs. variant of Gitterx.
Gytlin(g, variant of Geti.ixg.

Gytolle, obs. variant of ClTOLE.

Gyton e, variant of Geton Obs.

Gytrasll (gsi'trsep. north, dial. Also guy-.

An apparition, spectre, ghost, generally taking the

form of an animal.

1847 C. Bronte % Eyre xii, I rememl>ered certain of
Uessie's tales, wherein figured a North-of-Kngland spirit,

called a ' Gytrash ;

' which, in the form of horse, mule, or

large dog, haunted solitary ways, and sometimes came upon
belated travellers. 1891 Atkinson Last Giant A'illers 150

Then another name was called and spelt 'Gytrash'.
Comb. 1847 C. Hkontk f. Eyre xii. A Gytrash-like New-

foundland dog.

Gytt, obs. form of Get.
Gytterne, obs. variant of Gittern.
Gytton, gyttorne, vars. Geton Obs.

Gyulere, variant of Guiler Obs.

Gyv, obs. form of Jew.
Gyve (d^aiv), sb. Chiefly pi. Now arch, or

poet. Forms: //. 3, 6, 7 gives, (5 gyvys\ 5-6
guyv(i)es, (7 gieves), 7-8 guives, 4- gyves.

sing. 6 give, 7 guive, 7- gyve. [ME. give
f
of

obscure origin.

The alliteration in ME. poetry shows that the word was
originally pronounced with initial (g), and from the spelling

guive it would appear that this pronunciation continued until

the i8thc. ; indeed, it is indicated in the pronouncing Diets,

of Sheridanfi78o)and Scott (179;;). The now prevailing pro-

nunciation with (d.5) is due to misinterpretation of the graphic
form of a word that had become obsolete in oral use. The
form points to an OF. *guive (spelt give in French Chrou.
Lend,, i^thc.) ; Prof. Skeat suggests that this may represent

an adoption of some derivative of the Teut. root *«»?/• (OHG.
ivlfan to wind round, LG. wtp, a stra\v-band\ Put the

absence of any record of the word in continental OF. con-
stitutes a serious objection to this conjecture. Can AF. guive
be an adoption of the synonymous ME. and OE. tuidtte, the
initial w being represented by^K-, and the unfamiliar Eng.
dental spirant represented byi'? If this suggestion be correct,
Layamon used both the Eng. and the Fr. form of the word ;

cf. with quot. c 1205 below the following (line 22833 ' Nime5
me bene ilke mon, and do3 wi'&5e an his sweore '.]

A shackle, esp. for the leg ; a fetter.

tiaos Lav. 15538 Giues swiSe grete : heo duden an his
foten. ctzgoS. Lug. Leg. I. 461/145 A-non-ri3ht lis holie
Man be Gyues he to-brac. 1306 Pol. Songs i Camden) 221
With feteres ant with gyves ichot he wes to-drowe, From
the Tour of Londone. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. R xiv. 51 Shal
neuere gyues the greue .. Prisone ne peyne. t-1420 Chron.
VHod. (Horstm.) 4413 Pot be gyuys duden bo anon alle to-

burst. 1494 Fabyan Chron. VI. clxii. 155 The greuous cor-
reccyons that he sawe . . as in werynge of irons and guyues.
1505 Nottingham Rec. III. 100 Duo paria de guyvies de
ferro. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts xvi. 60 All the
prisoners gyues and other lyke bonds were loosed. 1566
Drant Wail. Hiercm. Kvb, Pressinge downe, with pon-
drouse gyves, my feete. 1600 Fairfax Tasso v. xlii. 83
Hands .. Not to be tide in giues and twisted cords. 1631

! J. Taylor (Water P.) Turn Fort. Wheel (1848) 24 Helpe
me. .To fire and powder, Manacles and gives, a i658Ci.f.vf.-

LAND Whs. (1687 253 Thebenum'd Captive crampt in his cold
Gives. 1704 J. PtTT& Ace. Mahometans viii. 115 The Women
of Algier. .wear great Kings, almost like Guives about their

l.e_;s. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 105 We may as well
suppose, that a felon would forge his own gyves. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. vr. i, The debtor wakes to thought of gyve and
jail. 1828 Tkxnyson Lozrr's T. 11. 155 Upon his steely
gyves. 1829 Hoon Dream Eugene A. xxxvi, Eugene Aram
walked between With gyves upon his wrist. 1900 Q. Rev.
Jan. 181 You read of a youth brought up in a country where
all the world wore a gyve on the right leg.

b. trans/, and fig.
1587 M. Grove Pelops <y Hipp. (1S78) 03 Though long

I wretch doc weare the giue And carefull clog of heauinesse.

1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl. 242 Playing patient sports in

vnconstrain[e]d giues. 1614 Pp. Ham. Recoil. Treat. 251 Not
ftttred with the gieves of unjust scruples. 1616 P. Jonson
Forest iv. To the world, Such as blow away their liues, And
neuer will redeeme a day, Enamor'd of their golden gyues.

1624 Fletcher Wife for Month 1. ii, A golden Give, a
pleasing wrong. 1700 Drydf.n Fables, Meleagerff Afalauta
150 Telamon . . happ'd to meet A rising Root, that held his

fastned Feet; So tlown he fell; whom, sprawling on the

Ground, His P.rotherfrom the Wooden Gyves unbound. 1844
Disraeli Coningsbyn. \. 60 The gyves and trammels of office.

Gyve (<l33iv), v. Also 6 give. Pa. pp/e. 3
i-gwived, 4 i-gyved, y-gyvid. [f. Gyve sb.]

1

trans. To fasten with, or as with, gyves; to fetter,

I

shackle.
<• 1290 Beket 1 1 in .V. Eng. L-eg. I. 106 He was sone i-nome,

I

Ase A sclaue forth i-lad and i-don In prisone, And faste was
!

i-gwiued. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 203 Egwynus
bybou3te hym of be synnes of his :joube,and gyvede hymself

1 . .and wente so i-gyved to Rome. 1482 Monk of JCvesham
.Arb.) 83 They were gyuyd in fyry feturs and hangyd vp in

the myddysof fyre. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Afarhvu

29 Johns head was priuily striken of after he hadde layne

a whyle fast gyued in pryson. 1613 Heywood Sih'er Age
1. Wks. 1874 HI. 86 Gyve his legges in Irons, Till we deter-

mine further of his death. 1635 — Hicrarch. IV, 268 He the

old Dragon gyv'd and bound. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res.

11858) 79 There was no good Running, so obstructed was
the path, so gyved were the feet. 1835 Fonblanole Eng.
under 7 Administr, (1837,1 III. 199 1 o fetter their hands,

and gyve their legs.

b. fig. or with reference to immaterial things.

1377 Lanci.. P. PI. P. xx. 191 He . . gyued me in goutes,

I may nou^te go at large. 14.. Circumcision in Tundalc's

I'is. (1843) 90 My uittis be so dull with rudenes, And in

the cheynes of ignoraunce gyved. 1592 Lvly Midas 11. ii. 18

Eristus, whose eyes are sticht on Cuba's face, And thoughts

gyved to her beautiu. 1604 Shaks. Oth. n. i. 171, I will

giue thee in thine own Courtship. 1631 Heywoop 2nd Pt.

Faire Maid of W. m. Wks. 1874 II. 381 He's gyv'd to me
by faith, but else at liberty. 1808 j. Parlow Columb. v.

1 38 Dependent feelings for a distant throne Gyve the crampt
soul that fears to think alone. 1867 Carlyle Remin. II.

147 Hampered and gyved as we were by the genius loci

and its difficulties.

Gyve, obs. form of Gif con;., Give.

Gyved (dgaW
,
ppi. a. [f. Gyve v. + -edI.]

Fastened with gyves; fettered, shnckled.
i382WvcLir Gen. max. 20 [Potiphar] toke Joseph into

prysoun, where the gyved men of the kyng weren kept.

1565 Cooper 'Thesaurus, Compeditus, fettered, gyued,

shackled. 1821 Joanna Paillie Metr. Leg., Columbus xlii.

10 These gyved limbs will wear their yoke. 1892 /'/(//

Mall G. 29 Sept. 5/2 The practice of arraigning gyved ..

prisoners in open court . . lingered until the time of John
lowaid.

Gywe, obs. form of Give.

Gywes, gywene, obs. nom. Sc gen. pi. of Jew.

Gyylde, Gyyste, obs. forms of Guild, Joist.

Gyzard, Gyze, obs. ff. Guisaiid sb*, Guise.

Gyzen, obs. form of Gizzex.

Gyzern, gyzzarn, obs. variants of Gizzerx.
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